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DORM CROWDING SEEN EASED
See Story, page 3

SOUTHWEST, in the foreground, is the location for the majority of triples on campus this fall.

Princeton Plan

Made "Optional"

Details, page 9

Frosh Welcomed

At Convocation

Story, page 2
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Tippo Greets Frosh

At Cage Convocation
By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Freshmen a*! administrators performed the polite ritual of Con-

vocation yesterday afternoon in the half-filled Curry Hicks Cage.

Stern faced Chancellor Oswald Tippo greeted the freshmen, urging

the new students to get involved in the University, cautioning students

to fulfill their "obligation" to parents, the State government, and

themselves, by making "good use of time" at the University.

Dean of Students, William F. He added, "I only hope it ^tays

Field called to order the first

meeting of the 104th class to enter

this state institution, asking the as-

sembled freshmen to rise for the

national anthem. Dean Field then

read a lengthy introduction to Ch-

ancellor Tippo citing Dr. Tippo's

past experience and education, in-

cluding an Eaton Professorship at

Yale, Provost of the U. of Colo-

rado, and theChancellorsownser-

vice at the UMass as Provost.

The Administration was also

represented by Asst. to the Chan-

cellor for Student Affairs, W.Ran-

dolph Bromery, former head of the

UMass Geology Department and

Provost Robert Gluckstern. Nei-

ther spoke.

The Student Senate was rep-

resented by President Glen El-

ters, a member of the UMass
Board of Trustees. Elters con-

fined his speech to the organiza-

tion of the Student Government

Association, which he termed,

"one of the best in the coun-

try." Elters, who has on occas-

sion lashed out at administration

and University policies, remained

seated during the playing of the

National Anthem, gazing passive-

ly at the black -speckled red car-

pet, covering the makeshift plat-

form.

Chancellor Tippo told the stu-

dents that they were, in this time

of constant upheaval, "fortunate

to be in this beautiful valley."

this way." Tippo called UMass

"one of the strongest State Uni-

versities in the nation."

As the Chancellor looked out

over the 1200 freshmen gathered,

he reminded them of the impor-

tance of living in "big places"

even though, as Tippo said, "the

human soul craves smaller un-

its."

Drawing on a theme which has

developed over the last couple

years in administrative circles,

the Chancellor urged students to

"identify with the smaller units"

on campus. Tippo named dorms,

fraternities, and campus organi-

zations as important for students to

find enjoyment. "It's amazing

where students find solace and

conversation," said the Chancel-

lor.

(During the past year Dr. Tippo

has been a strong advocate of bet-

ter dormitory life. He has argued

before the Board of Trustees for

Co-Ed living and other improve-

ments for the Amherst campus.)

Chancellor Tippo mentioned the

"crowding problem on campus";

telling the freshmen that some 350

rooms would be tripled this year.

He offered for comfort to some,

that "when I was a freshman at

UMass" (not mentioning any dates)

I also had to live three people to

a single room." Tippo hoped that

students would recognize that the

building on campus, in spite of the

IN THE PHONE DIRECTORY, AN ERROR OCCURS IN THE
EMERGENCY NUMBER LISTING IN THE BACK OF THE FRONT
COVER. The FIRE EMERGENCY NUMBER SHOULD BE COR-
RECTED TO BE 5-2682 ON CAMPUS OR FROM A PAY PHONE,
545-2682.
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UP YOUR ALLEY
His & Her Sportswear Boutique

Current Foil Clothes
now selling at

30%

.40*
off

also Drastic Reductions on

late Summer merchandise

I

I

I

56/2 Main Street, Amherst

Next to Aubuchon Hardware
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones

are 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), ond 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid of Amher»t, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Fridoy during the aca-

demic year except during vocation and exam periods; three or four

•imes o week following a vacation or exom period or when a holiday

foils within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotes ore $S 50 per semester, $10 00 per year.
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At Freshman Convocation, Assistant to the Chancellor Randolt Bromery, Provost

Robert Gluckstein, Chancellor Tippo and Dean of Student William F. Feild all stood for

the National Anthem, but

(MDC photo by Pat Lempart)

discomfort it creates, is H for the

good of the greatest number." He

told the group that "only 3600 of

the 18,000" applicants were able

to enter this year and that as a

State institution UMass had to ex-

pand as much as possible.

Tippo took great pain to warn

the new students of the "suspect

motives of a few outsiders". He

called on students to be "suspi-

cious of anyone seeking violence,

seeking to divide ... and sug-

gesting interference with the rights

of others." Tippo challenged the

students to "think for yourselves

. . . don't believe rumors and

gossip ... and don't follow the

Student Senate President Glenn Elters remained seated.

crowd." He mentioned the "hang-

ers-on" some of whom "would

like to destroy the University" and

urged students to be "intellectual-

ly" hard-nosed in dealing with

them.

There was only one muted cry

during the Chancellor's whole ra-

ther hard-line speech. The fresh-

men listened patiently as Tippo

ended his speech by pressing stu-

dents to recognize the functions of

a University; teaching, learning,

seeking knowledge and passing it on

to the greater society, and to take

full advantage of the University as

a place "primarily for study and

thought."

Tippo also cited the help avail-

able to those students desiring

assistance, through both adminis-

trative and student agencies. He
also urged all to participate in

the many activities on campus.
Everyone, including Senate Pre-

sident Elters, stood for the Univer-

sity Alma Mater, probably the first

and last time for this group of

freshmen to hear it.

Dean Field closed the meeting
after making several announce-

ments concerning registration and

the President and Chancellor's Re-
ception this Sunday evening in the

Campus Center teak wood floored

ballroom.

Enrollment Rises Again;
As New Semester Opens

Record enrollment, important new

programs and continued building

will mark the coming academic

year at UMass New England's la-

rgest university in terms of full-

time enrollment. The total en-

rollment at the Amherst campus

will be an estimated 19,150 includ-

ing 15,400 undergraduates, 3150

graduate students and 600 two-

year Stockbridge School students.

It will be the first year for the

Amherst campus under its new go-

vernance system. State Univer-

sity System President Robert C.

Wood directs the statewide system

from his office in Cambridge, with

the Amherst campus headed by

Chancellor Tippo, who assumed

his post last February.

At Amherst the new semester

will see a number of academic

changes, new courses and new pro-

grams. The W. E.B.Dubois depar-

tment of Afro-American studies

will offer its first courses this

fall under acting head Michael

Thelwell. African art, African

languages and other courses will

be offered, and a Black Repertory

Theatre is being developed.

A new Division of Continuing

Education is offering university-

level evening courses on and off

campus for the first time this fall.

Courses will be taught by UMass
faculty in Amherst, Greenfield,

Holyoke, Pittsfie Id and Springfield.

A total of 61 courses in 23 di-

fferent subject areas will be

offered, with most of the courses

scheduled to meet one evening a

week.

An Asian Studies Program off-

ering 35 courses begins this fall

under William E. Naff. The pro-

gram concentrates on China, Ja-

pan and India, offers Chinese and

Japanese language courses and is

being developed in close cooper-

ation with the other members of

the Five College Cooperation Pro-

gram at Amherst, Hampshire, Mo-
unt Holyoke and Smith Colleges.

RAPP'S
79 S Pleasant St.

next to Peter Pan

DELICATESSEN FOOD
SPECIALIZING IN

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

CORNED BEEF

PASTRIES

FREE UMASS DELIVERY
253-9336

Hours: 10-1 Sun. - Thurs.

10 - 2 Fri. & Sat.

A new Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration at Am-
herst permits a student interested

in independent study to work out

his own program of study with

the help of a faculty sponsor. Al-

so new at Amherst is a Ph. D. pro-

gram in speech and new under-

graduate majors in human develop-
ment, comparative literature and

computer systems engineering.

A new special assistant to the

chancellor for public affairs now

administers the areas of develop-

ment, alumni fund raising, public

relations, radio and television, and

publications. He is Prof. Jos-

eph S. Marcus, former associate

dean of the UMass School of En-

gineering, a UMass staff member
since 1948 and a winner of the Me

-

tawampe Award for distinguished

teaching.

His appointment is part of an

administrative reorganization plan

starting this fall at the Amherst
campus. The plan divides the ad-

ministration of the Amherst cam-
pus into five areas -- academic
services, student services, public

affairs services, financial servi-

ces and supporting and adminis-

trative services.

Braids And

Rings
FOR

Belts

FASHION FABRICS

OF AMHERST

Across from Louis's

On Campus Housing Squeeze Better Than Expected
By CLAUDIA HAMBERG, News
Editor

As the last of 19,150 UMass
students arrive In Amherst for
the 1970-71 academic year, the
housing situation is tight, but not
the "crisis" that was expected
three months ago. Approximately
260 triples, 60 of them voluntary,

are anticipated in campus dorm-
itories at the start of this sem-
ester according to James West,
Director of Housing and Busin-
ess Manager for Student Affairs.

Most of the assigned triples will

be freshman males.

The situation looked bleak last

spring to both administrators and
students, when it was announced
that the three "1970" dormitor-
ies under construction would not

be open until at least January,
1971. With the University grow-
ing by nearly 1500 students each
year and the Class of 1974 al-

ready accepted, the new dorms
were sorely needed.

Everyone remembered Septem-
ber, 1969 when close to 1000 tri-

ples existed the first few days
of the semester until vacancies
could be discerned, and students

shuffled. Approximately 250 tri-

ples lasted through the fall sem-
ester last year.

But now the situation appears
under control.

Residency figures were "inflat-

ed" a year ago, said West. Wi-
th the room deposit system ini-

tiated last spring ($100 for fresh-

men and transfer students and
$50 for returning dorm residen-

ts) the housing office can now pl-

an more accurately just how man-
y students will be living in do-
rmitories. Some 400 students who

had signed up for rooms for this

semester did not pay the depo-

sit, and lost their spaces.

The administration went to work
last spring to avert the expected
campus housing squeeze, West ad-
ded. Students were urged to co-
mmute from home for the fall

semester if possible, voluntary
triples were encouraged (at a 30%
saving in room rent), and juniors
were allowed to move off-campus.
The completion of new apartment
complexes In the Amherst area
made room for more students
to live off-campus. But apart-
ments off-campus are difficult to

find this fall.

The filling of co- educational do-
rms presented a special problem
for housing, because of a Board
of Trustees ruling which prohib-
its the placing of freshmen in

co-ed dorms. Some of the co-
ed dorms were difficult to fill and
required the switching of agreea -

ble upperclass males.

Housing officials worked through

the summer, relocating freshmen
and transfer students in August
to utilize all available rooms.
Extra beds have been placed in

each dormitory "to be prepared."

The room assignment system h-

as been loosened this fall to make
room changes easier than in the

past. The Heads of Residence
will be responsible for their own
houses for the hectic getting -set-

tled period and room changes will

be made through them. Students

will be allowed to change rooms,
one -for -one, with the permission
of the Head of Residence. The
housing office will be in frequent

communication with each Resid-
Head to determine which dorm-
itories have vacancies and which
are overcrowded.

All rooms must be held until

at least Thursday for late -arr-
ivals. Students wishing to move
into vacant rooms should contact
their Residence Heads early next
week. They will be in charge
of dormitory rosters, and the Ho-
using office will work to facil-

itate the moving of students.

Administration officials admit
that the figure of 260 triples is

"on paper," and no precise fi-

gure can be determined until the
end of the week when all stud-
ents have arrived.

f f

New Concept" Education Course Set

WHILE ON-CAMPUS CROWDING, in the form of triples,

decreased from last year, finding housing off-campus is

more difficult than ever this semester. (MDC photo by

Steve Schmidt)

Index Arrival Delayed

The Department of Engineering
Is sponsoring a seminar course
this fall which will deal with the

interrelationship of technology, s-

ociety, and public policy.

The course, entitled Engineeri-
ng 385 Special Problems: Tech-
nology and Public Policy, is an
outgrowth of the student and fa-

culty meeting held In May, 1970.

It is intended to help engineer-
ing students develop abilities to

evaluate technological alternatives
in terms of scientific feasibility,

social benefit, cost, ecological im-

pact, and political legal implica-
tions. This will be accomplished
by a seminar which involves di-

rect student participation in the

selection of topics and method of

inquiry. Students will be urged
to take the initiative in defining

their own areas of interest and the
methods by which they will Inv-

estigate.

A Steering Committee of five

students and five faculty will or-
ganize the course and formulate
guidelines.

The 1970 yearbook, INDEX, will

be one week late, according to its

editor, Alan Marcus. "In order

to provide full , color coverage

of the Strike last semester", he

said, "our printing deadline was
missed by about a month. Also,

the fact that our office was
being used by the Strike Com-
mittee during the critical final

deadline time and the active in-

volvement of some of our staff-

ers In Strike activities contributed

to our delay."

Marcus assures the student body
that the INDEX will be well

worth the delay. In addition to

an innovative cover design, INDEX
will use creative approaches to

layout, design, and theme.

Students will be able to pick up
their INDEX in front of the Stu-

dent Union beginning Monday. Sept-

ember 14. Only students who were
here both semesters last year and
who bring a 1970-71 ID card will

be able to pick one up. INDEX
will be mailed to all graduated
seniors.

195 North Plrasant St., Amherst

Tel. 25<Mtt*

We live in friendship,

in warm community . . .

we are a happy family.

We experience fulfillment

in living totally

for God's children.

Join us as a Priest

.or Brother.

Write to Father Joseph

The Trinltsrisns
Grey Rock
Garrison, Maryland 21055

The film of the 1967

MONTEREY POP
international festival

is coming to campus.

Watch tomorrow's paper.

dangling conversation

welcomes our friends old and

new hack for another school

year, we've filled our store

with all the things you used to

like and added lots of things

we hope you will!

jewelry # imported, hand-made, silver, gold, earrings,

pins, necklaces, bracelets • belts a) watch bands • wide,
narrow, leather, rope • scarfs • hand bags • tote bagsl

# incense • cone, cake, stick powder • posters # zo-

diac, seria club • studio one • art blocks # matted art
prints • cards • art • postcards • contemporary • sta-

tionery • note cards • paper lanterns • solid and print,

# tiffancy shades • beaded curtains • wall hangings •
tapestry, woven • sculpture • candles • tapers, pillars,

strobe, scented, decorative • mobiles # imported gifts

• mugs • glasses • candle holders # incense burners •
soaps • kerosene lamps # mexican tin • wrapping paper
• paper flowers • and lots of happiness • pipes, papers,
water pipes %

103 n. pleasant st. amherst

Name Age

Address

Zip

School Now Attending Year

Attention: CLASS of 1973

Executive Council Applications

availahle in RSO Office, Campus Center

JOIN NOW
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In The Nation And The World
Cardinal Cushing
Resigning Post

ArabsSti11HoldHostages
InA fterma tho fHijacking

BOSTON (AP)-Richard Cardinal
Cushing, the onetime blacksmith's
helper who became spiritual leader
to the nation's second largest Ro-
man Catholic archdiocese, is step-
ping down after several years of
ill health.

The Vatican announced Tuesday
that the 75-year-old cardinal's
request for resignation had been
accepted.

Appointed to replace him was
the Most Rev. Humberto S. Med-
eires, 54, a former chanceller
of the Fall River, Mass., dioc-
ese. He has been bishop since
1966 of the Brownsville, Tex., dio-
cese, where he has been identif-

ied with the problems of the poor
and migrant workers.
A spokesman for the archdio-

cese said Bishop Medeiros will

be installed Oct. 7 at the Cath-
edral of the Holy Cross by the

SeeklsraeliSupport
Thirty professors at Harvard,

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Princeton, Chicago and
other universities called upon the
Nixon administration Tuesday to

"keep faith with Israel."

Copies of the statement were
sent to Henry Kissinger, Presid-

ent Nixon's foreign policies ad-
visor.

Most Rev. Luigi Raimondi, apos-

tolic delegate to the United Sta-

tes and representative of Pope
Paul VI for the occasion.

The bishop said no date has be-

en set for him to go to Boston.

Cardinal Cusliing has long sou-

ght retirement, but when he ap-

plied earlier-the first time was

10 years ago- he was refused.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Arab commandos held 178 hos-

tages captive aboard two hijacked

Jetliners In the sweltering Jord-
anian desert for a second day
Tuesday while diplomats met in

half a dozen capitals seeking to

secure their release.

Laird Plans Mobilization
WASHINGTON (AP) - Future

emergencies requiring a rapid bu-
ildup of the armed forces will be

met by mobilizing the Reserves
and National Guard and not thr-

ough higher draft calls as during
he Vietnam war, the Pentagon
innounced Tuesday.
The order by Secretary of De-

fense Melvin R. Laird reversed
the policy of the Johnson admin-
istration which left the bulk of

the nation's mil linn man Reserve
force at home while large num-
bers of draftees were sent to fig-

ht in Vietnam.
National Guard officials said

they are delighted with the new
policy. "All we've ever asked
for is a chance to prove our
worth'" said Maj. Gen. Winston

P. Wilson, chief of the National

Guard.
"This is the first time we've

ever had a definite policy on the

ROUGH
STUI

Dexter comes on strong with the naturally rough and

rugged looks of Brute leather. Bring out the beast in you!

* SHOE STOPKJ
37 - 43 So. Pleofoiit S

usage, equippage and financial su-

pport of the Guard and Reserve,"
Wilson said.

Actually, pre-war plans in the

early 1960's had envisioned call-

ing up the Reserves during an
emergency. But when former
President Lyndon B. Johnson de-

cided in 1965 to build up U.S.

forces in Vietnam, he resorted to

higher draft calls. Calling up the

Reserves, it was feared, might
have led to further political and
social problems at home.
Johnson eventually called 38,000

reservists, but not until after the

Tet offensive and seizure of the

USS Pueblo by North Korea in

1968.

Laird's new policy was cont-

ained in a two page memo sent

Aug. 21 to the secretaries of the

Army, Navy and Air Force and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hoi Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

Women and children among the

hostages were described as terror
stricken as their ordeal continued.

The Popular Front for the Li-

beration of Palestine- -PFLP- wh-
ich engineered Sunday's three hi-

jackings and a fourth at tempt,
rejected the diplomatic efforts.

The guerrillas threat ended to

blow up the planes, possibly with

the passengers inside, if seven
guerrillas held in Switzerland ,

Britain and West Germany, were
not freed by 10 p.m. EDT Wed-
nesday.

In Washington, President Nixon
met with Secretary of State Wil-
liam P. Rogers, FBI director J.

Edgar Hoover and Richard Helms,
head of the Central Intelligence

Agency. A spokesman said tou-

gher legislation against aerial hi-

jackings was considered.

Rogers summoned the ambass-
adors of 10 Arab countries to a

30 minute conference. The am-
bassadors told newsmen they had
promised to try to persuade the

commandos to free the captives,

but added that their governments
have little Influence over the guer-
rillas.

The 178 hostages were being
held aboard a Swissair DC8 and
a Trans World Airlines Boeing
707 at a dusty military airstrip

25 miles northeast of Jor-
dan.

Earlier, the guerrillas had fr-

eed 122 passengers - 86 from the

Swissair flight and 36 from the

TWA plane. Most were women

They were driven

are opposed to

settlement that

Arabs to their

Palestine, the

and children,

to Amman.
The guerrillas

any Middle East
does not restore
former home in

area which became Israel.

Palestinian commandos who hi-

jacked a Pan American World Ai-
rways Boeing 747 Sunday and for-
ced It to land in Cairo blew up
the plane after its 188 passengers
and crew escaped through emer-
gency chutes.

The PFLP In one statement, said
it would blow up the Swissair and
TWA planes with the passengers
aboard if its ultimatum for the
release of jailed guerrillas was
not met. But a PFLP spokesman
at the field where the hostages
were held said only that the planes
would be blasted. He said the
hostages would be removed first

and probably taken to another guer-
rilla camp.
Twenty one hostages were per-

mitted to leave the planes Tuesday
to talk to newsmen. Patrolling
guerrilla jeeps kicked up clouds
of dust as the hostages told of a
water shortage and said the pl-
anes were hot during the day
and cold at night.

Children could be seen peering
from the windows. Armed guards
stood at the open doors.

A French representative of the
International Red Cross told news-
men, "We have a psyshosis pro-
blem here. The women and child-

ren are terrified."

alung with a new logo we've gotten a whole uew

store full of new merchandise to welcome you

with!

records # classical, jazz, folk, blues, soul, rock, electronic

children's, country, western • tapes • 8 track, cassette

• light machines # color wheels • strobes • light organs

• black light # fixtures, bulbs • op lamps • posters

• black light, personality, famous sayings, contemporary
art, (largest selection in the area) • pants # men's, wo-
men's, flares, bells, tapestry, velvet, dress, casual, suedes,
denims, patterned workmen's dungarees • dresses • im-
ported, indian mexican, peasant # blouses • skirts •
hats • vests # ties • shirts • sweaters • jerseys •
slap on a smile and come see us!

just around the corner from dangling on n. pleasant st.

Our Boot Cellar

is open with a large

selection of Frye Boots

for men.

Visit

BAJIKAMEfilCARD
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Campus War Research Continues Despite Protests
NEW YORK (AP) - Thirteen ma-
jor universities where government
defense work has been the target
of student protest report they
have in no way changed their
policies toward war research.
A survey of some 70 colleges

around the country shows furth-
er that only two of four colleges
that have curtailed or ended their
government affiliations in the past
couple of years did so directly be-
cause of student protests.
Most of the colleges queried

said they conduct little defense

-

relate research. What Defense
Department contracts they do ha-
ve are generally unclassified or
unrelated to warfare, they said.

Military campus spending has
been declining, and further re-
trenchmens may occur particular-
ly if campus strife continues.

The Associated Press survey
turned up these examples where
colleges have not yielded to stu-

dent demands on the issue of de-
fense research.

At Ohio State University- -where
defense work accounted for rough-
ly a third of all research during
fiscal 1969- -officials say a ma-
jor effect of student protests was
to remove money from proposed
social, ecological and other re-
search programs. The money,
a spokesman said, was diverted
to repairing damage and beefing
up the campus police force.

The protests did not change un-
iversity policy on defense resear-
ch, Robert P. Stevenson adviser
to the vice president of academic
affairs, added.

Kent State University, where fo-

ur students were killed in a co-

nfrontation with National Guard-
smen last May, has a long-time
policy against accepting classif-

ied research but, despite student

demands, still houses four Def-
ense Department projects.

The University of Wisconsin, sc-
ene of a bomb explosion that kil -

led one student and injured four
others last month, has not dropped
any military research programs
over the past several years be-
cause of campus demonstrations.
At Iowa State University, stu-

dent demonstrations had "no ef-

fect however" on defense -related
contracts, Wayne Moore, vice pr-
esident for business, said.

Other colleges whieh said they
have not changed their policies

despite student protests include:

University of Kansas, University
of Illinois, University of Arizona,

Ohio University, University of Mi-
nnesota, State University of New
York at Buffalo, University of Ro-
chester, Pennsylvania State Un-
iversity, and Washington Univer-
sity.

Heavily involved in defense re -

search is the University of Ca-

lifornia, which runs two weapons
laboratories for the Atomic En-
ergy Commission. In fiscal 19-

70 the AEC said it appropriat-

ed an estimated $224 million foi

these labs. The contracts for th-

ese installations are up for re-

newal in 1972.

Former UM Trustee Sentenced
Former UMass Trustee Martin

Sweig was sentenced last week to

serve two and a half years in pr-
ison and to pay a $2,000 fine for ly-

ing to a grand jury while being
questioned for allegedly defrauding
the Federal Government.
He served for over 20 years
as an aid to U.S. House Speaker

'Scarlet Empress'

John W. McCormack until the Nat
ional Securities Commission began
investigating him.

Governor Endlcott Peabody app-
ointed Sweig a Trustee in 1964

and hev was reappointed for one
year in 1969. He left the Board
last January.

Sweig was convicted after a th-

ree week trial last July of purgery
when he denied that he had known

or had interceeded with govern-

ment agencies on behalf of Ga-
ry Roth, a Long Island service-

man who wanted a hardship dis-

charge from the Army.
Federal Judge Marvin E. Ffan-

kel said at the sentencing, I

am of the view that I would be

derelict if I did not impose a sub
stantial prison sentence in this ca-

se, and I will.

CC Celebrates Opening

With Movies, Dancing

The Student Union Program Council is planning a series of ev-
ents for Wednesday and Thursday nights to celebrate the official

Campus Center Open House.
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 9

1) Open House Dance at 7:30 in the Campus Center Auditorium

featuring three groups - King Bisquit Hour, American Rainbow, and
Featherbed.

2) Ice Cream Smorgasbord from 8 to 10:30 P.M. in the Hatch.

3) Tours of the Campus Center given by the Program Council

members from 8 to 10 P.M. Gather at the Level 2 information

desk.

4) Rooms available for folksinging, cards and chess playing in

the Campus Center. Must bring your own instruments, cards, and

chess sets. Rooms to be used will be posted at the Level 2 infor-

mation desk.

5) The movie "Bullit" starring Steve McQueen will be shown in

the SU Ballroom at 7 and 9:30 P.M. Admission is 50?
THURSDAY, SEPT. 10

1) Registration Dance at 7:30 in the Campus Center Auditorium.

2) The movie "Che!" starring Omar Shariff will be shown in

the SU Ballroom at 7 and 9:30 P.M. Admission is 50?.

Hits the Screen Parking Stickers Available
THE SCARLET EMPRESS, a fi-

lm which is based on the youth of
Catherine the Great up to her as-
cension to the throne, is playing
tonight at Mahar Auditorium at 7

and 9:15 p.m. To its smallest
detail, this film is the work of

one man. Josef von Sternberg
wrote the screenplay and dialo-

gue, suggested the decor and ik-

ons, designed the statues -- which
are more numerous than the ac-
tors -- sketched the costumes,
arranged the lights, composed so-
me of the music and personally
directed the Los Angeles Philh-
armonic Orchestra, which plays
the score.

Only upon seeing the film can
one fully appreciate the sheer ma-
gnitude of such an artistic ach-
ievement, as well as the filmic
genius of Sternberg. Made in

1934, THE SCARLET EMPRESS
was the sixth of seven films (be-

ginning with THE BLUE ANGEL
and ending with THE DEVIL IS

A WOMAN) that Sternberg made
starring his discovery, Marlene
Dietrich, between 1930 and 1935.

On-campus parking stickers are
available to all students at a

special table at undergraduate re-
gistration today. Students, faculty

and staff members can also ob-
tain stickers at 105 Hampshire
house from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
daily.

Robert Ferrifer, Parking Coor-
dinator, said this week that his

office has done its best to pre-
register campus parking, and es-
timates that 60$ of students and
95% of the faculty and staff me-

mbers have already received par-
king assignments.

University parking lots handle
12-15 thousand cars each day, and
Ferriter said "no great rush"
is expected as students, faculty,

and staff pour into UMass this

week.
The Campus Center parking ga-

rage, expected to open in the ver-

y near future, will also be ava-
ilable for student parking at a
reasonable fee.

IN THE PHONE DIRECTORY, AN ERROR OCCURS IN THE EM-
ERGENCY NUMBER LISTING IN THE BACK OF THE FRONT
COVER. The FIRE EMERGENCY NUMBER SHOULD BE COR-
RECTED TO BE 5-2682 ON CAMPUS OR FROM A PAY PHONE,
545-2682.

Hastings ... on the map for
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UNIVERSITY

SUPPLIES
• Banners and Pennants
• Univ. of Mass.
Stationery

• Spiral Notebooks
• College Course
Outlines

• Desk Pads and Blotter"?

• School Year Calendars
• Pencil Sharpeners
• Sporting Goods
• Bulletin Boards
• Posters

• Hallmark Cards
•Typing Paper

Conveniently located in the center of Amherst.

A. J. HASTINGS INC.
NEWSDEALER AND STATIONER

45 South Pleasant St. Amherst AL 3 2840

Open Weekdays • 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays - 5 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Complete Make-Up Line by
Bonnie Belle

Love
"Playthings"

Max Factor

Revlon
Aziza

Coty
L'Oreal

Yardley

Fragrances by
Revlon Guerlain

Faberge Jean D'Albert

Coty Christian Dior

Tweed Marcel Rochas

Jean Nate Nina Ricci

Prince Matchabelli Chanel
Chantilly Lanuin

Taber Maja
Ma Griffe Replique

4711 Tosca

Blue Crass Heaven Sent

Men's Lines
Mansier Rochas Nine Flags

Maustache Hawaiian Surf

Christian Dior Jade East
Chanel Brut

Bay Rum ^
English Lcatfl W

Pub
fianal

AVAILABLE AT

1 COLLEGE DRUG
4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

Hillel's First Brunch - Sun. 1 1 a.m.
Student Union Ballroom

BILL BAIRD - indep. for U.S. senate

from Mass. . . . advocate of birth control

RELIGIOUS ISSUES IN BIRTH CONTROL
$1.50 — Free to new and renewed members
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Campus Center Planning and Facilities Questioned
Ornate and expensive , the new

Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

stands as a monument to unreal-

istic planning, student apathy and

Inflationary prices. Ever since

its conception in the late fifties

the center has been hampered by

bureaucratic procedures and a lack

of student and administrative com-
munication.

In 1959 It was becoming appar-

ent to everyone, students and ad-

ministrators alike, that existing

Student Union facilities were no

longer adequate. Built to acco-

accomodate a peak crowd of 10,000

its cafeteria, ballroom facility, and

conference space, was over-

worked and over -crowded. To
alleviate the problem, J. Paul

Mather, then President of the Un-

iversity, appointed a committee of

8 students and 2 faculty members
to investigate the problem.

Studies were taken regarding

areas of greatest pedestrian traf-

fic, areas where new space was

needed, and areas where exist-

ing space could be expanded. Qu-

estlonaires were given out regard-

ing the type of building and ad-

ditional facilities that could be

constructed. On January 15, 1963

the final survey was submitted to

President Lederle.

The study recommended the con-

struction of 138,701 additional sq-

uare feet. Included in this new

space were: an Informal room,

an area adjacent to the pond wh-

ere people coming in from out-

door activities could gather, talk

and dance, a snack bar, a caf-

eteria and its support facilities

additional game facilities, and ex-
panded ballroom and catering ar-

eas. The report further stated

that the book store needed ex-

panded facilities. Two square
feet, the report maintained should

be provided for each individual

using the store.

While the study indicated thai

a majority of students wanted ex-

panded ballroom facilities, it also

indicated that they did not need
conference space or want any ho-

tel space. In fact, the study

specifically stated that most of

the conference rooms were adeq-

uate and that no recommendations
were made for any type of guest

facilities.

"At the time the study for the

new facility was researched", co-

mmented Dean Field, "students

were oriented toward a frater-

nity-sorority life styles, with most
activities centering around parties

and football rallies". "The em-
phasis in the seventies has shift-

ed to social concerns", he added.

"When the survey was done, the

expanded social facilities were
the most important part of the

center, now they're not".

After the study had been accep-

ted and the committee officially

recognized, President Lederle ap-
pointed an administrative commi-
ttee headed by Dr. Leo Redfern,

Dean of Administration at South

College. This group was to be
the moving force in the shape
the new building was to take..

Initially the committee attacked

the problem of financing the buil-

ding. The $5,000,000.00 build-

By ALBERT BENSON
ing cost was to be funded through

bonds backed up by Student Un-

ion Activitie's taxes. The mem-
bers of Dr. Redfern's committee,

decided that student revenues a-

lone would not be enough to sup-

port the complex.

Higher wages for Student Union

workers and the consequent loss

of revenue in the summer made
impracticable, the committee me-
mbers contended, the use of ac-

tivities funds to support the buil-

ding. To help defray the costs

it was decided to incorporate the

continuing education and confer-

ence centers into the Student Un-

ion Complex.
After the decision was made to

incorporate the two, the commit-
tee submitted a booklet to Marcel
Breuer, the architect, requesting

space assignments in the new bu-

ilding. In this booklet recommen-
dations for space were much the

same as in the initial survey.

The major difference being in the

seperation of the three areas, the

hotel, the conference area, and the

Union. The report itself stated.

"Student Activity areas should

be blocked within an area seperate

from those commonly shared by the

community at large. Lounge ar-

eas should permit easily relax-

ation away from the traffic, yet

must permit lnconspicious superv-

ision."

While the booklet recommended
the same kind of support facilities

the figures for the gross amount
of space were different. The
area for the entire building was
201,000 square feet.

Forty -two thousand two - hundred

fifty feet of that building were to

have some living accomodations,
continuing education offices, the

labor center, and other office units.

The requests were then submit-

ted to the architect who was to

do a feasablllty study for the st-

ate on the campus center. When
the report was completed in Ju-

ly of 1965, it was submitted to

the committee.
Essentially the plan was like

the one before it. The gross
area was up to 287,050 sq. ft.

The space allotments were some-
what different, however. The two
student floors received a comb-
ined area of 134,410 sq. ft., the

stairways 2,200 and the terrace
level 5,460. The entire amount
of space in the tower was 104,820

sq. ft.. While the total space of

the center Increased, certain small
aspects of it were dropped. The
games area was among these.

After the initial report came
Mr. H. J. Littlefleld, planning

officer and secretary of the buil-

ding committee, who was also on
Dr. Redfern's committee, did a

report Indicating the initial req-

uests, the amount of space that the

architect had and the varience bet-

ween the two.

Initially, the program had req-

uested 250,000 sq. ft., the archi-

tect designed 246,300 sq. ft., giv-

ing a variance of 3,700 sq. ft.

The biggest loss was in the book
store which lost 5,950 sq. ft.

The biggest increase was in the

hotel units, lobby, and service

areas which had a net Increase

of 7,980 sq. ft. Mr. Llttlefleld's

report was read but, the archi-

tect's final plans were accepted.

While the plans for the new bui-

lding were being finalized, the

financial aspects of the .project

remained to be solved. Originally

the state was to have paid the coat

of the continuing education center
and hotel and the student union
tax was to have gone for the sup-
port of the Union. The members
of the committee learned, how-
ever, that it wasn't possible to

marry the same two funding sour-
ces. Consequently the Student

Activities taxes were used to sup
jort the whole building. The
ilans were finalized and the re-

sponsibility for $7,780,000 bond
was given to students in 1965.

The first student was elected to

Dr. Redfern's committee in 1966

according to one University spok-

esman. The student, Neil Whit-

man, was on the committee until

1967. According to one Univer-
sity official who wished to remain
anonymous, there were times when
Mr. Whitman was purposely not

told of meetings. "They would
call him at 7:45 for an 8:00 meet-
ing", the source stated. Never-
theless, while Mr. Whitman was
on the committee, there was a

dialogue between students and ad-

ministrators.

Alter Mr. Whitman left, accord-
ing to an administrative source,
student representation at the meet-
ings was infrequent. It wasn't
until 1968 and 1969 when the build-

ing had been planned and financed
that students again became In-

volved. At this time members
of the S. U. G. Board worked
closely with the people In charge
of the building on Interior design.
Some reforms were put through.

School of Ed. Slates Media Group
our new store is one not to be missed! it's in the

yellow house next to the flower shop, we hove beautiful

gifts - furniture that is so fantastic you won't believe it!

a kitchen that's groovy and a toyroom for the young

at heart please plan on a visit before you set up your

room decor we promise you the most unusual and

unique lamps, tables, chairs, bedspreads, you'll want

one of each' enough about us, here's to a great year

for you'

The Media Specialists Program
begins its second year this fall.

The program prepares students for

positions in schools for the deaf

in the area of educational media.

It is a three-year program lead-

ing to a bachelor's and master's

degree and is funded by the Un-

ited States Office of Education,

Bureau of Education for the Han-
dicapped.

The educationofthehearinghand-
icapped can be tremendously im-
proved through the use of a great

variety of media. Optimum media
utilization requires a well-trained

professional person competent in

the media field and education of
the deal. The students complet-
ing this program would be prep-
ared to work with all aspects of

media and with all members of

the staff, but would not be pre-

pared to teach the deaf.

borders of our lives
amherst, mass.

At Thompson's, we've gotten it alt together ...for you!

Th. Math II
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CAS IAC Revisions Affect Core Requirements

Curricular requirements of both
the University Core and the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences have been
liberalized and all features are re-
troactive, according to the school's
advising confer, CASIAC.
To qualify for graduation from

the University, every student must
fulfill the University Core Requir-
ements, plus the requirements es-
tablished by his college or school
and those of his specific major.
During the 1969-1970 academic ye-
ar, the College of Arts and Sci-
ences modified its graduation re-
quirements when the faculty voted
approval of the so-called JUNE
PROPOSAL.
Some of the changes in the re-

quirements established by the
JUNE PROPOSAL were so extens-
ive that their acceptance necess-
itated revision of some of the
University Core Requirements and
these changes were recently app-
roved by the University Board of

Trustees on August 10, 1970.

It should be noted that the com-
pletion of the University Core is

required of all students in the Un-
iversity. However, the Core Re-
quirements are Incorporated into

the JUNE PROPOSAL; thus, the

completion of the College of Arts
and Sciences graduation qualific-

ations and those of an approved
major will certify a student for

graduation. As a result of the

vote of the Trustees, all changes
in the University Core and in the
College requirements are now in

effect and all are retroactive. The
retroactive fei lure is especially

important for unperclassmen since
the requirements have been univ-

ersally libera., /.ed and/or re-
duced.

The specific features of change
in the College of Arts and Sci-

ences graduation qualifications are
considered below, and a copy of

the current Checklist of Gradua-
tion Qualifications for the various
degrees in the College is repro-
duced (in the adjacent columns).

RHETORIC REQUIREMENTS
(B) The former English Compos-

ition-Speech requirement (6 or 2

credits) is replaced with a requ-
irement for completion of 2 cou-
rses in Rhetoric (6 credits). The
Rhetoric courses are divided into
two groups; Croup I with Rhetor-
ic 100 and 110; and Group n with
Rhetoric 140, 145, 160, 165, and

170. The Rhetoric requirement
for the University Core and the

College of Arts and Sciences are
the same, BOTH REQUIRINGTWO
COURSES IN RHETORIC WITH AT
LEAST ONE FROM GROUP I.

Students who have met the former
English Composition-Speech requ-
irement will have satisfied the re-

quirement as will students who
have completed 5 credits in the

old requirement (e.g. having taken

English 111 and Speech 105). Th-
ose who have completed only 2

credits, as with English HI or

Speech 101, will need to complete
any one of the Rhetoric courses
to meet the requirement.

HUMANITIES AND
FINE ARTS REQUIREMENTS
(C) Formerly, two courses in

Western Literature (English 136-

126 or equivalents) were basic fea-

tures of the University Core but

the specific requirement has been
dropped. Currently, the requir-

ement is met with the complet-
ion of ANY FOUR "C" desig-
nated courses for the B.A. degree,
or THREE "C" designated cour-
ses for all other degrees. Fur-
tht r, the number of courses with

a "C" designation has been great-

ly expanded and they are to be
found among course offerings In

the following departments: Art,

Comparative Literature, English,

History, Music, Philosophy, Sp-

eech and in the Foreign Langua-
ges. English 125-126 and their

equivalents are of course desig-

nated as "C" courses. Those ma-
joring in the Humanities of Fine
Arts may meet the "C" require-
ments by completion of "C" de-

signated courses In their major.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
REQUIREMENTS

(D) This requirement, like that

In the Humanities area, has been
changed in its specifics. Four cou-
rses from the Social Sciences,
with at least three with a "D"
designation are required for the

B.A. degree, while only three
"D" designated courses are re-

quired for other degrees in the Un-
iversity. Here too, the list has
been expanded and "D" design-
ated courses are to be found in

the following disciplines: Anthro-
pology, Economics, Geography,
Government, Linguistics, Psycho-
logy, and Sociology. Again, as

in the "C" requirement, there
are no specific area requirements
and those majoring In the Social
Sciences may meet the "D" re-
quirement by completion of "D"
designated courses in their major
department.

SCIENCE AND/OR
MATHEMATICS REQUIREMENTS

(E) The University Core requ-
irement in the Science-Math cate-
gory is now established as three
"E" designated courses. How-
ever, THE COLLEGE OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES CONTINUES TO
REQUIRES FOUR "E" DESIGNA-
TED COURSES FOR ALL DE-
GREES IN THE COLLEGE. On-
ce again, the specificity has been
removed and the requirement may
be met with the completion of any
four "E" designated courses.
Thus, all could be taken In one
discipline; as In mathematics, or
in cherniary or in botany, or a
student might elect 4 introduc-
tory courses from four disciplines.
Any combination is acceptable.
Once again, the number of "E"
designated courses has been ex-
panded and "E" designated cour-
ses are to be found among the
course offerings in the disciplines
of Astronomy, Biochemistry, Bo-
tany, Chemistry, Entomology (Ent.

126), Geology, Logic (Philosophy
125), Mathematics, Microbiology
Physics, Statistics, and Zoology.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
REQUIREMENT

The foreign language requ-
irement for the B.A. and B.S.
degrees in the College of Arts and
Sciences remains unchanged from
that approved by a vote of the
faculty in June, 1969. Specifically,
the requirement Is satisfied by:
(a) the completion of a foreign
language course at the 140 level
(b) satisfactory performance on an
achievement or placement test (c)
four high school units in one for-
eign language or three units in
one language and 2 units In an-
other foreign language (d) a year
in a high school in which Engl-
ish is not the basic language (e)
substitution of language related
study when there Is CLEARLY
DEMONSTRATED DIFFICULTY in
language study which has been ap-
proved by the Foreign Language
Board. Two things should be no-
language requirement noted are

established by the College, but
several departments In the Coll-
ege have requirements which may
In some instances exceed those
listed by the College. Second,
a majority of all freshmen ent-
ering the College of Arts and Sci-
ences now meet the language re-
quirement on the basis of high
school language training; thus, it

might be well to tell your high
school friends about this method
of meeting the language require-
ment.

The completion of the above

qualifications, plus 120 credits

(exclusive of Physical Education)

along with satisfaction of the re-

quirements of a major depart r

ment will certify a student for

graduation.

The College of Arts and Scien-

ces Information and Advisory Cen-
ter (CISIAC), located in their new
quarters at Machmer Hall, E-22,

welcomes questions from students

concerning College requirements.

Students in other schools should

refer their questions to their res-
pective deans.

A requirement check list is

available at CASIAC headquar -

ters.

AllenNamedtoDean 'sPost

Associate Provost Jeremiah M. Allan was appointed Acting Dean
ot the College of Arts and S ciences by Chancellor OswaldTippo.
With the unanimous recommendation of department heads and Pro-
vacated by Seymour Shapiro, who is presently on sabbatical leave.
The appointment has not received the approval of the Board of

Trustees and will remain "un-official" until the next meeting of the
Board, according to a memorandum from the Provost's office.

Associate Provost Allen will oversee the Colleee of Arts and Sci-
ences during the re-organization of Arts and Sciences into three
areas: Humanities and Fine Arts, Social and Behavioral Sciences
and Natural Sciences - Mathmatics. Each area will eventually be
headed by a separate Dean. Three search committees have been
formed to make recommendations for these positions.
On August 10, the Board of Trustees approved the division of Arts

and Sciences into three faculties. The temporary appointment of
Allen was made after a series of Department Head meetings.
The Board reasoned the CoUege, the largest academic department

in the University, has become too large and too complex to be ad-
ministered by the one-dean superstructure which had always been
used in the past.

They also argued that it was more logical to group diciplines in
related areas together, from both an academic and an administra-
tive stand point.

The search committee in the are a of Humanities and Fine Arts
includes faculty members Winifred E. A. Bernhard, Joseph T. La-
ngland, Wolfgand Paulsen, Walker Gibson, Sarah N. Lawall, George
Wardlaw and undergraduates Judy Gill and Marshall Spriggs. A
graduate student will be named to the committee shortly.
In Social and Behavioral Sciences, the search committee is made

up of faculty members Loren Beth, Seymour Epstein, T. O. Wilk-
inson, Gerald A. Gunderson, Karl R. Wallace, Richard B. Woodbury,
graduate student Jane Lee Yare and Undergraduates Thomas Fil-
more and Donald Trageser.
The Natural Sciences and Mathamatics search committee is made

up of faculty members Phillips R. Jones, William E. McEwen, Otto
Stein, Donald E. Catlin, John Roberts, Edward Westhead, a graduate
student who will be named shortly and undergraduate s John Lareau
and Claudia Peters.

A Special

Look At

UMass

Football

The MDC Sports Staff begins its coverage of

Redman Athletics with a 12 page preview of the

defending Yankee Conference Football champs

tomorrow.

Last year's highlights, this year's stars and a

look at the 1970 schedule headline the year's first

Sports Special.

Watch For It,

Tomorrow in the Daily Collegian
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The Crisis Hour
Usually in our first edition, we issue a statement calling for in-

coming freshmen to meet the challenges that confront them. But
this year, the challenges of the UMass community and, indeed, the
nation's universities can not be isolated to freshmen or even to
just students.

The challenges of universities are in essence whether higher
education can continue to exist as it is presently constituted. Or,
have the battles on campuses the past year been the first stage in
the demise of American universities?

While UMass has been spared severe violence on campus, the
sprawling think tank has more than its share of needless crisis,
needless tension, caused by all sides of the uncomfortable and ab-
surdly termed tri-partite community of student-faculty-administrat-
ion. This uneasy relationship locally has brought about success
that has really been pyrrhic victories, in that crisis was averted but
no long range solutions were made.
Now as a new semester begins in an unusually unsteady condit-

ion of still feeling the effects of the student strike, and countless
other pressures, the tenuous alleviation of past tensions can not
be taken smugly to mean that this year there will be again the same
victories using the same methods.
The administration must be willing to allow a crisis to be worked

out without there omnipresence if this can be done. And the admin-
istration must be willing to relinquish more of its decision-making
power to students in the form of student participation in the decis-
ion of a crisis situation.

Faculty, meanwhile, cannot any longer sit blithely by the sidelines
with their tenure notice in their pockets and watch universities dis-
intergrate. Faculty must involve themselves with students, during
any tension period, or face the penalty of losing the last tenuous
grip of influence over an increasingly questioning student body. Fa-
culty were active last Spring during the strike. Their presence was
an asset that was irreplacable.
The faculty must be willing therefore, to continue this involve-

ment and increase it.

Finally, students must be willing to take the time and make the
effort to attempt to avail themselves to facts when the issue unvo-
lves. They must be willing to get involved (as overworked as that mes-
sage is) because though ignorance may be bliss, it is also danger-
ous to the campus.
A concrete way to begin this realigning of the university's dec-

ision making workings must begin at the Board of Trustee level.
One student now is on the board. That number should be at least

increased to include two more from the Boston and Worcester cam-
puses. There should be a faculty board member from each of the three
campuses also. For, ultimately, the board must be closer to the ad-
ministration than any other segment of campus, when they should
be closest to the people they decide for.
Perhaps all this is now obsolete,

sis alleviation, ' tension easing, is the
ing.

Yet,

Perhaps decision-making cri-
antithesis of most student feel-

if the university system is ultimately broken down, what be-
comes of hopes of changing this society which aches to be changed
and can't be without a concerned youth?

A Friend Leaves

Seymour Shapiro leaves this month for a year long sabatical,

and while we wish the Acting Dean of Arts and Sciences a profit-

able and restful year while doing research abroad, we must self-

ishly state that we deplore his leaving.

We deplore the year long absence of one of the most accesible

and concerned administrators in the University. We will deplore

time and time again his absence when a crisis needs a thoughtful

and helpful hand, or when we need a friend to talk to. And we will

deplore countless times that there aren't more faculty or admin-
istrators like Seymour Shapiro.

'Tine! Fine! — Wait A Minute — Yon Mean Pass
A Law To Really DO Something About It?"

9Up ftaasarinuirttB flatly (tolUgian
St»4*«t Umm """""' •* «*ot»»clM.i*»n — Am*mr. Matt.
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The Editor's Notebook

Singing The Blues
By PETER PASCARELLL Editor-
in-Chief

If buildings could talk the white
concrete Lincoln Campus Center
would probably be singing "Why
is everybody always picking on
me". It was conceived hurried-
ly, delayed countless times, and
now is being maligned by many
students visiting it for the first

time.

Local press and media were gi-

ven a tour of the complex yes-
terday, complete with dinner at

the Top of the Campus. And
it's a tough thing to say no to

the sumptious offerings thrown up
by the CC chefs. The whole
affair was given to sell a build-

ing that is shrouded in fog to tho-

se skeptics of the keyboard who
actually are bought for roast beef
and Drambuie.

If I weren't a student they would

charge weren't here then. And,

if things were to be done ov-

er, there would be a lot of cha-

nges.

What, then, do the students who
don't like the building do? We-
ll, they can get mad, call the

building putrid and forget about

it. Or they can accept it as

just another ugly UMass building

that can be lived with.

Or perhaps they can work to

improve what they have, by wor-
king on the SUG board, or by
setting up a art committee to

cover some of those concrete wa-
lls in the airline terminal in the

second floor.

Yelling about a hotel isn't go-
ing to help; it will pay for it-

self. The restaurants the same.
But the Campus Center is in need
of a lot of improvements, and the
people to make them are the stu-
dents who paid for the building.

I don't like the Campus Center.
But the old eyesore is going to
be there for a long time. And
anyway, who wants a 12 million
dollar eyesore?
The poor building meanwhile st-

ill sings the blues and curses
Marcel Breuer, the SUG Board,
and adminstrators for his curse.

Campus Comment-
have sold me. Frankly, the ar

guments, the speeches, the facts

thrown out are logical. As it

is so difficult sometimes to accept,
the other side of an argument
can sometimes be plausible.

All the powers to be could not

argue with the claims that the bu-
ilding is ugly. Again, the buil-

ding itself would probably say,

"I am ugly, make no mistake a-

UMass needs another ugly buil-

ding like Carter's needs more pi-

lls. Maybe Marcel Breuer should
be picketed for a lack of aes-
thetics.

The real trouble with the whole

discussion was that no real good

reasons were given for why stu-

dent offices are small and under-

ground, and why so many things

are so lavish. A lot of the re-

buttal was simply that those in

LandBuying Group Urged
There is nowhere to go, (We

need land! the dying own every-
thing but there own happiness,
(We are forced to buy the land)

but sadness paralizes us in our
lonely lives, (We can't do it by
ourselves) and we've known for so
long that we must learn to love

and live together, (Yet we fear ea-

ch other more than the failure of

our private fantacies.) so we wa-
it, (We try to come together in

our parents) and what can we do
anyway.

WE CAN BEGIN. Begin getting to-

gether through organizing around
the land. The land IS ours if

we work TOGETHER.

Consider: a place to live, to

grow, say a hundred acres to roam
on, build on, farm. Cost: one
dollar from one third of the stu-

dents in the area.

Not much for a start, and that's

just one idea.

Land is a focus, an environm-
ent where we can come together

in a relaxed way to share our
lives, our loneliness, our love with

each other.

Please help everybody and give

a little money. We can't do any-
thing any where without lots of
people.

-The Land Group

In Trustee Action

Princeton Plan" Campaigning Made Optional
By MARK SILVERMAN, Managing
Editor

The Board of Trustees approv-
ed in August a modified version
of the Princeton Plan, meaning
that UMass students who wish
to campaign for political cand-
idates during the two weeks be-
fore the Fall elections will have
to make arrangements with the-

ir teachers to make up any work
they miss.

The Trustees defeated the Fa-
culty and Student Senates approv-

ed Princeton Plan which would
have closed the University for th-

announce their plans for the two
week period at the first meeting
of every class,

ose two weeks, and which would During the Trustees' debate on
have rescheduled the eight class the proposed plan, the following
days missed during vacation per- points favoring the adoption of the
iods * original Princeton Plan were st-

As the semester now stands, the ated.
University will remain open during 1) It would encourage students
the two weeks before the elec- to engage in political activity thr-
tion and classes will go on as ough established channels, rather
usual for students not wishing to than by unconventional or illegal
campaign. means.

The Board of Trustees will ask 2) By giving students the opp-
that no exams be scheduled for ortunity to "work within the sy-
those two weeks, and all faculty stem" the Trustees said they be-
members are now being asked to lieved that they might halt the

Healey, Wood Praise Compromise
Joseph P. Healey and Robert

C. Wood, Chairman of the Board

of Trustees and President of the

University, respectively, made the

following statement respecting

University policy in public aff-

airs:

"As the 1970 political campai-

gns intensify and as student in-

terest in elections continues to

grow, we wish to summarize Un-

iversity policies concerning pol-

itical activity that have evolved

over the years. By doing so,

we hope to make clear approp-

riate guidelines for conduct am-
ong members of the University

community.

"First, as an academic inst-

itution, the three campuses have

the historic obligation to provide

an open forum for orderly free

debate about issues by candidates

standing for election and by th-

eir supporters. Spokesmen for

all shades of political opinion have

versity audiences and used Univ-

ersity facilities to make their

positions known. Those actively

engaged in election contests should
have the same opportunity as tho-
se who comment on them. Th-
eir appearance is all the more
important since new national le-

gislation lowering the voting age
to eighteen makes it likely that

more and more students will take
part in elections.

"Second, as a public institut-

ion, the University has a spec-
ial responsibility to assure that

the political processes which go-
vern the Commonwealth are as
clearly understood and as visi-

ble as possible. This support
must be nonpartisan and show no
favoritism. But it should be po-
sitive and encourage the dissem-
ination of information, the clar-

ification of policy positions, and
the participation of every citizen

in the process. This is why
the University made its Amherst
campus facilities available for the

Democratic State Convention last

spring.

"Especially for offices that are

statewide in nature and carry du-
ties and powers affecting educa-
tional development, the University

should provide wide opportunity f-

or parties and candidates to make
known their positions and records

on educational matters. To help

effect this purpose, the Trustees
voted in their last meeting to

make special arrangements for st-

ldents who wanted to work act-

ively in political campaigns.

"Accordingly, we ask all me-
mbers of the University commun-
ity- -students, faculty, administra-

tive staff, alumni, and friends --

to work to assure the effective

functioning of the election process
through arrangements that are e-

quitable, open, and available tc

all. Each campus administratior

should make plans for this purp-
ose. At a time when the A-
nnerican political system is called

increasingly to question by a sh-

rill minority, those who work wi-

thin and for the system deserve
an equal opportunity to be heard."

spread of disaffection and a ten
dency which they said they saw
toward violent revolt.

3) By campaigning for political

candidates in their hometown ar-
eas the students would not have
an opportunity to demonstrate on
campus during the immediate pre-
election period.

4) The Princeton Plan is clear
cut; there would be no confusion
as to what classes are in sess-
ion and what work has to be made
up. 5) The proposed recess would
come close to the middle of the

semester, a time many persons
feel is the most desirable from
an academic view.

6) Direct participation in the po-
litical process can enrich the stu-
dent's education, it was argued.
The following points opposing the

Princeton Plan were brought out
during the meeting.

1) No one can be sure how ma-
ny students will actually camp-
aign during the period, in other
words, the academic schedule may
be altered to accomodate only a
few students.

2) Some academic programs will

have difficulty adjusting to the two
week vacation, and some labor-
atory and field activities must o-
perate under seasonal restraints.

3) The University's non-profes-
sional employees may demand that

they also be given the two weeks
off to engage in political activity.

4) The State Legislature and
several areas of the State gov-
ernment might object to the pl-

an, and this would hurt the U-
niversity, since it is a State sch-
ool.

5) Parents might object to the

rescheduling of vacation time. But
while not stated in the major list

of objections to the Princeton Pl-
an, one of the major reasons for
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the Board's defeating it was the

possibility that the Internal Rev-
enue Service might challenge the

school's tax-exempt status if it

agreed to the politically based va-
cation period.

Sen. Robert C. Byrd (D.-W. Va.
said last month, for example, that

all Universities should take "I-
m mediate action to assure mat
our supported Universities and co-
lleges remain open throughout the

entire academic year."

Many UMass programs are su-
pported by federal funds.

Student Senate President Glenn
Elters, who is also a Trustee,
argued that since both the Fac-
ulty and Student Senates suppor-
ted the plan, the Trustees would
be turning their backs on the
campus community by not app-
roving the plan.

But the other trustees argued
that their "compromise" support-
ed in principle the wishes of the
students and faculty, and also pro-
tected those students who would
not wish to campaign, by keeping
their classes open.

Trustee Bishop Christopher J.

Weldon opposed both the original
plan and the compromise in de-
bate, arguing that since students
are being educated "to make them
fit well into society, and since no
other groups in society get vac-
ation time to participate in ele-
ction campaigning, then students
therefore should not get this kind
of special priviledge."

But Elters quickly answered him
by saying that not all aspects of
society were good enough to mer-
it continuance, that people should
be given a larger role in pol-
itics, and that the Princeton Plan
would educate students in the pol-
itical process while allowing them
to play a usefull role in society.

Rent your own refrigerator
(just $5.00 a month)

Dormitory life isn't what it used to be. Not when you can

have a MINI-KOOL REFRIGERATOR-stuffed with 2 cubic

feet of goodies— right in your own room. Nothing's stopping

you. Not the school (they approve). Not the size (it fits

right in-can even do double duty as an end table). Certainly

not the price (just a few cents a day-and you split that

with your roommate). Set The Pace. Get a MINI-KOOL, and

get all this:

• Compact (only 20 x 17 x 18") but Spacious (holds

up to 36 cans of beverages).

Costs just pennies a day (split the cost with a room
mate) -and 75% of rental applies toward purchase.

Good looking (walnut styling) and Versatile (makes
ice cubes in 45 minutes).

University approved, trouble-free (replaced within

24 hours if unit fails).

Free pickup and delivery.

CALL

-2494

mini f kool
"Price quoted is based on rental for full academic year.

You may also rent for one term only, for slightly more per

month. A $10 deposit is required for each item rented— it's

refunded with interest when item is returned.

CALL

253-2494
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CAFTo Coo rd inate
F ive Action G roups
Acting as an umbrella organization, the Community Action Foun-

dation (C.A.F.) will coordinate spending, facilities and organization
for five campus social action groups this year, according to founder
George Childs.
Included in C.A.F. will be the Northeast Educational Service, a

tutoring program in which UMass students travel to Springfield to

work with disadvantaged public school students. Run by Ernie Reis
and Steve Lazzar, the program this year will maintain close ties

with the School of Education to improve the quality of the tutoring,

according to Childs.

Also in the main group will be the new program of Racial Seminars,
a series of discussions on topies involving the problems of man
from a social standpoint. It is being coordinated by Robyn Chandler
and Carl Brown.
Another group in C.A.F. is A Better Chance (A.B.C.), which is not

related to any off campus ABC groups. This program will concentr-
ate in training discussion leaders for seminars on racism.
The fourth group in C.A.F. is the Committee on Poverty, a rese-

arch-education group, led by Ken Mosakowski, which will attempt to

broaden the public's understanding of the relationships between the

draft, the welfare system, and other contributing factors to the cycle
of poverty.
Action Lab is the fifth group in C.A.F.. and while th*» hulk of this

group's activities have yet to be defined, according to Childs,"
one project will include supporting Springfield Street Acadamies,
a three month old community service organization for high school
dropouts, run by UMass student William Smith.
The first major organizational meeting for all of C.A.F. is sched-

uled for next Tuesday. Specific time and place will be announced
later this week.
C.A.F., according to Childs, is separate in organization and fun-

ction from another campus service group, the Senate Social Action
Committee.
He explained, "C.A.F. is interested in social not political matters,

which the Senate Group will take over for the old Martin Luther King
Jr. Social Action Council and its political crusades."
He continued, "We hope that our group can be the first step toward

establishing a true 'communiversity' where students will be able to

get involved in a meaningful experience in a sociological vein in

their community, on and off campus.

That's the entire cost for University undergrad-

uates to attend either of the Pine Arts Council's

two classical music scries, the Celebrity or

Chamber Music Series. Each series has five

exciting events and by purchasing a season

ticket you save 40<# over the cost of single

tickets!

The 1970/71 Celebrity Series includes the great

violin virtuoso, Nathan Milstein; Virtuosi

Di Roma performing music of the baroque

period ; Boston Philharmonia with piano soloist

Murray Perahia; a fully-staged production of

Mozart's "Don Giovani" by the Goldovsky
Grand Opera Theatre and a recital by pianist

Byron Janis.

The 1970/71 Chamber Music Series will include

visits by the famed Juilliard String Quartet;

Festival "Winds; LaSalle String Quartet; Tel

Aviv String Quartet with Yona Ettlinger, clari-

net and the Borodin String Quartet from Russia!

These series are open to graduates, students at

#5 and University faculty and staff at $8. For

couiplete program and ticket information please

contact the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

Hertcr Hall, telephone 545-0l>irj.

N.E.S. Sponsors Tutors
ForSpringfieIdArea
Northern Education Service
"To observe a ten year old who

cannot read, or a twelve year old

who caii't add three figures in a

column, is indeed a sorry sight,"

commented a participant in the No-
rthern Educational Service tutorial

program. "No world problems
are solved in the N.E.S. centers
in Springfield, but N.E.S. offers

you a chance to learn while wo-
rking with others."
Northern Educational Service de-

dicates itself to sponsoring tu-

tors in communities where edu-
cation is often minimal and the

chances for a kid to get a good
education are limited.

The program began last year with

over five hundred UMass students
responding to the call for tutors
in the Springfield area. But,
last year, the program became
bogged down; the bus provided by
N.E.S. headquarters ran sporad-
ically, tutors and tutees became
frustrated and lost interest.

The program deteriorated and
there were less than one third of

the original five hundred tutors left

at the end of the year. Accor-
ding to an N.E.S. memo other
problems included, "far from ad-
equate materials" and a lack of

"communication and rapport be-
tween the tutor and tutee."
The program was deemed to

important to abandon so several
concerned N.E.S. members at U-
Mass set out to remedy the "te-
rrible situation." The first in-

novations are being worked out

through Royce Philips, of the Ur-
ban Education Department. Ph-
ilips has agreed to direct "work-
shops" to orientate the tutors to

both the problems encountered in

tutoring and the environment wh-

ich the tutees come from.

What is most important is "wh-
at to expect from the tutee and
how to respond and communicate
with him." The workshop disc-

ussions will range from ideas and
methods for making tutoring more
meaningful and enjoyable for both

parties and the individual probl-

ems each tutor encounters. One
of the major pitfalls for the pro-
gram was that many tutees found

the program sessions to be litt-

le more than extension of the long,

boring regular school day.

The workshops will be held on an
informal basis for the first five

weeks of the fall semester. The
leaders of the workshops will be
either experienced tutors, prog-
ram organizers of Mr. Philips.
N.E.S. is offering these sessions
for all prospective tutors in hope
that the program can develop per-
sonnel "with the training and in-

terest required to make the pro-
gram beneficial."

Modular credits, which will be
explained at the workshops, may
be obtained for steady attendance at

the workshops, through the School
of Education.
N.E.S. is also planning week end

trips for the tutors and tutees to

supplement the week-day tutoring

sessions during the school year.

The trips will bring tutees to the

campus and tutors to Springfield.

The purpose will be to develop
more personal relationships bet-

ween the tutor and tutee. N.E.S.

also hopes to establish student co-
ordinators between the Amherst
and Springfield centers. These
co-ordinators will act as liason in

the entire educational set-up and
work out difficulties between tu-

tors and tutees.

N.E.S. wiU have an information
and sign- up table in the lobby
of the Student Union door the first

few days of the Fall semester.
Those who are interested are as-
ked to attend the first organiz-
ational meeting, Wednesday Sept-
ember 16 in the Student Union
Ballroom at 7:30. The Orient-
ation sessions will begin Sunday
September 20 at 7:30 and run th-

rough October 25. N.E.S. also
has a Campus Center Office, R-
so 3340, Campus Center.

Dean Allen to Attend

'Children' Conference

Fabrics

To

Sew With
UNUSUAL
EASY-CARE

GUARANTEED

FASHION FABRICS

OF AMHERST

Across from Louis's

Dr. Dwight Allen, Dean of the

UMass School of Education, was
named to chair a panel on "ed-
ucation Myths", as part of five

day White House conference on
"Children". Allen, is amongst
forty other experts, including Ma-

Ed.SchoolOpensMon.

AMHERST, MASS. - Classes
at the School of Education at UMass
will begin on Monday. Sept. 14,

instead of Friday, Sept. 11, it was
announced by the School today.

Elementary and secondary, intern
and student teaching orientation

and testing will be held as sch-
eduled on Friday Sept. 11. Se-

condary teachers will meet from
10-12 noon. Elementary teachers
will meet from 1:15-3:15 p.m. Bo-
th orientations will be in the En-
gineering East Auditorium.
On Friday, Sept. 11, the faculty

of the School of Education will

meet for a series of intensive
planning meetings.

ssachusetts State Education Com-
missioner Neil V. Sullivan, ch-

osen to lead discussions on top-

ics ranging from child reading pro-

grams to abuse, with some four

thousand other conferees.

The conference, which will be held

Dec. 13-18, is something of a

tradition for the White House;

dating from the administration of

President Taft in 1909 when a
conference on destitute and orph-
aned children was held. The con-
ferences have been held every ten

years since. Many of these con-
ferences have lead to the creation

of this nations finest laws regul-

ating child health, and education.

The December conference will
deal with children up to 13 years
of age. A meeting scheduled for
February will be devoted to youth
between the ages of 14 and 24.
Other educators from Massachu-

setts chosen to attend the conf-
erence include Dr. Jerome Kagan,
(Harvard), Joshua Miner (founder
and president of Outward Bound)
and William Gibson (Boston Un-
iversity).

minis midis MAXIS

OVER 200
NEW STYLES

JUST IN!

FEATURING IMPORTS FROM INDIA PLUS THE LATEST

FROM NEW YORK, CALIFORNIA, LONDON

Paraphernalia
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Progress Report: The "Living-Learning" of P-10
by Don Glickstein

Amidst changes that it hopes
will end two years of confusion
frustration, nebulousness, and a
poor campus reputation. Project

10, one of the University's old-
est 'living-learning experiments
reopened last Wednesday.

Begun in 1968-69 in Moore and
Pierpont Houses, Project 10 was
to have been a first attempt at

breaking the evolution of an in-

creasingly computerized
, imper-

sonal multi- university here at

Amherst for freshmen and sopho-
mores. In its premier year, the
Project freshmen developed into

a fraternal-like community, proud,
egotistical, and superior--yetthey
were more creative, enthusiastic,

and involved in the University
than any others of their peers.
They took one to three of their

courses as P10 sections held in

the dorms, and were often gr-
eeted with the challenge What do
YOU want to learn? They spon-
sored movies and Electric Car-
nivals and boycotted beanies. Th-
ey smoked and drank and talked,

were fearful together, were hap-
py together.

In the fall of 1969, the Pro-
ject population, with the addition
of a new class of freshmen, num-
bered about 500. The ethos of

community was still apparent, but

it was not enough to counter the

effect of a semester and a sum-
mer of inertial neglect. The dir-

ector of P10 left and was not re-
placed. The initial freshmen,
now sophomores and beginning to

want things beyond the vision of the
Pierpont courtyard, provided lit-

tle support. There was no de-
cision-making process, and emer-
gencies were fated by whomever
was around and interested. Five
hundred people proved to be too
big for getting anything done. Com
munications collapsed. Beca-
use of the fear of the misuse of
power all power and leadership
was shunned. A few faculty sad-
ly resigned because of intellectual
apathy.

By the beginning of 1970, some
students and faculty, realizing that
something was wrong and that de-
fensiveness wouldn't help them,
began planning for this semester.
Two prosals emerged. One,drawn
up chiefly by the students, cal-
led for an overhauling and repair
of the freshman year, by making
it an exploratory, experimental
period with weekly advisor con-
sultations. The other proposal
(the Moore House Prooosal) would
have continued Project 10 with the
structure it had the previous two
years, but would have moved it

into only Pierpont House; Moore
House would be open to the Un
iversity for supervised indepen-
dent study. Both proposals cal-
led for the appointment of a dir-
ector and for the creation of a co-
ed dormitory. The Moore House
proposal was submitted to the
College of Arts and Sciences with
the names of more than 50 in-
terested students. It was rejec-
ted by the College during May
1970.

As the Strike strangulated and

PlOers began to trickle discourag-
edly back to their homes, the fi-

rst visible change in the Pro-
ject occured with the appointments
of a staff for the summer and th-
is fall. Professor Charles Ad-
amd from the English Departm-
ent, Dr. Dee Appley from Psy-
chology, and David Hoffman and
Emmanuel (Mannie) White from the

school of Education agreed to act
respectively as the director, com-
munity consultant, resource per-
son and head of residence for
Project 10. (I n late August, Mr.
White resigned for personal re-
asons and Charles Guyotte was
chosen head of residence). Fre-
shmen were recruited throughout
orientation, but because of a Tru-
stee ruling banning freshmen (ev-
en volunteers with parental per-
mission) from living in coed dor-
ms, many problems resulted. A-
fter some near- crises with the
Board of Trustees, a coed-type
living arrangement was approved
by the Administration late in Ju-
ly, thus ensuring a smaller, more
workable population of 300. To
avoid the inactivity of counselors
that occured in '69- '70, Pierpont
counselors were carefully scre-
ened and interviewed during the
summer.
When the class of '74 arrived

for their special P10 orientation
on September 2, they were greet-
ed by sensitivity groups, a con-
cert by Armageddon, community
meals, films, talks with the facu-
lty, mental change, implications
of Women's Liberation on coed
dorms, and drugs. The students

in Project 10 may take none or
even all of their courses in the
dorm.

Project 10 has a new spirit.

Eric Thomas, a junior and a coun-
selor explained some of the chan-
ges in terms of the new freshmen:
This year's freshmen have ex-

perienced, prior to college, Wood-
stock riots pertaining to college,
striked and drugs.
The naivety of the freshmen

to college life seems to me not
too much of a drawback. They
appear to have energy some of
the upperclassmen lack. Fresh-
men are maruring, on a basis
of situations, paralles to that of
upperclassmen, but earlier and
faster because of the existing con-
ditions. I myself feel even old
fashioned in many instances, ign-
orant in some and apprehensive at
times.
We run out of things to do

so we look talk, bicker, and jest*
with each other. We're freeing
our human element.

In other dorms, said another
girl, you get to know the people
just on your corridor. Here, you
know all the dorm.

But Project 10 is still far from
a Utopia. Norma Flershman, a
freshman explained during orien-
tation,

Everybody's playing a bunch of
games. I'd like to see it when
everybody gets down to work and
starts to produce. It's all very
contradictory. But I've met some
very fine people and I don't feel
lost.

Others PlOers have complained

about disorganization, confusion in

goals, and surprisingly, confirmity

m the opposity extreme. The
typical uniform of a student in

P10 (both sexes) is dungarees and

a t shirt or work shirt. The ed-

ucational atmosphere is one of

humanities and romanticism- -kn-

owing oneself and being in accord
with nature before changing the

world. Whether or not this ap-

parent center of community inter-

est was artificially created or is

truly indicative of individual sen-

timent will be evidenced by the con-

tuned stability of the community
aspect of P10, participation in the

rest of the University, and by
the University's reaction.

The question that faces Pro-
ject 10 this year is not one of

mobility, but of direction. If it

fails in what it tries, then the

University may never again att-

empt a student initiated evolving
change. If P10 succeeds, then

the University will have commit-
ted itself to necessary change.

HILLEL COOKOUT Thurs. from 5 p.m., Sept. 10
at FARLEY LODGE west of F lot, north of the Stadium

Food a la carte. Bring guitars - there will be a folksing.

Yarn To

Knit
AND

Crochet
FASHION FABRICS

OF AMHERST

Across from Louis's

THE SHORT BUT IMPRESSIVE HISTORY OF

THE UNIVERSITY MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE

April 15 - "The Not So Silent Spring" Demonstration sponsored by the University Mobilization Committee

MARCH SI — First organizational meeting of the U.M.C. held. Member-
bership declared open to everyone who supports an Immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. troops from Southeast Asia. Independent
acton chosen as the key tactic to be used to end the War.

APRIL 15 — "No So Silent Spring" Demonstration sponsored by the
U.M.C. brings 4,000 anti-War protesters to a Peace Commence-
ment In Alumni Stadium of the UMass campus. After speeches by
Henry Steel Commanger, and Denlse Levertov and representa-
tives from labor, women's rights, and welfare rights, the crowd
marches into Amherst to hold a ratty on the Common.

APRIL SO — U.M.C. calls for an anti-War rally on the Amherst Common
to protest the Invasion of Cambodia. The Valley Peace Center and
The New Politics Coalition Joins as co-sponsors of the demonstra-
tion; the three groups place a full page ad In the Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette Inviting community people to Join students on the
Common May 0.

MAY 4 — U.M.C. declare support for the Strike asking sU students and
faculty who oppose the War to strike and Join the picket lines.

MAY 5 — U.M.C. demands that "the U.S. government stop Its systematic
violations of the civil liberties of political dissidents and in parti-
cular the Black Panther Party." It also demands that the Uni-
versity ends Its complicity with the War.
"Turn Toward the Community", a leaflet Issued by the U.M.C.
urges students to canvass off campus to reach people In their
homes, shopping centers, and factories with the anti-War mes-
sage.

MAY — Anti-War rally on the Amherst Common sponsored by the
U.M.C, The Valley Peace Center, and the New Politics Coalition
draws 7,000 people hi spite of S0° temperature.

MAY 7 — U.M.C. sets up canvassing information center In the Student
Union to coordinate massive canvassing drive by UMass students.
UJH.C. also begins high school organising.

MAY 17 — Connecticut Valley Anti-War Conference Initiated and hosted
by the U.M.C. Conference begins the Job of facilitating communi-
cation between local anti-War groups.

Join Us! meeting: Tues., Sept. 15; 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium

HEAR BOBBY WASHINGTON OF THE 3rd WORLD LIBERATION COMMITTEE OF STUDENT MOB. COM. (SMC)

* w v • v * * «

*»m «
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Allen Hails McCoy

Brownsville Chief
Joins School of Ed.

Rhody McCoy, the controversial former unit administrator ofme Ocean Hill- Brownsville School District in New York City wi-
ll join the School of Education at UMass this September.

He has accepted a half-time appointment as a lecturer at the Sc-
hool of Education and as Director of the Worcester-Springfield Ca-
reer Opportunities Program (COP).both of which will be funded un-
der the Model Cities Program. As lecturer, he will teach a cour-
se in urban education, in addition to pursuing a doctoral degree
program. As director of the Worcester-Springfield COP program
he will be concerned with the training of paraprofessional school
personnel.

Dean Dwight Allen of the School of Education said of McCoy U-
Mass is really fortunate to have a man of his caliber. He is'one
of the most outstanding educators in the country. He noted Mc-
Coy s extensive experience in the education of urban youth and the
training of paraprofessional school personnel.

Mr. Mc Coy received his B. S. degree "from Howard University
his M. A. from New York University, and advance certification in
administration and supervision from Brooklyn College. In July
1967, he was named Unit Administrator of Ocean Hill-Brownsville
School District 17A, which consists of eight schools enrolling 9,000
students. Other positions he has held include that of acting prin-
cipal of P. S. 148, Manhattan, and basic education supervisor in a
Manpower Development Training Program.

In March of this year, Mr. McCoy was cited by President Nix

-

on for the success of the vew reading programs he introduced at
Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
The School of Education's Assistant Dean for Special Program Dev-

elopment, Tobert Woodbury, said, Rhody McCoy has the perception
of the kinds of changes that must come in American urban educa-
tion.and has demonstrated his willingness to experiment with new
methods and ideas. He also said that UMass students of urban
education will have a special opportunity to work with an admin-
istrator with wide experience in the field of urban education.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1970

Two brilliant one-act plays will be performed by
The Independent Theatre Group, Wednesday,
September 9 through Saturday, September i2
in Bartlett Theatre at 8 p.m., Univ. of Mass.

"Red Cross" by the most-talked of playwright
of the day Sam Shepard and Leonard Melfi's
"Birdbath" are given memorable performances
by Barbara Eda-Young, formerly of Lincoln
Center Repertory Company; Beeson Carroll,

1969 winner of the coveted Obie Award for dis-

tinguished performance and Babs Root, of the
Berkshire Theatre Festival Winter Workshop.
The productions will be directed <by Nick Orzel.
actor, director, co-editor of "Eight Plavs from
OFF-OFF BROADWAY".

Begin the academic year by enjoying this offer-

ing. Tickets are priced at $1 for students and
$1.50 for others and may be purchased by con-
tacting the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125
Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202 or at Bartlett

Box Office one hour before curtain!

New UMass campus police officers. Women, left to right: Miss Lona Jackson, Mrs.

S n. fln

UT; an
,
d
r
MrS

;
Phy " iS Ge°rge

-
Men

'
Left t0 rj 9ht: Lawrence Hol™s, Thomas

Warren
TUCker

'

Robert HawkinS
'

William S|YSZ
'
and StePhen

Ten Join Campus Police,
Including Three Women

Ten new campus police offic-
ers have been appointed by the
University, it was announced by
Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, Spec-
ial Assistant to the Chancellor
for Student Affairs.
The 10 appointments, which in-

clude three women, were made

following a vigorous statewide re-
cruiting campaign, which included
ads in nine newspapers, contact
with private organizations and lo-
cal and state ploice officials.
The 182 applicants were requi-

red to take a battery of written
tests including general knowledge

MDC CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

Experienced typist, 4 hours daily,
Mon. - Fri. (work period can be
arranged to suit person '• conven-
ience). Apply moraines at Grace
Episcopal Church, 14 Boltwood Ave.

9-9-U-I4

SUNDAY SERVICES
Grace Episcopal Church Kunday

Services: 8 a.m.; Holy Communion
10 a.m.; shortened Morning Prayer
and Holy Communion 7:30 p.m. Daily
Holy Communion Mon. • Fri. g a.m.
For free transportation caU 253-3441.

9-0-11-18

ROOMMATES WANTED
Wanted: Roommate for Mountain

Range Apartments. Contact Wayne,

A'>t. 115. 9-9-11-14-15

Female grad with car to share
•pac. one bedroom apt. with classics
erad, 175/mo. utilities incl. Inquire
Tnlv. Park Apts. bldg. 5, apt. 38,
Main St., Amherst, after 4:00 and
eves. Ask for Virginia. 9-9-10

FOR SALE
Mickey Mouse Poster, new 16x24"

11.25 ppd. J A J, Box 9593, Char-
lotte, N.C. 28205 0-9

Honda 160 CB, ew. cond., elec.
start, luggage rack, directional sig-
nals, new tires (two sets), new batt.,
tarp and other extras, needs carb
adjust. Take best offer. 1-967-4944.

tre-ir,

..?. p,'.rc' co,°"fcl Hving room set.
i firm. Call 586-2160. tf9-1l

OPENING FOR THE SEASON,
This Saturday at 8 p.m.

G1ASS 9NIPN
featuring

* The Concessions
soul group from Boston

* Armageddon
rock group from Springfield and
UMass

* Wide variety of snacks & beverages
that are great as mixers

* and a phenomenal sound & light

experience

Saturday, Sept. 12 from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Berkshire Commons — Southwest

clerical ability, spelling, gram
mar, personality, and a general
police examination. Those who
sucessfully completed the written
tests were required to complete
a physical examination; a psycho-
logical interview, and a physical
agility test.

After these tests, the finalists

were interviewed by an advisor

-

y board consisting of University
administrators, psychologists, po-
lice officers, a student, and mem-
bers of the Massachusetts State
olice.

Five of those selected were U
Mass employees promoted from
other positions, while the remain-
ing five came from outside the
University.

The new police officers are
Mrs. Mary Dumas of Amherst,
Mrs. Phyllis George of Turners
Falls Richard Grader and Rob-
ert Hawkins of Greenfield, Law-
rence Holmes of Montague^ Miss
Lona Jackson of Amherst, Thomas
Quinlan of Northampton, William
Slysz of Hatfield, James Tucker
of Belchertown, and Stephen War-
ren of Amherst.

The deadline for releases in the
DAILY COLLEGIAN is 6:00 p.m.
All copy must be double spaced"
and typed with the margins set
for sixty spaces.

Pipes

of

Peace
for family use

AMIR'S MMC4Jr»^

9 E Pleasant St

Amherst, Mass.

Npxt to Amherst Towers
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'Young, Gifted and Black'

Slated for Late September
"To Be Young, Gifted and Black," the highly-successful play that

ran off-Broadway for more than a year, will be performed by the New
York company at UMass., Sept. 25 and 26.

Beeson Carroll and Barbara Young will fill loading roles in Leonard Melfi's "Bird-
bath" playing on campus this week.

Independen tThea t re A r r ives
For Four Night Performances
Two one-act plays will be per

formed by the Independent Thea-
tre Group in Bartlett Theatre at

UMass today through Saturday,
Sept. 9-12 at 8 p.m.

This engagement has been ar-
ranged through the University's
Fine Arts Council and brings to

area theatre enthusiasts an oppor-
tunity to see the work of two of

the country's leading off-Broadway
playwrights, Sam Shepard and Leo-
nard Melfi.

Shepard's "Red Cross" and
Melfi's "Birdbath" will be pre-
sented nightly by this company
directed by Nick Crzel, who has
acted and directed at Theatre Gen-
esis, St. Mark's Church -in-the-

Bouwerie, Cafe La Mama and She-
ridan Square Playhouse and in the

Open Theatre under Joseph Chaikin
in New York.

The company includes Barbara
eda-Young, formerly of the Lin-

coln Center Repertory Company;
Beeson Carroll, 1969 winner of

the coveted Obie Award for dis-

tinguished performance; and Babs
Root, well known Western Mass-
achusetts actress.

Mr. Orzel organized the Indep-

endent Theatre Group in Febru-
ary 1969 while establishing a dr-
ama program at the Berkshire
Farm for Boys in Canaan, N.Y.

He persuaded a number of actors

to join him in producing an or-

iginal play, "The Baron" by Dav-
id Knolls. The group decided to

try to work at theatre away from
New York. Despite financial and
artistic restrictions, it has been
successful in this effort, as in-

dicated by the critical acclaim
for its recent season at Ryther
House Barn Theatre in Bernard

-

ston.

Ticket prices for this engage-
ment are $1 for students and $1.50

for others. Tickets are available

at the University's Fine Arts Cou-
ncil Box Office, 125 Herter Hall,

545-0202. Remaining tickets will

be available at Bartlett Box Off-

ice one hour before cuitain each
evening.

Three performances under the

auspices of the University's Fine
Arts Council will take place in

Bowker Auditorium, including a

special matinee performance Sat-

urday, Sept. 26 at 2:30 p.m. The
evening performances will be at

8 p.m.

"To Be Young, Gifted and Bl-

ack" is the story, told in her own
words, of Lorraine Hansberry,

the brilliant young author of "A
Raisin in the Sun" who died in

1965 of cancer. Presented with

poignancy and humor, the play,

a major statement of the black ex-

perience in America, recreates

the world of a great American wo-
man and artist who touched the

taproots of the human condition.

Boldly contemporary in form,

this work was woven together from
letters, diaries, notebooks and

portions of her plays by Robert

Nemiroff, Miss Hansberry's hus-
band and literary executor. The
production played to consistently

sold -out houses in New York for

over a year and has toured at

college and university campuses
with immense success.

Reserved seats for the three

performances of "To Be Young,

Gifted and Black" go on sale

at the Fine Arts Council Box
Office on Friday, Sept. 11, and

are priced at $1.50 for UMass un-

dergraduates; $2 for UMass grad-

uate students and students from
other schools; $2.50 for UMass
faculty and staff; and $3 for the

general public. Mail orders may
be directed with stamped, self-

addressed envelope to the Univ-
ersity of Massachusetts Fine Arts
Council Box Office, 125 Herter HaU
Amherst, Mass. 01002.

D'Armund Opens

Recital Series

Tomorrow Night
John D'Armand on bass will

be the featured artist in the first

concert of the Faculty Recital Ser-
ies, Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. He will be
assisted by Dwight Pelzer, piano,

Dorothy Ornest, soprano, Charles
Lehrer, oboe, Walter Chesnut, tru-

mpet, John King, organ, and John
Sessions violoncello.

The program will include works
by Bach, Mozart, Charles E. Ives,

Ernst Bacon, John Duke, and An

-

tonin Dvorak. All faculty recitals

are free and open to the public*

Directory Error
IN THE PHONE DIRECTORY,

AN ERROR OCCURS IN THE EM-
ERGENCY NUMBER LISTING IN

THE BACK OF THE FRONT
COVER. THE FIRE EMERGENCY
NUMBER SHOULD BE CORRECT-
ED TO BE 5-2682 ON CAMPUS
OR FROM A PAY PHONE, 545-

2682.

THREE C's

Theatre 14 to Open
With RomeoJulie t

"Romeo and Juliet", to be pre-

sented at Smith College September
16-20 «nd 23-27, directed by
Stephen Macht of the Smith theatre

faculty, will be the first produc-
tion of the year in Theatre 14,

the main theatre in the Center for

the Performing Arts.

If the Festival experiment pro-
ves successful, it is hoped that

in future years more plays will

be done, to give the actors and
audience an even wider experience
in Shakespearean drama. Unlike

summer stock, where actors must
prepare a different play every week
with little rehearsal time, the Fes-
tival set-up allows for intensive

work on one play - a unique

opportunity outside of the academic

schedule.

Even in this first year, a

Festival atmosphere prevails in

the theatre. To prepare "Romeo
and Juliet", more than 25 Smith

and Amherst students and Smith

graduate students cut short their

summer vacations to begin rehear-

sals and work on sets and costumes

OF AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Stroe*

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THf: FINER LINES Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

A PUB

IN AMHERST?

iCK TO SCHOOL
SAVINGS

THRU SAT. SEPT. 12

44.50S YR. GUARANTEE

All Accessories for Yarncrafts

• Reynolds Imported Yarns

• Native Fisherman Yarn

• Pre-cut Rugs and Rug Yarn

• Crewel, Needlepoint. Straw

• Ponchos, Kits Books

Yarncrafts

Hadley Village Barn Shops

Hadley. Mass. 584-3346

YES I

THE

VI
THE VILLAGE INN PUS

THE ROOM WHERE
THE CONVERSATION'S

AT

QUIET

RESTFUL

PLEASANT DECOR

STEREO MUSIC
OPEN 4 P.M. - 1 A.M.

AT THE

VILLAGE INN

85 AMITY ST.. AMHERST

OLIVETTI TYPEWRITER
Req. 54.50 Now

Other Typewriters to 84.50 —Also rentals—up to

3 mos. rental May be applied to purchase price.

TWO LOCKING DRAWER STEEL FILE OC Oft
Cabinet—a great buy at Z.J./0

STUDENT DESK
STEEL-W00DGRAIN TOP TWO LOCKING DRAWERS

20" x 40" TOP A GOOD VALUE AT 59.98

Now 49.99 °"h4Co"'

New Low Prices on Notebooks

PEN SPECIALS—
LINDY REG. 39c & 49c NOW 3 SI

BIC NOW 6/99c, 25c NOW 5/99<, 49c NOW 3/99c
SCOTCH MAGIC TAPE 59c NOW 3/99c

SCOTCH PLASTIC TAPE 6 COLORS 69c NOW 2 79c

TUCK MASKING TAPE REG. 69c NOW 2 99c

ORIGINAL SPIR0 AGNEW WATCH REG. 14.95 NOW 12.99

POSTERS—MADE FROM YOUR PHOTO; FROM $3.95

15c OFF COUPON

1 5c off each

Flair PenNoumi*
Three C's

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Expires f/12/70

20c OFF COUPON

20c off

Any Eaton

Typewriter

Paper ua#i

Three C's

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Expires 9/12/70

5c OFF COUPON
5c off our

Low Prices on

Notebooks
limit 6

Three C's

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

^^xjMresl^Tp^

^

20c OFF COUPON

20c off

Any Boxed

Stationery
limit 3 '

Three C's

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Expires ?/ 12/70

RUBBER STAMPS MADE TO ORDER—PERSONALIZED
STATIONERY-BUSINESS FORMS t BUSINESS PRINTING

-BUSINESS CARDS WEDDING INVITATIONS, NAPKINS,

MATCHES.

191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst—Convenient Parking in

rear

Mon. • Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 6 p.m. Phone 253-9304.
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Campus Bus Service Schedule Announced
The Student Senate transit service will operate bus service on the routes below Monday

through Friday during all class days this Semester. Times are for departure only.

Orchard HiIIRoute
LOCATION OF STOPS
7! Orchard HI 1 1 (Dickinson House 5.

6.

7.

2. Chadbourne House

3. Hills South House
It. Skinner Hall(Boyden Bound)

I.

7:*»1

8:12
8:45

9:17
9:50

2.

7:**2

8:13
8:46

9:18
9:51

10:22 10:23

10:55 10:56

11:27 11:28
12:00 12:01

12:32 12:33
1:05 1:06

1:37
2:10

2:42

3:15

3:47
4:20

4:52
5:20

1:38
2:11

2:43
3:16

3:48
4:21

4:53
5:21

3.

7:43

8:14
8:47

9:19
9:52

10:24

10:57

11:29

12:02

12:34
1:07

1:39
C: 12

2:44

3:17

3:49
U:22

U:54
5:22

4.

7:45

3:16
8:49

9:21
9:54

10:26

10:59

11:31
12:04

12:36

1:09

1:41

2:14

2:46
3:19

3:51
4:24

4:56
5:24

5.

7:47

8:11)

8:51

9:23
9:56

10:28
11:01

11:33
12:06

12:38
1:11

1 :U3

2:16

2:48

3:21

3:53
4:26

4:58
5:26

School of Education
Graduate Research Center
"H" Lot-Computer Center
Campus Center Way

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

3oyden Gym
SBA - Whltmore Hall
Skinner Hall (Orchard Bound)
WOPE - Dwlght House
Fraternity? Sorority Park

6. 7. 8.

7:50 7:51 7:52

9.

7:53

10. 11. 12. 13.

7:31 7:37
7:55 7:58 8:00 8:06

8:21 8:22 8:24

8:54 8:55 0:57

8:25
0:50

d:27 «:30 8:32 8:38
9:00 9:03 3:05 9:11

9:26 9:17 9:29
9:59 10:00 10:02

9:30
10:03

9:32 9:35 9:37 9:43
10:05 10:06 10:10 10:16

10:31

11:04

11:36

12:09

12:41

1:14

1:46

2:19

2:51

3:24

3:56
4:29

5:01

5:29

10:32

11:05

11:37
|2:I0

1 2:i»2

1:15

lt*|
2:20

2:52

3:25

3:57
MO
5:02
5:30

10:34

11:07

11:39
12:12

12:44

1:17

1:49

2:22

2:54

3:27

3:59
4:32

5:04

5:32

10:35
I1:0J

11:40
12:13

12:45

hia

1:50
2:23

2:55
3:2J

4:00
4:33

5:05
5:33

10:37
11:10

11:42
12:15

12:47
1:20

1:52
2:25

2:57
3:30

4:02
4:35

5:07
5:35

10:40

11:13

11:45
12:1 J

12:50
1:23

1:55
2:20

3:00
3:33

4:05
4:3C

5:10
5:38

10:42

11:15

11:47
12:20

12:52

1:25

1:57

2:30

3:02

3:35

4:07
4:40

5:12
5:40

10:40

11:21

11:53
12:26

12:58

1:31

1»03
2:36

3:03
3:41

4:13
4:46

5:13
5:46

s«Ob\tl'lives i?/?0>£/;te
LOCATION OF STOPS
1. Prince House
2. Patterson
3. "F" Lot

4. Ooyden Gym
5. Campus Center Way
6. "N" Lot

7. Grad. Research Center
8. School of Education
9. Hasbrouck Lab.

10. SBA - Whltmore

1.

7:39

2.

7:40
3. 4
7:41 7:43

5.

7:44

6.

7:46
7.

7:47

n
Bi

7:49
9.

7:52

10.

7:55

3:02
8:24

3:45

8:03
3:25
8:46

3:04
3:26
3:47

3:06
3:23
3:49

3:07
0:29
3:50

3:09
8:31

8:52

3:10
8:32
6:53

3:12
8:34
8:55

8:14
8:36
0:57

8:17
8:39
9:00

9:07
9:29
9:50

9:03
9:30
9:51

9:09
9:31

9:52

9:11

9:33
9:54

9:12
9:34
9:55

9:14
9:36
9:57

9:15
9:37
9:53

9:17
9:39
10:00

9:19
9:41
10:02

9:22
9:44
10:05

10:12

10:34
10:55

10:13

10:35

10:56

10:14

10:36

10:57

10:16
10:33
10:59

10:17
10:39
11:00

10:19
10:41

11:02

10:20
10:42

11:03

10:22
10:44

11:05

10:24
10:46

11:07

10:27
10:49
11:10

11:17

11:39
12:00

11:13

11:40

12:01

11:19
11:41

12:02

11:21

11:43
12:04

11:22

11:44
12:05

11:24

11:46

12:07

11:25

11:47
12:03

11:27
11:49

12:10

11:29
11:51

12:12

11:32
11:54
12:15

12:22

12:44

1:05

12:23
12:45

1:06

12:24

12:46

1:07

12:26
12:43
1:09

12:27
12: 43
IllG

12:29

12:51

1:12

12:30

12:52

1:13

12:32
12:54

1:15

12:34

12:56

1:17

12:37

12:5S
1:20

1:27

1:49

2:10

l:2o

1:50

2:11

1:29

1:51

2:12

1:31

1:53
2:14

1:32
1:54

2:15

1:34

1:56

2:17

1:35

1:57
2:13

1:37

1:59
2:20

1:39
2:01

2:22

1:42
2:04

2:25

2:32
2:54

3:15

2:33

2:55
3:16

2:34

2:56

3:17

2:36
2:53

3:19

2:?7
2: 5J

3:20

2:39
3:01

3:22

2:40
3:02

3:23

2:42

3:04
3:25

2:44
3:06

3:27

2:47

3:09
3:30

3:37
3:59
4:20

3:33
4:00
4:21

3:39
4:01

4:22

3:41

4:03
4:24

3:42
4:04
4:25

3:44
4:06
4:27

3:45
4:07
4:20

3:47
4:09
4:30

3:49
4:11

4:32

3:52
4:14 .

4:35

4:42
5:04

5:25

4:43

5:05
5:26

4:44
5:06

5:27

4:46
5:03
5:29

4:47
5:0$
5:30

4:49
5:11

5:32

4:50
5:12
5:?3

4:52
5:14

5:35

4:54
5:16

5:37

4:57
5:13
5:40

Bill Paying

On page two of the prelin-
inary Student Directory, there
is an error in regards to pay-
ment of bills. Bills cannot
be paid any longer at the New-
man Center - location listed

in the directory.

They can be paid at the
Student Union Cashier's window
on the second floor, Monday
thru Friday between 9 and 5.

Continuing Education Slates

Course For Librarians Featured
a special course for librarians

will be offered this fall at UMass.
The course will be given by the
UMass Division of Continuing Ed-
ucation in cooperation with the
University of Rhode Island Div-
ision of University Extension and
the University of Rhode Island

Graduate Library School. It

will provide practical experience
in the use of basic reference
materials, with readings and dis-
cussions of the philosophy and ad-
ministrative aspects of reference
work.
The three- credit course, Library

Science 212, is one of the req-
uired courses for the URI pro-
gram leading to a master's de-
gree in library science.

VENMAN HEADS
Dr. William C. Venman, direct-

or of the UMass Continuing Ed-
ucation program, said, "Eventua-
lly we hope to develop a program
here, under the auspices of the
University of Rhode Island, for all

basic graduate courses in library

science, leading to URI's Master
of Library "Science degree. Rh-
ode Island is the only New En-
gland state university with a li-

brary school."
The course will be held Satur-

days from 9 a.m. to 12 noon,

starting Sept. 26, in Room 602,

Goodell Library, at the UMass
campus. The instructor will be
Miss Lucille Wickersham, librar-

ian at Bay Path Junior College.
Applicants for admission must

hold a bachelor's degree from a
four- year institution of approved
standing, with an overall average
of "B" or better, for uncond-

itional acceptance. The fee for

the course if $85, and the min-
imum enrollment for the course

for it to be offered is 20. Ap-
plications for admission will be
included in registration material
sent out.

Students may register for the co-

urse by mail until Sept. 8, or in

person at the Division of Cont-
inuing Education offices from Se-

pt. 8, or in person at the Di-

vision of Continuing Education of-

fices from Sept. 9 to 18. Re-
gistration material may be obt-

ained by writing to the Library
Science Program, Division of Co-
ntinuing Education, 920 Lincoln
Campus Center, University ofMa-
ssachusetts, Amherst, 01002. Te-
lephone: 413- ^45-0905.

56 Main St. daft call
GUILD OPTICIAN

Amherst

AMHERST'S FIRST OPTICIAN

Providing All Your Optical Needs

• Sun and fashion lenses in every style and color

• Heat treated, shatter resistant lenses

• All major manufacturers in stock

(Bausch & Lomb, Aviator, many others)

• Contact lens supplies

• Hastings magnifiers, binoculars, hearing devices,

tensor bulbs and lamps, ski goggles

• Frames replaced while you wait

FINE EYEWEAR DOESN'T COST

- IT PAYS

TURN ON

1 1 885

i
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CEQPresentsFI/m Series; Textbook Store Locates

All Deal W ithEnvironment In Phys,PlantWarehouse
Coalition For Environmental Qu-

ality presents a free film series

downstairs in the campus center

today from noon to nine and to-

morrow from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

BULLDOZED AMERICA, with

William O. Douglas and Stuart

Udall, shows Commercialism,
"Developments," Construction,

and the bulldozer pushes back the

ever shrinking areas of wildern-

ess and natural beauty.

POPULATION EXPLOSION
shows how the "space ship earth"

has finite reserves of life- sus-

taining, wealth producing resour-

ces. Our population expansion

could be outstripping them.

THE GRAND CANYON shows the

Frosh Games Played,

Watermelons Awarded
As the upperclassmen busily mo-

ved back onto campus yesterday,

a large portion of the freshmen
class spent their second afternoon

at UMass relaxing at the fresh-

men games in the field behind

southwest.
Soon after the warm-up exerci-

ses and spirit- building cheers led

by the Scrolls, counselors, and the

Southwest Patriots, the initial in-

hibitions disappeared, and every-

one concentrated on meeting peo-

ple and generally having fun.

The teams were divided accord-

ing to dorms, and for two hours

they competed in such relays as

the three-legged race, leap frog,

wheelbarrow race, and potato race

to the cheers and groans of sp-

ectators and players alike.
.

Notices

30-GSS BOOK EXCHANGE
Buy and sell used books in the

Middlesex Room, Student Union thru

September 18, 10-4 daily, 10-12 Sat.

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
University Chorus (1 credit) open

to all university students. For infor-

mation contoct Mr. Horler (545-0532)

or Mrs. Perry (545-0624).

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Southwest Book Mart, September

9th-25th underneath Hampden Commons
in the snack bar annex. We will sell

your books at your price, Weds., Sept.

9th thru Friday September 11, 10 a.m.

to 5 p.m., Mon. Sept. 14, Fridoy,

Sept. 25th 10 a.m. • 7 p.m. Buy your

books frorri us.

SKI CLUB
We need enthusiastic Ski Club

members to help us run a dance Fri-

day night in the Campus Center Audi-

torium. Be there by 7:45. Band:

FLIGHT.

COMMUTERASSEMBLY
Meeting of all undergrad com-

muters, Wed. September 16th at 7:00

P.M. m the Student Union Ballroom-

organizational meeting.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS IN ELE-
MENTARY EDUCATION

Those students who have com-

mitted themselves to, or expressed

an interest in the METS teacher

training sequence - a program focus-

ing on affective learning - MUST
sign up officially on or before Sep-

tember 10th. As there are only 100

places available in the program ond

over 70 persons have already express-

ed interest in this program, it is es-

sential that fi rm commitments be

made as soon as possible. Adjust-

ments in scheduling will not be a

problem. Those interested may con-

tact METS representatives in Rm.

225, School of Ed., or at the Educa-

tion registration desk September 9th

or 10th.

The four teams totaling the most
points won watermelons, with JQA
and Washington uppers coming in

Exhausted after the games, every-
one left to enjoy the outdoor sand-

wich dinner and band.

canyon as a living eco-system
and an open page in Earth's

natural history. The Army Co-
rps of engineers has planned to

make the canyon into a dammed
lake.

Recent legislation makes WAS-
TED WOODS highly relevant.

Forests that must serve gen-

erations yet unborn are savagely

wasted and destroyed by the lu-

mber industry.

Every eco-system meshes with

the others in "strands" of de-

pendence. STRAND BREAKS tells

what happens when these "str-

ands" are threatened by over-

grazing and hunting.

The book store, located in the Physical Plant warehouse Dehi-

nd the parking garage will operate on the following schedule:

September 9

September 10

September 11

September 12

September 13

September 20

September 21

September 22

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Closed (Sunday)

Closed (Sunday)

8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

From then on 8:30 a.m.-5:00P.M.

IN THE PHONE DIRECTORY, AN ERROR OCCURS IN THE
EMERGENCY NUMBER LISTING IN THE BACK OF THE FRONT
COVER. THE FIRE EMERGENCY NUMBER SHOULD BE COR-
RECTED TO BE 5-2682 ON CAMPUS OR FROM A PAY PHONE,
545-2682.
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1 Shew nightly at 7:45
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Moccasin
4-Precipitous

9 High mountain
12Fuss
13 Quadruped
14 Cravat
15 Braided

cordage used
aboard ships

17-Wooden shoes
19 Walking sticks

21 Male
22-Dinner course
24 Part of face

26-Tnal
29Heals
31 Short sleep

330bserve
34 -Conjunction

35-Seed
37-Existed
39 A state (abbr.)

40-Things. in law
42Wager
44 Cupolas
46 Real estate map
48 Uppermost part

50 Sand hill

51 Shallow vessel

53-Engine
55-Tall. silk hat

58 Boil gently

61 Anger
62 Drink heavily

64-Caoutchouc
tree

65-lnsane
66-Slyly sarcastic

67 Knock

DOWN

1 Dance step

2 Fruit drink

3 Agree

4 Part of leg

5 Hostelry

6-Teutonic deity

7 Worm
8-Paper
measure

9 Makes
amends

10 Illuminated

11 -Footlike part

16 Backs of

necks
18 Flying

mammal
20-Transgress

22 Steep
descent

23 European
blackbird

25 Animal's
foot

27-Number
28Plague
30Cry
32 Cushion
36 Damp
38 Biblical

city

41 Weakened
43 Man's

nickname
45 Grumbling
47Hit

lightly

|R
;

AjPM
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

IH

siiorarasi had ™QD SEB BEE
QH3H ana woeim
nag ana asa

M^iTiPlIl IP ElSeMP A.I

nau raara rcntg

hcthi aura hse raqh una EEHgraa
B(3ar=J (3H3@ BOG

Astrological

Forecast

1EIEIPI KlYlt-l

9

49 Sat foi

portrait

52 Seines

54 Weary

55-Man's
nickname

56-Anglo-Saxon
money

57 King Arthur's

lance

59Guklo's
high note

60 Corded
cloth

63 Greek
letter

77Z5S5

12

15

^;:
22

29

34

40

46

55

61

65

23

WW"
56

19

I
41

16

35

3v*m
47

13

30

gg

42

1
52

62

66

36

KB"
57

20 SB. .

.

vvs<

31

43

S«53

.

.

.m
63

17

25

37

49

58

8

21

v V
''•1

32

44

54

18

26

**'% •

38

50

I

I
__

14

33

45

64

67

10 1 1

£
27 28

39

59 60

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

tiy Sidney Unwrr
•

One or l.cu's niujor fault* is Inipa-

lt*M*. .Native* of thin xodiai al sigu
Irud to net first, think later. Thia
impulHiveiiemi also ia part of Mir l*o
charm. Habit patterns are especially

difficult for l^-o te chaner On positive

aide, Leo ia * stiinulatiiiK companion,
usually very attractive to uieniberit of

opposite aex. Home famous natives of

thia men include George Shearing, Jac-
queline Onaaaia and Peter OToole.

e

ARIES (March H - April 19): You
gain more appeal, prestige. Tou an:
trusted with special assignment, res-

ponsibility. One in authority makes
room for you at top. Take overall
view; perceive potential.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Reach
beyond expectations. Have faith in

ability to create style of your own.
Stress originality, courage of convic-

tions. Pioneering endeavors are fa
vored.
GEMTXI (May 21 - June 20): Con-

cern with what you feel has been
hidden in evident. Tou intuitive In

tellect comes Into play. Tou may hare*

to be subjective rather than strictly

objective.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Tou
find that fun can be costly. Means ro
lux without being careless. Tou havf
a right to entertainment. But you
should do what you do witli your eye»
open. No self-deception!
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Attend to

chores which have been neglected.
Some make claims, but are reluctant
to put up aasets. Protect your inter-

ests. Accent on how others asidemi and
vour desires, motives. Intentions.

VIROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Cooil
lunar aspect coincides with successful
creative endeavors. Leave details for.

.1 time — concentrate on bold strokes.

You receive offer which deserves »o-

1 ious consideration.

LIBRA (Sept. a - Oct. 22): Condi
linns .it home command attention. You
can t neglect the basics, including safe
ly measures. One who bears gift may
lie suffering guilty conscience. Respond
accordingly.
SUUKPIO (Oct. 2J - Nov. U); llivi-

full play lo intellectual curiosity. As
wers to perplexing questions are avail
ililt. liul yuu must ask first. Hela
live should be warned against possi
l.ility of loss while in transit.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 2J - Deo. L'l).

Accent on money, personal possessions
tjenuine bargain is available. Stick to
quality. Don't forego principles. Live
up to obligations. Gain ia strongly in

Jicated.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 1»)

Cycle high; circumstances turn in youi
favor. Gain co-operation of Sagittarius
individual. Fln-j for purchase of spe-

cial apparel. IjUte steps in new direc-

tions. Get started.
AC/UAK1US (Jun. 20 - Feb. 1«)

:

Change routine. Attend theater, dine
with persons who share Interest —
or with special individual. Refuse to
base judgment on rumors. 'Wait for
facts. They're on the way.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Ac-

cent on hopes, desires, unique friend-

ship. Meed inner voice. Tou may have
to take unorthodox steps to reach
Koal. Income from professional endeav-
ors is highlighted.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

you have knack of helping peoplr- ex-

tricate themselves from seemingly in-

soluble, problems. At the same time,

you seem to have unerring ability to

get yourself Involved. Tou seem, for

example, to be capable of loving more
than one person at a time. If single.

marriage Is on horizon. Married or

-tingle, you are due for more respon"-

ibility and greater reward.
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp
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FEBRUARY, 1970 - Five thousand UMass students marched through Whitmore to pro-

test a proposed increase in room rent.

When News Happens

We've Got It

Whenever news breaks, on campus or in Western Massachg- «r- gm | ^aa-
setts, the Daily Collegian is there to cover it, and you can read (Jlfff IIUIB»Urijm** U*»

ail the details at 8:00 the very next morning.

But there's more to the ninth largest College daily in the

country and the largest campus daily in New England than area

news.
World and National news, through the wires of the Associated

Press, help put campus events in perspective. Add to this one of

the best college sports staffs anywhere, syndicated columnists

like Art Buchwald, and features ranging from comics to a horo-

scope, and the Daily Collegian emerges as the number one in-

formation source in the UMass Community.

Satin (ttflltegtatt
4^F A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE **^ PRESS

(Biff tfaitfarlpsirttt

Satlu (Ealfattan
^J A rRII AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ PRESS
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BUTTERFIELD AND THE SCHOOL OF ED.

SEARCH FOR A MEANING IN EDDCATION
Details, p. 16

A Special

Look at

Football

See pages 3-14

Congressmen

Caught for

Illegal Funds

See p. 15

Registration

Stand Up, Sit Down, Wait

%

%

|H uff

*

THE MISERY CF DOING NOTHING is a defination of Registration day. And those

students who must add and drop cojrses face another day of lines and delays today.

For complete details on course change day, see page two. (MDC photo by Pat Lem-
part)
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Naff Appointed Chairman

Of Asian Studies Dept.
William E. Naff, associate professor of Japanese language and

literature, has been appointed Chairman of the Asian Studies Pro-

gram at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

More than 20 members of the University faculty from nine diff-

erent departments and programs in the College of Arts and Sciences

are associated with the Asian Studies Program. They will offer

approximately 35 courses concerned wholly or primarily with Asia

during the academic year 1970-71. anese languages are being taught.

Prof. Naff, who received his Native speakers predominate in

The line started at registration tables in the Boyden main gym, wound down the
staircase, out the door, and down the sidewalk during undergraduate registration yes-
terday. And of course it rained. One thing was certain -- no one had to wait alone.
(MDC photo by Pat Lempart)

Registration Day Goes Smoothly

Thousands Return for More Today
By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

"Thursday September 10 is designated as Course Change Day for the Fall semester for Under-
graduates. ACTIVITY will take place in Boyden gymnasium from 8:30 a.m. to 4-15 p m

> "activity", according to Tom Chamberlain, head of the University Scheduling Office,
won't be too bad

"About 90-92<£ of the students

had their first choices satisfied",

commented Chamberlain, between

questions from confused under -

graduates yesterday in Boy-

den gym. "I think this is pretty

good," he added.

Registration day passed without

major disruption, with the help

of forty -two student employees
of forty -two student employees,
four regular employees of the

Scheduling Office and volunteers

from the Scrolls, Maroon Keys,
Alpha Phi Omega, and Gamma
Sigma Sigma. The longest wait

once students entered the Gym was
about five minutes. Fourteen
hundred students were processed
every fourty-five minutes, acc-
ording to Chamberlain. The
line stretching in front of Boyden
offered a considerably longer wait

for those standing in the rain
waiting their turn

Today, as you wait in line to

replace those "ovrnrolld or
rstrctd, you are drop!" (sic)

courses, perhaps these facts and
figures will comfort you:

--on the average, everybody got

about four and one half of the

five courses pre -registered.
- -course change day is just "about
the same '

' every year , con -

sistently, no matter what year it

is.

-About 2000 students were in-

formed before registration day that

they had lost pre -registered
courses. Mr. Chamberlain said
that the Scheduling Office is

working on a system which will

eventually tell students, before
registration day, which course will

be overleaded.
--This year there were only about
8000 courses dropped from student
schedules. Six thousand openings
were created during the summer.
--The History department, rather
than Psychology or Sociology took
the brunt of the course overloads.
--Most of the begining Sociology,

Psychology, History, Zoology,
English, Botany 100, Astronomy
100 and art courses are closed.

--This is the third consecutive
year that it has rained on Reg-
istration Day. (Even though we at
the Collegain shy away from pro-
phecy, we always knew that Reg-
istration day was all wet.)
--English 125, even though it is
no longer a requirement, had 800
more people pre -registered than
spaces available.

- - Approximately 490 people signed
up for P.E. 100's horse riding.
The University only has 18 horses
--The School of Education courses
are "in a squeeze," as usual.
As you make your way to Boy-

den today keep in mind some of

the hints given by the Registrar.
Namely, it doesn't make much
difference whether you drop and
add early or late, and the earlier

you arrive the longer you usually

have to wait.

doctorate from the University of

Washington, specializes in early

twentieth century Japanese fiction.

He has published several articles

and translations on this subject

and his book -length study of Shi-

mazaki Toson, a leading poet and

novelist, will soon be published.

Before coming to UMass, Pro-
fessor Naff taught at the Univer-
sity of Oregon, Stanford Uni-

versity, and the University of

California at Los Angeles. He
has lived in Japan for a total

of four and a half years, includ-

ing two years beginning in 1960

as a Ford Foundation Foreign
Area Training Fellow. During
the academic year 1964-65, he was
chairman of the Advisory Board
for the Center for Japanese Lan-
guage Studies in Tokyo.
The Asian Studies Program at

the University is concerned with

Asia from Pakistan to Japan, with

greatest strength at present in the

areas of China, Japan, and India.

The program offers degrees thro-

ugh existing departments and de-

gree-granting programs The pro-

gram also has the responsibility

of assisting in the Asian area
aspects of curriculum planning for

students of any department of
school who may need to develop
an Asian emphasis.

At present the Chinese and Jap-

the language and literature faculty,

teaching courses at various levels

including both first-year courses.

Mrs. Nora Wang and Mr. Ching-

hsien Wang have just accepted app-
ointments to the faculty of the

Asian Studies Program. Mrs.
Wang is an experienced language
teacher who has been working with

the Center for Chinese Studies in

Berkeley, Calif. Mr. Wang, a

poet of established reputation in

Chinese and of growing reputation

in English, is a doctoral cand-
idate in comparative literature at

the University of California.

Dr. Lucien Miller, the first

American of Western descent to

receive a doctorate in comparative
literature with Chinese as his

major literature, is presently on
the staff as an assistant professor
of Chinese and comparative liter-

ature.

Ed Convocation

The School of Education convoc
ation will be held Friday, Sept-

ember 11 at 10 am "n the Mur-
ray D Lincoln Campus Center.

Dean Dwight Allen will preside.

All members of the School of Educ-
ation are invited to attend.

Ycj supply
the action ....

We supply
the POSTERS'

(from
Danen House

of course)

MERCURY

GALLERIES

Route 9, East
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), ond 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods, three or four

times, a week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the oct of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scrip tion rates ore $5 50 p*r semester, $1000 per year.

Attention All

Collegian Staffers

Important Meeting

Monday, Sept. 14

Inthe
Collegian Office

Registration Dance

Tonight !

!

7:30 P.M. C. C. Auditorium

featuring

King Bisquit Circuit

and

Featherbed
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UMass Football 1970:

A Banner Redman Season?
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Coach Fusia

Talks About

1970Redmen
Page 5

lUMass Player Profiles

Offense and Defense

Pages 6. 7, 12. & 13

UMass'

1970 Foes

Reviewed

Pages 11 & 12
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UMass Haunted by 1.6 Rule,

Redmen Miss Date with ABC
UMass will be without the services of two of its finest football players this season as once again

the 1.6 rule has come back to haunt Redman athletics. Last year, UMass mistakenly violated the
rule which states that an incoming student has to 'project' a 1.6 average for his freshman year or
else he can't compete in organized sports.

At that time, UMass turned it-

self in to the Yankee Conference
and to the NCAA. Subsequently,

the NCAA placed the Redmen on
a one -year probation without san-

ctions until April.

Recently, the Yankee Conference
decided to take further action and
take away the eligibility of two of

UMass' finest prospects, namely
guard Pierre Marchando and end
Nick McGarry. Neither of the

athletes can be blamed for the

infraction since it is the

University which decides upon the

eligibility of its athletes. Yet
it is McGarry and Marchando who
must suffer for UMass' mistake.

Speaking of the Yankee Confer-
ence, UMass once again suffered
due to the unwillingness of one
of its rivals to cooperate. Last
year it was discovered that UMass
was involved in a deal with the

American Broadcasting Company
in which the UMass -BC game was
to be one of that networks re-
gional game -of -the -week present-
ations. However, for this to

happen, it was necessary for the

Redmen to shift their schedule so
that the game could be played in

September instead of later in the

season
The exact date turned out to

be September 19 and the sched-
uled opponent was Maine. UMass
then asked Maine to reschedule
the game, a move which would
have meant extending the Black

Bears' season by two weeks. The
Redmen offered to pay Maine for

its inconvenience but Maine re-

fused. This decision cost the

Conference thousands of dollars as
well as good TV exposure for

UMass Once in a while, the

Yankee Conference must do some-
thing good for UMass, but when?

• • *

If sometime during one of the

UMass football games this year,

you notice a few Redmen players
who you thought were seniors last

year taking part in the action,

you are absolutely correct. In

fact, there are five Redmen who,
although listed as seniors a year
ago, still have one vear of eli-

gibility left. The five are quarter-
back Ken Hughes, linebacker Don
Dotson, tackle Dick Donlin,
defensive tackle Marty &cneraiis,

and captain John Farrelly, a line-

backer. Scheralis was sidelined

last year with a chronic shoulder

injury and will do some of the

kicking along with his regular line

duties. Hughes, who saw a good
deal of action last year, is the

team's most experienced signal

caller.
* • •

UMass welcomes a new addition

to its coaching staff this season
as Nick Nicolau replaces the late

Jack Delaney tfs offensive back-
field coach. Nicolau was head foot -

Bridgeport as well as professor
of education before making his way

to Amherst.
A native of New Bedford, he

received his bachelor's degree
from Southern Connecticut State

College where he played football

and track. He later received his

M. S. from the University of

Indiana and his Ph. D. from
Springfield College in 1965. He
has had previous coaching ex-

perience at New Bedford and Ware -

ham High Schools as well as South-

ern Connecticut State and Spring-

field.

Redman football players will

have a different look this fall

as they don new helmets. The
new design is similar to last

year's except that a UM replaces
the 100 whfch was symbolic of

1969 football's centennial year.
• • •

All candidates for the 1970-71
varsity and junior varsity golf

teams must attend a meeting in

room 251 Boyden on Monday, Sept-
ember 14 at 7:00 p.m.

» • *

Starting September 16, the Var-
sity 'M' Quarterback Club will

be holding luncheons on Wednesday
afternoons at 12:15 in the Newman
Center. Football coach VicFusia
as well as many of his fighting

Redmen will be among the feat-

ured guests during the eleven
luncheons. Tickets are $1.50 at

the door and full season tickets
covering all eleven luncheons are
available at a cost of $12.

UMass Captain John Farrelly

'69 Yan-Con Standings

And '69 All-Y-C Team
1969 Y-C Stondings

Conference

UMosj
Maine
UConn
UVM
UNH
URI

UMass
Maine
L'Conn

UVM
UNH
URI

W
5

3

3

2

1

1

Gar

6

5

5

3

3

2

L

2

2

3

4

4

3

4

4

6

5

7

T

C

IV

NICK MCGARRY PIERRE MARCHANDO

's First Brunch - Sun. 1 1 a.m
Student Union Ballroom

BILL BAIRD - indep. for U.S. senate

from Mass. . . . advocate of birth control

1969 All-Y-C Team
Offense

E Gene Benner (Me.)

E Nick McGarry (Ma.)

T Bob Donlin (Ma.)

T Dick Donlin (Ma.)

G Dan Drewniok (NH)
G Bill Spencer (Ct.)

C Dove Levine (Ma.)
QB Fron Peterson (Vt.)

HB Vin Clements (Ct.)

HB Bob Rodger (Vt.)

FB Ed Sarno (Mo.)

Defense

E Stan Maddack (Me.)

E John Hulecki (Ma.)
T Bill DeFlavio (Ma.)

T Andy Guarino (Ma.)

LB Ken Doran (Ct.)

LB John Mac Lean (Ma.)
LB Tom York (Ma.)

LB Joe Sabulis (Ma.)

DB Dom Corlucci (Ct.)

DB Bob Cabrelli (Ma.)

S Steve Rogers (Mo.)

101st Year

RELIGIOUS ISSUES IN BIRTH CONTROL
$1.50 — Free to new and renewed members

Fusia's ChallengerTo BeEven Better
Veteran Coach Heads Fine Defense

But Concerned About Depth
UMass head football coach Vic Fusia is entering his tenth season at uie helm of the Redmen.

All but one of those campaigns has been a winning one while five of Fusia's squads have copped
the Beanrot, symbolic of tops in Yankee Conference football.

A 1938 graduate of Manhattan
College, his lifetime mark against
Yan-Con opponents stands at 38-6;
his overall record is 55 wins, 26
losses and one tie, the best win-
ning percentage of any UMass
football coach in the school's grid
history.

Fusia, who arrived on the Red-
man scene in 1961, banged out sev-
en winning teams in as many years
before faltering in his eighth cam-
paign when the 1968 UMass con-
tingent stumbled to an embarrass-
ing 2-8 mark.
Much to the delight of the UMass

fans, Fusia and the Redmen en-
gineered a complete about-face
last fall, capturing the Conference
title with a clean 5-0 Yan-Con
slate, upsettingNew England's top-

rated team, Boston University, by
a 14-9 count, losing only three tilts,

two toughies to eastern notables
Buffalo and Delaware and one
heartbreaker to Boston College.

On Sept. 19, UMass will open its

87th football year at home against

now -traditional opening -game ri-

val Maine. Pre -season practice
is currently in session. The first

five days of training proceeded
at a good pace until a virus took

the toll of 20 players on the

sixth day. Some Redmen contac-

ted the bug for 24 hours, others

for 12. It wasn't until Tuesday
of this week that a full squad
suited up for practice.

As far as the development of

the team's two platoons is con-

cerned, Fusia indicated, "At this
stage of the game, the defense Is

way ahead of the offense which
is a normal thing." He added
that the defense is extremely quiet

with a lot of good hitters

.

In behalf of the offense, the

coach had this to say: "We,
of course, are still making adjust-
ments...due to those two big holes
created by the loss of (Pierre)
Marchando and (Nick) McGarry."
It is his premise that the offense
needs to improve its timing. Ov-
erall, he thinks that the team is

further advanced that it was at

this stage a year ago.

Fusia . was asked to name any
players who have been outstanding
in drills thus far and his answer
was: "At the moment, its really
been a unit operation without a

total standout, or an individual

standing out, which is good."
One of the most important pos-

itions being vyed for on this aut-

umn's Redman team is quarterback
with veteran Ken Hughes "ahead
of the pack at the moment." Fusia
has been impressed by the show-
ing of two lesser- known candid-
ates , senior Tom Holmes and soph -

omore Len Matuza. He commented
that '69's number three quarter-
back Mike Marchev has been slow
responding, "but I'm sure he'll

come around . '

' The head mentor ' s

summary: "We'll have good quar-
terbacking."

Depth is surely one thing that

grid coaches must concern them -

selves with during spring and pre

-

campaign drills. Mr. Fusia was
queried as to where on the Red-
man squad would one find the most
depth and he quipped, "Well, that's

our problem. We don't have depth
at the moment . '

'

Afte such a stirring statement,
Fusia pointed out, "We're looking

to some of these younger people
to solve this depth problem. Our
success depends upon the quality

of our depth."
The problem of depth, or the

1970 Grid Schedule

Sept. 19--Maine--Home

Sept. 26--Dartmouth--Away

Oct. 3--Buffalo--Away

Oct. I0--Boston U.--Home

Oct. 17-Rhode Island -Away

Oct. 24--Connecticut--Home

Oct. 31--Vermont--Away

Nov. 7--Holy Cross-Away

Nov. 14 -New Hampshire-Home

Nov. 21--Boston College-Home

lack of it, results in part from
the graduation of senior lettermen,
and the Redmen graduated some
fine ones last year, among them,
Jerry Grasso, Tom York, Steve
Rogers, Tim Adams, Ed Sarno,
John MacLean, Andy Guarino, Paul
Toner and Steve Parnell.

Fusia talked a little about a
few of these fine players. He
spoke of Grasso, York and Rogers
and would have liked to continue
but time was at a minimum.
When asked to comment on the

team's spirit thus far, the coach
quickly emitted adjectives like

"excellent" and "remarkable",
labelling enthusiasm as "one of

the strong points."
On the subject of injuries, cau-

tiously happy coach Fusia an-
nounced, "We've had the cus-
tomary rash of bumps and bruises,
nothing major."
The 1970 Redmen have set up

a couple of goals, rather expected
ones. They want first to win
the Yankee Conference crown and
secondly to knock off as many out

-

of -league opponents as possible.
The coach commented that the

league title was important, "this
year more than ever", but would
not elaborate. It's not difficult

to rationalize this statement, how-
ever, as UMass will have a score
to settle with Maine for not mov-
ing its playing date so that the
Redmen could face BC on television
and pull in a large sum of money
and a score to settle with Conn-
ecticut for blowing the whistle
on McGarry and Marchando.

Fusia emphasized the verb
"concerned" when the subject of

UMass matching up against potent
outsiders Dartmouth, Buffalo and
BC was mentioned. Among Yan-

Head Coach Vic Fusia
Con teams, Fusia and the Redmen
have the most respect for UConn
and Rhode Island. Maine is also
on the UMass list of important
Conference tussles because it

is the opener, a game which can
often sway a season one way or
the other.

No comment was forwarded by
the Redman leader in regard to

the loss of McGarry and Mar-
chando, just the obvious fact that

their absense leaves the team with
two giant holes to fill.

Captain John Farrelly, along
with his fellow seniors, was cited

for his leadership as a big boost
to the team's spirit. Fusia made
it clear that McGarrv is still con-

sidered by the team to be its oth-

er captain. Each week, a new
player will be selected to represent
the lost end, to stand as Farrelly 's

co -captain for the game.
Presently, several Redmen are

sporting real -Redman -type hair-

cuts, with just a patch of hair
in the middle of the head; in some
cases, no hair at all. Fusia's
explanation: "This is a protest
against our opponents. Every-
thing is a symbol nowadays. This
is their symbol."
Fusia offered a summary of the

1970 Redman grid prospects when
he said, "If we stay free of in-

jury, and the ball bounces right,

this could be a fine football team."

Important
IN THE PHONE DIRECTORY, AN
ERROR OCCURS IN THE EMER-
GENCY NUMBER LISTING IN THE
BACK OF THE FRONT COVER.
THE FIRE EMERGENCY NUMBER
SHOULD BE CORRECTED TO BE
"OPERATOR".

HILLEL COOKOUT Thurs. from 5 p.m., Sept.

at FARLEY LODGE west of "F" lot, north or the Stadium

Food a la carte. Bring guitars - there will be a folksing.

10
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. . . Which Must Work Efficiently and Together
- - Ku nLr r\r\c*t that Un ..,nM L-^^l -»...* _# ^ ^t**^

(Continued from page 6)

JOE LAND -Junior 6'1 210
No. 81: Lang has been switched
to a tight end position from a half-

back post that he worked out of

last year. Although inexperien-
ced, he could see a great deal of

varsity action this year.

STEVE SHUBERT -Sophomore-
s' 10 -180 -No. 80:Shubert was a star
for '69's frosh and is respected
for his versatility. He will be

1970. Redman Varsity Football Roste

KEN HUGHES MARK RUSSELL PAT SCAVONE DICK CUMMINGS MIKE MARCHEV

Offensive Machine Has Good Parts . .

.

Each and every time a football is snapped from a UMass center this fall into the waiting hands of a
Redman quarterback, a psychological switch will be flicked that turns to on the football machine a
machine whose parts are young human male beings who must all work together if the machine is'to
achieve its end, which is the advancement of an oblong pigskin across a white line marked with a G
The following is a rundown of many of the key parts whose whole is the UMass football offense

JOHN HULECKI

QUARTERBACK
KEN HUGHES-Senior-5'11-180-

No. 15: Hughes is the most ex-
perienced quarterback in the Red-
man camp, having shared much
of the leadership duties with Tim
Adams a year ago. His comple-
tion percentage in '69 was 44%
and he has looked very fine in

pre -season drills.

MIKE MARCHEV-Senior-6'-185
No. 11: Marchev could very well

take charge of the QB position if

things break his way. Injuries
have bothered him over the years

That's the entire cost tor University undergrad-

uates to attend either of the Fine Arts Council's

two classical music series, the Celebrity or

Chamber Music Series. Each series has five

exciting events and by purchasing a season

ticket you save 40% over the cost of single

tickets!

The 1970/71 Celebrity Series includes the great

violin virtuoso, Nathan Milstein: Virtuosi

Di Roma performing music of the baroque

period; Boston Philharmonia with piano soloist

Murray Perahia; a fully-staged production of

Mozart's "Don Giovani" by the Goldovsky
Grand Opera Theatre and a recital by pianist

Byron Janis.

The 1970/71 Chamber Music Series will include

visits by the famed Juilliard String Quartet;

Festival Winds; LaSalle String Quartet; Tel

Aviv String Quartet with Yona Ettlinger, clari-

net and the Borodin String Quartet from Russia!

These series are open to graduates, students at

$5 and University faculty and staff at $8. For
complete program and ticket information please

contact the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

llerter Hall, telephone 545-0*20^.

but he possesses the necessary
tools to have a big year with

UMass.
HALFBACKS
PAT SCAVONE -Senior -511 -187

No. 20: Scavone is durable, de-
pendable and often spectacular and
has lettered at halfback for the
last two years. He was '69's

leading ground -gainer and scorer,
a year which saw him average
5.4 yards per carry. He also
nabbed 13 passes for an average
plus of 11 yards.

MARK RUSSELL -Senior -511-

180 -No. 22: Russell performed
extremely well in a reserve role
in a few late -season games last

autumn. He knocked off 4.7 yards

-

a -try and notched three touch-
downs.

MIKE SAWYER -Junior -61 -205-
No. 25: Sawyer has had injury
trouble during his two-year Red-
man career but look for a healthy
210 halfback to carry a good deal
of the UMass running load this

fall. He gained a letter last spring
for his play on the varsity base-
ball squad.

ART CORSALETTI -Senior -5'10

190 -No. 44: Corsaletti averaged
five yards a carry in '69 as a
reserve runner and will be de-
pended upon more in this cam-
paign.

FULLBACK
DICK CUMMINGS -Junior -6 '230

No. 30: Cummings earned a let-

ter last year after his solid, and
often outstanding, work out of, the
fullback slot. He lugged the ball

77 times in '69 at a 5.5 yard
clip. He was the leading rusher
in the spring intrasquad tilt and
could develop into one of the best
fullbacks in Redman history

DICK HEAVEY - Senior 6* -210

No. 32: Heavey ran with the ball
20 times last fall in a reserve
role; however, he gained 145 yards,
an excellent 7. 5-yard average.

CENTER
DAVID LEVINE -Junior -61 -230

No. 57: Levine produced an ex-

cellent soph campaign in '69, play-

ing well enough to be selected to

the All -Yankee Conference first

team. He is one of UMass' very
best offensive linemen.

RON MARINO -Junior -62 -225-

No. 56: Marino's ability makes
center one of the strongest posi-

tions on the entire squad. He
earned a letter last fall while alter -

nating with Levine.

GUARDS
BOB PENA-Senior-6'2-250-No.

68: Pena had a solid season last

autumn as a junior transferred

from Dean Junior College. He
could well mould himself into one
of the finest of all Redman guards.

DANIEL KELLEY- Junior -5*11-

211 -No. 60: Kelley missed his

entire sophomore year due to sur-
gery on a knee injury but, should
he be fully recovered, his presense
on the offensive line may be felt.

VIC MORENO-Sophomore-5'11-
210 -No. 62: Moreno looked fine

during spring practice and is cap-
able of seeing a great deal of ac-
tion this autumn.
JAMES QUEENEY -Sophomore

-

6'3-186-No. 61: Queeney is an
excellent prospect up from the
frosh squad and should see valu-
able service in this, his soph
season.

TACKLES
BOB DONLIN Junior 6'3-

230 -No. 73: Donlin earned a sel-

ection to the All -Yan -Con first unit

after a great sophomore year in
'69. Very strong, he can do it

all, pass blocking efficiently and
blocking downfield superbly.
DICK DONLIN Senior 6'

7

290 -No. 70: Donlin, Bobs older
brother, also was named to the
All -Yan- Con first team and his
steady play will help anchor the
starting UMass line.
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APO-GSS BOOK EXCHANGE
BUY USED BOOKS

SELL USED BOOKS AT YOUR OWN PRICE

Bring your books in thru Sept. 12

Buy books Sept. 10| - Sept. 17

Pick up money for sold books Sept. 15 ' Sept. 18

Middlesex Rm. Mon. • Fri. 10 • 4

Student Union Sat. 10 12

BOB PENA

DAVE LEVINE
DICK ETNA Junior 5' 11 200

No. 63: Etna garnered a letter

last fall for his reserve role at

tackle and his experience will

be valuable as a backup to the
Donlins

.

DENNIS CUNNINGHAM So-
phomore-6'2-215-No.65: Cunning-
ham looked fine during spring
practice and will add depth to
the present tackle picture.

ENDS
JOHN HULECKI Junior -64

-

228 -No. 85: Hulecki has abund-
ant talent and will see all kinds
of action this year as both an
offensive tight end and defensive
end. He notched All -Yan -Con
first team consideration for his
play at defensive end last year.
On offense, he was the Redmen's
second best receiver and he should
be even better as a junior.

(Continued on page 7)

No. Name fos .

HB- 21

wt.

lis

rr.

So.

bcnooi
Kryeburg Academy

[tUUIC LUWU
40 Bouchard, Ray New Bedford
82 Bristol, Curt DE 21 6' 215 Jr. Hanlius Elnora, N.Y.
69 Brooks, Clarence or 19 6' 225 So. New Bedford New Bedford
24 Bush, Bill DB 21 5'11 185 Jr. Gushing Academy Greenfield
53 Byron, Bill C 21 6'3 230 Sr. Franklin Decatur, Ga.

86 Cabrelli, Bob SE 20 5' 10 170 Jr. Bord. Mil. Inst. Havertown, Pa.

43 Collins, Dennis LB 20 6' 190 Jr. Walpole Walpole
44 Corsaletti, Art HB 21 5'10 190 Sr. Pulaski New Britain, Conn.

79 Cox, Chris DT 22 6'4 235 Sr. Ashland College Lowell
64 Cronin, Dick LB 19 6' 190 So. Littleton Littleton
30 Cummings, Dick FB 20 6' 230 Jr. Mt. Greylock Reg. Williamstown
65 Cunningham, Dennis OT 20 6'2 215 So. Mil ford Academy Taunton
42 Daenz, Bill DB 20 5 '10 190 So. Bord. Mil. Inst. Feasterville, Pa.

76 DeFlavio, Bill DT 20 5'9 230 Jr. St. John's Worcester
21 DiNardo, Angelo HB 21 6' 185 Jr. Somerville Somerville
70 Donlin, Dick OT 22 6'7 290 Sr. New Britain New Britain
73 Donlin, Bob OT 20 6'3 230 Jr. New Britain New Britain
45 Dot son, Don LB 22 6' 194 Sr. Bedford Springfield, Va.

9 Dutkanicz, Andy K 20 6' 190 So. Shelton Shelton, Conn.
58 Dyer, Dick LB 21 6' 210 Sr. Nashua Nashua, N.H.
51 Edwards, Tim LB 19 6'4 195 So. Bourne Otis AFB
63 Etna, Dick OG 20 5' 11 200 Jr. Med ford Med ford
12 Evans, Marty QB 21 6'1 195 Jr. Bord. Mil. Inst. Wynnewood , Pa

.

54 Farreily, John-Capt LB 22 6'1 218 Sr. Mt. St. Michael Bronx, N.Y.

23 Filley, Kevin HB 19 5' 11 175 So. Ithaca Ithaca, N.Y.
84 Flynn, David DE 19 6'2 195 So. St. Joseph Reg. Oradell, N.J.
8 Gagnon, Denis K 20 6' 185 Jr. Cathedral Will imansett

52 Gallup, Steve C 19 6' 210 So. Cambridge Cambridge
78 Greaney, Steve DT 21 6'1 220 Jr. St. Peter's Worcester
66 Hamaty, Charles DT 19 6' 210 So. Boston Latin W. Roxbury
C3 Hanifan, Bill SE 20 6' 195 So. Winchendon Maiden
71 Harwich, Jeff OT 20 6'2 245 So. Weymouth Weymouth
32 Heavey, Dick FB 21 6' 210 Sr. Brookline Chestnut Hill
10 Holmes, Tom QB 21 5'il 195 Sr. Arizona Western Wakefield
15 Hughes, Ken QB 22 5' 11 180 Sr. Morris Knolls Denville, N.J.
85 Hulecki, John 0E 21 6'4 228 Jr. Leominster Leominster
41 Keating, Dennis DB 20 6'3 212 Jr. Arlington Arlington
92 Kelleher, Dick LB 21 6'2 205 So. Arlington Arlington

60 Kelley, Danny 0G 20 5" 11 211 Jr. Central Catholic Pittsburgh, Pa.

89 Kelliher, Jim DE 22 6'i 218 Sr. Abington Abington

33 Key, Al DB 21 5' 11 176 So. Dorchester Boston

81 Lang, Joe 0E 21 6'1 210 Jr. Xaverian Bros. Norwood

55 Leamy, Mark LB 22 6'2 205 Jr. El Camino J.C. Redondo Bch. , Cal

50 Lesniewski, Ron C 19 6'1 230 So. Southbridge Southbridge

57 Levine, Dave 0C 20 6'1 230 Jr. Walter Johnson Bethesda, Md

.

11 Marchev, Mike QB 20 6' 185 Sr. Millburn Short Hills, N.J.

56 Marino, Ron C 20 6'2 225 Jr. Beverly Beverly

14 Matuza, Len QB 19 6'4 190 So. Pennsbury Morrisville, Pa.

62 Moreno, Vic 0G 20 5'11 210 So. Manlius Agavam

74 Mullen, Tom DT 18 6'2 225 So. Bishop Gibbons Schenectady. N.Y.

16 Murray, Brian OB 19 6'3 185 So. White Plains White Plains, N.Y

88 0'Malley, Walt SE 21 6' 185 Jr. Bridgton Academy Clinton

18 0'Neil, John S 20 6'2 190 Jr. Worcester Academy Abington

67 Parmenter, Skip DT 21 6'4 245 Jr. Shrewsbury Shrewsbury

6C Pena, Bob 0G 22 6'2 250 Sr. Dean Jr. College W. Falmouth

61 Cueeney, Jim OG 19 6'3 186 So. Wakefield Wakefield
r

l Radcliffe, Keith S 20 6'2 182 Jr. Attleboro Attleboro

31 Rendle, Jim DB 23 6'1 195 So. Quincy Quincy

87 Rockwell, Wait TE 19 6'2 220 So. Susouehanna Valley Binghamton, N.Y.

22 Russell, Mark HB 21 5*11 1C0 Sr. Bord. Mil. Inst. Nashua, N.H.

59 Sabulis, Joe LB 21 6'3 210 Jr. Gardner Gardner

25 Sawyer, Mike HB 20 6'1 205 Jr. Palmer Palmer

20 Scavone, Pat HB 21 5'11 1C7 Sr. St. Peter's Worcester

72 Scheralis, Marty DE 23 6'4 235 Sr. So. Boston So. Boston

80 Schubert, Steve SE 19 5'10 1C0 So. Manchester Central Manchester, N.H.

77 Sroka, Bill DT 20 6'2 220 Sr. Auburn Auburn, N.Y.

75 Viviano, Pete DT 19 6'4 210 So. Mt. St. Michael Acad. Yonkers, N.Y.

34 Welch, John LB 19 G'l 200 So. Millls Millis

35 Winslov, Doug LB 20 6'3 215 So. Bord. Mil. Inst. Scotia, N.Y.

90 Wood. Russ DE 21 6'2 205 Sr. Gov. Li v. Reg. Berkeley Hgts. , N

performing as: a split end, a
punt returner and a kickoff re-
turner. He has fine speed.
WALTER O'MALLEY- Junior

6'-185-No.88; O'Malley is one
of UMass' best speed -burners who
could garner the starting split

end slot. He impressed many
during spring drills.

TIBB ROCKWELL -Sophomore

-

6'2-220-No. 87: Rockwell had
an impressive year as the frosh 's

fullback. However, he has been
shifted to tight end and should
catch lots of valuable playing time.

KICKING SPECIALIST
DENIS GAGNON - Junior -6' -185-

No. 8: Gagnon converted 35 of

38 points -after -touchdown in '69

and wound up as the second lead-

ing Redman scorer. With a year
of experience behind him, he could

become one of the most talented

toes in the area.

(Of course, more people than the
above mentioned players go into

the working of the Redman offense;

however, various factors lead to

the exclusion of some, the inclus-
ion of others.)

JOE LANG

TIBB ROCKWELL DENIS GAGNON

MDC CLASSIFIED

HELP WANTED
WA1TKKSSEN uuntrii for catrrini:

•|H*rutii»ii. Mutt tx* p*|>«>rieii<-t'(l with
i I and liquor. I'a.v is $2.50 |>er hr.
• k-Ii ! For further info contact Kol>
ut S8fi-05fi3. tfJ-lt

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female erad with car to share

spac. one bedroom apt. with classics
icrad, S75/mo. utilities incl. Inquire
I niv. Park Apts. bid*. 5, apt. 3K.

Main St., Amherst, after 4:00 and
eve*. Ask for Virginia. 9-9-10

<• piere colonial livinie

$175 firm. Call 586-21G0.
room set,

tf9- 11

FOR SALE
Honda 160 CB, exc. cond., elec.

start, luna*e rack, directional als-

nabt. new tires (two sets), new batt.,

tarp and other extras, needs carb.

adjust. Take best offer. 1-967-4944.
tf9-15

Knlterts Tape Recorder 770x. Cross-
i ii 1.1 II •ml. > Mikes, lots of Tape
anil all accessories incl., Demarnetii-
rr, Kc.il cheap. Best offer. Days
•>-b?H:>. eves. !-!Wi7-lftH. tf!>-ll

Woodstock 1 track JlO.lft doors -

live JWi.TI Creedence Clwtr, Nice, Hot
Tuna, Havens, Cactus, James Gang.
I.uve, Incred. Mrinir Kami, Bread,
rrre delivery r> I(Mi V.I. Law. 9-10

FOR SALE — AUTOS
'•7 VW. eve. condition, K. & H.,

iif\v tires and muffler, $1095. Call
•'.t-Wl.t after 6 p.m. tfil-H.

FURNITURE RENTALS
Harper Associates rents all your

liirniturc needs: beds, desks, living

ins. rclriurrators. Call 5»tt-29«0.
tf9-18

Intramural Managers!!

Meeting Tonight in Boyden!!!!!

BOB DONLIN

DICK DONLIN

"REVOLUTION
and

Civil Disobedience"

On May 21, New York unionists joined with students to

protest the war.

Continue the STRIKE ....

Join the MOB!
UNIVERSITY MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE

MEETS
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 at 8 P M

in Campus Center Aud.

on
FROM THE CENTER

today — 1:00 p.m.

The (.'enter for the Study of Democratic Institutions

Santa Barbara, California
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Exciting '69 Redmen
Carved Out Comeback
UM Rang Up 6-3 Mark, Copped Title

After a disasterous 1968 season, the 1969 campaign was looked upon as a return to greatness

Coach Vic Fusia led his Redmen to a very successful 6-3 year in which UMass was undefeated in

the Yankee Conference and winners of five in a row at one point in the season.

This '69 squad played

of the most exciting football ev-

er seen in Alumni Stadium and

provided some great thrills as

well as surprises for a lot of

people. The high -scoring Red-

men averaged almost thirty points

a game and, in six games, the

defense allowed an average of

only a single touchdown. Led

by an awesome ground attack,

UMass rolled over many of Its

weaker Conference rivals as well

as providing some unexpected re-

sults against some of the strong-

er teams in the area.

But let us look again and see

what happened.

UMASS 49 - MAINE 7

Playing against traditional first -

game rival Maine, UMass demon-
strated from the opening gun that

it had returned as a football pow-

er. Moving behind the superb

running of Ed Sarno, Jerry Gra-

sso, Pat Scavone and Dick Heav

ey, and the accurate arm of se-

nior quarterback Tim Adams, the

Redmen played almost flawlessly

against the Improving Black Bears.

Heavey, playing as a third string

fullback behind Sarno and sopho-

more Dick Cummlngs, was the

game's leading ground gainer as

he carried for 67 yards. Adams,

starting his second season at

the controls of the UMass ott-

ense. mixed his plays well and

completed eight of ten passes for

154 yards.

After Adams had led the Red-

men to five scores, reserve quar-

terback Ken Hughes took over

and the machine -like offense con-

tinued to roll as Hughes hit sen-

ior John Decembrele from the six

and junior Art Corsaletti comp-
leted the scoring with a 20 -yard

jaunt. Placekicker Dennis Gagnon
connected on his seventh conse-

cutive conversion and UMass was
off to an auspicious start to the

'69 season. However, although

things looked rosy for the Red-

men at this point, ihere were
still a lot of tough football games
to be played.

BUFFALO 16 - UMASS 6

UMqss was brought back down
to earth, however, the next Sat-

urday, as Buffalo spoiled the Red-

man's home opener by grinding

out a 16-6 victory. After a very

even first half in which UMass
trailed by three, 9-6, the well-

disciplined Bulls controlled the

ball in the second half and scored

one touchdown in the fourth quar-

ter to put the game away.

The Redmen scored first as Ad-

ams threw to Grasso who made
an over -the -head grab and scamp-
ered 30 yards to pay dirt. Ga-

gnon missed the point after fol-

lowing an illegal procedure pen-

alty. Buffalo pulled ahead in the

second quarter, however, as the

Bull's fine signal caller, Mick
Murtha, completed an 18 -yard pass

to end Paul Lang. The conver-

sion put Buffalo ahead, 7-6.

Late in the second half, UMass
took over on its own one -yard

line after the Redman defense had

masterfully stopped the Bulls on

two running plays from that spot.

But on the first offensive play,

Adams fumbled the ball and was
tackled in his own end zone for

a safety.

It was a disappointing loss for

the Redmen and for the fans who

had high hopes after the Maine

game.
DELAWARE 33 - UMASS 21

After holding a 21-20 lead for

most of the game, UMass lost

its second game in succession

at Alumni Stadium, to the Blue

Hens of Delaware, 33-21. This

was a game that had more than

its share of thrills and the 10,500

fans enjoyed everything but the out -

some come.
After the highly -touted Blue

Hens had scored eight plays af-

ter the opening kickoff, Pat Sca-

vone brought the Redmen back with

a 66 -yard gallop on UMass' first

play from scrimmage. The jun-

ior back took the handoff from
Adams and swept left behind good
blocking in the line. He got

a good block from Sarno about

25 yards from pay dirt and was
home free after that.

Scavone was not yet finished.

Seven minutes later he came back
with a fourteen yard run to put

UMass on top, 14-7. Ken Hughes
replaced Adams in the second per-
iod and directed the offense to

their third TD on a 13 -yard run

by Grasso. Unfortunately for the

Redmen, there was still another
half to play and Delaware just

proved to be too strong.

So after having begun the sea-

son so well, things looked bleak
for UMass football as fans began
to have visions of 1968. But
the best was yet to come.

UMASS 14 - BOSTON U. 9

Playing defense as if it had
invented the term, UMass stung
then unbeaten BU, 14-9, as the

Redmen scored a touchdown with

only 40 seconds left in what was
an exciting, hard-hitting football

game.
The UMass defense, after hav-

ing a bad game against Delaware,
came back with what must be ra-

ted its finest effort of the season
in this one. The BU offense could

not score a single point against

the UMass defense, their nine

points resulting from a return
of a missed field goal attempt
and a safety.

The missed field goal turned
into disaster as the ever -danger-
ous Bruce Taylor returned it 104

yards for the Terrier's only tou-

chdown amidst the cheers of the

BU fans. But the real excite-

ment, for UMass anyway, was yet

to come.
It all started when Bill Sroka

recovered a Terrier fumble on

the BU 41 -yard line. UMass then

moved the ball on the ground and

were left with a fourth -and -one
on the BU 19. In unorthodox fa-

shion, Adams sent Scavone around
left end for nine yards to the ten

for a first down. Soph bulldoz-

er Dick Cummings took the ball

down to the one on the next play

and halfback Craig Lovell got the

privilege of scoring the game-
winning TD as he swept around
right end for the score.

From the depths of depression
after the Delaware loss, the Red-
men were raised to the heights
of glory with this their finest

win.

UMASS 21 - RHODE ISLAND 9
A letdown was in order against

URI but the Redmen still had
more than enough to soundly de-
feat the struggling Rams. It turn-
ed out to be a good workout for the
UMass backs as the Redmen a-

massed 397 yards on the unbel-
ievable total of 70 attempts. As
far as statistics go, Scavone had
118 yards on 14 carries, Cummings
had 124 yards on 24 carries, and
Sarno had 77 yards on 11 carries.
Once again the defense came

through with a splendid effort.

The game, however, served more
as a warm-up for the big Con-
ference game with UConn than
anything else.

UMASS 28 - UCONN 7

The defense, which has played
splendidly since the BU victory,

once again proved the deciding
factor in this crucial Yankee Con-
ference battle. Holding an off-

ense as powerful as UConn 's to

only 37 net yards on the ground
and 115 in the air as well as
intercepting five Rick Robustelli

aerials Is some chore and the

defense certainly deserved the
credit for this victory. Coming
in for special praise were tack-
les Bill Deriavio and Andy Guar-
no, ends Paul Toner and Curt
Bristol, linebackers Joe Sabulis

and Tom York, and safetyman Steve
Rogers who picked off two passes.
However, even though the def-

ense played so well, the offense
had a hard time getting untracked.
It wasn't until 3:37 had elapsed
in the third period that UMass
was able to score on a one-
yard Cummings run. That touch-
down tied the score at seven.
Three last quarter TD's by Nick

McGarry, Lovell, and Sarno put

the game away for the Redmen and
gave them a firm grasp on the

Beanpot trophy, symbolic of Yan-
kee Conference supremacy. A
win over Vermont would clinch

the award for UMass.
UMASS 48 - VERMONT 7

In a contest very reminiscent
of the season opener against Maine,
the Redmen simply demolished
Vermont to win the Yankee Con-
ference football championship, cli-

maxing a return to grid promin-
ence alter a season ot despair
It was a combination of stellar

defense and overpowering offense

which carried the Redmen to their

Or AND RUNNING - UMass got a tremendous jump

on the '69 season when it bounded past Maine, 49-7, at

Crono, Me. Hauling in an aerial is now departed half-

back Jerry Grasso.
ourth straight victory.

Senior Hughes started the game,
nit all three signal callers, in-

cluding sophomore Mike Marchev,
jaw plenty of action. Adams led

the offense to three scores while

Hughes and Marchev had two a-

piece.

Although the contest may have

seemed just like any ordinary

game to most people, it meant
a lot to UMass football coach
Vic Fusia. This was the game
that UMass won the Beanpot tro-

phy and Fusia proved to all his

critics that he had not lost the

winning habit.

This was also the last home
game for the seniors on the squad
and every one of them saw some
action. In fact, 62 of the 64

men on the team got into the game
at one time or another.

UMASS 48 - NEW HAMPSHIRE 7

Rolling to their fifth win in a

row, UMass once again had no
trouble at all in trouncing one

of its Yankee Conference rivals.

About the only thing worth say-

ing about this one was the fact

that the 48 joints gave UMass
a new Yankee Conference scoring

record of 194 points, beating the

precious mark of 181 set by the

1

A BIG WIN - One of the Redmen's proudest '69 moments came when they bounced

back from two straight losses to upset tough Boston University, 14-9 Quarterback Ken

Hughes directs the offense under the pressure of a fierce BU pass rush.

Dedmen in 1963.

The touchdowns were scored by

Scavone, two, Mark Russell, two,

McGarry, Grasso, and Hughes.

Also deserving of praise were

guard Pierre Marchando, fullback

Heavey. and the entire defense

as usual.

The next game was to be the

toughest challenge of the season

for it was against Boston Col-

lege, the game that was pointed for

all season. After winning five

straight, UMass looked ready.

B. C. 35 - UMASS 30

In what had to be the most
disappointing loss in a long time,

UMass fought bravely and gave

everything it had only to fall short

and lose to BC, 35-30. This

had to be also the most emot-

ional game of the year as tears

were evident on the sidelines and

in the morgue that served as a

dressing room. This was the one

that UMass wanted. Sure, winn-

ing the Yankee Conference means
a lot but BC is big time foot-

ball and the Eagles beating them
means just a little bit extra.

Because the Redmen wanted to

win so badly, there was a great

deal of pressure on them from
the start. The pressure caused

mistakes and mistakes probably

cost UMass the game. But the

Redmen never let the mistakes
get them down and made up for

them by just not quitting. Only

a last minute interception which
killed all hope for a UMass win
could still the spirit of the Red-
men.
As far as the game itself goes,

it was all offense. BC amassed
394 total offensive yards while

UMass had 320. The highlight

of the game was an 82 -yard run
by Jerry Grasso on the first play

of the second half and although

he was stopped at the one, Lov-
ell went in for the score on the

next play. This seemed to give

UMass even more of a lift as
it trailed by 28-21 with a full

half to play. But things just

weren't to be.

But that game, more than any-

thing else, has got to give the

returning players a spirit and de-

sire for the coming season. Per-
haps this year they can get that

victory which has eluded them for

so long. It would sure be nice

on top of another Beanpot trophy.

Tougher70Schedule Faces Redmen
Dartmouth, BC, Buffalo

Highlight New Season
When one takes his first glance at a 1970 UMass football schedule,

he first realizes that, oh yen, there's the five Yankee Conference
opponents, Maine, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont and New Ham-
pshire. He mulls over this fact for two or three seconds and thinks
that, yup, UConn will probably be the toughest.

But he's more interested in the ninth in total defense nationally
out -of -league opponents and, to his

heart's delight, he finds that the

fighting Redmen will challenge

three of the tougher colleges in

the East in the names of Dart-

mouth, Buffalo and Boston College.

Can UMass beat one or possibly

two of these big three? He's
hopeful, quick to add that Boston
University, the fourth outsider, is

no slouch either.

He approves of the schedule and
is looking forward to those home
games against B.U., UConn and
B.C. After reading the capsule
reports of the Redmen's ten op-
ponents, provided below, his ex-
citement runs to fever pitch as
he anxiously awaits Sept. 19 and
the home opener against Maine.
Game 1-MAINE(Yankee Confer-

ence). Date: Sept. 19. Place:
Alumni Stadium. Coach: Walt
Abbott (4th year-W8-L 17). Nick-
name: Black Bears. Last year's
record: 5-4. Returning lettermen:
22. Lettermen lost: 24.

Capsule Comment: Fourth -year
coach Walt Abbott brought Maine
its first winning season since 1965
last year when his high-spirited
Black Bears recorded a 5-4 mark.
With an experienced offensive line,

plus some fine runners, Abbott is

hoping to continue the winning
trend.

Gone is the famous pass -com-
pletion duo of quarterback Dave.
Wing and All-Yan-Con end Gene
Benner. Bob Hamilton, senior
co -captain, will switch from his

halfback slot to replace Wing while
three veteran backs will carry the

mail for him.

Maine has some fine players
starring on the defensive line and
at linebacker; they are tackles Ar-
nie James (co- captain) and Dick
Todd, ends Stan Maddock and Mike
Landry and middle guard John
Rhodes. Basically this looks like

another pesky Black Bear grid
squad; what it lacks in size and
talent is usually made up for in

spirit and determination.

Schedule, at UMass (Sept. 19),

Hofstra (26), Rhode Island (Oct. 3),

at New Hampshire (10), at Conn-
ecticut (17), C.W. Post (24), at

Northeastern (31) and Vermont
(Nov. 7).

Game 2-DARTMOUTH. Date:
Sept. 26. Place: Hanover, N.H.
(Memorial Field -capacity 21,416)

Coach: Bob Blackman (16th year
W 95-L 37-T 3). Nickname: In-

dians, Big Green. Last year;s
record: 8-1. Returning lettermen:
24. Lettermen lost: 19.

Capsule Comment: It will be
tough for the Indians to match last
season's 8-1 mark that saw them
tie with Yale and Princeton for
the Ivy League crown; Dartmouth's
opponents in the Ivy should be even
stronger.

The Big Green defense, which
was second in forward pass de-
fense, tenth in scoring defense and

last fall, should feel hindering
effects from the loss of seven
starters although Dartmouth's re-
placement prospects are very
bright.

On offense, much depends on the
quarterbacking status of Jim
Chasey, a senior who suffered a
shoulder separation during Dart-
mouth's final game lost against
Princeton last year. A fine team
leader, he has since undergone
two operations to correct the dam -

age done to his throwing arm.
The starting backfield and the

two starting ends are strong but
depth in these departments is lack-
ing. The offensive line shapes
up well. Going into pre -season
practice, Dartmouth had no player
on its squad who had ever punted
or kicked conversions in a var-
sity game and thus the kicking game
is an Indian problem area.

Schedule: UMass (Sept. 26),

at Holy Cross (Oct. 3), Prince-
ton (10), Brown (17), at Harvard
(24), at Yale (31), Columbia (Nov.

7), at Cornell (14) and at Penn-
sylvania (21).

Game 3 -BUFFALO. Date: Oct.

3. Place: Buffalo, N.Y. (Ro-

tary Field -capacity 13, 000). Coach:
Bob Deming (2nd year-W 6-L 3).

Nickname: Bulls. Last year's
record: 6-3. Returning letter

-

men: 22. Lettermen lost: 18.

Capsule Comment: Buffalo is

looking to improve on its 6-3

mark of a year ago and seeks to

do so with a defense that will

welcome back eight starters. A
look at the defensive line validates

Buffalo's trust in this unit. That
unit features ends Tom Vigneau
(212) and Prentis Henley (236) as

two of the best anywhere.
The tackles are no slouches

either; they're 260 -pound Rovel
Jones and 266 -pound Barry Atkin-

son. These four guys plus the

remainder of the Bull defense fin-

ished sixth in pass defense, fourth

in defense against scoring and

eighth in total defense nationally

in 1969.

The Bulls are proud of their

"I" offense, which will feature

sophomore Kirk Barton at quarter-

back, a person whose job it will

be to fill the big shoes of de-

parted star Mike Murtha. The
rest of the backfield is exper-

ienced. The offensive line is good

but lacks depth.

Schedule: Ball State (Sept. 12),

Toledo (19), at Kent State (26),

UMass (Oct. 3), Villanova ('0),

at Dayton (17), at Virginia Tech.

(24), Holy Cross (31), at Boston

College (Nov. 7), at Temple (14)

and at Northern Illinois (21).

Game 4 -BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Date: Oct. 10. Place: Alumni

Stadium. Coach: Larry Naviaux

(2nd year-W 9-L 2). Nickname:
Terriers. Last year's record:

9-2. Returning lettermen: 24

Lettermen lost: 21.

VERMONT'S BOB ROGER

FRED WILLIS

Capsule Comment: New Eng-
land's and the nation's top-rated
coach of 1969, Larry Naviaux, is

leading his second Terrier squad,
one which has nine starters back
on offense but which has lost eight
starters on defense.

Although so many are back on
offense, this unit is not very deep.
The whole backfield is back; jun-
ior Sam Hollo at quarterback and
halfbacks Gary Capehart and Pat
Diambnd are very dependable per -

formers in this vital area. Depth
Is most needed in the interior of

the offensive line, but the two end
posts have four very good can-
didates vying for starting posit

ions.

The 49'ers, Chiefs, Giants and
Falcons of the National Football

League have snatched BU defensive
graduates Bruce Taylor, Fred
Barry, Pat Hughes and Gil Hol-
loway respectively. Adequately
replacing these four stalwarts is

going to be Naviaux 's toughest

assignment. To add another facet

to the defensive problem, only five

veterans are back from the '69

squad that surrendered but 131

points in 11 games.
UMass was one of the only two

teams to beat the Terriers last

year and that came on Oct. 11,

1969 by a 14-9 tally; the other team
that outpointed BU was San Diego
State, 28-7, in the Pasadena Bowl.

Schedule: Colgate (Sept. 19),

at Vermont (26), Temple (Oct. 3),

at UMass (10), Holy Cross (17),

at Rhode Island (24), at Conn-
ecticut (31), Rutgers (Nov. 7) and
at Delaware (14). «-

Game 5 - RHODE ISLAND (Yan-
kee Conference). Date: Oct. 17.

Place: Kingston, R. I. (Meade
Field -capacity 10,000). Coach:
Jack Gregory (1st year). Nick-
name: Rams. Last year's re-
cord; 2-7. Returning lettermen:
26. Lettermen lost: 10.

Capsule Comment: First -year
coach Jack Gregory faces a tough
initial campaign with the Rhody
football Rams. Over the last 11

seasons, URI has produced but

one winning football team and it

will be Gregory's task to start a
reversal of this trend.

For the entire squad, the main
problem is depth, or a lack of

it. On defense, Rhode Is'i^nd lacks
not only depth but is also inex-

perienced. Two -year fullbackTom
Wheeler has been switched to line-

backer in hopes of shoring up this

weaker of the two Ram units.

URI is more optimistic about
its offense, but still hopes to

develope here greater attacking

strength and improved ball control

.

Junior halfback Warren Houston
stars for the offense. Other not-

ables here include split end Chris
Hess and tackle John Gregg. The
blocking line is fine but the over -

all offense lacks speed.

Gregory is not looking for an
instant winner in this Ram squad.

His main goal will be to perpe-

FRANK HARRIS

BC's exciting double threat

trate his football philosophies to

the Rhody players.

Schedule: at Brown (Sept. 26),

at Maine (Oct. 3), Vermont (10),

UMass (17), Boston U.(24), at New
Hampshire (31), at Temple (Nov.

7), and at Connecticut (14).

Game 6-CONNECTICUT (Yank-
ee Conference). Date: Oct. 24.

Place: Alumni Stadium. Coach:
John Toner (5th year-W 16 -L 20-

T 1). Nickname: Huskies. Last
year's record: 5-4. Returning
lettermen: 27. Letermen lost: 9.

Capsule Comment: Twelve sen-
iors among 27 returning lettermen
should make John Toner's fifth

year at the Huskie helm his most
successful. He coaches an exper-
ienced football team, both offens-

ively and defensively.

UConn s most outstanding per-
former is senior halfback Vin
Clements. He holds numerous
Huskie records, was ECAC Soph-
omore of the Year in 1968 and
was All -ECAC first team last year,

a season that saw him amass

ROVELL JONES

2,000 total offensive yards (run-
ning, passing and returning kicks).
The rest of the backfield is strong;
quarterback is veteran senior Rick
Robustelli The offensive line is

ilso in fine shape.

The Connecticut defense has all

the earmarks of a solid unit.
There is lack of experience at

both defensive end posts but the
tackles, linebackers and second

-

arymen look fine. Overall the Hus -

kies present UMass with its big-
gest challenge enroute to another
Yankee Conference title.

Schedule: Vermont (Sept. 19),

at Yale (26), at New Hampshire
(Oct. 3), at Temple (10), Maine
(17), at UMass (24), Boston U.
(31), at William & Mary (Nov. 7),
Rhode Island (14) and at Holy Cross
(21).

Game 7 - VERMONT (Yankee
Conference). Date: Oct. 31. Place:
Burlington, Vt. (Centennial Field-
capacity 8,500). Coach: Joseph
Scannella (1st year). Nickname:
Catamounts. Last year's record:
3-6. Returning lettermen: 21.

Lettermen lost: 20.

Capsule Comment: The 1970 Un-
iversity of Vermont Football Fact
Book prints the following: "With
a former Little All -American qua-
rterback at the helm of the Cat-
amounts this fall, opponents might

take heed and beef up the defen-
sive secondary, because Vermont
will throw -in fact, will throw a

great deal."

Doing the throwing for new head
coach Joseph Scannella will be
junior Bruce Roeck; most of the

receiving will be handled by jun-

ior Bob Sadowski and transfer

-

student Tim Sullivan.

It will be a pro -style offense

and its key will be junior half-

back Bob Rodger, a potential Lit-

tle All -American. With opponents

'

defenses geared on this guy, Roeck
will be able to bomb away with

abandon.

Both lines are solid; Vermont is

particularly proud of its defen-
sive line, looked upon as the heart
of the team. The team's biggest

weakness is its secondary; the

Catamounts surrendered 1,5116

yards through the air last year
and this mark must be lowered
if Vermont hopes to make a chase
for the Conference crown.

Schedule: at Connecticut (Sept.

i7+

KIRK BARTON

19), Boston U. (26), at Northeast-
ern (Oct. 3), at Rhode Island (10),

New Hampshire (17). Hofstra (24),

UMass (31), at Main. (Nov. 7)

and at Lafayette (14)

Game 8-HOLY CROSS Date
Nov 7 Place: Worcester (Fit-

ton Field -capacity 18,000) Coach:
Bill Whitton (2nd year W 0-L 2)
Nickname: Crusaders. Last
year's record: 0-2 Returning
lettermen: 11. Lettermen lost: 13.

Capsule COMMENT When the
Crusaders notch their first vic-
tory this year, they will already
have bettered last season's win
record. Of course autumn '69

saw an outbreak of hepatitis ab-
breviate Holy Cross campaign
after only its second game, at

which time it was 2. the eight
remaining games, including one
against UMass, wer> ancelled.

Spirit in abundanc ifter last

fall's misfortune, ma <11 be the
outstanding character tic of this

1970 Crusader squad. Mead coach
Bill Whitton has been quoted thus-
ly: "We're lacking for exper-
ience and lacking for depth, but
we're not lacking for spirit, enthu-
siasm, dedication and guts It

was a bitter blow to our young men

(Continued on page 12)
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Redman Defense to Play Key Role . .

.

The Defense
A winning football formula us-

ually starts with a solid defense
and 1969's winning UMass football

team certainly had a stellar def-

ense that it could count on. Some
defensive greats are gone from that

unit -Steve Rogers, John MacLean,
Andy Guarino, Mark Toner and
Tom York. Some greats return.
Who are they? And who will

replace the departed stars? Read
on! Read on!

BILLDEFLAVIO

Two brilliant one-act plays will be performed by

The Independent Theatre Group, Wednesday,

September 9 through Saturday, September 12

in Bartlett Theatre at 8 p.m., Univ. of Mass.

"Red Cross" by the most-talked of playwright

of the day Sam Shepard and Leonard Melfi's

"Birdbath" are given memorable performances

by Barbara Eda-Young, formerly of Lincoln

Center Repertory Company; Beeson Carroll,

1969 winner of the coveted Obie Award for dis-

tinguished performance and Babs Root, of the

Berkshire Theatre Festival Winter Workshop.

productions will be directed by Nick Orzol.

, director, co-editor of "Eight Plays from

OFF BROADWAY".

Begin the academic year by enjoying this offer-

ing. Tickets are priced at $1 for students and

$1.50 for others and may be purchased by con-

tacting the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202 or at Bartlett

Box Office one hour before curtain!

ENDS
CURT BRISTOL -Junior -6-215 -

No. 82: Bristol started every
game as a sophomore last year
and played often enough and well

enough to earn a letter. He
rushes opposing quarterbacks with

audacity.

JAMES KELLIHER -Senior -61

-

218- No. 89: Kelliher has put in

long hours helping the Redman
football cause although he has
never started. Such an answer

to the call of duty may yet be
rewarded with a starting assign-
ment in 1970.

DAVID FLYNN- Sophomore -6'2-

195 -No. 84: Flynn was a fresh-

man regular last fall and saw a

lot of action in spring drills.

He will add depth to the defensive

end position.

TACKLES
BILL SROKA-Senior-6'2-228-

No. 77: Sroka has certainly made
his presence felt as a top-notch

Redman performer at defensive

tackle and linebacker over the

past two campaigns. A real bul-

wark, he'll be one of the anchors
of the 1970 defensive front four.

BILL DEFLAVIO-Junior-5'9-
230-No. 76: Deflavio's size is

deceiving, he is the other key
anchor of the front four and has
proved so by his play. He was
selected to the All-Yan-Con first

(Continued on page 13)

BU, YanCon Rivals Also on Schedule
(Continued from page 11)

when the hepatitis hit last fall,

but never once did any young
man ever complain. And their

dedication to Holy Cross and what
HC and football means to them
was evident in spring practice when
70 young men showed up Spring
ball was optional... they could have
all gone home to jobs, the beaches

A PUB

IN AMHERST?

YES!

THE

VI
THE VILLAGE INN PUB

THE ROOM WHERE
THE CONVERSATION'S

^ I • • •

QUIET

RESTFUL

PLEASANT DECOR

STEREO MUSIC
OPEN 4 P.M. - 1 A.M.

AT THE

VILLAGE INN

85 AMITY ST., AMHERST

or somewhere... but they made it

mandatory. This is the proudest
group of young men I've ever
been associated with." Welcome
back to college football action.

Crusaders!
Several strong candidates are

making bids these days for start-

ing jobs in the Cross backfield.

Quarterbacking duties will prob-
ably go to senior Mark Mowatt,
but he will have to prove himself
capable over two fine pressing
sophomores. The offensive line

needs more depth but should prove
adequate.

The defensive line and line-

backers present coach Whitton with

his least experienced area of per-

formers. Co -captain and three

-

year fullback Tom Lamb has been
converted to linebacker to help

alleviate this area of concern. The
defensive backfield ranks with the

offensive backfield as a Crusader
strongpoint, deep and experienced.

Coach Whitton has summed up
Holy Cross thusly: "If we can
stay healthy, we'll surprise some
people But we must get the most
out of everyone we have. I know
we will."

Schedule: at Army (Sept. 12),

Temple (26), Dartmouth (Oct. 3),

Colgate (10), at Boston U. (17),

at Villanova (24), at Buffalo (31),

UMass (Nov. 7), at Rutgers (14),

Connecticut (21) and at Boston Col-
lege (28).

Game 9 - NEW HAMPSHIRE
(Yankee Conference). Date: Nov.
14. Place: Alumni Stadium. Coach;
Jim Root (3rd year - W 9-L 7).

Nickname: Wildcats. Last years
record: 3-5. Returning lettermen:
22 Lettermen lost: 18.

Capsule Comment: Two juniors,

backed by vital experience gained
as performing sophs, will share
the leadership of New Hampshire
as its quarterbacks. Bob Hopkins
will play the starting role, Bill

Murdock the backup role.

A couple of veteran running
backs and some solid newcomers
help shape up the ground attack.

Strong is the offensive line, an-
chored by stellar center Mike Bur

-

lage. The receiving corps is deep
and experienced.

Only two consistent performers
return to the defensive line, making
that a problem area for coach Jim
Root. The remainder of the de-
fense is not much stronger, with

only a slight sprinkling of spicy

veterans Basically. UNH's of-
fense should fare well, but their
inexperienced defense will hinder
the Wildcats from Beanpot conten

-

tion.

Schedule, at Delaware (Sept. 26),
UConn (Oct. 3), Maine (10), at Ver-
mont (17), at Northeastern (24).

Rhode Island (31), Springfield (Nov.
7) and at UMass (14).

Game 10-BOSTON COLLEGE.
Date: Nov. 21. Place: Alumni
Stadium. Coach: Joe Yukica
(3rd year-W 11 -L 7). Nickname;
Eagles. Last year's record: 5-4.

Returning lettermen: 31. Letter

-

men lost: 19.

Capsule Comment: Boston Col-
lege, which has beaten UMass
four years in succession, ranks a
notch over Dartmouth and Buffalo
as the best football squad the
Redmen will match up against
all season.

In the Eagle fold are no less
than 31 lettermen (16 seniors and
15 juniors) and 30 frisky sopho-
mores up from a strong 3-1 fre-
shman unit who are battling to re-
place 19 departed lettermen.
Frank "Red" Harris. Fred

Willis. BC's two biggest names
and the keys to a big Eagle sea-
son against a tough schedule that
includes Villanova. Navy, Air
Force. Army, Penn State and Buf-
falo.

Harris quarterbacks BC and, on
the brink of his senior year, has
passed for 2960 yards and 32 touch -

downs. Willis is BC's glittering
halfback; also a senior, his two-
year marks include 1108 yards
rushing at a 5.6 yards -per -carry
clip.

It is no surprise therefore, that
Bopton College's strength lies in
its offense, which will also feature

solid ends in the persons of
John Bonistalli and Jim O'Shea.

fine blocking I

On defense, the Eagles have
experience in the secondary and
at the ends; tackle and linebacker
have been the main areas of con-
centration in pre -season by third

-

year coach Joe Yukica and his
staff.

Schedule: at Villanova (Sept

19), at Navy (26), Virginia Mil-
itary (Oct. 3), Penn State (10),

at Air Force (24), Army (31),

Buffalo (Nov. 7), at Pittsburgh (14),

at UMass (21) and Holy Cross (28)
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BILL SROKA
&3n

DENNIS KEATING JOESABULIS MARTY SCHERALIS DAVE FLYNN

. . . In UMass Quest for Victory
iCnntimtaA (mm t.ano 191 J

DOUG WINSLOW

(Continued from j>age 12)

team in '69 and is feared for

his great pass -rushing ability. He
is also very quick.

MARTY SCHERALIS -Senior

-

6'4-235-No 72: Scheralis has
earned two UMass varsity foot-

ball letters but a chronic shoulder
injury prevented him from playing

his senior year. Now he's back
and his experience should add
depth to the tackle spots. He
kicks in a soccer fashion and may
be used as the Redman kickoff man.
LINEBACKERS
JOHN FARRELLY- Senior and

UMASS' captain- 6'1-218-No. 54:

Farrelly has been a dependable
Redman linebacker for two years
now UMass' captain, he may
nab All -Conference honors if he

can avoid the injury ward.

DENNIS COLLINS - Junior -6'

190 -No. 43: Collins comes to

play ball as is evidenced by his

earned -letter as a soph last autumn
despite a lack of great size. He's
wirery and quick and a sure

tackier.

JOE SABULIS- Junior- 63-210
No. 59: Sabulis wracked up an

All-Yan-Con first team rating as

a sophomore last year and should

be outstanding this fall. He has

quick reactions and blocked two
extra-point attempts in '69.

DICK DYER -Senior -6' -210 -No
58: Dyer has lettered for two

years now and his experience

should help to bolster the line-

backing corps. He also works
on the specialty squads, kickoff

and punt

.

DOUG WINSLOW- Sophomore

-

6'3-215-No. 35: Winslow had a

stellar frosh season as an out-

standing lineman. He had a fine

spring practice and should gain

valuable playing time as a lin-

backer this year.

HALFBACK
BOB CABRELLI- Junior- 5'10

170-No. 86: Cabrelli had a mem-
orable soph year, carving himself

out a spot on the All -Conference

first team. A fine defensive back,

he picked off two of the oppon-

ents' aerials in '69.

BILL BUSH-Junior-5'll-185-No.
24: Bush was a freshman quart-
erback but turned his talents to

defense last year and started every
game

. He intercepted three passes
and recovered a couple of fumbles
in '69.

DENNIS KEATING-Junior-6'3-
212 -No. 41: Keating can alternate
between defensive halfback and
safety. Although hampered slight-

ly by injuries, he lettered as a

soph, intercepting three passes.

SAFETY
JOHN O'NEILL-Junior-6'2-190-

No. 18: O'Neill was a reserve
as a sophomore but he is expected
to develope this time around. He
will probably be UMass' punter this

fall.

(Of course, more people than the
above mentioned players go into

the working of the Redman defense;
however, various factors lead to

the exclusion of some, the in-

clusion of others.)

CURT BRISTOL

The Staff

The staff of the 1970 Redman
football team is as follows:

Head Coach - Vic Fusia

Defensive Line Coach - Robert

Graham
Defensive Line Coach - William

"Dub'' Fesperman
Freshman Coach - David Kelley

Offensive Line Coach - George

Karras
Offensive Backfield Coach - Nick

Nicolau

Defensive Backfield Coach - Mil-

ton Piepul

Athletic Trainer and Physio-

therapist - Victor Keedy

AH The Comforts of Home

1

1

!

F<»r a small monthly rluirgi* ymi can rent this compact refrigerator

with ice compartment. This is the perfect companion for the long

Amherst winter ahead!

Call 10:00 AM. - 10:00 P.M. 586 2960

Complete rentals of all furniture nce<N: beds, desks & refrigera-

te >rs.

Attention: CLASS of 1973

Executive Council Applications

available in RSO Office, Campus Center

JOIN NOW

BOB CABRELLI
From

ooooooococc

ooooooooooo c

ocooocoooco

YOUR
PHOTO
ON 100

STAMPS
ONLY $1.

Send us any photograph

...black & white or

color, of yourself, your

family, friends, pets,

anything. ..and we'll

send you 100 gummed,
perforated, stamp-sized

pictures. You'll find

many uses for them...

seal or sign your letters,

identify books and rec-

ords. Use them for date-

bait, or just for fun.

To get your 1 00 photo-

stamps, simply cut the

name Swingline from
any Swingline package.

Enclose photo (which

will be returned) with

cash, check or money-
order for $1 and send it

with the coupon below.

It's easy! Buy a

Swingline
TOT Stapler

98e
(including 1000

FREE staples and
carrying pouch). Larger
size CUB Desk Stapler

or CUB Hand Stapler only Si 69

Unconditionally guaranteed At
stationery, variety, and book stores

Swingline Photo-slam p. I)ept. 1^4
P.O. Box 112V Woodside, NY. 1 H77

Enclosed is m« photo and cash the K M
money-order for SI 00 with the njrrv

Swingline from .iny package Plc.isc rush

me 100 photo-stamps

Name.

Address _

City SlaM /.d'

1

* -
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From Shippers
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Reps, Senators Receive
Illegal Campaign Funds

Arabs Hijack BOAC Plane

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secret

Justice Department files show two

ship lines gave nearly $6,000 in

illegal campaign contributions for

key members of Senate and House

committees that control a rich

flow of federal subsidies for the

firms.

The largest contributions total

The largest contributions total-

ing $1,500 went for Rep. Ed-

ward A. Garmatz, D Md., chair-

man of the House Merchant Marine
Committee. Another $1,000 was
given for Sen. Warren G. Mag-
nuson, D Wash., chairman of the

Senate Commerce Committee.
In addition, both House Repub-

lican Leader Gerald R. Ford and

Democratic power Hale Boggs
were among 15 congressmen and

senators to whose campaigns the

shipping firms have pleaded guilty

to giving illegal donations

The Garmatz and Magnuson
committees approve subsidy
programs which pay $200 million

a year in federal aid to Am-
erican cargo and passenger ships.

A House appropriations subcom-
mittee actually votes the subsidy
funds, and other checks went for

the top four members of this panel

The legislators' names were
kept secret when .the two firms,

American President Lines and Pa-
cific Far East Lines, were fined

$50,000 each - the maximum
penalty - in federal court Feb. 6.

Theywere charged under the Cor-

U.S. Promises

To Sell Israel

More Planes
WASHINGTON(AP) - The United

States has promised to sell Is-

rael 18 more F4E Phantom fighter

bombers as part of its commit-
ment to maintain the military bases
in the Mideast, administration

sources confirmed Wednesday.
Deliveries of the first of the

supersonic planes, each capable

of carrying more than 15,000

pounds of bombs and missiles,

is expected to begin later this

month with completion of the deal

by the end of the year, sources

said.

The Nixon administration has

not made any public announcement
of the agreement, reportedly work-
ed out over the weekend during dis-

cussions at the Pentagon and State

Department.
When details of the agreement

leaked to the press, one source

expressed concern that it would

complicate the negotiations to free

hijacked airline passengers held

captive by Palestinian guerrillas

in Jordan

Notices
APO-GSS BOOK EXCHANGE

Buy and sell used books in the

Middlesex Room, Student Union

thru September 18, 10-4 daily, 10-12

Saturday.

BOOK DONOR
Would the aentl eman who donoted

the Reader's Digest condensed books

to the Health Service, please come to

the third floor desk of the Infirmary.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Meeting of all undergrad commu-

ters Monday, Sept. 21st at 7:00 PM in

the Student Union Ballroom - organi-

zational meeting.

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
Education Assembly undergra-

duates will meet in the School of Ed

Auditorium, Monday, September 14th,

ot 7:30 PM to discuss future plans

and learn of present existences.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS IN ELE-
MENTARY EDUCATION

A special pogrom with guaranteed

placement is available. Those wish-

ing to do field experience this year,

including juniors, contact the Stu-

dent Teaching Office today about

METS or call 545-0919.

rupt Practices Act, which forbids
campaign donations by corp-
orations.

Among those identified in the
closely guarded files is Rep. L.
Mendel Rivers, D S.C., chairman
of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee, who is listed as getting
a $300 campaign check, although it

was left out of the court case.
The Justice Department had

shielded the names of the con-
gressmen and senators because,
government attorneys said, there
was no indication they knew the

contributions they received were
illegal.

The checks were funneled from
a special bank account through a

public relations man and two lob-

byists.

Asked about the checks, most
of the various congressmen told
The Associated Press they were
unaware of accepting any unlawful
contributions.

One check for $500 went for
Rep. Robert L. F. Sikes, D-Fla.,
when he was unopposed for re-
election in 1966.

The check, payable to Sikes'
campaign committee, appears to
have been endorsed by Sikes when
it was cashed through Congress'
own bank in the Capitol.
The $500 did not show up that

year in a list, published in the
Congressional Quarterly, of the
campaign contributions reported
by candidates in sworn statements
to the House.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1-Newt

4 Semiprecious
stone

9 Males
12 Brown kiwi

13 Enthusiastic
14 -Time gone by
15 Shoots
17-Colorful bird

19 Parcels of land

21 Parent (colloq.)

22 Small factory

25Take
unlawfully

27Dart
off

31 Number
32 Bearable
34 Preposition

35 Cover
36 Large

tub

37-Conjunction
38 Florida

Indians

41 Danish land

division

42 Jog
43 Click beetle

44 Moist earth

45 Near
47 South

American
rodent

49 Leather

maker
53 Cry of

turkey

57 Female
sheep

58-Ancient
musical
instruments

60Ventilate
61 -Condensed

moisture
62 Fewest

63 Lair

3-Sailor

(colloq.)

4-Jason's

ship

5-Snail

6 Hebrew
month

7 Gratuity

8 Kind of

cheese
9 Deface

10 The self

11 Negative

16 Sick

18 Clerical collar

20-The sun

22 Damp
23 Interior

24 French article

26-Drinks

28-River in Siberia

29 South American
animal

30 Snappish
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32-Measure of

weight

33-Ethiopian title

35 Powerful person

39 A state (abbr.)

40 Cut off

41-Man's nickname
44 Engineer s cabin

46-Narrate

10

48 Expense
49-Spread for drying

50 Reverence

51 Recent
52-Grain
54 Evil

55-Falsehood
56 Sea eagle

59 Sun god

&

DOWN

1 Bitter

vetch

2-Dude

12

15
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22

31
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38

42
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57

61
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PEANUTS
IT'S MEDICALLY UNSOUND.'

1

B. C.

the number of Middle East hi-

jack attacks this week grew to

five Wednesday when Arab comm-
andos seized a British Overseas
Airways Corp. plane near the Per-
sian Gulf.

The BOAC VC10 joined two oth-

er captive planes on a guerrilla

held Jordan desert airstrip and

its 113 passengers and crewmen
raised the number of hostages to

more than 300.

The pro -Marxist Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine,

which assumed responsibility for

the rash of hijackings, had threa-

tened to blow up the first two
planes, a Swissair DC8 and a

Trans World Airlines Boeing 707.

The dead line was late Wednes-
day night, but Swiss officials ex-

pressed belief this would be ex-

tended.

The latest PFLP seizure fuel-

ed tension at airports around the

world. It also appeared to widen
the breach between the pro Pe-
king group and major Arab cap-
itals

Release Hijacker

LONDON (AP) - Police cars
streamed out of a suburban po-

lice station Wednesday night head-
ing in the direction of London Air-

port . Observers said they believed

an Arab girl hijacker was being

taken to the airport for release

to the Arab world.

The Israeli state radio said

Wednesday that Leila Khaled, the

girl guerrilla captured Sunday af-

ter an unsuccessful attempt to hi-

jack an Israeli El Al jetliner,

apparently boarded the plane with
two hand grenades hidden in her
brassiere.

Astrological

Forecast

by Sydney Oiuurr
* *

Aquarians have a unique sense of
liuuiur. These Demons are capable ol

making the must ordinary situations
appear ludicrous. Among famous |xr-
sous born under Aqutiriii-t are Juck
IW-nii), Jack l.eniinuii anil UrorKc
Iturna. Without Aquarius, miicli spite
would be taken out of life.

* *

A'RIE3 (March 21 - April 1!)): l"n-

iisimJ legal situation appears to exist.
i let expert advice before sinning any
• I'H.'umeiits. Your talents are worth
nam than mm would have you be-

lieva. Respond accordingly.
TAUHUS (April JO - May 20): fcsr-

iiiis.; assignment could cause post-

ponement of Journey. Don't be in too

liiucli of a hurry, letter or call will
•"main information you seek. Be will-
)nK to laugh at your own foibles.
OEMINI (May 21 - June 20): lie-

cognize need for budget review. Trim
•raatea Key is to adopt a more versa-
tile approach. Emotional ups and
ilowns are featured. You do eventually
reach desirable level.

CANCBR (June 21 - July 22): Not
wise to commit yourself to long-range
program*. Review your ability to make
necessary payments. You get nothing
for nothing. Realistic approach is nec-
essary.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You gain

most by being willing to accept aid.
Means some of your great pride may
tie misdirected. Remember It is easier
to be a good host than an excellent
guest.
VIRGO (Aug. 2S - Sept. 22) : Fi-

nancial windfall is very possible. Rut
you must pave the way. Includes Im-
proving relations with associates and
relatives. Use heavy doses of diplo-

macy, charm.
LIBRA (Sept. 21 - Oct. 22) : Your

Mens bear fruit. You create aura of
success. Make Illusions work for ydft

in advertising, publicizing your theo-
ries. But guard against becoming a
Victim of Illusions.

SCORPIO (Oct. 21 - Xnv. 21): Some-
one may be trying to pull wool over
\iiur eyes. Insist on facts. C!et pro-
mises In writing, Capricorn Individual
a i<ls. Don't be afraid to ask for favor.

S.AOITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Friendship and business will mix. Im-
portant contact is made through
friend. Finish what yon start. Enlarge!
horizons. Don't be limited by what
von believe to be a handicap.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 10):

Helping a Scorpio individual will prove
beneficial. Cycle continues high. T*n-

II—si procedure* work: to your advan-
tage. Stress originality and independ-
ence.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)!

Some dilemmas may he for your own
Hood. Means avoid trying to force Is-

sues. One who appears Indifferent Is

very much concerned. Know this and

do some personal investigating.

PISCES (Feb. 10 - March 20): What
vnn need may be elusive. But a deter-

mined approach could bring you close

M goal. Avoid trying to do too much
at once. Key Is to outline desires —
then you receive necessary aid.

IF TODAY IS TOUR BIRTHDAY
you are capaable of analyzing and

acting on conclusions. This makes you

a natural leader. Tou succeed when
vou set your policies. Yon may find

vourself at odds with establishment.

You are completing a cycle. Opportu-

nity soon will knock r don't be aTraid

to answer.
<"or.yrigl<», Il7n, <>n. F»a

.

r,nrp.

HOUftE JUST FOOLING YOURSELF!

1

^'k vjjlYi'W^^w^

EVERYONE CRITICIZES MY
COPPER BRACELET

by Johnny hart

fyovfYcOfZe SELLING FUES ?

—y— a

THE WIZARD OF ID
1lO

CI TOOK A BATr-

THie. M£?Rr4lr4<S>.

by Brant parker and Johnny hart
fat

»FwW E»W*t"««*. I"*.
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As the semester opens, an increasing number

of UMass students find themselves lost in the

often cold and usually confusing stream of Uni-

versity life. Reporter Brian White examines

some of the causes of student alienation and

looks at two proposed solutions to the lact of

community at UMass in this MCD feature.

The Search For A Meaning In Education

Political protest, communi-

tarianism, and psychedelic mo-
vements are the visible signs

of unrest. To a very great
extent the students who have
found their place in one of

these activities are indeed the

fortunate ones. The great ma-
jority of students at UMass
have lost themselves in an en-
vironment in which no reliable

support is provided to help
them cope with issues and id-

eas. Indistinguishable issues
and ideas begin not to matter-

-

God is dead and everything is

relative, therefore do your own
thing. How damnably familiar

are these ideas. Our entire

society is increasingly beset

with a sense of nihilism.

An interview with one of our
new swing -shift freshmen ap-

peared recently in the sum-
mer . In effect, the interview

indicated that there was noth-

ing for the student to do but

get smashed or smoke
dope. The implication was that

there are not enough activities

to keep idle fingers busy. What
is astonishing about this naive

freshman's comment is that it

neglects entirely to mention her
supposed prime purpose here.

Many students have 25 hours a

week in the classroom and tra -

ditionally two hours of prepara -

tion are necessary for one hour
of class time- -50 hours. She
is not doing that study, nor

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

are her peers --and recall that

these are naive freshmen.
One does what is necessary

to pass and that is woefully

little and the process of edu-

cation be damned. Good con-
versation, exposure to differen-

ces in opinion, some reading,

and a little writing all in their

good time are lost in a semester
--long searches for action are
hardly regained in the insane

rush at semester's end. The
search for action results in

refrigerators thrown out of 19th

floor windows or crazed
assaults on women's dorms or
dorm damages in the thou-
sands or, perhaps even more
costly, the loss of 50 student
dropouts per week.

The lack of concern for learn-

ing and destructive anti - social

begavior are but two sides of

one coin. The first because
learning hardly matters, only

the degree; its fun and vita-

lity are lost among IBM cards
and large classes. Alienation
is the word sociologists use.

The second because anti -social

behavior is calling for help,

for recognition, for identifica-

tion. UMass, perhaps more than

most comparable state insti-

tutions, has many students re-

presenting their family in col-

lege for the first time. The
transitional pressures to con-

form, to decide, to change are
exceptionally great in an en-

vironment that is unable either

through formal classroom work
or through anonymous living in

large multicellular units to pro-

vide students with personal sup -

port and encouragement during

those pressures.

We might as well be writ-

ing about the national political

scene as the University. In-

deed, many of the arguments
for decentralization that now
transcend partisan politics re-
main the same. Give people
the sense of control; take them
off the assembly- line ; let

them see the fruits of their la-
bor; let them make their own
mistakes.

Dorm Reorganizes
Butterfield House has answers to the problem of alienation.

They may not be panaceas, but they help 150 people survive.

Butterfield has acted vigorously toward decentralization. Two
years ago the dorm voted against depositing its funds with R.S.O.;

in that case it would have to ask that their own money be re-

leased so that they could use it. The dorm had decided to el-

iminate the middleman, and stopped handling matters throughR.SO.

Last year an eager young politician asked that the dorm be

brought to court for breaking off with R.S.O. The entire dorm

prepared to stand trial. The Student Senate finally agreed to

drop the charges.

Butterfield's residents have built the dorm a dark room,
created dance and art groups, built a skating rink, maintained

a dorm newspaper, and held a dinner for 300 people; they are

building a true common library.

The dorm opened on September 3 this year, for several re-

asons. For instance, Butterfield wanted to complete working
arrangements for the dining commons it will have in its base-

ment Residents also wanted to finish signing up for the courses
the dorm will offer this semester. Perhaps most important,

Butterfield was taking on some fifty new members, all of the

other sex, and people wanted to meet each other.

Butterfield is a community. People are there because they

want to be there. The community is secure enough that it does

not try to make people subordinate their identity to its: But-

terfield encourages each person to be himself. Butterfield is

loving, but not jealous.

Butterfield is not a solution for everyone in the University,
but it gives some people an alternative. To quote the Butter-
field Dining Commons Proposal again:

"We acknowledge that our proposal is a unique opportunity

for the residents of Butterfield and that it provides the Univer-

sity with another alternative in undergraduate education that will

take its place among those developing in Project 10, Orchard

Hill, and Greenough."

TheSchoolof Ed. Expands
Walter Thomas,

cation newsletter

made these points:

in the edu-

EDVANCE,

The emphasis in today's
schools is on facts, skills,

concepts, and lastly affect

(values and feelings). If ed-

ucation is to be humanized, the

affective areas of living and
learning must be given prior-
ity in the schools.

To humanize the schools re-
quires that experiences for

value development and value
formation be provided. Values
are what make individuals dis-

tinctly human. The underlying

assumption of humanistic ed-

ucation is that we should stop

asking people to do what

machines can do better.

The basic difference among
people is not in what they know
or what they can do. but in

what their commitments are.

Any important difference betw-
een given people lies in their

That, basically, is the rat-

ionale of the Center for Human-
istic Education at UMass. The
Ford Foundation has granted

the UMass Center $200,000 (and

The Center tries to give its

students a taste of these

things -- experience in how
values are formed, rather than

a merely theoretical grounding.

The student learns to comm-
unicate effectively, to create
the emotions he plans to in

a classroom, to lead in a non-
threatening way.

The Center now gives

priority to teacher education.

It supports interested schools

and teachers in the area (deal-

ing mainly with elementary and
secondary schools). As of yet,

values and feelings, not in their

knowledge or their skills. A
businessman and a racketeer

know how to do the same things;

it is what they decide to do

that differentiates them.

a UCal, Santa Barbara, Center

$300,000) in order to fund un-

iversity centers "experim-
enting with ways of counter-

acting the alienation of stu-

dents."

it is not directed towards the

non- teaching students of the

university, if only because it

is great understaffed just now.
(500 students have signed up
for 120 places in the curr-

iculum )

Campus Center Launches Features

During Grand Opening Week

New Program

Computers Explored

The eleven story, $16,000,000

ber 15 the building is expected to be

Major features of the center

are an attached 900 -car parking

garage, 220 overnight accomoda-
tions for those attending confer-

ences and for other guests of the

University, conference and semi-
nar rooms for 1500 people, din-

ing facilities that include a res-

taurant with a view of the cam-
pus of the top floor, a ballroom
a book store and several meeting
rooms and offices for student ac-

tivities.

The design is by the New York
architectural firm of Marcel
Breuer and Herbert Beckhard. The
firm's founder, Breuer, is known
for the design of such buildings

as the Whitney Museum in New
York City and the UNESCO World
Headquarters buildings in Paris.

The building is named for the

late Murray D. Lincoln, Univer-

sity alumnus who founded the Na-

tionwide Insurance Co. and was
president of CARE for its first

12 years.

Construction of the center has

been underway for over three

years through University of Mass

-

Murray D. Lincoln Center

ready for full occupation.

is open for touring now. By Septem-

achusetts Building Authority at no

cost to Massachusetts taxpayers.

Financing is on a self-amortizing

basis, using income from student,

continuing education and other ac-

tivities. The prime contractor

is Daniel O 'Connell 's Sons of Holy -

oke.

The center is headquarters for

the University's new Division of

Continuing Education. In addition

to its continuing education and stu-

dent activities role, the facility

is designed to serve a labora-
tory function for the Department

of Hotel and Restaurant Admin-
istration. The Duilding is con-

nected to the Student Union.

The Campus Center is constr-

ucted of architectural concrete

of contrasting textures. A spac-

ious stone terrace covers the lower

:wo floors; the remainder of the

juilding is a nine -story tower.

The first floor includes a stu-

dent activities area with offices

ind meeting rooms, a student

ounge and a ballroom with a stage,

cinema facilities and a seating

capacity of 660. On the next

floor is a large mall area with

a bookshop, coffeeshop, barber
shop and an automatic post office.

There are also sign and printing

shops, plus a cafeteria with seating

for 500 and a stereo listening room
for students.

Floors three through seven are
In the tower portion and contain

overnight accomodations for 220
people in 116 rooms. All rooms
have private bath and color TV.
Floor eight has meeting rooms
and the administrative offices of

the center; floor nine has more
meeting rooms and the head-quar-
ters of the Division of Continu-

ing Education.

The 10th floor has dining rooms
and function rooms and the 11th

floor houses the Top of the Cam -

pus Restaurant- -a large dining

room for 150persons, smaller din-

ing rooms, a cocktail lounge and

an outdoor terrace. The Top of

the Campus will be open to the

University community and guests.

The University's electrical en-

gineering department has annou-
ced the first undergraduate pro-
gram at the Amherst campus de 1-

voted to modern computer tech-

nology, a four -year undergraduate
program leading to a Bachelor of

Science Degree in computer
systems engineering.

This program begins this se-

mester and is available to all

students in the class of 1974 and
engineering students in the classes
of 1972 and 1973.

The goal is to develop capab-
ility in all aspects of computer
technology from logic and comp-
uter design to programming and

software systems. To this end,

the core courses include several

taught by the computer science
department as well as theory and
laboratory courses taught by the

computer systems faculty of the

electrical engineering department.
The program has been designed

with enough flexibility so that stu-

dents can specialize in the math-
ematical, hardware, or software
aspects of computer systems
design.

A grant of $25,000 from the Na-
tional Science Foundation with a

matching grant of $25,000 from
the University will finance lab-

oratory development for this new
degree program.

MDC Distribution Set
The Daily Collegian will be dis-

tributed to the campus community
at several locations around
campus. These include the Stu-
dent Union Lobby, the Campus
Center concourse level to the right
of the bookstore, all dining com-
mons, the lobbies of the Boyden

building and the School of Edu-
cation, and in Whitmore through
the Whitmore mail room.

In addition the Collegian will

be available at two in town lo-

cations, Augie's and Hastings',

for ten cents.
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THELWELL DELAYED IN JAMAICA

KENNEDY READY 10 INTERCEDE

7

See Story,p.

3

Construction Continues

Hampshire College Opens
Married Student

Housing Opening

Delayed Again

See p.8

STILL UNDER CONSTRUCTION, Hampshire College welcomes its first class Mon

day. For details, see page two.

Nixon Urges

End Of

"Detention

Camps"
ils, p.4
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Hampshire College OpensTo263Students\

Ideas Take Shape
By CLAUDIA HAMBERG
News Editor

Conceived 12 vears ago bv a joint faculty committee from Amherst,
Mount Holyoke, Smith, and UMass, supported by private contribu-
tions and foundation grants, and born through the labor of innova-
tive educators- -Hampshire College is a reality.

A coeducational, liberal arts institution, Hampshire will open its

doors to its first students Saturday. But this baby of the five-college

community is not the typical small private college. Hampshire has

its own set of goals.

Its aim is "to serve as a model for innovations in liberal arts

education." The Hampshire experimenting project is based on the

assumption that students can manage their own educations. In the words

of Richard C. Lyon, Dean of the College of Humanities and Arts

"Our intention is to educate students into self-education."

Hampshire will be a testing ground for new forms educational

technology, allowing students to learn through a variety of media.

Hampshire will also attempt to relate to the larger community, to

provide its students with a chance to feel both input and output through

such projects as local cable television and the Holyoke Model Cities

plan.

Hampshire's organization, or perhaps lack of it, will rely heavily

on the ideas of its first class of 263 students. The entire institution,

from its building layout to its curriculum are innovative. As one

enthusiastic student put it, "Hampshire will be a college for the

twentieth century."

SelectingStudents

Hampshire College received 2000 applications for 263 places this

first year. Eighteen "fellows" transferred from other colleges

and 245 are beginning college students. To choose the students best

fitted to manage their own educations at Hampshire, admissions

personnel asked every student to visit the campus for interviews,

group and private. Hampshire president Franklin Patterson expla-

ined that in addition each student was invited to "submit anything that

the student had done of which he was proud and would like us to

see."
When it came to the actual

accepting and rejecting of students.

Hampshire choose students with a

wide range of backgrounds and

abilities and a mixture of SAT
scores." We want students who will

be doers instead of talkers," com-
mented Patterson.

Tuition and fees for the 1970-71

academic year at Hampshire total

$3685 per student. Seventy per
cent of the entering students paid
the full amount, while $120,000
of direct scholarships were given to

"absolute need" students, most of

minority backgrounds.

Four main buildings in this master model of Hampshire are nearly completed and

will house most activity for the 1970-71 academic year. At top right is the library,

below it the academic building, at the far right the dormitory, and at the bottom right

the dining facilities.

Study Through Divisions
The following explanation of Hampshire's academic arrangement is from the fall, 1970 Hampshire

College Course Announcement.

Students at Hampshire College progress in their studies through three consecutive Divisions:

the Divisions of Basic Studies, School Studies, and Advanced Studies. The traditional designations

for the four years of college, the freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior years- -are put aside.

Work in the first Division will normally be completed by the end of the student's second year/, though

the time required may be longer or shorter in individual cases.

From Basic Studies the student dividual faculty -student confer

Stiles House has been the administrative headquarters

of Hampshire College since September, 1966. The house

is named in honor of the Stiles family whose farms now

constitute much of the 550-acre campus. Beginning next

month (October, 1970), Hampshire's administrative of-

fices will be on the new campus.

(JljF flassarlpMrtis flails (toll*gtan

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones

ore 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the oco-

demic yeor except during vacotion and exam periods, three or four

times o week following a vocation or exom period or when a holiday

foils within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates ore $5 50 per semester, $10.00 per year.

will progress to the Division of

School Studies, and his undergrad-

uate work will in every case be

completed by studies in the third

Division, the Division of Advanced
Studies. Each of these Divisions

marks a stage in the student's

progress toward understanding and
mastery of the subjects he chooses
for study, and each of them has

its own distinctive purposes and

procedures.

A major purpose of these first

Division courses is to give the

student limited but direct and

intense experience with the diverse

modes of inquiry of Hampshire's
three Schools: the School of Social

Science, the School of Natural Sci-

ence and Mathematics, and the

School of Social Science, the School

of Natural Science and Math-
ematics, and the School of Hum-
anities and Arts. Two common
courses in the first year,

"Human Development" and "Lan-
guage and Communication," will

introduce all students to two sub-

jects of great importance to the

student's understanding of himself

and of the world in which he lives.

Each will involve common core

readings and lectures as welf as

individual seminars taught by

faculty members of the Program
in Language and Communication
and of the three Schools.

The lectures, seminars, and

workshops of this Division will not

be the customary introductory

survey courses. Students will come
to close quarters with particular

topics which bring to focus the

characteristic concerns and pro-

cedures of thinkers and artists

in various fields. Basic Studies

are concerned not only with the

variety of ways in which men may
understand the world, but are des-

igned also to acquaint the student

with the skills of self -directed

16 students. Frequent provision

will be made for small discussion

or workshop groups and for ln-

ences. Members of the faculty

will select among these and other
arrangements, singly or in com-
bination , those which are best

suited to the purposes of part-

icular courses. Seminars and
small group tutorials will be the

preferred mode of instruction

in the Division of Basic Studies.

At the end of each school year
a one -week reading period and a

two -week examination period bring
faculty and students together in a

variety of ways for evaluation of

the student's progress in his
studies. The examinations assess
the student's readiness for more
advanced work, enabling his instr-

uctors to determine the kinds of

study he might best pursue to

shore up his weaknesses and de-
velop his strengths. A student's
performance during this period
determines his advance from one
Division to the next,

inquiry. Development of the desire

and capacity for independent study

constitutes a major objective of

all work in Division I.

In the Fall Term and the Spring

Term, each about twelve weeks in

length, the student enrolls in three

courses . Hampshire's departure
from the practice of requiring

enrollments in four or five courses
reflects its conviction that the

study of fewer subjects, by allow-

ing the student to give more time
to each, permits a closer acqua-
intance and a deeper engagement
with each. (The average course will

made a demand on the student's

time of roughly fifteen hours per
week.) Between the Fall and
Spring Terms, the student engages
in a single January Term project

or course, to which he devotes
all his time during the month.

Hampshire's curriculum will

make provision for a wide variety

of teaching -learning arrange-
ments. In some courses lectures

will be the chief mode of instr-

uction. Others are organized as

seminars, enrolling no more than

Campus Design
Four nearly -completed buildings comprise the nucleus of Hamp-

shire's campus, situated three miles south of Amherst on Route 116.

Campus construction is continuing according to a plan of expansion
providing for 1500 students.

A library, which could be called

a complete communication center,
will house research material, a
bookstore, a computer center, a
film-sound studio, a record collec-

tion, a post office, and a display
gallery. This communication
center has lines running to every
room on campus - dorm rooms,
classrooms, and offices - and it

is hoped that audio -video in-

formation of all kinds will be
available upon request in all rooms
in the forseeable future.

Incoming students will be housed
in one three -section dormitory,
with 80% of the rooms singles!

Furniture is a modular style with

small separate pieces that can be

arranged and rearranged as the

student chooses. A faculty master
and his family will live in a sep-

arate unit near the dorm. A
dining hall to be used by students

and faculty is also near completion.

One academic building will house

course meetings for Hampshire's
first year. Classrooms are small

and Informal as fits the predom -

inantly seminar organization of

study . Each two classrooms share

an audio -visual room, permitting

extensive use of new methods in

learning.

William Baird, shown with a UMass co-ed, protested

commercial contraceptive distribution in this area 2-1/2

years ago.

Baird To Address HiIIel

On Birth Control, Religion

Independant senatorial candidate and birth control crusader Bill

Baird will speak at the semester's first Hillel brunch Sunday mor-
ning at 11:00, in the Student Union ballroom.

Baird, who last visited UMass
in June when he picketed the Dem -

ocratic State convention to protest
an election law which prevents his
name from appearing on the fall

ballot, will speak on the topic of
religous aspects of birth control
Sunday.

Baird is challenging the Massac-
husetts State election law in Fed-
eral court, claiming that it un-
constitutional to keep a man off
an election ballot because he does
not have the proscribed number of

signatures on nomination papers.

Two and a half years ago, Baird

made state -wide headlines as he

lead a UMass student sponsored
attempt to repeal the State's birth

control laws. During that protest,

Baird organized a picket line out-

side of the Hadley Zayre's, pro-

testing the fact that department
stores sell contraceptive devices,

but family councellors cannot dis-

tribute them.

Recently, he served three weeks
of a two month prison sentence

for displaying a birth control

device in public at a rally in

Boston two years ago.

Student LoanFunds
Released In D.C.
WASHINGTON --In the wake of congressional criticism, the Nixon

administration announced yesterday allocation of the full $243 mil-

lion appropriated by Congress for low cost loans to needy college

students.

Less than a week ago, the Office of Education said it would use

only $176.9 million of the funds contained in a bill which President

Nixon had vetoed only to have Congress over -ride him.

Acting Education Commr. Terrel H. Bell announced yesterday that

all the appropriated funds were now being released because they

"apply entirely to the current school year and need to be allotted im-

mediately if they are to have maximum effect."

After last week's announcement of a $170.4 million allocation,

Chairman Carl D. Perkins (D-Ky.) of the House Education Committee

protested to the White House and urged that the administration use

all the loan money.

Students are able to obtain loans for their education under the

program, the National Defense Student Loan Program, and Perkins

and Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.) chairman of the Senate Public

Welfare Committee, said the cut from a $195.6 million fund last year

would prevent thousands of students from going to school thi s fall.

Bell's brief announcement through the Health, Education and Wel-

fare Department said that each school would be informed within five

days how much money it would get of the $66.1 million additional

mat he allocated.

The government sends money directly to the colleges under the act.

In turn they provide matching funds equal to 10 per cent of the all-

ocation 'and then make loans to students on the basis of economic need

at an interest rate of only three percent.

Black Studies Head Detained

By Complications With U.S. Visa

Acting Director of the UMass
Black Studies Department, Mich-
ael Telwell, has been stranded in

Jamaica, his native land, await-

ing action on his visa to enter
the U. S.

Thelwell, who was supposed to

arrive on campus September 1,

has been delayed by what Ran-
dolph Brornery, assistant to the

Chancellor described as a "tech-
nical snag*'. According to Bro-
rnery, the UMass Administration
has been "working closely with

Senator Kennedy's office" in an
effort to speed up the bureauc-

ratic red tape delaying the visa.

The Administration expects to hear

from Kennedy within a day.

During Thelwell's absence, Es-

By RICHARD C. H.vNSON
Asst. News Editor

ther Terry has been named by
the department's executive comm-
ittee tc act as chairman of the

committee p -norming the duties

of Depart Kinnt Director. The de-
partment according to Mrs. Ter-
ry, is ''in the dark" about the

details of the delay.

Dr. Brornery gave the following
account of circumstances to date:

The University discovered that

the visa which they had origin-

ally tried to obtain for Thelwell
war, to take about a year to pro-
cess. With the advise of Senator
Kennedy's office, the University
filed an "H-l" visa in the middle
of July. The H-l visa is the

"quickest way" of entering the
countrv on a "short term bas-

is." Even the H-l visa takes lon-
ger to process than was required
for Thelwell to return to campus
on schedule.

The visa had to be filed with
the Boston Immigration Office for

approval and then sent to the '?.S.

Consulate in Jamaica for final

processing and approval.
The University has been making

ad efforts possible, working thr-
ough both Senator Brook and Ken-
nedy's offices, to bring Thelwell
to the states as soon as possible.
Thelwell iias been in contact with
the University by phone and letter.

Further details will be avail-
able after Kennedy's office reports
back to the University, before the
week-end is over.

Creation Of A Department

Black Studies. Two Years Of Planning
By DENISE MhGNELL
Issue Editor

(Editor's note - Tne establishment of the W.E.B. Dubois department of Black Studies was a two
year project, coordinated for the most part by Mike Thelwell. In coming editions, we will high-
light some of the course offering in this, the school's full semester.)

The Committee on Afro-Am-
erican Studies presented its first

formal proposal for a Black Studies
Department at the outset of the

Spring semester last year.
In the February issue of that

term's Collegian the entire text

of the Black Studies proposal app-
eared. Briefly, the five recomm-
endations of the proposal were:— That the department be con-
cerned with the entire political and
cultural history of the black man
and its relation to the present
situation and future of Black
America.— That an international scope be
reflected by studying black com-
munities of Africa and parts of

the Western Hemisphere other than

the U. S.—That the department offer

work- study projects in order to

bring the student in direct contact

with black problems as well as
implementing traditional research
methods.— That a black cultural center be
established to offer courses of in-

struction in the literary and per-
forming arts.

The W.E.B. Dubois Department
of Afro-American Studies, named
for the "intellectual father of Pan-
Africanism," called for, in this

initial report, an undergraduate
major in Afro- American Studies as
well as non- major courses in the

areas of history, social sciences,

literature, the arts, and languages.
A requirement of at least 24 credits
within one discipline along with a
•ninimum of 24 within the other
disciplines of the department will

constitute a major.
Soon after the CAS proposal,

Mills House was converted into a
Black Cultural Center, partially

providing needed space for the

program, mainly for the per-
forming arts.

Amherst College became the

first institution in the Valley to

establish a formal department in

Black Studies the next month
(March). The Five-College pro-
gram is designed to reduce the

competition among the Valley
schools for scarce black faculty

members and also to enable any
student in the program to draw upon
the resources of all five (eventual)

departments.

WMUA
Coming

WMUA, the UMass student radio

station, has announced it will

return to the air on or about

September 19. The delay is due

to the installation of new equip-

ment for its upcoming power in-

crease.

The first football game, Sept-

ember 19 vs. Maine, will be broad-

cast.

The Interim Executive Five-
College Black Studies Committee,
composed of a faculty member and
a student from each ofthe schools,
will function as an advisory body
of the entire program until chair-
men are located for the depart-
ment of each institution.

On March 4, the Student Senate
supported the Black Studies pro-
gram ?nd the conversion of Mills
into a Black Cultural Center. The
Faculty Senate offered its endorse-
ment of the department in the
College of Arts and Sciences sev-
eral days later.

Final approval for the W.E.B.
Dubois A fro- American Studies De-
partment was given by the Board
of Trustees at their April meet -

ing. The unanimous decision was
sparked with praise for the plan-
ning committee's thorough re-
search, with the Board singling out
faculty member Michael Thelwell
for "his exceptional and devoted
work."

Thelwell has been named as Act-
ing Director of the Black Studies
Department, open to students for
the first time this semester.

UM Offers Night Courses

Across Western Mass.
The University of Massachusetts Division of Continuing Education

will offer 6i courses in 23 different subject areas this fall, Dr. Wil-

liam C. Venman, the program's director, announced recently.

Courses wil 1 be given in Amherst, Greenfield, Holyoke, Pittsfield,

and Springfield, with most of the courses scheduled to meet one

evening a week throughout the semester.

High school graduates or those

who have a certificate of General

Educational Development are en-

titled to enroll in courses offered

by the UMass Division of

Continuing Education. Students

may elect to take credit courses

either on a credit or audit basis,

but enrollment in Continuing Ed-

ucation courses does not mean
they are regularly enrolled Un-
iversity students or candidates for

a degree. However, they may
make application to be admitted

as graduate or undergraduate stu-

dents if they meet normal entrance

requirements.

The fee for a three -credit course

offered on the Amherst campus is

$75, in addition to a five dollar

registration fee and, for certain

courses, a laboratory fee to cover

the expense of field trips, com-
puter time, or special materials.

Three -credit courses offered out-

side of Amherst will cost $84 in

addition to the registration fee and
laboratory fees where applicable.

A catalog with information about
the program and a complete list-

ing of course descriptions is avail-

able from the Division of
Continuing Education, 920 Campus
Center, University of Mass-
achusetts, Amherst, 01002.

Telephone: 413-545-0905.

SUNDAY
MASSES
8 - 9:15 - 10 - 10:30

11:15 - 12 7 p.m.

Sat. eve. 5 and 7:30

Newman Center
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Chrysler's Newest Contract Offer

Leaves UAW Far From Satisfied

Nixon Endorses R'igt

Of Dissenting Groups
DETROIT (AP) - Chrysler Corp.

made the United Auto Workers a

second, but undisclosed, economic
offer yesterday in auto industry

contract bargaining, but the uni-

on's president said it "leaves
us a long, long way from home."

Leonard Woodcock, the UAW
leader, did not immediately reject

the offer. He said later, however,
he believed the industry had made
a decision "to take a strike" and
that General Motors had dictated

the decision.

Asked if he thought GM would
be building its new minicar, the

Vega 2300, next week, Woodcock

replied:

"It doesn't look like it." Asked
at a news conference later in the

General Motors Building which
company appeared to have made the

decision "to take a strike," the

UAW chief replied:

"You wouldn't have to reach far

to touch their property." Wood-
cock said General Motors had told

the union, which asked if it would
have a second offer Thursday, that

it would "answer later."

Neither side would disclose de-
tails of the Chrysler offer, which
came only four days ahead of a
Monday strike dead line at Ch-

rysler or General Motors, or boih,
when current three year contracts
expire.

It was agreed, however, the
Chrysler proposal topped initial

and parallel offers made a week ago
last Tuesday by Chrysler, GM
and Ford.

The companies said that one in-

cluded first year wage increases
ranging from 26 cents to 48 cents
hourly and represented a 7 1/2
per cent boost across the board
in the first year, plus an addi-
tional 3 per cent in the second and
third years.

Limited Debate Expected On Voting Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Dem- proposal to abolish the Electoral

ocratic leader Mike Mansfield said College system,
yesterday he may try next week to Mansfield told newsmen he didn't
cut off debate on a constitutional know what his chances would be.
amendment providing for direct el- "I haven't made any polls," he
ection of the president. said, "and I won't."

Such a move, requiring a two Republican leader Hugh Scott of
thirds majority of senators voting, Pennsylvania said, meanwhile, that

would provide a crucial test for the President Nixon wholeheartedly su-

r

That's the entire eost for l
T
niversity undergrad-

uates to attend either of the Fine Arts Council's

two classical music series, the Celebrity or

Chamber Music Series. Each series has five

exciting events and by purchasing a season

ticket you
tickets!

save 40% over the cost of single

The 1970/71 Celebrity Series includes the great

violin virtuoso, Nathan Milstein; Virtuosi

Di Roma performing music of the baroque
period; Boston Philharmonia with piano soloist

Murray Perahia; a fully-staged production of

Mozart's "Don Giovani" by the Goldovsky
Grand Opera Theatre and a recital by pianist

Bvron Janis.

The 1970/71 Chamber Music Series will include

visits by the famed Juilliard String Quartet;

Festival Winds; LaSalle String Quartet; Tel

Aviv String Quartet with Vona Ettlinger, clari-

net and the Borodin String Quartet from Russia!

Those series are open to graduates, students at

$5 and University faculty and s«taff at $8. For

complete program and ticket in I onn.it ion please

contact the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

llerter Hall, telephone 545-02(12:

pports the proposed amendment
which was approved by the House
a year ago by a 339 70 vote.

"I'm his spokesman in this re-
gard," said Scott. He told news
men he had seen a White House
memorandum Wednesday stating
firmly that Nixon favors the dir-
ect election plan.

"Any attempt to depict the Pre-
sident as not wholeheartedly for it

is in error," he said.

Mansfield, asked what he would
do if a move to limit debate falls,

said only that "I will take the next
step."

This could mean a second att-

empt to cut off debate, if the first

vote was close, or could signal
a move to lay the proposed am-
endment aside.

Approval of the amendment would
take a two thirds majority in the
Senate and its supporters, includ-
ing its chief sponsor, Sen. Birch
Bayh, D Ind., have not yet claimed
they have the necessary margin.

Sen. Roman L. Hruska, R Neb.,
a leader of the opposition, said
he does not expect the amendment's
backers to get two thirds.

However, Scott predicted the am-
endment would be approved, If it

could be brought to a vote and if

alternative proposals for overhaul-
ing the electoral college system are
rejected.

Senate leaders are trying to clean
up the legislative schedule and ad-
journ by mid October but, In the

WASHINGTON (AP) - Nixon ad-

ministration backing for repeal of

the Emergency Detention Act to

allay dissenters, fears it could be

used to herd them into concentra-

tion camps was criticized yester-

day by two House Internal Security

Committee members.
Asst. Atty. Gen. J. Walter Yeag-

ley said repeal of the law aimed

against potential saboteurs would

quell unfounded rumors that it

might be used against Black Pan-

thers and radicals - and would not

prevent action against subversives

in time of war.

But Chairman Richard H. Ich-

ord, D. Me., of the House commit-
tee suggested the law is needed,

though it might need revision. He
said if the opposition to it is un-

founded the answer is to educate

the public on what it really does.

"We've witnessed a number of

acts of bombings in recent months

-

some of them by members of or-

ganizations that advocate the over-

throw of the government," Ichord

said. "Where is the law that pro-

tects the government against these

people in time of war?"
Yeagley cited 14 laws that would

still be on the books against sab-

oteurs and espionage agents but

Ichord said they permit the gov-

ernment to act only after subver-
sive acts have been committed.

Rep. John M. Ashbroro, R-Ohio,
said Yeagley's arguments for re-
peal of the act "almost convince
me" that the act should not be re-
pealed.

"You refer to them the fears
as alarmist, unfounded, unwarran-
ted," Ashbrook said "and then turn
right around and recommend the

act be repealed."
Both Ichord and Ashbrook con-

tended the act's safeguards under
which suspected sabeteurs must

be formally accused and given

hearings would be wiped out by
repeal and the president would be
left with the same power former
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
used during World War n to put

112,000 Japanese Americans into

detention camps.
Yeagley said the act of Con-

gress would be useful but he said

the president can act without it.

He said also he knows "noway"
the act could be used against Black
Panthers or any other dissenters

unless they were individually char-

ged with subversive acts in sup-

port of a foreign government in

time of national crisis.

Ichord said he is considering
amendments that would keep the

act on the books but clarify that

it cannot be used against dissen-
ters and strengthen its safeguards
for accused sabeteurs.

Television Series
Join Drug Crusade
NEW YORK (AP) - The grow-
ing menace of drug abuse among
the young will come in for ex-
tensive exposure on television en-
tertainment programs in the fall

season beginning Sunday.
Virtually every dramatic pro-

gram will have at least one st-
ory dealing with smuggling, sell-
ing or addiction to drugs.
Even some situation comedies,

such as "Headmaster," "Room
222" and "Love American Style"
will have episodes on the subject.
Most of the stories are a re-

sult of a conference of television
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STOP THE WAR!
University Mobilization Committee

meets
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young people through their shows
and siad the "power in this room
can make the difference on dope.''

In the season premiere of ' 'Name
of the Game" next Friday, pres-
idential adviser Robert H. Finch
appears in a 1 1/2 minute seg-
ment, welcoming Journalists to a

symposium on the juvenile drug
problem. Robert Stack, who plays
a magazine editor is among the

newsmen.
Finch tells the Journalists that

the problem has developed into

the dimensions of a "crisis" and
asks their help in "educating all

Americans about the drug scene
and what it's doing to our most
important natural resource, our
youth."

All phases of the problem are
covered by the various series.

"The FBI" tells about a smug-
gler who bungles a border run
and robs a syndicate narcotics dis-

tributor in retaliation when he is

demoted. His own addiction leads
to his capture.

'

'Dan August"tracks down a ped -

dler supplying heroin to a number
of high school pupils, two of whom
have died from overdoses.

Memorial To Lombardi

NEW YORK(AP)- The National

Football League championship
game trophy was renamed the

Vince Lombardi Trophy yester-
day by Commissioner Pete Roz-
elle.

"It is appropriate that the trophy

that is symbolic of team excel-

lence in football should carry the

name of a man whose career and

character were so Identified with

the pursuit of excellence," Rozelle

said.

Lombardi , the former coach of

the Green Bay Packers and Was-
hington Redskin, died of cancer
at the age of 57 on Sept. 3.

AgnewLabelsDemocraticCongress

"Caterwauling Critics"

Sirhan In Isolation

For Rebelliousness

Vice President Spiro T Agnew
went campaigning yesterday ag-
ainst the "caterwauling critics"
and "bitter men" in a Democra-
tic Congress he described as re-

actionary, derelict and dominated
by trogledytic- cave dwelling -left-

ists.

And Agnew said he doesn't care
a bit what "the liberal Eastern
press" says about his rhetoric.

"Let them run right up the wall,"
he said. "We are going to be
out with the other happy war-
riors on the campaign trail this

fall -roasting marshmallows along
the way."

With a White House sendoff from
President Nlxon, Agnew embarked
on a campaign route that will

cover at least 20 states before
the Nov. 3 elections, seeking votes
and campaign dollars for Repub-
licans.

"My purpose is to carry the

Nixon message to the people,"
the vice president said.

The first installment of the Ag-
new campaign is a week's travel

through six states -all electing sen-
ators in November -aboard a Jet

airliner chartered by the Republi-
can National Committee.

Springfield and Casper, Wyo.,
were the opening day targets.

And the first beneficiary of an
Agnew plug was Sen. Ralph T.
Smith, appointed to his Illinois

seat, who said the vice presid-
ential visit would be a help in

his race against a formidable Dem -

ocratic rival, Adalai E. Steven-
son, III.

At a rally on the steps of the
Illinois Capitol, Agnew said he was
campaigning "to replace those who
moan endlessly about what is wrong
with their country with men and
women of the wit and will to stand
up and speak out for what is right

about America."
In a speech that drew inter-

mittent applause from a crown in

the Illinois capital plaza, Agnew
came up with a new contraction
for the "radical liberals," he
denounced.

"Icall them the radiclibs," he
said.

Sheriff Edward Ryan, a repub-
lican, estimated the Springfield

crown at 8,000 to 10,000 persons
As he headed for Illinois aboard

a campaign plane christened Mi-
chelle Ann II, after his grand-
daughter, Agnew said the principal

issue facing the voters is whet-
her America's decisions are to

be made by elected officials or
in the streets.

In Springfield, he said,"Ultral-
iberalism today translates into a

whimpering isolationism in foreign

policy, a mulish constructionism in

domestic policy, and pusillanimous
pussyfooting on the critical issue

of law and order."

Teacher Strikes Continue
As New School Year Begins

Teachers' strikes in seven st-

ates kept schools closed yesterday
for thousands of youngsters, but

volunteers in some areas, includ-

ing parts of Philadelphia, cond-
ucted make shift classes.

There were teacher disputes

mostly over money -in Pennsylv-
ania, New York, Michigan, New
Hampshire, Illinois, Connecticut
and Indiana. Some schools in Or-
egon and Missouri delayed their

opening dates because of tax-

payers' refusals to approve bud-

gets or levies.

The largest school district af-

fected was Philadelphia, the

nation's fifth largest, with 291,000

pupils. The teachers struck Wed-
nesday, the opening day of school,

and stayed off the Job Thursday

First New Haven

Sentence Given

The first adult Black Panther

to be sentenced in connection with

the torture murder of Panther

member Alex Rackley was given

a suspended Jail term in Sup-

erior Court her* yesterday.

Loretta Luckas, 22, of Bridge-

port, who pleaded guilty to a charge

of conspiracy to kidnap and turned

state's evidence, was given a sus-

pended two to three year sentence

by Judge Harold M. Mulvey.

The suspended sentence was re-

commended by State's Atty. Ar-

nold Markle, who noted that Miss

Luckes testified for the state at

the recent trial of Black Panther

Lennie McLucas.
McLucas was convicted Aug.

31 of conspiracy to murder in conn-

ection with the death of Rackley ln

May 1969. Judge Mulvey said

he would impose sentence on Mc-
Lucas Sept. 18.

Two other Panthers - Warren
Kimbro and George Sams, JR-
have pleaded guilty to second de-

gree murder in the Rackley slay-

ing and testified for the state in

the McLucas trial. The charge

carries a mandatory life term but

Kimbro and Sams have not yet

been sentenced.

Miss Luckes testified under

questioning by McLucas' attorney

during the trial in July that the

prosecution had promised to re-

commend a sentence of 18 months

to seven years as a result of

ner guilty plea.

in a wage dispute.

Makeshift classes, manned by
parents, administrators and some
regular teachers working without

pay, were set up in more than 100

prekindergarten centers, chur-

ches, labor union halls and other

facilities.

Teachers and the school board
are about $7 million apart on a

first year package. The board
has offered $17 million and the

teachers' requests total $24.3 mil-

lion.

Teachers in two more New York
State districts -Griffith Institute

and Central School, both near Buf
fblo- struck Thursday, making a to-

tal of five school systems affec-

ted by walkouts.

Striking teachers threw up pic-

ket lines at a bus company gar-
age in Niagara Falls, N.Y.,Thur-
sday and cut off transportation

for pupils who had been attend-

ing classes staffed by volunteers.

School officials broadcast appeals
to parents to keep their children

home or bring them to school

themselves. The district has a-

bout 17,500 pupils and 1,750 teach-

ers. The teachers struck despite

a court injunction issued Wednes-
day against the walkout.

Hammond, Ind., teachers also

said they would ignore a court

order to return to schools. A-
bout half the city's 1,150 teachers
failed to report to work Thurs-
day. School board officials said

pupils at all elementary schools
and one middle school were sent

home after one hour of class.

Two middle schools and five high

schools were reported open, staf-

fed by nonstr iking teachers, ad-

ministrators and volunteers.

Fifteen Michigan school distr-

icts with almost 100,000 pupils

were closed because of teachers'

strikes. One district -the Detroit

suburb of Westwood- fired 200
striking teachers and hired more
than 100 regular substitutes, re-

opening the schools. About 50
of the striking teachers decided to

return to work.

JOIN US

with a WARM girl

for a COLD beer

and the COOL sounds

ot

THE ENDLESS KNIGHTS
at the

CHEQUERS
SAT. 9-12 P.M.

Sirhan B. Sirhan, convicted as-

sassin of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy,
was subdued by tear gas in his

Death Row cell at San Quentin
Prison for throwing food at a

guard and refusing to give up a

metal tray, Warden Louis S. Nel-

son said yesterday
The warden said the 26 year

old Arab born Sirhan was given

a sedative after the incident Wed-
nesday afternoon and placed in an
isolation cell without access to

newspapers, radio and television.

Associate Warden James Park
said Sirhan was apparently dis-

turbed over his mother's attempt

to go to the Mideast in conn-

ection with the Palestinian guerr-
illa airliner hijackings.

He said Sirhan had been "on
edge" since the refusal of prison

officials to allow him to send a

telegram to one of his attorneys

over his mother's proposed trip.

At one point, the hijackers re-
portedly demanded Sirhan's free-
dom for release of more than
200 passengers held hostages on
planes in Jordan.

His mother, Mary, attempted to

fly to Amman, Jordan,earlier this

week to press for release of the

hostages.

The U.S. State Department, how-
ever, detained her in New York
City and revoked the passports
of two attorneys traveling with
her, Luke McKissack and Mich-
ael McGowan.
The decision will be made Fri-

day how long Sirhan should be kept
in isolation, Nelson said. The
maximum is 30 days.

Sirhan was sentenced to die in

the California gas chamber for
the June 1968 assassination of

Kennedy in a Los Angeles hotel.

Red Cross Intervention Limited

(BEIRUT)-Arab guerrillas said for seven imprisoned Arab comm-
Thursday they would give the Red andos. But they said all Israelis
Cross negotiators until 10 p.m. on three hi -jacked airliners would
EDT Saturday to work out a swap be held for separate trading with
of nearly 300 captive air travelers Israel.

Two brilliant one-act plays will be performed by
The Independent Theatre Group, Wednesday,
September 9 through Saturday, September 12

in Bartlett Theatre at 8 p.m., Univ. <>f Mass.

"Red Cross" by the most-talked of playwright

of the day Sam Shepard and Leonard Melfi's

"Birdbath" are given memorable performances

by Barbara Eda-Young, formerly of Lincoln

Center Repertory Company; Beeson Carroll,

1969 winner of the coveted Obie Award for dis-

tinguished performance and Babs Root, of the

Berkshire Theatre Festival Winter Workshop.
The productions will be directed (by Nick Orzel,

actor, director, co-editor of "Eight Plavs from
OFF-OFF BROADWAY".

Begin the academic year by enjoying this offer-

ing. Tickets are priced at $1 for students and
$1.50 for others and may be purchased by con-

tacting the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125
Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202 or at Bartlett

Box Office one hour before em-tain!
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Challenges Of A Newspaper
Eliot Eisenburg

Migration

Last Wednesday we talked about challenges to

universities and to risk being provincial we'd
like to say something about the challenges fac-

ing this newspaper.

Not many people realize the growth that the

Daily Collegian has enjoyed the past three years
as a daily paper. It has risen to become the

ninth largest college daily in the nation, the lar-

gest college newspaper in New England and one
of the largest newspapers of any sort in West-
ern Massachusetts.

The job of continuing this growth is not an
easy one. Nor is it an easy job mustering the

working force and energy to be on campus at

8 a.m. every morning.

For , though a full time job, the Collegian is

a student activity, done in the spare time of those

involved. Perhaps this is the greatest challenge
of all, trying to have the job end and college

begin.

But frankly, the editors welcome the task of

trying to inform and influence this community of

over 20,000. It is a task that cannot be ac-
complished every day, and this must be our first

concern. The responsibility of being the first

news source each day for this community is one
which is taken seriously and one which must in-

fluence any undertaking assumed on these pages.

The above can not be done without help. And
the Collegian, to continue to improve (as it has

improved to the extent that it is now rated as

one of the leading college papers anywhere)

annually needs new talent, new ideas, new members.
To change along with everything else, including

our image, we need some of those who have tho-

ught the Collegian either small-time or too es-

tablishment. For we are not small-time and

are apart from the student organization power
complex, or any outside influence other than the

mood of the community.
And we need people who are interested in a

valuable educational and personal experience. For

that is what the Daily Collegian is in essence.

Course Change. An Outrage!
It was a day to commit suicide

with a friend.

Something has got to be done
about Course Change Day. Hun-
dreds of students begin classes
tomorrow with twelve or fewer
credits. Upperclassmen find

themselves shut out of courses
in their majors. Waiting lists

of up to fifty people are common.
Anyone visiting Boyden yesterday

had to be struck by the situation.

Sadness, frustration, rage, frus-

tration, and more frustration.

The problems are obvious

enough. The University is forced

to admit more and more students

each year. If they did not the

legislature would slash budgets
even more severely than they do
now. But the funds necessary
to accomodate more students are
not provided. Hence there are
too many freshmen and sopho-

mores, not enough faculty, course
overcrowding, and exclusion from
courses. The real solution to

the problem is more money for

the University. Legislators should

be invited to come to Course
Change Day so they could see
the fruits of their frugality. That's

what should be done.

Even given the present situation,

there are solutions The current

method of adding and dropping is

arbitrarily unfair, despite the

school's claim that change times
(ID numbers with first digit eight

first, then 9-0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7) are
equally good. The fact is that

no one drops anything until he
has what he wants; if your student

number begins with 7, then yes-
terday you didn't have a chance
Getting there first is the name
of the game, which is unjust.

It is also discriminatory to fresh-
men, who have not yet learned to

beat the bureaucracy at its own
game. (Cagy veterans of previous
course -change days WERE able to

get what they wanted. That
strikes me as sad.)

Admittedly the situation is poor,
but it can be improved. Here-
with:

Firstly the University should
either send out Correct Course
Verification Data cards or send
no cards at all. Usually incor-
rect these cards are misleading,
one might even say counter-pro-
ductive.

Secondly, either allow students

to attend courses for a week
before registering for them, or
allow more time for Course
Change. There should be a day
to add, where all vacancies can

be filled. Then a Drop day.
No one drops courses until he
is sure he has what he wants,
and many students are kept out
of courses others haven't bothered
to drop yet. Then a second add
day, or a University -wide bulletin
listing vacancies.

The present system is terrible.
It could be easily changed.

Edward Bryant
Wednesday Day Editor

In his shop on South Ash-

land Ave., Carlo the Barber sits

and watches the people go by.

Once their faces had been nearly

all white. Now more and more

of them are black.

Two doors down, the Ler-

ners have closed their grocery.

Once, twice , Nate Lerner was

held up. The druggist down the

street wasn't quite as lucky; he

was beaten near death.

Marty the mailman delivers the

mail for Ashland as he has for

years. He is a bachelor, writes

poetry, paints, and tells the fun-

niest stories. He sports quite a

belly ("beer," he says) and golfs

in the seventies. "I only wanted

to make it the two more years

to my retirement," he says. "The
way things are going, I hope I make
it."

Marty owns a house just west

of Ashland. "I can't understand

it," he says. "Must be over a hun-

dred families moved in the last

year, and where are they going

to find what they've left? The
suburbs - that's no life. And
where is there to run?"
George drives home a student

working with him as a meatcut-

ter. The student is white; George
is black, also the cooler-boss.

"Do you like my house? "he asks.

"Some painting to do, but I really

like living in a house. My first

one." He leaves the student on
the corner, at Ashland.

The white people congregate for

breakfast each morning at Chuck's

A-OK grill. The owners of the
small businesses which occupy
the long, flat buildings of Ashland
Ave, the mechanics and the clerks
and the secretaries talk over cof-
fee with the neighborhood people on
their way to work. The conver-
sation never seems to change
much. More friends pulling out,

churches hurting for money and
menbers. Where you gonna go?
Where you gonna go?

In the afternoons, they amble
accross the street to Papp's
tavern for a short one and a
glimpse at the ball game. They
stare out the window at those walk-
ing by; it's a rare black face
that appears at Papp's.

Sometimes on weekends, one or
two better restaurants can be seen
filled with suburbanites and north

-

siders. "Looking over the
old neighborhood, Marty. When
you comin* out our way? Why
did it happen, Mart? Why?"
Some observers call it the clash

of two cultures. Sam Lubell in

THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN
POLITICS calls it the last, great
American migration. The out-
ward movement of the black mas-
ses from the center of the city

Lubell sees as the safety-valve
of American urban life.

Carlo doesn't know quite what
to call it. He walks to the room
in the back where he' lives and
pours himself a cup of coffee.
They should need haircuts, too,

shouldn't they, he thinks.

Cadre.- Program of Study in Education

With A Little Help
The best key to the kind of future we can expect is the umver-

sity-the first victim of the clash between the two cultures. The un-

iversity is a remarkably vulnerable institution, since it lies in the

path of the rapidly swelling ranks of the new culture yet bears a

poorly concealed parasitic relation to the old. It is thus caught in

the vise-it cannot ignore the new culture as the rest of society at-

tempts to do, yet it cannot accommodate to it without losing old

culture support and going bankrupt. No solutions will be found to

this dilemna until some of the institutions on which the university-

depends begin to yield and change, and many will go under before

this happens. If the universities-notoriously rigid and archaic inst-

itutions-can find a way to absorb the new culture this augurs well

for the society as a whole. If, on the other hand, the campus becomes
a police state, as many are suggesting, it seems likely that the nat-

ion as a whole will follow the same path."

The Pursuit of Lonliness

Philip Slater
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CADRE AND YOUR PROGRAM OF
STUDY IN EDUCATION
CADRE is the result of a lot

of hard work by some doctoral
students in the School of Education,
and it appears to be paying some
dividends. It stands for the Com-
mittee for Alternative Designs for
Reform in Education. And a new
design for instruction at the Uni -

versity is clearly their intent.

A basic tenet of CADRE's ed-
ucational philosophy is that there
is a very wide range of legitimate
learning experiences, and that the
traditional course arrangement
precludes many and limits other
worthwhile experiences. CADRE
would not officially do away with
courses, but would include them,
along with a variety of other learn-
ing modes, within a single instr-

uctional system.
In other words, your program of

study might consist of a comb-
ination of independent study,

course work, course audits, travel,

short term internships, informal
reading and discussion with student
and faculty groups, involvment in

community organizations, etc. You
would register for the full load
(or a part of it) through CADRE,
and eliminate the credit and course
hassle. CADRE advisors will

assist you to set up a program of

study, and help you to take full

advantage of the numerous and
diverse campus resources. Rather
than building a program around
"courses," a program is built

around your needs and your pot-

ential. Where or if courses fit the

program, fine -take them.

We ask new questions

And we get old answers.

Yesterday is not

tomorrow and we

know it

Benson & Hedges

Last year, CADRE was set up
primarily for graduate students in

the School of Education. This
year things are a little different.

Five faculty members, including

Deans Allen and Woodbury, have
given a 3 credit equivalent of time
to the program. And a large
number of doctoral students are
forming a "resource pool "as well
as a mechanism whereby under-
graduates and graduates alike can
be advised and assisted throughout
the year.

Entitled "Development of

Leadership in Educational Innova-
tions," Ed. 234/534, your program
of study can be as structured (or
non structured) as is appropriate
for you, and as extensive (1-15

credits) as you wish. Responsib-
ility rests with you -where it

belongs. The CADRE directors
believe that the student should pro-
vide initiative and a sense of dir-

ection. The School of Education
and the University at large is the
resource bank, with CADRE
providing one mechanism whereby

students can find and utilize app-
ropriate resources

This past year the School of

Education implemented the

modular credit idea (remember
Something '70?), and modular off-

erings will continue thi s year
CADRE, however, may diminish
the necessity of filling out forms,
gathering signatures, etc., since
modular experiences can simply
be a part of your program of

study, credit for which is a part

of Ed 234/534. An added advantage
is that, through the advising and
program request process, a great
variety of modular experiences can
be created and tailored to your
needs.

Stop in at room 227 in the

School of Ed and see Fred Obrien
or Joe Hardy for more information.
In any case, a general meeting for

all CADRE enrollees will be called

within a week or so.

Joe Hardy
School of Ed.
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Student Unrest Is A Global Trend
By FRED HETCHINGER N. Y.

MONTREAL - "Student unrest is

now a global movement. It is

part of a social upheaval that

envelops all countries - those

which suffer from the crisis of

poverty and those which suffer

from the crisis of affluence."

This is how a vice chancellor

of one of India's universities sum-
med up the flood tide of student

demands across the world. The
tide even swept across the meeting

here of the International Assoc-

iation of Universities, a meeting

that at first had threatened to

bog down in administrators' talk

about good intentions and bad fi-

nances. It was the question of

students demands to take part in

running

aroused
leaders.

The I.

1950, and

the universities that

the world's academic

A. U. was founded in

is financed chiefly by

dues from its members -more than

500 universities in over 100 coun-

tries -with some help from UNE-
SCO. Its headquarters Is in Paris,

and it meets only once every

five years for a week long, top-

level discussion of international

problems in higher education.

To Americans who consider

their own students' disaffection

entirely in the context of national

problems, this global view may of-

fer company to their misery. But

it also underscores the fact that

there is no easy answer or stric-

tly local cure.

For example, while most of the
debates here and abroad still cen-
ter on the extent of student par-
ticipation-the number to be inclu-

ded on councils and committees

-

a far more radical push is on
in many parts of the world for

a "democratic" campus of "one
man, one vote." In other words,
students, faculty, administrators
and employes would have an eq-
ual vote on all issues.

This, a representative from Fin-
land reported, was the actual pro-
posal by the Minister of Education
there last year. After hot par-
liamentary debate, the proposal
was defeated, but in Finland and
elsewhere it remains a live de-
mand.

In the Netherlands, after ex-
tensive student participation was
proposed, radical students, too

turned their backs on it and de-

manded the equal vote for all.

What the discussions here also

underscored Is that it is mis-
leading to talk about "the uni-

versities" apart from the socie-

ties in which they function. The
following examples serve as il-

lustrations:

Exceptions

Although there are exceptions

the mood tends to be conserva-

tive. Dr. A. A. Kwapong, vice

chancellor of the University of

Ghana, conceded that students

ought to be heard, but rejected

current demands for participatory

rule as something "that is not

new, but rediscovered and expor

-

ted by TV."
"Remember that a university

is both a democratic and an ar-

istocratic institution that must give

special weight to the voice of ex
perlence and Knowledge, ne said.

In private discussion, he added that

a country that desperately needs
the product of university training

cannot afford to allow disrupters
to remain on campus. "You
see, we don't have your guilt feel-

ings," he said.

The Western World - Countries
with a longer tradition both of

university affairs and political fre-

edoms were less categorical in

their conclusions.

Father Felipe E. MacGregor,
rector of Peru's Catholic Univer-
sity, told the assembly: "Do
not believe that students' partic-

ipation will solve the problem of

student unrest. We have had 50
years of participation, and we still

have many problems."
But the trend toward participa-

tion is clear and politically in-

evitable. Prof. H. Janne of the

Times
Free University of Brussels war-
ned the delegates that "it is im-
possible not to have participation

at all...Young people across the

world want It."

Most of those representing the

established institutions admitted
that they had long erred on the

side of conservatism. "A decade
ago, we tended, each in his own
tradition, to have fixed answers;
now we are less certain," said

James M. Hester, president of

New York University.

The re-establishment of acad-
emic peace, it was held, calls

for a return of mutual trust and
respect, and a de-escalation of

rhetoric, both the traditional and
the new kind.

Catch PHRASES

A student from Australia, at-

tending the meeting as an inv-

ited participant, said: "You al-

ready have your jobs, but your
poor teaching can jeopardize our
chance. One day, we students

will believe you if you continue

to use such catch phrases as
'community of scholars.' All me-
mbers of a community participate

in the decision -making."
But then, he, too, added:

"There must be trust rather than

confrontation."

Dr. J. A. L. Matheson, vice
chancellor of Moriash University
in Australia, dealt with trust in

a different fashion.

"When a student kicks me," he
said, "I don't object because It's

improper for a student to kick a

vice chancellor, but because It Is

wrong for one human being so to

treat another." Then he added:

"When a university does some-
thing (in response to student de-
mands), we ought to ask not is it

efficient, but is it right?"
None of this offers generally ap-

plicable rules of procedure. It

offers only the hint that the im-
mediate future will see students

represented on the policy-making
councils of universities in most
parts of the world. Some of these

students , as in the Soviet countries

,

will speak for the establishment;
others may help reform the es-
tablishment, while at the same
time being subjected to radical stu-

dents' charges that they have been
co-opted.

The removal of specific griev-
ances - national or educational -

is not likely to still the protest.

An end to the period of testing

and skirmishing, of uncertainty

of aims and rights, both on the

part of the students and their

academic elders, is not yet in

sight.

M P-

Pipes

of

Peace !

for family use /

9 E Pleasant St

Amherst, Mass

N«>xt to Amherst Towers

Buy, Sell, Trade, Look, Implore

The Best Way To Do
Business on Campus

Is Through

MDC Classifieds
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Married Student Apts.

Ready In November
North Village, the 240-unit apartment complex for married students

at the University, will be ready for partial occupancy this fall.

Eighty apartments will be

reacfy for tenants by Nov.l. The
rest will be completed on a gradual

basis throughout the year.

At the request of the Board of

Trustees, construction of the

apartments was voted by the Uni -

versity of Massachusetts Building

Authority in November 1969. Be-

cause of the need for housing for

married students, the University

moved to have North Village ready

this year.

Construction of the complex,

which was scheduled for September

completion, has been delayed by

the problems involved in the new

type of unit construction- -delays in

securing electrical equipment , and

lack of manpower to handle con-

crete pouring during the initial

phases of construction.

The site design for North Village

was done by Per Nylen, landscape

architect of Northampton. The
builder is Fontaine Modular Struc-

tures (FMS) Inc., also of North-

ampton. The apartment units are

being constructed at the FMS plant

in Northampton, and the first units

were moved onto concrete foundat

-

ions at the site last month.

North Village is located on Uni-

versity property on the west side

of North Pleasant Street in

Amherst between the Presidential

and Puffton Apartments. both

privately owned. Each apartment

will have a living -dining area,

kitchenette, bath, and storage

room. Half of the apartments will

have one bedroom, the other half

will have two. Rental rates of

$135 for single -bedroom apart-

ments and $155 for two bedrooms
were established by the Board of

Trustees at its August meeting.

The four million dollar project

is being financed by the University

of Massachusetts Building Auth-

ority on a self -liquidating basis

at no cost to the taxpayer. The
funding arrangements are the same
as those used for University res-

idence halls, dining commons, the

stadium, the Student Union, andthe

Campus Center.

Married- students will occupy
95%of the 240 apartments. Those
with dependent children will be

given first consideration. The
remaining 5% of the apartments
will be reserved by the University

for short-term tenancies to house,

for example, distinguished visiting

faculty and their families.

Tenant application forms for

North Village may be obtained from
Mr. Donald J. Pelkey, Off-Campus
Housing Office, 236 Whitmore.

Orzell Leads Theater Group
Appearing Now In Bartlett

Two off-off Broadway plays will

be performed this week on campus
as the first events sponsored by
the University's Fine Arts Coun-
cil. Performances ofSam Shepard's

•Red Cross" and Leonard Melfi's

NICK ORZELL
"Birdbath" will be performed by

a distinguished trio of actors un-

der the direction of Nick Orzel,

well-known actor and director.

Performances Friday and Satur-

day evenings, September 11 -12th in

Bartlett Theatre at 8:00 p.m. by

the Independent Theatre Group will

provide a unique opportunity for the

University community to become

acquainted with the work of two

of the country's most popular, young

playwrights. For this engagement

the Fine Arts Council has announc-

ed that student tickets will be $1

and others at $1.50 and may be

purchased at the Council's Box Of-

fice, 125 Herter Hall Friday from

9;00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and also

at Bartlett Box Office one hour

before curtain-time.

Mr. Orzell studied acting with

Joseph Chaikin, Jeff Corey and Pe-

ter Kass. He has directed and ac-

ted in original scripts under a Fed-

eral grant at Theatre Genesis, St.

Mark's Church -in the Bouwerie as

well as the Open Theatre in New
York.

In 1969 Mr. Orzell formed the

Independent Theatre Group so that

he could produce outstanding plays,

many of them original scripts, out-

side of New York with its tight

financial and artistic restrictions.

In this area, Mr. Orzel has work-

ed with Chico Garvin, of the Buf-

falo Meat Company, in the prod-

uction of plays at the Leverett

Arts Si Crafts Center, Cafe La
Mama and over public radio WFCR
in Amherst.

GOODELL LIBRARY HOURS

September 10, 1570 - January 2, 1971

REGULAR HOURS

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday

EXCEPTIONS

September 10 (Thursday)

October 10 (Saturday)

October II (Sunday)

October 12 (Monday)

November 25 (Wednesday)

November 26 (Thursday)

November 27 (Friday)

November 28 (Saturday)

December 23-24 (Wednesday-Thursday)

December 25-2 7 (Friday - Sunday)

December 28-31 (Monday - Thursday)

January 1-3 (Friday - Sunday)

3:30 a.m. - 12:00 midnight*
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight*

8:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

Closed
2:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

Closed
8:30 a.m.

Closed

8:30 a.m.

Closed
8:30 a.m.

Closed

5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

12:00 midnight

5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

At the site of North Village are: Donald J. Pelkey, UMass Director of Married

Student Housing; Per Nylen, landscape architect; and Edward C. Heinz, general su-

perintendent for Fontaine Modular Structures, Inc.

Hillel Sabbath Services
FRI. — 7:30 P.M. September 1

1

S.U. Senate Chambers
Following Services — ONEG SABBAT

and a discussion on
The International Hillel Institute 1970

Saturday morning services 10:00 A.M. S.U. Senate Chambers

"... a multi-channeled, multi-layered, multifarious
mish-mash of maniacal McLuhanisms ... in other
words, a freak show."'

— A. Freeque

HUNTI & PAULI
tonite

12 30 am

tomorrow

7 30 pm

88:5 S

STEREO

weso «vus»ci 4©>V^ ^uSed

T»)W<> screen ?ertod,c.a\s

cereal *rfcvws

0?ev. toeu-S*rV N0 ~ fc
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THE CAMPUS CENTER IS YOURS TO ENJOY! TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ITS MANY FACILITIES!

IT'S HERE FOR YOU!

The University Store: THEY FINALLY DID IT!

Now discounting on Health and Beauty Aids as well as many other items!
A fine collection of non-required paperbacks for you to browse through and select from.
Typewriters are now also available at the University Store.
An attractive assortment of accessories for your room or apartment.

The University Store is now twice as big as before -- so come in and look around!

Food Service Facilities:

Now offering a wide range of dining facilities - from inexpensive to luxury and elegance!

The Hatch - Open from 7 a.m. toll p.m., 12 on weekends.
Breakfasts, sandwiches, grill items, snacks all available.

The Campus Center Coffee Shop - Open from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.
A complete line of breakfast orders. Omelets, pancakes!
Grill items, sandwiches,- all garnished with potato chips and pickles!
Delicious thick shakes - Try one!

The Cafeteria - Open from 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m., 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Lunches and dinners - in a comfortable, friendly atmosphere.

The Catering Dining Floors are available for groups wanting catered meals. Also a variety
in styles and prices. Please use these facilities too!

The Top of the Campus will be opening before the end of September. For gracious dining ;

with Speciality Nights and a Classical Menu. Watch for more information!

Other Campus Center Facilities Include:

Now Open:
Student Activities Area - The stomping grounds of the RSO Office, Program Office,

and various student groups have offices here.

Numerous meeting rooms available for use by students and other affiliated with
the University. These are located on the first, eighth, and ninth floors.

Overnight accommodations - available to anyone with University affiliation.

The Campus Center Auditorium - Ballroom
A much expanded Print Shop which is now in partial operation.
Barber Shop
The Administration and Support Offices are located on the eighth and ninth floors

Will be opening SOON:
Music and reading rooms
Post Office

JUST COME TO THE INFORMATION AND SCHEDULING COUNTER ON THE MAIN LEVEL
AND THEY WILL BE GLAD TO SCHEDULE WHATEVER FACILITY YOU MAY NEED!
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Conscription Corner

Several Deferments Explained
u ,r's note - Beginning next week, this

co iimn will appear each Tuesday and Thur-
sday ii the MDC)

as more and more young Americans be-

come concerned about the cancerous growth

of militarism in the United States, the que-

stion of alternatives to serving in the armed
forces assumes greater and greater impor-
tance. Men are seeking ways to avoid su-

pporting the abhorrent war against Vietnam,

and both men and women are disturbed by

the disruption and channeling of their lives

caused by the Selective Service Draft Cou-
nselor's Corner will provide information a-

bout alternatives through general information

and by answering questions submitted by rea-

ders. Note: We recognize that the draft

does as much to disrupt the lives of women
as it does the lives of men. Therefore,

a special effort will be made to provide
information for women also.

STUDENT - At best a temporary defer-

ment. As long as you are regularly enrol-

led as a full-time student and making sat-

isfactory progress, you qualify for a I-S(H)

for high school students or a II -S for col-

lege students deferment. You may retain

this deferment until you either graduate,

withdraw, or fall behind in your studies.

Generally speaking, graduate students are no

longer eligible for II -S deferments.
MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL - There

are two deferment classifications, L-Y and

IV -F. The IV -F is a nearly permanent
classification meaning that you are not qua-

lified for any service It is becoming in-

creasingly difficult to obtain a IV -F The
I-Y means qualified for service only in time
of war or national emergency. It is us-

ually given subject to a six -month or annual

review. Many people with medical histories

which do not interfere with their daily lives

qualify for I-Y because the rigors of mil-

itary training and duty may aggravate the con-

dition. If you think you may qualify for a

I-Y consult your doctor and a qualified draft

counselor. Many people have been able to

arrange" physical or psychological reasons
for disqualification This works, but it's

not a good idea to rely on such outs with-

out adequate preparation.

HARDSHIP If being drafted would cause

extreme economic, physical, or emotional
hardship on dependents or other members
of your family, you may qualify for a ni-A.

The fact that this deferment is not reques-

ted more frequently than it is points up the

blatant racism of the SS in practice. I

would guess that a large majority of core-

city draftees qualify for III -A deferments.
Draft boards, required by law to place a

registrant in the lowest classification for which
he qualifies, never follow proper procedure
in determining hardship when it is indicated

on the classification questionnaire.

SOLE SURVIVING SON - If you are the

sole surviving son in your family, and your
rather or one of your brothers died as a

result of military -related injuries, you are
IV -A and may not be drafted.

MINISTERS AND MINISTERIAL STU-
DENTS - If you are a full-time divinity

student or a practicing clergyman, you qua-
lify for a IV -D. Some legal interpretations

as to who qualifies for a IV- D are yet to

be made. (The law requires that a min-
ister must spend at least 100 hours a month
practicing to qualify. As yet, the law does
not believe, apparently, that one can serve

God unless one is wearing a collar.) This
is an area still open to challenge in the high-

er courts.

OVER AGE - If you're over 35, you are

V-A, over age. To all practical purposes,

you are over age once you have your 26th

birthday There are some exceptions, but,

in general, life begins at 26.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR - This is

not a religious or pacifist deferment Peo-
ple with religious and or pacifist backgrounds
are of course eligible for the 1-0 or I-A-
O classifications but others may -ilso qual-
ify. The law provides CO status for those
opposed to participation in war (Note: it

does not say opposed to war) for religious,

moral, philosophical, or ethical reasons. My
experience is that nearly everyone who takes
the time to think about it is a conscien-
tious objector. (In fact, it seems to me
that the Selective Service attacks the pro-
blem backwards. Those who want to serve
in the military should be asked to request
status as conscientious participators, and made
to prove that their conscience and training
require that they kill people.) The I-A-0
classification is for those willing to serve
as noncombatants in the military, usually as
medics; the I-O is not required to serve
in the military, but must work for two years
"in the national health, safety, or interest."
Never request CO status without first con-
sulting a draft counselor.
These are the major legal alternatives pro-

vided by the SSS. If you want more infor-
mation, or if you don't qualify for any of

these deferments, see a qualified draft coun-
selor. You may also want to consider some
extra -legal alternatives.

NON-REGISTRATION - Legally, you should
register with the SSS within five days after
your eighteenth birthday. Failure to do so
carries a maximum sentence of 5 years, but
in practice you are usually given the alter-
native of registering late. The advantage,
of course, is that the SS does not have your
name. Consider, however, that most schools
automatically report your academic status to

your local board, and if the board finds that

you're not registered it could be a hassle.
The complications are similar if you get

busted for anything. Generally, non- regis
tration is not a viable alternative for people
moving within middle class institutions.

RESISTANCE - This includes resigning from
the SSS by returning your draft card, re-
fusing to report for induction, ripping off

or trashing local and state boards and sim-
ilar methods of non -cooperation and inter-
ference. You should expect to get busted
and sentences can range up to 5 years, so
you should have a clear idea of exactly what
you hope to accomplish, whether the resis-
tance method you choose will achieve your
goal, and whether It's worth trading time
in jail for.

EMIGRATION - Canada and other count-
ries have been reasonably friendly to A-
merican political refugees seeking escape
from the draft or the armed forces. The
moral, emotional, and financial questions
raised by emigration are very complex, and
we will devote considerable space to this
in the future. However, one simple fact
is that emigrating before you must report
for induction is not a crime, and it leaves
you free to return openly to the States to

visit friends and family.

Questions to this column should be add-
ressed to: Gilbert J. Salk, c/o Draft Coun-
seling Service RSO #395, Campus Center,
Amherst, Mass. 01002. No personal replies
unless accompanied by stamped, self -add-
ressed envelope and $1.00. Free draft cou-
nseling available. Until further notice, for
appointment leave message at 545-2661 or
2789.
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UMass Helps

Day Care Center Set

For Northampton
NORTHAMPTON - A $97,414 year-
round, experimental laboratory
school day -care center in connec-
tlonwith the University preschool
children will be started in Hamp-
shire County Oct. 5 if final ap-
proval is given by Hampshire Com -

munity Action Commission, Inc.

board of trustees, Frank R. Llamas
associate director of HCAC said.

The center will be financed by
federal funds from the office of the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare under the Title 4 act
for $78,520 with the difference
of $8894 from "in kind services"
provided by the local agency.

A total of 45 children between
the ages of 2 3/4 and five years
of age will utilize three class-

rooms, two of which will be in

the Methodist Church on Elm St-

reet in Northampton and the other
in Easthampton's St. Philip's

Episcopal Church.

A group consisting of 32 wel-
fare children will be paid for

by the federal government and the
state welfare office while 13 non-
welfare children's fee amounting
to $25 per week will be paid by
the parent.

The purpose of the daycare cen-
ter, according to Llamas, is to

provide for the care and educ-
ation of preschool children Monday
through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. in order that the chil-

dren can be given the kind of

experimental background which
will enable them to improve
their learning competency.

Also, the center will allow the

welfare mother to be freed to

receive the kind of training that

will enable her to develop salable

skills or directly go to work,
he said.

"This is more than a custodial

-

care center. It is a laboratory

school in conjunction with *"'9 Univ-

ersity of Massachusetts nool of

Education," Llamas said.

Prof. Daniel Jordan of the un-

iversity has agreed to help imple-
ment and test an educational model
devised by him to teach learning
competency, he said.

The model for which Prof. Jor-

dan is responsible is described by
Llamas as an aesthetic approach
to education stressing language
development and involving the ac-

tive participation of the children

through different media including

dance, drama and art which will

result in teaching abstract con-
cepts.

The purpose being, according to

the associate director, to help

children to learn by improving
their ability to learn.

According to federal require-
ments, classes will be on a ratio

of one teacher per five pupils;

thus it will be possible to provide
strong fundamentals in education
with a goal oriented program, he
said.

A staff has yet to be hired,
Llamas said, but it will consist
of a director, an education spec-
ialist, three head teachers, who
will each have two aides, and a
cook, who will provide hot lunches
in addition to a small breakfast
and snacks.

Also, a parent - health aide will

be employed who will divide her
time between the classroom and the

home to assure adequate health

care and active parent involve-
ment, according to Llamas

Limited transportation to bring
the children in from the outlying
areas of the county will be pro-
vided.

Senator Assaults Cop

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Mass-
achusetts state Sen. John E. Har-
rington, D Lowell, Mass., has been
charged with assult and battery

on a New Hampshire police of-

ficer and driving under the in-

fluence of alcohol , state police con-

firmed Thursday.
The case has been continued

in Merrimack Court to Sept. 24.

Police said Harrington, who is

seeking reelection this year, was
stopped on U.S. 93 during the
early morning hours last Thurs-
day.

He was released on bail after
a court appearance.

Harrington was unavailable for
comment.

MDC ADS PAY

Call 5-2550 For Information

MDC CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

WAITRESSES wanted for catering
operation. Mutt be experienced with
food and liquor. Pay is $2.80 per hr.
anil ! For further Info contact Rob

hi 5W-Q663. tf»-U
K\perirnc«rd t>pi»t, 4 hours dally,

Moo. • Fri. (work period can be
arranged to suit person's conven-
ience). Applr mornings at Grace
Kplscopal Church, 14 Boltwood Are.

9-9-11-14

Robert* Tape Recorder 77«x, Croas-
iield Head, 2 Mikes, lota of Tape
and all accessories Incl., Demacnetix-
rr. Real cheap. Beat offer. Days
V8JU9, eres. 1-967-4944. tf9-14

FOR SALE — AUTOS
VI VW, exc. condition, R. A 11.,

new Urea aad muffler, $1496. Call
''53-3813 after 6 p.m. tf9 16

ROOMMATES WANTED FURNITURE RENTALS
Wanted: Roommate for Mountain

Knnce Apartments. Contact Wayne,
\pt. I IB. 9-9-11-14-15

FOR SALE

Harper^XsaocTates rents aU your
furniture needs: beds, desks, living

refrigerators. CaU S89-2960.
tf9-18

6 piece colonial Uvkng room set,

»I7B firm. CaU 0»*-nm. tf9-U

HMO Jaaaar, XJL-K coupe, black,

. nretur wlreo, AM/KM, new Ures

and nodded sasws, excellent condi-

tion. »!•». CaU TT3-TSM. 9-11

SUNDAY SERVICES
Grace Episcopal Church Bandar

Services: • a.m.; Holy Communion
19 a.m.; shortened Morning Prayer
and Holy Communion 7:39 p.m. Dally
Holy Com—anion Man, • PH. S a.m.
For free transportation call M9-3441.

9-9-11-19

Astronomy Club Shoots
ForThe SkiesThisYear

Beginning this semester, U-
Mass. Astronomy Club will spon-

sor a series of open houses at

observatories in the five college

area. The first one of these

will be September 18th at the

UMass. Observatory on Orchard
Hill beginning at sunset and las-

ting until about twelve midnight.

After this, there will be an open

house every other week.

For the time and place check

the bulletin board outside of Room
20 in Hasbrouck Laboratory. In

place of the open houses during

the winter, planetarium shows will

Newman Club

"Happy Thing"
rap, sing, ma ke friends

Newman
Center

Sunday 13th

8:00 p.m.

be given at Amherst College.
In addition to these, the Astro-

nomy Club is offering a program
in observational astronomy which
will include basic instruction in

the areas of lunar and planetary
astronomy and variable stars ob-
servation, as well as numerous
projects.

A tutorial project will be run
in conjunction with the Astronomy
Department and will offer extra
help for students taking elemen-
tary astronomy courses. Details
of all these programs will be dis-
cussed at the first Astronomy Club
meeting Wednesday evening Sept-
ember 16th, at 7:30 PM In Room
134 Hasbrouck Laboratory. A
movie EAGLE HAS LANDED is

also scheduled for this meeting.
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Second Largest Class Ever
Enters Amherst College
Three hundred and twenty -two

freshmen, comprising the second
largest class in its history, are
entering Amherst College this fall.

Although it is somewhat smaller
than the first post-war class in

1946 which numbered 430, it sur-

passes in size the class of 1970,

which graduated in June (318),

and the present sophomores (313).

It is the tenth entering class to

number over 300.

Completed applications this year
were received from 2,584 candid-

ates of whom 509 (20%) were ac-

cepted; 322(63% of those accepted)

are expected to matriculate this

month. Nearly two -thirds (198)

are from public and the remainder
(124) from private schools. Among

Notices
APO-GSS BOOK EXCHANGE

Buy and sell used books in the

Middlesex Room, Student Union thru

September 18, 10-4 daily, 10-12 Sa-
turday.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
OF STUDENT SENATE

The first meeting of the glorious

Academic Affairs Committee of the

Student Senate will occur at 7:00 PM,

Tuesday, September 15, 1970, in Room

805-809 in the Concrete Waffle.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Get-Together, Friday at 7:00 PM

at 950 No. Pleasant, Apt. #84. Then

Saturday at 5:00 PM, a barbeque at

the Fittx's, 27 Fearing St. Call 549-

6726 or 549-1 571 for more information.

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
Education Assembly undergrads

will moot in School of Ed Auditorium

Monday, September 14 at 7:30 PM to

discuss future plans and learn of pre-

sent existences.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Introductory class in postures,

breathing, chanting, and meditation.

Organizing meeting to follow. Please

bring towel, loose-fitting exorcise

clothing, and empty stomach. All in-

vited. Now Student Center, Rooms 1 62-

175, 5:00 PM, Monday, Sept. 14th.

Ll'T u E n
.,. .' C IJRCH

LUTHERAN CHURCH SERVICE,
10:30 AM, Immanuel Lutheran Church,

867 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass.

(adjacent to UMass School of Ed).

Rides from Amherst Creomery (Sunset

and Fearing), Orchard Parking area.

Hills and Hamlin at 10:15 AM, call

Rev. Richard Koenig, 549-0322, for

further information.

OUTING CLUB
First meeting Monday, Sept. 14th

at 6:30 in Room 1 65 in the Campus
Center, Freshman Circus and fall

trips to be discussed. Also dues?

(Please), Room 165 is in the base-

ment.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Freshmen, transfer, and upperclass

women. Visit the sororities and meet

some friends. Sunday, September 13,

1970, .Campus Center Auditorium (1st

level of Campus Centerl. 0:3 CAM.

SKI CLUB
The Ski Club's annual Registra-

tion Weekend Dance will be tonight

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Open to all. The fantastic FLIGHT
will perform.

SKI CLUB
We need enthusiastic Ski Club mem-

bers to help us run a dance Friday

night in the Campus Center Audi to.

rium. Bo there by 7:45 Band:FLIGHT-

SMILE
2 newsrool films • "People's Park"

and "The Case Against Lincoln Con-

tor" (N.Y.). 4 Showings: 1:30, 2:30,

3:30, 4:30. Now Campus Center, Rm.

164.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Southwest Book Mort, Sept. 9th •

25th underneath Hompdon Commons in

the snack bar annex. We will selT your

books at your price, Wed. Sept. 9th

thru Friday, Sept. 11th, 1 AM - 5 PM
Monday, Sopf. 14th • Friday, Sept

25th, 10 AM - 7 PM. Buy your books

from us.

UNIVERSITY MOBILIZATION COM-
MITTEE

The MOBE 0*111 first moot Sept I 5

8 PM in the Campus Center Auditorium

Wo need help with looflotting, pos-

ter work, publicity etc. Come to the

Plymouth Room, second floor, Student

Union.

them will be 34 sons of alumni,
41 of whom were accepted from
72 applicants. Approximately half

of the class (162) was given early
admission.

New York state provides the

most freshmen (63), followed by
Connecticut (40), Massachusetts
(37), Pennsylvania (21), New Jer-
sey (20), Illinois (15), and Ohio
(14). Forty percent from the

Middle Atlantic states (124), 30%
from New England (95), 16% from
the Middle West (52), and the bal-

ance from 17 other states and six

foreign countries.

As careers, the largest number
of freshmen (64) chose law; next

in popularity are teaching (53),

medicine (35), research (15), gov-
ernment and psychology (14 each),

however , do

the students'

The largest

major in the

and engineering (11). h'or the first

time ecology was given as an oc -

cupational goal (8). Twenty -two

are undecided.

Career choices,

not closely reflect

academic interests,

number intend to

natural sciences (119), the next

largest in the social sciences (114),

and the fewest in the humanities

(78). Only eleven are undecided.

Eighty -nine freshmen have been

awarded $180,150 in scholarships

and loans by Amherst College and

41 will receive aid amounting to

$33,360 from other sources. Al-

together, on3 - third of the class will

receive financial assistance.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 -Contends with

6 Ascend
11-Father or

mother
12 Eagles' nests
14 Chaldean city

15 Weary
17-Reverberation
18-Communist
19-Fops
23-Swiss river

24-Furbearing
mammal

26-Strength

28 Note of scale

29-Mistake
31 -Taxes

33 Sound a horn
35-Fight between

two
36-Renovate
39Wide
42 Man's

nickname
43 Retail

establishment
45-Epic sea tale

46 Small dog
48 Barrel slat

50-Sunburn
51 -Mental image
53-Smaller

amount
55 Brother of

Odin
56Mock
59 Lifts

61 Hinder
62-Twists

DOWN

1 Calling

2-Conjunction
3-Fondle

4 Wife of

Geraint

5 Play a

ukulele

6-Symool for

calcium

7-French
article

8 Anger

PEANUTS

9 Isinglass

10 Interest

11-Pocketbook
13 Rail

birds

16-Prepare for

print

19-ArrowS
21-Mild

expletive

22 Bush
25-Plunders
27-Rows
30-Underground

parts of

plants

32 Move on
water's

surface

34-Jog
36 Swift

37-Escaped
38-Pertaining to

an era

40 Century
plants
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41-Europeans
44-Turn

inside out
47-French tor

"father"
49-Brother of

Jacob
52 River

island

54 Title of

respect

57-Prefix:

down

58-Teutonic

deity

60 Symbol for

tin

11

14

18

24

2V

m
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42
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School of Business Ads

Two For Environmental Group

Peter D'Errico and Ethan Katsh, both graduates of the Yale Law
School, have joined the law and environment group of the School of

Business.

Since his graduation in 1968, D'Errico has served as a lawyer for the

Navajo Indians in a project funded through DEO. His work included

the representation of Indians and the establishment of a system

for judicial review of tribal decisior.s. He will retain his position

on the Board of Directors of PLEA, a national organization of law-

yers who work with the poor.

Katsh, during his student days,was co-founder of a legislative

service program in which Yale Law students could assist state legis-

latures in research and legislative drafting in such areas as youth

services.public health, gun control and marijuana.

Both men will teach introduction to law and in courses on law and

contemporary problems.

Astrological

Forecast

by Sydney Oiuurr
Brilliant writer Anais Nin is \rr>

t.iuuliar wth astrology — and «•»!»•

• i ally with her own zodiacal •ten,
fifteen, in studying uiy writings, she
was kind eauush to comment iu a let-

ter to me, "Your knowledge of I'ihc ~

is miraculous."
* «

UBM (March -1 - April 19): Sonn-
et your hopes and wishes approach
fulfillment. Heat to turn on charm and
use diplomatic approach. Sonio claim
you appear moody. So be it. Bte-. i

of foolish disputes.
TAUKUS (April SBO - May 20) : Don'i

shirk responsibilities. Accept dial
lent'e, Hu versatile, ready with alter-

native methods. Onu in position ol

authority is intrigued with your poten-
tial. Respond accordingly.
UKM1M (May 21 - June 20): Break

through restrictions. Much that you
do, say and write will have important
hea ring on your future. Key Is to
know what must be kept, what dis
aided.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Tou

may find that financial situation
< auses pace to slow. Mate or
partner reveals need for change of
plans. Be flexible — and receptive,
compliment.
Member of opposite sex pays *olid
L.EO (July 2t - Aug. 22) : Accent

on public relations, response of oth-
ers to your special presentations, ef-
forts. No time to push or threaten.
Win your way through diplomatic ap-
proach. Include family member in
plans.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Cau-

tion Is your ally. Be wary — and a
shrewd observer. Bo analytical. One
who works with you may be trying
Home unsavory maneuvers. Take your

lime. Tou will emerge victorious.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct 22): Etno-

lions are thick, henvy. You can create,
engage In meaningful relationship.
Nothing is apt to occur halfway.
I inn't play games. Stakes are high and
involve opposite sex.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23. - Nov. 21): Your

efforts are apt to pay dividends.
Means you know where you stand —
;' iiJ what to do about It. Refuse to
hung on to outmoded concepts. Break
through barriers — artificial and
>t I )prwiso
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Vnu find there are numerous demands
on time, effort. Key Is to adhere to
principles. There Is no easy way.
There Is only your way. Means accent
style, originality and independence.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

\ on gain — emotionally and In mate-
lial sense. Be receptive. One who
seems indifferent is anxious to please.
Know this and respond accordingly.
Ite alert for legitimate bargain.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Cycle high: circumstances favor your
efforts. Take initiative. Express In-
dependence of thought, action. Follow
through on Ideas. Display unique ta-
lents. Important new contact is Indi-
cated.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You

know what you want — key Is to ob
tain it. You do this by looking behind
the scenes. Don't expect the obvious.
It will be an unorthodox approach that
gains best results. Act accordingly.W TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
y..ii nre Intuitive, an excellent teacher,
willing to share knowledge. You have
'inharked upon new cycle and bene-
tus are Indicated. 8tress wllllngnes.--

t" Invest in your abilities.

1'ipyright 1070. Gen. Fea. Corp.

»|Mi^t.I»f« l»7f

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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UM's Erving Romps Through Europe
Redman Star Sparkles For U.S.;

Baseball, Rugby Candidates Wanted
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Some time back, a few months, Julius Erving, UMass' and New England's top basketball player,
got a letter asking him if he'd be interested in training in the Olympic Basketball Development Camp
for a possible spot on a United States team that would tour Europe to play 13 games against foreign
competition. 499 other hoopsters received similar letters.

Mr. Erving made that squad the team won three. Two more
alright and led it to a fine 10-3 victories came in the next stop,

record, scoring at an average of Warsaw, Poland. The Americans
11 points and averaging 11 rebounds, were then scheduled to enter a

tournament in Moscow, the Soviet
Union.

The Russians had a superior sauad
and dominated the tourney. The U.S.

finished behind them; Erving was
tapped as the best American play-
er in one of the contests. The team

both marks tops on the team.
Mr. Erving wasn't among the 44

original players invited to Color-
ado when training camp first op-
ened at the Air Force Academy
in Colorado Springs in July.

Doesn't sound right? Well, it

didn't sound right to Redman bas-
ketball coach Jack Leaman when he

first got the word that Erving had
been passed up by the selection

committee. Leaman got right on
the phone, got in touch with Oly-
mpic Basketball Chairman Bill Sum-
mers and convinced him to make
Erving his number one alternate,

to be called to camp should a re-
gular player drop out.

A regular player dropped out.

Leaman was contacted at 1:15 one
bright July morning. Leaman con-
tacted Erving fifteen minutes later.

Before he had much of a chance
to breath, Erving was on a plane
bound for Colorado.
The rest of the history was made

by Mr. Erving.
In excellent physical condition,

Erving lit up the Air Force hoop
courts and out-rebounded such peo-then made it to Kiev where it lost

pie as Elmore Smith, a seven-foot to the Ukranian Nationals and de-
performer from Kentucky State andfeated the Soviet Juveniles.

Tom McMillan, 611, a freshman In Estonia, the final destination,

at North Carolina and the most another tourney faced the traveling

highly-touted high school basketball eager s; they won it; Erving was
player in the country last year, named to the all-tourney team. As
He earned one of the 12 touring a regular forward, he saw an av-

berths and was on his way to Eur- erage of about one half a game of

ope. First stop was Finland where action as did all the starters.

feilg toolUgten
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OLYMPIC OLDIES - Jim Gu-
dger, head hoop coach at East
Texas State University, headed the
U.S. Olympic all-stars... In a UPI
press release from Commerce,
Texas, Gudger single out Erving
as one of the squad's players who
showed the most potential ...13,000
was the biggest crowd that the
team played before...The Russians
were rated as being better than
they ever were. ..The American
team averaged 18 years in age...

The U.S. hoopsters and the So-
viet Juveniles, who averaged 21

years in age, became quite frien-
dly, the latters giving out rubles
to Erving and his mates for spen-
ding money in Moscow... Erving
was without his passport for a
segment of the trip, having mailed
it to Washington D.C. for State

Department verinction, and didn't

get it back until the team reach-
ed Poland...Had be been without
it, he wouldn't have been able to

play in the Soviet Union...New
England placed two players on this

Olympic squad, the other being
sophomore James Brown of Dar-
tmouth.

* * *

There will be a meeting today
for anyone interested in playing
fall baseball. It will take place
at 5 p.m. in room 249, Boyden
Building. With a recent new re-
ling saying that freshmen are now
allowed to play all varsity college
sports, except basketball, football

and hockey, freshmen are encour-
aged to attend this meeting.

* * *

A REDMAN SUPPORTER - The University's number one football fan, Oswald Tippo,

purchases the first ticket for the Redmen Varsity M Club Quarterback Luncheons from

Club President James Mulcahy. The weekly Wednesday luncheons, featuring high-

light films and comments from Coach Vic Fusia, will start Sept. 16 and will be held

in the Newman Center and campus at 12:15 p.m.

JULIUS ERVING

All intramural managers take
note; football rosters and health
clearance forms will be available
in the intramural office this af-
ternoon.

* * *

The UMass Rugby Football Club
has announced that the first pra-
ctice will be held on Saturday
(Sept. 12) at 10 a.m. on the fields
west of Boyden. AU new mem-
bers are welcome; no experience
is necessary.

* * *

UMass basketball announced its
captains for the 1970-71 season
early this summer. They are
senior Ken Mathias and junior Ju-
lius Erving. Mathias, a two-
year letterman from Lodi, N.J.,
will probably play at center for
the Redmen this year. Last win-
ter he grabbed 138 rebounds and
averaged 7.5 points. What more
can be said here about Mr. Er-
ving, a native of Roosevelt, N.Y.;
he can just do it all.

Notice

Sports Staff Members

A Meeting of the

Daily Collegian Sports Staff

Will Be Held On Tues. At 7 p.m.

All Members - Try To Be There

Intramural Health Procedures
IMPORTANT!! TEAM MANAGERS

READ CAREFULLY
TEAM ENTRY & HEALTH PRO-
CEDURES:
1. Each individual listed on team

roster must complete a Health

Clearance form.

2. Team rosters and Health Cl-

earance forms must be submitted

together, to the Intramural Office

by 9:00 PM on Entry Due Date.

NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE
ACCEPTED.
3. Health Clearance forms may

by obtained by Athletic Chairman,

or Team Manager from the In-

tramural Office.

4. Each roster must obtain the

minimum number of players, as

prescribed in the Intramural Hand-

book. Handbooks have been dis-

tributed to Heads of Residence and

Athletic Chairmen. Additional

copies are available at the In-

tramural Office.

A. Rosters submitted without

the minimum number of players

WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AND
NO NOTIFICATION WILL BE RE-
NDERED.

B. Team Managers should allow

for some players being deleted,

due to failure to pass Physical

Clearance.

5. Team Managers MUST pick up

listings of eligible and ineligible

players, prior to the start of their

first game.

6. Players not passing Physical

Clearance may appeal to the Univ-

ersity Health Service. Should

appeal be upheld, player must sub

mit a blue slip, issued by Heal-

th Service, to the Intramural Of-

fice.

7. feams may add players prior

to the start of their second sche-

duled game, by having those play-

ers complete and present a Phy-

sical Clearance form to the Univ-

ersity Health Service for eval-

uation. Again, a blue slip is

necessary and must be presented to

the Intramural Office.

The above procedures have been

established, so as to facilitate

the new computerized method of

securing Physical Clearances.

On The Air

Handling play-by-play of all U-
Mass football games will be radio
station WMUA. Behind the mike
to cover all the action will be Ken
Horseman. Filling in with all the

color will be Dave Melvin. WMUA's
first date on the air will be Sept.

19, in time for the opening foot-

ball game against Maine. Air time
for that contest will be 12:45 p.m.
at 12:30, WMUA will present Red-
men Kickoff Preview with Hal Dash.

(Up fla««arlpt*rtt0

lathi (Mtegtatt
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BIRTH CONTROL SPEAKER BAIRD

ASKS LEGAL SUPPORT FOR ABORTION
page 3

IN HIS FIRST OFFICIAL APPEARANCE as President of the University, Robert Wood, right, former Chairman of the

MBTA, hosted several hundred students at the President's Reception held last night in the Campus Center Auditorium

Also on hand to greet students were Chancellor Tippo, left, and Mrs. Wood. (Photo by Steve Schmidt.)

Black Studies

Course Listings
Page 8
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Chancellor Commends School of Ed Progressiveness
By DON GLICKSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Speaking to more than 500 faculty

graduate students, and undergrad
uates at the 1970 School of Ed-
ucation convocation last Friday,
Chancellor Oswald Tippo comm -

ended the School's growing nation-
al reputation and its "fine spirit

of adventure", and announced that

a feasibility study for a new Sch-
ool of Education building would be-
gin soon.

Tippo prefaced his remarks by
saying that school had begun with
some "eye brow raising" exper-
iences: a bomb scare on Thurs-
day, and the death of a girl from
an illegal abortion performed by
a UMass microbiology student.

The Chancellor then cited what
he felt were some of the weak-

nesses of the School of Educa-

tion. "Too many courses are

offered in the School of Ed",

he said, but added that this was

a "disease of most schools of

education". Tippo urged greater

cooperation and involvement of the

School with the rest of the Un-

iversity so as to avoid course and

program duplication. Some mem-
bers of the University commun-
ity, he said, felt that the School

of Education was "apparently try-

ing to duplicate the College of

Arts and Sciences".

For the last two years, since

Dr. Dwight Allen became Dean,

the School of Education had been

concentrating on building up the

State's only public graduate school

of education. Dr. Tippo urged

that the School now turn its re-

sources towards the development
of undergraduate teacher training,

not "peripheral" areas. As a fin-

al suggestion to repair some of

the School's weaknesses, Tippo
called attention to the fact that

the University and the State has
rules and policies, and he hum-
orously warned, "You cannot con-
tinue to ignore ALL of them."
The School's good points were

then outlined by Chancellor Tippo.

The School, he said, has "chal-

lenged the past, challenged all

traditions" and was "in the fore-

front of educational experiment-
ation". Tippo praised the School

for the "absolute phenomenal suc-

cess that you have had in ob-
taining outside support" (in the

way of financial grants). Finally,

Tippo congratulated the School for

the quality of its faculty and for

the support given the School by

its students. The Chancellor was
given a spirited ovation.

The Convocation proceeded with

a slide presentation of an impres-

sionistic collage of the School of

Education by two of the School's

grad students, Pat Davis and

Demian.
Dean Dwight Allen, sporting not -

iceably longer side burns than last

year, then introduced the Assis-

tant Deans of the School and more
than twenty -five new faculty mem-
bers. Among the new faculty are

Peter Schrag, Editor at Large of

the SATURDAY REVIEW, Redge
Davoran, the Madison Avenue
media specialist who originated

the "Mother, I can do it myself!"

commercial, Nat Rutstein, for-

merly of NBC, and Rhody McCoy,
former administrator of the Oc-

ean Hill -Brownsville School Dis-

trict.

Dr. Allen closed the convocation

by stating that the UMass School

of Education "can succeed in do-

ing something other schools have

not" and would continue to try

to "solve the onerous problems

of society" and "the problems

of destiny, personal, social, nat-

ional".

"We indeed do lead the nation

in schools of education", Dr. Al-

len said, but he issued notice to

all for "the risk-taking to

continue."

How are Southern

the center of the country's segre-

gation controversies, facing up

to a new school year under the

desegregation directive?

From the viewpoint of many
observers, most school systems
are taking the court order in

stride and doing it peacefully.

More than 57,000 Negro and

white students sat side by side in

schools designated for their Fed-

eral Court -ordered attendance zo -

nes. The number of blacks and

whites in each school actually at-

tending mixed classrooms for the

first time will be known by week's

end The number is expected to

be considerable.

"Everything's peaceful in Dix-

ie," reported Dixie County buper-

visor W. A Rains, last week in

Tallahassee, Fla. He summed up

the situation as 41 of Florida's

67 counties opened schools, many
under the new desegregation plans.

"Smoothest opening day in five

years," was the report from Pen-

sacola in Florida's Panhandle,

where opposition to integration has

been the strongest.

In Manatee County, where Gov.

Claude Kirk earlier this year tos-

sed out the entire school board

and appointed himself superinten-

dent in a futile attempt to block

a court integration plan requiring

more busing of students, Supt.

Jack Davidson said:

"Everything seems to be gett-

ing off to a very good start under

the circumstances. It's very quiet

right now."
It was quiet almost everywhere.

There were minor demonstrations

in Miami and Fort Lauderdale and

some scattered boycotts, but police

said the only act of violence-

-

the shooting of a Cuban by a

black- -had no relation to school

problems.
In North Carolina, counties like

Harnett, where blacks make up

less than one -half the population,

school desegregation crises have

largely passed.

And most resistance has ended.

"I don't think either blacks

or whites were happy with (de-

segregation) but we are basically

a law-abiding country," Grey said.

"The judge ordered that we inte-

grate. We developed a plan and

explained it to the public. We've

had a smooth, effective program."

The lack of overt resistance does

not necessarily mask more soph-

isticated means of subverting the

desegregation order in North

Carolina
All-white private schools, whose

support appears to have peaked

when they siphoned from the public

systems the most determined se-

Southern School Integration Proceeds Smoothly
n cities, long gregatlonists during the initial first timrthis year received Alabama city- -and one of the lar- schools can be

years of "token" desegregation,

have not shown substantial growth

this year.

One private school near Dur-

ham reportedly closed down this

year after it lost its Federal

tax exemptions.

An all-white "academy" opera-

ted by the Citizens Council, once

the bastion of Southern defiance,

was advertising for new students

in a local newspaper in the same
county a couple of Sundays ago.

Some new private schools have

opened in Durham this year, so

the score may be about even.

School officials consider that en-

couraging, given the fact that 55

percent of the city's pupils are

black and a plan adopted only

a month ago pairs some ghetto

schools with suburban schools and

requires nearly one fourth of Dur-

ham's youngsters to ride busses

to assure desegregation.

Classes started Wednesday in

Durham. The same issues to which

citizens there appear to have ad-

justed busing and an end to

the "neighborhood schools," -

have caused great trauma in Char-

lotte.

Ironically, Charlotte, the state's

largest city, has held a reputation

much like Atlanta for paving the

way toward racial moderation in

the South.

The head of the Southern Re-

gional Council, the South 's old-

est and most respected civil rights

research organization, lives

in Charlotte , as does author Harry

Golden a Southern pioneer in the

advocacy of racial justice

and integration.

Nevertheless, when the real test

came to Charlotte, much of the

white middle class and many of

the white officials balked.

Suburban whites organized a po-

litically potent organization to op-

pose "forced busing" and to fight

for "neighborhood schools."

The opening of schools has been

delayed a week in the turmoil.

Outside Charlotte, the beginning

of school has been relatively quiet

in North Carolina this year.

About one -third of the state's

152 school districts began classes

three weeks ago. Most of the

remainder began the first week
of September.

In Birmingham, the effects of

teacher desegregation are already

known More than 600 teachers

this year were transferred to new
schools -usually as crossover

teachers in schools attended pri -

marily by another race. Some
300 teachers had already been

working in crossover positions.

And 200 teachers hired for the

year
crossover jobs.

Of the 600 newly assigned cros-
sover teachers, 100 asked for re-
consideration- -usually in hopes of

getting a post nearer home for

the sake of transportation. Of
that figure, 12 resigned outright.

About 30 parents at one school
insisted on enrolling their child-

ren outside their zone. Officials

politely but firmly said "no."
Birmingham school Supt. Ray-

mond Christian and his staff are
pleased and proud of a city that has
"come around." Dr. Christian

and his assistants know if they can
carry the court compliance off,

Birmingham will be the largest
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city- -j

gest In the south- -to accept this

new role.

"There was a time only six
or seven years ago when this

thing could not have been done
in Birmingham," said one of his
aides

In Florida, the massive pupil
holdout threatened by members
of United Stand for America, Inc.

in response to the court order,
never materialized
The Miami -based organization

claims 50,000 members.
Education officials concede there
has been a sharp increase in both
the number and enrollment of pri-
vate schools. (In Florida, private

formed without any
accreditation by the state; the

process is so simple that three
capital newsmen chartered their

own school last year at a total

cost of $37.50)

Gov. Kirk
,
after his earlier trip

into Manatee County (which

drew him a $10,000-a-day con-
tempt threat), has steered away
from inciting parents to violate

court orders.

"We are asking everyone to

be calm, to obey the laws of the

land, because we are winning in

the courts," he says again and
again.

He causes 9 out of 10

forest fires because he's

careless with matches,

with smokes, and with

campfires.

Don't you be careless.

Please-only you can

prevent forest fires.

Abortion Information Highlights

Birth Control Advocate Bard's Talk
Thelwell Visa Snag

Prompts D.C. Meeting

Hi I lei -Sponsored Bill Baird displays abortive devices during his lecture yesterday
to illustrate a point.

By DENISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

"Birth Control and Religion"
was the official theme of a lec-

ture given by Bill Baird, inde-

pendent candidate for the Mass-
achusetts' US Senate seat, at the

first Hillel Brunch of the semes-
ter, held yesterday in the Stud-

ent Union Ballroom.

Mr. Baird, however, gave as

much information concerning ab-

ortion methods and laws during
the course of his speech as he
did birth control.

To illustrate his talk, he dis-

played two boards. One showed

the various instruments (knitting

needles, hangers, syringes) used

by women trying to abort their

own pregnancies

"These illegal devices' are ac-

tually nothing more than house-

hold items," he added.

His detailed descriptions of il-

legal abortions caused many in

the audience to cringe. Mr. Baird
noted that "to cringe (at these

hideous facts) shows me that you

are alive."

The other board, labelled "Par-
ents Aid Society", showed most
of the birth control devices and

jells that are available to the pub-

lic, either commercially or

through their doctor. He dis-

cussed the appropriate methods
of using these products, since

their misuse can lead to harm-
ing the individual.

He strongly discourages using

the rhythym method of birth con-

trol, which he lightly referred to

as "Vatican Roulette", for its

high degree of uncertainty.

Citing the Roman Catholic

Church as the single most power-

ful force against his work, he said

that 62% of the people he had
assisted last year with either birth

control or abortion advice had
been Roman Catholics. This, he

feels, should prove many people's

non-acceptance of the Church's
position.

Mr. Baird spoke of his campaign
right now for the repeal of Mass-
achusetts laws concerning homo-
sexuality (for which a person may-

be sentenced from 5-15 years),

fornication, and "crimes against

nature" (individual sexual pat-

terns), as well as legalizing ab-

ortion.

"It is amazing that our govern-
ment has laws that say no to

birth control help and no to ab-

ortion help. If ! can enlist your
support in figming for the right

to contn.' vour own life, we can

repeal these laws," he maintains.
His goal is to collect enougn

signatures to put these questions

on referendum during the upcoming
elections

In his final remarks, the speak-
er asked that "if in your moral
judgement you plan to engage in

Intercourse. I plead with you to

be responsible to each other."
During the question period that

followed, Mr. Baird was asked what
type of response he had received
in the black community. He re-

plied that he finds -nost black,

married males against the work
since many of them want to in-

crease the black population for

political reasons. However, black
women have been extremely recep-
tive and "while it is the woman
who bears the risks of pregnancy,
she should be the one with the

final say."

A student interested in Mr.
Baird s "platform" for the sen-
ate seat, asked for his views in

other areas.

Baird is a strong advocate of

a nation-wide sex education pro-
gram, starting on the elementary
education levels and directed to-

wards both male and female pro-
blems.

He urges immediate withdrawal
from Vietnam, noting that "it can
be done if it was done in Nor-
mandy and Dunkirk."
He also believes that religious

organizations, buildings and hold-
ings should be taxable. Taking
a case in point. "When a church
burns. It Is the fire department,

supported by the tax payers, not

the cnurch personnel who put out
the fire."

Having been in jail in four dif-

ferent states for his birth con-
trol advocacy, Baird lists prison
reform as one of his main con-
cerns. He recently served sev-
eral weeks of a three -month pri-
son term given him for displaying
birth control devices two years ago
at a Boston rally.

WMUA will broadcast the lec-
ture sometime next week, to be
announced later.

Anyone interested in getting sig-

natures to put the aforementioned
laws on referendum this fall, can
contact Hillel Vice-President El-
liott Margolis at 6-9742 (114 Mac-
Kimmie).

By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Representatives from UMass
will meet with State department
officials today in Washington DC
in an effort to speed the entry
into the U. S. of UMass Black
Studies Chairman, Michael Thel-
well.

Dr. Randolph Bromery, Asst. to

the Chancellor and Dean Seymour
Shapiro will fly to Washington
early today to meet with aides
from the Senator Kennedy and
Brooke's offices. Later in the
afternoon, they will huddle with
people from the State Department's
Passport Bureau.

Thellwell . who was supposed to

arrive on campus September 1

from his native Jamaica, is hav-
ing difficulty acquiring the type
of visa which would allow him to

enter the country as soon as poss-
ible. The University has been
working through channels for the
last two weeks in an effort to

clear Thelwell for entrance The
"snag" according to Bromery, lies

in the type of visa available to

Thelwell.

Originally, the UMass adminis-
tration had applied for a regular
immigration visa for Thelwell.
This would have taken upwards to

a year to obtain. With the ad-
vice of Senator Kennedy's staff

the Administration applied for an
"H-l" visa, which would have al-

lowed for quick entry, had the

Administration applied for it ear-
lier.

The meeting with State depart-
ment officials might produce an
aggreement which would over -ride
the "technicalities" now prev-
enting Thelwell's entrance. There
are several other visas which
could be obtained for Thelwell,
according to Bromery.

Thelwell, a Graduate of Howard
University, came to UMass to

complete his Graduate work and
has been instrumental in creat-
ing the new WEB. Dubois Black
Studies Department. He was named
last Spring by the Board of Tru-
stees to chair the department.

UMass Resident Wood addresses the first freshman
class of his term. The President's Reception, held in

the Ompus Center Auditorium last night, was Pres.

Wood's first public appearance on the Amherst campus.
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Hijackers Release 250,

Press Surrender Demands
White House Panel Finds UN Weak,
Forsees New Role As Peacekeeper

(AP) More than 250 airplane
hijack victims flew out of Jordan
Sunday but Arab guerrillas still

held 55 hostages and Insisted on
"unconditional surrender" by We-
stern governments and Israel to

their demands.
A communique issued in Beirut

by the Popular Front for the Li-

beration of Palestine PFLP did

not list the "surrender" terms.
The Marxist guerrilla group pre-

viously demanded the release of

three guerrillas jailed in West
Germany, three more held in Swit-

zerland, a female guerrilla

detailed in Britain and an
unspecified number of guerrillas

Imprisoned in Israel.

For the 257 former hostages
who flew out of Amman, It was,
for some, the end of an eight

day ordeal during which they had
been cooped up under armed guard
inside the sweltering cabins of the

ill fated airliners.

In Nicosia, Cyprus, where they

stopped off en route to London
and Zurich, most expressed relief

that their period of captivity was
over.

But for others, there remained
fear and consternation for re-

latives still in guerrilla hands.

Carol Harrarl Raful of Brooklyn,
NY., said her husband was among

the hostages, and Annette Potts

of Yorkshire, England, said her

father was detained.

Mrs . Harari Raful said she felt

the guerrillas "couldn't wait to

get rid of us. They seemed to

be angry on Friday when they

told us negotiations were not going
according to their expectations."

Bernard Le Sevre of LeHavre,
France, said they were allowed
off the planes only three times
in three days.

Although there was no break-
down of the hostages' nationalities,

Gerritt H , who was freed, said

a number of American Jews and a

young U. S. veteran were among
them.
The young soldier was suffering

"fainting spells," he said, adding:

"They took him to a hospital

somewhere, and I'm terribly, ter-

ribly worried about him."
American sources in Amman

identified the soldier as Kenneth
Hubler, and airline officials con-
firmed that a soldier who hoarded
a Trans World Airlines plane at

Frankfurt had not been freed.
In Beirut, the three airlines said

eight persons were still unac-
counted for from a British Over-
seas Airways Corp. VC10, 34 from
the TWA Boeing 707, and five

from the Swissair DC 8.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A White
House commission reports deep
seated weaknesses in the United

Nations and recommends steps to

strengthen it in peacekeeping, in

discouraging aerial piracy, in nar-

cotics control, and In protection

of the environment.

In an interim report submitted

Sunday, Chairman Henry Cabot
Lodge -a former chief U.S. delegate

to the United Nations -sets forth

for President Nixon preliminary
findings of a presidential comm-
ission for observance of the world
organization's 25th birthday. A
final report Is expected in April.

Getting Into specific problem
areas, the commission says
stronger peacekeeping machinery
and conciliation procedures
clearly are needed.

"The critical Importance of

United Nations mediation in the
Middle East conflict will, we hope,
lead to suggestions for providing
prompt procedures and impartial
expert staff to limit, defuse and
settle this kind of breach of inter-

national peace and security,"
Lodge writes.

He goes on: "We are espec-
ially concerned over the relatively
new threat to world order created
by armed groups, beyond the
control of national governments,
who menace and sabotage inter-

national cooperation by criminal
acts of kidnapping and des-
truction."

The Lodge panel, complaining
about "the disparity between voting
power and financial respon-
sibility" among U. N. members,
urges also a reform of U. N.
institutions, 'such as weighted

voting in the United Nations
system, that will more adequately
reflect power and responsibility in

the world and seek arrangements
for more reliable and equitable

methods of financing the organiza-
tion."

The commission envisages also
a broader U. N. role in dealing
with global environmental pro-
blems, saying there may be a need
for "new international rules and
possibly new institutions to protect
the air and the waters from pol-

lution."

The veteran diplomat says the

commission's initial finding "is
not that the U. N. is In danger
of immediate collapse, but that

It is becomming increasingly inca-
pable of dealing with the grave
issues troubling the world.

'
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PALM SPRINGS. Calif. (AP) -

Vice President Splro T. Agnew
has sent up a political warning
to dissident Republicans: The
administration can spurn the GOP
dissenter at campaign time just

as it rewards the faithful.

The case at hand is Sen. Char-
les E. Goodell of New York,
about whom Agnew said he will

be making some campaign judge-
ments later

The vice president left open
the possibility that he might wind
up supporting James Buckley, the

Conservative party candidate in a
three way New York race.

That's a question that would

have to be determined by the future

course of events and it's far too

early to make any predictions of

that type," Agnew said.

INTO CLASSICAL MUSIC?

Fred Calland

Presents
this afternoon at 2:00

Goodell, an appointed senator
seeking his first elected term,
faces Democratic Rep. Richard
Ottinger and conservative Buckley,
who Is likely to pry Into the Re-
publican vote.

Counted among the most liberal

of Republican senators, Goodell
was a chief sponsor of legislation

that would have compelled U. S.

military withdrawal from South-
east Asia next year. That measure
was rejected by the Senate.

Campaigning for Western Re-
publican candidates with acid de-

nunciations of "radical liberals''

in Congress, Agnew said there are

some GOP members in their ranks.

He refused to identify anyone

Asked whether Goodell fit his
definition of a radical liberal,

Agnew replied: "Well, 111 des-
ignate in the course of the camp

-

aign who I am talking about when
I walk about radical liberals...

I probably will make some judge-
ment about that particular senator
somewhere along the campaign
trail, but it's a little early for
that."

The vice president spent Sat-
urday and Sunday in Palm Springs,
golfing and relaxing after two
days of campaigning in Illinois,

Wyoming and California.

Peace
for family use
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Next to Amherst Towers

:

He was to return to the circuit
Monday with a television appear-
ance in San Diego and a vote
hunting mission to Las Vegas in
behalf of William Raggie, the Was-
hoe County Reno district attorney
whom he helped recruit to Senate
candidacy against Democratic
Sen. Howard W. Cannon.

At a Saturday news conference
Agnew described his prime
campaign targets this way: "A
radical liberal seems to find a
great necessity for applauding our
enemies, castigating our friends,
running down the processes of
American government . people who
never look to the reasonable, re-
presentative system for the an-
swers to their questions but al-

ways to some very dramatic, the-
atrical attention getting device
which they say will solve the
problem but which we know on-
ly provides good copy."

Agnew charged In Casper, Wyo.

,

Friday that "radical liberals have
taken over the Democratic party
in Congress."

But he said in Palm Springs,
"I don't think that the Senate has
a majority of radical liberals by
any stretch of the imagination.
I think they're a fairly compact
group of probably somewhere in
the area of 10 to 15 senators
who can qualify for the designation
from time to time."

"I think there may be a Re-
publican or two in there."

But he steadfastly refused to
say who In his judgment they
are.

MASS

of Holy Spirit

TONIGHT 7:30

Newman Center

Genera/ Motors ThreatenedBy Walk-Out
DETROIT (AP) - The United

Auto Workers will strike Gener-
al Motors Corp. but will leave
Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler
Corp. operating if new contracts
with the Big Three automakers
are not reached by midnight Mon-
day, the union said Sunday.
The UAW's decision to zero

in on GM as its only strike tar-
get followed a meeting by the un-
ion's 25 member International Ex-
ecutive Board. The union had
said earlier that it would not
strike Ford but would strike ei-

ther GM or Chrysler, or both,
if new labor agreements covering
713,000 Big Three workers were
not reached by midnight Monday
when current three year pacts
expire.

Leonard Woodcock, UAW pres-
ident, said that Chrysler had in-

dicated it was not a "free agent"
in bargaining and appeared it would
be exploitation of Chrysler empl-
oyes to strike there when he said
GM held the final answer.
The UAW leader said the strike

would be at General Motors in

both the United States and Canada
if no contract is reached by the

deadline. He said it was an
unanimous decision of the UAW's
Board.

He said the board seriously

considered strikes at both loca-

tions, but discarded Chrysler.

Woodcock said Chrysler has
showed every indication to solve
one of the major issues -retirement
after 30 years service, regard-
less of age -but late Saturday "We
had the door summarily pushed
In our face."

He said it was obvious GM
was calling the shots on new con-
tract bargaining.

Woodcock said earlier the ne-

gotiating atmosphere seemed bet-

ter at Chrysler, but did not e-

laborate . He said arrogance seem -

ed to permeate the entire GM
headquarters building.

Both Woodcock and GM's top
negotiator, Earl Bramblett, ex-
pressed concern that chances for

a settlement without a strike a-

ppeared slim. But both insisted

their positions were flexible.

The top officers of the union
met early Sunday at the Chrys-
ler bargaining site in a strategy

session before talks were sched-

uled to resume with negotiators
for Chrysler and GM.
GM department director Irving

Bluestone later returned to GM
headquarters where he was exp-
ected to discuss a revised and
lower -union wage demand made
Saturday.

The pace of negotiations on Sun-
day - within hours of the 12:01

a.m. Tuesday strike deadline was
slower than anticipated.

Important settlements have been
reached on the local level at more
than 20 Ford plants including se-
veral key assembly facilities.

Only half a dozen such local
settlements -involving no assembly
have been reached at Chrysler and
none at GM. Local level work-
ing agreements supplement the
national contract.

Woodcock has said that if ei-

ther Chrysler or GM or both is

struck nationally the men will

not return to their jobs until all

local issues are settled. Among
the local issues are controversy
over the amount of time a man
is allowed to spend washing up
assembly line speed and ventil-

ation.

Goldberg Hints At Rockefeller Deal
NEW YORK (AP) - Arthur J.

Goldberg, Democratic candidate
for governor, elaborated Sunday on
his contention that there Is an
alliance between Republican Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller and James
Buckley, the Conservative party
candidate for the U. S. Senate.

"I wasn't present in any hotel

-

room when any handshake took
place," Goldberg said in a tele-

vision Interview but something has
happened. The Republican gov-
ernor controls the state party
machinery.

"He has been very absent and
silent when his leaders through out

the state are supporting Mr.
Buckley. I'm a lawyer, and in

law you crt lit circumstantial
evidence along with direct

evidence."

A number of upstate GOP com-
mitteeman and one congressional
candidate have endorsed Buckley
over the Republican Sen. Charles
E. Goodell, who was appointed in
1968 by Rockefeller to succeed the
late Robert F. Kennedy's and now
seeks a full term.

Rockefeller has endorsed Good-
ell and Buckley has endorsed the
conservative party's candidate for
governor, Paul Adams.

Goldberg, however, called
Adams a "token candidate" and
said he thought Rockefeller is
"going to the right."

"He thinks the American people
are going to the right. I don't
think so," Goldberg said.

When asked if he was going to
the left, Goldberg replied:: "I
have never been to the left. But
I have been a progressive all

my life."

When an interviewer noted that
he was wearing an American flag-
lapel button, Goldberg said he
had started wearing it a few days
ago because Conservatives had
started wearing them. "I don't

yield my patriotism to any Con-

servative candidate," Goldberg
said.

Buckley uses the flag on his
political literature.

Kennedy Says Campus
No Place For Violence

BOSTON (AP) - Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy said Sunday night

there is no room for violence at

the nation's colleges and "apostles

ot force and destruction on

campus...are producing fear and

outrage and reaction
"

In a speech at Boston University
inaugurating the new academic
year's Distinguished Lecture
Series at the univeristy, Kennedy
said, "Turmoil on the campus
lends itself to the wildest and

basest forms of political rhetoric.

The kind of demagoguery we
hear from our vice president and
others provides a thick smoke
screen behind which some
elements in our society can hide

what they themselves are really

doing to this nation.

"For those who pander to public

emotion and perplexity at events

on campus are also those who
allow the war to continue, and who
disorder our national priorities so

that we invest in SST's and ABM's

instead of teachers and health care
for our sick.

"And so, in large party because
mainstream America is prt-
occupied with concern about the

campus, we all suffer.
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If a strike is called at GM,
nearly 340,000 UAW members
would be involved. A Chrysler
walkout would affect some 115,000.

Seven facilities at Chrysler and
27 at GM would not be struck,
the union said, because they sup-
ply key parts to other auto makers
and their closing could shut down
the entire Industry.

The union disclosed late Sat-

urday that It had lowered its de-
mand for an average first year
pay hike from $1 an hour to 63
cents. However, GM's Bramblett

said 63 cents was still too much
and added that the two sides were
still "far, far apart." Chrys-
ler officials had no comment on
the latest union proposal.
The two companies have offered

a first year wage Increase aver -

aging 38 cents an hour. The
current average hourly wage am-
ong Big Three union members is

$4.02 and the company estimate
fringe benefits are wortn anotner
$1.75. No price tag has been
offered on either the union or
company fringe benefit proposals.

These books
are turning
people on
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Nation." —
York Times

POINTS OF REBELLION
By WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS. In his con-
troversial best seller, Supreme Court
Justice William O. Douglas warns of
inevitable revolution unless current
protest is met with wide-ranging so-
cial reform. $1.95 (V603)

WOODSTOCK NATION
By ABBIE HOFFMAN. A talk-rock al-

bum about what's happening in Amer-
ica today. "He is for acid, grass, rock,
youth, Janis Joplin, 'excitement, cre-
ativity and sensuality' — Woodstock

CHRISTOPHER LEHMANN-HAUPT, The New
$2.95 (V576)

THE JOYOUS COSMOLOGY
Adventures in the Chemistry of Consciousness
By ALAN W. WATTS. Foreword by Timothy Leary and
Richard Alpert. "Alan Watts describes with startling

clarity and poetic beauty his drug-induced experi-
ences."—Contemporary Psychology $1.65 (V299)

THE BLOCK
By HERB GORO. A moving photo-essay of life and
death in a New York City slum. 120 pages of photo-
graphs, $3.95 (V606)

POST-PRISON WRITINGS
AND SPEECHES
By ELDRIDGE CLEAVER. Edited by
Robert Scheer. "No one should fail to

realize how accurately Cleaver pin-

points the American malaise."—lino-
say Patterson, The New York Times
Book Review $1.95 (V567J

THE LIVES OF CHILDREN
By GEORGE DENNISON. "The most
perceptive, moving, and important
book on education I have ever read, or
indeed, ever expect to."—john holt,

N. V. Review of Books. $1.95 (V638)

VIETNAM: WAR WITHOUT END?
Edited by SAM BROWN and LEN ACKLAND. Probing
articles by John Lindsay, Eugene McCarthy, George
McGovern, Frank Church, George M. Kahin, Don
Luce, and others. $1.95 (V625)

A DEATH IN THE SANCHEZ FAMILY
By OSCAR LEWIS. The eminent an-
thropologist revisits the Mexico City
slum family he immortalized in his

classic The Children ot Sanchez —
and movingly recreates, from tape-
recorded personal narratives, the
death and burial of Aunt Guadalupe.

$1.65 (V634)
SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL
Edited by ROBIN MORGAN. The first

comprehensive anthology of articles,

poems, photos, and manifestoes from
the Women's Liberation Movement.

CRISIS IN BLACK AND WHITE *245 lV539)

By CHARLES E. SILBERMAN. "If the warning con-
tained in this book goes unheeded . . . then America
is indeed beyond hope."— malcolm x. "Exciting and
meaningful."—whitncy young $1.95 (V279)

FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM
A History of Negro Americans
By JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN. "One Is Impressed with
Dr. Franklin's penetrating depth and insight."—mozell
c. hill, The American Journal of Sociology. "Well-
balanced, thorough-going, thoughtful and readable."
—ARTHUR M. SCHUSINGEP * «4$ (V**3)

THE ODYSSEY BOOKSHOP

29 College Street • South Hodley, Massachusetts

534-5307

Opposite Mt. Holyoke College

Open 9 - 9 except Sot. 9-6

Largest collection of Paperbooks east of the Mississippi,

Prints, Posters, Records and Art Supplies

ADEATH
IN THE

SANCHEZ
FAMILY
OSCAR
LEWIS
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Guns on Campus
The University took half a step toward ending the long standing

"guns on campus" controversy this fall by declaring that no stud-

ents can keep firearms on campus. But the administration did not

take the key step toward making this an "unarmed" community;

they did not take guns away from the campus police.

Several campaigns against armed campus police have been run,

off and on, for the past two years, and several "resolutions" have

passed the Student Senate, calling for the Immediate disarming of

police. But, as so often happens to Student Senate resolutions, they

were ignored.

This year, Chancellor Tippo banned the storage of any guns on

campus, but allowed that the campus police should be able to con-

tinue to use fire arms in their dally duties.

All of this seems odd. One wonders what every day duties the cam-

pus police perform which makes wearing guns a necessity. Cert-

ainly guarding the door to Campus Center dances and setting up speed

traps on University Drive are not duties which cannot be carried

on without guns.

There are, of course, Instances when the campus police would need

guns, such as an armed robbery in the Student Union. But most sit-

uations in which the campus police find themselves, ranging from

building occupations to students sneaking into a dining commons,
can all be handled without the use of guns.

But more importantly, very sight of of a campus policeman, armed,
walking around campus, is undesirable, and can only lead to Increas-

ing tensions on campus.
A great number of students believe that they should be protected

from the campus police, and that the existence of an armed campus
police force is a threat to diem. This feeling could be easily ended

by disarming the campus police, or by allowing them to keep guns

only in the police station, but preventing them from carrying fire-

arms while performing their "everyday duties."

KEITH BROMERY

WhatWe Owe Joe

Enter here the humble, middle

class living room of one humble,

middle aged man who we'll call

Joe. Joe is snoozing now in his

smooth, almost comfortable lea-

therette covered lounge chair, so

we'll not disturb him.

Joe, like maybe a quarter of

his social -economic class, keeps

himself informed on a dally basis.

But today, things were a little dif-

ferent.

Joe read only the first two and

a half pages of the rumpled morn-
ing N. Y. Times. And he Just

now before relapsing, cut Walter

Cronkite off after giving the re-

porter only 15 some odd minutes

to come up with some less than

tragic news.

Joe Is sleeping soundly now, his

snores barely penetrating his

dreary room of life or living room.
But Joe will enjoy moments of

sound sleep this evening, because

he has discovered something a-

bout himself, something that he

has been evolving into for the past

couple of years. For tonight

Joe has discovered the fact that

he is afraid.

But, Joe's latest discovery has-

n't seemed to have disturbed his

slumber as of yet, so let's feel

ourselves safe to linger and probe

our unconcious host a little long-

er.

Joe is what most snobbish, lib-

eral, educated people would call

your average Joe American. He
lives in the close-in suburbs, has

a wife and two grown kids, and

he has a white collar job with

a not quite removed blue tint.

Joe reads a lot, tries to keep

himself informed. But today Joe

decided all of a sudden to stop.

He feels now that he knows too

much, and he's scared.

Joe's favorite year was 1960,

the year that all Americans were

supposedly full of hope and promise

all riding on the shoulders of a

young, handsome Catholic Christ

image. But unlike many, Joe re-

tained most of this hope and prom -

ise in and for America, even after

those strong young shoulders were
swept out from under him.

But, it has taken till now for
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America to defeat Joe, and we must

give him credit for forbearance,

if for nothing else.

We must keep in mind that Joe

was not defeated by any single

incident, but by a combination of

single, unrelated incidents that

have, all totaled, torn Joe's very

soul apart.

Yes, Joe Is a scared man, but

even more than scared, Joe is

tired, deathly tired. He is tired

of war, racism, radicalism, of a

president that packages and sells

his foreign and domestic policies

like a reconditioned Edsel, and of

a vice president whose character

and methods resemble all too clos-

ely that of a man whom he had

marched half wa> across Europe
to defeat close to thirty years ago.

Well, we had better leave Joe

now for he is beginning to exper-

ience the first episode of what he

will inevitable be experiencing for

the rest of his life- --insomnia.

We should leave, because now
we know that Joe isn't Important

to us any more.?! Our efforts

have to be concentrated now on

those persons who are not scared

and tired, but who are scared and

activated, for they are the dang-

erous ones -the destroyers. And,

as for Joe, just mark him down

as another in that growing group

of Forgotten Americans.

Joe is forgotten now, because

he himself is trying desperately

to forget -to forget the past, to

keep out the present, and to nev-

er know the future.

Joe has lived a life in service

to America as a soldier, a tax-

payer, and as a government ser-

vant, and now he is tired and

scared. And it is to this man,

this former liberal Democrat tur-

ned conservative Republican, this

man who, as the perverbial monkey
statue, sees, hears, and has never

spoken evil; it is to this man
that we, his children, owe an Am-
erica that he can once again, if

he dares, carefully place his hope

and promise in, and not again

come up a loser.

Keith M. Bromery

m>
(Ed Note: Contributions are
solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature of MDC, this

Fall.

The column Is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three-part campus community:
students, faculty and adminis-
tration.

Contributions must be limited

to 200 words, typewritten, dou-

ble-spaced. No invective, full-

blown speeches or scurrilous

attacks on individuals will be
accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended to

gain answers to burning ques-

tions, rather than to provide

a platform for heated rhetoric.

The following is an example
of its form and substance. Con-
tributors should address theirs

to Open Letters, Daily Colleg-

ian, Student Union. Facsimiles
of all letters received will be
forwarded for reply. Selected

letters and replies will appear
in these pages.

Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

Identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the in-

nocent, if need be.)

OPEN LETTER TO THE
CHAIRMAN, FACULTY SEN-
ATE COMMITTEE ON COMM-
ITTEES:

One Is intrigued by the pro-

cess of logic which resulted in

the appointment to the 1970 Stu

dent Communications Board of an

assistant professor of Hotel and

Restaurant Management and an

associate professor of Business
Administration.

The appointments are all the

more interesting because there

are UMass faculty available with

international reputations in the

area of the campus press.

I. M. Curious

OPEN LETTER - 2

TO THE DEAN, SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION:
One wonders the outcome of

charges last summer by the

Commonwealth's Auditor that

certain funds had been misap-

plied in the School of Educ-

ation.

Penny Pincher

OPEN LETTER - 3

TO THE CHANCELLOR:
What ever happened to the 60

-

page report submitted to you

by an 11 -man committee which

studied the future of education

in the mass communication

media at UMass?
The study took a year and In-

volved some high-powered peo-

ple, including a highly -paid con-

sultant from UOregon.

The silence is golden.

Communications - Conscious

PETER PASCARELLI

Boys Will Be Boys
It's the first weekend of a new semester, and in the last four years

they haven't been noted for very much excitement. That first week-
end seems to be one of priming for chauvinist onslaughts upon UMass'
women, or seeing how blatantly obnoxious you can be drinking in

the Southwest Mall.

Last Saturday was no exception. Southwest was filled with the us-

ual cadre of beer -swilling high school extension children, who were
getting thrills at such entertainment as throwing bottles or making
clumsy attempts upon passing coeds.

After four years, you'd think this place would change, and on the

surface, of course, it has. , There are ugly new buildings, ugly (and

not so ugly) new people, new interests, new activism (however in-

fantile), etc., etc. But the concrete- performances of that always
awful first Saturday, reinforces the belief that good old Umie hasn't

changed a helluva lot.

Except for some longer hair, and those unllvable towers, it could
have been 1955 all over again. The cultural revolution still has
a long way to go. The broken bottles and cans, some humiliated girls,

a noisy sleepless night for most on- campus residents are graphic
proof that Woodstock Nation wasn't built in a day.

Actually, this writer was sort of smug this year on that first Sat-

urday. He lived off-campus and kept telling himself that he would
leave this noisy menagerie and return to the peace and quiet of the

hovel that he calls home and Amherst landlords call a "deluxe a

-

partment".

But, alas, it is just the same. The night wasn't bad but at around
9:30 on Sunday morning a strange sound arose over the area. At
first it sounded like a Campfire Girl Easter egg hunt, but after rub-
bing the interrupted sleep from your eyes, behold, Sorority Rush
And again it is 1955, with gaily dressed cheerleaders singing a

bout the merits of such and such, while their targets are led dut-

ifully around trying to decide which sang the best and which were
the coolest.

A fine time was had by all, except for any resident trying to sleep,
and anyone who really has no interest In a full throated rendition
of the Alpha Chi theme song, sung with 55 piece harmony to the back-
ground of clapping hands.

Traditions are traditions, but this is a little too much.
There oughts be a law against the first weekend. Maybe classes

should be scheduled. Anything is better than what went on Saturday.

PETEK PASCARELLI,
Editor-in-Chief
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Rent your own refrigerator
(just $5.00 a month)

Dormitory life isn't what it used to be. Not when you can

have a MINI-KOOL REFRIGERATOR-stuffed with 2 cubic

feet of goodies-right in your own room. Nothing's stopping

you. Not the school (they approve) Not the size (it fits

right in-can even do double duty as an end table). Certainly

not the price (just a few cents a day-and you split that

with your roommate). Set The Pace. Get a MINI-KOOL, and

get all this:

• Compact (only 20 x 17 x 18") but Spacious (holds

up to 36 cans of beverages).

• Costs just pennies a day (split the cost with a room-

mate)-and 75% of rental applies toward purchase.

• Good looking (walnut styling) and Versatile (makes

ice cubes in 45 minutes).

• University approved, trouble-free (replaced within

24 hours if unit fails).

• Free pickup and delivery.

• On campus service by a student-operated agency.

CALL
-2494
-82 1

...and TV
(just $6.11 a month)*

MINI-KOOL will also rent you a 16" portable black and white

TV set at a price you can't beat. It's a sharp walnut-trim

model loaded with features, including ear phone jacks so your

roommate can study while you watch TV.

mini f kool
J L_

*Price quoted is based on rental for full academic year.

You may also rent for one term only, for slightly more per
month. A $10 deposit is required for each item rented-it's

refunded with interest when item is returned.

CALL
253-2494
256-8210
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Black Studies Dept. Offers History, Art Courses

Black Studies Course Offerings

(Editor's Note-The WEB Du-
bois Black Studies department,

a

reality after two years of

hard work, is offering courses for

both Black Studies majors and non-

majors; the program for majors
is "designed to provide the stu-

dent with intensive training in a

single area of the Black exper-
ience", the course offerings for

non- majors are "conceived in

terms of providing students with

a black perspective towards tradi-

tional disciplines."

All of the courses are open to

the entire University community
and according to Esther Terry,
chairwoman of the department's

Executive committee during Mi-
chael Thelwell's absense, none of

the courses are over -loaded at this

time. Students wishing more in-

formation should contact the Black
Studies office, Herter Hall.

Core Courses

121 AFRO-AMERICAN PEOPLE
This course focuses on the way

of life of Black people in the

United States. The various for-

ces which impinge upon and shape

Afro - American culture will be dis -

cussed --Africanisms, American-
isms, and Racism. Emphasis will

be placed on the distinctive at-

tidues, values, and behavior pat-

terns of Black Americans.
Instructor - Johnetta Cole

131 AFRICAN HISTORY
A survey of the history of se-

lect cultures and societies of Ar-

rica from prehistoric times to the

present.

Instructor - Playthell Benjamin

of the 19th century to the spe-

eches of such contemporary fi-

gures as Dr. M.L. King, Jr.,

Malcolm X, and Stokely Carmich-
ael.

Instructor - Esther Terry

Literature

132 INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-
AMERICAN HISTORY

An introductory survey of the

history of the experience of Black
Americans from their origins in

West Africa prior to the slave

trade to their present conditions

In the United States.

Instructor - Playthell Benjamin

161 INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-
AMERICAN POLITICAL

SCIENCE
An introductory survey of the

role of Black Americans in po-

litical movements in the United St-

ates. Course begin with DuBois
and traces in development of Black
political thought and organization

in the 20th century.

Instructor - Ivanhoe Donaldson

151 INTRODUCTION TO AFRO-
AMERICAN CULTURE

AND LITERATURE
This course is a critical ap-

proach to Black literature and cul-

tural expression based of the tra-

ditional West African cultural fo-

rms which Black people brought

with them to this country. It

is an attempt to define Black lit-

erature from a uniquely Black cul-

tural perspective.

Instructor - Michael Thelwell

152 BLACK RHETORIC
An analysis, verbal and written,

of representative pieces of Black

oratory, ranging from early spe-

eches in the Negro Congresses

Art

111 SURVEY OF AFRICAN ART
Analysis of the distinguishing

characteristics of the arts of ma-
jor cultural units in Africa from
prehistoric times to the present

day. Emphasis on the creative

process; forces which control their

production, use and distribution.

Impact of the resultant forms on

society.

Instructor - Josephus Richards

251 BLACK DRAMA
An investigation of the problems

of aesthetics in Black drama thr-

ough a close study of represen-

tative plays and existing criticism

(by whites) of such plays. Pe-

riod to be covered: 5 decades,

from the 20's through the 60's,

with a cursory look at the cur-

rent
'

' street theatre
. '

'

Instructor - Esther Terry

252 THE BLACK IMAGE IN WHITE
AMERICAN WRITING
This course Is a critical sur-

vey of white attitudes towards Bla-

cks as reflected in the national

literature from colonial times to

the present.

Instructor • Allan Austin

390-1 THE LIFE AND WRIT-
INGS OF WEB. DUBOIS
HISTORY 24-73

262 WRITINGS OF FRANTZ
FANON

The major concern of this course
will be to study and analyze, the

writings of Frantz Fanon. A re-
view of the subject of revolution

will be undertaken through an in-

vestigation of Fanon 's works, to

familiarize students with the Fa-
nonist perspective. An attempt
will be made to provide "from
within" an understanding of revol-

ution as a process of social change.
Instructor - Cherif Guellal

Language

110 ELEMENTARY SWAHILI
Essentials of Swahili grammar

and basic vocabulary. Elemantary
syntax and phonology. Genetic re-

lationships between Swahili and ci-

ther Bantu languages. Practice in

reading and speaking Swahili.

Sequence: Afro-Am 110,120,130,

140.

Instructor - Ben Wambari

History

231 SLAVERY
STATES

IN THE UNITED

85 Amity St Amherst, Mass

Restaurant

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 - 9 p m.

VILLAGE INN LUMS

Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

390-2 SEMINAR OF AFRICAN ART
This seminar is designed to de-

velop a consensus of opinion on

themes relating to the study of

African art; to delineate areas of

agreement and disagreement on
the sources and methods for reco -

vering the early history of Af-

rican art: to construct a co-
ordinated set of principles for un-

derstanding the complexities and
philosophical theories of the eth-

nic mosaic of African art tra-

ditions.

Instructor - Joshphus Richards

Political Science

261 REVOLUTION IN THE THIRD
WORLD

The course will consider the

nature of revolution in the Third
World with emphasis on the strug-

gle for national liberation and ec-

onomic independence. The phen-
omena of colonialism, neo-colon-
ialsm and military take-over will

be analyzed
Instructor Cherif Guellal

130 INTERMEDIATE SWAHILI
For students who have comple-

ted Afro- American 110-120: El-

ementary Swahili. More advan-
ced study of grammar and idiom.

The course emphasizes conversa-
tion and reading s in cultural

and literary texts.

Instructor - Ben Wambari

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

What America is doing in South Vietnam is criminal

. . . We see where the problem of Vietnam is the

problem of the oppressed and the oppressor .
Our

action will be one of unity and in the unity of

oppressed people is actually the strength, and the best

strength of the oppressed people . . .

— Malcolm X

SUPPORT THIRD WORLD

SELF DETERMINATION . .

.

. . . JOIN THE M0BE !

THE UNIVERSITY MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE

TO END THE WAR IN S.E. ASIA

MEETS TOMORROW!

at 8 p.m. in the

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Hear: Bobby Washington

of the 3thd World Committee of the

Student Mobilization Committee

Bring All the G.I s Home Now!
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life at the University

A Place to Gather, A Person to Guide

Infirmary Appointment Procedure

About 97 percent of us were
taught to look to religion for our

values. A large proportion of

us continue to look for meaning
In life '• religious terms; others,

although i 3t theistlc, find religious

services worthwhile oi. ' uman
terms.

The Newman Center represents

much of what religion has to

offer. Pounded April 1, 1963,

as a Catholic cultural center, it

is a pioneer project. Few camp-
uses have anything to compare
with it physically. . A million-

dollar investment, it is an object

of controversy among churchmen:

some think it a white elephant,

too wild, too expensive, while many
think the investment justified.

The Center was designed to meet
the religious and human needs of

Catholics. It functions as a focus

for cultural activities, a location

for services and as a place for

Catholics to meet other Catholics.

Besides providing facilities for

Mass and confession, the Center
provides counseling services,

classrooms and Intellectual pro-

grams. A lounge where people
could meet each other and share
music is to be built. There Is

a pool room, and a snackbar-

-

the Center tries to keep its prices
low, whatever the difficulties.

Five men reside in the Newman
Center- -not enough staff for its

needs. In theory, the Center is

self-contained, providing spirit-

ually, mentally and physically for

the men who live there.

by BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley, Chaplain
for UMass and Amherst College,

has been with the Newman Center
since it was founded. He was a

corporal in the U. S. Army, is

active in many organizations, in-

cluding: member, National

Newman Chaplains Association;

Senator, Diocese of Springfield,

Mass.; President of the World
Fathers Association; Chairman,
Amherst Town Committee for In-

ternational Students; President-

elect, Western Mass Branch of

the National Academy of Religion

and Mental Health; Treasurer,
Operation Friendship (Migrant

Workers) for the Pioneer Valley;

Director of the Amherst Kiwanls;

Chaplain of American Legion Post

#148, Amherst.

Father Quigley's office is full

of small things with words on
them. "An Irish Toast: May
you be in Heaven before the Devil
knows you're dead,

'

' reads a plaque
on his desk. There Is a poster

:

"Whoever makes himself bigger,
freer, and more human in his own
existence is doing his part towards
peace." Somewhere there is a
cartoon of Linus, from 'Peanuts':

"Neatness is man's greatest
fallacy." On the wall is a
crucifix.

Father Quigley is intelligent,

intense, down-to-earth. He Is

especially concerned with the
breakdown of family roles as a
disturbing influence on the
development of the Individual.

He sees the mother's role as

being a disciplinarian in a simple
way •- in the time of Its great-

est Influence, not demanding much
in the way of independent thought

of the child. The father should
become dominant after about age
thirteen -- exerting a positive

Influence, expecting self-reliance,

giving support.

In our society, Father Quigley
believes the majority of inst-

itutions are too often mother

-

like when the individual should no
longer be faced with such a rela-

tionship. (When -- as is now
common - the family is small
and badly unified, such influences

become more important.) Father
Quigley intends to give substance
to the role he is expected to fill - -

that of spiritual father.

This is reflected in his sermons.
Whereas religious services too

often seem to try to take res-
ponsibility away from the

individual -- MAN is evil, MAN
must atone for his sins - - Father
Quigley places an emphasis on what
each person must do, for his own
good as well as others'. Father
Quigley himself seems to be a

very tough man, although he does
not lack sensitivity; he encourages
this resilience of character In

others.

Father Quigley has qualities

which go beyond doctrine
religious or sociological . Whether
or not one accepts what he believes
regarding God or the family is

not really that important. He
affirms life, and one can always
learn something from that.

You can now make an appoint-
ment to see a physician at the
Infirmary from any phone, on or
off campus. The on campus num-
ber is 5-0057 and the off cam-
pus number is 545-0057.

To make an appointment, give
the appointment clerk your name
and the name of the physician you
wish to see. Do not discuss your
health problem with the clerk, who
is qualified to make appointments.
For other information, phone
5-2671.

The clerk will tell you what
appointment hours are available
and make a definite appointment
for you. Two days prior to the
appointment, you will receive an

appointment notice IF the Regis-
trar has a record of your local

address

.

Please report to the Infirmary
at least five minutes before your
scheduled time.

If you are unable to keep the
appointment, please phone the
clerk at 5-0057 to cancel it.

Appointments will save time, so
you are urged to make one when-
ever possible. However, you may
still be seen as a walk -in patient

during these hours:

Monday -Friday - 8-12 and 1-5

Saturday - 8-11:30 for urgent
problems only.

A specific physician may be seen
by appointment only.

UMass Alumni Chapter

Welcomes Pres. Wood
Dr. Robert C. Wood, UMass

president, will be the guest of

honor and principal speaker at

a dinner meeting of the Greater
Springfield UMass Alumni Club on
Friday, Sept. 18, at Vincent's
Steakhouse in West Springfield.

The dinner is being held to in-

troduce President Wood to the

Western Massachusetts comm-
unity. Among those who will at-

tend are members of the UMass
Board of Trustees, administration,
and alumni, and members of the

press.

Dr. Wood assumed the presid-

ency of the University system on
July 1 of this year and has his

office in Cambridge. Later this

fall he will direct the Univers-
ity's Amherst, Boston, and Wor-
cester campuses from a system of-

fice in Boston.

The Sept. 18 dinner will be Pres-
ident Wood's first public appear-

ance in Western Massachusetts.
Mr. Sanford A. Slade of 108

Redfern Drive, Longmeadow, is in
charge of arrangements for the
dinner meeting.

Dance Groups Prepare
The University Dance Groups

will begin their meetings on Tue -

sday, Sept. 15 (Beginners) and
Wednesday, Sept. 16 (Advanced)
at 7 p.m. in the Dance Studio
of WOPE.
Admission into the advanced

group is by audition, which will

be held on Sept. 23.

The Concert Dance Group will

present a lecture -demonstration
on dance choreography Sept. 21

and 22 at 8:15 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. The group is directed
by Marilyn V. Patton and assisted
by Daniel Peterson.

It's a free for wall

!

Dear 71 P folk:

Gimme, gimme, gimme!

Thank yon,

That's right, college folk. 7UP\ The
Uncola'*', is offering you a super neat Uncola
poster for your wall absolutely free! All you do

is send your name and address to: Uncola College

Offer, P.O. Box 14031, St. Louis, Mo. 63178. (Or

have someone write it for you if you go to one of

those "progressive" schools.)

This semi-beautiful 2l"by 1 l'poster is per-

fect for covering unsightly sections of your wall

like doors, clocks and windows. Also, this snazzy

poster is actually hanging in The Louvre in Paris!

That's right, The Louvre Car and Body Shop,

Paris, North Dakota. (Hours: 9 to 5, appoint-

ments only, closed on Wednesdays.)

Along with your poster we're going to send

you absolutely FREE, FREE, FREE an un-pun

sticker and all kinds of 7UP literata on more
Uncola stuff that's available. (The kind you'll

like!) Merchandata ranging from really big 7UP
posters to Turn-Un lamps. You'll be the envy of

your room (especially if you live alone).

So send for your free 7UP poster. Don't de-

lay ! Act today! Supply is limited to the first 7 mil-

lion requests. Offer Expires December 31, 1970.

Name.

Address.
I

City_

I

State

Send to:

Uncola College Offer,

P.O.Box 14031,

St. Louis, Mo. 63 1 78

Zip.

"7UP" AND "SEVEN.U*" »«E Ktr.lSttKCn I«Al)tM.««

lOlNTirriNOTHE PHOOUCT OF TMf '.FvrN.u'COWmt .
»
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Socialist Education Program
Opens with Camejo Discussion

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1970

The YSA (Young Socialist Al-
liance) will begin a ,eries of Soc-
ialist Education Seminars this
evening

, Sept. 14, in Room 178
of the Campus Center.

This series of discussion -and
lecture programs will be conduc-
ted in an effort to Inform stu-
dents and non- students in the back •

ground, traditions, history, and
the present and future applications

of socialism; in America and inter-
nationally.

The programs
, excepting Tues-

day, Sept. 22. will be held on
Monday nights, at 8:00 p.m.

Tonight's discussion will con-
cern "Mass Action and Social-
ist Revolution" and will be based
on two short pamphlets by Peter

Camejo, HOW TO MAKE A RE-
VOLUTION IN THE U.S., and LIB-
ERALISM, ULTRA -LEFTISM, OR
MASS ACTION. These pamphlets
as well as other socialist litera-
ture are available at the YSA
table in front of the Hatch in the
old Student Union
On Sept. 22, Joe Miles will speak

on "Black Nationalism and Power
in Conjunction with the Socialist
Revolution"; an important part of
contemporary social changes and
direction.

At 7:00 p.m. in Room 178 in
the Campus Center, there will be
a short meeting of people who
want to discuss joining YSA, and
the immeneate prospects of a YSA
local group on campus.

Experimental

Environment

Course Offered

An experimental course "Man
and His Enviroment" is being
offered this semester as an En-
vironmental Science 385. Enviro-
mental Design 385, Sociology 385,
and Human Development 390 one -

credit lecture-discussion. The
course will examine problems fac-
ing man as he comes to terms
with his enviroment. It will in-
clude faculty from various depart -

ments and guest lecturers. The
course meets on Thesday evenings
at 7 p m

Computer Aids Inventorying
Of Campus Center Equipment

ITMaKfi ic hroolin • .«,., - i_ M x. ... ...
the computer field this fall as it furnishes and equips the

UMass is breaking asm ground in
new Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center.
The mountain of paperwork involved in ordering and installing over $1 million in equipment

has been turned over to the computer. The system is called PECAM-- Program for Equipment
control and Management --and is the work of George R. Conrade, computer specialist in the UMass
depart nent of hotel and restaurant administration, and Donald E. Lacombe, equipment control
manager for the Campus Center.

In its equipment control job, the
computer steps in after the stan-
dard bidding procedure has been
followed and a purchase order has
been issued. Into the computer
goes such information as number
of items, in the order, descrip-
tion, unit price and unit defini-
tion. "This information goes on
tape and serves as a due -in re-
cord," Conrade explained.
When the item is delivered a

new set of facts goes into the
computer -- such things as warr-
anty information, maintenance
agreements, date of delivery, lo-
cation and others The computer
also prints out labels for attach-
ing to the delivered items.

At the end of each week, these
temporary tapes are "dumped"
onto permanent discs or tapes.
The total number of items is pro-
bably around 10,000, Conrade es-
timates. The total is divided into

accountable, installed and expend-
able categories, the first being the
most critical as far as paperwork
goes.

The accountable equipment is
divided into 13 classes- -furniture,
food service, store, audio -visual,
tools and so on, including an un-
classified category for works of
art, antiques and other miscellany.
The system uses the CDC 3600

of the UMass Research Computing
Center via a keyboard at the Lin-
coln Center. This keyboard
gives direct and rapid access to
the computer for such input as
the updating, correcting and adding
of items and for output than can
be printed out in a choice of ways.

It is in the output that the system
proves itself, according to Con
rade. It can print out a list of
equipment by area, for example,
or by class, by stock number or
alphabetically

. "We can take what

.iventory

system,"

amounts to an instan
at any time with this

Conrade said.

The system has two major ad-
vantages, he added. One is the
elimination of much paperwork and
the other is that it provides man-
agement with ready information.
"If you want to know how much
it cost to furnish a certain room
the computer can have the inform-
ation for you within an hour,"
Conrade said.

With a little modification the
system could be adapted to a num-
ber of other hotel and restaurant
operations, the UMass instructor
said. It could be used to res-
erve and assign rooms, and to
systemize a number of housekeep-
ing and maintenance schedules.

Graduate Dean, Chemistry Professor
Published in Professional Journals

MDC CLASSIFIED

IELP WANTED
II. I () Wanted' Girls to solicit and

hVHtm Mibscriptionn for the Boston
lilobe in their dorm. Tall Nona at
i.-tu<» evenings. tf9-lt>

Ktperlrnced typist, 4 hoar* dally,
Mon. • JFrl. (work period can be
arranged to suit person'* conven-
ience). Apply moraines at Grace
IpNcopal Church, 14 Boltwood Ave.

9-9-ll-H

ROOMMATES
Wanted:

WANTED
Roommate for Mountain

Range Apartments. Contact Wayne,
*P<- 115. 9-9-11-14-18

male roommates wanted, own
tx'droom, great deal. CaJl 253-3571.
:<-k for P.ob. tf9-lK

«eekenu». ihe Valiant would parti-
cularly like I male !>uyer l'ri< e kj

i.etotiahle. tf9-lii

•W ' Conief , eood condition] hi

-eat*, new muffler, carburetor uu..
r>, *195. Call 253-3813 after (i

pm. tf9-1 8

"62 Chevy, 6 cylinder, good runnine
conilition $!0O. see or call Tom at
the Lord Jeff ?.Vt-3576. U9-.1 •#

'62 Plymouth, state car, 6 cylinder,
automatic, radio, heater, runs well,
eall 253-2576. room VI, after 8 p.m.

tfD-n
Austin Healy 3600. late '67, new

radials and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, orlrinal owner. Call
1-267-3323 after 6:M weekdays.

tf9-25

FURNITURE RENTALS
FOR SALE

Roberts Tape Recorder 770i, Cross-
field Bead, 2 Mikes, lots of Tape
and aU accessories incl., Demagnetis-
er. Beal cheap. Best offer. Days
3-09L>, eves. 1-Wi%1944. tf9-U

FOR SALE — AUTOS
'67 VW, exc. condition, R. & H.,

new tin* and muffler, $1096. Call
253-3813 after 6 p.m. tft>-16

1964 A W Camper, fully equipped
with camping equipment (tent, re-
frig., etc.). Recent engine and body
work. $550. Days — 545-0936, eves.
'.IV2018. tfS-lti

1962 Valiant for sale — $100. Call
519-0385 after 9 p.m. on weekdays.
Call mornings or after 9:00 p.m. on

Harper Associates rents all your
furniture needs: beds, desks, living
rooms, refrigerators. Call 586-2990.

tf9-18

RIDE WANTED
Needed: Bound trip ride from eith-

er CnW. of Mass. or Boston on week-
ends. W1U share expenses. Call 253-
"^52. tf9-18

MUSICIANS WANTED
A light sound piano needs com-

pany for soft combo, guitar, bass,
flute, oboe, and drum, iuiprorisinx
and arrangements for relaxing and
spots oat. Call Lew at 546-6534.

tf9-l«

University of Massachusetts
Graduate School Dean Mortimer
H. Appley is the guest editor of
a recent special issue of "Am-
erican Psychologist," a journal
published monthly >y the American
Psychological Association, Inc.

In an article entitled "The Place
of Psychology in the University:
Implications for Graduate Educa-
tion" Dean Appley discusses the
problem of reconciling the the-
oretical and applied branches of
psychology, and suggests the need
for new organizational structures
within the university to accomp-
lish these ends.

Prior to his appointment as
chairman of the UMass psychol-
ogy department in 1967, Dr. Ap-
pley was the Dean of the Fac-
ulty of Graduate Studies at York
University, Toronto, Canada, and
acting director of the Institute
for Behavioural Research. In
1969 he was named Dean of the
Graduate School at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst
The author of many books and

articles in psychology, Dr. App-
ley received his bachelor's degree
from the City College of New
york, his MA. from the Univer-
sity of Denver, and his Ph.D.
from the University of Michigan
"How Do Plastics Stretch?" is

the title of an article published
by chemistry professor Richard
S. Stein of the University of Mass-
achusetts at Amherst.

The article appeared in the Au-
gust issue of "The Chemist,
the official publication of the A
merican Institute of Chemists.

Prof. Stein, who is the head
of the UMass Polymer Research
Institute, is active in the study
of the breakdown of polymers which
has revealed that the long mol-
ecules of polymers may be stret-

ched as much as ten -fold before
breaking.

Last year Prof. Stein received
the International Award in Plas
tics Science and Engineering from
the Society of Plastics Engineers
He holds a B.S degree from the
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
and a PhD degree from Prince-
ton.

EditorAppointedLecturer
A t School ofEducation

Peter Schrag, editor of Change
magazine and editor -at -large of
the Saturday Review, has been ap
pointed a visiting lecturer at the
School of Education at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst
Mr. Schrag has written extens-

ively on the subject of Ameri-
can education and is considered
by many to be a leading spoke-
sman in this area. He is the au-
thor of "Voices in the Classroom"
and "Village School Downtown,"
which are concerned with the way
schools are presently responding
to the educational needs of Amer-
ican society.

A 1953 cum laude graduate of
Amherst College, he has worked
as a newspaper reporter and as
assistant secretary, assistant pub-
lications director, and instructor
in American studies at Amherst
College. He has also been asso-

education editor and exec-
editor of the Saturday Re-

Attention: CLASS of 1973

Executive Council Applications

available in RSO Office, Campus Center

JOIN NOW

ciate

utive

view.

Earl Seidman. assistant dean for
academic affairs at the School
of Education, called Schrag an
outstanding commentator on Am-
erican society who is concerned
with the changing social fabric and
the ability of schools to meet these
changing needs.

Auto Registration

Deadline Removed
Motor Vehicles Registrar Rich-

ard E. McLaughlin announced that
the Registry is eliminating the
usual deadline dates by which re-
gistration renewal applications
must be received at the Registry.

Formerly, the reserved 4 dig-
it numberplate renewal applica-
tions had to be received by Sep-
tember 30 and all other reserved
annual basis registrations, includ-
ing "vanity plates" were required
to be in by October 15. These
deadlines are eliminated for the
current year by the Registrar's
action.

McLaughlin said, "Governor
Sargent suggested this action be-
cause of the large number of mo-
torists who are not yet sure that
their insurance will be renewed
for 1971 in time to meet the cus-
tomary closing dates. We both feel
confident that these renewal pro-
blems will have been resolved well
in advance of December 31, but,
meantime, there is no point in
trying to maintain administrative
schedules which are, in the cir-
cumstances, quite impracticable."

McLaughlin pointed out that the
new staggered system of regist-
rations which befean in January,
1970 is proving to be tremend-
ously helpful in reducing the im-
pact of the insurance renewal pro-
blem.
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Notices Influence of Artists

On Each Other Examined

Parking Rules Finalized
EDUCATION ASSEMBLY

Education Assembly undergradua-

tes will meet tonight at 7:30 in School

of Ed auditorium to discuss future

plans and leqrn of present existences.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Introductory class in posture, brea-

thing, chanting, and meditation.

Please bring towel, loose fitting clo-

thing and empty stomach. All invited.

Campus Center rooms 162-175.. To-
night 5 p.m.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Meeting of all undergrad commu-

ters Monday, Sept. 21 in the SU Ball-

room at 7 p.m. for organizational meet-

ing.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
The first meeting of the glorious

Academic Affairs Committee of the

Student Senate will occur at 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept 15 in room 805-809 in

the concrete waffle.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
First meeting Wed. Sept 1 6 at 7:30

p.m. room 134 Hasbrouck Lab. On the

agenda are discussion of all new pro-

grams and movie EAGLE HAS LAN-
DED. Public cordially invited.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FEL-
LOWSHIP

Stained glass conversation will be
held Sept. 14-18 in the Norfolk Room,
SU from 4:30 to 5:99. Please come and
tal k with us.

CEQ
CEQ Leadership Conference • Last

semester's members; pleose plan on
attending this conference tonight at 7

p.m. in Compus Center room 164. A
great semester is coming and we need
your help.

RECREATION MAJORS
Baffled 7

. ..Become enlightened, Dis-
gusted' - Air your views, Ecstatic' •

share your enthusiasm. RETREAT to

Otter Lake, N.H. Oct. 2-4 with recrea-

tion students, alumni and foculty.

Make your reservation now.

SOCIALIST EDUCATION SEMINAR
Meeting tonight ot 8 pm in Campus

Center room 178. Topic for discus-
sion is "Mass Action and Socialist

Revolution." Suggested reading • Pe-

ter Comeio, "Ultra Leftism, Libera-

lism, or Moss Action.

PRECISIONETTES
Fractice for the team members at

4:40, Dickinson parking lot. Any uni-

versity women interested in joining

please come and meet the top women's
drill team in the East.

PSYCH COUNCIL -CUSP
There will be a meeting Tuesday

at 8pm in Council Chambers for all

Psych majors • committee programs
discussed. Freshmen welcome.

SKYDIVING
UMass Sport Parachute Club fall re-

cruitment meeting. All interested peo.
pie invitea to attend, r-ilm and equip-
ment display. Wednesday Sept 23, 7:45
in Campus Center 165.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
Dr. Donald Read "Sensitivity and

Group Interaction" • discussion and
participation open to all. Sept 16, 7:30
pm at 389 N. Pleasant. Sponsored by
Lambda Delta Phi.

HEYMAKERS
The regular square dance and clas-

ses will be held in the SU Ballroom.

SCROLLS
Meeting, Tuesday at 6:30 pm Cam-

pus Center 170.

REC MAJORS
"Retreaters": Don't forget $5.00

deposit fees must be given to Dr. Sher-

row (rm 13 - Hicks) on or before Wed.
Sept 16.

MAROON KEYS AND SCROLLS
Important meeting of Keys and

Scrolls on Tuesday night at 6:15 in

Compus Center 168, 170 and 172. Be
on time. If you can't moke it coll Ri-

chard Simmons of 6-7604.

NAIADS
Naiads will be meeting Tuesday

Sept 15 for first practice at 4:30 pm
Bring your Suits.

COMMUNITY ACTION FOUNDATION
Meeting of all past and prospective

members of Action Lab, Racial Semi-
nors. Poverty Committee and NES Tu-
toring to determine and discuss the

future ond organization of CAF.

YAHOO
Campus Humor Magazine recruit-

ment ond organizational meeting. Tues-
day, Sept 15 7:00 pm. Fronklin Room
Student Union, Artists, cartoonists and
writers needed. Yahoo is going to be

funny.

UNIVERSITY MOBILIZATION COM-
MITTEE

The MOBE will meet Tuesday Sept.

1 5 at 8 pm in the Campus Center Audi-
torium. We need help with leaf letting,

poster work, publicity, etc. Come to

the Plymouth Room, second floor, SU.

The question of how modern
painters influence each other is
one focus of a new book by UMass
art historian Mark Rosklll.
He examines this In part through

the famed two months that the
impressionist painters Van Gogh
and Gauguin spent at Aries in 1888,
at the end of which Van Gogh had
a mental breakdown and cut off
his ear.

The book is "Van Gogh, Gauguin
and the Impressionist Circle,"
with 206 illustrations, and pub-
lished by the New York Graphic
Society. According to the author,
the book is meant as "a contri-
bution to the running debate to-
day... as to what the term 'influ-
ence' implies: what artists get out
of personal contact with one an-
other, and how far the late 19th
and 20th century situation differs
in this respect from the patterns
of earlier periods."

Dr. Rosklll *s detailed examina-
tion of Van Gogh and Gauguin
at Aries is the basis for a fresh
look at the whole question of how
artists affect one another and need
one another, he explained. The
volume also examines what hap-
pened to impressionism after 1880,
the period's use of Japanese prints
as a source of ideas and how sym-
bolism developed during the per-
iod.

The author is an associate pro-
fessor who teaches modern art his-
tory at UMass and has been a
faculty member at Princeton and
Harvard Universities. He traveled
extensively in Europe preparing
the book, written with support of
an American Council of Learned
Societies Fellowship. Previously,
he edited and wrote the intro-
duction for ' 'Letters of Vincent Van
Gogh," and is the author of many
articles of modern art.

All vehicles not registered on
campus must be removed this
week. There will be no more
warning tickets given.

All vehicles are required to be
parked at designated parking
areas. The fine for false decals
is $25.00 at the Court of Noth-
hampton. Owners are also urged
to keep all fire lanes clear.
(MDC photo by John R. Kelly
III)

ft Only ft

certain Americans
can buy new

Freedom Shares

ft
ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK *

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Friday's puzzle.

ACROSS

1 Equality

4 Retail

establishment
9 Recent
12 Beverage
13-U-.

14 Before
15 One who

captures
17 Loss
19 Devoured
21 Bow
22 Strike

24 Speck
26 Twisted
29 Pits

31 Rocky hill

33 River in

Scotland

34 Pronoun

35 Stitch

37 Armed conflict

39 Indefinite
• cle

40 Greek letter

42 Hit lightly

44 Vital organ

46Mild

48 Affirmative

50 Young girl

51 Tibetan gazelle

53 Metal

55 Hates

58 Spin

61 Meadow
62- Feeble -minded

person

64 At present

65 Writing
implement

66 Breaks
suddenly

67 Change
color of

3 Amend
4 Dischai

a gun
5 Wt
6 Conjunction
7 Communist
8 Paradise

9Wanled
10 Period

of time
1

1

Damp
16 Strips of

cloth

18 Watch pocket
20 -Negative

22 Shrinks from
23 Numbers game
25 Haul
27 Approaches
28 Temporary

shelter (pi.)

30Place
32 Cheer
36-Manner
38 Lease

again
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41 Kind of

wrap
43 Footlike part

45 Finnish

islands

4 7 Also
49-Sharpen
52 Weapons
54 Vast ages

55H.gh
mountain

56 Insect

57 Offspring

59 Plaything

60 Female
sheep

63 Sun
god

Astrological

Forecast

by Sydney Omarr
When a woman .miles at me, I fr. i

the is beautiful. This is IrrespectUr
«f her zodiacal sign. Perhaps this ...

because I have Libra rising in m>
horoscope. 1'ersons with Libra promi-
nent are taken with the gentle ap-
proach.

• e
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): On#

who works for or with you Is apt K
be belligerent. Maintain calm. Don t

compound error. A secret is revealed
Play cards close to chest.
TAURUS (April 10 - May 20) : Som.

friendships are put to test. Obtain
hint from Aries message. Avoid ex-
tremes. Promises are fine — but don t
take them too seriously. Family mem-
ber actually does have vital answers
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20) : Career

aspirations receive boost. But you will
have to think on your feet. One who Is
envious could issue challenge. Refuse
to be put off by rumors, threats.
CANC7R (June 21 - July 22) : Avoid

unnecessary Journeys. Key Is to or-
ganize thoughts. Fine for Initiating
money management policy. Tou can
handle responsibility. But you ai.-.
should be retting more compensation.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Guard pos-

eessions. Realize your time Is of va-
lue. Don't permit yourself to be ma-
neuvered by unscrupulous Individual
Accent on paying and collecting debts.
VIROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Lie

low. One who challenges you will
make mistakes. Be a shrewd observer.
Slow pace. Take special care on hlgh-
„way. There Is no need to prove your-
self. Time Is on your side.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Toui
hunches are apt to be accurate. Learn
by sharing knowledge. Return favor to
one who taught you In past. Accent
Is on improving relations with neigh-
bors, associates nnd co-workers.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Amo-

tions are stimulated. Tou feel mort-
alive. Members of opposite sex pay
meaningful compliments. i(>. versatile
flexible. Don't take others — or your
self — too seriously, _
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Ppc. 21)

What appeared settled may be Juit
the opposite. Avoid being heavy-handed:
with youngsters. Rely on facts, nm
threats. Be willing to make reason-
able concessions.
CAPRICORN (Pec. 22-Jan 1!)): Tou

don't have to travel to accomplish
purpose. What you should do is call
write, make known your feelings. One
close to you expresses need.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Stu-

dy Leo message. Don't take for grant-
ed that anyone else Is protecting your
rights. Be, there In person. Make con-
tacts with one who helps you Improve
security measures.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) Mari-

tal situation, partnerships are activat-
ed. Patience Is great ally. Cycle re-
mains high, but don't look for trouble
Hold off on contracts. Legal aren
may be In state of confusion.
IF TODAY IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

you are fond of travel, are a natural
character analyst. You are not easy
for others to fool. But you can do :i

good Job of deceiving yourself. By
October, you may be embarked on
Journey which brings numerous ben«-
flts.

CopyrJeTht 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp
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UMass Gridmen Scrimmage

Cornell, Bowing 21 -7

Defense Copes With Marinaro;

Passing Needs Zip Before Maine
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

While most UMass campus persons were completing their first day of classes on Friday after

season by scrimmaging Cornell University, an Ivy League toughie from Ithaca, N. Y, In an

event that aot under way at 2:30 p.m.
Unlike most scrimmages , where

there are no kickoffs or field goals

and touchdowns are only worth one

point, this one took on all the

characteristics of a regular

-

season game. UMass lost this

one, 21-7, There were kickoffs,

there was a field goal attempt

and each touchdown was worth its

full six points.

It served as a good test for the

Redmen, particularly for their

defense, which had to cope with

one Ed Marinaro. Marinaro is

a junior who, in his sophomore
season, ranked second in the nation

in yards gained rushing. A guy

named Steve Owens was first.

Marinaro piled up 1409 yards
on the ground in nine contests for

Cornell last fall. Owens played

one more game than Marinaro;
his yardage total was 1523.

This guy Marinaro carries the

pigskin at least 30 times a game.
When he carries it, he runs with

reckless abandon. So, from the

outset, the UMass defense knew
what its job was and did it as

veil as can be expected.

Although Marinaro picked up 48

yards in ten carries on Cornell's

initial drive, a band of sturdy

Redmen stopped him twice inside

Rec. Activity Schedule

their own ten -yard line, forcing

Cornell's fine quarterback, Dick
Furbush, to go up the middle on

a sneak for the first visitor score.

The defense tightened up for

a while, giving the offense time

and space to get untracked It

didn't untrack itself very well,

and went scoreless for the rest

of the half. In spurts, it looked

fine, but those spurts usually came
along the ground.

Senior Pat Scavone reeled off

a couple of sizable gains. Angelo

DiNardo found a hole once and

sped for 23 yards, shortly after

which, a Redman scoring threat

went by the boards as a Denis

Gagnon field goal attempt of 31

yards had the legs but wasn't

on target.

UMass started a backfield of

Scavone and Mike Sawyer at half-

BOYDEN GYMNASIUM
Monday through Friday 12 Noon - 1:00 PM:
4:15 PM - 6:00 PM Saturday & Sunday 1.00 PM -

Faculty & Staff Only
4:00 PM

BOYDEN HANDBALL & SQUASH COURTS
Monday -Wednesday -Friday 12 Noon - 1:30 PM: Faculty & Staff

only

1:30 PM - 5:15 PM Tuesday & Thursday 12 Noon - 1.00 PM: Fac-
ulty & Staff Only
3:45 PM - 5:15 PM Monday through Friday 5:15 PM - 6:00PM:
Faculty & Staff Only *

6:00 PM - 10:00 PM Saturday & Sunday 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Satig <taU*2£n

SfnnU

VOLUME XCVIX, ISSUE 4
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BOYDEN POOL
Monday through Friday 8:00 AM
PM: Quick Dip, Faculty A Staff Only
Saturday & Sundav 1:30 PM - 4:00 PM: Co -Ed Swim

8:45 AM and 12 Noon - 1:00

WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION POOL
Monday -Wednesday -Friday 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM: Co -Ed Swim
Friday 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM Family Swim

BOYDEN WEIGHT TRAINING ROOM
Monday through Friday 4:15 PM - 10:00 PM Saturday L Sunday

1:00 PM - 4.00 PM

WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION GYMNASIUM
Monday through Friday 4:15 PM - 10:00 PM Saturday A Sunday

1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

BOYDEN BOWLING ALLEYS
Starting September 28th Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday It Friday 4:30

PM - 10:30 PM
Reservations required at all times! Reservations must be made

in person at the Equipment Window, located In the Boyden Locker

-

room, starting at 9:00 AM. No telephone or advance reservations

will be accepted.

at 50C per line. Bowling shoes will be provided free upon pre-

sentation of student or faculty/staff ID Cards.

Supply own towels and bathing suits. Parents must accompany

children.

Women are advised to use some form of non- slipping footwear to and

from lockerroom.

oacks, Dick Heavey at fullback

md Ken Hughes at quarterback.

Five minutes into the second
quarter, a new set of backfielders

came in; Art Corsaletti in place
of Scavone, Dick Cummings for

Heavey and Mike Marchev for

Hughes

.

This offense stalled and punted.

The Redman defense entered the

fray again and, in short time,
was befuddled by a 73 -yard gallop

by Furbush who took the ball on
a rollout and just kept right on
rolling.

Hughes re-entered the tilt, and
the rest of the half gave one an
opportunity of watching Corsaletti

and Cummings do some fine run-
ning. At one point, UMass was
faced with a third -down-and -three
situation. Cummings took the ball

and was virtually snubbed after

advancing one yard only to push
and push and push again until he
could go no further. He got the

first down.
The defense played very steady

ball for the remainder of the

affair, and the offense looked better

In the second half. Some fine

outside maneuvering by Scavone on
a sweep produced a thirty •yard
gain for the Redmen early in the

third period.

With the second half kickoff,

the UMass attack was able to

advance the ball all the way down
to the Cornell eight wheter it

missed a first down by a nose

PREPPING FOR THE SEASON'S OPENER - Pat Scavone,
UMass halfback, carries the ball for the Redm n as they
entertained Cornell in a pre-season scrimmage Friday
afternoon as one of their important preparati ons before
1970s opener, Sept 19 at home against Maine. Trailing

the posy is guard Bob Pena.
and had to give up the ball. In

spite of Marinaro and Furbush,
the Redman defense got the ball

back for its offensive cohorts,

setting up the solo home team
score.

A fine catch inside the ten by
end John Hulecki set up the tally,

which came on a one -yard plunge by
Sawyer. 14-7. The next score
was Cornell's but it was nullified

by a penalty. Furbush lofted a

beautiful aerial into the waiting

arms of a lone receiver -Frank
Daniel -who crossed the goal line

trailed by 21 players, a couple

of officials and one penalty flag.

The rest of the play -by -play was
back -and -forth, Cornell got seven
more points on a three -yard jaunt

by, guess who, Furbush; UMass got

none.

SCRIMMAGE SIZZLERS-Th-
ough the Redmen lost, it was gen-

erally agreed that the experience
was a worthwhile one..The
offense, particularly the passing
game, needs more spark before

Saturday's opener against Maine
(Sept. 19) Barring any lapses that

caused Furbush 's 73 -yard romp
and the bomb to Daniel, the de-

fense should fair well... Marinaro,
who waas taken out of the tilt

with 4:23 showing on the fourth

-

quarter clock, was physically done
in, after having lugged that thing

36 times for 196 yards... Furbush,
who excels on the rollout, picked
up 142 yards rushing in 18

attempts . . .These two guys together
carried Cornell's mall 54 times
and they got their message across .

.

However, only two other Cornell
guys ran with the ball and each State

of them took but one turn... Sca-

vone, in seven rushing tries gained
50 yards...Cummings got 46 yards
in 13 goes and DiNardo got 40 in

four It was a closed scrimmage
per request of the opposing coach
UMass captain John Farrelly was
the center of attention for the

few who were there when he walked
to midfield for the coin -toss dis-

playing his Redman haircut...

UMass employed four quarter-

backs, Hughes, Marchev, Tom
Holmes and Len Matuza, which is

more than can be said of Cornell,

whose season starts a week later

than does UMass', yet who worked
the entire game with Furbush at

the controls...Redman coach Vic
Fusia. playing this thing as a

testing ground for the upcoming
campaign, used various backfield

combos and wasn't hesistant to

give another quarterback a chance,
even though the team was behind
and the season is only a week
away. Hughes completed four of

his six passes for 26 yards, Mar-
chev was one for four, Matuza
was one for three, but showed
fine passing style, while Holmes
didn't throw...What more need be
said about a scrimmage; all those
empty seats can bore one very
easily, especially when he is re-
minded again that Friday was also
the first day of classes...Two of

UMass opponents for 1970 opened
their seasons on Saturday, Sept.

12...One, of course was Holy Cross,
which gamely bowed to a tough
Army team, 26-0. Mistakes make
the score one-sided than it may
appear Another foe , Buffalo , also
dropped its opener, 14-7, to Ball

Sports Notices
There will be another meeting

of intramural athletic chairmen
Monday, Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in

room 249 of Boyden. Those ath-
letic chairmen who attended last

Thursday's meeting need not
attend. It Is especially important
that athletic chairmen of the co-
ed residence halls attend.

• • •

Students with experience who are
Interested in officiating touch foot-

ball are requested to sign up at

the intramural office, 215 Boyden.

Daily Collegian Sports Staff Members

A Reminder -There Will Be A Meeting of The MDC

Sports Staff Tuesday Evening at 7 in the Collegian Office.

All Members -Try to Attend

Intramural football gets under way
in only a week.

• • •

Once again, a reminder con-

cerning the UMass Redmen Quar-
terback Club Luncheons that will

be held every Wednesday at the

Newman Center. The first affair

will gat under way in two days,

lept. 16, at 12:15 p. m., ending

promptly at 1:15 p. m. Season
tickets are available at reduced
rates from Varsity M Club
members. This first luncheon,

of 11 to be held on consecutive

football weeks, features a preview
of the Maine-UMass game; a re-
port on the team from head coach
Vic Fusia and other members of

his staff; door prize and raffle

of choice game tickets. The
public is invited.

First meeting for the women's
gymnastics team will be held on
Monday, Sept. 14, in the Boyden
Auxiliary Gymnasium. Old
members should meet at 4:30, and
all new members at 5:30.
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Rent Raised For Lincoln, University Apts.

Trustee Action

Campus Center Permitted To Sell Liquor

Budget Request Cut Nine Million Dollars

See page 3

New Fine Arts Building - page 7

MDC Takes A Look at Traffic - page 8

THE TRUSTEES MET in Boston yesterday and among other things, approved an increase in travel allowances for Uni-
versity employees from 80 to 100 a mile. Full story on page 3. (Photo by Richard C. Hanson).
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Attorney Will G ive

AdviceTo Students
By DENNIS DESMOND
Staff Reporter

In an effort to provide UMass
students and student organizations

with legal advice not connected

with the Administration or fac-

ulty, the Student Senate recently

hired Attorney Richard Howland
to serve as "resident councel".

Howland, a graduate of Amherst
College and the Columbia School

of Law will provide assistance

to any undergraduate student group
or individual with a legal prob-
lem.

The Student Senate has comm-
issioned Howland to initiate legal

action on behalf of students and
will recommend to students re-

questing "in court assistance"

competent legal counsel.

Any student requiring advice on
a legal matter, be it civil or
criminal, campus related or not,

may make an appointment to con-
fer with Howland.
Howland noted that the legal ser -

vice his position will offer is un-
ique at this University in that

his office is in no way related

to the University faculty or ad-
ministration.

Students wishing to contact How-
land may call 545-0341 or may
come in person to Room 111 in

the Campus Center (near the R.SO.
offices) or, at night and on week-
ends people needing help can call

549-6817.

Fighting Closes
Bogalusa Schools
BOGALUSA, La. AP - Author-

ities closed all schools in Bog-
alusa on Monday after fighting

broke out between white and Ne-
gro pupils at one of the high

schools.

City Schools Supt. M.J. Israel

said the schools would be closed

"until further notice."

Police and Washington Parish

sheriffs deputies used tear gas

to break up the fights at scat-

tered spots on the sprawling cam-
pus of Bogalusa High School West,
where about 1,100 pupils are en-

rolled.

The Bogalusa public safety co-

mmissioner, Elmer Smith, asked
for additional state troopers to

help keep order, but there was
no word immediately on whether
the request would be granted.

More than 5,000 students are
enrolled at the city's two high

schools, a junior high and eight

elementary schools.

The fights Monday represent-
ed the first major campus vio-

lence at Bogalusa schools this

year. However, authorities said

pupils fought at the high school
stadium during the season's first

two football games.
All Bogalusa schools were

closed early last spring after

fights at the East and West high

schools.

The city schools were totally

desegregated at the start of the

1969-70 term under federal court

orders.

Bogalusa West, formerly an all

white school, is for pupils in

grades 10, 11 and 12. Bogalusa
East, formerly an all Negro
school, is for ninth grade pupils

only.

A sheriff's spokesman said there
apparently were no arrests or
serious injuries.

Robert Hicks, a local black lea-

der, said he thought the campus
fights stemmed from the black

-

white violence at the school foot-

ball games.

Rally Leader Claims

Key Will Attend
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Rev.

Carl Mclntire said Monday Nguyen
Cao Ky will attend the March for

Victory rally in Washington and
predicted the South Vietnamese
vice president "will out-Agnew
Agnew."

Mclntire, speaking at a Wash-
ington news conference after a
45 minute visit with Ky in Sai-

gon over the weekend said, "He
has accepted our invitation" and
he has never altered his opinion

despite speculation to the contrary.
Mclntire deplored what he said

were attempts -he did not elabor-

ate-by the White House and State

Department to keep Ky away from
the rally.

Meanwhile, Mclntire said the

Oct. 3 march and rally at the

Washington Monument will be "a
great gathering of the hawks.
We're going to take out after

the dogs." He did not elaborate
this point.

Mclntire said he favored a big

push in Vietnam by U.S. and Viet-

namese forces using everything

short of nuclear weapons to a-

chieve victory in eight weeks.
Asked about the figure of eight

weeks, Mclntire said he was an
ideologist and not a military man,
but that the figure was given him
by a South Vietnamese senator.

Ky will arrive in Washington
Oct. 1, Mclntire said, with his wife

and a party of five to eight to

attend a reception that night,, visit

with the House Armed Services
Committee the next day , and march
and speak that Saturday.

Mclntire said he expected half

a million people to attend his ral-

ly. At an earlier rally Mcln-
tire estimated that 100,000 attended

compared with a police estimate

of 50,000.

The fundamentalist radio speak-
er heads the Bible Presbyterian
Church in Collingswood, N. J.,

and the International Council of

Christian Churches, a separatist

movement which accuses major
churches of doctrinal laxity.
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S»ud«ni Union on the University campus, zip cod* 01002. Phones
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Second-class postage paid of Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
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demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four
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Jury Views Kent State
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RAVENA, Ohio (AP) - A spec-

ial grand jury convened Monday
and viewed the Kent State Univ-

ersity campus where four students

died May 4 in a confrontation

with National Guardsmen.
Twelve men and three women,

mostly middle aged Portage County

residents , were selected Monday to

serve on the jury. Headed by

Ravenna insurance man Robert

Hastings, 50, as foreman, it is

to start hearing testimony Tuesday
from the first of more than 260

witnesses.

Gov. James A. Rhodes had or-

dered the grand jury probe.

Robert L. Balyeat, chief counsel

for the senate, said the investi-

gation probably would take about

four weeks.

Balyeat, his assistants, and Ohio

Atty. Gen. Paul Brown accomp-

anied jurors on their trip from

Ravenna, the Portage County seat,

to Kent, six miles away.

Jurors spent about 20 minutes

on the campus, some fingering

an apparent bullet hole in a

statue which stood between troops

and students when the May 4 shoot -

ings took place.

The jury was sworn to secrecy

Monday under tight security re-

gulations imposed by Common
Pleas Judge Edwin W.Jones. Jones

ordered jurors, witnesses, court

officials and attorneys connected

with the case not to discuss it

with newsmen. He also banned

news photographers from taking

any pictures of witnesses or jur-

ors.

Kent State President Robert I.

White and Ohio Adj. Gen. Sylv-

ester T. Del Corse, commander
of Ohio's National Guard forces,

are among those subpoenaed to

testify.

Others included at least 102

students, 20 Ohio National Guards-
men, 25 police and fire men and
eight professors.

Evidence to be presented to

the jury includes a 10,000 page
report by FBI agents who inves-

tigated the violence, which follow-

ed an antiwar rally May 1 and
the burning of an ROTC build-

ing on campus May 2.

A Justice Department summary
of the FBI report is alleged to

have named six National Guards-
men who could be criminally
charged.

Man Flies Many Flags, Not Just One
NEW YORK (AP) - Everyday

when the weather is fair Robert

Cathcart gets up at sunrise and

raises the flag-not only the U.S.

flag, but also the flag of what-

ever country or state happens to

be in the news that day.

"I'm known as the flag man,"
says Cathcart who has several

hundred flags, including those of

"all the states except Rhode Is-

land" and "all the important coun-

tries except Brazil, Spain and Nat-

ionalist China." He doesn't have

a Red Chinese flag either, but

he says he doesn't want one.

Cathcart began collecting flags

in 1945. "I bought two bales

of colored rags-I was in the paint-

ing business then -and I discovered

they were residue of a fire in

a flag store," he explained.

"You can't take a foreign flag

and wipe up paint with it, so I

built a 40 foot flag pole and star-

ted flying em."
The 40 foot pole in the front

yard of theCathcarts' Queens home
since has been replaced by two

staffs -one 50 feet tall, the other

70 feet.

The U. S. flag always is flown

on the taller pole Cathcart sel-

ects a flag for the other pole

based on books of flag etiquette

and news of the various countries

and states.

Cathcart, president of New York

Artcrafts Inc.. estimates he has
spent between $3,000 and $4,000
on flags. He purchased many
of them at an auction following

the New York World's Fair. He
got all the state flags from the
Fair except Rhode Island's, which
had disappeared before he got

there.

Cathcart said he doesn't know
exactly how many flags he has
-"I've never taken a census"

-

but his wife estimates there are
between 300 and 400.

Are there any complaints?
Yes, said Cathcart. The neigh-

bors complain the screeching of

the flagpole pulleys wakes them up.

All Undergraduates Are Invited To

The Daily Collegian

Fall Recruiting Meeting

7:00 p.m. MDC Office

TOMORROW

Openings Exist For

News Reporters

Rewrite and Make-up

Personel

Photographers

Sports Writers

Editorial Writers

Ad Salesmen

No Experience Needed

Trustees Meet Wood "Full-Time President"
Boston -The UMass Board of

Trustees met yesterday at the Sta -

ler Hilton Hotel in Boston for

the regular monthly meeting.
President Robert Wood noted in

his preliminary remarks that

"UMass now had a full-time pre-
sident"; Henry C. Lodge Jr. had
been appointed to Chair the

M. B. TA. Continuing his hum-
orous remarks, Wood quipped that

at the rate University presidents
in Massachusetts were retiring,

he might soon become the senior
University President in the State.

The Board voted on these mat -

ters:

TRANSFER OF UNIVERSITY
AND LINCOLN APARTMENTS TO
THE UNIVERSITY AND ESTABL-
ISHMENT OF RENT RATES.

Having consulted with the Mar-
ried Students' Housing Committee,
the Board voted two rent incre-

ases, of no more than $15-20

for Lincoln and University Apart-

ments. The Board and the Hous-
ing Committee agreed that the Ap -

artments should be self -liq-

uidating, and increasing costs (in-

cluding a 6% labor cost increase)

dictate a rent hike. There will

be two rent increases, on Nov.

1. 1970, and Sept. 1, 1971. The
percentage of students in the Apar-

tments will be increased to about

95^. the rest of the space to

be occupied by visiting faculty.

THE CAMPUS CENTER PRO-
POSAL

BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

The Top of the Campus, Inc.,

will be permitted to sell liquor

in the Campus Center.
While the Board was on the sub-

ject of the Campus Center, Trus-
tee Shaler asked the Manager of

the Center, Mr. Warren Grinnan,

about the attitude of the students

towards the Center. Trustee
Shaler noted that students feel

they are paying for a facility

which they really cannot use, citing

the Center's hotel rooms, its ex-

pensive restaurant, and its sale

of liquor. He added that students

are depressed by the size and im-
personality of the Center, and
feel excluded from its control.

Mr. Grinnan replied that the

Center's garage, cafeteria, and
hotel rooms are self -liquidating,

and that the University has con-

tributed $250,000 towards the

maintenance of the rest of the

Center: the students are not

really paying for everything. He
said that the Student Union Gov-
ernance Board had been consulted

all along, although he admitted
that students were deliberately

excluded from the running of the

Top of the Campus, since cont-

inuity of government was desired,

and since no one owning stock in

liquor companies would be allowed
control. ("Not too many students
own liauor stock." Trustee Shaler
observed.")

The Board of Trustees further
voted to keep the Student Union
and Campus Center separate, self -

liquidating, entities, and separate
fees will be charged for their

use.

THE 1972 OPERATING BUDGET
REQUEST.

The Board announced that the

budget for 1972 will be cut nine

million dollars because of a cut
in transportation funds for Colum-
bia Point.

It was noted that the University
of Massachusetts faces almost un-

paralleled growth, comparable to

the largest of state systems, such
as California, Michigan, New York.
The University faces a major
system -wide management pro-
blem.

A System Office will be created;
it is not intended to be a " super

-

organization" or another or-
ganizing arm of the University.

The System Office positions al-

ready had been authorized for

individual campuses.

TRAVEL FEES

The Board approved the increase
of travel allowances from 8<! to

10C per mile, revising University
standards up to state standards

.

'
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SENATE PRESIDENT GLENN ELTERS discharging his

duties at yesterday's Trustee's meeting. (Photo by Rich-

ard Hanson).

THE COLUMBIA
ACTION COALITION

POINT

The Board agreed on a general

policy statement which affirmed

University responsibility towards
the Columbia Point community.
University officials will cooperate

with the Columbia Point community
on matters such as construction

of facilities and employment of

local citizens. A University -com-
munity task force will be formed

The Board declined to move on
the Student Senate Constitution.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Government Dept. Adapts "Princeton Plan" to UMass
By DAVID D WILLIAMS
Issue Editor

To help student involvement in

this year's election become a more
meaningful and useful experience,

the Department of Government has

set up what it terms a project,

"Elections '70."

The purpose of the program will

be to acquaint all interested stu-

dents with the possibilities for vol-

unteer activity in the current el-

All Accessories for Yarncrafts

• Reynolds Imported Yarns

• Native Fisherman Yarn

• Pre-cut Rugs and Rug Yarn

• Crewel, Needlepoint, Straw

• Ponchos, Kits Books

Yarncrafts

Hadley Village Barn Shops

Hadlev. Mass. 584-3346

STORE HOURS; 10 to 5:30 Daily

Thursday and Friday Night Til 9
1 to 6 P.M. Sunday

ection campaigns, and to provide
them with some background which
should make their involvement
more useful.

The program came about as a

result of faculty and Trustee meet-
ings concerning the Princeton
Plan. Originally, the plan calls

for a two-week suspension of

classes before the November el-

ections so that students could cam-
paign for candidates.

In a meeting last May, the Fac-

ulty Senate voted for an eight

day recess but this plan was vet-

oed by the Trustees. The Trus-

tees voted to have no recess but

to leave the matter to the dis-

cretion of the individual faculty

members. It was urged that no

papers or tests be assigned or

given during this period.

This compromise was sanc-

tioned by President Wood and the

official stand of the University is

that the University has an oblig-

ation to "work to assure the ef-

fective functioning of the election

process."

Various members of the Govern-
ment Department found time hang-
ing heavy on their hands this sum-
mer so they got together and
"Election 70" was hatched.

The basic aim of the program
is to make it easier for students

to help the candidates. What is

happening now is that letters are

being sent to all candidates in

a contested race in the state. This

includes governor, lieutenant gov-

ernor, attorney general, all state

senators and all members of the

House. The letters simply asks
if each candidate is interested in

having student help. When all re-

ports are in. hopefully by the 29th

of this month, all one has to do

to find out if any particular can-

didate wants student help will be

to go to the information clearing-

house that will be set up. The
people there will know how one can

get into contact with the candidates

.

There will also be a series of

workshops held on Tuesday nights

starting the 29th of September and

running through to Election Day
The first of these Tuesday night

meetings will deal with Election '70

and the major races in the states

and how they will influence the na-

tion

On Election Night itself, the

Department is sponsoring an "El-
ection Night Coffee-Hour." A TV

|

will be set up in the Student Un-
ion Lobby and refreshments will

be served.

Also in the works are plans to

get some of the people running
for office in Massachusetts to
visit the campus.
On Monday, November 9, Prof-

essor David Maynew of Yale Un-
iversity will chair a post-mortem
on the results of the elections
nationally.

Details on the first Tuesday
meeting will be announced in these
pages when final arrangements are
made. For the time being, any
one interested in helping "Elec-
tion '70" should contact John Howe
in Thompson Tower, room 408

CLASS OF 1971

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 16 7:30 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER 165-169
IMPORTANT - OCTOBER CONCERT
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In The Nation And The World

CourtHalts Rail Strike, UAW Walks Out
DETROIT (AP) - The United

Auto Workers struck auto industry
giant General Motors Corp. Just

after midnight Monday as negotia-

tions for a new three year labor
agreement ground to a halt.

Thousands of workers at GM
plants in the Midwest, East
and Canada walked off their jobs

at 12:01 am. EDT, Joining thou-

sands of others who had jumped the

gun with wildcat walkouts earlier

in the day.

Three year contracts covering

713,000 Big Three Workers es

pired at midnight, but the UAW
chose only GM to strike. Ford
Motor Co. and Chrysler Corp. were
granted immunity at least temp-
orarily.

The two sides were at least 25
cents hourly apart on a proposed
first year wage increase in a new
three year pact. The disputed
figure would cost GM an additional

$216.3 million for its 416,000 U.S.

and Canadian employes.

Company and union bargainers in

Detroit, an hour behind the East

Coast had planned to meet up un-

til midnight.

Close to 344,000 workers at GM
plants in 31 states and two Can-
adian provinces are involved in the

strike , aimed at choking off all auto

production by the world's largest

industrial corporation.

The UAW left 72,750 of its mem-
bers working at 27 GM plants sup-
plying parts to Ford Motor Co.,

Chrysler Corp. and American Mo-
tors.

Restraining Order issued. Strike A verted

WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge issued a temporary restraining order early Tuesday

blocking a strike by four unions against three railroads just as picket lines were ordered.

The order was issued by Judge Howard F. Corcoran, in Washington. The order will be in ef-

fect until 1:45 p.m. Sept. 23.

Corcoran issued the order - barring "whipsaw" or selective strikes - after a brief hearing

requested by lawyers for the railroads. He scheduled another hearing Sept. 22.

The judge acted less than an hour after the unions called the strike and just 30 minutes after

members of the United Transportation Union picketed the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad at Hun-

tington, W. Va

n m nt r i Dennis of the AFL CIO Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, said the strike was
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U Thant Urges Action on Mid-East
Both parties were widely divided

on whether to remove the celling

on the cost of living wage es-

calater and on voluntary re-

tirement after 30 years of serv-

ice, regardless of age.

GM was selected Sunday as the

union's target for winning a pat-

tern setting agreement for the

Big Three automakers. Chrysler

Corp. was removed as one of

the twin strike targets Sunday and

Ford Motor Co. was given strike

immunity two weeks ago.

UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP) -

Secretary General U Thant chal -

lenged the United States and the

Soviet Union Nonday to take joint

positive action in what he said could

be a last chance to head off a new
Middle East war.

Thant said it was of decisive

importance that the two super pow

-

ers, butressed by Britain and

France, prevent failure of the

Israeli Arab peace talks under

U. N. special envoy Gunnar V.

Jarring.

In an assessment of the big po-

wer role in the United Nations,

he declared:

"This is, I firmly believe, the

way the United Nations was and

is intended to work on difficult

and dangerous problems, and it

will be a happy augury for the

future if, in its 25th anniversary

year, an impressive demonstration
of this process could be given

to the world
"

He made clear that he believed

the one hope for Middle East peace

rested in resumption of the sus-

pended Arab Israeli peace talks

Only then, he added, would it be-

come clear whether Israel and the

Arabs were prepared to ac-

cept compromises and take risks

"which are the inescapable price

for a peaceful settlement
.

'

He said the current peace

move demonstrated that the United

States, the Soviet Union, Britain

and France, working both within

the United Nations, could provide

a firm base upon which U.N. ma-
chinery can be effective.

Guerillas Hide Hostages, Warn Against Attacks
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Palestinian guerrillas in Jordan
put American hostages in the same
category as Israelis Monday and
declared all would be detained until

Israel agrees to a prisoner ex-
change .

The Popular Front for the Liber-
ation of Palestine also said 55
hostages remaining from last

week's air hijackings had been
divided into groups of three and

scattered in several Jordanian
hideouts.

"No one is going to see the

hostages,' a spokesman said in

Amman. "They are dispersed,

three in each place. Any attack

on any of these places will en-

danger their lives
'

In Washington, a State Depart-

ment spokesman said as many as

38 of the remaining hijack victims

may be American citizens, but

the citizenship of only 23 had
been confirmed.

There may be as many as 19

of the 38 with both Israeli and
American passports, he said.

The Popular Front stiffened its

MANDATORY

'72' EXEC. COUNCIL MEETING

Km. 162 Campus Center Wednesday, Sept. 16

Those interested in applying please come.

All The Comforts of Home

For a small monthly charge you can rent this compact refrige-

rator with ice compartment- This is the perfect companion

for the long Amherst winter ahead!

Call 10:00 AM. - 10:00 P.M. 586-2960

Complete rentals of ALL furniture needs: beds, desks and

•ofngerators-

negotiating position during a day

of heightened tensions, all stem-

ming from the events that began

with the rash of guerrilla hijack-

ings last week.

There were these developments

• Israel freed 75 of 450 Arabs

arrested during a mass roundup

of Popular Front sympathizers

over the weekend. An Arab em-
issary said he had relayed to

Amman an Israeli warning that

the remaining Arabs in custody

might be executed if the hostages

in Jordan were harmed.

-Radio Cairo assailed the Pop-

ular Front's activities, saying,

"Egypt will not allow a Palestin-

ian maverick group to jeopardize

the peace seeking efforts of the

Arabs and justify Israel's demand
for additional arms to be used

against the Arabs."
-The Swiss government took the

abandoned by the Red Cross and

began trying to negotiate with the

Popular Front on behalf of Bri-

tain, the United States and West
Germany.

Dr. Wazi Qamhawi of Nablus in

Israeli held Jordan told in Tel

Aviv he carried the warning to

the Popular Front over the week-

end at the behest of the Jerusa-

lem government. There was no

comment from the Israeli govern-

ment on Qamhawi 's report.

Besides imposing the death

penalty on front sympathizers in

Israel, he said, the Israelis also

threatened to blow up houses of

guerrillas convicted by Israeli

courts and to confiscate their pro -

perty.

In Bern, the Swiss government
announced it had instructed its

ambassadors In Beirut and Cairo

to negotiate with Jordan, the Pop-
ular Front and other Arab groups
to seek the release of the hos-
tages.

Charles Dubois, the Swiss envoy
in Beirut, was dispatched to

Amman, and Ambassador Andre
Parodi sought assistance in Cairo
from representatives of the Arab
League

.

The International Red Cross
withdrew from the negotiations

Sunday and recalled its mediators
to Geneva. A spokesman said

talks with the Popular Front were
stalemated over the guerrilla in-

sistence on retaining Jewish hos-
tages.

But the British and U. S. gov-
ernments said the Red Cross was
still mediating in Jordan.

In London, informants said Bri-
tain had begun a quiet campaign
to persuade Israel to trade some
of the 3,000 convicted Palestinian
prisoners in Israeli jails for re-
maining hijack hostages.

Officials said Foreign Secretary
Sir Alec Douglas Home made a
personal appeal to Israeli Ambass-
ador Michael Comay seeking the

concession by Israel.

At the same time, officials said,

Sir Alec assured Israel that Bri-

tain would not free Leila Khaled,

a woman hijacker held in London,

until the Palestinians free all hos-

tages, including Jews.

Baghdad radio broadcast a guer -

rilla claim Monday that Israel was
massing troops and armer along

the Jordan River as a prelude for

a "U. S. backed invasion to wipe
out" the guerrilla movement in

Jordan. Israel denied a troop

buildup.

OPERETTA GUILD

OPEN AUDITIONS
for

Your Own Thing
a broadway rock musical

Thurs., Sept. 17, 7-9
Sun., Sept. 20, 7-10

Student Council Chambers S.U.
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TIE DOWN THE WAR MAKERS!

Join The MOBE!
The University Mobilization Committee

to End the War in S.E. Asia

meets

TONIGHT

he Campus Center Auditorium at 8 pm
SPEAKING: BOBBY WASHINGTON of the 3rd World Committee of S.M.C.

Bring All The G.Ls Home Now!
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Lance Reidy

BatliJ OIflU?0tan Grow Your Own

Gee, What A Plush Place!
Elliot Eisenberg

Let Them Move
The red and white lights of the

campus become streamers in the
pond. A warm mist rains on the
swans, and on a night like this

even the new Lincoln Center a-

ppears pleasant. It is so peace-
ful, so easy to forget (especial-

ly if you're trying to) the ang-
uish which envelops urban Amer-
ica.

In the cities, there is a cri-

sis in housing. There is a short-

age of housing in Amherst. But
when a housing shortage is com-
bined with the other problems of

race conflict, crime, inadequate
transportation - then a problem
becomes a crisis.

Not enough housing is available,

and the costs of what space there
is are accelerating. The federal

government has instituted several
programs to "aid housing." Why
aren't they working?
The problem in the housing mar-

ket is one of rigidities in supply.

Zoning ordanances restrict the

construction of rental properties.

Unions have kept Uieir member-
ships small and elite their wages
high and rapidly rising. The
cost of land and materials has
been rising.

The politically dangerous de-
cision to tackle the unions must
be made, so that more workers
may find employment in the build-

ing trades, and the rate of in-

crease of wages which are al-

ready high may be slowed.
Little can be done about the

costs of land. But new tech-

nologies must be brought to bear
on the construction process. This
is labor -saving and again the un-

ions can be expected to offer bit -

ter opposition.

U.S. government policy has cho-
sen the less politically painful

route. It has also complicated
the problem.
The Department of Housing and

Urban Development has been of-

fering subsidies on mortgage
terms for low -income home buy-
ers. The amount of the down
payment has been reduced to a-

bout $200 "if you qualify."

On the edge of changing neigh-

borhoods, real estate offices have
sprung up with signs in the win-

dows: $200 HOUSES. SEE US
FOR 235 PROGRAM.

In other words, federal policy

has contributed to the demand for

housing without making a real ef-

fort to add to an insufficient su-

pply. There is more money than

ever chasing housing today. Li-
ttle wonder that rents have been
skyrocketing, house prices jump-
ing.

But programs to help the poor
and underpriveleged sound good in

the newspapers back home. I-

ronlc that such programs may have
priced many poor and not -so-poor
out of the market for needed hous-
ing.

Amherst will survive. So will

the rest of the country. In fact.

I heard someone offer the sol-

ution to all of the ills of a ci-

ty dweller: "Let them move."

(Ed Note: Contributions are

solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature of MDC, this

Fall

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:

students, faculty and adminis-

tration

Contributions must be

limited to 200 words, typewrit-

ten, double -spaced. No in-

vective, full-blown speeches or

scurrilous attacks on in-

dividuals will be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended to

gain answers to burning ques-

tions, rather than to provide a

platform for heated rhetoric.

The following is an example
of its form and substance. Con-
tributors should address theirs

to Open Letters, Daily Colleg-

ian, Student Union. Facsimiles
of all letters received will be

forwarded for reply. Selected

letters and replies will appear
in these pages.

Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

Good morning, people. Well,

a new year is here, new exper-

iences, new joys, new wrinkles,

new sorrows. Reflecting upon the

past three years here, each with

it's own distinctive character, but

yet all sharing a common con-

tinuity, it seems to me that we
should expect this year to be no

more than what it is: this chapter

in whatever novel you care to place

it.

I suppose that we're going to

have our share of anguish on this

campus this year. Things haven't

changed much since the celebrat-

ions of last spring, indeed, if any-

thing, they've gotten worse. The
people in positions of power are
still doing a number on those with

none. The seeds of fascism have
long since germinated in this

country, but have not, mercifully,

as of now reached full flower. The
repression of verbal, artistic, and
most importantly, cultural dissent

has continued increasing, if any-
thing at a more acute increment
than ever before in the preceeding
few years. The Asian war of

Corporate genocide goes on, and

on, and on, and there is still no

sign of impending morality in

Teacher
Evaluation
The evaluation of a course by

students is an idea that has been
kicked and pushed around this

campus for the last five years.

For a short time, back in 67-

68, there was a student published
course critique, which died of

an unknown ailment. Today, there
are a number of faculty efforts

into evaluations. The departments
of Psych., English, Zoology,
College of Agriculture, and the

School of Education have working
evaluations. Unfortunately, none
of the information is released to

students

.

Last year, the Academic Affairs

Committee of the Student Senate
started to work on developing a

University -wide Teacher -course
evaluation. We felt that this

campus needed it. But due to

the support received last semester
(1 person) I am no longer as sure.

Let me outline to you some
of the work and money that must
go into this project. First, it

will cost each of you between $2 -

$3 per year to have a published

evaluation. The work will be slow
during most of the year and time
consuming is the rest. It will be
frustrating and most of the time
very non- rewarding. There will

be a large amount of shit work
to get done. All in all, a dirty

job with, in my way of thinking,

an important and necessary end.

Do you think it is worth it?

Now comes the big question, what
are you willing to do for it? This
cannot be one person or small
group's job. Everyone must
support the effort. We need people
who want this and who are willing

to put in the time and work nee -

essary to get it. Is it worth
it to you?
(There will be an ad this week

calling the first meeting.)

Thomas Filmory

Letters To The Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced, at

sixty spaces and must carry the
writer's signature, address, and
telephone number (all of which will

be withheld upon request). The
limit is one page and the dead-
line is 5 p.m. the day prior to

intended publication. The editors
reserve the right to edit all let-

ters. Now, if you are pretty well
disgusted with this policy, and you
feel you have something absolute-
ly vital to contribute to this dy-
namic community, come in and
talk about it. Who knows it might
really be a good idea!

Washington. The House of Rep-

resentatives dons a hard hat and

allocates money while the Senate

is yet arguing semantic variations

on state themes. The lumber

barons are still strip -cutting the

people's forests. Detroit Is still

producing hundreds of thousands of

new eyesores each month. The

Great Lakes thoroughly polluted,

the army has turned to the At-

lantic Ocean to conceal it's

mistakes, Bill Douglas is still on

the hot seat, etc., etc., etc. Com-
pound the sum of these by the

peculiar contingencies inherent in

an election year. The result

-

unavoidable anguish to the

sensitive soul . The only question

that remains unanswered is that

of the form this anguish will take

in manifesting itself.

James Shea has committed
suicide, for reasons we can only

ponder. The Wizard of Oz has

assumed power here in the

Emerald City, with the new title

of University Chancellor. Chief

Blasko has hired ten new public

servants, for your protection.

There is a new squad of chick

narcs on Campus this year, up-

dating Eve and the apple. Seymour
Shapiro has taken ap obscenely

ill-timed sabbatical, but our hearts

understanding. Eric the Rat is

occupying a psychiatrist's couch

suffering from the most misunder-
stood and ill-recepted kind of love

from everyone, save a few. And
we, here, are yet subjected to

the widespread and acute inadequ-

acies of a thoroughly antequated

educational system. The result

is anguish, the only question being

that of the form in which it will

manifest itself.

This now -past summer, I had a

great deal of time to reflect upon
things, and to try and ascertain

in just what plane the estranged
calculus that is my existance was,
and is, taking me. I came to the

conclusion that the only way in

which I could honorably regain my
birthright to contribute in this

organic sewer that we call modern
society, was to start all over
again and build something from
the ground up, literally. Begin-
ning with my own life.

I am now firmly convinced that

the only way to achieve any kind

of meaningful and human existance
is by simply doing what comes most
naturally, each one of us, every
second of our lives. We all shine
on. Trite? No doubt about it.

But triteness alone doesn't make
the sentiment any less true. In
our hearts, buried beneath piles

of society's refuse, we all know
what is best for each of us, and
our respective spheres of Influence
in society. No question of it.

I think it's high time that we
stop fooling ourselves, listen and
give voice to the songs of our
hearts, and start building some-
thing positive instead of hypno-
tically buttressing a decaying sand
castle culture and life -style. Find
the essence of freedom, buried in

the ground. Mother Earth will

swallow us, lay your garden down.
The anguish Is not worth it. It

really Isn't. I can't take what
is happening out there, beyond this

styrofoam tower, seriously any
longer. I can't take this tower
seriously any longer. But these
are, by and large, relatively tri-

vial, and trivially relevant, instit-

utions, just as are the flowerings
of those who set down roots in

their poisoned soils. If there were
justice in the world, the Pentagon,
in all it's austere sanity, would
be a museum; a moral education
in itself to the sadly limited aes -

thetic imagination of 20th century
society. Wall Street would be a
vineyard. The White Ho'use, a
hospital. Fort Tippo would be
a liberated ice cream stand, and
the University would make the ripe,

and now rotting, crop of plums
and apples available to the People's
Commune, instead of vulgarly
wasting it. But there is precious
little, if any, justice today.

So then, make flowers grow. Lay
your garden down. Every flower
absorbs 25 times its own weight
in excess anxiety. Kissing is

good for the soul and it does
build up your mouth. Experience
your neighbor today. When's the
last time you had a good emotional
experience anyway? The only way
to flower, or even to survive, is

to become, to truly embody your-
self communally. The way God
planned it. God never, ever planned
what we've got today.

MUCH PEACE TO YOU,

Campus Comment

Throw 'em Away
To the editor
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Respectfully,

Joseph W. Hardy
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Fine Arts Building A Dream
May Be Reality Soon

By BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

Conscription Corner

Work On Deferments Early
After more than five years in

the planning stage, a Fine Arts
Building for the University is still

nothing more than an architect's

blueprints and scale model and the

source of financial finger -cros-

sing. Work had originally

been scheduled to begin during the

past summer, but so far nothing

has happened at the site on the

south edge of the campus pond.

Slowdowns in completion of the

planning stages gave caused the de -

lay so far. The building is now
set for a crucial step to be tak-

en in one week- -opening of cont-

ractor's bids. The University has
an absolute maximum of $13.8

million to spend on the project

-

hopefully there will be bids with-

in this limit.

If there is an acceptable bid in-

side the funded $13.8 million,

the contract could then be award-

ed before the end of the month
and construction could start some-
time in October, with completion
in three years.

Hewever, if the Fine Arts Buil-
ding follows the example of two
current construction projects, the
bids may all exceed the funds.
The new library is costing $2

million more than origionally bud-
geted, and the new psychology
building, Tobin Hall, is a mill-
ion dollars over its budget.

Should there be no bids within
the cost area for this building,

there will be another several
months of delay until new funds
are provided or the building is

redesigned to cut costs.

Theaters, auditoriums, an art
gallery, studio space, classrooms,
and offices will all be contained
in the one building, a multifaced
structure of modernistic lines.

Diagram shows the planned Fine Arts Building (the

black area at the upper right), which will be opened to

contractor's bids next week, the campus pond (the wavy
lines at the top) will be reshaped when construction be-
gins. The three buildings to the left of it in the dia-

gram (grey areas) are the Old Chapel, Memorial Hall and
Herter Hall. The road in the upper right hand corner is

North Pleasant St.

Northampton On List,

May Get New Park
WACHINGTON (AP) - Secretary

of the Interior Walter J. Hickel

announced Monday an 18 month
series of studies of the possibility

of establishing 14 large public re-
creation areas in and near major
cities.

Hickel told newsmen the studies

were mainly aimed at consolidat -

ing land and water areas already

in public ownership and dedicat-

ing them for public recreation.

The plan might, however, in-

volve some acquisition of private

land, he said.

The areas under study are
mainly east of the Mississippi

River, reflecting Hickel 's empha-
sis on bringing "parks to the

people."

Hickel said he was unable at

this point to estimate how much
land be included in the eventual

proposals or how much money they

might cost the federal government

.

Establishment of the areas

would require legislation, but at

least one aspect-the transfer of

some land from one federal depart -

ment to another -could be accom-
plished by executive order, and

Hickel said he was sure the Ni-

xon administration would take such

action where appropriate.

Hickel said he hoped administ-

ration of such consolidated federal

lands would be in the Interior

Department.

He said the proposed recreation

areas might be devoted to a wide

variety of uses depending on lo-

cal resources and conditions.

Among the areas to be studied

by Interior's Bureau of Outdoor

Recreation:

-Hartford Springfield, Conn.:

a proposed Connecticut River na-

tional recreation area in parts of

Connecticut , Massachusetts , Ver -

mont and New Hampshire.
It would include three units,

a 23,500 acre Mount Holyoke unit

near Northampton. Mass.; and a

21,200 acre Coos scenic river unit

along the upper Connecticut Ri-

ver between Lake Francis in Nor-
thern New Hampshire and the

Moore Reservoir near Middleton,

N. H.

Most of the Coos River unit

will be controlled by easements,
keeping the land on local tax rolls

.

Uns.gned ed.torjols represent the v.ws of this paper, decided upon by ama.or.ty vote af the editorial board. They do not necessarily reflect the view,
of the faculty, odm.m.trotion, or student body as a whole. Signed editorials,columns, r.v.ews, and letters represent the personal vitwi of the writer,.

Come See What The MDC
Is All About

TomorrowAt 7MDC Office

As more and more young Ameri-
cans become concerned about the
cancerous growth of militarism in

the United States, the question
of alternatives to serving in the
armed forces assumes greater and
greater importance. Men are
seeking ways to avoid supporting
the abhorrent war against Vietnam

,

and both men and women are dist-
urbed by the disruption and chan-
neling of their lives caused by the
Selective Service. Conscription
Corner will provide information
about alternatives through general
information and by answering
questions submitted by readers.
Note: We recognize that the draft
does as much to disrupt the lives
of women as it does the lives
of men. Therefore, a special ef-

fort will be made to provide in-

formation for women also.

I just finished counseling some-
one who has orders to report
for induction tomorrow morning.
Actually, I did not counsel as much
as I sympathized. At this late

date, most of his options are clo-
sed, and he will probably need a
lawyer. This is tragic, because
he has two or three valid defer-
ments open to him, and if he had
sought counseling earlier, he would
have had relatively few problems.
There is a moral to this that

is too frequently ignored, espec-
ially by students. The best time
to start working on deferments is

before they become necessary.
The draft will not go away if you
ignore it, and student deferments
do not last forever.

A few words are therefore! in

order concerning the general steps
one should follow in seeking a
deferment.

First, see a qualified draft coun-
selor. He or she will be able to

give you directions best suited to

your specific circumstances. This
should be done as soon as you
become aware that you might qual-
ify for a deferment. Do not wait!

Many people with II—S student de -

ferments are reluctant to request
other deferments because they are
afraid they will lose their student
status. This is not true. The
draft board must place you in the
lowest - eligibility classification

for which you qualify. If you have
a II-S and feel that you are a con-
scientious objector, apply now.
The board will not even act
on it until your II-S expires, but
having it on file will be further
evidence of your sincerity.

Next, gather appropriate docu-
mentation to support your claim.
For example, if you are seeking
a medical deferment for migraine
headaches, get letters from
any doctors who have treated you
explaining your case fully. Be
sure the doctor states that your
ailment will be aggravated by mili-
tary training, or that it will pre-
vent you from adequately per-
forming your duties. If you are

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

seeking a hardship deferment, let-

ters from clergymen, doctors,

social workers, and others famil-

iar with the case should besought.
In all cases, have the letters sent

to you so that you can forward
them to the board. In this way,

you can read the letters first to

be certain that they are supportive

of your claim.

Third, start a file of all cor-

respondence you have with

your board. Keep all letters you
receive from the board with the

envelopes in which they came.
Place carbon copies or photocop-
ies of all letters you send to the

board. Send all mail to the board
by certified mail, return receipt

requested. They must sign for the

letter, and you get a receipt to

prove they got it. Staple the re-

ceipt to your copy, and place in

your file.

Fourth, request the appropriate
form to apply for your deferment.
When it comes, answer the quest-
ions on a separate sheet of paper.
Then consult your draft counselor
about your answers before actual-

ly filling out the form. Be sure
to carefully observe the time limit

set for returning the form. It

is measured from the date the

board mailed it, not from the date

you receive it.

Finally, send the form and
the supporting letters you
have compiled back to the board.

From this point on, the process
will vary depending upon the de-

ferment you are requesting and the

particulars of your case. Fre-
quently, the board will decide that

it needs more information and will

call you in for a personal ap-

pearance. If this should happen,

consult your draft counselor again

before making your appearance.

Remember, the Selective Ser-

vice regulations provide de-

ferments so that the system of

obtaining cannon fodder will

be more humane. If you quality

for a deferment, you have a le-

gal right to it, and ,
perhaps, a

moral obligation to seek it. If

you're into a resistance bag, that's

cool, but consider the possibility

of trying to get your deferments
first, and then resisting.

One final point. Many people

qualify for more than one deferm-
ent. If you fall into this cate-

gory, apply for all of them for

which you can make a legitimate

claim . The law says that you should

notify your board of all changes
in your circumstances which might
effect your classification; request-

ing deferments is the way to do

this.

Questions to this column should be
addressed to: Gilbert J. So Ik, c/o
Draft Counseling Services RSO #395,
Campus Center, Univ. of Mass., Am-
herst, Mass. 01002. (No personal re*

plies unless accompanied by stamped,
self-addressed envelope and $1.00).
Free draft counseling available. Until

further notice, for appointment leave

message at 545-2661 or 2789.

On May 21, New York unionists joined with students to

protest the war.

Continue the STRIKE
Join the MOBE!

UNIVERSITY MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
MEETS

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 at 8 P.M.

in Campus Center Aud.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES NIGHT

Sept. 16

7 - il P.M. MALL AREA LEVELS 1 & 2

CAMPUS CENTER

"A chance for you to meet the Campus Organizations that

need you!"

Note RSO group* reserve exhibit tables in Program Council

Office or RSO mailbox &ol(r Sponsored by Campus Center

Program Council
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An Afternoon In The Rain

TUESDAY, SE PTEMBER 15, 1970 UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

By BERNARD BLAIN,
Staff Reporter

Motorists using the section of

N. Pleasant St. which crosses the

campus between the Newman Cen-
ter and Eastman Lane about 5

o'clock will find themselves in

quite a traffic tie-up.

The police department attributes

the increasing traffic to the rise

in the student population and to

the jump in employment in the

area. They did point out that

the Town of Amherst does have

plans to erect traffic lights at

the Eastman Lane intersection,

but even with the use of traffic

cops at both intersections, there

seems to be little improvement

in the flow traffic.

There seems little which can be
done to relieve the late after-

noon traffic jams. However, the

office has plans for a new road
extending from East Pleasant to

Commonwealth Avenue which will

allow the barring of automobiles
from the on-campus section of

N. Pleasant St. and leave the cen-
ter of the campus for pedestrian
traffic only.

When the state will begin con-
struction is still a mystery, and
technically, the N. Pleasant St.

section is closed according to plan-
ning officials.

WALKING SEEMS TO BE the only way to get around the traffic mess. The stop-and-go

traffic that has developed in Amherst seems to reflect perfectly the mood of the Uni-
versity - hurry-up-and-wait.

Photos By:

Steve Schmidt

I/Jon rCecia

^o S^lowlu .

A noted publisher in Chicago
reports there is a simple tech-

nique of rapid reading which
should enable you to increase
your reading speed and yet
retain much more. Most peo-

ple do not realize how much
they would increase their

pleasure success and income
by reading faster and more
accurately.

According to this publisher,

many people, regardless of

their present reading skill,

can use this simple tecnique
to improve their reading abili-

ty to a remarkable degree.
Whether reading stories,

books, technical matter, it be-

comes possible to read sen-

tences at a glance and entire

pages in seconds with this

method.

To acquaint the readers of

this newspaper with the easy-

to-follow rules for developing
rapid reading skill, the com-
pany has printed full details

on its interesting self-training

method in a new booklet,

"How to Read Faster and Re-

tain More." mailed free to

anvone who requests it No
obl"igaH°n - Send your name,
address and zip code to:

Reading. 835 Diversev Dcpt.

16S-21JV Chicago. ROM! A
postcard will do.

WHAT THIS MESS SEEMS
TO INDICATE is that this

mess is just beginning to be

a mess. UMass is rapidly

expanding a .d more and

more people are coming in-

to the area. Sometimes it's

difficult enough dodging

the ducks at the pond while

trying to get to class but

"Puffer" up there is a bit

much. Ask anyone from

Southwest if he's ever been

in the Central Area or the

Quad. Course he hasn't.

It's too hard to get across

the street.

ENVIRONMENT EXPERTS TELL US that the little car will help solve the traffic prob-

lems in the megalopolis of the future. They are small, park easily, don't pollute too

much. They look nice standing still, too.

Tomorrow's Headlines Tonight

The Evening News 10:30 p.m. S-

Student Senate

BOOK
LOANS
($25 maximum)
are available

in the

Student Senate

Office

Level 1

Campus Center

Pesticide Sprayed
On Midwest Marijuana

Education Involves
Nearly 1 in 3

WASHINGTON (CPS) - The next

load of marijuana from the mid-
west may contain a pesticide which
a govei >»ment commission recom-
mended 'should be immediately
restricted to prevent risk of human
exposure" because it is possible

the pesticide causes birth defects.

Under a joint effort of the Bur-
eau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs and the Extension Service

of the Agricultural Service, far-

mers throughout the midwest are
being urged by County Agents to

spray the pesticide 2, 4-D on
v

whild marijuna crops. A major
effort is underway in 20 counties

in 10 midwestern states, but the

program is nationwide, according

to George H. Gaffney, Special As-
sistant to the Director of the

BNDD and project officer for the

attempt to destroy marijuana.

There has been no research on

the effects of 2,4 -D when smoked,
as might be done by a person us-

ing marijuana which had pre-

viously been sprayed with the pest-

icide. But there has been res-

earch on the effect of 2.4 D when
ingested, and that research cau-

sed the Commission of Pestici-

des and their Relationship to En-
vironmental Health (commonly
known as the Mrak Commission),
which reported to HEW Secretary

Robert Finch last December, to

recommend that "the use of cur-

rently registered pesticides to

which humans arc exposed

and which are found to be tera-

togenic (cause birth defects)

by suitable test procedures in one

or more mammalian species

should be immediately restricted

to prevent risk of human expo-

sure. Such pesticides in current

use include... the butyl, isopropyl,

and isooctyl esters of 2, 4-D..."

That recommendation sprang

from a study by the Bionetics Re-
search Lab which found significa-

nt relationships between birth de-

fects and ingestion of 3 of 6

esters of 2,4 -D by female mice,

hamsters, and chicks. The Com-
mission recommended further re-

search of the other three esters

of the pesticide.

The ester of 2,4- D depends of the

substance it is immersed in for

spraying. The test results indicate

that which ester is used may make
a difference in possible dangers

from the pesticide, but the cam-
paign being run by the federal gov

-

ernment does not mention the pos -

sible hazards of various esters.

It is possible that 2, 4-D may be

even more dangerous when smo-
ked, according to Dr. Joseph Mc-
Laughlin, Jr., a researcher for

the Food and Drug Administration

and co-chairman of the Mrak Com -

mission's Advisory Panel on Ter-
atogenicity of Pesticides. "If

2,4- D didn't break down from the

heat, and I don't think it would,"
he says, "it would go directly

to your bloodstream from
the lungs." Since the stomach's
defenses are bypassed, Mc Laugh

-

lin thinks more 2,4 -D will proba-
bly get into the bloodstream, thus

increasing the danger of birth

defects

.

Unlike DDT, 2, 4-D does not

build up in the body, and leaves

within a few weeks. Therefore,

only pregnant women or women
who will become pregnant within

a couple of weeks neek worry
about the possibilities of consum-

ing 2, 4-D.

The U.S. Senate Subcommittee
on Energy, Natural Resources,

and the Environment, chaired by

Senator Philip Hart (D-Mich) re-

cently held hearings on 2. 4-D.

Len Bickwit, the Chief Counsel

for the Subcommittee, says that

testimony developed at the hear-

ings convinces him that "it seems
unreasonable to sanction the use

of 2, 4-D for any purpose."

When sprayed on Marijuana , the

2, 4-D will cause the dope to

turn brown and shrivel, probably

within four days to a week This

means it would be entirely poss-

ible that the marijuana could be

picked and smoked after spraying

but before the effects showed
Since marijuana is generally

purchased in small bags in crush-

ed form, it is possible that the

purchaser would not be able to

tell if the dope had been sprayed

even after it had browned.

Once sprayed, the pesticide will

stay in the plant for a matter

of weeks and in the ground ar-

ound the plant for up to a year

It will take several years of spra-

ying to totally destroy an area,

since some plants will be missed
and some seeds stay in the ground

for several years before germin-

ating.

Despite the fact the Food and

Drug Administration is currently

conducting further tests on the

safety of 2, 4-D, Gaffney was not

aware of any problem when he

was asked if there were any health

dangers in using 2, 4-D. He su-

ggested the Department of Agri-

culture might know more.
Dr. Fred Shirley of the Dep-

artment of Agriculture stated that

the doses used in the animals

were "ridiculously high and that

humans therefore have nothing to

fear from the relatively small

amounts that might be contained

in a marijuana plant.

This theory was dismissed by
Bickwit, who noted that the dos-

ages have to be large because
of the relatively small number of

animals tested. "If it caused
birth defects in one in 500,000
humans, that would be a great

tragedy which should more than

justify the banning of it. But such
a thing would never show up in

tests on 20 rats, unless the dosage
were increased."

He also notes that while almost
everything is toxic (deadly) in large

enough quantities, only 10 percent

of the pesticides tested by the

Mrak Commission caused birth

defects no matter how lnree the

dosage. "Why, "he asks, "should

we take a chance?"
Environmentalists have long

oeen concerned with the effects

of 2, 4-D, and have recommended

WMUA
ATTENTION OLD & NEW MEMBERS:

Station Meeting

Sept. 16 at 7:30 P.M.

in

that it be banned Testifying be-
fore the Hart Subcommittee, Har-
rison Wellford, of Ralph Nader's
Center for the Study of Responsive
Law, advocated a suspension in

use because oi the possibility of
birth defects.

Jan Schaeffer, editor of ENVIR-
ONMENTAL ACTION, an ecology
newsletter which first printed the
fact 2, 4-D was being used on
marijuana, says the use is "gross-
ly irresponsible They should ban
2, 4-D, not extend its use to mar-
ijuana," she says.

Midwest marijuana has long had
a reputation of being very mild,
and not very good for getting

high. Some dealers have mixed
domestic grass with the Mexican
variety, selling it as Mexican
It is thus possible that some people
who think they are buying imported
dope could really be getting mari-
juana which has been spraved with

2, 4-D

It should be emphasized that

there is no proof 2. 4-D will

cause birth defects when ingested
or smi.ked, and that the birth

defects found in lab animals were
caused by doses far larger than
any marijuana user is likely to

consume. But the possibility is

still th«'.e, and many people feel

tM failure of the BN^n to even
be aware of the pors' *i hazards
illustrates a callous disregard for

the American oublic.

*& Only ft

certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ft
ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK ir

Over 62 million people- -more
than 30 percent of the population- -

will be involved in U. S. education
this fall. And the Nation will

commit an estimated $73.6 billion

of its resources to education during
the 1970-71 school year, NEW's
Office of Education reported to-

day in its annual back -to -school
review.

According to the Office's Nat-

ional Center for Educational Stat-

istics, the number of students in

the country's schools and colleges

this fall is eypected to increase
for the 26th consecutive year and
reach another all-time high of

59.2 million, an increase of one
percent over the 58.6 million stu-

dents enrolled last fall.

Expenditures for public and pri-

vate education at all levels are
estimated at $73.6 billion during
the 1970-71 school year, as com-
pared with $69.5 billioninl969-70.

The largest percentage increase

in enrollment over last year is

expected at the higher education

level. The enrollment of degree

-

credit students in colleges and

universities is expected to rise

from 7.3 million to 7.6 million

this fall, a gain of 4.1 percent

The figures for both years exclude

approximatly 600,000 under-

graduates enrolled in occupational

or general studies programs which

are not creditable toward a bach-

elor's degree.

The Office of Education
estimates that close to 2.3 million

elementary and secondary school

teachers will be required to take

care of this fall's record-breaking
enrollment. This is an increase

of about 35,000 teachers over the

number employed a year ago. An
instructional staff of almost

600.000 is anticipated in colleges

and universities this fall. This

represents an increase of about

20,000 over the number engaged in

college teaching in 1969.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PIC-
TURE ARE:

--Nearly 3 million persons
graduated from high school in

1970. The class of 1971 is ex-
pected to approach 3.1 million,

which will make it the largest

graduating class in history.

--The number of earned degrees
conferred during the school year
1969-70 is estimated as follows:

Bachelor's and first professional

degrees, 785,000; master's de-

grees, 211,000; and doctorates, 29,

000. During 1970-71 the com-
parable figures are expected to

be 815,000, 244,000, and 31,000,

respectively. In each case the

figures for 1970-71 represent all-

time highs.

--The projected educational att-

ainment for persons in their mid-
dle and late teens today is as
follows: More than three - fourths
(about 77 percent) of them will

graduate from high school; 45
percent will enter a college or
university; 22 percent will earn
a bachelor's degree; 7 percent,
a master's degree: and 1 percent,
a doctorate.

--The total expenditures for ed-
ucation amounted to 7.5 percent
of the gross national product last

year.

--Federal grants for education
continue to grow. They have
risen from $3.4 billion in 1965 to

$8 6 billion in 1970. They are
expected to reach $9.6 billion in

the fiscal year which ends June
30, 1971.

immco<ate\ /6o«TACt\

«.ri.ijcNcv r I HIPPLIBS F
MEMJftS J \4LL KWOy

Engineering East Aud.

>*

CLASS OF 1973

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING

TIME - 8:00

PLACE — Commonwealth Room, Student Union

DATE - TONIGHT, Tuesday, Sept. 15

All Sophomores Welcome!
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Voters Go To Primary Polls In Six States Today
(AP) Two of the nation's top

Democrats, Hubert H. Humphrey
and Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, take

the first steps toward new Senate

terms today as six more states

hold primaries to select nominees
for November's mid-term elect-

ions.

Kennedy is unopposed for re-

nomination in Massachusetts while

Humphrey is expected to be nom -

inated handily in Minnesota
Two Republicans are running

for the nomination that will pit

the winner against the 38 year
old Kennedy. They are Josiah

Spaulding, a liberal former party

chairman, and John McCarthy, a

conservative who was a top aide

to former Gov. John A. Volpe.

Francis W. Sargent, 55, who
succeeded to the governorship

when Volpe became secretary of

transportation is unopposed for

reelection and is favored in Nov-
ember over the survivor of the

Democrats' fight.

Frontrunners in the Democratic
primary are considered to be
Boston Mayor Kevin H. White, 44.

and State Senate President Maurice
A. Donahue. 52, endorsed by the

state party convention. Also run-

ning: former Lt. Gov. Francis

X. Bellotti, 46 and former pres-

idential aide Kenneth P. O'Donnell,

45.

Democratic Rep. Philip Philbin,

a 72 year old veteran of 28 years
in the House, is being challenged

by a Jesuit priest, the Rev Robert
Drinan, 49, former dean of Boston
College Law School, and state Rep.

Charles Ohanian

Mrs. Louise Day Hicks, con-

troversial Boston City Council

member, heads four Democratic
contenders for the seat of retiring

House Speaker John W Mc-
Cormack, and Republican Rep
Hasings Keith is being challenged

on Cape Cod by state Sen. William

D Weeks
Five Senate seats are at stake,

all held now by Democrats Be-

sides Kennedy and Humphrey, who
seeks to succeed retiring Sen.

Eugene J McCarthy, three other

Democratic incumbents are fav-

ored to win Tuesday Sens. Henry
M. Jackson of Washington. John

O. Pastore of Rhode Island and

Joseph D. Tydings of Maryland.

But Tydings. accused in a recent

Life magazine article of misusing

his influence in an overseas loan

transaction, may get a close run
from perennial candidate George
P. Mahoney, making his ninth bid

for statewide office in Maryland.

Two Democratic governors,
Marvin Mandel of Maryland and
Frank D. Licht of Rhode Island,

are prohibitive favorites Tuesday.
Gubernatorial nominees are being
picked also in Massachusetts,
where four Democrats are trying

to oppose Gov. Francis W. Sar-
gent; Oklahoma, where two Dem-
ocrats held a runoff to determine
Gov. Dewey Bartlett's November
foe; and Minnesota.

Congressional nominees are
being picked in five states and
three House veterans, Republican
Thomas Pelly of Washington and
Democrats Philip Philbin of Mass-
achusetts and George Fallon of

Maryland, could be in difficulty.

Here is a look at today's major
races:

Minnesota: Humphrey, 59, is

considered an almost certain pri-

mary winner over Earl D. Craig
Jr. 31, a Negro studies instructor,

but many Republicans may cross
over to vote for Craig in an
effort to embarrass Humphrey.
The former vice president's likely

November opponent is Rep. Clark
MacGregor, 48.

Atty. Gen. Douglas Head, 40,

has only token opposition for the

Republican nomination to succeed
retiring GOP Gov. Harold Le-
vander. State Sen Wendell And-
erson, 37, is unopposed for the

Democratic nomination.

In an important congressional
contest. Rep. Donald Fraser, a

leader of House Democratic
liberals, is being challenged in

his Minneapolis district by con-
servative city alderman Joe
Greenstein.

Washington: Jackson, 58, has
a primary challenge similar to

Humphrey's a black Spokane att-

orney, Carl Maxey. running on a

peace platform. Jackson is ex-
pected to win easily and is a

strong favorite over Republican
state Sen. Charles Elicker, likely

winner of a five man GOP prim-
ary.

Rep. Pelly, 67, is being chal-

lenged by state Sen. Joel Prit-

chard, 45, an ally of liberal Re-
publican Gov. Daniel Evans in a

Seattle district hard hit by
layoffs at the big Boeing Co. plant

Maryland Tydings. 42 hopes a

everywhere.
Wherever you are there's a

Weight Watchers9
class just a few steps

away. Call a class near you today.

We'll show you how to lose weight and
keep itoffforgood—the WeightWatchersway.

THERE ARE CLASSES EVERYWHERE. A FEW OF
THE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

NEW MEMBERS ACCEPTED AT ALL TIMES

A.MIIKKST

V.F.W.

l.VT )l;iin Strt'H

WVilnesdiiy 7 (X) p.m.

NORTHAMPTON
Polish National Assoc.

Pearl Street

Wednesday
'i 30 a.m. — 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p,m.

call tnt-mtn £LM K»i;istration • $2.50 Weekly

ASK FOR FREE BROCHURE

WEIGHT
WATCHERS
Some talking, some listening, and

a program that works."

large turnout in the Washington

suburbs, where there are many
local primary contests, will enable

him to defeat Mahoney, 69, whose
surprise victory four years ago

in a three way Democratic pri-

mary helped Spiro T. Agnew win

the governorship. Rep. J. Glenn

Beall Jr., son of the man Tyding

unseated in 1964, is expected to

win the Republican nomination

against two foes.

Mandel, 50, elected by the Gen-
eral Assembly when Agnew became
vice president, has four token

opponents. His likely Republican

opponent is C. Stanley Blair, a

former top Agnew aide. Two
veteran Baltimore congressmen,

Fallon and Samuel Friedel, face

stiff primary challenges. Fallon,

68, chairman of the House Public

Works Committee, forces a 37

year old state legislator, Paul

S. Sarbanes, while Friedel 72,

chairman of the House Adminis-

tration Committee, has four pri-

mary foes.

Rhode Island: Pastore, 63, has

John J McLaughlin, 43, is un-

opposed. Gov. Licht, 54, is un-

apposed for Democratic renomin-

ation, and his likely opponent in

November is state Atty. Gen. Her-

bert F. Desimone, 40.

Oklahoma: Tulsa attorne- Oavid

Hall, leader in the Aug. ' .dem-

ocratic primary, faces state Sen.

Bryce Baggett of Oklahoma City

for the gubernatorial nomination

in the state's only major primary
runoff. Bartlett was unopposed,

only token primary opposition, and

his Republican opponent, the Rev.

Distinguished Teacher Awards
Highlight Opening Convocation
Opening Convocation, the cer-

emony marking the formal begin-
ning of the 1970-71 academic year
at UMass, will be held Wednes-
day, Sept. 16, at 10:10 am. in

the Student Union Ballroom.
Chancellor Oswald Tippo will

give his opening address to the

academic community and present
the annual Distinguished Teacher
Awards. All members of the

University community and the pub-
lic are invited.

The traditional academic pro-
cession of robed faculty and staff

will begin the convocation. The
procession will be led by the

bearer of the University Mace,

William H. Ross. Traditionally,

this honor is given to the fac-

ulty member who has held the

Distinguished Teacher Award for

the longest time. Dr. Ross. Pro-
fessor of physics, won the a-

ward in 1962.

Three Distinguished Teacher A

-

wards will be given for "man-
ifest excellence in the art of tea-

ching and outstanding devotion to

the cause of education " The
awards are made by an all -Un-
iversity committee and carry with

them a $1000 stipend.

Rabbi Martin Kowal, chaplain to

Jewish students, will give the in-

vocation and Dr. Robert L. Glu-

Univ. Mobe Reorganization
Tonight in Campus Center

Bobby Washington, a Black sub
way worker from New York City,

will speak tonight at a meeting
of the University Mobilization Co-
mmittee to End the War in South-

east Asia. It will start at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center Au-
ditorium.

Washington, who has been an
anti-War activist since 1967, is

presently working in the Third
World Committee of the National

Student Mobilization. He is a

member of the Third World Co-
mmittee for Solidarity with Vie-

tnam which has organized anti-

War actions in the Harlem Com-
munity.

As a worker for the N.Y. Tra-
nsit Authority he is a member

of the Rank and File Caucus which
is a organization of Black sub-
way workers. Active in Black
liberation struggles since he was
a student in Metropolitan High
School in New York City, he is

now 23 years old

Tonight's Mobe meeting is the
first of this semester. The pur-
pose of the meeting is to re-
organize- the anti-War movement
on campus. There will be dis-

cussion of the priorities for the

UMass anti-War movement for this

semester following by workshops
on Third World and the War (led

by Bobby Washington), Community
Organizing, Veterans and CIS
Media, and H.S. organizing

HELP WANTED
HYlp Wanted! Ol'ls to solicit and

drliter subscription* for tbe Boston
(•lobe In their instu. Call Nona at
H-H31S evenings. tf9-18

Babysitter for boy 4'/2 >rs., Mon-
tfar, Wedmnwlay, Friday, 1-3 p.m. in
North Amherst. Omti tranpsortation
prefe

r

able. Call MiJ-0407, tfU-lo'

roommates Wanted
Wanted! Roommate for Mountain

Ranee Apartments. Contact Wayne,
Apt. 11 8. 9-9-11-14-15

I male roommates wanted, own
bedroom, great deal. Call 253-3571,
ask for Bob. t f i in

FOR SALE
Honda 160 Cli, rxc. lood., elec.

-tart, luxKage rack, directional ele-
vate, new tires vl»o seta), new batt.,

tarp and other extras, needs carb.
adjust. Take best offer. 253-2077.

9-18

Eico solid state amplifier, m watts
rms., almost new, 91M; Fisher 125
compact stereo system $233; Gar-
rard SF65B changer, Pickering car-
tridte |70. (all 6-JM32. tf9-18

Discounts on stereo components.
tall MM or 6-9417. tfl»-l

New drapes, 51 In., 2 pr., Colonial
print, 3 pr. beige, 1 pr. blue plastic
bathroom curtains shower curtain,
sofa, pole lamp, bed, bureau w/mir.-
ror, vacuum cleaner, low prices. 253-

ff>25. tf»-16

1966 Ducatl bebrinc 350 cc, a
righteous machine, excellent condi-
tion. CaU 546-6950 and ask for Da-
vid Cubley. *__»
Yamaha FG-300 Folk Guitar, ex.

• ond. $150; Eko steel string guitar
"40 ; also T.A. Darts custom ten-
nis racket, like new, $15. CaU 6-9169.

________________________
LEATHER GOODS

All hand-made to order: vests,
bugs, jackets, belts, pants, sandals,
-hirts, we make most anything at a
fair price. See Patrick at the I^ver-
tt Craft Center In Leverett. tfg-gg

FOR SALE— AUTOS
'« VW. exc. condition, S. k B7,

aew tires and muffler, $1098. CaU
283-3S13 after 6 p.m. tf9-!6

1964 VW Camper, fully equipped
with camping equipment Kent, re-
frig., etc.). Recent engine and body
work. $550. Days — 545-0936, eves,
545-2018. tf9-16

1962 Valiant for sale — $100. Call
M9-0386 after 9 p.m. on wee* >*.
Call mornings or after 9:0* .. - on
weekends. The Valiant wok A rtl-
cularly like a male barer, trice Is
negotiable. tfS-l*

62 Comet, good condition, bucket
•eats, new muffler, carburetor and
battery, $195. CaU 253-3813 after 6
>"»

• tf»-lg

'62 Chevy, 6 cylinder, good running
condition $100. See or call Tom at
the Lord Jeff 253-2576. tfB-16

'«2 Plymouth, state car, A cylinder,
automatic, radio, heater, runs weU.
call 253-2576, room 97, after 9 p.m.

tf9-17

Austin Healy 3000, late '67, new
"•dials and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, original owner. Call
1-267-3323 after 6:00 weekdays.

tf9-25
•«4 Chevr Grnbr. Camper, full

•-quip.; new eng., 2000 mis., tran_
ixle, brks. and tires, exc. cond. $750.

« all 247-0041. tf9-21

HO VW. dutch chatters, interior
-hah, needs muffler, but has been
-<mhI transportation for 3 yra. $230.
(all stan 589-9837 Ludlow. tf9-17

1967 VW sedan, newly re-built en-
gine, body in good condition, dark
blue. $800. Call 584-1406, Nancy or

____ tfg-16

FURNITURE RENTALS
Harper Associates rents aU your

furniture needs: beds, desks, living
rooms, refrigerators. CaU 086-2960.

tf0-18

RIDE WANTED
Needed: Round trip ride from elth-

er Cnlr. of Mass. or Boston on week-
ends. Will share expenses. Call 263-
3*«g- tf9-18

MUSICIANS WANTED
A Ught ssund piano needa com-

pany for soft combo, guitar, bass,
flute, oboe, and dram, improvising
and arrangements for relaxing and
spots out. Call Lew at 546-6534.

tf9-18

ckstern, acting provost, will be
master of ceremonies.. Student
Senate President Glenn Elters will

speak.

Classes beginning at 10:10 a.m.
Wednesday have been cancelled to

enable faculty and students to at-

tend the convocation

Wednesday is also the date of

Chancellor and Mrs. Tippo's re-
ception for new members of the
UMass faculty and staff. The
reception will be held beginning
at 8:30 p.m. at the Top of the
Campus in the new Murray D.
Lincoln Campus Center.

<0>
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The Endless

Knights
TONIGHT

Folk Rock Music

Now available great
FALSTAFF BEER^

On Rt.47 Sunderland
a £ood place to drink!

^minutes Iromt impus

Notices

SENATE SERVICES COMMITTEE
Student Servicss. Help it expand,

dig it. Sunday 6:30 p.m. Campus Con-
tor 177.

ADELPHIA
Adelphians! Where are you?

8 p.m. Sunday. Campus Center 177.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Karate class will moot today in the

Commonwealth Room. Open to all sis-
ters at $2.00 each. 7:00

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Open house at the UMass observa-

tory. Friday from sunset to midnight.
If cloudy will be held on 19th. Public
invited .

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Student Faculty Assembly tomor-

row 1:15 to 2:30 p.m. in Shat-

tuck Auditorium.

FINNISH CLUB
Meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center 168-170. All interested in

Finnish language and culture wel-
come. Call Nancy at 323-7507.

PI BETA PHI
Scavenger Hunt! You'll never be-

lieve the things you can find on this

campus! Meet at 7:30 p.m. 388 N.

Pleasant St. Thursday night.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
Meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Cam-

pus Center 174. All are invited to

to talk about drugs, mysticism, yoga,
religion, etc.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Meeting of all who want to form on

organizing committee to staff the wort
at the Institute to bring peace and ioy

to others. 5 00 p.m. at the tree grove at

the Pond. If rain, S.U. Lobby

ASTRONOMY CLUB
First meeting tomorrow at 7:30

in 134 Hasbrouck. All are invited.

PRECISIONETTES
Practice for team members at 4:40

in Dickinson parking lot. All universi-

ty women invited to watch the top

women's drill team in the East.

SKYDIVING
UMass Sport Parachute Club fall re-

cruitment meeting will be Wed. Sept.

23 at 7:45 p.m. in Campus Center

165.

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in Campus

Center 170.

RECREATION MAJORS
Retreaters! Don't forget $5.00 de-

posit fee. Give to Dr. Sherrow by to-

morrow in Room 13 Hicks.

NAIADS
Meeting today at 4 30. Bring your

suits.

MAROON KEYS AND SCROLLS
Meeting tonight at 6:15 in. Campus

Center 168, 170, 172. Be on time!

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Southwest Book Mart. Buy and sell

used books. Little Hatch Annex. Open
10 to 8 through Sept. 25.

MARKETING CLUB
Meeting Thursday Sept. 17 at 7:30 in

SBA 102. Activities for year to be

discussed.

NES
Meeting to be held in S.U. Ball-

room tomorrow night ot 7:301 Old tu-

tors and prospective tutors urged to

come.

ANGEL FLIGHT
Mandatory meeting at 7:00 p.m. in

Dickinson 210. Importont plans will be

discussed. Tonight.

RADICAL COMMUNITY UNION
Open organizational meeting

Thursday at 730 p.m. in Campus Cen-

ter Auditorium.

'

YAF
Conservatives, libertarians, ob

jectivists - meeting in Student Uniot

room 165 Thursday at 8 p.m.

PROJECT 10

T'ai Chi workshop. Demo and or-

ganization meeting. Tomorrow 11:30

to 330 «n Berkshire Clubroom. For

info, call 549-1655.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Open parties. Kappo Kappa Gommo

Its ond Bits craft ni ght 7:00 p.m.

SKI PATROL
Thursday night ot 7. James Lounge.

Refresher info coll 6-7529.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
Library has been moved to Student

Union. Located near Melody Kitchen.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight Campus Center

1*2 at 0:30. Exec, board ot 6:00.

»->!. _• ..

PSYCH COUNCIL -CUSP
There will be a meeting Tuesday

at 8pm in Council Chambers for all

Psych majors • committee programs

discussed. Freshmen welcome.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
Dr. Donald Read "Sensitivity and

Group Interaction" • discussion and
participation open to all. Sept 16, 7:30
pm ot 389 N. Pleasant.

HEYMAKERS
The regular square dance and clas-

ses will be held in the SU Ballroom.

ESQUESTRIANCLUB
Meeting today for all old members

ot 7:00 p.m. Gri nnell Arena.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES NIGHT
Activities night will be held to-

morrow night at 7:00 p.m. on floors 1

and 2 of the concrete waffle. All
we Icome.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Short meeting tonight at 6:30 in

Campus Center 81 1 -815.

COMMUNITY ACTION FOUNDATION
Meeting of all members to de-

termine and sic

termine and discuss CAF. Tonight
ot 7:30 in Compus Center 1 74-1 76.

BAHAI'I ASSOCIATION
First meeting will be tomorrow from

12 to 2 in Campus Center 170-172.
Open to all.

CLASS OF 1973
Soph-frosh picnic. Saturday behind

Southwest. Music and food ot 3:30
after the football game.

<APPA KAPPA GAMMA
Free for ali starts at 7:00 p.m.

Wear jeans all interested girls wel-
come.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Meet in room 178 in Campus Center.

7:30 a.m. for prayer.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST LEA-
GUE

First meeting Thursday in Campus
Center 165. Everyone please go.

JAZZ WORKSHOP
Jazz workshop hopes to start pro-

gram within next few weeks. Contact
music library at the Old Chappel tor

detai Is.

ONE MORE NOTICE
Who says I wouldn't believe the

things on this campus? I'm on this
campus, find me!

Strict enforcement of parking

areas will begin Wednesday,

Sept. 16 at 7 a. m.
Persons must display proper

decals to park in all restricted

parking areas.

1970 Index
Distributed
Over 4000 students greeted the

arrival of the 1970 Index yester-

day as a trailer was parked in

front of the Student Union build-

ing to distribute the books. The
trailer will be open from 9 to

5 for the rest of the week.

All students who were here both

semesters last year are entitled

to the Index. Yearbooks will be

available for Swing shift students
after Wednesday.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Edge
4 Harbors
9 Pose for

portrait

12 Native

metal
13 Beginning
14 Macaw
15-Conflict

17 Golf club

19Hmdu
cymbals

20 Underground
worker

21 Strip of

leather

23Cover
24-Diplomacy
27-Compass

point

28 Increase

in size

29 Drinks

heavily

30-Conjunction
31-Label
32 Measure of

weight
33-Sun

god
34 Capital of

Tunisia

36 Expire

37 Weight of

India

38-Juncture
39-Policeman

(slang)

40 Army
meal

41 Indian

tent

43 Pale

44 Stopped
temporarily

46 Analyzes.

as sentence
49 Be

mistaken
50 Ranted
52Cloth

measure
53Tiny
54 Jogs
55 Declare

DOWN

1 Take
unlawfully

2 Man's name
3 Courage
4 Take a vote

5 Number
6 Rupees (abbr.)

7 Warm
8 Stupefy
9 Petty ruler

10 Anger
11 Sailor (colloq.)

16 Make lace

18 Mountain
range in

Wyoming
20Blend
21 Whips
22 Follow

23 Fall behind
25 Goddess of

vegetation

26 Former Russian
rulers

p^irIg tor
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28 Existed

29 Pedal digit

31 Occasions
32-Gratuity

35 Innate character
36 Female deer
37-Feels
39-Evergreentree
40 Deface

42 Saucy
43 Small lumps
44-Church bench
45 Exist

46 Fondle

47-Guido's
high note

48 Crafty

51 Proceed

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Astrological
i

Forecast

i>> »(iur> Omarr
Men burn uuder tire itisn» tend l«

huvc bicli foreheads. The Fire sisii*
are Aries, l.ro and SasjitUriue. >j...

unit Huiuru nith delicate bauds art-
ukel? to be natives of Air sikus. 'Jin-
Air siKUb are Oemini, Laura and .Viu.i-
rius.

a
ARIES (March ^1 - April 19): Don I

reveal ali you know. Be sure tha*
confidential information ia kept thai
way. Avoid one who asks too man.
questions. You hold trump card. Ac
accordnsly.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Som*

peraona are tempted to flatter you in
falae manner. Be wary of poaaible ul
terior motive. Places individual play*
prominent role. Be perceptive. Look
beyond surface indicatlona.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20) : Tou

vet what was requested. More" pre*
sure ia direct result. Preatlve rises
Be ready to handle added responaibi
bility. Co-operate in community pro-
ject.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Fol-
low through on correspondence. Ac-
cent on writing-, advertising and spe-
cial publications. Older individual is
going to offer aome valid suggestions
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Mak-

new starts. Be aware of budget re-
quirements. Male or business partne*
needa some additional information. Not
wise to take situations, persons foi
granted*
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Finish

projects. Be receptive. Legal advie
may be necessary. Don't attempt to b>-

your own lawyer. Check rules, regula-
tions. Gain indicated if willing to play
waiting game.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Full
moon position coincides with chanc
to improve work conditions. You may
have to perform special service. Bui
realize inconvenience is temporary
I'lan ahead.
SOORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Fa

voraqle lunar aspect indicates auccen.
through children, creative efforts. You
are able to tear through red tape. Va
luable opening appears. Be readi
willing. You are able.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

Accent on property, security real e*
tate. You bring matters to conclusion
Don't take lightly statements of elderx
Fulfill obligations. You win if persist
ent.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Family member should be advised la
close out deal, conclude relationship
Not easy to advise or follow. But if

you are firm, sympathetic, you couM
help prevent grief.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Money questions can be resolved with
aid of mate, partner. Refuse to b.

shackled with unfair burden. Gain H
operation from persons your helped in
past.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Cy-

cle fine for getting views on record
State requirements. No beating about
bush. You may be amased at marve-
lous response. But you must lay It on
the line!
IF TODAY 18 YOUR BIRTHDAY

you find yourself, quite often In di-

lemma — wanting to travel and de-
hiring. a stable domestic situation. Co-
inciding the two la not easy. You will
manage, however, to do Just that In
1971. If single, you may find your-
self on road to matrimony.
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.
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In The Sports World. ..

Clay Wins Right To Fight In N.Y., Patriots' Long Gone
NEW YORK (AP) - CassiusClay

won a decision over the New York
State Athletic Commission Monday
when a federal judge granted him
the right to fight in New York.

Clay was defrocked as world
heavyweight boxing champion by
New York and most other states

in 1967 when he refused to accept
military service.
When Clay applied for a re-

newal of his New York boxing
license he was turned down last

Oct. 14. The Commision argued
that, although it had licensed
boxers convicted of felonies, those
fighters had served time.

Clay, who had brought the suit

under his Muslim name, Muh-
hammad Ali, is preparing for an
Oct. 26 bout with Jerry Quarry
in Atlanta, the only place he is

licensed to fight.

'Tm just glad to hear it,"

said Clay in Philadelphia. 'Tm
not thinking about that now. I'm
busy getting ready for Quarry. I

can't have too many things on my
mind."
Clay 28, hasn't had a real fight

since March 22, 1967 when he
defended his title against Zora
Folley in New York's Madison
Square Garden. He boxed a coupla
of exhibitions that year and then
managed to get a license for an
eight round exhibition against three
little known fighters in Atlanta
Sept. 2.

"Every effort will be made to

arrange a fight with a suitable

opponent in New York State," said

Clay's lawyer, Michael Meltsner,
a Columbia law professor.

The Commission refused any
comment on the ruling until its

staff had time to study the court
decision. An appeal is possible.

It was another chapter in the

trials and tribulations of Clay who
came out of the 1960 Olympics and
won the heavyweight title in a
tremendous upset by knocking out

Sonny Liston in Miami Beach,
Feb. 25, 1964.

Clay stopped Liston in one round

Dsilg (faUrgten
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in a 1965 rematch in Lewiston,
Maine, then made successful def-
enses against ex-champ Floyd Pat-
terson, George Cbuvalo, Henry
Cooper Brian London Karl
Mildenberg, Cleveland Williams,

Recreation Schedule

Faculty & Staff Only
4:00 PM

Faculty & Staff

BOYDEN GYMNASIUM
Monday through Friday 12 Noon - 1:00 PM:
4:15 PM - 6:00 PM Saturday & Sunday 1:00 PM

BOYDEN HANDBALL & SQUASH COURTS •

Monday -Wednesday -Friday 12 Noon - 1:30 PM:
Only

1:30 PM - 5:15 PM Tuesday & Thursday 12 Noon - 1:00 PM: Fac-
ulty & Staff Only
3:45 PM - 5:15 PM Monday through Friday 5:15 PM - 6:00 PM:
Faculty & Staff Only
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM Saturday & Sunday 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

BOYDEN POOL • • • •

Monday through Friday 8:00 AM - 8:45 AM and 12 Noon - 1:00

PM: Quick Dip, Faculty & Staff Only
Saturday & Sunday 1:30 - 4:00 PM: Co -Ed Swim

WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION POOL
Monday -Wednesday -Friday 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM: Co -Ed Swim
Friday 7 00 PM - 9.00 PM Familv Swim * * •

BOYDEN WEIGHT TRAINING ROOM
Monday through Friday 4:15 PM - 10:00 PM Saturday & Sunday
1:00 PM - 4.00 PM

WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION GYMNASIUM
Monday through Friday 6 PM - 8:30 PM Saturday & Sunday
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

BOYDEN BOWLING ALLEYS * *

Starting September 28th Monday -Tuesday- Wednesday & Friday 4:30
PM - 10:30 PM

* Reservations required at all times! Reservations must be made
in person at the Equipment Window, located in the Boyden Locker

-

room, starting at 9:00 AM. No telephone or advance reservations
will be accepted.
** at 50C per line. Bowling shoes will be provided free upon pre-
sentation of student or faculty/staff ID. Cards.
*** Supply own towels and bathing suits Parents must accompany
children.
**** Women are advised to use some form of non- slipping footwear
to and from lockerroom.

Ernie Terrell and Folley before he
went on the inactive list.

* * *

BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Patriots retired nine year veteran
Charlie Long and cut three other
members of last year's squad
Monday in getting down to the

National Football League's 40

player limit.

Trimmed from the roster with

Long were running backs R. C.

Gamble and Bob Gladieux and
cornerback John Outlaw, the

fastest man on the team.
Long, who earned all American

Football League honors at both

offensive tackle and guard, was
immediately given another job by
the Patriots.

"Charlie will work for us in

scouting and special ticket pro-
motions," Coach Clive Rush said.

"With his loyalty and the con-
tribution he has made to this fran-
chise, he will be a welcome add-
ition/'

A native of Fyffe, Fla., where
a high school field is named in

his honor, Long starred at the

University of Chattanooga before
joining the Patriots. He is 31.

Gamble played two years for the

Patriots, backing up Jim Nance at

fullback and also seeing spot duty

at halfback. Gladieux, former
Notre Dame star, was used little

as a rookie last year.
* * * * *

MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL(AP)-
Coach Bud Grant pulled out the
Kansas City Chiefs' file Monday
and played down the idea that their
National Football League season
opener Sunday would be a grudge
match.

The Chiefs defeated Minnesota,
23-7 in the Super Bowl Jan. 11.

"There has been one question
we have been postponing for a
long time," Grant said. "After
the announcement of the schedule
last spring, everyone wanted to
talk about the Chiefs'.

"Now we have all week to talk

about them. While Kansas City
represents the championship of
professional football, they also
represent our first league game.

"Based on last year's per-
formance, our first league game
is against the best team in pro-
fessional football.

"We have to forget about Kan-
sas City after Sunday and get
ready for the next one."
A sellout crowd of 47,900 at

Metropolitan Statium and a na-
tional television NBC audience is
expected to see the 4 p. m. EDT
game.

Grant said he has seen the
Super Bowl game film three times
and will study it again this week,
as well as films of the Chiefs'

last two exhibition games.
"Basically they are the same

football team," Grant said. "They
are still formidable, they're doing
the same things and they will attack
the same way.

"Kansas City was not scoring
a lot in the preseason but they
did not go with regulars all of
the time.

"They are finding that everyone
is giving them their best shot
since they are the champions.
St. Louis ran some things against
them Saturday night that the Card-
inals hadn't used all year."

While saying the vikings would
not treat Sunday's game as a
grudge match, he did say "the
recollection will all come back.
But we can't win the Super Bowl.
We can win a league game. Emo-
tional value? Satisfaction would
be a better word."

* * * * *

NEWTON, Mass. (AP) - John
Snooks Kelley, Boston College
hockey coach for nearly 40 years,
was named Monday to a full time
position in the school's athletic
department.

Kelley, who will continue as
hockey coach, retired as a teacher
at Cambridge High and Latin School
to become a special assistant to
BC athletic director Bill Flynn.

1969-70 IM Touch Football Champs - The Jocks. Front (l-r): Brassard, LaChapelle,
Arsenault, Davidson. Back (l-r): Malacaria, Collins, Schwartz, Roust, Blair Sizer
Stiles.

Sports Notices
FOOTBALL TICKETS - Stud-

ent exchange coupons are now be-
ing traded in at the ticket office
in Boyden, room 255, for the
Maine game. The ticket office
is open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and from
9 a.m. until noon on Saturday.
All students must exchange their

coupons according to the resp-
ective dates shown on those cou-
pons. Ticket deadline dates are
specified in the coupon booklet.

Game time for all home games
is 1 p.m Tickets for future
home games are currently on sale
as are all tickets for away games.

Important - The deadline date

for Saturday's Maine game has
been extended to Friday, Sept. 18

until 6 p.m. All ticket exchanges
must be finalized at the ticket

office, no student exchanges will

be accepted at the game itself.

WRESTLING - There will be
an organizational meeting for the
varsity and frashman wrestling
teams Wednesday, Sept 16, in the
wrestling room at 5 p.m.

der way in only a week.

* • • • •

* • * * *

IM OFFICIALS NEEDED - Stu-

dents with experience who are in-

terested in officiating touch foot-

ball are requested to sign up at

the intramural office, 215 Boy-
den. Intramural football gets un-

WMUA ON THE AIR Hand-
ling play-by-play of all UMass
football games will be radio sta-
tion WMUA. Behind the mike to

cover all the action will be Ken
Horseman. Filling in with all the
color will be Dave Melvin.
WMUA's first date on the air will

be Sept. 19, in time for the o-
pening football game against
Maine. Air time for that con-
test will be 12:45 p.m. At 12:30,

Hal Dash will present Redmen
Kickoff Preview.

1969-70 IM Touch Football Runnerups. Front (l-r): Koska, Churchill, Bates, Murphy,

Sherman, Simpson. Back (l-r): Brady, Shaughnessy, Logue, Bouvier, Aylward, Picard,

Roberts, Shannon, Duval, MacLaughlan.

Sports Staffers!

A Meeting of All Veteran

Members of The Daily Collegian

Sports Staff Will Be Held

Tonight at 7 in The MDC Office

All Members-Try To Make It

Qtlff Maatattjnsrtta

iatlu (ttflllegtatt
^J A Fill ANO BISPONSIBlf ^^ MISS
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UMASS STEPS UP PRESSURE

FORTHELWELLS RELEASE
Story on Page Three

The Most

Up-To-Date Election Returns

Of Any State Newspaper

Mass. Primary

The Winners

White

Drinan

Hicks

Spaulding

Kennedy

Sargent

Dukakis

IN AMHERST - Voters file into one of the town's polling places, which were gener-

ally empty for most of the day as a heavy rain kept the turnout low. (MDC photo by

Gary Slickman)

For Complete Coverage, See page Two
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Drinan Sweeps
Past Philbin

NEWTON-Rt. Rev. Robert Drinan, in a stunning primary upset,

defeated Congressman Philip Philbin, to win the democratic

nomination for Congress in the Third District. Philbin conceded

defeat early this morning with a scattering of returns left tc

be counted.

Drinan, on leave as Dean of Boston College Law School, was

an outspoken critic of the Nixon war policy and urged immed-
iate withdrawal from Indo-China, as means of gaining peace.

Philbin, a 28 year veteran of Congress, is one of the stoutest

supporters of the administration.

In his acceptance speech, Drinan, told supporters, that "the

people of this district have spoken loud and clear that they re-

ject the Nixon policies in Vietnam and administration remedies

for our troubled economy."
Father Drinan, added, to his youthful campaign headquarters

workers that "young people's voices can be heard within the sy-

stem" and urged youths to participate in the electoral process.

Philbin, a key member of the House Ways and Means Committee

said, "The voters have left no doubt about where they stand"

Drinan has gained nationwide attention for his campaign. His

standing as a Jesuit priest brought additional attention to what

was already a key Congressional race.

A third Democratic hopeful State Representative Robert O'Han-

ian finished far back in the race.

White Victor
Hicks, Spaulding, Dukakis

Victors In Other Contests
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Across The Nation

Humphery, Tydings Win
Sen. Joseph D. Tydings of Mary-

land, riding hefty majorities in

Washington's suburbs, overcame
an early deficit and took the leac

1

Tuesday night over conservative

challenger George P. Mahoney in

the state's Democratic primary.

Former Vice President Hubert

H. Humphrey, in the first step of

a political comeback, took a st-

rong lead in his race for the

Democratic nomination for Sena-

tor from Minnesota

In Maryland, predominantly ru-

ral returns gave the 69 year old

Mahony, who built his campaign
on criticism of Tydings' liberal

voting record, an early lead over

the 42 year old senator

But it evaporated when returns

started to come in from popu!-

ous Montgomery and Prince Geo-
rges Counties -and from black pre-

cincts in the city of Baltimore
Returns from 611 of the 1.556

precincts showed Tydings 81.239;

Mahoney 78,754.

Rep J Glenn Beall, Jr., 43,

son of the man Tydings unseat

-

ted in 1964. easily won the Rep-

bulican senatorial primary.

In Minnesota, returns from the

first 37 of 3,822 precincts gave

the 59 year old Humphrey 1,036

votes to 238 for his opponent,

Earl D. Craig Jr., a 31 year

old black studies instructor.

Rep Clark MacGregor was far

ahead in the Republican primary.
In Maryland's primaries for

governor, Democratic Gov. Mar-
vin Mandel. 50, and Republican
C. Stanley Blair, 42, overpowered
token challengers

In Minnesota's governor's race

state Atty. Gen. Douglas Head,

40, won the Republican nomi-
nation, while state Sen. Wendell

Ar.Jerson, 37, was unopposed for

the Democratic designation. GOP
Gov Harold Levander is retiring.

In a hotly fought Minnesota con-

gressional contest, Rep. Donald

M. Fraser of Minneapolis turned

back a conservative challenger

He faces another in November

-

former radio announcer Richard

Enroth, won the GOP nomination

BOSTON -Boston Mayor Kevin H.

White appeared to have the Dem-
ocratic nomination for governor

locked up at 3:15 this morning,
after a neck and neck four way
race. White led State Senate

President Maurice A. Donohuewith
1739 precincts out of 2019, approx-

imately, 205,000 to 197,000 in un-

official figures.

In a speech to his supporters

at the Somerset Hotel, in Boston,

White, who trailed Donohue in his

home city by a scant 753 votes

said, "If this holds up, like we
think, the election campaign starts

tomorrow. This is an import-

ant election and we have seven
weeks to win it."

The other two candidates, Fra-
ncis X. Bellotti, a former lieut-

enant governor, and Kenneth P.

O'Donnell, one time White House
aid to the late President John
F. Kennedy, were trailing. O'Don-
nell conceded his defeat by
mid evening.

The winner will oppose Repub-
lican Gov. Francis W. Sargent,

who was nominated without a con-

test.

Mrs. Louise Day Hicks, who
as chairman of the Boston School

Committee was an outspoken foe

of busing to achieve racial balance

in the public schools, was the

winner of the Democratic nomin-
ation-tantamount to election -in the

heavily Democratic 9th Congress-
ional District , where Speaker John
W. McCormack is retiring.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy was
unopposed for renomination for a

third term, but his vote ran 25
per cent behind that piled up coll-

ectively by the candidates for gov-

ernor.

Josiah A. Spaulding, former GOP
state chairman, won the Republican
nomination to oppose Kennedy for

the Senate He defeated John J.

McCarthy, retired Army officer

and once state commissioner of ad -

ministration.

Spaulding's total in 1,177 pre-

cincts was 61.725 to 46,580 for

McCarthy.
State Rep Michael S. Dukakis

was the runaway winner of the
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Democratic nomination for lieu-

tenant governor, in a five way

fight with four other candidates

bucking his endorsement by the

Democratic state convention.

Incumbent U.S. Rep. Harold D.

Donohue of Worcester appeared to

be the easy winner for renomin-

ation in the 4th District, running

far ahead of his challenger, Ste-

phanie A. Riopel.

In the 3rd House District, the

Rev. Robert F. Drinan, on leave

as dean of the Boston College

Law School, ran well ahead of

the incumbent veteran, Rep. Philip

J Philbin.

Nominations also were made
for other state and county offices

and for the 280 seats in the leg-

islature.

Spaulding, who won his party's

endorsement at the Republican

State Convention this summer, for-

ecast victory in the primary by

a two to one margin because
"the future of the Republican party

rests with people like myself,

Gov. Sargent and Sen. Edward W.

Brooke R-Mass."
Spaulding is a liberal who was

accused by his opponent in a tel-

evision debate of harboring views

similar to those of Sen. Kennedy.

McCarthy is a retired executive

who ran on a platform of support

for the President "down the line.''

As a former state commissioner
of administration, a Volpe

appointee, he was the governor's

lay by day executive officer in

running the state.

In the Democratic race for the

chance to oppose Sargent, Donahue,

of Holyoke, was the candidate end-

orsed by last June's Democratic
State Convention. He also is re-

tiring as president of the state

Senate after 20 years in the leg-

islature.

Mayor White, however, showed
an edge over Donahue in polls taken

before the primary and, unlike

Donahue, did not put his imm-
ediate political future on the line

by running for governor.

Bellotti is a lawyer who served
one term as lieutenant governor.

He was defeated in his bid for

governor in 1966. O'Donnell was
a White House aide during the

Kennedy administration and part

of the Johnson administration.

In the congressional contests,

the race in the*9th District, being

vacated by retiring Speaker John
W. McCormack, led in interest.

Louise Day Hicks, a city coun-

cillor and a former chairman of

the Boston School Committee,
led the pre primary polls, counting

on a heavy turnout of the Irish

Catholic population in the district.

She is an outspoken critic of busing

to achieve school integration

On the other side of the spec-

trum was David S. Nelson, a

black attorney who depended on a

heavy turnout in the predominantly
black Roxbury and Dorchester sec-

tions of the city.

John J. Moakley, the third con-

tender, is a member of the state

Senate.

BOSTON MAYOR KEVIN H. WHITE, scoring a tight-

rope victory over State Senate President Maurice A. Don-
ahue in yesterday's primary, earned the right to face
Governor Francis W. Sargent in November's final elec-
tion.
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UMass "Pulls Strings" To Speed Thelwell's Return

The University made several
"influential" contacts yesterday
during a series of meetings in

Washington which administraters
feel could help reverse the decision
made by the U.S. counsel in Jam-
aica not to allow Michael Thelwell
entrance to the country.

The following important dev-
elopments were noted by Univer-
sity spokesman, Dr. Randolph Bro-
mery, who, along with Dean Sey-
mour Shapiro, represented the

UMass at the hastily convened
Washington meetings:

--Senator Edward W. Brooke sent

a personal telegram to the Jam-
aican Ambassador in an effort to

influence the Chief U.S. Jamaican
Counsel.

--The Under -Secretary of State for

Latin American Affairs Meyers
is working with the University in

an effort to reverse the decision.

--The Chairman of the President's

Commission on Campus unrest.

Governor Scranton of Penn., made

contacts for Bromery and Shapiro
to see Undersecretary Meyer, and
he is expected to aid further

if necessary.

--Senator Kennedy's office made
contacts which led to a meeting
with the Chief of the Visa depart-
ment, George Owen.

--Joseph Rhodes, the controvertial

Harvard Graduate student and

member of Scranton's Commission
on Campus Unrest, is consulting

"a contact in the White House".
--Mrs. Barbara Watson, appointed
to the State Department by Lyndon
Johnson, is using her influence to

help the situation. Mrs. Watson,
according to Bromery, "Has im-
portant say in appointing U.S.

Counsels."
-UMass President Robert Wood,

after "lengthy discussion" with

Bromery, is getting in touch with

his own "influential" friends in

the Capitol.

--The President of Howard Uni-

By RrCHARD C HANSON
Asst. News Editor

versity James Check, also a mem-
ber of the Commission on Campus
Un-rest, is working on the

problem. Cheek was the first

to imform Governor Scranton of

Thelwell's problem.
--Bromery said that he and Sha-
piro had tried to see as "many
people as possible" to help change
the decision concerning the visa.

"I don't look upon this as pressure,
but the more people helping the
better", added Bromery.

The "technicality" which is de-
aying Thelwell in his native Ja-
maica stems from an application
which he made to the American
Consulate in that country for an
"immigration Visa" which he later

discovered would have not allowed
entrance to the States for at least

a year.

Thelwell then applied for an
"H-I" visa, which allows quicker
entry but stipulates that the holder
of such a visa will return to his
or her home country. Thelwell

Williams HitsWar Aims
In Mobe's First Meeting

by BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

The Student Mobilization Committee met last night in the Campus Center Auditorium.
Bobby Washington was the SMC's featured speaker. He spoke of the "heroic efforts" the people

of Vietnam to withstand the "barbaric onslaughts" of the United States, and stated that their
resistance had given the U.S. war machine a serious setback.

Why has the US not sent many He observed that the earliest opp
osition to themore troops, planes, heavy

armaments to Vietnam? The
reasons, Washington stated, were
the courage of the Vietnamese, and,

more importantly . the opposition of

millions of Americans to the War.
The peace movement has held back
the arm of the war machine, and
will end the war.

The most successful strategy of

the peace movement has been to

limit their efforts to the single

question of the war in Vietnam,
and thus to attempt to bring as
many people as possible into the

movement, if other issues were
added, far fewer people could
understand and sympathize with

organizations like the SMC.
Some are against the movement

because they feel it is ineffect-

ive, and think more violent tactics

necessary, with more attention

given to issues such as racism
and sexism. Washington observed
that the "so-called liberal polit-

icians" plaster their campaign
headquarters with signs like

"Down with Male Chauvinism" --

and yet do not do anything as con-

crete as opposing the war directly.

Washington feels that dividing

the attention of the peace movement
only helps such politicians to soften

its thrust.

Washington noted that mAiy peo-

ple mistakenly believe the peace
movement to be White in nature.

to the war came from the

Black community, which at the very
beginning was 85-95% opposed to

the war, and mentioned the early
antiwar leadership of Malcolm X
and Martin Luther King.

Some Blacks have diverted their

attention away from the War be-

cause of Third World activities.

Black leaders have often avoided
criticizing the Administration for

ear of jeopardizing Federal aid to

their communities. However,
those who think the peace move-
ment is White in nature are bad-

ly mistaken.

Washington concluded the meet-
ing voted to retain the SMC Con-
stitution essentially as it was writ-

ten, changing only the name of the

organization, from "University"
Mobilization Committee to

"Student" Mobilization Com-
mittee, in order to affiliate with

the national SMC.
There was a proposal from the

floor to insert a passage into the

Constitution excluding those pol-

iticians from speaking at SMC
rallies who had failed to support
"Black rebellions," and had all-

owed police to suppress them.
It was argued that such pol-

iticians do help to bring people
into the SMC, and ultimately the

association will help them to un-

derstand the true nature of what

the politicians themselves really
stood for. The proposal was
overwhelmingly voted down.
A Priorities Proposal was app-

roved. The SMC thereby agreed
o help make October 31 a nat-

onal day of antiwar protest, and
Dct. 30 a "moratorium for peace
iction." The SMC will work to
;ducate the community with regard
o the November statewide Vietnam
Referendum, and will support vote
C (immediate withdrawal from the
war).

The meeting voted to decentral -

ize the SMC into living area com -

mittees, for leafletting and other
activities.

The SMC also agreed to send
two telegrams, to Chancellor Os-
wald Tippo, protesting the release
of antiwar professor Gary Tarr,
the other to the United Auto Work -

ers, supporting their strike as an
action in sympathy with the peace
movement

.

It was made clear that the tele-

grams were not to violate the Stu-
dent Mobilization Committee
policy of standing for only one
specific issue but would represent
the view of the majority of stu-
dents present at the meeting.

MOBE's Platform Planks
IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL: "The antiwar movement demands

the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all U.S. forces from

Indochina and the dismantling of all U.S. bases in Southeast Asia.

The right of the Indochinese people to self determination must be

supported as a matter of principle."

NON- EXCLUSION: "All who oppose the war are welcome in the

movement irrespective of their views on other questions and regard-

less of other affiliations."

TACTICS: "The antiwar movement employs a variety of tactics

to win adherents to its program of immediate withdrawal. But what-

ever tactic is used, the movement must function in a peaceful, or-

ganized, and disciplined fashion. Confrontational adventures hurt,

the movement by alienating otherwise sympathetic sections of the

population, particularly labor and Black and Brown peoples."

MASS DEMONSTRATIONS: "Mass demonstrations remain the

antiwar movement's most effective method of communicating its mes-

sage to. and involving, the largest number of people. By the sheer

weight of numbers that can be assembled at a given time and place,

the movement gains credibility and visibility. It provides a way for

people drawn to the movement to register their opposition to the war.

"Demonstrations by themselves do not end the war. Nor do other

methods of protest suggested by those who disparage demonstrations.

nixed his own "H-I" application

with the Immigration Visa which
presumes a permanent, or at least

a lengthy, stay.

The decision on the part of

the U.S. counsel in Jamaica was
a sound one from a legalistic

point of view, but it does ignore
the "importance of Thelwell to

the Black Studies Department and
the University," said Bromery.
The decision of the U.S. Counsel

cannot be reversed by anyone in

the State Department, but it is

hoped that with enough persuasion,
the Counsel will reverse his own
decision. The UMass represent-
atives were not able to talk dir-

ectly with the Counsel.

"We are assuming that Thelwell
filled out the Immigration visa
before the H-I and that the Cou-
nsel is following the law about
filing visas," explained Bromery.

"If the Counsel reverses the
decision," he continued, "Mike can
go right from the Embassy to the
plane. He has already bought
his ticket."

Bromery, when asked what would
happen if these present efforts
failed, replied, "If this doesn't
work, well, we still haven't ex-
hausted our bag of tricks."
Bromery added that the Univer-

sity should know Thelwell's fate

"definitely by Friday."

LEADING THE MEETING, Sidney Finehirsh explained

the content of what he hoped would become the MOBE'S
policy on the war. (MDC photo by Ken Emery)
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In The Nation And The World

President Calls For Revision

Of National Foreign Aid Policy
WASHINGTON(AP) - President

Nixon called Tuesday for a top

to bottom overhaul of the U.S.

foreign aid system, including crea-

tion of a new security assistance

program to help reduce the Ameri-
can military presence abroad

In sending his long awaited re-

form plan to Congress, Nixon pro-

posed also abolishing the aid

handling Agency for International

Development set up by the Ken-

nedy administration and handing

its functions to new institutions.

The President gave no over-

all figures for future U.S. aid

levels in his blueprint for the

1970s. But he made plain he

wants Congress to reverse its

past practice of cutting ever more
deeply into the politically un-

popular overseas assistance.

While the global U.S. aid pro-

grams begun after World War
II have been losing their effec-

tiveness because of changing world

conditions, the need for aid has

not slackened. Nixon argued.

"The answer is not to stop

foreign aid or to slash It fur-

ther." he said, "the answer is

to reform our foreign assistance

program and to our share to meet
the needs of the '70s."

And his six point reform, he said,

"would turn our assistance pro-

grams into a far more succes-

sful investment in the future of

mankind."
Nixon's recommendations, wh-

ich Congress is to act on next

year, basically follow proposals

set forth last March by his spe-

cial aid task force headed by

a former president of the Bank

of America, Rudolph A. Peterson.

In an unusual formal signing ce-

remony for his message, Nixon

contrasted that report with a score

of past U.S. aid studies which

he said had mainly gathered dust

The changes Nixon is propos-

ing -if adopted by Congress would

amount to the most drastic shake-

up of the program since it began

with the Marshall Plan of massive

American assistance to Europe
in the late 1940s.

The President said U.S. aid
should be grouped into three dif-

ferent parts -security assistance,
humanitarian assistance and eco-
nomic assistance -and handled un-
der separate organizations to "ov-
ercome the confusion inherent in

our present approach" of lumping
all together.

"To provide effective support
for the Nixon Doctrine I shall

propose a freshly conceived Inter-
national Security Assistance pro-
gram," he said.

"The prime objective of this

program will be to help other
countries assume the responsibi-
lity of their own defense and thus

help us reduce our presence ab-
road."

Continuing largescale U.S. arms
and economic ais programs tc

South Vietnam and South Korea,
as U.S. troops withdraw, are ex-
amples of the administration's use
of aid under the Nixon Doctrine

His Third Trip

Nixon To Go Abroad
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon, planning his third major

overseas tour, announced Tuesday he will go to Italy, Spain and

Britain Other countries may be added - notably Communist

Yugoslavia.

Accompanied by Mrs. Nixon, the President will leave Washing-

ton Sept. 27 on what is now listed as a nine day journey. Most

observers expect him to be gone longer, however.

Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler, who relayed Nixon's an-

nouncement to reporters, refused to rule out possible stops in

Yugoslavia and France - but said time would not permit a visit to

West Germany.
Although the White House did not immediately confirm wide

spread speculation that Nixon would become the first U.S. presi-

dent to go to Yugoslavia since World War II, Mrs. Nixon seemed
to let the cat out of the bag in responding to reporters' questions

about the prospective journey.

Of all the countries involved, she replied, "I've never been to

Yugoslavia."

In offering an explanation for Nixon's travels, the White House
said:

"This trip will afford the President an opportunity to under-

take a full exchange of views with his respective hosts and with our

officials in an effort to strengthen the structure for peace and to

give impetus to the President's efforts to bring about an era of

negotiations."

With many details still to be announced, a further note of

mystery was added by the White House which said that "at some
point during the trip" Nixon plans to meet with Ambassador
David K.E. Bruce and Phillip C. Habib to review stalled Vietnam
peace talks in Paris at which they represent the United States

Labor Roundup

General Motors Strike Deepens, Rail Service Disrupted

Auto Strike
DETROIT (AP) - The United

Auto Workers strike against Ge-
neral Motors moved through its

first day Tuesday, with hopes tor

a quick settlement dimmed by the

announcement that serious bar-

gaining would be put off for at

least a week.

The two sides said they had
scheduled their first poststrike

bargaining session for next Tues-
day. Picketing was generally pea-

ceful at GM facilities in 31 states

and two Canadian provinces
Meanwhile, the cost of the stri-

ke to all concerned began moun-
ting at a rate put by GM and the

union at more than $118 million

a day.

Earl Bramblett, GM's vice pre-
sident for personnel detailed these

daily losses GMsales. $64.3 mil-

lion; payments to GM suppliers,

$28.5 million; U.S. and Canadian
tax payments, $14.3 million, and
wages for the 344,000 striking

workers, $8.57 million.

In addition, the union said its

$120 million strike fund was being

drained of $2 5 million daily, as

strikers drew up to $40 weekly.

The strike was the first na-

tional shutdown of GM, the wor-
ld's largest manufacturing firm,

since 1964 when it was closed for

10 days. In 1945 GM was struck

for 113 days, the longest national

work stoppage in the industry's

history.

UAW President Leonard Wood-
cock blamed the strike on what

he said was the company's fro-

zen bargaining position. Blam •

blett, GM's top negotiator, bla-

med the strike on the union's

refusal to "come off its moun-
tain" of "fantastic" demands
The main unresolved issues

were the three top union demands
which GM said it couldn't af -

ford: a substantial wage increase
averaging 63 cents an hour in the

first year, unlimited protection

against increases in the cost of

living, and retirement after 30

years with a minimum monthly
pension of $500.

GM and Chrysler were named

as twin strike targets on Sept.

1, but last Sunday Chrysler was
excluded

Woodcock said a settlement had
appeared close at Chrysler, but

that the firm "was turned away
from a settlement" by "pressure
from GM."

Ford, struck for seven weeks
in 1967, was given strike immu-
nity earlier.

Ford and Chrysler announced
Monday that they would not ex-

tend the old three year con -

tracts but would honor most pro-
visions such as wage rates, senio-

rity, pensions and others. How-
ever, the firms said they would
not collect union dues for the UAW.

Rail Strike

WASHINGTON (AP) - Operations
of three major railroads were dis-

rupted for several hours Tuesday
while a court order barring a
strike was filtering down to the
picket lines.

Picketing of the Baltimore &

Ohio Railroad, the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway and the Southern

Pacific began soon after U.S. Dis-

trict Judge Howard F. Corcoran
issued a temporary restraining

order forbidding strike set for

12:01 am Tuesday by four AFL
CIO unions.

The order was issued late Mon-
day night after contract talks were
broken off because of an impasse
over wages.

A spokesman for President C.L.

Dennis of the Brotherhood of Ra-
ilway Clerks said Dennis sent out

an order at noon to call off the

strike in view of the federal court

writ.

The spokesman said the other

three unions reportedly were send-

ing similar orders to their locals.

He added that Dennis was not

officially advised of the court's

injunction until 11 a.m. EDT.

The rank and file pickets had
said Tuesday morning they would
not end their walkout until off-

icially notified of the court act-

ion.

Corcoran set a Sept. 22 hearing

on his injunction which expires

at 1:45 p.m EDT Sept. 23.

Shortly after Dennis issued his

order to end the strike, a rail-

road industry spokesman said pic-

ket lines of the clerks began to

come down.

The United Transportation Union
also said its pickets were being

withdrawn after receipt of the

restraining order.

The picketing shut down yard

operations and stranded passenger
and freight trains up and down
the lines of three target railroads.

Before the restraining order was
issued, chief industry negotiator

John P. Hiltz indicated the entire

industry would shut down if the

unions struck the three railroads.

The government sponsored neg-

otiations broke off late Monday
and strike plans were announced
after Dennis said "The carriers

have demonstrated absolute inflex-

ibility."

Want To Get Involved In The Com-
munity, Do Something Constructive?

The ^[orthern Educational Service

Tutoring Program Needs You!!
MANY CONSCIENTIOUS, HARD-WORKING STUDENTS ARE NEEDED TO TUTOR UNDERPRIVI-

LEGED CHILDREN IN SPRINGFIELD.

COME TO OUR ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

FOR BOTH OLD AND NEW TUTORS

Tonight at 7:30 in the S.U. Ballroom

Qtyr JHaaaadjiiBFttB

^J A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ PRESS

Recruiting Meeting

Tonight - 7 P.M.

You are all well aware that the MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN
Is a daily newspaper trying to serve the campus community. However,
though we arrive every morning without fail, THE DAILY COLLEGIAN,
to continue it's growth needs a larger staff.

Most of the student body probably thinks that a Collegian staffer must
work 40 hours a week and that the staff is only open to career jour-
nalists, or power hungry, masochistic, mad men (and women). This
isn't true.

The Daily Collegian welcomes any undergraduate and to be an
active and productive staffer, you can spend only two hours a week
at the most. If you want to make up news pages, write sports copy,
report news events, compose an editorial, take photos, sell adver-
tising, etc., etc., it can take you only two hours a week.
The funny thing is that most people, after joining the paper want

to spend more time in the office. There are the fascinating range of

people that you meet there. Not the normal middle mass of students,

but those involved, those interested, those stimulating.

The experience of the Daily Collegian is an educational one, and the

friendships made are the best source of that education.

The paper you are reading today is the ninth largest college daily

in the nation. It has attained this lofty stature in just three years of

daily publication. But to maintain this growth, we need new blood, and

additional staffers.

We invite you to join the Daily Collegian staff. It may be the best
way to lose your student number, and become an individual.

Tonight At 7 There Will Be A Meeting For

All Interested Freshmen And Undergraduates

In The Collegian

Office 2nd floor-SU

Coffee And Doughnuts

Will Be Served
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Five College Community Aims For Cooperation
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With the opening of Smith, Am-
herst, Mount Holyoke, Hampshire
College and UMass this week, a

community of five campuses and

five learning atmospheres will live

together in the Pioneer Valley,

Five College Cooperation is an

attempt to unite this community
through a sharing of classes, con-

certs, lectures , libraries , and soc -

ial activities.

Exchanging students is a pri-

mary means of five -college coop-

eration. University students are
eligible to take courses at any of

the four other institutions. Gen-
erally, courses taken at another
school must be in the major area
of study and not available on this

campus.
Course listings of the five col-

eges and more information may
be obtained at the Provost's of-

fice, Whitmore. Openings at

Hampshire College will be limited

until organization is completed.
New this year is a five -college

interlibrary pass systemwhich will

operate on a trial basis for the

semester. Each library is author-

ized to issue 25 passes per day
to any other five -college library

on a first -come first -serve basis.

A pass may be obtained at the
home library only on the day it

is to be used and must be shown
at the library visited.

This pass is good only on the

date of issue. It does not en-
title the students to take out books
at the library visited.

The free five -college bus ser-
vice is in operation for Valley
students. Route #1, serving Mount
Holyoke, Hampshire, Amherst, and
UMass stops at the UMass wait-
ing station hourly on class days,
and three times each evening sev-
en days a week. Route #2, serv-
ing Smith , Amherst , and UMass op -

erates on a similar schedule. Some
of the runs are on public busses
at a fee, but most are free. St-

udents taking a five college course
are given passes for use on the
public busses.
Complete five -college bus sch-

edules are available at the Stud-
ent Union lobby counter.

The Five College Student Co-
ordinating Board, a group of stu-

dents representing the five coll-

ege area, plans a variety of pro-
jects aiding cooperation among the
schools. Presently the FCSCB
has three officers and eight mem-
bers at large. Each student body
contributes to the budget of the
board. Mount Holyoke, Smith and
Amherst Colleges contribute $1.75
to $2.00 per student; UMass con-
tributes $.56 per student. Most
of the Board's budget is spent on
the five college bus service. The
remainder is used for publicity and
operating expenses.
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To open channels or communic-
ation throughout the area, the

FCSCB is establishing Five Col-

lege Communication Centers at

UMass and Amherst this fall. It

is hoped that UMass will have a

Communication Center within two
weeks, if students can be found
to work in the Center.
The FCSCB is planning a valley

wide orientation program for this

semester. Panel discussions on
five -college cooperation are sche-
duled for Amherst, Smith and
Mount Holyoke this week. Bus
tours of the five campuses are
being arranged. Still in the plan-

ning stage is a five college fes-

tival to be held at Hampshire
College early in October.
Members of the Board worked at

UMass on course change day this

semester helping five college stu-

dents enroll in UMass courses and
speaking with UMass students who
wished to take courses at other
schools, often because they were
crowded out of courses here. A
booklet of five college information
was also distributed. These book -

lets are now available in the Reg-
istrar's Office.

UMass currently has only one
active member on the Coordinating
Board, Jerome Moriarty, 336 Mo-
ore. UMass and each school cur-
rently has four places on the

board The Student Senate ap-

points UMass representatives and

finding active representatives has

been a problem. Under a re-

vised FCSCB Constitution, appli-

cants would be interviewed by the

Board and representatives chosen.

This new Constitution must be pas-

sed by the UMass Student Senate

before it is adopted.

Concerned over the general lack

of interest in five -college cooper-

ation on this campus, representat-

ive Moriarty will be conducting a
mail poll of 250 UMass students
and interview another 100 to det -

ermine attitudes here toward
neighboring institutions.

The Five College Student Co-
ordinating Board can function only
if it represents the whole comm -

unity. Students interested in work-
ing with the Board or at the In-

formation Center should contact
the UMass representative.

Williams Again Jailed

For Ruining Draft Files

Suzanne Williams of Leverett,

is being held in a Rochester, N.Y.
jail in lieu of $100,000 bail. She
was arrested September 6 in Ro-
chester and charged with breaking
and entering the Justice Building

and destroying records.

A total of eight people, inclu-
ding Miss Williams, were arrai-
gned Monday on six charges before

NES Tutors Begin Recruiting

Education through involvement is the theme of the Northern Ed-
ucational Service tutorial program this year. There will be a meeting
in the Student Union Ballroom at 7:30 PM tonight (Sept. 16, 1970)
for all interested students committed enough to tutor once a week
in economically deprived areas of Springfield.

The NES. organizational structure, working closely with Spring-
field people, hopes to provide the necessary assistance to help tutors
with problems this year. However, to make these resources avail-
able for tutor use, help is desperately needed

If vou desire to participate in a unique educational experience or
to jo*n in an organization that means to establish creative education
in Springfield, please attend the NES. Tutor Recruitment meeting.

JOIN THEMDC

U.S. District Court Justice Harold
Burke.

Miss Williams is currently on
probation after serving eighteen
months in a federal women's
correctional institution after pou-
ring paint over Selective Service
files in Boston two years ago.

An avowed pacifist, she has been
arrested several times for parti -

cipating in non- violent civil dis-

obedience while protesting the war
against Vietnam and American mi-
litarism.

After successfully evading cap-
ture for destroying the Boston
files, Miss Williams called a press
conference to admit her participa-
tion in the action. She made clear
that the act was not one of van-
dalism She claimed that she and
her companion had destroyed the
files in an effort to restore free -

dom of choice to draft -eligible
young men who were enmeshed in

the nation's war machine.

Miss Williams is a graduate of
Amherst Regional High School
She has lived at, and was active
in, the New England Committee
for Non -Violent Action in Volun-
town, Conn.

MANDATORY

72' EXEC. COUNCIL MEETING

Rm. 162 Campus Center Wednesday, Sept. 16

Those interested in applying please come.

SAVE SAVE
LP's — CASSETTES — RECORDS — 8 TRACK TAPES
BUY DIRECT FROM ONE OF NEW YORK'S LARGEST WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS. ALL LABELS — ALL ARTISTS — FROM ACID
ROCK TO LONG HAIR.
COMPARE OUR PRICES: LP's 4.98 lit! — your cost 3.19

5.98 list — your cost 4.00
6.98 list — your cost 4.60

Topes 6.98 list — your cost 4.40
7.98 list — your cost 5.00

Add 5 Oj: for the first record or tope for moiling and handling — 25*
for each additional record or tope.

STRATFORD DISTRIBUTORS INC.
184-23 Jomoico Avenue — Mollis, N.Y. 11423

212-454-8800

Hijack Roundup

Hijacker Shot
By Passenger
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A hi-

jacker who said he wanted to go

to North Korea tried to take

over a Trans World Airlines

707 jetliner Tuesday but was criti-

cally wounded by a fellow pass-
enger after a tense hour on a

San Francisco airport runway.

The hijacker was identified as

Donald Irwin, 28, Reseda, Calif ,

a greeting card artist. He was
hit in the lower right abdomen
with a .38 caliber pistol bullet

fired over the head of seated pas-

sengers by Robert D. DeNisco,

34, a Brink's Inc. guard from
Brooklyn, N.Y., who chanced to

be aboard.

No one else was injured among
the 55 passengers and 8 crew mem-
bers.

The U.S. attorney's office identi -

fied the man as Irwin and said

a federal charge of air piracy

would be filed against him.

Herbert Elvander, a deputy

sheriff who entered the plane af-

ter the shooting, said the hijack-

er's gun appeared to be a track

starter's pistol, rather than a

weapon

.

Irwin was reported holding his

own after surgery at Peninsula

Hospital.

The drama began at 4:55 a.m.

TWA Flight 15, from New York via

Chicago and Los Angeles to San

Francisco, had just taken off from

Los Angeles

Stewardess Sandy Adamson, 24,

Kansas City, said a man whom
she had seen on previous flights

came aboard at Los Angeles and

sat in a window seat of the coach

section.
'

'He handed me a note
, '

' she said

"It was dark, so I went to the

end of the cabin where I could

read it. The note said he was
a hijacker who wanted to go to

North Korea, that he had a gun

and nobody would be hurt if we
followed instructions.''

She showed the note to another

of the four stewardesses, then

returned to the man and asked

if he were serious.

"He said yes and waved a gun,"

she said. "I asked if he wanted

to go to the cockpit and he said

no, anything he had to say he'd

relay through me."
"After I convinced him that

we would have to land in San
Francisco for refueling," Miss
Adamson said, "he told me he
wanted all military and all parents
with small children removed.

"I asked him why North Korea
and he said he had business there.

He was clean shaven, very nicely

dressed. The only sign of ner-

vousness was he was a chain smok-
er."

Peace officers hurried to the San
Francisco airport, and TWA as-

sembled an international flight

crew.

Arab Press Demands
(By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS)

Arab guerrillas, laying down

their terms for freeing 36 Amer-

ican and Israeli hijack hostages,

said Tuesday they "cannot wait

forever" for Western governments

to meet their demands. The

statement coincided with a disclos -

ure that the guerrillas may have

found a fortune on one of the

planes hijacked last week.

In Zurich, a freed stewardess

from the Swissair jetliner blown

up by the guerrillas said the

Arabs took from the plane $690,000

in currency being sent from Swiss

banks to New York.

Ursula Geiger said Capt. Fritz

Schreiber was driven blindfolded

into the desert after the DC8
was parked at the Jordanian air-

strip and told her later his cap-

tors threatened to kill him unless

he told them where the money was

hidden. Schreiber is among three

members of the Swissair crew still

being held hostage.

Rt. Rev. Msgr. Jean Rodhain,

president of the Roman Catholic

welfare organization Caritas In-

ternationalis, indicated that his

efforts to secure release of the

hostages had failed.

Pond Boogie
Rocks Sunday

The "Right Reverend Rat" will meet with people who want to

shake it up at the rock concert this Sunday. The musicians are
hip to bookie-ing, plenty of percussion.

Meet in the back of the Old Hatch at 7:30 p.m. this Thursday
under the banner of the Universal Life Church.

Can you get your head into snake -dancing, leap-frogging,

jitterbugging, banner -snapping, solo -freaking whatfreakyever?

Let's get it together ahead of time so we have our equipment,

our people and a general scheme for spiritual release.

No experience necessary except that of losing your mind and

digging your body in the group electro -field.

Eric Walgren
ULC reporter

A gathering of the tribes Sunday.

I *
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GETTING READY FOR THE BLACK BEAR - The tuba section of the UMass band prac-

tices for the Maine opener.

Panthers Exchange Fire

With New Orleans Cops
NEW ORLEANS. La.(AP) - Black

militants exchanged gun fire with

a heavily armed police contingent

near a Negro housing project Tue-

sday until tear gas drove them

from a barricaded white frame

house. Seven persons were woun-

ded.

The militants - 12 young men
and two girls - were members
of the Black Panthers and the Na-

tional Committee to Combat Fas -

cism.

Police said the militants used

high powered rifles, automatic

weapons and handguns against the

officers. Officers said they found

at least 10 rifles and several

handguns inside, as well as sev-

eral hundred rounds of ammun-
ition.

"More power to the people,"

the youths screamed as they were

led coughing from the building,

handcuffed and put into a patrol

wagon. "More power to the black

people," one girl said.

The group had used the build-

ing as a headquarters for some
weeks and were kept under sur-

veillance. But trouble developed

late Monday night when police

said two men were pistol whip-

ped in Panther headquarters be-

fore the two escaped.

Later, Police Supt. Clarence

Giarrusso said the Panthers fired

on a patrol car and injured two

officers. Giarrusso described it

as a "systematic reign of terror."

Giarrusso, Mayor Moon Lan-

drieu and U.S. Atty. Gerald Gal-

linghouse huddled all through the

night, deciding to wait for day-

light rather than go into the area.

After dawn, a big police convey

surrounded the area, located on

the eastern edge of the city not

far from shipyards and other in-

dustrial installations.

Officers, wearing bulletproof

vests, were equipped with arms
ranging from machine guns to

shotguns affixed with bayonets.

Student Handbooks

Available in the

Dean of Students Office

56 Main St. &ft call
GUILD OPTICIAN

Amherst

AMHERST'S FIRST OPTICIAN

Providing All Your Optical Needs

• Sun and fashion lenses in every style and color

• Heat treated, shatter resistant lenses

• All major manufacturers in stock

(Bausch & Lomb, Aviator, many others)

• Contact lens supplies

• Hastings magnifiers, binoculars, hearing devices,

tensor bulbs and lamps, ski goggles

• Frames replaced while you wait

FINE EYEWEAR DOESN'T COST

IT PAYS

O OOO OOOCOCO (

O OOOC OOOOO J

YOUR
PHOTO
ON 100

STAMPS
ONLY $1.

Send us any photograph

...black & white or
color, of yourself, your
family, friends, pets,

anything. ..and we'll

send you 100 gummed,
perforated, stamp-sized

pictures. You'll find

many uses for them...

seal or sign your letters,

identify books and rec-

ords. Use them for date-

bait, or just for fun.

To get your 100 photo-

stamps, simply cut the

name Swingline from
any Swingline package.

Enclose photo (which
will be returned) with
cash, check or money-
order for $1 and send It

with the coupon below.

It's easy! Buy a

Swingline
TOT Stapler

98<p
(including 1000

FREE staples and
carrying pouch). Larger
size CUB Desk Stapler

or CUB Hand Stapler only $ 1 69 N£
Unconditionally guaranteed. At
stationery, variety, and book stores.

INC
3? 00 SKI 1 MAN «v(NUf 10MG ISUN0CI" NT

Swingline Photo-stamp. Dcpt. ''4
P.O. Box 1125, Wnotlsidc. N.Y 1 H77
Fncloscd is my photo and c.ish. check or

money otdcr for \\ 00 vnih the n.inv

Swingline from any packap PI ' '**li

mc 100 photo st.imps

Name

Addrc-s

Cnv /m
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"ThryV*' Improving—Tliov Wert! Able To Detect
The Hijackings In LetM Than \ Month"

Peter Pascarelli

Art Buchwald

Allies All
WASHINGTON - It was the end of the 1970 Tall fashion season, and

the news on all fronts was bad. The Fuehrer, deep down in his bun-

ker underneath the Seventh Avenue Subway, was reading reports

from all parts of the country in rage and frustration.

"Mein Fuehrer," one of his aides told him, "Seventh Avenue is

in ruins. The midi-length skirt has bombed. All is lost. We must
surrender."

"Don't tell me we have lost the war," the Fuehrer, screamed.
"We will counterattack. We will punish all those who refuse to

wear the midi- skirt!"

Another aide came in. "Good news, mein Fuehrer," he said.

"Bonwit Teller reports it has just sold two midis today."

The Fuehrer went over to his map and stuck two pins in it. "Th-
at makes 234 midi -skirts sold this year. I told you the women would

go for it."

Another aide came in with a telegram. "Mein Fuehrer, Saks

Fifth Avenue has surrendered to the mini forces. So has Macy's
Gimbels and Bloomingdales. We cannot hold out much longer. Per-

haps we should issue a communique saying that it makes no diff-

erence what length a woman's skirt is this y«ar as long as she's

happy."

"Never! Never!" screamed the Fuehrer, kicking over chairs

and tables. "I decreed that women would wear midis and they will

wear midis. whether they like them or not."

The aides looked at each other in hopelessness. The Fuehrer's

mistress, who was playing solitaire, looked up from her game, "Per-

haps it may be better, liebchen, to give in."

The Fuehrer looked at his mistress and screamed, "Yes, and

if I surrender I will be tried as a war criminal and they will hang

me. They will say I brought ruin to all of them. The answer is,

'No.' My plan to bring order to the fashion world will truimph.

If they do not listen to me, there will be anarchy in the land, What

word from Sears, Roebuck?"
An aide came in with the new Sears, Roebuck catalogue.

"They've replaced the midi with pantsuits," the aide said.

Traitors! They will pay for this," the Fuehrer yelled as he star-

ted tearing the catalogue to bits. "I made Sears, Roebuck and I will

destroy them."

The telephone rang and an aide grabbed it. "Yes, yes. Good,

good." Then he turned to the Fuehrer . "It's Orbach's. They have

a customer in the store and she's looking at midis."
The Fuehrer started to dance a jug. "The tide is turning," he

cried.

"What's that?" the aide said. "Oh." He hung up the phone. "Her

husband came in and dragged her out of the store."

The Fuehrer's mistress began to cay. His Alsatian dog, sleep-

ing in the corner, whined.

The teleprinter rang.

An aide went over to the machine. "I. Magnin's, Marshall Field,

Lord & Tqylor, and J.C. Penney have collapsed. They're all hold-

ing fire sales of the midi."

The Fuehrer sank down in his chair. That does it. No more

Mr. Nice Guy."
The Fuehrer's mistress took a bottle of cyanide capsules out of

the drawer and placed one in each cupcake. Then she called over the

dog and gave him a cupcake. He ate it eagerly and rolled over dead.

Shw poured out two cups of coffee. She handed the Fuehrer a

cupcake. He looked at her and said, "Liebchen, you believed in

the midi, didn't you?"

The mistress took the other cupcake, "With my legs, what choice did

I have?"

Growing Up Absurd
It's always interesting to hear

UMass administrators talk about
the master plan for the university
that will have 30,000 students here
by 1980. It's especially interesting
while contemplating tripled dorm
rooms, dining commons lines a

quarter mile long, traffic jams
stretching throughout ail main art-

eries to campus, and bulging class-
rooms.

Now, these administrators talk

easily of crowding 1500 additional

students onto campus each year.
They don't have to live in student
rooms, or eat student food. And
you'd think they'd begin to realize
that the master plan is madness
as they wait in their cars for an
hour each evening, on the way to

the club.

The fact of the matter is that,

setting all arguments for the fin-

ancial necessity of that 30,000
figure aside as so much bull, the

fact remains, that this university

can not grow much more and
continue to function as the quality

university as it purports to be.

It seems that pure size is the

only yardstick for the judging of

the quality of this university. The
logic of making 30,000 people live

at each other throats for the sake
of saying "We're the largest state

university in the east," is per-
verted.

There is also the slight fact that
the town of Amherst is in the
midst of sinking under the rubble
of UMass undergraduates because
of this insane growth. Amherst
housing is deteriorating swiftly,

because of forced overcrowding.
The traffic situation is obvious.
The ecological balance of a once
fertile and beautiful valley is being
sapped by this coagulating, ex-
panding monolith known as UMass

If I were an Amherst resident,
I'd get a big segment of my nei-
ghbors and tell good old UMie
to tail off her growth because
UMie is but a squatter upon some
good Amherst land. And if I

were a state legislator (god for-
bid I'd ever wear white sox), I'd
realize that the good old master
plan should be fazed out and
instead, spend the millions to up-
lifting the situations for the exis-
ting 20,000.

The trouble is, the town of
Amherst residents are getting rich
off of UMass and the state leg-
islature still thinks this is still

Massachusetts Aggie State Col -

lege.

Meanwhile, thinking ahead,
where in hell are 1500 more people
going to fit in 1971. Eh, Plan-
ning Office?

Peter Pascarelli

Editor-in-Chief

Ed Bryant

What Happens To People
I'm just sitting here in front

of the typewriter, wondering what
I should write about. Somehow I

don't feel like calling for anything
today. Arousing controversy
leaves me indifferent at the mo-
ment, and I'm not feeling part-
icularly humorous. W:iii-> I've

been sitting here, though, a guy
came in looking for Gil Salk.

He gave me something about which
to write. Often my topic makes
me angry; tonight it makes me
very sad.

The guy who came in got his

draft notice today. Maybe you
react differently, but to me get-

ting drafted means getting shipped
to Southeast Asia to kill and be
killed. Last spring we went on

strike because of Southeast Asia.
People still die there every day.
I haven't the words just now to

express the horror of what happens
in VietNam; what I want to talk

about is what it does to people
twelve thousand miles away.

In my travels this summer I

met a lot of people hitchhiking.

All kinds of people, male, female,
young, middle, old, black, white.

yellow, educated, uneducated, ur-
ban, rural, Easter, Southern, Mid-
western, Californian. Dopers and
drinkers, and many who did both,
as well as some who did neither.
In twelve hour conversations and on
thirty mile rides, everyone talked
about VietNam. The old people
were bitter, bewildered; the young,
bitter, bewildered, belligerent,
beaten, brainwashed, infuriated,

obstinate, saddened, overwhelmed,
and draft eligible. For the col-
lege age American male (me. for
example), one of life most im-
portant questions
being placed in a

it is illegal to

That is fucking

country which can allow
into such a position has

is how to avoid
situation where
refuse to kill,

sick, and any
itself

cause
for shame above and beyond the
Calvinist norm The United States
of America Inc. is today an armed
gang of vigilantes, running around
in Asia killing people while flying
my flag But I'm not mad today,
I'm sad.

Dave is a good friend of mine
He spent the summer counselling
draft fugitives in Canada. He

was helping people solve the imm-
ediate problem, the draft, but he
found that the draft in turn created
other problems.
One young American had come to

Canada, and to Dave. Dave tried

to find him a job, but couldn't

One day the guy got two letters,

one from his mother, the other
from his fiancee. His mother's
letter disowned him; the girl's

letter informed him that "she
couldn't marry anyone who isn't

a PATRIOT" (my italics). He
came to see Dave to see if a

job had materialized. One hadn't
He walked outside of Dave's

office, drew a gun to his temple,
and with a bullet, resolved for
himself the dllemna in which he
had been placed because of the
obscene and futile war. The bul-
let went through his head, and for
one more young American, life had
come to an early end. Dave woke
up in the hospital. His psyche
will be scarred with the memory
for life.

That's what it does to people
Does it seem worthwhile? To
anvone?

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
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Abortion Law Tragedy
The tragic death of a coed from a nearby school as the aftermath of an attempted abortion and the

weekend visit of Bill Baird were a grim coincidence which once again focused the attention of much
of the University community on the problem of abortions. Again, we may predict, emotions will

soar, indignation will rise, rhetoric will become sharper, and the gulf will widen between those

who continue to defend time -honored standards and those who insist that all which is not new is

worthless or irrelevant. Ultimately, the heat of passions may subside as new issues take their place

at center -stage and we shall find that some new light has been shed. Each time the discussion is

intensified there is hope that a few more adults will have ventured from the comfort of their cheri-

shed moral strongholds and may even have dared to share with students the bold search for a code

of action which is more closely related to reality and for a legal framework which meets today's

needs

.

Change will come, as it has in the past, even in Massachusetts. Only four years ago it became
legal to provide birth control information and devices to MARRIED women - - and now a federal

court has ruled that the Massachusetts law prohibiting similar services for unmarried women is

discriminatory. Unreal and essentially punitive restrictions on abortions will almost surely have a

similar fate in the near future.

In the meantime, what of the present and the couples who during this year will know personally

the anguish and fear of the couple inHolyoke? It would be comforting to hope, but unreal to believe,

that prevention would be uniformly successful. We as a community, therefore, must be prepared

to recognize the needs of those among us who are troubled and to meet these needs effectively

with resources which are available.

For some couples faced with an unplanned pregnancy, all that is needed is support for their

belief in each other and encouragement that parental wrath over premature marriage will be much

less severe than they, in their anxiety, can picture. Marriage which had been planned will be has-

tened, but no serious problem will follow. For others the need will be for information that now,

even in Massachusetts, a safe, legal abortion can be obtained for adequate reasons of health

(usually psychiatric). The number of therapeutic abortions performed in Massachusetts has pro-

bably increased four or five times in two years. Others need to learn of legal opportunities for

abortion which are now readily available in New York, less than two hours away.

The especially tragic feature of the recent death is that TODAY IT DIDN'T NEED TO HAPPEN
Somehow the couple, whose affection was so binding that they had the will to share a bold and dan-

gerous plan to solve their problem, should have had access to better information. Perhaps most

important, they should have been able to share a trust in some resource in their school communi-

ties (one of which was UMass) from which they could have gotten help. At some time in the future

abortion services will be more readily and openly available; in the meantime, there ARE adults

in the University community who can be trusted and who are eager to be helpful in finding answers

to problems.
The staff of the Health Services solicits the trust and confidence of students. We aim to help

anyone face a health problem and find an answer which is satisfactory, practical, and consistent

with self-respect. We may not always succeed, but we are always willing to try.

ROBERT W. GAGE, M.D.
Director, University Health Service

From The People Who Brought You
Humanae Vitae . . .

From the earliest days, virginity

has been a strong Christian ideal.

St. Paul said that it was "better
to marry than to burn" but clearly
regarded celibacy as the pre-
ferable state.

Last week, the Vatican's Sacred
Congregation of Divine Worship
took a step to give new life to

this ancient ideal. It introduced
a rite whereby young women could
vow to remain chaste while still

remaining in secular society.

Under the plan, a woman would
publicly consecrate herself to vir-

ginity and to the missionary enter-

prise of the church. The act

would require the authorization of

her bishop, and provision is made

for dispensation in grave cases.

The new rite, which is part

of the continuing liturgical re-

form of the church, was seen
by Catholic leaders here as another

indication of Rome's concern over
the state of sexual morality today.

The Vatican has frequently spoken
out against pornography, for in-

stance, and repeatedly called for

high sexual ideals.

The move also makes sense in

light of the decline in the number
of young girls entering convents.

Although this will obviously do
nothing to ease the nun shortage

since "Christian virgins" will not

necessarily be taking positions

like parochial schoolteachers, it

will enhance the spiritual poss-
ibilities inherent in secular life- -

a major Vatican Council theme-

-

and it will correct historical mis-
conception, fostered by the church,
that virginity, or in more general
terms, chastity, is somehow the

peculiar prerogative of those who
enter religious vocation.

At least one theologian in Rome
suggested that the move was the

Vatican's answer to women's lib-

eration. He noted that young
people today are keenly interested

in "asceticism, purity and
poverty" and added, "Maybe the

Christian virgin will be the gen-
uinely liberated women."

Guns On Campus
(If you agree with this letter, please clip it out and send it to

Chancellor Oswald Tippo, Chancellor's Office, Whitmore Adminis-

tration Building.)

Dear Chancellor Tippo:

The other day we received your memo stating that it is the

official policy of the University to permit only campus police to

bring fire arms on campus. We ask you to revise this policy.

We, too. want a murder-free campus. But in speaking of the

recent "tragic occurrences on some campuses," you imply that

these occurrences have been caused by students with guns

This is false: the murders have all been committed by the police

or National Guard Why should anyone have any faith in the non-

violence of armed policemen? What your policy says to us is

only that you want a monopoly on violence at this university.

But not only does such a monopoly belie the pretence of univer-

sity neutrality; it is impossible to attain. Guns will breed guns.

Besides, under what situations would campus police need to be

armed? In the event of armed threat to human life, it would be

enough that police have access to a locked cache of arms. If

campus police refuse to work under these conditions, the univer-

sity community will develop its own peace - keeping mechanism.

The Strike last Spring cons' stently supported the principle of

non-violence. The policy affirmed by the Strike, as well as by

various representative campus bodies, was that no firearms be

permitted on campus in the hands of students, police, or anyone

else. The Strike WAS non-violent, largely because police did not

foment trouble (in contrast to Ohio State, for example). We ask

that this policy be adopted by the University now: NO guns on

campus.
Respectfully,

THE COLLECTIVE

John Clayton; Ann Brentlinger; John Brentlinger; Jan Dizard;

Robin Dizard; Susan Butcher; Howard Gadlin; Gary Tarr; Judy Tarr

Campus Comment

johnny got his gun
Dear Friends,

I think everyone in the world ought to read JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN
by Dalton Trumbo at least once. I wish it could be printed in every
language. If the school library doesn't have it, it should. A 95?

paperback is available.

Peace
Linda LeRay

Save ROTC
New students on campus have

several moral decisions to make,
one of which is; Am I a pacifist?

Am I against physical force of

any kind in settling a dispute?

If so, would I turn my other
cheek upon being physically acc-
osted? Is anything worth phys-
ically fighting for; friends, family,

ideals, beliefs, morals, equality,

self, or even country?
If you find in your heart that

you would fight for any of the

above, in a physical, possibly vio-

lent manner, with fists or even
guns - - YOU ARE NOT A PACIFIST!

But what about Peace and social

harmony? Here "You" are at

a university where the people cry
out, "Let it be now!" Our en-

vironment here at the University

of Massachusetts is very conducive
to deep thoughts upon each person's
responsibilities to society. Any
person attending this liberal north-

ern institution of higher learning

must develop a human awareness
of what is going on in the worlds
around him. This is the true
greatness of UMass.
Now I ask, "What about the

military on campus?" If you are
not a true pacifist, you must believe

in some force under some
situation, military or otherwise.
Nuclear warfare being infeasible,

for the conventional protection of

the United States during the re-

maining years of this century, I

ask; What should we have?
Should this force be an elite,

hard, unquestioning, kill corps,
regimented and unchangeable? NO!
If you are an American Humanist
like myself, you probably want a

sincere, humane military for the

United States, with officers

exposed to and trained in a human-
istic northern university environ-

ment as opposed to a closed mil-
itary reservation or academy. I

do not contend that such officers

would be better under fire, but

I do assert that in everyday human
relations, their humane qualities

and education would show through.

Ego trips would be fewer and
everyday relations would be
smoother.

It is a shame that a few threat-

ening groups on this campus are
trying to dictate to the rest of

us, how and where our military
is to be trained and educated.

If R.O.T.C. is pushed off campus,
we will all be losing perhaps
the most needed force within the

American military- -the American
Humanists.

Randy Guptill '72

Save -ROTC - Committee

Acts OfLove

Suzi Williams has been busted

again, and the pervading sense of

national repression sinks ever
deeper into our consciousness. She

is being held on $100,000 bail for

destroying paper- -paper which

inevitably leads some young men
to their deaths, leaves children

fatherless and wives without their

husbands . Paper which could force

your brother or boyfriend to kill

somebody else's father, brother,

son, husband, or boyfriend, or to

be killed himself

She tried to free some from
this fate, at least symbolically,

and now she's in jail, penned
like an animal, and it will cost

$100,000 to buy her temporary
freedom. Sure, if guilty, she

broke the law, but it was essent-

ially an act of humanitarianism
She broke the law, but was her

crime really 100 times worse than

assault an battery? Is she really

potentially more dangerous than an

It is tragic that American "just-
ice" has deteriorated to the point

that somebody accused of breaking
the law to preserve lives is held
on 1000 times more bail than a

man accused of drunken driving and
driving to endanger, who has been
threatening lives on our highways.

I know Suzi, not well, but I

know her.

She is not a violent person,

and never has been. She has

been jailed a number of times

for opposing violence and the pro-

liferation of the instruments of

violence. She is not a saint; she

has been wrong; but her acts are

acts of love, and her motivation

is a dream of peace growing out

of peace. Yet our society, while

still paying lip service to peace

and brotherhood, can only respond

to her with fear and the violence

of imprisonment.
Suzi Williams has bad the cloak

of martyrdom forced upon her

shoulders, and the American legal

system has driven home another

nail in the coffin of American
justice.

Gilbert J Salk
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SATF Funding Control Looms As Key QuestionW RV pat KING *

As isolated as UMass may some-

times seem, it is not isolated

from the financial problems that

have hit the rest of the country.

The Big Question this year is

'Who controls the budget? "accor-

ding to Student Senate President

Glenn Elters.

The usual procedure for passing

the Student Senate budget has been a

rubber -stamp" approval by the

Administration and the Board of

Trustees, although the final say is

technically held by the Adminis-

tration.

Complaints from parents about

the $7.50 increase in the Student

Activities Tax and the Student

Strike last Spring have caused

Chancellor Tippo to take a more
strict position on the delegation

of Student Tax funds This is the

first year that Tippo has exerci

sed his control over the budget.

The Area Governments are feel

ing this change most. When Chan-

cellor Tippo was only a Provost, a

provision was passed to the effec

By PAT KING
Staff Reporter

that the Area Governments could

make any change in their budgets

without Administration approval.

This eliminates the need for an

approved budget Money may be

spent on On-Campus activities but

Off -Campus Activities must be

approved.

The catch here is that Tippo

decides which activities classify

as On-Campus. For instance, mo-
ney may be delegated to the Bel -

chertown volunteers, although it is

technically an Off -Campus acti-

vity.

However, students trying to ob-

tain money for busses to hear a

left-wing political speaker would

find it very difficult to get money,

since Tippo would classify it as

an Off -Campus activity, not eli-

gible for Student Tax Funds.

Student Senate Treasurer Ri -

chard Verrochi sees this action

as 'hypocritical" and an attempt

to repress the political and social

involvement on the part of the stu-

dents. Although the Administra-

tion currently controls the budget,

the approaching elections will mo-
tivate quite a battle.

The first Student Senate meeting

which will be open, to decide a

strategy against the Administra-

tion will be held tonight in Room
162 of the Campus Center.

HEW Sets Funds For Study
Of Educational Process
HEW's Office of Education has

announced $700,000 in new awards

under a basic research program
that is seeking the answers to

questions about the learning pro-

cess that have long puzzled ed-

ucators as well as parents.

The Office's National Center for

Educational Research and Devel-

opment (NCERD) is providing sup-

port for 13 projects that concen-

trate on such diverse areas as

the relationship between a child's

ability to verbalize and his adjust-

ment to the classroom, the in-

fluence of cultural background on

memory, and the basic abilities

required for understanding and

creativity in the arts.

"The findings from these proj

-

ects will add to a growing body

of knowledge about learning that

is of inestimable value in pro-

viding quality education for all

children, says Dr. Glenn C. Boer

-

rigter who heads NCERD' s Div-

ision of Elementary and Secondary
Education Research.
Researchers at the University of

California at Los Angeles, for

example, will study the influence

of prenatal protein deprivation on

•brain development and learning.

Using laboratory animals, they will

investigate what effect impaired

brain development, due to poor nut -

rition, may have on succeeding

generations. The research also

will show whether special prenatal

diets can bring about improved

learning ability in the offspring.

Studies conducted by the Nation-

al Bureau of Economic Research
will address such questions as how
formal education is translated into

higher productivity; why it seems
to yield greater economic gain for

whites than nonwnites and non-

white female than nonwhite males;

and how various educational in-

vestments, such as teachers and

classroom facilities, relate to

later financial rewards.

A project tit the University of

Michigan will study 29 groups of

students to evaluate areas of pot-

ential support and conflict between

student characteristics and the ex-

pectations of large universities.

The Committee on Basic Re-
search in Education, a special pan-

el set up by the U.S. Office of

Education, selected the 13 pro-

jects from among 66 proposals.

The proposals were judged on the

basis of their significance to ed-

ucation, economic efficiency, so-

und design, and the qualifications

of the participating scientists.

Federal support for the projects

is provided from the Cooperative
Research funds for fiscal years
1970 and 1971. The Cooperative

Research Act authorizes research,

development, and dissemination to

improve education at all levels

Awards went to the following

Harvard University ($56,133); Ed-
ucational Testing Service ($23.

660); Kansas State University ($44.

856); University of California at

Berkeley ($62,133); National Bur-
eau of Economic Research ($120,

000); University of California at

Los Angeles ($57,200); Baltimore

City Hospitals ($43,922); Univ-

ersity of Texas at El Paso ($30.

000); Princeton University ($77,

101); University of Michigan ($21.

859); Rockefeller University ($87.

073); Wayne State University ($60.

000); Stanford University ($50.

000).

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHU-
SETTS. AMHERST - COLLOQUIUM SCHEDULE - FIRST
SEMESTER. 1970-71*

All colloquia are held at 4:30 p.m. in Room 231 or Room 227

Herter Hall on the University of Massachusetts campus, Amherst.

Please note the specific location.

Monday. September 28. 1970 - Room 231 - DR. LEWIS P.

LIPSITT Professor of Psychology. Director. Child Study Center,
Brown University. "Infant Behavior: the Blooming. Buzzing
Confusion Revisited"
Monday. October 19. 1970 - Room 231 - DR. STANLEY MILGRAM
Professor of Psychology. The City University of New York.
"The Experience of Living in Cities"

Thursday. November 12. 1970 - Room 227 - DR. JAMES DEESE
Professor of Psychology. John Hopkins University. "Meaning
and Comprehensibility"

Monday. December 14. 1970 - Room 231 - DR. JOHN GAGNON
Professor of Sociology, State University of New York - Stony

Brook. "Convention and Deviance in Sexual Behavior"

'Additional colloquia will be announced from time to time.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS II

CLASS OF 1971

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 16 7:30 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER 165-169
IMPORTANT - OCTOBER CONCERT

transcendental meditation
AS TAUGHT BY

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to expand his

conscious mind ond improve all aspects of life.

introductory lecture

THURSDAY, SEPT. 17th

4 P.M. and 8 P.M.

SBA 120

Group Forms To
Continue Strike Aims

An MDC Feature

The Radical Community Union

has been formed to continue work-

ing and education basically around

the 3 demands , that were the de -

mands of the Student Strike; re-

pression, complete and unilateral

withdrawal from South East Asia

and an end to university war com -

plicity.

The Radical Community Union

is a coming together of people

of the community who are con-

cerned with the struggles of Wo-
men's liberation, Black liberation,

and the needs and the rights of

every member of every commun-
ity to have a say in how that

community is governed. In the case
of this university this means that

those members of the community
that are not represented in the

formation and the excution which
defines their lives must band
together and demand those rights.

The RCU is a vehicle for bring-

ing radical speakers, films, gue-
rilla theater groups to campus, and
for providing a base for campus
activity.

This group, the Radical Com-
munity Union, is calling an open
meeting this Thursday evening at

7:30 in the Campus Center audi-

torium.

The Universities In Trouble

Parking Laws Announced
Beginning today, all unregistered motor vehicles on campus will

be ticketed.

Due to the great increase in commuter traffic this year, vehicle

registration will terminate at 4pm on Friday, Sept. 18.

Any person who does not have his car registered at that time must
remove his car from campus, with the exception of those who want
to park in the campus center garage, or his vehicle will be ticketed.

The fine for an unregistered vehicle on campus is $5 per citation.

Appeals for lot assignment will be entertained by the Parking Co-
ordinator, 105 Hampshire House after Oct. 1.

L ibrary Handbook
Hits The Stands
The 1970 edition of the Library Handbook was published late in

August. This year the Handbook comes in two versions: the basic
Handbook intended for undergraduates and the Handbook plus sup-
plementary pages containing information useful to faculty members
and graduate students. Students in the biological and geological sci-
ences will want a "Guide to Morrill Library" also Copies of this
guide are available at the Service Desk in Morrill Library.
For students who want to take a closer look at Goodell Library

two kinds of tours of the building are possible. Pamphlets out ling
a self-guided "Walking Tour of Goodell Library" are available in
the lobby and a conducted tour will be offered at the following times:
Monday and Tuesday, at 10 a.m. September 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29,
October 5, 6 and Wednesday and Thursday at 2 p.m. September 16,

17, 23, 24, 30, October 1, 7, 8. Meet the guide at the Information
and Reference Desk.

(Ed. note: The following was
reprinted from the N. Y. Times
9-14-70)

By FRED M. HECHINGER
At the start of the academic

year, university presidents are
struggling uphill in the hope they

are not climbing a volcano. Even
if one rejects the tragedy at Wis-
consin as a preview of new levels

of violence, there are few illusions

that the shattered academic
community can easily be repaired.

Hifcner education is in deep fin-

ancial trouble. Some marginal
institutions are on the verge of

going under. Recession and re-

duced government research are
hitting even the best - endowed univ -

ersities. Princeton, for instance,

sees its deficit rising to over
$2,000,000, Columbia above $11

million. Public institutions face

fiscal reprisals by angry legislat-

ures.

In response to escalating campus
violence, university presidents are
planning security as though they

were bank presidents. President

James M. Hester of New York
University said last week that the

institution's security staff is being

enlarged and "given improved
training for dealing with unusual

circumstances." At Wisconsin and
elsewhere, campus police are now
armed. Several university pres-

idents employ bodyguards.

The wooden studies at Stanford's

Center for the behavioral
Sciences, which were destroyed by
firebombs last term, have been
rebuilt with asbestos rein-

forcements. Researchers keep
duplicates of their date off

campus. Just as classified re-

search is properly being reduced,

campuses are forced to impose
new restrictions on themselves in

fear of their own guerrillas.

ENDING REQUIREMENTS
Amid much faculty floundering,

student pressure for reform of

outdated academic programs has
increasingly led to elimination of

all requirements. Those who know
little about academic history see
this as the new freedom; others
remember that the elective system
was originally abandoned because
it led to intellectual fragmentation.

The groping toward a redis-

tribution of powers, with over-
tones of participatory democracy,
suffers less from student ires-

ponsibility than from the faculties'

inability to help administrators run
the campuses. Faculty bodies are
used to dealing leisurely and con-
servatively with academic
routines- -poor preparation for cr-

isis action.

University presidents are
squeezed between two radicalized

forces - - the student - faculty left

and trustees driven to greater
conservatism by a hostile world
outside. Liberals, such as James
Perkins at Cornell and Fred Har-
rington at Wisconsin, are forced
out; others like MIT's Howard
Johnson, leave in weariness. Roger
Heyns, at Berkeley, suffered

a heart attack this summer after

a vituperative Regents meeting.

A president with an impeccable
record of liberal activism said:

"Each of us is on a tightrope.

No matter how flawless our record,

one false step, and we're down and
out."

State legislatures have begun to

spell out the number of hours
a professor must teach or suffer

a pay cut. There are veilled

threats in Ohio that the Legis-
lature may react to disruptions

by shutting down entire institut-

ions.

REASON AND PERSUASION

It is to the students' credit

that they hate war and social

injustice, and the brightest spot
on the horizon is the determin-
ation of a growing minority to

try to reform the political system
rather than hit the universities.

But too many campus radicals have
lost sight of the intellectuals'

function to reason and persuade.
Their arrogance plays into the

hands of reactionary anti-intell-

eccualism. The sight of univer-
sities unable to govern themselves,
moreover, has devalued their

advice on how to govern the na-
tion.

Radical students' ignorance
about labor has shattered dreams
of a student -worker alliance. The
disadvantaged whom the radicals

seek to organize need precisely
what affluent revolutionaries

the skills which uni-

offer to society as the

despise -

versities

employer.
A few weeks ago, during a

confidential student - faculty meet-
ing at a major university, a mil-

itant black student asked the white

radicals: "What are your vict-

ories? You've smashed a lot of

windows. That's scholarships
taken away from my people."
The question, at

the academic year
there is a new will

a center
coalition

the start of

is whether
to re -create

that can hold; whether a

representative of non-
revolutionary students and faculty

will join administrations in

building a more stable com-
munity.

Such a coalition depends heavily
on the trustees- -private or
public- -to form a protective shield
against outside repression. But it

must also return to the business
of academic reforms which have
been forgotten amid dreams of

largely irrelevant victories in the
exercise of illusory campus
powers

Pan Hellenic Calendar - Sept. 14-20
Monday 1 4th

CHI OMEGA - COFFEEHOUSE
CASUAL DRESS, 7:00 - 9:00

Tuesday 1 5th
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA - "ITS AND BITS"

CRAFT NIGHT, 7:00

Wednesday 16th
CHI OMEGA - GRIDIRON GOSSIP, INFORMAL, 7:00 - 9.00

TRI SIGMA - FASHION SHOW, ALLEN'S ALLEY, 7:00 - 9:00

LAMBDA DELTA PHI - "SENSITIVITY & GROUP INTERACTION," DR. READ, CO-ED, 7:30

SIGMA DELTA TAU - 7:00 - 9:00

Thursday 1 7th
PI BETA PHI - SCAVENGER HUNT - 7:30

ALPHA CHI OMEGA - FOLK FESTIVAL, 6:30 - 8:00

KAPPA ALPHA THETA - "KOFFEE AND THINGS", 7:00

SIGMA KAPPA - "HOW YOU CAN STUDENT TEACH IN CALIFORNIA /' 730
IOTA GAMMA UPSILON - "COUNT/ FAIR," 7:00 - 8:30

Sunday 20th
PI PHI LAMBDA COMBINED BARBECUE AT PI PHI, 230, ENVIRONMENTAL ART & MUSIC CO-ED
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA - "WHY GREEKS" DISCUSSION, CO-ED, 7:00

FRESHMEN UPPERCLASSMEN & TRANSFERS:
PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL ENCOURAGES ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN TO VISIT THE CAMPUS SORORITIES
ANY TIME. FOR ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL:

LINDA 549-6752

ELAINE 253-9066
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Gliding For Fun And Credit
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Photos

And

Text

by MDC

Photo Editor

Al McArdle

*~

Pilgrim Airport, in co-operation with the Phys. Ed. department
is offering gliding for 2 credits in the P. E. 185 course. Located
on River Road in Hatfield, the commercial gliding school at the air-
port offers complete instruction leading towards a gliner pilots li-

cense.

The school uses a Schweizer 2-33 sailplane, a two -place trainer,
which is towed aloft by a Piper Super Cub. Once released, usually
at an altitude of around three thousand feet, the sailplane seeks lift.

Lift is usually created by upward movements of the air called thermals.
Thermals are generated by radiational heating of such areas as fie-

lds, roads, forests and so on so that air over these areas rises at

different rates. Wind flowing up over mountains and ridges also
can provide good lift for soaring especially in the West where an
altitude record of 46,000 feet was achieved over the Rocky Moun-
tains.

Once a thermal is found the sailplane stays in it by finding the cen-
ter and circling around it At speeds of 45 to 50 miles per hour
the ride is smooth and comfortable.

Pilgrim Airport is proving to be a very adequate training ground
for gliders. According to flight instructor Joe Dalton, flights of more
than two and a half hours have been made as well as altitude gains
of more than six thousand feet.

Gliding offers its devotees frustration, fascination, anticipation,
and elation. It is a sport which combines physical and mental skill

into a most satisfying whole.

Instructor Joe Dalton shows a stu-

dent how to fasten seat belt and shou-

lder harness.

SV-'J*

Simplicity is the key to the cockpit of

a glider.

It's Finallly Open

And It's Yours

Now What?
Suggestions and Complaints

There is a suggestion box located on

the concourse level at the Campus

Center scheduling desk. Leave

your ideas there for the Campus Center

Governing Board.

Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth

And danced the skies on laughter silvered wings.

.

gag NOW • Ends Tues.
Eves. 7:00 • 9:05

Mat. Sat., Sun. 1:80

JOTH CENTURY FOX

GORE VIDALS

MYRA
BRECKINRIDGE

c*»**oc una*

I omlttg
Soon • "PATTON" • "HELLO DOLLY

3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

I Uflmpus

AMHERST-HADLEV LINE^.

1 Show nightly at 7:45

WOODSTOCK
^E^t^m ' II I I i I i i mm miki'iii

<^ N.qhtly of 7 & 9.15

M. A. S. H.

rll- Nightly at 7 & 9
Ingmor Bergman's

"Passion of Anna"
^F^~^«T^*RFr^T^r^T*»^t»^-ri*^"

EARN MONEY SELLING LP's - 8 TRACK TAPES • CAS-
SETTES. BE A DIRECT REPRESENTATIVE OF A
MAJOR NEW YORK DISTRIBUTOR. CONTACT:

STRATFORD DISTRIBUTORS
184-23 Jamaica Avenue

Mollis, N.Y 11423 212-454-8800

Student Senate

BOOK
LOANS
($25 maximum)
arc available

^ in the

Student Senate

Office

Level 1

Campus Center

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or rake out

Ope" Daily

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
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Fine Arts

Fine Arts Council Sets

Varied Concert Series
The UMass Fine Arts Council

community and the general public

in the performing arts during the

ced yesterday.

A brochure describing the 40

events programmed for the ensuing

season has been mailed to over

25,000 students, faculty, and staff

at the Amherst campus and others

from throughout western Massach-
usetts.

The 1970-71 program is divided

into five series: Popular music,

Chamber music, the Celebrity

Series, theatre and modern dance.

The Popular Music Series will

include a three -day residence by

the Cannonball Adderly Quintet and

two programs each by folk singer

Dave Van Ronk. the Gary Burton

Quartet and Dizzy Gillespie

Quintet A feature of this series

will be the informal seminars
attached to each of the engage-

ments
The Celebrity Series will include

visits to the campus by such world

famous artists and ensembles as

Nathan Milstein, violinist; Virtuosi

di Roma; Boston Philharmonic un-

der the direction of LeonKirchner
and featuring as piano soloist the

young American Murray Perahia;

a fully -staged production of Moz-
art "s Don Giovanni' by the Gold

-

ovsky Grand Opera Theatre; and

will offer students, the University

an extensive professional program
1970-71 season, the council announ-

a recital by the brilliant piano

virtuoso Byron Janis.

Each of the Celebrity Series
events will be given on two succ-
essive evenings and in some cases
will feature an entirely different

program for the second concert.

The Chamber Music Series

planned for the coming year has

an international flair as a result

of the visits by the Soviet Union's
leading quartet, the Borodin String

Quartet, and the Tel Aviv String

Quartet from Israel. LyubaEdlina,
a leading Russian pianist, will

appear with the Borodin and Yona
Ettlinger, principal clarinetist of

the Israel Philharmonic, will

perform as soloist with the Israeli

ensemble.
Also appearing at the University

on this series will be the Juilliard

String Quartet, The Festival Wi-
nds, an ensemble of nine woodwind
virtuosi, and the LaSalle String

Quartet

.

A complimentary brochure des-

cribing these programs in detail

is available from the University's

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall,

telephone 545-0202.

IN SHERLOCK HOLMES - The great detective (Geoffrey Keller '73) and the Emperor
of Crime, Professor Moriarty (Robert Murphy '73) wrestle for the possession of a firearm

in the Amherst Summer Theater production based upon the stories of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Repeat performances are this Friday, Saturday and Sunday at Kirby Theater, Am-
herst College. For reservations phone 542-2278 or 542-2277.

Romeo And Juliet Set For Smith

Coming Attractions

Two Hitchcock Films

Star-crossed lovers in a hostile

world, with fate hanging over them
like wings of death - this is the the-

me to be explored in the coming
production of "Romeo and Juliet"

at Smith College. The play opens
Wednesday September 16 and will

have 12 performances in Theatre

Featured

The Art History Group will pre-
sent a double feature -- "The Thir-
ty -nine Steps." directed by Al-

fred Hitchcock, and "The Cabi-
net of Dr. Caligari." a German
Expressionist film made in 1919

tonight in Thompson 104 at 8:30

and 11:00.

"The Thirty-nine Steps," made
in 1935, was the first o't Hitch-

cock's British films to be distri-

buted in the United States, and
he never surpassed this effort in

either the intricacy of plot machin-

By MARTIN PURUIS
Staff Reporter

ations or the complex use of sound
motifs It is the Hitchcock of

the mid -thirties who has become
the model for French film-mak-
ers, Godard, Truffaut, Chabrol,
and not the Hitchcock of the slick

American melodrama that ap-

peared later.

Robert Donat heads the cast as
he tries to outwit an international

spy organization headed by the

mysterious man with the missing
finger.

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"

directed by Robert Wiene, became
an international sensation after the

war for its imaginatively stylized

sets and 8*ing. The reduction of

naturalistic gestures and creation
of dream -like, distorted en-

vironments for the action establish

a psychotic view of the world
without a solid reference.

This proto-type of all horror
films makes it difficult to tell

whether the madness lies in the

subject matter of the story told

by the narrator or in the narrator

14

According to director Stephen
Macht, of the Smith theatre fa-

culty, "Romeo and Juliet "is a play
about fate or pre -destination
Romeo and Juliet are fated to die
because of the hate between their
families. The stars that are
"crossed" are Mars, represen-
ting war. and Venus, which stands
for love. The characters can only
play predetermined roles in the
working out of their destiny.

These astrological values are
represented in the set, designed
by Richard Keshishian, Smith's
costume designer. The slanted

platform on which the actors will

play is painted with concentric
circles and astrological symbols.
These a*-** meant to suggest the

microc-js.-i '-nd th° ..:> /ocosm -

different levels of n eaning for the

plot - or the eternal, timeless
nature of the story.

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted I GlrU to solicit and

deliver subscriptions for the Boston
Globe la their dorm. Coll Nona at
6-8378 evenings. tf9-18

Babysitter for box V/» rrs., Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday, 1-3 p.m. In
North Amherst. Own tranpsertatlon
preferable. Call 549-04.07. tffr-U

MDC CLASSIFIED

ROOMMATES WANTED
2 male roommatee wanted, own

bedroom, great deal. CaU 203-3J71,
auk for Bob. tf9-U
Roommate wanted — grad student,

male, townhouse apt., Squire Village,
furnished, except bedroom. Hi-fi,
color TV, home cookJnc. Call Carl
liCV.UWfl evenings. tf9-18

Roommate wanted preferrablr fe-
male graduate, to share apartment
in Leverett. CaU 549-6816. tf9-17

One male roommate wanted for 5%
room apt., own room, near Smith,
law rent. Call 584-6119. tf9-18

FOR SALE
Kico nolid state amplifier. 80 watta

rin*., almost new, $150; Fisher 125
« ompai't stereo system $235; Gar-
rard M-&5B changer, Pickering car-
tridge f-,0. tall 0-9138. tf9-l»

Discount* on stereo components.
full G-M31 or 0-!)447. tflfr-1

New drape*. 31 in., 2 pr.. Colonial
print, 3 pr. beige, 1 pr. blue plastic
Imlliroom rsrtsfaM shower curtain,
Hofu, pole lamp, bed, bureau w/mit
rur, imuum clrnncr. low prices. 253-
.«>.'.. tf9-16

VMM Duoitl fv-bring .'{50 cc, a
riclileotix machine, excellent condi-
tion. Cull 04t^t»0">0 and ask for Da-
vld Cuhle-f. tf!)-17

Xtiuiulia K<i-30V Folk Guitar, ex.

rand. *I3*; Eko »tcel string guitar

$W; itlso T.,\. l>a>is custom ten-

uis racket, like new. SIS. Call 6-OUif).

ii»k for Jim. tf9-l»

i.EVTMEK GOOI»
\ll hand-made to order: vests,

bags, jackets, belts, pants, sandals,

Mil a, we make most aru thing at a
fair price. See Patrick at the Lever-

ett Cra ft Center in Lcwrctt. i(9-:Z

riONKEK: S \-!HHI Amp. 200 w.;

rvma AM /KM Tuner; FV-41 Belt-

Drive Turntable , all new, never
used, 3 units ttfaa. TRICMPH '68 TR
6R 650 cc. ISM or B./O. Ernie, 413
Hamlin. t£9-18

Large bookcase includes four
shelves and magaatne rack, $10. Call
Sandy, 305 Know] ton. tfg-17

FOR SALE — AUTOS
m WW, exc. SOKE S. A H.,

new Urea and muffler, $1095. CaU
tf9-U

1964 VW Camper, fully equipped
with camping equipment (tent, re-
frig., etc.). Recent engine and body
work. $650. Days — 545-0936, eves,
545-2018. tf9-l«

1962 Valiant for aale — $100. CaU
$49-0385 after 9 p.m. on weekdays.
Call mornings or after 9:00 p.m. on
weekends. The Valiant would parti-
cularly like a male buyer. Price Is

negotiable. tf9-l$

62 Comet, good condition, bncket
•eats, new muffler, carburetor and
battery, $195. CaU 253-3813 after 6
p.m. tf9-18

'62 Chevy, 6 cylinder, good running
condition $100. See or caU Tom at
the Lord Jeff 253-2576. tf9-16

'62 Plymouth, state car, 6 cylinder,
automatic, radio, heater, runa weU,
call 253-2576, room 97, after $ p.m.

W9-17

Austin Bealy 3000. late '67, new
radlals and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, original owner. CaU
1-267-3323 after 6:00 weekdays.

tf9-28

'64 Cbevy Ornbr. Camper, full

equip.; new eng., 2000 mis., tranj
axle, brks. and tires, eze. cond. $750.
Call 247-9041, tf9-21

60 VW, clutch chatters, Interior
shab, needs muffler, but has been
good transportation for 3 yrs. $230.
Call Stan 589-9837 Ludlow. tf9-17

1967 VW sedan, newly re-built en-
gine, body in good condition, dark
blue, $850. Call 584-1406, Nancy or
Jerry. tf&-16

1JI65 Cortina Wagon. 60,000 miles,
Tery economical; body. Interior, and
motor in very good shape, $450 or
best offer. Call 253-9748 after 6 p.m.

1964 Lt. Blue Pontiac Convertible,
runs well, best offer. Call 323-7682

after 5:30 p.m., anytime weekends.
tf9-18

HCST SELL '69 Conr. Cbevelle
350-300, 4 spd.. all heavy duty, op-
tions possible, exc. cond. Call Al 549-

6666. tf9-22

'67 VW exc. condition, radio, $1050.

Call 536-6751 early morning or late

night. tf9-«

FURNITURE RENTALS
Harper Associates rents all ysur

furniture needs: beds, desks, Uving
rooms, refrigerators. CaU 686-2960.

tf0-18

RIDE WANTED
Needed: Round trip ride from eith-

er TJnlv. of Mass. or Boston on week-
ends. W1U share expense*. CaU 253-

3252. tf9-18

MUSICIANS WANTED
A light sound piano needs com-

pany for soft combo, guitar, bass,
flute, oboe, and drum, improvising
and arrangements for relaxing and
•pots out. CaU Lew at 546-6634.

tf9-18

SERVICES
Coed will type for professor

approx. 10 hrs. wk., experienced In
taping manuscripts for pubUcation,
60-1- wpm, elect. CaU Donna 546-9876.

tf9-18

ROOM EXCHANGE
Room Exchange: WiU swap room

in Cance for a single anywhere on
campus, industrial engineer needs
privacy for senior project research.
Call Al 6-6153. tf9-17

ROOM WANTED
Can yon relate to children B/B

$35 per month, plus assistance In

caring two children after school and
overnight as needed, 1 mile UMass.
253-2148. tf9-21

PERSONAL
Lawrence Baltimore — What

would Sr. Superior say If she knew
Hint you had deserted me? Please
come home. I miss you. lour wife.

9-16

The Fabulos

D.J.
Great muiic and
entertainment
TONIGHT

Now available great
FALSTAFF BEER

On Rt.47 Sunderland
t\ gpod place todrink

!

7 minutes (rom campus

The costumes have also been
designed to suggest this timeless -

ness. They will represent seve-
ral different periods and styles,

from roman togas for the ball

scene to modern dress for some of

the characters. The unisex look
will also be used; for example.
Montague and Lady Montague wear
similar styles All of the costu-
mes are in shades of black, white,
and gray, except for the ball scene
which will include some bright
colors.

In addition, to add to the sense
of fate, several of the characters
will wear masks There will also
be four actors who appear In
larger-than-life costumes with
five inch high shoes, similar to
costumes found in the classic
Greek theatre.

According to the director, the
staging and costumes are meant to
convey a sense of "alienation",
as in the theories of German
playwright Bertolt Brecht. By al-
lowing the audience to consider
e themes of the play without
ing totally involved in the story,

tie hopes to use Shakespeare to re -

fleet modern problems.

"Romeo and Juliet" will be pre-
sented September 16-19 and 23-26
at 8 pm and September 19, 20,
and 27 at 2 pm, in the Center for
the Performing Arts Admission
is $2.00, students $1,50. For ti-
ckets or information, call the box
office, 584-2700, ext. 840; open
weekdays 12-5 and one hour be-
fore performances.

French Like

Education

PARIS - For the first time
in history, France next year will
spend more on education than on
defense

.

The Cabinet last week approved
a national budget providing $5.4
billion for education and $5.24 for
defense

.

Defense spending is still ris-
ing, but by a lesser amount than
education - six per cent against 14

per cent. The budget shows over -

all spending and receipts balanced
at the equivalent of $31 billion

SOC. 101-PSYCH 101

"Warrondolo" ihoon today in Ma-
horot 4:40, 8:00 and 10:00.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Free-for-all starts at 7:00 p.m.

Wear jeans all interested girls invited.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST
LEAGUE

First meeting on Thursday in Cam-
pus Center 165. Old members, pros-

five members welcome.

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION
First meeting today from noon to

2:00 p.m. in Campus Center 170-172.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES NIGHT
Will be held tonight at 7 p.m. on

the first and second floors of Campus
Center.

CLASS OF 1973
Soph-Frosh picnic on Saturday be-

hind Southwest after the game.

SIGMA KAPPA
California dreaming? Come find

out how you can student teach in Cal-
ifornia. All university women invited.

Casual dress.

HILLEL
There will be a Deli Supper in the

Colonial Lounge on Sunday Sept. 20
at 6:00 p.m.

PROJECT 10
T'AI CHI workshop demo and or-

ganization meeting in Berkshire Club-
room from 11:30 to 3:30 today.

SDS
Meeting to discuss past SDS activ-

ities and what to do during school.

Monday Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in Mach-
mer W-22.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Chi Omega presents "Gridiron Gos-

sip" informal 4 to 9 p.m. Tri Sigma-
Fashion show with Allen's Alloy 7 to

to 9 p.m.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
Sensitivity and Group Interaction

wi th Dr. Read • Coed. 7:30 p.m.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
7 to 9 p.m.

RADICAL COMMUNITY UNION
Open organizational meeting to-

morrow in Campus Center Aud. at

7:30 p.m.

REC MAJORS
Give $5,00 deposit to Dr. Sherrow

today or forever hold your piece.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Southwest Book Mart. Buy and sell

used books. Little Hatch Annex from

10 a.m. to 8 p.m. through Sept. 25.

MARKETING CLUB
Organizational meeting tomorrow

at 7:30 p.m. in SBA 102.

NES
Meeting to be held in SU Ballroom

tonight at 7:30. All tutors should at-

tend.

OUTING CLUB
Freshman circus at 1 p.m. Sunday

in Herter Hall parking lot. All UMies
invited. Various club activities-coving

canoeing followed by cookout.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Open house at UMass observatory

Friday from sunset to midnight. If

cloudy will be held the 19th • public

invited.

FINNISH CLUB
Finnish club will have a meeting on

Sept. 17 at 7:00 in campus Center

168-170. All interested in Fins wel-

come.

ADELPHIANS
Adelphians where are you! Campus

Center room 1 77 ot 8 p.m. on Sunday.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
First meeting tonight at 7:30 in

134 Hasbrouck Lab.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
Meeti ng tomorrow at 7:30 in Cam-

pus Center 1 75.

PI BETA PHI
Scavenger Hunt. Meet at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow night at 388 N. Pleosont.

PRECISIONETTES
First practice ot 4:40 in Dickinson

Parking Lot.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI

Dr. Donald Rood tonight at 7:30

p.m. at 389 N. Pleosont St.

STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE
If you want to improve student ser-

vices come to Campus Center 177

on Sunday ot 6:30 p.m.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Rush party tonight ot 7. All in-

vited dress informal 409 N. Pleosont.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
Country loir 406 N. Pleosont tomor-

row at 7 p.m.

Notices
YAF

Conservatives et al will meet in

Campus Center 165 tomorrow night at

8 p.m.

SKI PATROL
Tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in James

lounge - refresher info.

SKYDIVING
Sport parachute club will meet

Sept. 23 at 7:45 p.m. in Campus Cen-
ter 165.

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Student Faculty Assembly today at

2:30 in Shattuck Aud.

JAZZ WORKSHOP
Program starts in music library,

Old Chopel. Go there for info.

SOCIOLOGY 104
Soc. 104 will meet Friday at 2:30

in Mahar.

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT
All interested in working for Sar-

gent stop at table in Campus Center.

NEWMAN CLUB
"Camelot" will be shown in the

SU Ballroom on Friday at 6, 8:30 and
10 p.m. Everyone welcome.

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
Undergrad Ed Assembly will meet

Monday ot 7:30 in Knowlton House
rec room. All ed majors invited.

HILLEL
Fridoy evening in Senate Chambers

at 7:30. Saturday morning services ot
10 a.m. in Senate Chambers.

FOUND
A dog-medium sized black dog with

white chest and paws. Call Valerie

in 626 Field at 546-6862.

LOST
Will the person who picked up the

book "Sense Relaxation"' please call

Dick at 226 Dickinson.

Brown wallet last Wednesday.
Please call Warren.

Stat 121 notebook, call 546-5143

or go to 458 Cance and ask for John.

10:10 Classes Cancelled;

Convocation Set Today
Opening Convocation, the cere-

mony marking the formal begin-
ning of the 1970-71 academic year
at UMass will be held today at

10:10 a.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Chancellor Oswald Tippo will

give his opening address to the

academic community and present
the annual Distinguished Teacher
Awards. All members of the

University community and the pu-
blic are invited.

The traditional academic pro-
cession of robed faculty and staff

will begin the convocation. The
procession will be led by the

bearer of the University mace,
William H. Ross. Traditionally,

this honor is given to the faculty

member who has held the Distin-

guished Teacher Award for the

longest time. Dr. Ross, Professor
of physics, won the award in 1962.

Three Distinguished Teacher A -

wards will be given for "mani-
fest excellence in the art of teach-

ing and outstanding devotion to the

cause of education." The awards
are made by an all-University
committee and carry with them a

$1,000 stipend.

Rabbi Martin Kowal, chaplain to

Jewish students, will give the in-

vocation and Dr. Robert L. Clu-
ckstern, acting provost, will be
master of ceremonies. Student

Senate President Glenn Elters will

speak.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Melodies
6-Collect

1

1

Temporary
ruler

12 Trade
14 Teutonic

deity

15 Twist

17 Ripped
18-Occupy

chair

20 Goes by
water

23-Edible

seed
24 Biblical

weed
26 Piece of

dinnerware
28 A state

(abbr.)

29 Incline

31 Comes into

view

33 Virginia

willow

35 Couple
36 Mollifies

39-Jumps
42 Three toed

sloth

43 Baker's

products
45 Break

suddenly
46-Possessive

pronoun
48-Laughing
50Cravat
51 Vessel
53 Farm

building

55 Registered
nurse (abbr.)

56 Weirder
59 Urged on
61 Leases
62 Spirited

horse

DOWN
1 Continued
story

2 King of

Bashan

3-0penwork
fabric

4 African

antelopes

5 Strip of

leather

6 Hebrew
month

7 Parent

(colloq )

8 Skill

9Cease
lOCalm
11 Remains at ease
13-Peruses
16-River in Africa

19 Spoor
21Lantern
22Take

unlawfully

25 Go in

27 Iroquoian

Indians

30 Singing voice

32 18th President

AnsM ' to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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34 Husband of

Gudrun
36-Lift

37-Conjunction
38 Thick slice

40 Coupled
41 Squander
44Pr0|ecting

teeth

16

47 Father

49 Jog

52 Metal fastener

54 Scottish for "no"

57 Latin

conjunction

58-Rupees (abbr.)

60-Prefix: down

1)

14

18

24

29

47

46

51

•><•.

19

33

47

15

!JV
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43
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16
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Astrological

Forecast

by Sydney Om^rr.
The Taurus man pnues himself ou

beinc open-minded. Hut a you wave a
red flag in front of tie bull, very few
can predict tne conbeu,uencea. Taurun
men are loving, atfecuonate — but
uiry do feel their way is the ricnt
way. Any contradicUon of this thesis
breeds distemper.

* *
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Areas

previously settled show signs of dis-

turbance. A friend could become in-

volved in litigation. Keep guard up
against being sold bill ot goods.
TAL'RUS i April 20 - May 20) : Some

restrictions are necessary. Abide by
rules designed for your own benefit,
safety. Capricorn individual figures
prominently. Long-distance call proves
significant.
GEMINI (May SI - June 20): Spark

of temper threaten long-standing
friendship. No one is going to han<!
you anything on proverbial silver plat-
ter. <Jet fair share, but also gtvs
others a chance.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): New

approach is most likely to succeeil
Some in positions of authority act In
eccentric manner. Ride with the tid«>.

Be independent without being arr h
want.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Take car»

with what you put In writing. Can
lion should be keynote, especially dur-
ing travel. Some of your philosophic; 1

concepts are subject to sudden Chang*.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Fi-

nancial prospects are good if you at-
willing to utilize unorthodox methods.
Study Leo message. Refuse *o be
trapped by outmoded concepts. Key ii

versatility.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Get on
with creative endeavors. Tou can
break through red tape. One who pre-
viously opposed you becomes ally. Be
gracious. You are due for some publi-
city.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 • Nov. 21): One
connected with special group, organiz-
ation provides inspira.ion. Be recep-
tive. Aid offered is go mine. Motive is
sincere. Respond accordingly.
SAGITTARIUS (Novl 22 - Dec. 21):

Gain indicated by salebf property you
developed. This is timl to make nec-
essary adjustments, eaecially in do-
mestic area. Accent ftcurity. IKrtva
to reach potential.
CAPRICORN (.Dec. X - Jan. 19) :

Work behind the scenes.! Do some per-
sonal research. You will 'have to stand
on facts — truth will make you confi-
dent. Some, usually reliable, act in un-
orthodox manner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You

may have to make some quick move-
Key is to have alternate methods nl

hand. One who relies upon you studies
performance charts. Message will b-
clear.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Pro-

tect asset. If not wary, you lose some-
thing of value In transit. Key is m
handle valuables yourself. Depending
on ohers now might be a costly pro-

position.
IT TODAY Ifl YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are Introspective, capable «l

Ntandinc op for your rights — but it

is spiritual strength which Is keynote
of your character. Once you over-

come tendency to brood, yon will be m
world beater. Domestic adjustment, in-

cluding change of residence, is on hori-

B.

Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

tr
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BOB HANSEN Upddting Redman Foes . . .

Most UMass Grid Opponents Open
On Saturday; BC Has Wisdom Woes

'
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Two of UMass' football opponents this year, Buffalo and Holy Cross, started their seasons last

weekend and both came up losers, the Bulls by a 14-7 count to Ball State and the Crusaders by a
26-0 mark to Army.

Hansen Stars in Minors
Former UMass baseball great Bob Hansen has been making his

presence felt in minor league baseball over the summer. In only
his first experience in professional baseball, Hansen advanced all
the way to Triple A, performing for the last month of the season
with Portland of the Pacific Coast League, an affiliate of the Mil-
waukee Brewers.
He appeared in 33 games for Portland and batted .323. Not

bad, he also cracked six homers, drove in 24 runs and collected
41 hits. During the last week of this month, Hansen will see action
in the Arizona Instructional League, playing out of Tempe, Arizona.

FOOTBALL TICKETS - Student
exchange coupons are now being
traded in at the ticket office in

Boyden, room 255, for the Maine
game. The ticket office is open
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 9 a.m.
until noon on Saturday.

All students must exchange their
coupons according to the res-
pective dates shown on those
coupons. Ticket deadline dates
are specified in the coupon book-
let. Game time for all home
games is 1 p.m. Tickets for
future home games are currently
on sale as are all tickets for
away games

Important - The deadline date

Sports Notices

An additional five foes ini-

tiate their campaigns on Sa-
turday as do the Kedmen. bos-
ton University will host Colgate,
Connecticut and Vermont will op-
pose each other, Boston College
will be at Villanova for a tele-
vised biggie and Maine will, of
course be here as UMass' open-
ing challenge.

The remaining three teams on
the Redmen's schedule wait until

Sept. 26 to start play, at which
time Rhode Island will be at
Brown, New Hampshire at Dela-
ware, and Dartmouth will inau-
gurate its season by hosting U-
Mass. Buffalo and Holy Cross
will try to find winning formulae
against Toledo and Temple res-
pectively.

A look at the BU-Colgate tussle.
Colgate is 0-1, having dropped one
to Navy, 48-22 ...Red Raider coach
Neil Wheelwright is a 1954 gra-
duate of Springfield College. BU
copped last fall's encounter, 20-0..
Colgate's record in 1969: 5-3-1...

It runs out of the T formation...
That offense will be trying to
crowd two receivers on one Ter-
rier defender, which might produce
some anxious moments for the in-
experienced BU defense...Two Red
Raiders to watch: quarterback Ste

-

ve Goepel and tailback Don Fi-
sher ..Boston U. should take this
one, it being the Terrier opener
coming after a great '69 season.
Some words on the UConn- Ver-

mont contest: Running against th-
rowing in this one, what with U-
Conn is invincible Vin Clements

and Vermont's potentially potent

air game. ..The Huskies and Ver-
mont have only gone against each
other eight times, the formers
winning five, losing three... If the

Catamounts have any trouble with
their passing, they can always
rely on Bob Rodger to help bring
them through on the ground...
Scrimmaging last weekend, the
Catamounts took it on the chin,
46-6, from Dartmouth... UConn won

(ftoUrgtan

Spytti

\>i
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lost...The Bulls have Gene Nance,
brother of Patriots' star fullback!
Jim.G. Nance romped 98 yards
on a kickoff for six of Buffalo's
points...Toledo should take this
one.

A ponderance over the Holy
Cross -Temple face -off: Temple
was 4-5-1 last year, beating all
mediocre opponents and should
set the stage for Crusader coach
Bill Whitton's first victory as
HC head coach...HC leads the se-
ries between the twoclubs, 12-5-2.

AP Poll

for Saturday's Maine game has
been extended to Friday, Sept. 18
until 6 p.m. All ticket exchanges
must be finalized at the ticket
office, no student exchanges will
be accepted at the game itself.

• * * » »

WRESTLING - There will be an
organizational meeting for the var-
sity and freshman wrestling teams
Wednesday, Sept. 16, in the wrest-
ling room at 5 p.m*****
TOUCH FOOTBALL MANAGE-

RS -You may submit your football
rosters prior to submitting health
forms. Rosters and health forms
will be accepted up to 7 p.m.,
Wed., Sept. 16 at the Intramural

Black Return Would Hurt

Team-Schwartzwalder

Office, 215 Boyden Building.*****
ALL TOUCH FOOTBALL OFF-

ICIALS -A mandatory meeting of
all touch football officials will
be held on Thursday at 7:30p.m.
in room 251 Boyden Building.

* « * * *

Once again, a reminder con-
cerning the UMass Redmen Quar-
terback Club Luncheons that will
be held every Wednesday at the
Newman Center. The first affair
will get under way today at 12:15
p.m., ending promptly at 1:15 p.m.
Season tickets are available at
reduced rates from Varsity M
Club members. This first lun-
cheon, of 11 to be held on con-
secutive football weeks, features
a preview of the Maine -UMass
game; a report on the team from
head coach Vic Fusia and other
members of his staff; door prize
and raffle of choice game tickets.
The public is invited.

1st autumn's affair, 26-6 and
should win Saturday's tiff by about
the same count.

A peek at the BC- Villanova tiff:

Villanova has a new head coach,
Lou Ferry, and a winning record,
1-0, after defeating Maryland a few
days back, 21 -3...The Wildcats cla-
wed the Eagles in '69, 24-6, after
BC had a 2-0 record and visions
of an un-un season...How about
this, though?...BC quarterback Fr-
ank Harris and his backup, Ray
Rippman, have both been pestered
by aching wisdom teeth... Harris
had two wisdom teeth pulled last
week and his gums are still stit-
ched up. He has lost eight pounds
because he hasn't been chewing
solids; he should be ready on
Saturday Rippman hasn't had any
wisdoms yanked but is on medi-
cation. This game will be re-
gionally telecast by ABC-TV... In
color '.- U. and w'h Fred Wil-
lis and Red Harris tin Eagles
should nip Villanova.

Some quickies on the Buffalo

-

Toledo match: Buffalo may well
own a losing record by the time
UMass plays it in two and' a half
weeks for the Bulls put their 0-1
record on the line against a To-
ledo team that was 11-0-0 in '69,

including a 56-33 win in the Tan-
gerine Bowl Buffalo has one more
encounter before hosting the Red-
men, against Kent State...The Ro-
ckets are a balanced squad with
29 lettermen back and onlv 14

Stanford,
Miss. Climb
in Standings
(AP) Stanford, a 34-28 winner

over Arkansas last weekend, and
Missouri, a 3-0 victory over Bay-
lor, produced the only major sha-
keups in the first weekly college
football poll of the Associated
Press.

Arkansas' Razerbacks, rated
No. 4 in preseason rankings, were
bumped to No. 11. Atanford, pre-
niously ranked 10th, took over the
fourth spot and Missouri moved
up one notch to No. 11 in the poll
of football writers and broadca-
sters.

Ohio State, defending national
champion Texas, and Southern Cal -

ifornia remained one -two -three.
OSU and Texas were idle last
weekend while Southern Cal de-
feated Alabama, 42-21
Twenty four of the 40 voters pi-

cked Ohio State No. 1, giving the
Buckeyes 728 points. Texas had
six first place votes for 657 poi-
nts while the Trojans accumulated
only 644 points, including seven
No. 1 votes.

Mississippi, ranked No. 5; Penn
State, No. 7 and Michigan, No.
8, each received one first place
vote.

Others in the Top Ten are No-
tre Dame, No. 6, and Nebraska, No
9.

Rounding out the Top 20, in

addition to Arkansas, are in order,
Louisiana State, Kansas State. Flo-
rida, Houston, UCLA, West Virgin-
ia and Arizona State.

Alabama, South Carolina, bea-
ten by Georgia Tech 32-30 and
idle Auburn fell from the ranks
The only new comer was Georgia,
also idle. There had been a tie
for 20th in the preseason poll
among Auburn, Oklahoma and West
Virginia.

SYRACUSE, NY. (AP) - Coach Ben Schwartzwalder, under civil
rights fire in recent weeks, has spoken up in his own defense and
indicated there is no way eight suspended black players can rejoin
the squad and still have a football team at Syracuse University
this season. Ending his long silence in an

exclusive taped question - and-
answer interview with The Asso-
ciated Press, Schwartzwalder said
"if the players come back on their
terms now we would not have a
season I don't think the play-
ers we have would consider this a
proper thing, to give way to play-
ers who have missed all this
practice."

The 61 -year old coach blamed
the problems at Syracuse and else-
where, on a "third party, " which
enters a situation and causes what
he termed "group ism."

"A group of athletes went to

a third party and discussed their
problems with them, instead of

discussing them with the foot -

ball coach. This is where you
later had serious problems."
He defended himself against the

charges of racism by seven black

players, who were suspended af-

ter they boycotted spring practice

and then not invited to play in

the fall. An eighth joined them
later and all were suspended when
thev refused to sign a statement

that included their taking full res-
ponsibility for the boycott.

"We never were conscious of
racism," Schwartzwalder said,
revealing that the present pro-
blems began two years ago when
the Negro players were freshmen
and sophomores.
He spoke of continuing to have

Negroes on the team with "no
racist feeling about letting this
unpleasant situation affect our
thinking In the future."
He admitted "differences of o-

pinion" with black players, but
emphasized that "if they hustle
enough, if they are good enough,
they are going to be playing."

Calling himself a "kind of be-
nevolent dictator," he said he
treated his players "pretty much
as equals once they are on that
field." He said he even gave
the Negroes "a little special con-
sideration" because of the dif-

ficult background from which many
of them come, and because they
are more "sensitive."

LESS THAN A WEEK AWAY - Intramural touch football, a popular side-activity fo.
many students, starts play next week. Shown here is last fall's fraternity football cham
p.ons Ph. Sigma Delta. Front row (l-r): Lewis, Cammarata, DelSesto, Catarius, Good-
fnend, Littleton and Shuffame. Btck row (l-r): Lydon, Sprague, Mello, Cook, Schneid,
Kiddle, Harder, Taylor, DeVincent and Laczek.
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Thelwell Entry OK'd
See Story Page 3

Royce Philips, advisor for the UMass Northern Educational
Service, addressed prospective tutors last night at an orientation
meeting in the Student Union Ballroom. UMass volunteers will tutor
elementary and high school students in Springfield during the six-
week session. (MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton).

NES Seeks Tutors

See Page 3

Senate Holds

First Meeting
See Page 2

Convocation Held;

Tippo Cites Unrest
Story, Analysis Page 3

Jordanian

Civil War
Imminent

See Page 4

RECEIVING HIS AWARD from Chancellor Tippo is Dr. Cadwell L.

Ray of the economics dept. Ceremonies yesterday at the Convocation
marking the beginning of the year included the awarding of the 1970

Distinguished Teacher Awards. (MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton).
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CEQ And Quint Plan

High School Projects
RICHARD HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Mammoth pink and yellow human
profiles confronted the campus,
registration day. People passed
through the Student Union lobby
and looked and wondered.
The tall, graceful figures stood

as a reminder for quality environ-
ment. They were the product
of Quint Howard and other mem-
bers of Coalition for Environm-
ental Quality (CEQ), a group for-

med last year in preparation for

"Earth Day."
CEQ and Quint are back this

year. Funded by the Student Sen-
ate, they are "kicking off" a new
year of "environmental" in -fight-

ing, next Thursday, September 24
at the Campus Center Auditor-
ium. The meeting is open to

the entire campus and will intro-

duce people to CEQ's latest stra-

tegy, the "action project group."
Quint explained the "action

group" projects as "ta^k
oriented" groups; a group of stu-

dents and faculty ect. will con-
centrate on a specific project which
has already gone beyond the plan-

ning and "boring detail" stage.

The projects will vary to include
most anything but presently the

projects in motion include a "High

School Project", designed to set-
up Environmental groups in high
schools across the state and
bring together high school students
for workshops and conferences;
a "Distinguished Ecology Lec-
ture" series, which aims to bring
experts from all areas of envir-
onmental concern to the campus;
and a project, in the planning sta-
ges, which will organize a raft

trip down the Connecticut River.
"CEQ has tried to lay the gr-

oundwork for projects which will

produce results which can be
seen", explained Quint. "The
problem areas are not hard to

find, but getting people to take
relevent action is difficult. That
is the type of action out "pro-
jects" will aim at," he continued.

Also planned for later in the fall

are organization meetings for re-
ceiving undergraduate National Sc -

ience Foundation grants for scien-
tific research projects next sum-
mer (Sept. 30) and workshops for
special projects

Quint Howard can be reached
by leaving a message in R.S.O.
Box 347, Campus Center.

Possible Project?
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UP YOUR ALLEY
His & Her Sportswear Boutique

Current Fall Clothes
now selling at

30%

off

a/so Drastic Reductions on

late Summer merchandise

56/2 Main Street, Amherst

Next to Aubucbon Hardware
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on th» second floor of ths

Student Union on the University campus, tip cod* 01 002. Phones
are 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

timet a week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

Initial Senate Meeting
Stabilizes Summer Activity

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1970

DENISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

Student Senate President Glenn

Elters opened the first Senate

meeting of the semester last night

remarking on Board of Trustee

decisions over the summer.
"It appears that the Board and

the administration have eroded the

power we once had over finan-

cial affairs," he said, "It will

be interesting to see what will

happen with this year's budget."

The Board this summer had fro-

zen Student Activity Tax Funds,

because of money allotted groups

concerned with social and political

action outside the campus commu-
nity.

Elters added that the Trustees
had also reversed the decisions

concerning ROTC made by the

Student and Faculty Senates last

year. The 4 -year ROTC pro-

gram has not been terminated

as recommended by the Senates

and courses taught by ROTC per-

sonnel may still be given aca-

demic credit, subject to approval

by the Faculty Senate Subcomm-
ittee for Academic Affairs.

The hiring of a fulltime law-

yer to assist students legal pro-

blems was announced to be Dick
Howland, a graduate of Amherst
College and Columbia School of

Law. His office will be Room
107 in the Campus Center.

Regarding the Financial Po-
licy Act, passed by the Senate

last semester and waiting appr-

oval of the administration, Elters

said he has been informed that ma-
jor category changes in the po-

The Student Senate held its first meeting of the semester In the

Campus Center last night. Seated at the table are Acting Secretary
Kathy Gwiazda and President Glenn Elters. (Photo by Gib Fuller ton).

licy will have to be authorized

by the chancellor.

WMUA and the Collegian were
both granted category changes in

their budgets, WMUA for repairs

and needed equipment and the Col -

legian for the hiring of a senior

clerk typist in place of their junior

clerk typist.

The Senate passed a bill as-

signing the Services Committee to
work in conjunction with CEQ on
a study of on-campus pollutants
and what measures can be im-
plemented to halt them.

Also, a motion instructing the
Student Senate President to inform
the freshmen and the parents of

Student Association Life Insurance
Program was passed.

Discussing the coming year Pre-
sident Elters remarked, "It will

be a hard year. The chancellor
seems to be expecting the worst
...he seems to be drawing a hard
line, one he won't budge from.
I just hope people act more or-
ganized than they did last year."

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

NationalUrbanPolicy
TaughtbyUMassPrexy

By DON GLICKSTEIN
Staff Reporter

More than thirty students were waiting for the professor. Some of them had learned of the course

from professors in the Government Department, others had remembered an announcement in one of

last spring's Collegian, but most of the students had learned about Government 391 "National

Urban Policy" by word of mouth. The class would be unlike any other on tnis campus, for it was

taught by the President of the University, Robert Wood.

"It's the fascination of taking

a course with the President of

the University, as well as it be-

ing only two hours a week, not to

mention the course itself and the

guy's background." A student

was explaining why he had signed

up, and his reasons seemed to

echo the sentiments of many o-

thers.

A pretty city planning major

summed up her intents by say-

ing, "I think Dr. Wood knows a

lot that I want to know."

At least one member of the

class, a psychology major, found

himself in Government 391 more
out of necessity than choice. His

add -drop period had been 4 PM
and everything he had wanted was

closed, so the student added the

first half -interesting course that

was open.

Wearing a green plaid tie and
looking younger than his photo-
graphs, Dr. Wood walked into the
class and began by letting his stu-

dents know where they stood in

relationship to himself, stressing
his "academic capacity" rather
than his Presidential one.
"As a teacher, my comments

are not privileged ", Dr. Wood
said. "I am best characterized
as an anxiety -ridden optimist
I am not a Pollyanna."
Wood believes that this coun-

try is in crisis, but he also feels
that the country has the resour-
ces to cope with its problems.
"Problems can be solved", he

added, "Difficulties have to be li-

ved with."

Q Club
HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY

!

from 3:30 to 8 P.M.

D.J. IN PERSON

Rt. 9, Russell St., Had ley

253-9214

OPERETTA GUILD

OPEN AUDITIONS
for

Your Own Thing
a broadway rock musical

Thurs., Sept. 17, 7-9
Sun., Sept. 20, 7 - 10

Student Council Chomfcers S.U.

f

In the course, Dr. Wood said

:hat he would try to separate the

"facts of the system and the va-

lues that it produces... I am an
urbanist....I am not a theologian."

Wood's class took the form of

a lecture with questions and dis-

cussion encouraged. As Dr. Wood
wenc into topics such as commu-
nity, population growth, and urban
problems, it was evident that Wood
not only "knew his stuff ", but was
capable of evoking favorable re-

actions from his students. It was
also evident that the seminar would
not become a two -hour a week gut

course, but a serious inquiry, with
an adequate amount of work, into

the problems of governmental res-
ponses to urban needs.

This writer would like to con-
gratulate Professor Wood on his

decision to teach an undergraduate
course, become involved with stu-

dents, and his determination not

to become an "invisible" Presi-
dent.

Workers Feeling

GM Strike Costs
DETROIT AP - Business and

workers who depend on money
spent by General Motors Corp.
were beginning to feel the inc-

reased pinch Wednesday of a stri-

ke against the giant auto maker.
The company estimates the strike

is costing more than $100 million

each day in lost sales, lost wages
to workers, lost tax revenues and
lost revenues to suppliers. Some
of GM's 39,000 suppliers already

have laid off workers and more
are making plans for such action

if the strike continues more than

a week or two.

The price of 1971 model cars
is one area where the strike and
the subsequent labor settlement,

are expected to have great impor-
tance.
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Tippo Elters Hilight ,

AtUMass Convocation
By DAVID D. WILLIAMS

(,
Tuesday Issue Editor

:< sion was the 1970 University Convocation held yesterday In the Student Union Ball-

Thelwell Gains Visa,

Arrival Due Today
RICHARD C. HANSON »

room.
Tippo s address was prefaced by

some off-the-cuff remarks by Stu-
dent Senate President Glenn
Elters. Elters said that there
is evidence of a trend to act-
ivism on this campus and that
students and faculty should qu-
estion the role of the university
in the war. The part that we
all will play, according to Elters,
depends on how far the University
will let us go. He added, "We
will come to that bridge very soon
in the fall semester...All over the
country people are crying fqr pat-
ience. We can no longer be
patient. Students are really going
to push this year." He issued a
strong charge to students to "Get
involved. This is the only way
we can better the world. Don't
blowit."

Chancellor Tippo then took over
the podium and wished everyone
a prosperous year. He moved
very quickly into a litany of "re-
pressive" legislation passed in

other states as a result of stu-

dent unrest in the spring. He
spoke of a "growing disenchant-

ment" of the taxpayers with the

universities and said that UMass
has been fortunate that none of the

"repressive legislation" before

the Massachusetts legislature was
passed.

Turning his attention to last

week's bomb scare and the new
epithets painted on Herter Hall,

Tippo issued a strong warning that

all who engage in such activities

will be dealt with severely. He
also warned that any who disrupt

the flow of business at the Un-
iversity, academic or any other

work, will be endangering the

entire University community by
holding it open to repressive leg-

islation. He said, "Certainly you'd

have to be a moron to believe

that the taxpayers of this state

will continue to appropriate large

sums of money if the University

doesn't stay open to provide the

education the money was intended

for." Then in a parting shot

Tippo said, "It is my sober judge- devotion

ment that this University will not ucation
'

long survive if we don't takeimm
ediate steps to keep our house

in order."
Tippo then spoke at great length

about some of the issues on cam -

pus that presented problems over

the summer. Among these were
the Princeton Plan, ROTC, the

Student Activity Tax, the picketing

code, job recruiting, research,
building takeovers, freedom of sp-

eech, ecology, teacher evaluation,

the Fine Arts Building, and, of

course, the Campus Center. On
that subject he said, "With re-

ference to that architecture,

Marcel Breuer is a distinguished

architect and the experts agree on
that."

The question of whether all stu-
dents should be forced through
the Activity Tax to pay for off-

campus social action groups was
raised by Tippo. Investigations
into this matter are being cond-
ucted by various committees.
Tippo urged students to get inv-

olved with the University. He
said, "There is a time and place
for games but the main business
of a university is education." He
asked the faculty members to try
to get to know at least 15 stu-

dents during the semester. In

this way, Tippo feels, the Univer-
sity will become less impersonal.
His long range dreams for this

campus include: the Fine Arts
Building, a decent Faculty Club,
a day -care center, a dorm ren-
ovation program, and married
student housing.

He concluded his remarks with
a bit of philosophical wool-
gathering about his future as a
Chancellor. It's not important to

him if he is Chancellor for a

month or a year but, he stressed,
"I'm absolutely detemined to call
them as I see them. I will dis-

apoint the extremists on the right

and the extremists on the left."

The Chancellor's remarks con-
cluded. Provost Gluckstern ann-
ounced the recipients of the 1970
Distinguished Teacher Awards
They are Richard F. Garber.
varsity lacrosse coach; Cadwell L.

Ray of the Economics Dept. and
William J. Wilson of the Sociol-

ogy Dept.

The award is given each year
for "manifest excellence in the

art of teaching and outstanding
devotion to the cause of education

to the cause of ed-
it carries a $1,000 st-

fessor of economics and has done
research and published articles on
state and local finance. He grad-
uated from Texas A. and M. with
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Texas. Dr. Ray
came to UMass In 1967.

Dr. Wilson is an associate pro-
fessor of sociology who has lect-
ured and written extensively on
the black protest movement and
other aspects of the black pro-
blem in America. He was a
prime mover in the founding of
CCEBS and a member of the plan-
ning for the WEB. DuBois Afro-
American Studies Dept. He holds
degrees from Wilberforce Univer-
sity, with an MA. from Bowling
Green State University and a Ph.
D. from Washington State Un-
iversity. He joined the UMass
staff in 1965.

"He's free!"
UMass received a phone call from
Senator Edward Brooke's office
yesterday informing the admin-
istration that Michael Thelwell
chairman of the UMass Black Stu-
dies Department, had received his
visa to enter the U.S. at 1:30
P.M. Thelwell is expected to
arrive from Jamaica today, acc-
ording to Asst. to the Chancellor
Randolph Bromery.
The decision came after two

weeks of searching official and un-
official channels, by Dr. Bromery
and Dean Seymour Shapiro, for a
route through the "technicalities"
which had originally denied Thel

-

well a visa.

The reversal of the visa de-
cision by the Counsel for the Am-
erican Embassy in Jamaica was
attributed by Bromery to inter-
cession on all levels by people
in the State Department and Con-
gress. Bromery singled out the in-
fluence of the president of Howard
University James Cheek. Cheek,

RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

who, as a

News Analysis

Tippo Shows Concern
Throw off your chains of apatny
or the extreme groups will control
the campus."

It's Tippo 's "sober judgement"
that if there is trouble then this

university will find itself in fin-

ancial straits. He's not looking

DAVID D. WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

Chancellor Oswald Tippo used
some pretty strong language yest-

erday. People who paint on build-

ings make him pretty mad and with

good reason. People who phone in

bomb scares make him mad, also forward to the day but when and
with good reason. if it happens, he'll be ready.
He is concerned with the "grow- "I'm a dangerous man," he said,

ing disenchantment" of the tax- "I have absolutely no ambitions...
payers with the university. He's I'm brushing up on botany a few
afraid that if students get too out hours a week. When the guill-

of hand then the taxpayers will otine falls, I will be able to re-
react as they have in other states, turn to the unoffending green pi-

ipend.

Mr. Garber, an associate pro-
fessor of physical education, grad-
uated from Springfield College in

1950 and holds an M. Ed. degree
from Pennsylvania State Univ-
ersity He joined the faculty in

1953.

Dr. Ray is an assistant pro-

NES Holds Orientation
By CHRIS REYNOLDS

Staff Reporter

The Northern Educational Ser-

vice, a tutoring program at UMass
for underpriviliged children, held

its orientation meeting last night

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Over 200 UMass students volun-

teered to tutor elementary and

high school students in Spring-

field

Once a week, the tutors will

be bussed to NES headquarters in

Springfield for two hours of work
with students. High school stu-

dents will be tutored at night,

while the younger children will

be taught in the afternoon. Tutors

are needed for all the customary
high school courses, and also for

instruction in music and art.

During the semester, a course

is offered for the new tutors that

will introduce them to the methods

of tutoring, what to expect from
ghetto children, and how to react

to them. The course is taught

by Royce Philips of the Urban
Education Department who has

worked across the country on sim -

liar tutorial projects.

Mr. Philips spoke last night,

emphasizing a one-to-one re-

lationship between tutor and tutee,

• "big brother" or "big sister

approach. The tutoring will break

away from the customary teaching

atmosphere, and with the informal-
ity, offer fresh, flexible material
and ideas. Careful planning and
intuition are instrumental for suc-
cess, the motivation of the tutee.

In California, all state employees
except teachers at universities

were granted pay raises. In Mich-
igan, anyone who causes trouble

on campus finds himself expelled.

The Massachusetts legislature

would have had before it a bill

that would require all out of state

students to pay $2300 in tuition.

But luckily, it never got out of

committee.
Tippo doesn't want trouble on

this campus and he seemed con-
fident that there will be no tro-

uble. He hinted "Step out of

line and some people are going

to get mad." Not him -but the

people who hold the purse strings

-

the taxpayers.

As the Chancellor sees it, the

university is comprised of many
constituencies. The students, fac-

ulty, parents, alumni, trustees, and
employes all have a vital interest

in the university. We all have to

pull together or we won't make it.

At one point he practically shou-

ted to all those who were still

in bed or lining up for lunch,

"Moderates of the campus arise!

ant

member of the Pre-
sident's Commission on Campus
Un-rest, contacted the Chairman
of the Commission, Gov. Scranton
of Pennsylvania, who in turn used
his position to arrange a meeting
between UMass representatives,
secretary of State for Latin Am-
erican Affairs, Meyer.
Bromery received a telephone

call late yesterday afternoon from
Under -secretary Meyer, which
gave Bromery the impression that
"he (Meyer) was really going to
do something."
The "pressure" put on the U.S

Counsel in Jamaica apparently was
sufficient to change his mind. De-
cisions to grant visas are the soul
responsibility of the Chief Counsel
at the embassy and cannot be re-
versed by anything short of pre-
sidential intervention or dismissal
of the Counsel

.

Gov. Scranton 's influence, is
thought to have been effective be-
cause of his sensitive position on
the Presidents Commission on
Campus Un-rest. Thelwell played
an important role in quelling the
Mill's House incident of last Feb-
ruary here on campus. For that
and his excellent work over the
last two year forming the Black
Studies Department. His position
on the campus was deemed "im-
portant" enough to press hard for-

his quick re-entry into the States
to assume the position he was
named to last year, by the Board
of Trustees.

Thelwell is reported to have
"purchased his plane ticket" long
before the visa was finally granted
and is not expected to encounter
any further delays During his
absence, Esther Terry of the Black
Studies Department has been ser-
ving as temporary Chairman of the
department Her reaction to the
news: "The department is over-
whelmed."
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AT 8:30

^ September IS, 19, 20

" SHERLOCK HOLMES
adapted by William Gillette

from the stories of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

KIRBY
All

THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE
seats $2.00. For reservations phone 542-2278

or visit box office 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(Performance days 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

PIZZA GRINDERS
Plain 1.10 Lge. tt
Onion 1.20 Salami 1.05 .60
Pepper 1.35 Meatless 1.00 .55
Pepper - Onion 1.45 Genova Salami 1.10 .65
Mushroom 1.50 Meat Ball 1.10 .65
Salami 1.50 Sausage 1.10 .65

Sausage 1.50 Tuna Fish 1.10 .65
Pepperoni 1.50 Ham 1.10 .65
Hamburg 1.50 Italian 1.10 .65

Anchovies 1.50 Roast Beef 1.35 .75

Pastrami 1.50 Pastrami 1.35 .75

Ham 1.50 Ham and Egg 1.35 75
Bacon 1.50 Pepper and Egg 1.35 .75

Two-way comb. 1.70

Three-way comb.
Lobster

1.80

1.90
Open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

House Special 2.10 Fri. & Sat.

SPAGHETTI
With: Kauce 1.10 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Witjr Vfeat Ball
Wif* Sausage

1.40

1.40
Sun. - Thur.

No. 1 Bell':s Pizza House

PIZZA .

65 University Drive
Amherst, Mass.

Fel. 206-8011 Tel. 253-9061
f

LORRBine HanseeRRY's

ToBeYoVNG,
GiFlED&BKCK

The University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Council presents . . .

Auditorium: BOWKER
Dates: FRIDAY - SATURDAY, September 25 A 26
T
i
me:

. J?YENIE98 »* 8 (Matinee Saturday. 2:30 p.m.)
Price of Tickets I CTU-J undergrade «.M: UMass sraduete student, and

other students «i I Mm fscu.tr /staff ft.**; senersl public fcl.es.
Fine Arts Council Bos Office, Its Herter Hall, Telephone M5-**»*.
Remalnlac tickets at Bowser Bus Offles one hour before curtain.
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In The Nation And The World

WhiteNominated Jordanians Face Crises
InDem. Primary

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White President Maurice A. uonanue.

won the Democratic nomination

for governor of Massachusetts

Tuesday in the biggest battle of

primaries in six states that pro-

duced no major surprises - un-

less nominations of two Catholic

priests are so rated.

White lost his home town but

in the four man race won by

more than 10,000 votes over the

party endorsed candidate, Senate

Cattle May Be Fed

Dangerous Hormone
WASHINGTON (AP) - The go-

vernment has decided to allow far-

mers to feed a suspected cancer
causing hormone to their cattle

at double the levels previously

permitted.

The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration contends the new regula-
tion protects the safety of the

human food supply because it

retains a previous requirement
that cattle be withdrawn from the

hormone 48 hours before slaugh-

ter.

Under the old standard, traces

of the hormone had shown up in

meat tested by the government in

each of the last five years - des-
pite the fact such residues are
prohibited.

Gov. Francis W. Sargent was un-

opposed for the Republican nomi-
nation.

Four Democratic senators won
renomination, Edward M. Kennedy
of Massachusetts, John O. Pastore

of Rhode Island, Henry M. Jack-

son of Washington and Joseph D.

Tydings of Maryland. Hubert H.

Humphrey easily captured the De-

mocratic Senate nomination in

Minnesota to start a political co-

meback.

Two Democratic governors were

renominated, Marvin Mandel of

Maryland and Frank D. Licht of

Rhode Island.

Tuesday was the last big pri-

mary day before the Nov. 3 gene-

ral elections. There remains

only a runoff for the Democra-
tic nominations for governor in

Georgia Sept. 23, runoffs for the

Democratic nominations for go-

vernor and senator in Florida

Sept. 29 and Hawaii's primaries

Oct. 3.

This week's voting produced no

discernible national trend, with

conservatives and liberals both

winning. The major victories

seemed attributable more to per-

sonalities than issues.

Civil War Looms
The desert kingdom of Jordan teetered on the brink of open civil

war Wednesday in a deepening crisis that split the country into armed

camps and threatened repercussions throughout the Middle East.

On the deserted streets of Amman, the Jordanian capital, King

Hussein's army faced rebellious Palestinian guerrillas demanding

the overthrow of the 34 year old monarch.

New fighting between Jordanian and Palestinian guerrillas broke

out in Amman Wednesday night, Lebanese television stations reported.

The city's five stations interrupted regular programs to announce

that the two sides were exchanging rocket fire but gave no further de-

tails.

Soon after the announcement, Beirut telephone operators said the lines

to Amman were out of order.

Hussein unleashed the guerrillas' fury by installing a military go-

vernment that immediately imposed martial law and promised to

"strike with an iron fist ag-'nst anyone creating disorder in the

country."

Field Marshal Habis Majali, a British trained Bedouin fiercely

loyal to Hussein and despised by the Palestinians, was appointed

as military governor over the entire country.

One of Majali's first acts was to appeal to the guerrillas to res-

pect a new cease fire with the royal army and to lay down their arms
But Yasir Arafat, chief of the over all guerrilla command, con-

demned the new regime "s 1 ascist, placed his forces on a state of

"emergency alert" and told them to defy the order to surrender wea-

pons.

The official guerrilla radio in Baghdad called on the Jordanian

people to rise in revolt against Hussein and the new government and

"fight it to the end." It called for an unlimited general strike "until

the Fascists are overthrown."
In imposing martial law, Hussein urged the peopleto support the

government in its effort to put an end to the threat of civil war.

Fifty five percent of Jordan's 2.2 million people are Palestinians

most of them living in camps ringing the Israeli border.

The remainder are Bedouins, heriditary owners of the land and in-

tensely loyal to Hussein during many threats on his rule.

SOPH-FROSH PICNIC

Saturday, September 19, 1970

Behind Southwest

LIVE MUSIC FOOD

Hostages

Still Held
The deepening crisis in Jordan

heightened the uncertainty Wed-
nesday about the fate of 54 air-

line hijack hostages held by Max-
xist guerilla opponents of King
Hussein's new military regime.

The Popular Front for the Li-

beration of Palestine kept the

captives under guard in a score
of hiding places while the desert

kingdom drifted toward open civil

war.

For the first time in 10 days,

spokesmen at the Popular Front
headquarters in Amman said no-

thing about the demand for Wes-
tern governments and Israel to

release commando prisoners as

ransom.
The Peking oriented group, sus-

pended from the over -all command
of the guerilla movement last Sa-

turday, was welcomed back into

the fold Wednesday and joined

other Palestinian organizations

in girding for a showdown with

Hussein.

The command announced it had
lifted the suspension and was in-

viting the former outcasts to be-

come part of a new unified lea-

dership.

As the Popular Front turned

its attention to the new military

government, fears mounted that

lives of its captives might be en-

dangered if the regime attempts

to purge Jordan of rebellious Pa-
lestinians.

The 36 Americans and Israelis,

eight Britons, eight Swiss and two
West Germans were secreted a-

way. three to a group, last Satur-

day after the guerrillas released
other passengers and crewmen
from the three planes.

The Trans World Airlines Boe-
ing 707, Swiss DC8 and British

Overseas Airways Corp VC10 we-
re then blown up as the Popular
Front defied an order of the gue-
rilla command.

Efforts by the International Red
Cross and the Rt. Rev. Jean Rod-
hain, a personal emissary of Pope
Paul VI, to negotiate the release
of the remaining hostages failed

ALL INVITED

transcendental meditation
AS TAUGHT BY

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to expand his

conscious mind ond improve all ospects of life.

introductory lecture

TODAY - SEPT. 17th

4 PM. and 8 P.M.

SBA 120
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Nixon's Campus Speech Calls for Stand

Against Violence As Political Tactic
MANHATTAN, Kan. (AP) - President Nixon, warning in a campus speech against condoning

violence as a political tactic, called Wednesday for "an uncompromising stand against those who
reject the rules of civilized conduct."
"The time has come for us to recognize that violence and terror have no place in a free society,

whoever the perpetrators and whatever their purported cause," said Nixon.

Railroads Resume
WorkWage Disputes
WASHINGTON (AP) - Four em- timore & Ohio and the Chesapeake

ployee groups and the railroads & Ohio.

He described as a "cancerous
disease" the nation's spreading
incidents of bombings, attacks on
policemen, campus violence and
aircraft hijacks.

"We must take an uncompro-
mising stand against those who
reject the rules of civilized con-

duct and of respect for others -

those who would destroy what is

right in our society and whose
actions would do nothing to right

what is wrong," Nixon told his

campus audience.

"In a system that provides the

means for peaceful change, no

cause justifies violence in the

name of change," he said.

Nixon also

education is

gher education in America- It

cannot be saved by government."
At that point he departed from

his prepared text and interjec-

ted: "If we turn only to govern-
ment to save it, then govern -

ment will move in and run the

colleges and universities. So the

place to save it is here among
the college faculty and adminis-
trators, and the student leaders."

He declared, "Those who bomb
universities, who ambush police-

men, who hijack airplanes and
hold their passengers hostage, all

share in common not only a con-

tempt for human life but also a

contempt for those elemental de-

warned that quality cencies on which a free society

threatened by ter- rests - and they deserve the con

-

rule of law at home. A nation

that condones blackmail and ter-

ror at home can hardly stand as
the example in putting an end to

international piracies or ten -

sions that could explode into war,"
Nixon declared.

He said there always have been
those who chose violence or inti-

midation to get what they wanted.

What is new. he said, is their

numbers "and extent of passive ac-

quiescence or even fawning appro-

val that in some fashionable cir-

cles has become the mark of

being 'with it.'
"

rorizing assaults of "small bands

of destructionists that have been

allowed to impose their own ru-

les of arbitrary force."

He said, "It is time for res-

ponsible university and college

administrators, faculty, and stu-

dent leaders to stand up and be

counted. Only they can save hi-

tempt of every American who va -

lues decencies."

"America at its best has stood

steadfastly for the rule of law

among nations. But we cannot

stand successfully for the rule of

law abroad unless we respect the

Congressmen Interested

In School Busing Case
WASHINGTON(AP) - Declaring

their move unprecedented in the

history of Congress, at least 75

members of Congress are seeking

to participate in a Supreme Court
case involving school busing.

Led by Rep. William Cramer,
R-Fla., the congressmen want to

file an amicus curiae-or "friend

of the court" -brief pointing out

to the U.S. Supreme Court in no

uncertain terms that Congress has
already forbidden busing of stud-

ents to achieve racial balance.

Cramer has already filed the

brief in the Charlotte Mecklenburg,

N. Cm School District case which
the high court will hear Oct. 12.

Whether the names of the other

members of congress will be ac-

cepted by the high court is still

not clear.

All briefs on the controversial

case involving a massive busing

program were to have been filed

by Wednesday.

In any case, the 74 House mem-
bers and Sen. Strom Thurmond,
R-S.C, who had officially joined
the effort by Wednesday afternoon
wanted at least to go on public
record opposing busing to achieve
racial balance, as they have in-

terpreted the effect of a District

Court ordered busing plan in Char-
lotte Mecklenburg County and other
Southern school districts.

resumed indirect talks in their

deadlocked wage dispute Wednes-
day after a federal judge lifter

his threat of contempt action ag-
ainst the unions.

District Judge Howard Corcoran
dropped the punitive proceedings
after being assured that workers
had returned to their jobs and
operations were normal on three

Assistant Secretary of Labor
W. J. Usery, a top administration
labor troubleshooter, sought thro-

ughout Wednesday to open lines

of communication between the par-
ties by talking with them separ-
ately. There was no report of

progress toward settling the work
wage impasse.

Although the unions, with 40,000
members, selected only three lines

railroads hit by picketing Tuesday.
Corcoran left in force an order for

restraining the unions from strik- affects some 500 000 workers on
ng until 1:45 p.m. EDT Sept. 23. ^ natlon

-

s 71 major rallroads
n The railroads have maintained in

recent years that under collective

bargaining conditions, a strike ag-
ainst selected lines would justify

retaliatory lockouts by all the car-
riers.

EDT
lived

of that order which provoked the

threat of contempt.

The railroads experiencing tem-
porary service disruption and dir-

ectly involved in the strike call

are the Southern Pacific, the Bal-

It's Finality Open

And It's Yours

Now What?
Suggestions and Complaints

There is a suggestion box located on

the concourse level at the Campus

Center scheduling desk- Leave

your ideas there for the Campus Center

Governing Board.

Pirqe Avot

Literature

Hebrew

Toroh

Prophets

'Students
vs Parents'

Yiddish

HEVR0T HILLEL STUDY CIRCLES

— Moral insights of the Talmud and contemporary relevence.

Monday 6:30 p.m. 2nd floor - Student Union

— Seminar to meet bi-weekly to discuss short stories and poetry of con-

temporary Jewish work. No instructor.

Monday 7:45 p.m. 2nd Floor - Student Union

— Elementary. Introduction to reading and comprehension.
Monday 8:45 p.m. 2nd Floor - Student Union

— From Creation up to Abraham, a text study of this Biblical segment as

expressionistic literature. Symbol, allegory, number significance, and
structure, will be discussed.

Tuesday 6:30 p.m. Norfolk Room - Student Union

— Translating the Prophets' theocentric frame of reference to a con-

temporary naturalistic framework.

Discussion of counselling cases fom the work of the same title by Som— Perlman.
Tuesday 9:00 p.m. Norfolk Room - Student Union

•— Elementary T.B.A.

DANCE
SEPT. 18, 1970 8-12 P.

MUSIC BY THE MIDNIGHTERS

Campus Center Auditorium

Admission 75c

Sponsored by

STOSO
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Elliot Eisenberg

A Change in Season

©*®*l}i)* -*

Guns Again

Down near the center of town

a woman stood in her yard driving

stakes into the ground to help the

young trees withstand the winter.

She stood erect in the wind with a

small cap on her head, and des-

pite her many years, began to

prepare her garden for the change

in season.

In her lifetime, she had wit-

nessed a change in the American
character.

Years earlier, an American
journalist had left the country

to observe the beginnings of a war
and view from afar the develop-

ment of his own nation.

The more he saw of Europe,

wrote Walter Lippman, the more
certain he became that there was
a relationship between the eco-

nomic organization of a society

and the freedom of its people.

"The reason why the love of

liberty. ..is so strong in France,

he wrote, "is undoubtedly it seems

to me that France still is a coun-

try where the great mass of the

people have their own farms, their

own shops, their own little busi-

ness enterprises...

"They have resistance to mass
propaganda because they have so

much independence as indivi-

duals."

In Amherst, the woman had seen

the outward signs of changes in the

American economy. She had seen

the small merchant try to compete
with the giant retailer. She had

seen the sons of many merchants
prefer to manage a large opera-

tion than own their own. Many
who did venture to become en-

trepreneurs she had seen father

under the umbrella of a national

franchise.

There was a different look, she
thought, in the eyes of people
today. Now, the fishermen she

had known, the self-made men,
the farmers and merchants, you
could tell from a glance at their

faces that they weren't going to

take any garbage from anyone.

But these young people and their

parents, managers and engineers,

they're a different breed.

She slammed at the stake in her
hand.

The wind blew colder and her
breath frosted the air. She tur-

ned to go in. Must be getting

old, she thought. Can't do what I

used to.

To The Editor:

The "guns on campus" issue ic

two years old as you point out ii.

your editorial. Since you chose to

stir it up again, I chose to rebut.

The idea of no guns on campus is

holy, but at this time inappro-

priate and Utopian. Sometime in

the future (the near future I hope)

the plan might work. But not until

strict gun control legislation is

passed and enforced nation-wide.

You say that Chancellor Tippo
this year banned the storage of guns
on campus, but what difference

does it make if they are banned
or not? Lawbreakers don't care
about bans. Police are here to

protect and defend us from law-

breakers. Would you take the job

unarmed at their pay. or any pay
you like? I know you're saying I'm

naive to think this way about the

pigs. Think what you like, I know
a few of them and they're decent
people. Of course I've heard about
the ones who brutalize etc., but

then not every student has a clean
bill either. There are some that

steal, rape, vandalize, or even
kill

You say a "great number of peo-
ple" believe they should be pro-
tected from the police. How many
is a "great number?" Why? What
did they do wrong? What do they

plan to do wrong? Who are they? I'll

turn them in before they vandalize
my car or burn down my dorm.
The police are not the ones to

fear. The dangerous ones are the

lawbreakers and lawmakers!
M.A.POITRAS '72

\ OPEN LETTER

(Ed Note: Contributions are

solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature of MDC. this

Fall

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:

students, faculty and adminis-

tration.

Contributions must be

limited to 200 words, typewrit-

ten, double -spaced. No in-

vective, full-blown speeches or

scurrilous attacks on in-

dividuals will be accepted

OPEN LETTER is intended to

gain answers to burning ques-

tions, rather than to provide a

platform for heated rhetoric.

The following is an example
of its form and substance. Con-
tributors should address theirs

to Open Letters, Daily Colleg-

ian. Student Union. Facsimiles
of all letters received will be
forwarded for reply Selected

letters and replies will appear
in these pages.

Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be )

I Just Want To Say Whopee!
I just want to say WHOPEE!
Thank you ladies and gentle-

men. I'd like to take this oppor-
tunity to say that I'm pleased as
punch to be here, and hope you all

have a niffty time at the University

of Chaos
Some of you out there in televi-

sion land are hard-core veterans

of the confrontation between your

mind and the UMass machine, and a

few of you had your first taste of

the "Massachusetts Madness"

(better known as contagious in-

competence)., be that as it may,

1 hope all of you ultimately survive

the experience.

As one very wise old man who

had the good fortune to see this

campus when it was just rolling

fields of grass remarked, "This
campus hasn't changed much; only

a different type of grass is popu-
lar today than when I was a stu-

dent."

All I want to say is if you have
anything you think is interesting in

the way of literature (poems, sto-

ries, articles, blurbs), or if you're
interested in film reviews, and
book reviews, feature articles,

editorials, cartoons, or blurbs,

please send the material in or bring
yourself into the Collegian Office

and we'll use the material if it's

cool and use you if you're in the

same general condition Thank
you, and good night.

L.D.

Campus Carousel

by Tony Granits
AT LONG LAST, the news from
other campuses will be reported

in MDC with a weekly round-up.

Beginning today. "Campus Car-
ousel" will swing around some
75 campuses via some 250 student

publications. From these,

the most pertinent (or imperti-

nent) bits of intelligence we th-

ink will be of interest to UMies
(including those housed in Fort
Lederle and other dungeons) wilj

be shared. Read on.
* » * »

ALL IS NOT GAY at UTexas
Austin.

In the first student press cen-
sorship case to come to our at-

tention, this Fall, an ad convok-
ing the local Gay Liberation move-
ment was cancelled out of the col-

umns of The Daily Texan, student

newspaper.

The result has been editorial

comment in the Daily Texan, as
well as letters to the editor from
faculty and students, who decry
being denied their rights to the

Constitutionally -guranteed purs-
uit of happiness.

Or is it the happiness of pur-
suit?

It can't happen here.
* # * *

SPEAKING OF SEX...

Student govermnent at the U.

of South Florida in Tampa (UMass

has a student exchange pro-
gram with them, by the bye) has
decided that students on that cam-
pus are woefully ignorant of the

birds and bees.
And - unlike some student gov-

ernment groups we know - they're

going to do something about it.

Beginning this Fall, The Oracle,
student newspaper, will carry a

column answering questions on
sex, birth control (illegal in Mass.)
abortion(also illegal here), homo-
sexuality (not talked about here),

heterosexuality (it's universal),

pregnancy (wanted and un-), gyne-
cological problems for women (ch-

alk up one for Women's Lib),

emotional problems for women,
emotional problems related to sex
for both men and women (we knew
there was something they had in

common), and venereal disease
(that should solve the whole pro-
blem).

If you have any questions,write
Mary Margaret Rutledge or Gary
Jones at UC 219, U. South Flo-
rida, Tampa 33620. Tell em
we sent you.

to pay vehicle registration, drop-
and-add fees, tuition, activity fees,

etc., according to The Oklahoma
Daily.

How about a Hilton card for

dormitory rents?

» • • •

• • • •

CREDIT CARDS FOR CAMPUS
COSTS?

It had to come. But from
Oklahoma?

Students in Oklahoma colleges
may now use Bank Americards

BEST BET IS TO QUIT?
The Central Michigan Life has

been disturbed, editorially, to dis-

cover that there are only three
academic advisers to serve more
:han 13,000 students of the CMU
campus.
They reported to the cam-

pus community that one interview
with a student who had exper-
ienced the advising system re-
vealed a quick, clear and caus-
tic solutions to academic pro-
blems.

"One girl who sought advice
in changing her curriculum
because she had failed a couple
of classes." Life reported, "said
tne consultant (adviser) informed
her that her best bet was to give
up and quit school altogether."

At least he says it like it is.

baby.

MANAGER, CAMPUS CENTER:
Judging from initial reaction to the new Campus Center, there are

indications that CC will need a full-time public relations man to

keep the campus community informed with authoritative material.
Does CC plan such an appointment?
And how about an ombudsman, too°

CARE PACKAGER
DIRECTOR. PHYSICAL PLANT:

During the rainy days of the first full week of school, owners of

white automobiles parked near the power plant (i.e. Lot #5) found

their cars covered with soot and a gritty material.
Are our smoke stacks belching again?

ECOLOGIST

"This gigantic building is

yours, built with you in mind.
As the student population has
grown, so has the Campus Cen-
ter Complex It has everything
you could ever want - a bar.

a hotel, student activities a -

rea, a restaurant, coffee shop,
a music listening area, study
lounge, relaxation areas, TV's
meeting rooms, you name it!

Pamphlet "Welcome to the

Campus Center" published by
the Campus Center Program
Council.

Most everyone admits now
that the Campus Center was a
mistake due to shortsighted -

ness. But it is ridiculous for
the Program Council to con-
tinue to hype that concrete em-
peror, who, no matter how des-
cribed, still has no clothes on.
"Everything you could ever
want". Goodness. I'm under
age and I can't use the bar.
Obviously, I'm in no need of
a hotel What happened to the
student activities area? The
old student union was planned

with a bowling allev and pool
area The restaurant and cof-
fee shop are too expensive for
me. The Old Chapel already
has a music listening area
My dormitory has numerous
study lounges and relaxation
areas as do most of the acade-
mic buildings. And you know,
I kind of think that the old
Student Union's color TV is

still good enough for most stu-
dents.

Oh liberty, what crimes are
committed in thy name!

D.G
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Conscription Corner
Today, I want to talk a little

about the conscientious objector

deferment, with some discussion of

the women's role in helping men
get this deferment. Historically,

the male member of most socie-

ties has been called upon to pro-
tect his nation, city, home and
family. Through the years, this

has created the myth that mem
are normally strong, aggressive,

fearless. His manhood, his sex-
uality, are determined by these
factors. In these artificial terms,
a man who is opposed to war is

thought of as a coward, and many
social blocks are set between him
and a public declaration of his

beliefs.

The fact is that, given the ex-

isting social (and frequently ec-
onomic, as well) pressures, it

takes more courage to say no to

to war than to don a uniform and
play at being a "man" for two
years while, perhaps, killing pe-

ople. War can emotionally des-

troy anyone with human sensit-

ivity, but most people don't real-

ize this until too late.

Those of us who are "safe,"
who are students, who are medic-
ally deferred, or, most important-
ly, who are women, have a spec-
ial obligation to help our brothers
get themselves together enough to
declare themselves.

In our society, which is so
dominated by sexual roles, the
male looks for his masculine id-

entity in the women he knows and
respects. If they glamorize mil-
itary uniforms, or even by their

actions (or inaction) sanction the
romanticizing of the military role,

many men will follow these cues
in ordering their lives. If, on
the other hand, women start de-
fining masculinity in terms that

do not imply that being a soldier
is manly, which encourage the men
they know to build compassion ra-
ther than competitiveness, which
admire sensitivity and real con-
cern for others, then it will be
much easier for men to admit
their opposition to war to thems-
elves, and to deal with it in a more
constructive way.

Today, the position of conscien-
tious objector is a stand of both
national and international patriot-
ism. The best defensive stance
for us is a refusal to partici-
pate or support a course of ac-
tion which can lead to a nuclear
holocaust. The heroic stand is

to be able to answer the question,
"Are you willing to die for your
beliefs?" by saying "Yes, but
I'm not willing to kill for them."

I guess that the major point

I'm trying to make is that the

CO position is far from being
a cop -out, in spite of the omni-
present male mystique. You should
really sit down and hassle out whe -

ther you are willing to partici-

pate in war, or in an organization
devoted to war. If you are in

the Army, then you are directly

supporting the machinery of war.
If that makes you at all uncomf-
ortable, you're probably a CO.

Student-Faculty Group Starts

The Radical Community Union'
Students and faculty, who met

throughout the summer for poli-

tical education seminars, are ma-
king plans for the formation of an
organized structure centered a-

round political education and po-

litical action; calling itself The
Radical Community Union.

During the strike last year,

there began a fairly comprehen-
sive political education process for

the first time here. "This univer-

sity must not return to the produc-
tion of amoral and apolitical aca
demians, businessmen, and offi-

cers for the army, said a state-

ment by the group. An extensive

examination of the university's

values am! the values of the so -

ciety and political structure it per-

petuates is absolutely necessary.

The Administration does not seem
anxious to put itself, its values,

its interests in this kind of jeo-

pardy. The Administration, for

example, would not want any kind

of examination, by students or fa-

culty, of the true functions of an
investment like The Campus
Center. Clearly this examination
is vital to the community here,"
it went on.

The Radical Community Union
intends to sponsor a wide variety

of radical workshops, films
,

speakers, guerilla theatre groups,

etc. as a funded organization. What
this group now wants is people

interested in making this educa-

tion available constantly, without

compromise. "It is not enough to

have someone like Doug Miranda
or a film like Battle of Algiers

on campus every once in a while.

This information should be flowing

throughout the community cons-

tantly," the group feels.

The Radical Community Union
is not a strict doctrinaire group;
it wishes to become a support
group, a coalition group of radi-

cal groups on campus. The orga-
nizational meeting for the Radical
Community Union will be held on
Thursday, September 17, at 7:30

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

YAHOO Starts Service

For UMass Consumer
Have you ever:

Gone to a super market for an advertised "special" only to find

the product at the regular price or "sold out"?
Bought a box of 10 frozen pizzas only to find 8 or 9 pizzas in the

box?

Brought your car in for inspection in this college area to find

out that it needs "ball joints" or other parts in order to pass?
Ordered something by mail and neither receive refund or mer-

chandise?

Sent in a change of address for your magazine, and receive no
magazine after your move?
Gone to a store for a sale item, and come away with a more

expensive model?
Gotten only lip service from a warranty or guarantee?
Is there anything you as a STUDENT can do? No, but you can

do something as a CONSUMER! As a consumer, you can make a

valid complaint against a company, and that complaint has a 95%
chance of being corrected in your favor. If enough complaints are
processed, an investigation by the state Attorney General's Office

is possible. As a consumer you can with hold purchasing from an
organization that continually fails to service your needs. As a

consumer you can transfer your business from one firm to another.

Anyone who has been in the Armed Forces can tell you what a

"military town" is, and Amherst has that relationship to the col-

leges and university. Most businesses in the community will

treat the student fairly, but we should be aware of those that do
not. Hence, the YAHOO Consumer Staff will periodically prepare
the "UM Consumer".

This column will have four purposes: 1. To inform students of

consumer laws in Massachusetts, 2. To inform students of the

types of poor and deceptive business practices, 3. Receive and pro-
cess complaints against local businesses that transgress against

the UMass student, and 4. Maintain a running tally of complaints
against those businesses and the progress made. To accomplish
this, we have been guaranteed assistance from the Consumer Div-

ision of the State Attorney Generals Office, and the local Chamber
of Commerce. The only further ingredient needed for success
is from you, the consumer -student , making the complaint.

All complaints should be legible and signed, with address and
telephone number, and left either at the YAHOO office or our mail

box, RSO #106. Comments and complaints from faculty and staff

are also welcomed.
Our first column will alert you to a problem that might occur

within the next few weeks: AUTO INSPECTIONS in the Amherst
area. Cars will be inspected for cracks in the windshield, directional,

brake, and head lights, exhaust, brakes, windshield wipers, horn,

tires, wheel alignment, and ball joints. Our brief words of warn-
ing are: make sure you actually need any repairs that the inspect-

ion station recommends (e.g. condensation from your exhaust can

be diagnosed as pollution, and we have heard many verbal complaints

of failing to pass because a $40.00 ball joint job was really not

needed). Most people don't know much about auto repairs, and the

auto inspectors know it. The inspections were designed to have

safe vehicles on the road, not to put cash in an unscrupulous mech-
anic's pocket.

The success and continuation of this article is solely dependent

upon you, the sonsumer- student. If there are no comments on the

article, complaints against unscrupulous businesses, of requests

for information and future articles, the YAHOO -Consumer staff

will assume that all is well, and that students are satisfied with

consumer status in the community.

Christian Awareness

Starts This Weekend

DIG IT!

Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday
evenings, September 20-22, at

7:30 p.m., the Newman Club will

hold a program entitled Christian

Awareness and Responsibility in

the Social Lounge of the Newman
Center.

The first evening's program will

be conducted by Sister Elizabeth

Oliksak, a Sister of Providence

from the Mother House in Holyoke

who is Liturgical Director for

her community. She will discuss

and illustrate through a sensiti-

vity program the need to become
more responsible. aware, and

trusting of each other.

Monday's program will be a

Marriage Workshop conducted by

Jim and Mary Jean Simth, a mar-

ried couple from Somers, Conn.
They will deal with the various

aspects of responsibility and trust

in married life.

Father Lucian Clark, a Pas-
sionist Father from the Monas-
tery in West Springfield will dis-

cuss human responsibility to God
now as students, and in the future.

Tuesday's program will conclude

with a community -folk mass in the

Newman Chapel.

This program will be open to

all members of the University

Community free of charge.

DAVID A. DAVIAU
DONNA BARTOLOMEI

Religious Committee
Co -Chairmen

ALL

Library Must Open Records
ITHACA.- If anyone wants to

find out who checked out a book

about bombs, or revolutions, or

how to ski, the Tompkins County

Public Library has been directed

by the county government to open

up the records

Last month, following news that

the police elsewhere had been hun-

ting potential troublemakers by

cnecking who had borrowed books

about making bombs, the library

trustees had declared the records

confidential and closed to all.

Today, the Tompkins County Bo-

ard of Representatives voted 9 to

6 to direct the library board

to make the checkout files and all

other records open to the public.

JOIN THEMDC

SENATE

ARE OPEN
DORMS, FRATS. SOR., COMM.

Nomination papers tan be picked up in

RSO Office, Level *1CC

Papers are Dl K OCT. 2nd

/
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Children 's Clinic

LocatedA t UMass
Newcomers to the Amherst

Community who may have

retardates in their family are ad-

vised of the Community Clinical

Nursery School for Mentally Ret-

arded Children, co- sponsored by
the Massachusetts Department of

Mental Health and the Hampshire
County Association for Retarded

Children. The School is located

in Skinner Hall at UMass, and its

laboratory nursery school facil-

ities are supported by the Depa-

rtment of Human Development at

the University as a student training

facility. All children from Hamp-
shire County are eligible, and free

transportation is furnished by Ma -

ssachusetts state law.

Children from four to seven

years of age are accepted at the

School. The teacher, Mrs. Al-

ice Allen, describes its goal as

one of making pupils feel happy

and secure away from home. In-

dividual goals are set for each

child as they work toward increa-

sing ability to relate to others.

Inquiry may be made through

the Hampshire County Association

for Retarded Children (584-9250),

and at the Franklin -Hampshire
Mental Health Center, Greenfield

(773-7662).

The main function of the Hamp-
shire County Association is to help

provide services such as this nur-

sery school for retarded children

so that they may remain at home

with their families. It is ad-
visable for parents to con-
tact HCARC when retardation is

first known so that their children

may receive full benefit of early

ohildhool services.

Communism Text

By UMass. Prof.

Is Translated
"A Short History of Chinese

Communism," a book by UMass.
professor of government Franklin
W. Houn, has recently been pub-
lished in an updated and enlarged
edition in the German and Swedish
languages.

The new editions extend the cov-
erage of recent events in main-
land China up to the Ninth Nat-
ional Congress of the Chinese
Communist Party in April, 1969.

Prof. Houn also records the his-

tor of the party in the light of

valuable date revealed during the

Cultural Revolution.

Appointed to the faculty of the

UMass in 1963, Prof. Houn is the

author of several books and over
40 articles. He received an A.

B. degree from National Cheng

-

chih University in Nanking, an
A.M. degree from the University

of Denver, and a Ph. D. degree
from the University of Wisconsin.

Meeting For Eng. Majors

To Be Held NextMonday
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First implemented in 1968, the

English Department Undergradua-
te Council was created for the

benefit of English majors. The
five student representatives at -

tending all English Department
faculty meetings have voting pri-

vileges on matters coming be -

fore the faculty. Members of

the Undergraduate Studies Com-
mittee deal with just about any

issue which could come up in the

department. EDUC members not

only interview every candidate ap-

plying for faculty positions, sub-

mitting evaluations to the Faculty

Recruitment Committee, but also

administers a survey which al-

lows student opinion to be com-
puted for the benefit of both stu-

dent and instructor. The Fresh-
man and Sophomore English Com-
mittees, although having recently

achieved major revisions in re-

quirements, are still working on

new proposals, as is the Honors
Department.
Two new committees come in-

to their own this semester. The
curriculum Reform Committee
will be analyzing course offer-

ings from freshman year through

graduate levels in order to pre-

sent a better balanced, more co-

herent program to the major. The
Long -Range Planning and Work-
Load Committee will concern it-
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Perfectly Aged Beef

self with the number of courses

an instructor should teach, class

size, and the problems of the En-

glish major. For the first time,

students will be members of the

Faculty Grievance Committee, the

group which deals with all com-
plaints against individual instruc-

tors and department policy.

This degree of representation

offers a great deal of potential

for the English major but becau-
se of a lack of student partici-

pation, EDUC's effectiveness has
been greatly hampered. Member-
ship in EDUC depends only on
attendance at three meetings. The
first meeting will be held Septem-
ber 21 at 7:00 p.m. in Bartlett

301.

Correction Reported
On Recent Article

The statement "Eric the Rat
is occupying a psychiatrist's couch
suffering from the most misunder-
stood and 111-recepted kind of love

from everyone, save a few," in

a column by Lance Reidy in the

Collegian dated September 15,1970

is an error.

The facts are these:

(1) Eric Walgren faced trial

Hootenanny
To Be Held
In Greenfield
The Franklin County Folk Music

Society will hold a Hootenanny at

Poet's Seat Tower, Greenfield, on
Sunday, September 20, at 2:30p.m.,
weather permitting. In the event
of rain, the Hootenanny will be
held at the Creative End-
eavor Music Store. 22 Miles St-

reet, Greenfield. The public is

invited to attend.

Anyone wishing further informa-
tion may contact Mr. Michael J.

Gramlich at the Creative Endeavor
Music Store, Greenfield.

during the Summer Session of the

Hampshire County Superior Court
on indictments arising from his

visit of a friend in the UMass
Infirmery prior to visiting hours.

(2) The Superior Court Judge
sitting on this session was gen-
erally known among criminal law-
yers of the Massachusetts Bar
as "a hanging judge."

(3) On June 24, 1970, the
defendant developed an acute an-
xiety reaction and was admitted
to Westboro State Mental Hospital
for ten days observation under
Mass General Laws ch. 123, sect
79.

(4) Although he was released
ten days later diagnosed in sat-

isfactory mental health, the Sum-
mer Session of Superior Court had
ended.

(5) Mr. Walgren's case has been
continued to the Fall Session con-
vened by a different judge in Oct-
ober. He is free on $500 bail.
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SMALL REFRIGERATORS

FOR RENT

Low Monthly Kates

Also :

• PORTABLE TV's

• BICYCLES

• EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
• BABY CRIBS

all for rent at

Taylor Rental Center

Pleasant St. Northampton

584-5072

Rent your own refrigerator
(just $5.00 a month)

Dormitory life isn't what it used to be. Not when you can

have a MINI-KOOL REFRIGERATOR-stuffed with 2 cubic

feet of goodies— right in your own room. Nothing's stopping

you. Not the school (they approve). Not the size (it fits

right in—can even do double duty as an end table). Certainly

not the price (just a few cents a day-and you split that

with your roommate). Set The Pace. Get a MINI-KOOL, and

get all this:

• Compact (only 20 x 17 x 18") but Spacious (holds

up to 36 cans of beverages).

Costs just pennies a day (split the cost with a room-

mate) -and 75% of rental applies toward purchase.

Good looking (walnut styling) and Versatile (makes

ice cubes in 45 minutes).

University approved, trouble-free (replaced within

24 hours if unit fails).

Free pickup and delivery.

THE FAMILY PLACE

All Accessories for Yarncrafts

Reynolds Imported Yarns

Native Fisherman Yarn

Pre-cut Rugs and Rug Yarn

Crewel, Needlepoint, Straw

Ponchos, Kits Books

Yarncrafts

BADLEY
HADLEY, MASS.

Store Hours:

VILLAGE BARN SHOPS
.•MM 3346

10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily
Thurs. £ Frl. night till 9 p.m.

CALL
-2494
-82 1

. . . and TV
(just $6.11 a month)*

MINI-KOOL will also rent you a 16" portable black and white

TV set at a price you can't beat. It's a sharp walnut-trim

model loaded with features, including ear phone jacks so your

roommate can study while you watch TV.

mini f kool
*Price quoted is based on rental for full academic year.
You may also rent for one term only, for slightly more per
month. A $10 deposit is required for each item rented-it's
refunded with interest when item is returned.

CALL
253-2494
256-8210
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AgnewChidesDemonstrators
InRomneySupportSpeech
(GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP) -

Vice President SpiroT. Agnew told

a band of chanting young hecklers
Wednesday "You're afraid of other

points of view." Then he invoked

the patriotism of the working man
in an appeal for Republican votes.

Agnew confronted noisy demon-
strators who shouted peace slogans

and obscenities from the rear of

a Republican rally at an airport

hangar near Saginaw, and snapped
back "You're pathetic."

"Ladies and gentlemen, that's

exactly what we're running against

in this country today, and with en-

emies like that how can we lose?"
the vice president said. "They're
a minority out there, and they will

be a minority in November."
With loudspeakers at' full vol-

ume, Agnew delivered over the

din his bid for support for Lenore
Romney, wife of the Cabinet mem-
ber who is the Republican chal-

lenger to Democratic Sen. Philip

A. Hart. Agnew said Hart's views
and votes are those of "a rad-
ical liberal.

"

There were more than 1,100 peo-
ple at the hangar rally, and twice
as many outside. The demonstra-
tors in the rear rank numbered
perhaps 100.

I've listened to your four letter

arguments, and I am not pers-
uaded." Agnew said." . . . You
people out there preach a lot a-

bout dissent, but you're afraid
of other points of view because
you don't have the strength of
your own convictions."

Concede SST Pollution
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Department of Transportation concedes

in a confidential report to the White House that the much disputed
supersonic transport may have some harmful effects on the envir-
onment. But it says they would be minor.
The document presented to the President's Council on Environ-

mental Quality terms the still unbuilt SST an insignificant polluter
but adds: "In a few areas additional research is needed to increase
confidence that largescale SST operations will not significantly af-
fect the environment."
The report says more research in particular is needed on temp-

erature increases that would be caused by water vapor and exhaust
from the 1,800 mile an hour aircraft.

A summary of the document was obtained Wednesday from qual-
ified sources.

HIT I,EL DELI SUPPER

Sunday evening, September 20 6:00 p.m.

Essex Room — Student Union

50c Members

(Left of Ballroom)

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$1.00 Non-members=

, i >. „u | | wiv«h>n»:

Jack LemmonandC«hmnr Drnruwrarr'Thr April Foots'

Ah»«amnc Frier UwfoctJ Jack Wntosv Mynu toy and Ourfe fcyer

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
7:00 & 9:30

Admission 50c
S.U. Ballroom

MDC CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

Help Wanted! Olrla to solicit ana
deliver subscriptions far the Boston
Globe In their dorm. Call Moo* at
6-8378 evenings. tft-le

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted — trad student,

male, townhouse apt., Squire Ylllace,
furnished, except bedroom. Hi-fi,
color TV, home cooking. Call Carl
688-3606 evenings. ttt-lS

Roommate wanted preferrably fe-
male traduate, to share apartment
in Leverett. CaU 549-6816. tf9-17

2 Female Roommates wanted to
share 2-bedroom townhouse apt., all
electric, 1% baths, air- conditioning,
rent includes utilities. $90/mo./per-
son. Call 665-3417. tf9-21

Help! Desparately need a home.
An extra person would help reduce
your rent. CaU Dianne 253-9666.

tf9-ei

Would like two girls to share lanr/
house In Southampton. Much land.
CaU after 7 1-527-9226. tf9-18

FOR SALE
Eico solid state amplifier, 80 watts

rms., almost new, 9150; Fisher 125
compact stereo system $236; Gar-
rard SL65B chancer, Pickering car-
tridge 870. CaU 6-9432. tf9-18

Discounts on stereo components.
CaU 6-9432 or 8-9447. tflO-1

1966 Ducati Scoring 350 cc, a
righteous machine, excellent condi-
tion. CaU 546-6950 and ask for Da

-

rid Cnbler. tf9-17

Yamaha FG-3M Folk Guitar, ex.
cond. $150; Eko steel string gaitar
$40; also T.A. Davis custom ten-
nis racket, like new, $15. CaU 6-9169,
wk for Jim. tf9-18

LKATHEB GOS55
All hand-made to order: vests,

bags, Jackets, belts, pants, sandals,
Mhlrts, we make most anything at a
fair price. See Patrick at the Lever-
ett Craft Center In Leverett. tf9-22

PIONEER: HA-900 Amp. 200 w.;
TX900 AM/FM Toner; PL-41 Belt-
Drive Turntable , all new, never
used, 3 units 9600. TRIUMPH '68 TR
6R 650 cc. 9800 or B./O. Ernie, 411
Hamlin. tfQ-18

Large bookcase includes four
shelves and magazine rack, $10. CaU
Sandy. 305 Knowltoo. tfft-17

Three tickets for Creedance Clear-
water Revival, Boston Garden. Fri-
day evening, September 18th, 93.50
t-arh. Call Lis M6-5070. 9-1

:

2 Fisher Stereo "Bookshelf Speak-
er" for sale Best offer. CaU 253-
',f>77 evenings. tf9-23

I'HiT Yamaha Scrambler 305 cc ex-
cellent cond., 7500 miles with extra
handlebars, belmet and tools, 1 good
and one fair tire 9425. Call 549-6753
after 3:00. tf9-23.

li String Guitar, hand finished,
excellent condition. Call 549-6753 af-
ter 3:00. 9175. tf9-2.1

3 piece white formica dinette set,
pair turquoise drapes, new, 98x90,
midnight blue full sise bedspraad, in-
fant swing-a-matir, all excellent con-
dition. Call 253-5008. tf»-2t

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1962 Valiant for sale - #00. C»D

549-0385 after 9 p.m. on weekdays.
CaU mornings or after 9:00 p.m. on
weekends. The Valiant would parti,
cularly like a male buyer. Price Is
negotiable. 119-18

62 Comet, good condition, bucket
•eats, new muffler, carburetor and
battery, 9195. CaU 253-3813 after 8
Ptn. tf9-18

'62 Plymouth, state car, 6 cylinder,
automatic, radio, heater, runs well,
call 253-2576, room 97, after • p.m.

tf9-17

Austin Healy 3000, late '67, new
radials and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex
eellent condition, original owner. Call
1-267-3327 after 6:00 weekdays.

tf9-28

64 Cbevy Grnbr. Camper, full
equip.; new eng., 2000 mis., trail/
axle, brka. and tires, exc. cond. 9750.
Call 247-9041. tf9-21

60 VW, clutch chatters, Interior
shab, needs muffler, but has been
rood transportation for 3 yrs. 9230.
Call Stan 589-9837 Ludlow. tf9-17

1965 Cortina Wagon, 60,000 miles,
very economical; body, interior, and
motor in very good shape, 9450 or
best offer. Call 253-9748 after 6 p.m.

1964 Lt. Blue Pontiac Convertible,
runs well, best offer. Can 323-7682
after 5:30 p.m., anytime weekends.

tf9-18

'67 VW exc. condition, radio, 91050.
Call 536-6751 early morning or late
night. tfS-22

'64 Chev Belair, 8 cyl., auto
trans., very good condition. Call 253
3177. tf9-n

FURNITURE RENTALS
Harper Associates rents aU your

furniture needs: beds, desks. Bring
rooms, refrigerators. CaU 596-2960.

__ tf9-18

RIDE WANTED
Needed: Round trip ride from eitfa-

er TJnlv. of Mass. or Boston on week-
ends. WU1 share expenses. Call 253-
3«K- tf9-18

Help! 1 need a ride to Greenfield
area Mon. and Tues. night at 10:wi
I'm afraid of the dark! I will pay
Coll 648-917!

^jj
MUSICIANS WANTED"
A light sound piano needs com-

pany for soft combo, guitar, bass,
flute, oboe, and drum. Improvising
and arrangements for relaxing audi
spots out. CaU Lew at 546-6534.

tf9-16

SERVICES
Coed will type 7or™

,

"^ro7essor
approx. io hrs. nit,, experienced la
typing manuscripts for publication,
60+ wpm, elect. CaU Donna 546-9878.

tf9-18

ROOM EXCHANGE
Room Exchange: WU1 swap room

in Cance for a single anywhere on
campus. Industrial engineer needs
privacy for senior project research.
CaU Al 6-5153. tf9-17

ROOM WANTED
Can you relate to children B/B

935 per month, plus assistance fas

caring two children after school and
overnight as needed, 1 mile CMass.
853-2148.

J

tft-21

REWARD
825 Reward for the return of a

Zenith stereo with 360° cylinder
speakers and AM-FM radio taken
from J. A. 703; no questions asked or
for information leading to recovery
of goods. 846-8671. tf9-21

ENTERTAINMENT
Open House cancelled! Due to cir-

cumstances within our control we
regret to announce that the party at
'"-•28" In North Hadley has been
called off for Saturday, Sent. 19.
Ren. Dave and Bob. tf9-l8

Notices
MEHER BABA LEAGUE

There will bo a mooti ng 7:30 Thurs-
day Sept. 17 at the Campus Center

Rm. 174. This mooting might bo of in-

terest to anyone who is interested in

talking about drugs, mysticism, re-

ligion, yoga, etc. All are invited.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Southwest Book Mart: Buy and Sell

used books. Little Hatch Annex. Open
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. through Sept. 25.

Sponsored by Southwest patriots.

MARKETING CLUB
Organizational mooting of UMoss

marketing club Thursday Sept. 17 at

7:30 p.m. SBA Room 102. All interest-

ed urged to attend. Activities for this

year to bo discussed.

0UTINGCLUB
Freshman Circus ot 1:00 p.m. Sun-

day in Herter Hall Parking Lot. All

members of the University are invited.

Various club activities — caving, can-
oeing, will be done - followed by a

cook-out.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Open house at the UMass Observa-

tory, Friday Sept. 18, from sunset to

midnight. If cloudy will be held on the

19. Public cordially invited.

ADELPHIA
Adelphians!

Sunday Sept,

177.

Where are you? 8 p.m.
20. Campus Center Room

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT
All students interested in working

for Governor Sargent stop at our table
in Campus Center.

SOCIOLOGY 104

Sociology 104 will meet on Friday
Sept. 18, 2:30 at Mahar. Information
about exams, papers, etc.

SKI PATROL
Meet Thursday night, 7 p.m. at the

Dames Date Lounge for Refresher In-

formation, 6-7529.

Student Senate

BOOK
LOANS
($25 maximum)
arc available

in the

Student Senate

Office

Level 1

Campus Center

YAF
Conservatives, libertarians, ob-

j activists - meeting in student cen-

ter Rm. 165, Thursday 8 p.m.

ENGLISH MAJORS ,
The first meeting of the Engli sh De-

partment Undergraduate Council will

be held Sept. 21 at 7:00 p.m. in B rt-

lett 301. Come in and have a say in

what's going on in your deportment.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Meeting for all old members on Mon-

day Sept. 21, 7:00 in Grinnell Arena.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADING
Will Maureen, who tried out, please

notify Joy immediately is you're

still interested, 6-7458.

CHESS CLUB
The UMass Chess Club will hold

on organizational meeting tonight at

7 in the Hatch.

MATH MAJORS
It is absolutely vital that all math

majors vote in the referendum on the

new constitution for the Dept. (already

approved by grads and faculty). Go to

Arnold 215 today! Last Day!!!

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
Calling Tribal Rock Dancers. Meet

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. in back of Hatch
under Church flag to get it together
for Sunday's concert.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The first important meeting of the

amateur radio club Wl PUO is Monday
Sept. 21 7 p.m. in Radio Room, base-
ment of Engineering Lab Building
(Orange Computer Bldg.)

RADICAL COMMUNITY UNION
Open organizational meeting Thurs

Sept. 1 7, 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Cen-
ter Auditorium.

UMASS DAMES CLUB
All wives of UMass and Amherst

students are invited, grads and under-
grads, are cordially invited to attend a
"Get to Know Your Neighbors and
Your community Coffee Klatch" at 8
p.m. on September 23 at the Forley
4-H Lodge (in back of F-parking lot

near stadium,) Gerald Grady, business
manager of the University of Massachu-
setts and president of Amherst Cham-
ber of Commerce, will be guest speak-
er.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
Do you dig making collages? Come

to on Environmental Art ond Music Day
at 389 N. Pleasant Street and help us
ereatea masterpiece Sunday, September
20 ot 2:30 p.m.

KAPPA DELTA PI

An organizational meeting of Kappa
Delta Pi will be held Tuesday, Sep-
tember 22 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 175 of
the Campus Center.

FINNISH CLUB
Finnish group wi II meet Thursday,

September 1 7, at 7 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center 168-170. All those inter-
ested i n Finnish language and cul-
ture are welcome. For information call
Nancy ot 323-7507.

FRI., SEPT. 18th

"CAMELOT"
S.U. Ballroom

Showings: 6, 7:30, 11 P.M.

Admission

50*

Sponsored by

Newman Club

You supply
the action ....

We supply
the POSTERS'

(from
Danen House
of course)

MERCURY

GALLERIES

Route 9, East

(facing Jack Augusts)

Northampton

ONIO

BY TOMI UNGtRtR
WADOEIL GALLERY 15 t 57 N Y JAN 6 70

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
University Chorus, Music 162, 1 cr-

sdit. Male voices needed. Phone Mr.

Horler at 545-0624 or 545-0532.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open yoga class for all interested.

Thursday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in Room
817 of the Campus Center. Friday from

6 to 7 p.m. in Room 817 of the Campus
Center. Monday from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
in the jhoreau Lounge.

STUDENT SENATE SOCIAL ACTION
COMMITTEE

Initial meeting of the Student Sen-
ate Social Action Committee will be
held Sunday, September 20 at 6:30
p.mJnRoom 178 of the Campus Center.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Sorority open parties at Pi Beta

Phi, 7:30 p.m.; Alpha Chi Omega,
6:30 p.m.; Kappa Alpha Theta, 7 p.m.;

Sigma Kappa, 7:30 p.m.; lota Gamma
Upsilon, 7 p.m. All university women
are invited .

HILLEL
Friday evening services in Senate

Chambers of the Student Union at 7:30
p.m. Program: Judy Burstyn and Mor-
tha Lepow speaking on "Israel: The
Students' Perspective." Saturday
morning Services at 10 a.m. in the

Senate Chambers of the Student

Uni on.

PROJECT 10
T'ai Chi Workshop parti c ipational

demo and organizational meeting in

Berkshire Clubroom from 11:30 to 3:30
p.m. today. For real. For information

call Demian 549-1655.

HORSE JUDGING TEAM
All interested persons are invited.

Plans for team selection and trip to

Columbus, Ohio, will be discussed. No
experience necessary. Only a desire

to leorn. Wednesday, September 23, at

7:30 p.m. Grinnell Arena.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
A bus will leave Whitmore for Bel-

chertown at 12:45 on Saturday. Anyone
wishing to work a couple hours with

retarded children is welcome to come.

NEWMAN CLUB
"Camelot" will be shown in the

Student Union Ballroom this Friday,
September 18, ot 6:00, 830 and 11:00
p.m. Everyone welcome.

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
Undergraduate Education Assembly-

men will meet Monday, September 21,
of 7:30 p.m. in the Knowlton House Rec
Room to discuss the plight of the un-
dergraduate education major. All other
interested majors are invited.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
All girls invited Thursday, Septem-

ber 17, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. to a coun-
try fair ot 406 N. Pleasant Street. See
you there

!

PRECISIONETTES
Practice for team members at 4:40

Dickenson Parking Lot. Any university
women interested in joining please come
and meet the top women's drill team
in the East.

e 3 THEATRES UNDER I ROOF •
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rff-
1 Show nightly at 7:45

WOODSTOCK
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N,qhtly or 7 & 9:15

M. A. S. H.
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Nightly at 7 & 9
Ingmar Bergman's

"Passion of Anna"
F^w^sT^^ssatsaa} •/:

"JUST US"
ARTIE and HIBOYA
HIBOYA and ARTDE
ABTIE and HIBOYA
HIBOYA and ABTIE
ABTIE and HIBOYA
TONIGHT

Now available great
FALSTAFF BEER

On Rt .47 Sunvk'rl<\rvd

Notices
STUDENT SENATE SERVICES COM-
MITTEE

If you are interested in bettering
the services to students-housing, food
health, phones, placement, etc. We
are too.

PI BETA PHI
Scavenger Hunt. You'll never be-

lieve the things you can find on this

campus! Meet at 7:30 p.m. at 388 N.
Pleasant Street, Thursday, September
17, sponsored by Pi Beta Phi.

CLASS OF 1973
Sophomore-Freshman picnic, Satur-

day, September 19. Field behind Sou-
thwest. Music and food. 3:30 after the
footboll game.

The Young People's Socialist League
will hold its first meeting on Thursday,
September 17, in Room 165 of the Campus
Center. Old members please attend.
Anyone interested in democratic so-
cialism is welcome.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Free-for-all starts at 7 p.m. Wear

Jeans. All interested girls invited.

SIGMA KAPPA SORORITY
California Dreaming? Come find out

how you can student teach there. All
university women Invited - casual dress!

HILLEL
There will be a Deli Supper in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union
on Sunday evening, September 20, at
6 p.m.

SDS
SDS meeting to discuss past SDS ac -

tivities, summer actions, and what to do
during the school year to fight against
the war in Indochina, racism in the
U.S. and male chauvinism , Monday , Sep -

tember 21 at 7:30 p.m. in Machmer
W-22

I found your wallet.

FOUND
DP. Brown

Call 6-9410

Found by the Campus Pond: cigarette
lighter. Call 6-7656 and give accurate
description.

A small amount of money found In
F-Lot night of September 8. Call
Jack at 546-5380. Claimant will know
amount of money and denomination of
currency.

Pair of glasses found in brown case.
Name T. McCarthy inside case
Michael Kubacki! Please call me. I

have your wallet . Linda 6 - 5093

.

Dog found. Medium sized black dog
with white chest and paws. Similar to
a miniature collie. Wearing brown
harness. To claim call Valerie in
626 Field at 546-6862

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puz/le

ACROSS

lHigh
mountain

4 Anon
9 Cry of

crow
12 Weight of

India

13 Old wemanish
14 Number
15 The self

16 Recess in

a shore
17Man's

nickname
18 Food fish

20Correct
22 Uninteresting

person
24 Prefix: three

25-Slippery

28 Period of

time
29-Pronoun
30 Place in

position

31 Gray
33 Thus
34 Place for

worship
35Nod
36 Abstract

being
38 Inheritor

39Cut
40 Handle
41 At no time
43 Wooden pin

44-Music:
as written

46-Dropsy
48 Possessive

pronoun
51 Dine
5? Ventilated

53 Born
54 Simian
55 Endures
560btain

DOWN

1 Peer Gynt's
mother

2-Limb
3-Jelay

4Placed
5 Girl's name
6 Masonic
doorkeepers

7-Fragrant

oleoresin

8 Nerve
network

9 Acting in a

patronizing

manner
10 Collection of

facts

11 Damp
19 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

21-Gaseous
element

22Exist
23 Pope's veil

24 Metal

26 Holds on
property

27 Symbol for

yttri'im

29 Pror.ou..

Astrological

Forecast

30-Church bench
32 Rabbit

33-ln what
manner

34 Exclamation

35 Insects

37 A continent

(abbr)
39 Means

40 Three toed

sloth

42 Meat of calf

43
44
45
47
49
50

Novelties

Ocean
Hit lightly

Encountered
Golf mound
Place

1
"

3 ';"< 5 6 7 8

1
9 10 1

1

12

«8
13 14

15 »>16
88 ::•:•

17

>:-<{:+
18 19

88
20 21

i r t v

.-.-. .-.-

22 23

$$
24 ::: 25 26 27

28
:•::•
y ... a

29 :''
*'>

30

31 32
".".".

33
Hrs

34 35 """«
'•

1

36 37

38
.

.* 39
'.'.'.•

40

'..'. .".•.'
41 42 43

;;•' !:!

44 45 46 47 *•!! 48 49 50

51

m 52
:x:|

53

54 ':•:'':' 55 56
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fES, H£ MAP TO SIM THERE
0VERNI6HT FOR X-RrWS..

by Srdoer Omar*
The Aqiusriiu woman is creative,

artistic. Unless she finds ma outlet for
her desire*, there is apt to be au emo-
tional explosion. Many of her contem-
poraries retard her aa "far eat." In
troth, she is progressive, a natural
humanitarian sensitive to feelincH.
needs of underdo*". She values friend-
ship above almost anythiur else, gome
famous women born under the sodlacal
situ of Aauarios include Kim Novak,
Susan Sodtat and Carol Chaonint.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Good
for pushing money-malting enterprises.
Rely on natural Instincts. Others may
have more experience, but you tend to

do right thins* at rltht time on your
own.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Cy-

cle moves up: circumstances favor
your efforts. Stress Independence of
thought, action. Hlthllght original ap-
proach. Be willing to take steps In

new directions.
OEMTNT (May 21 - June 20): What

you fear Is soon dissolved. Means you
are creating your own monsters. Push
through with Ideas, concepts. Nervous
Nellies should not be permitted to de-
ter vital projects.
CANTER (June 21 - July 22) : Ac-

cent on how you go about fulfilling

ambitions. Gentle approach. Involving
friends, could work wonders. Indivi-
dual who makes many claims Is prob-
ably a kind of buffoon.
I^EO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Tour per-

sonality attracts tHose who ran help
fulfill ambitions. You find that many
aro Interested, concerned with what
you feel. Key Is to express yourself
In articulate manner.
VTROO fAuer. 23 - Rept 22): Fa-

vorable lunar aspect colnlrldes with
ability to communicate, spread special

message.. Tour needs are likely to be
fulfilled. Key Is to state what lt lt you
want. need.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You

should not be too impressed by scrap-
books, other symbols of the past. Key
Is to begin Imprinting your own style
on projects. Means create your own
legends. Don't be chained by tradition.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Us

low. Play waiting game. You gain
most by being diplomatic. If good,
attentive listener, you gain valuahlr
Information. You also Inspire confi-
dence. Let others take Initiative.
8AOITTARTUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Keep medical, dental appointments
Try to outline baslo chores. Oaln
greater sense of direction. Be In better
touch with reality. Improve relation?
with associates, co-workers.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

You get what you go after — applies
to personal and business ~ areas. Kei
Is confidence. Exude self-esteem, with-
out being obnoxious. Member of op-
posite set expresses gratitude.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

:

You can successfully put finishing
touches on Important project. Many
who were "on the fence" now come
over to your side. Accent on basic va-
lues, personal environment.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Sress

on how clearly you express thoughts,
opinions. New, dynamic approach Is
necessary. Short Journey may be on
agenda. Relative offers some concrete
suggestions.

ir TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are more serious than many
might Imagine. Your principles mean
much; you wouldn't give them up with-
out a healthy fight. You are due to
rebound from emotional setback.
Within a month, financial picture
will brighten.

Copyright 1970, Gen. Fca. Corp.

BUT THEV'LL KEEP HIM IN A
CASE OR S0/METHIN6, WONT MY?
HOU) UJILL HE EVER STANP IT ?

HERE'S THE WORLD WAR I

FLYING ACE SITTIN6 IN AN
ENEMY PRI50N CELL...

B. C.

(
SEE YrXJ spur
TMEOLlUPRl^Hrsf

*wm fciiii iWi. It, ir*
—
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

V W M t. WW
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Spirited Black Bears Come Off Winning Season

Inexperience Could Plague Maine

Coming off of their first winning
season since 1965, the 1970 version
of the Maine Black Bears makes
its initial appearance of the season
at Alumni Stadium Saturday to meet
UMass. Although faced with the
loss of some key personnel due
to graduation and injuries, Maine
will have bitter memories of last

year's 49-7 loss to the Redmen
and should prove troublesome.

Coach Walt Abbot brings a squad
of 22 returning lettermen and some
key sophomores as he tries to

improve on the 5-4 mark of last

year. However, Abbot faces a

problem of inexperience as only

eight starters return from 1969,

fiatlg <bU*|fen
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by BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

five on offense and three on

defense.

The largest gap left in the

Maine lineup was by All -Con-

ference split end Gene Benner.

Benner who holds eight Maine and

four university division records
for pass receiving, was drafted

by the Cleveland Browns. Also

missing is the man who threw to

Benner, a quarterback Dave Wing.

Hurting the Black Bears even

more is the fact that Wing's repla-

cement, co-captain Bob Hamilton,

is injured. Hamilton, a 6' -190 lb.

senior, was the team's leading

ground gainer in 1968 as a tail-

back, and was trying to make the

conversion to quarterback this

year.

Replacing Hamilton will be Ron
Cote. Cote is a sophomore and

one of the smallest of the Black
Bears at only 5*7-175 lb. Back-
ing up Cote are two other sopho-

mores, Sean Casey and Henry
Hastings.

Leading the Maine receiving

corps will be junior Paul Soucy.

As a starter last year, the 6*2-

195 lb. end caught nine passes for

96 yards, and he should be the

object of even more attention now
that Benner is gone. Taking
Benner s place will be sophomore
Wayne Chapman who has been swit -

ched from halfback.

One of the strong points of the

Maine attack will be its running

game. Returning to the back-

field are Dan Sullivan and Chris
Eaton, both seniors. Sullivan,
6' -180 lb., was the top scorer and

leading ground gainer of last year's

squad. Eaton, as well as aver-

aging almost five yards per carry,

caught eight passes for 101 yards
Junior Bob Iwaszko will also pro-

bably see considerable action.

At fullback will be 5'9-185 junior

Bob Marchildon. Marchildon is

a Vietnam veteran and a transfer

from the University of Wisconsin.
Last season he scored six touch-

downs and carried 105 times for

379 yards.

The offensive line could be a

weakness for the Black Bears as

there is only one returning starter

and two lettermen. At center will

be Dick Bergeron, a 511- 185 lb.

junior. Flanking Bergeron will

be sophomore Bob McConnell, 5'11-

185 lb., and Rich Todd. Todd
started a few games last season
at defensive tackle but is making
the swtich in an effort to stren-

gthen the offensive unit.

The starting tackles will be 61-

212 senior Stan Vasalle and 61-

210 senior Rod Sparrow. Vasalle

is the only returning starter on

the offensive line and is two-year
letterman.

The defense should be one of the

Black Bear's strong points. Lead-
ing the way is All - Conference de-

fensive end, Stan Maddock. The
6' 1-175 junior is small, but is

THE BLACK BEAR

exceptionally quick and should an-
chor the Maine front four. Joining
Maddock is another 1969 starter,
6*1-190 Mike Landry, a senior.

The tackles will be Steve Na-
ccara and Dan Watson, 6'l-235 lb.

Naccara, 5'll-205 lb. is thought of

as one of the unsung heroes of

the Black Bears as well as being
one of the more versatile per-
formers on the squad. However,
there is little reserve strength in

this area for Maine.
John Rhodes, a Vietnam veteran

and purple heart recipient, will

be starting his second year at

linebacker. Rhodes, 511-190 lbs.

was an All -Conference second
will be 6-190 lb. co-captain Arnie
James who has been switched from
the defensive line where he was
a starter last season. Also start-
ing at linebacker is Joe LeVas-
seur, 58-205 lb.

The weakest spot in an other-
wise tough defensive unit will pro-
bably be the secondary. There
are no returning starters among
the backs and only two with any
experience at all. The corner

-

backs will be 6-190 Bob Hayes and
5*10-176 Pat Ladd. Ladd is one
of the two lettermen in the back-
field and intercepted one pass
last year. At safety, Maine will

have 5*9-165 lb. junior Joe Leone
and 5*11-170 lb. junior Jim Walsh.

If some of the inexperienced
players can come through. Coach
Abbott could have his second win-
ning season in a row.

DANSULLIVAN
BLACK BEAR H.B

Computors Compile Maine's Defense;

Redmen Show 'Fine' Offensive Drive
Sports Notices

"They have a fervent desire to
play and will keep coming at us
until the end," remarked UMass
assistant football coach George
Karras in describing the Univer-
sity of Maine football team yes-
terday afternoon at the Newman
Center as the UMass Redmen
Quarterback Club initiated its

weekly fall luncheons.

Karras, the Redman offensive
line coach, presented the large
gathering with a scouting report of

the Black Bear defense, which he
indicated has changed quite a bit

since last year. After running down
the key defensive personnel, he
turned his speaking position over
to Nick Nicolau, the UMass of-

fensive backfield coach, who gave
an additional analysis of Maine's
defense

Nicolau 's report, however, was
prepared by a computer, a new

Top 3 Play
NEW YORK (AP) - Texas, Sou-

thern California and Notre Dame,
three of the leading candidates

for No. 1 football honors, get their

cleats muddled this week -but not

their records.

They should win, but Nebraska
is likely to make it tough for the

Trojans. Also watch feathers

fly in the Houston Syracuse game.
Southern California 32, Nebras-

ka 25: The Trojans have size,

a winning habit and a quarter-

back named Jimmy Jones, but the

Cornhuskers have a scoring punch.
Notre Dame 38, Northwestern

14: Ara Parseghian can't afford

to show too much mercy to his

former associates.

Texas 25, California 14: The
Longhorns are reported as big,

tough and fast as last year's cham-
pions, so they can't be worser-
not with Steve Worster.
Oklahoma 19, Wisconsin 15: Two

teams on the rebound, but the So-

oners must prove themselves in

a hurry.

Houston 23, Syracuse 19: Moon
Mullins spearheads the Houston

offense which the Orangemen can

slow down but not stop.

Penn State 27, Navy 8: The
Nittany Lions extend their unbeaten

streak to 31, but the Midshipmen

are on the way up

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

advancement in scouting recently

put to use by the Redman football

staff. What formally would take

many hoars to compile by hand
takes the computer 24 seconds,

the end of which time it produces
a detailed analysis of Maine's
tendencies on defense as compiled
from statistics drawn from four

football games' worth of Black
Bear action.

In the best manner that he could

in the time allotted him, Nicolau
provided those on hand with an

interesting description of the func-

tions that the computer can per-

form.

Head coach Vic Fusia had some
things to say, too. He had a few

words on last Friday's scrimmage
against Cornell, quipping that the

best drive that the offense could

come up with all afternoon was
"the drive from North Commons
to the Stadium. .." before the clash.

On the importance of pre -season
practicing, with its double sessions
and all, Fusia pointed out that,

"The big part of it is the un-

ity of spirit", because the players
eat together, sleep together and
live together.

There were no films at this Var-
sity M affair; however, diagrams
of the UMass offensive, defensive
and specialty team personnel were
provided with the aid of a view-
machine

Allin all, it was a successful
opening luncheon for the UMass
Redmen Quarterback Club, with in-

terest in it high. The Club will

conduct ten more football lunch-
eons on the next ten consecut-
ive Wednesdays; all of them will

be held at the Newman Center,
starting at 12:15 p.m. and getting

out promptly at 1:15 p.m.

UMass Crew Team

FOOTBALL TICKETS - Student
exchange coupons are now being
traded in at the ticket office in

Boyden, room 255, for the Maine
game. The ticket office is open
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 9 a.m.
until noon on Saturday.

All students must exchange their

coupons according to the respec-
tive dates shown on those cou-
pons. Ticket deadline dates are
specified in the coupon booklet.
Game time for all home games is

1 p.m. Tickets for future home
games are currently on sale as
are all tickets for away games.

Important - The deadline date
for Saturday's Maine game has
been extended to Friday, Sept. 18

until 6 p.m. All ticket exchanges
must be finalized at the ticket

office, no student exchanges will

be accepted at the game itself.

* » * * • *

ALL TOUCH FOOTBALL OFF-
ICIALS - A mandatory meeting of

all touch football officials will

be held tonight at 7:30 in room
251 Boyden Building.

WMUA ON THE AIR Hand
ling play-by-play of all UMass
football games will be radio sta-
tion WMUA. Behind the mike to

cover all the action will be Ken
Horseman. Filling in with all the
color will be Dave Melvin
WMUA's first date on the air will

19, in time for the o-
football game against
Air time for that con-
be 12:45 p.m. At 12:30,

present Redmen

be Sept

pening

Maine.

test will

Hal Dash will

Kickoff Preview

The UMass Crew Club has al-

ready begun preparing for its 1970-

71 rowing season. The largest

turnout ever, 23 returning
oarsmen , started paddling last Sat -

urday. Coach Mike Faherty's

squad has size and a great wor-
king attitude, with inexperience ap-

parently the only drawback.
Veterans Chris Jedrey, Tom

Mone and Dave Richard are the

Oarsmen Use New Training Methods
only seniors on the club which

finished fourth last year in the

30 -team Dad Vail Rowing Assoc-
iation. Off season trading of eq-

uipment and a working agreement
with Cornell will allow the club

to introduce a very flexible small

-

boat program this fall. Enthus-

iasm abounds as the team, using

some new and varied training met-

hods, prepares for its initial test,

a three-mile pull in late Oct-
ober.

Frosh coach Kurt Betchick is

presently talking to freshman can-
didates. The initial response has
been good. Any freshman, 5*11"

and 170 lbs. or better is urged
to attend a meeting Monday, Sept.

21, at 7 p.m. in room 248, Boy-
den Building. Movies will be
shown

INTRAMURAL ROSTERS- Bad-
minton Singles rosters and Tug-
O-War rosters are due today at

the intramural office before 7
p.m. No health forms will be
needed when these rosters are
handed in.

CO-REC BADMINTON -Co -Rec-
reational rosters will be accept-
ed up to 5 p.m. Monday Sept. 21

in the intramural office. A tour-
nament, it will be open to all un-
dergraduate and graduate students

,

faculty and staff members.

0's Nab Tie
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bal-

timore Orioles clinched a tie for

a second straight American Lea-
gue East Division title Wednes-
day night despite losing to Wash-
ington 2-0.

Rookie Bill GogolewskiandDar-
old Knowles combined for a four
hitter, ending a seven game win-
ning streak for Baltimore. But
second place New York lost 3-1

to Boston, clinching the tie for

the Orioles.

Gogolewski, winning his second
straight major league start with
relief help, held Baltimore to two
hits in seven innings. Loser
Jim Palmer, 19-10, who failed in

his third try to join teammates
Mike Cuellar and Dave McNally
as 20 game winners, was victim-
ized in part by two misplayed
hits.

Aurelie Rodriguez was credited
with a triple in the second when
his low liner went past left fiel-

der Don Buford and center fielder
Paul Blair threw behind the run-
ner. Ed Brinkman then singled
past a drawn in infield to score
Rodriguez.

Blair fell down going after Ed
Stroud's third inning drive, which
went for a triple, and Stroud scored
on a sacrifice fly by Del Unser.
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WOOD GREETS FAC-SEN;

EXPLORES HIS NEW GOALS
Story, p. 3

Whoopee
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THE MUCH MALIGNED CAMPUS CENTER has found a new drawi ng card. That esca-

lator between the two underground levels can be made to simulate the world's largest

slide, with a little imagination. And sliding from floor to floor is the best way known

to work off a centerburger. (MDC photo by Gary Alpaugh)

Radical

Consolidation

Urged

See p. 3
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ForWhom The
Hamberger Tolls

By DAVID WILLIA
Tuesday Issue Editor

Veteran observers of campus life have many opinions on what
is tne most pleasant time to walk around and t\ nk to yourself.

This is my school. I like this place." Some would have you
believe that the best time for this type of rumination is on a

snowy winter evening while you're walking your girl home,
both slightly high and having a good time

Others might tell you that the feeling you get after the R L 1

men win on a clear fall day when the leaves are just turning will

stay with you the longest. Not so. The best time to really feel

at nome on this campus will never occur again The reason that

no ono will ever experience this feeling again is the Campus
Center but I'm not going to let that bother me.

The Hatch is de I 1 I: used to be a nice place to sit and watch
people. But we have to face it. it's dead Dead at least for ev-

eryone but the freshmen. No longer will we be able to sit in

tne Hatch and feel at home The horror that sprouted out of the

ground next door is a place to sit, but it has no charm and that

is what made the Hatch what it was. Today it is relegated to

taking up the overflow from the over-priced hovel beside it.

The Hatch was a place where you could feel secure. It was
warm in the winter, sunny in the morning, deserted at the right

times, crowded when you wanted it to be. But that's all gone

now Who's going to be the first one to light the sacrificial

match and offer up the first joint to the powers that be in the

Campus Center cafeteria How are those among us who have
no money on weekends going to lose ourselves in the crowd and
order a cheeseburger and eat it and then walk by the cashier
to pay for a coke° I'll bet that even the lady who used to dance
in front of the juke box won't find it the same
One could sit in the Hatch with a few friends and really feel

at home. The best time in the Hatch used to be Tuesday morn-
ing after an eight o'clock scuba diving class. I used to hurry
over from Hicks and grab a paper, a donut and a cup of coffee

and then sit down to see what kind of nonsense I'd perpetrated
on the campus that day. The guy who moved out of my triple

was there and we'd talk. Sometimes I'd have another coffee I

was so comfortable. Those big windows would let the light str-

eam in and you could see the smoke rising in slanty columns
to the ceiling. Then, promptly at ten, someone would feed the

juke box and it was usually the Creedence Clearwater Revival
and then it was time to go

I used to enjoy the Hatch. I can't now. Progress has left

me with a bitter taste in my mouth.

NES Braces for Sessions
Northern Educational Service

(NES) will hold the first of a

series of workshops designed to

orient tutors for work in the

Springfield area, this Sunday, at

7:30 PM in the Campus Center
Auditorium and C.C. room 163-

164. 171-173.

NES will sponsor meeting of

vaiu- to the tutors every Sunday
untn October 25. The meetings
are scheduled as follows

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 27 7:30

v.roup again divided into element-

ary and secondarv level tutors

Panel discussions to be held in

each group led by experienced

tutors

General Topics:

Attitude toward tutoring

Problems to be encountered

Loretta Long of the School of Ed.

will offer concrete suggestions to

thes» problems.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 4

CAMPUS CENTER AUD
7:30 PM

A meeting with N.E.S. Springfield-

Center coordinators. Counseling
coordinator, N.E.S. Board of Dir-

ectors members. Teachers in the

Springfield School System are
being invited along with parents of

the tutees. This meeting is to

'ntroduce tutors to some of the

people with whom they will work
during the semester. Slides of

the N.E.S centers in Springfield

will be shown.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 18 7:30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER AUD . ROOMS
163-164, 171-173

Royce Phillips. School of Ed.

A methods workshop to show tutors

how to use the materials available

in the Tutor Resource Library.

Distribution of needed paper sup-

plies.

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 25 7:30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER AUD.

Course evaluation meeting. Tutors

will have been assigned Spring-

field students and any specific

questions will be answered.

MOC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Hip iuMd)Hrtt* flailg (Coll*gtnn

OH.c of th« DAILY COLLEGIAN or. on the second floor of the
Student Union on the University compos, zip code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), ond 549-13U (ed.tor).

Second-class postage paid ot Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic y«or except during vacation and exam periods, three or four
timet o week following a vacotion or exam period or when a holiday
falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the
act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

University's Journalism Program

Meets Student Career Needs
(Bifctor'f Note: Since 1916. everv University student who has wan'. I to .^jome a journalist

has obtained a journalism job and oeen successful at it in the opinion of the edno whom the

student had been recommended. This remarkable record is the result of a co-curricuiar journ-

alism program • work on newspapers that is open to all students regardless of t:ieir major.

The Collegian as well as commercial newspapers participates in this unique and successful pro-

gram. How ii work-, is explained in the following article- -the first uf two.

This statement was prepared bj i faculty -student committee under the chairmanship of Dr.

Arthur Musgrave. director uf the journalism program. Dr. Barnev Emmart dir«*?t- trie Journa-

listic Studies program whtok will be e\o uned in the second article.)

I"v. d b.i

grams --on-j callel Journalistic

Studies and the other Journalism
are provided:

1) an academic program that in-

troduces undergraduate^ I I aas.

and applied research about jour

nalism as part of a coi^iit-.

liberal arts curr rather

than a curriculum iioeral

arts courses and 25'£ vocation-

ally specialized courses ofter

called professional courses, thai

typical journalism programs pro-

vide

2) a co-curricular program
of work on newspapers under tut-

orial guidance from persons who
have had experience in hiring and
training reporters and who can,

hence, provide professional coun-
seling and placement services to

students (and editors) based on
how students have performed in

a realistic test of journalism ap-
titude.

The co-curricular tutorial pro-
gram is commonly referred to as
the professional or journalism
program. Journalistic Studies de-
signates the academic or curri-
cular program.

The Journalism Co-Curricular
Program
The co-curricular (non-credit)

program is open to all students,

regardless of their majors, who
think they are interested in jou-

rnalism or writing careers It

is designed to be a superior sub-
stitute for how-to-do-it or prof-
essional journalism courses, such
as News Writing and Copy Editing.

this tutorial-counseling

program was established, in 1

all students who wanted a jour.

Ltaa !')b hav*- been placedandhave
proved successful on the job in

the opinion of the editors to whom
they had been recommended. The
reasni for its success is that it

nuts students to make informed
idreei choices. It also provides
students with published articles

in newspapers that, along with the

newspaper experience, are useful

as job -getting credentials.

Newspapers inNortnampton, Sp-
ringfield. Holvoke, and Greenfield
cooperate in this co-curricular tu-

torial program. The college daily
also cooperates, and any student
who writes for it may obtain

tutoring in journalistic writing
techniques.

Students interested in journal-
ism careers should spend a few-

hours weekly writing for the col-
lege daily and obtaining tutorial

services. As a rule, the director

arranges for students to partici-

pate in the tutorial program with

commercial newspapers after they

have participated in the tutorial

program with the college daily.

Summer Placement Aid

Mudents interested in the pro-
fessional tutorial program should
loin the DAILY COLLEGIAN in

their sophomore year, and should
seek work on a commercial news-
paper during the summer of their

junior year. Summer placement
aid is provided as: part of the co-

curricular program

This program of counseling rel-

to tutorir.«{ i , not intended
ecruit students for journalism;

its aim . ; - '

i permit stu-

dents who beli»" a they may want
to become journalists to make an
inform 'cision. Many
participants hav" decided against
becoming journ

Some experience at journalistic

work while you are a student is

useful but not essential for obtain-

ing a journalism job after grad-
uation. Many alumni who did not

obtain journalistic work ex-
perience while in college have
become journalists. Although such
experience may be desirable, it is

essential only for students who
wish to make an informed dec-
ision about becoming a journalist
before graduating from college,

and also wish credentials that are
helpful in obtaining a journalism
job.

Monday's article will explain the
Journalistic Studies programs.)

# Only ^
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

a ASK WHERE YOU a
** WORK OR BANK **

Director Amus Moore Requests

ALL BLACK STUDENTS

To Attend An Important

Meeting Today - 4 p.m.

at

THE MILLS BLACK
CULTURAL CENTER

Today 4 p.m. Mills

HILLEL DELI SUPPER

Sunday evening, September 20 6:00 p.m.

Essex Room — Student Union

50c Members

(Left of Ballroom)

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$1.00 Non-members
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Radical Union Calls
For Consolidation

By DAVID CASTALDI
Staff Reporter

President Glenn er favored broadening the activit

Members of the Psychology Department listen to President Wood as he outlines his

plans and hopes for faculty relations. Wood spoke at the first meeting of this year's

Faculty Senate, Thursday evening. (MDC photo by Barry Penn)

Wood Establishes Goals
Before Faculty Senate

Student Senate

Elters called for the creation of

an "umbrella" group for radical
organizations on campus. A crowd
of about one hundred people gath-
ered in the Campus Center aud-
itorium for the initial meeting of
the newly formed Radical Com-
munity Union.

The idea for the formation of

the group came about during the
summer by strike -supporting stu-
dents. The group hoped to cont-
inue the activities of the strike
but also desired to bring together
many different groups with many
different ideas in the fall.

"Our purpose will be to inform
the community about what's hap-
pening in this country, about al-

ternative life styles, political act-
ivities, no particular issue as
yet. Its up to the people here
to decide."

Several questions were asked by
those attending and ideas as to

what were to be the objectives of

the group were varied. One speak

-

ies of the group to include other
issues such as racism and ex-
ploitation of black workers, and
that the group should not restrict
itself to the three demands of

the strike last spring.

Another called for an examin-
ation of the role of the university
in relation to society since the

evils spring from within the con-
tinuing role which serves the

rich- -the large industrialists and
corporations

There were also suggestions for

the group to contend with university
problems as well as those on a
larger scale.

Many, however, felt that these
issues were quite insignificant and
irrelevant to everyone except stu-

dents. Those issues which inter

-

locked the university with society
would be more pressing concern
of the new organization. It was
clearly stated that the group would
be involved with actions and would
not merely pass resolutions

"This is a time 01 academic
crisis in America. I'm under no
illusions". Robert Wood, the Pre-
sident of UMass was speaking to

approximately 100 faculty senators
and onlookers at the first regular
meeting of the Faculty Senate this

school year.

At the meeting, held yesterday
at Memorial Hall, Wood defined
his duties and expectations as Pre-
sident in relation to the faculty.

He said that his job included "re-
source development, public and
private", "resource manage-
ment", and the guidelining of "go-
als and directions".

Dispelling any fears that the

faculty might have had about
neglect or change at the Amherst
campus, Wood indicated that "tra-

ditions and respect for each

By DON GLICKSTELN
A Staff Reporter

campus will be maintained."
Wood also announced to the Fac -

ulty Senators that he had app-
ointed Franklin Phillips, formerly
of NASA, and M.I.T., to be the

Vice President of Administration
and Finance. Phillips will be
working with Wood in the Pre-
sident's Office, to be located In the

Government Center quarter of Bos
ton.

Citing sundry quotations from
men such as "Bob" Weaver and
Max Weber, President Wood att-

empted to describe the problems
that the University would face,

and the philosophy of meeting those

problems. "The academic comm-
unity", he told the assemblage,
must "look to its own preserva-
tion, its own strength."

Wood concluded his remarks by

Weathermen Aid

In Leary Escape
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The San Francisco Chronicle said in its

Thursday editions that it had received a letter purporting to be from

the underground revolutionary Weatherman organization and claim-

ing it helped engineer the prison escape of drug cultist Timothy

Leary.
The paper said an accompan-

ying letter, purportedly from
Leary himself said:

"Am armed and should be con-

sidered dangerous to anyone who
threatens my life or my freed-

om."
Michael Kennedy, Leary 's attor-

ney of record with California penal

officials, told a newsconference
that Leary 's signature on the let-

ter is authentic.

Kennedy, who represented Leary
in several California cases, said

he and law partner Joseph Rhine

compared the signature on the

letter with signatures on other

documents at his office and "there

is no question it is genuine."

Leary, 49, a former Harvard
lecturer, was sentenced to six

months to 10 years in prison for

marijuana possession on Dec. 26,

1969. He apparently scaled a 12

foot chain link fence topped with

barb wire last Sunday and ex-

caped from the minimum security

prison.

The Chronicle received a photo-

copied "fourth communication
from the Weatherman Undergro-

und," signed byBernardineDohrn,
plus a signed photocopied letter

allegedly from Leary.

Miss Dohrn, sought by the FBI
on two warrants, said in her let-

ter that her group, which broke

away from the Students for a

Democratic Society, "has had the

honor and pleasure of helping Dr.

Timothy Leary escape from the

POW camp at San Luis Obispo,

California."

The Leary letter said: "I of-

fered loving gratitude to my Sis-

ters and Brothers in the Weath-

erman underground who designed

and executed my liberation.

"Rosemary (his wife) and I are
now with the underground and we'll

continue to stay high and wage the

revolutionary war," it continued.

The Dohrn letter called Leary
"a political prisoner" saying:

"Now we are at war. We know
that peace is only possible with

the destruction of U. S. imper-
ialism. Our organization commits
itself to the task of freeing these

prisoners of war. We are outlaws,

we are free!"

stating that the future of the Un-
iversity would not be determined
by the President, but by all mem-
bers of the University community,
"especially faculty".

After Dr. Wood's comments, the
Chancellor, Oswald Tippo told the
senators of several decisions
reached by the Board of Trustees.
These included a raise in the travel

allowance from 8C to 10C, a stipend
increase for Teaching Assistants,
and the approval in principle of the

UMass Amherst reorganization

More than forty new faculty sen-

ators were then introduced and
the meeting was adjourned

HouseApproves
Reorganization
WASHINGTON (AP) - A land-

mark congressional reorgan-
zation bill emphasizing more
openness in legislative proceed-
ings was passed Thursday by the

House.

A 326 to 19 roll call vote sent

the measure to the Senate after

more than two months of sporadic
House debate.

If it becomes law, it would be
the first major congressional re-

organization act since 1946.

Many of its provisions apply
to both the Senate and the House,
both of which could add them to

their own rules by simple re-
solutions if the bill gets shelved
in the scramble for adjournment.
The bill drafted with an eye to

streamlining some of the anti-

quated procedures of Congress.

At the first meeting of the Radical Community Union,
Glenn Elters urged unification of campus radical groups
in order to effectively carry on the activities of the
strike. (MDC photo by Gary Alpough)

PIZZA GRINDERS 1

Plain 1.10 Lge. %
Onion 1.20 Salami 1.05 .60

Pepper 1.35 Meatless 1.00 .55

Pepper - Onion 1.45 Genova Salami 1.10 .65

Mushroom 1 .50 Meat Ball 1.10 65
Salami 1.50 Sausage 1.10 .65

Sausage 1.50 Tuna Fish 1 .10 65
Pepperoni 1 .50 Ham 1.10 .65

Hamburg 1 50 Italian 1.10 .65

Anchovies 1.50 Roast Beef 1.35 .75

Pastrami 1.511 Pastrami 1.35 .75

Ham 1.50 Ham and Egg 1.35 .75

Bacon 1 50 Pepper and Egg 1 35 75
Two-way comb. 1.70

Three-way comb.
Lobster

l.HO

1.90
Open 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.

House Special 2.10 Fri. & Sat.

SPAGHET1
With Sauce 1.10 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

With Meat Ball
WitH Sausage

1.40

1.40
Sun. - Thur.

No. 1 Bell':s Pizza House

PIZZA
65 University Drive

Amherst, Mass.
I>». J56 8011 Tel. Ill IMI

SO YOU BOUGHT A STEREO SOMEWHERE ELSE!
We're hurt, but not angry, because some day it might need service ..... and you'll be

pleased that Amherst Audkf Repairs All Brands of Stereo Equipment.

including

RECEIVERS (foreign and domestic)

TAPE DECKS (car or home, cassette, 8-track and open reel)

and

RECORD PLAYERS

AMHERST AUDld
197 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

Just a Little Out of the Ordinary
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In The Nation And The World

Arab Guerrillas Routed, Cambodianslead

Jordan Forces Report
For Viet Ambush

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - King
Hussein's army threw armored
might at Palestinian guerrillas

across Jordan Thursday in an
attempt to crush an uprising a-
gainst the desert nation's new
military regime.
By nightfall, the army claimed

it had broken guerrilla resistance
in Amman and the guerrilla st-

ronghold of Zarqa, 15 miles north-

east of the capital.

Many casualties were reported
by both sides.

Guerrilla communiques broad-
cast by sympathetic governments
in Iraq and Syria claimed victo-

ries for the guerrillas but at

the same time guerrilla broad-
casts from inside Jordan appealed
for outside help.

By MICHAEL GOLDSMITH
Associated Press Writer

terms as announced in the broad-
cast to the guerrilla leaders would
seem unacceptable. They included

a demand that the guerrillas with-

draw from all Jordanian towns and
cities to positions along the cease-
fire line with Israel. The guer-
rillas had broadcast earlier: -

"This is a fight to the finish
"

A pooled dispatch reaching the

outside world from U.S. corres-
pondents reported sharp fight-

ing in Amman throughout the day
after army forces rolled in from
the outskirts.

*****

* * * •

Hussein's army totals about 55,

000 men while the guerrillas'
rolls list 32,000. The latter are
scattered and their organization

is splintered and disordered.
Late Thursday afternoon, af-

ter day-long fighting that sent
palls of black and gray smoke swir -

ling up over Amman, the army
broadcast a communique saying it

had taken complete control of all

downtown districts of the capital

"except for a few pockets which
are now being mopped up with
maximum security measures to

prevent endangering people's li-

ves."

It offered to negotiate a cease
fire with the guerrillas but the

As the fighting began, army
forces controlled the hills around
Amman while the guerrillas held

key sectors of the capital.

The army communique broad-
cast by radio Amman listed the se-

cured capital districts but signi-

ficantly failed to mention Wahdat,
the northern suburb where some
or all of 54 hostages from last

week's hijackings were believed
held in guerrilla stronghold. The-
re was no mention of the hosta-

ges by either side throughout the

day. But the fighting raised fears.

There was no word on the whe-
reabouts of King Hussein himself.
His wife and children are in Bri-
tain and a friend of the family in

London said Princess Muna, Hus-
sein's British born wife, was in

daily contact with her husband.
The Israeli government watched

developments in Jordan closely.

There was a likelihood the Israelis

would take some kind of action if

the Palestinian guerrillas should

succeed in overthrowing Hussein,

a moderate.
*****

The guerrillas began their pre-

sent campaign against him after he

accepted the U.S. initiated Middle

East cease-fire and peace talks.

The guerrillas have vowed to dis-

rupt any possible peace settlement

with Israel.

Fierce battles involving tanks

and artillery began in Jordan at

dawn and raged all day long in

Amman and other cities of central

and northern Jordan.

One report reaching Beirut said

smoke covered the entire city,

while the boom of heavy artil-

lery and the rattle of machine
guns could be heard in all di -

rections.

Electric power was cut off in

the city shortly after the fight

started. All Jordan's borders
were sealed, telephone links were
cut and airports were closed.

In Beirut, diplomatic sources
reported that at the U.S. Embassy
in Amman was hit by small arms
fire and a mortar shell landed

on the roof, but no Americans
were injured.

Much of the fighting appeared
to be centered on the Jebel Amman
and Jebel El Hussein districts
of Downtown Amman, where army
tanks were firing into guerrilla
strongholds.

*****

FRIDAY EVENING SERVICE
TONIGHT — 7:00 p.m. Senate Chambers — STUDENT

Judy Burstyn and Martha Lepow to speak on
ISRAEL: THE STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVE

UNION

By JOHN T WHEELER
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP)-

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
troops threatened Thursday to cut

off a large Cambodian task force

embarked on the government '•

first big military offensive.

A senior Cambodian officer said

numerous small bands of guar
rillas had maneuvered behind gov -

ernment units strung out p.long

Highway 6, 47 miles north of

Phnom Penh, and had blown up
two more ridges between the Cam -

bodian troops and Skoun, the dis-

trict headquarters.

Because of the work of the sab-

otage teams, any quick withdraw-

al of government troops and eq-
uipment was regarded as almost
impossible.

The offensive was the first major
attempt by tie Cambodian high

command to take the initiative in

the six -month old war. It was
aimed at reopening the highway
to Kompong Thon , a key prov-
incial capital in Cambodia's heart-

land

Fears mounted Thursday that the

offensive, stalled since Monday
was headed for disaster. A high

ranking officer said an enemy
attack on Skoun, 40 miles north

of the capital, could come at any
time.

Following destruction of the bri-

dges, other field commanders
voiced concern for the more than
a half dozen government battal-

ions deployed along Highway 6
north of Skoun.

Already, considerable heavy eq-
uipment was trapped on the high-

way by a bridge that had been
blown up Monday.

Sources said the Cambodian co-
mmand decided after a two -day
meeting with field commanders to

abandon attempts to push north on
Highway 6 to Kompong Thom if

there is strong North Vietnamese
resistance.

Associated Press Writer

The command, however, is ex-
pected to try to recapture Taing
Kauk, a village 47 miles north

of Phnom Penh, where an estim-
ated 3,000 North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong were deployed.

In Saigon, reports said Ameri-
can fighter bombers were flying

raids along Highway 6 in aid of

the Cambodian infantrymen.. Sou-
rces were unable to confirm whet-
her the U.S. planes had attacked

Taing Kauk.

The U.S. Command announced
the loss of the first American
fighter bomber in missions over
Cambodia in more than two mon-
ths.

The pilot, who managed to fly

a crippled plane to the South Ch-
ina Sea, was rescued by helicop-

ter after bailing out over the wat-
er. The plane was the 3,196th

fixed wing aircraft to be lost in

the Indochina war.

Anti-Dope Program

Starts At Roots
BOSTON (AP) - An American

Turkish program using crop sub-
stitution will "obliterate" the sou-
rce of 80 per cent of the heroin
used in the United States in the
next three years, a narcotics ex-
pert says.

Richard A. Callahan, regional
director for the Bureau of Nar-
cotics and Dangerous Drugs, made
the prediction at the annual sem
inar of the Amerfcan Association
for Industrial Security.

He also said there will be more
stringent enforcement of drug
smuggling laws, but added: "We
are not naive enough to think that
this will stop drug use. Drug
abuse is merely symptomatic of
more crucial social problems."

SAVE $l,000oo ON YOUR
NEXT STEREO SYSTEM! HOW?

HERE !

!

Pioneer's SA900, a 168 watt Rms Amplifier.
will make two EPI 202's and a Garrard SL95B deliver as much distortion free sound as anyone else's $1797.45

system. A remarkable achievement! By now youve guessed

Amherst Audio"
offers you this PIONEER performer at

$797.45

AMHERST AUDIO"
197 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST
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Causes of Violence
Sought in Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES (AP) Denial
of a college stadium for a rally
was blamed Thursday for touching
off Mexican American violence
Wednesday night that injured 88
persons. The incident occured
78 days after an outburst that left

three dead. But community lea-
ders say the causes run deeper
than that.

Education, housing, jobs, health,
relations with the law -the catalo-
gue of complaints on the city's
teeming East Side is reminiscent
of Negro frustrations that trigg-
ered the Watts riots of 1965.
And a new militancy is on the

rise in Los Angeles County's es-
timated million plus Spanish sur-
name population -second In size
only to Mexico City's.

"Tie Taco is dead!" is the new
slogan, Uncle Taco being the Me-
xican American equivalent of Un-
cle Tom. Brown is beautiful.

The name of the game is pride
and power.
A county supervisor, a congres-

sman's aide and a Mexican Am-
erican community leader said im-
mediate cause of the new out-
burst was trustees' refusal to al-
low the East Los Angeles College
stadium to be used as a dispersal
point and for a rally after Wed-
nesday night's Mexican Independ-
ence Day parade.

Trustees of the Community Col-
lege System voted 4 to 3 ag-
ainst use of the facility, recall-
ing the three deaths in the ear-
lier riot.

Thousands of marchers were left

milling about, President Esteban
Torres of the Congress of Mex-
ican American Unity told a news
conference.

County Supervisor Ernest E.
Debs agreed, saying Sheriff Pe-
ter J. Pitchess had asked use

of the stadium.

"There were too many people

and no place for them to go,"
said Edward Avila, field deputy
to Rep. Edward R. Roybal, D
Los Angeles.

Rocks
, bottles and ohunks of con -

crete flew from an angry crowd
estimated by deputies at more than
1,000. A sniper bullet critically
wounded Mike A. Lincon, 20, as
he assisted officers in controll-
ing the crowd.
Another civilian and a deputy

sheriff suffered lesser bullet wou-
nds. Thrown objects cut or br-

uised 55 other civilians and 30
deputies. None was hospitalized.

Business building windows worth
$2,400 were smashed, fires were
set in trash cans, a country ow-
ned truck destroyed by flames.

Medvedev Book Indicts
Soviet Lack of Freedom

LONDON (AP) - A noted Soviet
scientist, tossed into a mental
lospital by Communist authorities
last spring because of his views,
has produced a book, smuggled to

the West, which severely indicts

the Communist system for its re-
strictions on scientific freedom.

The smuggled manuscript, pub-
lished Thursday by Macmillan and
Co. in the original Russian, is

called "The Medvedev Papers,
the Plight of Soviet Science." It

is by Dr. Zhores A. Medvedev,
45, a geneticist who headed a
department at the Obninsk Instit-

ute of Medical Radiology.

A translated excerpt appeared in

Nature, the journal of international

science, and full English versions
will be published next year in Bri-
tain and the United States.

Medvedev was detained by So-
viet authorities for three weeks

in a mental hospital last May be-
cause he challenged the system.
His release resulted from strong
protests lodged by fellow Russian
scientists, but at present he is
said to be unemployed.

The published excerpt of his book
told how Medvedev was refused
permission in 1966 to attend a sym

-

posium at Sheffield University,
where he was invited to give a key
lecture on "Molecular Aspects of
Aging." He listed a maze of burea-
ucratic evasions that prevented
him from attending.

Instead, Medvedev said, on the
day the lecture was scheduled, he
and others from four laboratories
took their turn with other employ-
ees of city organizations in har-
vesting potatoes outside Obninsk.

"Dr. Medvedev has written a
constructive criticism of the pre-
sent arrangements and not a piece

of subversive literature," said

Nature. "It is earnestly to be
hoped that it will be so regarded."
"Medvedev is not at all a sub-

versive character - he is a patriot,
'

'

said a spokesman for Macmillan's.
"His book could do a lot to in-

crease the flow of information and
ideas between East and West."

News Analysis

Hussein's Strategy
By The Associated Press ^^ "

If King Hussin is gambling on forcing a showdown with the guer-
rillas in Jordan in a bid for national survival, he holds effective
cards. He now has put it squarely up to the guerillas, proposing that
they either submit to Jordan's government or fight.

This course has its dangers both for the Jordanian crown and the
hopes for Middle East peace in general, but anv course in present
circumstances would be dangerous. Hussein, however, is a ruler
whose friends and enemies alike pay tribute to the courage he has
demonstrated in the past.

Hussein is not the sort to do nothing and wait to be overwhelmed.
The idea of establishing military government and involing martial
law to provoke a showdown now, rather than later, would have some lo-
gical attractions for him which could outweigh even the long term risk
of a major world crisis.

First, it was likely that the present officers and a large majority of
the Jordanian army would remain loyal to the king. Probably only a
small minority these days are Palestinians. If so, this army of
55,000 probably can easily take care of Hussein's immediate enemies.
The enemies of the crown include combined guerrilla forces of

about 32,000, about 12,000 Iiaqi regulars camped on Jordanian soil,
and whatever Syria might decide to send. The guerrillas are spread
out, largely untrained forces whose command often is divided.
The Iraqis are not noted as soldiers. The Syrians have their own

problems of guarding frontiers with Israel. And Hussein's enemies
in general lack the know how and professionalism of the Jordanian
army and its officers, heirs to the traditions of the elite British trai-
ned Arab Legion of years ago.

Hussein has chosen a strong right arm to head his military govern-
ment. Field Marshal Habis Majali was trained by the British at Sand-
hurst. He is one of a corps of Bedouin leaders fiercely loyal to the 34
year old king.

Second, a showdown with the guerrillas now could put it up to Egypt's
Gamal Abdel Nasser to demonstrate where he stands. In other years
Nasser was among those crying for Hussein's scalp.

The situation is different now. Like Hussein, Nasser needs a mea-
sure of peace m id stability and supports the idea that it is at least
possible to achieve it with Israel, a premise rejected by the guer-
rillas.

Thus, in a sense, Nasser and Hussein are in the same tent, voices
of relative moderation in a radical sea. Can Nasser now afford to
have the extreme guerrillas in charge in Jordan and able to involve
him in a new shooting war whether or not he is ready? Can he do
anything to prevent this sort of development?

Ky Told Not to "Tamper # w

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon's Senate lieutenants told

South Veitnam's Vice President
Nguyen Cao Ky Thursday to stay
home and not tamper with Amer-
ica's domestic affairs by speaking
at a "march for victory" rally

here.

Their strongly worded stand was
immediately endorsed by Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mans-
field of Montana, by Sen. John
Stennis, D Miss., chairman of

the Armed Services Committee,
and by a procession of Senate do-

Bomb Threat Causes
Emergency Jet Landing
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - A Pan American World Airways 747 jumbo

jet -made an emergency landing at Bangor International Airport Thu-
iSday afternoon after an anonymous bomb threat was telephoned
to Pan Am's New York office.

The jet carried 236 passengers and a crew of 16 and all evacu-
ated the plane through its emergency chutes in 90 seconds.
The plane was moved to a remote corner of the airport where

it was searched. An airport spokesman said no bomb was found.
Later the crew and all but one of the passengers boarded a re-

lief jet to continue their flight to New York.
Five of those who hurried from the 747 were treated for minor

injuries at a Bangor hospital. All were released, the spokesman
said, except one person with a heart condition.

The jet was 70 miles out of Bangor flying at 35,000 feet when the
pilot, Capt. Stewart Doe of Miami, Fla., was notified of the bomb
threat.

ves and hawks
"It is wrong for an official

of a foreign government to at-

tempt to tamper with the politi-

cal process and public opinion
of another country, "said Sen. Gor-
don Allott, R Colo., chairman of

the Senate's Republican Policy
Committee.

Allott, who often serves as Sen-
ate spokesman for the President's
views, said Ky's acceptance of an
invitation to speak at the Oct.

3 rally on the Washington Monu-
ment grounds could only reopen

the wounds of American internal

dissent over the war.

The rally is sponsored by the
Rev. Carl Mclntire, a fundamen-
talist radio cleric, who flew to
Saigon last weekend to persuade
Ky not to yield to what he said
was pressure from the White Ho-
use and State Department to stay
home.

If you feel you are getting a good education (or for that mat-

ter an education) don't bother to show up at the

TEACHER EVALUATION MEETING

Sept 28 at 7 P.M. in Rm 162,

Campus Waffle.

DANCE
SEPT. 18, 1970 8-12 P.M.

MUSIC BY THE MIDNIGHTERS

Campus Center Auditorium

Admission 75c

Sponsored by

STOSO
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Fine Arts

Comp LitWill Show
Film Masterpieces
A series of seven full-length feature films, coordinated with the

literature in comparative Literature 201, will be shown throughout
the semester Already recognized as contemporary European and
American masterpieces, the seven films are available by subscription
from the Comparative Literature secretary. 814 Thompson, for $3.50.
Admission at the door: $.75. All showings in Mahar, time to be
announced.

Sept. 22: 6:30 and 9:30 FEDERICO FELLINI'S LA DOLCE VITA.
Fellini's filmic critique of Western society at its apex, psycholog-
ical, sociological, metaphysical, starring Marcel lo Mastroianni as
The Observer, with Anita Ekberg, Anouk Aimee.

Sept. 29: JOSEPH STRICKS THE BALCONY, based on the play
by Jean Genet, starring Shelley Winters as Madame Irma, hostess
in a revolution- surrounded brothel that strangely resembles cont-
emporary reality By the director of Joyce's ULYSSES and Miller's
TROPIC OF CANCER.

Oct. 6: INGMAR BERGMANS WINTER LIGHT, Bergmans meta-
physical summa concerning a priest who believes in God's death and
his effect on his parishioners.

Nov. 3: ORSON WELLES' THE TRIAL, based on Kafka's novel,
starring Anthony Perkins as Joseph K, with Jeanne Moreau. Elsa
Martinelli, Romy Schneider, and Welles as The Lawyer.

Dec. 1 ARTHUR PENN'S MICKEY ONE, a Kafkaesque nightmare
set in contemporary America, starring Warren Beatty as Mickey
One. By the director of BONNIE AND CLYDE and ALICE'S REST-
AURANT

Dec. 8: MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI'S BLOW-UP, the most mis-
understood, underinterpreted, and absolutely coherent film of recent
years, questioning irrational man's ability to comprehend subjectively
an objective world, with David Hemmings as the Photographer and
Vanessa Redgrave as the Girl.

Dec. 22. FELLINI'S 8 1/2, starring Marcello Mastrianni as the Artist.

Anouk Aimee as the Wife, Sandra Milo as the Mistress, Claudia Car-
dinal as the Muse. Fellini's objective -subjective exploration of

one man's attempt to cope.

Osborne Concert to Feature
Turn-of-the-Century Music

FRIDAY, SI PTEMBIR 18 197C UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Dr William Osborne will play a
recital of turn -of -the -century A-
merican organ music in John M.
Greene Hall at Smith College on
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. The concert
is open to the public, and there is

no admission charge.

Dr. Osborne will perform music
by Horatio Parker, George White

-

field Chadwick, Daniel Gregory

Mason. Arthur Foote, and John
Knowles Paine. The organ is the

1910 Austin of 70 stops especial-

ly suited to this music

The recital, presented by the

Smith College Department of Mu-
sic, will coincide with the opening
meeting of the Springfield Chapter
of the American Guild of Orga-
nists.

Dr. Osborne is the University

Organist and an associate pro-

fessor of music at Denison Uni-

versity, Granville, Ohio. In ad-

dition, he is director of choral

music. A native of Bradford, Pa.,

he took his formal advanced tr-

aining at the University of Mi-

chigan, where he earned the doc-

tor of musical arts degree in 1964.

Dr. Osborne has studied with Ro-

bert Noehren and Marilyn Mason
at Michigan and with Nadia Bou-

langer and Andre Marchal at the A -

merican Conservatory in Fon-

tainebleau, France. He has con-

certized in this country and in

Europe

.

His present research interest

is in Early American Music, and

he has been collecting and arran-
ging materials that reflect music
in America during the 18th and
19th centuries. He has held re-

search grants from the Carnegie
Foundation through the Great La-
kes Colleges Association and the

Ford Foundation Humanities Pro-
gram. At Denison he directs the

150 -voice Concert Choir, the Cha-
pel Choir, and the Denison Sing-

ers, a selected mixed chorus of

16 voices.

Following the recital Sunday
evening, there will be an informal
reception for all to meet Dr. Os-
borne in the back room at John
M. Greene Hall.

Free Rock Concert Sun.
Fat, Clean Living, and Cham-

mish will appear Sunday in a free
afternoon of rock at the campus
pond. The Together Group plus
one has arranged the concert, sch-
eduled to begin at 2 p.m.

Fat performes frequently at U-
Mass and this summer played
at the Strawberry Fields festival
in Canada. Their first album
was recently released by RCA.
Clean Living is an acoustical

guitar group including members
of Bold and Boss Tweed. Cham-
mish is a newly formed group
specializing in blues -rock sound.

The three groups are appear-
ing on their own, because they en-

joy performing. People are wel-

come to bring their own instru-

ments for an all -together percus-
sion jam. In case of rain, the

concert will be held in the Campus
Center auditorium.

Dancers Demonstrate
The University of Massachuset-

ts Concert Dance Group will pre-
sent a lecture -demonstration
on dance choreography at 8:15

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium, on
September 21 and 22.

The program will show four

Fine Quality
Jewelry, Pewter and Silver

— also —

Engraving and Watch Kepaii

WINN JEWELERS
Across from

the Gre> in.

AMHEKsT

methods of choreographing; the
process of creating and rehear-
sing the dance; and the presenta-
tion of the finished art.

The program is primarily dir-

ected by students majoring in dance
at the University and is being
produced under the supervision
of Marilyn V. Patton and Daniel
Peterson.

REDMEN FOOTBALL
THIS SATURDAY

UMASS
vi.

MAINE
Play-by-play:

Ken Horseman
Color: Dove Melvin
AIR TIME: 12:45

Redmen Kick-off Preview:
at 12:30 with Hoi Dash

WMUA 91.1 FM

Play toDepict

HansberryLife
Connecticut Valley theatre au-

diences will have an opportunity

to see the New York production
of Lorraine Hansberry's "To Be
Young, Gifted and Black" at UMass
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 25 and
26. All performances will be held
in Bowker Auditorium.

"To Be Young .Gifted and Black"
is the first offering in the 1970-

71 UMass Fine Arts Council Se-
ries. The Series will bring to

the campus some 40 major pro-
fessional events in popular, clas-
sical and chamber music, thea-
tre and contemporary dance.

Critical acclaim for "To Be
Young, Gifted and Black" has been
high wherever the production has
appeared Clive Barnes, writing
in the New York Times, has cal-
led the production "wonderfully
moving and entertaining."

"To Be Young, Gifted and Black

"

is the story of the black author
Lorraine Hansberry. who died at

the age of 34 of cancer. At 29.
she became the youngest American
the fifth woman, and the only black
dramatist to win the coveted New
York Drama Critic s Circle A-
ward for the Best Play of the
Year, "A Raisin in the Sun."

Her husband, Robert Nemiroff,
has adapted "To Be Young, Gif-

ted and Black" from letters, di-

aries, and notes of Miss Hans-
berry. The cast will include

Justitia Davis, Margeret Och-
wat and Tina Sattin.

THE TAPE BUG
AMHERST AUDICf

carries Western New England's largest stock of

TDK Open Reel and Cassette Tapes
Unrivaled in both quality and frequency response, Amherst Audio makes this unique guarantee of product per-

formance.

"If any defect in performance or manufacture becomes evident during the lifetime of the original purchaser,
return ihe tape along with your sales slip and upon examination, you will be issued a new tape at no cost."

There! That should make you feel better about catching the TAPE BUG. After all, it's better than a tapeworm.

AMHERST AUDICf
197 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

lust a Little Out of the Ordinary

Hampshire College Dean
To Speak on Environment

The League of Women Voters
will hold an evening coffee on

Thursday. September 24 at 7:30

p.m. in the Worcester Dining Hall

(adjacent to parking lot #4) off Nor-
th Pleasant St. The speaker for

the evening will be Everett M.
Hafner, Dean of the School of

Natural Science and Mathematics
at Hampshire College who will

speak on the topic. "The Air We
Breathe. ".

Dean Hafner is a physicist with

research interests in cosmic rad-

iation, astronomy, and exobiology.

Before joining Hampshire College
his professional career included

work at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory, at Cambridge Univer-
sity, as a Staff Physicist with the

Commission on College Physics,

with the Mees Laboratory on op-

tical studies, and as a faculty

member at the University of Roch-
ester.

Members of the League of Wom-
en Voters are invited to bring their

husbands to this opening meeting,

and are especially urged to bring

along interested friends. All new-
comers to the area as well as

students who might be interested

in this event or in joining the Lea-
gue are cordially invited to at-

tend.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the League Member-
ship chairman, Connie Gillen at

253-9827.

Copies of the 1970 Index will be distributed from the van in front of the Student Un-

ion again today.

Metawampe

Takes On A New Look

LICCCAL ACTS AiAJCCS
PQTcan open a whole new world of opportunity...

Each year, NSA offers challenging career

opportunities to Liberal Arts majors through

participation in the Professional Qualification

Test. This year, NSA has scheduled the PQT
for Saturday, October 10. Completion of this

Test by the Liberal Arts major is a prerequisite

to consideration for NSA employment.

The Career Scene at NSA: The National

Security Agency is the U.S. Government

agency responsible for developing invulner-

able communications systems to transmit

and receive vital information. As an NSA
professional, you will be trained to work
on programs of national importance in such

areas as:

• Cryptography— developing & logical proving

of new crypto-logic concepts

• Research— the gathering, analysis, and re-

porting of substantive data

• Language— used as a basic tool of research

into a number of analytical fields

• Programming— includes data systems

program writing, and development of

mechanical and administrative procedures

• Documentation— technical writing in its

broadest sense, including research, writing,

editing, illustrating, layout and reproduction

Your specific academic major is of secondary

importance. Of far greater importance are

your ingenuity, intellectual curiosity and

perseverance— plus a desire to apply them in

assignments where imagination is the essential

qualification.

Salaries start at 58,000.00 and are supple-

mented by the benefits of career federal

employment.

Advancement and Career Development—
NSA promotes from within, and awards

salary increases as you assume greater

responsibility. NSA also is anxious to

stimulate your professibnal and intellectual

growth in many ways, including intensive

formal as well as on-the-job training.

Advanced study, if job related, is available,

at any of seven area universities and can be

partially or wholly reimbursed through NSA
Fellowships or other assistance programs.

The deadline for PQT applications is Septem-

ber 30 (for the October "10 test). Pick up a

PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office. It

contains full details and the necessary test

registration form. College Relations Branch,

National Security Agency, Ft. George G.

Meade, Maryland 20755. Attn: M321. An
equal opportunity employer, M/F.

I'
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Tippo Debut
Chancellor Oswald Tlppo commenced the school year on a bad note

Wednesday when he fired a Convocation address that was a classical
example of a needless hard line and threatening overreaction.
We share with the Chancellor his concern of legislative repression

that has been demonstrated elsewhere, California being the prime ex-
ample. And we share his consternation concerning bomb threats,
building defacing, etc. And we fully realize that Agnewian reactions
are sweeping middle America.

However, it is unfortunate that the Chancellor took the tone of
issuing threats and direct reprisal. He himself has stated that Mas-
sachusetts has been fortunate to escape repressive legislation. He
did not add this is due in a large part to the dedication of the huge
majority of students here, to the rejection of violence. The May
Student Strike is a recent reminder.
UMass has not had firebombings or destruction that schools suf-

fering repression have had. And UMass has only closed, in essence
once, last spring, and even then workshops, etc. continued an educa-
tive process that even had some visiting legislators interested.

Administrators repeatedly stress that to maintain their beloved
trl-partite community, there must be mutual trust between all sides.
The Chancellor seems to have indicated that he has lost that trust
towards this student body because of the defacing of a building, and
because of the fear of a legislature that has onlymutely threatened.

In the past Dr. Tippo has indicated strong willingness to reason
with students in order to prevent the polarization that has reached
tragic proportions around the country. His Wednesday speech does
not continue this tradition.

We realiza that the Chancellor needed a public statement that

.would pacify those on the right. But he didn't have to use an oc-
' casion that is designed for the university community, nor did he have
to issue a statement that is so rigidly menacing.
He could at least have given some credit to a student body that in

Jhe face of growing violence by their contemporaries has tried to re-

gain peaceful.

Campus Conspiracy

Dr. Edward Chalfant, editor of

Measure, the newsletter of the Un-
iversity Centers for Rational Al-
ternatives, told the NAM Public
Affairs Committee meeting in At-
lanta that there is a conspiracy
to bring crisis to the universities

but that new teacher -leaders are
working to solve the problem.

Dr. Chalfant said the university
crisis has an active side and a

passive side. "In addition to the
terrorists and the unconditional

pacifists, there are those who wish
not to object very strongly, or
at all, to the actions of the one
or the other." He emphasized
that the campus revolution is par-
tly going forward by consent.

He warned of the danger from
faculty nihilists and noted that the

New University Conference of pro-
fessors has not been investigated

by Federal officials looking at

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and mustcs--
ry the writer's signature, ad-

dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

upon request). The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p.m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters.

campus unrest.

But he offered some hope.
"We in America shall begin to

get out of the social problems
that are now tormenting us in

proportion as men and women who
are not lawyers and are not gen-
erals (the traditional leaders) pre-
pare themselves for ultimate pub-
lic responsibilities. The educators
must take the lead in surmount-
ing the university crisis."

While asserting that college tea-

chers "by and large are a sorry
lot," Dr. Chalfant predicted that

the new leaders who are emerg-
ing among the teachers will

"prove in action that they are
capable of understanding the un-
iversity crisis . . and that they
are actually moving to bring a-

bout its solution."

(reprinted from NAM Reports 9-

14-70)

If We Don't

Have It,

You Don't

Need It!

"I can't imagine any faculty member runn-

ing his own show... the only thing which we fa-

culty really care about is our student's welfare."

This was the way in which the Faculty Senate's

representative to the Board of Trustees, Hen-
ry Korson, told the Board in August that all

faculty members would abide by a Board dir-

ective, which asks all faculty members not to

schedule exams during the time of the "optional"
Princeton Plan.

It was with this statement that Korson answ-
ered student trustee Glenn Elters' fear that

some faculty might disregard the Trustees wishes,
and by scheduling exams during the Princeton
Plan week in effect, would punish students for

their political beliefs.

This was the way Korson told the Board that

the Faculty wouldn't mind if they defeated the

Princeton Plan, which the Faculty -Senate passed
in May. This was the Korson told the Board
that the faculty would cooperate with students
this fall.

"I can't imagine any faculty member running

his own show... the only thing which we facul-

ty really care about is our students' welfare."

the consequences.

A few hours later, in the belly of Machmer,
a math instructor says, "I'm told that no exams
are to be scheduled during the Princeton Plan
week, and I haven't made out the exam sch-
edsle for this course as yet. But I can tell you
this, I'm not about to alter my course for any
Trustee brainstorm."

"I can't imagine any faculty member running
his own show...the only thing which we faculty

really care about is our students' welfare."
«»»»*»»»»»

fear that an optional

encourage faculty to

»•»«*»»*»

It is the first day of the new semester, and the

government Professor stands in his class and tells

his students, "I'm not paying any attention to

the so-called Princeton Plan... if you want to skip

a week or two of classes during the semester, go
right ahead, but you better be willing to accept

It is obvious that Elters

Princeton Plan would only

discriminate against students whose political be
liefs they disagreed with has been born out.

It has also become clear that the Board of Tru-
stees are unable to judge the mood or opinion
of the faculty in general from the reports which
they receive from Henry Korson.
A great number of faculty members, it ap-

pears, will jump at the opportunity to "punish"
students with whom they disagree politically.

The best example of this is the instructor who
told his government class, "If any of you par-
ticipated in last year's Student Strike, perhaps
you should look around for another section...

this one may not be too pleasant for you."
Henry Korson aside, many faculty members

seem intent to run their own shows and dis-
regard the welfare of their students. And there
isn't a hell of a lot that can be done about it.

Letters To The Editor

It's The Secretaries
To the editor:

It was last semester, with the

strike and all, when you realized

that the white fortress was not the

haven of misanthropes its struc-

ture seemed to indicate. Rath-
er, out of some quiet office, a
rather quiet form was issued which
simply abolished grades as we, the

students , once so fondly know them

.

Someone wasn't a close -eared so
and so after all. Closed mouth,
though, quietly subverting and cha-
nging his or its hierarchical sur-
rounds by just merely 'popping

the balloon' with a little pen and
ink. Well, it would have come
anyway, or has it come to any-
thing?

Point of information: The new
Campus Center, is based literally

on two floors of student services.
And running the rest of the "won-
der" floors is the Campus Cen-
ter Supervisor, the Hotel Manager,
and many other student - unrelated
organizations. All fine and good,
but did you ever try to see, meet,
or make an appointment with any
of these gentlemen: The secret-
aries say their busy. You say
that you could come back later.
They say their bosses are out of
town. Can you make an appoin-
tment? What about? What else,
could you see this boss for a job,
work or whatever. Sorry, you
can't make an appointment for that.
Why not? Because you just can't...

Look there are a thousand stud-
ents who want to see Mr.- -

and he cant see all of them.

And you say, I see only one here
now. She says, sorry. Who can
I see? I don't know, she says.
(Then desperately) then could I

ask Mr.---? NO!
Conclusion: There are real peo-

ple in the Campus Center as there
were in Whitmore, but they seem
to be hiding behind the dresses
now. My plea then is to quit

this gate -way interference beca-
use, from past experience, I know
that people listen. Or for those
who must, don the misanthropic
skirt and blouse and really make
the decisions yourselves. And in

this specific case, it is a dec-
ision of how do you want to con-
front those thousand students.

ART BUCHWALD
Political Football Has Started

The national political football

season has just opened, and Coach
Dick Nixon has indicated he hopes
to drop several Democrats
from the United States congress-
ional team
He has assigned the task of get-

ting rid of these players to Ass-
istant Coach Spiro Agnew.
"Our motto here," Agnew told

reporters in the White House lo-

cker room, "is you either play for
Coach Dick Nixon, or you don't
play at all."

"Then you hope to get as many
Republicans on the congressional
team as possible?" a reporter
asked.

"That's correct. We'resickand
tired of mealy -mouth defeatist,

radical -liberal players who have
been trying to wreck Coach Ni-
xon's game plan. We radical -

liberal players who have been try-
ing to wreck Coach Nixon's game
plan. We don't want them here,

and we're going to do everything
in our power to see they con't

come back. '

'

"Then you feel there are disloyal

elements on the team?"
"I don't feel it. I know it.

The Democrats have been causing
dissension ever since Coach Nixon
took over. They've been running
down Nixon's strategy, praising
our opponents and keeping us from
winning a game. They're playing
only to the students , radicals , bomb
throwers, peaceniks, pornograph-
ers and long -hairs in the stands.
We feel these hopeless hysterical
hypochondriacs have no right

to wear the red, white and blue
colors of the United States team."

"Coach Agnew. are you saying
the Democratic members of the
team are responsible for all the
disruptions in the stands?"

"That's correct. These Demo-
crat troglodytic leftist players
have encouraged defiance of

(Ed Note: Contributions are
solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:
students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques-
tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.
Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their
identities must be known to the
editors, who will protect the
Innocent, if need be.)

authority, have been responsible
for destroying the cheer -leading
for Coach Nixon, and have made it

possible for the other teams to

think they can beat us. We're
going to weed out these effete mal -

contents and make sure only true-
blue Americans suit up for Uncle
Sam."

"There has been some question
raised, Coach Agnew, that Coach
Nixon's strategy leaves a lot to be
desired."

"This question was raised by
the Eastern Establishment sports'
press," said Agnew angrily. "The
columnists and reporters keep
writing what's wrong with the team,
but they never say anything about
what we're doing right. Why don't
you sports writers tell the truth?"
"What is the truth. Coach?"
"That Coach Nixon is the great-

est coach in the history of pol-
itical footaall. He plays hard
and he plays dirty, and he expects
nothing less from any of us. But
every time he comes up with a
sure-fire play, the radical lit .rals
try to block it, or start their
pusillanimous pussy - footing ar-
ound the wrong end. The fans are
getting sick and tired of it."

A trainer started to rub some
invective into Coach Agnew's
spleen.

"Ah," he said, "that feels good
Well, gentlemen, I have to go on
the field now and see how many
goldbricking nabobs of negativism
I can bump from the squad. Are
there any more questions?"
"One more, Coach. What does

your defense look like?"
"It's never been better. If

we win any games this year Coach
Nixon will get all the credit. If

we lose any we'll blame It all
on Coach Lyndon Johnson who
messed up everything before we
took over the team."

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles
Times

New Courses Set
(Editor's note-The following are descriptions of two courses which
are new to the University this Fall.)

Asian Studies

This course provides an opportunity to become acquainted with
some of the major works of one of mankind's richest literatures
Japan has been perhaps the most creative aad successful nation
during the past generation in coping with the twentieth century It
may be argued that this success is due in large part to the strength
and persistence of the Japanese traditional order During the course
of the year the literary aspects of this remarkable homogeneous and
consistent order will be examined on a broad scale. The sources will
be translations of works of literature which are important both as
expressions of their own particular times and for their subsequent
influences on thought, taste, and style in all areas of life. The goal
of the course will be to provide students with points of view from which
to examine afresh some of the problems of our own time and place
Comparative Literature 243 will be given in Autumn semester.

It will concern itself with Japanese literature from its beginnings un-
til 1600. Topics to be considered will include Buddhism and Shinto
and the productive tensions between them in the Japanese world
view, the evolution of ideal masculine and feminine types and a radi-
cally different kind of courtly love, the development of a poetry of
direct and unintellectualized response to experience, the rise of fe-
male genius and the early success of the novel, the rise of martial
values and the military epic, and what nearly a millenium and a half
of intense devotion to letters and literary values means in the deve-
lopment of a civilization.

Comp. Lit. 243

The course will emphasize the practice of Zen tradition and the
symbolistic behavior that expresses the universality of Buddha

-

nature. Lectures will be based on Zen dialogues from both Chinese
and Japanese sources, and the nature and processes of Zen Buddhism,
a special transmission outside of the Buddhist Sacred Teaching, will

be analyzed.

The course will include Zen characteristics, the function of Zen
symbols, Zen style behavior, and Zen monastic perfectionism. These
features will be studied in order to understand Zen styles of argu-
ment and their verifiability.

Class will be held at Holdsworth Hall, Room 305, 11:15 MWF

Poison Quized Begon
WASHINGTON (AP) - After ye-

ars of prodding by Congress, the

Interior Department agreed Thu-
rsday to ask industries to tell

the government how much and what

kind of poisons they dump into

the nation's streams.

The department said work to-

ward making the first voluntary

national inventory of industrial

wastes will begin within a month.

But the public will not be privy

to all the information.

The decision was hailed by me-
mbers of a House Government Op

-

erations subcommittee, one of the

congressional panels which has

long sought it.

But skepticism persisted. Be-

cause some of the information will

be kept secret, Rep. Henry S.

Reuss, D Wis., said he fears

a government coverup of the names
of polluters and where and when
they dump industrial wastes.

But Undersecretary of the In-

terior Fred J. Russell and Da-

vid D. Dominick, commissioner
of the Federal Water Quality Ad-

ministration, said the public will

receive essential information.

What will be kept confidential

are trade secrets covering oper-

ations and processes of plants,

Russell said.

The policy will be to tell the

public what an industry is doing
with industrial wastes, not "how
he did it," Russell said. The
information will be solicited by
a questionnaire sent to industries,

along with instructions.

Dominick said one thing that

held up the inventory proposal
was the extent the data obtained
would be confidential. He indi-

cated also there had been disa-

greements by high officials

.

Reuss demanded the names of

the officials responsible Do-

minick and Russell held their gr-

ound in refusing to disclose them.

But in Dominick 's written sta-

tement, he said the Bureau of

the Budget refused in 1968 to ap-

prove a proposed questional re

"Needless to say," Reuss said,

We are delighted after seven

long years the questionaire this

committee has been asking for
is finally a reality."

In his statement, Dominick gave
these details of how the plan will

work:
-Submission of industrial waste
information to the government is

completely voluntary. But once
an industry submits it, it can be
used by the government even for

prosecution.

-Information on trade secrets and
plant operations and processes
will be kept from the public. Re-
lease will be limited to statistical

summaries not naming the plants.

-The information will be avail-

able to state, interstate and lo-

cal water pollution control offi-

cials.

w

Big City Wheels
WHEELY COMMUTERS - Some of approximately 1,000 persons ride bicycles through

New York's Fifth Avenue as they participate in Mayor John V. Lindsay's "Bike for a
Better City" day earlier this week. The program was one of several the ci ties has ini-

tiated this year, including "Clear-Air Day", which are designed to make the city a
nicer place in which to live, city administrators claim.

Looking For A

Challenge?

Join The MDC
Advertising

Staff

Call 545-2550

From 9:00 - 5:00 Daily

SOPH-FROSH PICNIC

Saturday, September 19, 1970

Behind Southwest

LIVE MUSIC FOOD

ALL INVITED
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Direct Election
Hits First Snag

NEW ORLEANS - POLICE MOVE IN ON PANTHERS - Riot-equipped police crouch as
they move in on the Black Panther headquarters during a shootout in New Orleans ear-
lier this week. Fourteen persons were arrested and 7 were wounded duri ng the exchange
of gunfire. The Black Panther headquarters is in the background.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Supporters
of a constitutional amendment for
fleeting the president by direct
popular vote lost a critical round
In the Senate Thursday but main-
tained they still have a chance
of winning.

A 54-36 vote fell 6 short of

the required two thirds majority
for putting the debate closing clo-
ture rule into effect and forcing
a showdown on the proposed am -

endmeni
Pending an analysis of the vote

.

Democratic leader Mike Mansfield
of Montana reserved decision on
whether to let the debate run on
or to drop the amendment and turn
to other legislation.

"I don't want to go through an
exercise in futility," he said. "I
don't believe in putting on a char-
ade for the benefit of any group.''

Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., chief
Senate sponsor of the direct el-
ection plan, said he would try to

keep it alive. "I don't intend to

play dead. " he told newsmen.
The proposed amendment would

abolish the Electoral College and
provide that a presidential can-
didate receiving 40 per cent or
more of the popular vote would
be elected. If no candidate re-
ceived 40 per cent, a runoff el-
ection would be held between the
two front runners.

YES, PEOPLE DO GO

TO CHURCH IN AMHERST

Immanuel Lutheran Church
867 North Pleasant Street, Amherst

(Adjacent to the UMass School of Education)

— S E R VICES —
SUNDAY 10-30 A.M.
WEDNESDAYS 7:30 P.M.

Transportation provided. Call church office 549-0322
or 549-1638.

TONIGHT

"CAMELOT"
S.U. BALLROOM

ft- 8:30 -11 p.m.

Admission 50c

Sponsored by Newman Hub

The House approved the amend-
ment by a. 339-70 vote almost
exactly a year ago and President
Nixon subsequently endorsed it

To take effect, even if approved
by the required two thirds margins
in the Senate, it would have to

be ratified by 38 of the 50 state

legislatures

The move to cut off the Senate
debate that began sept 8 was in-

itiated by Manstieid two days ago
and provided the first test of

strength between the opposing
sides.

It was not a clear cut test,

however, since Sens. Alan Bible,

D-Nev., and Robert D. Byrd, D-
W. Va.. who are among the spon-
sors of the direct election amend-
ment, voted against closing out

the debate.

And some others said they felt

the move was premature. Bayh
himself said he favored waiting
longer to try for cloture. He
said some of his colleagues hon-
estly felt the issue should be de-
bated more thoroughly.

Of the 54 senators who voted
for ending the debate, 33 were
Democrats and 21 were Repub-
licans. Voting against the move
were 18 senators of each party
mostly from southern and small
states.

Stowaway Soaked

PORTLAND. Maine (API - A
young German stowaway who jum -

ped ship Tuesday and swam about
650 feet to a Portland Harbor is-

land while pushing an air tight

can containing dry clothing is now
awaiting a deportation hearing.
George Tanner. 22, was taken

into custody by police Wednesday
after he stopped at a South Port-
land barber shop to ask directions
to Boston. Several persons there
had heard about his disappearance
and notified police.

Immigration officials said the
West German waiter had boarded
the tanker Athol King in Lisbon,
Portugal. The ship went to the
Persian Gulf, then called at Port-
land with a shipment of crude oil.
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197 No. Pleasant St.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Open Smokers to be held Mon . Sept.

21st, Thurs , Sept 24th, Mon , Sept

2Hth Second floor of Memorial Hall

All at 7:30 p.m National Service Fra-
ternity

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC
Amateur Radio Club - W1PUO- first

Important meeting Monday, Sept. 21st,

7 p.m. In Radio Room, basement of

Engineering Lab Bldg. (Orange compu-
ter bldg )

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB:
Anthropology Club: meeting Mon.,

Sept. 21st, 7:30 pm.Machmer 207 All

interested are invited. At this meet-
ing we will be planning field project for

this and the coming semester.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Open House at the Univ. of Mass.

Observatory, Friday, Sept. 18th, from
sunset to midnight. If cloudy will be held

on the 19th. Public cordially invited.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
A bus will leave Whitmore for Bel-

chertown at 12:45 on Saturday. Any-
one wishing to work a couple of hours
with retarded children is welcome to

come.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
Introductory meeting for leadership

training, Fri. night 6:30 p.m., Room
162, Campus Center.

CANCE HOUSE:
Cance House Hair ticket holders, yes

it's true. Money will be refunded

for last year's Hair Theater Party,

Mon., Sept 21st, k Tues , Sept. 22nd,

between 7-9 p.m. in the Cance House
lobby.

CLASS OF 1973:

Soph Frosh Picnic, Sat., Sept. 19,

1970, field behind Southwest. Music
and food 3:30, after the football game.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY:

Meeting of undergrad commuters: to

approve budget , set up rent control board,

etc Monday, Sept. 21st, 7:00 p.m.
in Student Union Ballroom.

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY:
Undergraduate Education Assembly-

men will meet Monday, September 21st

at 7:30 p.m. in the Knowlton House
Rec Room to discuss the plight of

the undergraduate ed major. All other

interested ed majors are Invited.

ENGLISH MAJORS
The first meeting of the English De-

pt. Undergraduate Council will be held

September 21st at 7:00 p.m. in Bart

lett 301 Come in and have a say
in what's going on in your department!

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Meeting for all old members on Mon-

day, Sept. 21st, 7:00 in Grinnell Arena.

HILLEL:
Friday evening services in Senate

Chambers, S U at 7:30 p m. Program
Judy Burstyn and Martha Lepow speak-

ing on "Israel the Students Perspec

tlve." Saturday morning services at

10:00 am in Senate Chambers, S.U.

HILLEL:
There will be a Deli Supper in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union

on Sunday evening, Sept 20th, at 6:00

p.m

HOCKEY CHEERLEADING:
Will Maureen, who tried out please no

-

tify Joy 6-7458. immediately if you're

still interested.

HOMECOMING QUEENS COMMITTEE
Girls from all classes are invited

to pick -up applications for Homecoming
Queen tn the R.S O Office Please
return them by Oct 14th and feel free

to nominate vour friends and or your-
self

Notices
HUMAN SEXUALITY COURSE
A Human Sexuality Lecture Series

will be offered for one credit on

Monday evenings 7.30-10:00 beginning

Sept 28th through November 23rd

Register for course HEED 391 Topics

covered will Include contraception, ab-

ortion, pregnancy and birth, psycho

-

sexual development, etc. open to en-

tire University.

PUBLICITY FOR HOMECOMING:
The Publicity Committee for Home -

coming will be meeting Tues.. Sept

22nd at 7:00 PM in Room 172 Campus
Center in place of Wednesday's meet-

ing. Attendance mandatory.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE:
Meditation and changing open to all,

today, 6 to 7 PM, Room 817, Campus
Center. Open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, meditation, and changing on

Monday, 8 to 1 AM, Thoreau Lounge

KAPPA DELTA PI:

Organizational Meeting of Kappa

Delta Pi, Tuesday, Sept. 22nd, at 7:30

PM IN Room 175 of the Campus Center.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI:
Do you dig making collagues? Come

to an Environmental Art & Music day
at 389 No. Pleasant and help us create
a masterpiece. Sunday, Sept. 20th
at 2:30

NES.
The first of a series of orientation

workshops will be held this Sunday at

7:30 in the Campus Center Ballroom
for all prospective tutors.

the above notices were on page 3

the following notices were on page
6 of the copy.

SWAP:
SWAP Organizational Meeting, room

311, Campus Center, Monday. Sept. 21st.

UNIVERSITY CHORUS:
University Chorus, Music 162 1-

credit, male voices needed phone Mr
Harler 545-0624 or 545-0532.

UNIV. OF MASS. DAMES CLUB:
Univ. of Mass Dames Club, Sept

23, 1970, "Get to know your neighbors
and your community Coffee Klatch All

wives of U Mass. and Amherst College
students invited, both grad tnd
and undergrad. 8:00 PM at Faney
4-H Lodge (in back of F- parking log

near stadium). Mr Gerald Grndy,
Business Manager of U. Mass and
President of Amherst Chamber of Com -

merce will be guest speaker.

UNIV. OF MASS.:
All students Interested in working

for Governor Sargent stop at our
table In Campus Center

WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
First practice, Mon Sept 21st, 4:30.

meet on the WOPE courts (in case
of rain, meet in gym). For infor-

mation: J. Keefe, 220 Mary Lyon,
and K Duggan. 6-9584

NEWMAN CLUB
On Monday. Sept 21st. Jim and Man-

Jean Smith from Somers, Conn, will

conduct a sort of marriage workshop
in the Newman Center Social Lounge
at 7 30.

NEWMAN CLUB:
CAMELOT' ' will be shown in the

Student Union Ballroom this Friday,
Sept 18th at 6, 8:30 and 11 PM. Ev-
eryone welcome

OUTING CLUB
Freshman Circus at 1:00 PM Si nday

in Herter Hall Parking Lot All mem-
bers of the University are invited. Var-
ious club activites - caving, canoeing
will be done followed by a coole-out.

OUTING CLUB:
This years introductory meeting for

prospective members will be Mon, Sept

21st at 6:30 PM In the Campus Cen-
ter, room 105. Dues may be paid.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL:
Open parties Sunday, Sept. 20th at

Pi Phi, 5:30. Lambda Delta Phi, 2:30;

Kappa Kappa Gamma 7:00.

PRECISIONETTES:
Practice Mon -Fri at 4:40 in Dick-

inson Parking Lot. Any UMass under-
graduate woman interested in joining

please come and meet the top drill

team in the east or call Linda 665-3475.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, FIELD EX
PERIENCE:

All students interested in elementary
and secondary student teaching and In-

ternship during the spring semester
of 1971 mast attend an organization
meeting on Thurs., Oct. 29th. If you
are a secondary student teacher your
meeting will be from 2:30-4:00 PM
In the Mark's Meadow Auditorium. If

you are in elementary your meeting is

from 4:00-6:30 PM in the same place.

This will be the only time that pro-
grams will be explained and applica-

tions for placement distributed. You
most attend if you expect to be placed
in the Spring semester of 1971.

SDS:

SDS Meeting to discuss past SDS
activites, summer actions and what to

do during the school year to fight a-

gainst the war in Indochina, racism in

the U.S., male chaovlniam Monday,
Sept 21st, 7:30 PM, Machmer W 22

SKYDIVING:
UMass Sport Parachute Club fall re -

cruitment meeting All interested per

-

sons are invited to attend. Film and
equipment display. Wed.. Sept 23,1970,

7:45 PM, Campus Center 165. Person
in charge Marc James i- 203 -688- 1911

ext 2659

SOCIOLOGY 104:

Sociology 104 will meet on Friday,

18th Sept. 2:30 at Mahar. Informations

about exams, papers, etc.

SPECTRUM:
There will be a meeting Tuesday night

at 7 30 for all old staffers in room
177 in the Campus Center Plans for

future issues will be discussed

STUDENT SENATE ACTIVITIES COMM-
ITTEE:

Will meet Monday 6:30 PM in Room
174. Campus Center.

*7 P — the* pause that rHrrshrs -

Today at 3:00 p.m.

It's Finality Open

And It's Yours

Now What?
Suggestions and Complaints

There is a suggestion box located on

the concourse level at the Campus

Center scheduling desk. Leave

your ideas there for the Campus Center

Governing Board.

Placement Sessions

For Seniors Slated
Several Career Planning and Placement Meetings have been

scheduled for Wednesday, to introduce the many facets of place-
ment and to help prepare you for your future plans. It is sug-
gested that all seniors register with placement whether their
future plans include a job, graduate school, military service
or marriage. Two meetings have been scheduled for your part-
icular field of study, one in the morning and one in the afternoon,
in order to accommodate as many students as possible. There
will also be an evening meeting for all students planning on teach-
ing. The Graduate School Orientation Meeting will be held the
following week.

SCHEDULE OF PLACEMENT MEETINGS
Wednesday, September 23, 1970

11:15 . OR • 3:35

ENGINEERS Mr. Morrissey Pub. Health Aud. cng'g Aud.
EDUCATION Mr. White Ed o. Aud. Educ. Aud.
MEN-BUS., LIB. Mr. Edwards S.U Ballroom S.U. Ballroom
ARTS, SCI.

WOMEN NOT Mrs. Hardesty Comwealth R m .

IN TEACHING (S.U.)

AGRIC. & STK- Mr. Emery Fernold D
BRIDGE

7:00

Educ. Aud.

Comwealth Rm (S.U.)

Fernold D

All seniors who are considering going on to graduate school
should attend the meeting listed below and hear a discussion of
the varioui problems involved in the selection of a graduate school
and the procedures for making application. Dean Appley of our
graduate school will be the speaker.

Wednesday. September 30, 1970 - SBA 120 - 3:30-4:30

When News Happens

You Can Read It Here

POT
. . . ATOE

SALAD
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formerly Tape & Players

humbly announces

THE HOUR SALE
A revolutionary marketing concept to the college community, which to say the least, will have a jarring effect

on the nocturnal habits of its employees and customers. We will close our door this Friday, September 18th at

12:00 noon and reopen at 6:00 p.m. and remain open for twenty-four consecutive hours. For the largest sale

of records and tapes and electronic components ever held in New England and the civilized world (which ex-

cludes N.Y.C., Newark and Chicopee Falls)!

Starting at 6:00 p.m. and
continuing till 6 p.m.

Saturday ONLY
All

8-TRACK A CASSETTE

TAPES
$4.85

regardless of list price
Examples

:

"Woodstock" $17.95

"Tommy" $10.95

"Chicago" $7.95

"Santana" $6:95

All $4.85
Sorry, no rainchecks or

special orders.

Craig Stereo

TAPE PLAYER
for the car

Reg. $89.95 list

inc. speakers

Just $69.95

Viking Telex 8 Track

Recorder Deck
Reg. list $169.95

Now $149.00

4 Only

Home 8-TracK

Player Decks

from $59.95

3 Only

EPI 100's

A Bookshelf

Loudspeaker

that will amaze you

$178.00 the pair

inc./10 year warranty

25% OFF

ON ALL
SERVICE

brought in or picked up

during the sale

Diamond Needles

$1.97 each

while supply lasts

I You must bring in your old

I needle or make and model

>f your stereo.

L. P.'s

all $4.98 list

$2.99 each

(lowest prices in N.E.)

$5.98 $3.79

$6.98 >• $4.29

$7.98 thru $14.98 $6.98

Prices prevail for the en-

tire sale — existing stock

only — no special orders.

Thine ears should hear the glory of the following:

Pioneer SA-900 amp.

EPI 202 Speakers

SLC5B Garrard

Grado FCE Cartridge

$797.45

Pioneer SX990 Receiver

Aztec Gaugin III Speakers

Aztec Gaugin IV Speakers

Garrard SL 72B

Grado FCE Cartridge

$829.35

EVERY PRODUCT

WE CARRY

IS

THE

FINEST

AVAILABLE

SHOP THE REST

THEN

BUY

THE

BEST.

7:00 AM Special - Chicago
Yes, it's a music freaks dream.
SELECTED CUTS OF BOTH THEIR MILLION SELLING L P.'S WILL BE
PERFORMED AT 7.1 ON THE RICHTER SCALE BY A MAZE OF ELEC-
TRONIC EQUIPMENT THAT WILL DAZZLE EVEN BARNEY DAVIS.

(1) Minimum 5% non-return-
able deposit on all com-
ponents.

Rules For Playing
(2> All merchandise sold on a

"first come, first serve"
basis.

Special Prices
ONLY
at hours shown.

P.M. >AY

\) AMHERST AUDIOES
famous honor system will

be observed — make sure
items selected are paid
for.

Special Highlights

Tippo Sees Dangers

(Editor's note - The following are
exerpts of Chancellor Oswald Tip-
po 's Convocation address Wed-
nesday. For an editorial comment
on the speech, see page eight.)

We will be subject to repressive
legislation and serious budget cuts

,

even warnings of withdrawal of

complete state support, if we have
any more building takeovers, if we
have any more interference with
free speech and free movement
including attendance at class, if

we have continued defacing of buil-

dings and damage to buildings, if

we continue to have strikes and
other interruptions of academic
work, and if we do not keep the
campus open for those who come
here for the serious purposes of

study and teaching. Certainly you
have to be a moron to think that

the taxpayers of this state will

continue to appropriate large sums
of mony, money which is des-
perately needed for other pur-
poses, if the University does not

stay open to provide the education
for which the money is voted. It

is my sober judgment that this

University cannot long survive un-
less WE TAKE IMMEDIATE steps
to put our house in order.

I hope that I never live to see
the day when we have to bring
in the police to quell a disturbance.

I assure you before we take that

last unfortunate step there will

be full consultation with student

leaders, the Faculty Senate Emer-
gency Committee which is set up
for precisely such purposes, and
appropriate administrators. But
surely any thinking person must
realize that if we do not bring

in the police in the event of a

serious disturbance, the matter
will be taken out of our hands.

This may lead to tragedy as it

has on other campuses.
With respect to recruiting, our

policy is to provide the opportunity

for any student who wishes --

no one if forced -- to have inter-

views with industrial, school and
governmental representatives.

It is University policy to sponsor

and encourage research which en-

hances the educational program of

the University - the training of

students , undergraduate and grad -

uate. Our decision whether to

undertake a particular piece of

research must be based on pro-

fessional evaluation of the sound-

ness of the project and the sc-

ientific and scholarly value of the

proposed study. These judgments

must be made by peer groups

of qualified and experienced sci-

entists and scholars. In each

case we must ask, are we the

appropriate agency to do the re-

search? Can it be done better

here, or somewhere else? Just

as we have freedom of speech,

we must have freedom of resea-

rch, freedom of scholarship, and

and freedom of inquiry.

Freedom of speech is a cardinal

principle of the institution known

as a university. Universities have

fought for centuries to acquire,

to protect, and to foster freedom

of speech. We cannot give up

this right. We intend to follow

the recommendations of the Fac -

ulty Senate report in dealing with

episodes similar to the disgraceful

Humphrey affair of last year:

warning by responsible University

administrators, prompt disciplin-

ary action, and provision for opp-

osition spokesmen to present their

views following the presentation

by a controversial speaker.

Perpetrators of bomb threats

and defacers of buildings have no

place in a university community

and must be separated from the

institution.

Ecology, like charity, begins at

home. In addition to enunciating

lofty principles and in addition to

criticizing the actions of other

people and other groups, let us

practice good ecology on our own

campus by not littering papers,

beer cans and other refuse; by

placing signs, notices and posters

on bulletin boards; by respecting
lawns, flower beds and shrubbery;
and by not adding to the poll-

ution of the campus pond.

I now turn to a consideration

of the central purposes of the

University -- learning and teach-
ing. We must give greater emph-
asis to our responsibilities of

teaching. Students demand it, tax-

payers and legislators demand it,

the logic of the times demand it.

We must put our house in order
lest we have imposed on us from
outside severe, rigid and ed-

ucationally unsound restrictions.

Now I am well aware of the fact

that a faculty member has many
legitimate demands on his time - -

research and scholarship, ad-

ministrative work at the depart-

mental, school and university le-

vels, and public service. I also

am aware of the inadequacy of

the teaching load as a complete
measure of a faculty member's
contributions to the University.

However, when all this is said

and admitted, we must recognize
that an appropriate amount of time
must be devoted to teaching. Our
15 to 1 faculty -student ratio im-
poses this upon us.

I think also that we must all

rearrange our academic priorities

so that we may increase our

informal contacts with students in

residential colleges, dormitories,

lounges, coffee shops, at home
and wherever good conversation is

promoted. I ask that every fac-

ulty member see to it that this

year he come to know well at

least fifteen students. After all,

we do have a 15 to 1 faculty

-

student ratio. Let us give real

human meaning and significance

to this ratio. I intend to do my
oart by continuing my weekly meet

-

mgs with Senate leaders, by having

regular meetings with the editors

of the COLLEGIAN, by holding

informal meetings with other stu-

dent groups to tap the diversity

of opinion and life styles of stu-

dents, and by continuing the weekly
open question period for students

in the Student Union. If we all

do this well, all 1300 members of

the faculty, I am sure we will

go far in understanding our stu-

dents better, in alleviating the all-

eged alienation and dehumanization

of a large institution, in enhancing

our teaching, and in improving our
educational endeavors in general.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

CHANCELLOR TIPPO, at convocation this week, spoke of the dangers whi ch he feels

the University faces from off-campus areas, such as the State Legislature. (MDC photo
by Steve Schmidt)

DEERFIELD DRIVE-IN

THEATRE
Routes S ft 10

Sooth Deerfleld, Mass.
Tel. 66S-8746

FRI. - SAT. - SUN.

2 Outstanding

HORROR SHOWS

Taste the Blood

of Dracula

also

Joan Crawford in

Trog
!

Showtime 7:30

A girl,

a boy,

a tender, funny, terrible wedding night...

The B0ULTIN6 BROTHERS' Productionthegcf
family
way-

HAYLEY MILLS JOHN MILLS HYWEL BENNETT MARJORIE RHODES mw<
HAUL Beatle McCARTNEY

j

BILL i"»lfie"!IM6HT0H'S rrrMtlirnin. „ „ r/L" 7"."
I , „ -, I TECHNICOLOR DistriDut.4 by WARNED BROS

SUNDAY, September 20 Admission 50c

7:00 & 9:30 S.U. BALLROOM

/ i

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

(mental \
\. ^ i56-fc4ll

HMMEHST HADLfV LINl.

1 Show nightly of 7:45

WOODSTOCK
;«w ~~**

r * *
i* *i

* r
•

Nightly at 7 ft 9. IS

M. A. S. H.

"1

r& •
' ¥i i» r

-
i frd

Nightly at 7 ft 9
Ingmar Bergman's

"Passion of Anna"
.•T^^TWTT!

m
1 AMHfcKS 1

1

NOW - Ends Tues.
Eves. 7:00 9:05

Mat. Sat.. Sun. 1:30

WTH CENTURY FOX ntmn

CORE VIDAIS

MYRA
BRECKINRIDGE

i
truing

Soum • I'ATTON HELLO DOLLY^~B

THE PHOENIX BOOKSHOP
MAY HAVE IT!!

WE HAVE MOVED AND EXPANDED (Between Drummer Boy & Bell's)

TO SERVE YOU BETTER.

WE HAVE ORDERED TEXTS FOR
COURSES IN...

ART, ANTHROPOLOGY, ENGLISH, ECONOMICS, COMPARATIVE LIT.,

PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY.

Wte plan to be open from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. EVERY DAY
Not only do we have the books, we have

MAGAZINES & SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 9 AM TO 10 PM DAILY
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On These Humble Grounds UMass Football Victories Grow

Student Senate

BOOK
LOANS
($25 maximum)
are available

in the

Student Senate

Office

Level 1

Campus Center

.

PREPPING FOR MAINE - UMass goes through the daily rigors of practice in order to
get in tune for the Black Bears. In the photo at top, the offensive line tests its strength
as a unit by pushing the big sled. At top right, Dick Cummings batters a dangling pad.
Below, the Redman quarterback candidates develop timing with their receivers; here
Ken Hughes hurls a look-in pass to a waiting end. (MDC photos by Gary Slickman)

a

TONIGHT

CAMELOT
S.U. BALLROOM

6 . 8:30 - 11 p.m.

Admission 50c

99

Sponson'il by New man Club

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

avka solid stale amplifier, 8t» watt*
mis., almost new, 8130; Fisher 123
»rnpac« trtereo ayatfm $233; Car-
ried sMioli chancer, Pickering car-
'riiiite S'O, Call ii-i)iii. tf9-l»

Discount* on Mereo components.
« nil 0-1M3,' or 6-M47. tflu- l

l»m»h» i'G-3(M> iulk Guitar, ex.
• «>ml, *>I50; tko steel string Kaltar
*Hi; also T.A. Davis custom ten-
nis racket, like new, $13. tall 6-9165),
>sk for Jim. tf9>U

KKATlLUi OOODS
All hand-made to order; Tests,

'•;ikc jackets, belts, pants, sandals,
shirts, we make most uo> thing at a
fair price. !*ee Patrick at the JLever-
i-ti Craft Center in l^everett. ttS-iZ

PIONKEK: SA-Lmo Amp. SI v.;
I Vmiii A.M/1M Tuner; PI.-ll Belt-
IMre Turntable, all new, never
o-ed. :t units ajaft, TKII'MPH 'UH Tit
tilt Ma if. shmh or B./O. Ernie, 113
Hamlin. tfU-18

I I ishcr Mereo "Bookshelf Speak-
er" lor sale Hest offer. Call 253-
.'I'" eveiiiiiKW. tt'J-'i'S

l!M*7 > amaha Scrnnililer 3M cr e\-
• ••llent i-mul.. ",M0 miles with extra
liumllchar*. helmet and tools. 1 good
.mil our fair tire $123. Call 549-6753
alter 3:00. tf?»-J3

I'.' Mrian t.uitar, hand finished,
excellent condition. Cnll 549-4753 af-
te r 3:00. j!175, tf9-:.'3

.'» piece » hile formica dinette set.
pair turquoise drapes, new. 08x90,
midnight blue full si/,. hedsprand, in-
fant swlm.'-a-niiitic. all excellent ron-
ililion. Call ;:.3-r»00K. tffMI
Desk mill chair, iil.u kitchen ta-

ittr. portable stereo record player.
« all •.'.i.;-.t!17!».

. ft- |H

FOR SALE — AUTOS
I :»li-.' vitliant for *nlr — $100. Call

MW-OiH.'i after II p.m. on weekdays.
• all maritime* or after !>:O0 p.m. on
.> cekemls. The Valiant would parti-

• atari* like a male buyer. Price Is

neimtlaMe. tf9-l»

»••„' t'oinet. (tiuid condition, bucket
scats, new muffler, carburetor and
hattery. VIM. < all S&3-3UJ after 8

"62 Pb month, state car, 6 cylinder,
automatic, radio, heater, runs well,
call 233-2S7B, room 97, after 9 p.m.
s|15 or best offer. 1 19-23

Austin Healy 3000, late '«7, new
radial* and exhaust, 23,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, original owner. Call
1-267-3333 after 0:00 weekdays.

tf9-28

VMii. Knullsh lord Cortina fiT. ex-
<elleut condition new clutch, must be
-een anil driven to be appreciated.
s.iMi negotiable. Bob or Janet 253-
'""H. tf9-2,3

l!aHi VVt, evcellent condition, ra-
lio. Phone 58V-U18 evenings. $250
»r best offer. tf9-2*

l!Sil Ford sedan, pood condition.
v;i!>.7<». Call 516-5373, If not In leave
message ff9-23

Cheap, dependable transportation
- 1963 Ford Fairlane, $225. 665-
-*<«• tf9-21

p Ml. tffMA

Girls Wanted
To donee Go Go in Spfld's

loveliest night club.

—Very good pay.

—Excel lent working condi-
tions.

—Must be 18 or over.

—Must like to dance.

Coll Mr. Kirkwood

in afternoon at

<&&.
1-736-5701

'64 Chevy Grnbr. Camper, fall
-<inlp.; new any., 2000 mis., tranj
ivle. brks. and tires, exc. cond. $7M.
t all 2H7-WM1. tfP-81

(!«,:, Cortina Wagon, 60,000 miles,
very economical; body, interior, and
motor in tcit good shape, $400 or
best offer. Call 253-9748 after 6 p.m.

tfP-23

1964 U. nine Pontiac Convertible.
runs » ell, best offer. Call 323-7682
»fter r>:30 p.m., anytime weekends.

tf9-18
'67 VW exc. condition, radio, $1050.

t all 536-6751 early morning or late
"»"« tf9-22

'«* C'Iict. Belair, G cyl„ anto.
trans , Tery good condition. Call 253-
"'?• tf9-2T

liXM Datsun 2900 Roadster, 135 hp
«»HC engine, new Michelins, driring
lights, soft top, hard top, and ton-
'enn. $1695. 584-2790. tf9-24

l!i">7 Fnrd 47 pass, school bus for
*ale Call 6IW-2326, 8 am. to 12
""»" 9-18

FURNITURE RENTALS

SERVICES

Harper Associates rents all your
fnrnlture needs: beds, desks, Urine
rooms, refrigerators. Call 686-2960.

ttt-tt

RIPE WANTED
Needed; Bound trip ride from elth-

er TJnlT. of Mass. or Boston on week-
ends. Will share expenses. Call 253-
3282. tfg-18

Help! I need a ride to Greenfield
area Mon. and Tnes. night at 10:00
I'm afraid of the dark! I will nay.
tall 648-9171. tf9-2l

MUSICIANS WANTED
A light sound piano needs com-

pany for soft combo, guitar, bass,
flute, oboe, and dram, Improvising
and arrangements for relaxing and1

spots oat. Call Lew at 546-6534.MM

Coed will type for profeasor
appro*. 10 hrs. wk., experienced In
t.vping manuscripts for publication,
60+ wpm, elect. Call Donna 546-9876.

tf9-lH

ROOM EXCHANGE
Boom £xchange: Will swap room

in Cance for a single anywhere on
campus. Industrial engineer needs
privacy for senior project research
Call Al 6-5153. tfft-17

REWARD
$25 Beward for the return of a

Zenith stereo with 360° cylinder
speakers and AM-FM radio taken
from ,J.A. 703; no questions asked or
for information leading to recovery
of goods. 546-8671. tf9-21

ENTERTAINMENT
Open House cancelled! Due to cir-

cumstunces within our control we
regret to annource that the party at
"2'R" in >orth Iladley has been
called off for Saturday, Sept. 19
Ken, Dave and Bob. tf9-!8

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
One unemployed clown desires work— has experience. Great at parties.

tall Zerpo, The Great. 546-7941. 9-IH

GIGS WANTED
Ptane/tJce. Piano Player desires

rig with commercial or limited rock
reap. Stove 256-8084. tf9-"i

FOR RENT
Tine old JSevv Bugland house, five

bedrooms, modern kitchen, spacious
'li, quiet neighborhood. Tamil;

only. 319-1687. tf9-2l

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted! Girls to solicit and

deliver subscriptions for toe Boston
Globe In their dorm. Call Nona at
JHJ378 evenings. tfiMS

SUNDAY SERVICES
Grace Episcopal Church Sunday

Services: 8 a.m.; Holy Communion
10 a.m. ; shortened Morning Prayer
and Holy Communion 7:30 p.m. Dally
Holy Communion Mon. - Twi. 8 a.m.
For free transportation call 253-3441.

9-9-11-18

PERSONAL
l
JVJ

v"".,,y Cnor"»» Maslc 162. 1 -
credit male voices needed. Phone Mr.
Marler 545-0624 or 848-0832. tf»-21

Interested in baby sitting few hours
weekly late afternoon ap4. early eve-
ning preferable. Transportation need-
ed call 516-7215. o-i8
Miter wanted, prererabb students

"ife, MWF 8:45 - 11:15, 75c per
hour. (Jail 586-2457 after 3 p.m.

tf9-21

tVattPcaara wauled. Hutch Inn.
Iladley, over 21. tr9.2 |

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted - grad student,

male, townhouae apt., Squire Village,
furnished, except bedroom. Hi-fi,
,™"' Tv

- h?«*»e cooking. C»U Carl
'65-3606 evenings. tf9-18

Female Roommates wanted to
share 2-bedroom townhouse apt., all
electric, 1V4 baths, air- conditioning,
ent includes ntiUties. $50/mo. /per-
"»". Call 665-3117. tf9-2i

Help! Desparately need a home.An extra person would help reduce>»«r rent. Call Dianne 253-9008.—

-

tto-n
.
Would like two girls to share large

^Xafter^^S- ** £*
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THIS IS THE WAY IT'S

DONE - Offensive back-

field coach Nick Nicolau

informs his backs of the

proper way to lower their

shoulders while running

with the football, (left)

At right, two of the three

trainees try out Nicolau's

philosophies. (MDC phot-

os by Gary Slickman)
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YOUR
PHOTO
ON 100

STAMPS
ONLY $1.

Send us any photograph
.. black a white or

color, ol voursell. your

family, friends, pets,

anything and we'll

send vmt KX> gummed,
perl orated stamp-sized

picture^. You'll find

mans uses tor them...

seal or sign your letters,

identify hooks and rec-

ords. Use them for date-

bait, or just for fun.

To get your 100 photo-

stamps, simply cut the

name Swinghne from
any Swinpline package.

Fnclose photo (which

will be returned) with
cash, check or money-
nrder for $ 1 and send It

with the coupon below.

It's easy! Buy a

Swingline
TOT Stapler

98c
(including 1000
FREE staples and
carrying pouch) Larser

size CUB Desk Stapler

or CUB Hand Stapler only SI «»

Unconditionally guaranteed. At
stationery, variety »nd book stores.

UOOSKHLMM ««1NUC

INC
ionc lituocm.sT iiioi

T"
Swinpline Photo-stamp. Dcpt. 1^4
P O Box1126,Woo<lside. NY 1 1177

Fncloved is my photo ami ;.ish, check or

money-order for SI <V) vmh inc nam
Swinpline from »ny pat kaac I'lcavc riish

me 100 photo-sump^

Namc—
Address.

City.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 -Formula of

religious belief

6-Sleeveless

cloaks

11 Depression
around mouth
ot volcano

12 Egg dish

14-Diphthong

15-lnterstices

between leaf

veins

17-Note of scale

18-Hurried

20 Distance

measure (pi.)

21 -Inlet

22-Virgmia willow

24-Female ruff

25 Scorch

26-Fail in a moment
of need

28 Repulses

30-Number

31 Be ill

32-Tell

35-Long step

38 Beverage (pi.)

39 Rodent

41-Wite of

Geraint

42-Proposition

43-Secretary of

Defense

45 Joke (slang)

46-Cypnnoid fish

47-Grazing land

49-French article

50 txpiain

52 British

Conservatives

54-More rational

55Squander

DOWN

l-0rigin

PF.ANl IS

2Sun god

3 Greek letter

4 Weir J

5-Gloomy

6-More frigid

7-Wine cups

8Footlike part

9 Spanish article

10 Continued story

11 Central

American

Indian

13-Rips

16-Native metal

19 Irritated

21-Walking
unsteadii/

23-Regions

25-Steeple

27-Emmet
29 Dine

32Enthusiastic

A L P LlAiT E R ClAVv
S E AM 1 L E

NJa'tE G E T
C'Oplt M E N 2jafc.

\&\o R.IEJBTIR 1 1 E E1JjR 1 'SalP O S
Si H|E NllHlE N c

AIL T •^b]
AjN

M|<vl

hJe 1 %Hmc .-< SA
. E1V E^RjiF,

s T D E rvMA 1 TiSl
E A 1 '

1 RE P N E
4E|

<3 E T|A P AjS^TS
IS

33 Omits from
pronunciation

34-Rubber on
pencil

35Walks
pompously

36-Manipulated a

dial

n

32

J8

42

46

50~

33

19

30

• » .

51

54

15

23

££

t'.y.
05
4 7

70

1^24

27

43

3$ 28

^39

16

40

37-Rims
40-River island

43Path
44 Let fall

47 Metal fastener

48 Before

51 -Note of scale

53-Preposition

T9

12

£uu
29

31

w
44

8

2t

25

41

1
4R

T«TT

21

45

88
t.: -I

53

10

13

36

49

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 13
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(I'VE COME TO PICK

\UP MV D06..

HI, 5N00PV, H0U/ DID IT 630

'

HOW ARE HOU FE6UNS ?

B. C.

WHATs TVifs f ... JUHlOR
MAS SltSN&D CP POR. A
SEK BDOCAT&H CLASS?

^ffes. tueV feel irs

HOT BEING TAUGHT
11*4 THE MtfAAES.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAKR.

ay >>ilnry tlniarr
I .inner clulil star Jam* H it hers is

an .isirolutj l.utt. Her liuruscopc \\ is

urawu up and intrrprrtrd vvliru aM
vtas at thr licieht ot hrr inuiiun pi'

-

lure career. The liuru»cupc, MaaMaM
to Jane, was u tilt truui taaMrat
irraukliii Uuviaetelt.

* 4

AiUEkS iMarcn 21 - April lt)| : ilo-
my OOflMM and yoes — at swift p.ir- .

Keep track af iqaiMa Check budget
with expert. Oaaeaatrata on mora ein
cient inanaKenieiil of lund.j.

TAL'ltUS (April 2U - .May M) : Cycln
continues hifih; but a talk with uta
ur partner ia aMmttaL .New outlook la

required. Surprise is duo. of pleasant
varfetjr, lleaosure loved one.

OBaflNl (May ^1 - June -<><: Avoid
trying to do too niucn at one sittim
Mo.l.iation miould IM key. Shar'
Knowledge. You actually le.nn now by
teaching, lteview some baMic lessons
concepts.

CANCER (June *1 . July S2): I
event is favored. Acce-i; invitation
Maat t a laava dataJla to ot/iers. Ciuus
of pace la requm-l. i.ike lonK-rain.--

llav« tun. Knjoy compliments b
uppoaita m
LBO (July •:: - Auk. a>i Maay a*

aapiratlaaa can ba luifiiiej. De-
iieieli on how yon ratata

Intlivldual. oMain hint from Cat
It* iMiracaa b

nniKir abatacla,

VIRGO An,-. 23 Tra
\e| |a accente.l. Bonn
;tr* in picture, (iu.mi valaablaa. \

you DO One 1-1 no up in price

Ulily >'i >

imper. Ajsalyaa what you read.
LIBRA 'rfept S3 - Oat. 2'J): Definit •

-oin indicated. Entert.iin at home. Too
r in wiaka Iwaai aata aaaaraaaiaR on in

illvidual important hi your life. !•>

eellent for piircliise of luxury Item
KCORFIO (<>ct. lv; - .Nov. Jl): Wlia

iiM»ar3 an aarfaea may be an lllu

Mhm. yu.irrel with loved one mer.l
siiinulati'M emotions. Don't take othei

or yourself — too aeriously. l>i

• inl runaara. secret doubts.
BAaiTTARITJB (.Nov. J2 - Dec. 21)

Some responsibilities are restrictive.
Co with tide. One In authority will
lei.-nt. Know this and bide your time
You have- allies who are working in
sour banal r

CAPRICORN fliers. n2 . Jan ] ft> .

Kxpand horizons. Yon need not feel
ii.-d OOWD — wake up and livo. Olio
who profeaapa In i.-.'i JeoBty may •

lohit selfish streak. Fli« this and take
siejis to protect security.

..QT-ARII-.-s Man. SO - Feh. 18):
'Mher Individuals mav have dispute.
I'in't ?r. t eancnt in middle. Seif-aaci.-
rielrur attitude Is not constructive.
You have .i richt to roceive credit due

PrflCRH (Feb. It - March 20): !!.•

sure aaaaaaoaa are not carbled. (near-
irreetlv. AtPeM tendency to m.t

-••rate. Heview various possibtlltie .

fitch up on correspondence. Clear
'•ommunioation Itw

IF TODAY H TOTJR P.IHTMDVV
>aw r>eople to vn-i durinr: tlnv

>l "ntenrenry. You function baat nnd."
r>ressure. Ton recentlv met CtiaHamn
and surmounted tlhatfClaa This will
become evident In short time.

«;opyTieiit 19T0. (Jen. Kea. Corp.

HERE'S THE HXXlD
UJARIFLVIN6ACE
KlNo RELEASE?
f<m PRISON CAM?

ALTHOUGH
TORTUREe' 3EMDND
ENCVrsV,NCE,HE

RER^EPTOrSlVE
TME&iEAr/AHV
INFORMATION!

by Johnny hart

well, pc?R&er it!

i'll teach htm all
THERE IS TO KHCVJ
ABOUT" THE BIRDS
AND THE BEES

.

T TTHATS HOT IT", JAKE,
ME WANTS TO KNOW
ABOUT ANTS/

THE WIZARD OF

XQAN CO.

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

BOKROW
, VPTO

TfO
<?ue«tions
Rsked

4-iB

-7-

I I KHEW THWCal ]

WA& A CATCH I

-r<? it: J

D
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UMass

'

Four
Men
Down

JIM KELUHER - DLE CURT BRISTOL - DRE BILL DEFLAVIO - DLT BILL SROKA - DRT

Redmen Seek Same Trend vs. Maine
In Opener at 1 p.m.UMass Wants Bia Win .

.

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

UMass will be seeking to continue a recent opening game trend when
it initiates its season against the University of Maine Saturday af-

ternoon at 1 at Alumni Stadium.

The Black Bears, a traditional

first -game foes of the Redmen,
have been relative pushovers for

Vic Fusia's gang over the last

three years. In 1967 UMass, with

stellar quarterback Greg Landry
at the controls, won easily, 30-9.

The following year, a Redman
club that was destined to suffer

through a miserable 2-8 season
had little trouble with Maine,
copping the opener , 21 - 3 , while 1969

saw the comebacking UMass team
post a big 49-7 victory.

Commencement contests with

thk Black Bears have not always
been this easy, however. The
Redmen and their Maine buddies
have opened up their campaigns
against each other ever since 1958

with one exception, 1961.

UMass has won nine of the games

since '58 and Maine has taken
three. Excepting those last three

tilits, all the tussles have been
close, the winner of each has often

gone on to win the Yankee Con-
ference Crown. The Black Bears
won the '58 affair, 19-6, the odd
'61 match-up, 10-7, and the '65

battle, 10-8. The Redmen's hard-
hard earned victories came in '59,

21-16, in '60, 21-13, in '62, 10-0,

in '63, 14-7, in '64, 6-0, and in

'66, 10-7. Which of the two trends
will have the upper hand on Sat-

urday remains to be seen.

Maine is coming off of its first

winning season since 1965. Last
autumn's Black Bears put together

a 5-4 record and were second with

Connecticut in the Conference with

a 3-2 mark. Maine usually is

high-spirited, although inexper-

Satig <M*gte«
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ience at several starting positions

could hinder the team against a

physically bigger UMass squad,
which averages 215.5 pounds to

Maine's 195.1 pounds.
The starting line-ups for both

clubs are printed below. Senior
Ken Hughes will start at quarter-
back for the Redmen while soph-
omores Ron Cote and Henry Hast-
ings will be the Black Bear Q's.

filling in for the disabled Bob Ham-
ilton, who sustained a shoulder
injury last week. UMass' line-

up is pretty much intact, although
three men, Joe Lang, Bob Cabre-
lli and Walter O'Malley are vying
for the split end job.

Head coach Fusia is still very
much concerned about the status

of the Redman attack. He com-
mented, "Our offense isn't funct-

ioning as I thought it would at

this stage. I'm hopeful we'll

start moving the ball and that our
timing will come around.

"We're not coming off as we
were late last fall. We're not

exploding
. We ' re hesitant

. '

' Fusia
is looking for a balanced attack
and has concentrated the efforts
of the coaching staff on the pass-
ing game in order to put it on
a level with the more - potent UMass
ground attack.

On behalf of the defense, Fusia
indicated that he expected a better

performance from this unit than

the one it came up with against
Cornell in last Friday's scrim-
mage. He said, "I think that

eventually this is going to be a
fine defensive unit. I'm hopeful
this will start on Saturday. "It
is necessary to get to Maine fast.

This is a troublesome club if you
give them room to operate."

When he was asked about what
type of game he expected Maine
to play, he could say very little

for the Redmen really only know
what the Black Bears' tendencies
were last year and therefore can't
predict what Maine will come up
with tomorrow. "You can only
assume that they'll stem from what
they've done in the past," he ex-
plained.

Metawampe's Grid Picks
The great one is back. Though

widespread rumors had circulated

that he had decided to hang up
his mocassins and head for that

big reservation in the sky, the

ingenious injun has returned full

of wit, whiskey and wise predict-

ions for his thousands of followers.

Though looking pale and wan
after a long summer of campaign
canvassing (and sick of being called

a Red) the great one has re-

covered from his NIT catastrophe
and is willing to let bygones be
bygones as his old friend Gen-
eral Custer used to say

With his ear to the ground, and
his mouth full of dirt, he has
once again entered that select

circle of soothsayers to bring

you the results before they happen.
Incredible, you say. Unbelievable.

Perhaps But the old injun has
had the job so long that he's

starting to believe he can actually

do it. And what else can he do,

work in a cigar store? The
great one hates smoke, so here

he goes again

UMASS 35, MAINE 7

Benner is gone and so is Wing,

But the Redmen haven't lost their

sting.

UCONN 37, VERMONT 17

Zitto and Clements should be run-

ning well,

May make Catamounts think that

Storrs is hell.

B.C 24, VILLANOVA 21

Wildcats come close
wreath.

But beating Eagles like

teeth. (Someone call a
the injun is sick.)

B.U. 21. COLGATE 6

to victory

pulling

doctor

,

B.U. offense may
But where he leads

follow.

seem Hollo,

the Terriers

PENN ST 22, NAVY 3

Last year disaster for Navy mid-
die,

But Nittany Lions will show no
pity.

TOLEDO 34, BUFFALO 10

Rockets take off with sudden burst,

While winless Bulls still search

for first.

NEBRASKA 22, U.S.C. 20

Trojans have Jones and Wild Bun-

ch,

But the Cornhuskers simply have

more crunch. (Injun must be get-

THE GREAT ONE
ting senile.)

HOUSTON 31, SYRACUSE 17

While Coach Schwartzwalder runs
off at the mouth.

Lily-white Orangemen are at home
in the South.

TEXAS 17, CALIFORNIA 12

Bears fight hard with sweat and
toil,

But Longhorns give them a Battle

Royal

.

Probable Starters
UMASS
OFFENSE

C Dave Levine, 6 '1-230
RG Dick Etan,5'll-200
LG Bob Pena, 6'2-250
RT Bob Konlin. 63-230
RT Bob Donlin, 6'3-230
LT Dick Donlin, 67-290
SE Joe Lang, 61-210
TE John Hulecki, 6'4-228
HB Pat Scavone. 5*11-187

HB Mike Sawyer, 6'l-205
FB Dick Cummings, 6-230
QB Ken Hughes. 5 11-180

DEFENSE
RT Bill Sroka, 6'2-228
LT Bill DeFlavio. 59-230
RE Curt Bristol, 6-215
LE Jim Kelliher, 61-218
LB Mark Leamy, 62-205
LB Dennis Collins, 6-190
LB John Farrelly, 61 -218
LB Joe Sabulis, 6'3-210
HB Dennis Keating, 6'3-2l2
HB Bill Bush, 511-185
S John O'NeU, 6'2-190

MAINE

OFFENSE

C Dick Bergeron, 511- 195
RG Bob McConnell, 5 11-199

LG Rich Todd, 63-230
RT Rod Sparrow, 62-215
LTStan Vasalle, 61 -230
SE Wayne Chapman, 6-185
TE Paul Soucy.6'2-200
HB Chris Eaton, 510-185
HB Dan Sullivan, 62-187
FB Bob Marchildon. 5*9

QB Ron Cote, 5'8-180

DEFENSE

187

RT Steve Naccara, 5'10-200

LT Dan Watson, 61 -235
RE Stan Maddock, 61 -185
LE Mike Landry, 6-200
LB John Rhodes, 511- 206
LB Arnie James, 6-190
LB Joe LeVasseur, 510-200
HB Jim Walsh, 511-165
HB Bob Hayes, 61 -178
S Pat Ladd, 5'10-176

S Joe Leone, 510- 165

UMass Soccer Team
Hosts Jamboree on Sat.

Sports Photos

Pages 14, 15

Sports Notices

Syracuse Blacks

Give Proposals

SYRACUSE, N. Y. (AP) - Eight

black athletes, suspended for the

season from the Syracuse Univer-

sity football team, delivered pro-

posals for their reinstatement to

Chancellor John Corbally Thur-

sday, but the proposals were sim-

ilar to those rejected earlier.

However. Dr Clifford J. Win-

ters, an assistant chancellor acting

in Corbally's absence, said the

university would study and discuss

the documents.

FOOTBALL TICKETS - Student
exchange coupons are now being
traded in at the ticket office in

Boyden, room 255, for the Maine
game. The ticket office is open
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and from 9 a.m.
until noon on Saturday.

All students must exchange their

coupons according to the respec-
tive dates shown on those cou-
pons. Ticket deadline dates are
specified in the coupon booklet.

Game time for all home games is

1 p.m. Tickets for future home
games are currently on sale as
are all tickets for away games.

Important - The deadline date
for Saturday's Maine game has
been extended to today until 6p.m.
All ticket exchanges must be final-

ized at the ticket office, no stu-

dent exchanges will be accepted at

the game itself.

WMUA ON THE AIR - Hand-
ling play-by-play of all UMass
football games will be radio sta-

tion WMUA. Behind the mike to

cover all the action will be Ken
Horseman. Filling in with all the
color will be Dave Melvln. WM
UA's first date on the air will

be Sept. 19, in time for the open-
ing football game against Maine.
Air time for that contest will be
12:45 p.m. At 12:30, Hal Dash
will present Redmen Klckoff Pre-
view.

CO-REC BADMINTON -Co -Rec-
reational rosters will be accepted

up to 5 p.m. Monday Sept. 21 in

the intramural office. A tour-

nament, it will be open to all

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, faculty and staff members.

GOLF TEAM CANDIDATES- All
golf team candidates must report
to room 212 Boyden for information
on qualifying rounds for the 1970-
71 season.

* * * * •

DARTMOUTH TICKETS - Ti-
ckets for the Sept. 26 football game
against Dartmouth at Durham, N.H.
will go on sale Monday at the
Boyden ticket office. Reserved tic-
kets will be sold for $5, while
unreserved ducats will cost $2 50

* • » * ,

CREW CLUB-There will be a
meeting of the Crew Club Mon-
day at 7 p.m. in room 248 Boy-
den All freshman and upper

-

classmen are invited, provided
they be at least 5'11 In height
and 170 pounds in weight. No
experience is necessary. Movies
will be shown.

By EDWARD DOHERTY
Staff Reporter

The 1970 New England soccer
season will be kicked off Saturday
morning on the fields west of Boy-
den when the UMass Redman
soccer squad hosts the Pioneer
Valley Soccer Officials Assoc-
iations Annual Jamboree and
Clinic.

Highlighting the day's events,

which also include referee eval-
uation and instruction, will be six,
40 -minute games among the four
Western Massachusetts colleges.
Western New England College,
Westfield State College, American
International College and UMass.

In last year's event, the Red-
man hooters came away with a
victory, a tie and a loss in their
three games. This year's sched-
ule: 9 am -- UMass vs. WNEC
and AIC vs. Westfield; 9:50 am--
UMass vs. Westfield and AIC vs
WNEC; 10:40 a.m. UMass vs. AIC
and WNEC vs. Westfield

(Np fla*«arlpt*rtt0
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Redmen Victory Marks

Start of70 Season

Halfback Angelo DiNardo sails through Maine's defense in Redmen's win of 28-0 last Saturday. (Photo by Bob Mangiaratti).

Black Nationlist Lectures Tonight
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY

AT 8:30

Fln* September 2">, 26, 27

THE BIRTHDAY PARTY
by Harold Pinter

KIRBY THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE
All seats $2.00. For reservations phone 542-2278

or visit box office 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(Performance days 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

. . - and Music
greeted the 1970 Redmen
as they took the field

against Maine in last

lift «a«sarlnwrttB flailg (Bollrgtan

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on the second floor of the
Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones
are 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-closs postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic year except during vacation and exam periods, three or four
times a week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday
falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the
oct of March 8, 1879 as amended by the oct of June 11, 1943. Sub-

- rates are 57 50 per semester, $14.00 per yeor.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

for

REGISTERED NURSES
oil shifts

for further information contact

Director of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goethel, R.N.

Wright Street, Pamer, Mass. 01069

Saturday's

opener.

Photo essay

by Bob

Mangiaratti
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Black Nationalist

To Address Forum
Joe Miles, a founding member

of GIs United Against the War
in Vietnam; Black Nationalist and
socialist candidate for U.S. Con-
gress, will speak tonight on "The
Need for Black Control of the Black
Community" in room 168 of the

Campus Center at 8 PM. The
lecture is first of a series to be
presented by the Militant Forum
on alternate Monday nights.

Miles is a 21 year old anti-

War activist and a former GI
organizer at Fort Jackson and Fort
Bragg. He is presently the Soc-

ialist Workers Party (SWP) can-

didate for Congress in the Ninth

Congressional District, the home
of Louise Day Hicks. He has been

an active participant in both the

ami -War and Black liberation

struggles since 1967 when as a

student at American University in

Washington DC. he joined the

Young Socialist Alliance. Pres-

ently he is a member of the

YSA's National Committee.

A former member of SNCC,

Miles helped organize a Black Stu-

dent Union at American University

and later participated in establ-

ishing a Washington Chapter of

the Black Anti-War Anti- Draft Un-
ion. He served as chairman of

this organization during 1968. The
Washington Black Anti - War Anti -

Draft Union initiated and organ-
ized a demonstration at the South
African Embassy in support of

their African brothers, and activ-

ely supported the March 1968 stud-

ent occupation of Howard Univer-
sity.

Drafted in 1968, Joe Miles con-
tinued his anti -war activity at Fort
Jackson and Fort Bragg, helping

to organize GIs United Against
the War. Exiled to Alaska while
still in the Army, he has just re-
ceived his discharge. As both a

blacK nationalist and a socialist,

Joe Miles intends to run a cam-
paign for the seat being vacated
by John McCormack which will

put forth not just an alternative

political candidate- -but an altern-

ative political and social system.
Miles stated, at a press conf-

erence announcing his decision to

run for Congress, that his candid-

acy "will work to mobilize large

numbers of people around the de-

mand for immediate and total with-

drawal from Southeast Asia.
He further stated, "As a recent

GI, I intend to fight vigorously
for a yes' vote on the immed-
iate withdrawal question in the
November referendum, and will
muster support for an end to the
draft as well as full constitutional
rights for GIs.

! IN THE EVENT OF A FIRE !

1. REPORT THE FIRE -
(A) Dial "Operator" on the telephone.

Give her the nature and location of the fire, and
your name.

(B) From red disc university telephone - dial 5-2121.
(C) Use the street fire alarm box only when a tele-

phone is not available.
Remain at the box until the fire Department arrives
NOTE - Learn the location of the nearest street
fire alarm box. Your speed and accuracy in re-
porting a fire is of vital importance.

2. SOUND THE BUILDING FIRE ALARM - Located i n the
hallway. Everyone should leave the building as soon
as the alarm is sounded.

3. USE THE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS in the building if

this may be done safely.
4. If efforts to control the fire are not successful im-

mediately, close off the area to prevent the spread
of smoke.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FIRE & SAFETY OFFICE
EXT. 5-2682

Dukakis To Arrive Tuesday
TnO r\amrtAI*orin nnn/IUn f A f~— T * niinnuhnliviinH « _ 1 li.. ...Ill i tThe Democratic candidate for Lt

Governor will be here Tuesday
"to co-ordinate the student sup-
port on campus for the November
State elections

Michael Dukakis, the State Re-
presentative from Brookline who
won the democratic primary by an

overwhelming majority, will be in
the S.U. Colonial Lounge at 11:00
AM tomorrow. He is sponsored
by the Students for White -Dukakis
Committee'.

Spokesman for the committee
told reporters that Dukakis "wants
to talk with all students

."

Campus Swans PlayHost To Rock Fans
By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

It was last spring all over a-

gain A big crowd by the pond,

some music to listen to, some
dope to smoke and of course Eric

with a microphone.

The quickest way to tell that

it was this fall and not last spring

was by how ugly everyone got

over nothing.

Things got off to a bad start

in the first place, someone monk-

eyed with the electricity and for

a while there was no music, no

nothing, just a lot of people and

wine and dope. But when the plugs

were all back in the fun began.

Chammish played first and was

good.

But then people got ugly. Eric

the Rat, with his dreams of hav-

ing a real boogie by the pond

close to becoming a reality, step-

ped up to the microphone and al-

most got himself blown into et-

ernity.

He wanted the people to move
out of the "travel area" into the

"rest and recreation area" so
that when the "people" tried to

"get their heads into the boog-
ie" they wouldn't step on any-
one.

Unfortunately though, there were
a few who elected to withstand

Eric's scathing exhortations to

move and one man even went so
far as to throw some water at

Eric. This gentleman got whacked
with a big stick for his efforts

and Eric was almost the victim

of a little good -old -fashioned mob
violence. Things looked very ugly.

But the band played on, they called

themselves "Fat", and the crowd
quieted down and the rest of the

afternoon was given over to some
gentle drinking, smoking and list-

ening.

RECEIVING THE CROWD'S ACCLAIM is Eric Walgren,

local minister of the Universal Life Church. The crowd

had gathered beside the campus pond for a rock concert

and a "boogie" that was aborted by a few members of

the large but otherwise peaceful crowd.

Photos by Rich Malntyre

FRESHMEN

Bell's Pizza

is a must for you
Ask your Seniors about it.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

Open until 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday .

1 a.m. the rett of the week.

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZAS
256-8011 253-9051

DIG IT!

ALL

SENATE SEATS

ARE OPEN
DORMS, FRATS, SOR., COMM.

Nomination papers can be picked up in

RSO Office, Level *
I C C *

Papers are DUE OCT. 2nd

^
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SyriaAccused
OfInvadingJordan
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Jor-

dan accused Syria of launching
two armored invasions of north-

ern Jordan yesterday and the U-
nited States demanded that the

Syrians pull back immediately.
Jordan said the Syrians first

crossed the border at Ramtha
and made a second push 15 hours
later toward Irbid. The towns are
about 10 miles apart and approxi-
mately 50 miles north of Amman,
the capital. An Amman broad-
cast said a "fierce battle" was
underway near Irbid, Jordan's se-
cond largest city.

Baghdad radio broadcast a claim
Sunday night by Al Fatah guerril-

la leader Yasir Arafat that a Jor-
danian brigade had been torn to

pieces and was retreating. He
called on survivors to surrender
with their weapons to the revo-
lutionary command at Irbid or
risk trial before guerrilla courts

President Noureddin Atassi of

Syria issued a denial after Jordan
reported the first invasion early
Sunday. He said the announce-
ment was a fabrication designed
to bring U.S. military interven -

tion in Jordan.

King Hussein's troops appeared
Sunday to be winning the battle of

Amman against Palestinian guer
rillas. But a polled report from
news correspondents in Amman
said guerrillas held out in po-
ckets of the capital and fought

from street to street in hopes
the Soviet equipped Syrian armored
brigades would roll in to rescue
them.

In Washington, Secretary of Sta-

te William P Rogers said the Uni-
ted States condemned "this irres-
ponsible and imprudent interven-
tion of Syria into Jordan." He
called on Syria to end its reported
invasion immediately and pointed-
ly asked the Soviet Union to urge
a Syrian pullback.

He stopped short of threatening
military action by the United Sta-
tes, although President Nixon has
been reported ready to intervene
if he judged it necessary to save
Jordan.

Eyewitness reports in Beirut
newspapers generally said govern-
ment tanks and artillery control-
led the main highways in the north,

but a guerrilla communique broad-
cast by Damascus radio claimed
"crushing victory for the guer-
rillas, who now control the whole
northern part of Jordan."
Four days of fighting have cost

an estimated 10,000 dead and in-

jured, many of them civilians.

There was no word of the 54
hostages taken from three jetli-

ners hijacked two weeks ago by
guerrillas of the Marxist Popular
Front for the Liberation of Pales-
tine The hostages. 38 of them
Americans, are believed held in

small groups in houses in Amman.

Guerrillas

GainBacking
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Tte

Arab world generally lined up on
the guerrillas' side. Neighboring
Iraq which has maintained 12,000
troops in Jordan since the 1967

Middle East war, has threatened
repeatedly to intervene on the side
of the guerrillas.

President Houari Boumedienne
of Algeria said Sunday night his

country and Morocco "hold a com-
mon position" against the liquid-

ation of the Palestinian resistance
movement. Libya warned it would
take individual action for the Pal-
estinians if the conflict were not

settled in 24 hours.

President Gamal Abdel Nasser
of Egypt, who has expressed sup-
port for the guerrillas but has
not condemned Hussein, urged the
34 year old monarch to inter-
vene personally to halt the fight-

ing and said "dangerous conse-
quences" would result otherwise.

Curfew lnrt|

In Riot-TomTown
THIBODAUX. La. (AP) - Mayor

Warren J. Harang Jr., de-

clared yesterday that a civil emer-
gency continued in this southeast

Louisiana town, and he reimposed
a curfew "until further notice"

following racial fights and disturb-

ances.

The trouble started with fights

between blacks and whites Friday
night, and steamed up when groups
of blacks smashed car windows
and tossed rocks and bottles at

police early Saturday, officials

said.

Harang said the trouble began
with an argument after a high sch-
ool football game.
However, the situation was gen-

erally calm Saturday night although

38 persons were arrested, police

said, mostly for curfew violations

Most were released on $50 bonds.
Harang proclaimed a state of

civil emergency Saturday and im-
posed a curfew between 9 p.m.
and 5 a.m.

He met with other authorities

Sunday and decided to continue his

proclamation and the curfew bet- ed.

ween midnight and 4 a.m. in order
"to protect the public health .safe-
ty and welfare." Law officers from
surrounding areas were put on a
standby alert.

He said persons -except those on
official business -found on the str-

eets during curfew hours will be
arrested.

It was not determined if the
disturbances were in any way re-
lated to Saturday's Democratic
primary for municipal posts, in-

cluding on in which a Negro cand-
idate was running.

In the election for the post of

trustee of public property, the in-

cumbent and another white man
were sent into a runoff while the
black candidate was defeated.

Harang said Friday's disturb-
ance peaked whem roaming groups
of blacks moved through a racial-
ly mixed neighborhood smashing
windows and throwing rocks and
bottles at police.

A tavern was destroyed by fire,

and volunteer firemen battling the
blaze were threatened and harass-

Morrison „ , .

P/>ntf;n+A/i.. . . Protest LeaderConvictedverba Abuse Comes Back

Balloon To Cross Atlantic
EAST HAMPTON, NY. (AP) -

Three adventurers took healthy
swigs from a bottle of champagne,
sprayed some on nearby well wi -

shers. then lifted off in their 80
foot high balloon "Free Life"
Sunday for what they hope will

be the first such crossing of the

Atlantic Ocean.
The orange, white and yellow

helium filled balloon made a slow
ascent from a cow pasture in this

Long Island community, rose into

a northeast wind and headed out to

sea. Thousands of people who ga

-

thered on the farm of Edward Mil-
ler at dawn to watch the takeoff

cheered.

"We hope to make it," said
Rod Anderson, a 32 year old com-
modities broker. "Cheerio."
With him in the 12 foot by 4 foot

fiber glass gondola was his wife,

television actress Pamela Brown,
28, and Malcolm Brighton, 32,

of Farnham, England, an aero-
nautical engineer and amateur
balloonist.

Brighton said he saw no reason
why they should not make a suc-

cessful flight across the 3,000
miles of water, but declined to
predict where they would land.

"We'll take any inch of land
we can get," he said. The trip
is expected to take from six to
16 days, depending on the wea-
ther

. with speeds averaging up to
50 miles per hour

If the flight is successful, it

will set a distance record for
all balloons and be the first time
the Atlantic was crossed in such
an aircraft.

The record now is 1,896 miles,
set by an eight man German fly-

ing team in 1914 in a Class 10

balloon. The "Free Life" is a
smaller Class 8 balloon.

Anderson, a novice in the sport
with only 30 minutes flying time,
has been planning the trip for the
past four years.

"There are so few adventures
left," he said, "I wanted to try
it."

MIAMI (AP) - Bearded enter-

tainer Jim Morrison, self annoint-
ed "king of orgasmic rock", "was
convicted yesterday of indecent ex-
posure and profanity during a 1969

concert in Miami.
The indecent exposure count was

based on prosecution charges that

Morrison lowered his trousers be-
fore the large audience.
A three man, three woman jury

ended 16 days of testimony with the

convictions, but found the lead
singer of The Doors rock group
innocent of lewd and lacivious con-
duct and being drunk publicly.

Morrison's bond was raised
from $5,000 to $50,000 by Crim-
inal Court Judge Murray Good-
man after the convictions. He was
booked into county jail and imme-
diately released on the new bond
Goodman said sentencing would

be Oct. 23. The maximum sen-
tence could be eight months in

jail and $525 fine.

Outlawed

TOLEDO. OHIO (AP) - Any-
one calling policemen "pigs" will

be arrested under provisions of

a new city ordinance prohibiting
verbal abuse of law-enforcement
officials.

The city Safety Director, Clif-
ford Quinn, in aspecia message to
all members of the police division,
orderea arrests made for viola-
tions, adding that persons making
noises such as "oink oink," also
were subject to arrest.

"Imitating noises made by such
animals also can be construed
as verbal abuse," Mr. Quinn said.

Conviction on abuse charges can
bring a maximum sentence of 30
days in jail and a $50 fine.

BERKELEY. Calif., (AP) - Ru-
shy -haired and fiery leader Ma-
rio Savio, of the 1964 Free Sp-

eech Movement, which gave birth

to a new dimension of campus
protest, says he is re-entering

the University of California

Mr. Savio, now 27 years old and

still bushy-haired, was asked by

a newsman yesterday whether he

would re-enter the political arena

on the Berkeley campus. He re-

plied. "I am going back as a stu-

dent
"

A university spokesman confir-

med that Mr. Ssvio had been re-

admitted as a junior in biologi-

cal sciences, for classes that be-
gin Oct. 5.

"In applying for readmission,
Mr. Savio provided clear evidence
of serious interest in pursuing
academic studies at the U-
niversity," the spokesman said.

G.O.P. Finds Report Too Sympathetic

lORRame HanseeRRY's

ToBeYoVNG,
GiffiD&MKK

The University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Council presents . . .

Auditorium: BOWKER
Dates: FRIDAY - SATURDAY. September 25 & M
Time: EVENINGS at 8 (Matinee Saturday. 2:30 p.m.)
l'riir «f Tt<'krt«: I M»«* nmiercrad* SI. 60: I'Mam graduate student* and

other xtudeiiU $:-, I Mow fitculf>/»taff *MW>; general public $3.W.
line Art* Council Hot Office, 1J5 Herter Hall. Telephone 545-920'-'.

KemaininK tU'krtu at Ihnvker Bo* Offire one hour before curtain.

Reprinted from Washington Post
There is a growing fear among

Republicans that President Nixon's
commission on campus unrest will

shortly produce a report sympa-
thetic to student demonstrations
and harshly critical of the Nixon
administration and law enforce-
ment tactics.

Sources inside the administra-
tion and on Capitol Hill said that

based on background papers and
tentative drafts of sections of the

report, the following points will
be made.

1-The rhetoric of President Ni-
xon and Vice President Agnew
on dissent and campus unrest is
responsible for much of the dis-
order and protest on college ca-
mpuses.

2 -The report will zero in
on "official violence," by police
and National Guardsmen in deal-
ing with campus disorders.

ORGANIZATIONAL

S. W. A. P.

(Student Workshop on

Activities Problems)

MEETING

SEPT. 21 — MONDAY
7:00

Urn. 811

CAMPUS CENTER

HASTINGS
for

School Supplies

of

ALL TYPES

See for Yourself

at

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

3 -Administrative structures of
colleges and universities are ar-
chaic and unresponsive to stud-
ents, and are unwilling to satis-
fy legitimate student aspirations
for an increased role in campus
life.

4 -Acts of disruption and terror
are actions of individuals and not
an organized or coordinated st-
rategy of radical student organiza-
tions.

5 -Below the surface of campus
disorders lies an idealism that
cannot be satisfied as long as
the United States is engaged in
conflict in Southeast Asia, which
students see as morally wrong
and which colors most of their
opinions and actions.

A staff member of the commis -

sion headed by former Gov. Wil-
liam Scranton of Pennsylvania said
he expected these points to be
made, too, but that the rhetoric
of the report would be more re-
strained, and that it would be
balanced with criticism, "hard,
tough criticism," of student vio-
lence.

Journalistic Studies Provides

Liberal Arts Background
(Editor's Note: Since 1946, every University student who has wanted to become a journalist

has obtained a journalism job and been successful at it in the opinion of the editor to whom the

student had been recommended. This remarkable record is the result of a c -curricular journa-
lism program of work on newspapers that is open to all students, regardless of their major.
The Collegian as well as commercial newspapers particilates in this successful, tutorial pro-

gram as was explained in a statement printed in Friday's Collegian.

This statement was prepared by a faculty -student committee under the chairmanship of Dr.
Arthur Musgrave, director of the journalism program. Dr. Barney Emmart directs the Journa-
listic Studies program which is explained in the following article. This is an academic program
that introduces undergraduates to basic and applied research about journalism as part of a comple-
tely liberal arts curriculum, rather than a curriculum of 75% liberal arts courses and 25% voca-
tionally specialized courses, often called "professional" courses, that typical journalism programs
provide.)

The academic program in Jour-
nalistic Studies consists of libe-

ral arts courses. They intro-

duce students to journalism as an
academic discipline (communica-
tions research), perhaps the most
important of the relatively neglec-

ted areas of scholarship in Ameri-
can universities. They investigate

the flow of news and information
in our own and other societies.

In the courses, stress is pla-

ced on research about writing,

freedom of the press, interna-
tional communications, and pro-
blems presented by the public

information system in providing

the knowledge of public affairs

required by our society.

The courses have application for

careers in such diverse fields as

communications research, law, e-

ditorial work for newspapers or

magazines or publishing houses
or radio and TV stations, teach-

ing, government service, public

relations, and creative writing .

Graduate study is required for

careers in communications re -

search

Choreography

Lecture

The University of Massachuset-
ts Concert Dance Group will pre-
sent a lecture -demonstration on
dince choreography at 8:15 p.m.
in Bowker Auditorium, on Sep-
tember 21 and 22.

- The program will show four

methods of choreographing; the

process of creating and rehearsing
the dance; and the presentation

of the finished art.

The program is primarily dir-

ected by students majoring in dance
at the University and is being

produced under the supervision
of Marilyn V. Patton and Daniel

Peterson.

Two types of academic majors
are available. One is a double

major in which the student earns

at least 15 junior -senior credits in

Journalistic Studies while also

completing ALL the requirements
for a major in one other liberal

arts department, such as English,

History, or Government.

The University's minimum re-

quirement for a major is 15 ju-

nior senior credits in one field.

Most students take a double ma-
jor in English and in Journalis-
tic Studies (JS-Eng.). Government
and Journalistic studies is the

next most popular double major.

The other type of major is

an interdepartmental major. This
requires 15 junior -senior credits

in one other department in addi-

tion to meeting the major requi-

rements in Journalistic Studies.

As a rule, the interdepartmental
major -- registered for as JS-

INT - - is recommended only for

honor students at the end of their

sophomore year.

A student's choice of either a

double or an interdepartmental

major is made by agreement with

his or her advisor, and with ap-

proval of the chairman of Jour-
nalistic Studies

All majors must elect at least

three of the following eight CON-
TENT (as distinguished from
WRITING) courses in Journalis-
tic Studies:

Intro, to Mass Communication.
Mass Communication Theory.
Freedom of Press Seminar.
The Communication Process
(Summer Course)
Language & Communication.
International Communications.
Independent Study & Research (I

and II)

All writing courses are taught
by the Department of English Any

two of its eight advanced writing

courses are acceptable in meet-
ing the major requirement of at

least 15 credit hours in Journalis-
tic Studies.

Because the writing PROCESS
is the same regardless of the

PRODUCT, no particular writing
courses are recommended. For
students interested in journalism
careers. Creative Writing courses
are likely to be quite useful. No
more than one writing course
should be elected in any one se-

mester.

Journalism is a professional
or vocational way to use a libe-

ral arts education, and journalists

have a practical need for the broa -

dest and most liberal education
obtainable.

Vocationally specialized or te-

chnical journalism courses are
needless for students interested
in journalismcareers because they

teach what can be learned as well

(or better) on the job and replace
needed liberal arts courses. The
tutorial, counseling, and on-the-
job training program provided by
the College of Arts and Sciences
is a better substitute.

Advisers to see. Students inte-

rested in the academic program
should see Dr. Barney Emmart,
Chairman of the interdepartmental

committee on Journalistic Studies

and chief advisor to Journalistic

Studies majors. Students interes-

ted in the co-curricular career

program should see Dr. Arthur

Musgrave, who will be serving as

director of the journalism program
during the fall semester. The
Inter -departmental Committee on

Journalistic Studies (ICJS). ad -

vises the Journalistic Studies fa-

culty on the conduct of the acade-

mic and co-curricular programs.
Professor Emmart is chairman of

this committee, and Professor

Musgrave is secretary.

ATTENTION ALL HOTEL RESTAURANT MAJORS

JOIN THE INNKEEPERS CLUB'
Meeting Tonight at 7 o'clock — Top of the Campus, C.C.

All Hotel, Restaurant Majors Welcome

Speaker and guide of the new Campus Center will be Mr.

Grinnan, Director of the Center and Faculty Advisor for the

Innkeeper's Club.

Afield trip to Tony's Pier 4 and the Marriott Motor Hotel in

Boston is planned for Sept. 28th plus

GUEST SPEAKERS ALL THROUGH THE FALL

Join the Innkeeper's Club

Refreshments

Drinan 's Victory
Credited toMDC

On behalf of the Movement for a

New Congress - - Amherst Re -

gional Headquarters, Prof. Hadley
Arkes read the following state-

ment:

The returns are still incomple-
te, but it seems certain at this

moment that Robert Drinan has
won election in the Democratic
primary in the 3rd Congression-
al Distict. I have been told just

a while ago that Congressman
Philbin has issued a statement
of concession; we have won a

truly impressive victory. For the

first time, really, the Movement
for a New Congress can take cre-
dit for making a decisive differ-

ence in a congressional race, and
in a contest of genuine national

import, in which our opponent was
not only a prominent supporter
of the war, but one of the most
powerful men in Congress.
Congressman Philbin was a ve-

teran of 28 years in Congress:
He had won 14 straight elections;

he was the 11th ranking member
of the House of Representatives
on the scale of seniority; but more
important, he was the second

-

ranking man behind Mendel Rivers
on the House Armed Services Com -

mittee.

In a message to our volunteers
this summer, we said that the op-

portunities were so vast in this

campaign that they practically con-
ferred responsibility: Only we
could assume the burden of the

effort in the canvassing; if we
didn't, it was clear that no ont

would, and in that case, we
would have to share the respon-
sibility for the results. The Am-
herst regional group of the MNC
moved into the western sector of

the 3rd district in July when th«

local Drinan organization fell into

serious trouble. After several
weeks of canvassing in Gardner,
the local organization had been
able to complete no more than 15

canvassing kits containing 25 hou-

seholds each. They had 185 to

go and, I think it is fair to say,

no prospect of completing the task.

After two weeks of canvassing,

the Amherst group completed 100

kits, and with that momentum, we
were able substantially to finish

the canvass by our target date

of August 11. We located more
than 1000 Drinan voters, which
was slightly more than the total

number of people who had voted
in the primary of 1968.

In the past. Philbin had counted

on wide margins in the smaller

like Gardner, Fitchburg, and Leo-
minster) to offset his losses in

the more liberal towns in the east
like Newton, Waltham, and Water -

town. Our polls showed Drinan
getting as much as 70% of the
votes in these three eastern towns;
and so, if we could have succeed-
ed in holding Philbin in the west,
we hoped to provide the margin
that was necessary to put Drinan
beyond reach.

And that appears to be exactly
what happened. The turnout rose
by 4000 in Newton; Drinan was
running with a 9 to 1 lead at times
in Waltham; and despite the fact

that turnout rose dramatically in

the west, Philbin was held to his

margin of 1968. He doubled his

vote in Gardner, but we quadru-
pled the opposition vote. If Phil-

bin had run at his 1968 level, he
would have carried Gardner by a
vote of about 2000 to 600, with a
margin then of 1400 votes. As
it was, we turned out about 1000
votes, while Philbin carried 1500,

with a margin of only 500. We
estimate, then, that we might have
made a difference of as much as
900 votes in Drinan's plurality.

For the Amherst group, the
honor must go to Doug Neff, Be-
verly Purdue, Ted Laurenson, Jeff

O'Connell, and Jamie Wilcox, who
stayed on through the summer and
did a splendid and imaginative job
of organizing. This success is in

large part their success, and they
deserve the admiration of us all.

Congressman Philbin was a for-

midable candidate, and regardless
of the work done by any organi-
zation, he could have been beaten
only by a man of substance, with
the stature of Father Drinan. Dri
nan was an excellent candidate,
and for his effort in making this

race, he deserves the gratitude

of everyone in the country who has
worked to hasten the end of this

war Since the 3rd District is

heavily Democratic, we don't ex-
pect Father Drinan to have much
difficulty in carrying the district

in the fall. But if difficulties

should arise, we will of course be
ready to stand behind our commit-
ment. Having gone so far, we do
not intend to see this district

lost in the fall. Our organiza-
tion is intact and enlarged; we
have been flexed into condition

by the effort in the primary; and we
are prepared to do whatever is

necessary to protect this seat.

(I

Don't Like It?

Reform It!

OPEN MEETINGS

Academic Affairs Committee

ALL MALCONTENTS WELCOME

MONDAY, SEPT. 21 at 7:00 P.M.

Rm. 178

BREUER - TIPPO MEMORIAL
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A Workable Plan
For the past three months, • task force of students, faculty, and

administrators have been putting the finishing touches on the Un-
iversity Governance Report, a plan for the restructuring of the sch-
ool's governing apparatus. Scheduled to be revealed within the next
two weeks, an effort to solicit honest comment should be made by
the administration, and steps leading to its adoption should be taken
as soon as possible.

Too often, high level reports on the school's future are mired
down by endless and often useless hours of uninformed debate, and
by the time they are enacted, the recommendations of the report are
often dated.

A preliminary report of the governance committee was widely
publicized last spring, and a good number of suggested revisions were
discussed by the committee over the summer. But most people
favored the essential recommendations of the committee In May--
establishing a University Senate and forming student, Faculty and
Graduate caucuses to take the place of the present tri- senate scheme.
The report in essence is the same now as It was in May, and the

general reaction to its recommendations should be the same. It

is a workable scheme, and all efforts should be made to Implement
it as soon as possible.

Hazy Purple

Two things UMass students received a great deal of pleasure from
in their otherwise drab existence, were taken away Friday; one by

dope and one by the pigs.

Many of us will remember Jiml Hendrix for his music, and will

think of him every time the Plalnsville High School Marching band

plays the Star - Spangled Banner while Robert Goulet tries to remember
the words. And a few of us will remember Jimi Hendrix for his live

style, and that he was never afraid to let it all hang out when he felt

so inclined.

One of the highest paid performers in the rock music industry

has left us, although leaving behind some bitchin' tunes. It will al-

ways be a debatable point whether dope got the best of Jimi Hendrix

or whether he got the best of dope.

Another beautiful entity snatched from us was the free -wheel in

ride down the middle of the escalators in "Our New Campus Center"
The placement of wooden blocks along the runway, preventing smooth
and slippery plunges, is concistant with the policy of those people

who really run the Campus Center of eliminating pleasure where

-

ever they find it.

All of this simply serves as a warning against feeling too optim-

istic about the continuing existence of pleasureable people and things.

Always, without fail, the sound arises to work
within "the system" all ye youth, and in this way
you can get things done. Deviate a bit and all

is lost.

The trouble has always been that the old sys-
tem gets caught up in its own tail and usually
ends acting either screechingly slow or not at

all.

A rather minor item involving some work to
be done upon the offices of this newspaper is

You see, it all started because the office space
alotted to this newspaper in the Great Grey
Waffle was about half as much as the space for

the Collegian in the old and so much better

Student Union. So with the wisdom that has run
this paper for years, the hierarchy decided that

they would stay in the old Union and while keeping

their prsent space, alas, get an adjoining office.

Promises of removing a divider wall rang
through the SUG board air, with the proviso that

the Collegian submit formal work orders, by
deadline, etc. etc. etc., draw up specifications,

etc., etc., so that ye old wall would come tumbling

down.
And all this was done well in advance so that

ye old wall would be down by September 1, so
that a dally newspaper could be produced with-

out bricks flying around.

Alas the wall remains, a symbol to fumbling
bureaucrats. No one knows who to blame. The
SUG Board blames maintenance, maintenance bl-

ames physical plant, physical plant blames the

wall g.y, the wall guy blames the head wall

guy, the h<;ad wall guy blames planning, planning

blames the Chancellor and the Chancellor will

probably blame the painting of Herter.

The whole situation is really typical of trying

to deal with inanimate objects, whether it be
the Presidency jr UMass. You deal the way they

tell you, you play by all the rules and you end
up getting remarks like "signals must have got

crossed' , or "there has been a mixup in com-
munication". This from people that block up
escalators, because, after all no one is supposed
to be juvenile or have fun once in a while at the

expense of precious University property that stu-

dents paid for through their teeth.

We at the Collegian should have taken a steel -

edged ruler, attached it to a typewriter and
smashed away. Maybe we'd have the stupid wall
down by now.

PETER PASCARELLI
Editor-in-Chief

Don Glickstein

Miscellaneous Memorandum
FROM: Whitmore Computer
TO: The Bureaucracy
SUBJECT: Student Comfort

The many complaints received from alumni about
the ease of undergraduate life makes it incum-
bent upon us to institute the following policy:

All departments will devise before September 1

new methods of student misery. These must
take the guise of improvement and educational
innovation. Stop.

FROM: S.U.C. Board and C. C. Governance
TO: Whitmore Computer
SUBJECT: Concrete Waffles and Spaghetti Str-

ainers

In developing our plan, as you know, we took
into consideration that students love beauty, are
often in need financially, cannot buy alcohol
legally, and believe in taxation with representation.
Accordingly, we urge the construction of what we
like to call, the Concrete Waffle and Spaghetti
Strainer. It can be said that the complex was
built for the students, but they will not know
what to do with it, and it will eventually be ours.
The inclusion of a rathskellar will also help
to perpetuate the good will between the University
and native drinking establishments.

FROM: Ralph
TO: Whitmore Computer
SUBJECT: Lines, lines, lines

We have developed a plan to eliminate the lines
while not really eliminating the lines because
we'll just say that the lines were worse last
year and our new line innovation has alleviated
the lines that are still lined up and make it

easier for veteran linesmen to line up in the
lines they want.

FROM: Whitmore Computer
TO: Ralph
SUBJECT: Lines
It is not quite understood what you mean Ralph,

but your judgement shall be trusted. Stop.

Campus Comment

FROM: Joel

TO: Whitmore Computer
SUBJECT: A Real Innovation

Our idea is foolproof. First, we intend to make
their meal tickets out of soggy cardboard which

are guaranteed not to last the semester. Then
when the tickets do dissolve, we'll raise the price

of new tickets 300%, because, as you know

paper costs more than the plastic coated individ-

ualized photographs we had last year for meal
tickets. Rather than facilitate the long lines at

the commons by the mere flashing of a card,

we intend to create a real exciting bottlenecker- -

the chit- -which must be slowly and laborously

torn out. As a final coup de creme, the hours

that we'll be open will be reduced so as to con-

dense more hungry people, in less time, in more
lines.

Our ideal is to have them lined up in front of

Hampden, fighting for space, angry over the early

closing time, their chits, soggy in the rain.

FROM: Whitmore Computer
TO: Joel

SUBJECT: Chits and Other Innovations

If this thing backfires like your poisoned roast

beef did last year, you're fired. Stop.

FROM: Jim
TO: Whitmore Computer
SUBJECT: We can disobey the law, but stu-

dents can't

Assignment of transfer juniors to predominantly
freshmen-sophomore dorms is completed. Arb-
itrary assignment of incom- freshmen to upper

-

classmen coed dorms (against the ruling of the

Board of Trustees) is completed. Parental per-
mission slips not obtained. Am awaiting furthei

instructions.

DON GLICKSTEIN
Editorial Staff

"I Resign" - Koltin
To the editor:

"My activity in the Student
Strike did not terminate when I

left campus at the end of last May.
Instead, I spent the summer try-
ing to convey to the community,
via radio and TV appearances,
newspaper press releases, and
other political activity, the mean-
ing of the slogan 'Power to the
People.' To return to campus this

fall to find that a handful of 'stu-

dent pigs ' had taken it upon them -

selves along to make ALL the
decisions regarding a senior con-
cert -the decision of whether to

have one In the first place, the
decision of 'helping the sophomore
class officers' by making it a

soph -senior concert, the decision
of when to schedule the concerts,
and the decision of who would be
the entertainment for the concerts
--was a down, apathetic, frustr-
ating, infuriating DOWN. The
members of the Class of '71 (the
People) were allowed no voice. The
Executive Council ('representa-
tives' of the People) were a 1 lower.

no voice. The President's Cou
ncil (representatives of the repre-
sentatives of the People) was,
and still is, not even existent.

Indeed, not even all the class of-
ficers were involved. The de-
cisions were made by a few self-

appointed student pigs.

"The action is an inexcusable
mockery of what the Student Str-
ike movement was all about. Class
government has long been unre-
presentative. But now the level
of egotism and piggishness has
reached intolerable heights. I

cannot in conscience continue to
serve on the Class of '71 Exec-
utive Council which now functions
solely to carry out the will and
whimsy of a certain few, and there-
fore I submit my resignation from
that body effective immediately."

Harold Koltin '71

(Ed Note: Contributions are

solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:

students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques-
tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.
Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

To The Collective:

It is my sincerest hope that the campus police will never have to

fire the guns that they presently carry. However, there are times

when the mere prescence of an armed campus policeman has prevented

a crime or disturbance, be it large or small.

I, for one, am opposed to having armed guards on campus. I also

feel that a locked cache of arms would be many times more dangerous

than the pistols presently in use, for if the need ever arose for this

cache to be unlocked, the killing would be catastrophic.

You also said "If campus police refuse to work under these con-

itions, the university community will develop its own peace -keeping

mechanism." I suggest that you, The Collective, re -direct yourselves

at this goal- -not simply disarming the campus police, but ELIMIN-
ATING THE NEED FOR PAID COPS ON CAMPUS. With the cooper-

ation of all the students, we can have our OWN peace -keeping force,

made up of students, and show Spiro and his supporters that we, the

students, can produce the type of peace in our own community that

we are striving to achieve everywhere.

GRANT BENNETALDER '74

TO ED BRYANT, THE COLLECTIVE, AND GIL SALK:
RE: What Happens to People

That particular "young American" was obviously unable to cope

with a compound problem, so he unconditionally quit. RE: Guns on

Campus
Who would have any confidence in an unarmed policeman? And

if policemen can have access to a locked cache of arms with ammunition,

why can't ROTC Cadets have access to a locked cache WITHOUT it?

RE: Acts of Love (?)

Suzi Williams is a jerk if she thinks breaking and entering and

destruction of property are not acts of vandalism. And any attempt

to apply situational ethics to a given circumstance reveals an in-

supportable position.

OFF MY CHEST
To the interior decorator .Breuer^Burnmer

,

*""*

Instead of resurrecting those horribly ugly Victorian wall murals

that hung for a dozen years in the Hatch, why is it not possible to

paint those gaol -like walls of the 2nd floor as the walls in Bartlett

Hall have been painted? Why don't you invite students to decorate

those insane asylum -like cork walls in the conference rooms with

posters and the like? Also, many people feel that the Center should

not leak.

ART LOVER

To Terence Grinnan, Concrete
Waffle Manager,

It was so thoughtful of you to

mutilate our escalator slide by
screwing those very ascetic
wooden blocks in it. Do you have
any plans for banning skate-
boarding from the garage? Per-
haps the ultimate solution would
be to declare the Waffle off limits

to students. Hurrah.
Your tenant

To the Physical Plant:

Could you please explain to me
the need for the chain- link fence
that segregates the Southwest
dormitories along Massachusetts
Avenue from the rest of the

campus. I see no reason why
we should not be able to cut

across the whitmore parking lot.

Please remove the fence.

Fenced In

Campus Comment
Mobe is Anti-War

To the editor:

The SMC is a single issue group which means
it is organized with the single purpose of br-

inging the troops home from S.E.Asia imme-
diately. The single issue nature of the SMC
is presently embodied in our constitution in sev-

eral places. First of all there is our name which

states we are the "Student Mobilization Commit-
tee to End the War in Southeast Asia."

But more important than any name are two pa-

rts of the constitution which give the single is-

sue nature of the SMC a substantial bases: the

membership clause and the non-exclusion clause.

The membership clause states that everyone who
supports an immediate withdrawal is eligible

for membership. And the non- exclusion clause

states that no one is excluded who supports im-
mediate withdrawal. These two aspects of the

constitution make us an anti-War organization and
nothing but an anti-War organization.

However, an anti-War organization need not bl-

ind itself to the other realities of the world.

In fact these other realities effect our drive

to end the War so that we can't ignore them.

For instance, how can an ami War organization

ignore its home community's (the University)

complicity in the War it's fighting. The Mobe
was aware of this complicity when during the

Strike it voted to condemn university compli-
city in the War. This vote did not change the
single issue nature of the Mobe: it simply said
that we, as an anti-War group, condemn the

complicity. The "we" here means the major-
ity of our group.

The point is that because of our membership
clause and non -exclusion clause, whatever we
do, we do as an anti-War organization. When
we voted to send greetings of solidarity to the

Heady Store

To the editor:

We are writing as concerned students in re-

ference to a matter of utmost importance con-
cerning the efficiency of our new Campus Cen-
ter. Although the Center advertises having a

department to satisfy any student need, we be-

lieve that a very profitable and necessary sec-
tion has been omitted.

Marlboro's, Winston, Tareton and Kools! Bah
humbug! How about Bambu, Marfil, Stella and
Zig Zag? Cigarette Holders??? We need roach
clips, screens, water pipes and stashes!! Be-
cause these articles in question are sold in

various parts of town, there is no doubt that

they are quite saleable and of essential value
to the University population. We maintain that

these smoking accessories should be readily a-

vailable at the Campus Center smoking counter
for the convenience and satisfaction of the ma-
jority of University of Massachusetts students.

Make your feelings known to the store mana-
ger "HEAD? on down to the new Campus Cen-
ter store for your back to shool RUSH needs.'

(when your having more than one.)

United Automobile Workers (UAW), we were say-
ing that our anti-War group wishes the workers
success with their strike. We did not change
the single issue nature of the SMC.
Of course such resolutions are never bind-

ing on the minority who vote against them. They
continue to be members in good standing be-
cause they support immediate withdrawal. Fur-
ther they are welcome to work and causus, if

need be, to convince the majority they are wrong.
The rights of the minority are protected by
that part of the constitution which guarantees
the domocratic nature of the SMC.

Last semester when we passed the resolution
on University complicity with the War, I wan-
ted to include ROTC as part of that compli-
city. By a narrow vote, my position lost. I

did not feel inclined to leave the organization
and was obviously not forced out. I think the major-
ity was wrong in that case and hope in the near
future the Mobe's position will be changed. In

the mean time I plan to continue building the

SMC because everyone of us agrees that the

only way to end the War is by bringing our
troops home. Thats what it means to be a sin-

gle issue group!

I hope this letter clears up the bit of con-
fusion of the last meeting about our single issue
nature. In reading it over I think I've over-
done the constitution bit. Constitutions are pie-

ces of paper. What will really keep the UMass
SMC a single issue group is each of us com-
mitting ourselves to see that immediate with-
drawal remains the only condition for member-
ship.

Sid Finehersh
Temporary Chairman,SMC

Plastic People

To the editor:

It must have been noticed by many people

that all the dishes used in the cafeteria of the

new Campus Center are made of plasticized

paper. The eating utensils are made of heavy

plastic which apparently could withstand the heat

of an automatic dishwasher. All of these - dis-

hes, knives, forks, spoons - are discarded a-

fter one use. As is by now well-known, one

gf the severest polution problems facing us is the

disposal of solid wastes. Plastics are espec-

ially bad as they do not easily decompose and

give off noxious fumes when burned. One can

imagine the amount of pollution caused by the

cafeteria. It is unfortunate, in this time of

ecological crisis, that the University should be

so insensitive, when instead it should be a mo-
del to the community.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and must car-
ry the writer's signature, ad-
dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

upon request). The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p.m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters.

UNFINISHED LOG CABIN

On the mall, its four inter-

locked walls stand, without a

On the mall, its four inter-

locked walls

stand, without a roof -

rain bleeds the pine logs

:beneath the criss-crossed
boarding

a red pool.

Has the work of our hands
come to this?

Five 22 story towers
hovering over so near an e-

mancipation

-Bill Tremblay
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Graduate Fellowships Offered
To Hampden County Residents

WMUA Program To Examine

UMass Student Activism

The Trustees of the Horace
Smith Fund in Springfield, Mass-
achusetts, will make available,

under the Walter S. Barr Don-
ation, fellowships for the

scholastic year 1971-72 In the total

amount of $5,000.00 for advanced
study or research. These fellow-

ships are limited to residents of

Hampden County, Massachusetts,
who have been or are about to

be graduated from college. As
a rule the fellowship awards will

be not less than $1,000.00 each.
Awards will be made for one year,
with the expectation that they will

be continued annually for not more
than two additional years, if such
continuation is warranted.

Candidates who look forward to

careers of definite social useful-

ness are preferred. Such careers
might be found, for example, In

politics, in scientific research, in

teaching, in the ministry, and in

other learned professions. The fel -

Sexuality Series Open
This semester a lecture -discus-

sion series on human sexuality will

be offered for one credit through

the Home Economics Education

Department. The course will be

held on Monday evenings for eight

weeks beginning September 28 thru

November 23 and is open to the

entire university.

Anatomy and physiology is the

topic of the first lecture followed

by contraception, abortion, preg-

nancy and birth, human sexuality

and psycho sexual development , fe -

male -male relationships and love

and loving. The course will con-
sist of lectures by guest speakers
from various departments and dis-

cussion groups; one paper will be
required.

Registration will be this week in

Whitmore for course HEED 391.

Class will be held in Skinner au-
ditorium from 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.

85 Armtv St

Restaurant

Amherst, Moss

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 -9pm.

VILLAGE INN LUMS
Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

lowships will be awarded on the

basis of the scholastic records of

the candidates, of financial re-

sources available to them and of

all other pertinent information.

Application forms will be sent

on request. Address the Secretary,

The Horace Smith Fund, Box 131,

Springfield, Massachusetts. App-
licants are asked in making
request for the form to state

briefly their education and
intentions and to list secondary
schools and higher institutions att-

ended, with dates.

Applications to be considered
must be In the Office of the

Secretary of the Horace Smith Fund
by December 31, 1970. Applica-
tions received after that date will

not be considered. Early app-
lications are desirable.

Applicants are required to take

the Aptitude Test of the Graduate
Record Examinations offered in

nationwide administration on Oct-
ober 24, 1970. Applicants MUST
register for this test by October
9, 1970. Applicants with except-
ional scholastic records, who for

satisfactory reason are unable to

take the test, will be given con-
sideration, but distinct preference
will be given to those with good
scores on the test.

Tonight at 8 p.m. WMUA's'Fp-
cus" returns to the air for its

third season with Ken Mosakow-
ski as moderator of the controver-
sial, current affairs discussion
program.
The subject of tonight's program

is "Student Activism: Fall, 1970,"

and it is expected that the panelists

will shed some light o" the nature

of social and political action at the

University of Massachusetts which
is being planned for the coming
months. Mosakowski's tentative

-

will speak about the formation of

the Radical Community Union;

Quint Dawson and Rick Smardonof
the Coalition for Environmental
Quality; and Jim Rose and Bob
Homer of the Young Americans
for freedom. Also on the panel

will be a spokesman for the new-
ly formed Community Action Foun-
dation, which includes the NES
tutorial program, Action Lab for

the Education of High School Drop
Outs, A Better Chance program,
the Committee on Poverty, and

ly- scheduled guests include Stu- the Seminars on Racial Attitudes

dent President Glenn Elters, who and Practices.

72 Exec. Council Reports
(Editor's note: A report of each
Junior Class Executive Council
meeting will appear in the COL-
LEGIAN to better communicate
with its constituents, the Junior
Class. This is the first of these
reports.)

President Jul! Ierardi formed a
Co-ordinating Committee, which
will be chaired by Vice President,
Ed Dempsey Under this comm-
ittee will be 4 sub- committees:
Public Relations. Black Affairs,
Campus Affairs, Academic Af-
fairs. Members of these sub-
committees will not be appointed
until the size of the Executive
Council is reduced. Too many
students who signed up for the

UNDERGRAD

COMMUTERS
GET INVOLVED! COME TONIGHT

SEPT. 21

Help set up
trol Board etc.

7:00 S.U. BALLROOM

Tutoring Referral Service, Rent

BRING SUGGESTIONS!

Con-

Council for there to be any eff-

ective organization.

After much discussion and
voting, it was decided that Winter
Carni Weekend, February 26, 27,
and 28, 1971, would include. Fri-
day night, folk or rock groups;
Saturday night, a big- name group;
Sunday all day and all night, a
do -your -thing/get -wrecked in the
Cage sort of deal, having sev-
eral local bands perform, along
with perhaps a big name.

Winter Carni Chairman for 1971
will be Mary Holland.

UMass Student Asks

N. Hadley Addresses
A UMass student has volunteered

to collect and distribute a list of

names, addresses, and phone num-
bers of students living in the

North Hadley vicinity, so students
needing rides between home and
campus can contact others on the

list. Robert 8. McDonnell of

228 River Drive asks that anyone
living on Mr. Warner Road or
Route 47 (River Drive, give call

him at 586-0563
He will type and distribute these

lists

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

SORORITY CALENDAR OF EVENTS SEPT. 21 - 27

Monday 21st
SIGMA DELTA TAU Dinner Party 500
SIGMA KAPPA "Is Greek a Dead Language?" - film
IOTA GAMMA UPSILON Boutique Workshop 7 : (X)

Tuesday 22nd
CHI OMEGA Community Involvement
TRI SIGMA Playboy Club 700
PI BETA PHI Graffitti Party
KAPPA ALPHA THETA "All Sides Now" (women's lib)

Wednesday 23rd
ALPHA CHI OMEGA "Flicker Flashbacks" Ban
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA Scavenger Hunt
SIGMA KAPPA Sigma After Hours

Thursday 24th

^RnT nlrTTA pxrr
['Effects of the Strike", speaker Prof

.
Don Levine 7:00LAMBDA DELTA PHI Alternative to Dorm Life"

KAPPA ALPHA THETA "Do It To It"
IOTA GAMMA UPSILON "LaPorte Ouverte" Bistro 7.00

Sunday 24th
SIGMA DELTA TAU Circus with Orphans 12.-00

Panhellenic Council encourages all University women to VISIT CAMPUS SORORITIES AT ANY TIME

For further questions call:

Linda 549-6752 Elaine 253-9066

8:00

7:30

8:30

9:00

7:30

7:00

8:00

6:30

7:30

9:00

7:30

7:00

8:30

- 4:00
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SIGMA DELTA TAU
All university women are Invited to

rush party tonight beginning at 5 p.m

Dinner will be served at 5 45 Dress

Informally.

PRE -LAW ADVISOR
Dean Elden S Magaw of Temple Un-

iversity School of Law will interview

pre -law students today at 1 p m. in

Room 345 in Whitmore

WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
First practice will be held today at

4:30 Meet on the WOPE courts; In

case of rain, in the gym For infor-

mation: J. Keefe, 220 Mary Lyon and

Karen Duggan at 6-9584.

MILITANT FORUM
Will present Joe Miles (former GI

organizer, present Black Nationalist and

Socialist activist) at 8 p m in Room
168 of the Campus Center

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class in Hatha Yoga, breathing

meditation, and chanting today from 8
to 10 am in Thoreau Lounge Please
bring a towel, an empty stomach, and
wear loose-fitting clothes

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Tuesday night at

in Rm 162, Campus Center
Boardmeeting at 6:00 p.m.

SIGMA KAPPA
"Is Greek a

will be shown
at Sigma Kappa
invited.

Dead Language?" film

tonight at 7:30 P.M
All university women

UMASS STUDENTS FOR BUCZKO
All students interested in helping Thad-

deus "Ted" Buczko in his campaign for

re-election as State Auditor will meet
at 7 p.m. tonight in Room 349, Gor-
man Hall (behind Hills South)

DVP
Due to his busy schedule, Sen. Rob-

ert Packwood will not be coming to

speak tonight about "Population Con-

trol". His talk Is re-scheduled for Feb
22

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p m. in Mac-

hmer 207, to plan field projects for

the coming year. Open to all.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Meeting of undergrad commuters to

approve budget, set up rent control

board, etc . tonight at 7 pm in the

SU Ballroom

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
Undergrad assemblymen will meet to-

night at 7:30 p.m in the Knowlton House
Recreation Room to discuss the plight

of the undergraduate ed major All

other interested ed majors are invited

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Meeting for all old members tonight

at 7 p.m. in Grinnell Arena.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADING
Will Maureen, who tried out. please

notify Joy (6-7458) immediately if you
are still interested

NEWMAN CLUB
Jim and Mary Jean Smith from Som-

ers, Conn , will conduct a marriage
workf 'op in the Newman Center Social

Lounge at 7:30 pm tonight

OUTING CLUB
This year's introductory meeting for

prospective members will be tonight

at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, Rm
165 Dues may be paid.

SDS
Meeting to discuss post -SDS activities,

summer activities, and what to do dur-

ing the school year to fight against

the War in Indochina, racism in the US .

and male chanvinism Tonight at 7:30

p.m. in Machmer W 22

STUDENT SENATE ACTIVITIES COMM
ITTEE

Meeting tonight at 6:30 PM. in roorr

174 of the Campus Center

6:30 p m
Executive

SMC COMMUNITY ORGANIZING COM
MITTEE

Meeting In the SMC office Tuesday
night at 7 p.m

SMC DORM ORGANIZERS ME
Meeting in the SMC office Tuesday

night at 8 p m

SMC MEDIA COMMITTEE
Meeting in the SMC office at 9 PM

Wednesday, Sept. 23.

SMC WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Meeting in the SMC office at 8 PM

Tuesday, Sept. 22

HUMAN SEXUALITY COURSE
A Human Sexuality Lecture Series

will be offered for one credit on Mon
day evenings 7:30-10:00 beginning Sept
28-Nov. 23. Register for course HE
ED 391. Topics covered will Include
contraception, abortion, pregnancy and
birth, etc Open to entire University.

CANCE HOUSE HAIR TICKET HOLDERS
Money will be refunded for last year's

Hair Theatre Party on Mon Sept. 21

and Tues, Sept 22 between 7-9 p m.
in the Cance House lobby

ENGLISH MAJORS
The first meeting of the English

Department Undergraduate Council will

be held tonight at 7 p.m in Bartlett

301

HOMECOMING QUEENS COMMITTEE
Girls from all classes are invited

to pick up applications for Homecoming
Queen in the RSO Office Please re-

turn them by Oct 14 and feel free to

nominate yourself and/or your friends

PUBLICITY FOR HOMECOMING
Meeting Tuesday night at 7 p m. in

Room 172 of the Campus Center in place

of Wednesday's meeting Attendance
is mandatory.

Notices
KAPPA DELTI PI

Organizational meeting Tuesday night

at 7:30 p.m in Room 175 of the Cam-
pus Center.

PRECISIONETTES
Practice Mon-Frl at 4:40 in Dickin

son Parking Lot. Any UMass under-
graduate woman interested in joining

please come and meet the top drill

team in the east cr call Linda at

665-3475

SPECTRUM
Meeting Tuesday ni {ht .it 7:30 for all

old staffers in Rm 1 "7 in the Campus
Center. Plans for 'uture issues will

be discussed.

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
Male voices needed for Music 162

(University Chorus, '. credit). Phone
Mr. Harler at 545-0624 or 545-0532.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS OF THE MOBE
Meeting Tuesday night at 8 p m. in

the Mobe office, Student Union, 2nd floor.

UMASS DAMES CLUB
" Get -to -Know -your -Neighbors -and

-

your - Community Coffee Klatch". All

wives of UMass and Amherst College
students are invited, both grad and
undergrad Will be held at 8 pm
at Farley 4-H Lodge (in back of F-
Lot near the stadium) Gerald Grady,
UMass Business Manager, will be the

guest speaker.

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT
All students interested in working for

Govenor Sargent stop at our table in
the Campus Center.

MAROON KEYS
Meeting Tuesday night for all Keys

at 7:00 in room 167 of the Campus
Center

.

SKYDIVING
UMass Sport Parachute Club fall re-

cruitment meeting Wednesday, 7 45 PM
in the Campus Center, room 165 All

interested persons are invited to at-
tend.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting to discuss women's libera-

tion and organization for the upcoming
year Wednesday night, 6:00, Room 162
of the Campus Center Open to all

women.

DEBATE UNION
Callout for new members, Tuesday

night, 7:30, in the Colonial Lounge of
the Student Union No experience is

necessary and refreshments will be
served.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
"Both Sides Now" - a look at Wo-

men's Liberation will be the theme of
an open house party, Tuesday night.

All girls are welcome.

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 201 FILM
SERIES

First film of the Comparative Lit-

erature Film Series, Fellini's "La Dolce
Vita", will be shown Tues. night in

Mahar Auditorium at 6:30 and 930
Individual and season tickets will be
available at the door.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
Lessons will be given Tues night at

7:30 in the Campus Center Ballroom

Bring a friend. Non- dancers welcome.

UMASS BARBERSHOPPERS
Looking for men who love to sing

Prefer men with some singing exper-
ience. If Interested, call Ron Rapallo
evenings 253-9868

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Organisational meeting Wed. night at

7:30 in Room 102, Stockbridge Hall.

All interested persons are invited.

ALPH PHI OMEGA
Open smokers will be held Monday

night, Thursday night and Mon night,
Sept. 28, at 7:30, second floor of Mem-
orial Hall

HORSE JUDGING TEAM
Meeting for all interested persons Wed.

night, 7:30, at Grinnell Arena. Plans
for team selection and trip to Colum-
bus, Ohio will be discussed. No ex-

perience necessary, only a desire to

learn.

CAF

Open meeting, Wed. night at 8:00, In

the SU Ballroom Programs of the Com-
mittee on Poverty, Action Lab, NES
and Racial Seminars will be presented
to prospective members.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP
Stained Glass Conversation this week

will be in the Nantucket Room, SU,
from 4:30-5:00 Come and bring a
friend!

ACCOUNTING CLUB
SBA majors meet your faculty Wed-

nesday night at 7-9 in the SBA Fa-
culty Lounge

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
First monthly meeting will be Wed.

Sept 23 at 7 30 p m in Rooms 174-

176 In the Campus Center Drawing
for free instruction and flight home.

NEWMAN CLUB
On Tuesday. Sept 22. Father Lucian

Clark, C P will conduct a program on
the Christian's responsibility to God
through people in the Newman Center
Social Lounge at 7:30 p m

Q -Club
HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY

!

from 3:30 to 8 P.M.

DJ. IN PERSON

Rt. 9. Russell St.. Hadley

253-9214

Pirqe Avot

Literorufe

Hebrew

Toroh

Prophets

'Students
vs Parents'

Yiddish

HEVR0T HILLEL STUDY CIRCLES

— Moral insights of the Talmud and contemporary relevence

Monday 6:30 p.m. 2nd floor - Student Union

— Seminar to meet bi-weekly to discuss short stories and poetry of con-

temporary Jewish work. No instructor.

Monday 7:45 p.m. 2nd Floor - Student Union

— Elementary. Introduction to reading and comprehension.
Monday 8:45 p.m. 2nd Floor - Student Union

— From Creation up to Abraham, a text study of this Biblical segment as

expressionistic literature. Symbol, allegory, number significance, and
structure, will be discussed.

Tuesday 6:30 p.m. Norfolk Room - Student Union

— Translating the Prophets' theocentric frame of reference to a con-

temporary naturalistic framework.

Discussion of counselling cases fom the work of the same title by Sam— Perlman.
Tuesday 9:00 p.m. Norfolk Room - Student Union

— Elementary T.B.A. Student Union Building
Monday 7:30 p.m.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT FOR SALE

line old >ew England house, five
lit-druttuu, inudrrn kitchen, spacious
-nuiiius, quiet neighborhood. 1 amib
only. 519-1U87. tfll-21

HELP WANTED
CBS Records 1 promotional manag-

er. Will be on Campus Wed., bept.
:.:ril, »ee details at Placement Of-
lice nud sign up (or interviews there.

MM!
sitter minted, preferably students

•rife, MWF 8:45 • 11:15, 75c per
hour. Cull 680- -'437 after 3 p.m.

tf9-21

Waitresses wanted. Hutch Inn,
lliillo, over 21. tf9-21

Ambitious couple who need more
income. I nusual opportunity for
-mill earnhiKN for both. Work to-
gether, part-time or full-time. Car
necessary . I'lione: 1-413-774-3587, 7-9

l». in. tf9-23

M 1 with stiiiiduril lie. to -York
mi trimler truck ou hill. Call Jim
."» 19-6877 or inquire ut the Yellow
submarine. tf9-23

Discounts on stereo components.
< all ti-'JU* or b-9447. tflu-l

LEATHER GOODS
All hand-made to order: vests,

bugs, jackets, belts, pants, sandals.
shirts, we make most anything at a
lair price. !*ee Patrick at the l.cwr-
»-» t Craft Center in l^everett. U9-".'

'4 J-'i«>her stereo "Bookshelf Speak-
er" for sale Vest ofier. Call 853-
.'077 evenings. tf9-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
' Keiimle Kuoinnintes wanted t<>

-liare '.'-bedroom tow nhouse apt., nil

electric. 1 ' - baths, air- conditioniiiL

.

rent includes utilities. $50/iuo./per-
-hii. Cull 665-3117. ttit-.'l

Help! ltf«|iarntel\ need » home.
\n extra ihtmhi would help reduce
• Mir rent. Cull Dinnne 253-JMHMi.

tf9-.'l

I I'liiule rooiuuiute vtnnted. prefer
i«e '.'I or over, $7* monthly. Call
'I'liWI'i nfler 5 p.m. tf9-»3

Girls Wanted
To dance Go Go in Spfld's

loveliest night club.

—Very good pay.

—Excellent working condi-

tions.

—Must be 18 or over.

—Must like to dance.

Coll Mr. Kirkwood

in afternoon at

StSfa
1-736-5701

I'M!" Yamaha Scrambler 305 cc ex-
cellent cond., 7500 miles with extra
handlebars, helmet and tools, 1 good
i nd one fair tire $425. Call 111 IW1
alter 3:00. tf!>-.': i

I .' String Guitar, hand finished,
excellent condition. Call 549-6753 af-
ter 3:00. 8175. tfO-23

3 piece white formica dinette set.
pair turquoise drapes, new, !>8\:m.

midnight blue full size bedspread, in-
fant swing-a-matic, all excellent eea-
lition. tall 853-5008. tf!)->f

Incredible — Guild I>40 Guitar >
>r. old. excel action and sounds with
lulls. $368 new, asking $300. Phil. 315
i»w igiit. tfo-'ia

Siamese kittens, Frost-point pedi-
itree, champ-stock, $25 ea. or best
offer. $50 with papers. Weekend
best. 225 Mount Holyoke Drive, Am-
berst or 30A Mach. tf9-8l

PKACE DOG TAGS _ military
st>le. one the Dove of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 84 Inch
<hain. St. 00. PO Box 401. Holyoke.
Mass. 01040. tflO-8

FOR SALE — AUTOS
'<;-.* Pl\ mouth, state car, 6 cylinder.

Hiitomatir, radio, heater, runs well.
call 233-2576, room 97, after 9 p.m.
SI 15 or best offer. tf9-!3

\iistin Healy 3000. late '67, new
r.nlials and exhaust. 82,000 mile*, ex-
cellent condition, original owner. CallNHMM after 6:00 weekdays.

tf9-r.

l!M«i F.nclish Kord Cortina GT, rx-
• ellent condition new clutch, must be
seen and driven to be appreciated.
MM negotiable. Rob or Janet 85!

MM. tf9--;::

1965 Yolkswaeen sedan, low mile-
ace, good condition, clean. Call 353-
''15. tf9-'.»3

I960 YW, excellent condition, ra-
dio. Phone 586-1418 evenings. $250
»r best offer. tf9-39

1964 Ford sedan, good condition.
*249.79. Call 546-5373, If not in leave
message. <f9--!::

(heap, dependable transportation— 1963 Ford Falrlane, $225. MB-
'-•*T0- tf9-2 1

'64 Chevy Grnbr. Camper, full
equip.; new eng., 8000 mis., tran/
axle, brks. and tires, exc. cond. $750.
tall 847-9041. tf9-21

1965 Cortina Wagon, 60,000 miles,
very economical; body, interior, and
motor in very good shape, $450 or
l>e»t offer. Call 253-9748 after 6 p.m.

tf9-83

'«" YW exc. condition, radio, 0IH,
Call 536-6751 eurlr morning or Lit.

night. tf9-22

T>4 Chev. Belair, 6 cyl., auto,
trans., Tery good condilion. Call 253-
-

:177. tf9-21

1968 f»ntsiin 2000 Roadster, 135 lip

OIIC engine, new Mlclieling, drivlnc
lichts, soft top, hard top, and tnn-
iiean. $1695. 584-2790. tff)-2

1

MTST 8ETX — New car reining
in 5 weeks. '69 CheveHe eonv.. 4 spd..
350-300. AM-FM, snow tires w/rims.
all hearr ilntT nptiong, exc. cond.,
like new, 8r.,000 ml. Call Al 510-

<;<;6<;. tfn-23

T,9 Triumph 250 cc. luecatre rack,
bell helmet, nnder 5000 mile«. $525
lirm. Call So. Deerfield 665-3400.

tf9-85

MrsT SFT.T.! 61 Cher. Tmpala
convertible V8, excellent rnnnine
condition, auto, trans., power steer;
ing. Asking $150. Call 519-6080

tfn-2.-

RIDE WANTED
Heln! I need a ride fa Greenfield"

nrea Mon. and Tues. night at 10:00
1m afraid of the dark! I will nar.
fall r.18-9171. tf9-21

REWARD"
«25 Reward for the return of a

7enith stereo with MOO rrllnder
sneakers and AM-FM radio token
from J.A. 703; no qnestlon* asked or
lor information leading to recoverv
r cooils. 516-8671. tfn-'M

PERSONAL
rmrersity ("horns. Music 162, 1 -

' re.i.t male voices needed. Phone Mr
llirler 545-0624 or 545-0532. tf9-21

GIGS WANTED
Ptano/Elec. Piano Player desires

cie with commercial or limited rock
*roup. Steve 256-mMU. t f9-''l

ROOM EXCHANGE
... r" a

,*ch*n«*. I will trade room
mi Coed Cance plus cash for single
;m> where on Campos (esp. Quad).
< all Al 6-8254 6-5183. tf9-gg

WANTED
,.
W
j

i*n!'^ */«»«•'' Tulor, preferably
srad student. Call 546-8081. tf9-25
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Pats Convert Interception, Fumble

Into Key TD's, Topping Miami, 27-14
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.(AP)- The

Boston Patriots turned an inter-

ception and a fumble recovery
into touchdowns by Carl Garrett
and Jim Nance within 74 seconds
late in the second period and went
on to upset the Miami Dolphins
27-14 Sunday in a National Foot-
ball League opener.

After forcing the Dolphins to

gamble, the Patriots capitalized

on another pass interception, set-

ting up Gino Cappeletti for a 22-

yard field goal and a 20-14 half-

time lead.

The Boston defense took com-
plete charge of the second half,

overpowering quarterback Bob
Griese and company in paving the

way to an insurance touchdown on
Mike Taliaferro's 25-yard pass to

Ron Sellers midway through the

fourth period.

The Patriots got on the board
on a 41 -yard field goal by Cap-
peletti late in the first period.

The Boston defense went to work
against Griese, who never had

been intercepted by the Patriots

in his career.

Darryl Johnson picked off a

Griese pass and two plays later,

Garrett, the American Football

League's 1969 Rookie of the Year,

sprinted 10 yards for a touchdown.

On the first play after the en-

suing kickoff, tackle Jim Hunt

recovered the 15th fumble of his

pro career after hitting Larry
Csonka at the Miami 14. Nance
carried into the end zone in two
attempts.

THE PHOENIX BOOKSHOP
MAY HAVE IT!!

WE HAVE MOVED AND EXPANDED (Between Drummer Boy & Bell's)

TO SERVE YOU BETTER.

WE HAVE ORDERED TEXTS FOR
COURSES IN...

ART, ANTHROPOLOGY, ENGLISH, ECONOMICS, COMPARATIVE LIT.,

PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY.

We plan to be open from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. EVERY DAY
Not only do we have the books, we have

MAGAZINES & SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 9 AM TO 10 PM DAILY
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HE'S SO HEAVY - Red-

man fullback Dick Heavey

bursts through Maine oppo

sition. (MDC photo by Gary
Sli ckman)

UNIVERSITY

CHORUS
iMusiC 162 1 • Credit)

Male Voices Needed

Phone Mr. Harler

545-0624

545-0532

IN COLLEGE SALES

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE CO. 21 Pray St, Amherst

Redmen Shutout Black Bears, 28-0
(Continued from page 12)

was forced to punt.

Once again UMass got great
field position on their own 49.

Angelo DiNardo ran a reverse
around the right side for five and
Heavey followed with a four -yard
gain up the middle. With a third

-

and -short -yardage situation, Mar

-

chev fooled the Black Bears by
pitching out to Russell, who swept
around the right side, behind good
blocks by Art Corsaletti and Hea-
vey, for a gain of sixteen yards
to the Maine 26. Heavey then
went through a big hole in the line

for 21 more as the offensive line

was doing its job with uncanny
precision.

Corsaletti capped the drive and
ended the afternoon's scoring with
a five-yard sweep around left end.

Featured on this TD effort were
beautiful blocks by end Bob Ca-
brelli and Marchev himself. Ga-

Fusia Seeks

Imrovement

(Continued from page 12)

slight muscle pull and that it

would be best to rest him for

the remainder of the affair...

Saturday's 28-0 count repre-
sents coach Fusia s 13th life-

time shutout against Yan-
kee Conference competition...

Taking a look at how the Red-
men's opponents fared on Sat-

urday... Buffalo dropped down to

an 0-2 mark, getting beaten
decisively by Toledo, 27-6...

Included in Toledo's scoring
were two field goals of 35 and
32 yards... Boston University's

mistakes led to its downfall,

26-21, at the hands of Colgate...

The Terriers trailed by that

same count going into the final

quarter, during which time they

had three drives stalled within

the Colgate 25 -yard line...

Connecticut whalloped Ver-
mont, 47-0, as running ace Vin
Clements scored four touch-

downs ..Oh, what a game that

should be when UMass hosts
UConn here on Oct. 24!.... Bos-
ton College got a good jump
on the autumn season by taking

the best of Villanova, 28-21,

as quarterback Frank Harris
broke a 14-14 deadlock with a

couple of quick passes to

George Gill and Ed Rideout in

th fourth quarter that the two
converted into TD romps of

78 and 50 yards.

GOLF TEAM CANDIDATES - All

golf team candidates must report

to room 212 Boyden for information

on qualifying rounds for the 1970-

71 season.
* • • » •

DARTMOUTH TICKETS - Ti-
ckets for the Sept. 26 football game
against Dartmouth at Durham, N.H.
will go on sale today at the Boy-
den ticket office Reserved ti-

ckets will be sold for $5, while
unreserved ducats will cost $3.50.

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
Field Time Teams

1 6=30 Hack* vs. Team
2 6:30 BX vs. Dilboughs
3 6:30 Oxford vs. Cult
4 6:30 Trrrors vs. Panthers
5 6:30 Monuments vs. Bulldozers
6 6:30 Senators vi. "C'Crushers
1 7:30 Seagrams vs. Colt 45
2 7:30 Bruisers vs. Commonchees
3 7:30 Academics vs. Spartans
4 7.30 Aces vs. Oaks
5 7:30 Lemons vs. Bears
6 7:30 Flama vs. Trojans
1 8:30 Redwoods vs. Hemlocks
2 8:30 Bruins vs. Maroons
3 8:30 Hilos vs. Eagles
4 8:30 Crestview vs. Civil Eng.
5 8:30 Burners vs. Bodies

gnon's conversion completed the
scoring at UMass 28, Maine 0,

with 7:51 left to play.

It was a good win for the Red-
men and started the season off on
the right foot. However, it should
be remembered that Maine is not

exactly Boston College and the

schedule gets much tougher as the

season moves along.

PIGSKIN PATTER - UMass used
three quarterbacks in the contest.

Joining Marchev and Hughes in

the battle for the job was soph-
omore Len Matuza who uncorked a

couple of long bombs late in the

game which he came quite close to

completing. The stats for the

three were: Hughes, 6 for 11 for 69
yards with one TD and one inter-

ception; Marchev, 2 for 6 for 26
yards with no TD's and one inter-

ception; Matuza, 1 for 3 for 25
yards with no TD's and no inter-

ceptions. Matuza's one completed
pass was on a freak play as the

pass was intended for Lang but

it went off his fingertips and fell

into the arms of Walt O'Malley...

Cote, the Maine QB, was impres-
sive at times as he completed 7 of

12 for 95 yards.

s ~IJ!}I

Mi * sSJ
QUARTERBACK IN AC-

TION - UMass' Ken Hughes
flings one against Maine.

Blocking are Bob Pena (68)

and Bob Donlin (73). (MDC
Photo by Rich Mclntyre)

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW

by Sydney Oinarr
Israel, to my knowledsr, Is the on l.>

country in the world to have issum
astrological stamp* — 13 in all. had.
sikii of the zodiac wan represented -
plus one stamp featuring all sodiacui
signs.

• •

AKIES (March 21 - April 19): Bail
to Bet away for a time — some fnnu.j
members m aigumentive. Maintain
sense of balance and humor. Don't km
drawn into petty disputes. Pleasant
call, message is featured.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): By

bein firm with some young persons,
you do them a favor. Being too loose
with financial reins creates ultimate
problem.. Realize this and respond ac-
cordingly.
GKM.1NI (May 21 - June 20) : Find

out what It is you desire. Then seek
counsel of older individual. Ke>.p com-
munication lines open. Don't arjru-'
once an opinion is rendeied. Analyze
and accept or reject.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A

quiet, efficient pace should be empha-
sized. Avoid excess speed. Relative who
is impatient should be tolerated, noi
heeded. Turn on charm.
LBO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Study

Taurus message. Pull in financial
reins. Avoid self-deception. Fine to !>••

idealistic — but avoid being foolish.
One who flatters you Is genuinely at
tracted. But keep feet on ground.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): Ton

may be surprised at source of some
moral, financial backing. Accept res-

ponsibility. Help in community pro
jecta Prestige may be on the line.
Measure statements, actions.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Wh.nl
you hoped might have remained hidden
Is apt to be revealed. Be ready —
have facts at hand. Relationship M
put to test. Don't areue about tr.iv.' I.

Accept temporary separation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Friends and money may not prove
such a good mixture. You can make
new contacts If Intellectually adven-
turous. There Is no need to be tied
down by past concepts.
SAOTTTARirS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 ) :

Delay contract commitment Take time
to study various factors. Implication-!.
Mate or business partner mny bold
contrary view. Strive to ertrn great-
er co-operation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 10)

:

What you thouRlit wns settled |i »,•-

Mally subject to revision. Lon<r-<li->-

tance communication Is emphnaizi-.l
(Set promises In writing. By so doing.
you avoid needless complication.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. IS):

Nothing halfway about emotions. Not
wise to play games. Stakes are IiIrIi

nnd you could get caught without :
hole card. Be experimental without
being careless.
PISCES (Feb. 1!) - March 20): Con-

tractual oblliratlons should be fulfilled
ilesplte some changes and Mays
Don't compound errors, means ta
what Is right — If others want to re-
nege. that's up to them
IF TODAY IS YOUR BTRTFTDAY

you possess delightful sense of hu-
mor. You have tendency to get tea
many Irons In fire. You are sensitive.
nrtlstlc. capable of perceiving what
people really desire. By October, you
will be out of an emotional rot.
Copyright 1970, Oen. Fea. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 7

8
1 Tennis stroke 9
4 Bursts 10
8 Parcel of Land

11 City in Nevada 11
12 Seed coating 16
13 Exist 18
14 Part of "to be" 20
15 Republican 22

party (init.) 25
17 Decanted 27-

19 Base 29
21 Long, slender 30

fish 32
23-Unit of energy 34-

24 Wife of Geraint 36
26-Confederate

general 37
28-Bird's home
31 Haul 39
33 Vessel 40
35-Fish eggs 43-

36 Negativu
38Punties 46
41 Pronoun 48
42 Skill

44 Man's nickname
45Scold
47 Fruit cake
49 Footlike part

51 Girl's name
54 Grain
56 Weaken
58 Pigeon |»-.i

59-Deposited as

security

6? Small amount
64 Symbol for

tellurium

65-Mrfture

66 Part of face

68 S shaped molding
70 Hindu cymbals
71 Antlered

animal
72-Nothing

DOWN

1 Citrus fruit

2 Preposition

3 Marsh
4 Pertaining to the
Pope

5-Conjunction

6-Fruit seed

Plumlike fruit

Bigger
Native metal
Spread lor

drying

Death rattle

King of Bashan
Vase
Intellect

Complains
Click beetle

Vast age
Seed
Golf mound
Marry
Number
Man's
nickname
Anglo-Saxon
money
Dude
Mournful
Bricklayer's

tool

Deity

Sunburn

Answer to Saturday' i Puzzle

C R E E Pc A
N\

A

PES
c
A
RAT E R E L E T
E AR E o L sl R E

R A N Y ARgS R l A
l T EA] R E E a E A R
B E TR a|yHr|e p E L S
use a i L

R E L AlTlEBSlT R 1 D E
A L E 5 |rat E N 1 O
S
1

O

I D L A 1 R ra GA G
ra PA S T u R ft L E
E F 1 N E T O R 1 E S

5'ANE * s P ENDJ
21

50Sword
52 Badgerlike

mammal
53 Toward shelter

55-Care for

57 Greek letter

59Stroke
60 Mohammedan

leader

61 Female
deer

63 -Measure of

weight

67 Compass
point

69 Enlisted man
(colloq )

1 2 3 .;. 4 5 6 7 9 10

11

535
. . . 13

14 W 16

'sy.

17 18

19 20 :":''• 21

&2
22 v7.™ v.-

V.1

24 25 :•:•: u 27 ^28 29 30

^> 3!
•.-.,

32
-:: 33

5tV
34 /:• 35

. . .

36 37

aV>

38 39 40
*V*

41

42 43 .-.•.

a"- .

44 . .
I 45 46

. . -

47 48 !•;•: 49
k . .

:

50 TT 52 53

...
54 55 :-': 56 57 :;; 58

59 60 61 V/.> 62 63 T777
. . •

64

65
¥:

66 67 68 69

70 . . 71 72 ' JO
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UMass Crunches Maine, 28-0, in Autumn Opener QW»f UMnorJpwrfta

Redman Offense Rolls Up 433 Yds,-

Defense Limits Bears to 185 Yds.
By BERRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Rolling behind a crushing offense and a begrudging defense, UMass decisively dumped the Black
Bears of Maine, 28-0, in a game played before 12,000 fans at Alumni Stadium on Saturday. It was
the opening game of the season for both clubs.

While the Redmen were amas-
sing 433 yards in total offense,

the defensive unit limited Maine
to only 185 yards and never allowed
the Black Bears within twenty
yards of the UMass goal line. The
UMass running game was relent-

less throughout, led by Pat Sca-
vone (105 yards on 15 carries), Dick
Heavey (63 yards on seven carries)

Dick Cummings (62 yards on ele-

ven carries), and Mark Russell

(56 yards on five carries); they

fiallg (Mlrgtan

Sp**te
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totalled 313 yards on only 55 at-
tempts, an average of almost six
yards a try.

Much of the credit for the suc-
cess of the UMass ground game
must go to the Redman offensive
line, which was nothing short of

splendid throughout. Guards Bob
Pena and Dick Etna made the sweep
work time after time while the
Donlin brothers, Bob and Dick,
did an excellent job opening ho-
les for quick bursts by Cummings
and Heavey This, sprinkled with
five pass receptions by tight end
John Hulecki, allowed the Redmen
to control the ball for several
long drives.

But the real story of this vic-
tory lies in the UMass defense.
Anytime a defense holds the op-

position scoreless for an entire

game, it is obvious that every
member of the squad is doing his

job well. Such was the case Sa-

turday. Maine was only able to

gain 90 yards on 51 attempts, less

than two yards a try, as the front

four proved almost immovable for

the smaller Black Bear offensive

linemen. The UMass secondary
proved just as tough for Maine as

quarterback Ron Cote was inter-

cepted three times, twice by John
O'Neil and once by linebacker Dick
Dyer
To complete the picture, even

the Redman kicking game was
outstanding. Punter O'Neil com-
plimented his interceptions witn a

fine afternoon with his foot, ave-

raging 39 yards a kick on three

attempts, with his longest being
measured at 44 yards. Place

-

kicker Denis Gagnon, who became
No. 2 in all-time extra points for

UMass with his four successful
conversions, also did a fine job on
kick-offs. On one notable boot,

the junior kicker drew many oohs
and aaahs from the crowd as he
drove one completely through the

end zone.

UMass got on the scoreboard
midway through the first period.

After a Maine drive had stalled

after Cote was dumped by defen-

sive lineman Jim Kelliher, who
was outstanding throughout, and
Bill DeFlavio, the Redmen recei-

ved the Black Bear punt on the

Maine 43. After a Ken Hughes- to -

Hulecki pass had fallen incomplete,

Scavone ran one of many sweeps
to pick up six. On the next play,

Hughes hit split end Joe Lang
for seven yards and a first down
on the Maine 30 -yard line.

UMass kept the drive going as
Scavone took a pitch from Hughes
and ran nlftily around the left

side, evading at least two would
be tackier s, and picked up thir-

teen yards. After Cummings had
picked up three rough yards in the

middle, Hughes found Hulecki open

at the two and the big tight end

rambled in from there for what

turned out to be the winning score.

Gagnon converted and, with 5:59

left in the quarter, the Redmen
led, 7-0.

Less than six minutes later, U-
Mass started another TD drive.

This one was typical of the way
the Redmen played all day as they

controlled the ball well and drove
62 yards in fourteen plays. The
drive began with UMass on its 38

as Scavone scampered around the

left side to the 40. After Hughes
was hit for a short loss, the se-

nior quarterback came right back
with a strike to Hulecki on a third

down play. The reception picked

up fourteen yards and put the Red

-

men in Maine territory.

With almost tedious regularity,

Scavone continued to operate the

sweep successfully as he followed

the blocking of Sawyer and Cum-
mings around left end for eight

more yards to the 39. After an

incomplete pass and a penalty,

UMass had a second down and
fifteen on the Maine 34. Cummings
picked up four on a draw play

and then, on fourth down, with a
little over ten to go, Hughes calmly
hit Hulecki again for a pick-up of

fourteen and a first down at the

16.

Hughes picked up three on a

quarterback sneak and Scavone got

six more on the sweep. With a

third -and -one situation, Cum-
mings took the handoff and lo-

wered his head as he drove thru
the middle of the line for six yards
and the touchdown. Gagnon's kick
made it 14-0.

Later in the second period, Hu-
ghes was racked up after he had
thrown a pass and had to be re-

moved from the game. What
was immediately thought to be a
dislocated shoulder was not, and
Hughes was able to return to ac-
tion in the second half. During

iatlu (ttflllegtatt^J A FRfl AND RfSPONSIllE ^^PttSS
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SNUFFED! - UMass linebacker Tim Edwards really

wracks Black Bear runner Bill Swadell. This play sent

Swadell to the bench for the remainder of the game.
(MDC Photo by Gary Slickman)

his absence, Mike Marchev direc-
ted the UMass attack.

The third quarter turned out
to be scoreless with neither side
able to put together any substan-
tial attack. However, late in the
quarter, UMass started to move
Due to another great effort by
the Redmen defense, Maine's pun-
ter Bob Marchildon was forced
to kick from his own end zone.
The boot was short and UMass
took over with tremendous field
position on the Maine 31.

With Hughes once again at the
helm, the Redmen used a variety
of Scavone sweeps and Cummings
and Heavey runs up the middle
to bring the ball to the Maine

two yard line as the third quar-
ter ended. Scavone got UMass
on the board once again as he
went off left tackle fo- the Red-
men's third touchdown of the ga-
me. Gagnon made it 21-0.

The last score was directed
by Marchev. Maine had the ball

deep in its own territory at the
seven and were faced with a third -

and fifteen situation. Cote gave
the ball to halfback Bill Swadel
on the draw and he made it to the

17 before he was really racked
by UMass linebacker Tim Ed -

wards. Swadell eventually was
carried off the field and Ma.ne

(Continued on page 11)

"We've Got a Long Way to Go. "--Fusia
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

There is a room in the football players' dres-
sing hall in that low, long building to the south
of Alumni Stadium designated "COACHES", it s
the room where UMass' football coaches change
from their parkas, chinos, football cleats and
baseball cahs of game time into their street clo-

thes. It's also the place where head coach Vic
Fusia can be reached by the sports writers for

post -game comments.
On Saturday he was very warm and cordial and

reachable for questioning - especially to a band
of cub reporters who threw out questions at him
from various stations in the room. He was happy
with the 28-0 victory over Maine, but he wasn't
estatic; he was proud of the Redman successes of

the afternoon but he was concerned with the fail-

ings commenting, during a pause in the early ques-
tioning, "We've got a long way to go yet."

In comparing the defensive effort shown against
the Black Bears to that shown in the 21-7 drub-
bing by Cornell in last week's scrimmage, he
thought that UMass was "a little bit better."
Speaking further about the defense he said, "We
did many things better", but pointed out that Cor-
nell had not been scouted by UMass while, Maine,
the regular -season foe, had been studied intensely.

Fusia cited that Redman offensive sweep that

worked so well all afternoon with Pat Scavone
carrying the ball behind the blocking of the two
guards, Bob Pena and Dick Etna, as one of the

key offensive plays used against the Black Bears.
This particular play on which Scavone gained

most of his 105 total yards, is called a "buck sweep"
by the coaching staff. Fusia indicated that UMass
used two basic rushing plays in this tilt; the other

was the power run, employing fullbacks Dick Cum-
mings and Dick Heavey on jolts up the middle.

Fusia was asked the following question, "How
would you rate the play of the three UMass quar-
terbacks (Ken Hughes, Mike Marchev and Len Ma-
tuza)?", and he answered thusly: "Fair." During
another pause he reiterated what he had said short-

ly before, "We've got a long way to go yet."

In explaining his expectations for the team before
the tussle got under way, the coach remarked, "I
wanted to win decisively, but wanted to play as
many players as possible." He mentioned the im-
portance of the Maine contest as an opportunity to
"get others in there to get rid of the jitters."

There won't be much time for the Redmen to
reflect on this win for, right around the corner, is

Dartmouth. UMass will be the opening dish of

£!' •'.&&

PAT SCAVONE
Successful on Sweeps

(MDC Photo by Rich Mclntyre)

the Indians, at the Big Green tepee no less.

Fusia made it clear that the triumph over the
Black Bears will have been shelved at approxima-
tely midnight of Saturday; Fusia must get his forces
mentally and physically prepared for Dartmouth.

In one of those pauses toward the end of the
scribes' conference with the head coach, he stated:
"But we're still a long, long way off."
SHUTOUT SHAVINGS - Fusia is very interesting

to listen to during those pauses, during those pre-
cious moments after a question has been answered
and before a new one is asked... During another one
he was pouring over a copy of the game's statis-
tical sheet and muttered: "You mean we only at-
tempted 20 passes...That's terrible. "...The coach
had praise for offensive guard Bob Pena, pointing
to the big role this guy plays on the buck sweeps,
"We count on his excellency in this department
(blocking) on this play

. '

' . . .The Redman kicking game
looked very good, with Denis Gagnon kicking off and
converting the points -after -touchdowns in fine style
and John O'Neil booming three excellent punts...The
UMass defensive line was stone solid against the
Black Bears' ru hing game, holding it to a net
90 yards on the ground...Jim Kelliher had a solid
game at defensive end for the home team...He
played the Maine sweep extremely well, often for-
cing end runs back Into the interior of the action
where the defensive tackles and linebackers were
waiting in anticipation. . .The Redmen's offensive
line played just as well as its defensive cohorts,
forming great protection for the three passing
arms; two of the few times UMass quarterbacks
ended on the seats of their pants came when they
tripped and fell In some mysterious area near
midfie Id. Scavone earned the honor to represent
the displaced Nick McGarry as the Redman co-
captain for the game, joining John Farrelly , UMass'
regular co- captain... John Hulecki led all receivers
with five catches, and well he should have, for he
demonstrates the perfect way to receive a football,
always plucking it from the air first before tucking
it Into his body...Mike Sawyer didn't see any action
after the first quarter... It was believed that he had a

(Continued on page 11)

BLACK COMMUNITY CONTROL URGED
page three

Thelwell

Returns

To Work
page three

BLACK NATIONALIST JOE MILES, candidate for the U.S. Senate, began the Militant

Forum Series last night in the Campus Center. (Photo by Joe Casey)

Jordanian

Ceasefire

Order Issued
page four
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CEQ To Launch Action-Goal Projects
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

CEQ launches Its new year of

activities Thursday night with a

mass meeting and project con-

vention in the Campus Center Aud-
itorium beginning at 7PM. Pro-

jects to be started include every-

thing from navigating down the

Connecticut River on rafts Tom
Sawyer style, to workshops on nuc-

lear pollution of the same river.

In keeping with the group's hard

-

learned experience that standing

committees do little more than

stand, this year's programs are

action, goal oriented projects.

Some are already rolling. Oth-

ers are past the planning stage

and ready to go. Still others

require a shot in the arm from
an environmental expert to get

started.

Where an action project needs

the advice of an expert CEQ has

set up a workshop and invited an
expert to attend. A complete
schedule of workshops is scheduled

for release prior to the Kick-

off Convention.

Here Is a rundown of projects

that will be up for grabs Thurs-
day night:

HIGH SCHOOL PROJECT -Spea-

kers, projectionists and organi-

zers will form teams to visit

high school assemblies to pres-

ent a program and organize ec-
ology groups. Another group will

plan and organize a state wide
high school eco- conference to be
held at the University during the

Spring Vacation in March. (Tra-

ining Workshops Sept 26 and 27)

LECTURE PROJECT -A staff

will contact well known environ-

mentalists and arrange for them
to come and speak at the Univ-

ersity in cooperation with DVP
and other organizations.

RAFT PROJECT- A group of

hardy river ramblers will raft

down the Connecticut stopping at

key sites to publicize river pro-

blems with leaflets and media cov-

erage. (Fast action needed; cold

weather coming.)

NEWSLETTER - Staff will pub-

lish weekly CEQ newsletter and
later a separate edition for high

schools we've contacted, in add-

ition to covering other projects

(like the Raft Project) and hand-

ling press releases.

OFFICE - For administrative

types who aren't afraid of a type-

writer and a mlmeo there's lots

of work to do.

POLLUTION INVENTORY- This
team will be examining the Un-

iversity's own environmental

"dirty underwear" and reporting

back to CEQ with action projects

to correct the problems.

REGIONAL MEETINGS - An op-

portunity for workers to start some

sort of area group made up of

the various organizations now

dealing with the environment. CEQ
would join such a group once sta -

rted.

AWARDS COMMITTEE - Mem-
bers would investigate pollution

problems and present monthly a-

wards for the worst offender and

the best improvement effort.

BICYCLE CLUB-Members will

start a new RSO to promote bike

riding to cut down on auto pol-

lution. Also work on campus
bike paths, more bike racks,
used bike sales, bicycle outings,
etc.

BIRTH CONTROL- This group
will work with other campus ef-

forts at getting BC information to
students, and also deal with fam-
ily planning and political activities

.

POPULATION GROWTH - For
certain reasons, this project must
remain secret, but promises to

freak out the whole campus and
bring the population question back
into the lime light.

FILM MAKING -For people who

dig cinema, films on environment

are in demand. Equipment, fac-

ilities and film stocks can be

arranged Project ideas and guid-

ance are available.

PHOTO CONTEST - Photogra-

phers needed to set up and pub-

licize an environmental photo con-

test with prizes.

POLITICAL PROJECT -Critical

work on politics and the envir-

onment. Work under consider-

ation; an evaluation of political

candidates and their records and

positions on the environment,

working directly with Represent-

ative Wetmore (Dem-Barre) and

his legislative committee on en-

vironment to investigate the ac-

tivltes (or lack of them) by gov-

ertnent agencies, and working

with an intercollegiate organiza-

tion to introduce legislation on

the environment.

More projects will be started

in October after workshops on

the following topics:

WASTE RECYCLING (Projects

on Hatch and Coffee Shop throw

-

away dishware, recycling non- re-

turn bottles, community compost
piles, etc.)

DETERGENTS (Get the bad ones
off the shelves, inform the pub-
lic.)

SUMMER SCIENCE PROJECT
GRANTS - (The National Science
Foundation is offering grants for

undergraduate initiated and oper-
ated summer research projects for

the first time. Proposal Dead-
line is November 30. Workshop
on how to get funds Sept. 30,

7 PM, Campus Center rm 162)

NUCLEAR THREATS TO THE
CONNECTICUT VALLEY

PUBLIC AND UTILITY USE OF
CHEMICAL AGENTS

ZONING IN AMHERST AND AD-
JACENT COMMUNITIES

There will be opportunities Thu-
rsday night to write up new pro-
posals and have them offered to

interested people. In addition.pro-
jects may be started at any time
during the coming year. CEQ is

open to every member of the Un-
iversity Community, and everyone
is welcome to the Thursday Con-
vention.
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THE STALLED ECONOMY -

President Richard M. Nixon,

(right), told a group of labor

leaders last week that his

plans for improving the nation's economy were moving along well. Meanwhile, as-

sembly lines of cars remained backed up in Detroit factories, as the UAW's strike

against General Motors continued into its second week.

MICHAEL DUKAKIS, Democratic Nominee for Lt. Governor

HERE ON CAMPUS - TODAY AT 11:00 a.m.

COLONIAL LOUNGE - STUDENT UNION

to talk about the WHITE-DUKAKIS CAMPAIGN

Sponsored by STUDENTS FOR WHITE-DUKAK.S COMM.

Ii| Miles Begins Militant Forum Series

THE HOMESTEAD HAS BEEN MOVED, finally, and it

now occupies a space next to the Faculty Club, which

it should soon become a part of, accordi ng to Chan-

cellor Tippo who rates a decent faculty club as being

very high on both his and President Wood's lists of

priorities. (Photo by A I McArdle.)

His Desk Patiently Waiting,

The/we// Starts To Work
By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Black Nationalist Joe Miles, a

founder of GI's United Against the

War in Vietnam and candidate for

the U.S. Senate, spoke last night

in the Campus Center.
He addressed himself to "The

Need for Black Control of the

Black Community." The lecture

was the first of a series to be
presented by the Militant Forum,
on alternate Monday nights.

Active in anti-war and black
liberation movements since his

days as a student at American Un-
iversity in Washington, DC, he
continued his activity at Fort Jack-
son and Fort Bragg when drafted
into the Army. His involvement
in helping to organize GI's Ag-
ainst the War led to a transfer

to Alaska which he found compar-
able to a Russian banishment to

Siberia.

Having >ust received his dis-

charge, Miles is a candidate for

Congress in the seat being vac-

ated by John McCormack. The
Socialist Workers Party under
which he is running considers it-

self to be a real alternative to

both the Democratic and Republ-
ican Parties. Unlike these cap-

italistic parties, the socialists call

for complete structural change of

society from one interested in pro-
ducing for the profit of a small
ruling class to one interested in

producing for the welfare of all

its citizens.

By BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

In the opinion of Miles, even
individual peace candidates are of

no help in bringing about improve-
ments in American society be-

cause they are not w'lling to chal-

lenge the capitalistic structure.

To him, they are only "vultures

who don dove's clothes" to get

votes for themselves. They talk

in the abstract but offer no signs

of concrete activity.

Miles says that his recent ex-
perience in the Army has shown
him that the anti-war and black

-

consciousness movements within

the Army are at their most ac-

tive level ever, and growing stea-

dily. He sees that the key to

all success and positive action lies

in involving the masses in the

movements. It takes the invol-

vement of the masses to worry
the rulers due to their uncon-
trollability.

The Socialist Workers Party is

organized around three basic is-

sues: 1) withdrawal from all im-
perialistic involvement of Amer-
ican troops; 2) Black control of

the black community; and 3) the

liberation of women.
The socialist anti-war move-

ment is independent of political

parties. As Nixon has stated,

the majority of the American peo-

ple are in favor of the withdra-

wal of American troops from Viet-

nam. The only way to mobil-

ize this majority is through mass

actions in the streets, indepen-

dent of political affiliation. Only

then will the "silent majority"

find its voice and demonstrate
its position.

Under the issue of black control

of black communities, the Social-

ist Party works for consciousness

so that the oppressed can unite

in masses powerful enough to run

themselves completely indepen-

dently.

The Socialist Party totally sup-

ports the struggle of women to

liberate themselves from their

economic and emotional depend-

ence upon their individual family

units. Women are becoming aw-

are of the completely archaic stru-

cture of their lives and are de-

manding sweeping social changes
that strike at the heart of cap-

italist economy.
For Miles, socialism is the way

to involve people in ruling their

own society. The capitalistic sy-

stem would be all right except

that it's inhuman. Society must
be brought to produce socially what

it is now producing for individual

profit. Over the past ten years,

there has been a tremendous in-

crease in independent movements,
all of which are interconnected.

Miles sees that all of these move-
ments can learn from the black

movement in their attempts to

restructure the country.

(Editor's Note; Michael Thel-

well, the Chairman of the WEB.
Dubois Black Studies Department,
has returned to the campus after

several weeks of being un- certain

whether he would be granted a

visa from the American Embassy
in his native Jamaica.)

Slouched behind a cluttered desk,

located in the corner of a large

bare office, Mike Thelwell hooked

his feet on the desk writing leaf

and waited passively for the re-

porter to attack.

Thelwell had arrived back in

the States three days ago, after

much effort and influence from
many levels of official bureau-

cracy, and the apparently effec-

tive lobbying of Asst. to the Chan-
cellor Dr. Randolph Bromery and

Dean Seymour Shapiro, acting Dean
of Arts and Sciences, who, on a

special visit to Washington D.C.,

made the crucial contacts which

lead to the granting Thelwell's

visa.

"If the Administration hadn't

responded as emphatically as it

did, then I should not be here
now," commented Thelwell, add-
ing that his contact with the U.S.

Embassy in Kingston, Jamaica with

their "arrogance in dealing with

people" had instilled within him
thoughts of not returning to the

U.S. at all.

His office walls

a poster or two
of poet Clarence
Beauty Is At".

are bare, save
and a blow up
Reed's "Where
He is satisfied

"If I hadn't made a committ-
ment to the Black community here.

.

I wouldn't have been interested
in coming back." said Thelwell.

The technicality which had de-

layed his visa in Jamaica is "fre-
quently relaxed." He explained
his plight in getting the visa as
a process of "every time I met
their objection, they would find an
other."

Thelwell is now adjusting to his

office. The Black Studies Depart-
ment was moved from Herter Hall

to the third floor of Mills House.

with the University's attitude tow-

ards Black Studies which he char -

acterizes as "more than token-

ism".

"There are lots of reasons why
I wanted to come back to UMass...
the University is committed," said
Thelwell about the relationship of

the "institution to the needs of

the Black community." When
asked about the apparent discre-
pancy between the number of

blacks and whites on campus,
Thelwell shot back "Its not a
question of being an integrated Un-
iversity, but whether the Univ-
ersity serves the needs of the

Black community. It doesn't have
to be integrated, but a democratic
institution." He deemphasized

Homecoming To Be Held On Different Weekends

"social integration" and said that

it was "important to "reflect not

only the different races, but the

different interests, cultures..."

UMass has "established a begin-
ning, has begun towards positive"

programs and ideas.

Thelwell has great hope for the

Five-College co-operation on Bl-
ack Studies. It "has the potential

as a major institution, a magni-
ficent institution for the education

of Black people." he commented.

He sees the establishment of

a Black Studies program as first

"a radical attack on the assum-
ptions that have gone into Amer-
ican scholarship in the past" about
the Black experience in America.
"Since the 17th century" the books
on Black people "have been tai-

nted by overt racism. '

' emphasized
Thelwell; the second major goal
of Black Studies is "to train young
blacks who are to be responsible
for administrating in the Black

community, especially in the area
of education," to turn the com-
munity "creative, viable, and
peaceful." It will require "a
generation of aggressive, self con-
fident black professionals", added
Thelwell.

The- Black Studies department
now has approximately 300 stu-
dents enrolled for courses. The
areas of study range from history
to Swahili.

Perhaps Thelwell represents the

generation which will rid America
of the "relationship of the white

community to the black" that "has
been and continues to be that of

the oppressor to the oppressed,
colonizer and colonized, "as Thel-

well once wrote. Moreover, as

his article on "Black Studies:

A Political Perspective," states,

perhaps Thelwell is part of a move-
ment which will convince this na-

tion that "to pretend anything else

is merely to prolong the social

agony that society is currently

experiencing."

The 1970 Homecoming will a

little different this year than it

has been in past years. Due to the

Princeton Plan that was agreed

upon by the Trustees and the

faculty, it is necessary to hold

Homecoming on two different we-

ekends .

The first weekend will be prim-

arily alumni oriented and will be

October 23-25.

The second weekend will follow

the University of New Hampshire

home game and will include the

more tranditional events.

These events include a Home-
coming Queen, for which app-

lications are now being accepted,

a bonfire, a parade and of course

the usual concerts

This student oriented weekend
is the weekend of November 13-15.

The dual Homecoming weekends
were brought about because of the

policy the University adopted for

the Princeton Plan. It was feared

that there would be a mass exodus
of students from the campus on

the weekend prior to the elections

and since no one wanted to be

left holding the bag, financially

speaking, it was agreed that there

would be two seperate weekends

of fun and games.

GRIGGS FURNITURE
124 Amity St. — Amherst

"GOOD SELECTION OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE"

Open 9-5 Mon. - Sot. Tel. 256-6353
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It's not how long we style it, but

It's how we style it long.

Give your hair a break

• Moisturizers, conditioners

• Shampoos and sprays

• Home or in-shop treatments

• "No hair cut" haircut, our specialty

C0LLEGET0WN BARBERS

L 183 N. Pleasant St.

WANTED.... Three Deans

With the new breakdown of the College bf Arts &

Sciences into three faculty, three deans are needed. Both

graduate and undergraduate recommendations are wanted.

Please fill out the below form and drop it in the box in the

Student Union.

I recommend for Dean of Humanities Q

Dept.

J

Social Sci. Q

Science Q
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In The Nation And The World

Sargent Orders Start

Of Rate Reduction
McNamara Urges Action on Population

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Francis

W. Sargent said Monday he has or-

dered the state insurance commis-
sioner to "start the process for

the 15 per cent rate reduction"

in auto insurance so the rates

can be set in time to avoid con-

fusion.

The governor said he asked

Commissioner C. Eugene Farnam
to order the companies to file

infor mation needed for setting the

new rates so that public hearin-

gs required by law may be held.

The across the board reduction

in all types of motor vehicle in-

surance rates is part of the state's

new no fault auto insurance plan,

signed into law by the governor

at the end of the last legisla-

tive session.

Eight insurance companies ob-

jected to the reduction in rates

and announced they will not in-

sure motor vehicles in the Bay
State next year

The industry also filed suit in

the state Supreme Court last week
asking that the reductions be ru-

led invalid.

Sargent termed the companies
decision not to write insurance

"political strategy" but said, "I

will set up a state auto insurance

fund if necessary." The gover-

nor also said that despite his ur-

ging, the insurance companies have

sent bills to motorists for back

payments on 1970 auto insurance.

The insurers were permitted a

rate increase by the state Supreme
Court this summer after being de-

nied the hike at the beginning

of the year by Farnam.
"The public is being confused

by the insurance industry, hoping
we'll back off," Sargent said.

"I'm trying to clear up that con-

fusion. And I don't want any de-

lay

Speaking at symposium at MIT
in Cambridge, Sargent had a few

words for the oil companies.
He said he believes " we in

Massachusetts are being gouged
by the oil companies of America."
He told a conference on oil sup-

plies for the Northeast that he be-

lieved the industry and the feder-

al government should ta"ke steps

to assure the region adequate sup-

plies at reasonable prices.

"Most of our municipalities have

no contract for oil with a supplier

this year," he said, "have no

assurance as to the price they will

pay for that oil, or, indeed,

whether there will be oil avail-

able .

'

'

Sargent contended Massachuset -

ts consumers "will pay $110 mil-

lion more than last " for oil

this winter.

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK (AP)
- World Bank President Robert

S. McNamara urged Monday the

prevention of the births of a bil-

lion babies by the year 2000 to

brake the world population explo-

sion

McNamara told the opening ses-

sion of the annual meeting of the

bank and International Monetary
Fund that a massive birth con-

trol drive should be mounted to

meet the population problem. He
also said rich countries should

shift more resources into foreign

aid.

The former U.S. defense sec-

retary , who forecast the gap be-

tween the rich and the poor nat-

ions would continue widening, said

birth reduction of a billion would

cut the population growth rate to

1 per cent a year.

"The most imperative issue for

the long term is population plan-

ning," he warned.

McNamara rapped tight fisted

attitudes to aid for developing

countries He said the world's

current level of military expen-

diture of $180 billion a year had

gone "beyond the point of dimi-

nishing returns."

It was tragic, he added, that

rich countries hesitate to keep

on spending even their present

$7 billion annually on aid to pre-

vent "lethal revolution."

After demonstrations Sunday by

militants who hurled stones and

Molotov cocktails at police cars

to protest the World Bank and

IMF meeting, pqlice with dogs

threw a security cordon round

the hall for Monday's opening.

About 2,000 demonstrators,

mostly in their teens or early

20's marched to the meeting
hall Monday with shouts of:

"Hang McNamara." About 600
police protected the building. Mc-
Namara was not inside at the time.

The first session was attended
by King Frederick and Queeen
Jngrid of Denmark and by many
finance ministers from the 116

member countries, including U.S.
Treasury Secretary David M.
Kennedy.

Pierre Paul Schweitzer, head
of the IMF, breached a poten-
tially hot issue by suggesting th-

at the United States take action
to prevent other governments hav-
ing to hold too many dollars.

Its international deficit, he said,
should be financed by the use of

other reserves instead. >

Schweitzer did not spell out the

consequences of such a policy,

but experts said it would require
the United States to sell some
of its gold or draw on its credit

with the IMF, or both. Neither
measure would be popular with

American officials.

Hussein Orders Ceasefire

GRAND OPENING

Tomorrow Nite Only

SIGMA KAPPA
presents

Sigma after Hours

Nite Club

All University women invited

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - King
Hussein once more ordered his

royal Jordanian army to cease
firing Monday in Amman while

Palestinian guerrillas and a tank

force from Syria were reported
hammering royalist armor in

Irbid, Jordan's second largest city.

Amman, the capital with half

a million people, was described
in one dispatch as a city in ter-

ror, with the cries and shouts
of trapped wounded victims ring-

ing across the valleys and hills

Dead were reported still lying

in the streets from the first days
of fighting last week.

The 34 year old Hashemite ru-
ler said he was ordering the sh-
ooting stopped in the capital as
of 5:15 p.m.- 11:15 a.m., EDT-
because of his own conscience
and historical responsibilities to
enable the wounded to be treated
and because of the grave situation
in the country.

Hussein had called a cease fire
throughout Jordan on Saturday at
the behest of President Gamal
Abdel Nasser of Egypt but the
king said the guerrillas didn't
stop shooting.

Free Pepsi Free Delivery

GOT THE MUNCHIES?

Let MOBILE DELI deliver to your door.

549-1700

PIZZA
PLAIN

ONION

PEPPER

HAM
SALAMI

SAUSAGE

MEATBALL

PEPPERONI

MUSHROOM
2 COMBO

3 OR MORE

SUBMARINE
HAM & CHEESE ~ 1.00

SALAMI & CHEESE 1.00

TUNA 1.1

MEAT BALL l.Ol

SAUSAGE IX.

MORTADELLA 1 00

COLD CUT 1 00

ROAST BEEF 1 25

OPEN 6 p.m. til 1 a.m.

7 COWLS RD. N. AMHERST

The army lifted its curfew br-
iefly in Amman and women has-
tened out with shopping baskets
in search of food. The city has
been isolated since last Thursday
when the war began. A pooled

dispatch of foreign correspond-
ents trapped there said the army
had continued to hunt snipers.
Guerrilla resistance has weaken-
ed but the commandoes, or fed-
ayeen, still at large remain fier-
ce, the dispatch added.

Earlier in the day Radio Am-
man broadcast appeals for work-
ers in essential jobs to report
to army posts for transportation
to work. Amman has been with-
out power, water and gas. Food
is short.

The first wounded of the Jor-
danian fighting reached Beirut on
a Red Cross flight from Amman

ine fighting was reported heavy
in the northern sector around Ir-
bid where Jordan claims two brig-
ades of tanks from Syria had help-
ed the guerrillas hold out again-
st almost certain defeat.

Before announcing the Amman
cease fire, Hussein said the royal
army had the guerrillas all but
defeated when the tanks rumbled
across the border from Syria.

He accused Syria's leaders of
treachery and hatching a plot that
would allow Israel to occupy all

of Jordan

The king made this charge in
reporting that Soviet built tanks
of Syria had thrust 10 miles into

Jordan and dealt a sharp blow to
outnumbered royalist armored fo-

rces at Irbid, about 50 miles north
of Amman, the capital.

The Palestinians had held the
center of Irbid against Hussein's
40th Armored Brigade until Soviet
T54 tanks pushed across the bor -

der from Syria late Sunday in the
second of two reported armored
thrusts Israeli military inform-
ants, watching Jordanian develop-
ments closely, said Irbid had fal-

len to the Palestinians, and the
tanks.

The Syrian government formal -

ly denied that the tanks belonged
to Syria's armed forces and all-

eged that Syrian prisoners of war
taken by the Jordanians were cap-
tured in a Jordanian raid into Suria

Radio Damascus claimed the
tanks belonged to Syrian based
units of the Palestinian Liberati-
on Army which, in fact, are com-
pletely under Syrian control al-
though they fly the Palestinian
Hag.

While the rebels appeared to hold
the upper hand around Irbid, the
southern and eastern parts of the
coontry and the center of Amman
were under Jordanian control.

Despite guerrilla accusations of
impending U.S. and Israeli invol-
vement, the U.S. 6th Fleet in the
eastern Mediterranean and the Is -

raeli forces only 13 miles from
Irbid on the Golan Heights thus
far were keeping out of the con-
flict.

But the United States and Bri-
tain warned the Soviet Union of
the dangers of a widening war and
urged the Russian leaders to use
their influence with Syria to have
the intruding tanks withdrawn from
Jordan.
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^ f ,n environment for personalv W exploration and growth;^^ a center for conscious living.

Cumbres
BoxC
Dublin, New Hampshire 03444
Telephone (603) 563-7591

»•>

We lead groups, cook, clean, plant,

sing, dance, care for each other.

Our backgroungd and experiences
are varied: Students,

Professionals with advanced degrees.

Artists, Businessmen.

We are now inviting students

to gather with us every

Tuesday or Thursday evening
for ten weeks beginning

September 22 or October 6.

We'll attempt to explore experientially

the sharing of genuine thought-feelings.

pluralistic levels of awareness,
the balance and coordination of the

intellect, emotions, physical being and
spiritual nature into an integrated
whole.

Commitment is $50.
For advanced registration

and information,

call

or write Cumbres.

Draft Counselor's Corner

How To Use /V-FJ-Y
As more ond more young Ameri-

cans become concerned about the
cancerous growth of militarism in the
United States, the question of alter-
natives to serving in the armed
forces assumes greater and greater
importance. Men are seeking ways to
avoid supporting the abhorrent war
against Vietnam, and both men and
women are disturbed by the disruption
and channeling of their lives caused
by the Selective Service. Draft Coun-
selor's Corner will provide informa-
tion about alternatives through gen-
eral informati on and by answering
questions submitted by readers.
NOTE: We recognize that the draft

does as much as disrupt the lives of

women as i t does of men. Therefore, a

special effort will be made to provide
information for women also.

Probably the most frequently

used deferment is the IV -F and
I-Y. Both of these deferments
are given for medical and psy-
chological reasons. An under-
standing of what these deferments
are and how to properly request
them will make things considerably
easier for those using this alter-

native.

It is important to be aware of

the difference between the two
classifications. The IV -F means
that you are unfit for military

service. The I-Y means that you
are eligible only in time of de-
clared war or national emergency.
While the IV -F is nearly always
a permanent classification, the

I-Y is frequently used as a tem-
porary deferment and the holder

is called back for re -examination
periodically.

Recently, it has been very dif-

ficult to obtain the IV -F class-

ification. It is used only for those
who would be clearly unable to

perform in a military capacity

under any conditions- -amputees,

deaf, blind, retarded, etc.- -people

obviously afflicted with permanent
handicaps.

The I-Y has thus become some-
thing of a catch-all for a large

number of infirmities. It is im-
portant to remember that the mil-

itary regularly places people in

situations which make extreme
demands on their physical and
emotional capabilities. This is

the key to the medical deferment.

If you have a problem which MAY
be aggravated by extreme physical

exertion or climatic conditions, or
which could, at times, render you
unable to perform your duty, then

you in all likelihood qualify for

a I-Y.

Let's consider some examples:

You have braces on your teeth

.

This isn't really a handicap unless

you get too close to a girl who
also wears braces. However, con-

sider some military situations. In

a combat area, you can't always

be careful about what you eat. If

you pull your braces loose, the

dangling pieces of metal could ob-

viously become a distraction and
possibly a hazard.

You have a large scar as the

result of an operation. You can

go through your daily routine

without any problems. But what

happens when you're faced with

the rigorous training routine of

boot camp? There's the possibil-

ity that the scar tissue will weakei

and separate. This would ob-

viously incapacitate you, and make
the army liable to be sued. They
don't particularly want to be placed

in such a situation.

You are allergic to insect bites.

In most cases, you are able to

avoid situations where you are

likely to be stung. And in anyj

event, proper medication is pro-

GILBER J. SALK
Staff Reporter

bably not too far away. But in

the jungles of Southeast Asia, for

example, there are hordes of

hungry insects which seem to be
more attracted than repelled by
most insect repellants. An insect

bite could incapacitate or even
kill you. Thus, if you have ever
had a serious reaction to any kind

of insect bite which required med-
ical attention, you may be eligible

for a I-Y.

You have hay fever or asthma,
or are allergic to certain foods
or fabrics. As a civilian, you
can control to some extent what
you eat or wear, and can take

pills to control other allergic

reactions. In the military, youeat
what you are given, wear the

clothes that everyone else wears,
and could thus be incapacitated.

Pills which make you drowsy will

make you useless for guard duty
or other duties which require
alertness.

The list is nearly endless.

Suffice it to say that many things

which are merely annoyances, or
less, in civilian life can become
a matter of literal life or death
in many military situations. If your
health is going to be a real hassle
for the army, the army doesn't

want you. You can protest this

all you want, but the draft laws
clearly state that they cannot draft

you if you have any of the ailments
on the Surgeon General's list of

deferable conditions. If your draft

board makes a mistake and tries

to draft you, you have the right

to appeal. However, if you prepare
carefully, it is unlikely that you
will need to use the appeal process.

If you feel that you have med-
ical or emotional problems , either

current or old, consult a draft

counselor. He or she will be
able to give you advice suited to

your particular situation. The
following will provide a general
guide, however. The most im-
portant thing for medical, or any
other, deferments is proper doc-
umentation. You should have let-

ters from every doctor who has
ever treated you for the ailment
or condition for which you are
seeking the deferment. The letters

should state in both medical and
lay terms the nature of the pro-

blem, how often the doctor has
seen you, what treatment has been
prescribed, and the prognosis for

recovery. If at all possible, the

letter should also state the doctor's

belief that military training or duty
either will or could possibly cause
an aggravation or recurrence of the

contltion, and/or that the condition

will or could possible interfere

with your performance of duty.

If your doctor is a super -patriot

and is reluctant to help prevent

you from being forced mt0 a

situation wnere you might have to

kill somebody, do not remind him
that his Hippocratic Oath requires
him to act to save lives. This
might annoy him and complicate
the matter unnecessarily. Instead,

tell him that the draft board re-

quested that you obtain letters
pertaining to your physical
condition to help them to reach a

decision in classifying you. This
is not an untruth. In the order
to report for a physical, you are
told to bring such letters with
you. You might also remind him
that it costs the government a
tremendous amount of money to

train each GI, and that they do
not want to waste this money on
men who will have to be discharged
for medical reasons. They also
will not want to pay you any
disability pensions which you would
be entitled to if you were damaged
in any way while you were in the

service.

Other documentation, such as
x-rays, etc., should also be ob-
tained if pertinent. You should
keep copies of all documentation,
of course.

Next, make an appointment with
your Medical Advisor. Each draft

board should have one of these,

and will make an appointment for

you at your request. He cannot
give you a physical examination,
but he will review all of your
documents and tell you if he feels

you should be deferred. He will

also make a recommendation to

your board.

Finally, you will probably have
to report for a physical exam-
ination. Bring two copies of your

documentation with you (but be sure

that you still have one copy at

home in case both of these sets are

misplaced.) When you are asked
to turn In any doctor's letters

give them one set and keep the

other for safekeeping in case the

first is accidentally mislaid.

Questions to this column should be
addressed to: Gilbert J. Salk, c 'o

Draft Counseling Services RSO 0395,
Campus Center, Univ. of Mass., Am-
herst, Mass. 01002. (No personal re-

plies unless accompanied by stamped,
self-addressed envelope and $1.00)
Free draft counseling available. For

appointment, leave message at

545-2661 or 2789.

FRESHMEN

Bell's Pizza

is a must for you
Ask your Seniors about it.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Open until 2 a.m. Friday ond Saturday ,

1 a.m. the rest of the week.

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZAS
256-8011 253-9051

CAF To Meet Wednesday

Wednesday, September 23, from
8:00 P.M. to 11:00, the Comm-
unity Action Foundation will hold
an open meeting in the Student

Union Ballroom. Composed of

five autonomous groups, Northern
Educational Service, Committee on
Poverty, Racial Seminars, and A
Better Chance, C.A.F. serves as
an umbrella organization, enabling
these social action groups to co-
ordinate their programs towards
common goals. The organization

as a whole works to establish

closer ties between the campus and
the community, to provide a more
relevant educational experience
for students, and to direct student

action into constructive channels
dealing with the social problems
of the immediate community and
larger society.

At this meeting the groups will

jointly make presentations, in-

cluding a summary of their actions
to date, and their present programs
and goals. They will then break
down into the separate groups to
form wokshops to discuss new
ideas and sign up new members.
A continuous multi- media show
will accompany the presentations

N.E.S., as a tutoring service
for Springfield, provides students
with the opportunity to teach and
communicate on a one -to -one basis
with elementary and high school
students who are unable to re-
ceive such attention in the public

schools. The Committee on Po-
verty will be doing extensive re-

search in the problems of poverty
this semester, as. well as establ-
ishing an educational program on
campus dealing with poverty and
related issues, with particular
focus on Massachusetts. Racial
Seminars will concentrate on ar-

ranging seminars and dialogues on
an informal basis concerning ra-

cial practices and attitudes and
also will invite speakers to the

University, with the program as
a whole being aimed toward
campus. Action Lab is working
in the Springfield area setting up
Street Academies for the education
of high school dropouts, and has
already had one such academy suc-
cessfully operating for over one
month. They plan to set up more
academies and are considering
ideas for prison education
programs and organizing a prep
school in the area based on the

guidelines established by Harlem
Prep in New York City. A Bet-
ter Chan. "> (A. B.C.), which will

not get underway until January,
plans to train facilitators for sen-
sitivity groups concerning race
and will establish these groups on
campus.

All five of the groups belonging
to C.A.F. will work this year to
establish and strengthen the
concept of "communiversitv" and
thus open the channels of com-
munication between campus and
community, allowing both to work
together and benefit each other.

Move It or Lose It!

Due to the extreme shortage of parking space available on the
campus, and as a result of greatly increased commuter traffic

and other factors, it is vital that we have the cooperation of all

students, staff, and faculty. Surveys taken of all lots on Sept.
10 and subsequent days show a large number of unregistered
vehicles parked in lots reserved for registered student vehi-
cles. Therefore, beginning on Thursday, Sept. 24, and continuing
until this problem is alleviated, all unregistered and illegally

parked vehicles will be towed from the campus. This action
taken after consultation and agreement with the Student Senate
Services Committee, the Office of the Dean of Students, and the
Chancellor's office.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

est

REGISTERED NURSES
oil shifts

for further information contact

Director of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goethel, R.N.

Wright Street, Pamer, Mass. 01069
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"All You Kids Know Are Four-Letter Obscenities'

Down
d
o
w
n the sky

•

from the sea

upwards to night

inward the mind

expansion valve - boiler room brain

caught the teeth of time -

turning the wheel - speeding - up

tomorrow's end

yesterday's matchbook dreams

today's haze - violent wells - quiet water crashing behind

the

mind.

Open rooms - closed door - the time to bother about now

gone swimming today - Haze

Elliot Eisenberg

The Silent Spring
To prepare a face to meet tiie faces that you

meet;

. . Time for you and time for me
And time yet for a hundred indecisions

And for a hundred visions and revisions

Before the taking of a toast and tea."

- T.S. Eliot

"Now I'm finally able, you know," Herb was
saying, "to do the things that I wanted to."

He had graduated last June and was sitting in

on courses he felt he wasn't able to before.

"What I'd really like to be," he said, "is a
dirt farmer. It's the Lithuanian peasant in me.
Yea, a farmer. A farmer."

Stroking his beard, he sat back In the chair
in a chic's room. The beard had grown in well
over the summer.

"I'm going to leave the country," he pron-
ounced. "I don't want to have anything to do
with a system that kills people." He began
scratching at his beard.

"Of course, I can't go before spring. Spring.

The farming doesn't start until spring. It's so
cold In Alberta. So flat and so desolate and so
cold."

Behind the beard, his face was beginning to

appear haggard. He wasn't eating much - "did-
n't have to," he said. Rather work down the lay-

er of body fat which he carried.

"Look, I'm starting to come down. Anyone
out there want some? '

'

"Well, I don't agree with your politics," said
the chic, "but I'll see".

She walked out and he reached for a leather

tobacco pouch.

"The spring," he said.

"And indeed there will be time," another
Eliot had said,

"To wonder 'Do I dare?' and 'Do I dare?'
Time to turn back and descend the stair,

With a bald spot in the middle of my hair."

"A farmer, said Herb again. "Yes, a farmer."
"For I have known them all already, known them

all," Eliot had written when he was twenty -two.
Twenty -two and Herb was twenty -six.

"Have known the evenings, mornings, aftern-
oons, I have measured out my life with coffee
spoons."
Herb lit the cigarette and seemed almost comical

as he struggled to hold the smoke in his lungs.

He passed it to the chic who had come in to share
it with him.

"It makes me see so much I could never see
otherwise. But I can stop - I did in the summer.
"The summer - what a drag. My parents

won't let me have chics in my room. Got to

sneak down the basement."
He was offered a sandwich and refused. Was

eating some kind of special foods only, he said.

Herb began to look as if he wanted to go.
Down the hall, freshmen girls were running and
screaming, dragging one of their number toward
the shower.
"They don't know what they're getting them-

selves into," he said slowly; he looked sad and
tired. "I've got to get out of here."
He pulled on his Army jacket and turned to go.

"Did you see the zig-zag man on my back?"
he asked.

"We have lingered in the chambers of the sea,"
Eliot had said,

"By sea -girls wreathed with seaweed red and
brown

Till human voices wake us, and we drown."

Lance Reidy

Beware The Center Sanctum!

!

O.D. 'd September Style

It came upon a midnight dreary,

as here I trudged weak, wet, and
weary. My face mirrored in drip-

ping despair, mind throbbing, the

outlook far from fair.

But wait! What was that ahead?
A gaping maw, rising out of the

fog. Inward I chose to go, or

rather, was irresistably drawn.
Ever inward, down down, downward
I trudged, deeper, ever deeper into

the bowels of this most male-
volent castle. The air was heady
and damp. The echos of my foot-

steps, trudging, trudging, trudging,
came up behind me. My scalp
bristled, and I felt an erection
coming on.

When suddenly, like the sickly
wail of a forlorn Banshee, the
most pious cry of despair I heard.
Sobbing, sobbing, calling out for
merciful help in the suffocating
opaque, then collapsing oacK in

convulsive throes, somewhere be-
hind me, and to the left.

Quickly I turned, eyes wide,
heart pounding within my anxious
only half-hearing the sound of my
voice, "Hello?".
"Over here! Oh God, over

here!", she cried. There, there
in that corner, I thought. I struck
a match, blinding myself tempor-
arily; my eyes cleared, and in the
faint flickering of that fragile
flame, I saw her. huddled mis-
erably in that damp cement corner,
face staring up at me tearfully,

hopefully, fearfully.

The match flickered out. I

quickly struck another. "Oh God,
oh thank God!" she rushed to me,
burying her head in my armpit.
"Oh God!". She was incoherent.

Suddenly, she screamed "Look
out!", and pushed me to the floor.

A rush of air behind me and I

felt a ripping, searing pain on
my temple.
"What?"
"The bats.,

where !"....Look

I was bleeding.

. they're every

-

out!" The little

emissary of evil was coming
back for more of my O- negative.
Dynamically, I lashed out with my
arm, catching the vicious little

beastie right between it's beady
little eyes. "There," I said

matter- of-factly, "don't worry,
I've got my books and my poetry
to protect us."
"Far out" she purred. It was

obvious that she was developing

a deepseated father thing for me.
"Just in case, though," I mused,

"here, take my enchanted ring, it

will protect you, should we ever
become separated." I slipped it

on her quivering finger.

"It's too large."

"Don't worry, it will become
smaller." I cast a third-class

benign spell on my ring, and it

reduced itself in size until it fit

perfectly. (Being a Wizard of Blue
magic has it's useful moments
I took a flower out of my pocket
and gave it to her.

Thusly reassured, she explained
her situation to me. Her name was
Purity Snow, and she, as my-
self had sought shelter from
the storm inside this mysterious
ediface. This was hours ago, it

seemed, and then the bats (and,

as I was later to learn, the har-
pies) came. And they came, and
they came, giving no quarter, no
respite , darkly squeaking and flap -

ping, tearing and clawing, they
came upon this miserable blonde
innocent. She also related to

me something that I had half-

suspected already... the doors were
locked from the outside. Anyone
could come In, but leaving, yes,
that was the issue.

The hair on my matted chest
bristling, I decided upon a bold
course of action. We would travel
together, the way God planned it,

and, together, we would chastise
this evil, and regain our freedom.
We started out, moving by mat

chlight, slowly, stumbling occ-
asionally. After several hours of
this forward groping, she grasped
my arm urgently.

"I don't like it here, I've been
here before, I think."

"We've all been here before." I

added reassuringly.

"No. Something was breathing in

the dark here, something big, and
evil." She was shaking.

"Well, we've got to get out of

here. No two ways about that.

Don't worry." Actually, I was wor-
ried. My ring o n her finger was
glowing, a worrisome sign.

We walked on a little way. She
was getting more anxious. We
stopped again. There was a strange
odor hanging in the air, something
very earthy, yet, at the same time,
unearthly. It was then that I

saw it. Two fire -red coals,

glowing in the dark. I quickly
reached to strike another match.
There were no matches left. Oh'
God! I fumbled In my pockets.
There must be another pack some-

where Yes, there they were.
I struck one and beheld a sight

that sent a shudder to the very
marrow of my bones. There, in

the corner, dressed in a tattered

blue uniform, gore all over his

face, was a gnarled old man, stand-

ing on all fours, his face contorted

in a wild, animal look

"I am the keeper of Center
sanctity. You have dared trans-

gress. Give me your mind!"
He lept at us.

"Quick! Up this convenient
escalator!" I directed, as I turned
to face this new menace. But,

too late. He was on me. Hot
breath in my face, we struggled.

Locked in battle, we tumbled down,
hard. My shoulder was bleeding
from a savage bite. \ managed
to throw him off, ana at least

I could bring my wizardry Into

play! I sent him reeling with
a quick, off-the-cuff spell. Then
I laid a more holding spell on
him "Out, Demons, out, back to

the depths of Corporate de-
gradation from which thou were't
spawned!"
His resistance ceased. I calmly

walked over to him and laid a

fresh flower on his heaving breast.
This nasty affair dispatched, I

rejoined Purity at the top of the

escalator.

"Look! Over there" she ex-
claimed, "a light!"

We walked over to it, and there
it was, an exit sign, like a beacon
from heaven. From there on, it

was relatively simple. A quick
blast from my ring opened the door

,

and out we stepped into the cool,

star -filled sky of the early morn-
ing.

"Bless you, kind sir," she said,

"thank you for saving me." The
stars in her eyes out -shone those
of the heavens.

"Think nothing of it".

"It's way past my bed-time"
she purred.

"Mine too." I said. A pregnant
silence followed. "Hey, wanna
ball?"

She came over to me, a wry
smile on her sweet, innocent face.
She embraced me and raised her
ruby lips to my ear.

"Wlz?"
"Yes, my dear "

"Fuck off"

"Aw shit!"

MUCH PEACE TO YOU. HAVE A
GOOD DAY.

(Ed Note: Contributions are

solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:

students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended

to gain answers to burning ques -

tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily

Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.

Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

To Walter Grennan,

Would you please remove those wall murals that once hung in the

Hatch and make the space available to students such as myself so that

any student can show his or her work. I am available to help you set up

a system so that this could easily be done. Thank you. THE BUIL-

DING NEEDS STUDENT KEELING.

__ BENJAMIN FIEMAN

Education at UMass

The following article Is directly quoted from the Massachusetts

Gazette of May 22, 1970.

WHO?

"The crowd of students and legislators milled around Whltmore

Lobby as the events of Legislators' Day began, as state representati-

ves and senators were assigned the right places to be at the right

time. One diligent student host approached a spectacled middle-

aged man with distinguished graying hair and asked, "Are you a repre-

sentative or a senator?" The man hesitated a moment; then turning

the pages of a Gazette, pointed to a photograph of himself he asked,

"Recognize him?" The embarrassed student did, then. The man's

name was Tippo."

Dear Chancellor Tippo,

This incident was reported and has been the knowledge of the entire

University community since late May, and there still has been no word

in the press from the "diligent student" who committed this colossal

blunder. It is true that due to the unfortunate concurrence of the

reporting of the incident and of the latter part of the Strike, it may not

have come to the individual' s attention but this certainly should have

been rectified by the inclusion of this report into the Parents News-

letter of June, 1970. Thus, I feel that it is my duty as a conscientious

student to correct this matter as soon as possible to the limits of my
ability with a public letter of apology. It might be argued by a small

radical minority that this letter must be written by the culprit him-

self, but I know that both you and I realize that one student is much the

same as another and I do admit that with our quaint cultural costumes

we do all look alike. Consequently, I would like to extend to you the

deserved apology from all of us of the student body. I assure you

that no such mistake could ever occur again, mainly because of the

great predominance of your benevolent face upon the majority of the

posters attached to trees and buildings on the campus. It certainly

is a positive joy to note the amount of publicity and recognition that a

truly "unambitious" man such as yourself is deservedly finally

beginning to receive - it kind of restores one's faith in robber barons

Who, indeed?
Obsequiously yours,

MARK SMITH

GtSr TU£ H- 1 KJ T -77

Campus Comment
To the editor:

The Sunday afternoon boogie at the pond was a mixed experience.

It was a beautiful day with good music but the bad vibes hanging in the

air overshadowed things to a great extent. Eric the Rat initiated the

event but by the end of the day, he was acting very hatefully toward

both the crowd and the musicians - and the crowd, at least, was reci-

procating his emotions. It started on a very small scale by what he

called a "reactionary force" which obviously took shape during the many
events he sponsored last semester. These relatively few people

shouted him down and refused to let him speak even during the break

time between bands and Eric's counter reaction fed the fire and crea-

ted the incredibly bad scene at the end which was Eric vs. everybody

else.

The thing Is, why were some people against letting him speak.

One person said it was because Eric is "fucked up". But when you

think about it, this is possibly only with regard to himself or to the

established order around him. With respect to himself, that's his own
problem, but with respect to the establishment it's pretty obvious -

Eric is about as "fucked up" as they come. In view of the shape society

is in, however, that might not be such a bad thing. It's a fact that it

usually takes a deviant to institute change in a society and therefore it

seems that Eric has great potential for changing the established

order. But what changes would he want? After hearing him speak on
many things it is possible to believe that he would screw up things even
more. But now we must be a little honest with ourselves in deciding

what the issue was this particular time. What did we think Eric was
going to be discussing Sunday afternoon at the pond? For along with

everything else, Eric was directly responsible for one very good thing

on this campus last year. During the strike when he called his "tribes"
together by the pond and gave out pinwheels to everyone who would take

their clothes off, there was a healthy mental reaction in those who were
present. It's been happening for a few years on the West Coast but

for most of us it was the first time we experienced a lot of people
running around naked, swimming in the pond and having a good time.

As it happens with the initial experience, it was surprising how natural

it seemed, how very different from what one might have expected

even though we've been well exposed to nudist philosophy. It drew
people together, emphasized similarities rather than differences, put

people more at ease with one another and the basically open and

honest atmosphere allowed people to get their minds a lot straighter

than they ever had been. The good vibes passed very easily between
everyone. Clothes are fine and all the colors can be very beautiful

but when it reaches the extreme of not ever being able to take them
off, to let down your guard momentarily so to speak, it can be a de

finite barrier between people and a serious sickness. It's no secret

that this society is very sick with regard to anything relating to sex.

And this campus, being a microcosm of the society, is basically no

different

.

But we have the advantage of being in transition. We haven't quite

been assimilated into the society vet and as such our values aren't so

rigid as the rest of its members. It's still possible to institute

change among ourselves. And it would be wise to try and change our-

selves in some ways. The thing that people find most difficult to be

straight or honest about, as a result of the repressiveness of the so-

ciety, is sex. One reason for this is that the sexual instinct cannot

merely be repressed and forgotten as society would prefer. Without

repression sex will manifest itself naturally, with it the only question

is what other shape it will take It is generally accepted that public

nudity does not lead to indiscriminate and irresponsible sex but to

more open and healthy attitudes toward it. Last year Eric took his

clothes off, got a few others to join him initially and the practice

started to gain a little momentum. But it died along with the strike,

waiting for the start of the new semester for another chance to be

-

gin. This Sunday a small force overpowered any chance he had of

pulling this off again and as it happened, the hate generated by that

force was what spread through the crowd instead of any of the things

which might have resulted from a few hundred naked people boo-

gying to the music. Aside from the question of Eric being obnoxious,

it seems that the force which made itself felt is simply a manifesta-

tion of society's rules regarding nudity.

It took the shape of a few of us being afraid to hear anything but the

music, even between bands when there was no music. This is not meant
to defend Eric Walgren but merely to question the motives and rea-

sons for a few people being so unreasonably uptight about him.

It is not clear what will result from this. Maybe Eric got so pissed

that he'll never come back to scream about "bullllllshlt" or anything

else. This is doubtful. But it might be a good idea, if and when he does
return, to listen objectively (for a little while) and sort out any possible

ideas of intelligence from the things he says and does. The music
that afternoon was out of site but we passed up the opportunity for

something even better. For no harm would have come from expe-
riencing ourselves a little more openly along with the music. The
fact is that UMass, in most ways, is not a very progressive school
to say the least and it will take a deviant of at least the magnitude of

Eric to institute any sort of meaningful change in our values.

PETER BRADLEE

Making Voices Heard
To the editor.

Involvement - working within the system or against it -- changing
and improving the communities where we live be they cities, small
towns or a college campus.
The strike last spring for the first time made many aware of the

channels open to them for effecting concrete changes and improve-
ments.

Many people over the summer took advantage of election year cam-
paigning as a means to improve our political system.

With the November elections only a few weeks off, students should

not pass up this opportunity to campaign for the candidate of their

choice - and to effectively make the democratic process function by
making their voices heard.

Candidates , like Kevin White , democratic candidate for Governor , need
manpower and are willing to accept young people Into the political

system where they can acquire the experience necessary to effect

the changes that can make our state and country a better place to

live.

The outcome of the election and ultimately what becomes of the Uni-

versity and our country is dependent on the role that the young people

of this country choose to play. We can affect our lives, our univer-

sities and the communities in which we live only If we care enough
to get off our asses and do something about it.

If you give a damn about your fellow man, act now. The rewards are
worth it.

To the editor:

The pig within the so-called

"university hip community" rip-

ped off three 20" x 30" silk

American flags from the Univer-

sal Life Church last Sunday at

the rock-and-roll scene at the

Campus Pond. These beautiful

flags are irreplacable because the

Church has no money. All frie-

nds of the Church please open your
eyes for these flags. Dear thieves,

if you were simply mindless, pl-

ease return your scurrilous prize

to the Daily Collegian Office in

the Student Union.

Do people not realize that Ch-
urch equipment is not part of a

give away show, that this equip-

ment forms an essential part of

the Church's program to develop

a path whereby the cynical heads
may reconnect with their bodies
and the integrated Self may re-

connect with other people, and
finally the universal life force?

Or are many people so repressed
that they are inwardly threatened

by the glorious freedom that the

Universal Life Church expresses
and blackly avenge the exposure
of their own tin freedom.
A pig cannot distinguish between

pig property and community prop-
erty, he rips off the world.
Here the community property

belongs to the dancing community
which is as yet tiny, Joe Hip
College has not begun to dance.

If dancing is part of believing in

yourself, can a crowd of well-

fed, faithless, sardine -canned Am-
erican rock-and-roll fans ever get

themselves together? Open up
the tribal space, let the dancers
dance and the banners f!y, the

commercial hippie musicians on
their star -with -fans trip, then let

the tourists see what life is all

about.

Reverend Eric Walgren

Try Harder

To the editor:

The death of the Holyoke coed
from an attempted abortion has hit

this office In a very hard way.

I share with Dr. Gage of the Un-
iversity Health Service feelings

of both remorse and some guilt.

But each tragic experience is an
opportunity to learn, to learn a-

bout life and love and concern,

and to flee death, ignorance, dis-

trust and oppression.

Abortions for women should be
free and available at the request

of any woman. But until they are,

some of us work to provide both

counselling and referral services

to women with problem pregnan-
cies. Along with the Health Ser-

vices we solicit your trust and
confidence. Clergy Consultation

Service is a nationwide movement
and can be contacted in Massa-
chusetts at 617-527-7188. Refer-
rals are available for in state

care or clinic care In New York
City where laws have recently cha-
nged. We also are able to dis-

cuss with you all the options in-

cluding marriage and adoption.

Let us all learn by this exper-
ience to try harder and love in

new ways. Spread the GOOD NEWS!
The Rev. Ronald Hardy

United Christian Found
atioa
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Road Show Brings Award
Winning Play To UMass

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1970

Connecticut Valley theatre
audiences will have an opportunity
to see the New York production
of Lorraine Hansberry's "To Be
Young, Gifted and Black" at the
UMass campus Friday and Sat-
urday, Sept 25 and 26. A spec-
ial matinee has been scheduled
for 2:30 p.m. Saturday in addition
to 8 p.m. performances Friday and
Saturday, all in Bowker Aud-
itorium.

"To Be Young, Gifted and Black"
is the first offering In the 1970-71
UMass Fine Arts Council Series
which will bring to the campus
some 40 major professional events
in popular, classical and chamber
music, theatre and contemporary
dance.

Critical acclaim for "To Be
Young, Gifted and Black" has
been high wherever the production
has appeared, including a year
off-Broadway at the Cherry Lane
Theatre. Clive Barnes, writing
in the New York Times, has called
the production '

' wonderfully mov -

ing and entertaining."

"To Be Young, Gifted and Bl-
ack" Is the story of the black
author Lorraine Hansberry, who
died at the age of 34 of cancer.
At 29, she became the youngest
American, the fifth woman, and the
only black dramatist to win the
coveted New York Drama Critic's
Circle Award for the Best Play

of the Year, "A Raisin in the

Sun."
Her husband, Robert Nemiroff,

has adapted "To Be Young, Gif-

ted and Black" from letters,

diaries and notes of Miss Hans-
berry. The cast will include
Justitia Davis, Margaret Ochwat,
Tina Sattin, Gam Stephens, Wil-
liam Suplee, Bernard Ward and
Camille Yarbrough (see photo at

right).

Reserved tickets are available
from Fine Arts Council Box Of-
fice at 125 Herter Hall, 5-0202.
Ticket prices are $1.50 for under-
graduates

; $2 for graduate students
and students from other schools;
$2.50 for faculty and staff; and
$3 for the general public. Mail
orders should enclose stamped,
self -addressed envelope.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT!!!

1) Action Lab

2) Committee on Poverty

3) N.E.S.

4) Racism Seminars

THIS IS C.A.F.

The Community Action Foundation

comprised of the above groups, will present a

University Chorus Begins

Fifth Season

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The University chorus is acti-

•ly seeking members to help with
it's fall schedule.

The initial purpose of the Uni-
versity Chorus which is beginning
its fifth year as a performing or-
ganization, is to perform major
oratories with orchestra.

But just as important, accor-
ding to Director Alan Harler, the
chorus provides an opportunity
for fellow graduate and under -

graduate students, including non-
music majors, to congregate, sing
and get to know one another.
The chorus, consisting of app-

roximately 100 mixed voices, be-
gins its fifth year this fall. Du-
ring the first semester, Henry
Purcell's FUNERAL MUSIC FOR
QUEEN MARY II and the Haydr
TE DEUM will be studied anc
presented in concert in Decern
ber.

In the past, Haydn's LITTLE
ORGAN MASS, Vivaldi's GLORIA,

Leonard Bernstein's CHICHES -

TER PSALMS, and Mozart's SO-
LEMN VESPERS were performed
on campus.

Last year the UMass Chorus
also had the opportunity to sing

at the Helen Hills Chapel at Smith
College and at Chicopee and Fron-
tier Regional High Schools.

Distinguished faculty soloists

such as Dorothy Ornest and John
D'Armand are often featured in

the various works.

Rehearsals for the one -credit
course are twice per week: Tues
day from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. and
Wednesday from 4:40 to 6:00 p.m.
The chorus still has openings for
male voices.

Mr. Harler studied at Wesleyan
University, the University of Cin-
cinnati, and the University of Salz-
burg. He is presently in his fourth
year of directing the University
Chorus and also the University
Women's Choir and the Madrigal
Singers.

Fine Arts

MDC Hotline
5-2550

Mary Moreno didn't wear safety belts
because they dirtied her dress*

MULTI-MEDIA SHOW

at the

S.U. Ballroom Wednesday, Sept. 23rd, at 8:00 p.m

Each group will give a presentation of itt activities.

GET INVOLVED!!!

4
-» w

^
v

I /i

V

What's your excuse?
i.

i m

Film Festival To Present

Outstanding German Works Recital To Feature Flute, M arimba
The German Expressionist Film

Festival (GEFF) is a series, pre-
sented by the Art History Group,
of the outstanding German films
made between 1919 and 1931.

The Twenties were a period
of extensive innovation for the cin-

ema, and, as in virtually every
other creative medium, Weimar
Germany was far ahead of the rest
of the world.

While the studios of other coun-
tries regarded films as primarily
commercial entertainment for the

masses, German production com-
panies strove for works of artis-

tic excellence and enlisted the ef-

forts of leading artists for cos-
tumes and set design. By using
strikingly Imaginative lighting and
technical innovations such as the

moving camera, they established
the movie camera as a creative
rather than recording instrument
and achieved some extraordinary
effects which haven't been duplic-
ated on the screen since.

Aside from their technical wiz-
ardry, leading German directors
such as Fritz Lang, F. W.Murnau,
and G. W. Pabst, used extremely
imaginative thematic material for

their screenplavs.

Whether in the Fritz Lang sci-

ence fiction thrillers or In the

dream -like Germanic legends and
horror stories, audiences are still

carried away by the phychological

expressiveness of the German
film. For it was the aesthetic

creed of Expressionists at that

time to lay bare the recesses of

the soul in terms of the external
development of the story - - hence
the similarity of the early Ger-
man films to the works of Franz
Kafka.
On Wednesday in Thompson 104,

the series gets underway with the
presentation of DR. MABUSE, DER
SPIELER, by Fritz Lang (8:00)
p.m. and THE GOLEM by Paul
Wegener (9:45). DR MABUSE,
DER SPIELER, made in 1922, is

the fantastical account of an in-

ternational arch-fiend. Lang's
skill in lighting and plot pacing
in this film has often led to

comparisons between him and Al-

fred Hitchcock. Like many Ex-
presslonistic works of this time,
Lang's film shows a strong con-
cern for psychoanalysis, hypnosis,
and the newly discovered depths
of the subconscious.

The German Expressionist Film Festival gets under-
way tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Thompson. The festival

is sponsored by the Art History Group.

A recital featuring the unusual
combination of the flute and the
marimba will be given tomorrow
night, Sept 23, at 8 p.m. in Bow-
ker Auditorium.

The recital will be given by a
husband and wife team from the U-
Mass Music Dept., Dr. Peter Tan-
ner and his wife Joanne.
The program for the evening

includes: Franz Schubert's Opus
137, Sonata in B minor for flute

by Bach, Diversions for Flute
and Marimba, and Berlioz's Reve-
rie et Caprice.

Dr. Peter H. Tanner was born in

Rochester, NY, and is agraduate
of the Eastman School of Music,
where he studied percussion with
William Street. He holds a PhD
in Musicology from the Catholic
University of America in Washing-
ton, DC.
He has played with the Roches-

ter Philharmonic Orchestra, the
United States Marine Band, and the
Chautaugua, NY. Symphony Or-
chestra. As a marimbist, he has
appeared on the Ed Sullivan and
Arthur Godfrey television pro -

grams.
Before joining the staff at the

University of Massachusetts in

1969, he formerly taught at Kan-
sas State University and Wiscon-
sin State University, Eat Claire,
where he was the chairman of
the Department of Theory -Com-
position. His present profession-
al activities include the position of
tympanist in the Springfield Sym-
phony Orchestra.
Joanne Dickinson Tanner is a

native of Winchester, N.H., and is

a graduate of the Eastman School
of Music. She has studied with
Marcel Moyse, Joseph Mariano,
and Wallace Mann (of the Nation-
al Symphony Orchestra, Washing 1

ton, DC). While still in high
school she was a member of the
Pioneer Valley Symphony and a
participant In the Old Deerfield
Summer Chamber Music concerts.

She has played in the Rochester
Philharmonic Orchestra, and has

been on the music faculties of

. ..nsas State University and Wis-
consin State University, Eau
Claire. Presently she is a Visi-

ting Instructor of Flute at the

University of Massachusetts and is

also a member of the music fa-

culties of Smith College and Mt.

Holyoke College.

This concert marks her first

solo appearance in this area in

several years.

Dr. and Mrs. Peter Tanner

SBA MAJORS

meet your faculty

Wednesday night from 7 to 9

in Hie SBA Faculty Lounge.

Sponsored by the Accounting Club

Stuff it.

Rent your own refrigerator
(just $5.00 a month)*

Dormitory fde isn't vwhdi it used to fit Not
have a MINI KOOL REFRIGERATOR siuMexl with ? Cubic

feet of goodies right m your own room. NjoOititg's stopping

you Not the *choot I ihey approve) N<: fits

right m -can even do rfouhte duty us an end taf»k*l Cen<M"l v

not the price (just a few cents a day and you split V,

with your roommate) Set The Pace Get a MINI KOOL. and
get atl this

Compact (only 20 x 17 * 18") t»ut SfNKMftA Ihokh,

up to 36 ca*«sof bmttpdj

Costs bj pM the cost with .i »oo-«'

mate) and 7b o' rental applies toward purchase.

Good UmAiih) twatmri styling) And Versatile (make*

Uinvnsdy approved trouble free (replaced within

24 hours it unit fads)

CALL
253-2494
256-82 tO

. . . and TV
(just $6.11 a month)

MINI KOOL will also rent you a 16' pa and w+uta.

TV set at a price you can't beat. It's a sharp w.ilmii N
imM loaded with featuf

roommate CflA study while you watch TV

mini \ kool
iy <tlvt rent Uh onr term only, f

A $10 deposit is required

.dfd wttti rnteHffl when rfi ftl

CALL
253-2494
256-8210
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Notices
INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class In Hatha Yoga, breathing

meditation, and chanting today from 8

to 10 am in Thoreau Lounge Please
bring a towel, an empty stomach, and
wear loose-fitting clothes

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Tuesday night at 6:30 pm

in Rm 162, Campus Center Executive
Boardmeeting at 6 00 p m

SMC COMMUNITY ORGANIZING COM-
MITTEE

Meeting In the SMC office Tuesday
night at 7 p m

SMC DORM ORGANIZERS ME
Meeting in the SMC office Tuesday

night at 8 pm

SMC MEDIA COMMITTEE
Meeting in the SMC office at 9 PM

Wednesday. Sept 23

SMC WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Meeting in the SMC office at 8 PM

Tuesday. Sept 22

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT
All students interested in working for

Govenor Sargent stop at our table in

the Campus Center

HOMECOMING QUEENS COMMITTEE
Girls from all classes are invited

to pick up applications for Homecoming
Queen (n the RSO Office Please re-

turn them by Oct 14 and feel free to

nominate yourself and/or your friends

PUBLICITY FOR HOMECOMING
Meeting Tuesday night at 7 p.m. ir

Room 172 of the Campus Center In place

of Wednesday's meeting Attendance
is mandatory.

ACCOUNTING CLUB
SBA majors meet your faculty Wed-

nesday night at 7-9 in the SBA Fa-

culty Lounge

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
First monthly meeting will be Wed,

Sept 23 at 7:30 p m in Rooms 174-

176 In the Campus Center Drawing
for free instruction and flight home

NEWMAN CLUB
On Tuesday. Sept 22. Father Lucian

Clark, CP will conduct a program on
the Christians responsibility to God
through people in the Newman Center
Social Lounge at 7 30 p m

UMASS BARBERSHOPPERS
Looking for men who love to sing

Prefer men with some singing exper-
ience. If interested, call Ron Rapallo
evenings 253-9868

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Organizational meeting Wed night at

7:30 in Room 102, Stockbrldge Hall

All Interested persons are invited.

ALPH PHI OMEGA
Open smokers will be held Monday

>ught, Thursday night and Mon night,
Sept 28, at 7:30, second floor of Mem-
orial Hall.

HORSE JUDGING TEAM
Meeting for all interested persons Wed.

night, 7:30, at Grinnell Arena. Plans
for team selection and trip to Colum
bus. Ohio will be discussed No ex-
perience necessary, only a desire- to

learn

CAF

Open meeting. Wed night at 8:00, in
the SU Ballroom Programs of the Com-
mittee on Poverty, Action Lab, NES
and Racial Seminars will be presented
to prospective members.

MAHAR AUD

Series

Singles

3.50

.75

frAalrucr Aj^£
SLftifc.3 3 50

75 Sept 22, 6:30 & 9:3C5;*£L£S

Stnck - Genet
The Balcony

S*p £Z,6\iVtS jo
La
£»:Wo

Ff.ii.rv. -u. Vfki V.-fa

- ,, r
Sept. 29, time t.b.o.

5tr 1c*.-6t
,

flt?t-

O^ 6 Oct 6

dC*j&%&U&i 8ergmQn

fj c .j £
Winter Light

Nov. 3

Welles - Kofkc
The Trial

^V. gL< etc

Ario r. i rs <

Vex* 11

Dec. 1

Penn
Mickey One

Dec 8

Antonioni
Blow-up

Dec. 22

Fellini

8'/2

MAROON KEYS
Meeting Tuesday night for all Keys

at 7:00 in room 167 of the Campus
Center.

SKYDIVING
UMass Sport Parachute Club fall re-

cruitment meeting Wednesday. 7:45 PM
in the Campus Center, room 165 All

interested persons are invited to at-

tend

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting to discuss women's libera-

tion and organization for the upcoming
year Wednesday night, 6 00, Room 162

of the Campus Center Open to all

women.

DEBATE UNION
Callout for new members, Tuesday

night, 7:30, in the Colonial Lounge of

the Student Union. No experience is

necessary and refreshments will be

served.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
"Both Sides Now"' - a look at Wo-

men's Liberation will be the theme of

an open house party, Tuesday night.

All girls are welcome.

TOMFARATIVE LITERATURE 201 FILM
SERIES

First film of the Comparative Lit-

erature Film Series, Fellini's "La Dolce

Vita ' will be sho-vn Tues night in

Mahar Auditorium at 630 and 930
Individual and season tickets will be

available at the door.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
Lessons will be given Tues night at

7:30 in the Campus Center Ballroom

Bring a friend Non- dancers welcome

INTERVAPSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP
Stained Glass Conversation this week

will be in the Nantucket Room, SU,

from 4:30-5:00. Come and bring a

friend!

HUMAN SEXUALITY COURSE
A Human Sexuality Lecture Series

will be offered for one credit on Mor.

day evenings 7:30-10 00 beginning Sept
28 -Nov 23 Register for course HE
ED 391. Topics covered will include

contraception, abortion, pregnancy and
birth, etc Open to entire University

CANCE HOUSE HAIR TICKET HOLDERS
Money will be refunded for last year's

Hair Theatre Party on Mon Sept. 21

and Tues, Sept. 22 between 7-9 pm
in the Cance House lobby.

NOTEBOOK
If you called and said you found my

notebook, please return to me in Wash-
ington 2206. Stan./

KAPPA DELTI PI

Organizational meeting Tuesday night

at 7:30 p.m. in Room 175 of the Cam-
pus Center.

PRECISIONETTES
Practice Mon Kri at 4:40 in Dickin-

son Parking Lot. Any UMass under-
graduate woman Interested in joining

please come and meet the top drill

team in the east or call Linda at

665-3475

SPECTRUM
Meeting Tuesday night at 7:30 for all

old staffers in Rm 177 in the Campus
Center. Plans for future issues will

be discussed

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
Male voices needed for Music 162

(University Chorus, 1 credit). Phone
Mr Harler at 545-0624 or 545-0532

WOMEN'S CAUCUS OF THE MOBE
Meeting Tuesday night at 8 p m in

the Mobe office. Student Union, 2nd floor

UMASS DAMES CLUB
' Get -to -Know -your -Neighbors -and

your -Community Coffee Klatch" All

wives of UMass and Amherst College
students are invited, both grad and
undergrad Will be held at 8 p m
at Farley 4-H Lodge (In back of F
Lot near the stadium) Gerald Grady,
UMass Business Manager, will be the

guest speaker.

CHI DELPHIA
A meeting for sisters and pledges at

Delta Chi. 7:00 Sunday night. Sept 27

If unable to attend, call Linda. 253-

9006 after the meeting

YPSL
The Young People's Socialist League

will meet Thursday night at' 7:30 in

room 173 of the Campus Center. Old
members please attend, anyone interest-

ed in democratec is welcome Supp-

ort action for the UAW strike will top

the agenda

UMASS MEDICA
Organizational meeting with Dr. Gage

for all interested in providing first-

aid for this campus Tues , Sept 22
at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room 176

PRECISIONETTES
Will hold a car wash at Zayre's

parking lot Sat . Sept 26, from 9 00
a.m. --3:00 p.m. Come get your favor-

ite car cleaned Inside and out.

NEED A COURSE?
The Botany Dept. announces openings

in Botany 100.. 175, and 385.

GUITAR PLAYERS
If any guitar players, folk or clas-

sical, are Interested in giving and tak-

ing ideas, techniques, or music, call

Gary Morris, 6-9776. 214 MacKlmmie.

Q-Club
HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY!

from 3:30 to 8 P.M.

DJ. IN PERSON

Rt. 9. Russell St., Had ley

253-9214

MDC CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

CBS Records I promotional miaul-
«t. Will be on Campus Wed., Sept.
^:trd, aee details at Placement Of-
fice and ana up for interview* there.

U9-ZJ

Ambitious couple v>ho nerd more
Income. Inukual opportunity for
Kuod earning* for both. Work to-
gether, part-time or full-time. Car
necessary. Phone: 1-113-774-2587, 7-i»

pm- tf8-2S

I I with standard Ik. to work
on grinder track on hill. Call Jim
M9-0877 or inquire at the Yellow
MJbmarinr. tfir-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted, prefer

ace SI or ever, (78 monthly. Call
&48-0M6 after 6 p.m. tf8-88

Female roommate, wanted to share
I'uffton Apartment. Call 649-60*7 af-
ter «. ttt-29

1967 Yamaha Scrambler 3H cc u-
crllent cond., 7Mo mile* with extra
handlebars, helmet and tools, 1 good
and one fair tire $425. CaU 049-4753
after 3:—. tf9-83

12 String Guitar, hand finished,
excellent condition. CaU 549-«753 af-
ter 3:M. $178. tf0-83

FOR SALE
Discounts va stereo components.

tail *-»*32 or 6-9447. U18-1

xJCATHEB GOODS
All band-made to order: vesta,

l>»c», Jackets, belts, panta, sandals,

eiiirts, we make uioat anything at a
fair price. Bee Patrick at the Lerer-

rtt Craft Center In JLcTerett. tfa-H

* Vlsber Stereo "Bookshelf Speak-
er" far sale Heat offer. Call 253-

9M7 errata**. t»>*3

Girls Wanted
To dance Go Go in Spf Id's

loveliest night club.

—Very good pay.

—Excel lent working condi-
tions.

—Must be 1 8 or over.

—Must like to dance.

Coll Mr. Klrkwood

in afternoon at

1-736-5701

Incredible — Guild IMS Guitar V*
jr. old, excel action and sound* with
hdes, $368 new, asklnr 8300. Phil, 315
Owtoht. tts-a
Siamese kittens, Frost-point pedl-

sree, champ-stock, 825 ea. ar beat
offer. 858 with papers. Weekend
beat. 828 Mount Holyoke Drive, Am-
herat or 30A Mach. tf9-24

RBI DOG TAGS — nJnTaTr
trie, one the Dare of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 84 Inch
chain, 8100. PO Box 461, Holyoke.
Mass. 81848. tfl0-8

FOR SALE— AUTOS
'88 Plymouth, atate car, 6 erUnderr

automatic, radio, heater, nmi well,

call 883-8576, room 87, after t p.m.
8148 or beat offer. tf9-83

Aaatta Healy 3000. late -67, new
radial* aad exhaaat, 88,888 miles, ex.
celleat condition, ariainal owner. Call
1-867-3383 after 6:86 weekdays.

tf9-ta

1966 English Ford Cortina GT, ex-
rellent condition new clutch, moat be
asea aad) driven to be appreciated.
8888 negotiable. Bab ar Janet 853-

tf»-q

1964 MOB, coed condition, new
brake systems, rear skscks, sway-
bar, nice car. Call Geoff at 684-
4803. tf8-88

1960 Vw, excellent condition, ra-
dla. Phone 608-1418 evening*. 8850
or beat affer. tfB-88

..}^L 53 •"*». «"•«* condition^
8848.79. CaU 546-5373. If not In leave

*gsaaa it*-™
1888 Cortina Wagon, 60,080 miles,

very economical; body, Interior, and
motor In very rood ahape, 8458 or
heat affer. Call 853-9748 after 6 p.m.

W8-83
'67 VW exc. condition, radio, 81868.

Call 536-6751 early moraine or late
"'««• tf8-88

1008 Dataan 8088 Roadster. 135 hp
OHC enrine, new Mlchellns. driving
Hants, aoft top, hard top, and ton-
neaa. 81885. 804-8788. tf9-84

»tP8T bbla, — New ear 888aB
In 5 weeks. '60 Chevelle eoav., 4 apd.,
350-380, AM-FM, snow tires w/rima,
all heavy duty options, exc. cond..
Hke new, 86,080 ml. CaU AI 540-
"**"• tf0-84
" *• THnaipb **• <*• Iwmmps rackT
hell helmet, under 5880 mflea. 8888
firm. Can 80. DeerfleM 008-3488.

tf0-88

|j*TrTT SET.!,! 04 Cbev. Impala
ronyertlMe Vt, rteellrnt running
condition, aato. trans., power eteer:
Ins. Aaktet- 8480. Call 810 8808

.

,
tf0-88

ROOM EXCHANGE

WANTED
Wanted French Tutor, preferably

rrad aradent. Can 816 0881. tf9-88

MUSICIANS WANTED
Singing drommer and rirl alncer

r.*
•.'•«.*•** •nd • mtu> mmmmtUL

Call Steve 888-0884. tf»-83

PERSONAL
A«yanfl Interested la eitendhis the

Boston. Student Bomophlle Leacae In-

VL. jLAn,h*r,t "* C«»ta«t Jerry
566-1608 evenlnr. tf9-84

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Elml ra, N.T. and

SKLE* ^!ta
5
i

'
WU1 «»•'• * w

Wheeler. Tel. 5-8418. tf9-88

GIVE AWAY
Dat, four and half mos. old, part

li!8?
Mi ••»•"»"« e«», meo als-

HELP WANTED

i860 Tolkswaaea

7316.

low aaTle-

CaH 883-
tf0-83

at I win traaa
-

.
la Coed Caaee alas cash for ahitU
aaywkere aa Caaapao (eap. Qvad)
Call Al 04884 »«837 M0-SS

mZ"t2L w,"L," Ps-iaraaer^eaWf,Mon., Toes.. Wed. «u ,r.r, t «*'
a da^

-
u Bradley Field. 10c a mKPhia hoorl, rate. CaD 8^158^

tf9-2l
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DELTA CHI
"Come and meet the brothers." See

how individuality and brotherhood com

-

bine If you have any questions, call

5-0195 or 5-0196, 314 Lincoln Ave as
soon as possible until and Including the

25th of Sept.

MUSIGALS
Tryouts to be held Wednesday, Sept.

23, 7-9 pm in Campus Center 167. All

girls' parts needed. For more Inform-
ation, call 665-3390

DRAFT COUNSELING SERVICE
Trained draft counselors. Meeting to

organize and co-ordinate draft counsel-

ing on campus. If you have been train-

ed as a counselor and have time to

commit to counseling, we need you.

Tues., Sept. 22, 7:00-8:00 p.m., Campus
Center, room 803.

SIGMA KAPPA
Tomorrow night. Sigma Kappa "Af-

ter Hours" Nlte Club All universltj

women welcome, 7:30 p.m., 19 Allen St

ASAP
The first meeting of the Armenian Soc-

ial Activities Club will be held Sun, Sept.

27, in the Nantucket Room, SU. All are
welcome

.

PI BETA PHI
Grafitti party. Tues

pm 388 No Pleasant St.

, Sept. 22, 7-9

Dress informal.

IRON BUTTERFLY CONCERT
Iron Butterfly at Springfield Auditor-

ium Thurs , Sept. 24, st 8:00. Ticket
prices- $4 It $5 Sponsored by Col-

legiate Students for Sargent Dwlght For
more info contact Belden Bly, 17 Puf-

ton Village. 549-6627.

PRE AND PARA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Anyone Interested in forming a com-

bined Health Services (including nurses,

Med Techs Public Health) Organization

please attend. Wed., Sept. 23, at 8.00

p.m. at 446 Cance Or call 6-5138 for

Mark.

CHESS CLUB
Very Important meeting at 7 p.m.

Thurs. in Room 165 of the Campus Cen-
ter concerning UMass Open Tournament
to be held this weekend and trip to in-

tercollegiate Or call 6-6487 or 6-8763

for details.

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT
All students Interested in working for

Frank Sargent and Don Dwight, please

call Belden Bly at 17 Pufton Village.

549-6627

CEQ
CEQ Mass Meeting and Project Con-

vention to start the year's activities

Thursday night, September 24th, 7:00

p m in the Campus Center Auditorium

Open to everyone

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
SHIP
Prayer meeting in Campus Center.

Room 166, on Tuesdays, 6:30-7:30 and

Friday evenings, from 7:30-8:30.

ROADARTE FILM SERIES
Roadarte. a new socio-political con-

spiracy, is sponsoring a film spectacle

on youth Sept 26, In Mahar "The

Haight, "On Stride," and "Isle of

youth." will be shown The Theatre might

happen All for the one small quar-

ter of a dollar No pig allowed-but

they sure can dance.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Find out how students use Christ-

ian Science in their dally lives. All

Interested are welcome to attend any

of our weekly meetings. Tuesdays at

6:45 Room 811-815 Campus Center

iness meeting afterwards

Bus-

DANISH 126

Is available on a accelerated basis

for 6 credits All interested students

please see Mr Hughes in Herter 513.

GERMAN DEP'T
Section now open in German 253 cal-

led Twentieth Century Literature I All

interested students contact Miss Bau-

schwinger.

Liquidation Sale

70 BMW 2002 Sunroof

2 dr., 5000 mi.

'69 Ply. 9 poss. Wagon
All power, 13,000 mi.

'69 Triumph Spitfire

Roadster - 6,000 mi.

67 Ford 6 pass. Wagon
Automatic V-8, PS

'67 Mustang 2 dr Hardtop

6 cyl Floorshift

'65 VW Sunroof Bus

Clean, No rear seath,

Tel. 413-774-4773

Notices
R C.U
R.C.U meeting Thursday, Sept. 24,

at 8 p.m. in the Commonwealth Room.
S.U.

SCUBA CLUB
There will be a meeting of all peo-

ple interested in Scuba Thurs., Sept.

24, at 7:00 p.m. in room 163 of the

new Campus Center. Please come

MIRKWOOD
This Saturday, Sept. 26, 8:00 p.m.

Orchard Hall. Anyone Interested in

displaying his talents call: Ken 6-7228,

Frank 6-7122, or Debbl 6-6854.

REVELLERS
Meeting on Tues., Sept. 22, at 7; 00

p.m. in Room 804-808 in the new Cam-
pus Center.

PSYCH COUNCIL
There will be a meeting of all psych

majors Thurs., Sept. 24, at 8:00 p.m.
In the Norfolk Room, S.U. Commutes
and Libido to be discussed.

ANGEL FLIGHT
There is a mandltory meeting tonite

in 210 Dickinson for all Angels at 7:00

Exec Board will meet at 6:30. Very
Important -be there.'

SMC MEDIA l> STAFF COMMITTEE
Meeting in Plymouth Room, S.U. Wed.

night. Sept. 24 st 8:00 p.m.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Come and Join us at the Playboy

Club, Tues . Sept. 22, at 7:00 p m.
All university women invited. Rides
provided at the Newman Center at 6:45
p.m.

ANYONE CAN JOIN!!!

Join the SUG Board Building Commit-
tee and help improve the Campus Cen-
ter 1st meeting - Tuesday, Sept. 22,

1970-3 00 pm SUB Board Office- 1st

floor of Campus Center.

JUDO CLUB
Would meet if we could find

Elaine. Call 6-5109 or 6-7234.
you,

ENGAGED
Dana Lee Phipps, 210 Greenough,

Betty Pitman, Salem St., '72.

tc

NAIADS
There will be a meeting of all Nalds

tonite, bring your suit. Information on
tryouts will be handed out

SCROLLS
There will be a meeting tonight at

6:15 -Room 17-. Bring Candy Sale in-

formation, please

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Glass Onion. Sat.. Sept. 26, Berk-

shire Commons, 8:00-10:00. Featuring:
FLIGHT.

LOST
Acertaln amount of money between

Southwest and F lot in small bills Sat-

urday afternoon. Its return will be ap-
preciated. Please call 6-8280.

FOUND
Navy-blue raincoat found Thurs. night

at Campus Pond. Call 6-5438.

LOST
I brown male puppy. Vicinity: Stop

and Shop and Zayre's. Call Joseph
DiPitato, Apt. 45, Colonial Village,

Amherst, Mass.

# Only #
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

* ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK

News Quickies

The Campus Center Garage will be
open next week For a student to use
the garage, he must buy a space from
the Parking Authority

The next payday for students work-
ing on campus will be Friday, Oct. 7.

Additional copies of the 1970-71 Stu-
dent Handbook are available at the Dean
of Students Office In Whitmore.

Last year's Spectrum, the campus gen-
eral interest magazine, which was not

distributed last spring because of the
Strike, will be available at the end of

this week. A meeting of all staffers

will be held tonight In the Campus Cen-
ter, room 117.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

S-2550

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
-*V—By SYDNEY OMAM

l.ro natives aheuis, where peaeiblr
avoid lirtins heavy ebjects. The vul-
nerable point far Leo la the bavk.
Arirs la aaaodated with the head,
and many natives af this aisn often
appear to be frowulux. In many ca«-
t», they are eo.alntiiis. risees ia re-
lated to the feet. Notices of this
siau can often be heard 8as88J88888a8
about "achins feet."

AHIiBS (March 21 • April 19); Ac-
cent on what you own. Secure pon
aessiona. Take no chances on others

.

Be there "in person." Una you trust
is not infallible. Build on solid grounu
lor future aecurity.
TAUAUS (April 20 - May 20): Tou

are on the move. Ideas flow. Key is
to follow through. Shake oft recent
lethargy. Read and write — take note*
and set thoughts on paper. Unusual
offer cornea your way.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Ac

Lent on finances, possessions. Tou ar.-
able to get what you need through
diplomatic approach. Avoid trying to
force issues. Time your moves. Pro-
fit ia inidcated.
CANCER (June 21 • July 22): Cycl-

high; take initiative What waa de-
layed beglna roiling. Make most or
contacts. Keep hole card covered.
Means spring surprise at right mo-
ment. Tou will know.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Tour abl

iity to maintain a confidence is put
to test. Older persons may appeal
slow, but the wisdom is present. Do
some hard listening. Postpone direct
action.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Tou
may end one relationship and begin
another. Tou are able to define youi
tastes. Tou hear your own voice, danc
to your own tuna. This is all to the
good.
LIBRA (fjpt 23 • Oct. 22): Stress

on business affairs, honor and achieve-
ment. Tour original approach is ap-
preciated. No need to take a back
seat. Adhere to principles. Believe in
yourself.
SCORPIO XPct 23 - Nov. 21): Qood

lunar aspect coincides with publicity.
advertising and publishing. Submit
long-range plans. Build for future.
Short cuts now will not suffice. Act
accordingly.
CAPRICORN fDec. 22 - Jan. 19) •

Spotlight on public relations, legal af-
fairs. Read between the lines; study
fin print. Keep guard up; don't len.i

with your chin.
AQTJARrtJS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Ton

may be required to perform extra du-
ties. Take overtime request In stride
fine print. Keep guard up: don't try
to do everything at once.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) •

Change, travel and variety are fea-
tured. Nothing appears the same
Tou have to make some adjustment <

T>o »o with good humor. Aid Indicate.

i

from member of opposite sex.
IP TODAT IS TOTTR BrRTHPAV

you have learned to follow throiuh
on beliefs no matter how unpopular
Tour charm lies In your Individuality
Challenge Is your stimulant. Confu-
ion will evaporate. Tou soon wmi
hove clear outline of objective.
Copyright 1070. Oen. Fea. Corp.

PFANUTS

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1-Units of

Chinese currency
6 Wideawake

11 -Hidden
12 Sea nymph
14 Great Lake
15 Evaluates

17-Artilicial

language
18 Conducted
19 Conflagrations

20 Knave at cards
21 Near
22 Bodies of

water
23 Walk in water
24-Pronoun
25Poems
26 Reveals
27 Garden tools

'8-European
29Reaches

across
31 Nerve

network
32-A continent

(abbr.)

34 Grain (pi.)

35 Enclosures for
animals

36 Note of scale

37-Mature

38Carned
39 Article of

furniture

40 Sun god

41 Metal tubes

42-Toward
shelter

43 Traps

45-Singing

voice (pi.)

47 Retail

establishment

48 Narrow,
flat boards

DOWN

1 -Cylindrical

2Tart

3 Before

4-French
article

5 Hits

6-Poker
stakes

7 Dregs

8 Bitter vetch

9 Note of

scale

10-Angry

outburst

11 Musical sign
occurring in

Psalms

13-Cupolas

16 War god

19-Diminishes

20 Peel

22 Diving

birds

23-Diminishes

26-Lessened

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

27-Detest
28 Hates
29 Floats

in air

30 Heathens
31 -Repetition

32 Guides
33-Assistants

35 Thicket

38 Row
39 Blemish
41-ln

favor of

42Collection
of facts

44 Near
46-Spanish

article

1 2 3 4 5 m> 7 8 9 10
'.'.
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20
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Offense, Defense Sparkle In Redman Romp
,
»-•-•»

^

•

THE BIG "0" - UMass Mark Russell delivers the offensive running punch, neatly
following a block on Maine's Joe LeVesseur by Mike Marchev. It was a combination
of the UMass attack and its defense that did in Maine, 28-0.

-A)
AND THE BIG "D" - Curt Bristol (82) and Bill De-

Flavio (76) come through for the Redman defense, en-
veloping a Maine back. (MDC photos by Rich Mclntyre)

Sports Whirl ...

Landry Stars, Yastrzemski Hits 40th
IfAN m_ '

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Just taking a few side glances
at some happenings in the world
of sports and offering various
comments, wry, witty and worth
the paper their printed on, on their

significance.

EVENT: Former UMass great
Greg Landry rambles 76 yards
with the football as the Detroit

Lions roar past the Green Bay
Packers, 40-0. COMMENT: Lan-
dry was probably the greatest of

all Redman quarterbacks, starring

in his collegiate days of 1965-

66-67, and was drafted number one
by Detroit in '68. In only his

third pro year, the rangy Landry
(6 '3 -200) understudies the veteran
Bill Munson but may have the

starting job soon; he didn't score
a touchdown on this long dash,
being pulled down from behind on
the 11 -yard line.

EVENT: Boston Patriots, losers
of all four exhibition games, sur-
prise the Miami Dolphins, 27-14.

COMMENT: The Pats' defense,

bolstered by the addition of de-
fensive end Ike Lassiter in a

trade with Oakland, was the major
factor in this victory, setting up
two vital scores with an intercep-

tion and a fumble. Boston plays

the New York Jets on Sunday,
followed by the Baltimore Colts
and the Kansas City Chiefs on
consecutive Sundays . Then

fiaihj (Mkgten

SfuytU
^.
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THE BIG ONE!!!.. ..The Patriots

host the New York Giants in a

matchup that will pit New England
fans loyal to the Pats against

N.E. people sympathetic to the

Giants. No matter who wins this

one, tavern and armchair argu-
ments will persist for a long time
to come as to which is the super-
ior team.
EVENT: Boston Red Sox third-

baseman George Scott is currently

sporting a plus -295 batting aver-
age. COMMENT: The likeable

Scott deserves a world of credit

for hoisting a once enemic .191

average in 1968 to his current mark
of '70. The hope here is that he
can crack the .300 level and match
his .303 achievement of '67. In

the area of attitude toward the game
itself, Scott always bats 1.000, a

great guy to watch.
EVENT: The Pittsburgh Pirates

hold a slim lead in the race for
first place in the Eastern Division
of the National League, followed
by the Chicago Cubs and the New
York Mets. COMMENT: It looks
like the Cubs will be Pittsburgh's
toughest opponent the rest of the
way, but either team should take
it on the chin from the Western
Division winners, the Cincinnati
Reds, in the N.L. Playoffs. It

looks like the Baltimore Orioles
all the way in the American Lea -

gue. The World Series?
Anybody's bet!

EVENT: Boston College defeats
Villanova in a regionally -telecast
football game this past Saturday.
COMMENT: The Eagles look very
strong with a whale of a passing
attack, spearheaded by senior

quarterback, Frank Harris.

UMass hosts BC in its last home
game, on Nov. 21. Both squads
should show up for that tilt with

winning records; could be a big

crowd- pleaser.

EVENT: Connecticut runs all

over Vermont in another game
on Saturday, 47-0. COMMENT:
UConn's Vin Clements registered

four touchdowns in this affair. Look
out for the Huskies! Watch for

them when they come to UMass
for that big Yankee Conference

Detroit QB
Greg Landry

tussle on Oct. 24!

EVENT: The Minnesota Vikings
score a revenge win over the

Kansas City Chiefs, 27-10. COM-
MENT: Die-hard followers of the

old-style National Football League
enjoyed this outcome, and well they

should. Old-style American Foot

-

ball League backers can still cling

to KC's solid victory in last Jan-
uary's Super Bowl, 23-7, bragging
that the Chiefs possess the best

personnel In all of pro football.

Many experts agree with them on
this count.

EVENT: Metawampe manufact-
ures a sizzling 7-1-1 mark in his

college "Grid Picks" of Friday

last.

Red Sox Star

George Scott

COMMENT:

EVENT: Carl Yaztrzemski belts

40th homer and drives in his
100th run as the Red Sox win
their sixth straight, 2-1, over
Cleveland. COMMENT: "Although
Yaztrzemski is a lengthy name,
It fits quite nicely in a hall of

fame..." An excerpt from the
Carl Yaztrezemski theme song as
SUNG ON THE LP album, "The
Impossible Dream".
EVENT: Slippery Rock shut-

out Geneva, 39-0, in another col

-

clash on Saturday.

Where's Slippery

lege grid

COMMENT:
Rock?

Valiant Effort

- X

In the waning moments of Saturday's Redman-Black

Bear tilt. Art Corsaletti of UMass made a diving at-

tempt for one more score. (MDC photo by Gary Slick-

man).

DARTMOUTH TICKETS -One
major correction here first

regarding previous notices that

said the Dartmouth game would
be played in Durham, N.H. That's
incorrect; it will be played in Han-
over, N.H. at Dartmouth's Mem-
orial Field at 1 p.m. on Saturday
Sept. 26. Tickets for that game
are still on sale at the Boyden
ticket office, room 255. Reserved
tickets are going for $5, while
unreserved ducats are costing
$2.50.

CO-REC BEEF PULL-ALL Co-
Recreational Beef Pull Rosters
will be accepted up to 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 23. The Beef
Pull Tournament is open to all

members of the University. The
championship team members will

receive steak dinners at The Pub.

UMASS RUGBY The UMass Ru-
gby Football Club still welcomes
newcomers to Rugby. Practices

are held Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday at 4:30 p.m. The Club

will open its fall season this

Saturday with two squads playing

away at the University of Vermont.

Sports Notices

QUARTERBACK CLUB -The
UMass Redmen Quarterback Club
Luncheon resumes at the Newman
Center on Wednesday, Sept. 23 at

12:15 p.m., getting out promptly
at 1:15. This week there will

be film features of the UMass

-

Maine game, a talk by coach Vic
Fusia, a scouting report on Dart-
mouth, outstanding player awards,
a door prize, a raffle of choice
Dartmouth game tickets and excel-
lent food. Everyone is invited;

the price of the luncheon Is $1.50.

Last week's first luncheon drew
a fine gathering of 130 persons

Tonight's

Intramurals

Fiald Tim* Teams

6:30 Lubass vs. Bucks
6:30 Rood runners vs. E Uphonts
6:30 Sraashars vs. Gragorions

Last Night's

Intramurals

6:30 Bulldogs
6:30 GAK vs.

6:30 Frooki vs.

7:30 PMD
7:30 LCA
7:30 PSD
7:30 SAE
7:30 KS
7:30 TEP vs. TC
8:30 Briqod. vs. Pipars

Pete Rose, eyeing Reds' pitcher

vs. 3M's
Doocons
Colonels

SAM
PSK
SPE
PLP
BKP

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

Tesm 36, Hacks
Dtklougha 26, BX 2
Cult 20, Oxford 6
Panthers 20, Terrors *
Bulldozers 6, Mooummu
Sanatora 26. "C" Cruahara 12

Saagrama 37, Colt 45 3
Bruisers 23, Comacbaaa
Academics 7, Spartaaa 6
Acs* 18, Oaks
Baara 28, Lamona 18
Trojana 41, Plana* 7
Radwooda 38, Hemlocks 12
Brulna 14, Maroona 12
Hlloa 28, Baglae

Wayne Granger, a slender, 6-2
170-pounder, is quoted in the current issue of SPORT Magazine as
saying: "The only place he could have won a college letter was at
Indiana."

(W?r MastattfutenB
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Dukakis Sees

Dems Victors

In November

For Complete Details

See Page Three

STUMPING AT UMASS, State Representative Michael Dukakis talks with students

about his campaign for the Lieutenant Governorship. He is running on a ticket with

Boston's Mayor Kevin H. White.

Jordan Torn

By

Civil War

See Page Five

Wood Talks

About UMass

With Newsmen
See Page Two

Homecoming:

Times and Places Set
See Page Eleven
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Wood: 1 Hope You Have A Visible President'
A transcribed interview

with the New President of the'

University of Massachusetts,
Dr. Robert C. Wood. Inter-

viewing Dr. Wood were Mark
Mills, WFCH News reporter
John Zizis, WMUA News Dir-
ector and Peter Pascarelli,

Editor-in-Chief, Massachus-
etts Daily Collegian.

,

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

The interview took place Sept-

ember 17, 1970 at 'he studios

of WFCR, Five College Radio,
Hampshire House, UMass, as
part of the WFCR news pro-
gramming.)

WFCR: Dr. Wood, perhaps

you could tell us something
about your background in educa-

tion and out of education that

would make you a good man for

the job?

Dr Wood: Well. I can tell

you something about my back-

ground in education and I think

we'll lead to future events about

what goes on Essentially I'm

a political scientist, did my
college work at Princeton and

Harvard. I come originally

from Florida, and went back to

Florida for practicing politics

and as associate director of

of state legislature bureau
there. I then moved back to

the budget bureau and to ed-

ucation Much of my profess-

ional life has been a political

scientist at MIT and most of

mv concerns have been directed

toward urban affairs, politics,

and problems and policies and

concerns of the city. The other

part of my professional life has

been in one form of government
service or another, at state,

federal and local levels There
is a combination 1 think of

knowing something about pro-

blems of the academy and some -

thing about the problems of

large organizations, and the

Universitv of Massachusetts

has both these cnarateristics.

MDC: The last months have
shown many presidents in New
England and around the country

leaving their positions. There-
fore whv did you assume the

presidency a large university

such as this one?
Dr Wood: Well, there's a

general answer and a specific

one. You're right about the

casuality rate, I came on board
fulltime Aug. 27 and by my
calculations if one more pre-

sident resigns in Massachus-
etts. I'll be the senior univer-

sity president. Generally the

challenge of leading an instit-

ution of higher learning at right

this present time with the pre-

sent atmosphere of crisis, is

very nard to say no to, if you
care for these institutions.

Specifically I have a sense that

UMass is at the beginning of

a period of enormous oppor-
tunity in terms of its resources,
in terms of its faculty, and per-
sonnel in terms of its capacity
to grow. In terms of the comm-
itments of the people of this

state. I think we are in a
relatively superb position and
you combine with general chal-
lenge with specific opportunity,
you come out with an affirmative
answer.

WFCR: That description you
gave would indicate that

university is on the brink of

doing a great thing and could
blossom into a fabulous inst-

itution, and yet for some reason
there is a set of circumstances

its expressed between gen-
erations that express at times
very strong and conflicting

views about it, so that the sort-

ing out of the expectations of

the community at large, the

general population, middle am-
ericans, hard hats, viv-a-vis
the students enrolled on
campuses now, accounts for

the dissidence that you get in

your signals. That doesn't

mean howevr, that the future

isn't bright or that out of this

apparent turmoil you don't come
out with any plusses.

Two things to hold in your
mind is the repetity of a decade
of growth under John Lederle
and that the university is mov-
ing forward from not part-

icularly being identified to a

are going up rapidly. The
Commonwealth still invests far

too little in education, in terms
of amounts of money its far

behind But in terms of in-

crease its coming on strong.

And, the question now is not

necessarily the resources

acquired , and we need much
but our wise and effective use
of them in a way that will

allow the university help change

the community and society ar-

ound it and still maintain most
of its classic functions.

WMUA: Dr. Wood, you've

been talking principally about

growth the last couple of min-
utes. There is one aspect
discussed here and that is

it possible to obtain a livable

atmosphere at this university

PRESIDENT WOOD, answeri

UMass Boston would receive

herst.

that offset the university against

community outside, against the

populations off campus. If we
are in the position to do some-
thing positive on campus, why
is there animosity?
Dr Wood: You find us at a

stage when there is a major
confusion of roles about what

a university should be doing and

ng questions from campus newsmen, denied rumors that

more financial attention in the future than UMass Am-

position of national ack-

nowledgment Secondly is the

liberality of the state and the

resources made available. The
three campuses have 161 million

dollars of construction author-

ized and underway. This is

fi8<*. of the state budget. The

faculty level of salaried are not

the best in the country but they

where it is approaching enroll-

ment of 20,000 especially when
we have seen at other univer-
sities like California, Wis-
consin, N. Y. with political and
administrative difficulties. Is

it possible to allow universities

to grow this large and maintain
a livable community?

DR. WOOD: The answer is

we don't know Tne problem of

this country in the 1960's for

universities and communities at

large for one quick fast decade

they suddenly had to come to

grips with the problems

of numbers in this country.

At the same time population

added 36 million and university

students from 2 million to

7 million and we have to acc-

omodate an onrush and

expansion and duplicate by three

across the country and we've

had the same kind of experience

here at Amherst. Now by and

large in the 1960s handling

numbers was not the univer-

sity's bag. Administrators

were not people who had to

worry about their universities

handling numbers I think com-
pared to the experiences of

other campuses my predec-

essors did a superb job at that

point and brought it up from
small to moderate size

At the same time you have

to discover when you look at

the California experience and

wrestling with the Ohio State

problems and Michigan and the

others, that really went on

they consciously assumed there

would be an academic com-
munity whatever tne number and

they consciously assumed there

was a unity between faculty and

student and administrator and

alumni that was whistle and

came spontaneously We know
now in the 1970 s that that's

not true. We know now that you

have to work for that com-
munity. The issue of how you

do this, the issue of how to

decentralize into groups and

into viable organizations that

give people the sense of ident-

ity, that give people a sense

of belonging that has a sense

of fraternity that doesn't suff-

ocate and at th^ same time

provide the- options of a great

society is realiv the classic

problem that we have come to

face in academics. The funct-

ion of the university system and

what challenges me, with 3

campuses and with state

colleges and regional colleges,

is that if you properly make
these accomodations, you got a

chance.

So I think the advantage of

Amherst being the part of the

system and flagship of the fleet

is that it has the opportunity
now to experiment with the

problem of critical mass and

then turn to enriching the

society. I agree is critical.

I think that the things that blew

Berkley in 1964 is the admin

-

(Continued on page 12)

Today, September 23, is the last day to add

courses, drop courses, and exercise the pass

fail option.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Notional Service Sorority

invites

all Freshmen and Upperclassmen

»o a

Coffee Hour
Colonial Lounge 7-9 P.M

September 29 & 30

Hampshire College Dean
To SpeakOn Environment

The League of Women Voters
will hold an evening coffee tomor-
row at 7:30 p.m. in the Worces-
ter Dining Hall (adjacent to park-

ing lot #4) off North Pleasant
St. The speaker for the evening
will be Everett M. Hafner, Dean
of the School of Natural Science
and Mathematics at Hampshire
College, who will speak on the
topic, "The Air We Breathe."
Dean Hafner is a physicist with

research interests in cosmic rad-
iation, astronomy, and exobiology.
Before joining Hampshire College
his professional career included
work at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory, at Cambridge Univer-
sity, as a Staff Physicist with the
Commission on College Physics,
with the Mees Laboratory on op-
tical studies, and as a faculty
member at the University of Roch-
ester.
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Offic* of Hie DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second Moor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phone*
are 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times a w*ek following a vocation or exam period or when o holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of M~rch 8, 1679 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

Tryouts for

M U S I G A L S
an informal female performing group

Wed., Sept. 23, 7-9 P.M. in Campus Center, Rm. 167.

ALL GIRLS' PARTS NEEDED AND WELCOME.

For more information call 665-3390.

Members of the League of Wom-
en Voters are invited to bring their

husbands to this opening meeting
and are especially urged to bring
along interested friends. All new-
comers to the area as well as
students who might be interested
in this event or in joining the Lea-
gue are cordially invited to att-

end.

hurther information may be ob-
tained from the League Member-
ship chairman, Connie Gillen at

253-9827.

ft Only ft
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

a ASK WHERE YOU a™ WORK OR BANK **

MICHAEL DUKAKIS, the Democrat's candidate for

Lieutenant Governor, makes a point during his talk on

campus yesterday.

Work Study Explained

For those eager beavers who want to work as well as study, the

University work -study program offers paid student employment to

the Unit of available funds.

Applicants must be full-time

students and the total family in-

come should not exceed between

12 and 13 thousand dollars per

year. There are a few exceptions

to this rule, but first preference

is given to those students with the

greatest need. Need depends

not only on annual family Income

and the resulting income bracket

(low, middle, or high), but also on

the number of dependents In the

family and the number of depen-

dents attending school.

Funds provided for the work-

study program, which cam Into ef-

fect in 1964, are 80 per cent fed-

erally allocated funds. The rem-

aining 20 per cent is matched by

university funds issued for stud-

ent labor, known as 0-3 funds.

The range of jobs available is

quite varied, although most are

located on campus. Students can

be employed as security guards,

research assistants, lab assist-

ants, clerks, librarians, faculty

assistants, groundskeepers, and

babysitters to name just a few.

During the academic year, stu-

dents are allowed to work a maxi-

mum of 15 hours per week, aver-

aging about 10 hours. On vaca-

tions and In the summer, employ-

ment is available for a full 40

hours. Many summer jobs are

in non-profit organizations involv-

ing community action, such as civ-

il service and public works in sev-

eral cities and towns. Jobs are

also available in camps and other

youth organizations such as YMCA.
About 325 students are now emp -

loyed under the work -study pro-

gram. Hundreds more eligible

students have applied and there

are job openings to accomodate

them. Unfortunately, funds are not

as readily accessible as work.

If a student wishes, he may work

on a volunteer basis. Tutoring,

for example, could be good exp-

erience for teachers -to -be. For

those on a wage scale the pay rate

ranges from $1.60 to $3.50, with

most students averaging $1.70 per

hour. Wages are usually on a

graded scale, that is, after about

a four or five month period, a

raise is given above the minimum.

Most students who apply for

work- study are satisfied with their

job arrangements. When looking

for a part-time job almost any job

will be suitable. For those who
are more concerned about the na-

ture of their work and would like

to obtain employment relating to

their major, there is the under-
graduate assistantship program,
with fewer opportunities available.

Students with high academic stand-

ing are given first preference,

depending on the number of app-

licants. In the past few years,

there have been 200 undergradas-
sistantships given out to twice as
many applicants.

Under this program, a student

obtains a scholarship grant in the

form of 600 dollars per year. In

return, the student agrees to work
approzimately 8 hours per week in

the department of his choice.

Dukakis Confident of Win

For Democrats In November
By BOB CARMEN
Staff Reporter

Michael Dukakis, the Democratic nominee for

Lt. Governor, made a campaign appearance in-

tended to elicit support for himself and guber-
natorial aspirant Mayor Kevin White, in the Co-
lonial Lounge yesterday morning.

Dukakis began his remarks by pointing out

that he, Mayor White, and also Senator Kennedy
were all young and that it has only taken them
a short period to time to gain important po-

litical positions. Dukakis contended that this fact

helps to prove that people can quickly become
active in the American political process and
that it is possible to be an effective political

figure without becoming corrupted.

After discussing the youthfulness of the De-
mocratic ticket Dukakis emphasized that Massa-
chusetts' problems cannot be solved by recon-
structing the governmental framework, but rather

by electing more qualified and capable men to

public office.

It is Dukakis' opinion that the Sargent adminis-
tration had available the machinery with which
to initiate change and reform, but failed to take

advantage of it.

When asked to prove this allegation Dukakis
stated that legislation has been passed to solve

most of the state's problems, but that the pre-
sent Governor has not enforced this legislation.

As an example , Dukakis stated that proper ex-

ecutive implementation of anti - air pollution act pas -

sed over ten years ago could solve the pro-
blem of bad air, but that Sargent has failed to

pressure companies such as Boston Edison which
are pollutors.

To cover up for this defenciency Sargent has
according to Dukakis created a "public relations

fog" by submitting anti -air -pollution legislation to

the General Court, which in fact would not be
neccessary if existing legislation was enforced.

Dukakis stated that if he and White were elec-

ted they would solve the environmental problem
and many other problems such as inadequate

housing, needed funds for higher i education and
the welfare crises by enforcing legislation already
made into law and would not unfairly blame the
legislature for the state's woes.

After his short address Dukakis fielded ques-
tions concerning the various issues related to

the gubernatorial election. Among the positions
that Dukakis articulated include a desire for
withdrawl of American troops from Southeast
\sia, liberalisation of birth control and abortion
laws, and the establishment of day -care centers,
especially for the benefit of welfare mothers.

With regard to the automobile insurance con-
troversy Dukakis stated that he agreed with the

new law except for the part that provides for a
mandatory 15% decrease on all premiums. Du-
kakis expressed optimism, however that the courts
would rule this part of the bill to be unconsti-
tutional.

Dukakis expressed confidence that he and White
will be elected in November despite the fact

that the Democratic organization cannot compete
financially with the Governor's.

Dukakis said that he and White would attract
voters by an intensive door -to -door effort and
campaigning at every place where large numbers
of people meet such as football games and su-
permarkets He also said that both he and the
Mayor would use television and radio to con-
vince people to vote for them.
He emphasized, however, that neither he or

White would use billboards because such adver-
tising does not give the voter any real informa-
tion about the candidates and because it is hy-
pocritical to espouse environmental reform and
destroy much of America's beauty with hundreds
of uglv billboards

Before Dukakis left U. of Mass. for an appea
ranee at Mount Holyoke he emphasized that col-
lege students are desperately needed to help with
the campaign and to go out and talk with the
voters about the candidates and the issues.

News Analysis

Campus Housing "Confused"
By DEN1SE ST. JEAN
Staff Reporter

According to a hesitant and
somewhat confused Housing Office,

the housing condition on campus is

somewhat relieved.

On Sept. 7, 350 triples were
anticipated most of which were
located in Southwest. Extra stu-

dents found themselves shipped to

Orchard Hill where the Area Co-
ordinator placed them in triples

or in rooms where some student

did not show up.

Today, triples mushroom all

over the campus with Central , Nor -

theast and Southwest being the vic-

tims of overcrowding. Supposedly,

no more than 20 female triples

exist today on campus. In Mary
Lyons, seven students live in the

dorm's lounges, while the South-

west triples are labeled as "vol-

untary."

Because most of the new co-ed
dorms were previously occupied

by males, there developed the pro-

blem of what to do with these

students not wanting to live in

the co-ed dorms. The solution-

-

there are more male triples on

campus than female . Central Area
has the most male triples, while

Thatcher in the Quad is clogged

with 23 of them. Overall, South-

west is the location of most trip-

les because of the greater number
of dorms in that complex.

Although the Housing Office

forced some students into a tri-

}le, that same office now plans to

penalize any student who likes his

triple. If a trio does not wish

to separate when space becomes
available in his living area, he
will not receive his rent reduc-
tion

A thorny bureaucratic problem
arises when the Housing Office

nust discriminate between the

Central and Northeast dorms which
it lumps together as the East
Area. Suppose a student lives

in Brett and a room becomes av-

ailable in Hamlin to which he
refuses to move.
Housing is in a quanriry whether

or not to give the student his

rent reduction. Pending a group
decision, this problem remains to

be solved along with Housing's
other mass confusions.

The answer to the housing sit-

uation next semester hinges on the

new dorms under construction in

the Northeast area. While Hous-
ing itself admits that it has long

been "led down the primrose path"
concerning those mythical dorms.

word is that one dorm may be

ready for occupancy in the Spring

Of course, more problems crop

up when the question of who will

live there is considered. A prio

ity list gives the names of those

tudents who signed up last sem-
ster for a room. Housing be-

lieves that the number of flunk

-

outs will exceed the number of

swing- shifters and that some stu-

jents on the priority list will no

longer want to live in the new
complex.

The people on the list will first

fill the dorm and if there are
any vacancies the dorm will be
opened to the campus.

Next year, if the new dorm is

really completed, and if Housing
solves its problems, the University

housing situation should be some-
what bearable.

Q -Club
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Teach Abroad and Really Live

APPLY NOW!
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Nixon Asks For 1,000 FBI
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon asked Congress Tuesday for

1,000 more FBI agents and author-

ity (or instant federal action in

cases of bombings or burnings on

college campuses.
Republican congressional lead-

ers got the word-and applauded it

-

at a conference with the President,

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover.

As House Republican Leader
Gerald Ford of Michigan put it

to reporters, the administration

wants legislation that would allow

the government to move in, in-

vestigate and prosecute bombings,

arson and other acts of terrorism

at any institution of higher learning

receiving federal funds.

Almost all colleges and univer-

sities get federal help, Ford said.

Nixon recommended that the

force of FBI agents be boosted
from 7,000 to 8,000 to deal with

the kind of campus violence Ford
described as well as to help com-
bat airplane hijackings.

Both Ford and Senate Republican
Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
predicted Congress will give Nixon
what he wants by attaching the nee -

essary language to an anticrime
Dill the Senate has passed and the

House Judiciary Committee is con-

sidering.

"I think It will have a bene-
icial effect," Ford said. The pro-
posal, Scott and Ford told news-
men, would let the FBI intervene

with or without a request from
college officials or local author-

ities.

scott said the Nixon program
would require about $14 million

for the remainder of the 1971

fiscal year and nearly $23 million

for a full fiscal year, 1972. The
two congressional leaders att-

ributed the new move against vio-

lence on campuses to a deep
concern they said has been grow-
ing in the Justice Department.

Muskie Leads Senate

On Pollution Bill

Balloon Missing Over Atlantic

WASHINGTON (AP) - Passing

the toughest air pollution control

bill ever considered by Congress,

the Senate Tuesday told the auto

industry to produce a nearly pol-

lution free car by 1975 or face

a possible assembly line shutdown.

The bill, geared to a policy jud-

gement on minimum steps needed

to safeguard public health, does

not take into account economic or

technological feasibility.

It now goes to an uncertain but

likely prolonged conference with

the House which earlier passed a

completely different and weaker
measure.
The measure passed 73-0. The

Senate bill is largely tne worn
of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, (D)

Maine, and his air and water
pollution subcommittee. It in-

cludes national air quality and
emission standards and enforce-

ment tools aimed at curbing poll -

ution from all sources. But it

is aimed particularly at curbing of

noxious and potentially dangerous
emissions from the automobile
which Muskie termed "that poll-

ution monster."
Throughout a day of debate, all

attempts to dilute the 1975 dead-
line for the auto industry were
brushed aside as were attempts

to change the committee's pro-

vision for a one time, one year
extension of the final date subject

to judicial review.

NEW YORK (AP) - Three ball-

onists trying for a first trans-

atlantic crossing in a helium filled

balloon were missing without a

clue Tuesday after apparently go-

ing down in the ocean south of

Newfoundland.

No trace was found during the

day by seven planes and three

Coast Guard cutters searching the

area about 500 miles south of St.

John's, where they were last re-

ported.

modities broker; his wife, Pamela
Brown Anderson, 28, and a Bri-

tish aeronautical engineer, Mal-
colm Brighton, 32. They took off

from a pasture on Long Island

Sunday afternoon.

Radio reports picked up by com-
mercial aircraft indicated the

balloon kept an altitude of from

3,000 to 6,000 feet during the first

day of flight, which took it about

900 miles along the northeast

coast.

The crew of the big orange Monday night the three radioed

balloon, "The Free Life," was that they were "at 600 feet and

Rod Anderson, a New York com- descending."
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"Signing off," the message
added. "Will try contact after

landing."

No radio contact came after that

.

The craft evidently had run
into a severe cold front and rain-
storm that combined to cause it

to lose altitude.

The gondola, made of a buoy-
ant material suspended beneath
the gas bag and holding the bal-
loonists and all their gear, was
described by its builder as un-
sinkable.

The balloonists planned to rely

on a propane gas heating system
in an outer sac to stay aloft during
the cold northern nights, when hel-

ium in the ballon 's inner sac
contracts. But early in the

flight, they reported the heating

system defunct.

The balloon's builder, Mark
Semich of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,

said the loss of radio contact

probably resulted when the

envelope-the gas filled balloon-

fell to the water or was cut

loose by the crew. The radio
antenna, he said, was attached to

the envelope.

However, Semich said by tele-

phone from Idaho, the balloon was
supposed to have another type of

antenna in the gondola with which
the crew should have been able

to restore radio contact.

Nixon Appoints Marland

Education Commissioner
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Presi-

dent Nixon made the long expected

and long delayed appointment

Tuesday of Dr. Sidney P. Marland
Jr., of New York to be U.S.

Commissioner of Education.

Marland moves into the post-

once held by James E. Allen, who
was sort of elbowed out as educa-
tion commissioner and assistant

secretary of the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare
after he criticized the U.S. military

operation in Cambodia.
Marland is 56 and president

now of the Institute for Educa-
tional Development in New York.

Before taking that position in 1968.

he was superintendant of schools

in Pittsburgh. He also had been
superintendent in Vinnetka', 111. , and
Darien, Conn.

White House press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler was asked why
it took the President so long to

decide to nominate Marland. He
said that HEW Secretary Elliot

Richardson had been on vacation

and it was decided the ann-

ouncement would not be made until

he had returned.

Richardson is back, Ziegler
said, and has been in touch with

members of the Senate committee
that will consider the nomination,

and felt the nomination should be
considered.

Voluntary Population

Control Urged
SHERBROOKE, QUE. (AP) -

A U.S. biologist said Monday
that unless every person accepts
population control as a personal
responsibility, the day may come
when governments will have no
choice but to impose restrictions
on the number of children a couple
may bring into the world.

Dr. R. O. Greep, of the Har-
vard School of Medicine and dir-

ector of Harvard's soon to be com-

FRESHMEN
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pleted Laboratory of Human Re-
production and Reproductive Bio-

logy, said with the world populat-

ion figure, edging towards an
estimated seven billion by the end
of this century, the need for in-

dividual responsibility is obvious

"If voluntary methods of con-
trolling the population fail," he
said, "then legically involuntary

controls will have to be imposed.
"If people abuse their rights

to have children, then the rights

of society will have to receive first

consideration. That would be an
unhappy state and one we hope we
won't have to be faced with."

Dr. Greep is among 200 scien-
tists and medical doctors attending

a three day international sym-
posium on reproduction and pop-
ulation control being held at the

University of Sherbrooke.
He said that ideally no family

should have more than two child-

ren today. Families which have
four eight and 10 children are
nothing less than irresponsible.

If you feel you are getting a good education (or for that mat-

ter an education) don't bother to show up at the

TEACHER EVALUATION MEETING

Sept 28 at 7 P.M. in Rm 162,

Campus Waffle.

Middle East Round-Up

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Street fighting raged In Amman

on Tuesday and Jordanian tanks
battled invaders from Syria near
the northern city of Irbid as dip-
lomats, fearing an international

explosion, sought without success
to end Jordan's civil war.

King Hussein's army sent 100
tanks and much of Jordan's small
air force into the mounting battle

for Irbid, 50 miles north of Am-
man. Palestinian guerrillas re-
inforced by armored columns that

entered north Jordan from Syria
drove Hussein's forces out of the

city Monday.
Informed sources said Israeli

tanks were moving toward the

Jordanian frontier 10 miles west
of Irbid.

The guerrillas said Israeli art-

illery in the occupied Golan Hei-
ghts fired into Irbid, but Israel's

military command denied it.

Amman, ripped by a week of

savage house to house fighting,

was under a 24 hour, shoot to

kill curfew imposed by Jordan's
military governor, Field Marshal
Habis Majali. but pockets of guer-
rillas still battled royal army
troops.

Arab leaders postponed their

Cairo summit conference and sent
a four man delegation to Amman
to try and arrange a cease fire.

The delegation, headed by Sudan
President Maj. Gen. Jaafar el

Numairi, met with King Hussein
soon after arriving in the Jord-
anian capital.

It also was scheduled to meet
with guerrilla leaders but there

appeared to be little chance the

delegation could gain a truce.

Yasir Arafat, head of the guer-
rillas' over all command, cabled

the delegation saying he could

never reach an agreement with the

Jordanian government because
"20,000 dead and wounded and a

sea of blood separate us from
them." Cairo, apparently accept-

ing the guerrillas' figures, put the

death toll at 10,000 but there was
no way to confirm the report. The
Jordanian government has given no
casualty figures.

Arafat predicted American
troops would land in Jordan in

"a matter of hours."
Informed diplomats in London

said the Soviet Union had advised

Britain it opposes any foreign

intervention in Jordan. Informants
at the United Nations said the So-

viet Union had refused to join

the United States, Britain and Fr-
ance in asking Syria to withdraw
tanks and troops from Jordan.

The reinforced U.S. 6th Fleet

was massing in the eastern Med-
iterranean ready to go to the

rescue of the 400 or so Am-
ericans in Jordan. Washington

was still trying to find a diplo-

matic solution to the conflict.

Ronald L. Ziegler, White House
press secretary, said in Wash-
ington the United States had re-

ceived a request from Hussein

for diplomatic assistance in the

crisis. He did not deny there

may also have been a bid for

military help.

Eighteen large U.S. Air Force
cargo planes flew out of a base

near Frankfurt, Germany, in the

last 48 hours, leading to spec-

Fighting Continues, Diplomats Seek Solutions
ulatJon that they carried U.S. Army
advance units to a staging area
at Incirlik, Turkey, near the Sy-
rian border.

Military sources said it would
be a routine procedure to move
an advance party for the possi-
ble evacuation of Americans from
Jordan.

The U.S. 6th Fleet was in the
eastern Mediterranean and U.S.
Army units in Germany and the
United States were on alert. There
are an estimated 700 foreigners in

Jordan, including some 400 Am-
ericans, plus 54 airline hostages
held by the guerrillas. There are
38 Americans among the hostages.
Some of the 54 hostages from

the multiple airline hijackings of
last week were believed to have
been held for a time at Wahdat.
The camp is a strong hold of the
Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine, which hijacked three
Western planes Sept. 6 and 9.

There has been no word from
any source on the whereabouts of
the hostages since the fighting

began.

The British Foreign Office said
the Red Cross was authorized anew
to conduct negotiations to secure
their release.

The authorization, from the Un-
ited States, Britain, West Ger-
many, Switzerland and Israel, took
into account a statement Tuesday
by the front terming the hostages
"prisoners of war," a Foreign
Office spokesman said.

Arafat said all foreigners would
be considered "guests, who have
no connection with the policies

of their government." He said
the guerrillas Central Committee
"issued instructions to guarantee
the guests' safety and provide them
with all necessary help." He did

not mention the hosages.
At the United Nations in New

York, diplomatic sources said the

Soviet Union had refused to go
along with the United States, Bri-
tain and France in an appeal to

Syria to remove troops from Jor-
dan. A State Department spoke-
sman in Washington said, how-
ever, the Soviet Union had told

the United States it "is in touch
with the Syrian government."
Any major move by Syria to

crush Hussein could bring U.S.

intervention to save the monarch's
pro Western government.
Jordan charged that Syria sent

two armored columns into northern
Jordan on Sunday in support of

guerrillas at Irbid and the border
town of Ramtha. Syria denied the

charge and said the troops belonged
to the Palestine Liberation Army
composed of Palestinian guer-
rillas.

Some 7,000 troops under Syrian

HASTINGS
for

School Supplies

of

ALL TYPES

See for Yourself

at

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

control were reported linked up
with the invading tanks. The Un-
ited States concurred -with Jordan's
charge against Syria and demanded
that Syria withdraw all its in-
vasion force.

Jordan was being isolated by
other Arab countries, with even
Egypt declaring it would "not allow
the liquidation of the Palestinian
liberation movement."

Egypt, Jordan and Israel agreed
to a U.S. sponsored cease fire
that went into effect Aug. 7. The
truce enraged the Palestinian gu-
errillas who vowed to destroy it,

and they increased their attacks
against Hussein and his govern-
ment.

Hussein's army, better trained
man for man than the Palestin-
ians or Syrians, can probably clear
the isolated Palestinian pockets in
central Jordan. But the Syrians
outnumber them in the north.

Diplomatic sources report as
many as 250 Syrian tanks have
entered Jordan from the north the
last three days. Jordan's 53,000
man army has 320 tanks and 350
armored cars and troop carriers
but many of these are still com-
mitted around the capital and in
central Jordan.

The guerrillas probably can hold
on in the north and maybe est-
ablish a "Palestinian state," but
they are given little chance of

overwhelming the entire Jordanian
army.
The carnage wrought by Hus-

sein's Bedouin generals around
Amman, however, has dealt Hus-
sin a moral and political blow
which he will have difficulty sur-
viving.

"This bloodbath has been long
coming but none of us expected it
to be as bad as this," one Wes-
tern diplomat si id. "The wounds
it opens will not heal soon."

Another diplomat said: "Hus-
sein's a tough guy, but how long
can he last in the face of all
this?"

W*A W^* •*^* •*£ -

*£

GUERRILLAS DIG IN - Two Palestinian guerrillas set up their automatic weapons
in foxhole near the north Jordanian city of Irbid, the Hashemite Kingdom's second
largest city, Tuesday, as heavy fighting once again erupted between Jordanian regular
Army forces and guerrillas. One major battle was reported at Zarga, 15 miles north of
Amman, Jordan's capital, while guerrillas were reported solidly in control of Irbid.
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Clieena Boppa Soo is the only
shop in the valley featuring
one of a kind handmade
clothes and accessories. Be
the only person in the valley
to be seen in your choice of
Cheena's softwear. And if you
can't find it a.t.Cheena, bring
a picture and we'll m;ike ii

for you.

clieena

boppa soo

Antique furs

at only $30
Cheena Boppa Soo is a fan-
tasy' come true
And we're in the alloy behind
Aubuchon's on Main St.

WOULD LOVE TO SEE YOU
In our new Moracnm arrivals . . . dynamite

hand beaded chokers and necklaces . . . em-

broidered shirts . . . hand-tooled leather

purses . . . wool caftans.
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KNOCKOUT

THE PHOENIX BOOKSHOP
MAY HAVE IT!!

WE HAVE MOVED AND EXPANDED (Between Drummer Boy & Bell's)

TO SERVE YOU BETTER.

WE HAVE ORDERED TEXTS FOR
COURSES IN...

ART, ANTHROPOLOGY, ENGLISH, ECONOMICS, COMPARATIVE LIT.,

PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY.

We plan to be open from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. EVERY DAY
Not only do we have the books, we have

MAGAZINES & SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS
65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 9 AM TO 10 PM DAILY
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Prouty S/ams S.S.
Ben/fit Revisions
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Win-

iton L. Prouty, R Vt., told the

Senate Finance Committee Tues -

Tuesday the increase in Social

Security benefits in a House pas-

sed bill is meaningless for those

it the bottom of the scale.

Prouty urged the panel to write

into the measure a $100 minimum
monthly payment for an individual,

a more than 50 per cent increase

over the present $64.

The House bill woul i raise the

benefits five percent effect

next January, boosting the indivi-

dual minimum to $67.20.

"Congress has fallen behind in

caring for the aged, because the

number of our elderly poor as a

percentage of all people has act-

ually risen, from 15 per cent in

1959 to 18 per cent in 1968,"

Prouty said.

"A retired person could barely

buy a month's supply of food on

$67.20, let alone pay for the nec-

essary utilities, rent and
clothing."

Prouty proposed a 10 per cent

hike for most Social Security re-

cipients above the minimum scale,

except that the boost would be
scaled down to one per cent for

those at the highest benefit levels.

In addition, he urged the Com-
mittee to expand Medicare cov-

erage to include prescription

drugs, dental care and the cost

of eye glasses.

He said his proposals would
cost $2 billion more than the House

bill and that the Social Security

trust fund has an adequate reserve
margin to finance the proposals
without additional revenue.

Sen. Henry Bellmon, R Okla.,

told the committee a provision in

the House bill reducing federal

matching funds for Medicaid pat-

ients after 60 days in a hospital

and 90 days in a skilled nursing

home would deal Oklahoma "a
severe financial blow."
He estimated his state would lose

at least $6 million annually in

federal funds for skilled nursing

homes and at least $418,000 for

hospital care in state schools for

the mentally retarded.

John F. Nagle, apparing for the

National Federation for the Blind,

asked the senators to liberalize

the rules governing eligibility of

sightless persons for disability

benefits under Social Security.

Dr. Martin R. Steinberg, pro-

fessor at the Mount Sinai School

of Medicine, New York City, test-

ified for the American Hospital

Association. He criticized a pro-

/ision of the House bill which
would limit Medicare payments to

hospitals to "the cost actually

incurred, excluding therefrom any
part of incurred cost found to be
unnecessary in the efficient del-

ivery of needed health services."
This, he said, "constitutes a

most dangerous and unwarranted
invasion of the administrative

authority and perogatives of hos -

pitals
"

THE WINNER - Boston City Councelwoman Louise Day Hicks launched her final

campaign for that city's ninth congressional seat yesterday at a campaign rally with

her two sons.
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The IndoChina Report

Turning Battle Over to South Vietnamese Seen Key
SAIGON (AP) - A top ranking

American field commander said
Tuesday he is trying to drive
enemy troops out of four provinces
east of Saigon so that he can
turn the area over to the South
Vietnamese and "posture our
forces for the President's with-

drawal program."
Lt. Gen. Michael S. Davison,

commander of the U.S. 2nd Field

Force, said in an interview that

he has concentrated the equivalent

of more than a division in the

four provinces far removed from
the Cambodian frontier where U.S.

units have been operating.

The force includes two brigades
from the 1st Air Cavalry Division,

a brigade from the 25th Infantry

Division and a squadron from the

11th Armored Cavalry Regiment
"This was a deliberate part of

Davison said,

number of rea-

our strategy,

"There were a

sons.

"First of all, it was to cleai

the border areas and turn those
over to the ARVN Army of the

Republic of Vietnam.
"The second reason was that

it begins to posture our forces
for the President's withdrawal
program.
"And the third reason was that

it enabled us to bring some in-

creased pressure to bear on a few
remaining tasks that had to be
done. One was to clean out

War Zone D, and the other was
to continue the pressure that had
been put on the 33rd North
Vietnamese army regiment in Binh
Tuy province."
The 2nd Field Force is a tact-

cal headquarters controlling

86,000 American combat troops in

the 3rd military region comprised
of Saigon and 11 surrounding pro-

vinces, including coastal Binh Tuy
Province. The zone covers an
area of 10,000 square miles shar-
ing 231 miles of border with Cam-
bodia and having 137 miles of

coastline on the South China Sea.

The other provinces where Am-
erican forces have been con-

centrated are Long Khanh, which
includes War Zone D, a long time
North Vietnamese supply base and
staging area northeast of Saigon;

Bien Hoa, just east of Saigon;

and Phuoc Tuy, southeast of Sai-

gon on the South China Sea coast.

Davison was asked if the move
meant that the 25th Infantry Div-

ision, the 1st Air Cavalry Div-

ision, and the 11th Armored Cav-
alry Regiment would be withdrawr

from Vietnam by next May 1 when
U.S. strength is to be reduced from
its present 395,000 to 284,000.
"When you look at the total

figure that the President has an-
nounced" he replied, "and you
realize in 2nd Field Force that

I've got roughly 34 per cent of

the forces in Vietnam, you can
see that in order to meet the

President's figure, I've got to

cough up a few folks. So, as
time goes by, we're going to have
to eventually start moving out

some of the divisions."

"What I'm trying to do is to

?et our divisions and our combat
troops into a position where they
z&n not only accomplish these re-
maining tasks, but also be in a
position so that when they do with-
draw it causes the least disruption
to the Vietnamese

He estimated the enemy's main
force combat strength, even though
their units are short handed, at

about 3,500 troops.

Despite the American patrols

in the four provinces, there has
been little major action.

In Cambodia, enemy troops who
have stalled the government's first

major offensive, lashed out at

heavily reinforced Cambodian for

-

ces in two shelling attacks Tues-
day the military command
reported.

A spokesman said the Cambodian
troops, estimated at about 6,000
men, were pressing against light

opposition into positions to try to

envelop the enemy strongpoint at

Taing Kauk, 47 miles north of

Phnom Penh.

GRIGG'S FURNITURE
124 Amity St. — Amherst

"GOOD SELECTION OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE"
Open 9-5 Mon. - Sat. Tel. 256-6353
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UP YOUR ALLEY
His & Her Sportswear Boutique

Current Fall Clothes
now selling at

30%

.40*
off

iiso Drastic Reductions on

late Summer merchandise

56 2 Main Street, Amherst

Next to Aubuckon Hon/wore

I

Ads, Ads, Ads
The MDC Is The Best

Buy Anywhere

WANTED.... Three Deans

With the new breakdown of the College of Arts &
Sciences into three faculty, three deans are needed. Both

graduate and undergraduate recommendations are wanted.

Please fill out the below form and drop it in the box in the

Student Union.

I recommend for Dean of Humanities Q

Dept.

Social Sci. Q

Science Q
yB8$j8«W8ftS!^

. . . And In The War
THE OTHER WAR - While the middle east has captured most of the headlines for

the past week, the war in Vietnam continues to rage, as a wounded South Vietnamese

soldier is comforted by a friend during fighti ng.

Shariff Jells of Second
Manson Family Arrest

LOS ANGELES(AP)- Charles M.
Manson and 18 members of his

hippie type clan were arrested

less than a week after the Shar-

on Tate slayings but were not

connected with the crimes, asher-
iff's deputy said Tuesday.
The group was released for lack

of evidence after being jailed for

investigation of grand theft and

contributing to the delinquency of

minors, the deputy said

Among those arrested -while a

nationwide manhunt was on for the

killers of Miss Tate and six oth-

ers-were all six of those later

charged with the murders.
The deput> . William C. Gleason

said the arrests were made Aug.

16, 1969, in a raid on the clan's

movie ranch commune. The Tate

murders were Aug 9 and 10.

The group was suspected of stea-

ling dune buggies. Gleason said.

Taken into custody with the a-

dults were five children ranging
in age from 10 months to 10 years.

Manson. he said, was found hid-

ing under a porch Manson. 35,

is on trial with three women fol-

lowers. One of the others charged
won immunity from prosecution for

being a state witness. Another
awaits a separate trial. All were
indicted last December after an-

other round of arrests.

In another development the trial

judge was reported to have decl-

ined to cite the chief prose cuter

in the case, Vincent Bugliosi, for

contempt of court.

Defense attorneys told newsmen
the judge said at a bench confer-

ence he did not feel the allega-

tions against Bugliosi were suff-

icient.

Manson s attorney requested the

citation Monday, saying Bugliosi
had cursed and threatened a de-

fense witness Bugliosi was said

to have told a conference in the

judge's chambers that he was irate

oecause members of the Manson
family tried to poison a pros-
pective state witness with LSD.
Bugliosi in a statement to news-
nen has admitted cursing the de-
fense witness, a manson family
member, but said he had justi-

fication.

Are you sick of D.C. Food?

Do you like to save money on weekend meals?

Then here is a way to keep your food

MAXI-C0LD
MINI-PRICE

for a small monthly charge you can rent a refrigerator with

these features — 5 cubic foot capacity, stands 34 in. high and

approx. 2 feet wide, separate ice box, door compartment, and

others.

* Also — 100% of the rental may be used towards purchase!

Don't miss out — for information call:

Larry K at 546-7922 or Harper Assoc. 586-2960

Noted Broadway Play

Hits UMass Saturday
--"To Be Young, Gifted and

Black,'' the highly -successful play

hat ran off -Broadway for more
than a year, will be performed
by the New York company at UMass
this weekend.
Three performances under the

auspices of the University's Fine

Arts Council will take place in

iowker Auditorium, including a

special matinee performance Sat-

urday at 2:30 p m. The even-

ir:K performances will he at 8pm
3e Young Gifted and Bla

k > the storv 'old ;n her own
us oi . .orraine HansDerry. ihe

brilliant young author of A Rais-

n ;n me Sun vno died in 1965

jncer Presented with poig-

^nc\ and humor, the play, a
major statement of the black ex-
perience in America, recreates
the world of a great American
woman and artist who touched the

taproots of the human condition.

Boldly contemporary in form.

this work was woven together from
letter*, diaries, notebooks and
portions of her plays by Robert
Nemiroff. Miss Hansberry's hus-
band and literary executor The
production played to consistently
sold -out houses in New York for
over a year and has toured at

college and university campuses
with immense success
Reserved seats for the three

performances of "To Be Young,
Gifted and Blar . go on ^ale at

he Fine Arts COUM I kix Of-
ice on Fr- . •

|

Priced at Si. 50 for UM
graduates; !>2 for UMass ^rach.

ents and ^rudents trom other
schools %2 or i Mass facuitv

and staff: anc $3 tor -he general
public. Mail orders may be dir-
ected with stamped, self- addres
sed envelope to the University
of Massachusetts Fine Arts Coun-
cil Box Office. 125 Herter Hall.

Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Borman Talks

Prisoners Release

Aided By Red Cross
WASHINGTON - (AP) - Former astronaut Frank Borman told an

unusual joint meeting of Congress Tuesday he sees hope the Inter-

national Red Cross can become a go between in securing proper tr-

eatment by Hanoi of American prisoners

He said that hope and a vast amount of sympathy around the wor-

ld are the only success he can report from his trip as President

Nison's emissary to a dozen nations to try to better the American
prisoners conditions.

If the peace groups are really concerned about the treatment of

orisoners. he said, they should urge their contacts in North Viet-

lam to deal with the International Red Cross which is really the

>nly proper representative.

The remark brought spontaneous applause from the galleries fill -

•d with spectators and 80 wives of prisoners and from a low turnout

}f congressmen.
About half the 100 senators were on hand for the unusual House

About half the 100 senators were on hand for the unusual joint meet-
ing which House Speaker John W McCormack said reflects the ex-

traordinary sense of moral outrage held by the American people.

Also on the floor -in the section normally reserved for the Joint

Chiefs of Staff- were nine former prisoners released or escapee from
North Vietnam prisons. The military chiefs were in the galleries.

Borman said North Vietnam is not now allowing the International

Red Cross in its country, much less the prisons where Americans
ire being held.

But he said he found the organization to be a particularly hope-

ful third party in dealing with North Vietnam and said the United

States should try to convince that country of its sincerity in reach-

ing accord on prisoner treatment.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Friday - Saturday, September 25 & 26

Lorraine Hansberry's Poignant Story

TO BE YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK
New York Production

EVENINGS AT 8 — MATINEE SATURDAY 2:30 P.M.

Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 ?M

SOPHIA NOEL Spanish Soprano
Eugenio Gonzalo, Guitar

Authentic music of Spain from XVth Centurv to
Federico Garcia Lorca, Latin and South America

!

All performances in Bawker Auditorium

Reserved tickets: Fine Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, Telephone 545-0202

or Bowker Box Office one hour before event
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fell The College Kid* To Call Some Other Time'

Ed Bryant
Brother Rat

Seems like folks are upset with
Eric Brother Rat had a hard
time Sunday. He's upset people
before around here and he'll up-
set them again.

What is Eric, that he should
get everyone so upset? Perhaps
he simply hits too close to home.
To me, Eric is quite simply a

down home cultural revolutionary
who loves his fellow man, and
would like to see people here lib-

erated. No one is more peace-
ful than Eric. If you've ever
looked closely, he's quite thin, and
bishops from the Universal Life
Church are notoriously gentle.

So why the hassle?
When people talk about Eric

they frequently mention nudity.

There is on the campus a sad-
dening amount of Victorianism.
BobezCaroletTedekAlice was about
those poor folks the '50's gen-
eration who need Esalen to free
their heads. Umies seem content
to join them. We supposedly are
young and free from such hangups.
If God wanted you to run around
naked, you would have been born
that way. You'd think Eric never
heard of original sin. Actually

he has. so have the rest of us
and that's where the problem star-

ted Eric would have you love

your bodies Does this in Brother

Rat seem annoying?

Eric wanted people to dance
"unday Now concerts are the best
>art of life around here. You
;o to the Pond or the Cage, get
high, and hear music which seems
appropriate to 1970. How many
othee things on this campus are
up-to-date? But a concert can
stay deid, like too many other
things on this campus. Dancing,
particularly tribal dancing, can
bring people to life, make them
glad to be here, to be alive.

People who go to concerts are the

hope of UMass. (The rest are
sitting in the dormitory, doing,
three years of this school has
taught me, absolutely nothing, ex-
cept on days when the magazines
come.) We who have just had
the Campus Center added to our
landscape can ill afford to re-
ject those would bring joy to our
campus. Until the tribes come to-

gether, this place will remain a

collection of buildings. You don't

meet twenty thousand people in

Psych 101 or in Mary Lyon. You
can't enjoy UMass without people.

Eric wants people to meet and
enjoy other people, among other
ways by dancing? Does this in

Brother Rat seem annoying?
Sunday people were annoyed that

Eric had the microphone. He
was promised use of it by one of

A university president must be many things

to many different people. He must be someone
willing to listen and respond to students. He
must be a stern disciplinarian to taxpayers and

legislators. He must be a glib and convincing

fund -raiser to alumni. He must be a fascist to

Spire Agnew. And he must be an enthralling

educator and academician to his colleagues.

It's impossible to be all these things at once.

Therefore to survive as a president, you must
be a great politician. And by the attrition rate

of college presidents, they don't make very good
politicians.

UMass has a vew president, with whom I joi-

ned others to interview. And, happily he pro-

bably won't be a total success as president.

For, Robert Wood is not much of a fascist

and he seems like too nice a guy to be a stern

disciplinarian.

Dr. Wood doesn't look like a president. In

tne movies (except for a Marx Brothers film

in which Groucho was the prexy, a perhaps ideal

choice) college presidents are usually the Gary
Cooper type, tall, dark and handsome, a sheriff

in academic robes.
Wood is a rather unassuming sort, who is more

than willing to let you do the talking. He'll
sit, rattling his Greek worry beads (a habit many
leaders have assumed) and have quiet conver-
sation. This may not seem very unique, but when

you're a student, and you're talking to the pre-
sident, conversation has a tendency to be rather
one way.

Robert Wood, lnessence, seems like an administ-
rator genuinely concerned with the university and
genuinely willing to listen to all concerned, stu-
dents, faculty, administration, legislator, to try
and improve them.
Wood's appointment last spring, was not met

with hosannahs or even murmurs from students
other than strong objection with the lack of stu-
dent participation in the choice. Therefore, a
lot of people had their minds made up not to
like Robert Wood.

I was one of those. But I've met Robert Wood
talked with him, and he seems like a good choice.
(And again an arbitrary selection process is
lucky). He is vowing to be a visible president,
teaching a course on campus i (when was the
last time a college president taught a course)
and has succeeded rather well in overcoming
my initial prejudice.

Of course, this could all change. He Is an
administrator, and students can never agree with
administrators all the time, or even half the
time.

But I'm willing to bet that Splro Agnew won't
like Robert Wood too much. And that could
be President Wood's greatest compliment.

Campus Carousel
CAMPUS CAROUSEL is a column of commentary
on the campuses, culled from student newspa-
oers published around the country.

WHEN IDs STRAY on the Texas Tech cam-
pus, the owners lose, according to The Univer-
sity Daily, published on the Lubbock campus.

Use of ID cards by others than the owner
will result in the dismissal from school of the
owner. Although this has been the rule for sev-
eral years, the student newspaper points out,
"The words, for the first time,mean what they
say.''

No communication gap at TTU, eh?
• • • •

EVERYBODY GETS INTO THE ACT when they
select a new president for the University of
Oklahoma

.

A page one story in The Oklahoma Daily
lists 15 persons selected by the Board of Re-
gents to find a new president. The search com-
mittee was chosen from slates of nominees sub-
mitted by the University Senate, Student Assoc-
iation, OU Association (alumni) and Employee
Executive Council.

Breakdown of the committee is 8 faculty, 4
students, 2 alumni and one non- professional em-
ployee.

Sounds better than the Electoral College.

YES. VIRGINIA ..There's a gal -type grad student
at the University of Oklahoma who has discov-
ered the truth of the adage, "ask and ye shall
get."

Virginia Bailey is doing an MA thesis on the tra-
vels of Charles Kuralt, who finds off-beat stor-
ies to film and narrate for CBS-TV. She Joi-
ned the four man caravan earlier this month
for a three -week trip to collect material, in-
cluding sound tapes and film footage for Oke
City's KWTV.
How did she swing this dream assignment?
"I just called him and asked him," she told

The Oklahoma Daily.

The title of her thesis is "Charles Kuralt on
the Road: A Study of the CBS Television Feature."

She's a journalism major at OU and assistant
manager of the campus radio station.

Ah, the brave new worlds of Academe!

* * » •

THE KINGDOM AND THE POWER here's a sue
cession of headlines that tells its own story,

were taken from the UMass DailyThe heads
Collegian.

Sept. 11 Black Studies Head Detained by
complications with US Visa

Sept. 14 - Thelwell Visa Snag Prompts DC.
Meeting

Sept 16 - UMass Steps Up Pressure For The-
1well's Release

Sept. 17 - Thelwell Gains Visa; Arrival Due
Today

Who says those who teach can't do?

FROSH A NO -NO...a blackened page one of Stu-
dent Life, campus paper of Washington Univer-
sity at St. Louis, covered the first issue of
the year.

The headline read, "WU Welcomes 1,000 In-
coming Freshman."
The rest of the page showed a picture of the

towers and arch into campus. Superimposed
was the text of a permanent injunction of the
local Circuit Court against persons "united in
the common purpose of disrupting the orderly
function" of the University.
Welcome, Frosh!

FAN MAIL ...our first Carousel picked up thi?
reaction from Dr. R.W. Gage, director of Uni-
versity Health Services.
"The staff of the Health Services will be glad

to provide answers to any health questions which
the Collegian or any other campus organization
wishes to solicit. Our interpretation of 'health'
is broad enough to encompass about any ques-
tions you can unearth and we have no objections
to publication. As a matter of fact, this was
tried a couple of years ago, and we ran out of
questions.

"Incidentally, the restrictions on what can be
discussed are not so close as you somewhat hu-
morously suggest. Birth control information
is legal in Massachusetts, now, and we can pro-
vide general information about abortions, etc."

Y'all hear this? CC will forward all "health"
questions to HC. Who knows, we may discover
that there are some Umies who don't know every-
thing they need to know about sex n stuff.

the groups beforehand. But even
so, what is sacred about a micro-
phone? One of the key differ-

ences between Woodstock and Alta -

mont was the use of the micro-
phone. At Altamont, it was used
to intimidate, to threaten, to con-
trol. The results were disast-
rous. At Woodstock, it was used
effectively, contributing to the for-

mation of a real community. Ever-
yone had access to the mike there,
and the feelings were good as a
consequence

.

The Campus Pond is one of the

few gathering places on this cam-
pus. It is there, on a day like

Sunday, that you'll find those people
who would be interested in having
a community in which life was
celebrated, not merely endured.
Life affirmation is what cultural
revolution is all about. A re-
statement of our humanity, a firm-
ly states "no" to the encroaching
jaws of totalitarian technocracy.
Anyone who can help others live
better should be allowed use of
the mike. Eric can.

Eric wants us to love ourselves
Don't be mad. So did Jesus

Blocks
If anyone finds a pair of silver

wire -rimmed glasses in a black
case which says "Geden 7
case which says "Geden &
Colltz, Anthony D. Botte," would
you please bring them into the
Collegian Office. I'll buy you an
ice cream cone. Thank you.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Campus Comment

(Ed Note: Contributions are
solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:
students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques -

tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Dally
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.
Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

Campus Center

To Off My Chest
Dear Off My Chest,

Yes, perhaps the young man couldn't cope with a complex situation.

Mais qu'est-ce que e'est que cope? The human body can't cope
with iron or shrapnel when it is wounded. The Chancellor can't cope
with the fly in my bedroom. (Every night when I go to bed it lands
on my arm or face. I'm flipping out.) To say the young man could-

n't cope, then, does not, I think, dismiss him as you seem anxious
to do. He is, cope or not cope, dead as a sideshow to the Southeast -

eastasian twentyfourthannualblack whi teandmostly yellowhumandecapita -

tionrigor motizatlondefoli ation and light show. This gives me an Ex-
cedrin headache, and another ache, somewhere inside. I, too, can th-

ink. Can you feel?

If I may answer for for Gil, it would seem to me that to do what Suzie
did, she would have had to PREMEDITATE. I'm sure Suzie Williams
gave much thought to her actions before they became a reality. And
anyway, you do not know what Suzie herself thinks constitutes vandal-
ism. What you do know is what Gil had to say. But if we take van-
dalism as a synonym for no-no, then it would seem that break-
ing and entering and destruction of property ought to be as illegal
in Asia as in Rochester.

^—^ ECB

Lou DiMonico
Parking Fines

A very interesting fact came to our attention yesterday when we
learned that the mountains of money obtained from parking violations
is not used to line the pockets of those conscientious, brown- shirt

-

ed, young men of the Parking Authority.

What really happens to the money is that it is put into the Parking
Fine Scholarship Trust Fund (really). Now this is no small matter
since the funds, according to Robert Morrissey, Director of Finances
was used to pay expenses for students in need.

There may be a couple thousand left in the fund. Morrissey
said, and he cited the figure of eighty -four students who benefited

from the Scholarship Fund.

So the next time you have to cough up a little bread (and in a few
cases, a lot of bread) just remember that it will probably help a few

of your fellow students.

And maybe vou can talk the Bureau of Internal Revenue into letting

you deduct your parking violation fees as charity. You can simply

tell them that UMass is the college of your choice.

Peace and Successful Parking To You All.

Art Buchwald
TheNakedMan

In recent days a great deal of

caustic criticism has been direc-

ted to our newly -conceived bastard
child -the campus center. And one
need only sit, or wander around,

in its vast maze of vaulted cham-
bers to become convinced that the

pandora's box of unrestrained dis-

approval does not lack a certain

credibility. The cool breezes that

glide curiously around in its bland,

frigid passageways serve as a con-
stant, whispering reminder of the

dwarfing impersonalization that

one phase of modern architecture

so nobly defends.

Certainly such monstrous struc-

tures are not new. They are be-

ing conceived, in the heat of many
labor pains, along the whole len-

gth and breadth of America. And
in your despair, many infamous
architects acclaim it a success,

a pure gleaming contribution to

our lives.

And those architects justifiably

do so. For our very own cam-
pus center stands as a symbol
of a very real, very awful alt-

ernative for the human race, now,
during the second industrial re-

volution.

The first industrial revolution

was a phase in man's develop-

ment when the machine, and the

energy of the machine, began to

penetrate the entire realm of hu-

man endeavor. And, while not

discounting the machine's obvious

contributions, it may leave a deep,

ugly wound in the spirit of all

mankind. It has, in truth, made
man experience the marrow pangs
of meaninglessness, hopelessness.

It has made man experience the

dull, vacant routine -ness of the

machine.
And, horribly enough, the se-

cond phase of industrialization is

a variation on the theme of the

first - only magnified tenfold. If

we are to follow mass industrial-

ization, unchecked, to its ultimate

conclusion, there will be nothing

left for those who make it. Only

sterility, only total isolation, on-

ly absolute despair, only a hor-

rible, clanking living death...wu,

the megamachine.

WASHINGTON - A new book will soon appear
on the market which will cause a sensation in

scientific circles. It is titled "The Naked Man"
and it was written by Frederick the III, a chimpanzee
attached to the Rockefeller Institute. Freder-
ick III was involved in some enzyme experiments
at the institute which took up only a few hours
of his day. Because he was restless, the direc-

tors gave him a typewriter to play with. You
can imagine their surprise when instead of just

messing around, Frederick wrote a book.

Frederick's book, and this is the shocker,
claims that all chimpanzees, monkeys and apes
evolved from man. He says that man was the

first primate before there were apes of any kind.

Frederick is not certain when man first ap-

peared on earth, though he suspects it was at least

30 million years ago. As time went on and man
went through many stages, he started to develop
many apelike qualities until today it is easy
for apea to identify with man and realize how
much they have in common.
Many apes and chimpanzees are horrified to

think they resemble man in any way and a chim-
panzee named Treetop, with the National Insti-

tute of Mental Health, has written a paper de-

nouncing FredericklH's thesis. Treetop main-
tains that although in some respects men are
looking more and more like apes, the ape could

not have possible evolved from man. He has atta-

cked Frederick Ill's research on the grounds that

except for the few men he has come into con-

tact with at the Rockefeller Institute the only

other men he has observed are flower children

in the park that he can see from his caged win-

dow.

Frederick says in his book that the similar-

ities between apes and man are greater than

one might think. Man today is behaving like apes
used to behave before they were civilized. Man
puts great emphasis on territory and seems to

be willing to kill to protect his turf. As a lo-

wer form of ape, a man is unable to deal with

any situation without screaming and shouting.

Frederick cites examples where men have been pl-

aced in large apartment buildings for lengths of

time and have gone berserk.

Treetop says that man's behavior is more sim-
ilar to rats than to apes, and while man be-

haves irrationally in almost any situation and
may resort to extreme measures when endan-

gered, it does not follow that just because men
beat their chests and growl that they belong in

the ape family.

Frederick thinks that the primitive personal-

ity traits of man have been adapted by apes.

Having studied man under laboratory conditions

Frederick has discovered that the eating habits

and sex life of homo sapiens follow a pattern

similar to those practiced by modern apes. Sur-

vival seems to be the basic principle in man's
jungle, and while apes do not resort to violence

unless provoked, man has not yet evolved to a

point in his development where he can tell why he

behaves the way he does.

Treetop disagrees. He maintains that man
has gone as far as he'll ever go, and hasn't ch-

anged from the day he was born. The instinct in

men to destroy is so strong that it is slander

to class them in any way with apes.

Frederick's response to that is to cite King
Kong's destruction of the Empire State Build-

ing as something man might do.

Treetop says King Kong was an exception to

the rule, and it's unfair to use one gorilla's

behavior as a sample.
In any case, when the book comes out there

will be a continuing controversy on it. One
side will be the apes who would hate to acknow-

ledge they have inherited *ny characteristics from
man. On the other siae will be those monkeys,
chimpanzees and gorillas who will admit that

some of their traits are possibly man-evolved,
and will now try to deal with the problem in

an ape -like way.

The campus center is a symbol
of the age of the megamachine.
It says something about the im-
personalized, dehumanized, inept,

unfulfilling, uncompassionate,
mechanized, non -human, mass-
produced, grade -A certified world
of ours. It says something real

to the faltering, oppressed, unch-
allenged spirit of life within us.

What are we to do, then? What
chance have we against the mas-
sive cumbersomeness of the cam-
pus center, and all it represents
to us?
We could give it the traumatic

burial that we gave the Banks of

America. But no! We won't!

We could instantaneously obliver-

ate its ugly presence as we did

to a research laboratory on the

campus of the University of Wis-
consin. But no! Something in-

side, something attune to the spir-

it, cries out that this is not

the answer. It is the ultimate
fury of those of us who have de-

spaired, and we must bear the des-
pair, and sob in our quiet mom-
ents.

Instead of killing the campus
center and living only our des-
pair of life, let us rather over-
whelm it with the joy and the hope
of life that is within us all. Let
us throw back its tall, heavy im-
posing doors, and carry the sun
into its black corners, for the

sun can not enter there by it-

self. Let us decorate the halls

with our own spirit of life. Let
it be a reminder of a non-living

alternative that we must categor-
ically reject, and, through the

power of our own free wills, tran-

sform it into a temple of joy,

and understanding, and compas-
sion, and brotherhood, and creat-
ivity. Every time we enter into

its hideous belly, let us rem-
ember that we must try even har-
der to be kinder, gentler, sof-

ter, more alive

And if we can do these things,

perhaps, someday, the campus
center will be a beautiful place
to be...

Ralph Dolan

TalkingFools

Dear Editor:

This letter is being sent in a
very depressed and violent mood.
For a year now there has been
a campaign against the environ-
mental ills and against the peo-
ple who supposedly are the blame
for this man-made death trap.
In this area much concern and talk
has been shown by college stud-
ents. However, I guess the whole
campaign was short-lived. By
looking at Southwest this weekend
and last, it is obvious very few
people really care about our en-
vironment. A lot of people are
mouthing off and doing little, which
to me represents hypocrites. In

Southwest you can find thousands
of empty bottles and cans, piles
of paper and trash, paths of gar-
bage and anything else you can
think of can be seen or stepped
on in Southwest. I suppose now
many people are agreeing, like we
always do, but I am sure some
are also laughing and taking cre-
dit for their contribution - CON-
GRADULATION FOOLS! - your
boastful laugh will probably turn
into regretful tears because of your
stupidity. Lecturing about the en-
vironmental crisis would not do
any good now, enough has been
said already to be able to com-
prehend the seriousness of this pr-
oblem But let me say that if

what I have seen is indicative of
our responsible, concerned pop-
ulation, which we claim to be,
we are doomed. We were fast
to blame the generations before
us for the environmental crisis
but it looks as if generations af-
ter ours will be blaming us for
the same ignorance - if we make
it to these generations!

Sunday . . . Sunday . .

.

To the Editor:

Regarding Peter Bradlee's let-

ter to the editor of Tuesday, Sep-
tember 22, there should be two
corrections. The first is that

Eric "The Rat" did not initiate

the event. All planning and arr-
angements were handled by John
Donahue. Therefore, in taking the

microphone Eric was intruding on
someone else's thing, not running
or doing his own.

Secondly, Eric was not shouted
down by anyone. After he thre-
atened to throw mud on the crowd
which plainly wasn't interested in

moving, the more legitimate spon-
sors of the event gave the crowd
an alternative, to stay where they
were.

As far as Sunday's concert is

concerned, nudity seems neither
here nor there. At least one per-
son who really wanted to take off

his clothes did. Those who did-
n't take them off didn't. Erie
in shouting for everyone to be
free shouldn't expect everyone to

be Eric.

James E. Schwartz
Student Activities Prog-
ram Advisor

To the editor:

In response to the article by
David Williams about the concert
on Sunday, I, as one of the or-
ganizers, would like to tell my
version

The people occupying the "tra-

vel area " did not move because
the sound system had a limited
audio range The people had a

choice whether to be in the best
position to hear the music or
to see Eric They chose the mu-
sic. Most of the people that
did move did so under stress of
Eric's threat to go down to the
pond with a barrel and get some
mud."

I personally have seen Eric
wreck two free concerts, with
red berry juice a year ago and
with mud this summer. Eric
had nothing to do with organizing
the concert Sunday, and was al-
lowed to speak uninterrupted fol-
lowing Chammish's set. To
correct two obvious omissions
of Mr. Williams, I would like
to make clear that (1) the mob
action that was mentioned was
people restraining the man Eric
hit with a stick and (2) the group
which played after the incident and
apparently went unnoticed was
Clean Living, a fine acoustical
group.

John Donahue '71
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A CONSTRUCTIVE BLOW
Carry The Emotional Fervor Of Last Spring

Into Productive Channels - Join The

Community Action Foundation

C. A. F. Is

1. Action Lab

2. Committee on Poverty

3. N. E. S. Tutoring

4. Racism Seminars

Come to an Open Meeting

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 23rd in The S.U. Ballroom

at 8 P.M.

EACH GROUP WILL GIVE A SHORT PRESENTATION OF ITS ACTIVITIES

Want To Travel?

ExchangeProgramWorks
By LINDA SELICK
Staff Reporter

Why wait for summer to travel? Thirty American excha-
nge students plan to explore New England during their college
year.

The Domestic Exchange Program rejects the notion that school
vacations and joining the Navy are the only ways "to see the
world."

Students from the Universities of Oregon, Alabama, New Mex-
ico, Hawaii, Montana and Illinois State have come to the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts for one or two semesters while paying
the same tuition as they would to their state school. Approxi-
mately thirty UMass students are at the other universities.
Reasons for students coming to UMass have been as varied

as reactions to the new environment.
"I've lived in Oregon all my life and I really was attracted

to Massachusetts because of the historical and cultural aspects,"
remarked Joyce Jensen, from Eugene, Oregon.
Other students from Oregon acknowledged that their stereo-

types of "cold, strict, New England Puritans," had been grate-
fully shattered. "I was really scared that people would be hard
to get to know here," said Jeanne Cernazanu of John Day, O-
regon, "but I was so impressed with everyone's friendlieness,

that I had to write home about it immediately."
Differences in expressions have caused some laughs but no

difficulties. Most of the exchange students were not familiar
with the term "grinder" or "frappe". A student from the Univ-
ersity of Alabama, lamenting her loss of grits, was pleased to

discover that Maltex is the Northern equivalent.

Cathy Hee and Cheryl Wong, both from Honolulu, couldn't

believe they were really coming to Massachusetts "until we got

our bills." The change in the weather has been exhilarating
for them. Cheryl confessed that the early morning New England
mists were confusing to her. "I looked out my window and saw
the mist and thought it must be very cold, so I put on all my
warm clothes only to discover that it was hot outside," she
said laughing.

University Of Montana student, Barbara Hamm, is amazed
by the pace of living here. "Everything moves so much faster,

even students walk faster," she observed.
Social activities and New England sightseeing trips are being

tentatively planned by Crampton Dorm, under the direction of

Mrs. Leavitt, for the Domestic Exchange Students.

Homecoming Schedule Released,

Concert Dates To Be Announced
(EDITORS NOTE: The following
is a corrected version of a state-
ment made by the 1970 Homecoming
Committee)

The 1970 Homecoming will be
bigger than it has ever been be-
fore. This year Homecoming will

be two weekends - the first pri-

marilly for the alumni; the se-
cond primarily for the students.

The two -weekend split was nec-
essitated by the possibility of the
Princeton Plan. This Plan was the
proposal of cancelling classes the

week prior to elections so stu-

dents could campaign for their

preferred candidates. This plan
would inevitably lead to an exodus
from campus, disabling a large
number of students from attending
Homecoming. Although by the end
of August, the UMass. Board of

Trustees had voted the Princeton
Plan out, it was apparent people
would leave school to campaign
that weekend anyway - -Home -

coming was postponed until our Un-
iversity of New Hampshire home
game, November 13-15. Because
some of the alumni activities al-

ready planned couldn't be changed,
they are still scheduled for Oct-
ober 23-25.

Among the events presently
scheduled for the alumni -oriented
weekend are a campus bonfire,
ralley, and float parade on Fri-

SENATE ELECTIONS

^ Ml cuss mm mum

Are Oct. 8th

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

Nomination Papers

Can Be Picked Up

In RSO Office

Level #1C.C.

Papers Are Due Oct. 2nd

Do You Care?

day, October 23. Saturday's fest-

ivities will include a tailgate pic-
nic before the University of Conn-
ecticut game, special half-time
game show, presentation of the
five Homecoming Queen finalists,

and special alumni evening pro-
grams.

Be prepared for an onslaught
of talent for November 13, 14,

and 15. Tentative plans include
two concerts and the crowning
of the Homecoming Queen for Fri-
day night, another tail -gate picnic
before Saturday's game, two more
concerts, and the presentation of
the Homecoming Queen and her
Court on Saturday night. An in-

novative play on Sunday will be
the 1970 Homecoming finale.

ACRES FREE PARKING - ROCKER LOUNGES

^^^V iXmmi^O»mf JiMMMIM WMMPM . _

RIVERDALE RD.
WEST SPFLD.

NOW AT CINEMA 2 733-5131

IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPHV -Judith en*

"•••.• BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,

BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATING FUNNY!"
—Kathleen Carroll. New York Daily News

MON. - FRI.

2 - 7:3., • 9:40

NOW AT CINEMA 3

SAT. A. SI N.

I: SO 3:30

CATCH-22
IS THE MOST MOVING, MOST

k INTELLIGENT, THE MOST HU-

* MANE-OH, TO HELL WITH IT!

-ITS THE BEST AMERICAN
FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"

—Vmk*im Cm*. N T. T,mn

'"CATCH 22* says many things
that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's perform-
ance as Yossarian is great!"

-Jottp* Morgtnittm, NfWSWffK

MMMWKiNSMwm*ijacu!MM'iHimrs k want

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM

ALANARKIN ^

%#» MSI* WWW! It^ JOSEPH HEELER

MARTWBAISAM ROAM BENJMMN MTHURGMfUWfl JACK GILFORD BUCK HEWY BOBNEWHAR!

AKTHOKY PERKINS, PAUU PRtWTISS HARTKSHEfN JWVDJGHU flRSQfy WELLES ttMKKf

MON. • FRI. 2:00 7:SO • 9:55
SAT. & SUN. 2:00 • 4:30 - 7:20 9:55

NOW AT CINEMA 1 SIDNEY POITIERumMmimu-Mim
7:30 9:30

9:30 I*®-
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(Continued from pago 2)

Pres. Wood Talks On Various Topics
istration at that time believed that
every individual could be self-
sufficient in the academic surr-
oundings without help and that
proved disasteroualy wrong.

MDC: You were talking about
the university system. Do you
foresee in the near future a sort
of intellectual and financial com -

petition between the Amh-
erst campus and the growing Bos-
ton campus?

Dr. Wood: I'll answer in two
ways. One, in words, second in

numbers. I'm partial to both
when I have both. A rising tide

floats all boats if the waves don't

prove too choppy. At this point

clearly the capacity for allocating

among the campuses is better when
your budget has gone up and when
it's in a stable state. I expect
that kind of condition to continue.

This acknowledges in the numbers
side there are some hard times
ahead. The Commonwealth Is

going to face a deficit in its

financing total revenue -wise from
160 million to 200 million dollars

in the next year. But people who
look at revenues and people who
look at taxes ought at the same
time look at income and the key
fact about this country between
1970 and 1980 is that we will

move from a gross national pro-
duce of 900 billion dollars to 1.5

trillion dollars and we'll move at

a time, state, and local taxes of

the last ten years have not sub-
stantially increased and the federal

has decreased. So the country

and the commonwealth have the

kind of funds if the effective action

goes on to afford quality education

of a public nature.

The other point to say is that

one of the appeals of this un-
iversity system is that we're not

a cookie cutter set of campuses.
Every time we have a simple in-

crease it doesn't replecate Itself

in each of the three campuses.
Amherst is the established campus
with a strong core of graduate
instruction, a strong residential

tradition, a state-wide image that

means it can develop along a part-

icular path. Given intellectual

action, Boston ought to respond to

a quite different environment; in

the fact that we're not having dorm-
itories In the Columbia Point site,

the fact we'll have interchange
with community means that you'll

have a different experience there.

You can foresee from Worcester's
medical school a whole set of re-

sources, and instructions at var-
ious levels around the issue of

health and environment. And you
can foresee an institution finding

out how to build a healthy nation

So there won't be the direct

tradeoffs that beleaguer other

systems. And I don't look for-

ward to a competitive atmosphere
of a dog -eat dog nature. If I

did I'd realize this would be the

type of job no one would endure.

WFCR: Well, the group that will

be making decisions that will be

effecting most of these campuses
is the board of trustees. A fre-
quent complaint on campus is

that the board is not receptive

to student needs or desires because
they are very rarely here, very
rarely in contact with students, and
there is not much communication
and its almost as if this governing
body is completely seperate from
that which they are governing.

I'd like to hear your opinion of the

nature of the relationship between
the board now and the campuses.

DR. WOOD: There's Mills Law
which says where one stands is

where one sits, and you can under-
stand the different perspective bet-

ween students and trustees. Clear-
ly, there is the view from the

student's point of view that this

is the removed, aloof, difficult to

get along with, group of men and
women who meet once a month and
hurl down bolts from high and
decrees. Actually there are people
who serve without real com-
pensation in a complicated job for

their own reasons of personal sat-

isfaction and who deal with a com-
plicated set of facts in a traditional

structure. I think the problems
you outlined on this point were
recognized in the estblishment of

the university system -wide presi-
dent's office and with the fact

that plans developed from the

Amherst office, the trustees in-

tend that the president's office

first, be off -campus, secondly, be

LOOK
at what we have for

COEDS!!!
Make Ups by:

Fragrances by:

DUBARRY- PLAYTHINGS
BONNE BELL
LOVE
COTY
MAXFACTOR
REVLON
AZIZA

GUERLAIN-SHALIMAR
JEAN D'ALBERT
REPLIQUE
CHRISTIAN DIOR
MA GRIFFE
NINA RICCI

MAJA
MADAME ROCHAS
FEMME
JE REVIENS
CHANTILLY
TABU
WINDSONG
AND MANY, MANY MORE

COLLEGE DRUG
COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF AT

4 Moin St. Amherst

fulltime and thirdly have some
capability of its own to be able

to do a little bit better in these

exchanges of views. It will also

allow the trustees to focus on the

major policy issues that

have been on campus and should

get a calibration of priorities or
help in this.

But you have to realize the

tension between the body with the

official responsibility and the gov-

ernor and general ocurt and the

customers and clients that is a gen-

eral way of life.

WFCR: Do you think the clie-

nts and customers perhaps should

be rubbing shoulders more fre-

quently with the administrators and
that the trustees should be here
more often?

DR. WOOD: They come more
often than you'd think. The ques-

tion here is how to get the best

communication. On a part-time
board and you'd look at the arith-

metic, you're not going to find

a friendly trustee breaking donuts
and coffee with you every other
.veek on a personal basis. What
I think is enormously important is

for our people who are receiving
the education, whose lives are
bound in it, who have the sense
that in these 4 years whether the

university is alert whether it can
teach, whether its flexible., they

have a sense of responsiveness to

it. I've never been one to be-

lieve that the small town, the frat-

ernity, the small block, liberated

people or gave them the opportunity

to develop. I've always beencom-
mitted to the city, the large organ-
ization, when its structured. So
the real key here is to have an
effective flow on important matters
rather than familiarity and that is

what I hope we can go forward on
in the next few months.
MDC: Last year was the first

year of a student member sitting

on the board and it is the opinion

of many students that increased
student members should sit on the

board to give students some ident-

ification with the board and help

them accept more decisions. One
suggestion has been to have a stu-

dent from all three campuses sit

on the board and faculty members.
DR. WOOD: This is something

we have to look at, something that

is obviously an appropriate quest-

ion. You balence this off by the

size of the board, what you can
effectively work with when it is

a policy-making board and the time
that can be committed. And you
balence this off in other ways of

participation. The key questions
to ask in my judgement in an
academic community is whether
you are putting together the part -

icular capabilities of contribution
to the particular needs of the peo-
ple. The key question to ask is

not whether students should part-

icipate, or faculty or admin-
istrators should have the final

say. It is in what aspect of

academic life people get involved.

The key point of the organization
of the president's office which we
are now working on is to try and
to put in campus hands those pro-
blems of campus life best handled
there and the president's office

make some decisions within policy
guidelines that give some kind of

sequence of operation so that our
slippages don't look so bad at

times and reserve for the trustees
the issue of the identity and re-

lationship of the public university

to the policy. That way I think

you're going to have a level of

increased participation, vis-a-vis
students, up and down the line, but

it can also include the trustees.

WMUA: We touched on this

briefly, but it bears repeating.

In his convocation address. Chan-
cellor Tlppo started the address
with a list of legislative proposals
and passed measures across the

country, notable in California of

actions cutting budgets, cutting

faculty salaries and tenure in univ-

ersities who experienced difficult-

ies last spring or earlier. The
Chancellor seemed to Indicate such

a thing could happen in this state

although they have not happened
yet. You will be much closer

to the legislature in Boston. What

The interview with the President was heard over
WFCR radio last week.

are the chances in this state for
legislator reaction to any campus
difficulty whether on this cam-
ous or any campus In the state

o cut budgets, to make recom-
nendations about salary and ten-

are?

DR WOOD: There is no dou-
bt in my mind that its not just
the legislature and I might say
never equate geographical location
with legislative contact. There
is always this tendency in West-
ern Mass. that if you go to Bos-
ton you disappear into some mal-
estrum of influence you'll see me
on this campus
There is no question that a gen-

eration of middle age, middlewei-
ght or overweight hardworking and
concerned Americans who regard-
ed education as something the lucky
ones got, that was a privilege not
a right, and who are represented
in the personalities of legislators
and congressman across the coun-

try, flna disturbance and agitation

on the campus difficult to compre-

hend. They found It difficult to com-
prehend when it spoke to student

and administrative problems of ed -

ucation. And they find it difficult

to comprehend when it turns to

questions of priorities, politics,

the war, what have you. And its

clear that the need for the legis-

lator and the citizen to recognize

the anguish felt on the campus so

strongly and so frequently has to

be counterbalanced on campus to

understand these forces.
When you make the point as

so many people make today that

the university has a role and a

responsibility to society and it

isn't an ivory tower that it can't

remain aloof, must have a point

of involvement, you acknowledge

a reciprocal symbolic relationship

which is that the university there-

fore will receive pressures and

influences from the offiaials and

polity at large. The posture that

Chancellor Tlppo was expressing

as I understand it and the posture

I express, is that we should be

very sensitive in the years ahead
about the cost and benefits and

the character of expression and

as I said when I took on this

job officially last May, this

includes a concern with the views

of the people who are the ul-

timate supporters.

I quoted then and I believe now
that John Kennedy said "Civility is

no sign of weakness" and "sin-

cerity is always subject to proof

'

and I believe that we must be

more effective in interpreting,

changing, reforming, improving,

the American university when we
begin to make these expressions

to the legislature in those ways
then we will if we exercise the

tactics of the dramatise, the flam-

boyant efforts of the two year

jld whose mother read too much
Doctor Spock.

WFCR: Do you think part of

your job is to improve the under-
standing between the university co-
mmunity and the legislators, say-
ng the outside community, so that

>erhaps one can understand the
»ther better. I think there are
oo many people in the state who
hink this is a place that students
should come, do what they are told,

keep their mouths shut, and get out
in four years.

DR. WOOD: Sure. That I think is

the original question that made
me accept this job. This is one
thing that has to be worked at

and a thing I enjoy working on.
Three years in Washington with
the U.S. Congress, two years in

the Florida legislature, four or
five years in studying politics
and working for and with people
here in the Commonwealth make
me think that on both sides you
deal with human beings and there
is always hope. I think it is

very important that the true con-
cerns of the campus community
get correctly stated and at the same
time people understand that out
there, there is a whole other would
that must be listened to as well.

MDC: To keep this relationship
on a tolerable level there must
be campus peace. And this is

impossible with the war, with draft,
with remnants of the student strike
of last spring, its demands still

in evidence. Is it your feeling
that as long as there is a war
and draft, campus calm is unob-
tainable?

DR. WOOD: Let me put it

this way. The war and the draft
are two major factors that im-
mediately contribute to unrest.
But, take away the war and the
draft, you have not removed some
of the major sources of anguish
on campuses. You haven't dealt
with the problem of size and com-
munity, haven't dealt then with
the problem of the length of e-
ducation to the graduate student
and the problems of identity that
arise. The wife that says to her
parents she is marrying a post-
doctoral fellow. What kind of
identity is that? That will be
still there. The other charac-
teristics of the problems of a
generation of your size is that
the problems and considerations
are almost unique. The fact that
you've lived under the existance
of nuclear weaponery, is an uni-
que factor. The fact that you
lack an experience that is common,
in the sense of the depression!
in the sense of World War II

which were unifying and common
experiences for my generation.
The fact that you have grappled
with the use of leisure time and
effective use of options and choices
are problems that are going to
continue, to change.

CASRequirementsExplained

On September 9, the Collegian reported on the recent chan-
ges in the University Core and College of Arts and Sciences
requirements. It was specifically noted that each student in

the University had three sets of requirements to meet, includ-
ing those of (1) the University (University Core), (2)the Col-
lege, School or Division, and (3) those of his Major department.

On Registration Day, each student received in his registra-
tion packet a list of revised University Core requirements. One
item on that list has caused some confusion among the College
of Arts and Sciences students. Although the University Core
requirement in the Math -Sciences area is established as three
"E" designated courses, the College of Arts and Sciences con-
tinues to require four (4) "E" designated courses.

Therefore, students in the College of Arts and Sciences should
be advised that the Math -Science requirements have not been
changed

,
not is there any suggestion that any change in this ca -

tegory is anticipated In the near future. Those who may have
mistakenly dropped an "E" course may wish to add it again
on this the last add day.

CEQ Director Forms Plans

For Campus This Semester
The environmental issue hasn't

even peaked yet, let alone passed
into irrelevance! We have only
begun to feel the first ripples
of the impending environmental
crisis, and as slow and foot-

dragging as our government and
society is, things will probably
get a lot worse before enough
people wake up to turn the tide.

Environmental activist Dr. Ro-
bert Rienow, has said that the
great age of Conservation' as
he calls it is just a lot of bal-
ly hoo- -lots of people making lots

of noise with no real commitment
to the kind of changes in their
own lifestyle that ultimately have
to come about if we are to save
the environment.
For these reasons, CEQ is back

VW Cuts Price, Stays On Top
EDGARTOWN, Mass. (AP) -The

Volkswagen, Germany's "people's
car" that has retailed its beetle

shape over the years may be mo-
re popular than ever with Amer-
icans in 1971. Its basic price has

been reduced $59.

In addition, Volkswagen announ-
ced here Monday night that its

1971 line will include a Super
Beetle, three inches longer than

the 1970 model and THE "most
dramatic change yet" in the co-

mpany's 26 years of production,

according to a VW spokesman.
The traditional VW will sell

for $1780 in 1971, $59 less than

the basic price for the 1970 mod-
el, and is "by no measure of de-

scription a stripped model," the

spokesman said Tuesday.
To reduce the price, the com-

pany removed some of the trim

items, including the rear window
defroster, the lock on the glove

compartment, the door pocket and

some of the chrome.
Improvements include a 60 h.p.

engine, 3 h.p. more than the 1970
models, and a flow through ven-
tilation system.
The Super Beetle, which has

almost twice the trunk space of the

traditional model, will sell for

$1899. It offers for the addit-
ional $119 more maneuverability
and a smoother ride due to a

new coil spring front suspension,
and a forced air ventillation sy-
stem.

The price of the Super Beetle
compares with Detroit's new mini

-

cars, Chevrolet's Vega, selling

at $2,091, including dealer prep-
aration charges, and Ford's Pin-
to selling at $1,919.

Stuart Perkins, president of Vo-
lkswagen of American, Inc., said
he expects Ford and Chevrolet
to sell about 500,000 mini cars
each, but that U.S. sales of VWs
will be about 600.000 in 1971, sur-

CC Garage to Open
By MIKE McWILLIAMS
Staff Reporter

The Campus Center garage
should open early next week, if

the final pieces of work are com-
pleted as scheduled The open-

ing of the structure, located near

the physical plant, has been de-

layed on account of a missing pie-

ce of important equipment and slow

completion of the acess roads

The four million dollar struc-

ture which has spaces for 998

cars will be open to all students

and faculty of the university as

well as visitors to the Center.

The rates for a space will be
25C for the first hour, 15C for

each additional hour with a max-
imum of $2.00 for a 24 hour per-

iod. For those who intend using

the facility on a daily basis or
for long periods of time there

will be a yearly rate of $185 a

year for students and $215 for fa-

culty and staff members. In ad-

dition a monthly rate will be of-

fered. There are more than two-

hundred of these reserved spaces
available starting approximately
two weeks after the opening of the

rest of the garage. A specific

space will be assigned to each car
using the garage on this basis.

However , any number of carowners
may purchase a single space and
share it.

So if all goes well the park-

ing dilemna on campus could be

relieved somewhat by next week.

MDC NEWS HOTLINE 5-2550

LORRdltie HdnseeRRY's

ToBeYoVm
GiffiD&BLKK

The University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Council presents . . .

Auditorium: BOWKER
Dates: FRIDAY • SATURDAY, September 25 & H
Time: EVENINGS at 8 (Matinee Saturday, 2:30 p.m.)
Trice af Ticket* i IMui undrrcraaa Sl.M; L'Maaa craduatr student* and

•thrr atudrata J2; VMaaa fa«uKr /staff fg.M; enteral public S3.M.
Fine Arts Cawdl Has Offkw, ltt Hrrter Hall, TMephan* MS-****.
Bemalalar ttefceta at Hawker Bax Office ane haur before curtain.

passing 1970s projected total of

560,000.

The company said it also has
made improvements on its bus
like wagon, the Karmann Ghia' Co-
upe and the squareback and fast-

back sedans. New features in-

clude power assisted brakes on
the wagon, an anti skid device,

self adjusting disc brakes on the

front end, thicker rear brake li-

nings, improved ventilation and
automatic cut-off of the headlights

when the ignition is turned off.

A company spokesman asserted
that the lower price on the st-

andard model VW was not caused
by the competition from Detroit.

"We have always been an ec-

onomy car company," he said.

"This is an effort to stay in that

area."

again this year with more ambit-
ious programs than ever before.

They will be offered at the CEQ
kickoff convention tomorrow night

at 7 p.m. in the Campus Cen-
ter Auditorium.
The organization accomplished a

number of worthwhile things last

semester including lecturers, a
hearing on the nuclear threat to

Massachusetts (held in the Student

Union with the Special State Le-
gislative Committee on the Envir-
onment), the "Sunderland Sewage
Celebration," Earth Day program
and numerous research and action

projects. The record wasn't too

bad considering that CEQ only got

started late lest winter. But for

the most part, the group could
hardly get out of its own way and
was plagued with organizational,

manpower and financial problems.
This year the picture looks con-

siderably brighter. CEQ has what
seems to be an adequate budget
from the Student Senate, grudg-
ingly passed by the Board of Tru-
stees, and a streamlined organ-
ization that does away with stan-

ding committees and promotes only

action- oriented - projects

.

Many students are highly moti-

vated to work in the environment
movement, but the problem is how
to get them involved without bog-
ing them down with committee

meetings, or boring them with

extensive paperwork or research
before they get to the really pro-
ductive action. The other side

of that coin is how do you get

action- oriented students to do their

homework before they go crusading
off to tackle the polluting estab-

lishment?

Hopefully CEQ has found solut-

ions to these problems. Where
homework is needed, nine times
out of ten someone has already
done It. By starting a project

off with a workshop, activists can
be thoroughly briefed by experts
on the problem they want to tac-

kle, and can plan a well-groun-
ded project that can really succeed.
By defining "goals for a proj-

ect" instead of "areas of con-
cern for a committee," the pro-
blem of boring meetings dealing
with "what can we do?" is lar-

gely circumvented.
Where there are disagreements

about tactics and positions, those
environmentalists who disagree
with a direction CEQ has taken may
join the group and work to change
that direction. Every member of

the University Community is a

member of CEQ. All one need
do is participate. Our only goal

is a quality environment.
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Hate of IHiaq

Rail Strike Action Taken
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government sounded a note of urgency Tuesday in announcing stand

by emergency measures to transport freight and passengers by truck and bus in the face of this

year's fourth threat of a nationwide railroad shut down
The emergency provisions were announced by Interstate Commerce Commission Chairman Geo-

rge M. Stafford while Labor Department officials sought to head off the Wednesday night strike

deadline.

Surge On The Trail

Massachusetts Governor Francis X. Sargent moves his

campaign wagon to the Pioneer Valley today with a visit

to Mt. Holyoke College this afternoon.

School of Education

Slates Spanish Night
The Media Center of the school

of Education is opening its doors

to several hundred Puerto Rican

migrant workers for a cultural ev-

ening, Friday, at 8:00 P.M. in the

School of Education Auditorium.

JULIO TORRES, Puerto Rican

actor, and producer of the Span-

ish language educational program
for migrant workers "Que tal

amigos? will read a series of

short stories in Spanish from the

book Terrazo, written by the ac-

claimed Puerto Rican writer Abe-

lardo Diaz Alfaro. Terrazo was

published in 1947 and is in its

tenth edition.

It has been translated into Eng-

lish. French, Italian, Polish, Rus-
sian and Czech. These stories

appear in many modern antholo-

fies.

Renowned Spanish scholars like

Juan Ramon Jimenez, Nobel Prize

winner in literature, have lauded

Diaz Al faro's work. Inspired by

many years as a social worker
in the rural areas of Puerto Rico,

Diaz Alfaro narrates the struggle

and despair of the humble Puerto
Rican campesino
The series of shot stories dep-

icts the 40 -year condition which
caused the exodus of thousands

of Puerto Rican migrant workers
to the United States. The readings

will be accompanied by live folk

music by Puerto Rican migrant

workers.
Julio Torres is a talented young

actor who has appeared in over

100 theatrical works and recitals

12 movies, and numerous televi-

sion programs in Puerto Rico.

He has been a movie script writ-

er since 1967. His program
"Que tal amigos?' is very pop-

ular among the Spanish -speaking

listeners.

It contains music, poetry, news
and information.

"If it keeps on, we may have
to be faced with a nationwide rail-

road strike," said a weary Assis-
tant Secretary of Labor W.J. Us-
ery, the administration's key man
in the recent spate of rail crises.

The latest strike threat is by
the AFL CIO United Transporta-
tion Union in the long dispute

over the elimination of some 20,

000 locomotive firemen's jobs that

the union is demanding be re-

stored.

President Bixon already has us-
ed up all delaying measures under

the Railway Labor Act in this dis-

pute and only Congress could or-

der a halt to a strike through a

special law, which it has done
in three previous cases in recent
years

.

Two previous nationwide rail

tie ups were halted earlier this

year after brief walkouts on sev-
eral railroads.

Congress imposed a wage set-

tlement in one dispute involving

four shopcraft unions. Nixon last

Friday invoked the Railway Labor
Act to delay for 60 days another
strike threat by the United Trans-
portation Union and three other
unions in a wage dispute, delay-
ing that deadline to Nov. 16.

Nixon earlier this year used up
the 60 day legal provision in the

firemen's dispute and the union
and industry then voluntarily neg-
otiated for a while longer.

eight locomotives were eliminated
under a federal arbitration board
set up by a special act of Congress
in 1963. Some 20,000 firemen re-

main on passenger trains and some
freights.

The union contends that it has
the right to demand the jobs be
restored because the 1963 law ex-
pired after two years.

The railroads call the union's
demand "featherbedding," con-
tending firemen haven't been need-
ed since diesel engines replaced
steam locomotives. The union's

basic argument is that a fireman
is needed in each diesel cab for

safety reasons as a look oui on
the side opposite from the engi-

neer.

The White House had expressed
hope the longstanding dispute could

be settled by combining the fire-

men's job with that of head brake
man and urged continued negotia-

tions. But the union two weeks
ago renewed its option to strike

at one minute after Wednesday
midnight- 12:01 a.m. Thursday.

The approximately 20,000 fire

men's Jobs on diesel yard and fr-

MDC CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

Ambitious couple who need more
Income. iDusual opportunity (or
iioud earnincs for both. Work to-
gether, part-time or full-time. Car
Mr<e»s»r>. Phone: 1-413-774-2587, 7-9
pro, tfO-ZC

M F with standard lie. to work
on grinder truck on hill. Call Jim
94iM>»77 or inquire at the Yellow
Submarine. tf9-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted, prefer

ate 21 or over, $78 monthly. CaU
MjMWtf after 6 p.m. tf9-28

Female roommate, wanted to share
fuffton Apartment. CaU M8-6087 af-
trr tf. U9-23

FOR SALE
•(:> llouilu ( L 90, less than 425 mi.,

rwrUrat t-umi.. $250, include* helmet.
i.M-7m ctenim-'s. tf9-29

Discounts on stereo components.
* all ii-im-4 oi V-'JUT. tflO-i

2 Fisher ftereo "Bookshelf Speak-
er" for sale Vest offer. CaU 253-
'077 evenings. tf11-23

KM>7 lamaua Scrambler 305 cc e\-
client cond., 7509 wiles with extra
handlebars, helmet and tools, 1 good
.•id one lair tire 9125, CaU 649-6753
after 3:09. tf9-23

K MrinK Cuitar, band finished,
excellent condition. CaU 649-6753 af-

t er 3:00. »175. tf9-23

Incredible — Guild D40 Guitar '/,

<r. ultl. excel action and sounds with
Mm, *36» uert , asking 1300. Phil, 315
l>»lglit. tf9-2*3

Siamese kittens. Frost-point pedi-
gree, champ-stock, $25 ea. or best
utter. $50 with papers. Weekend
ti.-t. 223 Mount Holyoke Drive, Am-
herst or 30.% Mach. tf9-24

I'KACE DOG TAGS! — mUltarT
sty tr, one the Dore of Peace, the
..rher l'eace armbol. On 24 Inch
tintn. *I.OO. PO Box 461, Holyoke.
Mass. 01040. tflO-8

FOR SALE — AUTOS
(.'.• Ply mouth, state car, 6 cylinder,

automatic, radio, beater, runs well,

rail 253-2576, room 97, after 9 p.m.
»I45 or best offer. tf9-23

Austin Healy 34*0, late '67, new
radlals and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex-
• ellent condition, original owner. Call
I -2*7-3323 after 6:04 weekdays.

tfg-28

19*6 English Ford Cortina GT, ex-
• ellent condition new clotch, must be
»ren and driven to be appreciated.
$500 negotiable. Bob or Janet 253-
wwa. tfg-gj

19«4 MOB, good condition, new
brake systems, rear shocks, sway-
bar, nice ear. CaU Geoff at 684-
4893. tfP-28

1969 Volkswagen sedan, low mile-
axe, good condition, clean. CaU 253-
7319. tf9-23

1964 Ford sedan, good condition,
$249.79. CaU 846-6373, if not In leave
me—age. tf9-23

1965 Cortina Wagon, 60,000 miles,
»ery economical; body, Interior, and
motor In very good shape, $450 or
best offer. Call 253-9748 after 6 p.m.

tf9-23

1968 Datsun 2000 Boadster, 135 hp
OIIC engine, new Micbellns, driving
lights, soft top. hard top, and ton-
neao. $1696. 584-2790. tf9-84

MTST SEIX — New car coming
In 8 weeks. '69 Chevelle ronr., 4 spd.,
350-300, AM-FM, snow tires w/rim»,
all heavy duty options, exc. cond.,
like new, 26,000 mi. Call Al 649-
ttfif.6. tf9-24

'fi9 Triumph 250 cc. luggage rack,
bell helmet, under 6000 miles. $523
firm. Call Po. Deerfleld 665-3100.

tfP-28

MrST SETXt 64 Cher. Impala
convertible V», excellent running
condition, auto, trans., power steer-
ing. Asking $450. Call 649-6080.

tf9-26

1!Wi3 Porsche Snper, excl. cond., no
mat. 3(W>0 ml. on enc. AM-FM Ma-
rine radio, luggage rack, Corrello hd.
lamps, a pleasure to drive, $2295. Call
772-6533. tf9-86

1949 Jeepater "Classic" needs Inte-

rinr work, and light body. Call 519-

inifi. See at Dick's Atlantic. 0-?3

'64 Chevy Impala SS Conv.. 5C
anto.. P.S., new fop, exhaust, and
alternator, body excellent, mechanic-
ally perfect, beat offer. Can Fred
546-6?4!» or 665-4554. tf»-*»

WANTED
Wanted French Tutor, preferably

grad student. Call 646-90*4. tf9-28

Wanted — Paper on Marketing that
lias received an 'A', for use In Bos-
ton. Mill par $5-10 depending on 'qua-

lity. Call Mitch after six at 549-3XW.
9-54

Wanted — a used folk guitar good,
'nndltlon, must be $55 or under. Call
546-7758. tf9-2'i

MUSICIANS WANTED
Singing drummer and girl singer

to do rock and a Uttle commercial.
CaU Steve 266-8684. tf9-23

PERSONAL
Anyone Interested In extending the

Ito»ton.Sfndent Homophile League In-
to the Amherst area. Contact Jerr>
686-1692 evening. tfO-24

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Elmira, >'.T. ami

hack any weekend. Will pay. Boh km
Wheeler. Tel. 6-2415. tff)-?n

Wnnted: Ride to Norfolk, < onn. or
\icinity on Sept. 25 or 26, will hel|>

pay for gas and tolls. Call Joel MS-
7770. tf9-.M

GIVE AWAY
Dog, four and half mos. old, part

Collie and something else, nice dis-

position and beautiful markings. Call
Kevin 266-6639. tf9-54

HELP WANTED
Driver with 8 passenger vehicle.

Mon., Toes., Wei. all year, 2 trips
• day to Bradley Field, 10c a mile
plus hourly rate. CaU 545-1561

1f9-24

"A flexible program will be est-

ablished by which motor carriers
may institute new or additional

service in the interest of the pub-
lic and the national defense, a

general tempoary order will be is-

sued to permit carriers to obtain

authority, for not more than 30

days, to transport passengers or

property," he said.

"Rates offered under provisions
of the order would have to be no
lower than those of existing rail,

water or motor carriers in the

territory in which operations were
to be authorized," he said.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Agnew Assails Johnson

For His "Puddle Head"
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew assail-

ed Tuesday "the puddle headed philosophy" of Federal Commun-
ications Commissioner Nicholas Johnson.
Agnew launched the second swing of his campaign to aid Repub-

lican congressional condidates with a speech in behalf of Rep. Wil-

liam O. Cowger of Louisville. He said he believed the political pen-

dulum 13 swinging against the "political Hamlets" who dominate
the Senate. But most of Agnew s text was devoted to an attack on
Johnson, the FCC member who had challenged Agnew's Las Vegas,
Nev., speech on the impact of the "drug culture" on American pop-
ular music.

Johnson, in a statement issued in Washington, implied that Agnew
should be critical of cigarette advertising on television but said it

is obvious that he wouldn't do that while raising funds in tobacco
country. And he accused the vice president of preaching hypocrisy
and repression.

Johnson's contention that increasing drug use is related to unjust

forces in American society, Agnew charged, "is the sort of fatuous

nonsense being perpetrated on the American public by the superper-
missive officials that have been allowed to take so much control of

our government."
And, he linked that viewpoint with the "political Hamlets"- pre-

sumably Democrats -controlling the Senate.

MDC Classifieds

The Best Way

To Do Business In

The University Community

Sunderland's most popular
dating bar the

Meadow Inn presents* ^

the Fabulous D. J. (^wpjl
Wed. — 10:00p.m

Happy Hour 8-10 p.m

hot pizza one of out-

specialties

close to campus

'•-3T
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ACCOUNTING CLUB
SBA majors meat your (acuity, Wed-

nesday night from 7-9 in the SBA Fac
ulty Lounge

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
iiuaciat Party Wednesday, Sept 23,

6 30 8 00, Nutting Avenue Dress formal
All are Invited

AMATEUR RAQIO CLUB
Amateur Radio Assoc Those wishing

to go to ARRL Boston Convention, meet

at 7:45 AM, Saturday. Sept. 26th, at

W1PUO Shack where transportation will

be available.

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB:
There will be an organizational meet -

ing of the Animal Science Club, Wed.,

Sept. 23rd at 7:30 PM. Room 102, Sto-

ckbridge Hall. All interested persons

are Invited.

A.S.A.C:
The first meeting of the American

Social Activities Club will be held Sun-

day, Sept. 27, 1970 in the Nantucket

Room, Student Union. All are welcome

CANCELLED - BISTRO
Cancelled. Bistro - Thursday 7 PM.

learn Wed.. Sept 23rd. 7:30 PM.
Grlnnell Arena.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Gamma Sigma Sigma natural service

sorority will hold coffee hours on Sept
29 4 30 from 7-9 PM in the Colonial

Lounge S.U All Interested freshmen or
upperclassmen welcome. Any questions
call Linda 6-8512

THE PRESS PILE:
Plus cartoon shorts will be shown at

Mahar Auditorium on Friday, Sept. 25th
at 6:30 and 9:15. This film is spon-
sored by the Haymakers Square Dance
Club

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTION:
Open class in Hatha Yogs, breath-

ing, meditation , and chanting today from
5:30 to 7:00 PM In the Campus Center,
Room 165-169. Please bring a towel,

empty stomach, and wear loose fitting

clothing.

uVTBRVARSITY
SHIP:

Stained Glass
will be In the

from 4:30-5:00.

CHRISTIAN FELLOW

-

Converatalon this week
Nantucket Room, S.U.

Come and bring a friend

CEQ
CEQ Political Project Workshop with

State Representative Robert Wetmore,
Sept 25, 7 PM Campus Center, Room
165 to start environmental political pro-

ject Sign -up for project at Kickoff

Meeting, Thursday night

CEQ
CEQ high school project field team

training workshops; Saturday and Sunday.

Sept 26 and 27 Training begins with

general meeting Saturday at 9 AM In

the Campus Center Auditorium

CEQ
CEQ Special Film showing A new

film on water ecology Rave reviews'

"The Gifts" will be shown continuously

from 5 PM to 10 PM in Campus Ce-
nter Room 174 on Sept 26th.

CEQ
CEQ Mass Meeting and Project Con-

vention to start the year's activities

Thursday night Sept 24th, 7 PM in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Open to

everyone

CHESS CLUB
Very Important meeting 7 PM Thurs-

day in Campus Center 165 concerning

UMass open tournment to be held this

weekend and trip to Intercollegiate, or

call 546-6487 or 546-8763 for details

CHI DBLPHIA
A meeting for sisters and pledges

at Delta Chi 7 00 Sunday night Sept 27th

U unable to attend call Linda 253-9066

after the meeting.

CLASS OF 1973

Class of 1973 Executive Council Me-
eting. Thursday. Sept. 25, 1970. at 8:00PM
in the Council Chambers.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
First monthly meeting, Sept. 23. 7:30

PM, Campus Center Room 174-176. Dr-

awing for free instruction and flight

home.

DANISH 129:

Is available on an accelerated basis

for 6 credits All Interested students

please see Mr. Hugus In Herter 513

DELTA CHI:

"Corns and Most the Brothers see

how t individuality and brotherhood com-

bine. If you have any questions, call

5-0195 or 5-0156, 314 Lincoln Avenue

ECONOMIC MAJORS
A Graduate Stool Catalog Library has

been it"** for all those interested

in persuing graduate study in economics.

10th floor lounge, Thompson

LAMBDA DELTA PHI:
"Lambda as an alternate to Dorm

Life" - all university women Invited
Thursday. Sept. 23 from 7:30-9:00. Come
and find out for yourself.

Notices
MARRIED STUDENTS
On Tuesday, October 13, the Mental

Health Service will begin a aeries of

sii weekly discussion groups on "Pro-
blems of Marital Adjustment (ortheStu-

deut " Enrollment is limited and will

be for couples only. The group will

meet Tuesday afternoons from 4 to

5:30 at the Mental Health Service in

Machmer Hall . For further Information

,

call Mr Slddall at 545-2337

MIRKWOOD
This Saturday, Sept. 26, 1970, 8:00

PM Orchard Hill, Grayson House. Any-
one interested in displaying their tal

eats call: Ken (67228). Frank (67122),

Debbl (66854)

MUSICALS:

Tryouts to be held Wednesday, Sept

23, 7-9 PM in Campus Center, Room
167. All girls' parts needed. For more
information, call 665-3390.

NAIADS
There will be a meeting of all

NAIADa' tonlte, bring vour suit. Infor-

mation on tryouts will be handed out.

NEWMAN CLUB
People Interested in club library,

sign -up sheet at Newman Organizational

meeting to be announced. Come one,

come all! Your help will be appreciated

on route 47 Sundei

FINNISH LANGUAGE GROUP
Will meet on Thursday. Sept 24 ,

1970 at 7 00 PM in Machmer E-23.

near the Honors Office All invited

FOOTBALL FOR THE FEET:
All soccer players in search of a team

can find one Saturdays from 1:00 AM -

12 00 noon on the playing fields west

of Boyden Gymnasium Skilled and un-

skilled welcome. We play rain or shine

GERMAN DEPT.:
Section now open in German 253

called "Twentieth Century Literature

I" All interested students contact

Miss Bauschwinger.

HILLEL
Saturday night, Sept 26, Slich at coffee

house - Social starts 10 PM in Col-

onial Lounge, S U Sllchot services

to be held at midnight

.

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE COM
MITTEE
Meeting. Thursday 7 30 PM Room 177

Campus Center IMPORTANT!

HORSE JUDGING TEAM:
All interested persons are invited.

Plans for team selection and trip to

fhlwmtons Ohio will be discussed. No
necessary only s desire to

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt.

Women born under Aries often dit-
i>ia> a tendency to interrupt winu
others are talking. On the pe»ui\<-
Mdr, this can be put in category .

:

eutbusiasiu. On negative aide, it •»

•Cff irritating. Tbeac women are ii

nituiii , atroug-willed, natural innovat-
ors aud capable of fighting for pm>
ciples. Some famous women bora un-
der Aries include Gloria bwansoo, Bet-
te Du\i» and Joan Crawl oril.

e •
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Con-

centrate on basics. Get ideas across
by illustrating them. Factual ma:.
rial serves as ally. Meandering slate-
nienU, pompous reflections cause oth-
ers to lose confidence.
TAURUS (April 20 • May 20): awn-

pliasls on abort journey, special mes-
sages from relatives. Straighten owl
domestic problems. Do so via diplo-
macy. Means make soma intelligent
concessions.

ciKMl.Ni (May 21 - June 20): Pro-
tect valuables, borne would like to pan
>ou from possessions. Be sure yet ge;
money's worth. Bo discriminating Re
\iew earning potential — and MVBncs
program.
CA.N'CPR (June 21 July 22) Strive

to push through unique program. loi
will get backing from those in author
it v. But you must take first step, ir
you wait too long opportunity will
evaporate.
LEO (July 22 - Aug 22): Tou may

feel somewhat confined. Key is to
look beyond the immediate. Be aware
of how far you can go — if you op
ply yourself. Co-operate In charitabi.
enterprise.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Wei

rome opportunity to meet people. Ac-
cent on social activity. Go places.
Make contacts which will be valuable

in the near future. Express opinions
Hichlleht sincerity and humor.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Toi

may receive offer which entails great* •

responsibility but opportunities al»..

multiply. Deal with one who can mait>
room (or you at top.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Pin.

for writing, creating advertislnp r.r..

gram. In personal area, develop philo-
sophy which fits current sltuatiur
Uiiemma. Strive for greater versatility
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. fj - Dec. ^li

Take special care In handling finan-
cial arrangements. One close to son
should he made aware of bank bal
anoe, budget requirements. Be fair bu-
firm.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : 7f

xlngle, question of mamas i coulu
arise. If married, a renewed under-
standing of matter is indicated Be«t
i-i play low key. Many around you are
ultrasensitive.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 . F*b. 18)

Obtain hint from Capricorn messap-
Unprove relatives with assrw.ates n.

workers. Remember recent h°ilt
olutions. Avoid extremes. i'OU ga.n
i h rough moderate approac!
PISCES (Feb. 19 . March 20)- Ac-

cent on children, schools, affairs <,f
heart and Investments. Aora of |
venture prevails. Enthusiastic nt-
pr-oach helps shake off recent emo-
tional setback.
IF TODAY IS TOTR BIRTHDAY

you seldom stay In one place for too
Ion* a period. Tou are mentnlly an<l
Physically active. Opposite sex find*
you attractive. You seem capable of
loving more than one person at a time.
This often leads to complications Tn
October, this situation could repeat
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

PIAMTS

!:

-:

OUTING CLUB
Day trips: Eldon's Cave. Saturday,

Mt Tom hike Sunday Rock climbing

at Chapel Ledge, Saturday also. See

bulletin board for details Vermont back-

pack in two weeks

PI BETA PHI
Karate (or self-defense All girls

welcome Learn to protect yourself
Come to 388 North Pleasant Street on
Wednesday, Sept. 23 at 7:00 See you
there!

PRE AND PARA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Anyone interested in forming a com-

bined Health Services (including nurses,
Med techs, public health) organization
please attend Wednesday, Sept 23,8:00
PM at 446 Cance Or call 546-5138
for information

PSYCH COUNCIL
There will be a meeting of all psych

majors, Thursday, Sept 24th at 8 PM
in the Norfolk room of the S.U Com-
mittess and Libido to be discussed

ROADARTE FILM SERIES
Roadarte, a new socio-political con-

spiracy Is sponsoring a film spectacle

I

4
WHY so e>L-U/v\

7 :

j

Cr>.UE»tor<aOK.!fn *

KidJ...

on youth Sept 26th in Mahar "Trie

Height. "On Strike,' and "Isle of

Youth." will be shown; theatre night

happen

SCUBA CLUB:
There will be a meeting of all people

Interested in SCUBA Thursday Sept

24th at 7:00 PM In Room 163 of the

new Campus Center Please come

SDS:

Meeting of Anti-War rally committee,
7:00-8:00 PM, Commonwealth Room.

SIGMA KAPPA:
Tonlte only: All University women

Invited to Sigma Kappa "After Hours"
rite club 7:30 PM. 19 Allen St No
reservation necessary.

SKYDIVING:
UMass Sport Parachute Club, (all re-

cruitment meeting. All interested

persons are Invited to attend. Film
and equipment display. Wednesday, Sept.

23. 1970, 7:45 PM, Campus Center 165.

Person In charge. Marc James, 1-203-

688-1911 ext. 2659

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1-Be
mistaken

4-Exist

6-CounWy o'

Europe
1 1 Dried grape
13 ir
1 5 Near
16-involves as a

necessar/
accompaniment

18 Note of scale
19-Cypnnoid fish

21 -Amount owed
22-Dines
24-Civil injury

26-Soa*<
28-Beverage
29 Vegetable
31 Part of

camera
33-Pnnter's

measure
34- Malay

canoe
36-Not one
38 A state

'abbr.)

40-Girl's name
42 Yelps

45 Bind

47-Cut
49-The pineapple
50-0ne opposed
52-Soutnwestern

mjians
bi Svmbol for

'enum
55 Preposition

56 Rigorous
59 Teutonic deity

r>! Amen 1

63-lnterstice

between leaf

veins

65-Harvests
66-French article

67 Worm

DOWN

1 Period of

time

2-Fixed amount

3 A state (abbr.)

4 Tie
5 lo in

'UCR

rony
^olioq

|

r he caama
9- Pronoun

tats

rapes*
point

1 4 Ascende

J

1 7 Son of Adam
20-rall in drops

23-Cooled iava

24-Preposi:

25-Ripped

27-Supercilious

person

30Bows
32 Break suddenly

35-One-year plants

37-Man's name
38 Step

Answe r U ) Yesterday s Puzzle

A e l:s|a L ERTw C ?.^t1m E R E 1 P
EJR I eb RIA T E si|p O

ML ! 13f 1 iR E 5|Fa
A\tM lHaIkje sBw A

E S1 oMe|s» A R
-wBH'OiHSB A MJ
S <* *'M _>

' T E SjA
o'a't s ,C O T E S T

1

AJGjEtal D aiEiP
R A P 1 P!E SassA .kJLE
ISJM ARE SMT E M o^s
5TO REBS L ATS

39Repast
41 River islands

43 Rests on the

Knees
44 A contmen:

(abbr.)

46 ..at in

conjunction
48 Part of flower

51 Mental image
53-Father

57 Knock
5R Symbol tor

cerium
60-Ethiopian title

62 Hebrew letter

64- Faroe Islands

whirlwind

!
.' 3 4 5 m <• 7 8 9 10

1 1 12 yyy. u 14

15
.".""

16 |17 •X-
,8

20
.-.-.

21 1 '''• 22 23

24 75 •• .J2a 27 *.*."- 28

29 30 ' 11 32
• 4.::

. . . .

34 35 ;y;36 37

iYi '-

38 39 :;.; 40 41
.""

42 43 44

45 46
. • T

. 4

' •' • 4
47 48 49

50 5T^52 53 54

55 56 57 58
,-.;•

59 6.J

61 ^
'.

. .

63 64

65
i.-V.

66 $£
67

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. z/5
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O'Neil Defensive Player ofWeek
taUg ttdkgton
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Yan-Con, ECAC Honor Redman Back
UMass safety John O'Neil,

UConn halfback Vln Clements and

Vermont defensive halfback Tom
Nieradka have been chosen as the

top defensive, offensive and soph-

omore players in the Yankee Con-
ference for their performances
last Saturday.

O'Neil also earned a selection

to the first Division I college foot-

ball team selected by the East-

ern Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference. Also on that squad were
Clements, Boston College's Fred
Willis, a running back, and off-

ensive guard Darryl Hill of Bos-
ton University.

O'Neil, a 62-190 Junior, inter-
cepted two passes and averaged
39 yards on punts as UMass opened
its Conference season with a 28-0
decision over Maine.

Clements, a 63-215 senior,

gained 101 yards on 20 carries,

caught four passes for 94 yards,

scored four touchdowns and aver-
aged 39 yards with seven punts to

lead UConn to a 47-0 win over
Vermont. Neiradka, a 5'10-160

soph, intercepted one pass and

made seven tackles for a fine

defensive performance despite the

Catamount defeat at UConn.
Other nominations were: Off-

ense-tight end John Huleck
(UMASS), fullback Bob Marchildon
(Maine) and end Vic Zollo (Ver-
mont); defense -tackle Steve Nacc-
ara (Maine), tackle Gerry Elliot

(Vermont) and linebacker John
Salek (UConn); sophomores -de-

fensive back Brian Herosian (UC-
onn), linebacker Tim Edwards
(UMass) and split end Dave Paul
(Maine).

Dartmouth 's Blackman Top-Notch Coach
Looks for 100th Career

Victory With Indians
By FRED WYSHAK
Staff Reporter

This Saturday the Redmen and Vic Fusia's braintrust meet the

Dartmouth Indians and their leader Bob Blackman. one of the most
successful college coaches in the country, at Hanover, N.H.

Blackman ranks seventh among
active major college coaches with

100 or more victories. In his

twenty-one year career, he has a-

massed 141 victories, 49 losses

and eight ties for an impressive
732 percentage.

Now in his sixteenth season at

the helm of the Indians. Blackman
has led Dartmouth eleven to a very
respectable .715 percentage- -win-

ning 95, losing 37 and tying three

and it is quite probable that this

season will see his one hundredth
career victory as head coach at

Dartmouth.
His squads have shared or won

the Ivy League title six times and

have seen two undefeated seasons -

1962 and 1965. Last year, the Ind-

ians, boasting an 8-1 record, won
a share of the crown along with

Princeton and Yale, and Blackman
was chosen NCAA. District One
Coach -of -the -Year by the Ameri-
can Football Coaches Association.

In Ivy play, Blackman has dir-

ected the Indians to a 72-24-2

record for the best winning per-

centage in the league- -.745. His
'69 squad set the Ivy League rush-

ing mark at 298.5 yards rushing

per game and a single game rush-

ing record of 509 yards, against

Sports

Notices
QUARTERBACK CLUB - The

UMass Redmen Quarterback Club

Luncheon resumes at the Newman
Center today at 12:15 p.m., get-

ting out promptly at 1:15. This

week there will be film features

of the UMass -Maine game, a talk

by coach Vic Fusia, a scouting

report on Dartmouth, outstanding

player awards, a door prize, a

raffle of choice Dartmouth game
tickets and excellent food. Ever-

yone is invited; the price of the

luncheon is $1.50. Last week's

first luncheon drew a fine gather-

ing of 130 persons.
• • • *

CO-REC BEEF PULL-ALL Co-

Recreational Beef Pull Rosters

will be accepted up to 9 p.m.

today. The Beef Pull Tournament
is open to all members of the

University. The championship

team members will receive steak

dinners at The Pub.
• • »

UMASS RUGBY -The UMass Ru-

gby Football Club still welcomes

newcomers to Rugby. Practices

are held Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday at 4:30 p.m. The Club

will open its fall season this

Saturday with two squads playing

.. ~» »Vio i tniv»r«ltv of Vermont.

Pennnsylvania. They also tied the

Ivy record for total offense in one

game- -614 yards , also against

Pennsylvania.

The squad ranked among nation-

al leaders in six of nine statis-

tical categories, and set Dartmo-
uth records in total offense

(3,728 yards) and yards gained ru-

shing (2,654). The offense scored

at a rate of 31.3 points a game
with the defense allowing only 11.

The success of the Dartmouth
Green is attributed to the compli -

cated offenses and defenses Black

-

man utilizes. His reputation as a
complete coach is widespread.

Blackman coached at Pasadena
City College for four years (34-6-

3) and at the University of Denver
(12-6-2) for two years before com

-

ing to Dartmouth.
Born in DeSota, Iowa, he played

high school football in Long Beach,

California, and played freshman
football for Southern California,

before being stricken with polio

which ended his playing career.

It is needless to say that neither

Blackman's love for football nor

his association with the game have
been hindered by this occurence.

A.

9?

^ +*7%

HE EVEN GOT THE BEST OF LANDRY - Bob Blackman has never lost to a UMass
football team, winning this tilt against Greg Landry (11) and the Redmen in 1967,

28-10. He previously took the best of UMass in '66, 17-7, and in '62, 27-3. In fact

the Indians own an 10-0-1 record in games between the two squads. (MDC photo by

Paul Cihocki)

Seats Available on Buffalo Plane
A plane has been chartered for

the trip to Buffalo, N. Y. for those
interested in viewing the UMass

-

University of Buffalo game on
Oct. 2 and there are approximately

25 seats available on the airplane.

Anyone interested in getting in on
this flight should contact the Boy-
den ticket office, 255 Boyden.
The following is an itinerary:

OCT. 2: Depart Boyden Park-
ing Lot via Peter Pan Bus at

9:30 a.m... Depart Bradley field via

Eastern Airlines DC -9, 88 -pass-
enger jet at 11:30 a.m. (Lunch will

be provided for all passengers
during the flight.)... Arrive Buffalo
airport at 12:30 p.m.... Depart air-
port approximately 1 p.m. for the
Lord Amherst Motel, 5000 Main
Street, Buffalo (Amherst), N.Y.
14226 via Niagara Frontier
Transit System bus. (Team work-

Last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
KSU, BP8
PMD 19, SAM 6
PSK 8, LC 6
PSD 28, SB
SAB 21, PLP
Pipers 10, Brigade
Nerds 17, Barrscudss
Msrgs 20 Broncos
Bucs 19, Lubees 18

Roadrunnars 68, Elephants 7
Smashera 90, Gregorian*
Bulldogs 14, 3M'a 13

Deacons 24, GAK 6
Turtles 20, Freak*
Turtles 18, Fellas 14

Tubes 18, Oypsies 14

Puckers 21, Browns

out at approximately 3 p.m. at

the University of Buffalo).

SATURDAY, OCT. 3: At app-
roximately 11:30 p.m. a bus will

provide transportation to the Un-
iversity of Buffalo field from the
Lord Amherst.

1 p.m. -Kick Off. .430 p.m. to

depart via bus to Buffalo airport...

Depart airport at approximately
7 p.m. via Eastern charter. A
roast beef post -game meal will

be served on the return flight.

Anticipated arrival at Bradley
Field will be 8 p.m....Leave Bra-
dley at 8:30 p.m.; arrive Boyden
Parking Lot.

The round trip plan ticket (in-

cluding two meals), all bus trans-
portation, and a ticket to the game
will total $70. Motel arrangements
can be made through th Boyden
ticket office, but they must be
paid for directly by the individual- -

a group rate of $13 per double and
$10 per single room is available.

Tonights

Intramurals

BATTED AWAY - UMass'
receiver but Maine's Bob

knock the ball away. (MDC

Pat Scavone is the intended

Hayes (49) is airborne to

photo by Gary Slickman)

Tomorrow

—

A Look At . . .

The Big Green

Field Tima Taoms
1 6:30 Cult vi. BX
2 6:30 Dilbough va. Hocks
3 6:30 Taom va. Lifars

4 6:30"C"Cruahers vi.Monumant«
5 6:30 Bulldoxars vs. Tarrors

6 6:30 Ponthars vs. Cons
1 7:30 Spartans vs. Bruisars

2 7:30Commonchaas vs.Saograms
3 7:30 Colt 45 vs. Lions
4 7:30 Trojans vs. Lamons
5 7:30 Boars vs. Acas
6 7:30 Ookas vs. Pinas

1 8:30 Bruins vs. Hilda

2 8:30 Maroons vs. Redwoods
3 8:30 Homlocks vs. Eaglas

4 8:30 Bodias va, Crastviaw

5 8:30 Civil Eng. vs. Gotchos

<a% MuMttfMtttB
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C.A.F. Organizes Plans
See Page Three

Sarge Speaks
At Mt. Holyoke

See Page Two

Jordanian Guerrillas

Reject Cease-Fire

See Page Four

CEQ Kicks Off 1

Quint Dawson, President of the Coalition for Environmental Quality

(CEQ), sits patiently in front of a line of the "psychedelic monsters'

the group is using to promote their "Kickoff Meeting and Project Con-

vention" tonight at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium. Brightly

colored cutouts depict a man holding his throat and choking on pollu

tion. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton.)
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Sarge Hits The Trail
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By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Late yesterday afternoon, arriving in the hot,

sultry weather. Governor Francis Sargent deli-

vered to the Mt. Holyoke College audience what
promises to be his standard "off the cuff" campaign
speech.

Sargent's greatest emphasis was placed on the
needs of State government, which, he said, 'will

be where the action is in the 70s". Sargent also
spoke at some length on the legislative accomplish-
ments of his administration, including the auto in-

surance reform bill and a $320 million bond which
will beginworkoncleaning up the Connecticut River

After arriving 30 minutes late from the Westfield
airport, Sargent began his address lightly by quip-
ping that "I'm sorry I'm late and I'm sorry its

hot." Sargent then sought audience approval for
relieving himself of his suit Jacket.

The tone of Us voice then changed markedly as
he gave a brief outline of his feelings on the state

of the world and the nation. "Being here... it's

difficult to realize how many problems we have...

how concerned we are", said Sargent. He ridi-

culed the extremists on both sides of the political
spectrum and argued "Change?, Dissent? Yes'

Disorder? No!" Later during the question -answer
period, Sargent said that he is very cautious in

making decisions about dispatching State Police or
National Guard troops to campus or other trouble
spots.

Turning to his political accomplishments, Sargent
told the audience of the reform being brought about
in the Massachusetts State Government, the reduc-
tion of the "more than 300" state agencies and di-

visions which report only to the governor, and es-
tablishment in its place of a nine man governor s
cabinet. This measure would become effective

next April.

Sargent urged the students present to join state

government to "make it better." He said "at

the present time I don't believe there is anyone
here at Mt. Holyoke College who would want to go to

work for the state government." He cited as the

prime cause for this failure of State government
to attract "bright, young college students" the

"difficulties involved in becoming part of the state

government . '

'

Sargent continued by promising reform in the sta-

te employment red tape. "I think that in the 70 's

state government has to become more effective,"

said Sargent.

Environment was mentioned briefly, first by Mrs.
Schuck of the Mt. Holyoke Political Science depart-
ment in her introduction to the governor, and then
by Sargent who credited the advances in pollution

control to the "young people" and said that "20
years ago nobody cared about the environment."
The recent "insurance reform bill" passed by

the legislature, was praised by Sargent who termed
it "a better system than we had." The most

controversial section of the bill, the "no -fault

insurance' clause, was strongly supported by the
governor Yesterday it was alleged by the Demo-
cratic candidate for Lt. Governor, Dukakis, that

Sargent "had stolen" the insurance bill credit from
the Democrats, who were the major backers of

the bill. Sargent did not mention the democrats
once during his entire speech.

After Sargent finished his remarks, the floor
was opened for questions. Among them was an
inquiry as to whether he would welcome the cam-
paign support of Vice President Spiro Agnew. The
governor hesitated momentarily and then with ty-

pical political candor answered, "Well, I haven't
invited him to come."

Governor Sargeant, in a campaign speech at Mt. Holy-

oke College, cites achievements of his administration,

especially auto insurance reform and pollution control.

He condemned political extremism and stated that he

would be very cautious about sending National Guard
troops on campus. (MDC photo by Joe Casey)

OPEN HOUSE
Lambda Chi Alpha

SAT., SEPT. 26 FROM 7:30

"We do not have a quorum, we do not have a role, we do not have a secretary, meet-
ing adjourned" - Glenn Elters President of the Student Senate terminating last night's
meeting before it began. (MDC photos by Ed Fenwick and Gib Fullerton)
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NORTH PLEASANT ST.

Bell's Pizza

A great pizza and the

most delisius

hot oven grinders.

Open up to 2 a.m.
Fri. & Sot.

1 a.m.
the rest of Hie week

Free delivery of pizzas

256-8011 253-9051

C.A.F. Seeks To Create Communiversity
Members of the Community Ac -

tion Foundation (CAF) met last

night in the Student Union for a

briefing on the organization's pre-
sent programs and goals and its

actions during the past summer.
CAF is an umbrella organization
which coordinates the programs of

five subdivisions. These autono-

mous groups, Action Lab, Comm-
ittee on Poverty, Racial Semin-
ars, National Educational Service,

and A Better Chance are each
oriented toward specific problems
in the community outside the un-

iversity and toward making better

use of resources available on cam-
pus.

The Community Action Foundation met last evening to

discuss progress in its programs of involving the univer-

sity in the surrounding communities. Pictured above is one

of the subgroups of the CAF organization. (MDC photo by

Gib Fullerton)

By BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

Last year Action Lab earned

$7000 on this campus and in Spri-

ngfield to use in their institution

of a Street Academy. In the Street

Academies in Springfield, educa-

tional programs are set up for the

education of high school dropouts

to help get them "off the streets."

A pilot program was started this

summer which was judged as be-

ing of mixed success. It was
an eight -week program involving 16

students who were reportedly high-

ly motivated at the end of the ses-

sion. However, the program had

not been developed fully enough
to help the students academically.

They were instilled with the de-

sire to go on to college but re-

ceived little scholastic preparat-

ion.

Action Lab now is working at

the establishment of a sort of

Preparatory School which would be
highly structured as a small lear-

ning group in which intensive work
would be done in the development
of skills necessary for university

survival. Twenty -four students

would receive an apprenticeship
in technical skills, and instruction

in academics and testability. Tu-
tors will work individually with

students in specific areas of in-

struction especially needed for

college preparation.

Kick Off Tonight

CEQ GoesDown The River
With the reappearance of psychedelic ten-

foot monsters in the Campus Center and the

Student Union, the Coalition for Environmental

Quality (CEQ) announces a "Mass Meeting and

Project Convention" tonight at 7 PM in the

Campus Center Auditorium. The convention

launches a new school year of environmental

projects and "eco- action" and is open to

anyone in the University Community.
Information will be available including

various project outlines and copies of CEQ's
new newsletter "The Coalition" which

includes project discriptions, updates on

environmental news, and a calendar of the

year's scheduled events. In addition, sign-

up sheets and information tables will be

available.

One of the more spectacular projects to be

announced at the convention is a raft voyage

down the Connecticut River to dramatize old

river problems.

The voyage, slated to begin somewhere in

Vermont, will pass sewage plants, atomic

power stations, paper mills, pumping stations,

dams, dumps and numerous other sites that

symbolize the destruction of the Connecticut

River's eco-system. The voyagers will plan

numerous stomps where they will receive

press coverage and distribute well -researched

fact sheets about the river problems.

The difficulties are numerous, but the crew
is enthusiastic. Research on river problems,

navigation, and landing sites must be done;

supplies, itinerary and publicity must be

planned; and the rest of the crew must be

recruited (shang-haid?). Brother Rat, (Eric

Walgren), a promoter of the project, sees

the biggest problem as being "just getting

the project going before the cold weather

sets in."

Ric Smardon, an officer in CEQ and an

environmental Grad Student, hopes to recruit

more help at CEQ's Kickoff Meeting. De-
pending oni what j^nd of vessels can be

arranged, Ric assures us that, the project

could well turn out to be a flotilla instead

of a lonely raft.

When the project gets started, CEQ hopes

to man a 24-hour-a-day "raft watch", in

the CEQ office, publishing hourly reports on

the progress of the mariners for radio co-

verage, and arranging media receptions at

each of the stopping points.

Morale is high among the sailors already

signed on and talk is enthusiastic, although

the mention of "Going down with the ship"

is conspicuous in its absence.

SENIOR-SOPH WEEKEND - PLAYBOY CLUB -

STEVE MILLER BAND - B. B. KING - DREAMS

Other plans of Action Lab call

for possible work in the rehab-
ilitation of prisoners and in ear-

ly child -development. Hampshire
County Jail has already agreed
to allow students to work inside

the jail in educational and re-

training programs. Action Lab
is also considering work in bil-

ingual learning, where Puerto Ri-

can and Englishspeaking children
could work together in the early
learning of verbal skills. No
specific plans have been made in
either of these areas yet.

The Committee On Poverty is

doing extensive research this sem-
ester into the complex network
of issues included in the prob-
lem of poverty. They have al-

ready organized dorm -education
programs on poverty and have pub-
lished reports on such subjects
as malnutrition. They are now
doing research on conditions in

Western Mass., examining them in

a social, political, and economical
context before any programs are
implemented.

The group working on Racial

Seminars recognizes two types of

racism- -institutional and indiv-

idual. Channels for dialogue will

be established so that the issues

of racism can be examined and an-
alyzed to lead to better under-
standing between the races.

The National Educational Ser-
vice is the subdivision of CAF
responsible for the tutoring which
has been done in Springfield in

past years and is continuing this

semester. Orientation meetings
have already been run this fall

and work is progressing on pam-
phlets and other educational mat-
erials which will be used by tut-

ors. Two Student Senate buses
have been provided for transpor-

tation, which should make it more
dependable this year than last.

A Better Chance will not be
in action until the second semes-
ter. Plans call for the estab-

lishment of sensitivity groups on

campus to deal with racial pro-
blems.

Together, these five components
of the Community Action Founda-
tion are working toward an ideal

expressed by the word "commun-
iversity ." This concept calls for

the opening of channels of com-
munication between the university
and the community. It is pro-
jected that a system can be dev-
eloped in which students receive
credit for their work in the "com-
muniversity" programs. Cur-
rently, CAF is very short on man-
power, especially at the higher
and more involved levels of plan-
ning and organization. Hopefully,
the installation of credit will al-

low more students to become more
involved . At present , though , there
is a great shortage of truly com-
mitted workers, so that all pro-
gress is slow.

S.W.A.P. is . .

.

MEETING

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

at 6:00 P.M.

in Rm. 174 Campus Center

All interested and concerned students, facul-

ty, and administrators please attend! ! !

OCTOBER 2-3

dangling conversation

welcomes our friends old and

new hack for another school

year, we've filled our store

with all the things you used to

like and added lots of things

we hope you will!

jewelry # imported, hand-made, silver, gold, earrings,
pins, necklaces, bracelets • belts # watch bands • wide,
narrow, leather, rope • scarfs • hand bags • tote bags)
• incense • cone, cake, stick powder # posters # zo-
diac, seria club • studio one • art blocks # matted art
prints • cards • art # postcards • contemporary • sta-
tionery # note cards • paper lanterns • solid and print,

t tiffancy shades • beaded curtains • wall hangings •
tapestry, woven • sculpture • candles • tapers, pillars,
strobe, scented, decorative • mobiles # imported gifts

• mugs • glasses • candle holders # incense burners •
soaps • kerosene lamps # mexican tin • wrapping paper
• paper flowers • and lots of happiness • pipes, papers,
water pipes #

108 n. pleasant st. amherst
Open Weekdays 10:00 • 5:30

Thursday &• Friday nights till »:•»
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In The Nation And The World

Brownout Greets Fall

Along Eastern Seaboard
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Hot weather and equipment fail-

ures caused more power reduc-
tions or "brownouts" along the

Eastern Seaboard from New Eng-
land to the Carolinas Wednesday,
leaving thousands threatened with

new selective blackouts.

Only a few hours after the off-

icial arrival of fall at 6:59 a.m.,

Consolidated Edison Co. of New
York cut power in successive

stages by 8 per cent. Other sys-

tems reduced voltage 5 per cent

some because of shortages them-

air conditioning, leaving workers
squinting and sweltering.

Officials worked overtime to re-
pair broken generators -including
the 820,000 kilowatt Keystone Sta-

tion at Johnstown, Pa., serving
the New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland grid, and a 690,000 kil-

owatt generator in the Virginia
Electric & Power Co. system -that

failed Tuesday.
The new power cutbacks began

early Wednesday.

Palestinian Roundup

Guerrillas Reject Cease Fire
WASHINGTON (AP) - A char-

tered civilian airline will fly from
Beirut to Amman Thursday to be-
gin evacuation of Americans who
wish to leave embattled Jordan,

the State Department said Wed-
nesday night.

Arrangements are being made
for the first flight of a Lebanese
Middle East Airlines plane to pick
up U.S. citizens and foreigners of

other nationalities, officials said.

In the meantime, radio broad-
casts, including some by the Voice
of America U.S. government ra-

dio, are telling those who wish to

leave where they should gather

and what articles they should bring

with them.
Still unknown Is how many of

the approximately 400 Americans
in Jordan will try to get to Amman's
airport for the airlift. One esti-

mate is the number could range up

to 200.

The airliner slated to fly in

Thursday morning has seats for

112 passengers, officials said.

They indicated another rescue
flight would follow after Thursday.

No U.S. military or security
personnel will be flying into Jor-
dan on the chartered craft, State

Department officials said. They
said it is assumed that the Jor-
danian government will provide
security for those foreigners seek-
ing to go to the airport.

Announcement of the evacuation
flights came several hours after

informed sources said such a plan

was afoot, while the State Depart-
ment through spokesman Robert J.

McCloskey said at mid day no
evacuation had been ordered.

they could sell

to beleaguered
selves, others so
extra electricity

areas.

It was the second straight day
of electricity shortages on the Eas -

tern Seaboard.

Millions of customers were
urged to cut back on nonessential

use of electricity, particularly air

conditioning. Although the brown-
outs had no direct effect on most
individuals, large office buildings,

including those in the United Nat-

ions complex, cut down lights and

Berkeley Youths Aid Firemen Airlift Americans
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) - Young

people from Berkeley's student

and nonstudent communities won
praise Wednesday for helping put
out a $3 million Berkeley Hills

fire that destroyed 37 homes.
Fire officials said several hun-

dred University of California stu-

WHETHER YOU ARE UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE,
BLACK, WHITE, YELLOW, RED OR BROWN YOU
ARE INVITED TO AN INFORMAL

Coffee Hour

MEET PEOPLE FROM ALL NATIONS

7:00 P.M. — THURSDAY
PRINCE HOUSE S. LOUNGE

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

BIG

SMITTY'S
DELI
Dig It!

Opposite

Zayre's

Open Daily

10 a.m. - 2 a.m.

All Accessories lor Yarncrafts

Reynolds Imported Yarns

Native Fisherman Yarn

Pre-cut Rugs and Rug Yarn

Crewel, Needlepoint, Straw

Ponchos, Kits Books

Yarncrafts

HADLEV VILLAGE BARN SHOPS
HA I)LEY, MASS. 584-334H

Store Hours: 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily
Thurs k Frl. night till 9 p.m.

dents and non student "street peo-
ple" climbed two miles into the

hills Tuesday and helped firemen
drag hose lines and equipment.

"I assure you, if it had not

been for their assistance Tues-
day, we would have been in se-
rious trouble manpowerwise •

They really did a fine job," said
Fire Marshal Lawrence Toellner
of Oakland.

The fire, of undetermined ori-

gin, was the largest of several
in timber dry California.

Inflation Slow-up

WASHINGTON (AP) - Living

costs last month posted the smal -

lest rise in nearly two years, the

government announced Wednesday

,

cheering President Nixon and his

economists in their battle against

the nation's worst inflation in 20

years. The August rise of two

tenths of one per cent brought

the government's Consumer Pri-

ce Index up to 136.0, meaning it

cost $13.60 last month to buy

what $10 would buy in the 1957-

59 base period.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The
Jordanian army claimed it drove

invaders from Syria out of Jordan

Wednesday in a "chaotic retreat,"

but a cease fire proclaimed by

King Hussein collapsed when Pa-

lestine guerrillas rejected it.

The cease fire was agreed upon

between Hussein and five captured

guerrilla leaders, and it had the

blessings of an Arab peace mis-
sion dispatched from Cairo to Am-
man Tuesday.

But Yasir Arafat, powerful lea-

der of the guerrillas, was not a

party to the deal and he rejected

it in a cable to President Gamal
Abdel Nasser of Egypt.

He charged that the Jordanian
army was still fighting the guer-
rillas in the streets of Amman
and called on the Egyptian lea-

der to end the bloodshed. He de-

manded a meeting with the Arab
peace mission. Arafat is believed
to be somewhere in Jordan.

President Norreddin Atassi of

Syria also denounced the cease
fire in a broadcast, saying it did

not represent the opinion of the

Arab people.

Maj. Gen. Jaafar el Numairi
president of Sudan and head of

the mission from Cairo said he

had met with Hussein and the

captured guerrilla leaders and

found both "responsive and will-

ing to cooperate to end the bloody
tragedy," now in its seventh day.

The agreement between Hussein
and captive guerrillas provides:
- Guerrillas would move their ba-

ses from the cities to the front

with Israel.

- Guerrilla bases would be ban-

ned in Amman or any other town
and restricted to the front with

Israel.

- The Palestine Liberation Or-
ganization would be the sole re-

presentative of the Palestinian

people in dealing with Jordanian

officials.

- All Jordanian laws and regula-

tions would apply to the guerril-

las, and they would pledge to res-

pect them.

Washington cast doubts on Jor-

danian claims that the last inva-

ders from Syria had been driven

out. The White House said its

latest information was that Sy-

rian units "are still in Jordan.'

Sunday's invasion from Syria

had prompted speculation that the

United States might intervene to

keep Hussein , regarded as a mo-
derate Arab leader, on his throne.

•Club
HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY!

from 3:30 to 8 P.M.
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EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LIN€S Of CHINA.
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QUALITY JEWELRY
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Salk Answers His Own Questions
vJiLOtn 1 J. SALK u/nr-c. nn Main 5t \ Tho tulonhnnu nf vnur nnn.attaiulanna tr. c-tanH in riac \A\i fr-icnH ha,
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By GILBERT J

Staff Reporter
more and mort young Amen-
become concerned about the

cancerous growth of militarism in the
United States, the question of alter-
natives to serving in the ermed forces
assumes greater ana greater impor-
tance. Men are seeking ways to avoid
siifcrting the abhorrent war against
Vietnam, ana both men and women
ore disturbed by the disruption and
channeling of their lives caused by
•he Selective Service. Draft Coun-
selor s Corner will provide informa-
tion about alternatives through gen-
eral information and by answering
Questions submitted by readers.
NOTE: We recognize that the draft
does as much to disrupt the lives of

women as II does of men. Therefore,
o special effort will be made to pro-
v"le information to women also.

Since this column is, in part, a
question -and -answer column as
well as a straight rap, and be-

M as >et nooody has submit-
tal any questions I feel duty-bound
to break the ice. Thus, I have
written myself some questions for

me to answei *f you feel you can
write Letter questions, please read
the final paragraph.

Q. You keep saying that we should
consult our draft counselor, but
\ou haven't told us how we can
find one. Can you help?

A. On campus, through the bene

-

\olence and far-sightedness of the

Student Senate there now exists
an organization called the Draft
Counseling Se; vices. (You may not
have heard of it because the Col -

iegian has t een lax in sending an
nquiring reporter to do an article

on it - a nasty letter to the editor
may r*>mea\ ihis . ) As yet, due to

ana\<Maablp delays in making room
assignments n the SU and the CC.
the Student Jnion Governing Board
has not given the Draft Counseling
Services an office. Gil Salk (me)
das been hired by DCS as a full-

time counselor and program co-
ordinator. Until he has an office,

he is making appointments through
the United Christian Foundation.

Call 545-2661 or 545-2789. His
(my) services are free.

Another area counseling service
is the Valley Peace Center on Cook
Place in Amherst (It's in the

building behind Aubuchon Hard-

ware on Main St.) The telephone

number is 253-3683.

If you are not in this area,

consult the Yellow Pages. First

try the obvious and look under Draft

Counseling or Counseling Draft.

If that doesn't work, try Churches

-

Friends This will connect you
with a Quaker Meeting House
Many Quakers do draft counseling,

and if they don't, they'll be glad

to tell you who is doing counseling
in the area. There are Friends
Meetings in most large cities, so
ask Information for help if you're

in a town without one. The Men-
nonites are also heavy on draft

counseling, so if they have a church
in the area, call them.

Campuses are generally a good
area to find a draft counselor too,

so look for colleges in the vici-

nity. Campus newspapers can of-

ten help you find the counselor on

a particular campus. 'Nuff said,

students You're on your own. If

this doesn't help, apply a little

Yankee ingenuity to the problem.'

Q. My own draft problems have
been solved, but I'd like to help

others. Is there any way I can get

training as a draft counselor?

A. Strange that you should ask
that. It just so happens that the

Draft Counseling Services will be

starting a Counselor Training Pro-
gram for beginning counselors
soon. It will be held on three

consecutive Tuesday nights, star-

ting October 6, from 7:00 p.m. to

11:00 p.m. in room 175 of the

Campus Center. Since you're me.
I know that you are male, but it's

worth noting that women will also

be welcome to participate There
will be a charge of $2.50 to defray

the cost of materials, but this

can be waived if necessary-

There will be a limit of 25 peo-

ple, so please register early. You
may register by leaving your name
and telephone number at 545-2661.

Please do not register unless you
are both able and willing to com-
mit yourself to using your training.

Q. I stopped going to church
about 6 years ago. Is there any way
I can claim to be a conscientious

objector?

A. There's nothing in the fact

of your non-attendance to stand in

your way. In the first place, it

is no longer required that your
claim have a religious basis. How-
ever, if you are seeking CO status
because of religious beliefs, you
are still not handicapped. Your
beliefs can be based, at least in

part upon earlier training which
helped you arrive at your present
position Whether or not you still

attend church, or. for that mat-
ter still believe in God, is not

really essential to your claim. The
training which shaped your beliefs

is.

Q. Your earlier columns con-
cluded with a pitch for letters

and some nonsense about no per-
sonal replies unless accompanied
by one dollar. What are you,
some kind of capitalist pig?

A. You know me well enough to

answer that However that's not
the reason for the charge. Actually,

I just hate writing letters, and
thought that 1 might as well get
paid for doing something I don't

like. Unfortunately, that has ap-
parently obscured the essential

point that personal draft coun-
seling is FREE, a pleasure, and
available to all. Therefore, to
avoid further confusion, from this

date forth, there shall be no per-
sonal replies by letter. Letters
to be answered in the column are
welcome. Is that clear now?

Q. No
A. Too bad You'll have to live

with it.

Q. A friend's father recently
died in a VA hospital of injuries

he received in WW II. He had not

been in the hospital for several
years but the cause of death was
clearly the result of the old inju-

ries. My friend has three sis-

ters and no brothers, and his mo -

ther is still living. What defer-
ments, if any, are available to

him?
A. As a sole surviving son, he

is automatically eligible for a
IV -A deferment and should re-
quest it immediately. This defer-
ment is available to anyone who
meets both of the following re-
quirements: 1. the only living son
in the family; 2. any one or more
members of his immediate family
(father, mother brother or sis-

ter) has died while performing
military duty or as the result of

injuries received while perform-
ing military duty.

Q. Isn't this enough for today?
A. Yes. You ve been very help-

ful. Thank you.

Questions »o this column should
be addressed to: Gilbert J. Salk,
c o Draft Counseling Services RSO
J95, Campus Center, Uni v. of Mass.,

Amherst, Mass. 01002. Free personal
droit counseling ovoilable. For ap-
t ointment, leave message at 545-2661
or 2789.

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Infirmary

Bulletins

In an effort to make use of the
Health Services more convenient,
efficient and less frustrating, the
following points of information are
offered.

OUT-PATIENT CLINIC HOURS
are 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. on Weekdays. The clinic

does not operate with a full staff

on weekends. Only urgent pro-
blems are seen on Saturday from
8 to 12 a.m. However, emergency
care is available at any time.

APPOINTMENTS can be made
in advance with a physician of

your choice by calling 5-0057.

IMMUNIZATION CLINIC will be
held on Wednesdays from 1 to

4 p.m.

VISITING HOURS are weekdays:
one visitor per patient, 6:30 to

8:00 p.m.: Saturdays and Sundays:
3:15 to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 to 8:00
p.m. To reach students who are
in-patients, the public telephone
number is 256-6804.

BUSINESS OFFICE. Questions
relating to insurance or payment of

bills are referred to the Health
Services Business Office. Stu-
dents are requested to call during
regular business hours during the

week as the office is closed week-
ends and evenings.

GRIGG'S FURNITURE
124 Amity St. — Amherst

"GOOD SELECTION OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE"
Ooen 9-5 Mon. - Sat. Tel. 256-6353
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NIGHTLY AT 7 and 9

SIDNEY POITIER MARTIN LANDAU

THEY CALL ME MISTER TOSS

NIGHTLY AT 7 15 ond * IS

"Something for Everyone"

^" Double tftvrt
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The Black Cultural Center

Progressive

Theatre

a meeting for all interested

TONIGHT - 7:30 — MILLS

D.V.P. presents a program by

The Committee Responsibility

. . . .A group who who bring innocent war injured
children to the U.S. for medical treatment
unavailable in Vietnam.

Speakers: Dr. Peter Wolff
Mrs. Elouise Houghton

Two Movies: "An Evil Hour

'

"Wars Children''

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1970

No Admission Charge

8:15 P.M. Campus Center Aud.

m
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Elliot Eisenberg

End of Experience
It was Sunday night and the rock

concert had begun to break up.

The music had been floating in my
window, and I decided to walk down
to see what had been there.

I wouldn't know about the clow-

nery with Rt. Rev. Rat until the

next day. I had on my mind the

loss of one of our most well-

known performers.
I wrote these words that night.

Please accept them as my tri-

bute to the late Jimi Hendrix

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces and must car-

ry the writer's signature, ad-

dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p.m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters

Stars are shining and an air-

plane blinks across the sky. The
swans are floating placidly in the

pond. Only a few cars are left

on the grass, and only a few
people are left huddling around
the dying embers of a fire.

He would have liked that He
would have liked the cars on the

lawn and the closeness which still

breathes here. I think that he could

have taken such serenity after a

concert.

I didn't like the music of Jimi
Hendrix too much. I didn't like

the thought of people subjecting
themselves to such awesome levels

of sounds. Some of his lyrics I

thought were a little crude.

And yet now he is gone and I

feel that I have lost a part of

myself. He was so inescapably
part of our culture: the noise, the

excitement, the union of perfor-
mer and audience, the sheer des-
truction of material things.

They are pouring water on the

fire now. The hundred white

windows of the Lincoln center
are grinning that silly -ass grin,

but the stars are still out.

Clean Slate/Gary us. Bonds ushers new school

in... clean toilet, pyramid, or shrine washed out

with soap/ dirty words 12 & 35. Member of the

brainwashed collective on boothill, wiping off the

epitaph-names exclaiming "all power to the peo-

ple."

meanwhile, Down at Home...,Mother screams at

Father in front of me- -"I could drop dead right

now and your son would not give a heck. He
would step all over my grave! sob"

Like dig it when you're dead you're dead.

Don't give me this shit about the hallowed bones

of great grandma moses lying in Flanders Fields;

ingenious tools to turn on the tragic melancholy/

but I don't want any. I don't care what happens

after I'm over...from Davy Jones Locker to the

New York Island to the Gulf Stream Dream.

Yuh, let me be sunk in an ocean with a lead weight

attached to my feet so I don't cause a shark

scare deadman's- floating all over the swimming
area of some public beach...publik panik... all arms
& legs & fins/beyond artificial respiration...Thus
Spake Zorro Desk -job.

Funerals...punchdrunk dishwater parties. Ev-

erybody walked in from the skinflick to go to

cousin Frank's funeral...he died right in the mid-
dle of the skinflick. how did it all end? any com-
ing attractions? .. .yuh a short lady standing over

the coffin in gilded garters.

Remember when Stanton hung around Lincoln's

deathbed and did the NOW HE BELONGS TO
THE AGES bit?...The ages must have given him

a party that at least he could go to in spirit, if

not in body. "Shake hands with Michaelangelo,

Mr. Lincoln... and drink some wine with Cleo-

patra."

Headline in the DAILY BEYOND: "Lincoln

Grooves in Afterlife" Settles down, raises a few

kids. ..takes a wife... after 50 centuries he gets

a gold watch.

soon he'll have beaches of gold watches. He
sits on a piece of coal and waits for it to hatch

into a diamond.... What'd I tell you about the streets

of heaven Frank! Solid fool's gold, ain't worth

a nickel. But I really can't put funerals down
as just a whole because I haven't been to any

good ones lately.

Death is a paradox . Sgt Friday on the walkie-

talkie: "It was a good wake. As long as it lasted.

A baby boy was born to Suzie Q, cousin of the

deceased, during the sermon. She named the

baby frank... over."

So meanwhile I had overslept that morning and
had to hitch to the thing, and this chick with

a really souped -up Ford stops and says "where
you goin?" and I said "a funeral wanna come?'
So I get in and we catch the tail end of the pro-

cession by the fenders- -the justice of the peace's
limousine. Let me say it was a twisted bash.

The justice was shocked at the shape that his

fender was in. He'd always bragged to the con-

gregation that a Fischer Body could withstand

a second great flood. But nobody told him to

look out for the other guy.

The Incurable
"They really should have known better," my

historian friend remarked.
"Yes?" I sniffed the air, for I seemed to

sense burnt meat.
"Of course. But what age has really had any

respect for precedent?"
The bearers arrived with another load just then,

and we paused to watch. Once machines would
have done this work -- not now. Just this year,
machines were more valuable than men, metal
more scarce than flesh, fuel more in demand
than food (according to those who counted). A
simple matter of economics. So men alone moved
these incredible loads, and we watched, fascin-
ated, hating ourselves for it.

I tried to break the spell. "Why, what kind
of precedent is there?"
He continued to follow the spectacle, trying to

pretend a sort of detached amusement. "Char-
acterize this age."
"Goddam your lectures." (Bad slip: with

anyone else, it could have meant a loss of face.)
"The age of overpopulation," I answered more
calmly.

"All right. Consider the first overcrowded
nations- -China, India, Egypt. Egypt was an his-
torical treasure house, once. What happened?"
A game: he was keeping reality from the sat-

isfaction of having him break. I played along.

"Egypt just couldn't afford to be a museum any
longer."

"Quite true. Egypt decided she needed the

Aswan Dam more than a few old tombs, and so

went the temple of Abu Simbel. . There's an-

other precedent you should recall."

We'd been shouting over the voices of the bear-
ers already, and now the sound of hammering
was added. The loads were on the ground now,
and the bearers were opening those loads, with
all the deliberation of insects working on a live'

crab's shell to get at the meat inside. It wasn't
the meat inside that mattered here, of course:
the bearers were after the shell. They were
in the process of discarding the meat.
"What other precedent?" I murmured, dazed
"Auschwitz," he snapped. "Dachau. In our

time. Remember the ovens? Remember how
the guards used to rip the gold teeth out of the
corpses, cut the rings out of the fingers?" He
mumbled something.

"Man the incurable," he shouted, his voice
finally breaking. "No, man never looks forward,
and he never looks back. What a brave, bold
creature is he. He could have seen this coming,
and stopped it. But did he trifle to?
"When we were young this would have been

unthinkable.' Now it's routine Do you think
those workmen have any qualms about what they're
doing? Of course not. And do you think those
men inside the freezers the workmen are after
knew what would happen to them?
"Those fools," he sobbed. "They were too

sick for their own time to help them, so they
blithely quick -froze their own bodies and waited
for the wise men of the future to kindly awaken
them when they could be cured. Those poor,
damned, incurable fools..."

I didn't have to sniff this time. Burnt meat,
no question.

6 plo&i&os Nihil.

If We Can Get The Squares Out Of The
Waffle, We Can Get The Squares Out Of
S. E. Asia.

Ken Suide

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Campus Comment

WhichWay Did 'Dey Go, George?

(Ed Note: Contributions are

solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:

students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaoed. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques -

tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.
Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

To Walter Grennan,
Would you please remove those wall murals that once hung in the

Hatch and make the space available to students such as myself so
that any student can show his or her work. I am available to help

you set up a system so that this could easily be done. Thank you.

THE BUILDING NEEDS STUDENT FEELING.
Benjamin Fieman
(Ed. note: It has come to my attention that the above suggestion
was put in your "suggestion" box. First of all, I would like to know
if your "Suggestion Box" is broken. If this is the case, it is perf-

ectly understandable since the mechanism of suggestion boxes are
so highly intricate, that they do have a tendency of breaking down
under stress. I am running this again in case you hadn't seen it in

Tuesday's paper. I am sure you will reply on the feasibility of this

suggestion posthaste.)

ART BUCHWALD
Canceling Insurance

WASHINGTON - - There has beefT -what dld my wife do wrong?"
rash of automobile insurance

i demanded.a

cancellations lately by the major
companies, and everyone is very
nervous about it. The other day
my wife was notified that her auto

insurance policy was being
canceled. The notification gave no
reason for the cancellation, and
since my wife had not been in

an accident or had ever made a

claim, she was perplexed.

She asked me to get to the root

of it and I took the next plane

to visit our insurance company.
The company is housed in a 56-

story aluminum and tinted glass

skyscraper on a 30 -acre shopping
plaza overlooking most of the state

of Connecticut.

I arrived on the 35th floor where
one made inquiries concerning
canceled insurance policies. After

browsing through the company lit-

erature, which told how insurance
was making America great, I was
ushered into the office of Clyde
Featherstone.

I gave Mr. Featherstone the can-
cellation notice and he clucked
once or twice and then disappeared.
He returned a few moments with

the folder

.

BERKELEY, Calif , Sept. 19

(UPI) - Eighty per cent of the

graduating seniors on 10 di-

verse college campuses across
the country believe confronta-

!
tion tactics - ranging from non-

violent mass demonstrations to

physical violence - are neces-
sary to bring social change,

two University of California

researchers have reported.

They released the results of

a survey of 1,542 seniors taken

last spring among predominant-
ly white, middle -class young
men and women with above

-

average academic records at-

tending campuses in the West,

Midwest, and East with varied

characteristics.

The researchers, Sarah Ci-

rese and Jeff Koon of the Cen-
ter for Research and Develop-
ment in Higher Education, asked
this question: "Considering so-

cial conflict within our society

and its expression on certain

campuses , to what degree do you

feel confrontation tactics are

necessary or effective?

Offered five possible res-

ponses, 52 per cent said, "Non-
violent mass protests or de-

monstrations are the only fea-

sible way to persuade officials

to respect the will of the peo

pie." Nineteen per cent said,

"The use of disruptive tactics

and the destruction of property

is often necessary in order to

change the status quo." -

(Reprinted from the NY. Times
[9-20-70, Pg. 8)

Her records are all up to snuff."

"Then why did you cancel her
insurance?"
"Because of Trembling and Tre-

mbling, her insurance agents."
"Trembling and Trembling?" I

said.

"Yes," said Featherstone, going
through the folder. "They've been
very naughty boys, very naughty
indeed."

"Did they steal any money?"
I asked.

"Worse! They've written too

many policies this year that people
have made claims on. We've
had to pay our $1,897 to Trembling
and Trembling clients in the last

12 months."
"But what's that got to do with

my wife's insurance policy? She
didn't get any of the money."

"Ah, but since you are with

Trembling and Trembling YOU are
now considered a bad risk. Their
record is your record."

"That's nonsense. I hardly know-

Trembling and Trembling," I pro-

tested. "I wouldn't recognize them
if I saw them on the street. This
is guilt-by-association."

Featherstone smiled. "You
came to us through Trembling and
Trembling and you will leave with

Trembling and Trembling. This
company will not put up with people

who make insurance claims against

it."

"But that's what you're here
for," I said. "To pay people

off when something happens."

"That's a foul lie," said Fea-
therstone, losing his smile.

"We're here to build buildings and
real -estate developments, and fin-

ance ships and airplanes and ball

parks. If we keep paying out

claims, where would we get the

money to construct this 56 -story

building with its beautiful shopping

plaza and underground computer
center?

"Do you realize," said Feather-

stone, "that every dollar we pay
out in a claim is a dollar we have

to take away from our advertising

budget which tells the public what
wonderful insurance people we
are?"

"I appreciate all that, "
I said,

"but surely you have to pay some
claims in order to stay in the

insurance business."

"That's what Trembling and

Trembling thought," Featherstone
said,, as he tore up my wife's

folder.

I thanked Featherstone for his

kindness and understanding. He
got up to shake my hand. "If

you're staying in town for dinner

we have a great restaurant on the

roof garden which is bringing us

15% profit a year."

The intelligence and maturity of the people
in the Quad escapes me. Because of the scream-
ing and yelling of the males for those important
items in every man's wardrobe, bras and pant-
ies, we were not allowed a quiet conducive to

sleep until sometime around 2AM. This morning,
around 5:30 or 6:00, the males wonderful coun-
terparts, the female, found it necessary to leave
their comfortable rooms to scream, "We want
a pantie raid." I am taking this opportunity
to thank both parties for their consideration to

the other people in the Quad, and to say that

we, too, have a demand.
WE WANT SOME SLEEP!!!
(Name withheld by request)

(Ed. Note: Aha -ha it's not the panties & the bras
they want!)

To the Editor:

You are a naughty!

The outline under the picture on page 5 (Sept.

23 edition) of MDC indicated it showed "The
Winner - Boston City Councilwomen (sic) launched
her final campaign for that city's ninth congress-
ional seat yesterday at a campaign rally with her
two sons."

Of the three persons pictured, two were de-
finitely female.

Are you trying to tell us something?
CURIOUS

(Ed Note: Well CURIOUS I'll concede that the
figure on the right is a woman, but as for the
other two, it's anybody's guess.)

Ripley's Believe It or Not
(Ed. note: The following ed-

itorial by Henry J. Taylor is

reprinted from the Record Amer-
ican for your entertainment.)

Are part of the campus disorders

a Red plot? You be the judge.

For a perilous feature of our
day is that too many people are
either too civilized, too inexper-

ienced, too distrated or too dense
to grasp the documented truth

We are being brainwashed when-
ever we are told that the thrust

here is not organized. The CIA
and FBI both know that the center
for it is in Prague, within the

shadow of the Ruzyne Airport.

There the immense so-called

International Union of Students,

financed and braintrusted by Mos-
cow, is supporting university anar-
chists here and throughout the

free world.

The Kremlin departmentalizes

this place into "country desks."
Each section supervises a country.

Cunningly, each tailors the

"issues" for each country. Nat-
urally, the I. U.S. drums on the

Vietnam issue here and "Peace!
Peace! Peace! to further a

Red victory in Southeast Asia.

A Pole, Vlod Konarski, a man with

a bite like a saber tooth tiger,

supervises the British thrust. The
I.U.S vehicle there is the mil-

itant Radical Student Alliance in

London. In Ireland, the I.U.S.

thrust, locally called the Inter-

nation Movement, is based at Trin-

ity College. Dublin The IUS

supervisor is Hardial Sinh Bains,

a naturalized Canadian born in

India. A Bains sidekick is Ralph
Schoenman, the student shepherd
of the Bertrand Russell Peace
Foundation- -the man who con-

cocted the mock trial of President

Johnson in protest against

Vietnam. Iron -fisted Schoenman
served a stretch in Montjoy Prison
Dublin Britain banned Schoenman
and Scotland Yard caught him.
To the dismay of the CIA and FBI
Schoenman had an American pass-
port.

In France the IUS thrust is

supervised by Daniel Cohn-Bendit
("Before you can build you must
destroy") who is not even a

Frenchman. He's German. The
success, typified by the March 3

Natarre campus mayhem which
saw Dean Paul Ricoeur kidnapped
and 125 policemen injured, has all

but paralyzed French education.

University faculty members are
brutalized and kidnapped almost
daily. President Pompidou himself
has stated, in desperation, that

"there is no security on many
major campuses in France."

I had lunch in New York not long

ago with Italian Foreign Minister
Aldo Moro. Italy has enacted a

new university reform law, and Mr.
Moro, himself a professor, spon-
sored it. "But what can we do?"
he asked. "In my country, as in

France, your country, and through-
out the world, the Reds' technique
is always to up their demands with

every concession they gain
"

Japanese Premier Eisaku Sato
spoke similarly on his visit here.

He said that last year student

arrests in campus disorders ex-

ceeded 14,000 (ours exceeded 3600)
and that the IUS thrust has re-

duced Japanese educaton to a
shambles The IUS vehicle there
is the immense Zengakuren student
organization along with five other
factions

There's no Alfred Hitchcock
mystery in what is happening here,
nor the brainwashing that

accompanies it Of course, none
is so blind as one who will not

see. But wake up, America!
Our enemies are promoting a civil

war in the United States. "It

cant happen here" is a total dang-

erous philosophy. It will happen
if we refuse to wake up and call

a spade a spade.

HILLEL
SLICHOT — COFFEE HOUSE SOCIAL

26 September — S U.

SAT. NIGHT 10 PM.

Shchot Service at Midnight

COLONIAL LOUNGE
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Belchertown Program

Needs Volunteers

The Belchertown Volunteer pro-

gram serving the mentally re-

tarded successfully got under way
Saturday. However, more vol-

unteers are needed to devote their

time and effort to helping the hand

-

capped and retarded of Belcher-

town.

No experience or definite comm-
itment is required of anvone in-

• rested in the program, just a

lllinpness to help when possible.

Volunteer work consists of any-

thing from playing football with a

t'roup of boys to playing bingo

with elderly ladies from teach-

ing a class to working on a one-

to-one level.

Most inmates at Belchertown

have almost no contact with the

outside world or their families.

The volunteers are their only hope

and to fulfill this hope we need

your help. Bus leaves Whitmore

at 12:45 p m. each Saturday and

returns at 4:30. Please help.

For any further information, con-

tact: Roger Lynch 546-8966

Linda Preska 546-9713

Sunderland's most popular
dating bar the

Meadow Inn presents-

Rock Music
by the

ENDLESS
KNIGHTS
plus Happy
Hour 7:30 - 9
GREAT PIZZA
2^2 miles from

campus

on route47 Sunderland

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

for

REGISTERED NURSES
oil shifts

WING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Community Heolth Center

tor further information contact:

Director of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goethel, R.N.

Wright Street, Palmer Mass 01069

Sunglasses!

Sunglasses!

Sunglasses!

with or without prescription

Ground SAFETY Lenses

Products of

American Optical

and
Bausch & Lomb

The ^4flrijfi^y£ffi Sports Season

is not far off, so be ready to

enjoy the full season.

SEE

dohcoll
GUILD OPTICIAN

NOW ! !

!

at

UMass Consumer

Fraud Common In Auto Repairs
BILL MATTHEWS

One out of every five consumer
complaints received and investi-

gated by the Massachusetts Attor-

ney General's Office involve auto-

mobiles . Most consumers feel that

their cars were poorly repaired

and charged for unnecessary re-

pairs, that they paid too much for

the work done, or that their war-
ranty should have covered the

costs

Upon closer observation the At-

torney General's office revealed

some very Interesting techniques

that must have made a number ot

auto repair shop owners wealthy

in a short period of time. Since

space does not permit full des-

criptions of what amounts to fraud.

we will give a general outline of

auto repair deceptions. The most
common practice is "low balling' .

This occurs when the mechanic
working on the original complaint

"finds new problems with the car
and will recommend their repair

Depending on ones level of gull-

ibility and lack of knowledge, new

problems can be found indefinitely,

and at low enough prices for you
not to want to take a chance driv-

ing

Once the garage has your car,

there are a number of other poss-

ibilities open to them. Mechan-
ics can make repairs with second

hand parts and charge you for new
parts; replacements can be made
so they'll break down shortly,

which creates more work and a st-

eady flow of income Unauthor-

ized repairs can be made and char-

ged to you whether you wanted them

or not. You can be charged for

repairs when none are made. Pad-

ding labor charges is quite easy

and lucrative. Some dealers will

deliberately tag their cars with in-

flated charges so they can offer

you a "discount", thusly guaran-

teeing your future business.

In the past three years, a half

dozen states have been prosecut-

ing various transmission repair

firms, some nationally known. Th-

Bicycle Club To Roll
There is no organization for people interested in bicycles on campus.

Why'> There are more bikes on campos this year than in any other

year. There are so many obvious benefits in having a bicycle club

that it is surprising there isn't one as old as the Outing Club (found-

ed in the 20's). A bicycle club could:

-organize day trips and overnight tours of the area and other

areas if enough people show an interest in touring them,
-provide information on bicycle accessories; which are best for

which uses, where to get them, maybe even get discounts.

•compile information on bicycling conditions in the area; good
roads, best areas, areas to avoid.

-sponsor or organize racing teams (in the Metawampe 500, in

regional and/ or national competition),

-best of all, have fun together.

Room 171 is reserved in the Campus Center on Thursday Oct. 1

at 7:00 p.m. to hold what could be the organizational meeting of a

Bicycle Club. If you can't make the meeting, leave a card with your
printed name, dorm, & phone in R.S.O. box 347 (CEQ) and they will

be brought to the meeting.

ese companies i ormally advert-

ised free transmission inspecti-

ons, and if renairs were required

they would be done at a low price.

The problems for the consumer be -

gan once the transmission was dis-

assembled. Sometimes good parts

would be replaced with defective

ones to show the need for repairs.

Most often, the mechanics would

refuse to reassemble the trans-

mission unless the customer paid

(usually in cash) in advance for

repairs or service costing at least

as much as advertised price but

most often, for considerably more.
We should keep in mind that the

five college area is a seller's

market. It is up to you, the stu-

dent (staff or facu!ty)-consumer to

assure the honesty of businesses

in this area. Few of us realize

that we have legal recourse with

repair shops, but we do. The
State Attorney General is very con-

cerned with the auto repair busi-

ness and has set up a commiss-
ion to investigate and report on
the most frequently alleged abuses
in the motor vehicle industry for

possible future laws.

If you feel you need or are told

you need repair work get a diag-

nosis and written estimate from
several auto rerair shops. An
awareness ( n tne part of you. the

consumer, is your ;ob

NOTE If you have gotten, or

are getting your motor vehicle

inspected in the college area, take

a few minutes to write down the

name and address of the station,

whether or not it was passed
any repairs thev sair1 that \ouneed
ed. and \our status istuuent or

staff, etc
.
), and sena it via campus

mail to YAHOO KSO*106 orbrin*
it to the YAHOO office With

more than 12,000 registered vehi-

cles on campus we should get some
valid results

56 Main St. Amherst

Graduate Record Exam

Test Dates Announced
Educational Testing Service an-

nounced today that undergradua-
tes and others preparing to go to

graduate school may take the Gra-
duate Record Examinations of any
of six different test dates during

the current academic year.

The first testing date for the

GRE is October 24. Scores from
this administration will be repor-

WFCR Offers

Night Shows
This October WFCR, 88.5 FM,

inaugurates a new season of late

night programming Monday th-

rough Friday. Five new programs
will follow INSIDE JEAN SHE-
PHERD (11:00 P.M.) at 11:40. All

these start at 11:40 after Jean She-

pherd.

Jazz enthusiasts can join George
Mercer on Monday nights for Jazz

Anthology. On Tuesdays John Dil-

dine hosts American Folk Music.

Satire in Sound is heard every

Wednesday as the notorious Hun-

ti & Pauli Show moves to a new
date . The American Musical The -

ater is honored each Thursday eve-

ning. On Fridays Ed Beach pre-

sents Just Jazz.

WFCR offers uninterrupted eve-

ning entertainment in the new sea-

son at 88.5 FM, non- commercial
public radio serving New England.

ted to the graduate schools about
December 1. Students planning to

register for the October test date
are advised that applications re-
ceived by ETS after October 6
will incur a $3.00 late registra-

tion fee. After October 9, there

for the October test date can be
processed.
The other five test dates are

December 12, January 16, Feb-
ruary 27, April 24 and June 19,

1971. Equivalent late fee and re-
gistration deadlines apply to these
dates. Choice of test dates should

be determined by the requirements
of graduate schools or fellowships

to which one is applying. Scores
are usually reported to graduate

schools five weeks after a test

date.

The Graduate Record Examina-
tions include an Aptitude Test of

general scholastic ability and
Advanced Tests measuring achie-

vement in 20 major fields of study

.

1970 Yearbook

AvailableNow
The Index Office has received

the second and final shipment of

1970 yearbooks from the p: inters

in Charlotte, N.C. Unloading of the

second truckload was completed
yesterday by the staff. The re-

maining 2,000 plus copies are now
set for distribution from the Index
Office. Yearbooks may be picked

up starting at 1 p.m. today and
every weekday thereafter from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. for as long as the

supply lasts.

Clarification of who is entitled

to a copy of the Index 1970 edition
was offered by the editor: "To
receive a 1970 Index the student
must have been here the fall and
spring semester of the 1969-1970
academic year or be a swing shif-

ter from that period. Freshmen
and transfer students are not eli -

gible for the 1970 book because
they did not pay the activity fee
for two semesters last year. They
may purchase a copy for $5.50.
Students who were here for one
semester may obtain a copy for

$2.75.

Whitmore Wants

Address Changes

Don't let this become a pro-
blem! You have until Oct 1, 1970

to get into the REVISED Stu-

dent Directory. Whitmore
needs your help to help you.

Students who have not already
done so, contact the housing
office atwhitmore to inform
them of changes in address and
telephone information. Faculty
members should contact the

Registrar's Office (John Mac
Loud or Ray Everett) in Whit-

more.

How Can I Reach You?

Tired of BARE Rooms!

Fine furniture for rent in Traditional, Colonial, or Danish
design, bedroom sets, desks, dresser drawers,

chests, sofa beds, all types of chairs, etc.

Also your choice of fabrics.

DON'T STARE IN DESPAIR!

CALL 546-7922 or 586-2960

University of. Massacl
Department of Speech

University of Massachusetts

FILM STUDY SERIES
Opens 7th Season

Today we have M.A.S.H. and CATCH 22; over the years (and wars)

there have been "HOW I WON THE WAR, ON THE BEACH, PATHS
OF GLORY, GRAND ILLUSION and ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT; and othe than these were the pioneer works of the anti-war

genre, Griffith's INTOLERANCE and Thomas Ince's CIVILIZATION.
This latter work, produced in 1916, will have a revival on September

27 when the University Film Study begins its seventh season. The film,

which manages to be both anti-war and anti-German centers on the prose-

cution of Christ in the guise of a soldier striving to restore the world to

peace and features a secret women's army dedicated to ending the carnage

of World War I by refusing to bear cannon fodder.

The Film Study Series will, as in the past, bring to the University

community both contemporary and early works representing the experi-

mental and documentary as well as feature film genre.

Other film programs for the semester include John Ford's THE IRON
HORSE (October 4), Eisenstein's ALEXANDER*NEVSKY (October 18),

King Vidor's HALLELUJAH (November 8), Arne Sucksdorff's THE
GREAT ADVENTURE (November 15). Noel Coward's IN WHICH WE
SERVE (November 22), Ingmar Bergman's WILD STRAWBERRIES
(December 6), Jan Kadar.'s THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET (Decem-

ber 13) and a program of experimentals on December 20 which will in-

clude works of Brakhage, Breer, Emshwiller, Mekas, Nelson and Vander-

beek.
All showings will be in Thompson 104 with screenings at 7 and 9 p.m.

Subscription tickets and individual admission tickets will be available at

the door. Admission to CIVILIZATION. THE IRON HORSE, and THE
GREAT ADVENTURE are by subscription ticket only.

Ticket Sales Zoom For

UMass Broadway Play
The Fine Arts Council announces

that ticket sales to the three per-
formances of the New York pro-
duction of TO BE YOUNG, GIFT-
ED & BLACK set for Bowker Au-
ditorium this Friday and Satur-
day, Sept. 25-26, has been great.

By Wednesday, the 8:00 p.m. eve-
ning performances were headed for
complete sell-outs while the spe-
cial matinee scheduled for Satur-
day afternoon, September 26th at

2:30 p.m. was weak. Excellent
seats are available throughout the
auditorium for the matinee per-
formance and the University com-
munity is urged to take advantage
of this fact.

TO BE YOUNG, GIFTFD &
BLACK is the story of the late

Lorraine Hansberry, noted black
writer of such works as A RAISIN
IN THE SUN etc. Miss Hans-

berry died in 1965 and since this

time her husband, Robert Nemi-
roff has collected notes, letters
and diaries and has produced this

theater piece, which was one of

the longest -running shows off

Broadway last year 1

Reserved tickets to this impor-
tant professional theatre experi-
ence are priced at $1.50 for Uni-
versity undergraduates; $2.00 for
UMass graduate students and stu-
dents from other schools; $2.50
for University Faculty/Staff and
$3.00 for the general public and
may be purchased at the Fine
Arts Council Box Office, 125 Her-
ter Hall, Telephone 545-0202. Re-
maining tickets will be available
at Bowker Box Office one hour
before curtain!

A
SUMMER
THEATER
E
R 1970

S

z
o

to

T

MM*

\
o

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

AT 8:30

September 2">, 26, 27

THE BIRTHDAY PARTY
by Harold Pinter

KIRBY THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE
All seats $2.00. For reservations phone .i42-2278

or visit l>o\ office 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(Performance days 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

—

^

1 AMHERST) Eves. 7:00 - 9:10

Matinee Sunday
a» 1:30

What games did mommy play
while daddy was away?

WEEKEND
U WITH TOE

BABYSITTER]
COLOR by DELUXE F"^

ROCKING CHAIR SEATS-ART GALLERIES

^T ONLY MINUTES AWAY

733-5131

RIVEROALE RD.

W. SPFLD.
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Sierra Club Meets Here
ine western Massacnusetts oroup of the Sierra Club will In-

itiate its (all schedule with the annual meeting (or Sierra Club mem-
bers in Berkshire, Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire, and Worcester
Counties, at 9 a.m. on Saturday in the Alumni Memorial Hall. A
full program of speakers, dims, and an election Is planned till about

3:45 in the afternoon.

At 9:30 a.m. William Doubleday, Regional Engineer for the Water

Pollution Control Commission will speak on "1970 Legislation-

-

New Regulations- -The Role of the Citizen." At 10:15 Stephen Joyce

and Edward Benoit of the Pioneer Valley Air Pollution Control Dis-

trict will speak on "The Air Pollution Act of 1970- -WHAT CAN THE
CITIZEN DO?"
The election of the Executive Committee by membership ballot

will take place at 11:30, followed by discussion concerning changes
in the Group's bylaws.

All interested persons are invited to attend the program- -there is
no charge and newcomers to the conservation movement are always
welcome.

Sr***AW )

lORRame HansBeRRY's

ToBeYoVm,
GiffiD&BIACK

The University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Council presents . . .

Auditorium: BOWKER
Dates: FRIDAY • SATURDAY, September 25 <t M
Time: EVENINGS at 8 (Matinee Saturday. 2:SQ p.m.)
Price of Tickets: VMtM undercrads $1.6* ; l"M«n graduate student* and

other students S2t VMass faculty/staff S2.M; general public $3.M.

Fine Arts Council Bex Office, Ito Herter Hall. Telephone M5-u2*4.

Remaining Uckets at Hawker Box Office one haur before curtain.

MDC CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

Ambitious couple who need inure

Income. Unusual opportunity for

good earnings for both. Work to-

gether, part-time or full-time. Car
necessary. Phone: 1-413-771-2587, 7-9

p.m. tf»-ga

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted, prefer

age 21 or over, $78 monthly. Call

649-6045 after 6 p.m. tK-ii

Female roommate, wanted to share
Puffton Apartment. Call 549-6087 af-

ter 6. tfg-28

FOR SALE
'69 Honda CL, 90, lets than 425 mi.,

excellent cond., $250, includes helmet.
VJ3-7171 evenings. M9-JJ

Discounts on stereo components.
t.all 6-9432 or 6-9447. UlO- 1

Siamese kittens, Frost-point pedi-

gree, champ-stock, $25 ea. or best

offer, $50 with papers. Weekend
beat. 225 Mount Helyoke Drive, Am-
herst or 30A Mach. tf9-24

PEACE DOG TAGS — military

style, one the Dove of Peace, the

other Peace symbol. On 21 loch

chain, $1.00. PO Bos 461, Holyoke,
Mass. 01040. tflO-*

From the IMt's: ••hoes, riotbins,

iicHili-il bags and maxi-coat*. Mi-
zuur'H Mercantile, next to Amherst
lowers. tn>-'."'

Klec. jewelry, wigs, belts chain*.

riiiKs and tilings, (ireat gift idea-.

Reasonable prices. Call Shelley 54!»-

bmi. tfa-.'x

1!)70 Honda, ItSef vrambler, su-

per* condition. 1800 mi., orange hel-

met. Bent offer over $500. Call 584-

vun. tf!>-.':»

FOR SALE — AUTOS
'(;:» ( orvair Monza 2 dr., II. T.. I

s|nl.. customized, must be seen to be

i|.|>r««iated. $325. Call Longmeadow.
Mass 5(i7-811*. tfj- '*

Austin Healy 3000, late '67, new
radial* and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex-

• rllent condition, original owner. Call

1-267-3323 after 6:00 weekdays.
tf9-2fl

1961 MGB, good condition, new
brake systems, rear shocks, sway-
bar, nice car. CaU Geoff at 684-

4893. tre-28

1968 Patsun 2000 Roadster, 135 hp
OIIC engine, new Michellns, driving

lights, soft top. hard top, and ton-

neao. $1695. 584-27^0. tf9-24

MCST SELL — New car coming
In 5 weeks, '69 Cberelle conv., 4spd.,
.150-300, AM-FM, snow tires w/rims,
all heavy duty options, exc. cond..

like new, 26,000 ml. Call Al 549-

6666. tf9-24

'69 Triumph 250 cc, luggage rack,

bell helmet, under 5000 miles, $525

firm. CaU £>o. Deerfleld 665-3400.^ M9-25

MF8T 8EIXI 64 Chev. Impsla
conTertlble V8, excellent running

condition, auto, trans., power steer^

Inc. Asking $45$. Csll 549-6080
tf9-2»

1963 Porsche Super, exrl. cond., no

rusf, 3000 nil. on enf., AM-FM Ma-
rine radio, luggage rack. Corrello lid

lamps, • plraeor* to drive, $2295. Csll

772-653.1. ttP-M

"'64 Miery Impala ES Conv., 3~

auto., P. 8., new top, exhaust, and
alternator, body excellent, mechanic-
ally perfect, beat offer. Call Fred
846-6249 or 668-4524. tf9-29

Must sell quick, 63 Newport, stick-
shift, standard, new parts. Blake an
offer, 310 Dwlght House. tf9-»

Must sell soon — 1965 MGB. 60,000
ml. CaU Joe Kohler at 586-1729. See
— make offer. 9-24 9-29 10-1

63 VW panel truck, radio, new
tri-eolor paint Job and elec. system
$375. Call Springfield 739-7988 after
5 p.m. 9-29

Chevy It Sta. Wagon, 1964. good
for hauling stuff, $150. 665-2249.

tf9-28

WANTED
Wanted French Tutor, preferably

trad student. Call 546-8084. tf9-25

Wanted — Paper on Marketing that
has received an 'A', for use In Bos-
ton. Will pay $5-10 depending on qua-
lity. CaU Mitch after six at 549-3800.

9-24

Wanted — a used folk guitar good,
condition, must be $25 or under. Call
546-7758. tf9-25

Females wanted for participation
in group sensual experience. Must be
tree thinking and sincere. CaU Char-
lie 6-7754. tf9-28

PERSONAL
Anyone Interested In extending the

Boston. Student Homophlle League In-
to the Amherst area. Contact Jerry
586-1602 evening. tf9-24

RIDE WANTED
»cd ride to Elmlra, T*.Y. and

back any weekend. WlU pay. Bob B8
Wheeler. Tel. 5-2412. tf9-28

To Pittsfield Fridays after 5:30
p.m. Will share expenses. Phone 546-
HHI8. tf9-30

Wanted: Ride to Norfolk, Conn, or
vicinity on Sept. 25 or 26, will hel-i
pay for gas and tolls. CaU Joel Mfr
7770. tf9-24

GIVE AWAY~
Dog, four and half mos. old, part

Collie and something else, nice dis-
position and beauUful markings. Call
Kevin 256-6369. tf9-25

HELP WANTED
Driver with 8 passenger vehicle,

Mon., Tues., Wed. all year, g trips
a day to Bradley Field, 10c a mile
pins hourly rate. Call 545-1561.

tf9-24

FOR RENT
line furniture for rent in trad..

« olonial or Danish design, choice of
fabrics. Also refrigerators rented, A
<u. feet. For info call 546-7922 or
:,*';- '.''Hit), tf9-3Q

1 Bdrm. Apt. $133. all utilities, 2
mi. from campus, $253-9371 after 6.

9-24

REWARD
l.ovr — love affair with pr. of

sunglasses, blue and yellow, tinted
shades, hold great sentiments! va-
in. for me. $500 reward for yon.
I'leu*e return to heartbroken owner
- call 6-5336 Fish. 9-21

BlackwelIAppointedHead
ForSoc., Anthro. ept.

BOSTON, MASS.- -Dr. James E
Blackwel 1 has been appointed pro-

fessor and chairman of the depart-

ment of sociology and anthropology

at UMass in Boston, according to

an announcement by UMass Boston

Chancellor Francis L. Broderick.

Dr. Blackwell comes from Case
Western Reserve University in Cl-

eveland. He relieves Prof. Rich-

ard Robbins, who is returning to

teaching and research in the de-

partment after serving as chair-

man for three years.

Dr. Blackwell has B.S. and MA.
degrees from Case Western Res-
erve and his doctorate in socio-

logy from Washington State Univ-

ersity. Prior to coming to Cl-

eveland, he taught sociology at San

-

Jose State University, Washington
State University and Grambling
College in Louisiana. He has been
specially concerned in his academ-
ic work with community develop-

ment, social deviancy, black stud-

ies, and the problems of emerging
nations, particularly in Africa.

He has had extensive experience

in administration overseas. From
1967 to 1969 he was chief of the

DR. JAMES BLACKWELL

Alpha Phi Omega

Notional Service Fraternity

OPEN SMOKERS

Thurs., Sept 24 — Mon., Sept 28

7:30 P.M. MEMORIAL HALL

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
MIA FARROW ""O'* haunted than n Ttosemsry'H Baby"

. • « VNAAM I tmOLjr.TlOM / JOSE«=»H LOSEVS

"SECRET CEREMONY"
ROBERT MITCHUM

llll KM)\i.M 'lll'MHKMM
ADMISSION: -ytk

Thursday, September 24
Admission: 50c

: (Mi 6. San
>( BVI l.ROOM

7:00 & 9:30
S U. Ballroom

Panchayet development division,

AID, in Nepal. Previously, from

1963 to 1965, he served as deputy

peace corps director in Tanzania

and as director in Malawi. Prof-

essor Blackwell has written wide-

ly on social movements and on the

black experience in the United St-

ates, as well as on community
development in Asia and Africa.

He has been a frequent partici-

pant in Peace Corps programs and

sociological conferences.

Rockefeller

Asks Nixon
For More Oil
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Gov. Nel-

son Rockefeller called on Presi-

dent Nixon Wednesday to autho-

rize larger imports of crude oil

into New York State to help av-

ert an "energy crisis" that would

among other things, disrupt power
product this winter.

"I urge you to take emergency
actions now to resolve the im-

pending winter crisis as well as

to review the entire import quota

program so as to provide adequ-

ate crude oil Imports..." the gov-

ernor wrote to Nixon.

Notices
CEQ
CBQ September Project Conference.

7PM, Campus Center Rom 164, Sept-

ember 28 Informal open meeting to

discuss CEQ, projects, environmental
topics, etc. Project leaders should at

tend Greet hall hour film shown.
CBQ Political Project Workshop with

state representative Robert Wetmore.
September 25, 7 PM. Campus Center
Room 166, to start environmental polit-

ical project. 8t#B up for project at

Klckoff Meeting Thursday night

CBQ Special Film showing. A new
film on water ecology, "The Gifts"

will be shown continuously from 5 pm
to 10 pm in Campus Center Room 174

en Sept. 26.

CBQ high school project field team
training workshops , Saturday and Sunday,
Sept 26 and 27. Training begins with
general meeting Saturday at 9 AM in

Campus Center Auditorium

CHANT HARE KISHNA
Come Join the Hare Klshna people In

a transcendental festival feast, Monday
Sept 28, In the Canoe House lounge
from 4 to 7 PM. Contact Law Roth
(5-5024) for further Information

CHESS CLUB
Important meeting Thursday at 7 PM

In Campus Center 165 concerning UMass
open tournament to be held this week-
end and trip to Intercollegiate Call
6-6487 or 6-8763 for details

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Those wishing to go to ARRL Bos-

ion Convention meet at 7:45 AM, Sat

Sept 26, at WlPUOshack where trans-

portation will be available

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves Whltmore at 12:45 Satur-

day. Come and give • little time to

someone who needs a friend.

BICYCLE CLUB
Oi ^nlcatlonal meeting on Thursday

Oct. 1 at 7 00 p.m. in Room 171 Cam
pus Center

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
All those who signed up to help In Bill

Baird's drive for birth control laws
will be notified of work to do soon
All those Interested in helping please
notify Elliot' (6-9742) or Bruce (6-9216)

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Leadership training session Fridsy

nights 6:30-8:30 in Campus Center Room
142

CHI DELPHIA
A meeting for sisters and pledges

at Delta Chi. 700 Sunday night, Sept.

27 If unable to attend, call Linda
(253-9066) after the meeting.

The slaters invite all Interested stu-

dents to an Informal discussion with

Professor Don Levins on the effects

of the students strike last spring at 7 PM
315 Lincoln Ave

CLASS OF '73

Executive Council meeting Thursday.

Sept 25, st 8:00 p.m. in the Council

Chambers.

ENGAGEMENTS
Sue Gerson. '70, Sunderland to Allan

Banks 65 Northeastern

Marsha White ' 72 . Lambda Delta Phi

.

to William Fox, Shrewsbury
Sussn Mahoney '73 Patterson to

Matthew Smith '71. N Pleassnt St

Marsha Grove '73. Framlrujharr.

State to Joe Leonardo. 73 James
Connie Wlngler. 73 Coolidge to Sal

Delia Cloppa U.I Army
Helen J Jehi 72 Field to William

L Bucklev '72 Brett

DANISH I

Is available on an accelerated basis

(or six credits Ml Interested students

plea-ie see Mr Hugus la Herter 51 <

DELTA CHI
Come and meet the brothers se«

now individuality and brotherhood corn
bine If you have any questions, cal

vom or 5-0156 314 Lincoln Ave

FINNISH LANGUAGE GRO
Will meet on Thursday Sept

at 7:00 PM in Machmer E-iJ r,

the honors office All invite*!

24

FOOTBALL FOR THE FEET
All soccer plsyers In search of a

team can find one Saturdays from
10 AM to noon on the playing fields

west of Boyden Skilled and unskilled

welcome We play rain or shine

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Coffee hours on Sept. 29 and 30

from' 7-9 PM la the Colonial Lounge.
S U All Interested freshmen and
upperclassmen welcome Any quest-

ions call Linda (6-8512)

GERMAN DEPT
Section now open in German 253- -

Twentieth Century Literature I. All

Interested students contact Mlas Bau-
schwinger

HILLEL
Saturday night, Sept 26. Slichct

Coffee House- -Social starts 10 PM
In Colonial Lounge, S.U. Slichot ser-

vices to be held at midnight

.

Friday night services to be held in

the Council Chambers. S.U., Sept. 25,

7 30 PM. Discussion of current Mid-

East situation with s panel of Israeli

students. Saturday morning eervices

10 AM In Council Chambers, S.U.

SCUBACLUB
Meeting of all paopla Interested

Thursday. Sept 24 at 7 PM in Room
163, Campus Center

SDS
Meeting of antl - war rally committee

,

7-8 PM, Commonwealth Rm

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Come to Sesame St st 409 N Plea-

sant St. All University women Invited.

7-8:30 tonlte

SWAP
Meeting tonite st 6:00 In 174 Campus

Center. All interested welcome.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Organizational meeting of YR's in

Room 169 Campus Center at 6:30 pa.,

Tuesdsy, Sept. 29

MARRIED STUDENTS
On Tuesday. Oct. 13. Mental Health

Services will begin a aeries of week-

ly discussion groups on "Problems

of Marital Adjustment for the Student"

Enrollment limited for couples only.

WlU meet Tuesday from 4 to 5:30 in

Machmer Hall. For further Infor

nation, call Mr. Slddall at 545-2337.

YPSL
Young People's Socialist League will

meet Tonight at 7 30 In 173 Campus
Center Support action for the UAW
strike will top the agenda

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE COM
MITTEE
Meeting Thursday at 7 :30 pm in Room

177, Campus Center

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class In Hatha Yoga. 5 30-

730 tonight in Campus Center. Rooms
168-172. Bring towel, empty stomsch
and loose-fitting clothing Meditation
and chanting on Friday, 6-7 p. m.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Mandatory meeting tonight in Prince

House south lounge at 7 PM for all

members and Interested persons

INTERVARSrTY CHRISTIAN FELL-
OWSHIP
George Gentach will hold s work-

shop on action groups and Bible stu-

dies in Room 178 Campus Center on
Saturday, Sept. 26 from 9 AM to noon
Everyone interested Is welcome
Prayer meeting Friday evenings

from 7 30 to 8 30 In Campus Center.
Room 166

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
"Do it to it" crafts

women Thursday, Sept

party for all

24, at 7 pm

Notices
MATH MAJORS
There will be meeting for all un-

dergraduate math majors interested in

learning about how they can produce
change in the math department Tue-
sday night, Sept 29 at 7:30 In room
165, Campus Center

MEHER BABA'S FAMILY
Meeting Thursday night at 7 45 at

Dr Roaaman s office, 256 N Pleas
ant St All those Interested in talk

ing about drugs, religion, mysticism
are cordially Invited

NAIADS
The instructional session for try-

outs will only be Mon., Sept. 28 at

7:30 p.m., WOPE pool Tryouta will

be held Wed. and Thurs. st 7 30

NEWMAN CLUB
Scavenger hunt to rind the riddle and

sundae party afterwards. Newman Cen-
ter, Frl . Sept. 25th

People interested In Club library,
sign -up sheet at Newman Organiz-
ational meeting to be announced

OUTJNCCLUB
Eldon's on Sat at 9 AM in the

Hatch- -rock climbing Sat at 10 AM
from Clark Hall Mt Tom from the
Hatch Sunday at 10 30 AM

PSYCH COUNCT.
Meeting of all psych majors Thurs

Sept. 24 at 8 PM In Norfolk Room,
S.U. Committees and libido to be

discussed

REVELERS
Anyone wishing to go to the Dart-

mouth game who has a car or needs

s ride csll Rory 253-3162

LOST
One men's wallet from the football

game Saturday Call Lillian at 6-7441.
Watch- -24 karat gold swiss makes

calendar, navy-blue leather band. Lost
In vicinity of Quad Contact Ariane in

203 Lewis or call 6-5437
Brown male puppy in vicinity of

Stop and Shop-Zayre'a Call Joseph
DiPluto, Apt 45 Colonial Village

Certain amount of money between
Southwest and F lot in small bills

Saturday afternoon Please call 6 -8280
Bike outside of Middlesex Thursday

PM Please return
Psir of glasses with dark brown

frames near Mahar Please contact
Ellen, 705 Washington 6-9005

Silver turquoise brscelet between
Bartlett and Morrill Please cell

Karen 6-5097

Key attached to a red and whlw
heed necklace somewhere on campus
Please call Kathy 6-8992

Small blue leather purse containing
email amount of cash and ID car I

Please contact Roberta Potter, 81 Pu!
ton Village

FOUND
Navy blue raincoat found Thurs. night

at Campus Pond Call 6-5486
One men's watch near Thompson

under a tree. Call 256-6256
Brown glasses, taped. See Steve

Reed. 460 Hills South

ft Only ft

certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

a ASK WHERE YOU a
^* WORK OR BANK

"

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR

saxittarians pride themselves «n
having an open mind and aii ttdiuira-

aiiou for the open road. A isasutariiii
v»hu U nut loud of tru>el is a rano.
1'hese people are last-mated with saw*
i nines aud seem compelled tu steee
snj communication caps. They u*n-
alb are expansive, xeuerous and have
a flair for drama, some lauiou-t per-
son* born under baKittarius include
t rank Miiaira Joe Di.Ujkbio and M
ria Qsjfcjfce,

• *
ARUM .March U - April 19): A -

cem ability to persu- I

neusm suard: sop -

to you. Study inv-.-suni:.

tor.h 'j. y-juna i't:

Dun . U'.' n..r-

TAURUS '.Apr,: . - :
matters requ*r-- u'. •-•-•:

to permit yuu:-
talked out of valua

ram •

M
.

I

ii question about
Btic* 1

L'AN'CDR 'Ju:

velvement with on I i

nancia resource-"
faise sentiment, flattei

block progress. Someone may Ik-

ins- to part you from something of
>aiu>
L.BO (July U3 - Aug:. 22) : Cyrl.

moves up; take initiative. New con-
tacts are favored. Utilize innai-
sense of showmanship. Stress pel
ality appearance. Feature bright col-

ors
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Experienced Defense, Strong Backfield, Tough Offense . .

.

A Few of Dartmouth's Strengths
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

What can you say about a team
like Dartmouth? In 1969 the Ind-

ians were sixteenth in total offense,

fourth in rushing offense, second in

pass defense, twenty - second in

scoring, ninth in total defense and

tenth in scoring defense in the

entire nation. Add to this the fact

that there are twelve starters from
last season's 8-1 squad returning,

and you come to the conclusion

that UMass will have its hands

full with the Indians this Sat-

urday at Hanover, N. H. at 1 p.m.

Coach Bob Blackman isoptim-

fiaihj ^oUrgten

Sfuvtte
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Star quarterback Jim Chasey, an

All -Ivy and All -New England sel-

ection last year, and the leader

in Indian total offense, is said to

be suffering from a severe twisted

ankle . However , the UMass coach -

ing staff is of the opinion that

the 61-185 lb. senior will still

see quite a bit of action come
Saturday. If Chasey is unable to

play, inexperienced sophomore
Steve Stetson will get the call.

Joining Chasey in Blackman's
dream backfield will be another

All -Ivy selection, 5'll-200 lb.

senior John Short. Blackman
describes Short as "the best all-

around player on the squad". Al-

though Short will probably do the

bulk of the running, UMass will

also have to beware of the other

halfback, junior Brendan O'Neill,
6' -180 lb., averaged over six yards

a carry last year and scored two
touchdowns.

Rounding out the backfield is

another returning starter, fullback

Stu Simms. A 6'1-215 lb. junior.

Simms is a tough blocker and a

dangerous power runner. He aver-

aged 4.4 yards a carry in 1969.

Any offense, however, is only as

good as its line. Dartmouth is

istic about his club's chances in

1970. And why shouldn't he be?

With eight men returning to the

vaunted Indian defense of 1969,

points should be difficult to put

on the board against Dartmouth.

At the same time , Blackman claims

that he has potentially the best

backfield not only in New England

but in the East. Together, that

makes quite a combination.

If there is a weakness to be

found on this team, it is probably

the lack of backfield depth. After

the starting foursome there is little

to choose from among the replace-

ments. Thus a key injury could

prove costly to the Indians.

And before the season has begun
injury has struck the backfield.

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es

THE INDIAN

front line will probably prove to

be as tough as any unit the Red-

men will face all year. No less

than five of the starters on last

year's offensive line are back.

Anchoring the unit is a second

team All -Ivy selection, center

Mark Stevenson . Stevenson , a 6
' 1

-

205 lb. senior, has been a starter

since midway in his sophomore
year. Flanking Stevenson are

guards BobCordyand Jim Wallace.

Cordy, 61-195 lb., is another ex-

perienced competitor and, should

Wallace not be able to handle the

other guard position, junior Bob
Bassett will probably get the nod.

At the tackles will be Bob Peters
and Joe Leslie. Peters, one of

the Indian co- captains, is the most
experienced returning offensive

lineman and is expected to be one
of the top linemen in the Ivy

League. Joining the 61 -225 lb.

senior at tackle, Leslie is one
of the biggest men on the squad
at 6'5-240 lb.

Chasey will have a pair of ex-

perienced receivers to throw to

this season with both of last year's

starters returning. Darrel Gavle,
6'3-210 lb., caught seven passes
last year including two for TD'd
against Cornell. Bob Brown, 6'2-

190 lb., snatched ten passes for

a team high of 201 yards in 1969

as well as scoring five TD's.
Gregg Brown, a 6'4-205 lb. soph-

omore, should also see some
action.

As strong as the 1969 Indians

were on offense, they were even
better on defense. And although

seven men hnve graduated from
this unit, it is unlikely that the

1970 Dartmouth defense will be a

great deal weaker.
Starting up front at defensive

tackle will be 6*3-235 lb Barry
Brink and 6'0-230 lb. senior Bill

Skibitsky. Blackman feels that

"this position has the best comb-
ination of quality and quantity of

any of the team." Among the

reserves at this position to watch

Intramurals

AP
CHICAGO (AP) - The National

Basketball Association voted Wed-
nesday to send two teams from each

of its four new divisions into its

championships playoffs.

The NBA this season will have

a 17 club membership with the ad-

dition of new franchises at Buf-

falo, Portland and Cleveland. Un-

der the expansion, the NBA will

have two divisions in an eastern

conference and two in a western
conference.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Pete Rose
isn't going to win a third straight

National League batting champion-
ship, but the Cincinnati Reds'

scrapper is happy he achieved his

goal of 200 base hits.

BOSTON (AP) - "It takes two
hands to handle the Whopper," the

Boston Patriots like to say about

big Ron Berger, and the 6 foot 8

defensive end showed what they

mean in the Patriots' 1970 National

Football League opener Sunday.

Berger, biggest lineman ever to

play for the Pats, led the charge

as Boston's front four dumped
Miami quarterbacks eight times

and pressured the Dolphins all

day in a 27-14 upset victory. The
performance earned him the first

weekly designation by The Asso-

ciated Press as NFL Defensive

Player of the Week.

FOXBORO, Mass (AP) - Ground

was broken Wednesday for Schae -

fer Stadium, the new S6 2 million

home of the Boston Patriots of the

National Football League

LAST NIGHT'S SCORES
FOOTBALL

Gotchos 22, Bodies
Conglos 13, SE 12

Crestview 22, Burners 21

Bruins 21 , Hi lo's 6
Redwoods 25, B'ums
Hemlocks 27, Eagles 6

Trojans 20, Lemons 7

Black Bears 8, Aces 6

Oaks 18, Pines 6

Spartans 42, Bruisers 6

Commanchees 18, Seagrams 6

Colt 45's 12, Lions
Monuments 20, Seacruisers 15

Bulldozers 26, Terrors

Panthers 18, Cans 12

TC 6, Cult

Dilboughs 28, Hacks 6

Lifers 18, Team 12

TUG-O-WAR
Bulldogs 2, Tubes
TC 2, Dilboughs
Caps over TEP-WBF
PMD over APO-WBF
P.pers 2, Dogs
Seagrams 2, Academics

3 M's 2, Browns 1

Oxfords over GAK-WBF
PSD 2, TC
Redwoods 2, Maroons
Panthers 2, Cougars
TKP 2. DC
SAE and PLP-double forfeit

FOOTBALL
Field Time Teams

1 6^30 Greqonons vs. R-Runners
2 6:30 Elephants vs. Lubees

3 6:30 Bucks vs. Outh-T
4 6:30 Colonels vs. GAK
5 6:30 Deacons vs. Bulldogs

6 6:30 3M's vs. Duchies
1 7:30 PSK vs. PMD
2 7:30 SAM vs. ZN
3 7:30 PLP vs. PSD
4 7:30 SPE vs. APO
5 7:30 TC vs. KS
6 7:30 BKP vs. DC
1 8:30 Baracudas vs. Broncos

2 8:30 Nurds vs. Pipers

3 8:30 Brigades vs. Murgas
4 8:30 Puckers vs. Tubes
5 8:30 Gypsies vs. Turtles

6 8:30 L'Fellas vs. Herdes

Naiads Club Starts Soon
Are you creative? Do you en-

joy to swim? Want to find a fun

way of expressing yourself? If

so, come join the 1970-1971 Naiads

Aquatic Club for an unforgettable

Aquatic Art experience. In Aqua-

tic Art, movements are specif-

ically aimed at expressing a par-

f
\

is 66-265
Tarazevits,

the squad.

Although

experienced

lb. sophomore Tom
the biggest man on

Dartmouth is in-

at the defensive end

position, that does not mean that

it will be weak. Senior Jim Price,

61-210. is rated as a strong and

agile pass rusher and should get

a great deal of help from the other

end, 61-200 lb. Tim Risley. Giff

Foley, an All -Ivy selection at def-

ticular theme and interpreting this

theme in the water medium. Ap-
propriate music is selected to fur-

ther develop the theme.
Membership is open to Univer-

sity men and women. Practice
sessions will be held on Monday,
September 28th and Wednesday,

September 30th

,

at 7:30 in the Wo.

P.E pool. The
try-outs will be

held Thursday.

October 1st, at

7:30 in the Wo. P.

E. pool. Personal

arrangements wi-

ll be made if there

are any conflicts

of time.

+
1

Pat Scavone, leading

ground gainer in Maine

opener, will test Dart

mouth's defensive power

in Saturday's game. (MDC
photo by Richard Mclntyre)

ensive tackle in 1967 before

spending time in the service, has

been shifted to end. The Silver

Star winner will likely get into

the game at one time or another

Blackman employs a basic 4- 4-3

defense which includes two

"anchors", a middle linebacker

and a rover. The anchors will

be 61 -205 lb. senior Bill Munich,

a periodic starter for two years,

and Joe Jarrett, 61 -200 lb. one

of the most seasoned members of

the defensive unit.

Wayne Young, a 5'11-195 lb.

junior, has emerged from a four-

way battle and will be Blackman's
choice as the starting middle line-

backer. Senior Bill Brooks could

also see duty against UMass.
At rover, Blackman has co-

captain and second team All -Ivy

selection Murry Bowden, a player

whom he describes as "in a class

by himself ". He played much of

the 1969 season with injuries and he

is said to play with "reckless

abandon ".

The defensive backfield should

be another strong point for the

Indians . Leading the unit is another

All -Ivy selection, 5'11-170 lb.

senior Russ Adams. He inter-

cepted three passes in 1969 and

is the lone returning starter in

the backfield. At the other half-

back will be Mike Hannigan, a 5
' 1 1

-

175 lb. senior.

The safetyman is 6'4-205 lb.

Willie Bogan. Blackman feels that

Bogan is "the team's best pro

prospect" if he can overcome a

chronic back problem.

So that's the 1970 Dartmouth
team. Maybe the Indians are not

the world beaters they were in

1969, but they are still among the

powers in New England, if not the

East

Pena, Kelliner Nab Awards
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Highlighting yesterday's second weekly UMass Redmen Quarter-

back Club Luncheon held at the Newman Center was the selection

of guard Bob Pena and end Jim Kelliher as the top UMass offensive

and defensive players respectively off of their performances in the

Redmen's 28-0 win over Maine last Saturday
Offering the large gathering an

inside look at UMass' opponent
on this Saturday, Dartmouth, was
defensive line coach Bob Graham
He had high praise for the In-

dians, even going as far as to

build them up to appear as a

super team. He said, "If you're

going to beat anybody, you might
as well beat the best."

Head coach Vic Fusia, who ran
some films of the Maine game,
also pointed out the great pot-

ential that Dartmouth possesses.
In fact he views the whole match-
up as "a major team (Dartmouth)
playing a college team (UMass)",
but indicated that the Redmen have
the tools that, when manipulated

one, often indicating a player's

doubtful status, only to unveil that

same player on Saturday after-

noon, healthy as can be, having

miraculously overcome a serious

injury.

Whether this be the case with

Chasey remains to be seen. At

the luncheon, coach Graham listed

the senior quarterback as a star -

ter. batting no eyelid, nor paus-
ing to reconsider his statement.

A little later on, Fusia himself

mentioned that Dartmouth is not-

orious for coming up with last

second miracles before a football

game.

KELLIHER - Defense

properly, can spring a surprise.

PENA - Offense

* * • •

On the playing status of Big
Green quarterback Jim Chasey,
Dartmouth head coach Bob Black

-

man had this to say in the Bos-
ton Globe: "I really can't see
any chance of Jim playing this
week, "..."He had a severe twisted
ankle. More than likely we'll
start Steve Stetson, a promising
sophomore who has a lot to learn."
The Indians are known for play-

ing possum in cases such as this

DARTMOUTH TICKETS
There are a great many tickets

still available for the UMass -

Dartmouth football game, to be
played in Hanover, N.H. on Sa-
turday, Sept 26 at Dartmouth's
Memorial Field. Tickets can
be purchased at the Boyden
ticket office, room 255 up un-
til Friday at 6 p.m. Reserved
tickets are going for $5. while
unreserved ducats are costing
$2.50
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Program of Eco-Action Launched

Students sign up to help car-
ry out ecology projects at last

night's Kickoff Meeting of the

Coalition for Environmental
Quality. The keynote of this

year's program is less talk,

more action. (MDC photo by
Gary Alpaugh)

Student Court

Snag Slows

Several Trials

Details, page two

Two Teams

Previewed

In Pictures

See pages

Fifteen to eighteen
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[CEQ FocusAid

|
OnWetmore Camp.
The Coalition for Environmental Quality (CEQ) is sponsoring a

meeting with State Representative Robert Wetmore (Dem.-Barre)
this evening at 7 p.m. in Campus Center Rooms 165-169

Mr Wetmore is chairman of the legislative Special Committee
on the Environment. He will be talking with interested members
of the university community on how they can assist his committee
in its research and proposals. Mr. Wetmore is looking for stu-

dents and others to aid his understaffed and overworked committee.
The initial focus of CEQ's newly formed Political Project will

involve itself in working with political candidates and government
officials with intentions of promoting quality legislation in envir-
onmental areas. The project also intends to compile information
on the positions and voting records of political candidates concern-
ing environmental issues.

This is an opportunity for those interested in government and the

state of the environment to get practical experience and workable
knowledge in these fields.

The meeting is open to ALL.

SWAPOrganizes
In InitialMeeting

SWAP, Student Workshop on

Activity Problems, held its first

organizational meeting Thursday
evening in the new Campus
Center. Betty Pugh and Dick

Palomba, co-chairmen of SWAP,
dscussed plans for a conference

this semester.
Ln ier authorization from the

Student Senate. SWAP annualh
arranges meetings among trust-

ees, administration, faculty and

students. Representatives to

SWAP include members of stu-

dent governing boards and off-

icers of RSO groups.

The purpose of these meetings

is to discuss University problems
and possible solutions to them in

informal surroundings In the

past these conferences have been
held at the Berkshire resort.

Oak n Spruce
The work, however, only begins

at the resort area. Participants

return to the University to

discuss the results of the con-

ference with the student body
Because of the informal atmos -

phere of these meetings, ident-

ification on a first-name basis

and rap sessions into the early

hours of the morning are com-
mon occurances.

Whitmore Wants

Address Changes

Don't let this become a pro-

blem! You have until Oct 1,1970

to get into the REVISED Stu-

dent Directory. Whitmore
needs your help to help you
Students who have not already

done so, contact the housing

office atwhitmore to inform
them of changes in address and
telephone information. Faculty
members should contact the

Registrar's Office (John Mac
Loud or Ray Everett) in Whit-

more

How Can I Reach You?

CLASS OF 1973

EXECUTIVE

COUNCIL

MEETING
PLACE : Council Chambers

DATE: Thursday, September 25, 1970

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

IMPORTANT !

!

ALL MEMBERS MUST ATTEND.

0tp MsBSBtfpxBtXtB flaitg Otalltgtatt

Office of th* DAILY COLLEGIAN or. on thv second floor of tho

Student Union on tho University campus, zip code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news). 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times a week following a vacation or exam period or when o holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 os amended by the oct of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates arm $7 50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

DVP Speaker Explains Program

Designed To Aid Viet Children

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The Distinguished Visitors
Program will present a program
about South Vietnam s wounded
civilians Monday Student Union
Ballroom
The Committee of Respon-

sibility, the sponsor, is an organ-
ization of doctors and concerned
citizens who bring innocent young
victims of the war to the Un-
ited States for medical treatment
unavailable in Vietnam

Speaking Monday will be Mrs.
Eloise Houghton, the New England
executive secretary of the organ-
ization, and Dr. Peter Wolf, an
assistant professor of psychology
at Harvard University who works
for the Committee They will

explain the nature of their work
and present two movies "An
Evil Hour' and "War s Chil-

dren

Since 1967. the committee hat

brought hundreds of children u
the United States for treatment.
These children selected from
throughout South Vietnam, re-
present a small number of those
who can be helped. A recent
government survey indicates that

each year more than 200.000
Vietnamese civilians are being
wounded, maimed or killed by
the war. A high percentage of

the casualties are unprotected

War is destructive. The Committee of Responsibility is doing

something constructive by making medical treatment available

to war wounded children like Nguyen Van O, shown above.

children

By providing specialized or-
thopedic and plastic surgery, art-

Ti • t • TeaTo Be
RegularAffair
Chancellor Oswald Tippo has announced that he will resume his

practice of holding regular open coffee hours every Monday noon,
in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. Time will be 12 to 2
p.m.

The Chancellor's open discussions provide an opportunity for any
member of the University community, and especially students, to
raise questions about general campus issues, seek answers to par-
ticular questions, or to hear first-hand what the principal adminis-
trative officers are thinking and planning.

The practice of the regular open meetings with free coffee avail-
able to all, originated last year and is credited with allowing for gre-
ater two-way campus communication on issued affecting the entire
University.

All students with particular matters to discuss, as well as those
interested in just listening, are cordially invited to the Monday noon
meetings, commencing September 28, in the Colonial Lounge.

Danforth Graduate Fellows are eligible for four years of finan-
cial assistance, witn a maximum annual living stipend of $2,400 for
single Fellows and $2,950 for married Fellows, plus tuition and fees.
Dependency allowances are available. Financial need is not a cond-
ition for consideration

The Danforth Foundation, created by the late Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam H Danforth in 1927, is a philanthropy concerned primarily with
people and values O'er the years the work of the Foundation, while
oriented toward these concerns, has taken varied forms depending
upon changing circumstances and the presence of promising opport
unities for constructive action Presently the Foundation focuses
its activities in two major areas, education and urban affairs.^BM—gi*

YES, PEOPLE DO GO

TO CHURCH IN AMHERST

Immanuel Lutheran Church
867 North Pleasant Street, Amherst

(Adjacent to the UMoss School of Education)

— S E R VICES-
SUNDAY 10:30 A.M.
WEDNESDAYS 7:30 P.M.

Transportation provided. Call church office 549-0322
or 549-1638.

ificial limDs and training, nerve
grafts, skin grafts tendon tran-

splants and paraplegic rehabilit-

ation, the committee helps these
children function normally again

The program is open to tho

entire University community with
no admission charge

Bayh Blocks

Senate Action
WASHINGTON (AP) - Opponents

assailed the proposed constitution-

al amendment for direct elect ion of

the President Thursday as Sen

Birch Bayh
D Ind.. blocked senate action on

other measures
Bayh chief Senate sponsor of

the House approved amendment,
tried to show that opponents are

filibustering »o prevent a vote on

the proposal

By blocking other legislation,

he sought to forc*» opponents to

talk against the direct election

amendment or else let it come to

a vote.

Sen. James B. Allen, D Ala.,

taking the floor for the opposition

said Bayh was holding up the pass-

age of appropriation bills and other

measures essential to operation

of the government

.

"I hope the senator from Ind-

iana will abandon the Bayh fili-

buster and let the Senate consider

the bills on the calendar." he said

The amendment to abolish the

Electoral College and provide for

election of the president by direct,

popular vote has been before the

Senate since Sept. 8 but, by un-

animous consent, it has been put

aside from day to day to permit
action on other measures.

Bayh said he was putting a stop
to this and also was refusing to

consent to committee meetings
while the Senate is in session.
His idea, he said, is to bring all

the Senate's business except elec-
toral reform to "a screeching
halt."

Majority leader Mike Mansfield,
DMont., said he will file a second
petition Friday to cut off the de-
bate on electoral reform by in-

voking the closure rule.

Sabbath at Hillel
FRIDAY — 7:30 P.M. — COUNCIL CHAMBERS, S.U.

Program Follows:

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT MIDDLE-EAST SITUATION

WITH A PANEL OF ISRAELI STUDENTS

SATURDAY 10:00 A.M. — COUNCIL CHAMBERS, S.U.

Followed by — Study of torah portion, 11:30 A.M.

C.E.Q. Ready To Build On Last Year's Experience

New Plans Outlined At First Meeting

Quint Dawson, President of CEQ, addressed concerned stu-

dents at last night's Kickoff Meeting. This year's program will

stress practical action. (MDC photo by Dave Bernstein)

FCC Shoots Down Plea

For New T.V. Ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Fed-

eral Communications Commission

Thursday denied a petition by the

Columbia Broadcasting Co. and the

Democratic National Committee
asking it to reconsider its fair-

ness ruling of Aug. 18.

It also refused to require CBS
to give Republicans equal time be-

fore Oct. 10 to reply to a Dem-
ocratic answer to President Nix-

on. The commission earlier had

ruled the Republicans should have

equal time to answer the Demo-
crats but the Republicans then ask-
ed the FCC to order CBS to de-

liver the time before Oct. 10.

The dispute is based on whether
the opposition party has the right

to use television time to reply

to remarks made by the chief ex-

ecutive on television. The crux

of the matter revolves about whe-

ther the president is the head of

the nation or the leading spokes-

man of his party.

The FCC ruled on Aug. 18 that

he was both but said CBS's gift

of free time to the Democrats
was wrong because the network

did not impose any conditions as to

what could be discussed. The com-
mission expanded on that ruling in

its decision Thursday.

The dispute started when CBS,
citing the fairness doctrine, de-

cided that Democrats should be

given television time to answer
statements on the Vietnam confl-

ict made by President Nixon in

five television appearances.

The Democrats presented a 25

minute program on July 7 but,

rather than limiting their remarks
to the Vietnam war, they touched

also on issues such as crime and

civil rights.

The Republican National Comm-
ittee then asked CBS for equal time

to reply to the Democrats but was
refused. The FCC later issued a

decision saying CBS had erred
and should give the Republicans

equal time.

Both the network and the Dem -

ocratic National Committee asked
the commission to reconsider, co-

ntending the Democratic broadcast

addressed itself to issues raised

by Nixon in previous telecasts.

Both said the Democrats should

not have been limited to discuss -

ing only the war, since Nixon

had not been limited.

The FCC said Thursday there

was a distinction between the pres-

ident as the nation's leader and the

president as his party's head.

Corn Blight Buck Passed,

O'Brien Charges Agnew
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Democra-

tic Natonal Chairman Lawrence F.

O'Brien portrayed Vice President

Agnew Thursday as a prsidential

spokesman who is passing the buck

for everything Republicans can't

control, "even the corn leaf

blight."

O'Brien spoke Thursday night at

a dinner honoring former Vice

President Hubert H. Humphrey,

now a Democratic candidate for the

U. S. Senate in Minnesota.

In prepared remarks, O'Brien

said Agnew has become a divi-

sive force and is ignoring Pre-
sident Nixon's pledge to "bring us

together."

"It is the Democratic party that

must hold aloft the banner which
the President has cast aside and
which his vice president has tram-
pled in the mud," O'Brien said.

"The vice president's intent,

as he thumbs his way through an
unabridged dictionary, is to blame
Democrats for everything that the

Republicans can't control -crime,
unemployment, inflation, budget
deficits, even the corn leaf blight."

By PAT KING
Staff Reporter

About 150 concerned members of the UMass community gathered in the Campus Center Auditorium

for the Kickoff Meeting of the Coalition for Environmental Quality last night. Quint Dawson, Pre-

sident of the CEQ, outlined some of the workshops and projects planned for the 1970-71 year.

True to the famous UMass competency, there was no microphone, so everybody had to unite phy-

sically, just to hear what was being said. This was especially conducive to the main objective of

the meeting, which was to replace talk with action, to unify all those who simply complain about the

destruction of our environment.

Lack of manpower and funds were cited by Dawson as the main problems of last semester.

Things are already looking up for this year, since CEQ has been granted an Honorary to provide

for guest speakers. Projects were organized in every area imaginable, ranging from problems

on campus to investigation of governmental agencies. There was a project for any field of interest.

signed by the government to offer ter Dawson had covered his list

Dawson's "baby" was a project

o organize an ecology organization

in every high school in the state.

The plan is to send teams of three

members, an informed speaker,

an audio -visual man and an orga-

nizer. Emphasis was placed on

the fact that these teams would

be specially trained to deal with

high school age students. Train-

ing for these jobs will begin Sa-

turday at 9:00 a.m. in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium for any-

body interested.

Another important consideration

is the role of the university in

the destruction of the Pioneer

Valley. We've all seen signs of

this. How about the smoke that the

physical plant belches into the

air? Or the scum that the ducks

and swans at the pond have to

wade through? Then there's al-

ways the litter -bug. a motion

passed by the Student Senate will

call to the attention of the Admi-
nistration any ecological problem
which is reported. Finally there

is a channel to work within, and

maybe, if a committee can get

up the motivation, something can

be done.

By now the news of the Raft

has spread over the Campus . The -

re is a project planned for a raft

(or maybe rafts) to travel down the

Connecticut River to dramatize

the pollution problem. With the

proper press coverage, this could

be a very effective project, espe-

cially if the raft gets eaten out

from under the brave sailors by

the vile chemicals which have al-

most replaced the water. It could

happen. Help is needed to over-

come the resistance of some power
companies so that the expedition

can get underway before the cold

weather sets in.

One of the more original plans

was to give out awards to the

best and worst polluters in the

area. This again could be very

effective with enough press cover -

age. Of course, people are needed

for the Awards Committee to do

research and to elect the lucky

winners.

Of special relevance to any red-

blooded American student in

this, the age of sexual libera-

tion, is the problem of birth con-

trol. There is a workshop being

formed to bring birth control and

abortion information to both the

males and females in the commu-
nity. The population problem is

perhaps one of the most urgent.

For the politically oriented,

there is a committee being formed
to investigate the committees as-

solutions to ecological and envi -

ronmental problems. Apparent-

ly, they haven't been doing a very

good job. Why not? By taking the

initiative, we can force environ-

mental quality.

An election year is always an

opportune time for change. CEQ
will also be involved in helping tho-

se candidates who pledge action

on the ecological issues. Here is

a chance for political involvement

and a means to work within The
System

.

Dawson presented the possibi-

lity of combining the forces and

resources of ecology groups from

the surrounding colleges Smith,

Amherst, and Mount Holyoke. O-

ther workshops topics were pre-

sented, such as a bicycle club,

a detergent and phosphate work-

shop, an examination of neuclear

power plants and help at the Ar-

cadia Wildlife Sanctuary.

The formal meeting closed af-

Administration To Try Students

With or Without Judiciaries

Administrative action will be taken to try all student judicial cases

if judiciaries for Areas East and West are not set up immediately,

it was learned yesterday in a meeting between Student Senate Vice-

President Pat Beharry and Randall Dahl of the Dean of Students Of-

fice.

The appointment of area judiciaries was not made last spring

when the Stuoent Senate suspended all normal activity for the nat-

ional student strike.

"If students aren't willing to serve on their own courts then the

administration will take matters into their hands and that will be

a great defeat for student autonomy", said Vice-President Beharry
The Judiciary Act calls for seven undergraduates— three seniors,

three juniors, and one sophomore— for each area court.

Applications are available in the Student Senate office on level one

of the Campus Center.

of workshops and projects and

nad given a brief summary of the

purpose of each one. A debate

followed concerning the establish-

ment of a national park in the Ho-
lyoke Range. This has apparent-

ly upset some of the residents,

ind the pros and cons of such a

move were argued, resulting in a

spontaneous workshop. Then the

people talker 1 to those in charge

of the 25 workshops and signed

up for their choices.

So cheer up. Smile when you

see heaps of garbage littering the

roadside. Let the beauty of the

smoggy air bring tears to your

eyes. Somebody's doing some-
thing. Or trying, anyway. Any-
body interested in signing up for

one of the projects or in getting

more information may go to the

CEQ office in Room 124 of the

RSO office.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

(or

REGISTERED NURSES
all shifts

WING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Community Health Center

for further information contact

Director of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goethel, R.N.

Wright Street, Polmer, Mass. 01069

GRIGG'S FURNITURE
124 Amity St. — Amherst

"GOOD SELECTION OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE"

Open 9-5 Mon. - Sat. Tel. 256-6353

OPEN HOUSE
Lambda Chi Alpha

SAT., SEPT. 26 FROM 7:30

ragsB^L.•6>e4—>
OF AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Stroot

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LINES Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONOS SOLO WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

Bell's Pizza

A great pizza and the

most delisius

hot oven grinders.

Open up to 2 a.m.

Fri. & Sat.

1 a.m.
the rest of the week

free delivery of pizzas

256-8011 253-9051
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In The Nation And The World

The Mid-East War
s

Jordanian Forces Advance On Resistance Troops
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Pa-

lestinian resistance was reported

collapsing in northern Jordan
Thursday before a Jordanian army
attack and King Husseir appeared
to be regaining control of the enti -

re country.

As the fighting continued, a new
move to get a cease fire was laun-

ched from Egypt. Two captured

Palestinian leaders released by
Jordan flew from Cairo to Damas-
cus to try to get Yasir Arafat,

the guerrilla chieftain, to accept

the cease fire they worked out with

the king.

A four man Arab peace mission
returned to Amman from Cairo
and met with Hussein in an at-

tempt to get the fighting stop-

ped. The mission headed by Gen.

Jaafar el Numairi, president of

Sudan, flew to Amman first Tues-
day and returned to Cairo Wednes -

day with freed guerrilla leaders.

Fighting ebbed in Amman and an
airlift of foreign refugees began.

A Middle East Airline plane car-

rying 58 foreigners, 32 of them
Americans, landed in Beirut Pas-
sengers said mortar shells hit 100

yards from their plane before it

took off. Two other planes took

Britons to Cyprus.
Israeli observers 10 miles west

of the fighting in the north said

Jordanian troops broke the resis-

tance of the guerrillas with heavy
artillery barrages at Irbid, Jor-
dan's second largest city 50 miles
north of Amman.

After the artillery barrage lifr

ted, army units began pursuing
the guerrillas, they said.

The Israelis also said invaders
from Syria, reported routed Wed-
nesday, withdrew to Dera in Sou-
thern Syria leaving behind 25 des-
troyed tanks

.

Amman radio said 5.000 guerril-

las had surrendered, but it did not

say whether they gave up in the

north or in all parts of Jordan.
Official reports from Amman

reaching the British Foreign Of-

fice in London said Hussein's for-

ces have won back virtual control

of the whole country after a week
of bloody fighting.

The two Palestinian leaders who
flew to Damascus were among
captured guerrilla chiefs freed
so they could accompany Arab
peace mission back to Cairo Wed-
nesday.

Arafat, head of the Al Fatah
guerrillas and the Palestine Li-

beration Organization, rejected the

cease fire Wednesday, calling it a

trick. He was last reported in Jor -

dan but sources in Cairo said he
was expected to meet the two Pa-
lestinians in Damascus, the Syrian
capital.

Abou Avid, Arafat's deputy in

Al Fatah who helped to work out

a peace plan and the cease fire

with Hussein, also flew to Cairo
with the peace mission. He had
been captured earlier this week
but was released. The Cairo

Cambodian Army Troops Set Back

As "That Other War" Continues

dispatch did not name him as one

of the two to see Arafat. It men-
tioned only one, Abou Gharib.

Replying to an urgent message
from Arab leaders in Cairo about

reports of more fighting near Ir-

bid, Hussem said they were "ab-

solutely false."

Guerrilla broadcasts from Bag-

hdad said the guerrillas still con-

trolled Irbid and Ramtha 10 miles

to the east although they conceded

some of their forces made "a

tactical withdrawal."

Correspondents who arrived in

Beirut from Amman said Wednes-
day they do not believe the army
will follow the cease fire agree-

ment to the letter because it is

bent on destroying the guerrillas.

With the slight improvements
in the capital, the Red Cross step-

ped up efforts to care for the

wounded.

Jordanian authorities said there

were no more than 2.000 casual-

ties but guerrilla leaders and o-

thers say they are at least 10

times as high.

An International Red Cross mis-
sion returned to Jerusalem from
Amman with permission from the

Jordanian government to begin a

transfer of wounded and medical
supplies across the Jordan River.

In Geneva, Dr. A. Barakat, a

Palestine Red Crescent official,

was quoted on a Swiss radio broad-
cast as saying the 54 hostages
from three hijacked Western air-

liners are "somewhere in Jordan
under the protection of the Pa-
lestinian Red Crescent." Meet-
ing with newsmen later, however,
Barakat declined to confirm the

statement saying: "I have heard
reports the hostages were moved
to the north."

He did not say what the condi -

tion of the passengers and crew
men were, but he said they were
exposed to the "same war dangers
as the polution." Among the hos-
tages held by Palestine guerrillas
are 38 Americans

SAIGON (AP} - Cambodian government troops,

blocked by a stubborn enemy force in attempts to

recapture a big section of Cambodia's heartland,

were cut off from their supply base Thursday by

blown bridges to their rear.

Some 16 battalions of Cambodian troops - up to

6,000 men - were cut off when Vietnamese sa-

boteurs slipped round the task force north of Phnom
Penh and blew up three bridges.

The sappers struck at the end of a day of figh-

ting which saw the Cambodians thrown backagain

in their attempted advance on Taing Kauk. a North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong strongpoint 47 miles

north of the capital

.

Associated Press correspondent Robin Mannock
reported from a command post at Skoun that about

10 government soldiers were killed and 60 wounded

in a series of sharp clashes on the southern edge

of the village.

The enemy troops entrenched at Taing Kauk -

their strength was estimated Thursday at 300 to

500 have held up the offensive for 11 days.

The Cambodians want to push all the way to

Kompong Thom, about 80 miles north of Phnom
Penh, reopening Highway 6 as they go.

Cambodian officers in Skoun said it was not

known when the offensive would be able to resume.

The Cambodian high command was reported to be

holding back on the use of air strikes and artillery

to root the enemy out of Taing Kauk. Fleeing

villagers had informed the army that earlier allied

air strikes had had no effect on dislodging the well

entrenched foe.

South Vietnamese forces claimed a major success
in a six day operation to clear the banks of the

Bassac and Mekong rivers 30 to 50 miles south

east of Phnom Penh. They claimed to have killed

200 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong in the past

three days.

In the only significant action reported in South

Vietnam, government infantrymen claimed killing

23 North Vietnamese soldiers without suffering any
casualties in a raid against an enemy staging area
two miles southwest of Fire Base O'Reilly in the

northern sector.

The diminished fighting on Vietnam's battlefields

was reflected in weekly casualty reports which
showed 52 Americans killed in action and 333
wounded last week. It was the lowest over all

casualty toll in 4 1/2 years.

South Vietnamese casualties for the week also

were down. 195 killed and 464 wounded. The
allies claimed killing 1,217 enemy troops - the

lowest figure of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
losses in a month.

The latest statistics raised to 43,674 the number
of Americans killed in action in the war Another
288,794 have been wounded.

Total South Vietnamese casualties now stand at

113,690 killed and 240,773 wounded The allies

figure they have killed 671,742 in a decade of

fighting.

Thirty three Americans died of non- combat
causes, during the week, bringing to 8,554 the

total in that category.

U. S. AgainstImposedGov't,
Bruce Tells Paris Talks
PARIS (AP) - The United States issued a formal replv Thursday to

the so called "new peace initiatives'' of the Viet Cong, and the

response appeared to have left North Vietnam and Viet Cong at cross

purposes.

U.S. Ambassador David K.E
Bruce, in the first official Ameri-
can reaction to last week's Viet

Cong proposals affirmed that Wa-
shington will not impose any go-

vernment on Saigon But he left

the door open for further talks on

military questions.

The Viet Cong representative

here quickly labeled Bruce's reply

"entirely negative," but Hanoi's

envoy did not regard it as an out-

right rejection.

At last week's session, Mrs
Nguyen Thi Binh, head of the Viet

Cong delegation, called for a U.S.

commitment to withdraw from
Vietnam by next June 30 and to

replace the Saigon regime of Pre-
sident Nguyen Van Thieu

In exchange, Mrs. Binh offered

a cease fire with U.S. troops du-

ring the withdrawal and the start

of talks on prisoner of war repa-

triation.

Bruce said Thursday the United

States will not impose any regime

THE PHOENIX BOOKSHOP

MAY HAVE IT!!

WE HAVE MOVED AND EXPANDED (Between Drummer Boy & Bell's)

TO SERVE YOU BETTER.

WE HAVE ORDERED TEXTS FOR

COURSES IN...

ART, ANTHROPOLOGY, ENGLISH, ECONOMICS, COMPARATIVE LIT.,

PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY.

We plan to be open from 9 A.M. to 10 P.M. EVERY DAY
Not only do we have the books, we have

MAGAZINES & SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 9 AM TO 10 PM DAILY

on the people of South Vietnam
"The question of a political

settlement in South Vietnam is one
for the South Vietnamese to work
out among themselves... free of the

use of force and the threat of for-

ce from whatever quarter." he

said.

Bruce added that the call for a

withdrawal deadline "does not, in

practical terms, differ markedly
from your previous call for the

withdrawal of our forces within six

months.

"Nor have you made clear what

you mean by your statement that

"the question of Vietnamese ar-

med forces in South Vietnam shall

be resolved by the Vietnamese
themselves" We continue to favor
withdrawal of all outside forces."

Bruce's answer to the military

demand did not seem to be a flat

rejection. At one point, he com-
mented: "If you intended in your
later statements to convey new
positions, we would welcome fur-

ther clarification from you."
Bruce said the Viet Cong pro-

posals on the table contain the "sa-
me fundamental demands." But,

he added, "We have not rejected
anything. We are still studying
them."

\
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Hijacking Remains Major Problem

Cuba Hands Over Air Pirate
MIAMI (AP) - U.S. officials,

acting with the first such perm-
ission from Fidel Castro's gov-
ernment, flew into Cuba on Thu-
rsday and brought out an American
Army private accused of hijacking

a jetliner to Havana last month.
Robert J Labadie, 27, indict-

ed Sept. 10 on charges of aircraft

piracy and kidnaping, was flown to

Miami on the second of two daily

refugee flights from Veradero,
Cuba
He was taken before U.S. Com-

missioner Ed Swan, who set bond
at $500,000 and scheduled a pre-
liminary hearing for Set. 30. La-
badie said he was absent without

leave from an Army hospital.

Other accused hijackers have
returned to the United States from
Cuba, many via Canada. But La-
badie is the first to be handed
over by Cuban officials directly

to American authorities.

At the State Department in Wash-
ington, it was not certain whether
this action meant a change in

Cuba's policy on hijackers.

The United States has been seek-
ing direct and immediate return
of hijackers as a deterrent to air
piracy that has seen more than
100 U.S. citizens commandeer pl-

anes to Cuba in the past decade.

The department's press officer,

Robert J. McCloskey, said "State

Department authorities note with

satisfaction that Cuban authorities

are returning this man to the Un-
ited States."

Labadie was indicted at South
Bend, Ind., in the hijacking of a
Trans World Airlines plane Aug.
24 as it flew over Fort Wayne,

Ind., with 86 passengers.
Washington had notified Havana

through the Swiss Embassy that it

would accept the hijacker back in

this country. On Tuesday, the Cu-
ban government proposed putting

him on the "freedom airlift. "U.S.
officers rode the plane from Mi -

ami and took custody of him at the
Cuban airfield.

The three engine TWA Boeing
727 jet was hijacked between Chic-
ago and Philadelphia by a man
wearing an Army uniform who told

the pilot he had a friend in the
coach section with a bomb.

There was no accomplice and
only the hijacker got off at Hav-
ana.

Bubble, Bubble, Toil and Trouble

Bubble Bath an Irritant
WASHINGTON (AP) - The par-

ents of a Miami youngster were
puzzled by what the father des-

cribed as a terrible rash on the

boy's feet and legs. After a vis-

it to a doctor, bubble bath was
identified as the culprit.

A 5 year old Washington girl

developed a urinary tract infec-

tion. Working by hunch, her par-

ents took her out of contact with

various items. When the mother
stopped the regular use of bub-

ble bath, the infection disappeared.

The reactions are the reason
federal officials are concerned ab-

out irritation caused by bubble
baths, particularly among child-
ren.

"We feel It's something that
needs attention rapidly," said Al-
fred Weissler, chief of the Food
and Drug Administration's cosme-
tic division.

Soviets Bring Back
Sample of M.Soil
MOSCOW(AP- Soviet space scientists successfully guided home

their first samples of moon soil Thursday and quickly hailed the all

mechanical feat as equal to the U.S. apollo moon landings.

The 11 day mission of the unmanned Luna 16 craft ended as rec -

overy teams tracked the capsule through the earth's atmosphere

and picked it up on target more than 1,400 miles southeast of Mos-
cow, in Soviet Kazakhstan.

There was no immediate an-

nouncement on the quantity or

condition of the moon soil aboa-

rd, which Luna 16's mechanical

hand scooped up in the Sea of

Fertility on the lunar surface Sun-

day.

Dr. Ivan F. Obraztsev. head of

Moscow's Aeronautics Institute

and a leading space expert, pra-

ised the Luna success on telev-

ision as "a large achievement

of Soviet science and technology."

He acknowledged that the U.S.

moon landings also had been "big

events," but said the Luna ex-

periment "is a no less important

event, from the point of view of

technology."

This was believed to be the

second Soviet attempt to make
the round trip moon scoop ex-

pedition. The first ended in fail-

ure in July 1969, when Luna 15

crashed on the moon after its

retrorockets apparently failed.

That mission coincided with the
Apollo 11 landing and apparently
had been calculated to beat Amer-
icans home with soil samples.

But the Luna 16 success gives
the Russians a clear lead over
the Americans in unmanned lunar
exploration. Soviet press reports
indicate Luna type craft will be
used to try to extend this lead

by shooting for samples from
Mars and Venus.
A report from Tass said first

reports from the recovery area
indicated the return craft is in

excellent condition.

The agency said the lunar probe
landed not far from the Baikon-
ur cosmodrome where Luna 16

station was launched Sept. 12.
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Weissler said of the 250 com-
plaints the FDA receives each
year about cosmetic and toiletries

15 pertain to bubble baths.

Most of the complaints, said
Weissler, involved urinary tract

Irritation, particularly among yo-
ung girls. The detergents in the

baths apparently are strong en-
ough to scour away normal bodily

secretions and leave children sus-
ceptible to infection, he said.

The Toilet Goods Association,
blames the reactions on misuse.

Weissler, who describes the law
covering such products as weak
and ineffective, says he has been
urging privately that bubble bath

makers include on labels a warn-
ing of possible irritation.

Hijacking Jokes Bomb
WASHINGTON(AP - On the ground that air piracy is no laughing

matter, the airline industry urged the public Thursday to refrain

-at airports or on airplanes -from Jokes about hijacking.

The Air Transport Association said the airlines are becoming
concerned about sick joke references that set the nerves of airport
personnel and plane crews on edge.
The ATA appeal for understanding of the problem came as a stat-

istical summary showed that while U.S. hijackings did not begin un-
til 1961, the crime itself originated three decades earlier.
The first known hijacking of an airplane occurred in Peru in 1930,

the Federal Aviation Administration said.

ATA said the would be humor that has given cause for alarm was
typified in the remark of a passenger that "ho ho, if you don't serve
me another drink I'll blow up this airplane."
Recently at Minneapolis, the ATA said, a man who telephoned and

was unable to get a reservation threatened laughingly, "You bet-
ter get me on or I'll hijack the plane."
The reservations clerk invited the individual to come in and go

on the flight standby list. When the would be passenger appeared
at the airport, an FBI agent was waiting for him.
The maximum penalty for wilfully and maliciously conveying false

information regarding airplane hijacking or sabotage is a $5,000
fine and five years of imprisonment.
But the same false information spread jokingly, without malice,

can also be costly, up to $1,000 and a year in jail.

FAA records show that to date there have been 255 airplane hi -

jacking attempts, world wide, starting in 1930. Of these, 64 were
unsuccessful.

Of the remainder, 123 involved aircraft hijacked to Cuba, and 68
to other countries.

In 1947, a plane was hijacked on route from Romania to Turkey.
Refugee attempts to escape Communist control by hijack started

in April and May 1948 when two Czechoslovakia aircraft were comm-
andeered to the U.S. zone of West Germany.

Authorities Hold Three

In Wisconsin Incident
HILLSBORO, Tex. (AP) -Tex-

as authorities announced they

were holding three men for ques -

tioning Thursday in connection

with the University of Wisconsin
bombing Aug. 24. In the bombing
a graduate student was killed

and three persons injured.

The Texas Department of

Public Safety issued a statement

saying the men were detained at

the request of the FBI and were
being held at Hillsboro, a town
of 10,000 about 65 miles south

of Dallas.

The FBI was investigating to

determine the three men's iden-

ties, the department said.

Four young men have been

charged in the bombing and were
placed on the FBI's most wanted

list.

The men were detained Thurs-

day afternoon after being stopped

on Interstate 35 in a car with

Wisconsin license plates, the de-

partment said. They were taken
to the sheriff's office in Hill-

sboro.

The Aug. 24 bombing of the

Army Mathematics Research
Center on the university campus
at Madison resulted in FBI Dir-
ector J. Edgar Hoover's ann-
ouncing earlier this month a
nationwide search for the four
young men.

In making that announcement
the FBI identified the fugitives

as Karleton Lewis Armstrong,
22, Dwight Alan Armstrong, 19,

his brother; David Sylvan Fine,

18, and Leo Frederick Burt, 22,

a summer student at the univer-
sity.

The four were charged with

sabotage, destruction of govern-
ment property and conspiracy.

Dr. Robert E. Fassnacht, 33,

a graduate student who was work-
ing in the research center when
the bomb went off, was killed.
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Dr. Mead Advocates Replacement

Of Traditional Family Units
New York, September 22- -An-

thropologist Dr. Margaret Mead
today advocated the development
of "cluster groups" as a replace-

ment for traditional family units

which she said have become "in-

congruous" with the new expec-
tations of our changing society.

Arguing that the task of main-
taining individual homes "squand-
ers an inordinate amount of ener-

gy," Dr. Mead contended that the

development of such new designs

for living 4s one of our most
urgent needs today.

She said that the self-sufficie-

ncy of small family units- -par-

ents and their children- -in which
each family must provide for all

its own social and emotional needs

has become a "heavy burden."
Citing current attitudes of the

young toward the traditional app-

roach to marriage and parenthood.

Dr. Mead warned that "blind at-

tachment (of society) to a trad-

itional kind of family as the only

good way < of living and bringing

dp children may in the end frus-

trate our most serious efforts

to improve the quality of our per-

sonal and national life...

"By holding on to a style of

family living that has become in-

congruous with our newer expec-

tations, we shall have lost what

we have most valued: a way of

bringing up children that prepares
them to live their own lives, to

make the future their own- -and

different from the past."

Emphasizing the difference bet-
ween "cluster groups" and com-
munes, Dr. Mead said that in the
former, each family would retain

its own Identity and there would
not be a common occupational or
economic base.

She described "cluster groups"
as communities in which couples
with children would live very close

to many people. "There would be
in each cluster some families,

some childless married couples,

older and younger, some individ-

uals not yet married, some prev-
iously married, some working or
studying and some retired, some
with strength for energetic play

and talk with children and some
very fragile persons whom even
children could help care for...

"Some things would be owned
personally; other necessary re-

sources would be owned and used
within the larger group...Nor sho-
uld families and individuals nec-
essarily make long-term commit-
ments to membership. It is nec-
essary, I think, for people to

keep the sense that they are free
to change and move."

In her article, Dr. Mead re-

commended the academic comm-
unity as the ideal place to be-

gin experimenting with such "clus-
ter groups" because of its drastic
shortage of housing and because
the very nature of its imperman-
ence would make many "will-
ing, even eager, to try out an un-
familiar style of living."

NewBook Offers
CampaignAdvice
For students interested in political campaigning, Donald G. Herz-

berg and J.W. Peltason unravel some mysteries and offer practi-

cal advice in their new book, A STUDENT GUIDE TO CAMPAIGN
POLITICS (McGraw-Hill, $4.95 hardcover, and $1.95 paperback).

"Political campaigns in the United States are unique," the authors

write. "They are longer, more chaotic, more decentralized, and less

issue -oriented than campaigns in any other country in the world."

A STUDENT GUIDE TO CAMPAIGN POLITICS offers young peo-
ple step -by -step advice on campaigning responsibilities. The book
is not ideological, nor does it promote causes or candidates.

An active campaigner himself, Donald G. Herzberg has campaign-
ed in Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey. He was Staff Direc-
tor of President Kennedy's Commission on Registration and Voting
Participation, and is consultant on politics to American Broadcast-
ing Company News. He is a professor of Political Science at Rut-
gers University.

Grad Students Offered Foreign Grants

For Research and Professional Training
The Institute of International Ed-

ucation has announced the official

opening of its annual competition
for grants for graduate study or
research abroad, and for profess-
ional training in the creative and
performing arts.

Application forms and informa-
tion for the students currently en-
rolled at UMass may be obtained
from the campus Fulbright Ad-
viser, Professor P.J Fliess The
deadline for filing applications th-

SENATE ELECTIONS

Are Oct. 8th

Nomination Papers

Can Be Picked Up

In f&0 Office

Level #1C.C.

Papers Are Due Oct. 2nd

Do You Care?

rough the Fulbright Adviser is Oct-

ober 8, 1970.

HE is responsible for the re-

cruitment and screening of candi -

dates for U.S. Government Awards
under the Fulbright -Hays Act as
well as for grants offered by var-

ious foreign governments, univer-
sities and private donors.

The grants, which will be av-

ailable for the academic year 1971-

72, are designed to promote mut-
ual understanding between the peo-
ple of the U.S. and other countries
through the exchange of persons,
knowledge and skills. It is ex-

pected that there will be at least

554 awards available for 1971-72

although only tentative informati-

on on quotas has been received.

Candidates who wish to apply

for an award must be U.S. citi-

zens at the time of application,

have a bachelor's degree or its

equivalent before the beginning da-

te of the grant and, in most cases,
be proficient in the language of

the host country. Selections will

be made on the basis of academ-
ic and/or professional record, the

feasibility of the applicant's pro-
posed study plan, language pre-
paration and personal qualificat-

ions.

Preference is given to applicants

between the ages of 20 and 35 and
to candidates who have not had
prior opportunity for extended st-

udy or residence abroad, with the

exception of those who have ser-
ved in the armed forces.

Creative and performing artists

will not be required to have a
bachelor's degree, but they must
have four years of professional

study or equivalent experience.
Applicants in social work must
have at least two years of pro-
fessional experience after the
Master of Social Work degree.
Applicants in the field of medicine
must have an M.D. at the time of

application

Two types of grants will be
available through HE under the

Fulbright -Hays Act: U.S. Gover-
nment Full Grants and U.S. Go-
vernment Travel Grants.

A Full award will provide a
grantee with tuition, maintenance
for one academic year in one coun-
try, round-trip transportation,
health and accident insurance and
an incidental allowance.

A limited number of U.S. Go-
vernment Travel Grants is avail-

able to supplement maintenance

The Distinguished VisitorT Program on the ConTmitteeonTes^

possibility has been moved from the Campus Center Auditorium

to the Student Union Ballroom.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Friday - Saturday, September 25 & 26

Lorraine Hansberry's Poignant Story

TO BE YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK
New York Production

EVENINGS AT 8 — MATINEE SATURDAY 2:30 P.M.

Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 P.M.

SOPHIA NOEL Spanish Soprano

Eugenio Gonzalo, Guitar

Authentic music of Spain from XVth Century to
Federico Garcia Lorca, Latin and South America!

All performances in Bowker Auditorium

Reserved tickets: Fine Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, Telephone 545-0202

or Bowker Box Office one hour before event

and tuition scholarships granted to

American students from other
sources.

HE also administers certain
maintenance and tuition scholar-
ships offered by foreign gover-
nments and private donors for

study in Austria, France, Ger-
many, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Me-
xico, Poland, Romania, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and
Yugoslavia.

GuestLecture
On Faulkner
Dr. Michael Gresset, Professor

of American Literature attheSor-
bonne. will present a lecture on
William Faulkner Monday, Sept-
ember 28. at 4:30p.m. in the Mem-
orial Hall auditorium. His talk,
entitled 'The Figure Faulkner's
Fiction Makes," is being sponsor

-

ed by the Department of English
and is open to the public.

Professor Gresset, one of Eur-
ope's most distinguished interpre-
ters of American literature, has
been visiting and studying in the
United States for several months
and is now preparing to return to
his post in Paris.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

DEERFIELD

Drive-in Theatre

Routes 5 & 10
South Deerfield, Mass.

Tel. 665-8746

FRI. . SAT. - SUN.

EDWARD SMALL

Christine
J0RGENSEIM
STORY" i

COLOR by DeLuxe* United Artists

ALSO

Allen Flint's

"What DoYou Say

to a Naked Lady?"

No one under 18 admittedH Showtime 7:30

J Sun., Christine at 7:3»

Senior-Soph Weekend Brings Bunny Club, Steve Miller

Senior -Soph Weekend October
2-3 will feature a Playboy Night

Club with its own official Play-
boy Bunny and two Saturday con-
certs starring the Steve Miller
Band, B.B. King, and Dreams.

Friday night, October 2, the
tenth and eleventh levels of the

Campus Center will be trans-
formed into a Playboy Night Club
serving dinners and cocktails and
presenting a variety of talented

entertainers. There will be a
$1 admission charge.

The night club will offer a hot
open face sandwich and snack buf-
fet on the tenth level. Dinners
ranging in price from $1.75 to

$2.95 will be served on the ele-
venth level. The special meal
of the evening will be the "Play-
mate Meal" of either steak or

prime ribs for $2.95. Cock-
tails will be available to those
21 and over presenting positive

identification. Weekend organ-
izers promise the Playboy Night
Club will be more than the usual
UMass drinking party.

Saturday night, October 3, the

first big concert attraction of the

year will be the Steve Miller

Band who gained fame after the

Monterey Pop Festival. The
group was one of the hottest

groups in the underground. "They
can belt it out as if they grew
up in the ghetto. And you have
the feeling they haven't even
started yet ," according to critics

started yet," according to

critics. There are three mem-
bers in the band. Steve Miller

is the lead vocalist, guitarist, and

harmonica player who is assisted

by Lonnie Turner on Bass and

Tim Davis, a vocalist and drum-
mer. It's truly a tight and or-
ganic group!

B.B. King, "the man who put

the blues on top" will also appear
with The Steve Miller Band. He
was voted the "Most Popular
Blues Guitarist of 1970." "Blues
is a message," said B.B.King.
Given the opportunity, he comm-
unicates! Also appearing with
these two groups will be the up-
coming rock group Dreams.

There will be two concerts
Saturday October 3 at 7:00 and
10:30. Tickets will be $2.75
and will go on sale Monday at

the Student Union ticket office.

7 -

'

* #

B. B. King

Steve Miller Band

William Kunstler

Herbert Marcuse

Salvo Lauria

Charles Evers - this Sun. at 8 pm

James Farmer

Margaret Mead

Ayn Rand
and others on "Ford Hall Forum", live from Hoston.

1 1 88:5 \

STEREO

LORRdine HanseeRRvs

ToBeYoVNG,
GiffiD&BIMK

The University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Council presents . . .

Auditorium: BOWKER
Dates: FRIDAY • SATURDAY, September 25 & M
Time: EYENINGS at 8 (Matinee Saturday, 2:30 p.m.)
Prior of Ticket*: IMim umlentrad* fl.M; I'Mbm* eradiiufe student* .iml

other student* $2; I Mas* faculty/Muff $*.«•; ireneral puhlic «<<*).

Fine Arm Council Box Office, 1SJ Herter Hall. Telephone HeKK
Kemaininr ticket* nt Hawker Bo* Office one hour liefore curtain.
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Weekend
Arts

Calendar
Ed. note: The MDC presents the first In a series of Weekend Arts

Calendars. The calendars will highlight upcoming area movies,

theatre and concerts and will appear every Friday.

$3.00 for general public. They

may be obtained at the Fine Arts

Council box office, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202 or at the Bow

-

ker Auditorium box office one hour

before curtain.

DOWNHILL RACER
A semi -documentary on skiing,

with Robert Redford, beautiful sce-

nery , and great action photography

An "Endless Summer" for skiers.

Films

Theatre
ROMEO AND JULIET

Smith's Summer Shakespeare Festival completes its season with

this weekend's performances of Shakespeare's tragedy. The com-

pany comprised of graduate, undergraduate, and high school stud-

ents of the Smith -Northampton community ends its run with four

performances; Friday and Saturday evenings at 8, and Saturday and

Sunday matinees at 2:30. Student admission is $1.50, all other is

$2.00, at Theater 14, Smith College.

THE BIRTHDAY PARTY
The first play of British, avant-garde playwright Harold Pinter

("The Caretaker," "The Homecoming") is performed by the Am-
herst Masquers three times this weekend; Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday evenings at 8. Admission is $2.00. At Klrby Theater, Am-
herst College.

TO BE YOUNG, GIFTED, AND BLACK
The late Lorraine Hansberry's life has been brought to the stage

by her husband Robert Nemiroff in this highly acclaimed production.

The show ran for over a year off- Broadway and this is the National

company featuring members of that original cast. This is the first

theater offering of the Fine Arts Council and looks to be a major

event of this year's theater season. Three performances are sched-

uled, Friday and Saturday evenings at 8 and a Saturday matinee at

2:30. Some seats are available for the evening performances as

well as many good seats for the matinee. Reserve* seats are priced

at $1.50 for UMass undergrads, $2.00 for UMass Grauuate rtudents and

all other students; $2.50 for UMass faculty and staff members and

CATCH -22

Mike Nichol's adaptation of the

brilliant "black humor" novel of

Joseph Heller about the absur-

dity of modern war. Alan Ar-

kin stars as Yossarian, the bom-
bardier who must prove himself

Insane if he wished not to fly

any more bombing missions. Un-

fortunately he proves himself sane

by refusing and must continue to

fly- -that's the catch, Catch-22.

The film is a raw, brutal, funny,

difficult experience which stays on

the memory a long time after see-

ing it.

JOE
Joe, a blue collar worker who

hates anyone black, young, or long-

haired and doesn't hesitate to ex-

plain this to anyone who will

listen, tells a fellow drinker at

a bar he would like to kill a

hippie. The other man calmly

tells him he just did so, and thus

begins a friendship (and film) be-

tween two most unlikely charac-

ters. It all exploits the Silent

Majority, hippies, and any other

cliche you wish to take from yes-

terday's newspaper ending in a

sex and violence orgy sequence

unequaled in recent films.
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THE LOVES OF ISADORA
Vanessa Redgrave gives a stun-

ning portrayal of the controver-

sial American dancer Isadora Dun-

can in this film directed by Kar-

el Reisz ("Morgan"). Part of

Smith College's Foreign Film Ser-

ies Saturday evening at 7 and 9: 30,

Sage Hall, Smith College.

MEDIUM COOL
A semi -documentary film deal-

ing with the relationship between

a dispassionate cameraman and a

girl from Appalachla poverty a-

gainst the background of the Dem -

ocratic National Convention in Chi -

cago, 1968. Critically acclaimed

as one of the best films of last

year.

THEY CALL ME, MISTER TIBBS!
Sidney Poiter recreates Virgil

Tibbs, the black detective of "In

the Heat of the Night" In this

murder mystery.

ER'PAY, SEPTEMBER 23, '9?C
UNIVERSl TY OF MASSACHUSETTS

POT
. . . ATOE

SALAD
The festivities take a turn for the sinister in "The Birthday Party" by Harold Pinter, as Graham

Brown (AC *73) and Josh Karter (AC '71), try to keep Ken Hoxsie (AC '72) from strangling Elaine

Bromka (Smith '72). This famous "comedy of menace" will be repeated this Friday, Saturday and

Sunday at 8:30 by the Amherst College Masquers.

j^Jj. ILJ*

* Smitty's DeliX 'RESTAURANT

ROUTE 9, HADLEY

Opposite Zayres Shopping Center

TEL 253-3481

OPEN 10 AM TO 2 AM DAILY

Jewish Style Deli-Restaurant

FEATURING

FAMOUS HEBREW NATIONAL MEATS

HOUSE SPECIALTY

HOT PASTRAMI — HOT CORNED IEEF

HOT OVEN & COLO CUT GRINDERS

TRY SMITTY'S HOMEMADE CHEESE CAKE

inn- s

WEEKEND WITH THE BABY-
SITTER
A skin -flick and only rated

"R" at that.

CIVILIZATION (1916)

One of the pioneer anti-war

films of all time dealing with

the Christ -theme in a World War
I setting. The first film of the

UMass Film Study Series, for sub-

scription ticket holders only.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
A perverse fairy tale about

an amoral young man who moves
in on. then takes over the world's
richest family. Featuring Angela
Lansbury and Michael York, dir-

ected by Broadway's boy wonder
producer -director Harold Prince.

HEVR0T-HILLEL STUDY CIRCLES
TALMUD IN ENGLISH —

Saturday, 12:30 P.M., Council Chambers, S.U.

PIRQE AVOT - ETHICS in the Talmodic Literature

Monday. 6:30 P.M., Nantucket Room, S.U.

YIDDISH ELEMENTARY —
Monday, 7:30 P.M., Nantucket Room, S.U.

HEBREW ELEMENTARY —
Monday, 8:45 P.M., Nantucket Room, S.U.

INTRODUCTION TO JEWISH RELIGION AND CULTURE

Monday, 7:30 P.M., HiLLEL OFFICE, S.U.

Theatre Opens
Season Oct. 21
All the Kinp s Men. by Robert

Penn Warren, marks the beginning
of the 1970-71 season of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Theatre
All the King's Men," a version

of the Pulitzer -Prize winning no-
vel is under the direction of
Harry Mahnken, and will be per-
formed October 21-24.

All the King's Men,'' which
had a highly successful Off- Broad -

I

way run during the 1959 season,
has been described as a rich and
subtle study of man in society.

Robert Penn Warren, through a

semi -autobiographical study, ma-
kes a stimulating inquiry into the

question of what is right and what
is wrong

Willie Stark begins his political

career with noining but purity in

his heart. Discovering that he is

being used by a cynical machine,
he adopts their methods and pre-
sently he is in control of the sta-

i» . By resorting to corrupt me

-

tl.ods he accomplished things for

the people that were only abstract

ideals when he was campaigning
honestly. As a portrait of poli-

tics, this is an effective and pro-
vocative piece.

• * * * «

The second production, "In
W hite America ' will be directed

by Vincent Brann. and will run
November 18*21. The play, a "li-

ving document" for the stage, was
assembled b\ Martin Duberman. a

history professor at Princeton .

The play -- if that is the right

word - • for it - - involves three

black actor* and three white, plus

a singer guitar player for musical
background of black folk and work
songs, and songs of orotest. "In

White America traces the course
of the Mack man s struggle for his

i lghtful place in a white society.

In December, the University

• aire will present a loose-lim-

ited farcicai comedy, "TheClouds
by Aristophanes Directed by
Gary Stewart the comedy focuses

a wicked attack on educational

practices and institutions. The
main target is Sokrates. whose
major academic achievement is a

cogent scholarly analysis of a

flatulent flea.

"Major Barbara, " by Bernard
Shaw will open April 14, under the

direction of Deris Abramson. The
comedy, first produced in 1905

is a dramatized discussion or

debate attacking the problem of

organized charity.

It is the story of Barbara Un-
dershaft, who. feeling that the e-

vils of the present system must be
remedied. Joins the Salvation Army
and becomes ami -capitalistic. She

is opposed by her father, a mu-
nitions king and armament manu-
facturer who encourages the de-

velopment of a capitalistic so -

ciety indifferent to spiritual va-

lues. Shaw s ideas on bubjects

such as poverty, idealism, and
generation gap still prove inte-

resting to us after 65 years.
m « * *

The season will conclude in May
with "Does the Tiger Wear a Neck-
tie." by Don Petersen. This con-

temporary drama, directed by

James Young, confronts life in a

drug rehabilitation center. The
addicts are urban teen-agers. Try-
ing to understand them is their

English teacher, Mr. Winters. The
beat is now, as hopelessness and
hope mingle when the kids try to

realistically consider living "out

there."
• » • • •

In addition to the above pro-

ductions, the University Theatre
will produce a play for young

audiences. Dorothv Aldrich, Ins-

tructor of the Children's Theatre
will direct "Aladdin and the Won-
derful Lamp." by James Norris.

This well -loved take from THE
ARABIAN NIGHTS, is the story

of theDoor tailor s son. who. caught

in a swirl of Genies and their

magical doings circumvents a

scoiding mother and a grasping

sultan and outwits the wicked
magician and wins riches and a

beautiful princess It is schedu-

led for production March 18-20.

All plays will be performed in

Bartlett Auaitorium at UMass .

Each play will be performed four

consecutive nights, and all perfor-

mances are scheduled to begin at

8:30. This year there will be no

reserved seats, but tickets may
still be reserved at the box of-

fice Admission price is $1.75

for all seats

Two cast members from "To Be Young Gifted and Black" are shown above rehearsing a scene.

The off -Broadway hit of last season deals with the life and talents of writer Lorraine Hansberry.

RoadShow StartsHere
Three performances of TO BE

YOUNG. GIFTED AND BLACK
will open the Fine Arts Council's

theatre season this weekend.

The play is scheduled for Bow

-

ker Auditorium today and Sat-

urday at 8. with a special matinee

to be offered Saturday afternoon

at 2:30.

One of the longest running off-

Broadway shows last season, the

play is the story of the dis-

tinguished Black writer. Lor-

raine Hansberry When Miss
Hansberry died of cancer five

years ago her husband. Robert

Nemiroff. compiled notes, letters

and diary remarks to perpetuate

her memory.
That Nemiroff was successful

in this venture is a foregone

conclusion, inasmuch as TO BE
YOUNG, GIFTED AND BLACK
was a sensational hit. It kicks

off a national tour with the UMass
performance Critical acclaim

for this show has been enormous.

Typical of the rave notices which

have accompanied performances

is Nat Hentoff, writing in The
New York Times: "An extra-

ordinary achievement! Probing,

celebrating, hoping, laughing,

despairing and moving on... a

Marya Bednarik will direct the

March production of "The Coun-

try Wife." by William Wycher-

ley. This seventeenth century

"Bob. Carol. Ted, Alice" is a

satire on the morals and mores of

a social order corroded by deceit.

The play dramatizes a society

governed by middle age figures who

have replaced honor with self inte-

rest, truth with hypocricy and af-

fection, reality with illusion, and

love with sexual appetite.

otice:

The film showing scheduled
for Mahar Auditorium Sat-

urday night will not be held.

—
^AMHERST)

Eves. 7:00 - 9:10

Matinee Sunday
at 1:30

What games did mommy play

while daddy was away?

WEEKEND
K WITH THE

BABYSITTER-" BCOLOR bv DELUXE

• 3 THfATMS UNDEB 1 tOOF •

[ UflmpusT
inetnab V

^ / l-ib-b+w
AMHERST HADLCV LIN*

NIGHTLY AT 7 and »

SIDNEY P0ITIER MARTIN LANDAU

THEY CALL ME MISURT1BBS

NIGHTLY AT 7 15 ond 9 IS

"Sorrwthirvu for Ewryorw

rB- Double Uoturc 2 *ot »m P<«- •» '

At 7 15. '•Tj/medium

SEE

JOHN CASSAVETE'S

FACES
Sunday, September 27

Admission: 50c

SU Ballroom

7:00 & 9:30

— L

thrust of spirit."

Reserved tickets for these per -

formances are priced at $1.50 for

UMass undergraduates; $2.00 for

UMass graduate students and

other students; $2.50 for UMass

faculty and staff members; and
$3.00 for the general public,

may be obtained at the

Arts Council, 125 Herter

They
Fine
Hall

ROCKING CHAIR SEATS-ART GALLERIES

^^ ONLY MINUTES AWAY

733-5131

RIVERDALE RO.

W. SPFLD.
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News Analysis

Nixon 's Men Play With Imbalance Figures
WASHINGTON - Every autumn

In recent years there has been

some confusion about how much
desegregation has been achieved

in Southern schools. The trouble

arises from the complexity of the

subject and conflicting interpreta-

tions by those involved.

This year there is more than

the usual amount of uncertainty

because the Nixon Administration
has changed the method of report-

ing what happens. Rather than

enumerating the number of child-

ren of each race who are in sch-

ool together, as was done in the

past, the Administration is now
listing the number of districts that

have completed the legal require-

ments for desegregation.

The new method tells nothing

about how many black schools and

white schools remain, about the

racial ratios in the integrated

schools or about how far the dis-

tricts were required to go in dis-

establishing the dual system.

Attorney General John N. Mit-

chell, Elliot L. Richardson, the

Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, and Daniel P. Moynihan
counselor to the President, among
others, have been using figures

arrived at under the new method
to substantiate assertions of dram-
atic progress.

The Government does not yet

know how many white children and
black children are in school to-

gether in the 11 states of the Old
Confederacy as a result of this

year's desegregation. It will not

know this until a district -by -dis-

trict survey, to be conducted by

the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, is completed
late in the fall.

Mr. Richardson said Sunday on
the National Broadcasting Com-
pany's "Meet the Press" program
that "Last year there were al-

together something like 28 per
cent of all the black children in

the South attending desegregated
school systems."
"Now the total has moved up

to about 90 per cent, " he said.

"In other words, an additional

62 per cent."

Pressed to explain what that

meant, Mr. Richardson made a
rough estimate of the degree of in

-

tegregation. Asked how many of

the three million black children
in the South were attending white
schools, he said, "The number

is roughly, of the total, something

like 2.3 million.

"You say that number are act-

ually in white schools or in wh-

ite districts?" he was asked.

"In Negro schools which are be-

ing attended by white children

also," Mr. Richardson replied.

In other words, more thun 75

per cent of the Negro children

are in integrated schools.

A spokesman for the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare said there were as yet

no figures to back up such an
estimate. The figure of 2.3 mil-
lion does not have much meaning
anyway, he said because it does
not tell how many of the blacks

involved are attending schools con-
taining a very small percentage
of whites.

Dr. Moynihan, in a guest col-

umn in yesterday's New York Ti-
mes, wrote that in 1967 "only
4.3 per cent of Negro children
in the south were enrolled in de-
segregated districts."

"By 1968 the proportion moved
up only to 6.1 per cent, a mere
183,417 students," he wrote. "Two
years later, the situation has dr-
amatically changed. Ninety per
cent of black children are now
in unitary districts. Many of these

contain all -black schools, but the

dual systems are gone."

Del(Ofettaste€
Weue^otfwo burgers

for big a ppetites.

ftwskee Junior.

FREE at HARDEE'S
THIS WEEKEND

This weekend, September 25th thru

27th, there's a big Grand Opening
celebration at Hardee's. As part

of our "get-acquainted" excite-

ment, we'll give you free french

fries and the 150 drink of your

choice (soft drink, coffee or milk)

if you'll purchase one of our deli-

cious Deluxe Huskees or Huskee
Jrs. So, hurry on down to Hardee's
this weekend and get in on the fun!

IN HADLEY ON ROUTE 9

NEAR UNIVERSITY DRIVE

Free
15* drink
cfi) our

choice

free
French
Fries

You can gfet orders-to-go, pronto

Hardee's Hamburger Restaurants

Gage Explains

Health Services Branch Out
By DONNA FERNANDES
Staff Reporter

If any of you have been to the

Infirmary already this year, you

may have noticed it's just a bit

cramped. The UMass infirmary

was built with a student body of

10,000 in mind.

According to Dr. Robert W.

Gage, Director of Health Ser-

vices, the long-awaited addition

will not be ready until 1973. This

new addition, among other things,

will bring dental services to cam-
pus. So, if you have a toothache

you'd better buy a big bottle of

aspirin.

In the present building out-pa-
tient services occupy two floors of

the three, with the third reserved
for patients rooms. Beside the re-

gular out-patient program, ser-
vices include physical therapy,

X-ray, and allergy care. In the

words of Dr. Gage, "The staff

is exceptionally fine." About 140

workers, 60 professional, make
the staff what it is.

Other programs working with

the infirmary include the Men-
tal Health Services, The Envi-
ronmental Health and Safety Pro-

Free University Plans

Sunday Celebrative Gig

Beginning at 2 pm Sunday, Free University will hold its first cel-

ebrative gathering of the year by the campus pont. The afternoon

event will contain erviro- theatre by the Roadarte Group and live

music by Orkestra and friends.

Also appearing will be the traveling ELF Bus which is visiting the

area this weekend. Education Liberation Front will be present to

share their life -styles with the UMass and Amherst community.

A unique combination of architectural politics, education, survival

and good life, the ELF Bus and Roadarte bring the abstraction of

new psychic lines into 4 -dimensional reality which can involve the

cement/fence/barrier culture of UMass in inflatables, domes, wine,

rice, and skill -swapping.

It's a free gig with an accent on information -sharing and good
times. In case of foul weather the spectacle will be held in Hampden
Dining Commons, Southwest.

gram and the Health Education

Program
Other programs working with

the infirmary include the Men-
tal Health Services, The Envi-

ronmental Health and Safety Pro-
gram and the Health Education

Program.
In what has been called "an

unfortunate separation" by Gage,
Mental Health Services has been
moved out of the immediate vi-

cinity of the infirmary to Mach-
mer Hall. As you may recall, it

was located in Brooks House since

no provisions for such a center

were made in the original plans

for an infirmary. The center was
moved from Brook when it became
a co-ed dormitory last spring

After making a futile attempt

to stay in the area by moving in

(and out) of Brooks House, Mental
Health finally found a "home"at
Machmer Hall. Who knows where
next?

The Environmental Health and

Safety Program deals with pro-

blems concerning housing, food

services and waste disposal. Any-
one with such a problem is urged
to call 5-2682

The Health Education Program
employs a full time health educa-
tor, who on request, will lecture

and discuss various health pro-

blems with groups of students.

All these programs make up

the University Health Services
which are there for the sole pur-

pose of student utilization - just

hope you don't have to!

Oxford Summer Seminar

Accepting Applications
The English Department of the

University of Massachusetts an-
nounces that applications are now
being accepted for the Oxford Sum

-

mer Seminar.
The Seminar, to be held this

sunjmer at Trinity College, of-

fers the opportunity to the gra-
duate or undergraduate from any
field of study to select an English
literature course which will be
taught in seminars led by notable

Oxford dons.

The program, going into its

sixth successful year, has pre -

viously drawn its participants

chiefly from the "four college

area", but in 1970, fifty -one uni-

versities were represented and

this year there are plans to in

elude European students. This

mixture of students adds an im-

portant dimension to the program.
The Seminar begins June 30 and

ends August 12. The student has
the opportunity to travel before and
after the Seminar. In 1971 study
will be preceded by free or or-
ganized travel, June 16-27 (at the
students own cost), culminating
with four days and three nights

in London, paid for by the Se-
minar. The cost of the entire
program is $850.

Applications will be accepted
through January 16, but the ear-
lier applications have a better
chance to get desired courses .

Further information can be ob-
tained from the Director, Ox -

ford Summer Seminar, Depart-
ment of English, Bartlett Hall.

SAT. NIGHT

HILLEL
SLICHOT — COFFEE HOUSE SOCIAL

26 September — S U.

10 PM. COLONIAL LOUNGE

Slichot Service at Midnight

RAPP'S DELI
WEEKLY SPECIAL — SEPT. 25 to OCT. 2

HOT PASTRAMI SANDWICH 850 Reg. '950

HOT PASTRAMI GRINDER 990 Reg. $1.09

CEL RAY SODA 150 Reg. 250

DOZEN DONUTS 890 Reg 990

Free U.Moss Delivery

use our dining room

79 SOUTH PLEASANT ST ., AMHERST

Attention Freshmen and Upperclassmen

FRATERNITY RUSH SCHEDULE
BETA KAPPA PHI

DELTA CHI

KAPPA SIGMA

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

PHI MU DELTA
PHI SIGMA DELTA

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
PI LAMBDA PHI*
*(at Tau Epsilon Phi House)
SIGMA ALPHA MU
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

TAU EPSILON PHI

THETA CHI

ZETA NU

Mon., Sept.
Thur., Oct.
Mon., Sept.
(Formal)
Mon., Sept.
Thurs., Oct
Mon., Sept.
Thurs., Oct.
Mon., Sept.
Mon., Sept.
Thurs., Oct.
Mon., Oct.
Tues., Sept.
Mon., Sept.

28, 7:00
1, 9:30
28, 8:00*

28, 9:30
. 1, 9:30
28, 7:30
1, 9:00
28, 7:30
28, 8:00
1, 10:00

5, 8:00
29, 9:00
28, 8:00

Mon., Sept. 28, 8:00
Wed., Sept. 30, 8:00
Mon., Oct. 5, 8:00
Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00
Thurs., Oct. 1, 8:00
Mon., Oct. 5, 8:00

Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00
Wed., Sept. 30, 9:00

Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00*

(Formal)
Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:00

—Wed. Sept. 30, 8:00

—Wed., Sept. 30, 9:30

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:30

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:30
—Wed., Sept. 30, 8:00

—Tues., Oct. 6, 9:00
—Wed., Sept. 30, 9:00
—Wed., Sept. 30, 8:00
—Friday, Oct. 2, 8:00
—Wed., Sept. 80, 8:00
—Thurs., Oct. 1, 9:00
—Wed., Oct. 7, 8:00
—Tues., Sept. 29, 9:00

—Tues., Oct. 6, 9:00

—Tues., Sept. 30, 9:00

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:00

—Wed., Sept. SO, 7:00
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Be Counted
There is some confusion this year over the voting eligibility of

tudents in the Amherst area and we would like to straighten things

ut and encourage everyone who can register to do so
First of all. due to the predictable and notorious red -tape -quag-

mires in Washington, you still have to be twenty-one years cla to

ote in Massachusetts
Second, if you have b«»en resident of Amherst for the past year.

. nd a resident of Amherst for the past six months, you are eligible

register

register. Third, if you are irom out of state but have been a res-

ident of Amherst for the last six months vou can register and you
can vote. Your vote. . towever, will not be counted until a law suit,

challenging the one year residency ruling is settled. This is called

provisional ballot.

Lastly and the most important point is the ruiing that students are
M considered residents of Amherst unless .neir permanent address
has been Amherst for the last six months This means that if your

r-ents address is given as your permanant address on vour drivers
cense draft card, or the like, you are not considered a resident of

• is town.

at all. but we suggest that you register in your hometown if you are
not eligible to register in Amherst.
For those students who have been living in Amherst for six months

r more and can offer proof of residency tie driver s license, draft

ird). the deadline for registration is October 3. at 10:00 p m. Re-
lember if you register you don t have to vote but you have to register

to be counted.

•NMmii I'Iic I*o|||||.«»] l.r|« Ihirk Knotiiih.

^Mi'll IhmlU N«»|i«T I In-Ill"

of Iha television personalities made
sonal appearances in the forgotten part ot the

Mate this week just to let the voters know that

'hey are the people s candidates.

The one called Dukakis came first, visiting

tne Great State University, and telling the people

there how his auto insurance bill had been stolen

by the Governor and that birth control legislation

I matter for the courts

The one called Sargent came the next day.

journeying out from Dover to tell the society of

Mt Holyoke that his auto insurance bill was
courageous and that birtn control laws should

be changed 'in time

The one called Sargent did not come to the

treat State Universitv. but this did not surprise

anyone, for in the two years that he has been
Governor the one called Sargent has never

attended any of the school's Board of Trustees
meetings, a board which he is an ex -officio

member of.

The people in the forgotten part ol the State

did not know the one called Dukakis as well

as they knew the one called Sargent. Lieutenant.

Governor candidates are only co-stars; those

who run for Governor are the real stars, they

get their own commercials
It is. of course, through the television comm-

ercials that the real stars, the ones (ailed Sar-

gent and White, meet the people ot the state.

All the commercials about the candidates are
really the same. The one caller* Sargent stands

in a wood -paneled room anc ..as this funny

accent and this square jaw anu tral blue Liood.

'I 'he one called White walks through an open
field, hand in hand with his loveiy and well

dressed wife, his jacket slung over his shoulder

in a manner which makes his look athletic, and
imagines his family lives on Cape I

All the commercials show that the cand-

idates to have identical life styles, liven though

one candidate might believe differently on one
issue from another, they all appear the same,
image wise, to the voter. They all look alike,

talk alike, dress alike and think alike (we
are all told by the tube).

But the ones called White and Dukakis and
Sargent are really three separate people, with

three separate opinions on most all subjects.

However they all take on the same image to

appeal to the different groups of voters through-

out the state. They do this because they think

that this is the only way they can win an election

in Massachusetts
They all long for the image of the one called

Kennedy, and. politics aside, this is disgusting.

Campus Comment
To the editor

Just last night I witnessed what might be a

sort of reconditioning of the normal instinct

ot fear. Generally, students respond to an
rm pretty readily. But after numerous false

inarms, namely bomb threats the tendency is

to become somewhat callous to notices of danger
they may hear We all know now that there have

been several bomb threats directed at the dining

commons on campus lately. Luckily, all have
r roved shams But how many hoaxes must we
• ndure ° And the real question How many
M alarms does it take to make students

totally blase to warnings, threats'' It hasn't

'aken too many to create just Midi sentiments

in the students last night as they reluctantly

>ft their dorms when even authentic fire alarms
were sounded. It just made me wonder if per-

haps we are not being re -conditioned so that we
will no longer take notice of threats and warnings.

Fear certainly is not regarded as a noble virtue

but what happens when the bomb blows or the

fire burns?

Mark D Angel

o

To the editor:

In view of the abuse the word love gets these

days, MDC readers (and editors; may profit

from the Bible s working ueiinition of the word
"Love is long-suffering and kina Love is not

jealous, it does not brag doe-- not get puffed

up. doe;?, not behave indecently does not become
provoked. It does not keep account oi the

injury It does not rejoice over unr'ghteousness

but rejoices with the truth It bear?= all things,

believes all things hopes all things enoures
all things Love never fails -The Apostle

Paul in his first letter to The Christians at

Corinth (13:4-8. New World I ranslatiom

George E Zinsmeister
Associate Professor
Mechanical & Aero-space Engineering

"God Will Save Us ))

TITLE: "Preliminary Report on

Effects of. and Knowledge Gained
from, the Methodical Search of

Dormitories on the campus of

Clark Kent University, October 30.

1969. Affectionately Known to

Agents of this Department as "The

Hallowe'en Day Massacre
Text One of the more shocking

revelations of the search was the

discovery ot great drug use on

campus and even more, the call-

ousness which accompanied this

use. Drugs of all sorts were
scattered about in many rooms . and
our alert agents quickly realized

the dangerous nature of many of

these drugs. Packages were bra-

zenly labelled with their names,
so classification was made that

much easier. For example, al-

though none of the famous
"Acapulco Gold" was found, var-

ious substances were in abundance,

including "Virginia Slim'', and

even "Pall Mall Gold". In this

agent's humble opinion, these

users were definitely all on their

way to what is known as the "hard
stuff". Only their timely arrest

and future rehabilitation by
our Enlightened Department of In-

vestigation and Interrogation can

save them.

"Even more shaking was our de-

tention and search of one obvious

subversive (Instruction Book, page

29, "long hair and sideburns").

This suspect yielded over half a

dozen round black discs, one

of which was actually in his mouth
at the time of his detention and

all through the subsequent beatings

by our Enlightened Department of

Investigation and Interrogation. No

laboratory report has as yet been
made, but informed sources have

been informed that the discs

possess harmful addictive pro-

perties, beyond the inherently

dangerous qualities of the color

Black 'The discs contained the

letter S' on the flat side lead-

ing one agent to deduce that this

might stand for the "S" in LSD .)

"Of further interest was the con-

tainer in which these discs were
kept. Prominent on the face of

this, a cardboard box, were two
ominous faces of the worst or

"Classic " type (Instruction book,

page 48. "long hair, beard. AND
mustache)! (Capitals mine) Be-
yond this, there eyes were of a

sort, that one could only call

"Beady" (Instruction book, page

67). Below this were the code
words "Smith Brothers cough
drops ' (Now being decoded by our

Department of Inte Hi gents)

Shocking as the drug situation

was. our agents remained
steadfastly in control of their

emotions, until one of the later

rooms was searched. At this

point, two agents began shooting

anyone without a crew cut (includ-

ing, several female students), one
shouting, "For God and Spiro Ag-
new". I must defend these men
in this case, including those who
became violently angry, and the one
that fainted. For, in this room,
in an otherwise harmless -looking

folder, was a complete collection

of the most potentially dangerous
political material I have yet viewed
in all my years on the force.

Y' i the reports you may have
heard are true-- the folder

contained the complete set of Art
Buchwald columns for the year
1968. The rest of us in the room
were only saved from totai con-
tamination and worse by the cour-
ageous actions of the late agent
247D, who threw himself upon the

exposed works sacrificing himself
in the name of Sprio Agnew May
he rest in honorable peace.

(MEDICAL NOTE: this sub-
versive is now undergoing emer-
gency rehabilitation, including

massive doses of hot dogs and
apple pie, and around- the -ciock
viewings of old Brooklyn Dodgers
films.)

"However I am happy to be able
to end this report on a bright
note. Agents gave only "cursory"
inspection to several rooms which
contained large amounts of trad-
itionally American products. This
shows a healthy interest in the
economy, as well as having great
moral stimulation in their very ex-
istence. The products (in this

case, cans containing beverages),
had a distinctly uplifting effect on
several agents, after the sobering
influence of other events of the
day. As one agent mused while
blinking back tears, Now, how
can you get more American than
that? Even the name: Bud'!
You won't find no long-haired pot
smokers ruining their minds in

this room.'

"I can only conclude: God will
save us'."

We sure hope so.

GUS SZLOSEK
Editorial Staff

Dave Stevens
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For GradStudents,
Maybe Some Money

The University Community has been invited to nominate five

candidates for the Danforth Graduate Fellowships, to be awarded
in March, 1971 according to Dr. H. Duncan Rollason, Assistant
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, South College, the local cam-
pus representative.

The Fellowships, offered by the Danforth Foundation of St.

Louis, Missouri, are open to men and women who are seniors

or recent graduates of accredited colleges in the United States,

who have serious interest in college teaching as a career, and

who plan to study for a Ph. D. in a field common to the under-

graduate college. Applicants may be single or married, must

be less than thirty years of age at the time of application, and

may not have undertaken any graduate or professional study

beyond the baccalaureate.

Approximately 120 Fellowships will be awarded in March, 1971.

Candidates must be nominated by Liaison Officers of their under -

graduate institutions. The Foundation does not accept direct

applications for the Fellowships. Interested students are urged

to consult Dean Rollason immediately.

All applicants for these Fellowships must take the Graduate
Record Examination. October 9th is the last date on which the

Educational Testing Service will accept applications for the Oct-
ober 24, 1970 Graduate Record Examination.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Leadership training session Friday

nights 6 30-8 30 in Campus Center Room
142

CEQ
CEQ September Project Conference.

7PM, Campus Center Rom 164. Sept-

ember 28. Informal open meeting to

discuss CEQ. projects, environmental

topics, etc Project leaders should at-

tend Great half hour film shown
CEQ Political Project Workshop with

state representative Robert Wetmore,

September 25. 7 PM Campus Center

Room 165, to start environmental polit-

ical project Sign up for project at

Kickoff Meeting Thursday night

CEQ Special Film showing A new

film on water ecology, "The Gifts''

will be shown continuously from 5 pm
to 10 pm In Campus Center Room 174

on Sept 26

CEQ high school project field team
training workshops, Saturday and Sunday,

Sept. 26 and 27. Training begins with

general meeting Saturday at 9 AM in

Campus Center Auditorium.

HILLEL
Saturday night, Sept 26 Slichot

Coffee House- -Social starts 10 PM
in Colonial Lounge, S.U. Slichot ser-

vices to be held at midnight

Friday night services to be held In

the Council Chambers, S.U., Sept. 25,

7 30 PM Discussion of current Mid-

East situation with a panel of Israeli

students Saturday morning services

10 AM in Council Chambers, S.U.

CHANT HARE KISHNA
Come Join the Hare Kishna people in

a transcendental festival feast, Monday

Sept. 28. in the Cance House lounge

from 4 to 7 PM Contact Lee Roth

(5-5024) for further information.

CHI DELPHIA
A meeting for sisters and pledges

at Delta Chi. 7 00 Sunday night. Sept.

27. If unable to attend, call Linda

(253-9066) after the meeting.

FOOTBALL FOR THE FEET*
All soccer players in search of a

team can find one Saturdays from

10 AM to noon on the playing fields

west of Boyden Skilled and unskilled.

welcome We play rain or shine.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Coffee hours on Sept 29 and 30

from 7-9 PM in the Colonial Lounge.

S U All interested freshmen and

upperclassmen welcome. Any quest-

ions call Linda (6-8512)

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
All those who signed up to help In Bill

Baird's drive for birth control laws

will be notified of work to do soon

All those interested in helping please

notify Elliot (6-9742) or Bruce (6-9216)

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Those wishing to go to ARRL Bos-

ton Convention meet at 7:45 AM. Sat

Sept 26, at WIPUOshack where trans-

portation will be available.

B-TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves Whitmore at 12:45 Satur-

day Come and give a little time to

someone who needs t friend.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELL-
OWSHIP

George Gentsch will hold a work-

shop on action groups and Bible stu-

dies in Room 178 Campus Center on

Saturday. Sept 26 from 9 AM to noon.

Everyone Interested Is welcome
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Gallup Poll

Cut Military Spending
Voters Tell Congressmen
PRINCETON, N.J. - A majority crease the amount, or reduce the suits closely comparable to those

of voters in all major regions of amount? reported today,

the nation except the South would The polling organization said a

like their Congressmen to vote for _ _, "dramatic change" in public at-

a reduction in military spending, Here are the findings: u^des n military spending had

the Gallup Poll reported. WcnS. •£ A come about in the last 10 years,

For the nation as a whole, the Nationat 3 10 49 7
based on previous survey evidence

latest Gallup survey found that 49 ^J10*^ " & "J S 7
ta April 1960

'
durlng a per

,

i0
A
d °f

per cent believed spending should Kdwest ".'.'.'. 32 9 53 6 relative peace, 18 per cent of Am

-

be reduced, 10 per cent thought south 41 12 26 11 ericans believed the United States

it should be increased and 34 per West 34 11 51 4 to be spending "top much" for de-

cent favored keeping it at its pre- College
fense Twenty -one per cent said

sent level. background 29 6 60 5 "too little" while 45 per cent th-

The two groups most in favor Ugh school . .38 11 45 6 ought the amount being spent was

of a reduction in military spend- Qrade school .34 13 40 13 "about right."

ing were the college -educated and 5'*! years "
" ?! i? 2 ?

Still earlier, just before the out-

young adults. Little difference was S"
49/6^!--?? Q ifi 10

break of hostilities in Korea, more

found between the opinions of Dem- JLSJiSS "

37 8 46 9
than six 0Ut °f every 10 voters

ocrats and Republicans. 55Socrate ! 36 11 46 7 favored an increase in the outlay

Opposition to military spending ^dependents . 30 9 55 6 for national defense

stems largely from frustration Before World War II, in the

over the Vietnam war and the be- Earlier Surveys Similar face of Hitler's growing power in

lief that the war is diverting much- Germany, the public expressed

needed funds from problems at Two earlier nationwide surveys concern over the inadequacies of

home, the Gallup organization said. conducted during the last year our defense program and called for

Total military spending ( in- showed the public favoring reduct- greater expenditures for this pre-

cluding Vietnam expenditures) ac- ions in military spending, with re- gram,

counts for about half the Federal

S£ rXo
tMied abou

'
,195

Williams Stops Politics
Question Asked of 1,474

The following question was ask- WILLIAMSTOWN (AP) - Wil

-

^°SeS
'

a

t partlcipate in pol

-

ed of 1,474 adults in a survey con- Hams College set limits Thurs- «\ * £ Qn
*

ducted Sept. 11-14 in more than day on political activities at the
He ^ ruleg ^ get

250 localities across the nation: s
f
h°o1

-
including prohibiting fac-

to re the colleges or .

Congress is currently debating ulty members from using their
duct as a center of learn -

how much money should be spent co1 e«e °«ices as return address-
.

ng^ ^ &u ^^ Qf vJew
for military purposes. Would you es in political activities.

and to remain wlthin the law and
like to have your Congressman President John E. Sawyer said

condilions of its tax exemption,
vote to keep spending for military nelther colle«e services nor eq-

purposes at the present level, in-
ulPment can be used for political

_ B HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS LOST^ I ^^ ^L _ ^^ ^^ ^^ Behold the turtle He makes progress

l\| AT I f^ ^JW onlv when he stic*s his ne<* °ut Make Pair of glasses with dark brown frames
I 1| \J I I^CQ a difference join college chapter AHEA- near Mahar If found please contact

FRFSHMFN Ellen
'
705 W«shil*on

-
546-9005.

Prayer meeting Friday evenings TrvAE the new house with the new
One gray and orange calico cat on Frl

from 7 30 to 8 30 In Campus Center. ^ ** the new house wilh the new
Sept 18 If you've seen her. oil 546-

Drwtm lfifi
5*18

Sliver Turquoise Bracelet between
MATH MAJORS YOUNG REPUBLICANS

B«rtl«tt and Morrill Sentimental value
There will be meeting for all un- Organizational meeting of YR's In „ (ound please cal , Karen 546 .5097

dergraduate math majors interested in Room CC169 at 6 30 p.m. on Tuesday Key attacned t0 a red and wnite bead
learning about how they can produce September 29. 1970.

necklace, somewhere oncampus If found
change In the math department Tue-

,ease call ^^ 6 . 8992
sday night, Sept 29 at 7:30 In room INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING Sman blue leather purse containing
165. Campus Center At Davis Center. Smith College, Fri- gmaU amouM ot casn anc| ID card If

NAIADS days 8pm to 12 pm. Teaching 8-9pm found, please contact Roberta Potter, 81

The instructional session for try- Beginners welcome. Puffton Village

outs will only be Mon . Sept. 28 at REVELERS
7:30 p.m., WOPE pool. Tryouts will Anyone wishing to go to the Dart- Lost Dog, grey and white, curly and
be held Wed. and Thurs. at 7:30. mouth game who has a car or needs shaggy Answers to "Angus ." Has col

-

a ride call Rory 253-3162 lar with license Call 665-3318. Sunder

NEWMAN CLUB land

Scavenger hunt to find the riddle and MARRIED STUDENTS Navy UMass Wlndbreaker. in Psych

sundae party afterwards. Newman Cen- On Tuesday, Oct. 13. Mental Health 325 Class. Call Sue. 6-7969

ter, Fri., Sept. 25th. Services will begin a series of week-

People interested in Club library, ly discussion groups on "Problems
sign -up sheet at Newman. Organic- of Marital Adjustment for the Student",

atlonal meeting to be announced. Enrollment limited for couples only.

Will meet Tuesday from 4 to 5:30 in FOUND
OUTING CLUB Machmer Hall

. For further lnfor -

Eldons on Sat. at 9 A.M. in the mation, call Mr Siddall at 545-2337. Pair of mens prescription sun glass-
Hatch- -rock climbing Sat. at 10 AM ^ claim at lost and found in S.U.
from Clark Hall. Mt. Tom from the PHOTO COURSE Red umbrella, lost on course change
Hatch Sunday at 10:30 AM. Any quad resident interested in join- day at Boyden. Pick it up In the Reg-

Pi SIGMA ALPHA lng a group setting up a photo course lstrar's office.

There will be an organizational meat- in Lewis House, call 6-5466, 6-5423, Bag of paperback books left on the

lng of the national political science non- or 6-5477. counter in the Registrar's office. Pick

orary society Wednesday at 4:00 pm It up in the Registrar's office,

in Thompson 319. Membership is open A.SAC. Black, white, and orange cat in the

to Juniors with at least a 2.8 cume The first meetings of the Armenian Little Hatch on Sat., Sept. 19 Will the

and at least 12 credits in the govern- Social Activities Clan will be held Sun- owner telephone me at 546-5218.

ment department . For further Informs- day, Sept 27. at 7:30 in the Nantucket 1 men's watch near Thompson under a

tion contact Fred Kramer at 5-0413. Room, S.U. All Welcome. tree. Call 256-6256.
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/ The Brothers of

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 No. Pleasant St.

cordially invite

all freshmen and upperclassmen to our open smokers.

Monday, Sept. 28 7:30 P.M. Formal

Tuestiay, Sept. 29 9:00 P.M.

Wednesday, Sept. 30 7:30 P.M.

Informal

Informal

Find out how our motto Vir Quisque Vir - Every Man a Man
— is relevant to us.

Leaves Fall, But Soccer and Cross-Country Bloom in Autumn

Soccer: Shooting for the Title

X-Country: Running with the Best

Booter Battles Harrier Hurdles

Soccer Schedule Country Schedule

Sept. 26 Maine Home 10:30 Sept. 26 Providence Away 12:00

Oct. 2 Boston College Away 3:00 Oct. 3 Northeastern Away 2:00
Oct. 10 Connecticut Home 10:30 Oct. 10 Connecticut Away 2:00
Oct. 13 Trinity Home 3:30 Oct. 13 Rhode Island Away 4:00
Oct. 17 Rhode Island Away 10:30 Oct 17 Boston College Home 1:00

Oct. 24 Tufts Away 2:00 Oct. 20 Springfield Home 4:00

Oct. 27 W.P.I. Home 2:00 Oct. 24 Holy Cross Home 11:00

Oct. 31 Vermont Away 10:30 Oct 31 Yankee Conference U.R.I.
•

Nov. 4 Springfield Home 2:00 Nov. 4 Central Conn. Away 4:00

Nov. 7 New Hampshire Home 2:00 Nov. 9 NEICAAA Boston

Nov. 10 Coast Guard Away 2:00 Nov
Nov.

12 New Hampshire
16 I C. 4 A.

Home 3:30

N.Y.

Coaches' Spotlight

Broaca to Fill Second Year as Man of Two Seasons

O'Brien Sparks Two-Year Success Story as Track Leader

Coach Peter Broaca Coach Ken O'Brien

By MARK VOGLER
Staff Reporter

While most coaches have their hands tied directing one sport, UMass' Peter Broaca

assumes the responsibility of a dual coaching role. The Redman soccer skipper

drills his booters in the fall and then makes the quick transition to the hardwood

where he primes the freshman basketball hopefuls for a lengthy winter campaign.

Asked if this irregular schedule bogs him down in his work, Coach Broaca replied:

'I preface the whole thing by saying that I've always coached two sports, even in

high school. Looking at the schedule I realize that there is an overlap of about two

or three weeks. However, I do a great deal of preparation over the summer months

and organization becomes an important facet. Consequently, it's made me a better

coach because I've had to become organized."

•In order of preference Broaca expressed a fondness in basketball, pointing out

that: "It is a coach -dominated sport" and "You can make substitutions, call time

outs, alter the offense, set up the defense, and can affect the outcome somewhat "

"The role of the coach is no where near the equivalence in soccer. My job is

primarily to get the best 11 men in their most capable positions and strive to improve

upon their skills. Outside of reviewing scouting reports, there's little I can do when

the game comes around," stated the UMass mentor.

Broaca originated his coaching career in 1960 at Castleton (Vt.) College while

serving a stint as head baseball coach and bas-

ketball assistant. Switching his sights to the

schoolboy scene from 1962-65, he was an as-

sistant skipper in basketball, baseball and soc-

cer for Northern Valley Regional High School

in Demarest, New Jersey.

In one year as head mentor for the Pascack

Hills High hoopsters (Montvale, N.J. ), the native

from Hyannis tempered a 12-11 mark and a

state tournament berth out of a club which

salvaged one game out of 20 just a season

before.

Coach Broaca feels that the best coaching.K
jobs are done in the high schools. "When a

player comes to you In college, hgr's pretty

much a finished product. The shaping has

been done by the high school coach. The best

we can do is get the player acquainted with

the offense and defense and hope that he will

gel", he commented.

Broaca is approaching his fifth year as fresh-

man basketball coach at UMass. In a four-

year span, his teams have amassed a record of

39-29, including a perfect 15-0 slate in 1968-

69.

In 1968 he took over the soccer helm on an

interim basis with the club compiling a 4-6-1

log. But last season the Redmen roiled up an

impressive 6-4 finish to secure runnerup ho-

nors in the Yankee Conference.

An alumnus from BU, Broaca hopes someday to

fulfill his ultimate goal as a head varsity bas-

ketball coach on a major college level. "Coach-

ing is my profession. This is my line of work

and I take a serious pride in it", he asserted.
DUAL ROLE. . . •

By KEN LITTMAN
Staff Reporter

Coach Ken O'Brien, who directs the cross-country, indoor track and outdoor

track programs at UMass, has proved to be one of the more successful coaches
in New England during his brief two-year stay here. Over these two years, his

cross-country teams have compiled a record of 16 wins and 5 losses, finishing se-

cond in the Yankee Conference both years.

In 1968, his outdoor track team finished fifth in New England while, in 1969, the

indoor team finished third in New England. Also the first year that O'Brien coached
the track team, thirty-one track records were broken.

O'Brien was an outstanding athlete in high school, where he won thirteen letters

and captained four sports his senior year. He graduated from UMass in 1962 and

was an outstanding athlete here, being the top cross-country runner for three years
in addition to setting the Yankee Conference record for the half-mile.

He has modeled some of his coaching techniques after those of his track coach at

UMass, Bill Footrick. One of these techniques is the use of varied training areas

for his distance runners. O'Brien changes the training schedule from day to day.

One day the team may run in the hills, the next day on tne tracK. and the following

day through campus. This prevents the runners from getting bored and keeps them
in good shape.

Coach O'Brien's first objective after coming back to UMass was "to build a

good distance program since one -third of all points in track and field are tied up
in distance running.'' This he has done as his record has shown. He finds that

coaching cross-country is quite a bit different than coaching track. There are
fewer members of the cross-country team than members of the track which makes
it easier to get to know the cross-country runners

O'Brien has found that most cross-country runners have the same personali-

ties whereas a track team has many diverse personalities This makes it harder
to coach track, but he still finds it very enjoyable "Without a full schedule of

track and cross-country, I'd be lost," stated O'Brien.

A coach is nothing unless his team respects him and gives him 100<£ When asked
about their

terms:
coach, members of the cross-country team spoke of him in glowing

"It's easy to communicate
with him."
"He shows an interest in e-

veryone
. '

'

"He attracts runners on his

personality alone."

"He is as good a coach as
there is in New England."
"He's a great guy. An Ins-

pirational type of coach. A lot

of kids stay on the team just

because they like him."
Need any more be said!

O'Brien has found that most
cross-country runners have the

same personalities whereas a

track team has many diverse

personalities. This makes it

harder to coach track, but he

still finds it very enjoyable

"Without a full schedule of

track and cross-country , I'd

Easy to Communicate With.... •* lost
"

stated O'Brien
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Soccer Opens YearWith Experience
Broaca Boasts

Eight Returning Starters
SOCCER PREVIEW
By STEVE MOSHER
Staff Reporter

When the 1970 UMass soccer team plays host to Maine tomorrov
morning at 10:30, a great number of familiar faces will be wearing
Redman uniforms. Coach Peter Broaca's team has eight starters
and twelve lettermen back from last year's eleven which finishec
with a 6-4 record and a second place in the Yankee Conference.

Bolstered by some outstanding

sophomores, the Redmen appear to

have the necessary depth and ex-

perience that make championship
teams.

The Redmen also have a good
psychological advantage going for

them in that in each line forward,
halfback, and fullback, they have

an experienced All -Yankee Con-
ference player. Forwards Lindo
Alves and Marc Cantor were first

and second team selections resp-

ectively last season. Augie Cal-

heno was a first team choice at

halfback, and Rick Matuszczak
made the second team. At full-

back, Paul Slack was a second
team pick in 1969.

The 1970 team will have a vet-

eran front line. Alves scored
four goals and had three assists

last season and also played half-

back. The 5'6", 155 lb. junior

from Ludlow is a scoring threat

from anywhere on the field which
is why he was on the first Yan-
Con team last year. Cantor, a

senior from Westport , Conn
.

, chip -

ped in two goals last year. Lar-
ry DeFelice, a three -year star-

ter, scored five goals and had four

assists last season, second best

on the UMass team. The senior

is from Quincy. Tony Nunziante

is another senior, from Bristol,

Conn., and last season he assis-

ted on one goal

Other forwards will be Bob Cur -

tin, a junior from Needham and

Abdu Thraya, a junior from
Turkey. Sophomores Bill David-
son, Jeff Hague, and Ron Ouimette
complete the attack force for

UMass and they seem to be quite

a group to back up the veterans.

While the offense shapes up as

quite formidable, the defense for

the Redmen looks as if it will

be a harder nut to crack than

it was last year (17 goals in 10

games).
There are five returning letter -

men at the halfback position. This
quintet is led by the teams co-

captains, Calheno and Matuszczak.
Last year Calheno made three

assists on his way to his first-

team Yan-Con selection. The jun-

ior captain comes from Ludlow.

Matuszczak, a senior from Chic-

opee, has played with a lot of

injuries for two years. Even so,

he played most of last year and

AN ACTION-PACKED GAME - There are few dull moments In a soccer match, as this photo
will attest, and there were few dull moments for last year's Redman soccer team as ft compiled
a fine 6-4 record, finishing second in the Yankee Conference to perennial champ Vermont. UMass
will seek more exciting moments in '70. (MDCphoto by Rich Mclntyre)

assisted on two goals. Other let-

tering halfbacks are Joe Cernia-
wski, a junior from Granby, Aug-
ustin Penon, a senior from San
Jose, Costa Rica who scored one
goal last season, and Dave Picus,
a senior from Amherst who not-
ched an assist last year.

Other halfbacks are junior Scott
Nickerson, and sophomores Ed
Doherty, Vin Grandonico, Matt

Soccer/

(MDC photo by Bob Christmann)

A Game of Inches

(MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)

And Feet

Rowe, and Art Terzkais.
"The final defensive wall before

the goalie has three returning
lettermen, led by second -team All
Yankee Conference selection Paul
Slack. Slack scored one goal last

year, but the junior from Bedford,
N.Y., is much more concerned in

keeping balls out of his team's
net than putting them in to the
opponents ' . Junior lettermen Gary
Hart, from Braintree, and Dick
McCarron, a one goal -scorer last

year from Ludlow add to the
depth the Redmen need. Also play-
ing fullback will be sophomores
Todd Buck, Dave Ouellette, Steve

Weiner, and Dave Zandan.
The goal keeping position which

was vacated by Tom Malone's
graduation has been taken over by
junior Greg Hamilton from Am-
herst, and sophomore Bill Leary
from Westport, Conn. Hamilton
will probably start Saturday's sea-
son opener.

Coach Broaca has the opportun-
ity to make^this season, only his

second as head coach, one of the
very best for UMass. And the
Redmen, with captains Calheno and
Matuszczak leading the way, int-

end to follow through on their
winning ways.

Valuable Redmen

AUGUSTIN PENON

HALFBACK

MARC CANTOR

FORWARD

LARRY DeFELICE

FORWARD
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O'Brien Optimistic As X-Country Season Opens
By EARLE
Staff Reporter

Tomorrow at Providence the
1970 edition of Redman cross co-
untry unfolds in a dual meet with
the Friars of Providence College.
This year's team features the re-
turn of a fine nucleus of veterans
from a team that compiled an 8-3
dual meet record last season, and
a group of sophomores, who as
freshmen last year were New Eng-
land champions, fifth at the IC4A'S,
and 10-1 in dual meets.
Co -Captaining the Redmen this

year are seniors Ron Wayne and
Larry Paulson. Wayne is one of

the outstanding collegiate distance
runners in New England and after

a hard summer of training and
road racing has his sights set on
completing his cross country days
at UMass on a brilliant note.

Paulson was voted as the out-

standing runner on last year ' s team
and performed at his best in the

major meets, including the fifth

best time ever recorded by a

UMass runner on the Van Cortland
Park course, the sight of the IC
4A's.

Sophomore Tom Jasmin came to

training camp in superb shape and
will be fighting with Wayne for the

number one spot on the team.
During this past summer Jasmin
and Wayne recorded one head to

head victory against each other
in important road races and to-

gether they give the Redmen one
of the best one -two punches in

New England.
The progress of Leo Duart re-

mains as one of the big quest-
ions to be answered this season.
The team's number two man last

year, he has been recovering from
a knee injury he sustained shortly
after a Thanksgiving day marathon

victory in Philadelphia. Due to

the injury he was not able to

train at his usual pace over the
summer and has lost some of his
competative edge. Coach Ken
O'Brien feels that by the middle
of the season Duart should be back
to regular dorm, in time for
the major championships.

Junior Bruce Blackburn will Join
Paulson in filling the void left

by Duart s injury and the grad-
uation of three seniors. Black

-

hum was the most improved runner

«9

TOM JASMIN

on the team last year and O'Brien
has been pleased with his and
Paulson's performances to date.
A big group of sophomores and

juniors are fighting it out for the
fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh
spots. This group consists of

Tom Swain, Rich Tashjian, Bob
Sullivan, Don Dunsky, and Arnie
Morse.

Two weeks before school began
the Cross country team met on the

Island of Martha's Vinyard for its

annual training camp. Dashing
over sand dunes, sprinting through
the on shore waves, and running
on the beaches of the Vinyard,
the Redman runners had their first

taste of serious training for the
up and coming season.
On the return to UMass the

team began daily double workouts
and will continue this type of train-
ing for at least the first three
or four meets of the season which
will be the toughest ones of the
year against Providence, North-
eastern, UConn, and Boston Col-
lege.

Coach O'Brien feels that by Oct-
ober 13th, on an away meet with
Rhode Island, his runners will have
hit their stride as a team. Last
Friday was the first time that the

team showed signs of coming
around and by a weekly calender
of training, October 13th should
be THE day for the Redmen.
There are many outstanding

teams in New England this year,
UMass included. It's probably the

best set of teams vying for New
England supremacy in many years
and the Redman have eight of

these teams on their schedule for

dual meets

.

BC, UConn Among 1970 Opponents
(Continued from page 18)

Cross this year are Steve duiuci,

Dick Fahey. and Kiernan Donovan.

October 31st begins a series of

major championships for the Red-

men to compete in On this day

they travel to Kingston, Rhode Is-

land for the Yankee Conference

Championship. The Redmen and

UConn are the pre -conference fav-

orites with UNH as the darkhorse.

Last year UMass was second to

UConn by a point and a reversal

of this score could be in the

offering on this last day of Oct-

ober.

A dual meet on November 4th

at Central Connecticut follows the

conference meet for the Redmen.
Jim Hall and Steve Ellis, both

juniors, and sophomore Mark
Goodwin are the runners to watch

on this years Central Connecticut

Squad. Year after year Central

has been among the top teams in

New England in both crosscountry
and track.

Franklin Park hosts the New En

-

glands again this year on November
9th. Over the past ten years
UMass has finished in the top five

in all but one year and this year
the Redmen are shouting to make
it ten out of eleven years as one

of the top five finishers. The
favorites for this years race will

probably be Northeastern, N.C.,

Providence, and UMass.
The IC4A's at Van Cortland Park

on November 16th brings the re-

gular season schedule to an end
for the Redmen. This is the qua-

lifying race for the nationals run

later in November.
If any Redman finishes in the

top fifty individuals his season
will be extended to the nationals and
likewise if the team finishes in

the top ten it too will go to the
nationals. Last year UMass fin-

ished as the second best New
England team in this competition
and the Redman are looking for-
ward to another journey over this

most difficult course.
That's the schedule as it stands.

It's interesting, it's difficult at

times, but most of all it gives the
runners the type of competative -

ness that they strive to meet while
practicing day after day, mile
after mile. This year its the old
mixed with the new on the squad,
and Coach O'Brien feels that this
mixture could be the winning comb -

ination to face this most demanding
schedule.

•3

\

^H.*

im
MDC Photo by Bob Mangiaratti

CO- CAPTAIN RON WAYNE

Providence First Foe

For Frosh Harriers
By KEN LrTTMAN
Staff Reporter

Tomorrow the freshman cross-
country team, under Coach Ken O'
Brien

, will open its' 1970 season
at Providence College This year's
team, according to O'Brien, has an
outstanding group of runners and
should be one of the top teams in
New England. Providence College
freshman also have a good team
and should give UMass a tough
battle. Their leading runner, Mark
Harrison, is so good that he may
run varsity in addition to fresh-
man cross-country.
UMass also has some excellent

talent and so far the leading run-
ner is Joe Frontierro, followed
by Doug O'Connell, Rick Sevigny,
John Rabbitt and Ted Beaulieu.
Other runners who have a good
chance of breaking into the top
five are Bill Lowry, Barron Lit-
tlefield and John Nestor. Coach

O'Brien feels that any of the top
five runners is capable of finish-
ing first and that the internal team
competition is so strong that by
the end of the season ten or more
players will have scored. Most
of the team members have been
running all summer and are in
top shape O'Brien feels that the
schedule should be tougher this
year in New England are going to
colleges in New England this year
year because "the best high sch-
ool runners last year in New Eng-
land are going to colleges in New
England this year" instead of go-
ing out West or down South.
The other members of the cr-

oss country squad are Rick Carey,
Eugene Costello, John Maloney,
Jim Morisseau, Roger, Nasatka,
Bob Pogoda, Ken Rago ahd Alan
Wadsworth.

Redmen In Training

MDC Photo by Ken Emery
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Demanding Schedule Faces Harriers
by EARLE BARROLL

With eight of the top teams in

New England on its schedule, the

UMass cross country team is look-

ing ahead to both an interesting

and very competative season.

The season opens tomorrow at

Providence against the Providence
College Friars. The Friars are

traditionally always strong in

cross country. Last year they

beat the Redmen in a dual meet
and at the New England's, but were
defeated by UMass at the IC4A's.

Two of last years top five return

to this years squad, the most note-

worthy being William Speck who
was the seventh American to finish

at the Boston Marathon.

Due to a new ruling, freshmen
are allowed to run varsity cross
country and the Friars possess one
of the best frosh around in Mark
Harrison. Providence is always
tough on its home course.

On October 3rd the Redmen face

their toughest meet of the year
against Northeastern. The Huskies
have the best nine man group in

New England this season. Six of

last years top seven men are back
including Larry Joseph and Bob
Fallon, two of the best collegiate

distance runners in the Boston
area.

Add sophomores Tony Front -

ierro and Paul McElroy, sec-
ond and fourth respectively in the

New England freshman champ-
ionship last year, and freshman
Bruce Butterworth who ran 9:13

for two miles as a high school

senior to this core of six and the

Huskies present quite a problem
for any team.

Old Yankee Conference rival

UConn welcomes UMass to its

course on October 10th. Three
of the top five harriers of last

season have graduated and the

status of one of the returning

veterans Rich Spurling in doubt

due to eligibility. Scott Carter,

the freshman champ of New Eng-
land two years ago, who had about
with mono last year may also sit

it out this season. This would
leave John Cody, last years number
five man, as the only returner of

top flight caliber. To join Cody
will be a group of fine sophomores
who placed second last year to the

UMass frosh in the N. E. champ-
ionship.

October 13th finds the Redmen
travelling to URI for a meet with

the Rams. This is the day that

the team is expected to hit stride

and unless Rhode Island has come
up with some outstanding fresh-

men, UMass should stride all over
them.

Boston College comes to UMass
on October 17th to open the Red-
man home season. The Eagles have
improved over the past two years
in distance running and are one
of the pre -season favorites to

make a run at the New England
title. Bill Mahoney is their number
one man with Charles Diehl, who
placed third behind Art Dulongand
John Vitale in the mile at the
spring championships, running se-
cond.

Next come two of the best two
milers around inPaulCatalanoand
Chris Zebal. To go along with

these veterans is freshman John
Desmond, the New England
Catholic two mile champ of last

year. Last year the Eagles were
the closest meet for the Redmen
outside of the conference meet
and this year could be a carbon
copy of last years race.

Springfield invades UMass on the

20th of October with two quality

runners and the rest of the team
a question mark. Brad Kron is

the Chieftain captain and he'll be
joined by sophomore Paul Thistle
to give Springfield a pretty

good one -two punch. EdWalkewitz

has decided to sit the season out

to prepare for the Olympic mar-
athon in '72.

For the first time in five years,
Art Dulong will not be present
for a UMass - Holy Cross dual meet

.

Over the past two seasons the cru-
saders have been second and third

at the new Englands and the fresh-
men from two years ago won the
freshmen title Most of the runners
from these teams are back and
even without Dulong Holy Cross
brings a formidable team to UMass
for a meet on the 24th of Oct-
ober.

Maine Hosts Booters For Opener
by ED DOHERTY
Staff Reporter

UMass' Redman Soccer team
will take on a veteran University
of Maine team this Saturday at

10:30. The booters will be hoping
to avenge last' season's heart-
breaking 2-1 loss to the Black
Bears.

According to a UMaine press
release, Coach Paul Stoyall' team
has been bolstered by the eligibility

of Emmanuel Osode, captain of
the 1968 Nigerian Olympic team.
Osode entered the school this

semester as a freshman, and under
a new National Collegiate Athletic

Association ruling is eligible to
participate on the varsity level.
Last year's top scorer for the
Maine team, whose overall record
was 4-7-1, was Jossy Byamah of
Uganda. . The Redmen will focus
much of their defensive effort to
stopping the Byamah -Osode comb-
ination in the middle of the field.

Two other foreign students

figure prominently in the Black
Bear's plans for the 1970 season.

Both Carleton Ming of Bermuda
at the halfback position and Ruben
Hernandez of Cuba at fullback are
experienced performers on
defense

.

Several Massachusetts players
will be performing for the visitors'
when they invade Amherst. Steve
Scoglund of Sudbury and Mike Wis

-

nieski of Greenfield will be in

the fullback line, and in the goal
will probably be letterman Bill

Herland of Wakefield. Rounding
out the starting line-up for the
Black Bears will be returning
lettermen Bob St. Pierre of Lewis

-

ton, Me., and Brian Smith as
wings for Osode and Byamah,
senior Dave Campanelli of East
Haddom, Conn., at a halfback slot,

and captain Chris Bowman of
Pownal, Me.

D.V.P. presents a program by

The Committee Responsibility

... .A group who who bring innocent war injured
children to the U.S. for medical treatment
unavailable in Vietnam.

Speakers:

Two Movies:

Or. Peter Wolff
Mrs. Elouise Houghton

"An Evil Hour"
"War's Children"

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1970

No Admission Charge

8:15 P.M. Campus Center And.

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple who need mora

Income. Inusual opportunity far
good earnings for both. Work to-
gether, part-time or foil-time. Car
necessary. Phone: 1-413-774-2M7, 7-9

p.m. tf9-28

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted, prefer

age 21 or over, $78 monthly. Call
W9-6048 after S p.m. tf9-*8

MDC CLASSIFIED
has, mandolins and case*. Creative
Kndravor (The Music Store) 80-2S
Milei St., Greenfield, (413) 774-2831.

tflO-1

1970 Honda, 175cc Scrambler, su-
perb condition, 1800 ml., orange hel-
met. Best offer over $900. Call 584-
5913. tf9-83

Telefonken Stereo, 1 mo. old, com-
ponent, studio turntable, S band ste-
reo tuner - amp complete system

new $220, sell for 8150. 856-6256, ask
for Jerry, 9-25

Female roommate, wanted to share
Fuffton Apartment. Call 549-0087 af-
ter 6. tf9-88

Exceptional situation for female
ileHirinc room and board, near UMass— rail 253-2148. tf9-"28

FOR SALE
b9 Honda IX 90, less than 425 mi.,

excellent road., $260, includes helmet.
323-1471 evenings. tf9-29

Discounts on stereo
t all 6-9432 or 6-9447.

components.
tflO-1

••KICK DOG TAGS — military
»t>le, one the Dove of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 84 Inch
chain, $1.00. PO Box 401, Holyoke.
Mass. 01040. tflO-8

From the 1920's: shoes, clothing,
headed bags and maxi-coats. Mi-
/nur'a Mercantile, next to Amherst
lowers. tf9-89

lire. Jewelry, wigs, belts chains.
rings and things. Great gift Ideas.

treasonable prices. Call Shelley 549-

1,081. tfP-88

From Spain, Simcui«. Ofiniex. Kn-
rtsjar, etc., guitars, luuds, bandur-

Girls Wanted
To dance Go Go in SpfId's

loveliest night club.

—Very good pay.

—Excellent working condi-

tions.

—Must be 1 8 or over.

—Must like to dance.

Coll Mr. Klrkwood

in afternoon at

1-736-5701

Judy Collins, Joni Mitchell, John-
ny Cash, etc. music books plus a
complete ordering service. Creative
Kndeavor (The Music Store) 20-22
Miles St., Greenfield. (413) 774-2831.

tf9-28

Musical instruments from around
the world at discount prices. Guitar*
a specialty. Creative Endeavor (Tie
Music Store), 20-22 Miles St., Green-
field. (413) 774-2831. tflO-1

FOR SALE— AUTOS
"

'63 Corvalr Monxa 2 dr., H.T., 4
spd., customised, must be seen to be
appreciated. $385. Call Lengmeadow,
Mass. 507-8117, tf9-88

Austin Bestir 3000. late 'ffl, new
radlals and exhaust, 22,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition, original owner. Call
1-267-33*3 alter 6:00 weekdays.

tf9-25

1964 MOB, good condition, new
brake systems, rear shocks, sway-
bar, nice ear. Call Geoff at 584-

4$93. tfO-88

'6$ Triumph 250 cc, luggage rack,
bell helmet, under 0000 miles, $888
firm. CaQ Se. Deerfleld 665-3400.

tn-u
MUST BELLI §4 Cher. Impala

convertible V8» excellent running
condition, auto, trans., newer steer-
ing. Asking $48$. CaQ 81 8080MM

1863 Porsche Super, excl. coed., ne
d. ea eas., AM-FM Ma-
agxage rack. Cerrelte M.

a pleasure te drive, $tSM. Call
tft-88

'64 Chevy Impala SS Conv., 327,
ante., P.8., new top, exhaust, and
alternator, body excellent, mechanic-
ally perfect, best offer. Call Fred
846-6849 or 665-4584. tf9-29

Must sell quick, 63 Newport, stlck-
sliift, standard, new parts. Make an
offer. 310 Dwlght House. tf9-25

63 VW panel truck, radio, new
tri-color paint Job and elec. system
S375. Call Springfield 739-7988 after
« P"»- 9-29

Camper - panel, *56 Onev., strong,
rugged, new engine, tires, brakes.
He«st offer or trade small car. 586-
'«• £25

'65 Ford Mustang, mint cond., 8
eyl., 584-7691 after 8 p.m. tf9-28

'62 Plymouth state car, 6 cylinder,
automatic, radio, heater, good con-
dition, reliable for New York and
Boston trips. Call 253-8576. room 97.
after 9 p.m. price $14$ or beet offer.

tf9-28

Chevy II Sta. Wagon, 1964, good
for hauling staff, $166. 665-8X48.

tf9-28

'63 Ford Galaxle convertible, 289
engine, automatic, newer steering,
power brakes, good driving condition.
8250 or best offer. Call 546-8962 any-
hn«. tf9-88

'65 Mustang Hardtop 889 engine,
4 speeds. Alee '68 Bogeye Sprite,
exe. read., beat offers, 856-6874.

m tf9-3»

WANTED
Wanted French Tatar, preferably

trad student. CaH 546-6684. tf»-88

******* — » ••*' '•I* frattar good,
condition, must be $28 or under. Call—frTW. tff-28

Females wanted for participation
In grotrp sensual experience. Must be
free thinking and sincere. Call Char-
lie 6-7754. tf9-88

RIDE WANTED
Need ride te BR N.T. and

back any weekend. Will pay. Bob B8
Wheeler. Tel. 5-8418. tf$-88

Te Pittsfleld Fridays after 5:30
p.m. Will share expenses. Phone 546-
8818. tf9-30

GIVE AWAY
Dog, fear and half mos. old, part

Collie and something else, nice dis-
position and beautiful markings. Call
Kevin 236-6369. tf»-25

FOR RENT
Fine furniture for rent in trail .

Colonial er Danish design, choice of
fabrics. Also refrigerators rented, 5

feet. For Info call 546-7922 orK6J OAita
•NKr-ZVovs tf9-36

ENTERTAINMENT
Open noose for all TJnlv. men to

meet the Brothers ef Sam and watch
tohs-Jets game on color TV. Free
Beer. 8 - 11 JO Monday, Sept. 28th.
Dress informal. SIGMA ALPHA Mr.

tf9-8J

SERVICES
ryterin, In Spanish, tall Miguel",JW Baker House, Tel. »46-60«3.

t/S-28
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Redman Gymnasts

Go International
By BRONA SIMO?
Staff Reporter

Four members of the UMass
Gymnastics teams have been se-

lected to represent the Northeast
United States in an International

meet to be held at Lowell Tech
this Thanksgiving Anne Bur -

meister, Margie Combs, Norman
Vexler. and Tony Vacca were cho-
sen by the New England Gymnas-
tics Clinic, Inc., who are sponsor-
ing the event

This will be the girls' first year
with UMass after successful high
school careers. Miss Burmeister
New Jersey's State Champion, and
Miss Combs. Colorado's, will st-

rengthen even more the Girls'

Gymnastics team, currently ra-
ted fourth in the country

Vexler, a senior and Vacca.
a junior, will both return to I -

Mass' men s team which finished

third in the East last year

The four will compete against

Canada on a team of the six best

men and six best women of New
Kalian 1

More Sports

Page 20
r WMUA ON THE AIR - Hand
ling play-by-plav for all UMass
football games will be radio

station WMUA Behind the

mike to cover all the action

will be Ken Horseman. Fill-

ing in with all the color will

be Dave Melvin Air time for

tomorrow s UMass -Dartmouth
encounter will be 12:45 p.m
At 12:90, Hal Dash will present

Kedmen KicKoff Preview.

A TALENTED QUARTET - Re-
presenting the Northeast in an
international gymnastic meet
are (1 - r) Anne Burmeister,
Norm Vexler. Margie Combs,
and Tony Vacca. (MDC photo by
Bob Mangiaratti

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es
AP

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) - Ground
was broken Wednesday for Schae-
fer Stadium, the new $6.2 million

home of the Boston Patriots of

the National Football League.

About 500 persons attended the

ceremonies, including NFLCom-
missioner Pete Rozelle. George
Halas. owner of the Chicago Bears
and considered one of pro foot-

ball's founding fathers, and Gov.
Francis W Sargent.

COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) - Bert
Greene, hampered since May by

bursitis in his left shoulder, open-

ed with a 35 foot birdie putt Thurs-
day as he fired a five under par

33 32-65 to take the first round
lead in the $60,000 Green Island

Open Golf Tournament.
Greene, who has never won on

the tour, said a few weeks rest In

the hot Georgia sun had relieved

his ailing shoulder. His round
over the 6,711 yard par 35 35-70

Green Island Country Club Course
included seven birdies and two

bogeys.

NEW YORK (AP) - Muhammad
Ali, still out on bail while ap-

pealing his draft law conviction,

applied for a New York boxing

license Thursday and was assu-

red of favorable action at Mon-
day's meeting of the New York
State Athletic Commission.

Ali, who prefers his Muslin na-

me to Cassius Clay, gave his oc-

cupation as "world heavy weight

boxing champion'' when he ap -

peared at the commission office

in a move to clear the way for

Madison Square Garden closed cir-

cuit television of his Oct. 26 At-

lanta bout with Jerry Quarry.

DARTMOUTH TICKETS
There are a great many tickets

still available for the UMass -

Dartmouth football game, to be
played in Hanover, N.H.on Sa-
turday at Dartmouth's Memo-
rial Field. Tickets can be pur-
chased at the Boyden ticket of-

fice, room 255 up until 6 p.m.
today. Reserved tickets aref

going for $5. while unreserved
ducats are costing $2.50. Un-
reserved seats are higher up
in the stands and along the si -

delines. _____

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR

Virgo aud Geuuui wuiueu seeiu fa

alwuya be uu the uu — here, lucre aim
everywhere. They possess uu ubuinl-

uuce. ol intellectual curiosity auu cou-
nt autly bombard with u,uesiiuu». U you
nu\e the answers jou wui over these

ladies. Otherwise. >our quest tor con-

quest is apt to prove fruitless.
* e

ARIES tiiarcli 21 - April i'JJ : ui
gamze thoughts, goals. Avoid sell-u- -

pepUeOi Don't create disappointment
by permitting iina.g-in.iuuu to run ram-
pant. Key is control — and sell-disci-

pliue. Message becomes Hawaasingly
clear.

TAURUS (April 2'J - May Mt : Be
an you obtain legal venticaliun 01

slaiemenis related lo properly. Take
nothing for granted. Be perceptive and
thorough. If you don't know — ask
Throw away barrier of false pride

. : t.-Mi vi iJday U - June JO) : Finish
lallier than begin — get rid of bura> n.

You need not be responsible for anotn-
11 person — beyonJ good sense. Thai
is, stop permitting yourself to b*

ised. Build more self-esteem.

CANCER (June 2\ - July SO: Avoid
• \uavagance. Includes not only mo.iey.

but the going to extremes in various

ureas. Child could figure prominentia
You can be understanding without go-

ing overboard.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 12) : Trust

hunch. Older person displays bu >:

temperament — and obstinacy. Be firm

but also consider age factor. Accent on

how well you put your own points

across. Do so with a smile.

VIRGO lAug. 23 - Sept. 22) : B.

ready for some quick changes. Em-
phasis on member of family revising

Plans. This has direct effect on you

Key is to understand there are some
oehind the scenes exerting Influence.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): l'ay
need to special hints, They could result
;ii profit. Be willing to tear down in

order to rebuild. Lunar emphasis on
friend*, desires, Income potential from
nrofessional activities.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J - Nov. 21): You
may want to expand too quickly. Con-
sider suggestion of Leo individual.

1 does not necessarily fulfill v -

menis. Steady approach, based on
i.ills. Is much more constructive.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. H - Dec. ID

Journey may seem a necessity. Bat
could be second thoughts. There

natters at home which require
.iiienuon. Realize this and lorn
vision accordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 1"

There may be conflict between desire
and necessity. Key is to be realistic.

Some are anxious to please. In their
.mxiety, facts are embellished with
iiitioiu Be analytical.
AWUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Career activity is encouraged. Be
aware of public relations, refuse t<>

woasntt yourself to impossible task. Do
wn.it must be done — in quiet an.l

efficient manner. That is road to ato-

ll res*.

IMSCES (Feb. 19 - March 8011 Ob-
tain hint from Gemini message. Roui»i
out project. Leave no loose ends. L".i
h.'\ond the Immediate. Read gad
w nte. Be "in touch" with those at

hstance. Keep health resolution

UP TODAY IS YOUR BIKTHIiW
you, tend to be introspective. You are
musical. You have recently won over

lainily members. You will need tlinr

support. You are entering cyete

which spells achievement if yea
separate reality from wishful think-

bar.
-.

CROSSWORD FIZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1-Hail!

4-Note ot |

6 Selected

1
1 -Opened with

a lancet

13 Mourn preatly

lb-Soap plan;

18 Icelandic

writing

19 Ton
in law

21 Solo

22-A continent

(abbr.)

26 Negative

29-Qua
31 San
33 Parent (colloq.)

34 Pronoun
35 Native

metal

38 Unit o<

PortiiKuese

cum
39-Preposilion

40 faroe Islands

whirlwind
41 (iirl s name
43 Emmets
45 Bitter vetch

47 Tell

50 Symbol lor

tellurium

5? District in

Germany
53-1 arpe cask
56 Genus ot olives

58-Chemical
compound

60 Conjunction

61 Trade
63 Musical studies
65 Trials

66 Compass point

67 Poem

DOWN

1-Winglike

2Urn
3 Printc s

measure

: .- • wart
orate

•

fie of

himobilt;

10 finish

1
.' iymbol

MIDI

14 Symbol (or

tantalnii

1 7 KdlSllier

^0-Kfsoit

?4 Short jacket

25 Golf mound
27 i save out

28 Makes into

laaH

29-Foa4

30-tqn .

3? [>

36 Kin.' Arthur's

37 oxuMher-* on
;ils

4? Macawr
44 Openw

'
i

[ne meter
valuales

4y Ku.':'.ed mountain

51 lo-.iinie

.

-nployed

55 Pari of lace

56-Rlvei in Siberia

57-Unit ol Latvian

currency

59 symbol for

ruthenium
62 ^atm

conjunction
ie of scale

1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

1

12 '.;:'•:
13 14

5

• •

16 I 7
:

:
:
: : 'a

y 20 71 27

r-inr -r
'.

. . . ,

73 74 75 •:" 76 77 78

2? 30 31 37 :
::x33
sU '

34 .
'

*.* 35 36 .17 '.'. ' 38 * - 4 39

40 -
"."

41 4?
"• • 43 44

4i 46 47 48 49
'.'."«

50 51 57 k -.'•'".>

53 54 55

So 57 58 59
,

'
. . i

60

61 6? m 63 64

'•'.' 65

1

66 .-.-. 6 7

:
•:•:
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Redmen Seek Greatness at Hanover

Defense Most Contain Indians' Multi-Offense
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

At 1 p.m. on Saturday theUMass
football team embarks on what
may be the road to greatness or
the path to uncertainty as a spir-

ited bunch of redmen challenge

an imposing tribe of Dartmouth
Indians in Hanover, N.H.

fiailg <taU*gtan

Sfurtto
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UMass owns a 1-0 record, hav-

ing defeated Maine, 28-0, a week
ago. Dartmouth will be playing

its first game of 1970, a home
opener. The Big Green have nev-

er lost to a Redman contigent

with an 18-0-1 grip on UMass.
Also, Dartmouth is coming off

an 8-1 season and features 12

returning starters from that squad.

The Indians are regarded among
the very best in New England and
among the better in the East.

The Redmen a 8 hungry though.

They had a very fine campaign
in '69, but believe that they can

be even better this fall. To add
fiber to this acclaimed quest for

greatness, they would like nothing

better than to upset the Big Green.
Should they falter on Saturday

well, various questions will

crop up and the quest for great-

ness will become a secondary goal

to that of shoring up whatever
shortcomings exist.

"What will it take for UMass to

defeat Dartmouth?' ' Head Red-
man coach Vic Fusia answered
it thusly: "Our best effort and

our greatest pride." He made
it clear that UMass can not af-

1
MENTOR OF THE REDMEN -

Coach Vic Fusia seeks his first

victory over a Dartmouth squad

tomorrow at Hanover.

ford to make the same mistakes
that went unnoticed in the final

tally against Maine. In this res-

pect, he is most concerned about

the offense, which was inconsis-

tent against the Black Bears.

Fusia is hoping to establish a

balanced offense against the In-

dians, a strong defensive team.

"We've got to balance our attack.

We've got to run right at them and

we've got to pass so that they

don't concentrate on our running."

He warned that, "If we stay with

our running game, they'll stop us."

The Redman defense will have its

hands full containing a Dartmouth
offense that likes to run varieties

of option plays. "We'll have to

gimmick," the coach said, "We
just can't defend them the same way
all the time." A basic defense
can't hope to stop a kaleidoscope
offense. In Fusia's words, "We
can't totally stop such a strength,

but you can slow it down, sput-

ter it for a while... a long while."

One entity on UMass' side is

the fact that the Redmen have
one game under their belts; the

coach labels this as "an advan-
tage".

When asked how the UMass team
spirit was, going into this one,

Fusia replied, "We've always had
good spirit, but we've got to cou-

ple this with performance now."
Should the Redmen come through

as victors over the Big Green,
then Oct. 3's game against Buf-
falo might be just another stop
on the road to greatness. Should
UMass, in its obvious underdog
role, fail to win, then the Buf-
falo game will loom as the Red-
men's challenge to get back on
the winning track.

SIDELINE SCRIBBLES Jim Cha-
sey, Dartmouth's senior quarter-
back currently nursing an ankle
injury, is fully expected, by the
Redman coaching staff, to be in

there playing . . .UMass ' Mike Saw
yer will not be able to play Sat-
urday...He was banged up in the
first quarter against Maine and has
not responded...His replacement
will probably be Mark Russell
The split end position in the UMass
starting lineup is still a toss-
up among Bob Cabrelli, Walter
O'Malley and Steve Shubert.

Metawampe's Grid Picks
It must be the air. The YALE 22, UCONN 10

Great One, in his first regular
season regurgitation last week
scored a 7-1-1 victory over those
critics who said the injun' mind
had taken the route of the Mpn-
treal Canadians and the Coll-

egian's wall. 7-1-1, a record
fit his scrapbook, a performance
lifting the University's answer to

El Mouldo to the heights of

Munson annex.

But one week does not a sea-
son make (Shakespeare, I think).

And after a relaxing week spent
carousing about the old campus
pond swimming with the swans
and wallowing with the water rats.

the boisterous brave is once again
ready to enter the world of the

supernatural . So have your cards
ready. The great one is about
to make you all independently

wealthy. And why not. The
old injun knows by now. First
you took his buffalo. Then you
raped his women. Then you took
his land. Now you'll certainly

take his advice. Is nothing sa-

cred anymore?

UMASS 17, DARTMOUTH 14

Redmen meet Indians in in-

tertribe battle,

But UMass leaves Chase and Co.
up creek wichout paddle.

It's dog eat dog in this inter-

state tussle,

And Clements and Huskies end up
with the muzzle.

THE GREAT ONE
DELAWARE 31, NEW HAMP-
SHIRE 7

Delaware hosts UNH and that's

the Root of the problem

,

For when Blue Hens hosts Wild-

cats they're certain to gobble

'em.

(Me thinks sun too strong for

aging injun.)

BOSTON U. 21. VERMONT 12

Both sides are hungry after drop-

ping their first.

This game answers questiors
of which one is worst.

HOFSTRA 16, MAINE 14

Even for the Great One this is

a tough one to choose,

It's not so much who wins but

who doesn't lose.

BROWN 26, RHODE ISLAND 20

Last year's tilt was a romp for

the Bruins,

And this year again Brown leaves

the Rams in ruins.

(They can't all be gems. Be-
sides, you have to have a few

washouts to give the thing some
class. You know, all that

garbage about variety being the

spice of life or something).

JLC. 24, NAVY 17

^his week the Middies won't be
embarassed,
They'll simply be out-Willis'd

and maybe out-Harris'd.

BUFFALO 17, KENT STATE 9

Bulls are still winless as they

face Golden Flashes,

But a hot day by Barton could

turn flashes to ashes.

HOLY CROSS 28, TEMPLE 12

It's been a long time coming for

the men from the Cross,

But this time the Crusaders get

the win and the Owls take the

loss.

Probable Starters
UMASS
OFFENSE

C Dave Levine, 61 -230
RG Dick Etna, 511-200
LG Bob Pena, 6'2-250

RT Bob Donlin, 6 '3 -230
LT Dick Donlin, 6' 7 -290
SE Bob Cabrelli, 510-190
TE John Hulecki, 6' 4 -228
HB Pat Scavone, 5'11-187

HB Mark Russell, 5'11-180

FB Dick Cummings, 6-230
QB Ken Hughes, 511-180

DEFENSE

RT Bill Sroka, 6'2-228

LT Bill DeFlavio, 5 '9 -230
RE Curt Bristol, 6' -215

LE Jim Kelliher, 6*1-218

LB Mark Leamy, 62 -205
LB Dennis Collins, 6-190
LB John Farrelly, 6'1-218

LB Joe Sabulis, 6'3-210

HB Dennis Keating, 63-212
HB Bill Bush, 511- 185
S JohnO'Neil. 62-190

More Sports

Page 19

DARTMOUTH
OFFENSE

C Mark Stevenson, 61 -205

G Bob Cordy, 61-195

G Jim Wallace, 5'8-185

T Bob Peters, 6 1 -225
T Joe Leslie, 65-240
E Darrel Gavle, 63-210
E Bob Brown, 62-190
HB John Short, 511-200
HB Brendan O'Neill, 6-180
FB Stu Simms, 61-215
QB Jim Chasey, 61 -185

DEFENSE

T Barry Brink. 63 -235
T Bill Skibitsky, 6-230
E Jim Price, 61-210
E Tim Risley, 61 -200
LB Bill Munich. 61 -205

LB Joe Jarrett, 6' 1-200

LB Wayne Young, 511-195

LB Murry Bowden, 511-185

HB Russ Adams, 511- 170

HB Mike Hannigan, 5 11- 175

S Willie Bogan, 64-205

last Night's

Intramurals

IN PLACE OF SAWYER - U-

Mass senior halfback Mark
Russell should get the starting

nod against Dartmouth, filling

the shoes of the injured Mike

Sawyer. (MDC photo by Rich Mc
Intyre)

UMass football has high-

lighted the fall scene around
here so far but, with soccer
and cross -country getting under
way this weekend, new voices
are being heard. Rugby also

gets under way on Saturday and
baseball does, too. Baseball?
Yes. Baseball.

UMass' fall baseball pro-
gram, which has drawn over
100 candidates so far this

autumn, will sponsor a tour-

nament on Saturday and Sunday
at the Redmen's Varsity Field.

Teams taking part in the action

will be the University of Har-
tford, Boston College, Spring-

field College and of course
UMass.
The Redmen are entering two

squads into this field. Simul-

taneous doubleheaders will be

played on both days, on Var-
sity Field and an adjacent field.

New wrinkles in the playing of

baseball will be used. Without

any big emphasis on winning,

the whole affair will be much
like a football scrimmage, a

chance for the coaches to get

some good looks at candidates

for the spring. PLAY WILL
START AT 12 p.m. ON SAT-
URDAY AND AT 12:30 p.m. ON
SUNDAY.

Double Header On Tap
For Ruggers at UVM

UMass' Rugby Football Club opens its fall season this Saturday

as twosquads travel to Burlington, Vermont to face the University

of Vermont Rugby Club in two games. The UMass ruggers open with

a new look and new talent.

During the past week, Coaches
Bob Laurence and Dale Touhy
tried to mold two XV's from the

more than forty candidates, most
of whom were new to rugby foot-

ball . The first XV likely to start

on Saturday is an experienced one

with Captain John Long leading the

squad. Two singular additions

providing the UMass ruggers with

the strongest backfield ever are

Mike Bull and Peter Harrison,

veterans of the English Rugby
wars.

UMass' forwards were decrlma -

ted by graduation losses. All -New
England Sam Davidson is gone, the

forwards like the size characte-

ristic of former UMass packs, but

mobility should be the new trade-

mark. Many promising new-

comers will be featured on the
second XV. Sturdy forwards Dave
Ambrose , Jim Tkacik and Sid Schiff
should be pushing for berths on the
first XV by mid -season. The
strong first backfield forces st-
rong competition between novice
backs like Mike Donnell, Cy Bai-
nes and veterans Jack Hamilton,
and Peter Clarkson.
UMass fall rugby season featu-

res nine games, four at home, all
on Saturdays. The first home
game will be on October 3, when
New England Champion Beacon
Hill travels to Amherst. The home
games will be played as in the past
on the Rugby Field west of Boyden

.

The club still welcomes new -

comers to rugby. Practices are
held Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at 4:30.

PM 15. PSK 6

ZN 12, SAM
PSD 42, PLP0
SE 50, APO
KS 20, TK
BP 27, DK
Roadrunners 61. Gregortans
Lubees 35, Elephants 7

Outhouset 12, Bucks 6
Gak 15, Colonels 6
Bulldogs 9, Deacons 8
3M's 34, Duchies 6

Barracudas 12, Browncos 6

Tubes 35, Puchers 6

Fellas 23. Heroes 6
Pipers 24, Nurds
Murgs 12, Brigade 6

Soccer & X-Country pp. 15-18

Dartmouth

Tickets

Still on Sale

For Details

See Page 19
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PRESIDENTIAL CAMPUS REPORT

GIVES STRONG WARNINGS

LITTLE ACTION IS EXPECTED

— Details, page 2
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bus mad« « 8t°P •' "»e opening of Free University this weekendto share with the UMass community their ideas on varied life styles. (MDC photo by Ed Fenwick)

PrecissJonette Financial Outlook Bleak
Story on page 3
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Scranton Commission Warns of Possible Civil War
WASHINGTON - The President s

Commlss.on on Campus Unrest ap-

peale t to the administration over

the weekend to lead Americans
back from what it described as the

brink of chasm in society so dan-

gerous that it threatens the sur-

vival of the nation.

The division between established

society and what the Commission
termed the "new youth culture"

generates intensifying violence by

both sides. Unless it is stopped

the nation could disintegrate into

a near civil war, the Ccmmisslon
warned in its report.

In strong, often passionate terms

the commission condemned with

impart. il fervor fanatical student

terrorists, complacent campus of-

ficials, brutal law enforcement

officers and vindictive acts and

inflamatory words of politicians.

The commission, though it had
only 90 days to prepare its report,

offered dozens of detailed recom-
mendations to universities, law
eni jrcement agencies and govern-
ment for avoiding or allaying cam -

pus disorder.

But what it called its most im-
portant recommendation for future

action was directed to Mr. Nixon
Pointedly recalling a theme of

Mr Nixon's inaugural address, the

commission said, "It is impera-
tive that the President bring us
together before more lives are
lost and more property destroyed
and more universities disrupted "

According to an aide, the Pre-
sident told the commissioners, "I

can assure you that your report
will be controversial. We don't

worry about that. Worry if it

isn't controversial. We don't want
a bunch of intellectual eunuchs
around here."

Robert H. Finch, the President's
adviser, told reporters that the

President would not be able to

read the report until his return
from Europe next week but had
ordered that it be sent out imme-
diately to Governors, educators

and others.

The report called for providing

nonlethal weapons like tear gas
to national guardsmen and for

rules to ensure that deadly force

was used ' oniv as the absolute

last resort.''

The commission said that pea-
ceful dissent must be defended,

even encouraged, but asserted,

"We utterly condemn violence

We especially condemn bombing
and political terrorism." It con-

tinued:

"Students who bomb and burn are
criminals. Police and national

guardsmen who needlessly shoot

or assault students are criminals
All who applaud these criminal

acts share in their evil."

Violence, however, is only one
part of a dual crisis on the cam-
pus, the report declared. The
second, a crisis of understanding
was identified as the underlying

cause of campus unrest.

This crisis of understanding
,

the commission said, flows from
the development of the new youth

culture There is a growing lack

of tolerance, a growing arrogance
among members of this culture -

and a growing turn to terror a-

mong a small minority of its

members, the commission said. It

continued:

"At the same time, many Ame-
ricans have reacted to this emer-
ging culture with an intolerance

of their own. Distinctive dress
alone is enough to draw insult

and abuse. Some even say that

when dissenters are killed, they
have brought death upon them
selves

. '

'

Addressing those on both sides

of this division, the commission
said:

"If this crisis of understanding

endures, the very survival of this

nation will be threatened. A na-
tion driven to use the weapons
of war upon its youth is a na-
tion on the edge of chaos

. '

'

"A nation that has lost the al-

Alpha Phi Omega

Notional Service Fraternity

OPEN SMOKERS

MONDAY, SEPT 28

7:30 P M. Memorial Holl

GET INVOLVED

Should people be allowed to go barefoot in the Campus
Center?

Should the Center be open 24 hours?

Any suggestions for security?

Join SUG Board

and help make the decisions!

ANYONE CAN JOIN!!!

Join the SUG Board Building Committee and help im-

prove the Camous Center. Next Meeting - Tuesday,
Sept 29, 1970 at 2:30 p.m. in the SUG Board Office,

1st level of the Campus Center.

Can't make the meeting? Still interested? Contact Jill

Klein, SUG Board Office.

legidiice of part of us voutn is a

nation tha has lost part of its

futur

"A nation wnose young have be
come intolerant of diversit> . in-

toierant of the rest of it. citi

-

zenry and intolerant of al trad

tional values simplv because they

are traditional, ha? no generation

worthy or capable of assuming
leadership in the years tq come

'

The commission addressed a s •

ries of issues commonly regarded
as causes of student unrest an''

the war in Soutneast Asia, racial

injustice, unresponsive universi-

ties and student perceptions of go

-

See related

Editorial

On Page 8

vernmental repression
The war must end, the report

said, social justice must be rea-
lized, universities must be re-
formed and Government must take
care to avoid appearing repres-
sive.

But these actions, however ne-
cessary, would only allay, not re-
medy the fundamental cause of

01p *aaaarijuBftt* Batlg (Solltgian

Offic* of *• DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on th» second floor of »he

Student Union on th« University compos, itp cod* 01002. Phones
ere 545-2550 (news). 545-0344 (sports), end 549-1311 (editor).

Secend-cless postage peid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exom periods; three or four

times e week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

lolls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotes ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

crisis, according to the comm
sion That cause, the ereat an 1

growing gulf between the new a

tur and tn • old, is intensii

but no created by issues like

Vietnam the commission said

The members o' th m
C 'tur are ' par* of I f;rgt ft-

i of midd -c»a- \

can- to grow up la tne post -de

pression American welfare state

unier the tutelage of a parental

generation which embodied the di | •

tinctive mora vision of modern
libe rn lism " tn>- report sa> I It

continue •

children brought up in

conditions of affluence and free-

dom from wordly struggle bega"

to live what their parents BKMtly
nreached And as they brought

their parents high minded ideals to

bear jpon American society in a

thorough -going way, their vision

of that society changed radically."

These young people, the com-
mission said, are not only idea-

listic but also contemptuous of

history and past experience and

distrustful of liberal democracy.
Such characteristics turn the puz-

zlement of older citizens into an-

ger, the commission said, conti-

Student Opinion

Host
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creases
integrate Into a brutal

aga-nst all

emphasize' that the nation
n now In an i

Wt we must also warn that [\

mme to that if the es

hostility and fea^ does not s
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thath
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reconciliation • .
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It expla- !

'On* -the

compassionate recoocll if >r.il

leadership that can brii n-
try together agar I • Hre
sident has the pia irai di.a pr

tige to urge all h trioUM it on-

ce to step back irom the battle

lines into which thev are forming
"Only the President bv example

and by instruction can effect 1

calm the rhetoric of both public

officials and protesters whose
words in the past have too ofte-.

helped further divide the coan

try, rather than unite it
'

Little Hope For Report Action
TV.* «.11 •*_.. **** - -* it *-r»i jj j_>. i ^ _ .._ _i« ctoff a r\ri crii^nMt r«(AP)-The call for reconciliation

sounded by President Nixon s

reflects the feelings of many stu-

dents, faculty and administrators.
But responses to an Associated
Press check of several college
campuses also shows little faith

that the commission's report will

change basic attitudes or head off

more violence.

Many of those questioned said
they opposed violence but were
indifferent about the report or
cynical about its effects. Crit-
icism of statements and recomm-
endations came from both right

and left.

"The commission says that both
the police and the students are
a radical female student at the

typical, balanced, liberal cop out."
The student, who did not want

to be identified, predicted more
turmoil for Wisconsin, where an
increasingly violent series of dis-

turbances culminated Aug. 24 in

a bombing that killed a graduate
researcher.

"They didn't have to go to all

that work for this report. They
just wrote what everybody knows

, '

'

said Kathy White, 20. at the Ber-
keley campus of the University of

California.

On the other hand a University
of Georgia junior who called him-
self "a semiretired activist" said
that if the commission's recomm-
endations are followed the situa-

tion could improve appreciably."

"If we could see some genuine
efforts on the part of the Pres-
ident to do some of the things he
said he is going to do, then people
would support him," said that

student, Dan Eavenson of Atlanta.

The nine member commission,
in its report Saturday, declared
campuses reflect a double crisis
in American society -a blame ap-
plicable to both sides.

It urged all Americans to "draw
back from the brink" of near civ-

il war and addressed itself spec-
ifically to elected officials, law
enforcement officers, university
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ROOM SERVICE
by John Murray and Allen Boretz

KIRBY THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE
All seats $2.00. For reservations phone 542-2278

- 5 p.m.
9 p.m.)

or visit box office 10 a.m.
(Performance davs 10 a.m.

staff and students. It said solv-

ing the crisis would require great
moral leadership on the part of

President Nixon

"The commission's report is

great, but it will have no effect

on this campus," said American
History Prof. William O'Neill at

the University of Wisconsin.
"The commission soundly rec-

ommended steps to isolate the

small hard core of totally dis-

satisfied radicals from the infin-

itely larger number of sympathiz-
ers," O'Neill said "But pres-
idents appoint commissions to sat-

isfy critics, not to provide an ac-
tion program."

"Nixon appointed this commiss-
ion to pacify the public, not to

listen to it," said John Emshw-
iller, 20, a Berkeley student who
calls himself a moderate

Educators tended to be more
enthusiustic than students. Clark
Kerr, chairman of the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education
and former President of the Un-
iversity of California, said: "I
think it's very well thought out,

very well expressed and also very
valid. Ithink

valid... I think it's easily the best
report on the subject that's been
made in this or any other coun-
try."

Nixon
Takes Action
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon yesterday proclaimed a Na-
tional Day of Prayer Oct. 21.

He also proclaimed National News-
paper Week, beginning Oct. 4; the

week of Oct. 11 as National School

Lunrh Week; Oct. 5 as Child Health
Day, and the month of October as
Country Music Month.

The University is Changing

So Are We!

Informal Smokers

Monday, September 28 — 8:00

Wednesday, September 30 — 8:00

Thursday, October 1 - 10:00

Monday, October 5 - 8:00

PHI SIGMA DELTA

358 N. Pleasant St.

Call 5-0192

for rides

Precissionettes Lose UMass Funding '70 index Here .

Seek Other Financial Support
By BERNARD BLAIN
Staff ReDorter

The University is about to lose
its much publicized woman's drill

team because the Student Senate
cut its operating budget from a high
of $6,000 three years ago to $887
last year, and refused to fund the

group at all for the coming year.
The fund cut went virtually un-

noticed in the University commu-
nity.

According to Linda Wisiniowski,
the commander of the group, the

Student Senate has consistently cut
their budget due to the reasoning
that "the Precissionnettes are a
small interest group and there-

fore, don't benefit each individual

student on campus."
However, this women's drill

team has reaped publicity for U-
Mass continually beginning in 1968

placing first in New England com-
petition and second in national

competition at the Cherry Blos-
som Festival at Washington, DC.
Commenting on the Precission-

nettes. Head of the Alumni Asso-
ciation, Mr. Johnston remarked,

WMUA Begins

Black Community

Programming
Tonight at 7 p.m. WMUA will

present the first of many prod-

uctions from the black community
of the Five College area. The
shows will be done in conjunc-

tion with WBRU-FM (Boston) and
scheduled by the Public Affairs

Dept. of WMUA.
Presented on Monday, Wednes-

day, and Friday evenings from 7

to 10 p.m. the shows will offer

news, reviews, interviews, and
music for the black community.

All of the programs done in

co-operation with WBRU-FM
(Boston) will be produced and en-

gineered by members of the black

community from the Five College

area.

This week originating from U-
Mass will be a look at the Black

Panther Party. It will be pre-

ceeded at 6:30 p.m. by "Sev
en Days", a half hour look at

the week in review on the un-

iversity campus, produced by
WMUA's Public Affairs Dept.

At 10 P.M. WMUA will broad-

cast a debate between the two
candidates for State Representat-

ive from the First Franklin Dis-

trict, F. James Gensheimer, Dem-
ocrat of Deerfield, and Jonathan

Healy, Republican of Charlemont.

The debate, taped earlier in the

day, will be aired as a special

feature of "Focus." WMUA's
weekly public affairs program,

Tonight's program willmarkthe
first meeting of the two candid-

ates in a public forum. Gensh-

eimer, a Commonwealth Scholar

in Government at the University

of Massachusetts, and Healy, soc-

are vying for the seat presently

held by Healy s father, Rep. Win-

ston Healy, who is retiring from
public office this year.

Interested listeners are invited

to tune in tonight at 91-1 on the

dial.

"The Precissionnettes are a wor-
thwhile organization and are get-

ting hozed." He continued say-

ing that with the separation of the

drill team from the University

band in 1963 because of the growth
of both the band and the drill team,
the team has been supported by
Student Senate funds. Financial

support is not their only problem.

He said, "The drill team has to

request time from the band to

perform at half-time during U-
Mass football games." Accor-
ding to Mr. Johnston, this isn't

always an easy task and in order

to get an extension of the normal
half-time period it requires NCAA
permission which is also difficult

to obtain.

Other universities seem to think

highly of the Precisionnettes. In-

formation received by Miss Wis-
niowski finds the team invited to

such schools as Texas Tech U-
niversity, Ohio State, and the U-
niversity of Connecticut while in

addition they have been chosen one

of the top ten teams to participate

in the national competition in Wa-
shington, DC. In the past they

have been invited to schools in

Manhattan. and Brooklyn, New
York; arid Cincinnati, Ohio but

each had to be declined because

of the failure of the school they

represent, UMass, to provide them
with the funding they need to even

get to the competition.
At this moment, the girls are

still representing UMass, but U-
Mass through the Student Senate

ruling is not funding them. Miss
Wisniowski has said that the girls

are wearing uniforms which are

shamefully old and worn. "The
girls even have to buy their own
shoes and help to raise funds so

that they can make an appearance
at any function!" "This is dif-

ficult," she says because, "in

addition to regular academic work
they each practice approximately
450 hours within a 32 week period

and asking them to participate

in candy sales, notebook sales,

car washes, cookies sales and the

selling of programs at football

games so that they can have a

performing team is nonsense."
A former student senate trea-

surer from the class of '66, Jim
Allen, described his opinion say-

ing that he would rather give an
organization like the Precission-

nettes which allows any UMass
coed to join their organization the

budget they need rather than to an
organization which does not open
its membership to the UMass com-
munity.

The Dean of Women described

the plight of the Precissionnettes

as a "shame", but she felt that

it is up to the students to examine
the actions of the Student Senate

and maybe ask for a referendum.
Mr. Johnston expressed the same
attitude stating that he hoped the

students would realize the error
of allowing the team to die and
call for a campus wide drive to

save the No. 1 ranked New En-
gland Women's drill team. He
also said if such an effort did

not emerge he would be "willing

to establish a trust fund to pro-

cess all donations to the team from
those who would be willing to con-

tribute from the alumni and other

areas."
The team is not willing to die.

The commander has reported to

me that all avenues are being u-

sed to get funds. She said that

letters are being sent to selec-

ted state senators and represen-
tatives including U.S. Senator

Brooke who placed a congratula-

tory call to the team for their

performance last year

Chancellor's Coffee Hours Resumed
Chancellor Oswald Tippohasan

nounced that he will resume his

practice of holding regular open

coffee hours every Monday noon,

in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union. Time will be 12

to 2 p.m.

The Chancellor's open discus-

sions provide an opportunity for

any member of the University

community, and especially stu-

dents, to raise questions about

general campus issues, seek ans-

wers to particular questions, or

to hear first-hand what the prin-

cipal administrative officers are

thinking and planning.

The practice of the regular open
meetings with free coffee avail-

able to all, originated last year

and is credited with allowing for

greater two-way campus commun-
ication on issued affecting the en-

tire University.

All students with particular mat-

ters to discuss, as well as those

interested in just listening, are

cordially invited to the Monday
noon meetings, commencing Sept-

ember 28, in the Colonial Lounge

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

for

REGISTERED NURSES
all shifts

WING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Community Health Center

for further information contact.

Direcfor of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goefhel, R.N.

Wright Street, Palmer, Mass. 01069

HEVR0T-HILLEL STUDY CIRCLES
TALMUD IN ENGLISH —

Saturday, 12:30 P.M., Council Chambers, S.U

PIRQE AVOT - ETHICS in the Talmodic Literature

Monday. 6:30 P.M., Nantucket Room, S.U.

YIDDISH ELEMENTARY —
Monday, 7:30 P.M., Nantucket Room, S.U.

HEBREW ELEMENTARY —
Monday, 8:45 P.M., Nantucket Room, S.U.

INTRODUCTION TO JEWISH RELIGION AND CULTURE

Monday, 7:30 P.M., HiLLEL OFFICE, S.U.

....reads the sign in the Index office (on the second floor of the

Student Union) where upperclassmen can pick up their yearbooks.

MDC Hotfine
5-2550

"See how brotherhood and

MON., SEPT. 28

Formol

8:00 P.M.

individuality combine'

A \/
Delta Chi 50195

<J/\ 5 0156

Call for information or transportation

314 Lincoln Ave (off Fearing St.)

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Friday - Saturday, September 25 & 26

Lorraine Hansberry's Poignant Story

TO BE YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK
New York Production

EVENINGS AT 8 — MATINEE SATURDAY 2:30 P.M.

Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 P.M.

SOPHIA NOEL Spanish Soprano
Eugenio Gonzalo, Guitar

Authentic music of Spain from XVth Century to
Federico Garcia Lorca, Latin and South America!

All performances in Bowker Auditorium
>

Reserved tickets: Fine Arts Council

125 Herter Hall, Telephone 545-0202 *

or Bowker Box Office one hour before event
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Hussein, Guerrillas
Sign Cease Fire

Italian Visit Begins

Nixon's European Tour
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Radio

Amman said King Hussein and Ya-
sir Arafat, the Palestinian guer-
illa leader, signed an agreement
last night in Cairo to halt hostil-

ities in Jordan.

The broadcast said the agree-
ment was signed in the presence
of Arab heads of state at a meet -

ing called to find a peaceful sol-

ution to the Jordanian civil war.
Each of the participating gov-

ernments represented in Cairo
received a copy of the agreement
and signed it, Radio Amman said.

It added that this meant the pact

had the endorsement of eight Arab
countries.

Arafat and Hussein met in Cairo

for the first time since before

the fighting began.

The 14 point agreement called

for immediate cessation of mili-

tary operations by both army and

guerillas and for both sides to pull

out of Amman, the radio said.

It gave these other points:

All propaganda by both sides is

to cease. The army would stop

what were described as abnor-

mal military operations while the

guerillas would be redeployed on

the Jordan Israel cease fire line

from 1967 along the Jordan River

The guerilla redeployment was
stated to be for the "liberation

battle against Israel."
There was a special paragraph

for Irbid, the guerilla stronghold
in the north and the second largest
town In Jordan with 100,000 in-

habitants. It provided that "mil-
itary and civilian conditions pre-
vailing before the Sept. 16 civil

war should be restored."

This amounted to handing the

town back to the guerrillas, if

indeed they ever lost it. The Is-

raelis have expressed special in-

terest in this northern area as
they say they do not relish hav-
ing guerrillas located in the Gil -

lead Heights, overlooking Israel

occupied territory. The agree-

ment called for release of all pri -

soners by both sides and the lift-

ing of martial law.

The pact was given teeth in its

13th clause which said that a vio-

lation by either side would be

punished by unanimous sanctions

by the Arab countries.

Immediate implementation of the

agreement would be carried out by
a supreme committee headed by
Bahi Ladgham of Tunisia and com-
posed of one Jordanian member
appointed by Hussein and one Pal -

estinian nominated by Arafat.

Married Priest Says Mass
AMSTERDAM. Netherlands (AP)

A Roman Catholic congregation op-

enly defied church authorities here

yesterday by permitting a married
priest to say Mass. Before the
priest, Huub Oosterhuis-who was
married six months aso-said the

GRIGG'S FURNITURE
124 Amity St. — Amherst

"GOOD SELECTION OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE"
Open 9-5 Mon. - Sat. Tel. 256-6353

OPEN HOUSE

for all University Men

to meet the Brothers of SAM

on Monday, Sept. 28, 8-11:30 P.M.

and Wednesday, Sept. 30, 8-10:30 P.M.

Watch the Colts-Jets game on color TV

Mondav. Free beer, informal dresvS.

Mass in the chapel of St. Ignace
Jesuit college, an elderly priest

protested and half a dozen persons

walked out.

Oosterhuis, a former Jesuit, was
invited to say Mass by members
of the Amsterdam student parish

-

students of the city's two univer-
sities- in defiance of a ban by the
bishop of Haarlem.

In a statement before the Mass.
a spokesman for the students'

Parish Foundation said; "In this

congregation we accept married
priests to lead sermons and Euch-
arist celebrations without further
discussion. We emphasize that

interchurch conflicts may no lon-

ger impede us in this conflict.

We won't go back on this deci-
sion and ... will accept the con-
sequences."

ROME (AP) - President Nixon

came to Italy last night to con-

fer with a principal ally in So-

uthern Europe and Inspect U.S.

military might in the Mediterran-

ean.

Nixon's gleaming white Air Fo-

rce one jet landed at Rome's Ci-

ampine military airport at 8:40

p.m. -3:40 p.m., EDT- bringing

the President to the first stop

of his nine day, five nation Eur-

opean tour.

The presidential party transfer-

red to a U.S. military helicop-

ter for a 10 minute flight to the

Quirinal Palace in downtown Rome
for an official welcome.

Guards manned rooftops along

the 10 mile helicopter route as

12,000 policemen gave Nixon the

tightest security network accorded

a visitor to the Eternal City since

World War II.

Flying squads of riot police-

men with helmets, shields and tear

gas bombs roamed the city in pur-

suit of hit and run leftist youths

who shattered windows of the Am-
erican Express office and shouted

anti U.S. slogans.

Police spun their jeeps in sc-
reeching pinwheel arcs to disperse
several hundred pro -Chinese youth

waving red banners.

Police cordons bristled at the

perimeter of a 20 block sanc-
tuary roped off around the Qui-
rinal Palace, causing chaos with
the heavy Sunday night traffic

The Italian Communist party,
largest red party in the West,
scheduled anti Nixon rallies in th-

ree dozen Italian cities Sunday,
but most were on the neighbor-
hood level.

A total of 25.000 leftists called
out by the Communists marched
in Rome and Milan Saturday night,

24 hours before Nixon's arrival.
There was no violence in either
city,

85 Amity St

Restaurant

Amherst, Mass

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 - 9 p m.

VILLAGE INN LUMS
Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Nixon's visit here in February
1969 touched off two days of the
worst street fighting in Rome in
years, with one dead and more than
100 injured. But during motorcades
in the city on that trip, the Pres-
ident brought out immense cheer
ing crowds that most observers
had never seen before in normally
blase Rome.

For this visit of the U.S. Pres-
ident, the Italian Communists have
selected an official slogan that

reads: "Nison, don't count on It-

aly."

The slogan illustrates the basic
Communist charge that Nixon is

trying to use Italy as a lackey
and "military base" for his al-

legedly "imperialistic designs" in

the Mediterranean.
Nixon's nine day, five country

trip includes a visit to U.S. 6th

Fleet ships in the Mediterranean
today and tomorrow. Later in

Naples, he meets with Atlantic

Alliance commanders and U.S. am-
bassadors from the Mediterranean
area, before visiting Yugoslavia.
Spain, England and Ireland

High U.S. officials in Washing-
ton have said Nixon hopes to un-
derscore U.S. commitments in the

Mediterranean. The sea has be-
come a crisis center as a result

of the Middle East conflict and the

steady growth of the Soviet navy
in the area.

Nixon's plan to review 6th Fl-

eet maneuvers and address the

fleet from the deck of an air-

craft carrier have been interpret-

ed as being aimed at emphasiz-
ing the readiness of the power-
ful, nuclear capability fleet.

Nixon is expected to seek the

views of the Italian government
on peace moves in meetings with

Rome leaders today

The Rome government, one of

the most left leaning in NATO,
has issued a series of recent
policy statements on the Medi-
terranean situation that emphasize
both the country's commitment
to the United States and its in-

dependence.

Rome has called for a nego-
tiated solution to the Middle East
crisis within the framework of the

United Nations, and warned against
any "unilateral" intervention by
the United States or anyone else

It has served notice that it does~
not believe the NATO defense st-

ructure extends to the Middle East
battle areas.

beta kappa phi

if you could be satisfied going four years through a

university without finding out for yourself what a

fraternity is like, don't come.
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Southern California Homes
Threatened in Forest Fire

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A huge
fire storm, driven by high winds,
threatened thousands of canyon ho-
mes north of the city yesterday
after cutting a 35 mile swath around
the populous San Fernando Valley.

An even larger fire rampaged
across hills in San Diego County
sweeping 35 miles to the outskirts

of several San Diego suburbs
Gov. Ronald Reagan declarec

Los Angeles, Ventura and San

Diego counties disaster areas.

They were the largest of nume-
rous brush fires raging out of

control for the third straight day

in Southern California.

By Sunday, the fires had claimed
two lives, destroyed several hun-

dred homes and burned almost 300,

000 acres of land. Thousands of

persons had fled their homes.
The Los Angeles area fire, whi-

le not endangering city residents,

reached the fringes of Fernwood
!

a development with 3,000 residents

near crowded Topanga Canyon The

area was evacuated.

The San Diego County fire that

started in Cleveland National Fo-

rest reached the outskirts of La
Mesa and Lemon Grove, about 10

miles east of San Diego. Another

finger of the fire approached Na-

tional City and Chula Vista to the

south of San Diego. Parts of the

communities were evacuated.

More than 110,000 acres were
ablaze in the fire that threatened

Topanga Canyon as it stretched

from the coast at Malibu deep into

the Angeles National Forest near

Newhall. Some 161 homes, 126

other buildings and 25 vehicles

were destroyed.

More than 140,000 acres were
aflame in San Diego County.

The wild winds frequently chan-

ged direction just as firemen began
to knock down sections of the

fires.

Temperatures soared through-

out the fire area. They reached

105 in downtown Los Angeles, 101

in the San Fernando Valley and

97 in San Diego.

"It's burning some of the prime
national forest timber," a U.S.

Forest Service spokesman said of

a mushrooning fire in Sequoia Na-

tional Forest 15 miles north of

Bakersfield.

"We have every piece of civil

defense equipment from Monterey
to the Mexican border on the li-

nes," said Los Angeles County

Fire Dept. Hall Hill. "This is the

worst series of fires we've ever

had."

The fire killed a man identified

as Fred Raymond Bedford Jr.,

21, of Chatsworth, whose body

was found in a ravine near Chat-

sworth after the fire passed.

A second body, unidentified, was
found in a burned cabin at Sola-

mint.

The disaster struck rich and

poor, destroying expensive canyon

homes and flimsy cabins. In Chat -

sworth, the Spahn movie ranch

burned, leaving followers of Char-

les Manson, on trial in the Sharon
Tate murder case, homeless.

Centers were set up for eva-

cuees. A number of Los Angeles
area residents offered free lod-

ging and food.

Smoke rose 10,000 feet into the

air over Southern California. Har-
dly a resident was out of sight of a

major fire.

FBI Captures Fugitive

Robber At Airport

Nadar Attacks

Tobacco Industry

WASHINGTON (AP) - Consum-
er crusader Ralph Nader called

yesterday for an immediate fed-

eral investigation of what he cal-

led the tobacco industry's use of

possibly hazardous foreign matter
in cigarettes, cigars and cig-

arillos.

Nader said in a letter to miles
Kirkpatrick, chairman of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, that glass

fibers, ceramic fibers, asbestos,

rock wool and diatomaceous earth

have been either considered or
used in reconstituted tobacco.

While the use of reconstituted

tobacco the last 10 years has
saved the tobacco industry $200
million to $350 million annually.

Nader said, "Such a corporate
bonanza has not brought with it

any self imposed or governmen-
tally imposed duty to analyze the

extent of the health hazards in-

volved

(AP) - Stanley R. Bond, one of

four fugitives described by police

as revolutionaries sought in a

bank holdup and machine gun slay-

ing of a Boston policeman, was
arrested by the FBI as he att-

tempted to leave this city by plane

yesterday, the FBI said.

Vincent Jones, FBI agent here

told newsmen the plane, a comm-
ercial flight bound for Denver and

Chicago, was on the runway and

was called back to the terminal.

All passengers were asked to leave

the plane, and Bond, 25, of Cam-
bridge, Mass., was among the

last to get off, Jones said.

Jones said he and Undersheriff

Dick Williams grabbed Bond and

rvessed him against a fence before

Bond could draw a revolver.

Local police said the Mesa
County sheriff's office had rec-

eived a tip that Bond was boarding

the plane.

Bond, held in the maximum sec-

urity section of the county jail,

was to appear before a U.S. com-
missioner Monday on a federal

charge of taking a loaded weapon

aboard a plane.

Police said Bond had arrived

here Saturday, taken a room in

a local motel under the alias

"Barry," and purchased his plane

ticket to Denver, 260 miles east

of here, with cash under the name
of "Mr. Lewis."

FBI agents said Bond's luggage

contained
'

'three other loaded wea -

pons, ammunition and several th-

ousand dollars," in addition to

clothing.

ft Only ft
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Tougher Guidelines, Riot

Police Greet UC Frosh
(AP) - Tough new classroom

guidelines will be in effect and po-
lice recently given riot training

will be standing by when 28,000 stu-

dents begin returning to the Un-
iversity of California today.

The very guidelines designed to

control radical activity could spark
new confrontations, observers say,

and the campus ROTC, rising

rents, poverty, racism and the war
remain volatile issues.

UC President Charles J. Hitch
has expressed "guarded optim-
ism" student unrest will lessen
this year, but campus police chief

William Beall says he believes

the university and Berkeley have
been selected as an action base
by a small number of militants.

"Berkeley is one center of re-

volutionary activity, and some
where radicals will get a good
one off, "Beall predicted. "It will

be put down and it will be cost-

ly"
City police have beefed up their

stock of anti riot equipment, and
both city and campus police for-

ces have sent men to special po-

lice schools in recent months.
Campus police have overhauled

their security techniques and com-
munications methods. The large

plaza at Sather gate -favorite site

for student rallies -is now manned
24 hours a day by uniformed off-

icers. Campus police have also

added an undisclosed number of

24 hour foot patrols to curb what
they call "revolutionary malicious
mischief."

Since the 1964 Free Speech
Movement, Berkeley has endured
more than 65 bombings, sit ins

marches, riots and major demon-
strations. Its streets have seen
tear gas, shooting and rock thro-
wing with hundreds of injuries,

one death and thousands of arrests.

To deal with increased activism
and crime, the campus police force

has been expanded from 49 to

92 members since 1964.

The university Regents issued

statewide university guidelines and
campus guidelines compelling fac-

ulty to hold classes only at ap-

proved locations and times. Fur-
ther rules governing use of un-

iversity facilities and grounds are
expected.

In part, the guidelines say a

faculty member cannot allow "the

subject matter or format of his

course to be determined conclus-

ively by a vote of his students,"

nor can he allow "the course to

be deflected from its intended aim
by extra academic pressures, pol-

itical, social or other."

Faculty reaction indicates a pol-

arization among leaders of Berke-

ey's academic community.
"It's childish. The guidelines

may shut a few people up for a

few months but will deepen the

crisis," said Reginald E. Zelnik

associated professor of history.

Medical physics Professor Har-
din B. Jones said: "There's
no student movement: there's a

faculty movement. It's not nat-

ural for faculty to bamboozle stu-

dents to create a disturbance so

they can have a political thrust

of power."
Law professor Sanford Kadish,

president of the American Assoc-
iation of University Professor,
interprets the guidelines as an
effort to maintain normal educ-

ational standards, but said they

will "likely give rise to some
fricition."

Campus militants, including Stu-

dents for a Democratic Society

-

which is no longer recognized

as a campus organization -report-

edly are planning renewed assaults

on the ROTC and three university

-

connected laboratories which to-

gether make UC the largest At-

omic Energy Commission contrac-

tor among universities.

RAPP'S DELI
WEEKLY SPECIAL — SEPT.
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Students To Elect Math Dept. Advisors (JMass Press
ExpandsOutput

Nominations are now being

sought of students to serve on a

new Mathematics and Statistics

Department Council, it was
announced today by Profess-
or David Hayes.

The students who will be elected

to the Council will choose student

members of two key departmental

committees: the Personnel Com-
mittee, which evaluates faculty for

promotion, renewal of contract,

and salary increases, and the Cur-

riculum Committee, which helps

determine course content, choice

of texts, and examination policy.

A meeting at which nominations

may be made will be held at

7:30 P.M. on Tuesday, September
29 in room 165 of the Campus
Center. Written nominations are

also being accepted at the Math-
ematics and Statistics Office, 215

Arnold House, until 5 P.M., Wed-
nesday, September 30.

Elections of five undergraduate

members and two alternates for

the Council will take place the

week beginning October 1. Fac-
ulty and graduate student members
are currently being elected. Both

students and faculty on the Council

will take an active role in shaping

department policy.

The Council was set up in a

constitution accepted oh September
18 by Acting Department Head Ber-

thold Schweizer after being app-

roved last week by vote of under-

graduate math majors. The con-

stitution had been approved by math
faculty and graduate students last

spring.

Students elected by the Council

to departmental committees will be

voting members of those com-

mittees. Besides the Personnel
and Curriculum Committees,
these will include a newly est-

ablished Grievance Committee and

the Graduate Affairs Committee.
The Mathematics and Statistics

constitution is the work of a com-
mittee of students and faculty,

chaired by Prof. Hayes, which was
created last spring to plan for

involving students in departmental

governance. The four undergrad-

uate members of that committee,
Norman Daost, Mark Leeper,

Rocco Brunelle, and Marjorie St-

ockwell, were elected by the under-

graduate mathematics majors.

Also on the committee were
Professors Murray Bisenberg, Ja-

mes H. Hedlund, Donald F. St.

Mary, Stephen Allen, and Haskell

Cohen together with two math-

ematics graduate students.

PAULA MAXIM
Staff Reporter

Unfinished DormsMean
CrampedStudent Quarters

The delayed completion of the

Sylvan residence halls, due to a

labor dispute, has resulted in

crowded living conditions for a

percentage of University students.

In an attempt to minimize over-
crowding, the Housing Office took
several steps during the summer
months: requests for voluntary
tripling were fulfilled, comuting
was encouraged, and available

spaces in fraternities and soror-

ities were publicized. Implemen-
tation of the Room Security De-
posit system identified non-

returnees, resulting in the detrip-

ling of 500 rooms prior to Sept-

ember.
The semester opened with app-

roximately 350 tripled rooms.
With some students failing to re-

turn, some obtaining off-campus

YOUNG REPUBLICANS

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29th — Room CC 169

6:30 P.M.

New Members Welcome

OPEN COFFEE HOUR
with

Chancellor Oswald Tippo

TODAY
ond

every Monday

12-2 p.m.

Colonial Lounge,

Student Union

A M Students, Faculty and Staff

invited to discuss

problems and issues

relevant fo the University.

housing, and some filling vacancies

within co - ed houses , spaces occur -

red allowing a reduction of app-

roximately 100 triples. Currently

there are 194 triples in South-

west and 57 in the Central -North-

east area. With scattered ex-

ceptions, tripling has been limited

to freshmen and sophomore males

.

Anyone who lives in a triple

for six weeks will be entitled to

a 30% rebate of rent and telephone

-

if no vacancies exist within the

residence hall which would allow

for detripling.

It is anticipated that one of the

three residence halls, now under

construction, will be completed
prior to the start of second se -

mester. If such materializes,

overcrowding should be alleviated

.

Those persons who requested the

new suite -style dormitories last

spring will be given occupancy
priority - with more information

forthcoming.

Occupying the second floor of

Munson Hall, the University of

Massachusetts Press, under the

direction of Mrs. Leone Stein,

annually publishes about fourteen

books, in addition to two journals.

Since its first publication in Dec-

ember of 1964, the University

Press has been developing and ex-

panding.

A non-profit, subsidized organ-

ization in an association of sixty

-

nine other university prsses, the

University of Massachusetts Press
has its administrative contact

through the Dean of Graduate Stu-

dents and its titles are approved by
a press committee of twelve, app-

ointed by the Faculty Senate.

The staff, headed by Mrs. Stein,

is described by her as a very cap-

able and talented one. Mrs. Stein,

who has been Director since the

Press's establishment, was active

in the start of THE MASSACHUS-
ETTS REVIEW. She is one of

the two female directors in the

association, the other being at
Notre Dame. Among the fourteen

-

man staff is Pat Riley as pro-
motion manager, who was formerly
with NEWSWEEK.
The Press deals mainly with

scholarly works, including some
poetry and some essays. A num-
ber of works in black studies have
been published and plans are being
made for more. Some of those
which have alredy been published
and plans are being made for more.
Some of those which have already
been published are ELY TOO
BLACK, TOO WHITE, by Ely
Green, and BLACK AND WHITE
IN AMERICAN CULTURE, an an-

thology from THE MASSACH-
USETTS REVIEW. The first is

the story of an "inbetweener,"
too black to be white and too

white to be black. The latter

is a collection of essays, including

those by Michael Thelwell of our
Black Studies Department and by
Martin Luther King.

Alpha Phi Omega

National Service Fraternity

OPEN SMOKERS

Thurs., Sept 24 — Mon., Sept 28

7:30 P.M. MEMORIAL HALL

7 - 9 PM. 5-2162 FOR RIDES

Zeta Nu RUSH Party

— ALL INVITED —

MON. SEPT. 28 336 N. PLEASANT ST.
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Campus Center
Financial Data

Militant Forum Tonight

T tie Mi ,m . ;\ s - eluding Socialist Perspective in

*• .'it ioilowinR is a pre-

! reaicdown of finane
< ' tin Lampus Center.
res are estimates More com

-

r;*jurp«- *tll be availan.e
• me Center is in full opera

-

' <• bond rates have been ue-

is breakdown was
ftMd by the University News

•>*au It hopefully may tnaw«r
• udem questions to the

I
Mf-r

Cool of the project will
i«

.
i proximately $20.5 million
neludM $15 million for

Cenioi fc million for the ga-
i rauir.s delivery area.

..iion remaining to oe
[ . >. n the debt service for the

i Mudent L'nion

Ar- oruzation--The UMassBuil-
| Auihoritv will attempt to ob-

nancing ot '0 \ears at 7

percent to pay off bond issue.
•

I rary financing will be used
Til the bone debt limit is raised
the Legislature and lower inter

-

rates can be obtained on the

nd market.

riuai expense- -Total cost per
is estimated at $2.2 mil-
Debt service to pay bonds

i require $1 3 million, main-
• nance and operations $800,000
it serve of $141,000 and Building
• ithority expense of $40,000. (An
additional $250 000 a year for u-
tlities will be paid for by the Com-
monwealth )

Annual Income- -Income to pay
expenses, including debt service,

will come from: Student fees

$850,000 ($48 undergraduate, $38
graduate students a year. Las'

year's student fee was $30 for

undergraduates. Increase of $18

to $48 nearly quadruples amount of

space available to students), hotel

revenues $334,000 (based on half

occupancy), book store $100,000

food service $95,000 conferees

$37,500, garage revenue $337,000

(based on half occupancy, this

amount will amortize garage so

that no student fees will be used

for garage), and $400,000 from
reserves (built from student fees

in previous years.) First year

is not a full year. The student

fee may have to be increased next

year and the following year be-

cause the reserve will be depleted

at the end of the next year. How
ever, it is expected that r> venue
irom hotei garage, fcoo. wr
anu conferees will grow consider-

ably during 'ms same period, and
student fees will I e adjusted ac-

cordingly

Other items --all service areas
in the Center ?\<c. as bookstore
restaurants and hotel will pav for

themselves plus contribute to tne

deot service. In audition ap-

proximate. \ >i55 000 from these

services will no tc the r-tudent

Activities i tfice fcr use ;n siuaent

; rograms and salaries of student

activities personnel ,) Additional

revenue from these services will

to toward reducing she debt

service. No student fees will go
toward amortizing the garage,

which will be liquidated from par-

king fees There is no accurate

way to sav how much of the buil-

ding is primary student space and
how mucn is for conferences All

spac can be used by students but

areas such as overnight accom-
modations cannot be conside-

red primary student space, since

mostly conferees will want to use
them Most space such as re-

staurants, conference rooms
and the ballroom, are double usage
rooms, for use by both conferees
and students.Studentshadamajor
voice in selecting furniture Of
18 types of chairs recommended
by the architects. 17 were changed
upon advice of students. Nearly
half of the total debt and opera-
tions expenses will be paid from
non-fee income.

eeh ic onal ; rogram wul
hold a seminar on the Revolu-
tionary Potential of tne Student
Vioverr- the Working Class!
The seminar will be neld tonight

Monday Sept. 28th at 8:00 p.m.
in room »09 of the New student
Center.

The discussion will be based
on Ernest Mandel's pnamphlets:
The Revolutionary Student Move-
nent- -Theory and Practice and
.he Revolutionary Potential of the
.V'orking Class Ernest Mandei
if the Editor-in-Chief of the Bel-
gian left socialist weekly, LaGau-
cne. and author of Marxist Econ-
omic Theory. The Formation of

the Economic Thought of Karl
Marx, and An Introduction to the
Logic of Marxism Mandei has
spoken at many colleges and un-
iversities in the United States and
Canada on a range of topics in-

the Advanced Countries and "The
Concerns of Internationalism in the

Revolutionary Student Movement".
Mandel's two phamphlets for to-

nights discussion, as well as other
.aerature concerning contempor-
ary, and nistoric socialism. Black
nationalism Women's Liberation,

and the Third World Coalition

are always available at the YSA
literature in front of the Old Hatch
on Mondays, Tuesdays , and Thu-
rsdays from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00

p.m.
As the role ol the student be-

comes more politically involved
and oriented, it becomes increas-
ingly important fo r him to be
aware of these political and social

changes. We ask all interested

students to join us in room 809
onight; at 7:00 for those interest-

ed in the YSA. and at 8:00 p.m.
Tor the Militant Forum.

Program to Aid Viet Children
The Distinguished Visitors Pro-

gram will present a program about
South Vietnam s wounded civilians

toda\ at the btudent Union Bail-

room.
The Committee of Responsibil-

ity, the sponsor, is an organiza-
tion of doctors and concerned cit-

izens who bring innocent young
victims of tne war to the United
States for medical treatment un-

available in Vietnam.
Speaking Mondav will be Mrs.

Eloise Houghton the New Eng-
land executive secretary of the

organization and Dr. Peter Wolf,

an assistant professor of psycho-
logy at Harvard University who
works for the Committee. They
will explain the nature of their

work and present two movies:
'An Evil Hour ' and 'War's Ch-
.Idren '.

Since 1967. the committee has
i i ought hundreds of children tc

the United States for treatment.
These children selected from th-

roughout South Vietnam, repre-
sent a small number of those who
can be helped. A recent govern-
ment survey indicates that each
year more than 200.000 Vietnam-
ese civilians are being wounded,
maimed or killed by the war.
A high percentage of the casual-
ties are unprotected children.

The program is open to the en-
tire University community with no
admission charge.

Hevrot - Hillel Study Circles

TORAH — The creation Chapters in Genesis. Intensive text study for

literary styles, symbols and and number patterns.

TUESDAY, 6:30 P.M. Nantucket Rm., S.U.

PROPHETS — Translating the Prophets into our own universe of dis-

course. _ _ .

.

TUESDAY, 7:30 P.M. Nantucket Rm., S.U.

STUDENTS vs. PARENTS — A discussion of case histories using the

book of Samuel Perlman.

TUESDAY, 8:45 P.M. Nantucket Rm., S.U.

If you re not part of the solution, you're part of the problem

Students for White-Dukakis

Need Help in Every Area

Make your voiee heard and you can make the system work

AN OPEN MEETING FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN

WORKING FOR THE ELECTION OF WHITE AND

DUKAKIS WILL BE HELD ON

Monday, September 28, at 7:00 p.m

in the Colonial Lounge
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False Hopes,

Old Fears
As disenchantment with various aspects of American society mani-

fested itself into violent outbursts during the 1960's, the Federal go-

vernment began commissioning public figures to make studies of why
each outbreak occured. Each commission report called for the go-

vernment to take immediate action to ease the tensions which prompted
the outbreaks; each warned that if nothing were done the Nation would
risk disaster.

But, time after time, the Government has accepted the reports of

Presidential Commissions, paid lip service to the dangers cited and
sidestepped taking any action to carry out the commission's recom-
mendations.

Kerner report, issued in the late 1960's, pre-

actlon were not taken, the nation would be divided

one white and one black, separate and unequal,

of some government officials, no real action was
to this report, and we are now fast approaching

the reality of two separate and unequal societies within this Nation.

As the government receives and publishes the findings of its various

commissions, and then proceeds to Ignore them, the oppressed groups,

the "troublespots" within the nation, grow more impatient, more irri-

tated, more violent. In this sense, the issuing of reports and the 1-

gnoring of their recommendations only makes things worse.

For example, the

dieted that if some
into two societies,

Despite the claims
taken in response

The President's Commission on Campus Unrest released its find-

ings this weekend and, in essence, only documented what everyone has
known for quite some time. Quoting the commission, "We are on the

brink of a chasm in society so dangerous that it threatens the sur-
vival of the nation...Division between the older established society

and the new youth culture could plunge the nation into.... civil war."
Blaming "extremists," the commission sees a lack of understan-

ding between young and old building into an unbreakable wall of anl -

mosity which threatens to divide American society in half. The com-
mission blames militants, political rhetoric and over -zealous and
often biased law enforcement officials as the people most respon-

sible for what it terms the growing lack of tolerance in America
today.

The report is accurate in its assessment that the nation Is on the
brink of chaos because It has been driven to "use the weapons of war
on its youth." The commission has also stated clearly that "A na-

tion that has lost the allegiance of Its youth is a nation that has lost

its future."

But all of these findings, like the findings of all of the commissions
before it, were clear before any of the commission members began
thinking seriously about the problems they were assigned to examine.

"Only the President, ly example and instruction, can effectively

calm the rhetoric of both public officials and politicians which have
in the past helped to further divide the Country."

Obvious, but true; like all the commissions before it, Governor Scran

-

ton's group has implored the President to take direct action, has
stated that only the President can really do anything to start solving
the problem the commission "defined" for the Chief Executive.

But. as the commission's report was being formally released this
weekend, indications popped up that no real leadership from the
President is forthcoming, despite the urgings of his own commis-
sion.

The Vice-President continues to make a fool of himself as he
resorts to the lowest form of political slander in his "campaign
swing;" the President speaks of the "good kids," and of the need to
strengthen law enforcement before all else.
And a group of Republicans issued a statement the day before the

commission issued its report, saying that a majority of Americans
stood by the President in "his forthright stand against campus vio-
lence."

It seems clear that President Nixon will do nothing to cool tem -

pers: it is certain he will make none of the changes in government
policy which have been driving students farther and farther away
from what the commission calls the established society of the coun-
try.

This means that all the commission has gone is waste a lot of money
and build up some false hopes which will probably collapse In a pool
of blood on some campus this year.

Since President Nixon seems reluctant to heed the advice of the
commission. Its report will serve the same purpose of all the go-
vernment reports before it - - instead of serving as a blueprint for
Improvement, it will outline the future of the nation.

•We are on the brink of a chasm in society wmen threatens the
survival of the nation."

In an unnoticed act, a couple of weeks ago,

the Board of Trustees authorized a committee
to formulate campus -wide Personnel Policies

and Procedures and review existing policies and

procedures. It was also moved that the commit-
tee be made up of faculty members.

It was an interesting action. For, It has been the

frequent complaint of the Student Senate that there

should be more student involvement in personnel

selection and in tenure and grievance action. Per-

haps, ye old board, has slipped one through, past

even the vigilant lookout of student trustee Glenn

Elters.

Last spring, there was a storm of Senate pro-

test over the procedure that chose Provost Tlppo

as Chancellor and Robert Wood as President. A
symbolic dissenting vote was made by then -stu-

dent trustee Cindy Olken against Tippo's appoint-

ment, not against Tippo so much as against the

selection process.
Therefore this measure by the Trustees is a

little hard to swallow. And it should be acted on

swiftly by at least the Student Senate Academics
Affairs Committee and in addition by the full

Student Senate.

It is too late to get students on the committee

.

But when the Faculty Senate chooses the commit-
tee, the committee members should hear a strong
voice of the student body, which is after all

only taught (at times anyway) and administered
by (somewhat tediously and haltingly) by those who
the new personnel policy will deal with.

There should be active student participation In

all procedural matters concerning personnel, in

their selection obviously, but also in grievance and
tenure decisions. It would seem that students who
are being taught by those in question, could be
the most valuable source of knowledge about fa-

culty, rather than their contemporaries they sip
booze with, (or will sip libations with) at the much
sought after Faculty Club (or Tipsky's Tic -Toe
Club).

Maybe, the Senate, when it gets a quorum, could
authorize its academic affairs committee or form
a committee to do its utmost to tickle the ears of

the Trustee committee.
In other words, the new personnel procedures

could be good opportunity to gain the student body
a much -needed additional voice in their education.

Students shouldn't want to drink In the Faculty
Club, but they must have a say in who is doing the
drinking.

Campus Comment
Who Is Really Sick?

To The Editor:

"Show me a happy homosexual, and I'll show
you a gay corpse."

Mart Crowley, The Boys in the Band

A recent Louis Harris poll reveals that 63% of
the nation consider homosexuals "harmful to Ame-
rican life." After the lecture by Bill Baird a
few weeks ago, I heard a returning coed state,

that homesexuals are sick people and should be
dealt with accordingly. Even In the more enligh-
tened community, jokes about "queers" are still

told with immunity and expected to illicit laughter
from all present. (If you don't laugh, they might
think you're one of "them!") In this article I wish
to suggest that none of the typical views expressed
above are correct, and that the misguided notions
about homosexuals held by the majority of our
society, and more specifically, by many members
of the University community, are repressive and
damaging to the individual personalities in our com-
munity who possess this stigma.
A great deal of research has been performed re-

cently to determine the "how and why" of homo-
sexuality. I will not attempt to cite all of the
psychological findings, but only restate some of the
salient facts which will help the average hete-
rosexual understand the nature of homosexuality.
Psychologists have determined, that in American
culture, sex roles are most powerfully determined
in the home, generally in the first few years of
life, and that the psychological identity of most
homosexuals - - like that of most heterosexuals - -

is set before they know it. Social experiences also
play a large role in the development of sexual
identity. Most experts agree that a child will not
become a homosexual unless he undergoes a num-
ber of emotionally disturbing experiences during
the course of several years. However, when a
person discovers that his sexual proclivity is dif-

ferent from the majority of his peers, American
society, whether deliberately or Implicitly, sub-
jects the homosexual to excruciating torture, har-
rassment, and guilt due to his sexual identity.

Because of the American notion of rigidly stereo-
typed sex roles, the homosexual must wrestle with
the problems of reconciling himself to his own
identity, avoiding public censure, hiding his true
feelings and emotions, and laughing at all of the
jokes and allusions made about "queers." If he
is unwilling to "pass" and wants to affirm and
experience his authentic personality, the homo-
sexual then exposes himself to negative social
sanctions and even harrassment. The notion that
two men can love one another with all the intensity
present in a heterosexual relationship is consi-
dered "sick" by some and approached as a cli-

nical problem. This logic is as ludicrous as say-
ing, "Give him a pill and we'll turn him into a
John Wayne." This view sees the homosexual as
a maladjusted and socially non- conforming indi-
vidual who must be cured. All of these notions
are erroneous and repressive.

If the University community is truly Interested
in securing freedom of choice for all people,
where they can grow and mature in this freedom,
then they must abandon the typical societal mis-
conceptions and attitudes toward homosexuals
They should view homosexuals, not as being
"perverts," or "sick", but as members of an
oppressed minority. Thus, there should be pre-
sent on this campus a place for homosexuals to

gather, outside of a clinical setting, to help them
adjust to their core personalities and all the con-
sequences this adjustment Implies. Also, a stan-
ding organization should be established to educate
people to the facts concerning homosexuality, and
secure the human and civil rights of homosexuals
as they encounter repressive forces in society
(Homosexuality is a felony In all fifty states,
and punishable by death In two states.) Most
importantly, however, the University commu-
nity should develop humane attitudes toward the
homesexuals. They should view two men em-
bracing by the pond, not as a perversion or sick-
ness, but as two people exploring in a love rela-
tionship the depth of their humanity.

JIM LAMACCHIA

Judical Correction

To the Editor:

The article appearing in the

Dally Collegian Friday, September
25, regarding the snag in the Jud-
iciary System regrettably misre-
presented the intent ofmy remarks
and the action taken by the Ad-
ministration.

Both the Administration and the

Student Senate have been working
diligently to create a functioning

Judiciary according to existing

legislation so that the present cri-

sis may be promptly alleviated.

At no time has the Administration
suggested or attempted usurpation
of the judicial function.

The intended meaning of my re-
marks and the position of the
Senate which we believe is shared
by Mr. Dahl and the Adminis-
tration is that it is important
that interested students come for-
ward to staff the Judiciaries of
Areas East and West In order
that students retain and exercise
jurisdiction over appropriate mat-
ters.

The only practical alternative to
student judiciaries that is real-
ized by both the Senate and, 1

believe, the Administration will be
the courts of the Commonwealth.
Neither the Senate nor the Ad-
ministration desires this and
therefore we need the support of
the students to staff and oper-
ate the judiciaries.

Patricia Beharry
Vice-President,
Student Senate

Master Plans, Survival, and Change
OO Httlp vieinn nr tnn mimho n ju »i ._.» ^ • * a . . .. ..^, .. .. .. ... . ^e#Did they have too little vision or too much?

Can we blame them for not anticipating what rea-
lity is in 1970? Should we thank them for leading
us to where we never would have been? Is their
crime that we have too much hindsight?

In 1962, the architectural firm of Sasaki, Wal-
ker & Associates prepared a master plan for the
future of a small, but ambitious state univers-
ity. The Trustees and the Legislature approved
the plan, and today, the results of that committ-
ment are seen and experienced by more than 25,000
human beings at the University of Massachusetts
in Amherst.

What happened during the last decade shows
a disciplinarian, narrow planning that is evid-
ent throughout history. By confining themselves
only to architecture and neglecting the humanis-
tic values and sciences (that indeed, for the arch-
itect of the 50s and early 60s did not exist),
practical function became the omnipresent char-
acteristic of this campus.
For example, the 22 -story dormitory towers

in Southwest were architecturally pleasing and
served their function as sleeping places. But
the architects did not and could not draw on the
urban experiences of population density (the Watts
riot, after all, did not occur until 1964), they
didn't conceive that psychology could have rel-
evance to their technology, they did not ask "what
is the ideal number of students in a dorm?",
and they were ignorant, as many educators to
this day still are, of what a residential college
was all about. As a result, the dorms Hi South-
west are noisy and inconducive to study, they're
lonely places to live in, coeducational living and
socializing is hindered by them, and the con-
cepts of community, neighborhood, and trust are
minimal.

The new Northeast dorms also illustrate this
lack of thought The nearest dining commons
is Worcester Commons, nearly half a mile away.
A better plan would have been to Incorporate
a small dining commons or kitchen in each dorm.

Part of today's problems are resulting from the
initial concept of the campus. Three concentric
circles form the map of UMass. In the center,
around the campus pond, are central meeting
places- -the Student Union, the Administration
Building, the Library, and general classrooms.
Just beyond the pond are the academic buildings.

Finally, on the outskirts of the campus are the
living areas- -Southwest, Orchard Hill, Northeast.
Although this configuration is certainly better than
a sprawl, it creates ecological, living and educ-
ational problems never dreamed of in 1962.

This concentration of buildings in the center
has destroyed any aestheticism that once existed.
We find that it is easier to pave walkways in

between buildings than sod them, and the little

grass that does exist is constantly endangered
by the mass of mobile students and faculty. This
lack of green and abundance of white concrete
and red brick creates conditions similar to those
that exist in cities- -congestion, noise, pollution,

and constant movement that psychologically and
even psysically affects every person. Soon, we
will see the campus pond surrounded on four sides
by "civilization", with the construction of the

fine arts building.

The central activity and concentration by the
pond area has affected the movement patterns
of students in the residential areas. Students
are not able to take advantage of what might
be the psychologically restful environment just

outside the campus. Their activity compels them
to move always inward toward the core, away
from the woods and tobacco fields, and toward
the concrete.

How did these architectural and environmental problems come
about? First, as I have said, architecture in the late 50s and early
60s was not an environmental, humanistic technology, but a narrow
discipline. This is today manifested in the various living areas,
and applys as well to the parking lots around the pond and on the cam -

pus periphery, and to many academic buildings.

Second, the architects of the University received no overall educ-
ational policy from the Administration- -a policy to which this day
has never existed. If the University was to become an athletic

-

oriented school, acres of mowed playing fields would be needed^

If It was to become a high quality academic school, then its growth
would not be as great. And if the University was to eventually ad-
opt a policy of open enrollment, then some way must be found to
house and educate 50,000 and even 250,000 people- -and house and
educate them humanely.
We cannot change the past; we should not rue it. But we can set

a new course for the future- -if the Board of Trustees and the Ad-
ministration are willing to take a few lumps and admit a few honest
mistakes.

1. The Trustees should adopt a new master plan, substituting
the central core campus with a new arrangement. This might in-

volve the spacing of academic buildings throughout the campus and
near dormitories. Student Union- type centers should be in every
living area. As the academic buildings and meeting centers become
decentralized, true residential colleges may develop similar to those
at Michigan State University where, for example, a science major lives
in close proximity to science buildings, etc.

2. An academic policy should be stated for the future. Will UMass
eventually have open enrollment? What does it want to do with its

now projected 30,000-35,000 students? If the convention center is

a money-maker, will the University want to start other income producing
industries, perhaps build a factory? What will the effect be to the

Art Buchwald

John and Martha

University if its athletic teams withdraw from
the Yankee Conference? Should varsity sports
be eliminated in favor of a Hampshire College

-

type intramural system?

3. The present architectural mess must be
modified using the existing structures. This can
be done by the soundproofing of dorm rooms,
the dispersion of academic buildings by moving
them to dorms (as the Math Department is now
in Arnold House), the alteration of buildings such
as Goodell Library, Memorial Hall, the Old Chap-
el, and South College into student dormitories,
and the brightening up of campus white elephants
like the Campus Center, through the use of stu-
dent art and sculpture both on the inside and
outside of the buildings. Other improvements
might be to make the Campus Center garage free
to faculty and perhaps students so some of the park-
ing lots could be sodded over, and the rubber

-

coating of the bars in the ceiling of the South-
west Tower elevators for swinging purposes. What
can be done with existing structures is infinite,
but it requires flexibility and imagination on the
part of the Administration.

4. The fine arts center must not be built in
its planned location by the pond. Instead, It
should be located preferably on the outskirts of
the campus, perhaps near Northeast or near the
Stadium in Southwest. This would be a first
move towards the environmental decentralization
of the campus. The present parking lot behind
Herter Hall, of course, should be sodded over,
and trees should be planted on Haigis Mall.
Environmental decentralization of the campus

has its dangers and faults. Unless an adequate
transportation system can be developed, it will
be impractical. A sprawl spreading over miles
of Connecticut Valley land might emerge.

Another alternative for this urban campus In
the wilderness is to plan dormitories that house
500-1000 students But the challenge to be met
with dorms and buildings this size is whether or
not we can draw upon the experience of the past,
and plan them so that they are liveable and work-
able. But implied in the terms "liveable" and
"workable" is academics, and I am not certain
that the Trustees are willing to take the risk
to explore educational alternatives that Innisfree,
Project 10, and Greenough have barely touched
upon.

Democracy really doesn't matter. You can
get shafted by all -student boards as well as by
administration -controlled programs; witness the
Campus Center monstrosity which was approved
by the students' Student Union Governing Board.
The reason why there is agitation for student
representation in the University is not really
because the students want to be equal, but rather
because the Old University has not met the needs
of the students, and the students, brought up
in a different world, wonder why their obvious
solutions are not implemented.

It's hard to change, and that's what it's all
about today. If the University is not willing to
admit errors of the past and reverse the polic-
ies which led to these errors, if the University
cannot renew itself, then this University's growth
will be the growth of a cancer of bomb threats
and bombs, garbage, lonliness, noise, misery,
and destruction.

Don Glickstein

Editorial Staff

WASHINGTON- -Washington has become the
setting for several new television programs.
The Bold Ones, starring Hal Holbrook,
features a U.S. senator dealing with the

problems of legislating for the country.
Nancy is about a President's dapghter who
lives in the White House and is in love
with a veterinarian.

Another one in the planning stage and
written by a Hollywood friend of mine
is titled John and Martha, the story of

a simple attorney general of the United
States named John and his simple fun-

loving wife, Martha.
My friend said in John and Martha he

hopes to answer the question of whether
a man and woman who hate students, pro-
fessors, educators and Sen. J. William
Fulbright can find happiness in Washington.

"We're working on the pilot now," my
friend said. "It's really a lot of laughs.

We open with the Atty. Gen. John attending

his fourth cocktail party of the evening.

He's talking to a woman and tells her pro-
fessors are 'stupid bastards' who are
ruining the educational institutions. He
calls Henry Kissinger, the President's
assistant, an 'egocentric maniac' who likes
to have his picture taken with Jill St

John, and he blames the Democrats for
all the woes in the country.

"Well, what John doesn't know is that
the woman he's talking to works for Wom-
en's Wear Daily and everything he's told

her is printed in the paper. John reads
it in bed the next morning with an ice bag
on his head.

"You can imagine the flap," my friend
said, chuckling on the phone.

"The first thing John decides to do is

deny he spoke to the reporter. But Mar-
tha has a better idea. While John is put-
ting more ice in his ice bag, Martha sneaks
to the upstairs bathroom of their Water-
gate apartment duplex and telephones a
United Press reporter and tells her the

Women's Wear Daily story is ridiculous."
I started to chuckle myself.
"Now here is where it really gets funny.

After denying what John said, Martha makes
matters worse by saying the academic soc-
iety is responsible for all the troubles
in the country, and is destroying the United
States. She tells the reporter that pro-
fessors make her sick to her stomach, and
they're a bunch of sidewalk diplomats and
they don't have any right to say anything."
My friend was roaring with laughter.
"It's pretty funny so far," I admitted.
My friend continued. "In the next scene

Martha has the ice bag on her head and
she's reading what she told the United
Press. John doesn't know what to do,
so he sneaks up into the bathroom of Wa-
tergate and he calls his office and tells

them to deny everything."
But while John is on the telephone in

the bathroom, Martha starts calling other
reporters confirming what she said.

"The next day John has the ice bag on
his head and he reads all the things
Martha has added to the story.

"Here's where the thing really takes off,"
my friend said. "Guess who comes to
visit John while he's in bed?"

"John Kenneth Galbraith?" I asked.
"No, stupid. Henry Kissinger and Jill

St. John! They announce that, thanks to
John, they're going to get married. Mar-
tha gets so excited when she hears the
news that she rushes upstairs to her bath-
room and calls the Associated Press "

"That's great," I said truthfully. "But
what are you going to do for the next
episode?"

"I don't know yet," my friend said
"But John and Martha will think of some-
thing.

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles Times
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Young, Giftedand Black'
i s Uncommon Work ofJoy

he I'niversm of Massachusetts

Arts Counrw opened its the-

ater season in superb fasnion this

t weekend wnen the National

-.party of "To Be Young Gifted

i u Black" gave three per-

nances in Bowker Auditorium.

.e play, a portrait of the late

rraine Hansberry in her own
us adapted with great msight

. care by her -mshand Robert

miroff. was a rare and com-
ng experience,

"he evening. perlormed by

ersatile cast of seven, con-

ted of a patchwork of scenes

oughts, events, and impressions

Ken from this woman s truly re-

arkable imagination. It was un-

i nventional theater one whicr

st be more than "jst good to

e any success at ail. That it

jved so exciting in esmiseraoie
.ace as Bowner seemed nothing

ort of miracuious.

The play dealt with the struggle

urraine Hansberry felt between

ng an activist or an artist.

It followed thi= struggle from her

Chicago roots as a kindergaraen
- t^uel through her discovery of the

age at age \1 by feeling and

'entifying the suffering of a Sean

I Casey character. She felt sne

nehow had to transmit this suff-

i ring into another key, into her

ROBERT NESTI
W Arts Staff

own life uno her own people's

struggle.

Her plays are this result anri

woven thrcugnoui :..e evening w^re

scenes from them from complete

plays came a \ery moving se-

quence of "A Raisin In the Sun

and a warmiv [unit] otM rom The
SigninSidr. tein s Window
Other seen* • rom plays .eft un-

finished rcrr.nleted an impression

that Mere was a i laywrigm who
has ^et ^alized ner significance

in Amer.can theater

This struggle between art and
life unites the play as it did

Lorraine Hansberry s life when
a few months before her death,

she spoke before a group of gifted,

^oung, UacK writers and proudly

and eloquently praised them and
their role in society. Here she

reaffirmed her own human spirit

while givmg meaning to her past

ana nope .or tne tuture.

Within this difficult framework
the collective and individual per-

formances of this company were
nothing snort of brilliant. It seems
unfair to point to individuals,

rather it l safe to «=ay this pro-

duction contained one cf the finest

examples of ensemble acting now
to be seen.

Custom - -

Creations in Leather

"ALMOST ANYTHING MADE TO ORDER"

The Leather Shed
10-6 #1 The Alley Amherst

J

The direction equaled the writing

and acting. What could have 1 een

a difficult beginning was st -

I ii«ned with ease andaquic* ^ace

was maintained throughout one
which dblv sustained the play's

•iv moods. The technical crews
handled the complex yet effec -

~\c anc lighting in a manner
consistent wit., the exceiierv

this prooucuon

'To Be Young. « :fteu and

Black was an unccrrmon evening

oi theater - worn ol joy which
moved us made IM augh and
moreover introduced many to the

life and work ol a truly ^reat

black woman.

Spanish Scholar

To Teach Seminar

The distinguished Spanish scho-
lar. Damaso Alonso will teacn

a seminar and give tour public

.ectures at UMass this October,

it was announced b Prof. Irving

P. Rothberg, act in. head of the

Hispanic languages department
The seminar will be concerned

with 16th and 17th century Spanish

poetry, and the lectures will dea.

with Cervantes and the novei The
lectures will be given in Spanish

Wednesday evenings at 8 pm..
Oct. 7, 14. 21, and 28 in 231

Herter Hall.

Prof. Alonso is the world's lead-

ing critic of Spanish literature

and the principal authority on the

Spanich poet Gongora. In addi-

tion to publishing several works
of literary criticism and poetry,

he has translated works of James
Joyce, CM, Hopkins, and von War

-

tburg into Spanish.

Fine Arts

Children's Theatre Opens
With International Troupe

The I niversity Children s The-
atre sents two plays for

oun» audiences each year will

open i :. TttMOn; October 13 with

the Lser'man i layers in a new
British version of the old fable,

RTOISK AND THE HARE. In

March 'he second production will

I Al.ADDIN done by university

student? and theatre faculty.

The Everyman Players are
under the direction of Oriin and
T rene Corey a director -designer

team who are authorities on child

-

: < n s theatre and also in religious

drama, internationally known for

their spectacular staging of THE
BOOK OF JOB now in its twel-

fth year of successful run as an

outdoor drama in Pineville Ken-
tucky. The Coreys have traveled

and lectured throughout America
and abroad to Europe and Africa.

in 1964-65 the company toured

Europe and Africa for four months
with JOB and a children s pro-

duction of REYNARD THE FOX.
Orlin Corev is Assistant

Director of the Children s The-
atre Conference of America and a

member of the U.S. Executive
Committee for the International

Children s Theatre Association.

Following their appearance ;n

Amherst they will 'ake both JOB
and TORTOISE to he Bienalle

Festival in V« id Milan, to

'he All Nt '.iierlar.o \rts Festival

Youth n \msi» rdam and the

uague, and from there to London

Yorkshire and Manchester Lng-

land They are the first profess-

ional company chosen to represent

tne United States in trouping p*ays

to the International Children a

Theatre Association

Performances .: TORTOISE will

be given at Amner' I Regional High

School auditorium on Tuesday

October 13, at 3 30 and 7:30 p.m.

The play, wnich appeals through

its comedy and its animal char-

acters with very human traits to

younfc people well into their teens

will play in just over an hour,

and the evening performance will

conclude by 8:45

Tickets for tht two shows, at

1.00 for children 'students) and 1 B0

for adults will gt on sale Oct-

ober 1 Details .
' how to obtain

tickets will he anr. ,.nred by mem-
bers cf tht .hools Par-

ent Councils to -sponsors of the

show, within a few days.

Faculty Exhibit Art

Work by 22 faculty artists at

UMass will be on exhibition at the

Herter Hall Gallery through Oct. 16.

The exhibition, "Visible Teachers,
Visible Artists," opens Fridy,

Sept. 25. Hours are Monday thr-

ough Friday from 10 a.m. to5p.m
It is open to the public without

charge.

6:30 - 8:00

7:00

6:30

7:00

PANHELLENIC CALENDAR

OF SORORITY EVENTS

MONDAY, SEPT. 28th
ALPHA CHI OMEGA Cookout
KAPPA ALPHA THETA "The Auction" WU1 you buy Trivia?

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA Roof Party

PI BETA GAMMA Sensitivity Discussion

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29th
LAMBDA DELTA PHI Film and Discussion

Co-ed Natural childbirth with Dr. Gage

SIGMA KAPPA Make-up Demonstration

SIGMA DELTA TAU Barbeque

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30th
TRI SIGMA Musigals

KAPPA ALPHA THETA "Through the Looking Glass"

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON Is Witchcraft Still Alive?

THURSDAY, OCT. 1st

ALPHA CHI OMEGA Casino Night

SIGMA KAPPA Fortune Telling, Rosa and her roving Gypsies

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN TO VISIT CAMPUS SORORITIES AT ANY TIME

For further questions call:

Linda 549-6752 Elaine 253-9066

5:30-

7:30

7:30

7:00

7:00 -9:00

7:00

7:00

6:30 •8:00

7:30

UMass Chorale a Success in European Tour
The University of Massachusetts

Chorale is entering its fifth year
under the direction of Dr. Rich-
ard du Bols this semester. Under
Dr. du Bois' leadership, the Chor-
ale has become a highly select

a capella choir which is recog-

nized as one of the finest in New
England. Last semester, five

years of growth in quality and
reputation culminated in a three

-

week European concert tour in May
and June.

The tour was arranged through

the Associate Consultants for Ed-
ucation Abroad, and included con-

certs in England, Holland, Ger-
many, Austria, Switzerland and
France. The project was aided

financially by administration

funds, a grant from the Alumni

The University of Massachusetts Chorale at

during the Chorale's 1970 European Concert Tour.

Chrlstchurch Cathedral ol Oxford University,

Smith to Host Modern Dance Company
The Repertory Dance Theatre/

Utah, the professional modern dan-

ce company in residence at the

University of Utah, will perform
Sept. 30, Oct. 1 and 2 at 8:30

p.m. at Theatre 14, Center for

the Performing Arts, Smith Col-

lege, Northampton, Mass. The
event will be presented by the

Dance Concert Series.

Tickets for the performance may
be obtained at the Theatre box of-

fice. Ticket sales start Monday
(September 14) and mail orders are

now being accepted.

The three evenings of modern
dance will include works of the

world's leading modern dance cho-

reographers. To be shown will

be "Lyric Suite" and "Steps of

Silence" by Anna Sikolow, "Fatal
Birds" by Paul Sanasardo, "Noc-
turne" by Donald McKayle, and
"Concerto Grosso in D Minor"
by Jose Limon. There will also

be the works of Bill Evans, Vio-

la Farber, Tim Wengerd, Ruth
Jean Post and Manzell Senters.

The Repertory Dance Theatre/
Utah has received wide acclaim
from its appearances throughout

the country. Last season in New
York City, Walter Terry in the Sa-

turday Review, said, "The new

company soared to unquestioned
success in a series of superb per-
formances..." The company is

currently on a seven college tour
of New England which includes
appearances at Bowdoln, Colby,
Harvard, Middlebury, Smith, Wil-
liams, and Yale.

Subscriptions also are available
for the complete Dance Concert
Series at Smith. The events to be
presented during the coming sea-
son are: Repertory Dance Thea-
tre/Utah; the Boston Ballet with
the Smith-Amherst Orchestra in

a January holiday program.

Association, and various fund-

raising activities by the Chorale,
including a door -to -door campus

-

wide canvass which elicited en-
thusiastic student response. Each
Chorale member, however, paid
for the greater part of his own
share of the costs of the tour.

The Chorale was accompanied
by Dorothy Ornest, soprano, John
Jenkins, French horn, Walter
Chesnut, trumpet, and Larry Weed,
trombone, all of the UMass music
faculty. The tour repertoire in-

cluded a wide variety of outstand-
ing choral literature ranging from
the Renaissance to the contemp-
orary periods, The Chamber Sing-

ers, a group of about fifteen singers
drawn from the Chorale, per-
formed a selection of leterature
more suited for small ensemble.

Settings for the concerts ranged
from universities and secondary
schools to the twelfth century cat-

hedral of Chrlstchurch College at

Oxford, and the magnificent Bar-
oque church of the Benedictine
monastery at Ettal in the Bav-
arian Alps. The Chorale was
enthusiastically received by both
audiences and critics.

Plans for this year include con-
certs on campus and in the five-

college area, a possible perfor-
mance of Vaughan- Williams' Mass
in G Minor, and a spring concert
tour.

Notices
PI BETA PHI

Sensitivity -what is it all about

?

Find out tonight at 7-8 30 pm at Pi

Beta Phi

.

SOCIALIST EDUCATION SEMINAR
Discussion of Ernest Mandel s "The

Revolutionary Student Movement " and

Revolutionary Potential of the Work
ing Class" tonite at 8 pm (Both

are available in the University store.)

STUDENT SENATE ACTIVITIES COM-
MITTEE

Meeting 6:30 p.m. in 163 of the Cam-
pus Center. "Minor crisis has occur-
red so attendance is mandatory.

RAFFLE
A pair of beautiful NORTHLUND

NATIONAL metal skis worth $115 will

be raffled off in the Student Union Lob-
by on Wed., Sept 30. Tickets (25C) will
be on sale all day Wed the raffle
will be sponsored by the UMass Ski
Club.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Organizational meeting in Room of

the CC at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday night.

CEQ
Sept. Project Conference will be held

at 7 p.m. In Room 164 of the CC to-

night. Project leaders sould attend
the informal open meeting to discuss
CEQ, projects, environmental topics,

etc. Half hour film will be shown.

CHANT HARE KRISHNA
Come join the Hare Krishna people

in a transcendental festival -feast to-

night In Cance Lounge from 4-7 p.m.
Contact Lee Roth for further informa-
tion at 204 Cance (6-5024)

Bell's Pizza
A GREAT UNIVERSITY NEEDS A GREAT PIZZA,
AND IT HAS IT.

Open 1 1 AM to 2 AM Friday & Saturday

1 1 AM. to 1 A.M. Sunday to Thursday

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZAS

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

Attention Freshmen and Upperclassmen

FRATERNITY RUSH SCHEDULE
BETA KAPPA PHI

DELTA CHI

KAPPA SIGMA

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

PHI MU DELTA
PHI SIGMA DELTA

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
PI LAMBDA PHI*
*(at Tau Epsilon Phi House)
SIGMA ALPHA MU
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

TAU EPSILON PHI

THETA CHI

ZETA NU

Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00
Thur., Oct. 1, 9:30
Mon., Sept. 28, 8:00*
(Formal)
Mon., Sept. 28, 9:30
Thurs., Oct. 1, 9:30
Mon., Sept. 28, 7:30
Thurs., Oct. 1, 9:00
Mon., Sept. 28, 7:30
Mon., Sept. 28, 8:00
Thurs., Oct. 1, 10:00
Mon., Oct. 5, 8:00
Tues., Sept. 29, 9:00
Mon., Sept. 28, 8:00

Mon., Sept. 28, 8:00
Wed., Sept. 30, 8:00
Mon., Oct. 5, 8:00
Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00
Thurs., Oct. 1, 8:00
Mon., Oct. 5, 8:00

Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00
Wed., Sept. 30, 9:00

Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00*

(Formal)
Mon., Sept. 28, 7:00

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:00

—Wed. Sept. 30, 8:00

—Wed., Sept. 30, 9:30

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:30

—Wed., Sept. SO, 7:30
—Wed., Sept. 30, 8:00

—Tues., Oct. 6, 9:00
—Wed., Sept. 30, 9:00
—Wed., Sept. 80, 8:00
—Friday, Oct. 2, 8:00
—Wed., Sept. 80, 8:00
—Thurs., Oct. 1, 9:00
—Wed., Oct. 7, 8:00
—Tues., Sept. 29, 9:00

—Tues., Oct. 6, 9:00

—Tues., Sept. 30, 9:00

—Wed., Sept. SO, 7:00

—Wed., Sept. 30, 7:00
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ITALIAN CLUB
Organizational meeting, Herter Lo-

unge (3rd floor), tonight at 7:30 p m.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class in Hatha Yoga, breath-

ing, meditation and chanting, from 8-

10 am. this morning in the CC, rooms
904-908 Please bring a towel, emp-
ty stomach, and wear loose -fitting clo-

thes

ECON MAJORS
A graduate school catalog library

has been compiled for all those in-

terested in pursuing graduate study

in economics. Location is the tenth

floor lounge of Thompson Tower.

SKI CLUB

First meeting of the season will

be tonight at 8 p.m. in Mahar Aud
Come find out about reduced rates,

free lessons, low -cost rentals, free

transportation, ski shop discounts, etc.

Memberships will be taken and ski

movie shown

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Trivia Auction will be held to-

night at 7 p.m. (778 No. Pleasant
St.). All girls are welcome

SCROLLS
Meeting Tuesday, room 170 CC, 6:15

p.m.

MATH MAJORS
There will be a meeting for all un-

dergraduate math majors interested in

learning about how they can produce
change in the math department Tues-
day night Sept. 29 at 7:30-10:30. This
is the last week beginners will be ac-

cepted.

MAROON KEYS
There will be an Important meeting

in room 801 of the new Campus Cen-
ter at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. If you can
not come

,
please call Richard Simmons

HEYMAKERS
The regular square dance and be-

ginners classes will be held in the

Campus Center aud. Tuesday from
7:30 - 10:30. This is the last week
beginners will be accepted.

CLASS OF 1971

Don't miss your chance! Let your
voice be heard! Suggestions are now
taken for receipients of honorary de-

grees at graduation. Leave your sug-
gestion In RSO, Campus Center or
Box 781.

CEQ
CEQ workshop on National Science

Foundation grants for undergraduate
summer research projects on the en-

vironment. Much money. Proposal
deadline November 30. Meet at 7

p.m Campus Center Room 162, Sep-

tember 30.

BLOOD DRIVE
Recruitment Sept 28. 29, 30 Oct

1, 5, 6 In Campus Center Donor days
Oct 13. U. 15 in Student Union Blood
is urgently needed

Notices
JUDO CLUB

Bill S -Please contact Elaine in

210 Leach concerning organization of

Judo Club.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Coffee hours on Sept 29 and 30 from

7-9 p.m In the Colonial Lounge S.U.

All interested freshmen and upper

-

classmen welcome. Any questions call

Linda 6-8512

ACTION -LAB
There will be a meeting Wed Sept

30 at 7:30 in the SU Council Cham-
bers All interested please attend

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting Wednesday Sept 30 at 7:30

p.m. room 102 Stockbridge hall All

interested please attend.

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Behold the turtle He makes pro-

gress only when he sticks his neck

out Make a difference - - Join the

college chapter.

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish table meets on Mondays and

Thursdays for lunch 11:30 a.m. to

12 30 p.m. in South dining commons
and on Tuesdays for dinner 5 to 6

p m. in Hampshire commons (South-

west) Anyone interested in practicing

Spanish is welcome.

GUITAR PLAYERS
If any guitar players, folk or class-

ical, are Interested In giving and taking

ideas, techniques or music, call Gary
Morris, 6-9776, 214 Mac Kimmle

BLOOD DRIVE
The Red Cross Bloodmoblle will be

on campus Oct. 13, 14, 15. Sign up
to donate blood Sept 28, 29, 30,

Oct. 1, 5, 6 at the tables outside the
Campus Center Bookstore.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIM
Dr. Seymour Levine, Professor in

the Dept. of Psychiatry, Stanford

School of Medicine will speak on "Hor-
mones and Conditioning" Tuesday.
Sept 29 at 4 p.m. in 227 Herter

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Musigals will sing at Sigma Sigma

Sigma on Wed night at 7 p.m. All

University women are Invited to attend

for a night of fun and song. Rides
will be provided at the Newman at

6:45, or call.

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COM-
MITTEE
There will be a brief but mandatory

meeting Tuesday Sept. 29 in room
803 of the Campus Center.

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
Become part of the new and vibrant

Assembly Elections will be held
Thursday, Oct. 8 in all Southwest
houses. Nomination papers are now
available in the Student Office, Cool-
idge lobby and are due at noon Oct. 7.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Sept. 29 at 6:30 p.m. in

room 162 Campus Center. Exec board
will meet at 6. A coffee hour will

follow the meeting.

The River Surprises The Dam . . .

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
Practice will be held in the main

gym of Boyden on Tuesday, Sept. 29,
4:30-6:30

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Club will have "tertulias"

on Thursdays 3-4 p.m in Herter Hall
on the fourth floor opposite the ele-

vators Anyone interested In chatting

in Spanish is welcome. Refreshments
available

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting Tuesday, Sept 29 10 p.m.

George Washington Tower fifth floor

lounge

WANT TO HELP A KID?
Meeting 8 p.m 19 floor Coolidge on

Tuesday Sept. 29 to discuss plans for

a project for underpriviledged kids In

Riverview All welcome.

CHEMISTRY CLUB
Magic show - see Harvey's amazing

chemical magic show Tues. Sept 29
at 7:30 p.m. In Goessman 151 for the

first meeting of the Chemistry Club.
Everyone Is welcome (including those
who don't know any chemistry). Re-
freshments served.

LOST
Air Force -issue sunglasses, gray

lens, gold frames, by the Campus
Pond. Sunday. Sept 20. If found,
please call 549-6032. Reward

Navy, UMass windbreaker In Psych
325 class. Call Sue at 6-7969

Small blue leather purse containing
amount of cash and ID Card If found
please contact Roberta Potter at 82
Puffton Village

A key attached to a red and while
bead necklace somewhere on campus
If found, please call 6-8992

Silver Turqolse bracelet between Bar

-

tlett and Morrill. Sentimental value
If found, please call Karen 6-5097
One gray and orange calico cat on

Frl (Sept 18) If seen, please call

6-5218

Dog-grey and white, curly and shag-

gy, answers to the name "Angus".
Has collar with license. Call 665
3318 (Sunderland)

Girl's wristwatch, gold with green
band If found, please call JoAnn at

6-7369

FOUND
Sweater In the corridor leading to

laundry room at Moore House. Call
6-5364

1 pair of black rimmed prescription
sunglasses Call Jim Peters at 545-
2163

Pair of men s prescription sunglasses
Claim at lost and found in Student
Union.

Red umbrella lost on course change
day at Boyden. Pick it up in the Re-
gistrar's office

Bag of paperback books left on the
counter in the Registrar's office. Pick
It up In the Registrar s office

Black, white, and orange cat in the
Little Hatch on Sat, Sept 19 Will the
owner telephone me at 6-5218
a tree. Call at 256-6256

ENGAGEMENTS
Rebecca Zenta, '72, 304 N. Pleasant

St., to Carl Hanson, '70, Brockton. Mass

ARE YOU REALLY OPEN MINDED?

GIVE THE GREEK SYSTEM A CHANCE

SMOKER TONIGHT 7 - 9

fitorb P teQ S4*t- S*

Tau Epsilon Phi

418 North Pleasant St.

Informal

New row

D

m
So^Kujesi-

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

HANOVER, N.H. - On Saturday,

a very very strong dam was con-
structed for the purpose of hold-

ing back a swift -moving, power-
ful river. The dam was impre-
gnable... until a couple of bad guys
named Jim Macko and Tim Cooper
switched the direction of the river,

catching the dam unaware and,

before one could say John Far-
relly, the water had found its way
through and was raising havoc in

the valley.

Eleven UMass football Redmen -

Farrelly, Bill DeFlavio, Bill Bush,

Bill Sroka, Curt Bristol, Jim Kel-

liher, Mark Leamy, Dennis Col-

lins, Joe Sabulis, Dennis Keating

and John O'Neil-and some backup
men, built a dam of a defense,

Defense Solid; Final Score Deceiving
or a damn great defense in order
to stop a rapid flowing foot-

ball river, the Dartmouth offense.

They stopped it cold... for three
quarters of fierce football action

Saturday. But these two guys,

Macko and Cooper, were smarter.
They avoided the dam: They didn't

go after the UMass defense. They
attacked the Redman offense, hang -

ing up 14 quick points on the board
late in the third quarter. In the
fourth quarter, the river ran 13

points past a baffled defense, and
completely watering -down the

overall story of the contest and
Dartmouth emerged as the winner,
27-0.

Macko' s strategy: he blocked
one of the offense's punts, picked
it up, and ran with it to set

up an easy Indian score. Cooper's

Redmen in Control

For 21/2 Quarters
(Continued from page 16)

two potential touchdown passes
were dropped by Redman receivers
and another threat went by the

boards. Dartmouth, however, was
not yet throught.

On the next series of downs,

Bill Pollock replaced Stetson at

quarterback. On his next play,

Pollock hit halfback Alex Turner
with a perfectly thrown 50 -yard

bomb down the left side. Three
plays later, he once again hit Tur-

ner, this time for 31 yards and

a touchdown. Pirmann made it

21-0 with 8:35 left.

Dartmouth got a token score a

few minutes later when Mike Rob-

erts went over from the one ag-

ainst a reserve UMass defense.

That ended the scoring at

as Pirmann missed the kick.

27-0

REDMAN RANTINGS - John
Farrelly and Bill DeFlavio were
especially effective on defense for
UMass. . . On the UMass drive
which ended up with the blocked
punt, the officials seemed to blow
a pass interference call on a Len
Matuza-to-Cummings pass. .. Af-
ter O'Neil had his punt blocked,
he lay on the ground for a while
However, as he was about to be
nelped off of the field, he broke
away and ran back into the game.
That action was symbolic of the

•vay the UMass defense played all

lay.

plan: he received another of the

offense's punts and ran with it

for 73 yards and another touch-
down.

At the end of the tilt, in the

UMass lockerroom, the at-

mosphere was one of listlessness

Everyone knew what had happened

.

Most could explain it. Few Could
believe it. Most just couldn't

rationalize how the Redmen could
be in control of the game in the
first half, how they could main-
tain that grip late into the third

period and then how, in a moment's
flash, they could be down 14-0

and how they could be there, chan-
ging for the trip home, as 27-0
losers; no points to show for an
afternoon's work and so many
points scored against a defense
that performed so well.

When a reporter pointed out to

head coach Vic Fusia that the score

was no indication of the affair

just completed, a quietly pensive

coach agreed, "That's the bad part

of it." When the role played by

defense was mentioned, he said,

"I thought they were going to win

it for us."

Fusia believes that the team has
progressed same since last week-
end's rout of Maine. This makes
sense; there is no comparison be-

tween Maine and Dartmouth. Fusia

knows this, "I'm sure we made
progress, because we had the game
in control for the first two and

a half quarters."

for an Indian raid and, outside
of praise for the defensive unit,
nothing much more can be said.
"You just lose on your own mis-

takes ."- -Coach Fusia.

DARTMOUTH
brightest stars

UMass were
DeFlavio..

became a

DIARY -The two
on defense for

Farrelly and
Tackle by Farrelly"
cliche of the public

address man.
address man.
a reporter's

words "what

Slached on a line in

.Slashed on a line in

notebook were the

a punt!" which was

And so, two key letdowns by

the Redman offense paved the way

his reaction to one hell of a boom-
ing boot that came off the foot

of Dartmouth's Jay Bennett...What
a punt!... It traveled well over nine-

ty yards before bouncing to a

halt...From the line of scrimmage
it was measured at 83 yards, but

it rolled an extra five yards into

the endzone, while the kicker him-
self stood about 12 yards behind
the line... Starring on two plays in

the game was a member of the

canine population...A great dog;

when he walked on the field each
time, he has to be brought back
to the sidelines by two men, so
reluctant was his desire to leave
he center of action, or maybe
ittention... Looking at how UMass'
opponents fared on Saturday...

Maine lost again, by 48-20, to

Hofstra.The latter s Dave Khaus
scored three touchdowns on ram-
bles of 41, six and 83 yards...

Buffalo, next opponent for the Red-
men, was defeated for the third

straight time this season, by Kent

State, 27-21...The surprising 0-3
Bulls trailed by 20-7 in the fourth
period and just couldn't make it

back... Boston University set its

record straight at 1-1 by defeat-
ing Vermont, 48-6, as Terrier
quarterback Sam Hollo completed
14 of 17 passes for 233 yards and
one score...Rhode Island opened
its campaigned by dropping a tough
one to Brown, 21-14... The Rams
got more first downs (25-20) and
more rushing yardage (263-236)

...Connecticut was niDDed bv Yale,
10-0. ..Yale scored this only touch-

down with two seconds left in ine
tussle ..Holy Cross played its first

game at its home Fitton Field
a year, bowing to Tem-
and the 0-2 Crusaders
looking for that first

Hampshire lost its

Delaware, 53-12...De-
now 3-0...And Boston

its mark to 2-0 by
Navy, 28 -14...Fred

in almost
pie, 23-13

are still

win...New
opener to

laware is

College ran
conquering
Willis tallied three TD's as the
game was played in plus -90 de-
gree weather at Annapolis, Md.

MDC
SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Notional Service Sorority

invites

oil Freshmen and Upperclossmen

to a

Coffee Hour
Colonial Lounge 7-9 P.M

September 29 & 30

At Sigma Phi Epilson

a unique tradition has been maintained lor over 50 years.

TODAY, 70 BROTHERS are pari <>l that tradition.

Find Out Why!

Monday, Sept. 28 7:00 - 9:00 9 Chestnut St.

D.V.P. presents a program by

The Committee Responsibility

... .A group who who bring innocent war injured

children to the U.S. for medical treatment

unavailable in Vietnam.

Speakers:

Two Movies:

Dr. Peter Wolff
Mrs. Elouise Houghton

An Evil Hour"
War's Children'

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1970

No Admission Charge

8:15 P.M. Campus Center Aud.
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UMass Nine Nabs Four Wins in Weekend Tourney
Dn DDAW A CTXjrvKI I 11 i. m ....... _

•»
By BRONA SIMON
Staff Reporter

Two UMass teams swept to four
victories here Saturday in Fall
Baseball practice games against
Boston College and the University
of Hartford. Hartford was shut
out twice, 4-0, and 8-0, while B.C
threatened, 9-8, and died, 13-1.

With 128 players to choose from,
Qoach Bergquist selected two
teams of 18 and 20 men: Team 1

primarily veterans and sophomo-
res, Team 2 mostly freshmen.
The games were played on a 2 1/2

hour limit, Teams 1 and 2 taking

the two baseball fields simulta-
neously to permit a good examina -

tion of the promising players, es-
pecially of freshmen, since a new
ruling allows them to play varsity

ball.

Senior Jack Bernardo pitched
impressively for Team 2 for 10

Innings, giving Hartford only three
hits and striking out 11 in a 4-0
decision.

In the meantime, Team 1 could
onlu finish five innings in the al-
lotted time, and barely got by B.C.

9-8. Singles and walks were the
route to UMass' scoring, with
junior Hosea Kelly and sophomore
Earl Manley both going two for
three.

The visitors then switched fields
and ran into tough UMass pitching.

Team l's tall sophomore Tom
White struck out ten Hartford play-
ers in six innings, allowing only
two hits. Not one ball was hit

into the outfield. The scrimmage
finished 8-0 in nine innings behind
veteran shortstop Jim Saracino's
five-for-five hitting.

The final match saw B.C. bom-
barded by 16 Team 2 hits, 13-1
Frosh Ray Baye shut them out
with 10 K's for seven Innings.
Other freshman prospects in -

elude catcher Tom McDermott,
three for four with two triples,
and shortstop Tony Senino, three
for five.

Because of Sundays rain, the
second part of the tournament was
cancelled. A composite UMass
team will play Springfield College
here today at 3 p.m.

Ruggers Rap Vermont, 180
Again, late in the first half Rnll iw% » «.„„~.„j ...lll-i.-.j ™,l

By FRED WYSHAK
Staff Reporter

BURLINGTON, Vt. - After a few
disappointing seasons, it looks as
though the UMass Rugby Club could
prove to be one of the best in

New England as it firmly showed
Vermont here Saturday afternoon,
winning. 18-0.

Mike Bull, a blessing from the
English leagues, scored 12 points

as the Redmen completely out-

played UVM. The first of Bull's

scores came in the first half after

a strong lug by captain John Long.
The conversion was no good.

Al Brown quickly followed with
another try, after a pass from
Long. Again, the conversion was
no good.

Bull's second goal, an amazing
50 -yard drop kick, came on the
second attempt of a penalty kick.

Vermont had previously been cal -

led for offsides, one of the most
serious infractions in rugby

Again, late in the first half, Bull
made another 50 -yard drop kick
to end the first half with the sco-
re 12-0.

The Catamounts, a bit stunned
from the potency of the Redman of-
fense, came back with a much
stronger offensive attack in the
second half, but were thwarted by
the strong UMass defense.

Bill Wiler scored the first try
of the second half, recovering a
Vermont fumble behind the touch-
line in a play which completely
showed the Redmen's domination
of the game Bull made the sco-
re 18-0 when he made another kick
which proved to be he last score
of the game.
Ruggers Toby Lyons, Mark Che

-

nowith and Bob Dimario should be
noted for their all-around play.
The efforts of Bob Laurence and
Gale Touhy, who played in the en-
counter, should be commended as
every player on the first XV did his
job well.

MDC CLASSIFIED
ROOMMATES WANTED
Exceptional situation for female

desiring room and board, near UMass— call 233-2148. tf9-"*8

If jou need a roommate to share
.'our apt,. and expenses. Please call
Artie at 256-8221. tflO-1

Ti7 Chevrolet 2 dr. sedan, R. * H.
.Automatic, one owner car for 14
rra., maintained In fine condition.
Phone Greenfield T72-M38. tflO-2

Must sell '70 Tomans, 9 mm. old,

Mue vr /black vinyl top, R/B, buc-
ket seats and 3 spd. auto. Asking
>.!i75, negotiable. Call 546-5050.

tf9-30

FOR SALE WANTED
'69 Honda CX 90, less than 4i5 ml.,

excellent cond., $200, Includes helmet.
323-7471 evenings. tO-M

Discounts ou stereo
Call 6-9132 or 6-9117.

components.
tfl0-l

PEACE DOG TAGS — military
sole, one the Dove of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 21 Inch
chain, 91.00. PO Box 461, Hoboke,
Mass. oioio. tfio-8

shoes, clothing
maxi-coats. Mi-

1'rom the 19','0's

beaded bags and
zuur's Mercantile, next
Towers.

to Amherst
tf9-2l>

Elec. jewelry, wUs, belts chain-
rings and tilings. Great sift idea*
Reasonable prices. CaU Shelley 649-
6081. tf9-2*

From Baata, !»anclii», Otitnex, En-
rique, etc., „uitars, lauds, i andur-
riaa, mandolins and ca-r-. Creative
Endeavor (Tba Magic
Milt- >t., Greenfield, (413) 774-2831.

m mt>- i

Judy Collins, Joni Mitchell, John-
ny Cask, etc. niu.-ic book- plu>. ;i

< oinjilete ordering sertice. ( reative
Endeavor (The Music st.ir.i

Miles h>t., Greenfield. (113) 774-2831.
tf9-i8

-Musiiitl instruments from uround
the world at discount prices. Guitar,*
a specialty. Creative Endeavor (The
Music Store), 20-22 Miles St., Green-
field. (113) 774-2831. tflO-l

Mobile Home 8' by 42' 2 bedroom,
living room and kitchen. .Ml appli-
:iiiccs, no furniture. Needs some
uork S700? Call David Cubley 516-
tifiSO P.s. on or off lot. tflO-2

FOR SALE — AUTOS
'63 Corvair Monxa 2 dr., H.T., 4

spd., customized, must be seen to be
appreciated. $320. CaU Longmeadow,
Mass. 067-8117. tf9-28

1964 MGB, good condition, new
brake systems, rear shocks, sway-
bar, nice car. Call Geoff at 684-
4893.

_____ ***-**

Impala

Females wanted for participation
In group sensual experience. Mast be
free thinking and sincere. Call Char-
lie 6-7754. tf9-28

Location of dump with dense popu-
lation of virile rata. Possible re-
ward. Tel. Leroy 586-1064. tfld-1

RIDE WANTED
Need ride to Elmlra, N.Y. and

back any weekend. Will par. Bob B8
Wheeler. Tel. 5-2412. tf9-28

To Pittsfield Fridays after -5:30

p.m. Will share expenses. Phone 546-
8*18. tf9.3a

GIVE AWAY
Looking for good home for female

rat. She Is grey and white angora
and would make a nice pet for some-
one one year old. Call 549-6030.

tf9-28

Free — adorable three month old
kitten is looking for a home away
irom the SPCA. Call 253-9068.

tf9-3«

FOR RENT
Fine furniture for rent In trad.,

Colonial or Danish design, choice of
fabrics. Also refrigerators rented,
cu. feet. For Info caU 046-7922 or
StW-^iHW. tf9-30

ENTERTAINMENT
Opca House for all Vniv. men to

'ueet the Brothers of 8am and watt It

< olts-Jets game on color TV. Free
Keer. 8 - 11:30 Monday, Sept. 28th
Hress informal. SIGMA ALPHA Ml .

tf9-2H

SERVICES
Tutoring in Spanish. Call Miguel,

;09 Baker Bouse, Tel. 646-6093.
tf9-28

'64 Chevy Impala 88 Conv., 327,
auto., P.8., new top, exhaust, and
alternator, body exceUent, mechanic-
ally perfect, best offer. CaU Fred
546-6249 or 665-4524. tf9-29

64 Rambler Classic, hit on right
rear but runs well. Sell cheap. 536-

Alterations - pick-up and deliver .

tall 1-332-4792. Q.gH

HELF WANTED

m*v tf9-30

63 VW panel truck, radio, new
tri-color paint job and elec. system
$375. CaU Springfield 739-7988 after
o P-«n- 9-29

'60 Ford Mustang, mint cond., 8
'• >!., 084-7691 after 6 p.m. tf9-28

'62 Plymouth atate car, 6 c^'ntfer,

Faculty wife needs a cleaning girl
one day per week (Thursday or Fri-
day preferred). Prefer someone who
"111 be able to continue through Dec-
ember nnd January. CaU 253-9568.

.
tf9-30

FOR EXCHANGE

*uttu.a'ic, radio, heater, gr,o3 con-
dition, reliable f*r New Tork and
Hoston trips. Call 253-2576, room 97,
after 9 p.m. price $145 or beat offer.

tf9-28

Chevy n Sta. Wagon, 1964, good
for hauling staff, $150. 660-2249.

tf9-28

'63 Ford Galaxie convertible, 28

»

engine, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, good driving condition,
IBM or best offer. Call 546-8962 any-
t ime. tf9-28

•68 Ruick - Opel Kadette station
"agon, very good condition. Call 549-
' illl after 6 p.m. tf9-20

'65 Mustang Hardtop 280 engine.
4 speeds. Also '60 Bugeye Sprite,
exc. cond., best offers, 256-6874.

tf9-3»

vacation rent-free anywhere, any-
time with another student, with apt.

J*
without. Thousand opportunities.

Mntei Exprriment-in-Living, Box
~H3, Grants, New Mexico, 87020 tfio-t;

ROOM FOR RENT
pref., one

t ampus, furnished $65. Ph
blk. oft
549-61TM

9-28

PERSONAL
To the night shift at Mary Lyons,

he nurses. Aunt Lillian, Marshmel-
ii.vv and the Loner from Dewight —
Ted-Q thanks yon for the party. 9-ya

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
Part-time work cleaning hous»\mowing and raking yards. Write: D.

'« _£' 3 AdBB»« St., EMtnampton
U18g7 -

tf9-3«

In a second game, which pitted
the UMass B team against Norwich
University, the Redman ruggers
did not fare as well, losing 5-3
The match proved the Redmen to
have great depth in the likes of
Jim Devir, Doug Knapp, Dave Cul-
ver and Jack Hamilton

The first try of the match came
in the second half when Peter
Clarkson scored after a pass from
Knapp. The conversion was no
good. Norwich's goal came late
in the second half and the con-
version was good.

USING HIS HEAD -Pass receiver and passer missed their timing
on this play as the ball (arrow) came to Dick Heavey before he
had turned around, bouncing off his helmet straight up in the air.
(MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

f— Tonight's Intramurals

HELD
I

7

i

4

I

6

I

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

8

TIME
6 30

4:30

630
6 30

630
630

730
730
730
730
730
730

830
830
830
830
830
8 30

FOOTBALL

TEAMS
TUG O WAR

BX
Oxford
Cult

Monuments
Senators

"C" Crushers

Bruisers
Academics
Spartans
Lemons
Flaming As
Trojans

Msroons
Hemlocks
Redwoods
Conglos
Burners
Bodies

VS
vs
VS
vs
vs
vs

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

Lifers

Team
Dtldoughs

Cans
Panthers
Bulldozers

Lions

Colt 45s
Comanches
Pines

HI Los
Bruins

Eagles
Crestvtew
Gotchas
Civ Eng

PIT
I

2

I

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

TIME
7 30

730
7 45

745
7 45

800
800
800
8: IS

8 15

8 30
8.30

645
845

OAK
Dtldoughs

TC
PSD
TEP

PLP
PSK
APO
Msroons
Dogs

Panthers

Seagrams
3 Ms
Tubes

TEAMS
vs
VS
vs
vs
vs

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

vs
vs
vs
vs

BX
Oxfords
DC
KS
EKP

LCA
PHD
SPE
Pipers

Academics
Terrors
Bulldogs

Browns

Sa lutes

Senior of the Week
OUTSTANDING AGAINST

DARTMOUTH THIS

WEEKhND WAS SENIOR

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.
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Freshman Harriers

Outdistance PC, 19-48
By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

PROVIDCN R.I. -Taking eleven of the first thirteen places, the
UMass fresnnu cross-country team scored an impressive 19-4*
opening nv»-»f victors over the Providence College freshmen here
Satur Jay Nestor and Bill Lowry.

i or the ReJ From the start it was all UMass
mat is u ,_ . iConnellwnc At the mile and a half mark only
set « courie record of 14:08 in

placing first a fine head-
to -heaa battle with I * number one
adve.sa-v fros vidence. He

two black Providence uniforms
could be seen amongst a crowd
of UMass runners. From t.v

on it was just a matter of vtki
took the lead witnaooji six hundred the final positions for the Redme
yaras to go and held it all the would be.

Coach Ken O'Brien was very
impressed with the freshmen as
a team. He felt they showed
good maturity in running together
as a unit, helping each other out

on the way. This unity caused
tne break in the Providence runn-
ers that lead to UMass' smashing
victory.

Next week the freshmen travel

to Franklin Park in Boston for

a dual meet with the Huskies of

Northeastern University. North-
eastern is noted for its usual ex-
cellence in cross country, and af-

ter the Redman performance here
today.

way t the finish for his record
run

Places three through seven went
to the Redmen to complete the

scoring The runners responsible

for tnese place-, were Rich Sev-
ignv Joe Frontiero Jack Rabbitt,

Pats Fall

To Namath
Jinx, 31-21
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)- Rook-

ie Earlie Thomas sprinted 36 yards
witn a pass interception early in

the third period and the New York
Jets survived a series of errors
yesterday in hanging on for a

31-21 National Football League vic-

tory over the Boston Patriots.

Thomas, a cornerback from Col-
orado State, provided the Jets a

deciding touchdown as Joe Namath
& Co. continued a hex with an
eighth consecutive triumph since

1966 over Boston.

Rebounding from an opening loss

to the Cleveland Browns New York
capitalized on three interceptions

and a poor punt for all four touch-

downs. Jim Turner added the fin-

al three points with a 25-yard field

goal late in the fourth period.

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es

CLUTCH TACKLE - No
Dartmouth s John Short (29)

did not oreak away on this play
as UMass' Joe Sabulis pulled
off a fine open-field tackle one
of many great defensive plays
by UMass on Saturday after-

noon.

AP
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Pit-

tsburgh Pirates clinched the Nat-

ional League's East Division cha-

mpionship yesterday, nipping New
York 2-1 to complete a three

-

game sweep over a Met club that

faded in the stretch.

Dave Cash scored one run and

drove in another as the Pirates

nailed their first title since they

won the World Series in 1960.

It was their sixth victory in seven

games against the defending world

champions over a 10 -day span.
• • • • •

(AP) "What can I say," asked

Joe Paterno after his Penn State

football team took a 41-13 pound-

ing from Colorado Saturday that

ended the nation's longest winning

streak at 23 games. Then he

said it all.

"We were outcoached, out-

played, outhit and outscored. It's

as simple as that. Colorado

was a better football team. They
nuteverythinged us."

®
IF YOU PREFER INCLUSIVE

ONE RELIGION OF
BROTHERHOOD

TO SECTARIANISM WHICH
KEEPS RELIGIOUS PEOPLE
SEGREGATED INTO SECTS,

WHY NOT SEND FOR AN
EMBLEM LAPEL PIN?

THERE IS NO CHARGE.

JOE ARNOLD
On« Religion of Brotherhood

16 GARDEN STRCCT

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
03138

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAWT

la liMil, the American lustuuu M
Medical Climatology issued it report
blatiug that electrical charged In the
atmosphere Affect the manner in

winch people think, feel and react. 1

teel that planetary positions, In rela-
tionship to each other, have much t.>

do with those "electrical charge*."
* •

ARIES (March 21 • April 10): New
outlook helps to Improve relation-
Willi associate*, co-workers. Your job
can be exciting if you explore crea-
tive angles. Strive for a more original
approach.
TAURUS (April 20 • May 20) : Some

around you are moody, desiring
change and excitement. Key 1* to be
helpful, without getting caught up tn

wiiirpool of confusion. Hunch coul<l

provide remarkable lead.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20) : Check

safety measure* at home. Electru.il
wiring should be secured. Avoid tak-
ing unnecessary chances. Friend mas
be In mood for verbal fireworks.
Maintain sense of humor.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Hole

off on journey. If possible. Directions,
instructions could be confusing. Take
care not to lose valuable* in transit.
Some past concept* could be erased
Be flexible.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Plenty of

nctivity. Key Is to organize finances
Tea can have fun without being ex-
tra vngant. Promise made to relative

houM be fulfilled. Avoid taking per-
sons, situation* for granted.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Direct

action should be advocated. You may
find that some other than your*elf \r

controlling purse strings. Wise tn
• •'ing this Into open. Find out where
>i>u 9tand with your money.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Mate
or partner can aid you in finding '.oat

article. Key Is .discovery. Puzzle pieces
are put together. You see a pattern
emerging. You become more positive of
direction.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 • Nov. 21): Be
realistic. See people the way they ac-
tinlly exist. You cannot delegate to<>
- ny duties. Aggressive friend could

I apple cart — means realize some
do not grasp situation.
•SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 ):

Creative moves Impress superiors
Show what you can do. Have confi-
dence In your abilities. Complete pro-
ject by broadening horizon. Perceive
trends, cycles.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan. 10):

Family member may reveal plans re-

warding travel. Your attitude should
be one or live and let live. Don't at-
tempt to dominate. Much gain indi-
cated If you loosen reins.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Woney should be put aside for emer-
gencies. Debts, payments and special
requests seem to be on agenda. Be po-
sitive of legal procedures. Check with
expert.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You
can finilize transaction If versatile.
Don't feel tied to tradition. Create
your own mehods, style. Your sensitivi-
ty becomes evident. You will know
what must be done.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BTRTHrMV

FM are creative, never satisfied with
pat answers. You want reason* and
are willing to probe. Investigate. You
are completing a major cycle. You
will be meeting people and life will
hiim with exciting opportunities.

Copyright 1070, Gen. Fea. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1-Cut

4-Kingof
beasts (pi.)

9-Vessel

1?-Exist

13-Beginning

14-Reverence

15-liquid

measure

17-Expenenced

19 H.nder

21 -Conjunction

22-Son of Noah
24 Knock

26-Giri s nickname

29-Long legged bird
31 -Armed conflict

33-Fish eggs
34-Man's nickname
35-Religious

devotee
37-Edge

.

39-A continent

(abbr.)

40-Communist
42 Sailor (colloq.)

44 Heaps
46 Wife of Geraint
48 Da nee step
50-Final

51 Gave food to

53 -Tooth
55-Loss
58 -Confederated
61 Beverage
62 Long, loose

gowns
64-French for

"summer"
65 Deface
66 Approaches
67-Hurrie*!

DOWN

1 -Ugly, old woman
2-Penod of time
3-One who joins

metals
4 Booty
5-lntenor

6 Bone

7-Ooenwork
ha*

8 Pierce

9 idle chatter

10 Be m debt

11 Spread for

drying

16-Citrus fruit

18-Bnght star

20-Uncooked

22-Portion

23-Girl's name
25-F.quahty

271s defeated

28-Smallest
amount

30- Hard -shelled

fruit

32-Tear
36-Short sleep
38-Cily in Italy

41-Disagree
43-Male sheep
45 Pantry

1 nsvwr t t day' s y\ zzle

aW ( Jl-.A dc|HjO|S|Ep
- -• M : :

e o Bl]a|m E N^Tl
- £JmM OlLJEBE D L>A|
a!eis ARil lAHN

ElM N]Alr^[TRMO!T
S'P AT taaau MiA
M

E

E REl 1 N
N O R AssssflA M|Tl5

RiSlNlAR R a lI Fi
Da SjA A - TlyJN

s'oOL E A E:S T EJR
EJ A R T E R e tMd[e]s

T E s T 5 s^ e|od|e
2B

47-River in

Scotland
49 Sedate
52-Mend with

cotton

54-Young girl

55 Obstruct
56-Guido's high

note

57Pedal

digit

59-Greek
letter

60- Lair

63 College

degree
(abbr.)

12

15

22

29

34

40

4f

23

55 56

6!

65

19

41

51

16

I
35

4>

13

30

2£

42

1
52

MW

24

36

48

57
f-'-

20

31

43

53

63

2.
25 3^26

37

49

58

8

21

32

44

18

33

38

ir
54

14

3S

.-.-.

45

^64
»*•;
V

10

27

39

59

11

—
28

60

67

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. ZfJ
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Score Is Deceptive
As UMass Bows. 27-0

Hv RAPRY RITRFNSTKTN V

HANOVER, N.H. -

halves, UMass fell to

here Saturday, 27-0.

on the season.
If any one thing can be said

about the score, it would be that

it was deceptive. Any casual ob-

server would probably think that

By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

In a game which differed as night and day between the first and second
an opportunistic Dartmouth eleven before 10,400 fans at Memorial Stadium
It was the Indians season opener and the loss dropped the Redmen to 1-1

fiatig fttUfjto

SfUHtA
#"v\
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UMass was terrible, especially
defensively. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth. The Red-
man defense played what has to

be termed an inspired game and
actually controlled the contest for

the first two and a half quarters.

Consider these facts for a while.

The score at halftime was 0-0.

To demonstrate the ferocity of the

UMass defense in that half, the

Indians were only able to mus-
ter one first down, 39 yards rus-
hing and only seven yards passing.
Time after time, the Redmen came
up with the big defensive play when
they needed it. An though the

final score might belie the fact,

they were almost as tough in the

second half.

Dartmouth got its first two
scores against the UMass offense,

not the defense. In fact, it was
the offense that failed all day.

However, credit must be given to

an extremely strong Indian de-
fense for keeping UMass in check
all afternoon. Consistently, the
Redmen would drive down deep
in Dartmouth territory only to
be hit with a big penalty or to
have quarterback Ken Hughes dum -

ped for a huge loss on a cruc-
ial play.

Especially deserving of credit
was the Indian secondary which
did a masterful job on the UMass
receivers all afternoon. Although
the Redmen did complete 11 of

22 passes, they averaged less than
five yards a completion. And on
innumerable occasions. Hughes
went back to throw and although
he had adequate time to pick out
a receiver, they were all covered
and he was forced to eat the ball.

As was mentioned before, the
first half was all defense. The
highlight was an unbelievable 83-
yard punt by Jay Bennett. With

SUPER EFFORT - Just as UMass* Bill Bush comes through

mightily to stop a Dartmouth player, so did the Redman defense,

only to be left dismayed.

Here Come the Boaters!

Soccer Redmen Drub Maine, 5-1
By STEV£ MOSHER
Staff Reporter

Lindo Alves and Duane Brown each scored a pair of goals to lead the red-hot Redmen soccer
team to a convincing 5-1 victory over Maine Saturday morning.

The Redmen scored single go-
als in the first three periods and
added two more in the last as
they completely dominated the ga-
me. The Maine squad had a chan-
ce to make a game of it when
Bob Conyers scored in the third
period to make the score 2-1.

But the Maine team laded quickly
in the late morning heat.

Even when the score was close,
UMass totally dominated play. For
the game UMass took 27 shots
to just 13 for Maine. In addition
to playing an outstanding game
the Redmen seemed to have un-
solicited aid from the officials
who persecuted the Black Bears
at every opportunity while ignor-
ing many of the same infractions
committed by the home team.

UMass started as hot as the we-
ather and had the ballon the attack

' until 12:55 when Alves was charged
into while in the penalty area.
This penalty resulted in a direct
kick fron the penalty line and the
junior forward had no trouble put-
ting it past the Black Bear goal-
ie. Alves' kick went crisply into
the upper left hand corner of the
net and the Redmen were ahead
10.

During the first period UMass
took nine shots to just one for
Maine. Bill Leary. the UMass
goalie, was forced to make one
save; while his counterpart had to
stop three.

About three minutes into the sec -

ong period, Leary was forced to
make a leaping deflection to keep
Jim Sacedote's 50 foot drive. This
save spurned the Redmen on and,
for the next seven minutes, they
forced the play into Maine Ter-
ritory.

The Redmen just missed their
second goal as Brown's head of

Abdu Thraya's pass was tipped
away by the goal. Then at 12:35
with Brown threatening again, a
Maine defenseman deflected his
shot away from his own goalie
and the ball struck the cross-
bar before trickling into the net.

So last year's leading scorer
(nine goals) was off and running
again. Although the goal was un-

assisted, Joe Cerniawski made
the play work. The Junior half-

back threaded his way through the

Black Bear team for 40 or so

yards before he passed off.

At the half UMass had added

nine more shots for a total of

18. Maine could muster only four

shots for a total of five.

One of the outstanding threats
the Redmen had was their corner
kicks. They had four of these
plays in the first half. Co -captain
Augie Calheno usually takes the

kick and coach Peter Broaca sends
in his tallest forwards. This play
almost worked twice when Bill

Davidson, a 6'1" sophomore, just

missed with his attempts to head
the ball in.

In the second half, Maine brief-

ly threatened to take the momentum
away from UMass. With about
seven minutes left Conyers scored
on a perfectly placed shot from
about 30 feet away. Brown got

an assist on this goal that was
the result mainly of UMass' fail-

ure to clear the ball away from
the middle of the field.

Then, with about 35 seconds left

in the third period, a Maine in-

fraction gave UMass an indirect

kick about forty feet from the
Maine goal. Maine was trying to

stall for the few remaining se-
conds, but the Redmen beat it to

the punch.

Calheno slapped the ball to the

left of the wall of Maine defenders,
and Brown picked it up and drilled

a shot into th right upper corner
of the net. This one play took
most of the fight away from the

Black Bears.
In the third period UMass had

five shots and Maine had four.

The last 22 minutes were all

UMass. Maine spent more time
bickering with the officials than
playing soccer. The officials made
a fine call when Larry DeFelice
was tripped up in the penalty area
attempting to get off a shot. And
Alves notched his second penalty -

kick goal of the game.
With the Redmen way ahead 4-1,

coach Broaca placed many of his

second stringers in the game, and
they responded with a ferocious
attack.. The Redmen missed a gold-

en opportunity to score a fifth time
when Bob Curtin's shot just hit

the right post and bounced out.

The final score came with about
two minutes left. Todd Buck tra-

veled up the right side of the field

before giving off to Agustin Penon
who eluded one man with a bounce
pass to himself and then sent a

screaming shot into the right hand
corner of the net.

This opening game was a great
one for UMass. It played beaut-
ifully in every phase of the game
in crushing a Maine team that had
beaten UMass 2-1, last year. This
performance definitely puts the

Redmen in a position to challenge
Vermont for the Yankee Con-

ference title.

Next Friday UMass plays at
Boston College before returning
home to play Connecticut on Oct-
ober 10. The Eagles do not figure
to be very hard opponents. UMass
has handled them easily the past
two years 8-0 and 3-0. But in

soccer, a very low scoring game,
anything

happen.
can and usually does

27-0

the line of scrimmage being the

Dartmouth 17. Bennett put the ball

into the UMass end zone. Al-

though it was officially designated
83 yards, it actually was closer to

90 since it went about eight yards
deep into the end zone

All in all, UMass controlled the

first half even though it was un-
able to score. The Redmen had
seven first downs to one for Dart-
mouth and 115 yards to 46 yards
in total offense. But corny as
it may be, scoring is the name
of the game and an inspired half

went down the drain.

The second half began the same
#ay. Neither team could mount
any kind of substantial drive al-

though UMass did manage to make
it to the Dartmouth 25 before a
clipping penalty ended their threat.

But it seemed as if something had
to give and finally something did.

With a fourth and 30 on the fif-

ty yard line, UMass was forced
to punt midway through the third
period. What is normally a rou-
tine play turned into disaster for
the Redmen as Jim Macko, a se-
cond string linebacker, burst
through the line to block John
O'Neil's punt.

(MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)

Macko then scooped up the loose
ball and jogged down to the UMass
fourteen before Dick Cummings
could catch up to him. Dartmouth
scored two plays later when qua-
rterback Steve Stetson pitched out
to John Short who swept around
right end for the touchdown. Wayne
Pirrmann converted the extra point
and finally, with 13:36 gone in the
period, the scoreless tie was
broken.

But punting was not to be UMass'
strong point on this afternoon. Af-
ter UMass had received the kick-
off and been unable to move the
ball, it was once again forced to
give it up. O'Neil's punt was
taken by Tim Copper at his own
27. The reserve safety then faked
right, went straight through the
middle and then broke for the left

sideline and simply outran every-
one for the touchdown. It was
a 73 -yard return and Pirmann's
kick made it 14-0 after three per-
iods.

The Redmen still had a chance
to get back into it. Starting
from their own 20, UMass marched
down to the Dartmouth 13. But

(Continued on page 13)

UMass Harriers Tie Providence

With Fine Team Effort, 28-28
By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - Outside of Alumni Hall Gymnasium, a sign on a bulletin board read "Cross

nnT«!7 ?*l i !5
P? D6Str°y UMaSS ,n Competf""-" The final score of 28-28 was quite the

2E?E rvLIS h 'VVXP8CU
?'

aS 1 UMaSS crosscountry team put together a fine team
effort in tying Providence in the opening meet for both teams here Saturday.
With two outstanding perform

ers from last year's varsity and a
top-rated freshman runner, Pro-
vidence was seen as a tough obs -

tacle for the Redmen And at the
start it appeared to be so as the
Friars sprinted out in their usual

to assume the lead with
UMass senior co -captain Ron Way-
ne and sophomore Tom Jasmin
running in this pack.

At the mile mark, Wayne and
Jasmin moved to the front with
PC's top two runners, Bill Sp-
eck and Mark Harrison. Follow-
ing this group were six more
black -uniformed Friars and then,
well to the rear, a group of Red-
men.
The race appeared to be all

Providence's at this point, but
during the next two miles of this
five -mile race the Redmen made
the move that vaulted them into a
tie at the finish.

The four leaders moved through
the halfway point in a tightly knit

group. A half mile later, Wayne
began his now -common final st-

retch drive that has worn down
many opponents in the past. On
this occasion he moved well ahead
of Speck, with Jasmin third and
Harrison a fading forth.

While this was happening Leo
Duart and sophomores Tom Swain
and Rick Barry began moving up
on the PC. group in front of them.
One by one these three started
picking off the Friar runners.

After four miles the final po-
sitions were just about fixed with
only a couple of places being ex-
changed among teammates.

Wayne started his final kick with
just under a half mile to go and
pulled way ahead of Speck in pos -

ting a new course record of 24:00.5
This time broke the old record by
almost forty seconds.

Speck was second, 22 seconds
behind, with Jasmin running an
outstanding race, finishing third.
The next two runners in were from
Providence, with Swain and Duart
following in close pursuit Three
more Friars followed Duart to the
finish line, with Barry finishing
out the scoring for UMass and the
meet.

This was an extremely fast race
as the leaders went out at a 4:30
for the first mile. With the hot
temperature at race time , the com -

bination of weather and pace took
its toll on a few of the runners.
One was Redman Bruce Black-
burn who went out with the lea-
ders at the start, but the heat
got him near the end. His per-
formance was good enough to fi-
nish as the number six UMass
finisher and receive the applau-
dlts from his coach.
Bob Sullivan, another sopho-

more, ran well in his first var-
sity competition and finished as the
number seven Redman.
Coach Ken O'Brien was not com-

pletely satisfied with the tie, but
was very pleased with the overall
team performance. He felt be-
fore the race that PC. was much
tougher than it showed during the
race.

Many things were both noticea-
ble and encouraging during the
race. Wayne ran as well as he

ever has He ran well within
himself and showed a great compe -

titive edge in pulling farther and
farther away from the field once
he took command of the race.

Duart, like Wayne a senior,
started slowly but came on st-
rong as the race progressed in
his first competitive running in
nine months. His knee responded
well to the pounding it took du-
ring the race, giving all indica-
tions that his health is back and
that his competitive edge is rapidly
hitting mid -season form.
And then there are the three so-

phomores, Jasmin, Swainand Bar-
ry. Jasmin was a pleasant sur-
prise to his coach as he stayed
with the leaders for half of the
race, and, when Wayne took com-
mand, stayed with distant ace Speck
until the end.

Swain started off easy and ran
very strongly over the last two
miles of the race. During his
torrid drive to the finish line he
picked off many of the early P.C.
leaders.

Barry performed better than ex-
pected, according to Coach O'
Brien. His determination over
the last half of the race was one
of the key factors that gave UMass
its tie. Both he and Swain impro-
ved the most of anybody on the team
over the last week and continued
improvement by these two means a
bright future ahead for them.
The team on the whole pro-

gressed more over the last week
than it did the entire three weeks
before.
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GROWTH OF UMASS AND UNREST

ON CHANCELLOR TIPPO'S MIND
See page three

Who's Looking

Over

Your Shoulder?

page eight

DVP Lecture

Shows Horrors

Of War

page three

MEMBERS OF THE KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS SOCIETY were the invited guests of some
people in Cance House yesterday. They sat on the steps of the Student Union during the morning
and later in the afternoon gave a feast in Cance Lounge. See story on page three. (Photo by David
Bernstein)

President Nasser of Egypt Dies
See two
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Nasser's Death Sends Tremors

Through Arab World

John McCann to Address

Student Mobe Committee

CAIRO (AP) - President Gamal
Abdel Nasser, for a generation

a shining hero in the violent world
of the Arabs, died Monday of a

massive heart attack, Cairo radio
announced. He was 52.

His death was a political earth-

quake in the Middle East. It

came as Nasser and ether Arab
rulers were struggling to deal with

the backlash of Jordan's civil war.

Anwar Sadat, a longtime assoc-
iate of Nasser who became vice

president last year and now suc-

ceeds to the presidency, announced
the death of his comrade. All Arab
radios immediately switched to

readings of verses from the Ko-
ran, the sacred scripture of Islam.

"Nasser was struck by a

massive and severe heart attack
after returning to his home and
after finishing the last ceremonials
of the Arab summit meeting,"
Sadat said in somber, sorrowful
tones.

The word reached President Ni -

xon aboard the USS Saratoga in

the Mediterranean. There was
no immediate comment, but
the event is likely to have an im-
pact upon the U.S. President's
current diplomacy -closely related
to the security of the Mediter-
ranean and the Middle East sit-

uation in general.

Nasser's passing has to be con-

sidered a blow to those who pla-

ced hopes in the current cease

fire arrangements and the Ameri-
can peace plan formula.

Only Nasser seemed strong
enough to convince militant Arabs
that negotiations would be advi-

sable. King Hussein of Jordan join-

ed him in agreeing to indirect talks

with Israel under U.N. auspices,
but Hussein's strength is now in

doubt

.

Sadat's announcement said Nas-
ser died "while standing in the

field of struggle for the unity of

the Arab world."

"His memory will remain im-
mortal in the conscience of the

Arab world," the vice president

said.

Cairo radio said official mourn-
ing would be observed for three
days, with all government offices,

schools and departments closed.

Popular mourning will last 40
days.

An announcer gave this version
of how the Egyptian president died:

"At 3:30 p.m. Nasser was see-
ing the Kuwait ruler off at the

airport when he felt dizzy and
began perspiring profusely.

PRESIDENT NASSER OF E-
GYPT; DEAD AT 55
"He was taken to his house at

Manshiet el Bakry Cairo suburb.
Doctors were immediately called

in. They diagnosed a severe heart

attack as a result of a coronary
thrombosis.

"Doctors tried to relieve him,

using all possible means includ-

ing a heart beat regulator. But

God's will was supreme and Nas-
ser passed away at 6:15 p.m."

That was 11:15 p.m. EDT. The
announcement was made several

hours later.

John McCann, Referendum '70

coordinator will address the Stu-

dent Mobilization Committee

meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in room

163 in the Campus Center

Mr. McCann is state wide co-

ordinator for Vietnam Referendum

'70 and a long time activist in

the anti-war movement. He is

a member of Ironworkers Union

Local 17 and was a co-chairman

of the May 5th rally at Boston

Common which protested against

U.S. intervention in Cambodia.

During the Student Strike action

in the five College area, McCann

addressed an estimated 6000 peo-

ple at an anti- war rally held

at the Amherst common. In ad-

dition to his anti -war activities,

McCann has been active in many

civil rights campaigns. Last

spring he participated in efforts to

have State House flags lowered in

memory of those students who were

killed at Kent State and Jackson

State Colleges Throughout the

summer, he has been coordinating

the drive to place a referendum

on the ballot for immediate with-

drawal from Vietnam.

Referendum "70 has brought

thousands of previously uncommit-

ted citizens into the anti -war

movement. Volunteers have been

busy this past summer, collecting

signatures in each of the 40 Se-

nate districts for the purpose of

placing the question of immediate

withdrawal on the ballot in Mas-
sachusetts. The referendum has

the endorsement of Senator Edward

Kennedy, State Senate President
Maurice A. Donohue and Boston
Mayor Kevin White. Other suppor-
ters include U.S. Congressman
Michael J. Harrington and John R.

Craig, V P of the Mass. State

Labor Council.

There is much support among
the voters approached so far, but

for John McCann and Referendum
'70 volunteers, the campaign for

a vote for immediate withdrawal

from Vietnam has only just begun.

Now that ballot status is assured,

a massive campaign throughout

the state will be needed to bring

the question of the War into the

homes of every Massachusetts
voter. The Student Mobilization

Committee at UMass has pledged

its resources in support of Viet

nam Referendum '70 and is calling

on those people who oppose the

war to join the campaign for a

vote for immediate withdrawl from
Vietnam. In the next six weeks,

volunteers will be busy distribut-

ing brochures and leaflets, con-

taining factual information about

the War to the voters of Massa-
chusetts. The campaign will point

out that a planned withdrawal does

not mean an end to the war.

The policy that will end the war
is that of immediate withdrawl of

all troops from Vietnam. The
people of Vietnam must decide for

themselves how they want to live.

The people of Massachusetts must
be made to realize that gradual

withdrawal can mean a life time.

Allen To Fill Shapiro's Shoes
Associate Provost Dr. Jeremiah

M. Allen, has been named Acting
Eean of the College of Arts and
Sciences by the Board of Trust-
ees, it was announced yesterday

by Associate Provost Robert Glu-
ckstern. Allen replaced Dr Sey-
mour Shapiro, former acting dean,
who is currently on sabbatical

leave in Amsterdam.
A native of Boston and a Phi

Beta Kappa graduate of Duke Un-
iversity, Dr. Allen received his

MA. from Tufts University and his

Ph.D in English literature from
the University of Colorado. He
joined the Colorado faculty in 1948

as an instructor of English in the

College of Engineering.

In 1962 Dr. Allen was named
full professor and acting assis-

tant dean of the Graduate School.

Two years later he became act-

ing dean and in 1965 assumed the

acting chairmanship of the Depart-

ment of English in the College

of Engineering at Colorado.

The director of both the sup-

erior student program and the

summer session at Colorado, Dr.

Allen also served as president of

his local chapter of the Amer-
ican Association of University

Professors in 1966-1967. Dr. Al-

len served as Coordinator of Pro-
grams for Educational Opportun-

ity at the University of Colorado
before being named as Associate

Provost and professor of English

at UMass in 1968.

In his new capacity as acting

Dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences, the largest division at

the University, Dr. Allen will be

working toward the implementation

of the College reorganization. This

year the College will be divided

into three units: a Faculty of Hum-
anities and Fine Arts, a Faculty

of Social and Behavioral Sciences,

and a Faculty of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics. Each unit will

have its own independent dean sup-

ported by a common personnel

and business office. This will

permit each Dean to work more
closely with his faculty and will

strengthen the ties between close-

ly related disciplines.

The College will act as a single

body on matters of curriculum
The College will also continue to

sponsor joint activities such as

the College Honors Program, and
CASIAC, the undergraduate coun-
seling program

Orchard Hill Elects Reps
Residents of Orchard Hill last

night elected 24 student repre-

sentatives to the new Community
Council to be set up there. The
major step in making Orchard Hill

a residential college

It will combine the now sepa-
rate interests of administrators,
faculty, and students into one body
Each will be represented, and
all will work together on the coun-
cil.

Dr. Leon Barron, present
Master, will chair the Council
and supervise academic, business.

and student affairs full-time. He
will be assisted by a student vice-

chairman, Robert Dewsnap. Area
government offecers will assume
leadership positions on the coun-
cil until scheduled elections in

February.

The council itself will be sub-
divided into four committees deal-

ing with activities, curriculum,
services, and budgets These
committees will govern the func -

tioning of Orchard Hill and plan
future programs of the colleee
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Offic* of *• DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on th> socond floor of the

Student Union on the Uni varsity campus, lip cod* 01002. Phones
or* 545.2550 (rows), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postag* paid at Amrwrst, tn* DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times a week following a vocation or exam period or when o holiday

falls within o week. Accepted for mailing under th* au*hority of the
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Campus Center Opens Doors to Public

GET INVOLVED

Should people be allowed to go barefoot in the Campus
Center?

Should the Center be open 24 hours?

Any suggestions for security?

Join SUG Board

and help make the decisions!

ANYONE CAN JOIN!!!

Join the SUG Board Building Committee and help im-

prove the Campus Center. Next Meeting - Tuesday,

Sept 29, 1970 at 2:30 p.m. in the SUG Board Office,

1st level of the Campus Center.

Can't make the meeting? Still interested? Contact Jill

Klein, SUG Board Office.

All residents of the greater

Amherst community are invited to

a Sunday afternoon open house at

the new Campus Center at the

UMass, Oct. 4.

Hours are 2 to 5 p.m. and free

parking will be provided in the

Campus Center garage. Directio-

nal signs on campus will point

the way to the garage and gui-

des will be on duty within the

building.

The open house is sponsored
by the Campus Center Governing
Board, center manager Warren
T. Grinnan and the center staff.

Families are welcome.

The Campus Center has 11 floors
of continuing education, conference
and student activities facilities.

It was designed by the interna-
tionally known architectural firm
of Breuer and Beckhard and will

be paid for out of fees and in-

come at no cost to the taxpayers

The total cost of the project is

approximately $20.5 million

Major features are a 900 -car
parking garage, shops and res-
taurants, overnight accommoda-
tions for 220 people, conference
and seminar rooms for 1500 peo-
ple and extensive student and
meeting room space.

TONIGHT

» THE BALCONY
with Shelley Winters as Madame lrma, hostess in a whore-

house that looks suspiciously like contemporary reality.

Directed by Joseph Strick

(Ulysses & Tropic of Cancer)

MAHAR - 8 and 10 $.75

W Only ft
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

* ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK

Comparative Literature Film Series Available at $3.00

Swing Shifters

arc entitled to INDEX s. T:

you were n swing shifter

last year, your INDEX is

waiting for you Mon. ItlTO

Fri. {» - S in the INDEX Of-
fice, n

I riooi Studont
Uniot

Tippo Leaves Unrest To Nixon
™ frxfum in tkn Wiimtihruv inr«irl*»nt " Ilnivprsitv tn rnnp with nro

By LINDA BALICKI
Staff Reporter

The Scranton Commission Re-
port on Campus Unrest and pro-

blems concerning University gro-
wth and housing were among the

topics discussed by Chancellor Os-
wald Tippo and students at the

Coffee Hour held yesterday in the

Colonial Lounge.

Citing as the report's key point

that "it is up to President Nixon

to reconcile factions'' and that the

occurrence of future campus un-

rest will depend "on how he han-

dles the situation," the Chancel-
lor deemed the report to be "an
excellent, well -reasoned report."

Commenting on how some of the

Commission's recommendations
can be applied to the University,

Chancellor Tippo pointed out the

inclusion of students on various

administrative committees but

stated "We have made some steps

but not as many as we should"

in regard to campus unrest and

student demands.
One area in which he felt Uni-

versity policies have not measu-
red up to demands is in the area of

provision for the free expression

of all views. "We did not do all

we could have to provide an open

forum in the Humphrey incident,

was the Chancellor's comment. He
went on to state that while panel

discussions have been held in past

years to allow students and other

interested persons an opportunity

to express their views, an effort

will be made to provide more of

these discussions in the future

Provisions for a greater va-

riety in types of student housing

so as to allow students a wider

choice in selection of living quar-

ters was deemed as one of the pri-

mary considerations which must

be dealt with in future student

housing planning. While stating

that no positive plan for future

student housing now exists, the

Chancellor stated that a study

based on statistics compiled from

a survey of students would hope-

fully indicate the best means for

providing the housing which will

be needed to accommodate the pro-

jected increases in student enroll-

ment. It was also hoped that the

current study would also provide

information concerning the rela-

tionship of University growth to

problems in the rest of the Pio-

neer Valley.

The development of the UMass
campus at Boston was also seen

as a factor in the ability of the

University to cope with projected

student enrollment increases In

addition all future plans will be

made with an idea toward achieving

a comfortable balance within the

25,000 to 30,000 pupil range so as

to allow for full attention to the

needs of both the University com-
munity and the surrounding area

With regard to inquiries con-

cerning the decor of the Campus
Center, Chancellor Tippo com-
mented. "Everything should be

done through the use of art to hu-

manize the interior of the Cen-

ter. "- He also stated that plans

are now being made to allow stu-

dents to contribute art objects,

paintings or murals in an attempt

to make the interior of the buil-

ding appear less cold

Yesterday's Coffee Hour which
was attended by some thirty stu-

dents and faculty, was the first

in a weekly series of gatherings

designed to give interested stu-

dents and faculty the opportunity

to meet with Chancellor Tippo to

discuss topics of concern to all

members of the University com-
munity

Plight of Children In Vietnam

Shocks Ballroom Gathering
By BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

A small audience of approxi-

mately 75 persons attended the

Distinguished Visitors Program
presentation last evening of The
Committee of Responsibility. The
Committee is a private, non-pro-

fit organization of doctors and ot-

her concerned citizens working to

bring innocent young victims of

the war in Vietnam to the Un-

ited States for types of medical

treatment unavailable in that cou-

ntry.

Dr Peter Wolff, a member of

the Committee and an Assistant

Professor of psychiatry at Har-

vard Medical School, opened the

program with an emotional appeal

to Americans not to forget that

the war in Indochina is still a

burning issue. Wolff fears that

the general attitude in this coun-

try is that the war is almost

over, the troops are coming home,

and that there has just been a great

victory in Cambodia. He says

that people take this "sanguine"

view of the war because they do

not realize the full extent of the

destruction of human life which

is spreading throughout all of In-

dochina, not just Vietnam.

Twice in 1968. Dr Wolff vis-

ited Vietnam and saw firsthand

the horrible plight of the country's

civilian population He saw apor-

ported yearly, many of whom are

children. He found only one doc-

tor per 100,000 civilians, leading

literally to no medical care for

serious injuries for the rural pop-

ulation. Saigon, originally a city

of only 30-50.000 people before the

war, was teeming with perhaps five

million refugees when Wolff was
there.

With five million citizens dis-

placed from their homes by the

war and living in extremely squa-

lid conditions in refugee camps
and city slums, the threat of bub-

onic plague is increasing, to add

to the ever-present problem of

war casualties. Also, congenital

defects are becoming more com-
mon, meaning that the genetic

inheritance of generations to come
may also be disturbed, prolong-

ing the effects of the war per-

haps indefinitely.

This presentation by Dr. Wolff

of the conditions as he saw them

firsthand was followed by a movie

he filmed of young children who

are the innocent victims of the

war The conditions in which

the children were living in just

the slums were bad enough, but

the pictures of the war -maimed
young were nauseating to the view-

er. Wolff used this revolting

exposure of the children to stren-

then his appeal to this country that

it not become blase concerning

Indochina

Following Dr. Wolff, Mrs. El-

ouise Houghton. Executive Secre-

tary of the New England Branch

of the Committee of Responsib-

ility, spoke on her experiences

as the foster mother for a year

of a sixteen-year-old boy brought

to this country for treatment of

burns over sixty per cent of his

body. Now that the boy has re-

turned to his family in Vietnam.

Mrs. Houghton is working with the

Committee to convince people that

there is something they can do

to help other victims of the war
The message of last night's pre-

sentation was that even though the

war appears to be slowly ending,

its effects on civilians are of

a horrible nature and will re-

quire a tremendous effort to am-
eliorate Dr Wolff would not im-

plicate just Nixon, or Johnson, or

the Pentagon for all the destruc-

tion of civilian life >n Vietnam,

but would also implicate anyone

who is not doing anything to mod-
ify the war One might wonder

if perhaps this campus isn't tak-

ing the sanguine view of the war
denounced by Dr. Wolff as con-

ducive to the drawing out of the

war effort and all its destruc-

tion, if the size of last night's

audience is any indicator of the

amount of general interest in the

effects of the war.

tion of the 50.000 amputees re- the continuation of the war in

Teacher Evaluation Fizzles
By DONNA FERNANDES
Staff Reporter

The organizer of the first

Teacher Evaluation Meeting. Tom
Filmore, said he was "slightly

discouraged" when no one showed

up at his meeting last night.

"If this isn't student -run the

program is not worth it because

the students are the onlv ones who
can really evaluate the education

they are getting. We have money

to set up the program, we have

the administration's backing, now

all we need is student support."

A questionnaire has been pre-

pared that teachers will pass out

in class. The students then mark

up the questionnaire and hand it

back in It is then collected and

a booklet describing the faults and

merits of each teacher is issued.

Filmore says, "The student pro-

fits by anything like this. He
gets to see the percentage of

how many students learn from

a professor They know what they

are getting before they register for

course." He plans to hold another

meeting ^—»^—r-

»

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

for

REGISTERED NURSES
all shifts

WING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Community Health Center

tor further information contact.

Director of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goethel, R.N.

Wright Street, Palmer, Mass. 01069

LUGUBRIOUS- LOOKING OSWALD TIPPO held his regular Monday
afternoon coffee hour yesterday. About thirty people showed up to

hear him comment on various and sundry topics including the

Scranton Commission Report and University housing. (Photo by

David Bernstein)

Krishna Comes To UMass
by DENISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

"A Transcendental Yoga Exper-
ience in Ecstatic Taking of the

Holy Prasadam (Mercy)" was the

theme of the Hare Krishna feast

given in Cance lounge late yes

terday afternoon.

Most of the program was spent

in discussion of the Krishna faith

between the approximately 200
guests and the Krishna devotees

gathered

The offering ceremony centered

on the ingredients of milk, fruit,

incense, and flour and the burning
of the ghee lamp (a lamp with

five small flames burning on
butter).

The basic philosophy of the Hare
Krishna is to serve God with what
he has provided by staying active

The nature of the human spirit

is believed to be activity, through
working, raising a family, etc.

A play entitled "The Chan-
tendental Store of the Big Fish
and the Little Fish" ended the

program It portrayed man's str-

uggle inresistingmaterialistic life

to accept a more spiritual

existence

The Hare Krishna people view

the individual as a spiritual being,

with God being the supreme in-

dividual. It is thought that since

he is the source of everything,

there exists part of him in all

of us

Everything is as it is" was
the description of this feeling made
by one member of the group as
they chanted outside the Student

Union earlier in the day inviting

people to their feast

"Not even a blade of grass moves
in the wind without God's willing

it. he added.

The International Society for

Krishna Consciousness (official

title of the movement) was est-

ablished in 19(>6 Us followers

are devoted to a disciplic succ-
ession begun when Krishna (God;

gave his message to the firsi

disciple. Arjuna, in India S5<M

years af.o

The Krishna devotees on campus
yesterday returned to Boston (tht

closest chapter location) after the

feast; they hope to spread theii

beliefs to many campuses in tht

coming months

Bell's Pizza
A GREAT UNIVERSITY NEEDS A GREAT PIZZA,

AND IT HAS IT.

Open 11 AM to 2 AM Friday & Saturday

1 1 AM to 1 A.M. Sunday to Thursday

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZA

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

The Success of Any Large University

Community depends Primarily on the

Strength of Its Smaller Units.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

is one such unit

Its Strength Depends on YOU!

Tuesday, Sept. 29 9:00-11:00

9 Chestnut St.
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In The Nation And The World

Police Dragnet Snares Fugitive

TEWKSBURY, MASS., - State police from Massachusetts and New Hampshire and a local

policeman await orders at a command post in drive in theater Friday in Tewksbury during search
for an ex -convict William M. Gilday, 41, of Amesbury following a gun battle. Gilday is sought
in the holdup -slaying of Boston patrolman Walter A. Schroeder. A Lowell policeman was woun-
ded slightly when a slug grazed his forehead during the exchange of gunfire.

THE PIGS ARE COMING
UNLESS . . .

you apply for positions on THE
AREA Judiciaries

in the Student Senate Office.

Level No. 1 CC by 5:00 P.M.

Wednesday, September 30

R.V.
P.B.
W.B.

STRAIGHT?

NOT STRAIGHT?

IN BETWEEN?
Everyone

is invited to ALPHA.

Come look at us while you consider living

in a FRATERNITY comprised of people like you.

Alpha of Phi Sigma Kappa
510 No. Pleasant St.

OPEN SMOKER
For rides call 5-0174

WORCESTER, Mass.(AP) - The
largest manhunt in New England

history ended at gunpoint but with-

out a shot Monday, when an armed
man wanted in the holdup slaying

of a police officer was captured

and his hostages freed.

Fifty police officers converged

on a station wagon at a rotary

in Billings Square, blocked it from
escape and removed William A.

Gilday, 41, of Amesbury, one of

three persons sought in connec-

tion with the slaying last Wed-
nesday of Boston Patrolman Wal -

ter A. Schroeder, 42.

Freed unharmed with the capture

of Gilday were the hostages he

had held nearly 24 hours -Thomas
Huberdeau, 24, and his sister,

Katherine, 20, both of Haverhill.

Gilday was the third person ar-

rested in connection with the slay-

ing of Schroeder, who was shot

while responding to an alarm of

a $26,000 bank holdup in Boston.

Still sought in the slaying, which
police have linked to a student

radical group and to the earlier

bombing and looting of a Nation-

al Guard armory, are two coeds

-

Susan Saxe, 20 of Albany, NY.,
and Katherine A. Power, 20, of

Denver, Colo.

Arrested Sunday in Grand Junc-
tion, Colo., as he attempted to

take an airliner to Denver, was
Stanley R. Bond, 25 , formerly
of Waltham* Appearing pale and
wearing sport shirt, jeans and
boots, he appeared before U.S.

Commissioner John Lafferty Mon-
day and was ordered held without

bail on charges of taking a gun
aboard an airliner and unlawful

flight to avoid prosecution in Mass-
achusetts.

Police said Gilday had a rifle,

shotgun and two revolvers in the

car when he was stopped following

a pursuit of about 75 miles by
police cruisers and a helicopter
from Haverhill.

The station wagon had been re-
ported at various places south and
west of Haverhill and was easy
to follow because of two blue and
white decals with the letter "E"
on the rear window.

State Police Sgt. Thomas H.
Peterson in an unmarked car along
the Massachusetts Turnpike spot-
ted the auto and alerted a toll

booth collector to call police bar-
racks.

Officers said Gilday paid the toll

when he left the turnpike and head -

ed toward the center of Worces-
ter. Officers said he tried to

avoid a roadblock by going the
wrong way around the rotary but
was blocked by three motorcycle

Richard Story

has his copy of the INDEX.
If you don't have yours yet,

and you were an undergrad
both semesters last year,

your INDEX is available in

the INDEX office, 2nd floor,

Student Union.

policemen as approximately 50 of-

ficers, most armed with riot guns,
moved in.

Police grabbed Gilday as he got
out of the right front seat of the
car. He and his hostages were
taken to police headquarters here
and then to Boston.

"Police cruisers... converted
from all directions." said Costo
Leardi , a clerk at a dry cleaning
store in Billing Square where the

capture was made.
"A state trooper... shoved a rifle

or shotgun through the back win-
dow of the station wagon and held
the suspect at gun point," he said.

Gilday had eluded police all

weekend despite a search through
the northeastern part of the state

and the southeastern part of New
Hampshire.
He escaped from a police chase

at more than 100 miles per hour
and from gun battles in a wooded
area and along a highway Fri-

day.

Police estimated they fired 30
shots at him. They said he re-

turned six, one of which grazed
the forehead of a Lowell police of-

ficer, slightly wounding him.

Police said Gilday apparently hid

under Thomas Huberdeau s house
in a sparsely populated section

of Haverhill, invading the home
Sunday morning.

After permitting the family to

sleep Sunday night, he left with

his two hostages about 7 a.m.

Monday. He warned the family
not to call police and called back
about every 30 minutes after lea-

vinc

Gilday, Bond and Valeri, the

three in custody, are exconvicts.

Miss Saxe, one of the two sought,

was graduated last June from
Brandeis University. Miss Power
was a student there as was Bond.
Gilday and Valeri were to have
enrolled at Northeastern Univer-
sity last week.

Boston Police Commissioner
Edmund L. McNamara said amm-
unition and military supplies found
in a Boston apartment rented by
Miss Power showed "a positive

link" with "radical revolutionary
groups

. '

'

Charles I. Schettland, acting
president of Brandeis, said this

was "absolutely untrue."
In Grand Junction, Colo., sher-

iff's officers said Bond was turn-
ed in by an unidentified girl they
said was not involved in the hold-
up slaying.

After the tip FBI agents and
sheriff's officers advised passeng-
ers on the plane to leave. Bond
was one of the last to get off.

Officers said he was grabbed and
pinned against a fence "and one
of the other officers got hold
of his gun." Authorities said
they found a submachine gun, two
other pistols and about $10,000
in a suitcase.

Meeting of

ACTION-LAB
(The group that started Street Academies)

Wed., Sept. 30 - 7:30 SU Council Chambers

All interested please attend.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Lottery System Explained
Freshman Curfews

Found Ineffective
By GILBERT J SALK
Staff Reporter

As more and more young Am-
ericans become concerned about
the cancerous growth of militarism
In the United States, the question
of alternatives to serving in the

armed forces assumes greater
and greater importance Men are
seeking ways to avoid supporting
the abhorrent war against Vietnam,
and both men and women are dis-

turbed by the disruption and chan-
neling of their lives caused by
the Selective Service. Draft Cou-
nselor's Corner will provide in-

formation about alternatives thr-

ough general information and by
answering questions submitted by
readers. NOTE: We recognize
that the draft does as much to

disrupt the lives of women as

it does of men. Therefore, a

special effort will be made to pro-

vide information to women also.

There exists a great deal of con-
fusion about the lottery system, and
I will attempt to clarify part of
this situation. It is important to
note, however, that much about
the system is still extremely un-
clear even to the Selective Service
System. For your protection, you
should at least be familiar with
exactly what the areas of confu-

sion are. The SSS is playing
with your life, after all.

If you have a high number, and
are eligible to be in this year's
pool (i.e., you were 19 or older
on or before Dec. 31, 1969) you
should consider dropping your stu-
dent deferment this year. Although
the total draft call will probably
be lower next year - - barring our
intervention in the Mideast or
other areas that the Nixon -Agnew
paranoia determines threatens our
national security more than mili-
tarism - the pool of eligibles

will be considerably smaller. As
a result, they will probably reach
a higher lottery number next year
than they will this year.

Rumor has it that boards are

not to draft anyone with a number
higher than 195. However, rumor
also has it that some boards are

already calling people with higher

numbers. To be sure, your safest

course of action is to contact your

local board to find out what num-
ber they are currently calling.

This is public information, and

they should tell you. If the clerk

hassles you, hassle her right back,

but gently. Be insistent. If you

have a margin of 30, you're pro-

bably safe. If less than that, you

may be on thin ice.

However, let's be positive. Your

board is calling people with num-
bers up to 180 to be this month's

shipment of beef to the Vietnam
restaurant. Your number is 210.

In this case, you should probably

give up your II -S. You do this by

writing to your board and telling

them that you no longer wish to re -

tain your student deferment and

t!>at you want to be reclassified

I-A. As long as you have a I-A

through the end of this year, your

board has had at least one meeting

at which you could have been draf-

ted if your number had been rea-

ched, and you turned 19 before

Jan. 1, 1970, you will thus have

completed your year of eligibility

and will be reasonably safe from
the clutches of the Selective Ser-

vice.

You should remember, however,

that nothing is ever as clear as it

seems, and that this entire lottery

system is really nothing more than

a way to stop campus protest about

both the war and the draft. You
are not totally safe. I'll talk about

this in a future column devoted

to discussing how the SSS general -

ly gives you the shaft.

People whose numbers fall near

the cut-off point are to be left

hanging in limbo for another year,

however, thanks to the lack of cla-

rity in the current law. All I can
do is pose the questions which
will probably be left to the courts

to answer. If the national cut-off

is 195, and your board only gets

to 185, and your number is 190,

are you safe because your number
has not been reached? Will the

cut-off, in other words, be deter-

mined by the highest number rea-
ched nationally or locally, or per-

haps by state? There is no clear

answer to this question, or. for

that matter, any clear way to even
pose the question. As a result,

many people in this middle range
have no factual foundation on which
they can base their future plans.

If this makes you indignant,
good Do something about it.

Questions to this column should

be addressed to: Gilbert J. Salk,

c/o Draft Counseling Services RSO
#395, Campus Center, Unlv of

Mass., Amherst, Mass 01002

Free personal draft counseling av-

ailable. For appointment, leave

By LINDA A. BALICKI
Staff Reporter

Senate Advisory Group

To Organize October 6
On Tuesday October 6, the Un-

iversity and State Communications

Council (USCC) will hold an or-

ganizational meeting at 7:00 p.m.

in the Colonial Lounge. USCC
is an advisory group to the Stu-

dent Senate President, which seeks

to open channels of communication

between the UMass administrat-

ors, faculty, and State Legisla-

ture' on behalf of the student body.

To achieve these aims USCC has

developed three areas of concen-

tration; Legislative, Internal Un-

iversity, and Mass Media.

In the past, concern with the

State House has involved the fil-

ing of a bill and preparing the ra-

tionale in support of increased al-

locations for UMass library ex-

penditures, lobbing against House

bills to increase tuition, and spon-

soring Student Legislators Day

Internal University has attem-

pted to make known to the Ad-

ministration student views and at-

titudes on campus issues. USCC
worked with the President's Com-
mittee on Room and Fees, which

sought alternatives to the proposed

increase in boarding fees. The

Council then made an earnest at-

tempt to work with the Univer-

sity community through WMUA
and the Collegian to receive cam-

pus opinion and suggestions on this

Issue.

Rumors of High

Marijuana Content

in Index Covers
are not true. Whether you

want to smoke your INDEX
or read it, if you were an un-

dergrad both semesters last

year, your book is waiting

for you Mon. thru Fri. 9-5 in

the INDEX Office.

Tri Sigma invites yo« to

a night of fun and song with

The Musigals." Wed., Sept. 30th

at 7:00. ALL university women invited.

Rides provided at

Newman Center at 6:45 P.M.

Mass Media is the third area
which sends news releases to Com-
monwealth papers concerning

campus activity. Releases are an

attempt to help correct bad pub-

licity and inform the public of

the issues on campus receiving

no or misinformed coverage Two
such issues were the Humphrey
incident and the STRIKE.

In order to promote the inter-

ests of the University and those

of public higher education to the

Commonwealth, it is necessary to

show the needs and merits of

the University. To do this much
more communications needs to be

initiated between the University

and the advocates of high-quality

low -cost public higher education.

An MDC survey has shown that

freshman curfews which require
all first semester girls to be in

the dorms by midnight on week-

nights and 1 a.m. on weekends
have no strict enforcement in many
dorms on campus.
The survey, taken on a typical

weeknight and repeated on a week-

end night, revealed that enforce-

ment measures varied from man-
datory sign-out in certain dorms
in the North Quad to a complete

absence of enforcement in dorms
in other parts of the campus.

Voluntary sign -out and checking of

I.D.'s were also reported as at-

tempts at enforcement.

Although student security guards

are employed in some dorms,
particularly on weekends, it was
discovered that these guards of-

ten serve as receptionists or per-

form minimal security functions

and for the most part are not con-

cerned with enforcing curfew. In

some dorms their duties do in-

clude the checking of I.D.'s but

not in all.

Checking of I.D.'s plays a major
role in Iniversity police attempts

at curfew enforcement but this is

often dependent upon spot check-

ing. Police are not present in

dorms at curfew and unless spec-

ifically summoned will not appear
near dorms except for routine

patrols.

These patrols, regular though
they might be, do not prevent or
discover all violations. There are
many known cases of freshmen
returning to dorms after curfew
without question, often unobserved
or reported. The instances of

girls gaining admittance to dorms
with the aid of friends inside

are innumerable as are the cases
of admittance gained through un-

locked doors left that way by
friendly counselors.

Regarded by freshman and upp-

erclassman alike as a rule with
no meaning because it is not en-
forced, the freshman curfew has
come to be just another rule which
is meant to be tolerated at the

least and ignored at the most.

This is evidenced by the fact that

even residence hall standards

committees, the judicial organs

in residence hall government of-

ten do not regard the few cur-

few violation cases with any de-

gree of severity. They are of-

ten inclined to issue a reprimand

and warnings against future vio-

lations rather than issuing a sev-

ere punishment. Only those un-

lucky enough to be caught re-

peatedly are dealt with to any

great extent and with any degree

of exceptional seriousness.

CLASS OF 1972

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING

Place: Campus Center Rms. 174-176

Date: Wed., Sept. 30, 1970

Time: 7:00

Mandatory Meeting

to discuss Winter Carni
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A Good Rap
"That was a good rap,'' Tom

was saying. He was referring

to a "rap session" which the
black students had held before
they ceased occupatiot of

the Academic Center of a Chi-
cago university in the spring of

1969.

We sat outside the building as
it was all over. Tom had that

glassy look in his eyes He
saw the takeover, one of many
that month, as the beginning of

a revolution which would sweep
the nation

At the rap session a young
black man had spoken about the
need for the oppressed peoples
of the world to unite. He too
had had that glassy look in his

eyes. He was only about eigh-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces and must car-

ry the writer's signature, ad-

dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p.m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters.

teen and had come from what
was then known as Wilson
Junior College on the citys south
side. As he spoke, the others
would yell, "RAP ON. RAP
ON."

It was like the response at
an evangelist meeting.

It is hard to believe that that

was over a year ago. We were
so sure that the apocalypse was
upon us. But the campus is

still there and growing.

Tom, I guess, is wandering
around some place, trying to get

his head together.

The young man from Wilson
Jr. was sleeping one night in

a Chicago apartment when the

apocalypse did come. His name
^was Fred Hampton.

And the white boy who was
looking on, he left the city to go
east to school.

That spring ended abruptly for

him in June. After graduation
he worked as a meatcutter in

a black neighborhood. One day
as he was wrapping a piece of

salt pork, salt working its way
into the cuts in his hand, a

black butcher looked over his

shoulder.

"That," he said, "was a

good wrap."

There is a poet, sun in Virgo, a poet who
speaks softly, more listening than speaking. As
he was speaking, I was listening, and he spoke
softly, and very well, with a certain sadness
in his sentimentality, and his brown eyes en-
visioning a lighter shade of denim. A reflective

poet, critical, but of himself moreso than of

others. His name is John Phillips.

He reflects upon things that are close to

his heart, and offers a little "free advice",
like, "If you've got some habits that some
people won't allow, won't allow, allow

be cool, be clean, if you know what I mean.
Like we've all got up ups (ups), and we've
all got our downs (downs), some of us get

careless, leave it lying' 'round, lyin' 'round,
Be neat (neat), discreet (discreet), and keep
your ear to the ground. Everyone has had
a loved one who's far, far away, and if you
don't wanna make that trip someday be cool
(be cool), be clean (be clean), if you know
what I mean." We all know what he means.
He speaks of things that sadden him, too,

things close to his heart, like "Strange, gentle
young girls... colored with sad-

|

ness, eyes of innocence....masking
their madness; walking the Strip,

sweet, soft, and placid, offering
their youth on the alter of acid.

Children of Orpheus, called by the

dove, all of the trip, but acc-
ompanied by love?" Love, love,

sweet love, what process, what
avenue?

He's not a great poet, he gets
carried away sometimes. But
that's only from trying too hard.
That, and a trace of sad -eyed
cynicism. He laments, "Some
robbers, they don't need no knives
or guns , they , they come and get you
where you are. Those flunky bums,
they come an' stole my black

-

pearled drums, you know, they
come and took them from my
car. Please, please be careful

what you say, or the man will come and take
you away. Watch out, watch out now, for what
you do, oh I fear that they are looking for you...
yeah yes, they are oh yeah". We all

know what he means.
He is a people. In my tribe, I think that he'd

be an interpreter of natural phenomena He's
transviewed blindness and gross lack of vision,
like even ours, here, shaggy and chaotically vital
No one is exempt. He sings of being "Safe in
our garden, where an ancient flower blooms, and
the scent from it's nature causes me to swoon
Could it be that we went hog wild? We came
back, man, but we're very tired. They stole
our minds and thought we'd never know it; With
a bottle in each hand, too late to talk...to under-
stand, we Don't care where it lands, we just
throw it Somebody take us away, somebody take
us away and when you go out in the street,

so many hassles with the heat, oh no one there
can fill your desire cops out with the meg-
aphones, tell the people stay Inside their homes..
Man!, can't they see the world's on fire?...

Somebody take us away, oh somebody take us
away take us away Safe in our garden, an
ancient flower blooms, and the scent from it's
nature slowly squares our room. And it's
perfume, being such, that it's causing me to
swoon Take us away, take us away
away away." Far away, where we might
laugh again, we have left you, you don't need
us.

In our tribe, I think that he could very happily
go around and name and categorize our wonder
filled world, everything according to function and
love essence, milch like God's task for Adam
God knows this man has observed the world's
jaundicing of human perspectives. He's seen
things crumble out from under. Life is change.
Nothing lasts. Witness his own life two years
ago, when his first vehicle, the Mamas and the
Papas, rusted-

-

"Sitting in our mansion, guarded by expansion,
questioning our motives and our
means....wondering why this isn't
like the dreams. All the world
surrounds us, people cannot
hound us, a gentle Spanish lady
cooks our meals but we never
ask her how she feels Limou-
sines and laughter, parties ever
after If you play the game,
you pay the price (Purchasing
a piece of paradise?)
Changes
Changes
Beatles and Stones Paris and
Rome, making the scene, but
missing our own
Changes
Changes
Nothing left to bind us, people
cannot find us, we live our lives,
and live them as we please...
please, please, please Live your

please, please, please Live your life and live
it as you please (Please, please, please) Live
your life and live it as you please. (Please,
please, please) Please live your life just as
you please ".

Good advice, and free, too. Circles have no
end, and no beginning. We cant complain, we
can only look ahead from where we came, and
go round and around and around, in the circle
game. He's not a great poet, but he's a good
poet And there seems to be an abundance of bad
poets inflicting themselves upon us today.

Pigs and Crazies have poor sentiment structure.
MUCH HARMONY TO YOU.

Please

Live

Your Life

Just As You

Please

Art Buchwald

The Reds Are DeadWASHINGTON- -The Commun-
ist Party is having a rough time
in the United States these days.

No one is paying any attention

to it any more, and it is prob-
ably in the worst shape it has
ever been in, in this country.

A Communist friend of mine
was practically in tears as he
told me how the party was fal-

ling apart.

"We're not a menace any mo-
re," he said. "And everyone
is ignoring us. Red-baiting has
gone out of style. It's disgust -

ing."

"How do you explain it?" I

asked.

"No one can get any mileage
out of attacking Communists in

the United States any more. Stu-

dent-baiting is the big thing now.
The Red -hunters are spending
all their time attacking students

and professors and administra-
tors. Nobody gives a damn
what we do. We haven't been
able to get in the newpapers
in months."
"That's awful," I said. "I

remember during a political year
when everyone was accusing

everyone else of being a Commie
or a Commie dupe. What did
you people do wrong?"
"We did nothing wrong. The

Red -hunters discovered that

people were more afraid of their
own children than they were of
the Communist Party.

"Vice President Agnew hasn't
mentioned one Communist threat
since he's been on his $100-
a- plate lecture circuit. As far
as he's concerned, the biggest
enemy to the United States is

not Karl Marx but Dr. Spock."
"Has this had any effect on

your membership?" I asked
him.

"I hope to tell you it has
Half our membership was made
up of FBI undercover agents.
We depended on them for all our
financial aid as they were the
only ones who paid their dues.
Now they're leaving in droves
to enroll at colleges and uni-
versitites. Our cells are down
to nothing."

"You would think the FBI
undercover agents would have
some loyalty to the party after
all these years," I said.

Chain. . .Chain . . .Chain. .

.

WILLIAMSTOW, Mass., Sept. 26 (AP)- -Williams College has
issued guidelines on the limits of political activity on its campus,
requiring that no political activities can be carried out in the name
of the school.

The college president, John E. Sawyer, said Thursday that faculty
members could not use their offices as return addresses in political
activity. College services and equipment, such as duplicating
machines, can not be used for political purposes. And college
employes cannot take part in politics when on duty.

(Reprinted N.Y. Time 9-27-70)

"The other day an FBI under-
cover agent, a nice fellow whom
we all liked, came in and. said
he had been ordered to resign,
as he had been reassigned to
the freshman class at NYU. I

begged him to stay, but he said
it wasn't his decision. Commun-
ists just didn't mean anything as
far as J. Edgar Hoover was con-
cerned. The Readers Digest
won't even buy articles from him
on us any more."

' 'Maybe you could get Congress
to investigate you as they did
in the good old days?" I said.

"It's hopeless. The internal
security subcommittees are only
interested in students," he said.
"It's impossible to explain to
Moscow that nobody cares what
we do."

"Why couldn't you get the stu-
dents interested in the party?"
I suggested. "Surely you could
get some attention if the student
unrest was thought to be a Com-
munist conspiracy."
"We tried, but the students

won't have anything to do with
us. They think we're as old-
hat as the Republican and Demo-
cratic Parties."
"*' a crying shame," I said.
"We thought maybe when Nixon

became President we'd get a
break, because in his day he
was one of the great Communist

-

hunters in this country. But he
hasn't mentioned us since he's
been in office. It wouldn't have
hurt us to call us bums,' after
ail we did for his career."

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

(Ed Note: Contributions are
solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:
students, faculty and administ-
ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques -

tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.
Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their
identities must be known to the
editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)
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To the Editor:

In your article concerning the financial dif-

ficulties of the Precissionettes Drill Team, I

must admit that you have well described the rea-
sons for the refusal of the Student Senate to fund

this group.

The Precissionettes are essentially an off-

campus group as far as their spending habits

are concerned. The greatest part of their for-

mer Senate funding went to the transporting of

the women's drill team to campuses and cities

far removed from the student body of our Uni-

versity. Thus, those people who received the

greatest benefit from student monies were, in

the vast majority, non - students

.

The article makes a major point (one of very
few) that the Precissionettes bring to the Uni-

versity a large amount of publicity. Perhaps
the place for the Team to go to find funding is

the University's News Bureau, better known as the

image -makers.
Must the students once again be exploited so

that the Administration can shirk in it's duties
of carrying the name of the University to pro-
minence through academic excellence? I feel

that it is time that our total community recon-
sidered it's priorities as to whether or not it

wants a bunch of uniformed women parading on
the football field at half-time, or to attempt
to make some form of forceful change in what
has become a stagnated society.

I notice that the Precissionettes are sending
letters to their representatives in Washington and
on Beacon Hill. Perhaps the girls will have
better luck in funding a parade group than their
University Administrators, who cannot get enough
money to run our school effectively.

Richard Verrochi, Treasurer
Student Senate

To the Editors:

The news media, or more specifically (be-

cause of its availability), the MDC, seems to

be a daily reflection and generator of our out-

look on life. More often this outlook deals with

hopelessness, and no wonder. What with the re-

ported uselessness of Campus Unrest Reports
and vaulted ceilinged marbletabled Campus Cen-
ters, write-ups of escaped Tim Leary's are rare
joys.

Don Glickstein's letter concerning the archi-
tecture and general livingness of our campus was
one of those joys. It dealt in tangible solutions,

even if they may be doomed to remain on paper.

A number of Glickstein's ideas seem to be un-

feasable. It would be difficult to allow semi-
free use of the new garage when officials in-

form us that parking fees are indeed the way
we are going to pay for that garage. But his

basic ideas of decentralizing the campus, of u-

tilizing buildings already erected for other than
their pre-conceived purposes, of looking outward
toward the unused fields surrounding our campus
for building sites, demand the consideration of

everyone connected with this campus.
Transportation in a campus of low-slung, spr-

ead-out buildings would be a problem as Glick-

stein suggests, but not one that could not be
alleviated. At present, the Student Senate sup-
plies a bus service consisting of two buses, slow-

moving affairs at best. But if the student body
could only be awakened to the fact that the Se-

nate can only manipulate and force a budget so
far, and that spending priorities must be esta-

blished. Has it ever been determined what per-

centage of students actually use their athletic

tickets? And since the student body blew their

chance to ditch the automatic Index, can some-
one on the Index staff tell me when that over-
grown book will approach the artistic standards

that a University publication ( eg. Spectrum)
should embody? When the powers -that -be final-
ly realize that this University can do without
some of the "benefits" that are forced on us,
perhaps better use can be made of the State's
and OUR money. A worthy transportation sys-
tem is one eventuality; a more human place to
live and work is another.

Today, the few solutions offered or found are
negative ones, and to most of my contemporaries
trapped in dorm life at UMass, they are also
limited. Choose between: A) compromising for
two years and moving off-campus to meet the
pigs (Amherst landlord variety) face -to -face. B)
sweating out exceptional grades for two years
to make transference to a smaller "better"
school possible ("Man, it's the bigness that's the
problem. How can you relate to 20,000?" Or
3 1/2 billion?). C) belonging to an experimental
community group, i.e. Project 10, Butterfield,
Greenough, etc., that are of limited scope and
value due to administrative protective zeal. D)
leaving the University, (for where- -British Co-
lumbia?). They are all valid and tried solutions
They are all unsatisfactory. They smooth and
soothe our alienated paths and change nothing

Changing the University (at least structurally)
a la Glickstein is a positive r-lution. However,
all the suggestions involve money and plenty of it,

and token position on the Trustee's board or
not, we do not in any way control that money.
It seems then, that living solutions A) thru D)
with variations will continue to remain limited

-

unless perhaps Glickstein's article is not filler
in yesterday's newspaper, and some trustees do
read the MDC. But is that any kind of a like-
lihood?

Karen Forsgard
Project 10

To the Editor:

For those of you who are thinking about po-
litical action, I invite you to join me in some real
different politics in support of the LIBERTY
UNION PARTY of VERMONT!

I'm a candidate for State Senate, as well as
for the B.A., and work with the Head Start Pro-
ject at the School of Education (Room 230)!
As a third party addressing a number of is-

sues, of which the war is certainly one, we are
called the "spoilers" since we supposedly (and
in reality will) take Democrat votes and prevent
elections of the better candidates, to quote a num-
ber of voters. However, our real reason for
existence, as we see it, is because we can no
longer accept a better of two evils type of po-
litical situation.

As a father of six, I am by most measures
the wealthiest of the candidates and even though
I qualify under Office of Economic Opportuni-
ties guidelines as poor have other assets, too,
such as two rather sick cars which let both my wife
and I go about our work for social change. At
last count we also had some food stamps and 43C
cash, plus some paper and postage stamps to
aid us in our campaign.
One of our candidates is on welfare and has

advised the Department of Social Welfare that

he is seeking a job, that of Attorney General
of the State of Vermont, but unfortunately has
to so through a screening committee of about

200,000 voters before being accepted for a job
Another candidate for U.S. Congress is running
out of funds received because of an error by
some Wall Street broker who sent him stock
certificates for some issue he never invested in.

We all would like to share our thinking and in-
vite you to join us in our campaign. Most of
us have some space where our friends could
put up for an evening or two in modest sur-
roundings should you desire to join us on the
campaign trail and share some of our ideas

Besides the Viet Nam issue some of us are
talking about a new tax structure taxing liquid
new assets and eliminating present loopholes
There are now over 700 Billion Dollars of net
liquid assets in our country and this figure doub-
les every few years. This is the base of the
power elite and the two party politics that pre-
vails.

If you'd like more details, contact me at the
School of Education - Rm 230, tel. 545-0925,
or write me at 15 Pine St., Springfield, Vt.
05156. Some of the other things I'm doing in-
clude Secretary -Treasurer of the New England
Poor People's Congress, Head Start, housing
welfare rights, hunger, early childhood education,
4-C, role of paraprofessionals, and ecology.

Sincerely,

John Hammar, candidate
Liberty Union Party

Hevrot - Hillel Study Circles

TORAH — The creation Chapters in Genesis. Intensive text study for

literary styles, symbols and and number patterns.

TUESDAY, 6:30 P.M. Nantucket Rm., S.U.

PROPHETS — Translating the Prophets into our own universe of dis-

course. _

TUESDAY, 7:30 P.M. Nantucket Rm., S.U.

STUDENTS vs. PARENTS — A discussion of case histories using the

book of Samuel Perlman.

TUESDAY, 8:45 P.M. Nantucket Rm., S.U.
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Computer Scientists Working To Avoid 1984

The first thing you notice a-

bout the room is that it's kind

of cold in there. All those ma-
chines that sit and spin and whir
for hours on end eat up an aw-
ful lot of air-conditioning.

It's noisy there too. The
print -out chatters away, all kinds

of lights blink on and off. It's

a pretty impressive machine. And
it's pretty smart too.

That's what worries some of the

people who work with the ma-
chine. Credit bureaus and gov-

ernment agencies such as the IRS

or the Census Bureau have huge

data -banks which contain who-
knows- how -much information on

the people in the United States.

No one is complaining about this

fact. But irresponsible use of

these data -banks can lead to trag-

ic results.

Three UMass grad students are
very concerned about computers
and the invasion of privacy and they

have mounted a campaign to get

legislation passed protecting the

public. They are all grad stu-

dents in the field of computer
science and first became inter-

ested in computers and privacy

when they read an article in the

New York Times in early June.

Art Sabsevitch. Michael Sul-

livan, and Albert Zukatis, all mem-
bers of the Pioneer Valley Student

Chapter of the Association for

Computing Machinery, wrote up
a paper stating the position of

their group on the matter of com-
puters and privacy and sent it

By DAVID WILLIAMS
Issue Editor

off to people who are in a pos-
ition to do something about the
situation One of these people
was Senator Sam Ervin of N.C.,
chairman on the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights. The up-
shot of this is that Dr. Caxton
Foster of the Dept. of Computer
Science has been invited to Wash-
ington to testify before the Com-
mittee.

The three aiso want to alert

local people to this menace so
they have arranged with Channel
8 in Amherst to have a panel
discussion. The moderator will

be Dr. Dean Allen of the Univ-
ersity Health Services. Speaking
against unrestricted data -banks
will be Robert Bigelow, chairman
of the Computers in Society com-
mittee for the ACM. Dr. Fos-
ter will speak in favor of the

data-banks.. Also participating
will be David Matz, local ACLU
chairman, and Dr. Michael Arbib,
chairman of the Dept. of Compu-
ter and Information Science. The
program will be aired at 7:30 on
Channel 8 on October 15.

To illustrate what they meant
about computers invading people's
privacy, Art, Mike and Al took

me downstairs to see the com-
puter. This particular computer
is the heart of the time -sharing
system at UMass. It operates al-
most all day.

I was shown a roll of computer
tape. One roll of this tape, about
10 Inches across, can hold the eq-
uivalent of twenty typewritten
pages of information about every
man, woman and child in the coun-
try. A rack full of these tapes
about the size of a filing cab-
inet holds the equivalent of 300
pages of information on every-
one. This information is avail-
able within seconds to anyone
knowing how to operate the com-
puter.

What the people concerned about
this are trying to do is to get

legislation to keep confidential in-

formation that may accumulate in

data -banks from falling into the

wrong hands. A man who spends
years building up a good credit

rating may find he has none at

all if something that goes into

the computer is wrong. They also

want to avoid the feeling that the

people who built the atomic bomb
have. The physicists who built

the bomb said they had no idea

what they were about to do to

the world. Computer scientists

want to be able to look back from
the year 1984 and think to them-
selves that they realized their

obligation to the public.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Beware the
Body Shirt

Snatcher!
You're fair game
when you wear
a Van Heusen
Body Shirt.

Man, you'll just have to keep your shirt

on! 'Cause if it's the new Van Heusen

Body Shirt, you'll want to enjoy those

physique-flattering lines for yourself. Your

torso is even more so in the world's best

fitting body shirt. In a terrific selection

of bold stripes and solids, with the newest
long point collar and 2-button cuffs.

PRIZES! Two big ones 1 Two round-trip

flights via SAS SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES

to Copenhagen and Majorca for a swing-

ing, expense paid CLUB 33 vacation! Plus

a box of Van Heusen Body Shirts for each

of 25 runner up entries Easy to enter: just

create your own slogans for our Body Shirt

ad Send entries to College Contest, VAN
HEUSEN, 417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New
York 10016 Contest void where prohibited

by law.

FLY S4S SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES

jets to wonderful Copenhagen and Club 33

headquarters, then on to Majorca for two

sensational weeks with your new friends

and fellow swingers!

VAN heusei\t417
Body Shirt
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THIS RACK OF TAPE could conceivably hold the equivanent of

300 typewritten pages on every man, woman, and child in the coun-
try. Irresponsible use of this capability has led computer scientists
to become very worried,
(photo by David Bernstein)

Read THE

A SOCIALIST WEEKLY
Tie most complete
overage of...

Women's Liberatloi
'Black Struggle
Chicano Struggle
AntiwarMovement
Student Revolts...
\ndmuch more,week
ter week.

SUBSCRIBE.
1Q issues $1

tion.
Enclosed is $1 for 10 week MILITANT subscript

Enclosed is *2 for 3 month subscription to INTERNATIONAL
SOCIALIST REVIEW and THE MILITANT.

NAME ...

ADDRESS

CITV

THE

STATE

,

ZIP

MILITANT 873 Broadway New York. N.Y. 10003
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JUDO CLUB
Bill S -Please contact Elaine in

210 Leach concerning organization of

Judo Club.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Coffee hours on Sept 29 and 30 from

7-9 p m in the Colonial Lounge S U
All interested freshmen and upper

-

classmen welcome Any questions call

Linda 6-8512

ACTION -LAB
There will be a meeting Wed Sept

30 at 7:30 in the SU Council Cham-

bers All interested please attend

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting Wednesday Sept 30 at 7:30

p.m room 102 Stockbrldge hall. All

interested please attend

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Behold the turtle He makes pro-

gress only when he sticks his neck

out. Make a difference -- Join the

college chapter.

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish table meets on Mondays and

Thursdays for lunch 11:30 a.m. to

12:30 p.m. in South dining commons

and on Tuesdays for dinner 5 to 6

p.m in Hampshire commons (South-

west). Anyone interested in practicing

Spanish is welcome

GUITAR PLAYERS
If any guitar players, folk or class-

ical, are interested In giving and taking

ideas, techniques or music, call Gary

Morris, 6-9776, 214 Mac Kimmle

BLOOD DRIVE
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be

on campus Oct. 13, 14, 15. Sign up

to donate blood Sept. 28. 29, 30,

Oct. 1, 5, 6 at the tables outside the

Campus Center Bookstore.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIM
Dr. Seymour Levine. Professor in

the Dept. of Psychiatry, Stanford

School of Medicine will speak on 'Hor-

mones and Conditioning" Tuesday.

Sept 29 at 4 p.m. In 227 Herter

SCROLLS
Meeting Tuesday,

p.m.

room 170 CC, 6:15

MATH MAJORS
There will be a meeting for all un-

dergraduate math majors Interested in

Notices
learning about how tney can proauce

change in the math department Tues-

day night Sept. 29 at 7:30-10:30 This

is the last week beginners will be ac-

cepted.

MAROON KEYS
There will be an important meeting

In room 801 of the new Campus Cen-

ter at 7 p m on Tuesday If you can

not come, please call Richard Simmons

HEYMAKERS
The regular square dance and be-

ginners classes will be held in the

Campus Center aud. Tuesday from

7 30 - 1030 This is the last week

beginners will be accepted

CLASS OF 1971

Don't miss your chance! Let your

voice be heard! Suggestions are now

taken for receipients of honorary de-

grees at graduation Leave your sug-

gestion in RSO. Campus Center or

Box 781.

CEQ
CEQ workshop on National Science

Foundation grants for undergraduate

summer research projects on the en-

vironment Much money Proposal

The Big

FASHION ROUND-UP

with

La Piuma — Nina

Joyce - Zodiacs

ftflUti
• KUiN StrMt

THE BROTHERS OF

PHI MU DELTA
j CORDIALLY INVITES ALL

FRESHMEN AND UPPERCLASSMEN

TO ITS OPEN INFORMAL SMOKER

TO BE HELD ON

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30 AT 7:30 P.M.

FOR RIDES CALL 5-2163 OR 253-9076

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1970

oeaaiine November 30. Meet at 7

p m Campus Center Room 162, Sep-

tember 30.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Muslgals will sing at Sigma Sigma

Sigma on Wed. night at 7 p.m. All

University women are invited to attend

for a night of fun and song. Rides

will be provided at the Newman at

6:45, or call

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COM-
MITTEE
There will be a brief but mandatory

meeting Tuesday Sept 29 in room
803 of the Campus Center

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
Become part of the new and vibrant

Assembly Elections will be held

Thursday. Oct. 8 in all Southwest

houses. Nomination papers are now

available In the Student Office, Cool-

ldge lobby and are due at noon Oct. 7.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Sept. 29 at 6:30 p.m. In

room 162 Campus Center . Exec board

will meet at 6. A coffee hour will

follow the meeting.

PI BETA PHI
Sensitivity -what is it all about?

Find out tonight at 7-8:30 p m. at Pi

Beta Phi

SOCIALIST EDUCATION SEMINAR
Discussion of Ernest Mandel's "The

Revolutionary Student Movement and

"Revolutionary Potential of the Work-
ing Class" tonlte at 8 pm (Both

are available in the University store.)

STUDENT SENATE ACTIVITIES COM-
MITTEE

Meeting 6 30 p m in 163 of the Cam-
pus Center "Minor crisis has occur-
red so attendance is mandatory

RAFFLE
A pair of beautiful NORTHLUND

NATIONAL metal skis worth $115 will

be raffled off in the Student Union Lob-
by on Wed

,
Sept 30 Tickets (25C) will

be on sale all day Wed the raffle
will be sponsored by the UMass Ski
Club

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Organizational meeting in Room of

the CC at 630 p.m. Tuesday night.

BLOOD DRIVE
Recruitment Sept. 28, 29, 30 Oct

1, 5, 6 in Campus Center Donor days

Oct 13, 14, 15 in Student Union. Blood

is urgently needed

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
Practice will be held in the main

gym of Boyden on Tuesday, Sept. 29,

4:30-6:30.

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Club will have "tertulias"

on Thursdays 3-4 p.m. in Herter Hall

on the fourth floor opposite the ele-

vators. Anyone interested in chatting

In Spanish Is welcome. Refreshments

available.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting Tuesday, Sept. 29 10 p.m.

George Washington Tower fifth floor

lounge.

WANT TO HELP A KID?
Meeting 8 p.m 19 floor Cooltdge on

Tuesday Sept. 29 to discuss plans for

a project for underprlviledged kids in

Rlverview All welcome.

CHEMISTRY CLUB
Magic show - see Harvey's amazing

chemical magic show Tues Sept 29

at 7:30 p.m. In Goessman 151 for the

first meeting of the Chemistry Club.

Everyone is welcome (Including those

who don't know any chemistry) Re-

freshments served.

GRIGGS FURNITURE
124 Amity St. — Amherst

"GOOD SELECTION OF ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE"

Open 9-5 Mon. - Sat. Tel. 256-6353

YOUNG REPUBLICANS

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29th — Room CC 169

6:30 P.M.

New Members Welcome

yd! Dair y°i ?

Oct. ,3, ,</, & tf
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ROOMMATES WANTED
If you need a roommate to snare

roar epti and expenses. Please call
Artie at 866-8224. tflO-1

FOR SALE
'89 Honda CL 90, less than 42S ml.,

excellent cond., $260, Includes helmet.
323-7471 evening. tf9-2»

Discounts on stereo components.
Call 6-9432 or 6-9447. tflO-1

PKACJB DOG TAOS — military
trie, one the Dove of Peace, the

other Peace srabol. On 24 Inch
chain, $1.00. PO Box 461, Holyoke.
Mass. 01040. tflO-8

From the 1920'i: shoes, clothing!

headed bass and maxi-coats. Mi-
niur'i Mercantile, next to Amherst
Towers. tfa-89

From Spain, Sanchls, Ofimex, En-
rljue, etc., saltan, lauds, bandur-
rUs, mandolins and cases. Creative

Kndeavor (The Music Store) 20-22

Miles St., Greenfield, (413) 774-2831.
tflO-1

Musical instrameats from around

the world at discount prices. Guitar*

a specialty. Creative Endeavor (The

Music Store), 20-22 Miles St., Green-
fleld. (413) 774-2831. tflO-1

Mobile Home 8' by 42' 2 bedroom,
living room and kitchen. All appli-

ances, no furniture. Needs some
work $700? CaU David Cubley 646-

fi950 P.S. on or off lot. tflO-2

19C1 Harley 74 Exc. except trans.,
$795 or best offer. Free side car
1-773-8712. tflO-l

Laundry soap biodegradable organ-
ic, economical, concentrated. To or-

der call 6-8908. tflo-2

FOR SALE — AUTOS
•64 Chevy Impala SS Conv.. 327.

auto.. P.S., new top, exhaust, arid

alternator, body excellent, mechanic-

ally perfect, best offer. CaU Fred

646-6249 or 688-4624. «9-29

61 Rambler Classic, hit on right

rear bat runs well. SeU cheap. 636-

2000. MP-3*

63 VW panel track, radio, new
trl-color point job and elec. system

$376. CaU Springfield 739-7988 after

6 iKm. "J?
'68 Buick - Opel Kadette station

n^iron. very good condition. Call
I

MO-

DI after 5 p.m. *****

'63 Mustang Hardtop 289 engine,

1 speeds. Also '60 Bugeye Sprite,

e\c. cond., best offers, 256-6874.
tf9-3»

'57 Chevrolet 2 dr. sedan, R. & H..

automatic, one owner car for 14

yrs., maintained in fine condition.

Phone Greenfield 772-0438. tflO-2

Must sell '70 Lemans, 9 mos. old.

blue w /black Tlnyl top, K/H. buc-

ket seats and 3 spd. auto. A,lung
S2975, negotiable. Call 546-WkiO.

W9-30

•69 Camaro "US", excellent condi-

tion, black vinyl top, 4 speed Hurst,

air spoiler, low mileage. Must sell,

t.est offer. Call 686-0762. tflO-l

Must sell soon — 1965 MOB. 60,000

ml. Call Joe Kohler at 586-1729. See
— make offer. 9-2 1 9-29 10-1

~
190 Mercedes SI, for sale (Ui5o>

could be a classic. Call Carle at

M9-6191 before 8:00 or after 11:00

p.m. *f,(M

RIDE WANTED
To Plttsfleld Fridays after 5:30

p.m. Will share expenses. Phone 546-
4818. tf9-30

GIVE AWAY
Free — adorable three month old

kitten Is looking for a home away
from the SPCA. CaU 253-9668.

tf9-30)

FOR EXCHANGE
Vacation rent-free anywhere, any-

time with another student, v.ith apt.
or without. Thousand opportunities.
Write: Kxperiment-in-Living, Box
783, Grants. New Mexico, 87020 tflO-6

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
Part-time, work cleaning house,

•nowing and raking yards. Write: D.
slack, 3 Adams St., Easthampton
01027. tf9-30

FOR RENT
SERVICES

WANTED
cation of dump with dense popu-

lation of virile rats. Possible re-

ward. Tel. Veror 586-1064. tfl0-l

Pine furniture for rent In trad..
Colonial or Danish design, choice of
fabrics. Also refrigerators rented, 5
cu. feet. For Info call 546-7922 or
586-2960. tf9-30

HELP WANTED
Faculty wife needs a cleaning girl

one day per week (Thursday or Fri-
day preferred). Prefer someone who
will be able to continue through Dec-
ember and January. Call 253-9568.

tf9-30

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant M. 256-8133.

____-_^ tflg-T .

Pioneer, Teac, Gerard, PE Alter.
Fisher, TDK, cassette and ojien reel
lape, standard radio. I tali speaker*.
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio3 tf I .'- 1 I

ROOM FOR RENT
Hassa n near « ,uii|iu«,, ;|'I l.in. idn

Vve , l large, 1 small with wall hi
vail carpet, linen furn. Girls onl> .

tni-.ti
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CEQ
Birth Control project group will meet

briefly at 7 p.m. In Campus Center

901 tonight.

NES
Tomorrow at 6:30 In Campus Center

903. Meeting of all people interested

In joining NES executive committees.

CHI OMEGA
Come to Polynesian party at Chi

Omega. Tomorrow from 7 p.m. to

9 p.m. All University women invited.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
KAP presents "Thru the Looking

Glass" tomorrow at 7 p.m. All girls

welcome. KAP Is at 778 N. Pleasant

CEQ
CEQ bicycle club organizing project

will meet to start a seperate and
independent organization. Meeting at

7 p.m. Campus Center 171 Oct. 1.

GERMAN MAJORS
Meeting of All German majors tom-

orrow in Herter fifth floor. To form
student faculty committees.

MENC
A picnic for all those students and

faculty In the Music Dept. will be
held on Oct 3 at Grott park. Car
pool at old Chapel at 12:30.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
All freshmen and upperclassmenare

invited to informal open smoker on
Wed. at 8 p.m., Thursday at 9 p.m.
and Monday at 8 p.m. at 118 Sunset
Avenue

.

CLASS OF 73

Important Exec Council meeting. To-
morrow at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center
170-172.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting to form support groups,

study groups and action groups Campus
Center 165-169 tomorrow at 6:30

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting Thursday at 7 p.m Campus

Center 171.

SMC
SMC meeting tonight Campus Center

163 at 8 p.m. John McAnn of Re-
ferendum '70 fame will speak

The
other
odor
No feminine spray

can stop it.

The "other" odor. It starts in

the vaginal tract where no spray
can work. You can't spray it

away. And it's more offensive
than external odor caused by
perspiration.

That's the reason you need
Norforms® . . the second deodor-
ant:" These tiny suppositories
kill germs— stop odor in the va-

ginal tract for hours. Something
no spray can do. And doctor-
tested Norforms can be used as

often as necessary. They insert

easily, quickly.

Get Norforms' protection for

the "other" odor no spray can
stop.

The second deodorant.

r
FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK
plus informative booklet! Write:

Norwich Pharmacol Co., Dept.

CN, Norwich, N.Y. 13815 (Enclose

25C for mailing, handling.

Name-
Street.

City

—

State. _7ip.

Don't forget your zip code.

NAIADS
Practice today at 4:30 bring your

suits. Need help for tryouts for

new Naiads.

ALPHA ZETA
Important meeting for election of

officers Thursday at 7:30 in Campus
Center 804-808

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class in Hatha Yoga, breathing,

chanting. 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. In Campus
Center 904-908. Bring loose clothing

towel and empty stomach.

SAT NITE CONCERT
Those people having complimentary

or reserved tickets for Oct. 10:30
concert please be there no later than
50 minutes before the show Instead
of the time on the invitations.

PI BETA PHI
Wig Party tomorrow at 7 p.m. at

388 N Pleasant St. All University
women welcome

Notices
SPANISH CLUB

First organizational meeting will be

held Thursday at 7 p.m in Campus
Center 164

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Prayer meeting following a cookout

at Al Williams' on Friday If In-

terested call Tina by Wed night Phone
6-7395.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Come join the Equestrian Club on

Monday the fifth at 6 p.m at the

main horse barn behind Thompson
Tower.

LOST

Air Force -issue sunglasses, gray
lens, gold frames, by the Campus
Pond, Sunday, Sept 20. If found,
please call 549-6032. Reward.

Navy, UMass wlndbreaker In Psych
325 class. Call Sue at 6-7969

Small blue leather purse containing
amount of cash and ID Card if found
please contact Roberta Potter at 82
Puffton Village.

A key attached to a red and white

bead necklace somewhere on campus.

If found, please call 6-8992.

Sliver I urqolse bracelet between Bar -

tlett and Morrill. Sentimental value.

If found, please call Karen 6-5097.

One gray ana orange calico cat on
Fri. (Sept. 18). If seen, please call

6-5218.

Dog- -grey and white, curly and shag-

gy, answers to the name "Angus"
Has collar with license. Call 665-
3318 (Sunderland).

Girl's wrlstwatch, gold with green
band. If found, please call JoAnn at

6-7369

FOUND

Sweater In the corridor leading to

laundry room at Moore House Call
6-5364

1 pair of black rimmed prescription
sunglasses Call Jim Peters at 545-
2163

Pair of men's prescription sunglasses
31aim at lost and found in Student
Union.

Red umbrella lost on course change
day at Boyden. Pick it up In the Re-
gistrar's office.

Bag of paperback books left on the

counter In the Registrar's office. Pick
It up in the Registrar's office.

Black, white, and orange cat in the

Little Hatch on Sat, Sept 19. Will the

owner telephone me at 6-5218.

a tree. Call at 256-6256.

ENGAGEMENTS
Rebecca Zenta, '72, 304 N Pleasant

St., to Carl Hanson, '70, Brockton, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAJtt*

I'rrauun burn uuiii-r canter are uou-
all> lunuly-urieuted. Xlit liuuie la a
!>»>*• ui operations aud gooU luou
serins to be a necessity . If | vu w mil
iu capture the heart af a lancer wan
or ttuuiau — (me diains .md an at-
mosphere of security are twin allies

• •

AHUM iMuicli 81 - April i\» : Ac-
cent un permanent Ues Saying '*jras"

cuuld menu dial you assume, added
lespoiiaibiliues. .No time to play
eumes. In murriuge area, permit malu
lo have spotlight. Make concessions.
TAURUS (April M - May M) : Avoid

trying lo do loo nmcli — means dun i

scatter effort!). Your soul is ill sight.

Social contact cuii make work much
easier. Message will become iucreas-

• ualy clear.
UUMIM (Muy ^1 - Juno SU); Al-

KiAioii centers on children, school,

special in\ealment opportunities. Crea-

tive outlook Is a necessity. Somu pust
< imcepla are subject to revision. Agree,

io necessary changes.
CANCER (June ^1 • July 22): Km-

phasis on home, the end of —attorn.

the conclusion of report which affects

you. Key is to be perceptive. Ash
lueslions. Investigate. Be analytical

lJiseover reasons "why."
L,tx> (July as - Aug. U-) : Message*,

calls involving relatives are featured.

.Short journey may be on agenda
Family get-together Is favoretl. Di»-

iuhs plans which Involve purchase of

luxury items.
viroo (Aug. i.'3 - Sept. 53): take

cure wTiere possessions are concerned

There la tendency to overlook apparent
minor details. This could cause tea*.

Un positive side, you collect debts.

Financial picture brightens.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 2*J): C>cl.

HI high; circumstances favor yixlr

special efforts. Accent Independent -.

originality. Make new contacts. Your
ireutive talents are appreciated by
member of opposite sex.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 • Nov. Jl): Mm li

"f what can be of aid may lie hidden
HraM dig beneath superfiel.il iinlu.i-

tions. Remember promise to one wh"
Is confined to home, hospital. Fulfill

"litigation You'll feel better!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 - Pec. :i>:

Ac-cant on friends, hopes, wishes. V« >u

k-et what you want — if approach is

iirtainal. This is time to initiate y«»ur

"«n policies. Don't be Imaged down
by tradition.

• APHICORN (Dec. 33 * Jan. 1!>>

Y"U may find that your position Is

Challenged. Tou gain by listeniiiK

I Mn't lose control. The more patient

and ninture you are. the better, oih-
eis will concede. You will win.
\QlWRir8 (Jan. 39 - I'eb. 1H>

You gain insight Into philsophy «f
'ne who moans much. You are aNh
to belter comprehend meanings, dire. -

nonsj goals and purposes. Reading
moves an nsset. Isaassnts will a*
clear

,

PISCES <Feb. 13 - March 20): Sp..i-

IhrM on taxes, hidden assets, greater
finaaclal harmony with mate, partner
\ friend who makes unusual claims
mild be tolerated, not ncessarily

i..|i.>ve.l. Respond aeeordlngly.
TF TODAY TS Y<"im RTRTHDAY

rtsj are Intuitive, a natural teacher.
.i|.nl,|.« of seeing various points »f

,,,.w — and of aiding others to do the
-'ine TVh.it yon ...rently lost will br
letraln.'.l hart In another area. Xow you
• in BjrJ down io developlnc spM-ial
phins talnrta. Ton win cet em apera-
tioil leipilreil from INM .lose to y,.ii

.

('"I'Might It**, ton. IVa. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 School of

whales

4 1s dull and
spiritless

9 Edge

12-Tuberous root

13-Pope's veil

14-Period of

time

15 Writing

implement

16 Eagle's nest

17-Cut

18 Hostelry

20 Minute
groove

22 Coffehouse

24-lnsect

25-Ancient Greek
coin

28 Beverage

29 Footlike

part

30 Short stalk

31 Small
island

33 Fissile

rock

34 Bury
35-One, no

matter which
36 Man's name
38College

official

39 And
40-Pierce

41 -Candle
43 Collection of

facts

44Edible
rootstock

46-Sends
forth

48 Afternoon
party

51-Fuss
52 Married

women
53 Be mistaken
54 Shallow vessel

55 Cubic meter

56-Bishopric

DOWN

1 Republican
paity (init.)

2 High card
3 Display

4-Groan
5-Native metal

6 Analyzes, as
sentence

7 Choice part

8 Prophet
9-Restores to

efficiency

10-Anger
11 -Bird's stomach
19-Compass point

21 -Greek letter

22 Symbol for

calcium
23 Place in line

24 Wager
26 Musical drama
27-French article

Answer to Yesterday S Puzzle

In E W
1

L 1 o N
E tB

p o t|
a R E o N S A w E
\g A

H

L L O N t AS T E

L

Pi

L5
D
E
E T E R|

RAP
B u
ki

T
E

H
A
E R OSMWARl RO E
L pu n|r i <*m 5 A

R E pt a rHp i L E S
E

D

N

E

1

F
cm
E P

PAS l

L A
A
R

S"

F E ATp F3 AN P
A L E

1
R OSE s

1
ETE

H\
ft
* N E AR ? s *, N

29Through
30Timid
32 Girl's name
33-Vessel's curved

planking

34-Cyprinoid fish

35 Come on the

scene
37 Greek letter

39-Resign
40-Symbol for tin

42-Church benches
43 The caama
44 Soft food

45-Room in harem
47 Prefix: three

49 Before

50Exist

PFANX'TS
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Yankee Conference Teams Suffer Winless Weekend
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Yankee Conference football

ceams fared extremely poorly this

past weekend as each and every
one of them lost. The point

spread was 207-52, an excellent

indication of the overall strength

of the Conference.

Three teams can not be blamed
for this horrendous showing:

UMass, Connecticut and Rhode Is-

land. Each of them played an Ivy

League school on foreign turf,

with the Redmen at Dartmouth.
UConn at Yale and URI at Brown.
UMass' loss was the most lop-

sided of the three teams as the

Indians skinned the Redmen, 27-0,

but the final score was absolu-

tely no indication of the contest

that was held in Hanover, N.H.
It's defense stopped the Big Green
for three-quarters of the game but

iatlg (bUrgtan

'

I
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the offense blew it.

UConn, a team to watch, did

itself proud against the favored
Bulldogs After 59 minutes and
58 seconds of play, the Huskies
trailed by only three points as Yale
pushed across a touchdown with
only two seconds left in the fray.

Like UMass and UConn, the

Rams from Rhode Island put up
a spirited fight only to wind up

with a handful of nothing. New
head coach Jack Gregory's Rams
gained 263 yards on the ground
to Brown's 236 and out-first

downed the Bruins 25-20, bowing
in the end, 21-14.

Pulling down the Conferences
unrenowned reputation were losers

Maine, Vermont and New Hamp-
shire. Each club got whalloped,

Maine by 48-20 to Hofstra, Ver-
mont by 48-6 to Boston University,

and New Hampshire by 53-12 to

Delaware.
Very possibly, the Yankee Con-

ference is one of the few college

athletic leagues in the country in

recent years to have every one
of its members teams come up as
football losers on a single Satur-

day afternoon.
« « * • *

While on the subject of the Yan-
kee Conference, its weekly all-

stars on offense, defense and its

top sophomore of the week were
announced yesterday. And, for

the second week in a row, a
UMass player received the defen-

sive award. Last week it was
safety John O'Neil; this week the

spotlight belongs to John Farrelly,

co -captain and linebacker.

Farrelly was in or around almost
every Redman defensive play

against Dartmouth. In fact he
was involved in no less that 23
tackles and was readily recog-
nized as the Redmen's number one
spirit booster, constantly keeping
his teammates "psyched" to stop

the Big Green attack.

The offensive man of the week
was New Hmapshire's Bob Hop-
kins, a quarterback. A 6'1-180

junior, Hopkins deserves his award
for completing 12 of 19 passes
in UNH's tremendous loss to De-
laware.

The numbero uno soph was Grant
Denniston of Rhody. He carried

the ball five times for the Rams
and gobbled up 71 yards against

THE- UMASS SWEEP - This is a demonstration of one of five ways that the Redmen run the
sweep. Here Pat Scavone (20) goes around left end behind the blocking of guards Dick Etna (63)
and Bob Pena (68). This time the play went for a sizeable gain against Dartmouth. (MDC photo
by Rich Mclntyre)

Brown. One of his rambles was
good for a 56 -yard TD.
Other nominations were: Of-

fense-halfback Vin Clements
(UConn), quarterback Sandy Hast -

ings (Maine), fullback Dick Nar-
cessian (URI), halfback Bob Rod-
ger (UVM).and guard Bob Pena
(UMass), defense -safety Bob War-
ren (UConn), linebacker Joe Le-
Vasseur (Maine), tackle Gary
Sverker (URI) and tackle Gerry
Elliot (UVM); sophomores -defen-
sive back Brian Herosian (UConn),
split end Dave Paul (Maine), de-
fensive end Ed Booker (UNH) and
return specialist Dan Leber
(UVM).

UMass varsity soccer coach Pe-
ter Broaca was very much plea-

sed with his team's 5-1 opening

-

season win against Maine, com-
menting, "It's always nice to start

the season off with a win " Hp
pointed out that Saturday morn-

ing's heat was a big factor in the
outcome of the game, for Maine
had to travel to UMass from a

colder climate and the coach bel-

ieves that the heat "took a toll

on them in the second half."

With a big 5-1 victory over a
Black Bear team that had beaten
the Redmen a year ago, Broaca
was "glad that everyone got a

chance to play because later in

the season this probably won't

be true."

Broaca feels that thesoccermen
can make a run for the Yankee Con -

ference title, the yearly posses-
sion of Vermont. He sees Rhode
Island, Connecticut and UMass in

a three-way dog fight to wrestle
the crown loose from the Cata-
mounts' grip.

When asked to note the most
outstanding players in Saturday's
big win, Broaca rattled off the
names Duane Brown, Larry De-
Felice, Lindo Alves, Augie Cal-
heno, Dave Ouellette but then pau-
sed and concluded, "I was pleased
with the performance of the whole
team."

Intramurals

Football

Lifers 13. BX 6

Team 36. Oxford 12

Cult 6. Dildoughs

Cans 14, Monuments
Senators 12. Panthers 6
Bulldozers 18, "C" Crushers
Lions 36, Bruisers
Academics 20, Colt 45s 8

Comanches 18, Spartans 6
Lemons 14. Pines
Oaks 30, Flaming A's 18

Trojans 38, Bears 6
Maroons 18, Hi-Lo's 6

Bruins 15, Hemlocks 14

Redwoods 64, Eagles
Conglos 13, Crestview 12

Burners 8, Gotchas
Civ Eng. 29, Bodies 14

Tug-O-War
BX WBF GAK
Dildoughs 2. Oxfords
KS 2, PSD 1

BKP 2, TEP
LCA WBF PLP

Tonight's

Intramurals

Seats Still Left On Buffalo Flight

FIELDTIMETEAMS
1

2

3

4

I

6

1

2

3

4

6

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

Roadrunnersvs Outhouse T

1 8:30

2 8:30

3 8:30

4 8:30

5 8:30

6 8:30

Smashers
Gregorians
GAK
Freaks
Colonels

ZN
PMD
APO
PSD
DC
KS

Nurds
Brigade
Pipers
Tubes
Browns
Puckers

VS. Bucks

VS. Elephants

VS. Duchies

VS 3M's

VS. Deacons

VS
VS
VS
VS
VS.

VS

VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
vs.

PSK
LCA
PLP
SAE
TC
TEP

Broncos
Barracudas
Murgatroyds
Heroes
Fellas

Gypsies

A plane has been chartered for

the trip to Buffalo, N.Y. for those

interested in viewing the UMass
University of Buffalo game on Oct.

2 and there are a limited num-
ber of seats available on the air-

plane. Anyone interested in get-

ting in on this flight should con-

tact the Boyden ticket office, 255
Boyden.

The following is an itinerary:

OCT. 2: Depart Boyden Park-
ing Lot via Peter Pan Bus at

9:30 a.m.. Depart Bradley field via
Eastern Airlines DC-9, 88-pass-
enger jet at 11:30 a.m. (Lunch will

be provided for all passengers
during the flight.) ...Arrive Buffalo

airport at 12:30 p.m... Depart air-

port approximately 1 p.m. for the

Lord Amherst Motel, 5000 Main
Street, Buffalo (Amherst), N. Y.

14226 via Niagara Frontier Tran-

DBPLAVIO MAKES THE TACKLE - That was a constant announcement daring the UMass
moats game as Bill DcFlavio (76) was all over the field. (MDC photo by Gary SUckman)

Dart-

sit System bus. (Team work-
out at approximately 3 p.m. at

the University of Buffalo).

SATURDAY, OCT. 3: At app
roximately 11:30 p.m. a bus will

provide transportation to the Un-
iversity of Buffalo field from the
Lord Amherst.

1 p.m. --Kick Off. .4:30 p.m. to
depart via bus to Buffalo airport..
Depart airport at appoximately
7 p.m. via Eastern charter. A
roast beef post -game meal will
be served on the return flight
Anticipated arrival at Bradley
Field will be 8 p.m.... Leave Bra-
dley at 8:30 p.m.; arrive Boyden
Parking Lot.

The round trip plan ticket (in-
cluding two meals), all bus trans-
portation, and a ticket to the game
will total $70. Motel arrangements
can be made through the Boyden
ticket office, but they must be
paid for directly by the individual - -

a group rate of $13 per double and
$10 per single room is available.

All who are interested must
notify the ticket office before Thur-
sday afternoon.

For the third of 11 consecutive
weeks, the UMass Redmen Qua-
rterback Club Luncheon will be
held at the Newman Center on Wed-
nesday at 12:15 p.m. The affair
will end promptly at 1:15. Fea-
tured in this week's luncheon will
be a film of the UMass -Dartmouth
game with narration by coach Vic
Fusia, a scouting report on the
University of Buffalo, the offens-
ive and defensive player -of- the -

week awards, a door prize and
a raffling off of choice Buffalo
game tickets.

The 1970-71 Naiads Aquatic Club
is looking for members. The Club
leals in Aquatic Art where move-
ments are specifically aimed at

expressing a particular theme and
interpreting this theme in a water
medium. Appropriate music is

selected to further develop the
theme.

Membership is open to univer-
sity men and women. A prac-
tice session was held yesterday;
a second practice will be held
on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Women's Physical Education pool
Actual try-outs will be held on
Thursday, again at 7:30 p.m in the
Wo. P E. Pool. Person 1 ar-
rangements will be made if there
are any conflicts of time.

sP<v?ts

SVtoT'Es
AP

NEWPORT, R.I.(AP) - Intrepid

won the America's Cup Monday
for the United States, nosing out

Australia's Gretel II by 10 boat
lengths in a race so close the

two crews at times could have
passed the old trophy back and
forth.

The victory by 1 minute 44
seconds gave the New York Yacht
club defender a 4-1 margin in

the best of seven series, but few
challengers, if any, ever made it

closer than Gretel n. It was
the 21st successful challenge by
the United States since it won
the cup in 1851.
• • * * •

BOSTON(AP)-Carl Yastrzemski
seeks to become only the third

player in history to win four bat-
ting championship as the Boston
Red Sox wind up the 1970 Amer-
ican League season with games
against the New York Yankees
Tuesday and Wednesday nights at

Fenway Park.
Yaz enjoyed a break in the sch-

edule Monday before resuming his

duel with Alex Johnson of the

California Angels. The Boston
slugger went 8 for 12 in a four
game weekend sweep at Washing-
ton.

fi% sflauarlpsfrtttf
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M0BE ExplainsReferendum70

John McCann, Massachusetts coordinator for Referendum '70 explains his ballot-box tactic to

end the war in Indochina to the MOBE at the group's meeting last night. For complete details, see
page three (MDC photo by Ed Fenwick)
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ITS THE REAL THING - A student pauses to drink a glass of
lemonade, sold outside of Bartlett Friday during the peak of lest
week'-s Indian Summer. But temperatures have cooled and the

U.S. Weather Bureau is calling for chilly weather for the re-
mainder of the week. Showers are forecast for this afternoon.

Federal Funds Earmarked For

East Pleasant St. Development
Robert Gailey, president in InterFaith Housing Agency, announced yesterday that Interfaith

Housing, working with GCA Development of Boston, has received an allocation of funds total
ling about $4 million, under FHA 336 program for its proposed moderate income development
on East Pleasant St. adjacent to the University of Massachusetts.

The Amherst development pro- efforts of many groups and in-

dividuals including Rep. Silvio 0.

Conte

The plans call for Phase I to

consist of 95 one- bedroom, 95
two -bedroom and 10 three -bed-
room apartments. The two and
three bedroom units will be of

a town house design Many of

the large trees on the site will

remain and a good deal of open
space will be preserved for re-

creational and esthetic purposes.
The town house design will give

maximum convenience and privacy
to the families living in the dev-
elopment

Tin location, near UMass., will

prove convenient to occupants as-
sociated with the school Select-
ion of tenants will be under the

gram calls for construction of 400

units on the 43 acre site. Initial

construction of Phase I of 200 dw-
elling units is expected to begin

this fall

Rents for the one-, two- and
three -bedroom units will be ap-

proximately $117 to $160 per month,
including all utilities. Stull As-
sociates, Inc. of Boston, the arch-

itect for the development, has been
working with FHA and the town
to develop a tinal site plan that

will enable retention of the out-

standing natural site characteris-
tics and meet the requirements
of the several organizations in-

volved. The proposed housing
rents would be from $200 to $275,

without the Federal 236 interest

subsidy funds.

When completed, the housing
will be available to low income
families including married grad-

uate and undergraduate students

The InterFaith Housing develop-

ment will be of significant bene-

fit to the town, area, university

community and low -moderate in-

come families that desire to re-

main in Amherst.
Although several important de-

tails have yet to be fully resol-

ved the major difficulty of ob-

taining the necessary funds has
now been overcome, thanks to the

control of InterFaith Housing of

Amherst and carried out by Com-
munity Management, a subsidiary
of DCA Development Corporation.
Initial occupancy is projected for
the fall of 1971.

George Culbert, chairman of the
local group, has reported that pl-

ans to finance a similar housing
development with funds from the
state are coming along very well.

'However, Al Karner's death
was quite a blow He was my
right-hand man. you know, and
he'll be a hard man to replace,''
said Culbert

He was relerring to the death
on Thursday of Albert Karner
a very active member of the Bo-
ard of IFA.

Drugs For Children

Seen Good Treatment
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Behavior modifying drugs are a medically

sound method of treating certain learning disabilities that may affect
as many as four million U. S. school children under age 12, government
specialists told Congress Tuesday

President's Pornography Report

Escapes Nixon's Negative Remarks
WASHINGTON (AP) - A pre-

sidential commission's finding that

pornography does not cause sex
crimes has been toned down in

its report coming out Wednesday,
but its recommendatioas- including

repeal of U.S. adult censorship
laws - are unchanged.
The report -disavowed by Pre-

sident Nixon in advance also re-

commends state laws against
showing or selling obscene pic-

tures, but not "dirty words" which
it says are so commonly used
they've lost their shock impact
The sharply divided 18 member

commission's report was not for

release until Wednesday afternoon
but a two week old copy still sub-
ject to last minute revision was
seen by The Associated Press.

Contending law "is not the only
or necessarily the most effective
way" to deal with pornography,
the report recommends a massive
sex education program both to

blunt Americans' taste for smut
and to forge an informed public
consensus on the problem.

It says American public opinion
does not support adult censorship
laws, that they're so vague they
are sometimes used against leg-

itimate material and "there is no
reason to suppose" their repeal
would substantially enlarge the

US smut industry.

The finding in an Aug. 2 draft

report that pornography does "not
have any ascertainable casual re-
lationship" with crime, juvenile
deliquency. deviacy or emotional

Ample
Parking

7 1
AMHERST) EVES. 6:30 9:00

Matinee Perfor.

Sat. - Sun. 1:30

WALTER
STREISAND MATTHAU

Next Attraction!
George C. Scott "PATTON" B

disturbance has been modified to

say extensive investigation finds no
evidence of such a relationship.

The report indicates the modi-
fication is based partly on federal
statistics showing the increase in

U.S. erotica since 1960 has been
accompanied by an 86 per cent
increase in forcible rape arrests
of juveniles, a 55 per cent in-

crease for adult rape arrests and
an increase in illegitimacy among
teen age girls.

But the majority report says
sex crimes including rape have
gone down 50 to 60 per cent since
pornography was liberalized in

Denmark and that U.S. sex crimes
have not increased as fast as
other crimes or as much as por-
nography has increased.

MDC

CLASSIFIEDS

PAY

But a House privacy subcom-
mittee also heard testimony from
laymen who questioned the safety

of such drugs, hinted they may
be administered in some cases
to normal but fidgety children, and
said some school officials in Om-
aha. Neb., and Little Rock, Ark

,

had harassed parents who objected
to the use of drugs on their chil-

dren.

Subcommittee Chairman Cornn-
elius E. Gallagher, D N.J., said

he remained skeptical of the merits
of such drug use and intends to

recall the government witnesses
for further testimony later.

Dr. Thomas Points, a deputy
assistant secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, said drugs such as CIBA
Pharmaceutical Co.'s Ritalin and
certain amphetamines are, under
proper medical supervision, a
"safe and effective drug treat-

ment" for a children's nervous
disorder known variously as hyp-
eractivity, minimal brain disfunct-

ion or hyperkine sis -the so called

problem child syndrome.
He said there is no evidence

such drugs are habit forming or
addicting when properly adminis-
tered, but conceded further re-
search is needed.

Points said 38 studies over the

years had all shown such drugs
to be helpful in relieving symp-
toms of the disorder -inability to

concentrate, restlessness, des-
tructiveness. excessive energy and
the like.

Dr. Ronald Lipman, a clinical

psychologist with the National In-

stitute of Mental Health, estimated
150.000 to 200,000 children are
being treated with the drugs by
their doctors.

He said current estimates are

that 1.5 million to 4 million chil-

dren could be affected by the dis-

order and might be helped But

Dr Dorothy Dobbs of the Food
and Drug Administration, said it

is uncertain if drugs can help

all those with hyperkinesis.

Points said that although the

government had sponsored $3 mil-

lion in research there is no nat-

ional program to promote use of

the drugs.

He said a doctor's prescription
and parental consent are required
for any child to receive the drugs
Theodore J Johnson, a medical

research chemist from Omaha,
said on the basis of his own cit-

izen's inquiries he questioned the

quality of research that has been
conducted in the area.

He said he had a letter from
another FDA official that contra-
dicted a statement by Dr. Dobbs
that all amphetamines had been
certified as safe to prescribe for

children. At that point Rep. Gall-
agher said he would recall the

government witnesses -who had
left -for further testimony later.

Johnson said he knew of parents
in Omaha who had been pressured
by school officials to allow their

children to be treated with drugs,
sometimes even threatening not to

teach the children unless certain
drugs were administered.

Bell's Pizza
A GREAT UNIVERSITY NEEDS A GREAT PIZZA,
AND IT HAS IT.

Open 1 1 AM to 2 A.M Friday & Saturday

1 1 A.M. to 1 A.M. Sunday to Thursday

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZAS

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

Sip flasaarlpiftrttft flails atolltgian

Offic. of the DAILY.COLLEGIAN or. on tht s.cond floor of tho
Student Union on tho University campus, up code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news), 545-C44 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage po.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic yeor except during vacation and exam periods; three or four
times a week following a vocation or exom period or when a holiday
falls within a week. Accented for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotes ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

"See how brotherhood and

WED ., SEPT. 30

Informal

8:00 P.M.

individuality combine"

A \/
Delta Chi 5-0195

**—J / \ 5-0156

Call for information or transportation

314 Lincoln Are. (off Fearing St.)

Whitmore Wants

Address Changes

You have until Oct 1, 1970
to get into the REVISED Stu-
dent Directory. Whitmore
needs your help to help you.
Students who have not already
done so, contact the housing
office atwhitmore to inform
them of changes in address and
telephone information Faculty
members should contact the
Registrars Office (John Mac
Loud or Ray Everett) in Whit-
more.

Oz Tippo
has his copy of the INDEX.
M you don't have yours yet,
and you were an undergrad
both semesters last year,
your INDEX is available in
the INDEX office, 2nd floor,
Student Union.
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Mobe Meets

McCain Explains

Referendum 70 I
Bv BOB CARMEN

Staff Reporter

John McCann, statewide chairman of the Referendum '70 program,
told 150 persons at the Student Mobilization Committee's meeting I
in the Campus Center last night that his group offers persons a
rational and possible avenue to end the war in Vietnam politically.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

While saying early in his add-
ress that the responsibility for all

revolutionaries and political rad-
icals is "to move masses of peo-
ple in the direction they see fit,"

he argued that too many people
make the mistake of choosine tac-
tics that cannot work.
As an example, he pointed out

that some people are convinced that
guerilla tactics will work anywhere
in Latin America merely because
they worked in Cuba.
McCann also argued that many

Americans are using the wrong
tactics in their drive to end the
war in Vietnam He claimed that
people who bomb buildings are
"too concerned with the glamour
and romantic aspects of re-
volutionary acts," and are not
really making any significant con-
tributions toward ending the war.

McCann termed Referendum '70

as a proper anti-war tactic be-
cause its results can effectively
warn the Federal Government that
the people the war to be too im-
portant an issue to be left to
the discretion of a few men in
Washington.

He emphasized that popular sup-
port for the anti-war movement
is consistantly growing as many
people never expected the Shea
anti-war bill to pass in this state.
Because of precedent such as
this. McCann believes that the
Referendum 70 campaign has
a chance to succeed, and is not
merely a token protest.
He concluded by saying that

people "cannot push their con-
science on others" and must try
to change poeple's minds through
activities like Referendum "70.

POOLS OF BLOOD • uMass students sign up to donate blood
for the Red Cross at a table on the second level of the Campus
Center. Red Cross officials will continue to man the table for the

remainder of the week. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

Two Held For Bombings
TAUNTON, Mass (AP) - A suspended instructor at Bristol Com-

munity College, his wife and a Plainfield, Vt., woman face arson
charges in connection with racial disturbances in New Bedford last

summer.
The Bristol County grand jury Monday indicted Mark Dworkin.

25, his wife, Marilyn. 26, and Susan Reeves. 25, on charges of cons-
piracy to burn a building, and possession of a "Molotov Cocktail or
similar device."

The three were arrested July 10 in New Bedford Police charged
they attempted to set a building afire.

Dworkin was suspended from the community college in Fall River
on Sept. 10 after being arrested on shoplifting charges. He is sche-
duled to appear in New Bedford Superior Court in November, appealing

a 160 day jail sentence for eight counts of defacing a public building

OPENING THE MEETING, the MOBE's Sid Finehursh introduces John McCann who spoke on the
prospects of Referendum '70, in the famous center last night (MDC photo by Ed Fenwick)

Marcus Appointed to Direct
University Public Relations

By KAREN DEGORE
Staff Reporter

The traditional concept of public affairs needs to be broaaened if it is to remain effective This
is the view of the Faculty -Senate Long Range Planning Committee, according to Dean Joseph Mar-
cus. Assistant to the Chancellor for Public Affairs

Dean Marcus has just recently
stepped into the role of Assistant

to the Chancellor. Although he
considers his position to be a tem-
porary one, subject to the conside-
ration and appraisals of the Search
Committee, he feels quite at home
in his new job. His past has well

prepared him for this people-o-
riented position.

Since 1948 he has been active

in the School of Engineering, and is

still teaching, saying teaching
gives me an input not found in

the office - almost like therapy.

He has aided in establishing the

Engineering Alumni Association
and has assisted in programs which
invite friends of the University

to visit the campus in order to

discuss University problems.

In 1969, as a member of the

Faculty Senate Long Range Plan-
ning Committee, he and his col-

leagues placed before the Chan-
cellor their new proposition: that

public affairs should extend bey-
ond the range of media to include

service to the Commonwealth
Traditionally, public affairs in-

volves development, as in coope-
ration with alumni or fund-raising
programs, as well as communica-
tions The committee's idea is not

to destroy such a conception, but to

add to it by providing service to the

Commonwealth.
Citing one example. Dean Mar-

cus intends to work with Dr. Wil-
lian Venman of the Continuing
Education Program in an effort

to bring education to the people,
perhaps through high schools or
evening classes. Such action will,

he feels, develop the public image
of the University.

Dean Marcus is amazingly en-
thusiastic about the Um\crjit>,
remarking, "It's great! The fa-

culty, students, and administra-
tors are outstanding." However,
he recognizes the old problem of

geographic isolation - Amherst
is far removed from the center
of population and political acti-

vity The University must live

down such "historical accident";
o do so. its image must be chan-
ged

Public affairs must create public
understanding of the University's
willingness to serve the state. Of
course, it must be recognized that
the primary function of the Uni-
versity is the education of its

students. But Dean Marcus sug-
gests that his program will broad-
en the concept of "student" to in-

clude those outside this Univer-
sity "We cannot become a ser-
vice station." he concluded, "but
we can and should offer those ser-
vices which are unique to a Uni-
versity

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills course
We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Wesley Methodist Church, 365 N. Pleasant St.

7:30 p m.

Tues , Oct. 6th

Thurs., Oct. 8th
Wed., Sept. 30th
Mon., Oct. 5th

For further information coll Paul Scharf at

253-2425

PINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970 71 SERIES

events
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 P.M.

SOPHIA NOEL, Spanish Soprano
Eugenio Gonzalo, Guitar

Authentic music of Spain from the 15th Century to

Federico Garcia Lorca, Latin and South America!

Ifescrved tickets: $1.50 to $J.OO

TTuesday, October (i at 8:00 P.M.

THE JULIARD STRING QUARTET
First of five exciting Chamber Music Ensembles to ap-
pear this season!

Program includes works by Schubert, Spohr and Webern.
Reserved tickets: Series $IJ.0O-$10.00

Single $1.00-$ 3.00

Fine Arts Council, Telephone 545-0202

125 Herter Hall, Amherst, Mass.
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In The Nation And The World

AgnewBlasts SetanionReport East German Treatment of U.S.

Citizens Strains Diplomatic Relations

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) - Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew denoun-
ced the Scranton report on campus
unrest Tuesday as "imprecise,
contradictory and equivocal."

He declared its refusal to lay

sole blame on violent protesters

and those who encourage them will

"be taken as more Pablum for the

permissiveness."

Agnew s denunciation in a cam-
paign speech in Sious Falls for

South Dakota Republicans was es-
pecially critical of the commis-
sion's call for leadership by the

President in quelling campus un-

rest.

"To lay responsibility for ending

student disruptions at thedc-orstep

of this President -in office 20 mon-

ths- is scapegoating' of the most
irresponsible sort," the vice pre-

sident declared.

It was the sharpest attack yet

on the commission report by a

high Nixon administration offi -

cial, but White House speech wri-
ters on loan to Agnew for the cam-
paign said it would not necessa-
rily be interpreted as representing
the views of the President.

There was no immediate com-
ment from a ly of the commission
members.

The report also came under fire

in Washington by 56 Republican
and four Democratic congressmen
who wrote a letter to President
Nixon saying it "totally ignores
reality" in its proposed solutions

and "blatantly disregards" the

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

for

REGISTERED NURSES
all shifts

WING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

community Health Center

tor further information contact.

Director of Nursing Service, Mrs. A. Goethel, R.N.

Wright Street, Palmer, Mass 01069

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

MEETING

CLASS OF 1973
Date: Wednesday, September 30

Place: 168 - 170 - 172 Campus Center

Time: 7:30

ALL MEMBERS PLEASE ATTEND

BETA KAPPA PHI

15 Fearing St.

The brothers or Beta Kappa Phi cordially

invite all freshman and upperclassmen to

attend informal smokers.

Wednesday, Sept. 30 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 1 9:30 p.m.

efforts made by Nixon to solve
the campus problems.

In Agnew 's speech he said, "In
the indiscriminate fashion in which
it diffuses and dilutes responsibi-
lity, in the total unfairness of the
most widely publicized recommen-
dation in the thinly rationalization
for student disruption, the report
comes out in its over all impres-
sion imprecise, contradictory and
equivocal."

"It is sure to be taken as
more Pablum for the permissive-
ness," he said. He said primary
responsibility lies with faculty and
administrators, adding, "The Pre-
sident cannot replace the campus
cop."

The commission, which was na-

med last springby President Nixon
and whose chairman was former
Gov William W Scranton of Penn-
sylvania, said in its report issued
Saturday that "only the President
can offer the compassionate, re-
conciling moral leadership that

can bring the country together a-

gain."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Sta-

te Department charged Tuesday
that East Germany's treatment

of Americans arrested in that

country works against efforts un-

der way in Europe to develop

better understanding between Wes-
tern and Communist nations.

A spokesman specifically de-

nounced a seven year sentence im-

posed yesterday on 21 year old

Marc Huessy of Jericho, Vt., who
was accused of making statements

against the East German regime.

The handling of the case by East
Germany, press officer John King
declared, "is a shocking example
of disregard for justice." King
said the sentence itself was un-
warranted.

"Such action on the part of East
German authorities." he said, "is

not in keeping with and can hardly
encourage serious efforts now be-
ing made in Europe to achieve a

better basis for East -West under-

standing."

Three other young Americans
held in East Germany under cir-
cumstances which the State De-
partment deplored were named
by King as:

-Jack Strickland, 28, a native of

New York and Lyle Jenkins, age
30, a native of Massachusetts .

Both of them entered East Ber-
lin in September 1969 and failed

to return. Jenkins was identi-

fied as a graduate student at the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. Strickland and Jenkins
were convicted of illegal border
crossings and sentenced respec-
tively to four years and two and
one half years in prison.

-Frank King. 24, a native of De-
troit, was detained in July and
charged with making provocative
statements and spreading propa-
ganda against the East German
regime

Gov. Curtis Raps Nixon Plan
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - Gov

Kenneth Curtis said Tuesday New
England can find no relief in the

interim measures taken by Pre-
sident Nixon to ease the region's
fuel oil crisis

"They say that if oil prices
go higher, our problems will be
solved by the oil companies in a

free market," Curtis said This
would be true if the market were

free, but the market is already
distorted by the high prices cau-
sed by Government intervention in

the form of the oil import pro-
gram."

Curtis said Nixon's announce-
ment that the 40,000 barrels a

day additional quota originally gr-
ant from July 1 Dec. 31 will be
extended through 1971 "was in-

evitable."

EVERYTHING
me to

Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton

"The announcement that we may
use this oil at the rate of 80.000

barrels per day over six months
instead of 40,000 barrels per day
over one year is completely mea-
ningless," he said.

"We could have done this any
way. and we undoubtedly would
have since there is no reason for

us to have waited until next sum-
mer to buy whatever heating oil

was available," the Democratic
incumbent said.

Curtis pointed out that none of

the proposals that group recom-
mended 10 days ago have been ac-
cepted.

These steps would have inclu-

ded complete decontrolling of num-
ber two heating oil. additional im-
ports of crude oil from Venezuela
and substantial liberalization of

imports from Canada.' he said

"The measures announced to

day don't provide a drop of new
heating oil and very little indus-
trial oil," Curtis said.

STRAIGHT?

NOT STRAIGHT?

IN BETWEEN?
Everyone

is invited to ALPHA.

Come look at us while you consider living

in a FRATERNITY comprised of people like you.

Alpha of Phi Sigma Kappa
510 No. Pleasant St.

9:00 P.M.

OPEN SMOKER
For rides call >0 ) 4

World Leaders Journey To Cairo For Nasser's Funeral
Leaders of the world or their re-

presentatives will attend Thurs-
day's funeral for GamalAbdel Nas-
ser in Cairo. Egypt's differences
with other nations -Arab and non
Arab -will be forgotten for the mo-
ment.

President Nixon announced he
was sending Robert H. Finch, one
of his principal advisers. But
when Finch had previous commit-
ments Nixon named an official

delegation consisting of former
Ambassadors Robert Murphy and
John J McCloy, and Michael St-

erner, director of Egyptian affairs
in the State Department. Nixon
considered it inappropriate to at-

tend himself, since Egypt severed
diplomatic relations in the 1967 war
with Israel.

It was a different question with
President Tito, long a close friend
of Nasser. Since he was pre-
paring to receive Nixon in Yug-
oslavia on Wednesday, he also del-

egated a top adviser to go to Ca-
iro-Edward Kardelj, a member of

the Council of the Federation.
First to arrive in Cairo was

President Jaafar el Numairi of Su-
dan. He had hardly reached home
after attending an Arab summit
conference in the Egyptian cap-
ital at which Nasser in one of his
late acts helped to arrange a truce
in the Jordanian civil war.

Before leaving Moscow for the
funeral, Premier Alexei N. Kos-
ygin joined Communist party sec-
retary Leonid I. Brezhnev and
President Nikolai V. Podgorny in

a telegram to Nasser's widow pra-
ising Nasser as "a tried, tested
and consistent fighter against im-
perialism."

King Hussein is leading the Jor -

danian delegation to Cairo. Ap-
parently he felt the truce between
his army and Palestinian guerr-
illas to be firm enough to allow
him to leave Amman.

With Hussein went Premier Bahi
Ladgham of Tunisia, who was in

Amman as supervisor of the truce.
Sir Alec Doublas Home, foreign

secretary, will be there for Bri-
tain.

Pope Paul VI in a telegram to E-
gypt's acting president, Anwar Sa-
bat, said he was profoundly sadd-
ened by Nasser's death and prayed
"to God Almighty always to favor
your country with a tranquil and
prosperous future."

President Ahmed Hassan alBakr
of Iraq, Nasser's chief foe af-

ter Egypt accepted the U. S. plan
for a cease fire with Israel, sent
Vice President Hada Takrititothe
funeral. Iraq also declared a week
of mourning.

Dr. Nahum Goldmann, president
of the World Jewish Congress, said
in Paris that Nasser's death "re-
presents a great loss, not only for
the Arab world, but also for all

those who hope for an end of the
Israel Arab conflict."

Mid East Plunges Into Chaos
HI7IDIIT I nKnnnn am /-"— (inian Onorvillor. .,„,! .U„ » - ^-» - tr.*. mM .-• • . .BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Ga-

mal Abdel Nasser's death has dim-
med hopes for peace in the Mid-
dle East and created a potentially

explosive vacuum in this volatile

part of the world.

"It's a vacuum too horrible to

contemplate," a Western educated
Arab said Tuesday.

"I can see only chaos ahead,"
said a Beirut University professor.

"I have been pretty pessimis-
tic all along," a diplomat com-
mented "Now I'm really blue.

Who can bring the Arab world
together now?"

Despite his revolutionary role
in modern Arab history and his

anti American public posture,
Nasser exerted a moderating in-

fluence on Arab extremists.

His country is easily the stro-

ngest and most powerful in the

Arab world, and his seniority am-
ong Arab heads of state enabled
him to provide a meeting ground
for both leftist and right wing
regimes in the area

In Egypt itself, a power strug-
gle appears inevitable.

And the Arab world, deprived of

Egypt's dominating influence, fa-

ces a period of doubt, confusion,

turmoil and probably violence.

Mobs took to the streets of

Beirut . smashing windows and bur -

ning cars, within minutes of the

announcement of Nasser's death

Arab extremists - the Pales-

tinian guerrillas and the leftist

Syrian and Iraqi regimes - can
be expected to try and fill the
void left by Nasser.

But they are bitterly divided
among themselves, and their str-
uggle for supremacy carries risks
of further bloodshed among Arab
brothers.

Nasser and Jordan's King

Hussein were the only Arab
leaders to accept the U.S. Mid-

dle East peace initiative Pales-

tinian guerrilla opposition to a

negotiated peace with Israel pre-

cipitated the fighting in Jordan.

Hussein now must face the gue-
rrillas alone. If the guerrillas

again- and this seems to be a mat-

ter of time -Hussein will have the
bitter choice of unleashing his
Bedouin armies against them or
suing for peace with Israel, a step
which could be suicidal.

No Arab leader seems of suffi -

cient stature to pursue the Am-
erican peace initiative. Hatred of
Israel -and, by association, the Un-
ited States - has been whipped up
among the masses since their

humiliating defeat in the war of

1967. Thus it is doubtful whether
any of the Arab leaders currently
in power could afford to adopt a
conciliatory attitude toward Israel

or the United States.

Think of ALL the

advantages dormi-

tory life has to offer -

Now think harder-try

TE0
Informal Smoker

Tonight at 9

Tau Epsilon Phi

418 North Pleasant St.

For rides call 253-9041

253-9171

PRESIDENT NASSER OF EGYPT, who died Monday, was a close
friend of Yugoslavian President Tito and visited him on many
occasions. Tito will be conferring with Nixon tomorrow and
won't be able to go to his friend's funeral.

^LY Donj yoa?

** 13-3<> & OCT/,5,(0

Oct. /J,/;/&/5-

UlthtS &lm>l Orvoe.

THETA CHI

OPEN RUSH
AH Invited

7-9 Wednesday, September 30

496 N. Pleasant St.

YOU CAN MAKE IT

IF YOU TRY - - -

AND CARE

Senate Nomination Papers

are due Oct. 2nd

ARE YOURS IN?
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The Past Lingers

A BELL TOLLS AT KENT STATE - At an open-air convocation on the first day of fall classes,
Thomas Dickerson of Huntington, NY., vice president of the Kent State student body, tolls the Kent
victory bell in memory of four students killed at the school May 4 in a confrontation with Ohio
National Guardsmen. A 24-hour memorial fast was launched at the Monday convocation.

Biologists Agree

Life, In Some Form,

Probably Exists on I

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two space
agency biologists have concluded
from evidence gathered by Mars
spacecraft that, in spite of an
apparently harsh environment,
life of some sort may exist there.

Some earthly organisms can life

can be tolerated by terrestrial or-
ganisms" and microorganisms can
grow or survive at pressures much
lower than those on earth.

-Because of the thin atmosphere,
ultraviolet radiation, harmful to

may penetrate to the planet's
survive under conditions almost surface more easily than on earth -

as severe as those on Mars, the but any Martian life may receive
scientists say in the current is- some protection in regions that are
sue of The Quarterly Review of often covered by
Biology.

Dr. Cyril Pennamperuma and
Dr. Harold P. Klein, of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration's Ames Research La-
boratory, Moffett Field, Calif.,

base their report on data from the
20 per cent of the Martian surface
that has
on which
level, atmospheric pressure and
water content have been measu-
red.

Most of the information was ob
tained by three Mariner flyby mis-
sions, forerunners of the Viking
1975 76 unmanned lander which is

to search for life on Mars.
The writers report these indi-

cations of the possibility of life

on Mars:
-The atmosphere of the planet is

extremely thin, compared with that

of the earth, and the pressure is

considerably lower on Mars. But"Pears to be a

considerable variation in atmos- life
-
water may

covered by a "blue haze
which might effectively absorb ul

traviolet radiation for varying pe-
riods of time." Furthermore, if

Mars organisms exist, they may
have evolved some means of re-
sistance to ultraviolet rays.

Although the atmosphere of Mars
been photographed, and lacks oxygen and nitrogen Most
temperature, radiation organisms do not require atmos-

pheric nitrogen and even oxygen
is not necessary for some."

-Temperatures on Mars rang'e

from 85 degrees above to 112 below
zero. But earthly organisms can
grow over a broad range of 205
above to 14 above zero, and can
survive at much lower tempera-
tures.

-Although the surface of Mars ap-
pears to be lacking, or almost la-

cking, in the liquid water that ap-
be a requirement for

exist beneath the

pheric composition and density surface as permafrost or ice.

The Pioneer Valley's Best Value

MDC Classifieds
L

PLAYBOY NIGHTCLUB FRL, OCT. 2 8:00 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER: 10th & 11th floors

STEVE MILLER CONCERT with B. B. King & Dreams

SAT. OCT. 3 7:00 & 10:30 P.M. Cage $2.75

ADM. $1.00
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West Aims At Reaching True "Communiversity"

9
To most administrators the

"communiversity" is a distant
goas - something to be strived
for This is not the case with
Mike West, Area Coordinator
for the Quod, Central, and Or-
chard Hill areas In an inter-

view. West outlined what has
been done and what is going
to be done to bring a sense
of community to these areas
The questions asked concer-

ned the role of the Head of

Residence in changing dormi-
tory structures, the policy of

the University towards dorm
autonomy and self -governance,
the economic status of Mills.

and the problems involved with

dorm security.

MDC Do you think that the

position of Head of Residence
will be gradually phased out;'

West First of all I think

that 1 should make the dist-

inction between a Head of Re-
sidence and a Resident Direc-

tor. A Head of Resicence is

a full time employee He works
twelve months and receives a
full salary. Since this is a

regular staff position, we want
young married couples with
children to fill this post. It

will not be phased out

The Resident Director on the
other hand, is a part time em-
ployee of the University and has,
in places, already been phased
out.

In Cance House, for example,
the money formally used for
a Resident Director's salary
is now supporting a tenant's
council. This council, which is

made up of students, governs
the dorm. Undergrads are also
running the dorms in Brett
and Chadbourne.
MDC Could you cite some ex-
amples of other innovations that

have been made in the dorms?
West: In Butterfield House

students have achieved fiscal

By ALBERT BENSON
Staff Reporter

autonomy. Funds collected
from the dorm go back into

improvements on the building
itself. Students there have
also establiched their own ca-
feteria.

Orchard Hill also has manv
new programs. Residents of
Webster House are forming en-
vironmental workshops and are
doing research into the rela-
tionship between counselors and
students.

Interested people on the Hill

are also trying to form a per-
manent theatre group. They
hope to set up a moveable stage.

Others are working on the Or-
chard Hill Residential College
Concept These students would
like to see Orchard Hill become
a sepatate degree granting in-

stitution.

MDC: Since the dorms in the
Northeast Area pay for them-
selves by collecting room rents
from the people who live in

them, who will be paying for

Mills House now that it's an
academic rather than a dormi-
tory building?

West Mills House is al-

ready payed for The rest of

the students in the area don't

pay anything for it. Mainten-
ance costs are taken care of

by the state

MDC: How are you planning
to deal with the problem of dorm
security

West I feel that many of the

problems of dorm security can
best be taken care of by al-

lowing students more control of

their own dorms. When stu-

dents feel that they have a

stake in their dorms and that

the buildings that they live

in are part of their commu-
nity, the liklihood of a security
problem decreases. In That-
cher, where residents painted
their own building over the sum-
mer, students are taking mea-

sures against excessive dam-
age.

MDC: Do you have any fu-

ture plans for increasing cam-
pus securitv?

West: We have proposals-
for placing police sub- stations
in different parts of campus
By so doing, we hope to re-

duce the possiblity of student
police confrontation In a
potentially dangerous situation,

students would react badly to

the presence of police men who
they had never seen before.
They would react less badly
to police men who were fami
liar to them. By placing po-
lce officers in different parts
of campus, we hope to famil-
iarize students with them, de-
crease the possibility of cam-
pus confrontation, and create
a greater sense of campus com-
munity.

U.S. Officials Claim Moves To Leave Viet
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SAIGON (AP) - The United States made three new moves Tuesday
to disengage its men and machines from the war. Including com-
pletion of the transfer of a big combat base to the South Vietnamese
army.

It was the 57th American installation to be turned over to the Viet-

namese since the U.S. withdrawal started just over a year ago
The other disengagement moves announced by the U.S. Command

were the further reduction in U.S. troop strength by 2,565 men and
the transfer of 40 jet attack bombers to the South Vietnamese air force,

next Thursday.

In war action, one sharp clash was reported but for the most part
the battlefields remained quiet.

In the action, a South Vietnamese armored column engaged North
Vietnamese troops along the Cambodian border and reported killing
21 while listing their own losses as six dead and 14 wounded.
The U. S. Command also signaled a forthcoming disengagement move.

It announced that three units of the 1st Marine Division and an Army

artillery battalion have been pulled out of action and are preparing to

depart.

The combat base that was turned over to the South Vietnamese is

at An Hoa, 20 miles southwest of Da Nang. It was set up four years
ago by U.S. Marines and was once one of the largest bases for the

Leathernecks in the northern sector.

The newly announced troops reduction lowered the current Amer-
ican strength to about 391,000 men and this figure will be cut by another

7,000 during the coming weeks.

The withdrawals are part of President Nixon's fourth phase cutback

of 50,000 troops that will lower authorized American manpower in

Vietnam to 384,000 by Oct. 15.

The 40 bombers that will be turned over to the South Vietnamese
an Thursday comprise two squadrons of A37 jet attack aircraft The
transfer will be made at a ceremony at Bien Hoa Air Base. 18 miles

north of Saigon.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
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A movement in education is taki ng place and it is affecting society as well as the university

community in many ways. Many of our institutions are being challenged and the fraternity system is among them.

Fraternities can go one of two way6: they can resist change and eventually fade away, an anachronism in a swiftly

changing world picture, or they can join the movement and become a vital part of education and character de-

velopment.

At Sigma Alpha Epsilon, we feel we are working towards this change. Our realistic approach to the total

development of today • college man leads us to believe the old conservative stereotyped fraternity is out dated.

The fraternity of today must offer a new atmosphere where a man is no longer a number and he can mature

and feel a sense of belonging.

COME SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER AND WHAT YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE'

DONT BE AFRAID TO WALK RIGHT IN!
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I Went Home
Saturday afternoon was dragging by very slowly. Richard was

in New Hampshire, everyone else was out or busy, I didn't feel qui-

te up to Samuel Eliot Morison. There was myself, but I've seen e-

nough of him lately: he's getting on my nerves. So I went to visit

my family.

When I arrived there was no one home. As usual, some one was
sick; this time it was my father. (With six kids and two parents,

someone's always sick.) It turned out that the rest of them were

at the Carnival. There's been a Carnival in Wellesley every year

since I can remember. I guess there always will be. Every little

kid hits his parents for five or ten dollars so he can be swindled,

misled, and amused by those rascals offering stuffed animals and

plastic jewlery. There is a Ferris wheel and a Merry Go-round

and rides that make you want to regurgitate all the candy apples,

popcorn, and cotton candy you've been eating all day. Then, like ba-

ndits, the tents are folded and soon disappear, leaving everyone

a little poorer monetarily, a little richer spiritually. Because ev-

eryone enjoys the Carnival, even the Don Juans fron the Junior High

who couldn't score.

Saturday night we went to Mass. Mass isn't the same as when

I was younger. They sing when they come in, and all the prayers

are in English, and I don't have to pretend to be holy any more.

(When we were little we used to go to Communion and afterwards lean

forward, pretending to pray.) The church is changed around a lot

Now the altar faces the people, so you can see the priest, and after

about the third quarter, everyone truns and gives the guy next tc

him the handshake of peace. At the end, they've canned the bles-

sapeas. The sermon was still the old fire and brimstone, but even

the sermon, where they used to really lay it on you, even that was

toned down, less false, less objectionable.

Does it mean anything? Something that used to make people hap-

py still makes people happy. Something that used to bore everyone

is less boring, almost meaningful and headed in the right direction.

Neither one was doing anything concrete about racism, pollution,

war, or the Campus Center. Time may very well run out on us

in each of these matters, and that makes me very sad. Still, even

if only a little bit, they made me feel good. And Saturday, I needed

that.

'Students have been branded by the President,

by the Vice-President, and by the Attorney Gen-
eral as being the largest criminal group in the

nation. Therefore students need lawyers, have
always needed lawyers, but have always been
unable economically to have them. I want to

do something about that."

Thus does Richard M. Howland, the newly
hired Student Senate lawyer for the undergra-
duate students of the university, explain his rea-
son for taking a job that is not a common one
for lawyers.

Attorney Howland is available to any under-
graduate seeking legal advise and counsel. He
is unable logistical ly unless under certain cir-
is unable logistical ly unless under certain cir-

cumstances to represent students in court. How-
ever Mr. Howland will furnish advice to any stu-
dent about any legal problem from drug arrest
to landlord problems, and assist in gaining for

the student legal representation
He is eminently qualified for a much needed

service, and a service that could gain for U-
Mass students, the ability to have fair trials,

to avoid landlord exploitation, etc.. etc., some-
thing that students are finding hard to find now-
adays.

Howland is a 1957 graduate of Deerfield Aca-
demy, a 1961 graduate of Amherst College. He
served a stint with the U.S. Navy where he was,
periodically, for two years, in Vietnam. He ac-
quired his law degree from Columbia in 1968.

and since 1966 has been a member and partial
founder of Vietnam Veterans Against the War.
and Vietnam Veterans For McCarthy. He has

worked with both a corporate law firm ("we didn't

get along with each other very well") and a

criminal law firm before taking his present job

("it is exactly into what I want to do").

He is the student's lawyer. He has no con-
nection at all with administration, faculty or
campus security. He is working solely for in-

dividual students and for student groups. And
he must deal with students, many of whom don't

really trust the system.

Howland however maintains, "Much of the dis-

satisfaction, and a lot of it is justified, is be-
cause students haven't yet lived in the system,
haven't tried to make it work. A lawyer's spec-
iality is dealing with systems and making it work,
and finding ways to defeat it."

He also stresses that the problems don't have
to be on the court level to require legal advice,

"A lawyer's classic function," he adds, "is to

keep things out of court."

Therefore, he is, at your service undergrads.
And you should take the invitation if needed.
For Attorney How land's job is one of the best
things your student government has ever come
up with.

Howland stresses that it would
him and probably do the student

call him in the event of arrest,

any others the student wishes,

do the secondary legal work that

ually never can do
His number on campus during the day is 5-50341

and off campus, at night, 549-6817. Call him
if arrested Call him if you need legal help

He's there for you.

be easier for

a service, to

He will call

And he can
students us-

Campus Carousel
by Tony Granite

jREGISTRATION, OLE the edi

tors of The Mass Media, student
newspaper of UMass- Boston have
done some unusual page one -cro-
wing

"Registration this season was
quicker, quieter, faster and more
effecient than ever before. The
Mass Media takes off its hut to

the ..entire registration crew for

a job well done."
Ah, that such good news could

be printed in all the student press!
* » * *

SPEAKING OF DOING GOOD
the Echo, student newspaper of

Western Connecticut State Coilegi,
is sponsoring a series of work-
shops designed to stimulate inter-

est and to provide practical in-

formation and professional guid-

ance to its staff and others.

Pros from the Hartford Courant,
Famous Writers School and Co-
lumbia U. School of Journalism
are on the program.
Where there's a will, there's

a way, eh?
• * * •

ACHTUNG. LADIES' LIB the

two top jobs on the Western Con-

necticut State College ECHO news-
paper btaff are held by women.
One Kristi Thomsen is Editor,

and Alma Hunt is Business Mana-
ger

And just to prove that they're

at least reached the threshold of

the locker room Marcia Forss-
ell is Sports Editor.

Right on. gals!

/

BIBLIOPHILES NOTE Come
see some filthy pictures" is the

key copy line of an advertise-
ment for the "University A r -

chives," appearing in a recent
issue of Student Life of Washing-
ton University at St. Louis.

An added come -on - "Also dusty
shelves, all university pub-
lications. University history, St.

Louis history."

A swinging Bibliotheque, eh9

« * *

THIS IS THE END freedom of

the press is a rest room hang-
up at Miami -Dade Junior College,
Florida

A roaming reporter wrote in

a recent issue of the weekly Ca-
talyst that "It seems the school
has a slight hangup about toilet

paper Questioned by a reporter,
they refused to reveal the amout
of rolls used last year. Per-
haps they feel we are plotting ag-
ainst them "

Or maybe they're protecting the

last bastion of privacy?

THERE'S HOPE FOR BWOCs ....

The Tech of MIT has found
space on page one to reveal that

the winner of the campus Ugl-
iest Man on Campus contest in

1968 had been appointed Assistant
Director of Admissions

Miss Cindy Helgerson should
be a winner in Admissions, too.

During her UMOC campaign, her
slogan was, "Who's the ugly guy
with the funny looking chest?"
And she told the predominantly
male campus she was certainly
qualified for the job: "Would
you want your son to look like

me'1 (37-25-37)."

And Father replies: "How do
I register?"

SECOND BESTS TRY HARDER
When only 2,800 students of the

13,000 enrolled at Central Michi-
gan U bought the $2.00 yearbook,
the Chippewa staff gave up

Instead, a series of threr ma-
gazines will be published, called
Speakeasy It will contain 68
ad -free pages filled with liter-

ary material, in-depth news and
feature stories, and photography

Editor Karen Wright hopes the
campus will pay 50 cents per
issue for Speakeasy.

» * • *

AN UNSIGNED COLUMN of com-
mentary is appearing in the Yel-
low Jacket of American Interna-
tional College, under the title,

"Toad's Stool."

It could be the livin' end.
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The Shareholder Nervous Truth

(i seeJYou have to work for your chick(man)

You have to put in time.

SHE approaches you and the time-clock

Clicks sharply as you punch into her

Hope your well paid for your labor

YOU and the company

Will get it all together.

Flattery Lover

Kick in the Being

I saw it skiing

00 you like to ski

1 bet you never leave me.

Lemonade

Santa had no clothes on

He was hooked on Cocaine

He met Bib Dylan's Wife

And molested her.

Reincarnation Symphony Of The Second Wish Fulfilment Movement

an egret is a water bird a member of the heron family I once imagined

that I was an egret one night it possessed me to wade for Crustacea on

any moonlight bog in search of crawling feastgore with whetted beak to

score a crushed butterfly or whatever the shit you can do when you're an

egret shuttling between moonlight shore to the marsh of noreturn and

dance about and imitate a yellowbellied shoresucker but it was all

pretty vigilant keeping watch at the place where all the "hip" herons

trail by and say hiya and walk away scratching their long and overg-

rown toes in the soft & sticky midnight mud while I hunt and grunt

and splash and hunt and they just scratch their feathers and whet their

simple tongues with sand and whatever happens to be crawling inside

the crackerjax grains of fallen bogcastles constructed when I was a

kid and wanting to be an egret.

by Larry Trillo

Success

There is a man

who is the

smartest in the neighborhood

Named Isac Newton.

by Jimmy Kumjian

-?£ • *S
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THE SHAREHOLDER MICHAEL T. JOHNSON

NERVOUS TRUTH
LEMONADE
SUCCESS

JIMMY KUMJIAN

REINCARNATION SYMPHONY. LARRY TRILLO

PHOTOGRAPHY
STEVE SCHMIDT
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Calif. Fires Cost $175M
(AP) - Southern California's

worst ordeal by fire seemed near
an end Tuesday.

As cool, moist sea breezes took
over from hot, dry desert blasts,
fire fighters from Sequoia to San
Diego said they had controlled or
expected to control major blazes
that have charred nearly half a
million acres - an area almost as
big as Rhode Island.

But even as the embers cooled,
state officials were working or
plans to ease what they say is the
certainty of mudslides and flood-
ing this winter on denuded moun-
tain and foothill slopes

The Los Angeles County she-
riffs office said U suspects ar-
son in some of a rash of smaller
fires in the Los Angeles area.

Spokesmen said the causes of most
of the state's major blazes was
unknown, although there was no
evidence of arson in these fires.

In Los Angeles County, where
13 fires blackened 112,000 acres,

the devastating Malibu blaze was
finally checked. A section of a

fire in San Gabriel Canyon re-

mained uncontrolled.

Since the fires first broke out

Friday, eight persons have died.

The Federal Small Business Ad-

ministration estimates the fire

loss at $175 million, with 1,500

homes, business or other buil-

dings destroyed or damaged. Most
of the tens of thousands that fled

ahead of 56 major blazes were
back home - those who had homes.

Though the worst seemed over,

some 2,300 men still were on
lines around two huge blazes in

mountains east of San Diego that

burned over nearly 200,000 acres.

"We're very optimistic, said a

spokesman for the State Division
of Forestry. "The humidity is up

and the lines are fairly static.

The 1970 legislature produced
a bill providing for flood preven-
tion measures including planting

of trees and shrubs to hold soil,

construction of basins to catch

flood debris, and dams in gul-

lies The State Department of

Water Resources said that most
of the burned land is what is ter-

med watershed and unless winter

rains are unusually light, flood

damage and erosion are inevita-

ble.

In the three hardest hit coun-
ties - Los Angeles, San Diego
and Ventura - 424 families were
reported homeless due to fire

destruction, with countless other
dwellings damaged.

Three persons were fatally bur-
ned during the fire siege that be-
gan amid fierce desert winds. A
pilot and four fire righters were
killed Monday when a helicopter
crashed in nearby mountains.

COMFORT OIV THE FIRE LINE - A weary fireman takes it easy
while spraying water on a fire in the Santa Monica mountains west

of Los Angeles. He was trying to keep the flames from reaching
a home where he found the chair. Thousands of acres have been

burned over a series of destructive fires that hit Southern Ca-
lifornia last week.

Gov't Offers Help in Expected Fuel Shortage

Confucius Say Come To - -

CHI-O
Dote: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

Place: 315 Lincoln Ave

Time: 7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN INVITED

(AP) - Federal officials said
today they are relying mainly on
market forces, cooperation from
fuel producers, and self restraint
by the public to avert the threat
of widespread fuel shortages this

winter.

However, they announced a ser-
ies of modest government actions
aimed at lessening that threat.

They emphasized that home
heating needs take first priority
and that no homes would be left

without fuel But a severe win-

THE PIGS ARE COMING
UNLESS . . .

you apply for positions on THE
AREA Judiciaries

in the Student Senate Office.

Level No. 1 CC by 5:00 P.M.

Wednesday, September 30

ter might impose temporary short-
ages on some industries

Paul W McCracken, chairman
of the President's council of Econ-
omic Advisors, and George A. Lin-
coln, director of the Office of
Emergency Preparedness, out-
lined the administration's app-
roach in a joint statement and a
news conference.

Circumstances have raised dif-

ferent threats for different parts
of the country, they pointed out.

The east coast, dependent on

imported residual fuel oil for more
than 90 per cent of its needs,

because of developments in the

Middle East which have reduced
the availability of both the oil and
the tankers which carry it

The southeast faces possible
coal shortages due to a shortage
of railroad hopper cars, they said.

In the midwest, they said, de-

lays in construction of atomic
power plants have contributed to

increased demand for fossil fuels,

especially low pollution types, for
power generation.

To help alleviate such problems,
the administration announced these
steps;

Continued importation of an
average 40,000 barrels a day of

No. 2 fuel oil into district I,

the east coast, but concentrating
the flow at some 80,000 barrels
a day during the peak of the heat-
ing season. Permission to "top"
skim lighter fractions from crude
oil imported into that district,

provided the topping is used for
fuel

Exemption of natural gas liquids
from the import quota on Canad-
ian crude oil. Permission to

transport Canadian oil by water-
way. Permission to "top" Can-
adian crude either for fuel use
or for re export to Canada. Per-
mission to import liquified petrol-
eum gas from the western hemis-
sphere. which means primarily
Venezuela

Relaxation of restrictions on
viscosity requirements on crude
oil used for burning

The doubling, by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, of the

demurrage charge on hopper car.,

standing idle in loading or un-
loading zones. The increase*
charge is expected to speed load-
ing and unloading, placing can
back in service more quickly to

haul additional freight

7 - 9 P M.
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Analyzing New Massachusetts Consumer Laws
Two news releases from the

Attorney General's office give gen-
eral descriptions of two new Mass-
achusetts Consumer Laws. To us.

thesf: laws appear important
enough to point out their short-
comings as they appear in the news
releases.

The first of the two laws that

go into effect January 1, 1971,

deals with rental deposits. In

New York City, the landlord is

required by law to deposit the

money in a savings account and
inform the tenant which bank the

account is in. There is nothing

in the law telling the landlord

what to do with the up to 5 1/4%
interest, or restraining him from
taking out a loan using his pass
book as collateral so he can re-

invest in 8% tax-free bonds.

may deduct for repairs and un-
paid rent, but all deductions must
be accounted for If the deposit
is not returned at the end of the
thirty days, the tenant may sue
for twice the amount of the de-
posit plus fl% interest starting from
the day the money was due to be
returned.

Unfortunately, this boon to the
consumer of housing services does
have some compromising draw-
backs. One is that the interest
applies only to leases lasting
more than a year, and the other
is that the interest does not begin
to accrue until the end of the
twelfth month. This drawback hits

hard at the student, who normally
does not enter into a lease of more
than a year. Also, many land-
lords may quite lawfully refuse to

give leases for more than a year,
thus, becoming virtually unaffected
by the new Law

By JACK KOCH & BILL MAT-
THEWS
best buy at a glance. The truth

in -packaging law (the net amount
must be stated on a package) all-

owed package proliferation in a

product line. Without unit pric-

ing a math major wouldn't be able

to pick out a best buy. This law
too, has a drawback, in that only

"as soon as" the new law be-

comes effective hearings will be
held determining which items the

supermarkets must unit price.

According to the news release, this

seems to indicate an indefinite

lapse of time before we actually

see the law in effect, and def-

inite limitations as to which pro-
ducts will be subject to treatment
Hopefully, however, such pre-
ssures as unit pricing will event-
ually persuade manufacturers to

voluntarily standardize their pack-
aging, which has been, thus far

consistently deceptive.

Marketing Expert Speaks Here Tonight

Massachusetts appears to have
taken a mini-giantstep for the ten-

ant. Starting this January, land-

lords will be required by law to

pay 5% interest per year on all

rental deposits All security de-

posits will be required to be re-

turned to the tenant within thirty

days of termination of lease. He—WtW—E IfTHi ' ~m

The other new laws puts Mass-
achusetts among the first to have
a unit pricing law. Effective this

January, supermarkets will be re-

quired to price pe r pound or
liquid pint. Unit pricing will

allow shoppers to determine the

THE WORLD GROWS
MORE THAN ENOUGH FOOD
BUT NOTALWA YS IN THE RIGHT PLACES

It you have a degree or experience in agriculture

you can help people grow the food they need in th«

PEACE CORPS in:

Brazil, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, India, Panan
Peru, Nepal, Chad, N ger, Dahomey, Sierra Leone,
Swaziland, Afghanistan, Micronesia, Ethiopia,

Upper Volta, Korea, Philippines, Bolivia, Colombia
Guyana, Iran, Kenya, Botswana, Morocco, Chile,

Thailand, Malaysia, Tonga, Senegal, Jamaica,
Venezuela.

For information on programs beginning this summt
see the PEACE CORPS liaison on campus or:

CONTACT: Peace Corps (61 7) -223-7366

408 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210

Tomorrow night, at 7:45 P.M.
the UMass Market Club will be
honored by a visit from Mr. Leo-
nard G. Suscy. Mr. Suscy is

Vice - President and General Man-
ager of Construction for Progress

,

Inc. of New York. Owr.ed by Amer

-

ican Standard and Celanese Cor-
porations, CFP is a forerunner in

bringing truly low -cost housing to

those most in need of it, ghetto
dwellers. Mr. Suscy will present
the marketer's responsibilly in

making low-cost housing a reality.

His speech is entitled "THE CRI-
TICAL LINK IN SOLVING URBAN
HOUSING PROBLEMS". A ques-
tion and answer period will follow
his presentation.

While visitingthe UMass campus
Mr. Suscy will be the guest of

Mr. & Mrs. Victor Buell. Mr.
Buell is a past president of the

American Marketing Association
and currently a member of the
Marketing Faculty here.

On Friday, October 2nd, Mr.
Suscy will meet with marketing
students and faculty of the School
of Business Administration to

further stress the need of both
the academic and business world's
responsibility in solving our Na-
tion's social problems.

Re-organization Meeting
9:30 P.M. Oct. 1, 1970
Council Chambers, S.U.

All interested Brothers and Pledges
should attend.
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ROSH HASHANAH SERVICES
Student Center Auditorium

Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Thursday 9:00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.

Friday 9:00 a. m.

Friday (Sabbath Eve) 7:30 p.m. (423 Student Union)

.
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Rumors of High

Marijuana Content

in Index Covers
are not true. Whether you

want to smoke your INDEX
or read it, if you were an un-

dergrad both semesters last

year, your book is waiting

for you Mon. thru Fri. 9-5 in

the INDEX Office.

Southwest Can Be Hell

If we let it be

Run for Southwest Assembly

OPENINGS IN ALL SOUTHWEST HOUSES

Elections Thursday, Oct. 8th. Nominations papers av
ailable now in the Southwest Student Office, Coolidge

Tower Lobby. Nominations due by Wednesday, Oct.

7th at noon.
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GEFF Series Slates

Dryer Flicks Tomorrow

Playing Saturday will be Sophia Noel, who will join Eugenio

Gonzalo in a guitar concert in Bowker auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

Both are noted internationally, and specialize in Spanish guitar

work.

Spanish Guitar Artists

Featured Here Saturday
An unusual evening of Spanish music for voice and guitar

at I Mass will be offered by soprano Sophia Noel and guitarist

Eugenio Gonzalo Saturday in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m
Senoriti Noel is making her second tour of the United States,

havink! appeared in the U.S. last season to great acclaim She
ha? performed widely throughout Europe and the critical com-
ments following her performances of the music of her native

have been lavish For example. Ramon Barce. writing in

id s Incline. "Sophia Noel's interpretation is splendid' No-
body could come closer to the deepest roots of the folkloric canto.
while transforming it at the same time into concert music with-
out altering in the least its essential character Hers is a unique
art'

Two films by Carl Dreyer will

be featured tonight in Thompson 104

as part of the GEFF series. Dre-
yer's reputation as one of the

greatest directors in the world is

based primarily on these two
films - - THE PASSION OF JOAN
OF ARC (1928), which will be shown
at 8:00. and DAY OF WRATH (1943),

shown at 9:15.

The Scandinavian countries had
a very strong early tradition in

films, and by the 1920's Dreyer,
a Dane, had emerged as a leading
figure. Scandinavian cinema,
whose fascination with lighting

techniques preceded even that of

Germany, was a great influence on
the German film.

In fact Dreyer made two films in

Germany, and his determination to

By MARTIN K. PURVIS
Staff Reporter

have absolute studio control over
all elements of design, costume,
setting, and makeup is in the Ger-
man tradition. Dreyer, however,
differed from most of his German
counterparts by frequently finding

natural outdoor locations which ex

-

actly reflected the psychological
truth which existed in his mind's
eye.

THE PASSION OF JOAN OF ARC
was produced in France with an
international cast and production
company and acquired for Dryer a
world wide reputation. Using little

historical background or
story, Dreyer eschewed typical
historical pageantry to concentrate
on the suffering and ecstasy of

Joan of Arc during her trial and

DVP Fall Schedule

death

The intensive use of close-ups
and unusual camera angles won
it great critical favor, but the

emergence of the sound film that

year prevented it from great fin-

ancial success.

DAY OF WRATH, made during
the Nazi occupation of Denmark,
was Dreyer' s first feature after a
decade of inactivity, and it is his
most popular film with modern
audiences. Set in 17th Century
Denmark, a time of religious per-
secution and witch -burning, this
film evinces Dreyer s absorption
with the complex interplay of spir-
ituality, eroticism, and evil.

Gofman, Cox Due Next
The UMass Distinguished Visi-

tors Program has announced the

following schedule of speakers for

the Fall, 1970, semester:
Dr. John Gofman - University of

California Lawrence Radiation La-
boratory - "Nuclear Pollution:

The Ultimate Insult to Mar and
His Environment.''

Thursday. October 8 Campus
Center Auditorium 8:00 p.m. Fri-
day. October 9 Workshops on cam-
pus and at Hampshire College

Reverend Harvey Cox - Harvard
Divinity School

Tuesday. October 13 Student U-
nion Ballroom 8:00 p.m

Professor Ernesto Blanco (tenta-

tive) Rensselaer Polytechnic Ins-
titute Cuban Communism"' -

co -sponsored with UMass. Young
Americans for Freedom

Tuesday. October 20

Professor J. M.S. Careless - Uni-
versity of Toronto - "Canada:

Neighbor or Nuisance?"
Wednesday. October 28 Thomp-

son-106 8:15 p.m.

Congressman Richard Boiling -

Kansas City, Missouri - "Con-
gressional Reform"

Monday. November 9 Student

Union Ballroom 8:00 p.m.

Isaac Asimov - science -fiction

author - co- sponsored with UMass
Science Fiction Club

Monday. November 16 Campus
Center Auditorium 8:00 p m.

In all probability, several addi-

tional speakers will appear during

this semester. They will be an-

nounced as they are scheduled

Ted Buczko Hits Campus
State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko

will be visiting the UMass campus
this afternoon. He will arrive at

the Student Union at 1:45 and will

be interviewed by MDC Staffers

in the Daily Collegian Office. He
will then take a quick tour of the

campus and visit with the Chan-
cellor and other University

officials.

Mr. Buczko has indicated a

strong interest in hoping to meet
with as many students as possible

and those of you who like to meet
him may do so in front of the

Student Union at 1:45, during his

tour of the campus following his

interview or at Room 335 Whitmore
at 2 40

The Brothers of

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

374 No. Pleasant St.

cordially invite

all freshmen and upperclassmen

to our open smoker tonight

Wednesday, Sept. 30 at 7:30

Informal

THE NEW ACTION SPOT!

THE LAMPLIGHTER

Rtes. 5 & 10 in Whotely

between N'Hampton &
Greenfield

NOW PRESENTS
The funfilled music

and madness of

THE
ENDLESS
KNIGHTS
Friday 9 12:30

JOIN US!

SABU Set

SARi: Sisters and Brothers Uni-

ted an organization founded by a

group of black students at UMass
to better relationships between the

black community and the college
campus is sponsoring a picnic,

Saturday October 3, 1970atDberry
Playground in Springfield at 2:00

P.M. until 5:00.

Tickets for transportation may
be purchased at the Black Cultural
Center (Centeral Area) at 25 cents
per person and in Southwest at

Crr i-pt(>n Lounge.

*& Only #
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

* ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK ft

The Brothers of

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
CORDIALLY INVITE ALL UPPERCLASSMEN & FRESHMEN

TO

AN INFORMAL SMOKER TONIGHT AT 9:30

Refreshments and Footbdl Films to be seen

t

"Drum" Set To Expand
As Second Year Begins

By SANDY MITCHMER **
Staff Reporter

The 1969-1970 academic year saw the creation of the first
black on-campus publication. The Drum. Drum is in reality a
conveyance of literary news, history and contempary culture
within the black community. The Drum was an idea concei-
ved by a few black students, who were interested in providing
an outlet for the literary talents of their fellow students.
Drum is not limited to students here at the University. Late

last season the Drum branched into a five college organization.
This year students from the five colleges will be contributing
writings and art work.
Most of the staff members of Drum, many English and gov-

ernment majors have been turned off, by the other publications
on campus. The belief is that they are not capable of provid-
ing relevent news reporting and cultural information to the
community.
Many black students express a feeling of alienation or com-

plete neglect in reading or "trying to read" Yahoo or the index.
Drum is now beginning its second year of publication. Many

of the difficulties that most young publications face, are being
realized by the Drum. Staffing is always an important problem,
many staff members are upperclassmen. Working for Drum is
under a voluntary basis It will need the following of each new
incoming class to continue publication.

Distribution and publication were the big problems facing the
staff last year. The earlier issues of the Drum were mimeo-
graphed and copies were sold for 25C an issue to any inter-
ested patrons. Second semester Drum presented a budget to
the student senate The reasoning behind this was that the stud-
ent activities fee, required of all students, was being alloted
for activities without any consideration of the interests of the
black student body.

The senate, after some consideration and a lot more debate
approved the bill Drum was given a budget. This enables it's
publication to be done by professional printers and distribution
of the magazine for free.

Off Campus Housing
~

Situation Tight
By WA1 T SOBZAK

Many students planning to move
off campus to avoid the rising

costs of dorms are in for an un-

pleasant surprise. In most cases,
the cost of renting an apartment is

the same, if not more than that

of a dormitory room
Realtors and property owners

are quite aware of the supply and
demand of apartments in and ar-

ound Amherst Add to this the

fact that taxes are continually on
the rise, and the results are in

many cases, overpriced, needless-
ly sumptuous apartment houses, or
overcrowded, needlessly rustic'

farmhouses
In the case of married students,

the problem is somewhat allevia-

ted by University Housing The
Lincoln Apartments. University A-
partments, and nearly completed
North Village, are owned by tne

University, and coordinated by the

Off- Campus Housing Office in

Whitmore.
This office also compiles a

list of other available apartments,
and seeks to aid persons looking

for housing. According to Don Pel

-

key. head of off -campus housing,

realtors have been taking advan-
tage of students through the use of

office facilities Bringing a list

of available apartments to the of-

fice, the realtor then charges a lo-

cation fee if a person is found who
desires to rent the property Pel-
key is determined to stop this

practice. This office is here
to serve the students who want
housing. They shouldn t have to

pay the fee." says Pelkey.

Most real estate agencies raised

their rent this semester Accord-
ing to several larger realtors,

the reason for the rise was the

Staff Reporter

increase in the tax rate in the
Amherst area. There is no
direct relationship between the
rise in dorm rent and the rise
in apartment rent . according to

one realtor who wishes to remain
anonymous. The dorm rent hike
was a result of a rise in main-
tenance costs, due to a 6^ state

labor raise. The S5-20 a month
raise in apartment rent, however,
is the result of "taxes '.

According to Pelkey. many pe-
ople with property aren't out to ex-
ploit the student. Most are just

out to make a buck.

15c BEER
Frete

(Pizza Slices)

and a new chick

from
910 P.M.

then

THE FABULOUS
"D f

til 1 p.m.

tonight

THE NEW

MEADOW INN
Rt. 47 Sunderland

GET IT ON!!

Meeting of

ACTION-LAB

(The group that started Street Academies)

Wed., Sept. 30 - 7:30 SU Council Chambers

All interested please attend.

Area Artists Work Highlight

Northfield Arts Festival Show
NORTHFIELD, - The Festival

Committee of the First Parish
Unitarian Church announced to-

day the names of area artists

who will have special exhibits at

the Northfield Town Hall as part

of the Northfield Arts Festival,

October 9-12. Viewing hours will

be 1-9 p.m. daily.

Each artist will show three

works Of the group, two are
sculptors: Homer Gunn and Ruth
Simonds. Gunn, noted locally for

his War Memorial in Greenfield,

has exhibited frequently through-

out New England. From 1957-

1969, he was sculptor in residence

at Deerfield Academy. His com-
missions include work for the

Boston Symphony Orchestra at

Tanglewood, Dominick & Dom-
inick. Greenfield, Amherst Savings

Bank
Ruth Simonds lives in Orange

and teaches sculpture at the No-
rthfield School. A Wellesley gra-

duate, she studied in England and
with Frank Epping in Lenox. Her
work has been shown in New En
gland and New York. Local com-
missions include works for Lin-

den Hill School and the North

-

field School.

Greenfield will be represented

by two painters: Helen Juchnicki

and Alfred McClung Lee. 3rd. Mrs.
Juchnicki. primarily a landscape

artist, will show a still life, a

portrait, and a landscape at the

Festival Her reverence for na-

ture is a key to her painting and.

to her life in the workday world:

she spends her days as Office Man-
ager at the Connecticut River Wat-

ershed Council, a conservation or-

ganization in Greenfield.

Alfred McClung Lee. 3rd. came
to Greenfield five years ago to

develop the art program at Gre-

enfield Community College. Now
coordinator of the Art Curricu-

lum there, his recent showings in-

clude exhibitions at Greenfield

Community College. Bradford Jun-

ior College, and the Berkshire

Art Festival where he was a prize-

winner. Born in New Haven, Lee
holds a M.F.A. from Rutgers Un-

iversity and is represented in

New York City by the Maisel Gal-
leries.

Deerfield's Frederick H. Larra-

bee studied painting at the School
of fine and Applied Arts, Port-
land, and the National Academy in

New York. Landscapes are his

specialty; he works both in wat-
ercolor and acrylic, and has been
commissioned to portray a num-
ber of Old Deerfield homes on
canvas. With an advertising back-
ground, Larrabee runs his own
free-lance advertising and com-
mercial art business in Old De-
erfield.

A Hale Johnson of Colrain, a

representational painter, is a

graduate of tht Newark (N.J.)Sch-
ool of Fine Art. Vice Presid-
ent of the Deerfield Valley Art
Association, he has exhibited thr-

oughout New England and New Jer-
sey and is the recipient of sev-
eral awards from the Annual Na-
tional Academic Artists Exhib-
ition

Two painters will represent the

Amherst area. Conway -born Ste-

phen Hamilton, a watercolorist,

will show landscapes of Hawaii
and Labrador -spots he often vis-

its Hamilton, encouraged early
in his career by Robert Frost,
now teaches at the Stoneleigh-

Burnham School Active in the

inception and organization of the

Leverett Craftsmen and Artists,

he is now a Director of the group
Eleanora Johnson, portraitist

and landscape artist has won sev-

eral firsts for watercolors and is

an illustrator of children's books
She teaches classes in oils at the

Old Mill in North Amherst; her
portrait of Professor Frederick
Loomis hangs in the Amherst Col-
lege Museum.

Elice Pieropan of Ashfield will

contribute works in three differ-

ent mediums for the Festival:

oil, watercolor, acrylic. She is

active in the Ashfield Autumn Fes-
tival (scheduled for the first week-
end in October). Her work is

on view at the Petersham Crafts
Center and the Berkshire Museum
In Pittsfield.

Laurie L. Seamans, a Gill res-
ident, does most of her paint-

ing on commission. Trained at

the Boston Museum School of Fine
Arts, and at Harvard, Mrs. Sea-
mans' portraits may be seen loc-

ally at Mount Hermon, Franklin
County Public Hospital and the

Greenfield Girls Club.

Mount Hermon faculty member,
David Jorgenson received his

B.F.A from the Hartford Art Sch-
ool of the University of Hartford,
his M.F.A. from the Rhode Is-

land School of Design. A deriv-
ative abstractionist. Jorgenson
will exhibit both drawings and pain-

ting in the Columbus Day week-
end show

Northfield, host to the Arts Fes-
tival, will have two painters show-
ing: Bess Moore and Bornice
Webster. Both have exhibited
frequently in the area; Miss
Moore most recently at the Sou-
thern Vermont Art Center in Man-
chester. Vermont. Miss Webster-
has a one-man show scheduled
for mid-October at the Carriage
House of the Northfield Inn

Scholarship Sourses Explained

UMass derives it's scholarship money from two principal
sources, one. from state -appropriated budgets and secondly from
endowment and trust scholarships donated by private corporat-
ions.

The money appropriated by the state is divided between the

Boston and Amherst branches. Candidates eligible for scholar-
ships are judged by their financial need and academic standing
One minor source of undergraduate scholarship money the past

year has been fees collected through traffic fines.

The University is Changing

So Are We!

Informal Smokers:

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 - 8:00

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 - 8:00

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1 - 10:00

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5 - 8:00

PHI SIGMA DELTA

358 N. Pleasant St.

Call 5-0192

for rides

« n* - -._,
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N.H. Questions Validy Of Literacy Tests

(AP) - A three judge federal

panel renewed Tuesday a temp-
orary order compelling New
Hampshire to give provisional re-

gistration to illiterates for the

November elections

Thy order will stand until the

panej decides on a Justice De-
partment request to throw out the

state's literacy tests for voting and

an injunction to order illiterates

the right to vote in the Nov. 3

elections

The panel, composed of Court

of Appeals Judge Frank M Coffin

of Maine. Maine District Judge Ed-
ward T. Gignoux and New Hamp-
shire District Judge Hugh H Bow-
nes. promised a decision by Oct.

29.

US Atty. David Brock of Con-

cord argued provisions of the state

constitution and laws requiring

voters to pass literacy tests vio-

late the 1970 Voting RIGHTS ACT.
Atty Gen. Warren Rudman and

Asst Atty Gen. David Souter

argued that since the act faces a

constitutional challenge before the

United States Supreme Court it

should not be applied to supersede
a state law unless the federal

government can demonstrate a

"strong showing of constitutional

likelihood"' the Supreme Court will

uphold the act.

Rudman also contended if the

federal courts rule illiterates may
vote, and if after the election the

Supreme Court found the act in-

valid, a "tainted election"' would
result

It could cast doubt upon the

validity of an election which con-
tained votes of people who should
not have voted.'' Rudman said

However, Judge Coffin noted the

panel might rule against allowing

illiterates to vote and a ruling by
the Supreme Court the act is in-

valid also would make for a tain-

ted election

Rudman said that "in the view
of the state of New Hampshire
the first possibility is more ser-
ious.''

Brock disagreed. "I would
rather err on the side of civil

liberties. " he said.

He also said Congress had the

right to vote has been granted to

any citizen it cannot be arbit-

rarily denied to others. ."

Brock said he believes the act

would be found valid by the Su-

preme Court

Notices

MDC CLASSIFIED
ROOMMATES WANTED

If }ou need a roommate to share
your apt L and expenses. Please call

Artie at 286-8221. tflO-1

FOR SALE
Discounts on stereo components.

Call 8-8432 or 6-8*47. tflO-1

PEACE DOG TAGS — military
etjle, one the Dove of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 24 Inch
chain. $1.00. PO Box 461, Holyoke,
Mast. 01040. tflO-8

From £paln, Sanchls, Oflmex, En
rlque, etc.. guitars, lauds, bandur-
rlas, mandolins and cases. Creative
End. ivor (The Music Store) 20-22

Miles St., Greenfield, (413) 774-2831.
tflO-1

Musical instruments from around
the world at discount prices. Guttata
a specialty. Creative Endeavor (The
Music Store), 20-22 Miles St., Oreen-
fleld. (413) 774-2831. tflO-1

Mobile Home 8' by 42' 2 bedroom.
livinr room and kitchen. All appli-
ances, no furniture. Needs some
work $700? Call David Cubley 546-

0950 P.S. on or off lot. tflO-2

1W4 Barley 71 Eve. except trans ,

$799 or best offer. Free side car
1-773-8712. tflO-1

Laundry soap biodegradable organ-
Ic, economical, concentrated. To or-
der call 6-8008. tfl0-2

MALE PVPPIE-J (i wks. old, rreat
Iock, frisky nnd communicative,
-enerally pa(iri-t». Ready to go. $10
Hell, (nil 584-7277. tflO-1

Tape Recorder P.inusnnit Profes-
»i'inal mudfl s-."J5 \v /tapes Cajl Paul
?i-.-» ut :.'33-nr>.Vi. JKtO

(>K refrigerator, 5 feet, good con-
dition. $H or best offer. Call MaV
:oo.y tfio-i

FOR SALE — AUTOS
til Bambler Classic, hit on right

rear but runs well. Sell cheap. 63B-

iWQ. tf9-30

63 VW panel truck, radio, new
trl-color paint job and elec. system
$378. Call Springfield 739-7988 after

p.m. 9-29

'68 Buick • Opel Kadette station
wagon, very good condition. Call M9-
6111 after g p.m. tf9-29

'65 Mustang Hardtop 289 engine,
4 speeds. Also '60 Bugeye Sprite,
exc. cond.. best offers, 236-6874.

tf9-3»

'57 Chevrolet 2 dr. sedan, R, & H.,
automatic, one owner car for 14
yrs., maintained in fine condition.
Phone Greenfield 772-0438. tflO-2

Must sell '70 Leroans, 9 mos. old,

blue w /black vinyl top, B/H, buc-
ket seats and 3 spd. auto. Asking
*2975, negotiable. Call 546-5050.

tf9-30

70 Toyota Corolla, four speed, std..

trans., in new condition, $1550. Call
I'.t-7fl91 after 5 p.m.

• tfl0-2

<li.*e *22tH». Call .'»t-7;77. tflO-2

WANTED
"SEle™amffTmaletern^entfitopar^
tiripate in research study for pay.
Inquire TThlttnore 243 after 9 p.m..
>,\3-9459. tflu-ii

Need help with first or second
vear Spanlith. For tutor with rea-
sonable rates call Mary Rurirh at
-.46-7449 tflO-1

Location of dump with dense popu-
latton of virile rata. Passible re-
waH. Tel. Leroy 586-1064. tflO-1

RIDE WANTED
Te PlttafleU Fridays after 5:36

p.m. WIH share expenses. Phone 546-
8818. tf9-30

Help — I need a ride from Green-
rirld area on Mon. and Tues. around
11:00 a.m. (I like to sleep In the
morning). I'll gladly pay. Call 648-
»t7i. tfie-i

Ride wanted to Syracuse on FrL,
Oct. 9. Come back Mon., Oct. 12
Call Linda 6-9668. tflO-1

GIVE AWAY
Free — adorable three month old

kitten U looking for a home away
from the SPCA. Call 253-9568.

___ tf9-36|

FOR RENT
Fine furniture for rent in trad.,

Colonial or Danish design, choice of
fabrics. Also refrigerators rented, 5
cu. feet. For Info call 546-7922 or
586-2960. U9-30

HELP WANTED
Faculty wife needs a cleaning girl

one day per week (Thursday or Fri-
day preferred). Prefer someone who
will be able to continue through Dec-
ember and January. Call 253-9568.

tf9-30

FOR EXCHANGE
Vacation rent-free anywhere, any-

time with another student, with apt.
or without. Thousand opportunities.
Write t Experiment-in-Livtng, Box
783, Grants, »w Mexico, 87020 tflO-6

EMPLOYMENT WANTED
Part-time work cleaning house,

mowing and raking yards. Write: D.
£*•_*» » Adams St., Easthampton
__*_ tf9-30

SERVICES

'69 Camaro "RS", excellent condi-
tion, black vinyl top, 4 speed Hurst,
air spoiler, low mileage. Must sell.

bent offer. Call 586-0762. tflO-1

~190 Mercedes SL for sale (I960)

could be a classic. Call Gayle at

.149-6191 before 8:00 or after 11:00

p.m. tflM
Corvair 65 Monza excellent condi-

tion 4 speed. 4 new tlre«, brand
new front end $42'.. r. 16-748?. tflO-1
—

B.I Merc, J dr.. anto. trans . 253

. I ram well Call Don at 54K-8906
9-30

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponentg, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.~

tf!2-23
Pioneer, Teac, Gerard, PE A-tecI

Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel
*»P«. standard radio, Ttah speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. tfl2-23
Alterations — pick-up and delivery.

Call 1-532-4792. jkw

ROOM FOR RENT
oems near Campus, 219 Lincoln

Ave., 1 large, 1 small with wall to
waU carpet, linen furn. Girls only

_ tf9-31

MUSICIANS WANTED

~~
67 TRtA-TRS P.RG needs minor

work but will take this into consi-

.iemtlnn of price. No rens. offer re-

insert. Call Al IMTMMM. tflO-fi

FOR SALE — AIRCRAFT
KKEK FLYING LK88ONS. VKI

filing Aeronra Chief; 2 passenger
airplane, exc. cond.. many extras,
cry cheap to fly. tltuham.is round-

er.,, stiff ) Free lr««on« with por*

Pop. Rock band needs drummer,
bass, trumpet for performing and re-
cording. Any other talent also
nought. Call Harold 846-«f89.

tflO-2

PERSONAL
2 chicks who enjoy camping —

not scared by River Monster —
would like to Join two guys canoe-
ing down the Conn, river beginnine
this Sunday. Call 586-1117. Keep call-
ing if no answer. tuo-i

He argued that denying illiter-

ates the right to vote excludes

them from the franchise in vio-

lation of the equal rights provi-

sion of the 14th amendment.
He admitted an Office of Eco-

nomic Opportunity report listing

16,000 persons in the state over

age 21 as being without more
than fourth grade education is

probably too high a figure to use

in determining the number of il-

literates, whose number, he agreed
with Rudman. is unknown.

The original restraint order was
issued by Judge Bownes, and so

far. Brock said, has resulted in

the registration of three ill-

iterates.

Brock said the Supre ne Court
is expected to issue a decision
soon after it begins hearings on
the law Oct. 19.

The act also includes the 18
vear vote but that provision is not
a part of the New Hampshire pro-
ceedings.

Rudman has agreed to the res-
training order. However, he has
directed voting officials to reg-
ister illiterates on separate lists
until a court ruling is made.

Swing Shifters

arc entitled to INDEX'S. If

you were a swing shinc-i

last year your INDEX is

wailing for you Mon. thru

Fri. {• - ."> in the INDEX Of-

fice, 2nd floor. Student
Union.

HOMECOMING
Nomination papers for Homecoming

Queen are available in the RSO office

Please return your nomination paper
soon

JACK THE RIPPER ANTI- DEFAMA-
TION LEAGUE
There will actually be a meeting

of the Jack -The -Ripper Anti- Defam-
ation League Thursday at 4:00 p m
under the willow tree by Campus Po-
nd

MARKETING CLUB
Mr Leonard Sucsy will speak on

"The Critical Link in Solving Urban
Housing Problems'

, Thursday, at 7:45

P.M in the Campus Center

CUSP -PSYCH COUNCIL
Are you confused about what's go-

ing on in Psychology? Not sure of

the requirements? Then, come to

the explanatory meeting Wednesday.
Sept. 30, at 8:00 P.M. in 106 Thomp-
son. Faculty and student representa-
tives will be there.

COMPUTER CLUB
Meeting on Oct. 6, at 7:30 P M

in Eng East Room 114 Talk on
Computer Technology in Russia and

Japan Everyone is welcome New
members may join at this time Mem-
bership not a prerequisite to attend-

ance.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
College life at Farley Lodge. 8:00

P.M., tonight Students sharing, dis-

cussion on The Resurrection, music
by "Clear Sky" refreshments

WEIGHT PROBLEM?
If you are between the ages of

17 and 25, have an overeating prob-
lem, and would like to participate in

a fun program designed to help you
with it, please call Pam Hajjer at

545-0943 on Wednesday from 6-7:30

P.M and on Thursday and Friday
from 1-2:30 P.M

SCUBA CLUB
Scuba Club meeting, Thursday. Oct

1, at 7:00 P.M.. in Council Chambers,
Student Union Elections will be held.

HILLS SOUTH
Hills South presents a BASH Fri..

Oct 2. Music will be by RUSH
Men $1.50 Women $.25 All wel-

come 8 00 P M

LOST
One pair untinted prescription gl-

asses "Bikey" shaped Lost bet-
ween P-10 and Middlesex, Sunday,

1:00 P.M. Call 5-0158 Maureen.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Tonight at Davis Center, Smith Col-

lege. 8 P.M. -12 PM Teaching 8-

9 PM Beginners welcome.

U OF MASS STUDENTS FOR SAR-
GENT DWIGHT

Get involved and help Sarge. Con-
tact David Crea-1705 Adams. 6-8839
and Kathy Gwiazda 1515 JOA. 6-8481.

ESP
Do you have ESP? Come and find

out at Pi Beta Phi. 388 North Pleas-

ant St .. 7 00 to 8:00 PM
All women welcome.

Oct 6

AWFUL WAFFLE WEEK
There will be an organizational me-

eting for Awful Waffle Week on Sept

30. at 600 PM in the Program Co-
uncil Office. All are wtlcome.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Prayer meeting every Tues. and Th-

ursday morning 7:30-8:30 A.M. Room
178, Campus Center.

READING -STUDY CENTER
Registration for 5 week course in

"Reading -Study Improvement" Oct 6,

at 6:45, Room 163 Campus Center
Class meetings Tuesday, Thursday
6 45-8 15 No credit

DELTA CHI
Smoker at Delta Chi "See how

brotherhood and individuality combine"
314 Lincoln Ave. Call 5-0156 or
5-0195 for information or transporta-

tion

U MASS CHESS CLUB
There will be a meeting of the U

Mass Chess Club Thursday. Oct. 1,

at 7:00 PM in room 811 of the Cam-
pus Center Everyone welcome'

SWAP
Next open meeting Sun . Oct. 4,

at 8:00 PM. 803 Campus Center

FOUND
I found a black, white and orange

cat in the little Hatch on Sat., Sept

19. Will the owner telephone, me at

546-5218

(Continued on page 15)

Class of 1972

Executive Council 1972

TONIGHT
Place: Campus Center Rms. 174 - 176

Time: 7:00

Mandatory Meeting

Topic: Winter Carni

THE BROTHERS OF

PHI MU DELTA
CORDIALLY INVITES ALL

FRESHMEN AND UPPERCLASSMEN

TO ITS OPEN INFORMAL SMOKER

TO BE HELD ON

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30 AT 7:30 P.M.

FOR RIDES CALL 5-2163 OR 253-9076

FOUND
Sweater in the corridor leading to

laundry room at Moore House Call
546-5364

LOST
Girls wristwatch, gold with green

band If found, please call JoAnn
6-7369

LOST DOG
Grey and white; cir ly and shagge

Answers to name of Angus " Has
collar with license Call 665-3318,
Sunderland

LOST
One gray and orange calico cat on

Fri., Sept. 18, If you've seen her call

546-5218.

LOST
Air Force -issue sunglasses, gray

lens, gold frames, by the Campus Po-
nd Sun , Sept 20. If found, please
call 549-6032 Reward

CHEMISTRY

.

Magic Show-See Harvey's t ,ing

Chemical Magic Show Tues
, 29,

at 7:30 PM in Goessman 151 for the

first meeting of the Chemistry Club

Everyone welcome (including those who
don't even know any Chemistry ) Re-
freshments served.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
Practice will be held in the Main

Gym of Boyden on Tues , Sept. 29,
4 30-6:30

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Sept 29 at 6:30 PM in

room 162 Campus Center. The Ex-

ec board will meet at 6:00 Coffee

hour will follow the meeting

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVT
Become part of the new and vi-

brant Assembly' Elections will be

held Thursday. Oct. 8, in all South-

west houses Nomination papers are

available now in the Student Office,

Coolldge Lobby, and are due by noon,

Oct. 7.

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COMMIT-
TEE

There will be a brief but manda
tory meeting on Tues , Sept 29, in

Room 803 of Campus Center.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
The state of the Art and Science

of Computing in Russia and Japan
by Dr Imsong Lee EBE 112, 7:30

PM on Oct 6.

BICYCLE CLUB
Organization meeting. Thurs., Oct. 1

at 7:00 P.M.. room 171, Campus Cen-
ter. Anyone unable to attend leave

UNDERGRADUATE MATH MAJORS
There will be a meeting for all under-

graduate math majors interested in

learning about how they can produce
change in the Math Department Tues.
night, Sept. 29. at 7:30 in room 165

of the Campus Center

—

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 AM.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
"Musigals" will sing at Sigma Sig-

ma Sigma on Wed night at 7:00.

All university women are invited to

attend for a night of fun and song
Rides will be provided at Newman
at 6 45, or call

WANT TO HELP KIDS

?

Meeting 8:00 P.M.. 19th floor Co-

olidge on Tues., Sept 29, to discuss
plans for a project for underprivi-
leged kids in Riverview All are
welcome

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting Thurs. . SeDt. 29. at 10:00

PM., George Washington Tower
fifth floor lounge.

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish club will have "Tertulias"

on Thurs , 3:04 PM. in Herter Hall

on the fourth floor (opposite the ele-

vator). Anyone interested in chat-

ting in Spanish is welcome Refresh-
ments will be available.

LOST
Camera (Pentax Spotmatic) in Park-

ing area North of Campus Center,
Sunday night Please return to Mark
Harris, U Mass Photo Center, 548-

2298

LOST
Lost all my IDs Call Gail Darey

549-0628 anytime Reward offered.

Notices
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Dr Seymour Levine, Prof ,

Dept
of Psychiatry, Stanford School of Med-
icine, Stanford University Tuesday.
Sept 29. 4:00 P.M.. Herter 227, U
Mass Topic "Hormones and Con-
ditioning."

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting Wed., Sept. 30. 7:30 P.M..

Room 102 Stockbridge Hall All in-

terested please attend

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Behold the Turtle He makes pro-

gress only when he sticks his neck
out. Make a difference -Join College
Chapter AHEA!

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish table meets on Mondays

and Thursdays for lunch 11:30 A.M.
to 12:30 P.M., in South Dining Com-
mons and on Tuesdays for dinner 5 00
to 6:00 P.M. in Hampshire Commons
(Southwest). Anyone interested in prac-
ticing Spanish is welcome

GUITAR PLAYERS
If any guitar players folk or class-

ical, are interested in giving and tak-
ing ideas, techniques, or music, call

Gary Morris. 6-9776. 2U MacKimmie

BLOOD DRIVE
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will

be on campus Oct. 13. 14. and 15

Sign up to donate blood Sept. 28,

29, 30; Oct. 1, 5, and 6. at the tables

outside the Campus Center Bookstore.
We need everyone

ACTION LAB
There will be a meeting Wed., Sept

30, at 7:30 in the S.U. Council Cham-
bers All interested please attend

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Coffee hours on Sept. 29 and 30

from 7-9 P.M. in the Colonial Lo-
unge S.U. All interested freshman and
upperclassmen welcome. Any ques-
tions call Linda (6-8512)

JUDO CLUB
Bill S - Please contact Elaine in 210

Leach concerning organization of Judo
Club.

CEQ
CEQ workshop on National Science

Foundation grants for UNDERGRAD-
UATE summer research projects on
the environment Much money Pro-

posal deadline Nov 30 Meet at 7 01

PM., Campus Center. Room 162, Sept
30.

CLASS OF 1971

Don't miss your chance! Let your
choice be heard! Suggestions are now
being taken for recipients of honor
degrees at graduation. Leave your
suggestion in RSO. Campus Center or
Box 781.

MAROON KEYS
There will be an important meeting

in room 801. of the New Campus Cen-
ter at 7:00 PM on Tues evening
If you can't come please call Richard
Simmons

HEYMAKERS
The regular square dance and begin

ners classes will be held in the Cam
pus Center Aud., Tues. from 7:30-

10:30 This is the last week begin
ners will be accepted Join now'

SCROLLS
Meeting

6:15 P M
Tuesday Room 170 C.C

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR.

Unce jou routiner a Gemini man
of your loyalty, you practically own
in in. A woman wanting a man born
under this zodiacal sign need only
prove ahe la dedicated to his welfare.
i rom then on it will be smooth oled-
diiiit. t unions own born under Ueiniui
include Tony Curtia. Joe Mauiatu aim
Deau Martin.

• a
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Allien

and opponeota aeera to chance roles.

.Nothing ia apt to be cut-and-dried.

.Necessary to be versatile, alert. A
friend could be a foe — and vice

versa. Some day.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): More

exciting- work, career possibilities are
indicated. Those with "ability to

change things become concerned with
you. Have facta available. Stick to

ground rules.

CUMIN' (May 21 • June 20): Un-
usual events occur involving children,

romance, creative endeavors. Featured
|g change, travel and plenty of va-

riety. Your kind of time. Make con-

tacts : go places and do things.

.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Ques-
tion of how much to invest in home
repairs, purchases seems to domi-
nate. Strive for more harmony. Include

family members in decision. Stress

comfort and secure feeling.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Fine to

grab at opportunity, but be sure le-

»:al papers are in order. Means check
details. Don't rush off in all directions

at once. Get promises in writing. This
saves time, money, embarrassment.
VIRQO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Display

willingness to handle responsibility.

Money Is Involved. Some around you
may appear supersensitive. Respect
seniority but also stand up for your
own rights.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : You

are especially dynamic. You rid your-
self of deadwood. There is new deal
which favors you. Cycle Is one of

sudden action, quick change and a
chance to pounce on opportunity.
8COPRIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21 )

:

There are restrictions. But most are
for your ultimate welfare. Don't at-
tempt to buck the odds. Ride with the
tide. A secret is exposed. You gain.
Great ally la patience. Be confident

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Friends respond In what could be
termed eccentric manner. Your own
desires are unusual. You could be-

come Involved in bizarre situation.
Children figure prominently. Keep
ideas young.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 18)

:

One who has means expresses willing-
ness to Invest. Make contacts. Publi-
cize and advertise. Get out of rut. Yon
gain If you lead the way. Don't per-
mit pride to block progress. Accept.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : Your

own desires come closer to reality.

Rush ahead. Contact persons at a dis-

tance. Read and write. Spread in-

fluence. Ally efforts with Libra Indi-
vidual. Express feelings In diplomatic
manner.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Ask

plenty of questions. More answers than
you might Imagine are available. Give
full play to Intellectual curiosity. Pro-
vocative situation could develop unless
you are careful.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHnAY

you are artistic curious abort life,

anxious to live up to creative poten-
tial. Pointing could make a wonderful
hobby. You are about to enter cycle
which will see you attempting many
new things: Yoga, astrology, sketch-
ing, writing. Life will be transformed
from ordinary to scintillating.

Copyright lf»70, Gen. Fea. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Narrow openings

6-Town in

Colorado

11 Natural gift

13-Pertaining to

the Alps

14 Part of

"to be"

15 Posy

17-Symbol for

tantalum

18-Afternoon

party

20-Merchandise

21 Vehicle

22 Finishes

24 Hurrieo

25 Platform

26-Carry

28-Roll of

parchment

30 Harvest

32 Distance
measure

33-Traps

35-Encircle

37-Stalk

38 Measure of

weight

40Center

42 Youngster
43-Peels
45-Short sleep
46 Man's

nickname
47-Told
49 River in

Italy

50Earns
52Closed

securely

54-Choice
55-Skid

4 Number
5 Winter

precipitation

6 Word of

sorrow

7-Secret

agent

8 Greek
letter

9 Involve as a

necessary
accompaniment

10 Approaches

12-Former Russian
ruler

13 Office of a

factor

16-Periods of

time
19- Decorated
21 -Large kettle

23 Vapor
25-Pertaining to

the Dorians
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27 Organ of

hearing

29 Tattered cloth

31 Parts of flower

33 More vapid

34 Rail bird

36-Arranged in

folds

3o

37-Postage sticker

39 Seines

41 Epic poem
43 Man's nickname
44 Observes
47Edge
48 Pigeon pea
51 A state labbr.)

53-Chinese mile
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By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

"Despite the small turnout, I

think we will have a very res-

pectable team. It will be a stro-

nger team with less speed but

much bigger size than we had
last year and, barring any major
injuries, I look for a good sea-

son."

Such was the comment given

by freshman football coach, Dav-
id Kelley in pondering the outl-

ook for this season's Little Red-
man grid squad. He was quite

disappointed at the turnout of on-

ly 35 candidates for the team,

but he feels that the lack of size

in numbers will be compensated
for by physical size, versatility

and good spirit.

As far as a starting team goes.

Kelley is fairly set on who will

take the field against Boston Un-

iversity in Friday's opener. How-
ever, he is faced with a coach's

ideal problem' at quarterback
He has three good prospects at

the vital position each of whom
could start."

According to Kelley. one of the

prospects. Paul Hanson. 61 -190,

who hails from the Bronx, is es-

pecially adept at running the op-

tion besides being able to throw
well

Statistics

Football

A Look at Freshman Football . . .

Small in Number, Large in Size

SCORING TD PAT(l) PAT12) FG PTS
Scavone.hb I

Cummings.fb I

Corsaletti .hb 1

Hulecki.te I

Gagnon k

UMASS 4

Opponents 4

4(4)

4(4)

3(4)

PASSING ATT COMP
Hughes 30 17

Marchev 6 2

Matuza 6 1

UMASS 42 20
Opponents 28 12

PUNTING NO YDS
ONetl 13 477
Team l o
UMASS 14 477
Opponents 16 567

INTERCEPTIONS NO
O Neil, s 3

Rendle. s I

Dyer, lb I

FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Sabulis.lb 1

Daenz.hb I

YDS
173

26

25

224

203

AVE
36 7

Blkd
34 1

35 4

YDS

19

0(3)

0<3) 28

0(0) 27

TD
1

1

1

LG
45

45

p

PCT
567

333

167

476

429

RUSHING ATT
Scavone.hb 28 158

Cummings.fb 24 101

Heavey.fb 18 96
Russell. hb 12 89
Corsaletti.hb 6 28
DiNardo hb I 12

Sawyer.hb 2 11

Marchev qb 1

Hughvs.qb 12 14

Matuza.qb 4 3

UMASS HO 512

Opponents 92 324

PASS RECEIVING NO
Hulecki.te 8 80
Scavone.hb 2 50
Lang.se 2 23
' ummings.fb 2 10

Heavey.fb 2 8
O Malley se 1 25
Corsaletti. hb I 20
Cabrelli.se I ]]

Pena og 1 .

3

PUNT RETURNS NO YDS
Bush 2 19

Daenz I -1

UMASS 3 18

Opponents 10 ISO

KICKOFF RETURNS
Scavone
Corsaletti

Huleckl

UMASS
Opponents

TEAM SUMMARIES
Total First Downs
by rushing

by passing

by penalty

Own Fumbles Lost
No PenaltK
yds lost penalties

GAIN LOSS NET AVE
148

101

96
85
2M

12

11

4

35
35
407

232

AVE
100
250
II 5

50
4

250
20
II

AVE
95

60
15

NO YDS TD AVE

10

4

4

49

38

105

92

YDS TD
,1

TD

I

5 ]

4 2

53
7 1

4 7

40
55

3 7

2 5

67

24

6

97
63

UM
38
25

12

1

5/3
8
91

OPP
24

17

6

1

5 2

II

109

33 5

12

60
19 4

157

Tom McMahon, 60-210, from
Weymouth and Mark Tripucka(son
of former pro quarterback Frank
Tripucka), 511-185, out of Bord-
entown, N. J. both are outstanding
prospects, with Tripucka having
a bit of an edge in the passing

Coach David Kelley

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
FIELD TIME
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

n

TUO
PIT
1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

6:30

7:30

TEAMS
Dilaoughs vs Oxfords

team vs BX
Lifers vs Hacks

Bulldozers vs. Senators
Panthers vs. Monuments
Cool Cans vs Terrors

Comanches vs. Academics
Colt 45s vs. Bruisers

Lions vs Seagrams
Bears vs Flaming As

Oaks vs Lemons
Pin«»s vs Aces

SPARTAN
VS. 1

vs. 4
V<! 5

GRAD-FAC

POSITION
8:30 1

3

5

POSITION

I

4

I

VS.

vs.

VS

O-WAK

7:30

7:45

8:00

8:15

8:30

8 45

GAK vs Dildoughs
BX vs. Oxfords

Fsb vs DC
TEP vs TC
KS vs BKP

LCA vs SPE
SAE vs. APO
PLP vs PSK

Maroons vs. Dogs
Pipers vs Redwoods
Terrors vs. Panthers
Academics vs. Cougars

3 M's vs Tubes
Bulldogs vs Browns

Last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
Roadrunners 30, Outhouse T
Smashers 26, Bucks 6
Elephants 21, Cregorians 14

Duchies 22, GAK 16

Freaks 60, 3M's
Deacons 12, Colonels 6

Tubes 28, Heroes 6
Browns 40, Fellas

Gypsies over Puckers,WBF
TC 41, DC 12

KS 8, TEP
PSK 12, ZN0
PMD 2*6, LCA 15

PLP 20. APO 6

PSD 32, SAE
Nurds 24, Broncos 14

Barracudas 12, Brigade
Pipers 43, Murgatroyds 6

department.

The rest of the offense has Ken
Hoff, 6'3-205, from N.J. at full-

back. Hoff is an exceptionally

strong blocker and runner and has

good speed for his size.

Jim Mahaney, 5'10-180, from
Peabody, 1969 Class A State Cha-
mps, and Phil Roland, 60-190
from Boxford will start at the ha-

lfback positions

Up front on offense are Tom
Price, 6'2-240, Bordentown, N.J.,

at center, Bill Hale, 6'2-230,from
Rawley and Lynn Zulick, 6 '0-200,

Orwigsburg, Pa , at guards. Kev-
in Moran,6'2-220. and Gene Pease.
6'6-250 at tackles, and Ed Haj-
dusek. 6'3-185. from NY., at tight

end.

Coach Kelley is especially im-
pressed with the play of Moran
at tackle and calls him his "best
offensive lineman at this point."

"One of the best all-around at-

hletes on the team" is the way
the frosh mentor described split

-

end Tim Berra (son of former
N. Y. Yankee catching great Yogi
Berra) who is also the starting

safety on defense. Berra, 5*11-

185, is also from Bordentown, N.J.

by way of Bordentown Military Ac-

ademy as are Price and Tripucka.

Carl Mattarochia, 5'11-198 from
Ipswich and Mike McNiff, 6'0-

fiailg fflnUrgten

SponU
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212 from Littleton are the strong

-

side linebackers, and Paul Reilly,

60-210. from Jamaica Plains and
Mike Duffy, 5 10-190. East Roch-

ester, NY., are the weak -side
linebackers.

The defensive halfbacks who, ac-
cording to Kelley, show exception-
al speed and aggressiveness, are
Bobby Ambrose at right halfback
and Kevin Donahue from Haver-
hill at left halfback. Ambrose
stands 61 and weighs 185, and Don-
ahue's physical stats are 5*11-175.

Other players who will see con-
siderable action are Bobby Foy,
linebacker, Steve Davis, offensive
guard and center, Ken Berry, split

-

end, Carl Northrup, defensive tac-
kle. Steve Brady, defensive back
and Mike Philips, also a defensive
back.

Kelley had this to say about Fri-
day s opener. "I don't expect great
execution, this being the first
game, but I do expect great spi-
rit and desire As far as rep-
orts on BU. I have heard very
little about them However. I

do know that the game against
that club will be very physical .

they always are."

Repelling the Rush

man as Quarterback Ken Hughes looks to pass. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

Sports Notices
All male undergraduates inter-

ested in trying out for the UMass
intercollegiate bowling team
please contact one of the follow-
ing persons by Friday, Oct. 2:

Ernest Malagrida at 6-7882, Mic-
hael Stack at 6-5023 or Gary
Damon at 6-7718 or at 5-2351
on Wednesday and Friday even-
ings.

A tournament will be held on

Precisionettes March
The Precisionettes, the women's

drill team, represented UMass at

the Fall Foliage Festival Parade
in North Adsms this past Sunday.
In spite of a steady downpour, the

team marched two and a half miles
in answer to the Parade Commit-
tee's invitation This is the se-

cond consecutive year the Prec-
form in North Adams, and it was
the tram's first public appearance
this semester

The previous Saturday, the team
held a car wash in Zayre's park-
ing lot to help raise funds for
future trips, and are also sell-

ing programs at all of the home
football games this season.

The team is composed of UMass
co-ed undergraduates, and curr-
ently holds the titles of second in

the Nation, second on the East
Coast, and first in New England
They were among the top ten

women's drill teams invited to

compete in the National Champ-
ionships in Washington, D.C., for

the annual Cherry Blossom Fes

the nights of Oct. 5 and 6 at
the Boyden bowling alleys to de-
termine who will be on the team.
Each contestant will be required
to roll three games on each of
the given nights, a total of six
eampc

* » « • »

The third of 11 consecutive week-
ly UMass Redmen Quarterback
Club Luncheons will be held to-
day at 12:15 in the Newman Cen-
ter. The dinner will get out pro-
mptly at 1:15 p.m.

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es
AP

"The most embarrassing
thing that's ever happened to

me," says Denver Bronco line-

backer Wallace Dickey in the

current issue of SPORT Mag-
azine, "happened when we won
our conference title in college.

"Another player and I tried
to pick up the coach and car-
ry him off the field. But we
dropped him ...and he dropped
and broke the trophy we had
just won'"

NEW YORK (AP)- Johnny Rob-
inson and Aaron Brown share the
honors this week as the Defen-
sive Players of the Week in the
National Football League.

• * » * »

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ted Wil-
liams says he'll be back again
next year as manager of the Was-
hington Senators, now mired in

last place in the American Lea-
gue East.

OAKLAND (AP) - Oakland Ai-
hletics manager John McNamara
is definitely out as a successor
to himself next season.

9Up MutattfUBtttB

latlu dnltegnm
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Senate Adjourns Early
See page three

Every senator counts as Senator Larry Woods takes his seat for last night's brief
sentote meeting. Calling roll at the front table is secretary Kathy Iwiazda as pre
sident Q enn Elters awaits the pleasant (albeit temporary) news that there is a
quorum. (MDC photo by Tim Fagan)

Nixon Tours Europe

NE0P0LITANS CHEER NIXON -Smiling President Richard M. Nixon adknowledges cheers in Naples Tuesday as
he entered car, which was to take him to the Roseberry Villa where he was to spend the night. Nixon had just
returned to Naples after a visit to the U.S. Sixth Fleet ri the Mediterranean.
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Program Council Sets

Awful Waffle Week
In

i ,

Awful Waffle Week' or 'wiiat

<lu with the concrete waffle"

coming to the Campus Center.

Members of the Campus Center

run council met last rn^ht

to ttetermtne a tentative schedule

(.1 events [or "Awful Waffie Week"
October 130U. A showing of

"West Side Story
1

' at 7 ana 9

P.m. is first on the list of ev-

ents, to be followed by a wal-

fh sraorgaSborg from 7-11 p.m.

the following nifcht in the Campus
r
'([iter cotiee shop.

A •name the coffee shop" cont-

est wiUbe held aiU the winner

will receive a $10 gift certificate,

which can be used in the coffee

sh< !).

Fri'u nig^y will leacure the

Class Waffle' vith Ort and

Frenzy" from 8:30 to 11:30 in

the Cam'His Center auditorium.
Scheduled for Saturday night in

the garage will be a spaghetti

nnei ball' (so named because
the peculiar shape of the ga-

) honi o to 12 with 'Richie's

Renegades" on hand to entertain.

For tliis ev^iit there will be no

admission fee. A waffle king
and queen wilibecrowne'1, and they

will leeuive ^ift certificates re-

ieemable for a dinner at the -Top
f the Campus" restaurant.

Finally, on Sunday, a waffle eat-

ing contest will be held on the

second level concourse from !

i - p.m. There will be a J'

tent entry fee for this, ami all

are welcome to participate. Pri-

o .-> for the winner and runners-
up will include a dinner for two

>t the campus center restau-

rant and six free movie passes.

folk sillers John and Linda and

'Flight will turnout its sounds

on Union's South terrace. Win-

I a 'name the escalator''
will receive ten dollar

certificates to be used for mer-
chandise in the campus store.

Those working on the planning

committee to make the week a

success include: Chairman John
Perkins, in charge of publicity,

Margie Davis coordinating food

services. Dagmar Belitsky, trea-

surer, and coordinating contests
in conjunction with Sheila Dotso.i,

Tom Weikle, handling the affairs

of the "glass waffle", and Mar-
cus Elfman, also helping to coor-
dinate entertainment.

Police Nab Three
In Tower Hold-up

Three area youths all non-

students were apprehended early

yesterday by university security

officers after they had bound and

gagged three students in George
Washington Tower threatened
them with a loaded .38 caliber

pistol, and then robbed the stu-

dents of money and numerous room
articles.

The three, Booby Joe Tubbs and
Jimmy Lowell King, both of Sp-

ringfield and Victor Richardson,

ia Amherst College student from
Tulsa, Oklahoma, were charged

Students Initiate

Parking Security
By JAMES E. GOLD
Thursday Issue Editor

Several Southwest students con-

cerned with vandalism, particular-

ly in F-lot, have drawn propos-

als for increased security in

UMass parking lots.

The student committee, headed
by Ed Dempsev, Vice-President

of the Class of '72, have been me-
eting with Ken Burnham, assist-

ant Southwest area coordinator.

Their proposals include two men
on each cf two shifts provided

with cameras, walkie-taldie radios

and an attendant's booth. Their

aim is to stop the large number
of breaks into F-lot cai.

The committee says it has star-

ted with F-lot because they con-

sider it number one in lack of

security. They cite two cars sto-

len there last Thursday. -'Cars

are being stripped constantly,"

according to Burnham.
Preliminary plans call for men

working 3-11 and 11-7 shifts . They
would record all visible informa-
tion, take pictures and maintain

Re-organization Meeting

9:30 P.M. Oct. 1, 1970

Council Chambers, S.TJ.

\11 mtrr*«t*d Brothers and Pledges

lit.! I I ' t

radio contact with the security of-

fice. One regular security officer

and one work-studies student would

work each shift. A patrol car

and an attendant j booth for F-
lot alone are also in the plans.

The committee needs $5,000 to

stait these plans. Funos can-

not come from this year's vehicle

registration fees, since they are

insufficient to pay for increased

security. Fees now go towards

present lot maintenance, so the

committee has decidsd to try to

get initial funds from the Student

Senate.

If the Senate tunded the opera-

tions and parking fees were rai-

sed from $1 to $10 per year,

the entire system would be-

come self liquidating by the end

Of next year according to Burn-
nan.

Bur nilam said the biggest pro-

blems ar • getting manpower and

incney. I rom there the commit-
tee ^rejects that the University

could buy its own tow trucks and
implement the same systems in

ail parking lots. With approx-
imately 9,000 students and hund-
reds of faculty members regust-
ering cars, an estimated $150,000
would be raise d annually for

the parking office, said Burnham.

with three counts of assault with

a dangerous weapon with intent

to rob in Hampshire County Dis-

trict Court yesterday. Tubbs was

also charged with possession of

a harmful drug and possession of

a firearm en campus, a state vio-

lation enacted under a new law

prohibiting firearms on a state

campus. King was also charged

with the firearm count.

Campus security officer Phyllis

George received a call before mid-

night at her dispatcher's post that

three unauthorized individuals

were roaming through Mary Lyons

House. A cruiser was then sent.

However, at 12:15, Officer

George received another call from

a male student at Washington Tow-

er that three persons wera runn-

ing out of the dorm with stolen

goods. Officer George dispatched

another cruiser to the scene and

the suspects, who were armed,

were arrested after a search of

their vehicle at 12:29, by Officers

Schearer and Gabiec of the campus
security force.

They were taken to campus se-

curity headquarters, and placed
under arrest.

The three youths were remended
to county jail with bail ranging from
$7,000 for Tubbs, $6500 for King
and $6000 for Richardson. All

entered pleas of not guilty.

Director of Campus Security,

John Marchant praised the efforts

of the officers involved saying,

"All the police performed very
well, and wisely. They made the

arrest without using their revol-

vers, even though the suspects
were armed. It was a fine job

by the police, the students invol-

ved were a great aid with their

alert phone caU and by the dis-

patcher."

I:<

HOW TO
NOT
A BUY A STEREO

( 1 ) Bring a friend who knows all there is to know about

stereos and watch him expound "all he knows" in

about 1 min. 20 sec.

(2.) Always buy from o dealer who dismisses his com-

petitors products os junk.

(3 ) . a system sounds better for the money than any

other you've heard, don't buy it unless it has a

name sure to impress your friends.

(4.) Does it really matter that one dealer offers free

warranty service*on every component he sells? Not

really, after all, for all the money you're spending,

it won't break down (ie. ABM, Hindenburg, Titan-

tic, Covair.)

A Guide presented in your interest by

Amherst Audio" 197 No. Pleasant St.

Rumors of High

Marijuana Content

in Index Covers

RR not true. Whether you

want to smoke your INDEX
or »*ead it. if you were an un-

dergrad both semesters last

year, \our book i.s waiting

foi you Mon. thru Fri. 9o in

the INDEX Office.

PANTY RAID -Myrtha Dryer, 86, enrolled in Wayne State

University this fall because she doesn t want to ex
pire from shere boredom." The lively coed said that

she does not expect to take full advantage of the school b

newly liberlized open house regulations

MDC Hotline
5-2550

Announcing

The Rebirth of

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
informal open smoker

tonight

at 8:00 P.M.
Come see what we have to offer

and

what you can contribute!

JJIjf fltaaarlptftrtt* flailg (toll*ginn

OH.ce of the DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on the second Hoof of the

Student Union on the University compos, zip code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), ond 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year eacept during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times a week following o vacation or exam period or when o holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the oct of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotes ore $7 50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

Do you have a gripe about the

the new Campus Center?
HAVE YOU TOLD ANYONE?

NO!

trr.™ o J
hG

£
omPus Center Governing Office is manned by membersfrom 9-6 on Tuesdays and Thursdays and on Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays we will be there at posted hours. If you have a gripe or a
question come down ond see us in the R.S.O areo ot these times
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After Two Hours

dngQ
Last week the student senate

evidenced its deterioration when
no quorum showed and its sch-
eduled meeting never convened.
Last night the same senate, with

but days remaining in its term
before elections next week, was
able to meet for two hours until

a lack of quorum again caused a

cessation of activity. Last night

may have been the last meeting
of the present senate since, trad-

itionally, the meeting scheduled for

election eve has failed to achieve
a quorum.

Several

endations

roval:

important recomm-
were voted into app-

To the Board of Trustees it was
recommended that the Athletic Co-
uncil be restructured to include

8 students, 5 faculty and 3 alumni.

By N.C.A.A. tradition, the faculty

of athletic councils are the lar-

gest voting blocs and by rule stu-

dents must be outnumbered on the

counciL

In supporting the restructuring

of the council that controls the

half-million dollars of the stu-

dent athletic fee fund, senate tre-

asurer Rick Verrochi stated, "It

is time that students started con-

trolling their own money. It is

time we started working toward

student autonomy."

Also recommended to the Board
of Trustees was that traffic fines,

currently five -dollars apiece for

any violation, be returned to the

older system of no-fine for first

violation, $3 for second, and $5

for every violation thereafter.

According to testimony heard last

year by the services committee,
increased fines do nothing to all-

eviate the parking or traffic vio-

lations.

To Chancellor Tippo it was re-

commended that the tri -partite Co-
mittee on Rents and Fees be re-

organized. Services Committee
chairman Ackerstein worded the

motion, considered under special

business, very strongly. The com-
mittee was to investigate as to

whether present fees are "Just-

ifiable and fair" for students.

To the CEQ, Draft Counseling
and Free University groups it was

by WAYNE SOINI

Staff Reporter

recommended that their constitut-

ions be reworded so as to assure
that their treasurers would be
undergraduates. Treasurer Verr-
ochi felt that the practice of keep-
ing the treasury in the hands of

undergraduates, in turn under the

jurisdiction of student courts, is

an important security measure.
Other constitutions, those for

Mobe, April 10-11 Committee,
Community Action Foundation, and

Art History Club were approved
because their constitutions had
this safe -guard written in.

The senate adjourned before tak-
ing action to place on the Oct-
ober ballots the referendum que-
stion: "Do you approve of the
student senate's funding social act-
ion groups such as Coalition for

Environmental Quality, Com-
munity Action Foundation, Univer-
sity Mobe, Draft Counseling Ser-
vices, etc.?" It is improbably
that this question will be placed
before the general student body.

Early in the meeting many app-
ointments made by President
Glenn Elters were approved with-

out objection by the senate, but

Vice President Pat Beharry em-
phasized that more positions re-
main vacant. She mentioned a
need for students in the Revision
of the Picketing Code, Academic
Honors, Health Council, Faculty
Senate Library and Faculty Senate
Budgets Committee. These pos-
itions are open to any student as
well as to senators, and appli-

cations can be picked up at the

senate office.

Teacher evaluation, which the

senate has long hoped to become
active about and eventually publish

a critique booklet containing con-
cise summaries of many courses
to add in intelligent selection of

both courses and faculty sections,

has for the past year been the

theme of only two or three pro-
pie. This is a committee in need
of dozens of students for small
and large tasks.

Minutes after nine o'clock, not

two hours after the meeting had
begun, Glenn Elters entertained the

motion to adjourn by virtue of
the loss of quorum. Twenty-seven
senators were needed, twenty -six
were present. So this senate,

which served under three pre-
sidents-Bruce Balboni, Cindy
Olken, and Glenn Elters-, which
made many important decisions,

was so active during the student

strike, a historic senate which
made many decisions, adjourned
for probably the last time.

When it next meets there will

undoubtably be some of its mem-
bers, a minority, who are run-
ning for re-election, who return,

but also there will be many new
senators under a constitution which
allows for over one-hundred sen-
ators. It will be quite a change.

Treasurer Rick Verroche (center, back to camera) had
to take a back seat to president Blenn Elters (right, be-
ing camera), who declared "no quorum" as the treasurer

was attempting to move on the controversial social ac
tion funding referendum. (MDC photo by Tim Fagan)

Action Lab Seeks Members
By LINDA A. BALICKI
Staff Reporter

"We have a program but no peo-
ple." Such was the comment of
Scott Caplain, General Education-
al Development Project Co-ordin-
ator, following the extremely poor
turnout at last night's Action- Lab
meeting.

lir Only #
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

* ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK

The GED Project is designed
to assist people in obtaining a
high school equivalency certificate

by offering a tutorial service gear-
ed to student adaptability. Model-
ed upon an existing program in

Fall River, the program would seek
to involve members of the Univer-
sity community in improving the

educational and vocational status

of needy persons in the area.
The possibility also exists of ex-

panding the program to include
inmites of regional prisons. Irs

goal would be to provide prison-
ers with the instruction needed to

satisfactorily complete the Gener-
al Educational Development Test.
A follow-up service is also in-

corporated to assist interested
participants in pursuing higher
education or in the selection of
an appropriate vocational endea-
vor.

Action-Lab, one of many proj-
ects sponsored by the UMass Com-
munity Affairs Foundation, is de-
signed to allow members of the
University community the opport-
unity to become involved in worth-
while community projects.

j

Swing Shifters

arc entitled to INDEX'S. H
you were a swing shitioi

last year, your INDEX is

waiting tor you Mon. thru

Fri. V 5 in the INDEX Of-

fice, 2nd floor. Student
Union.
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OF AMHERST
253-761

S

65 North Pleasant Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LINCS OF CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

L

Mini, Midi, Maxi!!!

WE HAVE THE

BOOTS
TO MAKE THE

FASHION PICTURE COMPLETE.
Visit our Boot Cellar ot

BIG

SMITTY S DELI
RESTAURANT

fcaturiny

HOT PASTRAMI — HOT CORNED BEEF

OPEN 10 A.M. to 2 A.M.

Opposite Zayre's Tel. 253-3481

&0UE&
6 Main Street

Bell's Pizza
A GREAT UNIVERSITY NEEDS A GREAT PIZZA,

AND IT HAS IT.

Open 1 1 AM to 2 A.M. Friday & Saturday

1 1 A.M. to 1 A.M. Sunday to Thursday

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZAS

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

All Accessories for Yarncrafts

Reynolds Imported Yarns

Native Fisherman Yarn

Pre-cut Rugs and Rug Yam

Crewel, Needlepoint. Straw

Ponchos, Kits Books

Yarncrafts

HADLEY
HADLEY, MASS.

Store Hours

:

VILLAGE BARN SHOPS
MMMI

10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily
Thurs. ft Fri. night till 9 p.m.

EUROPE
If your student group, campus organization, or student government

is considering any foreign travel, Uni-Travel Corp., as the agent of
many Transatlantic air carriers, can arrange low-cost charter transpor-
tation and land arrangements for your University group.

Your group must have a minimum of 40 passengers consisting of only
students and educational staff of your university and their immediate
families.

To offer the best travel services to your university, contact:

® 12 pin* etreet

KWfflpwn, mass 01907

phone (6T7) 699 0287
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In The Nation And The World

Rhodes Rebukes Agnew's Attack;

Partisan Campaign Suspected
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - The
youngest member of the Pre-
sident's Commission on Campus
Unrest said Wednesday the "gen-
eral tone, setting and context" of

the criticism to the commission's
report "suggests a political part-

isan intent."

Joseph Rhodes Jr., a 22 year
old Harvard Fellow, told a news
conference it was his opinion that

Vice President Agnew, who cri-

ticized the commission's report

before a luncheon audience Tues-
day, "must have been acting on
his own.''

"There is no justification for

the kind of partisan campaigning
which pursues votes in an election

year even at the expense of a pub-
lic climate which may lead tc

death on the campuses," Rhodes
said.

Rhodes said President Nixon had
assured commission members at a

meeting Saturday that he would

read the report thoroughly before

commenting on its recomm-
endations.

"Either the President was not

acting in good faith," Rhodes said,

"or the vice president was acting

independently. I hope the Pre-
sident spoke in good faith."

"I find it regretable that Vice

President Agnew would attempt to

limit the President's options by

publicly condemning the report

while the President is out of the

country," Rhodes said. President

Nixon is presently on an eight day
trip in Europe.

Shortly after Rhodes was app-

ointed to the commission in June,

Agnew called for his resignation

aiter Rhodes was quoted as say-

ing: "If statements by the Pre-
sident and vice president are kill-

ing people I want to know that."

Rhodes was referring to students

slain at Kent State and Jackson
State colleges.

Agnew described Rhodes as

make him counter productive to

the work of the commission."

showing transparent bias that will

make him counter productive to

the work of the commission."
Rhodes said it was the feeling

of the commission that "we must

appeal to that single office in the

country that can help the Presi-
dent's."

Although the report placed the

blame for campus unrest on many
shoulders, it said: "Only the

President has the platform and

prestige to urge all Americans,
at once, to step back from the

battlelines into which they are

forming."

Agnew said the report "is sure
to be taken as more pablum for

the permissiveness." Rhodes
called campus unrest "a national

calamity" and a "major national

division," and said the President
must "be careful not to give sup-
port to those who are trying to

divide the country." The Pre-

sident can show that he cares for

the lives of students by not re-

pressing those who attempt to

change society."

Asked if he felt the vice pre-

sident's criticism would bias the

President's action on the report's

recommendations, Rhodes said: "I

will reserve my judgment on that

until the President returns."

Latest Mideast Truce Violated;

Jordanians Recontinue Attacks

President Tito of Yugoslav i a welcomes Nixon as the

first U.S. president to visit his country. Tito has been

a communi st for 22 years, yet does not recogni ze Mos
cow as a menter. (AP Wirephoto)

Nixon Given Orderly
Yugoslavian Welcome

(AP) The Jordanian army laun

ched artillery and ground attacks

Wednesday against two guerrilla

held towns in Northern Jordan in

violation of the latest truce, the

Palestine guerillas charged.

The three man Arab truce com-
mittee in Amman, the Jordanian

capital, sent Arab observers to

investigate. The two cities are

Irbid, 50 miles north of Amman
and the scene of violent fighting

in the 11 day civil war, and Ra-
mtha, 10 miles to the east.

In the United Nations, the Un-
ited States appealed to Israel and

Egypt to resume the stalled Mid-
dle East peace talks.

The Palestine guerrilla charge,

broadcast over Damascus radio,

said "the roar of explosions can

be clearly heard from the Syrian

border." Ramtha is only five miles

from the frontier.

It called the bombardment "an
open violation of the Cairo agree-

ment" reached Sunday between
King Hussein and guerrilla leader

Yasir Arafat to stop the civil

war.

A guerrilla communique de-

scribed the ground attack as mass-
ive. It said the ground forces

struck after a day long artillery

bombardment of Irbid and Ramtha.
The three man Arab truce com-

hooks o^d.
records

^%«
<<A natural foods

mittee, headed by Premier Bahi
Ladgham of Tunisia announced
Tuesday a two phase plan for the

restoration of peace. It calls for

the withdrawl from Amman of both

the army and the guerrillas.

The Palestinians in the broad-
cast from Damascus urged the

committee to ensure the with-
drawal of the troops without de-
lay.

At the same time the Central
Committee of the Palestinian Re-
sistance Organization, the over
all guerrilla leadership, ordered
guerrillas to observe the cease
fire.

At U.N. headquarters in New
York, U.S. Ambassador Charles
W. Yost, urging a resumption of

Israel Egyptian peace talks, urged
flexibility on all parties. He said
the United States was willing to

help get the talks reopened.

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) -

President Nixon, "honored to be

the first American president tc

visit Yugoslavia," appealed to all

nations Wednesday night to re-

spect the rights of others.

"Long ago Yugoslavia chose the

path of nonalignment, and for more
than two decades Yugoslavia and
Marshall Tito personally have
played major roles in the non-
aligned movement throughout the

world," the President said. "We
in the Unitd States respect that

position.

"But the great question today
is not whether a nation is aligned
or nonaligned but whether it res-
pects the rights of others to choose
their own paths-and Yugoslavia, by
its example, has given heart to
those who would choose their own
paths."

Nixon spoke at a state dinner
given by President Tito, who is

. a Communist but who for 29. voarc

a

Do you care what happens

to your SATF money?

has refused to recognize Moscow
as the fountainhead of all Com-
munist wisdom.

In toasting his visitor, Tito cri-

ticized the big powers for inter-

vention in the Middle East and

Indochina-and by implication the

Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia
in 1968.

"The principles of indepen-
dence, sovereignty, equality, non
interference...must be respected
with no exception," Tito said.

"The infringement of these prin-
ciples cannot be justified by any

political, ideological or other mo-
tives."

Arriving from Italy, President
Nixon received a friendly and or-
derly welcome from the people of

Belgrade. Compared with his visit

last year to Romania, however, the

welcome seemed smaller and less

vibrant. One reason may have
been that Yugoslavia was just com -

ing out of a day of mourning for

the late Gamal Abdel Nasser, the

Egyptian president whom Tito re-
garded warmly.
A Yugoslav security official es-

timated at 200,000 or more the
=rowd that lined the route from
lirport to downtown Belgrade.
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THE LAMPLIGHTER

Rtes. 5 & 10 in Whately
between N'Hampton &

Greenfield

NOW PRESENTS
The funfilled music

and madness of

THE
ENDLESS
KNIGHTS
Friday 9 12:30
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Sex Commission Urges Repeal

Of Outmoded Social Regulations
WASHINGTON (AP) - Contending

U.S. adult censorship laws are
ineffective, unwarranted, often

wrongfully enforced and unsupp-
orted by most Americans, a shar-
ply divided Presidential Comm-
ission on Pornography recomm-
ended Wednesday that they be re-
pealed.

It recommended state laws aga-
inst public display of obscene pic-
tures or their sale to children,

but no similar ban on written
matter. And it asked mass sex
education so Americans can
frankly and openly deal with sex-
ual matters on an informed basis.

"The commission believes that

there is no warrant for continued
governmental interference," said
the commission's 12 member maj-

ority, "with the full freedom of

adults to read, obtain or view what-
ever material they wish."

The commission was named in

1967 by President Lyndon B.John-
son at the direction of Congress.
The White House has been at

pains to note the commission was
not appointed by President Nixon
and has, in effect, disavowed its

findings in advance. This indicates

that few, if any, of its recommen-
dations will be submitted as ad-

ministration sponsored legis -

lation.

The 18 member commission's
majority, led by Chairman Wil-
liam B. Lockhart, said "the
spirit and letter of our Const-
itution" prohibit governmental in-

terference unless there is a clear

Army Washed Out
MonsoonsBy

SAIGON (AP) - Monsoon storms
are beginning to lash the critical
northern sector of south Vietnam
and could force the allies to ab-

andon one or more of their for-

ward bases.

Already, the northeast monsoon
has cut heavily into American
bombing strikes and reconn-
aissance flights.

And it could bring a large scale

enemy offensive.

If the North Vietnamese foUow
their performance of the past, they

will use the tropical rains as cover
for a drive toward South Vietnam's
populous coast lowlands.

Such a monsoon offensive would
be aimed at capturing such cities

as Hue, Quang Tri and Da Nang,
long sought prizes of Hanoi's drive
to control the South.

There was no solid indication

of an oncoming assault but, as
one U.S. commander noted, "It

is always a possibility."

In Saigon, Gen. Creighton W.
Abrams, commander of U.S. forces

in Vietnam, was reported "resting
comfortably" Wednesday night

after he collapsed while attending

a military ceremony earlier in

the day.

GermansBust
Talker

The 56 year old commander
suffered a dizzy spell shortly after

noon during ceremonies honoring
Australian army forces at Vung
Tau, a seaside resort city 40
miles southeast of Saigon.
The role of acting commander

of U.S. forces fell to his deputy,
Lt. Gen. Frederick C. Weyand,
who has been nominated for the
four star rank of full general.

threat of harm-and extensive in-

vestigation has produced no evi-

dence either that smut is a sign-

ificant cause of sex crimes or

deviancy or that it corrupts the

nation's moral climate.

But three dissenting commiss-
ioners accused the majority oi

recommending moral anarchy and

slanting its report in favor of

the pornography business. The
dissenters, including Nixon's only

appointee, Charles H. Keating Jr.,

said the purpose of anti obscenity

laws is to protect the public, not

individual, morality and never was
based on what they called the im-
possible task of proving specific

harmful effects.

"The commission's majority

report," they asserted, "is a

Magna Carta for the porno

-

graphei."

The majority said it considered
ind rejected both the fears of

national moral decay and that legal

pornography for adults would lead

to greater exposure to children be-
fore concluding that adult censor-
ship laws should be repealed.

It said such powerful influences

as availability of contraceptives
and the changing American wo-
man's role-not pornographv-
are responsible for the current
flux in U.S. sexual values. And
it contended that disorganized
family relationships and bad peer
influences -not pornography- are
determinative factors in sexual
crime and deviancy.

Big
JERICHO, Vt. (aP) - The father

of Mark Huessy, the 21 year

old Vermonter sentenced to seven

years in prison for remarks ' 'ag-

ainst the state" in Ead, 18, called

from Berlin to say the lawyer,

Wolfgang Vogel, was going to talk

with Mark about an appeal.

"The Berlin press noted in a

news story this week that no ap-

peal has ever been successful in

cases of this kind," Dr. Huessy

said.

Dr. and Mrs. Huessy are to

go to Washington Thursday to see

state department officials before

going to Berlin themselves.

"Whether there was any defense
attorney there at all, we don't

know," the professor said, add-

ing that advance indications were
that the trial would last for a

week and extra witnesses were to

be called.

"This was a bunch of balony "

he said. "The trial lasted only

Monday and Tuesday. Apparently

the court didn't make a decision

until the end of the week when the

seven year sentence was announ-

ced."
Mark, held in an East Berlin

prison since January, was con-

victed of making "an inflamatory

statement against the state." Dr.

Huessy said his son allegedly re-

marked that "the East German
government would collapse if So-

viet troops left the country."

He said his son had gone to

East Berlin to do research on the

works of playwright Berholt

Brecht.

Nasser Lies in State,

World Leaders Convene
CAIRO-(AP). Egypt is saying goodby to its leader Thursday on a

scale probably unseen since the days of the Pharaohs.
Officials said they expected a million Eqyptians to take part in the

funeral of Gamal Abdel Nasser.
On the eve of the final farewell, vast crowds of Egyptians, many

still screaming their grief, marched arm in arm in downtown Can..
World leaders converging for the state funeral filed past Nasser's
body, lying in state in Kubbeh Palace, the presidential residence.
Foremost among them was Premier Alexei N. Kosygin of the Sov-

iet Union who came Tuesday.
Others arriving were: Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia, Pres-

ident Makarios of Cyprus, Premier Jacques Chablane Delmas of Fr-
ance, Foreign Secretary Sir /Uec Douglas Home of Britain, U.S.

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Elliot Richardson, the

chiefs of state of most Arab countries and high level delegations
from nearly all nations.

There were some notable absentees. President Nixon's decision
not to attend was no surprise since Egypt has had no formal dip-

lomatic relations with the United States since Nassei alleged Amer-
ican intervention on Israel's side in the 1967 war.
More unexpected was the absence of President Tito of Yugoslavia,

who long was regarded as one of Nasser's closest friends, and Pr-
ime Minister Indira Ghandi of India who shared Nasser's claim to

leadership of the so-called third world. Tito was receiving Nixon
in Belgrage and apparently was more interested in that than making
a gesture of respect to Nasser's memory.

Draft Loopholes Shut
By S.S. System Order

WASHINGTON (AP) - Still plug-

ging holes in its draft lot-

ery system, the administration has
knocked down the chance of es-

caping induction by becoming 1A

late in the year.

The Selective Service System
announced Wednesday a three
month extension of draft leability

for any 1-A man whose draft board
has reached his lottery mumber
but who has not been drafted by
the end of the year.

The aim is to prevent the un-
fairness of drafting one man ac-
cording to the lottery of last De-
cember and then passing up another
man with a lower lottery number
just because he became acailable

along with a crowd of other low
numbered men after the man-
power needs were filled.

That isthekindofsituationcrea-
ted by the mid year graduation of

hundreds of thousands of college
students, many holding lower num-
bers than those already called.

The time it takes to process such
men into 1-A status leaves them
unavailable for a draft call until

late in the year, and the Penta-

gon has been unwilling to wait

that long for recruits. The move
leaves unsolved, however, a rela-
ted fairness problem-that of the
men already drafted to meet Pen-
tagon needs because the late-

comers were not available sooner.
The carryover men will tend to

benefit the new manpower pool
facing next year's draft, while this

year's pool sends extra men in
their place.

The carryovers will in fact,

be drafted for 1971 calls even
before the regular 1971 manpower
pools is toughed. Their draft

priority will be second only to

that ofvolumteers during next Jan-
uary, February and March.

Selective Service officials said
they have no estimate of how
many men will be carried over with
this three month extended liabi-

lity.

Selective Service has placed a
ceiling of No. 195 nationwide this

year, meaning the more than 4,000
local 1-oards may not call men
with higher numbers. But below
that ceiling the boards have rea-
ched widely varying upper
numbers.

Oil Prices

Slip Upward
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two New

England senators kept the pressure
on the Nixon administration off-

icials Wednesday to do something
to ease what they called a wor-
sening crisis over the supply and
cost of home beating oil.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D
Mass., called two of those offic-
ials to his capitol office.

He said later they told him
several oil companies have agreed
to produce more residual oil, used

for beating

poses.

and industrial pur-

Sen. EdmundS. Muskie, D Maine,
in a statement released by his
office, said Uie program the two
officials outlined at a news con-
ference Tuesday 'reflects a call-

ous disregard of New England's
fuel shortage and begin seeing the

application of ways to effectively

cope with the shortages," Muskie
said.
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Horton Succumbs Tuesday
AtCalifornianHome

ENCINO, Calif. (AP) - Actor Ed-
ward Everett Horton, fluttery mas-
ti i of comic befuddlement in plays,

television and more than 100

movies during a 60 year career,

is dead at the age of 84.

The wispy, purse mouthed char-

acter actor succumbed Tuesday at

his estate in this San Fernando
Valley suburb of Los Angeles.

No cause was announced but the

family requested donations to the

American Cancer Society in lieu

of flowers.

A lifelong bachelor who lived

with his mother until she died at

the age of 102, Horton is sur-

vived by two brothers and a wid-

owed sister. The latter had shared

his home in recent years.

Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., the son
of a compositor for the New York
Times, Horton made his profes-

sional debut in 1910 in the chorus
of "The Mikdado" soon after gra-
duating from Columbia University.

He was alert, vigorous and busy
almost until the end, making guest

appearances in TV shows.
His last was a "The Governor

and J.J." show taped a few weeks
ago. He was hospitalized briefly

earlier this month at Glens Falls,

N. Y., for an undisclosed ailment,

then returned here.

Horton polished his style until

he was virtually an acting unique.

A spindly six footer with an ex-

pression of genteel timidity, his

trademarks were an air of flut-

tery anxiety in the face of crisis,

and his sly, mischievous grin. He
was known as a master of drawing
room comedy, but played almost
any role that called for a display

of confusion, panic or dis-

integration in the face of adversity-

sales clerks, fussbudget bus-
inessmen, busy body relatives.

Sometimes he had played it str-

aight. In his younger days, he
was leading man to such stage

beauties as Gertrude Dallas, Mary
Servess, Blance Yurka and Dorothy
Dalton.

Horton's bread and butter over
fr>ur decades was the play "Spring-
time for Henry" in which he app-
eared more than 2,600 times. Hor-

ton played Henry Dewlip in the

tale of a reformed gay blade and

the problems of mismatched
lovers, mugging, laughing, crying,

dancing. He executed to perfec-

tion the dovetailing line-starting a

sentence, pausing at a certain

point, then finishing with a change

of thought usually good for a

laugh.

In recent years he was often seen

as a guest in television dramatic
shows. Only last March he told

an interviewer he figured he was
"good for another 20 years."

He toured in stage vehicles into

his 70's, but was best known to

the public for his films. His

heyday was the 1930' s when he

made as many as six films a year

at $5,000 a week.

Why did he never marry? "Hard
to say. You become so mes-
merized by work that the idea of

socializing you rather resent."

Time and date of private fun-

eral services, at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park in nearby Glendale,

were withheld at family request.

The University is Changing

So Are We!

Informal Smokers:

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 - 8:00

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 - 8:00

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1 - 10:00

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5 - 8:00

PHI SIGMA DELTA

358 N. Pleasant St.

Call 5-0192

for rides

Price Index Rises, Nixon Shown Wrong

Wholesale prices turned back up in

of the bloom from the Nixon adminis-

: it is winning the battle against infla-

WASHINGTON (aP) -

September, taking some

tration's rosy view

tion.

Food and fuels were the major factors in the rise of four

tenths of one per cent in the government's Wholesale Price Index

for September reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics Wed-

nesday. The rise wiped out a four tenths drop in wholesale

prices in August, the first decline in nearly three years.

The bureau's price report coincided with other government

reports warning of possible widespread fuel shortages that could

further boost prices, and a 2 per cent rise in prices paid to

farmers for raw products.

Most of the wholesale price changes in both August and September

were due to food prices which are frequently subject to month

to month fluctuations. The corn blight caused sharp price hikes

for corn and other grains, the report said.

Prices of a broad range of industrial raw materials rose a

modest two tenths of one per cent, it said.

The price figures for September are preliminary and subject

to change when fuller details are available.

Administration economists had cited both the August wholesale

price drop and the relatively small rise of two tenths of one per

cent in living costs as strong evidence that the battle against the

worst inflation in 20 years is being won.

The September rise boosted the Wholesale Price Index back

up to 117.7, meaning it cost wholesalers $117.70 on the average

to buy food and industrial raw materials worth $100 in the 1957

59 base period.

The Wholesale

in line with the

few months.

The bureau said fuels and power led the rise in industrial prices,

echoing the government report warning of the possibility of

winter fuel shortages.

That report by Chairman Paul W. McCracken of the President's

Council of Economic Advisers and other officials said the govern-

ment is easing import restrictions and other regulations governing

fuels to try to avert shortages.

Index was 3.6

approximately

per cent above a year ago, still

3.5 per cent average of the last

PINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970-71 SERIES

events
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 P.M.

SOPHIA NOEL, Spanish Soprano
Eugenio Gonzalo, Guitar

Authentic music of Spain from the 15th Century to

Federico Garcia Lorca, Latin and South America!

Reserved tickets: fl.50 to $3.00

Tuesday, October 6 at 8:00 P.M.

THE JULIARD STRING QUARTET
First of five exciting Chamber Music Ensembles to ap-
pear this season!

Program includes works by Schubert, Spohr and Webern.
Reserved tickets: ISeries $3.00-$10.00

Siugle |1.00-$ 3.00

Fine Arts Council, Telephone 545-0202

125 Herter Hall, Amherst^ Mass.

WINE, WOMEN & SONG
at the

PLAYBOY CLUB
8:00 P.M.

FRIDAY, OCT. 2

10th & 11th firs. CC

Cover Charge $1.00

(Tickets will be available at the door)

SORORITY NITE
at the

MEADOW INN
is TONIGHT
10c 12 oz. Beer

(for chicks)

Guys - 15c (?)

8:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.

Michelle

Marquis
IS

BACK
Singing

9:00 til we close

GET IT ON!!
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Ski Club members sell tickets to a hopeful winner of a set of ISbrthland skis offered
in the Club's promotional raffle Wednesday. Potential club members flocked to the
drawing, which was the highlight of the day's activities, (MDC photo by Gib Fuller
ton)

Coordinator of Public Affairs

Howard Named to New Post
UMass has named Dr . Irving Ho -

wards, professor of government
and specialist in state and local

government, to the new post of

coordinator of public affairs.

He will work with Prof. Joseph

S. Marcus, special assistant for

public affairs to Amherst Chan-
ceUor Oswald Tippo.

Prof. Howards has had extensive

experience working with state and

local government offficials throu-

ghout the country. After receiving

his doctorate from the University

of Wisconsin he worked in the In-

stitute of Labor and Industrial

Relations and the Institute of Go-
vernment and Public Affairs at

the University of Illinois. He was
also director of the Local Govern-
ment Center at Southern Illinois

University.

He came to the University as

director of the Bureau of Gover-
nment Research, and in the last

few years has obtained more than
$200,000 for the University in
federal funds to support research
dealing with various areas of state
and local government.

During the 1969-1970 academic
year, Prof. Howards was a member
of the Faculty Senate Long Range
Planning Committee. He will con-
tinue as professor in the depart-
ment of government and is teach

-

irj a seminar in local government.

Dr. Irv i ng Howards, new-
ly appointed coordinator of

public affairs.
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Prepare now
to be a
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Modern
Bride
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Cliff's

Notes is

having
a Ph.D.
at your
beck&

call
Use Cliffs Notes when
you study literature
it's like having a Ph
at your beck and call

(See list at right.)

Cliffs Notes authors are

scholars and have
taught the works they
write about they know
what you need to help

you outside the class
room and you get it in

clear, concise form

Get Cliff's Notes and get

more out of your litera-

ture courses. See your

dealer today.

iA —

*

.P

Nearly 200 Titles

Covering All Classics
Frequently Assigned
in College

$
Each

at your bookseller or write

I

For Membership Drive

Ski Club Holds Raffle

An eye-catching display of ski equipment, the latest in ski

wear and movies and slides accompanied the UMass Ski Club's
raffle and membership drive yesterday in the Student Union
lobby. Some 600 people purchased tickets in the raffle for a

pair of Northland metal skis. Glenn Olcerst, 1974, was ann-
ounced the winner in a late afternoon drawing.

The largest RSO group at UMass, the Ski Club had 600 mem-
bers last year and hopes to grow to 1000 this year, according
to 1969-70 club president John Newman. Ski enthusiasts^ in-
cluding faculty and students from other colleges., meet Sept-
ember through May to share movies, lectures and demonstra-
tions on the sport of skiing at the club's bi-weekly meetings.
iNew officers will lie elected at the Ski Club's next meeting on
October 13 at d p.m. in Mahar auditorium.

The Ski Club raises funds through dances, raffles, and its

S4.00 annual membership fee. It provides members with free

transportation on its trips throughout ski season. In addition,

the club owns several sets of equipment which are rented to mem-
bers it $1.00 per day, as well as publishing its own newsletter.

Five to seven day ski trips, weekend trips, week- long inter-
cession trips and a 10-day European ski vacation will be arrang-
ed by the club tnis seasun.

Plans also include night ski trips and free on-campus lessons
for beginning skiers. Club members receive a reduced price
on lift tickets on all trips and are entitled to discounts on pur-
chases at area ski shops.
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Agnew
Agnew's inflamatory remarks

last Tuesday night in reaction to

the Scranton Commission's report

of campus unrest is singularly dif-

ferent from his previous vindic-

tive bellowings.

The difference is that Agnew
condemned a report which in-

cluded the following paragraph:

"We strongly urge public off-

icials at all levels of government
to recognize that their public sta-

tements can either heal or div-

ide. Harsh and bitter rhetoric

can set citizen against citizen,

exacerbate tension and encourage
violence."

The importance of Agnew's
"public statement" lies in the fact

that it is a confirmation of the

Nixon Administration's unwilling-

ness to listen, much less heal.

The demise of the "Princeton

Plan", the rampant apathy infect-

ing American University, the con-

tinuing war in Vietnam, the Mid-
dle East boiling pot, the D.C.

Crime Bill, etc. etc. ad nauseum,
are all indications that political,

social and cultural improvements
are not about to occur without

a change of methods on the part

of the national student body.

And if you don't believe this,

Agnew is right there to remind
you that improvements are not

'forthcoming.

We will say one thing, Agnew
is revolutionizing this country fas-

ter than any other single man.
Whether this means struggle, lib-

eration, repression or anarchy to

you, you must admit that things

are coming down hard, and our

past fears are now our reality.

Unrest

About now the theater is filled with a rich

odor of roses. All this is very essential since

Boss the Novice is in town. Who made a film

and sits back in the electric -green and mother-

fucker-purple upholstered seat to catch the first

rushes. Boss changed his old name, which was

Dorian Isaac Gray, to Boss the Novice because

he just didn't dig the other one. All is totally

cool. His staff is all around with no clothes

on, and they helped shoot the film "Charlie Dar-

win was a Dirty Old Monkey" for their own

private kicks. This is a private showing out

loud.

A bullet is going right through you ha ha ha,

but it's aimed for the person on the other side.

You can look too if you pseudoplease...Full moon
chick picks the petals of her subterranean happy

scalp and stuffs it in her ears/goes deaf... "loves

me loves me not "...goes bald/blank trauma sees

great Hollywood great himself Fred Astaire walk-

ing down the street step in some shit cha cha
cha. She wanders onto sunroof where 15 hungry
men on their backs are trying to get a florida-

tanerection... looks like stonehenge if you're on
the level. Petticoat perfidy.. .her fragrant slip

was showing. She looks like Helen of Troy.
Stonehenge is moving getting up. Wow! How
do they do that? How did the cavemen lift all

those big things and drag them all those miles?
Was it easy?

No/ it's really a reckless trip here inside

this bottle on the high seas. The needle is swim-
ming on the surface of the record like a water-
bug.. .or Jesus Christ...but it skips everytime the
waves say "shoobee doo bee doo" She was semi-
beautiful. Someone left her out on the table too
long.

Cop means control over paranoia. The issue
is paranoia & control. We're all in the same
issue. Subscribe by mail or pay more on the
newstand. Art may be slowly drying in America.
We're becoming rapidly mapmakers just like this
guy America was. Everybody's busy approxi-
mating the garden of eden unsublimated... while un-
derpaid paperpickers stab little ideas in the park
that people meant to say but forgot the pass-
word to. So who's cluttering civilization with
the cries of spilled litter? your lo-cal poet?
no-tar uncyclamated...or miss america...or am
William tell?

On a socalled nice day I called my teenage
octopus. She wears a fire alarm for a chastity
belt and yells fire too often so I never take her
to the movies... false alarm I meant no harm. Yah
we're as cool as lizzards with golddust in their

gizzards/free as chameleons exchanging colors.

Muskrat at Tiffany's wallowing in the... present

past future of fading suntans or building ones

or merely in the middle...Guy stoned apparently,

in business suit acting cool at the Freakout Par-

ty.. .who's oh who's he? "He wants to get to

the top.. .He's straight you know." I know I

says, and blush away turning from her Lois Lane
vibes. Don't she know the flow of the score?
he's going tops in both tops. It's bouad to be

a flop till he bribes every cop and really flings

those tabs of acid into the crowd.. ..o well grow-
ing synthetic gangrene culture/going to intravenus

collage...no courses just magical mystery de-
tours.. .think I'll go down to the opendish cess-
pool in the park and feed toiletpaper to the

winodung. Warren Commission report on art;

Andy Warhol created Dallas.

-- Hollywood: Charles Manson told the judge
that in fact Darwin was a dirty old monkey,
irrelevant said the judge, oh ya? said the monkey.
We must not revolve. ..revolution. Thenewdance

is Flush.

Our question for tonight is: Does premature
balling lead to mainlining heroin?... let's ask this

12-year old kid who seduced his 9-year old sis-
ter in the bathtub on bathnight. Son: how does
it feel? Kid: Like a rolling stone.

Dig. Civilization is a maze. ..and a snake had
to get to Eve to make it all work, while God was
chaperone but keeping his mouth shut all the while,
to see what would happen maybe? So the snake'
says take off your clothes (in your head.. .since
she was naked anyway), and I'll shed my skin
for you. So she did this as a token gesture and
coyly gave the excuse that the laundry was dir-
ty anyway...So then the snake picks the rose and
the rose is sniffed and all the pollen in the air
gives certain people hayfever so we got to have
rules about not sniffing roses in public.
"Hey I thot we wuz watchin a educational stag

film of the times!" says Boss the Novice sur-
prised at the mixing job that was done to the
ongianl takes, "hey! wot happined!" The screen
was blank naked. It got up off its frameup and
raped the staff, Boss the Novice included. -Stone-
henge rerevisited with the sky falling down on
top. When the usher entered he found hanging
upon the wall, an empty space... as clean and
precise as any space could be. Lying on the floor
was a campfire of burnt boulders piercing the
sky. They were withered, wrinkled, and loath-
some of visage. It was not till he examined the
markings that he recognized what it was

WASHINGTON- -There's probably
nothing more embarassing for the

President of the United States than

to appoint a commission to inves-

tigate a serious situation in the

country, and discover he's part

of the problem.

This seems to have happened
with the President's Commission
on Campus Unrest, and the White
House is taking it very hard. There
is even some talk of a presid-

ential commission to investigate

unrest on presidential commis-
sions.

A spokesman for this group,

Harvey Troglodyte, told me:
"It's a terrible thing for this

country, not to mention the fall

elections, when a presidential

commission blames the President

and his Administration for what's

going on in the United States."

"It sounds like another Pearl

Harbor," I said, trying to ingra-

tiate myself to him.

"We're not going to let it hap-

pen again," Troglodyte said. "If

we can't have a presidential com-
mission that supports the Pres-
ident we'll do away with presid-

ential commissions for good."
"That's a very serious step,"

I said.

•It's not our fault. The Pre-
sident appointed the commission
on campus unrest in good faith.

He told them to get to the bot-

tom of the student crisis and give

him the answers to the hard que-

stions that confront us all. He
tn Id Gov. Scranton to let the chips

f.i 11 where they may. Instead of

doing that, the Scranton report

fiufhd the Vietnamese war, the Pre-

sident's decision to go into Cam-
bodia .Hid the rhetoric of his Ad-

ministration partly responsible for

o.tinpus unrest."

But that isn't what the Pres-

ultMit wanted to hear,'* I protes-

ted.

You can say that again,"' Tro-

ekufvtt' said. "Just because you

tell a commission it has carte

blanche to find out what is wrong

in this country, the commission

doesn't have a license to attack

the Administration."

"What are you going to do ab-

out it?"

"We have several plans in mind.

For one thing. We're seriously

thinking of writing the report first

and then appointing a presidential

commission to sign it."

"That would eliminate a lot of

soreheads," I agreed.

"It would also save the com-
mission a lot of time and money.

We know what should go into th-

ose reports. They have to start

from scratch."

"It doesn't matter how you do

it as long as you arrive at the

truth," I agreed.

"The purpose of a presidential

commission has been misunders-

tood by a vast number of Amer-
icans."

"What is its main function?"

I asked.

"When the President announces

he is appointing a presidential

commission to study something,

he is saying to the American
people he is very concerned, and

he is asking for answers to que-

stions that all Americans are en-

titled to know."
"That's well put," I said.

"What else?"

"That's it," Troglodyte said.

"By the time the commission has

come up with the answers, the

President is counting on the pro-

blem to have gone away.

"By attacking the Administra-

tion, all the Scranton Commission
has done is keep the 'campus
unrest' issue alive."

"Gov. Scranton should have
known better," I said.

"We should have," Troglodyte
said. "One of the rules of pol-

itics is, 'Never ask for whom the

bells toll during an election year."

A Voice From The Underground
(Ed. Note: The following is the letter signed

by Dr. Timothy Leary and delivered to the offices

of the Los Angeles Free Press, following his

escape from prison a little over a week ago.

It is reprinted here as a definitive statement
from the underground.)

The following statement was written in P.O.W.
camp and carried over the wall in full sight of
two gun trucks. I offer love and gratitude to

my Sisters and Brothers in the Weatherman under-
ground who designed and executed my liberation.

Rosemary and I are now with the underground,
will continue to stay high and wage revolutionary
war.

There is a time for peace and a time for war.
There is the day of laughing Krishna and a day
of grim Shiva. Brothers and Sisters, at this

time let us have no more talk of peace. The
conflict which we have sought to avoid is upon
us. A world wide ecological religious warfare.
Life vs. death.

Listen. It is a comfortable self-indulgent cop-
out to look for conventional economical political

solutions.

Brothers and sisters this is a war for sur-
vival, ask Huey and Angela, they dig it. Ask
the wild free animals, they know it. Ask the
turned on ecologists, they sadly admit it.

I declare that World War III is now being waged
by short haired robots whose deliberate aim is

to destroy the complex web of free wildlife by
the imposition of mechanical order.
Listen. 1 here are no neutrals in genetic war-

fare. There are no noncombatants at Buchenwald,
My Lai, Solidad. You are either part of the death
apparatus, or you belong to the network of free
life.

Do not be deceived. It is the classic strategem
of the death apparatus, or you belong to the network
of free life.

Do not be deceived. It is the classic strategem
of genocide to camouflage their wars as law
and order police actions. Remember the Sioux,
and the German Jews, and the Marijuana Pogroms,
and the pious TWA indignation of airline hi-
jacking.

If you fail to see that we are the victimes,
defendents, of genocidal war, you will not under-
stand the rage of the blacks, the fierceness of
the browns, the holy fantacism of the Palestinians,

the righteous mania of the Weathermen, and the

persuasive resentment of the young.

Listen Americans, your government is an in-

strument of total lethal evil.

Remember the Buffalo and the Iroquois!

Remember Kennedy, King, Malcolm, Lennie!

Listen. There is no compromise with a machine.
You cannot talk Peace and Love to a human or

a robot whose every federal bureaucratic impulse
is soulless, heartless, humorless, lifeless,

loveless.

In this life sturggle we use the ancient holy
strategies of our organic life:

1) Resist lovingly in the loyalty of underground
Sisterhoods and Brotherhoods.

2) Resist passively, break lock -step...drop out.

3) Resist actively, sabotage, jam the computer.,
hijack planes... trash every lethal machine in the

land.

4) Resist publicly; announce life...denounce
death.

5) Resist privately; guerilla invisibility.

6; Resist beautifully; create organic art, music,
music.

7) Resist biologically; be healthy.. .erotic...

conspire with seed...breed.

8) Resist spiritually; stay high...praise God...
love life...blow the mechanical mind with acid...

dose them...dose them...dose them...

9) Resist physically; robot agents -who threaten
life must be disarmed, disabled, disconnected
by force.

Arm yourself and shoot to live... life is never
violent. To shoot a robot genocidal 'policeman
is a sacred act.

Listen, Nixon. We were never that naive.
We knew that flowers in your gun barrels were
risky. We too remember Munich and Auschwitz
all too well as we heralded love and raised our
Woodstock fingers in a gentle sign of peace.
we begged you to five and let live, to love

^J.
et tove

- But you have chosen to kill and get
killed. May God have mercy on your lost soul.
The last seven months

been locked in P.O.W.
can survive in a
I leave behind a
in the

I, a free wild man have
camps. No living creature

cage. In my flight to freedom,
million Brothers and Sisters

Campus Comment
(Ed Note: Contributions are
solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:
students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double - spaced . No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques-
tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.
Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the
editors, who will protect the

Innocent, if need be.)

Sober Judgement

P.O.W. prisons of Quintin, Solidad, Con

(Continued on page 15)

(Ed. Note: The following article

by Neil Giroux was reprinted from
The Greenfield Recorder, Septem-

ber 28, 1970.)

By NEIL GIROUX
BOSTON- University of Mass

achusetts Chancellor Oswald Tip-

po's "sober judgment" during his

convocation address that radical

student outbursts would bring "re-

pressive legislation and serious

budget cuts" must have served as

a soothing salve for those tax-

payers who get hot under the col-

lar in the face of student dis-

ruptions.

The truth of the matter is, how-
ever, that the enlightened memb-
ers of the state legislature real-

ize that the window- smashing, ob-

scenity scrawling, education-halt-

ing radicals constitute but a small

proportion of the 20,000 Amherst

-

campus students.

Taxpaying parents--who incid-

entally vote the 280 members of

the General Court into office ev-

ery two years - would no doubt

take a dim view of repressive

legislation and budget cuts which

affected the education of their

children, especially when most
students - children spend a jud-

icious amount of time with the

books.

* * * * *

DURING THE 1969-70 SESSION
of the legislature, the House lea-

dership frowned on an effort by
a few generally conservative mem-
bers who made a move to kill

the $56 million UMass operating

budget. There was a lot of" whip

those student radicals into line

by tightening the pursestrings"

rhetoric, but the budget passed by

a wide margin.

Several bills to curb students

who were involved in building take-

overs, and other disruptions were
filed, but these were buried in

committees - never again to see

the light of day.

The level of activity in the le-

gislature for repressive measures
will undoubtedly fluctuate accord-

ing to how much radical activity

is taking place on the state -fac-

ility campuses, but progressive

leadership, such as that provided

by House Speaker David M. Bar-

tley, D-Holyoke, will be able to

forstall any strict measures that

would adversely affect the entire

student-faculty-administration st-

ructure.
* * * * *

MOREOVER, MANY MEMBERS
of the House and Senate, includ-

ing some who sit on the Ways

and Means Committees that dole

out state funds, pride themselves

in being able to tell constituents

that they were instrumental in pro-

moting university growth.

There is little doubt that be-

cause this is Tippo's first year

at the helm of the Amherst cam-

pus under the reorganized UMass

system that he wanted to assure-

-

as much as he could before hand-

-

that the entire campus community

understood clearly where he

stands.

"Certainly you would have to be

a moron to think that the tax-

payers of this state will continue

to appropriate large sums of

money.. .if the university does not

stay open to provide the education
for which the money is voted,"

Tippo told the convocation gath-
orinp'

* * * * *

ASIDE FROM HIS UNFOUNDED
fears on repressive legislation

and budget cuts, Tippo was on

very solid ground in attempting

to cover all bets on what might

come to be difficult campus sit-

uations during the coming year.

His calls for open job recruit-

ing policies, freedom of speech for

all points of view and freedom

for all students not to have to put

up with being denied access to

classrooms because of strikes un-

doubtedly was aimed at radical

students, but more importantly,

it was aimed at faculty members
who insist on positive direction

from the top.

At the same time, Tippo was
telling the students who are mili-

tating for change that they would

have their opportunities to be hea-

rd and that students in general

would have a voice in policy-mak-

ing.

He promised, for example, that

the administration would consult

with students, faculty and admin-

istrators before the police were
called onto the campus to quell

any disturbances.
* * * * *

"BUT SURELY ANY THINKING
person must realize that if we
do not bring in the police in the

event of a serious disturbance,

the matter will be taken out of

our hands," he warned.

The chancellor urged each fa-

culty member to become acquain-

ted with at least 15 students dur-

ing the coming academic year--

a move obviously calculated to dis-

arm the students and faculty who

claim the university is too big

and impersonal.

It must be remembered , too,

that the UMass system is headed

by President Robert C. Wood who

is committed to a policy of in-

tra-university communication,

with students-faculty and adminis-

tration taking a full part.

As an additional checkvalve to

unreasonable student pressures

for immediate changes, Student

Senate, Faculty Senate and admin-

istration channels of dialogue are

open and working.
* * * * *

THE DANGER - as society de-

mands that stability be restored-

is that university administrators

will begin to fear repression that

might develop and then predicate

policy on the basis of what might

be.

Dr. John W. Lederle, who re-

tired as UMass president last sum-
mer, said in an interview near-

ly two years ago that "none of

us likes to admit it but the tac-

tic of student takeover has been

successful."

"Students have succeeded in for -

cing decisions that are usually

debated long and hard, but we,

as university presidents, have to

try to keep ahead of the prob-

lems that cause students to take

over buildings," Lederle said.

To the editor:

If the University of Massachu-
setts can afford to build a gig-

antic student center, then why can't

they afford to put a few lights

in V lot for the protection of

the motor vehicles of the stud-

ents who park there? I am not

saying that the installation of li-

ghts in V lot will stop the van-
dalism completely, but 1 believe

it's a step in the right direc-

tion. If the University requires

that I park in V lot, if I park
on campus at all, I believe that

they should assume minimal res-

ponsibility in protecting my auto-

mobile from the treachery of van-
dals.

H. Michael Sokolow
2005 Kennedy

To the editor:

Like what I'd like to know is

what does somebody have to do

to make a campus phone-call ar-

ound here? Here in the Student

Union- -the meeting place of 18,000

people, there is one free campus
phone. ..with a ragged piece of out-

dated crap hanging off a chain,

for a telephone directory. Many
people have surely gotten hassled

by this idiotic deficiency. I al-

ways try calling information and
it's always busy- -5-1515. I am
mad and I want to see this cheap-
ness vindicated! Do I hear voices
of agreement? Right on!

"Rolana"
Communication Braykdown

To the Editor:

Concerning Mr. Verrochi's comments on the

non-funding of the Precisionettes which appeared

in Tuesday's Collegian; He omitted and failed

to explore several points which are relevant

to understanding the situation of not only the Pre-

cisionettes but also of many other interest groups

on campus which are having financial problems

as a result of Student Senate action.

"The greatest part of their former Senate fund-

ing went to the transporting of the women's

drill team to campuses and cities far removed
from the student body of our University." First

of all, the team's performances are not far re-

moved from the student body- -the team members
are a part of the student body. The two annual

competitions in Boston are not far removed from
the University- -part of the University is in Bos-
ton, and a large number of UMass. Students are
from the Boston area. Also, the parades in which

the team represents the University are in cities

such as Holyoke, Springfield, North Adams, Pit-

tsfield and Amherst—hardly areas far removed
from the University. The invitation to compete
in the National Championships in Washington, D.C,
is an honor bestowed on the team and the Un-
iversity. This recognizes your school, Mr. Ver-
rochi, as having one of the top ten women's drill

teams in the nation.

"Thus, those people who received the greatest

benefit from student monies were, in the vast

majority, non -students." The ones who received
the direct benefits of the student monies were
the students on the team who worked 450 ex-
tra hours in one academic year to compete with
other teams for recognition and trophies to bring
back to their sponsor. It may be said that those
who see the team perform in competitions and
parades receive some benefit from the monies,
but in an indirect sense. What they do receive

is pleasure from watching a team working to-

gether, having fun, and taking pride in what they
do.

"Perhaps the place for the Team to go to

find funding is the University's News Bureau,
better known as the image -makers." The Pre-
cisionettes have carried the name of UMass
to New York, Vermont, Washington, D.C, and
throughout the state; the University Chorale has
toured the state, the East, and has brought the
name to Europe; the Basketball team has brought
the name of the University to national promin-
ence by its invitation to the N.I.T.; the March-
ing Band has contributed greatly to football games
here and at many other colleges; the Football
team has publicized the University by its Yan-
kee Conference Championships; the Flying Red-
Tien, the men's drill team, have contributed to

ICE: Did you know that there's

no ice to be found on the UMass
Campus for hockey? It's a pre-

tty poor school, in our opinion,

that does not have an indoor rink,

especially since Massachusetts is

one of the largest hockey states

in the country.

According to Mr. MacKay of Am-
herst College, there have been
numerous requests for ice time
from interested persons of the

UMass campus. In fact the in-

terest in hockey in this area is

so great that it is feared that

in the next few years even the in-

tercollegiate participation of UM-
tercollegiate participation of

UMass. will cease, unless this

school can come up with it's own
accommodations for ice.

It's really hard to believe, that

with all the building going on
on this campus and the high in-

terest in the hockey program by
the student body, that we have no
rink, not even one on the draw-
ing: board.

13th floor of John Adams

the University's name. There are many other
groups with varied interests, campus sponsored,
who have created and held up an image--a good
image of UMass and of themselves. Thousands
of Alumni throughout the state look for this and
appreciate it and consider it when making their

contributions. This is something very necessary
and very valuable for the academic maintenance
of this school.

The students are not being exploited by having
their Student Activities Taxes used to fund ex-
tracurricula groups at the University. Every
student has many opportunities to participate in

these groups. Is not your organization, Mr.
Verrochi, funded by student monies? And do
you not have the opportunity to vote on your own
budget whereas other organizations do not? Your
argument of exploitation (by such groups was
your inference), so that "...the Administration
can shirk in its duties of carrying the name
of the University to prominance through acad-
emic excellance" is fallacious. Student -created,
student -organized and student -supported groups
are far removed from administrative control.
Organizations such as the ones existing on cam-
pus are a part of academic excellence which
includes opportunities to broaden interests, dev-
elop specializations, and have some constructive
fun. No one can operate in an academic vacuum,

"...it is time that our total community rec-
onsidered its priorities as to whether or not it

wants a bunch of uniformed women parading on
the football field at half-time, or to attempt
to make some forceful change in a stagnated soc-
iety." The Precisionettes do not "parade" on
a football field; they execute an intricate drill
routine which involves many hours of practice,
creativity and imagination. Not funding the Pre-
cisionettes and other organizations is not going
to change priorities and will not contribute to
forceful change.

In reality, the money which you accuse the
Administration of being unable to get in order
to run our school effectively has its ultimate
source in the taxpayers who see, read and hear
about UMass., its varied activities and the human
components of its community. They have to te
considered as well as those in the state house
when it comes to the question of the University
obtaining money. Furthermore, a society (i.e.

this campus community), has not, will not, and
cannot become stagnated of many opportunities
for individuality are open to its members.

Cheryl L. Perkins
Public Relations Chairman

Precisionettes
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Intoxicated Mothers

Make Stoned Kids

'Obstructs President

Agnew Attacks Goodell

RabbiGetsHis

Own HashMark

High school students who have

D their mothers intoxica-

ted have a significantly greater

tendency to be drug users than

those who have not.

This is one of the conclusions

reached in a survey published in

I I tuber's SCIENCE DIGEST con-
•n'ted by two Port Washington,

N.Y., high school students among
1 116 of their classmates.
The 47 question computer-aided

.survey was made under faculty

.supervision by James Velleman,
17, and Theodore Lawrence. 18,

seniors at Schreiber High School,

Port Washington.
Specifically, the survey shows

that 44 per cent of the students

who had observed their mothers
under the influence of liquor had

smoked marijuana and three times
or more.
Only 27 per cent of those who

had never seen their mothers drunk
smoked marijuana three times or
more.
Of students who had seen at least

one parent have more than two

or three drinks at a sitting, 16

per cent had used LSD more than

twice. Only 7 per cent of those
who had seen a parent drink less

than two or three drinks at a
time used LSD.
Use of tranquilizers or sleeping

pills bv parents also significa-

ntly increased the chances that

the student was a drug user ac-

cording to the survey. Even pa-

rental smoking is linked to stu-

dent drug use, although to a les-

ser degree. Parental fighting,

separation and divorce, on the

other hand,showed relatively week
correlations.

The strongest correlation re-

vealed by the survey, however,
was the use of marujuana by 70

per cent of the students whose
long-time friends were users too.

Only 6 per cent of the students

whose friends were not users smo-
ked marijuana. A strong corre-
lation was also found bet-

ween friends' use of LSD and the

respondent's use.

MONOT, N.D. (AP) - Vice Pre-
sident Spiro T. Agnew said Wed-
nesday he would have to include

New York Republican Sen. Char-
les E. Goodell, in "that awful

fadical liberal coalition that has
been obstructing the President's
program since 1968." He said

he would not support Goodell for

re election.

And in New York, Goodell at-

tacked Agnew, saying he was
"deeply disappointed in Agnew's
public statements about the presi-

dential commission's report on
campus unrest.

In a television interview taped

for showing Wedvesday night in

several North Dakota Cities, Ag-
new said: "Sen. Goodell has left

his party. He has not supported this

administration on the key mea-
sures "

At "Palm Springs, Califv Sept.

12 Agnew declined to specify that

Goodell was one of his "radical
liberal" targets, but said, "I pro-
bably will make some judgement
about that particular senator so-

Penguin is waiting at your campus bookstore with a

wide selection of paperbacks— for supplementary

classroom information and after-class reading

enjoyment. Among the most recent titles:

SANITY, MADNESS AND THE FAMILY. R. D. Laing and

A. Esterson. An enlightening new study of schizophrenia, and
companion volume to The Divided Self. $1 .45

THE AMERICAN INDIAN TODAY. Edited by Nancy O.

Lurie and Stuart Levine A vital national problem explored

by thirteen Indian and white anthropologists and
educators $1.95

THE PRACTICE OF ASTROLOGY. Dane Rudhyar.

A new step-by-step approach by one of the leading

figures in international astrology. $1.25

CONCENTRATION AND MEDITATION.
Christmas Humphreys. A progressive course in

mind development— highest step on the path to

supreme spiritual enlightenment according to

Budahist tradition. $1.45

ASIA: A HANDBOOK. Edited by Guy Wint. $2.95

WHOSE LAND? A History of the Peoples of Palestine.

James Parkes. A balanced historical perspective of the forces

at work in the current Palestinian dilemma. $1 .95

SOVIET COMMUNISM AND AGRARIAN REVOLUTION.
Roy D. and Betty A. Laird. $1 .25

PEhfiUIN INC
7II0 Ambassador Rd Baltimore. Md 21207/

READING IMPROVEMENT COURSE

WILL BEGIN OCTOBER 6

egistration for a five-week course in "Reading and Study Improve-

ment" sponsored by the School of Education will be held on Tuesday,

October 6th, 6:45 P.M. in Room 163, Campus Center. The course will

sneet on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 6:45 to 8:15. Meeting

places for the course will be announced on the evening of registration.

All students and staff are welcome. There is no charge, and no credit

is given for the course. Emphasis in the 10 sessions will be on improving
comprehension and study skills as well as learning to read more rapidly.

For further information call Richard Santeusanio, Director of the

Reading-Study Center, at 253-5940.

mewhere along the campaign
trail."

Goodell also faces Rep. Richard
L. Ottinger, D N.Y. in the sen-

atorial election.

Goodell said President Nixon has

been "far ahead of Vice Presi-

dent Agnew in exercising const-

ructive leadership on the issue"
of campus unrest, and in such
statements as a recent speech
at Kansas State University, "has
taken great care to moderate his

own voice."
The presidential commission is-

sued its report following an in-

vestigation of student deaths at

Kent State University in Ohio and
at Jackson State College in Mis-
sissippi.

Goodell said Agnew "has long

been saying that it is the duty

cf men in public office to speak
out against violence in our univer-
sities," and added:

"That is precisely what this re-
port does-only the report, unlike

the vice president speaks in ba-
lanced and moderate language.

Washington (AP) - The Trea-

sury Department said Wednesday

a Salem, Mass., rabbi has been

charged with transportation and

concealment of 10 pounds of hash-

ish.

Myles J. Ambrose, commis-
sioner of customs, said the pa-

ckage from Israel was examined

in the mail division of the Customs

Bureau in New Youk City Sept.

29. It was addressed to Gerald

Kenneth Goldstein, Rabbi of Tem-
ple Shalom 287 Lafayette ST.,

Salem, and was delivered to him
there under customs supervision,

Ambrose said.

Later the package was taken

to Goldstein's home. Customs
agents entered with a search war-

rant, seized the drug valued at

about $1,500 a pound and arres-

ted Goldstein.

Goldstein was taken before

a U.S. commissioner and released

on his own recognition. A hear-

ing has been scheduled for Oct.

23.

Drug Abuse In Service

Labeled Communist Plot

WASHINGTON (AP) - A member
of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee said today a Communist
plot was responsible for some news

reports of widespread drug use

in the armed forces.

"Let us not forget for one mi-

nute that some of these outra-

geous and unconscienable al-

legations and reports are much
more than just selling news me-
dia," said Rep. Durward G. Hall,

R Mo.

"They are in fact implanted

there as a part of the...planned

deterioration of the esprit de

corps, the morale, the command
function and everything else of

our armed forces by the Commu-
nist aggressor, and there isn't

the slightest doubt about that."

Sen. Thomas Dodd, D Conn.,

has held hearings before his ju-

venile delinquency subcommittee

in which some witnesses testif-

ied that the extent of drug abuse

in the armed forces was much
greater than the Pentagon would

admit to.

Bartime said three recent "re-

sponsible" polls indicated roughly

that 30 per cent of the service-

men in Southeast Asia had tried

marijuana at some time before or

luring their service career, but

that 70 per cent of those wert

onlv casual experimenters.
"I cannot emphasize too stron-

gly that by far the overwhel-

ming majority of service men,
like other American youth are not

drug users or addicts," Bartime
said.

"They are clean cut, upstanding,

intelligent individuals with a pur-
pose in life."

PICKED & SIX

At Phizes^

PETE'S PACKAGE
144 Summer St.

N. Amherst

(first right after N. Amherst Post Office)

OPEN 9 a.m. -11 p.m.

The Brothers of

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
CORDIALLY INVITE ALL UPPERCLASSMEN & FRESHMEN

TO

AN INFORMAL SMOKER TONIGHT AT 9:30

Refreshments and Football Films to be seen

UMass Grad Appointed

Network Coordinator
The Eastern Public Radio Net-

work has named Brian Benlifer

as its network coordinator, a pos-

ition had possible through a grant

from the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, it has been announ-

ced by Station WFCR at UMass.
Benlifer is a former WFCR st-

aff member and a graduate of the

University with a major in mass
communications. As network co-

ordinator he will be responsible

for network program coordination

of member public radio stations.

These are WBUR and WGBH in

Boston; WFCR in Amherst; WAMC
in Albany, N.Y.: WRVR in New
York City; WUHY in Philadelphia,

Pa.; WRFK in Richmond, Va.; and

WAMU in Washington, D.C. He

will be based at the network out-

let, WFCR, the Five College non

commercial public radio station

in Amherst.
Benlifer was the producer of

the "Underground Press Review"
for WFCR and WGBH. He also

produced "Countdown to Death,"

a traffic safety documentary ser-

ies for the Knight Quality Radio
Network which was broadcast thr-

oughout the eastern and southern

United States. "Countdown to

Death" was considered for the

Alfred P. Sloane Radio and Tele-

vision Award for Highway Safety

and the Sigma Delta Chi Award
for Public Service in Radio Jour-

nalism.
Benlifer was also production as-

sistant for "Technology Today",
a weekly color program seen over

WHDH-TV in Boston. He is pre-

sently preparing a special rese-

arch project for a multi- media
educational program series on Mi-
cronesia. Benlife is a native of

New Bedford.

Indochina War Deaths

Climb Over 50,000

WASHINGTON- -(CPS)--Total U.S. deaths in the Indochina war ha-

ve climbed to 52,061, according to latest figures from the U.S. De-

partment of Defense. This includes 43,568 deaths "resulting from

action from hostile forces," and 8,493 from other causes, such as

helicopter accidents. 114,096 Saigon government troops have been

killed, along with 4,060 other U.S. allies. The Defense Department

claims 668,874 North Vietnamese and NLF soldiers have lost their

lives, bringing the death total for the war to 839,091, not including

civilians and numerous troops in Laos and Cambodia.

Rec. Outing Saturday
The first annual Recreation De-

partment retreat will be held this

weekend at Otter Lake Conserva-

tion School, Greenfield, New Ha-

mpshire.
Participating will be Recreation

Department faculty, recreation

majors , and selected alumni from

selected career fields of recreat-

ion.

The purpose of the retreat, as
cited by its sponsors, is to en-
hance communications between fa-

culty and students, to evaluate the

curriculum, and to discuss new
departmental directions in recrea-
tion education.

Sunglasses!

Sunglasses!

Sunglasses!

with or without prescription

Ground SAFETY Lenses

Products of

American Optical

and
Bausch & Lomb

Tl le NtfidPTOA^cpggb Sports Season

ib not far off, so be ready to

enjov the full season.

SEE

dohcoli
GUILD OPTICIAN

NOW ! !

!

at

56 Main Tel. 253-7002 Amherst

Selective Service Revised
Image With Tarr's Direction
WASHINGTON-(CPS)--For the last five mon-

ths Curtis Tarr, the new director of the Select-

ive Service system, has been engineering a full-

aeale drive to convert the image of the draft

machine from one of the inept, unfair, discrim-

inatory bureaucracy it was under Gen. Lewis
B. Hershey, to an efficient, modern, benevolent

agency which is seeking to meet the needs of

the military while being as fair to everybody
as it possibly can.

The image is a good one, with a face-lifting

on every level. The new image doesn't change

the fact that the Selective Service System is in

the business of deciding which young lads are

going to become cannon-fodder or pencil-pushers

for the armed forces.

But Tarr has eliminated the most obvious and

blatant inequities and rhetoric that used to ang-

er liberals about Gen. Hershey's operation.

One area in which this is especially clear is

the respect which the new director has shown
for the unfavorable rulings recently handed do-

wn against the Selective Service System by the

Supreme Court. In June, when the Supreme
Court ruled that conscientous objectors need not

base their claims of religious grounds, Tarr
swiftly responded by drafting the first interpre-

tation of the law and regulations ever done by

the Selective Service System, embodying the sp-

irit, and indeed, in several instances, the actual

words of the Supreme Court decision.

In contrast, when, in 1965, the high court ruled

that church membership and belief in a Sup-

reme Being were not prerequisites for CO sta-

tus, Gen. Hershey's only response was to issue

unexplained, three years later, a new version

of the CO form which eliminated references to

church membership and belief in a Supreme
Being.

The system's new "liberal and modern" image
is also reflected by changes which have been

made in the system's house organ, Selective

Service News. Gen. Hershey's amusing but gr-

isly front page, right-wing editorials have been

eliminated and the news has taken on a totally

new look. The format has changed from an old-

fashioned, four- column letterpress job to a more
fluid three-column offset format, printed in dark

blue ink on pastel blue paper. Tarr has moved
his column to the inside pages, and the copy

has lost its humorous nature. The News used
to be packed with wonderful trivialities which read

like a Ripley's Believe It or Not for the war
machine. This fascinating copy has been dropped,

and the News now concentrates on hard news
about the functioning of this system. Tarr also

makes sure that the articles mention recent

court decisions which have come down against

the system whenever they are relevant, another

innovation for the News.
These changes, however, are merely deceptive

shirts of the system's image. Under all the new,

liberal rhetoric, the system still continues to

concentrate on its dual role of channeling the lives

of young men and providing the military with men
to be converted into killers.

Tarr's response to the Supreme Court's action

in January, which eliminated punitive induction of

violators of draft rules, became clear in late

June, when the Selective Service regulations were
amended to allow induction of men whose numbers
had been reached but who had failed to report

to a Pre -induction physical when ordered to.

Confronted with the large number of men who fail

to report to physicals, and the unwillingness of

the Justice Department to prosecute these men for

violation of the draft law, Tarr amended the regu-

lations in such a way that serious resistors could

be weeded out from procrastinators and men who
are not certain that they are willing to face pri-

son.

Under the new regulation, men who fail to re-

port for the physical will be ordered to report

for induction, and given a complete physical at

the induction station. Those who fail to show up,

or who refuse to step forward when their name is

called will then be reported to the Justice Depart-

ment for refusal of induction. Many men who skip

the physical are apparently expected to report for

induction, thereby accomplishing the system's pur-

pose without the expense and hassle of a criminal

prosecution. In this way the number of draft law

trails is kept low, which was the function of the

more blatantly oppressive delinquency rules in the

first place, and yet the system is able to efficiently

deal with the failure of men to report for physicals.

One college does more
than broaden horizons. It

sailstothem,and beyond.
New there's a way for you to

know the world around you

first-hand. A way to see the

things you've read

about, and study

as you go. The
way isa college

that uses the

Parthenon as a

classroom for

a lecture on Greece, and illustrates

Hong Kong's floating societies

with a ride on a harbor sampan.
Chapman College's World

Campus Afloat enrolls two groups

of 500 students every year and
opens up the world for them. Your

campus is thes.s. Ryndam.
equipped with modern educational

facilities and a fine faculty. You
have a complete study curriculum

as you go. And earn a fully-

accredited semester while at sea.

Chapman College is now
accepting enrollments for Spring

and Fall 71 semesters. Spring

semesters circle the world from

Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and

Afncaand ending in New York.

Fall semesters depart New York

for port stops in Europe. Africa

and Latin America, ending in

Los Angeles.

The world is there The way to

show it to inquiring minds is there

And financial aid programsare

there, too Send for our catalog

with the coupon below,

s.s. Ryndam isof Netherlands

registry.

***fi WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
^fc??id Director of Student Selection Services

Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

Please send your catalog and any olher material I need to have.
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Playboy Night Club

Hops to Campus Center
On Friday night, October 2, the

Playboy Night Club will take place

on the 10th and 11th floors of the

Campus Center. A wide range of

entertainment has been lined up to

proyide a little something for ev-
eryone.

Starting at 8 o'clock on the 10th

floor, John & Linda, a local folk
group, will get things rolling. At
8:30 E.W. Mathews, a hypnotist
from Boston, will put on his show,
followed at 9:30 by the Jabber-
wocks, an all male singing group
from Brown University.

At 10:30 the V.I.P. Bunny from
the Boston Hutch will award the
two door prizes. The first prize
she will award is a lifetime sub-
scription of PLAYBOY magazine,
the second, a night for two at the
Playboy Club in New York City.
You must be present to win, so
come early and stay late and en-
joy the fun.

There will be a buffet on the
10th floor : hot roast beef, pastromi,
and corned beef sandwiches; rye
bread, rolls, and pickles for only

97C a sandwich. There will also
be a "Munchie Table" with pret-
zels, potato chips, and peanuts for

25? a basket. Soft drinks will

be available for 20?.

The 11th floor will provide con-

tinuous entertainment. It begins
at 8 o'clock with The Novae, a
combo featuring Peter Fink; At

9 o'clock a one-act play, At 9:30

John & Linda will sing, followed
by the V.I.P. Bunny at 10. The
Novae will be back at 10:30 and
play until midnight.

The "Playmate Meal" is served
on the 11th floor. Choose between
steak or prime ribs with french
fried onion rings, baked potatoe,

relishes, bread and butter for only

$2.95. Alcoholic beverages will

be served at the bar for only 75?
a mixed drink.

Everything has been provided
with you in mind, so come and
enjoy. Good times begin at 8 o'

clock and continue until midnight.
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OVERCROWDED ROOM= The evicted eccentric, David Rmmer '71, moved in with
his moosehead on an already overcrowded hotel room to the consternation of his

theatrical partner, Peter Trencher in "Room Service" presented Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, 8:30 p.m. at Kirby Theatre. For reservations phone 542 2278 or visit
the boxoffice 10: 00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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Folk Music Society

Will Hold Hootenanny
The Franklin County Folk Music Society will hold a Hootenanny

on Friday, October 2, at 8:30 p.m. at the All Souls Unitarian Chur-
ch, Main Street, Greenfield, under the sponsorship of the Creative
Endeavor Music Store. The public is invited to attend.
Anyone wishing further information may contact Mr. Michael Gr-

amlich at Creative Endeavor, 774-2831

ROSH HASHANAH SERVICES
Student Center Auditorium

Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Thursday 9:00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.

Friday 9:00 a. m.

Friday (Sabbath Eve) 7:30 p.m. (423 Student Union)

The Iron Horse
ScreeningSunday

Juilliard

Returns
The Juilliard String Quartet

returns to UMass to open the 1960-

71 Fine Arts Council Chamber
Music Series on Tursday evening,

Oct. 6 in Bowker Auditorium at

8 p.m.
The Juilliard Quartet began its

activities in 1946 and since that

time, has been one of the most
traveled string quartets in his-

tory, playing in the major music
centers of the world. The Juil-

liard has built up a repertoire of

more than 150 works, ranging
from the classical quartets of Ha-
ydn, Beethoven, Mozart, and Schu-

bert, to the leading composers
of our time such as Copland, Ses-

sions, Carter and Ginastera. The
Juilliard Quartet is credited with

first performances of some of

the greatest string quartets in the

contemporary repertory including

those by Elliot Carter, Leon Kir-

chner and Humphrey Searle.

In their program opening the

current concert season at UMass,
the Juilliard String Quartet will

UMass Black Theatre Stages
We Shall Overcome: Or Else
The University of Massachus-

etts Black Repertory Theatre will

present We Shall Overcome: Or
Else on October 16 & 17 at 8:30

P.M. and October 18 at 3:00 P.M.
in Bowker Auditorium. The play
was written by Danny Scarborough,
a graduate student in the UMass
English Department and will be
directed by Ester Terry, a Ph.D
candidate in the Department of

English and a member of the
W.E.B. DeBois Department of Af-
ro-American Studies.

perform Quartet in a Minor, Opus
74 by Ludwig Spohr; two short
works by Anton Webern, Lang-
samer Satz and Five Movements
for String Quartet; and the Str-

ing Quartet in D Minor ("Death and
the Maiden") by Franz Shubert.

Reserved tickets for this con-
cert, as well as others included
on the 1970/71 Chamber Music
Series, may be obtained by con-
tacting the University's Fine Arts
Council, 125 Herter Hall, teleph-

one 545-0202.

production of We Shall Overcome:
Or Else is the premiere perform-
ance of the play. The play is

scheduled to run for one week at

Saint Augustine's College in Ral-

eigh, North Carolina in November.
This particular production is join-

tly presented by Shaw University

and Saint Augustine'sCollege. Ha-

mpton Institute, in Hampton, Vir-

ginia and the Back Alley Theatre
in Washington, D.C. have also ex-

pressed an interest in the play.

We Shall Overcome: Or Else is

Scarborough's third play. He is

presently nearing completion of a

fourth, entitled Everything I Touch
Turns. His other plays include

The Extremist or Everything Ou-
ghta Be Black, which has been
produced at numerous colleges and
high schools, and Beyond the East

Ridge, which has not beem pro-

duced, pending the completion of

an ending for it.

When asked about his role as a

Black playwright, Scarborough re-

plied, "I try to communicate the

language of my people, the inspir-

ations of my people and the aspir-

ations of my people. Unlike some

modern Black playwrights who ha-
ve been seduced into a mystical
or hate whitey bag, I am inter-

ested in writing plays which, for

the most part, stay within the re-

alm of reality. This reality, be-
cause of the history of Black peo-
ple in the United States, can, and
on some occasions, should be one
that can handle a Black/white en-
counter from a historical or as-
thetic perspective without becom-
ing obsessed with "up against

the wall,..honkie." I am not try-

ing to create a higher form of

white art in Black face. I am
desperately trying to work towards
a form of liberation theatre that

will encompass both the soul and
spirit of the various Black exper-
iences."
The basic setting for We Shall

Overcome: Or Else. ..and if you
are wondering "or else what"
you will need to attend the play
to find out is that of a custom
from the author's community con-
cerning the Wake. The Wake pro-
vides an opportunity for a cross-
section of the Black Community
to meet since the body of the

"loved one" is brought home to

"lie in state." The "Wake" in

We Shall Overcome: Or Else gives
the audience an opportunity to meet
such people as Larry, who belie-

ves in the brotheihood of all peo-
ple, and Bernard, who believes
in the brotherhood of all Black
people. The following quotes are
from the play

:

Larry: Look, Bernard, don't

preach to me. I've served my
time on the street. Man. ..how

do some folks say it I've

paid my dues.
Bernard: I, I, I.... It's always
I. Why don't you ever speak
in terms of We? We the peo-
ple, We the United Black front,

We the Black Community. ..We...

Larry: We some shit. L am
only Black-assed Larry! One
man, Bro. I speak for me.
Wilbert: Well you're doing a

piss-poor job of that.

Last year, the Black Repertory
Theatre produced Dutchman^ Ole
Judge Mose Is Dead, and Cere-
monies in Dark Old Men. We
Shall Overcome: Or Else looks
like another hit.

On Sunday, October 4, the UMass
Speech Department Film Study Se-
ries will present "The Iron
Horse," one of HoUywood's great
western films. This 1924 epic
was directed by John Ford, a mas-
ter of the western film form. The
theme focuses on a great histor-
ical event- -the construction of the
first transcontinental railroad in

America.
Film critics have highly praised

The Iron Horse and Ford's talented
direction.

British film historian Paul Rotha
in "The Film Til Now" states:

"I remember with feeling the long
line of railwaymen's camps on me
progressing track, the spirit and
adventure of the pioneers, the cl-

ever rendering of the maneuvers
of the encircling Indians, and ab-
ove all, the far stretching land-
scape across which the steel track
was to run."
Ford combined clever direction

and meticulous reconstitution of
historical fact in "The Iron
Horse." There is enough action,

adventure, fine cinematography,
and use of natural settings to please
all film fans. "The Iron Horse"
has truly become a most signifi-

cant contribution to American Film
history.

There will be two showings of
"The Iron Horse", 7 and 9 P.M.
in Thompson 104.. Series tickets
will be available at the door. The
general public is cordially invited.

BETA KAPPA PHI

"diversity in a fraternity'

Oz Tippo
has his copy of the INDEX.
If you don't have yours yet.
and you were an undergrad
both semesters last year,
your INDEX is available in

the INDEX office, 2nd floor,

Student Union.

ATTENTION

BLACK STUDENTS !

!

STOP IN AND SEE THE
FABULOUS LINE OF

BLACK HAIR PRODUCTS
THAT ARE

FINALLY HERE !

!

Afro Sheen:

Hair Spray-

Conditioner

Shampoo
Ultra Sheen:

Conditioner and Hair Dressing
Ultra Wave:

Hair Straightener

Creme Rinse

Neutralizer Shampoo

Now at

COLLEGE DRUG
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Internal Security Comm. Votes

To Keep Detention Camps Open
WASHINGTON (CPS) - The Ho-

use Internal Security Committee
(HISC) has voted to continue con-
centration camps in the United
States, but with a provision bar-
ring detention "on account of race,
color, or ancestry."

The committee voted 7-1 to re-
port to the full House a bill which
would leave intact the key sec-
tions of title II of the Emerg-
ency Detention Act of 1950, which
allows the President to round up
suspected subversives and put
them in detention camps if he
deems it necessary.
Concern over the bill had ri-

sen since the Nixon administra-
tion took office, especially after

Asst. Attorndy General Richard
Kleindienst was quoted in Atlan-
tic Monthly Magazine as favoring
their use for some radicals. He
later denied having made the state-
ment.

The Nixon administration re-
commended, and the Senate agreed,
that the provisions establishing the

detention camps should be repea-
led. However, HISE chairman Ri-

chard Ichord (D-MO.), who feels

radicals, especially the Black Pan-
ther Party, pose an imminent
danger to the U.S., first bottled

up the bill and finally agreed to

report out the new amendment only

after considerable pressure from
other committee members.
The non- discrimination clause

was intended to assuage the fears

of both blacks and Japanese-Am-

ericans, who were rounded up du-
ring World War II. However, it

would still allow the President to

round up a group of radicals

and throw them in detention camps,
as long as he did not discri-

minate according to race, color,

or ancestry.

There will be an attempt to a-
mend the bill to bar all can-
centration camps when the bill

reaches the floor of the House.
If that fails, attempts will be
made to find a compromise be-
tween the Senate and House ver-
sions in conference committees

Preminger Innocent
In Cemetary Filming

Raft Project

C.E.Q. Raft Project for the

Oct. 10 weekend needs people
to acquaint the public with the

community river's problems.
If you are interested in par-
ticipating or lending canoes,
call C.E.Q. office, 124 Campus
Center or call 545-0618.

QUINCY, MASS. (AP) - Film
Director Otto Preminger was found
innocent Wednesday on a charge
of desecrating a cemetery while

filming a scene in which actress
Lisa Minelli allegedly took her cl-

othes off.

Preminger testified that if he

had known he was breaking the law
"or injuring the feelings of any-
body," he would not have filmed
the scene for the movie "Tell
Me that You Love Me Junie Moon"
in the Blue HillCemeteryinBrain-

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
"Casino Night," Thursday, Oct. 1,

630-8:00. Dress informal. All Un-

iversity women are Invited.

ALPHA ZETA
Important meeting -election of offic-

ers, Thursday, Oct. 1st, 1:30 PM, Ro-

oms 804-808 Campus Center.

AEO
A meeting for brothers and pledges

interested in reorganizing the student

chapter will take place Oct. 1, 1970

at 9:30 PM in the Council Chamber

Room old S.U.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEER:
Bus leaving from Whltmore 12:45 PM

on Satrday. Give a little precious

time, to a precious individual.

BICYCLE CLUB
Organization meeting, Thursday, Oct. 1

at 7:00 PM Room 171 Campus Center.

Anyone unable to attend, leave your

name, address, and phone in RSO #347

(C.E.Q.)

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
On Thursday, Oct. 8th between 1-5,

Bill Baird will be in the Colonial Lo-

unge to speak to anyone about the re-

ferendum, also anyone can still sign-

up. Call Elliott 6-9742 or Bruce
6-9216

CEQ
CEQ Projectionist training workshop

to train CEQ project people how to run
projectors and other AV equipment.

Oct 1, at 7:30 PM in the AV Center,

Thompson Tower, basement, Room 100A

CHESS CLUB
There will be a meeting of the U-

Mass Chess Club, Thursday, Oct. 1, at

7 PM in Room 811 of the Campus Cen-

ter.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Any student or faculty member is

welcome to attend our weekly meet-

ings, Tuesday, 6:45, Room 9U-915 Cam-
pus Center.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
The state of the Art and Science of

Computing in Russia and Japan by Dr.

Imsang Lee, EBE-112, 7:30 PM on Oct
6th.

DELTA CHI
Smoker at Delta Chi, "see how bro-

therhood and individuality combine,"
314 Lincoln Ave. Call 5-0156 or 5-0195

for information or transportation.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Come join the Equestrian Club on Mon-

day, Oct. 5 at 6:00 PM at the main
horse barn behind Thompson Tower.

FINNISH ORGANIZATION
Meets in Mahar W-32, Thursday, Oct.

1st at 7:00 PM, old and new members
welcome.

HOMECOMING
Nomination papers for Homecoming

Queen are available in the RSO Office.

Please return your nomination paper

soon.
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tree.

Braintree police Chief John V.

Polio said he went to the ceme-
tery July 31, 1969, and talked to

Preminger, who he said "gave

a brief description of what was
going to happen- a scene in which

a girl drops her dress and pan-

ties. Nothing much."
He said Miss Minelli lowered

her dress to her waist several

times while holding a bouquet oi

flowers in front of her, and then

disrobed completely.

Notices
INTEGROL YOGA INSTITUTE

Open class in Hatha Yoga, breathing,

meditation and chanting, in Campus Cen-

ter Room 168, 170, 172. 5.30 to 7 PM.
Please bring a towel, an empty stomach

and weai loose-fitting clothing.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Tomorrow at Davis Center, Smith

College, Fri., Oct. 1, 8 PM-12 PM.
Teaching 8-9 PM. Beginners welcome.

MARKETING CLUB
Mr. Leonard Sucsy wlU speak on

"The Critical Link in Solving Urban

Housing Problems," Thursday, Oct. 1,

1970 Campus Center.

MEHER BABAS FAMILY
There will be a meeting at Dr. Ross-

man's office, 256 North Pleasant St.,

all those interested in talking about

religion, mysticism and BABA are cor-

dially invited.

MENC
MENC is sponsoring a picnic this

Saturday, Oct. 3rd at Groff Park for

all students in campus music organ-

izations. A car pool will form at cha-

pel at 12:30 Saturday.

NAIADS
Tonight's the last night for tryouts

for NAIADS TO- '71. Interested? Come
to WOPE Pool 7:30 tonight.

NEWMAN CLUB
Meeting, Oct 1st, 7 PM, Social Lo-

unge, Newman Center for interested

babysitters; re: Satruoay, 5 PM and

Sun. 9:15 masses.

Grade Grievances
StillChangeable
The University Academic Grievance Committee, set up by the

Faculty Senate last May to deal with grievances registered by stu-

dents who felt that they were being penalized by their instructors

for taking part in the "strike," is still active and urges all students

who still wish to protest a grade resulting from the "strike" to

get in touch immediately with some member of the Committee.
If students want a letter grade changed to a "P", or if they got

an "F'» and want to changed to a "W", should go to the Registrar's

Office. The membership of the Grievance Committee is:

David P. Alberghini, Graduate in Polymer Science and Engineer-

ing, 5-2651 85 Sugarloaf St., South Deerfield, 665-3670

Patricia A. Asack, Undergraduate student

320 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 253-5950

Ellsworth Barnard, Professor of English

Bartlett Hall, 5-0359

John H. Dittfach, Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineer-

ing Engineering Building, 5-2505

Diane Olsen (Alternate), Graduate in Education

320 N. Pleasant ST., Amherst, 253-5950

Michel Oren, Graduate in English, 5-2332

220 North East St.. Amherst. 253-9440

John L. Roberts (Chairman), Professor of Aoology

Morrill Sciences Center, 5-2405

Foreign Student Bulletin
Students and interested persons

of any nationality who wish to

receive the monthly Foreign Stu-

dent News Bulletin published at

UMass should apply at the For-
eign Students Office. Whitmore
229 E, or phone in their names
and addresses to 545-2843. There
is no charge.

The Bulletin is addressed to the

foreign student community at U-

OUTING CLUB
Green Mountains or the Gunks mis

weekend. Whites next weekend. Meet-

ing, Monday, Campus Center 165, 6:30-

all peoDle eoine to the Whites should

attend. See bulletin board for details.

PRECISIONETTES
If you are interested -in the Preci-

sionettes meet at 4:40 any weekday in

Dickinson parking lot.

SAT. NITE CONCERT
Those people having complimentary

or reserved seats for the Oct 3rd,

10:30 concert be there no later than

50 minutes before the show instead of

the time stated on invitations.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Evening counseling-available for all

undergrads on Monday, Wednesday and

Thursday evenings from 7-9 PM in Room
123 of the School of Ed.

SCUBA CLUB
Scuba Club meeting, Thurs., Oct. 1st,

at 7 PM, in Council Chambers, Student

Union. Elections will be held.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
All freshmen and upperclassmen in-

vited to informal open smoker on Thurs-
day, Oct. 1st at 9 PM and Monday,
Oct. 5, at 8 PM at 118 Sunset Avenue
off Fearing Street near the Creamery.

SIGMA KAPPA
Have your fortune read by Rosa and

her roving gypsies! tonight 7.30 PM,
19 Allen Street

MDC CLASSIFIED
ROOMMATES WANTED
If jrs» need rHnuto U char*

your »pt t and expense*. Fleas* call
Artie at ZW-aaM. fflt-1

FOR SALE
Dtaceaats oa stereo component*.

CaU >-M» »r a-p447. tflt-l

PEACE DOG TAOS — military
•trie, one tne Dare of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. Ob 24 Inch
thaln, $1.00. PO Box 461, Holyoke,
Mam. MW, tflM
From hpiiln, ttancbie, Ofiniex, fcu-

rltjuf, etc., guitars, lands, bandar-
rl—, mandolin* and ca*e». Creative
tin«l.'i»>ur (The Music Store) 20-22
Mil.* St.. Cirfenflcld, (413) 774-2*31.

tflO-1

Mut-knil Instruments from around
the world at discount prices. Gaitacs

t>i>t'«ialt>. Creative Endearor (The
Mu*ii More), tt-fl Miles St., Green-
field. (413 ) 77l-?*31. tfl»-l

Mobile Home »' bjr 42' 1 bedroom,
lUinc room and kitchen. All appU-
:huti, no furniture. Meeds some
«nrk 87IH)? full l>;nid Cubler 646-

i .-.i.'iti r.e». on or off lot. tflO-2

l!H!l Uiirli> 71 K\c. except trans,,
fifli or bcM offer. Pre* side car
i 771-H7I.'. tna-i

I niindr? M>.ip Horirrradablc orcan-
li . economical, concentrated- To or-
aVw CaU aVUWa. tftf-3

M %!.!: PI ITIKX t; »k«. old, Krrat
.li'u«, fri»k« mid < oinmunieatitr.
. .iiernlb pariffat*. Heath to to. SI*
. .1. li. » ill Mt-rr.'. tfia-i

GE refrlrerator, 6 feet, food con"
litian. $H5 or best offer. CaU 6*5-
*>OS. tna-i

Honda W CB3M, ex. cond. M4-
4"70. tfTM
WIk for sale — long medium brown

hair, never worn, J3C or best offer.
Call C65-3951. tflv-o

FOR SALE— AUTOS
Mast sell soon — I960 MOB, 64,006

ml. Call Joe Kohler at 0M-17S*. See— make offer. 9-24 B-gg 1»-1

87 Chevrolet 2 dr. sedan, E * H-,
automatic, one owner cur for 14
yrs., maintained In fine condition.
Phone Greenfield 77*-*43*. tfie-g

70 Toyota Corolla, four tipeed, stdT,
trans,, in new condition, 11550. Call
:«M«)1 after 5 p.m.

_J tfl0-2

'«9 Camaro "RS", excellent eondl-
tlon, black vinyl top, 4 speed Hurst,
air spoiler, low mileage . Mast sell,

>>*»< offer. Call 5*6-0762. tflO-1
~ 190 Mercedes SI, for sale (I960)
eonld be a classic CaU Garle at
M3-6191 before 8:00 or after 11:00
p.m. tfia.i

Corvalr 63 Monsa excellent condi-
tion 4 speed, 4 new tires, brand
new front end I48B, 546-7488. tflO-1

67 Trm-TRS RRG needs minor
work bat win take this Into consi-
deration of price. No reas. offer re-

fnaed. CaU Al 649-6666. tflO-fi

WANTED
ponemts, tape decks for borne or car,W V: Pleasant 84.

^ale^TnTTemaTe sfoaeats to psr-
ticlpate In research study for par.
Inquire Whitmore 243 after $ p.m.,
253-8459- tfl*-6

Read help with first •* second
rear bpaaish. Far totor with rea-
sonable rate* call Mary Borlrh at
546.7449 tflO-1

Location of damp with dense popa-
latlon of virile rats. Possible re-
ward. Tel. Leroy 586-1064. tflO-1

Wanted; Weekend rownmates to
-hare chalet for season at Killinr-
ton. Call549-—14. tflO-5

Wanted) Volunteers to move a Ba-
by Grand piano. Weak barks need
not apply. Call Jan 549-0716 10-1

RIPE WANTED
Help — I need a ride from Green-

field area on Mon. and Tves. around
11:00 a.m. (I Uke to sleep In the.
morning). I'll gladly pay. Call 648-
:>m tflO-1

Ride wantesT'to Syracuse on Fri.,
Oct. 9. Come back Man., Oct. 12.
Call Linda 6-9666. tf10-1

FOR EXCHANGE
Vacation rent-free anywhere, any-

time with another student, with apt.
or withes t. Thousand opportunities.
Write t Experlment-In-Uvlng, Bov
763, Grants, New Medea, 87020 tflO-O

Mm
tfll-M

lioneer, Teae, Garrard. PE Artec.
Planer, TDK, cassette and] open reel
tape, standard radio, V tan speaker*.
LPs, 8 track aad other necessities

Aaahwrat Aa4»V. tfH-23

ROOM FOR RENT
Hoobm near Campus, 219 Lincoln

Ave , 1 large, 1 small with wall to
waU carpet, linen faro. Olrls only.

tf9-31

MUSICIANS WANTED
Pop, Rock band needs drummer,

bass, trumpet for performing and re-
cording. Any other talent also
nought. Call Harold 0^6-6688.

tflQ-g

PERSONAL
2 chicks^wno™eT3o7""cainpinil^

not scared by River Monster —
would Uke to Join hr* gays canoe-
ing down the Conn, river beginning
this Sunday. Call 586-1117. Keep call-

tng If no answer. tfl0-l

Janice, If no could be hurt, wr
eonld love everybody. Zooraer. li>-l

FOR SALE — AIRCRAFT

SERVICES
Amherst Audi/ services stereo

FLTINO LESSONS. CFI
selling Aeronca Chief: t passenger
airplane, exe. cond., many extras,
very cheap to fly, (Bahamu* round-
trip $69.) Pre* lessons with par*
fhaM>. $r»6. Call 3«l-7tt7. If1«.*

Mass and their friends and car-

ries information of particular in-

terest to foreign students. How-
ever, it also prints news and an-

nouncements of activities of an

international nature in the Am-
herst area, such as meetings of

the campus International Club and
the host family program, which
Americans may find of interest.

SPANISH CLUB
First organizational meeting of the

Spanish Club will be held Thursday,

Oct . 1 at 7 PM, Room 164 of the Cam -

pus Center. All former and prospec-

tive members are urged to attend as

important topics will be discussed.

SPANISH TABLE meets on Mondays and

Thursdays for lunch 11:30 AM to 12:30

PM in South Dining Commons and on

Tuesdays for dinner 5 to 6 PM in Hamp-
shire Commons (Southwest). Anyone in-

terested in practicing Spanish is wel-

come.

SJVAP
SWAP next open meeting, Sunday, Oct-

ober 4th, 8 PM at 803 Campus Cen-
ter.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting to form support groups. St-

udy groups-action groups and generally

to meet each other. Campus Center

165-169, 6:00 PM.

Set ofkeys in blue "Central Chevrolet"

case. Also one navy Worcester Acad-
emy jacket. If found return to Sec-
urity Police BUg.

1-pair untinted prescription glasses.

"Bikey" shaped. Lost between P-10
and Middlesex, Sunday 100 PM. Call
5-0158 Maureen.
Would hitchhiker who rode with me

Thursday, morning, Sept. 24, between
9:30 and 10 AM, please return three
manjlla folders you accidentally took.

Please call Doe Apple y at 256-8160.

LOST
Women's blue umbrella lost in either

Mahar or SBA 120 at N.E.S. meeting,
Sunday night. Sept 27. CaU Gaynor
Andrews, 411 Johnson, 545-2308

Peotax SpotmaUc camera in parking
area north of Campos Center, Sunday
night. Please return to Mark Harris.

UMass Photo Center, 545-2298
All my LD.'s. Call Gail Day 549-

0628 anytime.

(Continued from page 8)

Thien...

Listen Comrades. Liberation
has just begun. Resist, endure,
do not collaborate. Strike. You
will be free.

Listen. You Brothers of the im-
prisoned. Break them out. If Da-
vid Harris has ten friends in the

world, get off your pious non-
violent asses and break him out.

Ttiere is no excuse for one Bro-
ther or Sister to remain a priso-
ner of war. Right on Leila Kha-
laed!

Listen. I was late. Total wau-

ls upon us. Fight to live or you
will die. Freedom will live,

Timothy Leary
WARNING: I am armed and should
be considered dangerous to anyone
who thrf 3wis m y life and freedom.

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es
AP

BOSTON (.aP) - The Boston Pa-
triots announced yesterday, that

safety John Charles has signed his

1970 contract and is working out

with the team. The news came
just one day after Larry Carwell
came to terms.

CHICAGO (AP) - Third base

man Ron Santo of the Chicago

Cubs said he returned horns from

the club's current windup series

against the Mets in New York

oecause of ill health and not be-

cause of a purported threat ag-

linst his life.

Santo, treated Tuesday for a vi-

rus attack, told Baseball Writer

Edgar Munzel of the Chicago Sun

Times: ''My return home had no-

thing to do with that death threat.

I wjs having dizzy spells and just

wasn't feeling well. I came home
to undergo a medical test.

•as a matter of fact, no th-

reat was made to me directly.

But I can't give any details or

say anything about it at this time."
Santo said the club physician

Dr. Jacob Suker, also found the

Cub captain's blood pressure was
up slightly and recommended a few
days rest.

The death threat reportedly ca-

me in a letter frum a disgru-
ntled fan after the Pirates clin-

ched the National League East
title.

* * * • a

NEW YORK (AP) - JoeNamath's
passing is supposed to be the

New York Jets' offense but Matt

Snell and Emerson Boozer of the

running department have accounted

for almost as much yardage as
Broadway Joe.

* * m » »

NEW YORK UP) - Pro foot-

ball's hierarchy has imposed a
secret freeze on Joe Kapp and is
using- tne case to intimidate all

other players, Johnny Sample
charged yeaterday.

"The opticn clause doesn't mean
anything any more -they've got you

by the throat," said the tough,

outspoken defensive back who sued

the New York Jets for $1,070,000

after being cut prior to the 1960

season.

"Commissioner Pete Rozell

and the owners- if they want to get

you, they get you.

"I was on the West Coast re-

cently and I had a long talk with

Kapp. He's made telephone calls,

he wants to play. But all he gets

is 'Sorry, Joe.'

Yaz Winds Up at .329

With Hit in Sox Finale
BOSTON (AP) - Fritz Peterson becam? a 20-game winner for the

first time in his career last night as the New York Yankees edged

the Boston Red Sox 4-3 in the final game of the year for both clubs.

Carl Yastrzemski got one of the Boston hits, winding up at . 329

in his bid for a fourth American League batting title.

Peterson gave up a solo homer to Billy Conigliaro in the second

and a two- run shot to Luis Alvarado in the eighth in hiking his re-

cord to 20-11.

The Yanks scored in the third when Peterson aoubled and scored

on a wild pitch and added three more in the fourth on a run-scoring

ground out and Jerry Kenney's two- run single.

Peterson gave up eight hits in 8-1/3 innings before Lindy Mr-
Daniel came on to get the Rfcd Sox out with two men on base.

Last Might's Intramurals

• 3 THfATIES UNDW 1 »00» •

bfimpusT

4MHIHST HADItV I INL

OOUILE FtATUM - 2 for ike ark* of V
: A, VStt'vt'Vk Queen

"Hi H 1** •:Oo\,n" The Reivers"

IS II I IAM" \ A. 7:00
> 1

1

1

1

1

1

i

aaaaaM
Com.r.9 10/7 "Ft LLINI SATYRICON"
<..mln« Soon: "CSM «" 'Tiif»U" "SoMtrr Blur

F OOTKALL
Red^oods 24, Bruins 18

Hllo'f 18, Hemlocks 3

Maroons 6, Eagles

Flaming A's 23, Black Beors 8

Lemons 34, Ooks 6

Aces 16, Pines 6

Academics 26, Comanchees 20

Colti 34, Bruisers

Lions 6, Seagrams 2

Senators 10, Bulldozers

Panthers 40, Monuments
Terrors 26, Cool Cans 6

Civil Eng. 19, Cong I os 13

Burners 22, Crestview 6

Gotchas 6, Bodies

TUG'O-WAR
i M's over Tubes WBF
Bulldogs 2, Browns
O.ldoughs over GAK WBF
BX 2, Oxfruds

PSD 2, DC
TEP over TC WBF
KS 2, UKP
iPE 2, LCA
SAE 2, APO C

PLP dnd PSK WbF
Pipers 2, Redwoods C

Panthers over Terrors WBF
Cougars over Academes WBF

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAM

During tho filiuint of u uialur m*
tion picture, an astrologer and mi
tttttrsnomer were hired as tecum n!

urf the lot when he found that Ifer

.iilusers. The ast-onouicr finally walk..!
utttrologer wss receiving twice a*
much money. The movie was "Ttir

Heavenly Body," which starred Wil-
liam Powell and Hedy Lamarr.

* •
aRIE9 "MareH U - April 19): 1

low. Gain indicated If you play wn '-

ing game. Let others nuke tort movi -

Youi strength comes via follies

through Give attention to mate, part-
ntr. Make some wiso concessions.
TAURUd Upril SO - ilay W)i Em-

phasis on work, basic chores, how
: ou relate to neighbors and asaoclaU"
Fine for being with person" who sha.t-

your interests. Steer clea- of one who
sings the blue*.
GEMJN! (May 2'. - Jui.c 20) : R. d

tape can be pushed t.s.Id«. — ^u-
niiy require tetter of introduction
The more oreparrtlon, the taster youi
tasrf, mission. Be willing to investi-

gate. Answers are obtainaUe.
CAN'CER (June 21 - July 22): .V-.-

to stick tu familiar g.our.d. Build nn
solid base. Be awara of real estate
opportunities.
LEO (Julv 23 - Aug. 22): Accent

on brothers, tlsUrs, other close rela-

tives. Fine for getting together for

family reunion. Make gesture which
helps relieve tension. Strive for greatei
harmony.
VIKOO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Add to

possession?. Avoid self-deception. Re-
fuse tu go alone until money Is \n-

front. May sound harsh, but it I-

necessary. Message •111 become in-

creasingly clear.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. at): Fin.-

for pi'rehaso of apparel. Br!f*it*n
surroundings — make fttat own bright
colors. Cycle Is high; take initiative

Circumstances favor your r-peclal t*

forts, Mako personal appoarn:i
SCTORr-tO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21);

Much that has beer happening be-

Ind tho scenes will <m re-veftM. A re-

-lilp la put *o tes». B.'3t to fini*:i

ther than to begin projects. Enlai^.'

inns,
.-VilTTARIL'S (Nov. 22 - Dea, 21)

K.-eu promises. Th>» mon yor. giv-

torn, the more yon will ultimately
rvceive. Entertal i f rle-id i ir. styK*

This Joes r..t mean ext-avaeance. It

g«m mean that you shcttk] spctlight
ouallcy.
<\PRTCORV (Dej. 22 - Jan. tO",

"Emphasis nn career, generr.I pot^nti.'l

.in.! stand-ln* in oomtnuntty Your a«-

tUMM gi-in nti?ntlon. Bo sure It I* fa-

vorable ty belo»r patient, r.ttontlv.-,

willing to examine all sides of

tion.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 96 - Fob. 13) :

vr-cent on _hew you spread your m< a-

saee — means puah aheid on adver-
tising, publications. Touch all bases

Don't neglect one who aided vou In

past. Travel ple.ns need polishing.

1T3CES fFeb. 19 - Match 2'0: Kt>
amlns policies, *.ax returns. bllN.

debts: get financial house in artier, iffot

wl<« to overexte:id yourrelf. Tour as-

sets ar3 great — If properly managed.
Act accordingly.
TF rOPAY IS YOUK BIRTHDAY

you have original touch ; you can »..<

gentle, but forceful when necessary
Vou have started a project which
could lead tu Kreutei recognition, eni o-

tlonsl stability.
Cop/ri&ht 19T0, G'n. Fea. Corp.

PFANLTS
( TKANk VOU FOR

RfcCOMflENDlNS

THIS BOOK. MISS

HAlVERSON..A^

I FOUND IT A RARE EXPERIENCE

ANP FE6LTHAT IM A BETTER
PERSON FOR HAVIN6 READ IT

Jock Scholarship Cut-
Backs Tabled afUVM

BURLINGTON, Vt. AP - The
Student Association at the Univer-

sity of Vermont tabled last night

proposals to cut back athletic sch-

olarships.

The proposal, presented to the

session by Gary McQuesten, of

Montpelier, called also for a cut-

back in the football schedule to

Frosh Hoop
Team Meeting

There will be a team meet-
ing of all freshman basketball

candidates on Tuesday, Oct.

G at 7 p.m. in room 249 of the

Boyden Builuing.

the more modest ones played a lew
years ago.

Football Capt. Gerry Elliott, and

Dennis Lambert, assistant athletic

director, defeated the football pro-
gram at the University and ex-
plained how the scholarship system
works.

The University, as a member of
the Yankee Conference, is restr-

icted to 20 scholarships, but used
only 16 of them, 12 for football,

three for basketball and one for

baseball.

In some cases the amount of

funds available in the 20 schol-
arship limit, allows schools with
low in state tuition rates to give
grants to more than the 20 per-
sons who can get them where the
tuition rates are higher.

The motion to table, which was
adopted, called for further inves-
tigation before action is taken.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE A; s*,r' i j Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

I Spread lor

drying

4 Agreement

8 CoMection of

•ents

12 Exist

13

14

15
16
18
20
21
22
23
27
29
30
31
32

33

34

3S
37

38
39

40
41
42
4J
47
51
52
5?

54
55
56
57

O«o(
Celebes
Century
plant

Outtit

Woodworke'
Briel

Depression
Man's nickname
Preposition

Bad
Beverage
Metal

Depart
A state (abbr >

Household
pet

Metal
fastener

Indefinite

arti.le

Maca«
Posed lor

(X>mai:

Nahoor j!i.

Tibetan

priest

f ncountered
Hear
Servant

Demand as due
Enclude

Pedd 1 diRi*

Grain
Short

iai>et

Greek letter

Sow
lease
ManS
nickname

DOWN

1 F -lilt . dke

2 Gieat lake
3 Step in any

series

4 R*te

'ection ut

tacts

6 Circle ot

persons si

iny (WfSO'i

/ ('.mil'.

9 Flask for

water

9 In musn
high

10 Man's
nickname

11 Through
17 Prime.

measure
19 A state (ahbr )

22 Suitable

24 A state (abbr )

25 Man s name
26 Girls name
27 Sea in Asm
28 Unit ol Italian

currency

29 Chinese pagoda

30 Illuminated

32 Shifted

33 Stroke

36 Cart •

"to b»"
37 St.h

38 DscUrvd
40 Un.i.

worlaii

41 Man • nickname

43 Th-ee load

44 Com
45 Greek lelter

'iff
i 'ter «••! h

4-i i.i
II

. jltr

! o Mass • •

we:,

PUtr by t . itrd Fiatur* SvndlcaU, Inc

HOuJ JAN 'itli'

'-..N6SLIKE

THAT Lc':Th A
STRAluHTFAcE?,

IS IT jl'RJNo )

| TC ,nAk£ A
/ TEACHER

(^ HAPPV 7J

B. C.
by Johnny hart

^

TH£ R R. PEOPLE: FEEL IP WE <JC< <?FP
OUR FIR^T SWOvV WliT-l tIt^ETWlNfc3
UNUSUAL,WE CAM COPA Ml^MER RATiMfS.

WtHT-

SOUMCPS c^sREAT, WHAT CO
fMEY MAVE IN ^AINC> f

TALK
SHOW

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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best all-around defenses in the na-

tion. In fact, it ranked among
the top ten in defense against scor-

ing, pass defense and total defen-

se. And considering the fact that

the Bulls have most of their let-

termen returning on defense, it

is hard to understand their 0-3

record.
Coach Bob Deming, in his sec-

ond year, must be quite disappoint-

ed in his squad's showing this fall.

However, it must be considered

Coach Piepul Previews Buffalo tl,a
'

,he Bulls tove not eMc,1 >'

QB Luncheon Honors Pena, Farrelly
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Another large turnout saw UMass guard Bob Pena notch his second straight offensive player
of the week award and witnessed a deserving John Farrelly honored as the top Redman defensive
performer, both for their efforts in UMass' 27-0 losing cause against Dartmouth this past Sat-

urday, as the Redmen Quarterback Club presented its third weekly luncheon of the young autumn
yesterday afternoon at the Newman Center

Defensively-Tough Buffalo

Hosts UMass in 'Must Game

Winless Bulls vs. Hungry Redmen
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Buffalo is a hard team to figure. It has so much potential yet has met with no success at all.

But the game against UMass has to be considered a "must" game for the Bulls if they are to

make anything at all of this 0-3 season. However, the Redmen are hungry for another victory,

too. So it looks to be a most interesting contest that will take place at Rotary Field in Buffalo

on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. In 1969, Buffalo had one of the

with" eight luncheons yet iu

follow, the first three Varsity M
Club- sponsored events have drawn
well over 100 persons each week.
The initial week count was 140

and, last Wednesday 130 showed
up. Yesterday, another crowd of

Sails ®nU*j)«»

Sfl&ifo
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Table Tennis

Tourney on Tap

about 130 attended.

None of the many present were
surprised at the selection of Pena,
who has been the top Redman of-

fensive performer for both of U-
Mass games this fall. And little

wonder, as films of the Dartmouth
game showed Pena, a 6'2-240 lb.

native of Falmouth and Red Sox
star George Scott's brother-in-

law, opening up gaping holes for

the passages of Redman runners.
Farrelly, who was honored ear-

lier this week as the Yankee Con-
ference defensive player of the

week, certainly deserved this add-
itional crown. He was literally

all over the field against the Ind-

ians last Saturday. The 6'l-2101b.

senior co- captain of UMass was in

on no less than 23 tackles in that

fray.

As a featured speaker for the

affair, Redman defensive backfield

coach Milt Piepul presented a sc-

outing report on UMass upcoming
opponent, Buffalo. He labeled the

Bulls as "probably the most mass-
ive piece of humanity we'll see all

year."

In providing a quick review of

Buffalo's year to date (The Bulls

are 0-3 thus far!) Piepul said

that it looked like a terrible foe .-

ball team in its first gam?, a
14-7 loss to Ball State, but im-
proved noticably in the second half

;

The Chinese Student Association

will sponsor a table tennis tour-

nament on Saturday (Oct. 3) be-

ginning at 10 a.m. at Grayson Ho-

use in Orchard Hill.

All student, faculty and staff

members of UMass (male and fe-

male) are welcome to sign up for

the tourney. Sign-ups will be ac-

cepted up until Friday afternoon

at 5, and sign-ups will be accept-

ed "ver the phone.

l.^re will be three classifica-

tions in this tournament, Class A
Single, Class B Single and Class A
Double. The champion and runner-

up in each classification will re-

ceive awards.

The tournament has four coord-
inators; they are Mr. Wen-Cheng
Kuo (tel. 253-9680 or 545-0431),

Mr. Kwo-Hrong Lai (tel 253-3362
or 545-682), Mr. Michael Yang
(tel. 25<-9697) and Mr. Dick Ti

Tung (tel. 549-6058).

There is a 50 cent fee to enter

the tourney for members of the

Chinese Student Association, which

covers singles and doubles. Th-

ere will be a one dollar fee for

non- members, which also covers

singles and doubles.

A sequence drawing will take pl-

ace Friday night at 7:30 at Gray-
son. All absentees will be assign-

ed sequences by the C.S.A.

i hie note: All the participants

are advised to enroll in both the

Class A Singles -md the Class B

Suu-.tes. A change will cost 50

i vnts.

JOHN FARRELLY

of its second defeat, at the hands
of Toledo, 27-6. Piepul indicat-

ed that errors cost the Bulls a
win in their third game in which
they were drubbed 27-21 by Kent
State.

Buffalo's problem area, much
like UMass, is its offense, but

Piepul feels that the Bulls are
getting stronger on the attack from
week to week. On offense, they're

stingy; they like to keep control

of the ball for as long as possible.

fallen on their faces. The three

teams they have lost to Ball St-

ate, Toledo, and Kent State, are

all solid football teams. Yet un-

doobtedly, Deming expected more
from his 1970 Bulls.

And so he should have. Here

is what UMass will be up against

on Saturday, interspersed with

comments made by Redman defen-

sive backfield coach Milt Piepul

at yesterday's Redmen Quarter-
back Club Luncheon.

At quarterback will be 6*2-195

lb. junior Kirk Barton. Barton

"likes the option" and has im-

proved gradually in the Bulls th-

ree contests this season. Also

seeing action this fall has been

Ed Perry, but because Perry fum-

bled two snaps from center last

week against Kent St., Barton will

probably be doing most of the sig-

nal calling.

Joining Barton in the backfield

will be halfbacks John Faller and
Doug Kozel. Faller averages ab-

out 4.5 yards a try and is "the

workhorse" of the team while

Kozel, 5*11-190 lb., helps keep the

defense honest.

At fullback is 6'l-205 lb. senior
Joe Zelmanski. Zelmanski is des-
cribed as a "dangerous runner"
and teams with Faller to provide
a powerful one-two running punch
for the Bulls.

Anchoring the offensive line is

co-captain Chuck Donnor. The
6*1-215 lb. center has lettered for

two seasons and is regarded as
one of the best in the East.

Flanking Donnor are guards Jer-
ry Elwell, 6*0-200 lb., and Tom
Centofanti, 6'0-210 lb., along with

tackles Mike Gasper, 6'2-227 lb.,

and Bill Winnett, 6*2-226 lb. El-

well is " the best blocker" on
the team while Centofanti was an
Associated Press AH- East honor-
able mention choice in 1969.

The ends are seniors Joe Mor-
esco and Joe Hudson. Hudson,
6'l-2221b., has been switched from
defensive end. Moresco, 6'2-

176 lb., though not big in size,

has good hands and caught one
TD pass last yewr.

That, then, is the Buffalo off-

ense. Whether it operates ef-

ficiently or not is generally the

key to the Bulls' success. For
as far as defense is concerned,
Buffalo has little to worry about.

The Bulls "down four men are
their toughest men on defense"
and probably the toughest UMass
will face all season. At tackles
Buffalo has two of the biggesl
around. They are Rovell Jones
6*2-266 lb., and Barry Atkinson'
6*2-265 lb. Those weights are
conservative estimates and the in-
terior Redman offensive linemen
will probably have their sternest
test thus far against this two-
some.
As good as the tackles are,

the ends are probably better. Al-
though not possessing the tremen-
dous size of Jones or Atkinson
Tom Vigneau, a 6'1-2I2 lb. sen-
ior, and co-captain Prentis Hen-
ley, a 6*0-236 lb. senior, have at
least as much ability. Among the
awards that Vigneau received in
1969 were selections as Buffalo's
defensive player of the year, As-
sociated Press All- America hon-
orable mention, Associated Press
All- East, and All- ECAC Division I.

The Bulls employ four lineback-

ers in their 4-4-3 defense. The
inside men are 6*0-210 lb. Dave
Majcher and 6*0-205 lb. Larry
Madden while 5*11-195 lb. Ted But-

ler and 6'1-185 lb. Bruce Fraser
dover the outside. Along with th-

ese four, the Bulls have a great

deal of depth at this position.

If there is a weakness in the

Bulls defense, it would have to

be the inexperience of their sec-
ondary. Coach Deming will be
starting three sophomores again-
st the Redmen and this fact could
lead the Redmen to a more act-

ive passing game than that which
they are usually accustomed to.

The sophomores are safety Tom
Osika, 6*0-180 lb., and halfbacks
Buddy Boughton, 5*10-177 lb., and
Walt Nichols, 5*10-182 lb. Nichols
has been converted from an offen-

sive halfback and Osika is also

a punter.

With the 1970 season being a

flop of flops for Buffalo, UMass
should be very wary of the Bulls.

This is a team that many experts
selected as among the best in the

East and yet they are winless at

this point. A situation like this

must cause some feeling of frus-

tration among the Bulls personnel
and one would expect that some
of this will be directed at the Red-
men on Saturday at Rotary Field.

MDC SPORTS HOTLINE 5-0344

BOB PENA

Tonight's

Intramurals

FIELD
1

TIME TEAM
6:30 Elephants vs. Smashers

2
»

i

Bucks vs. Roodrunnens

3
"

Outhouse T vs. Lubees
5

»

i

Deacons vs. Freaks

5
i

3 M's vs. GAK
6

t

»

Duchies vs Bulldogs

Postion

1

2

7:30 Position2vs. Athenians
2 vs 5

3
1 •

Position 2 vs. Spartan3

4
t •

4 vs 5

5
M Position2 vs. Tro|an3

6
it

4 vs 5

1 8:30 Position 2 vs. North 2

2
»i

3 vs. 4

3
i *

5 vs. 6

4

5

r I Gypsies vs Browns

Fellas vs. Tubes

6
f • Heroes vs. Turtles

THREE BULLS

ROVELL JONES JOE ZELMANSKI KIRK BARTON
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Faculty Senate Discusses

Selection of Academic Officers

Campus Center Replies

To Student Queries
See Page 5

Ferriter Comments

On Parking Statement
Story on Page 2

SPEAK) KG BEFORE A WELL ATTEMJED Faculty Senate meet i no.

Chancellor Oswald Ti ppo yesterday outlined the cormt t

tees which will search for t he f or new Chi ef Academic

Officers (Photo by Ed Fenwick)

Two Arab Leaders

Suffer Seizures

At Nasser Funeral

Details Page 4

Student disc jockey goes on the air at the VMJA studio.

WAJA is featured on pge seven .(MDC photo by Steve

Schmidt)
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Ferriter Pleased With Parking Proposal I Tippo Urges Fac-Sen To Choose Academic Officers
Ru PaIIT.m MAXIM f *^

"Great" and "wonderful" were
the adjectives used by Mr. Rob-
ert Ferriter, Parking Coordinator,
in describing the proposals foi

.
i king security which were drawn

up by a committee of Southwest
students. This committee, headed
by Ed Dempsey, Vice-President
oi the Class of '72, and in colla-
tx>rution with Ken Burnham, assis-
tant Southwest Area Coordinator,
called for increased protection for

lss parking lots, with partic-
ular attention directed at F-lot.

Mr. Ferriter emphatically cla-
imed this to be a "timely art-
icle" but stressed that in order
to put these proposals into ac-

tion "authority must be delegat-
ed as well as responsibility." The
point in question is that the Par-
king Authority is not an author-
ity as such, but a SERVICE com-
mitted to function within the lim-
its of a general fund, these funds
being employed in the present
maintenance of the lots.

Increased coimuter population is causing traffic snarls
and cramped parking spaces. An ol d problem • any new
solutions? (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Referendum 70 Begins

With Leaflet Campaign

The UMass Student Mobilizing
Committee, will begin leafletting in

Holyoke and Springfield tomorrow
as part of their active support
for Vietnam Referendum '70.

The aim of the leafletting is,

according to the Student Mobe,
to inform people that a planned
withdrawal of troops is nothing
imre than the government's pres-
ent policy of gradual withdrawal
and does not mean an end to the

war. ..The only clear anti-war pos-
ition and the only policy which can
end the war and let the people
of Vietnam direct their own des-
tiny, they contend, is an immediate
withdrawal of all troops from Viet-
nam.

To accomplish this goal, Mobe
members will be mounting a mass-
ive "Vote C for Immediate With-
drawal" leafletting campaign in

area shopping centers and factor-
ies each Saturday until November
3. These activities will culminate
in a large-scale campaign dur-
ing the days for anti- war demon-
strations on October 30 and 31.

Saturday, October 3, shopping
centers in Springfield will be leaf-
letted to vote for Immediate With-
drawal.

All those interested in partic-
ipating should meet in the Old
Student Union tomorrow at 10 A.M.
for Springfield and 1 P.M. for Hol-
yoke.
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OH.c. of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the
Student Union on the University campus, up code 01002. Phones
are 545-7550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage poid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic year encept during vacation and exam periods; three or four
times a week following a vocation or exam period or when a holiday
falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

tc"ption rotes are $7 50 per semester, $14.00 par year.

By PaULh MAXIM
Staff Reporter

In regard to the proposal of
raising the parking fee from $1
to $5, Mr. Ferriter refrained from
citing a specific or ideal fee, but
termed the present fee of $1,
which registers a car for both
semesters, as a "good buy" when
compared to the usual parking fees
in other areas outside of the Un-
iversity which range from $2 to
$5 an hour and even higher week-
ly rates.

One area of the proposal with
which Mr. Ferriter was partic-
ularly pleased was the use of the
work- study students. He feels that
the students of UMass are exemp-
lary in their actions and their at-
titudes and that their participation
in the proposed security plan would
be of invaluable importance. He
optimistically added that their pre-
sence could be successful in de-
terring 50% o f the would-be
crimes.

While praising the student se-
curity proposal, Mr. Ferriter
made it clear that none of the
lots are without a form of pro-
tection at the present time. Al-
though F and V lots, situated near
the stadium, are without attend-

ant's booths, they are included
in the "runs" of officers who
periodically check each lot for

suspicious actions. He cited that

each time parking enforcement
agents have seen persons under or
tooling with a car, they have stop-

ped, asked for identification and
checked them out. Although many
of the persons are the owners
of the cars, they have repeated-
ly expressed thanks for the pre-
cautions.

Concerning the crowding of the

lots, Ferriter vows that the Par-
king Authority has "tried to acc-
omodate each lot with the maxi-
mum number of cars possible."
Due to the tremendous increase
of commuters, approximated al

3000 more than previous years,
V-lot has been opened in order
to assure parking spots for all.

Eagerly looking forward to the

opening of the Campus Center
Garage next week as relief for

some of the crowding, Ferriter
termed it as a "good investment"
and pointed out its excellent lo-

cation and reasonable prices, $0.25
for the first hour and $0.15 for

each following hour up to $2.

In dealing with violators, Fer-
riter termed the policy as a "soft-
sell enforcement." Towing is

looked upon as undesirable by the
Parking Authority but need does
arise. Therefore, towing is ap-
plied "only in tow zones and when
the parking is detrimental to the
health and welfare of the com-
munity."
When questioned about the stud-

ent parking which has occured on
N. Pleasant St. in front of the Sch-
ool of Education, Mr. Ferriter
clarified that this was beyond his

jurisdiction and was under the

control of the Town of Amherst.
However, he did warn that the Am-
herst Police have been known to
give out tickets when the situa-
tion became obstructive.
Mr. Ferriter went to great len-

gths to stress his high regard
for the Parking Authority staff,

namely the students in the offic

and the men who make up toe
ranks of Parking Authority agents.
He emphasizes that theirs is a
"public relations service" estab-
lished for the students.

Financial Aid Office
Explains Work—Study

Gerald Miller. "The intent of congress was to
provide a source of earnings for those who need
it, said Miller adding that this was the "Spi-
rit of the legislation."

Those students on the Work -Study program are
employed throughout the campus with priority for
"campus wide" functions such as security guards
in dorms and student telephone operators. When
asked why there seemed to be difficulty in ac-
quiring work study students in most departments
and activities, Morrissey responded "Very few,
if any departments got the number of work-study
students requested." He pointed to the inade-
quacy of the funds saying, "if everybody on work-
study worked ten hours instead of fifteen, we'll
just about come out with the skin of our teeth."
He explained that the federal funds, which are
administered by H.E.W., only provided 80<7C of
the students income. The rest must come from
the employer of the student.
The biggest drain on the funds according to

Miller is the summer, full-time employment pro-
grams on work-study. Miller also cited the 15?
rise in the minimum wage this year to $1.60.
If the funds did seem tighter this year it might
be the fact that last year work study received
a $100,000 shot in the arm late in the summer.
Those monies went directly into the Fall payrolls.

For further information and assistance students
are advised to contact Gerald A. MiUer at the
Placement and Financial Aid office in Whitmore

In 1964 the U.S. Congress approved a bill,
the Economic Opportunity Act, which, in its pre-
sent form, has provided UMass with close to a
half million dollars in aid to students The
program "Work -Study" gives financial backing for
approximately 350 students at UMass who are
employed around the campus - one quarter of th-
student labor force.

Robert J. Morrissey, Director of Financial Aid
and Placement, explained that Work -Study, con-
trary to rumor, has expanded its monetary base
this year from a total of $403,533.00 for the
calendar year 1969 to $540,000 for 1970. Morr-
issey further told of efforts to double next years
work-study budget to over one million dollars.
He noted, however, that 25% of the funds is all-
ocated to UMass -Boston.

Students who were informed of their acceptance
into the work -study program this summer are
urged to contact the Financial Aid office by Wed-
nesday, October 7. According to Morrissev
EVERY STUDENT who received a letter from
financial aid, has received a job under work
study, but, after October 7, "Those who show
up with the letter wont be honored." He added
that there aren't any more work -study jobs ava-
ilable to those who did not apply last spring
Cut off for next year's work study was set at
March 1.

Work study is granted on the "basis of fin-
ancial need" according to Morrissey's assistant

Amus Moor,

Bill Hassen

IN CONCERT TONIGHT

October 2nd, 7:00 p.m.

Black Cultural Center

Yushnik
has his copy of the INDEX.
If you don't have yours yet.
and you were an undergrad
both semesters last year
your INDEX is available in
the INDEX office, 2nd floor,
Student Union.

Do you have a gripe about the

the new Campus Center?
HAVE YOU TOLD

NO!
ANYONE?

The Campus Center Governing Office is manned by membersfrom 9-6 on Tuesdays and Thursdays and on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays we will be there at posted hours. If you have a gripe or a
question come down and see us in the R.S.O. area at these times

Stating that he didn't want to

rush anyone, but that they had two
weeks to do the job, Chancellor
Oswald Tippo urged the Faculty
Senate to get on with the job of

selecting search committees for

the Chief Academic Officers.

Tippo outlined the make-up of

the committees for the Senate,

approved in principle by the Trus-
tees earlier in the summer. The
make-up of the committee for the

Academic office, now held by
Associate Provost Robert Gluck-
stern is ten faculty, four under-

grads and one graduate student.

The search for a new Student
Affairs head, the post now hand-
led by Special Assistant to the
Chancellor for Student Affairs
Randolph Bromery, will be led by
two faculty members, ten under

-

grads, one graduate student and
five people from the area of stu-
dent affairs.

By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

The successor to Special Assis-

tant Joseph Marcus in the Public

Affairs office will be chosen by

four faculty, three undergrads, one

grad student and four people from
the field of Public Affairs.

Six faculty, six undergrads, two
grad students and six people from
the field of Supporting Services will

search for a man to fill that

post.

Tippo urged the Senate to be-

Int7 Program Described
At Prince Coffee Hour

By DAVID CASTALDI
Staff Reporter

Adefinite need tocreate closer relationships bet wt-en foreign students and other students cm campus
was expressed at an informal coffee hour held last night in Prince House.

Before considering the topic of

the night, guest speaker Dr. Bar-
bara Burn, director of internatio-

nal! programs at the Whitmore of-

fice, spoke to the group. The
office of international programs,
which was organized less than two

years ago, handles most of the

paper work vital to the interest

of foreign students studying here

at the university, and those stud-

ents who desire to study abroad.

Dr. Burn stated that about 600 for-

eign students per year come to

study at UMass, whereas only ab-

out 300 university students tra-

vel overseas to study.

The number of foreign students

here is continually growing des-
pite the fact that the university

is not so conveniently located as

Harvard in Boston and Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley are

for newly -arrived foreign stu-

dents.

The office of international pro-

grams, although relatively new and

operating with a staff of four full

time members and one part time
member, is striving to involve

itself with as many activities as

possible. The office members
work cooperatively with the fac-

ulty senate committee on for-

eign student academic affairs to

aid foreign students whenever pos-

sible. Recommendations on pro-

grams and policies are provided,

as well as a bulletin which pu-

blishes information on visas, a-

partments, financial aid and other

information.

Dr. Burn mentioned that the

Student Senate has recently do-

nated funds for helping undergra-
duates studying abroad with their

expenses, for bringing more for-

eign students to the United Sta-

tes, and for establishing closer

contact between foreign students

and American students.

"Funds from the Student Senate

went from in '68 and *69 to

S500 and then up to $1,000/' she

said.

Dr, Burn also expressed that

Saturday Last Chance

For Voter Registration
Saturday, October 3, is the last day for Massachusetts residents

to register to vote in the November 3 elections. Town clerk and voter

registration offices in every town and city in the state will be open
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. to handle last-minute registrations.

American citizens wishing to register must be 21 by November 3,

capable of reading and writing English, and must satisfy certain

residency requirements: One must have been a resident of the town

in which he is registering for at least six months prior to registra-

tion and a resident of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for at

least one year. Students, faculty and staff of the University must
have had their permanent address in Amherst for the past six months.

An absentee ballot may be obtained by registered voters by writing

to your Town Clerk.

Women who have married, and therefore changed their names,
since registration must re -register their names at the voter regis-

tration office.

Naturalized citizens must present proof of their age, place of birth,

occupation, marital status, place of residence and citizenship in or-

der to register.

she hoped to devekip projects Ue
signed to enrich the program of

the International Club, manv of

whose members were in attend-

ance at the coffee hour. The Inter-

national Club is open to all iHem-

l>ers of the university cnmmunitv
and is not restricted to foreign

students as some mistakenly be-

lieve.

It is not only Dr. Burn's de-

sire but also the desire of others

at the international programs of-

fice to see the eventual creation

of an •international house". Pri-
nce House, which is composed of

about 1/3 foreign students is the

closest the administration has

come to achieving this goal.

At the close of the talk, the

president of the International Club

at Amherst College invited all to

attend a picnic in two weeks for

all club members within the 5-

college community area.

The meeting the^ proceeded to

the topic at hand--'What Life is

Like in Russia.'
-

Slides were
shown, accompanied by explana-

tory notes. A graduate student

who spent last summer touring

Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and o-

ther large cities gave the talk.

IN COLLEGE SALES

Fidelity Union

Life Insurance Co.

Of AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
TH€ FINER LINES Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

Bell's Pizza
A GREAT UNIVERSITY NEEDS A GREAT PIZZA,

AND IT HAS IT.

Open 1 1 AM to 2 AM Friday & Saturday

1 1 A.M. to 1 A.M. Sunday to Thursday

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZAS

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

15* — 12 ox. BEER
1st One Free

10* Cover

EVERY FRIDAY
3:30 - 8:00

MICHELLE
MARQUIS
is back and

PLAYING TODAY
(with her army of chicks)

at Hie

NEW

MEADOW INN

Rt. 47

PIZZA

Sunderland

(Close)

— for Jan,

gin selection of the committees
as soon as possible.

The make-up of the committees
has been weighted in favor of the

group that is most directly af-

fected by the particular job. Thus
the Academic Officer committee
has more faculty than students
while the Student Affairs comm-
ittee is dominated by students.

Turning to other matters, the

Senate heard a report from the

Senate representative to the Trus-
tees, John Roberts, and compl-
aints from various members about
the Princeton Plan.

Professor Henry Korson was
taken to task for remarks al-

legedly made after a Trustees
meeting. Some members of the

Senate felt that Korson had ex-
ceeded his authority as delegate
to the Trustees by remarking that

tie did not think the Senate would
pass the Princeton Plan after the

Trustees passed the amended ver-
sion of it.

Professor Ellsworth Barnard
then raised a question about the

grading and testing policies dur-
ing the last week of October.
He was at first ruled out of or-
der but was allowed to speak ev-
entually. He said that the days
of the "divine right of kings"
were over and that instructors and
faculty should recognize this.

He prefaced his remarks by
reading portions of an editorial

which appeared in the Daily Col-
legian which stated that some tea-
chers had threatened to take pun-
itive action against students par-
ticipating in the amended Prince-
ton Plan. He announced his will-

ingness to serve on a grievance
committee should the need arise.
Various other senators also spoke
on this • issue and the consensus
seemed to be that all those tea-
ching at the University should com-
ply with the Trustee's wishes in

regards to the amended Prince-
ton Plan.

Concert Tickets Available
Tomorrow night the Steve Miller Band, B.B. King, and Dreams will

perform in Curry Hicks Cage as a part of Senior -Soph weekend.
There will t>e shows at 7 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.75 and
can Ik purchased at the Student Union ticket office and at the door.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

rauLNEWiuiary just bugs the Establishment as

COOL H3IMD LUKE

("What we've got here

is a failure to communicate.")

FR1.
?
OCT. 2 - 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

MAHAR rWIX
S|toiiM>r«>d by Newmm Chili

>0c
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Two More Arab Leaders

Nixon To Spain; Increases Aid

SUFFER HEART SEIZURE - Provisional President of the

Arab Republic Anwar Sadat, the successor to the late
Abdel Nasser suffered a seizure at the state funeral
for Nasser yesterdcy. Sadat recovered following treat-
ment .

Don't Forget

to hand in your

nomination papers

for the STUDENT SENATE

by 5:00 today
It's your school,

your money,

your government.

ITS YOUR THING!

(AP) - LONDON - London mon-
itors of Middle East radio re-

ported that Acting President Anwar
Sadat suffered a heart attack while

attending deceased President

Abdul Nasser's funeral yesterday.

According to the report he app-
arently recovered after medical
treatment. The report also said

that Deputy Secretary of the Arab
Socialist Party Ali Sabri also suf-

fered a seizure.

The news agency attributed the

attacks to "emotionalism" brought
about by Nasser's death. Sadat,

the report went on, was able to

return to the funeral later and

visit Nasser's house.

There was no additional report

on Sabri.

******

In other Middle East news, So-

viet Premier Alexei Kosygin, while

attending the state funeral ol

Nasser said, that he has pledged
his continued support for Egypt

ana the Arab countries. Kosygin
also said the Soviet Union "stands
for consolidating peace in the mid-
dle East".

In Jordan, the Jordania Min-
ister of Information said yesterday
that his government will recognize
only one Arab guerilla organ-
ization, Al Fatah. Outlining the

New Jordanian government's pol-

icies the spokesman said all other

commando groups are now con-
sidered illegal.

******

WASHINGTON -The President's
Commission on Campus Unrest has
concluded the hail of police fire

at a crowd of Jackson State Col-
lege students last May was an
"unreasonable, unjustified over-
reaction". Two students were
killed and 12 wounded by the firing

on a dormitory.

******

JOIN US

with a WARM girl

for a COLD beer

and the COOL sounds

THE ENDLESS KNIGHTS
DANCING

at the

SAT. 9-12 P.

PHI DELTA
SIGMA

PHI
.it-

DELTA
University of Mass.

Amherst

Informal Smokers 358 N. Pleasant St. ]

Wei, Sept. 30 - 8:00 Amherst

Thurs., Oct. 1 - 10:00 Call 5-0192

Mon, Oct, 5 - 8:00 for rides

WASHINGTON - The adminis-
tration announced a 30 per cent
increase in federal aid for pre-
dominantly black colleges. HFW
Secretary Elliot Richardson says
the 30 million dollar aid boost
was ordered by President Nixon
following appeals by black educa-
tors.

******
BELGRADE - President Nixon

winds up his two day visit to

Yugoslavia today and wiU fly to

his next stop, Madrid, Spain for

talks with Generalissimo Frans-
cisno Franco.

Yesterday, the President flew to

Yugoslavia President Tito's home
region of Croatia where the two
leaders issued a joint com munique
calling for continued promotion of

"bilateral relations in science and
trade".

The White House also reported
that Tito and Nixon have agreed
the United States should pursue its

peace efforts in the Mid East
while a Yugoslav source claims
that Tito feels the next step should
be endeavours to preserve the

cease-fire that began under the

U.S. plans nearly two months ago.

******

BOSTON - A Suffolk County
Grand Jury has returned 12 ind-

ictments charging first degree
murder of a Boston policeman.
Two girls sought in the hold-

up slaying, Susan Saxe and Kath-
erine Power who are still at large,

were also linked to a bank hold-
up in Philadelphia September first.

KATtERIpE POWER

SUSAN SAXE

TVO BRANDBS COEDS are
still at large and are the
object of an intensive po-
lice hunt f » connection
with shooting death of a
Boston po li cerran after a
bank robbery end arson loot-
i ng of a Newfcur ypor t armory.

Complaints, gripes and general
criticism about the Campus Center
abound in profusion, "ome of the

criticism is well-founded and
lii i'ii ly constructive while a good
part of it is misinformation. The

SUG Board has installed a sug-
gestion box in the second floor

lobby next to the scheduling desk.

This suggestion box is a vehicle

through which you can shape this

building to your needs. SUG Bo-
ard determines what suggestions

will be acted upon and instigates

that action through people res-
ponsible for those areas which are

being criticized. Corrections can't

be made if faults aren't known.
Use the suggestion box to your
own advantage and to the advant-

age of the community at large.

The following suggestions re-

present some of the more com-
mon issues raised.

SUGGESTION; How about opening
the rest of the building for stu-

dents?

ANSWER: This building IS open
to students.

The first two floors are al-

most exclusively student oriented.

The fourth through the seventh
floors are hotel rooms. These
rooms can be reserved by students

on the big weekends (Homecoming,
Winter Carnival, etc.) and during
graduation week. The eighth floor

contains the administrative offices

of the Campus Center and meet-
ing rooms. The ninth floor con-

Southwest Area

Plans Elections

Students interested in running

for the Southwest Assembly pos-

itions should obtain nomination
papers in Mrs. Schnarr's office in

the lobby of Coolidge. The dead-
line for filing is October 7 at

noon. Elections will be held the

following da v.

To deal with ihe problems of

environment, lack of commun-
ication, and finances, the Assembly
is urging more student involvement
and planning structural reforms.

An Important part of the area
reform ts a proposed Southwest
Area Newspaper. By putting out

an area paper, members of the

assembly hope to keep students

informed of area happenings.

The Assembly will also work to

improve the poor food services.

This includes not only the qual-

ity of food, but also the prob-

lems involved with mandatory meal
tickets. Students will also ex-

plore the possibility of alterna-

tives to the Little Hatch.

a new committee structure will

also be experimented with this

year. The new committee struc-

tures will allow a greater con-

centration oi energy on area such

as environment, cultural- acad-

emic affairs, finances, and social

111.-.

THE NEW ACTION SPOT!

THE LAMPLIGHTER

Rtes. 5 & 10 in Whately

between N'Hampton &
Greenfield

NOW PRESENTS

The {unfilled musk
and madness of

THE
ENDLESS

KNIGHTS
Friday 9-12:30

JOIN US'

Campus Center
Suggestion Box

tains the offices of the division

of Continuing Education and more
meeting rooms. These meeting
rooms are open to students on
a reserved basis at no charge.

See scheduling desk for further

information. Some of these rooms
will be open for study. The num-
ber will be listed on the daily

schedule posted in both the Center
and the Union and in the eleva-

tors. The tenth floor contains

small dining rooms, meeting
rooms andalargecafateria. These
are also on a reserved basis,

open to student groups. The ele-

venth floor contains what will be
the Top of Campus Restaurant, a

cocktail lounge and two small din-

ing rooms which can'be reserved
for all types of functions. For
further information see sched-
uling. Contrary to popular belief

these floors are open to students

and student activities. No rental

fees are charged (unless an ad-

mission is charged.) It is a sim-
ple matter of reserving a meeting
room for your group or organ-
ization.

SUGGESTION: To create a more
livable feeling in this insane str-

ucture, I suggest one paint the

walls with an enamel paint in

different warm colors and hang
curtains and artworks. Get rid

of the goddam coldness! We're
people, not machines.

ANSWER: The Art Committee of

the Campus Center Program Cou-
ncil is investigating the possibility

of purchasing a type of surface

covering which could be painted

on and hung easily for a graffite

wall. Murals and tapestries also

being considered.

SUGGESTION: The lounge areas
are full of students sitting on the

floors. The "Conference rooms"
are empty and locked. Breuer
likes static space. We don't. Space
is space. Names of rooms don't

have to define the way they are
used.

ANSWER; Certain number of these

rooms are being opened for study-

ing. The numbers will be listed

on the daily schedule in both build-

ings and on the elevators.

SUGGESTION: Put obvious signs

on the walls showing how to find

rooms—where to go for which
numbers.

ANSWER; Being done now.

SUGGESTION: As one who helped

finance this building I am concer-
ned to help diminish the theft in

this building. It is well worth
the effort time, money, etc. nec-
essary to put porters at exits to

observe possible "Campus Center
lifters" or at least there should

be a walking detective or two to

help alleviate the problem (as in

dept. stores.)

ANSWER: There are three guards
on duty and one in the bookstore.

Plans are being made for more.

SUGGESTION: Please regard
selection of radio channel.

ANSWER: There are plans to

obtain tapes for the Campus Cen-
ter, however, equipment must first

be purchased on which" to play
them. Until such hardware is

installed WMUA will be played.

SUGGESTION: Have a drug store
that will be open on Sundays.
ANSWER: The University has no
permit to operate a drug store.

The lobby counter in the union
carries aspirin, cough drops, etc.

In order to operate a drug store
a registered pharmicistwouldhave
to be on duty at all times.

SUGGESTION: Put plants in the

lobby, ferns, rubber plants, Zebra,
and Philodendron and hanging
potted plants on the walls.

ANSWER: Looking into possibility

of obtaining these from Agricul-
ture Department.

SUGGESTION: Coin operated book
lockers in the vicinity of the cam-
pus bookstore. The lockers in

the Student Union were arranged
such that they returned the coin
when the locker was reopened,
thus costing the student nothing to

have his books kept safe.

ANSWER; Old ones have been brou-
ght over.

SUGGESTION: Put at least one
mirror over one sink (or next to

a sink if hair is a problem)
in the ladies and mens rooms.
REASON: Many people who wear
contact lenses need water to apply
them as well as a mirror. Pre-
sent situation makes it pretty hard
for girls and impossible for guys.
ANSWER: Mirrors all on order.

WINE, WOMEN & SONG
at the

PLAYBOY CLUB
8:00 P.M.

FRIDAY, OCT. 2

10th & 11th firs. CC

Cover Charge $1.00 •

(Tickets will be available at the door)

F Lot hos adequate security, right?

The dining commons serve great food, right?

Student Area Governments are obsolete, right?

IF YOU AGREE with any of the above questions —
you're hurting, baby.

IF YOU DONT AGREE, we might be able to use you.

Southwest Assembly Elections

October 8, 1970
NOMINATION PAPERS AVAILABLE
in Southwest Office — Coolidge Lobby

Nomination Paper deadline — noon — October 7, 1970
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Campus Comment
To the editor:

Aware of the importance of a healthy self-image to the emotional

well-being of an individual, I am both insulted and upset by the pro-

posed "Playboy Evening'. This is a manifestation of the need that

exists for men to define women as sexual beings primarily and hu-

man beings secondarily. Their unconscious need to dominate has

resulted in centuries of oppression, suppression, and exploitation of

women. Tonight is an example of male chauvinism because men have

standardized such an assessment of women. The promotion of women
as desirable sex objects is sold to men as something natural. Yet,

the stereotype of a sexy bunny promotes vulnerability, dependence,

and susceptibility by preventing a woman from defining herself as

a person apart from men and her sex role.

Those who consider attending entertainment of this nature should

examine their rationale. Assess your conception of the nature of

womanhood and withold support from those events that inherently

degrade and insult another human being.

Mary Lee Raymond

Art
We are looking for Art. If you've seen him around lately bring

him into the office (or mail him) in the form of poetry, illustrations,

short, short stories, and miscellaneous blurbs. Wednesday's page

opposite the main editorial page is an example of what we are try-

ing to do. Art must be hiding somewhere among the people.

You feel bad about it sometimes.
Sure, most all of the politicians
you've ever heard of are, as far
are you can tell, just old hacks.
And, of course, it is hard to keep
any blind faith these days for some
kind of political messiah to come
marching along and save every-
thing. But still, deep down some-
where you figure that there have
to be some good politicians some-
where. There must be some
little guy, tucked in a remote, face-
less office somewhere who must
be honest, decent. Some little guy
who can give you just the tiniest

bit of hope.

State auditor.

Little, faceless
office. State

wide election,

sure, but when
have you ever
seen a State Au-
ditor's comm-
ercial on televi-

sion, a Frank
Bucci on "Meet
the Press," a
Thaddeus Buc-
zko in debate
with Mike Wal-
lace?

Thaddeus Bu-
czko, incumbent
State Auditor.

Little man run-
ning a small ca-
mpaign for re-
election. Never
makes any head-
lines, never
says all of those
stupid and frust-

rating things th-

at make you hate

all the other

candidates in the

State. He may
not say good th-

ings, but at lea-
st he doesn't say
the real bad th-

ings. Maybe
he's the nothing

guy who's not all

that bad.

Coming here
to Amherst, the editor said.

Going to hold a closed press con-
ference here in the office just

for us. Come on Thadeus, don't

dissappoint. Don't be just like
all the i est, all the hopeless rest.

Fifteen minutes before the lit-

"le campaigner is due, we sit in

he office, waiting. In marches
us press secretary. Out march
the hopes.

The press secretary is about
25 years-old, wears those light

Art Buchwald

blue button-down shirts with the

red and white striped tie. B.C.
is stamped on his forehead and
he wears a paste-on smile that

proves that braces can't help
everyone.
Opening his political helper's

mouth, he rattles out a list of

prepared questions which the "Au-
ditor would like to have asked."
Out walks the Press Secretary;
the pre-concieved questions are
torn up. Pre- written, pre-asked
questions. Just read what's wri-
tten and the answers follow. Lit-

tle guy. Small campaigner. Sm-

THAEDEU5 BLCZKO

all, unimportant office. The ski-

lls of the trade are the same
everywhere.

In marches Thaddeus Buczko.

All Rise. He circles the office

shaking everyone's hand. "Hi,

I'm Ted Buczko I'm running for

State Auditor." All Hail.

We ask our own questions. Th-
ings like a pending investigation

into fund mismanagement by a
UMass Dean and a University
law suit concerning fiscal policy.

He doesn't know the answers.
But he doesn't say that he doesn't
know the answers. He just talks
for about 10 minutes around each
question, saying that his office
doesn't inform him of what it is
doing.

Thaddeus Buczko gets up and
leaves, taking with him his press
secretary and the big stupid look-
ing chaeuffer who drives his big
black car with the blue State plates.
AH hail the candidate. All hail
the candidate. All hail the pol-
itician.

You hope that

there is a little

guy somewhere
who, just be-

cause he isn't

too visible, can't

be all that wro-
ng. But you're

wrong. There's
no real differ-

ence between
Thaddeus Buc -

zko and Col.

John J. McCar-
thy, everybody's

favority Teddy

-

bopper. They're

both hacks. Just

old political

hacks.

Buczko isn't

visible, but he
knows as little,

cares as little

and impresses
as poorily as all

the big name
candidates. He
talks in circles,

comes with a
pretentious and

obnoxious ento-

urage and looks

like a poor

man's Melvin
Laird as he sits

there and talks

likeSpiro Agnew,

Its ridiculous to write this long
a column about anyone as unim-
portant as Thaddeus Buczko. But,
isn't it just as absurd to write
pages after pages about all the
other candidates who are just as
repulsive?

Isn't it stupid to place any more
importance on the campaign of a
fool running for Governor than
on that of a fool running for
auditor?

Brother Can You Spare A Dime

The Washington social season
has never been more fraught with

cocktail parties, dinner parties,

autograph parties and testimon-
ials, all in the name of polit-

ical fund-raising. People in this

town live in fear every time the

mail arrives that among the bills

and junk letters will be buried
an invitation to someone's house
for a friendly drink.

This drink can cost the invitee

anywhere from $25 to $500 as a

political contribution to so: nt poor
senator or congressman's cam-
paign.

Last week was typical of what is

going on here. On Monday I

arrived home and my wife said,

"The Jessels have invited us for

cocktails tomorrow night to meet
Sen. Bolt."

"Who wants to meet him?" I

said. "I saw him last night at

a fund-raising party for Congress-
man Ax."

"Well, we can't say no. I

run into Ginny Jessel at the hair-

dresser's every week, and she'll

think we couldn't afford $50 to

come to her party."

The next night as we were get-

ting dressed for the Jessel bash,

my wife said, "There's an auto-

graph party for Sen. Finney at

the Quagmires tomorrow."
"An autograph party?"

"Yes. Sen. Finney is auto-

graphing his new book, 'The Sen-

suous Senator.' If you contribute
$100 he'll sign it to you person-
ally."

'Well, the Quagmires reminded
me that they gave us $100 for the
Junior Village Telethon, and so
I said we'd come."
A few nights later I was home

reading my autographed copy of
"The Sensuous Senator" when a
telegram arrived. It read, "YOU
ABE INVITED TO A TESTIM-
ONIAL DINNER CELEBRATING
CONGRESSMAN ALF KLOTZ-
NICICS 30TH ANNIVERSARY AS
A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE DIS-
TRICT SEWER COMMITTEE. A
TABLE HAS BEEN RESERVED IN
YOUR NAME. PLEASE MAKE
OUT A $150 CHECK IN NAME OF
KLOTZNICK FOR CONGRESS
COMMITTEE."
"Now they've gone too far, " I

said to my wife. "I wouldn't
be caught dead at a testimonial
for Wotznick."

"You can say that now," my
wife said. "But the next time
our sewer breaks, Klotznick will
block the bill to fix it in his
committee."
We had no choice but to go

to Klotznick's testimonial.
For two days after that we did-

n't get any invitations to go out,
and I was starting to worry that
we had been crossed off every-
body's list.

But on the third evening, when

I came home from the office,

my wife said, "Guess what?"
"I'm not going to any more

cocktail parties, autograph par-
ties or testimonial dinners this
year, and that is final," I yelled.

"You don't have to go to any,"
she said nervously.

"Great."
"Sally Fowler called and asked

if we could come to a brunch
on Sunday for Forest, who is
running against Sen. Boots Kim-
berly. I told her how you hated
to go out on Sundays, so she asked
if we could hold it here,"

"You wouldn't," I said.

"Well, now that we owe the Jes-
sels and the Quagmires, it will
be an easy way to get even."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and must car -

ry the writer's signature, ad-
dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld
upon request) The limit i s
one page and the deadline is
5 p.m. the day prior to inten-
ded publication. The editors
reserve the right to edit all
letters

.

We 're Starting The Year One

'

WMUA: Bigger, Better And Working to Improve

Over the last two years, the Stu-

dent Activities Tax Fund gave over
$95,000 to the student radio sta-

tion, WMUA (91.1 FM). This se-
mester WMUA began to utilize

this subsidy to a point where the

student will shortly receive its

benefit. More than fifty per cent
of those funds were earmarked for

new equipment, the product of

which will be improved and bet-

ter reception, better programming
and, hopefully, a better communi-
cation vehicle for UMass students.

The Federal Communications
Commission is currently review-
ing WMUA's application for a con-
struction permit. Over the next six
or seven months, the station will

undergo a process of testing and
application ending with the grant
of a new license for one thou-
sand watts stereo transmission.
WMUA now operates at ten watts
monaural. The bulk of that $95,
000 will pay for the equipment re-
quired by law to broadcast in ste-
reo at that level.

a seventh floor ironing room in

Emily Dickinson House will house
the new transmitter, and the an-
tenna will be moved from its site

on the Engineering Building. This
move cannot be started until the

Physical Plant does the necessa-
ry renovation and the permit is

OK'ed by the FCC.

Construction is also going on at

the studios where the finishing

touches are being put on a news
studio, and major renovation is

being done in the master contrc
room. Over the summer, a new
production studio was comple -

ted.

A sizeable amount of equipment
has been purchased for these three

studios to round out their capabi-

lity. In these studios there will

be enough equipment for two ra-

dio stations. That includes seven
turntables, three stereo and three

mono tape recorders, seven car-

tridge playback units with three

recording units, as well as two
portable tape recorders, two ste-

reo and one mono control boards,

two of which have the additional

capability of controlling four stu-

dios at once. The news depart-

ment has access to Metromedia,
an audio news network, a United

Press International teletype and

By ED JEWETT
Staff Reporter

a number of typewriters. Add to
this the stereo transmitter and
over $7,000 of complex monitor-
ing devices necessary to adjust
and evaluate transmission. Phone
lines to every major auditorium
on campus, as well as the Student
Union and Campus Center, the Ca-
ge and Alumni Stadium have been
wired into the studios.

All the equipment will even -

tually be wired together by the
Chief Engineer, Jay Ballard, who
along with other students have FCC
First Class licenses. Most of
this equipment is mounted in rea-
dily dismantled modular cabine-
try. This may seem to add up
to too much of a good thing;
that is its purpose and its streng-
th. Each studio is equipped with
very high quality resources, very
possibly the best of any colleg
station in the U.S., and each stu-
dio is capable of keeping WMUA
on the air with no other equip-
ment needed. Add to this ten
thousand LP's and sixteen 45 's

and a wide selection of remote
broadcasting equipment. What do
you do with it all?

The answer is being supplied
by some fifty members of WMUa,
headed by a few serious- minded
semi-professional broadcasters,
sometimes disguised as Univer-
sity students. According to sta-

tion manager Ken Horseman, a
senior Mass Comm major with
an eye on grad school and a fu-

ture in broadcast management,
"WMUA is starting in Year one."
Pointing to the recent departure
from the standards of the last

few years, Horseman says that

WMUA is becoming a second-
service station that provides pro-
gramming not found elsewhere on
the dial. No longer is the music
of the Top 40 variety; instead

,

progressive rock, jazz, and clas-

sical music provide the fill bet-

ween news and public affairs pro-
grams. The specialized music
programs are heard late at night
and on weekends, usually after

programs like Focus, or TheDrum,
a Black Affairs program that ori-

ginates at WBUR-FM, Boston U-
niversity.

John Zizis, News and Public Af-

fairs director and Dick Poholek.

Program Director, have pointea

WMUA in the direction of keep-

ing students informed on campus
issues ano events, and providing

students with a forum for their

views, as with The Drum. Black

students from UMass produce and

air live local segments of The
Drum, and other students are in-

volved with programs of similar

interest.

Sports is a part of WMUA's
service, with live broadcasts of

all UMass football and baskettull

games, and selected hockey, la-

crosse and baseball games.

Horseman noted the change from
a club organization^ to a radio

service with increased emphasis
on professionalism as a result of

the increase in power and the chan-

ge to stereo. "WMUa's raison
d'etre is the student community

.

To better focus service on (he

campus and community, inclu -

ding commuters, is the primary
justification for one thousand watts

stereo," says Horseman.

Programming for the communi-
ties surrounding UMass will still

be oriented to students and stu-

dent problems as they relate to

the usual town arid ^own issues.
The new sipnal will be heard north
and south along the Connecticut
Valley in Massachusetts, and will

eliminate most shadow areas of

reception, particularly in the So-
uthwest complex. Despite this

strongly magnified coverage area
and increased audience potential,

WMUa will still program for the

student. Horseman says simply,
"Student funding m.-ans that

WMUa owes its allegiance to the

students."

WMUA's future depends on se-
veral questions being debated now.
Plans are being formulated to mo-
ve its studios to the old book-
store in the Student Union. The
new license is still an if, al-

though all the facets of the ap-
plication have been thoroughly re-
searched. Budgets for the future

years will emphasize program-
ming innovations, as the past years
stressed technical improvements.

Another question is that of con-
trol by the Administration which
has in the past, according to Hor-
seman, "exerted its influence wi-

thout full knowledge of the facts."

He went on to s;j y that 'if the

STATION MANAGER Ken Horseman
ment and FOC per mi t appr ova
Schm dt )

Administration in the future would

realize that WMUA takes its joh

mor« m Mulish now than it has

in the past, and il the n mi hi

would at least be given a chance
to « larifj its

f
K>siti< >m 'Alien an

issue arises, then a better jud-

nent may be madt

.

'WMU/v's future also relies on
the students at UMass, for the)

have at their disposal something
of which they can U' very proud.

They have a radio station that

is an excellent laboratory for Mass
Comm majors, and that is fast

becoming a vehicle for expression
within the UMass community. Hut
of prime necessity is the bank of

ideas and the expression of those

ideas that must come from the

students."

is aiming for new equip
I. (MX! photo by lit eve

P^fWWI

WAJA r ecor d library is f ul I

of the latest and best in
rrvsi c.

Does Your Prof

Deserve an F?

Come and help write

his/her Report Card

OCT. 6 - Rms. 805 - 809

A RANGE OF EQUIPMENT from torntobles to control panels is just part of WMUA's
professional broadcasting setup in the first floor of the Engineering Bu ilding.(MDC

photo by Steve Schmidt.

MPUS CENTER 7:30 p.m.
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Draft Counseling
Information

Training Program Set

For Draft Counsellors
The Draft Counseling Services at

the University of Mass. will offer a

training program for those in-

terested in becoming draft

counselors. Attempting to fill a

erious need in this area, the

training program will be open to

men and women who are in-

k-rested in learning about the

Selective Service System so that

they can counsel young men about

their rights and options under
current laws. v

The training program will begin

Tuesday. October t>, at 7:00 p.m..

and run for three consecutive

Tuesday evenings. The program
will meet in Room 175 of the

i ampus Center at UMass.
There will be a charge of $2.50 to

cover the cost of materials, but

I eholarships are available. As the

size of the group is limited to

thirty, interested participants

-hould register early by calling

>:V266l or 545-2789

The program will familiarize

participants with the options
available to draft-age young men
under Selective Service law.

There will be an extensive

review ot general Selective Service

procedure. This will be followed by

a comprehensive discussion ot

medical deferments and the

conscientious objector position, as

well as student, hardship and other

deferments There will also be

time devoted to role playing of

counseling situations to give

trainees confidence in the new
skills they are learning.

According to Gil Salk. the I'Mass

draft counselor, there are no

prerequisites for this program
except for a personal commitment
to use the counseling skills gained

through this program. It is hoped

that people learning counseling

will commit at least an hour a week
to counseling at I'Mass or in the

surrounding towns.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

"WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!" Speciol 50< College
Group Discount — "Carch-22 ' Tues Eve , Oct. 6

Present ID Card

call

733-5131 M
RIVERDAIE RD.

WE
ARE

ONLY
MINUTES

AWAY..

WHY
SETTLE

FOR

LESS

THAN
THE

BEST!

GROUP
RATES

"joe:
IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH!"!

C BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED.

DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"!

Mon- Fn

7- 7.35-9:40

Sat. A Sun:

1:30-3:30-5:35

^N>N 7:35-940

^

^ I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!
7

trssr* I
A MHKE NICHOLS FILM _ —*%l.l/>A

© V THE BEST AMERICAN FILM

YEARr:r

CISC***
Men-M:
2-7:30-9:55

Sol. • Sun: 2-4:30-7:30-9:55

VISIT

OUR

ART

GALLERY

-EVERYBOOY LOVES OAKLING LIU

SOWHIYOU-
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY i-

WA**n* MALE Nft* TOAM &#9V <Srf*r$

Mo«-Fri: 2-7:20-9:50

Sot. A Sun: 2:00-4:30

7:20-9:50

EVERY SEAT A RECLINING ROCKER LOUNGE

Congressional Hopeful
To Speak at Campus Cen
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Counsel ing Service

Obtains S.U. Office
The Draft Counseling Services now have an

ttice It is located in Room 4l8E on the second floor ot the Student Union.

n the southwest corner of the building behind the Cashier's Office.

Office hours will be from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. .Monday through

Friday. Volunteer receptionists to make appointments and take phone

messages are needed Draft counseling is now available to the entire

University community through the Draft Counseling Services Gil Salk

ias been hired by DCS and a full-time counselor and program co-

llimator. He will be assisted by other trained volunteer counselors.

\s volunteer counselors become available in sufficient numbers,

uunch counseling offices will be opened in each residence area on a part

lime basis. Presently, office space has been offered by The Open Door in

the Northeast area and by the Southwest Master's Office. Residents of

these areas should check locally for the hours when counselors will be

available.

Father Robert Drinan. Dean of

the Boston College Law School and
the democratic primary upset

winner in the Third Congressional

District over congressional
veteran Philip Phiibin, will speak

at the Campus Center Auditorium.

Tuesday at 7:30. 'Drinan will give a

brie! address followed b> informal

questions and answers.

Drinan. is one of several can-

didates being backed by the

Movement for a New Congress that

have been touring college earn

puses to organize student cam-

Sarge Day

Designated
Sunday has been designated

Sarge Day throughout
Massachusetts For anyone who is

interested in politics and would like

to participate in supporting Sarge.

there will be canvassing of

Amherst for Sargent on Sunday.
October 4. Students will meet at

11:00a.m. on Sunday at Sargent

headquarters at 33 Pray Street in

the shopping center behind The
Pub Anyone willing to help in the

campaign should contact the
Sargent Personal Co Chairmen.
Dave Crea in 1705 John Adams at

:>4i;-hk:w or Kathy Gwiasda in ISIS

.John Quincy Adams at 546-8481.

Orchard Forum

On Middle East

AMHERST, Mass The Orchard
Hill Residential College at the

University of Massachusetts will

present a public forum on "The
Middle East, 1970: Peace.'

'

Monday Oct. S, at 1:M) p.m. in the

lounge ot Noah Webster House.

Dr. Luther Mien, associate
professor of government and
Orchard Hill faculty resident, will

be moderator. Panelists will be Dr.

Leila Ifeo, associate professor of

government. Dr George Kirk,

professor of history, and Dr. Haim
Gunner, associate professor of

environmental sciences.

dKHd
Drive-in Theatre

Routes 8 & 10
South Deerfield, Muss

Tel. 6&V874(i

FRI. - SAT. - SUN
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paign workers for peace can-

didates m the fall election.

Also appearing in the Five
College area will be Represen-
tative Allard Lowenstein (D-N.Y. I

who will appear tonight at

Smith College's Wright Auditorium
at 7 ;50 Lowenstein will give a

prepared speech entitled "An
Alternative to Agnewism

''

A liberal representative, who
was one ot the original supporters
ot Eugene McCarthy and the Dump
Johnson movement, Lowenstein
is facing a serious challenge in

the Nassau Fifth District from
Conservative party candidate Nor-
man Lent.

Drinnan is facing Republican
opposition from .John McOlennon
and a possible write in candidate

from the deteated Phiibin.

Candidates also seeking student

helpers in Massachusetts through

the Movement for a New Congress

include Carry Studds, a

democratic in the 12th

congressional district and in-

cumbent Michael Harrington, in

addition to Drinan.

KX1FT1 ON PUFFS - Metoworrpe may feel a few pangs of
jealousy when he sees those king size smok
but don t worry chief - those stacks have a
go before they take your place i n t he hearts of
countrymen. ( MX phot o by Gory Al paugh)

e si gnal

s

ong way to

your
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Next Attraction!
George C. Scott "PATTON

Noel Joins Gonzalo
In Spanish Concert

The Spanish soprano Sophia Noel will perform in concert with the

noted guitarist Eugene Gonzalo in Bowker Auditorium Saturday Oct.

3 at 8 o'clock P.M.

Sophia Noel has given more than 350 concerts in Europe, her nat-

ive Spain, and the United States during the past four seasons. She
is a unique artist who is able to combine the beauty and excitement

of Spanish music with an educational message through her comment-
ary on the works she performs.

The repertoire will include a group of Sephardic songs of the 15th

century sung in the original language, songs by Federico Garcia Lor-
ca, and indigenous songs from Central and South America, Cuba and
Haiti.

Senor Gonzalo will accompany Miss Noel and offer a group of solo

works for guitar.

The program is presented under the auspices of the Fine Arts
Council in cooperation with the department of Spanish at the Univer-
sity. Reserved tickets may be obtained through the University's
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202. Remain-
ing tickets will be available at the Bowker box office one hour be-

fore the concert.

Fine Arts

Miller to Present

Concert at Smith

Weekend
Arts
Calendar

The first of this year's series of

Sunday evening recitals in Sage
Hall at Smith College will be

presented by pianist Robert Miller,

Professor of Music, assisted by
members of the Music Depart-

ment. Tne concert, Sunday, Oc-

tober 4, at 8:00 p.m., is open to the

public free of charge.

Mr. Miller has taught piano and
theory at Smith since 1961, and has

given annual recitals there and at

Northwestern and Denison
Universities where he taught
previously. He studied in Paris,

where he made his debut and
received the Licence de Concert

from the Ecole Normale de
Musique.

The program on October 4 will

include works by Claude Debussy,

Alvin. Etler, and Ludwig van
Beethoven. Opening the program
Gretchen d'Armand. soprano, will

sing four songs from Debussy's

"Proses Lyriques". Mrs. d'Ar-

mand was recently one of three

winners of the Massachusetts
Council on the Arts and Human
ities competition, "Young
Musicians: Performance in

Prospect."

John Lynes, clarinetist, will

perform a "Sonata for Clarinet and
Piano" with Mr. Miller. This piece

was written in 1969 by Alvin Etler,

Henry Dyke Sleeper Professor of

Music at Smith College, and
received its premiere last spring.

The new composition employs
twelve-tone techniques and is a

worthy addition to 20th century

clarinet leiterature. Because of

this, Mr. Miller and Mr. Lynes
were anxious to perform the piece

a second time, in order that more
listeners might be exposed to Mr.

Filer's work.
: • 3 THIATKS UNDHt 1 IOOF •

To conclude the program, in

commemoration of the bi-

centennial of Beethoven's birth,

Mr. Miller, with Philipp Naegele
(violin) and John Sessions (cello),

will perform the "Archduke" Trio,

Opus 97.

Other faculty recitals will follow
on Sunday evenings throughout the
year, to be supplemented by the
Smith College Concert Course. For
information, contact the Music
Department.

Theater
ROOM SERVICE
This vintage Broadway farce

from which came the classic Marx
Brothers' film is presented three

times this weekend by the Am-
herst Masquers. The comedy
was recently revived on Broadway
to some widely divided critical

opinion. It is very broad ship-

stick, not for lovers of Shaw or

Coward. At the Kirby Theater, A -

mherst College, Friday, Saturday,

and Sunday evenings at 8:30. Ti-

ckets available at $2.00.

THE REPERATORY DANCE
THEATRE/UTAH
The permanant modern dan-

ce company of the University of

Utah makes a temporary home
of Smith this weekend. Walter
Terry, dance critic for Saturday
Review, said of the group that they

"soared to unquestioned success m
a series of superb perfor
mances..." This Fridav and Sat-
urday at 8:30 p.m. m Theater 14

Smith College.

Dance
STEVE MILLER BAND, B.B.
KING. AND DREAMS

Blues militarist B.B. King and tSe

Steve Miller Band beadlive two
concerts this Saturday night in the

cage as part of Senior -Sophomore
Weekend. Times are 7 and 10:30

p.m., tickets at $2.7 r
i.

Music
SOPHIA NOEL, AND EUGFNK
GONZALO
The UMass Fine Arts Council

presents this utu ual evening of

Spanish music Saturday evening
at 8 in Bowker Auditoruim. So-
prano Sophia Noel is accompan-
ied by guitarist Eugemo Gonzalo
in this sophisticated, highly-ac-
claimed program. UMass under -

graduated $1.50, UMass graduate
students and other students $2.00,

UMass faculty and staff $2.50, and
all others $3.00.

Juilliard Cancelled
The Fine Arts Council of the

University of Massachusetts an-

nounces that due to the illness of

cellist. Claus Adam, the concert by
the Juilliard String Quartet
scheduled for Tuesday evening,

October 6, 1970 at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium will be postponed until event
a later date.

We regret any inconvenience this

may cause our subscribers and will

make every effort to reschedule
this important event in the near
future. Persons holding tickets to

this concert are advised to retain

them for use at the rescheduled
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DUNGAREE BELLS
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Fine Arts Staff

THE BOYS IN THE BAND

Films

Mart Crowley's off-Broadway smash is brought to the screen
intact. You are invited to quite an unusual birthday party in this

extremely funny, thought -provoking film. It contains some of the

finest ensemble acting ever on the

direction, is cinematic in every way.

CATCH-22

screen and, thanks to excellent

Probably the year's best film, a grim and raw view of the absurdity

of war. Directed by Mike Nichols and acted superbly by a large

cast headed by Alan Arkin. The perfect film for the cocktail party.

COOL HAND LUKE (Fridav. Mahar)

A must for any Paul Newman fan, and, for that matter, anyone
interested in seeing an unconventional comedy-drama. At times
a bit heavy in philosophy but overall an interesting film with some
unusually fine performances.

HELLO, DOLLY!

A musical film with the style and feel of a turn-of-the-century
IBM computer. Barters Streisand camps Mae West in the title role
wl even her mugging, sort of Jerry Lewis-in-drag, cannot save
this behemoth from smothering beneath its own weight.

THE IRON HORSE, (Sunday. UMass Film Studies Series, Thompson.)
This 1924 classic western, directed bv master ol this gendre,

John Ford, concerns the construction of the transcontinental rail-
road. For subscription ticket holders only.

JOE
Hard hats meet the drug culture in this controversial film. It

tends to t* exploitive to the point ol being a cliche and manages to top
any recent Din in violence. Peter Boyle as Joe makes the entire
venture worthwile. It'll make you want to take a construction
worker to lunch- -at the Dining Commons.
THE LION IN WINTER

Who's Afraid ol Virginia Wuolf?"' set in the court of Henry
in this highly entertaining and well-acted drama about just who gets
the crown when Henry is gone. Peter O'Toole plays Henry (the same king
he played earlier in "Becket") and (Catherine Hepburn received
an Oscar for her portrayal of his wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine. An
all-round excellent historical drama.

POPI (Thursday. Student Union Ballroom)
Alan Arkin stars in the title role as a man who desparately at-

tempts to remove his two sons from their slum environment by

having them pass as Cuban refugees. Warm, human, familv-type

film.

RIDER ON THE RAIN

French director Rene Clement directed this intricate thriller which
has teen hailed as "the test sirtee Z'".

THE REIVERS

Steve McQueen stars in this leisurely, funny adaptation of Faul-
kner. A very enjoyable film.

WILD STRAWBERRIES (Sunday, Student Union Ballroom)

Swedish director Igmar Bergman's highly-regarded 1957 film. For
the true film buff.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970-71 SERIES

events
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS!

Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 P.M.

SOPHIA NOEL, Spanish Soprano
Eugenio Gonzalo, Guitar

Authentic music of Spoin from the 15th Century to

Federico Garcia Lorca, Latin and South America!

Kescrvod tickets: #L50 to $3.00

Tuesday, October 0' at 8:00 P.M.

THE JULIARD STRWfcQUARTET
rst of Five exciting Chamb« ?^usic Ensembles to
far this season' \

F

pea

Program includes vqf& by Schubert, Spohr and Webe
Res«rvwWkh©t? Scries fci.00-$10,06

\ Single |1.00-$ 3.00

rn

Fine Arts Council, Telephone 545-0202

125 Herter Hall, Amherst, Mass.

t~*
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uS'lKONOMY ( LUB
UpM-toVM Jt Amherst Observatory,

,rhe<lulod for Oct. 3id. hab been post-

porwd to Oct. 9th. If dudy. it will be

held 1st. clear night of that weekend.
Public invited.

BKLCHEKTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving from Whitmore 12:45 p.m.

on Saturday, Oct. 3rd. Give a little pre-
cious tune, to a precious individual.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Prayer meeting every Tuesday and

Thursday morning 7:30 - 8:30 a.m., Rm.
178 Campus Center.

CLASS OF '72

Exec. Council applications are now
available in front of R.S.O. Must be in

by Thursday, Oct. 8th., 5:00 p.m.!

COMPUTER CLUB
Meeting on Oct. 6, at 7:30 p.m. - Eng.

Zast Room 114 talk on 'Computer Tech-
nology in Russia and Japan." Everyone
is welcome. New members may join at

this time. Membership not a prerequi-

site to attendance.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
The state of the Ui and Science of

computing in Russia and JaDan hv Dr.

Imsong Lee, EBt -112, 7:30 p.m. on Oc-
tober 6th.

DELTa CHI
Smoker at Delta Chi "see how bro-

therhood and individuality combine" 314

Lincoln nve. Call 5-0156 or 5-0195 for

intormation or transportation.

ENGLISH MAJORS
The English Dept. Undergrad Council

will meet Monday, Oct. 4th. at 6:45 p.m.

in Bartlett 301.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Come and join the Equestrian Club

on Monday, Oct. 5th. at 6:00 at the

Main Barn behind Thompson. All are
welcomed.

HOMECOMING
Applications for homecoming queen may

be picked up at the RSO Office in the

Campus Center.

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE
Mandatory meeting for organizations

wishing to enter a float. ONLY op-

portunity to pick up applications. Tues-

day, Oct. 6th., 7:30 p.m., Room 165 Cam-
pus Center.

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting for the Pu-

blicity Committee on Tuesday, Oct. 6th.

.1 8:00 in Room 804-808 Campus Center.

t eryjne is isked to attend.

Notices

1NTEGROL YOGA INSTITUTE
Chanting and meditation in Campus

Center, room 168, 170, 172. Bring an

offering such .is fruit or flowers if it

pleases you. 6-2 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Tonight at Davis Center, Smith Col-

lege, Fri., Oct. 2nd., 8 - 12 p.m. Be-

ginners welcome.

KaPPA KAPPA GAMMA
'Sunday Party" Oct. 6th., Monday at

7:00. Dress informal. See you there.

MENC
MENC is sponsoring a picnic this Sa-

turday at Groff Park for all students

in campus music organizations. A car

pool will form at chapel at 12:30 Sa-

turday.

NES
Anyone interested in making visual

aids for tutoring purposes, meet at front

desk of Crabtree at 3:30 p.m. on Sun-

day.

NEWMaJN CLUB
Meeting, Monday, Oct. 5th., 7:30 p.m.

in Newman Center Social Lounge for all

those interested in working on the Com-
munity Folk Masses. Guitarists prac-

tice after meeting.

Community Kites to Fly
At Hamp. College Welcome
Nothing to do on Sunday after-

noon'.' How 'bout wending your
way to Hampshire College, about

3 miles south of Amherst on Rte.

116, where community residents

.ire invietd to take part in ".-*.

Community Welcome to Hampshire
College," sponsored by the Rotary
Club and other community or-

ganizations.

The program includes tours of

the i ampus conducted by Hamp-

shire students, a chicken barbe-
cue, which can be eaten on cam-
pus or packaged to take home,
and a contribution toward a com-
mmity gift to Hampshire College.

Everyone is invited to bring a

kite and join the first Hampshire

College kite fly. The invitation

would read B.Y.O.K., and at least

one person is coming all the way
from Boston in order to accept.

His name is Albert Gregory, his

kite is 18 feet long, and he won

last Greater Boston kite fly.

Here, there will be no winners,

no losers - just a high-flying-

free-for-all. Time: Sunday after-

noon, about 1-5 p.m. Place: Ham-
pshire College. Who's invited?

You. Now don't tell us you have

nothing to do this Sunday.

OUTING CLUB
Green Mountains or the Gunks this

weekend. Whites next weekend. Meeting,

Monday, Campus Center 165, 6:30 - all

people going to the Whites should at-

tend. See bulletin board for details.

PI BETA PHI
Do you have ESP? Come and find out

at Pi Beta Phi, 388 North Pleasant St.,

7:00 to 8:00 p.m October 6th. All wo-
men welcome.

PRECISSIONETTES
If you are interested in the Precis-

sionettes, meet at 4:40 any weekday in

Dickinson Parking Lot.

SCROLLS
Bagging and Poster Party - Sunday,

Oct. 4th., 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. in the Es-
sex Room in the S.U. Please bring felt

tip pens for posters.

SDS
UMass chapter of SDS wUl hold a rap

session outside the Hatch on Friday, Oct.

2nd.

ski patrol
UMass Ski Patrol will hold its meet-

ing Monday, Oct. 5th. at 6:30 in the New
Campus Center in Room 176.

SMC-REF *70

All those interested in leafletting for

Vietnam Ref. '70-immediate withdrawal
from Vietnam, should meet in the Com-
monwealth Room of the S.U. , Saturday at

10 a.m. to go to Springfield, and 1 p.m. to

go to Holyoke. People with cars espe-
cially needed.

SWAP
SWAP next open meeting, Sunday, Oct.

4th., 8:00 p.m., 803 Campus Center.

WEIGHT PROBLEM
Are you between the ages of 17 and

25, have an overeating problem, and
would like to participate in a fun pro-

gram designated to help you with it

Please call Pam Hajjar at 545-0943 on
Friday, from 1-2:30 p.m. and on Mon-
day, from 2:30-4:00 p.m.

LOST
If anyone has found a brown wallet

please return it at the lost and found a

the S.U. Lobby desk.

Tan billfold type wallet contact Mona
if found, 6-6844.

Gold faced Swiss make, calendar watch.

Navy leather band, if seen or found

contact Ariane, 203 Lewis, or call 6

5437.

One Ed. Psych, notebook, Tues. (Sept

29th) m irning. Important, call Janet 6-

7369.

One pair of eyeglasses, brown frames,

tape on right temple, on Southwest bus

or in Whitmore dinning area. Call 253-

9748.

One light brown leather purse with

long leather straps. Please return, U.

of New Mexico identification card, ath-

letic cards and drivers license. Call

Gina or Kathy at 546-9919 Crampton.
One book, "Principles of Finan. Acct."

and one 21-jewel watch leather band.

Both in Boyden Locker Room. Tom 605

Grayson, 6-7012.

One meal ticket, Tom Weikle 605

Grayson, or return to Worcester Dining

Commons.

FOUND
Female cat, black with numerous brown

flecks and brown streaked nose. South-

west area, contact Sheryl, 04 Pierpont,

6-5158.

ENGAGEMENTS
Carole Hymin '71, Puffton to Mike Katz

"71 EaM.
Linda H. Dempsey, '71, Field to Jo-

seph A. Paulin '70 Granby.
Ronice Ann DiDonato, Feeding Hills,

Mass. to Alan Robert Parker '12, 1310

John Adams.
Michelle Boudreau, Hull, Mass. to Jef-

frey Gilman, Hull, Mass.
Carolyn Shaner '71, Lexington, Mass. to

Frank M. Ruggiero '71 Univ. of Mass
Kathleen Murley "72, Van Meter Scuth

to Thomas Potosek *71, Western Npw
England College.

PINNINGS
Helen Smith '71, 301 Van Meter to Tony

Weiner '71, Russell St., Sunderland.
Cheryl a. Folsom '72, Plymouth State

College to Philip A. Chuluda '71, John A-

dams.
Laurie Harvey *71, 408 Van Meter to

Douglas Hjarth '70, Maryland.
Sue Slyk *72, 426 Van Meter toBill

Schwabe '72. Russell St., Sunderland.

Q&E
MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
I'KUF DOG TAGS — mllltari

•trie, one the Pore of Peace, the

other IV»ce annbol. On %4 Inch

ttuOn, fl.OA. ro Box 461, Holyoke
Mm . 01040. tflO-8

Slot-lie ilome *• \y 42' 2 bedroom.
Il» hit room iiiid kitchen. All nppll-

urui'B. no furniture. .Needs norm-

»orh STtNt-; Cull l>n>i<] ( ubley 54S-
!.;>.-» r.S. on or off lot. tflO-^'

I nuitilo tioiip hinder rail ikble organ-
I. . iToiioinlcnl. concent rated To or-

der Kill C-HWH. trio-.'

cm. corn), r.HI-

tfl(M.i«o#.

Hi* tor t»»lc — lone medium brown
ii.ilr. m-wr worn. f3$ or bent offer
< il l i;t;.v;;:'.-»i

.

tfto-;.

voi-io '.'iHMI Mrrco Tuner Amp
( ill .V-l. :.(•:. <[l»-e

7o Tomtit Corolla, four speed, std..
trim*. . In new condition, $1550. Call
:<;:(-7WM utter 5 p.m.

_J tfto-';

67 TRtA-IKS RRG needs minor
work but will take this Into comti-
ilerafion of price. No reas. offer re-
fused. Call A l 549-6666 tflO -i

ItMW - 66 1800 sedan, must sell"

name your price. 6-5121, ask for
Phil. tfltVt.

WANTED
Afiii^amireinaiestuiJents to par-

tlcipate In research study for pay.
Inquire Whitmore 243 after 9 p.m.,
.'•WMW. tfltMi

SERVICES

FOR SALE — AUTOS
\7~T

,

li. ,»r»»lct •.' dr. scdnn. B. & II..

ititnnmfic. one owner cur for 14

.., iiiiiint.-ilnt'il tn fine condition

Dion* tir.-.itfiilti TT.'-Pl;!* fflO-'.'

FOR EXCHANGE
Vacation rent-free anywhere, any-

time with another student, with apt.

or without. Thousand opportunities.

Write: F.xperlment-ln-Uvlnir, Bo*
THl i;r«infs New Mevico. 87020 tflO-»'.

Amherst Audio" service* stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,

197 No. Pleasant t*t. 256-8133.
tfi2-a:i

Pioneer. Teac, Garrard. PE Altec,

Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tap*, standard radio, X'tah speakers,

I.Pa, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio"! tfl2-23

MUSICIANS WANTED
Pop, Rock hand needs drummer,

bass, trumpet for performlnr and re-
cording. Any other talent also
sought. Call Harold 646-6689.

tflt-2

FOR SALE — AIRCRAFT
FRKK FIA'LNO LESSONS. CH

selling Aeronca Chief: 2 passenger

airplane, e\c. cond., many extras,

very cheap to fly. (Bahamas round-
trip *60) Free lessons with pur-

chase. $2200. Call 581-7277. tflO-2

"SITUATION WANTED"
Typist needs job desperately. Call

:.!!»-.Cll. Ask for Claire. 10:2

HELP WANTED
t.lrl to sednce my roommate. Call

before this Sunday. 549-1932. Will
pay well. lo-'I

PERSONAL
Hey! Jeanne Geraghty — have a

wicked happy birthday ! From your
cooil buddies. la.?

ROOMMATES WANTED
Frinnlr graduate needs to share a

rmmi awl r\|>cnses. Call Madau 665
i'iio. me--

ix Only Jx

certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK <r

submarine
sandwiches

&PIZZA
THATARE SO F^STTcrXTTHEr
R3R6ETW£ TfcOD /iNDL©WE
Y0U HOCD!r*x TWeB*0MDA
wr eft <*ttERtwngstoo
rEALLY Cftfr

'

EAT

TRyo^eciF
ltfDMDUAtr
mCHEWhVDE
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Redman Booters Face Rising Eagles
By EDWARD DOHERTY
Staff Reporter

After their impressive 5-lopen-

ing game victory over Maine last

week, the Redman booters were

busy this week preparing for a

non-conference match today a-

gainst Boston College, at B.C.,

which could be the surprise team
of greater Boston tins fall.

Last season, after a slow start,

including an early season loss to

UMass, the Eagles earned their

way to a 5-4-3 record including

victories over perenniel power-
house Boston University 3-0, and

Yankee Conference contender Rh-
ode Island, 2-1.

The B.C. booters will be primed
for an upset to avenge the Red-
men's last visit to the Heights in

1968 in which the Eagles were on

the short end of an 8-0 shutout.

UMass will be difficult to beat,

however. Coach Peter Broaca bri-

ngs a healthv team with excellent

depth out of the Maine game, and

will field the same team that has

scored 13 goals and allowed three

in its last two Saturdays, includ-

ing the Western Mass. Jamborte.

Starting on the forward line will

be seniors Larry DeFelice and
Duane Brown, alone; with junior

Sports

Notices
REOMKN ON THE AIR-WMUA,

91.1 FM, will air the play-by-

play of Saturday's UMass vs. Buf-

alo football game with air tim?

scheduled for 1:15 game time is

1:30). Ken Horseman will handle

the action play-by-play while Dave

Melvin will chip in with all the

color. At 1 p.m. WMUA will

present Hal Dash with Redmen
Kickoff Preview.

m a m |

There will be a team meeting

of all freshman basketball candi-

dates on Tu-s iay, Oct. 6 at 7 p.m.

in room 24'J of the Boyden Buil-

ding.
« m. M. M

The Chinese Student Associa-

tion will sponsor a table tennis

tournament on tomorrow beginning

at 10 a.m. at Grayson House in

Orchard Hill.

Rumors of High

Marijuana Content

in Index Covers
arc not true. Whether you

want to smoke your INDEX
or read it, if you were an un-

dergrad both semesters last

year, your book is Waiting

for you Mon. thru Fri. 9-.") in

the INDEX Office

Lindo Alves. Second year co-
captain Rick Matuszczak and jun-

ior co-captain Augie Calhenoteam
with senior Tony Nunziante to form
a halfback line with both offensive

and defensive potential.

The tenacious Redman fullback

line, which hell the Maine team
to a mere 13 shots, remains in-

tact. Veteran Dan Howie, second-

year starters Gary Hart and Joe

Cerniawski, and soph Dave Ouel-

lette will be trying to protect

sophomore goalie Bill Leary from
the B.C. booters.

In other action this past week,
Connecticut, the next Redman chal-
lenger, tied last year's Conference
champ Vermont 1-1 in the only
other league game. Rhode Is-

land bowed to a strong Brownteam
3-0, Worcester Tech downed the

University of Hartford 3-1 and the

Coast Guard lost to Providence
College 2-1.

JOE CERNIAWSKI, a two year
veteran, will be one of the

UMass soccer team when it

tangles with B.C. today.

Frosh Football Schedule
boston University, Oct. 2 at 3 p.m
Boston ColleaeUwav), Oct. 11 at

1:30 p.m.
Rhode Island (away), Oct. 23 at

3 p.m.
I'Conn (away). Nov. G at 7:30 p.m
New Hampshire (away), Nov. 13

at 1:30 p.m.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAJW

l'li>' Dalai Lama once tlsteti tli<

Tibrtan borders because hid atttrolucer*
warned him that hia life was en-
dangered by stranrers.

• •

ARIES (March 21 - April 10) : Chj..
tive Juices flow: you uncover Informa-
tion which lea^s to profit. Gain co-
operation of close associates. DlscarJ
rumors; rely on facts. Money dincua-
«ion with mate, partner is requii":
TAURUS (April JO - May 20) : Ac-

cent on legnl activities. Partnership-*
proposals are highlighted. Let other*
do most of the talking. Be a keen,
shrewd observer. Play waiting rartM.
OEM1XI (May 21 - June 20): I'.r-

sons who perform special service* tie.

serve expression of gratitude. Applies
to co-worker*, employees. Makn buom
overdue changes. Commur Ma I

Oet thoughts on paper.
CAXCER (June 21 - July 22): G<>...1

lunar aspect coincides with activities

associated with children. Perton.il

iii.-iKiietism rating Is high: many par-

sons are drawn to you. Tou receive

inside Information concerning Invest-

ments.
I.KO (July 21 Aug. 22): Actlvti.s

center around home base. Stick to fa-

miliar ground. Take practical course
Re with companions who share baaic
Interests. Forego any wild celebra-
tions.

VIRGO (Aug. 21 - Sept. 22): .\>-

sitmnient may require overtime. 1m-
superiors by displaying sense of

responsibility. Evtra burden will boatu-
eiancr In your favor. Written report

Will be made public — tn your .-el-

vantage.

LIBRA CSepi. 5.1 - Oct. 22): Rn.inl
paaaaalon*. One who mnke* pruntiwx
in. iv seek something for aotliirwr. IV

a horse trader He nlorf to hnnrftin*.
bat also insist nn rpi.ilitv.

~<"<inPTO (Oct 2: - SCnv 5I>! <~y-

'licli: your iudirnieit, Intuition
•ncd to razor sli.iri.ue>.. lte c.n.i,

dVrti and you will nttrnct sn.

M.ike new starts and be original. No
time to play follow the leader.
SAGITTARPUS (\Viv. 52 - Hce. .' I

1

riiaritahlo activity could civ.

eh. nice fur creative expression. Sp.-

cial event finds you RainilMt BTeali'l

recognition. Kvptess pr.itit iitle 10 one
who lias proved in Inspiration.
CAPRICORN (Dec. S2 • .1 in I'M-

Kino tor being with friends, attcrxlilu;

social affair. Vi-cent on hopes. ,|,-

siies. lndividua. who makes munt**-
tion has oflMthlflC on hall. C011I.I le.nl

to adventure, tain and romance. T.i--

ten.

AQUARIUS (.Tan. 20 . T-Vh. 1H> :

\...-nt on hu-in.ss. honors rrpntatinri
Vou haw rhnica of ffoinic slot

plodding pi'-e — or invpsi inc in awn
abilities. I. .111. 1 Includes risk, but

greater reward
PlftCSfl (|V!>. iu - March 20|: V.i-

vorahlc lunar aspect liic 1

chance lo travel, cement lor?--

idans. Ton con Sfccaafully rami h-ie

project. It will he necessiiy to c|»»|-

communication lines.

IF TODAY IS YOUR mRTITTtAY
Mia von depended upon for financial
security dlspl.ivs a more rei-cn.il. !••

attitude. One of your cre.it assets is

-IrciiL-th lo wail for rict-.t lime. V<Mil

'tun. " Is romlrw Hold un

'

Cupyrifc'ht lin ,; i:!- *>». ' •

PEANUTS

^

WELL, I FINALLY LEARNED
SOMETHING IN SCHOOL TOCVW..

B. C.

Ruggers Host Beacon Hill
By FRED WYSHAK
Staff Reporter

Tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. the

UMass Rugby Club, coming off

a strong opening game victory

against Vermont, will meet Beacon
Hill, last year's New England
Championship XV, at home.

The Redmen will be seeking their

second win with the likes of Mike

Bull, John Long, Al Brown and

Bill Wiler. These tour ruggers,

along with the resi of the XV,
demonstrated UMass' potent of-

fense, scoring 18 points to Ver-

mont's zero in last week's match.

Saturday s tilt should prove to

be an excellent one, bringing some
very talented olayers to Amherst.
If the Redman defense can remain
as tough as it was aeainst Ver-
mont, spectators should be in for

a very exciting afternoon.

'This will be our toughest gam
,

but we're ready." said UMass
coach Dale Toohey. "If we can
play to our game plan and get

a few breaks, I think we can win.

We're going into this match to

win."

Fr. Football
The UMass freshman football

team initiates its season today

with a home game against the Bos-
ton University frosh at 3 p.m.

Little Redman coach David Kel-

ley heads a squad that is small
in number but one which has great

physical size and very good spir-

it.

Three candidates are vying iDt
the starting quarterback assign-
ment on the team, Paul Hans a,

Tom McMahon and Mark Tripu-
cka. The Little Redman split end
is Tim Ben a, who is the son of
Yankee immortal Yogi Berra.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Cook in oven

t) landed
estate

1

1

Tactile organ
ol an animal

12 Dwelt

14 Exists

15 Ache

17 Animate

18
.'0

Inlet

Brown, as

bread

?3 Bud s beaK

?4

M
28

29

31

33
35
36

39
42
43
45

46
48
50
51

53

55

56

59
61

62

Urges on

i Locations

i Near

Breaks
suddenly

Member o( pea
family (pi.)

Cravats
Rocky hills

Smoothed the
leathers ol

Man's name
Exclamation
Cupolas
Ivy League
university

Obtained
Ascends
Bird's storfiach

Prcpare for

print

Kind of

cabbage
Symbol for

cerium
Mexican
shawl

Roamed
Surgical

thread

Pintail ducks

DOWN

5 Group ol

three (pi.)

'•nt (colloq )

7 Hebrew month
8 Nothing
9 N- •

10 DisdOio
1

1

Conflagrations

13 Amounts
owed

16Metal
fastener.

19 Semi precious

stone

21 Let it stand

22 Singing voice

25 Watched
secretly

27 Wander
30 Spanish title

32 Religion of the

Moslems
34 Prefix

half

36 Boy
attendants

T E omp a C T

E

£ AfvTp
Ai R &Ma N O A A L E

RR 1 o|C A R Px N T E
R^IE

FlO
ENTM eIdh EMI L

A
R
A

L tiMnl InBl lEIA

s
V E

LMCIA
RIAlRIA

iTjBPll
SAJT

tA
N
N
A

L]r\[rV\| A| e tMaItB
mIa I DcIMa 1 M

VE ,L

I

I mIi N AjTi T O
T
A
A
N

R bU E T O M 1'

[£ e E dM<? E rl T O

37 Chtef island of

Dodecanese

38 Article of

furniture

40Sets
41 Cut

44 Scorches

47 Weary

49Shut
noisily

52 Make lace

54 Compass point

57River in Italy

58 Printer's

measure
60 Earth

goddess

1 Give up
2 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

3-High mountain
4 Chair

•jU,
I t

14

TV

?9

4?

4ft

51

56

61

10

47

15

25

43

w
52r:

20

30

48

57

5e

^>

26

sr

777

16

31

38

53

58 V77?

77.

t±!:

12

m
21

35

-Y77.

44

59

62

5&i

22

i1^

3"?

' rrr
i

49

8

17

27
'77

45

:a
....-..

54

23

X28

3?

50

77? 55~

60

10

40 41
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UMass vs. Buffalo-A Must Win for Both Teams
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Upon leaving Boyden Building

yesterday morning, a question dir-

ected to UMass assistant football

coach David Kelley was overheard.

The by-passing questioner asked

the coach if the Redmen would

be ready to take on the big Bulls

tomorrow in Buffalo at 1 p.m.

and Kelley replied, "If they 're not,

they'll never be better prepared."

And so the Redmen fly off to

grungy Buffalo, N.Y. to face a pack

of honery Bulls, honery because
they have failed to win any foot-

ball games this fall, sporting a

disappointing 0-3 record.

And Buffalo is a very fine grid

club. "One of the best teams
we have on the schedule," says
UMass coach Vic Fusia. So, why
the 0-3 mark? The Bulls have
had to face all tough squads thus

far.

The weakest opponent they've
faced is Ball State and Buffalo

played terribly and lost, 14-7, but,

after that one, the Bulls went up
against Toledo, considered by
some to be the second best team
in Ohio next to Ohio State, and
got scrunched, 27-6, and last week-
end against Kent State, probably
the third best Ohioan team, bowing
27-21.

Its schedule has been unkind to

Buffalo although the Bulls have

steadily improved from game -to-

game. And now UMass, consid-

ered by Metawampe to be the se-
cond best team in Massachusetts
next to Boston College, presents
them with yet another high hur-
dle to jump.

In all seriousness, it should be

fiailg <taU*gten

Sftonfo
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a great contest because both teams
need the victory, Buffalo to save
its season, UMass to get back on
the winning road after being side-
tracked by Dartmouth last week-
end, 27-0.

Both squads boast proud defen-
sive units and both have put in

extra time trying to shore up their

attacks. For the Redmen, a glim-

mer of hope has appeared. In

practice sessions this week,
UMass' offense has finally begun
to click. Coach Fusia commented,
"They've shown signs for the first

time this year that they can move
the ball."

During recent sessions, the off-

ense has been subject to "a lit-

tle more scrimmaging than usual."
Indulging in more detail, Fusia poi-
nted out that the attack has shown
its "first sign of moving the ball

with any semblance of consistency.
The timing has improved some-
what, along with execution."

But, to stem the flow of un-
directed optimism. Fusia caut
ioned, "This can't be done in
spurts, it has to be uone consis-
tently. We can't expect to play
good football until the offense cat-
ches up to the defense."

Fusia offered a quick strategy
for the Buffalo tilt: "Our job
is to get to them fast and stay
right on top of them."
SIDELINE SCRIBBLES - UMass

has made a few lineup changes on
that offense. ..Starting at center
will be Ron Marino in the place
of Dave Levine...Mark Russell will

be running at halfback as Mike
Sawyer, who didn't dress for the
Dartmouth affair, has improved a
great deal but is still not ready
to resume his regular post. ..Back-

Metawampe's Grid Picks
All right, all right so the Great

One blew a few. But after all,

even the greatest of greats have
an off day occasionally. Call it

a mental letdown. Maybe he needs
a rest. But like his fellow allit-

erator, Spiro T., he continues
to fight a never ending battle for
truth, justice, and the American
football card. Sort of makes your
blood curdle, doesn't it

'.'

Connecticut 37, NEW HAMP-
SHIRE 6

Huskies have Robustelli, Clements
and a few other folk,

The Wildcats have no one so this
one's a joke.

RHODE ISLAND 24, MAINE 13

Maine has changed image from

But have no fear. The inspired
injun' has returned to prestigious
paths of Lis anemic ancestors to

rail them as he sees them. Af-

ter all, he can't be blamed if

he's wrong once in a while. The
Great One simply predicts. He
does not play the games (though
some Sunday mornings he feels

like he had). So on he goes,

never looking back (he wishes his

followers would do the same) and
willing once again to pit his whim-
sical wit against the somber sel-

ections of some other salubrious
soothsayers (Tom Harmon, eat

vour heart out!).

UM.vSS 21, BUFFALO 18

Buffalo has size and has Barton

:o pass,

But victory in this one will go

to UMass. (The injun* feels

another bad week coming on al-

ready.)

Dartmouth 35, holy cross 5

Crusaders can do little but kneel
down and pray,
As far as their winning, there
is simply no way.
(May the great one be struck down
on the spot if he's wrong.)

B.U. 17, TEMPLE 10

When you hear the Terrier be
ginning to howl,
You know that he's ready to
devour the Owl.

OHIO STATE 51, DUKE 14

If nothing else Blue Devil'., have
plenty of Hart,

But against No. 1 in the nation
that's not even a start.

THE GREAT OWE

Black Bears to lambs,
This week they lose third in row
falling to Rams.

B.C. 44, VMI 7

The Keydets are rebuilding and
their talent is measley,
So Willis and Co. should win this
one easily.

NORTHEASTERN 22, VERM-
ONT16
Another group of Huskies have
hurt Catamounts before,

And once again they do the job

though by a smaller score.

TEXAS 16, UCLA 12

Longhorns show Bruins that game
isn't costless,

After its over only Texas is loss-
less. (Oh well, onlv one more to

go.)

NOTRE DAME 34, MICHIGAN
STATE 10

Theisman rhymes with Heisman
but you know that, of course
What you don't know is that Spar,
tans are just wooden horse.

In ^

,v:

ing up Russell will be Art Cor-
saletti...The split end slot will

have as its starter either Bob
Cabrelli or Steve Shubert...Joe

Lang, who has seen action at the

split end position, has been moved
to tight end and will share that

spot with starter John Hulecki...

Four Redmen to keep an eye or
an ear out for will be John Far-
relly, Dennis Collins, Joe Sabulis

and Mark Leamy, UMass' steliar

linebacking corps...The coaching

staff is particularly proud of this

unit, which has been stone -solid

against enemy offenses in the Red-
men's two contests so far this

year.. .UMass and Buffalo have met
but four times in football play;

the first of the short series was
held in 1964 and the Redmen won
it, 24-22... The Bulls have taken
the three games after that by
scores of 18-6 in 1965, 23-0 in

1968 and 16-6 last year.

Probable Starters
UMASS

OFFENSE

C Ron Marino, 62-225
RG Dick Etna, 5 '11 -200
LG Bob Pena, 62-250
RT Bob Donlin, 6'3-230

LT Dick Donlin, 67-290
SE Bob Cabrelli, 5'10-190

TE John Hulecki, 6 4 228
HB BatScavone, 5 '11- 187

HB Mark Russell, 5'11-180

FB Dick Cummings, 6'-230

QBKen Hughes, 5'11-180

DEFENSE

RT Bill Sroka, 6'2-228

LT Bill DeFlavio, 59-230
RE Curt Bristol, 6' -215
LE Jim Kelliher, 61-218
LB Mark Leamy, 6'2-205
LB Dennis Collina, 6'-190

LB John Farrelly, 6M-218
LB Joe Sabulis, 6 '3 -210
HB Dennis Keating, 6' 3 -212
HB Bill Bush, 511-185

S John O'Neil, 62-190

BUFFALO
OFFENSE

C Chuck Donner, 6' 1-215

RG Tom Centofanti, 6-210
LG Jerry Elwell, 6-210
rt mike Gasper, 6'2-227

LT Bill Winnett, 6'2-226

SE Joe Moresco, 62-176
TE Joe Hudson, 6 1-222

HBDougKozel, 5 11-190

HB John Faller, 5'10-210

FB Joe Zelmanski, 61-205
QB Kirk Barton, 6'2-195

DEFENSE

RT Rovell Jones, 6'2-226

LT Barry Atkinson, 6'2-265
RE Tom Vigneau, 6 1-212

LE Prentis Henlev, 6-236
LB Ted Butler, 5 11- 195

LB Dave Majcher, 6' -210
LB Larry Madden, 6' -205 *

LB Bruce Fraser, 6' 1-185

HB Mark MacVittie, 510-181
HB Buddy Boughton, 5*10-177

S Tom Osika, 6'-180

Last Night's Intramurals

TC 12, BKP 7

TCP 36, DK
LKA 22, ZN 12

PSK 21, SAM 12

SPE 25, SaE 6
TLP 20, aPO 6
Pipers 3, Nurds
Mergatroids 14, Barracuuas
Brigade 45, Broncos 6
Smashers 49, Elephants

3 M'S 6, GAK
Bulldogs 24, Duchies 6
Browns 28, Gypsies
Tubes 32, Fellas 6
Turtles 6. Heroes

Roadrunners 50, Bucks
Lubees 24, Outhouse T 7
Deacons 29. Freaks 8

By EARLE BaRROLL
Staff Reporter

Franklin Park in Boston is the
setting tomorrow for the contin-
uation of the annual cross coun
try rivalry between the UMass
Hodmen and the Huskies of Nor-
theastern University. With both
teams among the very best in
Now England, tliis race has all

the ingrediants to be the best
dual meet m New England this

musou. Starting time is 2 P.M.
Northeastern possesses the

i eepost group of runners in New
Kiiijaiid at this time. Six of the

Novell top runners from last year's

te.im are back, with Lurry Jos-

eph .nut Dave Carries performing
flu* Ivsl .uneng these returnees.

Redman Runners Continue Rivalry With Northeastern
Add to this group sophomores

Tony Frontierro and Paul McEl-
roy. As freshmen last year Fron-
tierro and McElroy finished se-
cond and fourth respectively in
the New England Championships.

This isn't all as the Huskies
also have two oi the finest fresh-
men around in Bruce Butterworth
and Steve Rowe running for the
varsity tomorrow. Butterworth
was very impressive in his var-
sity debut against Harvard and
Rowe ran the second fastest fres-
hman every time on the Franklin
Park course against the Harvard
frosh.

Coming off a very impressive
opening meet against Providence,
the Redman harriers have been
waiting anxiously all week for tom-

orrow's shot at the Huskies. Con-
tinued team improvement was the
theme for practice all week and
Coach Ken O'Brien feels that it

will show up in tomorrow's race.
The Redmen are a stronger team

up front, with co- captain Ron
Wayne and sophomore Tom Jasmin
representing one of the best one-
two punches in New England cross
country this year. Wayne ran an
outstanding race at P.C. last Sat-
urday, winning by 22 seconds in

a record performance. Jasmin
ran a strong third behind friar
distance* ace Bill Speck. The
Huskies will have all they can
handle in these two Redmen.
What will decide tomorrow's

race will be the ability for the
Redmen to show team depth in

the middle positions. This is

where the Huskies are always
strong and O'Brien is hoping to-
morrow for an indication of the
depth that the team will need by
the end of the season.
Tom Swain, Leo Duart, and Rick

Barry ran fine races last week-
end. If they perform as well
this weekend and if Bruce Black-
burn and Larry Paulson can stay
with them then UMass will have
the depth needed to turn the tables
on Northeastern.

Besides the team battle, there
will also be some individual bat-

tles to add spice to the race.
Wayne and Duart have had battles

with NU's Joseph since their fresh-
man year. These have always been
tough battles.

On the sophomore level, Jasmin
and Swain will have it out again
with Frontierro and McElroy. Last
year these four met in a dual
meet, the New England's, and the
IC4A's.

In the final pre- meet analysis,
O'Brien sees tomorrow's encou-
nter to be a close one, with poss-
ibly the fifth man deciding the race
as was the case last Saturday at

On the freshman level, the
UMass frosh will be facing their
toughest meet that they will have
this year. The Huskie freshmen
are coming off of an outstanding
victory over the Harvard frosh
and ran very fast times over
the Franklin Park course.

QUjr tfa«0arlps*ttt0
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Violence at Kent

Found Inexcusable
Details of report on page 2

M
A demonstrator at last Friday night's Playboy Club held in the

Campus Center shows her dissatisfaction with the Playboy

philosophy. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton.)

Archibald MacLeash Views Hampshire College

On page 3
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All Forms of Violence Condemned in Kent State

WASHINGTON APt Student
violence and National Guard
gunfire alike at Kent State
University were condemned as
intolerable and inexcusable
yesterday by a presidential
commission which probed the May
4 killing of lour students and the
wounding of nine

"Intolerable" was the word the

President's Commission on
Campus Unrest assigned to the
actions of some students. "Un-
necessary, unwarranted, and
inexcusable" was the com-
mission's judgment on guard
gunfire

"The Kent State tragedy must
surely mark the last time that

loaded rifles are issued as a matter
of course to guardsmen con-
fronting student demonstrators,"
the commission said.

Further, the commission used
I he Kent State experience to un-

derline the recommendations of its

main report last week which called

for a cooling of rhetoric on all

sides, moral leadership by the

President himself, and an end to

undue leniency by some collefe

administrators and unwarranted
harshness by some law en-
forcement officials.

In a 22,5(MJ word report titled "the
Kent State Tragedy.'* drawn from
hundreds of interviews, three days
of hearings and 8,000 pages of FBI
investigation, the commission
found in part:

-The weight of evidence shows no
order was given to National
Guardsmen to fire that Monday at

the students or anything else.

-The guardsmen were not under
sniper fire. "Nothing was found to

indicate that anyone other than a
guards man discharged a firearm
during the incident," the report

said.

Aggressive people in the crowd
were not closer than 20 yards to the

guardsmen-never at bayonet point

as one said-and the main body was
some 75 yards away when the

firing occurred. The danger "was
not a danger which called for

k;hal force."

-The specific student assembly in

a legitamately busy campus area

The traditional
Homecoming Float Parade
will be held Friday October 23,

at(i:i0p.m. The Float Parade
Committee is expecting an
enthusiastic turnout in the

competition for trophies and
silver bowls.

v 'i organizational meeting
been scheduled for

inmorrow at 7:30 p.m. in

i'oom 165 in the Campus
( enter Any organization that

wishes ..to enter a float must
send a representative to this

meeting. Rules, general in-

formation, and any questions

will be discussed. Also, this

will be the ONLY opportunity

to obtain the necessary entry

forms.

The Float Parade will kick-

off the Alumni Homecoming
Week-end when UMass will

play the Huskies of UConn.

Students Help Select

Degree Recipients

For the first time in UMass
history, students have won the

right to a substantive voice in the

nomination of honorary degree
recipients at graduation.

A Student Sub-Committee for the

Recommendation of Honorary
Degrees has been born in response
to the Board of Trustees' May 29th

decision to allow official notice to

student proposals in this matter.

The committee is comprised of

members of the senior class. It

will study the names submitted by
the UMass student body for

consideration.

Senior class president Norm
Patch opened the nominations to

the whole campus via a notice in

the Collegian to assure as much
participation as possible. To
further broaden his base of in-

volvement, he chose the members
ol the committee from a wide
group of campus organizations.

Criteria for candidates as
lcsignated by the Board of

Trustees include "intellectual
achievement of which the
University wishes to indicate its

approval, and extraordinary
contribution to the well-being of the

University, the Commonwealth, or

the country."

I personally would like to see
special attention paid to people
who are involved with the
University and the state," said

Patch, "because I think they are

otten by-passed in favor of national

ligures who actually have little to

do with the University com-
munity."

The categories for the degrees
encompass the fields of Fine Arts,

science, law and humane letters.

The nn nber is unrestricted.

Last night at a closed meeting of

the Student subcommittee the
candidates so far submitted were
reviewed. Today is the final day
for nominations ro be brought to

RSO, Campus Center or Box 871.

The next committee meeting will

decide the final selections to be
recommended to the Advisory
Committee. Two seniors from the

incoming class (71) represent the

campus on the Advisory Com-
mittee.

After further discussion and
elimination the proposed
recipients will be processed to the

Executive Committee, which will

in turn deliver its choices to the

Board of Trustees.

The Trustees still retain the sole

power to confer honorary degrees.

However, the Student Sub-
committee is one step toward total

student involvement and selection.

Among past recipients of

honorary degrees at UMass have
been Kingman Brewster,
President of Harvard, Arthur
Fiedler, conductor of the Boston

Pops Orchestra, and Robert
Francis, poet.
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which prompted the guard action

was peaceful at the outset.

T-The guard itself became the

transcendant issue, and it never

did disperse the crowd as it set out

to do.

-Nothing was found by the FBI to

suggest SDS. Students for a

Democratic Society, elements had
a hand in the disturbances.

However, FBI information in-

dicates the burning of the ROTC
building Saturday night may have
been planned since, "railroad

flares, a machete, and ice picks

are not customarily carried to

peaceful rallies." Also "a
significant proportion" of those at

the burning were not Kent State

students.

-There was no evidence to

suggest drug use among demon-
strators. Only one marijuana
cigarette was found- in a pocket of

someone else's jacket used to

cover a shooting victim.

•The Hi shots were fired from
M130 caliber high velocity rifles, a
shotgun and two 45 caliber pistols

m 13 seconds at about 12:45 p.m.,

hitting the 13 students.

-The nearest students wounded,
two of them, were 20 yards from
the guardsmen. The nearest
killed. Jeff Miller, was 85 to 90
yards away. All told, 11 of the 13

were from 75 to 250 yards away.
Dean Kahler. 100 yards away, was
prone when he was hit in the left

side of the small of his back.
Kahler was paralyzed from the
waist down.
-Guardsmen had bullets in the

chambers of their weapons
"loaded and locked" from the
moment they stepped on campus
Saturday night. All that was
needed to fire was a finger flick of

a switch near the trigger. Twice
before in the 35 hours before the

shooting. Guard detachments had
knelt and leveled their ritles

without firing.

The commission, headed by
former Pennsylvania Gov. William
W. Scranton. had this to say of

students:

"Violence by students on or off

the campus can never be justified

by any grievance, philosophy, or
political idea. There can be no
sanctuary or immunity from
prosecution on the campus...

"Those who wreaked havoc on
the town of Kent, those who burned
the ROTC building, those who
attacked and stoned National
Guardsmen, and all those who
urged them on and applauded their
deeds share the responsibility for

the deaths and injuries of May 4."

"Elections 70 11

Begins Tomorrow
"Flections 70" will hold its first

meeting tomorrow evening,
beginning at 8:15 PM, in Thompson
104. All students interested in the

November elections are urged to

attend.

John Howe, project coordinator,
will distribute information on the

candidates and their interest in

student volunteers. Jerry Mileur
and Stanley Bach, faculty mem-
bers in the Department of
Government, will discuss the
potential and limitations of elec-

toral politics, and the stakes of the
1970 elections nationally.

The idea for "Elections 70"
originated with interested students
and faculty in the Department of

Government Sponsored by the
Government Department, the
project is now being organized and
run by volunteer graduate and
undergraduate students.

According to Mr. Howe,
"Elections 70" is acting as an
"information clearing-house."
"We know that many students are
anxious to get involved voluntarily

in political campaigns, and we

hope we can help them. We know
who the candidates are, what kinds
of help they need, and how they
should be contacted. This in-

formation should help everyone
avoid thrashing around -looking

for which candidates to support
and how to find them."
Every major party candidate in

Massachusetts for Congress, tor

the state legislature, and for state-

wide office, has been contacted.

"All the candidates who have
replied have been very interested

in having students work with them,
and they've told us what their

special needs are. We'll make all

this information available so that

every student can select his own
candidate and the kind of volunteer
work he wants to do."

A series of seminars will also be
presented on different aspects of

campaigns on elections. On
Tuesday. October 20th, Sidney
Kraus will discuss "Campaigning
and the Media," and on Tuesday,
October 20th. John Fenton will talk

about "The American Voter:
Siime Recent Trends." Both of

these seminars will begin at 8:15

PM in Thompson 104. "Elections
70" will also sponsor an Election

night watch in the Student Union
lounge on November 3rd, from 9 to

12 PM. And David Mayhew of Yale
University will lead a discussion on

the results of the election on

Thursday, November 12th.

"Candidates "who want to meet
and talk with students are being

invited to a "Candidazes' Open
House" in the Campus Center on

the evening of Thursday, October
15th. Mr. Howe also indicated that

plans are also being made for one

or more debates between can-

didates for some of the major of-

fices in Massachusetts. "We aren't

in a position to announce anything
yet, but we hope to have all the

details worked out by the end of

this week."
Students interested in this

project and who want more in-

formation should contact "Elec-

tions 70" in 408 Thompson Tower
or at extension 50485.

Proposals Exchanged At SWAP Meet
SWAP, a campus-wide

organization composed of students,

faculty, and administrators met
last night to discuss ideas and
exchange proposals concerning
their December conference.

In order to facilitate the flow of

ideas, the committee is divided
into sub-groups. Each of these sub-

gr oups discusses and formulates
goals for the conference. These
goals are then re-hashed at general
meetings.

One group, the planning com-
mittee, presented ways and
methods for future campus

planning. The problems involved
with the psychological impact of a

30,000 student multiversity were
discussed. According to one
student, " we must face the

problems of architectural plan-
ning, student alienation, and
campus-wide ecological con-
servation. In relation to these
problems a recent Collegian article

on campus design was examined.

Another area probed by the
panel was the various channel for
change within the University.
Students felt that many people on
campus were not aware of chan-
nels for change that were open to
them. It was decided that these

What do you do with a concrete waffle?
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channels should be made more
public.

According to Dick Polomba.
SWAP spokesman, this year we're
going to make the group more
open. "We'd like to get as many
students interested as we can", he
stated. In conjuction with this, all

future meetings are open to any
members of the campus com-
munity.

Other topics of discussion in-

cluded the actual date of the
conference itself. Orgiginally the
meeting was scheduled for
November 21. 22 and 23. Because of

conflicts with the Board of
Trustees' meeting and Legislator's
Day. the date was moved up to

December 11. 12. and 13.

Application procedures and
forms for the SWAP Committee
will appear in next weeks
Collegian

Hampshire College Convocation

Speaker MacLeash Praises School's Curriculum Planning

Hampshire College climaxed its

12 years of planning and building
Saturday when it officially opened
its first academic year by
dedicating itself to a role as
pioneer in innovative higher
education.

Originally conceived by several
academicians in 1958, the College
developed as the result of the in-

stitutional cooperation of the Five
College Plan in the 1%0's.

And at its opening convocation
this weekend, Pulitzer Prize
winning poet Archibald MacLeash
called the school "the first real
effort I've seen to help solve the
Troubles of the Universities."
He blamed a dehumanizing

society and the reluctance of
colleges to help dismayed students
as the major reason for what he
called the failings of the nation's

system of higher education.
"Only when freedom is human,

as well as humanity free, can a
nation of free men exist,"
MacLeish said. "And only when
the balance between society and
the self is reestablished can the self

be realized. Hampshire College
understands this and has chosen to

do something about it."

He praised the school's planned
curriculum which allows students
to make up courses of instruction
by themselves as a means by
which students can involve
themselves in the areas of
education which they find most
rewarding, and he criticized other
schools for their rigid curricula.

"It is the university which is the
trustee of the culture, and the
trustee of the state of the
civilization," he said.

"And as trustee," he continued,
"The Universities have failed in

these years in which the culture
has lost its human values and has
deteriorated into a mere
technocracy which exploits
know ledge as it exploits everything
else... so that the triumphs of the
epoch make no distinctions bet-

ween the glory of modern medicine
and the horrors of modern war."
MacLeish said that the tur-

bulence on University campuses
was not the fault of the young.
He explained, "The con-

temporary young have their faults

obviously. Their generation in-

cludes the usual shoddy elements
familiar ' to every campus
generation: the campus politician,

By MARK SILVERMAN
Managing Editor

the adolescent marching and
shouting society, the plain bad
actor and the psycotic. But. by anrt

large, they are the most deep!;

committed generation we have
seen in this century w ith the single

exception of the returning soldiers

of the second world war."
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Job applications are still being screened in many areas of

the Campus Center. If you filled out an application prior to

registration and have not filled out a schedule indicating the

hours you would be available, it is advised that you check

back with Mrs. Horton (where you filled out your application.

Room 818 Campus Center ) . We have had over 500 applications

for the approximately 150 positions. Your application cannot

be considered until your hours are known.

Trustee Firearms Decision

Hampers Flying Redmen

The flying

University of Mass. drill team, is in

danger of dying, due to an ad-

ministration technicality.

Following the Student Strike last

May, the University Board of

Trustees passed a resolution

against all firearms on campus,

except those of me university

police. Subsequently, all ROTC

Writing

irants

By JAMES CONCANNON
Staff Reporter

Redmen. the weapons were removed to Fort

Deveons. The Flying Redmen's

Asp
The UMass Division of Con-

tinuing Education will offer a six-

week certificate course in "Writing

for Newspapers" to be given

Wednesday evenings beginning

Oct. 21 at Amherst Regional High

School.

The course is designed for

professional reporters who seek

refresher instruction on prin-

ciples: for part-time correspon-

dents and stringers, for publicity

chairmen of civic, fraternal and

social groups; for public relations

practitioners in all fields; and for

free lancers. Each of the six

sessions will last three hours.

Enrollment is limited to 20 and

the total cost is $45 per student.

The instructor is Dr. Dario

Folitella. UMass associate

professor of English. He has

worked as a newpaperman, as

publicity account executive for the

OS Tyson advertising agency in

New York City, as public relations

representative for the Lockheed

aviation company and in a number

of other posts in all media.

Further information about the

program is available from the

Division of Continuing Education.

920 Campus Center.

rifles were with them. The
technicality concerns whether or

not the Redmen's rifles can really

be considered firearms.

According to .Keith Wyman,
commander of the team, the firing

pins on the rifles have been
removed, the barrels have been
plugged, and holes have been
drilled in them. When asked if the

rifles could be made fire able

again. Wyman replied: "There is

no possible way. The barrels

would have to be completely

melted down and then remolded."

Due to its controversial nature,

the administration has so far

refrained from making a decision

on the issue. In fact, the team has

been unable to get anywhere in its

efforts to have their rifles retur-

ned Because of this, the team has

had to turn down parade offers

from several communities, and
will be unable to march at any of

the football games.
The Redmen have also had to

cancel a major recruiting drive.

This is expecially important
l)ecause the team recently became
an independent RSO group, and as

such is responsible for its own
lunding. Nevertheless the team
was intent on surviving, and
continuing to service the university

community. Without the rifles, the

team be comes an anachronism.
According to Wyman. "This is the

only thing that could kill us

If you were here as an un-

dergraduate both semes-

ters last year and don't

have your INDEX yet,

you can pick it up MON-

DAY thru FRIDAY, 9

o'clock to 5 in the 1NOKX

OFFICE.

University troubles are not
disciplinary or political, MacLeish
stressed "They are troubles at the
heart of human life, troubles in the

culture itself, in the civilization -

which cannot be cured by the
ranting of government, however
misguided or directed, or by the

Noted poet Archibald MacLeash was the
guest speaker and recipient of an honorary
degree at Hampshire College's Convocation
Saturday.

Militant Forum Features

Woman's Lib Speaker
Militant Forum, the weekly

socialist educational series will

meet tonight, in the Com-
monwealth Lounge of the Student
Union at 8:00 p.m.
Tonight's program is sponsored

by the East Coast Women's
Liberation Lecture Tour. Evelyn
Reed will speak on "How Women
Lost Control of Their Destiny -and
How They Can Regain it".

Jean Lafferty, one of the foun-

ders and organizers of Boston
Female Liberation, will also be
here.

Evelyn Reed, is a nationally

known spokeswoman for Women's
Liberation, author of the popular
booklet "Problems of Womens's
Liberation", and an activist in the

American Socialist movement for

thirty years She has worked and
written extensively Anthropology,

Civil Liberties, and Women's
Rights. Her writings appear
frequently in the IN-
TERNATIONAL SOCIALIST
REVIEW, and THE MILITANT.
This year, she has toured the

west coast and the southwest,

appearing and speaking at 18

universities; presenting the
program of the contemporary
socialist women to students from
Canada to Texas and Mississippi.

Her participation on the panel on
'Causes of Women's Oppression'

was one of the features of the

Socialist Scholar's Conference in

New York this June.

Drinan Slated For Tomorrow
Father Robert Drinan. Dean of

the Boston College Law School and
the democratic primary upset

winner in the Third Congressional
District over congressional
veteran Philip Philbin. will speak
at the Campus Center
Auditorium. Tuesday at 7:30.

Drinan will give a brief address
followed by informal questions and
answers
Drinan, is one of several can-

didates being backed by the
Movement for a New Congress that

have been touring college cam-

puses to organize student cam-
paign workers for peace can-

didates in the fall election.

Drinan is facing Republican
opposition from John McGlennon
and a possible write in candidacy
from the defeated Philbin.

Candidates also seeking student

helpers in Massachusetts through

the Movement for a New Congress
include (.any Studds, a

democratic in the 12th

congressional district and in-

cumbent Michael Harrington, in

addition to Drinan.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

sending in of national guard troops
whenever the provocation, but only
by restoring to the culture
wholeness and health."

Prior to MacLeish's address, the
school conferred honorary degrees
on him. Amherst College Scholar
Henry Steee Commander and U.S.
Rep. Silvio 0. Conte.
The school's first class of 263

students began classes last week,
marking the final completion of the
Five College Program, initialed in

1886.

The school's funding, in addition
to tuition fees, is supported largely
by the Ford Foundation and
several educational groups.

Chancellor's

Coffee Hour Today

Chancellor Tippo will hold his

weekly coffee hour in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union this

afternoon from noon to 2 p.m.
Chancellor Oswald Tippo has

announced that he will resume his

practice of holding regular open
coffee hours every Monday noon,
in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union. Time will be 12 to 2

p.m.

The Chancellor's open
discussions provide an opportunity
for any member of the University
community, and expecially
students, to raise questions about
general campus issues, seek an-
swers to particular questions, or to
hear first-hand what the principal

administrative officers are
thinking and planning.

The practice of the regular open
meetings with free coffee available
to all, originated last year and is

credited with allowing for greater
two-way campus communications
on issues affecting the entire

University

All students with particular
matters to discuss, as well as those
interested in just listening, are
cordially invited to today's
discussion.
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Five New York Jails
Torn By Riots

NEW YORK (AP) - Prison

guards battled their way into two
prisons yesterday using clubs and
tear gas to regain control of a

Brooklyn and Kew Gardens jail.

An incipient riot was quelled at

Hikers Island, but insurgent
prisoners continued to hold jails in

Long Island City and Manhattan's

Tombs
Twenty hostages still were held

in the inmate controlled prisons.

The newest outbreak ended
almost as soon as it began at the

Kikers Island reformatory, where
youths broke out of their cells in

mid-afternoon and seized four

hostages.

Police and corrections officials

quickly stormed in, freed the

hostages and forced the inmates

back to their cells police said.

No injuries were reported at the

island, but more than 200 persons

were reported injured earlier when
the city regained control of the

Brooklyn and NKew Gardens jails.

The inmates have been
demanding swifter trial, lower bail

and what they term more humane
conditions.

Wives of eight of the hostages

went to City Hall to ask that Mayor
John V. Lindsay hear inmate

grievances and thus win release of

the men being held. The inmates

have said Lindsay's appearance

was all that it took to free the

hostages

Meanwhile Black Panther party

members rallied a block from the

Long Island City jail to show
support for the holdout inmates.

The mayor repeated yesterday

that he would not talk with the

rebels until all hostages are
released.

A hostage at the Tombs,
Corrections Capt. Charles
McKlhone, told newsmen by
telephone that prisoners there had
agreed to free all 18 of their

hostages if the mayor appeared,

and w ould send one of them to meet
Lindsay at the prison entrance
with a list of grievances.

Later, Trainee Alfred Warren,

one of the hostages, was released

on a pass obtained for him by the

Rev. Lawrence Gibney, Roman
Catholic chaplain at the Tombs.
"Everything is beautiful. It's

calm," Warren said. He said "cool

heads" outnumbered "hot heads'"

in the prison chapel where the

hostages were being held "All

they want is Mayor Lindsay," he

added.

The inmates also demanded a

general amnesty, that no reprisals

be made, appointment of more
Spanish speaking guards and
formation of an educational

council.

The floor by floor sweep through

Kew Gardens was made at 8 a.m.
and shortly afterwards Corrections

Commissioner
George F. McGrath said the prison

was secure "and we can all go

home."
The uprisings began in Long

Island City on Thursday night and
the last facility seized - Brooklyn
on Saturday was also the first

relieved.

Kennedy Denies72Bid

BOSTON (AP) Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy said on NBC's "Meet the

Press' yesterday he would not

seek the presidency in 1972

because of "the uncertainties of

higher office would place a great

burden on my family."

"1 tried to make that as clear as

words could define during the

corse ol events last summer. I'm

running, and I will serve if elected.

a six year term in the Senate.''

Kennedy told a panel of four

newsmen on the nationally

televised program.
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Congress Pressed
To Act On Bills
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress

leaders want votes on two major

crime lulls, women's rights and a

near $70 billion defense bill in the

next two weeks - if they can keep

reelection conscious members in

town that long

With elections for the entire

House and a third of the Senate

only tour weeks off, there is talk

House members at least may
recess Friday and go home to their

campaigns.

Even so the House might be able

to get out its two major bills: a

tough measure against both

organized crime and bomb
throwers and the huge defense

appropriation

The defense bill, reportedly
trimmed $2 billion from President
Nixon's $71 billion request, is

scheduled for House action next
week but there is pressure to get it

out this Friday.

Both bills are important to the
campaigns: many members want
to register law and order votes for

the crime bill and economy votes
on the defense spending bill.

But Senate Democratic leader
Mike Mansfield has scheduled
more work in the next two weeks
than the Senate could normally
handle in a month.

Government Untoppled

In Bolivian Coup
LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP) - The

army chief of staff led part of

Bolivia's armed forces in a revolt

yesterday against President
Alfredo Ovando Candia, but

ovando - a general himself - ap-

peared to be gaining the upper
hand.

There were l-o reports of

shooting.

Ovando flew to La Paz from
Santa Cruz, 350 miles east
southeast of the capital, to take
personal charge of the situation.

The loyal Colorado Regiment gave
the rebels an ultimatum to

surrender unconditionally.

Three loyal government
ministers met with the rebel

leader. Gen. Rogelio Miranda, at

his command post in armed forces
headquarters, and reported: "It

seems they are going to surren-
der."

The government was trying to

avoid "a bloody showdown, which
the rebels would lose," the

ministers said.

A state of emergency was im-

posed on this Andean nation of

about .5 7 million DeoDle.

Bolivia's air force backed
Ovando and said it would "go into
action" and "send planes over over
armed forces headquarters" is

necessary. Ovando went to the air
base at La Paz when he arrived
from Santa Cruz.

The mechanized Toledo
Regiment, biggest and best armed
of Bolivian military units based
about 25 miles from La Paz, also

apparently was under government
control. Earlier reports said it was
supporting the rebels.

Ovando's government mobilized
all its supporters, including armed
peasants who were reported
marching on La Paz and
Cochabamba, 140 miles south east

of La Paz. The Central Labor
Union declared for Ovando.
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They grade you, why don't you grade them?

You can do it now.

COME TO THE

Teacher Evaluation Meeting

TOMORROW NIGHT at 7:30 p.m.

Rm. 805 - 809

CAMPUS CENTER

Concert Review

Varied Music Greets B.B. King Fans

Bunnies Greet Peaceful Opposition
RICHARD C HANSON
Asst News Editor

BOB NKSTI
Fine Arts Staff

The usual cage concert
problems ot crowding and delays
were compounded by a nuisance
bomb scare and dismal weather
tl»is past weekend forcing B.B.

King and the Steve Miller Bank to

play well into early Sunday
morning It would seem that if

anything remains consistant on
this campus, it would be the Dining
( ommons. Registration, and Cage
Concerts, all. for the most part,

less than totally pleasurable ex-

periences

So it was Saturday night in the

('age Alter a short delay, the

early show began with a new group
from New York called Dreams.
And as we were told, "if you love

Blood. Sweat, and Tears, the

Doors, and Miles Davis, you'd

love .. continue ad nauseam
thanks to the Columbia Records
promo man. It's not that Dreams
is a bad group, they had some good
things such as some excellent horn

and saxophone playing and the rest

wasn't too bad It is just they

echoed Blood, Sweat, and Tears too

much and could only mimic Miles

Davis. Their set consisted mostly

of a long, suite-like piece which
attempted to cover a wide variety

of musical forms, fromatonal jazz

to minuet dance to studio pop, with

only tedium the result.

Following this group's preten-

tiousness, B.B. King's unassuming
style and freshness came as
welcome relief. There was
probably no better place to be on a

miserable night then sitting

listening to this man and his guitar

play the Blues.

He began simply enough with his

back-up band, Sonny Freeman and
the Cnusuals setting the mood with

a short, jazz set. Than B.B. King
came on stage to prove that his

namesake as "King of the Blues"

is indeed the truth. What this man
can do is downright hypnotic, his

sound was never brittle, always
subtle with that real intensity the

B.B. King was the featured performer of

the Senior-Sophomore Class-sponsored
concert last Saturday night. (MDC photo by

Steve Schmidt)

Custom - -

Creations in Leather

"ALMOST ANYTHING MADE TO ORDER

The Leather Shed
10 #1 The Alley Amherst

IHELP!
STUDENTS FOR WHITE-DUKAKIS

are still seeking interested people

to make the system work

for those who want, to be part of

the solution not the problem

ANOTHER OPEN MEETING

will be held on

MONDAY
OCTOBER 5, 7:00 pm

in the

COLONIAL HOUSE

Blues just cannot do without.

But B.B. King showed he was
more than a great blues guitarist.

His whole manner gave the im-

pression of man who could win
over four thousand people by
simply being himself. No pretens<\
just B.B. and "Lucille" doing some
blues, and mighty fine at that.

What a treat it proved to be, for

both audience and performer. B.B.
King's seen some hard times, some
fifteen years of playing before
reaching any degree of success.

Vet he seemed the type of man who
wouldn't let any of that bother him
and this comes through in the

music. It may well be what the

Blues is all about

The Steve Miller Band closed the

concert out with an interesting and
varied set. First they played hard

rock tinged with blues that, thanks

to Miller's strong vocal lead,

proved mighty powerful indeed.

Back in the USofA" was good and
the new "Space Cowboy" seemed
interesting, but for some reason it

all began to drag.

Luckily the Band moved out

front and did some soft, acoustical

songs which showed the very nice

direction this group may be
headed.

The crowded plains of plush red

carpet were not enveloped in battle

last Friday night at the Campus
(enter Playboy Club. Instead, the

evening filled soft folk voices and
"professional" hypnotic trances,

all became blurred, with the op-

position buying tickets to see the

"Big Bunny from Chicago" and the

revelers acting like small town
people out for the evening.

I Mass co-eds garbed in jet

black, body clinging, dance
practice uniforms, weaved through

the crowds. Most were, to use the

vernacular, well stacked. Most
seemed to enjoy the role of

providing men with something to

think about; men dressed for the

evening.

UMass liberationists, socialists,

"outside agitators" and the like

gathered with goodly numbers and
carried signs asking people to

"think about it." The old hands

formed a picket line, chanting anti-

bunny club epithets as the key

carrying customers boarded
elevators bound for the 'Top of the

Campus'.
Inside the elevators were minor

skirmishes between those who
came to enjoy the formal en-

tertainment and those who came to

and those who came to enjoy those

who had come to enjoy the formal

entertainment.

One middling older couple,

trapped lor ten flights in the

elevator with several young anti

bunny types, said that they should
• 'let those who want to enjoy

themselves, enjoy themselves."

The large lady, buxom as older

ladies tend to be. turned to the

youths, at one point nearing the

seventh floor and commented:
"You probably aren't even from
I Mass' The young long hairs,

not being cruel enough to shatter

the fine lady's illusions, cackled

about "orders from East Berlin"

for the remaining three flights.

The novelty of the protesters

made the evening more in-

teresting. One un-official

spokesman for the demonstrators

said, however, that the Playboy-

Club wasn't really as important as

the Bridal Fair, for example.

Nobody really seemed to feel

strongly enough about the Playboy

club to just avoid it except one

young cashier in the Campus
(enter Coffee Shop sho displayed

some caustic emotion when the

reporter, in jest, told her that she

really missed somthing at the

Playboy Club. She replied,

something to the effect of "I'd

rather be dead than go to such an

('obviously derisive of the female

role in society') affair."

• • ftEVELYN W<
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills course
We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Wesley Methodist Church, 365 N. Pleasant St.

7:30 pm
Monday, October 5th
Tuesday, October 6th
Thursday, October 8th

For further information coll Paul Scharf at

253-2425

Try to please everyone

and what happens? £

for information/subscription
roll 545 0100.

885
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Loving Schools
It was convocation day at Hampshire College Saturday, and the school,

whose very existence is a radical break with academic tradition, ex-
pei ieiu ed something very much out of character by contemporary
campus standards.

The students were upset by the pomp of the convocation and wanted to
demonstrate their feeling of being "left out of the day's events". But they
didn't want to "embarass the school" by openly protesting, so they did
nothing Satin da\

.

Student spokesmen said that they will talk with the administration
about the problems that they feel occured Saturday and are "sure of
being taken seriously by the administration ".

The students say that they love their school, that they feel, as its first

class, that it is truly their school. They say that the administration works
lor them, and that they can work out problems between themselves and
the administration because the administration understands this, and
honestly puts the students' welfare above all else.

I'ei haps if other school administrations took this attitude, other student
bodies would "love their schools" and perhaps the Federal Government
wouldn't have to spend SWHUHHl on studying the causes of student unrest.

Peter Pascarelli

Our PB Club

I guess it's indicative of this campus that on a weekend that saw the
inauguration of one of the most progressive educational ventures
•!i;. a here and another bomb scare affecting 5.000 people, the biggest stir
was caused by the Playboy Club.
You see. Women's Liberation was going to demonstrate against a

perfect example of American society; (plastic, phony and exploitive.)
The intent of this demonstration caused the largest security screen on
campus, since Hubie Humphrey blundered forth.

All but two campus policemen were at the Campus Center Friday night.
Most were in plain clothes, checking the credentials (tickets) of all

people seeking an entrance to elevators. Armed guards were at elevator
entrance*1 on the second floor.

In the words of someone in the Club. "They're not going to stop our
Playboy Club". Indeed not. The old Playboy Club would go on, no matter
what. A good time was had by all. Campus Center officials were
drooling, thinking of the business a full-time club would give. In fact

everyone was drooling over one thing or another. After all. the Playclub
is as American as John Wayne.
Women's Lib., meanwhile, in the face of an armada, peacefully

picketed on the second floor level of the CC.
And they were not the only ones upset with the bunnies hustling around

the corridors. An elderly campus visitor (here for a secretary's con-
vention) said in a crowded elevator "Imagine, a Playboy Club on a
college campus That's disgusting. I'm telling my sister to pull her
children out of this school." (She was immediately confronted by angry
patrons calling her a puritan, and supporters greeting her remark with
"right ons.">

You know, you'd think that a campus which is proudly liberal in the
£'*kj old liberal traditions would reject something as reactionary and old
'•.ui as Playboy bunnies. But maybe, the Playboy patrons are the same
liberals. Maybe that is what a liberal stands for now, "Support your local
Playboy Club."

And the Playboy Club did look nice in the backdrop of the unlandscaped
• ampus Center grounds, which resemble American ecology and beauty
it their best.

Letters to the editor -

CAMPUS COMMENT-must
be typed, double-spaced at

sixty spaces, and must carry

the writer's signature, ad-

dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

on request Letters must be no
longer than one page. The
deadline is 5 P.M. the day
prior to intended publication.
The editors reserve the right
to edit all letters.

A proposal that may affect the lives and careers of

thousands of teachers and students was released by

the Teacher Education Center of the School of

Education last week
Included in the prospective education majors into

the School Of Ed, limitation of the numbers of

students, a reorganization of teacher training from the

present required "courses " to individualized,

modular experiences, and a shift in emphasis from the

training of prospective teachers to the reeducation of

present teachers The proposal, if approved, will take

effect in September. 1971. although it will not be bin-

ding on present undergraduates
I

1 approved, a maximum of 75 secondary education

students will be admitted per semester to the "ed
block". The number of elementary education majors
would likewise be reduced, so that be 1975, there would
be only ISO elementary and secondary ed students pe<-

semester At the same time, the Teacher Ed Center
would begin to build up its in-service training

programs-professional up-dating seminars. In-

troduction of "innovations'" into cooperating public

schools, and working with already certified teachers. >

The School Of Education, like the Schools of Nursing
and Engineering, would have its own admission

procedures tthe criteria for admission currently

under study at the School) Those students admitted
to elementary or secondary ed programs, would
follow the METE. P. plan (Model Elementary
Teacher Education Program). a performance
oriented, rather than course oriented, plan of study
In defense Of its proposal, the Teacher Kd Center
points to the glut on the market ol elementary and
secondary teachers, especially in the humanities and
the social sciences It draws attention to the fad that

two years alter graduation. f>0% of certified teachers
are not teaching The Center says that it should not

graduate teachers who will become more numbers in

the unemployment lines; rather, by limiting numbers
and preparing quality teachers whose primal") con

corn is education and not another discipline, the
(enter hopes to upgrade education be able to plan its

graduates thoughtfully. By shitting its emphasis Iron)

pre service to in service teacher education, the ( 'enter

is trying to reach only career teachers and not the

student who says. "Gee, it would be nice to have
certification"

The Teacher Kd proposal has serious ramifications,
ramifications that reach not only the University, but

society as a whole The foremost ol these is em
ploymcnt. What is going to happen to the thousands ol

English and history majors who can Met neither
certification, nor. if they have certification, a job?
How is our society going to provide for those who
would work, but who cannot find work'.' Should their
Ivc subsidies .or those in the arts? Should there be a
general guaranteed income'.' Projecting even further.
there are those, Marshall McLuhan is one ol them
who feel that schools themselves are obsolete How is

this nation, and how is every individual in this
I Diversity preparing lor unemployment?

The proposal would shift emphasis Irom pre service
to m service training In doing so. the Teacher Ed
(enter will try to make existing schools more suited
lor educational purposes One wonders, however,
whether or not they will meet with much success, lor
although all sorts ot innovations can be introduced,
the basic question is whether or not an experienced
teacher can or will want to improve himself One also
wonders where those students who are not admitted to
teacher training will go; most likely, to educationally
interior teacher colleges, which perpetuate what the
I Mass School of Ed is trying to eliminate It seems
lhat by changing the emphasis from pre service to in

service. Irom prevention of an illness to the cure ol a
symptom, the Teacher Kd Center is defeating itself

It is unfortunate that there is never enough funds to
do everything at once-expand the in-service
programming while retaining the pre-service teacher
training at its current levels at least But reality is

reality, and I would suggest that with a few
modifications, the Teacher Ed Center proposal is a
Ix'tter plan than the current truth and deserves ap-
proval:

I. There should be no stated cutoff limit for ad-
mission to the School of Ed. It is binding and
restrictive to say that only 150 students are capable of

l>eing certified by the School per semester. A more
fair method of admission would be to keep the

enrollment fluid; perhaps one semester thirty

students would be admitted, the next semester might
lind 330 students qualified, capable and desirous of

admission. Standards should be established, but no
student who meets the standards should be denied
admission to the program by a quota system.

2. The Teacher Preparation Program Council, the

proposed policy-making body for Teacher Education
has one serious defect. Undergraduate education
majors, with the exception of one student teacher, are
not represented on the Council, although everyone
else, from the College of Arts and Sciences to every
Center in the School of Ed, is. This will serve merely to

perpetuat the relatively low status of the un-

dergraduate in the UMass School of Ed.

3. If the School of Ed is to remain a creative asset to
the taxpayers of the Commonwealth, then it must
receive the help of the rest of the University. As a
beginning, the Chancellor and the Faculty-Senate
should invite the School to begin a massive in-service
training program for all faculty and teaching
assistants and indeed, for the University educational
structure itself. It is not a matter of academic
freedom whether or not a micro-teaching unit comes
into a classroom; it is a matter of improving the skills
of one's job

t. Finally, the sword of Damocles-type question
What is the nation going to do with so'many people

and so lew meaningful jobs?" And this is a problem
thai not even the School of Education can solve

The Teacher Education Center proposal is con-
troversial But it is far Irom approved, and far Irom
implemented. Today, October 5, Wednesday (10/7)
and Friday il0/9>. open hearings will be held on the
plan m Boom 128. School of Ed, Irom 3:00-5 oo P.M.
Anyone wishing lo make a statement at one ot the
hearings should contact Kallvy Carey (545-tt)l2i al the
Teacher Ed Center to schedule a time The chaos in
teacher cert tlicat ion today is inexcusable But it is

incumbent upon those who attack the readier Ed
( enter proposal Income up u ith a better idea

EXCERPTS FKOM THE TEC PROPOSAI
The Teacher Education Center submits the

lollowing recommendations concerning future
teacher education programs:
That the TEC begin lo plan for a shilt in emphasis
Irom pre -service to m service teacher education
This would involve ,i slow shill over a period oj !<>u'

lo live soars During this tune the number ot pre
service teachers would decrease to approximately
MS} In I .11 per semester During the same time stall

involvement in the area ot in service work would
increase. Our rationale follows

a National Statistics show lhat there is no longer an
urgent need lor teachers i except lor women 's

physical education, science mathematics and
vocational education' at either the secondary or
elementary level We therelore should be aware
lhat we .no adding teachers who must either seek
employment ma held other than that m which I hey
were prepared or compete it- ,m already saturated
subject ;irea

b National statistics indicate that two years alter
graduation :»o% of teachers certified have never
laughl or are no longer teaching It would appear
that at best an emphasis on presenile teacher
education is economically wasteful and does not
succeed in producing a commitment to education
We would do better to emphasize in-service
education, because in doing so we arc working with
those teachers who have already demonstrated ;i

commitment to teaching
c There is an increasing need and demand for in-
service work, for schools m our area and others
across the country Our staff is well equipped to
provide these services
'I It would appear that working within the
establishment with those teachers who are com
mitted lo education and are teaching would have a
greater effect than sending in "change agents" who
are diluted by numbers and overwhelmed bv non-
supportive environments.
« Developing in-sevvice centers in schools will
provide environments conducive to supporting
student teachers who have been trained to innovate.
I By the same token, with smaller numbers of
student teachers, we can be more selective in our
choice of students

g. It follows that we can also be more selective in

l!

Ur
Tu

hoice of co°Perating schools and svstems.
n The smaller number of students can'provide a
population large enough for most research pur
poses.

Other institutions in our State are available to
train teachers so that we would not be removing the
training facilities from the State.
j. Lack of space now and increasing problems in this
area will seriously hamper our effectiveness if we
maintain the present number of students
k^ We can look to the University of California
system and its relation to state colleges for
precedence. This plan has been successful in
operation for many years.
I One major consideration should be that we as a
university, should also be able to supplv new
knowledge m teacher education through research
n.s would be more plausible if the proposed sluit

were to takp place.

Campus Comment

*=: V

Do you sometimes wonder
if it's all worth it? Are you
really sure you ARE a
dedicated radical? Do you
think that maybe you're just a

lake?

Well, cheer up! If you go to

UMass, you probably ARE a
lake ( a fake radical, at least )

.

So think about it. And to help

you realize what a phony you
are, here are some guidelines.

You are a fake radical if:

You will drop pencils on the
floor so you can look up a girl's

skirt (unless, of course, you're

a girl too).

You giggle when you swear
I especially if you're a girl ) ( or

especially if you're not).

You get excited when you

Fake Test

break a 3.0 cum. (2.5?) (2.07)

You buy pre-faded clothes.

You still worry about B.O.
You hide in your room when

you read a pornographic
novel.

The sound of squeling tires

makes your heart beat faster.

You feel guilty about telling

ethnic jokes, but you still do.

You feel guilty about telling

ethnic jokes, and you don't.

The first thing vou look for

in EVERGREEN are dirty

pictures.

You read TIME Magazine.
The first thing you look for

in TIME Magazine are dirty
pictures.

You don't swear at your
parents whenever vou see

them.

You think Doris Day looks
"kinda sexy".

You still want to:

a. marry
b. a virgin

SCORING: Give yoursell ten

points for every positive
answer Have someone
straight check your adding. If

you made a mistake, subtract
20 points. If you tried to add in

your head, add 20 points.

'TOTALS Anything above
zero, you're a lake Anything
above 90 report to Whitmorv
lor your plastic ID and your
number

Gl SSZLoSEK

Letter From Mothers

To The Editor:

A good many people will remember Don Luce who
spoke a couple of years ago in this area about his

experiences during nine years in Vietnam with the
International Voluntary Services. He has since
returned lo Vietnam as a reporter, and it was he who
recently exposed the terrible conditions in the "tiger
cages " which were reported in the nationwide press.
The Women's International League for Peace and

Kreedom has just received a letter from Mr. Luce
enclosing a decument from a committee representing
ho mothers of political prisoners jailed in South
Vietnam The letter was written to Vice-President
Agnew on his recent visit in the hope that he might
read it and meet with them. "But", Mr. Luce reports
in his letter, "they could not meet Vice-President
Agnew - or even get their letter to him before he left

Vietnam. When they went to the U.S. Embassy on
Fiiday morning, the American MP's would not let

them into the embassy. The MP's would not telephone
anyone inside to come out and meet the women. Nor
would they accept the letter and take it inside for the
women."

I now quote from the mothers' letter, which speaks
so eloquently for itself:

Dear Mr. Vice-President:
We know that your visit to Vietnam is connected

w ith the making of important decisions. We also know
lhat you are a father, the head of a family. As a
lather, you have deep love towards your children and
you have experienced moments of anxiety when your
children ate in danger. As a leader of your country,
you hove many concerns on the South Vietnamese
Govenment action...

We are the mothers of the political prisoners

de'ained in the various prisons of South Vietnam.
None of our children is convicted of a crime or rob-
bery All of them are being imprisoned because they
have dared spoken of Peace and Independence, a most
protound desire of all the Vietnamese People after

years and years of war. Our children were arrested

and barbarously tortured. They have been denied
food and drink, even medicine when they are sick.

The limited amount of medicine provided to the

prisoners by the American aid have been continuously

smuggled or stolen by the prison authorities. We only
learn about the terrible living conditions of our
children through statements by recently released

prisoners and report made by the U.S. Represen-

tatives ANDERSON and HAWKINS after their in-

vestigation of Con Son Tiger Cages and the living

conditions of the prisoners... we have not been allowed

to visit or keep in touch with our children despite

renewed requests.

Most of our children were tried by the Military Field

Court, a Court which was held unconstitutional by the

Supreme Court. Yet our children have not been
released. Some of them have never been tried at all...

We. the Vietnamese Mothers, want to speak out the

terrible sufferings of thousands ol mothers w ho have
their children being tortured and ill-treated in jail. We
wish to directly inform you about the crimes com-
mitted under the prison system of South Vietnam. We
hope to have the privilege of meeting you while you
are here.

You would have to agree that the U.S. Government
somehow has to be held jointly responsible for the

prison system in South Vietnam since:

- The police forces which arrest and repress our
children are being paid by the Americans

- The equipment used by the Police to repress.

torture and jail our children are part of the U.S. aid.

The tear gas. the rockets used to repress them are
'made in U.S.A.'...

The Phoenix operation, the result of which a great

number of Vietnamese people have been arbitrarily

arrested and imprisoned directly by American
authorities in Saigon.

-Our children witness the presence of American
Advisers at the prisons. They know that more aid is

being given to build more and bigger prisons.

Before such evidence it would be hard to deny and
just say that the U.S. is not responsible for the prison
system of South Vietnam The role of the American
advisers should be to improve the prisoners' con-

ditions, not merely watch the tortures done to our
children who suffer from hunger, thirst, disease, and
survive in agony in jail...

Respectfully yours.

Representatives of the Mothers whose children are
being detained in the various prisons through South
Vietnam.
Don Luce ends his letter with thir- personal note:

"Please help these women get their story told. I

promised them that I would help. ..lam convinced that

only an outraged public opinion can stop this madness.
Today 200 more students were arrested."

There is a piece of ancient Chinese wisdom, which
says, "Heaven arms with compassion those whom it

would not see destroyed." Will you help your coun-

try's national security'' We urge all readers of this

heart-breaking plea to write at once to President
Nixon.

Dan Grego

Work Study Clarified

To The Editor:

In the Friday, October 2nd. issue of The Collegian, there was an article
pertaining to the Work Study Program This article was well written and
was correct in all forms except for an error in figures which were ac-
tually quoted correctly by the MDC but had been given incorrectly by the
undersigned.
While the article showed that we had received more Work-Study funds

this year than last, the reverse is true. Last year, for the period January 1

l%!> through December Si, 1%9, we received $613,772, not the $303,533 as
quoted in the article, the figure I had given him since that was a separate
award at one time Thus be it noted that the Work-Study funds are les for
this calendar year than those received in the last calendar year.

I apologize for giving the MDC an incorrect figure.

Robert J. Morrissey, Director
Placement & Financial Aid Services

By And For WMUA
To The Editor:

Kd .Jewell's article on WVH'A in Friday's Collegian raised some in
leresting questions that I think deserve some attention $9f>.(KHJ of SATF
money has constructed what Station Manager Horseman calls, "an ex
cellent laboratory for Mass Coiimi majors" i those were his words).
Since when does SATF money build laboratories lor the University?
Perhaps now the University will build a RADIO STATION for ll

students.

I think that it's about time UMass got a STUDENT radio station rut
and KOH students, instead of "a lew serious minded semi profess
broadcasters, sometimes disguised as University students." us •

Jewell calls them. I think that I'Mass deserves' a radio station
believes music teven progressive, classical, and jazz) can be Used
more than to -provide Ihe fill between news and pub!i, aliail>
programs." Bv the way. why arc seven turntables nocossarv |<j movidc
this ••tiller""

Although W Ml A admits that they owe their allegiance to si u
can't help but wonder how programming decisions are m.idi |

many ol us poor schmucks like what "our" radio station is doing W Ml i

indicated how willing thev wen- to listen to students when III. ...

then weekly request show
Power to the people first, THEN lo Will A

Name Withheld b> i '.."M

Thanks For The Thought

Editor:

'This letter is sent to you on l>> !l 1.1 <>t else skip break
behall ol the impatient students These situations can lx

wholmdil undesirable lo wait <anl alleviated l«is( year ton
wait, and wait, and i in line tor lilies were open lor breakfast l

breaklast al Franklin Commons year the management ot th<

Its depressing enough lhal 'Copper Kettle' has opened onh
waiting in line is a fact of life at this two lines lo Central and Orchard
massive university 'To be forced Hill residents
lii wail in line the first thing in the Continental breaklast vhicr
morning while pressed lor lime lo la |«»d until i 1 > has beei
get to class is an aggravating waj discontinued and is I bv
to start the day. in. my ol us
Students who start the day at

in Id a m must Im> at the DC Name Withheld l.v IteojUCS
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Havens in Concert
At Smith College

NORTHAMPTON Richie
Havens "a pure example of the

ecstatic singer" - will perform at

Smith College Friday. October 9.

The concert will be at 8:00 p.m.
in .John M. Green Hall, sponsored
by Smith's Recreational Council.

Richie Havens was born in the

I'.cdlord Stuyvesant area of

Brooklyn, as the oldest of nine

children His father was a pianist

who earned his living as an elec-

iroplater. his mother helped to

support the large family by
working in a bookbinding factory.

At the age of 14. Richie had
organized a group called the
McCrea Gospel singers, but just
lor fun. "I really thought I'd be a
surgeon. ' he recalls.

Richie started in show business

in Greenwich Village, and
gradually gained a "fervent un-

derground following." But it

wasn't until the fall of 1966 when
.Mixed Bag" was released on the

Verve-Folkways label that he
became widelv known.

Since then have come ap-

pearances at the Fillmore West,

the Cafe Au Go Go. and the

Woodstoek Music and Art Fair.

"When I sing - my spirit is

leeling the song's sensations all

over again. R's like this. I sing

from what 1 see." Havens' music is

the communication to men and
women of their common story; he
says "it its not the words, it's the
music they recognize" - in Havens'
blues an ballads.

RICHIE HAVENS

&\ efaipHiny topi

To make your eyes more intriguing...

two brand new Designer Lashes from

the greatest eye-fashion designer of

them all, Maybelline.

Moonstars ...a unique star-cut design.

Five intriguing points. Only $2.75.

( Clamour-Fluffs . . . with criss-cross fluff-

incss found on lashes costing twice as

much. Only $3.00.

Now joining Natural Hair Lashes , $2.50,

and Demi Lashes , $2.25, in the famous

Maybelline Designer Lash Collection.

finest in/eye make-up, yet sensibly priced.

Fine Arts

Auditions Being Held

For Williams Play
Auditions for a production of

Tennessee Williams' THE EC-
CENTRICITIES OF A
NIGHTINGALE will be held in

room 119 Bartlett Hall from 7 to

9PM TONIGHT and TOMORROW
night. The play will be presented
November 13-14 and offers
challenging roles for five men and
five women. It is being directed by-

Judith Willner. a graduate student
in theatre, and it may serve as the
basis for her Master of Fine Arts
thesis.

' Nightingale" is a three act
drama wnich has not been
produced on Broadway. According
to the author, the play is a revised
\ersion of his earlier plav, SUM-
MER AND SMOKE.

However. Wiliiams has also
written tha: Aside fron the
characters having the same names
and the locale remaining the
same. I think THE EC-
CENTRICITIES OF A
NIGHTINGALE is a substantially
different play from SUMMER
AND SMOKE, and I prefer it. It is

less conventional and
melodramatic."
The play is a tightly knit

structure which integrates major
and minor plots to deliver a strong
impact.

All parts are open and anyone
who is interested is invited to

audition

Melanie's "Leftover Wine"
By JEFF SILVER
Staff Reporter

Melanie's latest live album
Leftover Wine" on Buddah

Records must be listened to by
anyone who likes passionate
music.

To quote the album notes, "as
the concert drew to an end and the
audience began to fear that each
song would be her last, the flood

began. Shadowy figures in beads
and fringes flowed down the
carpeted aisles of Carnegie Hall.

They swirled onto the bright stage
eddying silently around the singer
hunched over her guitar."
"For those of us who were there,

the sounds of this record can only
remind us of what was felt, we all

have to share the leftover wine."
The album contains; Close to it

All. Uptown and Down. Mama,

Mama
. the Saddest Thing.

Beautiful People, Animal
Crackers. I Don't Eat Animals,
Happy Birthday, (since the concert
is really a birthday party for

Maggie English a writer who
recently did an article on Melanie
in Look), Tuning My Guitar.
Psychotherapy. Leftover Wine,
and Peace will Come. One just has
to read the titles to get an im-
pression of the Beauty in the
album
This album captures the

vibrations from a live performance
which are impossible to receive on
a regular album. Listening to the
album, closing your eyes, you are
there in Carnegie Hall, when the
audience is pleading for her to

come out for her encore, you find
yourself yelling, "more, more."

OPEN COFFEE HOUR
with

Chancellor Oswald Tippo

TODAY
and

every Monday

12-2 p.m.

Colonial Lounge,

Student Union

*fl Students, Faculty and Staff
invited to discuss

problems and issues
relevant to the University

ANTHROPOLOGY (LIB
Important meeting Monday Oct

4th. 7 :io PM, in Machmer W15
Besides general business this

meeting will give each group a

chance to plan the artificial sites

they will be preparing

AWFUL WAFFLE WEEK
Organizational meeting, Mon-

day, Oct 5th, Program Council

Office C I'M

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting Wednesday, Oct. 7th,

8 oo PM, Room 134 Hasbrouck
Lab organization of new
programs and discussion of open
house Friday, Oct 9th at Amherst
Observatory. New members
welcome.

(Kg
Anyone interested in a project on

nuclear pollution and power plants,

call Marie 546-8956.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Basic ground school meeting in

Campus Center 802, 7:30 PM.
Topic: Aircraft Instruments and
Performance.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
The state of the Art and Science

of Computing in Russia and Japan
by Dr Imsong Lee, EBE 112, 7:30

I'M on Oct 6th.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Meeting Tuesday night at 6:30

I'M in Room 174 Campus Center

COMPUTER CLUB
Meeting on Oct. 6th at 7:30 PM.

Eng East Room 114, talk on

"Computer Technology in Russia

and Japan" Everyone is

welcome. New members may join

at this time Membership not a

prerequisite to attendance.

COUNSELING CENTER
The Counseling Center offers

students opportunities to par
ticipate in sensitivity groups
directed by the counseling center

staff. Interested students should

signup 243 Whitmore.

DELTA CHI
Smoker at Delta Chi "see how

brotherhood and individuality

combine" 314 Lincoln Avenue Call

5-0156 or 5-0195 for information and
transportation.

DRAFT COUNSELING SERVICES
Draft counseling training-Tues .

Oct. 6th, 7 PM, Campus Center 175.

Contact Draft Counseling Services,

418E Student Union, 545-2661

before 4 PM Tuesday.

ENGLISH MAJORS
The English Dept. In

(k-rgraduate Council will meet on

Monday. October .'>th at 6 4;> PM in

Bartlett ioi

WOMEN S LIBERATION
Meeting to form action groups

and Women's Information Center.

Campus Center 06 *» ,
October

7th. 6:00 PM

I already have my

Index — do you?

INDEX OFFICE

Mon. thru Fri.

9-5

FRESHMAN
Get Out And Do

Your Thing.

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

ARE THURS-, OCT. 29th

NOMINATION PAPERS

are due Friday, Oct. 16th

PRIMARIES

are Thursday, Oct. 22nd

Pick up Nomination Papers

in RSO Level *\ C.C.

If you don't do your thing

someone else will do theirs.

DIG IT?

W.B.

Notices
EQUESTRIAN CLUB

Join the Equestrian Club on
Monday. Oct 5th at 6:00 PM at the
Main Barn behind Thompson All

are welcomed.

GERMAN MAJORS
Important meeting today. Oct

:»th at 4 3d in the 5th floor lounge
inon Majors also invited.)

HKYMAKKHS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance and

beginners classes will be held in

the Campus Center Aud . Tuesday,
Oct 6th

6th 7:30-10:30.

HOMECOMING
Applications for Homecoming

Queen may be picked up at the

RSO Office in the Campus Center.

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE
Mandatory meeting for

organizations wishing to enter a
float ONLY opportunity to pick up
applications Tuesday, Oct 6th,

7:30 PM, Room 165 Campus
(enter

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COM
MITTEE

There will be a meeting for the
Publicity Committee on Tues , Oct.

6th at 8:00 in room 8tH 808 Campus
Center Everyone is asked to at-

tend.

INTEGROL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, meditation and chan
ting Please bring towel, empty
stomach, and loose fitting

clothing 8 10 AM, 168-170-172

Campus Center

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Stained glass conversation will

be held Monday through Friday,

4 30-5 00, in the Nantucket Room,
Student Union. Come with a friend

and a desire to talk with others

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
"Sunday Party," Oct. 6th,

Tuesday at 7:00 Casual dress See
you there

MAROON KEYS

MaroonKeys meeting, Tues ,
Oct. Eft,

6:30 PM, Room 801 Campus Center.

Mandatory attendance required.

NAIADS

It is mandatory that you attend

all practice! U unable please

notify me. Linda 6-9713.

NEWMAN CLUB
mo\ie • Jail Keys Made Here a com
mentan on si iietv and discussion led by

sr Elizabeth! oliksala. s P Tueada)

Oct Mfl. 7 in Newman Center Social

Lounge

NEWMAN CLUB
Meeting Monday. Oct 5th. 7:30

I'M in Newman Center Social

Lounge for all those interested in

working on the Community Folk

Masses Guitarists' practice after

meeting

PAM1KLLENK
I'anhellenic Council announces

an open gathering at Sigma Delta
Tau at 7 (Ki. Oct 5th

PI BETA PHI
Do you have E8F! Come and

lind out at Pi Beta Phi. 388 North
Pleasant St., 7:00to8:»30 PM, Oct
6th All women welcome'

WEIGHT PROBLEM
Are you between the ages of 17

and 25 and have an overeating
problem, and would like to par

ticipate in a fun program
designated to help you with it call

Pan Hajjar at 545-0943 on Fri .

from 1-2:91 PM and on Monday,
from 2 30 4:00 PM

PRE AND PARA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Dr. Eugene Piedmont, a medical

sociologist will present "Social

Change in Medicine." All medical
affiliated students should attend

Thursday, Oct. 8th, 8 PM, Com
monwealth Room, Student Union.

READING STUDY CENTER
Registration for 5 week course in

Reading-Study Improvement'
Oct 6th, 6:45, Room 163 Campus
Center. Class meetings Tuesday,
Thursday 6:45-815. No Credit

Ally with campus workers-fight

male chauvenism! Meeting to

discuss lurther building of anti-

imperialist movement at UMass.
Wednesday. Oct. 7th, 7:30 PM,
Room 169 Campus Center

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Informal open smoker tonight at

8:00 PM Come see what we can
offer and what you can contribute.

SKI PATROL
The UMass Ski Patrol will hold

its meeting tonight at 6:30 in the

New Campus Center in Room 176

CLASS of '72

Exec Council applications are now
available in front of USD Office Must
Im> in by Thursday, Oct 8th, 5 pm!

k
TWO

MONTHS
FREE.

li
3d «*tr» «b«orbettt

playtex
self adjusting

tampons

We'll send you the $1.79 size of Playtex®
first-day™ tampons for only 500.

You get more than two months' supply free.

There's no other tampon like

Playtex. Outside, soft and silky,

not cardboardy. Inside, so extra

absorbent, it even protects on

your first day. That's why we
call it the first-day tampon.

In every lab test against the

old cardboardy kind, the

'Based on Iht 11 naaja woman's use of ten tampons pet month.

Playtex tampon was always

more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average

than the leading regular

tampon because of the unique

way it's made. Actually adjusts

to you. Flowers out, fluffs out,

protects every inside

inch of you.

Once you try it, we think

you'll love it. That's why we're

making you this special "two
months free" offer.

So go ahead. Use the coupon
and get more than two months'
supply free.

I
Here's 500 for my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampons.
Send in a plain brown wrapper., please.

Regular D Super

Name.
(please pr.nt)

I

Address.

I

I
City

I

I

.State. .Zip.

Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, Dept. 580, P.O.

Box 2205, Wilmington, Delaware 19899. Offer expires January 31,

1971. Please allow four weeks for delivery. bbc-oi
I

J
Playten is the registered trademark ot the International Playte* Corp . Dover. Dei O 1970 International Klayie.
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USCC Begins Relations

For State and Students

"Sarge Day" Well Received

l lie University and State

Communications Council (USC(
will hold its Inst general meeting
ni i he year oo October »> at 7p m. in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student
I Inion

I SCC is dedeated to increasing

enmmumcat ions between the

University of Massachusetts and
I he states private citizens and
Legislators. Its Mass Media
branch devotes its energies to

informing the general public about

I Mass. Amherst; die Internal

University branch is concerned
with informing students about

l heir t'niversiU ; and the

Legislative Relations branch deals

with elected officials.

During the past year, the

Legislative Relations area in-

voked students in the process ot

riling bills, testifying in front ot

Legislative committees on
educational matters and lobbying.
In addition. USCC brought seventy
Legislators to campus during the
student strike last spring to discuss
collegiate and social issues, it was
the only such event in the nation
during the strike

In the past, the concern has been
only with the University, us
programs, budgets and special

events. However, during this year,

the Legislative Relations branch
will expand into other areas ot

social concern By opening
channels between the Legislature
and laculty and students who have
interests in specific areas of social

welfare it is hoped that members ot

the University community can lend

their ideas and knowledge to the

betterment ot the Commonwealth.

\^ a part ot Sarge Day a group

Of U. ot Mass students canvassed
in Springfield's Black Ghetto,
while scores more worked m the

Amherst area.

According to I of Mass. Sargent
coordinator Beiden Bly -the group
distributing Sargent was well
received." Bly noted that those
welfare recipients contacted were
most enthusiastic about Sargent's
Plat Grant System. A system gets
welfare money where it belongs to
those in need of it. not to the
machinery ol its distribution. It

permits social workers to be social
workers, not book-keepers or
detectives

State wide 17. DIM) canvassers
went door to door lor CJovernor
Sargent Sunday, The

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL DRIVERS

- LOWEST, LEGAL RATES —
— BUDGET PAYMENTS —

Tekoa Insurance Agency

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield

562-3604

Description ot term paper
requirements tor Dr. Wood's
National I rban Policy
Seminar, Government 391. are
now available at the Depart
merit of Government's office.

Thompson Hall. Class
members are requested to

pick up their copies today

Dr. Wood will meet with all

those selecting Field (1) -

Specific I rban Problem and
Solution - at :* p.m., Tuesday.
October ti. at Departmental
oil 1

1

Fields 12
* and (3) meetings

will be held next week

!USCC NEEDS YOU

!

WORK WITH . . .

the Media, the Administration, or the State Legislature

ONLY YOU CAN MAKE UMASS

A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE

Join the university and state communications council

Tuesday, October 6, 7:00 P.M. in the Colonial Lounge

Think of all the advantages dormitory life has to offer . . .

now think harder — try

tau epsilon phi

iwr
418 North Pleasant St. For Riders Call 253-9041

Informal SMOKER Tonight 253-9171

8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Massachusetts College Sargent
organization represented one-
third of this total

II you are interested in working
lor Governor Sargent please
contact personal co-chairmen
Kathy Uwiazda. 1515 J.Q.A., 546-

8481, or Dave Crca. 1705 J. Adams,
:»4<;-88:w.

A public forum on "The
Middle Bast, 1970: Peace'.'"

will be presented at Orchard
Hill in the lounge of Webster
tonight at 7: IJO.

Dr. Luther Allen, associate

professor oi government and
Orchard Hill faculty resident,

will be moderator. Panelists
will be Dr. Leila Meo,
associate professor of

government. Dr. George Kirk,
professor of history.

Northampton Volunteers
On October 7 (Wednesday) the

Northampton Volunteers will

renew their program at Nor-
thampton State Hospital. Old
volunteers are urged to continue
the good work, and new are en-

couraged to join the forces. For
those who don't know, Nor-
thampton Volunteers are a group
ot students who spend from one to

two hours a week with the men-
ially disturbed patients of Nor-
thampton State Hospital. It is a
good chance to see what really

happens in a mental hospital and to

help the patients in a program of

^socialization. Often students can
lie of more help than the trained

personnel simply because they are
not meeting the patients on a

formal basis, but as friends. The
first meeting is an orientation

program and anyone at all in-

terested is urged to come - with no
strings attached. The bus will

leave from Hasbrouk Hall and
Patterson Dorm at 6:30, October

7th.

Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

BUFFALO THIS

WEEKtND WAS SENIOR BOB PENA

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

85 Amity St Amherst, Mass

Restaurant

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 -9pm.

VILLAGE INN LUMS
Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

PEACE DOG TAGS — military
•trie, oo* the Dart of Price, the
other Peace symbol. On 24 inch
chain, $1.00. PO Box 461, Holroke.
m—». nnt. tm-»
Uonda iif) ( B390, ex. road. 584-

M0.
t

tflO-6

Wl* fur sale — lone medium brown
hair, never worn, $30 or best offer
< all GK8-39S1. tflO-fl

Sinhui 2WM) "Mereo Tu.rr Amp.
< ;tll 5S4-gS«7. 1 1 I •>-»

Knlo-rt* 7~l»\ l';t|>e Kcrurtlt-r-phoriu
MtjMta, Praktica K.\:< 35mm rnmera
.i li»»ar len*. \lpex Hunt, I CS
rleitriiriir flash. Head competition
«l.,i,„., ,kl« ?l« cm. fall MMT41,

tf 10-11

.' i, iiitars — one Eko model HI.
-tri-l «.triiii: SIS, Also Yamaha FG-
i»Mi fi.lk Eiiitar w/rase. an Incredible
i.ii. ;,t nw, fall Jim at 6-916!) an>-
>""» tflO-H

I „r sale — ( H450 <K:t) llondsi
IIOii ?<mw> mi., front disc brake,
«m4 .reliable transportation. E\.
on fall llii-Vlf'TH tflo-*

Huberts 7*ll\sS Tape Recorder, V/.,

»ear old. perfect condition. be«t of-
fer, tall 545-0005 or 549-1915. Ask
lur Harold Nils«ion t flO-7

Must sell 100" 2-piece sectional
mich. recllner, flub chair, tables.

;.ihi|is. draperies, rut 0' X \i ; al!
in excellent rondlton. Call 413-773-
Vl'li utter 1:00 p m. tflO-0

Baby Itoa C onstrictor fall fi»».V307'>— Terr friendly pet. tfI0-7

~1J>70 Honda SLiMTKUO. " fall Janet
•*l-?700, X301. tf10-13

FOR SALE— AUTOS
Senate Bus Driver Training Pro

cram begins Mon., Oct. 5th. Limit
first twenty applicants — slim up
outside Sf Room 430 tflO-li

67 TR4A-TRS BRG needs minor
work bat will take this into consi-
deration of price. >*o reas. offer re-
faaed. Call Al 549-6666 tflO-fi

BMW - 66 1806 sedan, mast «elT;
name your price. 6-5421, ask for
i'hil, tflO-6

WANTED
^Mml^ariaf*!n5l7^!{u37ni7rT^p5Z
tlcipate in research study for par.
Inquire Whitmorc 243. fall 253-M50
after ft p.m. tflO-6

German tutor wanted one nisht a
tvrek. Call 253-5455 after 6 p.m.

tfia-7

FOR EXCHANGE
Vacation rent-free anywhere, any-

time with another student, with apt.
or without. Thousand opportunities.
Write: Expertment-ln-LHinr, Boi
763, Grants, »w Mexico, 87624 tflO-6

SERVICES
Amherst Andlrf services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tf!2-83

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Axtee,
Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, I tan speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio7 tfl!-23

Will tutor French at all levels;
and will type in French or Knrlish
thesis papers etc. Call 549-6323.

tflO-li

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female graduate needs to share a

room and expenses, fall Madau 665-
3M». tflo-5

Attention prls; Have your own
room in apt. near campus $50/ mo.
available now! Call Sooty 253-5517

_ tfia-7

Roommate needed to replace me In
trio at Puffton Village Apt Good
location and facilities. Call Tom at
549-1929. io-»

ROOM FOR RENT
Female - room and or board avail-

able about one mile I Mass within
one block of Flve-follexe bus stop.
«M-«4>-. tfloU

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple who need more

income. I'nusoal opportunity for xood
earninxs for both. Works torether.
part-time or full time. Car neces-
"ary

„ phone 1-413-774-2587 between7-9 P " tfl0-l«
Babysitter wanted Wed 8:40—

T

gg
P
a
f

fter'
b
6
r

° *""»"' ™\
t^

DRIVER TRAINING
Hardtop for MGB — fits any year,

__4
_!_?-.., _"_f oW

- **« »'<rifi...

'„_*' a" Tora •nytime at 253-
tfI0-6
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istakes Costly as UMass Frosh Footballers Bow to BU, 35-13
By DAN KAMAL
Stall Kt'uorter

An opportunistic Boston
i diversity defense either set up or

scored all :J5 points as the UMass
Ireshman football team literally

handed the BU trosh a 35-13 vic-

tory. Two intercepted passes
returned for touchdowns and three
fumble recoveries which led to

touchdowns accounted for all the

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL

FIELD TDOC
1 6:30

2 6:30

3 6:30

4 6:30

5 6 30

6 6:30

TEAMS
Oxfords VS. Hack

Cult VS. Ufers
DildoughsVS Team
Senators VS. Terrors

"C" Crushers VS. Cans
Bulldozers VS. Panthers

1 30 Academics VS. Seagrams
7:30 Spartans VS Lions
7 30 Comanchees VS. Colt 45's

7 30 Flaming A"s VS. Aces
7 30 Trojans VS. Pines
7:30 Bears VS. Oaks

COME ALL 1^
__
£2

")

1.75 Men
1.00 Ladies

All the draft

beer you can

drink

moviis-Music

Tuesday

Rock Festival
SPECIAL DRINK

PRICES
Low
Low
Low

"Dig It"

Wednesday

ROCK FESTIVAL

BANDS
Change Every

Two
Weeks Qfc

Thursday

Rock Festival

Ladies Night
"NO COVER"
"MIAVY"

SINGLES NIGHT

Happy Hour

Live Music

John Morgan

Saturday

Dixieland

The

Hutch Inn
THE AREA'S
ORIGINAL

_^ SINGLES AND
! | DATING BAR

<<<

?!

BU scoring.
UMass. after a good pun; return

byTim Berra. had driven to the BU
30 yard-line behind the running of

Ken Hoff and Jim Mahaney.
However. Terrier linebacker Jim
Bennett then picked off a Mark
Tripucka pass and ran it back 75

yards for a touchdown. Aidan
Moore's kick for the extra point

was good, and BU led 7-0. This is

the way the score stood after one

quarter.

In the second quarter, Berra
halted a BU drive with an in-

terception on his own 20 yard-line,

but UMass fumbled again, and the

Terriers took only two plays to

score as quarterback George
Jerina hit split end Darryl Hall

with a ten-yard touchdown pass.

Moore's conversion made the score
14-0.

The Little Redmen had a scoring

opportunity with nine seconds left

in the half, but Kevin Dwyer's 24-

yard field goal attempt was par-

tially blocked and the half ended
with BU still ahead 14-0.

The mistakes kept continuing in

the third quarter. This time, after

Berra had once again given UMass
good field position with an ex-

cellent punt return, BU linebacker
Moore intercepted Paul Hanson's
pass and returned it 65 yards for
the third Terrier touchdown. His
conversion made the score 21-0, the
way it remained at the end of three
quarters.

HOW UMASS' FOOTBALL
FOES FARED THIS
WEEKEND
Maine lost to URI, 23-6 Dart-

mouth beat Holy Cross, 50-14

Boston U. lost to Temple, 10-7

URI beat Maine, 23-6 UConn
beat UNH, 27-14 Vermont lost

to Northeastern, 34-21 Holy
Cross lost to Dartmouth 50-14

UNH lost to UConn 27-14

Boston Col. beat VMI, 56-3

Possibly wanting to return some
of the generosity they had received
throughout the afternoon, BU
fumbled and linebacker Mike
McNiff recovered on the visitors'

fifteen yard-line. A few plays
later, Hoff took it in from the one
and Dwyer converted to make the

score 21-7.

At this point, UMass was still

very much in the game After the
kick-off, the defense halted BU's
drive and the Redman offense took

over on its own 34 yard-line.

However, after another good
drive which brought the home
team to the BU thirty, there was
yet another fumble in the UMass
backfield, and, almost incredibly,

BU had been given the ball again.

Terrier quarterback Jerina took
quick advantage of the latest

UMass error and hit Hall with a 65-

yard completion. Harmon Hudson
ran it in from the five and Moore
made his fourth successful con-

version, making the score 28-7.

On the ensuing UMass drive,

quarterback Tripucka and fullback

Hoff teamed for good yardage on
the ground, with Hoff scoring on a

22-yard burst up the middle. The
two-point comersion failed, and
UMass trailed 28-13.

Bu was again forced to punt and
the Redmen took over deep in their

own territory. A couple of plays
later, Tripuka was hit hard in thr

backfield and fumbled, and the BU
defense had given its offense tin-

ball again, this time on the 16-yard
line.

Jerina scored from the one a few
plays later, and Moore's fifth

conversion made the final score:
BU 35, UMass 13.

FROSH FILINGS - It is probably
academic to say that UMass ac-
tually dominated the football
game...'...The offensive line did a
good job opening holes for the
runners and protecting the
quarterback... Hoff and Mahaney
ran well as did Hanson, who played
quarterback, halfback, and split-

end... Berra also proved his ver-
satility as he returned punts in

addition to playing end on offense
and free safety on defense.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR

F.TMtttiM Anfim«, n liirrrt ue«-
('•luliint ot rrtsident John Adam*, h
< i.DxiUered the outstanding astrologer
to have practiced the scientific net in
America. Her autobiography, "The
liowl of Heaven," reads like nn ad-
venture story,

• •
ARIES (March 21 - April 10) : Ac-

cent on far avay places, long-distance
calls and messages. Give full play to
Idealism. Hold fast to principles. One
born under Sagittarius could provide
Incentive and Inspiration.
TAURU3 (April 2^ . May 20) : A bi-

zarre situation could unfold Involving
one close to you. Be sure you get
facts. Don't fall prey to rumor, In-
nuendo. Above all, don't bs fooled In-
to parting with valuables.
GEMTXI (May 21 - June 2<n ! Em-

phasis on how you relate to thos-<

who hold opposing views. Pon't get
caught In middle of dispute. Tour
mate or a close associate could make
-<->me unusual demands. Bide your
time.
CANCER .June 21 - July 22): One

who performs special services deserve*
recognition. PhOw that side of your-
«=»lf which !« humanitarian. The more

gt»», the more ultimately pot
will receive.

I.EO f.Tuly 2.1 - Autr. 22)! Tou May
be concerned with Investment poten-
tlal. Key Is to heed your own counsel.
PpecfsJ feeling about a person or rr< -

position Is apt to be valid.
VTROO fAUf. 2n - B«pt. 221' Petti,

.problems, estates, questions of lonr-
"tnndlnp. Cancer-born Individual eouM
pr.y meaningful compliment. Expires
ilM'reclntlon for belnp appreciated
BarSen iway oohwebs or Illusion.

T.TBRA (Pept. 2.". - Oct. 22"i : Ac-
cent on short trips, communication';
from relatives, slrnlfcant calls an l

messages. Forces tend to be scattered
Don't try to do too much at ore.
Sense of humor proves great ally.
prriRPTO (Ot. 2r, - Xov. 21): It

vo- are observant, you find way I

"me minor obstacle. Key Is i •

v.'k within rules, regulations, ttttn
what you need Is practically hande

)

to you. But be wary of con game.
SACITTARTVS fXov. 22 - Tec. 21

V

Cyrls his high: fine for making ne-
contnets. Set your own pace. T'tlll?

creative abilities. Be ready for sign'-
flrant changes, opportunity for travel.
CArRICOTtX rDM. 22 - Jan. inv

If you seek the sensational, dlsaj
polntment Is Invited. Maintain steai!

pace. Work 1" conjunction with on-
who has your welfare at heart —
takes some discipline, but It's wortV
while.

AQT'ARTr-P (Jan. 2<"> . Feb. 18)
Ton learn by sharing knowledge. A
young person exhibits faith In your
"pinions, abilities. Pet fine example b?
fulfilling obligations. Stress patience
-t.'idfast approach.
PraaM fFeh. IS. March 2en : Pres-

tige is on the line. Tou asked for cei

-

t.tln responsibilities, opportunities. N--
-

they may be tossed In your lap. Ave! 1

panic. Remember past lessons. Purer-
Is Indicated.
TF TOP-AT tp Torn btrtttdat

you are a creative Individual with '

M.eclal spark. Tou attract opportuni-
ties, hut don't always take ndvantag-
of them. Tou are due for domest:
adjustment which will be all to tl •-

Kood.
Coprlght in?", Los Angeles Times

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Friday's Puzzl<

ACROSS
1 Increase in si/e

4 Makes lace

8 Temporary bed
11 Wild butfaloof

India

12 Precipitation

13-Girl's name
14 College degree

(abbr )

15 Afternoon party

17 Regular
19 Greek letter

21 Twitching

23 Insect

24-Pronoun
26 Once around

track

28 Caluminate
31 Place

33 Extinct flightless

bird

35 Nahoor sheep
36-Above
38 Snake
41 Coniunction
42 Scottish cap
44 Born
45-Speck
47 Periods of time

49-litt with lever

51 Shallow vessels

54 Male sheep
56-Ocean
58 Female deer

59-Second of two
62 Unit of

Siamese currency

64-Symbol for

tellurium

65 One. no matter

which
66 Offspring (pi.)

68-Arabian seaport

70 Long, slender

fish

71 Warm
72 Proposition

DOWN
1 Anger
2 Indefinite article

3 Indian memorial
post

4 Spoor
5 Cooled lava

Metal

Supercilious

person

Ships of the

desert

Room in harem
Hindu cymbals
Encourage
Latin

conjunction
Things, in law

Roman bronze
Outdoorsmen
Affirmative

American
essayist

Spanish for

"one"
Ethiopian title

Number
Coniunction

Southwestern
Indian

Equality

Corded cloth
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43 Sufferer for a

cause
46 Youngster

48 Posed for portrait

50 Bread
ingredient

52 Famed
53 Observed
55 Intertwine

57 Near
59 Fall behind

60 Collection of

facts

61 Fish eggs
63 Flap
67 A continent

(abbr.)

69 Roman gods
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Red nen Nipped in 4th Period, 16-13
3v .JOHN SUM IVANBy JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

BUFFALO. NY. - UMass"
football record dropped to 1-2 as the

Kedmen went down to defeat, 16-

13, at the hands of the State

University of New York at Buffalo

when the home town Bulls forged a

touchdown in the very late goings

here on Saturday, before an
estimated gathering of 6,206 fans.

It was a back-and-forth game as

neither team could bang across

back-to-back scores. Fortunately

for Buffalo, it scored last to win the

ballgame just two minutes and ten

seconds away from the final

whistle.

In gaining their first victory in

four games this fall, the Bulls were
also the first to score; the Redmen
were second, then Buffalo followed

with the third tally of the game,
UMass the fourth and the home
team the capper.

With six minutes left in the

tussle, UMass had rallied for a go-

ahead TD and led its foe, 13-9. This

drive for paydirt was 12 plays long

and started when Buffalo's punter,

Joe Moresco, shanked his fourth-

down kick a mere five yards,

giving the visitors a first and ten on
the Bull 40-yard line.

UMass got a second life on this

drive when a fourth-down field goal

attempt by the Redmen's Denis
Gagnon was blocked by the Buffalo

defense and batted around by a
couple of Bulls right into the

waiting arms of halfback Pat
Scavone.
The Redmen went right back to

work and, three plays later,

fullback Dick Cummings cracked
over the goal line from four yards
away. Because of an extremely
critical wind, Gagnon's try for the

extra point went awry, however, a
Bull penalty gave UMass another

try at the extra point conversion

from only two and a half yards out.

Reserve quarterback Len
Matuza was hurried in for a two
point attempt, but his QB rollout

feUg GoUratan
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was snuffed by an alert Buffalo

defense and UMass held a ten-

tative 13-9 advantage.
\t this point, the pesty wind,

which was blowing with gusts of 20

to 28 miles per hour, played a

major roll in

At this point, the pesty wind
which was blowing with gusts of 20

to 28 miles per hour, played a

major role in UMass coach Vic

Fusia's football strategy. He was
faced with a kickoff into the wind
and was given just two alternatives

One would.be to kick the ball in

the air toward the end-zone with a

great chance that the pigskin

wouldn't carry very far at all; two
would be to kick the ball along the

ground, allowing the opponent to

take possession of it on his own 40-

yard stripe or so. Not much of an
alternative; Fusia chose the latter

but Gagnon's kick was such that

Buffalo's Joe Hudson returned it 15

yards to the UMass 45.

Instant trouble for a Redman
defense that had already put in an
excellent afternoon of grid duty.

Its late afternoon challenge: the

right arm of Bull quarterback Kirk

Barton. The arm prevailed as

Barton passed four times in six

plays for 30 yards and a home team
first down on UMass' eight. Three

ALMOST BLOCKED - UMass' Don Dotson stretches in vain trying
to block Buffalo's Joe Constantino's extra-point kick. Earlier in the
game, Dotson had been successful, blocking Constantino's try after
the Bulls had scored their second touchdown for a 9-7 lead. In
Saturday's affair, Buffalo prevailed over the Redmen, 16-13. (MDC
photo by Gary Slickman)

running plays later, John Faller, a
stellar halfback, slashed around
his own right end for the clinching

score. Mike Constantino added the

extra point for the final 16-13

spread.

The Redman quest for victory

looked slim, but the guys in the

white jerseys took a few last

cracks at the Bull. Three in-

UMass Loses Two Harriers and Meet
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

BOSTON-What was to be a showdown of two of the top cross country powers in New England
never materialized here Saturday as the UMass Redmen, performing without their numbers two
and three runners, fell to the Northeastern University harriers, 24-34.

Grounded by the virus wert sophomore and Rich Tashjian a
sophomores Tom Jasmin and Tom
Swain, who performed so well last

week at Providence College and
who were counted on to give
UMass the front line strength to

upend the Huskies. Coach Ken
O'Brien thought it best to let them
recuperate and be in top health for

the rest of the schedule.

Winning for the second week in a
row was co-captain Ron Wayne.
After a tight battle with three

Northeastern runners for the first

three miles, Wayne bursted into

the lead and never looked back,

winning by 22 seconds with a time
of 24:58 over the five-mile Franklin

Park course.

After Wayne came three

Huskies, followed by Redmen Leo
Duart and Doug O'Connell, a fresh-

man. Duart ran his typical race by
starting out at the back of the pack
and increasing his pace as the race
progressed with the result being a

high position in the final standings.

Due to the absence of Jasmin and
Swain, O'Connell was placed into

services for his first time on the

varsity level. He performed very
well finishing as the number three

UMass imisher and sixth in the

meet.
Co-captain Larry Paulson

showed signs of returning to last

years form with a tenth place

finish. With continued per-

formances like this one, Paulson

should hit mid-season form soon, to

help bolster the Redman attack.

Bob Sullivan, a sophomore, ran

another fine race finishing as the

fifth Redman to cross' the finish

line. His consistency in the first

two races has pleased O'Brien.

Following Sullivan to the line

were Rick Barry, another

senior who placed in tne top seven
for the first time.

There were many pluses for both
the coach and the team in this

losing cause. First was Duart
running his second top notch effort

without his knee giving him
trouble.

Next were the return of Paulson
to resembling his last season
performances, the outstanding
effort turned in by freshman
O'Connell in his first varsity effort,

Sullivan's second straight good
race, the continued success of

Wayne as one of the best in New
England, and finally the im-
provement on their best previous
Franklin Park times by Joel Fox,

Arnie Morse, and Tashjian.

In the freshman race, Nor-

theastern was also victorious by
the score of 31-36. Redman Rich
Sevigny led the field until the very
end, only to be nipped in the final

few yards by a Huskie. Rounding
out the rest of the frosh top seven
were Bill Lowry, Ted Beaulieu.

Jack Rabbitt, Jay Nestor, Roger
Nasatha and Ken Rago.

complete aerials by QB Ken
Hughes forced a UMass punt but,

in four plays, the defense gave the

offense the ball for the final time as

a second-down pass from Hughes
to halfback Mark Russell brought
the oval thing to the Redman 44

yard-stripe and brought the game
to a halt.

The initial points on the blue-and-
white Buffalo scoreboard came in

the second period when Con-
stantino booted a 25-yard field

goal. The visitors made it 7-3 when
Cummings bulled five yards for six

points to culminate an 11- play
drive and Gagnon added the
seventh marker, also in the second
quarter

A ten yard loss from Barton to

split end Mike Sharrow gave
Buffalo another second-quarter
tally as this Bull TD came with just

15 seconds left to go to halftime.

Constantino's extra point attempt
was blocked but the home guys led,

9-7, and kept that lead going into

the woolly last period.

WINDBLOWN WISDOM -

Overall the Bulls led the Redmen
in first downs. 15-10 in net yards

gained rushing, 160-111, in net

yards gained passing, 125-66 and in

total offensive yardage, 285-

177... Individually, Faller led all

rushmen with 83 yards; UMass'
Cummings was second with 51 and
Buffalo's Joe Zelmanski was third

with an even 50... Barton completed
12 of 23 tosses for 125 yards:

Hughes was six of 14 for 66...Three
players caught three passes
apiece, best in the receiving
line...Scavone was one, Faller and
Hudson of Buffalo were the
others ..The Redmen's John O'Neil

had the best foot of the day. belting

nine punts with the wind and all

and avei aging a solid 39.5 yards
per kick...The Redman offensive

line played well and, overall, the

offense was a shade better than
last weekend against Dart-
mouth...Obviously the room for

improvement is great. ..Guard Bob
Pena shined on the offensive line

again, or should that be
still....UMass defense was very
tough again ...The outstanding
performers are familiar: Bill De
Flavio (five tackles-nine assisted
tackles)

Ruggers Dominate Beacon Hill, 28-5

scathing by-UMass' Ron
Wayne (80) slips past two

Northeastern runners on his

way to placing first in the

Redmen's cross country meet
with the Huskies. (MDC
photo by Earle Barroll)

yy fKtDWYSHAK
Wiui less man a miuuie gone in the first ha!',

Mfi* Btll stunned New Ei/land Champs Beacon
Hill with a 50-/ai\1 1rop kick to give the UMass
Ruc.by Club a leal wttldi it ie.~

KirreMCterM as »i oelted th^ Bos-

tonians, 2S -5, Saurday.

Playsr-coach Dal?T johey ad-Jed

three quick points m be booted a

25 -yard penalty kick. Bene m Hill

had touched the ball in the scrim.

Bull, after a pass from Pete

Harrison, next scor? I a t<y. Tie
conversion at'empt was no good.

Again Toohev followed with two

successive penalty kicks for hold-

ing the ball after being tackled and

in illegal throw This made the

halftime score 15-0 in favor of the

Redmet.
Beacon Hill came back at the

booming of the second half ready

to show !he Redmen the match was
no pushover, an1 Spruce quickly

scored a try. Dick Rose moJe
the conversion kick.

How.-ver. UMass auicklv eot
However, UMnss quickly got on

the scoring path with another Tjo-

h-y penalty kick and two of the

best tries all day.

The first cam'1 on a rwy fine

run by C.iptain John Long, who
should N co Bi i : ided for his all

around • ay, after a pass from
Bull. Toohev made th- e<>QV«r-

Staff Reporter

sion kick.

»uc aecuna anl last score was a fanlasp i
-

1 . by Bui'

which took him from on* tad jf the field to the
other. He literally used his size and speed to
run through h> entire Beacon Hill XV. Again
Toohev made the conversion kick.

The match was a v try we." -played, harl-nosea
affair. £vc?. ttaotfi the Redmen last most of
the scrums, the potency of their scoring attack
could not be denied.

Th° Ulfass XV played nvnas one man for the
last half of ttu second half. Rick Ross was re-
moved from the gam? after he cut back and got
his head caught betweva two opposing players.
Toby Lyons and Willi Frisbee along with Jack

Long and Mark Chenowath shone on defense. Lyons
was particularly noted for stopping a kick with
his face, and Chanoweth almost lost to the XV
when he made an amazing tackle of sons >i Jser
twice his size.

Coach Bob Laurence cited the team's momen-
tum, beginning with Bull's first goal, as the mov-
ing factor of the match.
The B team lost to Beacon Hill's B squad

9-6, but the progress of the team's learning
was impressive as it gavp the mure- seasoned
Boston XV soflM hard times.

All the scoring was m.id on penalty kicks.
For m -i if the match the score remained 6-6

The UMass soccer team renins undefeated atter
beating Boston College on F Detail* in

tofoorrov'

Janis Joplin O.D.'s

See Story Page Four
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Mid-East Crisis Debate Sizzles

Campus Arms Limitation

Tak Held

Page Two

Buying Beer?

Read Up on Page Two
EVELYN REED WAITS PRESIVELY in the Commonwealth

Koom before her address last night on aspects of the Women's
Liberation movement. (Photo by Barrv Penn.).
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Bottle Or On Tap?
By ALBERT BENSON
Staff Reporter

Almost every night of the

week thirsty students make
their way to one of the local

package stores to augment
their supplies of liquor. What
most of them don't realize or

ignore is the fact that they are

liable to arrest under state

law.

According to Officer John
Taylor of the campus police,

'There is much myth and

misunderstanding concerning

alcholic regulations. Some
students, he continued, ap-

parently believe that they

cannot be arrested for

drunkeness on state property

and that they do not get a

notation of their arrests on

their permanent records if

they are apprehended. This is

not the case."

Campus regulations are

essentially the same as state

regulations accordingly,
students can be arrested for

selling liquor without a

licence, being seen in public in

an intoxicated state, causing a

disturbance, selling to or

purchasing liquor from

anyone under 21. and using a

false I.D. to purchase alcohol.

( )nce a student is arrested, a

notation of the arrest is made
on his permanent record at the

Board of Probation in Boston.

However, this notation cannot

be used against the student

and cannot be released
without his permission.

If the arrest is the student's

first, he is grants what is

known as a "drun!; release".

This allows him to forgo an
appearance in court. On the

other hand, if the student has
been arrested more than three

times in the course of one

year, he must either remain in

jail, post bond, or appear
before court. Those students

arrested for drunken driving

also face serious penalties. If

a student is stopped for

drunken driving, he is usually

asked by the officer to take a

breathalizer test. If he does
and is found to be sober, he is

released. If he refuses, the

Registry of Motor Vehicles

revokes his licence for three

months.

Tippo Reaffirms Arm Stand

Chancellor Oswald Tippo said at

his noontime coffee hour yesterday

that not only was he opposed to all

but the police having firearms on
campus, but that '"111 the long run."

he hoped the police, too. could be
persuaded "to shed their guns."

Tippo stressed. "I think that

absolutely we should have no
weapons 0! any kind on campus,"
in answer to a question from
representatives of the Flying
Redmen. a drill team that uses

unloaded arms in their exhibitions.

However, he did not preclude off-

campus practice for the Redmen

Turning to problems of drugs on
campus, he said the Narcotics

Division of the State Police had
told him their primary concern

was for the apprehension of
pushers and people having drugs in

large quantities. The police also

urged the University to give them
the names of students who had
used drugs, he added.

Tippo declared, though, that the

requet raises some "serious legal

questions," especially regarding
the Infirmary. He emphasized the
integrity of the Infirmary and said

of drug busts: "We are not in-

volved at all - Police do their own
investigation."

t»v DON GUCKSTEIN
iff Reporter

Asked what he thought was the

statewide reputation of UMass for

drugs, he replied, "I suspect it's

pretty bad."

The Chancellor covered many
other topics: the conversion of

Arnold House to a dormitory or an
interdepartmental center in 1972,

the construction of "modular"
department buildings spotted
around the campus, a request by
the House Internal Security
Committee for names of speakers
at CMass lit was refused), open
housing. ROTC contracts, van-

dalism and the still-mythical

University ombudsman (no-one
has been found who wants the job).

Clarifying the Administration's

policy of student representation in

search committees. Tippo said

Staff positions, the Associate
Provost for example, will not have
search committees while ad-
ministrative policymaking posts

will.

He added that the diversity
reorganization would not

necessitate a search for people to

fill positions already held;

specifically, the Treasurer,
Kenneth Johnson, will remain the

Treasurer in charge of fiscal af-

tairs, unless he elects to takl

position in the University system
from the Boston office.

The coffee hour gave the
Chancellor an opportunity to tell

students his thoughts about the

Hoard of Trustees. Ideally, the

members of the Board would have
no vested inzerests-including
students and faculty. "I am op-

posed to special representati( 1 on
the Board", he said.

He added about the present
Hoard. "You may not like this

particular Board, but it's one of the
better ones", and cited examples
of other Trustees, including the

Regents in California, to support
his statement

Explaining that studies on the

transportation difficulties at

UMass were currently underway.
Tippo added that the University
lias contributed $10,000 to help the
in campus busing program.

The Chancellor's coffee hour will

he held again October 19, two
weeks irom yesterday, in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union between noon and 2 p.m.

Women's Lib Discussed At Militant Forum

Evelyn Reed, nationally known
spokesman for the Women's
Libei it ion movement spoke last

nigh! in the Commonwealth Room
to.ippi oximately 80 persons, which

included about a dozen males. She

spoke on "How Women Lost

Control of Their Destiny -- And
How They Can Regain It." Jean

Lafferty, one of the founders and
organizers of Boston Female
Liberation also spoke, dealing

mainly with recent actions in the

movement.
Also involved in the American

Socialist movement, Evelyn Reed
addressed herself to the problem of

discrimination in the institution of

sex, marriage, and the family,

considering it from a Socialistic

orientation combined with her

Women's Liberation point of view.

Miss Reed began her address by

sketching a history of how the

institution of marriage came into

being as the result of a need of a

moneyed, property-owning class.

In order to ensure the maintenance
of their system, the noble and
wealthy classes treated women as

little more than property. They
would trade them off as wives

whose sole value was determined

by the amount of property which
went with them to the husband, and
by their production of a legitimate

heir.

Marriage did not become a

universal institution among all

social classes until the develop-

ment of western civilization, ac-

cording to Miss Reed. Marriage
was extended to the working
masses with the advent of in-

/

TONIGHT

Ingmar Bergmans

WINTER LIGHT

When the parish priest kills God,

Hell very subtly breaks loose.

MAHAR - 8 and 10

Comparative Literature Film Series

By BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

dustrialization. Then with the rise

of "capitalistic exploitation",
families were converted from
producing units into consumers.
Women were stripped of their

productive work and became just

housekeepers dependent upon a

wage-earning husband, a position

anathema to Women's Liberation.

Miss Reed next spoke on the

movement's demand for a
woman's right to gain complete
control over her own body. This

includes a demand for the
legalization of abortion for all who
want it until completely safe birth

control techniques are developed,
a demand for the opportunity to

develop the mind intellectually and
on equal terms with the male; and
demands for the full development
as a sexual being, also in equality

with males.

Woman's entrance into the
working world on a large scale

gave rise to the Women's
Liberation Movement, according

to Miss Reed, because women's
lives were opened up and they got

their first taste of independence.
The time had passed when women
were willing to submit themselves
to the oppression of males
Miss Keed has concluded that the

family institution must be greatly

restructured She would suggest
the creation of 24-hour care centers

lor children that would give them
proper care and guidance free

from the current neurotic hangups
ol parents The female would then
be able to join the male as a

productive being free from
household chort

Concluding her talk. Miss Reed
said that the initial ridicule of the
movement has now receded and
respect has been gained. She
added that men may now hope for

their own liberation through the

success of this movement. She also

said that the "humanizing role '

<>l

the movement may well help to

bring about an end to all ex-
ploitation, pollution, war, and
violence. She concluded that this is

a cry for a socialist movement.

Hoston's Jean Lafferty reported

that the movement is now clearly a

mass movement Consciousness

among women has grown con-

siderably now, as evidenced by the

nationwide success of the August
2<i protest in various major
American cities This was a ''.ir-

ning point at which women gained
a sense of power because of the

large turnout of women to

demonstrate in the streets.

Women are now beginning to feel a

strong sense of unity and are

starting to examine society in its

entirety, and the movement is

becoming more and more
politically involved, according to

Miss Lafferty.

Miss Reed, self-avowed Marxist.
is sponsored by the East Coast
Women's Liberation Lecture Tour
and was brought to this campus by
the Militant Forum, the weekly
socialist educational service.
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StormyForum Brings Mid-East Impasse to Campus
By BRIAN WHITE

Stall Reporter

Three UMass members held a
stormy torum yesterday on the
chanees of peace in the Middle
Kast

Dr. Leila Meo, of the Govern-
ment Department, began with a
pro-Arab view of the Mid-East
tensions. She stated that there
would be no peace for years to

come, because any settlement

satisfactory to the major powers
and to the Israelis would be un-
satisfactory to Palestinean Arabs.

Saying that no people can be
considered expendable. Dr. Meo
spoke of the "inalienable right" of

people made homeless by war to

go home again. She continued that

the goal of the Palestinean
.liberation movement is to return

Palestinean Arabs to their homes
under conditions fair to both the

Arabs and the Jews.

Will the Israelis, once considered
expendable, continue to believe the

Arabs expendable? Or will they

follow the higher princtples of

Judaism, and accept Palestmeans
into their homeland? This is the

crux of the Middle East crisis, Dr.

Mi u stated.

She went on to charge Israel of

imperialism, terrorism, and of

having a racist domestic policy.

Referring to great inequities of

land distribution, she accused the
Israelis of having driven the native
Arabs from their homes by tactics

including napalm bombing and
psychological warfare, and of

expanding their boundaries by
military aggression.

Dr. Meo spoke of the news
sources used by the West as being

monopolized by Zionists," and
spoke of a lack of world concern

for the Arabs, as expressed by the

actions of the United Nations. The
Palestineans had initiated

guerrilla warfare because they had
been driven to despair, she said.

The guerrilla movement in-

cludes all strata of the population.
It had deliberately acted to disrupt
the U.S. peace plan because it had
not been recognized and included
in the negotiations Now the

matter is out of the hands of the

Arab governments and the
guerrillas. because the
Palestineans as individuals are
aroused. Dr Meo concluded.

Dr. Haim Gunner of the

Department of Environmental
Science, a member of a kibbutz for

the past several years,

represented the Israeli viewpoint.

Agreeing in principle that "no
people is expendable," he went on
to question the Arab concept of

non-expendability.

He noted revisions in the
covenant of the Arab liberation

movement. Where in 1947 the

covenant had called for allowing
Jews presently living in Palestine
to remain there, the revised
document allows only those Jews
living in Palestine before the

"Zionist invasion" (Balfour
declaration), (1917) to remain.
What, asked Dr. Gunner, would
happen to the rest of the Jews?

He stated that the heart of the
Middle Eastern tragedy was a
growing anti-Jewish sentiment on
the part of the Arabs. He spoke of

the case of a hijacked plane, where
American Jews had been isolated

from the rest of the American
passengers and held captive.

Dr. Gunner called for a justice

which the world has not yet given:
the recognition of Jewish roots in

the Middle East, the acceptance of

Israel as, a state.

Israel has been used as a cause

by Arab leaders in order to evade
their responsibilities in domestic

matters. There is a sort of Arab
paranoia on the subject of Israel,

Dr. Gunner stated. It is difficult to

separate fact from fantasy in this

matter in view of the Arab desire to

make Israel look as much of a

villain as possible.

Dr, Gunner said that the land
which Israel had acquired by
••terrorism" had actually been
bought from Arab owners, who
intact had chuckled over the Jews'
buying up such apparently wor-
thless territory. Some450 peasants
had actually been displaced in the

process Israel had added to her
territory by military force, but had
acted in response to Arab
agression.

Where once a neutral
Palestinean state, a kind of

Switzerland, had been planned.
Arab aggression had disrupted
such plans. W'hile the Israelis had
made Herculean attempts to find

leadership among the native
Palestinean Arabs for such a

state, the "cutthroats and thugs"
of the resistance movement had
made the efforts futile.

Dr. Gunner expressed a hope mai
the ideology of the resistance
movement would soon become too

heavy a burden for the
Palestineans. and that true
dialogues could begin. This would
still leave the major powers un-

satisfied, however. Dr. Gunner
concluded.

Professor George Kirk, of the

History Department, finished the

scheduled speeches with a brief

perspective on the Middle East
crisis. Referring to the "no people
is expendable" catchphrase the

other two speakers had used,

Professor Kirk noted that he
agreed with this as an ethical

proposition, but not as an historical

statement.

Extermination of a people
usually has occurred as an an-

nihilation of culture, not of in-

dividuals, and this is what the Arab
communities face. Even as Arab
expansion disrupted the culture of

the Copts in Egypt and the

Aramaic-speaking of Lebanon, the

Arabs themselves face a
weakening of their own culture

among the Palestineans - partly

through a weakness of their own
leadership.

Nasser Successor Named
CAIRO (AP) - Anwar Sadat was

designated Monday by leaders of

Egypt's only political party to

succeed Gamal Abdel Nasser as

president in a move apparently

aimed at avoiding a divi«ive power

struggle.

The nomination by the all

powerful executive committee of

the Arab Socialist Union was
tantamount to election of the 52

year old Sadat, who has been

serving as provisional president

since Nasser died last Monday.
Sadat was considered by many

observers to be the least con-

troversial of several contenders for

Nasser's job. He was named vice

president by Nasser last year in a
governmental shakeup. They were
old friends, Sadat having jomed
Nasser in the coup that toppled

King Farouk 18 years ago.

The unanimous nomination by

the union's eight man executive
committee went to the party's 150

member central committee.
An official party statement said

the executive committee recom-
mended that the National
Assembly meet in formal session

Wednesday to endorse Sadat and
that a national referendum be held

Oct 15. The president would be
sworn in two days later.

CLASS of

1972!

Exec Council

Applications

are now

available in

front of RSO.

Must be in

by THURSDAY

Oct. 8, 5:00 P.M.

You must apply

to have a

vote!

The Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J., Democratic

Candidate for Congress from the third district

of Massachusetts who defeated 28-year

incumbent Philip Philbin in the primary

Sept. 15, will speak informally and answer

questions

TUESDAY NIGHT, Oct. 6, at 7:30 P.M.

in Room 106 of Thompson Tower.

He is sponsored by the

Movement for a New Congress

(Political Action for Peace, New Priorities)

and anyone interested in working for Drinap

or other nearby Peace candidate should

come.

Dr. Haim (inimei Dr. I eila Meo and Luther Allen Mere speakers at

a forum on peace in the Middle Kast last night. (I'hoto by David
lieriislein).

Prolessor Kirk charged the
resistance leadership with ab-

sentee control, noting that every
lime actual lighting broke out the

Arab leaders seemed to Ik- well

outside the country. He spoke of

the Middle East situation as unique
in history: two powers of the

strength of the U.S. and the

U.S.S.K. impotent in so small an
area, "grovelling" before a tiny

group of "militants "

tlfl the break alter Professor

Kirk's speech, one member of the

panel was beard to say, "If it's a

week before they play the tape" -

the discussion will Ik' heard on
WKCU "the whole situation will

have changed by the time they

hear it")

A question and answer period

followed, leading to heated
discussions among Hie panel,
particularly Dr Meo and Dr.

Gunner. The following exchange
was typical

MODKKATOK: "No member ot

this panel seems to agree with am
other member '

Dlt GUNNEK: "Oh. I do.
i Nodding to Prolessor Kirk. I

iDK MKo "Naturally, as a
lellow agent of imperialism

"

In the final stages the discussion
seemed lo break down into pom
tless my word against .ours
argument, almost reaching the

point ol sheer insult Professor
Kirk bad summed it up earlier: li

I wo people as intelligent as Dr
Meo and Dr Gunner cannot agree
at all in this mailer, what hope is

Iherc lor peace in the Middle
East'.'"

Bus Terminal Relocated
The on campus bus terminal will

be moved Irom its present location

at llaigis Mall to the new loop

located on the Northeast side of the

new Campus Center Parking

garage, starting Wednesday
morning. October 7.

All persons using Peter Pan line

buses will be affected by the ter-

minal move. The terminal is

adjacent to Stockbridge Hall and

Draper Hall

The location change I l>een

planned for some time n< > ml

expected to rcli«*vc the <.mgesii

caused by buses picking i

passengers in Front of ilerler Ha
for lurthei information, plea

contact the bus ticket oil ice locate*

on he first Itoor ol tit' Stolen

Union
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Index — do you?
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Superstar Joplin Dies
HOLLYWOOD (API - Janis

Joplin. whose writhing, wailing
and sometimes profane per-
lormaru-es electrified the music
world, has been found dead in her
apartment at the age of 27

The coroner said death was due
to an overdose of drugs and tests

would be needed to determine the
type.

Police called tor an autopsy after

saying they found needle marks on
one arm The autopsy surgeon
reported numerous needle marks
on both arms, with fresh ones on
the left arm.
There was a small amount of

alcohol but no evidence of bar-

biturates, ingredients of sleeping
pills, the autopsy surgeon said, and
no evidence of injury or violence.

"It didn't look like foul play,"

said an ambulance attendant who
removed the nightgown clad body
Sunday night. "It looked like she
had just fallen over."

Miss Joplin had come here from
her San Francisco home to record

For Columbia, which had sold

millions of her singles "Piece of

M> Heart." •.Maybe." "One Good
Man" and albums 'Cheap

Thrills." "I Got Them 01' Kozmic
Blues Again, Mama."
Her body was found by her

guitarist. John Cooke, whc won-
dered why the singer had not

emerged from her hotel apartment
all day Sunday, and borrowed a

key to enter. He summoned police

She had been dead ap-
proximately 12 hours, police said

Bottles of tequila, vodka and wine
were found in the apartment, but

no drugs.

Miss Joplin followed in death
another member of the rock
pantheen. Jimi Hendrix. 27. who
was found in a London apartment
last month, having suffocated on
vomit while unconscious.
"People seem to have a high

sense of drama about me," Janis
Joplin once told an interviewer.
.Maybe they can enjoy my music

more if they think I'm destroying
myself."

Her galvanic style brought her
the title "the Judy Garland of

rock." She bore a resemblance to

the previous star in her full voiced
style, her complete openness with
an audience, and talk of self

destruction. Miss Garland died in

a London apartment in 1969, ap-
parently from a drug overdose.
Born in Port Arthur, Tex., in

Mtt, Janis Japlin was a rebel at an
early age. She left home at 17.

drifted across the country, taking
odd jobs and occasional college
courses She came to admire
beatniks because they "believe
things aren't going to get better
and say the hell with it, stay stoned
and have a good time."
Fame overtook her at the 1967

Monterey Pop Festival. She had
been singing in small clubs in San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

At Monterey she astounded the
huge audience with her vibrant
style and depth of feeling on "Love
is Like a Ball and Chain." Her
success was made.

Once she analyzed her style:

"Black people have the blues
because they can't have this and
they can't have that. Me, I was
brought up in a middle class
family; I could have had anything.
But you need something more in
your gut, man."

© The National Brewing Co. of Balto., Md. at Balto.. Md. Also Phoenix • Miami • Detroit

Colt 45 Malt Liquor introduces
the adult game for game adults.
The new "Bottoms Up" game is very much like Colt 45 Malt Liquor. It is designed
for adventurous adults (2 or more) and is not recommended for the shy or faint

of heart. Enjoy both Colt 45 Malt Liquor and the fun and excitement of this adult
game. Who wins and who loses is between you and your playmate(s).

A completely unique experience.

Please rush me of your completely unique "BOTTOMS UP"
(quantity)

game(s). I have enclosed a check or money order for
($4.95 ta. postpaid)

Check payab'e fo "BOTTOMS UP". (Allow 4 weeks for delivery.)

Name
Add ress

City .State. -Zip.

Mail to: Bottoms Up ", Box 1042. Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
lies where illegal. "Bottoms Up "3 Taurus Creations, Inc.

C\m 45 Mali Liquor and design is "the trademark of the ' ational Brewing Co.. Balto.. Md.

Nixon Ends
European Tour

DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - Tired
but bouyant, President Nixon
brought his nine day European
tour to a close Monday after

paying tribute to his Irish
forebears and pledging the United
States to a policy of peace for all

the world.

With thousands cheering him in

the Irish capital, the President did
not appear bothered by a few brief

incidents in which dissenters
hurled eggs and unidentified ob-
jects at his car. None hit Nixon or
his wife sitting next to him, but the
motorcade picked up speed.
Two eggs splattered against the

windshield of the limousine as the
motorcade entered Dublin after a
swing through the Irish coun-
tryside. Another was squashed
against the window next to which
Mrs. Nixon was sitting. Irish

police arrested a woman and two
men.
The President had been standing

up in the open car waving
vigorously to the crowds, but
quickly sat down when he saw the
egg throwers.

Later, as the presidential
motorcade headed for the airport,
dissenters emerged again from an
applauding and cheering crowd
and hurled objects at the car. One
was an egg thrown apparently

ICOMEONEIfc
COME ALL lw

from an upper story of a business
building. It missed its target and
splattered on the street. Moments
later unidentified objects hit the
left front door of the limousine just

under the presidential seal.

While Nixon did not seem
disturbed, the incidents apparently
discouraged him from his usual
practice of stopping the motorcade
to shake hands with people in the
crowd.

Some Irish groups protested
Nixon's visit to Ireland because he
took the occasion to hold a strategy
meeting with his Paris envoys to

the Vietnam peace talks.

Nixon came to Ireland on
Saturday after having visited
Italy, the U.S. 6th Fleet in the
Mediterranean, Yugoslavia, Spain
and England. He spent two hours
Sunday at Limerick meeting with
his Vietnam envoys.
On Monday morning he and Mrs.

Nixon traveled by car and
helicopter in intermittent showers
and clear weather across the
countryside to Dublin

In the Irish capital he met with
Prime Minster Jack Lynch and
other leaders, telling them' it is

IS. policy "to make it possible for

Ireland and every other country in

the world to develop in a period of

peace."

Lynch praised the President's
trip as "a mission of peace" and
said the country was proud that

Nixon and his wife had come to

look at some of the roots of their

family trees.

Earlier at Timahee, where Nixon
said the United States wanted to

achieve 'a generation of peace" in

the last part of this century, and to

continue to work for peace from
there on. He noted that no
generation in the 20th century has
known a long period of peace.
The asserted purpose of Nixon's

tour was to underscore the U.S.
commitment to peace in the
Mediterranean area especially
and the world in general.
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Courage, Determination Needed to Fight Draft
i ilLBEKr J SALK intolerable to manv Thus it n» mi «niitarx, —«--- *„ MM> Th^v ™., u„„:_

By GILBERT J SALK
Mall Reporter

Ax more aiitl mure young Americans
become cOBCCTMd about the cancerous
growth oi militarism in the I'mted States
the question of alternatives to serving in the
iUIIMd lories assumes greater and greater
importance Men are seeking wavs to
avatd supporting the abhorrent war against
Vietnam, and both men and women are
disturbed b) the disruption and channeling

I their lues caused by the Selective Ser
vice Draft Counselor's Corner will provide
information about alternatives through
general information and by answering
question* submitted by readers. NOTE:
We recognize that the draft does as much to
disrupt the lives of women as it does of
men Therefore, a special effort will be
made to provide information to women
also

As a draft eounselor, I'm con-
stantly confronted by young men
who are trying to find an easy way
out of the draft. Ways exist, but
there is g real moral hassle caused
b> using that approach to help
people 'solve'

-

their draft
problems

I am totally opposed to the
military and every other system
which uses violence. As a direct
corallary to this, I am also
irrevocably opposed to the draft.

This is in part because the draft

provides cannon fodder (my
brothers) to the military. More
importantly, it does a constant,
more subtle violence to nearly
everyone of draft age. It forces
people to lie to and about them-
selves. It destroys their freedom of

choice by setting up an option

which is undesirable to most and

intolerable to many. Thus, it

channels people into courses they
might not even consider otherwise.
So what is the problem"' Simply

that I don't want to continue
helping the draft teach people not
to confront themselves. This
means that I rebel against helping
people find an easy out. Instead, I

prefer to help them find their way
through the system in a way which
preserves their personal integrity

This means work. It's more work
for me. and it's more work for the
individual involved. But the real

point that makes the extra work
worth-while is political. As people
come directly to grips with the
systematic machinations which
are working them over, they un-
derstand first the ones they are
confronting, and. through them,
many of the others which are
controlling their lives. They also
learn that the system can be
beaten in a direct confrontation.

Thus, they learn more about
themselves as individuals and
more about the system as an op-
pressor. Each individual who finds

the courage and the energy to

confront the draft as an oppressive
system weakens that system's
ability to oppress others. Each
individual who works through the
hassles of applying for a con-
scientious objector's status
weakens the ability of his board to

ignore CO's. legitimizes the CO
position for others, and bears

personal, solitary witness to our
government that war is wrong, and
that he will not, under any cir-

cumstances, be forced or per-

suaded to lend support to it. The
CO, more than any others, is

responding to the plea for in-

dividual refusal to participate in

war's policy-killings voiced in

Buffy Saint-Marie's UNIVERSAL
SOLDIER.
People who find an easy out stop

allowing themselves to feel the
oppressiveness of the draft, and as
a result leave their brothers
standing alone. If. on the other
hand, they confront the system and
demand that it deal with them as
human beings with individual lives

to lead, the battle they face makes
them aware that others are in the
same boat and need the same jelp

that they received.

Basically, I want to see myself
out of a job as soon as possible. I

am not concerned particularly
with getting you out of the draft for
the sake of getting you out of the
draft. I am concerned with helping
you free yourself from the draft so
that you can begin to confront
other systems with your humanity.
I am concerned with helping you
free yourself from the draft so that
you can help others free them-
selves, so you can help end the
draft, so you can help end the war,
and so you can help abolish the
army.

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills course
We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Wesley Methodist Church, 365 N. Pleasant St.

7:30 p m.

Tuesday, Oct. 6th Thursday, Oct 8th

For further information call Paul Scharf at

253-2425
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What is the Blue Wall?

It's good food at reasonable prices

Baken Lasagna - 90 cents.

Chinese style Spareribs - 75 cents

Rock Cornish Game Hen - 85 cents

(Price of meals includes choice of starch or vegetable)

It's in the Campus Center.

Enjoy fine food in comfortable surroundings in the Campus
Center Cafeteria. We are open 7 days a week for lunches and
dinner with Saturday and Sunday specials. (Dining Commons
Cash Meal Tickets accepted on weekends.)

Luncheon served: 11:30 - 2:00 p.m.

Dinner served: 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

For a hearty breakfast, or a quick lunch, try our coffee shop featuring
the %lb. all beef centerburger.

Open Daily from 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
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That's my basic concern as i

human being, and my bias as a
draft counselor. Your responses to
this, and your problems as
registrants in the Selective Service
System also concern me. I'd like to
know what you think. Last para in
ti point.

Questions to this column should be
addressed to Gilbert J Salk, c/o Draft
Counseling Services HSO #395. Campus
Center. Univ. of Mass . Amherst, Mass
nan
For free personal counseling, visit the

Drult Counseling Services office in Room
418E on the second floor of the Student
Lnion

TeachingImprovementProgram
Begun This Fall

A campus-wide teaching im-
provement program to help
graduate student teaching
assistants do a better job has been
started this fall at UMass.
UMass Graduate School Dean

M.H. Appley and Associate Dean
Arthur C. Gentile initiated the

program with the encouragement
of Chancellor Oswald Tippo. Dr.

Appley explained: "Much of the

instruction at the introductory
level at UMass. as in other large

universities, involves the active

participation of graduate student
teaching assistants. Since the

introductory courses taken by the

incoming freshmen significantly

influence his remaining college

experience and future career, we
have become increasingly con-

cerned about improving the quality

of instruction at the introductory

level."

The major elements of the

program are a two-day pre-class

orientation session, a handbook, a
teaching improvement laboratory
with a library and video-tape

equipment, and a series of evening
seminars on teaching. UMass has
750 graduate student teaching
assistants.

A Bearsville

Record Production

produced by

Robbie Robertson
forAmpex

Records &Tapes

"...his songs transcend all barriers

with the exception of one:

art"

IEDWARDI
ROILING STONE

Available now at all record stores

AMPEX
RECORDS

555 Madison Avenue, New York
f

New York
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'You'll Have To UenitMiiher That Some Student".

You Talk To Will Not Be FBI Agents"
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Columbia 's Gone Scholarly

The Columbia University Senate
has turned down a proposed 10-day

eieeuon recess for its faculty

member* and students and voted
instead to adopt a compromise
recess to run from Oct. 30 to Nov. 2.

Before the vote. Dr. William J.

McGill, president of Columbia,
who normally is chairman of the

senate meeting, relinquished his

post so he could "address the

issues as your president."

"I speak from deep conviction,"

said Dr. McGill. "and I feel that

the 10 day recess would be a

mistake. I deplore this type of

university response to political

activity because 1 feel that our

function is primarily a scholarly

one."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must he typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and must car-
ry the writer's signature, ad-

ilress. and telephone number
(ail of which will be withheld

upon request) The limit is

inie page and the deadline is

Ji p in the day prior to inten-

ded publication The editors

rrserve (he right to edit all

letters

Dr. McGill repeatedly em-
phasized, however, that he felt that

every member of the university

had "the right and the duty" to

participate in the political process.

"We are living in desperate
times," he continued. "Our whole
society is in crisis and, as a con-

sequence, our universities are in

crisis."

"I see the university as a
guidepost in society oh which the

rest of society can see how
questions can be resolved," said

Dr. McGill. "But I do not want to

give up my university. I do not

want political issues to be seen to

be more important than normal
scholarly endeavors."

Dr. McGill went on to give to the

senate his analysis of the actions of

American universities last May.
He explained that university in-

volvement in political activity did

nothing but provoke a "backlash
reaction" from the general public.

"And we are just providing more
fuel for the speeches of the Vice

President," he said.

elliot eisenberg

What Now Will Be Like Then
Maybe you don't know it, but at

the end of each semester they
collect and bind the issues of the

MASSACHUSETTS Daily
Collegian You can walk into the
editor's office and pick up the
volume for just about any year you
choose.

Some day people are going to

pick up the volumes for 1970.

They'll be half curious, half
searching for the way it was back
then.

They'll find (if they didn't know)
that this was the year that Hendrix
and Joplin died and the Beatles
split. Out of context not very earth
shattering, but perhaps symbolic
of the nihilistic turn of the
generation which had grown up
with the Beatles. They'll see all

over these pages that 1970 was the
year of the environment. That the
Coalition for Environmental
Quality had declared war on those

forces upsetting our delicate

ecology. They'll find implied in

student statements that the

politicians and the establishment
only chose to attack those forms of

pollution which wouldn't cost them
very much.
They'll read that CEQ is

collecting the plastic silverware in

the new coffee shop, and it

promises to recycle them.
Will they read that the en-

vironment people went out and
took a study of noise pollution in

the university? And perhaps found
that the decibel level in the Hatch
where thousands eat and gather
each day, was high enough to cause
hearing trouble to those souls who
sat for hours each week just under
or in front of the speakers?
"Noise begins to irritate and

annoy", federal officials have
reported, "when it reaches 80 to 85

decibels. It becomes un-

Hot Lines
by David Stewart

(ED. NOTE: Not all the hap-

penings on campus deserve
headlines. But some deserve
mention if only because they paint

a picture of the times of our lives

that are too easily forgotten among
the "important" things that

happen. HOT LINES attempts to

record for posterity the minutia

that make life on campus worth
living. Contributions are
welcomed )

.

SOME THINGS IN LIFE ARE
STILL FREE. ..one Wit who asked
the clerk at the SU sub-Post Office

window for a pre-licked six-cent

stamp not only got it, the other

day. ..but with a smile, yet.
*****

EVERYBODY'S A CRITIC. .a

red Setter-plus type canine was
observed approaching the en-

trance to Bartlett Hall, the other

week. His purposeful trot came to

an abrupt halt when he reached the

piece of metal sculpture that has
been rusting for more than six

years to the left of the main door.

He looked up in apparent
disbelief, searched intently for an
alternate route to his destination

(the south door), and finally

slinked past the piece, giving it as
wide a berth as the hedges allowed.

At the same time, he kept a wary
eye on the anonymous magnus
opus.

*****

THE ADMINISTRATION'S
ANNUAL GRILLING of faculty

has a new wrinkle. The new four-

page form on which they recite

their accomplishments (real or

imagined) now requires the faculty

to tell what each considers to be his

"major" accomplishment in both

teaching and service to the
University... in 25 words or less.

The kindest inference is that

"brevity is the soul of wit."
*****

SPEAKING OF POLLUTION...
what with all the campus doings to

promote a cleaner environment,
some people still don't have the

word.
The day after the Coalition for

Environmental Quality kicked off

its season with "less talk, more
action", a University vehicle
bearing Mass. Lie. S-4498 was
merrily polluting the air and Rte.
116 south from the Connecticut
River. Its load of grass cuttings,

destined apparently for the silo

near Lot 5, covered the road, in-

filtrated approaching autos and the

nostrils of hay fever sufferers who
were driven to their misto-meters.

The John Deere Chuck Wagon
was not covered with a tarp, as
required by law. And the three

men crowded into the cab of the

truck were blissfully unaware that

they were making a contribution to

the pollution.

CEQ. where are you?
*****

DEAR TEL. NO. 545-2228... news
it isn't, when the Sept. 22 calendar
of events in the Campus Center is

still being announced on Sept. 25.
*****

PEARL HARBOR WAS
CHEAPER... according to a story

in the Magazine Industry News
letter, the Dec. 7, 1941 attack on
Pearl Harbor cost the Japanese
$900,000.

When 20th Century Fox made the

movie, the cost was $24,000,000-

plus.

Its the high price of faking
things?

comfortable at 120 decibels and
painful at 140. 10 to 15 percent of

the population begins to suffer
hearing losses when sustained
sound levels reach 90 decibels, and
the number of people who much
suffer hearing impairment in

creases as noise levels go higher."
Will some future editor open the

pages of 1970 and see that an en-

vironmental researcher stood in

the Hatch or in the hallway of a
dorm with a decibel meter and was
shocked at what he saw?
Perhaps he'll read that CEQ

blasted manufacturing units that

foul the air and slowly ruin our
lungs. Will he read that smoking
(cigarettes, too) was given up by a
majority of 1970 UMass students?
Maybe this future person will be

looking for what it was like to be a
student in 1970.

Well, if you're listening, I'll tell

you. It isn't all that great. For
many of us every day it becomes
harder and harder to find a reason
to be here.

Our faces are haggard and our
hair is long. (You knew that?)
Were looking for as much money
as quick as ever, except that

maybe it isn't money any more.
Just sheer hedonism. Of course the

world isn't all that bad all the time
for all of us. But sometimes I

swear it seems 20.

There are other times when all of

us seem so united and so sure that

what we're doing at the moment is

worthwhile. Times and emotions
like these are ephemeral, and their

tragedy is that it usually takes a

dramatic death or emergency to

cause them.
Really, though, you in the future

are the lucky ones. You can look

back. I'd give a lot to know if the

Zeitgeist changed in the seventies;
if the anxiety and the nihilism
laded back into that beautiful

idealism which we once seemed to

have.

To the rest of my friends who
read this column, you can do with it

what you always do. File it.

mark Silverman

The Experience

Mourn, decayed into pettiness, the culture lives in the past, convinced
that the good is gone, that only in memories can the spirit live. It is

fourteen months since the experience; and while there have been other
attempts, only the Experience was real, only the Experience escaped the
decay of the culture.

The others have bombed. The dead on the coast, the court order in

Connecticut have only mocked the Experience. And even the Memory of

the Experience is decayed. It can be relived on record ($9.98) and on the
screen for $2.50. The Capitalists have taken over the Experience; its

memory is a part of the decline.

And those who taged along to make the screen and those who weren't
there but lie and say they were there are the worst.
"Remember the rain.. .Cocker was far out. ..I passed out for two

days. ..remember the blue micro-dots...remember when Charlie OD'd?"
They are the worst.

When a culture dies it is its people who kill it. It is those who become so
concerned with status quo images and fear personal development as a
sacrilege to the original culture, forcing the decay to come almost at the
same time as the creation.

Woodstock is dead, if it ever did live at all. Its citizens were merely the
cautious disapprovers, afraid to really move away from the parent
culture. Their new culture was but a weekend's coincidence. And their
memories are but proof of their culture's weakness. Dead is the person
who lives by thinking about a past experience he himself imagined to be
more than meaningless.

Each Wednesday, there will be a page devoted to the human
creative instinct manifesting itself in the forms of poetry,

illustrations, short stories or plays, songs, sonnets, photographs, and
other musings of the spirits. The way to successful peaceful
revolution and spiritual ecstasy is through art. Express yourself!

Share what you feel with other sensitive and gentle folk.

TorAfVf i^htrv -rKe Selene? -Gx.\ r

l£ o\)tc
(
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. . . and this is a lawyer?
NEW HAVEN. Sept. 26 - Abe Fortas. former

Supreme Court justice, in a magazine article made
public this week, declared that it was "entirely

unacceptable" for lawyers to encourage or to par-

ticipate in courtroom disruptions.

In an article written for the Yale Law Journal,

which w ill be distributed early next month, Mr. Fortas

asserted that lawyers were obligated to make the

legal system work.

"They are not at liberty," he said, "to disrupt or

participate in disrupting its working by the tactics of

the street or the barroom. Aggressive powerful

representation neither requires nor permits this."

Contrast Is Drawn
Mr. Fortas, who is 60 years old, resigned from the

Supreme Court in May 1969 after he had been

nominated to be Chief Justice and had come under fire

tor his association with Louis E. Wolfson, a New York

( ity and Miami Beach businessman convicted of stock

manipulation.

Mr. Fortas reportedly has been working on a book,

and last month he registered as a Congressional

lobbyist lor Loeb Rhoades & Co., New York City in-

vestment bankers.

In his article "Thurman Arnold and the Theatre of

the Law," Mr Fortas contrasts the attitudes of Judge

Arnold with those of lawyers going into practice

today.

Mr. Fortas wrote that causes were becoming more

important to young lawyers than clients and argued

that lawyers should maintain a professional neutrality

that would permit them to handle cases for anyone in

need of legal help, regardless of ideology.

'Serve and Represent'

In some instances, Mr. Fortas said, the client

becomes nothing more than a technical necessity and

the "undertaking is shaped and prosecuted not in

defense or vindication of the client, but in maximum
furtherance of the idea or program." That, Mr.

Fortas called "project-lawyering."

In Mr. Arnold's time, Mr. Fortas said, the

responsibility of a law firm was clearly "to serve and
represent each client as an individual, whether (he

client was a corporate male-factor or a (presumably)

saintly civil libertarian."

"Once a client had been accepted, the lawyer's

course was clear," Mr Fortas said, "if the interest of

the client required the lawyer to advocate a position or

seek a result which he personally disliked or even

when he considered it contrary to society's welfare, it

was the lawyer's duty to do so with all his mind and

heart

'Hired Gun' Rejected

According to Mr. Fortas, lawyers should serve as

agents and not as principals. "They should neither

criticize nor tolerate criticism based upon the

character of the client whom they represent or the

cause that they prosecute or defend." he said.

They cannot and should not accept responsibilities

for the client's practices. Rapists, murderers, child

abusers. General Motors, Dow Chemical - and even

cigarette manufacturers and stream polluters - are

entitled to a lawyer," he added.

Many Yale law students refer to that as the "hired

gun" approach and reject it out of hand. Many say

they were drawn to law school more in hopes of being

able to provide social service than to gain financial

reward and they look forward to trying to cope with

such things as racism, poverty, consumer protection

and environmental improvement when they graduate.

"The monetary impulse is 'way down," said one

student. "People want to subsist, but they're much
more interested in giving their efforts to certain

causes."

In an introduction to the coming issue of The I.aw

Journal, the editors note that there is "some irony"

that it is dedicated to the memory of Judge Arnold.

While his career and life ) "came close to being a

model of the great life in the law," they write, some
articles in the issue question, at least implicitly, "his

life as a model for the future."

Campus Comment
To The Editor:

In reply to the letter "By and For WMUA", Oct. 5, we offer these points

of clarification.

1. "Name withheld by request" asks that the University "Build a Radio
station for the students". < His words) WMUA is student owned, operated,

and maintained and develops its entire philosophy of programming to

serve the UMass student. WMUA is indeed an excellent laboratory for

broadcasting oriented majors, which only serves to point out an
inadequacy of the University's Speech Department, and at the same
time, demonstrates a rare instance where student concern in an
academic area has generated a facility of which all students of the

University can be proud.

2 Those •serious-minded semi-professional broadcasters sometimes
disguised as University students" ARE University students whose ob-

jectives are to enhance their own educational experience with practical

experience, and to provide a valid and valuable service to the students of

UMass-Amherst
;{. As for music providing "filler" between news and public altairs

programming. WMUA by the non-commercial and educational nature of

its license, has been endowed with the task of providing educational in-

formation and entertainment to the campus and surrounding com-
munities. With this in mind, one can clearly see that WMUA is a second-

service radio station, providing what cannot be found elsewhere on the

band, or treating the programming in a unique and service-oriented

manner, instead of the more common programming purely for com-
mercial gain.

4. "Name" asks why seven turntables are necessary to provide this

"Tiller". "Name" obviously does not understand the intricacies of radio

programming and the engineering aspects of programming and
production. All of the equipment at WMUA is designed to produce a

quality product, and at the same time, provide a durable facility, saving

students money in the long run. We invite "Name" and all students to

visit your facility and, thereby, answer what questions you have.

5. Finally, programming decisions are made by those students who
make it then business to spend fifty plus hours a week thinking about

those decisions. As for you "poor Schmueks" 1 "Name's " words) who
partake of the end product, we recommend you first come to understand

the nature of WMUA's programming philosophy and then participate in

the groundwork. I wonder if "Name" has ever seen our studios or come
down to ask questions ol our staff "disguised as University students"?

Power to the students, then to "Name Withheld bv Request
KEN HORSEMAN

Station Manager

To The Editor:

We have organized a nation wide student organization called PEACE
VOTES. The purpose of the organization is to raise money on campuses
for ten Senatorial candidates who favor a peace-oriented foreign policy:

Hart in Michigan, Burdiek in North Dakota. Hartke in Indiana, Hoff ir

Vermont, Duffey in Connecticut. Met/.enbaum in Ohio. Tunney in

California. Moss in Utah. Stevenson in Illinois, and Williams in New
Jersey. PEACE VOTES has been successful in reaching a number of

campuses, but so far we have no representatives on your campus.
These peace candidates are badly in need of funds. Nixon and Agnew

are raising millions ot dollars to buy saturation television and Madison
Avenue campaigns lor their waroriented candidates We must act

quickly to counter this flood ot conservative dollars Nixon is buying war
voles; we must buy peace votes. Students who would like to help these

candidates by distributing material and canvassing on your ca: lpus
should write us today.

$5 or less from a fraction of the 7.2 million students in America can help
elect Peace Senators. Contributions should be made payable to PEACE
V()TES, P.O. Box 2700, Washington, !).( 10913.

JEFF LERNER, Georgetown Univereit)
Co chairman & Treasurer

Traveling Circus
LONDON, Oct :i <UIM> The

Times of London has described
President Nixon's entourage ol

aides and newsmen on his

European tour as a "traveling

circus."

The Times said in a commentary
that Mr. Nixon's meeting today
with Queen Elizabeth and Prime
Minister Edward Heath at Heath's
official country residence.
Chequers, "must be one of the
most expensive lunch ap-
pointments ever undertaken
The newspaper said that the

President's five hour visit to

Britain "involves logistical

planning worthy of a major
military campaign
Six helicopters have been

brought from an American
military base in West Germany to

ferry Mr Nixon and his party from
London's Heathrow Airport to

Chequers, The Times said. If

Hying weather is bad, Mr Nixon
will make the trip by car. Two
bullet proof limousines have been
brought in for this purpose, "he
Times added.

"The whole traveling circus -

some 4_>:> strong including over 200

newsmen is contained in five

airplanes," The Times said.

When in

doubt . . .

drop back

ten yards

and fumble.

1 5c large

8:00 DRAFT

to

9:00

BEER

then
THE ENDLESS

KNIGHTS
t-il closing

(a decent, different kind^

THE NEW

MEADOW INN

See our NEW BAR

Rr. 47 Sunderland

Every Tuesday
GET IT ON!!

WORRIED ABOUT NUCLEAR

POLLUTION ?

WANT SOME FACTS?

DVP PRESENTS

John W. Gofman, M.D.

of the

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Five College Open Forum
Thursday, 2-4 p.m., Colonial Lounge

Lecture on Nuclear Pollution

Thursday, 8 p.m., C.C. Auditorium

ES
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AFSC To Hold Fund-Raising Dinner
Prelaw Students to Meet

An eye-witness report of

developments in South East Asia

will be presented to residents of the

' onneeticut Valley on October 7th

at a dinner and fund-raising event

- ponsored by the American
friends Service Committee.

Russell Johnson, Peace

Secretary tor the New England

office of AFSC. has just returned

from a tour-month trip to Cam-

bodia, Laos. Thiland and South

\ letnam. and will give a first-hand

ccount of events in these key

as George Wald. Professor of

Biology at Harvard fniversity.

a ill make the opening remarks at

the dinner, which will be held at

Campus Center at 7 p.m.

Mr Johnson, well-known to

school children and service clubs

in the Valley as a lecturer on issues

of peace and social justice, has

directed the Peace Education

program of the AESC in New
England for twenty years, during

which time he has also traveled

extensively in South East Asia and

made personal contacts with

political, intellectual and religious

leaders there. Having returned in

November. 1969, from a four week

visit to Cuba to observe the effects

of the Cuban Revolution, he left for

A>ia in May of this year. His

repoi | « ill provide background
information tor political action

concerning the embattled areas of

South East Asia.

George Wald is the author of the

recently widely-printed speech at

MIT. "A Generation in Search of

a Future " Dr. Wald has done

outstanding research in

biochemistry, and in 1967 was

awarded the Nobel Prize.

The American Friends Service

Committee, a non-profit cor-

poration administers projects of

social and technical assistance

through out the world, operates

community relations programs in

the U.S., conducts seminars on

international affairs, and sponsors

work and study projects for young

people. It does not attempt to

advance any particular political

theory, and is entirely dependent

on voluntary gifts. The evening of

( ktober 7th is intended both to

inform and to help raise the funds

necessary to carry on peace

education work in New England.

For information about tickets

contact Betty Savereid at 549-3822.

Tomorrow night at 7:30 there

will be a meeting of all students

interested in information on the

prelaw organization. The meeting

will be held in the Commonwealth
Room of the Student Union.

Topics covered range from a

discussion of this Fall's interview

schedule to an explanation of the

procedure for an application to law

school. Any questions relevant to

any aspect of application to law

school, legal education, or careers

in the law will be entertained.

All students, regardless of class,

interested in attending law school

are urged to attend

On Thursday the University of

Pennsylvania will be interviewing

at Amherst t'ollege. For further

information and appointments at

these interviews contact Mrs.
Fournier at r>45-2554

Auditions Slated

For University Theatre

HELP DETERMINE

SOUTHWEST'S LIFE STYLE

Southwest Assembly Elections

October 8, 1970

Nomination Papers available in

Southwest Office - Coolidge Lobby

Nomination Paper Deadline - noon - October 7, 1970

Tryouts for "In White America,"
the second University Theatre

production, will begin Thursday,
October 8th. The production is

scheduled for November 18-21.

Tryouts are on Thursday, October

8. and Friday, October 9, at 7:30

p.m. Tryouts will also be held on

Tuesday. October 13, at 4:30, and
Wednesday. October 14. at 7:30

o.m. All tryouts will be in Bartlett

119. Other times can be arranged

by appointment with Vincent
Brann. Machmer 402.

The casting calls for black actors

as well as white actors. ...two men
and one woman in each case... plus

a guitar player

All University students are
welcome to try out. This is a
unique and powerful stage
documentary on the subject of the

black man's progress in the United
States, from the slave ships to

Little Rock. It was assembled by
Martin Duberman. a professor of

history at Princeton University,

and was widely acclaimed on
Broadwav and on tour.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

Spare Time Money
Are you interested in eorning between $30 - 60 per

week?

If you are active, aggressive, and want to learn how to

earn this money in your spare time, selling a truly dis-

tinctive line of products imported from Europe, contact

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, Whitmore 237, for informa-

tion, or send your resume to Parachem Corporation,

45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10020.

PANHELLENIC CALENDAR

OF SORORITY EVENTS

OCTOBER 5-8
Panhelknic Council invites all University women to Campus Sororities at any time.

For further information call

Jan 5-0162

SIGMA DELTA TAU

PI BETA PHI

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Monday 5th

Women's Lib

Tuesday 6th

Taffy Pull

Mystic Cult - (Speaker)

7:00 - 9:00

7:30

7:00

I ,AMBDA DELTA PHI

Wednesday 7th

"The Beautiful People" cosmetic night 7:30

Thursday 8th

TRI SIGMA Barbecue

SIGMA DELTA TAU Italian Night

PIBETAPHI Spirit Night

ALPHA CHI OMEGA Guest Speaker

5:30

5:00- 8:00

7:30

6:30 8:00

Students Face Huge Scholarship Squeeze
Every few months I receive a

press release proclaiming
Millions in Scholarships Go

Begging." The releases are sent

by computer scholarship search
firms which match students
needs, interests and qualifications

against huge banks of details on
scholarships actually available
today.

Sure, I know that there are a lot

of specialized scholarships
knocking around, for would-be
vegetable growers future rodeo
ropers, pottery majors and
prospective missionaries.

But I will quarrel with the cruel

implication, made at regular in-

tervals, that huge sums of

scholarship money are being
wasted because students and
parents simply don't know where
to find such funds. It just isn't true.

The 7,500.000 students who have
just returned to college this month
are up against the biggest
scholarship squeeze in our history.

Large numbers of families are
being forced to deplete emergency
rainy day funds - or take out bank
loans at brutally high interest

rates. In fact, there's evidence
that a significant number of

students just didn't make it to

college this fall - for lack of

scholarship funds.

Here are the facts on scholar-
ships today:

According to the American
Legion which publishes an ex-

cellent annual guide to student
financial aid entitled "Need A
lift?" more than $2 billion in

scholarships, loans and job sub-

sidies for college students is now-

available. Nevertheless, a big part
of the growth in financial
assistance for college students in

recent years reflects the growth of

publicly-subsidized loan programs
- not outright grants to students.

Also, federal funds of all kinds to

assist college students, which were
counted in the millions only a

decade or so ago. now are counted
in the billions. But, most federal

funds are going today into low-cost
subsidized loans and work-study
grants, rather than into straight
scholarships.

The key federal scholarship
source is the Educational Op-
portunity Grant program, and
through this program some 290.000
students are getting a total of $1(55

million a year in grants of $200 to

$1,000 each. This program,
however, is stirctly for (hose in the

very lowest income brackets. And
the average grant is only $550 - (KM)

a year.

Similarly, the t'.S. office of

Education calculates, college
students are now being awarded
more than $130 million of

scholarships by the colleges
themselves. But the average
scholarship now being awarded is

only about $400 a sum which
barely touches real life financial

needs.

Strike Damage Listed At $12,780
Last spring's student strike

tollowing the U.S. invasion of

Cambodia cost about $12,780 in

articles missing or extensively

damaged at the Student Union
Building, Walter Grinnan, student

union manager has estimated.

Grinnan said the loss will be
made up by appropriations from
the Student Senate or from student
lees.

replacement cost is expected to

exceed the original figure given.

Grinnan went on to say that a
remaining loss of $43,600 should
also be considered, representing a
loss of anticipated revenue of

$26,000 in bookstore sales and also
a loss of $3,400 because of early
closing of the reception room.

However, one university official

The actual cost of the items said this is subject to speculation,

which must be replaced or Actual items missing after the

repaired was $10,890. but occupation of the building were

audio-visual aids and an American
flag and accessories. Damage
included knife slashes in couches,

and damage to walls where posters

were ripped off, tearing the
wallpaper or damaging the paint.

"Some damage and theft which
occurred during the strike was not

done by striking students but by

young people from surrounding
communities.'' Grinnan said

PHI NU DELTA IS STEREOTYPED

We all believe in the same things

Brotherhood and Individuality

COME AND MEET THE MEN
WHO MAKE IT WORK

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6 AT 9:00 P.M.

For rides call 5-2163 Fraternity Park

BLACK STUDENTS

!

Would you like to help your Fellow Black Brothers

Avoid the DRAFT?
If so learn Draft Counseling

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 13, 20 - 7-11 P.M.

C.C. Rm. 175

2.50 for materials — scholarships available

Contact Draft Counseling Service

418E Student Union 5-2661

W.B.

And the story is the same for

'•low-cost" college loans, in case
you think that huge pools of sub-

sidized loan funds are "going
begging." too. The average
amount of this type of loan is only
about $1,000.

And. the average federal work-
study grant is only a little more
than $400. The average low cost

loan for low income students under
the National Defense Education
Act is only $429

Yes. record sums of college

scholarship and loan money are

available to record numbers ol

students today. But college costs
are climbing at a far more rapid
rate than the available amounts ot

financial aid and the competition
for this money has never been
tougher.

Scholarships are at least as hard
to get today as they were in the
past And what's more, all

evidence indicates that scholar
ships now pay for a smaller share
of today's soaring college costs

than they did a decade ago.

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL DRIVERS

• LOWEST, LEGAL RATES

— BUDGET PAYMENTS -

Tekoa Insurance Agency

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Wcstfidd
562 3604
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ASTIdNoMY CLUB
MctAing Wednesday, Oct -th 8:00 p.m.

Hmiin I H ll;ist)ii)iick l.ab Organization of

nrv. programs and discussion ol opt-n house
liida> fJd "-th at Amherst < ibservatorv
New memben welcome

( K()

Alt) one interested in a project on nuclear

pollution .iiiii power plants, call Mane 546

( oMl'i IKK SCIENCE
The state of the Art and Science of

Computing in Russia and Japan by Dr
ImaongLee, EBE-112.7:30p m on Oct. 6th

VOUNG REPUBLICANS
Meeting Tuesday night at I ;») p.m. in

itoum 174 Campus tenter.

COMPUTES CLUB
Meeting on Oct 6th at 7 ;i0 pm Kng

Kasl K(M>m 114. talk on Computer
Technology in Russia and Japan."
Everyone is welcome New members may
join at this time Membership not a

prerequisite to attendance

COUNSELING CENTER
The Counseling Center offers students

opportunities to participate in sensitivity

groups directed by the counseling center
staff Interested students should sign up
243 W'hitmore.

DELTA CHI
Smoker at Delta Chi "see how

brotherhood and individuality combine"
314 Lincoln Avenue Call 5-0156 or 5-0195 for

information and transportation.

DRAFT COUNSELING SERVICES
Draft counseling training Tues Oct 6th

7 p in Campus Center 175 Contact Draft

Counseling Services, 4inK student Union,
M&-3EM1 before 4 p ra Ttaadaj

HKVMAKKRS SQUARE DAM K CLUB
The regular square dance and hegtninin

classes will be held in the Campus Center
Aud.. Tuesday, Oet 6th

HOMECOMING
Applications for Homecoming Queen

ma> he picked up at the RSt) Office in the

Campus Center

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE
Mandatory meeting for organizations

wishing to enter a tloat ONLY' opportunity

to pick up applications Tuesday. Oct 6th

7 to p m Room 165 Campus Center

HOMECOMING PI BLICITY COM
MITTEE
There will be a meeting for the Publicity

Committee on Tues . Oct 6th at H (H) in

room B04-8O8 Campus (enter Everyone is

asked to attend.

IMERVAKSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Stained glass conversation will be held

Monday through Friday, 4:30 - 5:00 in the
Nantucket Room. Student Union Come
with a friend and a desire to talk with
others

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
"Sunday Party. Oct 6th Tuesday at

7:00 Casual dress See vou there

Notices
MARouN KEYS
Maroon Keys meeting. Tues 0M 6th at

6 30 p m Room 801 Campus Center
Mandators attendance required.

NAIADS
It is mandatory that you attend all

practices If unable please not ifv me
Linda W713

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS II

NEWMAN CLUB
Movie Jail h.e\s Made Mere a com

mentary on society and discussion led by
Sr Elizabeth ohksaia

.
s p Tuesday. Oct

6th at 7 to Newman Center Social Lounge

WEIGHT PROBI.KM
Are you between the ages oi 17 ami

have aaovereating problem, and would like

to participate in a lun program designated
to help you with it call Pam Hajjar at 545-

(W43 on Kit Irom 1 2L30 p.m. and on
Monday. Irom 2 ;«i 4 00 pin

PRE AND PARA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Dr Eugene Piedmont, u medical

sociologist will present "Social Change in

Medicine All medical affiliated students
should attend Thursday. Oct 8th . 8 pm
Commonwealth rRoom. Student Union

READING STUDY CENTER
Registration lor I week course in

Reading Study Improvement" Oct 6th..

6 45 Room 163 Campus Center Class
meetings Tuesday. Thursday at 6:45 8:15.
No credit

!USCC NEEDS YOU

!

WORK WITH

the Media, the Administration, or the State Legislature

ONLY YOU CAN MAKE UMASS

A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE

Join the university and state communications council

Tuesday, October 6, 7:00 P.M. in the Colonial Lounge

PI BETA PHI
Do you have ESP? Come and find out al

Pi Beta PM, M North Pleasant St , 7 00 to

8 to p in . Oct 6th All women welcome'

CLASS Of '72

Exec Council applications are now
available in front of R.S.O Office Must be
in by Thursday. Oct Hth . | p m '

CEQ

Speaker's project workshop tonight at 7
pm in Campus Center 171 lor all those who
arc interested In the < 'KO. lecture program

MPG
Kirst meet ingot secret MPG tomorrow at

7 pm in Campus Center 177 Make sure
you're not followed

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
Hockey cheerleaders will meet in the

Campus Center Auditorium tonight from
4 30 to 6:30.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha

Yoga, breathing, and chanting and
meditation in Campus Center 904-908 frc.i

(l to 7:00 p m tonight Please bring a
towel, loose fitting clothes and an empty
stomach

COLLEGIATE KI-YING CLUB
Meeting Wednesday in Campus Center

162 at 7:30 p.m Al Duncan, control tower
operator will show movie and answer
questions

SCROLLS
Meeting 6 >15 today in Campus Center 165

Please bring candy money

MASSASOIT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
Organizational meeting to be held at 155

Summer St., No. Amherst apt 56 on Friday
at 8 p m

MINUTES AWAY VIA iB/Jl TO »T S

.BEDSTONES

@£*~</k4
RIVEBDAIE RO W SFf-LP

ACRES
& ACRES

FREE
PARKING

K
JOE

Mon.-Krl. 2-7:3o-!)M»

Vat. a Sun. MMff
B:3*-7:38-9:4#

2 DARLING LILI

WIDE
SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

3
GROUP
RATES

Mon.-Fri. 2-7:2a-9:50

<«t. A Sun. 2-4:30

7:te-»:!M

CATCH-22 k

M«n.-rri. gajgaans
Set. a Sea.

*-4:3i-7:«*.»:5a-T—

CALL 413-733-5131

PANTHER DEFENSE COMMITTEE
The Panther Defense Committee is

having aa span meeting Thursday at 7.30
pm in the Dukes Room in the Student

Union

NES
Coordinating committee meeting

scheduled for Tuesday evening has been
postponed See tomorrow's notices for new
lime

ANQEL PLIGHT
Don't forget tonight's meeting in 210

Dickinson Kv.ec Board will meet at 6:30
and a general meeting will be at 7 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Kind out how students have solved

everyda) problems using Christian
Science Everyone is invited to come to our
Campus Center 911 915 Business meeting
afterwards

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Tuesday m JQA lobby at 5 p m

Meeting to lollow at 6 pm. in Berkshin
Clubroom

I'AIK PLAY IN THE MIDEAST
The Committee will have its first

organisational meeting in Campus Center
174 tonight at 8 pm

TEACHER EVALUATION
People are needed for University-wide

Teacher Kvaluation and publication of
booklet Meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Campus Center 805.

SPANISH CLUB
We will meet for dinner in Hampshire

Commons from 5 to 6 pm. tonight

TAC EPSILON PHI
Open House school getting on your

nerves'' Take a break tomorrow nite at
TEP's open house, from 8:30 on

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS
Anyone who would like to rap about

Krishna Consciousness please contact Lee
Roth in 204 Cance. 6-5024

If you were here as an un-

dergraduate both semes-

ters last year and don't

have your INDEX yet,

you can pick it up MON-

DAY thru FRIDAY, 9

o'clock to 5 in the INDEX

OFFICE.

TEACHER — Noun, one that teaches or instructs ESP; one whose occupation is to instruct.

EVALUATION — Noun, the act or result of evaluating; judgement appraisal, rating, interpretation.

Teacher Evaluation Meeting

Tonight at 7:30, in Rooms 805-809

Campus Center

(If you want it, come.)

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

PEACE DOG TAOS — military
•trie, one the Dot* of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 24 loch
chain, fl.ao. PO Box 491, Holroke,

•1040. tfl0-8

Srinsul 2000 Stereo Toner Amp.
Call 084-25CT, tflO-8

Koberts 770X Tape Recorder-phono
output*. Praktira FX3 35mm camera
M /Teesar lens, Alpex lirht, ICS
electronic flanh. Head competition
hIii lorn »U« 210 cm. Call 549-9741.

tflO-6

! Guitar* — rne Eko model III,
hteel string MS. Ala© Yamaha TO-
.1*0 folk guita* w/case, an incredible
ba* nt $100. Call Jim at 6-9169 any-
time. tflO-g

For anle — CB450 <K3) llondfi
1!)70 7000 mi., front disc brake,
Kixiil reliable transportation. E\.
ciki. Call 6W-3»7g. tflO-7

Hubert* 770XSS Tape Recorder, ft*
*ear old. perfect condition, beat of-
fer, rait Gi:. 000.") or 510-1015. Ask
fur Harold Mlnwon. tflO-7

Must aril 100" 2-|>iece sectional
i micli, rriliner, club chair, tables,

limps, draperies, rue {V x 12'; all

In excellent conditon. Call 413-7.7-
. .jiTt: after 4:00 p.m. tflO-9

llnb> Una Constrietor. Call 005-307?
— very friendly pet. tflO-7

~ | 'lYfl Honda M.i>0~6350. Call danet
v*i-:7t»o. xsn. ifio-i3

4ii-inth electric ranee, good con-
dition. $25. Telephone 584-4773.

tflO-C

Mobile home 10 x 55 I>etroiter de-
luxe on lot in Orange, Mass. 21 easy
miles from Amherst. Price $3000.
< all 617-544-6036 anytime. tflO-12

M'liy spend more? If yon want toa first and save. Call 6-8985, ask
buy somethinr. bny It cheap! See
'«f Chief or Scott. 10-6-8-12-14

IO-riiom house, 6 bedrooms, Main
*t

. Sunderland. Ideal living for fa-
• ultv Mr Conrad Abbott 665-3*30.

tflO-8

llajr'a W Enitlish Bike, no rears
i out brake, new, saddle-hag-type bas-
!.'•« attached. Phone 1-527-9574 after

l> in 10-6

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Altec,
rlnhoe, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, f tab speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities,

tmherst Audio". tf!2-t3

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Senate Bas Driver Training Pro-

irriirn begins Mon.. Oct. 6th limit
first twenty applicants — sign np
outside STJ Boom 430. tfl0-6

117 TR4A-TR9 BRG needs minor
work but Will take this tat* consi-
deration of price. Jfa reas. offer r»-
fused. Can Al M9-6666 mo-6

BMW • 66 1800 aedan, mast aell.
name your price. 6-5421, ask for
I'hll. ttl*4

irx» Ford Galaxle V-8, black, PS*,
riilin and heater. Reliable trans-
IM.rtHtion. Call Mike 256-6620. tfl0-8

1970 r>8 famaro 4 speed 4:10 posi,
iim/fni radio, tinted glass, will con-
sider trade. Contact dim 6-6255.

tflO-9

1964 XW has, 20 thon. original
miles on engine, trans., front end
and brakes, body fair, asking $395.
Call Alan 584-4652. tflO-13

WANTED
Orma"ino7or""\ranted one night a

week. CaH 253-5455 after 6 p.m.
tflO-7

Women with unusual ideas for
<ensual experience with a desire to
pxrticipate in the btsarre. Call 546-
*m or 546-6526. tfl*-7

FOR EXCHANGE
Vacation rent-free anywhere, any-

time with another student, with apt.
»r without. Thousand opportunities.
Write: Stpertmeat-tn-LlTing, Box
783, Grant*. New Mode*. 87020 tflO-6

Will tutor French at all levels;
'ind will type In French or English
thesis papers etc. Call 549-0323.

tflO-6

Do you need a tutor for your
>|.«nish classes? If you are having
troulile in Hrst or second year 8pa-
'•i-li. call Mary Burich at 546-7440.

tflO-H

Mirations — pick up and delivery.
< 'ill 1-532-4792. tflO-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Attention girls: Have your own

room in apt. near campus 950/ mo.
unliable now I Call Sooty 253-5517.

tfta-7

ROOM FOR RENT

Wultresse 21 or over, Saturdays
It p.m. to 5 p.m. or 5 p.m. to I
• m., excellent tips, possibility ofmore hours. Call Aqua Vltae Bes-
'aiirunt 586-0300. tflO-7
Must take shorthand and type.Mork on Campus. Call 665-4035 be-

tween 6 a.m. and 11 p.m. Includ-
ing weekends. Dart-time loba. tflO-7

DRIVER TRAINING
Hardtop /or MGB — film any year,

rust $250, 1 year old, will sacrifice

I'LL.*
1**' C"n Tom owtUne at 253-

7.W0. m#^

PERSONAL
Female - room and or board avail-

able about one mile UMass within
one block of Five-College boa atop.
«»-2M». tflOjJ

HELP WANTED

•loe and Ralph Buck — your new
mores and values cramp your style
ind our enjoyment. ia#6

To Tea and the two midgets —
hare one hell of a birthday week
from a sole Virgo, go nuts. 10-s

SERVICES

.Amherst Audi/' oexrlee* stereo coro-
uonents, tape decks for home or ear,
"!»7 V: Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tru-c3

Ambitious couple who need more
Income. Unusual opportunity for rood
earnings for both. Works together,
imrt-time or full time. Car neceo-
«ury. Phone 1-413-774-2557 between
' - D B "»• tni-u
Kabysltter wanted

1

Wed. 8:40 .

;:T,
pre

If'*
b
'f

0B *—**» can 586-nu mn** « tflO-7

AUCTION
^at„ Oct. 10th, 10:30 am., Bobs

Barn, 5 miles east of Amherst, off
HI. 0, look for signs. Clothes dryer,
bureon*. sofas, rues, desk, chairs,
kitchen sets, odds and ends, etc. Call
W3-25B1. tfio-'i

OIT-BUFFALOED-In scenes

from I'.Mass'lU-n last period loss

to th State I'niversity of New York
at Buffalo, the Bulls' Mike Sharrow

(M in photo at left) awaits a pass

above the coverage of UMass'
Dennis Collins (43) and Joe
Sabulis, while suretackler Bill

Bush (24 in photo at right) brings

down Buffalo's Barney Woodward.
(MDC photos by (iary Slickman)

Quarterback Club

The fourth weekly UMass
Redmen Quarterback Club
Luncheon will be held at the

Newman Center on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 7. atl2:15p m, to

let out promptly at 1 : 15 p.m. A
film of the UMass-Buffalo
game will be shown with a

narration by UMass head
coach Vic Fusia. Also

featured will be the awards for

the offensive and defensive

players of the week, a scouting

report on Boston University

(the Redmen's next op-

ponent. door prize and a

raffle of choice game tickets.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW

«

Intramural

Grid Stats
Leading Rushers (on passer)

Fisichella <DildoughsM3
Woodcock 1BX1 - 13

Zajac (3 M'si - 11

Summer iPied Pipers) - 10

Guglietti (Seagrams) - 8

Nieves (Lemons) • 8

Jaroz (Panthers) - 8

Warner iKS) - 7

Meatball (Dildoughs) - 7

Leading Scorers

Brennan > Roadrunners ) - 60 pts.

Jordan (Smashers) 56 pts.

Brown < Redwoods > 49 pts

Whitten t Redwoods i • 48 pts.

Lewis (PSD) -48 pts

Rinkane iLubees- 44 pts

Stcverson 'Hflb'.v • 38 pts.

Dellaville (Tubes' - 37 pts.

Wilha Bulldozers i 36 pts

Petrdes iTEP) M pt

Leading Receivers

Dulaville (Tubes) - 22

Cunningham (PLP) - 21

D.-Cost (SPE) - 20

B:own i Redwood>' 19

halite iPied Pipers) - 19

Ru.kane (Lubeesi - lti

Sweaaay <Aces» M
!>il)onato (Aces) 19

Allegrezza (Burners' 14

DeLuggan BX) 13

Roadrunners -209 pts.

Le;i-ling Dcfcathra Team:
Smashers Opts.

SPSD-Opts

Frosh Hoop
FROSH BASKKTB VLL-There

will be a team meeting of all fresh-

man basketball i mdidates tonight

at 7 in roj«M 2 of the lljniM
Mtiild"

H\t of the greatest bcieutisti to
mate the stage of world m«tor> were
• iso ustrolocers: Micolaus couernlcui,,
(•allien Uaulei, Xycho Kraue, Ju-
buuues Kejiler and Isauc >e\vtou.

O
AJUn ^larch ^1 • April ia> ; Hro-

codural change may be a. necessity.

What was taken lor grunted requires
a new look. p« i>erceiitive; detect
trends and cycles. Avoid extremes.
Obtain needed rest — and privacy.
TAURUS tApril 20 - May 20): Give

loKic equal time Willi emotions. UU >

stealer balance. Avoid outbursts
which call for later apologies. Degrew
a ootC c—UOl gun save money, Unto
and embarrassment. Act accorditmlj.

;i;.\HM (M.iy :a - June ^O); HuM
off on long-term commitment. (

w.tli expert. Play waiting game. .S*->-k

.lelay If pressed. Time to finish whit
is on current agenda.
CANCER (Juno 21 - July 22): N*nv

approach could solve employment di-

lemma. In personal area, you rru-t

make first step toward reconciliation.

Means give a little in order to receive.

Message will bo clear.

LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Avoid *x-

travasance. You cannot really buy
affection. It will bo given willingly,

enthusiastically. But you must open
yourself to the experience. Stop trying

to force issues.
VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sept. 22): Tou

may do in too much of a hurry to re-

vise and transform. Obtain hint from
Leo message. Check details. Be tho-
rough. Accent on how well £ou suc-
ceed in building a solid base.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Post
pone journey, if possible. Avoid writ-
ing letters In anger. Be diplomatic In

• leallnffs With neighbors, relatives. One
lose to you expresses frustration.
SCORPIO (Oct. J.'i - Nov. 21): Not

wise to mix money and friendship.

Key is to be a cool, calculating in-

\. tiitator. . You deserve more tlnn
promises. Make sure you aro not los-

ing led Into fool's paradise.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov ii - Dec. 21):

Some unusual demands are ma«t«\
overcome temptation to robot. This
is pot the lime. It Is appropriate for

you to perform duties, to add to BfOi-
tige. Co-operate in special project.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 10)

:

Aid comes from unorthodox sour--'-.

Be a willimr listener. Avoid broo.lin, .

Stop beratlni? yourself for past ml -

takes. The very next minute should
become the first minute of the rest Bf

your life.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. IS):

Some who mean well may he spend-
ing too much. Do some comparative
shopping. You deserve to get mon.v *

worth. Study Scorpio message. You
ran learn now by doing.
PISCES (Feb. 1!» - starch 20): Bom.

breaks In relationships are Indlcnd •)

Duties may conflict with personal de-

sires. Key Is to finish what you start
Those who are Impatient may be
kheorlM their true colors.

IP TODAY IS YOUR BIRTTIDW
ran tiaro sense of drnm.i Your VWfff
is compelling. Y..u appreciate htvarr.
)>enuty. Often you nre too araalltve
fur your own Riot, Yon nre RMtlliiim
to point where wise choice* will !••-

ptaaa reckless abandon.
Csprrtdit lOTO, Hon r.-i Porti

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Resort

4 ?7th Preside. >l

8 Lane

12 Equality

13 Bii'i

(. nlloq.)

14 Silkworm

15 Ventilate

16 Smallness in

nature

18 Instant

20 Youngsters

21 Brother ol Odin

22 Everyone

23 Egyptian

odd
27 Pedal died

29 Baker s product

30 Avoid

31 Bone

32 Obstruct

33 Fish eRRs

34 Babylonian

deity

35 Work at ana l

trade

37 Male

38 Swiss river

39 Anon

40 Head rear
4 1 Conjunction

42 I ubrkahr.
44 Go in

47 Aareem
51 -Southwestern

Indian

52 Mil

instrument

53 Cleanioe

subst

54 Measure ol

soji

55 Fruit si •

56 Remain
57 Goal

DOWN

1 Qu

2Coupie

3 Come on the

scene
4-Drmk

i vily

6 Condition

7 Sum

26
27

'itlul

II is (contr )

Possesses
Cyprinoid

fish

Symbol lor

cerium
Goal

A continent

(abbr )

Mental

-
' 1 T A T c o T

A
B
e

RINj r|a 1 A P A

aJ|
1

t]at a N o^M A L

1 c 9lE E

Lt]h e mB L'A a a U|R

a eF
RIP

OlAjBSiNiAl
u '1 s|e CINTpiAjSl
It

rR A,

NlElE
SiPR yIp'a m san a EMlPO £

LA T TE RP aHtbt E

A M v
R

9 O N s||a d 1

T|B 1

e N
GjA |h e a om

image
Scorch
Covers

28 City m Norway
29 D r

30 Vast a^e
32 Signifies

33 Knock 43 Prefnc not

36 Maiden loved by 44 Discover

Zeus 45 Short |acket

37 Pei son supposed 46 Tear

tohnriRgood 47 Policeman

luck (slang)

38 Ct> 48 Japanese sash

40 Genera 49-Negattva
-11 Indelinite article 50 Chinese pagoda

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 § k 9 10

11? w 13 u

15

8nf

16 17

18 19 38* mm
•:•:•::' 21 xo" ;::•; 23

,-:
24 25 26

27 28

"iYi

29 .;.'. 30

31
'.v.

32
*-"k

33

35 36
. . .

::
-. .. 38

39 40
['»'«'.

41

. , laaCo. aaVLJ

[•''
4? 43 '.'v. 44 45 46

47 48 49 50 885 si

;;;

52 ::: 53
::: fe

:54

55 56 w 7

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Agressive Booters Blank Boston College, 3-0

by EDWARD DOHERTY
Stall Reporter

CHESTNUT HILL - For the third

\ear in a row the UMass soccer

team shutout the Boston College

Eagles Friday, by a three-goal

margin here at BC's soccer field,

which is a dirt patch a little larger

than the floor of the Cage but with

many rocks and less grass.

The agressive Redmen took the

entire first period to adjust to the

unusual field as both teams were

held scoreless. It wasn't until Rick

Matuszczak and Lindo Alves

teamed up about three minutes

into the second quarter that the

Redmen went ahead. For Alves it

was his third goal of the season, a

hard-earned head ball that

paralyzed the BC goalkeeper.

Less than two minutes later the

Redmen headed for BC territory

again. This time Alves got his

fourth goal of the young season

unassisted to make it 2-0.

The Eagle defense then

tightened up and it took a fine

effort by senior Dave Piccus and
sophomore Jeff Hague for the third

goal as Hague chipped into the

penalty area when Duane Brown
settled the ball and drilled the final

I 'Mass score past the frustrated

BC goalie.

In view of the fact that the hosts

played a defensive game, con-

centrating on stopping UMass
rather than mounting a drive, and
that the field was in such sad

shape, the three-goal performance

bv UMass can be considered

lailg (Mkgtan

SfuvtU
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adequate. The perfect netminding
of Bill Leery can be considered an
added plus.

( dice again all players who made
the trip, saw considerable action.

The Redman backup forward line

of Peter Broell. Bob Curtin and Bill

Davidson consistently pursued the

dragging Boston College fullbacks
late in the game, while Tony
Nunziante, Paul Gibavic, Scott

Nickerson and Vin Grandonico
completely dominated the midfield
play when they were in the game.

But the depth of the Redmen can

not be better illustrated than by the

fact that starters Larry DeFelice,

Brown and Alves could be alter-

nated or rested with a choice of

three outstanding forwards to

substitute. Marc Cantor. Abdu
Thrnya or Gus Penon.
This week the booters are

preparing for a big Yankee Con-

ference game with always tough

Connecticut. Two ailing fullbacks,

Paul Slack and Dick McCarron,
are expected to rejoin the team in

the near future, possibly for the

I Conn game. When they do, the

depth and experience of the

fullback line will become one of the

ft; »

JOE CERNIAW8KI
major assets of the team.
With juniors Slack, McCarron,

Gary Hart and Joe Cerniawski,

veteran Dan Howie and
sophomores Dave Ouellette and
Todd Buck, the Redmen have a
rank as a serious threat to Ver-

mont's Yankee Conference Crown.

PAW. SLACK
Coach Broaca and captains

- Augie Calheno and Matuszczak are
preparing the team for the rest of

their tough schedule which finds

Trinity here a week from Wed-
nesday and then a UMass invasion
of Rhode Island October 17.

Intramurals - Last Night And Tonight
FOOTBALL
Redwoods 43, Hilo's

Bruins 32. Eagles
Hemlocks 16, Maroons 8

Civil Kng 13. Burners 12

Conglos 30, Bodies 6

Gotchas 30. Crestview

Oxford 12, Hacks 8

Cult 26. Lifers 6

Team 27, Dildoughs 18

Senators 24. TerrorsO
"<"' (rushers 21. Cans 15

Panthers 20, Bulldozers 6

Seagrams WBF Academics
Lions 12. Spartans 6
Colt 45's 34, Comanches 18

Flaming as 25, Aces 20

Pines 48. Trojans 6

Bears 24. Oaks 6

TUG-OtWAR
Bulldogs 2, Tubes
:i Ms Z. Browns o

Oildoughs 2 BX
oxfords WBF Gak

KS t, BKP ii

PSD 2. TEP
BX 2. DX
Seagrams 2. Cougars
Terrors-Academics double forfeit

Pipers WBF Dogs
Redwoods 2. Maroons
LCA WBF APO
PMD 2 SPE
PSK SAE Double forfeit

FOOTBALL
FIE1.1 timk TEAMS

1 6:30 Smashers vs Lubees

1

2

I

1

T>

B in

6:30

6 «)

6:30

6 30

7:30

7:30

7:31

7 M
7 .30

; in

8.30

8 .30

8 30

8:30

8 30

8 .10

Gregorians vs Outhouse T
Elephants vs. Bucks
Freaks vs Bulldogs

Colonels vs. Duchies
Deacons vs. 3 Ms

LCA vs. ZN
PSK vs SAM
SAE vs APO
PLP vs SPE
TEP VS. DC
TC vs rtKP

Broncos vs. Pipers

Murgatroyds vs. Barracudas
Nurds vs Brigade
Browns vs Turtles

Puckers vs Heroes
Gypsies vs. Lil Fellas

sP0/?tS ShorT'Es
AP

BALTIMORE (AP) - THE
STREAKING BALTIMORE
ORIOLES charged into the 1970

World Series yesterday, riding the

seven-hit pitching of Jim Plamer to

an easy 6-1 victory over Minnesota
to complete a three game sweep of

the Twins in the American League
championship playoff series.

CINCINNATI (AP) THE
CINCINNATI REDS clinched their

hrst National League pennant

since 1961 yesterday, completing a

three game playoff sweep by
defeating Pittsburgh 3-2 on Bobby
Tolan's two out, two strike single

in the eighth inning.

The victory sends the Reds into

the World Series beginning here

Saturday against the Baltimore
Orioles, who won the American
League pennant with a similar

sweep of the Minnesota Twins.

Winning Season For Redmen Is Just Around The Corner
.„..., n,,i mil? a# i.i «__ .i * .nnn,»l Kut ill,. Wiwimnn horn Oio Giinorinr v. 1 'horliil j>rl aflor Iho civ inct fhaf Iho rtffoncivo

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

UMass' football team is a good

one and will turn out to be a win-

ning one very soon. After losing to

the State University of New York

at Buffalo, 16-13, the Redmen's
record has dipped to 1-2. But the

Redmen have showed gradual

improvement from week to week
and continued improvement in the

future can be expected.

On the surface this just does not

seem to be true because UMass
won its first game, 28-0, over

Maine, lost its second game, 27-0 to

Dartmouth and now has dropped

its third game for a sub .500

average of 1-2.

But a closer look at the first three

games that have produced this 1-2

record reveals an improving
Redman team.

The shutout victory over Maine
was just not that great. The
defense played well sure, but the

offense sputtered often and, of

course, the Black Bears aren't

what they used to be.

Inn the Dartmouth tilt, the

defense really grew in prowess,

although the 27 points rung up by

the Indians would lead one to think

otherwise. Read into the play-by-

play of this affair and it is found

that the first two touchdowns of the

game were scored against the

Redman offense and that, in fact,

the defense performed mightily.

letting in the fourth quarter

partly cause an inconsistent

UMass offense placed a heavy

burden on its shoulders.

And the Buffalo game? The

offense showed more spark and the

defense was excellent The
Redmen lost the contest but, very

likely, it will be the last UMass
down for weeks to come.

The basis for this observation

results from peeking ahead at the

next six Saturdays of Redman
football

Next weekend, I Mass hosts

Boston University and the Terriers

are not as great as last year's BC
quad. I team the Redmen

'i 14-9 in 1969 at a time when
,. club held a 1-2 mark.

identical to the present record.

Last fall UMass defeated Maine

easily in the first tilt, then lost

successive encounters to Buffalo

and Delaware, before upsetting

BU. This fall, a 1-2 Redman squad

goes against a 1-2 Terrier squad

and the former should prevail at

home.
After that tussle. UMass will

face Rhode Island away, Con-

necticut at home, Vermont away,

Holy Cross away and New Hamp-
shire at home in five consecutive

Saturdays. URI is more spirited

under new head coach Jack

Gregory than it has been in years

but the Redmen have the superior

talent to take the Ram.
The UConn tilt should be really

something. The talent-laden

Huskies are UMass' major threat

to another Yankee Conference

title, but the Redmen will be home
and. with the personnel to match
UConn's best team in years, can

win this big one.

Vermont presents no large

problem; Holy Cross is away but

the Crusaders are tailspinning and,

although it gave UConn a tough
time this past weekend. New
Hampshire is in a class with

Vermont.
UMass does have one more game

scheduled after the six just

mentioned and that one is home
and that one is against Boston
College. The Eagles have the best

quality around and presently
appear to have no peer in New
England circles.

But, forgetting BC, the Redmen
have the talent and the defense to

play on a par or above each of the

remaining teams on their

schedule. Of course, certain pieces

have to fall into the right places;

the biggest for instance: UMass'
offense which has to develop much
more consistency, and that seems
to be the main problem area.
Areview of the attack reveals

that the offensive line is a strong

one, although it was badly hurt by

the banishment of star guard

Pierre Marchando. Persons like

Bob Pena, Bob Donlin, Dick

Donlin, Dave Levine and Ron

Marino have grouped together and

have made the line a solid unit.

The ground game is very good
also with long-yardage man Pat
Scavone running well on sweeps,

while fullbacks Dick Cummings
and Dick Heavey nose their way
through the middle of enemy
defenses.

All of which brings one to the

passing attack. Like the offensive

line, the air corps was crippled in

pre-season by the shelving of a star

potential pro receiver, Nick
McGarry. However, despite the

loss of the big end, quarterback

Ken Hughes has still completed 23

of his 44 passes so far, better than

50 per cent.

But passing has been a Redman
down. Every UMass TD but one
has been scored on the ground. Its

not that the Redmen need better

passing; they need more passing.

Forty-four passes in three games
by a starting QB is not enough.

Hughes' clutch end has been John
Hulecki although split end Bob
Cabrelli made a couple of big

catches at Buffalo. Scavone is also
a very dangerous receiver out of

the backfield, so the receiving

corps can improve.
Hughes really needs to release

the ball more often for he has been
dumped by the defense on oc-

casions when he had the proper
time to throw the pigskin but had
lost his receivers.

If this wrinkle can be ironed out.

a more balanced Redman offense
should be able to move the football

more fluently which will allow the

UMass defense to get some needed
rest during the action, which will

mean that UMass will win its share
of football games.

MASS OF I MASS - In action from Saturday's I Mass-Buffalo football game, the Hednuin

defease stacks up punt returner Tom Elliott < M> as soon as he nets the ball. I he I Mass defease

hits catse through all season hut an inconsistent offense has paves to be the Redman's MggCSf

weakness and been the main l.ictor in I Mass' two losses. I MIX' photo by (iary Sliekman I
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"Selling Of A Priest"

Explained Last Night
Details, page three

New Senate Elected Tomorrow
See page eight

UM Prexy On Environment
See page two

rOctober, 1969 October, 19701

SPROUTING FROM THE MUD in front of South College, the

University Library grows toward its eventual 28 story height. The
foundation for the building was laid a year ago this month, and eight

floors have been added in the last 12 months. The building's

scheduled target date is hall 1973. (MDU photos by Steve Schmidt
and \l MeArdle).
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I'M President Robert C. Wood ( MDC Photo by Ed lenwicK)

Wood Calls Environment
Major Political Issue

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

UMass President Robert Wood spoke last night on the urban aspects of

environmental problems, in the first of a series of "Views on the En-
vironment" lectures in S.B.A. before 150 persons.

Dr. Wood noted a Playboy poll

which had placed environmental
problems second among the
readers" list of priorities -behind

the Indochina War. and tied with
racial problems. "If the Vice
President can quote it. I can," he
observed.

The body of his lecture was
devoted to listing some problems
which will rome with increasing

population, especially concerned
with patterns ot settlement, and to

proposing a few tentative
solutions

our cities lace spiralling

property costs, which make it

progressively more difficult to

build low-cost housing, and in-

creasingly unacceptable migration
patterns, he said. The cities will

gel larger as time goes on. and
mure impossible to live in.

Dr. Wood proposed a carrot-and-

stick policy on the part of the

federal government-subsidy, on
one hand, to encourage desired
building, and more restrictions, to

help control industry.'

He noted Australia's incentives

to full use of property through
increased taxation of undeveloped
land, which is in contrast with our
urban tax systems, which en-

courage the use of land for, e.g.,

parking lots

Asked by a member of the

audience whether or not he was
proposing a form of socialism. Dr.

Wood agreed. He indicated that

"socialism" is a loaded term: he
did not wish to call his plans of

action by that name, whatever
they might come down to in

practice.

what do you call a concrete coffee shop?

or —
would you like $10 in the Coffee Shop?

if you do — enter the

AWFUL WAFFLE NAME THE WAFFLE's COFFEE SHOP

the winner will be announced at the

WAFFLE SMORGASBORD

oct. 14, 7-1 1 p m.

concrete WAFFLE (campus center)

coffee shop

I think the coffee shop should be colled

coffee shop.

name

address

tel

entries should be deposited in the box at the scheduling

desk (2nd level, CO before 5 p.m., oct. 13.

WAFFLE LUCK!
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OM.c. of th. DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on th> socond floor of th.

Student Union on tho University campus . zip cod* 01002. Phono*
or* 545-2550 (m.>), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (*d,tor).

Socond -doss postag* poid ot Amhorst, tho DAILY COLLEGIAN
publish** fiv* firms w**kly Monday through Friday during th* aca-
demic or *mc*pt during vocation and •xom periods, thr** or four
tunas i «••< following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

fall* wi».nn * week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of th*

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of Jun* 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotas ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

B.C. To Stop ROTC Program
After Current School Year

Special to the MDC
Boston College will sever its ties with the Army

Reserve Officers Training Corps ( ROTC) at the end of

the current academic year, the Rev. W. Seavey
Joyce, SJ announced Monday, after the University

Academic Senate had voted for its end on campus and
student participation.

UMass is presently re-negotiating its contract with

both the Army and the Air Force.

Student involvement in the program, Fr. Joyce said,

has been dropping in recent years. Total un-

dergraduate enrollment at Boston College is about

6,000, but there are only 106 students involved in the

ROTC program.

Speaking for thejjoard of directors, Fr. Joyce said:

'IT IS THE BOARD'S judgment that the severance
of ties with ROTC is the best course for the university

at this time."

But the board made a proposal, unique in this area,

according to Army officials, that an off-campus ROTC
program be established by the Army.

Lt. Col. Frank Schofield, who heads the program at

BC. said he had never heard of such a suggestion from
other universities where ROTC programs have been
cancelled.

"TO MY KNOWLEDGE, the Army has no plans to

establish an off-campus facility," Lt. Col. Schofield

said.

On May 6, the University Academic Senate voted 25-

15 to end ROTC presence on campus, reversing a vote
five months earlier, that supported retention by a 54-4

margin.

The May 6 vote came the day after a student rally

after which some students stormed ROTC

headquarters in Roberts Center. Students reactions

at that time centered on a tuition hike, later modified,

and the Cambodian invasion, according to Col.

Schofield. Students had launched a strike on the

tuition issue earlier.

"IN ADDITION to its consideration of the vote of the

University Academic based on the result of hearings

recently held on campus between the board and
concerned representatives," Fr. Joyce's statement

said.

"The decision also reflects the board's judgment
that the interest of the Army and the students in-

terested in the Reserve Officers program would best

be served by training programs held in locations other

than the college campus." the announcement from Fr.

Joyce said.

Two freshmen, five sophomores, with the rest

juniors and seniors, hold the scholarships, he said.

These will continue if the student is aDie to transfer to

another college where the ROTC program is

operating.

He said that the letter he had received from FY.

Joyce regarding the severance of association with the

ROTC, stated that Boston College will pick up the

tuition costs for those holding the ROTC scholarships,

but will not underwrite fees and books or the $50
monthly allowance.

The ROTC staff at BC which occupies office space in

Roberts Center and classrooms in Carney Hall, in-

cludes five officers, two enlisted men and one civilian

employe. Col. Schofield said.

The University Academic Senate is composed of 28

faculty members and 14 students, with 14 other
university persons serving ex officio.

Sessions Begin In Two Weeks

Counseling Center Directs

Campus Sensitivity Group
B\ ANNE STADNICKI
Staff Reporter

"Where am I going

And what will I find

What's in this gran bag

I call m\ mind?"

Sensitivity groups under the

direction of the University
Counseling Office are attempting
to find the answers to these and
other questions troubling the
UMass student body this semester,
spokesmen for the office say.

A sensitivity group is a
microcosm of society where people
look at themselves and their en-
vironment and learn about their

here-and-now affects on others.

Each group is made up of eight to

twelve members, both male and
female, and a pair of co-trainers.

. Meetings are held once a week in

the late afternoon or evening for

about two hours
The group itself determines its

goals and what it wants to do.

Sensitivity is a personal ex-
periment for selfgrowth and
education. The trainers are
merely the means to an end. They
are present only to suggest
methods of approaching the
group's goals.

The Counseling Office became
nvolved in sensitivity three years
igo when the idea of such groups
*as a new concept.

Mental Health at the University
initiated group therapy for
students with proh'ems and the

Counseling Office at the same time
arranged meetings for people that

were just curious to know them-

selves better.

Two major reasons for the

Counseling Office's involvement
with sensitivity groups are to

assure that qualified co-trainers

are present at encounters and to

attempt some sort of evaluation of

group results to aid other groups.
Trainers in this program have

background in psychology. They
are all experienced and competent,
many have been to NTL (National
Training Lab) where they act as
apprentices in sensitivity groups,
learning to guide as they learn
about themselves.

"A trainer has an ethical
responsibility for other people"
said Eleanor Bossi, three year
veteran counselor at the office.

She is a UMaass graduate, and,
along with Fran Kelly, psychology
intern, will work as trainor in

addition to organizing the groups.
Kelly emphasizes the merit of an

evaluation of the encounters He
says: "So far we have only the
general impressions from a few of
the participants. We need to know
more of the results to understand
how these groups help people."
Of the benefits of the group

experience it was said that "the
sensitivity group shows people how
good they are and how they can
develop themselves."
Popular opinion concerning

sensitivity groups has frightened
away many people, the co-workers
agreed, there are no "hot-seat"
attacks, they said. No individual

will be torn apart at these
meetings.

Later in the semester several
marathons will be offered ac-

cording to Kelly. They are sen-

sitivity workshops meeting for
ten or twelve hours. They serve as
a sort of climax to the shorter
group participations.

Sensitivity groups are not
psychotherapy. These offered by
the Counseling Office are not in

conjunction with the School of

Education or the Psychology
Department. There is no cost

Very few groups outside the

University offer such opportunity
for personal growtn and
revelation.

Prompt sign-up in the Counseling
Office, 243 Whitmore, is advised
since sessions begin the week of
October 19th.

There Will Be

No Collegian

Mon. Oct. 12

I already have my

Index — do you?
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The Jesuit vs. The Republican

Drinan Outlines Campaign Issues For Students
in mi'ii.Miii r iiaywmy ^^By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst News Editor

"The 3rd Massachusetts Congressional district has a limited choice this year; a Jesuit or a
Republican.

"

That's the way Father Robert Drinan described his candidacy last night in a crowded Thompson
Hall. He called it the "selling of a priest'"

Drinan, presently Dean of the

Boston College Law School, told

the UMass audience, that the

"Drinan campaign" and Sep-
tember 15 Democratic primary
victory were "un-precedented in

Massachusetts, possibly in the

states." The campaign he spoke of

had mustered approximately 3500

volunteers in an impressive
combination of "door to door

personal contact" and computer
campaigning.

Arriving late from a "cocktail

party", Fr. Drinan flashed a peace
sign and began an address which
covered everything from abortion

to Israel Drinan outlined his three

major concerns: the Vietnam
war; domestic issues; and a

"fundamental reordering" of life

in the Unitd States. He was par-

ticularly adament on
Congressional reform, which had
recently been defeated by
Congress Drinan characterized

the present system of seniority in

Congress as its "cancer."

During rhe question and answer
period following ins speech, Drinan

clarified his views on the following

topics:

PowerintheU.S. "The president
and the pentagon control the

country." He spoke strongly
against the spending of

1200,000,000.08 per day on war and
defense.

October 31st peace demon-
strations" I will not participate

October 31." Drinan expressed the

view that demonstrations hadn't

produced the necessary results.

Hatfield-McGovern-"Its the only

legislative option available and

even it can't be passed."

Abortion- it is an illusion" to

think that repealing the abotion

laws will be a "panacea" Drinan

stated that he "personally" felt

that "a healthy woman taking the

life of a healthy fetus was im-

moral".

War-"War.. .is obsolete." He
urged a "war against war" and
argued that unless a war can meet
the "test of proportionality; the

good achieved must out Weigh the

evil," war has no place in the

Nuclear age.

Middle-East-"We should keep
the balance of terror" by replacing

Israeli jet losses. He emphasized
that this was by no means a

solution and that the only solution

to the conflicts lay within

negotiated "settlements of dif-

ferences between Israel and the

Arabs." Drinan cited the U.S.

failure to act properly in the

Middle east over the last twenty

years and that now the U.S. can
only help "facilitate" a settlement.

Drinan was sponsored by the

regional branch of Movement for a

New Congress partially in an effort

to recruit students for the
Movement. Drinan was introduced

by Ted Lawrence regional MNC
director, who spoke about forming

a UMass chapter to support peace
candidates in the region, including

Father Drinan.

The "Drinan campaign" as
Drinan calls it had its origins one
day when, as he explained "a nice

man called me at my B.C. office

and asked if I wanted to run for

congress. I told him to send a
letter." The man "nice man"
happened to have been the
representative of a coalition of

Democratic peace oriented people,

who wanted to un-seat Rep
Philbin; the 28 year veteran
Congressional hawk and Vice
Chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee Drinan told

the UMass audience that "nobody
discouraged him from running", so

he did.

Drinan claimed that his can-
didacy went beyond the war and
that he had taken a stand on
"(•very domestic issue." "Our
domestic and international
problems form a seamless web " he
said, promising to work toward a

time when the people in the tinted
States can say to the world that

we have created the most just and
humane socieh we are capable
ol."

WMI'A will broadcast Drman's
address this Thursday at (i .:«> p.m.

Teacher Evaluation Program
J

Seen Getting Off The Ground
By PAULA MAXIM
Staff Reporter

Once again last night the Student

Senate Academic Affairs Com-
mittee held an open organizational

meeting for the Teacher-Course
Evaluation Program. It had to be

termed a success in that eleven

interested students arrived and
volunteered to form sub-

committees. At the two previous

meetings, absolutely no one
showed up.

Tom Filmore, Chairman of the

Academic Affairs Committee, was
optimistic that the organization

could now begin to function.

During the summer the com-
mittee was granted a $3000 budget
to publish and distribute teacher

and course evaluation forms.

Model forms were sent to faculty

members for comment and to date

160 faculty members have agreed
to cooperate with these

evaluations.

The coverage includes an
estimated 10% of the courses of-

fered, at UMass. The committee
hopes for a 40% coverage in their

first publicapon of the teacher-

course evaluation.

This publication, to come out in

Spring. '71, will attempt to "help
the student use the elective system
to his advantage." It will offer

constructive analysis of the in-

dividual teacher's method and
course content.

Filmore pointed out that the

organization is "trying to prove the

faculty that we're doing a good job

here" and are not "out to murder
them."

The committee hopes to "reward

good teachers", to see that

"teachers are recognized for their

importance," and are used in their

most effective capacity.

On the other hand, failings in

course meanings and teacher

shortcomings will be available to

the students in order that they can
elect courses which will meet their

interests and expectations.

Operating with an additional

$12000 publishing cost coverage
from the Student Senate, the

Teacher - Course Evaluation
Program pan prove to be an in-

valuable service to the students.

A similar program initiated at

Dartmouth showed that a poorly

evaluated course suffered a loss of

enrollment from 25 to 30%, thus

showing the effectiveness of such a

service. With an adequate number
of workers, this program can be
successful in offering the students

a guidebook, not a course
descriptions, but of synopses
resulting from student opinions

and evaluations.
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Drinan Primary Victim
Launches Write- In Race
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep

Philip J Philbin, (D-Mass), upset

by a Roman Catholic priest in a

primary last month, announced
Tuesday he will wage a ballot

sticker campaign in a bid to retain

the seat he has held since 1942.

Without naming names in a
statement of his intentions, the self

proclaimed conservative in

cumbent charged "ultra liberal

extremists and outsiders" were
pouring money "in a golden
stream into Massachusetts from
outside sources to defeat me."
"The managers of this scurrilous

campaign have stopped at

nothing," he added, "and they
reached down into the gutter to

smear me and misrepresent my
position on the principal issues

before the nation. This has been
one of the most shameful cam-
paigns in the history of our state."

Philbin, 72, was beaten in the

primary by the Rev. Robert F
Drinan, 47, an antiwar candidate
who took time off as Boston College
law school dean to run for

Congress The republicans
nominated John McGlennon.

Philbin s drive is aimed at

having voters stick his name on the
ballot at the November election-an

approach he described as "feasible
and the only course I can con-
scientiously pursue in the interest

of the district, the nation and the
people ."
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CANDIDATE
Reoresenting Commutors for

STUDENT SENATE
Georqe M. McCullough

of Commuter Senate Representative Office

MIDI?Will it be MINI or

neither?!!

Meet the MAXI organization

ANGEL FLIGHT RUSH
Wed. & Thurs. Nites

Colonial Lounge

7-9 P.M.
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LOOK
at what we have for

EDS!!C
Make Lips by:

i

DUBARRY- PLAYTHINGS
BONNE BELL
LOVE
COTY
MAXFACTOP
REVLON
AZI2A

Fragrances by:
GUERLAIN - SHALIMAR
JEAN D'ALBERT
REPLIQUE
CHRISTIAN DIOR
MA GRIFFE
NINA RICCI

MAJA
MADAME ROCHAS
FEMME
JE REVIENS
CHANTILLY
TABU
WINDSONG
AND MANY, MANY MOR

COLLEGE DRUG
COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF AT

4 Moin St. Amherst
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Nixon To Propose
Peace —Again

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon will give the nation Wed-
nesday night what he called a
comprehensive statement on the

Vietnam war. He said it will in-

clude a major new proposal in an
effort to break the deadlock at the

Paris peace talks.

In a short, unscheduled meeting
with newsmen Tuesday only 15

hours after returning trom Europe,

Nixon said he will make a radio

television address at 9 p.m. EDT
Wednesday that will be "the most

comprehensive statement ever
made on this subject since the

beginning of this very difficult

war."

He declined to give details of

what he intends to say but told

newsmen it will not be limited to

Vietnam and will cover all of

Southeast Asia.

As an indication ot the is. at

titudc. Nixon said he has instructed

the chief U.S, negotiator at Paris.

Ambassador David K E, Bruce.
" o lay this proposal on the table"

at the next meeting Thursday
morning with representatives of

North Vietnam and the Viet Cong.

Nixon said the statement had
been prepared "only after very

thorough consideration of all the

issues that are involved in our
negotiating position."

Tarr Calls UN "Great
National Tragedy"

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Calling

the Vietnam war "a great national

tragedy. ' Curtis Tarr, national

director of the Selective Service

System, said Tuesday the armed
forces "will need to go through a
long process of winning back the

respect they lost" in the conflict.

Tarr. on a tour of several states.

commented at a news conference
bore that American involvement
in the war was caused by a
eadership commitment without a

national commit ment.

"We were involved by leaders

whose reasons were probably good
and sound but who made no real

attempt to communicate their

reasons to the people." Asked
about the possibility of an all

volunteer Army, he replied that

"If you can get enough men of

sufficient quality to do the job., by
volunteer methods you're far and
awav better off."

He added, however, he doubted

the armed forces could recruit

sufficient manpower while the war
in South east Asia continued

He said the purpose ol his trip

was to familiarise himself with
.local draft board problems in an
effort

to set uniform standards in the

4, loo board system.

FRESHMAN
Get Out And Do

Your Thing.

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

ARE THURS., OCT. 29th

NOMINATION PAPERS

are due Friday, Oct. 16th

PRIMARIES

are Thursday, Oct. 22nd

Pick up Nomination Papers

in RSO Level #1 C.C.

If you don't do your thing

someone else will do theirs.

ft Only ft

certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK ix

DIG IT?

VV.B.

Even bathing every day
can't stop u.

Feminine odor start* inter-

nally, and no amount of hath'

my can remove it. Soap and
water simply can't !>'ach the

area where the odor starts.

That's the reason you need
Norforms' . . . the HXUfiti deodor-

ant." These tiny internal sup-

positories kill germs stopodor
effectively yet safely. In fact, yen
tie, doctor-tested Norforms are

no safe and easv to use, you can
use them as often as necessary.

No bath or shower can give

you Norforms' protection. Get
Norforms, and you'll feel se-

cure and odorfree for hours.

The second deodorant.

HREF. NORFORMS MINI PACK
plus informative hootirt! %riie:
Norwich Phurm.n .il l\. .IVri OJ-B,
Norwich. NY IJt»V l*i«,W 2U
for mailing, h.injlmc '

Namc_

Strcct_

City

Statc_

Panthers Seen Linked

Internationally
WWASHINGTON ^ AP> The

Black Panther Party has

established lies with "foretell

revolutionar) groups such as Al

Fatah." the Palestinian guerrilla

organization, a House committee

investigator testified Tuesday.

A study ol the Panthers' official

newspaper indicates the party's

ties with Al Fatah " have gone

beyond the talking stage," in

vestigator Stewart Pott told a

subcommittee ot the House

Committee on InternalSecurity.

A most important recent trend,

he said, is that the Panthers "are

reaching out more and more tor

support and assistance to anti IS.

forces overseas

He added that Panther sun
pathies "have developed from the

point ot giving hp service into

actual support ol foreign

revolutionary movements " The

study oi the Panthers' official

week!) newspaper and its Black

(Community News Service was
prepared by the committee stall

The subcommittee hearings into

the Black Panther Party have been
going on since February

In reconvening them Tuesday,

Rep. Richardson Preyer. i> H.V..,

chairman ol the subcommittee,
said

"We are particularly interested

in whether the statements and
pronouncements of revolutionar)

violence which emanate from
national leaders or are printed in

the Black Panther Party
newspaper are intended as more
rhetoric or the advocacy ol a

recommended course ol

revolutionary action."

Another committee investigator,

Richard A. Shaw, said the Com-
munist Party has sought to

maintain strong ties with the

Panthers

However, he said, in answer to a

question by Preyer. "It never has
been established that they the

Communists had any success
establishing influence over the

Panther Party." Shaw said two
Panther representatives attended
a Communist meeting where the\

were told "money was available to

organize the black community" il

the Pan I hers would take direction

from the Communis! Party
Asked if the Panthers had ac-

cepted the money. Shaw replied:

"Apparently not." He said the

Panthers frequent use ol dietunis

by Mao Tse Tung.ipparentlv is "not

to teach Communism perse but to

instill the discipline necessary In

effect revolution
"

Shaw said the National Cbaptei

to Combat Fascism is an arm ol

the Panther Parts "which gi\e

the party a broader base, atlov

"aueasians to participa'< lx>tl

ih\sieally and financial!)

Trudeau Meets
With Kidnappers

The
Tuesday to

ife return ol

ado com
d. kidnaped

MONTKKAL i

Canadian ( 'ahmei n

discuss steps lor the

Britain's senior
i

nnssioner. in Montr
by Quebec separatis
Alter the i 1/2 hoi; meeting in

Ottawa. Prime Mm ler Pierre
Kllrotl Trudeau said ,. could not

comment on the njueti . under the
circumstances.

submarine
sandwiches

&PIZZA
ONLY QUALITY 'NO^&OlEtVTS'
Will. SATISFY THE WMOR.Y-V

WBuse
THE FINEST BLEND
Qt* ITAUAN T0MATC
Tu^re In all rtei-rroF oup.
GREAT PlMA RECIPES .

COME IN Afe ENJcy TMe ADDED
TABLES AND WAT*M VEC&P. OF
OOP. NBJWLY EXPANDED 3HCW£.

Hr
I Vn't foqtfl \»ur rip code.

HI
N. PLEASANT
AMHERST
MASSACHUSETTS
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.lames Richard Cross, 19, whose
job is I he equivalent <»l that ot .1

consul general, was seized in his

home m Montreal Monday b)

armed members oi the terrorist

Kraut de Liberation IJuebccoe
\'\A) which seeks the independent <

ol Quebec It was Canada s lirsl

political kidnaping and the 12th one

in the Western Hemisphere sunt

IWL
Justice Minister Jerome

('hoqucttcnl Quebec Province sai i

the kidna|K-rs demanded w.'.hm 4K

hours $509,008 worth of gold
bullion and the release ot a number
ol alleged political prisoners They
were to be put aboard a plane for

Cuba or Algeria
Montreal police halted their

hunt lor the kidnapers alter the

ransom note warned there mast be

no police action against the Kid-

napers, a poliee spokesman said

The trial of an accused terrorist

was postponed Tuesday so his

lawyer. Robert Lemieux, could

meet with jailed terrorists to

discuss the ransom demand. He
said his client, Claude Morency.
charged with conspiracy to kidnap
Harrison Burgess, U >. consul

general in Montreal, ' >refers to

win his freedom in court " He also

said a number of other jailed

terrorists hinted they would not

accept asylum into Cuba or

Algeria.

Grass
Grows
Tokyo (AP) Marijuana smoking

has spread from a few major cities

to all districts of the country, a

Welfare Ministry report said, and

"worst of all is the fact that the use

of marijuana has spread Imm
foreigners to Japanese

Che's Troops Rise Again IA/qT ^Mlict Rp FcPfllfltori" - Rl/lfi
\ PA/. BOLIVIA (AP)-Civil broke out leftist f§ Q ITIUOL Uv L W CI IU ICU lllCIULA PAZ, BOLIVIA (AP) -Civil war broke out between leftist

and rightist military forces Tuesday in Bolivia where Latin Am
erica's master insurrectionist, Ernesto "Che'' Guevara, was slain
three years ago.

Li i lists bombed the presidential palace and raked armH forces
headquarters with machinegun fire. The battle was triggered by
the resignation of leftist President Alfredo Ovando *

Candia.
The air force, supporting leftist Gen. Juan Jose Torres, launched

six planes in a 15 minute attack on the presidential palace, and the
small military garrison occupying it.

Rightist General Rogelio Miranda, who led the revolt against

(AP) - Foreign Minister Mah-
moud Riad of Egypt expressed

willingness Tuesday to extend I
.«•

Middle East cease fire by 90 day.*

after it expires Nov. 5 but he ruled

out any withdrawal of missiles

from the Suez Canal truce zone as

the United States and Israel

Ovando on Sunday, arrived at the palace after the attack and casti-
dem," a^

He denounced recent guerrilla activity in the northeast-which
all but ceased after Bolivian troops killed Guevara in October 1967-

and pledged to put it down. Guevara, Fidel Castro's right hand man
in the Cuban revolution, had embarked on a campaign of revolution-
izing Latin America.

Leftist troops followed up the palace bombing with a machinegun
attack on armed forces general headquarters, Miranda's command
post.

Torres' forces claimed to have taken Bolivia's second largest

city, Cochabamba, a national and international transport terminus
140 miles southeast of La Paz.
Residents fled the streets of La Paz. The capital's airport was

closed.

A spokesman for Tores said, "The action will continue if the

Fascists do not surrender."
Miranda forces moved new artillery into place at their strong-

points in the city.

Groups of university students in the capital declared themselves

for Torres and a government that would be "nationalist, of the

left and with participation of workers and students."

They asked the leftists for arms
Miranda named a military trium-

virate loyal to him. He decided
'o remain in the background with-

out an official title.

The armed forces radio said the

junta would retain power "for
some days" until it could name a

new president.
Ovando sought asylum in the

Argentine Embassy.
A group of air force officers

loyal to Ovando answered Miranda
immediately by declaring Torres,

who was eased out as commander
of the armed forces 2 1/2 months
ago, "president of the revolution-

ary committee.''
Two civilian Cabinet members-

E. Ortiz Mercade, planning min-

ister, and Oscar Bonifaz, minister

of mines-resigned to fight against

Miranda's attempt to take over

this tin mining nation of 4.3 mil-

lion people.

to join the fight.

At the same time, Egypt's ruling

political party declared that the

struggle against Israel "must be

escalated in all fields" and called

for a strengthening of relations

with the Soviet Union. The party,

the Arab Socialist Union founded

by Gamal Abdel Nasser, met in

Cairo to ratify Anwar Sadat as

Nasser's successor as president.

In New York, the United States

told the other three big powers at

the United Nations it is pointless to

talk about guide lines for a Middle

East peace until Egypt pulls back

the antiaircraft missiles.

But Riad, talking on television in

Cairo, declared the missiles were
placed in the canal zone before the

cease fire went into effect Aug. 7

and that none would be withdrawn.

The foreign minister accused the

United States of violating the cease

fire it had initiated by agreeing to

supply arms to Israel

He also said Arab nations could

begin applying pressure on the

United States by threatening to

shut off Middle East oil supplies.

Riad spoke out in the first

Egyptian governmental policy

statement since Nasser died of a

heart attack Sept. 28.

On Monday, Israel made its 21st.

complaint to the U.N. commission
supervising the cease fire on the

canal, charging that Egypt was
continuing to build bases for its

Soviet supplied missiles within 18

miles of the waterway.
Israel has insisted it will not

return to the negotiations with

Egypt, Jordan and U.N. mediator

Gunnar V. Jarring until the

missiles are pulled back.

U.S. sources said the American
position in seeking' Middle East

peace guidelines was stated at a

private meeting of deputy
representatives of the United

States, the Soviet Union, France
and Great Britain.

Ambassador Christopher H.

Phillips, the U.S. participant,

asked for a suspension of the

meetings, saying that the alleged

missile movements in the canal

truce area "have raised doubts

whether there is a sincere desire

for peace."
Big four meetings on the level of

chief delegates will continue,

however, with the next one set for

Monday.
In other developments, the head

of an Arab team supervising the

truce between Jordanian govern-

ment troops and Palestinian

guerrilla forces denied reports of

tig

In other developments, the head
of an Arab team supervising the

truce between Jordanian govern-

ment troops and Palestinian

guerrilla forces denied reports of

fighting in northern Jordan
Monday.
The truce team said nearly 16,000

captured Palestinian fighters have
been released from detention
camps and another 1,850 would be

released shortly.

S.Sgt Mitchell Charged With Murder At MyLai
FT. HOOD, TEX. (AP)-The judge in the first court martial stemming

from the alleged My Lai massacre re jected as premature a plea Tuesday
to have the trial date changed, clearing the way for selection of members f

of the court Wednesday. S. Sgt. David Mitchell, 30, is charged with
assault with intent to commit murder. The Army accuses him of

shooting at 30 South Vietnamese civilians during an attack on My Lai on
March 16, 1968. He has pleaded innocent. The defense raised the issue

whether Maj. Gen. William Desobry, commander of the 1st Armored
Division, followed the recommendations of the military judge, Col.

George B. Robinson, in naming a new court martial panel from which
Mitchell's court wilkAa*asjected.
' Ossie Brown of Baton Rouge, La., the chiet defense attorney,

asserted that Desobry had failed on four counts to follow the judge's

recommendations.
Brown said the general's reappointment of twocolonelswho were on the

original panel was done "directly in the face of trie request your honor

made."
The colonels. Erwin R. Brigham and Richard G. Trefry, were

recommended bv name to the former commander of the 1st Armored

division by the division's staff judge advocate, Lt. Col. Edward Lassiter.

Brown said Lassiter recommended the next day, Sept. 29, that Brigham
and Trefry be retained on the panel. Brown also noted that four of the*'

other eight officers on the panel are under the command of either

Brigham or Trefry. He said he was in the Navy during World War II and

"we who have been in the military nd who are in the military peculiarily

know who is expected of us."

Brigham, Trefry and a third member of the new panel, Lt. Col. J. Bruce

Tripp, all were in the United States during the period of greatest news
coverage - October 1969 to April 1970 - of the alleged My Lai massacre.

None of the members of the new panel are from outside the 1st Armored
Division despite the judge's recommendation that other commands at Ft.

Hood also be drawn upon.

No second lieutenants or warrant officers are on the new panel despite

the judge's recommendation that all officer ranks be represented. The
judge said he would wait until after lawyers for both sides have had an

opportunity to question the panel befor e accepting the motion for a

change of venue.

'
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ANOTHER

MOVEMENT
ON

CAMPUS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

AS OF WED., OCT. 7

All Peter Pan buses will load on the north side of the Campus

Center Parking Garage. Tickets and information are still

available in the lobby of the Student Union Building.

I

Springfield -Worcester - Boston - Bradley International Airport
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Campus Comment

I don't have a column tonight. There are enough

ideas kicking around in my head to fill the Albert Hall,

but none of them add up to a column. I could ask

myself why I write these things in the first place, and

why it is so necessary to write one tonight. I don't

however, want to bore anyone with my own private

introspection. The problem is that I've already laid

out the space% and I want to fill it. So what I m going to

do, I think, is to write about a lot of things, snorties, if

you will. Few people read anything beyond Sidney

Omarr and the comics anyway, and maybe I can

clear my head out.

Janis Joplinhasbeenonmy mind. She died. Is that

important? Forty thousand Americans, and many,
many more VietNamese have died in a war that

would be silly if it weren't so damned real. Everyone

dies eventually. And people who look for the

definitive comment when something happens like this

really annoy me. (In KING COHN, a biography of

Harry Cohn, late president of Columbia, the author

begins by quoting the reaction of every celebrity he

can find. That's sick.) But Janis Joplin died, and I

cannot deny being affected by the news.

I never met her. Oh, 1 know a few Joplin anecdotes

that are not public knowledge, but that's insignificant.

What does seem real, to me, is my memory of her

sining. I only heard her once, after she had left the

Holding Company. I was disappointed with the

Joplinaires, who didn't seem as good as Big Brother

did on records. But Janis. She poured forth her soul,

and her unbelievable voice, throughout her regular

set. She sang her first encore, her voice clearly

demonstrating that it was overworked. Janis gave too

much of herself when she sang. Then she came back

for another encore, long after she should have been

resuscitating her damaged throat. I've seen men lift

tremendous weights. I've seen world record shot puts

To the Editor:

We would like to point out the

dangerous shortage of security

guards on night duty on campus
this year. Recent events in South-

west and in the Quad demonstrate
clearly the need for a larger

security patrol.

Last wek there was an armed
robbery fh a Southwest dormitory.

Students were bound and gagged at

gunpoint. Earlier that evening

there was an attempted holdup in

ti.3 Quad. One of those arrested in

Southwest was identified as having

also participated in the Quad af-

fair.

Because of student objection to

the raise in room rents, the

University cut funds for the

Campus Police for 1970-1971. At

present the nine dormitories in

Northeast are patrolled by one

policeman, who quite obviously

cannot be in more than one place at

a time. This invites theft, as wit-

nessed by last week's events

Enterinc the dorm late at night is

another related problem. Many
dorms do not provide keys for

residents. After one o'clock, en-

tering the dorm is an extremely

difficult. Because of the cutback,

security guards ar impossible to

find. As a result, students often

leave doors open, in order to avoid

being locked out. While this is an

obvious invitation to burglars, the

problem of not being able to enter

the dorm is a real one.

We ask that all dormitory
residents be given keys to the front

door to their dorms. We also ask

that funds be found to increase

security protection. As constitued

now. the protection afforded us is

inadequate. Armed robbers are a

serious threat to the property and
safety of everyone. Clearly we
need more protection. We ask that

the University take steps to

eliminate this dangerous situation.

Marcia Cohen, President, Mary
Lyon House
Maureen McManns
Patricia Vaccv

and miles I've seen people push three thousand

pound automobiles up hills. But I've never seen

anyone work as hard as Janis did singing Ball and

Chain. It was overwhelming; I'll never forget it.

You can't sing like that if you're satisfied. I wish

Jams was happier, and I wish she could have lived

forever. She nave.

I heard another song yesterday. It wasn't Janis
Joplin. A guy I know wrote a song about someone,
someone we share. We both tried to write a song about
her. Because both of us had tried to reach her, and
each of us failed. There was no rivalry, for we ex-
tended ourselves at different times. Still, each of us
shared the same frustration.

It's not a happy song. He knows her, well. His

feelings paralleled mine. We could have hashed and
rehashed the topic many times; we would never have
come as close to understanding but for the song. My
song never went anywhere. His went to my soul.

We're closer now, because of a song.

,
*****

I think everyone should love everyone else. It would
not only solve a lot of problems; it would also be good
merely by itself, without considering the

ramifications. Think about being happy to see

everyone who walks by you each day. About saying

hello to people whose names are a total mystery to

you. About not having to be witty or sensitive or

virile, or on the distaff side, beautiful, easy, or

feminine, to score somebody. Think about no one

ever trying to score anybody again. About everyone
offering free dope, which you'd probably turn down
because you didn't need it. About not being afraid of

what others think of you. About black people and
yellow people and red people and white people just

becoming people. About ecstasy, pure and sustained.

It's nice to think about. Peace.

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel
IP THE FACULTY...The
Washington University has
dropped the 10 percent discount

policy for faculty, according to the

newspaper. Student Life.

The result is an estimated saving
of $18,000 a year which might result

in a 7 per cent reduction in prices of

non-book items.

Now if the store can find as easy
a solution to the shop lifting which
results in a loss of $15,000 a year,

everybody will get it in the end.
*****

HEADLINE GRABBER on the U-
Texas campus, of late, has been a

long-haired member of the
swimming team who has been
suspended because he won't get the

haircut his coach has decreed.

The campus ombudsman is in

the act on the side cf the breast

stroke star because, according to a

Daily Texan report, "It is our
contention that certain due process
procedures must be followed.... in

order to suspend any athlete." So
far, he's still high and dry.

*****

COOL COW CONTRIBUTES
QUARTS MORE, according to The
Daily Reveille of Louisiana State

University.

The Dairy Department there has
discovered , after two years of

experiments, that "If a cow keeps
a cool head, she will produce three

more quarts of milk a day than her

hot-headed sisters."

Verily, there is a moral there for

the rest of us.
*****

END YOUR MORNING AFTER-
DOUBT is the headline in The
Vidette of Illinois State U. that

describes the "first do-it-yourself

pregnancy test, which will allow

women to find out in 60 minutes"
with 95 percent accuracy.

Don't be five per cent safe! ****

robbers are a serious threat to the

property and safety of everyone.

Clearly we need more protection.

We ask that the University take

steps to eliminate this dangerous
situation.

Marcia Cohen President. Mary
Lyon House
Maureen McManns
Patricia Vaccar

TENT-IN TONITE?... housing
shortages at the University of

Michigan are being protested by
students and "guests" camping on
the plaza in the center of the

campus
It all started Sept. 1, when 30

students set up a tent community
after a large number of freshmen
was told the university might not

be able to provide them with
housing.

Even though rooms have since
been found for all students, 15 of

the original protesters are still

tenting out. They have been jcined
by young people "just passing
through."

University authorities are
playing it cool. Their only hangup
is that the campers must move
their tents every few days to avoid
killing the grass ( lawn, that is).

**
* * *

SHUSHING SPIRO... Editor-in-
Chief Dennis Adams of the Central
Michigan U. Life writes that
"Allowing Agnew to speak without
resistance is probably the best way
to combat Spiroism, for this tactic

leads directly tothe best of all

cures, a foot in the mouth."
And it also assures a prognosis of

continued freedom of speech.
*****

THIS NEWS IS GOOD
NKWS..."They" tell with glee
about the four-letter word-
s,pornographic pictures and other
no-nos which appear in the campus
press. That's NEWS.
But when a newspaper like the

Daily Evergreen of Washington
State U. runs a Church Directory
column in its Friday editions, no
one ever mentions it.

Whaddya want? Good grammer
and good taste?

*****

wanna GO TO COLUTCHT...Tht
Argus of Illinois Wesleyan U. says
that there are 7.6 million students
enrolled in American Colleges, this
fall The increase of one per cent
over last year finds 5.6 million
students enrolled in public colleges
which employ 394,000 faculty.
The cost of public higher

education is estimated at $17
billion.

Taxpayers of the nation, be
thanked!

* * * *

UP. UP. UP AND
AN AY...Basketball Coach Ed
Gregory's chances of a winning
team are looking up, this year.

He's signed Neal McCoy, a 7'2"

freshman from Sacramento, to

play with the smaller boys at

Fresno State College. The big man
is pictured in nine column inches of

the campus publication. Insight.
*****

THE HIGH COST OF SKIPPING
CLASSES.. .at Washington State

U., they're peddling lecture notes

for $6 per class per semester,

according to an announcement in

the Daily Evergreen.
Notes for each class, are

published once a week. They are

taken by juniors or seniors who
have previously taken the course
and earned a grade of A or B.

There's no indication that the

prof gets any royalties.
* * * * *

GAY DOGS AND PET CATS ap-

pear to be the principal subjects of

conversation at MIT, accordingto
the Tech.

When the Student Homophile
League requested the use of MIT's
Student Center as the pad for a

city-wide gay mixer, the ad-

ministration denied the request.

Four montre later, it is still ex-

plaining why in print.

Also on page one appears the

recitation of a tempest brewing
over the campus rule that bans
pets in dorms.
Seems that cats are enrolled in one
dorm, while rumors put three

French poodles and a German
Shepherd in another.
SPCA, where are you?

*****

MEANWHILE, IN SEOUL,
KOREA...Chang-ang University
has conferred an honorary degree
on David D. Carver. The campus
newspaper^The Chun-and Herald,

identifies him as secretary-general
of the International PEN Club.

He was cited for "the promotion
of friendly understanding between
the peoples of the world."
On the absence of a translation of

the acronym, PEN, one may but

assume that Dr. Carver is the

world's number one Pen Pal.

Hot Fad Sunday Float
Requiring a dues ei machina

icebergs in the northern sea

clashing

7/8 below seelevel

. . . reckless sleepers

with their heads on airpillow

sweet dissheveled restless bodies

under blanketcover ...

MOTHER PUNCH
worn out Titanic Assassin

calls LITTLE FROZEN
in a dryvice voice-

"ORNAment!
don't be late for D-NA!

...sun shines bounce
in a temperature trance
off the runnynose waves
thru the arctic sneeze ..

Speeding Gulfstreaming it wouth

he replies-

Seated in a storm,

the storm inside her mind

Images fleet

faster than leaves fall

Her heart, though kind,

and her mouth discreet

trailing far behind.

Bittersweet loveliness

almost, almost.

But afraid of butterflies

and things that sing.

Riding the edge of a whirlpool,

lovely, lonely

almost in harmony,

(he tranquil perimeter of

dragon! lie eyes.

Almost near

Harried leaflet of lies

of fears. <>l hopes,

her dreams

thunder inside

faster than leaves fall,

and fall, more slowly

than her cannabis grows.

Almost, nearly.

Falling rain does

Fall

"On a hot day

you cacan melt
forever"

Blessing

The silence. Bless the silence

Bless the vast tranquility

in whose midst the

grandfather clock is free to fill the air

with a tender steady beat

while I shelac the wooden bench

w here I always like to sit beneath

the shade tree

Evening is here

as I turn the porch light on

and fall into my rocking chair.

Bless this quiet feeling -

for in it I can sing a prayer

Larry Trilto

Lance Reidy

Gary Slickman

Dr. Dick & Dr. Lou

Hot Fad Sunday Float Blessing

Requiring a dues ex machina

Photography

Layout
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Elections Tomorrow

Swan Song For Old Senate Tonight
By WAYNE SOINI,

Senate reporter

Tonight the old senate meets for the last time, if a quorum is achieved.
Tomorrow a new senate will be elected. How new?

All of last week there was much speculation as to what changes would
occur. Locked -up nomination papers have now been validated and made
public by the chairman of the Student Government Association, Leo
(lark. Their apparent disappointing secret is that voters tomorrow will

have, in most cases, little choice. Thus, the question "how new?" can be
answered in advance-not very new at all.

There are 23 incumbent senators

running for re-election. Eight are

literally unopposed, seven (in the

special commuter situation) are

virtually unopposed, and the

remaining eight are running strong

in every case, sometimes against

nominal or divided opposition.

These 23 plus the 3 senate officers,

who remain in office until next
April, constitute not the majority
of 87, but the leading minority. The
new senate will very likely be
shaped around the present officers

and committee chairmen.

There will be at ieast 61 new
senators. They are not members of

tickets or parties. They are going
to be elected tomorrow as in-

dividuals, often on popularity
rather than platform. And any new
senators coming with axes to grind
will need a month or more to learn

procedures.

A majority of the races
tomorrow are unopposed contests.

Twenty-three dorms presently
have instant winners on paper, one
candidate on the ballot for one
senate seat. Historically, some of

these winners have always lost to

write-ins and last-minute sticker

candidates. Three dorms-Cance,
Hills North and Patterson-have

two candidates on the ballot for two
seats.

There are actual contests, for the

first time in a while, among can-

didates for the three fraternity

seats and two sorority seats.

Nineteen dorms also have more
candidates than offices to go
around. The commuter race is

unusual in being a contest of

picking losers-thirty people run-
ning for twenty-seven seats.

There are vacant seats also. No
elections will be held tomorrow in

Brett. Leach, John Adams Upper,
Ooolidge Lower, and Coolidge
Middle. No candidates appeared
from these dormitories to file

nomination papers. Also, when a
dormitory entitle to two seats in

the senate l'iles only one candidate,
the spare seat lapses and will

remain vacant. This occured in

dorms such as Baker, Field,

Grayson, Mackimmie, etc.

Who's in charge after tomorrow?
The old senate, for a while at least.

Tomorrow is still election day and
write-ins are legal, upsets are still

SENATE MEETING TONIGHT will be the last meeting of the present senate as the senate will

have elections tomorrow. Here President Glenn Elters (R) and Secretary Kathv Gwiaziia

preside over a recent meeting.

possible. But sooth-sayers in the

center of the storm pouring over
the entrails of the nomination
papers box are predicting STATUS
QUO.
SGA Chairman Leo Clark, in

charge of elections, has
established the polling place for

commuters, fraternities and
sororities in the Cape Cod lounge of

the Student Union from 9 to 5

tomorrow. Dormitory lobbies or

lounges will be polling places for

respective dorm races between 6

p.m. and 9 p.m. Come with your
ID

CollegesAreEither ClampingDown or Co-Opting
By the Associated Press

Thousands of college and
university students returning to

campuses this fall are finding the

law laid down about demon-
strating, occupying buildings, and
other forms of protest.

New antiviolence measures
across the country range from
electronic sensors and secret

tactical plans to revised codes,

judicial machinery and penalty

procedures. More are in the

works.
The new rules come in the wake

of last spring's campus turbulence
which closed or disrupted hun-
dreds of colleges in protests
related to Cambodia and the

deaths of four students at Kent
State.

Some schools are offering
students encouragement to get
involved in the System through
participation in political cam-
paigns.

Higher education authorities
were preparing to stiffen their

stands .against violence months
before President Nixon's Sept. 16

OPEN HOUSE
Tonight 8:30

TAU EPSILON PHI
418 N. Pleasant St.

Reminder! All applications tor Homecoming

Queen must be returned to the RSO office

at the Campus Center NO later than Oct. 14.

admonition to " stand up and be

counted" and similar recom-
mendations from his Commission
on Campus Unrest.

On Sept. 18 trustees of Southern
Illinois University specified ac-

tivities that will be punishable by

suspension or expulsion and listed

among more serious offenses the

occupation of a university facility

in defiance of administrative or-

ders.

The same day, regents of the
University of Washington passed
unanimously a five point conduct
code with a controversial clause
that forbids "intentionally inciting

others to engage immediately in

any of the conduct prohibited
herein."

The University of Wisconsin,
long plagued by violence, reflects
two aspects of line drawing. The
state regents have set forth
categories of offenses for which
students may be disciplined by the
school.

They include damaging or at-

tempting to damage university
property or programs, en-
dangering safety of university

functions and conviction of certain
crimes.

Complementary to these by

laws, the Wisconsin administration

has adopted a code that specifies

other offenses. including

BEER 15^ BEER
FROM 9:00 TO 10:00 TONIGHT

THEN

THE FABULOUS "D.J."

at thE NEW MEADOW INN
RT. 47 "Get It On" SUNDERLAND

possession of firearms and
unauthorized use of sound
equipment. It provides for school

discipline plus fines up to $500 and
as many as 90 days in jail, such
penalties to be imposed by county
courts.

California's giant state college

system has made a sweeping
crackdown, including abolition of

faculty and faculty student panels
that used to hear cases against
students. Now disciplinary
hearings are to be before the

college president, closed, with a
prosecuting attorney and the op-
portunity for a defense attorney "if

proper early notice is given."
Stanford University, which says

its disi uptions last school year cost

more than $500,000, has a new
acting p'-esid*1"* hjstnrisn Rirhard
Lyman, and an array of preventive
measures.
A booklet to incoming students

outlines campus rules and the
judicial system.
Measures under consideration to

identify disrupters include more
highly trained campus police,
photographs of disruptive in-

cidents and use of faculty, students
and staff as observers.

Some schools, like Northwestern
and Emory universities, have
informed students in advance that
if they don't like the rules-as

Northwestern put it- "you should
•*m,;*i~~

spare yourself and the university

future troubles by reconsidering

your decision to enroll."

Sources say a few institutions

are trying to head off violence by
screening applicants. Oklahoma
State's dean of students. Abe
Hisser, said: "We are watching
enrollment procedures and
identifying students who have had
problems on other campuses. We
are counseling these students and,
in some cases, not permitting them
to enroll."

Interestingly, the digging in of

heels comes at a time when mass
disruptions might be waning. The
American Council on Education
compared studies of campus
unrest for last academic year and
the year before, and concluded that

while protests increased in

frequency and pi evalence-with two
thirds of all institutions affected-
they were only about half a severe.
Antiviolence mesures are far

from universally popular. Many
students and faculty members
have called them repressive and
likely to increase polarization'
Some student governing bodies as
at the University of Washington,
have raised objections. The United
Professors of California urges its

2,500 members to boycott new
disciplinary procedures applying
to faculty.

NOR ", Uh !.!) MIDI !

T h .
'

i. OX
N(77 /,' In (Ol \ i :ill M»

Lowest i 8 track

tapes, cassetu .live & groovy

posters at sui prices. Speed-

iest delivery & lately guaranteed. Send
for our cum ogoi selections & tieir

low pni ., complete line of rock,

pop, blues ountry western, folk, jazz,

classical • Forfreecata

log mail youi r< to:

\»
til i:<>\. IM) Uuv 2417

in Krath i-< o. I itlif.
(
J f i _'f>

FOR ALL TYPES

OF

HALLMARK

CARDS
GO TO

HASTINGS !

!

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

Former NASA Director Named

As UMass Vice President
Franklyn W Phillips,

former Director of Ad-
ministration for the NASA
North Eastern Office in

Cambridge, has been named
Vice President of UMass it

was announced by University

President Robert C. Wood.
In his new post, Mr. Phillips

will administer the budget and
fiscal affairs of the University

system. In addition, he will

coordinate the planning,
budgeting and fiscal affairs of

the three campuses in

Amherst, Boston and Wor-
cester.

In 1941. Mr. Phillips joined

the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics

(NACA) which was the

predecessor of the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. He spent the

next four years engaged in

research at laboratories in

Virginia and Ohio.

In 1945, he was appointed to

the Director's Staff at NACA
Headquarters in Washington,

D.C., where he was respon-

sible for the management of

programs being carried out in

government laboratories as

well as in university and in-

dustrial facilities.

When the National
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration was established

in 1958, Mr. Phillips wau
appointed Special Assistant to

the first administrator, T.

Keith Glennan. He also

served for a period as
Secretary of the President's

National Aeronautics and
Space Council. He was ap-

pointed Special Assistant to

the second administrator of

the Space Agency three years
later.

In 1962, Mr. Phillips became
Director of the NASA North
Eastern Office in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. He later

joined the NASA Electronics

Research Center in Cam-
bridge where he served as the

Director of Administration.

A graduate of the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Mr. Phillips also

attended the General Motors
Institute in Flint, Michigan
and has studied at the

University of Maryland and
the Brookings Institute.

As member of the Americar
Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, the American

Society lor Public Ad-
ministration, and the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science, he

has also been active in

community affairs in

Wellesley, Massachusetts
where he and Mrs. Phillips

have their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips have a

son who teaches in the public

school system in Amherst, and
a daughter who is married and
lives in Waltham,
Massachusetts.

Campus Guidelines

For Protest Toughen

FRANKLYN PHILLIPS

N.E.S. Tutoring Service
Seeks Student Involvement

The Northern Educational
Service tutorial program con-

ducted the third in the series of

Sunday orientation meetings last

weekend.
Mr. Len Lockley, the director of

N.E.S. in Springfield spoke to all

the tutors, giving a brief history of

the N.E.S. program and describing

how the N.E.S. staff could help in

the tutoring process.

Mr. Arthur Smith spoke later to a

group of elementary tutors on

tutoring problems and turor in-

teraction with tutees from
economically deprived areas of

Springfield. Both Mr Lockley and

S.O.A.P. Study

The Student Organization
Against Pollution, a new ecology

group on campus, is set to begin

taking five special problems
courses in English, History,

Psychology. Sociology, and
Zoology, each dealing with a dif-

ferent aspect of ecology

The SOAP. Commandos, as

they call themselves, is an in-

dependent study group of twelve

students living in Moore House.

They are action-oriented in that

they will be involved in a process-

oriented approach to our ecological

crisis Their main concern lies in

the method of dealing with the

problems rather than the goal of

solving them, per se.

The group will deal with

phosphated soaps in the area and

the recycling of wastes in the

University.

Mr. Smith stressed the need for

patience in tutoring with the

emphasis placed on changing the

tutees attitude toward education

instead of actual improvement of

academic grades.

Mr. Smith is the Center Coor-

dinator of the N.E.S. Main Street

Center.

After the talks workshops were

held in which demonstrations of

games using construction paper

were shown to the elementary

tutors. The secondary leve! tutors

were shown a film which is part of

a multi-media educational game
set. The set includes paperbacks,

records and action orientated

workbooks.
So far the orientation sessions

have been general in nature.

Those sessions scheduled for Oct

18 and 25 will deal with specific

tutoring techniques and problems.

Marty Klein, the N.E.S. Coor-

dinating Committee Tutor Director

will be handling the workships for

these meetings working closely

with personel from the School of

Education. Marty has a year of

tutoring experience as a VISTA
volunteer.

The number of students who
have volunteered to tutor from
UMass number a little over 300 so

far. This is hardly 2% of the

campus. N.E.S. as a student

organization is not looking for

more tutors to develop a reputation

of biggest tutoring service in the

area. Rather, it is looking for more
tutors to fill a need of education.

The N.E.S. Coordinating
Committee invites ALL the

campus to join in a program that

otters humanistic responsibilities,

teaching and learning goals.

If you are interested in

organizational activities that make
a tutoring program work please

attend our meeting tonight.

A growing number of colleges

and universities around the

country are issuing new guidelines

on campus dissent that generally

take a firmer stand against
disturbances by students, non-

students and faculty than in

previous years.

The movement comes in the

wake of student strikes, building

seizures and demonstrations that

closed or disrupted hundreds of

schools, last spring.

The guidelines designed to

eliminate any possible confusion

over a school's policies toward
campus demonstrations, range
from specific regulations

published in handbooks to general

philosophical statements on
freedom of expression issued at the

school's opening or in letters to

students, parents, faculty and
alumni.

In Washington, the American
Council on Education, which is

surveying 1,200 institutions of

higher learning on their campus
protest policies, has found that

"the greater majority" of the 400

schools replying so far have issued

some form of statement on
"permissible limits of campus
protest."

The final findings will be com-
piled this fall.

A spokesman said a preliminary

study of the responses indicated

that "college administrators are

prepared to act firmly and
decisively to protect their in-

stitution's physical facilities and to

protect those within the in-

stitution's community from
harassment or interference with

their regular duties and respon-

sibilities."

The policy statements are part of

a broad campus preparation for

the new school year that includes,

in some cases, improved and ex-

panded campus security forces,

undisclosed contingency plans for

major disturbances, and revised

student judicial systems. As such,

the statements fulfill a major
recommendation of the recent

report of the President's Com-
mission on Campus Unrest.

Typically, the policy edicts

combine promises of maximum
freedom of expression on campus
with firm pledges of prompt action,

including possible use of the civil

authorities, should there be
disruption of classes or other

academic activities, threats of

violence, or violation of freedom of

expression.

The Western Mass. branch of the

Young Workers Liberation League
will hold the first of a series of

Marxist educationals tonight in

Rm 811 of the Campus Center at

7:30.

The topic of tonight's educational

will be "The Fundamentals ol

Marxism" and the discussion will

be based on the following

questions.

1. On what basis does Marxisn
claim to be a scientific theory?

2. How is Marxism different

from the bourgeois study of

history "'

3. What are classes, and what is

the significance of class in Historic

development?
4 What is historic materialism?

The Young Workers Liberation

League is a new multi-national,

interracial, working class,

Marxist-Leninist Youth
organization. The Y.W.L.L. is a

member of the World Federation of

Democratic Youth which has

several million members.
All interested persons are invited

to come and participate.
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AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL DRIVERS

— LOWEST, LEGAL RATES -

— BUDGET PAYMENTS —

Tekoa Insurance Agency

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton

586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield

562-3604

Few of these provisions have yet

been invoked. Typical of the firm

stands was that taken early last

month by the University of

Missouri's Board of Curators,

which adopted the following

statement:

Tn a community of learning,

willful disruption of the

educational process, destruction ol

property and interference with the

rights of other members of the

community will not be permitted."
Promising "prompt and ap-

propriate disciplinary action"
against violators, the board's
statement also invited "students,

faculty, administrators and em-
ployees who are not in sympathy
with (this) basic philosophy" to

sever their relationship with the

university.

At Yale University, un-

dergraduate regulations have been

revised to dispel any student belief

in immunity from civil prosecution

and to condemn and penalize

disruptive campus actions.

John Hopkins University has

designed a new conduct code for its

Arts an d Sciences division

defining two broad areas as being

subject to disciplinary action:

conduct that abridges the rights of

others and conduct that impairs

the school's effective functioning

or damages facilities.

At Kent State University where
four students died in demon-
strations last spring, new
restrictions are aimed at non-

students on campus. All visitors at

night must register. All students

must carry the elaborate new
identification card. And few

campus events are open to non

university personnel.

Demonstrations must be
registered 24 hours in advance.
They are prohibited on the Com-
mons, scene of the fatal encounter

last spring with the National

Guard, and must not block other

university activities.

The provisions, the first such in

the school's 60-year history, also

allow the immediate suspension of

any student or teacher suspected of

violations. A hearing would follow

within 10 days.

The 33,000 students returning to

the University of Washington in

Seattle last week were given a new
six-point conduct code that applies

equally to faculty

Young Workers Lib League

Views Markism Tonight
Tennis - Soccer - Footboll - Hockey

including professionol fitting ot

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Moin St., Northampton

Q-Club
HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY

!

Start 4:30 P.M

DJ. IN PERSON

Rt. 9. Russell St., Hadley

253-92 14

Spare Time Money
Are you interested in earning between $30 - 60 per
week?

If you are active, aggressive, and want to learn how to

earn this money in your spare time, selling a truly dis-

tinctive line of products imported from Europe, contact
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, Whitmore 237, for informa-
tion, or send your resume to Parachem Corporation,

45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10020.
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Notices
KAMA
Friday ninht at Campus Center facing the

Hund

lilCYCI.K ( l.l H
liii|Miii,ini meeting Thursday, Oct H. in

room 17'xit the Campus Center at 7:00 P M
Constitution and first trip will be

dwcutMcd

AMGEL PLIGHT
Kush parties will be held Oct 7 and 8, 7-9

I' M in the Colonial Lounge and Oct. 13.

7 lii'i IN P M m room 209'Dickinson Hall

I'niversity women are cordially invited.

Come on down and meet the Angels

CBQ
Anyone interested in obtaining summer

grants for environmental research please

contact Gary Kamen 6-7933.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Meeting Wed .Oct. 7. Room 162 CC , 7 30

P.M Al Duncan, control tower operator

will show movie and answer question

PAN HELLENIC
Pan Hellenic invites all university

women to Lambda Delta Phi's cosmetic

night "The Beautiful People' at 7:30.

INTER-VARSITY
FELLOWSHIP
Stained tflass conversation is in Nan-

tucket Roon S l from 4:30-5 00 P M this

week

massosoit COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOC

Organizational meeting to be held at IM
Summer Street. No Amherst. Apt «56.

Friday. Oct 9. at 8:00 P M

NAIADS
Practice will be held today 4:30-6 P M

Hung \oui suits BIT don't forget to put

YOURSELF m them'

PANTHER DEFENSE COMMITTEE
The Panther Defense Committee is

having an open meeting Thursday. Oct 8.

at 7 «i P M in the Dukes Room in the S I

ROME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Have you joined AHEA yet"' Applications

mailable in Room 120 Skinner Make a

difference join college chapter AHEA'

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
There will be a meeting 7 30 P.M

Thursday. Oct. 7. at the Campus Center

Room 173 for anyone interested in

CHRISTIAN discussing drugs, religion and BABA

MDC CLASSIFIED 1
I —

FOR SALE
PEACE DOG TAOS — military

•trie, one the Dove of Peace, the
other Peace symbol. On 24 Inch
chain, 11.00. FO Box 461, rfolroke.

01040. tflO-*

Sansul 2000 Stereo Toner Amp.
Call 684-2867. tflO-8

2 Guitars — one Eko model III,

steel string $45. Also Yamaha FG-
300 folk guitar w/case, on incredible
buy at $150. Call Jim at 6-9169 any-
time. tflO-8

For sale — CB4W) (K3) Honda
1970 7000 ml., front disc brake,
cood jellable transportation. Ex.
eon. Call 665-3276. tflQ-7

Roberts 770XSS Tape Recorder, \i/
2

year old, perfect condition, best of-
fer, call 515-0995 or 519-1915. Ask
for Harold XUsson. tflO-7

Tnne Rerorrter Panasonic Profes-
sional model S'J'io w/tnpes. Call Paul
:i-r> V>3-03.y>. 10-'.

Must sell 100" 2-piece sectional
miirh, recliner, clob chair, tables,
lamps, draperies, rue 9' X 12'; all

In excellent condlton. Call 413-773-
Vi'fi after 4:00 p m. tflQ-9

Baby Boa Constrictor. Call 665-3079
--very friendly pet. tfl*-7
~ 1970 Honda SUM) $330. Call Janet
•>M4-2700, X301. tflO-13

.Mobile home 10 x 55 Detroiter de-
luxe on lot in Orange, Mass. 24 eas>
miles from Amherst. Price $3000.
< nil t>l7-51 1-6036 Anytime. tfl0-l"

Ill-room lioiixr, G bedrooms. Main
»!., Mimlerland, Ideal living for fa-
<ult> Mr. Conrad Abbott 665-3030.

tfl0-8

I KO.M IHK 111 ir»: Clothing, shoes
..< :iiiiii kas*. and \elvet maxi-coat^
it Viy.imr'*. Mercmitile, nevt to Ain-

hrn4 Tawrrs. ttU-l

I'iunerr, Teac, Garrard, PE Axtec.
I i-iu-r, TDK, cassette and open reel

lupe, standard radio, Vtah speakers.
IA, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio'. tfl2-23

participate in the biiarre. Call 046-
li-VW or 616-65?0. tflQ-7

Poetry wanted for cooperative an-
llioloy. Please include stamped re-

turn envelope, lilleuilcl l'rr>s, lHii*

I i-t Olympic Itoulevard, Los Ange-
iev California IHW.'l. tfll-l

Need someone to well sterro equip
ment. All brands .*ii per cent di«

.unit. I do bookkeeping, you take H0

»*t cent profit. Bob Tyler. 21 Glad-
den. Williumstown. 458-1337. tflO-lll

SERVICES

-r— TT-KM I Motorc.wlH. WK), twin e> Un-
der-.. Kood condition, must sell till-.

wr.-u. ,s:(V"> ui l..«.t offer. Call 665-
•-. i:i. tflO-1

'• -.pcakcr units, excellent quality
inii-t hear to lielie\e. 253-2805 or
M.-iitai;. t tio-8

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1961 VW bus, 20 thou, original

miles on encine, trans., front end
and brakes, body fair, asking $395.
I nil Alan 581-4652

.
tflO-i:

Hardtop for MOB — fits any year.
• H-.I $-50. 1 year old. will sacrifice
for $110. Call Tom niiMlme at 253-
7V'li. tflO-r

I'MUi All-It KoaiNtir. fast, excel'
lent incch.inii al condition. <{ui< k
hale. A-kinc SI I0t» . .'8«-7'.'77. HIQ-'i

liMCt Jairnar \kK coupe, pluck
with red leather interior, rhromr
trier wheels, iim-fm. new tires and
-! lidded anew*, dealer maintained,
excellent rendition, $13*0. 773-73*1

!f io-:>

t;.t rnntiai . nuts transmission, good
running cnnilitiou alrradj inspected,

end lire*. I*e»t offer. < .ill ,">I!>-IVU

tflO-9

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tfl2-23

Do you need a tutor for your
Spanish classes? If you are having
trouble In first or second rear Spa-
nish, call Mary Burich at 546-7440.

tflo-8

Alterations — pick up and delivery.
Call 1-532-4792. tfl0-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Attention girls: Have your own

room In apt. near campus $50/ mo.
available now I Call booty 253-6517.

tflO-7

1 need a female roommate, own
room, furnished. Great place with
lots of trees. Pets allowed. Sue 323-

7111 tflO-9

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple who need more

income. V'nusuai opportunity for good
earnings for both. Works together,
part-time or full time. Car neces-
sary. Phone 1-413-774-2587 between
7 - I p.m. tf10-16

Babysitter wanted Wed. 8:40 -

1:35 preferably on campus. Call 586-
2733 after 6. tfl»-'

Waitresse 21 or over, Saturday
12 p.m. to 5 p.m. or 5 p.m. to
a.m., excellent tips, possibility o
more hours. Call Aqua Vltae Bet
tailrant 686-0300. tflO-

Must take shorthand and typ«
Work on Campus. Call 665-4035 be
tween 8 a.m. and 11 p.m. Includ
ing weekends, part-time jobs. tflO-'

BIOCHKM1STRY SKMINAR
Some Biochemical Defects in Down's

Syndrome (Mongolism!" Speaker: Dr
Martin Appleton at 1130 A.M.. Thursday.

Oct 8 room 252 Goessmann Lab. Coffee

will be served at 11:15 A.M.

BIOCHEMISTRY SKMINAR
Hormonal Control of Polyamine Syn

thesis" Speaker Dr Yutaka Kobayashi

11 30 AM, Thursday. Oct 15 Room 252

Goessmann Lab Coffee will be served at

11:15 AM

INTKGROL YOGA INST
There will be a general meeting of all

people interested in the Integrol Yog
Institution. Friday 6:00-7:00 P M in th

Campus Center room 904-908

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Film. I'rban '67. Thurs Oct 8, 7:30 P.M..

Memorial Hall Important meeting to

discuss I'rbanes and plans for this

semester Please come.

H1LLEL
llillel exec board meeting, tonight H :<o

I'M in the Middlesex room. SI All

welcome

WHITE Dl'KASIS COMMITTEE
Canvassing in Spni.gfield. meet il

Morrill Science Bldg . BusStopat 3:00 P.M.

We will be home by 7 M P M

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
The tape of Orson Well's "War of the

Worlds " scheduled for 8 IS P M . < Kt H in

Ifelter has been cancelled

\ll'(i

Fust meeting sj secret Mi't; project,

Oct 7. at 7 IHI 1' M Campus Center room
177 Make sure you're not lollowed

OUTING CLUB
Whites trips this weekend next weekend

Befllr/'a and Skull See bulletin board tor

details

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting to form action groups and

Women s Information Center CtrnpHi
Center MB BOB Ocl 7. at l HP \l

SDS
All> with campus workers light male

chauvinism! Meeting to discuss lurther

building al at>ti imperialist movement at I

Mass Wc.i .
i >ct 7 at 7 M l' M in ream m

' 'inpus t enter

COUNSELING CENTER
The Counseling Center offers student--

opportunities to participate in sensitivity

PERSONAL
Washington Vpper — Vote I>a\e

Slutsky for Student Senate. Your
voice will be heard, Oct, 8 6-9 p.m.

10-7

To James Basement — all you
sincere people, don't try to add
iiieaninc to our li»es. Plastic people
unite and be happy. The Traveiinc
Quintet. 111-

7

To Cance 2nd floor, either put
up or shut up!! — Il.B.'s 10-7

Wanted — males to participate in

-incere croup relationship. Must he
Iree-thinkimr. Cull (i-7.».">(l or 6-77)1

tf10-8

AUCTION

WANTED
«;crmaii tutor wauled one nieht a

uceU. Cnil 5M-4W8 after 6 p.m.
tflO-'.

\\ .,,11, II nitll UtMl- "ll i.l. i-

; , > . «itli l» i .i

*at., Oct. lOlh, 10:30 a.m., Bob's
I'.irn, 5 miles east of Amherst, off

It!. f», look for signs. Clothes dryer,

hurenas, sofas, rues, desk, chairs,

kitchen sets, odds and ends, etc. Call

;.-.:t-288i. tfio-9

MUSICIANS WANTED
>;i\. l'lute, Trtimpet, Ita—..

Itlutlun, Lead. Pop SinKer soocht
lor active Top Rock Band. Other la-

i.nt also Mnisht C.il! llarol.: S4D
tno.x

AEPi
Will

NEVER

Die!

groups directed l>\ the Counseling Center
Stall Interested students should sign up in

243 Wllitmore

CEO
Any niie interested in a project OH Nuclear

Pollution and power plants, call Mane Vlti

MM

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting Wed Fvening Oct 7. at 1:60

1' M room 1 U Hasbrouck Lab
organization ol new programs and
discussion ol open house Friday Oct 4 at

Amherst Observation \ew members
welcome

PSYCHOLOGY OF HIliHKK KDUCATION
Will meet in Barllett 202. Thursday at

4 110 p in

(MASS SPORT PARACHUTE
skydiving Meeting of UMass Sport

Parachute Club, all interested persons

invited Tuesday Oct 20. 8:00 Room 174

Campus Center.

BIKTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
See Bill Baird in the Colonial Lounge.

Thursday, Oct 8 between 1 and 5 p m.

COLLKCJIATE FLYING CLUB
No ground school tonight Sex life of

Cessna to be discussed at monthly meeting
Be there Campus Center Room 162

sot ioi.oty PSYCHOLOGY 101

Women on the March " and "Fabienne
i a biography ol a night-club entertainer

will be itown in Maker today at 4:40. 8:00

and In : HO

NKS
Coordinating Committee meeting tonight

Wed at ti to in Rooms 911-915 of the

Campus Center

^\|c s\ic Steering Committee meeting
to be held Thursdav Oct K. Room 174, 17K

Campus Center at HiH* p m All other
persons welcome

UMASS CHESS CLUB
rheCheaa Club will meet Thursday. Oct.

I al 7 no p m in Room HI 1 of the Campus
Center

I MASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT/D-
WKiHT

A real RSO group'' Meet at press

gate live minutes before end of football

game Sal tor bumper sticker distribution

(MASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT D
WIGHT
Join our iHimper sticker distribution

team I .ill Kandy Sloane. 243 Cance. .VWi-

MB|

YOUNG WORKERS* LIBERATION
LEAGUE
YWI.I. will hold an educational class on

the lundamentals of Marxism-Leninism
Wednesday. Od 7 'tonight, at 7 :<o p m in

Ream nil Campus Center Everyone
welcome'

LOST
In Southwest area - Wire rim glasses in

black case Please call 6-5363 if you find

them

CEy
Interested in making films on the en-

vironment'* Meeting Wednesday night at

7:00 p.m in the CEQ office. Campus
Center. Room 124

SMITTY'S DELI
RESTAURANT

featuring

HOT PASTRAMI — HOT CORNED BEEF

OPEN 10 A.M. lo 2 A.M.

Opposite Zoyre's Tel 253-3481

CEQ
Mobile art display in Iront of the Student

I moil Tuesday thru Saturday. Tiny
"jewel" paintings on the environment

CEQ
Meeting students going On CEQ Raft Trip

on Oct 10-11. Meet in WOPE pool at H M
p in Bring clothes to swim in. plus bathing
suits and lowels

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
Married Students Series of 6 weekly

discussions on "Problems of Marital Ad-
justment lor the Student'' beginning Oct 13

From 4 to 5:30 p.m Mental Health Service,
.nacnmer Limited enrollment - couples
only Call Mr Siddall at 5-2337

SOPH CLASS STUDENT NURSES
Want a CORNY time? Come to the

POPCORN PARTY in the Social Lounge at

the Newman Center. Thurs . Oct 8, 8-k)

p.m Sponsored by the Soph Student
Nurses

LOST
Multi-course red notebook by Campus

Center Bookstore Tuesday Oct 6. 3 00 p.m

Please return it lound very important
papers and notes that areonh ol use tome
Peace

Brown printed umbrella at in 30 Concert
Salurday night Call Carolyn 546-6607

Hermes :»000 typewriter Please phone
25.1 3590

Two commemorative medals of sen-

timental value Call .546-6596 or return to

317 Dickinson

Brown briefcase. 1 1' S Citation). Last
seen by Campus Center elevator

Brown brielcase. IU.S Citationi Last
seen b) Campus Center elevator. West side.

Lower level Contents 3 books: AB-
NORMAL PSYCHOLOGY, CELL
BIOLOGY, and V1NGT FT UN conteS.
plus 3 notebooks Please call 665 2928

Glaaaea lost between P in and Middlesex
Sept 26 afternoon. Gold-rimmed, untinted.
Peter Fonda letish specials Call 50158-
Maureen Middlesex Basement

University ol New Mexico mdentification
cards, athletic cards and drivers license in
brown leather purse w itb shoulder strap
Call Kalhy or C.ina 6 9919

tiold toothpick in leather case. Initials

DLN inscribed Call 546-9756

Houndlike i> months old brown puppy with
llopp> ears named Rip Please bring to

312 Pulfton

Mens Tissot wiis,watch Gold face,
leather band Please return to DONRoom
.124. James House t>7758

Black prescription sunglasses Return
Call Paul 6 7758

Light blue denim hat, with a Sole Power
button over small silver M pinned on top
Lost a week ago Friday in Franklin Dining
Commons

At Sig Ep, Friday night girls gold
watch If found, please call Pat 546-9694

One to- speed purple Schwinn racing bike
Please return to 1501 JFK or call 6-7807

Pair of men's black prescription
sunglasses Call Paul 1108 JFK 6-7758

Brown suede fnnged jacket-man's size
40 If found, please contact Linda Anderson
408 Mary Lyon. 545- 2516.

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 AM.
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Gorfman Slates Address
In DVP Environment Series
The Distinguished Visitors

Program will sponsor a lecture on
'Nuclear Pollution: The Ultimate

Insult to Man and His En-
vironment," Thursday at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

The speaker will b« Dr. John
Gofman, professor of medical
physics at the University of

California Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, and the public is in-

vited to attend.

Dr. Gofman was graduated from
Oberlin College and received his

Ph.D. and M.D. degrees from the

University of California at

Berkeley and the University of San
Francisco, respectively.

In addition to teaching at the

university level for more than 20

years in the radioisotope and
radiobiology field, he has con-

ducted extensive research on Low
Dose radiation, chromosomes and

cancer. Dr. Gofman is the author

of over 130 scientific publications

and three books. At present he is a

research associate at the

Lawrence Biomedical Laboratory

at Berkeley and Livermore.

Workshops on nuclear pollution

will be held the afternoons of Oct. 8

and 9 in the Campus Center. In

addition a Five-College open forum

for the public will take place at 2

p.m. in the Student Union Colonial

•

Baird Speaks

Here Tomorrow

Bill Baird, the independent
candidate for U.S. Senate, and
noted birth control advocate, will

be on campus tomorrow lo discuss

with the university community the

referendum on birth control laws
in the S.U. Colonial Lounge from 1

to 5 p.m.

Baird recently spoke at a UMass
Hillel-sponsored brunch to a crowd
of approximately 300 on the

various methods and devices of

birth control. After his talk, over
100 people signed up to help in the

state-wide referendum to abolish

the following laws, all part of the

Massachusetts General laws,

Chapter 272 called "Crimes
Against Chastity."

BILL FIELD
has his copy of the INDEX.
If you don't have your*

yet, and you were an tin-

dcrgrad both semesters
last year, your INDEX is

available in the INDEX
office. 2nd floor, Student

Union.

CLASS of

1972!

Exec Council

Applications

are now

available in

front of RSO.

Must be in

by THURSDAY

Oct. 8, 5:00 P.M.

You must apply

to have a

vote!

CC. Garage Debuts With Tolls
The Campus Center Garage opened for business Monday. This 900 car parking facility located

across from the Campus Center services the University community, visitors to campus, and those

attending conferences at the center.

The 246 spaces on the lower level have been set aside for reserved parking for students, faculty

and staff. For the first two weeks, only yearly and semester rentals will be accepted. Depending

on how many spaces are left, monthly and weekly rentals will be available on a first come, first

serve basis with students having preference.

The Rate Schedule is as follows:
General Rates:

Non-Student Rates:

Student Rates:

The general rate is 25< for the first hour

and 15< for every completed hour thereafter

to a maximum of $2 a day.

$ 215.00 per year ( 12 months)
$ 85.00 per semester

$ I9.00per month (during school year)

$185.00 per year (12 months)
$ 75.00 per semester
$ 16.50 per month (during school year)
$ 12.50 per month (June, July, August)
$ 3.60perwcek(7days)

Dr. Gorfman
Lounge. Students are welcome to

bring questions. Dr. Gofman will

also hold a colloquium for students
and faculty from the physics
department on Oct. 9 at 3:30 p.m.
in Hasbrouck Laboratory.

All students interested in

elementary and secondary
student teaching and in-

ternship during the spring

semester of 1971 MUST attend
an organization meeting on
Thursday. October 29.

If you are a secondary
student teacher your meeting
will be from 2:30-4:0(1 P.M. in

the Mark's Meadow
Auditorium. If you are in

elementary your meeting is

from 4:00-6:30 P.M.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNET OMAM

Many Capricorn individuals harft u
secret desire to paint. Under emo-
tional stress, theae natives often ia
turn to art — the results can be bene-
ficial. Once a Capricorn become* se-

rious In this direction there are de-
lightful surprises.

• •
ARIES Olarch 21 - April 19): ATOM

temptation to commit yourself to bis-
za re "scheme. Btlck to course which
leads to k'oal. Libra Individual Bta>
mean well — but it Is best to rely
on your own experience.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20):

Stay with current project. You can
finish It and earn plaudits. If you
stop in midstream, the result is dis-

appointment. Emphasis Is on your
ability to communicate.
GEMINI (Hay 21 June 20): Emo-

tions fly high: you can channel crea-
tive urges with constructive results.

Gain shown If you do what comet
naturally. Means adhere to yonr own
style.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Play
waiting game. Don't Jump at first

offer. Some around you offer super-
ficial explanations. Dig for facts. Face
truth as it actually exists. Discard
excuses.
LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): If you go

to extremes, there could be error

which Is cosMy. Be versatile without
scattering your forces. Change of rou-

tine would be good — Cine with one

who stimulates you.
VTRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Un-

orthodox approach results In proM.
Take chance on your own abilities.

Some ideas are shopworn. Replace out-

moded concepts. Fresh, vigorous ap-

proach attracts success.

22) : Su-. 'en

environment,
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct

changes due — affect

personal residence. Be alert and flex-

ible. Excitement Is keynote. Creative

thinking- Is necessary. Don't force mut-
ters with Aries person.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Short

journey may bring answers you re-

quire. Intellectual curiosity acts an
positive force. Family member ex-

presses unusual desire. Third party
may be Involved.
sAOITTaRIUS (Stat. 22 » Oa«. 81):

Examine carefully any speculative re-
position. What appears a sure thlni?

may be only a certain way of !os
-

< ".

money. Realize this and respond ac-

cordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. ID):

Rome In positions of authority may
push panic button. Tour personal cy-

cle Is high: maintain equilibrium.

Tou are due to merge victorious from
mtno.r crisis.

AQUARIU9 (Jan. 20 - Feb. 1R> •

Immediate action may be forthcoin

in»r. But you can prepare format,

outline. Tou have breathing spell

:

lake advnntaim of It. A lomr-dlstan.-.

.all could clear emotional debris.

PISCES (Feb. 1!) - March 20) !

TTnve faith In your own Ideas. !.'•"

ronld provide some fine Ideas, np^n

.loors Of opportunity. Cultivate thn>.e

who can envision potential. Stvr
rlear of one who slncrs the blues.

IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTH D.

W

you tend to be Introspective, are re-

tracted to metaphysical subjects. Tnei

are emerging from period of emotlonnl

turmoil. You've learned valuable !"s

sons whlrh you can now profitably

opply. _ _
Copyright 1070. Gen. Foa. Corp-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Musical

instrument

5 Narrow, flat

board

9 Arabian garment

12 Sandarac tree

13-Virginia willow

14 vessel

15 Deprive of

olfice

1 7 Teutonic deity

18 Beverage

19 Await

settlement

21 Imbecile

23 Approves

27 A state (abbr )

28 Brief

29 Insect

31 Carpenter's

tool

34 A continent

(abbr.)

35 Make bigger
38 Note of scale

39 Skill

41 Dine

4? Willow used lor

basketry

44 Sun god
4f> Resigned
48 Squjndered
51 Italian

52 Macaw
53 Cooled lava

55 Likis
unlawfully

59 0l)l.unid

60 I lights! point

62 Attitude

fi3 H.irvest

goddess
64 Meadows
65 Kill

DOWN

1 Possessed
2Exist

3 Knock
4 Oiler for

consideration

5 Hold on
property (pi )

6Near
7 Golf mound
8 Damage
9 Macaws
10 Philippine

knife

1

1

Solar disk

16Calm
20 Aigued
22 Kim; of Bashan
23 Sicilian volcano
24 Approach
25 Physician (abbr )

26 Weight of India

30 Self centered

person
32 Toward

shelter

33 Section of

hospital

36 Young boy

37 Holds in Inch

regard

s p AMT A f T P A T H
p A R|o L E O E R 1

S
A
5

S

A 1 R p

£Ti£
E T T ft N E

T

T

B 1

V
t
AlU

aIpJs
L

'

S[l

<o EJBP
PJA

Mils

1 ^EIVIAJD E
O S mMrIoJeJI E A

R

R
E

P
S

L MjAjN aia
oIoInI
oil C

L

aTpbI A
N
s
T
U
E
Tc

o
p

o
B
1

N
o
TimA < T s
F s

s
0,A
f A

p
Y

T O N
T ^H e N P

40 Handles
43 Pronoun
45 Indefinite

article

47 Ponders
48 Starch prepared

from East Indian

palm
49 Support

\->

15

fft 24

?d

34

39

48 49

52

4

» * » _

s5§[
35

40

19

45

41

m
50

53 54

60

64

20

36

51

50 South African

Dutch
54 High card
56 Be ill

57 Meadow
58 Vessel's curved

planking

61 Parent
(colioq )

8 1

47

?1

42

37

65

43

57 58

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

MAKE ONE MOVE TOWARD THIS

BLANKET, BEAGLE, AMP I'LL HIT

MOU ON THE NOSE TWENTY TIMES

!

io-y

/
~c~/

I M

'iCr/^^jW^* ¥«<<G&,
l(f
IJ^A -

COULD STANP

B. C. by Johnny hart

• AND MCW WHILE vVene SfcTTiNJe^

OR FOK..-..

V

CUf? NiEHXr .

.

X VE DcmCuJA£/CARP\

TlNKL-E

Tinkle

THE WIZARD OF ID

'C7 \_

TALK
SHO\N

far
by Brsnt parker and Johnny hart

/ WHAT VO YOU

v^

Trig F;!gt5^pr-U1^K.M

«| . - .-.-,:
'cW
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Yan-Con Picks Go to UMass' Opponents
Connecticut halfback Vin

Clements, Maine cornerback
Jim Walsh and Rhode Island

halfback Grant Denniston
have been chosen as the top

offensive, defensive and
sophomore players in the
Yankee Conference for their

ix'rformances last Saturday.
Ciements, a 6'3-215 lb.

senior, gained 156 yards on 26

carries, including three touch-

downs, and caught three
passes for 35 yards to leat

UConn *o a come-from behind
27-14 win at New Hampshire.
It's his second selection this

fall.

Walsh, a 5*11-165 lb. junior,

recovered a fumble to set up
Maine's touchdown, threw two
Rhode Island runners for

losses and made five

unassisted tackles although

Maine dropped a 23-6 Con-
ference decision to the Rams.
Denniston, a 61-180 lb

sophomore, got his secona
straight selection by running
for 75 yards on nine carries,

catching four passes for 64

yards, including a 48-yard
touchdown, and returned two
kickoffs for 79 yards to spark
the URI Yan-Con win at

Maine.

Other nominations were
offense-halfback Bill Swadel
(Maine), fullback Ken
Roberson (New Hampshire),
fullback Dick Narcessian
(Rhode Island), halfback John
Pelcher (Vermont) and
fullback Dick Cummings
(UMass); defense-tackle Jim
Pisciottano (UConn), tackle

Cliff McDonald (New Hamp-
shire), halfback Bill Dolan

(Rhode Island), safety Tom
Nieradka (Vermont) and
tackle Bill DeFlavio
(UMass); sophomores-
linebacker John Salek
(UConn), split end Dave Paul
(Maine), end Dan Leber
(Vermont) and offensive

tackle Clarence Brooks
(UMass).

fltyr M***attfu*tttB

Gladchuck Image
Rekindled in Award

While most athletic honors
has offered in a certain phase
reflect an exclusive quality w

The presentation, which
originated last year with Tony
Laurie of Phi Sigma Delta as the

I nst recipient . is emblematic of the

university's annual outstanding
intramural athlete. The criterion

used for the election process in-

volves the measures of character,

leadership ability, team success,

participation interest as well as

consistent skill.

("net Gladchuck, who has been
honored for his invaluable work
within the intramural program,
tirst made his mark in the sports

world with the Boston College

football club that attracted much
attention in its prime years of "39"

and '*#©". In the latter campaign
he received All-American acclaim
as the Eagles soared to an un-

beaten li-u season, including a
Sugar Bowl victory over Ten-
nessee.

After an illustrious collegiate

career Gladchuck advanced into

the pro ranks for the New York
(liants where he earned All-Pro

recognition as an offensive center
in the mid "4Pj". Upon his

retirement from the National
Football League, the "Gentile
Giant'

-

came to UMass and served
as an assistant grid mentor for 12

years
In i%4 he was appointed in-

tramural director. It was in this

area that he was most noted for his

many contributions to UMasi and

By MARK VOGLER
Staff Reporter

are bestowed upon an individual on the basis of the proficiency he
of sport, the Chester S. "Chet'' Gladchuck Memorial Award tends to
hich goes beyond the polished performance.

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
FIELD T1MK TEAMS

6 XI

1:30

6 Sit

fi .1(1

%:M
6 In

7 in

7 M
7 IS

7 6
7 13

h mi

H tm

K Ml

H U
X IS

K :m

m to

:«
•:«

PIT TIMK

i

I

I

I

>

I

]

(

4

.">

I.

I

_»

I

4

7 HI I

7 ..«.

7 •<

7 Id

7 31

7

8 .H>

8 HI

8. .Hi

8 Ml

8 in

8 :u

Team vs Cult

Lifers vs Oxfords
Hacks vs BX

Panthers vs C (rushers
Cans vs Senators

Terrors vs Monuments

GAKvs BX
Dildoughsvs Oxfords

DCvs KS
BKPvs TC

PSDvs.TEP
SAE vs PMD
PLP vs SPE
PSK vs APO

Maroons vs Pipers
Dogs vs Redwoods

Cougars vs Terrors
Panthers vs. Seagrams

3 M'svs Bulldogs
Tubes vs. Browns

II <iOWAK
TEAMS)

Colt 45's vs. Spartans
Lions vs. Academics

Seagrams vs Bruisers

Oaks vs. Trojans
Pines vs Flaming A's

Aces vs Lemons
Eagles vs Maroons
Redwoods vs Bruins
Hi-lo's vs Hemlocks
Crestview vs Bodies
Civ Eng. vs Gotcha?
Conglos vs Burners

The fourth weekly UMass
Hodmen Quarterback Club
Luncheon will be held at the

Newman Center today at 12:15

p.m.. to let mil promptly at

1 : IS. A film of the UMass-
Hullalo game will be shown.

Also featured will be the

.iwnrds lor the offensive and
defensive players of the week.

a "Houimg report on Boston

I 'imersitN ithe Hodmen's
next opponent '. a door prize

and a raffle of choice game
iukei>

also credited with the tremendous
expansion of the program.
Assistant intramural director
Peter Graham labels Gladchuck
"prime instigator in developing

Sailg <fcU*gten

Sp&ti*
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what we consider an outstanding
intramural program here at the
university."

Graham, also an alumnus of

UMass C64). spoke very highly of
the former B.C. great, stating:

'"Coach Gladchuck probably was
one of the finest coaches and
gentlemen that I had the priviledge

as a student and athlete to have
been associated with

"

Gladchuck assumed the role of

Assistant Athletic Director shortly

before his death in 1968.

There is probably nobody more
deserving on campus for the

Gladchuck Award than last vear's

recipient, Lauria. In his junior

year the sports enthusiast from Phi

Sigma Delta displayed some en-

viable versatility by competing in

14 of the 18 possible intramural

events. He notched the passing

title in the process and helped

spark his house to fraternity

championships in both soccer and
touch football.

As a sophomore he carried a

somewhat lighter, yet energenic

agenda of ten sports. During this

period he shelved individual

honors in soccer (still co-holder of

scoring record with 8) and hand-

ball to go with a team pennant in

soccer.

His milestones this year -- to

surpass last year's participation

mark and help his fraternity

brothers in their quest of the

coveted Olympus Cup, given en-

nually to the top frat.

In a breath of confidence Tony
says: "We'll be No. 1 in campus
football this year", and he looks to

the Roadrunners for prime com-
petition. Although a bit outspoken,

he has good reason to be. Phi

Sigma Delta boated a 3-0 mark and
were unscored upon at the time

this article was written.

A graduate of East Boston High,

Lauria can also look back at a
colorful and most impressive
schoolboy career. He lettered nine

times in each of three years of

football, track and baseball. On
the grid iron the split end was
dubbed with honerable mention
merit by the Boston Globe. In

INITIAL AWARD - Mrs. Gladchuck. wife of (/net Gladchuck.
presents first award in husbands honor to Tony Lauria of Phi Sigma
Delta. Award is given to best intramural athlete of year.

rack he reigned as district champ
n the high hurdles andrunnerup in

he high jump.
When asked what receiving the

Gladchuck Award meant to

.anna, the upper classman
eplied: "Well, it's hard to cap-
ivate all my feelings in one sen-

ence. To me it's a goal that I set

for mysetf through hard work and
physical and mental alertness;

sort of like the pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow."
"The merit is not only for

myself, but for the most part
should go to my fraternity -for

without their help I cOldn't have
accomplished this feat

"

Likewise, he acknowledged the
function of the intramural
department and encouraged more
students to participate in the many
and varied sports that are offered!
"I've received athletic recognition
primarily because the intramural
program is there. If there was no

program, there'd be no goal to

shoot lor."

Now 22. Lauria plans to enter the

sales marketing field upon
graduation. As far as sports are
concerned he models his

philosophy after the late Vince
Lombardi. As he puts it: "1 have
this way of playing ball that keeps
the enthusiasm running in our
house. There's no fun in playing if

you can't win.

"If you work hard at anything
you can conquer it. Winning a
sport is like capturing a goal."

Coach Graham feels that Lauria
is probably the best all around
athlete at UMass. "To me Tony
represents the quality of the
students that we have on campus.
I feel we have an excellent student
body and are most happy to have
them actively participate in this

program", he remarked.

12 New Tennis Courts To Be Built
By STEVE FERBEK
Staff Reporter

Have you seen the tennis courts

lately? Have you notice

Have you seen the tennis courts

lately? Have you noticed the

cracks and the pot holes on the

courts? How about the ripped nets

and the missing center straps?

Maybe you noticed that there are
only 12 courts left where there used
to be 24?

Well something is going to be
done about UMass' tennis
facilities. If all goes according to

plan there should be 12 newly
surfaced courts for the general
tennis playing public, and 12 new
courts for the varsity, come spring

1971.

On October 24th, work will begin
on the 12 courts near Boyden
Gymnasium. There will be an
addition of one to three inches of

asphalt to the sur
On October 24th, work will begin

on the 12 courts near Boyden
Gymnasium. There will be an
addition of one to three inches of

asphalt to the surface and, with

newly painted lines and the

acquisition of new nets, the courts

should be in excellent shape for

UMass tennis enthusiasts. The
money to re-do these 12 courts was
appropriated early this fall from
the University funds.

The new tennis complex has been
talked about for years. Ever since

the planned extension of Bartlett

Hall, which removed 12 courts,

there has been tennis talk. In what
was termed an excellent example
of good foresight, Vincent Cobb,

Assistant to the Dean in charge of

facilities, explained, "When the

contract for the Bartlett extension

was drawn up it included plans for

the replacement of the 12 to come
down Thus the students would not

be without tennis facilities for too

long a time." Now that the funds
have been produced action will be
forthcoming shortly.

Presently the new complex is

still in the preliminary design
status. An architect is working on
a design that will please all con-

cerned and the finalization of plans
appears close at hand. For this

coming spring 12 courts are on the

agenda.

For this coming For these 12

the present architectual se-up calls

for one singularly enclosed court

and one two court area. The other

fenced-in areas are to include three

and six courts. Plans for stands
have also been made, with two
proposed bleachers to be installed,

one set in the single couurt area
and one in the double court area.

The site for this new complex lies

adjacent to the new baseball field

(Varsity Field), and the ultimate

goal in court number stands at 35.

Surrounding the courts will be

shrubbery, the primary purpose ol

which will be to keep the wind
velocity as minimal as possible.

A pavilion, similar to a tennis

shop, is also on the drawing board.

This pavilion would appear at the

entrance of the complex, from
which there would be one walkway
connecting these 35 courts. The
eventuality of lights is also being

discussed and, if instituted in the

future, they would surround the

entire perimeter.

As of yet the surface for the new
courts has not been determined,

for it will decide upon the bidding

of the competing companies. Thus

the timing of construction will

depend upon which surface is going
to be used. In the event of an
asphalt base, the deadline would be
November 15th. If the base is

unable to be completed before the
snowy weather, the spring will see
the completion of this project
By spring the site will be fully

prepared and the 12 courts planned
on shouldbe
By spring the site will be fully

prepared and the 12 courts planned
on should be a certainty. As Mr.
Cobb stated, "The university
community will be looking forward
to the completion of this site within
the near future.

Last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
TKP _'o IX ' 12

TC 2:1. BKP IS

MA 14 ZN I

PSK IH SAM 12

AP<> It SAK fi

SPK IK. PLP O.
Pipers (7 Broncos ()

Murgatroyds 211. Barracudas 14

Brigade 15. \Urds I.

Smashers U, lAibees 19

Outhouse T 14. (;reg<»rians O.
Bucks WBK Klephants
Bulldogs 12. Kreaks ()

Colonels H, Duchies 6
l.\1 "s IK. DntM U
Turtles 12. Browns 8
Puckers 12. Hem <>

Gvpsies Mi. Kcllas 18.

COKK.r BEEF-PULL

sPo/?ts ShorT'Es
AP

NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn will
meet with presidents of the two
major leagues and the attorney for
the umpires Wednesday in an
effort to forestall another walkout
by major league umpires before
Saturday's World Series opener.

NEW YORK (AP) Dennis
Shaw, a rookie passer from San
Diego State, has earned the
Associated Press citation as of-
fensive player of the week in the
National Football league with
assists from O. J. Simpson, Marlin
Bruiscoe and Haven Moses.

as No. 1 in total offense among the
nations major college football
players.

Plunkett, who was third in
passing in last week's statistics,
released by National Collegiate
Sports Services, fell to fifth as
Parker and three other players
tied for first.

By the Associated Press
The National Basketball

Association has three new teams,
four new coaches and a new
divisional setup, but the biggest
change is likely to be a switch in
lettering with the Big O joining the
Big A in Milwaukee.
Alcindor is considered the best

big man ever to play the game, but
alone he could only power the
Bucks into a second place.

Hath} ©nlUgtatt
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Viet CeaseFire Asked

SPEAKING TO THE NATION on television last night, President Nixon called for a ceasefire to

be imposed in Southeast Asia, and for the United Nations to assume the responsibility for main-

taining the standdown. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton).
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Senate 's Last Meeting

Election eve quorum proved
li.ii (I to i;W at senate last night.

Needed: 28. Present: It. But help

is on the way as elections are

toda\ and a student senat of alMtiit

sT members will be meeting next

week. Commuters, fraternity and
sorority members vote from !» to .">

in the Cape Cod lounge of the

Student I'nion. Dormitory
residents vote in their respective

dorm lobbies between t> p.m. and !>

p.m.
By the way. four of those present

last night deserve special credit-

Kick Konito. Ann Dubrowski,
Valerie Endres and Kon Kurt/man
were dedicated enough to show up
even on the last day of their terms.
They are not candidates for re-

election. (Photo bv (.il> Kullerton)

Last night gubernatorial candidate Mayor Kevin H. vVhite made an
unofficial visit to Northhampden. At the Hotel Nortbampden. White
met with a convention of Town Clerks. Later he met with a reporter
from The Collegian. The interview will follow in tomorrow's issue.

Mix Photo by Ed Fenwick)

'\bu want these kids?

I give them to you.

I sign the papers.

I put them In the rowboat
all alone in the ocean."

hBKRT a LEONARD presto

ALANARKIN
«pOqi"

Thursday. October 8

Admission: 50c

SU Ballroom

7:00 & 9:30
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on tha second floor of tha
Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news). 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second closs postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes dve times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic yea' except during vacation and exom periods; three or four
wt a week following o vacation or exam period or when a holiday

*'- 3 eek. Accepted for mailing under the m
l§7° as eejens'ee' by thr- net of Jure
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Scroll sweeties sort goodies for sale. Funds are to be added to their

treasury.

Academic Calendar
Due For Revisions

David A. Booth, Faculty Senate
Space and Calendar Committee
chairman is scheduling a series of

open hearings to obtain
suggestions from all university

community members on the 1972-

1973 academic calendar. The
decision to hold the hearings was
prompted by the need to establish a

calendar which will have sub-

stantial support among members
of the University community and
yet be flexible enough to allow for

such outside forces as the urgency
of national problems.
"Last year's discussion of the

Princeton Plan has shown us that

outside forces can change the

calendar and therefore it is

necessary that we develop a

calendar which will allow for those
forces and still maintain the
academic integrity of the calendar
we have" was Booth's statement
on behalf of the committee which
will hold three separate hearings in

three different sections of the

campus.
The hearings to be held on

Jack L«aman
is not entitled to an INDEX.
If you don't have yours yet.

and you were an underload
both semesters last year,

your INDEX is available in

the INDEX office, 2nd floor,

stu<i»-n: Union.

Wednesday, October 14, from 4(H)

(i:(H) in Machmer E-3S; Thursday
October 22 from 12::iO - 2:30 it.

Duke Koom, Student Union; and on
Monday, October 2ft from 2:30 -

4:25 in SBA, Koom 101, are
scheduled so as to allow ample
opportunity for concerned
members of the community
faculty, students and ad
ministration to present their views.

There are at present four major
jlternatives under consideration

by the committee and subject to

the views of the community as a

whole:

1. The Traditional Calendar upon
which the University year is now
based would continue the system
which begins the year shortly after

Labor Day with exams and in-

tercession following Christmas.
2. The Modified Calendar, as is

now in operation at such major
universities as the University of

Oklahoma and the University of

Kentucky, would allow for the

completion of exams before
Christmas to be followed by a
month long intermission. This plan
would see the year closing in late

April or mid-May and would thus
extend the summer recess so as to

provide more time for summer
employment, study, research or

travel.

3 The Tri-Semester Plan would
see the school year divided into

three ten-week semesters running
from September to December,

January to April and May through
July

4 The 4-1-4 Plan would provide
tor two four-month semesters with

regular classes with I he month of

January set aside for independent

research or field study projects. It

would allow students and faculty

alike the opportunity to engage in

intensive research or study in their

field of interest

Although these proposals are the

major ones currently under con-

sideration, the committee will be
open to all suggestions so that it

may determine the type of

calendar which would be
satisfactory to all. "It is the

committee's hope that thp fact that

these hearings will pertain only to

the calendar for the year 1971-1973

will not' prevent interested persons
from coming forward to give their

views". Booth stated. "It is our
hope that we may be able to

present to the Faculty Senate for

approval, a calendar which
already has support behind it and
therefore eliminate useless
debate."

Membership on the committee
includes three undergraduates and
two graduate students as well as
(acuity so as to insure the fair

consideration of the needs and
desires of all in the determination
of the calendar plan which will be
presented to the Faculty Senate
and the Board of Trustees.

A 4>
MEETING

9:30 P.M. — Oct 8, 1970

Rooms 805-809 Campus Center

GRIZZLY FURS
FURS! WOOD PRODUCTS!

Vests, Mittens, Slippers

hots end skins

USED FUR COATS!

16 Chonman Street

Ceasefire Stalemate Sought by Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon proposed Wednesday night a
standstill cease fire in Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos, immediate
release of all prisoners and a
broadened peace conference to

seek a settlement of conflict

throughout all of Indochina.

Departing in several major
instances from previous American
initiatives, Nixon said of his cease
fire plan: "My hope is that it will

break the logjam in all the

negotiations."

However, an administration
official who insisted he not be
identified by name said the ad-
ministration would be surprised if

the five point Nixon plan were
immediately accepted by North
Vietnam and the Viet Cong.
He said officials in Washington

are hopeful rather that the
mpvresident's suggestions will

trigger a process of exploration at

the bargaining table.

In Paris, where it was early

Thursday morning when Nixon
spoke, the word from the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
delegations was that there would
be no comment until later in the

day .

Nixon, declaring that his

program has the "full support" of

the governments of South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos, said in a

national television radio address:
"The time has come for the

government of North Vietnam to

join its neighbors in a proposal to

quit making war and to start

making peace."
The President asserted the

United States is prepared to

negotiate a complete withdrawl of

American troops from South
Vietnam as part of any settlement.

The anonymous administration
official indicated the pullout would
be accomplished over a 12 month
period once an agreement was
reached.

Nixon called also for "the im-

mediate and unconditional release

of all prisoners of war held by both

sides"- declaring that such moves
"could serve to establish good
faith, the intent to make progress,

and thus improve the prospects for

negotiations.

A fifth main point of the Nixon
plan-to be presented in Paris

Thursday by chief U.S. negotiator

David K.E. Bruce- calls on North
Vietnam to recognize that there

are two sides to the conflict in the

South and that any meaningful
settlement must satisfy both.

In this connection, he employed
tough language at the only point in

his address. Referring to recent

Viet Cong suggestions for a set-

tlement that would, among other
things, rule out continued of-

fficeholdingby Saigon President
Nguyen Van Thieu and Vice
President Nguyen Cao Ky, he said:

"Let there be no mistake about
one essential point: the other side

is not merely objecting to a few
personalities. They want to

dismantle the organized non
Communist forces and insure the

President Nixon's press conferance turned into a meeting of the
bored, as seen by the happy faces of students viewing the telecast.

<MDC Phooto by Gib Fullerton.)

News Analysis

Say Good Night, Dick
By MAXINE FORWARD

Staff Reporter
The predominately male group of about 200 which crowded into the

television room of the Student Union greeted the President's speech
rather cooly Wednesday night. Looks of total bordem were spread about
the room.
At first, it appeared that the only break in the ennui was Nixon's

remark about it being "the beginning of the end of the war," which
prompted several bursts of laughter One patriotic soul up front shouted
out in annoyance, "If you don't like it (the speech), Shut up!" One
wonders if he was part of the frenzied crowd roaring at Nixon's comment
about being cheered by hundreds of thousands during his European tour.

After the laughter subsided, one disconcerted listener walked out. It was
too much for him.

When asked for opinions of the speech, the general feeling seemed to be

one of disgust. Several observant people figured that this pretty speech
would be of help to certain Republican candidates running for re-election

this November.
Others said that it was exactly what they expected and that "bull shit

like that had no relevant points." The wordy speech, someone remarked,
certainly wouldn't hinder any negotiations, although it wouldn't help

them either.

A true Republican, probably the guy from up front, remarked that the

audience didn't give the President a chance and that he was dealing with

a real world, while they were wrapped up in their own little groups.

Looks like Trickey Dick has lost his magical tooch.

takeover by one party, and they

demand the right to exclude
whomever they wish from
government.

"This patently unreasonable
demand is totally unacceptable."

While asserting that the United
States is prepared to be flexizle on
many issues, Nixon said: "We
stand firm for the right of all the

South Vietnamese people to

determine for themselves the kind

of government they want."
The chief executive said the

Indochina wide cease fire he seeks
"must be effectively supervised by
international observers" and that

there should be safeguards against

violations.

He put his suggestion in these

terms:

"I propose that all armed forces

throughout Indochina cease firing

their weapons and remain in the

positions theynow hold. This

would be a "cease fire in place." It

would not in itself be an end to the

conflict, but it would accomplish
one goal all of us have been
working toward: an end to the

killing."

Through diplomatic channels,

the Soviet Union was given ad
cance word earlier in the day of the

general content of Nixon's ad-

dress. And officials recalled that

last April Deputy Soviet Foreign
Minister Jacob Malik talked ap-

provingly of a possible new
Geneva conference to deal with the

Vietnam war.

Said Nixon:

"An international conference is

needed to deal with the conflict in

all three states of Indochina. This
war in Indochina has been proved
to be of one piece; it cannot be
cured by treating only one of its

areas of outbreak."

Nixon said "the essential
elements of the Geneva accords of

1954 and 1962 remain valid as a
basis for settlement of problems
between states in the Indochina
area" and that the United States
would accept agreements reached
by these nations.

"While we pursue the convening
of an Indochina peace con-
ference," Nixon said, "we will

continue negotiations in Paris.

Ottr proposal for a larger con-

ference can be discussed there as
aell as through other diplomatic
channels."

He said the Paris talks "will

remain our primary forum for

reaching a negotiated settlement"
in the absence of a broader in-

ternational meeting.

The VVhite House official who
briefed newsmen indicated the

United States believes a larger

conference should bring together
those nations having the greatest

interest in promoting peace in

Southeast Asia He said it would
seem logical that the Soviets
might want to l>e present and
declared the United States cer-

tainly would not oppose such a

development.
Nixon spoke less than three

weeks in advance of the Nov. 3 off

year election and the briefing
official was asked, in effect, if the
I ive |K>int plan was expected to end
Vietnam as political issue.

The questioner was told that the

administration does not treai

Vietnam as a political matter and
that Nixon put forward his ideas at

the earliest moment when, in his

best judgment, he tell be could do
so responsibly

The chief executive did not

bold out any promise o| further

speeding withdrawal of American

troops from Vietnam, merely
sticking to a previous pledge that
by next spring more than 260,000
men will have been pulled out-
"about one half the number of
South Vietnam when I took office."

After pointing with pride to what
he termed the lowest U.S. casualty
rates since early summer for any
comparable period in 4 1/2 years,
Nixon said:

We are ready to negotiate an
agreed timetable for comDlete
withdrawals as part of an overall
settlement. We are prepared to

withdraw all our forces as part of a
settlement based on the principles
I spelled out previously and the
proposals I am making tonight."
The briefing officer, asked

whether the latest package sup-
plemented that came earlier,
replied thai Nixon's newest outline
represents the new position of the
United States

In talking of (he search for a
political settlement. Nixon said the
United States is governed by throe
principles:

• We seek a political solution
that reflects the will of the South
Vietnamese people

A fair political solution would
reflect the existing relationship of
political forces

" -We will abide by the outcome
of the political process agreed
upon."
The State Department m ,.,<•

special efforts to inform foreign
diplomats in advance of the
President's proposals. One of
Ihem, Thailand's foreign minister
Thanat Khoman. said his govern-
ment can "go along with and
support the objectives ol the
speech, "especially to bring an end
'o the hostilities."

Highlights of President's Speech
WASHINGTON (AP) - Following

are textual highlights of President
Nixon's speech Wednesday Night:

First. I propose that all armed
forces throughout Indo-China
cease firing their weapons and
remain in the positions they now
hold.

It would not in itself be an end to

the conflict, but it would ac-
complish one goal all of us have
been working toward: an end to

the killing.

I do not minimize the difficulty of

maintaining a ceasefire in a
guerrilla war where there are no
front lines. But an unconventional
war may require an un-
conventional truce; our side is

ready to stand still and cease fire

I ask that this proposal for a
cease fire in place be the subject
for immediate negotiation. My
hope is that it will break the
logjam in all the negotiations. A
cease fire must be effectively

supervised by international ob-
servers, as well as by the parties
themselves.

A cease fire should not be the
means by which either side builds
up its strength by an increase in

outside combat forces in any of the
nations of Indo-China.

A cease lire should cause all

kinds of warfare to slop This
covers the lull range of actions that

have typified this war, including

bombing and acts of terror.

A cease fire should encompass
not only the fighting in Vietnam but

in all of Indo-China. The United
States has never sought to widen
the war
What we seek is to widen the

peace I propose an Indo-China
Peace Conference.

At the Paris talks today, we are

talking about Vietnam Hut North
Vietnamese troops are not only
infiltrating, crossing borders and
establishing bases m Souih Vict

nam they are carrying on then
aggression in Laos and Cambodis
s well

An international conference is

needed to deal with the conllii i in

all three states of Indo-China This
war in Indo-China has been
proved to be of one piece; it cannot
be cured by treating only one of its

areas ol outb-eak.

Spiro Agnew
i*. not entitled to an INDIA
If you don't have yours yet,

and you were an iinderjfrad

both semesters last >ear.

your INDEX is available in

the INDEX office, >i d floor,

student Union.

Ted, let us forget politics and let us to BELL'S PIZZA
He stays open until 1 A.M. and 2 A M. on Friday ond

Saturday

Yes, Spiro, but what are people going to soy if they see

me w.th you Better call BP they make free deliveries

loo.

256 8011 253-9051

ieo Nertb TlMMmmt St.,^mh*ret

Reminder! All applications for Homecoming

Queen must he returned to the RSO office

at the Campus Center NO later than Oct. 14.

Spare Time Money
Are you interested in corning between $30 - 60 per
week?

If you are active, aggressive, and want to learn how to
earn this money in your spare time, selling a truly dis-
tinctive line of products imported from Europe contact
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, Wh.tmore 23?" for ,nfJrma
f
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n
A °,r S

,

end ycxjr resume to Parachem Corporation
45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10020.
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Crime Bill Strengthens

FBI Inquests On Campus
,

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House passed Wednesday a sweeping an-
ticrime bill giving the federal government new and expanded legal

powers for use against organized crime.
The bill would also give the government greater authority to deal with

terror bombings, including the power to send federal agents onto college
campuses to investigate explosions and fires.

With sentiment for a strong law and order will running high as election

day approaches, the House brushed aside all attempts to soften the
measure and then passed it by an overwhelming vote. The roll call tally

was 341 to 26.

The Senate passed a similar bill last January by a vote of 73 to 1, and is

expected to accept the House version thus completing congressional
action without the need for a House Senate conference.
The bill would establish special grand juries with expanded powers to

investigate and report on organized crime activities; strengthen
procedures designed to compel witnesses to testify; provide protection
for witnesses in an effort to keep them from being killed or intimidated,
and make it easier to use in court evidence obtained by wire tapping.

Other sections strike at the interstate gambling operations of organized
crime and at the infiltration of legitimate businesses by racketeers.
The bill provides that hardened criminals can receive sentences of up

to 25 years if a judge determines that they are dangerous offenders.

The antibombinb provisions are not restricted to organized crime.
They were added by the House Judiciary Committee in response to the

recent bombing at the University Wisconsin in which one man was
killed and a research center wrecked.

Bolivian GovernmentToppled;
Leftist General Takes Over

BOOTS
with the

RICH and

WEATHERED
LOOK FOR THE

70's

RIGHT HERE!

RIGHT NOW!
in the

BOOT CELLAR

WE HONOR

BANKAMtltlMftOj

LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP) - Leftist
Gen. Juan Jose Torres swept to
power Wednesday with a show of
force that toppled his rightist
opponents. He promised cheering
crowds that as president he would
give Bolivia "a popular nationalist
government."
Gen. Rogelio Miranda, the

conservative army chief of staff
who forced President Alfredo
Ovando Candia to resign Tuesday,
was said to have taken refuge in a
foreign embassy along with two
members of his junta. Torres'
government appeared to have solid

Cigarette Ads

Seek New Media

NEW YORK (AP) - After the end
of this year the cigarette com-
panies no longer will be able to

spend the $226 million they have
been investing annually in
television and radio advertising.
The manufacturers might

simply revert some of its TV ad
money to profit, as some have
suggested. Or they could spend
extra dollars to rent more shelf
space in supermarkets to display
their products, rent more space in
vending machines to sell
cigarettes, or make use of gift

coupons.

support from students, farmers,

workers and powerful segments of

the armed forces.

The Bolivian coup was bloodless,

although some of Torres' planes

bombed the government palace
Tuesday in a raid that caused little

damage.
After receiving the resignations

of two junta members early
Wednesday at his air force
headquarters outside La Paz,
Torres rode into the city to the

cheers of people massed along the

streets. Air Force planes paid him
the honor of flying low over his line

of march.
Ebullient Torres' supporters,

including students and workers,
raced through La Paz, sacking the

homes of military men and
civilians suspected of being
rightist and occupied the buildings

of three leadingnewspapers.
In a speech to cheering crowds,

from the balcony of the govern-
mental palace after taking the
oath, Torres declared his was "the
revolution of the people, who
manifest their unwavering will to
take the route of national
liberation." Torres said his
government would rest on four
pillars, the peasant farmers, the
workers, the students and the
armed forces. All will be invited
into the new regime, he added.
Torres gave among his govern-
ment's goals the creation of new
jobs with "fair salaries for
workers" and the defense of the
nation's natural resources. Lost in

the day's succession of swift events
was Ovando who took refuge in the
Argentine Embassy.

Panther Party Attacks

Shifted to Capitalism
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Black

Panther Party has changed its

emphasis from fighting racism to

fighting capitalism, a former
editor of the Panthers' newspaper
testified Wednesday.
The target shift occurred, Frank

B. Jones told a House sub-
committee investigating the

3 Moin Street

SOMETIMES YOU GOT

TO STAND UP FOR

AMERICA

SOMETIMES YOU DONT
COMMUTER: VOTE FOR

JACK LITTLE

BILL ABBOT

JOE ACKERSTEIN

JIM BOUIN

SUSAN SPATRICK

LARRY WOODS
TOM FILMORE

LEO CLARK
(Paid for by concerned citizens for Lit-

tle, Abbot, Ackerstein, Bouin, Spatrirk,

Woods, Filmore, and Clark)

Panthers, "because they came to
feel capitalism is the over all
problem that causes racism."

Jones, II, operator of a book
store in Richmond, Calif., joined
the party in May 1968 after con-
versations with Huey Newton, he
said, "because I felt it was doing
something that needed to be done -

combatting racism." He left the
party in May 1969, Jones related,
"because it was no longer em-
phasizing racism; it started op-
posing capitalism.

When the Panthers changed
"from a paramilitary, self defense
organization to a political party,"
he said, "there was a party purge
to remove anyone who didn't make
an attempt to understand the
political motives."
Jones who was managing editor

of the Panther newspaper from
February 1969 until May 1969, was
questioned extensively by com-
mittee counsel about the paper.
Asked by Rep. John M. Ash-

brook, R. Ohio, about cartoons in

the paper depicting police-drawn
as pigs-being knifed in the back,
Jones said:

"I consider cartoons political

satire. For instance, you might
have one saying. Stamp out
literbugs' and showing a giant foot

ready to come down on one. That
doesn't mean go out and stamp the
next litterbug you see."

ARE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS SAFE?

DVP Presents

Dr. John Gofman of the University of California

Five College Open Forum: Today 2 - 4 p.m. Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.

I -rehire: "Nueleat Pollution: The Ultimate Insult to Man and His Environment"

Tonight at 8, Campus Center Auditorium
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Draft Counselor's Cornet

Low Weight Valid Deferment; Also Health Hazard
By Gilbert J. Salk

Staff Reporter

As more and more young Americans
become concerned about the cancerous
growth of mulitarism in the United
States, the question of alternatives
to serving in the armed forces assu-
mes greater and greater importance.
Men are seeking m ays to avoid sup-
porting the abhorrent war against
Vietnam, and both men and women
ore disturbed by the disruption and
channeling of their lives caused by
the Selective Service. Draft Counse-
lor' Corner will provide information
about alternatives through general in-

formation and by answering questions
submitted by readers. NOTE: We reco-
gnize that the draft does as much to

disrupt the lives of women as it does
of men. Therefore a special effort will

be made to provide information to wo-
men also.

Wonder of Wonders! We have
real, honest-to-goodness, non-
invented questions today. That
must mean that my invented
questions spurred some people on
to true creativity. Well, it won't go
unrewarded. Draft Counselor's
Corner proudly presents-
Questions!

"Dear Sir:

I am at present 5'8 ", 119 lbs. I'm
told that underweight for my
height is 115. Would it be worth my
while to lose 9 lbs?

At my first physical last May I

was 130 lbs. so would they assume I

had dieted for convenience and
pass me anyway?

Is being underweight enough?"
ANSWER: Yes. being un-

derweight is enough-if you are
enough underweight. You have to

assume roughly a 10% difference
between the regulation minimum
weight and what will actually
disqualify you. If they pass you
and you are below minimum, you
do have grounds for appeal,
however.

You should consider a minor
extra factor, though, namely, your

health. You are taking about

losing at least 20 pounds since last

May, and possibly as much as 30,

all to "beat the draft." How much
help will that be if you end up in the

hospital with malnutrition as a

result. The race between you and
the draft will be only a tie, at best.

If your heart is set on a skeletal

figure, please consult a doctor

first. He may be able to suggest

something to keep you alive.

But consider, if you are so op-

posed to becoming part of Uncle
Sam's Diplomatic (failure) Corps,
you may be eligible for a 1-0 or
some other deferment without
jeopardizing your health. Think
about it. and talk to a draft

counselor.

"Dear Gill,

My brother is now a sophomore

MEN
JUST LOVE
ANGELS

Lett Rush Tonite

Colonial Lounge 7-9

TRY ANGEL FLIGHT

— AND SEE!

The University
of Massachusetts'

BLACK
Repertory

Theatre

presents

WE SHALL OVERCOME:
OR ELSE

a play by
Danny L. Scarborough

October 16 and 17

at 8:30 p.m.
October 18 at 8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

for ticket information and
reservations call — Bowker
Auditorium box office 545-

2149 beginning Oct. 10.

in college. He is number 1 in the

lottery.

He has allergies which MAY get

him a IV-F. My question is this-

when should he begin to take action

toward a deferment?

Sincerely,

Female Student

(Alias)

"P.S. In your column (Tuesday)
you expressed the feeling that in

not participating in the SS system;
i.e., by going to Canada, etc., you
are copping out.' I question the
possibility of any significant ex-
change coming from the granting
of COs. The draft is still there,

fucking over someone else instead
of you.

Paradox-why am I asking your
advice on deferments?! For my
brother -he's not aware of his

situation enough to act.

Hmm..."
ANSWER: In seeking any

deferment, there is a standard rule
of thumb: Do it as soon as
possible. In theory, you are
supposed to tell the board of

anything which might affect your
classification within ten days. You
don't really have to rush quite that
much, but it's usually best to be
prompt. He should see a draft
counselor first, however, to check
on best procdure to follow.

I included the rest of your letter

because I think it raises some
important points which I'd like to

respond to. ( As a former English
major, I should change that to

read, "to which I'd like to

respond." but the hell with it.)

It is true that the draft is still

CLASS of

1972!

Exec Council

Applications

are now

available in

front of RSO.

Must be in

by THURSDAY
Oct. 8, 5:00 P.M.

You must apply

to have a

vote!

fucking people over even if people
apply for CO status, but there is a

difference. If you go to Canada,
somebody is still being screwed in

your place, and you haven't told

the system what you think of it.

Why not go for a CO first, and then

go to Canada? It is not going to

Canada that is the cop-out. it's

going quietly.

Resistance which does not hit the

system is no resistance. 100 people
from UMass claiming CO status

will not hurt the SSS. But 1000

people, each individually and
sincerely, after careful thought

about what conscientious objection

really means, applying for COs.
will definitely jurt the system
locally. If the same ratio of in

creased claims occurs nationally,

the system will have to buckle and
the war will have to end.

This depends on sincere claims,

though -people who are saying NO.
I will not kill for you! -people who
are telling the system that they

will go to jail rather than to war It

takes balls, more than most young
men have, unfortunately.

Dig on it, people. Election votes

don't count for much anymore, bu!

your vote of facing I not necessarily

going to) jail after making a very

clear statement to and through the

system has to be counted. The jails

only hold a limited number of

people, and the SSS boards can
handle only so many claims and
appeals.

Please note that I'm not talking

about idle or romantic 00 claims
I mean the kind of claim that takes

painstaking, time-consuming
work so that your claim represents

you. This is a challenge, brothers.
Any takers?

"Dear Oil

-

I will be graduating in June and
am considering how best to avoid
the draft.

My lottery number is 303. ai.d in
light of statements made by
Selective Service Chief Tarr that
numbers over 195 mav be
exempted from the draft this year.
I have not reapplied for a student
deferment, and I am now
presumably classified ia.

I was wondering if you would
Comment on the wisdom of my
decision, and any further action I

should take

Peace."

Sorry, no names will be used in

this column.
ANSWER: In all probability,

you made a wise move. As of
December 31, you should be out of
the prime eligibility pool.

As for your next steps, you
should probably consult a draft
counselor to discuss the specifics of

\ our case to be sure that all is well,

.hist a precaution.

Peace.

Questions to this column should be
addressed to Gilbert J. Salk, c o
Draft Counseling Services, KSO
••3^5, Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.,
Amherst, Mass. 91002.

WMUA Explores VD Tonight
W.MT A will present a special show on Venereal Disease tonight at 7:30

All aspects of VI) will l>e covered In the live program while telephone-
queshon period will be held at Ihe end
The show will l>e highlighted b) a interview with Dr. Nicholas Fiumera.

head Ot the Massachusetts Department of Communicable Diseases Also
on the program hosted by Bruce Davidson, 72. will be Dr. Madsen of the
University Health Services, who will aid in answering students
<|iiestions.

Specific topics of discussion will include symptoms of the disease
different typos of disease, what programs aremm in effect to combat it

how the infirmary treats a VI) case, and how VI) is contracted
Di Kiumera now has ji clinics m the state which concentrate on VI >

and related diseases. Thcncaresl one is in Springfield More question*
will be answered in a taped interview in which Dr. Kiumera points out
that the disease is of epidemic proportions in this country with over 1 I

_'

million people contracting it per year
WMUA invites students with questions tophone in during the lattei part

ol the show it thev have questions concerning VI) The number ij 54S-
2425

mugs mugs mugs
Smug mugs

Mugs without bugs

\fugs for thugs

Mugs for pugs

Mugs to hug

Mv(ia that arc dau

OT MugS jURt CU7.

have we got Mu^s!

COME SEE . . .
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WANTED: name for the escalator
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why?: why not?

sponsored by (who else but)

AWFUL WAFFLE WEEK

call the escalator

na me

address

telephone

applications should be deposited in the box at the schedul-

ing desk 1 2nd level, CO before 5 p.m., Oct. 16.
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!

CHARLIE BRADSHAW
IS BACK!!

AND

Qttp Engltfilj Pub
HAS HIM !

!

THURSDAYS 9:30 to dosing
5 East Pleasant St.
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The F Lot Shuffle
II you'rt like me, a commuter,

who cioesn t like to be late for class,

hen you have a gripe— -it' s called

Y LOT." For a few years now the

commuter has had to wake up a

hall an hour early so he can park

'its car in F Lot and do the F Lot

-luil lk>. while dorm residents take

a short walk past their cars to their

classes. 1 think this is ludicrous; a

commuter who is often a Junior or

Senior should have the right to be

able to Oark in a lot near his

classes.

Il has been said that lot

pn\ i leges are granted on a point

system That is il you're a junior, a

Minor, a veteran, or work off

campus and live lour miles from
campus I hen Congratulations.,

> <>u iv eligible to park in V Lot.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces and must car-

ry the writer's signature, ad-

dress and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is

.' p m the day prior to inten-

ded publication The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters

Change The Station
"Hey mama, there's a presidential address on the

t.v. tonight."

"What? I thought he was in Italy and Ireland trying

to get votes."

No, he's back. It said in the papers that he is going to

make a big peace proposal tonight."

"That's nice. Now hurry, you have to go to boy
scouts."

"I want to hear him. He'll be on for just a few
minutes. Look, it just started."

"My, he looks chipper. Isn't it funny how much he
sounds like he did last spring when he sent those poor
kids into Cambodia to what he say, 'widen the

peace?'"
"Mama, he just proposed a cease-fire."

"That's nice. Haven't those Chinese people
proposed that for a long time."
"He just said, that an international group could

supervise it."

"0 boy, the U.N. They had a big success in the Mid
East. Maybe, they could bring back the League of

Nations. Now that was a fine....

"Mama, he just pointed proudly to the lowest

number of casualties in four years. Isn't that won-
derful."

"Sure dead kids are just numbers to be tossed

around by some politician. Tell the wives and families

how wonderful it is their kid is part of the lowest

casualty rate in four years. What does he think this

is? Aren't lives important anymore?"
"Mama why did he pick tonight to say all this.

You'd think he could have done a couple of years ago,

and saved all those lives. Is there something special

about right now?"
"You stupe, it's an election year. So he shows how

peace-loving we Americans are and how the

Republicans are ending the war. The only way that

would work with me would be if he hauled all those

poor kids out of there."

"Mama wasn't that beautiful. He just said that he

wants our children to have the chance for something
he never had, a chance for a generation of peace."

"Peace. How can he talk about peace. And he only

means his own children, not the children with long

hair, or the children who are black."

"Oh darn, a spokesman just said that he would be
surprised if everything was done and the war would be
over soon.

"Well, he accomplished what he wanted. He gave
some of this stupe Republicans a big boost. Now clean

up and go to your boy scouts before your father hits

vou with his hard hat."

Art Buchwald

Keep Me Out of It
As everyone knows, there is a "New Nixon" and an

"Old Nixon." For the past two years, the New Nixon
is the one that has appeared on TV and at press
conferences, and the Old Nixon has stayed in the

background.

The only time the Old Nixon was allowed to make a

public appearance was at the Pentagon when he
ealled the students "bums." This so infuriated the

New Nixon that he ordered the Old Nixon to remain
out of sight. But this doesn't mean the Old Nixon and
the New Nixon are not still close friends.

For example, when the New Nixon came back from
his earth-shaking trip to Europe this week, the first

person he checked in with was the Old Nixon.
"What's been happening since I've been gone?" the

Mpw Nixon asked.

"We're doing great, Dick," the Old Nixon said I

got Spiro to attack the campus unrest report and call

the whole thing a fraud."

Great," said the New Nixon. "You keep me out of

it. I hope
0- '

"Of course, Dick. Now that Spiro's pulled the rug

out from the Scranton commission, you can say

anything you want to about it and people won't care."

"Fine What else?"

Well, we really socked it to the pornography

i ommission. Spiro has the country believing the

! )omocrats are reponsible for all the dirty movies and

books in the United States."

"I like it." the New Nixon said. "But you kept me
out of it?"

'They can't touch you. Every time someone starts

^creaming about Spiro's rhetoric, we say

"They can't touch you. Every time someone starts

-creaming about Spiro's rhetoric, we say he's only

^peaking for himself. Then we leak it later that he's

really speaking for YOU We have the best of both

worlds."

"Good thinking," the New Nixon said. "I don't

know how I'd get along without the both of you."
"You should see Spiro, Dick. He's better at

demagoguing than I ever was," the Old Nixon said.

"He learns fast, and I've never known a guy who
enjoyed going for the jugular as much as he does.

"

"As long as he keeps me out of it," the New Nixon
said.

"He uses words that no one's even heard of, and still

gets standing ovations. The press can't get enough of

him. And the money, Dick, it just keeps pouring in.

Every time he says 'Doctor Spock,' we raise another
$100,000."

"Fine. What's going on politically around here?"
"You're going to love this, Dick. Agnew attacked

Charlie Goodell, who's running for senator in New
York.

"

"Did he keep me out of it?" the New Nixon asked.
"Yup. He said Goodell was a radical lib, and he

practically endorsed James Buckley of the Con-
servative Party."
"I hope people don't think I was behind it," the New

Nixon said.

"You're clean, Dicky, absolutely clean. Only you
and I know how much you wanted to zap Goodell. It

also puts egg on Rockefeller's face, which I'm sure
doesn't shake you up."
"As long as no one connects me with it. Hey, by the

way, did you see the TV pictures of me riding in the
rain with Titi?"

"No, I haven't had a chance to watch TV. I've been
spending all my time with Spiro trying to think of new
ways of attacking college administrators."
The New Nixon nodded his head, "I hope nobody

thinks I have anything to do with it."

For those who are not familar with

V Lot it sits in the shadows of

Alumni Stadium and is easily

accessible to a long distance

runner with a hell of alot of wind.

I cannot understand why a
university of this size with com-
puterized equipment and facilities,

cannot assign a parking lot and
sticker near the commuter's
classes the first day of registration

This would eliminate the un-

necessary aggravation and grief

for the employees of the parking
office and the long lines of weary
students waiting for parking
assignments.

I appreciate the problems
confronting the parking office. But
with a bit of imagination, some
perserverence, and a little coor-

dination among members of the

parking office I'm sure a more
feasible and more satisfactory

arrangement can be attained. But
in the mean time-get out the

knapsack, pack a hearty snack,
and whistle a happy tune. You'll

need it.

ROBERT ALAN CILLER

Silence Is The Voice Of Repression
I can remember the gold old days of quiet intellectual debates on that all-incompassing subject

called social justice. We challenged existing laws and institutions that defiled the very name of

democracy. We posed solutions in academic rhetoric; all the while extolling the virtues of living

in a free society where we would never have to hear that "knock on the door" Phil Ochs sings
about.

Armed with our classroom idealism we charged forth into the great heartland of the "Free
Society" to join the civil rights movement and to lead a determined struggle against an unjust war
in Southeast Asia. What happened? Did our benevolent fathers and zookeepers in Washington D.
C. embrace our democratic ideas? Hell no! All the wrath of God, country, and "free enterprise"
came down on our heads. It's no joke, friends. Those creeps play a mean game -jails, beatings,
frame-ups, murder. Now, tell me, is that the way to treat the citizenry of a free nation? They are
doing it.

The slimy troglodytes that run this country have sat hard on the Blacks for 400 years. There are
a lot of Huey P. Newtons, Erica Huggins's and Bobby Seales in the ghettos that just aren't going to

take this kind of crap anymore. They refuse to march lock-step into the morass of oppression that
has been the Black man'
The slimy troglodytes that run this country have sat hard on the Blacks for 400 years. There are

a lot of Huey P. Newtons, Erica Huggins's and Bobby Seales in the ghettos that just aren't going to

take this kind of crap anymore. They refuse to march lock-step into the morass of oppression that
has been the Black man's fare all through the history of this nation. The Black Panthers have the
guts to stand up for their rights despite the repression thundering down on them.
That's what it's all about, People -repression and genocide. If you think you can hide safely in

your niche and escape the whole mess, you are only fooling yourself. Repression is un-
wholesomely democratic ; it spreads visciously to all who oppose the sanctity of the status quo.
Bobby Seale and Erica Huggins are going on trial in New Haven this month for a murder they

did not commit. The powers-that-be hope to put an end to their effective dissent with a frame-up.
We know you are concerned, and we would like to see you translate that concern into action A

few of us have formed a PANTHER DEFENSE COMMITTEE. We are holding an open meeting
tonight at 7 : 30 in the Duke Room, old S.U. Everyone is welcome to come and help us get together
effective methods to raise money for trial expenses, and to educate the public to the reality of
repression today.

Barbara Pease
for The Panther Defense Committee

Quatre Images
Campus Comment

_ As morning sunlight spread across the beach, it lit

up diamonds in the great hulks of sand and ice, and
provided a bit of warmth to temper the bitter breeze.

U shimmered on the golden hair of a girl walking
pensively along the shore, her hands dug deep in her
pockets. Running to catch up to her was a young man,
and he noticed the blonde hair caught momentarily by
the wind. She was, he mused, everything you'd expect

from a television model. When he reached her, he was
out of breath, he took her hand and they walked along

a balcony of icy sand over softly flapping waves. They
stood there for a while, feeling the brisk wind and
talking and laughing. He kissed her and they headed
towards his car.

"Don't be mad," said the young man as he opened
the glove compartment of his car and took out a small

camera. She stood over him in the door-jamb of the

auto, her warm body pressing against him, blocking

him from standing up.

"Please don't," she said. He looked at the serious

intent on her face and put it back.

I'm sorry," he mumbled.
"Don't be," she said quietly. "Let's go." She slid

across the seat to his side; they waited for the engine

to warm. The exhaust from the car had melted some
of the sand.

Noise filled the dance hall where they sat alone at a

table for eight. A thousand people began dancing and
singing, stomping their feet and waving their arms
with the singer who had suddenly captured their

empathy. Sweat poured from his face to his chest;

girls swayed to the music, dancing frenetically,

reaching to touch the sopping mass of greatness. The
youth and his girl walked near the singer as he now
grabbed furniture and began smashing it to the tune of

the ballad. They swayed to the music, but he found it

difficult to become so engrossed in the act that he

might for a minute forget the presence of the girl. The
first show smashed to an end; they made their way
back to their table and another drink. A photographer

with a big Polaroid was walking table to table and he

motioned questioningly to the young man. The
photographer saw his expression, nodded dismally

and walked away. "I'm afraid he hasn't taken a

picture all night," said the girl.

"Maybe we should have had him take ours."
"No, don't you know it's bad luck to have your

picture taken? It's better to remember by memories.
It's bad luck."

"I didn't know that. Forget I ever mentioned it."

Noise again began to reverberate through the hall,

but this time it was from some second-rate band hired
to fill the time between shows. People danced, and
they talked, and the discordant notes made it all an
uncomfortable undertaking.

There was violin music, and a girl with golden
blonde hair dancing along an exotic beach. Over the

music came the deeply masculine voice of an an-
nouncer speaking of perfume. The Young man, the

girl, and her kitten sat in her living room, illuminated
by the flickering colors of the television set. The
young man began to speak; his voice trembled and it

occurred to him that it sounded so young in contrast to

the one coming from the television.

"Look," he said, "I love you and you know it. Let's

get married. I'd like you to be my wife; we could go
through the fountains. I

"

A pinkness which seemed to come from the

television screen spread across her face. She looked
at him the way she did when one of her pets came to

her scratched and eeding from a fight. There was a

terrible silence, no >ven a perfume-announcer to fill

the void.

He was shaking.

She put her hand to his cheek. "I though I told you
so long ago that I just can't. There's so much that 1

just haven't seen or done or been to. I can't. Not yet.

Now, please I want to be alone. Please go; 1 want to

think." He got up to leave, and he was still quivering.

They kissed lightly and he left. He did not turn back
to see her in the doorway as he always had; he was
terribly afraid that she would not be there.

Loud, crass notes of the radio met him as he turned
on the ignition. He sat behind the wheel waiting for

the engine to warm and his nerves to quiet down. He
lit one of the cigarette-ends from the ashtray.

The young man was ready to leave. There were
tears in his eyes; and in his hand the crumpled picture

of a faraway girl on a winter beach.

To The Editor:

How can we be expected to read,

believe, and/or respect the music
critics that get to do their ego trips

in the Collegian and the Index if

they don't know even the simple
things? The Index prints a picture

of a guitar player from Sea Train,

calls him Tim Buckley, and tells us
that a splendid time was had by all

in the Cage when we boogied in the

Ballroom, and also tells us that Ten
Years After (ain't they cute?) did

"Hello Little School Girl" (ain't

she cute?). Bob Nesti, (What the

hell is the Fine Arts Staff? How
about a rock and roll staff?) the

Steve Miller Band does "Living in

the USA." not "Back in the

U.S.A." and "Space Cowboy" is

three albums old (maybe new for

you). Any kid hangin' around the

record section at Zayre's knows
that stuff. (Jet critics who at least

know their shit and quit making us

read people who keep taklin' 'bout

what they just don't know.
Rock On

JOHN HAYMAN

To The Editor:

In the October 5th edition of the

Collegian, Beldon Bly commented
on the results of canvassing in

Springfield for Governor Sargent.

I was amazed that the welfare

recipients spoken to were "most
enthusiastic about Sargent's Flat

Grant System." Not one of my
clients has spoken favorably of the

plan; and 1 am no less burdened
with detective and bookkeeping
chores. But, of course, now I have
fewer solutions.

WILLA MARCUS
Social Worker,

Springfield Welfare Office

To The Editor:

I would like to take this op-

portunity to discuss the impending
destruction of the Deerfield River
Valley. The Army Corps of

Engineers - the same people who
brought you the Cross-Florida
Barge Canal and a billion dollar

project to convert Tulsa,
Oklahoma into a seaport - is

presently planning to construct a
$42 million dam on the Deerfield
River just a few miles from the

University.

Those students who have enjoyed
the waterfall and other scenic
beauties at Conway Station can
well appreciate the implications of

this project. The dam will ruin

large areas of the valley and drive

people from their homes without
any corresponding benefits. The
alleged justification for the dam -

flood control - is almost totally

transparent. So transparent, in

fact, that the Corps could probably
argue the purpose of the dam is to

hold back communism with as
much conviction and plausibility

as the mythical flood waters.
The Army Corps of Engineers

receives about a billion dollars a

year from Congress for the pur-

pose of building dams, dredging

harbors, connecting places like

Tulsa and Ft. Worth, Texas with

the sea and occasionally, as in the

case of Florida an d Cape Cod,

sawing peninsulas off the con-

tinental United States. This last

activity probably provides a

fascinating field of speculation for

enterprising Freudians but un-

fortunately, the immediate
beneficiaries of such lucrative

busy work are real estate

speculators, construction firms,

special business interests and, of

course, the Corps itself. Public

benefits, if Corps dams in Northern

Massachusetts are any indication,

usually consist of a large

"Welcome" sign and three picnic

tables at the dam site.

Moreover, many Corps projects

entail "cost overruns", a delightful

Defense Department euphemism

which means incompetence, poor

planning, mismanagement or
outright stupidity have doubled or

tripled the original cost of a given

project.

The $42 million figure for the

Deerfield Dam is based on 1969

building costs and since the actual

construction of the dam will not

begin for some time, a billion

dollars probably represents a more
realistic assessment of the dam's
final price. A billion dollars of our
money to ruin unspoiled land,

destroy wildlife and uproot
families!

The Corps can be stopped but it

will require the unified efforts of

the University community and the

people of the valley. To this end,

the Graduate Student Senate has

created an ad hoc Committee to

Save the Deerfield Valley. The
committee will serve two functions
- political action and research. The
research function is especially

crucial since a favorite tactic of the

Army Engineers is to "bully" the

opponents of a given project with a

mass of (usually) irrelevant

technical data that is unintelligible

to the layman.
The Senate would like to mobilize

the skills of university engineers

and scientists in a research effort

that will deal with the Corps on its

own terms. The political action

aspect of our efforts, will, of

course, apply pressure at the

appropriate point - in this case a

challenge to Governor Sargent to

validate his much publicized

reputation as a conservationist by

blockig the project. Un-
dergraduates, graduates and
faculty members interested in

saving the Deerfield Valley can
leave their name, address and
phone number at the Grad Senate

Office (Rm. 216 Student Union) or

contact me at 549-0142.

Sincerely,

DANIEL J. COLLINS
President

Graduate Student Senate

To The Editor:

Now that Father Drinan has
spoken on campus perhaps some
students are wondering what his

opponent, Rep. John McGlennon is

like. As a former student CO
nrdinator (over ball ol his cam
paign stall are college students'

lor MeGletmon. I would like to (ell

you not what John says but what be

lias done He wrote the En
Mi'onmenlal Bill ol Rights which
was passed on Earth Day. He
lought lor the House Cut and to

change our outdated birth control

laws He has filed legislation to

revise our drug laws, lo expand (he

power ol the Mass Pesticide Board
lo cover and control chemical
pollution, lo ban (he sale ol high

phosphate detergents He in

traduced one of (he first anti-DDT
bills to (he General Court He wa-
program chairman of (he Sierra

Club Conference On The End of (be

Earth. He has been a leader m new
priori! ies in Mass and will 1k> so as

our congressman in Washington.

Anyone wishing lo work lor these

goals would be welcome at John's

headquarters in Acton

ROBERT A. HALL
:»I2 Wheeler

To The Editor:

As most people have probably
round out. it is difficult to let

another person use your meal
ticket. To quote the cover of the

meal (icket. "...any student other
than the issuee found using it must
he reported for disciplinary ac-

tion " The reason for (his is given
Ul be (hat if a meal ticket is lost,

I hen the person who finds it

shouldn't gel free meals
However, (here is alread\ a

system of checking the numbers.
m> it a meal ticket is reported lost,

it will, theoretically be
discovered

Bui what il I don't want to eai

breakfast some da) and iheie i> a
visitor next door without a meal
ticket '

I !iavealread> paid for that
meal, so win shouldn't 1 be able to

lei someone else eat the food? Il I

don't eai breaklasl. the way things
stand now. no one can. that doesn'

I

seem at all Ian To diaw It a step

further, I own some of (hat food.

and I can do With it what I please

Tin- system wouldn't have to be
changed either If I lose im meal
ticket. I .MiiipK repurl it. and it will

hopefully be round if someone tries

louse it. If I loan m\ meal ticket. I

i i rtainh don't report :l as missing
because I know whe it is and
therefore the person using it won't
have • 'disciplinary action" taken
against him
Maybe it's about time the

students ol ihi^ Universit) stopped
getting screw«*d by 'nonprofit

organizations

DAVID YORK
ItP 1'ierpont

To The Editor.

Don Glickstein's long and
thoughtful article on planning and
diversity (MDC, 28 September)
seems to deserve more discussion

than it has received to date. True,

it has come up in one way or

another at each of the Chancellor's

two open coffee hours this

semester, but there's distinctly

more that can result from the

article.

Don mentions, approvingly I

think. the Michigan State
University experience "where, for

example, a science major lives in

close proximity to science
buildings, etc." This simple and
perhaps practical sounding
proposal could contain the seed of a
rather counter-productive turn of

academic events.

Some years ago we had a dor-

mitory on campus named Abigail

Adams House. It was, as it turns

out. rather heavily haunted by
engineers and (I'm told) a few
chemistry majors. This was a

residence hall in quite close

proximity to some academic
buildings - the Engineering
Building, in fact. In its small way
(and in a simpler age) this was a

mini-example of what Don was
advocating. It is easy to imagine
that the concentration of engineers

living in the Abbey produced a

particularly close relationship

between these students - a

relationship which probably
worked to the advantage of their

strictly engineering studies What
we are now unable to assess,

however, is how much this small

example of academic and
residential isolation contributed to

an insularity and parochialism of

Httlook on the part of its residents.

It is rather easy to imagine, I

think, that a concentration of

students from any discipline - I

jon't really mean to pick on
mgineers alone - living in close

oroximity, and perhaps tending to

meet more of each other in their

courses, would tend to produce a
narrowness of mind and of outlook
that I would hope we are striving to

avoid in the broadening at-

mosphere of a university.

In brief, any proposal to con-
centrate students of like programs
in given residential areas, to live

together as well as study together,

could contain the seeds of a rather
stultifying and constricting
provincialism. If the grouping of

students, residence halls and
academic buildings might be such
as to produce an engineering
ghetto. artists' quarter,
sociologists' case block or land-

scape architecture pasture, we
want to ask (I am suggesting)

,

Would this tend to develop a
greater professional-scholarly

parochialism'.' Woul<: this en-

courage some hardening of the

lines separating academic
disciplines'' Would it tend to

reduce, actually or

psychologically, the possibilities

lor a student with an independent
turn of mind to mix his courses into

a custom-made program'.' Would it

lend to preclude the creation ol

sorely-needed cross-disciplinary

studies?

If the answer to any one of these

questions turns out to be yes', then
I ask if this is really something lhat

we want consciously to foster and
encourage. The varied pressures
tending towards academic
p rof ess i ona 1 i sa t i on and
specialisation are already too-

present on university campuses to

need any additional en-
couragement. We do, in fact, need
to do all we can to plan for cross

pollination and fertilization bet

ween our disciplines.

Don makes some good points in

his article, most particularly about
the strictly architectural
engineering approach lo housum
design. Additional human factor*

most certainly do need to Ik* taken

into consideration in building

dormitories or any other Iioumiil

We do, however, want lo avoi.l

those planning decisions which
may tend to foreclose, rather than

enlarge, future academic option*.
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Children's Theatre Presents

"The Tortoise and the Hare"
The University of Massachusetts

Children's Theatre is sponsoring a
play, The Tortoise and the Hare, in

(wo performances on Tuesday,
October 13, 1970 at Amherst
Regional High School. The play is

presented by The Everyman
Players, a professional Troupe,
well known in both Europe and
America.

In the play, Mr. Sloe, the Tor-
toise is the underdog, while Mr.
Fleet, the champion of the forest, is

the favorite. Badger supervises
the race with the help of the Water
Hat. the Hedgehog, The Squirrel

and the other forest people. The
whole event reaches a climax as
the race winds up in a photo finish

that no one would have predicted.

The Everyman players are
under the direction of Orlin and
Irene Corey, a director-designer

team who are authorities on
children's theatre and also in

Lenny Bruce
Strikes Again
WMAU in cooperation with Steve

Fredericks of WMEX of Boston
will present a one hour re-

broadcast of a show about the life

of Lenny Bruce, including
recordings of many of his satirical

monologues at 6:30 tonight.

The show also follows Lenny
Bruce's rise and light with society

and ends with his tragic overdose
of Mescaline.

The show can serve as an in-

troduction to those who have never
heard him before.

religious drama, internationally

known for their spectacular
staging of The Book of Job, now in

its twelfth year of successful run as
an outdoor drama in Pineville,

Kentucky. The Coreys have
traveled and lectured throughout
America and abroad in Europe and
Africa. In 1964-65, the company
toured Europe and Africa for four

months with Job and a children's

production of Reynard the Fox.
Orlin Corey is Assistant Director

of the Children's Theatre Con-
ference of America' and a menber
of the U. S. Executive Committee
for the International Children's
Theatre Association.

Amherst they will take both Jot

andTortoise to the Bienalle
Festival in Venice and Milan, to

the All Netherlands Arts Festival

for Youth in Amsterdam and the

Hague, and from there to London,
Yorkshire, and Manchester,
England. They are the first

professional company chosen to

represent the United States in

trouping plays to the International

Children's Theatre Association.

Performances will be given

Tuesday, October 13 at 3:30 and

7:30 p.m. at Amherst Regional

High School Auditorium. Tickets

will be $100 for children, $1.50 for

adults. Tickets will be available at

Following their appearance in the door.

Film Fans Forewarned
Many good films are avaible on

campus in the next few weeks.
Most of them will be classics. The
Geff film festible, featuring the

complete works of the German
Impressionist, will be showing
"Destiny" ("Der Mude Tod") on

October 7; and "The Wax Works"
and "Warning Shadows" on Oc-

tober 21. Mureau's "Faust", a

rarely seen film, will be shown at

8. 00. followed by Geff's "Destiny"
at 9:30. The Comparative
Literature Department, in c,n-

nection with the 201 course, is

offering a series of films also.

Kafka's "The Trial", with Orsen
Wells is planned for November 17,

while Penn's "Mickey One" is for

December 1. Professor Deaver
may speak before this film, which
is an added attraction that is more

than wor th the admission price.

Be sure to attend all or most of

these great films. Mark your
calendars accordingly, and bring

your goodies to the show!

Fine
Arts

Black Rep Theatre Play

Deals With Brotherhood
"Things aren't the way they used to be, are they, Larry? You aren't

Negro enough for the Negroes; the colored folks don't like you, and no

other race of people will claim you. Blessed are those who go around in

eternal circles for they shall be called wheels. Amen and Amen."
The above quote is from the play We Shall Overcome: Or Else which

has been scheduled for production by the Black Repertory Theatre on

October 16 and 17 at 8:30 p.m., and October 18 at 3:00 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. The play was written by Danny Scarborough, a graduate

student in the UMass English Department. Ester Terry, a menber of the

WEB. DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies Department and

founder of the UMass Black Repertory Theatre is directing the play.

The basic setting for the play is that of a custom from the author's

community concerning the Wake. The Wake provides an opportunity for

a cross-section of the Black Community to meet since the body of the

"loved one" is brought home to "lie in state." The Wake in We Shall

Overcome: Or Else gives the audience an opportunity to meet Larry,

who believes in the brotherhood of all people and Bernard, who believes

in the brotherhood of all Black people. The role of Larry is played by

Ronald Hobbs, a sophomore at UMass. William Winston, also a

sophomore at UMass, plays the role of Bernard.

According to informed sources, Bowker Auditorium will to be tran-

sformed into a "revival hall" during the production of the play. For
ticket information and reservations beginning October 10, call Bowker
Auditorium Box Office (545-2149).

'Mandabi' Reveals
AfricanProblems
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The modern African mind will be
explored in a Smith College Afro-
American studies department
screening of "Mandabi" (The
Money Order), a Senefalese film

Thursday (Oct. 15) in Sage Hall,

Smith College. Two showings, at

7:30 and 9:30 p.m., are open to the

public free of charge.

Written and directed by
Ousmane Sembene, "Mandabi"
reveals the problems of modern
Africa, an Africa shaped not only
by centuries of tribal tradition but

by the more recent influence of

white colonialism. The hero of the

story is Ibrahim, a black man, who
receives a money order and
becomes entangled in bureaucratic

procedures when he tries to cash
it.

"Mandabi". winner of acclaim
at international film festivals in

several countries, focuses on the

dilemma of Africa in transition by
exploring one man's experience
with the confusing intricacies of

rules and procedures that

modernization brings. In

Ibrahim's world, there is no overt
struggle between the black man
and the white man; the clerks who
contribute to his frustration are
also black. But skin color alone
cannot bridge the gap between his

Africanisms and their Western
way.
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School of Ed.. Attempts
To MODernize Classrooms

October 13-15 has been announced as the first of five Mod Methods weekends scheduled this
semester in the School of Education. Sessions from 4-6 p.m. in Marks' Meadow will feature
faculty, graduate students, area teachers, and undergraduates with field experience sharing
their favorite lessons and methods with the undergraduate community. A catalog of the October
13-15 presentations will be available Friday in room 100, School of Education.
William Byxbee, Assistant Director of Field Experiences, explains the purposes and plans for

Mod Methods in the following release.
It appears to us that teachers -

both new and experienced - are
appealing for practical techniques
which will meet the needs of the
real world in the classroom.

Frequently, they are offered texts

which are theoretical expositions

on learning and teaching; at other
times, they are subjected to an
individual's philosophical or
anecdotal comments regarding his

teaching career.

For the under graduate in

teacher education, the problem is

even more critical. The majority

of the students have done very
little, if any, teaching and,
therefore, don't know what their

style is or if the methods they are
learning will be adaptable to their

style. They feel that the methods

commonly presented to them are
either too general - never dealing
with specific problems or tactics -

or that they are only the esoteric

ideas of one or two instructors

whose life styles, abilities, and
personalities may not be consistent

with those of the student teachers.

In short, there are few good
alternatives available to those

wishing to learn professional
methods.

Our goal is to provide as many
different types of methods -

specific lessons, gimmicks,
techniques, etc.- so that teachers
and would-be-teachers will have a

broad base of methodology from
which to select or reject according
to their needs. To achieve these

ends we are setting aside five

GofmanTo Lecture Here

On 'Nuclear Pollution'
Dr. John Gofman, professor of medical physics at the University of

California Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, will speak on the subject of

"Nuclear Pollution: The Ultimate Insult to Man and His Environment."
The lecture, sponsored by the distinguished Visitors Program, will be

held today at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium, i

In addition a Five-College open torum tor the public will take place at 2

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student Union. Students are welcome
to bring their questions. Dr. Gofman will also hold a colloquium for

students and faculty from the physics department today at 3:30 p.m. in

Hasbrouck Lab.

Dr. Gofman was graduated from Oberlin College and received his Ph.-

D. and M.D. degrees from the University of California at Berkeley and

the University of San Francisco, respectively.

In addition to teaching at the university level for more than twenty
years in the radioisotope and radiobiology field, Gofman has conducted
extensive research on Low Dose radiation, chromosomes, and cancer.
He is the author of over 130 scientific publications and three books. At
present, he is a research associate at the Lawrence Biomedical
Laboratory at Berkeley and Livermore.

Program Council
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Ingmar Bergman's
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MAGICIAN

SU Ballroom

50c

7:00 & 9:00

Sunday, Oct. 11
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i
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169 North Elm St., Northampton 584-8973

weeks of the academic year 1970-

71—October 13-15, December 7-11,

February 8-12, and March 15-19,

during which members of the
faculty and graduate students at

the University of Massachusetts,
School of Education, as well as
area teachers and undergraduates
who have completed their field

experiences and other interested

edcators will come together to

present their favorite method or
lesson to the undergraduate
community. Each presentation
will last about one hour and the
under graduate will have the op-

tion to attend as many of these
mini-lessons in methods as he
wishes. The student may elect to

take these methods either for

university credit or simply to

supplement and refine his other
courses. Each presentation will be
acceptable for modular credit.

A catalogue which will contain a

brief summary and rationale of

each of the presentations will be

provided prior to each Mod
Method Week so that the student

will be able to schedule those

presentations which he feels would

oe most useful to him. Once he has

established a basic core of methods
he would be free to explore other

areas of methodology, areas he

might never have been exposed to

had he been sitting in a regulated

methods course.

What we hope will come out of all

this is the formation of a public-

forum where ideas are shared and
appreciated by many at all levels

of the professional scale.

UM Consumer

Watch Your Signature
Your signature is your most

valuable possession. by
signing a contract you can
incur a debt that exceeds the

value of everything you own.

With so much importance
placed on your signature, you
must look out for problems
before you sign.

Consumers should always
get the entire agreement into

writing. One of the most
prevalent problems with
contract agreements is that

some salesmen make oral

promises that they will not

write into the contract. "We'll

paint every room before you
move in."' "11 this car gives

you any trouble, bring it back,

and we'll take care of it."

"We guarantee you will be
qualified to use construction

equilment within six weeks."
Consumers often sign a

contract, naively believing
that these oral agreements
will be kept. Often they are.

Hut sometimes when a con-

sumer tries to get action on a
promise. the salesman
disclaims any knowledge of it

and brings out the written

contract to prove his point.

II a salesman makes an oral

agreement, he should be
willing to put it in writing, lie

may try to imply that the

firm's good reputation should

be sufficient evidence that

they will fulfill their promises.

Hut a salesman with a legi

Innate offer will not mind
writing in and initialing all

specifications before either

party signs the contract.

Another common problem
with contracts was expressed
by one man who complained Io

the Consumer Protection

Division what he had signed a

paper to receive information

about a correspondence art

school. He later found that he
had actually signed up to take
the course. He simply had not

understood the contract and
had not protected him self.

If a buyer does not un-

derstand any part of a con-

tract, he should not sign it

until his lawyer has explained

the details to him. He can
always sign the contract later,

but once he has put his

signature on the paper, he is

legally bound to its terms.

Buyers who sign contracts

in a store generally have gone
to the store intending to buy
that product. But with sales

in the home it may be another
matter The door-to-door

salesman arrives to convince
his customers that they want
a product they had not

previously considered buying.

Alter the salesman leaves, the

homeowner finds himself with

a set of pots and pans or six

magazine subscription that he
iocs not want.

To protect consumers who
buy on impulse from door-to-

door salesmen, Massachusetts
has a law I hat gives buyers
three days to cancel certain

contracts I hat they sign in

their homes
To cancel I he contract, the

buyer must send written
noliee to I he company by
midnight ol Ihe (bird business

day after receipt of the con
tract This clause, by law
must be written into the

contract.

Hut even in the home.
buyers should exercise ex
treinc caution before signing

anything

The new blades vs. Norelco.

Wewen.
In an independent test, some indepen-

dent men shaved one side of their face

with a platinum or chromium blade.

They shaved the other side with our

Tripleheader 35T shaver.

When they finished shaving, we had

them feel their faces.

7 out of 10 said our Tripleheader

shaved them as close or closer than
either the platinum or chromium blade.

Some of the men were surprised.

But, frankly, we weren't.

Because the Norelco Tripleheader is a

totally different kind of electric shaver.

It has three shaving heads that float,

to follow the curves of your face.

Our blades are rotary. So they shave

in every direction. (Because your beard

grows in every direction.)

And we make our shaving heads
ultra-thin. So it's possible to get a

really close shave. And practically im-

possible to nick or cut yourself.

The Tripleheader comes in a Cord and
a Rechargeable &md
model.

Either way. you

can't lose.

Norelcto
Vou can't get any closer.

1970 North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N Y i
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V « 01 viiv, ASSOCIATION
The tatx- ol Orson Well s War of the

Worlds' s( hf-duled for a 15 P M Oct 8th

in Mafiar has been cancelled

ASTKONOMY CLU1
Open House Amherst Observatory,

Oct Mh or first clear night thereafter! 8

P M to 12 A.M. A mar is posted outside

ol room 20 Hasbrouck Lab showing
location of observatory

HKI.( HKRToWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaving I rom Wintmoreat 12 45 for

the State School on Saturday Give a

little time to make some friends.

I MASS B1KK (LIB
All interested students concerned

about air pollution help us to promote
bikes meeting Campus Center Room
175

IMPORTANT meeting Thursday. Oct

8th in Room 175 of the Campus Center at 7

1' M Constitution and first trip will be

discussed

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS
KKrKKKNDUM:
See Bill Baird in the Colonial Lounge.

Thursdav. Oct 8th between 1-5 P.M. To

speak to anyone about the referendum

Also, anyone can still sign-up. call Elliott

6-9742 or Bruce 6-9216

CBQ:
Mobile art display in front of the S.U.,

Tuesday thru Saturday. Tiny "jewel"

paintings on the environment.

Anyone interested in obtaining sum-
mer grants for environmental research

please contact Gary Kamen 6-7933

(T'SP Psychology Council

Meeting Thursday night 8:15. Campus
Center. 8th floor

UMASS. CHESS CLUB:
The Chess Club will meet Thurs , Oct.

8th, at 7 P M in room 811 of the Campus
Center.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
Meeting to be held. Thurs.. Oct 8th. at

6:30 PM. George Washington Tower. 5th

Floor Lounge. All members please at-

tend

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
All students, undergrad and graduate.

with problems and/or questions con-

cerning the History Dept. are invited to

12 oz. Draft 12 oz. Draft

BEER 15^ BEER
at our SORORITY NITE (9-10 p.m.)

then the Thing of MICHELLE MARQUIS

Follow her army of chicks to

he NEW MEADOW INN
RT. 47 "Get It On" SUNDERLAND

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

PEACE DOG TAGS — military

•trie, one the Dove of Veace, the

other Peace symbol. On 24. Inch

chain, 91.00. PU Bos 461, Bolroke,

Maao. 01040. ttlt-%

Minsul 2000 Stereo Tuner Amp.
CttU 684-2567. ttlO-S

2 Uuiturs — on? Lko modrl III,

bteel utriuB $15. Also Yamaha FG-
300 lolk ciiitar \v/ca»e, an Incredible

lu» at $130. Call Jim at 6-9160 any-

time. "to- 1*

Must sell 1O0" J-piece sectional

touch, recliner, club chair, tables,

lamp", draperies, rue 9' Z 12' i all

In excellent conditon. Call 413-773-

51>7<; alter 4:00 p.m. tfU>-9

1970 llondn >L!H> $350. tall .Janet

5HI-2700. X301. tflO-13

Mobile home 10 x 65 Detroiter de-

li, ve on lot in Oranire, Mass. 21 easy
mil.- from Amherst. Price S30*f.

(nil UI7-311-6U3U anytime. tilo-l'-i

lli-room house, li bedrooms, Main
M., xiniler'.and. Ideal living for fa-

tuity. Mr. Conrad Abbott 665-3030.
ttlO-H

I HUM llll. IMiO's: (lotliuiK, sh».«,

ln-ntli-il Ii.iks. and trhrt niaxi-io.<t«

.it Mi/.nir - Mercantile, next to Ain-

h. r-i l uuers. ttlt-83
"
Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Altec,

Usher, TDK, cassette and open reel

ti»pe, etandard radio, Vtah speakers,

1.1'*, 8 track and other neceatitles.

Amherst Audio*. tfl'4-23

It Ml' Mutiitixlr, timT tuin olin-

iler-. pnotl condition, mu-t sell this

weel., .S37j or be-t olfer. (all <i^">-

.; 1!( ,
tfio-i.;

; speaker units, excellent iniality,

mu-t hear to believe. BSS-ttM or

i>:ui. tfio-H

Win £3 more? If >ou want to

hu» somethinir, buy It cheap! See

an lir-t and cave. Call 8-WI83. ask

f..r ( hief or Scott. 10-6-8-12-14

dark leather motorcycle jacket.

si„- ut, like new. Call Keith at 519-

..H.'7._ Ul±!l
f.male black < o< ker spaniel, chajji-

|,i„„ sired. AKC reri-tered. veil

-hot-. S7."> or be-t offer. 234-OOT

19<j« VW fastback, excellent con-

dition. $850. Call 253-77W, Terry, af-

fer ""
,

10~8

rihev. \Va K on, \ -8 M"'" 1

.^!
excellent transportation. A-kinx >--*'^

Tel. 665-2121. 10-.

"'•teal a (15 Mtilt. below wholesale.

K(»c,d cond. Call Joe Kohler at :«*<.-

7129

WANTED
' Poetry wanted lor cooperative an-

lliulo>. Please include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewild Press 180.

I ,,t Olympic Boulevard. I.os Aa«*-

les. ( alifornia !HHI21. tfll-1

—\>ed someone to sell stereo equip-

ment. All brands 20 per cent .1.-

count. I do bookkeeping you **_ «•

per cent profit. »"
,3V \m- <

den. William-town. laK-133.. tfiw i

Weekend roommates to shnre cha-

let for season at HUlinitton. Ml
5 19-081 1

.
L'Jti

SERVICES

Amherst Audio* services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,

197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133. ^

Do vou need a tutor for your

Spanish classes? If you are having

trouble In first or secor>d year Spa-

nish, call Mary Burich at W6- 7

t J'J^_g

ROOMMATES WANTED
I need a female roommate, own

room, furnished. Great place with

lots of trees. Pets allowed. Sue'3-3-

7111
tnu ''

""Per-on over 21 to share 3 room

apt. In Northampton, $10 mo. —

•

IX 4-1215, Pete. If \±} A

Wanted — Female roommate to

-hare apt. in Northampton, grad stu-

dent preferred. Call 581-6159 after

8. ' „

HELP WANTED

UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1970

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1970 UNIVERS'TY OF MASSACHUSETTS I I

tfio-n

POSTER COLLECTORS
S\N PRAMTSCO
KOCK CONTEXT

POSTERS
Pull color. Out of print. Full

-i/- originals, from the Fillmore

Xuditoriiim... Guaranteed hich-

.-l quality or money refunded.,

Originally co-t SI N ea Limited

ofler 6 for SI. 95. W> pay post-

ate Arbuckle ltros , 3871 Pied-

mont Ave., Oakland, Ca. 9I«IF
10-8-1 3-1

5

Ambitious couple who need more

Income. Vnusual opportunity for good

earnings for both. Works together,

part-time or full time. Car neces-

sary. Phone 1-413-774-2587 between

7 . » p.m. tflO-18

PERSONAL
Wanted — males to participate in

sincere group relationship. Must be

free-thinking. Call 6-72.V) or «-""••»

1 1 10-ft

Sue: nas the PAEACE cured your

illness yet? 10 *

~"~To the Flaming A's of Townhouse

<;l — "Eat your hearts out, sweet-

ies". .1 and R Buck _L°_
K

Carrol

FOR SALE — AUTOS
l?r.n:

Jerry
10-8

l!Mit VW bus, 20 thou, original

mile- on engine, trans., front end

mnl 'ir;ike-. body fair, nsking S3!»"..

rall_\hin^68l-1652. Ifl0-13

"Hardtop for MC.B — fits any year,

io-t $-.•:*, 1 year old. will sacrifice

for $110. Call Tom anytime at IH-
- -,. ,„ tflO-8

"
I'.nm >l(il« Koadster. fast, excel-

| r i,l inr, li.iuii il condition. ((nil k

sal.. Asking $1100. 581-7277. ttlO-U

IMP .luituiir VRE coupe, pluck

with red leather interior, chrome

wire wheels, am-fni, new tires and

-t lidded snow-, denier maintained,

,'xnlleul condition. *1500.
,

J';3-7:M>1

ft It'-*'

AUCTION
sat.. Oct. 10th. 10:30 am.. Bobs

Barn. 6 miles east of Amherst, off

Rt. 9. look for signs. Clothes dryer,

bureaus, sofas, rags, desk, chairs,

kitchen sets, odds and ends, '*«*""
253-2881. tT1°'•?

MUSICIANS WANTED

~\;; r.mtiiic. nuto tran-ini—ion. good

riiiuiln. cmdili.Mi already *»»P«-.!"|'

,.„.d tires. IWst offer, fall 6W-I -^

Notices
discuss them with fellow students who
are history majors and grad students

every Wed. from 1:30-4 and every

Thurs from 2:30-4:30, 7th Floor Lounge,

Herter Hall starting Wed , Oct 14th

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Join the AHEA Applications are

available in Room 120 Skinner Hall

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR:
Speaker: Dr. Yutaka Kobayashi

Worcester Foundation for Experimental

Biology, will speak on "Hormonal
t'ontrolof Polv amine Synthesis." Thurs .

Oct 15th. 1 1 :i* AM. Room 252

(iiH'ssmann Laboratory Coffee will be

served at 11 15 AM.
Speaker: Dr Martin Appleton, Dept of

Chemistry. Scranton I'niversity will

speak cm Some Biochemical Defects in

Downs Svndrome Mongolism 1 ,"

Thursday. Oct 8th. Room 252,

Goessmann Laboratory at 11:30 AM
Coffee will be served at 11:15 AM

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:

Film. L rbana '67. Thurs., Oct. 8th.

7 30. Memorial Hall Important meeting
plans for this

"|. K ,| IWce «. ('"> Pickup, engine

,«./, tood. must split, no reasonable

Xr refused. €* «•*
=»*«J,

Sax, Flute, Trumpet, Bass,

Rhythm, Lead, Pop Singer sought

for actire Pop Bock Band. Other ta-

lent also sought. Call Harold M(>-

tfti89. ttlO-t

LOST
IVould the person who took the

magnetic signs from my truck in

front of Brett please return them. I

need them. I need these for adver-
tising. Neil Morton. Morton's Land-
•cape >'oraery, tflO-!'

to discuss

semester.

L'rbans and
Please come

INTBGROL YOGA INSTITUTE:
There will be a general meeting of all

people interested in the Intzgrol Yoga
Institute. Friday. Oct 9th 6-7 PM in the
(
'a mpus Center Room 904-008

OPEN CLASS in Hatha Yoga,
breathing, chanting, and meditation.

5 : 30 to 7 : 00 PM. in Campus Center Room
911-915. Please bring a towel, an empty
stomach and wear loose-fitting clothes.

• General meeting Friday, Oct. 10th. 6-7

PM in Campus Center Room 904 908

MASSASOIT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

ALUMNI ASSOC
Organizational meeting to be held at

155 Summer St., North Amherst, Mass..

Apt »56, Frl . Oct 9th at 8 PM.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE:
There will be a meeting 7 30 PM,

Thurs . Oct 8th at the Campus Center

Room 173 for anyone interested in

discussing drugs, religion and Baba

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE:
Married students: Series of 6 weekly

discussions on "Problems of Marital

Adjustment for the Student " beginning

Oct 13th from 4-5:30 PM. Mental Health

service Machmer Limited enrollment

-

couples only Call Mr Siddall at 5-2337

MILITANT FORUM SEMINAR:
Discussion of Engels, Socialism

Utopia and Scientific which is available

at the Young Socialist Allience table in

front of the Hatch Colonial Lounge. 8

PM. Wed , Oct. 14th

OUTING CLUB:
Whites trips this weekend, next

weekend Bently's and Skull See bulletin

board for details

PANHELLEMC
Pan Hellenic council announces open

parties tonight at Tri Sigma. 5:30. Pi

Beta Phi. 7 :3o. Sigma Delta Tau. 5:00

md Alpha Chi Omega at 6:30.

PANTHER DEFENSE COMMITTEE:
The Panther Defense Committee is

having an open meeting Thursday. Oct

8th. 7 30 P M in the Dukes Room in the

S U
RALLY

:

Friday night at Campus Center Facing

the Pond

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT -

DWIGHT
Meet at press gate five minutes before

end of football game Saturday for

bumper sticker distribution.

JOIN our bumper sticker distribution

team call Randy Sloan, 243 Cance, 546-

5051

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting. Thurs . Oct 8th, 7 PM, Room-

It,! ot Campus Center Anyone who
wishes to join but cannot attend please

lease their name in R.S.O Box 334.

SKI CLUB:
Meeting, Tues.. Oct. 13th at 8 PM in

Mater. Membership gets you a one year

subscription to Ski Magazine: day,

weekend and week long trips to Vermont,

trip to Switzerland, reduced rates,

equipment discounts and more.

SKYDIVING:
Meeting of UMass. Sport Parachute

Club, all interested persons invited

lues .Oct 2t)th, 8 PM. Room 174 Campus
Center Call Marc H James or David

Cherry 253-5368

PI BETA PHI:
Hear Larry Weed speak on witchcraft

from personal experience), Oct 8th, 7

PM. 388 North Pleasant St . all women
welcome

PRE AND PARA MED SOCIETY
Dr Eugene Piedmont, a medical

sociologist, will speak to all interested

Pre ineds, nurses, med techs, and public

health people tonight at B PM in the

Commonwealth Room of the S.U.

CANDIDATE
Representing Committors for

STUDENT SENATE
Georqe M. McCullough

Basic Goal:
establishment of Commuter Senate Representative Office

crx
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GUYS' PANTS GIRLS LOVE

*0(JR OOSIOft DESIGNER:

Hot {am shos havet~heW&mv&m&l
(yv/£te \wswt wevofiwep..) last codseR,
RALPH WALKED ltOf SATIWN IN A<jW£R A^^
\W To S\££P. A WEEK OR SOW, <0^-
wx M*£m vrio rmdonVW was hapW6

ClvrV&, W9- \J9 . Ttf&J H£ HAZi IX PATTveP
O^&W G&MC PA£/v6l£5, ^rm?SCV^TVIN6

IN Hi$ MOUTV fvv pt*=eeoovT foRAHOT^-
\A^K- THIS HAS mH Gvt&OV POP StfM^

ITM^ hJCMJ. ONtPW,Z*Vfr &f2c9U6HrUSAN
EfVW BO AND SAiP irCPr^AlNeP A S»J \T
TDV^AR \M\\ l£ a;t8Miv mreCT\V6lTW
$ZM&V M*C6$ Fop <dtyt <z&& cm*o£
ArJP fftt (Mr A6A1N . lUC<iuV rw HAv/^'T
vep&vev on e*u>H ^vjch f*fv ^ve ^co^p
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201 N. PLEASANT STREET OPEN 10:00-5:30

OF HIGHERPSYCHOLOGY
EDUCATION:
Paul Poduska will meet in Bartlett 202.

Thursday at 4:00 PM.

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Section 24 of Economics 125 will meet

at 10 AM Friday Oct. 9 and Tuesday, Oct.

13 at 1 pm. Rm , 919 of Thompson.

SMC:
SMC steering committee meeting to be

held Thurs., Oct 8th, Room 174, 176

Campus Center, 8 PM. All dorm
organizers must attend. All other per-

sons welcome

SOPH CLASS STUDENT NURSES:
Come to the Popcorn Party in the

Social Lounge at the Newman Center.

Thurs . Oct 8th. 8-10 PM. Sponsored by

the Soph. Student Nurses.

SOUTHWEST NEWSPAPER:
Anyone interested in working on a

newspaper for Southwest contact Debbie
Clark at 6-8184.

SPECTRUM:
The May '70 issue of SPECTRUM

which was not distributed due to the

Strike will be given out in the Student

Union and the various Dining Commons,
Thursday and Friday

WHITE/DUKAKIS COMMITTEE:
Canvassing in Springfield; meet in

Morrill Science Bldg . bus stop at 3:00

PM We will be home by 7 30PM

LOST:
In Southwest area, wire rim glasses in

black case Please call 6-5363 if found
Hermes 3000 typewriter Please phone

253-3590

Two commemorative medals of sen-

timental value, call 546-65% or Return to

317 Dickinson
Gold toothpick in leather case, initials

DLN inscribed, call 546-9756 or 135

MacKimmie.

L
2x3 ft. Poster (black & white)

Send any black
& white or color
photo up to 8x10
(no negatives
please) to:

RONALD JAYE Poster Service
PO. Box 43
Plainview. N.Y. 11803

Enclose cash, check or money
order (no C.O.D.'s) in the amount
of $3.50 for each blow-up.

Original material returned un-
damaged.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 30
days for delivery. Add 45< for
postage & handling.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY _ .STATE. .ZIP.

Cumm/'ngs, Co/fins Cited
At QB Club Luncheon

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

The awarding of the Redman offensive and defensive player-of-the-week citations to fullback

Dick Cummings and linebacker Dennis Collins respectively highlighted the fourth (of 11) weekly
UMass Redmen Quarterback Club Luncheons held yesterday at the Newman Center.

Another large gathering was on in size for his demanding position
hand as a scouting report on but he possesses great agility and
Boston University, given by UMass quickness which he adapts well to

defensive line coach Bob Graham, his play.

and films of last Saturday's
Ht'dman-Buffalo tilt also

highlighted the affair.

Cummings was singled out for

his two-touchdown effort against

the State University of New York
at Buffalo. The big 6'-230 lb.

fullback was UMass' leading

rusher for the afternoon, picking

up 51 yards in 13 carries on tough-

yardage plays up the middle.

In copping the award Cummings
broke guard Bob Pena's tight hold

on it as Pena had been honored

with the citation for both weeks
previous to yesterday.

Collins is the second Redman
linebacker in two weeks to pick up

the top defensive rating; co-

captain John Farrelly was
honored last week. In the match

against Buffalo, the 6'-190 Collins

was credited with five unassisted

tackles and was in on an additional

five stops.

The junior linebacker is not big

Graham presented a brief

rundown of BU, most of which
information can be found
elsewhere on this page.

The UMass-Buffalo films were
narrated by Redman head coach
Vic Fusia. Before reeling off the

picture show, Fusia had a few

words about his team. Initially he

commented, "We have all the

bonus factors necessary for a fine

football team", and he cited in-

tangible things like team spirit,

dedication and the will-to-win.

He ended his brief prelude by

declaring "The exhibition season is

ready to get under way", refering

to the Redmen's present mark of 1-

2.

The film clipping readily

revealed a couple of things: one

that UMass' offense showed

definite signs of coming into its

own; and two that the Redman
defense is one that must be
reckoned with seriously by almost
any opponent.

Upon the conclusion of the film

session, Fusia left those present

with thse words; "We're
closer, come out and
Saturday."

getting

see us

DENNIS COLLINS
Defensive Award

Notices
LOST:
Multi-course red notebook by Campus

Center bookstore. Tues., Oct 6th, 3:00

PM. Please if found return to Bruce

Marcus.
Brown suede fringed jacket, man's size

40. If found please contact Linda An-

derson 408 Mary Lyon or call 545-2516.

Pair of men's black prescription

sunglasses call Paul 1108 JFK or 6-7758.

Light blue denim hat, with a sole power
button and small M pinned on the top, lost

a week ago. Friday in Franklin Dining

Commons.
At Sig Ep Friday night: girls gold

watch, if found please call Pat 546-9694

Glasses lost between P-10 and Mid-

dlesex Sept. 26th afternoon. Gold

rimmed-untinted-Peter Fonda fetish

specials'. Call Maureen 5-0158. Middlesex

basement
Brown briefcase, <U.S. Citation). Last

seen by Campus Center elevator, west

side, lower level Contents: 3 books.

Abnormal Psychology, Cell Biology, and

Vingt et Un Contes, plus 3 notebooks

Please call 665-2928

Brown printed umbrella at 10:30

concert Saturday night Call Carolyn 546-

6607.

Black umbrella in 201 Bartlett last

week If found, please return to Kathy in

420 Know 1ton

Men's silver self-winding Timex
watch, between library and Intramural

fields Please call Dick Lavigne 2211

John Adams 546-8919

Hound like 6 month old brown puppy
with floppy ears named Rip, friendly,

please bring to 312 Puffton

Men's tissot wrist watch, gold face,

leather band Please return to Don,

Room 324 James House or call 6-7565.

Black prescription sunglasses, if found

call Paul 6-7758

One ten speed purple SCHWIN racing-

bike. Pleas e return to 1501 JFK or call 6-

7807

Bob Bringle, I've lost your Ed Systems

Discussion class on Wednesday's 11:25—

Where is it? Call Artie, 6-7046

FOUND:
Sterling silver tie clip from Siam,

check Student Union lost and found.

Textbook, Soils by Roy L. Donahue,

Check with Student Union lost and found.

Yellow tiger kitten last week vicinity of

North Pleasant and Hallock Streets, call

253-7778.

"Fiat" car keys found in Quad
Saturday morning can be picket up at 105

Thatcher House.

Two kevs found near Hasbrouck Lab.

If vours call Ken at 6-7228

nd men's watch in Machmer W-
'

I X\% Dwight
-»!let etc

DICK CUMMINGS
Offensive Award

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAftR.

i.l-MlM indiviiluuls often do —fl
tliiiu their ttUare of talking, llowex-r,
«lif> claim to be excellent li»teut-r».

That's a good trkk if one cun pull il

off: tiilkiuc and UsteuiaK ut the ituuie

time. If an.\ one is capable of doiiii;

it, the honors woald hu\e to go to

Oeiulnl.
ARIES (March 1 • April 19): U»(

10 complete rather than Initiate pro-
jects. Fulfill obligation. But also be

MN you receive credit due. Ambition*
.ire highlighted. Bright young person
aids.
TAURUS (April ^C - May 20) : Some

who depend on you may announce new
policies. Be ready to take creative
steps. Means don't be caught off

nuard. Tou have more to offer than
might be imagined.
GEMINI (May 21 • June 20) : You

get impressions which are valid. Fol-

low through: adhere to basic beliefs.

Accent on work procedures, method h

of accomplishment. Learn by teach
ing — share knowledge.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Li-

low. Do more listening than talking

Secure position. Protect assets. !!•

flexible enough to make necessary n<>

Justments. Discussion with famil,

member proves beneficial.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Obtain
hint from Cancer message. Treat
lightly, but continue forward pr<-

Kress. One who talks a lot may n<

have much to show for 't. Respond ac-

cordingly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - S«pt. 22): Cool

for getting Ideas on paper. Express
yourself. Refuse to be held back b,

foolish Inhibitions. Tour opinions .in-

iought. Present them In meaningful
and direct manner.

LIBRA (8*pO 23 - Oct 2J) : tea
receive enllcHtenment itboat propert; .

special permissions an.l rights. Don't
reveal your hand. tur|itl— •temrt i

works In your favor, Know this end
art accordingly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 2°. - Xuv. ?!): P.m-

fect techniques. Don't ho baMftd nVwrn
iv what othern may think and tin,

Pevelop your own style. Short trip
may brine positive results. Put iM.-.-i

to work.
SAGITTARIUS fN'ov. 22 - Doc. 21 >

Handle added responsibility. It ooiil.i

lirlnsr greater rewards. Y<M nre mo> •

inp In right direction. Scorpio tndiv

dual proves valuable ally.

CAPRICORN (Dec S3 - Tan. 10)

•

Progress Is keynoted. Co-operate In
community project. Tou make slcni

flcant gains. Aim toward coal. Ther.>
is room for you nt top. Widen hori-
zons. 8ee beyond tho Immediate.
AQUARIUS (.Ian. 22 - Feb. 1«1

aware of what occurs behind tli«"

scenes. Tou require additional _prlvnr

.

Some are anxious to learn your busi-
ness. Protect your Interests.
PISCES (Feb. 1!) - March 20): T.o

may be held responsible for another
ictlons. Maintain balance — ami
poise. Don't compound errors, flat

what must be done In calm, dcliberai.-

manner.

IF TODAY TS TOUR BIRTHDAY
you nre due to make ehr.npes whi.-h

transform the routine Into evcltlnir ac-

complishment. Some circumstances nre
beyond your control. But you can ride

with the tide — to personal achieve-

ment. You are a sensitive person, able

to detect slgne of the times.

Copyright 197n, Gen. Fea. Corp.

I'lWl IS

-<3*

ffiffl

Sports Notices
Student exchange coupons for the UMass-Boston University

football game can still be traded in at the athletic ticket office in

room 255 Boyden. The deadline is Friday at 6 p.m.

Fraternity Sigma Alpha Mu is sponsoring a frisbee tournament on

Sunday, Oct. 18, at 12 noon behind the old Student Union. The
competition will be open to any two-member team which registers on
either Friday, Oct. 9, Tuesday, Oct. 13 or Wednesday, Oct. 15 in the

Student Union Lobby.
Registration will consist of paying a donation to the Springfield

Street Academy of $4 for members of fraternity and sorority teams,

$.1 for members of dorms and $2 for people from independent teams.

The Springfield Street Academy is a non-profit school for the

education of high school dropouts.

The competition will consist of two teams facing each other at a

specified distance and throwing the frisbee back and forth until both

members of one team have dropped it, thus eliminating them. A

The UMass crew team is still looking for candidates for its fresh-

man team Any lieshman, 5'11 and 170 pounds or better, is urged to

contact crew coach Mike Faherty, whose office is right next to the

intramural office in room 215 Bovden.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

At ROSS

1 ! veryone

4 isf.icii seaport

9 Si* i k

1? OcMrl

13 Church official

14 f fin.ilc din
15 0.li

17 Wiped out

19 Piling-

20Worship
.°1 Pint.ol duck

?3 Postscript

Mtr.)

?4 Mei.ii strands

27 Rocky hill

28 Unmarried
woman

30 I it it stand
31 Teutonic

deity

32 Spire

34 Artificial

language
35 Harbor
37 Rebuke
38 Title ol

respect

39 Net for

the hair

41 Initials of 26th
President

42 Stair

43 Fruit

i ikes

45 Greek Idler

46 Substance
48 f Tightens

51 Southwestern
Indian

5? Musical siro in

Psalms
54 Chine .c

pagoda
55 I air

56 Conlest
(tolloq )

57 Pippen

DOWN

1 Snake
2 Meadow

I ( limbing
devn e

4 Si.

5 Beverage

6 Cyprinoid lish

7 Give food to

8 Dad
9-Sandy
waste

10 lie in debt

1

1

Spread tor

dryuu

16 t spire

IS <.cl up

20 Acquiesces
21 Walks
22 Stupid

parson
23 Bahar's

products
25 Weird
26 Atmospheric

disliiibani e

33 Pound (abbr )

!' Dei ayed
38 Begins
40 lr -

42 Mum
written

28 Mountain (abbr ) 44 Woody plant

29 Uri;e on 45 Reverberation

32-European ermine 46 Mire
4 7 Devoured
48 Posed for

portrait

49 Dim'
50 Declare
53 Army officer

(abbr )

1?

15

21 22

35

39

46

51

19

36

43

55

16

28

23

20

8

17

79

33

18

38

10 11

25

54

57

49 50

Diatr. United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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TERR1KR ON THE BLOCK
- Halfback (iary Capehart (27

at left), of Boston University's

key players on offense when it

plays I Mass Saturday at

Alumni Stadium, cross-body

blocks on Redman Curt
Bristol (51) during action

from last falls I Mass Bl tilt.

TERRIER ON THE FLY -

Linebacker Wendell Webster

(74 at right), one of BU's top

defensive performers, springs

over I Mass' Dick Cummings
in quest of a loose football,

also from last year's contest,

won by the Redmen, 14-9.

(MDC photos by Ken Emery)

Terrier Talk or . . . Boston U. Ballyhoo

BU, at 1 and 2, Seeks to Recapture '69 Formula
By Barry Rubenstein

Assistant Sports Editor

Boston University was generally

regarded last year as the finest

college football team in New
Kngland. It had the best record in

the history of Terrier football (9-1)

and the squad earned an invitation

to the Pasadena Bowl at the

son s end.

All of this was accomplished by
1 11 st > oar head coach Larry
Naviaux who was rewarded for his

achievement by being named the

outstanding college division coacr

not only in New Lngland but in the

nation But by achieving so much
in his freshman season, he has
provided himself with a tough act

to follow.

And so far this season he has

l>een unable to duplicate his feat of

l%»t. Among the primary reasons

tor this is the fact that eight of last

year's defensive starters

graduated. Four men from last

year's prevent squad have been

drafted by the pros. Bruce Taylor
(49 eio». Fred Barry (Chiefs), Pat
Hughes (Giants) and Gil Holloway
(Falcons), and thus this year's

squad has had a lot of holes to fill.

However, most of the gaps have
been on defense as nine offensive

starters are back from last year's

unit. And despite their record (1-

2). BU has played well this season.

Although their only victory was a

Last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL

Maroons 12, Eagles 6

Redwoods 43, Bruins 6
Hemlocks 26, Hilo's

Trojans 44, Oaks
Flaming As 19. Pines 8
Aces 18, Lemons 16

Colts 19, Spartans
Academics 8, Lions
Seagrams 30, Bruisers 6
Panthers 14, Crushers 6
Senators 26, Cans 6

Monuments 12, Terrors 6

Team 40, Cult 19

Lifers 12. Oxfords 8

BX over Hacks, wbf
(Vestview 12. Bodies
Civ Eng 14. Gotchas 12
Conglos 18. Burners 14

BKP 2. TC
l»MD over SAE. wbf
SPE 2. PLP
PSK and APO. df

PSD 2. TEP
Cougars and Terrors, df
Redwoods over Dogs, wbf
Pipers 2. Maroons
KS over DC. wbf
Dildoughs 2. Oxfords
MX over GAK. wbf

I Mass football, soccer and

itoss country teams prep
themselves for weekend ac-

tion, previews of their pending

canu's lor meets! will be

printed in tomorrow's

Citlkisutn sports pages.

3-6 romp over a week Vermont
eleven, the Terriers have come
very close to victory in their other

two games. Last week they were

nipped in the last seconds by

Temple, 10-7, and in their opening

contest were downed by Colgate,

26-21.

Here, then, are BU's probable

starters with comments from
UMass defensive line coache Bob
Graham.
Leading the offense will be

workhorse quarterback Sam Hollo,

a 511 190 bl. junior. Although he is

the signal caller. Hollo has carried

the ball forty times, more than any

man on the team. He is "a real

scrambler" and will not hesitate to

run if he finds his recievers

covered. It is possible that should

Hollo run into trouble, 6'2-175 lb.

junior Bill Poole could see action.

The halfbacks will probably be

59-185 lb. Pat Diamond and 61-185

lb Paul Ebert. Diamond is a let-

terman from last year while Ebert

is only a sophomore. However, he

will split his duties with senior

letterman Gary Capehart, 5' 10-185

lb., who gained 495 yards last year.

The fullback slot will also be split

by two Terriers. The probable

starter will be 6'0-212 lb. Ted Ryan.

He was the Terriers' number
three rusher in 1969. Also seeing

action will be 5' 11-200 lb. Mike
Fields. Fields was used sparingly

sports
^t LOUIS (AP) - Rickie Allen,

apparently resigning tiim&eK to h£s

latest baseball trade, said Wed-
nesday he's looking forward to

playing for the Los Angeles
Dodgers.

In fact, said Allen, the confines of

Dodger Stadium in Chavez Ravine
may permit him to hit more home
runs than the 34 he swatted for the

St. Louis Cardinals the past

season.

"I don't think L.A. is as tough a

park to hit in as Busch Stadium,"
he said.

"It's 370 feet up the power alley

there and 386 here. I won't have to

pull the ball to hit it out," he added.

The Dodgers, short of power the

past few seasons, acquired the 28

year old Allen on Monday in Ex-
change for infielder Ted Sizemore,

the National League's 19*59 rookie

of the year, and catcher*out fi elder

Bob Stinson.

Early indications from Dodger
Vice President Al Campanis were
that the one time Philadelphia

Phillie Bad Boy would be tried at

third base, a spot Bill

Grabarkewilz played most of last

season.

If the hard-hitting Allen pans out,

Wes Parker will remain at first

and Grabarkewitz will shift to

second on a permanent basis.

NEW YOUR. (AP; - Miami of

last year until the Pasadena Bowl
in which he gained 74 yards.

The offensive line is one of BU's
strong points It is an experienced
unit with an abundance of talent.

The tackles are 6'2-225 lb. Jim
Dowling and 61-220 lb. Don
Speaks. Dowling is the only

sophomore on the offensive line.

iallg (falltgian

SfntiU
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BU is extremely strong at guard.
The Terriers have co-captain

Darryl Hill, 62-230 lb., who has
been switched from tackle, and
6'0-l95 lb. Bill Soucy. Both have
been lettermen for the last two
years.

The center is another two-year
letterman, 5'9-200 lb. senior Tim

Johnson. Although he suffered a
broken wrist in '69 and had knee
trouble in the spring, he has
regained the number one center.

The tight end will be 64-210 lb.

Al Durkovic who won a close battle

with two year letterman Frank
Jewett for the post. At split end is

the Terriers' leading reciever in

'69, Gleen Williams. He had 20

receptions last year and "can
really go get that football".

That's the Terrier offense. It has
worked well this season, chalking
up an average of over 25 points a
game.
The defensive unit is

questionable Although it has
performed fairly well so far this

fall, it would have to be considered
the weakness of the Terriers. But
it is a hard unit to figure. There
are three two-year lettermen listed

on the roster who have seen little

or no action this season. They are:
Dave Blanchard, a 63-215 lb. end,
Jim Norris, a 5'11-190 lb.

linebacker, and Jim Dixon, a 6'5-

243 lb. end. Dixon was hurt last

week and will not play but, as far
as the other two are concerned,
there is no word.
The starting defensive ends will

be 6'2-205 lb. John Gresock, a soph-
more, and 6'2-195 lb. Bill Pukalo,
another sophomore. They are
inexperienced and are replacing
Blanchard and Dixon.

At tackle will be 60-210 lb. Jim
Pope and Rick Versocki. Versocki,

60-215 lb., is the veteran of the

defensive line. "He is a real fine

football player who has been out-

standing in every play this year."
Replacing co-captain Norris at

left linebacker will be 6
,

0-205 lb.

senior Rich Cullen. Cullen will be
joined at linebacker two let-

termen. They are Ken Sinclair,

6'0-205 lb., in the middle, and
Wendell Webster, 6'0-200 lb. on the

right side.

There is only one returning

starter in the Terrier secondary.
He is 6*0-185 senior John Dwinell
and he will be the safety. At
cornerback , will be two men who
saw some action in 1969 although
they weren't starters, namely
Arnie Baker, 6' 1-185 lb and Mel
Priester, 6'0-180 lb. Rounding out

the secondary is another Priester,

Floyd, 61-195 lb.

This Terrier football team,
although only a shadow of the great
Terrier unit of 1969, could still

prove quite troublesome for the

Redmen especially after its

disappointing loss to Temple.

ap— ShorT'Es

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
Field Time Teams

Ohio, a knuckle down team at the

goal line, continues to lead the

nation in toidl defense by allowing

105.3 yards a game.
The figure is the lowest by a

leader since 1966, according to

statistics by the National
Collegeiate Sports Service.

CINCINATI (AP) - Jim Maloney,
Cincinnati pitching main stay of

the 1960's knows he's a victim of

the 1970 Reds youth movement and
it's cost him another world Series

shot.

Maloney is the only one of the

1970 Reds who appeared in their

last Series in 1961.

A ruptured Achilles tendon sent

him to the sidelines from April 17

until Sept. 4, and the 134 game
winner yielded a spot on the Series

roster to young Milt Wilcox.

Manager Sparky Anderson's
decision to pick the 20-year old

Wilcox over the 30-year old

Maloney hasn't upset Jim.

"I don't feel bad about it," he

said. "In fact, it looks like it was a

whale of a decision."

Wilcox' brilliant 3 1/3 inning one-

hit effort helped the Reds lock up
the third game of the National

League playoffs against Pitt-

sburgh Monday and send them
againM Baltimore in the Series.

Maloney himself was an im-

pressionable 21-year old when he

pitched two thirds of an inning
against the New York Yankees in

relief in the deciding fifth game in

1961
Maloney, a veteran of 11 major

league seasons now, was socked
for four hits and two runs in his

brief stint.

"If you left your seat to get a
ham sandwich, you probably
missed me." he said, chuckling.
Maloney knows he will be ex-

pendable as the Reds go with
youngsters on their mound staff.

He probably will be trade bait, but
his $58,000 salary may make other
clubs think twice.

NEWYORK (AP) - Major
League umpires hammered out a
new four-year contract Wednesday
with base ball officials, paving the
way for a troublefree World Series.

LEXINGTON, KY. (AP) -

Timothy T., winner of the Ham-
bletonian, goes after the third
jewel in trotting's triple crown
Friday when he faces 11
challengers in the 78th Kentucky
Futurity.

BOSTON (AP) - The Boston
Bruins overcame a four-goal
performance by Jean Ratelle last
night to defeat the New York
Rangers 8-« in the final preseason
National Hockey League exhibition
game for both clubs.

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

Bucks vs. Gregorians
Outhouse T vs. Smashers
Lubees vs. Roadrunners

3 M's vs. Colonels
Duchies vs. Freaks
Bulldogs vs GAK

7:30

7:30

7.30

7.30

7:30

7.30

Pit Time

POSITION
1

4

POSITION

1 vs.

4 vs.

POSITION
I vs

ATHENIAN
vs. 2

vs. 5

SPARTAN
2

5

TROJAN
2

vs.

Teams

l

2

I

4

I

I

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

Murgatroyds vs. Nurds
Pipers vs. Barracudas

Broncos vs. Brigade
Lil Fellas vs. Puckers

Heroes vs. Browns
Turtles vs. Tubes

TUG-O-WAR

2 8 : 00 Deacons vs Alpha Chi Omega
2 8:15 Dogs vs Lemons
2 8:3" Cougars vs. Lambda Chi o

IM Notices
COLUMBUS DAY OFF - There

will be no recreational activity on
Monday, Oct. 12 due to Columbus
Day.

• • • • •

METAWAMPE 500 - Entree for

the Metawmpe %**) will b- ac-

cepted up 1 5 p.m Friday. Ott 9.

JWjr ib*0aript*rtt0

lathi QtaltanUttt
^S A Fill AND »fSPONSIBLE ^^ MESS
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Gofman Discloses Extent of Nuclear Pollution

Dr. John Gofman talks informally with students in the Campus Center yesterday afternoon. Dr.

Gofman spoke about the dangers of nuclear pollution and the arbitrary behavior of the Atomic

Energy Commission in a OVP locture last evening. Story on page 2. < MDC photo by Gary Slick-

man)

Raft Ride Slated
For

Coming Weekend
Story on page 3

Student Senate

Election Results

See page 5
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Danger of Nuclear Pollution Exposed in DVP Lecture

Dr. John Gofman, an expert in

the field of nuclear pollution, ac-

cused the Atomic Energy Com-
mission of irresponsibility and
duplicity in a Distinguished
Visitors Program speech last

night.

Dr. Gofman said he has learned

that the struggle for a livable

environment is no "tea party."

Logic, reason, and education are

not enough to bring about the

changes that are necessary. The
fight ahead will be dirty and
disheartening.

Cil ig his own experiences, Dr.

Gofmaa stated that he had once

nai\ely believed in the good will

and competence of agencies such

as the Atomic Energy Com-
mission. He had been made
chairman of a committee designed

to investigate the effects of

proposed atomic energy programs
on public health. When his com-
mittee came up with material

indication that radiation hazards
were far greater than had been
imagined. Dr. Gofman assumed
that he need only present his

results to the proper authorities to

get action.

Instead of listening to him. the

Atomic Energy COMMISSION
attacked him. The AEC reacts

instinctively to threats, Dr. Gof-

man noted. The AEC "attempts to

destroy anyone who stands in the

way of their divine wisdom"

Dr. Gofman's work indicated

that the present legally acceptable
level for radiation would, if

maintained across the countrv.

D ' (.ofman spoke at last night's DVP lecture on the perils

II a result of nuclear pollution.

*!< i i especially embittered toward the Atomic Energy Com-
MOC Photo by David Bernstein)

Ted, let us forger politics and let us to BELL'S PIZZA

He stays open until 1 A.M. and 2 A.M. on Friday ond

Saturdoy

Yes, Spiro, but what are people going to say if they see

me with you. Better call BP they make free deliveries

too.

256-8011 253-9051

QUp Aaasarlpifltt!* flatlg (HolLrgian

OHic* of th« DAILY COLLEGIAN or. on tha ««cond floor of th«

Stud ant Union on th« University comput, tip coda 01002. Phono*
«• 545-2550 (now*), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (oditor).

Socond-closs postogo poid at Amhorst, tho DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes fivo tirnos weakly Monday through Friday during tha oca-

atomic yao' axcapt during vocation ond exam periods; three or four

tiews • week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within o week. Accepted for moiling under the authority of the

act »f March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $7.50 per semester, $14.00 par yeor.

by Brian White

Staff Reporter

cause an increase of l%>% in deaths

due to cancer and leukemia :
32,000

extra deaths per year from

cancer. There would also be a vast

increase in the mutation level -

and from 150.000 to 15 million

more deaths would result from the

genetic delects incurred .
The

death rate would increase 50% as a

result of maintaining the AKC's
legally acceptable level

Only recently, in the months
since Dr. Gofman has been at-

tacked lor his work, has the Atomic

Energy Commission actually

prepared to apply actual scientific

analysis to his claims.

The trouble with AEC is symp-
tomatic of larger ills. Dr. Gofman
stated There is an overall neglect

of human values an inversion of

priorities, in the society at large

Large agencies like the AEC are

peculiarly open to the parochial

attitude present all around it - its

members oriented towards short

term gains rather than the long-

range welfare oi the people it

presumably serves

Dr. Gofman went on to criticize

the nuclear power
built all Over ttie

considers such
dangerous for several reasons.

Eor one. it was developed under

vast misconceptions of safe levels

of nuclear pollution Moreovi

every nuclear power plant is an
experiment

The insurance companies could

not be persuaded to insure the

plants; Congress helped the power

companies to gel around this

lulling that only 7c out of every

dollar would be paid back to those

suffering damage because of a

nuclear accident

The power plants are planned

near metropolitan areas, since this

is cheaper for the power com
panies - and this immensely in-

creases the risk involved in their

operation. (A typical nuclear

power plant would have the

potential explosive force of 1000

Hiroshima-size atomic bombs t

Dr. Gofman asked for a

moratorium on the building ol

atomic power plants for 5 years
Since Congress has refused to

limit this danger, we should act to

go around it bv placing this issue

on the ballot. Keferendums have al

ready been effective in preventing

the construction of such plants.

The AEC is sensitive to public

opinion. Dr. Gofman feels (it

maintains 70 full-time public

relations men) - and with a little

pressure it might even become
reasonable. As it stands, the AEC
is the only governmental agency
which is autonomous, it makes its

own rules, controls itself

plants being

country. He
technology

Smoke-In Protest
Held On Common

About 50 persons staged a "smoke-in" last night on the Amherst
Common in front of the town's police station to protest what they called
police harrassment of town residents. No arrests were made at the
demonstration, which lasted several hours.

A police spokesman said "no action was taken because we don't want
to court any trouble." and added "they're not breaking any laws out

there tonigh;
"

The protestors said they were demonstrating against 'police
harrassment" outside of Logs Bar last week, w hen several persons were
arrested for loitering and disorderly conduct. They added that they
would continue to "smoke and sing on our common until some action is

taken to drop charges .icainst those arrested."

Additional details on the protest will appear in Tuesday's issue.

Thatcher House Fights

Potential Dissolution
Meeting with a representative of

the Treasurer's of lice last night

approximately t hi ft > residents oi

Thatcher slated that the residents

do not wish to be split up if the

dorm is renovated m the lutute

Mark Doherl\ member ol the

Save Thatcher Committee, read a

statement voted on by the ma jority

ol the dorm which stated that the

residents ol Thatcher do not wish
to lie split up and will put up ;i real

battle with the Administration to

avoid heing split up
According to Charlie Hampton

Irom the Treasurer's office there
are funds earmarked for dorm

renovation thai are taken out of a

residence hall trust Kind

The main bone ol contention with
the Thatcher residents is that the\

have spent a lot ol time building
then government and do not wish
to see their work destroyed
Hampton said thai he shun

know within a short timehow m
money i.s available lor the work
Ik- requested that the stuck
submit a list ol work that the>

would like to see done The soonei
thej do this, he says, the .soon- r

everyone will know ii Thatche
residents will be disuu ceo

Committee Formed To Aid Panthers

In Struggle Against Repression
By DAVID CASTALDI

Staff Reporter
"The Panthers are being kicked in the ass and their civil liberties are being violated" said

Sidney Fmehursh, chairman of the University Mobilization Committee
About 20 people met for an open meeting of the Panther Defense Committee in the Dukes Room

last night. The committee was formed out of the Radical Communitv Union when some of the
members agreed upon the need to form a group to help raise funds for Bobbv Seale Erica
Huggtns, and other Panthers on trial in New Haven
The question was raised as to whether or not the committee should take on the responsibility of

dispensing information about the Panthers to the community, as well as attempting to raise fundsSome member- considered it necessary for the group to keep people informed on the Panther
trial, the repression of the Panthers which increases each dav. and to educate people about
repression in general. *^ ^

trial, the repression of the Pan-
thers which increases each day.
and to educate people about
repression in general.

Some methods of relating in-

formation which were used during
the strike and are likely to be
continued are: distribution of the
Trial News" and the setting up of

an information table with the
"Black Panther Party" paper
being sold along with other in-

formation Workshops, similar to
those held during the strike, will be
set up if possible.

The committee plans to interact

Some members considered it

necessary for the group to keep
people informed on the Panther

"Red" Blasko

is not entitled to an INDEX.
I' you don't have yours yet,

and you were an undergrad
both semesters last year,

your INDEX is available in

the INDEX office, 2nd floor,

Student Union.

with the campus media-VYhYK
vymua. and the Collegian, in order

to keep people posted on the latWl

news of the trial. Tins information
will be recorded on tape in New
Haven and sent directly to the

committee.
The chairman of the committee

stated that there is about a 70 per

cent chance of having Tom Froines
of the Chicago Eight speak on
campus.
Other suggestions for raising

money included selling buttons,

having a rock concert, or having
films.

Hillel - Y0M KIPPUR SERVICES

Campus Center Auditorium, Oct. 9, 10

KOL NIDRE SERVICE FRIDAY, 5:30 P.M.

SATURDAY ALL DAY SERVICE 10:00 A.M.
(Uhe.o will be a short break at about 2:30 p.m.;

Pollution Highlighted
As CEQ Rides Rapids
By WALTER SOBZAK

Staff Reporter
In an effort to bring the problem

of river pollution to the public's

eye, a group of contemporary Huck
Finns will attempt to tame the wild

Connecticut River this weekend.
Under the auspices of the

Coalition for Environmental
Quality, a Raft and Canoe Flotilla,

consisting of a dozen canoes and a

10 by 24 foot raft, will set out on the

120 mile "Sunderland to the Sea"
trip early Saturday morning.

Between 35-45 students will par-

ticipate. Volunteers are wanted.
From the start at the Sunderland

Bridge, the canoes and raft will

continue down to Northampton and
Easthampton, then to Springfield

by Sunday. At all the stops,

leaflets will be distributed, con-

cerning the river pollution
problem. After leaving
Springfield, the group will pole

their way down to Thompsonville,
Conn.

If Connecticut is reached without

collision or drowning, the raft, with
its 6-10 seasoned Lars will brave the
remaining 68 miles to the sea.

Since the last of a series of dams is

in Enfield, Conn., a flow of four to

five miles an hour will allow the

navigators to lay their poles aside.

One snag in the plans is the lach
of a car to accompany the raft and
to retrieve it with a U-Haul trailer

at the ocean Monday. The com-
mittee is searching for someone
willing to help.

The raft currently floating on the
campus pond will be "christened"
at one o'clock today, and "prac-
tice" will follow, according to Eric
Walgren of CEQ. The proposed
'CEQ Universal Liferaft' will be
propelled by fifteen foot poles,

because of the lack of current as a
result of the dams.
The purpose of the trip is to "give

dramatization to the river pollution
problems", according to Quint
Dawson, president of CEQ. "It is

basically being done for publicity,

since lew people seem to realize
how serious the problem is.

People should be able to use the
river as a recreation area, but this

is impossible since municipal
sewage and industrial waste fill the
water. The river is completely
controlled by dams, and the result
is stagnant water filled with
sludge. "The river trip is an at-

tempt to show the public that the
problem is, indeed, present. It

should be fun at the same time."

Now floating in the pond is a rati that will journey down the Con-

necticut River this weekend as the CEQ draws attention to river

pollution. Pictured are several of the contemporary Huck Finns.

•\ll>c photo by Gary Slickman)

Candidate Bill Baird Solicits

Signatures for Abortion Reform
By PAT KING

Staff Reporter

How would you and your favorite strikes close

sleeping companion like to be

busted in bed some fine evening?

Big Brother could be watching

YOU. Yes, it CAN happen here.

Did you know, for instance, that

two consenting, single adults can

be given up to three months in jail

for engaging in intercourse? Even

marriage isn't safe. There is a law

on the books which makes it a

crime for married people to

engage in certain sexual positions,

including oral-genital contact,

punishable by up to five years in

prison. Homosexual acts are good

for about 15 vears' imprisonment.

These laws are all part of the

Massachusetts General Laws,

Chapter 272, called "Crimes

against Chastity" The laws

regarding abortion also fall under

this section.

Bill Baird was here yesterday

afternoon in the Colonial Lounge

trying to recruit help in his fight to

put these laws on the referendum

in the November elections. About

30,000 more signatures are needed

on petitions so that the people will

be able to vote on whether they

want their sex lives controlled by

the government. Baird now faces

iail sentences in Wisconsin and

Massachusetts as a result of his

campaign to have these laws

changed. He is even opposing

Kennedy in the Senatorial race.

Most candidates refuse to even

take a stand on sex laws.

His main interest is in reforming

the abortion laws. Here, this issue

to home. A UMass
student is currently being held in

jail because his girlfriend died

after he tried to abort their baby.

In another in case, a 15 year-old

girl became pregnant as the result

of a rape and she was refused an

abortion by three Massachusetts

hospitals. Baird finally helped her

get an abortion in New York. None

of the birth control methods are

100% effective, and thousands of

babies are conceived every year in

spite of The Pill. This in turn

means that thousands of women
put their lives in the hands of quack

abortionists in a desperate attempt

to prevent an unwanted baby from

being born. If the laws were

changed, women have the

operation performed safely.

The Supreme Court decided, in

1917, that the state has the right to

•protect the chastity of the women
of the state." He called for the

women to liberate their bodies and

fight for their right to make their

own decisions. Hopefully, the

Supreme Court will rule that

women have been discriminated

against and that they do have the

right to abortion any time they

wish. Until this happens, though,

which may be quite some time yet,

women may be sterile for life

because of carelessly performed

abortions and unwanted babies

will continue to be born. Anyone

who wishes to canvass for

signatures or help in any other

way, may contact Eliott Margolis

at 546-9742.

Birth Control advocate Bill

Baird spoke yesterday in the

Colonial Louimc of the Student

Union to gather support for

abortion law reformation,
citing antiquated laws
presently on the books in

Massachusetts. Interested
students are invited to aid in

canvassing for signatures.

(MDC Photo by Gary Slick-

man)

Vic Fusia

is not entitled to an INDEX.
If you don't have yours yet,

and you were an undergrad

both semesters last year,

your INDEX is available in

the INDEX office, 2nd floor,

Student Union.

Lyvtf'<a^^-.

Of AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Strwt

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR

THE FINER LIN€S Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

OF DIAMOND SCOPE.

WAFFLE
OCT. 13-18

MDC Interview

White Speaks on Issues
White Interview
JOANNE STILES

Wednesday night, gubernatorial candidate, Mayor Kevin H. White of

Boston took time out from his visit with a convention of Town Clerks in

Northampton to speak on a number of issues with this MDC reporter.

He touched briefly on such subjects as University funding, drugs,
campus unrest, guns on campus, abortion, and Governor Sargent's
administration.

UNIVERSITY FUNDING: "I

think that instead of pouring the

money from student tuitions into

the General Fund, they should be
put into the University Fund."

DIU'GS AND MARIJUANA: "I
am one of the few Mayors in the
country who has established
methadone treatment clinics for

addicts." If it could be proven that

marijuana has no harmful effects,

(hen I see no reason why it should
not be legalized." White was quick
to add that just as the effects of

cigarettes were not evident for

years, so may be the case with
marijuana.

CAMPUS UNREST: "Everyone
is entitled to protest as long as they
are not destructive." White added,
"When I send police into a riot

area I rarely even let them carry
night sticks."

GUNSON CAMPUS: The Mayor
was asked what he thought of the

fact that no one on campus was
allowed to carry guns except the

campus police. At this point White
made a distinction between
Campus police and National
Guard. "Campus police exist to

protect the students from intruders

while National Guardsmen are
called onto campuses to restore

order." When asked if he would
call the National Guard onto a

college campus the Mayor said,

"No, I have not before in Boston
and I do not intend to."

GOVERNOR SARGENT'S
ADMINISTRATION: "Sargent's
record shows nothing but a
bickering between the
Legislature and the Governor."
Toward the end of the interview

Mayor White described himself as
having a sense of motion.' "If a

mayor really moves, he alienates
people ...I could even lose Boston
to Frank Sargent."

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

ABORTION: "Abortion is legal

in Massachusetts for either mental
or health reasons. But who can
make a distinction between a fetus

which is three months or eight

months old?""
"I see no reason why birth

control information cannot be
made available to unmarried as
well as married people."

Lottery 195 CutoffforUS
The Placement Office recommends that a Selective Service registrant

born between January 1,1944 and December 31, 1950 and whose random
lottery number, drawn December 1,1969 for the 1970 lottery, is above 195,

give thought to relinquishinng his IIS classification (if he has one) in

favor of a I-A for the current calendar year.

If he wishes to do so, he should write, AT ONCE, to his local board and
withdraw his previous request for a student deferment.
Through receiving a I-A he will be placed in the 1970 lottery in order of

his random sequence number and, at this time, it is not expected that

registrants bevond the number 195 will be reached for induction.
As of January 1, 1971 those 1970 lottery registrants not reached will be

placed in the lower priority selection group of the 1971 lottery, and will be
liable only after the 1971 lottery group is completely exhausted.
Presently it seems unlikely that this 1971 lottery group will become
exhausted in the 1971 calendar year. His likelihood of induction will

decrease yearly until he reaches age 26, beyond which age registrants are
not now being drafted.

PLANNING A POST-GAME PARTY?

PETE'S

PETE'S PACKAGE
144 Summer St N. Amherst

Open 9 o m. - II p.m

prrfc'i

*ep MARY B. NEWMAN
Republicon Candidate tor Secretory of State

WILL BE ON CAMPUS

2:00 p.m Tuesday, October 13th

Colonial Lounge
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon's Indochina Plan
Refused By Viet Cong

PARIS (AP) - The United States

submitted President Nixon's In-

dochina plan at the Vietnam peace
talks Thursday. Not unexpectedly,
the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong denounced it.

But they conceded this was a
preliminary reaction, and U.S.

Ambassador David K. E. Bruce
said: "I am not discouraged."

Bruce introduced the plan at the

K7th session of the talks and said

:

"It is our most earnest hope that

the President's proposals will

receive the most careful study and
considered response by your side."

North Vietnamese Ambassador
Xuan Thuy hastened to call the

plan "an electoral gift certificate."

Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh of the Viet

Cong said the proposals were a
means "of legalizing American

aggression in Indochina."
Mrs. Binh took the five points one

at a time, and, if she did not flatly

reject all of them, nowhere did she
give even a hint of acceptance.
On the cease fire it was a clear

"no." She restated the Communist
position that a cease fire would be
established only "after the

signature of agreements with view
to ending the war."
On an enlarged conference on

Indochina, Mrs. Binh declared the

path to peace in the peninsula was
immediate withdrawal of

American forces from the area.

On Nixon's call for negotiation of

"a time table for complete troop
withdrawals" Mrs. Binh found it

ambiguous. She repeated that an
American commitment to pull out

unconditionally from Vietnam by

Russian Author
Awarded Nobel

STOCKHOLM (AP) - Russian author Alexander Solzhenitsyn, whose
works are banned in the Soviet Union, was awarded the Nobel Prize for

literature Thursday. He said he would attempt to travel to Stockholm to

receive the award worth $80,000.

"I am grateful for the decision," he told a Swedish correspondent who
reached him by telephone. "I intend to go to Stockholm to receive it

personally as far as this is dependent on me."
The correspondent, Per Hegge of the Stockholm newspaper Svenska

Dgbladet, said the author did not believe the news at first, and then
refused to comment. On thinking it over, however, he decided to an-

nounce his acceptance.

Awarding the prize to Solzhenitsyn, the Swedish Academy of Letters
cited "the ethical force with which he has pursued the indispensable
traditions of Russian literature."

next June 30 is still considered an
essential element of her stand.

Mrs. Binh restated her demand
for the ouster of President Nguyen
Van Thieu, Vice President Nguyen
Cao Ky and Premier Tran Thien

Khiem, whom she called "a major
obstacle to peace."

In his speech, Nixon called this

demand "totally unacceptable."

He proposed a fair political

solution "reflecting the existing

political process agreed upon."

On the prisoner of war issue,

Mrs. Binh was adamant. She
recalled that in her own initiative

Sept. 17 she tied discussion of

prisoner releases to U.S. ac-

ceptance of her June 30 troop with-

drawal deadline.

"It is only by withdrawing its

troops in this manner that the

American government can
see....captured U.S. service men
quickly returned to their homes,"
she added.
The Communist delegations -

while making what sounded like

noises of rejection - reserved the

right of further commentary.
Returning to the U.S. Embassy

after the 3 3/4 hour session, Bruce
said "the other side's response"

did not discourage him, and added
he would "await with interest a

more thoughtful response."

President Nixon said in

Savannah, Ga., that world reaction

to his proposal was "over-
whelmingly good." He told

newsmen he hoped North Vietnam
will take it seriously.

Soviets Agree To
Space Rescue Plan
KONSTANZ, Germany (AP) - In a major step toward world space

cooperation, the Soviet Union agreed Thursday to discuss an in-

ternational space rescue system with the United States and 10 other

nations.
Under the agreement, the United States and Russia will consider

standardizing some spaceship equipment and operating techniques.

Initial discussion centered on a common docking mechanism.
The break through came at the 21st. congress of the International

Astronautical Federation, where more than 800 scientists and engineers
from 35 nations have been hammering hard all week on a theme of in-

ternational space cooperation.
The announcement was made by P.A. Campbell, American co-

chairman of the third International Symposium and Space Rescue, held
Thursday as part of the congress.
Campbell said a letter had been received from the Soviet Academy of

Sciences nominating four engineers to serve on the federation's space
rescue study committee.
He said the four engineers would attend their first formal committee

meeting at the Federation's 22nd congress in Brussels, Belgium, next
year.

If space rescue agreement is reached, it would be the first major effort
at space cooperation by the two space powers.

Senate Revises Bomb Law
WASHINGTON (AP) The funds.

Senate approved a sweeping
overhaul of the nation's an-
tibombing laws Thursday, voting

to give federal agents expanded
wiretap power and a broad new
mandate for venturing onto
disrupted college campuses.
Besides making broad changes

in current law and adding new
definitions of explosives and
bombs, the legislation hasthree
major provisions.

One would permit wiretapping
under court order if criminal use of

explosives is suspected.
Another would make it a federal

crime to damage or destroy with
explosives any federal property or
the property of any institution or

^organization receiving federal

A staff aide of the Senate

Judiciary Committee said this

provision would give the FBI
virtually unlimited access to many
of the nation's colleges or

universities if any of their property

is damaged in a blast.

The third major provision would
make criminal use of explosives

resulting in a fatality punishable

by death.

The measure was part of a fistful

of anticrime 'bills the election

minded Senate zipped through in a

matter of hours.

Other legislation touched on
kidnapings of congressmen,
protection of presidents and
assistance to law enforcement
agencies. _—«

ANOTHER
MOVEMENT

ON
CAMPUS

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

AS OF WED., OCT. 7

All Peter Pan buses will load on the north side of the Campus

Center Parking Garage. Tickets and information arc still

available in the lobby of the Student Union Building.

Springfield — Worcester — Boston — Bradley International Airport

B.iker Ray Jones

Knowlton: Jane Sweeney
Wheeler: no results

Greenough: not valid

irabtree: Kdie Kort

(hadbourne: Ed Voci

Johnson: Jane Burlington

Dwight: Larry Ladd
Moore: Kevin Kulakowski

Mamlin: William Spinn

John Adams(M): Mark Coltin

J.Q.A.tU): Linda LeRoy
JQ.A.(M): M Karen Jacobsen

JQ.A.(L): Janet Pearlman

Van Meter No. Kathy Burbee

MacKimmie: Kenneth G.

Hagopian

Thoreau. Barbara I. Shannon

Jmes. Ed Tremblay

Field Mary A. Silveira

Lewis: Ron Capaldo

Brooks: Brenda Rau

GrayssB; Bill Belmore

Kstmedydf): Chuck Hallberg

Kennedy < L , : Scott Connolly

Wash.(U): no results

Adams<Lc John J. Hogan

Wash. (If): Andrew Wildes

Van Meter So.. Kace Cavanaugh

Webster Emory Rounds, Bill

Brickhoust

Southwest
Assembly
Returns

JOHN ADAMS' L;: Brown

JOHN A[),\MSiM>: Mahoney

COOUDGE(L): Brown

COOUDGE(M): Kleitt

OOOUDGK(U): Bennett

KENNEDY) L): Kaufmann

KENNEDY <M>: Visnik

KENNEDY (U): Olbrych

J.Q.A.(L): Miller

J.Q.A.<M>: Venesky

J.Q.A.<U>: Mitchell

WASHINGTON (L) : Wenner

WASHINGTON(M): St. Cyr

WASHINGTON* U>: Fishbin

CANCE: Jayes. Kuppenheimer

MELVILLE: Snyder

( HAMPTON: Micka

I 1ERPONT: Heaton, Bukiet

MOORE: Meyers

MACKIMMIE: Adams

THOREAU: Marrewa

EMERSON: Cocivera

AMES: Anderson

PATTERSON: Palumbo. Miner

Senate Election Results
Melville: Karen MacNutt

Cance: Nancy P. Bass. Kevin

Kinnally

Kennedy ( U ) : John Stevens

Butterfield: Maureen Hayes

Thatcher: Mark Doherty

Mary Lyon: Maureen McManus
Gorman: Robert J Walers. Ross

Benjamin

Dickerson: Paul G. DeLeo, Henry

P. Bouffard

Emerson: Candy Shultis

Patterson: Ceil Shapiro, Denise

Magnell

Crampton: Sophia Treadwell

Pierpont: Lee Sandwen. Rich

Guenette

Hills No.: Sanders M. Falcon.

Orren Robbins

Hills So.: Philip Cohen

Coolidge(U): no results

Wash.(L): Sylvan Menezes

SORORITIES:

Christina Nielson

Jeanne Nicolosi

FRATERNITIES
Mark W. Kustman

Leonard Harris

Timothy J. Maki

COMMUTERS:
Robert Hottin

Mark Duncan Bramble

Jack Little

Jamis O'Toole

THE COLLEGIAN

WILL NOT PUBLISH

MONDAY

kjS*^^^^3f,
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students cast ballots in Student Senate Elections vesterda% afternoon. Those dorms for which
no results have been received should call l.eo (lark. Student Senate Office. 5-o:ui or 5-0342 ( MDt
photo by Gary Slickmen).

SUSM R. Spatrick Leo Clark

Paul Marchand Charlie O'Dowd
Albery Olmstead Sharon Tracy

H.B. Bob Ruckner Edward Fenwick
Larry Woods

Sally Norris

Joanne Levenson

Robert Chiller

Lindo Alves

Thomas Filmore

Rik Santaquida

Bill Abbott

Joe Ackerstein

James Burns

Kathie Burns

Jim Bouin

Michael Or lot!

Jeff Rene

Linus Deasv

DYP presents:

A THEOLOGIAN OF "NEW HOPE"

Dr. HARVEY COX
Speaking on:

Religious Revival in the Secular City?

TUES., OCTOBER 13

8 p.m. Thompson 104

Beware the Body
Shirt Snatcher!

You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen Body Shirt.

Man. you'll just have to defend your prop

erty rights! 'Cause the new Van Heusen
Body Shirt is the best fitting "property''

in your wardrobe 1 Enjoy it all for yourself.

:n bolder stripes and souQs with the new-

est long point collar and 2-button cuffs.

PRIZES! Two big ones! Two round trip

lights via SAS SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES

to Copenhagen and Maiorca tor a swing

mg. expense paid CLUB 33 vacation 1 Plus

a box of Van Heusen Body Shirts for each

of 25 runner up entries. Easy to enter: just

create your own slogans for our Body Shirt

ad Send entries to College Contest, VAN
HEUSEN, 417 Fifth Avenue. New York, New
York 10016 Contest void where prohibited

by law

VAN HEUSEN 417
Body Shirt
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European Trip

An Index To Nothing
Everyone's had about a month to digest the latest

edition of the Index, and most people you talk to

around campus have reached the same conclusion

about it - there is no difference between this year's

book and the yearbook of five years ago.

Events are different. Different people perform at

concerts. New buildings rise. Clothes change. But
the same method is used to cover "life at the

University" in the latest Index as was used five years
ago.

Organizing the book by groups, like academics,
seniors, faculty, buildings and arty pictures makes
everything look exactly the same. The section of

Senior pictures probably means something to some
seniors, but every other student can reminisce about
the old school 10 years from now just as well from the

same sections of the last five yearbooks.
Every year is the same. A picture of the pond at

sunrise is labeled morning, a picture of the Union
between classes is labeled noon and a

picture of a darkened Southwest is labeled night. The
technique continues, year after year, unchanged.
The latest Index tries to justify its existence by

calling itself a chronicle of the past two semesters.
But in it, as usual, football gets by

far the greatest cpverings of any event. The Student

Strike, an event which obviously has had more effect

on the University and on the country than any other

event last year receives only six pages of coverage.

If anything, this year's Index shows only that the

University hasn't changed at all in the last five years.

All the year book provides is an updated Senior

mugbook. which all students must pay for through

their SATF tax.

But a yearbook doesn't have to be a waste of money.
Several schools, such as Notre Dame (which has an
overwhelming facist student body) have redesigned

their books to make them consistent with the changing
role of journalism in American higher education.

These schools have printed a book containing a
series of fairly long articles on six or seven major
events of the year and which include

poems relative to the student body, and features a

small section of pictures of real university life.

The obvious superiority of such a year book to

UMass' annual collection of fraternity drivil, sports

reports and senior photos is striking.

The mood of a University cannot be reported by an
archaic technique. Index must change if it hopes to

escape extinction.

Art Buchwald

Let's Pause For A Moment
WASHINGTON -- 1 don't know if people have noticed

it. but TV political commercials are getting nastier
and nastier. There was a time when a candidate
appeared on the screen and made a one-minute pitch
lor your vote. But all this has gone by the boards, and
now, thanks to the great creative brains of our ad-
vertising media, the new approach is to tell the
audience what a miserable SOB. the candidate's
opponent is.

I sat in on a session where the top advertising men
were brain-storming a TV commercial campaign for
their candidate,Philbus Wurm. who was running for
the U.S. Senate against the incumbent Sen. Allegro
Symphony.
This is how it went.

"As I see it," said the copy writer, "we have to sell

the people on Symphony's softness on pornography.
Now what I suggest we do is have a woman sleeping
in bed, and a guy comes in and rapes her, and the
voice-over says, These are the people Sen. Symphony
wants to let into your bedroom."
"Not enough shock value," the art director said.
How about this? A group of dirty, hairy students

sneaks up to a building and plants a bomb. The bomb
goes off and the voice-over says 'Symphony voted for
the last Education Bill."

"That's not bad," said a vice president. "I thought
we might use a lot of footage from the California brush
fires. You know, homes burning and stuff like that,
and then a shot of Symphony playing a violin, which he
does. The voice-over could say 'Nero wasn't the only
one who fiddled.'

"

"That's great," another VP said. "How about
Vietnam?"
"We've been working on that," the copywriter said.

"We have some stock footage of a GI platoon at-

tacking Hill 2,331. Then we hear Symphony's voice
saying 'Vietnam was a big mistake,' and the voice-
over says 'Tell it to Company D.'

"

The campaign manager was esctatic. "Beautiful.
You have anything on the economy?"
The art director says, "We have some footage of an

unemployment office, and we go in close on a guy who
is holding his check, and we say
The art director says, "We have some footage of an

unemployment office, and we go in close on a guy who
is holding his check, and we say 'Why are you out of a
job?' and he says Because Sen. Symphony closed the
Naval Base.' Then we show a crew putting the guy's
furniture out in the street."

"Did you tell him about the hunger ad?" a vice
president asked.

"Not yet," the copywriter said. "We show this

family at a table and the mother says to her children,
All we have to eat tonight is turnips.'

Then we fade and show Symphony eating spaghetti at
an Italian saint's day festival and the voice-over says
"Mama mia, that's a meatball.'

"

The art director said, "I think you'll like this one. It

portrays Washington going up in a mushroom cloud
and then a bunch of Soviet officers laughing. The
voice-over says 'Sen. Symphony voted against the
ABM.' "

"It's dirty, but it will sell," the campaign manager
laughed.

"But what about our candidate, Philbus Wurm?"
someone asked. "Don't you think we ought to make
ONE commercial with him in it?"

"Hell no, if anyone sees that idiot on TV, we'll lose
all our votes.

Gus Szlosek

Unlawful Awful Waffle
From the Top Secret files of the

Student (?) Union Governing
Board, here is a poignant letter,

written in blood on Dining Com-
mons napkins by a raving lunatic
known as a UMass student.

Dear Sir:

Okay, it's there. Now what are
/ou going to do about the new
Campus Center? Finish covering
it with purple and use it as a Gay
Bar?

I hope you're proud of your
accomplishment, because I really

am proud that I stood by and let the
whole thing happen.

Tell me, do you hate your
mothers? or just us students? I

must admit that as a symbol of

sexual repression the Waffle is

quite an achievement. Really, as a
phallic symbol it is remarkably
well disguised. It looks more like a
pile of concrete, if you know what I

mean.
How soon are you going to

resign? You could go into

designing birth control devices
and help the Pope.

I must admit though, that it feels

good in moderation - being

screwed, that is - but did you have
to go so far?

By the way, SUG Borard - who
are you?

Let's get into solutions. I mean,
the Waffle's there, but what are we
going to do about if Here are
some of my tentative suggestions,

Let's get into solutions. I mean!
the Waffle's there, but what are we
going to do about it? Here are
some of my tentative suggestions,
when you let us vote on them.

Fill it with beer and use it for a
swimming pool.

Put a lid on it and use it as a toilet
for the Holly Green Giant.
Move it to Southwest to replace

Tower #3 that sunk.

Keep painting it with obscenities
until it's sandblasted away.
Cover it with gift wrap and put it

in the back seat of a car. Maybe
somebody will steal it.

Give it to R.O.T.C. for a
demolition exercise.

Give it to S.D.S. for a demolition
exercise.

Leave it as a sanctuary for bird
droppings.

Fill it with Dining Commons food
and let it rot.

Tip it on its side and use it for a
hockey rink.

Paint it luminescent orange and
wait for World War III.

Use it as a monument to the
midi skirt and the Edsel.

Sell it to the Penn Central.
Paint a big mouth on it and use it

as a statue of Spiro Agnew.
Thank you for your con-

sideration.

PS. I hope it's bio-degradable.

GUSSZLOS

Peace?

Rhodes: Students Are Scapegoats CampiiS Comment
(Reprinted from NY. Times)
HOSTON-When I learned in late May that the

President might appoint a Commission to Investigate
Campus Violence, I hurried to Secretary Romney's
office to propose a commission on Equal Justice
Under the Law as an alternative.

Until recently, I haven't fully understood why I

reacted so violently to a campus commission. The
issue of "campus unrest" is a carefully laid snare to

focus on campus unrest as a problem in an attempt to

divert our attention from our real national problems.
Students have not placed themselves in harm's way so
they could become a "problem."

The students who fell at Kent and Jackson State did

not die because of "campus unrest or any feature of

American society unique to the academy., The
Mississippi Highway Patrolmen and Jackson City
policemen fired a 400-round volley into the
girls'dormitory because these lawmen function as the

final and deadly stage of an elaborate system of in-

justice in Mississippi aimed at oppressing black
people by any means necessary.

The Jackson students died because of the racist

character of American society referred to by the

Kerner Commission. The Jackson incident un-

derscores the fact that racism is a dynamic of

American society--a law governing social behavior.

This beast in our country will lash out and destroy our

black citizens whenever it can -here the scene is a

college campus, a few days later it is a city street.

The fact remains that the national policy toward black

Americans continues to ignore their plight; the war on
poverty has dwindled to a rearguard action. This is a

real national crisis.

The Kent State incident presents a more com-
plicated but no less fundamental case. The damage in

downtown Kent on Friday night, three days before the

shootings, and the Saturday burning of th R.O.T.C.

building did not constitute events which in themselves
would justify the commitment of the National Guard.
The city officials seemed to believe that Kent had
become a battleground of the "revolution" and this

triggered their request for the Guard.
Governor Rhodes summed up this view in his

Sunday morning press conference, the day before the

shotting. He said: 'I think we are up against the

strongest, well-trained militant revolutionary group
that has ever been assembled in Americ." He
promised that "we are going to use every weapon
possible." Strong words-unfortunate words. For
those who fell the next day were just students, many
Ohioans. who felt the President's invasion into

Cambodia could not go unchallenged.

In making this statement. Governor Rhodes drew on

the deep-rooted conflict between old and young
cultures in our nation. This division has two major
causes. America's social institutions have begun to

fail for all of us and the student generation has

developed new values. These are basic and important

issues.

Almost no one in America is happy. This is not a
function of class or education. We are an anxious
people. Our cosmetic media and modularized life-

styles attempt to hide this fact but it haunts every
feature of existence.

The panoply of American institutions has begun to
disintegrate. They just don't deliver anymore.
Americans are hungry, bored, sick, frustrated,
polluted and discarded. We have simply used up the
capability of these nineteenth-century institutions.
The recent New York prison riots and the pending
strike of Santa Barbara policemen who beat hundreds
of students during the savage June attacks in Isla
Vista illustrate the tragic irony of our situation.

The result of this institutional collapse has been a
nation of deeply troubled people. And the young
people offer a convenient and in many ways defen-
seless scapegoat to vent these frustrations. Students
also can play the scapegoat role because they embody
a new set of values. They seem different and we
always employ the "alien" figure as our scapegoat.

American students have increasingly come to

embrace a new value system which basically
redefines the value of human life. It places human life

over all other considerations. This new value system
can place this ultimate value on life because the

parents of students have sacrificed to create a society

with the technological and organizational capacity to

supply the resources to make such a life affirming
value system a reality. In this way the preceding
generation has sacrificed to make the sacrifices of the

students possible. This is a classic tragedy. The
young are always charged with realizing the dreams
of their parents.
A value system generates a pattern of perception.,

This fact further aggravates our situation because the
young people see this advanced stage of institutional
decay as a reality and feel compelled to say it. Their
parents will go to any lengths to keep this reality from
becoming evident. One generation says the house is

on fire, the other savs the house is just experiencing
periencing rapid oxidation.

To this younger generation so disinclined toward
war, our Vietnam war represents the height of ob-
scenity. Our war is a war fought for no apparent
reason other than that we are there.
The campus unrest issue has been exploited by

political figures who would rather keep the public's
attention on the students than on the problems that
actually plague our nation. This is a cruel trick to play
on the American people-to take their pain and to aim
it at their children. If we allow this cruel hoax to

continue we will surely seal our fate and the students
will have died in vain.

Joseph Rhodes, a Harvard graduate student, is a
member of President Nixon's Commission on Campus
Unrest.

No Guns On Campus

The tragedy of Kent State is a

tragedy of irresponsible leader-

ship. This grim picture emerges
from the scrupulously objective

review by the President's Com-
mission on Campus Unrest of the

disorders which last May took the

lives of four students at the Ohio

university.

The events that led to the

disaster were triggered by
emotional reaction to the

American invasion of Cambodia.
What began as legitimate protest

was quickly turned by a violent

t tinge of students and an in-

determinable coterie of non-

student radicals into a series of
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destructive actions on and off

campus, which, in the Com-
mission's words, were "in-

tolerable." These actions in fact,

ought not to have been tolerated;

they called for quick and pin-

pointed arrests and prosecution.

If too many students allowed

themselves to be swept along by

iYi minority, it was even more
B trming that academic, civil and
» ihtary authorities alike proved

icapable of drawing a clear line

between acceptable peaceful

protest and unacceptable violent

disruption. Had the former been

permitted or even facilitated, it

might well have forestalled the

latter.

Similarly, the violence that

proved fatal-the inexcusable firing

of panicky salvoes into a crowd of

students- was not primarily the

fault of tired National Guardsmen
on an assignment for which they

were ill-trained. A totally inef-

fective leadership dumped these

part-time soldiers into a situation

they could neither understand nor

control. To march a few hundred

soldiers, each with a lethal bullet in

the bore of his rifle, through a

motley crowd of youths-some

hostile and systericla and other

merely swept along by the

curiosity of mass psychology-
represents so abysmal a failure of

command judgment as to be
almost unbelievable.

The Kent state tragedy
must surely mark the last time
that loaded rifles are issued as a
matter of course to Guardsmen
confronting student demon-
strators," said the commission.
Such optimism is ill-warranted,
given the failure of previous
recommendations to tne same
effect. Indeed, one high-ranking

officer of the Ohio Guard replied in

open defiance to the commission's

plea with a boast that "our policies

haven't changed." Such
truculence equals that of the

spokesman for the Mississippi

Highway Patrol who denied a need

for reforms in the wake of the

death of Jackson State.

Such glaring evidence of

resistance to voluntary compliance

by those who literally hold power
over life and death through the

arbitrary use of men and weapons
leaves no practical alternative to

specific orders, issued at the

Federal level, and backed by
legislation if necessary. The
country will not reverse the

present trend toward violence on

the part of law officers as well as

law-breakers until the loaded gun
ceases to be the symbol of law-

enforcement.

(Reprinted from the N.Y. Times)

To The Editor:

Since school ended last spring
I've done a lot of traveling finally

settling in California. During that

time I learned a lot and people
continually asked me what I

planned to do about the draft.

Before I had just accepted my 2S
status and tabled any moral
decisions until I became 1A or was
drafted. I thought about applying
for consciencious objector status,

but that, I felt would be only

playing their game on their terms
and acknowledging the govern-
ment's right to wage wars and
exclude those persons who disrupt

their system. '

So, I decided to

declare my independence from the

draft with th ;s letter I'm asking
you to print.

I'm not so naive as to think my
draft board will recognize my
withdrawal. They will probably
draft me regardless; then I will

refuse induction and take the

consequences.

I am writing this for anyone
about to make the decision to

resist, to show them they are not

alone. And because I've found that
liberal bullshit will get us
nowhere; we must take our stands,
each boldly and clearly. The
letter:

Dear Draft Board:
I wish to withdraw my selective

service registration. I am
returning your registration card
and do not wish or intend to con-
tinue any correspondence with
your office. Just as the United
States does not recognize the
existence of Red China, I do not
recognize the existence of your
organization and I do not recognize
your authority over me.

I was a boy when I registered at

18; I didn't want to even then, but I

obeyed; I am a man now. I shall

not play your boyish games.
Any authority you have assumed

over me is hereby terminated.
THOMAS J. DERDERIAN

Oakland California.

(Thomas Derderian is a former
Collegian photographer and a
member of the UMass Track
Team)

To The Editor:

The short article on page 2 of the

October 6 Collegian entitled

"Bottle Or On Tap?" may have
misled some of your readers.

Every student electing to

challenge the alcohol (and for that

matter, drugs) intoxication laws
by being publicly intoxicated or
operating a motor vehicle after

drinking (NOT NECESSARILY
DRUNK! ) or using chemicals that

alter perceptions temporarily
(including many over-the-counter

pharmaceuticals) risks loss of his

license for anywhere from ninety

days to life, heavy fines and
possible imprisonment. One may
assume that he also statistically

increases his chances for serious

injury or death.

The decision whether to submit
to a breathalyzer test or medical
exam after arrest cannot or-

dinarily be made knowledgeably
by the arrestee. The law provides
that he may have his lawyer's
advice before taking this test, but

much delay will not be permitted.
If he refuses the test

the arrestee automatically loses

his license for ninety days, but he is

by no means certain that he will

not lose it for much longer or that
he will avoid serious additional

penalties and further prosecution.

It may also be important for your
readers to realize that having had
more than about one or two drinks
each hour may cause failure of the
breathalyzer test. It is also true
that the last quick "one for the
road" will be enough since the rule

of thumb really requires time to

dissipate the effects of alcohol on
the body and mind For those who
have been drinking heavily over a
period of time it may truly be
unlawful to drive at all until after
sleep and the passage of con-
siderable time. This is not to

moralize; it is a fact.

Very truly yours,

RICHARD M. HOWLAND
General Counsel

To The Editor:

For four years now I have been
reading editorials in the Collegian

about the perils of F lot. For four

years people have been writing

about how their car batteries, tape

decks and wheels have been lifted.

Well, I've just about had it! Late
last night, my sister and my
girlfriend parked their car in some
last remaining space in some deep
dark corner of F lot. Thank God
the two of them were together,

because after they got out of the

car, an exhibitionist followed
them, at arms length, all the way
through the maze of F lot and up to

University Drive.

Now I'm sure the security guard
perched on top of Pierpont (or

wherever) is a nice fellow and does
a very good job for where he is

stationed. But I can't Jbelieve this

type of protection is adequate. If

the sex-starved sap in F lot decided

to make a big pounce, our tower
observer would be a little late to

alter the tragedy.

Is it really going to take a tape
before we get full lighting and/or
constant night patrolling in F lot?

Let's start some effective late-

night patrolling tonight!

I mean really; come on. It's

been four years since I'.first started

reading requests like this one.

God bless the unfortunates in V
lot!

NAME WITHHELD BY
REQUEST

To The Editor:

The newly posted signs on the
"Copper Kettle" windows that
announce the additional breakfast
serving line showed to me that my
voice among thousands of others
can speak AND most important, be
heard.

Many thanks to the manager of

the establishment for considering
us students.

Congratulations to the Editor of

the Collegian for his effective

media.

JOYCE KACOYANIS
Field

To The Editor:

In Monday's issue of the
Collegian, Mr. Robert J.

Morrissey, Director of Placement
and Financial Aid Services, ad-
mitted he had made an error in

giving an incorrect figure to the
MDC. I do not understand how he
could have noticed his mistake, nor
do I (and probably most of the
students) care.

My point is that he did a com-
mendable thing. This brave man
admitted and publicly apologized
for his mistake. Not too many men
have the guts to apologize for a
mistake. Bravo Mr. Morissey.

ED MERCORELU
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League Will Consider

Local Transportation
Consideration of the transportation question, a new local item, will

take place at the Oct. 13-15 units of the Amherst League of Women
Voters. Members and other interested persons are invited to attend any

one ol four scheduled meetings ( whichever is the most convenient)

.

The Tuesday morning unit will meet Oct. 13 at 9:M a.m. at the home of

Jeanne Potash, 130 Red Gate Lane (Babysitter is Kathy Masalski, 25

Cherry Lane, 549-0862. 1 Tuesday evening s unit at 8 p.m will meet at the

home of Dorothy Reid. 63 Maple wood Drive. On Wednesday. Oct. 14 at

9:30 a.m. the meeting will be at the home ot Zella Wyker. 205 Shays St.

(Babysitter is Debby Davis. 71 W. Pomeroy Lane. 253-5531.) Thursday,

Oct 15 at 8 p.m. the unit will meet at the home of Doris Frey, 257 Pond-

view Drive.

Babysitting is provided at the time of the morning meetings. Any one

needing this service should call the sitters one day in advance.

Campus Center Faces

Property Damages

Causes Of Viet War
ProbedBy Friends

by KAREN DEGRACE
Staff Reporter

Unnecessary legislation and
economic growth as a cause of the

Vietnam War were the main points

of speeches given by George Wald,
Professor of Biology at Harvard
and 1967 Nobel Prize recipient and
Russell Johnson. Peace Secretary
for the New England office of the

American Friends Service Com-
mittee at a fund-raising dinner
held in the campus center Wed-
nesday night.

"By now. war has become
altogether obsolete; the Vietnam

War is an immediate incident to a

bigger problem - our future",

Wald said Nixon's new strategy is

a threefold attack to "turn the

country against the students".

First, legislation is in progress

which threatens a university with

loss ol its tax-free status if ad-

ministrators don't do the "right"

things.

Second, an addition has been
made to the federal crime bill

which states that if there is any
malicious arson or use of ex-

plosives, the FBI may step in. This
becomes important because of the

More than $3600 worth of

property has been either damaged
or stolen from the Campus Center
since the start of the semester,
according to a complaint filed with
Campus Police.

Nearly $1800 alone will be needed
to replace cushions stolen from
various floors, according to Harold
W Watts, assistant manager in

charge of building facilities.

Other missing items include: 10

stools from auditorium dressing

rooms, valued at $385, one granite

table top ($225). five microphones
($33). and more, totaling $3140

worth of property. Broken or

damaged equipment accounty for

an estimated $475 needed for

repairs.

Watts says that an informed
source has reported seeing some of
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the stolen items being taken into

residences in Southwest and
Pulfton Villaee.

According to University rules,

the cost ot damage or missing
equipment and furnishings from
any area of the Campus Center
must be paid out of student funds.

Workshop Examines

Nuclear Pollution

The Coalition For En-
vironmental Quality will sponsor a

workshop on nuclear concerns with

Mr Larry Bogart and Dr. Inglis of

the University Physics department
today.

Mr. Bogart is a noted authority

on nuclear pollution, and is active

in Save New England.

Dr. Inglis has written over 50

articles in the field of nuclear arms
and disarmament, and has taught

a course on nuclear disarmament
and radioactive pollution in the

Physics department.
The object of the discussion will

be to organize a group project on

nuclear pollution in the area.

The public is welcome to attend

in room 165 of the Campus Center

at 7 p.m.

Young Theologian
Speaks NextWeek
Dr. Harvey Cox, who has been

labeled as, "America's most in-

fluential younger theologian", will

speak at the UMass Tuesday.
The lecture entitled "Religious

Revival in the Secular City ?" will

be at 8 15 p.m. in Thompson 104 and
is sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program.
Dr. Cox is a professor at the

UHarvard Divinity School and
author of "The Secular City" . a

best selling analysis of con-

temporary urban society and
Christianity's relation to it. He
also wrote "Feast of Fools".

"Festivity and Fantasy" and has

contributed to such magazines as
"Commonweal", "Harpers ",

"Look". "Life" and "Playboy".
It was in his book, "The Secular

City" where Dr. Cox explained,

"We are all trying to live in a
period of revolution without a
theology of revolultion If

theology is to survive and make
any sense to the contemporary
view it must neither cling to a
metaphysical world-view nor
collide into a mystical mode. It

must push on into the living

lexicon of urban secular man."
Dr. Cox's lecture is open to the

entire Universitv communitv.

Work Study Not Tax-Exempt
District Director William E.

Williams has advised students in

college cooperative work-study
and part-time work programs that

in most cases compensation
received for services rendered is

taxable.

Many students engaged in these

programs mistakenly believe these

payments qualify as non-taxable
scholarships.

Normal employer-employee
relationships do not confer
exemption on income under Sec-

tion 117 of the Internal
Revenue Code. Scholarship
benefits must meet certain In-

ternal Revenue Service
requirements to qualify as tax
excludable.

Under the Tax Reform Act of

1969 students and other taxpayers
who qualify may earn up to $1725

and not be subject to withholding of

income tax.

vagueness of the terminology used.

"Carrying a pack of matches
without permission ot authorities

lays one open to tederal in-

vestigation", Wald said. "For this

Nixon feels it necessary to hire one
thousand new FBI men."
These two points introduce

nothing new. Wald said, they are
simply redundant legislation.

What is new is the tact that any
institutions, including colleges and
universities, which receive federal

funds become involved in this kind

of legislation. This constitutes

Nixon's third area ol attack.

This is all part of the American
political and judicial system. Wale
feels. He urged people to do

something about it, not in the form
of protest, but through attempts to

expose the kifillltion as totally

unnecessary.

Departure from the legislative

aspects of the American political

system toward a discussion of

background information pertinent

to political acti n in Soutteast Asia

was the approach of Russel
Johnson.

Having recently returned from a

four month tour of Southeast Asia.

Johnson presented an eye-witness

report of developments there. We
are in Vietnam because of the

nature of our society and our
standards of living, he began.

The United States comprises
only 6 per cent of the world's

population, yet it consumes 50 per

cent of the world's resources.

Johnson suggests that Americans
must realize that they are in the

world for something other than the

buying and selling of merchandise.
Americans have been building

an empire in Southeast Asia out of

the needs of a growing economy : if

there is to be a change in the world
situation, that change must first

occur within the United States, he
urged.

Johnson went on to say that

despite the government's efforts to

convince us that we are
disengaging ourselves from the
wartorn area, there is no evidence
ol this; communism is on the rise,

and the suffering of the people has
increased. We must care about
those who are suffering; an in-

ternational economic order should
be used on an an equitable basis he
stressed.
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Weekend Arts Calendar

Richie Havens
This evening folksinger Richie

Havens performs in John M.
Greene Hall, Smith College. 8 p.m.
tickets (if still available) $3.50.

Chamber Music Concert

A program of chamber music
from the 17th and 18th century will

be performed this Sunday af-

ternoon at 4 by Smith faculty

members and students from area
schools. At theater 14, Smith
College, admission is $2.00,

students $1.00.

Films

Alice's Restaurant (Saturday,
Sage Hall, Smith; 7:30 and 9)

Director Arthur Penn's ("Bonnie
and Clyde") adaptation of Arlo
Guthrie's hassles with his draft

board and the police of Stock-

bridge, mass.

Beat the Devil (Wednesday,
Thompson 103; 6,8, and 10)

An offbeat comedy about a group
of international swindlers directed

by John Huston and featuring

Humphrey Bogart. Part of the
Art History Film Series.

Catch-22

Mike Nichol's noble attempt of
filming the difficult, dark humor
novel of Joseph Heller may or may
not succeed, but is far and away
the most worthwhile film now
about.

Fellini Satyricon

Decadent Rome looked at with a

not-too-casual slant towards
today's world. A surreal and ex-

tremely vivid vision of a great

director's imagination. Subtitled.

Grand Illusion (Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Southwest Club Room,
Berkshire DC, 7:15)

The classic 1935 French film by
director Jean Renoir. It's about
war and how it's all a game, for

the film connoisseur.

Hello, Dolly!

The perfect film for the
masochist. A tribute to

Hollywood's ineptness with Barbra
Streisand as Mae West and Walter
Mattheau as W.C. Fields.

It's A Mad. Mad, Mad. Mad World
An early-sixties, super-big

screen homage to the silent,
slapstick film comedies of the
twenties. It's huge in cast and

Library Exchange
In 5-College Area
Valley students wanting to use

libraries at institutions other than
their own can now do so on a
limited basis through a pass
program initiated by the Five
College Student Coordinating
Board.

Formulated last spring by the

FCSCB, the pass system gains
students admittance to libraries

but does not confer borrowing
privileges. It was adopted by the

valley librarians on a trial basis

and will be reviewed at the end of

first semester.

A student planning to use a
library- away from his home
campus should request a pass from
his librarian on the day the library

is to be used. It will be clearly

dated and is good only on the day
issued.

Twenty-five (25) passes will be
available on each campus daily, on
a first-come, first-served basis. No
specific reason for using another
school's library is required.

This new system does NOT affect

students participating in the five

college course exchange, since

these students already possess

library privileges including the

right to borrow on campuses other

than their own.
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FOR THE COLLEGE
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By ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Staff

action and is directed broadly by
social crusading Stanley Kramer.
Many remember the film fondly as
one of the funniest films ever

,

whether it is in retrospect
remains to be seen.

Joe

A blue collar worker and an
advertising executive form a
unique friendship, then set forth
for a not-too-friendly meeting with
the "love generation." This year's
sequel to "Easy Rider", just ex-
change the redneck for the hard
hat.

On A Clear Day You Can See
Forever
Take a Broadway musical, not

much of a success but with a nice
score; add Barbra Streisand,
musical star supreme; import
Yves montand, who can't sing.

Then cut the score in half, add
some mediocre material and
center all around musical star

supreme. Inflate beyond belief and
your result is a perfectly awful
film.

Patton

George C. Scott gives an in-

credible performance as the
controversial World War II general
in this war film which somehow
has managed to please hawk and
dove alike.

The People Next Door
Drugs and the generation gap in

suburbia make for this film version

Work Study

Gets Funds
Congressman Silvio E. Conte

announced that the UMass. Work-
Study program has received
$153,000 for the second half of the

fiscal year (Jan. 1-June 30).

The University had originally

asked for $306,000 in funds for the

program during this period.

According to a University
spokesman, "We won't be able to

add any work studies, but we will

be able to retain the ones that we
have now."

of an award-winning television

drama of some years back.
Material something of a cliche, but
film saved by superlative acting by
a cast headed by Julie Harris and
Eli Wallach.

The Wanderer
The story of a headstrong,

magnetic young man's search for

love. This French film by
newcomer Jean-Gabriel Albicoco
shows how youthful idealism must
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YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

• SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE I0DY SHOP

246 KING ST. (»te s> NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

unbe compromised for an
derstanding of life.

West Side Story (Thursday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

The landmark musical film,
legendary in some ways, in which
"Romeo and Juliet" is played i.i

the New York streets to the rhyth-
ms of Leonard Bernstein's score.
May seem dated but see it for the
music and incredible
choreography.

Notices
PUBLICITY FOR HOMECOMING
There will be a mandatory meeting or

the Publicity Committee on Tuesday
October 13 at 8:00 in Room 172 CC.
Everyone must attend.

SOCIOLOGY 103

Will have a make up exam for those

who did not take one on last Friday
Date: Friday. October 9th , 2:30 p.m
Mahar

RECREATION SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the

Recreation Society in 804-808 of the

Campus Center at 7:30 on Wed. night,

Oct. 14th. Everyone is welcomed.

ski CUM
The next Ski Club meeting will be

Tuesday evening, 8:00 p.m. in Mahar.
Everyone is welcome, skiers and non-

skiers alike Officer elections will be
held Ski movie. Memberships taken

and club information given.

SPECTRUM:
The May 70 issue of SPECTRUM

which was not distributed due to the

Strike will be given out in the Student

Union and the various Dining Commons,
Thursday and Friday.

WHITE/DUKAKIS COMMITTEE:
Canvassing in Springfield, meet in

Morrill Science Bldg.. bus stop at 3:00

PM We will be home by 7 :30 PM

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaving from Whitmore at 12:45 for

the State School on Saturday. Give a

little time to make some friends.

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
Section 24 of Economics 125 will meet

at 10 AM Friday Oct. 9 and Tuesday, Oct.
13 a, l pm, Rm., 919 of Thompson.

SKI CLUB:
Meeting, Tues . Oct. 13th at 8 PM in

Mahar. Membership gets you a one year
subscription to Ski Magazine; dav,

weekend and week long trips to Vermont,
trip to Switzerland, reduced rates,

equipment discounts and more.

OUTING CLUB:
Whites trips this weekend, next

weekend Bently's and Skull. See bulletin

board for details.

MILITANT FORUM SEMINAR:
Discussion of Engels, Socialism:

Utopia and Scientific which is available

at the Young Socialist Allience table in

front of the Hatch. Colonial Lounge, 8

PM, Wed., Oct. 14th.

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
mMeeting of UMass Sport Parachute

Club, all interested persons invited

Tues . <Xt 20, 1970 at 8 p.m in Room
174CC

MOVEMENT FOR A NEW CONGRESS
There will be a meeting of the

Movement for a New Congress on
Tuesday Oct. 13th. It will be held in the

Campus Center. Room 905 at 8 p m

UMASS WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
Meeting for old and new members,

Tuesday Oct 13 at 7 p.m in front of

Hatch in Student Union. All persons

interested please attend or call 6-7442

1 already have my INDEX — do you?

Index

Office

Mon.

thru

Fri.

9-4

JOIN US

with a WARM girl

for a COLD beer

and the COOL sounds

THE ENDLESS KNIGHTS
DANCING

at the

FRI. & SAT. 9 12 P. M. M.
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Notices

YOUNG WORKERS LIBERATION
LEAGUE
Next Marxist-Leninist Educational will

be on Wednesday, Oct. 21 (time and room
to be announced). Topic will be: The
Working Class. Suggested reading:
Communist Manifesto. Everyone
welcome.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Tonight. Friday, Oct. 9 at Davis

Center. Smith College from 8 until 12

p.m. Teaching 8-9 p.m. Beginners
welcome.

FRENCH CORRIDORS
Tickets for Albert Camus' Caligula"

performed by the Treteau de Paris, Oct.
14 at 8: 15 are on sale in S.U. Ticket Of-
fice.

HISTORY DEPARTMENT.
All students, undergrad and graduate,

with problems and/or questions con-

cerning the History Dept. are invited to

discuss them with fellow students who
are history majors and grad students
every Wed from 1:30-4 and every
Thurs. from 2:30-4:30, 7th Floor Lounge,
Herter Hall starting Wed., Oct. 14th.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Open House Amherst Observatory,

Oct. 9th (or first clear night thereafter) 8

P.M. to 12 A.M. A map is posted outside

of room 20 Hasbrouck Lab showing
location of observatory.

L0UESHIRTS

Adam & Eve couldn't have

expressed love and to-

getherness better than
our classic "Loveshirts"

do. . . . Gals & guys can

wear it anywhere be-

cause the loveshirt is

casual, it's message
is beautiful . . .

and obvious. Buy

one as a gift -

even better by

the pair.

Crew neck, rib cuff and bot-

tom, set in sleeves. All cot-

ton, fleeced inside for extra

warmth. State size S/M/L/XL

EACH PAIR

Plu. II 00 p.p. « hdl*.

COHO ASSOCIATES CORP
P.O. Box 1116

Wayne, N. J. 07470

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Mu»t sell 100" 2-plece sectional
couch, recliner, club chair, tables,
lamps, draperies, rue 0' x 12'; oil

In excellent condlton. Call 413-773-
5t>7ii after 4:00 p m. tflO-9

1070 Uonria &LD0 $330. Call Janet
6»1-J700, X301. tflO-13

Mobile home 10 x 55 Drtroiter de-
luxe on lot In Orange, Masi. 24 ea»y
miles from Amherst. Price $3000.
Call 617-544-6030 anytime. tflO-12

IKO.M THE IffJOS: Clothing. -.In..-,,

headed bags, and velvet maxi-coat*
.it Miznur's Mercantile, next to .Vin-

liertit Towers. tfl.'-'.'3

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Axtec,
Fisher, TDK, cassette, and open reel

tape, standard radio, Ttah speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio*. tfl2-23

Blink leather motorcycle Jacket.
xi/c 40, like new. Call Keith at Mt-
im.'7. till'-!'

Temale black cocker spaniel, clinai-

liioti t.ired. AKC registered, Witt)
shin- S75 or best offer. 230-6077

.
tfio-i t

<.">0 Tiger Triumph Motorcycle.
l'i7»i, 3 months old, excellent condi-
tion. 3900 mile*, maintained and
tuned regularb. SHOO, call SlO-filaO.

if 10-1 :<

l!M;S Ilondn 50. excellent condition.
unly 450 miles. SI 50. Call Connie ;il

I ; VfW, tflO-13

Turn your Emm into a hoim-
vx it li it dorm-trapped 3 mo. old him k

female I anraflar fUsrp Needs h«m»
"It iiinipu*. Inquire (;-)i'M>3 tflO-13

FOR SALE — AUTOS

count. I do bookkeeping, you take 80
per cent profit. Bob Tyler, 21 Glad-
den, wnilamstown. 458-4337. tflO-13

Weekend roommates to share cha-
let for season at Killingtoq Call

549-0814. tfl0-9

A used book entitled Handbook to

Technical Communication by John
Mitchell for English 331. Call B-7?10
'and n*k for Mary 1 0-9

I would like to purchase some
nines Hnrp records in excellent

condition. Artists like tittle Walter
and 'sonny Boy Williamson. Call
-.40-6870 10-9

SERVICES

.Amherst Audio" services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 >'o. Pleasant 8t. 250-8133.

tf!2-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
I need a female roommate, own

room, furnished. Great place with
lots of trees. Pets allowed. Sue 323-

7111 tflO-O

Person over 21 to share 3 room
apt. in Northampton, $40 mo. —
I.C 4-4215, Pete. tflO-13

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple who need more

Income, Vnusual opportunity for good
earnings for both. Works together,
part-time or full time. Car neces-
sary. Phone 1-413-774-2587 between
7 • P p.m. tf10-16

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT -

DWIGHT:
Meet at press gate five minutes before

end of football game Saturday for

bumper sticker distribution.

JOIN our bumper sticker distribution

team call Randy Sloan, 243 Cance, 546-

5051

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS.
Join the AHEA. Applications are

available in Room 120 Skinner Hall.

CE<J KAKT PROJECT Wanted
Volunteers to sail 10 x 24 foot raft in Huck
Finn manner from Sunderland to the sea

Saturday, Sunday and monday Come to

practice in Campus Pond today at I p m
Women with muscles especially
welcome

MG AMEKICAN CAM NKKDED: to

accompany raft and/or retrieve raft with
I II,ml trailer at ocean on Monday
evening See Kal today at pond

LOST
Black men's wallet, very valuable

due to cards etc.

Green wool jacket with brown leather

buttons Please call Sarah 546-6451. It's

getting chilly

Multi-course red notebook by Campus
Center Bookstore Tues . Oct. 6 at 3 p.m.

Please return if found Very important

papers and notes

One key chain with initials RCV on
campus. Check SI Lost and Found
Men's watch in Machmer VV35D Call

Mike 319 Owight

Brown suede fringed jacket, man's size

40 If found please contact Linda An-

derson 408 Mary Lyon or call 545-2516.

Pair of men's black prescription

sunglasses call Paul HOB JFK or 6-7758

Light blue denim hat, with a sole power
button and small M pinned on the top, lost

a week ago, Friday in Franklin Dining

Commons.
At Sig Ep Friday night: girls gold

watch, if found please call Pat 546-9694.

Glasses lost between P 10 and Mid-
dlesex Sept. 26th afternoon. Gold
nmmed untinted Peter Fonda fetish

specials. Call Maureen 5-0158, Middlesex
basement.
Brown briefcase, (-U.S. Citation). Last

seen by Campus Center elevator, west
side, lower level. Contents: 3 books,

Abnormal Psychology, Cell Biology, and
Vingt et Un Contes, plus 3 notebooks.

Please call 665-2928

Brown printed umbrella at 10:30

concert Saturday night. Call Carolyn 546-

6607

Black umbrella in 201 Bartlett last

week. If found, please return to Kathy in

420 Knowlton.

PERSONAL

1961 VW bos,
MilliH on engine,
and brakes, body
(nil Alan 584-4652.

20 thou, original
trans., front end
fair, asking $305.

tflO-13

I'.Hii; Ml. It ltoiiil.it r. fast, excel-
lent mechanical condition. <|ui<fc

..lie. A-king SI 100. 5m-7.'77 tf 111-9

I9i>3 Jaguar XKE coupe, plack
with red leather interior, chrome
wire x* heels, nm-fin. nexv tires and
.1 milled MWtra, dealer maintained,
excellent iimdition. $1500. 77S-73M.

tflO-l)

i..l Pontine, nnto transmission, good
running condition nlrendj Inspected.
kooiI tires. Ite.t offer. Call 510-17.>0

tflO-0

IMM Triumph Till, new top and
Irntit tires. »ery dependable. Mu.t
«ell Call C.eornc 515-0171 evenings.

tflO-lli

|<HM lord fur hale, good shape. $50.

till :.si-c>9:i; tfio-n

John Callahan, Democratic candi-
date for District Attorney, Franklin-
Hampshire County, wants to meet
you, Stuilenf I'nion, Colonial Lounge.
Oct. 14, 10 - 11:30. tflO-13

Nancy, see the Head Shop In Mi-
i.mr's Mercantile — Carole. 1O-0

To the PALACE will Sue be run-
ning and Jumping and playing after
this weekend'? 10-9

Warm bodies for hire for Chemis-
try in Lectures. Varying rates ac-
cording to lecturer. Call Mary 6-70H6
or C-8300. tflO-13

AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 10th, 10:30 a.m., Bob's

Barn. 5 miles east of Amherst, off

Kt. 9. look for signs. Clothes dryer,
bureaus, sofas, rugs, deck, chairs,
kitchen sets, odds and ends, etc. Call
253-3881. tf10-0

LOST

WANTED

Would the person who took the
magnetic signs from my truck in

front of Brett please return them. I

need them. I need these for adver-
tising. Nell Morton, Morton's Land-
scape Nursery. tflO-!»

I'lM-try wanted for inoperative an-

tluiloy. ricnsc include stamped re-

turn rnx elope. Idlewild l'ress. 1807

I ii»t Olympic Boulevard, Los Ange-
I... California IHW.'l. ttll-13

Need someone to sell stereo equip-

ment, til '"'iml. '.'II per cent dis-

VAN
l!N>3 Chew Van. «.reenbriar.

seat, new clufch. needs minor re-

pair*. Must bell. s;-.'5 or best i>ff>r.

(ill Rich at 3t-7-:77,-.. tllO-lo

B* Smitty's Deli
-X •'RESTAURANT

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
Opposite Zayres Shopping Center

TEL 253-3481

OPEN 10 AM TO 2 AM DAILY

Jewish Style Deli-Restaurant

FEATURING

HOT PASTRAMI — HOT CORNED BEEF
HOT OVEN & COLD CUT GRINDERS

TRY SMITTY'S HOMEMADE CHEESECAKE

Ik. . ^riOMEMADb^r™f^Trvc

FRESHMAN
Get Out And Do

Your Thing.

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

ARE THURS., OCT. 29th

NOMINATION PAPERS

are due Friday, Oct. 16th

PRIMARIES

are Thursday, Oct. 22nd

Pick up Nomination Papers

in RSO Level #1 C.C.

If you don't do your thing

someone else will do theirs.

DIG IT?

VV.B.

Men's silver self-winding Timex
watch, between library and Intramural
fields Please call Dick Lavigne 2211
John Adams S46-8919.

FOUND:
Sterling silver tie clip from Siam,

check Student Union lost and found.

Textbook, Soils by Roy L Donahue,
Check with Student Union lost and found.
Yellow tiger kitten last week vicinity of

North Pleasant and Hallock Streets, call

253-7778.

Fiat" car keys found in Quad
Saturday morning can be picket up at 106

Thatcher House.

Two keys found near Hasbrouck Lab.
If yours call Ken at 6-7228.

Found men's watch in Machmer W-
35D. Call Mike 319 Dwight
William Reed. I have your wallet, etc.

Contact Jim Wazlaw, 411 Thatcher.

ENGAGEMENTS
Joyce A. Brown '72 Kappa Kappa

Gamma to Ronald J. Shepard '73 James.
Susan Curran '71 Kappa Kappa

Gamma to Charles St. John '71 St. An
selm's

Elizabeth Howe '71 Kappa Kappa
Gamma to Kevin Loughman, Cape Cod
Community College.

Carol Cappiello '70 Kappa Kappa
Gamma to Robert Couture '70Theta Chi

Shelley Lendrum '71 Kappa Kappa
Gamma to Edward Kelly '70 Theta Chi.

Suzanne Fragn '72 313 Van Meter
South to Dennis Chapman '70 Baltimore,

Md.
Shelia Foley '71 Pi Beta Phi to Steve

Shea 68 Burdett College.

Carolyn Woolsey '71 Pi Beta Phi to

John Kulp '71 Phi Mu Delta, MIT.
Luanne Bumside '70 Walpole to James

Nickerson '70 West Roxbury.
Cynthia L. Balcolm '71 Pi Beta Phi to

Edward Serrano Fort Rucher, Ala.

Peggy Cruz '71 Pi Beta Phi to Neil

Murphy '70 Phi Mu Delta.

Cynthia A Nowick '71 Leach to Larry
B. Unklesbay, Jackson, Ojio.

Susan Horowitz '72 JQA to Barry Erber
'69 Muhlenberg College.

Terry O.Neil '72 Alpha Chi Omega to

Jack Carroll '72 Kappa Sigma.
Joanne Crane 71 Alpha Chi Omega to

Michael Cooney '71 Kappa Sigma.
Michelle Boudreau Hull, Mass. to

Jeffrey Gilman Hull. Mass
Deborah Baker 71 Patterson to Paul

Baratz 71 JFK.

PINNINGS
Pat Oranski '73 Shutesbury to Stephen

Jones 71 Kappa Sigma.
Joan Eichenbaum 71 STCC to Gerald

B Berg 72 UMass
Man (Dolly) Hall 71 Lambda Delta

Phi to C Bill Davis 71 Thatcher
Cheryl Mielke 71 Pi Beta Phi to Jack

Domurat '70 Alpha Sigma Phi.

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550
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Fr. Booters Open Season At Tufts
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

The freshman soccer team,
under the direction of David
Jekanowski. opens its season
tomorrow morning at Tufts
University With boys coming
from Eastern Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
New York, the 25 man team ap-
pears to be an extremely well-

balanced club.

Now in its fifth week of practice,
the team has scrimmaged against
Deerfield Academy and Smith

Sports

Notices
REDMEN ON THE AIR-WMAU,

91.1 FM. will air the play-by-play of

tomorrow's UMass-Boston
University football game with air

time scheduled for 12:45 p.m.
(game time is D Ken Horseman
will handle the action play-by-play
while Dave Melvin will chip in with
all the color. At 12:30. UWMUA
will present Hall Dash with
Redmen Kickoff Preview.
COLUMBUS DAY OFF-There

will be no recreational activity on
Monday. Oct. 12 due to Columbus
Day.

* * * • •

METAWAMPE 300-Entrees for

the Metawampe 500 will be ac-

cepted up to 5 p.m. today.

Academy. Both games iound the

Irosh victorious by scores of 4-1

and 5-2 respectively. The team has
also practiced against high school

teams as well as varsity second
stringer's.

The first weeks of practice found
the squad slowed by injuries and
the late acquisition of physicals,

but the team has jelled and is well

prepared for their opening contest

tomorrow.
The problems that faced Coach

Jekanowski were two-fold, for with

freshman teams there is always an
adjustment factor. Coming from
different high schools the players
have been directed under varying
soccer philosophies. Thus the

teaching of offense and the
"changing of styles" is a necessary
lunction at the beginning of the

season.

The second problem is rather a
pleasing one, as Coach Jekanowski
stated, "There are so many boys
that have shown good accounts of

themselves that it's going to be
tough deciding who will get a

majority of playing time."

Last year, the first for Coach
Jekanowski, saw the freshman
boast a 5-1 record, losing only to

*****

GRID TICKETS-Student ex-
change coupons for the UMass-
Boston University football game
can still be traded in at the athletic

ticket office in room 255 Boyden.
The deadline is this afternoon at 6.

*****

FRISBEE-Fraternity Sigma
Alpha Mu will sponsor a frisbee

tournament on Sunday. Oct. 18, at

12 noon behind the old Student

I'nion. The competition will be
open to any two-member team
which registers on either today,

Tuesday (Oct. 13) or Wednesday
(Oct 14i in the S.U. Lobby.

sPo/?ts

StV>rT'Es
AP

Springfield in the last game of the

season. This year things are

looking just as promising.

As far as stand-out positions go,

the goal keeping job seems to be

well out in front. "Each one of the

three boys at goalie is possibly the

best we've ever had at this school.

Unfortunately only one of them will

get a chance to play. I'd like to see

all three of them out there." said

Jekanowski.
The battle for goalie goes on as

Bill Beggs. Mick Hoodstein and
Ron Wormser battle it out.

The other 10 positions have 16

promising prospects including
Noel Anderson. Brian Cutty. Bill

Hoffinger, Al Himmelberger,
Rudolph Jones. Brian McKinney.
Mick Nugent. Bobby O'Hare,
Charles Palomo. Bruce Pratt,

Randy Prouty, Curt Syer, Bruce
Sibson, Howie Spier, Jeff Stanwood
and Mark Tymer
The freshman team, which will

have six contest in

The freshman team, which will

have six contests in all this year,

appears set for tomorrow's fray, as

it looks lorward to another suc-

cessful season for freshman soc-

cer

Ruggers

Travel To
Hartford

In an effort to up its record to 3-0,

the undefeated UMass Rugby team
travels to Hartford, Connecticut
tomorrow.
The frightening offense of the

ruggers, which has scored 46 points

in its first two matches over
\ ermont and Beacon Hill, coupled
with its stingy defense, which has
allowed only five points, should win
according to coach Bob Laurence
"It will be an easier game than
Beacon Hill," commented the
coach.

It is quite obvious that this team
has the desire and the potential to

capture the New England
Championship and, therefore, is a
team to watch.

"After our last two victories.

we're going into this with con-

fidence, but not with arrogance,
and with all due respect to Hart-
lord." says coache Dale Toohey—

Frosh Grid
Seeking to even their s« isoi

record at 1-1, the UMass fresumai
football team travels to Newtoi
Sunday for a game against th<

Boston College frosh. Starting

time is 1:30

The Little Redmen will have tc

cut down considerably on tht

mistakes which cost them a victory

against Boston University lasi

weekend. In that contest, the of

lense showed that it can move the

ball quite well, and the defenst

also proved it can do the job.

However, crucial mistake*
literally gave the game to an op-

portunistic BU team.
Standouts on offense for the frosh

in their opening game loss were
running backs Ken Hoff and Jim
Mahaney. end and punt return
man Tim Berra. and quarterback -

halfback Paul Hanson.
On defense, end Dave Yushinsky

and linebacker Mike McNiff were
immense throughout the entire

game.

BALTIMORE (AP)-Dave Mc-
Nally of the Baltimore Orioles

tuned up for the World Series by

pitching seven innings against his

teammates Thursday and turned

in a five-hitter over that distance.

"I'm satisfied that McNally got

all the work he needed," Manager
Earl Weaver said of the left-

handed who will start game No. 3

against the Cincinnati Reds next

Tuesday. "But I'm not too sure

about t'uellar."

Mike Cuellar, another lefty who
will pitch the second game in

Cincinnati on Sunday, went only

two innings during the intrasquad

game in which no baserunning was

allowed to cut down the chance of

injury.

McNally didn't allow a run until his

final inning, when the "visiting"

team scored on a double by Brooks

Robinson and a single by Bob

Grich . At that point, however.

Weaver pinch hit lor pitcher Tom
Phoebus and struck out on a 3-2

slider.

"I honestly thought he was much
quicker than that." Weaver said of

McNally. who on 24 games during

the regular season and another

during the American League

playoffs. "If he can get me out, he

won't have any trouble with Bench,

Perez and the rest of those guys."

Johnny Bench. Tony Perez and

the rest of the slugging Cincinnati

team are at their best against left-

handed pitching with a 13-1 -'

record against southpaw*

eluding an uma/ing 17-2 mark at

home

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAM<

Aquarius miiniiluuk mure utt'-ii

tliun urn, lui>»- inurr in tin one sour, r
ol uicoiue. l'tie»e uer»uu» ollen WUf
tipute trend* uuU i-«n be tint tt.iii

i be uiostj

• •
AK1E3 (March -1 - April W : Ac-

cent on deairea and how to fulfil!

mem. Social activity is favored. Ac-
cept invitations. Heed words of young
person. Take initiative. No time to be
a wallflower.
TAUKUS (April liu - May X>> : Abi-

lity to turn adversity into success kl

hitjhhfc'hted. You find that some who
were aloof now are enthusiastic. Grub
and maintain initiative. You are due
for added recognition.
GEMJ.M (May SI - June 20) : Good

lunar aspect coincides with ability to

communicate. You receive news which
stimulates mental processes. I'lan

ahead for Journeys, special projects

involving written material.
CANCER (June tl - July 21'): Emo-

tional reactions are intense. Do not
risk funds. Wait, until details are tho-

roughly checked' before investing. Ap-
plies also to personal life. Hold back
— you have time.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Judgment,

intuition may veer from course. Know
this and permit mate, partner to ini-

tiate decisions. With lesal matters,
don't try to be your own attorney. In

short, lie low!
VIRGO (Aug. SI - Sept. 22): Much

of what you excel In doing is given as
challenge, assignment. Be gracious.
Realize that some who can help Jn fu-

ture are involved. Show your best side.

Turn on charm.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): What
was iilusit'e comes within reach. Make
necessary concessions. You have to
make some chances. One who attracts

i
-ou may be playing cames. Respond
accordingly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Con-

centrata on solid relationships. Let en
of those who confuse and dram. You
have a right to dignity and greater
security. Know this and act like you
know It.

SACHTTARITTS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Accent on short trips. Ideas not fully
developed. Best to finish rather thnr,

start projects. You gain more recog-
nition. But one who controls cash Is

reluctant to let go.

CAPRICORN IDec. 22 - Jan. 18):

Emphasis on money, personal posses-
sions. New approach could yield divi-

dends. Means discard what !s non-
essential. You can collect what Is du •

But you must press advantage
AQI7ARIU9 (Jan 20 - Feb 18): Lu-

nar position coincides with tlm« whei,
you should take Initiative. State terms
Don't sell yourself short. Welcome con-
torts, challenges. Opposite sex !-

drawn to you.
PISCES fFeh. 1!) - March 20)- Yr>-.

could find yourself playing significant
hackstaee role. Means many confide
in you. In turn, you act as go-he-
tween. bringing together those of or
posing views.
IF TODAY TS YOFR BTRTTTDW

you are getting ready now to em-
bark ur>on new venture. Have faith In

your ability to be an Innovator. Yon»
own life style )s due tr> be more sharp-
ly defined. Congratulations.

Copyrieht lflTO, Gen. Fei. r-orp.
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Redmen Look For Repeat Of Last Year's Story
"i SULLIVAN but are lacking on defense where game this team is capable of
ts Editor eight starters are departed from playing if we want to win on \

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Two football teams with

identical 1-2 records will square off

against each other tomorrow af-

ternoon when the UMass Redmen
host the Boston University
Terriers at 1 p.m. at Alumni
Stadium.

Both teams are coming off of

excellent '69 seasons, both are

looking to regain the winning touch

after slow starts to the present

campaign and both think they can

come up with a much-needed
victory on Saturday.

UMass' '69 story has been
rehashed many times but briefly it

reads that the Redmen carved out

a 6-3 mark after they were down at

one point in the season at the same
1-2 level that they hold now. The
key game on UMass' road to

victory last fall was a 14-9 drubbing

of the Terriers.

BU's '69 episode is also well

known The Terriers, under first-

year head coach Larry Naviaux,

rung up a 9-1 record, good enough
tor an invitation to the Pasadena
Bowl and a spirited showing
against San Diego State despite

bowing, 28-7.

It's seasons like these that kindle

pride among the members of the

teams who have achieved such
heights. UMass and BU are two
proud teams Neither likes being

at 1-2. neither has given up on
hopes for banner campaigns. Both
want to knock each other's block

off and it should be a great game.
But. where these two squads

differ is in their respective styles of

play. The Redmen are immense
defensively with an offense that is

fighting hard to catch up. The
Terriers are great on the attack

but are lacking on defense where
eight starters are departed from
last autumn's powerhouse.
Going into this one, Redman

head coach Vic Pusia is looking for

the UMass offense to start clicking

on the "big"' plays and the "big
"

downs, something it has been in-

consistent at doing thus far in '70.

Manv times the Redmen have

Satlg <foU*2ta"
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blown wide-open opportunities at

completing second down and long

and third down and long situations

and, at other times, they have just

been snuffed out on these plays.

But Pusia is quite confident that

the offense can indeed come
through with the big ones, the ones

that keep drives alive, the ones

that put points on the board, the

ones that balance out the attack.

As he puts it, "This is most
necessary against BU. It is

essential, for us to win, to be more
consistent on offense and it's got to

be more intelligence out there,

more muscle and less fat.'"

He added, "We've got to play the

Metawampe's Picks
After another m-

comprehensable week of

success, the Great One is

about ready to rest on his

laurels (he's a hardy sole).*

With his sensational season's

sum so far, even he has found
it difficult to keep his motley
moccasins on the old terra

firma. Yet he is still op-

timistic (It looks like a good
week for Reds), and with all

the pizzazz of a Presidential

Peach Plan, he will launch
himself (a bottle of cham-
pagne might help) into the

salty sea of surrealistic

soothsaying once again.

But before he begins, he has
a bone to pick with a few of his

readers. It has reached the

Great One's golden ears that

some irreverent imbeciles
actually want him to give up
poetry, to actually change his

style. Ridiculous. Absurd.
Would Spiro change his style

and think of his own words?
Would William F. Buckley
change his style and become a

ghost writer for Soupy Sales?

Would Art Buchwald change
his style and write sports for

the old MDC? He doubts it.

And the rollicking Redman is

not alone. Rumor has it that

the well-known managing
editor of one of the local

gazettes has come out in open
support of the Great One
(name witheld upon the jerk's

request). So he will continue

in the tradition which has been
brought forth for moon after

moon, passed down from
generation to generation. It

makes one almost hope for a
gap. doesn't it?

* Don't worry, no one else

got it either.

I'M ASS 27. BOSTON U. 17

Hollo rhymes with follow and
I he temptation is there.

But the Great One will resist
:

*

and that's certainly rare.

NEW HAMPSHIRE 16,

MAINE 10

Black Bear football is worse
than awful.

It's about as useless as a

concrete waffle. (The Great
One likes to throw in a little

local humor)
RHODE ISLAND 22, VER-
MONT
For the Catamounts the af-

ternoon will be boring,

As the Rams are going to do
all the scoring

VILLANOVA 17, BUFFALO
10

There aren't any Redmen at

Villanova,

As the Bulls find themselves
run-over.

BOSTON COLLEGE 24,

PENNST. 21

It's been a bad year for the

Nittany Lion,

And the Eagles will leave

Patemo still cryin'.

CONNECTICUT 21, TEMPLE
1

Clements and Huskies may all

have the flu,

But Great One not doctor, so

he leaves pick for you.

(Speaking of Doctors, the

Great One could use one about

now)

game this

playing if

Saturday

SIDELINE SCRIBBLES - Over
the last nine years, except for 1968,

the UMass football team has
established a nifty pattern of losing

one or two games early in a season
before finally getting things

together around the second or third

game and then whipping off a
bunch of victories in a row...On the

subject Fusia had this to say, "I

don't know if that's a pattern but,

at this stage of the game, I sort of

hope it is .".... Skittery halfback Pat
Scavone can move into third place

on the all-time UMass career
rushing list in Saturday's contest if

he can gain at least 30 yards... The
5'1 1-187 lb. senior has a three-year

total of 955 yards...Ahead of him
are Jerry Whelchel ('65) with 984

yards, Sam Lussier ('63) with 1572

amd Greg :amdryLandry C68)

with 1632...Scavone is currently the

best Redman ground-gainer for the

present campaign with 188 yards at

a 4.8 yards per carry average... In

the series between UMass and BU.
the Terriers are in front. 8-7...Two
years ago, BU came to Alumni
Stadium to face another 1-2 Red-
man team and scalped the Red-
men, 21-7...UMass continued from
there to a 2-8 debacle...The Red-
men have a few changes on the

offensive line for this affair...Dave
Levine will be starting again at

center, a job he had lost to Ron
Marino a week previous, although

both will see plenty of action at the

keystone position...Bob Donlir will

be moving from right tackle over
to left tackle to spell his older

brother Dick. ..Taking Donlin's
vacated spot will be sophomore
Clarence Brooks, a 6-225-

MIK CARTOON

pounder...Two sophomores who
should see action will be backup
quarterback Len Matuza and split

end Steve Shubert.

PROBABLE STARTERS -

UMass Offense: Levine (C>, Etna
(RG), Pena <LG>, Brooks (RT), B.

Donlin (LT), Cabrelli (SE),
Hulecki (TE>. Scavone (HB),
Russell ( HB ) , Cummings < FB ) and
Hughes (QB).BU Offense:
Johnson (C), Hill (RG).Soucv

FRED ROSENTHAL

( LG ) , Speaks i RT ) , Dowling ( LT
)

,

Williams (SE), Durkovic (TE),
Diamond (HB), EbertiHB), Ryan
(FB) and Hollo (QB)... UMass
intense: Sroka (RT). DeFlavio
(LT). Bristol (RE), KKelliher
(LE), Leamy (LB), Collins (LB),
Farrelly (LB), Sabulis (LB),
Keating (HB), Bush (HB) and
O'Neil (SI...BU Defense: Pope
(RT), Versocki (LT), Pukalo
RE), Gresock (LE), Cullen (LB),

Sinclair (LB), Webster (LB)
Baker (HB). M. Priester (HB).
Dwinell (RS) and F. Priester (LS).

Ranking Redman Booters Host UConn
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
The undefeated UMass soccer team will take on the Huskies from Connecticut tomorrow-

morning at 10:30 in the secondYankee Conference match of the year for both squads.

The Redmen are currently
sporting a 2-0 record and have four
consecutive victories dating back
to last season's wins over the Coast
Guard Academy and New Hamp-
shire.

UConn tied its only Conference
game, 1-1, against defending
champ Vermont, and looms as one
of the major obstacles in the
Redmen s quest for the Y-C
crown.

For the first time in years the
UMass soccer team has nudged its

way into the top ten listings of New
England, placing ninth in this

week's rankings. The standings
areas follows: (1) Harvard: 0-0-0,

(2) Brown: 2-0-1, (3) Springfield: 2-

0-1, (4) Vermont: 0-0-3, (5)
Bridgeport: 0-2-1. (6) Dartmouth:

0-1-1, and Yale (l-2-O), (8) Con-
necticut: 1-1-1, (9) UMass: 2-0-0.

(10) Trinity: 0-1-0, and Westfield
Among the teams in this top ten

UMass must play Springfield on
Nov. 4, Vermont on Oct. 31, UConn
tomorrow, and Trinity on Oct. 13.

There are ten other teams that

received votes in the New England
balloting and, among them, the

Redmen play three squads, Rhode
Island on Oct. 17, Worcester
Polytech on Oct 27 and Tufts on
Oct. 24.

In Yan-Con standings, UMass is

tied for first place at 1-0-0 with
UConn. Maine is third at 1-1-0,

Vermont fourth at 0-0-1, and URI
and New Hampshire are last with
identical 0-1-0 records.

The Redmen's Lindo Alves leads
Conference scorers with four goals
followed closely by his teammate
Duane Brown, who has three.

UMass' Augie Calheno, Todd Buck,
Rick Matuszczak and Jeff Hagur
are tied with ten other Yan-Con
players for top spot in the league in

assists, they all have one.

Todd Buck

Runners Open Y-C Schedule at UConn
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
After two non-league meets which netted a record of 0-1-1, the UMass cross country team visits

the University of Connecticut tomorrow to open its Yankee Conference schedule against the
Huskies in a 2 p.m. encounter.

Year after year these two teams
have been the top two teams in

YanCon cross country circles and
has resulted in this being the

biggest rivalry that the Redmen
have year after year.

The Huskies are not the same
type of unit this year that they have
been in the past as they lost the

first four men from last years New
England Championship team. The
only returnee of any note is team
captain John Cody, who was the

number five man on last years

team.

Joining Cody is a talented group
of sophomores who finished second

FOOTBALL
KS 13, TC 6

BKP 21, DK 6

PMD 50, LCA 15

ZN 26. SAM 18

TSD 49. SPE 18

TLP 24. APO
Mergetroida 18. Nurds 13

Last Night's Intramural Scores I

Pipers 50, Barracudas
Brigade 26, Broncos 19

Bucks 26, Gregorian* 6

Outhouse T 30, Smashers 7

Roadmnners 34, Lubees 20

3 M's 26, Colonels 12

Duchies 14, Freaks 8

GAK 15, Bulldogs 12

Puckers over Fellas, wbf

Browns 29, Heroes

Tubes 15, Turtles 14

CO-REC BEEF PULL
Deacons and ACO, df

Lemons 2, Dogs 1

LCO 2, Cougers

in Hew England last year to the

UMass frosh.

Going into tomorrow's meet, the

Huskies also sport a record of 0-1-1,

with both meets also being out of

the league schedule. Redman
Coach Ken O'Brien looked back
into the records and commented:
"This is the first time that these

two teams, always noted for their

strength in cross country, have
come into this meet with the

records that they have."

On the Redman side,

"sickness" 'has been the theme of

thesteam members over the pasy
couple of weeks. Last week Tom
Jasmin and Tom Swain missed the

Northeastern meet but these two
have been running this week to get

back into their racing condition

and should be ready tomorrow.
Ron Wayne has also been slowed

down this week by this virus and
only practiced a couple of days
with the team. He will be ready to

race tomorrow.
These three Redmen will most

likely not be as sharp as usual and
O'Brien will be looking for Larry

Paulson, Bruce Blackburn, and
Leo Duart to take up the slack if

any of them should faulter.

This has been a week of patching
up the wholes and improving of

others for the team. There has
been no physical progress per se
for the team on the whole.

On the freshman level, the

UMass frosh will be up against its

toughest opposition of the year in

the Huskie pups, who are rated as
the number one frosh unit in New
England.
Doug O'Connell, who ran so well

on the varsity level last week, will

be running with the freshmen to

bolster the Redman attack.

He will be joined by Joe Fron-
tierro, Rich Sevigny, and Bill

I-owry to give UConn all the

competition that it can ask for.

W|* flasflaripmtta
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CEQ BARGES DOWN CONNECTICUT,

PUTS SPOTLIGHT ON POLLUTION

The "Universal Life Raft," sponsored by the CEQ, begins its

voyage down the Connecticut River, dramatizing the problem of

water pollution. The raft was to have floated to the Atlantic Ocean,

but various difficulties cut the trip short at Agawam, Mass. (Photo

by Steve Schmidt)

Draft To End

By 1973

see page 4

Those Little

Green Books

see page 3
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Huck Finn And The Boys Dramatize Plight Of River
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Buoyed on a sea of hopes that their actions will bring about a new
awareness of the Connecticut Rivers potential, the CEQ launched its

version of Noah's Ark in Northampton Saturday
The "Universal Life Raft" was designed and launched with the

hope that people would realize the plight of the river and would be
moved to cleaning it up. To this end, the raft people made up a
detailed fact sheet to hand out on the trip downstream to the ocean.
But the gods of the deep had a few things to say before the raft and

its occupants were dumped out into the salty brine. Slow currents
;md lack of communications plagued the raft-canoe flotilla and the

><>rt group, bouncing about in a big rented truck, got lost, the raft

lost, everyone got lost.

tie original intent of the voyage was to reach the ocean about 120
niles away. Then someone said let's try for Connecticut but as it

turns out the raft only got as far as Agawam. Mass. Most of the raft

people got back to campus sometime on Sunday night

.

ITS THESE POWER BOATS and some other people who keep
stinking up the river and making a mess. The CKQ floated a raft and
a few canoes down the river so people would wake up a little.

THIS !> THE RAFT. It also had about four canoes for company.
And si» the people on the water wouldn't feel lonely, there was a
l! urkl.Kid of people following them with all kinds of food and things.
I nl..

i tunitely neither one knew where the other was most of the
time.

Ted, let us forger politics and let us to BELL'S PIZZA
He stays open until 1 A.M. one1

2 A.M. on Friday and

Saturdoy.

Yes, Spiro, but what are people going to say if they see

me with you. Better call BP they make free deliveries

too.

256-8011 253-9051

AND THESE LITTLE FELLAS are the ones who have to live with
the stink in the river. People who know how bad the river is never go
near it anymore. But these poor ducks and a lot of people who have
no idea of what the river is really like wouldn't mind seeing it cleaned
up.

Photos by Steve Schmidt
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DVP presents:

A THEOLOGIAN OF "NEW HOPE"

Dr. HARVEY COX
Speaking on:

Religious Revival in the Secular City?

TUES., OCTOBER 13

8 p.m. Thompson 104

New Meal Tickets Discourage Free Loading
ByDENISEMAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

The need for a tighter security
system against dining commons
•freeloading" resulted in this

year's stub booklet replacement of

meal tickets.

A security proposal was first

brought to the attention of the Food
Services attention last spring by a
subcommittee of the Student
Senate Services Committee,
dealing only with food service

problems.

According to the Director of

Food Services, Joel Stoneham, the

administration acted on the
proposal by studying meal ticket

systems throughout the country.

The stub booklets seemed the most
foolproof as seen by experience
with a similar set-up at the

University of Rhode Island.

Since the intertransferability of

dining commons (students utilizing

any commons with the same
ticket), freeloading had increased

considerably, with the financial

burden on those students who paid

their board. As a further

precaution, more dining commons
personnel have been placed as

"checkers" at exits in the halls.

"Were here to administer your

money as wisely as possible," said

Stoneham.
Assistant Director Arthur

Warren agreed that "how it's spent

should be a joint method and we
attempt to have it that way.''

On the recent bomb scares in the

dining commons, Stoneham
commented that they had created

a lot of physical inconvenience

(extra cleaning, etc.) but no
financial losses had resulted.

There were six scares in all - one
in Hampshire, one in Berkshire,

and four in Hampden Commons.

Mr. Stoneham added that the

lengthy lines are not caused at all

by the slower process of tearing out

stubs. Rather it is the ac-

commodation of people returning

for seconds and newcomers
selecting their food that slows the

process.

Another appeal made by the

student Food Services Committee
(and the Southwest Assembly) last

spring was for an extended hot

breakfast since many students

could not reach the dining com-
mons by 8:30 a.m. In a survey
taken by the Food Services Dept.,

it was found that 95% of the people
who go to breakfast regularly are
fed by 9:15.

Many returning upperclassmen
were disgruntled, however, by the

fact that continental breakfast had
been discontinued in favor of the

extended hot service. By dropping
continental breakfast, the forty-

five minute extension was made
financially possible (more per-

sonnel would have been needed to

keep it).

Student Senate Services Com-
mittee Chairman Joe Ackerstein
maintains that the loss of con
tinental breakfast may fit this

year's students' needs, but since

almost 4000 new students come to

the university each year, more
revisions may have to be made in

the future.

Ackerstein added that the goals

of the food services Committee for

the coming year are not definite

yet since only one organizational

meeting has taken place so far.

However, research on two-meals-
a-day tickets is now being done and
the possibility of rebating unused
meal stuba may be looked into.

\Vlli:\ TIIKY RIM, Till: IMNNKH MCLL over in the Central
Area, all kinds of people trawl out of their dorms and head for the
(tipper Kettle to wait in line for a while. But, the Food Service people
tell ns. it's not the fault of those niftly little meal tickets we got this

year. ( I'hoto bv Steve Schmidt)

Debater's Grab 2nd Place

By DEBBIE FLAHERTY
Staff Reporter

The UMass Debate Team,
besting over 50 of the top college

debate teams throughout the

nation, captured second place at

the annual MIT Debate Tour-

nament this weekend.
The darkhorse Redmen team of

seniors Tim Hynes and Phil Doyle
moved into the eliminaton rounds

after compiling a 5-3 win-loss

record in preliminary competition.

Debating the 1970-71 in-

tercollegiate debate resolution on

wage-price controls, Hynes and
Doyle on the negative, were vic-

torious over Bowling Green in the

octo finals of the elimination

rounds. This pitted them on the

affirmative against Denver. After

beating Denver Hynes and Doyle

swept on to defeat Georgia i in the

NeEeSe Tutoring Bus Leaves Today

semi-finals.

UMass then lost to the un-

defeated North Carolina team in

the final round. The team was
awarded a silver trophy for its

second place standing.

The Hynes and Doyle team won
over Oberline, Dayton, Boston
College, Cornell and Virginia in the

preliminary rounds while losing to

Scranon, Denver, and Canissius.

The UMass team of Michelle

Champigny and Paul LeMarche,
also competing at the MIT tour-

nament, compiled a 3-5 win-loss

record.

This weekend Hynes and Doyle,

along with the sophomore varsity

team of Roger Legendre and Dave
McCaffrey will be again seeking

top honors at the Brandeis
University Debate Tournament.

The N.E.S. tutoring bus will start

its trips to Springfield today for the

academic year. The bus will leave

at 2:45 and 6:15 PM from the

Haigus Mall entrance of the

Whitmore Administration
Building.

The purpose of these trips is to

familiarize tutors with the centers

in Springfield. The bus will stop at

all four centers; tutors will have an
opportunity to meet the center

coordinators and take stock of the

available material.

Tutors who have received
assignments may make
arrangements to meet their tutee

in the center at this time. Old

tutors as well as new are en-

couraged to make this trial run

since two of the centers have

relocated since last spring.

These visits to Springfield should

provide increased life and curosity

for the coming orientation
scheduled for this Sunday. The
session for October IK will again be

held in the Campus Center.

The call for more volunteers to

push the involvement in the

program above the 2% level is still

out. Presently there is a rising

need for volunteers who wish to

teach adults. The NFS. Main
Street Center has a group of

parents interested in learning new
math starting at the fifth grade
level.

Mary Newman Speaks Today

TheStuder t Mobilization Committee meets tonight in the tonight in

Room 168 of the Campus Center at 8:30, the planned October 31st

anti-war demonstration:
(to discuss)

Pre-Law Association

Prof. R. Roberts from Cornell University School of Law will be on
campus to interview interested students on Tuesday, Oct. 13, 1970 in

room 345, Whitmore Administration Building. For information and
appointments, call Mrs. Fournier, 545-2080.

Mary Newman, Republican
candidate for Secretary of State,

will speak today at 2 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge, the Young
Republicans Club has announced.

She is a 15 year veteran of the

House of Representatives, and was
chairman of the House-cut petition

drive. Mrs. Newman is a past

State vice-President of the League

of Women Voters.

As a member of the House she

has filed legislation outlawing DDT
in Massachusetts. Considered one

of the two most effective state

legislators by the New Bedford

Standard Times, Mrs. Newman, if

elected, will be the first woman to

hold a statewide constitutional

office. Bill Perkins del. 253-7029)

is coordinating this campaign.
Future events will be discussed

at the club meeting Tuesday night

at seven in room 908 of the Campus
Center.

Coffee will be served following

Mrs. Newman's appearance.

Correction
In Friday's Collegian an

article on a DVP lecture by
Dr. John Gofman contained

this statement: "(A typical

nuclear power plant would
have the potential explosive

force of 1000 nuclear bombs.
)

"

This statement should be

changed to the following : "A
thousand-megawatt nuclear

power plant by the end of a

year's operation would have
accumulated radioactive

materials equivalent to the

radiation produced in the

explosion of 1000 nuclear

bombs."
Dr. Gofman never made the

statement attributed to him.

It should be clearly un-

derstood that nuclear power
plants are not capable of

exploding like nuclear bombs,
whatever other dangers they

may present.

ON THE GREEN
An art sale and exhibition

of distinction will be held on
Amherst Common, October
13 - 17.

Item \>y Itaskin, Boulanecr, Dell,
rriedlarmler, shewn, Thiuhmi, Tur-
ner... end others,

Original Lithograph*. Woodcut*..
Ki. liiim-,, MitrJ Lithographed Poster-..

^poriHorrd by the New Politics Coali-
tion, J5 Main Street, Northampton
ISMIM). All proceeds will he lined
to prmiiiite Peace, Erolocv, and Hu-
MM Kichti

Fine Arts Council 1970/71 Series

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/ UNIV. OF MASS.

Tuesdav - Wednesday, October 20-21

NATHAN MILSTEIN
"The Master Violinist" NY. Times

Two entirely different programs each evening

at 8:00 p.m. including Sonatas by Brahms.

Handel, Vivaldi and Bach.

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 to $3.00

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Tel. 545 0202. Save up to 40',; by ordering Sea
son Tickets — five events!

Waffle Smorgasbord

What do you put on an awhil waffle':'

New name announced at 10 p.m.

WED.. OCT. 14-7-11 p.m. C.C. COFFEE SHOI*

The N.E.S. Coordinating
Committee is trying to search out

volunteers who are willing to do I he

same in all the centers in the area

of teaching Spanish speaking in

dividuals the Knghsh language
Essentially all subject areas nave
some interest to interested parties

in Spring! ield.

II you wish to volunteer or want
further informaton please notify

the N.E.S. Coordinating Com-
mittee or attend in person its

meeting every Wednesday. Check
the notices for lime and place.

N.E.S. can be located in the

Student Activities Area room 104 in

the Campus Center

THE

210
EUROPE
Round-trip DC-8 JET

from New York

For only $210* round trip,

Icelandic Airlines flies you di-

rect to Luxembourg in the heart
of Europe for best connections
to everywhere. Daily jets. No
groups to join. Stay one day or
up to 45. Fly Icelandic—for low-
est fares to Iceland, Luxem-
bourg, England, Scotland, Nor-
way, Sweden and Denmark.
Special fares for students and
groups remaining overseas more
than 45 days. Major credit cards
—or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;
then call your travel agent.

*Add $20 one way on Fri. and Sat.

To: Icelandic Airlines

630 Fifth Ave.. NY. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
Fares to Europe Student
Fares

1 Name
i

]

Street

!
City—

! State-

My travel agent is

.Zip

ICELANDICAmines

AIR FARES
TO EUROPE
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Nixon Accelerates Withdrawal
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon announced "an accelerated
rate of withdrawal" of U.S. troops
from Vietnam Monday and the
Pentagon ordered an immediate
start on all out preparations to end
the draft by mid 1973.

Nixon said during a trip to

Connecticut that the authorized
ceiling on American troops in

Vietnam will be reduced by 40,000

men through the Christmas
season. This will bring the figure

down to 344.000 as of Dec. 31.

Secretary of Dee
Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird forecast Nixon's an-
nouncement at a news conference
at which he said the armed ser-

vices have been ordered to prepare
for ending the draft.

Asked whether the an-
nouncements were aimed at
helping Republicans in the coming
congressional elections. Laird
replied with a smile, "1 don't know
how you came to that conclusion."'

The defense chief. who
previously has set a 1973 goal for

ending reliance on the draft, told

reporters •we're going to go all out
in the Department of Defense to

reach the goal of a zero draff in

three \ears.

He made public a memorandum
to the service secretaries and
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to

spur actions "that should be taken
now" to move toward the zero

draft goal.

In addition to stepped up em-
phasis on military recruiting, other

supports may be required for

additional enlistments in both the

active forces and the reserve and
National Guard components,
Laird's memorandum said.

He requested top service of-

ficials to review recommendations
of a "Project Volunteer Com-
mittee" within the Pentagon for

various ways to improve the at-

tractiveness of military careers.

And he asked his senior subor-

dinates to identify priority steps

that will be required to meet the

zero draft objective.

With an eye toward Congress,
i^aird said early Capitol Hill action
is needed on legislation to boost by
20 per cent the base pay for low
ranked enlisted men.
On troop withdrawals from

Vietnam. Laird noted that the goal
of reaching 384.000 men by Oct. 15

already has been surpassed and
that the U.S. force level there will

be "several thousand below" that
figure when Oct. 15 arrives.

The new troop cutback in

Vietnam apparently does not
change Nixon's goal, announced
last spring, to cut U.S. forces in the
war zone by next May to 284,000

men, close to half the number of
Americans in Vietnam when the
present administration took office
in January, 1969.

"We will meet or beat the 284,000
ceiling for May 1," Laird said.
The White House press

secretary, Ronald L. Ziegler, said
the reduction through Christmas
was decided on as Nixon and his
advisers reviewed the Indochina
situation while preparing last
week's five point peace proposal.
Nixon attributed the action in a

statement to "continued progress
of the Vietnamization program."

On other subjects, Laird said:
The $2 billion defense budget cut
voted by the House last week
"places in jeopardy the
negotiations' this country is

carrying on," on a number of
fronts, including the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks. He said
the House action, which he hopes
will be reversed in the Senate,
"jeopardises the national security
posture of the country and the
safety of the people."
"We have no evidence that a

submarine of the Polaris type has
used any base in Cuba" but the
United States is watching the
situation closely and would regard
any Russian sub basing there as "a
very serious challenge."

Perspective Homecoming Queens:

ALL APPLICATIONS FOR HOMECOMING QUEEN

MUST be in by Tues., Oct. 13, at 5:00

in the RSO Office

fudging will be on Wed., Thurs., and Fri. of that week.

• • • and all that jazz

JUST JAZZ

with Ed Beach

THE REAL NEW ORLEANS

with Hank Fan nee

Fridays 11:40 p.m.

Saturdays 10:30 p.m.

Kidnappers Threaten Pair,

Present Ransom Demands

MONTREAL (AP) - Terrorist

kidnappers holding as hostages a

British envoy and a Quebec cabinet

minister gave authorities three

chilling life and death options

Monday.
The federal government, fearing

more political abductions, moved
troops into Ottawa to bolster police

security for officials and foreign

diplomats.

The Canadian French
separatists who seized the two
hostages last week gave provincial

authorities these choices:

'If all six ransom demands are
rejected, both British Trade
Commissioner James Richard
Cross and Quebec Labor Minister
Pierre Laporte will be killed.

If two demands are met-the
release of 23 "political prisoners"

and a half to the police in-

vestigation-Cross will be freed but

Laporte will still be held under
threat of death.

If all demands are met both men
will be released.

One of several communiques
received from two cells of the

radical Quebec Liberation Front.
FLQ said "we are setting no

deadlines. However, if you show
evident bad faith, we will return to

action."

The higher price for Laporte's
freedom included these demands:
Payment of $500,000 in gold bars,

no action to be taken against the

kidnapers, the name and
photograph of the person who gave
information leading to the arrest of

several FLQ members, full

publication of the Front's demands
and political manifesto, and
reinstazment of all Montreal truck
drivers who lost their jobs when
the government took over city mail
deliveries The Front wants the

"political prisoners" to be flown to

either Cuba or Algeria.

Cross, 49, was taken from his

home Oct. 5 and Laporte was
kidnaped Saturday, minutes after
the provincial government refused
the ransom demands for Cross.
The kidnapers threatened to

execute the two hostages at 10 p.m.
Sunday but apparently changed

their minds after Quebec Premier
Robert Bourassa broadcast an
appeal for negotiations a few
minutes before the deadline fell.

There were contradictory notes
from the abductors, however, on
how negotiations might be con-
ducted. Communiques from the

FLQ's Chenire cell that is holding
Laporte, and the Liberation cell

that seized Cross, suggested that a

lawyer, Robert Lemieux, act as a
mediator.

But a later communique from
the Chenire cell, found in a
telephone booth, said "any request
for contact-by means of com-
muniques or otherwise-will be
considered a refusal" of the
demands.
Lemieux, who had defended

some of the prisoners whose
freedom is sought by the FLQ, was
picked up by police Sunday. They
said they would charge him with
obstructing justice. The lawyer
was not held, however.
Notes from the kidnapers said

both hostages were alive and well.

A letter purportedly from the

Laporte asked the government to

accept the word of the abductors
and recommended that the 23

prisoners be released Monday
night or Tuesday.
Canada's federal government

has supported Quebec in its op-

position to the kidnapers' demands
and it ordered troops into Ottawa
Monday to increase security in the
capital.

A spokesman said troops from
the base at Petawawa, Ont., were
moving into Ottawa to supplement
police on protective and security
duties

He would not say how many
troops were involved or where they

would be assigned. They were
expected to provide greater
protection for Parliament Hill, the

homes of Prime Minister Pierre

Elliott Trudeau and other cabinet

members, and' the residences and
offices of foreign diplomats.

Foreign Wheel Problems?

Fish in to

BASS IMPORT SERVICE

Rte. 9 Hadley or call 5S4-4652

We Try Harder!

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL DRIVERS

- LOWEST. LEGAL RATES —
— BUDGET PAYMENTS —

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton

586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield

562-3604

Draft Counselor's Corner

Draft Director'sMemo OutlinesCOStatus

The followmg information is the
tet< Local Board Memorandum
U©d by National Selective
vice Director Curtis W Tarr. It

is intended to serve as a directive
i local boards in considering

i plications for Conscientious
objector status. All persons op-

ed to the war and/or par-

ticipation in war should read it

cry oarefu.il. If you qualify, or
• \ »-n think that you might qualify

( CO under the guidelines set
n in this LB.M. you should see a

ounsekr as soon as possible.

M> please show this to friends

d Bave it for future reference.
I Ma memorandum discusses

mi criteria, based on the

ions ut Section 6 (j) of the

it irj Selective Service Act of

.is amended, and decisions oi

vourts. which should guide
1 1 boards and appeal boards in

uck -ing registrants' claims for

< onseientioui objector
classification.

Compulsory military service

station in the United States has

ays recognized conscientious

action. The law as it exists

aj in statutory form requires

classification in Classes 1-0 or I-

v O:
a I That a registrant be op-

ed to participation in war in any
lorm:

i b I That his objection be
inunded on religious training and

• net: and
<• That his position be

me ' other than "eacntially

I ociological, or

philosophical views, or merely

l
pi sonal moral code".

WAR IN ANY FORM
The clause "war in any form"

should be interpreted in the
following manner:

(a I A registrant who desires to

choose the war in which he will

participate in not a conscientious
objector under the law His ob-

jection must be to all wars rather
than to a specific war

<b> A belief in a theocratic or

spiritual war between the powers
of good and evil does not constitute

a willingness to participate in

"war within the meaning of the

selective service law

RELIGIOUS TRAINING AND
BELIEF

4. The primary test that must be
usea is the test of sincentv with
which the belief is held. The board
should be convinced by in-

formation presented to it that the

registrant s personal history
reveals views and actions strong
enough to demonstrate that ex-

pediency is not the basis of his

claim.

5. The belief upon which con-

scientious objection is based must
be the primary controlling force in

the man s life.

t). The term "religious training

ana belief" as used in the law may
include solely moral or ethical

beliefs, even though the registrant

himself may not characterize these

beliefs as "religious"' in the

traditional sense, or may expressly

characterize them as not

"religious".

7. The registrant need not

believe in a traditional "God' or a

"Supreme Being " to be considered

favorably.

Southwest Residents

Can Pick Dorm Colors

i Gilbert J. SaUs
Staff Reporter

H. The registrant's conscientious
objection to war must stem from
his moral, ethical, or religious

beliefs about what is right and
should be done and what is wrong
and should be shunned, and he
must hold these beliefs with the

strength of traditional religious

conviction.

9. In order for the local board to

find that a registrant's moral and
ethical beliefs are against par-

ticipation n war in any form and
are held with the strength of

traditional religious conviction, the

local hoard should consider the

tature ai d history ot the process
by which he acquired such beliefs.

The registrant must demonstrate
that his ethical or moral con
victions were gained through
tunning, study, contemplation or
her activit) . comparable in rigor

and dedication to the processes by
which traditional religious con-

victions are formulated. The
registrant must show that these
moral and ethical convictions,

once acquired, have directed his

life in the way traditional religious

convictions of equal strength,
depth, and duration have directed

the lives of those « hose heliels are

clearly founded in traditional
religious conviction.

10. Board members should make
every effort to weigh the claims of

all registrants on the standard ot

sincerity, not giving particular

advantage to a registrant who is

learned or glib The registrant

: not use formal or traditional

languai.

Student
Teacher
Registration

Listed
students who live in Southwest

i an now pick new color schemes
tor their dormitory corridors.

Vcording to Ray Werbe. south-

west environmental consultant, the

project now underway will help
dents create their own "livable

. ironment."

Residents of a floor may meet
%ith Werbe or a member of his

:t to select their own color

neme. Eight bright colors for

>ors and five softer colors for

rridor walls are available.

inding of the project has been
ranged by the Southwest
embly which has kept the cost

•i 'he project minimal. The proper
iif\ paint is supplied along with

rew of painters from among 32

K-study people who have been
led for the project.

Floor residents may also take
\\nvX in creating their new en-

vironment. Webe says. They are
encouraged to do so by helping the

painters and equipment is

provided for them

the project also includes
repainting the elevator foyers and
the floor lounges. Murals may be
implemented in re-decorating the
elevator foyers if they are ac-
ceptable by the residents.

One of the goals of the project is

to create residence halls that

students feel are more a part of

them. Werbe invites those in-

terested to contact him in his office

in the lobby of Coolidge Tower.

All students interested in

elementary and secondary Student
teaching and internship during the

spring semester of 1971 MIST
attend an organization meting on
Thursday. October 29

If you are a secondary student
teacher your meeting will be from
2:30-4:00 P.M. in the Marks
Meadow Auditorium If you are in

elementary your meeting is from
4:O0-6::i<) P.M. in the same place
This will be the only time that

programs will be explained and
applications tor placement
distributed. You MUST attend if

you expect to be placed in the

Spring semester of 1971.

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE BODY SHOP

246 KING ST. (Rte 5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sat. 9-5

11. A registrant who is eligible

for conscientious objection on the

basis of moral, ethical, or religious

beliefs is not excluded from the

exemption simply because those

beliefs may influence his views
concerning the nation's domestic
or foreign policies.

12. The law does not require thai
a registrant claiming con-
scientious objection lx> a member
oi a "peace church" or any church,
religious organization, or religious
sect, nor does the law require
affiliation With ait) particular
group m order to be classified as a
ci scientious objector.

A here the registrant is or has
been a member ot a church.
religious organization, or religious
sect and where the claim of eon
scientious objection is related to

Mich membership, the board mav
properly inquire as to the fact of

membership, and the teachings of

the chinch religious organization
or religious sect, as well as the
registrant's religious activity.
However, the laet thai the
registrant may disagree with or
not subscribe to some ot the tenets
Oi his church does not necessarily
discredit his claim

14. Hoards may not give
precedence to one religion over
another All religions or beliefs are
to be given equal consideration.

i> Beliefs which are real and
id to nine may be in

eoiiiDiehensible to others Hoards
ire not tree lo reject beliefs

.use the\ consider them in

comprehensible Their task is to

decide whether the beliefs
professed by a registrant are
sincerely held and whetner they
govern his actions both in word and
deed.

EXCLUSN ).\S FROM CLASSES 1-

OANDI-A-O
If, Persons whose beliefs are
essentially political, sociological.

or philosophical views, or a merely
personal moral code" are
ineligible to be classified as a

conscientious objector. Such
persons consist of two groups:

(a) Those with beliefs of

religious, moral, or ethical nature,
but whose beliefs are not deeply
held, and

ibi Those whose objection to

war does not rest at all upon moral,
ethical, or religious principles, but
Mislead rests solely upon con-
sideration of policy, pragmatism,
or expediency.

(LASS I A-O
I

.
A registrant claiming Class I-

< >. who is in the opinion of the local
board has not provided sufficient
evidence to warrant the 1-0
classification, shall ,ot be
classilied in Class I A<> as a
compromise.

ih. A registrant who is round
l>e eligible lor elassilication as
conscientious objector should be
placed in Class I An when his

conscientious objection
compasses onl> combata
training and service in ti p armed
forces

s Curtis V\ Ian

C^i Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUI STANDING AGAINST
bU THi^

WEEKEND WAS SENIOR MM. skok \

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

FREE!
1 yr. SUBSCRIPTION

to

SKI "MAGAZINE"
when you join the SKI CLUB

NEXT MEETING: TONITE 8:00 p.m.

MAHAR
Elections - Movies - Membership* Taken

PHOTOGRAPHY

COPY WRITING
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Automation?

To those of us in the Towers of

Southwest, the elevators play a

very important role. They are the

difference between being on time

and being late for classes. And,
w hen one out of three elevators is

broken, that means we only have
two elevators for about six hundred
people

And. often, of the two which are

led. one doesn't even work all the

i one If it doesn't skip from the

second floor to the basement,

either the doors don't open, or they

only open partway Part of our

rent money goes to the upkeep of

the dorm
So. it is difficult to understand

win. i! this is true, aren't the

elevator* fixed sooner than a three

week* period. In an apartment

house people pay rent and part of

thai money goes to the upkeep of

the apartment. The same applies

in this situation.

Keep the elevators running; not

our feet.

Ruth Ellen Flax

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces and must car-

ry the writer's signature, ad-

dress, and telephone number
(all of wTiich will be withheld

upon request). The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p.m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication. The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters.

Elliot Eisenberg

The Colors Change
WASHINGTON, DC- Driving here from UMass

yesterday, we saw the nation change before our eyes.

In Massachusetts, hillsides are dotted with the reds
and golds of autumn, about the omnipresent greens.

The drive southward was a drive backwards to

summer. Foliage, which soon will turn to startling

colors here is still a stale green.

In a sense, this is a return trip for us. For my
companion it is the trip home to Virginia. For me, it is

a trip back to last Spring to the scene of marches
speeches and anguish.

The national monuments lie before us.

My friend spoke with the wisp of Virginia-of the

many times he had been here to march, also, of

marches he has made with the Army in Vietnam.
"But do you remember the last moratorium?" he

asked. "The one last November, which just seemed to

happen over night. The one which Nixon finally

watched on T.V. We were here, me and my friend

from New York. We stood right here while people we
had seen on TV. passed by.

"There were 225,000 people here marching. A chant

began-'Peace now
!

' 'Peace now
!

' Peace now! 'and it

began to echo off the buildings. And I looked at him
and he looked at me and we were suddenly afraid."

'"Nazi Germany' he said, and I thought 'Sieg Heir."
It was then that he became afraid of government in

the streets.

We came to the Washington Monument on a warm
night last April. I had begun a walk here. From
Washington's Monument-symbol of revolution.

Around the reflecting pond, passed the Jefferson
Monument, symbol of democratic idealism, to the
Lincoln Monument, symbol of freedom.

It was a circle we walked, and we ended it back at

the symbol of revolution.

It is now a year later, another academic year. Still,

Spiro is loose and still administrators of every rank
are apprehensive about the campuses.

It is October of the year. The colors have begun to

change here already, though almost imperceptibly.

Autumn will surely come to Washington. Not as
quickly as to the North, but not as slowly as to the
South.

Why The Princeton Plan?

By S. FREDERICK STARR
Reprinted from the N. Y. Times
The current assault on campus

violence may do more harm to

student moderates than to bomb-
throwing radicals. The aims of

those spearheading the campaigns
are hard to fault: they want to stop

the appalling arson and disruptions

of learning.

But their real quarry has eluded

them and they have turned instead

on the moderates. Sidney Hook
and his Washington allies

presently lead the chorus, but

regents in several states take the

same line, along with a few

academic administrators who
should know better. They have
attacked the plan for a pre-election

recess and have tried to make it

appear as a symptom of the

academic erosion they so abhor.

They have missed their mark.
Worse, they have misrepresented
the so-called Princeton Plan. Even
Yale's Kingman Brewster has

issued public remarks that are
sharply at odds with the facts. It is

time, then, to draw up a com-
pendium of all recent allegations, a

Handbook of Fallacies:

1. The recess endangers the tax-

exempt status of academic in-

stitutions.

Last June the American Council

on Education lawyers concluded

that Princeton's arrangements for

making up the recessed time by
altering the autumn schedule met
requirements of both the Internal

Revenue Code and the Corrupt
Practices Act. Randolph Thrower,
Commissioner of the Internal

Revenue Service, upheld their

opinion as " fair and reasonable."

2. The recess will "politicize"

campuses.
Many are already politicized,

thanks in part, at least, to

President Nixon. As a result, some
institutions are offering courses

such as Northern Illinois's in

"Fieldwork in Political Cam-
paigning." This is precisely the

situation that the Princeton Plan
seeks to avoid. It enables in-

dividuals to direct their political

energies constructively into public

life rather than negatively against

academic institutions. The
university in turn is enabled to

maintain political neutrality.

3. The recess will erode

universities by subordinating
learning to politics.

Although the Harvard faculty

expressed this fear, the reverse

would appear to be the case. With

no recess, learning at Harvard will

compete with politics for the entire

pre-election period, fragmenting

the semester. The Princton Plan
rules out such academic erosion.

4. The recess, in Kingman
Brewster's words, "is designed to

facilitate a particular political

result."

On the contrary, the recess is

completely non-coercive. Students

are free to campaign for anyone.

They are equally free to go cam-
ping upstate, or study and more
than a few will do so.

5. The recess makes students a

special privileged group in

American society.

As President Nixon has noted

most students are already a

special class for they cannot vote.

Many students attend out-of-state

institutions and are excluded by
distance from engaging in politics

in their home districts. Beyond this,

there is nothing sacred about the

existing academic calendar.
Under the Princeton Plan no

teaching time is lost. The situation

is parallel to the factory that lets

off early on opening day of the

baseball season and stays late the

next day to make up.

6. Students enjoying a recess
have to make no sacrifice to

engage in politics whereas most
Americans do.

On the contrary, the majority of
students hold jobs during summer
and Christmas vacations. Students
at Princeton and elsewhere who
voted overwhelmingly to return
early and give up part of their
Christmas break are making
considerable monetary sacrifice.

7. The recess creates the illusion

that politics is a one shot affair.

Few students are no naive today.
Many who will be active during the
recess engaged in political work
last summer and gave up jobs to do
so. For them, the pre-election
recess is the culmination of a long

process.

Upward of three dozen schools
have adopted the pre-election
recess. Hundreds of others have
not. City and community colleges
feel their students are close enough
to home not to need • a special
recess. Most numerous, though,
are those public institutions whose
regents and chancellors yielded to

political pressure from those
fearing terrorist elements on
campus.
Such administrators forget that

the recess has been denounced by
precisely these groups, the SDS
and the left wing of the National
Student Association. They hold
onto the charming notion that
campus bomb-throwers seek the
Dean's permission before cutting
classes.

The pre-election recess is

politically neutral. Equally im-
portant, it protects the university
from those who would infuse
partisan considerations into every
lecture or ..seminar. Those in-

stitutions rejecting the pre-election
recess on political grounds will

only further the tendencies they
claim to deplore.

The President's Commission on
Campus Unrest has reported to the
nation that a dangerous gulf of
mutual misunderstanding has
opened between college students
and society. The Princeton Plan is

the most promising proposal yet
for narrowing this gap.
S. Frederick Starr is Assistant
Professor of History at Princeton
University and one of the faculty
sponsors of the Princeton Plan.

Campus Comment
To the Editor:

Dick Nixon is at it again.

His speech on Vietnam Tuesday night was a masterpiece of subterfuge,
as usual. On the surface, it appeared to be a very generous offer the
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong would be fools to refuse. One very
important point was left out, however.

We still constitute a foreign power which is occupying their country. In
their view, we are raping their people and their land. From their per-

spective, it is natural to be a little suspicious of any offers we might
make. After all, if you are being raped, you don't want to negotiate, you
want an immediate and total withdrawal. You don't want the rapist to

magnanimously offer to stay where he is without moving, you want him
out!

If Nixon's speech was really anything more than a play for Republican
votes in the November elections, the focus of his offer would have been
considerably different. Instead of requesting a cease-fire so that terms of

troop withdrawal over a period of months could be discussed. He would
have stated that we are going to immediately remove all of our troops and
requested a cease-fire so as to ensure that they would not be fired upon
while they were leaving.

He would also have offered political asylum in the U.S. to anyone in

South Vietnam who felt that they might be the victim of a "bloodbath" if

they were left unprotected by our military. An offer such as this would
probably end the war in less than a month.

Unfortunately, in the American political system, votes are con-

siderably more important than American and Vietnamese lives, so a

dream such as this is impossible to realize.

Too bad, because peace might be a groovy thing. I wonder if we'll ever

get a chance to find out.

Just keep wishin' and workin'. Peace.
GilSalk
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To the Editor:

We the residents of Crampton and MacKimmie request that something

be done about the log cabin in Southwest. We are proposing that one of

two things be done; ( 1 ) remove the whole cabin or (2) put a roof on it. If

the majority of students feel it should stay, we believe that a constructive

use should be made of it. Perhaps it could be put on the agenda of the first

meeting of the Southwest Assembly.

In regard to the new campus center, we support the proposal that the

walls be painted such as in Bartlett Hall.

Paul Kendrick
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HISC Says Down
(AP) WASHINGTON - A survey of the campus

———————————————————^———
• speaking circuit by the House Internal Security

Committee concludes it is a significant money source

"for the promoters of disorderly and revolutionary

To the editor, a note of discust and despair:
activity among students."

If one looks hard enough he can discover that America is still fighting a "Speaking appearances are not only revenue-

war in Viet Nam. He must look thoroughly though. As the days have producing," the report adds, "but afford a forum

passed the fact that we still have men dying for their country, our where the radicalization process may be continually

country, is becoming more obsscure. It has continuously receeded in the expanded."

numerous pages of the paper; today it was on the last page of the Globe. But the report, to be released early next week, stops

How much longer before they die and we don't even know or care about short of concluding that campus speeches finance

it? - Not much longer before we are there dying. Will anyone care? revolution of disorder, saying the committee could not

James H. Bornheim ascertain how the speakers used the money.

It says 67 speakers, ranging from Weatherman

leader Mark Rudd, who is wanted by the FBI on riot

conspiracy charges, to Dr. Benjamin Spock, who has

spoken out against the draft, were paid $109,243 for

To the editor campus speeches during the past two school years.

In the interest of saving dozens of man-hours of discussion time by the a says the figure is based on questionnaires

Ad Hoc Student-Faculty Grading Committee and the Academic Matters returned by 134 campuses across the country, of which

Committee, to whom a question from Prof. Gregory Webb (Geology) has

been referred for joint consideration, may I answer Prof. Webbs

question with a solid NO.
The question (from the agenda of the 163rd meeting of the Faculty

Senate) reads: "Rather than adopt any one of the present or proposed

single grading and degree schemes, would it not be preferable to adopt a

University-wide dual degree program, in which undergraduate bachelor

degree candidate could have the option of taking either (Da B.A. or B.S.

pass/fail degree, to be known as the 'Bachelor of Arts-Pass' or the

•Bachelor of Science-Pass' degree, or of taking (2) a B.A. or B.S. course

graded, to be known as the Bachelor of Arts-Professional' or 'Bachelor of

Science-Professional' degree (with honor society nominations, senior

honors work, etc., to be limited to those in the professional program?)
Richard W. Story

it says only seven refused to cooperate. Another 45

didn't return the questionnaires. The survey stirred

controversy within the committee earlier this year

when Rep. I^ouis Stokes (I)-Ohio), a member publicly

announced he had advised campus officials in his

Cleveland district to ignore the questionnaire

The report said Dr. Spock and comedian Dick
(iregory, described as "having provided public

support" for militant or extremist groups, made the

most money Spock was reportedly paid $21,550 for 12

speeches and Gregory $19,550 for 21

Mark Rudd was paid $1,069 for five speeches. The
committee says Tom Hayden, a Students for a

Democratic Society founder and one of five Chicago
Seven defendants convicted of crossing state lines

with intent to incite a riot, was paid $3300 for four

speeches.

It says Yippie leader Jerry Itubin, also one ol the

five convicted Chicago Seven members, was paid

$2024 for speeches at four campuses.

To the Editor:

Although certain I am not alone in being at the mercy of the per-

petrators of that glorified Howard Johnson's - the Campus Center-I

nonetheless feel the need for some exposition.

One evening recently I decided to have a Danish and coffee at our WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
"coffee shop" in the C.C. After paying 25C for the Danish and 15c for the research team has warned the

coffee (those prices must surely be 80% mark-ups), I discovered that if I nations colleges they may be in

had thrown the Danish at the Wall I would have left my permanent mark danger of losing their tax-empt

on the Campus Center. The coffee reaked of that slight taint that lingers status if they accede to student and

when it has been brewed six hours. faculty demands for time off to

The following Sunday I looked for some warm food and having had my campaign this fall,

encounter with the coffee shop, tried the C.C. Cafeteria. The food was Legal Penalties

edible -certainly not epicurian-however, I could easily have played If the academic calendar is

handball with the "fresh dinner rolls".

A week later I decided to try my luck with breakfast about 11 .30 a.m. (I

Carry On-Love Is Coming

university "knows
one side in a

intend to

campaign,
take

"the
mean, there's not too much they can do to eggs, is there''") "Sorry, we

universitv mav ^ contributing to Research
only have lunch now". "Why. if you can make a ham and egg sandwich^SiW lusfa^ucHs tf it

KeSeaPCh
..

on toast, can't you simply cook the egg and ham and toast and place them mmm „ ..JZJ'^i.^^n^ a*;*,*, th*t am .u

penalties," the report said. One
result could be losing their tax
exempt status.

The analysis was written by Yale
law Prof. Robert H. Bork and tax
attorneys Howard G. Krane of

Chicago and George D. Webster of

Washington. Their analysis of the
political activities of colleges and
universities was published by the
nonpartisan American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy

you simply cook the egg and ham and toast and place i„e,„
ran voter registration drive that

neatly on a plater? "Sorry, said the poor little cog working behind the
„ Rnew would Substantially aid one

C
°o u ** ^ u u^oo a a u u candidate rather than the other,''
Perhaps Mr. Grinnan has never had a 2 or 3 ajn. date and perhaps he is

tne report by a three-member
research team said.

so superhuman that he requires only a few hours sleep at night, and
therefore can easily make it to his kitchen table in time for breakfast.

Those of us who have no kitchens and who don't have Mr. Grinnan's

stamina must rely on the C.C. kitchens or face a long walk to Amherst.
We should be able to sleep late on weekends and still enjoy a decent

breakfast. Or is staying out until 3 a.m. another modern degeneracy for

which we must pay the following morning?

"Do unto others, Mr. Grinnan. as you would have them do unto you."
M. L. Britton

"If such demands are acceded

to, universities may make
themselves liable to serious legal

Citizen" Suit

Although the Internal Revenue
Service might decide not to act
against a university, the analysis
said, a private citizen may have
the right to bring suits to force IRS
to act.

The authors said the legal issues
of tax exemption involving

political activities by universities

were raised after the Cambodian
intervention when political groups
were frequently given access to

university services such as
computers, research facilites.

office space, auditoriums, mailing
permits and radio stations.

Bork told a news conference the

study underlined a position taken
by the President's Commission on
Campus Unrest, which said
colleges as institutions should not

take political positions.

He said he did not know how
many colleges had agreed to pre
election recesses but a recent list

he saw indicated more than a

dozen.
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"Gold Rush" A Winner
By JEFF SILVER
Fine Arts Staff

After the Gold Rush. Neil
Young's latest release on
Reprise Records is a must for
anyone who followed the
Buffalo Springfield or just
plain digs Neil Young. The
album contains the vivid
imagery present in his
previous writings. The title

song "After the Gold Rush,"
deals with the dream-oriented
vision common in some of his

earlier songs. -Only Love
Can Break Your Heart ", is

kind of a slow Smokey
Kobinson type song.

In 'Southern Man'* he
returns to a fast paced song
that contains an excellent

guitar rift. The lyrics ot

Southern Man make a wor-
thwhile comment on ihe
southern way of life. "Till the
Morning Comes", sounds like

a Burt Bacharach -Hal David
composition.

Side two yields "Oh
Lonesome Me ", which is

exactly what the title implies.

It deals with a guy who has
lost his lover. "There must be
some way I can loose these

lonesome blues, forget about
the past... I can't forget over
how she set me tree. oh
lonesome blues."

The next song "Don't Let it

Bring You Down sounds like a

response to the previous song.

"Don't let it bring you down
it's only castles burning and
find someone who's turning

and you will come around.
The album also contains;

"Crippled Creak Ferry",
"Tell Me Why". "Birds".
"When You Dance I Can
Kealiy Love You", and I

Believe in You "

The last song on each side.

"Till the Morning Comes " on
side OOC and "Crippled Creek
Ferry on side two. should

have been saved for another
album.

French Players
Present Camus

Albert Camus' Caligula will be
presented by the Treteau de Pans
Wednesday October 14 at Bowker
auditorium. The Treteau. brought
to campus by the French
Corridors will perform Camus'
most famous play at 8:00 p.m.

Caligula, begun
laligula". begun by Camus in

1830, was not staged until 1945 in

Paris. It played to over two
hundred enthusiastic French
audiences before coming

•»<iwa\ in 1945 lor a verj suc-
-tul run. A piece of tneatre art.

it is considered by most experts to
•he most brilliant of ramus
eavors.

he play is set in J8 A.D. in the
ian court ot the young emperor

I aiufl Caligula, but the classic is

only pretest. What develops is a
e of absurd theatre dealing

with the twentieth century whe.e

men demand all or nothing
In the title role of Caligula, will

be Jean-Pierre Lerioux Mr
Leroux. a graduate of the Con-
servatory of Dramatic Art in

Paris, has played an important
role in the television production of

Caligula. His other notable roles

were in "PhotcvKinish" by Peter
Ustinov. "Lorenzaccio" by
Musset. and "Tucart" by Lesage.
Mr. Leroux' actinc will be

coupled wi'h the staging of

Georges Ui nd the general
expertise ot the Treteau will bring

to the I . udience a Caligula

that w ill most certainly difficult to

ignore, and once seen impossible
to torget.

Tickets tor the event may be
purchased at the Student Union
Ticket Office and a very limited

amount ot tickets will be sold at the

door.

Tortoise Troupe To Display Techiques
The internationally known director designer team. Orlin and Irene Corey, in Amherst with their

troupe, the Everyman Players, for two performances of the classic TORTOISE AND THE HARE
at Amherst Regional High School, will also present a series of three theatre workshops on cam-
pus, dealing with several different aspects of their appraoch to "Imaginative Theatre." Specific
areas involved include made-uo and costume design, stage movement, and the director-
designers concept of the play

The series begins Tuesday af-

ternoon. October IS, at 5:00. in

Thompson lOti. with the make-up
presentation Since animal and
other non-realistic make-up is a
specialty of Mrs. Corey's, live

actors irom TORTOISE will be
brought in to show the building up
Of the animal face on the human
features by make up with the need
of masks. Further, the slides and
movies to be shownmany of them
taken from tne production of JOB
u ill provide an experience not to be
forgotten, displaying her fine
artistry in the use ot tich je wel
tones and the black interlining in

the very striking stained glass
mot it

On Wednesday morning. October
14, two more programs will follow
Init the location will be moved to

the Campus Center. Room tt;:s

The first, at 9:00 a.m., will deal
with stage movement, going from
realism to the kind ot stylized

movement, animal in one case,
ritualized in another, which is

demanded by the particular play.

Foilowing,thisat 11 :(H>. in the same
auditorium, the Coreys will give a

joint presentation on developing
the director-designers overall
concept of the play
The Coreys and their troupe are

seasoned performers of adult and
children's theatre, both in this

country and abroad. On leaving
Amherst they will do one more
performance of their choral
reading. THE BOOK OF JOB.

Illl I VIKYM \\ IM.AVFKS uill present The Tortoise \nd The
llart at InkeMl lli»h 8CB—I after presenting a series of three
workshops on campus show m« (hen approach to the theater.

lor

the

before leaving the countrv
several weeks lour in Italy

Netherlands, and England.
Theatre students and all others

interested are invited to attend the
workshops Participation by
students in at least two oi the
sessions is expected The triple

workshop promisesan exciting and
varied experience for those at-
tending, while the l.isi moving
comed) presentation ol TOR-
TOISE at the high school

auditorium will provide both an
hour of relaxation and an im-
mediate opportunity to see the
Coreys work at first hand.

Performance times ot TOK-
TOISI-: are 3:30 and 47:30 p.m on
Tuesday. Admission is $1.00 for

children and students. $1.50 for
others The workshops, sponsored
jointly by the University Speech
Department and the Fine Arts
Council, are open to the public
without charge

Fine Arts

Guest Poets Read Their Own
Phyllis Thompson and James Poetry Reading to be held tonight bum and educated Seayisnowan

Seay will be the guest poets in a at 8:15 pm in 231 llerter assistant professor ol knglish a I

Ihe University ol Alabama.

BEER
TALK
bv Ed McMahon

In which the candid connoisseur

answers questions about

Beer, and the drinking of same.

DEAR ED: Every now and then.

I see guys putting salt in their

beer. What's it all about?

AEFIF

DEAR ALFIE: 111 tell you what

it's about . . . it's about to drive

me crazy! Now, 1 have nothing

against salt. On hard-boiled eggs

Or french fries. But not in my
Bud..

Putting salt in beer, some say,

perks up the head ... or livens

up the taste . . . makes the beer

"drier." With Budweiser, though.

........ all salt can do is make it salty.

Because Bud is already just about

perfect.

So save the salt for the popcorn, please. We put heart, soul and our exclusive Beechwood

Ageing into Budweiser. All you need to enjoy it is a glass . . . or drink it right from the can,

if that's your bag . .

.

Beer questions? Write: Ed McMahon. Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 721 Pestalozzi St., St. Louis. Mo.63Jl8

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS-

_ v- . • ii!
1
". . .SfAARH . tOSANGEIES . TAMPA . HOUSTON . COl UMBOS » lAQSQNVlUt • MERRIMACK

Sponsored by the Master «>i Fine
Arts Urogram in English, the
program will feature the authors
reciting many ol their besl known
works

I'hyllis Thompson, a chairman
oi the poetry program at the
University of Hawaii. has
published poems in " Ihe Ration.*'

The Massachusetts Review*', and
the "Quarterly Review of
literature" as well as 'Poetry
Northwest" and "Voyages". Her
hr-st hook of poems. "Artichokes
and Other I 'items", was published
last year by the University of
Hawaii Press.

James Seay, an Emily (lark
Balch Prize winner in 1968. is a
teller of tales and most of his
poems contain a story or a hint of a
story. Most poems in his first book
let Not Your Hart "evoke in

careful detail the land, the people
the language and the traditions of
the American South where he was

JAMES SEAY, noted poet, will
present a reading of his words
today at 1:15 p.m. in Herter 231.
He is presented under the auspices
of the .Masters of Fine Arts
Program in Knglish.

C.C. Program Correction
The first production of the

University Theatre will NOT
be "Major Barbara." as
listed in the Campus Center

0MTACV
LINS

SUPPLIES
ALL KMtO

vylmlwrsfc Cfyikal&wwt,
196 North rirftunt St.

Jel. 2M-4ML.

.tmhtnl

Program Council Calendar.
The first production of the

University Theatre is "All the
Kings Men," a version of the
Pulitzer Prize winning no\el
hv Robert Penn Warren.
The schedule for per-

formances is not as listed in

the calendar. "All the King's
Men," will be performed
October l\-2l -Wednesdav
through Saturday ». \||

performances will be at N;3I in

Bartlett Auditorium. Tickets
may be purchased at the riser
or reserved at the Bartlett |'<>\

Office from October i:t

through October 21. Ad-
mission is SI.7V

Notices
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
There will be a brief meeting Tues.,

Oct. 13th at 7:30 Room 102 Stockbridge
Hall, followed by a trip as a club to one of
the barns. All interested persons urged
to attend. Wear old clothes.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
College life, Wed. night, Van Meter, 8

P.M. Jim Timmins and Co. -social

worker and rock group- refreshments.

CEQ
There will be a meeting Wed, Oct 14th

at 8:00 Campus Center 175 for all those

interested in obtaining National Science
Foundation environmental research
grants. For more information call Gary
6-7933.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Ground school Wed., night 7:30 PM,

Room 802 Campus Center Anyone and
everyone welcome Theory of Flight

discussed in depth

CVSP-PSYCH COUNCIL
Meeting 8:15 PM, Oct. 15th in New

Hatch (S.U.) to discuss undergraduate
advising, teacher eval., and the libido.

ECONOMICS DEPT.
View Huelga, the film depicting the

grape pickers' strike led by Cesar
Chavez, Tues., Oct. 13th, Thompson 102,

7:30 PM

ECONOMICS 125 SECTION 24

Econ 125, Section 24 will meet at 10

A.M., Tuesday, Oct. 13th at 1.00 PM, in

Room 919 of Thompson Tower

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Tues., at 6:30 in Room 162

Campus Center. The Executive Board
will meet at 6:00 P.M.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Pledge meeting on Wednesday in

Roorh 801 Campus Center at 6:00 PM.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DWNCE CLUB
The regular square dance and

beginners classes will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom, Oct. 13th at

7:30 to 10:30 PM

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COM
MITTEE
There will be a mandatory meeting for

the publicity committee on Tues., Oct

13th at 8:00 in Room 172 Campus Center,

everyone must attend

MATH DEPARTMENT
Math majors are invited to an in-

formative and entertaining lecture

designed specially for you-partially

Eudidean Geometry, by R Douglass.

Oct 13th at 3:30, Arnold House Lounge

MILITANT FORUM SEMINAR
Discussion of Engels, Socialism:

Utopia and Scientific which is available

at the Young Socialist Alliance table in

front of the Hatch. Colonial Lounge. 8

PM. Weds , Oct. 14th. All welcome

MOVEMENT FOR A NEW CONGRESS
There will be a meeting of the

Movement for a New Congress on

Tuesday, Oct. 13th It will be held in the

Campus Center, room 905 at 8 PM. All

interested please attend.

NAIADS
Meeting tonight 4 : 3fr€PM . All urged to

attend to try new stunts.

NEWMAN CLUB
Last chance to sign-up for hayride, Oct.

16th at 7:30 PM in Secretary's Office at

Newman Center.

NORTHAMPTON VA HOSPITAL
COMPANION PROGRAM
Give some time to helping others-

Volunteer at the V.A. Hospital, Monday
evenings or Thursday afternoons. Call

Bonnie for info and rides, 549-1705, 253-

9006.

RAFI
All students are invited to our meeting,

Oct. 14th, Wed., 8:00 Room 162 Campus
Center. Agenda: introduction to new
members, programming, strategy, and

info on Fourth World National

Liberation.

RECREATION SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the Rec.

Society in 804-808 of the Campus Center

at 7:30 on Wednesday night, Oct. 14th.

Everyone is welcomed.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
General business meeting Thursday,

Oct. 15th at 7:00 PM in Science Fiction

Library. All members urged to attend.

SKI CLUB
Old and new members welcome at

meeting tonight at 8:00 PM in Mahar.
This year's members get 1 year sub-
scription to "Ski" Magazine plus many
other benefits. Elections will be held and
movies.

TEACHER EVALUATION
Come, need HELP, room 805 Campus

Center tonight at 8:00 P.M., October 13th.

WOMEN/KARATE
Women's Karate meets every Sunday,

3:00 PM, and Tuesday, 7:00 PM in the
Commonwealth Roon, S.U All sisters
welcome.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
There will be a general meeting to

discuss new or old business The meeting
will later break down into action groups,
Wednesday, Oct. 14th at 6:00 in Room
174-176 Campus Center

UMASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT/D-
WIGHT
Contact Gerry Colella 233 Moore, 546-

5344. For unexperienced barbers Gerry
will give lessions.

Canvass for Governor Sargent:
Contact canvassing co-chairmen, Jane
Graham, 236 Moore, 546-5345; Gerry
Colella 235 Moore, 546-5344.

UMASS WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
Meeting for old and new members,

Tuesday, Oct. 13th at 7:00 PM in front of
Hatch in S.U. All persons interested
please attend or call 6-7442.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Meeting 7:00 PM, Tuesday Oct. 13th,

room 908 Campus Center, Exec, meeting
at 6:30 PM.

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE
Militant forum and seminar meets

Wed., Oct. 14th at 8 PM in the Colonial

Lounge of SU -Engels "Socialism,
Utopian and Scientific" will be
discussed. Books may be picked up at

the YSA table in the S.U. lobby on
Wednesday.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
All practices will be held on Tuesdays

4:30^:30 in the CC Ballroom

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be a general meeting of

anyone interested in the Integral Yoga
Institute in rm. 904-908 CC from 6-7 p.m.
today. The Hatha class is canceled in

lieu of the meeting.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Christian Science can be used to solve

everyday problems Hear how other
students used the message of Christian

Science at our meeting tonight at 6:45 in

room 911-915. Campus Center.

YPSL
Will meet in Machmer W-26 on

Tuesday Oct. 13 at 8 p.m. Paul Sheinkopf
will speak on participation in the White
campaign.

YOUNG WORKERS LIBERATION
LEAGUE
Y.W.L L. next Marxist-Leninist

educational will be on Wednesday, Oct.

21st (time and room to be announced.)
Topic will be : The Working Class.

Suggested reading: The Communist
Manifesto. Everyone welcome.

LOST
Green wool jacket with brown leather

buttons Please call Sarah 546-6451

Men's silver self-winding Timex
watch, between library and intramural
fields. Please call Dick Lavigne, 2211

John Adams, 546-8919.

Black umbrella in 201 Bartlett last

week. If found please return to Kathy in

420 Knowlton.

FOUND
Sterling silver Ue clip from Siam,

check S.U. lost and found.

One key chain with initials RCV on
campus, check S.U. lost and found.

Very young polite male black dog with

white on chest, in Cance 232, call 6-5043.

# Only #
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK

Overseas Scholarships Available
Although the number of

scholarships offering the op-
portunity for study and research
abroad is less now than ten years
ago, students with a high academic
record should consider applying
lor the various scholarships
available. Among these are
Rhodes, Marshall, and Fulbright
Scholarships.

The Rhodes Scholarships, one of

the oldest and most prestigious

types of scholarships in the world,
are awarded each year to thirty-

two persons for study and research
at Oxford University for two years
in a variety of different fields.

Applicants must be single men,
U.S. citizens, between the age of 18

and 24, and have at least junior
standing when they apply.
Qualifications include outstanding
academic ability, qualities of
leadership, and "physical vigor."
Marshall Scholarships,

established after World War Two
by Great Britain in gratitude to the
United States for its aid in Britain's

post-war recovery, are awarded
annually to 24 men and women for

advanced study in most academic
fields at a British university foi

two years. Applicants must be
U.S. citizens, may be married,
should be under 25, and must have
completed their Bachelor's before
taking up the scholarship.

Fulbright awards are for one
year only and support graduate
study in a number of foreign
countries. Selection criteria in-

clude a superior academic record,
proficiency in the language of the
country where the student applies
to study, and a well-defined
program of study that would
benefit from being pursued
abroad. Rhodes, Marshalls and
Fulbrights all pay international
travel costs and tuition and provide
a relatively generous living
stipend.

Students interested in applying
for Fulbright Scholarships should
sec Professor Peter Fliess in the
Department of Government.
Those interested in Rhodes or
Marshalls should see Mrs. Bar-
bara B Burn, Director of In-

ternational Programs. 229 Whit
more. Deadlines lor applying for

Rhodes. Marshalls an Fulbrights
arc imminent.

The International Programs

Office also has information on
other scholarships for study
abroad including: 15-20 George C.

Marshall fellowships for up to one
year's postgraduate study in

Denmark of $3,000; Sweden's
Scholar Incentive Program for

three undergraduate or graduate
students for one year's study in

Sweden; various graduate student
awards offered by the American-
Scandinavian Foundation for study
in Iceland, Denmark, Finland,
Sweden and Norway; the Saint
Andrew's Society scholarhsip of

$3,750 for a male student of Scottish
descent to pursue graduate study
at | Scottish university for one
year; Rotary Foundation awards
for one year of graduate or un-

dergraduatestudy abroad; 250-300

Alexander von Humboldt Foun-
dation research and teaching
fellowships offered on a world-wide
hasis to post-doctoral scholars to

pursue research projects in

Germany for 6-12 months; and
IRKX grants for advanced doc-
toral students to pursue research
in the Soviet Union or Eastern
Europe.

Applications Open for Oxford
ByJoyMallett
Staff Reporter

Applications are now available
for the 1971 Summer Seminar at
Trinity College, Oxford, England,
June 15 to Aug. 12.

Dr. Ernest Hofer, director of the
program, reports that the seminar
is open to a limited numl)er ( 120) of

both graduate and undergraduate
students. He said that, in the past,

students have represented as
many as 51 colleges and univer
sities This year, applications
have also been sent to schools
throughout Europe so as to add to

the diversity of student
backgrounds.

Re cites a feature of the seminar
as the opportunity to study with the

Oxford dons, and to have access to

the research facilities of Bodleian
Library. Besides the classroom
instruction in English Literature,

each student is encouraged to

establish tutorial contact with an
instructor outside of class.

"A student has the opportunity to

develop his own interests. His own
initiative is therefore important,"
he added.

Before studies begin on June 30

at Tririty, students have the
chance to take part in free or
organized travel in the United
Kingdom or on the Continent. The
travel period ends with four days
and three nights in London.

To be eligible for the program,
each student must present a course
transcript, a listing of courses for

the school year 1970-1971, and a
letter of recommendation from an
English professor. Each candidate
must be interviewed by the
selection committee, which ex-

MINUTES AWAY VIA MJU) fO RT S

JREOSTONES
-«C,

iA»Sg

1

IVEtOAtE HO W S«El~

MEET

JOHN M. CALLAHAN
Democratic Candidate for District Attorney

Franklin - Hampshire Counties

STUDENT UNION COLONIAL LOUNGE
October 14 10 - 11:30 a.m.

— Young — Experienced — Progressive —
SUPPORT JOHN M. CALLAHAN

ACRES
& ACRES

FREE
PARKING

K
JOE

Mon.-Frl. 2-7:35-!>:4«

ihrt. I Sua. MMfiH
S:3S-T:3S-D:4«

2 DARLING LI LI

WIDE
SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

Mon.-Frl. 2-7:20-9:50

Hut. & Sun. 2-4:30

7:20-9:50

GROUP
RATES

CATCH-22 «

MM.-rri. itmtm
Sat. * Son.

«-4:30-7:**.9:W-7TTT

CALL 413-733-51

pects a B average (3.0) in English
or related courses, and IS hours of

similar courses by June. u»7i In
addition. Ihe student must be 20
years of age by June. 1971 He need
not be an Knglish major
The $Hf)(l cost of the program

includes air transportation, tuition.

board, linen, and three nights in a
London hotel with theater tickets
Limited financial aid is available
lo accepted undergraduates from
I mass
Applications are available in

Bartlell, Room 100. Deadline is

•Ian IS, 1971.

Mil.

KOli

Illl

LADY
I'l'KSDAI f) 12 P.M.

2% Ettglifilj ftob
5 Kasfl Pleasant Street

Amherst

WANTED:

Awful Waffle King & Queen
Prerequisite:

a) human

b) send in application

Reward:
dinner for two at

Top of Campus Restaurant

CHOOSE ONE:

King Queen D
Name

Address

Telephone

Please deposit application in box at Scheduling Desk (2nd
Level, C.C.) before 5 p.m., Friday, Oct. 10.

Winners will be announced a I

Spaghetti Strainer Ball

WAFFLE LUCK!
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Frosh Soccer Fortunes Looking Up,

Booters Win Opener Over Tufts, 3-1
By STEVE FERBER dominated the action throughout the third and final Redman sco

sP0/?tS ShorT'Es

Staff Reporter
MEDFORD - On a cold and

drizzly Saturday morning, the

freshman soccer team scored a 3-1

victory over a junior varsity squad
at Tufts University. Mark Tyma
was the offensive stand-out scoring

two unassisted goals while

assisting on the third, as Jeff

Stanwood, the center halfback,

excelled on defense.

In what was an extremely even

game. Coach David Jekanowski
termed the victory as 'very for-

tunate" and thought that things

were looking up for this year's

team.

The first half of action saw a

^reat deal of mid-field play as

neither team scored. The only

concentrated dominance was at

the start of the second quarter,

when Tufts kept the ball in

UMass's territory for over five

minutes. But UMass was the team
to get the better of shots on goal, as

the far post was hit with just 45

seconds remaining in the first

quarter on the Redmen's closest

attempt.

A halftime change in the of-

fensive alignment seemed to do

something as UMass completely

the first half of the third quarter.

Finally UMass' efforts paid off

when, at 15:20 of the period. Mark
Tyma corner-kicked the ball into

the far corner of the goal, and
UMass led 1-0.

The freshmen kept the heat on
and, with just 29 seconds to go in

the third quarter, a pushing
violation was called on Tufts. This

enabled Mark Tyma to take the

first and only penalty kick in the

game and, from right out in front,

he rammed the ball home into the

left corner; UMass 2, Tufts 0.

With UMass charging, one more
goal looked like all it needed. But,

with only 1:25 gone in the final

quarter, the tide suddenly shifted.

The Tufts fullback drilled a direct

kick towards the UMass goal.

Goalie Beggs lunged for it, but the

combination of a slick ball and a

powerful drive saw the ball trickle

away and into the goal. The out-

standing Tufts fullback brought the

score to 2-1 with over 20 minutes

remaining.

But Tufts, which had won its first

contest of the year by a 2-1 margin,

was put out of contention at 16:35 of

the period when Bruce Sibson

knocked in a Tyma corner kick for

score.

The defense, which was out-

standing all day long, was led by
the fine play of Jeff Stanwood, the

center halfback, who played all but

six of the 88 minutes. Holding
Tufts to only 16 shots on goal in 88

minutes took an extra hard effort

due to the fact that the game was
played on a shorter-than-
regulation field.

The offensive change at halftime

appeared to do the trick as coach
Jekanowski commented, "Our
defense was very strong today and
our man-to-man assignments on
defense worked very well. Our
offense finally started to jell in the

second half and, of course, we got

some breaks in what was a pretty

even game."
Knocking off a Junior Varsity

team at the start of the season does
wonders for moral. The apparent
strength of this well-balanced and
high-keyed unit appears to be
defense. But the shuffling of three

man offensive units in the second
half may be the team's future key
to success. On Thursday the frosh

will face Worcester Polytech at

home in their quest for victory

number two.

AP

Ruggers Blank Hartford, 8-0
Hartford Rugby Club's scrappy-

ruggers gave the more potent and
skilled UMass ruggers ample
trouble before bowing to the

Redman power this past weekend,
8-0.

The afternoon was frustrating

tor UMass. It was always in

control of the game but was never

able to move the ball with any
consistency as the game was
marred by repeated infractions.

The Redmen scored midway
through the first half when they

gained possession of the ball from

a loose ruck. The ball moved down
the UMass back line to Steve

Wyeth who broke through for 70

yards and a try. Dale Touhy
converted and the score at half-

time was 5-0.

The UMass XV came out fiercely

in the second half and kept Hart-

ford deep in its own territory for

the greater part of the half. Not

once in the second half did Hart-

ford penetrate beyond the Redman
25-yard line.

The early assault by the UMass
forwards resulted in a penalty

against Hartford as one of its backs

held onto the ball after being

tackled. Had he not held, the

Redmen would have had another

try bout, as things went, Touhy
scored on a penalty kick from 15

yards out to set the score at 8-0.

The remainder of the game was
spent with Hartford defending

itself within ten yards of its own
goal. Neither Hartford nor UMass
was able to get good ball, either to

clear the ball from the defensive

zone or to mount a serious of-

fensive attack.

The two bright spots in the game
were Wyeth's run and some
aggressive tackling on the part of

the Redman forwards. The
potential of backs such as Mike
Bull. Jack Long and Peter
Harrison was never tested since

these three rarely had the ball.

Much improvement will have to

come about during this week
before UMass' A team faces Tufts

at home on Saturday.

The UMass B XV travelled to

Cambridge Sunday, taking on a

verv large Harvard Business
School XV and tying it. 6-6. The B's

swept out to a 6-3 halftime lead on

IM X-Country

Results

the basis of remarkable play by

novice wing. Frank Buckawski.

He kicked a penalty goal and later

in the half scored a try.

Steve .cMcElroy suffered a

concussion late in the half and had

to leave the game. The Redman
ruggers then had to play shor-

thanded for the rest of the game

FRISBEE-Fraternity
Sigma Alpha Mu will sponsor

a frisbee tournament on
Sunday, Oct. 18, at 12 noon
behind the Student Union. The
competition will be open to

any two-member team which
registers today or tomorrow in

the S.U. Lobby. Complete
information regarding the

affair and all the rules can in

the S.U. Lobby.
» • *

WOMEN'S SKI-A meeting
of old and aspiring members
of the UMass women's ski

team will be held today at 7

P.M. in front of the Hatch in

the Student Union. Plans for

training will be discussed. All

interested persons are urged
to attend.

BOSTON (AP) . Tony Conigliaro

was shocked at being traded and
surprised that the Boston Red Sox
didn't get more for him, but the

young outfielder also saw some
advantages to playing in

California, his father said

yesterday.

Sal Conigliaro was the one who
told his son the news when he
picked Tony up at the airport

Sunday night as he returned from a

speaking engagement in Con-
necticut.

"As soon as he looked at me he
knew there was something
wrong," Sal said. "I told him he's

been traded and he said, 'you're

kidding - it's impossible.'
"

Sal said Tony then asked what
club and for whom, and when he
learned the particulars of the six

player deal in which he, catcher

Gerry Moses and pitcher Ray
Jarvis went to the Angels for relief

ace Ken Tatum, outfielder Jarvis

Tatum and infielder Dough Griffin,

he was again incredulous.

"How many years do you get out

of a relief pitcher?" the elder

Conigliaro quoted his son as
saying. "How long do they last9

"

BOSTON (AP) - Defenseman
Bobby Orr and forward Eddie
Westfall were given medical okays
yesterday to accompany the
Boston Bruinson a trip to the West
Coast for three National Hockey
League games.
Orr, who led the NHL in scoring

with 120 points last season, and
Westfall, one of the game's top

penalty killers who takes a regular

turn at wing, suffered charley

horses Sunday night in the Bruins'

7-3 victory over the Detroit Red
Wings.
Precautionary X Rays on Orr's

right leg were negative and he

underwent extensive treatment
yesterday. Westfall attempted to

practice with the ccclub but was
forced to quit in favor of treatment.

Derek Sanderson, the flam-
boyant mustachioed center,

worked out with the team and will

go on the trip. He ended a stubborn

heoldout Sunday afternoon but sat

out the opener against Detroit.

Defenseman Don Awrey. hob-

bled by pulled thigh muscles since

the start of training last month,

also worked out. However, he will

be left home to work his way into

condition.

*****

NEW YORK (AP) - Mike Siani.

Villanova's split end who caught 10

passes for 151 yards in a 17-7 vic-

tory over Buffalo last weekend,
was named yesterday to the
weekly Eastern College Athletic

Conference Division I all star
football team.
Other outstanding offensive

performers included fullbacks
Marty Januszukiewicz of Syracuse
and Dick Narcessian of Rhode
Island and halfback Ed Marinare
of Cornell.

BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Celtics Monday placed rookie
forward Jon McKinney on waivers

and first year guard Rex Morgan
on the injured list in reducing the

squad to 12 members for Boston's

National Basketball Association

opener tonight against the New
York Knicks.

Morgan, a second round draft
pick from Jacksonville, fractured
a finger on his left hand Thursday
in an intrasquad game. He will

miss at least five games, the
Celtics said.

McKinney, a 6 foot forward from
Norfolk State, was a fourth round
draft pick.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

i op Individuals:

1 James Lawrence ( Maroons 1

2. Peter Crisci t Oxfords)

3 Mike tow les (Browns)
4 Brad Powell (Pied Pipers)

5. Dale Touhv (Grad-Fac)
6 Don Hammond i Pied Pipers i

7 Wavne Lucers 1 Bucks)
8. Edward Estes ( Bucks >

9. sieve Ware ( Bucks >

10. Clyde Rebeiro 1 Bucks)

Top Teams: Overall-

l.BuCKS-34pts

2. Pied Pipers-39 pts.

3. Browns-117pts

4 LCA 135 pts

5 SPE 144 pts

6 PSD-lSOpts

7 Bulldogs-204 pts

Top Teams: Fraternity -

1. LCA 135 pts

2. SPE-144 pis

3 PSD 150 pts

4 KS 212 pts

5 DC 238 pts

6 EAE 267 pts

7TC272pU
Top Teams: Dormitory

1. Pied Pipers-39 pts.

2. Butterfielders-303 pts.

3 Senators-351 pts

4 Maroons-371 pts

5 Panthers-410pU.

6 Seagrams 559 pts

Top Teams: Independent-

1 Bucks 54 pts

2 Browns 117 pts

3 Bulldogs 204 pts

4 Oxford-253 pts

5 3 Ms 353 pts

«. Tubes -4C9 pts

7 BT4J08B*.

1

1970 Uontla HL.'H) S350. CaU Janet
oM--'7W, X301. tflO-13

MobUe liome 10 x 63 Detroiter de-
luxe on lot in Orange, Mam. 24 easy
miles from Amherst. Price $3<XH>.

CaU m-WMMJ itnytinie. tlUM'J

j itUM lilt Ii.'o'b: ilotuinK, bhoes,
beaded bus*, and velvet maxi-coat*
a. Mizaur'g Mercantile, next to Am-
liernt Towerh. tflg-83

I'loiieer, Imc, Garrard, PE Aztec,
I '.slier, TDK, cassette, and open reel
i»L>e, standard radio, l tab speaker*,
J-l'a, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio* tflZ-23

1 Vrnule Mack cocker spaniel, cham-
pion sired. AKC registered, with
-huts, $73 or best Offer, 330-«077

If10-14

<..">»> Tfcref Triumph ' Motorcycle,
i:>7<i. ? month* old, excellent condi-
tion. 3<>0M miles, maintained and
tumil recularlv, SHOO, rail 549-6150.

tflO-13

1!H>8 Honda 50. excellent condition,
..lib 430 ruile« $150, Call Connie at
'i-3308. tflO-13

Turn your house into a home
«lth a ilorin-t rapped 3 im> old black
female I.ahr.ulor-Miep. -Need* home
"ff lampiig. Inquire 6-0903 tf10-13

Why spend more? If you want to
buy snindliim:. buy it cheap! See
ns first and Have. Call 6-8885, ash
f »r Chief or V ott. 10-6-8-1 ?-l

4

Menu i poiM-iiU. (ape decks.
• oiiipl.ic s> stems, compacts r {c. for
errata sartoa and \cry big selec-

'm.h fall .\l t33-9398. Don 519-6408.
tflO-Hi

< lass rim:. 71. white gold, smooth
-rone. Imrillv worn. \\ hy pay more?
"nly s.'o, ( nil Rum MD-iftC*. 10-13

iit.1 good, must split, no reasonable
offer ref lined Call Stash 253-9019.

10-13

Must sell lfw>:i Mercury, excellent
otidition, 2 dr , HT, VS auto..
ninver steering, power brake, radio,
new tires, water pump and battery
\-kiiiK *SfV>. ( all ?.'>3-TOI9 tMO-lii

•>fl Camaro Conv. Lentaa* , blue
with white top, 4 speed Ilnrst, V8,
I M radio. S«.150 or best offer Will
irade for comparable Jeep. Land
Hover or Land Cruiser. Call Ron
.'it-9573 tfl0-15

WANTED
Uiile wanted from Prmidence. R.l

in I Mass every 8*JMSbV starting; Oct.
IM - will share expenses. Ann 6-3183
keep trying tflO-H

Poetry wanted for cooperative an-
tboloy. Please include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807

East Olympic Roulevard, Los Ange-
les, California 90021. tfll-13

Need iinillfinir to sell stereo equip-

ment. All brands 20 per cent dis-

count. I do bookkeeping, you take 80

per cent profit. Rob Tyler, 21 Glad-
len, Willinms town. 458-4337. tflO-13

Wasted; Volunteers to man local

KeniiMT't lieaib|iiart' r, afternoons,
rtenincs. Little or lot Vnur aid is

ipprei ialed. If intere-tcil please oil'

I

-,{-100:: tflO-13

SERVICES

Frye - Verde - Nunn Bush

Trim and Tailored

or

Hough and Readv
• • •

THE BOOT CELLAR

ftOLLti
• fVUr« Stft*

POSTER COLLECTORS
«v\> FRANCISCO
HOCK CONCERT

POSTERS
r'lill color. Out of print Full
*ize originals, from the Fillmore
xiiilitoriiim . Guaranteed high-
•«t quality or money refunded,
originally cost SI 50 en. Limited
offer 6 for fl.95. We pay post-
age. Arbuckle Pros., 3871 Pied-
mont Ave.. Oakland, Ca. 94611.

10-8-13-15

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
107 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tm-83

ROOMMATES WANTED
Person over 21 to share 3 room

apt. in Northampton, 840 mo. —
LC 4-4215, Pete tflO-13

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple who need more

income. Vnnsual opportunity for rood
earnings for both. Works together,
part-time or full time. Car neces-
sary. Phone 1-413-774-2587 between
7 - 9 p.m. tf 10-16

PERSONAL

FOR SALE— AUTOS
1964 VW bus, 20 thou, original

miles on engine, trans., front end
and brakes, body fair, asking $398.
Call Alan 584-4652. tflO-13

1965 Triumph TR4. new top and
front tires, very dependable. Mast
sell Call George 545-0174 evenings.

tflO-16

57 < bevy » dr. R * H, automatic,
one owner, maintained in excellent
condition, SSSt. Will Install tires to
pa»s inspection. KM as Is. Phone
Greenfield 77-.'-OI3M. tflO-19

1960 Ford for sale, good shape, $50.
Call 584-0976. tfl0-14

l!>61 Dodge. n
't ton pickup, englre

-lolni Callahan, Democratic candi-
date for District Attorney. Franklin-
Hampshire County, wants to meet
you, Student Inlon, Colonial Lounge,
Oct. II, 10 - U:30 tflO-13

— It's up. Come anil gel it. 2nd
tloor. Cance 10-13

Warm bodies for hire for Chemls-
try in Lectnres. Varying rates ac-
cording to lecturer. Call Mary 6-7086
»r «-83)>o. tflO-13

I'o i. and R Ruck — "Grow up— we did'' The I inning A's of
lowubotise 61 10-11

VAN
196:1 (lie»> Vail, t.reenliriar. 9

sral, new cluldi, needs miner re-
pairs. Must sell, $325 or best offer.
Call Rich at 367-2773. tflO-lll

Neither Team Able To Capitalize

As Foibles Mark Forgettable Title

Booters Host Trinity

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Can anyone remember Saturday
afternoons football game between
UMass and Boston University
played at Alumni Stadium? One is

likely to have already forgotten
about this one not because it was a

long time ago (a mere three days
past), but because it was such a
listless, crummy game.
No one team ever took control of

the tilt, neither side really
deserved to win although BU
managed to score more points (13

to UMass' 10). Each squad had
three regular-season games under
its belt going into the action; yet

both the Redmen and the Terriers

made numerous mistakes.

UMass fumbled the football

three times with the opposition

recovering two of the miscues. BU
tumbled four times with the
Kedmen recovering three of them.

The Terriers also had two passes
intercepted while the home team
had one picked off. In the penalty

department, the Kedmen were
embarrassed by eight infractions,

costing them 86 yards; BU only lost

five yards on one red flag.

The most Irustrating thing about
these mistakes was the fact that

neither team really capitalized on
them. The instances are man>.
l^ate in the first period UMass
fumbled away the ball on its own 20

yard line only to have the Terriers

fumble back two plays later on the

first down of the second quarter.

At this point the Redmen put

forth their best effort after a BU
error but, alas, they were 88 yards

from pay dirt when they took

control of the pigskin. They
muscled their way to the \isitors'

24 yard strip before being set back
by i 19-yard penalty Three plays

later the drive died on a wide field

goal attempt.

In order to firmly establish a

pattern for the rest of the af-

ternoon. Boston U fumbled in six

plays after the missed FG, and
I Mass had its mitts on the pigskin

just 22 yards away from the end
/.one But. on a lourth-anJ-one

lrom the BU li the Redmen came
up short.

Two plays into the second half,

the Terriers came through with a

third tumble. The Redmen. with

the aid of an 18-yard infraction,

retreated 22 yards and punted.

However, in two plays again, BU
gave back the ball on a pass in-

terception.

Although UMass' punter John
() Neil tried to change the mood of

the game by running for 27 yards

and a first down instead of kicking

the thing or fourth down, the of-

fense lost 13 yards in three plays

and there he was back on the field;

he punted this time.

Right here, the Terriers should

have been given some sort of an
award for consistency for, in two
plays, yes, two plays, they

surrendered an interception. Three

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL

FIELD TIME TEAMS
1 6:30 Outhouse T vs. Elephants
2 Lubees vs. Oregona ns
3 Roadrunners vs Smashers
4 Duchies vs . Deacons
5 Bulldogs vs. Colonels

6 " GAK vs Freaks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7:30

M

SAM vs LCA
ZN vs. PMD
SPE vs SAE
APOvs PSD
BKP vs TEP

DCvs KS

1

2

3

4

5

6

8:30

N
• •

• >

POSITION NORTH
1 vi. 2

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6

Heroes vs. Gypsies
Turtles vs. Puckers
Tubes vs. Browns

TUG-O-WAR

PIT TIME
2 8:00

2 «
-

2

TEAMS
\* *ia Chi O vs. Dogs

1 . .is vs. Deacons
-ga "• urvfrs

plays saw an equally consistent

Redman offense lose 36 yards; on
fourth down it punted.

Two mistakes were yet to come.
UMass would fumble and be in-

tercepted. After the fumble, BL
placed a field goal through the

uprights, to break a 10-10 tie.

Shortly after the interception, the

Terriers went back to Boston. And
today is Tuesday, Oct. 13 and who
can ever figure out a football game
like that one. ..that. ..the one on
Saturday.. .with... a... a...oh
yeh. .UMass and Boston
Universit\

MORE' TO SAY ABOUT
NOTHING - After the affair,

UMass head coach Vic Fusia took
the blame for the 13-10 loss on his

own shoulders..."! was going to

rest on ten points, but I said. The
hell with it!' and went for the win

I which resulted in the pass in-

terception and the BU fieldgoal

that broke the 10-10 deadlock), but

we lost," he
acknowledged... Reflecting on his

and his team's performance, he
spoke honestly about the offense,

"We stopped any offensive
movement on our own part",
about the penalties, "We'd
penalize our own selves.", and

about breaks. "We had em and
thty were gifts! "... He summed up
the whole thing in one statement
when he said. "It was a comedy of

errors for us. "...Halfback Pat
Scavone didn't get the 30 yards he
needed to move into third place on
the all-time UMass career rushing
list, but it was just as well for

Saturday allowed no time for one to

reflect on his own achievement-
s...This may sound redundant hut

the Redman defense was on the
beam again, allowing its opponent
a total offensive picture oi 179

yards in 7t> plays. ..It was certainly

good to see junior Denis Gagnon
make his lirst field goal for UMass.
a 42-yarder very early in the

game... Gagnon received warm
si^ns oi appreciation lrom his

teammates and the fans on han-

d...His field goal is the longest in

Redman history. surpassing
Mart) Seheralis' ;$r>-yarder in 1%H
against Delaware and John
Bamberry's boomer against
Northeastern in 1961, also a 35-

y aider...A couple of former I' Mass
basketball notables were seen
filtering throughout the crowd
before the tussle in the persons of

Dennis Chapman and Dick
Samuelson.

By EDWARD DOHERTV
Staff Reporter

When the UMass soccer team
takes on Trinity College here this

afternoon, a lot more will be at

stake than just a win or a loss. The
Redmen will be looking for their

fourth victory of the season without

a loss, and a chance to climb

higher in the New England top ten.

Trinity however, also has am-
bitions similar to the Redman
hooters, and a victory for the

Hartford school would probably
push it past UMass in the ratings.

As it this wasn't enough incentive

to the Redmen. off to their best

season in many years, the UMass
soccer team has not defeated

Trinity in over eight years
Both squads are coming into

today's game with only two days
rest The UMass team worked out

briefly on Monday morning.

concentrating on adapting to th 4-

2-4 system Trinity employs. I Four
torwards. two halfbacks and tour
fullbacks, as opposed to the 3 3-4

system the Redmen use.) The
booters also reviewed films of the

first two home games against
Maine and Connecticut and
hopefully will be able to eliminate
the mistakes which caused three
Huskie goals on Saturday.
As a result ot weekend action the

Redmen find themselves in first

place in the Yankee Conference
with a 2-o slate. Vermont,
defending its 1969 crown is

currently ()-o-4. an unusual record,
although it is undefeated, it is also
w inless. Maine is next in line with
a 2-1 record A win today for

UMass would be a major step
towards recognition as a New
England soccer power, a goal the

entire team is out to achieve.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAA.

) horoscope is a iuhp uf the tfei
lor au exact time una place, iu tf.'ii-

ilicsiie or interpret it, liuumii j'l'U
uieut In required. .Martini.-, »impt.» ilo

n»l kUfflce.

• •
AK1ES i-Uai'tu 'IX - Apr, I 19) | Hevl

your uwi. cuuusel. AJdi-u im1ependen--<'
is a requisite. Some who try to twi
>uu what to do iiiay o;iiy b« solat i i

nut their own commence. Stick tu ut .-

lual plan. it. s worka^
TAURL'S (April -u - May W)l Vl«

iit individual who may be Uttpor&rlly
incapacitated. Be considerate Pfttieiv
and diplomacy aerve as twin alius
Work m conjuction -.villi esiabiialu-.t
.iistltutions.

GEMINI (.May z\ - June W> : C'.>

'pirate With Ariea individual, Accent
is on fulfillment of hop«s and Wiaiwtt.
Accept social laYltation. You coui.i
meet one who will play significant
roie.

CAXCER (June tl - July S2): But-

ora, p'-i-oirnlliy ol promotion. Study
possibilities of eetlmc inio businc*
tor yourself. Aim at enhancing fuiuv
iMcnnu

.

L1X> .July n - au*. ::.'): F.u •

lunar aspect coincides with lonf-rang*
thinking. Look to future; avoid bi
ing about the past. You get bo>
morale. Member of opposite «cx .•
involved.
VIRGO (Aug. 22 - Sept B)l T«*

may be somewhat mystified by p
ponses of ihoso close to you. Koy
to remain aloof from petty jealousie

-

Do plenty of listening, but ratal

t.ike au..

LIBRA lS*pt S3 • Oct. 52)1 A
becoming Involved in i.'u-.u entanai'
menu. Temptation n to »it.-n

think later. OvcreoOM it.

mon aense. Ton pay fo? what > '-i :

"eiw. Know ihn and o*'t (CCOrdiD^I
SCORPIO (Oct, H - Niv. -.-li: Y

may b« pressed into apaetal service
New» affecting military etat i • of or.
close to you could be featured. Plan
appear subject to change. Be flexible
SAGITTARIUS tXov. -JJ - !• 21)

Aaaort yourself. Be hind, but
firm in dealing with y u?

Check apparent minor dlacrepanclr
Break thronch red tap*. Tin
creative action has arrive!
CAPRICORN* (Doe, 13 - Jin. Ml

Accent on older individual', tl •

t.letion of assignments. li.- nv
(.roper'y rnhtos, Take not lung C
granted. Verify facts. flenr-M, Bpsci.i
communication provides valid data
AQCARIT-S 'Jan. C'l - F '.. ]fll

Forces tend to be Mattered, N'^t aa
t.i concentrate on spor-if ,.-><. B<><<t -..

let others attend to totalis, r.iprlnr-
individual would bo ideal at this tim-
Act accordingly.
PISCES (Feb. 10 . March 2"l : Keep

eye on possessions. Money la tnvolve.i
and some want to take Bdvajttaca nf
you. Steer away from get-rteh-qul h
schemes. Protect asse's. Po some
comparison shopping.
IF TODAY IS YOT-R r>TRTTTn\Y

breakthrough Is on horlron. Wnat r.a»
been restricting; you Is removed. Ton
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Moccasi'-

4 Bundle

8 Bitter vetch

1 1 Ai, f:lo Saxon
money

1? Disturbance

13 Permits

15 Writmr
implement

171 and of the tree

(toft.)

19 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

20 Canine

Tl Poem
22-Hail'

23 Servant

25 Imitate

26 Beasts of

burden

:

17 Succor

28 Mature

29 Before

30 Symbol for

yttrium

31 Safekeeping

33 Proceed

35 Small amount

36-Fuss

37 Uncouth person

38-Reach across

40- Devoured

41 Section of

hospital

42-Make lace

43-High card

44 Weight of

India

45 Preposition

46 Fruit seed
47 Bear witness to

50-Unit of Mexican
currency

52 River in

Germany
54 Greek letter

55 Parcel ot land

56Think
57 Hurried

DOWN

1 Parent (colloq )

? Exist

ink

4 Ship's orison

V Be HI

6 Behold'

7 Musical stu-lv

Ciuido's hiph nop
9 Note of scale

10 Heatinr device
14 Observed
Ifi food fish

18 Compass
point

21 Manape
22 Chopping tool

23 A month
24 River island

25-Time pone by
26 Native metal
28-Unit of Siamese

currency

29 The self

31 Transgress

32 Fruit drink

33 Long, slender

Hah
34 Unusual
35- Flying mammal
37 Cainnp
38 Cease
39 Jury list

40 Perlormed

41 Damp
43 Three-toed sloth

44 Stalk

46 Vessel

47 Man's nickname
48 Music as written

49 Sunburn
51 Conjunction

53 French article
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SoccermenRomp,
Down UConn, 5-3

By STEVE MOSHER
Staff Reporter

There's a Big Red Machine
in Amherst too, the Redman
booters or, at least, such was
the case Saturday morning
when the UMass soccer team
rolled to its third straight
victory, blasting UConn, 5-3.

The win gives the Redmen a
2-0 Yankee Conference record
and the needed momentum for

this afternoon's game with
Trinity. Trinity is always
tough but, when the two teams
face-off at 3:30, it will have to

contend with a Redman of-

fense that has totalled 13 goals
already.

As was true in the Maine
game, UMass ran off to an
early lead, waited around for

Connecticut to catch up, and
then romped home with a win.

With just 2:22 played,
UMass scored first on a fine

play when Lindo Alves passed
to Duane Brown in front of the

net and the senior forward
rammed home his fourth goal

of the year.

UMass continued to press,

keeping the ball in Huskie
territory for the most part.

Then at 6:32 UMass »as
presented with a corner kick.

Augie Calheno took the ball

and got off a great kick that

passed in front of the net

where Alves got his head on
the ball and directed it into the

net for the second score.

Now the Redmen let up a
little with a two-goal lead and
Connecticut forced the play.

This paid off for the Huskies
when Krasit scored from
Ingliss at 17:58. This goal

came on a rebound of a shot

that the Redmen failed to

clear.

At the end of the first period,

it was UMass 2 - UConn 1, but

the momentum was still with

the Huskies. In the second 22

minutes, UMass had its

chances but couldn't
capitalize on them Calheno
set up a beautiful corner kick

that was just headed away by
the UConn defense. He also

sent Larry DeFelice away on
a break but the ball was just a
shade behind.

All this UMass action
resulted in nothing, but UConn
did score on a defensive
breakdown. At 17:04 Bevans
put in a goal on about the

fourth or fifth UConn try. The
Redmen just couldn't clear

the ball.

In the first half UMass had
six shots on net to UConn 's

four. But in corner kicks, a
good indication of offensive

power, UMass had a 5-0 lead.

Half time was over and the

Redmen started to work
again It resulted in two,

third-period goals and several

near misses. UMass went
ahead to stay 3-2 at 3:45 when

Brown made a spectacular
head of an Alves pass. Brown
and the goalie collided about
five feet in front of the net, and
Brown went crashing to the

ground as the ball fell lazily

into the corner of the goal.

Alves went to work a few
minutes later and teamed up
with Mark Cantor to com-
pletely frustrate the UConn
goal-keeper. Alves eluded
three or four defenders and
worked the ball to the middle
of the field. Just as the goalie

committed himself, Alves
passed to his left where Cantor
was streaking in all alone and
the senior forward rammed it

into the vacant net.

Early in the fourth period,

UConn brought its goalie all

the way up to midfield in an
effort to work up some of-

fense. What this move worked
up was another UMass goal.

Again it was Alves who fired a

long pass to DeFelice, who
brought the ball up the right

side of the field in a foot race
with the Huskie goalie.
DeFelice let go the shot from
about thirty feet, but it was
just going wide when Cantor
blew in from his left wing to

score his second goal of the

game.
This final Redman goal was

a picture play with two pairs

of men racing stride-for-stride

down the field. It took perfect

timing and a great amount of

luck to score but, with the

offensive power the Redmen
were showing, luck is

something they really didn't

need on Saturday.

At 7 : 45 UConn scored its last

goal to make the score 5-3.

Again it was Bevans who
scored as he lofted a lazy shot

over Bill Leary's head.
UMass had the advantage,

12-9, on shots on net for the

game. And UConn had the

advantage on goalie saves,

naturally, 6-4.

For the Big Red Machine
the offensive slate looks
mighty impressive after just

three games. Alves has five

goals and three assists.

Brown has five goals. Cantor
has two goals and Agustin
Penon 1. Calheno, Todd, Buck,
Jeff. Hague,, Rick, Matuszc-
zak and DeFelice all have an
assist.

The Redman defense is also

impressive, allowing just four

goals in three games.
Saturday the defense was
bolstered by the return of All-

Yankee Conference star Paul
Slack. Slack played a fine

game, despite a bandaged
arm that cut down his

mobility.

Whatever it is that makes
the UMass soccer team so

exciting to watch had better

be in full force this afternoon,

because Trinity is no slouch of

a team.

I llaM win*, this rush for (he ball as the Redmen dominated play in

Iheir . :'. « in «>\ er I 'Conn, i MDC photo by (iib Fullerton

)

Field Goal Nips UMass, 13-10
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Capitalizing on a fumble deep in

UMass territory in the closing

minutes of the contest, the Boston
University Terriers downed the

Redmen in a poorly played and
listless game performed before

9500 quiet fans at Alumni Stadium
Saturday, 13-10. UMass is now 1-3

while the Terriers are 2-2.

Mistakes were the story of the

day as there were no less than
eight miscues which resulted in

either interceptions or fumbles.
Add to this the fact that UMass was
penalized eight times for 86 yards
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while BU was only bothered by one
five yard penalty and you can see
the general trend of the game. For
most of the afternoon it seemed
more of a question of which side
wouldn't lose rather than which
would win.

UMass had some golden op-
portunities to win this one. But
time and again the Redmen would
get the ball in good field position
only to be burnt by penalties or big
losses. They simply could not take
advantage of the opportunities. A
good example of this occured at the
outset of the fourth period.

The Redmen had driven from
their own 27 yard line and after a 31
yard pass play from quarterback
Ken Hughes to Scavone, they had a
first and goal on the BU six. A TD
at this point would have given
UMass the edge, 17-7, and probably
would have decided the issue.

But Saturday was not an or-

dinary day for the Redmen. After
Dick Heavey had bulled for a
couple to the four things began to

happen. Hughes fell on a fumble at
the five after a mix up in the
UMass backfield. This made it

third and goal at the five. Pat
Scavone then went off tackle for
three yards only to have his gain
nullified by an offside penalty
against the Redmen. On the next
play, Mike Sawyer took a pitch
from Hughes but was dumped for a
five yard loss and UMass had a
fourth and 15 on the 15. A pass
from sophomore quarterback
Steve Murray to Scavone was just
overthrown and the Redmen had
blown a beautiful chance to open
up the game.

WAITING FOR THE BALL - UMass split end Steve Schubert (80)
waits for a pass in Saturday's loss to BU. (MDC photo by Bob
Mangiaratti)

This was the story of a
frustrating afternoon for UMass.
It started off brightly enough as
Denis Gagncn spiked a 35-yard
field goal through the uprights with
1:43 gone in the opening stanza to

put UMass on top, 3-0.

The Terriers then marched 65
yards on 13 plays with the ensuing
kickoff and forged ahead when Tim
Ryan went off left tackle for the
game's only touchdown from
scrimmage. Kicker Fred
Rapoport, who proved to be an
extremely important factor in the
outcome of the contest, converted,
and BU led. 7-3, at 7:43 of the first

period.

The game proceeded with one
team trying to hand the game to
the other until the final minute of
the half when the most exciting
play of the game occured.
With BU faced with a fourth and

ten at their own 26, punter Alan
Durkovic boomed one which was
taken by sophomore Steve
Schubert at the UMass 34. The 5'10

split end took the ball on one hop,
took a few steps down the middle
and then broke for sideline behind
some great blocking by his mates,
especially Mark Leamy. He then
raced down the left side and outran
the opposition prancing into the
end zone ten yards ahead of the
nearest Terrier. It was a 66-yard
return and with Gagnon's con-
version gave the Redmen a 10-7
halftime lead.

The second half featured more
mistakes and less scoring. The
Terriers knotted the count at ten in

the fourth period when Rapoport
hit a 36-yard field goal at 7: 05 The
score capped a drive which had
covered 85 yards in 15 plays. It

looked like that might be all the
scoring for the afternoon but
neither coach seemed satisfied

with a tie. This strategy turned
into disaster for the Redmen.
With a second and one at their

own 32, Murray went back at-

tempting to pass. However, the

inexperienced signal caller
fumbled the ball and BU's Rick
Versocki fell on it at the Redman
14. After three plays netted only
one yard, Rapa port came on the
field once again and with only 0:47
on the clock he booted ne
through from 29 yards to ice the

decision for the Terriers.

A last minute pass by Hughes
was intercepted by John Dwinnell
and that was that.

It was a disappointing afternoon
for Redman fans and especially for

UMass coach Vic Fusia. Fusia,
however, deserves some praise for
his daring tactics late in the game.
He was determined to go for the
win and this decision cost the
Redmen the game. But Fusia was
the first to accept blame and with
some better luck, he might have
been accepting congratulations
instead.

Harriers Take First Five Places
As UMass Crushes UConn, 15-48

The UMass cross-country team
ended a two year losing streak to
arch conference rival, the
University of Connecticut, in

obliterating the Huskies 15-48,

Saturday.

The Redmen bunched 15 runners
in the top 19 spots on UConn's hilly

4.8 mile course. For the third race
in a row Ron Wayne controled the
race, taking the lead from team-
mate Larry Paulson about a mile
from the start and moving away to

win with a time of 24:49. Senior
Leo Duart dashed off at the gun to

his best start and ran his strongest
race of the year finishing 33

seconds behind Wayne. Tom
Jasmin and Tom Swain, both
recovering from illness which
forced them out of last weeks meet,
ran 25:30 and 25:37 respectively to

pick up third and fourth.

Co-captain Paulson held on from
his fast start and capped his best

race of the season by sprinting in

two seconds behind Swain.

UConn's captain John Cody
finished next but it was too late to
stop the UMass shotout, (which
occurs when a team takes the top
five places).

Only seconds after Cody crossed
the finish, UMass' sixth and
seventh men, Rick Barry and
Bruce Blackburn finished the final
stretch down the UConn track
Officially, no more UMass runners
could be tabulated in the score but
eight more Redmen finished before
the Huskies final scorer took 20th
place.

This was the first race that the
Redmen runners put it all together
and they are starting to shape up
as a strong New Englandcontender
The Little Redmen suffered their

second straight defeat to a top
class UConn club. The UMass
harriers just fell short, 27-30, after
getting off to a slow start which
saw the Huskie frosh take the first
ten spots for the first few hundred
yards.

UConn's Peter Bortolotti took off

fast and was never headed as he
held on for the win covering the 3

mile course in 16:38. UMass' Doug
O'Connell and Rich Sevigny
grabbed second and third in 17:01

and 17:02. Bill Lowry turned in

another good race and barely held
on for fifth in a fast 17:11. John
Nestor made the race close by
picking up two UConn runners on
the last hundred yards and took
eigth in 17:33. Ted Beaulieu
finished the Redmen scoring with
an nth place finish.

Both the varsity and frosh travel
to the University of Rhode Island
today for a tri-meet with URI and
UVM. There will be two races both
over the varsity distance of 4.75.

The first race will be composed of
the varsity B teams and the frosh
and the second race will be com-
posed of the top ten runners from
the three schools.
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Angela Davis Arrested

By F.B.I. In New York
Details, page two

S.W.A.P. Details

Readied

Story, page two

Role of God

In Society Discussed

See page three

AN ATTEMPT AT ELEGANCE AND COMFORT appears to be

failing in the elegant and somewhat comfortable Campus Center.

Cushions placed on wooden couches are slowly but surely disap-

pearing causing some uncomfortable derrieres around the building.
Campus Center officials will b" attempting to rear back and attack
the problem. (MDC photo by David Bernstein)
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Tri-Partite Retreat Planned

Once More By SWAP Committee
Bv BETH GOODELL

'

Staff Reporter

In an attempt to open the lines of communication between students, faculty, and administrators

at this University, the campus organization SWAP is now finalizing its plans for this year's con-

ference. The Student Workshop on Activity Problems, SWAP, annually sponsors this session in

which members of the three levels of the University community are brought together.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SHE'S SOMETHING SPECIAL - That's the slogan of Mary B.

Newman, Republican candidate for Secretary of State who spoke to

approximately 30 students yesterday in the Colonial lounge. Mrs.
Newman, a veteran state legislator from Cambridge, sponsored
several key bills, including the controversial house cut bill. The wife

of a Harvard professor, Mrs. Newman hopes to unseat the incumbent
Secretary John Davoren by making the office "A visible and
responsive office for the people, something that hasn't been done in

the past". Representative Newman also spoke briefly on Vice

President Agnew's recent barrages and legislative action she has

been involved in. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman >

The main session is a three-day

"retreat" in which approximately
75 students and 75 members of the

faculty and administration meet
together for a weekend of

discussion. This year, as last, the

workshop is to be held at a lodge in

the Berkshire town of South Lee.

Meeting this year on the

weekend of December 11, 12, and
U, the workshop will be entitled

"Planning for UMass in the Future
- Where Do We Go from Here?"
During the days of discussion and
speeches, many problems of the

University will be aired, and at-

tempts will be made to find the

means of implementing changes or

improvements. One of the main
speakers will be President Wood,
addressing himself to the future of

UMass.
The Central Committee of SWAP

has been working especially hard
this year in order to make this

workshop more effective than
those in the past. Although the

basic format of the weekend itself

has not been changed, two new
stages have been added to the

conference.

The first of these additions is the

planning of two pre-SWAP
meetings. On November 22, there

will be a general discussion of the

format for all participants. People
will be assigned to the areas in

which they will concentrate for the

Davis Nabbed
Bulletin

WASHINGTON (AP> - The FBI announced Tuesday night the

arrest of Angela Yvonne I Davis, the admitted Communist sought in

connection with an attempted California jail break in which a judge

and two convicts were killed.

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover announced that Miss Davis was
taken into custody in a New York motel early Tuesday evening.

The announcement said Miss Davis was wearing a dark jacket and

skirt and a shorthaired wig. She was unarmed and offered no

resistance.

Miss Davis was added on Aug. 18 to the FBI's list of Ten Most

Wanted Fugitives. She has been accused of buying guns used in the

attempt on Aug. 7 to free three San Quentin convicts undergoing trial

in San Rafael, Calif.

She has been charged with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution

ofstate charges of murder and kidnaping.

Superior Court Judge Harold J. Haley, two of the convicts and the

man who brought the weapon into the courtroom, Jonathan Jackson,

were killed in a shootout.

The young native of Birmingham, Ala., already had shaken the

University of California system in a controversy which lingers on.

Hired as an assistant Professor by the University of California at

Los Angeles in 1969, she was fired by the university regents under a

30 year old policy against employing Communists.

She sued, got a county Superior Court ruling in her favor, and was

allowed to teach in the 1969-70 term while the case was on appeal, as

it still remains.

Liberal faculty members flocked to her support in the name of

academic freedom.

The regents last June voted against renewing her contract, ruling

that she was an incompetent teacher.

She insisted the real reason was that she was a militant Negro.

Faculty members said they would contribute to pay her salary

equivalent and have her teach next fall in defiance of the regents.

Meanwhile, during the summer vacation, she embraced the cause

of the so called Soledad Brothers.

The "brothers," not actually related, are three black convicts

awaiting trial on charges of murdering a Soledad Prison guard last

Jan. 16.

One of them, George Jackson, 28, is the brother of Jonathan

Jackson, the escape shootout accomplice.
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weekend, based upon previous

knowledge and experience in those

areas. Lists of resources will be

made available so that research

can be done in better preparation

for the weekend. Information will

also be available, at this first

meeting, on topics already covered

in previous years, so that duplicity

can be eliminated. There will also

be a chance at this meeting to

make additions to the list of topics

to be covered.

A second pre-SWAP meeting will

be held on December 11, the

Thursday evening before the

conference. This will be largely a

social gathering at which the

conferees can become acquainted

with each other. Therefore, time

will not have to be taken for this

during the weekend itself, so the

discussions will be able to be

earlier.

Along with these two pre-SWAP
meetings, a second new stage of

the workshop is being stressed this

year. This is the continuation of

SWAP after the weekend meeting.

In the past, one of the difficulties

standing jn the way of true success

for SWAP was that of com-
municating its efforts and progress

to the University.

A special effort is being made
this year to prolong the discussions

back on campus after the weekend
meeting so that more people can

become involved in this discussion

of the University's problems and

chances for reform. Participants
will have to make the obligation to

continue in February what they
begin in December. The con-

tinuation may be much like the

April 10 and 11 discussions held on
campus last year.
The Central Committee, is now

looking for people interested in

participating in this year's con-

ference. It is emphasized that

these must be people willing to be
involved in both stages of SWAP -

the weekend conference and the

continuation.

Any person who feels he can
offer a particular expertise in

some aspect of university life,

based upon past involvement, is

urged to apply for the SWAP
program] An open invitation is

extended to the faculty to apply
and some specific invitations are
made to them. The administrators
who attend are generally selected

by their departmental heads.

There is a general application for

according to their particular ex-

pertise, as described on their

application.

Applications for the Student
Workshop on Activity Problems
will be available in the Student
Activities Office on Level I of the

Campus Center by this Friday;
they are due back on Friday,

October 30. Applicants will be
notified of their acceptance by
November 13.

E.L.F. Aims To Help

Students, Education

By Stanley Olson

Staff Reporter

ELF is a group concerned with innovative changes in education and
with helping students, isolated from a world they must face after

graduation, find alternative life styles, according to Peter Strauss, its

chairman.
Until Nov. 21, ELF, which stands for Education Liberation Front, will

work with the UMass School of Ed Clearinghouse, as the group continues
its tour of New England college campuses, Strauss said.

He added that ELF is connected with the Center for Educational
Reform in Washington, DC, which is related to the National Student
Association.

The ELF bus, contains information "on every innovative project we
know of," he continued. Serving as an aid rather than catalyst. Elf seeks
to arrange a communications network among college groups setting up
economically independent "counter-institutions within their own cultural

movement."
Explaining the purpose of the group. Strauss emphasized that living

and learning cannot be separated and that ideally, students would
"relate what they're doing in school to the community outside."
He cited co-operative stores, communes and "negotiated learning

contracts" as examples of self- directed projects that help define the
student community, as people "see needs and organize around them.''

In the case of negotiated courses of study, which ELF sees as a
possibility at UMass, students would have more say in making their

education relevant to the role they want to assume in life, Strauss added.
"Reform means total reform," he said. "Grading changes alone in an

authoratarian classroom are sometimes meaningless."
He added, "There is implicit politics in self-interest organizing. It

generates a broad base of support but then runs into problems which
reveal the nature of who you're up against."
He said students had a natural affiliation with their neighbors in the

oppressed communities where they're often forced to live. Maintaining
that high rent and high food prices were everybody's problems, he added
that while it is difficult to open lines of contact with working-class people,
it is important.

Of educational changes at UMass, he said the School of Ed was
"together," Project IO was "interesting" and Free University was "a
fine thing but not ultimate, a stage."
Many students wish to stay committed to their life-styles when out of

school
,
Strauss added, and ELF's efforts to aid this counter-movement

provide "a psychic atmosphere and support system."

MDC Hotline

D.V.P. Lecture

Religion Has Declined

In Society -- Cox
By PAT KING
Staff Reporter

"God is dead." That phrase has enjoyed a lot of use in the past few
years as a result of the marked decline of organized religion in modern
society. Dr. Harvey Cox, a professor at the Harvard Divinity School and
one of the most important Protestant theologians, spoke as part of the
D.V.P. Program in Thompson 104 last night. He is the author of the
highly praised book, The Secular City, an analysis of Christianity's
relationship to contemporary urban society.

In his book, which was written
about six years ago, Cox predicted
that God would indeed die and
disappear from society. Last
night, however, he retracted his

old ideas and suggested instead the
renaissance of religiosity in a
completely different form with
different objectives.

This transformation of religion

has been shown lately by a

focal point of theology today.

Theologians are breaking away
from organized churches to study

the impact of various ideas on
mankind in general.

Cox drew from the most im-

portant beliefs of the two major
religions, Judaism and
Christianity, to illustrate his point.

The exodus of the Jews from
Egypt, one of the main events in

renewed interest in Eastern the Jewish heritage, suggests the
religions and mysticism and the liberation of man from all social
growth of communes centered and political bondage. Easter, one
around some sort of religion or of the main events in the Christian
cult. Cox contends, however, that religions, symbolizes man's
the masses are intellectually liberation from sin, that which
unprepared for the comeback of binds him to the past, and death,
religion. He attributes this to that which
previous attitudes and teachings future
which are now undergoing
revision.

Religion is now being seen as a
possible ally for revolutionary

of the

Here liberation is a concept

which two otherwise contradictory

religions have in common.
Theologians must be aware of

movements. The church is not differences in doctrine but must
necessarily the power anymore,
and in some cases it is even the

opposition.

Many psychologists are now
disagreeing with the Freudian

also be aware of the more im-

portant elements of insight and
agreement between religions.

One of the main barriers to true

liberation is that the education
position that religion is repressive system has over-developed the

and authoritarian. Instead religion intellectual and analytic powers of

is being regarded as giving the people, preventing them from
meaning to life and adding accepting the simple joys of life,

necessary ritual to our The growing interest in sensitivity

disorganized society. groups has indicated this desire for

Religion, according to Cox will re-education to humanity,
lead modern man to true Following his lecture. Cox held a
liberation. He defines God as that question and answer period. He
spirit in man which struggles with ended on a hopeful note - that God
him to liberate him from bondage, is not dead but is in the process of

The role of religion in this rebirth to adapt Himself to

liberation process has become the modern society.

rNot In Vein

DRACULA' DELIGHT - Red Cross officials are currently running

a blood donor drive in the Student Union. Any students wishing to

give blood can do so by signing at the Red Cross table during the day

this week. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

The Students for Kennedy will be hosting a guest speaker tonight at

9 p.m. in the Campus Center, rooms 168, 170 and 172.

The featured speaker will be Mr. James Green, one of Senator

Kennedy's Campaign Coordinators from his Boston office. The

presentation will center around the different aspects of this years

Senatorial Campaign, on the UMass campus, and throughout the

state.

RELIGIOUS REVIVAL IN THE SECULAR CITY was the topic of DVP address by Dr. Harvey

Cox, rising young theologian from Harvard who spoke before an estimated 200 persons in

Thompson 104. (MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)

Honors Program Thriving
But Still Understaffed

by Kerry Kelley

Staff Reporter
When the Honors Program started several years

ago as a senior honors thesis program, it had one part-

time secretary to help in its office. Today, with twice

as many students from every class, the program still

has only one part- time secretary.

This is just part of the problem a program runs into

when working with inadequate funds that Dr.

Emerson, head of the Honors Program, revealed in

an interview last week. His program is now depen-

ding on student volunteers to help out in its Maehmer
office. But even this is not enough, he said.

Dr. Emerson explained that the situation is. in some
ways, unavoidable. When the Board of Trustees

approved the program in August of 1969, it was up to

the state legislature to approve a sufficient financial

budget, he said. But these are "lean years'" for the

University, as Dr. Emerson described them, and "the

programs newness has made it vulnerable."

Some money was set aside for the Honors Program
this year, explained Dr. Emerson, but this money had
to be used to hire more teaching assistants instead.

Dr. Emerson is understanding about this, however.
He says that the larger enrollment of students, which
the legislature wants, has created a pressing problem
for the administration.

Dr. Emerson doesn t think that the problem of

inadequate funds for his program can be solved in the
immediate future: "The problem is a continuing
one.'' he said, "Because what the University thinks
should happen is seperate from what the legislature
will provide to make it happen."
The head of the Honors Program won't, however, let

this drawback stop him from accepting qualified
students into the program. Dr. Emerson said that he
considers it a great misfortune when because of
budget problems, a department puts finance over
education.

Canadians Try Again

For Hostage's Release
MONTREAL (AP) - The Quebec

Cabinet met Tuesday to discuss its

negotiations with the Quebec
Liberation Front for the release of

a kidnaped British diplomat and
the provincial labor minister.

There were indications the kid-

napers were taking a tough stand.

Robert Lemieux, an attorney for

various members of the front-or

KLQ-declared he had instructions

only that the kidnapers' demands
be met.

Prime Minister Pierre Elliot

Trudeau told the House of Com-
mons in Ottawa he endorsed the

action of Premier Robert
Bourassa of Quebec, who got the

talks going by publicly asking the

kidnapers to set up "a mechanism
of negotiations."

Trudeau said the only thing to be

done was to "insure through

negotiations that there be a

mechanism established" for the

release of James Richard Cross,

British trade representative in

Montreal kidnaped Oct. 5, and
Pierre Laporte, Quebec labor
minister abducted at gunpoint five

days later.

Bourassa named Robert
Demers, a corporation lawyer and
member of the ruling Quebec
Liberal party to negotiate for the

province. Demers opened talks

Monday night with Lemieux.

Lemieux was released Tuesday
on his recognizance after

arraigment on a charge he ob-

structed the law with statements
Saturday The prosecution
charges the statements obstructed

police work in the search for Cross
Preliminary hearing for lemieux
was set for Friday

Before going into a second
conference with Demers. Lemieux
said his assignment is 'not to

bargain' on demands made by the
front, which seeks separation of
the province from Canada.
He told reporters his assignment

was to see that the kidnapers'
demands are met-two for the
release of Cross and six for the
release of Laporte.

For the release of Cross, the FLQ
demands that the government free
23 men convicted or awaiting trial

for terrorism, and that the police

call off an investigation of the

kidnapings

For the release of Laporte, the
kidnapers made these two
demands plus four others : $500,000

in ransom, the name and picture of

an alleged informer against the
FLQ, publication of FLQ
propaganda, and reinstatement of

all truck diners who lost their

lobs when the city took over mail
delivery
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Rockefeller Worried About Goldberg Challenge
ALBANY, N. Y. (AP) - His

once sandy hair is shot
through with gray, and there's

I bit less bounce in his step.

But the grin is as wide as ever
and the big paw still reaches
out eagerly to clasp the voter's

hand or pat his shoi'lder.

At age 62, Nelson A.

Rockefeller, the nation's

senior governor in length of

service, is working the

campaign trail with the same
style, vigor and political script

that won him the office 12

years ago.

Bidding for an un-

precedented fourth four year
term. Republican Rockefeller

insists, as he always has. that

he is the under dog-this time to

Democrat Arthur J. Goldberg,

the former U. S. Supreme
Court justice and United
Nations ambassador.

Rockefeller points ou that

Democrats outnumber R
Republicans by 600,000
registered voters, and that

(ioldberg. who also has the

Liberal Party nomination, can
expect 300.000 to 400,000 extra
votes on that ballot line.

So, says Rockefeller, he has
nearly one million votes to

over come, and must draw
Democratic support away
from Goldberg and win the

bulk of the state's 700.000

independents.

Rockefeller also cited

privately commissioned polls

that always show him lagging

far behind his Democratic
opponent at the campaign's
outset.

But, following the script,

Rockefeller allowed in mid
September that later polls

showed him moving up, and
any day now he'll announce
that he has pulled even.

Rockefeller has worked this

formula three times, begin-

ning with his initial victory

over the 1958 incumbent, W.
Averell Harriman.
This time, the governor and

his campaign aids insist that

Goldberg is a much more
formidable challengtoutbut
their confident manner belies

their words.

And the fact is that most of

the election observers rate

Rockefeller as the favorite-not

by a wide margin, but
nevertheless the likely win-
ner.

Goldberg himself predicts
victory but insists he must be
considered the underdog.
"How can you say you're the
fa orite when you're running
against a billion dollar can-
didate''' Goldberg protested.

Rockefeller's money-he
spends his own freely and
seems able to raise as much as
he wants from relatives and
friends-surely gives him a
formidable advantage.

(ioldberg, raised in a
Chicago slum, is now a rather
well to do lawyer, but his

personal funds are modest in

terms of what is needed to

finance a New York cam-
paign, and he can expect little

help from the deficit ridden
Democratic state
organization.

So Goldberg has been
scrambling for campaign
funds, hoping to raise $1

million. By contrast,
Rockefeller is expected to

spend anywhere from $5
million to $20 million.

Beyond the financial aspect,

there are numerous other

elements in Rockefeller's

favor. The most significant

are the personalities of the

candidates themselves, the

efficiency of their campaign
operations and their relative

ability to attract support from

the diverse elements of this

state s polyglotelectorate. No
issue has emerged as a

potentially decisive factor.

Rockefeller's campaign
slogan, hammered across in

waves of TV radio ad-

vertising, is "He's done a lot-

he'll do more." It's to meet
head on the argument that

Rockefeller has been in office

too long. He boasts of a

massive expansion of the state

university system, billion

dollar capital programs to

correct water pollution and
improve mass transportation

and an ambitious effort to

combat drug addiction.

Goldberg's answers are that

the water program has moved
too slowly, that New York City

transit is sloppy and inef-

ficient and that the an-

tinarcotic program has failed

because it has attempted to

treat the ailment rather than
the social root causes of ad-
diction. "Leadership for a
change" is his slogan.

Among other things,
Goldberg has blamed
Rockefeller for growing
unemployment in the state,

saying the governor has
mutely accepted Nixon ad-
ministration economic
policies. Rockefeller has tried

to disassociate from the Nixon
administration, stating
publicly that he wished no in

state campaign appearances
by President Nixon or by Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew.
Nixon has made one cam- .

paign appearance, and
Agnew s vehement opposition

to the reelection of

Republican Sen. Charles
Goodell has become a major
issue in Goodell's lagging
campaign against Democrat
Richard Ottinger and Con-
servative John Buckley.
However, neither Nixon nor
Agnew has intervened
publicly.,

Mid-EastMuscle
UrgedByMilitary

WASHINGTON <AP) - A top Army general said Tuesday a large in-

ternational force "with military muscle" may be required to police any
negotiated settlement in the Middle East. Lt. Gen. Richard G. Stilwell,

the Army's deputy chief for operations, indicated such a force should be
under the United Nations.

Speaking before the Association of the United States Army. Stilwell
said:

•Realistically, the longstanding emotionally deep hostility which lies at

the root of the Arab Israeli conflict may dictate some type of in-

ternational presence in the Mideast to assure compliance with the
provisions of any negotiated settlement

"

The United Nations, Stilwell said, "provides the most obvious option."
However, the three star general voiced the opinion that a small ob-

server force, such as that stationed by the United Nations on Cyprus,
.vould appear inadequate for the Middle East task.

To enforce fully a political settlement, a large force with military

muscle-perhaps of multidivision size-might be required," said Stiwell

The general indicated to a reporter later he would expect the United
States to contribute troops to such a force, if it were created.

"The basic challenge will be to insure that any peacekeeping operation
truly brings an end to military conflict in this tormented area and that the

possibility of any confrontation between the superpowers is avoided,"
Stilwell said.

Me forecast that the Middle East is likely to be the world's most ex-

plosive region for the balance of the 1970's.

Canada and Red China Ready

To Set Up Diplomatic Relations
OTTAWA ( AP ) -Canada and Red China agreed Tuesday to establish diplomatic relations at once

and to exchange ambassadors within six months.
Ottawa broke relations with

months of negotiating in

Stockholm. The Chinese call the

Nationalist island Taiwan.
Announcing recognition. Foreign

Secretary Mitchell Sharp told the

House of Commons that Canada
does not consider it appropriate
either to endorse or challenge
Peking's position on Formosa.
Peking, in announcing the
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Nationist China.
Nationalist China, witn

headquarters on Formosa, an-

nouncing it in turn had severed
relations with Ottawa, declared
Canada had ignored "its friendship

of long standing with the govern-
ment of the Republic of China."
Yu chu Hsueh. Nationalist

ambassador to Canada, left Ot-

tawa by plane for New York,
saying he was distressed by
Canada's decision.

Canada's action came just 20

years after Britain took a similar

course But Britain and Red China
never have exchanged am-
bassadors, allowing their em-
bassies to be headed by secondary
diplomats.

Forty six nations now recognize

Red China and 67 have relations

with the Nationalist government.
The United States recognizes the

Nationalists of President Chiang
Kai shek and opposed Canada's
move to begin the talks with
Peking in Stockholm in January
1969. The White House in

Washington would only say Canada
and the United States had
discussed the question for some
time.

U.S. officials said the decision in

part reflected the easing of

Peking's relations with the West.
They added that this was an im-

portant development but would not

change U.S. policy on China.

Canada refused to accept Red
China's demand that it recognize a

territorial claim to Formosa in 20

diplomatic agreement, said: "The
Chinese government reaffirms
that Taiwan is an inalienable part
of the territory of the People's
Republic of China. The Canadian
government takes notes of this

position of the Chinese
ment."

govern-

Field Foundation Grant

Commission To Study

Subpeonas On Reporters
WASHINGTON (AP) The

impact of subpoenas on newsmen
and their sources is the subject of a
study announced Tuesday by the
Reporters Committee on Freedom
of the Press.

The committee was formed last
March in response to what it called
increasing government demands
for information from newsmen. It
is composed of 13 newspaper,
television and news magazine
reporters.

The study will be carried out
jointly by the University of
Michigan Law School and the
Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism under a
$26,775 grant from the Field
Foundation of New York.

Vince Blasi. associate
professor of law at Michigan and
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director of the study, said it will
seek to determine "the legal rights
and responsibilities of both the
press and the government at a time
of growing tension between the
two."

He said it will cover "the First

Amendment questions raised by
subpoenas to newsmen, the effect

and constitutionality of existing

state statutes that grant a qualified

privilege to newsmen, and the

many procedural and practical

problems involved in litigation on
this issue."

While these legal questions are
studied by Blasi and his research
aides at Michigan and Stanford law
schools, an empirical survey will

be carried out under Richard
Baker, assistant dean of the
Columbia University School of

Journalism, and W. Phillips

Davison, professor of journalism
and sociology at Columbia.
They will seek through in-

terviews with reporters, editors,

prosecuters and news sources to

determine the actual impact of

subpoenas on both the flow of news
and law enforcement.
Members of the steering com-

mittee of the reporters, committee
are: John H. Nelson, Los Angeles
Times; Robert C. Maynard,
Washington Post; William Sout
and Murray Fromson, CBS:
Charles N. Quinn and Lemuel
Tucker NBC: Donald A. Johnson
Newsweek; Marvin H. Zim.Time;
James S. Doyle and Barry N. Kalb,
Washington Star; Fred P.
Graham, J. Anthony Lukas, and
John W. Kifner, New York Times.

Companies Ask Courts End

15^ Auto Insurance Drop
BOSTON (AP) - Insurance companies that write automobile

policies in Massachusetts asked the state Supreme Court Tuesday to
invalidate a 15 per cent mandatory reduction in fire, theft and
collision rates.

The reduction is part of the state's new no fault automobile in-
surance law, which requires across the board rate cuts in all types
of auto insurance.

The insurance industry filed a similar suit a month ago, asking the
court to nullify the mandatory rate cut in property damage liability.

The companies contend that the reductions are confiscatory and
therefore constitutional. The new petition came on the eve of the
opening of rate hearings before state Insurance Commissioner C.
Eugene Farnam.
Among those who were to testify at Wednesday's hearing are Gov.

Francis W. Sargent, Rep. Michael Dukakis, D. Brookline, and Rep
Alan D. Sisitsky, D. Springfield.
Sisitsky said Tuesday following a meeting with Farnam and

representatives of the insurance industry, that the companies will
concede at the hearing that, if motorists take the optional $2,000
deductible on bodily insurance coverage under the new no fault law,
they will be entitled to additional savings of 27.5 per cent on the
coverage rate, in addition to the 15 per cent reduction already
required.

Those taking a $250 deductible policy will be entitled to a 13 per
cent saving on the rate, he said. Sisitsky added , however, that the
firms will contend the present auto insurance rates for medical
coverage are 25 per cent too low.
He also said that companies will ask a 50 per cent increase in

property damage rates and added that if the entire no fault law is
found unconstitutional, the companies will ask a 22 per cent increase
in passenger auto rates and a 63 per cent boosts in the rates charged
commercial vehicles.

The constitutionality of the law is being challenged by the
Massachusetts Trial Lawyers Association.
Sisitsky said Farnam will maintain at the hearing that all rates

should be reduced 15 per cent, with the exception of compulsory
Ibodily injury coverage, which should be reduced even more.

Nixon Men Call Peace Plan Risk

Say Five Point Plan Could Weaken
Government's Control of People

WASHINGTON (AP) - Top White House officials say Communist acceptance of President
Nixon's Indochina cease fire plan could somewhat weaken the grip of the Saigon government on
the Vietnamese countryside.
However, they described the President's five point package as marking a calculated risk worth

taking in the hope of promoting meaningful peace talks in Paris.

The officials, who insisted they

Agnew Not Running

For Prexy, He Says

DALLAS, Tex. (AP) - Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew has no

personal presidential ambitions for

1976, he said Tuesday
He added he has read comments

that, if he had such hopes, he might

well be killing his chances by

pursuing his rough tongued
campaign style and not weaseling

on the issues.

Agnew spoke in reply to

questions from a television panel,

taped for later broadcast over

station KDFW.
Asked whether he was grooming

himself for a presidential try, he

said: "My function as vice

president has not in any way been

geared toward personal self

aggrandisement. I do not have any

ambitions for the presidency.

"My job is to be the best vice

president I can be," Agnew con-

tinued. "I don't examine every
position I take to see what its effect

would be on me."
Agnew said that, probably as the

result of the publicity he and others

are giving to the issue of violence,

the climate of the country is im-

proving.

"It is obvious that the people
who are running for office realize

people are fed up," he said.

He said former Vice President

Hubert H. Humphrey, now running
for the Senate in Minnesota,
"appears to be drifting a little to

the right of the Sheriff of Not-

tingham."

not be identified by name, briefed

news media representatives from
Northeastern states in Hartford,
Conn., Monday. A transcript of

their statements was made
available Tuesday.

In the briefing session, the
Vietnam peace initiative vied with
the continuing Middle East
problem among subjects upper
most in the minds of reporters,

editors, publishers and broad-
casters from states extending from
Virginia to Maine.
The officials said that, in the

Middle East, they did not know
how close the United States had
come to the brink of military in-

tervention in September's Jor-

danian crisis but credited U.S.
insistence on keeping all options

open with having played a major
role in erasing the possibility of a
broader Middle East conflict.

Talking about Nixon's cease fire

proposal, already received with
chill in the Communist world, the

officials said all American studies

indicate Saigon's control over the

population of South Vietnam -

especially in areas adjoining Laos -

would decline to some extent
should the Nixon plan be accepted
by the Communist.
One official cited this as

evidence the United States was not

asking the Communist side to place
itself at a disadvantage by ac-

cepting and added that the ad-
ministration is willing to take a
risk and pay a price for a cease fire

that could bring nearer an end to

the war.
The briefers insisted that no U.S.

study indicates the situation of the

non Communists in Vietnam would
be improved should a cease fire

take effect. However, they argued
that Nixon's controversial Cam-
bodian intervention of last spring

and increasing combat readiness

among South Vietnamese troops

now made possible a cease fire

offer under conditions that could

have been catastrophic six months
ago.

Speaking of the Middle East, the
officials said the Soviet course in

that part of the world has caused
increasing doubts within the ad-
ministration about Soviet desires

to promote the kind of Middle
Eastern stability that is seen here
officially as necessary to lessen

risks of a super power con-
frontation.

For the moment, they said, the
Soviet objective will be to con-
solidate its ties with the new
leadership of the United Arab
Republic, which they said would be
going through a period of un-
certainty and fluidity in the weeks
just ahead.

They did not sugarcoat their

phrases in stating that evidence of

Egyptian violations of the Arab
Israeli cease fire was in con-
trovertible and occurred with the
full knowledge, complicity and
probable participation of the Soviet
Union itself.

They said the movement of

surface to air missiles closer to the
current Suez Canal demarcation
line was reason enough for the
Cnited States to resume important
arms shipments to Israel, after

what they described as a period of

restraint, in order to maintain a

reasonable balance in the region.

However, they said any future

negotiations could take account of

an Egyptian argument that

movement nf missiles during the
Dresent cease fire was necessary -

and not a violation of the truce -

because leaving all operable
missiles in areas previously pin
pointed by the Israelis would open
the United Arab Republic to a
major surprise attack.

One official said he did not want
to become specific but that this

would be a subject to be explored
by top American diplomats in the

next two weeks in private con-

versations with foreign officials at

the United Nations in New York.
In talking about Indochina, they

described as predictable the initial

hostile Communist response to

Nixon's proposals, while insisting

that puplic attitudes expressed in

that camp are not invariably a
reflection of private attitudes.

They talked about a hope by
Nixon to resolve the anguishing
Vietnam problem - their term - in a
fashion that would permit the

greatest number of Americans tc

feel a sense of participation.

Out of State

N.Y. Abortions Grow
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Legalized

abortions have been increasing at

the Albany Medical Center
Hospital, and more women now
appear to be coming from outside

the hospital's normal territory.

In addition, an abortion upswing
has been noted in the number of

women pregnant for fewer than 12

weeks, a hospital spokesman said

Tuesday
The abortion report comes on the

heels of a different type of baby
story. On Sept. 25, 26, and 27 - nine

months after Albany's paralyzing

Christmastime snow and ice

storm, the hospital delivered 27

babies, about twice the normal
number for three days.

As for abortions, the spokesman
said Albany Med performed 181 in

September, compared with 140 in

August and 139 in July.

In this area, Albany Medical
Center and two Schenectady
hospitals have been handling an
estimated 90 per cent of the

abortions, since the state legalized

them July 1, and the majority have
been at Albany Med, the
spokesman told a reporter.

The Best Value Around

MDC Classifieds

THE QUICKEST, SUREST WAY TO BUY,

SELL, TRADE, INFORM AND GOSSIP IN

THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY. DAILY

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS CAN BE

BOUGHT IN THE MDC OFFICE WEEK

DAYS FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

RATE: 75c PER INSERTION.
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tArtists of The World Arise!

Revolution has begun in this country whether you like it or not. It is

becoming more and more difficult for people to express themselves in a

true literary and artistic fashion. As an alternative form of expression to

I he existing public media, each Friday the page opposite the editorial

page will attempt to provide a platform for the artist. It is an experiment
lot those who seek truth and beauty and wish to relate to the university

community through thei r art. We can only produce if you produce so get

your -hit together and send H in.

Submit your poems, stories, photos, illustrations etc. etc. to the office of

Ibe Executive Editor or mail them in care of the Daily Collegian Editorial

Department by 6:00p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and must car-
ry the writer's signature, ad-
dress, and telephone number
iall of which will be withheld

upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p m the day prior to inten-

ded publication Tr|e editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters

Public Works

Causes

Infectious

Hepatitus

Open Letter From Nixon
By PRESIDENT NIXON

There was recently sent to college presidents a

follow-up letter to the much-publicized Hook article.

The recent addition to the Presidential library was
"An Open Letter To College Students" from none

other than that beacon of educational reform and
foresight, J. Edgar Hoover.

It is a most definitive statement on American
Government's conception of her youth. ( Incidentally,

the FBI has apparently lost track of UMass ad-

ministrators. It was sent to President Lederle, who
left office about three months ago. At least Whitmore
phones aren't being tapped.)

Anyway, the basic portion of the letter contains

eight points that old Jowls Hoover pinpoints as being

"radical ploys." The entire letter (and if you get a

chance read it, preferably not after eating) is written

in the tone of your local well, FBI man.
Ploy number one, speaking upon losing respect

includes the following: "The older generation has
made mistakes but your parents and millions of other

adults worked hard, built, sacrificed, and suffered to

make America what it is today! (Which is basically

what most student dissent is about. America today is

racism, pollution, agression, imperialism, poverty,

hypocrisy, etc., etc.)

Ploy number two, concerning charges that college is

irrelevant says "The attacks against college ad-

ministration often are bitter, arrogant, and
unreasoning." (Mr. Hoover does not include his cohort

for academic freedom Spiro Agnew in the above
charge, even though it is a great description of him.
Number two adds, "They have sought to dierupt the

colleges by demanding the right to select professors,

determine curriculum and set grading standards."
( Which of course is unreasonable. After all the people
getting the education shouldn't have a say in what
kind of education they are getting.

Ploy three: Campus extremism relies on wild ac-

cusations...rational discussion and rational analysis

are needed more than ever before." (Rational

discussion and analysis such as "Pablum for Per-
missiveness" or "the Christine Jorgenson of the

Republican Party)")

Ploy four: "An insidious new left poison is 'a mood
of negativism, pessimism and alienation." (I'm
frankly shocked and dismayed. Here I thought I was
pessimistic and alienated because the country is sick.

I'm glad to know it is just insidious poison, probably
being dropped in the water supply.) He continues,

"The real strength of our nation is the power of

morality, decency, and conscience which rights the

wrong, corrects error, and works for equal op-

portunity under the law." (Right on).

Ploy five: "They'll encourage you to disrespect the

law and hate the law enforcement officer...Now you
know that when extremists call police "pigs" they are
wrong. The officer protects your rights, lives and
property. He is your friend and he needs your sup-

port." (No comment other than, this letter might have
been misplaced and should have been sent to a
grammar school.)

Ploy six includes: Just because you don't like a law

doesn't mean you can violate it with impunity. (With
this reasoning slavery would still be practiced under
the law.)

Ploy seven: speaking on democratic means:
"Remember the books on American History you have
read. They tell the Story of creative self-renewal of

this nation through change" (And how Abe Lincoln
wrote on envelopes and George Washington rode his

little boat and how America has been an imperialist

monolith for 100 years) "The individual is not helpless

or caught in bureaucracy as these extremists claim."
(Only strangled).

Ploy eight "they'll encourage you to throw bricks.

Death, injury, fear, distrust, animosity, polarization,

counter-yiolence, these arise from violence. (True,
but they also arise from a genocidal war, the mut-
terings of a Vice-Presidential clown, and overt
racism )

.

Hoover concludes by betting on the vast majority of

students who "remain fair minded, tolerant and
inquisitive."

For these are the ones, "who made America what it

is today."

Ed Bryant

Just AboutA Year Ago . . .

On this same Wednesday a year ago, I went to

Boston. Fifty-two weeks ago the date was October
Fifteenth, the day of the first national Moritorium
against the war which was then in VietNam. Was it

really a year ago? It seems more like yesterday, or
perhaps a few centuries removed from now.
With the aid of certain stimulants several friends

and I stayed up on the night of the fourteenth. What
went on during the night was almost insignificant, but
nevertheless beautiful. We all realized that night the
closeness which had grown up among us since the
beginning of school. With everyone speedrapping, we
had enough long talks to cement several good
relationships forever. Together we sat through the
wee hours of the morning, occasionally venturing
downstairs, to check up on the twenty-four hour a day
Moore House Whist Game of Fall. 1969, and to hit the
machines for a non-Carbonated Grape or two. It was
just a beautiful night.

At seven I gathered a friend who was going to hitch

with me. He wasn't going to Boston primarly to

moritor; metaphorically, however, he was doing the
same thing. Things were wrong with someone he
loved, and they were going to try to straighten matters
out. She was going to be at the Boston Moritorium, so

he also went.

I. too, was heading to Boston in the hopes of

straightening out an affair gone wrong. Mine was
with my country, which I had learned to love early in

life, and with which I was not now seeing eye to eye.

Both of us thought something might come of an at-

tempt to demonstrate willingness to amend a bad
situation. Thusly did we set off to the Boston Com-
mon.
A few hours later we arrived, and split up. I went

over to Cambridge to look up my friend, with whom I

was going to march from the Cambridge Common to

the Boston Common. I found him in the Memorial

Chapel at Harvard, where some fellow was doing a

dance interpretation. Because it was a Moritorium

service, plus the fact that his grace, his movements,

his dance, were peaceful, many present did not seem
to understand the relevance or appropriateness of his

dance. That set the tone for the rest of the day.

We went to the Common to begin our march. Carl is

my best friend in the entire world. We've spent our

best times together, and seen each other through

many traumas. No one has a better friend than I do in

Carl. But when I tried to relate to him what had been

happening in my life in Amherst, I found it difficult to

communicate. Emotionally I was taught, and I was
starting to crash. From that point on, I experienced

no further communication.
As we marched the atmosphere in the crowd was

mixed. I was struck by the similarities and dif-

ferences between this for peace, and the one I had
made about a year before, on November 9. 1968. The
first group did not attract nearly so large a crowd.
Perhaps on the Saturday following the Presidential
election, Bostonians and peace people thought it in-

significant to show support for a peace march that
would take place, only locally, during a lame duck
administration's last days. Perhaps there was a
generally accepted feeling that Nixon would bring the
war to a close upon taking office. I don't know. I do
know that the crowd in 1968 was more dedicated, if

marching can bring that out. Constantly the-voices of
the November crowd were raised in songs and chants,
aware of the difficulties they faced, but spirited in the
cause of peace. I felt as though these people would not
be fooled or defeated in their quest for peace. Last
October though, there was difficulty getting anyone to
sing. Scattered refrains of "Give Peace A Chance"
were noteworthy for the lack of enthousiams and
sustainment they produced.
After an unfulfilling march to the Boston Common

the day hit new lows. Coinciding were the worst ef-

fects of the speed and the day. Politicians sprung up
from out of the Common declaring their longstanding
belief in the cause of peace. One of them was running
for Senator from the Bay State this year. Another was
running for President in 1972. A Boston University
Professor with authentic radical credentials gave the
most arrogant alienating speech anyone besides
Agnew has ever made. In my dazed, tired mind,
something registered to the effect that this was not
what peace meant to me. Peace is not running for
office and insulting people's intelligence. Peace is not
walking alongside your brother and ignoring him.
Peace, I thought, is sitting around with your friends,
being happy, and not harming anyone else. People is

loving people who love you, loving being the ex-
perience through which we learn that we, ourselves,
and everyone else is fundamentally good, that
everyone is a person with whom we can share hap-
piness and understanding. That, it seemed, and
seems still, is where peace is. Meanwhile I was in

Boston.
We came back to Amherst that night, and life went

on. Eleven months ago the tribes gathered in
Washington, and while I was not there, good sources
informed me that there was peace among the peace
people From what I've heard, the November
Moritorium was true to itself. And one must be true to
oneself, lest one find oneself lost. My friend never
found the girl tLat day. but since then he's found
another girl. Me, I don't want to find another country.
I'd like to think this one will one day see the light.
Peace.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

(Ed Note: Contributions are
solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:
students, faculty and administ-
ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended
to gain answers to burning ques-
tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily
Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in tr se pages.
Names of letter writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

Art Buchwald

An Open Letter To College Students:

Some of you may recall that I wrote an open letter last summer.
Because many of you now reading this letter were not in school this past

summer, I want now to convey my thoughts to you again. My letter

comes from a desire to insure a continued high quality in the Federal

work force.

Many high school students will be goingto collegeand upon graduation

from college will seek employment in State, city and Federal govern-

ments as well as in private industry. We want people who are physic?.ily

and mentally able to hold jobs no matter what sector they choose and to

be the caliber of individual who would be an asset to any employer.

Fifteen years ago, I would not have written this kind of letter. I say this

not only because this problem did not exist then, but also because the

college generation of fifteen years ago did not appear to share to the same
degree an immediate, personal concern for the welfare of his fellow man
that today's college student feels. I am writing this open letter to you
because I am very much concerned about the persistent growth of illicit

drug traffic among our high school students and I am convinced that

today's college student can be the key in putting an end to the lure of drug
use.

College students have always been looked up to by their younger
companions in high school. You set the pace in fashion, music, and more
importantly, in ideas for the entire teen-age community.

It is with this thought in mind that I urgently encourage you to carry the

truth about the effects of drugs back to the high school students in your

home communities and in the community where you now live. Yours is a

voice that will be listened to. Your message about what you have seen

& about what you know of the eroding effects of drugs can be the single

most effective deterrent to drug experimentation among our high school

students.

This is an effort you can undertake on your own initiative. All that is

needed is your own desire to help protect our high school students from
the damaging effects of drugs which you have seen or know about.

I must say here that I am always heartened by the creative energy and
determination which our American college students have shown in their

efforts to make this country better for us all.

I will not recount the effects of amphetamines, barbiturates, narcotics

and other dangerous drugs. You know them as well as I do. Any ad-

ditional facts you may want to have in adding to your own knowledge of

the effects of drugs you can get from the several excellent pamphlets

published by the Public Health Service and other public health

organizations. If you should find that these pamphlets are not readily

available locally, you may request them from the Public Information

Branch of the National Institute of Mental Health, Chevy Chase,

Maryland 20203.

So it is my earnest hope that you will go out of your way to talk with high

school students about this. Talk to individuals and groups as op
portunities arise. Seek out youth recreation associations and urge the

director to get the facts to the young people.

This is one area where I know that you will be listened to. It is an area

where you as an individual can do so much to save our high school

students from the bitter experiences which so often result from drug use.

Please try this approach, and when you do, I would appreciate hearing

from you. Sincerely yours,

NICHOLAS J. OGANOVIC
Executive Directoi

United States Civil Service System

Filmmaker Abraham Polonsky ("Willie Boy") was describing this

University community when he said, "We don't really admit the Indians

existence, because their existence means that we don't really belong here

They have no being, except anthropologically." METAWAMPE is used

by this community to represent anything but his primary meaning. He is

a teaching award, a mascot for athletic teams and a "Metawampe 500."

On these pages he has appeared wearing peace regalia, smoking cigars

and the like.

Is our appropriation of METAWAMPE warrented? humane? honest?

Are we not perpetuating distortion, casual as it may be, upon ourselves''

Is not this appropriation a subtle form of racism? And because meaning

is distorted does not our continued ignorance act as an additional barrier

for the real American Redmen? Afterall, they are not wearing peace

regalia these days. They are defining their identity and are fighting for a

place within the dominant white culture.

The American Redman represented by METAWAMPE is coming to

realize that he is something more than picture postcard material along

the Mohawk Trail, more than a cigar store caricature of manipulation for

and by whites. Perhaps we need to discover for ourselves the meaning of

METAWAMPE for essential perspective, honesty and human dignity.

Of course more is needed than removal of racist slogans and

caricatures. Education is a process requiring energy, and perhaps we do

not have enough of that to care. METAWAMPE will live without our

help. It is just that WE are a little less than we might be as things are

now DAN JOHNSON

Campus Comment
Think Again

To the Editor:

All was quiet in Southwest

Friday night until someone started

monkey-calling from Kennedy
tower. Of course, there were all

types of responses, none of which

bothered me until someone shouted

"jump".
Think about that. What does the

word imply? How would a person
considering suicide take it? Think
again. Is that what you really

wanted to say?
Barbara E. Zajac

A Nation ofBanks
WASHINGTON-Every time an old building is torn

down in this country, and a newr building goes up, the

ground floor becomes a bank.

The reason for this is that banks are the only ones
who can afford the rent for the ground floor of the new
buildings going up. Besides, when a bank loans

someone money to build a new building, it usually

takes an option for the street-floor facilities.

Most people don't think there is anything wrong with
this and they accept it as part of the American free

enterprise system. But there is a small group of

people in this contry who are fighting for Bank Birth
Control.

This is how Huddlestone Hubbard, the BBC's
chairman, explained it:

"Whenever you see an old building torn down."
,Hubbard said, "'you usually see a candy store, a dry
cleaner, a delicatessen and possibly a florist torn
down with it. These shops are all replaced in the new
building with a beautiful glass, aluminum, wall-to-

wall carpeted money-factory.
"Now from an esthetic viewpoint, a bank looks

better than a dry cleaner, a candy store, a
delicatessen and a florist. But from a practical point

of view, it's a sheer disaster. If you want a
newspaper, a candy bar or a chocolate milk shake,

you can't get it at a bank. Nor can you run out to a
bank for a pound of Swiss cheese and a six-pack of

beer when you have guests coming over.

"A bank is great if you want to buy a car. but it's

useless if you want to have your dress cleaned.

"And while a bank might buy flowers to give itself a

human image, it doesn't sell any when you want to

make up with your wife."

"What you're saying then, Mr. Hubbard, is that

every time a bank goes up, something in all of us

dies."

"Exactly. One of the reasons kids are getting in so
much trouble these days is that there are no candy
stores to hang around any more. When they tear down
a delicateessen, the tangy smells of potato salad,

salamis, corned beef and dill pickles are lost forever.

Unless you're trying to make a loan, no one ever
salivates in a bank."

"It's true," I said.

"The situation is more crucial than anyone thinks,"

Hubbard said. "At the rate they're tearing down
consumer stores and replacing them with banks, we
estimate that in 10 years it will be impossible to buy a
loaf of bread in the country. What good is it to get 7%
on your money, if you starve to death?"
"Then what you're saying is that it isn't a question

of not taking it with you. It's a question of staying

alive while you have it," I said.

"Something like that," Hubbard agreed. "We're
trying to get the public to wake up to the fact that it's

better to have a store that sells screwdrivers than a
bank that gives away alarm clocks."

"What's the solution?"

"A government decree that a bank has to supply the

same services of the stores it tore down on the same
property If it's a bakery, they have tosell cake: if it's

a photography shop, they have to develop film; and if

its a dry goods store, they have to sell warm un-

derwear II they provide the services of the stores

they tore down, then we'll let them do a little

money-lending on the side."

Copyright 1970. Los Angeles Times

Tony Granite

GUNS ARE BACK ON LSI'
CAMPUS The Daily Reveille of

Louisiana State U. devoted half a

recent front page to the an-

nouncement that a no-gun-
carrying policy for its campus
police during the day shift had
been reversed.

The reason? An unarmed
campus security officer was
assaulted by four young men only

four days after the no-guns policy

went into effect.

Officers had reportedly refused

to work unless they are armed.
Student Government President
said he was against arming them
because it created "a feeling of

mistrust among students."

Tit for tat
* • * *

"SPEAKING OK WHICH.."'
Virgins For Sale" is the eye-

grabbing line appearing in an
advertisement for a place of

business called "Tobaccoland" in

Englewood, Colo. The ad appeared
in a recent issue of the I3enver U.
Clarion.

Other eye-full head made the

scene in Texas:

Techsan Prof Named
Swine Judge of Show

was what somebody was trying to

tell someone at Texas Tech U. in its

I mversity Daily. The next day,

another headline announced that

Vilhan Commits Murder
With Finger In Lysistrata

which means it was un-

comfortable, anyway you took it,

eh?

And right here in our very own
MDC, what must have been a

former sports writer prepared this

headline:

Tippo Reaffirms Arm Stand

Campus Carousel

SEX EDUCATION
proliferating on the campus.

is

The

latest distribution is "Sex and the

Yale Student ", a 04-page booklet

prepared by a committee of

students and faculty and financed
by surplus funds from fees charged
lor a non-credit course in human
sexuality.

Similar booklets have appeared
at Boston U., UCal. Berkeley ' and
Mc Gill U., Montreal.
One of the questions the Yale

edition asks is "Let'l say that you
have decided to have in-

tercourse... what should you do
next'"

Well"' What, what"' Only a Yalie
knows.

* * * *

SUPER PROFS SELECTED is the
headline the UOklahoma Daily has
put on a story about seven of its

faculty who have beenselected to

appear in the 1970 edition of
'Outstanding Educators of
America."
Super'

* * * •

BELATED KIKLIOPIIILKS. the

Daily Texan reports that the

UTexas libe tribe is absconding
with 700-900 books which appear
'regularly'' on their Missing
Books list.

At the end of the summer term,
students were billed a lor an
estimated 400 unreturned books.
At the end of the Spring session,

the tolls was 1,009.

Ask not for whom the books are
lolled, they say. The students pay.

MIN PUB IS MAXI FUN....-

textbooks should be like the Media
Industry Newsletter, published
weekly to inform on the doings of

both the print and electronic in-

dustries

Besides being chock full of news,
it's also chucklingly full of clever
writing... like the headlines in the

most recent number.
In a story about Dell Publishing

Co., lor example, editor Leon
Garry topped it off with Ding
Don. Doing Very Well: Bucks Bv
the Bucketful. Book Dims Hard
Sell '

And he begins the account of
the US General Accounting office
'snarling at the Posi Office
Department lor losing $435
million on second class mail" with
this lead sentence:

"Was there ever a postman who
liMik kindly to dogs es|M.«cially

watchdogs?"
Arl. arf!

» * *

»

SCHREECHING HALT the era
of the marching bands has ended at
Kansas State College - Pittsburg.
A banner headline in Collegio has
announced "KSC to Have
Stationary Bank." And according
lo the story, the reason is there are
t(M> few iKind members to make up
a marching ensemble.
Too mummified to mambo'>

» * * *

FULLER FUZZ FORCE has
been implemented at Fairleigh
Dickinson U .. according to a page
one story run as a sidebar to he
banner, "Guards Resign In Theft
Scandal," in the Tarrevir. campus
newspaper.
Seems that several security men

have resigned in the wake of an
investigation of large scale
thefts ", including an AM FM radio
valued at S70, which had been
locked in the editor's office: and
$0<H) worth of camera equipment
from its darkroom.

Additional security men are now
on duty from an independent guard
outfit This is made possible bv
increased tuition, according to the
Dean of the Teaneck. N.J.. cam-
pus.

Finer Fuzz can be fruitful

Senate Officers Answer Webb
To: Collegian Editor:

Having carefully considered
Prof. Gregory Webb's proposal for

dual degree schemes we feel that

the proposal is irresponsible and
reflects an anti-student, anti-

intellectual bias There is no
reason to believe that because a
student desires to take some, or all,

of his courses pass-fail he is any
less motivated or less
professionally oriented than a
student who persues course for

traditional academic grading To
attempt to seperate these students

into completely different groups is

a false division and one which we
will not accept.

We would like to second Richard
W. Story's position on this proposal

-as it appeared in the Collegian on
Tuesday. October 13, 1970. We
answer Prof. Webb with a firm and
furious NEVER.
We would like to second Richard

W. Story's position on this proposal

as it appeared in the Collegian on
Tuesday. October 13. 1970. We
answer Prof. Webb with a firm and
furious NEVER
Glenn Liters

President Student Senate
Patricia Beharry
Vice-President Student Senate
Thomas Filmore
Chairman-Academic Allans
T.Marshall Spriggs

Vice-Chairman Acad Alt
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Westfield State Students Quiet

After Open House Protest Series
Westfield State College, the scene of student demonstrations since last Wednesday when UJB.

District court judged that the administrations ban on parietals was not ,n violation of the

students' civil rights, has remained quiet thus far this week

Reacting to the decision, ap-

proximately 250 female students

staged a peaceful demonstration

for two hours in the college's male

residence hall. The women lined

the corridors of all-male Davis

Hall in order to show their disdain

for the regulation prohibiting a

femal student from entering a

met for two huurs in Davis Hall,

the mens dormitory, Thursday

night to protest not being heard by

college officials.

After learning of the decision

Wednesday night they staged a

sleep-in until 6 a.m. at the same
dormitory. Word of the ruling

spread throughout the campus

male room One Westfield State Thursday night and about 300

co-ed emphasized that the students attended an emergency

demonstrarion was "not in student government meeting.

violation"' of College policy

because the "women never

stepped foot in a male room" by

remaining in the corridor.

According to a student

spokesman, there haven't been and

will not be any more demon-

strations until the next regular

meeting of the Student Senate,

Tuesday. At today's meeting the

student representatives will hear

the full text of last Wednesday's

court decision.

Originally, students at Westfield

hoped to have the Courts reverse

the administration policy on

grounds that prohibiting parietals

was a violation of an individual's

civil liberties. Now, the students

still are working through the

•'system" but, as one co-ed stated,

"We're not going to just give up."

The student added "even though

the students have been "working

through the system" the ad-

ministration policy has been

stubborn. She described the

proposals made to the ad-

ministration concerning parietals

as "safe enough for a two year

old" The administration, par-

ticularly college president, Dr.

Leonard Savignano. "wouldn't let

us try if she added.

Women students, who
number men about three to

The student government decided

not to act until official word on the

ruling is received by Stephen W.

Silverman, who represented the

students. Silverman said Thur-

sday he has not received the of-

ficial ruling.

Students had complained of two

regulations, one requiring dor-

mitory living or living with

families off campus and the other

barring students from having

members of the opposite sex in

their rooms.

Expected

Dr. Leonard J. Savignano,
college president, returned from a

trustee meeting in North Adams
Thursday night. He said it was for

the courts to decide and he would
live by their ruling.

"We have been expecting this

decision," student government
President Richard Marcous said

before the Wednesday meeting.

The Senate already this year has
voted to bring it before the students

again. "It's very clear to me they
don't want to forget about issues."

IVIarcous said.

Marcous said some students are

talking about doing it (changing

the regulations) with demon-
strations. About 50 students who
went to Boston for the early Sep-

tember case felt there would be no

answers on all issues, Marcous

said.

Student governments since l!M>N,

students have tried to change
governing them, Marcous said.

""This does not mean we will not be

regulated," he said.

Other reactions on the ruling

were varied. Many students would

not air their opinions because they

said, "it would be used against me
by the administration."

Kobb Sysocki. a sophomore, said

"It's against our civil liberties. I'd

be very happy to see girls go to our

dorm."

out-

one.

The "Militant Forum," the weekly socialist educational series,

will meet tonight in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union at 8:00.

Tonight's seminar will be based upon the essay, "Socialism:

Utopian And Scientific" by Friedrich Engels.

This essay, as well as related socialist literature is available at the

U.S.A. literature table in front of the old Hatch in the Student Union

from 11-4 on Monday and Thursday, or at the U.S.A. office upstairs in

the Union.

This particular essay by Engels is concerned with the historical

progressions of economic class Structure in relation to the socialist

philosophy which accompanies them. Members have suggested that

those attending the forum try to read Engels essay in order to

provide some questions for discussion.

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut
"

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11A.M. -2 A.M. jh

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
(ROM AMHHST I0U0W «T. 9 TO W»M (APR0X.

IS MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WAM CENTER

MAIS 1 MILE ON RT. 32. ...50,000 SO. fT. Of SAVINGS!

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG /<*

SAVINGS FOR GUYS'N GALSP^

•BELL BOTTOMS

•BODY SHIRTS

SNEAKERS

•BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT
CHEAP!

\f OPEN' TILL 10 M

L

SMC Calls For Protest

Of Viet. War Oct. 31st

( Fditoi s note-The following statement was issued by the Student

Mobilization Committee (SMC) at their meeting last night. It calls

for a 'massive protest" against the war in Indo China for October

:ust. and urges "all unions and working people" to join in the

protest.)
, . , . .

Nixon's invasion of Cambodia triggered an unprecedented wave of

opposition la the war in Southeast Asia. Many people who had

previous- \ orated Nixon's token troop withdrawal policy were

drawn ini \ *ik»r the first time as they saw that the real intention

of the adm. v. nation was to continue the war and even to escalate it.

The sentiment for bringing all the troops home now has never been

more widespread than today. The demonstrations in May, following

the Cambodian invasion proved one thing: the American people

have the power to curb the administration's aggressive militarism.

Nixon was FORCED to withdraw U.S. troops from Cambodia

because millions of Americans took to the streets in opposition to

Nixon's invasion of that nation. Only the continued building of the

anti-war movement can prevent new escalations. The possibility

now exists to involve massive numbers of unionists and black and

brown people along with students, women, professionals and others

in the most massive movement ever to bring the war to ar. end; to get

out of Indochina now.

It is essential at this time that nationwide activities which can

involve broad new layers of society be held. The working people of

this country have paid a high price for the war in Southeast Asia.

The spiralling inflation brought on by the war has made it impossible

lor working people to maintain their standard of living. Our sons,

nephews and friends have been callek on to fight, and many to die, in

a w ar which is clearly not in their interests. The war has eaten up the

money that is so desperately needed for domestic programs such as

housing, education, health care, air pollution and the rehabilitation

Of our cities Organized labor has the power to end the war. it is tune

that power was exercised. A great step forward was taken on May

21. when tens ol thousands of workers joined with students in New-

York City in a massive anti-war protest This forward motion must

continue

StreetAcademy Opens Door

To Springfield Children
The SASSI Prep school for High

School dropouts opened its doors

last week to sixteen black, while ,

and Puerto Bican students in

Springfield The school, an off-

spring of the tl Mass Action Lab, is

located in the building that

formerly housed the Great Value

Supermarket on Flainfield Street

The Street Academy/Urban
Prep Experience is designed to

take high school dropouts over the

age of sixteen and prepare them

for college entrance. William

Smith, headmaster of SASSI Prep,

says. The urban prep experience

is a new innovation in education.

The idea is not only to prepare

students to cope with continuing in

school, hut to be a model for

change to all educational systems.

We strongly feel that we are doing

things to benefit public-

education.
"

Stating the Street Academy was

a cooperative effort involving high

school dropouts, parents and

community organizers as well as

members of Action Lab. The

Street Academy phase of the

program began with a ten-week

pilot program in July of tl is year.

Twelve students completed this

pilot session.

Preliminary evaluation of the

pilot program by staff and students

was generally good. Fears of

academic subject matter were

broken down. A balance was
reached !>etween students and staff

on school policies and academic-

matters. In the final analysis, the

Street Academy decided to expand
into a prep school situation

because the Academy did not

provide students with a direct link

to college. Smith termed the pilot

session '"very successful." The
students overcame most fears

about their own inadequacies.

At present "the Prep" is equiped

to handle 24 students. Later SASSI
will open to 48 students. Courses

are being offered in the areas of

academic education. ap-

prenticeship training, action-

education first hand study of

American institutions and test-

manship (learning how to take

tests )

.

DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE
PHILLIP PLAZA
ROUTE 32, WARE

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL DRIVERS

— LOWEST, LEGAL RATES —
— BUDGET PAYMENTS —

Tekoa Insurance Agency

160 Pleasant St.

No rthampron

586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield

562-3604
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COPY WRITING RM.168-70, NEW CAMPl)SCENTER
7
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F.A.F. Issues Call For

Aiding 'Campus Freedom'
A group of faculty members

have issued the first edition of a
Newsletter on campus issues
related to academic freedom. The
organization, which was formed
two years ago, is known as "The
Faculty Group for Academic
Freedom" (FAF).
The group has the basic purpose

of maintaining a free university its

spokesman say. Its Newsletter
calls for the enforcement "of
existing rules and regulations
designed to protect the exploration

of ideas regardless of their
popularity, and it also argues for a
non political university, and says it

will resist "attempts to force
University organs to take
collective stands on political issues

not directly related to the per-

formance of the University's
educational role." Finally, it calls

attention to what it terms the

dangers of blind application of

democratic principles to

educational institutions, in which
the need for knowledge, technical

competence and judgment make
the principle of equality inap-

propriate except in carefully
defined contexts.

Publication of the Newsletter is a
step towards the creation "of a

sense of solidarity and mutual
awareness among faculty mem-
bers and students concerned with
the maintenance of academic
freedom" spokesmen stress. It

will be issued periodically, and will

report the activities of the group in

addition to calling attention to

threats to the above principles both
here and on other campuses.
Those students who may be

interested in learning more about
this organization or who would like

a copy of the Newsletter may
contact any of the following editors
of the Newsletter: Vaclav
Holesovsky (Thompson 936) and
Loren P. Beth (Thompson 316) ; the

chairman of the Student Liaison
Committee, Alfred H. Mathieson
(Hasbrouck 108); or the members
of the Executive Board, Guenter
Lewy (Thompson 306), Paul
Hollander (Thompson 518), George
Richason (Goessman 149B0, Henry
Korson (Thompson 524), Grant
Osborn (SBA 310), Ronald Reid
(Herter 541), and John Fenton
(Thompson 336).

D.A. Candidate Here
Attorney John M. Callahan, Democratic Candidate for District At-

torney, Franklin and Hampshire Counties, will be on today. All students,
faculty and University employees are invited to meet and have coffee
with him from 10:00 to 11:30 a.m. in the Colonial Lounge in the Student
Union.

Callahan, a graduate of the University of Notre Dame and Boston
College Law School, was from 1964 through 1968 Assistant U. S. Attorney
for Massachusetts by appointment of the U. S. Attorney General of the
United States. During 1967-1968 he was Chief of the Civil Division for the
Office of U. S. Attorney in Boston.
He has been trial attorney for the United States in major federal

prosecutions in Massachusetts and has lectured to state and federal law
enforcement officials on criminal investigative techniques in light of
recent court decisions. He has also lectured on pre-trial procedure to
federal prosecutors at the Justice Department in Washington, D. C.

the

o\L0UESHIRTS o
Sp/ it r/It toaetAet

»

Adam & Eve couldn't have

expressed love and to-

getherness better than

our classic "Loveshirts"

do. . . . Gals & guys can

wear it anywhere be-

cause the loveshirt is

casual, it's* message

is beautiful . . .

and obvious. Buy
one as a gift -

even better by

the pair.

Crew neck, rib cuff and bot-

tom, set in sleeves. All cot-

ton, fleeced inside for extra

warmth. State size S/M/L/XL.

Q EACH *
J J

PAIR

plu. tl.OOp.p. Ahdlc.

COHO ASSOCIATES CORP,
P.O. Box 1116

Wayne, N. J. 07470

NOW WORLD WIDE!
THE MAIL BOX

SUPER DISCOUNT SOUNDS

Lowest overall prices anywhere on 8-track tapes,

cassettes, & provocative & groovy posters at super

—low discount prices. Speediest delivery & completely

guaranteed. Send for our current catalog of selections

& their low prices. We have a complete line of rock,

pop, blues, soul, country-western, folk, jazz, classical,

gospel & soundtrack. For free catalog mail your request

to:

The Mail Box, P.O Box 2417

San Francisco, Calif. 94126

Director Georges vitaly shares a moment with Jean-Pierre l.croux (title role) in the French
stage production of Albert Camus' '( "aligula-. Performing a fifty citv tour of the area under thebanner,of the nationally famous U Treteau Dc Paris, the French speaking tape will appear
here todav. at Kowker Auditorium at K:INI P.M.

Bogart Flick Shown Tonight
Tonight in Thompson 104, the Art

History Group will take time out
from its GEFF series to present
•Beat The Devil" at K:00 and 1(J.

Produced in 1954, the film was
director John Huston's sixth and
last feature to star his old friend
Humphrey Bogart and was, in fact,

co-produced by the two.
Thereafter, Bogart was to die of
cancer in two years and Huston
began his steady artistic decline
The original conception for

"Beat The Devil," which co-

starred Robert Morley, Peter
Lorre, Gina Lollobrigida, and
Jennifer Jones, was to fashion an
international crime thriller to

duplicate the success of

CASABLANCA. Dissatisfied with

the first script. Huston hired
Truman Capote who furiously
rewrote (he script on location

Instead of a straight adventure
story. Capote turned out ;i brilliant

parody «»l the earlier Bogarl flicks,

which sailed right over the heads of
most of its audiences at the time.
The deliciouslv complex plot

befuddled many viewers but
delighted critics. Containing as it

did many satiric references to

other film genres, Beat The
Devil'' prefigured the works of the
nouvelle vague directors and has
understandably, been an enormous
success in France Today students
ol the cinema frequently rank
Beat The Devil" as Huston's best

work.

Large Draft Hour
12 ox. BEER ir^ 12 or BEER

9:00-10:00 Tonight — 2 Pizzo Slices 25*

then

THE FABULOUS "D J" til 1:00

at the

ALL NEW MEADOW INN

Rt. 47 (Come see our new bar) Sunderland

"We Shall

Overcome"
A Must

ByJEFFSlLVEH
Fine Arts Stall

The l Mass Black Repertory
Company will be presenting "We
Shall Overcome: or Else" next
weekend in Bowker \uditorium.
The play was written by Damn
Scarbrough, a UMass graduate
student, .ind is well worth seeing.
The play depicts the conflict
between new and old black eon
sciousness; while effective!}
dealing with the conflicl of iii

dividualisni verses the idea ol

group identity. The two main
characters illustrate the "I sin'!

Kinging no more'' philosophy
challenging the black ideology
prior to the late 1960's

The Black Repertory Company
is m its second year and will

present two major productions as
it did last year. The production ot

"We Shall Overcome: Or Klse"
will be presented in Bowker
Auditorium October 16 & 17 at 8:90,
and October IK at :{:(K).

CLASS
OF
1971

INTERESTED IN WORKING ON COMMENCEMENT,
SENIOR DAY, A SPEAKERS PROGRAM OR MANY
OTHER ACTIVITIES??

Executive Council Applications

now available in the

R.S.O. office in the Campus Center.

Applications due Friday, Oct. 16, 1970

Present members need not re-apply.
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Today's Mode Methods

Schedule Announced
All room numbers refer to Mark! Meadow School

4 00 PM

i Oil P M

6 (10 PM

Koom 145

Room 14C

Room 14*

Room 169

Room 177

Room 145

Room 146

Room 148

Koom 169

Room 177

Koom 145

Room 146

Room 148

Koom 169

Koom 177

Juan Caban
Sid Simon
Mark Phillip

Jon Ball

BUI Koen

Photography in Education

Values Clarification

The Teacher at Living Theatre

Human Understanding in the Classroom
1

Creative Art (or the Non-Creative

Barry Kaufman
Joel Balsham
Horace Reed
Bob Mackm
Dave Lepard

Blindfold Game of Awar
Clay Play

Or* ating Involvement in Large Group*
Non- Verbal Communications
Class Invention in Structure

Sound experience in Orff Method

of Musical Improvisation

Kurt Wolff

Jerry Freiberg

Jonathan Clarke

Sandra Moran

Nat Mann

Methods of Social Studies

Concrete Poetry and Haikus
luisenaire Rods
Techniques and Behavior

Modification
Madison Project/Algebra in the
Elementary School

There will be a meeting for the Media Committee fof the Univer-

sity and State Communications Council on Wednesday, October 14,

at 7:00 p.m. in Room 2006 John Q. Adams.
Problems the Committee is trying to combat and plans for the

coming year will be discussed. Coffee will be served.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

(of waffles)

plus a prize if you eat

the most — or near the most

Waffle Eating Contest

Sunday Oct.18 1 p.m.

PRIZES:
dinner for two at Top of Campus
six passes for two at S.U. Movies

ENTRY FEE:
33c — register at Program Council Office

rm. 101 - RSO area C.C.

MUSIC BY:

John & Linda (12-3 p.m.)

Flight (3-7 p.m.)

Concourse level Campus Concrete Waffle

MDC CLASSIFIED
FORSALE WANTED

mooter, Xeac, Garrard, PE Aztec,

Fisher, TDK, cassette, and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,
Li's, B track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tf!8-23

BMi Motorcycle, 000, twin cjlin-

uert , rood condition, most sell this

«eek, fj'5 or best offer. Call 666-
.'.'49. tfIO-13

Female black cocker spaniel, chajji-

plon sired. AKC registered, with
Buot». $75 or best offer. 806-6077.

1/10-14

Why spend more? If you want to

bay something, boy it cheap! See
us first and save. CaU 6-8985, ask
for Chief or Scott. 10-6-8-12-14

stereo components, tape decks,
complete systems, compacts etc. for
certain savings and very big selec-
tion. Call A] 253-9396. Don 549-6408

tfl0-16

Siinurrhiixl — lovely new 3 bedrm.
Inline, modern kitchen with built-lns,

old fashioned brick fireplace, car,,
i-icnic lot, 6 min. I", of Mans,
v.'ii.ttoo >kiiii«ki Kealtor«. Tel. ts9-
7 ''.'. tflO-22

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1965 Triumph TK4, new top and

front tires, very dependable. Mont
sell. Call George 645-0174 evenings.

tflO-16

67 Chevy 2 dr. R & II, automatic,
one owner, maintained in excellent
condition, (360. Will Install tires to
piihb inspection. $210 as is. Phone
Greenfield 772-0438. tflO-lg

1960 Ford for sale, good shape, $60.
Cal l 584-0076. tflO-14

Most sell 1963 Mercury, excellent
condition, 2 dr., HT, VS. auto.,
power steering, power brake, radio,
new tires, water pump and battery.
Asking $450 Call 253-7919. tflO-16

tiO Cnmoro Conv. Fcmans, blue
with white top, 4 speed Hurst, V8,
FM radio, $2,160 or best offer. Will
trade for comparable Jeep, Fand
Mover or Fand Cruiser. Call Ron
253-9575 tflO-15
~~
Flat Uason.1966, new fall sticker,

need* minor work. $300 or best of-

fer CaU Tom morn, or eTe. 649-

.cvu

.

tno-16

Must sell — 1966 Dodge Coronet

lOO ron(, :«H3 engine, dark bine, white

-itrrlnr. Call 649-3!>46 253-7936
tflO-15

Ride wanted from Providence, R.F
to I Mass erery Sunday starting Oct.

18 - will share expenses. Ann 6-5183

keep trying tflO-14

Poetry wanted for cooperative a\n-

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807

East Olympic Boulevard, Fos Ange-

les. California 90081. tfll-13

Wanted! Volunteers to man local

Democrat headquarters afternoons,

evenings. Little or lot. Your aid Is

appreciated. If Interested please call

tflO-15253-3003.

SERVICES

Amherst A udi/ services stereo

ponents, tape decks for home or ear.

197 No. Pleasant 8t. 166-8133.
tflt-t3

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple who need mare

Income. Fnusual opportunity for good
earnings for both. Works together,

part-time or full time. Car neces-
sary. Phone 1-413-774-2687 between
7 - 9 p.m. tflO-U

Wanted — married student to work
3-4 nights per week, from 5 or 6
p.m. to close. Must be willing to

work weekends. Apply in person at

Burger King, King St., Northamp-
ton . tflO-16

PERSONAL
Bandicoots — Happy anniversary

even though It Is two days late. 1

love you . Bandicoot. 1*V14

Happy 100th Birthday, Kappa Kap-
pa Gamma, October 13, 1870 • 197*).

Love, Susan, Mary, Hanna, Anna,
Mary and Louisa. ,*"1*

VAN

Students Asked To Join

UM Alumni Association
By KAREN DEGRACE

Staff Reporter

A UMass organization that already has 33,000 members has branched out by adding a very

soccifll 400

An "undergraduate Alumni Association" of approximately 400 students - those whose parents

have graduated from UMass, is being formed by the schools Alumni Association. Evan Johnston,

executive vice president of the group, believes that such an innovation will, at the very least,

enhance student understanding of the Alumni Association

1963 Chevy Van, Greenbrlar, »

seat, new clutch, needs minor re-

pairs. Must sell, $325 or best offer.

Call Rich at 367-2775. tflO-16

GIVE AWAY
Turn your house Into a home

with a dorm-trapped 3 mo. old black

female Fabraflor-Shep. Needs home
off campus. Inquire C-i.CKW.

tflO-l.i

Today, the association is trying

to coordinate its activities with

student interests. Johnston, for

example, is advisor to the

Homecoming committee as well as

to Adelphia, the men's senior honor

society.

All this is in keeping with the

Alumni Association's charter

which states that its purpose is to

further the interests of the

University. "But," says Johnston,

"it goes much further than that."

The "much further", he implies, is

today's students.

The Alumni Association dates

from 1890, when the University was

still an agricultural college. It is

presently an organization

separately incorporated with the

state. It operates in a trust fund

category, with the resulting ad-

vantages of having the University

treasury office take charge of its

fiscal activities, while the

association itself still retains a

separate voice in University af-

fairs.

All UMass graduates - some
33,000 persons - are considered

members. No dues are required;

support for various programs
comes from voluntary con-

tributions. More than 60 per cent of

the alumni have graduated from

the University since 1960; such a

youthful membership explains the

association's lack of fund-raising

potential, said Johnston. In-

dividual financial contributions

are. for the most part, quite low,

but 30 per cent (as compared to the

national average of 10 per cent) do

offer some kind of support.

Lack of funds, according to

Johnston, has not led to inactivity.

The Alumni Association sponsors

activities for the benefit of the

alumni, such as Homecoming anc

class reunions, as well as for the

support and aid of the University

itself.

About $l-million of the University

trust fund has gone toward
scholarship awards. Financial

support has also been given to the

University's Freiburg foreign

studies program. The association

had a key role in the development
and upkeep of the Massachusetts

Review, the University literary

publication, now in its ninth year

and reputed to be the best literary

review in the country.

At one time, part of the Alumni
Association's efforts were directed

toward legislation beneficial to the

University. In 1959, for example, it

supported a bill that raised the

salaries of faculty and ad-

ministrators; and in 1960, the

president's salary increased from

$15,000 to its present $25,000 - 35,000

range. Such political activity has

since been abandoned, however,

due to trust fund regulations. But

the gains already made are sub-

stantial, in Johnston's views.

Free University Moves

To Old Union Store
Learning can't be fragmented

for seperated from life. We create

our own life process: learning

organizes spontaneously and
organically around it - in its in-

ception, creation, process and
regeneration. A free university is

relevant to us because it is us.

Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Moin St., Northampton

With this idea of education ex-

plained by its leaders, the Free

University moves in the old

campus bookstore space today.

Last located in South College after

the domes of Free University City,

the Free University was told to

leave that space at the close of last

semester. The bookstore room will

be available until UMAU is begins

its new studio construction.

The Free University hopes to

develop learning experiences,

cooperative resources,
publications, and nationwide
contacts that the Amherst com-
munity might be able to use its

leaders say. By involving a varies

group of skills, interests , and

expertise hopefully FU's campus-
based reform activities will relate

to the broader social and political

struggles in American, spokesmen
en explain.

ATTENTION

BLACK STUDENTS!!

STOP IN AND SEE THE
FABULOUS LINE OF

BLACK HAIR PRODUCTS
THAT ARE

FINALLY HERE !

!

Afro Sheen:

Hair Spray
Conditioner

Shampoo
Ultra Sheen:

Conditioner and Hair Dressing

Ultra Wave:
Hair Straightener

Creme Rinse

Nentralizer Shampoo

Now at

COLLEGE DRUG

^r Only ^
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK *

4 Main St. Amherst

& 9?
MEN WOMEN

5C-SHL
FIVJE COLLEGE STUDENT
HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

will be meeting.
For information call

:

-lorry — 253-5340
Kathy — 6652853

evenings

COME TOGETHER

NEED
CREPE PAPER

and

OTHER
DECORATING
SUPPLIES???

See

HASTINGS
45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst
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(Ol.LKGlATE FLYING CLUB
(.round school Wed night 7:30 PM.

room 802 Campus (enter Anyone and
evers one welcome Theory oi Flight

discussed in depth

ELECTIONS 70 SEMINAR
The candiates coftee hour to be held at

Uw Campus (enter Thurs Oct. 15, 8:15

p in has been cancelled

FREE UNIVERSITY
Free U open space now in old campus

bookstore, Student Union. A question of

who we are and what we do now.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Pledge meeting on Wednesday in

Koom 801 Campus Center at 6:00 P.M.

HILLEL
Succot sevices Wednesday and

Thursday at 7:30 P.M. in the Nantucket

room, S.U. Kiddush following.

HISTORY DEPT
All students, undergrad and grad, with

problems and/or questions concerning

the History Dept. are invited to discuss

them with fellow students who are

history majors and grad students every

Wed from 1 30 to 4:00 and every Thurs.

from 2 : 30 to 4 : 30 , 7th floor lounge, Herter

Hall, starting Wed., Oct. 14.

MARKETING CLUB
Mr Elmer Lotshaw, Pres American

Marketing Association to speak Thur-

P.M., Room 174 Campussday, 7

Center.

45

STUDENTS FOR KENNEDY
Meeting tonight . Campus Center

Rooms 168. 170 172 9:00 p.m. In-

formation about what students will bf

doing Speaker from the Western Mass

Area Kennedy Org.

U MASS STUDENTS FOR SARGENT/-
DW1GHT
Contact Gerry Colella. 235 Moore. 546-

5344

U MASS SARGENT/DW1GHT
Canvass for Gov. Sargent: Contact

canvassing co-chairmen Jane Graham.

236 Moore, 546-5345; Gerry Colella 235

Moore, 546-5344.

STUDENTS FOR WHITE/DUKAKIS
Canvassing in Springfield. Bus leaves

station at Morrill Science Building at 3:00

p.m. Return by 7:30 p.m.

usee
Meeting of interested students - Old

members and New members Sunday.

Oct. 18, 8:00 p.m. in The Colonial

lounge.

WOMEN/KARATE
Women's karate meets every Sunday,

3:00 p.m. Tuesday, 7:00 p.m. in the

Commonwealth Room, Student Union.

All Sisters Welcome.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
There will be a general meeting to

discuss new and old business. The
meeting will later break down into action

groups. Wednesday, Oct. 14 at 6:00 in

Room 174-176 Campus Center.

Notices
YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

Militant forum and seminar meets

Wed Oct 14 8:00 p.m in Colonial

lounge ol S.U. Engel's "Socialism,

Utopian and Scientific'' will be

discussed Books may be picked up at

YSA table in S.U. lobby Wed

FOUND
Earrings Blue stone set in shell like

structure Found outside Campus
Center Call 323-7275.

LOST
Wire-rimmed glasses in black case.

Sometime Saturday. Call 6-8853

LOST
Diamond engagement ring, platinum

setting Si/e 7 On Nutting Ave. or near

Lum's Restaurant Call 545-0320 or 545-

(1321

LOST
Green wool jacket with brown leather

buttons Please call Sarah 546-6451

LOST
Small, beige change purse with money

in it and a key. on key chain with an E on

it Please bring to Student Union l,ost

and Found

LOST
Pair of black, men's glasses Friday in

Puffton Village or Southwest. Reward
Call 546-1089

LOST PERSON
Kevin English, Humorist, lost several

weeks ago in YAHOO of office. Please

contact us in Student Union

FOUND
One key chain with initials R.C.V. on

campus Check S U Lost and Found

FOUND
Very young, polite make black dog

with white on chest in Cance 232 Call 6-

FOUND
Girl's jacket at Worcester Dining

Commons. Carolyn 6-6607

AEO
Meeting at Student Center 9:30 p.m.

Thursday Location will be posted.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
Meeting Thursday, Oct. 15, 7.00 p.m. in

Radio Room, Engineer Lab Bldg

Election and Dues.

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION
Important meeting of all members of U

Mass Baha'i Assoc, to elect New
Executive Committee and plan for U
Mass Youth Conference Wednesday, Oct.

14. 12:00 Noon, Campus Center,

170-172.

Rooms

BICYCLE CLUB
First trip Sunday, Oct. 18, to the

Ouabbin Reservior. Bring a picnic lunch,

your bicycle and yourself for a great

time . Sign up on the Outing Club Bulled n

Board.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
College Life. Wed. night Van Meter

8:00 p.m. Jim Timmns and Co. - social

worker and rock group - Door prize.

Refreshments.

CEQ
Meeting Wednesday, Oct. 14 at 8:00 CC

175 for all those interested in obtaining

National Science Foundation en-

vironmental research grants. For more
information call Gary - 6-7933

CUSP-PSYCH COUNCIL
Meeting 8: 15 p.m. Oct. 15 in New Hatch

(S. U.) to discuss Undergraduate Ad-

vising: Teacher Eval. and the Libido.

NAIADS
Meeting tonight 4:30 - 6:00 P.M.

All urged to attend to try new stunts.

N.E.S.

Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight (Wed.) at 6:30 P.M. in room 177,

Campus Center ,

NEWMAN
Last chance to sign up for Hayride Oct.

16 at 7:30 P.M. in Secretary's office at

Newman.

NORTHAMPTON VETERANS
HOSPITAL COMPANION PROGRAM
Give some time to helping others. Be a

volunteer at the Veterans Hospital. Mon.

evenings or Thurs. afternoons. Call

Bonnie for info and rides 549-1705, 253-

9008.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Buses leave Hasbrouck and Patterson

at 6:30. Everyone welcome. Old

volunteers particularly urged to come.

OUTING CLUB
Bently's Cove trip this weekend. See

bulletin board for all details. Peace.

I MASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Jump Tuesday. Oct. 20. 8:00 P.M.

Room 174 Campus Center

PHILOSOPHY MAJORS
There will be a meeting open to all

undergraduate philosophy majors on

Thursday, October 15. at 4 pm in

Thompson Tower, sixth Floor Lounge

The purpose ot the meeting is to arrange

a schedule of activities (Speakers

Program, discussions, etc.) for the

Undergraduate Philosophy Club. All

undergraduate philosophy majors are

cordially invited and encouraged to

attend

.

REGIONAL ALLIANCE FOR THE
FREEDOM OF ISRAEL (RAFI)

All students are nvited

All students are invited to our meeting

Oct 14, Wed., 8:00, Room 162 Campus

Center Agenda: introduction to new

members, programming, strategy, and

info on Fourth World national liberation

RECREATION SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the Rec.

Society in 804-808 Campus Center at 7:30

on Wed. night, Oct. 14. Everyone is

welcome.

RUGBY CLUB
Meeting for all players Thursday, Oct.

15, at 7:30 p.m. in Goessmann 259. Im-

portant that everyone attend.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
Genera] business meeting Thursday,

Oct. 15, at 7:00 p.m. in Science Fiction

library. All members urged to attend.

SIMS
All transcendental meditators: Group

meditation, advanced lecture, checking

Sun. Oct. 18, 8.00 p.m. New Campus
Center Room 174-176.

SOCIOLOGY PHYCHOLOGY FILMS
Film this week is "Born Yesterday

with Judy Holliday. Shown at 4:40, 8:00

and 10:00 today in Mahar.

SPANISH CLUB
Dr. Damaso Alonso will deliver his

second lecture tonight at 8:00 in Herter

Hall Room 231

STUDENTS FOR GENSHEIMER
Join the HJJim Gensheimer for

Democratis State Representative

Campaign. Informal get together at 27

Puffton, Thursday Oct. 15 at »:00 p.m.

"DF.NTS FOR GENSHEIMER
nle needing rides to Gen-

.... it iher" m^rt in front of

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*.

Mcrcun, tlte smallest and fantest-

luovina planet in the solar system, lit

associated by astrologers with writing,

other forma of communication. The
sign* related to Mercury are Gemini
nnd Virgo. These peritonei can be found
in field* of communication : writer*,

teacher*, radio and television — they

are alao in newa because many are

fine reporters, able to b»-pa».i the su-

perficial and set to heart of a storj.

AR1KS (March 21 — April 18):

Vuu come full circle: a situation

which had been abandoned ends back
on your doorsteps. What you feel is

finished, may meroly bo retting- a

second wind. Applies to special rela-

tionship.
TAUHCS (April 20 - May 20): What

was restricted becomes available. Key
l.i not to ask for more than you can
handle. Be moderate — and practical.

Some rule», if adhered to .result in so-

lid sain. Act accordingly.
GKMINI (May 21 - Juno 20) : Accent

"ii emotions — which seem now to

run the gamut. Nothing- halway — all

i lie way or nothing-. That's what may
iw occurring- during this cycle. Hold
on — you will emerge victorious.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22) Full

moon position coincides with property
-ettlements, acquisitions of needed ma-
terial. Home and career may conflict.

Finish a project which has been drain-

ins your energy.
I.KO (July 2.1 Auk 22) : Establish

Ignlflcant contacts, but avoid unnec-
essary Journey. Menns express willing-
ness to co-operate In future promotion.
Out don't make yourself too available.
Message will be clarified.

VIRGO (Auff. 23 • Sept. 22): Finan-
cial aspects point to need for caution.
Study Leo messajre. Avoid being over-

anxious. Tou get what you want if

inyou heed Inner voice. Means utilize

mitlve Intellect for best results.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.". • Oct. 22): Bw»l«
occur quickly. He ready for the un-

e\peeted. Tou do this by having al-

ternatlves at hand. Avoid helms cauclit

iff balance. Check leiral procedure.-.

RCORTMO (Oct. 21 - Nov. 21): Ob-
tain hint from Taurus messace. Fol-

low rules — learn them before at-

tempting to break them. Red tape

exists. But don't delay, at this time.

can actually work In your favor.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 2U

:

Get to heart of matters. Avoid pre-

tense. Act In direct, forthright man-
ner. Creative pursuits are emphasized.

But there are tome necessary chanpes

which demand attention.
CAPRICORN (P-ec. 22 - Jan. 10):

r>htatn hint from Cancer mesas ire.

Prnctlcal matters relating to home and

security are emphasized. Peal srlngei-K

with one In position of authority.

Make Intelligent concession.
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb. w

Ideas need added development Over-

coma temptation to act on Impulse.

Take special care with what yon i-nf

in writing*. Key Is to put Into place

\arlous purxle pieces.

IM8CB6 (Feb. 10 - March 2ft): You
may bo called upon to back up as-

sertion* with collateral. Strive for

sincere approach. Then you will not

be accused of exploiting talents of

other. Hold tight to cash.

IF TOPAT IS TOI'R B1RTHPAY
vou are dynamic, embark upon what

ever you do with air of enthusiast"

Tou must give of yourself to be happy
The routine life simply does not seem

to ho for you. It Is chancre, varietv

•pi"*. Insolvent' nt Chang" of enviw.n

m*nt Is on Wlron
Lnf>>ri*bl I07O. <lrn pVa i "ii.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Clan

5 Corded cloth

8 Nerve network

12 Simple

13 Native metal

14 A continent

15 Kite

17-Fragment

19 Bar legally

20 Looks
condescendingly

21 Ireland

23 Heap
24-Spanish plural

article

26 Shooting star

28 Deface

31 Babylonian

deity

32Tub
33 Maiden loved by

Zeus

34 Part of a circle

36 Substance

38 Total

39 Actual

41 Shakespearian

king

43 Beef animal

45 European
herring

48 Gems
50 Band of color

51 One opposed

52 Period of time

54 Part of stove

55 Dirk

56 Marry

57 Bird's home

5 Decay
6 -Teutonic

deity

7 fondle
8 Badger like

mammal
9 Regard

10 Row
1

1

Organs of

hearing

16 Heroic

event

18 Landed
22 Story

23 Part of

flower

24 Meadow
25Swiss

river

27 Small
rug

29 Help
30Wand
35 Originate

36 Clayey
earth
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37-For fear

that

38 Come on the

scene

40 Weird

42 Dress

protector

43 Resorts

44 A state

(abbr.)

46 Simians
47-Temporary

shelter

49Stitch
50Mournful
53 Note of

scale
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Corner Kicks Score As Booters Blank Trinity, 2-0
By STEVE MOSHER

Staff Reporter

The UMass soccer team used two corner kick goals and a viscious

defense to blank Trinity, 2-0, yesterday afternoon. The win gives coach

I 'eter Broaca's boys a 4-0 record for the season.

Both teams played a wait-for- kick. Calheno banged a low . hard
the-break type of game and the shot from the right side and junior
Redmen got the best of it. A
tremendous defensive effort, led
by Dave Ouellette. kept Trinity

away from the UMass goal the
entire game. And, when Trinity

managed to get a shot on net, Bill

Leary stopped all efforts to earn
his second shutout.

On the other side of the field, the
UMass offense forced many break-
aways that, although missing
several - golden opportunities,

resulted in no less than 11 corner
kicks. And this year corner kicks

off of Augie Calheno's foot mean
goals for UMass.
After a scoreless first period in

which neither team threatened,

UMass pressed and began to carry
the game to Trinity. Tony Nun-
ziante missed goals on two near
misses, but the Redmen continued
on.

Finally with four minutes left in

the half, UMass got another corner

fiaihj toUrgtoit
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defenseman Paul Slack used his

big 6*4" body to deflect the ball

past the Trinity goalkeeper.

UMass almost added another a
minute later when Trinity's

defense broke up Larry DeFelice's

break-away only to set up another

Redman corner kick. This time
Slack got his head on the Ball and
deflected it to Duane Brown who
headed it just over the net.

Goalie Leary made a diving save
at the end of the half to preserve
UMass' slim lead.

The Redmen came out of the

halftime break afire. At 2:00,

Nunziante passed to Brown whose
headed shot was just deflected by
Trinity's goalie. And for the next
two minutes UMass took three

straight corner kicks, the last one
resulting in sophomore Bill

Davidson's first goal. Davidson's
goal came when his shot hit a
defenseman and trickled into an
empty net.

Despite trailing now 2-0, Trinity

started to force the play, but Leary
foiled two excellent attempts with
diving saves. UMass spurted for a

few minutes near the end of the

third period, but all that happened
were near misses by Brown, Abdu
Thraya and Lindo Alves.

The tourth period saw UMass
rise to the Challenge of Trinity's

pressing offense and play
sparkling defense Even though
Trinity was forcing the play the

Redmen got the most chances, but

again they were all near misses.

Then, with about 11:00 left in the

game, Trinity had a great chance
to score with goalie Leary out of

5> 4 p
» 1

A GOAL ALRIGHT, BIT WHERE? - In action troiu ytmmmy t «. .»«•>» MCCW victory over

Trinity, a Redman goal is being stored, but one would be led to believe that the ball was shot up

into the net at the left. A closer glance sees the ball nudging into the net on the right. ( MIH' Photo

by Kd Mangiaratti)

position. But Ouellete came out of

the tangle of players to block a sure

goal with his body, and then he
cleared the ball out of danger.

For the rest of the game the ball

was bounced around midfield, to

the satisfaction of the Redmen.

For the entire game and
especially in the last 22 minutes,

the Redmen played a ferocious

game, making flying tackles all

over the place. This agressive

defensive play resulted in an ex-

traordinary number of fouls

committed by the Redmen but. for

the I Mass squad, they were good

penalties often slowing down play

enough for it to regroup and hold

oil Trinity. The Trinity team
didn't take too kindly to these

penalties and several minor list-

rights broke out. but fortunately

didn't amount to anything much

I or the game UMass had II

shots to Trinity's eight; n corner
kicks to Trinity's three, and eight

goalie saves to nine lor the

visitors.

The entire UMass squad played a

heck of a game, but again it was

the defense that took charge,
ouellette, Joe Cerniawski, Slack.

Howie. Augie Calheno, Leary.

Todd Buck. Gary Mart and Edward
Doherty are names to remember
and watch the rest of the year
because, if these men continue to

play their usual game, the Redmen
are in lor a great season . They
(.ml help it

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

Yan-Con Weeklv Grid Selections Aqain Go to UMass' Rivals
Rhode Island fullback Dick

Narcessian, Maine linebacker
John Rhodes and New Hampshire
fullback Ken Roberson have been
chosen as the top offensive,

averaged nine yards per carry
with a total of 143 yards on 16 tries

and two touchdowns to lead URI to

a 40-13 Conference win over Ver-
mont. Narcessian now leads the

defensive and sophomore players Conference in rushing with 347

in the Yankee Conference for their yards and a 7.4 average,

performances last Saturday. Rhodes, a 5' 11 190-lb. senior,

Narcessian, a 6' 205-lb. senior, sparked the Maine defense and

recovered a UNH fumble that* fed
to a touchdown as the Black Bears
dropped a final- minute, 13-9

decision.

Roberson gained 99 yards on 26

carries and picked up three crucial

first downs in UNH's final-quarter

drive for the winning touchdown.

Other nominations were: Of-

fense split end Dave Paul

(Maine), quarterback Rick
Kobustetti (UConn), Quarterback
Bob Hopkins (UNH). fullback John
IVlcher (Vermont) and halfback

Pat Scavone ( UMass ); Defense -

end Bill llogan < UConn),
linebacker Jim Ramsey (UNH),
linebacker Fran I'rondecki

i Vermont t. half kick Dennis Breen
Maine) and tackle Bill DeKlavio
(UMass i. sophomores quar-
terback Sandy Hastings (Maine),
linebacker John Salek (UCODJI),
tight end Vic Zotto (Vermont).
halfback Grant Ueaakftoo Rhode
Island) and split end Steve
Schubert < UMass).

sPo/?ts —ap— ShorT'Es
BALTIMORE (AP) Dave

McNally became the first pitcher

in history to hit a grand slam home
run in the World Series as he

climaxed a long-ball barrage that

buried Cincinnati 9-7 yesterday

and gave the Baltimore Orioles a

3-0 lead in baseball's fall classic.

The Orioles, riding a 17-game

winning streak that includes their

last u regular season games,

three playoff contests and the

three against the Reds, can sweep
the best of seven series in Wed-
nesday's fourth game here.

BALTIMORE (AP) - The
Baltimore Orioles' 17-game win-

ning streak astonishes Pete Rose.

"Can you imagine 17 in a row?

last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
Pipers 43, Mergs
Nurds 18, Brigade 2
TEP 16, BP 13

KS 26, DX 6

LX 50, SAM 8

PMD 30, ZN 6

SE 12, SAE
PSD over APO, wbf
Barracudas 15, Broncos 2

Outhouse T 45, Elephants

Lubees 22. Gregorians 6

Roadrunners 23, Smashers 7

Beacons 21, Duchies 6

Bulldogs 13, Colonels 12

GAK 39, Freaks

Gypsies 18, Heroes

Turtles over Puckers, wbf

Tubes 6, Browns

It's amazing," The Cincinnati

captain said after the Reds' third

straight loss to the Orioles, 9-3, in

the World Series yesterday.

"It's hard to win just four in a

row in the National League. They
went through a relaxing period,

too. after they clinched the pen-

Notices
QB CLUB-The fifth weekly

UMass Redmen Quarterback Club
Luncheon will be held at the

Newman Center today at 12:15

p.m. to let out promptly at 1 : 15. A
film of the UMass-Boston
University game will be shown.

Also featured will be the awards
for the offensive and defensive

players of the week, a scouting

report on Rhode Island the Red-
man's next opponent, a door prize

and a raffle of choice game tickets.
• * * *

FROSH HOCKEY-There will be
a meeting for all freshman hockey
candidates on Monday, Oct. 19 at

4:30 p.m. in room 227, Boyden
Building.

• • • •

INTRAMURAL CHAIRMEN-A
reminder to all intramural athletic

chairmen, basketball and bowling
team rosters are due Tuesday,
Oct. 20, in the intramural office,

215 Boyden.
» » * *

HEALTH FORMS-Health
clearance forms will be available

in the intramural office beginning
this morning.

• • »

*

IM OFFICIATING-Anyone in-

terested in officiating intramural
basketball games please sign up in

the IM office.

nar.:. And six of those wins in the

playoffs and series have been with
money on the line," Rose said

admiringly.

Tonight's

Intramurals

FIELD TIME
1

2

3

4

I

6

1

2

3

4

5

I

1

2

3

4

5

I

6:30
6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

FOOTBALL
TEAMS

Lifers vs. Dildoughs
Hack vs. Cult

BX vs. Oxfords
Cans vs. Bulldozers

Terrors vs. "C" Crushers
Monuments vs. Senators

Intramural

Rushers ( on passer i

Woodcock (BX) - 16

Stephen (Pines) - 14

Fisichella (Dildoughs) - 13

Nieves (Lemons) - 13

Guglietti (Seagrams) - 13

Whitten (Redwoods) • 10
Jaroz (Panthers) - 9
Warner (KS) - 8
Naoler (Team) - 8
Allen (Colt 45's) - 8

Points
Brown (Redwoods) - 81
Whitten (Redwoods) - 78
Jordan (Smashers) - 72
Rinyane (Lubes) • 71

Brennan (Roadrunners) - 67
Lewis (PSD) - 62
McClellan (Trojans) 56

Grid
Stats

Halt (Trojans) - 56

S Cyr (Senators) - 44
Petrides (TEP) - 44

Receptions
DeCost (SPE) - 37

Brown (Redwoods) - 33
Koerener (Hemlocks) - 30
Rinyane (Lubes) - 26

Shaffer (Team) - 22

Allegrezza (Burners) - 22
McNamara (Smashers) - 21

Sweeney (Aces) - 21

Cunningham (PLP) - 21

Cormier, R. (Hacks) - 21

Top Offensive Team
Roadrunners • 243 pts.

Top Defensive Team
KS 14 pts.

Lions vs. Comanchees
Seagrams vs. Spartans
Bruisers vs. Academics

Pines vs. Bears
Aces vs. Trojans

Lemons vs. Flaming A's

POSITION SOUTH
1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6

POSITION GRAD-FAC
1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6
TUG-O-WAR

PIT TIME
1 7:30

7:30

7:45

7:45

7:45

TEAMS

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

8:00

8:00
8:00

8:15

8:15

8:30
8:30
8:45
8:45

GAK vs. Dildoughs

BX vs. Oxfords

TEP vs PSD
KSvs.TC

DX vs TEP

APO vs. PLP
SPE vs SAK
PMD vs. LCA

Maroons vs. Dogs
Pipers vs. Redwoods
POSITION TOWER

1 vs. 2

4 vs. 5

3M'svs. Tubes
Bulldogs vs. Browns

Auerbach -- On Erving
On a recent "Sports Huddle'' show, a regular feature program of

radio station WBZ of Boston, former Boston Celtics coach and
present general manager Red Auerbach was the special guest.
Auerbach was asked questions by the program's announcer and also
by interested people who phoned in their queries. One such person
questioned Auerbach about Julius Erving, UMass' and New
England's best basketball player. The conversation between
questioner and Auerbach went as follows:

Q. "What do you think of Julius Erving?"
Auerbach: "Julius Erving is fantastic."

Q. "Do you think he can make it in the pros."
Auerbach: "No doubt about it.'

Q. The questioner here made a quick point which was missed.
Auerbach: His comment on that point was: "O sure, he's a great

player."

Q. "Can he shoot well enough though?"
Auerbach: "I think he's what you call a fair shooter. I think he's

got a couple more years to go...he's going to be a good shooter bv the
time he graduates and, when he gets to the pro and he really"con
centrates on it, I think he's going to be a real good ballplayer.

"

Q. The questioner here pointed out that Erving might have trouble
playing forward as a pro because he's only six feet, live inches tall
Auerbach: His answer to this point was: "He's big enough he can

rebound like a guy 6'8, 6'9, 6'10; he's just something."
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Bromery Promotion Urged

In Senate's Opening Action
Details, Page Three

Gensheimer,

Callahan

Visit Campus

See Page Two

Harvard

Building

Blown Up

See Page Four
The Roadarte geo-environmental troupe conducted "en-

vironmental changes" in the senate chambers last night. The
happening occurred as a final part of the meeting as a great plastic

balloon was inflated and movies were shown using the walls as

screens. The troupe sought to demonstrate "the environment of the

future." (MDC photo by Tim Fagan)
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Callahan Advocates

Court, Drug Reforms
John Callahan, Democratic candidate for District Attorney For

I lampshire and Franklin counties, appeared at a coffee hour yesterday in

the Student Union.

A former United States Attorney for Massachusetts, Callahan ad-

vocates reform of the court system in this state - a system he calls "an-

tiquated. " Foremost among his complaints about the courts is the public

defender policies for indigent defendants. The court docket is so full of

cases that the lawyer appointed by the courts has so many clients that he

is able to spend only a short time with each one.

Callahan called for drastic reform of the abortion laws in the state and

also stated that drug laws are unrealistic. The answer to the drug

problem, according to Callahan is an extensive education and

rehabilitation program for potential users and police alike. He cited the

sale of heroin as one of the largest crime problems of the two counties.

When asked about police harassment of "long hairs", Callahan ad-

mitted that it certainly does happen but that police are becoming much
more adept at picking out the criminal "long hairs" from the rest of

them. He spoke at length about the police and said that he realizes that

his office has a duty to the public to protect it from over-zealous police

who are not lawyers and sometimes foul up search warrants and the like.

Along this same vein he said that police are beginning to realize that the

District Attorney's office is set up to help protect the public as well as to

uphold the law.

FRANCIS GENSHEIMER, a UMass undergrade is running on the

Detnecratic ticket for state representative. His district includes the

towns of Sunderland and Deerfield. (MDC photo by Gib Fulerton

)

All Accessories for Yarncrafts

Reynolds Imported Yams

Native Fisherman Yarn

Pre-cut Rugs and Rug Yarn

Crewel, Needlepoint, Straw

Ponchos, Kits Books

Yarncrafts

HADLEY VILLAGE BARN SHOPS
HADLEY, MASS. 584SS46

Store Hours. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily

Thurs * Fri. night till 9 p.m.

8Hjr *aasarijtwta flatlg (Hollrgtan

OMic* of th« DAILY COLLEGIAN of on the stcond floor of the

Student Union on th« University campus, lip cod* 01002. Phonos
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JOHN CALLAHAN. Democratic candidate for District Attorney for Hampshire and Franklin

counties spoke yesterday at a coffee hour in the Student Union. He advocated reform of the court

system and of drug and abortion laws. (MDC' photo by Barry Penn)

UM Student Explains His Campaign
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor

North of Amherst lies Franklin

County, home of some seventeen

small towns and about 11,000

registered voters, most of whom
have Republican party leanings.

Francis James Gensheimer, a

Democratic "political unknown"
according to the Greenfield
Recorder, is his party's candidate

for State Representative. The
district, which includes Sun-
derland, Deerfield and Warwick,
has never elected a non-
Republican to the State Rep's
office; the local Holyoke Tran-

script is owned by the Republican
candidate for Lt. Governor. Donald
Dwight.
Gensheimer is also a UMass

Undergraduate, twenty-five years

old, a Government major, an Army
veteran, and a man with a "con-

cern for the way State Government
has been going."

This is Gensheimer's first

political campaign. He seems to be

just getting used to saying "this is

off the record" and those other

careful political catch phrases. He
doesn't have the hardened look of a

political candidate. But he isn't a
household word and has a tough
fight ahead against his two
Republican opponents.

The election shapes up like this:

Gensheimer was un-opposed in the

Democratic primary (mostly
because the Democratic party is

weak in the Franklin area). The
Republican candidate, James
Healy, son of the retiring State

Rep. Healy, beat four other
Republicans for the nomination.

The old guard Republicans in the

district have also decided to run
the Republican primary runner-

up, George Bell, in a sticker

campaign. Knowledgable sources

say that many of the Republican

leaders just don't want a young
man to get elected.

Gensheimer, in a Collegian in-

terview, said that his basic plat-

form was as follows:

"Bringing State government to

the local level" by maintaining

regular office hours in each of the

towns he represents. He pointed

out that the present representative

lives "in Boston" during the

legislative session.

The cleaning up of the Con-
necticut River which flows through

the Franklin district. Gensheimer
emphasized the need for State and
Federal co-operation on this task.

He also cited the danger of nuclear
pollution from the Vernon Atomic
Power Plant, which will deposit

nuclear particles at low levels into

the environment.

Making "the people aware of the

drug problem" in schools and
setting up a drug program similiar

to the one used in Boston with Drug
Drop-in centers and help for those

who need it. Gensheimer hesitated

before answering whether he
favored "legalization of

Marijuana" and replied that
"furthur studies had to be made"
concerning marijuana. He did say
that he "would like to file bills"

which would change the present
"in the presence of" drug laws and
create a program to deal with the

problem of drugs.

Gensheimer stated that he
thought the birth control laws of

the state were "absurd" and would
like to see birth control devices
made "free on demand." His
stand on the State abortion law was
that "the law we have is fine, if it

was applied fairly". The law, he
said, provided for abortions for

those with "health reasons". He
emphasized that health reasons
included both "physical and
mental". "I think that abortion is

immoral" he added, saying that he
could not vote his own moral
principles just as a draft registor

cannot violate his moral prin-

Fine Arts Council 1970/71 Series

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIV. OF MASS;

Tuesday - Wednesday, October 20-21

NATHAN MILSTEIN
"The Master Violinist" N.Y. Times

Two entirely different programs each evening

at 8:00 p.m. including Sonatas by Brahms,
Handel, Vivaldi and Bach.

ciples.

If all goes well for "Jim" Gen-
sheimer he won't graduate as he
should next June. He is waging an
up-hill tight to become part of the

Legislature. When asked why he's

doing it, the reply was direct; "I

can do more in the legislature, than
out."

Two Indicted

For Dormitory
ArmedRobbery
Two young Springfield men were

indicted on a total of 22 counts by
the Hampshire County Grand Jury
in connection with the alleged
armed robbery of four students in a
dormitory last week.

Indicted on 12 counts was Bobby
Joe Tubbs. 24, of 171 College St.,

Springfield.

Tubbs, who is being held at the
Hampshire County Jail in lieu of

$7,000 bail, is charged with four
counts of assault with a dangerous
weapon, a pistol, and three counts
of armed robbery.
He also is charged with carrying

a dangerous weapon without
authority, carrying a dangerous
weapon on a college campus,
putting in fear for the purpose of
stealing, attempted larceny and
possession of a narcotic drug.
Jimmy Lowell King, 19, of 69

Clarendon St., also was charged
with four counts of assault with a
dangerous weapon and three
charges of armed robbery.
There also are indictments

against him for carrying a
dangerous weapon on campus and
carrying a dangerous weapon
without authority as well as putting
in fear for the purpose of stealing.
Both are charged with stealing

record playing equipment, per-
sonal items and money from four
UMass students who campus
police said, were found bound and
gagged in the Washington Tower
dormitory room.
The two were arrested, a short

time later, along with an Amherst
College senior, Victor W.
Richardson, 20. of Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
He faces three counts of assault

with a dangerous weapon with
intent to rob. He will appear in

Hampshire District Court.
Presiding Superior Court

Justice, Donald M. Macaulay
appointed the public defender to
represent the two indicted by the
Grand Jury.
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First Senate Meeting

Stresses Involvement
The new 1970-71 Student Senate, 87 strong, met for the first time last

night and worked on issues that have been pending for the past few

weeks.
Chairmanship passed from hand to hand as officers stepped down to

?nter the arena of argument on the following:

The S.G.A. Committee, after a lot of debate on and off the floor, was
directed to come up with a referendum question to present to the student

body for voting centering on the question, as originally stated, "Do you

approve of the Student Senate's funding social action groups such as the

CEQ, Community Action Fund, University Mobe, Draft Counseling

Services, etc.?" Under Chairman of the SGA Leo Clark the committee

will examine various possibilities. There is a good chance that the

question will appear in two or three sections on ballots.

Recommended to the Chancellor's Committee on Rents and Fees that

meal tickets be optional. Also, explicitly through another motion,

recommended that any student over 21 may live off campus, and students

under 21 have the same privilege with parents' permission.

Tremendously important to the "old guard" leaders of the senate,

including officers and committee chairmen, was passage of several

recommendations indicating approval of Dr. Randolph W. Bromery for

promotion, specifically to the office of Vice-Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs. "Basically the senate should let the administration know what we
students want," sponsor of the bill president Glenn Elters explained. The

motions passed unanimously.

President Glenn Elters had begun the meeting with a short speech
t

following the swearing in of new senators who had been informed of a lot

of technical precedures prior to the meeting.

"Students must decide whether they are finally to chart their own

destiny or whether they are content with being spoon-fed and often ex-

ploited. We need a student bill of rights, we need fiscal control and we
need control over those programs which we as students support, such as

the athletic program, the campus-center, and the dining commons."

Economizing time during the three and a half hour meeting, the

senators voted in the first part of the meeting on several technical

financial motions, all passing:
- a move to loan Yahoo an amount not to exceed $450.00 from the Capital

Equipment loan fund, for the purchase of a reflex 35mm camera and an
inexpensive manual typewriter.
- voted to appropriate $30.00 to the National Ski Patrol to be used for

office and medical supplies.
-- voted to amend YAHOO budget in the Budget Act 1970-71 by adding to

categories:

Postage $6.00

Duplicating $20.00

Books $6.00
Postage $20.00
Duplicating $34.00
Books $40.00
Transportation $100.00

Questions which were answered at the meeting included questions
concerning the log cabin in southwest and permission to cover campus
center walls with murals as currently adorn Bartlett Hall. The log cabin
was built by a student group without permission, said Vice President Pat
Beharry. It fate is as yet undetermined. As for murals in the center, they
are legal and not barred by the no major alteration' clause in the ar-
chitect's contract. Senator Larry Woods answered the question. Any
student with any question to ask about the University community can get
his question placed on the senate agenda and assigned to investigators.
A beautiful happening ended the meeting when the senate moved

creatively into special business to allow the Roadarte geo-environmental
troupe to conduct "environment changes" in the senate chambers.

Alumni Return Next Week
The first of a two weekend split,

necessitated by a modification of

the Princeton Plan, will begin with

the return of the alumni next

weekend on Friday, October 23.

The events will be highlighted with

the traditional float parade, rally,

and an alumni picnic.

The floa* parade will begin at

6:30, Friday evening starting at

Haigis Mall (located between
Whitmon and SBA). and will

proceed to Amity Street. From
there it will go to North Pleasant

Street and end up on Mass. Ave.

Following the parade, festivities

will wind up with a rally in front of

the Campus Center at 8:30. They
will be backed up by the band and
distinguished RSO groups.

On Saturday, before the football

game, there will be a tailgate

picnic for alumni with a special

demonstration by the UMass
Parachuting Club as they drop in

on the event. The parachute

Jumping will take place between

1^:45 and 12:30 so that people

proceeding to the stadium will be

able to view it. Starting at 1 : 00, the

Redmen will take on the Huskies

from the University of Con-

necticut. A special half-time show
will present the five homecoming
queen finalists. The events will be

climaxed Saturday night by
special alumni evening programs.

The new senate was sworn in last night. Late senators were sworn in as they appeared. The

entire elected senate of 87 members was present eventually and went through the entire agenda in

three-and-a-half hours. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

Coffee Shop
NamedAt
Smorgasbord
Connaisseurs of the culinary art

were delighted last night by a

Waffle Smorgasbord held to

highlight the christening of the new
Campus Center coffee shoppe.

The new name "Concrete Coffee

Pot", was submitted by Miss
Nancy Ann Machnik. Miss
Machnik graciously accepted her
prize, a ten dollar gift certificate

good at the Pot anytime, amid a

less than enthusiastic crowd of

about forty people. The contest

was sponsored by the Campus
Center Program Council.

It has been recently voiced by
many students that the new
Campus Center is cold, sterile and
too far removed from the students

themselves. However, scin-

tellating projects such as these are
sure to win for the Pot a place in

the hearts of UMass students that

will rival that held by the old

Hatch.

NOTHING UVI I I IK4H T TIIKSi: W \l I I i;s I Mass toed
limls welcome relief horn Dining Commons lood in Walfle
Smorgasbord held al the Campus ( 'niter last night.

Remedial Reading Clinic Opens
A diagnostic case studies clinic

for remedial reading is being of-

fered by the University of

Massachusetts Education
Department for the first time. The
clinic began Oct. 12 for 78 Amherst
school children.

The 39 teachers will be under the

direction of Dr. David Yarrington

from the Education Department,
(iraduate students who are trained

reading technicians, will instruct

the classes

Dr. Yarrington has divided the

clinic into two live week sections.

During the first five weeks
children will be given standardized

tests to determine their individual

hangups The second section will determine a child's problem and
involve the children and in introduce a program to hopefully

structors playing a series of games correct it Results from stari

to help remedy their problems. dardi/ed tests will also be

The purpose of the clinic ac measured with those obtained

cording to l)r Yarrington, is to from the games
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In The Nation And The World

N . Vietnam Rejects
Nixon's Peace Plan
TOKYO ( AP) - North Vietnam on

Thursday rejected "categorically"
President Nixon's Indochina peace
plan. U.S. officials interpreted the

announcement as a bargaining
ploy and not the last word by North
Vietnam on Nixon's offer.

The statement, issued as the

Paris peace conference prepared
to meet Thursday for the second
time on the Nixon plan, said: "The
Vietnamese people and the

government of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam sternly
condemn and categorically reject

the deceptive peace' proposal

made by the Nixon ad-
ministration."

Hanoi's Vietnam News Agency,
in a broadcast monitored here,

said the statement was issued by
the North Vietnamese foreign
ministry.

The Nixon proposal does not "at

all contribute to the peaceful

settlement of the Indochinese

problem but only serves the
scheme to prolong and expand its

aggressive war in Indochina." it

said.

Referring to Nixon's proposal to

convene a Geneva type in-

ternational conference on In-

dochina, the statement said it is

"nothing but a cunning trick aimed
at fooling public opinion, hiding the

fact that the United States is ob-

durately maintaining its

aggressive stand against Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia.
"The key question is that the

United States must change its

policy and end its aggression
against the three Indochinese
countries," it said.

The statement added: 'the

Vietnamese people are resolved to

endure all sacrifices and hard-
ships, persist in and promote the

fight on the military, political and
diplomatic fronts till complete
victory."

BombBurstsA tHarvard;
RadicalWomen BoastDeed
BOSTON (AP) "The Proud Eagle Tribe, a group of

revolutionary women," claimed credit Wednesday for
bombing a Harvard University building and said it

dedicated the bombing to Angela Davis.
The claim was made in a letter, a carbon copy of

which was mailed special delivery to the Associated
Press office in Boston. The envelope was postmarked
11 a.m. and 12 p.m. Wednesday.
The Center for International Affairs at Harvard in

neighboring Cambridge was damaged by a bomb
early Wednesday morning. A telephone caller with a
female voice warned campus police to have the
building evacuated before the explosion.

The letter was typewritten, but printed in block
letters at the bottom was the reference to Miss David,
who had been one of the FBI's 10 most wanted persons
until her arrest in New York at midnight, less than two
hours before the Harvard bombing. The printing
read: "We just heard that Angela Davis was cap-
tured. We dedicated this action to her because her
actions and example have inspired us.

"Free all political prisoners." The letter was signed
off with an Indian style drawing of an eagle clutching
an arrow.

In the letter, the group claimed credit for summer
disturbances in Cambridge and Boston and said "in
Burlington, kids waged an offensive against the town
pigs, capped by the fire bomb attack on the pig
station."

The police station in Burlington, 20 miles from
Boston, was bombed in August. No one was injured
but several officers were sprayed with flying glass,
and police had to move.
The letter said "the fall offensive has just begun"

and "our offensive will be carried on in the streets and
the schools all over-especially here in Boston.
This, our tribe's first action, is part of a national fall

offensive by tribes of kids all over to attack the enemy
everywhere he shows his ugly face. This coincides
with offensives being waged by the Viet Cong in

Southeast Asia and by our brothers in the prisons of
New YorkCity," the letter said.

Nations Flex Missiles

Davis Hearing Set forFriday

WASHINGTON (AP) The
United States disclosed today that

Communist China had resumed
nuclear tests with another large

atmospheric blast after more than
a year's lapse. It also said Soviet

Russia had apparently set off 'its

largest underground nuclear
detonation since the limited test

ban treaty became effective in

1963. Evidently both blasts were
tests of hydrogen weapons,
although the government's an-

nouncement put no such label on
them.

At the same time, the AEC
reported the United States had
itself touched off an underground
nuclear blast Wednesday-the first

time in history three nations

presumable conducted tests on the

same day.

The U.S. nuclear explosion was
described as equivalent to the

detonation of 20,000 to 200,000 tons

of TNT.
The AEC was definite in its

announcement that the Chinese
blast was a nuclear explosion - one
of three megatons yield, or the

equivalent of three million tons of

TNT.
And it was conducted in the

atmosphere, the commission said.

That probably would be at least

six times larger than the most
powerful Soviet underground blast

previously announced by the AEC.

A*

(NEW YORK AP) - Angela Davis, brilliant scholar
turned black revolutionary, was held in $250,000 bail
Wednesday on charges of fleeing a California warrant
for kidnaping and murder.
She is accused of having purchased guns involved in

the slaying of Superior Court Judge Harold J. Haley
an three others during a shoot out escape attempt at
the Marin County Courthouse in San Rafael last Aug.
7.

Miss Davis had been sought for nearly two months
and had been on the FBI's 10 Most Wanted List.

A hearing was set for Friday. David R. Poindexter,
Jr., arrested by the FBI with Miss Davis at a mid
Manhattan motel Tuesday evening, was arraigned
separately on charges of harboring a fugitive and his
bail set at $100,000. His hearing was set for Oct. 20.

John Abt, longtime lawyer for American Com-
munists, represented Miss Davis, 26, at her
arraignment before U.S. Commissioner Earle N.
Bishopp and charged that the bail was "outrageous
and utterly fantastic."

All persons entering the hearing room were sear-
ched-including James Tormey, chairman of the
Communist Party of the U.S.A.'s defense commission!
Miss Davis' avowal that she was . Communist

touched off a highly publicized battle uver academic
freedom in 1969. She was an assistant professor of
philosophy at the University of California at Los
Angeles UCLA at the time. A majority of the Board of
Regents, led by Gov. Ronald Reagan, voted to fire her
because of a 30 year old policy against employing
Communists.
The action was overturned by a California Superior

Court decision and the Regents has appealed. During
this interval the Regents declined to rehire her. This
time they cited what they called her lengthy absences
from the campus to raise funds and otherwise work
for black militant causes. They said this made her an
incompete teacher.

Miss Davis told reporters, during a fund raising tour
in New York a year ago, that she considered her work
for black liberation more important than teaching.

SPECTRUM,
the undergraduate magazine, is accepting contributions for the Fall issue.

In addition to art and photography, we intend to publish fiction, poetry

and essays on contemporary issues.

All written material submitted must be typed, double-spaced and include a

self-addressed, stamped envelope. Manuscripts may be left at the SPEC-

TRUM office, Room 409 in the Student Union, or they may be sent to:

SPECTRUM, R.S.O. 102, Student Union Building, University of Mass-

achusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002.

Bombs Threaten UMaine

SENIORS

!

Help plan your own activities this year ....

join the Executive Council.

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN THE

R.S.O. OFFICE, CAMPUS CENTER

Present members need not re-apply.

1st meeting will be on Sunday, Oct. 18, 1970

Applications due Friday, Oct. 16, 1970.

ORONO, Maine (AP) - After a
week of bomb hoaxes that forced
evacuation of 19 campus buildings
here and in Bangor, the University
of Maine offered Wednesday a
reward for apprehension of what
President Winthrop C. Libby said
"appears to be a domented in-

dividual."

'Frisco Blacks
To Guard
Firemen
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Forty

Negro guards, most of them
unarmed, are making it safe for
firemen to battle blazes in the
predominantly black Hunters
Point area.

In earlier months, when
predominantly white fire crews
would respond to blazes, crowds of

black residents would gather and
jeer them. Often rocks and bottles
were thrown.

So the security force was started
by the San Francisco
Redevelopment Agency, as "cool
it" scheme for protecting agency
property.

Since last Thursday, most of the
more than 8,500 students at the two
campuses have been evacuated for
dormitories or classrooms while
security forces checked for bombs.

The University has offered to
pay $1,000 for information leading
to the capture, conviction or
commitment to a mental in-
stitution of whoever is responsible
for the bomb threats.

The University has installed
equipment permitting a trace of
any call into, out from or within the
Orono campus.

The decision to post a reward
came after a hectic night in which
some 2,500 students were turned
out of 11 dormitories for periods up
to two hours or slightly more.

Some were sheltered in other
dorms, some went to student
cafeterias and the student union.
A few went to Fogler Library,

MDC
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Heavy Fighting Rages
On Cambodian Border

SAIGON ( AP) - South Vietnames
forces reported Wednesday
fighting at three points along the
Cambodian frontier against North
Vietnamese troops reinfiltrating
into their former sanctuaries.
Saigon headquarters said two of

the clashes took place on the
Cambodian side of the border and
the other just inside South Viet-

nam.
Headquarters said South Viet-

namese troops killed 29 enemy
soldiers and took 7 prisoners in the
three encounters while suffering
light casualties in their own ranks.
The flareup of frontier fighting

coincided with announcements
from the U.S. «'ommand of a
mistaken rocket firing in the

Mekong Delta and explosion of a
powerful Viet Cong booby trap that

cost the most American casualties
in six months from such enemy
action.

U.S. headquarters said nine
American infantrymen were killed

and five others were wounded
Tuesday when they triggered an
American artillery shell which the

Viet Cong had rigged as a booby

trap

One South Vietnamese soldier
also was killed in the explosion 66
miles southeast of Da Nang in the
northern part of the country.

It was the worst casualty toll

from booby traps since April 15.

when a similarly rigged artillery
shell killed 14 Americans and
wounded 32 in the same Quang
Ngai Province.

In the Mekong Delta, 132 miles
southwest of Saigon, an American
gunship helicopter fired 12 rockets
into South Vietnamese troops by
accident last Sunday. U.S.
headquarters said in a delayed
report. The rockets killed 8 South
Vietnamese soldiers and wounded
23 more, headquarters reported.
The fresh fighting along the

Cambodian frontiers lent support
to reports from Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird and allied

intelligence officers that the North
Vietnamese have begun rein
filtrating into border sanctuaries.
These had been swept last May and
June during the large scale U.S.
south Vietnamese drive in eastern
Cambodia.

Supreme Court Considers

School Integration Plans
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

government advised the Supreme
Court Wednesday to consider
resegregation and black
separatism as it decides on the

steps school systems must take to

accomplish integration

"One of the problems is not to

require too much." the U.S.
solicitor general, Erwin N.
Griswold. told the court toward the

end of the three day hearing.

At the same time, he said

children should not be able to "opt

out" of a system that has been
desegregated.

The governments top
spokesman in the high court has
steered a course somewhere
between civil rights attorneys and
Southern school boards. For
example, Girswold said black
children do not have a con-

stitutional right to attend schools

that are not identifiable racially,

but he accused the boards in

Mobile, Ala., and Charlotte, N. C,
of perpetuating segregation.

Griswold said Washington, DC,
is the clearest example of

resegregation-where whites leave

'he schools to avoid attending

classes against their will with
blacks. In the capital the public

Combat Bonus
Proposed By
The Pentagon
WASHINGTON (AP) - Then

Pentagon hopes to lure recruits

into signing up for the infantry and
other combat jobs now given
mostly to draftees by offering

special bonuses when the military

switches to an all volunteer force.

Under the proposed plan, men
who chose the infantry, armor or
artillery branches will be paid as
much as $150 extra a month. This
would virtually double the present
pay of many American fighting

men, already the highest paid in

the world.

school population is more than 90
per cent black.

And, looking across the counsel
table in the courtroom to lawyers
from the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, the
solicitor general said: "It is far
from clear whether all the people
they represent want to have what
they seek for them. It isn't clear to
me that black children should be
forced to go to schools thev don't
want to attend."

Cops Rally

To Protest
Police Attacks
WASHINGTON (AP)

Thousands of policemen jammed
the Capitol Wednesday in a
demonstration for stiffer laws
against attacks on police.

The rally was called by the

Fraternal Order of Police "to show
the people of this country we are
fed up," John J. Harrington,
national president, told some 3,500

officers and Congress members on
the Capitol steps.

The policemen came here from
throughout the country.

"The thin line between
civilization and the jungle-which is

us policemen-is being shot to hell

and something has to be done about
it." Harrington said.

Harrington, on leave from the

Philadelphia Police Department,
said, "It's time the people of this

country face up to it-there is a

revolution taking place."

He called for passage of

legislation making it a federal

crime to cross state lines to attack

a policemen and providing the

death penalty or life imprisonment
for killing a policeman or fireman.

In his rally speech and in earlier

testimony before a House sub-

committee, Harrington criticized

the Justice Department, the
Supreme Court, "liberal papers
like the Washington Post, the New
York Times and the St. Louis
Dispatch, and many of the great
TV chains."

Take a

FLIGHT
on the escalator slide

SUNDAY at Hie Waffle escalator party

3-7 P.M.

music by: FLIGHT

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
restaurant

11th floor, Campus Center

OPENS
Oct. 24

Homecoming Weekend

LUNCHEON
Mon. - Frl. 11:30 .-1:30

Sunday Brunch li:00 - 2:00

DINNER
Wed. & Thurs._5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 5:30 - 9:00 p.m.

Sulnday 4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

DRINKS
At Lunch
Every Night 4:00 p.m. - 12:00

Sunday 4:00 - 10:00

If You're Over 21
Join the Top of the Campus Club
$1.00 annual dues

HAPPY HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 4:00 p.m. - 6:00

MUSIC
With Dinner Wed. - Sat.

Until Midnight Fri. & Sat.

ENJOY FINE FOOD
GOOD MUSIC
PANORAMIC VISTAS
TOP OF THE CAMPUS
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Larry Trillo

The FeltHat
I was scared. I had just left my

only pair of shoes at the boot-

maker's and was walking in the
newborn twilight amid the silent

tombstones. These stationary
blocks of granite gather moss . and
I had to find out why. .1 missed the
Botany field trip so this was my
special makeup project, to find the
cause of nonrollingstone-gathering
moss.

It was scary to be scared. I

didn't want to catch cold as the
grass was very damp. Dampness
1 Tightened me to the very marrow
of my spinal column... I a young
college student who rarely ever set
loot out of campus soil, and here I

was with no shoes walking around
while my worndown heels were
being fixed at the bootmaker's.

I did have a hat on though, and
since I hardly ever wore a hat, this

was something special. I figured
that if I had no shoes on, the least I

could do was wear a hat. Protect
the scrotum in bach of my
forehead.

The balls of my feet were getting
cold and my toes had turned
soggy ho hum. I walked down the
slightly paved path running

through this old graveyard in back
of a filling station, wearing a felt

hat. In fact, I had taken to dancing
around one tombstone where a
Molly Detour was buried. Aha! a
detour sign of high stature since
she died in the American
Revolution... but alas some vandals
had torn down the flag that
adorned it with glory, and left it

tattered and soiled in the dirt. I

picked up this banner and tied it

around my hat. Damn! it fit...-

covering the cogs of my head...well
actually, wallpapering my felt hat
with stars and stripes forever
ample. 1 slept in the graveyard in

a secluded spot and went back in

the morning to pick up my shoes. I

had not caught a cold, for which I

was very thankful, and put my
shoes back on and took off the hat.

I sat down on a bench and read the
paper. It was a fine day. ..I struck
my hat on my lap and someone
passing by could have thought I

was hard, but I was really feeling
light. And no one really passed
by... I was a detour to their glances
and they just passed away.

Patent Peace
So you think that everything is

getting too commercial, huh?
Well, now there's talk of the Peace
Symbol being registered as a
commercial trademark. It seems
thai the competition for the symbol
is between a shoemaker and a
doting firm whose trademark is

•LUV
"

II this were the accepted
symbol of the Quakers, or any
organized religious sect, which is

absolutely pacifist, we would not
register it." stated the director of
I he Patent Office's trademark
examining office. CM. Wendt.
Vincent F. MeGee Jr., executive
secretary ol Business Executives
Move for Vietnam Peace, stated
Ins viewpoint on the whole deal
vviih the words. "They're trying to
make money on something that

should be beyond com-
mercialization."

The United States Patent Office
says that there are two trademark
applications for the Peace Symbol,
one from Intercontinent Shoe
Corp., New York which has the
symbol on footwear in metal or
leather. The other trademark
application was filed by Harold
Koenig, President of Luv, Inc.,

Miami. Florida. This firm puts out
"boutique type high fashion
clothing for the junior customer."
The Trademark Trial and Ap-

peal Board will pick the winner
between these two firms on the
basis of which one used the em-
blem first.

It is quite ironic that now there is

squabbling over the Peace Symbol.

The Bed Hope Is that one of these days the ground will get

ilisuusted enough just to talk away-leaving people with nothing more
in si.iiiil on than what thev have so bloodv well stood for up to now.

KENNETH PATCHEN

Time To Question Ourselves

Peter F. Hascarelli

Mark A Silverman
Janice Palmbach

Louis A. DiMonaco
Claudia R Hamberg

John Sullivan

Steve Schmidt
John Fayad

Last year I concluded a column with these words:
"Ours is a generation which has begun earnestly to
question its elders. Perhaps it is also necessa. y to
question ourselves." My editors were quick to jump
on that particular piece as "mediocre" and the above
words as particularly irrelevant because, if I

remember correctly, "there was so much else more
important which needed to be said."
Much has happened in that year. I don't need to

recount it to you ; we all read the newspapers. At first
glance so much has been lost: brothers and sisters
who were performers, students and soldiers; tighter
restrictions on campuses by state legislators and
demagogic politicians-and so little has been gained:
the war has been widened to other countries in
Southeast Asia; civil rights action has been restricted
by an Administration deferring to the South; even the
standard of living has temporarily ceased its gains.
Yet now more than ever we must examine our-

selves, our culture and our philosophy. We must do so
because the challenges-to feed, clothe, house, and
protect from instant disintegration the worlds people-
have never been greater.

I don't claim to have a fully developed historical
perspective. Yet I sense that rarely in the history of
modern man has a generation of youth presented with
so much opportunity felt so intensely unhappy and
disaffected with its surroundings. "What op-
portunity?" one could ask. Precisely this: the ability
to proceed at whatever we feel like doing, knowing
that with little difficulty our basic needs are met.
F.Scott Fitzgerald claimed that the generation after

the First World War became sensualists. "A whole
race going hedonistic," he wrote, "deciding on

Art Buchwald

pleasure."

I think that we have topped them. We have pursued
the sensual with even greater abandon than the people
of the Jazz Age-and we have heightened each ex-
perience to the limit with drugs the least of which is

grass. Many of us have paid for it, some quickly by
dying, some pathetically by dropping acid or shooting
heroin so much as to reduce themselves to a shadow of
what they were.

It is too easy to blame alienation or the Establish-
ment for our excesses. Neither their scorn nor their
own excesses can excuse us.

The philosophy which we begin with is a basically
pessimistic one. It points to the concentration of
economic power, the extent of corporate advertising
and the centralization of the political establishment.
As we read it from Roszak, Harrington and others,
these things have robbed us of our destiny.. They have
manipulated our lives to make us buy unneeded
consumption and believe unwanted thoughts. They
lave, in the words of one observer, "messed us over."
All of the premises of the radicals new and old, are

correct. All but one which seems to have been
forgotten.

A man in the end stands above culture. Above
advertising no matter how intense. If he so concludes,
above religion. Above-most importantly-escapism
with drugs.

The tragedy of our generation is its sense of
helplessness. Its hope is itself.

Ours, I am even more certain, is a generation which
has begun in earnest to question its elders. Perhaps it

is also necessary to question ourselves.

The Commission On Rhetoric
WASHINGTON » The Com-

mission on Obscenity and Por-
nography has just released its

controversial report on the effects
of pornography on the American
people, particularly children.
While this commission was getting
all the publicity, another com-
mission was studying the effects of
political rhetoric and invective on
Americans. The conclusions of this
latter commission may have a
much more lasting impact on the
country.

The Commission on Political
Rhetoric and Invective studied
speeches by many candidates, but
made the most use of those tiven
by Vice President Spiro Agnew. In
a footnote on the first page, the
commission said it was not picking
on Mr. Agnew. but since most
people had been exposed to
Agnew's rhetoric, it was easier to
study reactions to his words than a
politician running for a minor
office.

Here are some of the findings of
the study:

Most people were not per-
manently affected by exposure to
one of the Vice President's
speeches, though many are
titillated by him. Only a small
minority admitted to having any
lascivious thoughts after reading
one.

The majority of Americans in
terviewed said they believed that
adult people should be allowed to
hear Agnew 's speeches if they

wished to. But many of those in-

terviewed said they didn't believe
the speeches should be made
available to children.

The commission revealed that,

surprisingly, those interested in
what Agnew has to say are not just
people looking for cheap thrills.

Many come from fine middle-class
homes and are considered by their
neighbors to be pillars of the
community.
There is a double standard in this

country toward Agnew's talks.

Many people who criticize Agnew
publicly commit political invective
in their own bedrooms when the
shades are drawn.
The commission hired par-

ticipants for a laboratory ex-
periment. It put couples in rooms
and showed TV films of Agnew
speeches. In almost all cases the
couples denied the speeches had
excited them. And while some
admitted to becoming highly
agitated by hearing words they
never heard before, most
respondents claimed they had
forgotten what he had said in an
hour.

"We found," the report con-
tinued, "that Agnew's bite is worse
than his bark. The permissiveness
of his political rhetoric, while
condoned by this commission, does
not merit any censoring at this
time. There is no evidence that
anyone has committed a crime
after listening to one of the Vice
President's speeches. Indeed, the

opposite has proved true. Those
thinking of committing a crime
have lost interest after hearing
him talk.

"Therefore, Agnew is a safety
valve for those who harbor an-
tisocial fantasies."

The commission refused to judge
the taste of Agnew's speeches
because it had nothing to measure
them against.

"It would be wrong for this
commission to say what is good
taste or bad taste, in politics
particularly, since the public's
appetite seems to be changing all
the time. Things a Vice President
of the United States wouldn't or
couldn't say two years ago now
seem to be acceptable to large
segments of the population.
"Those who claim that Agnew is

polluting the air with his rhetoric
may find it morally acceptable a
few years from now."
The commission's report was not

unanimous. A minority report,
written by the law firm of O'Brien,
Bayh, Kennedy, Muskie & Goodeh\
denounced the report as a
declaration of moral bankruptcy in
the country. The dissent said,
"Our children are being exposed to
more and more Agnew every day.
Unless it is curtailed, we're going
to have some very emotionally
disturbed people on our hands.
Anyone who supports
Agnewography is in this country is
sick, sick, sick."

Campus Comment
To the Editor:

As a matter of policy, the Index
welcomes criticism, for it may be
the spur for positive change.
However, speaking for myself and
the rest of the staff, we would
appreciate it if Mark Silverman
had put more thought and
preparation into his personal
critique of the 1970 yearbook.
There are a few points made by

Mr. Silverman that need
clarification. Football did NOT get
"by far the greatest covering of

any event." Football received
eight pages of black and white
coverage. The Student Strike

section had twelve pages, not six,

of black and white AND color

coverage. While there is an ob
vious need for more explanatory
and asthetic copy, we believe the

primary approach to a yearbook
should be visual-not literary.

If you were to take a real look at

what the 1970 Index contains

( instead of apparently just leafing

through it), you would see that it is

not merely an updated Senioi

mugbook. We relize our respon

To The Editor:

ROTC is crucial to the war effort*

It supplies 85% of the Army's
junior officers. These officers do
not make policy, they carry it out.

The U.S. government policy they
carry out is a war against Viet-

namese workers and peasants who
are fighting against oppressive
landlords and puppet dictators. No
one, not even ROTC officers, have
a right to aid in the slaughter of

these fighters. That "right"
makes it possible for the American
government to excuse its "right"
to take away the freedom and lives

of the people of Vietnam,
Guatemala, Thailand, Laos, the

Dominican Republic, etc., by
keeping them under American

political and economic domination
ROTC and the U.S. armed forces
are used to suppress black
rebellions as well as to help break
militant workers' strikes and
smash students fighting against
racism and the war.

If you understand the role that
ROTC plays in the war machine
and the way Amerika's war
machine brutalizes and oppresses
people throughout the world, then
we must have your active support.
There will be a rally Saturday, Oct.
17, at the campus pond.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE

!

ALLAN FISHER
TONY MOORE
JIM SHEEHAN

SMC Answers Red-Baiting
To The Editor:

The Student Mobilization
Committee to End the War in

Vietnam condemns J. Edgar
Hoover's "Open Letter to College
Students" as a blatant attempt to

stifle free speech and opposition to

the war in Southeast Asia.
Although couched in supposed
recognition of the right to
"legitimate" dissent, Hoover's
letter is clearly aimed at the
millions of Americans who have
united in massive, peaceful
protests in the streets against
Nixon's criminal "commitment"
in Indochina.

In response to Hoover's attack on
our constitutional rights, we
declare our intention to redouble
our efforts to mobilize millions in

the streets to force the Ad-
ministration to end the war in

Indochina NOW.
Hoover claims to be directing his

remarks only against "ex-
tremists." But the American
people know from bitter ex-
perience that such McCarthyite
red-baiting attacks are really
nothing but a smokescreen for

attacks on the democratic rights of

all citizens - of unions, of Blacks,
Chicanos, and other oppressed
minorities, of women, and of all

groups who need to utilize their

constitutional rights to fight for

heir rightful place in American
society. And the American people
are also painfully aware that the

"extremists" in this society are not

those who fight to have our men
brought home from Southeast Asia
now, but those like Mr. Hoover,
who force hundreds of thousands of

men, against their will, to kill and
die in a war which is in the in-

terests of neither the Vietnamese
people nor the American people;

those who sanction the My Lais and

the tiger cages; those who would
turn millions of Vietnamese into

refugees in order to "save them
from communism." The simple
truth is that the American people
know all too well, without J. Edgar
Hoover's advice, who the "ex-
tremists" in America are - and
that is exactly why they, and we,
have taken to the streets in the first

place and will be in the streets in

ever-increasing numbers until

every last G.I. is withdrawn from
Indochina.

In his remarks Mr. Hoover ex-

presses concern about the
widespread "disrespect" for

universities, "law enforcement
agencies," and other institutions.

We would point out that if students

are disillusioned with the
universities it is because the

universities have too long sanc-
tioned ROTC, war research and
discrimination against minority
students. If Americans have lost

respect for the police and National

Guard it is because these agencies
have been used to murder students
at Kent State and Jackson State;

they have been used to break
strikes and occupy ghettoes in city

after city.

The violence and repression

perpetrated by Hoover and the

forces he represents is the real

"extremism" in America -- and if

Hoover is really concerned with
"disrespect" for authority, he
should realize that the "problem"
will not go away until he and Nixon
and Agnew put an end to their

attacks on the rights of the

American people and until ALL
troops are brought home from
Indochina.

UMass Student Mobilization
Committee

SIDFINEHIRSH

Long Hair Is Long Gone In Saigon
sibility is to the entire student body
and not th Seniors alone.

The Index will change; in total

design, in layout, in more relevant
and informative copy, in creative
photography and prose, and in a
greater utilization of the many
graphic effects that can make a
yearbook exciting. This is not
another empty promise to placate
people; rather, it is 9 .ommitment.
Criticism and ci imitment are

needed, but that alone is not
enough The Index is published by
students FOR students. It needs
student support to improve itself

and, indeed, to exist. There has
been abundant criticism of the
yearbook. What we need now are
fresh ideas and a willingness to

work.

If you are concerned about the

quality of your yearbook, come to

our general recruitment meeting
Thursday night October 15, at 7:00

p.m. in rm. 168-70 of the Campus
Center and help us to improve it.

Thomas O. Leavitt

Editor-in-chief

1971 Index

ASK THE GRASS

WHY IT GROWS

(Ed. note: This reprinted from the
N.Y. Times, Oct. 13, 1970)

SAIGON, South Vietnam - Since
the beginning of a campaign three
weeks ago to eliminate "dishonest
elements" in the Saigon area,
many young people here feel, the
Government has tried to suppress
the "new youth culture" by
destroying one of its most sacred
symbols, long hair.

So far, 1,446 youths have been
forced by the police to cut their
hair or have it cut by policemen.
One of those is Hong Quan, a 16-

year-old high school student.

"I should be able to grow my hair
to any length I choose," he said
angrily two days after he was
stopped by four riot policemen,
who shaved his head with
bayonets. "My teachers don't
mind, my parents don't object.

Why should the Government care
how long I grow my hair? Isn't this

supposed to be a free country?"
Many youths consider the

haircut program to be arbitrary.
"It's a matter of the mood of any
policeman when he sees you on the
street," said Nguyen Quoc Bao, a
17-year-old high school student and
another victim of the police
campaign. "Sometimes they force
you into their jeep, drive you to the
police station, and take your
identification papers until you

return with a haircut. Others just

grab you on the street and cut your
hair, laughing to themselves
saying hippie.'"

"My girlfriend likes long hair,"
he said as he pulled on his inch-long
hair. Now I'm ashamed to go to

school."

The hair cut policy is only part of
the larger 'for the people"
program that is an attempt at "the
eradication of social vices to insure
security for the capital," a
Government statement said.

The Government now compiles
daily lists categorizing those
detained by the police. The latest

announcement reads: "2,172
persons were accused of having
indulged themselves in social
vices, including 130 ruffians. 261

gamblers, 217 prostitutes, 76 opium
smokers, 121 persons sleeping on
the streets, 9 beggars. 123
violations of public sanitation and
1.236 young men having hippie
hairdoes."

Since the launching of the
campaign 27.577 people have been
detained by the police; 16,952 of
them were listed as "violators of
traffic regulations."

One Government spokesman
said that the "hippies" were
detained because they were
"against the good customs and
morals of our country."
No article in the South Viet-

namese Constitution, however,
deals directly with personal dress.
Some Vietnamese who object to the
roundup of long-haired youths
charge that the Government is

violating article VI of the Con-
stitution, which says "the state
respects human dignity."

Article XII says: "The state
recognizes freedom of thought,
speech, press and publishing as
long as it does not harm personal
honor, national security and good
morals." The term "good morals"
is not spelled out.

For many local entertainers the
roundup of young men with long
hair is an immediate threat. To
combat this threat, one major in

the South Vietnamese Army in

charge of entertainment issued
Government cards to long-haired
rook groups. The card, stamped
with an official Government seal,

reads: "This authorizes singer
Dinh Bui of the Firestones per-
mission to have long hair and wear
special clothes for the years 1970

and 1971."

However, some policemen have
not been honoring the cards. One
rock group, the New Flintstone
Corporation, has suffered under
police scissors. Other groups no
longer walk the streets. Still others
go out in groups carrying musical
instruments to help plead their
case.

Academic Sacred Cow?
> Editor's note - The following

editorial, reprinted from the
Boston hHerald Traveler, is an
example of one off campus opinion
of academic tenure. We invite

comments from the University
community.

)

The President's Commission on
Campus Unrest has recommended
that discussions of common
problems among faculty, students,
alumni, and public officials would
reduce those tensions which must
be controlled if our universities are
to survive. Perhaps one problem
which might be worth general
discussion is that of academic
tenure.

Tenure is the prize that makes
all aspiring teachers run. It is the
right to go on teaching, year after
year, without fear of termination of

contract except for gross
negligence or moral turpitude. To
prove that a professor is guilty of

gross negligence, the ad
ministration would have to show
that he failed to meet all of his
classes over an extended period of

time. To hold him guilty of moral
turpitude would require the kind of

evidence which would catch the cat
with her tongue in the cream.
One of the earliest causes of

student strikes and general unrest
locally, and a continuing cause on
several state colleges, has been a
refusal - or failure on the part of

administrations to grant tenure to

faculty members who were
popular with undergraduates.
These same faculty members had
failed, presumably, lo convince
their colleagues, or the ad-
ministration, that they were going
to continue to be productive enough
in and out of the classroom to

warrant granting them what
amounts to a contract for the rest
of their working days.
The right to this kind of contract,

tenure, was originally defended as
the only means of guaranteeing
professors the freedom to conduct
their investigations no matter how
critical of commonly accepted
beliefs and to publish their results

no matter how powerful the alumni
they might offend. Some form of

tenure is unquestionably necessary
if universities, like the judiciary,
are to pursue unrestrained the
search for truth and justice.

Yet the time may have come to

re-examine the pedigree and
productivity of this academic
sacred cow. Has tenure, as
presently defined, always worked

to promote the most responsible
and effective teaching to which
students are entitled?

Some students have been in-

sistent that tenure be granted to

teachers whose popularity was
based on an iconoclasm which
appealed to, and encouraged, their

sophomoric alienation College
administrations, though they never
will admit it, have refused to grant
tenure to stimulating teachers
because they have feared the
professor would use the privilege

to speak out on any subject,

whether in the field of his com-
petence or not.

Alumni and public officials have
frequently criticized the protection
afforded by tenure to some
professor whose influence has
seemed, in recent weeks, to have
encouraged students to take ac-
tions which led to their finding
themselves near the top of the
FBI's most-wanted list.

A re-examination of the im-
plications of tenure, its privileges
and its responsibilities, by all

groups concerned with the future
of our universities might be the
best guarantee of the continuing
existence - and freedom - of those
universities.

'^HcoCubA&no
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New Craftsmen's Guild

To Fill Art Dept. Gaps
A craftsmen's center is coming to campus. The UMass Craftsmen s

Guild wants to fill the huge gaps in the art department. Spokesmen for
t he group say that they want to offer elementary and advanced courses m
various arts and crafts, provide resources and working space for those
undergrads of the UMass community interested in crafts and an outlet

for their goods (or conversely, a centralized area where students can
purchase campus craftsmen's proHucts.)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1970

The SUG Board has allocated

what was the old Melody Kitchen tc

be used as the craft center, and th<

Guild has been allowed to organiz*

use of the area.

This week questionnaires will be
posted in all of the dining commons
and at the craftsmen's center (in

back of the ballroom.) Everyone
interested in learning, teaching, or
just enjoying crafts should indicate
his preferences on one of these
forms, as the programs offered
will be determined by the interests

indicated.

The conversion of the old kitchen
will be accomplished by
cooperation of such diverse groups
as the bookstore, the Program
Council and the maintenance
department after all the paper-
work is completed. The Craft-

smen's Guild asks that everyone
look for further information on the

doors of the craft center and
perhaps in the notice column of

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

MDC; and when the center opens,

drop in and enjoy it! For further

information, Denise Biron maybe
contacted at 5-2512, Leach Hous«

Tom Rush,

Cotton

At Smith
Tom Rush and James Cotton

Blues Band will perform at Smith
College at 8 p.m., Friday, in a

double concert in John M. Greene
Hall.

Although only in his mid-
twenties, folksinger Rush has been
a major name in popular music
since the early 1960s. Last spring

he packed Washington D.C.'s
Georgetown nightspot, the Cellar

Door, and was described by the

Washington Evening Star as "a
runaway winner."

James Cotton is a product of the

Mississippi cotton fields, distinctly

different from Rush's Choate
School and Harvard background.
Cotton's style developed from his

early devotion to southern rural

players; at the age of nine he ran
away from home to find his idol in

a blues harmonica player.

AUTO
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Tekoa Insurance Agency
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"Tiger, Tiger. Burning Bright." brings out Black family drama in a way that calls to mind the
"Class Menagerie". The October H>-l!» production opens the 1N70-71 Theatre 14 Series at Smith
College.

'Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright
1

To Explore Human Values
"Tiger. Tiger. Burning Bright",

a play which has been called the
black "Glass Menagerie", will

open the 1970-71 Theatre 14 Series
at Smith College.

"Tiger. Tiger" is not a political

play, according to director Jeffrey
Tucker. It is a family drama which
explores strong human values.
Smith College will present the play
it » pm on Oct 16-19.

"Tiger, Tiger. Buring Bright"
deals with a strong aggressive
woman who tries to dominate and
hold her family by creating a web
of fantasy in her home. However,
by refusing to acknowledge the
truth about herself and her
children, she destroys the very
things she tries to protect. In this

way. she is a character similar to

Amanda, the mother in the "Glass
Menagerie."

"Tiger. Tiger" is a production by
the Black Theatre Workshop at

Smith College.

Jeffrey Tucker,
graduate student

meat of Theatre
directed many of

members in "Thank You, Mama,"
an evening of scenes from black
plays.

The director.

a second-year
in the Depart
and Speech,
the same cast

In "Tiger, Tiger", Mr. Tucker
has a new challenge: he is direc-

ting his wife Carolyn in the role of

Cille. Cille. the daughter in the
play, is a character similar to the

classic Cassandra, a clairvoyant
who is the only one to see the truth.

Tiger, Tiger" was originally
produced on Broadway during the

1982 season The cast included
Claudia McNeil, who created the
role of Mama, as well as Diana
Sands and Al Freeman, Jr
Tickets for "Tiger. Tiger Bur-

ning Bright" are on sale at the
Theatre box office from noon to 5

pm weekdays and one hour before
the performances. All tickets are
$1.50 Tickets may be purchased
as part of Superticket. as "Tiger,
Tiger" is also the bonus play on the
1970-71 Theatre 14 Series For
complete information, call the box
office. 584-2709, ext. K40

20' Large

BEER
1st BEER FREE

and

MICHELLE

MARQUIS
4-8 every Friday
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WMUA To Present

Underground Albums
This Sunday, October, 18, WMUA

will present from 11:15 P.M. till

3:00 A.M., a special show by Dale
Cook about his collection of taped
bootleg albums. The broadcast
will include such helpful in-

& W
MEN WOMEN

5C-SHL
FIVE COLLEGE STUDENT
HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

will be meeting.
For information call

:

Jerry — 253-5340
Kathy — 665-2853

evenings

COME TOGETHER

m }

IL A

** Smitty's Deli
*RESTAURANT|

ROUTE 9, HADLEY
Opposite Zayres Shopping Canter

TEL 253-3481

OPEN 10 AM TO 2 AM DAILY

Jewish Style Deli-Restaurant

FEATURING

HOT PASTRAMI — HOT CORNED BEEF
HOT OVEN ft COLD CUT GRINDERS

TRY SMITTY'S HOMEMADE CHEESECAKE

ormation as how bootlegged
albums origionated. how to make
your own and what to do when the
cops come to get you.

Albums which will be featured
arc: lour versions of "Let it Be";
"Live at Shea Stadium, Ohio'-
Crosby. Stills, Nash, and Young;
The Paul Simon Songbook; "The
Great White Album'-Bob Dvlan;
"Liver Than You'll Ever Be-The
Stones'; "My God'-Jethro Tull;

(The Who") "Live at
Tanglewood"; John Sebastian's
bootleg alubum and The Bank's
bootleg alubum.

These songs come from such
sources as unreleased versions,
rehearsal cuts, and concert tapes.
Although the quality of the albums
are not of the best, I know you'll
find the goods a thing of beauty.
Make plans to hear the show
because it will definitely be i

worthwhile experience.

Museum Displays

Italian's Works
Paintings by Professor Alberto

Susat of Riva, Italy and Salsburg,
Austria will be exhibited for the
first time in the United States at

the Holyoke Museum through
November, announced Director
Marie S. Quirk. The exhibit at the
Holyoke Museum contains 50

examples of his artistry.

Watercolors are artist Susat's
first love and his watercolor paints
represent his greatest success.
The Holyoke Museum
Wistariahurst is located at 238
Cabot Street, Holyoke, and ad-
mission is free.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Many Don 't See Hardships
By Gilbert J. Salk
Staff Reporter

Lately, I've had several people
see me for counseling who qualify
for hardship deferments, but who
did not realize it. Students have
been taught to consider themselves
among the more privileged in our
society, and therefore have a hard
time viewing their economic
situations realistically. But
students often do qualify for such
deferments.

Basically, the Hardship defer-
ment is available to anybody who
is contributing to the support of
another person providing that two
other conditions are met. First,
the support must be such that its

removal will cause a significant
disruption in the life of the
dependent. Second, it is also
essential that no other person is

able to fill the gap left if the sup-
porter is drafted.

This can be more easily un-
derstood if I give a couple of

examples. A man is married and
has one young child. His wife is

not working because she is taking
care of the child. For some reason,
neither his parents nor hers are*

able to (or willing) to contribute to

her support. Thus, he is the sole
source of income to the family.

If he is drafted, the family
allotment check provided by the
military would be insufficient to

meet the expense of food, rent,

clothes, medical needs, etc, for his

wife and child. This is a classic

case of hardship, and either he or
his wife can request that he be
given a III-A deferment.

In another instance, a man's
father is out of work due to an
injury, and he is sending money to

his parents. This money, com-
bined with workman's com-
pensation, just barely meets his

family's living expenses. They
have no other children who can
contribute, and no other sources of

income. This, too is a financial

hardship case, and either he or one
of his parents can request a III-A

deferment for him.
Any dependent can request this

deferment for the registrant, or he
can request it himself. A depen-
dent is anyone to whom he might
be contributing financial support.

This can be any member(s) of his

immediate family, but it can also
be illegitimate children, fiance,

girl friend, room-mate, friend, or
the little old lady (or man) up-
stairs. The only qualification is

that real financial support is being
given, and that this can, in some
way, be documented.
As with other requests for

deferments, it is usually best to

seek the advice and assistance of a
draft counselor before requesting
the III-A, as careful, complete, and
accurate documentation is

necessary.

It is also important to remember
that there are times when con-
ditions exist justifying a deferment
when you don't think one really

exists. The classic example was

when George Hamilton IV received
a hardship deferment in order to

maintain his mother in her twenty-
odd room mansion. (Or is the
system really so corrupt that he
got it because he was dating Linda
(or was it Lucy?)

PEACE.
Questions iii this column should be ad-

iicssed to Gilbert J Sulk, e o Draft Coun-
ting Service*, RSO »:S95. Campus Center.
inv ol Mass

. Amherst. Mass 01002

Free draft counseling is available at the

Draft Counseling Services office in 418E
student Union (2nd floor i

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Only Certain Persons

May Receive Flu Shots
Influenza, a common respiratory illness occurring in the United

States each year, is periodically in epidemic form. Influenza vac-
cines have been variably effective and have offered a rather brief

period of protection against this disease.

Control of epidemic influenza in the general student population is,

therefore, not possible through routine vaccinations.
We recommend annual /accinations for persons who have the

following chroric conditions:

1. Congenti?) and rheumatic heart disease.

2. Hypertensive heart disease.

3. Chronic pulmonary diseases such as asthma, chronic bronchitis,

cystic fibrosis, bronchiectasis andemphysema.
4. Diabetes and other chronic metabolic conditions.

Those students who would be eligible for vaccination under the
above mentioned criteria and who have never received an influenza
vaccine before should come to the Health Services for a primary
series of injections. Two injections must be given eight weeks apart
and should be concluded by mid-November. For those who have
received influenza vaccine in the past year, only a single booster
dose is required.

It you have questions about influenza vaccines, consult Mrs. Adair
at the Health Services.

Financial Aid Reduced
For Disruptive Students

UM Consumer

Restaurants Aren 't So Clean
By JACK KOCH and
BILL MATTHEWS

As promised in our first article,

five weeks ago, we of the YAHOO
Consumer Staff will bring the

UMass Student/Staff up to date

with what you have told us about

your retail-consumer en-

vironment:
1. With well over 20,000 individuals

on campus, there have been no

complaints against a retailer in the

Amherst area;

2. With well over 12,000 motor
vehicles registered on this campus,
only one person (other than the

writers) has had his vehicle in-

spected in this area and notified us

as requested;

3. There have been no requests for

information, future articles, or

comments.
From these three points, we

must conclude that all businesses

in the area are honest, and all the

people on this campus are well

aware of their consumer rights.

The only ones who feel that all is

not well are those members of the

Senate Finance and Budgets
Committees, who believe this

column is worthy of continuation.

With this encouragement, we
will reiterate the following: All

comments, notes, and complaints

should either be left at the YAHOO
office in the Student Union, or sent

to RSO. Box #106 at the Campus
Center.

Several months ago,

SCANLAN's magazine began
rating fashionable and famous
restaurants in New York City, not

on the atmosphere and taste of

food, but on the wholesomeness of

the food and cleanliness of the

kitchen.

After flunking many establish-

ments, their reputation for honesty

spread, and SCANLAN's raters

were barred from many kitchens.

However, their time was well in-

vested. By accident, the New York
Health Commissioner reshuffled

the department a little, and placed

Dr. Lowell Belling in charge of

inspections.

He created an "inspector's

checklist", and sent inspection

teams out to mid-Manhattan's

finest restaurants for a thorough

check. The department has

refused to name violators because

"a long standing department
policy forbids pointing an accusing

finger", and "that the guilty

restauranteur should not be named

until he has been convicted," thus
disregarding the fact that the
police are required to supply in-

formation about prisoners who
have been charged but not yet
tried.

The Health Department however
did release the violations of the
unnamed restaurants: "un-
wholesome food, improper
refrigeration, inadequately
sanitized dishes and utensils,
unhygenic rest rooms, and in-

festations of rats and insects."

If the above is a description of
New York City's finer eating
places, how does one describe the
less finer places? What are the
restaurants like in Boston,
Springfield, Amherst, or on this

campus?

WASHINGTON, Oct 13--FederaI

financial aid to 440 students has
been terminated because of their

participation in campus disorders,

a Government student aid official

said.

The official, Diane Sedicum, an
assistant to the director of the

Student Financial Aid Division of

the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, said in an
interview that 40 students had had
aid terminated under Federal
provisions. The remaining 400 had
their assistance cut off by their

individual school administrations.

Federal law requires institutions

that administer financial aid to

students to submit an annual
report on the number of students
removed from aid lists.

Reports from all but 160 of 2,390

colleges and universities handling
Federal aid show that 86 in-

The location of the general
faculty meeting has been
changed to room 370 Whit-
more.
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Beauty

Shows
17 at

a.m.,

p.m.,

to be held Sat., Oct

9:00 am., 10:30

1:00 p.m., 2:30

4:00 p.m.

Free Instructions on Skin
and Beauty Kare. Exclu-
sive Demonstration By
Beauty Advisors for Koscot
Kosmetics.

For Reservations Call
Leonard Umina 6-6242
By Fri., Oct. 16.

stitutions cut off funds to students
since June of last year.

Schools reporting the largest

number of students cut off from
Federal aid were small institutions

like Arkansas Agricultural,
Mechanical and Normal College,

which cut off aid to :58, and Florida
Keys Junior College, which ter-

minated aid to 39 students.

Mis. (irm Disturbed
Representative Edith Green,

Democrat of Oregon, who is a

proponent of legislation to cut off

issistance to disruptive students.

said many larger schools that had
'distinguished'' themselves by
student violence had taken no
action against students involved in

campus disorders
She said it was hard to believe

that there were no students or
faculty members who had par-
ticipated in violence on some
campuses who were receiving
Federal aid.

LARGE BEER 15^
FROM 9-10

then sing

TONIGHT

with

MICHELLE MARQUIS
and her friends (girls)

EVERY THURSDAY NITE AT

The NEW MEADOW INN
RT. 47 — PIZZA — SUNDERLAND

Unlike other classics

grows younger!

ncmi'
Wrntttl

Wttttl^B

Thursday, Oct, 15

Admission: 50c

S.U, Ballroom

7;00 & 10.00

Golo— Clark— Brevitt

FASHIONS FAVORITES

THE BOOT CELLAR

2 Moin Street -
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MOD Methods Continue
MOD Methods Week Schedule

All room numbers refer to

Thursdus
i IMI p n>

Hats* Hfi Donna Muliloon

Koom M Judy Skibo
Room UK Jim Sttco

Koom Hist David Yarmgton

Koom 177 Nike Minor

Marks Meadow School

October 15, 1970

Innovative Techniques m Physical
Education.

I'riMiui 1 Writing in Primary Grades
I smu College Howl tormal in In-

termediate grata
l M ol Games lor Diagnosing Reading
Disorders

filack Boxes and Theoretical Model
Building

.VIM) P M
Room 145 Bill Fans low Creative Writing tor Inderachievers
Koom 1 -Mi Karl Seidnian (iioup Process m the Classroom

Room uh Don W alder

a

in Science ideas in Thirty Minutes

Room MS Sue Teisciero lndiviiluali/ed Instruction via Slide

Room 177 Jackie Rajyi Motivational Techniques

RoOffl 178 Dave Lepard New Sounds in School Music.
An Experience la Maahattaarville Music
Curriculum Program

Gershman to Address YPSL
On 'Students and Politics

'

On Thursday, October 22, 1970, at

8:00 p.m. the UMass chapter of the

Young People's Socialist League
will sponsor a speech by Mr. Carl

Gershman, national vice-chairman

of YPSL.
Mr. Gershman. B.A. from Yale,

and M.A. from Harvard, in ad-

dition to his post as national vice-

chairman, is a Research Director

for the A. Phillip Randolph In-

stitute, and the National Co-
Director of the Youth Committee
for Peace and Democracy in the
Middle East.

The topic for his speech, to be
held in Machmer VV-26, is

"Students and Politics." The
meeting is open to the public.

RICHARD RAGIN

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, FE Axtec,
lluher, TDK, cassette, and oven reel
tape, standard radio, I tab speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tflg-23

Mereo component*, tape decks,
complete systems, compacts etc. tor
certain savings and very bis selec-
tion, CaU A] 253-9396, Don 649-6408.

mm tflO-16

Sunderland — lovel.v new 3 bedrm.
home, modern kitchen with built-lns,
old fashioned brick fireplace, gar,,
MCBle lot, 6 min. I . of Mass.
s.-o.suo. bkibibki Realtors, Tel. 2fi3-

Ti-i-i. tf10-22

Kawasaki 1!m;:i l'.'OTR — iiuick
change transmission, knobby tires,
s.'.'V Call Mark Davis 323-7611.

-tflO-20

POSTER COLLECTORS
BAN' FRANCISCO
BOCK CONCERT

FOSTERS
Full color. Out of print. Full
bize original*, from the Fillmore
.Auditorium... Guaranteed high-

I est quality or money refunded.
;

Originally rost $1.50 ea. LimiteTj
offer 6 for S4.95. Vie pay post-

I age. Arbuckle Bros., 3871 Pied-
' raont Ave., Oakland, Co. 94611.

I
10-8-13-15

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1SHJ5 Triumph TR4, new top and

front tires, very dependable. Musi
*cU CaU George 540-6174 evenings.

tflO-16

f>7 Chevy 2 dr. R & H, automatic,
one owner, maintained In excellent
tondition, tltw. TVill install tires to
pass Inspection. 41210 as is. Phone
C.reenfield 772-0438. tflO-19

Must sell lf>(>3 Mercury, excellent
condition, 2 dr., HT, Y8, auto.,
jiower steering, power brake, radio,
new tire-., water pump and battery.
A-kinc *Sir>0 < all 253-7919. tflO-16

»(!» Cuiiiiiro Conv. Leniana. blue
with white top, 4 speed Ilurst, V8,
VM radio. $2,160 or best offer. Will
trade for comparable Jeep, Land
Kilter or Land Cruiser, Call Ron
2.-.3-9.V75 tf10-15

" Flat Wngon, liKiS, new fall sticker,

needs minor work. $309 or best of-

fer. CaU Tom morn, or eve. 649-

383
»

tflO-16

Must sell — 19M Dodge Coronet

500 coiit. WO rnirtne. dark blue, white
Interior. Cull r.l!'-:!!M0 253-TWs).

tfia-16

I'lliO J'nril t ; aln\ie. blk.. 1*S, very

cixxl numlnc rond . reliable tran>-

purtatH'ii K« reawmiiMe offer re-

i ii^di i ill Mike •'.•.ti-M.:o iiio-iii

1,1 \nl\n !".'>. rv < "till , new
. tiid h iit««. MsM or lx-t offer Call

tlin Id

'<>* Mustang 428, red, power s.,

I>. and trans., a beautiful ear. Call
now. Only $1,(150. Sam Gearhart.
512;3169. 10-15

1964 _Fa Icon Conv , automatic, new
tires, exhaust system, battery anil

starter, motor, Best offer. Call 546-

8631. tflO-21

Vff Rug 1968 In excellent conili-

tlon, asking $1300. Call 253-3938 af-

ter 5 p.m. 10-1")

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative an-

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807
East Olympic Boulevard, Los Anre-
les, California 90021. tfll-13

Wanted : Volunteers to man local

Democrat headquarters afternoons,
evenings. Little or lot. Tonr aid is

appreciated. If Interested please call

253-3003. tflO-13

SERVICES

Amherst Audio* services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
U7 No. Pleasant St. 266-8133.

tra-23

HELP WANTED
AmbltJooo couple who need more

income. Vnusual opportunity for rood
earnings for both. Works together,
part-time or full time. Car neces-
sary

. Phone 1-413-774-2687 between
7 - 9 p.m. tflt-18

Wanted — married student to work
3-4 nights per week, from 6 or 6
p.m. to close. Must be willing to
work weekends. Apply In person at
Burger King, King St., Northamp-
ton. tflO-lli

PERSONAL
King Pyranoid — By the 19th you

better be spic and span, because you
may get a visit from The Man —
The J. Brigade. 10-15

VAN
1963 Chevy Van, Greenbriar, 9

seat, new clutch, needs minor re-
pairs. Must sell, $326 or best offer.
Call Rich at 367-2775. tflO-16

GIVE AWAY
Turn your house Into a home

with • dorm-trapped 3 mo. old black
female Labrador-Shep. Needs home
off campus. Inquire 6-6903.

tflO-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
Oirl wanted to share expenses of

ni>t. near ctr. of llainp. (all BW-
2131. it MM*.

Marketing Club To Hear Lotshaw
By RICHARD LAFRENIERE
Mr. Elmer P. Lotshaw,

President of the American
Marketing Association and
Manager of the Corporate
Marketing Department, Owens,
Illinois, Inc., will speak to the

UMass Marketing Club tonight at

7:45 in room 174 of the Campus
i 'outer.

Mr. Lotshaw will speak on the

opportunities and social respon-

sibilities of the marketer in the

70s. He will also briefly comment
on the functions and organization

of the American Marketing
Association. A question and an-

swer period will follow his speech.

Though Mr. Lotshaw is now
somewhat apart from the

academic community, he is no
stranger to it. He was an Associate
Professor of Management at

Washington University, Missouri,

for several years. He received his

Ph.D. in Economics from the State

University of Iowa in 1955. His

position as AMA President put him
in frequent contact with marketing
educators.

Friday Mr. Lotshaw will confer
with the Marketing Department
Faculty to discuss the policies of

the American Marketing
Association. The School of

Business Administration is now the

home of two past presidents of the

AMA, Dr. Wendell Smith, Dean of

SBA and Mr. Victor Buell of the

Marketing Department.
Mr. William Landolt, chapter

and club president said, "Since the

Marketing Club is also the UMass
Collegiate Chapter of the
American Marketing Association,

we are honored that Mr. Lotshaw
has graciously agreed to speak to

our organization. Anyone in-

terested in Marketing is cordially

invited to attend."

ring Teachers

Must Organize
AM students interested in

elementary and secondary student
teaching and internship during the
spring semester of 1971 must at-

tend an organization meeting on
Thursday, October 29.

If you are a secondary student
teacher your meeting will be from
2:30-4:00 p.m. in the Mark's
Meadow Auditorium. If you are in

elementary your meeting is from
4:00-6:30 p.m. in the same place.

This will be the only time that

programs will be explained and
applications for placement
distributed. You must attend if you
expect to be placed in the Spring
semester of 1971.

Mr. ELMER P. LOTSHAW, President, American Marketing
Association, will speak to the Marketing Club tonight at 7:45.

Notices

Sp

YPSL
Will meet Thursday. Oct 15th at 8 P M. in

Machmer W 26 National Vice Chairman
Carol Gershman will address the chapter on
Students and Politics." All are welcome to

attend.

AWFUL WAFFLE COMMITTEE
Vitally urgent important meeting tonight at

k M in the Program Council Office concerning
the Waffle Weekend, members please attend

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving from Whitmore 12:45 Saturday

Spend a few hours with some special children.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Prayer time every Wed and Fri., 7:30-8:30,

Room 178 Campus Center

CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club will hold this week's meeting

in room 811 Campus Center. Thursday, Oct
15th. at 7 P.M. All university players
welcome!

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Important meeting on Thursday. Oct 15th.

fi to P.M., George Washington Tower, fifth
floor lounge All members are urged to at-
tend

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
EAH meeting Tuesday. Oct 20th at 6:41PM in Bartlett 107 Speaker: Dr Jay

Melrose. A Funny Thing Happened To Me On
The Way To The Clinic

"

College Student Preview

"Little Fauss and Big Halsey"
with Robert Reford and Michael J. Pollard

tomorrow Fri., Oct. 16th, 12 midnight.

One performance only.

FREE ADMISSION by college I.D. only.

ONLY MINUTES AWAY VIA RT 91 OR MASS PIKE

£%o*oeo4e

HONORED
HERE

ACRES
FREE

PARKING

RECLINING
ROCKER
LOUNGES

2 ART
GALLERIES

GROUP
RATES

*^ tT.5 RIVHOAIE RD. W. $r

'Joe'is a 'this minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding

to be seen this minute."
- Jud.lh Cri.l. «.. T.rtc Maauin*

"joe:
Stan- Fri: 2 7 35 * 40

WIS": 1:30-3 30 5 35
7 35 9:40

Q Barbra , Yves
T^Streisand Montand *^Si

2. 7:25, 9:50

Sub: 2, 4:45, 7:25, 9:50

. MIKE NICHOLS Mon-Fri:

2, 7:30, 9:55

Sat A Sun:

2-4:30

7:20-9.55 %

F.lHC
The English Dept. Undergraduate Council

will meet on Monday. Oct 19th at 6:45 P M in

H.irtlett till Elections will beheld

FINNISH LANGUAGE COURSE
Will show slides on Finland. Thursday. Oct

lrsth at 7:00 PM in Maehmer W 32 All

welcome

H1LLEL
Succot services tonight at 7:30 P.M. in the

Nantucket Room. B.U. Kiddish following

Friday night services in Nantucket Room at

7:30 P M

INTEGROL YOGA INSTITUTE
Open class in Hatho Yoga, breathing,

chanting and meditation, 5:30 to 7:00 PM
tonight in room 904 908 Campus Center Please
bring a towel, an empty stomach and wear
loose-fitting clothes

MARKETING CLUB
Tonight. Elmer Lotshaw. President of the

American Marketing Association will speak in

the Campus Center at 7:45 PM, Room 174 176

refreshments served.

MKIIK.K BABA I.KAGUE
Meeting. Thursday 7:30 PM, anyone in-

terested in discussing religion, drugs, hap
piness and Baba is invited

MIRKWOOD
Orchard Hill Grayson Main Lounge,

Saturday. Oct 17th, 8 P.M. to 1 :00 A.M., coffee
and entertainment If you wish to perform
call Steve or Frank 6-7122 Performers given
spots at last Mirkwood for this one please
ignore and call for new spots

CEQ
MPG rolls on. 7:30 P.M.. Thursday, room

802i way up i Campus Center Bring a friend
you can trust

TEACHER-EVALUATION
HELP interested or wanting Teacher

Kvaluation come Monday night. Council
Chamber Student Union at 7:00 P.M.

AWFUL WAFFLE COMMITTEE
Sanci Ann Machm. 4«i Knowlton. is the

winner of the Coffee Shop naming: "The
Concrete Coffee Pot "

LOST
1-A gold ring with two side garnets, of sen

limental value, call Ellen Zarrow. 549-6069.

I Pendant with seven opals in antiqued gold,
near Boyden Gym Great sentimental value,
call Barb 6-8577

Pair of brown framed glasses in black case
l.nst Wednesday morning before 10 to class in

area of Student Union or Engineering, call 6-

7814, case has "Gordon Optical'' written on it

Jobless myopic wretch kindly requests rapid
return of glasses lost between P-10 and Mid
dlesex. Sept 26th. PM Hell's Angels
prescription specials Call Maureen. Mid-
dlesex Basement, 5-0158

<Z*»/.»4T O* '- <Z, ¥m A 1,'wtM
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DeFlavio And Scavone
Cop QB Club Awards* By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
UMASS footballers Bill DeFlavio and Pat Scavone were awarded citations as the top defensive

and offensive players respectively in the Redman 13-10 loss to Boston University last Saturday at
yesterday's UMass Redmen Quarterback Club Luncheon,
both persons, it was thPir Piepul pointed out that the

Frosh Soccer Today

persons, it was their
first selection of the season.
DeFlavio came through with just
another strong game defensively
against the Terriers, as he has
done all year. The 5'9 220-lb. junior
assisted on many tackles and made

BILL DEFLAVIO
Defensive Award

some on his own, playing an im-
portant part of the Redman
defensive effort that slowed the BU
offense down to only 179 total yards
in 76 plays and only 13 point-

s.forcing four fumbles and two
interceptions.

The offensive selectee. Scavone,
had a sub-par day running from his

halfback post, gaining only 14

yards in 11 attempts. However, the

sure-handed senior, a 5'11 180-

pounder, nabbed five tosses, best
of any receiver in the tilt.

The Luncheon, a weekly feature

held every Wednesday at the

Newman Center, also featured a
scouting report on the University
of Rhode Island (UMass' next
football opponent), given by
defensive backfield coach Milt

Piepul, and various comments by
head coach Vic Fusia, who showed
game films from the BU affair.

Metawampe
'500

' Results
RESIDENT HALL-
Butterfield Lemons
Chadbourne Maroons
Washington Terrors

Hamlin Pied Pipers

Kennedy Panthers

Adams Academics
Washington Senators

FRATERNITY
Phi Mu Delta

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Phi Sigma Kappa
Theta Chi

Delta Chi

Sigma Alpha Mu
Theta Epsilon Phi

Kappa Sigma
Phi Sigma Delta

Lambda Chi Alpha

INDEPENDENT-
I'eugeut Pumpers
Oxfords

:t Ms
Tubes
Bulldogs

Beta Chi

Browns

The Peugeut Pipers established a new record

ol 18 minutes. 2 seconds

Competing in the divisional and championship

Metawampe 500 bicycle race on Monday. Oct.

i;i. at 4 30 p m will be the Peugeut Pumpers,

l'ln Mu Delta the Butterfield Lemons, the

tMords. SfcJM Phi Epsilon. the Chadbourne

Mails—, the i Ms. Phi Sigma Kappa, the

Washington Terrors and Civil Engineering'

a

team from the Graduate-Faculty division).

Notices
KKOSH HOCKEY-There will be

a meeting for all freshman hockey

candidates on Monday, Oct. 19 at

4 :?() p.m. in room 227, Boyden
Building.

» » » »

INTRAMURAL CHAIRMEN-A
reminder to all intramural athletic

chairmen, basketball and bowling

learn rosters are due Tuesday,

Oct 20. in the intramural office,

2!f> Boyden.
» * * *

IM OFFICIATING-Anyonc in-

•stt j in officiating intramural
•
•! e sitm up in

Rhody Rams "have the spirit and
enthusiasm of a young club,
especially on defense." He tagged
the URI quarterbacking duo of

Kurt Wicks and Bob Ehrhardt as
the best signal-calling unit the
Redmen will have to face this fall,

calling Ehrhardt himself, "one of

the best passers we'll face all

season."

More information on the Rams
can be found on page 12 of this

newspaper.

Before reeling off the films,

Fusia gave some praise to his

defense. He said, "I don't know if

there's a better defense in New
England than ours has been
against our opponents."

He also made it explicitly clear
that the poor showing by the
Redman offense thus far does not
stem from the UMass players not
putting forth their best, but rather
is a result of a combination of

factors.

By STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

This afternoon at 3:30 the fresh-
man soccer team will play its home
opener against Worcester
Polytech. The Redmen will be
looking for their second victory of
the season coming off of a 3-1

victory over Tufts.

The defense, which was out-
standing against Tufts, will again
feature Bill Beggs at goalie, with
Prouty, Sibson, Stanwood Syer and
Palono, rounding out the backfield.
Up front once again will be Tyma,
Spier, Anderons, Cutty and Nugent

to take care of the scoring chores
for the frosh.

Since little is known about fresh-

man teams it is extremely hard for

the team to prepare itself for an
individual team, thus the players
work against the basic 5-3-2

alignments with any number of

variations of the five-man forward
line.

Worcester Polytech, which
boasts a winning record, should be
a good test for the frosh as this

game should indicate the
capabilities of the freshman squad

Last Night's Intramurals
TUG-O-WAR

3 M's 2. Tubes <l

Bulldogs:'. Browns
Diidoughs over GAK, wbf
UX 2. Oxfords

PSD 2, BKP0
KS2.TX0
TEP2, DX0

APOandPLP.df
SPE over SAE, wbf

PMD2, LCA0
Maroons over Dogs, wbf

l'ipers2. Redwoods

Seagrams lis 2, Panthers

Cougars over Academics, wbf

PAT SCAVONE
Offensive Award

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

Astrological research Is tolnc full
steam behind the Iron Curtain. Cen-
tral driving force Is Dr. Kugen Jonan
of Czechoslovakia. He Is concentrat-
or on a unique method of birth con-
trol which utilises a woman's horo-
scope. The results have been stsrt-
Uns.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Em-

phasis on money, possessions, ability
to collect needed data. Classify In-
formation. Get files in orde.r. Revise
methods which were slipshod. There-
is opportunity for real gain.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Some

pressure Is relieved. Those who pre-
sented problem do an about-face. Ton
attract allies. Cycle Is high; take ini-

tiative. New starts are favored.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): There

Is degree of confinement. Tou are not
free. to do what you want — but this
Is temporary. Stick to basic course.
Not wise now to shirk responsibility.
CAXCER (June 21 - July 22): Ac-

cent on friendships, Income from oc-
cupational or professional activities.
Wider recognition for efforts indicated.
Tou can successfully mix business and
pleasure.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Creative

drive becomes apparent. Tou can find
constructive outlet. Superiors are im-
pressed. Obstacles are hurdled. One
who was Indifferent shows definite
Interest.

VTROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Good
lunar aspect coincides with significant
communications, travel plans, hints of
future course. Horizons are broadened.
Oaln shown through writing, publish-
ing, advertising.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Go

for depth; by-pass superficiality.
Pome around you want to make merry.

That's fine, but maintain personal
sense of balance. Refuse to give up
something for nothing.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Lie

low; play waiting game. Permit mate
or buslnesa partner to have spotllpht.
Take small but sure steps. Be aware
of minor matters and basic Issues.
Key Is slow but steady progress.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Overtime service may be required.
Keep cool. Protestations only arouse
antagonism. Accept necessary revi-
sions, changes. Obtain hint from
Scorpio message.
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22 . Jan. 19):

Good lunar aspect coincides with
chance for drawing to you important
persons. Personal magnetism rating
soars. Tou are popular with oppo-
site sex. Put forth best creative ef-
forts.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Older individuals put forth their
Views. May concern property, home,
basic security. Be positive that your
moves are not outmoded. Keep up with
the times. Throw aside false pride.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Short

trip may settle problem. Relatives are
in. picture. Be versatile — accept as-
signment, added responsibility. Don't
paint yourself in proverbial corner. Re-
main glert to opportunity.
IP TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAT

you are a sensitive person who picks
up moods of others. Tou are able to
interpret feelings, trends. Ton are an
artist in a large sense. Ton have be-
come emotionally involved, and a deci-
sion which affects domestic area Is
upcoming. Will be favorable If you
avoid extremes.

Copyright 19T0, Gen. Fea. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 -Vigor

(colloq.)

4 Delineate

9-Music: as

written

12Paddle

13-Swift

14-Hindu
cymbals

15-Forecast

17-Commonplace

19- Domesticate

20-Sacred
. image

21 Barracuda

23 City in

Pennsylvania

27-Ringworm
29 Decays
30-Negative
31-Conjunction
32-Riverin

France
34-Pose for

portrait

35-French
article

36-God of love

37-Giver
39 Italian

coffee

42 Sheet of

glass

43 Ascend
44-Applaud
46-Take from
48-One who buys

and sells to

make quick
profit

51-Things.

in law
52-Boredom
54-Guido's high

note
55-Affirmative

56 Loved ones
57-Noise

2 Organ of

hearing

3-Sham
4-Decorate

5 Speed
contests

6-Likely

7 101 (Roman
number)

8-lnstructed

9 Feat of skill

(colloq.)

10-Chinese pagoda
11 -Everyone
16-Tropical fruit

180ffspring(pl.)
20Metal
21 Vapid
22-Evergreen trees

24 Crucifix

25 Vegetable
26- French for

"our"
28 Took into

custody

Answer to Yesterdays ^zzle
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15

33 Stockings

34 Broke suddenly

36 Goddess of

discord

38-Semi-precious
stone

40 Newspapers.
collectively

41 Happen

45 Burma natives

46 Contorted

47-Female ruff

48-Nahoor sheep
49 Man's name
50-Hurried

53 Compass point
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Sophs Shine

Harriers Top URI,

Vt. In Tri-Meet
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

KINGSTON, R.I. - Continuing where it left - H at the UConn meet, the

UMass cross country team dominated the proceedings in a tri-meet with

Yankee Conference rivals Rhode Island and Vermont, defeating the

Rams, 15-50. and the Catamounts, 19-39, here on Tuesday. The double
win by the Redmen upped their record to 3-1-1.

For the second meet in a row a
team effort spelled victory for

UMass as the Redmen placed five

runners in the top six finishers.

Only Vermont runner Bill Bissett

was able to dent this five-man
UMass assult by placing second in

the meet. Bissett has been the only

runner to score on the Redmen in

their last two outtings.

Ron Wayne made it five victories

in five races, touring the 4.85 mile
URI course in a record time of

24:55. Sophomore Tom Jasmin
nailed down third place with a time
of 25:11.

Larry Paulson ran his best race
to date, clocking 25:25, for his

fourth place effort. Following him
to the line in close persuit were
Tom Swain and Rick Barry^also
sophomores, who finished with
times of 25:28 and 25:29 respec-
tively, to close out the Redman
scoring.

This was a typical UMass style

race. After a slow first mile,

Wayne had the lead that he never
relinquished for the rest of the
race. He was followed by four
Vermont runners and three
harriers from Rhode Island. Then
came the Redmen in a tightly knit

group.

From the mile-and-a-half mark
to the three-mile mark the final

outcome of the meet was decided.
Jasmin made his move and took
over third place. Paulson, Swain
and Barry caught the Vermont
pack with a little over a mile left

and pulled away for their fourth,

fifth and sixth place finishes.

The final team split of 34 seconds
pleased coach Ken O'Brien. "The
third, fourth and fifth men, who
have been healthy, have been
closing the gap on the front runners
to improve the split,'' commented
the coach.

Medical reports have been a
common thing as of late with the
team. Both Wayne and Jasmin
have lacked their usual sharpness
in their past two races due to their

lack of practice over the past two
weeks as a result of a virus. Even
though they have performed well,

their physical conditions are not

up to par.
On a good final note, Swain is

pretty much recovered from his

virus. He finished fast in the

race and ran well within himself.

FIRST-YEAR HARRIERS -

UMass sophomores Tom
Jasmin (top), Tom Swain
(middle) and Rick Barry
(bottom) bolstered the
Redman winning cross
country effort against Rhode
Island and Vermont by
placing third, fifth and sixth

respectively.

In junior varsity competition preceeding the varsity race, the Redman
jayvees also dominated the field, capturing the first seven places.
Leading the pack in a three-way tie for first were Doug O'Connell, Joe
Frontierro, and Rich Sevigny. This trio was followed to the line by Bill

Lowry, Dave Sarrette, Roger Nasatha and Joel Fox, to complete the top
seven for UMass.

SpO/?tS ShorT'Es

Looking At The Bam ...

Gregory Sparks Rhody
With Winning Spirit

i},, litUM CIII I IVANBy JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

A new coach and a winning record distinguish 1970's University

previous Rhody football teams that I' Mass has faced as the Redmen
Saturday match with Jack Gregory's 2-1 Ram team at 1 p.m.

When former URI skipper John
Zilly's record of 21 wins, 41 losses

and one tie for seven years at the
Ram helm was checked out. it was
decided that it would be silly to

keep Zilly and so Gregory was
hired, along with six new
assistants.

Gregory has brought to Rhode
Island a very impressive football

background. Prior to the present
campaign, he boasted the eighth
best winning percentage of all

THE RAM
college division coaches (with at
least ten years worth of won-loss
marks) in the nation.

He labels his coaching
philosophy the "Gregory System",
where all areas of football play are
"based on enthusiasm, hard work
and organization ."**

He started his collegiate
coaching career with tiny East
Stroudsburg State College in
Pennsylvania and, in his six years
there, won numerous games and
accolades as rewards for his
outstanding coaching ability.

Gregory served one year as an
assistant to Bill Elias, now a
defensive backfield coach with the
Boston Patriots, when Elias was
head mentor of the Naval
Academy. From there he received
the head coaching job at a major
school, Villanova University,
where he installed the "Gregory
System" that produced a 6-3 record
last faU.

Coach Gregory has had a
positive effect on these 1970 Rams.
At this time last year, Rhody was 0-

4. The 1970 Rams are 2-1. At this
time last year, URI had given up
144 points and had scored but 24.

The 1970 Rams have surrendered
40 points thus far and have scored
almost twice as much, 77.

AP

Last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
Redwoods 20. Bruins 18

Hemlocks 22. Maroons
Eagles over Hilo's. wbf
Pines 22, Black Bears.)

Trojans 44 \< i

Lemons in Klaming As 8

I ions 12. ( umanchees 7

I''mics32. Bruisers o

Seagrams 18 Spartans 13

Bulldozers over Cuol Cans, wbf
Terrors 13, ' C '

t rushers 12

Senators R. Monuments
Lifers 24. DildoUghsK

i nil 30, Hacks 12

HX 6. Oxfo

ConglosH. Civ f-Jrig i

Gotchu 12.

Gotchasl2 Bunv
Bodies 6. CresHiewn

BALTIMORE (AP) - Lee May,
the No. 3 man in the Cincinnati
power thrust, hammered an
electrifying three-run homer that
saved the Reds from elimination in
the World Series Wednesday and
sent Baltimore down to a 6-5

defeat. ,,.«
BALTIMORE (AP) - Cincinnati

Manager Sparky Anderson thinks

the Reds turned the corner Wed-
nesday with their 6-5 triumph over
Baltimore in the World Series.

"Our chances? They're as good
as they wpre when we started the

series," said the Reds pilot.

******
COPENHAGEN (AP) - Curt

Flood, controversial baseball star
who sued baseball for $1 million

this year said Wednesday he will

negotiate with the Washington
Senators-provided baseball
"comes up with something that can
satisfy me."

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL

FIELD TIME TEAMS
POSITION AMERICAN

1 6:30 1 vs. 2

2 6 30 3 vs 4

3 6:30 5 vs 6

POSITION ATLANTIC
4 6:30

1 vs. 2

3 6:30 3 vs. 4
6 6:30 5 vs. 6

POSITION ATHENIAN
1 7:30 1 vs. 2

2 7:30 3 vs. 4

POSITION SPARTAN
3 7:30

1 vs 2

4 7:30 3 vs 4

POSITION TROJAN
.i 7::«) 1 vs. 2

fi 7::S<l 3 vs. 4

POSITION CONTINENTAL
4 8:30

1 vs. 2
.» 8:30

1 vs 4
6 H .30 5 vs 6

TUG-O WAR
PITTIME TEAMS

2 8:00 Dogs vs. Lovers
2 8:15 Cougars vs Alpha Chi Omega
2 8:30 Lambda Chi Ovs l#mon.s

A look at the achievements of

Rhody players this fall also lends

plaudets to the "Gregory System".

In (>9, not a single Ram player

uas voted to the All- Yankee
Conference football team. This

year, URI has placed several

players at or near the top of

Conference statistical categories.

Leading the league in rushing is

senior fullback Dick Narcessian, I
ti six-foot, SOS-pounder, in 47

running attempts, he has gained
:547 yards for a 7.4 average This
week saw the naming of Nar
cession as the top offensive player*
ot the week in the Van Con

Sixth in the Conference in

rushing is Nareessian's backfield

mate Grant Denmston. The 6'1

180 lb. halfback, only a
sophomore, has racked up 177

yards in 20 carries for a glittering

IJ uards-per try average.

fiailg ®oUr|ien

Sfi**u
iS
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of Rhode Island Rams from
travel to Kingston, R.I. for a

URI has placed two men among
the four best scorers in the six-

team league. Denniston's 30 points
on five TD's is good for second,
behind Connecticut's great Vin
Clements, who has 42 points.

Narcessian's three touchdowns tie

him with UMass' Dick Cummings
lor third place and 18 points.

And so, Gregory's "Gregory
System" has shown early results

and. very possibly, the 1970s will

witness a winning trend in URI
lootball

On defense, the Rams will

present UMass with an alignment
thai the Redmen abandoned in

UKiH, at the end of their disastrous

2 8 campaign. Such a set-up
challenges an offense with a five-

man line, two linebackers, three

defensive half-backs and a rover or
chief, a guy who roams the
defensive backfield.

A complete listing of Rhode
Island's starting men on both of-

lense and defense can be found
elsewhere on this puge.

On Saturday the Redmen will

have to tangle with several factors
in an effort to find that winning
formula that has eluded them the

The Rams also have the leading
passer in the Y-C in the person of
junior Bob Ehrhardt The 6' tKO-lb.

Ehrhardt has connected on 20 of 29
tosses (a .690 percentage) for 149
yards, yet he is not the URI
starting quarterback.
That job belongs to senior Kurt

Wicks as the two QB's together
from an impressive tandem.
Wicks, at 6'2 185 lbs., is the
seventh ranked thrower in the
league, but his statistics can't
match those of his co-partner
Ehrhardt
Rhody also has a player among

the top nine Yan-Con receivers as
Denniston holds down the number
five spot; he has caught 12 passes
for 188 yards; (a 15.7 average) and
has scored four touchdowns via the
air route.

Denniston is also ranked first in
the Conference in kickoff returns,
although he has only run back two,
one for 54 yards, the other for 25.

URI's Lineup
THE RAMS

( )ffense
C Tom Chili; i, 4 21".

I.I. ticiTN Sullivan.), I aw
l((i J.iv Mon.inli.m f 2UI

I T Thorn. is C.ilaldti. li'2 2.0

KTMm Gregg.Can
I.K Chris Hess. t.'.'l I7r.

HE Miehael Koi lies. ti':t KM
IIH W.iircn IIousIihi. f I Ho

IlltOranl Denniston. r>'l IHO

KB Dick Nairessian li I MS
UBKurl Wnks.li'2l»i

Ik-tense

MO Wihiam Caloric, t. lit.)

I.TOaiv Sverka ti 4 2W
IM'DaiMioldslem . « 42:tl

I.E Mark (Julio. r> I M
I(K Sieve ljutein.r.T l»i

I.I! David MiBiair.ti' SKI

I.H Hill Mi Mullen. i;:l;!:tii

MB Dennis Brccn.tiT IBo

HIS William Dolan.(i I7f>

s Marfan. «' it«

KS Eugene Brennan «'l 216

past three weeks. A new Ram
winning spirit, a new winning
team, a new winning coach and a
Homecoming Day in Kingston will
all be in URI's favor. What UMass'
outlook is and what its plus factors
are will be reviewed in tomorrow's
Collegian.

**This quote was taken from
URI's "1970 Football Guide for
news media.

Champion Redmen Take
To The Court Today

At approximately 4 p.m. today,
UMass' defending New England
basketball champions will take the
Curry Hicks Cage floor to begin its

preseason practice. The sessions
will run virtually every weekday
until the season opener December
1 at the Cage against St. Anselm's.
Coach Jack Leaman, who last

year guided the Redmen to a
sparkling 18-7 season, enroute to
New England and Yankee Con-
ference titles and a berth in the
National Invitation Tourney in
New York City will welcome
approximately 20 candidates this
afternoon.

Included in those 20 candidates
will be ten returning lettermen, led
by co-captains 6'7 senior Ken
Mathias and last vear's N*>w
England player-of-ttie-vear ; nd

All-East sophomore-of-the-year
Julius Erving.
The other lettermen include,

senior guards Bos Dempsey and
Bill Greeley, juniors John
Betancourt. Mike Pagliara and
Sam Provo, all guards, and for-

wards Rick Vogeley, Chris Coffin

and Bill Kesgen.
Leading sophomore candidates

are Tom Austin center, Charlie
Peters, a 6'8 center and Chuck
Olsen, a 6'5 forward.
Coach Leaman anticipates little

change in his offense during
practice, although he did say "I
want to get an offense th.it" will

score 63' points against Marquette
(Marquette eliminated i! Il«

men from "he N I ! 62

(Mf* Ms**atttu*tttB
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Violence Aids Nixon,

Socialist Leader Says
Details, pate three

Faces In Protest
1970 1969

THE WAR CONTINUES - It's been a year since the first of last

year's Vietnam Moratoria and, despite a barage of Presidential

Peace Plans, the war in IndoChina continues to rage. At Left, a

student marches last night to gain support for the S.D.S. anti-war

rally scheduled for Saturday afternoon at the campus pond. She was
accompanied by about 20 persons. At right, a reminder of demon-
strations past, as a student parades across campus with his child

during one of last year's protests. CM DC photos by Gary Alpaugh).
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Room To Move Now Open

Drug Center: A Place To Inform And Help
\ new drug information center

iii recently been opened in the

iicr Student Union barbershop.

lioora to Move is the result of the

ire oi students to help each
other in an honest and caring

manner.

The purpose ol the drop-in center

is to serve as an information,

•duration, relerral and service

nter lor those persons who need
ord t-edrug information. It will

(tempi to assist residence
hal in developing various

us which will serve as a

mutual exchange of information

and ideas

Its counseling and referral

services lor students range from
helping students explore in-

tormation that will help answer
some of their questions to referring

them to drug treatment centers.

This phase of the program is based

on a cooperative relationship with

the University Health Services,

including Mental Health, and
Counseling ("enter as well as non-

l diversity related physicians,

psychologists, lawyers and
rehabilitation centers.

An inportant part of Koom to

Move's programs includes a crisis

intervention counseling service.

Students who come to the center

can obtain needed help from the

staff in cooperation with

professional medical and coun-

seling personnel when needed. A
telephone service, which may be

reached by dialing 345-0400 is also

available for those requesting

information or in need of im-

mediate aid. This vital service is

manned continuously from Friday

noon to Sunday noon to help those

in need

Senate Objects To
Johnson Appointment

na<i\ ertenth omitted trom
esterday s coverage of the

Sena • meeting was a bill

«:>< -I by several senators

re, Yerrochi. Clark.

,'ski concerning student

objections to the ap-
il Treasurer Kenneth

• the post of Principle

ive Officer of

lirs

ied. the resolution

I to Treasurer John-

oi the capacit) of

>i Treasurer and

recommended to Chancellor Tippo
that a searchcommitteebe formed
to consider replacement
possibilities.

The whole bill, including

eventual amendments, passed
unanimous roll-call vote. 63-0. with
no senators abstaining was one oi

several concerning the ad-
ministrations selections

In the case of the senate's

recommendations of Dr. Randolph
W. Bromery s immediate ap-
pointment and the position of Vice-

President of Student Affairs, the

senate indicated its approval of

disregarding normal selectior

procedures, in the words of Vice-

President Pat Beharry 'system

lor system's sake''

Considered immediately af-

terward, the case of the Johnson

resolution, the senate indicated its

disapproval of having been itself

omitted from the selection process

by the administrations unilateral

decision and appointment

aki c »'age 2

In his self-imposed exile the young man wanders through city streets,

rock festivals demonstrations, past head shops, motocycles, and all the

old svmbols that have lost anv meaning. His brothers are mostly tran

stents like himself, the new nomads of modern society. Even the city

apartment or the dormitory cell are only brief retreats from the road.

Having rejected his parents values, faith, idols, and ideals, his

country's war systems, and leaders, his education's process, content

meaning and reievancv, he struggles for new values, a sense of real

community, an understanding of and a sensitivity to the natural order

and an end to the games which he has seen separate and divide men.

Caught in the whirlwind of a culture clash he walks a rebel and enemy

within his own countrv. an alien within his home town, a stranger withm

his parents' house. He struggles to find the thing which will make it all

right, but it has no name, no description, and no promise

His search opens him to a whole world of experiences, some perfect and

complete, some violent and self destructive. Free floating and undefined

by rules, ritual, or tradition he often goes where the wind blows and

sometimes, but only sometimes it blows to the middle of nowhere.

Society has been freaked out by its own children and nas found itselt

unable to meet the needs of the emerging subculture

Out of the subculture itself has come many of the answers The 'Drop

in center" has become a common concept and place for help in many

cities across the country Room to Move is the equivalent of the city drop-

in-center for the University. Having opened last spring to work in-

tensively during the Strike, it reopens this week to provide service to the

students of the university on a continuing basis.

SpoUMass SDS sponsers
Pond Rally Saturday

.(i ik

>a chapter ol Students

.society will

an anti-uar rally.
• p ;n .. at the campus

raff) will include

ive in areas con-

and music by Iwo
•k {roups.

speakers for Satur-

da .re members of SDS
Boston Joanne Goldberg, a four

ember ol SDS is a student

at Boston < ol!»'ge and will speak on

the war and racism. Ac-

companying Miss Goldberg will be
Kd Kgelman. a member of the

Progressive Labor Party, who will

talk on the strike at Gftf.

The remaining speakers will be

UMass students. ' Mary Abbud, a

loreign student, and Nancy Dillard

will speak on the Mideast and
ROTC, respectively A
representative from the University

Panther Defense Committee will

talk on the committee's fund-

raising activities and the

prejudices of the American

judicial system
Commenting on the upcoming

rally. Peter Dillard. spokesman for

SDS on campus, stated the rally

will demonstrate SDS's concern
for the oppression of both worker
and student. Dillard also said he
expects non-MUMass workers and
students to attend the rally.

Ai the conclusion of the rally, an
open mike will be available to the

participants.

Ingmar Bergman's

MONIKA
presented by SU Program Council

Sunday, Oct. IS

7:00 & 9:00

SU Ballroom

Admission: 50c

CC Offers

CheckRoom
Free check room services

will be offered to all people
using the Campus Center
Complex. The check room is

located on the first floor to the

left of the escalator. Sunday.
Oct. 18th. is the opening date.

The facility, manned by
students, is open from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m., Monday through
Saturday. and 1 p.m. to 10 p.m.
on Sunday.

SASSI ORGANIZE! George Childs introduced the groups
headmaster. William Smith, to the small crowd last night. (MIX 1

photo by Gary Alpaugh)

Street Academy Program

Explained to Small Crowd
SASSI, the Street Academy

System of Springfield, Inc., held a

progress presentation last night in

the Campus Center auditorium
which was attended by only ten

people.

A movie was shown by head-
master William Smith in which
students gave theft generally
favorable attitudes toward the
academy's work and future.
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w.
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OH.ce of »He DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip cod* 01002. Phonos

or. 545-2550 (mwi), 5450344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-clos* postage poid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vocation ond exam periods, three or four

tlM0( a week fo lowing a vacation or lion period or when a holiday

fells within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

ect of March S. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
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• SERVICE
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The teachers and headmaster of

SASSI. who for the most part are

undergraduates at UMass, receive

120 dollars per week for their work
with the sixteen students when the

money is available from private

and corporate donations. No
university money is used for the

payment of staff although certain

student activity fee funds are

available for such purposes as

busing interested UMass students

to Springfield so that they may
become involved in academy work.

The students range in age from
sixteen to twenty-seven and are
high school drop-outs. Graduation
is acceptance into college.

Of AMHERST
253-761
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True Radicals Do More Than Just Shout-YPSL Chief

By DAVID CASTALDI
Staff Reporter

"Anyone who is engaged in violence is an ally of Richard Nixon, announced Carl Gershman,
national vice chairman of the Young Peoples Socialist League at a chapter meeting of UMass.
Y.P.S.L. last night in Machmer.

Gershman, who is also coor-

dinator for the Youth Committee
for Peace and Democracy in the

Middle East, and research
director of the A. Randolph Hearst

organization, a civil rights group,

began his speech with the question

of what radicalism is. According

to many papers, if someone starts

shouting slogans or concocts a

political formula, then he is a

radical, Gershman said.

Gershman, who calls himself a

moderate, defines a radical to be

"Someone who not only has radical

beliefs but also has a relationship

to the political forces in society".

The "technocrat" is a politican

who is skilled in the techniques of

effecting social policy, but since he

cannot relate to those in society

who need economic changes, he

can easily move to the right, he

continued.

The politician may start out with

radical ideas, then go to

Washington and, finding things too

complex or impenetrable, he

leaves them that way Gershmen
said.

Gershman refered to Nathan

Giazer and Daniel Moynihan as

examples. "Moynihan ended up

urging liberals to form a coalition

with conservatives." He also

mentioned economist John
Galbraith, who came up with a

definition of how social change
would come about, but in "The
New Industrialist State" he

outline's the ideology of the

technocrats.

Similar to Galbraith's way of

thinking, the sociologist C. Wright

Mills (author of "The Marxists")

feels that the key catalyst for

political change will come from the

intelligentsia in the universities,

Gershman stated.

"Once a group isolates itself

from the mass political forces in

society, it fails. The New Left has

become alienated and is turning

toward apathy because of its

inability to accomplish anything"

Gershman maintained.

"It fizzles away and the "last

gasp" is perhaps the throwing of a

bomb. Operating in a small group,

especially a student group which

has no power to begin with, will not

influence the political and

economic relationships in society.

I assure you. G.M. is not afraid of

the New Left forces. It's like a

joke. it doesn't threaten the real

corporate interests in this coun-

try-
People in the lower orders of

society have a common interest

against the economic elite, and any

form of elitism, particularly in-

tellectual, will cause resentment

and a reaction, said Gershman.

Fac-Sen Worries
About Pay Hike

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

In an uneventful meeting last night, the Faculty Senate touched on

faculty pay, the dismissal of WFCR's program directors, and the

appointment of members to its own committees.

The meeting began with an extensive discussion of the failure of

legislators to vote the faculty a pay increase which would keep
salaries abreast of changing economic conditions. Chancellor Tippo

remarked that he felt confident that a pay increase would be for-

thcoming, that its lack had only been an oversight, to which a Senate

member quipped, "Does the Senate have a chaplain?"

An extensive dialogue with a Mr. Wilkes stated that the Store kept

a 5% reduction in price on all texts over $3.00.

An extensive dialogue with a Mr. Wilkes, Assistant Manager of the

University Store with a special interest in book shipments, proved

inconclusive. Wilkes stated that the Store kept a 5% reduction in

price on all texts over $3.00.

Questioned at great length by faculty members regarding book

shipments, he defended the Store by citing difficulties with

publishers, and finally denied that it was the Store's policy to cut

book orders by one third of the original request. The Store did at-

tempt to keep orders to a minimum level when a great number of

used copies were available, he admitted. When Wilkes finally was

allowed to stand down, it was as a gesture of the futility of further

discussion-

Next a motion was raised to investigate the dismissal of Fred and

Diana Callan from program directorship of WFCR. Mr. Arnold

Silver stated the situation in this way: After four years of

distinguished service to the radio station, having won awards and an

excellent reputation for WFCR, the Callans had abruptly been asked

to resign by Nov. 15 of this year. Since they have refused to leave,

they have been staying on at the station as state law requires, but

have been suspended from active work.

Mr. Marcus, Special Assistant to the Chancellor for Public Affairs,

denied that the problem was that simple. The original motion, to

investigate the dismissal, was tabled in favor of having Chancellor

Tippo give a later report to the Senate.

The Senate's Committee on Committees' recommendations on

appoimtments to committees were accepted Further appointments

were made, to various posts in the University.

Spiro tries to channel opposition

against a certain group, the in-

tellectual elite, so that the

economically elite group of

Republican big businessmen will

have support and retain power.

"He never attacks the

businessman making $800,000 I

year and over."

•The paradox with young
radicals is that they must act

radical in a nonradical, non-

i evolutionary manner, Revolution

will produce counterrevolution and

the New Left will be helping the

right wingers who continue to play

upon the issue of student violence

Gershman continued.

Violent blacks or separationists

and those politicians who favor the

creation of a fourth political party,

which will split the liberals are also

working in the wrong direction, he

said. A radical must be willing to

pose as a moderate so that he can

merge into the populace; he

doesn't dress up Che Guevara style

or announce his identity, said

Gershman.
The class structure in the U.S. is

the most unequal of all the

democracies, yet the American
working class is a very reactionary

force, he said. "They can,

however, shift to either the right or

the left". "Agnew tries to create a

"merging Republican majority"

by focusing upon the issues of law

and order, student unrest, and

black violence."

"He pretends to be their friend,

while unemployment is killing

them. Even among construction

workers, unemployment is up to 14

per cent across the nation.

The way to reach the working

class is by bringing him intothe

liberal arena, he said. "Show them
that the interests of some liberal

politicians are in accordance with

their interests... those of economic-

progress.

"

It's hard for students to relate to

working people because their

environment is different

altogether, Gershman said, but

Foes Blast

Nixon's Plan

For Viet Peace

PARIS (AP) - North Vietnam

and the Viet Cong expressed their

"categorical" rejection Thursday

of President Nixon's peace plan,

but the United States refused to

accept this as their last word.

"Let there be no illusions." said

Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh of the Viet

Cong at the regular weekly session

of the Paris peace talks, "we have

categorically rejected Mr. Nixon's

pseudo plan for peace
."

For Hanoi. Ambassador Xuan
Thuy had this to say: "The

Vietnamese people and the

government of the Democratic

Republic of North Vietnam
severely condemn and
categorically reject this false

peace proposition made by the

Nixon administration."
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Carl (irishman, national vice -chairman ol the Ymm \ Peoples

Socialist League speaks at a Y.I'.S.L mcelri" Thuisdax Bight

t.crshman discussed the nature of radicalism and warned that (he

New Left is giving right-wingers an opportunity to plat upon tin-

issue of student violence. The true radical must "submit and c«m-

strain himself." (MM' photo by David Bernstein

»

projects can be sel up tor helping

the community
Y.P.S.L. is helping to increase

voter registrations amongst
members of low income minority

groups, many of whom do not

bother to vote because Ihev are

concerned with Ihe immediate
problem of survival he continued

"To submit and constrain
himself to the line pnlitn .d fore*

in society I his is the tr.i

radical'

Waffle Sunday

Rating Contest - 1 P.M.

Folk Music- 12-3 P.M.

(John 6c Lind.i

Escalator Naming

Escalator Party - i-7 P.M.

(FLIG IIT)

HILLEL

COME BRUNCH WITH US

Speaker: Rabbi Myron Geller

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18

11:00 a.m., Commonwealth room, S U.

75* paid members $1.50 others

FRIDAY EVENING SERVICES — Nantucket room, S U.

7:30 p.m.

oneg shabbat in tukka following
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In The Nation And The World

Soviet Plane Hijacked,

Father-Son Ask Refuge
New Amendment Seeks

Rights For Women
TRABZON, Turkey lAP) - A

Jewish father and his son carrying

shotguns, pistols and grenades

hijacked a Soviet airlh.er Thur-

sday and forced it to fly across the

border into Turkey. The plane

landed at this coastal town with the

stewardess shot to death and three

other crewmen wounded.
It was the first known successful

hijacking of the Soviet passenger

plan although there have been at

least four other attempts. Moscow
promptly asked Turkey to ex-

tradite the hijackers and return the

plane.

Officials identified the hijackers

as Brazinskas Koroyere, 46, and
his son Algedas, 18. They
surrendered to police and asked for

political asylum.
Turkish newspapers said the

Koroyeres were Jewish and the

father was a native of Lithuania.

No motive was given im-

mediately for the hijacking, but the

Soviet Union has refused to permit

thousands of Jews to leave Russia

and many Lithuanians still object

to the Soviet absorption of their

country in 1940.

Police surrounded the Aeroflot,

twin engined airliner when it

touched down at this Black Sea

port about 100 miles south of where
it was seized while on a domestic

flight inside the Soviet Union.

The two hijackers were the first

to emerge and handed over two

shotguns, five pistols and three

hand grenades.

Many of the remaining 43

passengers appeared to be
panicky. The chief pilot was taken

to a hospital where he was reported

to be in critical condition with a

chest wound. The plane had a crew
of five.

Turkish authorities quoted the

elder Koroyero as saying he and
his son opened fire when the crew
refused to change course and
break radio communications with

Soviet air controllers.

The hostess, Natasha Kur-
cherko, 18, was slain as she tried to

block the door to the pilots' com-
partment. Then the chief pilot a

copiolot and the radio operator

were wounded.
The authorities said the copilot

took over the controls from the

severely woi led chief pilot and
brought the plane in for a normal
landing.

in Moscow, the Soviet Union
asked Turkey to extradite the

hijackers and to return the

airliner, passengers and crew. A
Turkish Foreign Ministry

spokesman said it would be
Turkey's duty to return the plan

and personnel but the extradition

question "is a more complicated

matter."

The Soviet press seldom reports

internal crimes and accidents and
previous hijack attempts were not

reported for several days or weeks
after they happened
The plane. A Tupelev F27 of the

government run airline, was seized

10 minutes after it took off from the

Georgian town of Batumi on the

eastern edge of the Black Sea for

Sukhumin. 100 Miles to the north

• i-quulity of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any state on
account of sex."

The substitute offered by Bayh
and Cook provides that "neither

the United States nor any state

shall, on account of sex, deny to

any person within its jurisdiction

the equal protection of the laws."

Bayh said he believed this would
accommodate "the conflicting
concerns that face usensuring the

equal protection of the laws to

those who have been discriminated

against on account of sex, while

recognizing the need for a flexible

standard in cases where different

treatment under the law may
justified."

IRS Denies Tax Exemption
To Public Interest Groups
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate

subcommittee asked the Treasury

Department Thursday to explain

publicly its decision to suspend the

tax exempt status of public interest

law firms and other nonprofit

public interest law firms and

•public interest" groups

Its chairman, joined by six other

senators, charged the IRS "with

crippling hundreds of

organizations working to protect

the public interest..." through aid

lor the environment, the poor and
the nation's consumers.

The senators asked IRS Com-
missioner Randolph Thrower to

testify early in November before

the Labor subcommittee on em-
ployment, manpower and poverty.

The letter, initiated by Sens.

Gaylord Nelson. D. Wis., sub-

committee chairman, and Walter

Mondale, D. Minn., said foun-

dations and private citizens are

unlikely to contribute to such

groups until the situation is

clarified.

"According to the IRS an-

nouncement, contributions of

citizens to public interest

organizations-dedicated to the

enforcement of laws passed to

protect the majority against

wealthy corporate interests-may

no longer be tax deductible," the

senators said.

"The IRS will continue however
to permit wealthy corporations to

deduct as 'business expenses' the

cost of defending lawsuits for

defiling the environment or en-

dangering consumer health."

Such a paradox, the senators
said, "clearly denies large groups
of our citizens access to justice

"

The letter includes the
signatures of Sens. Edward M.
Kennedy, I) Mass , and Claiborne
Pell. I) R I.

Washington (AP) - The two

senators who have led the fight for

the equal rights amendment gave

up on it Wednesday and proposed a

substitute they said is also in-

tended to prevent discrimination

against women.
The substitute, offered by Sens.

Birch Bayh. D Ind., and Marlow W.

Cook. R Ky., would make the 14th

amendment's equal protection

clause apply expressly to

discrimination on account of sex.

"I believe that this amendment
would accomplish the great bulk of

the specific items of reform sought

by proponents of the equal rights

amendment." Bayh told the

Senate.

As passed by the House, the

amendment provided that

ACLU Urges Injunction

Against National Guard
CLEVELAND, Ohio ( AP) - The American Civil Liberties Union asked

federal court Thursday for an injunction against state officials to limit

use of National Guard troops during civil disorders.

The suit, filed on behalf of three Kent State University student leaders,

names Gov. James A. Rhodes, State Adj. Gen Sylvester Del Corse and
Asst. Adj. Gen. Robert Canterbury as defendants.

ACLU attorney Harold Weinstein said an injunction is being sought to

"prevent the governor from calling the national guard out unless there is

a serious threat of invasion or a complete breakdown of civilian control.
*'

The requested order would specify that if the guard is called out that

"guardsmen be completely trained, that they be instructed to use non-

deadly force and nonlethal equipment and that they be enjoined from
carrying live ammunition during ordinary civilian control disorders."

The attorney said the action was brough as a result of the ACLU's in-

vestigation of the May 4 incident at Kent Satate University in which four
students were shot to death during a confrontation between antiwar
demonstrators and Ohio National Guard troops

Listed as plaintiffs are Craig Morton, Kent student body president:

Them Dickenson, student body vice president, and William Slocum.
president pro tern of the Student Senate

Check Room

Free check room services will be offered to all people using the

Campus Center Complex. The check room is located on the first

floor to the left of the escalator. Sunday, Oct. 18th is the opening

date.

The facility, manned by students, is open from 8 AM to 10 PM,
Monday through Saturday, and 1 PM to 10PM on Sunday.

White Vows To Continue
Campaign Despite Surgery

BOSTON (AP) - Despite emergency abdominal surgery for Boston Mayor Kevin H. White, the

Democratic nominee for governor, his campaign will continue with "redoubled efforts
."

Speaking for White at a news conference Thursday, State Rep. Michael S. Dukakis, D.

Brookline, the Democratic nominee for lieutenant governor, said there would be "no
moratorium" on the campaign.
Surrounded in City Hall by Senate President Maurice A. Donahue, House Speaker David M.

Bartley, both Holyoke Democrats, and former Lt. Gov. Francis X. Bellotti, Dukakis said White
should be on his feet in a week to 10 days and probably will be able to campaign soon thereafter.

HELP
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However, Dr. John Knowles,
'director of the Massachusetts
General Hospital, differed in

stating that White could be laid up
for a month.
The mayor was taken to

Massachusetts General Hospital

Wednesday night and was operated

upon for a perforated ulcer.

Dukakis also offered to sit in for

White Friday night at a scheduled

television debate with Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.

Earlier in the day, Sargent said

he would not debate Dukakis since

"I am being challenged
mayor." He said he

by the

would
reschedule a debate with White if

he recovers in time.

The incumbent Governor
suggested that since it is not
possible for the mayor to par-
ticipate in their scheduled TV
debate, perhaps the two candidates
for lieutenant governor-
Republican Donald Dwight and
Democrat Michael Dukakis-could
replace the principals.

Sargent said he would curtail his
personal appearances, however,

and said he would not criticize

White at the appearances he does
make.

In lieu of the debate with White,
Sargent said he would issue a
series of position papers.
Dukakis said he would undertake

much of White's campaign
schedule until he is recovered.
He also said that Donahue,

Bartley, Bellotti and Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D Mass. would
campaign for White.
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Reporter Walks Halls
Of Pentagon Unseathed
Kditois Note: The government said it tightened

" lslde lhe door Ht> waS on the telePhone -
though, and

ecoritj at federal buildings because of terrorist
(,

l

,dn\ l>ve" l

?
ok Up when l Wlthin 10 feet of them

'

bombtagl. But an AP reporter, sporting a busbv
'''«'^it ^^^y ^'^ was going to stop me. They didn't

board and carrying l suspitious looking box. found
Al lhc Ju8tice 1)ePartment-a budding radicals tried

that sec in il\ wasn't so tight. Here is his report

;

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, directed by J. Kdgar Hoover,
today assumed primary jurisdiction in the investigation of bombings
and arsons at institutions supported in part by Federal funds. Before
the signing of new legislation granting the FBI jurisdiction, the

geocy had already stated it would play a role in the investigation.

to storm last November! walked in through an en-

trance marked FBI Tours and again mingled with the
WASHINGTON (API -

1 marched into the Pentagon tourists before slipping down a corridor and into a
Thursday carrying a shabby yellow shoe box just to men's room.
see how far I could get before the government's There. I struck up a conversation on the World
security against bombers stopped me dead in my Series.

Iracki. "I'm glad Cincinnati won at least one game.'
I walked tor a mile, all the way to Secretary of remarked one man who looked like an FBI agent

Delense Melv in R. laird's office, and nobody stopped might look, 'even though I'm from Baltimore."
Im> He glanced at the box but didn't ask what was in-

Nobody stopped me either five minutes later when I side
walked by tiie offices of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. At the Supreme Court, things were different.
Two Marine sergents gave me a cold eye as they What do you have in that box?" guard A. R.

Chatted in the corridor, but they didn't have a word to Bui-giion asked as he unobtrusively but firmly blocked
say about my box. The cold eye could have been tbe mam entrance to the building
directed at my beard. just J pair oi shoes

"

It was the same almost everywhere I went the Would you mind opening the box
Capitol, the Senate Office Building, the Justice "No. sir"
Department. Internal Revenue Sen ice. the Post Burgooiu xamined the shoes then took lhc box lb
Office Department and even the General Services returned it only when I was leaving the building
Administration \| || u . t ;sA.' a £i\;\\\\ stood in a guardhouse a leu

The GSA was the department that ordered the yards inside a com i> aid one of the lew entrances ti

tightened secunt> in the lirst place In a directive the building lell opened during the set-tint \ drive Th<
Monda) it said entrance to government buildings guard said nothing as I walked b>
should be denied "to anyone carrying suspicious Two workmen clad in blue overalls sliK.d \

packages unless they voluntarily submit the package entrance marked for deliveries Hi.- ivt-n

ler examination." tlic regular entrances were closed
All I had in the box was an old pair ol black shoos Security, said one
But for all the government guards knew, the box They re afraid soinebod\ i>

could have held a bomb place." said the iHhrr.
Except at the Supreme Court where the guards | walked through ;i back door .mil . oujld t

were on their toes nobody bothered to ask me about buildup s mainlobb\ and look am leva'oi to Hi.

m > ' )(,x floor There I asked a public information office 1

Everywhere, the guards were courteous and believed it possible to protect giivertmu
cooperative when I stopped to ask them lor directions against terrorists
But they apparently were not aware ol the directive to "I think it's pretty rough." he said But ...

check suspicious packages keep out people wiio arc cut \ ,•
.

The Pentagon a place the nation's Weatherpeople boxes
."

dream ot destroying didn't even have a guard at a lhe spokesman paused and I'lai. .

basement entrance ••|'in really amazed they let you in Didn't they ask
At the Senate Office Building, there was a guard you about it at all' '

:

-

e.i.
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Revolutionary Women Found
Not Involved in Bombing
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) -

Police Thursday dismissed as a

hoax a letter claiming "The Proud
Eagle Tribe, a group of

revolutionary women." bombed a

Harvard University building
Wednesday.
Police said they never heard of

the group and were concentrating
their search for two young women
seen in the building before the

explosion.

The letter claiming commission
of the bombing was sent to news
agencies in Boston. It was signed
The Proud Eagle Tribe" and sad

lhe bombing was dedicated to

black militant Angela Davis.

Miss Davis was arrested in New
York Tuesday night.

( )ne Cambridge officer called the

letter a "red herring" signed to

hamper the investigation and lead

suspicion away from those

responsible lor the bombing of the

('enter for International Affairs.

At least four persons at the

center have provided descriptions

of two girls suspected of planting

the explosive in a desk drawer on

the third floor, police said.

Tentative identification of one of

the girls was made through a

photograph taken at a past

demonstration.

Del. Lt. Lawrence Brutti said

composite drawings of both girls

would be circulated to police

throughout the country.

Officials believe the bomb was
inside a metal box placed ina

drawer in the desk of Army Col.

Donald F. Bletz, a research follow

at the center this semester.

Detective Lt. John Ambrone of

the state fire marshal's office

quoted an unidentified assistant

librarian at the center as saying

she had seen two hirls leaving

Bletz' office, one of three next to

the library on the center's top

floor.

James Ingraham. Harvard
superintendent of buildings,

estimated the cost of repairing the

explosion damage at $20,000. He

said it will take one week to 10 days

before the library can be reopened

and one month before the entire

third floor is ready for occupancy.

Harvard President Nathan M
Pusey called the bombing "a

senseless attach upon the entire

university
.'

Approximately 300 persons

attended a noon rally sponsored by

Young Americans for Freedom at

the university Thursday to protest

the bombing. Some 12.") students

signed a telegram to be sent to

Pusev condemning the bombing..

Approximately 1,000 signatures

were gathered on a petition, cir-

culated by residents of Leverett

House, a dormitory, condemning

the bombing "as an unjustilied act

of violence."

A series of bomb scares hit

schools in New England mean
while.

boston University reported two

and Northeaster and Suffolk

Universities, both in Boston,

reported one each.

The Murdock Junior Senior High

School in Winchendon near the

New Hampshire BORDER IN

Central Massachusetts was

evacuated for the third time in less

than two weeks after a telephoned

bomb scare.

Approximately 2,500 students at

the University of Maine in Bangor

and Orono were reouted from 11

dormitories by bomb scares

Wednesday. The university of-

fered a $1,000 reward for ap-

prehension, conviction or com

mitment of those responsible

BostonSchoo Is H it

ByBombingThreats
BOSTON AP A rash ol bomb

scares hit Boston collets Thur
sday. including two at Boston
University and one each at Nor
thcastcrn and Suffolk Universities
A Boston Universit) spoke- man

said the school received a
telephoned bomb threat Thu sday
morning and another in the al

ternoon.

The spokesman said, however,
that the school ilocs not think the

threats were politically motivated
Instead, be saki the) mi^hl haw
been called in by students who
didn't want to take exam -

The- administration building at

Suffolk University, on Beacon Hill

near the Stale Hotltte, was
evacuated shortly alter .' p m
Thursday alter a female callei

warned a bomb was to explode in

1.1 minutes

"This is in. >,.i,c -. sj .ki . m
quoted h<T . \ a

spokesiiiai a
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Beauty

Shows
to be held Sat., Oct. 17 at

9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,

1:00 p.m., 2:30 p m„
4:00 p.m.

Free Instructions on Skin

and Beauty Kare. Exclu-

sive Demonstration By

Beauty Advisors for Koscot

Kosmetics.

For Reservations Call

Leonard Umina 6-6242

By Fri., Oct. 16.

RT. 47

HARD ROCK
SICK OF SATURDAY NITE DRAG?

DIG THE AMAZING SOUNDS

ORB II
AT THE

NEW MEADOW INN
J

SAT NITE— OCTOBER 17

— PIZZA — SUNDERLAND

with a WARM girl

for a COLD beer

and the COOL sounds

of

THE ENDLESS KNIGHTS
DANCING

at the

FRI. & SAT. 912 P.M."
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YSA. Outlet For Group Protest

Marchand Visits UMass

In Educational Study

ByKAREN DEGRACfc.
Staff Reporter

A whole generation of deter-

.

mined youth threatens to-turn its

back on traditional ideologies.

Rebellion, stemming from the

hypocrisy and exploitation of the

larger society, often takes the form

of organized group protests. A new
organization, the Young Socialist

Alliance, has done just that.

YSA, formed in 1960, is the

fastest growing radical

organization in the country, ac-

cording to Sidney Finehirsh,

spokesman for the group. While its

UMass following attempts to ad-

vance beyond its present second

member mark, national par-

ticipation has reached the level of

2000.

YSA, based on the principles of

Marxism as developed by Lenin

and Trotsky, is dedicated to the

building of a revolutionary
socialist movement. This, believe

its adherents, will involve a con-

tinual expansion of human
freedom in all aspects of life, and
will mean that for the first time in

history, men will control society,

rather than be controlled by it.

Sidney Finehirsh is the chairman
of the campus YSA. He has been

active in the anti-war movement
for eight years. Instrumental in

the strike, he was a speaker in last

May's Washington moratorium.
Presently he is a graduate
assistant in economics here on

campus.

In an informal Collegian in-

terview, Finehirsh cited the

group's main programs: Helping

to build an independent anti-war

movement, women's liberation

and third world liberation, and
doing educational work for

socialism.

YSA principles are derived from
dissatisfaction with the problems

of capitalist society. A look at the

Vietnam War, education, and the

racial situation reveal the unrest.

In terms of a specific campus
program, YSA advocates an end to

war - immediate withdrawal from
Southeast Asia. It seeks to abolish

ROTC. the draft, and research for

biological and cheniical warfare.

YSA opposes meaningless
education. It recognizes the ab-

surd discrepancy between such

technological advancements as

moon landings and man's failure to

solve daily problems of poverty

and hunger.

To improve upon education, it

urges abolished tuition, guaran-

teed jobs upon graduation, student-

faculty control over the University,

including the hiring and firing of

faculty and administrators, and

the dismissal of campus police.

YSA declares the University to

be an example of institutional

racism. To combat this, it urges

the right of the oppressed third

world communities to control their

own affairs, including education.

It supports the Black studies

program - a forerunner of Black

Senate Elections are Not Over

BY ELECTIONS

Nomination Papers

Open Friday Oct. 16th

Nomination Papers

Closed Friday Oct. 23rd

Elections -Thursday Oct. 29th

LEACH lseat

BRETT > 2 seats

COOLIDGE Middle 1 seat

COOLIDGE Lower 1 seat

JOHN ADAMS Upper 1 seat

BAKER lseat

FIELD ...lseat

GRAYSON lseat

MACKIMMIE 1 seat

GET OUT AND VOTE

!

W. J. B.

control of Black communities - and
urges the initiation of required

courses in Black and third world

history for all students.

In support of women's liberation,

it proposes the establishment of

university-financed twenty-four

hour day care centers for children

of students, faculty, and campus
workers. It also stresses support

for free and legal abortion on

demand.
YSA believes its interests to be

no different from those of the

majority of non-revolutionary

students. Its program differs from
those of previous campus
organizations, such as SDS, in the

manner in which goals are sought.

"In all that we fight for, we try to

seek peaceful, legal means of

attainment," Finehirsh explained.

Our approach is different, he went

on to say; we want mass support of

any issue - to obtain this, we
discourage such tactics as bom-
bing and small groups seizing

buildings.

Membership in YSA is a free

individual decision, based on

fundamental agreement with

theYSA program and supposed

active involvement and financial

support. The organization seeks to

spread its ideas by taking part in

independent movements such as

weekly seminar series and the

Militant Forum lecture series.

Participation is, YSA feels, a

manner of linking student struggle

to the broader struggle of

replacing capitalism with

socialism.

American
In-

By DEMISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

V.siting the UMass campus as part of his study on the

university svsu-m..Prof. Philip Marchand of the New South Wales

stitute of Technology (Sydney, Australia) was hosted yesterday by Prol.

John Mitchell of the English Department.

The purpose of the study is to gather ideas on education in the U.S..

primarily in the areas of communications and social sciences, to contrast

with and possibly supplement those in his native Australia.

That country is currently offering a new educational concept to its

citizens that of "colleges of advanced education," as an alternate to the

standard 4-year university, with stress on vocational training.

Since most of the students at the Institute right now are working people

who have been employed in their chosen fields for a substantial length of

time, classes are held for the most part in the late afternoon and evening

on a part-time basis.

The administration is now encouraging more young people to enter

their program directly after high school.

Prof Marchand's particular interest lies within the School of General

Studies which combines vocation-oriented courses with a broad

humanities- social science background.

The Professor maintains that "not enough attention is paid to education

with immediate and direct application to community needs as well as

those of the individual student."

Co-operative type programs similar to those implemented at Nor-

theastern University have received major notice in his study.

Prof. Marchand will be touring many other universities in

Massachusetts along with Columbia University, schools in the Midwest

and California.

He looks forward to teaching a semester at Fresno State College.

A Faculty Senate Committee's first attempt at involving

Calendar Hearing
Lacks Witnesses
A Faculty Senate Committee's

first attempt at involving the entire

University community in a

decision which will affect every

member of the community met
with initial defeat this week. The
first in a series of three open

hearings being held by the

Calendar and Space Committee on

the question of the 1972-1973

calendar was forced to adjourn

because of a lack of witnesses

Wednesday atternoon

DEERFIELD DRIVE IN THEATRE
Route 5 & 10

South Deerfield, Massachusetts

Tel. 665-8746

NOW PLAYING, FRI., SAT.. SUN

Showtime 7:30
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GARGANTUAS g Mora Zfso

David Booth, chairman of the

committee, stated that it was the

hope of the committee that in

terested persons would come
forward at either of the two
remaining hearings to express
thier views. He also noted that

certain members of the faculty had
expressed the desire to appear
before the committee at the
remaining meetings and hoped
that students would also come
forward so that valuable
discussion might occur.

The committee is seeking views,

ideas and opinions concerning the

1972-1973 academic calendar so

that it may present for approval to

the entire Faculty Senate a
calendar proposal which will have
the backing of the University
community. NBy doing so, it seeks
to eliminate the useless debate
which often occurs when interested

persons are not given ample op-

portunities to express their views
in an open forum.
The remaining hearings will be

held on Thursday, October 22 in the

Duke Room of the Student Union
and on Monday October 26 in SBA,
Room 101 for those interested in

presenting their views.
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Mass Gazette Folds;

Successor Is Planned
ByDEMSEST. JEAN

Staff Reporter

The W.ts.s Gazette is dead.
member the paper which was stacked up in the Union, the Com-
ind the Campus Center a few weeks ago and which you might have
lien for the Collegian.' That was the Mass. Gazette! a now defunct

duel of the Publications Dept of Whitmore. According to Diana
U India the compiler and sole staff member of the Gazette, the former
paper was not sen ing its purpose of interesting and informing the entire
niversitj community of faculty, students, and both professional and

non-professiona] staffs.

Evidence exists in the thousands of each issue left over and shipped
back to Whitmore. the many issues glanced at and quickly thrown away
b) bored students, and the vacant looks encountered when some students
are asked if they have ever heard of the Mass Gazette. Unfortunately,
he Gazette became in Miss D" India's words, a "dry matter of record" in

Much those interested could ponder official speeches and the
qualifications of new administrative appointments.

flie paper was short-lived as its first issue came out last April 1. and it

-oat a few hundred dollars per each issue.

Despite conjectures that the Gazette was designed as the ad-
ministration's answer to the Collegian, this is untrue. Reiterating the
opinion that the paper "was not serving the purpose for wnich it was
created," Joseph Marcus, new Special Assistant to the Chancellor for
Public Affairs, said. "The Gazette was not intended as competition for
the Collegian. I believe the choice of format was unfortunate." The size
and print of the Gazette was incredibly similar to the Collegian. Also.
Chancellor Tippo. in an address to the University community, stated that

the Gazette s purpose was to "supplement the existing media, "not to

replace it.

Yet. benefits from the Gazette may actually be forthcoming because of

is many failings The inadequacy of the paper in reaching the com-
munity revealed a serious need for a redefinition of goals, and Dr.
Mucus emphasized "a more clearly defined audience for the new
publication to focus on. This audience will hopefully be the entire

University community who will be informed of events of general interest

to all.

Miss D India and Dr. Marcus, disappointed in the Gazette, are striving

for a publication which will provide an outlet for maintenance news and
new faculty appointments, but all within a strict and dwindling budget.
In contrast to the Gazette which Dr. Marcus feels "scared a lot of people
away « ith all that print. " the new publication will be smaller in format.
inexpensive and hopefully, a means of bringing the diverse elements of

this community to a closer understanding of each other.

Dr. Marcus revealed a concern for the use of other media on this

campus along with the concern for the written word." WMUA is a means
ot intorming the community and the possibility of close circuit television

•fine probed. Sadly, new ideas always have the budget tugging at
'heir elbows Therefore, many promising ideas cannot be developed

her

However ..ne administration will soon try again to inform and unify the
i Diversity with a supplement" to the Collegian. According to Dr.
Marcus, "the Coilegian is the media reaching the greatest number of

people on caniDus Ir is well-balanced and doing a great job." The
etc is • its successor may benefit the entire community

URI Fellowship Weekend

Vietnamese orphans of the Xuan Troung Orphanage receive powered milk as a result of the
combined efforts of I .Mass Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society. A candy drive on campus and in
the community netted |UI by the end of last April for the project. The purchases of the milk and
its actual shipment was made possible through the Navy's "Project Handclasp."

Project Handclasp Provides
Milk for Vietnam Orphans

Inter-Varsity Christian
fellowship (IVCF) chapters at

I Mass. Tufts University, and
I diversity of Rhode Island will

participate in a weekend of fun and
fellowship at U.R.I., Oct. 17-18.

Cars will leave from the UMass
campus Saturday morning in front

of Memorial Hall. Lodging will be
provided in the dormitories at

r.R.i.

On arrival at U.R.I.. students

from the three colleges will attend

the UMass-U.R.I. football game.
After dinner, an evening of

Christian fellowship will conclude

the activities of the day. The
weekend will come to a close with

Sunday worship services.

Reservations are being taken by
Cam Temple, president of UMass
IVCF, at 546-7020.

Xuan Troung Orphanage, just

north of Saigon, has been receiving

powdered milk donated by campus
organizations through Project

Handclasp.

The drive in the Amherst area
was started last March by Arnold

Air Society and Angel Flight. At
that time the orphanage had
received over 1200 pounds of the

powdered milk. Arnold Air is the

Air Force R( )TC honor society and
Angel Flight is a service
organization of college women
supporting it.

Through correspondence with

the 821st. Combat Security Police

Squadron in Vietnam, the Angels

and Arnold Airmen learned of the

needs ot the orphanage which the

squadron has been supporting.

In March letters to various milk
companies requesting donations or
wholesale rates were written In

response to the letters the
university groups were informed
of "Project Handclasp ". through
which purchases of the milk and
the actual shipments could be
made.
"Project Handclasp" is a Naval

operation which enables
Americans to "extend the hand of

friendship to all peoples of the
world." Project Handclasp
provides space on Navy ships for

the distribution of donations
overseas.

In its "Vietnamese Children's
Milk Fund", the Project has
purchased instant drv milk at

considerable savings from major
American milk companies with
contributions from nationwide
organizations and individuals.

In March plans were made to

raise the funds by selling chocolate
bars on campus and in the com-
munity. By the end of April. $150
had been raised and sent to

"Project Handclasp".

During the following months
arrangements were made tor the

purchase of the milk, its shipment,
and its final distribution through
the combined efforts of Angel
Flight. Arnold Air Society
"Project Handclasp ", and the

821st Combat Security Police
Squadron. By the end ot July the

efforts became a reality.
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CLASS of 1971
EXECUTIVE APPLICATIONS DUE

TODAY

IN THE R.S.O. OFFICE

IN THE CAMPUS CENTER.

Present members need not reapply.

1st MELTING WILL BE ON

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 18. 1970

it

College Student Preview

Little Fauss and Big Halsey"
with Robert Reford and Michael J. Pollard

Fri., Oct 16th, 12 rmdnighl

One performance only,

FREE ADMISSION by college ID, only,

ONLY MINUTES AWAY VIA RT91 OR MASS PIKE

fa***,. P2*3*^ RT.5 RIVERDAlf tO. W. SPI

733-5131

HONORED"
HERE

ACRES
FREE

PARKING
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ROCKER
LOUNGES

2 ART
GALLERIES

GROUP
RATES

IVERDAlf tO. W. SPUD

'Joe'is a 'this-minute' film: a movx
truly of our times and demanding

^v to be seen this minute."
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fC0See Forever?
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"Don't Worry, ( hid'— We're <><>ing To Kind The
Radical Nut Who Appointed That (!ommi*sion"

mark Silverman

Die by the tube . .

.

( Kditor's Note. ..the following is the first part of a four

part series on the mythical reality of television).

He really had it easier than his parents. All he had

to do was sit back at home and society brought the

culture to him. He didn't have to read or even walk all

the way to the movies. And he didn't even have to

imagine what the people in the shows looked like;

everything was laid out before him. Everything was
real. Just turn on the set, get the right channel and
begin the socialization.

It could laugh with most of the shows, especially the

morning ones. Howdy Doodie, Rex Trailer, Fury, Sky
King, The Big Top. These were his shows.

Sometimes he would stay up late with his parents to

watch their shows. And, as he got older, he watched
more and more of the prime-time offerings, little by
little watching how his parents' world described itself

at work.
He saw Father Knows Best and saw how normal

families solve their problems. He saw Ozzie and
Harriet and saw what real parent-child love was.

He watched the shows all day, every week, and soon
he began to understand his parents' world. He saw
their values being tested and upheld as Ozzie settled a
fight between David and Ricky over that new guitar

string. And he saw democracy in action as the peanut
gallery voted to censure Clarabell for not wearing his

pants.

Campus Comment

He grew older and saw the westerns. Three, four a
day. All with the same plot, all with the same action.
Indians bad, Cowboys good. White hats win; black
hats lose. America, the victor in all wars.
The culture was brought to him. He actually had

little choice but to absorb it, sitting in front of the set
all day, receiving the transmissions of society.
And so he grew up with the culture, the society of

America laid out before him, hammered into his brain
day after day, week after week, year after year. The
repetition forced him to accept large portions of the
transmissions. He began to believe in Wyatt Earp and
Superman.
He grew older and watched less television, but he

remembered the things he learned while watching all
those shows. He still knew about Truth, Justice and
the American Way. He still knew about American
morality and Mother and the Flag. He still knew the
culture; he would always be a member of the society.

It was fitting. It could happen no other way. His
eulogy was perfect, delivered on the tube, by the tube
and for the culture of the tube.

The priest joined the parrish when he was six, and
for much of his life he saw the priest at 6:30 each day.
The priest delivered the eulogy at the end of the show,
when he said "The defense department announced
today that 125 Americans died in combat last week."
The show ended. His priest said goodnight, and he

who lived by the tube had died by the tube.

Life Is A Rip-off
To The Editor:

Life is a rip-off. We're getting it royally in Viet-

Nam, in the ghettos, and yessir, we're getting it right

here. Granting the supreme importance of issues

such as Indo China and racism, the fact of exorbatant
prices at the student union and the Campus Center
still pisses me right off (as opposed toon). A number
of other people are pissed too. As a result, the Greater
North American Peanut Butter and Jelly Conspiracy
has been founded.

The aims of the "Conspiracy" (as its friends call it)

is to force the prices of overpriced foodstuffs down to a
reasonable level. The symbol of our attack is the

peanut butter and jelly sandwich. This symbol of

Americanism and cheap eating has been siezed upon
by the campus price setters (Lucy and Evans in

particular) and has been knocked-up-no longer is the
peanut butter and jelly sandwich the symbol of good
and inexpensive eating. Now you victims of the tip-off

pay $.35 for a P&B and J. and shit, go take a look at
what you're buying, man! Yeccht!!!
We want prices dropped. If a PB&J sells for $.20, a

profit is still made and labor is still accounted for.

Damn it! If they have the bread to build the "Waffle",
to put $600.00 tables in it for God knows what reason,
and to put a frigging light show in the place (you didn't
know about that one yet, did you? I , then they can drop
prices.

Up the peanut butter and jelly revolution! And
remember (at all times) IF IT DOESN'T STICK TO
THE ROOF OF YOUR MOUTH, DON'T EAT IT!

!

Call Dave 584-3419

DAVID M. NELLIS
KATHLEEN BARRETT

THOMAS LYNADY
RONNIE CAPLAN 665-3547

Committee of Responsibility
To the Editor:

On September 28, group called the Committee of
Responsibility spoke on campus under the auspices of
the Distinguished Visitors Program. This committee
is a private non-profit organization of doctors and
other concerned citizens. Its purpose is to bring the
innocent young victims of the war in Southeast Asia to
the United States for types of medical treatment
unavailable in Vietnam. The attendance at the
meeting wasn't outstanding; people have other
commitments, which is understandable. But we were
deeply touched by seeing the physical and
psychological damages inflicted upon innocent
children by forces of war.
We learned that the committee needed money to

continue its work. And so at the traditional
merrymaking known as Homecoming Weekend
(October 23-25), there will be people circulating
among all of you during the Homecoming parade and
the rally afterwards with armbands labelled COM-
MITTEE OF RESPONSIBILITY. They will be
collecting any change you can spare to help a child

who has lost most of his face and needs plastic surgery
or to help a child who has been burned so badly that

his tiny body is one mass of open tissue.

We are not entering floats in the parade; instead the

money we would have put into the float will be con-
tributed to the Committee of Responsibility. We
encourage other dorms and houses to call us if they
are interested in helping.

It is a sin that war like this exists, but that is not the
issue, the children are. We are participating in the
war and we are liable to the consequences. We can not
ignore an innocent child's pleas for help.

So please remember this and give when you see us
that Friday night.

Sigma DELTA Tau and
Tau Epsilon Phi

For information call

:

Laurie Goldstein
Anita Karcz 545-0527

Gross Out of Grid Stats

To the Editor:

I want to bring to the attention of the readers of the

Collegian an example of grossly irresponsible

reporting. I am referring to the Intramural Grid
Stats printed in yesterday's copy of the Collegian.

The grid statistics were for games through Friday
October 9. The following ommisions were mae:
Rushers (on passer) - Summer (13) - Pipers; Points -

Dutkavicz (Pipers) - 56, Falite (Pipers) - 50;

Receptions - Falite (Pipers) - 24; Top Defensive Team
- Pipers - 6 pts.

It should benoted that the Intramural Office is not

responsible for these errors. Although the Intramural
Office telephones the daily game scores to the
collegian, it does not telephone grid statistics. These
statistics are printed on computer sheets and are
stapled onto a board outside the Intramural Office. A
.ollegian reporter was responsible for not including
the above statistics in yesterday's issue

I believe I've made my point. I hope this does not
occur again.

Scott Moore
424 Hamlin House
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What's To Do? I Ain't Got No Finals Tomorrow

What's to do? I ain't for no finals

tomorrow
Hey what the fuck's happening
man. I got no lab quizzes this

week!

and I'm tired of smoking the same
old dope
Last night I washed my mind out

with STP soap

I think I'm a veteran head today

Yes you know don't you think I'm a

veteran head today?

I just gotta be a veteran head
today!

I smoked my last shoelace
yesterday... it was a phys. ed.

department shoelace I ripped off

from Boyden gym between
classes...

Oh don't you see baby I'm um um
urn um a veteran head today.

I think you can take my veteran

head today and stuff it between
your liberated legs

Aint for nothin to do...do...do... no!

no!

I walk by all the newborn freaks

flippin their frisbees on the college

beat

on the college beat where the ac-

tion is

where the action is

where I will look within and find

my own divinity

Say baby you want to go to my
cubicle and listen to some rock?

I copped-an-ounce they say it's the

best hemp on the block...

Say baby you're groovy and so

beautiful and relevent too

let's cut the next class together

let's cut the next class together

no I really don't want to do more
than ever
let's cut the next class together

I feel so strong this second I could

bite through your see-through
blouse

let s cut the next class together

now ba ba ba ba ba
and sit by the pond
yah I can dig it tripping

1 don't have to go to Botany lecture

What's to do? I ain't got no finals

tomorrow
What's to do? I ain't got nothing to

do

Besides.. I've been feeling

depressed lately

and mental health gave me some
pink aspirin

Think I'm foing to be as blue as
John Mayall

I didn't go to the freshman con-

vocation

I feel so demented
I ripped a hole in my ass sliding

down the excalator

See you later see you later

gotta go over and lay a heavy rap
on a faculty member
gonna give him a piece of my mind
gonna Ihrow him a frisbee

gonna shoot him up with pure

crystal

gonna roll my own cigarettes

gonna throw a kitten off a tower

gonna take my rizla rolling

machine with tops papers and go to

a teachin

gonna get a complaint printed in

the Collegian

gonna pass out some radical

mimeographs In front of the ROTC
building

gonna walk around southwest in

my new purple bellbottoms

gonna mingle gonna relate with the

beautiful people

whoa heads are into good things.

Yes! I shall seek I hem out ! I'll be
the lirst one to get the new led

/epellin album when it's released
and
play 1 1 out my window
gonna wen- my leather stash hag
and let it hang from m\ waist

gonna hide my lolling papers in my
hack pocket

yah.. .and whatta drag I don't

wanna take no required courses!
I don't wanna take no required
courses

'

\o I don i wanna take no required
courses!

lie i wanna find out who I really

am I mean
da sou realize what I could be?

shit' I'll he luck) if I last I'll i ext

semester
Wolf guess alter I flunk <>ut I'll

eome haek to \mhcrst

gotta bet haek you know I go ta gel

haek you know I

gotta get haek to sou when I

leel like it

Photography - Barry Penn
Layout - Dick and Lou

Sardine

The oppressor is a ghost.

We cannot touch or see him.
Or know him or fight him.
The oppressor is a fisherman.
And we the sardines

In a concrete pool.

Cream of Campus Pond Soup
Made of sluggish, muddy orgasms
And sardine sweat;
Served up smoldering.

With sanwiches
Made of rotting sardine

Squashed between
Computerized garbage cards.
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TWO YOUTHS beinx aided by the NES tutoring program are shown. The service organization
will its fourth meeting on tutoring methods Sunday evening at 7:30 in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

NES Tutoring Methods
Explained Sunday Night

Specific tutoring methods tor the year will be

demonstrated at the Northern Eudcational Service's

I mirth of live orientation sessions this Sunday night at

7 30 in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Royce Phillips from the Center tor Urban Education

an Dave Yanngton from Language Arts will be

providing the professional advice and exhibits for this

ion.

Working closely with these two men will be Marty
Klein who has managed a tutoring program in

! rootbite Falls. Minnesota as a VISTA volunteer. His

< perience in the area of tutoring despite regional

ferences will be used in coordinating tutor ac-

ities in all the centers used bv N.E.S. of UMass.

Concentrated tutoring will start this Monday with
the coordination of the Tutor Resources library
located in the Campus Center Student Activities Area.
However, buses to Springfield have been running this

week for assigned tutors and those tutors wishing to
see the Springfield centers beforehand.
NES hopes everything will come together at the end

(»t Sunday's meeting and learning for tutor and tutee
will start. It is still not too late to sign up for the
program. All interested people can sign up or just
attend this Sunday's session. NES can use those with
special talents, but it is involvement that they are
looking for.

Nixon Signs Bill

Aimed At Bombers
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Pledging to win the war against organized crime

and anarchist terrorism, President Nixon Thursaav -igned legislation

giving federal authorities strong tools against mobsters ,md bombers
Flanked by Atty Gen. John N Mitchell and FBI Director J. Edgai

Hoover. Nixon deplored the recent wave of bombings .md *aid those

responsible must be brought to justice.

"It seems that every day we pick up the papers and see some sporadic

incident without reason, without cause-that we have not been able to cope

with before.' the President said

Even before the signing, opponents of certain provisions in the

measure said they would challenge the in court

Lawrence Speiser. national legislative director of the American Civil

Liberties Union, said his group feared the bill's prov isions would be used

not against organized crime but "against militant groups. Black Pan-
thers and others the administration considers as dissident."

The bill makes participation in a fatal bombing a capital offense, gives

the FBI immediate jurisdiction in campus bombings and allows agents to

use electronic surveillance in bombing investigations, with court per-

mission.

The major portion of the bill is aimed at cracking down on organized
crime syndicates through broadened grand jury powers, use of

previously inadmissable evidence in trials and greater sentencing
authority for judges.

"Now that we have the tools, we will launch a total war against
organized crime and we will win this war," Nixon pledged.

After signing the bill. Nixon handed it to Hoover and Mitchell and told

them: i gave you the tools, now you do the job."

"We will." replied Hoover.
Ni\on said the bill will allow the FBI to move into cases on a positive

basis where previously they haven't been able to do so. onl\ when asked
to do so by the local law enforcement officials.

American, Britisher
Cop Nobel Prizes

Disrupting Students Stripped

Of Federal Financial Aid
A \SHINGTON AP Some 434

ent> at 86 colleges and
universities have lost federal
nancial aid because them par-

ticipated in campus disorders, the
• Ml ice oi Education said Thursday

Must oi the penalized students
:i<k-<l >mall colleges rather

Hum the major urn versifies that

experienced the most severe
disruptions, according to a

ernmeni report covering the

period since June 1969.

Leading the list of aid ter-

minations were Florida Keys
Junior College with 39; Arkansas
AM -N College. 38; Draughon's
Business College in Kentucky, 28:

and South Dakota State College. 28

Among the 85 colleges and
universities that have terminated
financial aid to students who
participated in campus disorders
were six in New England.
They were; Connecticut - Mit-

chell College. 2.

Maine - Northern Conservatory
of Music. 1.

Massachusetts Boston
University 5; Harvard University,
1. Northeastern University. 2;

Radcliffe College. 1.

STOCKHOLM Sweden ( AP) - An
American biochemist, a British

biophysicist and a Swedish
physiologist shared the Nobel
Prize in Medicine Physiology
Thursday for independent
discoveries leading to greater
understanding of transmission
between nerve cells.

Julius Axelrod of Rockville. Md..

Sir Bernard Katz of London and 111

von Euler of Stockholm are the

recipients of the $80,000 prize, the

Karolmska Institute in Stockholm
announced.
The American recipient was

born in New York in 1912 and got

hi> PhD from George Washington
University in 1955. He joined the

National Institute of Mental Health
in 1954 after five years with the

National Institutes of Health. He is

married and has two children.

Sir Bernard Katz. born in

Leipzig. Germany, in 1911. is a
professor of biophysics at

University College in London
Yon Euler was bom in 1905 and

has been professor of physiology on
the medical faculty at Karolmska.
which awards the prize in

medicine, since 1939.

"Von Euler s and Axelrod's
discoveries nave not only in-

creased our knowledge about the

transmission in the sympathetic
nervous system, thej also form the

basis tor the understanding of the

transmissionin thecentral nervous
system and its pharmacology." the

Karolinska Institute ^aid.

The sympathetic nervous system
is a portion of the autonomus
system which controls involuntan
actions such as heartbeat rate,

breathing and digestion. The
sympathetic system hi an im-
portant part ot the mechanism by
which a person reacts to stress.

and is responsible lor stimulating

the release ot adrenaline.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

Opportunity

For Experienced Journalists
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is creating ten new positions on its News Staff. These

positions are being offered first to students who have had some professional experience in news
writing; e.g., working on a newspaper during the summer. Two news writers-reporters each will
be assigned to each working evening, Sunday through Thursday. Each reporter will have the
opportunity to cover in person or by telephone one to three stories each night. Qualified'' In
terested'' Report to Room 407. Student Union, Tuesday at 6 :30. If interested but unable to attend
that session, leave a note with your number at SU407.

DO-
TIE DIE

SATURDAY AFTERNOON- 1:30

across from the Hatch and Metawampe

TO MAKE

The Awful

Waffle

LESS AWFUL

FREK

Casualty Rate For Draftees
Higher Than For Enlistees

WASHINGTON (CPS) - Army draftees have almcst twice as high a chance of being killed in

Vietnam as non-draftee enlisted men, according to a U.S. Army study.
During 1969, draftees were killed at the rate of 31 per 1,000 and injured at the rate of 203 per 1.000.

while first term enlistees were killed at the rate of 17 per 1,000 and injured at the rate of 120 per
1,000.

The reason draftees tend to be killed at a much higher rate is that the Army, in a procedure
different from previous wars, allows men who enlist for three years to choose what job they want.
Because of this, draftees who make up 56 percent of the men entering the Army, tend to make up a
much higher percentage of combat units.

Record Review

Redding Hendrix Live

William K. Brehm, assistant

secretary of the Army for man-
power and reserve affairs, ex-

plains that "the popular jobs are

the ones for which people enlist.

They don't enlist for the hard-core

combat skills. That is why draf-

tees tend to populate the hard-core

combat skills: 70 percent of the

infantry, armor and artillery are

draftees."

A Defense Department man-
power expert, who refused to be

quoted by name, told a reporter for

National Journal, a newsletter

which requested the Army study,

that "we've studied this problem
very carefully. People don't seem

to enlist in the Army to fight. We
recognize the inequity this causes

in a shooting war, but we don't

know what to do about it."

College graduates are slightly

less likely to be assi ,aed to combat
duty but there are no figures

separating draftees from enlistees

among COUe£a graduates. 36.2

percent of the graduates who
entered the Army in 1969 were
assigned to combat jobs, compared
with the overall rate of 43.3 per-

cent. 61 percent of the graduates
were draftees.

The higher death rate of draftees
in Vietnam would have been
handed by an amendment to the

military procurement bill, which
would have barred the sending of

draftees to Vietnam unless they

volunteered to go.

The amendment, authored by
Sen. William Proxmire, (D-Wisc),
was rejected by a vote of 22-71.

The Army says it has no figures

on the chances of a draftee serving
in Vietnam, but other figures in-

dicate that 8,000 draftees are sent

to Vietnam each month. The
monthly draft call has been run-

ning about 10.000. 30 percent of all

draftees then in the Army were
serving in Vietnam on July 1,

compared with 25 percent of first

term enlistees.

Many persons, including Sen.

Proxmire, feel that the three-year

enlistees should not be able to opt

out of combat while draftees must
fight; the Army is apparently
unwilling to remove the provision

because enlistments might drop,

forcing a drastic rise in draft calls.

"As strange as it sounds." Brah-
m said, "only 800 young men a

month out of 200 million Americans
are enlisting for combat. If v/e

went to an all-volunteer force in

Vietnam, it's quite conceivable

that that's all we might get.

Survey Reveals Acceptance
Of Confrontation Tactics

By JimShertzer
Dispatch News Service

Some live performance albums
gel it on and some don't.

One that does is "Otis Redding/

Jimi Mendrix Experience: Historic

Performances Recorded at the

Monterey International Pop
Festival" (Reprise MS 2029). One
that doesn't is the Doors' "Ab-
solutely Live" (Elektra EKS-9004).

It's been over three years now
since the lirst major rock festival

erupted at Monterey. Vet these

recordings by Bedding (who died

in an airplane crash just six

months later* and by Hendrix (who
recent Iv OD'cP remain enormously
vital

Bedding, then at the peak of this

career, does such trademark
numbers as "Respect," "I've

Been Loving You Too Long" and
" Try A Little Tenderness" with a

power even greater than that he

usually generated in the recording

studio

The crowd's enthusiasm stokes

the fur in Bedding's voice, and the

set gets wilder as it progresses,

climaxing with an almost literally

breath taking performance of
" Tenderness

"

Hendrix (who was then largely

unknown in this country), Mitch

Mitchell and Noel Bedding break it

no with Dylan's "Like a Boiling

Stone," B. B. Kings "Bock Me
Baby" and J. Taylor's "Wild

Thing" (during which Hendrix

"raped" and then set fire to his

guitar as a "sacrifice" to the

crowd).

Hendrix may have given
technically better performances
later in his career, but these

numbers from Monterey so full of

Hendrix*! enthusiasm for his

music and his happiness at being

alive -have a special magic thai

makes them invaluable

The Doors' album, a two-LP set.

is dull by comparison Many of the

songs on it date back to the same
period as the Monterey festival,

but they don't stand up nearly as

well.

The set offers a couple ol

previously unrecorded numbers
(including in its entirety, Jim
Morrison's "Celebration oi the

Lizard") and a lot of old numbers
that aren't as good live as they

were in studio versions.

"Morrison Hotel", released
earlier this year, showed a lew

signs that the Doors were
revitalizing their music. Ab-

solutely Live" shows only th.it in

concert the group is coasting >»n a

reputation that's tl ree yean old

and Morrison's recent .Miami

nolori''l\

BERKELEY )CPS) - College

students accept the use of con-

frontation tactics and reject the

methods used by campus and civil

authorities to quell student
protests, according to a survey

released by a research team at the

Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education

located at the University of

California at Berkeley.

The survey of 1,452 college

seniors was conducted on ten

campuses selected to represent

different institutions by nature of

size, geographic location, state or

private control, economic
background of the student body.

Most of the students were white

middle-class men and women with

above average academic records
who graduated last spring and
summer.

When asked if they believed that

some form of confrontation "is

necessary and effective" in

changing the nation's social and
political direction, only one per-

cent concluded that confrontation

was unnecessary.

Nineteen percent supported only
some form of "peaceful
petitioning." Fifty-two percent felt

that "non-violent mass protest is

the only feasible way to persuade
officials to respect the will of the
people."

Nineteen percent answered that

the "use of disruptive tactics and
the destruction of property is often

necessary to change the status

quo."

And nineteen percent stated that

"although some may get badly

hurt, actual physical confrontation

and violence must at times be

resorted to in order to affect social

change."

The survey also reported that:

Fifty percent of the seniors in

dicated they were or "would have
been" participants in Vietnam war
protests and 36 percent indicated
they would be in sympathy with
such protests.

Fifty-six percent of the seniors

oppose suspension of dismissal of

students "who disrupt the normal
functioning of the campus by
protest activities." Twenty-one
percent favor suspension of
dismissal.

Despite the fact that none of the

schools involved in the study had
experienced the massive use of

police force, 46 percent of the
seniors see the police as instigators

of violence and only 28 percent
disagreed.

Mitchell Denies Report

Of FBI Kidnap Alert
WASHINGTON IAI*1 A.senator said Thursday a kidnap ale: t It is I ee:

issued in the wake ol FBI reports that revolutionaries rna\ '.Hemp
political abductions, but Atty, (Jen. John N Mitchell denied it.

The spokesman, who conferred
with Mitchell at the request of

reporters, said the Justice
Department and the FBI were not

guarding senators, representatives
or Cabinet members.
Saxbe, commenting on the

Metromedia Badio program
"Profile." said the White House

Referendum Offers Voters

Chance to Vote Against War

Intern Program Examined
The School of Education Undergraduate Affairs Office will present a

program dealing with student teaching interns and their experiences, on

Monday Oct. 19 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Living and Learning Center

in Crabtree House.

There will be an inside look at student teaching, a detailed explanation

of modular credits, and how a student may be able to earn them.

Later in the program Bobert White of the Placement Office will discuss

a topic which should prove to be of interest to many UMass students - job

hunting and job qualifications. For those attending this program and
filling out an evaluation sheet, one module of credit will be given.

On November 3, Massachusetts
voters will have a chance to make
their feelings known on the Viet-

nam War. Unfortunately, a large

number of them don't even know
that this opportunity exists. The
UMass SMC is undertaking a

campaign to inform the voters of

this opportunity SMC believes

that immediate withdrawal is the

only logical way for this country to

extricate itself Irom this immoral
and unjust war.
This is an opportunity for UMass

students to effect change by
working through the system as
SMC believes that a vote for im-

mediate withdraw;)! from Vietnam
by the Massachusetts voters would
have a large national impact.

Last week the SMC visited areas

of Springfield and Holyoke,
receiving indications ol very good
support. This Saturday, extended

coverage of the Springfield area is

planned All those interested in

canvassing should report to the

Plymouth Boom ol the Student

Union at l:OH PM Saturday. All

those with cars should bring them

to the side of the Campus Center.

issued a warning at this week's
congressional leadership meeting

Mitchells spokesniai s;nd no

such warning was issue.
. but sait:

Saxbe might be thinking: a .

bneling for Bepubhcan leaders al

the White House last month.
In ihat meeting. FBI I rector J.

Edgar Hoover brie ed the

Republicans on a whole range ol

activities allegedly planned by
radical I S groups, the

spokesman said. Hesakl Mitchell,

who also attended the meeting
said Hoover mention? I I idi aping
plots

The FBI. except in the case ol

Mitchell, does not act as a

protective agenc> Information it

does receive about kidnaping plots

would be relayed to the individual

involved and the law euiorcemen
agency that has junsdict on

SPECTRUM,
the undergraduate magazine, is accepting contributions for the Fall issue

In addition to art and photography, we intend to publish fiction, poetry

and essays on contemporary issues.

All written material submitted must be typed, double-spaced and include a

self-addressed, stamped envelope. Manuscripts may be left at the SPEC-

TRUM office, Room 409 in the Student Union, or they may be sent to:

SPECTRUM, R.S.O. 102, Student Union Building, University of Mass-

achusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002.

FREE Spaghetti

FREE Strainer

FREE BALL

FREE SAT. S-12

FREE 2nd Level C.C. Garage

FREE enter from concourse

FREE 'music by: Rycliie's Renegade*

WAFFLE
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Fine Arts

NORTHAMPTON - A public

showing of the film classic "Mirele
Efros." sponsored by the B'Nai

B'rith Hillell Foundation at Smith
College and Amherst College, will

be held at 7:30 p.m., Monday, in

Smith's Wright Hall Auditorium.
It is the second film in the Hillel

Yiddish Classic Series.

The film is based on the classic

story by Jacob Gordin. Its original

score is by composer Vladimir

Heifetz
A New York review of this film in

the [890's observed that "Mirele
Efros" was produced "on a
dignified plane, with expert
photography, intelligent direction
and esteemable performam

Corrupt Politics Portrayed
In "All The King's Men"
The University Theatre opens this week with -All the King's Men," a play based on the Pulitzer

Prtsse winning novel by Robert Fenn Warren Pour performances will be given beginning Wed
nesday. October 21, and ending Saturday. October 24. Performances are scheduled to begin at
8:30 in Bart let t Auditorium.

• All the King's Men'' is a study of politics, the nature of good and evil, and man's search for

truth and self-knowledge.

The play begins with the
dedication of a hospital conceived
and built by Willie Stark, a con-
troversial figure. Through flash-

hacks we see the politics and
conflicts that lead to that building.

Willie Stark begins his political

career with ideals, with purity in

his heart Discovering that he is

being used by a political machine,

he adopts their methods and ob-

tains control of the state When he

laces impeaci ment, he decides to

build a free nospU*] and health

center. It is only F resorting to

corrupt methods that Willie is

finally able to accomplish things

for the people that were only ab-

stract ideals when he was cam-
paigning honestly.

The play has been described as a

rich study of man in society.

Perhaps as Willie says, his only

crime was being a man and living

in a world of men.

Tickets are on sale at Bartlett

box office. Tickets may be

reserved, or purchased at the door.

The phone number for reser-

vations is .Y45-2579. Admission is

$1.75.

Weekend Arts Calendar

l Mass students, Ronnie Hobbs, Raghad Walker and Winston
Williams are amongst the members of the I'Mass Black Repertory
Company, rehearsing a scene from their presentation "We Shall
Overcome: Or Klse" This Weekend at Bowker Aud. (MDC photo by
Rich Mc Inlyre)

Black Repetory Play

Urges Blacks To Unite
** "We Shall Over Come: Or Else."

by JEFF SILVER
(Fine Arts Staff)

The UMass Black Repetory Company will be presenting "We Shall

Overcome: Or Else." Oct. 16 & 17 at 8:30 p.m. and Oct. 18 at 3:00 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. The play illustrates the conflict between two
ideologies, the more recent one of "Black people unite and realize your
oppressors." and the more traditional ideology of all people unite towards
a better world.

The main characters, Larry, as protrayed by Ron Hibbs, and Bernard
as protrayed by Winston Williams depict the main conflict. The setting of

the play is a room which contains the body of a slain neighbor. Larry
represents the Black ideology prior to the late 1960's, while Bernard
represents the more recent trend in black consciousness.

Larry is troubled by his socialization while Bernard and the other

characters have broken away from the ideas of the previous generation.

The conflict that arises is not overdone or filled with cliches. The play

seeks the answer to the question of what is Blackness? Depending on

your own thoughts, you will favor one character over the other Both are

brilliantly played.

The other actors are: Raghad Walker as Wilbert. Vivian Hays as Nita,

(lif Griffin as Oleg, Ugine Niles as Charley. All of them are excellent in

their roles-. The play is under the direction of Esther Terry a PhD can-

didate in the department of English, and was written by Danny Scar-

borough a graduate student in English. All of the people involved with the

play are students at UMass. I see goodthingshappening to this play once

it finishes its premier production. See the play - it'll do your head some
good.

Hillel Shows Yiddish Film

Theatre

Bv ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Staff

Films
tiger. Tiger, Burning Bright

The Smith College Black Theatre
Workshop presents a production of

this 1962 off-Broadway family
drama which has been likened to

Tennessee Williams' "The Glass
Menagerie". At Theatre 14, Smith
College, Friday through Tuesday
at K, admission $1.50.

We Shall Overcome Or Else

The UMass Black Repertory
Theater opens its second season
with this original play by graduate
student Danny Scarbrough. The
play concerns the conflicts bet-

ween the new and old black con-

sciousness and between the in-

dividual and the group identity. At
Bowker Auditorium, Friday and
Saturday evenings at 8: 15, Sunday
afternoon at 2:30. For ticket in-

formation and reservations con-

tact the Bowker Auditorium ticket

office

Music

Tom Rush and the James Cotton

Blues Band
Tom Rush will bedoing his usual,

excellent, and varied set including

material of fellow song writers

.Joni Mitchell. James Taylor, Bo
Diddley, plus some of Tom's own.
Also playing will be the James
Cotton Blues Band. At John M.
Greene Hall. Smith College this

Friday evening at 8. Tickets, if

still available, are $:{.50.

\le\andei \c\sk\ t Sunday night,

Thompson 104, at 7 and 9).

This historic 1<>:?8 film by the

pioneer Russian film director

Sergei Kisenstein is shown as part

of the UMass Film Studies Series.

Mice's Restaurant (Thursday, SU
BALLroom. 7 and 9: 30) the story of

how a half-of-ton of garbage kept

Arlo Guthrie out of the Army.

(atch-22

Alan Arkin heads a large and, on

the whole, superb cast in Mike
Nichol's film adaptation of Joseph
Heller's much-discussed novel. A
funny yet brutalizing experience,

not for the weak.

Fantasia

Walt Disney's historic 1938 cartoon

feature. A blend of Disney
animations and classical music
which suggest that Walt wasn't as

straight as he was thought to be.

Fellini Satyricon

A film concerning the wanderings
of three bisexual young men in

Nero's Rome. It is quite graphic in

its scenes of decadence and
debauchery, not quite for all

tastes, by master director Fellini.

Subtitled.

.lo.-

Take your sterertype hard hat and
send him on a search through
hippiedom in this film which
stretches its argument pretty thin.

Also, in attempting to be as up-to-

date as possible, the film dates
itself by the end of the first reel.

Monida Sunday. BU Ballroom. 7

and 9t

An early Berman film, part of the

continuing Sunday Bergman
festival.

Ned Kelly

Mick Jagger. yes fans, in his first

film role. Too bad this tale of the
legendary outlaw (or Jagger) just
isn't very good, although it has

some nice photography and pretty

Australian lanscapes as

backgrounds.

On aA Clear Day You Can See
Forever
This film is simply so static that it

seems to take forever. Barbra
Streisand wears some nice clothes
and Yves Montand attempts to

sing as, once again Hollywood over
produces to make another big bore.

Patton

George C. Scott as the controversial
Second World War general. A film
which, paradoxically, managed to

please both hawkish and dovish
views.

Performance
Mick Jagger (again) plays a
retired, kinky rock star who lives

with his two chicks in a wierd
townhouse to which comes fugitive

gangster (James Fox) seeking
refuge from both the mob and
police. All sorts of roles, sexual
and otherwise, are played and
exchanged in this film which has
received some bitter criticising.

Shoes of the Fisherman (Southwest
Cinema. Friday and Sunday
Anthony Quinn as the Pope who
gives up all. well enough, that is, to

bringfpeace to the world in this all-

star, political-religious spec-
tacular.

FOR EMERGENCY DIAL
CAMPUS POLICE

AT
5 2 121

A Public Service Message from the Massachusetts Doily Collegian

Notices

An oratorio tracing the history of the black man will premier on

October 17th at 7:30 P.M. The oratorio will be sung in the Amherst
High School auditorium by a black choir from Newton.
Composed by Flo Turner and Pat Schneider, the oratorio is

dedicated to the memory of Martin Luther King. It will conclude

with a composition inspired by the famous phrase from King's final

speech: "1 have a dream".
Proceeds from the oratorio will go the A.B.C. (A Better Chance)

program in Amherst.

Russian Film Focuses

On National Spirit

HKI.CHKUToWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving from Whilmore 11:45. Saturday

Spend ,i leu hours w 1 1 It some speeuil ehildren

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR I'HKIST:
I 'raver lime every Wednesday and Friday

7 .in 8 JO. Koom 178 Campus Center

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS:
RAH meeting, lues . Oct 2(Mh al «:45 P.M.

in llartlett UI7. Speaker Dr. Jay Melrose. "A
Kunny TtiuiK Happened To Me On The Way To
The (Unic."

CRABTRKK LIVING AND LEARNING
CENTER:
Monday. Oct. liMh. 7:30-8:10. Sehool of

Education I'ndergraduale Allans Office
present Help Me Come And Receive I Module
Of Credit.

BDUC:
The English Depl Undergraduate Council

will meet <m Monday. Oct liMh al li -15 P.M.. in

Uarlletl 3M. Elections will be lu-ld

HILLEL:
Friday mghl services in Nantucket Room.

SU at 7::«l I'M Oiieg Shabbt lolUming
Sunday morning lunch in Commonwealth
Room S U. al 11:00 AM speaker Rabbi
Mvron (idler.

HISTORY MAJORS
All history majors are invited to open

meetings ol the Student/Faculty Laison
Committee ol Ihc History Depl the 1st and trd
Tues of every month at 8:t0 I" M . i,lh Moor
lounge. Ilerter Hall The next meeting will be
Oct .'nth

Alexander Nevsky (1938), will be
shown Sunday night at 7 and 9 p.m.
in Thompson 104 as a part of the

Speech Department Sunday Series.

Directed by Sergei Eisenstein, one
of the giants of the film industry,

Alexander Nevsky focuses on the

warrior-hero, Russian
nationalism, and the Russian
people.

The figure of Prince Alexander,
simply and superbly played by
Nicholai Cherkassov, dominates
the film as an embodiment of

Russian national spirit.

Eisenstein's film captures
reality far better than strictly

representational art could do.

Eisenstein, as usual, combines
historical accuracy with a sense of

ci'-ema art possibilities.

Alexander Nevsky is a classic

example of what its creator termed
"vertical montage", picture,
speech, sound effect, and music
brought into comprehensive
harmony to create a total work of

art.

The music is an impressive score

by Prokofiev and the camera work

of Edwardo Tisse heightens the

emotional impact of the film.

Alexander Nevsky is the first

talking film in the Speech
Department Series. The entire

University community and the

public are invited to attend.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
Friday 7 chanling and meditation in mm

!HH 'HW in the new Campus tenter In In- best

relaxed Wear loose lilting clothes, and have
.in empty stomach If it pleases you bring fruit

or Mowers or whatever
Open class in Hatha Yoga, breathing,

chanting, and meditation Ran bring nnpt)
slomaeh a lowel and wear loose lilting

clothing, room 9IH-WI7 Mondav morning 8 in

A M

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Tonight at Daws (enter. Smith College. 8

I' M 12 P M Teaching M P M licginncrs

welcome

MIHKWOOI)
Orchard Hill liravson Main Lounge.

Saturday. Od I7lh. 8 I'M to 1 W A.M.. Coffee
and cnlerlaiiimcnl II you w ish to perform cal 1

Steve or Frank ii-7122 I'erlormers given spots

at lasl Mirkuood lor llns one please ignore

and rati lor new spots

MOKTAK HOARD:
There will be an important meeting of

Mortar Ihiard. Sunday. Oct IBIh al 7:00 P.M
in Memorial Hall. Please attend!

PRE LAW STUDENTS:
New York University Law School will Ih> at

Amherst College all day. lie*, Kith, call Mrs
1-oiiiiner al MB-SM it >ou have any questions

S|)S

LilH'rale I lie world, smash vs imperialism!
KOTC must go' TIhtc will be a rally with
music and guerilla theater al the campus pond
this Salurday Ocl 17th al 1 in the afternoon
Picket up

SCHOOL OF El) UNDERGRAD AFFAIRS
OFFICE
Modular credit'' Student interning''

Cahlornia' Job hunting'' We'll have people lo

help mhi with spccilic programs or problems
Crabtrec Dorm. Mondav. (h-l I'Mh 7 :t0 8:M)
Come .md receive I module of credit

SIMS
All Iransceudlal mediators group

iiicdilalinu. advanced lecture, checking
Sunday. Oct litlh tl P M . new Campus Center
Rooms 174 170

STUDENT* For GKNSilEIMEM
Friday. Oct Willi a) 8 no P M . School ol

Film, il ion. Koom I2K Anyone interested in
working lor UMass sluitcnl Jim (iensheinier.
peace candidate lor Stale Hepri-seiilalive
HELP NEEDED!

SMC
Sliiilenl Mobih/.ilion I oiilihitliv wp || p,,.,.,

Tu.-s.day. Ocl LliMi in the Cuiied Chamlieis
s

' •" » 'HI P M Kin lions will he held
Everyone k welcome in attend

TEACHER EVALUATION
HELP interested or wanting Teacher

Evaluation come Mondav night Council
Chamber!, S U. at 7uo P.M.

I'MASS BICYCLE CLUB:
Bicycle Club is planning a "non-polution

admission trip (o Quaban Reservoir Meet
10:00 A.M. Sunday. Oct 18th in front of the

Newman Center, Bicyclers come out in force

LOST:
A gold pearl ring with two side garnets. Call

Ellen Zarrpw. 549-6069. OF great sentimental
value.

Ellen /-arrow ."i-w-outw Of great sentimental
Pendant with seven opals in antiqued gold,

near Hoyden Gym Great sentimental value.

Call Barb li 8..77

Pair ol brown named glasses black case,

lost Wednesday morning before 10: 10 class in

ana of Sludent Union or Engineering Call 6-

7HN case has •Gordon Optical" written on it

Jobless myopic wretch kindly requests rapui

return ol glasses lost between P-10 and Mid-
dlesex Sepi _>oth I'M. Hell's Angels
prescription specials Maureen. Middlesex
Basement. .. MM

FOUND
In Stadium after game Saturday «>ne cai

ke> and one U ol Mass room key Go to lost

anil totind in Sluik'iil Union

PINNtNG.H
lane M I..k k.ird 7:1 It; Van M.-lei li

Mieliad .1 I'liiiiiuigham 74. Kalera
College

l.inie Klhs 71 ( i.iioploii to p„ol K Nni
( loss 72 UMass hoslon
Joyce K Krensky 7 i Mctvith' In L.iwrcnc*

lions 71 Kappa l)elt;i |(|i<> ( ',.lb\ I nllege

Stau

No notices may exceed 25 words Deadline for notices is 2:00 p.m.

on the preceding day. Due to lack of space notices will run only one
day. Pinnings and engagments will appear on Friday.

Maine

KM. IGEMENTM
P.lrnia I, inch. in 71. Kiiieis.ni House. ;,,

Waller \ppl< i,.n I, 7o Hoslon CoHcft*
RrendaRuw 7.1 Paltemun Iteuxe to Edwin

< .oi.i m University »i Virginia
I wm M.ekler '7i Sigma si^.,,1 sign,., i,

W in. ii Morgan "71 Hills SmIIi
Siis.o. II.mm

i

ell 72, Sigma Sium,, Sign, , ..,

P.ioi its.iikowski 71. Clara Uoixersity
Lee l-ivoie 72 joa Middle la Paul S

Kiele 71 JFK Middle
I'alhj i immiiiigs '71 to Robed Deiinv 7j
' iilieini, \i Panrpale 72, Kappa K,M

'••"m " John ' McCarthy North Aodovri
siis.ii. Newborn TJ Webster to Mark (has

,: .l.i... \.i,iniv

No. 1
IN COLLEGE SALES

Fidelity Union

Life Insurance Co.

AT

1 0i

S PIZZA
YOU GET THE BEST

BARGAIN FOR YOUR

MONEY.

Take our pizza . .

it's three times richer

than any pizza in town

yet it's only lOg more.

We also feature

grinders thot are

generously filled and
hot oven toasted for

the same price

you'd pay elsewhere

for a poor imitation.

BELL'S PIZZA

University Drive

For free delivery of Pizzas

coll

256 8011 or 253-9051

SMITTY'S DELI
RESTAURANT

featuring

PASTRAMI — HOT CORNED BEEF

OPEN 10 A.M. to 2 A.M.

Opposite Zoyre's Tel. 253-3481

Mmm

Glass Waffle

Waffle for the hell of it!

Concrete Waffle Auditorium

MUSIC ORT FRENZY

Fri. Oct 16 8-12 p.m.

Frod awful admission 75c
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS
restaurant

11th floor, Campus Center

OPENS
Oct. 24

Homecoming Weekend

LUNCHEON
Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 1:30

Sunday Brunch 11:00 - 2:00

DINNER
Wed. & Thurs..5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 5:30 - 9:00 p.m.

Sulnday 4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

DRINKS
At Lunch
Every Night 4:00 p.m. - 12:00

Sunday 4:00 - 10:00

If You're Oyer 21

Join the Top of the Campus Club

$1.00 annual dues

HAPPY HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 4:00 p_.m. • 6:00

MUSIC
With Dinner Wed. - Sat
Until Midnight Fri. * Sat.

ENJOY FINE FOOD
GOOD MUSIC
PANORAMIC VISTAS
TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Vietnam Veterans
Troop To Colleges
School enrollments among

Vietnam veterans increased

during fiscal year 1970 by an un-

precedented 31 per cent over the

previous year, bringing the total

number of enrollees in Veterans

Administration training programs
to 1,211,000.

"If the trer^ continues, "Ad-

ministrator of Veterans Affairs

Donald E. Johnson predicted,

"more veterans will have trained

during the first five years of the

current G.I. Bill than during the 13-

year span of the Korean Conflict

G.I. Bill."

Growing fastest among the many
programs to encourage veterans,

their survivors and servicemen on

active duty to continue their

education or job preparation is on-

the-job training, with a jump of 76

per cent over the 1969 enrollment.

Some 117.000 veterans enrolled

during 1970 in the programs under
which veterans who work in ap-

proved training positions receive

VA allowances during the training

period.

Included in this year's

enrollment are 87,100 servicemen

on active duty attending colleges

and schools below college level-all

under the G.I. Bill.

A 29 per cent growth was noted in

the number of disabled veterans

training under vocational

rehabilitation programs, bringing

the total to 24,500 veterans in such

VA-supervised programs.
There were 52,500 wives, widows

and children of permanently and
totally disabled or deceased
veterans receiving educational

assistance. This was a 14 per cent

increase over last year.

Eligible Students Must
Re-Enroll For VA Aid

It is essential for every veteran student under the G.I. Bill and for

every "war orphan" receiving training allowances under Public
Law »634 to re-enroll with VA at the beginning of each academic year
in order to receive training allowances.

The veteran or "war orphan" should not be confused by the Cer-

tificate of Attendance Card filed with VA last spring. This card does
not constitute an enrollment form.

Any students who receive benefits from VA and who have not

enrolled for these benefits this fall should do so at once in the
Placement Office, W'hitmore Hall.

For Just 2 Hours of your time

Per Week You Can Break You're

Daily Routine and BECOME IN-

VOLVED. Join the Collegian Ad-

vertising Staff Today.

Call 5-2550 and Ask for John Fayad

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pteneer, Teas, Garrard, FK Aatec,
Fisher, TDK, eaaaette and gpen real
tape, etandard radio, Utah speakers,
Ufa, 8 track and other neecsslUea
Amherst Audio. tfl*-*3

Stereo component*, tape decks,
complete systems, compacts etc. for
certain seringa and very bis selec-
tion. Call AJ 253-9396, Don 549-4408

tfie-it

(Sunderland — lovely new 3 bedrm.
home, modern kitchen with built-in*.
old fashioned brick fireplace, gar.,
acenle lot, 6 mln. I of Mass
8X6,800. SklbiaU Realtors, Tel 253-
7m. tf10-22

East Olympic Boulevard, Los Ange-
lea, California MttU tfll-13

Wanted: Men's F-ndlsh bicycle >i."

— will par fair price. Call 6-f.V.M

Ask for Waldo. 10-1"

SERVICES

Kawasaki 1969 120TK — quirk
chance transmission, knobby tire*.

8225. CaU Mark Davis 323-7611.

_____*»

FOR Ml— AUTOS
1965 Triumph TK4, new top and

front tires, very dependable. Mast
sell. Call George 545-0174 evenings.

tflO-18

57 Chevy 8 dr. B ft H, automatic,
one owner, maintained In excellent
condition, 8260. Will install tires to
pass inspection. 8210 as Is. Phone
Greenfield 772-0438. tflO-19

Most seU 1963 Mercury, excellent
condition, 2 dr., HT, V9, auto.,
power steering, power brake, radio,
new tires, water pump and battery.
Asking 8458. Call 253-7949. tf10-10

Flat Wagon, 1965, new fan sticker,
needs minor work. $300 or best of-
fer. CaU Tom mora, or eve 549-

3834. tflO-ie

1960 Ford Oalaxle, blk., P8, very
good running cond , reliable trans-
portation. Np reasonable offer re-

fused. Call Mike 256-6620 tfl»-lfl

'84 Volvo 1228, ex. cond., new
clutch tires, 8800 or best offer. Call
Andy at 283-7226. tflO-lB

1884 Falcon Ccnv., automatic, new
tires, exhaust system, battery and
starter, meter. Best offer. Can 546-
8884. tflO-21

*•• YW Bus newly rebuilt ene.,
new tires, battery, starter, exhaust
system Body In good cond. Mutt
sell. Call 247-5134 after 5:00 p.m.

tfl»-'?l

Amherst Audio* services steree com-
penents, tape decks far heme er ear.
187 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tfU-23

HELP WANTED
Ambitious couple whs need more

Income. Unusual opportunity fsr good
earnings for both. Works together,
part-time er full time. Car neces-
sary. Fhone 1-413-774-2587 between
7 - 8 p.m. tflO-ie

Wanted — married student to wsrk
3-4 nights per week, from 6 or 8
p.m. to close. Must be willing te
work weekends. Apply in person mt
Burger King, King St., Northamp
ten. tfle-l«

Young men and women for role-
in underground historic ;il movie.
Looks more important than nperl-
enee. Write S. Hannon. B»\ .ia.15.

Poughkeepule, XV. 12663.
tno-l!l

PERSONAL
Absentee Ballot Applications avail-

able, Conn. Call Michael Thompson,
318 Dwlght. Speed essential

tfl0-?l

VAN

WANTED
Poetry wanted for'

IdlswtM Press, 1887

1963 Chevy Tan, Greenbrier, 8
seat, new clutch, needs miner re-
pairs. Must sell, 8325 or best offer.
CaU Blch at 387-2775. tflO-16

ROOMMATES WANTED
Girl wanted to share expenses of

apt. near ctr. of Damp. Call 586-
2131. . tf 16-1

«

Two coeds desire apt or room-
mates with apt. within 5 miles from
campus, CaU 665-3227 after 5. tflO-20

DRIVER WANTED
Need someone' to drive my car t«

Denver between now and Nov. lot
Contact Jennifer 659-3307. tf16-11'

RIDE WANTED
Beundtrip te Waterville, Maine snT

weekend. Will share expenses. < nil
Joyce MO-TTfla le-n;

Redman Runners Open Home Schedule vs. B.C.
By EARLE BAKROLL

Staff Reporter
The hilly terrain surrounding the

northeast section of campus
welcomes home the I'Mass cross
country team for its first home
dual meet of the year against the

Eagles of Boston College. Race
time is 1 p.m. for this five mile
(.•vent which will get under way
behind Wope

In Boston College the Redmen
will be encountering their toughest

dual meet for the remainder of the

schedule as the Eagles are
currently riding the crest of a 4-0

record and are one of the hottest

running units in New England
Team depth has been the win-

ning formula for B C. as it has
consistently placed between six

and nine runners in the top ten

positions in its lour meets to date.

In recent outing over the tough
Franklin Park course the Eagles

sPo/?ts

Sl\°rT'Es
AP

KANSAS CITY AP> - Kansas
City peddled Mike (iarrett to the

.San Diego Chaffers Thursday and
Coach Hank Stram of the Chiets

wished the star running back
"Iront page success"' with his new-

lea m.
In return, the Chiefs got a 1971

second round draft choice.

The trade came as the Chiefs

gathered lor practice for Sunday's
National Football League game
with the Cincinnati Bengals.

Alter practice. Stram issued a

three point statement detailing his

reason tor trading Garrett, a

former Heisman Trophy winner

Irom sSouthern California in his

tilth pro season
Stram noted that Garrett has

said this will be his last year in pro

tootball and that next spring the

player plans to seek a major
league baseball career."

Stram said the Chiefs had the

opportunity to obtain the second

round draft choice for Garrett and
"I thought that opportunity would

not be available after the season."
*****

WASHINGTON (AP) - Curt
Flood says he misses baseball,

wants to play again, would be

willing to play centerfield for the

Washington Senators, but would

not sign a contract containing the

reserve clause.

"If I signed a contract with that

clause. I'd be making a big farce of

my case."' Flood told the

Washington Post on the phone

Wednesday from his apartment in

Vedbaek. Denmark, a suburb of

Copenhagen.
*****

MONTREAL <AP) - Veteran

forwards Don Marshall and Phil

Goyette. drafted in last June's

National Hockey League ex-

pansion draft by the Buffalo

Sabre? ith have decided to retire

from the game.

turned in one of the best team time
splits over the course this season.

Leading the B.C. pack will be
Jim Zabel who has been a picture

Of consistency during his running
days lor the Eagles. Charlie Diehl.

who ran 4:06 for the mile last

spring, is the number two man.
with Vin Catano running as the
third man. After these three is a
closely knit pack of runners who
could finish near the top on any
given day
The Redman will be presenting

the Eagles with a most formidable
host. Coming off of a three meet
win streak in which only one op-

ponent was able to score inside of

the top five UMass runners, the

Redmen will be enjoying for the
first time thecomlortsof home on a

course that is considered to be one
of the toughest in New England.
This home course advantage will

have its affect on the final outcome
of the race.

Unity in numbers has spelled

victory lor the Redmen in their last

lew races. And this consistency
will have to continue to meet the

lorces of B.C. on even grounds
The big question prior to this

race is the status of co-captain Ron

Last Night's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
TEPa.KSSU
BKP7.TCS
LCAfl I'MDJT
/.N.'M I'sKh

ZN2S I'Sh*.

PSDM.SPE6
SAfcl8.PL.P0
Koadrvmneni 13. smashers?

I.ubees 18 ihjthouseTfi

Bucks whk Gregorian*

III 130 Bulldogs <i

Deacons 18. Gak<>

Colonels t;. DetcmMei
Tubes f,. Turtles
(Apses |4 Browns ii

rVllas. PwCBsri louWe torteit

Wayne. He has been hampered by

I virus the past couple of weeks
and he may sit out this race to

improve his physical condition.

Although he's been winning he

hasn't improved his condition by

racing and a rest will pay

dividends when the championship
season corties around
With or without Wayne running

the Eagles will have to contend

with a group of Redmen who have

been improving each week as the

season has progressed Senior Leo

Duart has placed second in his last

two races and he has shown his

best racing efforts in doing so since

he came to UMass. His knee has

responded well to the pounding it

takes during the race and nothing

stands in the way ol him not

finishing well up in the final

standings

Larry Paulson has come a long

way since the opening race at P.C.

and his fine showings over the past

three races have been one ol the

big weapons in the I'Mass arsenal.

Sophomores Tom Jasmin. Tom
Swain and Kick Barry have been
running well all season With a trio

of line runners like these three

there always goes the saying that

they give a bright look to the
future. The future can wait, as
these three have been giving the

Kedmen a bright look at the
present

As was earlier stated the UMass
course is both b'l'v and tough.

Alter the start benind Wope. the
runners head up the Eastman Lane
hill past the new northeast
residential area construction site,

and on to the end of the road where
they take a right on Fast Pleasant
Street and run up another incline to

the President's house, and then

back down to the central area
where the runners then make the

assent of Baker Hill loott! >

Then its all down hill to Wope and
across the plains ol Wope. where
they make a right turn and proceed
through the farmlands back up to

Fast Pleasan. Street again and
another visit to the President's

house Then its all downhill once
again to the finish line where the

race had previously started.
I.KO IH'AKT

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAJUt*

in.' Aries grandmother bursts with
pride; her life becomes more vigorous,
filled with adventure uf traveling auU
iiuttj -sitting and photo-takiug and ex-
positions ou uniqueness of ehild and
grandchild. Being a grandmother
makes the Aries woman coiue to life.

The Aries grandmother seems to shed
> ears

.

AK1E8 (March 21 • April If) I Main
ur partner may want to expand too
quickly. Where money is concerned ho
sure to have your say. Certain pro-
posals smack of wishful thinking. Be
responsible. Adhere to rules.
TAURUS (April 2U - May 80)1 You

gain added recognition. But there also
la more pressure and responsibility.
Don't permit circumstances — or indi-
viduals — to debilitate energies.
GEMINI iMr.y -1 • June 10): Stress

independence, originality. Tendency is

to fear not living up to potential. But
it Ib fear that is a handicap In Itself.

Know this and cast aside foolish
doubts. Oet going.
CANCER (Juno 21 - July 22): Work

conditions Improve. Reunion indicated
one who aided you In past.

Orestaff understanding wilt come about
with neighbors, associates. Be gra-
clous to individual who may be shy.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Conflict

t-xiats between one who wants to so-

cialize — need to face practical Is-

sues. Means you will have to tread
lightly. Make clear the fact that work
is to be finished.
VIRGO 'Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Cre-

dit can be extended. You draw to

vou persons who appreciate specific

virtues. Be thorough. Examine subtle

nuances Dig beneath surface values.

Oet the real story.

LIBRA (Sept. a - Got. 22): IV
ready for excitement of discovery. You
* ml that others are attracted to you.
v i receive meaningful compliments
tcoent on reuniting With one who Jots
ictuaily care for you.
S'-<»npio fOet. 2» - N'ov. st): Re-

member resolutions eoocernina* die!,

i.-"t nii'l recreation. Settle down —
'here Is no need to prove anything to

my peraesii He yourself. Oaln
harmonious atmosphere • iimue.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 - I , SJ):

Greater degree of enlightenment I*

Indicated, You seared wit Ian for

answers. They nro available. Strive
- truth — pleasant or otherwise.

Y •! reestablish vital eon! I

'

APRICORN .Dec. 22 - Jan. 10):

.< to become Involved In dispute
among friend.*. If you commit your-
self, odds are rod Will be standing
atone, Ride with tide; wait fOl »lorm
lit blow over,

AQUARIUS' fJnn. SO - !'•'• 18>:
I '-lay may be tempting, but ro«M also

estlfi FinNo projects, Complete
assignment which will free yog from
• motionaf burden. Older Individual r:,n

t iM.
I'TRCES 'Feb. !0 . March 2-i): Wei-

r.iine Ideas . Examine possibility of

new procedure*. Accent Independence
of thought, action. Some relatives find

it difficult to keep up with you. But
you should proceed, nnywav.
if topay r> Torn wTtTTtmv

t, .-••.•> r>re frolnp to ho changes which

make yea feel most positive. Reeent

I'.silluslonment produced emotionil

wounds. You are, however. In the pro-

eess of belnc healed. Know this and
fnke more nfitrml ••• "1 ••

; VHu'llt ' I. '

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Dance ilep

4 Man's
nickname

7 f nthusijsn

]?Sultix
like

I'J A state

(obbr.)

14 Depart

15 And so lortti

(abbr )

16 Apreed

18 Girl's name

20 Short
sleep

.'1 lairs

77 Whole
numbers

25 Rock
?7Greek

letter

28 Uncouth
person

31 Man's
name

33 Looked
fixedly

35 A state

(abbr )

36 Scottish cap

38 Choose

39 Arose

41 Scorch

44 Artificial

language

45 Ireland

48 Declaration

51 Youngster

52 Appraise
critically

53 Man's name

54 Before

55 Brooklyn

Dodgers

shortstop

56 Openwork
fabric

57lair

DOWN

1 Dock
.' Joe
opposed

3 Rortsans

4 Aipoiiquidii

Indian

5 hv oniself

• r.ilt

7 Beverage
8 i

,

9 Tropical fruit

rl of stove

mmuni&ts
i

' Barret mias
lStGui 's name
23 Trial-.

.'4 I v.iluated

25 Sliti h

26Prefi»:

three

?8 Attributed M
29 Federal afency

(mil.)

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

30 Inveit luMei

(mil )

32 hnpliei'

34 Toward shelter

37 Middle

39 Regions
40 loop
41 District in

Germany

42 Actual

being

AS The

caama
4f. Unusual
4 7 Paradise
49 Grain

^0 Man's
nickname

1 2 3 "77
"::':

4 5 6 77?

rflvv

7 8 9 10 11

12 v^)3
»

,

15 Kg 16
.

-
-

17

18 19 ::•:• ?o .-.-. 21

V.-"/

:::::: 2? 23 24 .*."." ".'.'

•:•:•..:•:•:

:•:•:

25 26 ... ,.

•.-..
':•.:• 28 29 30

31 32 ^33 34

35 30 37 '•;! 38

"..**"* .*.

39 40 :•:; :• :

41 42 43

_|__

44 7T 46 47

48 49 50~7^ 51

52
*. -

53 54

55 I »"-", 56 m 57

Distr by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

When the UMass football team
takes the field against the Rams of

Rhode Island at Kingston on

Saturday at 1:30 p.m., there will be

a little more pressure on them than

the usual game situation presents.

For this is not the usual game for

the Hedmen.
With a disappointing 1-3 record

to date, Coach Vic Fusia feels that

this one is "a must game" not just

in the quest for the Yankee Con-

ference crown but also in terms of

UMass having a successful season.

A loss here considering the

remainder of the Redman schedule

would put the team's hopes of a

winning season in considerable

doubt. So one can understand

Kusia's appraisal.

After the way things have been

going with the Redmen thus far, it

is not hard to disagree with Fusia

also that it is "time for change ".

The UMass unit which goes against

URI will not be the same as that

that has faced successeive losses to

Dartmouth, Buffalo, and Boston

University

The two most important

alterations occur in the backfield.

The UMass defense has played

well all year but has been let down
by an inconsistent offense which

has not been able to come up with

the big play. Starting for the first

time this season will be Dick

Redmen Face Upstart Rams In 'Must' Game
UBENSTEIN . _ .

Heavey at fullback replacing Dick
Cummings.
Fusia was quick to point out that

he is not singling anyone out for the

failure of the offense and also

added that he thought Cummings
had tremendous potential but
reiterated his feeling that a change
was in order.
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Also there is a "good chance"
that making his first appearance in

a starting role will be sophomore
quarterback Len Matuza. Once
again Fusia pointed out that it was
not that Ken Hughes was not doing
a good job and adrrtired Hughes'
football knowledge. With Matuza
at the helm, however, the Redmen
will probably "do a lot of things

differently." Fusia felt that with
Matuza in there, UMass would
"utilize his abilities" as a passer
and possibly use the play action
pass. This would also help the pass
protection which has been less than
desirable in past weeks.
Another change in the starting

UMass lineup will be that Dick
Donlin, who lost his starting post
for a while, will return to his tackle

position replacing Clarence
Brooks.

When asked how good he thought
the Rams were, Fusia responded
immediately, "good enough to

make us worry." "It's a Con-
ference game," he continued, "and
they think this is the year to beat
us." "We don't think so."

After a few poor performances in

a row, one wonders when this

apparently talented team is going
to get rolling. The season is almost
half over and all the Redmen have
to show for is an easy win over a
poor Maine team. But it seems
something has got to give. But
when?

"I thought we would be un-

tracked a few weeks ago. I can't

put my finger on it. These are good
football players making
mistakes." Fusia seemed baffled

by the whole thing.

As often as the label "must win"
is used, it seems unusually ap-

plicable in this case. As far as the

Yankee Conference goes, a loss to

DICK HEAVEY DICK DONLIN
Starters against URI

URI would leave the Redmen in being out with an injurv since the
sorry shape with UConn coming season's opener against
up. And with Boston College still

on the horizon, a URI defeat would
almost surely demolish all

thoughts of a better than .500 year.
REDMAN RANTINGS - Pat

Scavone needs only 16 yards
against the Rams to move into
third place on the UMass all-time
ground gainers list, ahead of
former quarterback Jerry
Shelchel. Halfback Mike Sawyer
will return to action Saturday after

Maine ...The UMass game is

homecoming for URI and there
should be a good crowd for this one.
"He's a Golden Glover for 10

years. That's his bag. You could
tell he was the difference by the
crowd's reaction. Every time he
came up they gave him a standing
ovation," Rose said.

Anderson continued to talk of his

team as being the best in baseball
and one that could make a return
triD to the Series in 1971.

Orioles Take Series With 9-3 Win
BALTIMORE (AP) - "There's a

lot of birdseed in that Big Red
Machine now." yelled Boog Powell

of the Baltimore Orioles. "It's the

Big Dead Machine now."
The Cincinnati Reds, nicknamed

the Bib Red Machine during its

dash to the National League
pennant, had just lost a 9-3 decision

\esterday and dropped the World
Series to the Orioles four games to

one.

Manager Earl Weaver of the

orioles said as the clubhouse
celebration got under way that he
didn't want to think about
Baltimore's loss to the New York
Mets in the 1969 Series. But the

players had it very much on their

minds.

"This makes up for every thing,"

said Brooks Robinson, voted the

most valuable player in the Series.

"Nothing can replace winning for

the first time in 1966, but there's
more satisfaction bouncing back to

do it again."
"This is something we've been

working for since we lost to the

Mets," said Paul Blair. "Now we
don't have to answer all those
questions about what happened.
Now maybe people will believe
we're a good team."
Asked for the turjing point in the

series. Blair said: "Brooks
Robinson was the turning point.

He did the job in every game."
Robinson, whose fielding was

spectacular in all but the fourth
game - when he had only one
chance - and had key hits in all but
the final game, was his typical

humble self.

"We had deep respect for the

Reds," he said, "but I think we
caught them short on pitching.

"I thought a little bit about being

Metawampe's Picks
This week then Great Onu And winnine hie as thevThis week then Great One

will be brief. He no longer has
time to play with the imbecilic
minds of his followers. He has
more important trivia on his
mind and, besides, he is sick of

all the rotten responses he
receives to his rosy ryhmes.
Although recently seen
storming out of the old MDC
office mumbling, "You don't
have the Great One to kick
around anymore," greater
forces than even he intervened
and he was persuaded to stay.
But let this be a warning to

you all So read 'em and
weep
UMASS 28, RHODE ISLAND
M
Rams are improving and can
be troublesome crew,

Rut R< Imen reviving, and
start w ine anew
CONN! ICUT41. MAINE 6

Tins wi he a slaughter and

there's no sense in lying.

Cause everyone knows that

the Black Rear is dying.

la! least the Great One is

Irving.)

RONTON I 17. HOLY CROSS
t

Terriers have found new way
ol winning on toe of Rapoport,
But lhe> probably won't have
In use it against team of

Crusader's sort.

DARTMOUTH 31. RROWN 12

Bis Green are New England's
best for the first time this

season.

And winning big, as they do
here, is the primary reason.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
VERMONT 6

18,

This one shapes up to be a
ciash of Conference rivals,

One wonders, after seeing
game, about the league's
survival.

YALE 34, COLUMBIA 13

Lions may roar and try to

score,

But after four, the Bulldogs

have more. (What a bore.)

CORNELL 16, HARVARD 14

As game progresses Harvard
improves and the gap may be
narrowed,
But in the end, after all is

done, they'll be out
Marina rod.

the MVP," Robinson said.

"I just wanted to get the Series
over before somebody else did

something and took it away."
Robinson made another spec-

tacular stab of a liner at third base
in the ninth inning and his glove
appeared headed for baseball's

Hall of Fame.
Mike Cuellar stopped the Reds

on two hits after yielding three
runs on four hits in the opening
inning, when Weaver came "within
one batter" of taking him out.

"It was a typical Cuellar
shutout'," said shortstop Mark
Belander, referring to Cuellar's
usual difficulty in getting started.

"We always talk about how we
can get Mike loose," said Weaver.
"Maybe next year we'll have him
run a few laps before the game.
Once he breaks into a sweat, he's

off and running."
The Reds, who had a 33-12 record

against left handers during the
season, couldn't master Cuellar
although his screwball - most ef-

fective pitch against right handers
- was not working well.

"They sure do scare you," said

Belanger. "They scare you every
time they swing. When we were

four ahead, we were yelling for

more runs."

The Orioles outscored the Reds
33-20 and their 10 homers set a
Series record for five games.
Cincinnati's top five hitters -

Johnny Bench, Tony Perez, Pete
Rose, Bobby Tolan and Lee May -

were held to 21 hits in 94 times at

bat with 14 RBI. Discounting May,
who was 7 for 18, the others were 14

for 76 with six RBI.
The Big Red Machine, its pit-

ching part stripped by injuries, ran
out of gas Thursday.
"You can't win with only two

regular starting pitchers," Cin-
cinnati right fielder Pete Rose said
after the Reds lost the fifth game 9-

3 and the World Series to

Baltimore, four games to one.

"You don't need a lot of pitchers.
The Orioles proved three, Jim
Palmer. Dave McNally and Mike
Cuellar were enough. But we had
only Tony Cloninger and Gary
Nolan. Not enough," Rose said.

Manager Sparky Anderson
refused to criticize his pitching,
choosing to praise the Baltimore
sluggers.

"Sure we used 18 pitchers,"
Vnderson said. "But I've got to do

wnat the scoreboard shows. They
just kept hitting us. Give
Baltimore batters the credit."
Cincinnati starter Jim Merritt.

the sore-armed 20 game winner
and the victim of Baltimore's first

tour runs in the first two innings,
said he felt good.

"I was throwing free and easy
and had no pain," Merritt said. "I
was disappointed in my control."
"He wasn't as sharp as he has

been," Anderson said. "That
comes from not working."

Merritt's last start was in the
second game of the National
League playoffs 11 days ago.
Anderson replaced Merritt with

Wayne Granger with two outs in

-the second inning.

"We had to use Granger that
early." Rose said. "That hasn't
been our game plan all year."
The Reds backed the selection of

Brooks Robinson as the Series'
most valuable player and the
winner of a new car.

"Robby just dominated the
Series," Anderson said. "If you
look at the ballots, he had to be
unanimous. If he wasn't, they
should take the guys who didn't
vote him in for a mental exam."

Booters Shoot For Number Five
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
Number five. That's the victory

the high flying Redman booters
will be shooting for when they
invade Kingston, Rhode Island for

a key Yankee Conference game
against the URI Rams tomorrow
morning. The game will see
UMass sttempt to extend its

dominance of the Yankee Con-
ference as the Redmen continue to

climb in the New England soccer
rankings.

The Rams possess a 1-2-1 record,
but this mark is not indicative of

their calibre of play. Following a 3-

loss to nationally ranked Brown
University, Rhode Island edged the

University of Bridgeport, 3-2.

Coach Peter Broaca scouted this

game and on the basis of his ob-

servations , he is expecting the trip

to Kingston to be a difficult one.

The URI team is very powerful
up front with Rick Crocker leading
the charge. Crocker was first team
All-Yankee Conference last year.
In addition, sophomore Joe Hooks
provides excellent scoring ability

from his inside position. At left

wing is Joel Carvalito who was
outstanding against Bridgeport,
getting two goals and one assist.

Backing up these fine forwards is

halfback Fred Pereira who can
also be used at inside forward.
Spearheading the Rhode Island
defense will be goal keeper Dick
Hertley, who was the Yankee
Conference player of the week
several weeks ago.

In their two conference games
the Rhody booters have lost to
Maine. 3-0, at Orono, and have tied
champion Vermont, 2-2.

Last season Rhode Island was
upset by UMass, 2-1, in a game
played at Amherst and will be out
to avenge the loss.

For the Redmen, winless at
Kingston in many years, the game
is another big one. A win against
URI would give them a verv

comfortable 3-0 conference mark
with only New Hampshire and
Vermont left to play. A Redman
victory would in addition knock
Rhode Island out of the race and
leave them with an 0-2-1 con-
ference mark.
The trip to Kingston will bring

back memories for Coach Broaca
and his seniors of the 1968 game
which was a 3-0 loss for the booters,
the only time, incidently, that the
Redmen have lost by three goals
under Broaca.
Speaking of his outlook for the

weekend, Broaca smiled and
concluded. "It will be an in-

teresting game."

Ruggers Host Tufts
By FRED WYSHAK

Staff Reporter
Tufts' Rugby team will be the

guests of the undefeated UMass
ruggers tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.

In competition thus far, the
Redmen are 3-0 with a total offense
production of 56 points while
allowing only five. This gives the
offense a mark of 18.7 points scored
per game and the defense a slim 1.7

goals allowed.

The offense should come alive

again tomorrow after being held

last weekend to only eight points by
Hartford. The match against

Tufts is one the Redmen want to

take and take big.

On the road to the New England
Championship, both coaches Dale
Toohey and Bob Laurence are
optomistic about the rest of the

season. However, in rugby, every
match is a tough one and
tomorrow's ag* inst Tufts should be
to exceotion
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SDS Anti-War Rally

Gathers Little Support
Details, page 3

The UMass SDS chapter holds its first rally of the fall season, Campus Center building. The rally was originally scheduled to meet
driven by numbing Saturday winds to use shelter afforded by the at the Campus Pond. (MDC photo by Barry Penn.)
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Awful Waffle Week Comes To A Close
MDC Feature

Hungry participants of the Waffle Mating Contest yesterday in the

Campus (enter vied for the top prize of a gift certificate to the "Top
of the Campus."

And the winners, who tied with seventeen (awful?) waffles each.
(MDC Contest Photos by David Bernstein.)

Yesterday, the Waffle Week's main event was free tie-dying,
(pictured below) the results (at left) of which can be seen hanging on
the first level of the Campus Center. MDC Photo by BARRY PENN
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN or. on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, lip code 01002. Phones
ore 545-2550 (news), 5450344 (sports), and 549-1311 (ed.tor).

Second-class postage po .d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic year except during vacation and exam periods, three or four

times a week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotes ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

SDS Attracts Few Onlookers at Saturday's Rally
By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

The biting cold wind of Saturday
drove the UMass SDS rally inside
to the Campus Center but it also
kept most people inside. As a
result, only a small crowd of
mostly SDS people and a few
passers-by heard the end-the-war
and support-the-strike speeches
given by the speakers.
Peter Dillard, a spokesman for

UMass SDS, said in reference to

the small turnout, "The youth
culture of UMass has sold us out."
Apparently a rock band was
supposed to show up for the rally

by the pond but it never appeared.
The SDS is trying to fortify its

image on campus as a group
dedicated to ending U. S. im-
perialism abroad. It believes that
the "bosses" are to blame for

imperialism and tries to align itself

with the working class. The
speeches given on Saturday
reflected this feeling very
markedly.
Coming from the Boston

University SDS, Joanne Goldberg
said that SDS fights the VietNam
war, racism, and discrimination
against women. She emphasized
the feeling shared by all SDS that

the war in Viet Nam was no
mistake but was a planned move
by the "bosses of big business' to

exploit the natural wealth of

Southeast Asia. According to her,

getting all the soldiers home will

not end imperialism because big

business will still be there ex-

ploiting the workers.

The SDS believes that it can most
effectively hurt the war effort by
having ROTC thrown off campus.
They maintain that ROTC supplies

85 per cent of the junior officers in

the Army. By destroying this

source of manpower, SDS feels

that it can do great damage to the

war effort because there won't be

anyone to lead the troops. SDS also
wants to align itself with workers
in factories doing defense work in

the hope that production can be
halted.

Nancy Dillard, wife of Peter,
explained to the gathering that
there has been a sharp decrease in

the number of undergraduates
enrolling in ROTC over the last few
years. Students are beginning to
realize the function of ROTC in the
war effort and are acting about it.

According to Mrs. Dillard, the
administration on campus is
aiding and abetting the govern-
ment by allowing ROTC to remain
here. She said, "Every year this

University pumps people out into
the system... we're being used, not
benefited."

A small crowd gathered at

the pond last Saturday af-

ternoon for the SDS Anti-War
Rally before chilly weather
forced them inside to the
Campus Center.
• MDC photo by Barry Penn.)

And since the administration is

in cahoots with the U.S. govern-

ment with regard to ROTC, ac-
cording to Mrs. Dillard and SDS,
Chancellor Tippo is the one who
should hear any complaints about
ROTC. Tippo came out on record
during the strike concerning ROTC
and said that everyone is entitled

to freedom of choice. If a student
wishes to elect ROTC the choice
should be open to him. But the SDS
does not quite see it that way. They
believe that the Vietnamese are
being denied their right of self-

aetermination by the U.S.
government and, as Mrs. Dillard
says, "I think it's pretty elitist of us
to assume that we have the right to
make decisions concerning the rest
of the world" But she went on to
add, "Some of the ROTC cadets
are pretty liberal. One of them
even admitted that the war is

imperialist." She said with finality

however, "If we want to hurt the
war we have to disregard Tippo
and fight him every way we can."

SDS wants very much to align

itself with the working class in

America. Only in this huge mass of

people does the SDS think that the

power exists to halt the spread of

U.S. imperialism. SDS works to

halt the exploitation of workers by
industry and traditionally supports
workers who go out on strike. On
November 3 in Detroit the SDS will

gather from all over the country to

support the auto workers
presently striking against General
Motors.

Judy Glass, a member of the

Progressive Labor Party in

Boston, spoke on the auto worker's

strike and the support SDS is

giving. If the workers in the other

assembly plants can be convinced

to go out on strike, SDS believes,

then great pressure can be
brought on the government to do
something decisive about ending

the war in Viet Nam. More
locally, SDS wants to align with

campus workers against the ad-

ministration.

Last to speak before the small
group broke up was May Abbud, a

grad student from Palestine, who
gave a short report on the

Palestinians and their problems
with Israel and the U.S. Again, the

SDS thinks that the U.S. has more
of its inperialist fingers in the pit

than it should have. Miss Abbud
stated that Israel was created by
the Western powers to serve as a

base in the Mid-East. And, she
added, the whole place belongs to

the Palestinians anyway.
Some SDS members say they arc

trying very hard to change the

image some people have in then

minds of a long-haired dope-

smoking bunch of mad building

bombers to that of a bunch
concerned and dedicated activist

who are willing to go out on a limb
for something they believe in. Bui
they are a very small group and In

the clamor created by 18,000 peop'

crammed on to this campus, th«
;

.

voice is often drowned out.

The chilled activists, as they retreat to a warmer meeting place.

(MDC photo by Barry Penn.)

Nominations Accepted

For Student's Who's Who

Campaign '70--A Exhibit
Of Political Information

Campaign '70. an exhibit useful

to student campaigners and
student voters, has opened on the

sixth level of Goodell Library in the

College Catalog Room (613).

Position statements from can-

didates for national and statewide

offices along with books, periodical

articles, and pamphlets on cam-
paign issues, as well as writings on

the political process itself, have

been collected.

"The library has been trying in

the past year tO have exhibits that

are of interest to the community
and relevent to campus events,"

reported Sam Markson. head of the

library's circulation services.

"There have been only five or six

replies to the letters that were sent

to candidates requesting position

statements, but we hope to get

more," said Markson.
Mr. Markson made it clear that

in presenting the material
displayed in the Campaign 70
exhibit, the Library does not take a
stand on the electoral issues or
support individual candidates.

"If some viewpoints seem to be
better represented than others, it is

because certain writers have been

more prolific than others, or

certain candidates more
responsive,'' states the letter

explaining Campaign 70, issued by
the Library.

"If there are people that would
like to see information about

special candidates, or know of

some information about can-

didates that the library can get

hold of, we would be more than

willing to present it," emphasized
Mr. Markson.
The exhibit will be continued

until after the November elections.

The nomination of seniors for the
1970-71 UMass' Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges is now being sought
Irom all undergraduates.
Nomination letters should be

addressed to Student Senate Vice
President Pat Beharry in the
Senate Office (Campus Center).
All letters must be in by 7 p.m. on
October 22.

"In order to maintain fairness

and objectivity, we would like the

university community to par-

ticipate in the selection process,"

said Iviiss Beharry.

Selections should be based on the

following qualities, student's

scholarship, participation and
leadership in academic and ex-

tracurricular activities, citizen-

ship and service to the school, and

his promise of future usefulness

Thirty-six students will be
selected from this year's
graduating class. That quota .as
assigned from the standard scale
that applies to every school par-
ticipating in the program.

Tippo's Coffee Hour

At Noon Today

BULLETIN

The Campus Police report that a bombscare kept Bartlett Hall closed for most of yesterday,

will reopen at 8:00 a.m. this morning.
It

A not-too-secure emergency brake forced an "E" Lot-parked car into the dorm area of Orchard

Hill yesterday. In its path were three other automobiles. Fortunately there was no one in any ol

the cars at the time, approximately 5 p.m. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

Chancellor Tippo will hold his

weekly noontime coffee hour today
in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union. It will last until 2

p.m.

The Chancellor's open
discussions provide an opportunity
for any member of the University
community, and especially
students, to raise questions about
general campus issues, seek an-

swers to particular questions, or to

hear first-hand what the principal

administrative officers are
thinking and planning.

The practice of the regular open
meetings with free coffee available
to all, originated last year and is

credited with allowing for greater
two-way campus communication
on issued affecting the entire

University.

All students with particular
matters to discuss, as well as those

interested in just listening, are

cordially invited to today's
discussion.

Student Employees
There will be a meeting in

the Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday at 6 p.m. for al'

student employees in the
Campus Center - Student
Union complex. The purpose
of this meeting will be to start

a student employees union
This first meeting will be a

general strategy meeting to

determine the number of

interested students and •/

propose alternative
organization styles.

Custom - -

Creations in Leather

"ALMOST ANYTHING MADE TO O&DFP

The Leather Shed
10 - 6 #1 The A'ipy Amhrr.t

.
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N ixon Renews Appeal
To Silent Majority

NEW YORK AP) Defense
attorneys call the trial of 13 Black
('anthers on bomi) conspiracy
l barges 'the most controversial
rase in town in 20 years." State

Supreme Court Justice John If.

MurUgh says it's just "a criminal
i lictmeot

."

- clash ot philosophies
do n ited the six weeks of jury

(M and could occur again
gam during the trial

. odaj a jury of ll men and one
woman, with tour alternates.
brains hearing the case against the

13 defendants accused of plotting to

bomb police stations, department
stores, railroads and the Bronx
Botanical Gardens.
Most prosecution witnesses will

• undercover policemen and FBI
nts who allegedly infiltrated

Black Panthers to obtain in-

-rmation.

The 13 defendants were arrested
in police ra: Is April 2. 1% 1

) Nine
; remained imprisoned, unable

> make bail ranging up to $100,000.

is led to defense charges of

ventive detention

The jury is relatively young.
Five members are black. Several
ot the whites wear their hair
slightly long. One juror has a
beard.

Defense attorneys admit
privately that they are pleased.
Of course, they're our second

choice, said one lawyer. "We
would have liked a young all black

Jur>

When the last juror was sworn in

Thursday, Murtagh criticized the
jury selection system and
suggested a quicker' method was
needed.

The philogophical differences
became most apparent during the
defense questioning of prospective
jurors.

Defense questions centered on
the political and racial beliefs of
each person examined Questions
the prosecution often called
irrelevant

Defense attorney Gerald Lef-
court explained in an interview:

"We are trying to minimize racism
on the jury." Each prospect was
closely examined by the defense on

Witness Order Changes
*«$ My Lai Trial Resumes

I) Tex (AP - The
worked on a last

lignment ot witnesses

s it prepared to open its

al testimony against S
heli in the alleged

• re "i «>h

al - scheduled to resume
i

I >day alter a three

secution sources, it was
v government plans

today with one ot three

lesol M tchell in the

vision - i i 'ompany-
>i Sardu .V

< t Providence, R.I .

set ot Portland < <rc

i charged with 30

issault uth intent to

a inj. ( (ompa'iy's
1 •»« sw.-ep ot South

hamlet oi My Laj
south Ctuaa Sea

ii is the tirst samher of the

pan\ to come to trial following

. lie that more than 100

• etna civilians were
isacred that day l>\ American

Testimony from the three wit-
nesses is expected to follow an
opening statement in the case by
the prosecution

The realignment si witnesses
followed the disqualification ot Lt.

Hugh (' Thompson Jr. who
originally was scheduled to open

eminent testimony. He was a
helicopter pilot who' landed his
aircraft at My Lai to rescue a
group ot \ letnamese civilians..

The trial judge Col George R
Kobmson. barred Thompson and
three other witnesses trom the
-land because ot the refusal ot a

congressional subcommittee to
release testimony it took from the
lour earlier this year.

Robinson ruled the defense was
entitled to examine a transcript of
the subcommittee testimony if

the) were to testify.

The subcommittee • chairman.
Rep Edward Hebert D La..

refused to turn the transcript over
iin prosecution or defense.
mir.g it was classified because

it was taken in secret session.

CHRISTMAS in EUROPE

$175
Round Trip Boeing 707

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

- >>,„ lt ,,,,1,1 t,, :, Colhfft students, faculty, staff and
members of tkeit immediate family —

Routing;

NEW VOUK/LONDON/XEW YORK
Departs

12 22
Refunds

1/1

Cost

$173

loo Shi PACKAGE also available. Include* transportation to and from London
t» \niir ihuuv of international ski resort in ITALY, SWITZERLAND. AUSTRIA,
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Panthers To Be Tried

For Bombing Conspiracy
his beliefs, opinions about the
Black Panthers, on news stories
about the defendants
Attempts to determine the

personal attitudes of the jurors on
the Nixon administration, on law
and order and on capitalism were
not permitted by Murtagh.
Murtagh rules the courtroom

firmly Last spring when the
defendants and spectators
disrupted pretrial hearings with
shouts of "Power to the people"
and called Murtagh a "fascist
pig.'* he recessed proceedings
indefinitely - until the delendants
agreed to behave. Five weeks
later the hearings resumed in
relative calm

APHA Moving

To Washington

NEW YORK (AP) - The
American Public Health
Association, after 98 years in New
York City. is moving to
Washington in an attempt to in-

fluence national health policy

"We're in the business of trying
to assist in public policy
development and that's where
public policy is being developed."
said Dr James R Kimmey. the
\PHA a new executive director.
The APHA has 25,000 members-

doctors, nurses, administrators,
laboratory workers and others -

along with another 30.000 persons
in affiliated organizations in the
public health held

Alter years as a technical ad-
user to health agencies, the APHA
emerged last year as a spokesman
lor the individual health consumer
and in some views, as a rival of the
American Medical Association
The APHA is regarded as in-

creasingly liberal, strongly
favoring such things as national
health insurance, as opposed to the
traditionally conservative stance
o! the AMA TheAHA however, is

not fighting the idea of national
health insurance as it did
Medicare.
The concept ot national health

insurance is now being considered
in Washington.
Dr. Kimmey. 35. said in an in-

terview that any organization that
wants to influence national policy
should have a substantial
operation in Washington.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon is expected to renew his call

to the silent majority to strike back

at dissidents and radicals at the

ballot box when he hits the cam-
paign trail again today on behalf of

Republican candidates.

The President set the theme for

his role in the closing weeks of the

campaign during a whirlwind 15

hour barnstorming tour Saturday

into Vermont. New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania and Wisconsin.

He urged the great majority" to

reject with their votes the rock

throwing and obscenity shouting

tactics of a small minority.

'One vote is worth one hundred
obscene slogans." he told a crowd
in Teterboro. N.J.

Today Nixon sets out on a two
day campaign trip into Ohio, North
Dakota. Missouri. Tennessee,
North Carolina and Indiana in an
effort to help GOP candidates for

Congress and governor.

The President and Mrs. Nixon,

their son in law and daughter. Mr
and Mrs. David Eisenhower, and
about 200 others attended worship
services conducted at the White
House Sunday by the Fellowship of

Christian Athletes. This is an
organization dedicated to

"bringing out the best in a person's

Christian values and leadership,

promoting team work in life."

Bobby Richardson, president ot

/ /

the PCA, a former New York
Yankee, second baseman and
currently baseball coach at Soutn
Carolina, delivered the sermon
Rex Kern. Ohio state quarterback
read the Scripture; John Erickson
former Wisconsin basketball coach
who is Republican candidate for
the U.S. Senate, led the prayer, and
Jay Wilkinson, former Duke
Football player and now an
Oklahoma GOP congressional
candidate, gave the benediction
Afterward! Nixon met with six

representatives of the Business
Council an organization of the
nation s top executives who
completed their two day fall
meeting Saturday in Hot Spnng>
Va.

There was no report on the
private meeting, which was at-
tended also by the Nixon a
ministration's chief economy
ad visors, but it was understood te
executives urged the President to
set new policies to moderate the
pace of inflation.

Nixon touched briefly on the
economy in his campaign talks
Saturday

He said the inflation that existed
when he took office two years ago
was caused by reckless spending
by previous Democratic ad
ministrations and Democratic
Congresses.

Newa rkWon't Die"
Mayor Gibson Claims
NEWARK. N.J. <AP> - In the

three months since being elected
Newark's first black mayor.
Kenneth Gibson has decided that

despite problems more "pitiful"

than he had anticipated, the city

"is not going to die."

An expansive, confident Gibson
now insists his city has "no other
way to go but up." He believes he
has shown his critics that "the
world was not going to come to an
end because a black man was
elected mayor, and that white
people weren't going to be
massacred like they had been
saying."

The 37 year old mayor was
inaugurated July 1, succeeding
Hugh J. Addonizie whom he easily-

defeated in a runoff contest Ad-
donizie. mayor for eight years, left

City Hall under a cloud of
corruption allegations and sub-
sequently was convicted on federal
extortion conspiracy charges. He
has since been sentenced to 10
years in prison. He is free pending
appeal

When he walks through the
Central Ward ghetto, still scarred
by the 1%7 riot in which 26 persons
died, he is an imposing figure, the
object of much curiosity and a
meat deal of adulation by
autograph seeking children.

But he admitted in an interview
with the Associated Press that in

three months the first city a I

ministration under a black nuc-
has not been able to significant!
Change the quality of life ot tti

•

average ghetto dweller.

Gibson moved quickly after hi>
election to dispel what he said v/a -

the citj image as a place "when
everything at City Hall was for
sale He announced publicly that
otters totaling $31,000 had' been
made to him or at least suggested
il he made the right appointments

Since I made the public
disclosures I haven't had one
single offer, he said 1 think I

nave dispel'ed the leeling among
the people who w mid be willing to
pay for favors

"

Gibson said the nation's
priorities must be reordered to
rescue the cities and that he tin
believes defense spending should
and could be cut in half.

Gibsons election came on a
wave of black political activity,
organization and voting not seen
before in Newark's nonpartisan
politics

During the election campaign
Newark's 405,000 residents. 52 per
cent of them black, were somewhat
polarized by the racial issue.
Gibson's opponents pointed to the
support he received from militant
black poet playwright LeRoi
Jones.

85 Amity St

Restaurant

Amherst, Mass

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 -9 pm.

VILLAGE INN LUMS
Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Canada Feels Impact

Of Laporte's Death
MONTREAL (AP) - The killing His widow. Francoise. is the

Of kidnaped Pierre Laporte gave daughter of a Quebec farmer and

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Troubled U.N. Celebrates Its 25th

i he Canadian government fresh
determination yesterday in its

moves to suppress the terrorist
Quebec Liberation Front. Officials
indicated, however, that they were
noving with deliberation in efforts
to save the life of a British
diplomat seized earlier.

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott
Trudeau said the shooting of
Laporte. Aho was 49 and labor
minister of Quebec province, was
"conceived in cold blood and
executed in like manner." He
expressed a "deep sense of
shame" that this had happened in

Canada.
Trudeau, himself a Quebecker.

summoned his Cabinet into special
Sunday session. He arrived in a
imilet proof car; soldiers with
suomachine guns guarded him.
The Cabinet meeting lasted two

hours 20 minutes Foreign
Secretary Mitchell Sharp an-
nounced afterward that the
Cabinet decided to make no
-Uitement on the terrorist situation
unt.i after Laporte s funeral
Tuesday.

Laporte-Quebec's Labor
Minister-was in agreement with
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott
Trudeau that such independence
a as nonsense.

But as municipal affairs
minister under the provincial
premiership of Jean Lasage in

l'Hi:j. Laporte forecast that Quebec
eventually would have "nearly all

the perogatives of an independent
>t..te."

\ -mort time later he modified
his stand to endorse special status
tor Quebec.

\fter Trudeau took office in 1968.

Laporte came to say in an in-

terview 'Very clearly and very
. gorieally i lee Quebec as a

nember oi hi Canadian com-
munity ."

Laporte. who was 49 played a
MCOad ranking r >le in the tur-

bulent politic! of Quebec in the

IMO'S, But last April he he
emerged as one ot the key figures

n the province's new Liberal

government.
He bid for the Liberal party

leadership in Quebec last January
but was defeated by Robert
Bourassa who became premier.
Rourassa brought Laporte into the

government as minister of labor
and immigration.
Pierre Laporte was born Feb. 27.

1921 in Montreal, one of seven
children.

He once said he got an early taste

for political debate. "My father

was a nationalist and antiliberal."

he said. "In fact, he was against
the government, no matter what its

political color."

After being graduated from
University of Montreal law school

in 1945 with a pair of debating
awards, he joined the French
language newspaper LeDevoir and
was assigned to cover the
legislature in the spring of 1948.

Entering provincial politics, he
was defeated in 1956 but rebounded
six years later with an election

victory in Chambly. In 1963 he was
named Liberal government House
leader and in 1965 was given the

cultural affairs portfolio.

she proved an asset to his politica

campaigns in parts of the province.

But she has said it was not her idea

that he go from journalism to

politics. She and Laporte married
25 years ago and they have two
children, a daughter Claire, 21 and
a son Jean, 10.

The son watched outside their

suburban home on Oct. 10 when
terrorists of the Quebec Liberation
Front forced Laporte into a car and
drove away with him. Laporte's

last known word to his family came
in a letter written to his wife

Tuesday. What he said in it was not

disclosed.

In a letter written to Premier
Bourassa the day after his ab-

duction Laporte said the kid-

nappers were not blutfing when
they said they would kill him.

The letter proposed that the

government meet the kidnapers'

demands.
"Decide." he toid Bourassa.

"either my life or my death. I am
depending on you and I thank you."

Laporte went on to say that the
kidnapers would not stop with him
alone.

After me. it will be a third, a
fourth anda fifth." he wrote. "You
have the power in fact to decide
whether I live. If that was the only
consideration and if the sacrifice
would have good results, it might
be considered. "But we are in the
presence of a well organized
escalade that will end only with the
liberation of political prisoner-
s'. If all political men are
protected, they will strike
elsewhere in other classes of

society
" As well to act now and thus

•void a bloodbath and useless
panic."

Spurred by the killing of kid-
naped Pierre Laporte. the
Canadian government moved with
fresh determination yesterday to

suppress the terrorist Quebec
Liberation Front and save the life

of a British diplomat still held
captive.

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau said the shooting of

Laporte. the 49 year old minister of

Quebec province, was "conceived
in cold blood and executed in like

manner." He expressed a "deep
sense of shame" that the killing

had taken place in Canada.
Police released yesterday night

the test of a letter they said was
written by the Briton. James R.
Cross, also 49. It was found in a
Montreal church yesterday with a

communique from the front,

known by the initials of its french
name. FLQ

"I am still alive and in good
health." the letter said in part.

The only danger for my life is if

the police find out where I am and
want to intervene. The FQ will not

give up and I will be the first dead
The authorities will never find

the place where I am held in

captivity. I am a prisoner like the

FLQ members and prisoners in

jail."

Cross said he saw his death
announced on television early

yesterday morning and "this was
terrible."

The Alumni Are Coming!

» a»v »«. «^

Sa lutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

RHODE ISLAND THIS

WEEKbND WAS SENIOR ART COKSALKTTI

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

Reprinted from the New York
Times.

IN ITED NATIONS. NY -The
peace organization's 25th birthday
anniversary began last week with
brave words: "The world will be
listening to what we say and
watching what we do." solemnly
promised Edvard Hambro. the
Norwegian president of the
General Assembly in opening the
10-day commemorative of the
United Nations' founding.
What troubled many diplomats

were nagging doubts that the world
was following their deliberations
closely -or at all.

At the end of a talk-tilled day a
young Eastern European morosely
counted the neat stacks of his
Prime Minister's text and found
only a lew had been taken. He
walked oil frowning.
The original copy of the L'nited

Nations Charter was impressively
displayed al the entrance hall but
teu people drifted over to examine
the historic document written at

San Francisco a quarter-century
ago. Within the great domed*
Assembly hall, each speech was
greeted with polite applause which
echoed hollowly in the near-empty
chamber.
For security reasons, the

galleries had been closed to
visitors and speakers at the marble

Bunker Leaves

for D.C.

SAIGON (AP)-US Ambassador
Ellsworth Hunker left yesterday
lor consultations in Washington
and a vacation amid persistent
reports that he might retire He
has been in the Saigon post since
April 1%7.

Bunker. 76 did not meet with
newsmen upon departure, but last

Friday he jokingly turned aside
suggestions that he night resign by
saying: Everytime I go to
Washington. I hear these same
rumors. You seem to know more
about it than I do. I've been here 3

1 2 years, and I expect to be back.
I'm coming back. That's as
straight an answer as I can give
you."
A IS Embassy spokesman said

Bunker would spend three or four
days in the capital consulting with
Officials Presumably the
discussions will center on
President Nixon's new peace
initiative for Indichina. which he
announced Oct 7

rostrum looked out at row on row
of empty tables and chairs. In the
int. rests of protecting the 40 to 50
heads of state and government
coming for the session-President
Nixon among them-the police had
imposed stringent security

left somt

Turkey Fights

Off Epidemic

ISTANBUL. Turkey (AP>-
Prime Minister Suleyman Demirel
appealed yesterday for calm in the
face of a cholera epidemic in

Istanbul and surrounding areas.
Doctors and hospitals are

making "superhuman efforts" to

combat the disease, Demirel said
Health Minister Veda I Ali Ozkan

declared the disease is "being
brought under control." and that
then- was no need for a quarantine
o! the infected slum areas
Press reports, however said

residents oi the areas worst al

levied were fleeing to the coun-
tryside some perhaps carrying the
disease with them
"We don't want to die here, we

want to die in our home village."
one paper quoted a family leaving
the Sagmalcilar slums as saying
Perhaps half a million persons,

most of them landless peasant
emigrants, eke out a living in the
shanty towns around Istanbul
many of which are without sewage
systems or adequate water supply
I nclean food and water can cause
the deadl) dehydration

The official death toll yesterday
night stood at 27. unchanged in 2\
hours Hut other reports Irom
hospitals in the areas involved
said up to :tn were dead
One newpaper said hospitals had

been forbidden by the Health
Minister to disclose the exact
number of dead, in an attempt to

comhal panic.

Large queues formed at clinics
dispensing cholera inoculations.
The governor ol Istanbul said that
within two days the entire

population oi the city, some j .8

million people, will have Ix-en

inoculated

In Manis.i. ,, major town bet
ween Istanbul and the Aegean port
ol Izmir, the governor forbade
entry ol all travelers from
Istanbul who were Unable to

produce immunity documents.
Reports Irom other areas said

restrictions were still in force on
travel to and Irom Istanbul

precautions which
diplomats grumbling
"We are in a beleaguered for

tress." protested a Saudi \rabiar
delegate who had been stopped at

the building entrance by a guard
"The worlct organization is cut off

Iron the world."

Others accepted the restrictions
as sad but necessary. Security
officers, mindful of the threats of

bomb explosions received here
daily, were in no mood to relax
controls.

The mood of pessimism was the
outcome largely ol the turn ot

events in the Middle East
Prospects were not brightened bv a

bitter attack on Friday irom
Egyptian Foreign Minister
Mohammed Riad. who accused the

United Statesof wrecking us own
Middle East peace initiative by
supplying arms and planes to

Israel

only six weeks earlier, many ot

the same diplomats had remarked
that there appeared genuine hopes
lor progress toward an Arab-
Israeli settlement growing out of

the American Middle East peace
initiative Then came accusations
about Soviet bad faith over
movements ol missiles in the Suez
Canal area The Middle East ktlks

being held with the parties by
Gunnar V Jarring. Secretar;
General Thant's special
representative, were suspended
alter the opening round and Mi
Jarring departed lor his regular
diplomatic assignment
Sweden's Ambassador to
Soviet Union.
The decision by Soviet Premiei

Aleksei Y Kosygm against
tending the 25th anniversai
not unexpected in |j

developments However
tbei del hiled Ihe hopes •

silver jubilee comment*
would produce Hie • istoi .1 1*.

easion sought by Secretary
General Than! He bad hoped thi

e nil would be used '\ world
leaders as an appropriate t .

drop for important talk- hen
Arab leaders. stunned by the

death ol President Uunal AbdeJ
Nasser ol Egypt, were not coming
and some others also gave up
tentative plans to put in an ap
pearance because the 25th clearly
was not going to be the kind ol

performance seen in IMO whenth.
United Nations played host to

Premier Nikita Khrushch. .

Premier Eidel Castro. King
Hussein. President Tito and many
others

ii'

this week . .

.

Dr. Hugh Davis on THE PILL

Dane Rudhyar on ASTROLOGY & I CHING

Rolo May on HUMAN POWER & VIOLENCE
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS
restaurant

llth floor, Campus Center

OPENS
Oct. 24

Homecoming Weekend

LUNCHEON
Mm. • FH. 11:30 . 1:30
Sunday. Brunch 11:00 • 2:00

DINNER
Wed. & Thurs._5:30 • 8:00 p.m.
Fri. 4b Sat 5:30 - 9:00 p.m.
sulnday 4:00-7:00 p.m.

DRINKS
At Lunch
Every Night 4:00 p.m. - 12:00
Sunday 4:00 - 10:00

If You're Over 21
Join the Top of the Campus Club
$1.00 annual dues

HAPPYHOURS
Mon. - Fit 4:00 p.m. - 6:00

MUSIC
With Dinner Wed. • Sat.

Until Midnight Fri. & Sat.

ENJOY FINE FOOD
GOOD MUSIC
PANORAMIC VISTAS
TOP OF THE CAMPUS

Socialist Candidate

At Forum Tonight
Tonight's Militant Forum is

jointly sponsored by the UMass.
Distinguished Speakers Program
and the Young Socialist Alliance.

As part of the weekly socialist

educational presentations Peter
Camejo will speak on "The Coming
American Revolution", in room
163 of the Campus Center at 8 p.m.

Peter Camejo is the Socialist

Workers Party candidate for U.S.
Senator in Massachusetts. He is a
member of the National Com-
mittee of the Socialist Workers
Party and a long-time leader of

Y.S.A.. Widely known for his

leadership in the free speech
movement at the University of
California at Berkeley, Peter is

also a veteran anti-war activist.

He is the author of several pam-
phlets, including How to Make a
Revolution in the U.S. and
Liberalism, lltraleftism or Mass
Action.

He has spoken freguently in
educational conferences for the
S.W.P. and Y.S.A. in an effort to
explain the necessary role of
socialism in the United States. He
recently debated with Edward
Kennedy at Boston University.

Last week, Camejo was arrested
by the Boston Police at Nor-
theastern University after refusing
to obey a Security Guard's order to

PETER CAMEJO

stop using his portable sound
system. He was charged by Boston
Police with "trespassing".

According to a Y.S.A. release,
Camejo's and other Socialist
Workers Party candidates
campaign is "being run to offer an
alternative to the parties of war
and racism; the Democrats and
Republicans."

it

Focus" On Camejo
Tonight at 10 p.m on WMUA's

"Focus" program, political in-
vective is expected to sear the
airwaves during a discussion of
"Socialist Ideology and the 1970
Elections."

Moderator Ken Mosakowski's
scheduled guests for the live, 60-

minute program are Peter
Camejo, the Socialist Workers

Party candidate for the U.S.
Senate from Massachusetts; and
Sidney Finehirsh, chairman of the
UMass chapter of the Young
Socialists Alliance.
Interested persons are invited to

tune in on "Focus" at 91.1 FM.
Listeners may call in their
questions to members of the panel
at 545-2425 or 545-2876.

IMUST SEA
FA/LURE. ALL

WE REALLY
0(/7SrA/VP/A/6

PEA/GV//VS W/A/P

VPATCAMFV5
BOOKSTORES.

Some really outstanding new Penguins are at your
campus bookstore now!

ANXIETY AND NEUROSIS. Charles Rycroft. A 'ook at the
nature of anxiety and its relation to emotional disorders
$1.25

THE MODERN CULTURE OF LATIN AMERICA. Jean
Franco. The first English-language study of the relationship
between society and the artist in Latin America. $2.95
THE ARCHITECTS OF THE PARTHENON. Rhys
Carpenter. This newest volume in the Architect and Society
series offers a radical re-examination of one of the world's
most venerable structures. $2.95

THE SAILORS' RENDEZVOUS. Georges Simenon. Joins
eight other Simenon thrillers already in Penguin editions.

FOREIGN AID. Edited by Jagdish Bhagwati and R S.
Eckaus. These readings present the most up-to-date
economic thought on the wisdom and effectiveness of
foreign aid in today's changing world. $2.25

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
7110 Ambassador Rd • Baltimore, Md 21207

Asst. Attorney General

Speaks At Mt. Holyoke
CEQ Initiates
Lecture Series

Mount Holyoke College will be
host to representatives of the U.S.
Department of Justice tonight at
8:00 p.m. when a team headed by
William D. Ruckelshaus, assistant
attorney general and head of the
civil division, will conduct a
dialogue with students.

Mr. Ruckelshaus is a gradute of

Princeton and the Harvard Law
School. Before his appointment to

the department of Justice, Mr.
Ruckelshaus served ws the chief

counsel for the office of the At-

torney General of Indiana, as the
minority counsel for the Indiana

Senate, and as a member of the

Indiana House of pRepresentative.

He has great interest in en-

vironmental prblems and is the

author of REAPPORTIONMENT -

- A CONTINUING PROCESS.
Accompanying him will be a

team of young attorneys from
various divisions of the Depart-

ment. They are particularly in-

ighTheft Costs Hi

For Campus Center
Rampant theft and vandalism in the Campus Center has run to a cost of

over $4000. during the first full month of operation. Obviously something
must be done. The University Community cannot afford the loss of over
$130. a day. Security is an ever present problem and, although there are
guards, it is impossible to cover all exists at all times. Suggestions as to

possible solutions are sought and welcomed.
As of October 1, the following inventory of thefts and vandalism was

taken.

Stolen

:

10 stolls from Auditorim dressing rooms
1 granite table top from 2nd floor

22 cushions from 1st and 2nd floors

3 cushions from Music room
5 microphones
10 cushions from 8th and 9th floors

1 .secretary's chair from 2nd floor scheduling
4 EXIT signs from garage

11 firehose nozzles

l Color Television set (replacement)
Damages

:

3 urinal partitions broken (repairs)

1 dressing room mirror broken ( replace)
Paint on walls ( remove)

Items belonging to barber shop
TOTAL 4015.00

The $4015.00 reveals that eighty-three students have paid their $48.00
(Student Union Tax) to help furnish other people's apartments, rooms
and houses with items stolen from the Campus Center. If these items
were sold, the insult is doubled.

Use the SUG Board suggestion box or contact Warren T. Grinnan with
your suggestions for security. This is your building.

Jam Session Tonight

$385.00

225.00

1100.00 est.

175.00 est.

336.00

250.00 est.

67.00

200.00 est.

110.00 est.

400.00

75.00 est.

200.00 est.

200.00 est.

300.00

Members of several locally

known rock groups are having a

Jam Session Tonight at 9 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

The session is being sponsored

by the Panther Defense Group, a

subgroup of the Radical Com-
munity Union. The group states

that donations will be requested for

legal expenses (bond money) for

the Black Panthers.

The Panther Defense Group will

also provide information on the
New Haven trial of Bobby Seale
and Erica Huggins, the New York
21, and the Soledad Brothers.

Any food contributions for the

People's Constitutional Convention
will be welcomed at the door.

Bicycle Club First Tour

Reaches Quabbin
The newly formed Bicycle Club

has its first tour Sunday. President

Vernon Rhett lead eleven cyclists

to Quabbin Reservoir in what
turned out to be a perfect fall tour.

Even the weather cooDerated

The tour started from the front of

the Newman Center at 10:30 a.m.

with temperatures in the 40's. Two
hours later, the pioneering cyclists

reached Quabbin and the tem-

perature had risen such that some

sun bathing was done. Others

engaged in frisbie and football,

plus some short hikes along the

shoreline.
On their return to campus, most

of the group met at the Hatch to

discuss the tour and talk about
future plans.

There will be a UMBC meeting
on Tuesday to discuss future tours
and a maintenance clinic. It will

be at 7:30 P.M. in the Campus
Center, room to be announced.

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL DRIVERS

— LOWEST, LEGAL RATES —
— BUDGET PAYMENTS —

Tekoa Insurance Agency

160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

WesHieM
562-3604

terested in discussions with
members of the student bodies.

Mount Holyoke is the first stop
for Department of Justice officials

who are making a tour of college

campuses this fall in an effort to

exchange ideas with students.

The meeting, which will be held
in Chapin Auditorium, is open to all

members of the Five-College
community and to faculty mem-
bers and students from other
neighboring institutions.

\ handbill circulated around
UMass yesterday announced that a
surprise "trial" was being planned
for Ruckelshaus. The handbill

listed a number of charges that will

be brought against the Justice
Dept. and said charges would be
entertained from the floor.

As part of its goal to generate
environmental awareness on
campus, the Coalition for En-
vironmental Quality has initiated a

new set of lectures: DELS
(Distinguished Ecologist Lecture
Series). A lot of work has been
undertaken to recruit
distinguished speakers for the

benefit of the campus community
and surrounding area.

Speakers from all areas of the

environmental field will be
presented. To kick off the season,

on Thursday, October 22, at 8 P.M.
in the Campus Center Auditorium,
Joseph Browder, Washington
director of Friends of the Earth
( FOE

) , will speak on the crisis in

the Everglades.

He is followed, on October 27, by
Garrett DeBell, editor of THE
ENVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK,
who is also executive secretary of

Zero Population Growth.
All events will be free to the

public.

Cancellation
The lecture by Si Spaulding

scheduled for tonight has been
cancelled.

ANSWER NIXON - AGNEW
ON OCT. 31

National Day of Peace Action

Work for a massive answer to Nixon - Agnew war policy by
helping, to build the full mobilization against the war on
Oct. 31 and a vote "C" (immediate withdrawal) on the Mass-
achusetts war referendum on Nov. 3.

JOIN THE STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
Meeting — Tuesday, Oct, 20 at 8 p.m.

in Council Chamber, S.U.

Gradual Can Mean a Lifetime

Bring ALL the Troops Home NOW!!!

Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

PETER CAMEJO
Socialist Candidate for United States Senate

from Massachusetts

Speaking on: Socialism, Next Step

TONIGHT at 8:00 in ROOM 163,

Campus Center

cospoD6ored by DVP and the Young Socialist Alliance
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ANewReality
Witk just o\ er two weeks left before the November election, the student

body appears to be proving that the Board of Trustees was right to

replace the original Princeton Plan with its like-warm, "optional"
substitute. It appears that the Board was correct in reasoning last

Rummer that "a majority of students will probably not take advantage of

two weeks off from classes to campaign before the elections. ..and with

this understood. ..the Princeton Plan would only constitute a free vacation
period.'

It appears that all the student concern about the Trustees" making the

Plan optional was needless. It appears that the concern over political

harassment by faculty, directed toward students who wanted to cam-
paign during the two week period, was also needless.

It seems clear that virtually no one on this campus intends to take

advantage of the modified Princeton Plan.

So what? \\h> does it matter if the Trustees realized that the students

at this school have no real desire to act politically, but wish only to pay lip

service to the faults of government, while having no intention of doing

anything constitutive to correct them?
It matters because the political apathy of groups like UMass un-

dergraduates tells the Board of Trustees members and other leaders in

this society that people who criticize the government are not willing to do
anything hut talk.

When students refuse to take an opportunity to work politically, as in

the Princeton Plan, it means that they forfeit the right to complain when
their government takes more and more of their rights away. It means
(hat they have only helped to drive the nation a little farther toward the
i» alit\ of a fascist state.

Open Letter-Work

Pernicious Television
Editor's Note...the following is the second part of a

four part series on the mythical reality of television.

The concerned mothers met in Boston this weekend
to discuss why children's television has to be sup-

ported by "hard sell" commercials. But, even before

they began their meeting, everyone knew how futile

their attempts at getting the networks to cut down on

children's commercials would be.

Their arguments were actually quite valid. There

are more commercials, per hour, in children's

television than in prime-time network shows. The
reasons for this are simple ; kids don't know any better

and therefore don't complain about excessive in-

terruptions to their shows.
Also, the mothers stressed the fact that children are

taken advantage of by advertisers, and this is very

true.

Kids watch hours upon hours of cartoons and other

juvenile shows each week, and are constantly sub-

jected to the "must buy" advertising psychology

which is so effective with the unintelligent, the easily

persuaded and the gullible viewer.

All products are described as "essential" for

children to have; their uses and attractions are

dramatized to an extent that just befuddles a child.

Kids feel that they are not as good as their friends

without toys advertised on the tube, and even though

their parents might not be able to afford a particular

product, the children cannot understand this.

But there is little that can be done about this

situation. The networks can easily stress the hard

(Jr| AT *fil i*>Z GoitfG

economic facts of life in the media, and can approach
honesty by saying that the problem lies with Madison
Avenue, that ad firms should alter the tone of juvenile

commercials.
Because of the corporate structure of network

television, the most anyone can expect the broad-
casters to do is reduce the number of commercial
breaks in a kiddie show, but increase the length of

each break.

It is extremely doubtful that anyone can put enough
pressure on the advertising industry to alter the tone

of T.V. advertising for children. There is no way
Madison Ave. will turn its back on a proven technique.

But the saddest thing about advertising agency
control over children's television is that the ad-
vertisers control the content of the shows. For
example the arguments against violence in television

have been completely ignored by juvenile producers.
On a Saturday morning in a city with three network

stations a child can watch television from 8.00 a.m. to
noon and see 220 persons killed, maimed or seriously
injured. He can see nearly 50 airplane crashes or car
accidents and he can see about 300 fights.

Violence sells, and since children rarely ever
complain about anything they see on the tube,
violence will always continue to sell on television.

Until the structure of advertising-supported net-
work television is changed, advertisers will continue
to have control over what is seen by children, and will
continue to make editorial decisions on what kinds of
heroes, hopes, dreams and hates our children are
taught to have by their most influential teacher, their
television set.

We want to form a Student Employee's Union because we don't have
the pow er tochange our working situation when conditions demand that it

change.

The problem is one ot conflicting cultures. One's cultural upbringing
says, II you feel and think something is right, you do that thing. And if

you feel and think something is wrong, you don't do it." Management
says, as an employee, you either accept the entire job or quit

Perhaps at one time, quitting was the viable alternative, but now jobs,

especially part time jobs, are really difficult to get. Do you then shelve
your beliefs, your principles, your self-respect, in order to keep the job?

Tuesday. Oct. 20, at fi p.m. in the Student Union ballroom we hope to

gather help and ideas to create alternative structures designed to protect
student employees' interests.

Why shouldn't student employees receive compensation for working
more hours than they've been contracted to work 9

In the case of the last

concert the performance was delayed and the light and sound crew
worked from 11:00 a.m. Saturday until 4:30 a.m. Sunday with no pay
adjustment.

Shouldn't students be fully aware of all the duties involved on a job
when they're hired, and shouldn't there be a place to negotiate those
duties ue a projectionist told to empty wastebaskets and wash desks
and shelves >"

What appeal board hears your case when you're fired because you
refused to load a truck with goods intended for a manager's home. Should
indents pay lor that work or should the loading be done off the clock by

I he manager himself'
1

What happens when, in sympathy with the student strike, you stop
w orkmg " What happens when you refuse to work for the Playboy Night
t'ltth because you believe it oppresses women?

1 las am one \ on know had any trouble getting paid?
\\\ audio \ lsnal technician was hired this summer as a supervisor in the

Student Union. He was tired, not only from the supervisory job, but
H.isn i rehired as a technician this year He was fired because he came in

Lite twice What does he do?
\\ e h.i \ e the opportunity to be responsible for another piece of our lives.

Ihnt'l blow it

JOHNBARBARO
BARRY E. RAND

Art Buchwald

The American Rat Race

WASHINGTON One oi the complaints the kids voice

today is that parents put too much pressure on them. I

accidentally listened to such a discussion the other

evening at Goldfarb's house
Young Goldfarb. aged 16. told his father he saw no

reason to study such irrelevant subjects as math,
language, science, history and English.

"Who needs it?' young Goldfarb said.

"You need it. " his lather shouted.

Why'"' young Goldfarb demanded.
"Because of Springfield. If I don't push you,

Springfield's kid is going to get ahead of you in school.

How would you like that'.'"

"Who cares if Springfield's son gets ahead of me?"
young Goldfarb said.

"Springfield does, that's who." the older Goldfarb
replied. "Oh, wouldn't he love it if he could say his kid

was doing better than Goldfarb's."

"You mean to say you've been leaning on me all this

time because you're in a contest with Springfield?"

young Goldfarb said.

"I didn't start it." the older Goldfarb said. "It was
Springfield who began pushing his kid first. Years
ago, I heard Springfield tell his kid, Never take
second best. Go for all the marbles. Get out in front

and show them what you can do.'

"When I heard this, I had no choice but to make you
work your tail off. If you're mad at anyone, you
should be mad at Springfield."

"But Springfield's kid doesn't want to compete with

me any more than I want to compete with him. Why
don't I call him up and tell him if he knocks off beating
his brains out, I'll knock off beating my brains out?"
"That would be just fine," old Goldfarb said. "But

what about Ascarelli's kid?"
"What's Ascarelli's kid got to do with it?"

"You think Ascarelli is going to stop pushing his kid
just because you two let up And how about Ber-
nheirn s son'' Bernheim has already announced his kid
is going to Yale. You want Bernheim's kid to go to
Yale and you wind up at some community college in
Florida?"

"But don't you understand, Pop"'" young Goldfarb
said Ascarelli's son couldn't care less if he got
ahead of us. and Bernheim's son doesn't give a damn
whether he gets in Yale."

( )ld man Goldfarb got up and took his son over to the
window and pointed out to the flickering apartment
lights across the Potomac.

"It it was just ONE Springfield or ONE Ascarelli or
ONE Bernheim, I would say 'Enjoy yourself; don't
break your back.' But out there where you see those
lights are thousands and thousands of Springfields and
Ascarellis and Bernheims, and do you know what
they're saying to their kids tonight 9 They're saying
The only thing I want you to do is to BEAT GOLD-
FARB!

"All over America, the Springfields, Ascarellis and
Bernheims are vowing to beat you out of a job, a sale,
a taxi, a contract, a home, a wife. And do you know
why they're doing it?"

"No," said young Goldfarb. "I don't know why."
Because at this very moment they know I'm telling

you to get them before they get you."
"But if you stop, maybe thev will," young Goldfarb

said

"It's too late," the older Goldgarb said.
"Springfield. Ascarelli and Bernheim are too am
bitious for their sons to quit now. So be a nice boy and
go do your homework

"

Copyright 1970 Los Angeles Times

A New Calendar
One of the strangest dichotomies of our age is the

demand for specialists and the need for generalists.

We see this contradiction manifest itself in our
University: the more specialized and depart-
mentalized a faculty is, the more irrelevant they are
to a comprehensive, interdisciplinary study of our
milti-variable, polymorphic world. We see the

dichotomy with our architecture that does not com-
plement the existing farmlands. We see it from
Master Planning to what people might feel is a minor
and unimportant committee - the Faculty Senate
Space and Calendar Committee.
Marshall McLuhan speaks of the medium as the

message, but the very important implications of this

statement for university education are unnoticed and
unapplied by educators who should know better.

Just as the content of television or radio is often less

important than the fact that there exists a television

or a radio, so what takes place during a school year is

often forgotten and secondary to the effect of the

school year itself.

Committee Suggestions
The Faculty Senate Space and Calendar Committee

is having hearings this week and next on a
rearrangement of the University calendar year. It

has proposed four possible plans:

I ( ontinued use of the current calendar - 2 semesters
approximately 15 weeks apiece, a special swingshift

freshmen program, and a summer school.

2. Modified use of the current calendar - final exams
taken before Christmas with a month of intersession.

3. Tri-Semester - three 10-week semesters.

4. The 4-1-4 Plan - two 4-month semesters and one
month (January) for independent study.

The main assets of the first two proposals are
convenience: they provide summers for research for

the faculty, and vacation and work for students, and
they give an opportunity fortheUniversity community
to go skiing during the winter.

The tn semester plan will presumably enable a
student to take less courses but more credit hours per
trimester, or more courses for less credit hours per

trimester Its greatest asset is that it retains the

vacation time while granting students an extra

semester to enroll in courses of their choice.

The final proposal, the 4-1-4 plan, was conceived

with education, rather than vacations foremost in the

mind. But although its intents are commendable, its

educational assets are questionable, as are the

previous plans.

What has happened is an unintentional cooption of

education for convenience, accelerated by the

assumption that education can be separated from the

environment - the time and the place - in which it

occurs.

In developing a new calendar, these considerations

must be noted:

—-Students are individuals, each having a different

personality, and each affected by teaching tools

differently. Thus, compulsory independent study (as

in t-l-t) is not necessarily the most advantageous
\\ stem for all students. Neither is compulsory course-

taking (as in every plan).

-—Teachers are also individuals and react to

\ ii ions environments differently. Hence, compulsory
classroom teaching or seminar leading or in-

dependent study supervision cannot usually all be

•lone competently by the same person.

—Attitudes toward learning are affected by the

classroom situatii.... A 30-week school encourages the

attitude that learning takes place only seven months a

year. And if a student fails in something he is not

equipped for - e.g. course taking OK independent

studv -- the attitude that learning NEVER takes place

for HIM is encouraged.
— There are those fatuity who prefer research and

these who would rather teach. A calendar must
provide for both contributions.
—-Some students must work during the summer to

pay for Behest; others are able to study year-round

and graduate in 2 1/2 to 3 years,
—-A calendar must take into account the evolution

and development of educational ideas and techniques.
It must be flexible and malleable.

If these considerations are valid, then it is obvious
that the proposals suggested by the Calendar and
Space Committee are lacking and even detrimental to

faculty and students alike.

Many schools -- elementary, secondary, colleges,
and universities - have believed that there is a better
system The most prominent of their alternatives is

the year-round school.

The Year Round School
Consisting usually of four quarters of 12-weeks each,

the year-round school provides for flexibility that is

able to satisfy most interests. Faculty have their

choice of teaching year-round or teaching for any 3

quarters, the other quarter being for research.
Students have a choice of graduating in three years by
attending school year-round, or attending school any
three of the four quarters, working or vacationing the
other quarters.

The major structural difference between a year-
round calendar and one with a summer 'session" is

that the quarter which falls during the summer in the
year-round school is totally integrated and equal to

the other semesters. If UMass adopted a year-round
calendar, those who are now called "swingshift fresh-

men" would attend not a modified 11-credit summer
session, but a full 15 or 16 credit quarter Also,

students who wishes to matriculate early could take a
full course load like they would in any other quarter,
not just the 2 or three courses that are available

currently for summer school students.

A year-round calendar would be met with much
opposition. It is noP'convenient" and would
necessitate a change in graduation traditions, ad-

missions procedures, and registration, for students

would be entering and leaving the university not two.

but lour times a year. Those opposed to open
enrollment would see the year-round school as a

facilitator for the admission of more students than is

now practical No doubt the Treasurer and the

Legislature would complain about the extra budget
required to initiate the plan. And of course, the UMass
Convention Bureau might become defunct < but then, if

UMass was in the supplemental income business, it

ought to build a sweat shop, too).

The deciding factor in favor of the year-round
calendar is its flexibility and ability to adapt to the

future, whatever it will be. Within the calendar, the

University, should it decide to provide some needed
educational alternatives, would be able to provide
independent study, seminars, courses, field work, and
other alternatives that it would not be able to give
were it bound to a 4-1-4 plan. If the University refuses

to individualize mass education, the year- round
calendar would still be the most efficient one.

providing a maximum number of students with a

maximum number of courses.

The year-round calendar is practical. It is in

operation in progressive schools such as Antioch
College (where only half the student body is on
campus at any one time, the other half participating in

oil campus study) and multi-universities like the

Universities of Denver and Pittsburgh.

Educators at UMass should be worried. If the 4-1-4

calendar is adopted under the guise of a progressive

innovation, the University may never again have the

opportunity to approve an educational structure that

recognizes that learning is not a 7-month business but

a year round way of life, a structure that is big

enough for the future, that is great enough for the

future that we must hope will exist.

Mutterings
Random mutterings of a

pseudoparanoid trying to

meet a deadline tor: how to

put off studying by putting

something together for the

COLLEGIAN):
Remember when Sprio

Agnew's library burned down
and all three books were losf

And two of them weren't even

colored in yet?

How about a new movie

called "Martha Mitchell and

the face that launched a

thousand ships" (Have any

airplanes ever been hijacked

TO America?)
Speaking of the new meal

tickets, how can anybody steal

FOOD from the Dining

Commons? I mean, where do

they find it'.'

Does anybody i pay any

attention to me 9 Here I go to

all this work to be a BMOC and

nobody even writes in to the

COLLEGIAN and calls me a

SOB
I'll be three months too

voting to run for President in

1964.

If God really IS dead, how
can I be the Third Messiah9

Did Mom lie to me And what
about the Second Messiah"'

Is Martha Mitchell really in

the hospital being treated for

exposure to intelligence?

Do you REALLY buy
PLAYBOY to read the ar-

ticles?

Fashion note of the day:
"Contrary to popular rumor,
Washington luminary
RICHARD M. NIXON is not

about to convert his wardrobe
to the midi-skirt look for this

winter."

Spiro Agnew fake quote of

the day: "I firmly believe

that what every American city

needs is a Batman."
Do you think animals should

wear clothes?

I wish I had thought of it

before: The Hatch is really

named "The Hatchet and
Pipe" Why couldn't we call

the new Coffee Shop "The
Roach and Water Pipe"?

No. I don't really wish I had

Open hearings of the Calendar and Space Com
mittee will continue on Thursday. October 22, from
12:39-2:30 at the Duke Room of "the Student Union
and on Monday. October 26 from 2::((>-4:25 in SBA
101. Students, (acuity and administrators are in

thought of it before.

The reason why this article

is so short is that it's going to

be censored when I turn it in.

Or won't you fall for that

excuse''

Let's have some suggestions
lor more tests like "the fake
radical". ( By the way, let me
make one thing perfectly
clear: th*tt "fake test" ap-
plies only to those who CLAIM
to be radicals and still do those

things.)

I didn't take that test.

Anyone want to start a new
magazine? I'll sell you the

name "The Apathist" for a
good price. ("We don't
care.")

Did YOU skip you're 8:00

o'clock class today?

Am I kidding?

Do you still hum "Sugar,
sugar" to yourself
A personal note: I'm not

alter your body, if that's what
you're worried about.

Peace I guess

GusSzlosek
Kditorial Staff

Campus Comment

— ,
professor noting "that those

££ g Your jM.onev students wn° ,o°k up°n tne c°n
r tents of their own minds as private

To The Editor:

How would you like a $100.00 a
month'' Run for Student Senate
President. This exciting op-
portunity will become a reality if

bill 71-S21 is passed. If you don't

bother finding out what is doing on
in the Senate, bills such as 71-S21

which would pay the President of

the Senate $100.00 per month, and
the Vice-President and the
Treasurer $75.00 a month
retroactive to September might
slip by unnoticed. Bill 71-S22 would
create a patronage system in the

Senate by paying all Committee
Chairmen unspecified sums.

I) o you want dedicated Senators
or Senators who are considering
their office as a financial tran-

saction"' I think the Senate
shouldn't become a place where
one thinks that if I get elected or
appointed to an office I can earn so
much rather than I could do this

private

property might be upset by this

method." Right on!

You will find the government
scorned, the president slandered,

capitalism down-graded, and
revolution encouraged. This mi^ht
be acceptable in a government or

economics course where the
students may and are encouraged
to debate the professor's view-

point - but not in a freshman
psychology or sociology class.

Political propaganda directed at

captive audiences has no place in

these over-crowded classes which
offer little opportunity (and less

time) for debate on a non-relevant

topic. Education is becoming a
more and more costly commodity;
it is extremely unjust to force a
student to spend his class-time

listening to a professor espouse his

personal political beliefs.

But the tragic part is that these
professors may influence or in-

and that to improve the situation of doetrinate some of their more
the University if I was in that of-

fice Can you afford to pay
$2.250 .00 a year for three offices

that have previously been filled

without monetary compensation
for years, plus an unspecified

amount for several committee
chairmen? Shall we be making
Senatorships paid political offices

next'' Aren't your Student Activity

Fees high enough'.' What are you
going to do about if Let your
Senators know your opinion soon

Name Withheld by Request

Thank You
To the Editor:

I want to write this before the
good feeling wears off. We all

complain ias I often do) of the
inhuman and unjust treatment
received when dealing with a

multibureaucratic institution, such
as most universities are. But
recently, I had an unusual and
pleasant experience to the con-
trary, and for fear of this beautiful

thing dying out, I wanted to make
notice of it There are at least 4

people who work at the Student
Infirmary to whom this credit is

due. I don't know their names,
with the exception of Dr. Cotan
(he but the Nurse receptionist.

Dr. Cotanche, his nurse, and the

Pharmicist can feel satisfied that

lor one day at least, for one person,

they gave more than the expected,
adequate rendering of their ser

vices They gave ol human un
derstanding and concern And
today, when the generation gap is

ever widening, that is no small
thing.

I) Holland

Education?
To the Editor:

And lor those non students
seeking to understand the
mounting revolutionary activity in

this country, I suggest you visit

any nearby university and sit in on
a lew ol the classes < preferably a

soeioloony. psychology, or political

science class ). I assure you it will

be educational beyond your ex
pectations.

You will hear professors telling

their students such things as. ''If

yu never read anything else, be
sure to read that great work, THE
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO. ""

Granted, everyone should
probably be acquainted with this

rather simplistic work which has
wrought so much misery -- but if

you only plan to read one more
book in your lifetime, there are a
vast number of woks which sur-
pass this one in literary excellence,
logical consistency, and in-

tellectual content.

You may also learn about
GROUP TESTING ~ in which a
test is administered to a group
(rather than to individuals) and
the testees are supposed to supply
each other the answers. Such
TESTS are presently being used in

at least one psychology class at the
University of Massachusetts, the

naive students The function of a

professor is to educate, not in-

doctrinate These professors
should keep their political

preaching outside the ealssroom
and concentrate, instead, on the

held which they are being paid to

teach and in which, it is hoped,
they are knowledgeable

Finally, by visiting a university

classroom, you will discover that

many of the professors have a

profoundly limited vocabulary,
( >ne might expect that after sixteen

or more years of education, they

would have other words to use in

lieu ol bull slut. luck, etc . which
crop up frequently in their lec^

lures but this seems to be asking
too much The rights ol the

minority who find such language
objectionable are cast aside in

favor of "telling it like it Is."

I am graduated now with a B.A
in philosophy I have no intention

of continuing my education until

universities become educational
institutions again and not political

stages for mediocre professors to

espouse their juvenile political

opinions I urge all students or
would he students who find in-

tolerable the present university

trend to favor socialists, com-
munists, and anarchists to join me
in "dropping out". Believe me.
they are parasites who depend on
your continuing subordinanct and
silence lor their existence. The
same request goes out to you non-
students withdraw your support
You are supplying them with the

rope to hang you.

R. D. Warner

Peanut Butter
To the Editor:

Aha! You all thought that the

"Greater North American Peanut
Butter and .Jelly Conspiracy'' was
a flash in the pan. a one shot affair.

Well, wore here, and we're here to

stay' Meanwhile, the Peanut
Butter and Jelly Conspiracy rages
on.

Yesterday, (Thursday), the head
ol the Eood Services for the Union
and the Campus Center called our
Conspiracy Headquarters, (a
dilapidated two-story building in

Hadleyi after a few GNAPB&BJ
officials paid him a visit. Mr
Egan, eager to help, has promised
a full investigation of the
PPEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY
SANDWICH HASSLE. We'll see
what happens.

In the meantime, stay angry,
will ya? And if you are not angrV.
get angry. The price of the peanut
butter and jelly may not be as
important as the price of the
Spiroburger (hold it to your ear
jnd it makes you vomit), but $ 35 is

still a rip-off -and it's not the only
thing that's overpriced'

...UP THE BEANUT BUTTER
AND JELLY REVOLUTION"

(a 11584 3418

DaveNelhs
Ron (apian
Tom Lynady

Kalhy Barrett
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Academic Affairs

Career Opportunities Program

Improves Urban Education
At this juncture in the evolution

of the American city, one needs

little imagination to understand
the debilitating effect that an
overwhelming white, middle-class

teaching corps has upon the in-

tellectual performance and
emotional development of ghetto

black and poor white school

children.

Responding to this situation, the

Center for Urban Education has

worked to develop new patterns in

teacher education: techniques to

broaden and strengthen the

teaching profession. One such

effort, developed in conjunction

with school departments in Wor-
cester and Springfield, is the

currently operative Career Op-

portunities Program (C.O.P.).

Stating its objectives simply, the

federally funded program utilizes

the resources of UMass to improve
the education of urban children.

Two of the three components
which comprise the program
began in September, 1970. In

Worcester, 45 paraprofessionals

chosen bv the community will

receive nine (9) credits through the

Division of Continuing Education:

three each in rhetoric, urban
communities relations and
practice teaching activities.

The on-campus participants,

mostly black and Latino (including

a number of Viet-Nam veterans)

were selected for their demon-
strated ability as indigenous
educational leaders. They have
begun the first semester of study in

their four-yar program leading to a

B.A. in Education. Both the

Government Department and the

Rhetoric Program have made
significant contributions to develop

a curriculum which effectively

covers the subject matter at hand,
while meeting the unique demands
of a group characterized by a high

level of motivation and a low
tolerance for irrelevance.

The offerings selected within the

School of Education have been:

Reading Methods, Methods in

Teaching Mathematics, and Urban
Community Relations. The
director of the Center for Urban
Education is Dr. Atron Gentry and
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Sick of parking your car miles away

from where you want to go?

Tired of running miles through the rain

from your car to your classes, work,

or the Hatch?

Keep yourself and your car warm and

and dry.

Use the Campus Center Garage

One hour 251

Each additional hour 151

All day $2.00

the Worcester C.O.P. program is

directed by Rhody McCoy.
While this group of educators

receives academic training from
the College of Arts and Sciences,

their presence on campus
broadens the educational options

available to members of the

University Community. Next
month, C.O.P. participants will

offer seminars relating to their

experiences in Watts, Ocean Hill-

Brownsville, Bedford-Stuyvesant,

and Chicago, in addition to the

Massachusetts communities of

Worcester and Holyoke.

School of Ed

Colloquia Slated

The first in a series of annual

graduate colloquia will be
presented by the School of

Education, on Tuesday and
Wednesday. October 20 and 21,

from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 to

10:00 p.m.
In these afternoon and evening

sessions held at the Campus
Center, forty-five recent graduates

and doctoral candidates who have
completed or are now completing

significant reasearch projects will

make demonstrations and
presentations of their work.

Sessions will focus on a variety of

interests. Represented among
them will be such areas as

Counseling, Administration,
Computer Assisted Instruction,

Media, and Humanistic, In-

ternational, Vocational and Urban
Education.

Each presentation will be
followed by a panel of reactors and
response from the audience.

Further information is available at

the School of Education by calling

545-0958. The schedule follows:

For more info contact:

Dr. Richard Ulin

Dir. of Graduate Studies

School of Ed.
545-1569 or 1573

Lecture Series Planned

By Hotel Admin. Dept.

The following lectures will be given as part of the Guest Lecture Series

offered by the Department of Hotel & Restaurant Administration in the

Public Health Auditorium at 10:10 each Thursday morning:

Oct. 22, The Sheraton Concept, Philip Lowe, Vice-Chairman of the

Board, ITT Sheraton corp. Boston

Nov. 5 - Hotel-Motel Design, William B. Tabler, Tabler Architects, New
York City

Nov. 12 - Marketing the Motel, James D. Gipson, Jr., Personnel

Director Roadway Inns, Phoenix, Arizona

Nov. 19 - The Specialty Restaurant, Dr. Joseph Santos, Sign of the

Dove, New York City

Dec. 3 - Motor Lodge Sales and Operation, Arthur P. Barrett, Gen. Mgr.
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodges, New York City

Dec. 3 Motor Lodge Sales and Operation, Arthur P. Barrett, Gen. Mgr.
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodges, New York City

Dec. 10 - The Travel Agent, Arnold C. Rigby , Arnold Tours, Boston

Dec. 17 - Tourism in Massachusetts, Ernest Lucci, Director of Bureau
of Vacation Travel, Dept. of Commerce, Massachusetts

January 6 - American Hotel & Motel Association Day and Travel Lodge

Unique Concepts in Design and Operations, Mel Sandeis, American Hotel

& Notel Association

English Majors Asked
For Course Suggestions

The English Department's
Undergraduate Council, which
includes student representation

from E.D.U.C., has agreed to

consider suggestions for new
courses submitted by any un-

dergrad. Ideas for a course need

not be a formal or lengthy

description, but simply a brief

outline.

Bring all suggestions, along with

your name and phone number, to

th Undergraduate Studies Office in

Room 251 Bartlett as soon as

possible, (earlv December at the

latest for Fall '71 offerings)

E.D.U.C, the English Depart-

ment's student council which
works for academic reform and

All students interested in

elementary and secondary
student teaching and in-

ternship during the spring

semester of 1971 must attend

an organization meeting on

Thursday, October 29.

IF you are a secondary

student teacher your meeting

will be from 2:30-4:00 P.M. in

the Mark's Meadow

Auditorium. If you are in

elementary your meeting is

from 4:00-6:30 P.M. in the

same place.

This will be the only time
that programs will be ex-

plained and applications for

placement distributed. You
must attend if you expect to

be placed in the Spring
semester of 1971.

WHO ARE YOU?
Be proud of your beliefs. Stand up for your convic-

tions. Your time to stand up and be counted is now.

Good movements need support and recognition.

Wear with pride a beautiful movement jacket.

Each jacket bears an emblem of your choice depicting

your ideas and beliefs. Every movement has a dif-

ferent color jacket for instant recognition. A dis-

tinctively styled jacket that you will be proud to wear.

Jackets feature zipper front and cadet type collar.

— ENVIRONMENT
— BLACK PANTHER

— PEACE
— BSU
— SPEAKERS BUREAU

— ALL MOVEMENTS
DON'T DELAY, AVOID THE RUSH,

ORDER TODAY

State name, address, name of movement and size

desired. S-M-L. Send $8.00 or 2 jackets for $15.00.

Send today to:

J & M DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. BOX 11244

WICHITA, KANSAS 67202

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Allow 3 - 5 weeks for delivery.

has voting power on various
faculty committees, needs time to

work with you, or else on its own, to

discuss the course's scope, find a

willing faculty member to teach

the course, and present this to the

Undergraduate Studies Council,

which votes on new courses for

Kail '71 in December.
Last year, the Council voted yes

to a variety of new courses

ranging from "The Political

Novel," to "Deerslayers and
Moviegoers' The American
Dream and What Happened To It."

However, this will be the first time
that students will have the chance
to light the initial spark.

Seminar Features

MIT Professor

A lecture on electric vehicles by
a Massachusetts Institute of

Technology air pollution specialist

today will inaugurate a new
seminar series by the UMass
electrical engineering department.
The first lecturer is Prof.

Richard D. Thornton of the
National Air Pollution Control

Administration.

He will speak on "Electric
Propulsion of Cars and Other
Vehicles" tonight at 4 p.m. in the

East Engineering Building
auditorium. The public is invited.

The lecture is the first in a series
of Monday seminars planned this

year by the electrical engineering
department. Featured will be
prominent speakers from
research, educational and in-

dustrial institutions.
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Cotten Effort "Great

By DON GLICKSTEIN
Staff Reporter

As the concert progressed and Tom Rush came on, I heard a voice
behind me remark, "I thought they were giving Tom Rush top
billing. Why is he coming on first?" By the end of the concert
Saturday night at Smith College, the audience knew why.

I never knew blues until I heard the James Cotton Blues Band. I

am convinced that there is nothing the Band cannot do, from har-
monica to flute, from singing o to stimulating. James Cotton is a
man who has "paid his dues" like B.B. King, yet unlike B.B., Cotton
has not yet received his due recognition. Perhaps that is why he tries

harder, and that is why - and I'm sure the participants at Greene
Hall will back me up on this - that is why he succeeds better. Any
man who can play with an audience like James Cotton did - have
them dancing one minute, have them crying another - deserves the

standing ovations that Cotton received after every one of his num-
bers.

A bespeckled Tom Rush was seen digging James Cotton from the
wings. A half hour before, it was Rush who was being acclaimed -

and deservedly so. Rush is a performer before he is a singer and
writer, and accordingly, he is able, unlike the Leonard Cohens and
James Taylors of the world, to give an audience an exciting and
varied collage of music.

I have not been to a concert that left me with a good feeling since
Odetta and Nina Simone came to UMass last year. The Tom Rush -

James Cotton Blues Band Concert renewed my faith that not every
performer has coopted their audience for an easy buck.

From old Bo Diddeley beats to Joni Mitchell to his humorous ex-
changes with Buffalo, the Smith sound man, Tom Rush demon-
strated that he can entertain and interpret. Being an old folkie, I felt

that Rush's encore, "Child's Song," was his best song, providing a
restful respite of Rush, a man, alone with only his guitar.

Heralded Violinist Slated
For Concerts This Week

Nathan Milstein, universally
regarded as one of the greatest

living violinists, will perform two
entirely different programs at

UMass Tuesday and Wednesday
under the auspices of the UMass
Fine Arts Council.

Milstein's appearance at the

University marks the opening of

the 1970-71 Celebrity Series, which
will also include two-day visits to

the Amherst campus by the Vir-

tuosi di Roma, Nov. 5 and 6; the

Boston Philharmonia under Leon
Kirchner with Murray Perahia as
piano soloist, Feb. 9 and 10; a fully-

staged production of Mozart's
"Don Giovanni" by The Goldovsky
Grand Opera Theatre, March 5 and
6; and recitals by American painist

Byron Janis, April 6 and 7.

He is one of the legendary artists

before the public today. He made
his American debut in 1929 and
since then has maintained his pre-

eminence among the leading world
violinists. He is considered by such
distinguished music critics as The

Los Angeles Times' Albert
(ioldberg "lo have no peer at all."
Mr Milstein now lives in London,
eoncertizes widely in Europe and
makes infrequent visits to the
United States under the S. Hurok

management.
This season will find Nathan

Milstein as soloist with the New
York Philharmonic, the Cleveland
Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony
and other leading American or-

chestras. He is also giving a
limited number of recitals in large
music centers throughout this

country, including a two-day visit

to the University of Massachusetts,
his first visit here.

For his concert on Tuesday
evening, Oct. 20, he will perform
works by Handel, Bach, Brahms,
Paganini. Liszt and Wieniawski.
On Wednesday, Oct. 21, Mr
MilsH'in will offer works by
Vivaldi, Bach, Brahms, Ernest
Bloch, Josef Suk and a composition
by himself. Piano accompanist for
both concerts will be Brian
Lamport. Both concerts will be at
K p m. in Bowker Auditorium.
Ticket information is available

from the UMass Fine Arts Council
Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, 545-

1(202.

"Commune" Featured at Amherst

Art Exhibits Planned

For Union, Center
The Arts Committee of the

Student Union plans exhibits in the

Student Union and accepts art for

the Campus Center and the Student
Union. Plans are now in effect for

acquiring art to display in the

Campus Center, with an emphasis
on student art.

The Committee's first exhibit

currently on display in the Student

Union Gallery, room 326, presents

lithographs of Mr. Charles A.

Johnson. Mr. Johnson's works
have previously been shown at the

Boston Center for Adult Education,
at the Open Air Art Show and
Kxhibit of Spring and Fall of l%y,
and at the Spring Open Air Exhibit

and Sale in 1970, at the Charles
Street Meeting House in Boston.

Mr. Johnson writes: "The simple
beauty of the Oriental brush
painting gives one a feeling of

relaxed beauty - no strain to be a

perfectionist - and an effortless

glow from the brush is conducive to

a desire to paint every chance that

presents itself."

The exhibit will be on display

through November 11.

Lithographs shown at the exhibit

will be available, originals and
reproductions, by contacting
Charles A. Johnson, 27 Woodbridge
Street. Cambridge, Mass.

Director Richard Schechner's
young Performance Group will

give a free public performance of

their new theatre piece, "Com-
mune." Wednesday, 8 p.m. in

Alumni Gymansium at Amherst
College.

The ensemble began its work in

1968 using Euripides' "The Bai-
ehae"as a pre-text for its en-

vironmental theatre production of

"Dionysus in '69." Their New York
performance in the group's
Wooster Street Garage received
wide critical acclaim including an
Obie Award in 1969. Their next

production "Makbeth." firmly
established The Performance
Group as serious leaders of the

"new theatre."

Still under Schechner's direction
the group reformed last April with
a Rockefeller grant and summer
residency at the State University of

New York at New Paltz to study
communal relationships The
result is their latest theatre piece.
"Commune." Although historical
ideas are brought into modern
perspective, the piece is not a
documentary but is freshly ex-
plored territory using the exciting
techniques of the new theatre.

Director Schechner teaches at
New York University He was for
six years editor of "Draata
Review" and is author of countless
articles on the theatre as well as
editor of several books.

••Commune" is subtitled "From
Brook Farm to Spahn's Ranch"
and "Nathaniel Hawthorne Meets
Charles Manson."

SELL SMART
I

Use MDC Classifieds

lovers

Sigma Alpha Mu

/

Man naturally forms communities — he needs people. When intensive introspection leads to an extreme sense

of self-concern, the individual tends to become increasingly obtuse in his relationships with others. A person

who doesn't know how to relate with people, in spite of his need to, feels distraught and incomplete. The need

is natural, the knowledge of how to fulfill this need often times is not. A Brotherhood attempts to solve this

problem. Brotherhood strives to create an atmosphere of caring where acceptance and understanding of one's

association with others is gradually established. The relationship is not forced, but desired. In order to be a

realistic relationship, it must include women as well as men. People sharing Brotherhood is not a new idea

but a good one. In keeping with this spirit and with the support of our national fraternity organization

Sigma Alpha Mu, Beta Epsilon Charter is now open to females as well as men. All Umass co-eds are cor-

dially invited to the EAM Chapter House, 387 North Pleasant Street on Tuesday, October 20, at 7:30 p.m

for an Open Community Meeting on the concepts of a co-ed fraternity. Co-ed is not new and we want to make
it work, but we need your help.

SIGMA ALPHA MU - 387 North Pleasant Street

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, AT 7:30

Cordially yours,

MARK BRENNER, Prior

BOB NIMS, Co-ed Co-ordinator

JADH
EA5f
SWANK INC.- Sole Distributor
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President Wood's Address To The Faculty Senate
I acknowledge this opportunity

U, meet with you today with ap-
preciation, pleasure-and a sense
ot personal good-fortune. Lest that

lasl remark seem incredulous and
you believe 1 have lost my mind. I

concede a time of academic crises
in America, and more, of national
turmoil, of dissent. I don't believe
I •' accepted a sinecure.

tie beginning of a decade
always prompts comparisons and
the striking of balance 1970 versus
1' o's is a brutal, depressing, in-

ctual exercise.

«n years ago: The younger
^( aeration appeared more silent

tl an radical. The fertility of our
women concerned us more than
their militancy. Martin Luther
King, Jr. lead a civil rights

movement on the basis of non-
v.olence. Now, the Black Panthers
o< i upy our attention with the
ti a Is. The election of John F.

K. nnedy heralded the end of

r< hgious intolerance of Middle
America, made a man's church a

nutter of national indifference.

Now, the nation seems preoccupied
b> a search for each group's
identity. In 1960, the United States'

[•national posture was one
•'guarding freedom. and

pi eventing aggression. Today, we
present the muddled contrast of

ineffective action in Indo-China
and futility in Czechoslovakia.

-hort after three major
• ssinations. 142 major riots and

50 million additional firearms, it is

clear that the bright ebullience, the

reckless gallantry that began the

decade did not endure.

But 1 am persuaded that the

basic structure and processes of

the nation and the l'niversity did

endure -do endure, and will en-

dure. The hallmarks of an open
society persist: election, a tree

open press, expressions of opinion.

the right of peaceful assembly
Indeed, over the last few years

the) have expanded.
As for the universities in par-

ticular, they are becoming more
sensitive to reform and to their role

in our society. Rapid change
continues in curricula and
governances, but so does the basic

awareness that the power of

knowledge is still the most ef-

fective, the most benign, the most
essential of all powers in a free

society.

And. in this time, the University
of Massachusetts. I sense, has a
situation of special grace. I'nder

•John Lederle s leadership there

has been a commitment of

resources and a condition of

autonomy that is special in the

IMO'l by the General Court. The
mind boggles at Chancellor Tippo's
summary of S156 million capital

outlay appropriation this year.

Salaries are never good enough but

they are beginning to be the envy of

other universities. Conditions at

the University allow for im-

provement and opportunities in all

lields of endeavor-but. unless
grievous mistakes are made, we
stand at a moment of greatness
So my basic theme this afternoon

is: A rising tide floats all boats if

the waves aren't too high and some
idiot doesn't rock too hard.

In one sense. I succeeded John
Leuerle: in another, I did not. For
I assume a new office mandated by
(he Trustees Just as Amherst
initiated, organized, and sustained
the development of the Boston and
Worcester campuses, so the
Marcus Commission Report of

October. '69 of this campus helped
guide in reorganization plans for

the University at large

The first critical areas in the
President's new office are the
development of additional public
and private resources, and their

more effective management. They
are additional to the established

responsibility of setting the goals
and direction of the University.

The President's office must seek
especially to enlarge the capability

of the Trustees to formulate policy,

and to support the capability of

each campus to execute it. The
traditions and autonomous
governance ol each campus are
still to be maintained. We seek a
balance between the old political

science concepts of confederation
and federation. The borderlines

between these will surely cause
tension and stress but bv these

YOU CANT
GOTOSWAP

nobody can

only people who apply can go

so apply

SWAP?
The Student Workshop on Activities

Problems is an annual, off campus
conference which brings together a
selected group of students, faculty,

administrators, trustees, legislators
and others concerned about the Uni-
versity for discussion, information-
exchange, planning and politicking.

This year's conference will be held
December 1113 at the Oak'n'Spruce
Lodge in South Lee, Massachusetts.
There will be two meetings of SWAP
participants before the Conference:
November 22nd and December 10th.
Plans are being made now for a fol

low-up conference, oncampus, early
in second semester.

Participants in the conference are
asked to pay a registration fee ; $5 for
students who pay Student Activities
Tax; $35 for others (with some subsi-
dies available). These fees, plus Stu-
dent Senate appropriations, cover the
cost of the Conference (meals, lodg-
ing and transportation).

Participants will be selected from
among those who submit applications
before October $0th. For information
on applications, see the box to the
right

To apply:
Application blanks arc available in

the KSO office. Campus Center. They
are to be filled out and returned be
fore October 30th, either to KSO or
to the box on the Lobby Counter in
the Student Union.

if you wish, you may apply by ans-
wering the questions below and send-
ing your answers to SWAP, RSO #305,
Campus Center.
L Name; Local address; Telephone;
Class or Title ; Major or Department.
II.

1. What are some of the important
issues facing the University (please
comment even if you don't know very
much about them)?
2. What issues do you know or care
about that you would like considered
at SWAP?
3. What would you like to gain or
learn from SWAP?
4. What interests, experience or know-
ledge do you have that will make you
a useful SWAP participant?
5. Have you participated in SWAP?
If so. in what year?
III. Please give any suggestions you
may have about the following: a)

program content; b) program format;
c) suggested participants.
The SWAP Committee is planning a

follow-up Conference on-campus dur-
ing the Spring semester. Do you have
any suggestions about this Confer-
ence?

uncertainties energy is released

and progress is made.
One key concept in the

President's new office is that of the

direct line between the President
and the Chancellor and Deans.
Each activity in the President's
office has an operational coun-
terpart on campus that will be
respected I expect to call on
faculty members as colleagues and
I will welcome their exchange of
v iews But when I am on campus.
u will be a> a colleague and the
Chancellor will know that I am
here

Inevitably, in thinking about
autonomy and confederation, each
campus community -including
Amherst-will wonder how it will

be affected. This campus
especiaih might speculate as to

whether or not change always
penalizes the strongest After all.

even academic communities
sometimes experience a twinge of

paranoia
One answer was that of Chair

man Joseph r lea ley when he <aid
the task now ol Amherst was to

steer the ilagship of a fleet rather
than to steer a single frigate In

new and changing situations there
can he no parallel among the

different branches ot the
University. Bach campus because
ol us different situation, location,

and history, has different needs.
And. therefore. the new
organization offers more solutions
to problems of growth I am
cognizant of the recommendations
ol the Faculty Senate Long Range
Planning Committee's careful
stud) recommending a student
population of possibly 30.001) by
1900. I also know the importance of

reaching an optimum number, one
which will not compromise quality
lor quality B) having alter-

natives within the system, one can
develop different strategies than
simply grow and grow in one spot

Another advantage: the
President's office can at times and
with delicacy, prevent the
development ol uniform.
repetitive, look-alike campuses.
We can shape the identity ol each
b) selecting and choosing unique
functions. This requires coor-
dination. I am well aware of the

fact, as my old boss. Robert
Weaver used to say, that no one
likes coordination except the
coordinator. Put it has to be done,
and all I can say. with Weaver's
injunction firm!) in mind, is that
the new President will be gentle
and selective in his exercise of that

function

Finally, the President's office
can help in defending and ex-
plaining the l'niversity goals to the
public, to the Trustees, and to the
legislature. We can be a
spokesman-and we will with all

the energy at our command.
Bui my colleagues, whatever

patterns the administration
adopts, whatever the operations of
the Presidency, the fact is that the
luture ol the l'niversity remains,
as it always has. with the faculty-
its attitudes, it actions, and its

performance.

I have no magic solutions as to
how to solve this problem except to

suggest that more consideration be
given involvement. Better than
most. Max Weber i -another and
more established Max--) caught
our dilemma in his Essys on
Science as a vocation and Poiitics

as a vocation So tar as Science-

The Academy-was concerned.
Weber stated the life-Style ol the

professor and the ethic of ultimate
truth: "It is a fact Mat no amount
of enthusiasm, however sincere,

can compel a problem to yield

scientific results. In general only

he who is devoted solely to work
has personality chained to the

course of progress. ' -And again,

ideas occur to us when they please,

not when it pleases us but the goal

is disenchantment from miracle
and revelation. -i"o Weber.
Inconvenient " facts led to an

absolute ethic ot what was called

fact and truth Deriving practical

stands with inner consistency and.

hence, integrity, from an ultimate

position of reality, discarding other

possible positions means than in

serving one od you offend the

other."

The style and ethic of in-

volvement, on the ether hand,
demand a different approach To
lake a stand, to be passionate
these are the politician's element
ol the political leader

The) require three pre-eminent
qualities: passion; a feeling of

responsibtlit) . and a sense of

proportion. In place of the

scientist's absolute ethic, of

ultimate ends is the ethic oi

responsibility II one chases alter

the ultimate good n the war of

beliefs." Weber writes, lollowing
the pure ethic ol absolute ends,
then | be goals may be damaged
nid discredited ior generations,
in-cause responsibility for cea-
M-ipiem-cs is lacking

\re these incompatible ethics

today

My Colleagues, the luture ot the

University turns on <-ur ability to

reconcile them As the academic
community looks to its preser-
vation, its strength, its luture. we
will require the right balance of

detachment and involvement
Today, I would redress the

scales, Irom detachment toward
involvement. I would have us
actively, consciously, unselfishly

seek out what we have in common,
a -id be concerned together with
those issues.

But even as I so counsel. I -

remember the words of Robert
Oppenheim when he said - "Folk
wisdom can cry out in pain, but it

cannot solve problems."
The problems arising now are

greater in the community than in

the disciplines, but only intellect

can solve them.
I ask therefore, you intellect

together with your energies and
good will to help me in the years
ahead.

I will give the same.

OPEN COFFEE HOUR
with

Chancellor Oswald Tippo

TODAY
and

every Monday

12-2 p.m.

Colonial Lounge,

Student Union
*H Students, Faculty and Staff

invited to discuss
problems and issues

relevant r0 the University
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162 Cancan Center Executive Hoard will

ill.-.-! .ll I. N

ill ^MAKERS s^i ark DANCE CLUB
The regular nguan tnd begknen

i - will (« held in l he < '.unpu> Center Ami
I ueaday, Uct Mfc. (roan 30-10:30

ii;\ maj
AH Mater) majei avited to open

in. -.•lings ol || I BCtllt) Liaison
I ommittee.il the liisloiv 1 Vpt the 1st and ;ird

lo.sdav -.I iim) month .it I 31 I'M. Mh floor

lounge. Ilerler Mall, the next meeting will lie

'i.i Mh

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Mandator) meeting lor everyone aa the

Homecoming Publicity Committee on Tu>^
1

1
.ii its ampu i enter

INTERN VRSm CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
in this week is in

k. Mud.-n! I num. 4 3M <K>

M MOON KKls
There will be .i meetii fueaday night in

i.Mim (ill oi the ( .impns ::ier at o to I'M ll

><iu ran not alt - contact itichard

simmous I Ti."!

nt THING CLUB
Meeting Monda) Uct I'tth i tonight < room

impus Center at < n AdarenOack'a next

nd sn|M'i outing trip neefcend -

bulletin hoard lot menu

PARACHUTE CLUB
I Ins Is \ fUtn I unit1 find out

wh.H t Mass sl'i |M s |o ..Her All intereste.i

persona invited iuesdav Oct -'nth at K I'M

Room \t 1 t .mum- ( enter ( all Mare or David

PSYCH MAJO
Libido, lh>- nooergraduale newsletter i-

linally here! t'i.-k up your copy in Room
n.irt. paych office, i

PSYCHOLOGY MEETING
tor seniors and minor psychology maims

interested in graduate sehoo! Faculty

representative! will diacuaa various graduate
program- Wednesday CM Bat, H M PM
Morrill Auditorium

RAFI
BAM praaaula Us Rrai lecture program ej

Wednesday. Oct 2ist at hid ptj in ream
and P .'i in the ( ampus Center The topic is \

Radical Socialist Perspective on the Middle
K.i-l

RECREATION MAJORS
Option mixer to he held 7:3* PM Wad

ueaday, Oct 21st in the hack of the Hatch
Come talk with seniors in all options Spoil
tend i.y the Recreation Society

I STUDENT COLLEGE COORDINATING
BOARD
I'nsitionsopen to all I Diversity undergr.uis

Inlet view- will he held Monday Od MtM at

I'M mom M Campus (enter It it is

impeaaible lor you to make this meeting a
special apixmitment can be made by eon
tactiag Jerrj Merurty MSM ar Holly Kit/
simnions SS6-23M

SCHOOL OF ED. UNDERGRAD AFTAIRS
OFFICE
Modular credit" Student internum"

Calilornia ' Job hunting" We'll have peep
help you with specilic programs or problems
Crabtree Derm, Monday. Od Itm . 7 104:30
I ame and Receive 111 module ol credit.

SCROLLS
Meeting 1: 15. Tuesday. Oct 20th . Room 165

Campus Center All Scrolls must attend

Bring candy money and willingness lor

pumpkins

sKI PATROL
The l Mass Ski 1'atrol will meet tonight

i let lath at tl to in room 17(1 Campus Center.

Mi members please attend and bring your
Olles .mil packs

SPECTRUM
Spectrum, campus magazine will be holding

an open recruitment meeting this Wednesday
Oct 2lst

. Irom 9 a m to 9 p m Coliee and
doiiuis will be served

STUDENT EMPLOYEE'S UNION
Meeting ot student Union and Caaapui

Center Student Employees, to form a workers
union Who do vou bring your grievances to

now ?

SM(
Sludenl Mobilization Committee will meet

I if- Mm is the Council Chambers
studenl Union at :« p.m Klectmns will he
held Everyone is welcome to attend

svv tp COMMITTEE
aeral meeting, Monday Od Ittk

p.m mam wil Campus Center Coffee
prov-ide.)

I Al BETA siciMA

Pledging. 1:01 pin Monday. Oct !<Hh .

Campus ( enter HI 1 IIS Sisiers meet at 7 4".

p in black dresses Pledges meel by Hon
p m I. irk -kills, while blou--

rEACHER EVALUATION
tonight. Oct lHth at 7 mi Come give work

Counc il Chambers. 2nd floor. Student I nion

WOMEN s LIBERATION
V. I 'Diversity Day Care Center will l>e

disciweed Wednesday, Oct 2isi al •; pja in

ream ItBIM Campus Center The hearing on
stale i.iw s. -ov eung care centers to he held < let

.1st at in in I'unlic Health Aud will ai-

discusaed

The im.iss Women's UseratMa group now
MM an ..Itice m 2u7 Hampshire House The
office is staffed irom lii-."> on weekdays All

women are welcome to come and rap

WMI a

W Ml \ October station mt^-ting tonight Oct

ivtth at 7 :tti in our studios All are welcome to

attend

MDC Hotline
5-2550

Fine Arts Council 1970/71 Series

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIV. OF MASS.

Tuesdav - 'U^ednesday. October 20 - 21

NATHAN MILSTEIN
"The Master Violinist" NY. Times

Two entirely different programs each evening

at 8:00 p.m. including Sonatas by Brahms,

Handel, Vivaldi and Bach.

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 to $3.00

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

. 545 0202. Save up to 40'
, by ordering Sea

1W™ vents!

Notices
YAHOO
There "ill l>e no Vafeao aiming Tuesday,

oci .iiih Editorial Board wtti he away on a
trip

LOST
Mel. line v\ ilhanis lost navy purse on bust ll

louiid please contact Lea Stirrer .'.">.l 7-W8

I'.iir ot gold -rimmed glasses with dark blue
lenses in .1 black case Please call Charlie in

ln."> Thatcher ."> 2.MK or Kotti. «» .Vl'i -1,1 1: Leave
message

I', nd.inl with seven op.ils on antiqued gold
\ear Hoyden Oym Great sentimental value
c all Barb 6-8577

Tail ol brow i. named glasses m black case

Lost Wednesday morning before 1020 class in

area id Studenl Union or Engineering ('all f

1 .isc has "tirodon Optica written on it.

Jobless myopic wretch kindly requests rapid
return ol classes lost between P 10 and Mid
dicsev .sept ut.ih pin Hells Angels
prescription specials Maureen. Middlesex
Basement, S4i|9g

I'm

One lemale tiger kitten R It) weeks old,

between SBA -Whilinore Tuesday, alter- «.n

Claim here' Call I

Found 111 Stadium alter game Saturday one

ear kev and one I Mass room key (io to mst

and found la studenl Uaioa

i hie brow n and w hite young lemale dog Call
HB74

nth
I'ockellHH.k in Merrill. Wednesdav. del

oneioniaining wallcl and keys Call 5M

Senior Diploma Cards

Needed For Graduation

Members of the Class of 1971
must submit a diploma card to the
Records Office by Friday . October

The listing of the prospective
graduates for agencies all over
campus are done from these cards
and through them clearance is

obtained from a student's major
department.

A diploma card must be on file in
the Etecordg Office lor a student to

be processed for graduation
There are also man) seniors for

whom the Records '

Office has
problems regarding their major
Those students who have not
corrected these matters must do so
by October 23.

Out Of State

Car Owners
All out of state motor

vehicles must be registere 1

with the campus police or n 1

Amherst police if they an
be driven in the Amherst are
This is required by state law
'Chapter N section S, thir I

paragraph, as amended
Chapter Xio". of the acts c
lllTiM.

The purpose lor registering
your car is to certih thai you
have at least 5M/19M
automobile liability insurance
in your homo state If not. yen
are required to obtain thi

coverage before vou drive in

the state of Massachusetts for
any length ol tune.
This law is intended to

protect Massachusetts
residents from uninsure

I

motorists

These students have more time for learning
and fun because they read dynamically

LEE SMITH DICK NEDWCD RUSS EGCCRT JOHN THOMPSON BRENT BROTINE JOHNNY BLAIR
Beginning Avcrag*: Mapnfr. MJ(casS| - .Tip 403»pm(.. //"-Sump 37S«tim<" • . ohq
Ending Average: 7 000«pmr» SO^comp" 2.945»pm<.> 8/j;comp lajlssn | ? M*> *pra(» *H.' -. tomp.

They read five to ten times faster than average
so can you

Reading Dynamics is not only speed reading... it is better reading

You'll read more, understand more, remember more and
enjoy more when you learn how to read dynamically. Th>-

world-famous, time-tested Evelyn Wood method has

proved its lasting value r men and women . .

and especially hif I -who use

daily in their reading aa >ur FREE
Orientation Sam i. Set ration of the

Reading Dynami ni.-t 11 ; H A -i expert

explain our unique, easy-to-le.irn -vstem to your complete

itisfaction. Be a dvn.imic reader . y .j'll have more free time

and you'll be a conversational leader »nd an original thinker!

OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE OF TUITION REFUND
**'h«' K.velvn Wood Head ink' !* tits will
rHund your tuition if vou j .-,. triple votir
reading? index readme rat* m i i<rehen-

smm psTontstK*' dunns '

'

-

- nteatuftai bv our
•taaoardizr-d testmjr procrarr vaiid
wh«n vou have attended earh cUaaro-»rn seasion and
coapa*t*d the minimum dais .m«- drill at
the level specified by your inatr

THIS WEEK ONLY
WESIEY METHODIST CHURCH

365 No. Pleasant St.

7:00 p.m.

Monday, October 19th
Tuesday, October 20th

Wednesday, October 21st
Thursday, October 22nd

CLASSES BEGIN MONDAY, OCTOBER 2oth — 700
For further mt rmation co'l Dave Cichon 586-0945
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No Points For Pats Total Effort For NY . . .

Boston Shutout By NY r 16-0 . . . And Webster Praises Giants
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Scram-

bling Fran Tarketon passed for one
touchdown and Pete Gogolak
booted three field goals as the New
York Giants spoiled the starting

debut of Boston quarterback Joe
Kapp by belting the Patriots 16-0

yesterday in a National Football

League duel of punchless rivals.

Kapp, making his first start

since he played out his option with
the Minnesota Vikings in the Super
Bowl, led the Patriots deep into

New York territory three times but

the Giants' defense proved too

tough.

Gogolak kicked a 14-yard field

goal in the first period and then

added a pair from 18 and 22 yards
out in the fourth quarter.

Tarkenton, who kept the Patriots

off balance with his scrambling,
tactics and his short passes against

a strong rush, capped an 83-yard

march with his touchdown pass in

the second period. Eluding Boston
tacklers, he spotted Clifton McNeil
in the end zone and fired a 28-yard

scoring strike.

The Patriots moved from their 35

to the New York seven the first

time they had the ball. Cap-
pelletti's 14-yard field goal at-

tempt sailed wide to the right.

Early in the third period, a poor
centering pass on a New York punt
gave Boston the ball at the Giants'

28. The Patriots went to the 12

before Kapp was dropped for a 12-

yard loss. Capelletti then had a

field goal attempt blocked at the
36.

The Patriots had only one other
solid crack at the Giants defense.
Boston wemt from its 28 to a first

down at the New York 18 later in

the third period but Matt Hazeltine
intercepted a jump pass thrown by
Kapp.
The Giants were in command

after Hazeltine's key play and
Gogolak added the final six points.

Anyone interested in of-

fi dating intramural
basketball games please sign

up in the intramural office, 215

Bovden.

who was at his scrambling best,

offset the hard-charging Patriots'

line, tossing short passes except
for a 28-yard scoring strike to

Clifton McNeil in the second
period.

Tarkenton went overhead only 14

times, completing eight of the

tosses for 102 yards in windwept
Harvard Stadium.
"The wind was a big factor and

we had to stick with the game
plan,'' Tarkenton said. "We didn't

dare go on top for the long one. As

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE A*U*,
Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Itah speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities

Amherst Aoalo\ tf!3-»3

Sunderland — lovely new 3 bedrm.
home, modern kitchen with built In*,
old fashioned brick fireplace, gar.,
scenic lot, win. I', of Mass.
i.'ti.SOO. bklblski Bealtors, Tel. 253-
nii. tf10-22

Kawasaki 1969 120TB — quick
change transmission, knobby tires.

Htt. CaU Mark Daris 323-7611.
•

tflO-gQ

1!'7U B*A 230 ec, 4000 miles $600.
< all O-mSS, U-9331. tflO-;.'.!

Vvf studded suowtires villi
rime, u»ed one season, S33; also to
It \olt power converter, $10. Call
Bob 619-0737. tflO-20

(•ki refrigerator, best offer, lull
M.J-MO03. tf10-21

Gibson organ StjJti; EMC amp-pert
11 with 2 12S-1 HI horn, $400. Both
1 >r. old and like new. Call Mike
t'-70O2. tf 10-20

8-TRACK STLKtO TAPE CAK-

I'itllM.ts 80 minute, two album
tapes. Your choice. $15.00. Call
Kliot at 603-2683 or Happy at 253-
5600. Now get total music enjoy-
ment at half the store price.

tflO-22

Kill model no. 24 speakers $60.
(all 546-9728. tflO-23

FOR SALE — AUTOS
67 Chevy 2 dr. B & H, automatic,

one owner, maintained In excellent
condition, $26$. Will install tires to
pass Inspection. $210 as Is. Phone
Greenfield 772-0438. tflO-18

1964 Falcon Con v., automatic, new
tires, exhaust system, battery and
starter, motor. Best offer. CaU 546-
8634. tflO-21

'64 VW Bus newly rebuilt eng.,
new tires, battery, starter, exhaust
system. Body In good cond. Must
sell. Call 247-5134 after 0:00 p.m.

tflO-21

Classic 68 Barracuda 340, auto.,
P.S., radio, polyglass. CaU eves. 549-
6347. 1019-21-23-27-29

1962 4-door Chevy, automatic, ra-
dio, heater, new snow tires, excel-
lent transportation Only $150 CaU
256-6126, Boom 19 . tflO-20

1968 Olds Cutlass conv., 4 spd.,
V8, mag wheels, Mlchelin tires, must
sell, getting married. $1650.00. 646-

5320. tf10-20

in my home any two mornings per
week. Call 253-7616. tf10-21

PERSONAL

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative as?

tholoy. Please Include stamped re*

turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807
East Olympic Boulevard, Los Ange-
les, California 90021. tfll-13

Would Paul, who worked hawking
at the footbail game last Saturday
please call Janice 546-9623. 10-19

Absentee Ballot Applications avail-
able, Conn. Call Michael Thompson,
:<I8 1)wight. Speed essential.

tfl0-21

.Iran, who is an art student and
worked for Bob Kennedy, win a free
pitcher of beer (or equivalent). Call
•»49-6457 eves. tf10-21

Bob and Peter — what's going on?
2WW. 10-19

SERVICES
Dear Traveling

TRAVELING!
Quintet: KEEP

10-19

Amherst Audio* services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or ear,
197 Mo. Pleasant St. 266-8133.

tflt-t3

HELP WANTED
Young men and women for roles

in underground historical movie.
Looks more Important than experi-
ence. Write 8. Uannon, Box 3C60,
Poughkeepsle, > Y. 12603.

tflO-19

Babysitter for two-year old girl

Reward: For info of whereabout*
of Sony clock radio, Olivetti type-
writer. Call 546-9282. tflO-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
Two coeds desire apt or room-

mates with apt. within 5 miles from
campus. Call 665-3227 after 5. tf10-20

DRIVER WANTED
Need someone to drive my car to

Denver between now and Nov. 1st
Contact Jennifer 639-3307. tf10-19

Senate Elections are Not Over

BY ELECTIONS

Nomination Papers

Open Friday Oct 16th

Nomination Papers

Closed Friday Oct 23rd

Elections Thursday - Oct. 29th

LEACH lseat

BRETT 2 seats

COOLIDGE Middle 1 seat

COOLIDGE Lower 1 seat

JOHN ADAMS Upper 1 seat

BAKER lseat

FIELD ...lseat

GRAYSON ...lseat

MACKIMMIE 1 seat

GET OUT AND VOTE

!

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

W. J. B.

COME

TONIGHT

Help put out '!>»< her-Kmltmtiuli — feme te

Hi rl»M «l 7:<Mi |..m., ( i.in< il (lumber... Student Union

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Coach Alex Webster praised his New York Giants
for "a total team effort" yesterday in their 16-0 National Football League
victory over the Boston Patriots.

"Our game plan called for screens and short passes and we stayed
pretty much with it because of the rough Boston defense," Webster said.

Quarterback Fran Tarkenton, for the Boston defense, that front

four is just about as good as any
we've faced."

Boston Coach Clive Rush said

that "stopping their screen passes

was No. 1 in our game plan."

"We just didn't do it," Rush said.

Joe Kapp, the former Minnesota
Vikings star quarterback, made
his Boston debut as a starter and
was frustrated most of the windy
afternoon.

"We had the opportunities but

didn't take advantage of them,"
Kapp said. "We were somewhat
disjointed. A quarterback's job is

to win. Our entire offense had to be
a little shaky. They're just not

used to the quarterback."

Kapp completed 10 of 22 passes.

He also carried eight times for 41

yards, tops among Boston rushers.

Fullback Jim Nance was held to

a mere 14 yards in nine cracks at

the New York defense.

"It was a blow, it really was,"
Nance said. "No team should be
able to stop our rushing between
Carl Garrett and myself. I don't

care what they do. I'm not

boosting myself, but I don't think

there's a better fullback-half back
combination in the league. The
thing so frustrating is that we're a
better team than the Giants, but

give them credit. They came up
and beat us."

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es
AP

STANFORD, Calif. (AP) -

Stanford's Jim Plunkett didn't like

his coackes' call of the play which
made him the top total offense
performer in NCAA history.

It went for % yards and a second
quarter touchdown in Stanford's
63-16 rout of Washington State
Saturday at Spokane, Wash.

"I almost didn't call it,"

Plunkett confided on the flight

back to Stanford.

The situation was second down
and seven to go on Stanford's four-

yard line after Charles McCloud
recovered a Washington State
fumble on the one.

The bench called for Plunkett to

throw long from his end zone to

rabbity Randy Vataha.
The bench spotters were totally

right. Vataha beat defender Chuch
Hawthorne and took in Plunkett's
pass on the 48-yard line and
romped on to score.

Playing less than half the
game,Plunkett accounted for 275
yards to run his three-year career
total to 6,630 yards.

Steve Ramsey of North Texas
State set the former mark last year
at 6,568 yards.

* • * • •

By the Associated Press The Bear
is on the loose again in the South.
The initials are the same... only the
last name is different.

It's not Alabama's P.W. "Bear"
Bryant, you see, but P.W. "Bear"
Underwood, whose Southern
Mississippi team pulled one of the
memorable upsets in recent
college football history Saturday,
despite the Bear's reluctance to
call it that.

"It wasn't any upset." he in-

sisted following the convincing 30-

14 victory over fourth ranked and
previously unbeaten Mississippi.
"We took it to them all the way."

• SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE BOOT SHOP

246 KING ST. (RTE 5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Deoler

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

IM Rosters

INTRAMURAL CHAIRMEN- A
reminder to all intramural athletic
chairmen. P^iketball and bowling
team rosters are due tomorrow in

the intramural office, 215 Boyden.
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Champs In Training Frosh Soccermen Tip WPI, 3-2
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter
The freshman soccer team

hardly let the ball cross midfield.
That's how cominating the Red-
men were in their home opener
last Thursday, sweeping towards
their second straight victory, 3-2,

over Worcester Polytech, which
had only seven shots on goal at

game's end and, though the score
was close, the game was not.

The frosh started quickly with
halfbacks Stanwood, Tyma and
Needleman forcing the play up
front. Shot after shot was handled
by the Worcester goalie until 15:00
of the first period when Nugent
moved in on the left side.

Drawing the goalie out he shot
the pass over to Sibson who banged
it home for number one, his se-

cond of the year. Less than two
minutes later the Redmen failed

to convert an excellent scoring
opportunity as a penalty kick was
barely missed, but scoring chances
were plentiful.

The second quarter saw more of

the same. Early in the period a

Worcester violation was called in

the goal area. Penalty kick time
and Mick Nugent did the honors.

At 3:06 of the second quarter the
ball sailed into the left side of the

Worcester goal and the lead stood

at 2-0.

The halltime statistics showed
just how impressive the Redmen
were, outshooting WPI, 18-2, and,
as Coach David Jekanowski later

commented, "We easily could have
had nine goals in that first half."

The second half continued this

dominance but the Redmen were
still finding it hard to score. Then,
with two minutes gone in the final

period, a Worcester forward, in a
cluster of players, let loose and
watched as the ball carried into the
upper right corner. This
somewhat shocking score sliced

the lead in half.

With 19 and a half minutes left to

play it was only 2-1 and the "wild
finish" that the Worcester coach
talked about, was just beginning.

UMass kept control but couldn't go
the route. Suddenly, on one of its

infrequent drives towards the
UMass goal, Worcester had a
direct kick from 20 yards out. The
Worcester fullback lined the vail

into the upper right corner, nearly

an instant replay of the first WPI
goal; at 12:35 it was 2-2.

Finally, at 18:42, the Redmen
converted. A mid-field rush found
Herman Rodrigo with the ball.

Driving to his right he drew the

goalie out, and passed over to

Sibson, standing all alone for the

score. Sibson, who had never
played forward before coming to

UMass, won the game 3-2 with his

third foal in two games.

THE ROOTS OF ANOTHER
SEASON - Basketball practice

is underway at the Cage where
UMass' New England titliests

work hard to strengthen the
roots from which they hope
will grow a season of victories

and another post -season
tournament invitation. In the

center of the photo is Julius

Erving. Reaching for the ball

with Erving is John Betan-

court. To the right is Chris

Nichols and in the background
to the left is Bob Dempsey.
(MDC photo by Gary Slick-

man)

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL
FIELD TIME TEAMS

POSITION NATIONAL
1 6:30 1 vs. 2

2 6:30 3 vs. 4

3 6:30 5 vs. 6

POSITION NORTH-SOUTH TOWER
4 6:30 1 vs. 2

5 6:30 3 vs 4

6 6:30 5 vs 6

POSITION LOW RISE

1

2

3

7:30

7:30

7:30

i vs. 2

S vs. 4

a vs. 6

POSITION EAST

4

5

6

7:30

7:30

7:30

1 vs. 1

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6

TUG-O-WAR
PITTIME TEAMS

POSITION AMERICA!*

I 7:30 1 vs. 2

2 7:30 3 vs 4

POSITION TROJAN

1

2

3

7:45

7:45

7:45

1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6

1

2

3

8:00

8:00

8:00

SPE vs PSK
PMD vs PLP
LCA vs SAE

POSTION NORTH EAST
1 8:15 1 vs. 2

2 8:15 3 vs. 4

2

8:30

830
Seagrams vs Cougars

Terrors vs. Academics

POSITION NATIONAL
1 8:45 1 vs 2

2 8:45 3 vs 4

Frosh Hockey

FROSH HOCKEY There will be

a meeting for all freshman hockey

candidates today at 4:30 p.m. in

room 227, Boyden Building.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
>By SYDNEY OMAXR<

If juu uuarrel with an Aouurian, ,t

Ilia) »ut In; easy to lurtiir and furiict— at least out fur the \uuariaii. Vi
lives of this Mien have Ionic niruiorie*.
I ht-> also recall a sood turn and place
blab value on friendship, home famuu»
Aquarians include I .ana Turner, Artur
Kubiusteiu and Paul Newman.
AJUES (March 21 - April ID) : Ku-

vlrunmental changes due. Decisions
concerning property should be imple-
mented. Changing iuooJb must be cou-
trolled. Ann should, be to protect se-

curity.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 2u) : Key-

note in added activity. You are boxy.
on-the-go. This can be fine if ><m
avoid acatterlna forces. Look beyond
the lmediate; reject supi-ifni.il \

Cain .shown through written word.
UhiMINi. (May 21 - June »)>: A.-

cent buying and Belling, paying" and
collecting debts, tie aware of detail*.

Stick to routine that proved Mats*. -

ful. If observant, you maku strides la

right direction.

CANCKR (June 21 - July 22): Lu-
nar cycle is favorable; take initiative

Get started. Come out of emotional
aheil. Stress change, travel and v.i

riety. Relations with opposite sex aie
intensified.

l.KO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Spotlight
on how you handle delicate situation.
Tact is a requisite, especially in dial
ing with loved one. Purchase of lux-
ury items is favored.
VUIUO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : You re

ceive pleasant surprise. A past act of

kindness is acknowledged. Your view
of professional associate is trans-

formed — to more favorable light.

Accept compliment graciously.

LlliltA (Sept. 2\\ - Oct. B(): Avoid
jumping to conclusions. Study facts —
form opinions based on knowledge.
Older person plays prominent role. Ex-
perience proves valuable ally. I'roceed
accordingly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 2:i - Nov. 21): High-

er education, travel, general broaden-
ing of horizons — these are indicated
Avoid the petty. Put aside personal
differences for overall benefits.

KAUlTTAJtlUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Don't play games with emotions. An
individual who appears placated
could actually be planning vindictive
i i.inuever be on guard. Legal ques-
tion concerning funds arises.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 1U>:
Rest to finish tasks which insure that
path will be smooth Not wise to at-
tempt breaking new ground. Be re-
ceptive to suggestions. Improve pub-
lic relations.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Special services are accented. One
who works for or with you needs boost
in morale. Social break from routine
is advocated. Wholesome refreshment
could make world of difference.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Acti-
vity connected with children la Indi-
cated. In matters of speculation, take
long-range view. Quick returns are
possible, but overall resulta bring
greater returns. Be patient.
IP TODAY 18 YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have embarked on adventure
which could prove fruitful. Open your-
self to experience and challenge. Uti-

lize Independence, originality. Lend
rather than follow. By November, your
position will be vindicated.

Copyright 1070, Gen. *>a. Corp.

'/HAVE HbU EVER
KNOOJN ANYONE

\^H0UAS HAPPY 7

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Sailor (colloq )

4 Weapons
8 Short sleep

1

1

Wild buffalo

of India

12 Fuel

13 Southwestern
Indian

14 A state (abbr.)

15 Tibetan gazelle

17 Goal

19 Possessive
pronoun

21 Bitter vetch

?3 Two wheeled
carriage

24 College official

26 High card
28 Ursine animal
31 Spider's trap

33 Possesses
35 Attempt
36Behold!
38 Expels from

country

41 Symbol for

tellurium

42 Finish

44 Also

45Stil

47 Antlered

animal

49Skk
51 Row
54 Baker's product

56 Ocean
58 Sign of zodiac
59-Roof of mouth
62 High mountain
64 Artificial

language
65 Time gone by
66 Seines

68 Mine entrance
70 Period of time
71 Landed
72 Confederate

general

4 Three banded
armadillo

5 Note of scale

6 Small rug

7 Antlered animal
8-Lump of precious

metal
9 Devoured

10 Fondle
11 Dry
16 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

18 Bone of body
20-Carpenter's tool

22-Educational
institutions

25 Man's nickname
27 Organ of hearing
29 Skill

30GraiYi
32 Wager
34 Pigpen
36 Conducted
37-Number
39 Hawaiian

rootstock
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II

40 Place 55 Sicilian volcano
43 Move troops in a 57 Man's nickname

certa.nway
59 .Cush,on

46 Sesame ,„ _ , ...
48-inlet 60 Turkish title

50 Smallest number 61 Lamprey

52 Weird 63 Crony (colloq )

53 Underground pari 67 Note of scale

of plant 69 Prefix, down
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UMass' 4th Straight Loss: 14-7To Rhody
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

KINGSTON, R.I. - Following a pattern which has become all too
lamiliar in recent weeks, the UMass offense handed away another
football game Saturday as the Redmen were downed by a small but
spirited Rhode Island squad, 14-7, before 7,812 homecoming fans The
defeat was the fourth in a row for the slumping Redmen while it was the
third consecutive victory for the Rams.
Remainder of art

. under one column on separate tape.
Once again it was UMass' own fullback Dick Heavey were

mistakes which decided the out-

come. Both Ram touchdowns were
the results of Redman fumbles, the
first of which occurred on the
UMass one-yard line. Despite
another fine effort by a thankless
defense, this tilt followed what has
become the usual game pattern for

the Redmen this season.
Mead coach Vic Fusia's attempt

at awakening a sleeping offense by
making some key changes ap-
parently ended in failure. Both
quarterback Len Matuza and

fiaUg (tallrgtan
»1 tm i ——
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replaced in the fourth period by the
same men who they themselves
were replacing. Ken Hughes and
Dick Cummings. It seemed that

Fusia felt his experiment had
proved unsuccessful and he
decided to give his experienced
players another try. But they
couldn't do the job either.

However, perhaps the ex-
periment with Matuza as a starter
did not really get a fair chance.
With a wind gusting up to 40 m.p.h.
it was almost impossible for the
sophomore signal caller to utilize

his passing abilities with any real

effectiveness.

Getting back to the game itself,

the defense was truly outstanding
under what seemed to be almost
constant pressure. The first Ram
touchdown was a give away.
Matuza fumbled on his own one on
a hand off attempt and it took only
one play, a Dick Narcessian dive
over the middle, for URI to jump
into the lead. Warren Houston
made the conversion to make it 7-0

with 8:56 gone in the second
quarter.

Earlier in the quarter, UMass
had also fumbled, this time on its

own 14 when a Matuza-to-Mark
Russell pitch was bobbled. After

A FEELING OF DOING SOMETHING RIGHT - UMass* defensive charge, led by Curt Bristol
(82) and Don Dotson (45) drop Rhode Island's quarterback Kurt Wicks for a loss. Although 0M
Redmen lost their fourth straight game, the defense, on the strength of plays such as this one.
performed admirably.
(MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)

Freshman Harriers Roll
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Saturday was a good day for
freshman cross country followers
as the UMass frosh shoutout the
Eaglets of Boston College. 15-50.

Booters Tied
l 'Mass' undefeated soccer

team was tied on Saturday, 0-

0, by the University of Rhode
Island in a game played
between the two schools, this

one was also held at URI on a
day that saw cold, biting

weather and brief moments of

windblown snowfall effect the

normal flow of play. A
complete story on this match
will be presented in

tomorrow's Collegian.

The first six runners to cross the
finish line were Redmen, led by
Doug O'Connell who was ahead in

the race from start to finish.

The next finishers in order were
Bill Lowry, Joe Frontierro, Jay
Nestor, Mike Beaulieu and Roger
Nasatka. These five runners along
with O'Connell each covered the 3.6

mile UMass freshamn course in

under twenty minutes.

Coach Ken O'Brien pointed out
that running the course under
twenty minutes for anyone person
was a hard task. For six to do it on
one team shows the depth that this

team has.

The frosh entertain the
Springfield freshmen tomorrow in

a race beginning at 4 p.m.

the Rams picked up a dozen on a
quarterback option from Kirt
Wicks to Grant Denniston around
the right side, the UMass defense
made perhaps its finest stand of

this season.

With a first and goal from the
two, Wicks tried a quarterback
sneak for a one-yard gain. Wicks
then attempted the same play
again. No gain. Houston took a
handoff and went over right guard.
No gain.

Facing a fourth and less than one
for a touchdown, the Rams decided
to forego the field goal attempt and
try for six. Realizing that running
against the UMass front four was
almost impossible at this point.

Wicks decided to go to the air. He
faded back to throw and rifled one
to split end Chris Hess in the back
of the end zone. Unfortunately for

URI. he was just out of the end zone
and UMass took over on its own one
foot line.

Following the Ram touchdown,
the UMass offense mounted its

only strong drive of the day. Paced
by a twenty-yard sweep by Art
Corsaletti and a key Matuza-to-Pat
Scavone pass on a fourth-and-four
situation, the Redmen marched 80
yards in thirteen plays with Cor-
saletti running the sweep around
right end for the touchdown.

Gagnon's kick tied the score at 7-7.

UMass had one more golden
opportunity in the half.

On the kickoff ensuing the
Redman score, lineman Bill

DeFlavio, who was immense all

day, recovered the ball on the URI
28. But after four plays, UMass
was still at the 28. With the wind
blowing as it was and with UMass
driving right into the teeth of it, a
field goal attempt from this
distance was not even a possibility

so the Redmen had to give up the
ball once more.
The final score of the afternoon

resulted when, once again, the
Redmen couldn't convert a URI
mistake. Senior Russ Wood
recovered a Wicks fumble at the
URI 28 and it looked as if the Rams
were giving UMass another chance
at it. But the Redmen were ac-
cepting no sympathy on Saturday
and on their second play from
scrimmage, Scavone fumbled the
ball right back to them.
However, Rhody got fed up with

this little game and drove the
length of the field for what proved
to be the winning score. Wicks
picked up the six points on a
quarterback option and Houston
added one more, making the final
score, 14-7.

somehow seems that the

defense deserves a better fate

REDMAN RANTINGS
Although the first half stats gave
the Redmen a slight edge, the
second half figures were all URI.
Despite the fact that UMass is

supposed to be a strong running
team, it was outgained on the
ground by the Rams, 277-126.

Adding insult to injury is the fact

that one man. Narcessian. had
more yardage than the whole
UMass team on the ground, 154
yards...Matuza was five for ten for

54 yards while Hughes was one for
eight for minus two yards...The
leading ground gainers for the
Redmen were Scavone with 46
yards, Corsaletti with 53 yards and
Heavey with 24 yards ...In total

offensive yardage, the Rams
almost doubled the Redmen, 297
yards to 158 yards...Among the
people who played well for UMass
were DeFlavio, Joe Sabulis, John
Farrelly, Corsaletti. Wood and
Steve () Neil...For the second
week in a row, O'Neil turned a fake
punt into a key first down for the
Redmen. One wonders if fum-
bling deep in their own territory is

in the Redman play book as it has
been seen more often than a lot of

the other offensive wrinkles.

r~Z -^ . "gni ena tor tne toucndown. it somehow seems that the

X-Country s Home Opener Spoiled By BC as Redmen Bow 27-29
By EARLE BARROLL rfanimc tK. „n .iM .„„„ „„ ^^ ^ . .',... 'By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Saturday was a might too cold
and windy to be running around
tutside in a pair of shorts by
normal standards but two of the
best running units met in New
England at the Women's Physical
Education Building to brave the
elements and fight it out over the
tough UMass course. At the end
the result was close, but the home
opener for the Redmen was spoiled
by the Boston College Eagles, 27-

The closeness of the final tally

depicts the entire race, as both
teams lived up to their pre-race
billings of having unity amongst
its ranks. For four miles it was
anyones race, and only the effects
of a prolonged cold to a couple of
the runners kept the Redmen from
toppling the Eagles.
Both teams went off in a

blistering start with the leaders,
Ron Wayne and Rich Mahoney and
Joe Zabel of B.C., passing the" mile
in five minutes flat. Behind these
three was a big group of Redmen
and Eagles joustling for position.

At Baker Hill the situation was

the same as the runners began to
make the descent to the plains of
Wope. It was at Wope where the
runners began to make daylight
between each other and from here
on the battle to decide the race was
in full swing.

Wayne and his two B.C. ad-
versaries ran stride for stride
through the three-mile point. Leo
Duart moved into fourth position
followed by a runner from B.C. and
then Larry Paulson.
Tom Jasmin was on Paulson's

heels at this time but began to fade.
He had been suffering the effects

of a virus before the race and it

finally caught up with him. It was
only his courage and extreme
determination that allowed him to
finish the race.

Behind Jasmin were two Eagles
and then Tom Swain, Rick Barry.
Bob Sullivan and Arnie Morse.
At the President's house Wayne

was behind but made on out-
standing stretch drive to capture
the race in 25:30. Mahoney and
Zabel both followed, with Duart
and Paulson nailing down the
fourth and fifth positions.
Two Eagles took the next two

positions, Swain took eighth place
two more Eagles followed and
Jasmin finished the scoring in
eleventh place.

It was by the difference of the
sixth man on Boston College
finishing in front of the UMass fifth
man that the Eagles gained their
margin of triumph. With a race
this close it leaves one thinking as
to which one is the clearcut
superior team. Both teams get
another shot at each other in the
New Englands at the end of
November and, at that time, a
clear judgement will be able to be
made.

Coach Ken O'Brien was happy
with the times of his runners. The
improvement in the overall team
performance that he was looking
for was there but a loss is a loss and
it will hurt until UMass meets the
Eagles again and tries to turn the
decision around.
Looking back over the individual

performances, for Wayne this was
his fifth victory in a row in as many
races, for Duart his fifth straight
top notch performance and for

Paulson his third fine race in a row
since he regained his mid-season
racing form a couple weeks ago.
Swain performed in his usual

consistent manner, but felt at the
end that he could have done a
better job. It's an attitude of this

sort that makes for a winner
Jasmin was noticably drained at

the end of the race and will need a
while to recover. He's the type of

competitor though that will be
back soon.

And then there were the runners
who didn't figure in the scoring but
also ran well Noticable among
this group were Barry, Morse and
Sullivan. These three finished
within two seconds of each other
for the entire five mile jaunt.

TAKING 1111 PITCH - Rhode Island quarterback Kurt Wicks (11) awaits the pitchout of a

l.illeii Grant Denniston ( IS) as UMass' John O'Neil ( 18) pursues the action. The Redmen bowed in

this tilt, their fourth loss in succession (MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)

^^ -~. v..*, .mill iivc nine jauiil.

Rugby Match Cancelled
The UMass-Tufts University Rugby match scheduled for Saturday got

cancelled at the last moment, forcing UMass to pick up a quick game
with Holy Cross Against HC, the previously undefeated Redman A team
bowed, 8-3, while the B team whipped its counterparts, 18-6. There will be
more details on these two matches in tomorrow's Collegian.
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JUSTICE DEPARTMENT REPS REPLY

TO STUDENTS AT MT. HOLYOKE
see page three

* Peter Camejo

Lashes Out

see page three

\ssistant Attorney General William D. Ruckelshauss considers a question during last night's

"dialogue" between students and U.S. Justice Department representatives at .\lt. Holyoke
College. Despite rumors of possible disruptions, the meeting proceeded smoothly . < MDC photo by
Rich Mclntyre)

Field Subs For Tippo
see page two

Students on their way to IVIonday-morning classes in Bartlett found

Mttuo doors chained shut, while at others. University Policemen
checked out bookbags and briefcases, in the wake of a telephoned

bomb threat. But according to the Amherst Fire Department, all

exit doors should be left unlocked unless the building has been

evacuated. For details, see page 2. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Residence Heads

Plan Action On Security
see page two
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University Growth Again Focal Point
By WALTER SOBZAK

Staff Reporter

At Chancellor Tippo's weekly

coffee hour yesterday, the only

thing lacking was Chancellor
Tippo. Called away at the last

moment, he was replaced by Dean
of Students William Field and
Assistant to the Chancellor
Richard Story.

The dialogue was not lacking,

however. A great number of topics

were touched upon by the small

group present, and a few important

subjects were discussed at length.

The problem of growth and
overcrowding at the University

was thrown around and the result

was, if not a victorious circle at

least an unfriendly ellipse, with the

Administration at one focus, and
the students at the other. No new
dorms are in the planning after the

new ones are completed next year,

but the University will continue to

take in additional students.

The fact that so many students

excercised the pass-fail option

during the strike last spring adds

to this problem. Many students

who wouldn't ordinarily be

returning came back to school this

fall. Out of 76,000 grades given last

semester, there was only one D.

Fears that the new Library will

never be filled sufficiently were

put aside by Dean Field when he

noted that allocations for new
books this year increased from

last year's $200,000 to $2 million.

The number of departmental

libraries will be reduced, Field

said, whe.i the new graduate

research center is completed. At

that time certain smaller libraries,

such as chemistry, engineering

and math will be incorporated into

a larger more complete unit

Concerning the rash of bomb
scares, he said, "You can expect

more harassment from people who
don't want to do anything positive.

These threats cannot be taken

casually, however."

Several other issues were
brought up, including community
colleges, the graduate school,

traffic lights and summer school.

When asked why the

Massachusetts Gazette is no longer

prospering, Field replied, "No one

could justify spending any more
money on it, because the only

people who read it were those

whose speeches were in it. It was a

well deserved death."

Bartlett Bomb Threat Proves Hoax
By JAMES GOLD

Thursday Issue Editor
University Police were stationed at all entrances to Bartlett Hall yesterday in the wake of a

telephoned threat made Sunday noon which said that a bomb would go off within 24 hours

The officers stopped all entering students and checked brief cases, shopping bags, knapsacks and

anything that might carry a bomb. All the entrances were well secured. Several teachers can-

celled classes in the building.

According to Col. John C. Marchant, Campus Director of Safety, the building was thoroughly

searched Sunday but nothing was found. Therefore, if a bomb were to be planted it would have to

be brought in Monday, he said.

Col. Marchant said that even though there have been many bomb threats this year, "We still

don't take any of them lightly." He explained that this one, though, was probably a hoax, as are

most threats which give more than 12 hours notice. But the security office didn't want to take any

chances after what happened at Harvard, he said.

Since the timing device in most bombs is a clock with only a twelve hour face, Col. Marchant

explained, it would take a very sophisticated bomb to explode more than 11-12 hours after being

planted.

The circumstances were different than in the other threats," Col. Marchant said about the

cause of the bomb threat. There was no "rhyme or reason" to the threats on the dining commons
and dormitories. However, several professors were known to have scheduled exams for

yesterday.

The administration and the Campus Police are trying to keep classes running for the students,

Col. Marchant said. Therefore, they would appreciate hearing any rumors students might have
heard. "We also try to squelch rumors that are false," he said. "People are often alarmed by
unfounded facts."

Crabtree Begins New Living Experiment

By LINDA A. BALICKI
Staff Reporter

Students often gain more
knowledge from mixing with each
other than they do from a regular

three credit course. It is this

philosophy that has prompted the

residents of Crabtree House to

establish a Living and Learning

Center.

Staffed by a group of the

residents under the direction of

Don Cuniffe, a graduate student in

the School of Education and Head
of Residence, the center seeks to

provide a place where students

may gather and learn from each

other through the means of or

dinary conversation.

It is an aim of the center tha

through such interaction students

will learn more not only about each

other but also about themselves as

well

In addition to the opportunity for

informal gatherings, the Center,

with the cooperation of the School

of Education, also sponsors a

series of informal seminars
through which students may gain

valuable personal experiences and
in sight into a variety of topics

which are of interest to college

students. Future seminars, each of

which carries with it a module of

credit will deal with such topics as

witchcraft, white teaching in

Negro schools and draft coun-

seling.

Certain programs, such as one
conducted last night concerning

student internship, seek to provide

Education majors with the in-

formation and counseling which
they may need to continue their

preparation for certification. Last

night's gathering which was at-

tended by some fifty students,

featured small group gatherings in

which prospective student interns

NOTES FOR THE MID—TERM
SOCIOLOGY 101

Student Union Lobby

Tuesday & Wednesday 10:00 to 4 : 00

Sponsored by Flying Redmen

sought to gain information con-

cerning the various aspects of and
opportunities which might be
gained from the student internship

experience.

Led by Cuniffe, Beldon Bly, and
Ginny Smith, graduate education

students, groups explored such
questions as the possibility of

completing the internship

requirement outside of

Massachusetts, problems en-

countered in the first teaching

experience and placement
problems.

Cuniffe also explained that the

center will conduct a series of

group experiences in the future

through which students will be
able to gain intensive insight into

themselves, other people and the

world around them.

Conducted as an activity of the

School of Education Un-
dergraduate Affairs Office, the

Center is located in the basement
of Crabtree and is open to any
interested student who desires to

make use of these resources as

they exist for their benefit.

FIELDING A QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR, Dean William

Field took the Chancellor's place yesterday at the noon coffee hour.

I niversity growth was again cae of the main topics of discussion.

(MDC photo by David Bernstein)

Dorm Security Problems

Worry Residence Heads

ByANNESTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

A group of approximately 40

heads of residences met last night

at Worcester Commons to express

concern for campus security, the

safety of the students, and the

many damages and thefts in

UMass dormitories.

The Northeast area dormitory
heads initiated the meeting
because of a recent rash of attacks

in that area and elsewhere on
campus.
Marion Cummings, head of

residence in Mary Lyons, opened
the meeting with comments about
students who had been bound,
gagged and held at gunpoint in

their dormitories.

A coed testified to her experience
with attackers this past weekend
as she and four companions were
assaulted outside her dorm, which
they could not enter because there
were no attendents to unlock the
dorm.
Dr. Randolph Bromery,

assistant to the Chancellor, said
there are not enough personnel and
security measures because of lack
of funds.

Security guards are paid out of

state funds, said Bromery and
several have been added to the
night staff.

But receptionists and other
people needed to aid security are
paid from dorm trust funds, he
said, and through work-study.
Work-study funds were cut this

year, so this accounts for some of

the empty desks, he added.
Volunteers have attended the

dorm of some dorms lately, but the
residence heads feel it is not
students' responsibility to
maintain security for their dorms.

It was argued by Dr. Bromery
that students have brought the

SPECTRUM OPEN HOUSE
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present security situation upon
themselves because they failed to

realize the implications when they

voted in 24-hour open house. Each
dorm was supposed to draw up its

own security measures, he said.

Failure to do so he added has in

effect encouraged the vandalism
and attacks that have marked the

days and nights of this semester.

Negotiations concerning the

student rent increase also hurt the

security measures said Bromery
because student representatives

did not observe, or were not

notified, that the lesser increase

meant less money for security.

The question facing the group
was what can be done now to

amend the situation.

Jack Richardson, from Nor-

theast area, said that the group
must search for a means to put

pressure on Chancellor Tippo so

that he would work to procure

funds. Presently he feels Tippo is

unaware of the urgent need for

security.

The two real security needs said

James Fitzgerald who heads
housing security, are manned
desks and a conscientious program
of apprehension.

Money is needed for the first

problem, said Dr. Bromery, but

student in/oJvement is a must to

stop the growing thefts and in-

timidatior ; in the dorms. A
student n.u*>t act when he sees

damage being done.

Tom Sheehan, head of residence

in John Adams Upper, disagreed.

He said it was a mistaken idea that

students are apathetic to the fact

that people walk out with stolen

articles right before students'
eyes.

Sheehan said that "Big Guys"
are needed to scare away in-

truders. As an ex-Marine he says

he knows from experience that

threat of force will help the present

situation. He submitted a proposal
to that effect, and a similar one is

being composed by a Southwest
students association.

Other suggestions included the

discarding of 24-hour open house,

citizen's arrest, and card-lock

system, all of which were thought
not to be effective.

Upon conclusion of the meeting
the group had decided to choose
two heads of residence from each
area to confront Tippo with the

security problems they face

personally each day.

Rumored Disruption Fizzles

Calm Prevails At Chapin Hall
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor

Representatives of the U.S.
Justice Department answered
questions for over 1/2 hour at Mt.
Holyoke College's crowded Chapin
Hall last night, during the first of a

scheduled 53 "dialogues" with
students planned by Atty. General
John Mitchell to explain to

students the Justice Department's
"programs and policies" and to

"listen to the students."

Asst. Attorney General William
D. Ruckelshaus, head of the Civil

Rights Division, accompanied by
Mary Lawton of the Department of

Legal Counsel, fielded questions

concerning the Justice Depart-

ment from the audience from the

five college area during the

meeting, which was surprisingly

free of disruption.

Chapin Hall at Mt. Holyoke was
kept closed until just before the

program was to begin. Guards,
uniformed and plainclothes were
scattered around the building,

possibly in anticipation of rumored
disruptions.

Ruckelshaus, after being in-

troduced by the bald-headed
president of Mt. Holyoke, David
Truman, invited questions The
following major topics were
touched upon:

-Black Panther Party - "We are

not involved in a conspiracy
against the Black Panther Party."

Ruckelshaus was adamant in this

statement amid scattered shouts

indicating other points of view.

-—"No knock" - "The purpose is to

protect the life of the individual

police officer...and to prevent
destruction of evidence, par-

ticularly during a narcotics raid.

He pointed out that "thirty states"

already had "no-knock" laws. He
did admit the danger of abuse by

individuals of this law, but held

that the bill did not violate the

constitution.

-Preventive detention
Ruckelshaus explained that

"preventive detention" of an
"accused" suspect is determined
by a hearing of the evidence before

a judge and that if the person is

"reasonably" considered a

"danger to the community" the

Judge can detain him for 60 days
and no more without trial. The
Asst. Attorney General stated that

this was needed because of the

changes brought about by the 1966

Bail act, which limits the amount
of bail which can be placed upon
individuals. He argued that in past

cases where the Judge felt that a

suspect was dangerous to the

community, the judge would set

high bail.

-Civil Rights - Responding to

charges from students of a laxity

on the part of the Justice Depart-
ment jn enforcing Civil Rights
laws, especially those concerning
integrated school systems,
Ruckelshaus replied that the
Justice Department was enforcing

•all the laws" it is supposed to.

The department's policy is: : "You
can't have a dual school system;
white and black... the system must
be unitary with a degree of in-

tegration as is feasible... virtually

pi jportionate." He told the
audience that the Justice
Department's recent attempts to

modify the Voting Right's Act of

1965 and nullify the "Trigger
Clause", which provides for

automatic review of state laws
passed concerning voter rights,

were aimed at freeing '•civil rights

lawyers for work on the
desegregation" of the south.

-Immunity - The purpose of the

recently passed bill which
provided for immunity from
Federal and State prosecution of

those willing to testify as a witness
in Federal prosecutions.
Ruckelshaus said that this

provision merely coordinated
many other state and federal

"immunity clauses."

Ruchelshaus told the students
that recent addition of 1,000 F.B.I,

agents was primarily directed at

organized crime (750 agents) and
plane hijacking (150) with the rest

being spread throughout the
Bureau's many activities. He
stated that provisions for in-

vestigation of bombings and arson
was limited to attacks upon
federally owned or funded

buildings.

"

When questioned as to whether
the President of the U.S. had the
power to take actions similar to

those recently taken by Canadian
Premier Trudeau, Ruckelshaus
replied that there was no such
provision but that the President
could send Federal troops when a
state Governor can prove that
there is an "armed insurrection."
Some members of the audience
seemed very concerned about the
possibility of President Nixon
declaring martial law.

When asked about his stand on
the Kent State reports from the
Scranton Commission and the Ohio
Grand Jury. Ruckelshaus noted
the "conflict"' between the two and
reserved comment for when the
Ohio Grand Jury decision comes
before the Justice Department for

review.

One student rose during the
evening and told Ruckelshaus that
"I'd like to tell John Mitchell ...that

everybody is turning on." The tall,

sunglass-wearing young man's
statement prompted a discussion
about the President's Commission
named to study the effects of

marijuana. He remarked that if

marijuana is found to be safe, the
Secretary of H.E.W. was em-
powered to take the weed off the
"dangerous narcotics" list.

Preceding the program was a
brief "mock trial" of the Justice
department by an unidentified

group of local students. The
audience was mostly unresponsive
to all of the somewhat abusive
rhetoric aired last night.

Showing some humor,
Ruckelshaus answered a question
about the number of women on his

staff by declining to give statistics

and cheerfully, eyebrows hitching
above the heavy black framed
safety lense glasses, informing the
largely female Mt Holyoke
audience that "In my division, if a
woman comes to us, we look at her
more closely than anyone else."

The remark did not impress a
ntnnl>er of the females present

Camejo Attacks Spauldingand Kennedy

By KERRY KELLEY
Staff Reporter

People are voting for different

"masters" in an election that is

taking place only to give the im-

pression of decision-making,

declared Peter Camejo, the

Socialist Workers Party senatorial

candidate, in a speech last night at

the CAMPUS Center

Sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program and the Young
Socialist Alliance, Mr. Camejo
criticized the present society and

sharply attacked his opponents. Si

Spaulding and Ted Kennedy before

a crowd of about 100 people.

Mr Camejo said that the

government is responsible for the

continuation of inflation today

when he raised the question:

•Why, if this society can produce

more, is it that the average man
can afford less'?' He proposed that

the Socialists would put a halt to

inflation and rising prices by

taking control of inflationary

commerces.
The system as it stands now. he

stated, puts private property first

and the welfare of the people

ond. The reason behind the

price rise, he said, was to make it

possible to add to the support of the

war in Vietnam
There are, Mr. Camejo

estimated. 30.090 people with

control of all the money. They are

the "ruling class" he said, and they

are "running the whole thing."

The Socialist's candidate also

had a few words to say about his

Republican and Democratic op-

ponents in the senatorial race.

In reference to his debate with Si

Spaulding last night at Boston

University. Mr. Camejo said that

Mr. Spaulding is "willing to do

anything" to get votes, and that he

really "felt sorry for the guy."

Mr Camejo described his

Republican foe as being to the left

of Kennedy. Camejo has offered to

join with him in a debate with

Kennedy.
Camejo was especially critical of

Kennedy and warned that the

voters "have to understand who

Kennedy really is." Kennedy

doesn't have to work. Camejo said,

"he rules." He said that Kennedy

"puts in a hard ruling day" and is

in actuality "an owner of this

empire."

Camejo also accused Kennedy of

voting for every war bill, including

the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution.

Camejo said that every senator

knew it was a lie because "nobody
could be that stupid!" Kennedy is

only regarded as the number one
peace candidate in this country,

said Camejo, because when he

( Kennedy ) says he's for peace it's

front page news.

Kennedy has, according to

Camejo, admitted that he will

continue to vote for war ap-

propriations. Camejo also said

that "Kennedy is only for getting

out of the war because he thinks

it's in the best interests of the

ruling class."

The Socialist called Kennedy.
Spaulding and others "hypocrites"

for refusing to vote positively on
certain issues - such as the

legalization of marijuana -- that

would lose them votes. He also

added that Kennedy was originally

against the Women's Rights Bill,

but has had to change because it

was hurting him.

Elections are decided by the

mass media, and money decides

that' commented Camejo.
Camejo himself made news

recently when arrested at Nor-

theastern University for

tresspassing But this incident,

according to Camejo, was not even

covered fairly in the news media.
Not once, he said, was his party or

platform mentioned.

The mass media concentrate

only on the Republican and
Democratic parties, Camejo said.

He also added that now he is get-

ting more attention, but that it is

still inadequate and insufficient

The coverage of his debate with

Spaulding he cited as an example
of this unfair coverage. Camejo
said that Si Spaulding was given

four columns by the Boston Globe,

but that there was "not one sen-

tence of what I said."

Elections are in this sense
manipulated and bought off ac-

cording to Camejo. "The mass
media is one of big business," he

said, and that election coverage
and campaign in it is a "circus".

In commenting on the recent

bombings. Camejo said that he is

against them because they are

helping Nixon. Camejo said that

he is waiting for Nixon to be

executed as "the biggest bomber in

the world."

Bombers' work against them-
selves, in Camejo's opinion,

because their actions result in an
increase in the police forces until

they become like "gigantic ar-

mies". Camejo also criticized that

the answer to every crime is more
police in America today.

In order for anything to be done
about the present situation,

Camejo said, everyone will have to

get together. The Socialist party is

set up to get people participating

and to wake them up
People will start moving, he

predicted, because this system has

its ups and downs that tend to

radicalize people. A society should

l>e controlled by its people. Camejo
said He also added that "we have
to start producing for humans and
human needs we need
democracy (or the first time in the

history ol man"
Camejo also predicted that the

socialist candidates "will start

getting elected soon ' But in Ins

opinion, il be did get elected that

the state would call off the elec-

tions

The Socialists, he explained, are

using the campaign to organize

and build a mass movement on. to

force and bring out the issues

The Socialist Workers Party.

Camejo went on to say. is "for the

total egalitarianism of material

goods". This will, he explained,

enable the full human being to

develop. He won't, he added, have
to worry about material needs any
more
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TONIGHT
all co-eds are cordially invited

to Sigma Alpha Mu at 7:30

to discuss the co-ed fraternity.

Help us make it work.

I'.iil. Nun*. I n-ril 4'ii-nrilil>iit<ir

INTERESTED IN STARTING A UMASS

BRIDGE CLUB ?
Come to the open meeting. Wednesday

OCT. 21st. Room 815 Campus Center at 7:00 P.M.

Sponsored by Campus Center Program Count i

I
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18 Year Old Vote Law Attacked
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Canada 's Manhunt Continues
WASHINGTON(AP)-The 1970

federal law giving the vote to 18

year olds as attacked in the

Supreme Court Monday as
frivolous legislation that "does
violence to the Constitution."

Speaking for the state of Texas,
Prof. Charles Alan Wright said
"This legislation flies in the face of

the Constitution" and would have
been rejected out of hand by the

court "were there not respect for

the body across the street
Congress."

Wright, a University of Texas
constitutional authority, said the

issue is not whether 18 year olds

are mature enough to vote. They
are certain to get the vote some

time, he said.

Rather, said Wright, the question
is "whether the historic concept of

this country, a federal union with
sharing powers, is a failure."

Oregon joined Texas in arguing
Congress exceeded its authority
when it lowered the minimum
voting age to 18 across the country.

Oregon Atty. Gen. Lee Johnson
contended that a 21 year old

minimum which had been in force

in 46 states, was not irrational or
discriminatory ' and hence not a
violation of constitutional rights

that the 14th Amendment gives
Congress the power to correct.

U.S. Solicitor General Erwin N.
Griswold defended the new law at

the all day hearing, though he
relayed the reservations of

President Nixon and other ad-

ministration officials about the 18

year old provision.

The provision applies to all

elections and primaries held on or

after next Jan. 1, unless the court

declares it invalid.

In signing the law last June
Nixon said he felt Congress had no
power to lower the voting age and
that a constitutional amendment
would be required. Still, Griswold
said, "we have endeavored to

support the statute as vigorously
as we are able."

Supreme Court To Rule on Gun Law
WASHINGTON(AP)- The

Supreme Court agreed Monday to

rule on the 1968 gun control law and

on state laws that make it a crime

to cast contempt upon the

American flag.

The 1968 law requires

manufacturers and transferors of

certain kinds of firearms to

register with the federal govern-

ment. The court will hear an ap-

peal by the Justice Department
fron the decision by U.S. District

Judge Warren G. Ferguson of Los

Angeles that key sections are in-

valid.

At the same time, the court

granted a hearing to a New York

art dealer who was convicted in

1967 of violating that state's law
against flag desecration. The
dealer, Stephen Radich, contends
the law conflicts with the First

Amendment's free speech
guarantees.

The gun control law amended
provisions of an earlier fire arms
registration act found by the court

in 1968 to be unconstitutional. It

was tested when the government
indicted Donald Freed of Los
Angeles and Shirley Jean
Sutherland of Beverly Hills, Calif.,

on charges of conspiring to possess
unregistered hand grenades.
Dismissing the indictment last

March, Judge Ferguson said
registration would have required
them to furnish information to the

federal government that would
have been incriminating under
California laws.

In the flag case, Radich, owner
of a Madison Avenue art gallery,

was prosecuted for exhibiting
seven constructions by Marc
Morrel, an artist and protester of

the Vietnam war who used the flag

in his sculpture. The one found
most objectionable by New York
state courts displayed the flag as a
male sex organ.

Beware the Body
Shirt Snatcher!

You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen Body Shirt.

Don't lose your shirt to a light-fingered lovely!

Cause the perfect fitting body shirt from Van

Heusen is meant for YOU, man! It's the trimmer

look for the 70s, sparked by bolder stripes and

solids, new long point collar and 2-button cuffs.
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a Doi of Vai> Hfusen Body Shins tc each
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ceate »ouf o*n slogans to' ouf Body Shirt

ad Send entries to College Contest VAN
HEUSEN 417 Fifth Avenue Ne* Yck Ne«
*0'k 10016 Contest void where prohibited
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Body Shirt
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EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills course
We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Weslev Methodist Church, 365 N. Pleasant St.

7:00 P.M

Tuesday, October 20th

Wednesday, October 21st

Thursday, October 22nd

For further information call Dave Cichon 586094b

MONTREAL!AP ) -Canadian

security forces sealed off escape

routes in Quebec Province Monday
and mounted one of the nation's

biggest manhunts for the terrorists

slayers of Pierre Laporte.

Search went on also for James R.

Cross, despite a letter in his

handwriting that said he would be

killed if police closed in on the

terrorists who kidnaped him 15

days ago.

Montreal, Canada's largest city,

appeared on war footing, with

military and police helicopters

clattering overhead and troops in

the streets.

In Ottawa, the federal

Parliament fell overwhelmingly
behind Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau in approving the

wartime security measures he

imposed against the terrorists,

members of the Quebec Liberation

Front-the FLQ.
Trudeau once again vowed

FLQ will not succeed and
House of Commons greeted
words with echoing applause,

said the front, which seeks
Quebecs independence by means
of violent revolution, has "no
mandate but terror, no policies but

violence and no solutions but

murder."
Acting under the wartime

measures ordered Friday, army
troops, and provincial and Royal
Canadian Mounted Police fanned
out across Quebec hunting two
men named in warrants as wanted
in connection with the kidnaping of

Cross, British trade commissioner.

the

the

his

He

and Laporte.

Security checks were stepped up
at the U.S. border, especially at
New York, Vermont and New
Hampshire points.

Roadblocks and checkpoints
were set up on every main artery
and even secondary roads leading
out of Montreal. Quebec's borders
with other provinces also were
checked and close surveillance
was in force at large and small
airports.

Throughout Montreal, a city of
1.2 million people, police and
troops stopped cars at random for

identification checks.
Army patrols were increased in

the city.

Police said they may have found
the hideout where Laporte was
kept. It was a frame bungalow in

the suburb of St. Hubert, a half

mile from where Laporte's body, a
bullet hole in the head, was left in

the trunk of a car by the terrorists

Saturday night. The body was
discovered early Sunday.

Detective Sgt. Albert Lisacek
said there was blood on the floor of

the bungalow and signs of violence.

The floor was littered with chicken
bones, he added.
Lisacek said police believe the

house was used by one of two men
named in the warrants issued late

Sunday night. He was identified as
Paul Rose, 27, a schoolteacher and
a French Canadian The other
man was identified as Marc
Carbonneau, 37, a taxi driver.

Cross was kidnaped in a cab.

Fine Arts Council 1970/71 Series

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIV. OF MASS.

Tuesday Wednesday, October 20-21

NATHAN MILSTEIN
"The Master Violinist" N.Y. Times

Two entirely different programs each evening
at 8:00 p.m. including Sonatas by Brahms,
Handel, Vivaldi and Bach.

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 to $3.00

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Tel. 545 0202. Save up to 40', by ordering Sea
son Tickets — five events!

Stein Erickson
Olympic Gold Medalist
Head of Ski School SNOW-MASS

at Aspen
will be appearing at E. Longmeadow High School

Auditorium at 8 P.M., Oct. 21.

DOOR PRIZE
2 Pair of Northland Skis

Value $150 pr
Get your FREE tickets at Timberline Ski Shop, Hadky,
Western V.lloge Ski Shap, Northampton and Ski Inn,
Three Rivers.

Erickson will be at: Timberline Ski Shop
Wednesday, Oct 21 from 4-5 p.m.
and at Western Village Ski Shop

Wednesday, Oct. 21 from 2:45 to 3:45

Six State Tour Takes
Nixon To Kent State

U.S. Facing Fuel Shortage

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The
campaigning President Nixon,
decrying violence, said Monday,
"It's time to draw the line and say

we're not going to put up with

this."

He strayed from his announced
path almost at the start of a two

day six state campaign swing with

a side trip to Ohio State University,

scene of frequent campus violence

last spring. There he spent 25

minutes among 1,000 or more
students shaking hands and ex-

changing remarks.
Nixon, in a speech at the

downtown Statehouse, dwelled on

domestic violence and student

disorders.

His trip to the Ohio State cam-
pus, where National Guardsmen
did two tours of duty before it was
closed in the face of violence last

May, was unannounced but

students quickly flocked around

him.

One young man wearing a white

T shirt faced Nixon and said, "You
can take my draft card." He added

he did not want to die in Vietnam.

"I'm winding down the war,

boy," Nixon replied. He recited his

record on troop withdrawals and

told the youth, "You watch us,

boy."

Another young man asked Nixon,

"Will you shake the hand of a

hippie." The President apparently

did not hear him and the youth

added, "We don't care about Ohio

state football, just stop the war."

Ohio State football coach Woody
Hayes had appeared earlier on the

downtown speakers platform with

Nixon and local Republican can-

didates.

A loud cheer drowned out an

obscene chant as Nixon climbed to

the trunk of his car. waved and

reached down to shake hands with

students.

They were glad that I came,"

he later told newsmen. "They

wanted to talk and were willing to

listen.

"1 think that they are turned off

this year for violence.... I am very

proud of them.
"It renewed my faith in young

America. It recharged it. We need

change but peaceful change. I

think that is what the majority of

Ohio State students believe."

The President, continuing a

stepped up schedule in behalf of

Republican candidates, spoke up in

his Statehouse speech for Rep.

Robert Taft Jr., Republican
candidate for the Senate, and for

gubernatorial candidate Roger
Cloud.

Most of the crowd cheered and
applauded but one dissending
group standing to the side chanted

:

"One, two, three, four. We don't

want war your war."

The president took note when he

told the gathering he knows the

public is concerned when there are

shouted obscenities "such as this

crowd over here is doing."

"It is time for the great silent

majority of America to stand up
and be counted.'

"In any society that provides a

means of peaceful change, there is

no cause that justifies resort to

violence and lawlessness."

Gesturing toward his hecklers,

Nixon said:

"They are not the youth of

America today and they will not be

the majority of the youth of

America tomorrow.
After Nixon finished talking,

outgoing Republican Gov. James
A. Rhodes took the microphone to

decry the fact a number of youths

found perches in "defenseless
trees" on the Capitol grounds.

Declaring that students in the

past had picketed the Capitol in

behalf of environmental causes,

Rhodes shouted:

"If you self styled Tarzans will

climb down gently we would ap-

preciate it." Some near the plat-

form climbed down immediately.

Nixon's two day swing also will

bring him into North Dakota,

Missouri, Tennessee, North
Carolina and Indiana.

Crowds along the eight mile

Dresidential motorcade route from
Port Columbus Airport to the state

Capitol, were thin in spots

Cheering spectators gathered in

clumps along the unpublicized

route. Downtown streets were
more heavily lined with cheering

spectators.

In a formal arrival statement,

Nixon said, "The nation needs

another Bob Taft from Ohio in the

Senate."

Nixon's major purpose in

visiting Ohio was to boost Taft,

who's in a tight race with

Cleveland Democrat Howard M.
Metzenbaum for the seat being

vacated by retiring Democrat Sen.

Stephen M. Young.
At the airport, Nixon told

newsmen he had never en-

countered so many undecided
voters so late in a major campaign
not just in Ohio but across the

nation.

He also remarked that he
couldn't recall a campaign in

which so many contests were so

closely contested.

"They're real tight so let's

move," he said.

The chief executive will be in the

Baltimore area Saturday, and
after spending Sunday and Monday
in the White House, will embark
Tuesday on a tour that probably

will keep him away from
Washington until after election

day. He is expected to vote from
his home of San Clemente, Calif.

Press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said he will announce later

the states to be visited next

Tuesday.

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) -

America is facing a drastic

shortage of fuel, the general
manager of National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association

said today.

"There's plenty of coal in tne

ground, but mining just hasn't kept

up," said Robert D. Partridge.

"The fuel producing industries are

demanding higher returns on in-

vestments, but sky rocketing

prices of fuel are not bringing forth

supplies to meet demand."
Partridge told about 600

representatives from the rural

electric industry America's supply

reserves are diminishing, and
demand is expected to jump four

fold in the next 20 years.

He warned of a 'gigantic

monopoly' in the power industry

which he said will carry over into

the field of nuclear power.

If nuclear power does become a

major part of the nation's power
industry, small units like the rural

electric cooperatives will be ex-

cluded unless members are willing

to fight for control of construction

and regulation of nuclear facilities,

he said.

"We must stand up for rural

electric principles of area

coverage, low cost electricity and
cooperative form of organization,"

he said.

Partridge also said, "I think that

rural electric people must speak

out now" on issues of power sup-

ply, generation and pollution.

Wesleyan Chooses New Prexy

MIDDLETOWN, Conn. (AP) -

Colin G. Campbell was named
president of Wesleyan University

Monday night in an announcement
by the chairman of the Board of

Trustees, Philip B. Brown
following a special Board meeting.

At :i4 Campbell is the youngest

president in the school's 139 year

history.

Campbell, who served as

executive vice president at

Wesleyan. succeeds Edwin D.

Etherington who resigned last

February to seek the Republican

nomination for U.S. Senator from
Connecticut.

The nomination went to U.S.

Rep. Lowell P. Weicker Jr.. D-
Conn.

The decision followed an eight

month search by a special com-
mittee of trustees, faculty mem-
bers and students which in-

terviewed some 450 candidates, the

board said.

In announcing the appointment,
Brown said "after careful con-

sideration we are convinced
Colin Campbell is uniquely
qualified to lead Weslevan into the

70s"
in his three years on the

campus, Brown said, "he has the

respect of students, faculty and
staff by his thorough un-
derstanding of the institution and
his demonstrated administrative
talents He will provide the im
mediate, responsible leadership
that Wesleyan requires during the

critical years ahead," Brown said

The new president said after his

appointment: "I am optimistic

about our capacity to state our

goals and priorities and, most
importantly, to deliver on
promises and promising ideas."

STUDENT NEEDED TO SERVE ON THE

UNIVERSITY DISCIPLINE BOARD

Composed of four undergraduate students and four members of the Faculty, the University

Discipline Board is the highest appellate judicial body of the University. EVERY case of un-

dergraduate disciplinary action involving a penalty of suspension or dismissal shall be heard by

the Board before becoming effective as a disciplinary action.

This Board was established in the By-Laws of the Faculty Senate and approved by the Faculty

and Student Senates in the Spring of 1966.

Applications available in the Student Senate Office or call Bob at 546-8904. Must apply by October 23rd.
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on the cover of a recent issue of

Atlantic, there was a photograph of

a pair of legs. They were women's
legs and they were attractive; the

picture is now tacked to my wall.

There was an inscription just about
where her legs end and her skirt

begins: "What does woman
want?'' they quoted Freud, "Dear
God, what does she want?" I sit

here at my desk and look at it,

contemplate the legs and often ask
myself the same question.

The answer which the author of

the article proposed was simple
and it didn't lie too far from the
question: a more satisying sex
life. While it is true, and no man,
least of all this one, is going to

begrudge her that, 1 think that

modern woman is aiming at

something even more basic than

that: a complete revision of the

roles of man and woman.
The late John Steinbeck - whom I

think you'll agree stands for

something traditional in this

country, something from the world

which bore our parents and
grandparents - wrote a small novel

about a man, a woman, their son,

and their chance to rise above their

primitive existence, THE PEARL.
The hero, a pearl-fisherman, finds

the pearl-of-pearls, large enough to

buy an education for his son. His

wife urges him to either sell it to

tnose who would cheat him or

*3

Mark Silverman

An Overdue Yes Good NiSht>
David

S21. a Student Senate bill authorizing senate officers to be paid a

monthly compensation, should be strongly approved tomorrow evening

by the Senate. It is a measure that is both much-needed to maintain one of

the most well-established student governments in the east, and, also.

became it is simply much overdue.

Arguments against the bill are easy to imagine but are simply missing
the purpose of the bill. Opponents will say variously, that the senate will

become a financial transaction, that the student activities fee will rise,

that earning money will be the sole reason for working in the senate.
Anyone involved in a student activity knows the work that goes into

being a student senate officer. Being a senate officer is a full time job. It

is a job that is not always understood by many students nor is it always
visible. Yet, it is infinitely necessary.
Senate officers being paid will not compromise senate values, will not

prostitute the integrity of the senate, will not make the senate a financial
transaction. For, anyone willing to spend upwards of 50 or 60 hours a
week serving as a senate officer, must be concerned with the campus and
means of improving it. rather than being paid 50 cents an hour
And the payment will not effect the student activities tax in any ap-

preciable manner.
What it boils down to is: Do the students want a fulltime student

government serving them or one that must do the jobs halfway because
officers can't afford to spend the necessary hours.

S21 would help insure that responsible and hard working leadership will

continue to guide the senate and reward somewhat, jobs that have little

reward We urge its swift passage.

TM€ ^AC6 AMD \X>*€
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Marijuana Stereotype
BRUSSELS, Oct. 10- \ profile of

the average marijuana smuggler,
drawn from United States files, has
been presented to the general
assembly of Interpol, the In-

ternational Criminal Police
Organization, which devotes a

third of its time now to drug cases.

This was the picture put before

delegates here tins week:

He or she is usually aged about 25

.mil has attended a university but

lias not finished In almost every

ease the trafficker originally used

the drug lit" comes from the

middle elass. the upper class or a

wealthy background and from
parents who are responsible and
productive.

The implication that it is the

children of affluent Western
society who are involved in drug
trafficking is supported by the

findings of international surveys
conducted by Interpol.

While there has been a sharp
increase in the number of people

arrested in North America and
Europe, a decrease has been noted

in many African and Eastern
countries.

Editor's Note. ..the following is the

third part of a four part series on
the Mythical reality of television.

It happened Friday. All the

viewers were convinced that the

nation was in trouble, that

domestic calm was no longer
possible and that the greatest

visible value of the society was
tarnished. Walter Cronkite forgot

what day it was.

He sat there at the end of the

C.B.S. Evening News and began
the familiar closing, "And that's

the way it is, Friday..."

and then he stoped. He turned to

someone off camera and asked
what day it was. But the un-

perturbable one was flustered and
said laughingly, "Friday, Sep-
tember 16th, 1970." Walter
Cronkite missed a month.
By the language of television,

this probably only means that

Cronkite neglected to eat his

Wheaties Friday morning, or that

he didn't have a big enough slurp of

energade before he went on the air

to support him under the hot lights.

In any event, it placed the

nation's longest standing public
demigod on a level with the rest of

humanity, for at least a night

everyone who for years relaxed
through the evening because
Walter had tucked him in after the

news rested uncomfortably
Friday.

The man who made Americans
forget about Douglas Edwards and
John Cameron Swasey had fallen

briefly out of his concocted role as
the Nation's muse by being human.

All of this serves to point up one
of the most interesting things about
television journalism, and leads to

the saddest fact of life around
which network newscasts wind
themselves.

Cronkite is the star of his show.
People watch it to see Walter read
the news, instead of watching it to

learn what happened during the

day. As a result of this, the

program is built around Cronkite,
instead of around the news.
The star reads most of the news

himself, and actualization (filmed
reports from various correspon-
dents ) are short. The show tends to

present a great number of short
stories, so that Cronkite appears on
camera as much as possible.

As a contrast, N.B.C. for years
has been building David Brinkley
up as a super cynic, the detached
and incisive observer. As a result,

HaltBurnini
WASHINGTON, Oct. 10 (AP) --

Dorothy Kabis, the United States

Treasurer, announced today that,

in the future, wornout money-
amounting to $9 billion a year-
would be pulverized instead of

burned. The burning process is

being abandoned because it con-

tributed to air pollution. Used bills

are destroyed at Federal Reserve
banks and branches in 35 cities.

on that network's Nightly News.
Brinkly is on camera far less than

Cronkite. The actualization

reports are longer than on C.B.S.,

and stress the background and
mood of stories more strongly than

do their competitors'.

In this way, a stage is set for

Brinkly's comments, and he seems
stronger, wittier and more in-

telligent as he appears to analyze
the news as he reads it.

In short, Brinkly is built up to be
the intellectual commenting on the

news, while Cronkite is sold as the

father figure telling the national

family what happened during the

day.

There really isn't anything
inherently wrong with selling a

newscast on a reporters name, and
holding the show's production
around his personality. But a

problem arises when the networks
begins to edit the news to fit the

personality of their newscasters.
If you watch Cronkite at 6:30

one night and then switch over and
watch Brinkly at 7:00 you get two
different pictures of the day.
During Cronkite, you see the father
figure read reports of various
events, hear and see several
reporter's filmed accounts of big
stories, and once a week you see
one reporter file a five minute
rjeport on "Americana" and then
turn the show back to the father.

You feel good as the show ends.
But when you turn the dial you

see fewer stores, and the stories
you do see seem more dramatic
and more serious since more time
is spent explaining each one, and
since very often a film will run for

M seconds just setting the mood of
the story. Brinkly is often witty,
but he phrases his sentences so
that they are laced with sarcasm
and often seem forboding. You .

You turn off the set feeling very-

down.

Imagining a generation of people
who began to watch news on
television at age 12 and watched it

at least three nights a week. Half
of them watched Cronkite and half
of them watched Brinkly. Half of
them grew up goodnaturedly ac-
cepting the day's news and half of
them grew up cynically rejecting
the news.

Imaging the television culture,
the first kinnescope generation
growing into two different worlds
because of the station on which
heir television was set.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and must car-
ry the writers signature, ad-
dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld
upon request). The limit is
one page and the deadline is

5 p.m the day prior to inten-
ded publication. The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters.

throw it away, not to incur the
wrath of those trying to keep them
in their place. "This is our one
chance," he says, "Our son must
go to school. He must break out of

the pot that holds us in."

His wife, Juana, takes the pearl
to throw it into the sea. Kino
cracks her. Her face ached, but
"There was no anger in her for

Kino. He had said, i am a man,'
and that meant certain things to

Juana. It meant that he was half

insane and half god. It meant that

Kino would drive his strength
against a mountain and plunge his

strength against the sea. Juana, in

her woman's soul, knew that the

mountain would stand while the

man broke himself, that the sea
would surge while the man
drowned in it. And yet it was this

thing that made him a man, half

insane and half god, and Juana had
need of a man: she could not live

without a man. ...Sometimes the

quality of woman, the reason, the

caution, the sense of preservation,

could cut through Kino's manness
and save them all..."

Juana, said Steinbeck, although
"she might be puzzled by these
differences between man and
women, knew them and accepted
them and needed them" It is

precisely this which modern
woman questions. She refuses to

define her life only as a com-
plement to man; she seeks a

career, and if she has children,

freedom from them enough to

make a life of her own.
A man would have to be a fool to

begrudge his wife, a person, the

integrity of a life of her own.

Hither a fool or perhaps insecure.

But why is it that woman has

chosen just now in the history of

civilization to rebel? Could it be

that while woman is overtly up-

setting the roles, man has been

subtly speeding the process
himself'

This is only speculation, but I

suspect thattoomany of us have too

little grasp of a viable future. We
don't say to woman, 'I have in my
mind the sort of life it will be.

Come and share it with me.' Ours
is a more existential lot, for many
reasons. We are unable to present

to woman the one thing which she

needs most: security. Our life

form is more to live and love for

the day, day by day. So she says

'forget you, I'll go it alone.' And
many of us get shook.

Perhaps we ought to get shook,

because the changes in the life of

the modern woman are due her.

Liberation from some of the most
dehumanizing and demeaning of

tasks to a life of her own. Perhaps,
too, with a little introspection on

the part of man, the changes
wouldn't be so cataclysmic.

Patented Peace

WASHINGTON - The US Patent
Office has tentatively has decided
to register the peace symbol as a

commercial trademark. It ways
the competition is between a

shoemaker and a clothing firm
which already has trademarked
"Luv
The Sept. 6 issue of the official

gazette of the United States Patent
Office listed two trademark ap-

plications for the symbol.
one was from Intercontinent

Shoe Corp., New York, which said
it puts the symbol in metal or
leather on shoes, boots, and san-
dals.

The other was filed by Harold
Koenig, prsident of Luv, Inc.,

Miami, Fla. Koenig says his firm
makes "boutique type high fashion
clothing for the junior customer."
Wendt said the listing threw the

two firms into competition for the
trademark. The Trademark Trial
and Appeal Board will pick the
winner he said, based mostly on
which firm used the emblem first.

Four other applicants, also
clothing firms, have been rejected.

Riding High
WASHINGTON-In this con-

fusing election year, the only
people who seem to know their own
minds are those who keep t elling

the pollsters they don't know for

whom they are going to vote.

"The 'don't know' vote," said

Heinrich Applebaum, the leading

elections-expert in the United
States, "could easily swing this

country one way or the other."

"Do you mean to say the 'don't

know' vote is bigger than the

'Middle America' vote?"
it's even bigger than the Silent

Majority," Applebaum replied.

"We estimate that for every
person in this country who knows
whom he is going to vote for, there

are two and one-half persons who
'don't know.'

"

"How do you explain such a
large don't know' vote?"

The don't know' voters are
made up of people who are sick and
tired of being told whom they

should vote for. They're the true

Americans who are being pushed
around by everybody. They pay
their taxes, send their kids to

school, watch television, drink

beer, salute the flag, and yet when
it comes to election they have no
idea what the hell the candidate is

talking about
"

"Wasn't there always a large

don't know' segment in the
population'.'" I asked.

"Nothing comparable to what we
have at the present time, in the

past no one wanted to admit he
didn't know what was going on in

the country. Now if you refuse to

admit you don't know, people think

you should be taken away to the

funny farm."
Applebaum sail the "don't

knows" could be broken down
ethnically between those who are
"undecided," "unsure" and have
"no opinion."

"These three groups compose

the majority of the don't know'
voters," he said.

"What's the difference between
them?"
"The 'undecided' are those in the

$5,000-to-$15,000-a-year income
bracket. They are mostly white,

though a few are Inca Indians."

"I see."

"The unsure' are mostly
composed of hard hats, blue-collar

workers and Avon ladies. While
they're working, this group seems
to know exactly whom they are for.

It's when they get laid off because
of a recession that they get con-

fused."

"And the 'no opinion'?"

"The people who express 'no

opinion' are those who don't want
to be identified with those who are

undecided' or 'unsure.'
"

"I see."

"In the past, the undecided' and
the 'unsures' and those with 'no

opinion' always split their votes.

But this year because of the low

quality of the campaigns and lack

of issues, all three groups might
vote together, and this could have a
tremendous effect on the nation."

"Why doesn't Agnew appeal to

the 'don't knows'?"
"Because his whole campaign

has been aimed at the know
nothings.' It's easy for someone
like Agnew to get the two mixed
up."

"Why don't the 'don't knows' put

up their own candidate if they're

that strong?"

"If they proposed their own
candidate, they could no longer be
identified with those whowere
undecided,' 'unsure' and had 'no

opinion." The best the 'don't

knows' can hope for is that the

election will be called off in

November because of inclement
weather."

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles
Times

As Humphrey Saw It

(Reprinted from N.Y.T. 10-11-70)

We are sitting in one place
Humphrey now calls home, a
pleasant, unpretentious white
stucco house on a broad, tree-lined

avenue near Macalester College.

When he' returned to Minneapolis,
he taught at Macalester (from
which he now rents the house) and
the University of Minnesota. It

was, expectedly. not easy to face
students again. He has spoken to

aides of a Pavlovian wince in those
first days, cued by the very sight of

a college student. "Actually, it was
only a hand ful who were hostile at
Macalester.'' he recalls.

But that passed-the student
shouters and hecklers, "the five or
six who always ask abrasive
questions"-and Humphrey's role

was changing, too. However, not

everything was different, and a

visit last spring to the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst
dramatized time past and time
present in collision .

"Actually, that goesback to

MIT." He says. "Nobody sur-

vived the platform at MIT. Scotty
Reston. Bill BFulbright, Strom
Thurmond. I went and tried in

May, 1969. And the first day was
pretty bad." He thinks about that

day and shudders. "I remember
well. But I stood my ground. By
the second day. it let up somewhat.
And the third day. much better. I

had stood my ground, you see.

Well, students out at the
University of Massachusetts heard
about this, and while I was still at

MIT. they invited me out

Amherst. So I went. When I got

there, they told me that they

wanted to have on the platform

with me, parading up and down
while I spoke, some nudes and
some pigs. So I asked them:
Who's gonna pick the nudes? I

think I ought to be allowed to do
that When it comes to pigs, ,' I

said, perhaps you're more

qualified than I am.'
"So, we went down to The Cage'-

that's what they call the
auditorium-and right away 25
S.D.S. kids walked out. I hadn't
said a word yet. So some kids
started booing, and I got up and I

told them: Don't do that. Those
students might be showing very
good judgment'. . . . After the

speech, they threw me a barn
dance and made mean honorary
student.

"Then in March of this year, I

returned. There was a fairly quiet

demonstration before I spoke, but

when I got up to speak, the noise

got such. I couldn't talk. . . You
know. shouting obscenties,
everything So 1 finally said to

them Look. I'm leaving. I got

paid already This speech is

written out. so anybody who wants
can read it. Frankly . I'm not Vice
President anymore and I don't

have to be nice to you or anyone. I

got what I want. I got dinner and a
fee. Anybody who wants to talk,

come downtown to the hotel.' So,
we went yo the hotel. Great mob of

kids. We went into the ballroom of

the hotel. I read m y speech. Got
terrific coverage from the radio
and the TV, never would have got

otherwise. And later, hundreds of

letters from students."

Campus Comment
To The Editor:

The biennial autumnal catharsis of the American for office. Perhaps the contest with the most im-

Democratic System -Election -is hard upon us. It is a mediate visible effect upon students is the local

matter of concern, I think to note a dearth of visible District Attorney's race. He is the chief local law

student support for campaigns which touch the enforcement officer with responsibility for police

student most closely. As with every year it is a first operations, investigations, grand jury proceedings

experience for many students. It would be a shame to and indictments, and prosecutions on the behalf of the

use the opportunity to learn about the system without public. In Amherst, Mr. John Callahan, Democrat
also making it serve the individual's immediate self- seeks to unseat Mr. Oscar Grife, Republican,

interest. There are other pertinent local races such as County

It is an inherent feature of the process that a con- Commissioner and Governor's Council which deserve

stituent (not necessarily voter) work in support of his attention as well. The candidates ultimately elected

own selfish interests with the positive result that the will be the ones whom the citizen can talk to on a day

active majority will succeed most often. Indeed a to day basis and may be able to bring appropriate

certain amount of selfishness can be a pretty healthy problems to the attention of those who win the wider

thing. campaigns. Its a matter of personal priorities and
Student concern for the state-wide tickets: doing something for yourself.

White/Dukakis vs Sargent/Dwight; Kennedy vs It is by no means too late to find out about the local

Spaulding; certain larger-than-local races: Drinan- candidates and offices. It is also not too late to do

McGlennon-Philbric; Hoff-Prouty ; and others is some work on behalf of those who can best represent

certainly natural, valid and important. But with due students,

regard for these larger contests, the visible men and
women with whom students willdeal are also running RICHARD M. HOWARD

General Counsel

To The Editor:

I would like to express exception to the misin-
formation and biased misinterpretation of in-

formation in the letter "It's Your Money" published in

Monday's Collegian.

In the realm of misinformation the anonymous
author of that article stated that. "Bill 71-S22 would
create a patronage system in the Senate by paying all

Committee Chairmen unspecified sums." The actual
fact is 71-S22 has nothing to do with the payment of

committee chairmen. If the author of "It's Your
Money" had looked any further than the title of that

bill he would have found that 71-S22 provides for a

standard contract for specialized personnel needed to

supplement the work of students serving on Senate
Committees. For instance the Academic Affairs

Committee if it is to be successful in its proposed
Teacher Evaluation Program may find it necessary to

acquire the services of a computer programmer to

develop a program for converting the raw data into

meaningful statistics or they may need a secretary to

put the results into booklet form. Student Government
at this University has become a complex and
specialized task. The Senate at times needs to hire

people with special skills, for example Richard
Howland the students' lawyer, 71-S22 provides for this

necessity.

Our anonymous author proceeds to attack 71-S22

which provides for the paying of Senate officers, by
asking three valid questions and then pointedly in-

timating his own replies. His valid questions are:

don't we want dedicated senators, shouldn't they be
concerned with giving the students a better en-

vironment to live and work in, and can we afford to

pay them? All three questions (the first two of which
are loaded questions) can be answered with an
unqualified YES.
One may legitimately ask should we pay the Senate

officers? Again the answer, I believe is yes. Consider
if you will the following facts obtained from R.S.O.
Seven members of the Collegian staff are paid by

student;; between $100 and $lbO per month and five
members of the WMUA staff are paid $100 per month.
The reasons for paying these people are considerable
without trying to do justice to them, let me mention
just two The ( 'oNegian staff, WMUA personnel, and
the Senate officers must all spend considerable time
in their respective offices thus forcing them to pur-
chase meals at the Campus Center This money
cooes directly from the pockets of the people in-

volved. Why should they have to suffer in order to

give us a good newspaper, radio station, or Student
Government? Along these same lines we are
discriminating against these important functionaries
by precluding the possibility of them holding a job.
Can we expect Glenn Eltersour Senate president to be
an adequate student, senator, Senate president,
Trustee and still permit him to hold a job? If he does
hold a job. when will he find time to meet with the
considerable number of students who deluge his office
daily?

We need responsive Student Government as badly
as we need a school newspaper. In the past we have
had Senate officers who however grudingly were
willing to carry out their duties unreimbursed (never
mind unpaid) yet how many qualified people were
kept from holding office because they couldn't afford
the financial sacrifice, how much has the student body
suffered because of it? To remedy these ills it would
cost each of us 15* a year. What are we arguing
about? The Budgets Committee has reviewed the
arguments for and against this proposal and has
recommended 71-S22 favorably to the Senate at large.
One last point that should be made is that the Budgets
Committee is not just composed of Senators, students
also sit on it with full voting rights ( I myself am such a
student

) ; the student interests are very solicitously
considered It is a recommendation of considerable
moment that this committee favors the adoption of 71-

S22.

JEROME MORIARTY
Budgets Committee

To The Editor:

1 was very pleased to see the

extensive coverage of last Thur-

sday s YPSL meeting in Friday's

Collegian. Allow me to thank Mr.

David Castaldi and the editors for

the headline, the photograph and
the lengthy article. However, Mr.

Castaldi 's reporting of Carl Ger
shman's speech contained several

tactual errors. In a spirit of

friendly criticism, rather than one
of hostile reproach. I will attempt

to clear several points:

I Mr Gershman works as
Research Director for the A. Philip

Randolph Institute, not for the A.

Randolph Hearst organization. A.

Philip Randolph, the Honorary
Chairman of the Socialist Party, is

a black activist with impeccable
credentials in both the labor and

To The Editor:

The two columns of text, "What's to do° I ain't got no finals

tomorrow." can only be regarded by any rational student as a tasteless

waste of space with very little value to compensate for the stench in-

volved. I find it significant that the wretched creature who composed it

to was ashamed to sign his name to such crap!

I deeply resent being coerced, as a condition of attending UMass, to

spend my student tax dollars to further the publication of degenerate

ravings better confined to the privacy of a psycho-analytic relationship.

To abuse the student newspaper with worthless, mindlessly profane

drivel of that sort is an act unworthy of an educated person and one which

can only pollute the atmosphere at this school.

You disgust me. Collegian

!

ALAN RApLAN ^
28 Chestnut Street

Turners Falls, Mass.

black movements. Randolph
Hearst is a newspaper magnate
who owns such responsible papers
and h ;ls thus far revealed no
concern lor the struggles of blacks,

laborers or socialists

^! Mr, Gershman does not call

himself a moderate. Indeed the

main point of his speech was the

common confusion between the

terms radical and moderate. He
ironically noted that "radical
liberals" such as James Reston
called socialists such as himself
and Steve Kelman "moderate"
when in fact, Kelman is clearly to

the left of Reston and the New York
Times. Gershman then went on to

define a radical as one who not only

has a radical vision, but also

combines this vision with a certain

relationship to progressive social

forces. As a socialist, Gershman
meets the criteria of this definition,

and so evidently calls himself a

radical and not a moderate.
:5. Mr. Gershman never advocated
that radicals pose as moderates to

achieve their goals. It is and
always has been the policy of the

Socialist Party and of YPSL that

any member participating in mass
movements or any non-Party
movement clearly identify himself
as a socialist and a radical. To
reveal anything less in our view, is

sheer deceit.

What Gershman did say is that

no revolutionary situation exists at

present (or is likely to exist in the

lorseeahle future) in the United
States, and that those who call

themselves radicals must
recognize this fact Failure to

recognize this basic truth, will in

the view of Gershman and the SP,
result in adventurist and essen-
tially counter-revolutionary
violence by so called leftists.

1 Wither Carl Gershman nor any
other socialist I know of ever called

the American working class a
reactionary force. Referring to

Scammon and Wattenberg's The
Real Majority. Gershman noted
that while the interests of the
working class is unquestionably
progressive, workers may be
pushed to the right over their

concern with the "social issue
- '

daw and order, student unrest,

etc.).

Finally, and this is a subtle point.

Gershman advocated that the true

radical submit and constrain
himself to political reality, noi

allowing himself to be guided by

ideological fantasy This is a

significant variation from the I ma I

quote attributed Gershman
which intimates that he advised

radicals to restrict themselves to

the political forces now dominant
in the societv

JACK* LARK
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Loeb to Speak on Capitalism Debate Team Qualifies for Tournament
In the first constructive feedback

from businessmen on the students'

strike, Mr Henry Loeb, president

of Loeb, Rhodes and Co., will visit

the UMass campus October 21 to

discuss with students the social

responsibilities of the business

community.
The Wall Street Mobilization

Committee (WSMC) and the

School of Business Administration

(SBA) have been in touch with Mr.

Loeb and eight other top

executives on Wall Street since the

strike. To continue the person- to-

person contact between business

men and students begun by the

WSMC during the strike, Mr. Loeb

is the first in a planned series of

guest speakers from the business

community.
Mr. Loeb will speak on the

(relevance of capitalism to our

society) at 10 a.m. in Rm. 120, SBA
building, followed by a coffee hour

in the Colonial Lounge. From 12: 15

to 2 p.m. Mr. Loeb will eat in the

Worcester Dining Hall and hold

informal talks with any students

who wish to meet him. Mr. Loeb

will be in the Colonial Lounge

again from 2:30 until 4 to exchange

ideas and impressions with the

student body. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served.

Person-to-person contact bet-

ween businessmen and students

was begun by the WSMC as a

constructive alternative to public

petitioning. The committee felt

that more real results could be

obtained by meeting business

within its walls instead of in the

streets.

The committee, formed May 6,

1970 by four UMass students, set up
appointments with top executives

of the 15 major stock brokerage

firms of theNew York Stock Ex-

change. The committee's stated

purpose was to unite these two

factions of society, businessmen

and students, in order that they

would work together toward the

eradication of the common social

ills. The committee recognizes

that there must be mutual un-

derstanding of each other's

problems before action on
responsibilities can be fruitfully

undertaken.

The USMC began as a positive

approach to ending the war in

Vietnam but has expanded its

concern to cover all the in-

terrelated problems of society,

emphasizing conservation of the

environment and fair business

practices.

The success of this program, and
its contribution to society's goals

for the common good, will depend

on the quality of the reception

given Mr. Loeb and the quality of

the talks between him and the

students.

by Debbie Flaherty

Staff Reporter

The intercollegiate debating

circuit continued to be impressed

by UMass debating skills as they

qualified two teams for

elimination rounds at the Brandeis

University Debate Tournament
this weekend.
Unfortunately, scheduling

placed the UMass "O" team

against the UMass "X" team in the

octo-finals forcing one UMass
team out of further competition.

The "O" team of senior Phil Doyle

and Tim Hynes on the affirmative

bested their sophomore squad-

mates of the "X" team with a 2-1

decision.

Doyle and Hynes, who last week

placed second at the MIT tour-

nament, then lost on the af-

firmative to the team from Brown

University in quarter finals.

The senior duo placed into the

elimination competition from its 5-

3 win loss record and high points in

preliminary rounds. Victories

were tallied on the affirmative

against Marietta and St. Anslems

and on the negative versus George

Washington. Rutgers, and Brown.

Rounds were dropped against MIT,

(anisius, and Pacific.

Debating the intercollegiate

debate topic calling for the federal

government to adopt a system of

compulsory wage and price

controls, Hynes and Doyles carried

an affirmative case justifying the

controls because of business

concentrations.

The "X" team of sophomores

Roger Legendre and David Mc-

Caffrey compiled a fine 7-1 win loss

record in preliminary com-

petition. They defeated teams

from Oberlin, Seton Hall, Canisius,

and Wayne State on the negative

and Cornell, Middlebury, and

UNH on the affirmative.

Legendre and McCaffrey used

umemployment as a justification

for wage and price controls in their

affirmative case.

School of Ed To Hold Colloquium
A showcase of significant and

innovative research by 45 doctoral

candidates and recent graduates of

the School of Education will be

presented Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, Oct. 20 and 21, at the

school's first Graduate Colloquim
The presentations will run both

days from 3 to 6 p.m. and from 8 to

10 p.m. at the Lincoln Campus
Center, ninth floor. Represented
will be such areas as counseling,

administration, computer assisted

instruction, media, and
humanistic, international,
vocational and urban education.

Each meeting will include a

Call to Action

October 31
Nixon's invasion of Cambodia triggered an unprecedented wave of opposition to
to the war in Southeast Asia. Many people who had previously tolerated Nixon's
token troop withdrawal policy were drawn into action for the first time as they
saw that the real intention of the administration was to continue the war and even
to escalate it.

The sentiment for "bringing all the troops home now" has never been more
widespread than today. The demonstrations in May, following the Cambodian in-

vasion proved one thing: the American people have the power to curb the admin-
istration's aggressive militarism. Nixon was FORCED to withdraw U.S. troops
from Cambodia because millions of Americans took to the streets in opposition to
Nixon's invasion of that nation. Only the continued building of the anti-war move-
ment can prevent new escalations. The possibility now exists to involve massive
numbers of unionists and black and brown people along with students, women,
professionals and others in the most massive movement ever to bring the war
to an end ; to get out of Indochina now.
It is essential at this time that nationwide activities which can involve broad new-
layers of society be held. Therefore, we the undersigned called for massive,
peaceful demonstrations throughout the country, in every major metropolitan
area, on October 31 to .demand the immediate withdrawal of all U.S. forces from
Southeast Asia.

The working people of this country have paid a high price for the war in South-
east Asia. The spiralling inflation brought on by the war has made it impossible
for working people to maintain their standard of living. Our sons, nephews and
friends have been called to fight, and many to die, in a war which is clearly not
in their interests. The war has eaten up the money that is so desperately needed
for domestic programs such as housing, education, health care, air pollution and
the rehabilitation of our cities. Organized labor has the power to end the war, it

is time that power was exercised. A great step forward was taken on May 21.

when tens of thousands of workers joined with students in New York City in a
massive anti-war protest. This forward motion must continue. Therefore, we the
undersigned, endorse the call for mass anti-war protests on October SI and call

upon all unions, union organizations and working people to join with us.

Third World people pay the heaviest price for the war in Vietnam. We fight, and
die, in numbers disproportionate to our percentate of the population. The cities in

which we are so often concentrated suffer most acutely from budget cuts institut-

ed to help pay for the war, means rising unemployment for us. All these sacrific-

es to pay for a war which is not in our interest. We, the undersigned, endorse the
call for the October SI mass anti-war actions and urge all our brothers and
sisters to join with us.

Help build a massive answer to the Nixon-Agnew War Policy

on Oct. 31 and a majority vote "C" on the Massachusetts

Referendum on Nov. 3.

COME TO THE

SMC meeting tonight

at 8 P.M., Council Chamber, Student Union

(gradual Can Tfletin « JLiftUmt —

(Bring Jill the cyroop§ (Home flow

formal presentation or demon-
stration, to be followed by a panel

of reactors and response from the

audience. All persons interested in

new developments in education are

invited to attend this showcase of

current research and advance
graduate word. Further in-

formation is available at the School
of Education, 545-0958.

:i:IHIp.ni.

Peter Wagschalal - "Student
Responsibility and Learning"
Room 901
Mark Rossman - "Evaluation of

Adult Basic Education Programs
in Massachusetts" Room 902

Howard A. Peelle - "How the

Computer Learns" Room 904

Barbara Smith "The Iden-

tification of Alternative Forms of

Specific Learning Disabilities"

Room 905

4:00pm.
Bruce McKay - "The Principal and
the Administrative Climate"
Room 901

Ray Johnson "Correlations
between Personality Traits and the

Ability to Function in an Un-
structured Environment" Room
902

Simon Keochakian - "Comparison
of Responses to the Original and
the Oppositely Stated Item of the

Learning Atmosphere Attitude
Scale" Room 904

William Conroy "Information
Feedback System for the State-

wide Evaluation of Vocational
Education" Room 905

Thomas Bernard - "Implications of

the Brain Drain for Higher
Education in the United States"
Room 909

5:00 p.m.
John Newby - "Comparative Study
of Three Methods of

Psychotherapy" Room 901
Brian Anderson - "The Effects of
Information Sources Employed in

the Educational Decision Making
Process Room 902

Cynthia T Hall - "Some of the
Validities of the Test of Quan-
titative Judgement Form T: 1. for

Intermediate and Junior High
School Mathematics" Room 904

Fmeka Manuwuike - "Africa:
Impressions of a Continent -The
Foundations of African Education
Room 905

8:1X1 p.m.
Harry Morgan - "Design of a Self-

Analvsis Curriculum for Pre-

school Children" Room 901

Mary Alice Wilson "An
Evaluation Design of a Per-
formance Criteria Program in

banguage Arts" Room 902 ,

Don Bastarache - "The Effect of

Theme Association and Visual
Stimulus upon Oral Retention in a
Musical Listening Experience"
Room 904

Charles Popken - "Simulated
Administration of Regular
(Juidance Operations: A Training
Program of Directors of Guidance
Services" Room 905

9:00 p.m.
David Sadker - "Schools as seen by
Children: Measuring Elementary
School Environments" Room 901
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Student Employees

There will be a meeting in
the Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday at 6 p.m. for all

student employees in the
Campus Center - Student
Union complex. The purpose
of this meeting will be to start
a student employees union.

This first meeting will be a
general strategy meeting to
determine the number of
interested students and to
propose alternative
organization styles.

Fairport Convention

Up And Coming
by ALAN R. WILSON

Fine Arts Staff

This summer people flocked to the Boston Tea Party (alas for the

memories of fie old one) to see the newly-reformed Traffic and a second-
billed group called Fairport Convention. A member of the audience
remarked how innovative it was of Traffic to be performing an English
ballad like John Barleycorn. Yup. What he had in store for him was a
group whose mainstay has always been the traditional English ballad,

namely Fairport.

Some have referred to Fairport as an English folk group. They have
released five albums in a little over a year and continue to amaze. The
renowned Sandy Denny, who, incidentally, wrote "Who Knows Where the

Time Goes", was a member of Fairport for their first three albums, and
has since formed another group. Meanwhile, Richard Thompson and
Simon Nicol, original Fairporters also, along with Dersonnel varying
from album to album, have branched slightly in their style while
retaining the name Fairport Convention.

Full House (on A&M), their fifth and most recent album, includes,

besides Thompson guitar) and Nicol (electric, acoustic, and bass guitars,

dulcimer), Dave Swarbrick on fiddle, viola, mandoline, Dave Pegg on

bass guitar and mandline, and Dave Mattacks on drums, harmonium,
and boran.

This album, musically, seems to follow their third album Liege & Lief

(on A&M), better than it does their fourth, Fairport Convention (on

Cotillion). Besides the fact that they switched labels for this one album,

this may also be due to the fact that Swarbrick and Mattacks played on

both Liege & Lief and Full House, but not on the fourth album.
Full House takes a few listenings to be fully appreciated. It is not really

like any of the other Fairport albums : after one makes the transition

from the style of the other albums, he realizes that this may be for the

better. Out of the seven songs on the album, four are traditional (two of

which are instrumentals), and the other three, penned by Thompson-
Swarbrick, sound like they could be.

This album is just plain fun. If you appreciate good music, you know
only too well how futile it is to attempt to put it into words. All that can be

said is that they are fine musicians and their music makes you feel good.

If we were pressed to make comparisons, two or three of the songs sound

like the Incredible String Band, and another song "Sloth", is reminiscent

of Neil's "Down by the River". We don't like to make comparisons, but

maybe they will interest you.

For followers of Fairport and other interested peoples, Sandy Denny's

new group is called Fotheringay, and is very much like early Fairport.

(They too are on A&M)

University Theatre Opens Tomorrow
The University Theatre

opens this week with "All the

Kings Men," a play based on
the Pulitzer-Prize winning
novel by Robert Penn Warren.

Four performances will be
given beginning Wednesday,
October 21, and ending
Saturday, October 24. Per-
formances are scheduled to

begin at 8:30 in Bartlett

Auditorium. "All the King's
Men" is a study of politics, the

nature of good and evil, and
man's search for truth and
self-knowledge.

The play has been described
as a rich study of man in

society. Perhaps as Willie

says, his only crime was being
a man and living in a world of

men.

Tickets are on sale at

Bartlett box office. Tickets

may be reserved, or pur-

chased at the door. The box
office hours are 10:00 a.m.
until 4:00 p.m. from October
13-20, and 10:00 a.m. to 9:00

p.m. from October 21-24. The
phone number for reser-
vations is 545-2579. Admission

is $1.75.

"LOOK AT MY HANDS. IMK'. I'IIUHLACK!" says Willie Stark,
played by Stephen Schnetzer. right, as he explains to Adam Stanton,
played by William Menezes, that goodness comes out of badness.
"All The King's Men" runs October 21-24 in Bartlett Auditorium.

The
other
odor
No feminine spray

can stop it.

The "other" odor It starts in

the vaginal tract where no spray
can work. You can't spray it

away. And it's more offensive
than external odor caused by
perspiration.

That's the reason you need
Norforms*. . .the second deodor-
ant. " These tiny suppositories
kill germs -stop odor in the va-

ginal tract for hours. Something
no spray can do. And doctor-
tested Norforms can be used as
often as necessary. They insert

easily, q'jickly.

Get Norforms protection for

the "other" odor no spray can
stop.

The second deodorant.

/ /

/ /

* •

« 4 6 » ' *

I

—

i

FREE NORFORMS MINI PACK
plus informative hooklet! Write:
Norwich Pharmaca' Co.,Dept CN-A,
Norwich. NY. 1381C. (Enclose 25*
for mailing, handling.)

Name

.

Street.

City

State_ -Zip-
Don't forget your zip code

DIRECTOR HARRY
MAHNKEN, center, stages

Stephen Schnetzer and
Deanne Jarvis, left, in a scene

from "All The King's Men"
slated to open tomorrow night

at Bartlett Auditorium.

Ticket Info

I'niversity Theatre an-

nounces that it is no longer

able to fulfill its previous

policy of giving com-
plimentary tickets to ad-

ministration officers and

faculty. Tickets for "All the

Kings Men" may be reserved

at the box office (545-2579) or

purchased at the door. The

price is $1.75

BELL'S Has a Better Idea!
THICKER SAUCE

& STRETCHIER CHEESE

& CRISPIER CRUST

"The Best Pizza In Town

BELL'S PIZZA

ji

University Drive

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZA

Coll 256-8011 or 253-9051

Sick of parking your car miles away

from where you want to go?

Tired of running miles through the rain

from your car to your classes, work,

or the Hatch?

Keep yourself and your car warm and

and dry.

Use the Campus Center Garage

One hour 25/

Each additional hour 15/

All day $2.00
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Draft Counselor's Corner

195 And Up May Be Safe

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

The question of what to do with a lottery number of 1% or above is

apparentlv still bothering people. The last word from the director of

SSS is that the call will not go over 195.

If true, and 1 think there is little reason to doubt that this particular

proclamation is valid, anyone who has a number above 195 which
was assigned in last year's lottery should drop his student defer-

ment.

This can be done by writing immediately to your local board and
telling them that you no longer wish to have a student deferment and

that you would like to be reclassified I-A. In theory, since one of the
requirements for being granted a II-S is a request for it, such a letter

constitutes a withdrawal of the request and makes you ineligible for
the deferment. Some boards may not agree with this interpretation,
so it is important »o start the proceedings as soon as possible in case
they hassle you.

Once you are reclassified I-A, you are in this year s eligibility pool.
At the end of this calendar year, if your number has not been called,
you have had your "year of risk." You do not have to be eligible for a
lull 365 days, only through December 31.

Caution: If you received your lottery number in this year's
drawing, i.e., last June, you cannot be in this year's eligibility pool.
If you turned 19 before Jan. 1, 1970, you are in this year's pool; if you
turned 19 in 1970 vou are in next year's pool; if you won't be 19 until
next year or later, you don't need to learn to swim yet.

I feel a need to add a further caution, as well. The lottery provides
a fafrly safe out for roughly half of the draft eligible men in the
I'nited States.

I feel a need to add a further caution, as well. The lottery provides
a fairly safe out for roughly half of the draft-eligible men in the
I'nited States. It does nothing for the rest. Under Selective Service
law, unless they can find some other out. or are Conscientious Ob-
jectors, they face emigration, jail, or two years of carrying a gun.
possibly killing or being killed. They are the ones who might come
home in a casket which has been sealed by the United States Army
because the pieces could not be put back together again in any
presentable form.
Those who get out still carry an obligation to their brothers who

have low numbers. I urge that you not simply heave a sigh of relief,
wipe your brow, and forget the whole nasty business. It is still going
on. and will continue as long as there is a draft and an army. Fight it

in the system or out. but fight it.

Put me out of a job. I want to get back to the farm. Peace.

Letter! to this column should be addressed to Gilbert J Salk. c/o Draft Counseling Ser
vicesMO «:w.v Campus Center. I'mv of Mass . Amherst. Mass. 01002.

draft counseling is available Bring your problem to Draft Counseling Services.
iihK Student I'mon 2nd floor between 9 am. and4p m

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPLETE BODY 5H0P

246 KING ST. (RTE s) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

wi|, ( nit :»:-.m:sj after 6;w> p m.
lflt-21

riuurer, Teac, Garrard, MC Axttc,
llehiT, 11>K, cftSf"tte and ypen reel

vaor, standard radio, I t.ib speakers.
Ut's, p track and other necessities

Amberet Audio. tH»3
MuidrrJaod — level} sew ^ India.

burnt, iiiuiitrn kitchen uHk built-in*,

old fa»liioiiril brick fireplace, gar..
Ml'llil Jut, ,"• llllll. I . of Mum
j-.i.MUP. ,«.kil.iskj KraJtefa, 1>1 tft>
:••.'. ttlO-i-i

lii»\>ii>.aki 1W!» l.MU'K — quick
rhMifc IraBMttieslen, kilobit tires,

*::t. till Murk Diui« £0-7*11.
tfl0-^0

m$ 11>A 2M ft, 4000 miles *«00.
tall tf-Haatf, H3M, tfl0-W

* Vf M milled soon tires with
rim*. u*ed one Milton. ?iJ5; also t» to
I'.' »<>!« power converter, $10. Call
Itoti ;.t!>-uT37. tf10-20

til* refrigerator, best offer. Call
t'l'5-.'|i(lj, tflO-gj,

tiil^on orKHn jHiiP; EMC oiup-perf
11 v.ith t I%M 11*- horn, $400. Both
1 rt. ..1,1 „,iU like ne« . fall Mike
'"' Ml

'-i
,

tfl0-2»

..f..'".
UK WHUM TAPE CAR-

IKIIH,1.> mi minute, two album
Japes, inur choice, 913.00. Call
Hiet nt tKifr-?(i85 or Hnppr at 253-MW. Xesj ni total music enjoj-
neut at half (lie More price.

tflO-22

Kl.ll model no. -,'| hueakerp fWl
« all ,".lti-!»7:i».

"

tf10-23

FOR SALE— AUTOS

IMf, 4-door (Tiet>. automatic, ra-
dio, heater, new HMW tire*, excel-
lent tr.in»iiort.ition Oiil; SJ50 Call
2W-64W, Koom J!» tflO-20

IW* Old* Cutlass conv , 4 spd..
V8, mag- wheels. Michelin tire<*. must
sell, Kettins married. $1650.00. 546-
5:t.'o. tfio-.'o

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative an-

t nolo j. Please Include stamped re-
turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1801
East Olympic Boulevard, Los Ange-
les, California 90021. tfll-13

SERVICES"

Amherst Audio serrlces stereo eem-
pooents, tape decks far heme or ear,
197 No. Pleasant St. 2*6-8133.

tra-n

HELP WANTED
Babysitter for two-year old girl

in my home any two mornings per
week. CaU 253-7616. tf10-21

PERSONAL

I9HI I alt on Coin , automatic, new
fires. rsJMUtl i-jMcm, battery and
ulartrr, motor. |»,>t otfer. Call 646-
*fSI tflO-21

ol V V* Bu« new I? rebuilt en*.,
iu« tire?.. balter>. starter, exhaust
«>»trm |t«l| in cood cond. Must

Absentee Ballot Applications avail-
able, Conn. CaU Michael Thompson,
318 Dwight. Speed essential.

tfl0-21

Jean, who Is an art stndeat and
worked for Bob Kennedy, win a free
pitcher of beer (or equivalent). Call
34!M>457 CTes. tflO-21

Reward: For info of whereabouts
.of Sony clock radio, Olivetti type-
writer. Call 546-9282. tflO-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
Two coeds desire apt or room-

mates with apt. within miles from
campus CaU 665-3227 after 5. tfl*-tf

Campus Bus Service Expands
The Student Senate has acquired

two more buses for use in the
campus transportation system.
The new 45-passenger diesel
transit buses will almost double the
current carrying capacity.

As soon as the added vehicles are
reconditioned, the bus routes will

be reorganized to cover the
campus and outlying areas more
effectively. Each bus will make a
basic figure eight through Orchard
Hill and Southwest with one bus
going to (1) "Fraternity /Sorority

Park" as part of the Orchard Hill

route, (2) V-Lot and Stadium as
part of the Southwest route, and (3)

the School of Ed from both routes.
A revised schedule will be

published prior to the com-
mencement of these new routes.

*****
The Southwest bus will no longer

stop in Hagis Mall at SBA, ef-

fective yesterday. The stop is

being relocated to the corner of

Massachusetts Ave. and Hagis

Mall because of the large size ot

the new buses and the normal
congestion in that area. The
current time schedule will remain
in effect.

*****

Any items left on the buses will

be turned in to the lost and found

office in the Student Union.
Inquiries should be made there or

at the Student Senate Transit

Services Office (SU-430), soon to be

relocated to SU-434.

Juniors Plan For Winter Carni
(Editor's Note: This is the second
in the series of Junior Class
Executive Council meeting
reports >

.

The meeting was called for
Thursday. October 15, 1970.

The class budget was presented
and ratified unanimously.

Winter Carni Weekend was the
center discussion. Since the
President of any class is respon-

sible for activities of that class,

President Juli Ierardi has decided
to coordinate Winter Carni
weekend with plans of naming
chairmen for the various aspects#of

the weekend. This is a breaking
with tradition since in the past, it

has been customary to have a
Winter Carni Chairman. This new
effort on the part of the Junior
Class President may prove to

make Winter Carni Weekend this

year something different and
great. It was finally agreed upon
to accept the Eifth Dimension for

the Saturday night concert in the

Cage.

The six Juniors who have been
elected to President's Council are:
Howie Bresner. Roger Reid,
George Bernier, Bob Nims,
Deborah Christofori, and Mary
Holland.

ALUMNI HOMKCOMING:
Kloat parade route: Haigus Mail to Amity
Street. North Pleasant Street. Mass Avenue.
Kally following parade at new Campus
tenter

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION:
Amateur Kadio Association meeting. Thur-
sday. Oct 22nd. 7 PM in radio room Engineer
l-ab Bldg Election and dues

ASTAONOMl CLUB:
Important meeting. 8 P.M. Wed.. Oct. 21 st.

room I M Hasbrock Lab Open house at
Amherst ( )hser\utor\ is rescheduled for

Friday. Oct 2:trd. meet at Hasbrock Lobby
; pm

mcycuc clue:
Important meeting Tuesday. Oct 20th at 7:30
in rwn lo.*) a) the Campus (enter Kuture
trips and projeels will be discussed Please
attend

Notices

CEQ:
Birth Control Project group will meet tonight

Tues > in room 171. Campus Center at 7 PM

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Hear testimonies of how Christian Science has

helped student cope with the problems ol

university life Our meeting at 6:45 in room
'ill 915 Campus Center is open to everyone.

HARE KRISHNA
Join the Hare Krishna people in chating. a

lecture and a play Thursday. Oct 22nd. 4-6 in

Student I'nion Ballroom. Discussion period 6-8

I'M in Colonial Lounge Contact Lee Roth for

lurther information 546-5024

INTBGROL YOGA 1NSTITCTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga.

Iirewlhing. chanting and meditaion todas

7 iw PM in the new Campus Center room 904-

'kih Please be prepared with a towel, empty
stomach and loose fitting clothing

Frye - Verde - Xunn Bush

Trim and Tailored

or

Hough and Ready
• • •

THK BOOT CELLAR

ftflUtt

MATH MAJORS:
Hear Profejejgf Samuel Holland tell about

The Evploding Koil Hypervelocity (Jim" or

I'M A Mathematician Kind Love and Hap-

pmes In Industry" tomorrow at 3:30 in Arnold

HullM'

MEHIER BABA LRAOUB:
There willbea meeting Tuesday. 7:30 at Dr

RaMaaaa'i affiei. ~* North Pleasant St to

talk about Haba and Rruce Hoffman coming to

talk on Baba

Y\l \DS

Practice meeting tonight and tomorrow night.

all member! raojaaal to attend Please bring

money lor club suits

ORCHARD HILL
Apple Corp meeting, TtMMat) H M I'M,

GrayatM Lounge Halloween will bediscusMit

everyone welcome
Each sear it happens, someone gets stung

Halloween ispeiialU who will hehung

EH
Help needed l>> Patrick from at least ten

others to scrimmage the Ireshmcn team
Wednesday Oct. -!lst. wear dark colors

SPANISH « Ll H
Spanish Table dinner on Tneodari
from • t> I'M. oi Hampshire Common*

UNDERGRADUATE DEUSTCH STI HK\
TBI

Important meeting Tuesday night at 8:00 in

CamptM (enter Koom lWt All interested
students invited to attend

LOS1
Itlue Sabena Air travel bag-contains athletic
equipment, if found bring to S. V lost and
I (Kind

GoM colored Waltham Watch with black
wristband If found call 253-9366
Lost on Thursday, black leather key case
containing among other things. 3 VW keys
Kinder please call 586-2251

Black WALLET IN SAAB. Pnday afternoon
between Zayre and Southwest, from
Chemistry 114 mat year. Call Donna 546-9592
Billlold initials RMR on outside Lost Fridav
i sening at Stockbndge Hall or Orchard Hill.

CALL Rick 6 7600

Silver puzzle ring. 8 piece, great sentimental
salue Please call 323-6988

POUND:
Timex men s waterproof watch Found bet
ween the pond and the Student Union. Mondav
noon Claim at Student Union Lost and found
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Upsetting Day In Rl

THAT DAKN (DAKIN???)
RAM-After last Saturday's 14-

7 loss to the University of

Rhode Island Rams, I Mass
football record dropped to a

surprising low of 1-4. In

scenes from that contest,

URI's Grant Denniston (45 in

left photo) has his eyes on the

endzone but the Redmen's Bill

Bush was more than a match
for the halfback and stopped

"him short of his mark. In the*

photo at the right, Dick
Cummings (30) of I'Mass

grunts for every bit of running

yardage he can muster as

Rams Steve Moreau (27),

B Gary Sverker (77) and Dan
Goldstein (88) clog up traffic.

(MDC photos by Rich
Mclntyre)

Intramural

Grid Stats
Top Rushersi on passes >

Zajac (3 M's)-»
Comway (GAK)-18

Kisichella iDildoughs) 16

Weidhaas iSenators)-16

Stephen (Pmesi-16

Nieves < Lemons )-16

(Jughetti i Seagrams )-14

Summer (Pied Pipers)-14

Koza iAces)-l3

Top Receivers

DeCost tSPE>-41

Dellaville (Tubes)-40

Koemer <Hemlocks)-3»

Rinyane (Smashers) 36

Brennan ( Roadrunnersi 28

McNamara (Lubees)-28

DeLuaggan (BXl-27

Lanata (ZNl-27

Kalite (Pied Pipers)-26

Most Points

Brennan (Roadrunnersi -97

Rinyane <Lubees)-o7

Brown (Redwoods)^
Whitten (Redwoods) -86

McLellan (Trojansl-82

Jordan (Smashers i 78

Lewis (PSD >-74

Dutkavici (Pied Pipers) -68

Lowe (LCAl-56

Kalite (Pied Pipers )-56

Dellaville (Tubes)-»

Top Offense

Roadrunners-309

Top Defense

Pied Pipers-6

TUG-O-WAR
PIT TIME

2 8:00

2 8 15

2 8:30

TEAMS

lemons vs Cougars

Alpha Chi Omega vs Dogs

Lovers vs Deacons

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt*

Xlie Gemml rrandmother can foai
you. Where, earlier In life ahe may
have acorned preparation of elaborate
meals, she now becomes a aourmct
This crandmother contlnnea to be rest-
less and taken defiant In travellinc

with grandchildren . Youngster love
their Gemini grandmother because she
has a ready laugh and is willing to
condone breaking of some of the more
strict rules.
ARIES (March 21 • April 19): Mo-

ney and emotional stress could re-

sult In physical ailment. Meana strive

for balance. Remain cool, calm. Oth-
erwise, you Invite trouble, which has
habit of accepting Invitation.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You

pain most by adhering to rules. If

flamboyant, there could be rude awak-
ening. Some relatives seem to be
taking much for granted. But this Is

not the time to draw line.

OEMTNI (May 21 - June 20) : Tf you
must splurge, do so with those who
mean somethlns to you. Steer clear of

those with ready smiles, laughs who
couldn't care leaa. Relate to those

who mean something to you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Tou

may find that financial manuevera are
erratic. Without being- boorish, take
steps to protect personal Interests. Da
this or you may take a pratfall.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): If you
expect status quo. you will be disap-

pointed. Cycle features the unusual,
persona who are unique and who may
also be deceptive. Romance la In the

picture.
VTROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Mix-

ing money with personal desire could

get you off track of profit. Means
apply some self discipline. If you In-

dulge yourself, be prepared to pay a
steep price.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Some

surprises due. Accent in this area
on response from member of opposltn
sex. Self-esteem Is on rise. Break tlen

which hold you down, deprive you nf

what you deserve.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Tou

may find way paved for Journey which
adds to knowledge and gain. Keep
yourself open for challenge and expe-

rience. Stress independence, original
approach.
SAQITTARTCS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Emotions tend to dominate loaie. Do
some hard figuring. Means find out
whether what you are going through
la worth It. Answer might be surpr'*-
ins — If you are honest.
C \PRICORN -(Dec. 22 - Jan. 10)

Persons In decision-making capacity
appear erratic. Be flexible. Don't lone

sense of humor. If versatile, you will

gala. Otherwise, you will be confused.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Be willing to tear down In order to

rebuild. But time your moves. Pace
in important. Key Is moderation. Tour
potential Is highlight. Tou are not

married to present procedures.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Not

wise to trusjt others with your money.
Absentee management could lead to

difficulty. Realise this and respond
accordingly. Communicate desire*,

needs In forthright manner.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BTRTTTn.AV

you are on verge of a new kind or

life: more creative activity, more tr»-

vel, added social prestige. Stop brood-

ing and begin planning for a bright"
future.

Copyright 1970. Gen. lVs. Coip.
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"$eLF-ArruALiziN6"

PERSON, CHARU6
BROUW..

THE OOcTbH

"»-*—~i, Urh-

B. C.

SELF-ACTUALIZING PERSONS ARE
FREE FROM FEARS AKP INHIBITIONS.. M

THEf ACCEPT THEMSELVES ANP THEV

ACCEPT 0THERS....THEY HAVE

SELF-ESTEEM AND C0NF1PENCE..

tcvha &cx to euiLo

SM&'S TcoOLO To JCW\P

THE: R«VIr4& AnTtWORE-.

II

AK&^tX/SOPanArS
T»-4IN6> A/ILL- UOLP
rAfc, 3UOr\|fe=>rfeC?

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 High mountain
4 1 ane
8 Force

12 Cravat
13 Butter substitute:

(colloq )

14 Great lake
15 Be mistaken

16 Put jnend to

18 Titles

20-Leese
21 Pronoun
22 Race of

lettuce

23 Shakespearian
character

27 Pertorm
29 Prohibit

30 Showy
tlower

31 Negative

32 Place

33 Small amount
34 Compass

point

35 Growing
out ot

37 Cushion
38 1 amprey
39Rip
40 Skill

41 Babylonian
deity

42 Sicilian

volcano
44 Ire

47 Scattering

51 Falsehood
52 Pronoun
53 Slave
54 Period of

time
55River

islands

56 Observes
57 Weight of

India

DOWN

1 Solar disk

2 Unit of Italian

currency
3 Allow

4 Vessels

5-Bevi

6 Fright

7 Domiciles
8 Oral surgeon
9 Man's name

10 Insect egg
11 Golf

mound
1 7 Preposition

19 I jtin

conjunction

22 Household
pet

24 Near
25 Man's

nickname
26 City in

Russia

27-Oillsead
28 Fruit of

pine

29 Insect

30 Succor
32 Thoroughfares
33 Flying

mammal

/Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

A|R A R M s

1
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ElT
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rB LITai T i E R
i [i SlElAH L E o

F \ 1 aJ t A lJPB R o
Uj G M AD i T

[:•! A 1 A l_| 1 |T L|E E

36 Cooled lam
37Laud
38 King of

birds (pi.)

40 Mountains of

South America

41 Printer's

measure

zo

43 Symbol for

tantalum
44 Matures
45 Ireland

46 Hind part

47 Music: as written

48 Greek letter

49 Rodent
50 Compass point

12

15

18

27 28

31

35

39

52

55

47 48 49

21

36

19

32

42 43

29

22

40

53

56

37

50

17

30

44

14

23 24 75 26

41

38

34

45 46

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 20

CAN I r3ECQV\E A
S6LF-ACTI/ALIZIN6 PERSON?

by Johnny hart

U^TeN/fVNOrYX,

,,T~Hef£fc i^rr
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iC-K

THE WIZARD OP ID by Brant parker and johnny hart

Frosh Crew
FROSH CREW CANDIDATES

Freshman crew candidates are

still being welcomed by coach

Mike Faherty. He can be con-

tacted at his office, 215 Boyden.

same as the intramural office.

«s.e, r WHMT TO
&&COM& A VOCTOR.
WrfAT AW 69 CAH

* f *(# l>l#rir*»»t. t't ,
!**' IC^C

WH4T Pfc?

-v &e a e#x>o
M&D\CAL-

^W1
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Redman Harriers Home For Meet With Springfield

fiailg (ftolUgian
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By EARLE BARROLL
Starf Reporter

Springfield College supplies the
opposition for the UMass cross
eountry team today in a meet
beginning at 4 p.m. behind the
Women's Physical Education
Building.

Over the past three years the
Redmen have been able to over-
power the Chieftains with their
depth in the third, fourth and fifth

positions. Today's race should be a
carbon copy of the past and a
fourth victory of the year for the
Redmen.
To solidify this observation

compare these two race results
against a common team, UConn.
The Redmen shutout the Huskies

at Connecticut, 15-48. The Chief-
tains ran against UConn at

Springfield and just came away
with a narrow 27-28 victory. These
results speak for themselves.
Springfield does have two run-

ners of note in teamcaptain Brad
Kron and Roger Mofet These two
have been consistent performers
for the Chieftains this season, but
will not be enough alone to turn the
tide onUMass in the final team
tally.

For UMass there is only one
question mark for today's race.
Will Tom Jasmin be able to run?
His system took a pretty rugged
beating in Saturday's race against
Boston College due to his running
with cold and, if he has not

recovered sufficiently, coach Ken
O'Brien will keep him out of the

race so that he'll be able to run for

the re mainder of the season.

Today's race will be the last one

that O'Brien will be able to

withhold anyone from. From now
on the pieces have to be put

together. There are only two
weeks until the conference
championship, three weeks until

the New England's and a month
until the IC4A's.

Practice sessions as of yeater-

day will be dedicated to harder
work. There can be no more piece

meal preparations for races as has
been the case over the past month
due to injuries and sickness to the

runners.

Ron Wayne, Leo Duart and
Larry Paulson, all seniors, have
been running real well over the
past few weeks. Right now these
three are the heart of theUMass
attack and O'Brien is hoping for
marked improvement in his
sophomores, Jasmin, Tom Swain
Rick Barry and Bob Sullivan to
compliment these seniors and give
the Redmen the small team time
split that they will need in the big
meets.

The freshmen will also berun-
ning today to lead off the program.
The frosh shutout the B.C. fresh-
men on Saturday and will be out to
duplicate their fete over the 3.6
mile freshman course.

Soccer Team Leaps To 4th Place In N. E.
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
The UMass soccer team jumped five places in the New

England ratings this past week to become the number
four ranked team, and highest-rated Yankee Conference
team in the history of the league.
The ratings were based on games up until Saturday,

Oct 10 and included UMass' victories over Maine, Boston
College and Connecticut. Not included were the Red-
men's recent triumph over Trinity, 2-0. and their 0-0 tie
versus the University of Rhode Island over the weekend.
Here are the top teams in New England, with their

records: 1. Harvard (2-0-0). 2. Brown (3-0-1) 3
Springfield (3-0-2). 4.UMass (3-0-0), 5. Vermont (1-0-4) 6
Bridgeport (1-2-1), 7. Dartmouth < 1-2-2). 8. Westfield (3-0-
('

. 9 Worcester Tech (5-0-0) and 10. Williams (2-0-1).
In Saturday's game, played in frigid Kingston, R.I., the

itedmen continued their unbeaten string to five games but
ailed to capitalize on their opportunities and settled
instead for the draw.
Rhode Island was undoubtably the finest team the

TRedmen encountered this season and UMass could have
left Kingston with much worse than a tie.

In the first half of the game the Rams took the play to
UMass and dominated the game. Although both teams
had several corner kicks, neither squad was able to
capitalize on them. The closest URI came to scoring was
in the second quarter when the Rams' left wing almost

UNDO ALVES 1)1 ANE BROWN
Leading Scorers Shut Out

banged a corner kick into the back of the goal only to be
stopped by the fine effort of goal keeper Bill Leary

.

For all practical purposes the Redmen began to play
soccer in the second half only to be consistently turned
back by fine goaltending and stingy defense.

Leading Conference scorers Lindo Alves and Duane
Brown consistently pressured, a tiring Rhody defense
throughout .the last quarter and the double overtime
periods. Marc Cantor and Rick Matusczak had the best
scoring opportunities on either side, but the ball just
wouldn't go in the net.

Coach Peter Broaca felt that the UMass team played
very well and gave a fine team effort. He expressed
admiration for the entire URI team, especially
sophomore Joe Hooks and Crocher, who led the Ram
attack.

The game still leaves the booters alone at the top of the
Yankee Conference heap with a 4-0-1 record. 2-0-1 in the
Conference, giving them five out of a possible six Con-
ference points. The Rams are now 2-2-1 with a 0-1-2 Yan
Con mark, good for two points.

Sports

Notices
FIELD HOCKEY - On Wed-

nesday. Oct. 1. the Hampshire field

Hockey Association will host the

English Touring Team in an
exhibition match, beginning at 3:30

p.m. at the Smith College Field

House in Northampton. An
opening ceremony will be held at

3:15. Admission for the entire

event is SI. In case of rain, the

game will b e plaved on Thursday.
Oct 22 at 3:15.

* • * *

INTRAMURAL CHAIRMEN - A
reminder to all intramural athletic

chairmen, basketball and bowling
rosters are due today in the in-

tramural office, 215 Boyden.
* * * *

IM OFFICIATING - Anyone
interested in officiating intramural
basketball games please sign up in

the intramural office.
* * » *

WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS - All

women interested in signing up for

women's intramural volleyball
should do so this week.

* * * *

QUARTERBACK CLUB - The
sixth i of ID weekly UMass Red-
men Quarterback Club Luncheon
will be held at the Newman Center
•on Wednesday. Oct. 21 at 12 : 15, to

let out promptly at 1:15. A film of

the U Mass-Rhode Island game
will be shown. Also featured will

be the awards for the offensive and
defensive players of the week, a
scouting report on Connecticut
(UMass' next opponent), a door
prize and a raffle of choice game
tickets

Jam The Toe
Going into the 1970 football

season. Jan Stenerud of theKansas
City Chiefs had never missed a
held goal attempt of under 20
yards according to an article in

the current issue of SPORT
Magazine He had made 23 in a
row from the 20 yard marker on
in

The SPOUT article also credits
Stenerud with a 703 lifetime
percentage for Ins three years,
highest in pro ci rices in recent
\ears His percentage was .583 in

I**;;. r.W in IWK and 771 in I960.

sPo/ftS— ap— ShorT'Es
NEW YORK (AP) - Ralph Houk. who led his New York Yankees out of five years of baseball

oblivion this season, was named American League Manager of the Year by The Associated Press
yesterday, beating out Earl Weaver of the world-champion Baltimore Orioles.
Houk received 118 votes of sports writers and broadcasters in a nationwide poll Weaver who

guided the power-packed orioles to a runaway East Division title and then to a World Series
triumph over the Cincinnati Reds, drew 73. Balloting was based on the regular season

Last Night's

Intramurals

Bill Rigney, whose West Division
champion Minnesota Twins were
swept by Baltimore in the pennant
playoffs, was third with 59 and
Lefty Phillips of the West's run-
nerup California Angels was fourth
with 32.

Dave Bristol of Milwaukee got
three votes and Ted Williams of
Washington, who won the honor
last year, received two. Five
others got one vote each.

"1 was very surprised," Houk
said when informed of the balloting
at his home in Pompano Beach,
Fla. "I assumed that Weaver
would get it. If the Yankees
deserve it, it belongs to the
ballplayers and not to me."

******

NEW YORK (AP) - Baseballs
inter league trading period, ex-
panded by more than a month this

year, begins today with the
promise ol vigorous activity
through the Dec. IS deadline.
Major league owners have

moved up the opening date for
trading between the American and
National leagues from Nov. 2t to
the fifth day following the end of
the World Series.

Judging from the intra-league
dealings that took place before and
during the Series, there will be
several more headline tran-
sactions from today through the
annual winter meetings at Los
Angeles in December.

Richie Allen. Denny McLain and
Tony Conigliaro moved to new
clubs and Curt Flood popped back
into the spotlight within a week's
time as the traders made the most
of their opportunities to negotiate
during the pennant playoffs and
the Series.

The next big name blown into the
trade winds could be Frank
Robinson who. at 35, might be
deemed expendable by the world
champion Baltimore Orioles
despite his vital contribution to

iheir second Series triumph in five

years.

There have been reports that the

Orioles, six deep in outfield talent,

would be willing to part with
Robinson in return for a solid

starting pitcher to go with their Big
Three of .Mike Cuellar. Dave
McNally and Jim Palmer.

******

NEW YORK (AP) - Quarterback
Joe Namath of the New York Jets
suffered a broken bone in his right
wrist during Sunday's loss to the
Baltimore Colts, X-rays showed
yesterday.

Namath, who throws with his

right hand, was expected to have
the hand put in a cast today after
the swelling goes down. A team
spokesman said he probably would
miss this Sunday's game against
Buffalo.

The X-rays showed a fracture of
the small bone at the base of the
thumb. Namath suffered it five

plays from the end of the 29-22 loss

when he threw an incomplete pass
and was pressured by lineman
Billy Ray Smith and twisted while
falling to the ground.
Namath remained in the game

and wound up throwing 62 passes, a
club record, with 34 completions,
another record. However, the
shaggy-haired quarterback was
intercepted six times.

Without Namath, second year
quarterback Al Woodall seemed
the likely replacement.

NEW YORK (AP) - A televised
heavyweight boxing doubleheader
featuring the championship match
between Joe Frazier and Bob
Foster, was announced yesterday
by Harry Markson, director of
boxing for Madison Square Gar-
den.

Frazier will defend his title

against light heavyweight champ
Bob Foster at Detroit's Cobo Hall
on Wednesday, Nov. 18. On the
same night, the Garden will
feature a heavyweight bout bet-
ween two top contenders, unbeaten
(ieorge Foreman and Boone Kirk-
man.

******

MIAMI BEACH (AP) - It's the

"newsouth" when the wife of a pro
basketball team owner can plant
pregame kisses on the strapping
athletes-white and black-with
little, if any, notice.

"Come on over honey and get
your kiss," shouted Mrs. Ned
Doyle to Larry Jones, the
American Basketball Association's
career scoring leader.

"Hey, Mack Clavin. Don't be
bashful."

Doyle's team is rare in many
respects. Last year, the Floridians
went 21-63 and were pro basket-
ball's worst team. The millionaire
ad agency whiz purchased the
floundering club and - in a rare bit

of philosophy - fired the team' and
kept the coach.

BOSTON (AP*)* *The Boston
Patriots of the National Football
League announced formally
yesterday ihey will make their
first appearance in the new 62,000
seat stadium in Foxboro in an
exhibition game with the New York

FOOTBALL
nrojara M, Letm
Klamwi A ; Bwn I

Airs n\or Qafcs, .vl>|
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I
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U\|ords over GAX. wbf
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BKP 2. TEP (i

DX over TX. whl

SK over CSK. wbf
HMD over FLP. wbf
I.XA over SAK. wbf

Plpan over Kedwoods. wbf
Seagram 2. Omhjm u

Dons and Varoons, df

Terrors and Academies M

of Aug. n-i:>Giants the weekend
next year.

Patriots President Bill Sullivan
told a news conference that the
stadium is expected to be ready the
exact date of the game and will he
set later. The Giants defeated
Boston 16-0 in a regular NFL game
Sunday, the first meeting in history
between the two clubs.

The Stadium Realty Trust,
established to build the $6 million
stadium now under construction,
announced that American Biltrite
Rubber Co., Inc., has been
awarded a contract to install 74,000
square feet of Poly-Turf, a syn-
thetic grass, for the playing field.

The turf is the same as in the
Orange Bowl in Miami.

•****
MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS
FIELD TIMK TEAMS

1 7 :it) PMDvs. KS
2 7 :«i Trojans vs Redwoods
i 7:30 Senators vs Panthers

Say Hey???

Willie Mays was preparing to
portray himself on a television
show when a nervous young
director asked how he planned to
do it.

Willie's answer, quoted in the
current issue of SPORT Magazine,
was Til tell you, just turn on the
camera and if it isn't me, let me
know."

More Sports

On Page 11
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Cage Rally Set Friday

For Kent State 25
see page three

Algeria Grants
Timothy Leary
Political Asylum

details, page five

EXPLAINING I Hh VALUE of a student employees union last better wages and job security can be gained by organizing. For the
night, Barry Rand and John Barbara tell the small turnout that complete story, see page two. (MDC photo by Ed Fenwick)
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Three Bomb Scares

Briefly Disrupt
Hasbrouck, Mahar, and Boyden were briefly evacuated yesterday

alter phone calls were received reporting bombs. There were no

bombs discovered and classes were normal for the most of the day at

all three buildings

The first call came into the University switchboard yesterday
morning at 9:00 a.m. The un-identified caller informed the operator

that a bomb should explode in Hasbrouck Hall at 9:15 a.m. The
building was immediately evacuated. After a half hour had passed

tho building was declared safe and classes went on.

At 11:15 the operator at the School of Business switchboard was
told by a "male caller" that there was a bomb in Mahar auditorium

The University police cleared the building and conducted a fruitless

search after which the class, which bahad been disruped returned.

Later in the afternoon, a similiar bomb threat was received

concerning Boyden gym. The classes were disrupted briefly.

Yesterday's threats are the latest in a series of "scares" at the

I niversity.

BOYDEN STUDENTS here shown had classes slightly disrupted
yestcnU) b\ another in a series of bomb scares that have occurred
in recent weeks.

Fine Arts Council 1970/71 Series

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIV. OF MASS.

ruesdav - Wednesday. October 20-21

NATHAN M1LSTEIN
' -The Master Violinist" NY. Times

Two entirely different programs each evening

iit KHtf) p.m. including Sonatas by Brahms,

llonriel, Vivaldi and Bach.

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 to $3.00

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Tel. 545-0202. Save up to 40% by ordering Sea

son Tickets — five events!

Slip flaisarlpttfrttB fiailg Qtalltgtatt

OHic» o* th« DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on th» second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones
are 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exom periods, three or four

times a week following a vocation or exam period or when a holiday

falls withm a week. Accepted for moiling under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 1), 1943. Sub-

scription rotes are $7 50 per semester, $14.00 par year.

Students Meet To Unionize
WEDNESDAY, <>< IOHKR 21. Itf70 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

by Karen DeGraee
Staff Reporter

Some student workers want to

unionize But 'some" isn't

enough
Bet ore a group of twenty fellow

workers, John Barbero and Barry
Hand , part-time student
technician

, expressed their

dissatisfaction with student
working conditions. The entire

system of student employment is

geared towards perpetuation of

management's organization, they

said, and not toward student in-

terests. But . they feel, a Student

Employee's Union could remedy
this situation

The size of last night 's crowd
was. perhaps, and indication of

student fear - a fear of losing

present jobs. But. it was explained

by Rand, such fear is ungrounded.
The law states that management

may not tire an employee for the

reason of attempted organization.

It is true, however, that dismissal

maybe grounded upon other
contract reasons. But were a

student to be fired now for at-

tempting to organize, there would
definitely be a thorough in-

vestigation of the matter, and
explicit documentation would
have to be presented before a

student could face unemployment.
Barbaro and Rand led the

discussion of typical student
worker's complaints. Part-time
student workers have no benefits

and no job security, they say. They
are paid twice monthly, rather
than on a weekly basis. They are
not given an adequate explanation
of what a particular job entails.

Some students feel that they are
underpaid. In short, they feel that

management is taking advantage
of them.

A possible solution to such
problems is the organization of a
Student Employee's Union he said.

But more than 50 per cent par-
ticipation of an employing unit is

necessary if a union is to be for-

med.

Barbara and Rand had en-

visioned a union incorporating all

campus student workers. If, due to

lack of support, this is not possible,

the unit will be narrowed down. At

present, plans are being made to

form a technician's union; this

could well be the nucleus for a

larger campus union.

It was felt that lack of support
last night was due not merely to

tear of luture unemployment but

also to student contentment with I

recent pay hike

The union now being planned is

not to be a formal union (which
could legally insist that students

work during vacations and on
weekends as a rationale for

equality with full-time workers).

Rather, it is to be a union with new-

criteria to fit the needs and con-
ditions peculiar to the students
The students say they aren't

.rying to be unreasonable: they

simply want to be more respon-
sible for their working conditions.

SAM Plans Coed Frat
By Denise Magneli
Monday Issue Editor

"We want a realistic living ex-

perience, not just a social club."

the brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu
seemed to agree last night at their

open community meeting with
girls interested in forming UMass'
first co-ed fraternity

The co-ed proposal was initially

brought before the members of the

house about five weeks ago. Its

acceptance was nearly unanimous,
the main objection of those
dissenting voters that they would
not be able to act like themselves if

the house went co-ed. However.
Prior Mark Brenner contends that

"mrls sometimes feel the same
within the confines of their own
dorms."
The female brothers would be

given equal rights and equal
responsibilities within the UMass
chapter but cannot yet be con-

sidered a part of the national

organization

ThenationalSigma Alpha Mu has
left the decision of becoming co-ed
up to the discretion of each local

chapter throughout the country.

Cornell was the first to try the new-

concept a year ago, with success.

"We're not necessarily doing
anything opposite to the fraternity

system, but taking the best it has to

offer and enhancing it," said
Brenner.

Co-ed Coordinator Bob Nims
added. "In a dorm you don't have a

responsibility to one another We
want to go further than
establishing a residence Here we
are trying to build something of a
feeling, one that can be extended to

the opposite sex

People who act themselves will

be ^elected as EAM pledges. The

Spectrum Open House
Wednesday, October 21st

Room 409 Student Union

9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

SPECTRUM, the undergraduate magazine, will be

having an open recruitment meeting for all potential

contributors, staff members, and people interested in

the future of the magazine.

brothers realize the problem of the

rush period is not getting to know
people well enough in such a short

period of time. To help them judge
female rushees fairly, the

fraternity has enlisted the help of

lour hostesses, girls who have
worked with the brotherhood
through and social events, etc.. and
understand what the men are
looking lor in a coed iraternity

As cited in the "Octagonian"
national newsletter of Sigma
Alpha Mil), a problem of the co-ed
Iraternity may be that the girls

relate to the male brotherhood but

not to the other girls in the group.
"Girls have an insight into other

girls' behavior, a distinct ad-
vantage over those who haven't
lived with women," said Brenner
on the hostesses' role

That role will be a liason between
both groups, showing the girls

what the bou.se Is really like and
helping the men judge thote
rughing by going beyond ap-
pearances and seeing the girls as
the individuals they are.

Serious dating among fraternity

lembers will be strongly
iiscouraged to preserve a genuine
riendship atmosphere.

^ Only #
certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK *

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
bpeed reading and study skills course
We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Wesley Methodist Church. 365 N. Pleasant St.

7:00 P.M

Wednesday, October 21st

Thursday, October 22nd

for further information call Dave Cichon 586-0945

UM Students Demonstrate Friday,

Support Accused At Kent State
™ thp sump nnli'iit i 1 1 anr-nrtiina tr\ erkoulrnrc riaam if m,,,., tU,

ByCARYNZAHN
Staff Reporter

UMass students will be asked to
stand in "Solidarity with the Kent
State 25," this Friday, said Sid
Finehersh, MOBE spokesman,
last night at the MOBE meeting, in
the Student Union Council
Chambers.

As a result of the indictments of
the twenty-five Kent students
(details elsewhere on this page), at
2:00 Friday afternoon in the Cage,
a rally will be held. "This rally,"

said Finehersh, "will protest the

fantastic white-wash of civil

liberties that Kent is now an
amazing portrayal of. Throughout
the country students will be
protesting, UMass will be amongst
them," explained Finehersh.

Last May in the same room with
approximately the same number of

people a Strike was born. This has

the same potential, according to

the MOBE.
Another SMC project of im-

portance further planned at last

nights meeting is their call for

action slated for October 29, 30 and
31. To help build massive response
to vote C on the Massachusetts
Referendum on October 3, the SMC
is trying to organize the students

who will then go out to the com-
munities and to the voters.

At the Campus Pond, Thursday
Night October 29, a rally in the

support of the referendum will be
held. On Friday there will be
workshops and people will go into

area communities. Then, on
Saturday, another rally is slated.

At each event, the Committee
has made it clear that these will be
anti-war rallies and that the

speakers will not deviate fromthe
anti-var subject. Nor, as hap-

pened last April 15, will any of the

speakers deem it upon themselves
to collect for their own
organizations, the organizers
stress.

Although the number of people at
last nights meeting was not what
should have been, according to the

MOBE, these people are com-
mitted and are working for their

commitment. This is a commitment
which each student who struck last

semester should advocate and
wnich all workers should share,
spokesman for the group said last

night.

The Strike is over but the MOBE
is far from being over. These
people are working and working
and working and will not cease
work until Vietnams are forever
over and Kent States and wars and,
according to the MOBE, till the
necessity for their existence is

over. Finehersh concluded.

White House Stumping
Nixon Hits North On Southern Swing
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) -

President Nixon took his

Republican campaign into three

more states Tuesday. In the South
he hit out at compulsory school

busing, and in the Midwest he
urged Indiana voters to give him
another GOP senator.

Nixon found rain at every stop

but crowds plentiful, and he
declared, "When they'll stand in

the rain, that means we're going to

win."
Nixon who spent Monday night in

Kansas City, where fog was the

rule, went on from there Tuesday
morning to fly through choppy rain

clouds to Johnson City, Tenn.;

Asheville. N.C., and Fort Wayne,
lnd.. before heading back to

Washington.
Despite the weather, crowds of

up to 15.000 and more greeted him

Agnew
In 76?
BALTIMORE (AP) - Republican

National Chairman Rogers C.B.

Morton said Tuesday night he

would not only renominate Spiro T.

Agnew for vice- president in 1972,

but "m 1976 I intend to nominate

him for the presidency."

Morton made the remarks at a

Republican fund raising dinner

with Agnew on hand campaigning

for OOP gubernatorial and
senatorial candidates in his home
state of Maryland.

Morton, also a Maryland
congressman, said Agnew had

done more for the Republican

partv "from the viewpoint of the

United States" than any other

person.

at each stop.

In reaffirming before an
Asheville audience his long
standing opposition to compulsory
busing to achieve school
desegregation, he drew his strong

applause by asserting his leaning

toward "the neighborhood school"
- the one closest to a student's

home.
He also hit out at foreign textile

competition.

In predominantly Republican
eastern Tennessee - the first

border state on his pre election

itinerary - he regaled against

senators who would vote against

presidential nominees for federal

judgeships who are strict in in-

terpreting the meaning of the

Constitution.

In Indiana, where he was
boosting the U.S. Senate bid of

Rep. Richard L. Roudebush,
perhaps the President had to say
nothing more than he did to a
crowd of more than 10,000 that

jammed the Fort Wayne
Coliseum

:

"My mother used to talk about
'back home in Indiana.' " Because
hundreds who couldn't get seats in

the Coliseum were listening to his

voice on loudspeakers in a large

basement room.

Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Moin St., Northampton

12 oz.
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Jjj^

12 oz. BEER

9:00-10:00 Tonight — 2 Pizza Slices 25<

then

THE FABULOUS "D J" til 1:00
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ALL NEW MEADOW INN

Rt. 47 (Come see our new bar) Sunderland

JOIN
COLLEGE
CHAPTER

\
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Grand Jury Acts

Indictments Served

For Kent State Unrest
KENT , Ohio (AP) - More indictments returned by a special state

grand jury investigating the May disturbances at Kent State

University were served Tuesday as student and faculty

organizations called for a federal grand jury probe.

Four days of disorders ended May 4 with the shooting deaths of

four students and wounding of nine in a confrontation between Ohio

National Guard troops and rock throwing anti-war demonstrators on

the Kent State campus.
The state grand jury indicted 25 persons, but exonerated the

National Guard in its report issued Friday. Seven of the indictments

had been served by Tuesday afternoon.

The KSU Faculty Senate, Student Senate and Graduate Student

Council called for the federal investigation in a joint statement in

which they said the state jury exceeded "the boundaries of its legal

responsibilities."

Two former Kent State students and a man who never attended the

university turned themselves in to the Portage County sheriff at

Ravenna Tuesday and were served with endictments.

Larry A. Shub, 19, Cleveland Heights, a Kent State freshman last

spring and now enrolled at Cuyahoga Community College in

Cleveland, was accompanied to the sheriff's office by his father,

Murry He was indicted on charges of first and second degree riot

and attempting to burn property.

Douglas Cormack. 20, Wiloughby. indicted on charges of first

degree riot, interference with a fireman and throwing rocks at

firemen, was accompanied by his wife when he surrendered to the

sheriff.

Alan Canlora. 21, Baiberton. one of the nine students wounded in

the May 4 confrontation, was accompanied by his parents and at-

torney when he went to the sheriff's office He was indicted on a

charge of second degree riot.

Canlora who is not enrolled at KSU for the fall quarter, was
arrested Sept 18 on three counts of selling hallucinogenic drugs. He
was released on bond and is scheduled for a court appearance next

week.

Indictments were served Monday on four persons, including Craig

Morgan. 29, Columbus, president of the KSU student government

and l)r Thomas S. Lough, 42, an associate professor of sociology and
anthropology.

Senate Elections are Not Over

BY ELECTIONS

Nomination Papers

Open Friday Oct. 16th

Nomination Papers

Closed Friday Oct 23rd

Elections -Thursday Oct 29th

LEACH lseat

BRETT 2 seats

COOLIDGE Middle 1 seat

COOLIDGE Lower 1 seat

JOHN ADAMS Upper 1 seat

BAKER 1 seat

FIELD lseat

GRAYSON ...lseat

MACKIMMIE 1 seat

GET OUT AND VOTE

!

H. I It
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In The Nation And The World

Governor's Report Calls For Court Reform
BOSTON (AP) - "We have

concluded that certain lower
criminal courts in Greater Boston
seriously abuse principles of

fairness and due process," a
report submitted to a governor's
committee said Tuesday.
The report, a 150 page analytical

study prepared by the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights under
Law, offered a series of recom-
mendations for reform of the lower
criminal court system in Boston
and statewide.

The conclusions were submitted
to the Governor's Committee on
Law Enforcement and Ad-
ministration of Justice at a news
conference.

Among other complaints, the

authors of the report charged "a
man's finances are more im-
portant than the circumstances
surrounding the criminal charge"
and, "the lower court process
permits and indirectly encourages
wide variations in the quality of

justice dispensed in the separate
dist- ict courts."

The authors of the report,
Stephen R. Bing and S. Stephen

Rosenfeld, said they based their

study on court and probation
records in the six metropolitan
Boston courts for a six month
period in 1966. The study contered
on a random 20 per cent of the
cases, involving 1,428 defendants
charged with a total of 2,192

crimes.

The authors claimed that their

study "represents the most
comprehensive and systematic
analysis of a lower criminal court
system under taken anywhere in

the country." They asserted it

provides a general evaluation of

the performance of the system,
rather than the more common
catalogue of "anecdotes" detailing

specific instances of abuse.
Among other conclusions of the

report:

-"Little attention is paid to the
rights of the plight of the poor. The
are discriminated against at
almost every turn

"

-The municipal criminal courts
are poor people's courts. People

in poverty constitute a majority of

the defendants charged and tried
in the lower criminal courts...And

GLASS ONION

SATURDAY NITE

OCT. 24

Berkshire Commons

8:30 12:30

Bored ....

TRY BAMB00-ING"
HOW TO "BAMBOO":

1. Hop in your cor, or jog, to King Street,
enter the Hotel Northampton and Wig-
gins Tavern . . .

2 Inside, follow the sign of the "Hut", down
the stairs where you will be greeted by
"Samontha" . . .

3. Now . . . Relax and enjoy the Hawaiian
background music and delight in the

>. exotic Polynesian and Oriental dishes

Now YOU'RE LIVING

and

Now YOU'RE "BAMBOO-ING"

at

THE BAMBOO HUT

HotPl Northampton & Wiggins Tavern

Northampton, Massachusetts

584-3100

poverty predominates in suburban
criminal courts as well as the

urban courts...."

"Lawyers assigned to the poor
are too overworked,spreadtoo thin

to prepare their cases with the care
often required."

"Censuring judges, or even
replacing certain judges, would
bring no guarantee that the quality
of judging would there after im-
prove. We must discard the

illusion that curing the abuses of a
few men, by itself will do. We
must instead address a system that

allows the objectionable practices
of those men to go uncorrected."

"One of the most serious
deficiencies of the system is the

perpetuation of the trial de novo
system. Trial de novo shields
judicial abuse from appellate
scrutiny. It provides an entirely
new trial that wipes away the

district court trial and its errors."
In Massachusetts the de novo

system provides that a defendant
convicted in district court can
request a new trial in Superior
Court. The new trial, however, is

not an appeal in the usual sense,
since all issues of law and fact are
tried again before a jury, and the

disposition of the case in the

district court is not specifically

reviewed. This system, the

authors claimed, allows abuses to

go uncorrected at the lower level.

The report also noted that the
vast majority of district court
defendants, who are not tried
before a jury do not assert their
right to a trial de novo.

"Ninety six per cent of all

criminal matters in the state are
finally disposed of at the district

court level," the study claimed.
The report asserted, "A com-

bination of influences and cir-

cumstances discourages"

defendants, particularly the poor,
from seeking the new trials.

Among the circumstances cited
were the costs of legal represen-
tation and, "in most cases the offer
of a suspended sentence beckons
the defendant to let the new trial

pass, especially when he is told by
the judge that his appeal will
force' the execution of the jail

sentence he might escape by
foregoing his trial de novo."
The report urged elimination of

the trial de novo system.

Study Finds Students

Prone To Disorders

CAMBRIDGE, (AP) The higher
the academic potential of a Har
vard Student, the more likely he is

to drop out for psychiatric reasons,
according to a study.

Dr. Armand M. Nicholi, a

Harvard Medical School
psychiatrist, said his five year
study spanned 1,454 students who
dropped out of Harvard College
between 19.

r
>5 and 1960.

"Emotional illness far oui
weighs every other cause for

leaving college," Nicholi said

than 43 per cent of the
left for psychiatric
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"More
sample
reasons."

Nicholi defined a "psychiatric
dropout" as a student who con
suited a psychiatrist before leaving
;ind who was given a specific

psychiatric diagnosis.

The data demonstrate clearly
that the psychiatric dropouts arc
more intelligent as a group than
those leaving college for any other
reason," he said.

"The relationship of high in-

telligence to psychiatric disorder
among the dropouts was further
demonstrated within each major
field of study."

\nholi said most of the
psychiatric dropouts who left

Harvard did so because of

"depression
."

He also said that students with a
private preparatory schoo
background have a high oi

probability of dropping out and the
dropout sample had a significant!

.

higher percentage of divorced am
deceased parents than the gener.

undergraduate population
"Those students are ottt

plagued with the fear that they ai

not really very bright," Nic

said, adding that the potent..,

dropout "can no longer tolerate
loneliness of his work; neither c

be tolerate the competit,
anxiety prevnked by close conta«
with colleagues

"He withdraws into himself H
work rapidly deteriorites. I!

becomes overwhelmed with gu
and despair. . . A paralyzing state
of depression ensues and leaving
college appears the only recourst
that promises relief." The stud>
indicated that about 90 percent o
the dropouts return to Harvard a
sometime, but only 48 per cen
graduate.
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Axiometric analysis of judg-

mental abilities shows strengths

and weaknesses in judgment,

problem -solving, concentration,

value capacities.
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Interested in starting a UMASS

BRIDGE CLUB?
Come to the open meeting

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21st

Room 815 Campus Center at 7:00 P.M.
Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council
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Election '70

Kraus-Media A Political Force

POLITICS OF THE TLBE-Sidney Kraus of the Speech Depart-
ment discussed the media and elections during a part of the
Government department's Election '70 program last night. (MDC
photo by Ed Fenwick)

Leary Ends Trip

Crashes In Algeria
ALGIERS (AP (-Algeria has granted political asylum to Dr. Timothy

Leary. the prophet of LSD who escaped from prison in San Luis Obispo.

Calif., on Sept. 12. the official Algerian news agency said Tuesday night.

Algeria Press Service said Leary had arrived in Algeria "recently,"
with his wife. Kosemarv.
He intends to work with the Algiers office of the Black Panther party,

opened recently by the Panthers' information minister, Eldridge
(leaver, it was understood.

In New York, a spokesman for

the Youth International Party-
Yppies-said Leary would hold a

news conference Thursday in

Algiers.

At San Luis Obispo Leary was
serving a term for marijuana
possession at a minimum security

prison, a fenced in cluster of

dormitories and workshops in

hills near the ocean about 200 miles
north of Los Angeles
The 50 year old former Harvard

University lecturer was under
sentence of H 1/2 months to 10 years
on the marijuana possession
conviction. He also faced a 10 year
prison sentence in Texas on con-

viction of smuggling marijuana
into the United States from
Mexico ( Mficials at the prison said

he had been transferred there

because it was not believed he
would attempt to escape. The
underground revolutionary
organization, the Weathermen,
claimed to have aided in his

getaway.
Cleaver, who now lives in

Algiers, jumped $50,000 bail and
lied the I'nited States in 1968.

By LINDA A. BAL1CKI
Staff Reporter

What would have happened to
the Humphrey campaign if the
cameras had gone dark in

Chicago? What were the real ef-

fects of the Great Debate of 1960
between Nixon and Kennedy on the
outcome of that election

-

' How was
the fall and rise of MNixon ac-
complished in the space of six short
years'.'

\nswers to these and other
questions were the topics discussed
at the Election '70 Workshop,
"Campaigning and the Media."
held in a crowded Thompson Hall
last night.

Sidney Kraus, Professor of
Speech pointed out that the effect

upon election outcomes of
television exposure has increased
to such a degree in recent years
that most television campaigns are
aimed "to sell a product." This
was evidenced by an increase in

television expenditures from a
combined Kennedy-Nixon total in

I960 of twenty million to a com-
bined total of thirty-eight million

dollars in the Nixon-Humphrev
campaign.
Kraus also stated that television

has come to play a great role in

'creating a candidate" by

BELL'S Has a Better Idea!

HOT OVEN GRINDERS
(all made with cheese at no extra cost)

Stuffed with: peppers, onions, lettuce and tomotoes

BELL'S PIZZA
"The Best Pizza In Town"

University Drive

FREE DELIVERY

Coll 256-8011

OF PIZZA

or 253-9051

Index Waits
The final shipment of the

1970 Index, the University's

100 year-old yearbook, has
arrived in Amherst, and is

ready for distribution.

Ed' for Tom Leavitt urges
all students who were here
both semesters last year to

claim their book if they have
not already done so in the

Index office in the Student

Union.

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
FROM AMHERST FOLLOW RT. 9 TO WARE (APR0X

15 MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER

MALS 1 MILE ON RT. 32. ...50, 000 SQ. FT. OF SAVINGS!
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SNEAKERS

•BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT
CHEAP!

IF OPEN' TILL 10 M
DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE

PHILLIP PLAZA
ROUTE 32, WARE

potlightmg a relatively unknown
political tigure. As a result of this

coverage, the figure is placed in a
position of national prominence
and therefore takes on the image of

a prospective political candidate.
Last night's workshop was one of

I series currently being held under
the sponsorship of Elections '70, a
project designed to encourage
student participation in the up-
coming November elections.
Organized through the volunteer
efforts of graduate and un-
dergraduate students in the
department of government, it

serves as an information
clearinghouse between UMass
students, the candidate and their

campaigns.

Through contact with over :S30

candidates for election this

November, Elections 70 has ob-
tained information about contests,
issues, records, and qualifications
which students may use in the
selction of the candidate they wish
to work for. Eor those who aiready
favor a particular candidate,
project coordinator John Howe
stated that "We have investigated
how the candidates think the
students can help them most ef-

fectively, and whom they should
contact.

RAFI
REGIONAL ALLIANCE FOR THE FUTURE OF

ISRAEL
presents

Mr. Jonathan Brandow
(Brown University)

to speak on:

A RADICAL SOCIALIST PERSPECTIVE
ON THE MIDDLE EAST
Wednesday, October 21

8:00 P.M., Campus Center Rm. 165-169
All are welcome
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THE ALUMNI ARE COMING!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23: FLOAT PARADE 6:30 - Rally at C.C. following parade

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 24: PARACHUTE EXHIBITION 11:45 - 12:30

en route to UMass - UConn game
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Ed Bryant

The Worthless Medium
(Editor's note-This is the final part of a four part

series on the mythical reality of television.)

The best show I ever saw on television was not on

any of the three networks, but was a National

Educational Television production, shown over

Boston's educational station, Channel two.

It was merely a series of vignettes of three persons

traveling across the country, separated by the rac-

counturing of Jean Shepard and occasional make-

believe commercials.

It was the only thing I've seen on television that

didn't have a tightly polished script dealing with

almost real situations with totally perfect and totally

imperfect people simmulating living a very poor

imitation of life. It was not an overtly moral or im-

moral passion play and it did not talk down to me or

make me feel uninformed.

The show described several moods, didn't have a lot

of foolish dialogue to get in the way and came closer to

portraying events and situations I could identify with

than anything else I've ever seen on T.V.

The point of all of this of course is that most network

shows have no real similarity to real life. Their con-

trivances, their plots and their use of contemporary

jargon simply is so unreal and inaccurate that the

shows become jokes and a viewer can't help but laugh

at a plot which is supposed to interest him.

But shows are produced for special audiences,

audiences which are likely to be watching at the time

the shows are on and audiences which might buy the

show's sponsor's product.

Because of this basic economic fact of broadcasting,

it will always be the American middle class, its values

and its tastes, which will determine what kinds of

shows are broadcast during prime-time each night.

Clearly, the American middle class has values and

tastes which differ greatly from that of the generation

which grew up sitting in front of the tube. Thus the

great irony of the first kinnescope generation is that

its people were conditioned to watch television as they

grew up, learned about the values and mores of adult

society as they grew up, but can find nothing on

television which really interests them now that they

have grown out of adolesence.

This situation will not change while the present

generation of writers, directors and producers con-

tinMe to dominate the television industry, for they

cannot possibly understand a generation of people

who were brought into society with a different method

of socialization from the one which emasculated them

into the adult world.

And since there is nothing believable or real to

watch for the television generation anymore, the

people who in the past spent so much time in front of

the tube no longer watch very much television at all.

Television no longer portrays the real world for

them, and, if anything, simply represents the trap-

pings of a culture of which they no longer want to be a

part.

PregnantMiceBumOut On Grass

Number One Then

& Number One Now
In the decade of the eighteen forties, America began by electing to the

Presidency James K. Polk. His program was known as Manifest

Destiny, a program expressing pride and confidence in America. There

was only one war, a silly skirmish with Mexico that saw America win and

John Wayne die. Millard Fillmore was elected Vice-President in 1848,

and the impending problems did not as yet seem overwhelming. In

contrast to Europe, for whom 1848 was a year of great upheaval, things

were pretty quiet in America.

There followed a decade of confusion and uncertainty in which

politicians kicked around the issues. Perhaps, if some solution had been

found during the 1850's, the crisis would have passed. Politicians,

however, did not find any solution. By the end of the decade, there was a

meat deal of hate flying back and forth, and the state of the union was at

Ivst very, very uneasy.

At the dawning of the new decade America was divided. It was now

long past the point reconciliation was possible. Politicians were still

kicking around the issues. But they took two basic positions. Either

America could retain and spread the status quo, or accept the status quo

.tiui contain it to its present magnitude. Nowhere were there politicians

who would risk their careers by calling out for the sweeping changes

needed to keep the States United.

One element on the American left was irreversibly alienated by the

political system. They had, not slowly and not capriciously, lost their

I nth in the democratic process as a means toward curing the ills of

sociotv. of righting the wrong through the proper channels. Those

channels were insultingly blatant in conveying the idea that they were not

listening, much less acting.

America soon had a Civil War.

I enio\ studying America's past. So much so that I decided upon it as a

tielii of concentration Still. I wonder what good will come of my learning

iroin America's previous mistakes.

Ann-" •
i '-ertainly hasn't Peace.

Marijuana is one of the oldest

and most widely used drugs known

to man. Yet scientists know less

about its safety than they do about

many newer drugs. Last week, at a

hearing of a committee that is

evaluating New York state

marijuana laws, a pharmacologist

reported findings from his ex-

periments on animals that raise

serious questions about the safety

of marijuana. What his ex-

periments on pregnant mice and

rats mean for humans is not en-

tirely clear But other recent

reports in medical journals in-

dicate that some physicians are

becoming increasingly concerned

about the possible adverse effects

of marijuana in man.
Dr. Vincent dePaul Lynch told

the New York committee that

pregnant rats that breathed
marijuana smoke at the equivalent

of one cigarette a day for 10 days in

his laboratory at St. John's

University here, had produced

offspring with serious genetic

defects Dr. Lynch, whose field is

toxic and adverse reactions of

drugs on the brain, said in an in-

terview that about 20 per cent of

the mice whose mothers had

smoked marijuana during their

pregnancy were born with cleft

palates and defective jaws. This

congenital damage, he said, was
not limited to smoking during any

specific period of pregnancy.

More disturbing to Dr. Lynch

was the appearance of the same
defects in the next two generations

after the damaged mice were

mated. This finding implicated

genetic damage though Dr. Lynch

did not test for defects in

chromosomes, the bundles of

hereditary information. His ex-

periments were controlled. That is,

he exposed art equal number of

mice to a similar amount of smoke
from timothy hay, not marijuana,

to rule out the possibility that

smoke alone caused the defects.

None of these control mice, he said,

developed defects.

Dr. Lynch said that he undertook

these experiments at the urging of

Henry Giordano, former associate

director of the Federal Bureau of

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.

When he heard Dr. Lynch report

abnormalities in mice resulting

from mescaline, Mr. Giodano

suggested that Dr. Lynch try the

same experiment with marijuana.
"1 thought marijuana studies

would be a waste of time," said Dr.

Lynch, who succumbed to his

scientific curiosity, however, was
based on information that

researchers in Georgia and the

British West Indies had reported in

medical journal articles after

injecting marijuana into other

small animals.

"These results are ominous
enough to suggest that women be

specifically cautioned to avoid

marijuana during pregnancy," Dr.

Richard C. Pillard wrote in a

recent issue of the New England
Journal of Medicine in com-
menting on these previous studies.

Dr. Lynch considered inhalation

of smoke a more realistic ex-

periment than feeding or injecting

marijuana into animals. In his

experiments, Dr. Lynch noted that

mother mice destroyed some of

their offspring at birth. When he

examined these mice, he found

that they had cleft palates and
defective jaws.

Difficult to Test

A drug's effects -good or bad--on
animals may not hold true for man.
Drugs of proven benefit to man
such as penicillin, insulin and
cortisone, can cause birth defects

in animals. Determining
marijuana's effects on pregnant
humans would require ex-

periments that Dr. Lynch among
other scientists consider im-
practical and unethical. Such
studies would require pregnant
women to purposely smoke
measured amounts of marijuana -

and nothing else -over a specified

time to see if their babies were
born defective. The better part of a

century would pass before the

effects on future generations could
be determined.

What concerns Dr. Lynch and
other doctors are reports of

psychotic reactions among
marijuana smokers, though no one
has proved that there is a cause
and effects.

Twelve American soldiers had

acute psychotic reactions after

using marijuana in Vietnam. Dr.

John A Talbott and Dr. James W.

Teague reported last year in the

Journal of the American Medical

Association. Many more soldiers

are believed to have experienced

such reactions because one-third of

American tre ps reportedly smoke

marijuana in Vietnam where,

these doctors reported, marijuana

is cheap, readily available and

disguised in regular American

cigarette packs. Other doctors in

this country and elsewhere have

also reported psychotic reactions

in civilians.

As the popularity of marijuana

has increased, doctors' reports

have hinted at adverse reactions

such as bronchitis. In a letter to

the Journal of the American
Medical Association, Dr. Milton M.

Waldman of the Bronx reported a

patient who smoked five to six

marijuana cigaretts a day for a

few years and who developed "a

marked bronchitis," that is, an

inflamation of the windpipe. Dr.

Waldman pointed out that the

possible adverse affects of

marijuana smoking on the lungs,

including cancer, have "been lost

in the arguments about the

behavorial and psychological

effects of the drug."
Recreational use of drugs such

as marijuana has always been part

of society. Not all users, obviously,

are harmed by marijuana and

doctors do not know which users

are adversely affected or how often

reactions occur. Of course, no one

has ever said that inhalation of

smoke is beneficial Man smoked
cigarettes for centuries before

scientists accumulated evidence of

tobacco's harm. Now numerous
studies attest to the fact that

cigarette smoke can lead not only

to various lung diseases, including

cancer, but also heart ailments.

Some doctors wonder whether

marijuana smoking might do the

same thing. But answers to such

questions require more animal and

then human experiments, money
and time. Meanwhile, the debate

over penalties for those using

marijuana will continue.

LAWRENCE K. ALTMAN
(Reprinted from the New York

Times)

OPEN LETTER
Tony Granite

(Ed Note: Contributions are

solicited for OPEN LETTER,
a new feature on MDC, this

Fall.

The column is designed to

stimulate dialogue among the

three -part campus community:

students, faculty and administ-

ration.

Contributions must be lim-

ited to 200 words, typewritten,

double -spaced. No invective,

full-blown speeches or scurri-

lous attacks on individuals will

be accepted.

OPEN LETTER is intended

to gain answers to burning ques -

tions, rather than to provide
a platform for heated rhetoric.

Contributors should address
theirs to Open Letters, Daily

Collegian, Student Union. Fac-
similes of all letters received
will appear in these pages.

Names of letter -writers will

be withheld upon request, their

identities must be known to the

editors, who will protect the

innocent, if need be.)

Campus Carousel

An Open Letter to the Department of Buildings and Grounds

:

Each fall the University greets several thousand new students, and

each fall an inevitable part of the picture is confused and even lost

students. In this situation, why must Buildings and Grounds add to the

confusion by out-dated and misleading signs? For some fourteen months

I have walked each morning past Bartlett Hall with its sign notifying all

and sundry that housed therein is the Department of Romance
languages. (Is there such a department now? I had heard otherwise.

The parts of that department are in Herter). And South College does not

house, despite its sign, the departments of Philosophy, Comparative

Literature, and Slavic. Machmer Hall is not.nor has it for a very long

time been, headquarters for the departments of Government, Germanic

Languages and Asian Studies.

My attempts to correct this situation previously have been ignored.

While I'm complaining, may I suggest that the campus clocks add to

the confusion. If they cannot be properly regulated, why not disconnect

them? Life is confusing enough without misinformation about such

essentials as Time and Place.

Sincerely yours,

EVERETT H. EMERSON

Sam Yorty. Mayor
Los Angeles. California

Dear Sam:
\i e we a nation of atheistic slobs, devoid of spiritual growth, or are we a

nation under God. with liberty and justice for all" Perhaps we are just a

nation of hypocrites - just saying, never doing, not really believing, and

not even saying very often, in these days when atheists are allowed to

turn our country av ay from God. and destroy the hopes and the lives of

our children.

Politicians and educators are producing students without a love of God or

their neighbors, without goals, without courage, without honesty, a

position to know. haying served as School Secretary and Secretary to the

Principal at Western High School and at Anaheim High School from April

•59 to Maym ten of the most troubled years in our contemporary history

Politicians and educators never take a stand, even when it concerns such

a vital issue as the nurture of the spiritual growth and the souls of our

children. Politicians and educators just use children and all people as a

means to their own selfish ends.

Whv don't vou get off the fence, and stand up for God? You are either for

Him or against Him? Which is if There is no gray area here, or any

curtain to hide behind.

This is an urgent request to reinstate the Blessine of the Fleet Public

Ceremony at San Pedro immediately, and I am asking that you

invite the participation of all faiths. It is time to stand up and be counted.

We are supposed to meet the forces of evil head-on, and overcome them!

I am awaiting your reply.

Sincerely

Bernice Rosalie Cunningham Wentworth

ed. note-Sam Yorty is mayor of the city of Los Angeles, California. Mrs.

Wentworth is a concerned citizen.

BOMBS AWAY. ..The Greeks on

the Louisiana State campus made
the headlines (albeit on page 4) in

The Daily Reveille, recently, with

the story of a bomb scare.

Seems that a midnight phone call

by a sobbing girl warned Acacia

that a bomb was set to go off in 11

minutes. That house was emptied,

as well as the neighboring DTDs.
Turned out to be a dud - but the

bretheren learned the price of

hearing gifts to Greaks. -

******

WINNERS of this week's headline

hunt are the Clemson U. Tiger:

Alumni Needs $95,000

For Building Erection

and this one from the Amherst

tudent:

Bowdoin Will Accept Women;
Amherst Retains Virginity

******

LIBEL SUIT against a student

newspaper at UVirginia. The
Virginia Weekly, is being

threatened by a member of the

Charlottesville Police Dept.

An article, titled "Racist Justice

in Charlottesville", described the

patrolman as being "notorious

throughout the black community
for his racism and brutality."

******

WW-III EXPLODES TODAY IN

DALLAS was the headline that

galvanized readers of page one of a

recent Oklahoma Daily at the

Norman campus.
Turns out to be the story of the

annual football classic with Texas,

in the Cotton Bowl.

Whew'
******

SPY SYSTEM is the charge that

some are making in protesting the

establishment of an "information

center" operated by ad-

ministrators at the University of

Wisconsin at Milwaukee.

According to a page one story in

The UMW Post, a member of the

faculty committee of the ACLU
said, "people will remember that

last year we discovered police

agents were infiltrating

classrooms and student

organizations."

A petition was signed by student

affairs staff members who said

that "We feel that there is more
emphasis on serving the needs of

the administration with little

apparent concern for student, staff

and faculty sensitivity."

Once more into the com-
munications gap, dear friends -

******

PANTY RAID FEYER at the

University of Northern Iowa has its

ups and downs, according to page

one coverage (oops) in the Nor-

thern Iowan.

Male cries of "We want silk" and

the strains of "The Stripper"

brought down a shower of the

flimsies from a coed dorm, during

a recent "raid."

But. what with Women's Lib and

all. the gals retaliated with a

•shorts raid'' on the men's

residence halls Some got their

shorts while others received a

drenching as some men (to

preserve their masculinity I poured

water from their windows on the

crowd of women below.

The success of the* raids, ac-

cording to the newspaper, "is

evidenced by the great influx of

coeds to our local shopping centers

to purchase new lingerie and by
coeds moaning that they had
thrown out their best panties and
had only quite worn un-

dergarments in their possession."

-But no runs on shorts, eh?-

******

THEY DOUBLE THEIR
PLEASURE at Vermont Tech,
with the doubling of coeds on
campus, this year. According to a

page one story in The Pioneer,

seven girls are enrolled in the two-

year college. The headline on the

story reads. "Some Fellas Look
Solter Than Others This Year."
The Lntouchables?--

******

SPEAKING OF SOFT TOUCHES
reminds that The Alethia at De
Paul University, Chicago, recently

offered this menu of headlines on

Its opinion page:

The Creation Revisited

God Goes Mod
Commission Report

Inspired, eh''

Campus Comment

to those who wish to tear, down the

log cabin:

Recently a lot of noise by a few

people has been raised concerning

the fate of the log cabin in South-

west. The intention of the builders

are to make it into a combination

free store and fruit stand,

operating on a non profit basis for

the benefit of the University

students. Those who knit, sew,

paint or have any used books they

wish to sell or trade will have a

place to do so. Any leather work

or, in short, anything at all in-

cludiing toys etc. will be accepted

and traded.

Due to the student strike and the

summer months, we had to stop

work on the cabin before it was

To The Editor:

This letter is to the poor bastard

that deliberately smashed the

window in my car which was

parked in front of John Adams,

Saturday night, in order to steal

my tape deck.

How could a rational human
being commit larceny against his

brother and then live with himself?

You created a problem in which

monev has no part nor can replace.

I can live with my self-What the

fuck can you say for yourself?

"Falsus in uno falsus in om-

nibus."

completed. Of the original crew,

few of us are left to finish the work

but we are still willing - all we need

is your patience.

The major reason work has not

yet resumed is because at the end

of last year the hundreds of dollars

worth of tools we had were all

stolen. We've spent most of this

semester so far attempting to

acquire new tools in order to

complete the work as soon as

possible. Please bear with us for

the completion of the cabin is not

for the benefit of a few but rather

for the community as a whole.

Don't let our work be torn down.
Peace,

Roger Lynch

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,

at sixty spaces and must car-

ry the writer's signature, ad-

dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld

upon request). The limit is

one page and the deadline is

5 p.m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication. The editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters

.

OurManNixon
To The Editor:

Being one of the few students

"priviledged" to attend a speech

by President Nixon this weekend in

Burlington VL, I feel compelled to

do some biased reporting of the

event. Those who read the papers

or heard the news this weekend

have been partially and partisanly

impressed. When one sees for

himself the news that isn't

reported and how the facts can be

twisted he begins to wonder if

anyone ever tells him the truth.

Anyways, it was reported that Mr.

Nixon gave an inspirational ad-

dress to thousands of cheering

supporters to the dismay of an

handful of rock- throwing, name-

calling, ragged, and ticketless

activists. The National Guard,

heros of the day, bravely protected

the silent majority from a rumored

carnage by "the hippies". I must

report, in all honesty, that these

facts are not quite the whole scene.

First, maybe I miscounted the

cheering multitudes, but, there

weren't a thousand people at

Burlington Airport Saturday.

Subtracting the people under 10,

the students who sneaked in, and

the hundreds of news men,

secret servicemen, and police the

attendance could be counted on my
hippie-radical left foot. As a

member of the rude, radical,

youthful faction I feel slightly

misrepresented. Several hundred

kids showed up for this "open to the

public" rally. Virtually none were

allowed in. The tickets were free.

If you were over 30, no beard, your

hair was short, you looked like a

conservative republican, and /or

you wore a Spiro Agnew watch the

gatemen gave you a ticket.

Otherwise you were ignored and
loll to Iree/.c "it was snowing).

Perseverence only led to high

bloodpressure. No matter who you

asked about the hows and whys of

ticket receiving you were
frustrated. Fortunately, or

otherwise, after an hour of

philosophical argument and a

minor miracle I got in. I have
never been so impressed. Lining

the entrance and surrounding the

building were dozens of soldiers

equiped with riot helmets, has

masks, and four foot long wooden
clubs. It's good to know that Uncle

Sam is protecting us. The rally

itself went flawlessly. The
President delivered a ten minute

address. He stressed his desire

for a just peace in South East Asia,

environmental reforms, and
motherhood. Personally, I felt he

said nothing new or controversial.

His most resounding remarks were
a denouncement of the youths

heckling him (there was little

shouting because few who opposed

the president were allowed in) and
a statement that the best way to

oppose these youthful upstarts was
to stand behind the democratic
process and the American way.
Someday, he continued, they will

all appreciate what we are doing

for them. After I s linked by the

army guards, the ticketmen, and
the State police I knew what Mr.
Nixon meant.

Respectfully repressed,

D. Raemer

GI Likes MDC

Editor:

This letter is sent to you on

behalf of a "hope to be", UMass
student. I have just recieved an
armfull of your first semester
issues. All I want to say is that

they are truely work of people with

something, worth reading, to say.

Whether it be a serious national

affair or one of Spiros' latest

antics.

The Collegian is very in-

formative for a college paper.

Maybe some of it's creators will

one day benefit more by it in the
future.

I can see why I am proud to be a

citizen of Mass, U of Mass.
I also wish to thank my brother

for taking the time to send me
these issues, and the Collegian for

printing them- Carry it on!

A friendly warrior.

P.F.C. Ray Ganthier, U.S. Army
PS The Collegian is a hell-of-a lot

more informative, and funnier.

than the ARMY TIMES! ! ! !

!

If someone wants to kill you.

he should be made to sit down
and rap with you for six hours

first.

DWD. 10/19/70
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Fine Arts Celebrity Series Set

With Milstein Slated For Review
The 1970/71 UMass Celebrity Series gets underway

today when the world renowned violinist Nathan
Milstein offers concerts in Bowker Auditorium at 8

i tact) evening under the auspices of the UMass Fine

Arts Council.

Mr Milstein is unquestionably one of the ranking

violinists before the public today, a position he has

held for over four decades Now in his mid-sixties.

Nathan Milstein is one of the few remaining giants of

the violin. University students and others from
throughout Western Massachusetts will have a unique

opportunity to become acquainted with the rare art

Mr. Milstein has exhibited throughout the world

during his long and distinguished career as one of the

truly great concert artists of this century.

Tonight Mr Milstein and Mr. Lamport will perform
Vivaldi's Sonata in D Minor: Adagio and Fugue in G
Minor by Bach. Brahms Sonata No. 3; and short

works by Bloch. Suk and Mr. Milstein.

Remaining events on the 1970/71 Celebrity Series

include visits by the Virtuosi di Roma under Renato
Fusano Nov. 5 and 6; concerts by The Boston
Philharmonia, Feb. 9 and 10; a fully staged production

of "Don Giovanni" by the Goldovsky Grand Opera
Theatre. March 5 and 6; and an appearance by the

exciting pianist Byron Janis. April 6 and 7.

The Fine Arts Council reports an unprecedented
response to both the Celebrity Series and its Chamber
Music Series this season. Over 1000 season sub-

scriptions have been ordered thus far. There is still an

opportunity to purchase season series tickers to these

events at savings of up to 40 per cent over the cost of

single tickets.

The cost is $3 for University undergraduates; $5 for

I Mass graduate students and other students; $8 for

I' Mass faculty and staff and $10 for the general

public Single tickets are also available.

SO APP1Y.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS - AMHERST

PIAWIING FOR THE FUTURE - ' 'HERE DO '^E GO FROM HERE?

1970 S. T7 .A.P. Conference

Clouds Seeking

Long Theatre Reign
Tryouts for the University Theatre's third production. The

Clouds" by Aristophanes (translated by William Arrowsmith) will

begin Monday, October 26.

Male tryouts will be held on the 26th at 7:30 p.m. in Bartlett 125.

Women may audition the next day. Tuesday. October 27. at the same
time and same room.
Any students interested in auditioning who will be away from

campus campaigning during the October 26-November 3 period,

should speak to the play's director, Gary Stewart, in Machmer 404 as

soon as possible. If the demand is sufficient, additional try outs

will be held on Friday or Sundav.

Extensive rehearsals will not begin until November 4. but scripts

are available in Machmer 401. Production dates are December 16-19.

The casting needs are for 12-15 men, most speaking, and for at

least ten women for a highly individualized and active chorus.

Special skills (dancing, singing, facility with a musical instrument)

will be welcome, but not necessary.

All students, regardless of experience, are welcome.

Thursday

El Ed. Deadline

All students interested in

elementary and secondary student

teaching and internship during the

spring semester of 1971 must at-

tend an organization meeting on
Thursday

If you are a secondary student

teacher your meeting will be from
2:30-4:00 P.M. in the Mark's
Meadow Auditorium. If you are in

elementary your meeting is from
4:00-6:30 P.M in the same place.

This will be the only time that

programs will be explained and
applications for placement
distributed You must attend if

you expect to be placed in tht

Spring semester of 1971.

Appli cation

S.U.A.P. CONFERENCE
DECEMBER 11-13, 1970

OAK »H SPRUCE LODGE
SOUTH LEE, MASS.

PLEASE RETURN THIS APPLICATION
NOT LATER THAN OCTOBER 30, C/O
S/.i.A.P., RSO -?305, CAMPUS CTR.

OR STUDENT UNION LOBBY COUNTER

NAME

:

LOCAL ADDRESS

CLASS OR TITLE:

TELEPHONE:

MAJOR OR DEPARTMENT:

1.
r

»h?.t are some of the important issues facing the University? (Please comment

even if you do not kno^T such about then.)

2. ' hat issues do you knot; about or caro abo'jt that you tXHild like considered at

3. !%at T.;ould you like to gain or lecrn about from S.'.A.P.?

4. Mhat interests, enperiencec , or knowledge do you have that will make you a use-

ful delegate?

5. Have you participated in S.U.A.P. before? Yes Year / No

6. Please give us any suggestions you may have on the following (attach another sheet

if necessary)

:

a. Program content b. Program format c. Suggested participants

7. The S.V.A.P. Committee is planning a follow-up conference, on campus, during the

second semester. Do you have any suggestions for this conference?

Hotel Opens
An art exhibit, inaugurating the

Campus Center hotel lobby as a

show place will open this Wed-
nesday This three week show of

stone pottery by Vicky Meyer is

sponsored by the Campus Center
Program Council.

The artist, represented by
galleries in Chicago. Los Angeles,
and Dallas, lists honors and
awards from the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago. Haystack
Mountain School of Crafts, the

University of Illinois, the

University of Chicago, and
California State College at Los
Angeles. She is presently a

graduate student in the Art
Department

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

Alumni Weekend

Homecoming Floats In Friday

UMass will be alive with activity

this weekend as 5000 graduates
return for Alumni Homecoming
1970.

The traditional float parade and
rally, tailgate picnic, football
game, dinner-dance and annual
meeting of the Associate Alumni
will round out the two-day event.

Accenting the fall foliage will be
the colorful float parade on Friday
night at 7 P.M., as sororities,

fraternities and residence halls

compete for the honor of having the

most original entry. The UMass
Marching Band, Precisionettes
and bands from Springfield's
Cathedral High School, and other
towns will lead the line of march
down Lincoln Ave., through
Amherst center and back to the

UMass campus where they will

pass before the reviewing stand
enroute to the Metawampe Rally
area.

Wilson Awards
Due This Week

Some 250 Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships for first year graduate
study will be presented to 1971

graduates of American colleges

and universities. The Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship Foundation
awards fellowships each year to

outstanding students entering
graduate school who demonstrate
a clear interest in college teaching.

Dr. Thomas Wilkinson, Chair-

man of the Department of

Sociology at I .Mass, has an-

nounced that the nomination
(leadline Ml this campus is October
2."». Since students must be
nominated bv faculty members, it

is suggested that all students who
wish to be nominated discuss their

graduate school plans with their

faculty advisors. Faculty
nominations will he forwarded to

Mr. Wilkinson, who will then send

them to the regional chairman.
Information on Woodrow Wilson

Fellowships has been sent to all

department heads in the College of

Arts and Sciences.

Saturday morning at 10 a.m. the
annual Associate Alumni Meeting
will be held in Memorial Hall. Then
everyone will gather in the north
parking lot of Alumni Stadium for

the ever popular tailgate picnic.

Colorful fall foliage provides the

background for the main attraction
the Yankee Conference clash
between Vic Fusia's Redmen and
the University of Connecticut
Huskies, Saturday at 1 p.m. on
Alumni Field. During pre-game
ceremonies the five members of

the Homecoming Queen Court will

be presented floral bouquets by
Governor Francis Sargent, UMass

President Robert Wood, Amherst
Chancellor Oswald Tippo, Alumni
Association president Stan
Barron, and Homecoming Com-
mittee president Ted Martin.
For pre and post-game

relaxation, the Varsity M Club will

sponsor a beer tent where, for the
first time, alumni will be able to

enter their votes for Homecoming
Queen.

Completing the festivities will be
an evening of dining and dancing at
the Hutch Inn on Route 9 in Hadley
at the annual alumni-faculty
dinner dance.

These five candidates for UMass 1970 Alumni Homecoming Queen,
left to right, are: (Jerri Colella, *72, of Belmont; Barbara Miczer, 71,
of Braintree; Paula Maguire. *72. of Randolph; Kathy Perry, '74. of

Somerset; and Penny Falconer, 7J, of Waltham. They will officiate

at Alumni Homecoming events this weekend and be crowned Nov. 1 1.

Student Homecoming Weekend, after voting by alumni and students.

\ Brooding Romance..

GD.1L"Lawrences

THE VIRGIN
AND THE GYPSY

CHRISTMAS in EUROPE

$175
Round Trip Boeing 707

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

— open only to 5 College students, faculty,

staff and members of their immediate family —

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

restaurant

Hth floor, Campus Center

OPENS
Oct. 24

HoiMCOming Weekend

DINNER MENU
»m«i '

i m " i > "
i i.

a*
* ii » "»«! II

Prime Rib En&ltsk Cm $2.95
rv-

'* "

-

Adam's Mb S3.95

Cattleman's Cut $4.95

N. Y Strip Steak

Filet Mignon

Reef Kabob

Stuffed Shrimp

/ieef Kabob

Lobster Saute

Boston Scrod

salad & rolls included

Raked Stuffed Potato

Flaming Cherries Jubilee

Peppermint Stick Ice Cream Pie

N. Y. Cheese Cake

Sunburst Parfait

Chocolate Mousse

Pecan Pie

S4.95

$4.50

$4.50

$4.25

$2.95

$4.75

$3.25

$.40

$.50

$.50

$50

$.50

$.50

$50

Routing

NEW YORK/LONDON/NEW YORK
Departs

12/22
Returns

1/1

Cost

1175

I on SKI PACKAGE also available. Includes transportation to and from London
to your choice of international ski resort in ITALY, SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA.
or Norway. Also 7 nights lodging, 2 meals a day, and tow fees.

Students International
27 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston. Mass. 02115

Please send me more infromation: FLIGHT SKI D

Name
Address
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS
restaurant

11th floor, Campus Center

OPENS
Oct. 24

Homecoming Weekend

LUNCHEON
Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 1:30

Sunday Brunch 11:00 - 2:00

DINNER
Wed. & Thurs.,5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 5:30-9:00 p.m.

Sulnday 4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

DRINKS
At Lunch
Every Night 4:00 p.m. - 12:00

Sunday 4:00 - 10:00

If You're Over 21

Join the Top of the Campus Club

$1.00 annual dues

HAPPY HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 4:00 p.m. • 6:00

MUSIC
With Dinner Wed. - Sat.

Until Midnight Fri. & Sat.

ENJOY FINE FOOD
GOOD MUSIC
PANORAMIC VISTAS
TOP OF THE CAMPUS

UAW Strike Support

Sought By UM Group
Mr. Dennis Mora will speak on the Auto Workers strike and and

repression of the labor movement tonight at 8:00 in the Commonwealth
room This is the second of a series of educationals sponsored by the
Western Mass. branch of the Young Workers Liberation League. Mr.
Mora, a member of the United Auto Workers is a production worker at the
Tarrytown N. Y. Chevolet plant.

The U.S. Dept. of Labor lists as a moderate budget for a family of four
an income of $10,230 dollars. The average straight time pay for an Auto
worker is only $8,382 dollars, thus General Motors calls the auto workers
demands to at least live with a "moderate budget" inflationary while
G.M. in 1969 had profits of 3.4 billion dollars and this year has raised car
prices, which is not considered inflationary.

YWLL feels the issues and the outcome of the auto workers strike are of
major importance for students and the entire working class because it is

the struggle of the labor movement against big businesses which rule this

country at the expense of the majority of the people of this country and
the world.

Browder Set To Deliver

Lecture On Ecology
Joseph A. Browder, Washington

director of Friends of the Earth,
will inaugurate the second annual
Distinguished Ecologists Lecture
Series at UMass tomorrow.
Browder, who led the fight to

stop the Army Corps of Engineers
flood control project in central and
southern Florida, will speak on
"Crisis in the Everglades" at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center
auditorium. He will also be
present at an open seminar
Thursday from 2-4 p.m. in 202

Holdsworth.

A former newsman for NBC in
Miami, Browder has been the
southeastern representative of the
National Audubon Society. During
his two years with the Audubon
Society, he rallied the support
which helped establish a Biscayne
Bay National Park, helped
prevent development in the
Everglades, and helped save the
Georgia coast from industrial
invasion. A registered lobbyist.

Browder is also treasurer of the
League of Conservation Voters.

Recreation Majors, confused about their option, can hear from
seniors about their options, internships, thoughts, and experiences
in the field, by attending Option Mixer Wednesday night in the back
of the hatch. This is your chance to take a study break and learn
about the options at the same time. The Option Mixer will be both
informal and open to any student who wishes to come and rap.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teec, Oarrard, PE Aatec,
Plane*, TDK, cassette and gpeo reel
tape, ttaudard radio, I' tab speakers,
LPe, 8 track and other necessities

Amhertt Aodlo. tfU-fJ
Sunderland — loveb new 3 bedrm.

home, modern kitchen with built-in*,
old fashioned brick fireplace, gar.,
hcenlc lot, mln I of Maw*
J.'ti.SOO. feWibUkl Bealtors, Tel. «5J-
Ttw. tfio-re

1970 UNA 330 cc, 4000 miles *600.
Call 6-9336. H-93M tf10-33

Lear Jet 8-track Mereo, tuhle
model, walnut finish, 3 spkrs , plu*
.'(I tapes, pop show classical, auod
rood SoV. \. liruun, IV'.' Muchmer,
-'-•MWi. tfm-.'o

Kctorda, H-trmk tupe>, caeeettm!
all at low prices, an.> artist, un> la-

bel, >ee >te\e in 303 Ora»son (H>8»5
tllO-.'l.

(tilboon Juinhu 1-i-t.triiiR guitar Kl.'i

- I .' >. Case. Excellent imiUiti.ni
>iiii» ;;t-.'-»3(jj. iu-.'i

"•uiiMij 350 amp , Hi watts; 1 Mt-
l>imalil 3tfj chaiiKer ; 3 Elite Ouoil-
niaii speakers 18', x months old.
Ota (all 6«j-3l34i, keep toins

tf 10-3.1

I IMiT Kainhler, Rood condition, »><;/»-

'>:.', ;isk for Nunc* tf 10-30

FOR SALI— AUTOS
HM Falcon Couv., automatic, new

tires, exhaust system, battery and
-tarter, motor. Best offer. Call 046-
8634. tflO-81

'64 VW Bus newly rebuUt en*.,
new tires, battery, starter, exhaust
•ostein. Body In rood cond. Must
-.11 CaU 247-0134 after 0:00 p m.

tno-8i
HMHi Tryairs, red, wire wheels, Mi-

• lii-lin tires, snow tires, luggage rack
ml tunneau. 333-7803. tflO-33

Classic 68 Barracuda 340, auto..
P.S.i radio, polyclass. Call eves. 649-
»ia»7. 1019--21-23-87-89

\ W for sale, '03, new rebuilt encinp,
»rw paint job. new Interior, brakes,
rudio., muffler, excellent condition
(>'.)"#. tf10-23

66 Falcon 4 dr., standard trans-.,
radio. Has passed inspection. Asking
>i"Ht or best offer. Phone 549-6338

tflO-33

WANTED
Poetry wanted far cooperative aa-

tholoy. Please Include •tamped] re-
turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807
East Olympic Boulevard, Lea Ange-
les, California 90021. tfll-13

I'rmule roommate. S15 a month,
own room. Ask for Nancy. 663-3073

tfl0-3ti

RIPE WANTED
Bide desperately needed to Florida"

•>n Friday, Saturday or Sunday. Call
n-!5316, will gladly share expenses
driving and, rap. tflO-33

Will type and/or revise any writ-
ten material. Also do personalized
resumes fur school-, job*. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 581-681:, e\cs Keep tr>-

iug. tfll-6

Math tutor available. Call Kill.

•>I!M>633 10- .'1

Alterations — pick up and 'leli-

vcry. (all 1-333-1793. tflO-33

HELP WANTED
Itabysitter for two-year old girl

In my home any two mornings per
week. CaU 233-7616. tflO-31

College students — S3 75/lnnir
guaranteed, part time lull time
Name your own hours Free train-
ing if qualified call 5l!>-0733 6-8 p ni

by Friday, October 23. 10-21-23-26

Young men and women for role-
in underground historical niovir
Looks more important than experi-
ence Write shannon, Box MM,
Poughkeepsie, NY. 12603. tflO-32

PERSONAL
Absentee Ballot Applications avail-

able, Conn. CaU Michael Thompson,
318 Dwlght. Speed essential.

tflO-21

Jean, who is an art student and
worked for Bob Kennedy, win • free
pitcher of beer (or equivalent). Call
519-6457 eves. tflO-21

Reward: For info of whereabouts
.of Sony clock radio, Olivetti type-
writer. Call 546-9282. tf10-23

To the Good soul who gave me a
ride to the Infirmary, I lost a note
pad. Call Judy 732-8265 0-21

Zoomer — this Is no letter and
it's much lonelier. Jan. 10-21

ROOMMATES WANTED
t.rad or older student wanted to

share 4 bedroom house in Northamp-
ton, own bedroom, completely fur-
nished. Must have own car and be
sociable. Tel. 581-6621. tflO-33

Quiet M or F, pref. grad. std .

to share furnished 5 room apt. in
Puffton. Remainder of semester on-
ly. Own room and bath. 8100 nm
Jim 549-6611 tflO-22

MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted: Free-thinking females

who love the bizarre to participate
in fabulous sensual experience. Call
Nick tonite from to 11 at 346-
9471. 1Q. >

|

MUSICIANS WANTED
Lead guitarist to play in rock

band in production of Your Own
Thing. For further information call
Moon j can Field, 349-0128 or 5-0938

tfl0-»3

FOR RENT

SERVICES
Amherst Au<fl<> services stereo ^

penente, tape decks far home or ear.
U7 No. Pleasant 8t. 850-0133.MM

2 hfdrm. apt. in Sunderland, avail-
able st week in Nov. Big kitchen,
living room, and attic for storage
Kent $100 /mo. plus heat and eler
Call 665-3605 evenings or anytime
weekends. tfio-tti

GIVE AWAY
One floffy white

Call 516-6815.

ltipnni raM.ii
II III-.'
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SchoolOf Ed. Colloquium Grad Senate Votes SATF Hike

At Year's First Meeting MondayWiiIii.'mI.in

:i. oo p.m.

"Education In u Thai Village How Children Learn la be Farmers" Room 901

"The Advocate Rale id the Counselor in riiWHOMllg the Disadvantaged Student'
Henry Hahnee
Demia Biffin

Room
John Denisim \ Beats) 'I the Predictive Kelutioiiships between Admission Criteria and

\. aoemic Aehtevemenl fie llii Jliriasldgri Irhnol of (igflniltiirt" Koom*H
Dominic DiMattia A Comparison of Videotape and Programmed Instruction as Training

Devnvx to DtacriRtlnate the Kmotion Commonly Kelerredloas Depression" Room 005

I mi p.m.

Jaeques Jinienex Mviii Vrul Metaphor" Room iKil

Barton Ogden • "Die COssWOJIMMM of an Innovative Living-Learning Program in a University

Setting" Room Ml
Cynthia Shepant and JosCpJ) 'tlaekman "Teacher Corps: The Phenomenon of the Contemporary

Society ina Federal Bducal on Enlarajriia" Koomstrt

.-,:oo p m. 1 Liu;, randall The Relationship between lnnovativeness and Selected Elements of

Group Structui t A I ool (or Administrators Room 901

Thomas Crowl< < eatiauuhj Kfleetive Verbalization in a Counseling-Type Interview" Room

Ml
1. William Chase) Comparison of Two Methods of Training Raters ol Diadie Encounters

K.xilll 004

vtwp.ro.

Mildred Vinske\ Follow up Study on the Implementation of the Recommendations of the

Committee out h.' Cndergra.luate Program in Mathematics' KoomOOl

Susan Bramei'l "Aesthetic* and a Multi-Arts Curriculum for Teacher Education" Room 902

Joseph Celml.i "The I se o! Consultants in ( urnculum Improvement - Massachusetts f 1967-7(1
"

Rooco 004

PaterScanbar Room 905
( omprehensive Achievement Monitoring'

»:0Op.m.

Pierre Barette The Efiects of Contingency Management in the Attainment of Performance

Criteria in 1 eachug High School Chemistry" Room 901

John Sullivan i actors Injluencing the Adoption of Innovations in Title III Projects' Room Ml

Thcindari Belsk; \a Anal) >is of Styles of Teacher Presentation m Collegiate Instruction Room

oot

Hjrra DSadkei

Myra Sadkai Saadaal questioning Behavior as Developed Through Micro-Teaching and a

Token Ecenemi Raaea

Monday evening's meeting of

the Graduate Student Senate was
highlighted by a unanimous vote to

increase the graduate student tax

from $.50 to $2 .00 per semester,

effective in February. 1971.

This action was deemed
necessary by the Senate because it

was felt that the graduate student

body should take a more active

and effective part in the University

Community. It was noted that not

all graduate departments were
represented, but President Dan
( ollins pointed out that they had all

tx'eri contacted and should have
had Senators present.

In other legislative action,
another unanimous vote ap-
propriated $1000.00 to Attorney
Richard Howland for legal ser-

vice- Now any graduate student

may call his office in the campus
center tor counsel. Five hundred
dollar^ was voted toward the

establishment of a day care center.

When established this will allow
children of students to be cared for

during working hours of the week

A number of announcements are available in the RSO office.

were made at the meeting. The University and department
SWAP conference to be held policies toward teaching assistants

December 11 and 12 is open to are being studied with proposals

graduate students. Applications being readied.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Notices
I WH'lS CENTER GOVERNING BOARD
BLDG COMMITTEE

i .mi pus ( eater Oaveraiag Board Building

Committee meeting Wednesday. I.'M Room
1'..' Campus i BBser, all welcome

BCIAT1 FI.YIV. CUB
Private pilot froead tcheai 7 p m room *m

t .inipus Center Be there, learn about air

pl.ni>--

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meetmi; Wednesday. Oct 21st . 6:00 p m.

George Nfaaaeagtea lower, fifth floor lounge

members pk .ise attend

Fin CATION I

Psychology •: Higl >'.on will meet

ilar time and place.

Mil.:

Minimi Aftserel sen... teaigM •! " *' in

. miucfcet Room S i Sarvieaa Than
inornim; >l 00 in Nanluck R»>om. Yizkor will

I

MiltTll\MPT>»\ VOI.l NTEERS

li„- an Kill - 'rock and Patterson

Halls at |M.

PRE-LAW STUDENTS
i .eorcetow R I diversity 1j» School w ill be at

I Mass a:M 12 '". (Ktoher 22nd Call Mrs

I Marnier el SeVMM it you have any questions

1<H

lnlJoan 1" 27 4*S. .>K. M, '>2 Miss Strokoll

and Mrs Hopkins > Midterm review tonight

.it K im> Enter back door Hampden Dining

( ommons

S(K' Kil

Review lor Tony Con to s and Lou Corsino's

-eel ions toiuuht al l:M Berkshire Club Room
lower level Berkshire Commons'.

JOCCSR
A scrimmage with thetrcshmen Wednesday.

net 21st Report at B:M pm , wearing dark

colors If questions, call Patrick 253-9315.

SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE WITH THE
PLAESTIM AN PEOPLE
Meetum. Wednesday. 7:00 p.m.. room 805-

ampus i enter All those who support the

Mneajte ol the Plaestinians for a non-

in. in -ecular progressive state in

Plaestine are invitied to attend

SPANISH CUM

( om* to ihe -bird lecture by Damaso Alonso

tontgM at I "' in Herter Hall, room 231

LOST
Black cot t in jacket with white stripes, if

tound contact Jerry 1109 George Washington

«I74

l,ost in Thatcher area, pair of gold-rimmed

glasses with dark blue lenses-prescription

tall Charlie in lift Thatcher. 5-2518. leave

mef-
Old English grammar text and notebook If

found pleas.- call 546 1045 Lost in Franklin

Commons

POUND
14 K-gold St Christopher medal, near Clark

Hall, inscription - All My Love Betsey 10-6-69

If its yours check with Student Union lost and

found

Girl's silver ring in flower shape with

turquoise stone tound on 12th floor lounge of

(ieorge Washington Contact Gerry 1102

George Washington. 546-9074

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
.By SYDNEY OMAJW.

For Capricorn, love is life. Capri-

corn is eser willing to have loved and
lost than never to have loved. Na-
tive* of this zodiacal sign possess ba-

sic integrity. They can also be a

soft touch for a loan.
ARIES (March 21 - April 10): En>

phasis on home, family and secun-.y.

Check details Complete arrangements
which Include reservations, advance
payments. Key la to be thorough.
TAURUS (April W - -May 10)1 A -

cent on short Journeys, dealings witb
relatis-es. Take care with possessions.

Otnerwlse. there could be loss whil'> la

transit. Talkative Individual ; I

AlstraetlDsTa
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): M •

ney comes your way — from suit' -•

source. Family is Involved. Be diplo-

matic. Gracious attitude results In ul-

timate gain. Domestic adjustment to

CU
CAXCER (June 21 - July 22): C: -1

l« high: circumstances turn In jroai

favor. Be independent, original — s*1

pace. Assert needs. Lead the wajr.

New starts in new directions are fa-

vored. Contact important people.

LEO i July 23 - Aug. 22): Mr.

Ikety to occur behind the e»
Accept responsi'ii'.i-.y. Rewards can he

gr<-at. Especially favorable for com-

munity tneater, charitable act; 1

Y1RG;> Aug 23-5- --

friends issue ultimatums. Key
nJe With UM tide Don't permit emo-

tional blackma.l. Your self-

should enable yuu to weather storm.

You are going to emerge victorious.

LIBRA (Sept. S3 - Oct. 22> : Km-
phaeis on ambitions, civic affairs, spe-

cial honors. Protect reputation Do
what must be done in efficient man-
ner, lie Independent. No one shouhi
be permitted, tg push or force you.
BOOBPIO tOct. jj . Nov. 81)j pood

lunar aspect coincides with develop-
ment of philosophical concepts. You
can ask questions and obtain answers.
Beg is an open Brtnd. Good for writ-

ing, uublUlnng, preparing format.
BAQITTAR1US (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Some seem intent or. playing fajass
with your emotions. Strive for con-
trol — and exhibit sense of humor.
One born under Cancer could success-
fully handle your monetary problem.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. If):

Emphasis on partnerships, including
marriage. Iron out details. Be sur-
jf facts. Don't delude yourself about
values. Legal advice may be nee---
sary

.

AQUARIUS (Jan. N - Feb. 18 > :

Work, employment changes Indicated.

Some who perform special selflots
seek delay, postponement. ftV

flexible. Give full play to Intellectual

curios. ty. Seek pertinent answers.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Goo.i

lunar aspect colnci les with romanti
interests, creative »ndeavors. Personn.
magnetism rating hich: you appp.ii

to divergent groups. Express views i"

firm but diplomatic mann
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIF.THDU

your sense of humor !* outstnndin,
feature. You also are a natural mi
mic. You can Imitate mannerisms In

convincing and hilarious manner. C"r
fusion is due to be replaced by sol; i

progress.
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

The Teacher Evaluation meeting held Monday evening in the
Student Union Council Chambers attracted about a dozen people in

its final attempt at general recruitment. Due to the lack of student
response, the committee in charge has decided that its efforts to

generate any more interest are futile and will now concentrate on
carrying out the evaluation itself. The first evaluation will have to be
more limited in extent than was originally planned because of the
lack of manpower.
Work is now proceeding at determining faculty interest in the

project; the response so far seems to be greater than the committee
will be able to handle. There are more courses which they have
faculty permission to evaluate than they will be able to. The com-
mittee will n it be able to come close to an evaluation of the entire
university, their ultimate goal.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Mocr.i'.in

-1 Winter
vet i

<j Baaet s product

13 Man i name
14-Man's nicknamo

17 Sounded
a horn

19 I itts with

lever

:M Flying

mammal
22 The sweetsop
?4 Communist
?b Temporary

shelter

?9 Imbecile

31 Emerge
victorious

33 Born
34 Conjunction

35 Short sleep

37 Obtained

39 Symbol for tin

40-Cover
42 Joke (slang)

44 Experience

46 Ireland

48 Chinese pagoda
50 Choicest

51 Yellow h

S3 Small fish

55 Lids

58 Insect

'>] Man's nickname
62 Girl's name
64 Vast age
65 Not

"ly bodies
67 Wand

DOWN

If..

2 fruit drink

^ Mi
4 Hindu garrr.

trtUit

.Tnnir

7 Speck

8 Supercilious

pei son
9-Nip

10 Mi;

instrument

>q )

1

1

Men's nickname
16 Malicious

burning

18 Grain

?0 Stitch

22 Soap plant

23 Jananese
way

25 Excavate

27 Birds' homes
28 Doctrine

30 Scold
it IV."

36 Stroke

38 Article o«

furniture

41 roolish

talk

43 Aeritorm

fluid

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

A L P

E

p A 1

est
i N r\

1 : E L E o|e R. 1 E
- R R r E K mMn A T E
N A M sl "i EW T 1
mi c sm 'ia|g O

tB 'B|A r^aIsI R
N lolls E Lu b i It

E[E LE
I

N PI T e|| P|A
TJEJA R bbT^ R ilfl E AP

l l ItIn AB A|N G E R
s|p ft eTa|d I N gB T1

i t

rfc A T E S N eI E R A
a|, T s S r E 5m 5 6 R

21

45 Kind ot

dog

4 7 Girls

name
49 Reddish yellow

in hu>
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Harriers Humble Springfield 19-42
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Under ideal running conditions, the UMass cross country team completely dominated the

t^^^S^Xw^en's Physical Education Building m crushing the Springfield

College harriers. 19-42.

matter of which Redman could

beat whichRedman and, in the

process, beat the two Springfield

runners. With Wayne out of sight

Duart took the initiative and

passed Swain during the third mile

and overtook Moffat in the last half

mile to nail down second place.

Wayne crossed the finish line in

25 minutes flat to break his old

school record of 25:08 that he set

last year against Holy Cross.

Duart was followed to the line by

Moffat and Swain who finished

only two seconds apart for the

entire race. Paulson came in fifth,

Kron followed in sixth and Black-

burn took the next position to

complete the Redman scoring.

In all UMass took eleven of the

first thirteen places, which spells

domination in any race. Wayne,
Duart, Swain and Paulson ran four

of the ten fastest times ever

recorded on the UMass course in

this race. Eleven of the top twenty

From the outset the race was all

UMass as any Springfield ideas of

pulling an upset were wiped off the

board by a quick Redman charge

up Eastman Lane.
Approaching the mile mark on

East Pleasant Street, Ron Wayne
was in command of the race on an
individual basis, and the Redmen,
as a unit, were already heading for

victory lane. The only Springfield

runners to challenge the Redmen
were team captain Brad Kron and
Roger Moffat.

After a nifty pass through the

central campus area, Wayne came
to the halfway mark at WOPE with

a lead of 200 yards over his closest

rival, Moffat.

Following these two were Tom
Swain, Leo Duart, Larry Paulson

and Bruce Blackburn in a fairly

tight group. Kron from Springfield

was next with Amie Morse and
Don Dunsky on his heels.

From here on it was just a

Frosh Runners Romp

taihj faUrgtan

Sp&tiA
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CO-CAPTAIN FINISHES
FIFTH-Larry Paulson, co-

captian of the UMass cross

country team, nabbed fifth

place in the Redman's win
over Springfield. Ahead of

Paulson were UMass' Ron
Wayne (1st), Springfield's

Roger Moffat (2nd), and Tom
Swain and Leo Duart of

UMass (3rd and 4th).

By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

For the second time in less than a

week the UMass freshman cross
country team overwhelmed an
opponent with its overall depth,
upending the Springfield College
frosh, 15-54, yesterday.

From the start it was no contest,

with the Redman frosh taking
command of the race on the hill

leading past the Northeast dorm
construction site.

On their return to WoPE at the

2.5 mile mark of the race, Bill

Lowry, Joe Frontierro, Rich
Sevigny and Doug O'Connell were
in one group leading their nearest

opposition by some 50 yards.

These four remained in this

group for the rest of the 3.6 mile

race and finished with identical

times of 19.06 for the fourth fastest

time ever recorded on the UMass
freshman course.

Completing the scoring for the

frosh was Mike Beaulieu who
traveled the course in 19.22.

Following him to the finish line

were Jay Nestor and Roger
Nasatka to complete the top seven
runners for the frosh.

Saturday the freshmen will be at

home to face the challenge of the

Holy Cross Crusaders in a meet
beginning at 11 a.m.

fastest runners in UMass history
competed for the team yesterday.
Facts and figures of this sort can
make for a successful afternoon of
racing for any team.
Before the race Coach Ken

O'Brien pointed out that he wanted
to see improvement in the times of
all of his runners over their

Saturday times against Boston
College. He was so obliged by the
team to the tune of 20 to 30 second
improvements by most of the
runners.

The team split for the top five

runners was 66 seconds which was
an improvement of 16 seconds over
Saturday's race. The importance
of the team time split comes into

play at the championship level.

With the split time decreasing for

every subsequent race, the Red-
men should have a time split to

challenge for the New England
title.

Every race has runners who go
unnoticed to the reader because
they don't finish in the top five

scorers. The Redmen had six such
runners who, although they didn't

run well enough to score, did run
well enough to finish in front of the

third, fourth and fifth runners of

Springfield.

These Redmen were Rich Tash-
jian, Dunsky, Dave Whicher, Bob
Sullivan, Morse and Dick Bell.

With a successful afternoon
behind them, the Redmen now take
to the woods and grasslands
around the Amherst area to

prepare for Saturday's race with
long-time rival Holy Cross. This
race will be at home and will also

be the first time in four years that

UMass has faced a Crusader team
without the imposing figure of Art
Dulong.

Rams' Narcessian Top Offensive Player
Rhode Island fullback Dick

Narcessian New Hampshire
linebacker Norm Powers and
Connecticut halfback Ray
Jackson have been chosen as

the top offensive, defensive

and sophomore players in the

Yankee Conference for their

performances last Saturday.

Narcessian. a 6' 205-lb.

senior, gained 154 yard>

rushing on 24 tries including

the game's first touchdown as

URI upset UMass 14-7 for its

third straight Conference win.

Narcessian, chosen for the

second straight week, leads

the Yan-Con in rushing with

501 yards and a 7.1 average.

Powers, a 5*1 1 190 lb. senior,

made nine unassisted tackles.

assisted on five others, in-

tercepted a pass in the end
zone, threw the quarterback
twice for losses and deflected

two passes to spark UNH to a
27-0 Yan-Con win over Ver-
mont

Jackson, a 5' 10 190 lb. soph,

netted 173 yards rushing on 14

carries and scored 3 first-half

touch downs, including a 90-

yard run, to highlight UConn's
third straight Yan-Con win, 45-

'3 over Maine.

Other nominations were:
Offense - quarterback Sandy
Hastings (Maine), quar-
terback Rick Robustelli
(UConn), quarterback Bob
Hopkins (New Hampshire),
halfback John Pelcher

(Vermont) and guard Jim
Queeney ( UMass ) ; Defense -

cornerback Bob Hayes
(Maine), linebacker Jack
Losh (UConn) and end Russ
Wood (UMass); Sophomores -

split end Dave Paul (Maine),
fullback Ken Roberson
(UNH), safety Tom Nieradka
(Vermont) and end Steve
Quinn (URI).

Sports Notices
QUARTERBACK CLUB-The

sixth I of 11) weekly UMass Red-

men Quar'tTback Club Luncheon

will be held at the Newman Center

today at 12 15, to let out promptly

at 1:15. \ film of the UMass -

Rhode Island game will be shown
along with comments by head
coach Vic I usia. Also featured w ill

Tonight's

Invamurals

KOOTBALL PLAYOFFS
KIKI.DTIMK TEAMS
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l

l
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be the awards for the offensive and
defensive players of the week, a

scouting report on Connecticut
UMass' next opponent), a door

prize and a raffle of choice game
tickets.

******

FIELD HOCKEY - The Hamp-
shire Field Hockey Association will

hot the English Touring Team in an
exhibition match today, beginning

at 3:30 p.m. at the Smith College

Field House in Northampton. An
opening ceremony will be held at

3:15. Admission for the entire

event is $1. In case of rain the

game will be played on Thursday,

Oct. 22 at 3:15.

******

WOMEN'S 1NTRAMURALS -

Participation sheets for women's
intramural volleyball are
available at the women's IM office,

room 106, Women's Physical

Education Building. Rosters must
be returned to this office by

Monday, Oct. 26 for a team to be

eligible. Any girl interested in

officiating, scoring and/or timing

games for. intramural volleyball

should contact Jean Paratore at 5-

2558 or 549-p219. Help in this area

is urgently needed.
******

FOOTBALL TICKETS - Ex-
change coupons for Saturday's

UMass-Connecticut football game
are now being traded in at the

Athletic Ticket Office, room 255

Boyden.

UMass vs. Idaho?
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
The Yankee Conference has added a new team to its six-member league, or at least that's what

"The New York Times", says.

In this Mondavs edition of the "Times", a column labeled "College Conference Standings"
gave a complete listing of the athletic conferences in the nation along with the standings of each
one's football teams and, sure enough, in sixth place in the Yankee Conference, just ahead of

Maine and just behind Vermont, was none other than Idaho.
Idaho'1 Yes! Idaho! is 2500 miles away and even tnough

Idaho. ..Think of it. ..Idaho. Wow! this will present
The old Yan-Con sure has gone out

on a limb. Now. .but. ..huh. ..oh.. .-

wait a minute! Common sense

tells one that this addition of Idaho

is nothing more than an error of

placement on the part of the

"Times"
Oh well, sure was kind of cool

having Idaho in the league for

these few moments of wayward
thought. As a matter of fact, when
one thinks of the idea of having

Idaho in the Yankee Conference,

one can conjure up some pretty

funny incidents that would occur

should such a situation exist.

For instance, head football coach

Vic Fusia might have the following

to say: "Well, even though Idaho

sports

a travel problem
as well as a problem in keeping our
young men in the proper state of

mind for winning football, we will

have to play this game as we would
any other on our schedule. Playing
Idaho should be no different than
playing Connecticut or New
Hampshire."
UMass Athletic Financial

Manager Al Rufe's comment
might be: "Holy mackerel, where
are we going to get the money to

send a 50-member football team
plus six coaches all the way
to... where was that place
again?. ..Idaho?"

While these two guys are con-
cerned with the great distance that

exists between Amherst, Mass.

and Idaho, UMass' Ticket
Manager Wally Novak could be at

work making up the following

notice: "Student tickets for the

Idaho game can be purchased any
time this week at the athletic ticket

office, room 255 Boyden. Reserved
seats for this game in Idaho are
$4.50 while unreserved seats,

which include those higher up in

the stands and in the endzones. are
$2.50."

A passerby, noticing Novak's
notice, might quip: "Be sure to

mention that any seats along the

sidelines are usually under three
feet of snow by mid-October, ha ha
ha, get it?.. ho ho."

In all seriousness, Idaho fits

quite well into the total Conference
picture.

AP ShorT'Es
BOSTON (AP) - Harvey Haddix, coach position,

who pitched for five teams in a 14

year major league career, was
named pitching coach for the

Boston Red Sox yesterday. He
succeeds Charlie Wagner, who has

returned to the Red Sox scouting

ranks after one year in the pitching

••***«

NEW YORK (AP) - Quarterback
Joe Namath's broken right wrist
will be immobilized in a cast for six

weeks, the New York Jets said
yesterday.

New X rays, taken at Lenox Hill

Hospital, confirmed a fracture of

the navicula bone in Namath's
wrist, injured last Sunday in the

Jets. 29-22 loss to the Baltimore
Colts. He was examined by Dr.

James A. Nicholas, and then ha'

the wrist placed in a cast.
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Senate Rejects Motion

To Pay Officers
See Page Three

Two who tried. Glenn Klters and Pat Keharrv. the President estahlishment of salaries lor ollk.rs. The motion lost b\ one
and Vice-President of the Senate, led two hours of debate for \ol<- (MIX photo b> Tim Pagan)

Bradow Offers

Thoughts On

Mid East

Page Two

Free University

Fights On

Page Two
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School of Ed. Offers

Modular Credit Courses

by Sandy Mitchner

With the first and crucial year out of the way. Dean Dwight Allen of

the School of Education would like to see the successful special

education modular credits program initiated in the other schools

and departments within the University.

This year, the School of Ed. will offer two modular credit weeks:

one this fall and the other next spring. The modular program was

instituted as a special educational program by Dr. Allen and one of

the program's heads Phil Christinson. -

As Dr. Allen toyed with the miniture antique car model on his desk,

he explainer, that modular credit is open to all UMass students as

well as to the community. "I think modular credit is good idea,"

said Dr. Allen, "students get to know a particular instructor without

taking a whole semester course with him. The program runs for a

week. Any students who participates and receives fifteen credits

ea.os one university credit."

Dr. Allen, a specialist in education, feels anyone can be instructive

in something of which they have knowledge and experience. Quite a

few of the modular credit course are taught by students in the School

of Ed. Dr Allen said of the instructors, "Many graduate students

teach the modular credit courses. This is because they are more
oriented to the School of Ed. On the other hand, we do have un-

dergraduates teaching modular credit courses, but it's harder for

them. They are usually more University orientated. They have to

show so much more initiative and more persistent."

The School of Ed's grading policy-it offers the pass fail option-
made it much easier to initiate such a program as modular credit.

Even so, modular credit was not without opposition. It appears to
have vanished, the dean reported. Thinking back to the program's
conception, he said:

"There are a lot of junkie things wrong with the education system
today. I won't say everything we want is right, but is there a
possibility of its being right, I think it should be tried."

Dear Allen says he is satisfied that modular credit has been and is

successful.

Free University Remains
But Lacks Organization

Free University lives, but it struggles on in the midst of many changes, according to a

spokesman M . .

Hu.lders of last years Dome City, the Free University sees itselt as a non-structured network.

at this point. Lee Sandwen, former treasurer, told the Collegian.
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"Our 25 hard-core members face

a lack of space, no real leadership

and a general policy of everyone do
his own thing", he commented

The organization defines itself as

a provider of a central place

where people with ideas can find

support and money
-

' Free

Dropouts Receive

Prison Education
Action Lab, a UMass student organization concerned with helping high

school dropouts and potential dropouts, is planning a new program in

prison education. Scott J. Chaplin, Director of Action Lab, is currently

negotiating with officials of the Hampshire County Jail in Northampton
for the implementation of a General Educational Development ((JED)

program to be taught by UMass students.

The GED is a state-administered

examination. Persons successfully

completing the exam earn high

school equivalency certificates.

The GED program offers tutoring

and instruction preparing persons
for the exam.

Chaplin headed a GED program
for residents of Fall River, Mass.

Bradow Suggests Mid-East Solution
By DEBBIE FLAHERTY

Staff Reporter
The creation of two sovereign but

cooperative states, one Palestinian

and one Socialist Zionist, to solve

the Mid-East crisis was called for

last night by the Executive
Secretary of the Radical Zionist

Alliance.

The area should "ultimately

come into a socialist federation"

said Jonathan Bradow speaking
before the Regional Alliance for

Freedom in Israel (RAFI).

Bradow noted that one state

combining all Mid East peoples is

not feasible at this time.

The unification of Middle East
peoples, however, is desirable to

get rid of imperialism, he said.

Oil was cited as the prime
motivation of big power in-

tervention in the area. The
USSR, is interested in oil. he
said, not revolution.

President Nixon, he continued,
called for an even-handed policy in
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the Middle East after a visit from
David Rockefeller, who has large

oil interests in the area.

The preservation of national sell

determination for both
Palestinians and Israelis was
emphasized by Brandow. i
support the Palestinian liberation

movement as long as it does not

endanger my rights," he said.

A history of the Zionist

movement in the Middle East and
the struggle over the Israeli state

was also outlined by Brandow.
Brandow was the first of a series

of speakers to be sponsored by
RAFI.

Bomb Scares

Hit Campus
Classes were interupted again

Wednesday by bomb scares. This
time the threatened buildings
included Morrill, Herter and
Stockbntne halls

The first call was phoned in at
1:25 in regard to Morrill. Dr.
Randolph W. Bromery received
the second call in his office from an
unidentified female at 2:45. Stock-
bridge was called at 3:34.

According to safety procedure,
the buildings were cleared and
searched.

area last year The program there

was taught by students at Bristol

Community College and operated

through the Student Program lor

Urban Development

"A move into prison education
will be changing the basic concept

of the program." Chaplin staled.

He has found reaction favorable in

speaking with Master Deputy
Sheriff Merton Burt and jail of-

ficials In the near future he will be
speaking with 120 inmates of the

jail.

A staff ol ten students will be
chosen to conduct the Nor-
thampton tutoring The (JED
turoring program is expected to

start early in 1971 and last tor 20

weeks Tutors will iH'gin an in-

tense orientation program within

the next two weeks Academic
credit may t>c given to tutors

through the School of Kducation

Students with a sincere interest

in the program are needed as
tutors. Action Lab is also ,eeking

cooperation of other and com-
munity groups.

Anyone interested can contact
Scott J Chaplain, director
«)'> Baker .">4<i-»iOH(i

or KSO Office 104. Campus Center

.leanme White. Asst Director
104 Knowlton 5-2519

I Diversity will soon have a central

place large enough to accomodate
its needs, stated Sandwen. It is

using a tiny office at the rear of the
Student Union's second floor
waiting for red tape to clear the old

I'niversity Store on the Union's
tiottom level.

Once space is available, Sand-
wen said, the Free University will

organise internally to a greater
degree.

Three people coordinate the

many activities. Sandwen ex-
plained: the master [b.meriy
president >, the communicater
(secretary) and the bailiff
i treasurer) Only a bailiff, Dave
(inbriel. holds oil ice now.

Most ol the group hopes for a
freshmen Master to draw in new
people. Sandwen said

He noted that the Student Senate
budgeted $4,000 for Free
University needs

Our only goals are to be
coordinators lor Ireak happenings,
social change and education
reform*' declared Sandwen. "Free
I -rsity supports students
ii and suggestions

^ Ml cms KOM—

Senate Supports
Kent 25 Rally

ft Only ft

certain Americans

can buy new
Freedom Shares

ft
ASK WHERE YOU
WORK OR BANK ft

By DEBBIE FLAHERTY
Staff Reporter

The Student Senate voted last
night to co-sponsor the Friday
afternoon rally for solidarity with
the Kent State 25.

The Senate voted down an
amendment calling for the support
of Angela Davis, the Black Pan-
thers. Labor, and other repressed
people at the 2 p.m. Cage rally.

The UMass rally will be one of
many held throughout the nation
demonstrating support for the 25
persons indicted by a special state

9lp ftmartputtti flails ttollrgta*

on the second floor of the

zip cod* 01003. Phonas
OHie. of th. DAILY COLLEGIAN ore

Student Union en tho University campus
are 545-2550 (news), 5450344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times e week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

fells within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March S, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

PUMPKIN SALE
Sponsored by Maroon Keys & Scrolls

OCTOBER 26-30
10 A.M. - 4 P.M.

LOBBY OF STUDENT UNION

grand jury investigating the May
disturbances at Kent State
University.

MOBE is trying to obtain
students from Kent State and
Jackson State in addition to

speakers from UMass and other

campuses according to Sid
Finehersh. MOBE spokesman.

In addition to the support of the

Senate, members of the five

college community and some other
UMass organizations will back the
rally.

Plans are 'to fill the Cage",
despite poor turnouts at some
similar events this fall. Although
somewhat 'disoriented.

-

' students
are still basically antiwar and
"will rally to support their
brothers and sisters,'* the
spokesman said.

"The main idea is to get as many
people together as possible, hie

continued.

A rally will be held Thursday.
October 29. at the Campus Pond in

support of the Massachusetts
referendum calling for I hi' mi
mediate withdrawal of IS troops
from Vietnam.

Senate Officers JustM iss Sa lariesby Beth Goodell
and Wayne Soini

Staff Reporters
A Student Senate motion to

amend the Budget Act by in-

stituting compensation for officers
at a rate of $100 monthly for
President and $75 monthly each for
Vice-President and Treasurer won
a plurality but lost the necessary
two-thirds margin by a single
negative, 43-23-1 last night.
The bill was defeated after

numerous unsuccessful attempts
to amend and after two hours of
debate.

Glenn Elters, Senate President,
who opposed salaries for Senate
officers last year, introduced the
bill.

"I did not realize last year the
great responsibility faced by a
senate officer," Elters said, in

explaining his change in position.

At that time, he also felt that the
political climate on campus would
not have favored acceptance of
these salaries. As President, he
learned that such an office as his

involves 50 to 60 hours a week to be
done well. "The payment isn't to

make the officers do a better job,

but is just to compensate them."
(The secretary of the Senate, a
non-senator is presently paid as an
employee of the Senate.

)

Opposition to the bill centered
around the belief that it would be a
confusing precedent for other
positions which also involve a
great deal of responsibility and
many hours of work for those
people but are getting no com-
pensation. Arguing against this,

senators pointed out that a
precedent has already been set in

the form of payment of officers of

the DAILY COLLEGIAN and
radio station WMUA.

"What this bill does is com-
pensate for the wreck of the
Hesperus by torpedoing the
Lusitania" Senator Waters said in

beginning an oratorical outburst
which brought applause and
laughter. Waters reasoned the
wreck, the present leadership of

the senate would torpedo the
Lusitania of campus respect for
the student senate. He was among
several senators who reported that
their constituencies were strongly
opposed to the salaries. Much
opposition was based upon the fear
that persons would run for the
salaried offices for the com-
pensation alone.

Vice-President Pat Beharry said
of this view that resulted from
ignorance on the part of students,
and that only people of great
devotion ever last in the senate
long enough to rise to positions of
leadership. "You will have to

decide this issue for your con-
stituencies yourself because you
alone have the facts." So saying,
she called the question and the roll-

call vote followed immediately.
What Elters had termed an

"equal-opportunity motion" then
came down to its narrow defeat.
Officers will not get the com-
pensation which he felt was needed
to make the offices open to

students of no financial means/
without holding down parttime
jobs, which will detract from
proper fulfillment of their duties.
The roll-call vote followes:

Voting Yes -Elters, Beharry
,

Aostola, Abbott, Ackerstein, Bass,
Bennas, Brickhouse

, Burbee,
Burns, Capaldo, Cavanaugh,
Chiller, Clark, Cohen, Connolly,
Drutman, Falcon, Filmore,
Hagopian, Hallberg, Hayes,

' )v
;j?

ht "*" Larr> ' ildd '»l'«<lui.-d «»l Wffll WtlllM amendments to the salaries
bill. His tailed for a reorganization ol Ike Senate which would dec entrali/e toe Senate workload s.,ih'll ollliinl'L- ikiilfl .. ,.i L.. -.--»«_• . . — — — - - _that officers would not be so

Hogan, Hotton, Jones, Kulakowski.
Ladd, Little, Magnell, McManus,
Menezes, Norris, Orloff, O Toole,
Pearlman, Santaguida, Shapiro,
Shultis, Silverra, Spinn, Sweeney.
Tremplay, Wildes,
Voting No-Belmore, Benjamin.
Bouffard, Coltin, Deasy, DeLeo,
Doherty, Fenwick . Hall.Jacobson.
Kinnally. Kort, Levenson, Mac

beleagured." ( MIK I'hoto h> Tim Kagaa)

Court Separates Family
On Sex Education Classes

By WILLIAM MORRISSEY
Associated Press Writer

MEXICO, NY. (AP) - Six
children remained separated by
court order from their family
Wednesday because their Roman
Catholic parents refuse to send
them to public schools where sex
education classes are taught. A
priest criticized the parents' stand.
The children, ages 7 to 15, were

taken from the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Gracey and placed
in foster homes by a family court
judge who said he had no alter-

native. The children have been
kept out of school since early
September.
The Graceys claim their beliefs

as Roman Catholics are in conflict

with a state mandated health

Student Teaching

Meeting Oct. 29
Student Teaching Meeting Oct. 29
All students interested in

elementary and secondary student
teaching and internship during the
spring semester of 1971 must at-

tend an organization meeting on
Thursday, October 29. not today.

If you are a secondary student
teacher your meeting will be from
2:30-4.00 p.m. in the Mark's
Meadow Auditorium. If you are in

elementary your meeting is from
4:00-6:30 p.m. in the same place.

This will be the only time that

programs will be explained and
applications for placement
distributed. You must attend if you
expect to be placed in the Spring
semester of 1971.

course they claim teaches sex
education.

The Rev. James Slowey, pastor
of St. Mary of the Sea Church in

this village of 1,500 near the
southeastern shore of Lake On-
tario said the Graceys are doing a
"grave injustice to their children
by keeping them from school."

"It's too bad. They are such a
good family, religious and all. It's

too bad she's so stubborn," the
priest said of 38 year old Cecile
Hracey, the mother of nine.

M-v.day, after the Graceys failed

to reinstate in school the five girls

and a boy affected by the court

order, Family Court Judge Donald
K Comstock ordered them taken
from the couple. He placed them in

foster homes.
"It was a last resort," the judge

said. "There must be a way to
implement the State Education
Law or others would do the same
thing. I had no alternative."
Mrs. Gracey is opposed to state

mandated health courses taught at
Mexico Academy and Central
School. She kept her children out of
classes after the second day of the
fall term because, she said "when
they say health, they mean sex."

Course Guide Coming
A descriptive guide to courses

for the Spring Semester, 1971, will

be published in December con-
current with the pre-registration
schedule, it was announced today
by Thomas Filmore, chairman of
the Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee.
The course guide will contain

detailed information about courses
that is not usually included in the
general catalogue or pre-
registration booklet.

It is expected that students will
find the guide useful in selection of

courses, making students and
faculty more receptive to courses

of interest to both
The Student Senate Academic

Affairs Committee requests that
course descriptions for the Spring
Semester be sent via campus mail
to Course Description Guide, RSO,
Campus Center, no later than
October 29.
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THREE C'S

Friendship Center

191 NORTH PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST 2539306

20" Large

BEER
1st BEER

and
FREE

MKHELLE
MARQUIS
4-8 every Friday

MEADOW INN Rt. 47

tl VAN* MCStftTS &
FILLMORE NORTH
A FtiTivia reft MOM&eatrtt

5ackVeronesi

Clean Living
2nJ Hit

Captmn Vioeo
Umtshou)

AouetMi*ttorM»si<
AMfr UtMT

THI5«iPM*8*y>
S.O. BALtftOOiW

Nutt. oimstead. Rau, Rabbins,
Rounds, Shannon, Slutsky.
Stevens, Voci, Waters,
Abstaining Woods.
All other senators absent
As this articlewas written, at ten

o'clock, the senate had completed
action endorsing and making itself

.i CO-sponsor Of the Cage Friday
nighl rally lor the Committee to

Defend the Kent State 2.~> voting
:s:H4i;

Details on business conducted by
the senate alter ten will appear in

tomorrow's t'oHrgbut.

Sub-Compacts At Game
THE 117rsARE HERE |n

Before, during the ball, and alter the game Saturday, students may see
the 1971 SUb-compact ears Pinto. Vega. Volkswagen. Toyota, and
Gremlin, just inside the stadium gates toward the Southwest Itesidential
College

Several students from the Marketing department ol the University are
sponsoring the demonstration. A marketing research study is also being
conducted and your help in filling out one ol the short quest lonaires is
asked
Senior marketing majors will be present to pass out the quest lonaires

and answer any questions about the cars Students can come. see. ami
examine the new sub-compacts lor 1971.
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In The Nation And The World

Living Costs Advance,

Buying Power Declines
WASHINGTON (AP) -Living costs advanced more swiftly last

month and the purchasing power of millions of workers showed the

biggest annual drop in more than six years, the government said

Wednesday.
The price rise of four tenths of one percent and the cut in workers'

earnings and buying power sparked anew the political debate over
whether President Nixon's anti-inflation policies are working.

"We certainly are not discouraged by this," said chief White House
economic adviser Paul McCracken, noting that the rise in living

costs in the third quarter of 1970 had slowed despite the September
jump.
But Democratic National Chairman Lawrence F. O'Brien said

"Mr. Nixon and his Republican economic advisers have failed. It is

time for the voters to render their verdict."

AFL-CIO President George Meany, representing some 13.6 million

union members, also blamed Nixon for rising prices, falling pur-

chasing power and increased unemployment.
The September price rise pushed the government's Consumer

Price Index up to 136.6, meaning every $10 worth of goods and ser-

vices in the 1957-59 base period cost $13.36 last month.
The report by the Bureau of Labor Statistics also said weekly pay

of some 45 million rank and file workers dropped 84 cents to $121.36

because of a half hour drop in the work week, and that purchasing

power was down 84 cents for the month and $1.59 lower than a year
earlier.

The $1.59 drop over the year was the biggest since the bureau
started keeping tabs on the figure in January 1964. The bureau's

assistant commissioner, Dr. Joel Popkin, said the sharp drop in

hours of work, earnings and purchasing power may have been
exaggerated because the figures were compiled in the week in-

cluding Labor Day. Many workers got the day off but without pay, he
said.

The September price report said the rise was largely caused by
higher costs tor clothing, houses and consumer services, while food

prices did not drop as much as usual for the month.

LARGE BEER- 1 5^
FROM 9-10 TONIGHT

then sing with

MICHELLE MARQUIS
and her friends (girls)

EVERY THURSDAY NITE AT

The NEW MEADOW INN
RT 47 — PIZZA — SUNDERLAND

Sunglasses!

Sunglasses!

Sunglasses!

with or without prescription

Ground SAFETY Lenses

Products of

American Opticai

and
Bausch & Lomb

Tl it- t*

Mi Main

wW
is not far off, so be ready to

enjoy the full season.

SEE

dohCQll
GUILD OPTICIAN

now ! :

:

Tel. 253-7002

Sports Season

Amherst

FBI Questions Which Miss Dorhrn

Joined Cleaver, Leary In Exile
ALGIERS(AP)-Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver said Thursday a "Miss Dohrn" had

joined him and Dr. Timothy Leary in exile here but refused to say if she was Bernadine Dohrn, the

student radical on the FBI's list of 10 most wanted persons.

He said he would explain everything at a news conference later in the day but would not say

whether the Miss Dohrn was Bernardine or-as reports outside Algeria said-her sister Jenifer.

A newsman talking to Cleaver by
telephone Wednesday understood
him to refer to Bernardine Dohrn.
But when he was contacted later.

Cleaver said: "I talked about Miss
Dohrn. Everything will be ex-

plained at the press conference.''

In the first conversation Cleaver

had spoken of the flight to Algiers

of "Miss Dohrn" as "a blow to

American imperialism" and as

showing FBI Director J. Edgar

Insincere Peace Bids

Charged By Gromyko
UNITED NATIONS, NY. (AP)-

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko accused the United
States Wednesday of making
trumped up charges against Egypt
to conceal U.S. and Israeli actions

"which are increasingly com-
plicating" the search for peace.
Gromyko's charges were laid

before the U.N. General Assembly
in a slashing cold war type speech'

in which he also questioned the

sincerity of U.S. peace proposals
on Indochina.

The veteran Soviet diplomat told

the assembly's silver anniversary
session that U.S. charges of

Egyptian cease fire wiolations,

with the acquiescence of Moscow,
"is nothing but a fabrication."

Gromyko addressed the
assembly on the eve of a scheduled
meeting with President Nixon in

Washington. He previously had
met Secretary of State William P.

Rogers in two working dinner
sessions, apparently without any
major success in easing worsening
L'.S. Soviet relations.

In addition to attacks on U.S.
Middle East and Indochina
policies, Gromyko brought up U.S.
allegations that a Soviet sub-
marine base might be under
construction in Cuba.
He called this "a propaganda

campaign'' about "invented Soviet
arrangements in Cuba allegedly

jeopardizing the security of the

I'm ted States."

"This fabrication has fallen flat,

too," he declared.

Gromyko termed the Vietnam
war "an American war" and
asserted that the latest U.S. peace

proposals were viewed by North
Vietnam and the Provisional
Revolutionary government-Viet
Cong-"as being aimed at con-

tinuing the war."
"The main question." he said, "is

whether the United States will

leave the Vietnamese people
alone...or whether they will con
tinue to use force in an attempt to

impose on the Vietnamese people

an order which they are rejec-

ting."

Rockefeller

Extradites

NEW YORK (AP)-Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller said Wednesday
that he signed an extradition order
for the return to California of

black revolutionary Angela Davis,
who faces kidnap and murder
charges.

Miss Davis and a male com-
panion were captured here Oct. U
following an intensive two month
hunt for the 26 year old former
college teacher and Marxist
scholar. She has been held without
bail.

Rockefeller received an ex-
tradition request earlier in the day
and signed it after conferring with
counsel, a spokesman for the
governor said.

He said that extradition hearings
must still be held to determine
whether she will be returned to the
West Coast.

Hoover and his organization "as
the paper tigers they are."

Rumors had been circulating for

several days that Bernardine
Dohrn, 28, who replaced Black
Panther militant Angela Davis on
the FBI list after Miss Davis was
arrested last week, had arrived in

this haven for top political

refugees.

The official Algerian news
agency announced Tuesday that

Leary, who escaped last month
from jail in San Luis Obispo,
Calif., had arrived here and the

Algerian government had granted
him political asylum. Leary was
serving a term on a narcotics

conviction.

Cleaver said details of the flight

to Algeria by Leary and his wife
Rosemary, who arrived Saturday,
also would be revealed at the news
conference.

Bernardine Dohrn joined the

FBI's 10 most wanted list for

alleged "interstate flight, mob
action, riot and conspiracy" the

day after Angela Davis was
arrested in a New York motel.
The FBI in fact has been sear-

ching for Miss Dohrn for the last 10

months.

She is charged in the United
States with conspiracy. There also
is a charge against her in Chicago
for street rioting.

She is a national officer of the
Weatherman, a faction of the
Students for a Democratic Society-
SDS
Miss Dohrn has been named in

an indictment returned July 23 by a
lederal grand jury in Detroit
charging that from last Dec. 27,

the occasion of a Weatherman
meeting in Flint, Mich., until July
2:5. she and other defendents
conspired to commit bombings in

Chicago, New York. Detroit and
Berkeley. Calif., and to establish
small cells or units to bomb and
destroy poli'-e stations and other
civic business and educational
buildings.
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Iowa NativeAwarded
Noble Peace Prize

OSLO, Norway (AP) - The Novel Peace Prize was awarded Wednesday to Iowa born Norman
Ernest Borlaug, a quiet scientist who has made harvests more bountiful in hungry countries.

Borlaug is an agricultural expert who helped develop better yielding grains through the socalled
Green Revolution. The term refers to the use of improved wheat and rice strains, and more ef-

ficient use of fertilizers and irrigation, to produce larger crops.

Thieu Hints Ceasefire,

White House Denies It

He is the 15th American to win or
share the Peace Prize since it was
started in 1901 under the will of

Alfred Nobel, the inventor of

dynamite.
Borlaug 56, is a director of the

Rockerfeller Foundation and
heads a team of scientists from 17

nations who are experimenting
with new types of grains at the

Rockerfeller Agricultural Institute

in Mexico.

"Somebody must have made a
mistake," Borlaug said with a

broad smile.

He was working in a wheat field

at Aziazapan, Mexico. Turning to

associates, he observed:

"Well, we better start producing
some superwheat."
For nearly 25 years, the U.S.

Department of Agriculture says,

Borlaug has pioneered in breeding

new varieties of disease resistant

wheat plants that develop less

straw and more grain. Variations

of his semidwarf Mexican wheat
have been successful in Asia, South

America, Africa and the Middle

East.

Not everyone regards the Green
Revolution as a complete success,

however. Experts in Pakistan and
India have said the new wheat
requires more water, resulting in

cultivation of fewer acres, and that

people in some cases prefer the

taste of food made from older

varieties.

The Peace Prize is awarded by

B live member committee of the

•\orting, Norway's parliament. It

said Borlaug was a central figure

in research looking to better

feeding in undeveloped countries

through the Green Revolution.

In a visit to Norway last August,

Borlaug said: "The world's
population problem is a monster
which, unless tamed, will one day
wipe us from the earth's surface."

The prize is worth $80,000, tax

free under U.S. law. It will be

handed to Borlaug here Dec. 10.

SAIGON (AP) - President
Nguyen Van Thieu has summoned
his military and political leaders to

a weekend conference, touching off

speculation about the possibility

that the United States and South

Vietnam will soon declare a

unilateral cease fire in South

Vietnam. But the White House in

Washington denied it.

Saigon newspapers reported
Wednesday that Thieu already had

instructed all provincial governors

and mayors to provide maximum

Russia Launches Spacecraft

For Picture-Taking Purposes
MOSCOW AP) - The Soviet

Union'! eighth unmanned Zond
spacecraft hurtled toward the

moon Wednesday for what ap-

peared to be primarily a

photographic flyby.

Initial announcements of the

Zond 8 mission did not explain why
the Russians waited a full day
before reporting Tuesday's launch.

The seven day flight program
seemed almost a carbon copy of

the successful workhorse flight of

Zond 7 more than a year ago.

The official news agency Tass

said Zond 8 would circle the moon
Saturday and return to earth the

following Tuesday.

It is to "carry out physical

research along the flight path and
in near moon space, take pictures

of the lunar surface, of the earth

and the moon at various distances,

check on improved on board

systems, units and construction of

spacecraft." Tass said.

There was nothing to indicate

any attempt at a moon landing.

Last month the Soviet unmanned
craft Luna 16 landed on the moon,

achieved the first mechanical
loading of lunar soil aboard a

spacecraft and returned to earth.

The unmanned Zond probe

program oegan in 1964 with two

flops - unsuccessful attempts to

reach Venus and Mars. The Soviet

Union recouped when Zond 3

photographed the moon in July

1965. but Zond 4 failed in a similar

mission three vears later

Zond 5, also launched in 1968,

was man's first successful attempt
to send an object around the moon
and bring it back safely. Zo::d (,

repeated the feat that same year.

Zond 7 was launched in August
1968. It took six days to circle the

moon and return to earth with
color photographs of the lunar

surface.

Oil Safety Violators

May Be Prosecuted
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal authorities will announce soon

whether they will prosecute a number of oil companies for alleged

violations of federal safety regulations in the Gulf of Mexico.

Gerald J. Gallinghouse, U.S. Attorney in New Orleans, said in a

telephone interview Wednesday that "significant developments
could be anticipated by Nov. 10."

He said the Justice Department has completed an investigation of

"a number of companies," but he declined to indicate the findings.

Last Aug. 26 Chevron Oil Co. was fined $1 million for 500 violations

discovered after a Chevron platform caught fire in the Gulf of

Mexico.

When he announced the prosecution of Chevron last March 25.

Secretary of Interior Walter J. Hickel said "we assume there are

other violators."

An Interior Department regional supervisor, Robert G. Evans,
said on Aug. 28 that "there were other violations, yes," and that they

had been referred to the Justice Department.
"We have now completed our study," Gallinghouse said Wed-

nesday, "and are now working on our final memorandum in each
case. A number of companies were involved."

He commended their efforts to comply with federal regulations.

Slayer of Surgeon

Sought In Communes
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. ( AP) - The search for the killers of a wealthy eye

surgeon and his family spread to youth communes in the hills north of

here Wednesday.

protection in their areas in

preparation for a cease fire.

Informed sources said Thieu 's ,

instructions were to eliminate Viet

Cong or their sympathizers who
might try to claim land was under
their control following the cease

fire.

A one sided truce would appear
to be an extension of President

Nixon's peace proposal made Oct.

7. Among other things, Nixon
proposed a cease fire proclaimed

by both sides. North Vietnam and
the Viet Cong rejected the

proposal.

In Washington, however, the

presidential press secretary,

Ronald L. Ziegler, said "we plan no

announcement beyond the ones we
already have made on Vietnam."
This referred to Nixon's peace
plan.

Ziegler said the United States

believes that negotiations "is the

quickest way to gain a peace in

Vietnam and Indochina and that is

the path we are pursuing."

On the war front, U.S. B52
bombers pounded the Ho Chi Minh
trail in Laos for the 13th straight

day in a campaign to halt the flow

of enemy supplies to South Viet-

nam and Cambodia.
Smaller U.S. tactical bombers

flew support missions for combat
activities of the royal Laotian

army in Cambodia.
Ground activities involving

I S. forces were light and scattered

throughout Vietnam, but the Viet

Cong dealt a blow to the Viet-

namization program. A 40 round
mortar barrage heavily damaged
a IS Navy tactical support base
in the Mekond Delta.

The wreckage of a car - believed

to be the killers' getaway vehicle -

was found Tuesday in a railroad

tunnel near the communes.
It was seven miles from the

burned hilltop mansion where Dr.

Victor Ohta and four others were
slain in execution style and tossed

in a swimming pool Monday.
The car, registered in Mrs.

Ohta's name, was spotted on a

mountain road with an orange

knapsack in the back seat a few

minutes before it was abandoned in

a railroad tunnel and rammed by a

switch engine. An attempt had

been made to burn the car, officers

said.

The road and the railroad tracks

are both on the side of a redwood
canyon that is a popular camping

spot for young transients. Small

communes abound there and in the

nearby redwood forests of the

Santa Cruz Mountains.
A friend of the Ohta family saici

Mrs. Ohta had told her in August
they had had some trouble with

"nippie types." She said on one
occasion Dr. Ohta chased six off

his porch.

Investigators said they still had
no motive for the killings and that

the area's "indigent transient

population" was being questioned.

They added that was not the only

area of investigation.

The communes are scattered in

the forest north of Santa Cruz
through the famous Big Basin

redwood park, about 60 miles south

ol San Francisco.
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Dorm Security

There have been a number of

incidents lately in which students

have been harassed, attacked, and
tipped oft on campus by insiders

and outsiders. The mo
#
st logical

remedy is to increase the grossly

undermanned security force

around the dormitories, at least

reducing the occurences of theft

and assault in these areas

Hiring more security guards cost

money, and when the howl arose

nver Ihe rent Ink- last semester the

powers that be decided to cutback

mi security So it would be possible

lo have more security guards if the

dorm residents wanted to foot the

hill

To solicit money from the

legislature for the sole purpose of

luring more people to guard dor-

mitories would take about a year,

and even at that there is a fifty-

hlty chance the request would be
granted.

An emergency request for

money is another possible solution

but one which also takes time.

< liancellor Tippo mentioned that

the results of an emergency
request for money would take until

January, and even then it might
not be accepted

The only other viable alter-

native, and one that would be
immediately effective is for each
dorm to police itself. This would be
certainly economical, and with
some immaginative. and en
thusiastie organization it might
even work.

"I'm <.l.i«l To Scr \i\on • \«:;iiii>d kill* \\ ho

riiroin KtM'k* \ntl f ;i!l\ l)irl>"

HALLELUJAH
ANYWAY

I've been told that it would be good if I'd stick to

writing economics and fiction They might have said

that my marginal utility with respect to writing

economics and dreams exceeds my marginal utility

as | general social commentator, which most

probably it does

At the expense of incurring nuisance costs as

disappointed readers give the old |IDC the heave. I

guess I'll input into my production function a little

linear homogeneity about ehe applications ot

economics to everyday life. And if you don't un

derstand that, don't get too shook, because I don't

either, and - I was going to make a comment about

others, but it seems we all have to share the public-

good which is Thompson, and about all 1 need around

mid-terms is a few externalities.

Suppose you head down to the package store and

pick up a tew six packs for the weekend Assuming

with your fake IDs for which you paid the lamda cost,

you transcend the imperfections in the market, and do

in fact find out a little something about the elasticity of

demand tor beer on Friday afternoons Well, suppose

you make the transaction, the marginal utility of the

stuff in the brown paper sack greater than the utils

you could have obtained by holding the cash

You take the newly found increase in total utility out

to a picnic grove where you proceed lo consume il

Maybe even with a little corn on the Cobb And il you

are an economist you'll recognise the corn.

So you take the bear out to the picnic grounds and

consume it And you don't give a (here. I'm afraid we
must economize on words I So you take the pOD-tOpM

and break oil the rings so you'll be able louse them in

the parking meters back in Newton. And you give the

beer eans the old heave down the river, not exactly

stopping to pay the nuisance costs, and not caring

whether anyone else will either cause there's no

deposit on the cans and no incentive for anyone to go

picking them up lie careful, tho, when talking about

incentives with people from Chicago.

As vou sit out tl.ere with your girl and eyeing her

vector of consumption characteristics, you think to

yourself, "My goodness, the opportunity cost of this is

it nine to live for maybe two bills a week." Little did

you know that you were supposed to weigh the prizes

with their probabilities, but she knew and from her

convex curves you just knew she was a risk acceptor.

And you know the curves don't lie. This is why they

say that utility is immeasurable. When it happens,

you won't even want to think about measuring if

Only economists seem to worry about measuring it

anyway, and they can't even enjoy the consumptive

process long enough to stop worrying about

heteroscaesdicity another such things. Better hetero

than homo, (hey say.

Well they tried to keep me on the straight and
narrow, but linear homogeneity just doesn't seem to

he my bag

By the way, you'll know if they were satisfied with

the stuil If they were, they'll spell my name
correctly If they weren't, they'll probably give the

old story about economizing on scarce resources.

Remember friends, especially nice looking female

ones, that just between you and the Burger, it isn't the

monev 1 do this lor.

Art Buchwald

The Curse Is Working
WASHINGTON There- is a great deal ot soul

searching going on in this country as lo why things

have gone wrong The Democrats blame the

Republicans The Republicans blame the radical

liberals The students blame the Establishment The

Establishment blames Doctor Spocfc.

The one thing every one seems in agreement on is

that we re in a mess The only thing no one is m
agreement on is how we got into it

1 can now reveal ihe exact dale and hour when

things started going downhill in the United States I

can also reveal, lor the first time, the reason why
On Nov. 10. 1958,at 11 a m . a small brown package
insured lor $1 million was delivered to the

Smithsonian Institution Inside was Ihe lamous Hope
diamond, a gift lo the United States from Many
Winston, one <>l America's lamous jewelers

The Smithsonian was thrilled to have such a

beautiful stone to display to the public But what Ihe

American oil icials did not take into consideration was
that Ihe diamond had a curse on it it brings bad luck

lo anyone who owns it

Here aw just a lew ol the things that happened to

people who possessed the Mope diamond,

[jouis XIV gave it to his mistress Mine dc Mon
lespan, and immediately abandoned • r The king

himsell contracted an incurable disease and finished

his reign in disgrace.

The beautilul Princess Lamballc wore the diamond
and was beaten lo death by a mob during the French

Revolution. Her head was paraded before Marie

Antoinette, her closest friend King Louis XVI. who
inherited the stone, and his lovely Mane didn't tare

any better

The diamond was missing lor several years. Then it

turned up in the possession of Wilhelm Fab, a Dutch

diamond culler Lais died of griel when his son

llcndrik stole it Irom linn llendrik committed

suicide

Francois P.eaulieu i frenchman who owned it next.

died ol starvation after selling :! to an Englishman
David hhason. who sold il lo an Irishman named
Henry Thomas llnpe

\lter thai, il u,;., just one had luck story after

. mollier One ol Ihe leiuale owners alter living I.

on ihe bog. was reduced i<> working as a scrubwoman
tor v_' a day in a shipyard

A Spanish owner drowned in a shipwtci k A Greek
broker who sold il lo ,i Turkish sultan was killed w ith

his entire family, when his car went liver a precipice in

Ihe mountains When Ihe sultan gave the gem to his

lav oi ite wile, she slabbed him The McLean lamily

who owned Ihe diamond before Winston didn l come
out ol it loo well either

I In Hope diamond lias brought nothing but griel to

ih owners, and whoever accepted il on behaU oi the

i ii led Stales in I9S8 did this country a great disser

V l<

Anyone who recalls what went on before IS58 and
compart** it to what is going on now knows we made a

mistake

Thc-KHJestiori is What is the solution
1

!

i »ne suggestion is that we present 'lie Hope diamond
as a nil) to Ihe Soviet I 'mon President Nixon could

drop it oil on ins next trip t<» Europe
If the Soviets refuse lo accept it there's always the

Red Chinese What better way of showing we want to

be friends with trie Chinese than to give it to Mrs. Mao
Tse-tung to wear in her navel at the next rally al

Peking Square?
Write your congressman before it's too late'

Martha On Educators

(Ed note: Reprinted from the N.

Y Times. 9-20-70.

WASHINGTON, Sept. 20 <UPh
Mrs John N Mitchell, wife of the

Attorney General, said today that

professors and educators were
destroying the country. "They are

totally responsible for the sins ol

our children.'' she said.

Mrs. Mitchell denounced
educators in comments expressed

in irritation over a report

published Friday in Women's Wear
Daily and carried by news agen-

cies.

Mrs. Mitchell

United Press
reporter at home,

report of her husband's remarks at

a women's press club cocktail

party. A spokesman for the At-

torney General had described the

telephoned a

International
irate over the

report as "distorted and highly
inaccurate.

"

Mrs Mitchell dismissed the
report as "ridiculous" but then
voiced her own attack against the
academicians.

"

"The academic society il

responsible for all of our troubles
in this country." Mrs. Mitchell
said "These are people that are
destroying our country."
She declared that had educators

not adopted "a leftist" "they would
lead the path political philosophy
"they would lead the path of
Americanism rather than the path
of Communism."

"It makes me sick at my
stomach. They're a bunch of
sidewalk diplomats that don't
know the score," she declared.
"They don't know what's going on.

They don't have any right to talk.

"They are the sidewalk
diplomats, who do not know and
have no right to express an opinion

on diplomacy," she said. "Why.
some of them can't talk as well as I

can and I can't talk verv well.

"There are more repercussions
in our society today because of

them," she said. "They are totally

responsible for the sins of our
children. The academicians have
not taken care of our children
They are at fault for a whole
generation of children."

Mrs Mitchell said she was
calling from the telelphone in her

upstairs bathroom at the apart

ment on the Potomac "mi John
won't hear me talking to you

Campus

S.O.A.P. Commandos

Puppies In The Dorm

At this time, we would like to

introduce ourselves to the
university community. We are a
group of twelve undergraduate
students doing an independent
study in ecology, a couple of

graduate students, a group of

supporters and enthusiasts, and
live professors representing the

history, psychology, sociology,
english. and zoology departments
WE, like many others on this

campus, are in search of a more
meaningful education, our process
being a constructing one and
relating with ecology.

WE, as a group, have come
together under four basic tenets:

1. for the affirmed purpose of being
friends:

2. to sensitize the public to t^eir

role in the ecological crisis;

:5. to develop a model for sound
ecological change:
4. as an alternative to classroom
education.

Presently we are involved in two
pet projects. One is the recycling
of waste materials in

tne South-
west Residential College. The
collection of paper and garbage
together with the aid of technology
should yield to Southwest its own
pesticide-free vegetable farm for

student consumption and certain
raw materials. The other project

involves the sensitization of the

Amherst-Hadley community to the

pollution and eutrification of our
waters as a result of the phosphate
content ot household detergents

We are in the process of setting up

booths in some Amherst-Hadley
markets as a result of
management cooperation for the
purpose of community interaction

and communication concerning the
phosphate problem and ultimately
the total ecological crisis.

Most important, we are people,
people who sense the significance
of other people in our total ecology,

whether it be a personal or world-
wide ecological system. We can
only be as effective as an
ecological action group as well as
we can be effective with you, the
people of our community. This
calls for a coming together, the
development of a level of in-

terpersonal communications to

enhance understanding and sen-

sitivity to our environment, all

living things. This is why we have
come together for the affirmed
purpose of being friends, why we
have come together for ecology.

THIS IS WHY WE MUST COME
TOGETHER WITH YOU, OUR
COMMUNITY

It you are interested and want to

learn more about what we are
doing and what you can do, if you
have any ideas, suggestions, or any
sort of meaningful contribution, or
if you would like to meet some
receptive people in the interest of

friendship, come and visit anytime
on the third floor of Moore House.
Tel. 546-5414. - 5413.

Peace.
The Student Organization Against

Pollution

Smarten Up

Let as make another new world
through social organization
against the great green Monster:
ihe IS ot A! The Princeton Plan
will give a direction in which we as
a social group can move, teeling

the common plight we lace at the

University: the expression of our
thoughts, feelings, and acts. Let us
which we as a social group can
move, reeling the common plight

we lace at the Universit) . the

expression ot our thoughts.

feelings, and acts. Let us scream
in one large body about the paper
waste and other exploitations ol

resources. Let us wonder oi

wonders! create a new student

paper to v. i ite more about whal
are writhing over today.

Let us not however, deal with the

real problems of hie. They are too

simple We must not be driven

from our intellectual mus'.ur-

Nation, lot d we are. real, basic

change may occur. Who really

knows what would happen then.

We might not have pulping to strip

the land or trees used for radical

rhetoric We might not have a

paper to masturbate on. We may
not be able to organize war on our

old man who led us. We may have

to give up rock, acid, and coke. We
may not be able to drink coffee in

the Hatch and talk about the Evils

ol American Society.

.(DO YOU CONSUME AS
MICH AS YOUR FATHER DID9

)

Tell me why. when you cannot
even deal with 3 people in one

room, that the Princeton Plan, in

which thousands must be dealt

with, is going to save our souls

lor Ihe old folks' home?
Tell me the economic con-

sumption of this generation will be

lower than Ihe old. and I say you

lie Tell me Ihe "new" order will

he different

i. el out to the country. Stop

dealing with the concrete reality

,\tu\ deal withthe natural illusion.

Slop murdering your writing

machines with your self-

rightcousnoss long enough to

understand what you are saying.

For Christ's sake smarten up.

PS. First and last letter I write to

you cats. It's just paper waste.

Your jobs will go if you un-

derstand

BEMTONH. WILLEY
«5 N.Whitney St.

Amherst

SUSAN G SHERMAN
312 Washington

546-8956

Compassion

To The Fditoi

Perhaps you saw our letter last

week: il not. brief recap. We have
had contact with a group called the

Committee ot Responsibility which
brings war injured children from
Southeast Asia to the United States

lor proper medical treatment
which they cannot receive there.

They are a non-profit organization

and they need funds. Therefore,

instead of building a homecoming
float we are contributing to their

cause the money we ordinarily

would have used to build our floats.

We will also carry on a collection

during the float parade hours. We
will be wearing arm-bands bearing

the name "Committee of

Responsibility". The committee
needs any spare change that you
can contribute to.save a child's life.

The kids that can't get away from
Vietnam die for lack of proper

medical care; your money can
bring some more kids out. The war
is not the issue here; compassion
is.

Sincerely,

Sigma Delta Tau
Tau Epsilon Phi

For any questions of individual

or group contributions please call

either: Laurie Goldstein or Anita

Karcz at 545-0527.

R.O.T.C.
To The Editor:

During my career as a student at

UMass, there has been much
protest against the war in Viet-

nam, the Army, and ROTC on this

campus and its relationship to the

war and the Army.
The Army is an apolitical

organization, as are the other

armed forces of this country. The
Army does not make foreign

policy! The Army merely carries

out the foreign policy made by the

politicians in Washington. Striking

out against the Army in order to

change foreign policy is a waste of

time and effort. To change our

current foreign (and domestic)
policy, you must change the views

of the politicians in Washington or

bring in new people who will bring

about the changes you desire. The
only way to fight the system ef-

fectively is to use the system.

My main purpose in writing this

letter is to talk about ROTC on this

campus. The main objection to

ROTC seems to be its connection to

the Vietnam war. Those who
oppose ROTC seem to think that

because ROTC supplies 85% of the

Army's officer corps, the removal
of ROTC from campus will hurt the

war effort by eliminating 85% of

the Army's officers. This idea is

very naive, because if the Army
needs officers, they are going to

get them from one of the many
other sources of officers. There

are many military academies
other than West Point and there is

always DCS.
I cannot see how the existence of

ROTC on this campus causes any

trouble to anyone. It is on this

campus to allow those who wish to

lake the courses offered the op-

portunity to take these courses.

ROTC cadets have never to my
knowledge disrupted classes or

meetings of any kind on this

campus. ROTC cadets have never

to my knowledge bothered
anybody on this campus. In fact. I

think that if it were not for the

vocal minority who oppose ROTC,
1 seriously doubt that anyone

would notice its existence here at

UMass. I do not think that just

because ROTC is a symbol of a war
we should not be in. that it should

be thrown off campus. I believe

that any other reasons for

abolishing ROTC on this campus
would lx> unjust and unfair to those

fellow students who wish to par-

ticipate in the ROTC program.

I would like to say in closing that

1 am willing to talk with anyone

who wishes to discuss this issue

.Just drop me a line at the address

given telling me how to reach you

and we can talk about it. It is only

b) talking about our differences

thai we can come to an un-

derstanding
Peace.

MARK It MONTAGUE
55Judd.\ve .

So. Hadley, Mass.
class of 72

I'm not a student here, and I

never wrote for a paper before, but

I feel a lot for this thing, with the

puppies,...how the students bring

them here, stick them in a dorm
room, isolate them from other

animals, thwart their animal in-

stincts, then give them away when
they grow too big, or become too

much of a bother. It's bad. They
hurt. Their temperments are

determined by what happens now,

and they really get attached to us.

It just seems that you mustn't

know that much about their habits.

It's really sickening. I mean, if you

saved him, okay, but if you brought

him here just because you wanted

something cute or tiny to cuddle,

then maybe, if you could forget

about yourself, try to think* of

what's going to happen to him
when he's four or five months old.

Really. They're so beautiful and

free by nature, and they love the

woods and other dogs. Maybe it's

better to wait until you graduate, I

don't know, but it is unfair. We've

got no right to keep them from

other puppies and make them like

us and dependent on us.

Name Withheld by Request

A Misinterpretation

To The Editor.:

I feel obliged to write this letter

to express my indignation at Mr.
William's biased coverage in

Monday's Collegian of my speech
on 'The Middle East" at the S.D.S.

Rally. I expect that a staff

reporter for a University would
have more intellectual integrity

and objectivity than Mr. Williams
reveals. First, I was not ex-

pressing S.D.S. views on the
Middle East, but my own views as
a Palestinian. Secondly, he at-

tributes statements to me which I

did not make. He says, "she added,
the whole place belongs to the

Palestinians anyway." As you will

see from the enclosed text of my
speech, I stated clearly that the

reasons the Palestinians cannot

accept the state of Israel is that

Zionism is a racist, reactionary

ideology and Israel an exclusivist

settler-state which has denied the

rights of the Palestinian people and
which represents an outpost for

Western Imperialism. I em-
phasized that the Palestinians are

fighting for the establishment of a

secular, non-sectarian progressive

state in Palestine in which all the

Palestinians, Christians, Moslems
and Jews would live as equal

citizens and enjoy equal rights. I

added that the Palestinian
Liberation Movement has ex-

plicitly stated that all Jews
presently living in Israel who opt to

live in the future Palestine and
repudiate Zionism would be ac-

cepted as Palestinian citizens.

I do hope that you will publish

this letter in the cause of fairness.

MAY ABBUD

A Burso "Dockle"

"It is," explained Mr. Spuze. "'a Horse-Not." But sonice such; like him
and you. I don't buy Any Crazy pigs! Get into the streets and tell them
STOP IT! Got it all fixed. Blow everybody to hell and don't give a damn!
O blood of the butchered! O blood that drips from every page of every
school book, from every whored-over pronouncement of brotherhood!
Children-killers in your lead-padded laboratories! Skins of black, yellow,

white - our brothers! I suppose the butcher's price is the same - star-

vation, slavery, A-bombs. Our brothers! this merchandise of death - I

suppose we should rejoice that the money-changers have been driven
from our radioactive temples - and coins of flesh and blood made the

standard of this trade, of our Golden Rule.

KENNETH PATCHEN

Leaves
To The Fditor:

I wish to express my
dissatisfaction with the Univer-
sity's policy towards leaves. As
soon as the leaves fall, they are
"ripped off" by the University.

These leaves should be left alone

for a while so that the "people" can
rustle through them. FALLEN
LEAVES ARE THEME FOR
RUSTLING.

Ben All KHakim Omar

Contemporary Con
temporaries please con-
template your state. You're
living in the land of the un-

circumcized Philistines.

LANCE REIDY
21 October 1970

[Women's Liberation-What It Is

By ROSANA TORRIELLI
The Women's Liberation Movement is here to stay. It is a

necessary organization for the increasing number of women who are

becoming more and more dissatisfied with the positions in life that

they have been trained not only to accept, but also to desire. As
women are waking up and realizing that to spend an entire adult life

totally involved in the raising of a family and the happy-fying of a

husband is not their idea of a fulfilling life, they find themselvei

faced with the problem of re-evaluating their concepts of them
selves Women's Liberation then is important. It is not a group o

man-hating females -- but an organization for all women .vho are

becoming conscious of their situation, and questioning their role in

society. It is a chance for women to get together and talk things out

among themselves, and it allows them the opportunity to unite to

work for practical solutions to problems.

Women's Liberation is a fight to put women in control of their lives.

Women, properly trained, are just as capable as men, properly

trained. Women's Liberation is asking that women be given a fair

break - that little girls be encouraged to look forward to careers as

doctors, as weil as nurses; scientists as well as technical aides; and
as executives as well as secretaries. Thinking in these terms, it's

obvious that the establishment of Day Care Centers is important - to

free women who wish to secure for themselves this greater economic
freedom

.

Women's Liberation is a fight to put women in control of their

bodies. This involves work for birth control and legalized abortions

Do you realize that the male population (Congressmen. Judges) has
decreed that a woman has no right to decide this vital biological

function (i.e.. procreation)?

Women's Liberation is, most importantly, a fight to change the
ideas men have < perhaps women too) of the women as a sex-object —
a thing to be had. Instead, women must be recognized as people, with
minds and capabilities equal, if not superior, to those of men.
When women are no longer forced to accept the frustratingly

narrow limitations to their development as human beings, men, too,

will be freed from the unrealistic definition of masculinity and the
unreal economic burdens they are forced to carry. Thus, women's
liberation can mean men's liberation too.

Women have a lot to offer each other and the world. Through the
Women's Liberation Movement, they can realize their potential and
they can work together in the actualization of their identity as
complete human beings.
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UMass Baha'i Chapter

Kicks Off UNICEF Drive
The annual UNICEF Drive will be off to an enthusiastic start this

( tctober 24-31 under the auspices of the UMass Baha'i Association.

UNICEF (The United Nations International Childrent Emergency
Fund ) originated in 1946 as an emergency measure for the children of

war torn Kurope who had been wandering in hunger and anonymity.

Subsequently other underdeveloped countries of South America, Asia,

and Alricasought relief from UNICEF, and in 1947 UNICEF became a

|Hirmanent component of the United Nations.

In 1950 the Trick or Treat Fund of UNICEF was initiated; its purpose

being two fold; 1) to stimulate every child towards an awareness of the

world around him and the cultures of his contemporaries, and 2) to aid

children financially in underdeveloped nations around the world.

The US Committee for UNICEF is a gourp of American citizens who

provide information to educators and institutions concerning the

UNICEF Trick or Treat Drive. They serve some 3 1/2 million children.

In celebration of this drive the UMass Baha'i Association will present a

table in the Student Union which will provide sign-up sheets for those

wanting to volunteer their time to help canvass for funds in the dor-

mitories. Oct. 29th at 7:30 p.m. Contributions can also be made at this

t>ooth.

It is the earnest hope of the Baha'i Association that members of the

university eommunitvwill join hands with us and help to make the

burdens of children everywhere a little lighter, freeing them from

hunger, ignorance, and gunfire in the night."

United Auto Workers Speaker
To Deal With Current Strike

Mr. Alfred Ollierio of the United

Auto Workers will address in-

terested students on the issues of

the current strike, and on the role

of students in supporting the auto

workers, on Thursday October 22,

at 8 p.m. 103-104 Campus Center.

"Students of many perspectives

and viewpoints should be in-

terested in both Ollierio's speech

and the current strike" said a

release from the Young Peoples

Socialist League and the Com-
mittee on poverty. "In race

relations, in fighting poverty, on

the issue of environment and in

anti-war activity, the United Auto

Workers has been in the forefront.

The late Walter Reuther besides

being an organizer of the Poor

People's March, was instrumental

in breaking the last hired-first laid

off cycle, in which blacks and other

minorities were so often trapped.

In confronting the big tour auto

makers, the union has consistently

demanded not only safer working

conditions (itself a step toward

better environment), but has also

pushed for a cleaner, smog free

engine.

Currently the New England Sub

Regional Director of Ad-

ministrative Affairs for the In-

ternational United Auto Workers,

Alfred Ollierio was born in East

Cambridge, "three miles from

Harvard, but three hundred

million light years away" he said.

His involvement with the UAW
dates back to 1936. In March 1937

he officially joined the union, and

later that year Ollierio took charge

of organizing workers in Ford

Plants. He has taken an active role

in the union ever since.

Mr. Ollierio's appearance on

campus is co-sponsored by the

Poverty Committee of the Com-

munity Action Foundation and the

UMass Young People's Socialist

League. All are welcome to attend.

"All The King's Men" Launches

University Theatre Fall Season

Graphic Arts Exhibit

Holds Rare Editions
The New Politics Coalition is White etching, and with

sponsoring an exhibition of con- lithography,

temporary graphic art to be held A small number of woodcuts will

Thursday. October 22, and Friday, also be on display.

University Theatre opens this

week \uth 'All the King's Men." a

play based on the Pulitzer Prize-

winning novel by Robert Penn
Warren
Performances will be given

tonight through Saturday night at

p.m. in Bartlett auditorium.

All the King's Men" is a stdy of

politics, the nature of good and

evil, and man's search lor truth

and sell-knowledge.

The play has been described as a

rich study of man in society.

Perhaps as Willie says, his only

crime was being a man and living

in a world of men.
Tickets are on sale at Bartlett

box office. Tickets may be

reserved, or purchased at the door.

The box office hours are 10:00 a.m.

until 4:00 p.m. from October 13-20,

and 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. from
October 21-24. The phone number
for reservations is 545-2579. Ad-

mission is $1.75.

October 23, in the Lower Concourse

area of the Campus Center.

Campus Center.

Artists represented include

Baskin, Boulanger. Calder, Dali.

Ernst. Friedlaender. Levine,

Ortega. Shahn. Siqueiros, Tamayo,
Tomchuk. Tornero, and Yvaral.

Some editions are out of print

and are considered to be rare by

collectors, they are much in

demand.
The Exhibition offers a fine

cross-section of the variety of

styles and techniques developed by

artists working in the field of

graphic art today, especially those

working with color and black-and-

WMUA Replays

"LennyBruce
ii

Due to popular demand, on
Thursday night WMUA will

rebroadcast the "Lenny Bruce
Special'' produced by Steve
Fredericks of WMEX in Boston at

7:30 PM. Before that at 6:30 PM
"Cycle Breaker" takes a look at,

among other things. Sec. of State

William Rogers at a press con-

ference.

New and

dance!!

different type

Sponsored by the

Upward Bound Program

a reol experience'

friday, oct. 23

8:30 ballroom

LIVE BAND

SIGMA ALPHA MU
IS NOW CO-ED

All UMass co-eds are cordially invited to the SAM Chapter House, 387 N. Pleasant

Street on Thursday, October 12, at 7:30 P. M. to a Rush Function regarding co-ed frater-

nity. Co-ed is not new and we want to make it work.

SIGMA ALPHA MU - 387 N. Pleasant Street

[ THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, AT 7:30

Cordially yours,

Mark Brenner, Prior

Bob Nin is. Co-ed Co-ordinator

Eliot Lecture

"Waste Land"
Given Tonight

Professor Walton Litz of Prin-

ceton University will give a lecture

on "T. S. Kl lot's WASTE LAND.
Fifty Years After" on Thursday
evening, October 22, at 8:15 p.m. in

Herter Hall Room 227. The talk by
Professr Litz is the second in a

scries being sponsored during the

current year by the Department of

English at the University of

Massachusetts. Dr. Litz is the

author of books on James Joyce
and .Jane Austen and essays on
twentieth century American poets,

including Wallace Stevens,
William Carlos Williams, and
Eliot The public is cordially in-

vited to attend the ecture.

Committee Strikes Out

At War and Repression

Issued by The Committee to

Fight Repression -Oct. 21. 1970:

The growing movement against

war. racism, and repression is

under attack-the attack on the

Black community, on the Pan-

thers. Solidad Brothers, NY 21. the

Young Lords, Angela Davis, and
the Chicago movement are com-
monplace. The indictment of 25

members of the Kent State com-
munity is the latest in a continuing

assault on all those who criticize

the rulers of this society.

We feel it is time for all people to

come together and organize a
constructive fight against racism,
repression, and war. As a first step

we join with other concerned
groups in a call for a rally Friday
Oct. 23, 2 p.m. in the Cage.

Group Forms
To Deal With
Sex Problems
A group of concerned students at

the University are forming a

committee with the intent of

publishing a pamphlet dealing with
the problems of birth control,

abortion and venereal disease on
this campus. Yale University,

Michigan State University have
already published such a pamphlet
containing information on, for

example, the cost of the various
birth control devices and where in

this vicinity they can be obtained.
Recent events on this campus have
proved that this information may
be necessary to maintain the

welfare of many members of the

University Community. If you are
interested in becoming a member
of this committee, either call 545-

2K82 or come to the organization
meeting on October 26 at 6:00 p.m.
in room «162 of othe Campus
Center.

UMass Consumer

Lives Endangered
Hillel Soviet Jewry

Rally At SU Tonight

By JANE MATTHEWS and JACK
KOCH
This year over 100,000 consumers

will be mangled or killed while

operating power mowers. Almost
100,000 others will be cut,

disfigured or fatally injured while

walking through glass doors.

Another 12,000 people will die

and 150,000 will suffer excruciating

pain and often life-long scars

(emotional as well as physical)

from fires resulting from a match
or lighted cigarette being dropped
on flammable clothing or
upholstery.

At least 1,000 will be electrocuted

and many more burned and in-

jured by faulty electrical equip-

ment. Babies will strangle in ill-

designed cribs; women will be
poisoned by the fumes of cleaning

fluids; whole families will be
asphyxiated by carbon monoxide
from faulty heaters; youngsters
will be cut, blinded and killed by
dangerously-designed toys. This

list could go on and on en-

dlessly. ..Why?

Is human negligence the greatest

factor for so many accidents or

does the fault lie with the product
itself and the basic philosophy of

the industry behind it-the almighty
dollar?

Products should and often times
can be made and used safely. This

was evident during the automobile
safety controversy in 1966, which
resulted in safety devices for cars
i It was a great shock to many of us

that some of these devices were
patented as long ago as 1930 but

had never been incorporated in the

automobile! ).

In 1953, after many deaths and
hums resulted from sweaters that

went up in flames, Congress
passed a Flammable Fabrics Act,

outlawing these combustible
materials.

These laws are ineffective in that

they easily allow business to cir-

cumvent them. Unlike other

states. New York has a law
enabling it to seize any item
dangerous to its consumers. Atone
time, pocket watches were being

sold that had luminous faces which
gave off excessive radiation. New
Yorkers, especially children, were
buying them. Officials banned
them. Yet the manufacturers
immediately started shipping this

deadly merchandise to other
states, which had no such
regulations! Who gets hurt? Us-

the consumers. In short, our

ignorance our non-chalant
Congressmen allow these in-

sensitive (human) beings to maim
and destroy the lives of fellow

Americans.
Perhaps you, as the consumer,

will learn from the fatal mistakes
of others, but it is obvious to me
that the men and women in the

upper eschalons of business don't

give a damn, even about human
life.

in Rochester. NY., a three-year

old boy climbed into a clothes

dryer and pulled the door shut. The
dryer started automatically,
tumbling him round and round in

the intolerable heat. He died.

This accident wouldn't and
couldn't have happened if all dryer

manufacturers followed the

example of those few whose
machines turn off when the door is

opened, and don't restart until a

button is pushed on the control

panel. Suggestion- buy only those

machines that protect you.

In 1940 industry discontinued

using carbon tetrachloride as a

solvent Too many employees
using it developed cirrhosis of the

liver and kidney and brain damage
(a threat to the economy > but you.

the consumer, can go into a store

and purchase this lethal product.

A seven-year old girl's mother did.

She used it to clean a chair. The
little girl sat in the "clean" chair

and became violently ill. Her
kidneys had stopped functioning.

She recovered after six weeks in

the hosnital

Another tragedy in the life of the

consumer is the wringer washing
machine, especially to the millions
who live in the lower economic
areas. Every year about 100,000

children and an equal number of

adults undergo the horror and
shock of seeing their hands,
fingers, arms and clothing being
caught and fed through the turning
rollers. Yet, since 1940,

manufacturers have had available
to them a simple "instinctive"

device that could safely release an
arm, a finger, a hand, etc. and
completely illiminate these cruel

injuries. The cost of this device-a
mere $2.00. In 1968 all manufac-
turers supposedly met this stan-

dard, but what about the two
million children who would have
been saved from injury had this

device been installed when it first

appeared.
It becomes evident in this article

that competition in industry will

not give safety, and life-saving

devices as a "sales pitch", but
rather Congress should step in and
encourage that a concern for life

and safety be extended to all

phases of industry.

By taking such an initiative

under law Congress would be, as
Ralph Nader said, "pioneering a
sense of social values which does
not think it necessary to wait upon
disaster, recorded piles of corpses
or injured people before rational

action is taken to foresee and
forestall dangers. Prevention by
legislative policy is preferrable to

belated legislative response in a
nation that values life and limb."

Hillel will present its annual
SOVIET JEWRY RALLY tonight

at 7:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge of the Student Union.

The program for the SOVIET
JEWRY RALLY includes readings

from portions of "Letters From a

Living Prison" and THE JEWS OF
SILENCE. Also included in the

program are speakers Rabbi
Martin Kowal of UMass speaking
about the general plight of the

Jews in Russia and what we can do
as Jews and citizens outside of

Commission Will Hear

Private Housing Case
On Monday, October 26, the

Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination will hold a
public hearing in the Board Room
at the Town Hall, Amherst, on the

case of JOSEPH SAMUELS, et al.

Complainant, against Dorothy
King Stirling, respondent. The
hearing is scheduled to begin at

Eleven o'clock before noon.

This case involves a charge of

unlawful discriminatory practices
relating to private housing and will

be heard by Commissioners
Glendora Putnam, Gordon A.

Martin, Jr., and Ben G. Shapiro.

Russia to help these 'supressed'
people.

The featured speaker for the
evening will be Susan Feigan-
baum, a Freshman at the
University of Hartford. Sue will be
speaking from first hand ex-

perience about the Soviet Jews and
their lives. This past summer she
had the unique experience of living

in Russia and Rumania with the

oppressed Jews in these countries
and will be sharing her ex-

periences with those people.

"It is hard for one to imagine
living in a Communist country at
all but to live in one of these
countries and be more oppressed
than usual is an entirely different

experience that no person can
possibly imagine. The timing of

this affair this year is especially
highlighted by the fact that only a
little more than a week ago two
Jewish men. a father and son,

highjacked a Soviet transport
plane and fled to Turkey. Questions
as why and what motivated these
men to do this at the risk of their
own lives and at the cost of some
lives are questions that will be
answered by Sue in her speech.
The traditional SIMCHAT TORAH
SERVICE will precede the rally at
6:30 P.M. in the Nantucket Room.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Open hearings of the Calendar and Space Committee will continue
on Thursday, October 22, from 12:30-2:30 at the Duke Room of the

Student Union, and on Monday, October 26 from 2:30-4 : 25 in SBA 101

Students, faculty and administrators are invited.

VISTA Seeks

Volunteers
V 1STA ( Volunteers in Service To

America) representatives arc
sponsoring a special two-week long

recruiting campaign in the Boston
area, beginning today. To recruit

specialists and generalists who
want to help solve some of

America's domestic problems,
VISTA representatives will visit

Boston University, Boston College.

Harvard University UMass
i Boston and Brandeis University.

They are seeking mature, skilled

men and women to live and work
with America's low income groups.

In addition to young men and
women with natural ability and a

well-rounded education,
specialists-with training in law,

business, health, architecture,
leaching, city planning and other

fields -are needed.

VISTA offers the opportunity and
challenge of service, and can
provide an essential part of

education, representing a

necessary complement to

academic educational pursuits.

VISTA Volunteers live and work in

areas of poverty -a big city ghetto,

a rural hollow, an Indian reser-

vation- on a 24-hour/day basis for a

year. They have to be willing to.

tackle I he tough jobs, because they

have made a commitment to help.

If you're mature, dedicated and
capable , and want to donate a year
of your time to serving this nation's

poor, make the VISTA scene.

Check in with the VISTA
represent;! lives on campus this

month

PIPES

POSTERS &
PAINTS

• •

VILLAGE CRAFTSMAN

181 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST 2o3-93(K»

SOCIOLOGY 101
(Sociology 108. Sociology 101)

MIDSEMESTER EXAM
LOCATIONS

NOTE: Exam will be given at 6:30 TONIGHT in the following locations. Be
sure to report promptly to the proper room.
MAKE-UP: Time and place announced in lecture and COLLEGIAN 'NOTICES''
Tuesday, Oct. 27.

EXAMINING ROOM
SBA 120

Engineering. East Aud
Morrill Aud

Goosmann 151, 152
Engineering. East Au«l

Hasbrouck 126
Hasbrouck 28
Skinner Aud

SBA 12*1

SBA in.
Morrill 203

Flint 204
< Junness 10 • 11
Maehmer E-37
SBA ,100 - 102

Engineering 132 • 134
Hasbrouck 20

Chen 227
Hasbrouck 20

Engineering 118 • 120
Hasbrouck 131

SECTION LEADER SECTIONS
Choc 104
Clarke 6. 7. 23. 52. 71
Conto 42. 45, ">l

Corsin* 19, 22, GL-

Das IM. 57. fi<:

Engr 1

11, 15. S
( tOl (tin »
Hopkm 58, 60. R
Howai 3»i

Ingh .!/• 38, 4!*. (i.

La r.sei 35, 37. til

Martiii 20. 26 :.

Peikie- 30. 48. :»i

Plall i:.

Reill 25, 40, i,

Rogers 5. 32. 44
Rosenheim 12, 24, 2S
Rosenl'eln 2, 34, 4'

Strokoff 10, 27, 46
Stone 3. 33, 30
Turner 11, 10. 17

WATCH THE PARACHUTISTS
DROP IN AT THE
TAILGATE PICNIC !

!

PARACHUTE EXHIBITION 11:45- 12:30

en route to UMass-UConn game

Roister Doister's
has been Liberated

!

And this year's play will prove it.

Interested?

Make it to the Open Meeting

OCTOBER 27 AT 7:30

in the Berkshire room of the Student Union
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Maroon Keys Strive To Help
The chief lunetion oi the Maroon

Keys, a men's honorary society tor

I 'Mass sophomores, is to orientate

Ircshmen and to provide students

with a greater awareness of the

problems lacing America today.

The Maroon Keys sponsor such
programs as freshman get

logcthers, dances, movie-series,

bonfires, and this year a pumpkin
salt' One of the most significant

programs sponsored by the Keys is

the Eleventh Hour Scries in which

Huest speakers are brought to the

campus to discuss interesting and
relevant topics of national concern.

Maroon Key president Richard

Simmons, i eel's this latter program
is designed to bring as many
students as possible into an
awareness of what's happening

today

One aspect of the Keys
program which is of concern to

President Simmons is the society's

image 'Previously,'' Simmons
explained, 'the Maroon Keys have
had a somewhat confined image as

being a short-haired, fraternity

organization who. from ap-

pearances, seemed to be more
interested in freshmen women
than in freshmen in general.

"Many who have seen this year's

Maroon Keys may have realized

that our hair length isn't

necessarilv short and our views

are not restricted to a single

opinion. We're here to help; we feel

that minds cannot meet through
walls of prejudice."

President Simmons notes that

the Keys co-sponsor many ac-

tivities with their sister-

organization the Scrolls.

"Together," Simmons relates, "we
are very proud of what has been

accomplished so far this year.

Those freshmen interested in

becoming Maroon Keys next year
should apply in the spring of 1971.

Membership to the Keys is ex-

clusive and to be eligible a student

should be in food academic
standing, and, most important of

all, should have "a great desire to

help other people."

Notices

Math, Stat. Dept. Council

Elects Student Members
Winners of the undergraduate

mathematics majors' election for

the Mathematics and Statistics

Department Council were an-

nounced today by Professor David
Hayes. Elected as members were
sophomore Henry Naczas and
Juniors Evelyn Oiimelis, Janet
Kaplan. Mark Leeper, and Edward
Russell. Junior George Roguski
was elected first alternate and
freshman Dave Stankus second
alternate.

The live members and two
alternates were elected from
among nine nominees. A total of

U7 ballots were cast, representing

about one-third of all un-

dergraduate mathematica majors.

The students just elected will

2 BANDS
No Intermission

BATTLE OF MUSIC
OX THE BANDSTAND

Continuous Music

KING BUISQUIT STEEL
rluuv. Oct. 22

Kt. 9, Hadlev Tel. 253-9214

choose students to serve as voting

members of Mathematics and
Statistics Department Com-
mittees, including the Personnel

Committee, which evaluates
faculty for promotion, tenure, and
pay increases, and the Curriculum

Committee.
They will join five graduate

students and ten faculty already

elected to the Council to par-

ticipate in decisions affecting all

aspeck of the operation of the

department.
Professor Hayes, who chaired a

joint student-faculty -

administration committee which
created the Council said, "I want to

thank all nine nominees for

standing for election. The large

number of ballots cast is very
encouraging. I am hopeful that

this effort at improved student-

faculty relations will be suc-

cessful ."

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

AMMIHSI HAD! I V LINt

fit 7 9 15 SAT. SUN 2. 4 15, 7. 9.1$

The Ultimate

Eipc nn(c Fantasia
NIGHTLY AT 7 9 IS
SUN. MAT AT 7

Frpm Hie author ol "Airport"

rB-
• IS SUN. MAT AT 2

catchy^~———^ ———————

m

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SAL!

Pioneer, Tear, Garrard, PE Altec,
richer, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, alHndard radio, I tun apeaker*.
l.f», 8 track and other necee*itie».

AuUiemt AUdJo^ tllt-XJ

MiuuVrl.inU — loveb new 3 bedrni.

Iiuuir, liiuiierii kitilieu with bunt-in »

i>hl la»hhiurd brick fireplace, »ur..

•critic let. 6 iiiiu. I . of >iat>».

i>:i;.MH). NdMeU Jtealturs, Tel. 2M-
-, t tS

.

t f1 0;U
it'7w bv\ ',:m> ci, 4wm> uiiici> $wo.

tali B-iMJIi, v-VMl. iflb-' .
:

~~L.eur Tift H-triick stereo, table

model, ".limit lini-.li, :.' »pkr» , pin-

•.Mi tnpe*. pop blion i. It»s»it ul, kou(I

i and). S'K'. \. Kriiini, AM Muchiner.
•' -I'" 1 tflO-'-'t i

Kecoril-. N-track tape*, musette*,
.ill nt 1ii» priirn, bii> nrti-t, RJM ln-

t.el. !>ee "te»e in ''Oil i.ra>-ou ( MD9
111»-'

^iin-iij ..Mi amp., Hi watts; 1 St*
Ihmillil :i>^i (banner; .' Utte Imoil-

iii.in apraaere 18". « muiitln- old.

>.'.'... I. ill (i(i,v.il50, keep trjinw*.

tfiu-i:<

llW'5 I; milder. Komi condition, 68jV

.Mi:. a>k liir >;mc> Ulti-.'i,

8 Tr.uk
-
Stereo Tap* < artriilci -

80 minute, I no allium tape*, lnur

ilmiie Si OH. call l.lint at W>5- '-*'>»•»

nr Uapp) "» »H mwt. >o« pi
tutiil niii-ic enjoyment at half the

Mure price.

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative an-

tholo.v. Please include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewlld Press, 180".

I H-t Olympic Boulevard, Los Ange-
les, California »0021. tfll-13

Pemule roommate, $15 a month,
i)»n room. Ask for >"ancy, 6C5-3V72.

tflO-JH

Need bicycle for transportation
Preferably 10 speed (or other)
>oineone please call Mltchel if you
wish to sell a bike. Thanks. Call
853-241.'. IMi

RIPE WANTED
Kide desperately needed to Plonda

ou Friila*. Saiiinlay or >unday. Call

0-5-JI6, will gladly share expeuses
dminc atij rap. tfl>--'i

SERVICES

PERSONAL
Reward: For Info of whereabouts

of Sony clock radio, Olivetti type-
writer. Call MA-Sm^ ttf-tt

Can you help us? »xt week we
would like to rent a vehicle In

Rood condition for 2 weeks to to ts

Denver, Colorado. If you can help,

please call 6-5438 or 6-5483.
10-2?

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
piuiciits. tripe decks for home or car,

iVl >o. Pleasant ft. XOlj-8133.

tfl2-2*

Will t.'pe and/or rc\ise any writ-

ten " uiHterial. .\l*o do personalized
re-ume-. Inr schools, JMB, l'rofes-

>innal, fast, reasonably priced serv-

ile, (nil ,->8l-WI7. tm. Keep try-

ing. tfll-«

ROOMMATES WANTED
i.rad or older student wanted to

share 4 bedroom house in Northamp-
ton, own bedroom, completely fur-

nished. Must have own car and be

sociable. Tel. 584-6621. tflO-22

Ouiet M or F, pref. grad. std.,

to share furnished 6 room apt. in

l'ufftiin Remainder of semester on-

ly. Own room and bath. $100 mo.
.lint 540-661T tflO-22

up and deli-

mo-tt

ICin i nun fur coat in

condition, t all P6J-55M.

very

• Kill Model 1* Speaker (»>steni-

fnr sale tat** than 1 jcar old

I all ;.Vt "i":i alter li p.m. 16-8S

FOR SALE — AUTOS
IMM fry aim, reil. wire wheels. Mi-

. Iielin lire-, -now tire-. hSKVagt rink
and limiiea n :!'.!-•.)*».'. tflO-.'!

\ \\ for sale. 'li;. new rebuilt entitle

new point .inb. new interior, brake-
r.iilin. unit Her. e\i client condition

i; \>-,x;. tflt-W

Alterations — pi< k

» egy. fa 1 1 1 :532- 471*2
.

From Spain: Vaacfcta, (tfiinex, En
riipie. etc , etc., (iuitars, l.aud-

Itandiirria-. Mandolin- and
( reati>e t'.udeator,

(•rerniield

cases
.'•i-;: Miles »t .

113-771-2831.
tfl0-:27

Mti-ieal instruments from around

the world at discount prices. Gui-

tars a specialty. Creatine Endeavor
(The Mn-i. Store), 20-22 Miles St.,

t.reenfield. 413-774-2831.
tf 10-27

VOl K PRICE for

iiiu-ical instrument in

i.i. I'al<mi I ilr , standard trans .

radio Hi- |ui--eil lu-pei tioii Asking
SIM- or ln-t niter Phone &MHMR3S.

tf 10-2:i

I->«;;l Iriuinpli
1.111HI iiu . Inch
Mini 1 nnilitinll

1. "in I (' Kimneville.
b.ir». two inirrnr-

I 'all Mike M9-64W.
10-

I I . > 111I1 1 ur.i white I dr.

-lit. hi. r- . ii i^i automatic,
".SOU!! mi - ;iin nr lie«t oiler. Call

I'aul ill B-TMia 16-tl

fii.l Obi- Dynamic HS 4-ilnor

llj»rilli>|« power steering, power

lir.tkr, new four lire-, complete

lime up. -tarter I, noil 1 oiulii inn.

-IMi ( nil •"•!-" " : iHer .V.tll p ill

10-71

your used
our consign-

ment sales department, lor infor-

mation call: 413-77 1-2K31. Creatine

Endeavor, 20-22 Miles Street, t.reen-

<fl °-''7

.linly Collins. Joni Mitchell,

.lohnny Cash, etc., etc. Music books

ptas a complete ordering servne.

I rcntive Endeavor, 20-22 Miles st

l.reinlirld. 413-774-2831
tflO-27

Music lessons, instruments (new

and used. Imported and domestic),

and repairs, etc. nt reasonable

prices. Creative Endeavor, 20-22

Miles Street, Greenfield.

2831

.

tflO-^

HELP WANTED
Young men and women for role-

in underground historical movie
Looks more important than elperi

ence. Write Shannon. Bos 3055

1-oi.ghkeepsie, NY. 12603. tflO-2:

MUSICIANS WANTED
Lead guitarist to play in rock

band in production of Your Own
Thing. For further Information call
Moony ean Field. 649-0128 or 5-0938

tflO-2:'

FOR RENT
2 lifilriu apt. In Sunderland, avail-

able st week In Nov. Big kitchen.
liiing room, and attic for storage.
Kent $100/mo. plus beat and eler.
(rill <;i;.->-:ttr05 evenings or anytimi
weekends. tf10-30

GIVE AWAY
line Huffy white angora rabbit

Call 5IG-C815. tflO-22

MISCELLANEOUS
loin the Hare Krishna people in

bli—ful chanting Thursday, October
'.'.. l-li in s| Ballroom. Discussion
period li-M in Colonial Lounge, ton-
tai-t Lee Both for further informa-
tion <i-502L 10-22

LECTURE SERIES
DpenlaC October 31, 1970, School

of Psyclioerapliicolocy. Free lecture
by Mnrury O'Connell, originator of

Hie study, at Hotel Northampton
Time: 7:30 p.m. tflO-30

CHESS CLUB

Mivtiin; bwigM ' Open lo all. lioin 7-12 p.m
in I'oiiiti Hll nl Ilic Campus Ci'iiU'r

DELS (CBQI

Livlure lomuhl Dintinguished Kiolonists

Lecture timet apetM w t i i Joseph A Browiler

H inip.m 111 C.iinpus ('chut Auditorium, tree

ul charge "Ci ims 111 UK Kverglaiies

Open Si'ininar J 4 o'clock Joe Browder 202

lloldswoith In iluscuss prohlems loiuerning

the K\ i-i'gladf.s and its future Coffee and
cookies all liee

OPEN DOOi DH0P IN CENTKK
Du yam own thing on our walls: art work

Graffiti Paint Proviiad Come to ()p*'n I)oor

Hamlin Baaemcnl Kvery Night 7-11.

ENCOUNTER GROUP
A Black VVIuteeiH-uuntei group is now being

Inniied II interested please call Dabby at 546-

"illi« or Sle\e vWK825

POLK SINGERS
Polk StOfRn Rod Folk Kiitliuswists N.iiu> I

night Sat Od -'4 8 p ni Campus Center
iiMiins li.K l7u 172 Further information call

Flo or Karen ti 7393

IIIU.KI.

Smict Javry rally tonight In TV room of

Student Union Tha rati] will be prp<-eded by
Sinnhai Toraa ierviceR at li M in the Nan
tucket KiKim Services tomorrow morning at 9

ii.m . same plan'

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE
All lloatsa! Ilaigus Mall between .").i:45p m

Friday Marching Groups i. p.m.. parade
begins at li M p in

homecoming ploat parade com
mhif.k
Mamlaloi \ imeliiig lor all committee people

I'hurs Oct JJ at 7 in p.m KiKim 172 of

Campus Center

INTERN ATONAL CLUB
Collet' hour will be held m Prince HrRRM

Main Lounge at 9 no p in Sunday A pre\ lew

ol Indian Night will be presented All

welcome

MKHKK BABA LEAGLE
There will lie a meeting Thursday 7:30 at Dr

Kossman s nllue 81 N Pleasant SI for

ainone interested in discussing religion, drugs

and mysticism

\KWMAN
Meeting tonight at 7 p m in Newman Office

for those interested in Halloween parly need

new ideas

ORCHARD HILL PUMPKIN DAY
Witches and globlins/ vampires and goons /

« ho w ill get hung on the hill / at-high noon

PHI ETA SK.MA
oil ueis 1 1 Miu guys a re interested in getting

logether and rapping please call f>46-93U4 Ask
Far .lay iT'ir.i-. I

PSYCH mi
Far Eastern Cultures tlisiusMou seiiion #43

will iiii'ft at li Hi pm today at front of the

Hatch

REVELERS
Meeting •; M lonigbi raeaa it* ec picim

t is 10 make it.

SCUBA CLI B

There artil be .1 meeting There . Oct 22 in

Koom l74ol the Campus Center at 7 pm

SDG 1

Important meeting i'hurs at 7:3(1 in Km 176

ol Campus Cenler All members urged to

attend this important meeting concerning

future plans

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Club meets (or lunch on Mondays

and Thuradayi irom |):$| |] n in Franklin

STUDENTS Fnu GENSHE1MER
All loeee needing a ride lo Ihe (onsheimei

strategy meeting, meet m front of Student

Union .
4"> tonight

All slutlents who want lo work 111 the (Jen

heimer tor Slate Rep Campaign strategy

meeting »J tonight 27 Pulfton \ illage H p m

1 \l\ss SARGE DWIGH1 COMMITTEE
Caovaaatng m BprmgReM simhi You'll

receive poBtcards. bumpentidi distribution at

tailgate picnii' and end ol game Sat

VPSL \M> POVERTY (HMMITTEF
VPSL •" 1<l Powiiy Committee are npen

soring an aililifss b) All red Olleuiu ol I AW
Tonight al H Campus Center Id Ui4

LOST
WlusM'i called alsiut my gold pearl and

Kamd ring psraee call again Invaluable lo

inr F.llen /arrow Vl'i i-m,>i

Classes gowingjlj iism-iIi gheVRt RtC diH-li

voj Kkeid Id PKFSCPIN ac ' l\ mp\
BtkcY Shape!! Dvhbn k ole |i| I necdum
MM, M.111EE11. \l se\ Cellar

Would Ihe perMR who look ins black wallet

oul ol my purse 111 Worcester Commons please

return it In the lost and louiid in the Student

Union ne qeeetiene will i>e asked
Yellow bsise leal notebook taken Irom 1 I

More biNikdrop Please return I need it

ili-speialilv ' Marie ilt; Butlerfield

FOUND
(iold ring with green stone found in front of

llasbrouk luniks like car ran over it Check
lost and lound at Student I'nion

Small leather pouch W A key attached lo

orange Kimp inside in Mahar i2nd Row) Wed
Morning Call 6 9576

Blue, girls. Columbia bike: call James House
Basement

HONORED
HERE

ACRES
FREE

PARKING

RECLINING
ROCKER
LOUNGES

2 ART
GALLERIES

GROUP
RATES

XJHTY MftTUTES AWAY VIA RT 91 OR MASS P»«

**^ Rl S RIVEROAIE RD W Sfl

733-5131

O Barbra
Streisand Montana"

Yves
JJ

15, 9501

[° 'THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE I'VE SEEN
THIS YEAR!" rVtev Vr>* Posf

>1on. In
i;:M0-f| :l<>

Sat A Rtjn

I •»-.>: 107 :'i!0-9:40

ftflD OTHER
fTRAflGaUK

WE
ARE

ONLY

MINUTES

AWAY.

WHY
SETTLE

FOR

LESS

THAN

THE

BEST!

joe:
IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH !*|

-Judith C'ist

^BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,

DEVASTATING^ FUNNYfl
N»^ V(..ik D^ily No.vs

Mon-Fri:

2-7:35-9:40

Sot. A Sun:

130-3.30-5:35

^S5> 735-9:40

'— 1

QB Club 'Player' Awards Go To Queeney, Wood
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

At yesterday's UMass Redmen Quarterback Club Luncheon. Jim
Queeney was awarded as UMass' top offensive player in last Saturday's

game against Rhode Island and Russ Wood received an identical award

as the best Redman defensive player against the Rams.
Queeney is only a sophomore Fusia showed films of the most

Sports Talk

Back On WMUA

and, as a guard, saw his most

action of the season in this game.
Obviously, the results are en-

couraging as the Redmen are

desperately seeking persons who
have the steady ability to anchor

an offensive line that has been

marked by inconsistency all year,

one of the reasons why UMass
sports a poor 1-4 record.

Queeney is 6"3 and weights a

slender 186 pounds but his

quickness and agility make him

the most highly-regarded

sophomore guard on the squad this

year and, hopefully, he's just

starting to live up to his acclaim.

Wood, a 6'2 205-lb. senior, had

seen limited varsity action until

this year, when he has been called

upon to share a defensive end post

with Jim Kelliher, also an un-

derexperienced senior. Both have

performed well. Kelliher won a

Quarterback Club award for his

performance against Maine and

now Wood has earned one for his

defensive work this past weekend.

As is the case with all QB Club

Luncheons, which are weekly
affairs held every Wednesday at

the Newman Center, a UMass
asssistant coach gave a scouting

report on the upcoming Redman
opponent (in yesterday's case,

Connecticut) and head coach Vic

recent UMass football game.
1 films of the losing cause against

Rhode Island).

On hand for the scouting report

on UConn was coach Bob Graham,
the man in charge of the fine

UMass defensive line. Before
reviewing the Husky personnel.

Graham indicated that UConn has
been pointing to this game for a
long time because it has its best

team in years and believes that it

will be the next Yankee Conference
champ.
Fusia had many comments to

add about the present state of

things with the UMass football

team. A lot of the things he said

were in light humor; some were
very funny but, on a serious note,

he pointed out that the offense has
lacked execution so far and that,

with each passing week, the

players are trying harder, giving

"150 percent", but that they're

JI.MQl FKNKY
Offensive Award

overtrying. And the coach con-

cluded, "When you press, it is

tough (to execute)."

He knows that his problem area
is offense and therefore didn't have
to spend much time reviewing his

defense except for once when he

referred to that unit as "Our proud
defense".

KISS WOOD
Defensive Award

Once again, as it did last year,
student radio station WMUA, 91.1

FM, will present its weekly
"Sports Talk" show, featuring
Sports Director Ken Horseman and
Dave Melvin along with their guest
or guests.

The show is aired every Sunday
night from 10 to 11, during which
times specific topics are discussed

between hosts and guest. Questions

for the guest or the hosts may be
phoned in to either of two lines, 5-

2425 or 5-2876.

This Sunday night, WMUA will

have as its guest, UMass soccer
coach Peter Broaca, whose
Redman booters are undefeated
with a 4-0-1 record and who have
achieved a very high ranking in

New Kngland soccer circles.

FOOTBALL TICKETS-
Exchange coupons for

Saturday's UMass-
Connecticut football game are

now being traded in at the

athletic ticket office, room 255

Boyden, but the dealine for

ticket exchanges has been set

for today at 6 p.m.
******

WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS
- Participation sheets for

women's intramural
volleyball are available at the

women's IM office, room 106.

Women's Physical Education

Huilding. Rosters must be

returned to this office by

Monday. Oct. 26 for a team to

be eligible. Any girl in-

terested in officiating, scoring

and/or timing games for in-

tramural volleyball should

contact Jean Paratore at 5-

2558.
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Clements-less Huskies Possess Potent Punch
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

It's all on the line this Saturday for the UMass football team as they
host the Yankee Conference leaders and the biggest threat to grab the

Redman's YanCon crown at Alumni Stadium. The opponent is of course,

Connecticut.

UMass must win this game. R's

as simple as that A loss in this one
and the Redmen will be
mathematically eliminated from
any chance of repeating as Con-

lerence champs. UConn is 3-0 in

the Conference and 3-2 overall. If it

should emerge with a victory

Saturday, it would have a YanCon
mark of 4-0. a record which will be

impossible for the slumping
Redmen to match.

Satig foUtgten
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Prom a cursory look at the

UConn roster, it might seem that

Coach John Toner's charges are

not as strong now as they were
earlier in the season.

From a cursory look at the

UConn roster, it might seem that

Coach John Toner's charges are
not as strong now as they were
earlier in the season. The reason
for this is simple - Vinny Clements
will probably not see any action.

For anyone who does not know
anything about UConn athletics,

and you would have to be totally

ignorant not to have heard of him.
Clements has been Mr. Everything
for the Huskies for the last two
seasons. In 1969, the 63-204 lb.

senior co-captain picked up over
1,000 yards rushing, scored nine
touchdowns and nabbed 29 passes.

On top of that he led the team in

punt returns, kickoff returns and
•us the team's second leacing
passer completing eight passes
and a touchdown.
But as was said earlier, the

amazing Clements will likely not

play. He sustained an injury in the

third play of UConn's 41-23 loss to

Temple and sat out all of last

week's 45-13 thumping of Maine.
Taking away a man who has
already scored seven touchdowns
and who averages five yards a
carry from a team would usually

prove disastrous, but amazingly
the Huskies pulled a rabbit out of

the hat and found someone who
could out-Clements.

His name is Ray Jackson.
Gander at these statistics for a

while. Playing his first full game
as a tailback against the Black
Bears, the sophomore speedster

gained 173 yards in only 14 carries,

an average of over 12 yards a try.

He tallied three touchdowns, one of

which went for no less than 90
yards.

But getting back down to earth,

one must remember that all of

these heroics were accomplished
against the Black Bears of Maine,
not exactly the toughest defensive
unit in the country. So although
Jackson makes up most of
Clements loss, no team can
completely negate the hole left by a
player of his stature.

Directing the offense for the

Huskies will be two-year letterman
Rick Robustelli. The 5' 11 189-lb

signal caller is off to a fine start

this season with 63 completions in

122 attempts and five TD's to date.

However, he has been intercepted
six times.

The offensive line is anchored by
two three-year starters in guards
Bill Spencer and Tony Arcaro. It's

a good sized unit averaging 222

pounds per man and they're ex-

perienced. Clements and Jackson
owe a great deal of their success to

this group
The team's leading receiver is

Keith Kraham with 17 receptions

UConn's Line-up
Offense

c Vk Flack, 5 hi 200

u; Ton) Andrei, t; ii M
K(i Bill SoMcer, I'll 221

l.T Don Miller. 8*1 212

KT Bill Tu/ll ti'4 247

I.E Vince Russell. GO 185

UK Boh Nichtils. 1 214

» Keith Kruham. til 208

III! Juan Madry, 5
-

10 175

MB Raj Jackson. 51U 184

QB Kick Robustelli, 511 189

Defense

l.K Bill Hogan. 61 196

l.T Tom Goode. li'7 280

KT Jim'Fiseioltano. 511 214

HE Al Akowitz. 61 193

LB Jack l.osh. 59 202

I.B Brian Hermes, 6T 217

I.B John Salek. ti'3 201

I.B Mark Svcncer, 6'2 202

MB Brian Herosian. 6'3 183

MB Greg Andrews. II 150

S Den Carlueci. 5'9 173

for 285 yards and four touchdowns.

With Clements out, Robustelli will

likely be forced to go
N

to him and
Brian Herosian, who has got 15

receptions, more than usual.

UConn is an excellent two-way
team and only one of its opponents,

Temple, has been able to score
more than two touchdowns against

the Husky defense.

Leading the unit is senior co-

captain Brian Hermes, the middle
linebacker, and left linebacker
Jack Losh. Losh has intercepted

five enemy passes this season and
is only one short of the UConn
record.

The Huskies also boast of a

defensive line which includes 280-

lb. Tom Goode. Although the 67
senior is listed as only 240-lb. on the

roster, the UMass coaching staff

feels he must be at least 280

pounds.

In thebackfield is Herosian who
is somewhat of an anachronism in

that he goes both ways. As was
mentioned earlier, he is also the

team's second leading receiver.

With the Redmen having their

backs against the proverbial wall,

this UConn team should prove a

very stern test. With or without
Clements, the Huskies are a fine

football team.

Want To Get Close To Nature? Try Crew
\nl»'' lhl> crow riir'ina Tho rnwar .Iwlm- t r... ., ,.,>. «U« r^i i t t^^i lTKditor'a Note: The

Itillnw inti stor\ tame about as
iin result dt thi> reporter being
.i^knl tn rover Sunday's Head
..I Hit- t li;iii«-s R«gatto, held

mutually, in Boataaj and par-

ticipated in h\ the I Mass
new team. To achieve a

bet lei insight on what she
vN.uid lie reporting m in

r.ostiin. ibe reporter weal to a

»ew rrew practices, to which
--Be ua> warmly recei\cd h>

i .i.i. It Mike I aherty and his

lea m. she Became im-
medialeh enthralled by the

spoil and l«-lt that she should

eowvri her experiences and
-I' lie her new -found
knowledge with readers of this

C .pei Here is her siorx.i

B> BRONA SIMON
it Reporter

It was -I. good to u"t back
• nito the water again. Having

raised by the ocean. I

look on (he <iew assignment
a Hi greal rervor. Amherst
bad landlocked me for far too

lust the opportunity of

watching from a motorboat
members of the UMass Crew
Club practice on the Con-
necticut River brought me a

closeness to the sport. In the

launch, while dictating form
criticism and advice to his

rowers, coach Mike Faherty
explained the technicalities of

crew racing

Crew is basic. Organized
races began over a hundred
years ago in this area, coming
from what was already a

tradition in Europe.
This fall, practices have

lieen held exclusively in the

eight man shells. Each man
rows only one oar, alternating

one on the starboard side, the

next I he port. At the stern is

the pace-setter or coxswain
pronounced cox'in), who

calls the beat and steers the

boat using wooden handles
called pommels, that are
attached to cables to the

rutter. The rowers are
numhered. usually one to

-even starting at the bow with

the eighth man called the

stroke. The rest of the crew
follow the stroke's oar.

The actual act of rowing is

done not only by use of the

arms, but of the legs also.

With their feet tied down, the

rowers sit on seats that are
able to slide back and forth on

a metal track with the

straightening and bending of

the legs. The footholds are
adjustible to give everyone the

same length of push along the

track to insure unity of the

strokes.

IMass' racing shells.

American Blade Pococks,
have been slightly modified.

The rower slides through the
lock, that is. when his knees
are bent, he is beyond the

oarlock and rigger. This
results in better leverage and
more use of leg muscles wher
he thrusts himself back. The
footholds have been elevated
to give a smaller angle of

reclivity on the leg. which now
will not hit the crossbar when
thrown down.
Ordinarily a spring sport,

the crew is getting in shape for

a three-mile race to be held
Sunday on the Charles River
in Boston. Workouts include
rowing approximately seven
miles a day, under interval

training in which two or three
minutes of power stroking is

intervened by paddling at a

relatively slow pace. Also on
the practice schedule are days
of primarily long distance
rowing
Coach Faherty has a good

group of rowers to choose two
teams from. Returning
varsity members, seniors
Charles Leonard. Tom Mone
and Dave Richard, and
juniors Jack Appel, Rick
Jones. Kevin O'Brien and Bob
Weimer have experience from
being on last year's fourth-

place team.
The rest except freshman

John Romig are sophomores.
Jeff Allen. Ted Fitzpatrick. Al

Flanders, Larry JablonskT.

Steve Kinner, Bill Moran.
Clay Morin. Joe Piela. Mel
Streim. Doug Thompson and
Paul Winchell. who have also

rowed together before, on last

year's frosh team. The cox-

swains are Bob Jayes. Chris
Jedrey and Kenny Raymond.

1 had thought that I could
take no active part in the

sport Being a spectator was
ample for my thirst for the
sea. but the replenishment
was increased twofold when
coach Faherty permitted me
to ride as coxswain during two
of the practice sessions. With
the knowledge of crew racing
and sailing 1 had acquired, my
ability to steer the vessel was
none too good. Shades of

George Plimpton! A reporter
experiencing that which she
writes about discovers things
aren't as simple as they may
appear while merely wat-
ching.

Thinking I was in control of

a steering mechanism com-
parable to the tiller on a
sailboat, it took me quite a
while to find that when I pulled

the left pummel the boat went
toward the left insttad of the
right As it were, my boat was
not the only one on the water,
and a near collision of the two
shells, with myself at fault, of

course, was averted when

coach Faherty ordered both
boats to stop.

While Faherty was fran-

tically looking for a new
coxswain, 1 managed to steer

the boat under the bridge and
further up the river intact.

Finally an Amherst College
cox replaced me and I self-

consciously retreated onto the

launch to once again become
an observer.

As a sport, crew racing is

impressive. The harmony,
cadence and togetherness of
the rowers is amazing. Eight
men whose form and strokes
are of the same beat. Spending
so much time together, the
eight learn to handle the boat
as one, and thus, they are one -

- very close knit.

There is also a closeness to

nature. Strange to say that
when crew is a fast race to

beat another team, but
whoever said you have to go
slowly to grasp the beauty of
the world? Being on the water
and moving on account of your
own movements that glide the
oar so smoothly, certainly not
discalming. You master the
environment, and yet do no
harm to it.

Even if you have never been
on a beach much less on the
water, crew is an exciting,

addicting experience.

Little Redman Booters Tie Amherst, 1-1

As Defense Faces Toughest Test to Date
Bv STEVE KERBER m

sP0/?ts ShorT'Es
Staff Reporter

In their toughest fray to date, the

IMass freshmen soccer team
came away with a 1-1 tie against
Amherst last Tuesday. Playing at

Amherst's home field, the frosh

once again put together an im-

pressive defensive show, in

boast ing t he Redman's mark to 2-0-

I

IMass began quickly, much like

iheir Inst minutes of the WPI
game Midway in the first period,

the Redmen scored, unfortunately

though it was to be their sole goal

oi the afternoon. At 13:47 of that

opening period Mark Tvma sailed

a corner kick into the goal area.

Noel Anderson headed the ball and
then in the ensuing scramble Mike
Nugent got bold ol the hall and
booted it .iv. .i\ past the lunging

\miuTst goalkeeper

I Mass let up a bit in the second

.md third quarters, only to come on

strong in the fourth and overtimes
periods But it was during the third

period that Amherst got the goal
back A direct kick from 10 yards
out put Amherst on the scoreboard,
and lor the third time in three

games a goal had been scored
against UMass on a direct kick

from 10 yards out.

The Amherst squad who kept
UMass goalie Bill Beggs busier

than ever, has extremely im-
pressive credentials. Of the 40
players available, 28 freshmen
boys were either captain or co-

captain on their high school or prep
school soccer teams. The height of

the Amherst team was another
striking feature as they thoroughly

dominated the head-balls against

the smaller UMass players. But
despite the presence of so many
excellent individual players, the

Redmen got the better of the ac-

tion, working much more like a

team than 11 individuals out on the

field.

At game's end. Coach
Jekanowski commented to his

players, "Nothing to be ashamed
of." Indeed there was not as
UMass put together their third

strong performance in three
games. The Redmen's only
problem thus far has been
capitalizing on scoring op-

portunities, but invariably it takes

time for the members of the front

line to get used to each other. Thus
the more and more the forwards
play together the more cohesive

the unit will become.
The f osh battle UConn at home

tomorrow, facing their only

Yankee Conference opponent of the

season. The Redmen are just

waiting for their offense to break
loose and UConn could likely be the

victim as they head towards vic-

tory number three.

PITTSBURGH <AP) - Dannv"
Murtaugh, named Wednesday as
The Associated Press National
League Manager of 1970, might
have been a dry cleaner in
Chester,Pa., if the breaks had gone
differently.

AP

Tonight's

Intramurals

FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS
TIMK TEAMS
7(10 Team vs Tubes

7 mi Panthers vs Pied Pipers

7 no Roadrunners vs 3 M's

7 oo Redwoods vs Academics

TUGO-WAR
PIT TIMK TEAMS
2 8:00 AXOvs. LXO
2 8:15 Lovers vs. Cougars

2 8 :» Deacons vs Dogs

Instead he's been recognized by
sports writers and broadcasters
throughout the country for his

managerial work with the NL East
champion Pittsburgh Pirates.

*****
ST. LOUIS ( AP) - The St. Louis

Cardinals Wednesday acquired.
for the third time, utility infielder
Dick "Ducky" Schofield in a trade
with the Boston Red Sox.
Cardinal General Manager Bing

Devine said Schofield was
acquired in exchange for minor
league outfielder first baseman
Jim Campbell.

IM Scores
PSK PLP double forfeit

Cougars WBF Academics
PMD 2. SE
Seagrams WBF Panthers

flUjr fllaMarlnwtta
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Students To Rally

Behind Kent State 25

KivviKAiKKKINt; THE DEAN - Signs mark the battlefronts of the movement on the of four students al Kent State University. IMass students will rally al the (age this
front of Alumni hall, replacing the names of battles in which UMass alumni died while afternoon to express solidarity with 25 Kent students indicted in connection with last
serving in the U.S. army. The changes in the memorials were made last spring spring's deaths. Story on page :i. <MDC photo by Gary Slick man).
during the nationwide student strike, and one of the sipns, upper left, marks the death

MDC Features:

Fine Arts Center
Turn To Pages 12, 13

Long Range Planning
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From The Statler To The CC

Trustees To Hold
October Meeting

By RICHARD HANSON
\sst News Editor

The new I nistee Meeting Room" on the 11th floor of the Campus
• enter, with us multi-thousand dollar granite table, will be put into of-

ficial use tor the tirst time today at 2:00 p.m.. as Trustees gather Is

discuss what appears a routine line-up on the agenda.

\lter the "call to order" and
''consideration of minutes of prior

meeting" the Board will be ad-

dressed by President Robert Wood
and will hear reports from stan-

ding committees on Faculty and
Educational Policy, the Executive
Committee, the Committee on
Finance, and the Committee on

Buildings and grounds Later in

the meeting, alter the President's

personal agenda, the Board will

hear a report trom the UMass
Building Authority and news from
the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education.

Last month's meeting, held in

the Boston Statler Hilton Hotel, the

Board was occupied mostly with

affairs of the New Columbia Point

campus L' .Mass-Boston camo'is
Concerning the Amherst cai; • \-.

the Board voted approval of I.

transfer oi University and Lincoi.

Apartments to University control

and the setting up of self-

liquidating finance plan and ap-

propriate rent hikes. The Board
also voiced approval of the

arrangements made for the "Top
of the Campus' Campus Center,

liquor license, while hearing a

progress report on the operation of

the Campus Center and parking
garage trom Warren Grinnan.
Manager of the Campus Center.

One of the comments made by

Grinnan upon questioning from
Trustee Shaler. was that students

were depressed by the size and
inpersonality of the Center. It

might be noted that since the last

Trustee's meeting, tie-dye sheets

have been hung throughout the

Concourse level and the Campus
(.inter slide has been restored to

its original condition.

Russian folksong ia>i nigM strengthened iae sense of community
between oppressed lews and I Mass llillel members. The occasion

was the annual Son lei ,lewr> Rall\ held in the TV room of the Student

I uion.

Mix photo by David Bernstein)

Rally UrgesFreedomForJews
.lew ry lives on the other side of the Iron Curtain" Susan Feiganbaum

told a small gathering of Hillel's annual Soviet Jewry Rally last night in

the Student Union TV room.

The freshman from the University of Hartford was the featured

speaker of the evening She shared her experiences of living with the

oppressed .lews in Russia and Rumania this past summer.
We arc gathered here as witnesses to the fact that we are involved

with their the oppressed Jews) problems" she declared.

Reading an entry from her journal, the coed compassionately told of a

l>us ti ip which was a gay special excursion for those people.

Commenting on the recent hijacking of a Soviet Transport plane to

Turkey by a Jewish father and son. Miss Feiganbaum said she doesn't

condone such action, but it illustrates how desperate the situation is in the

Sm id Union. She believes that the hijackers should be judged in Turkey

FRIDAY. OCTOBER a, i»7u UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

UMass Trustees pictured above will gather for their first meeting in the Campus (enter this

month. IMDC photo by Pat Leinpart)

Senate Demands Bromery Appt.
by Wayne Soini

• Senate Reporter
Last week the student senate

called for the immediate ap-

pointment of Dr Randolph W
B'omery to the office of Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs.

Wednesday night, in an action

alter the Collegian article went to

press, the senate called for that

appointment again by indirection

Background: On October 1 the
Faculty Senate passed a bill for

formation search committees to

fill positions in academic, ad-

ministrative and public positions -

and a "student affairs committee"
for the purpose of filling the Vice-

ChanceUor's position. This bill

came before the student senate
Wednesday. presented by
President Glenn Kite!'

Vice-President Pat Beharry
suggested an amendment which
was accepted without objection to

eliminate from the bill the

student affairs committee".
Since the senate has endorsed R.

W. Bromery lor position of Vice-

Chancellor, the vice-president saw

no reason for the lormation of a

search committee. Arguing that

formation of committee following

selection by endorsement of

Bromery would be "hypocritical",

she w on support for passage of the

modified bill, approving formation
ol only :\ of 4 search committees.

Bill Abbott, agreeing, said. "It is

time to draw the line and stop

playing games with the ad-
ministration."

Some senators felt that the

formation of a search committee
would delay appointment of

Bromery by live or six months
Also since the proposed search
committee of 18 would have in-

cluded 10 undergiaduate students,

the appointment ol students would

have tn l>e well-considered.

Vice-President Beharry. who co-
ordinates senate committees,
feared that she would have to rob
Peter to pay Paul for such ap-
pointments. Control of the com-
mittee could not go mto in-

competent or inexperienced people
without risking losing control of
the committee.

The bill passed and goes back to

the faculty senate. Should the
faculty senate agree with the
student senate. Chancellor Tippo
will Ih> confronted next week with
the refusal tn form | search
committee and a united en-
dorsement of Randolph Wilson
Bromery for the Vice-Chancellory
He will be on the hot seat
The faculty senate meets to

d.vide on this next Thursdav.
i ktober 29.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Canada May Not Be Solution

GET the REDMEN HIGH!

Come Float at the Parade tonight

and

Rallv later on.

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

In an earlier column. I said that
there were some important
questions to be raised about going
to Canada to avoid the draft.

Today. I'd like to pose and discuss
some of those questions.

The border to Canada is

current!) pretty open to l.S.

:ourists. draft avoiders and
waders, and deserters. (Deserters
»re men who have resigned from
the Armed Forces before their

contracts have expired). Thus, it

is physically an easy matter to

move there. However, this has
created a large population of

immigrants - people without jobs,

without direction, without any
definite future.

This has created a number of

problems for the Canadian
government. Grass is hard to get
in Canada, so many are into speed,
coke, smack, and other drags.

Thus, the crime rate is extremely
high in the "American ghettoes" of

Canada as the jobless try to rip off

enough money to support their

habits. This is slowly creating a
tide of pressure against young
Americans in Canada. The danger
of this is that if the border tightens

up. the lirst to suffer will probably
be those who most desperately
need to get in - the deserters and
others who have the MPs and FBI
on their tails

There is also a serious unem-
ployment problem in Canada.
Simply, this means that there are
no jobs. If you go to Canada, you
will be a foreigner. Job preference
in Canada is the same as here -

natives first, outsiders last

Finding work will be an incredible

hassle. No work means that fin-

ding food, clothes, and a place to

crash will be an even more in-

credible hassle. And every job or

crash pad you take up takes one
away from a brother who may be
there as an absolute last resort.

Most U.S. immigrants go
through a period of severe cultural
shock in Canada The concept of

being a foreigner, an outsider, is

impossible to conceptualize or
prepare yourself for. Most go into a
state of depression and inactivity

which lasts for more than six

months This is a nearly universal
happening for newcomers to
Canada. As a result, the suicide
rate among American expatriates
is extremely high.

The problems are reaching such

staggering proportions that anti-

war groups in Canada which were
set up to counsel young Americans
who were coming to Canada to gel

out of the draft are now actively

encouraging people to stay away
except as a last resort. Then
resent their time being taken up by

people who are on romantic flights

from reality when there are
desperate brothers who need help.

They resem their funds and homes
being used by |>eople w ho could be
working to oppose the draft until

the shit really starts to come down
when some brothers are already
l>eing buried in the shitslide.

So dig on it, people. Do you have
to go to Canada, or is it simply an
easy out° Are you making it

harder for someone whose only

other alternatives are jail or Nam.
and he has to make his choice last

week'' The Revolution is all about
humanity, man. Which side are
you on9

yueMions to this column should be ad
drcswd '•', Gilbert .1 Salk. C <> Draft Coun
-ling Services RSO MSS, Campus Center.
I niv o( IfaM . Amherst. Mass 01002
Free primal draft counseling is available

it l)i alt CMMMttng Services, 41K I Student
1 uion M door
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Berkshire Commons

with
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RallyShows Support
ForIndictedKent25

By James Goldman
Staff Reporter

UMass students plan to "stand in solidarity" behind 25 students and activists indicted by an
Ohio Grand Jury for their actions at Kent State University las May. when they hold a rally in the
Gage today at 2:00 p.m.

It will be one of several rallies to be held around the country today, to protest what the sponsors
call -'the systematic repression of political dessidents across the country

."

Speakers at the UMass rally

include Phillip Green of the Smith
College Political Science Depart-
ment, Charles Beard from Jackson
State College, William Miskas and
Pepper Stevens from Kent State.

Howard Gadlin of the UMass
psychology department, Robalee
Chaplin of UMass Woman's
Liberation, Sidney Finehish of

UMass SMC, and an unidentified

speaker from the Angela Davis
Defense Committee.
Endorsed last night by both the

undergraduate and graduate
student Senates, the rally is co-

sponsored by the Student
Mobilization Committee (MOBE),
Woman's Liberation, the Young
Socialist Alliance, the Young
Workers' Liberation League and
the Committee Against
Repression.

A" spokesman for the groups
planning the meeting said
yesterday that most of the
speakers will stress what actions
can be taken to stop what he called

"he growing tide of fascism' in the
nation, sod will "explain how the
Grand Jury reports are false and
biased."

That Grand Jury indicted 25
students and activists earlier this

week for their role in the demon-
stration at Kent State University
last May 4th, at which four
students were killed by National
Guard gunfire.

The Grand Jury's findings are in

sharp disagreement with the
findings of the President's Com-
mission Campus Unrest, which
blamed the National Guard for

virtually all the disruptions at the
school.

But the Grand Jury stated thai

the blame lor the shootings should
lie with the students, and it cleared
the National Guard ol any blame.
"There can be no clearer

example of repression Ohio
specifically and in the nation

general than the report ol the

Grand Jury," rally planners said

last night.

That spokesman continued.
"This action -by the Grand Jury
must be construed as a part of a

general program of

repression, and we must now act

in solidarity with our brothers and
sisters at Kent State and in the

defense of the civil liberties of us
all."

UAW Ca I Is For Students
To Aid LaborMovement

By LINDA A BALICKI
Staff Reporter

"Students, universities and labor must unite together to put more humaness in our society".

Such was the statement of Alfred Ollierio of the United Auto Workers in a speech before the
Young People's Socialist League last night. He went on to state that "there are more substantial
ways than demonstrations for students to help labor and political causes.

"

One of the ways in which students might help the labor movement is to petition universities to

develop departments which study the human aspects of the productive process.

He said that the working man
has been relegated to the position

of a "human automation machine"
because of current production
methods and that it is his union's

intent that provisions be made so
as to treat the worker more as a
human being.

He went on to outline the

following points in the current
contract proposal which would
serve to humanize the production
process

:

Provisions which would allow a

group of workers to complete
production on a single automobile
rather than the mass production of

component parts. "This would
allow the worker to express the

native creativity which exists in

every man and give him a greater

sense of accomplishment."
A National Health Plan to

replace the inflationary-priced

Blue Cross-Blue Shield Plan which
most workers cannot afford.

"Workers should not have to pay
exorbitant prices for coverage
which is vital to their well being".

An Educational Plan which
would set aside one cent per hour
worked for a scholarship fund for

employees' children. "We realize

that educational costs in the future

may well exceed the worker's
ability to pay and we feel the need
to provide a means so that those

children can get the education they
need."

An Orientation for New Hirees
will serve to orient the new worker
to the Automation system. "Often
new employees are totally unac-
customed to the automotive in-

dustry and they must be given the

guidance to adapt themselves to

that process."

Pollution control would en-
courage general motors to develop
a new car engine which would cut
down or eliminate a majorsource of

air pollution.

Maddox DeclaresMorning
ForMuhammedAH Fight

ATLANTA (AP) -Monday, the day of the Muhammad Ali-Jerry Quarry
heavyweight fight, has been declared an official day of mourning in

Georgia by Gov. Lester Maddox.
The governor called a news conference Thursday to issue a

proclamation and denounce Ali as a draft dodger.

"I hope he gets beat in the first round," Maddox said. "Flattened out.

To the count of 30."

Maddox previously sought to prevent the fight taking place in Georgia,

but Atty. Gen. Arthur K. Bolton ruled he had no authority to prevent it

because prize fighting is not mentioned in Georgia law.

The UAW's major wage proposal

would see the inclusion of the

remaining H hour which the union

has not yet received from the 1%7
contract increase.

Tn all areas our principle ob-

jective is to insure the relevancy of

the work to the person", he went on

to say. "No amount rf money will

satisfy or compensate their

(workers^ roles as human beings.

With regard to student par-

ticipation in the strike. Ollierio

stated that the students best

function would be to establish a

rapport between themselves, the

colleges and universities they

attend, and labor. 'Only in this

way can we build the basis for true

substantial change in our society."

In response to an inquiry about

the effectiveness of student
demonstrations in support of the

strike or the liberal political

candidates which the UAW sup-

ports he stated emphatically "If

there are any violent demon-
strations anywhere in the country

between now and November 3, a

serious split between college

students, labor and liberals in

Congress will occur a split which
will never be healed. I repeat there

are more substantial, peaceful

means to accomplish change."
He concluded that there is now

a plan for the inclusion of students

on the regional governing board of

the UAW in order to implement the

establishment of "a fraternity"

which will serve to make great

changes in modern society.
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loscph Browder. Washington Director of Friends of the Earth, was the
first in a series of distinguished ccolot;is|s lecturers last night. IMOC
photo li\ Barn IVmi)

Ecology Lecturer Tells

Of Threat To Everglades
ByJOANNESTILES

Staff Reporter
Speaking in the first of a series of Distinguished Ecologists Lectures,

Joseph A Browder. Washington Director of Friends of the Earth called
for effective public pressure to save the Everglades
"The machinery of government does not operate unless outside forces

go in the kick it. Most outside forces are not interested in the public
With pride Browder cited one instance when the outside force wai
tcrested in the public welfare Last fall there was enough public • uppori
to kill a bill which would have appropriated money to build a Jelport in

the Everglades. The project would have destroyek the whole ecokigic
system of the Everglades.

Browder explained the Public value of the Everglades: It is th. single

largest tourist attraction in Florida and brings millions of dollars into the

state annually. The Everglades supports a multi-million dollar shrimp
industry. The sport fishing industries depend on Ihe maintenance ol the

Everglades' estuaries which bland brackish water with nulrn nla and
form spawning grounds for fish.

Hut the fight is not over. Browder described the attitudes ol pri 'iters

"with dollar signs in their eyes" who say "let us have it fpubli> rid" m>

we'll get rich and everyone else will be better off".

People don't have the day today ability to counter pressure and ,
lotect

public interests from the incredible bureaucracy of government",

Browder complained In fact the government is making it men (singly

difficult for citizens' groups to "Kick the machinery of government."
Recently a new Internal Revenue Service ruling prohibits tax exempt
groups from lobbying

It is difficult for citizens to have any say in the tax l'.ws structure Even
if people do organize, they have little hope of getting funding", Browder
explained "Too many people are excluded from the legislative process."

he stated.

Browder also suggested tr.at tax deductible organizations take to the

courts instead of lobbying for conservation. Political campaigns which
bring more responsibility and more values to government can be ef-

fective. Long range planning is also necessary to deal efficiently with the

ecology problem.
Lastly Browder asked for support from other social interests because

"i he same corrupt cause is responsible for social injustices as well."

I
WELCOME ALUMNI
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Looking for something familiar?

PETE'S PACKAGE
has been in the some location for 36 years.

Open 9 a.m. -11 p.m.

144 Summer St.. N. Amherst
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In The Nation And The World

Chilean Major General

Attacked bv Terrorists
Allende did not identify the

persons he suspects of sedition,

and police gave no clue as to the

affiliation of the gunmen. There
have been reports that Allende

himself is the target of plots to

prevent him from becoming
president.

Various military men are restive

at the prospect of Allende, a

Socialist senator, becoming
president because he then would
have the power of military ap-

pointments. But they have con-

trolled their feelings so far.

Police said the ambush was
carried out in the plush El Golf

section of Santiago with great

precision.

Four or five men in three cars

blocked Schneider's chauffeur
driven blue limousine at an in-

tersection where traffic was
heavy.

Police said the gunmen ran up to

the limousine, knocked out the rear

windows with the butts of their 45

caliber pistols, and fired about

eight shots at point black range.

SANTA CRUZ. Calif. ( AP) - Sheriff Douglas James revealed Thursday The army driver was unable to

the identity of one of at least three persons sought for questioning in the draw h,s own Pisto1 in time to fire

murder of five persons at a hilltop mansion Monday night. at tne attackers. He sped to the

He told a news conference the man is John Linley Frazier, 24, also military hospital with Schneider

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP)
Terrorists blocked an automobile
Hurrying the commander in chief

of Chile's army at a busy in-

tersection Thursday and gunned
him down. Maj. Gen. Rene
Schneider, 57, was reported in

critical condition Thursday night

alter emergency surgery
( 'overed with blood, he was taken

to a military hospital where
emergency surgery was per-

lormed to remove three pistol

bullets from his neck, chest and
arm One bullet grazed a lung and
his heart. a government
spokesman said. His condition was
described as grave.

The government declared a state

ut emergency and lo.ooo soldiers

and police spread out over San
tiago looking for the attackers.

The decree allows them to search

and arrest withotut warning.
Political organizations backing

Marxist Salvador Allende for

president blamed the assassination

attempt on 'ultraright wing
groups... in league with foreign

elements who see their interests

affected" by Allende's victory.

Allende met with President
Eduardo Frei at Government
House after both had called at the

hospital to see Schneider. Allende

said he told Frei "that this is part

of a seditious plan that can lead to

very painful consequences."
"This attempt against the life of

Gen. Schneider is incredible,"

Allende told reporters. "Once
again I want to say that there are

people who will stop at nothing, not

even assassination."

SuspectArrested
In HilltopMurder

known as John Linley Pascal, but refused to reveal why he is wanted. immediately after the ambush.

You've Come A Long Way, Baby!

Women Make FBI

Top 10
WASHINGTON (AP) - An all male bastion since its inception 20

years ago, the FBI's "Top Ten" wanted list is making room for

women in increasing numbers.

In its first 18 years of existence, the Top Ten contained no women's

names at all. But in less than two years, a lady kidnaper, a mur-

deress escaped from death row and four self-proclaimed

revolutionaries have been included.

Slots on the list are handed out at the discretion of J. Edgar
Hoover, the 76 year old bachelor who runs the FBI.

The Top Ten, whose wanted posters in every post office, court

house and police station in the country make it perhaps the nation's

most famosus roster, is becoming less exclusive.

Rigidly restricted to only the 10 most wanted fugitives in the

country until the addition of H. Rap Brown as No. 11 last spring, it

now contains 16 names. Four of them are women.
The four women now on the Top Ten are:

Bernadine Rae Dohrn, 27, former national secretary of Students for a

Democratic Society. A leader of the radical, underground

Weatherman organization, Miss Dohrn is sought on federal charges

of conspiring to riot and bomb.
Marie Dean Arrington, a black woman who had been sentenced to

death for the murder of a legal secretary in Florida.

Susan Edith Saxe and Katherine Ann Power charged with murder
in the death of a Boston policeman following a bank robbery late last

month The FBI describes them as "members of a radical,

revolutionary group dedicated to attacking the United States

military system and undermining police powers." They also are

charged with theft of government property and state charges of

robbing a Philadelphia savings and loan company.

Sheriff James described Frazier,

or Pascal, as white, about 5 foot 7,

with long brown hair and a light

Inward

Disclosure of a note, left on the

windshield of the slain Dr. Victor

M Ohta's maroon Rolls Royce,
intensified the search The note

read

Toda) World War \ will begin

roughl to you by the People of

the Free Universe From this day
forward anyone and or company of

persons who misuses the natural

environment or destroys same will

suite; ihe penalty ot death by the

People i»l the Free Universe.

I und my comrades from this

daj t »rtli will tight until death or

freedom, against anything or

anyone who does not support

natural life on this planet.

Materialism must die or mankind
will stop."

The note was signed with the

names of four knights from Taret,

fortune telling cards once favored

by gypsies.

I)i Ohta's $250,000 home,
blending tastefully with the land-

scape on a ridge four miles east of

Santa Cruz, was destroyed by fire

apparently set by the killers.

The bound bodies of the doctor,

his wife, their two young sons and
his secretary were found in the free

form swimming pool by firemen.

US-Soviet Relations Improve
As Nixon and Gromyko Confer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon and Russia's foreign minister held Thursday a lengthy

meeting which the White House termed "helpful for laying the basis for improved relations bet-

ween the United States and the Soviet Union."

"The meeting was conducted in a friendly atmosphere throughout," press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler commented.
In like vein, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko voiced hope that the parley "will be of

positive significance for the development and improvement of Soviet American relations."

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug Drop-In Center

Call 5-0400 24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week

DANCE TO

!

LISTEN TO

!

The New Sounds of

THE

rrom *a convivial chit cnat
beginning to the statement issuing

end. Nixon's first business meeting
as President with such a high
Soviet official contrasted in out-

ward tone with some recent ad-
ministration criticisms of the
Kremlin line.

After U.S. intelligence spotted
evidence of Soviet Egyptian
Mideast truce violations and
missile sub base building in Cuba,
White House officials last month
were avowing apprehension that
the Kremlin is shifting back to a
cold war stance.

Ziegler declined to answer
directly whether U.S. doubts about
Kremlin interest in Nixon's "era of

negotiations" policy have eased.
He told newsmen under

questioning that:

-He knows of no written message
brought by Gromyko td Nixon from

Kremlin leaders.

There was no discussion of a U.S.

Soviet summit meeting or a Nixon
trip to Russia, to Ziegler's
knowledge.
Reversing what a high Ad-

ministration authority had in-

dicated earlier. U.S. officials let it

be known Thursday that the
Americans had initiated the White
House date for Gromyko.
The officials said Nixon's

inability to see Gromyko while the

foreign niminster was at last

year's U.N. session had caused
some misunderstanding in

Moscow. So Washington passed
word this time that a Gromyko
request for a White House ap-

pointment would be granted, they

said. Soviet sources had said- the

initiative for the meeting came
from the American side.

PolaroidHalts Sale ofFilm

ForApartheidID Program
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) -

Polaroid Corp. says it is halting

sale to South Africa of its products
which could be used in that nation's

apartheid program.

ENDLESS
KNIGHTS

with: Miss Dorothy Dadmun

Folk

Jazz

Blues

Rock

At The

CHEQUERS
Fri. & Sat. 9-12 p.m.

Ingmar Bergman's

VIRGIN SPRING

presented by SU Program Council

Sunday, Oct. 25

7:00 & 9:00

SU Ballroom

Admission: 50c

The company announcement
Wednesday was a direct response
to an employee group criticism of

the company for doing business

with a country that legally

separates races.

In a notice to employees Senior
Vice-President Arthur Barnes
said, "Polaroid has in the past
prohibited sale of its identification
system to the South African
government for use in the apar-
theid passbook program.

"We are now discontinuing sale
of any Polaroid products including
film, directly or indirectly, which
might be used in this identification
program."

Polaroid has been selling its "ID
2" equipment to industries and
military agencies in South Africa.

The protest against the practice
was launched by the Polaroid
Revolutionary Workers
Movement, a predominately black
group
The group contended the com-

pany should not practice equal
employment at home and sell to a
legally segregated country abroad.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Democratic National
Chairman Lawrence F.
O'Brien accused the Nixon
administration Thursday of

"9 calculated attempt" to

exploit voters' anxieties and
fears in this election year.

O'Brien said President
Nixon sent Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew as a
"programmed emissary to

preach the politics of fear"

On The Campaign Trail

Nixon Exploiting Voters, First Lady Stumps
Dem. Chairman Charges
j up) i i ii , . ..•*..

and now has personally joined

him in 'the mind fogging
magic of demagoguery."

"This combination has
managed to drag into the

arena of politics into the
scramble for votes-virtually

every note of discord plaguing
our society," O'Brien said in a
Nation..! Press Club speech.

The reason, he said, is

administration failure to deal

"with the urgent needs of our

Vice-President Defends

Nixon's Economic Policy
TUSCON, Arix. (AP) - Vice

President Sprio T. Agnew
defended the Nixon ad-

ministration's economic
policies Thursday night and
accused its critics of trying to

"panic the electorate."

'When we took office 21

months ago. inflation was high

and mounting," Agnew said.
" 'A 10 per cent surtax had been
imposed, interest rates were
at record levels and moving
up, and the purchasing power
of the working man's hadn't

risen a dime in three years
"

This situation has changed,

he said, because of the

character and courage of

President Nixon.

The vice president was

greeted by about 200 persons
at the Tuscon airport as he
arrived for his second cam-
paign stop in Arizona in less

than a month.
Earlier in the day, several

hundred young people chanted
"'Peace now" and interrupted

portions of Agnew's speech at

a rally at the Cedar Rapids.
Iowa, airport. There were no
serious incidents during the

half hour stopover.

At one point he told the

young people, who made up
about half of the more than
1.000 packed into an airplane

hanger: "I appreciate your
support very much, but your
signs speak with forked
tongues

society" and its need "to mask
that failure."

O'Brien said the nation

survived "the politics of fear"

practiced by the late Sen.

Joseph McCarthy, R Wis., in

the 1950s "and we hoped we
had finally outgrown such
national aberrations."

"But now," he added, "we
are beset once again by the

politics of fear. And this time,

the practitioner is not a single,

demagogic senator, but a

carefully orchestrated team of

the highest office holders in

the land.

"And this time the whole
two party process and the

health of our society are

hanging in the balance,"
O'Brien added. "The art of

leadership, to those in power
today, has been reduced to

discord, divisiveness. distrust

and just plain demagogery."

For Candidates
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP)-Pat Nixon, getting a warm airport

welcome Thursday on a Florida trip, said the campaign "looks

great" for Republicans and she hopes it turns out that way with

victory Nov. 3.

She came to Florida to boost the senatorial candidacy of

Republican Congressman William C. Cramer. Cramer didn't show
up anywhere along her route he was campaigning elsewhere in the

state.

But as the day wound up the First Lady told reporters flatly, "We
need Bill Cramer in the Senate."

After shaking hands for 11/2 hours at a women's reception at a

posh waterfront condominium apartment complex at Point Brit-

tany, a pretty island 18 miles from St. Petersburg, Mrs. Nixon took

her campaign swing here.

At the Point Brittany recreation center, she shook hands while

standing in a hill top pavillion overlooking a clover leaf swimming
pool and the Gulf of Mexico.

The grassy spot was decorated with signs for Cramer and William

Young, who is seeking the congressional seat that Cramer is

vacating to run against Democrat Lawton Chiles, a state senator who
gained fame by walking 1,000 miles across Florida in his party's

primary campaign.
Some SOB women showed up for the reception at Point Brittany, a

complex of more than !>00 condominium apartments where the

prices range from $200,000 to $150,000.

Liberals Predict Gains
WASHINGTON (AP)

Referendum 70, a group
furnishing campaign ex-

pertise to some 100 candidates

across the nation, said
Thursday liberals will

generally hold and add to their

congressional seats.

"It's commonplace to say

the United states is turning to

the right this year, but we feel

the election will provide a

different answer." Robert H.

Clampitt. the group's director,

told a news conference
Aery few liberals or peace

and priority candidates arc in

serious trouble." said the

group's steering committee
chairman. Don Green
Their thinking is based on

reports of Referendum 70s

fieldworkers, of winch (here

are about 50, "hard beaded

analysis." but not in depth

potting, Green and Clampitt
said

In the Senate. Green said,

Vance llarlko m Indiana and
Philip Hart in Michigan
should be re elected and be
joined i>\ newcomers Joe
I Hi ffey, Conn \.llai

Stevenson ill. Ill . George
Rowlings, Va Philip Molt

VI . and .John Tunne\ . Calif.

Algerian Officials Block

Cleaver, Leary Conference

ALGIERS AP)-A news conference scheduled to feature Black Panther
leader Kldridge Cleaver with LSD advocate Timothy Leary and another

U.S. radical was postponed Thursday after Algerian officials blocked the

entry of many foreign newsmen.
Scores of reporters were allowed into the country, but photographers

and television cameramen were held with their equipment at Algiers

airport

It was believed the Algerian government might be having second
thoughts about a news-conference costarring a drug advocate who has
little connection with the principles on which Algerian policies are based

and "Miss Dohrn" of the U.S. student radical movement.
Officials might feel such a mixture of ideologies would harm the image

of the black peoples' liberation movements to which Algeria is host.

It was still not known whether "Miss Dohrn." who Cleaver said had
arrived in Algiers, was Bernardine Rae Dohrn. the radical who replaced

Angela Davis on the FBI's list of the 10 most wanted fugitives, or her

sister Jenifer Jenifer has appeared in New York as a spokesman for the

Youtll International Party-Yippies.

Booklet Tops Army Lit

FT DEVKNS. Mass. <AP>-

About 20 members of an
organization calling itself the

Nonviolent Direct Action Group
distributed copies of a pamphlet

entitled "A Serviceman's Survival

Handbook" outside the gate at Fort

Devons Thursday.

The booklet contains advice,

medical information and
miscellaneous material which the

Army is unwilling to circulate

among soldiers, a group
spokesman said.

108 Freed
In Quebec

Servicemen Die

In Battle And In Bed

Several demonstrators boarded

a commercial bus and entered the

posts, but later were removed by

military personnel No arrests

were made

SAIGON i AP' Nearly as many
American, soldiers died by ac-

cident or illness in Vietnam last

week as on the battle. ield. the U.S.

Command reported Thursday.

The weekly casualty toll showed

M Americans were killed in action-

six fewer than the previous week
and the second lowest weekly count

in A I/2 years and 33 others died of

nonbattlelield eauses

The low count (harked the Kilh

consecutive week m which fewer

than 90 l S troops were killed a

reflection of the low level of enemy
activity and the withdrawal of

American units from combat
missions

South Vietnam, which has been

assuming a greater role on the

battlefield, also reported a decline

in combat deaths to 296, the lowest

toll in a month.
The IS Command said allied

lorces killed 1,063 North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong soldiers

during the period, but that figure

also was on the downswing,
declining 119 from the previous

week.
The allies also reported 432 U.S.

troops and ;'..")!! South Vietnamese
soldiers were wounded in action, a

decrease of hi from Ihe previous

week lor Ihe Americans and an

increase ot II lor the South Viet

na inc.se

Including Ihe latest casualties,

~i:(.Hiii Americans have been killed

in action and smother 290,746 have
been wounded m Indochina since
Jan. I, 1961.

The South Vietnamese list

114.872 killed and 243.686 wounded
in the decade <>l lighting while the

u/7.04;i

( onu

allies claim to have slain

North \ ietnamese and Vi

soldiers

The t S Command stud K.HH2

Americans have died in Vietnam
from accidents, disease and othei

nonhntliefield causes during ihi

war
\u major ground engage nn nt

were i eporled Timr da Ihi

I
s

( (iiiiiii.ind said

"Mghl and scattered activity

continued to characterize acth
l>\ t S lorces

YAHoo Pt&ssNrst

MONTREAL (AP (Police said

Thursday they released 108 per-

sons picked up in a roundup of

suspected Quebec Liberation Front

members, but 271 others remained

in custody.

Meanwhile, authorities pressed

their search for a sign of British

Trade Commissioner James R.

Cross, who was kidnaped Oct. 5,

five days before the terrorist

organization abducted Pierre

Laporte. the Quebec labor

minister, who was murdered later.
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Judiciary Inadequate;
Senate Plans Reform

FRIDAY (HTOKKH 23, 1970 UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

The present judiciary system on
< ampus is considered inadequate
by many, and the Student Senate is

ill the process of doing something
about it

In an interview yesterday, Pat.

Heharry, Student Senate vice-

president, said the present system
is "in a turmoil". There are
openings on the general and area
courts, she said, but not enough
students are applying to fill them
The strike last spring, in Pat's

opinion, apparently had quite an
effect on the judiciary. Many
students left school before any
concrete system could be set up for

this year.

At present, considerations are
underway to reform the system. A
completely new idea is being
formulated. Pat revealed, that will

enable the University to handle
any problems at the campus level.

Plans are being made to set up a

judiciary board that will be
capable of handling such offenses

as parking violations and com-
plaints against members of the

I'niversitv. The end result is hoped

Lecture On
Meyer Baba

And Druas
Saturday night. October 24, in

the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union. Dr Bruce Hoffman
and Judge Henry Kashouty will

speak on Meher Baba and drugs.
Meher Baba. < meaning Merciful
Father' i was born at Poona. India

in 18H4. He declared himself
Avatar I incarnation of God) of the

age Meher Baba's love has at-

tracted millions of followers in

l>oth the Bast and the West.
Haba emphasizes that he has not

come to lay down any principles or

to establish any new religion but

that he has come to awaken us to

the infinity of love that lies

sleeping in our own hearts. He has
released detailed information
comparing states of consciousness
achieved through spiritual prac-

tice and those achieved through the

use of drugs

to be a system that operates in

fairness to all. Pat explained.

Hopefully, provisions will be
made to include faculty and
student complaints against one
another. Pat added. The idea

behind this is that if there is one
body lo govern the students, there

should be one body to handle
complaints, she said.

What remains now is cooperation

with the campus police and
security forces, and with the

students themselves. Pat said that

students are needed to fill the

available positions in order to get a

workable system.
Another problem is to educate

the campus community to what the

purpose and procedure will be
This way students will know what
to do and where to go when the

need arises.

Pat added that if the students
don't get Involved in some sort of

campus judiciary they are asking
lor outside forces to take control. It

will be too late if something isn't

done about it now, she added.

Greenfield Professor

Gives Home To Commune
GREENFIELD. Mass. (AP)-The struggle of a young people's com-

mune in Warwick to remain on their 25 acre farm under threat of eviction

took an unexpected twist Thursday-the offer of another home.
A Greenfield Community College sociology professor announced that

she is renouncing that profession and will turn over her 20 room house in

Northfield to the commune.
Mrs. Elizabeth Backman said she will fulfill a lifelong dream by en-

tering what she called "the liberal ministry" in a religious sect called the

>pie Mountain Citadel.

Her resignation from the college, after seven years on the faculty, is

effective at the end of the current semester.

Her Northfield home was built in 1795 and is the site of the first youth

hostel in America. It was used as a hostel from 1933 until 1952 when Mrs.

Backman acquired it.

About 40 members of the Warwick commune known as the Brotherhood
of the Spirit moved into the Northfield house Wednesday night. The home
is on Main Street in Northfield, also known as Massachusetts Route 63.

A sign was e: ected at the house saying Brotherhood of the Spirit.

At last count, the commune claimed more than 100 members in War-
wick, although town officials say sanitary facilities are enough for only 27

occupants.

A Greenfield Superior Court judge appointed Atty. Norman Callahan of

Greenfield as master of hearings on a preliminary injunction granted the

commune to prevent the town from evicting occupants. The commune
had asked the court to declare the eviction notice invalid.

Mrs. Backman said she is turning over the deed to her house to the

commune, but she did not make it clear whether ihe will remain living

there.

The Warwick communie prohibits smoking, alcohol or promiscuity.
Mrs. Backman says her support of the brotherhood is prompted by her

•delight in witnessing a spiritual regeneration."

Book Review

"Schooling For What?"

"In this book 1,000 people are telling it as it is, how it ought to be, and
how it's got to be if.we are to survive." In these words Donald H. Parker,

an authority in educational psychology, summarizes his lively and

alarming reportage: Schooling For What? published by McGraw-Hill.
($7.9;")).

"The question set me on a 33,000-mile trek across the nation," the

author recalls. "I ended up with personal, private tape-recorded in-

terviews with 1,000 persons of all ages, from every walk of life.

representing as accurately as posible 200 million Americans in our

various ethnic groups and life styles - all zeroing in on the question,

Schooling for what?"
Dr. Parker started out with a set

of ten basic queries, focussing on
just what is wrong with our schools

at all levels, but he found himself

expanding his investigation into

such related areas as the hippie

subculture, student radicalism,
racial and generation gaps, and
the proliferation of new-life styles.

What emerges are "the thought
patterns of the many age and
ethnic groups now crying out to be
heard." Their urgent message:
time is running out fast for the
Establishment, and only a massive
turnaround in American priorities
can avert collapse and anarchy. In

the schools, a consensus of opinion
among the inter viewees indicates,

the student himself must be
allowed to determine what and how
much to learn to fulfill his needs an
an individual facing life on terms
which are entirely his own.
By the same token, the

panoramic survey shows, the

diverse experiments in living and
learning being carried out by the

young themselves - from hippie

communes to "free universities" -

offer the best models for reor-

dering schooling in America.

Different LifeStyle
Sought At Cumbres
DUBLIN, N. H. -- T. T. Liang stood in the middle of the broad rolling

lawn and moved his hands gently through the air in imitation of a white
crane flapping his wings. Behind him two dozen persons mirrored his

every move with crane-like gestures of widely varying gracefulness.

Master Liang is a 73-year-old teacher of tai chi chauan, a centuries-old
form of Chinese moving meditation, and such exercises are a daily ritual

at a new-stvle commune here known as Cumbres.

The community members share
tasks ranging from washing dishes

USCC To Serve University
As Multi-LevelLiaison
Spanning the communications

gap. USOC, University and State
Communications Council, began to

move quietly forward on projects
for the coming year in a meeting
Sunday night in the Colonial
Lounge
Members of the USCC. a Senate

advisory group, discussed plans
for improving communications
between the student body. Ad
ministration, the State Legislature
and the media.
Judy Gill, chairman of USCC.

stated that the Committee for

Internal Affairs, will serve as a
liasion between the students and
members of the Administration.
According to Miss Gill the Com-
mittee meets frequently both with

the Student Senate and the Ad-
ministration to insure that the

student viewpoint is represented
and understood.

The Legislative Committee,
chaired by Robert Harrington, will

be providing State Legislators with

a student viewpoint on legislation

that deals with higher education
and will provide explanations of

events on campus from the
student's viewpoint when
necessary.

Harrington stated the committee
had expressed interest in working
for passage of legislation in several
areas in addition to higher
education. These include prison
reform, welfare, housing, abor-

tion, birth control- and the en-

THE COLLEGE PLAN FOR THE

COLLEGE MAN

Cotter
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vironment.

USCC recognizes that research
in these areas is going on within the
University community. Harrington
said the Committee plans to seek
out interested and expert in-

dividuals in order to provide
Legislators with necessary
background that will aid them in

the passage of good legislation.

The Legislative Committee is

also responsible for periodically
inviting State Legislators to the
campus, a project which
Harrington hopes to have under
way shortly. This committee
handled Legislators' Day during
last spring's strike.

Jill Wallach, chairman of the
Media Committee, said that the
Committee will be covering the
Council's activities, inviting
editors and reporters to visit the
campus, answering anti-UMass
articles that appear in newspapers
around the state and working with
television and radio stations.

USCC holds meetings twice a
month on Sunday evenings at 8:00
p.m. All interested students,
faculty or administrative officials
are welcome to attend the
meetings. For those who have any
questions, the USCC office is

located in the Campus Center,
RSO Room 125 or Box #667.

to keeping books. They eat their

meals together and follow a
common discipline of celebration
and intellectual reflection on their

experience.

Their lifestyle differs sub-
stantially, however, from that of
strict communes. Each member
draws a salary of several thousand
dollars a year from the profits of
their growth center, and
traditional values such as privacy
and individual family structures
are maintained

Most of the community members
describe themselves as seeking a
new life-style combining
traditional individualism with the
extended family structures that
have disappeared from urban life.

They also tend to see this as a
spiritual quest (Reprinted from
the New York Times)
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Skydivers To Jump

At Homecoming Picnic
Hares attached to their feet and
will be leaving a red streaming
trail as they fall. They will land
standing up within a few feet of

each other

The t Mass jumper! are Dave
Cherry (350 jumps). Steve Smith
i4oo Jura
The I' Mass jumpers are Dave

Cherry (350 jumps). Steve Smith
<400 jumps). Dave Balanoff (170

jumps), and Don Sluter (110

jumps. An Amherst jumper. Ted
Taft I 2_.) jumps ). and Ken Carville

ii:5<X) jumps) from Worcester will

also be participating in the ex-

citement.

The UMass Parachute Club will

present a special skydiving
exhibition for the Alumni at the
tailgate picnic before the game this

Saturday. Six skydivers will be
participating in this aerial
demonstration and will be jumping
into the athletic fields by South-
west between 11:45 and 12:30.

There will be two plane loads of

three jumpers each who will be
free falling and forming a three
man star while traveling up to 150

m.p.h They will free-fall for :?()

seconds starting at an altitude of

72(H) ft and open their parachutes
at 2000 ft.

The jumpers will wear smoke

Football Fans To See
Sub-Compact At Game
A display of 1971 sub-compact automobiles will be featured at the

I Mass I Conn football game Saturday October 24th. The cars, which will

be located inside the east entrance, willl include a Toyota, Volkswagen,

Ford Pinto, Chevrolet Vega, and the American Motors' Gremlin.

The fans will have an opportunity to view the display and compare the

standard equipment and price of the cars. There will be information

sheets posted on each car with this information. Marketing students,

sponsoring the exhibit, will be glad to answer any questions. These

students will be handing out brief questionnaires related to their com-
parative study.

The questionnaire will ask questions intended to discover what the

college student at UMass prefers in a sub-compact automobile.

The comparative display of 1971 sub-compact cars gives students an

opportunity to observe not only the two established foreign cars: the

Toyota and Volkswagen, but also the new American competition: the

Vega. Gremlin and Pinto. Manufacturers of each of these cars are trying

to attract the attention of the four following markets: potential second

car owners, retiring adults, young families, and college students. All the

cars stress economy in their promotion.

"I am a believer in evolution."

The University Marching Hand will present a lialflinie show at this Satiii(la\ \ Homecoming
football game against I Conn. The hand will perforin routine* hnill around "l.ad\ of Spain".
•'Tiptoe Through the Tulips '. and "Space Od\sse>".

Homecoming Float Parade
Set For Friday Night
Plans for tonight's Homecoming

Float Parade were finalized at a
meeting of the Float Committee
last night.

Beginning at 6:90 UM the 20

floats entered in the contest will

parade from the Hagis Mall down
Massachusetts Avenue to Lincoln

Avenue. The retinue will precede
up Amity Street to the center of

town, then down North Pleasant
passing the reviewing stand at the

traffic isle by the Newman Center
At the reviewing stand each oi

the lour judges will consider one ol

the Following: originality, craft

Miianship. pi.uneiKN to the theme
<>l Homecoming 1900 P'U Cannot
Win" i and adherence to rules. All

lour will judge general ap
pearanee.

The points range I roiu I to Id. ten
approaching perfection, said
Committee Chairmen Kd

The points range from I to 10. ten

approaching perfection, said

Committee Chairmen Kd Voci.

Monkey TrialDefendant Dies
SHREVEPORT, La.( API-John T. Scopes, whose belief in evolution led to the famed "monkey

trial" of 1925. is dead of cancer at the age of 70.

Scopes, a football coach who was a substitute teacher when he agreed to test Tennessee's law

against teaching evolution, had outlived all other principal figures in the celebrated trial.

Prosecutor William Jennings Bryan died five days after he won Scopes' conviction. The colorful

defender, Clarence Darrow, died later, as did the jurors and the judge, John T. Roulston.

Scopes, 25 at the time of the trial,

abandoned teaching when he was
found guilty and eventually retired

here after years as a geologist for

an oil firm.

He became ill in July and had
been hospitalized since. He died

Wednesday.
The trial, in the little Tennessee

town of Dayton, was recounted in

movies, books and plays. In many
ways it was like a carnival, pitting

two of the best orators of the time

in a 12 day debate of the Bible vs.

Charles Darwin's theory of

evolution.

Scopes, who was assessed $100

fine that was later ruled excessive,

never took the stand himself.

He left the battle to Bryan, a

three time presidential candidate

serving as special prosecutor, and
Darrow. an unkempt criminal

lawyer whom Bryan called the

"greatest agnostic in the United

States."

Their arguments, in court and
out, laid bare the conflict of old-

time religion and the age of science

and drew worldwide attention to

Dayton, just north of Chattanooga.

Scopes said later he did not

testify because he was afraid

someone would ask him if he ac-

tually taught evolution in that

class.

"I was a substitute teacher for 10

days, and because 1 didn't want to

disturb the class outline by in-

jecting something new, I suggested

we review what had been taught,"

he said last March 31 , the only time

he returned to a classroom after

the trial.

"1 really don't know if we
covered evolution or not, but I am a

believer in evolution."

In 1967 the Tennessee
Legislature repealed the state law

against teaching evolution.

The law had forbidden teaching

"any theory that denies the story of

the Divine creation of man as

taught in the Bible, and to teach

instead that man has descended
from a lower order of animals."
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US Army Generals
Detained in USSR
MOSCOW! AP (Two U.S. Army

generals, seized by the Russians

after fheir plane strayed across the

Soviet Turkish border, were being

held in eommunicado Thursday as

the Soviet Union launched an in-

vestigation into the incident.

A U.S. Knihassy official said it is

quite unlikely" that the generals

will be released soon.

The plane apparently wandered
off course Wednesday during bad

weather and crossed the heavily

fortified border. Details on how it

was intercepted were not im-

mediately made public

US officials in Turke\ said the

generals were making an in

s|>ection flight from Kr/urum to

Kars. jusf 4o miles Iron the Soviet

frontier

The first word that it was down
side came when the Soviet Foreign
Ministry Called in the U.S. charge
d affaires in Moscow. Boris
Kiossen to inform him the craft

had 'violated So\ iet air space."
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N. Y. Strip Steak

Filet Mignon

Beef Kabob

Stuffed Shrimp

Beef Kabob

Lobster Saute

Boston Scroti

~salad & rolls included

Baked Stuffed Potato

Flaming Cherries Jubilee

Peppermint Stick Ice Cream Pie

N. Y. Cheese Cake

Sunburst Parfait

Chocolate Mousse

$.40

$.50

$.50

$.50

ISO

$.50

$.50

Beef Stew ITS Wm
Sirloin Steak Sandwich 245

Broiled, Smoked Pork Chops 2.20

Poulette Chausseuren Casserole 1.70

Potato Pancakes and

Grilled Link Sausage 1.55

Curried ShrimpA La Indienne 2.25

Broiled Boston Send J.65

Plus Sandwich Specialties

>

"All The King's Men"
A Powerful Production

IIUDAY <)< "IOHKK 23, IW« UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Bv Robert Nesti

Fine Arts Staff

Despite the annoying bomb threats which plagued Bart let t in the beginning ot -he week, the

I'niversih Theater was able to open its season this past Wednesdaj evening With a well-done,

powerful production ot All the King's Men*'. The play has much going for it to overcome some
minor defects. Its unusual and free-flowing structure is supplemented b) good direction, fine

acting, and a functional and engrossing set.

Adapted by Robert Penn
Warren from his Pulitzer-Prize

winning novel, the play deals with
the rise and fall of a Southern
politician during the Depression.
Warren took the historical figure of

Louisiana governor Huey Long and
expanded him into the fictional

character of Willie Stark. Through
this character, Warren is able to

raise the question of whether good
can come from evil.

This argument is at the core and,
though the play is wordy and at
first a bit out-of-focus, it is brought
over quite well through the
direction of Harry Mahnken. He
paced the play so that it is never
static yet never choppy or con-
fusing. What made the production
engrossing and not simply long-

winded was the director's ability to

delineate the subtle and harsh
qualities of the characters and
create a chess-game feeling. With
this accomplished the question of

good versus evil can be explored
within the interesting plot without
being obstructing.

Stephen Schnetzer was able to
portray the two sides of Willie

Stark with credibility. In later

scenes he ably merged both the
swagger and tenderness of this

complex character to complete a
picture of Willie only previously
suggested by the other characters.
Playing a good foil to the emotional
Governor was Deane Zarvis as the
cool and sarcastic Jack Burden.

All the other roles were handled
quite adequately. Standing-out was
Melanie Gallo's performance as
Anne. Willie's mistress. She
brought to her part a tenderness
needed to sustain a number of

difficult scenes which could have
been sticky. Also excelling in a

featured role was John Warchol as

Frey, the cunning and nasty black-

mailer. His confrontation with

Stark was one or the play's

emotional highpoints, mainly

because of his performance. I feel

sonehow I've cheated everyone

else in this large cast for they all

did so well in their roles.

Perhaps though the true star of

this production was its set. It

established the mood of Depression

America immediately with its use

of simple wooden planks and hues

of dark green, brown and black. It

ably suggests the questions asked
by creating a dismal, bleak,

hellish atmosphere. Also both the

set and the complex lighting were
quite functional to the play's highly

original structure. The costumes
further accented this feeling and
fitted well with the set.

A good deal of work went into

this admirable production and it

seems to have paid off. For a
worthwhile evening out this

weekend, be sure to see "All the

King's Men."

BikeI Lecture To Explore

Relations OfArab andJew
Actor and folksinger Theodore Bikel will speak on "Arab and Jew : The

Post-Nasser Era." at Smith College. The lecture will be held at 8:30 p.m.,
this evening in the Helen Hills Chapel and is under the sponsorship of the
B'nai B'nth Hillel Foundations at Smith College and Amherst College.

The public is welcome to attend.

Bikel was born in Vienna and emigrated to Palestine at age 13. In 1946

he entered the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London, making his

debut as an actor in the London production of "Streetcar named Desire,"
starring Vivian Leigh. This was followed by a lead in Peter Ustinov's
"Love of Four Colonels."

Me has appeared in many stage productions in this country including

"The Lark," "The Sound of Music," and "The Rope Dancers.". He has

also appeared in many films and received wide acclaim for his per-

formances in "The Kidnapped" and "The Russians are Coming."
Internationally known as a folksinger, he made his debut at Carnegie

Hall in 1956. He was the founder of the Newport Folk Festival and still

serves on its board.

Now a citizen of the United States, he has long been active in the reform
wing of the democratic party and in the civil rights and peace
movements. Highly regarded in his profession, he serves as vice

president of Actors Equity. Bikel is a committee Jew, and an active

member of his community.
He recently visited the State of Israel, and his address at Smith will

deal with some of his reflections on that visit.

Alpha Sigma Phi

COCKTAIL PARTY

Rm. 1001 - 1002 New Campus Center

4-6 P.M. SATURDAY

All illustrious Alumni, Brothers and "Pledges" invited.

1

I 1—Li U \

CANADA:
NEIGHBOR or NUISANCE

J. M. S. CARELESS
from the

University of Toronto

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28

8:15 p.m.

Thompson 106

Sponsored by

The Distinguished Visitors' Program

ALPHA SKiMA FHI
< inklail party in room* MM and 1002

t'.impus Center, Saturday from 4-6 PM All

.iliimm brothers, and "pledges" invited

AMiKI. K1.ICHT
Dun l tergal lo slop !)> Hn oltue and sign-up

lor a shili on (he I'ow lable Today is the LAST
CHANCE. If Noone signs-up No Table!

ASTRONOMY CLi I
liricl nift'ting Friday. Oct 23rd. 7 30 PM.

Il.islinnk Lobby, lollowed by trip to Amherst
Observatory Fublic invited

HKI.CHEKTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
bus leaving Whitmore at 12:45 PM for the

State School

(ISP PSYCH C()l M II.

Meeting Tuesdu\. Oct. 27th. 8 PM. 121

Harllett What to do with our office'' And
maybe special uuest

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
All members signed up tor trail ride on

Saturday meet at Main Barn at 100 PM
Work day at Tillson Far on Saturday. Oct

24th trom 10 00-12 00 All interested are urged
lo come

HILLEL
i Film documentaries on the History of

Zionism and Israel will be shown, Sunday, Oct

25th. 8 PM. room 174 Campus Center Spon-

sored with Jewish Community of Amherst.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB:
Coffee hour will be held Sunday night at 9:00

PM ir: Price House Featuring preview of

"Indian Night " All welcome

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING:
Tonight. Friday at Davis Center. Smith

College 8 12 PM Teaching 8-9 PM Beginners
welcome

Mobe Travels to Springfield

For War Referendum Support
This Saturday at 1:00 PM,

students from the campus com-
munity, in conjuction with the

MOBE will be traveling to the

Springfield area to inform the

voters about the referendum
concerning the war and to per-

suade them to vote "C" for im-

mediate withdrawal. MOBE will

attempt to contact some of the

many people in the state who still

don't know that they can indicate

their disapproval of the war.

Last Saturday with a small

number ot people working, ap-

proximately 2000 voters were
contacted, and a majority ot them
indicated that they intend to vote

"C". MOBE has requested that all

students interested in going to

Springfield to pass out leaflets and
talk to people come to the

Playmouth Room in the Student
Union Saturday at 1 00 PM. All

those with cars should bring them
and park near the Campus Center.

Notices
NIGHT CLUB:
Anyone at all interested in performing at

Top Of Campus Night Club, come to

organizational meeting in Student Union

Ballroom at 7 PM. Monday. Oct 26th

SKI CLUB
Meeting of the UMass Ski Club at 8 PM.

Monday, in Mahar Future trips including

Switzerland will be discussed Movies New
members welcome

SKI PATROL
Meeting, Monday. Oct 26th at 6 30 in Room

170 Bring your dues and first aid sheets.

Rides will be assigned for refresher course.

ORGANIZATION OF ARAB STUDENTS:
Abu Samer, from the Palestine Liberation

Movement will speak on "The Palestinian

Revolution" Tuesda>. Oct 27th at 8:00 PM in

the Council Chambers room 12nd floor) of the

Student Union

OUTING CLUB
Another meeting next Monday. Campus

(enter 165. at t> :i() Adirondacks or Mod-

nadnock this weekend Super caving trip next

weekend See bulletin board for toilet making
instructions

SCROLLS:
If your interested in selling pumpkins sign

up in RSO Office CC level 1 Openings for 3

different limes

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
Friday night during float parade hours,

collection will be taken for "The Committee of

Responsibility To help War Injured Children

Get Medical Care " Please give when you see

us Friday night

SUG BOARD FINANCE:
There will be a Finance Committee meeting

Mania) .<t I M in room 805 of the Campus
i i-i.ter

UMASS SARGENT/DWIGHT COMMITTEE:
Canvassing in Springfield, Sunday meet at

Whitmore 11:30 AM. back by 4:00. Literature

distribution 12: 15, Saturday, meet front gate of

stadium Bumper sticker distribution at tail

gate picnic Saturday, 11:00 and after football

game, meet at press gate

LOST:
Prescription wire-rimmed shades, lost

around Oct 9th on campus. Call Andy 5-2412

i dorm phone) or 408 Wheeler.

One black umbrella, left in Eng. 128 or

Worcester Dining Commons, Wednesday
around noon If you lound it call Paul at 6-6631

ENGAGEMENTS:
Jane Gould, Natick. Mass to Robert G.

Parker '71, John Adams.
Carolyn Peterof, Andover, Mass. to

Swlvatore Recupero '73. Grayson
Sue Conn '71. Crampton to James Saber '71,

John Adams Lower.

Judy Tanchum '71. Sigma Sigma Sigma to

Ken Schwartz. U.S. Navy.

Camilla J Smith '70. Germany to Richard A.

Jubinville '70. UMass
Deborah Harris 72, Field to Robert Haskell

'72. Bernardston.

Michelle Boudreau. Hull. Mass to Jeff

Gilman. Hull. Mass
Susan L Safer '71, Crabtree to David J.

Bernstein '71. Cliffside Apts.

Doreen Manin'71. Crabtree to Robert Softer

'69. USAF; New York

PINNINGS:
Patricia Rosselli '74, Van Meter North to

John Gildard '74. Marist College.

Poughkeepsig. New York.

Cindy Ladd 74. JQA to Lee Morrison '72.

James.
Kathy Richmond '72, Gordon College, to Ric

Ludwig '73. 366 Hills South

No notice may exceed twenty-five words

Deadline for notices is 2:00 P.M. on the

preceding day

There is a one day maximum for all notices

Pinnings and engagements will appear on

Fridays

PLEASE DO THIS WHENEVER THE
NOTICES DO NOT FILL THE ALLOTED
SPACE THANK YOU.

*y hi cms aa» mum

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA.

... ... ... - -

i

Mir ''

If you care

enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist

challenge...

It isn't cas> . being a Paulist.

Bridging gaps between young

and old. black and white,

past and future. But it is a

challenge.

The Paulist mission is to

ptoplt . .
individually

and in all the societies in

which they live

... to discover Christ

wherever he is acting

... to be attuned to the needs

of the present, yet to form

a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in

finding out more about the

Paulist priestly challenge,

write to:

Re*. Donald ( . Campbell, C.S.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist
t _

cpatherg
Room HI

4 1 5 West 50th Street

New York. N.Y. 10019

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most
spectacular runs in North
America. Great facilities. Fab-

ulous accommodation.
He also learned there's only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene? New chal-

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

Want more info ?

We'11 get it to youfast.
Canadian Government
Travel Bureau,
150 Kent Street,

Ottawa 4, Ontario,
Canada

VACATION NATION|l>i

Canada
17 0218-01-0

Please send the free "Ski Canada" kit to:

Mr./Mre./Mias

Address Apt. No.

City

State Zip Code

#aj
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typed, double spaced,
at sixty spaces and must car-
ry the writer's signature, ad-
dress, and telephone number
(all of which will be withheld
upon request V The limit Is

one page and the deadline is

S p m. the day prior to inten-

ded publication Tn <? editors

reserve the right to edit all

letters

P

E

A
C
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Mark Silverman

You Can't Go Home • • •

Homecoming. It will begin today, as (he middle
aged and the middle aged at heart come trouping back
to relive their youth, flocking to Amherst to forget for

a day or two the realities of their own existence. They
will return to play Thomas Wolfe for a weekend, to

imaging themselves as the martyers of the lost and
almost forgotten past, the last generation able to call

itself a true vestige of the American Dream.
They will come with this as their purpose, the

graduates of years past. Some of them went to the

University of Massachusetts, some of them to

Massachusetts State College and some of them to

Massachusetts Agricultural College. They will all see
themselves as the last righteous generation, the

graduating class whose departure left the school in the

hands of the boors who have led the once and great
institution to ruin.

Homecoming. The time for alumni to inspect the
remains of their education, to walk once more through
the buildings they knew five, ten, twenty, thirty years
ago, the time to be young once again, if only for a

weekend.
Remember, reminiss, mourn, forget. Marvil at the

new buildings, gape at the towers. Remark at how
much simpler things used to be when there wern't so
many strange people around.

Campus Comment

The Alumni are old, gasping for their last breath of

life, doomed. They are old in spirit, if not in years.
Some of them are only 25 or 30. but they show their

real age by coming back to the Great Old University
for Homeconing.
Homecoming. A time for the past. A time to wish

that the present life were different, a time to long for

the good old days.

Alumni need homecoming very much. They need it

to reinforce the memory of their youth, of the days
when mornings were fun and ambition was not
shameful They need it to remind themselves that
their present life has done little to fulfill their ex-
pectations, they need it to prove to themselves that
they didn't always hate life, that there was a time,
long, long ago, when they were happy.
This is fine, it doesn't hurt anybody. But an alumnus

must realize that he can't go back in time by driving
through to those who attend his Alma Mater
today Homecoming. It is not a reprieve but merely
serves as a reminder It cannot help anyone change a
dull life, but can only make a person realize his

dullness. Homecoming, reunion, rememberances; the
time for make-believe each year You can't go home
and your family doesn't even own the house.

Repression in Vmerica i> real and growing activity, that becomes
more menacing and rrigBtenng each day. And we have seen this week
mother chapter in this increasingly infamous facet of American
government, (he maud jury indictment of 23 Kent State students for
activities that led to the tragic murder of four Kent students last spring.

InnocenceW miilt ol those involved is rather hard to ascertain. But the

Scranton Report pinned blame on the National duard along with some
demonstrators. Yet the official governmental arm, the grand jury, in-

dicted the students onh . but had no word for the National guard which did

the shooting.

I here v\ ill br a rail} today in support of the Kent 2."> at the Cage at 12. It

will lie another chapter in the never-ending succession of demonstrations
.mil protests thai are never listened to.

But mayhc the Kent brothers and sisters can gain from the rally.
Via) he this is one to be listened to. We urge all to support and attend the
rail) today.

\nd w hue at the rail) . listening to some facts about this added chapter
in repression, maybe it will become clear where we are going. Because
their doesn't seem to he a lot of lime left to decide for ourselves.

Undergraduate Priority

the task of charting the future growth of the Cniversity, considering

the needs ol public higher education in this State, is mamouth. especially

for a three man committee. With this considered, the report of the

I ntversit) 's Long Range Planning Committee seems impressive, and in

general n e cannot find fault w ith its overall findings.

Ilowec ei . or must take exception with one of its recommendations-the
one which calls lor an added emphasis being placed on graduate

education in the coming decade.

The Committee envisions an Amherst campus of 30,000 people in l«Xt»,

with one t hitdid the student body made up of graduate students.

Patting aside the call for a Io.immi person increase in total enrollment,

the added emphasis on graduate education seems to ignore the primary

dilution of slate Cniversity. With the ever increasing costs of private

higher education, the need for a quality undergraduate education at an

affordable price is something which the State must provide for its

citizens.

\n(l. in the past. Massachusetts has failed miserably in fulfilling this

responsibility. Until ISM, the concept of a statewide Cniversity system
remained on the drawing boards. The Cniversity is now finally ap-

proaching receiving the financial support from the legislature which it

needs. II the State were now to pour a large percentage of the small

amount of money earmarked for public higher education into graduate
education it would be forced to ignore undergraduate education, to some
extent.

there is a need for public education at the graduate level in this State.

Itui there is a far greater need for public undergraduate education. And
the stale should concentrate on public higher education for un-

dergraduates and should fulfill its committment to educate its citizens

before it thinks about increasing graduate education.

Senate Legislation Passed
To The Editor:

At the Student Senate meeting of October 14th..

three important pieces of legislation were passed.

The first of these recommended that Dr. Bromery be
appointed immediately as Vice-Chancellor of Student
Affairs, the second asked that the Faculty Senate
endorse this appointment, and the third opposed the

appointment of Kenneth Johnson to Principle Ad-
ministrative Officer of Financial Affairs, or any other
area, at I'Mass Amherst.
There are two basic issues involved in these three

bills: 1
1

1 immediate need to fill a position; t2) the use
of the three part system These issues can be ex-

plained by looking at the reasons for the Senate action,

and how the System can be used.

The Student Senate passed the recommendation of

Dr Bromery primarily because of the immediate
need for a permanent appointment, who is free to act
now

.
not one who feels tied as an interim appointment.

Secondly, it has been evidenced at all levels that

Bromery is the man for the job and thirdly, a search
committee under these circumstances is not
necessary and would be hypocritical.

Within the university system we have two options to

fill high level positions: (1) search committees; (2)

community consent. A search committee involves a
long and complex process as evidenced by the recent
search for the University President. After months of

work, Robert C. Wood was recommended and ap-
proved by the university community. The issue at

hand is an immediate need, we do not have months for

a search. In another case, the appointment of the

Amherst Chancellor, common consent should have
been used. The university community commonly

agreed that Dr. Tippo was the man for the job, the

Student Senate being promised a search committee by
the Board of Trustees -- (system for system's sake) -

demanded one thereby wasting a great deal of time
and energy. Yet. even when immediate need and a

man available denies the necessity of a search
committee community consent is still imperative.
Administrators made assumptions with complete
disregard for both student and faculty in appointing
Ken Johnson (or allowing him to remain) as Chief

Financial Officer at Amherst.
If Treasurer Johnson would automatically fill any

post it should be the one in which he served, that of

treasurer of the University as a whole with the system
in Boston. The Vice-Chancellor of Financjal Affairs

for the Amherst campus is a new position and as such
a search should be made to fill it unless there is

community consent.

Unlike the administration, the Student Senate has
expressed an opinion and asked for the agreement of

the faculty senate and is in the process of asking the

graduate student senate because of the immediate
need and Bromery's availability.

There is no need for a search. The students wish to

avoid the detours of the Tippo incident yet are not
avoiding the system as the Johnson incident does.
The Senate therefore has called for community

consent on the appointment of Dr. Randolph Bromery
to the position of Vice-Chanctilor of Student Affairs
and calls the administration on the undemocratic
method of appointing Ken Johnson.

PAT BEHARRY
V.P. Student Senate

Poetry and Politics

To The Editor:

In answer to Alan Kaplan's letter-
There are six of us girls sitting in the room com-

pletely freaked out by Alan Kaplan's attack on what
we consider to be meaningful and beautiful poetry
i "What's to do'' Ain't Got No Finals Tomorrow). We
feel we have never read anything before that so
symbolically represents the hassles and mental
anguish the typical student undergoes. It seems as if it

could have been written by any student at any time.
The universitality of the articles offered comfort and a
feeling of fellowship with others. The fact that the
poems were unsigned is a proof that the author meant
his feelings to be shared. "Worthless, mindlessly
profane drivel"? We propose that Alan Kaplan take a
poll of students to find out how accurate his ac-
cusations are.

JUDYGRINGORTEN
DONNA CASSIDY
SHARI CAPLAN
LINDA LE ROY

JEAN SHERLOCK
CHRIS FOWLEY

To The Editor:

I woke up this morning feeling pretty good until I

read of the indictment of 25 Kent State Students and
professors.

Some of these people have been arrested and
charged with various counts of inciting a riot. etc. One
of the persons indicated was presently serving a 20-40

year sentence for the sale of hallucinogens. Another
was serving a 3 month sentence for "possession of a
narcotic and narcotic instruments" which was grass.
These people were ripped off by pigs like Nixon. The
National Guard was exonerated in the killings.
Someone had to be blamed so why not some students

(one of which happens to be president of the student
body

) People please think about this and then think of
Bobby Seale and all the other political prisoners in this
country. Lets get together and stop the pigs from
ripping off your brothers and sisters!
Free All Political Prisoners.

DON BREMNER

You Can't Always Get

What You Want . . .

The Poet

<<

A true poet's

calling in life.

is to

lead

the leaders

out of the Black Forest

of bad poetry.

Keep Off The Grass

Fuck you.

That's what it's for.

I walk on the grass every chance I get.

Keeping Us Down"

Whether you're black or white

We're both in the same plight.

Whether you're young or old

The same story can be told.

And, if you're middle class

Afraid the poor are movin' up too fast,

Think, and take a good look around

It's the rich that are keeping us down.

Unless you're the son of a millionaire

The systems not treating you lair.

Instead of being President

You'll end upon the pavement.

The facts are well known.

True equality can't be shown.

And, if you're tired of finishing last

Afraid the die's been cast.

Think and take a good look around

It's the rich that are keeping us down.

It doesn't matter if you're poor or rich.

That kind of division is foolish.

Because a man's got more than you

Doesn't mean he should tell you what to do.

And if you've filed action on the shelf

Remember God helps those who help themselves.

Think and take a good look around

It's the rich that are keepin' us down.

But If You Try Sometimes

HI K Poet

Lance Reidv

"KEEPOFF THEGRASS**

KEEPING USDOWN Joel

(a rev

Rain... Jacob Zeggers

Photos Barry Penn

Layout R.M.&L.D.

4<EDEN 5

BIRD IN HAND 2*>

INTERCOURSE 5*

Rain - depressingly common

In our world of so

Little love and joy.
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The Fine Arts Center . .

.

Construction To Begin Soon On Three-Year Project

With the awarding of the con-

tract in a matter of days, the

I Mass Fine Arts Center will soon

move from dreams and drawing

hoards to ground-breaking and

construction. At a cost of $15

million, the Fine Arts Center will

consist of seven connected

buildings and will include a 2200

seat concert hall, a 700 seat

theater, speech offices and
classrooms, an art gallery, homes

lor the Music and Art Depart-

ments, and a library. Estimated

date of completion for the Fine

Arts Center is fall, 1973.

Rising construction costs have
increased the total cost of the

center approximately $1.5 million

over the original $13.8 million

appropriation. University officials

expect to obtain the additional

funds shortly. As soon as funds are

obtained, the contract will be

awarded.
Within 30 days after the con-

struction contract is awarded,
workers will move on to the site,

which stretches from Herter Hall

to N. Pleasant Street and from the

middle of the campus pond to

Haigis Mall. Before doing any-

work, the construction company
must fence in the area, build

temporary walks, and provide

lighting for students. Posted
throughout campus shortly will be

a site plans showing the fence,

walkways, and lighting as well as

the layout of the finished Fine Arts

Center.

The fencing in of a large area in

the center of campus for three

years will no doubt inconvenience

many students, faculty, and
University employees. The
situation is made worse by the

adjacent construction site of the

University library. But when it is

completed, the Fine Arts Center

will provide sorely needed space

for students of the arts and art

programs.

"The need for a Fine Arts

building on this campus has been

self-evident for many years,*'

commented Dr. Philip Bezanson.

Head of the Music Department.

"Students have not had all the

cultural advantages that a

University should offer them." he

added. Terry Schwartz, chairman

of the Fine Arts Council, envisions

"extraordinary gains in awareness

of the arts in terms of interest and
attendance at many kinds of

programs" with the completion of

the new facility. And in the words

of Chancellor Oswald Tippo, "With

the completion of the Fine Arts

Center, a one-hundred year old

dream will come true."

1.— ... •*

lo minimise inconvenience lo students, before the contractor may
begin any work on the site of the Fine Arts ( enter, he must fence off

the site, build walkways, and provide lighting. Dot-dash line in

dicates this fence. A temporary bridge across pond will lead to

temporary asphalt walk to North Pleasant Street. Lighting is

represented hy symbols along fence at walk and at bottom of photo

along fence lending from Herter Hall area to North Pleasant Street.

Shaded area of pond is portion to be added.

For the three years the Center is under construction, pedestrians
will cross campus, from .Morrill Science Center area to the Bartlett

Quadrangle, by traveling over the temporary footbridge across the
pond.

Campus Pond Enlargement Planned

After Construction Is Completed

Alter construction of the Fine Arts Center, the

Campos Pond will be larger and more aesthetically

landscaped

To accommodate the Fine Arts Center design, the

pond will become 57 feet longer and about 129 feet

wider at the southern tip. Steps from the Center

passihrough will load to the new portion of the

Campus I 'ond a nd overlook a new addition to the pond-

a small island bearing a cluster of about five trees.

Die bridge between the pond and parking lot I will

In- eliminated and the brook feeding into the pond

front beneath the bridge will be redesigned This will

extend the pond from its present southern tip to a point

nisi 18 feel from where the bridge is, widening the

ipproxtntatch lour tool wide brook by 125 feet, and

making an island of the cluster ot trees which stand

now between the sidewalk and the pond.

During construction the pond will be damned at the

southern end so that workmen may construct the

portion of the Fine Arts Center closest to the pond, and
so that they may enlarge the pond. The pond is not

scheduled to be drained.

Also during construction, students will be able to

crass the pond to get from one side of campus to

another A temporary bridge will bring pedestrian

traffic from the Morrill Science Center area to the

Bartlett Quadrangle area. Pedestrians will have a

view of the Fine Arts Center on one side, and of the

Campus Center on the other.

Trees To Be Relocated

At the south end of the Campus Pond on the site of the coming Fine
Arts Center grow 50 trees, about half of which (24 » will be moved to

make room for the building. Half of these 24 trees will be relocated
nearby.

The 12 trees to be removed include one willow, and 11 American
*lms which are all suspected of having the fatal Dutch elm disease,
according to William A. Lambert, University landscape architect.

In the group of trees to be left as is in the vicinity of the Fine Arts
Center are 20 American elms. Though they will be left, Lambert
says. T don't give them much hope the way the disease has been
rampant this past year.'' He expects the trees may live a year or tw o.

Transplanting trees in the way of construction is part of the routine
at UMass Lambert calls it "instant landscaping " University
workers do the transplanting to save funds. Even some unhealthy
trees, such as potentially diseased elms, are occasionally moved
And though sometimes a tree dies. Lambert says the dying may not
be due to the transplanting but to the previous unhealthy condition of
the tree.

. . A Dream Come True

Seven Connected Areas
To Comprise New Center

The completed Fine Arts Center will be seven buildings in one, with all

parts connected. The speech section will be connected to the studio
theater by a below ground corridor, and the art section will be connected
to music by a similar passageway. Extending horizontal for 646 feel is an
art bridge which is also a covered walkway. The bridge contains one
floor of offices, and a floor above for studios. The sky above will be
broken by an irregular line of the many-faceted Fine Arts Center whose
several levels and entrances will indicate the several phases of fine art

accomodated by the interior.

Music, art, and theater will have 200,000 gross square feet for four
auditoriums, 17 classrooms, 75 studios, and 56 faculty offices.

To one side of the main entrance -a mall -will be an entrance to the 700-

seat theater, and across the way will be an entrance to a concert
auditorium about three times that size. Below the mall will be an art

gallery-lobby to serve the theater and auditorium, and off the theater will

be a studio theater.

Here is a description of major parts of the building:

At DITORIUM This 2,200 seat hall was designed with concert hall
acoustics as the primary concern. It will be used principally for con-
certs, but will be available for other functions, including opera," lectures,
and films. Seats on the orchestra level will be tiered upwards away from
the stage. Seats in the balcony will be tiered in reverse, with each row
below the one in front. This change in the usual tier design of theater
seating will give those sitting furthest away from the stage a better view
of the performance than in usual seating arrangements. Last row-
balcony seats will not have the added distance of height from the stage,
because each succeeding row will be brought down to a level closer to the
stage. The balcony seating design is also an acoustical aid.

The Pine Arts (enter, as it w ill look from a point between Morrill Science (enter and the pond, is

shown in this architect's model. The rexerse I.-shaped portion at lower left corner ol photo is the

music wing. Nevt is an art section connected to (he horizontal art bridge which will provide a

covered walkway lor pedestrians. \ole the art bridge rectangles which contain slanted windows
directing northern light to art studios. In center photo is (he .'.200 seal concert hall. Sections al far

right are for theater, with T.Ml-seat theater next lo concert hall. .'00-seal studio (healer extending
from thai, and Speech (Theater) Department classroom-office wing in the foreground.

THEATER -Though it is intended primarily for presentation of drama,
this 700-seat theater will also be used for lectures and musical produc-
tions. Stage with wing space anda scenery loft is included in the design,
and a system of lighting galleries above the audience will provide access
for adjustments to lights. Seats are arranged in orchestra and balcony
sections, and behind the seats are projection, lighting, and sound control
rooms. Backstage are dressing rooms, scenery workshop, scenery and
costume storage, costume shop, lighting shop, and makeup rooms.
Overhead doors will provide easy access of scenery from workshop to
stage.

SPEECH OFFICES AND CLASSROOMS -Fifteen speech department
offices will be on the ground floor below four classrooms for teaching of
production techniques and theater arts. Film studios, costume shop and
storage will be beneath the classrooms and offices.

ART GALLERY- Between the lower levels of the auditorium and
theater, and underneath the passageway-mall which leads to the Campus
Pond, will be an art gallery-lobby, and related work space for crating,
restoring, framing, and storing art works.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT-To keep sound from traveling throughout the

Fine Arts Center, the Music department was put into an independent two-
story block with department offices and teaching studios on the ground
level and classrooms and practice studios on the floor below. Acoustical
treatment includes suspended plaster ceilings, and specially designed
walls to prevent sound traveling from room to room. Practice rooms
have angled walls and sound absorbing materials for correct sound
characteristics. Rehearsal rooms for band, orchestra, and chorus are
also included in the facility.

ART DEPARTMENT -A walkway covered by a two-story bridge on
pillars will extend 646 feet, almost the entire length of the complete Fine
Arts Center. In the bridge, art studios will receive lighting from the

north. Additional facilities, including a 200-seat hall for the Art and Music
Departments, will be in an adjacent wing of the building

LIBRARY-Entry to the library will be from a stairway common to the

Art and Music Departments. The library will contain viewing and
listening facilities for these departments.

Planners Envision Pond Area
As Scenic Center of Campus

Tree lined Massachusetts Avenue will lead
motorists and pedestrians to the Presidents Drive loop

around Haigis Mall and to the main entrance of the

Fine Arts Center This will l>e the gateway lo the

University

To attend a dramatic production in the theater or a
concert in the auditorium, theater-goers will

discharge passengers at the entrance to the Fine Arts
(enter and park cars in nearby lots or the Campus
(enter underground garage al Ihe other end of the
pond.

From Haigis Mall (between Whitmore Ad
ministration Building and the School of Business
Administration) students, guests, and theater goers
will approach the (enter by walking along a concrete
plaza Hanked on each side by a reflecting pool a
rectangular one about 145 by MS left and a triangular

OQe about half that sue. At thepassthrough of the Fine
Arts (enter, with the reflecting pools behind, they'll

see on the left an entrance to Ihe theater, and on the
right an entrance to the auditorium. Ahead is the

Campus Pond with a flight of steps leading from the

passthrough to a bench type wall jus! above the edge
of the oond
From these steps students and visitors will see Ihe

CampusPond and its grassy shores, the newlv formed
three-laden island and the wider southern tip of the
pond They will see on the left shore Herter Hall
Memorial Hall, old Chapel, the library towor.Mach-
mer Hall, and the Campus Center.

Those who park at the Campus ( enter will walk
alone, ihe pond by these buildings lo the steps
To get tins scenic center ol campus, planners

Sasaki. Dawson, DcMay Associates Inc . changed
original site plans lor Whitmore, moving the building
westward Planners were insistent upon establishing
.i permanent open space ana to include the pond

This insistence and concern is reflected in the l%2
campus master plan which states. "The existing open
space and pond at the center of the campus has the

potential of becoming one of the truly significant
design elements on the campus By its nature, this

open space will have great intrinsic value; for its

sheer natural !>eauty, the visual relief it will afford
particularly as the University becomes more densely
developed, the emotional responses that it will evoke
as traditions accrue to it with the passage of time, and
its role as one of the principal identifying elements of

the University of Massachusetts
"

The Fine Arts Center will coordinate the center of

campus design and will relate the Campus Pond to the
main entrance to the campus. It will be seven
buildings in one; and though from some angles it will

look like several buildings, all portions will be con-
nected Unifying the design of the building will be a
bridge housing art studios, and extending 646 feet-
almost the entire length of the building complex.
I nderneath most of the art bridge will be space, more
than one story high.

- The Architect Introduced

This ariel view shows the center of campus after completion of the

Fine Arts Center. The Fine Arts Center is east to west across the

mouth of the pond. Morrill Science Center is to the east. To the west,

extending north, are Herter Hall, Memorial Hall, Old Chapel, and the

tower library which will be completed before the Fine Arts Center.

Kevin Roche, chief designer for Roche :>nd Dinkello of Hamden. Conn,
and architect of the Fine Arts Center, received the 1965 Arnold W.
Urunner Memorial Prize in Architecture from the National Institute of

Arts and Letters

The award is given annually to an architect who shows promise of

contributing to architecture as an art It is one of the most coveted
awards in architecture Among previous winners of the Brunner Prize is

John Carl Warnecke. architect of the new student residence halls which
are in the northeast area of campus and are named for dec*
University Trustees -Harry Dunlap Broun. William M. Cashin and
Elizabeth L McNamara.
Roche is also designer of the Vivian Beaumont Theater at Lincoln

Center, New York; Museums Complex, Oakland, Calif; IBM World's
Fair Building, N York; Senior High School, New Haven, Conn. ; Neiman-
Marcus, North Park, Dallas, Texas, Rochester Institute of Technology.
New York; two women's colleges, University of Pennsylvania; and the

Ford Foundation Headquarters, New York.

The 48-year-old architect was born in Dublin and educated at the

National University of Ireland, from where he received his degree in

architecture, and at the Illinois Institute of Technology. In 1950 he began
with Eero Saarinen Associates and in 1953 became chief designer. The
firm has since changed its name to Roche and Dinkeloo. Architect Ke\in Itoche
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The Changing University

Committee Outlines Direction of UMass Growth

By RICHARD C.HANSON
News Editor

The I' Muss Faculty
Senate's Long Range Flan

ning Committee, established

in Spring 1%;". released its

findings and recom-
mendations which include the

establishment •maximum
enrollment'" goal of •ap-

proximately'
-

10.000 more
students tor the Amherst
campus in the next ten years.

not to exceed a total of 30,000

undergraduate and graduates,

and ail increase in the ratio of

graduate student to un-

dergraduate students of 1:3

from the present ratio of 1:4.

The Lunge Range Planning

Committee was originally

assigned the task of creating a

long range plan"' for the

University after an Ad Koc
Faculty Senate Committee
reached the conclusion that

planning for 'future academic
development was of such
urgency that no further

delay" could be afforded.

Working hard through times

of great social and educational

upheaval, the committee,
chaired by Joseph S. Marcus
with Professor Irving Howard
and Professor William J.

Mellen. addressed itself to the

question: "What a public

university in the seventies

should be?" The final report

makes twenty-eight major
recommendations, the most
important of which deal with

the size and character of

I Mass in the future and broad

reorganization. The com-
mittee also gave strong em-
phasis to the creation of

"channels of communication"
with other "segment of the

public higher education
system in the Com-
monwealth," particularly in

the areas of curriculum and
admissions."
The report will probably act

as the guide to future changes,

but is expected to undergo
much alteration. Top ad-

ministrators have been quick

to point out that the report is

•only a recommendation."
Already, on several occasions,

Chancellor Oswald Tippo has
expressed his aversion to

expanding the University at

all. not considering the

prospective goal of 30,000.

According to Chancellor
Tippo. at present, the

University can only continue

the present 1.500 student per

year increase for one more
year, because of a lack of

planned dormitory space.

The committee, as ifs first

recommendation for the

growth of the Amherst
Campus' felt that the Board
of Trustees should be asked to

endorse publicly"' the

following "policy statement ":

"In order for the University

of Massachusetts to meet its

obligation to provide high

quality undergraduate and
graduate education to many
thousands of the Com-
monwealth's youth, the

University's Amherst Campus
must continue to grow until at

least iy»0. However, in order

to allow orderly planning and
growth, both by the University

and by Amherst and other

towns in the area, certain

constraints must be placed

upon the rate of growth and
total student enrollment."

"Total student enrollment
i full time equivalent) will be
increased by annual in-

crements of no more than

l ,500 and in such a fashion that

the enrollment will not exceed
26".(KK) in the Fall of 1975, and
will not exceed 30,000 in the

Fall of 1980. This policy

means that a maximum
enrollment increase of ap-

p.aoumatety 10.000 students

will be allowed in the 10-year

period. 1970-1980 (an average
annual increment of ap-
proximately 1,000)."

The total increases, as
recommended by the Com-
mittee, would have the effect

of doubling the number of

graduate students on campus,
if the desired ratio of 1:3

between graduated and un-

dergraduates is maintained.

One local journalist has
pointed out that such an in-

crease in graduate enrollment

might be considered the
"most important" section in

the report: considering the

changes which would have to

be made, both administrative

and academic. Recom-
mendations also included the

maintaining of the present

"mix" between lower division

and upper division un-
dergraduates until at least

l!»7.">. The committee further

emphasized' that because of

the "profound implications for

the per-student cost of

education and for the kind of

student housing which must be
provided by the University

and community, the
University must continuously

review and revise its

projections concerning "mix"
within the limits" of the

proposed enrollment limits.

The following recom-
mendations were also made in

the report:

ADMISSIONS - "A thorough
review of undergraduate and
graduate admissions should

be undertaken to insure that

they are compatible with the

University's mission as a

public university and with the

requirement for the main-
tenance of high quality

education
"

DIVERSITY "There Should

be a commitment to increased

diversity in both academic
and living programs to insure

a broad variety of op-

portunities, so that students

may satisfy their individual

definitions of education." In

pursuit of diversity, more
support should be given to

•'new innovative and ex-

perimental curricular
programs"' and continuing
support should be provided for

the on-going Honors
Programs and programs for

the "so-called dis-

advantaged' students."

<r UNDERGRADUATE
COURSES - There should be

an increased emphasis on the

improvement and develop-
ment of lower division un-

dergraduate courses in order

to heighten the motivation of

students during their period of

adjustment to the Univer-

sitv."

UPPER LOWER DIVISION
- "A study should be initiated

to consider the desirability of

establishing separate lower-

division and upper division

undergraduate units. This

study should include con-

sideration of a. the impact of

transfer student program on

the undergraduate enrollment

mix'; and b. the relationship

of transfer student per-

formance records to those

students who enter the

University as • freshmen."
(This recommendation takes

on special significance as a

growing school of thought

leans towards the creation of

extensive Junior College
system and the changing of a

major campus such as UMass-
Amherst into a Junior-Senior

level institution. I

- GRADUATE EDUCATION -

The development of Graduate
Education should incorporate

the following items: (a)

"emphasis should be on

quality of program rather

than on number of students."

(b) there should be increasing

diversity of programs....which

cut across school, college, and
departmental lines." (c) some
less specialized doctoral

programs should be developed

which would provide
preparation for college level

teaching careers

# PUBLIC SERVICE - "There
should be a review of campus
involvement in the Univer-
sity's "outreach" programs to

insure that public service
activities are sufficient to and
compatible with the
University's mission as a

public university."

COMMUNITY-
UNIVFRSITY LIAISON - A
coordinator for Community-

University Liaison should be

designated to a. establish

formal liaison with the

governments of all towns in

the area, b. serve as the of-

ficial source of information on

the University's plans and

purposes, c promote free and

complete exchange of per-

tinent information, d. serve

the planning function of the

campus by informing the

planning officers of the plans.

needs and concerns of the

community C, advise the

Chancellor on all aspects of

University•Community
relationships.

LIVING LEARNING -

"Support should he given to at

least one experimental, semi-

autonomous living learning

unit."

LIFE STYLES - Recognition

should be given to the very

different life styles of

graduate and undergraduate
student, and separate ad-

ministrative offices should be

established for support of each
of these segments of the

student body.

"SELF-GOVERNING -

Within the framework of the

legal responsibility of the

board of trustees and
University administration,
continued efforts should be

made in allowing the student

body to govern itself in its

extra-curricular activities."

« STUDENT VOICE -

"Discussions and study should

continue on methods of

providing a more prominent
voice for students in ALL
campus activities."

H EXPANSION - If the student

enrollment recommendations
are accepted, appropriate
growth in housing, tran-
sportation and utilities should

be planned immediately.

I OFFICE OF THE BUDGET
AND PLANNING - "There
should be established im-
mediately an office of Budget
and Planning as a staff

operation to the Chancellor,

which should manage and
control budget.

Af MASTER PLANNING
COMMITTEE - The charge
and composition of the Master
Planning Committee should

be redefined to include both

academic and physical
planning within its scope. Its

membership should include

both undergraduate and
graduate students.

FAC SEN BUDGET
COMMITTEE - The charge
of the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee should be
redefined in its relationship to

both the Office of Budget and
Planning and other Faculty
Senate committees whose
functions include making
recommendations which mav

If ACM» »y MIENT K "-

affect current or future
budgets.

« SPECIAL ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS There should be
established an office of

Special Academic Programs
headed by an administrator at

the level of an Academic Dean
and responsible to the Vice-

chancellor for Academics.
i RESEARCH All research
centers or programs which
are interdisciplinary in

nature, which are involved in

"problem oriented " research,

and which offer graduate level

interdisciplinary course work
should be responsible to the

Dean of the Graduate School.

* FUTURE ACADEMIC
STRUCTURE - There should

be, in the near future, a

campus wide study on possible

reorganisation of schools and
colleges to determine whether
the present administrative
structures are the most ef-

fective ones for the 70s
« STUDENT AFFAIRS - An
administrative unit devoted to

Student Affairs should be
established apart from the

Academic affairs unit. It

should be headed by an ad-

ministrative officer respon-
sible directly to the Chan-
cellor. The administrative
substructure of this unit
should be established only
after intensive study, which
should include a strong input

from the student body.
« PUBLIC AFFAIRS - There
should be established an
administrative unit whose
primary responsibility would
be "outreach" and which we
have called "Public Affairs".

This unit should encompass
not only the functions of

development (fund raising)

alumni affairs, and public

relations, but also such other
functions as community
liaison, continuing education
and extension and public
service institutions and
centers. The chief ad-
ministrative officer in this

unit should be directly
responsible to the Chancellor.

# SERVICES AD-
MINISTRATION - There
should be established an
administrative unit which we
have titled "'services ad-
ministration.'' The ad-
ministrative head of this unit

should report directly to the
Chancellor. Under his

jurisdiction would be all of the
campus support and service
operations arranged in two
major sub-divisions: (a) the
business operations of the
campus - including personnel
records, the various fiscal

operations, and such services
as mail duplication etc.; and
(b) all the functions currently
assigned to the plysical plant.

The

Committee's

Members:

-Professor Howard,

Government

-Professor Mellen,

Animal Science

-Professor Marcus

Engineering

Chancellor

I
Vice Chancellor/Academic Affairs

Special

Academic

Programs

Arts

&Sc.

Cot
Agr.

Educ. tngin.

I

-
-J Budget and Planning

j

Budgeting & Planning Formulation
, i .

Policy Accounting

&t Audit

Planning - Academic
Physical

Office of Institutional Studies

Vice Chancellor/Student Aitairs

T
j

Public Affairs

Home

!

.!£•!

Nurs. P.E.JS.B.A.1
|G^duaTelj Lib ,

iStudies&ll

'
nr

Honors

Orchard Hi

Southwest

Five College

Foreign Students

Etc.

Academic Programs

; Research!

|
Centers :

j

Research Computing

Center

Water Resources

Research Center

Polymer Science

University Press

Etc.

• .ices }

Student Active is &
Student Center

Health Services

Counseling & Guidance

Placement & Financial Aids

Admissions & Records

Secur:tv

Etc.

Residence Areas
j
V

j 1 Development -

Orchard H;ii

Southwest

Etc.

Alumni

Community Liaison

Continuing Foucditoo &
University Extension

Public Service institutes

Public Relations -

The Media

Publications Office

Etc.

Services Administration

I

j
'

1

Business Operations I I Physical Plant & Maintenance

Personnel Receipts & Disbursements

Payroll

Operational Accounting

Etc.

y
Mai!

Property

Duplicating

CHAIN OF COMMAND -This is the way the Board of Trustees outlined the administrative search committees before the end of this academic year. (Chart courtesy l.Vlass News
organization for the Amherst Campus last year. As yet, most of the positions in the table are Bureau),

unfilled, however acting Principle Administrative Officers will be chosen by tri-partite

University Planning Must Support Basic Goals

( Editor's note - The following is a

portion of the Committee's in-

troductory remarks in their

report I

The fundamental components of

the University's mission are

usually given as teaching,

research, and public service. The
pursuit of the last of this trilogy,

public service, is among the most

disputed of the University's goals.

Much of the dispute centers about

the conflict in definition of what

public service means. This

Committee has adopted the view

that public service implies those

activities which do not fall under

the definition of traditional

teaching and research and which
frequently involve programs for a

non- university student clientele.

The format for implementation
of this concept includes use of the

conference, short course, and
workshop; the use of flexible

credit arrangements and
scheduling arrangements; and a

program tailored to the needs of

the clientele being served who
may not meet "normal" university

admissions standards. In addition,

there may be special purpose

institutes and centers whose ac-

tivities include all the foregoing as

well as research approtriate to

their service mission. This format

has been followed by many
distinguished universities through

the years.

Although UMA has been involved

in public service activities for

sometime, there has never been a

coordinated effort, until most
recently, to pursue this portion of

the universities mission. The
opening in Fall. 1970. of the new
campus center should stimulate

interest in the pursuit of the entire

spectrum of continuing education

activities including conferences
and short courses.

We recognize the concern that

some have that overemphasis on
public service could unbalance the

relationship between it and
teaching and research. We
believe, however, that a proper

balance has not as yet been
reached. We believe, further, that

only a well-defined public service

thrust will gain the University the

"image" which it has been at-

tempting to create within the

Commonwealth.

The Long Range Planning

Committee has considered a

significant variety of items as

within the purview of its charge in

the recognition that the University

is most complex institution.

Among the items which we have
considered is that of campus ad-

ministrative reorganization and, in

fact, we have already presented

our views publicly in the discussion

which took place on the campus in

late Spring, 1970.

To some, the concern about
reorganization is unrelated and
irrelevant to the other major issues

of higher education on the campus.

This reflects a disagreement
among students of management
and public administration about
the merits of designing "better"
administrative organizations.
Some consider organization
charts, with their orderly cubicles,
as abstract designs unrelated to

the realities of life -the man is what
is important. Others feel that such
necessary in the development of a
structure to efficiently administer
the goals of the agency of which it

is part.

This committee feels that the two
views are not necessarily con-
tradictory. We feel that

organization is important because
it helps to provide defined lines of

authority and responsibility, which
serve as guides to the executive in

his relationships to those within the
organizational system. We believe
also, however, that despite the
importance of organization as an
environmental conditioner of
human behavior, the individual

also conditions the organization of

which he is part.

various offices, believing that no
rigid framework for the sub-

structure should be imposed at the

start.

In a special report which we
submitted to the Faculty Senate in

May. 1970, we pointed out that our
goal was to attempt to develop
functional units relating to the
various operational requirements
of a university. We recognized
that there are many complex in-

teractions and relationships,
requiring some sort of
"horizontal" exchange, which are
not clearly evident in an
organization chart which stresses

vertical reporting channels. The
mechanisms for these interactions

must be worked out by the total

campus community as the new
organization develops. We made
no attempt to define the number of
types of staff required in the
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Hove o right on good time
with Dynamic Detatotions
and Bloodstone.

Sponsored by the

Upward Bound Program

o real experience!

Friday, Oct. 23
8 P.M.

Campus Center Ballroom
19*

The R.S.O. Dramatic Society

Roister Doisters
is

A VISIBLE ALTERNATIVE
(it's been liberated)

OPEN MEETING -OCT. 27th - 7:30

Berkshire Room, S.U.
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TOP OF THE CAMPUS
restaurant

llth floor, Campus Center

OPENS
Oct. 24

Homecoming Weekend

LUNCHEON
Mon. - Fri. U:30 - 1:30

Sunday Brunch 11:00 • 2:00

DINNER
Wed. & Thurs. .5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 5:30-9:00 p.m.

Sulnday 4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

DRINKS
At Lunch
Every Night 4:00 p.m. - 12:00

Sunday 4:00 - 10:00

If Yotfre Over 21

Join the Top of the Campus Club

$1.00 annual dues

HAPPY HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 4:00 p.m. • 6:00

MUSIC
With Dinner Wed. - Sat.

Until Midnight Fri. & Sat.

ENJOY FINE FOOD
GOOD MUSIC
PANORAMIC VISTAS
TOP OF THE CAMPUS

u

Interview With Irving Howards

Public Affairs To Merge
Campus Public Services

by Linda Selick

Staff Reporter
"This is not the time for the University to separate from the rest of

society,'' firmly stated Irving Howards, recently named coordinator of

the new Public Affairs project at UMass. "The University, through the

establishment of a Public Affairs component, recognizes its obligation to

society and hopes to develop it," he added.
As a result of studies made by the Long Range Planning Committee,

which were published in the report Direction of the 70's, public service
was deemed an activity that the University should take seriously.

"As a public University, sup- Collegian are several programs
ported by public funds, the now providing services to the
obligations to the community go community.
beyond teaching and research and
extend to providing, what is, with

legitimate means, help to the

Commonwealth,'' said Mr.
Howards. The goodwill that

results from service activity will

naturally aid in the research and
teaching aspects of the Univer-
sity," he reported.

In the past, a variety ol agencies
have done public service work on
campus. With the creation of a

Public Affairs unit, their efforts

can be coordinated in a joint

thrust

The Alumni Oil ice, photography,
publications (other than the
University Press), Five College

Radio Station. continuing
education program and com-
munity distribution of the

Howard hopes to develope an
overall philosophy of University
relations to community problems
in the future which would include
the Boston campus as well.

"It would be presumptious of me
to speak on behalf of the students in

regards to their participation in

this program, but I have no
hesitation in finding out how
students think they can assist,"

stated Mr. Howards when asked
what role the students will play in

Public Affairs.

In addition to his duties as
coordinator of Public Affairs.
Irving Howard is also a professor
in the Government Department
and teaches various courses and
seminars on campus

Give the cold shoulder
to winter in a Woolrich
Norfolk Jacket.
In ribbed or uncut corduroy with wool tartan lining. Gets you
the custom treatment in detachable cartridge belt, patch
pockets. Get into it and light someone's fire. Sizes: 36 to 46.

Regulars and longs. About $40. Prep's 12 to 20. About $35.

HOUSE of WALSH AMHERST

Harry Daniels, Inc. Northampton

DEFEND THE
9

KENT STATE 25

Despite the findings to the contrary by the FBI and the President's Commission on Campus

Unrest an Ohio Grand Jury has returned indictments against 25 Kent State students, faculty members,

and others, in connection with the disturbance last May in which four Kent students were killed and

eleven wounded by the National Guard. Among those indicted was one of those wounded by the

Guardsmen. No indictments have been returned against any member of the Ohio National Guard.

The Grand Jury attributed the disorder to "permissiveness on campus" and "an overemphasis

of the students' rights to free speech," by the president of the university.

This action by the Ohio Grand Jury must be construed as part of a general program of

repression by the Government against the antiwar movement and political dissidents in general.

We must act now in solidarity with our brothers and sisters at Kent State and in defense of the

civil liberties of all of us. The UMass SMC has called a rally in solidarity with the Kent State stu-

dents victimized by the Government, for Friday, in Cury Hicks Cage, at 2:00 P.M.

UNITE IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE KENT STUDENTS!

Rally in the Cage

Friday 2 p. m.
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By MARK VOGLER
Staff Reporter

While the average student
flicks off his desk lamp to

mark the end of another in-

tensive studying session and
the beginning of his social

limelight -what ever it may
be, an array of flood lights

burn at Boyden Fields where a
more energetic bunch of

college folk neutralize a
laborious day of bookwork
through physical exertion.

Such is the trend of the

greatly expanding intramural
program at UMass today.
Since its crude developement
in 1867, the department has
modernized over the years
and has widely received the

acclaim of student and
teacher alike while offering a
solid spectrum of things from
which a person can choose.
After elaborating on the fact

that two thirds of the male
population at UMass par-

ticipate in intramurals in one
form or another, assistant

intramural director Peter
Graham formulated his ex-

planation like so: "The
progress in recent years has
just been growth, growth,
growth-enlarging all the
time. It's probably the result

of two attributing factors,

namely the increase of the

student body yearly ac-

companied by the increased

IM's Provide Extra-curricular Activity
awareness and the desire to

compete in it."

This year being the 24th
season of its existence, touch
football seems to be the high
point of intramurals based on
the department's findings.

Although the campaign is in

its playoff stage right now. 83

teams totaling about 2.000

players were in full swing at

the start.

The structural alignment of

touch football is comparable
to all sports. It is organized
into the divisions of graduate-
faculty, fraternity, residence
halls and independent. These
in turn are subdivided into

leagues according to location.

The graduate-faculty circuit is

a separate form of com-
petition while the latter three
divisions interlock for the
campus championship in post
season action.

Coach Graham pointed out
that there were a number of

reasons why intramurals
stimulated such interest in the
students and he enumerated
the opportunities offered the
high school athlete as a major
one.

"My belief is that the in-

tramural football game
means as much to the player
as do varsity games to the
varsity player. I think the
quality of the touch football

squads improve each year.

This results from the fact that,

regardless of the size of the

school, you still have only one
varsity club.

"And this generality can bo

applied to just about any other

sport. With more high school
athletes not being on the

varsity teams for one reason
or another, the intramural
program presents an op-
portunity for their continued
enjoyment of the sport".
Graham commented
The participants themselves

derive satisfaction through a

variation of reasons. Here's
how a few of this year's touch
football players spread light

on the subject.

Tony Lauria. top campus
passer a year ago who
quarterbacked Phi Sigma
Delta to another Spartan
crown this year: "Although
it's not varsity sports, the

competition is just as great as
if it was a varsity game
Through the intramural
program a lot of friendships
are made. It's a means of

meeting more people on
campus."
Tony Riddle, teammate of

Lauria who looms as a

powerful blocking back: "It's

my release from school more
or less. 1 1 gives me something
to look forward to besides
booking. This program brings
out a better understanding

among competing players,

mfact ill feelings that you once
had about a guy are
sometimes erased."

Dave Pikkarainen, veteran
blocking back of Trojan
League titleist Kappa Sigma:
intramural athletes fulfills

the need for competition and
the desire to win."

A! Brown, scoring king of

the South League Champion
Thatcher Redwood* 1 get

enjoyment out of playing

sports in this semi-organized

fashion. This program offers

guys who have competed in

high school athletics an op-

portunity to continue to play

sports. It's a great

recreational thing we have

going here."

Bob Mucha. quarterback of

Lambda Chi Alpha: it just

instills a competitive spirit in

all the players that aren't able

to play varsity collegiate

sports. It's a continuation of

schoolboy competition. I'd

say."

Mucha did not evade the

fact that his team dropped a

49-i.i decision to Phi Mu Delta

in the Athenian loop's playoff

last Monday. 'That's the

great ideal about intramural

sports. It's not considered a

joke at all. The players tried

their hardest and gave a 100%
effort. This is a general ob-

servation that I've drawn

from the program in four

years."

Football is just one phase of

the vastly expanding pool of

sports available. Each year
new ideas pop up and are
inserted by the IM ad-

ministration.

Just recently a group of

girls inquired about the
possibility of running cross
country with the fellas. The
denial was supplimented with
an event nicknamed the
woman's turkey trot. Four-
teen girls entered and com-
pleted the race which
measured a mile in length.

The winning squad, Our
learn, was presented with a
turkey donated by Louis'
Market
Tug-O-War was once a great

traditional activity between
the Ireshmen and
sophomores. A rope was
extended across the pond so
that the winner enjoyed the

pleasure of drenching the

victim This was discontinued
several years ago.

However, four years back
the activity was revived and
has since !>een established as
a co-ed recreational event.
The name has Ixrn changed
to Co Kec Beef Pull whereby
the championship team is

feted with a steak dinner

Frosh Booters Seek 4-0 Mark
l\> ^taira J« nrKor "IH i .. — iL.. i * » m •___By Steve Ferber
Staff Reporter

This afternoon at 3 the Little

Redmen entertain the Little

Huskies in a freshman soccer

contest. The 3-0 UMass frosh will

be looking for their fourth con-

secutive game without a loss.

Thus far the UMass freshmen
soccer team has outscored its

opponents 7-4, while outshooting
them 71-34, in continual displays of

dominance. Of their seven goals
Bruce Sibson leads the ranks with
three scores; Mark Tyma has
chipped in with two, as has Mike

Nugent.

In the way of assists Tyma leads

with two, as three of his four points

this season have come off of

cornerkicks, his specialty.

Bowling On The Roll

MDC CLASSIFIED
SERVICES

Aabertt Audio aerriee* MMM **m-
pmieaU, tap* deck* far Kama *r ear,
1*1 N». FltMMt St. 2M-U33.

tflt-M

WIB type and /or revise any writ-
tea" material. Also da personalized
resume* (or schools, Jobs. Frofea-
uiuual, fast, reasonably priced. serv-
ice. Call SS4-W17, area. Keep try-
ing. tfll-6

From Spain; Saachl*. Oflmex, En-
rique, etc .j etc.. Guitars, Laod*.
BandurrlMs. Mandolin* and ceeee.
Creative Endeavor, 20-2J Mile* St.,
Greenfield. 413-774-2831.

tfU-2T

Musical Instrument* from around
the world at discount price*. Gui-
tar* a specialty. CreaUve bideavor
(The Music Stare). «a-» MUea «.,
Greenfield . 41J-774-M31

.

tf 14VCT

YOUB PBICK Far y*ar 5*8
»l Instrument In our eaaslgn-
salea department. Far Infor-

mation caU: 413-714-2*31. CreaUve
Endeavar, ta-Et MUea Street, Green-
fletl. tro-CT

roasAu
anr. Tea*, Qmmr*. 1»K AmtSL

•Toner, TDK, c—gltl* and open reel
tape, standard radio. Ctan spankers,
Ifti • tmek and ether uaoeaaisloa.

tm-ss
Ufli BSA U$ cc. 44MM miles SO00.

Vmil Mg 8-8364 ttl*-fcl

ES IS S-trnck Stereo, table
model, walnut finish, t spkr*., plus
;• topes, pop siisw classical, rood
court, *•*. V. Urann, 4412 Mechnier,mu. tm-zti
Secants, 8-tmek topes, caaaaUca,

all at law price*, *mr artist, mmjr la-
bel. See Steve in 2*3 Gra>»ou d mB.

tflP-Po

banaaj 3M auip , 4ti watt*! 1 Mc-
Donald 3* chancer; * Klite Uood-
luaa speaker* ]e», m month* aid,
fcfsa. Call 664-344*. keep trying.MM
ft-Traek Steree Tape Cartridges

80 minute, two album tapes. Year
choice « •*, caU Slat at M» Hal
or Happy at 2A3-54M4). Maw pet
total music eolsyment at half the

aflMI

fEtSOKAL
Bawarit Far laf* at

rT7
cat tea
1 pr. i

Brett

O. 8 Camps. 1 knnd
set, 1 Frafila ski parka,

pales M". CaU Dave 421
lt-n-M-n

CaO tfia-n
FOR SALE— AUTOS

"Pufftaa Party" this Sat, alto

Qet. U - frae bee**. Far lafar-

matian and ride*, girl* caU WJ0*.
la-O

MUSICIANS WANTED
Lead galtarlat to play la rack

band In prodnrtian of Tear Own
Thine Far farther information call
Moonyean Field, M8-412I or B-4W3S.

tflt-23

FOR RENT
i hfdrm apt. In Wonderland, avall-

able at week la Nov. Hi kitchen,
living; room, and attic far storage.
Rent flOO/mo. plus heat and elee.
CaU 665-36*8 ereninr* or anytime
weekend*

.

ffl»-3»

LECTURE SERIES
Opening: October 31, 197*. School

•f Fnychorrsphlcolory . Free lecture-

by Maaary O'Connell, originator of
the atndr, at Hotel Northampton.'
Time: 7 3*. p.m. tfl*-30

KELP WANTED
U*Ileg* atadent* — S3. 78/hour

cuaranteed, part time /full time.
Nana year own hoar*. Free train-
ing If qualified caU M&-0753 6-1 p m.
by Friday. Otteber 23. l*-21-23-26

It** Tryalrs. rj". wir*
chetta Urea, aaew ttrea, larva** rack

tfia-83

VW for sale. >«i, mw rebuilt engine.
new paint job, new interior, brake*,
radio, muffler, excellent eaadlUaa
k-WW. tfla-83

*t Falea. 4 Jr., aiaaaard toaaT.
radio. Baa paaaed InapecUon. Aakia*
MM mr beat offer. Phea* III Mil.

tna-n
19«9 Triumph 6M CO Bonneville,

6*0* ml., hich bars, twe mirror*.
Mint condiUou. CaU Mike M»-»4«0

ia-«gJ3

Claaaie H Barracuda 34*. ante.,
F.8., radio, palygla**. CaU ere*. M»-
W47. lWa-tl-g3-W-a

1976 Triumph Tiger 66* Motorcy-
cle. 4 month* old, maintained
well, 39M mile*, excellent condition.

Call Kevin 54»41B>. tfia-CT

1963 Ford Galaxy. $SM ar beet
offer. CaU after 3:3*. 283-7759.

tfl9-t3-3*

WANTED
Poetry wanted tor eeeperaUve an-

tholoy. Flea** Include stamped re-

tara envelope. Idlewild Press, 1M7
H»st Oljmple Boulevard, La* Anpe-
lee , California 90021. tfll-13

Female roommate, 94ft * month,
>wa room Ask tor Nancy, 668-3012.

tfia-2«

UMass will have fivi' rrpresontatives tomorrow as the Tri-Stale In
tercollegiate Bowling Confrrence fmlwrks on its first sanctioned con,
petition of the 1970-71 season, in llamden. Conn.
These live will Ik> chosen from a team of II mem!x>r* bv kkicIi and

advisor, Uiry Damon The II are. Mike DiDonato. Donald Tordoff,
David (H-ossman. Craig I'icrson, Jim Siiracino, Steve St'Homan. Mark
Kdelman. Jim Armcnti, Howard Koski. Michael and Ernest Malagrida

This iswhat
we have against
blades.

A shaver that shaves as close or closer than

the new platinum and chromium blades.

99 men tested our Norelco Tripleheader

35T against these new blades. Kach shaved
one side of his face with a blade and the

other with the Tripleheader. Our three float-

ing heads followed the curves of their faces.

And our eighteen rotary blades shaved in

every direction at once (that's the way
beards grow;.

Blades can't do all this. They're straight.

And that's why MCM end of fen men stttd

the Tripleheader shared them as close or

closer than the netc blades.

What's more, the Tripleheader has a

pop-out trimmer. So you

L
can get your side-

burns straight
and even for a

'change.

Now what blade can

compete with that?

This is what
we have against
other rechargeables.
A rechargeable that gives up to twice as
many shaves per charge as any other re-
chargeable.

Our Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT has
all the features of our regular Tripleheader.
It has three Microgroove™ floating heads.
And eighteen rotary blades that continu-
ously sharpen themselves to cut down on
bothersome blade replacement. And a hid-
den pop-up trimmer for neat sideburns and
mustaches.

It also has some special features all its
own. A Shave Counter that automatically
counts your shaves and tells you when to
recharge. A Charge Indicator that lights up
when it's recharging. And, of course, the
Rechargeable can
shave with or
without a cord.

Now what re-

chargeable can com-
pete with that?

The NorelcoTripleheader

s

You can't get any closer

MorelcOfctCO <£. 1970 North American Philip* Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York. N Y. 1001 7

UM Crew Gets Oars Set
For 'Charles' Regatta

ByBRONASIMON
Stall Reporter

Sunday at noon marks the start of the Bixth annual Head-of-the-Charles
Regatta sponsored in the Cambridge Boat Club THhe UMass Crew Club
will be one o! the 70 clubs, colleges and schools participating in the largest
single-day regatta in the world. At stake is the Paul Revere Cup which is
to go to the overall best organization.
Bringing two teams to Boston

UMass has entries in two of the 13
scheduled events, the Senior and
.Junior Division Eights on a course
ol three miles.

Although the Senior Division is

virtually open to anyone,
qualifications have limited teams
who have won one ot the country's
regattas to only that race. In other
words, these winning teams are not
allowed to compete in the Junior
Division. Even though the I'Mass

Rugby Club

Kicks In N. Y.
By FRED WYSHAK

Staff Reporter

The UMass Rugby Club will

travel to Schenectady. NY.
tomorrow to play the Schenectady
Rugby Club in a match which sees
the Redmen weakened by injuries

but eager to continue their winning
ways after their tirst defeat last

weekend to Holy Cross.

That loss came after Tutts

cancelled the previously scheduled
match, lorcing the ruggers to set

up a quick match with the Wor-
cester team i oach Bob Laurence,
injured in the B game, after tur-

ning in ;i fine perlormance. cited

the loss .is our failure to do the

things we should have done, and
the absence ot Mike Bull."

Bull will not be playing again
tomorrow He and Mike Reynolds
are on the disabled list Frank
Boksanske and ;>kk Ladner have
been moved to the first XV after

playing well ia>; weekend, as the

I', s won then match against Hob

The Schenectady Club i> a

strong club made up of mostly

English players, but if we play to

our potential we should win the

match iches Laurence and
Dale Touhey

.

Sports Notices

FOOTBALL GAME ON THE
AIR Student radio station WMl A.

v»l 1 FM will provide the play-by-

play ot tomorrow^ UMass-
Connecticut football game. Air-

time will be 124.") p m. <gametime
is I! ' Providing all the action will

be Ken Horseman; Dave Melvin

will fill in with all the color. At

12:30, Hal Dash will present

Redmen Kickoff Preview.
* * * » *

SPORTS TALK UMass soccer

coach Peter Broaca will be the

featured guest as WMUA returns

its weekly Sports Talk" to the air.

Running from K) p.m. to 11 Sun-

day, the show will center arour.d

Broaca who will discuss his un-

defeated Redman booters and their

chances tor the rest of the season

with Ken Horseman and Dave
Melvin Phone calls will be

welcomed on either of two lines, 5-

242.") or .") 287<i

*****

FALL LACROSSE - UMass
varsity lacrosse team will

culminate its fall lacrosse training

program tomorrow morning with a

match against Rutgers. The game
will get underway at 10 and will be

played on the varsity field behind

Boudcn Building

\\OMK\ S INTRAMURALS -

Particip.itum sheets lor women's
intramural volleyball are

available u the women's IM office.

room Pit,. Women's Physical

Kduc.it ion Building Rosters must
he relumed to this office by

Monda> Ikl 26 tor a girl to be

eligible \n\ girl interested in

othti.itiug. scoring and/or timing

c.iiue> lor intramural volleyball

should contact .lean Pa ratore at ."v

Crew Club has yet to win a regatta,
they have the ability and strength
to participate in the Senior match,
as evident in last year's impressive
fourth place finish.

Competition for the Boston Globe
Challenge Cup in the Senior
Division will, of course, be tough.
Sixteen teams, including the Union
Boat Club of Boston, whose
members are all either national
champions or Olympic finalists,

the Vesper Boat Club of

Philadelphia, who is this year's
national champion. Brown
University. Princeton, Nor-
theastern and Syracuse, all rated

as top crews of the country, are
slated to start at 3:30 p.m. at ten

second intervals.

The Junior Eights will start at

1:25. also at ten second intervals.

BENDING TIIOSKOXK.s-Vying for seats in UMass -senior and Junior "S's", the two boat! that

leM Crew ( lub will enter in Sunday *S llead-of -the-Charles Regatta, are (l-r ) Dave Richard. Doug
Thompson and Charles Leonard, i Ml K photo by Bob Mangiaratti

)

with the Boston Mayor's Cud doubt that this fall we are fasterCup
awarded to the crew with the best
time. Of the 33 teams. UMass'
biggest threats will come from
Harvard, Vale, Dartmouth and
Worcester Tech. Last year. I'Mass
captured fifth position out of the
same number of boats.

The starting point for both races
is the old MIT. boathouse at B.U.
Bridge, and the finish line is three
miles upstream beyond the Elliott

Street Bridge, across from Har-
vard Stadium

"This year we are just planning
to better last year's performance."
commented coach Mike Faherty.
"So far. every year we've done
better in the Head-of-the-Charles
than the year before. There's no

and stronger. Good competition
and enthusiasm of crews that are
primarily sophomores in their firs,

varsity roles have kept things

moving well in our practices
."

In order to get the fastest

possible combination of rowers to

enter in the Seniors. Faherty has
been shuffling the boat lineups

every day. That the crew finally

decided upon will not have had
much practice rowing together
might pose the only UMass

disadvantage
The Charles River jambor«- -

offers a grand finale to fall prac-
tices with daylight savings soon to

arrive. It also permits a look at

how the 900-odd entering oarsmen
in 210 shells will shape up for the
spring season
CREW CUTS . For the first

time, the Crew Club has elected co-

captains for the coming season
Seniors Dave Richard and Tom
Mone will share the title.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR.

1 1.» Utr, icrrat pt.'rhlatriM, ( art

lum, inndr use of bor«M oyn ir

hacnnMiiK hiti patirnla. H> klatrc
Olid often In hi* writings anil iwh
IhiikIhii uhroirian* to<ia> fftllsn hia

r\ ample. •

ARILS < March ill-April 11)': Cur-
t.iil speculation. Deal witl fact*.

I nUattnl action now nnelit be
firor. Uain co-operation from family
iiirmbers. Money Is Involve.. Take
conservative course.
TAURl'S (April tM-Mav^O: "b:alD

hint from Anee message. Take time

to sain additional Information. Ru-
mor will not aufflc*. Tou <w!l be
called upon to produce authoiitative
source. Act accordingly.
GEMINI iMar "l-June JO)! M.*l« ra-

tion should be key. There is Men I*

.-(.-•isnment. situation than you nmy
pereaiv*. Ask questions and stick la

. •tablished routes. This will a-.-ui*

ultimate succ**."

CANCER (June 2l-Jul> S8)i I*raawr<
f-om one cloe to you re*uit.« n<

drained relationship. Don't compound
error. Be receptive without being a
pushover. Take lonv-ranae vi>»
LEO (July 2>-Aug. 22): Duties nmy

nppear to multiply. But this Is br-

.a use opportunity Is on horuon.
Maintain confidence. Refuse to ba
• hscouraged by one who sings the

i>lues. Add to wardrobe.
VIRGO i Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be dis-

creet. Not wise to Commit yourself
to definite course. Unknown factor*
Interfere with Intelligent action. Know
this and play waiting game. Organ-
izational dispute I* In picture.
LIBRA (Sept. 2."-Oct. 22): Be flei-

ible. Some may claim you must do
thl9 or that—but decision Is In your

hands. Be cool, calculating. Don t

permit others to force your hand.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Kov. 21): Aid

eaajsM from souro* which you thought
was In your past. Settle down t«

iTompllsh basic chores. Position I*

.strong. Tou get Important ba<knit-
from authorities.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D*C. 41 >:

Tou get head start on competition
Breaks come your way. Uaeitbodox
approach brings best result*. Re
ready for change, travel. Draw gajiea

variety of experiences.
CAI'BICORN (I>ec 22-Jsn. 10): .\< -

cent on gain through partner*, oa-

operative efforts. if single, till*

could be time when you decide to

end that state. Love blooms-whether
married or single. Give and you tla*
re< eive.

AQUARIUS Jan. 20-Feb. II): T».

more listening than talking. By beinn
.t,servant, you gain pertinent Infor-
mation. Accent public relations. Strive
tor greater harmony with mate, bu.-.-

ness partner.
PIECES tFeb. 19-March 2o) : Light

touch, soft-sell approach works best

a Taking on new responsibil-

ity- means you will have to brin*
•opether divergent forces. Use Innate
sense of timing.
W TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

>"«i are Inquisitive, alert, never satis-

fied merely to know something oc-

curred. Yo>j Mg for reasons t>a> k-

k-round materiai Tou are carioa*
anout jhe, w'iv of events and pt-opi.

Tou may soon be making cliai^-'e of
residence—or there will be n»w
element t" consider in home life

Uopyngui IH"". Gen. Fe*. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Chinese pagoda

4 Parent (colloq )

6 Propagate

! 1 In slumber

13 Looked
condescendingly

1 5-Above

I6T01I

18-Rive* in

Ita.y

19 Exists

?1 Allowance for

waste

22 Andh

aycanoe

36 Snare

28 Betce
?9Weird
31 0» of Ceierjes

33 Symbol tor

tellurium

34 In addition

36 Fee

38 A continent

(abb'.)

40 Projecting tooth

42-Shore birds

45-Number
47 Periods of time
49 Transaction

50War god
52 Edible fish

d4 Sun god
55 Note of scale

56 Snaoetree
59-Parent (colloq.)

61 Spanish
American court
game

63 Man s name
65 Style of

automobile
66 Exclamation
•'7 Worm

DOWN

1 Greek letter

2 Desire with

eagerness
3 Man s nickname
4 Saucy

5 Separate
6-Clamor.ous

7 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

8 lampreys
9 Teutonic deity

10 Expel from
country

12 Latin

conjunction

14 Recipient ot

L'ltt

17 Girl s name
20 Rail bird

23 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

24>Hebrew lette'

25 is ill

27 indigent

30 Siave

32-Woroof
sorrow

35 Rower
37-Falsiher

38 Brand

1Vnswer to Yest ?rday s Puzzle

5 A C D O L P 1 P

A L ' Pn v R E A D E

D 1 M EIS L E gIa T 6 E

BSS^ RK3 p E L : E A N
A L A_ tBs|e N
' R E eJt l|e | i

O R E iT_r 1 1
tH

B O G
r¥\ E SIT y]l!e O 1 L

Pfasal Eie A A T A L E

M A R el sJt H E R """
A P A M]A N T

M
E N P P

V A k|l 1 e s E Ml 1

A R 1 D ? A E R 5E

39 Eagles nests

41 B"
prison

43 South American
itiim.il>

44-Cumpass
point

46£ompass
point

2J

48 Laziness

51 Having shoes

53 Reverberation

57 Greek letter

58 Knockout (abbr )

60 Beast ot burden
62 French article

64 Pronoun

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10

Vk
II i:

.-..
13 u

15 ::. i6 17
[:>>__.

18

:•:•: 19 20 ::: ?'
> . 1

Ml 22 23

24 25 26 28

?<? 30 31 32 X->33
rSJC

.;.;;

35
L .'.-.

:::•
36 37

i££2
38 3° ¥#*° 41 ':•:• 4? 43 44

45 46 ::-. 47 48
rvy

49

50 51 XXX 52 53 :•;•:• 54 • •

•
:

55 56 57 58 . . 59 60

61 62 63 64

65 ::: 66 w ?
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"Bonus Factors" Enhance Redman Hopes Vs. UConn
Mv.UUlNI SUTI.I.IVAN rant uilum tk« ,.^„„K „ ..U~J »U„. .u:_ .......By .JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

With many "bonus factors" on
their side, with a desire to achieve
a more consistent offense and
backed by head coach Vic Fusia's

fantastic record against Husky
teams, the UMass football team
has itself prepared for the invasion

of an excellent University of

Connecticut squad for what should

lx' quite a game tomorrow af-

ternoon at 1 at Alumni Stadium.
Although the Redmen's record is

a dissatisfying 1-4, Fusia has in-

sisted from week to week that this

club possesses certain "bonus
factors" necessary for it to break
out of this losing slump and start

winning some football games.
Among the "bonus factors",

Fusia points out first that UMass
has yet to be inflicted by a major
injury to one of its players.

Secondly, he stresses that all of the

players are "hard workers".
Another "bonus factor" he feels is

in the Kedmen's favor is their

'enthusiasm', an intangible

quality that has been a mark of this

team ever since the start of pre-

season practice.

There are others and Fusia t:.
1

! s

about them. "The desire is the.

the discipline is there, the will tc

win is there..." Reflecting back
over all of the "bonus factors", the

head coach commented, "In this

area we have much to be happy
about."

But, despite the existance of

these l)onus factors", UMass
continues to trudge along at a 1-4

pace mainly because of that great

area ol inconsistency, the Redman
offense.

It takes no great football mind to

tell that the attack is inconsistent;

any pair of eyes can figure that out

by just watching the Redmen in

action A much harder thing to

figure out is the reason for all this

inconsistency.

Fusia thinks that the answer
stems from the Redmen simply
pressing to much, overtrying. In

fact, when the coach was asked
what UMass must do to get back in

winning form, he bluntly replied by
indicating what it mustn't do.

"Stop pressing!", he said, to which
he added after a silent pause, "and
play their game."
To clarify his point about

overtrying, Fusia used the
example of how penalties have

Satin fitoiiratan
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bogged down Redman offensive
drives. In most of these cases, he
sad. the person who commits the
penalty doesn't do so because he
fears the great ability of the man
he it playing against but rather
btctitv? he is overanxious about
his ou r . play as a part of the UMass
offense.

Tomorrow's game is indeed big
and. going into it. Fusia brings a
long string of \ictories over the
Huskies, ever since the days when
he first arrived on the UMass grid
scene in 1961. Prior to his taking
over the Redman reigns, UMass
football teams had lost six games per <-"Up, the Redman run-stoppers

that this is probably the best

UConn club Fusia and his squad
have ever faced. Fifth-year mentor
John Toner has built up this Husky
unit and this is his dream year.
UConn may be 3-2 and this may

appear very mediocre, but the two
losses are deceiving. One came
against undefeated Ivy power.
Vale, a game in which the score
was 3-0 in the closing seconds of

play when the Bulldogs scored an
insurance touchdown and won, 10-

0.

The other loss was to Temple
University, 41-23, an affair in

which Connecticut great Vin
Clements was injured on the third

play of the game.
Enthusiam has been played upon

as one of the Huskies' greatest
assets, as it is with the Redmen. If

such is the case, then tomorrow's
affair shapes up as two football

teams fighting like mad, with
nerve and vigor, to come out of this

one as winners.

SIDELINE SCRIBBLES - The
playing status of Clements has
been listed as unlikely, but Fusia
commented, "We're going along on
the assumption that he is (going to

play). "...UMass' defense unit (to

which Fusia refers as "Our proud
defense") has piled up an im-
pressive list of statistics that offset

the much-occuring ineptness of the

Redman offense... While the of-

fense has scored only 58 points, the
defense has given up a mere
70...While UMass has averaged
10.7 yards per passing attempt, its

opponents have made 10.8 yards
per try against the UMass
defense. ..While the Redman
runners have only gained 2.7 yards

ONE YEAR AGO TODAY - In action from last year's I Mass-lConi
football Hiimc, the Kedmen's Jerry Grasso (22) is stopped short of ;

touchdown by the Huskies' Jim Sprout (4«), a linebacker who will see
action for I 'Conn tomorrow. No. 87 for I Conn is defensive end VI

Akowitz. who will be in tomorrow's starting lineup. Paul Tortolani (36)
graduated last spring and will not play: no 80 in white is I Mass' Nick
MeGarry, the Redman co-captain, who can't play. (MI)C photo by Ken
Stevens)

tn a row against UConn grid
aggregates and 14 out of 16 tilts

dating back to 1936.

From '61 through '67 Fusia-
coached units recorded seven
straight wins; they were defeated
in '68. 27-20, but bounced back last

fall to win. 28-7.

One must keep in mind, though.

have limited their foes to a 2.9

average...And, for the year thus
far, the offense has tallied 72 first

downs while the defense has
permitted three less, 69...There
will be a couple of changes on
behalf of the offensive per-
sonnel... Starting at quarterback
will be Ken Hughes, who lost his

starting berth a week ago to the

younger Len Matuza...At left

tackle will be Clarence Brooks,
spelling Dick Donlin. Steve
Shubert will start at split or open
end while fullback is a tossup
between Dick Heavey and Dick
Cummings.In last Saturday's loss

to Rhode Island, UMass halfback
Pat Scavone moved into third

place on the all-time Redman

Metawampe's Picks
Ha . Ha . ha . The Great One is

having a difficult time keeping

his savage sides from split-

ting. Tothink. some malad-
justed media man actually

thinks he "knows' who the

( ireat i )ne is. He thinks that is

supposed to be privileged

information,

Really, it is impressive to

think that a mere college

student, right here at UMass
no less, actually figured out
who he is. Much to his

chagrin. However, and to the

joy of the jolly journalist, he
was wrong. That's right,

wrong Mistaken. Incorrect.

Do not pass go. do not collect

any wampum.
Any half coherent person.

even a simpleton Umie such
as this one, ought to be able to

read that the author is none
other than Metawampe
himself. To think that a mere
mortal might manufacture
these motley messages is

beyond belief. But even the

Great One likes a laugh every
once in a while. It keeps the

spirits circulating in side the

Spirit

UMASS 22. UCONN 14

So far this season the

Redman offense has got in-

creasingly worse. But against
Clements-less Huskies, it does
just the reverse.

BOSTON U. 31, RHODE
ISLAND 12

Ram is sky high after

scalping the Redman.
UMASS 22. UCONN 14

So far this season the
Hodman offense has got in-

creasingly worse.

Bui against Clements-less

Huskies, if does just the

rtnerse

BOSTON U. 31. RHODE
ISLAND 13

Kam is sky high after

calpiuu the Hodman.

But Terriers are better and
turn said Ram to dead Ram.
AIR FORCE 35, BOSTON
COLLEGE 13

It's Falcons vs. Eagles in

this interfowl fling.

And it's likely the bald one
will be minus a wing.

DARTMOUTH 23, HARVARD
10

It's been a bad week for

Harvard as is seen by this

score.

As Chasey and Big Green
bomb them some more.

rushing list. ..In that one, he
jumped his career yardage total to

1015, placing him ahead of Jerry
Whelchel (984 yards) but behind
Sam Lussier (1,572 yards) and
Greg Landry U.632). ..Asked if he
agreed that the UMass-UConn
football rivalry has developed into
one of the better rivalries in New
England, Fusia answered quickly,
briefly, "Oh yes! yes."

Runners Host Formidable Crusaders
ByEARLEBARROLL

Staff Reporter
Coming off of a resounding thumping of the Springfield College harriers, the UMass en

country team plays host to Holy Cross tomorrow in an early 11 a.m. encounter beginning behind
the Women s Physical Education Building.

MAINE 12, HOFSTRA 7

If anyone bothers to see this

one,

and they're too tired to boo,

They should bring along a
magazine for something to do.

VILLANOVA 37, HOLY
CROSS 13

The Wildcats in this one are
the obvious pick,

As 0-5 Crusaders may be
wondering if they should have
stayed sick.

NORTHEASTERN 17, NEW
HAMPSHIRE 16

YanCon teams have yet to

beat any outside foes,

And though opportunity
may be here, Wildcats just

add to the woes.

This five mile race marks the

first time in four years that the

Redmen will be squaring off

against a Crusader team without
the services of one Art Dulong who
graduated this past spring after a

record setting career at the Cross
This year's Crusader team

cannot betaken lightly however, as
it comes into this meet with a 6-1

record, its only loss coming at the

"feet" of Northeastern, which beat
the Redmen earlier in the season.
The Cross possesses a fine

quartet of runners in Richard
Crooke, Richard Fahey, Bob
Heath, and Bob Borbet. Crooke and
Fahey are one of the best one-two
punches in New England cross
country and Heath and Borbet are

very solid in the third and fourth
positions.

The big weakness for Holy Cross
is in the fifth position, where its

fifth man has been way back in the
team split throughout the season.
Against a team with the depth of
I Mass this will be a detriment to
the Crusader hopes of toppling the
Redmen.
For the Redmen this will be their

third meet in a week at home.
Right now their home record
stands at 1-1, their entire record to
date, 4-2-1.

Tuesday's race against
Springfield marked the biggest
time improvement for the entire
team this season and Coach Ken
O'Brien is looking for more of the

same overall team improvement
tomorrow against the Crusaders.

Returning to the Redman attack
will be sophomore Tom Jasmin
who sat out last race recovering
from a virus His return will

bolster the depth in the middle
positions for UMass.

The irosh will also be running
tomorrow. They lead off the
program against the Crusaders'
frosh. The last two outtings for the
little Redmen have been shutout
efforts against Boston College and
Springfield, and they look for more
of the same against Holy Cross.

Blistering Booters Battle Tufts
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
Attempting to secure their hold on fourth place in the New England region, the UMass booters

travel to Tufts University tomorrow morning for a game with the Jumbo soccermen

.JlH?
CX

i

r

7»
ly
A
rankedJ5th ir

\
Ne

t

w EngJand and w°"ld »ke nothing better than to knock off
the undefeated Redmen. This contest is also crucial to the Redmen since it begins the toughest
portion of their rough schedule

Following Saturday's game the game of the season however will be formanee affair thoiini.^if <•

booters will host Worcester Poly played right here at UMass on Secticui eoa i Rd.Z*™ Lf
Tech on Tuesday, travel to Ver- Nov. 4 when Springfield College,
mont a week from tomorrow, and just ahead of the Redmen in the
then return home to face ratings, will provide the op-
Springfield on Nov. 4. The WPI
team which comes to Amherst on
October 27 is enjoying eighth place

in New England at the moment,
and boasts one of the finest college

division teams in the area.

When the UMass squad travels to

Montpelier, Vt. for a Halloween

day game against the Catamounts
it will be an attempt to wrest the

Yankee Conference crown from
the defending champions. The big

position.

The booters' concentration will
have to remain on Tufts tomorrow,
for the Jumbos will be remem-
bering last season's come from
behind 5-4 UMass victory, sparked
by Duane Brown's three- goal
performance.

In other soccer news, co-captain
Rick Matuszczczk was named
defensive player of the week in the
Yankee Conference for his per-

Connecticut; goalie Bill Leary has
still allowed the fewest goals of
any Y-C goalkeeper; and Undo
Alves and Duane Brown are still
leading the Conference scorers

Intramurals
Last Night's Intramurals

Football Semifinals
Team 30. Tubes 6
Pied Pipers 14. Panthers 6
IM's over Roadrunners, wbf
Kedwoods 39. Academies 2

{Wjr sfla«0arlps*rtt0
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KENT 25 SANCTUARY ASKED

FROM NATION'S UNIVERSITIES

Details, page 3

Phillip Green of Smith College's Political Science Department (speaker in both

photos ) spoke to approximately 500 people at last Friday's rally in support of the Kent
25. (MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton.)

Trustees Authorize

Portable Classroom

Construction
page 3
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KENT 25 SANCTUARY ASKED

FROM NATION'S UNIVERSITIES

Details, page 3

Phillip Green of Smith College's Political Science Department (speaker m both

photos) spoke to approximately 500 people at last Friday's rally in support of the Kent

25. (MDC Photo by Gib Fullerton.)

Trustees Authorize

Portable Classroom

Construction
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Homecoming '70, Part One
The 1970 Homecoming festivities

be«an last Friday with the

traditional float parade and rally.

«ith entrant* to the float judging

falling into three categories.

Webster took the winner's honors

for the Dorm division. Alpha Tau

Gamma won the (.reek com-

petition, and the combined efforts

of lota Gamma Kpsilon and Phi

Sigma Delta won their float the

"overall" title.

Pictured at top left. PM Mu

Delta's gyp*) fortune teller tried to

predict Saturday's name results to

the crowd. The Marching Band's

mascot. Cuckoo, (top. right)

greeted the spectators before her

egg was offered to I 'Conn the next

day. (bottom).

The I Mass Parachute Club

presented a skydiving exhibition at

the Alumni Tailgate Picnic before

the game in the athletic fields

behind Southwest.

And the five Homecoming Queen

finalists are shown with their

escorts during pre-game activities

before the Itednien took the field.

(Skydiving photo taken by Gary

Slicknian. Other MDC photos by

(.ib I ullcit-iii
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Provost's Coffee Hour

Provost Robert L. Gluckstern

will be at Butterfield House in the

Central Area tonight at 10:00 p.m.

to answer questions and discuss his

area of University life.

The Butterfield meeting is part

of an effort to expand the regular

Monday afternoon coffee hours

usually attended by Chancellor

Tippo. It is hoped that the new

approach to students meeting

administrators will be more ef-

fective ond al'ow for more of the

adminiotraiot., to participate.

The Monday ** neeting has

been cancelled this week in lieu of

Gluckstern*:* visit to C'.uterfield.

Coffee will «; s'_*rvet

'Campaign Climax
1

Feature To Begin
The Daily Collegian will begin an

intensive pre-election wrap-up on

the major political races both in

Massachusetts and around the

nation tomorrow.
"Campaign Climax" takes a look

at the State's Governor Lieutenant

Governor and Attorney General

races tomorrow, and will feature

an indebth report on the race of the

U.S. Senate on Wednesday.
The lower constitutional offices,

their duties and their aspirants,

will be highlighted by the MDC on

Thursday. And on Friday,

Campaign Climax" will take a

look at two local races, the

campaigns for District Attorney

and State Representative, and
referendum questions.

Next Monday the Daily Collegian

will preview several major races

around the nation, and will

spotlight campaigns in other New-

England States.

Finally, "Campaign Climax"
will conclude next Tuesday with a

complete round-up of all major
state campaigns, as each can-

didate braces for election day.

1970.

Nationwide Sanctuary Asked For Kent 25

By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Gathered to show support for the

students and faculty members
recently indicted by an Ohio Grand
Jury for involvement in the in-

cidents at Kent State University

last Spring, some 500 UMass
students heard warnings of the

"eancerous"growth of "repression

in the United States" and a call for

the "granting of asylum" for those

indicted in Ohio here at UMass.
Speaking last Friday afternoon

at the Cage rally sponsored by the

Student Senate and various other

organizations, Howard Gadlin, of

the UMass Psychology Depart-

ment told the participants that "if

they try to jail those at Kent State

then we (at UMass) will let them
into our rooms, classes, and offices

and offer sanctuary....sanctuary

lor any political prisoner." Gadlin

called for an organizational

meeting to promote the idea and

contact others at Kent State and

colleges around the country.

At the rally was Philip Green of

Smith College's Political Science

Department who compared the

"repression" in America with the

situation which has developed in

the Union of South Africa, where,

Green said, the principles of

"liberal democracy no longer even

Sanctuary Committee

The Sanctuary Committee
was formed shortly after

Friday's rally in support of the

Kent State twenty-five. The
committee decided to send off

a telegram to the student

government of Kent State

offering to "provide sanctuary

for any and all of the twenty-

five." They are now waiting

for a reply from Kent State.

The Sanctuary Committee is

holding another meeting at 8

p.m. Tuesday in the new
section of the Hatch to further

discuss proposals for the

sanctuary.

protect the Whites". Green ex-

plained that the "nature of political

repression" is such that a "whole

way of life can be outlawed...once

repression is started it goes un-

checked ." Green warned that

although the democratic in-

stitutions of law and government

were present in South Africa, they

"were for whites only." This

situation caused the deterioration

of all rights for everyone.

"Everyone should realize that

something comparable to what

happened in South Africa can

happen here'' warned Green,

citing the "repression" certain

segment of American society "We
are in the beginning stages... the

same rot is visible," he added.

Green spoke angrily to the group

of the "disintegration of the guts of

democracy in a rampant mob
turned loose by one party" while

the other party didn't have the

"nuts" to fight it. He cautioned the

crowd that "repression" starts by

getting a law passed which

represses a "group of recognized

bad guys" and then is applied to all

those who "didn't think that

particular group was the bad

guys." He also cited the constant

danger of laws being misapplied

for political ends, saying that if

"the police are allowed to smash

heads in courtrooms and out... they

will view it as a license." Green

closed by urging people, in the

"corny" words of Benjamin
Franklin, "hang together or we

shall all hang separately."

About half way through the rally,

a bomb threat was reported and

the cage was quickly checked by

University police. There was no

disruption of the rally.

Howard Gadlin spoke after

Green, giving examples of

"repression in Universities"

across the nation. He tried to show

how at UMass "Our own Spiro

Agnew Chancellor Oswald Tippo

had "attempted to isolate the

militants, the activists and the

radicals" by telling the rest of the

campus community to "avoid"

them. Gadlin continued, saying

that Tippo wanted the "campus

Moderator. Elaine Moriartv. Six Finehursh. and Howard Gadlin sit on platform for Cage rally to

pretest the indictment of 25 Kent State students and faculty. Behind Finehurshs head is Philip

Greea from Smith College, who spoke of the "cancerous" of repression growing in the America.

(MIK -

Photo by Gil Fullerton)

cops to come down as hard as he

can on the freaks." Gadlin offered

no concrete examples to back up

his allegations.

Gadlin showed concern for the

lime when academic freedom will

come to mean stopping your

thought. He then lashed out again

at Chancellor Tippo asking, "has

he ever challenged Spiro Agnew or

any of his look alikes."

Sidney Finehursh, a long time

local activist, spoke briefly about

the importance of "this act of

solidarity" with the Kent-25 "to

say to the government that we are

performing a very concrete deed of

defense; saying that when the

movement is attacked, we will

stand together ." He emphasized

that the movement (anti-war, anti-

repression ) was growing to include

"working people, blacks and third

world people."

Elaine Moriarty, moderator for

the rally, announced that the

students who were expected to

speak from Kent State had been

delayed in Cleveland by bad

weather Glenn Elters, Student

Senate President had received a

telegram from Kent State asking

contributions to the defense fund

lor the twenty-five indicted

students and faculty. The New
York Times reported Saturday

that a rally of some 40(H) students,

twice the number involved in the

demonstration last Spring, had

taken place •peacefully" last

Friday afternoon.

Following the three main

speakers, the crowd began to

dwindle Those who remained

heard spokeswomen for I Mass

Women's Liberation, the Angela

Davis Defense committee and the

Boston chapter of the Black

Panthers.

Speaking for the Black Panthers

was Donna Howie who was one of

the fourteen arrested in

Philadelphia on charges of at-

tempted murder, possession of

firearms and other city or-

dinances. Miss Howie, hair pulled

back and held in place by a ker-

chief, urged people to attend the

Black Panther Party -sponsored,

Constitutional Convention to be

held «n Washington, D.C.

November 11 -IS).

As I he rally was breaking up, one

unidentified person took the

platform and began to solicit

volunteers to "go out and con

I nmt the local police or just

disrupt traffic.

Trustees OK Building ofModular Classrooms

By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

By a unaminous voice vote the

Board of Trustees authorized the

building of $2 million worth of

portable classrooms on three sites

on campus in a meeting held in the

Campus Center Friday.

The Trustees also named two

members of the faculty to ad-

ministrative posts.

Dean Alfange Jr.. associate

professor of government, was

named acting dean of the Faculty

of Social and Behavorial Sciences

in the College of Arts and Sciences.

Named to the post of Associate

Provost was David C. Bischoff.

now professor and associate dean

at the School of Physical

Education.

Both appointments take effect

immediately.

In giving the recommendation of

the Committee on Buildings and

Grounds to build the modular

classroom structures. Trustee

John Haigis emphasized that the

buildings would be of a temporary

nature. However, he added,

"temporary in our estimate means

a possibility of 30 years."

The three sites for the buildings,

which would be used for office

space as well as for classrooms,

are the field behind Boyden. the

field east of Marks Meadow
playground near the School of

Education, and a site off Stock-

bridge and Infirmary Roads.

President Robert Wood prefaced

the business of the meeting by

reporting to the Board that his

accommodations at 85 Devonshire

St., in Boston, although now fur-

nished by "orange crates" were

adequate and that he was looking

forward to his inauguration on

December 9. He also said that the

Capital Outlay Budget for 1971-72

would be before the Board next

month.

A brief flurry of argument over a

Committee recommendation to

increase graduate students'

stipends provoked Chancellor

Tippo into remarking, "I would

like to remind the Board of the

(M)tanical aphorism 'Big oaks from

little acorns grow.' The motion

to increase the stipends passed

with no dissenting votes

Chancellor Tippo later in

troduced a motion of his own by

asking the Board to empower
security guards with standby

arrest power. He said the

University is plagued by a lack of

security due to the cutbacks in

funds lor security guards and short

of going to the Legislature, giving

th«> existing security guards the

power to make arrests could make
matters less serious. The motion

carried but guards will have power

to arrest only when they see a

crime being committed and when a

campus policeman is not im-

mediately available.

115,300,000 with the contract to be

awarded very shortly. Haigis

very pleased to be able to report

this to the Board and he said. "This

culminates seven years of honest

effort."

As far as the Building Authority

and University growth are con

corned. Haigis said. "We are not

going to build an> norc dor

mitories." He said the trend seems

to be heading towards apartment-

type complexes with three or lour

students living together in a sir

He also said that the University

has about a year to fi it;, new

way to dispose ot its waste

materials since the present dump
is fast filling up.

Trustee John Haigis (seated at far right) chairs the committee

that recommended to the board that portable modular classrooms be

constructed.

(MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

In presenting the Buildings and

Grounds Committee report.

Trustee Haigis had a few com-

ments about the state of Frater-

nity Sorority Park. Construction

has ceased and he said, "The park

is. in effect, dying."

The Land Development Cor-

poration of America has an option

to buy the back 24 acres of the site.

Haigis asked that the Trustees

reaffirm their policy of approval

on the arrangement of Fraternity-

Sorority park.

Haigis and Jack Littlefield of the

Planning Office teamed up to

report to the Board on the status of

the Fine Arts Center The final

price tag on the Center is

In a news conlerence held after

the meeting. Board Chairman
Joseph Healey spiked rumors that

the Board has decided on the

ultimate size of the Amherst
campus He said the Board "is

very troubled about the

developing impersonality of the

campus" but that it has not

decided on its growth and will not

do so until much evidence has been

looked at.

Healey also said of President

Wood: "Were very happy with the

way the President has taken hold

ol his situation and we're glad to

have him aboard."
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15 Blacks Charged In

Murder of DetroitCop
. _ . (i I.. , \ - ... .. 1 .... i . . I \ t 1 1 , k . W I \ - . < i . J c . «nAtiril .il nul

DETROIT »AP) - Fifteen blacks

were charged yesterday with the

murder on a Negro policeman

whoso death set off a nine hour

armed standoff between police and

militants.

Twelve of the IS had surrendered

early yesterday after their safety

was assured by community leaders

who stood between some 200

heavily armed police and the

militants' rifles that pointed from a

sandbagged second story window

of a Black Panther organization

headquarter*.
Seven men and eight women

were arraigned on charges of

murder and conspiracy to commit

murder
Two youths were charged with

assault and battery in a clash with

police two blocks from the

building, which served as

headquarters for the National

Committee to Combat Fascism, a

Panther organization.

Panthers said the arrest of those

two, who were selling Black

Panther literature, led to the

shootings in which one patrolman

was killed and another wounded,

the only casualties of the con-

tinuation.

The trouble began just after

nightfall Saturday. Police said

they had difficulty dispersing a

crowd gathered around officers

trying to give the two literature

salesmen tickets for loitering. The

officers summoned help.

Police said two black patrolmen

Glenn E. Smith. 26. and Marshall

Emerson Jr., 25 - in plain clothes

and separate cars responded to the

trouble call.

As Emerson drove by the

militant's building on the way to

the difficulty, shots were fired and

he was struck in the hand, police

said

Smith then drove up and stopped

his car to investigate the gunfire,

police reported

Jeffrey Ross, a 12 year old neigh-

borhood youth, said he saw a

policeman. Smith, crouching

behind a car about 30 feet from the

headquarters. Then he stood up,

holding his gun. and he was shot in

the head."
Smith was killed. Other police

cars raced to the scene Police

removed Smith's body, and
blocked the intersection at 16th and

Myrtle.

Chuck Holt. NCCF coordinator in

Detroit, arrived and telephoned

national Black Panther officers in

New Haven. Conn., from a neigh-

borhood grocery to seek in-

structions

He left and later sent lieutenants

to speak with Nadine Brown, a

veteran reporter from the black

weekly. The Michigan Chronicle.

She was told Holt suggested that

newsmen and community leaders

go to the house, in case a battle was
imminent, and try to talk the oc-

cupants into leaving.

After calls to Holt and New-

Haven, she agreed to go inside.

Police were ordered to stop all

firing.

She and several others walked
slowly down 16th Street to the

house, she called out over a

lougspeaker and went in.

On emerging, she said the oc-

cupants had told her. 'This is

revolution" and had decided to

fight.

Mel RavitZ, Detroit's Common
Council president, acting as mayor
while Mayor Roman Gribbs was

out of town, and Police Chief John

Nichols had arrived.

In a conference. State Rep.

lames Del Rio, a black, proposed

that he and Raviti stand between

police and the youths during a

surrender. Ravitz. a silver haired

professor of sociology at Wayne
State University, agreed. Black

Councilman Nicholas Hood agreed

to join them
Two black attorneys. Elliott Hall

and Dennis Archer, went inside to

plead with the youths. Police

issued a 15 minute ultimatum for

their surrender.

chief Nichols ordered bystan-

ders back ind had an armored car

driven up two doors from the

house After nine more minutes of

waiting, police began firing tear

gas
Alter five minutes. Nichols or-

dered police to stop firing and

called over a loudspeaker to the

\ouths, asking them to surrender.

We're coming.
-

' a voice yelled.

Soon, three youths with hands held

high marched into the street and

into the paddy wagon.

Goodell Vows To Stay

In Race Despite Poll

NEW YORK iAP> - Republican

Sen Charles E. Goodell, stung by

White House disavowal of his

candidacy and a poll showing him

trailing.
' pledged last night to

continue in the race

Saving that his 'political blood

had been spilled" and his demise

decreed bv 'hard hatted militants

in the White House." Goodell

maintained that he would not give

way to try to prevent a possible

victory by Conservative candidate

James Buckley

The Democrats in the campaign.

Richard L. Ottinger, has main-

tamed that votes for Goodell would

help Buckley.

With a somber expression,

Goodell told a television audience

that this is a very agonizing

moment for me." reviewed the

attacks on him by Vice President

Spiro T Agnew and the White

House, the psychological effect of a

newspaper poll showing him
trailing and then said:

i will stay. 1 shall continue to

stand tor election to the U.S.

Senate.

Coodell said that to quit thel

contest now would be "obeissant to|

the forces of the right."

He charged that 'my political

|

blood has been spilled by the sword
of political retribution weilded by

the vice president," and claimed

be was the right wing's No. 1

target.

When Goodell finished his

emotion packed 20 minute speech
Republican Sens Jacob K. Javits

ol New York and Charles Percy of

Illinois came on screen to pledge

their support.

In the final minute, Goodell

apologized to viewers for

preempting "Lassie" locally on

cbs television.

In Washington, neither Nixon

Agnew nor the chairmen of the

Republican and Democratic
committees had any comment

The senator seeks election to his

oil ice for the first time, having

been appointed in 1968 by Go\

Nelson A Rockefeller to fill the

term of the slain Democratic Sen

Robert F Kenned\

— mm m\

White Calls Again
For TV Debate

Zeigler Mum On Idendity
Of Standbv News Censor
WASHINGTON (AP> - White

House Press Secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler refused to confirm or deny

reports yesterday that a Columbia

Broadcasting System executive

will be in charge of censoring the

news media in case of a national

emergency
The Sunday Star in Washington

reported that Theodore F. Koop is

the standby censor.

Koop. a Washington resident and

a < BS vice president, is in Europe.

Persons answering his home
telephone would not disclose the

nature of his business there.

Ziegler, asked about the report

at a news briefing, said he favors

making public information about

the standby censor but he could not

do so because it still is classified.

The U.S. Office of Emergency
Preparedness has refused to

divulge the censor's name, saying

it was classified defense in-

formation and because of that

Ziegler said he could neither

confirm nor deny that Koop is the

man in charge of keeping defense

secrets out of print and off the air if

the President declares a national

emergency.
Koop was deputy director on

censorship during World War II

and later wrote a book on the

subject. 'The Weapon of Silence."

In New York, a CBS spokesman
said the network has no knowledge

of Koop's reported standby job.

In a national emergency, the

censor would have a staff ot 26

persons who would administer the

'standby voluntary censor ship

code" last revised in 1963.

President Lyndon B Johnson

also made the identity of the censor

a defense secret But it was public

in the Truman, Eisenhower and
Kennedy administrations.

BOSTON. Mass. (AP) - Boston

Mayor Kevin White, rebuffed in his

attempts for a debate with his

guvernatorial opponent, Gov.
Francis Sargent, issued another

appeal yesterday for a televised

clash.

White, at an afternoon news
conference, said the deadline for

setting up a Tuesday debate had

passed but he would now like to

debate Sargent on a statewide

hookup Thursday night.

Sargent, meanwhile, announced

he would hold a news conference

Monday morning to reveal his

latest decision concerning White's

efforts for a debate.

The two candidates were to meet
for a debate when White, the

Democratic nominee. was

hospitalized. Sargent held his

campaign in abeyance during

White's hospital stay, which lasted

through the original scheduled

debate period.

White had tried to get Sargent to

agree to a confrontation this

Tuesday, but the governor had said

White's hospitalization had created

an unhealthy emotional aura.

White said Sunday his offer for a

Thursday night debate is his last.

He said he would begin cam
paigning Monday in New Bedford.

Fall River and Springfield.

His latest debate offer gave

Sargent the option of a con

frontation between just the

gubernatorial candidates or a

meeting including the candidates

for lieutenant governor.

Prosecuter Claims Misquote
KENT. Ohio(AP)-A prosecutor

for the special state grand jury

that probed last May's violence at

Kent State University said

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!
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yesterday he was misquoted in a

newspaper story that said he

believed National Guardsmen
•should have shot all" the

troublemakers on campus.

A story, written by a Detroit

Free Press reporter and carried in

the Akron Beacon Journal on

Saturday, quoted special

prosecutor Seabury Ford as

saying:

'There is no question that these

boys guardsmen would have been

killed up there if they had not

turned around and fired."

At his home in Aurora, north of

Akron, Ford said yesterday, "All I

have to say today is that I've been

misquoted and I don't care to

comment at this time."

85 Amity St Amherst, Mass.

Resrouranr
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Proposed Resolution Would
Force Israel To Resume Talks
1 ^mrm ^^ "^^ "*=*'

,_• „ MMunial n »hp war nf June 5 1

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP) -

Israel would have an implied

deadline of two months to resume

Middle East peace talks with

Egypt and Jordan under an

African resolution drafted for

General Assembly debate starting

today.

Israel broke off the talks Aug. 25

and has refused to go back until

Egypt removed SAM antiaircraft

missiles allegedly moved into the

Suez Canal cease fire zone in

violation of the 90 day truce that

went into effect Aug. 7.

Before Israel walked out, the

three countries were working

through Gunnar Jarring, U.N.

mediator for the Middle East, on a

political settlement based on a

Security Council resolution

adopted" Nov. 22, 1967.

The new African resolution,

circulated privately to some UN.

delegations this weekend, would

have the 127 nation General

Assembly:
Request the urgent im-

plementation of that Security

Council resolution, which calls

among other things for Israeli

withdrawal from Arab territory

Oil Slick Threatens

South England Coastline
VENTNOR, Isle of Wight (AP>-

Marine firefighters extinguished

yesterday the flames which for 41

hours had ravaged the grounded

tanker Pacific Glory but oil

seepage raised fresh fears of

polluted beaches.

Aerial surveys showed a mile

long ribbon of oil stretching to the

east with oil pockets for a half mile

in all directions from the English

Channel mudbank on which the

stricken tanker lies tilted.

The oil was reported three miles

off the beaches on the east side of

the Isle of Wight.

An ebb tide was tugging the oil

into the channel but around the

island there is a double tide-two

high tides each of 12 hours-which

still could pull the oil onto the

beaches. A number of south coast

resort beaches could be affected.

The oil looked like fuel oil, less

dangerous to the beaches than the

load of crude oil in the Pacific

Glory's tanks.

Lucerne Women
Allowed To Vote

LUZERN, Switzerland (AP)-The

male voters of the Swiss canton of

Lucerne awarded women the right

to vote yesterday and be elected to

public office.

Approval-by 25,170 against 14,781

votes-and the law. 51 per cent

participation of the male
registered voters in what was a

hotly contested issue only a few

years ago, is indicative of the trend

in this Alpine area, where tradition

once reserved political matters to

men.

Post Office Bomb

Scare in Washington
WASHINGTON (AP)-A bomb

The 42,777 ton Pacific Glory,

loaded with 70,000 tons of crude oil,

collided with the 46,402 ton Allegro

off Wight Friday night. Three

explosions shattered the Pacific

Glory. Five seamen died and eight

were reported missing in the

savage fire. Twenty nine other

crew men escaped.

Rear Adm. Arthur Power, who
headed rescue efforts, said: "We
definitely have not breached any

more cargo tanks. I do not think

there is a vast contamination

threat yet."

But, the Royal Navy frigate

Zulu, with a helicopter, and the

Admiralty salvage vessel Golden

Eye kept close watch. A dutch ship

equipped with detergent spraying

apparatus was en route to the

wreckage.

occupied in the war of June 5 10,

1987,

Express its full support for

Jarring's efforts to apply the

resolution.

Deplore "the obstruction by

Israel of these efforts, which look

toward the establishment of peace

based upon justice."

Appeal to all interested parties to

instruct their representatives to

resume contact immediately with

a view to implementing the

resolution as a whole.

Request Secretary General U
Thant to make a detailed report in

two months both to the assembly

and to the Security Council on

Jarring's efforts to implement the

resolution.

Decide to consider, if necessary,

recommending "other measures"

in line with the U.N. charter to

ensure such implementation.

Picasso's89th
Birthday

CANNES, France (AP) -Pablo

Picasso, reported to have plunged

into a new period of painting,

observed his 89th birthday

yesterday in seclusion.

Hundreds of bouquets, gifts,

letters and telegrams poured into

his villa at Mougins. but no one

knew whether the Spanish born

artist was there to receive them.

Picasso has long disdained birth-

days and hates to be reminded of

them. In previous years, telephone

callers were always told that

Picasso was traveling; this year

there was no answer to phone calls.

Ambushed Chilean
Army Chief Dies
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP)-Gen.

Rene Schneider, commander in

chief of the Chilean army, suc-

cumbed to assassin's bullets

yesterday in a Santiago military

hospital.

The death of the 56 year old army
chief and the massive search for

his killers cast a pall over the

presidential election victory in

Congress on Saturday of Marxist

Salvador Allende.

Schneider died from three bullet

wounds suffered when four or five

assailants ambushed him as he

was being driven to his office

Thursday. With precision and

speed, they cut off his chaffeur

driven limousine with three other

vehicles, then shot him point blank

with 45 caliber pistols.

Police announced they had

arrested a 28 year old man in

connection with the assassination.

They identified him as Leon

Cosmelli Pereira. son of a wealthy

former governor of the southern

province of Chiloe.

In neighboring Argentina,

authorities picked up Julie

Bouchon Sepulveda, an engineer,

in connection with the in-

vestigation. He was arrested in the

city of Mendoza, near the Chilean

border.

However, the police said neither

of the two men nor the 150 other

persons arrested since a state of

emergency was declared Thur-

sday, were charged with killing

However, the police said neither

of the two men nor the 150 other

persons arrested since a state of

emergency was declared Thur-

sday, were charged with the

killing.

Outgoing President Eduardo
Frei ordered the state of

emergency, which suspends some
constitutional rights, to aid police

in their search for the assailants. A
curfew from midnight to 6 am
remained in effect in the capital

All roads leaving the city were

blocked by military and police

control points. All private airfields

were ordered closed until further

notice.

Thieu Tours Former

Cong Stronghold

Louisiana Tide/and
Dispute ClearedUp
NEW ORLEANS (AP (Louisiana

winds up its case in a 15 year old

tidelands dispute with the federal

government this week, hoping to

win the lion's share of $1 billion in

withheld royalties.

At issue is the boundary off

Louisiana's marshy coastline,

where rich oil and gas deposits lie

submerged beneath the Gulf of

Mexico.

Both sides agree the state has

rights to deposits three miles out.

and the federal government has

those from three miles to 12 miles,

the international territorial limit.

The question is where in the

coastal swamps is the coastline.

The debate has been raging since

1955, and $1 billion in royalties now

lie in escrow, accumulated fromnflonnnui"" w»» - - iic in coviun, MUM " »— —

hidden in a package exploded on a pa St prospecting in those disputed

conveyor in the main Post Office

building here yesterday night,

police said.

A postal employe, identified as

Walter Smith. 30, was taken to a

hospital but released. "He was

more frightened than any thing

else
" a hospital spokesman said.

Police had no immediate

assessment of damage in the

building, about two blocks north of

the Capitol.

A post office spokesman said an

anonymous telephone call was

received about two minutes after

the blast, warning that a bomb

would go off in four minutes

lands.

Walter Armstrong Jr., a

Memphis, Tenn., attorney ap-

pointed by the Supreme Court to

gather evidehce, opened this phase

of the case-possibility the con-

cluding phase-on Sept. 28. After he

hears Louisiana's arguments he

will record the government's case,

clearing the way for a binding

decision on distribution of the

money.
Armstrong must make a

recommendation to the Supreme

Court, which is expected to follow

his suggestions. No date for a

decision has been set.

The high court already has set

guidelines for determining the

coastline. This part of the case is to

work out the actual location, foot

by foot

MO CAY, Vietnam (AP)-When

President Nguyen Van Thieu went

touring the other day he penetrated

Mekong Delta areas where the Viet

Cong once flourished. He made a

ease for pacification, but did not

succeed in banishing question

marks that still shadow many

parts of this strategic area.

Thieu visited four districts, got

four well rehearsed receptions.

gave four speeches and hosted

some 400 village and hamlet of

ficials for lunch.

He walked from thatched house

to thatched bouse, chatting, joking,

shaking hands and patting children

on the shoulder. He watched rice

being milled by hand and visited a

tiny store specializing in nunc

mam. the pungent fish sauce which

is a national seasoning.

Few of the people had ever seen

a chief executive before. Kien Hoe

is the hardest core Viet Cong

province in South Vietnam. And it

was never before possible for the

president to travel in many of the

areas. Some 16,000 of Keien Hoe's

people still live under Viet Cong

control.

To those who knew Kien Hoa in

l%7 and 1968. the government's

gains in pacification and rural

security have been little short of

remarkable.
Other districts visited by Thieu

showed similar changes.
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pacification program in Kien

Hoa.'' Thieu said, "we will have

completely broken the Viet Cong's

political and military control in

Kien Hoa. And if we control Kien

Hoa. we will completely control 4th

Corps." That is the richest and

most populous area of Vietnam

Thieu has said several times

recently that because the govern-

ment controls the countryside, the

Viet Cong are unlikely to accept a

political settlement One im-

plication of this is that the Pans

peaee talks will accomplish

nothing and that the war will just

"lade away " But that control is

Lenuom and fragile, and it has been

tested in few places

Kew observers doubt that the

Viet Cong have the capability to

launch actions big enough to

overrun Popular Force or People's

Self Defense positions, or to retake

rural hamlets now under govern

ment control.

It seems possible that the Viet

Cong have chosen to let the

American troop withdrawals

proceed unimpeded, and to wait

until the U.S. troop strength has

reached nominal level before

launching any significant military

operations in South Vietnam.

In the meantime, the govern-

ment's political infrastructure will

grow roots of its own, and become
harder to dislodge
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This li La* And Order?"

IU-

It was proudly announced at a press conference

Friday following the Board of Trustees meeting, by

Chairman Robert Healev. that he is convinced that the

university has gone just about all the way in giving

students a place in decision making.

The statement is specious and misleading. Granted,

there is student representation on search committees,

planning boards, the board of trustees itself. Yet

there is an infinite distance the administration could

still go to create a truly tri-partitie community.

For, when it wants to, the administration is still

willing to bvpass community consenx, to bypass the

faculty, graduate and student senates if it really

wants

Thus, it was a valid Student Senate bill that blasted

the administration for bypassing all procedural

methods in appointing Kenneth Johnson to the office

of Financial Officer of the Amherst campus.

Now no one can say with a straight face that he is

the only man for the job. And no one can say without

his nose growing that Johnson is a popular and

therefore obvious choice for any position on this

campus.
The administration seems to constantly to be on the

verge of a genuine two-way interchange of opinion,

when it stubs its toe painfully as in this situation.

Louis DiMonaco

Perhaps though, the Whitmore Wunderkinds could

save face Luckily , they have a good opportunity in the

person of another Senate bill which urges the ap-

pointment of Dr. Randolph W. Bromery to the per-

manent post of Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs.

lfS ridiculous to site the immediate need for the

appointment, and the obvious reasons for Dr.

Bromery s appointment. Suffice to say that the Senate

has acted rightly through the channels to urge the

appointment, urge the Faculty Senate to make a

similar recommendation. And the Senate has rightly

stated the lack of time necessary for a search com-

mittee.

The administration, with hopefully the additional

approval by the Faculty Senate this week, will ratify

Bromerys appointment immediately, and also notice

that it isn't painful to listen to other opinions besides

themselves.

If the tri-partitie community is to become a reality,

then there must be consistent interchange in policy-

making.
Consistency from the administration is lacking. And

this alone proves that there is still a long way to go

before student participation in decision-making has

gone all the way.

The Last Commercial

Arizona Code
Tins.- excerpts are from a "code of conduct" covering all universities

governed b% Arizona's board of regents. Tomorrow, a public hearing will

h, held at which the code is being challenged as a model of campus

"'Distribution or wearing of arm bands, buttons or signs or the carrying

or posting of signs, banners or posters having an obscene or controversial3 icance in a manner which distracts and substantially interfere with

the normal activities or appropriate discipline of the university

tniapation in any crowd, assembly, parade demonstration, sit-in or

similar event which substantially interfere with or disrupts the normal

activities of the university or any university sponsored or supervised

ri>

Pubudi or threaten to publish any maliciosus falsehood expressed by

writing printing or pictures, which tends to impeach the honesty, m-

'g,r.!v or reputationof any member of the University Community or

which l ends to bring such person into disrepute, contempt or ridicule.

Helplessly Hoping

••No DM e\er lost an\ money underestimating the

intelligence of the American public."

H.L. MENCKEN

1 was in England the summer of 1969. and because it

was the summer of Apollo 11. Charlie Manson and

( huppiquidick. I watched a great deal more television

that I believed I could stomach. The BB( .

however was refreshing, and without going into the

superioritv of British television I would like to expose

an incident that took place in a beer cellar someplace

in England, the night of the moon landing.

The television announcer caught my attention with

the words "Madison Avenue Tycoons." I listened

more intently as he explained that for the sake of

entertainment an American commercial would be

shown There was a pause and the announcer added

thai he would resist the temptation of condemning the

commercial, and let the commercial condemn itself.

I swear that in the instant from his last words to the

beginning of the commercial, I saw flash through my

mind every hideous, mindless, babbling bag of gar-

bage that was ever vomited from the eternally open

mouth of commercial television. I was embarrassed,

yet prepared for the worst. But I wasn't prepared for

what 1 saw and heard.

They showed a film clip of the astronauts preparing

to enter Apollo 11. All three of them were robust,

bright-eyed, and smiling from earphone to earphone,

as if someone told them that they were going on a

picnic with Doris Day and Claire Booth Luce instead

of to the moon.
Anyway, a voice came on and gave a short, concise

explanation as to why these men were so confident, so

fearless and so healthy in tackling the greatest

challenge ever to befall mankind. And already the

beer cellar resounded with howls of laughter. The

voice went on to give us the answer. The reason the

astronauts were godlike was because they drank

TANG "Good God anything but TANG. I mumbled.

The people in the beer cellar buckled up in laughter

rolled over on the floor in spasms, spit-up their half-

swallowed beer, and the rest of the commercial was

drowned out like a fart in a waterfall.

Well 1 was laughing mvself . Being with people who

had not been bombarded into paralysis by television

commercials helped to weaken my own paralysis. And

by the time the BBC showed a news clip ol a local

supermarket in Neil Armstrong's hometown, and a

paunchy, middle-aged grocer with a dirty white apron

Suite seriously began to quick sell 300 pounds of

moldly Limburger by pasting a label reading. "MOON
CHEESE" across the cresant shaped clump ot

compounded cream. I was in tears of laughter

Not even Dick Nixon's crater face, superimposed on

theT.V. screen when the "eagle had landed" solicited

as much joyous ridicule

And ever since then I have never been able to watch

a commercial without either laughing or walking out

of the room And I only walk out of the room when no

one else is laughing.

(Editors note: The preceding was the first in a four

part series nl (.pinions, facts and wild guesses on the

apparent and potential relevance of commercial

television).

Okay Spiro, You Can Shut Up Now

Several students, accompanied by their Area Coordinator returned

llu! cushions taken from the Campus Center to the office of the Campus

iVnter Manager. Warren T. Grinnan.

Grinnan reports that no action was taken either through the

, .rv or the Civil Courts. Because the students voluntarily

r lun^d
' en s M r Grinnan decided to make no complaint in the hope

I
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"
\nl follow their example. This lack of disciplinary action
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t ;nti;uio indefinitely . however it will be in force over the next few

'''Tv .i have knowledge of anvone possessing any of these stolen items,

„ , so encourage them to return them to the Campus Center Manager s

oituv. Room 818. or phone Mr Grinnan at 545-0585.

AMARILLO. Tex., - Vice-

President Agnew said tonight that

a basic reason for unrest in the

country was that Americans never

had it so good.

"The hidden cause of lamaise in

America is the success-the suc-

cess-of the American system," the

Vice President emphasized in

remarks prepared for delivery

before some 750 Republicans at a

rally in the Amarillo Civic Center.

When minorities demand
economic justice or young people

denounce an obsession with

material values, these are signs of

progress, Mr. Agnew said,

"because a hungry man is rarely

an idealist."

The tone of the speech, with a

few minor exceptions, was a

departure from Mr. Agnew's

month-long assault on "radical

liberals" and permissiveness --

mostly among Democrats ~ as

causes of American disruption and

disorder.

Some observers wondered if it

was a sign that President Nixon

had taken steps to tone down the

Vice President's slashing cam-

paign speeches, something that

has been suggested by officials of

his own party and sought by

targets within the opposition.

"Some of our young people - by

no means all. but some - demean
the dignity of work," the Vice

President said. "They scoff at the

values of the previous generation

as they hold out their hands for the

keys to the car.

"Now stop and think for a

moment," he continued. "Does

this mean that we were wrong to

provide as well as we did? Does

this mean that we were wrong to

reduce the precentage of our

people in poverty? Does this mean
that we should never have opened

the gates of opportunity and equal

justice?

"Of course not." Mr. Agnew

said. "It does mean, however, that

we neglected to transmit

something important during the

time we were succeeding in of-

fering our fellow Americans and

our children new hope and

freedom."
What was neglected, he said, was

the advice that it has been "a

respect for the system itself that

has produced this enormous

change for the better."

That brought the Vice President

to his point - that Texans should

elect as their next Senator the

Republican nominee. Represen-

tative George Bush, and thereby

help diminish the influence of

"radical liberals" in the

Democratic-controlled Congress.

It also may have explained, in

part, the more moderate nature of

Mr. Agnew's language tonight.

Mr. Bush's Democratic opponent.

Lloyd M. Bentsen Jr.

It also may have explained, in

part, the more moderate nature of

Mr. Agnew's language tonight. Mr.

Bush's Democratic opponent,
Lloyd M. Bentsen Jr. is more
conservative philosophically than

is Mr. Bush.
(Copy

(Reprinted NYT 10-12-70)

Please

Spiro!

Lying In Bed, It Occured To Me

—UMass is truly unique. Other schools have riots

and revolutions; UMass has an SDS bake sale. Other

schools don't have any buildings left; UMass
decorates the walls of its buildings, not with

revolutionary cliches, but with "Vive Quebec Libre"

and "Off Lewicke". (Why doesn't Dr. Tippo invite

students to inprove their environment by encouraging

creative grafitti on the walls of buildings?

)

—Isn't it true that the Pope has that special quality

of speech that makes profound thoughts, like Peace,

sound so mundane?
-This election year is certainly one of the most

exciting and important in history. Just across our

border, Bella Abzug, the female Jewish Jimmy
Breslin, is battling Barry Farber, a pleasant,

moderate Republican who happens to speak 16

languages, for Congress in Manhattan. Barry's

slogan -"he speaks our language," Bella's slogan--"a

woman's place is in the House -the House of

representatives!" Right on, Bella.

- -"You're a good man, Charlie Goodell" say his

campaign buttons, but it remains to be seen whether

New Yorkers will support their incumbent Senator in

a race against fellow radical-liberal Richard Ottinger,

and the man of the silent "majority", James Buckley

ithe brother of you-know-who). If Goodell wins, it will

prove to the Gnu that you can fool some of the people

some of the time but...

-Rocky, complete with color slices, is putting his

leadership class and conservatism against Arthur

Goldberg's wet eclair personality and liberalism for

the governorship. I suppose Goldberg would do a

Campus Comment

better job than Rocky, but the former Justice speaks

like a Lyndon Johnson from the Borscht Belt, and in

our age of media and charisma, well, who would you

choose?

—Faculty, what can you do? You might try what

Dr. Harry Sehumer from the Psych Department is

doing-every couple of weeks, Dr. Sehumer invites his

students to eat lunch with (students bring their own)

and discuss how this Adolescent Psychology course

could be improved.

Or you could ask for evaluations, not the usual

computer evaluations, but essay-type ones. I don't

think that many students would care if they were

made compulsory, either.

Or you could ask the School of Education to send a

video-tape unit to your class for your own micro-

teaching-type lesson. Have you ever wondered how

others see you, how you're coming across?

—The gentleman who introduced Dr. Stanley

Milgram at the Psych Colloquium last week said

sonething to the effect that Umass and Amherst are

not exactly urban, as is New York, where Milgram

was from. Funny, we have density, diversity,

overload, mass, pushers, junkies, panhandlers,

crime, culture, sickness, death, birth, pollution,

prostitutes, noise, cement, nerves, psychotics,

bureaucracies, neighborhoods, businesses, racial

tensions, and everything else that is common to NYC.
Lindsay recognizes that New York is in urban crisis. I

wonder if Mayor Tippo and his aides realize the same
about UMass?

To Pass Or Not To Pass
To the Editor:

My recent question as to the possibility of a Pass

degree in parallel with the present graded one has

attracted some heat, if not much illumination, so

perhaps I should explore the pros and cons:

Pro: 1. It would resolve the impass between the

Faculty Senate with its proposal for a more precise

grading scheme and limited use of Pass/Fail and the

Student Senate with its proposal for much wider

availability ol Pass/Fail or Pass/No Record.

Students would have the choice of one, with a

maximum of perhaps 80-90% Pass courses, or the

other, with a maximum of perhaps 10-20% Pass

courses.

2 It might evolve into some sort of General

Studies/Special Studies distinction, perhaps with

differing requirements, thus allowing a greater

variety of options.

Essentiallv. it would release from the "grade

hassle" those students who know that they are no

going to need grades for graduate school or to get a

job. These might include some self-employed persons

such as writers and artists, as they would

Essentially, it would release from the "grade

hassle" those students who know that they are not

going to need grades for graduate school or to get a

job. These might include some self-employed persons

such as writers and artists, as well as those going into

small businesses, perhaps family businesses. No-

doubt they would include some students with marginal

grades, and at least would spare them from the

foolishness of trying to find some easy As in order to

pull up a low cume; to pass the requirements would be

to graduate. At the same time it would permit

retention of the more precise grading structure for

those students who. whether or not they like it, need a

graded record in order to move on to the next step in

their career. Presumably Honors degrees would be

limited to this group, at least as long as grades define

them.

Con 1 A student might wish to change from the Pass

program to the graded one. The best defense against

that problem would be to prohibit choosing the Pass

program for the first year or two, although the

original grades could be converted back from Pass to

letters, as perhaps at any time up until graduation.

2. The Pass degree might be considered to be a

second class degree and its candidates second class

students, as it is to some extent in Great Britain,

where of course the other degree is the Honors Degree

and is defined by examination marks.

3. Courses might evolve specially for the Pass

students and might be of low quality.

4 Pass students would be unable to participate in

certain Honors work or to be eligible for Honors

degrees, although there is no reason why Colloquia,

etc., should not be open.

Perhaps points 2 and 3 summarize the most serious

risks Regarding attitudes towards the degree and its

candidates, do students ridicule or snub one another

now on the basis of the programs and courses they are

in or the grades they are getting? Perhaps so. In the

case of the outer world, one would have to take his

chances; no student should be in the program if he is

afraid of it. As to the quality of particular courses

which might evolve for the Pass program, there is no

more reason tor them to be bad than there is for our

presently existing non-major courses to be bad. Are

they so as a group? They might well be better, more

thoughtful and flexible, being free of the need to jam

in every last thing needed by the majors and

specialists.

If the adverse reaction to this suggestion is based

primarily upon the meanings and implications of the

terms Pass and Professional, tnen perhaps other

terms would be acceptable. Pass-Honors would be

worse. General-Special would presuppose distinctly

different programs, which might or might not be a

good idea. Still other terminology might be devised.

On the other hand, if the objections are primarily

based upon a belief that the Pass program and degree

really would be inferior in total then we seem to imply

that the individual Pass/Fail (or Pass/No Record)

courses and grades are in themselves inferior. If

Pass/Fail is something to be ashamed of then why is

there agitation for more of it? Or is it a matter of the

more Pass/Fail the better as long as no one notices it?

Finally, if my airing this idea for consideration in

committee is so irresponsible, anti-intellectual, etc.,

then surely the Student Senate officers to address

themselves to the School of Education, which appears

to have done just that already, in fact if not yet in

name.
Gregory W.Webb

The Search
WASHINGTON - There has been some speculation as to why President

Nixon has put his prestige on the line by taking to the campaign trail the

last few weeks of an off-year election. Many professional Nixon-watchers

feel the President is taking a great risk by personally getting into the

political arena.

If the majority of the candidates he endorses do not do well, the

President is the one who will suffer most.

What nobody knows is that the President's decision to leave

Washington and hop around the country has a much deeper significance

for him than politics.

The secret was revealed by a White House aide who had been per-

sonally assigned to leak it to me.

The aide told me, "No one realizes it, but one of the President's deepest

disappointments on his trip to Europe was his inability to find anyone in

Ireland who was related to him."

"I knew it was a blow," I said, "but I didn't know it meant that much to

him."
The aide nodded his head. "It meant a lot. As you know, every secret

service man assigned to the President was ordered to go out and find a

Nixon relative if he had to dig up every dog in Ireland."

"It must have been tough work," I said.

"Although the secret service failed to produce a Milhous in Ireland who

could in any way be related to the President, it did get some very in-

teresting leads.

"One was that a Richard Milhous had been driven out of Ireland in 1850

for student heckling. Milhous was said to have come to the United States

on a three- masted immigrant schooner called the Bebe Rebozo. But

after docking in New York, he disappeared into the melting pot of

America - no one is quite sure where."

"That's very interesting," I said. "But what has that got to do with

President Nixon's campaigning?"
"When the President came back to the United States, he was deter-

mined to find the relatives he couldn't find in Ireland. But he was too

embarrassed to admit he was searching for them. So he told his staff to

find some excuse for him to get around the country so he could find the

descendants of Richard Milhous."

"It sounds like the President has an identification problem," I said.

"The staff pointed out that with the elections coming up the President

would have a perfect excuse to visit manyof the states where Milhous is

purported to have settled. These states included Connecticut. Missouri,

Pennsylvania, Indiana, Maryland, New Jersey, Michigan, Ohio, Ten-

nessee. Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia and California."

"The President really thinks he'll find his relatives in one of those

states?" I said.

"He's certain of it. While he was been meeting with various Republican

candidates and making a few political speeches, the secret service has

been combing the area, making house-to-house searches, hoping to find a

Milhous who might be related to the President."

"How long will the President keep up the search?
"

Probably until Nov. 2. If he doesn't find any Milhouses by then, he's

decided to go back to Washington.

"I hope for his sake he does," I said.

"I do too," the White House aide said. "There's nothing that gets to you

as much as seeing the President going over to a crowd with outstretched

hands, looking over the heads of the people, searching, ever searching,

for a Milhous he can call his own."

Metawampe
Dear Metawampe,

The more I read your "picks", the more I would like

to stick one in you. Your grating nursery rhymes

bonier on the ridiculous. Every visit from a pidgeon

that vou receive is richly deserved.

The only intelligent thing that you have said is that

no 'mere' mortal" could manufacture these "motley

messages" Your "moldy ravings" are indeed in-

sulting to the human mind

Methinks the "Great One" is not so great.

Maxine Forward
318 Johnson

Poetry

To clear up the confusion about who wrote the poem
"What's to do? I ain't got no finals tomorrow." it was

I, Larry Trillo. The reason my name wasn't put on it,

was the printer's mistake. So, to those girls, it wasn't

because I'm an altruist and I wish it wouldn't be so

hard on Alan Kaplan because he's just a pseudonym

that I use from time to time just to see if you're paying

attention. I find that sometimes I would like to have

Spiro Agnew attack my poetry but since he doesn't,

"Alan Kaplan" does it for me. I am honored that you

girls thought the poem smashing, and your reaction to

the poem and to the letter goes to show that the media

is nothing without people.
LARRY TRILLO

All Strung Out Over You
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Labor Relations Director

Suffers Fatal Attack
Ben B. Seligman, UMass

Professor of Economics and

director of the Center for Labor

Relations died late Friday from a

heart attack. Funeral services will

be held at 2:00 p.m. today at the

Douglas FUNERAL Home in

Amherst.
His family asks that any

remembrances be made in the

form of donations to a University

scholarship fund.

Dr. Seligman was born in 1912

and came to the University in 1965.

He v\as a graduate of Brooklyn

College and later taught as a

Guggenheim Fellow at that school.

He did graduate work at Columbia

University and at the New School

for Social Research in Cambridge.

From 1957 to 1960 Dr. Seligman

served as research and education

director for the Retail Clerks In-

ternational Association and later

served as international affairs

analysist for the United Auto

Improved Student ID

Card System Coming
The University will be ready to

operate with a new campus ID

card system by next semester,

according to William F. Field.

Dean of Students.

A student-staff committee will be

organized within the next month to

recommend the most efficient

method available. Dean Field

seems to think that the Polaroid

method, similar to that used by the

Registry of Motor Vehicles, will

prove to fill the need best.

The Polaroid system consists of

a Polaroid camera, which takes

the initial picture of the student,

and machines that photograph the

picture superimposed on the

completed ID card blank. The

resultant wallet sized photograph

of the ID is then laminated in clear

plastic and given to the student

BELL'S Has a Better Idea!

HOT OVEN GRINDERS
(all made with cheese at no extra cost)

Stuffed with: peppers, onions, lettuce and tomatoes

BELL'S PIZZA
"The Best Pizza In Town"

University Drive

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZA

Coll 256-8011 or 253-9051

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVEN IT/<S

a citation for his

from Brooklyn
when he was cited

school four most

This ID system will put an end to

the six week wait many presently

endure to replace a lost card. If the

Polaroid method is used, the wait

for the replacement card will be no

more than 15 minutes.

The machines necessary for the

on-campus operation will be

financed from the ID Trust Fund.

This fund consists of the ID fees

paid by the students each year. The

money in the Trust Fund may only

be used to cover the expenses of the

ID system; any other use of the

money in the fund is prohibited by

university policy

Hopefully, said Hem ^ield, the

old ID cards wi'i b. phased out

entirely within t irp*> vears, aiur.g

with the problems encountered

with their use

Workers
He received

achievements
College in 1%8.

as one of the

prominent alumni.

Dr. Seligman is the author of

seven books and numerous
magazine articles on labor

relations and international affairs,

and his last book is scheduled for

publication next week.

Militant Forum

Holds Talk

On 3rd World
Tonight's Militant Forum, the

weekly socialist educational

series, will hold an open discussion

tonight in the Colonial Lounge in

the Student Union. Tonight's

discussion will be concerned with

"revolution in the Colonial

Countries"; Cuba. Latin America.

Southeast Asia The future of the

Third World countries. The

direction of the Bolivian govern-

ment , the role of Marxism in Cuba

:

these are all topics which will be

covered.

The forum will be an informal

discussion, and no one is expected

to have read background in-

formation for the discussion. We
do offer, however, for those in-

terested in such information, the

two following pamphlets: War and

Revolution in Vietnam by Che

Guevara, and The Tasks of the

fourth International (The Tran-

sitional Program) by Leon Trot-

sky. These writings, as well as

other related literature will be on

sale at the VSA literature table in

front of the Hatch today from 11:00

am to 4:00 p.m.

It is the role of the student to be

aware of what is taking place

among the people of the world and

why. So join us tonight. Monday,

Oct. itith. at H:0<) p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge ot the Student

Cnion to discuss the •Revolution in

the Colonial Countries " Coffee

will be served.

Thursday - Sunday, November 12-15

Operetta Guild presents

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production f trig hit!

Reserved tickets : $1.08*'. $a.0Q

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202. Remaining

tickets at Bowker Box Office

Bowker Auditorium/UniversitjUf Mass.

Thursday - Friday, November 5-6

Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Tiro different program* of the world's greatest

lUiroque Music including Corelli, Vivaldi, Marcello and

Alhinoni
"Unexelled in their class!" L.A. Times

Referendum
The November referendum

questions will be discussed at

a meeting on Tuesday. Oc-

tober 27, at 8 p.m. in the

Northampton V.M.C.A., 286

Prospect Street. Voters will

have a chance to meet many
of the local candidates and
hear opinions on the ballot

questions.

The meeting is sponsored by

the League of Women Voters

ot Northampton and Amherst
Refreshments will be served.

U.S.-Canada Ties

DVP Lecture Topic
Wednesday, October 28. the

Distinguished Visitors

Program will present noted

Canadian historian J. M.S.

Careless speaking in Thomp-

son 106 at 8:15 p.m. In his

address "Canada: Neighbor

or Nuisance'" Mr. Careless

will touch on various aspects

of the relations between the

IS and Canada, including

American draft resistors

residing in Canada.
Mr. Careless received his

PhD from Harvard University

in 1950 and has since taught at

the University of Toronoto.

The author of many books,

including CANADA AND
THE AMERICANS and THE
UNION OK THE CANADAS,
Professor Careless has twice

been the recipient of the

Governor General's Award for

non-fiction.

Top Of The Campus
Restaurant Opens

Well it's finally here, the Top of

the Campus Restaurant! Saturday

night, expecting to find a con-

tinuation of the "bad vibes"

present in the rest of the Campus
Center. I headed up to the Top of

the Campus to get a better view of

the library construction site, and of

the black top maze present on the

other side of the concrete waffle.

The ride up those super fast

elevators was good, but was even

better coming down with a full

stomach. To my amazement the

Top of the Campus turned out to be

a really nice place. We arrived

around 7: 15 and there was no wait,

as soon as the waitress takes your

order you are free to wander up to

the bread and salid table and take

as much salid as you like and
return as often as you like. There
is also a bread table. The service

was excellent The food on the Top
of t he ( 'ampus was a lso quite good.

The quantity however was
adequate but poor for the price. To
my amazement the evening turned

out vers enjoyable, and the view

from the 1 1 til floor of the "AWFUL
WAFFLE" is beautiful

Focus Studies Kent 25
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMDA's

"Focus" program will examine

circumstances leading up to an

Ohio Grand Jury's recent in-

dictment of the "Kent 25" for in-

volvement in alleged riot activities

at Kent State t 'Diversity last May
Moderator Ken Mosakowski s

special guest for the live. 60-minute

program will be Student Senate

President Chan Elters. who is

spearheading action to provide

support for the "Kent 25" from

student groups at I'Mass Par-

ticipation from such groups as the

Student Mobilization Committee,
Women's Liberation, the Young
Socialists Alliance, the Young
Workers' Liberation League, and
the Committee against Repression,

is expected

Interested persons are invited to

tune in on "Focus" tonight at »n.i

KM on the dial Listeners may call

in their questions during the

program at 545-2425 or 545-2876.

Paper Takes Stand
KRAMINGHAM, Mass. (APi

The Framingham News, which has

never made an editorial en-

dorsement of a political candidate

in its 70 year history, broke

tradition and announced support of

an office seeker.

iiiiiiniin Onisruk, Iinuuhii

Ami llimuui. Services

Abortions up to 24 weeks of pregnancy arc-

now legal in New York State. There arc no

residency restrictions at cooperating hospitals

and clinics. Only the consent of the patient

and the performing physician is required.

If you think you are pregnant, consult your

doctor. Don't delay. Larly abortions are

simpler and safer.

If you need information or professional assist-

ance, including immediate registration into

available hospitals and clinics, telephone:

The Abortion Information Igemv. he.
1 60 WHST X6th STREET
MW YORK, NY 10024

212-873-6650

8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

SI VI N HAYS WM IK

Rut although this is the year for

election ot a governor, lieutenant

governor and other top statewide

offices, the newspaper only en-

dorsed a candidate for sheriff.

'This year, alter due con-

sideration, it is decided that one

man at least stands out as a first

rate public official and deserves

the consideration of the voters.

He is Sheriff John J. Buckley of

Middlesex County, a man who has

in a few short months worked hard

to make the office into a model of

what a modern sheriff's office

should be," the publication said.

Buckley is opposed by Democrat
John Dever. Middlesex County
Commissioner.

FOR

Halloween Masks

AND

Decorations

GO TO

A.J. HASTINGS
NEWSDEALER

and
STATIONIER

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Notices
ACADKMIC AKKAIKS COMMITTEE
Open mi'rtmg Tuesday. Oct 27th in

UiunKt' -anyone come and rap

Mills

ACTION I.AB

Meeting lor HUM interested in new prison

education program IGEO tutoring), Monday,
7 :«i I'M, room l(i:i lower level ol new Campus
(enter New memben welcomed

UKX'IIKMISTKY SEMINAK
"Knaymatic Converaloo ot the Peptide

Hormone Angiotensin X to Angiotensin II
"

111 K Uaklile. Department ol l'liamuKolog\

Koyla College oi Surgeon, London. England
will be the speaker Time Tuesday Oil 27th.

I ihi I'M

BIRTH CONTROL COMMITTEE
Birth Control Committee meeting Monday.

October Mta, al I p.m m room *M2 ot the

Carnpua Center AH welcome

BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL
Black Allans Council i> accepting new

memben who want to work lor the banefll ot

black students For information call: t-?lM,fl

7138. or S-7138

CAMPUS GOLD
Organization meeting for Campus Gold or

(ampus Girl Scouts. October 27th at I M I'M

in the anteroom <>i Thorn— Fat more In-

formation call I1-751U

. COLLEGE STUDENT COORDINATING
BOARD

Positions open to all University undergrads.

Interviews will be held Monday. Oct Nth at

I'M ream »(« Campus (enter If it is

impossible lor you lo make this meeting a

special appointment can be made by con

taction Jerry Moriarty ft-Utl or Holly Fiti

simnions MMMBI

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Hear bow students use Christian Science to

enrich their lives Kveryone is welcome to

attend our meeting tomorrow night in rooms

'ill |t9 ot the Campus Center

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
liasic ground school meeting m Campus

Center H(l2, 7:30 I'M Topic Weather reports

and forecast!

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will In- ,i pledge meeting on Monday

night in room 178 at the Campus Center at 6:00

I'M

ilKVMAKEKS SQUAKK DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance and beginners

classes will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom, October 27th. 7:3(lH:id

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Mandator) meeting lor all members ol

Homecoming Public Itj Committee on

Tuesday. Oct 27th at H:(Hl I'M in the Hamp-

shire Room at the Student Union.

MAROON KKVS
Freshman queen interviews will be con-

ducted Monday and Tuesday I ( k-tober 2tith and

27lln evening! in room Kll of the new Campus
Center beginning at 7 15 I'M If there are

question! please contact Kichard Simmons 6-

7IHI4

NIGHT CLUB
tnyone at all interested in performing at

lop ol Campus Nighl Club come to

organisational meeting in Studer.i Union

Ballroom at 7 PM, Monday. October 2tith

Brewster Supports CEOLectunOn

Student Defendant ^"W"*?™
Reprinted from the Boston Globe

NEW HAVEN. Conn. -- Yale

University President Kingman
Brewster Jr. called on the in-

fluential alumni of the Yale Law
School Saturday to speak out in

defense of the president of the Kent

State University student body, who
has been indieted and arrested on

riot charges.

"The Kent State student leader

Craig Morton has become a symbol

of civil liberties under attack,"

Brewster told a gathering of law

school alumni. His audience in-

cluded two Supreme Court
Justices.

Morton was one of 25 students,

nonstudents and faculty members
indieted on riot charges Oct. 16 by

a special grand jury in Ohio in-

vestigating the disorders last May
in which National Guardsmen
killed four Kent State students and

wounded nine others. The jury

exonerated the guardsmen and

Art Class Begins

An open figure drawing class will

be held tonight in Marshall Annex
i Room 6) from 7 to9 p.m. The class

will be meeting Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday.

This is not a course and there will

be 50e to cover the model's fee.

accused the

ministration of

missiveness."

university ad-

fostering "per-

" If you do not want to discourage

the vast majority of moderates, if

you do not want to encourage the

malevolent, destructive minority, I

urge all of you who are believers in

civil liberties and civil rights to

speak up," Brewster said.

•We must make it clear that we
are not cowed by the political

rhetoric which would descecrate

liberty with the smear of per-

missiveness and which would ship

up fear of violence in order to

throttle dissent," he said.

Brewster, a former Harvard and

Yale law professor, stirred con-

troversy earlier this year when he

expressed doubt that a Black

Panther could receive a fair trual

anywhere in America at this time.

Among his attackers at that time

was Vice President Sprio T.

Agnew.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Carrett DeBell, editor of THE
KNVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK,
will speak on "The Population

Explosion" tomorrow night, in

Mahar Auditorium, in the second

of a series of lectures in the

Distinguished Eeologists Lecture

Series sponsored by the Coalition

for Environmental Quality <CEQ>

and other cooperating campus

groups.

A graduate of Stanford

University and a PhD candidate at

the University of California at

Berkley. DeBell has taught in-

terdisciplinary courses at the

Berkeley Ecology Center. For

Karth Day he edited the bestselling

ENVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK
which was published under the

auspices of Ballantine/Friends of

the Earth. He has also edited THE
VOTER'S GUIDE TO EN-
VIRONMENTAL POLITICS.
Earlier this year DeBell was a

Washington lobbyist for Zero

Population Growth (ZPG). He is

currently working
edition of

VIRONMENTAL
The lecture will

p.m. and will be open to the public

free of charge.

DeBell will also speak on "The

Kcological Crisis in Perspective"

at a coffee hour earlier the same
day in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union. The coffee hour,

which beginsat3:00 p.m. is open to

students, faculty and staff

members of the Five College area.

NOKTIIAMPTON VKTKKANS HOSPITAL
COMPANION I'KOGKAM
An sou interested in people'' Be a volunteer

al the Veterans Hospital. Monday 7-10 PM or

TmiradB) 2-5 PM Call Bonnie for details and

rides MB ITM or 253-90OH.

NORTHAMPTON Yol.UNTKKKS
The bus will leave Hasbrouek and Patterson

Hails at I M tonight

OUTING CLAM
(luting Club meeting tonight, room 165

Campus Center at 7:45 i Note late time). All

those going on Supper Caving Trip should

attend

RAP!
Regional Allmn.T for Israel members and

others interested in living in a Hebrew House
in Amherst seeond '•cmester. eall Susan at 6-

ski CLUB
Meeting ol the I Mass Ski Club al |:M I'M

lonighl in Mahar Future trips meling Suit

/eiland will be Iiscussed Benelits for

members New members weleomed Movies

ski PATROL
Meeting tonight at 6:10 la Ream 170 lor all

UMass Girl Scout

Activities Meeting
A group of UMass students are

looking for interested girls to help

organize a Campus Gold or

Campus Girl Scout group. The first

meeting will be held on Tuesday
October 27. at (>:30 PM in the

dateroom of Thoreau House in

Southwest The purpose of this

organization will be to provide the

students of UMass a means of

identifying themselves with the

Girl Scout movement and op-

portunities through fellowship and
leadership for service within Girl

Scouting and the college com-
munity. Presently existing groups

al Smith College and Mt. Holyoke

College are involved in such ac-

tivites as serving as assistant

troop leaders; assisting Cadettes

or Senior Scouts in setting up

service projects; accompanying
leaders on troop trips; organizing

troops in the inner city; and many
more.

members Bring your dues and refresher first

aid sheets Bides will lie assigned for refresher

courses

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Club meets forlunchon Mondays and

Thursdays from 11:3012 Si) in Franklin All

who enjov speaking Spanish are welcome

SUG BOARD FINANCE
There will be a Finance Committee meeting

Monday, al :t :tu in Room 805 of the Campus
Center

CHINK TANK
A meeting will be held Monday, November

2nd. at 7::i(l in the School of Ed. Auditorium for

those dissatisfied with the undergarduate

program at the School of Education

VAF MORI
Matt Tockell from UMass YAF and Sid

Fmeherst from UMass MOBE will appear at

Anthem Regional High School Tuesday, Oct

27th at 9 A.M. to talk on 'Student Activism."

LOST
Pair of glasses in black case, vicinity

llasbrock II found eall Craig 546-7222

Film, Discussion

At Newman Center

THE SUPPER, a film showing

the encounter of a fisherman with

an author who doesn't know the

meaning of a gift or community
will be presented in (he Social

Lounge of the Newman Center

( Ictober 27. at 7:30 p.m. Fr Robert

llanlon. a Jesuit priest studying

here on campus, will lead a

discussion immediately following.

The evening will provide an op-

portunity to discuss some of the

major beliefs and values of the

Christian Church today.

At this time it will also be
possible for people on campus to

learn more about the Antioch

movement.

All members of the University
Community are invited to attend

and share their ideas.

on a revised

THE EN-
HANDBOOK.
begin at 8:00

PUMPKINS
All Shapes, Sizes and Prices

10 AM - 4 P.M.

EACH DAY 'TIL HALLOWEEN

Lobby of Student Union

sgsK^ Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

UCONN THIS

WEEKbND WAS SENIOR KEN HUGHES

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

• . . Spice of life

8:30 P.M. TODAY
11:400 P.M. TUESDAY
6:30 P.M.

11:40 P.M.

10:00 P.M.

2:00 PM.

11:30 P.M.

WEDSESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Gershwin: An American in Paris (Cleveland Orch.)

John Dildine — Folk Music

The Anatomy of Off-Off Broadway

Cabaret

Anthony Newman plays Bach

Moussorgski : Sorotchinsk Fair

Krehm : Dialogues for Bassoon & Percussion

\X[ {^J« -

. .:
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Ruggers Fall To Schenectady
ByFREDWYSHAK

Staff Reporter

SCHFNFCTADY NY - For the second straight time, the UMass ruggers bowed, this time to a

very experienced Schenectady Club Saturday, 22-6, after last weeks loss to Holy Cross.

In the first half, Schenectady

scored two tries and made one

conversion. It also took advantage

of two penalties against the

tledmen with Jack Crandell

making the kicks good.

Dale Tookey put the Redmen on

the tally sheet late in the first half

as he made a penalty kick. The
New York Club had moved on a

previous kick and Toohey made his

second attempt good ending the

first half with the score. 14-3.

The Redmen came back in the

second half with both a better

offensive and defensive punch, but

were still unable to score against

the seasoned Schenectady XV.
Schenectad) scored a try as John

McKay bulled his way across the

line; it was unable to make the

conversion It ended its scoring

with a very good play on which it

made another try and. finally, the

i onversioti also

Toohey again took advantage of

a Schenectady ott sides and booted

three more points to end the match

at 22-6.

However, there were a few

bright spots in the match. One was

the playing of Frank Boksanske in

his first A match as he played a

hustling, offensive game.
Another was the fine defensive

efforts of Mark Chenoweth and Bob

Dimario. Playing all around good

ball were captain John Long and

Billy Wilen.

It is obvious that the Redmen
have not had their previous scoring

punch since the absence of Mike

Bull, who is out with a fractured

jaw, but both coaches Toohey and

Bob Laurence feel the ruggers

have enough depth to take up the

slack.

Saturday's match saw a lot of

absentees for one reason or

another, and coach Toohey at-

tributes the loss to this factor as

much as any other. "We were

obviousl) weak in the center with

the absence of Pete Harrison and

MDC CLASSIFIED
Greenfield. 413-114-2831.

FOR SALE tn«-2i

l.ear Jet 8-traok Stereo, table

model, walnut finish, S apkra., plus
.'0 tapes, pop show classical, good
tond. $50. V. Brann, 402 Machmer,
3-->t06. tUO-26

Records, 8-track tapes, cassettes,

h11 at low prices, any artist, any la-

bel . See Steve In 203 Grayson 6- 6883
tflO-gK

l'M.7 Rambler, food condition. 663-

:tOTi, ask for Nancy

.

tflO-26

8-Track Stereo Tape Cartridge*
HO minute, two album tapes. Your
ihoice J3. 00, call Eliot at 663-2083

*r Happy at 233-5*00. Now get

total music enjoyment at half the.

.lore price. tfXO-21

>tinn Polaris Amp 2 twelve-inch
speakers, Reverb Tremelo, 2 yra. old.

1 i-t price $193 selling for «200.

< ,11 .-,10-8861 for details
10-23-26

1 Vr Head G. S Pomps, 1 hand
f.irifd die** *ct, 1 Profile ski parka,
1 |>r ski poles S3". Call Dave 421

Hreft 516-0292. 10-23-26-21

FOR SALE — AUTOS
I lassie 08 Rarracuda 340, auto.,

1' N , radio, polyglass. CaU eves. M9-
Ji5l7. 1019--21-23-27-25

I'OO Triumph Tirer 630 Motorcy-
cle, 4 months old, maintained
well. 3900 milen. excellent condition.
< all Ke\in M»-*H>. tfl0-21

1W53 Ford Galaxy. $250 or best
offer. Call after 3:30

Musical Instruments from around
the world at discount prices Gui-

tars a specialty. Creative Xfcideavor

(The Music Store), 20-2? Mile* St.,

Greenfield. 413-714-2831.
tf 10-21

VOTR PRICE fir your used

mimical Instrument In our consign-

ment sales department. Far Infor-

mation call: 413-174-2831. Creative

F.ndeavor, 20-22 Btlles Street, Green-
fleld. tflO-21

Judy Collins. Jonl Mitchell"

Johnny Cash, etc., etc. Mualc books

plus a complete ordering aervice.

Creative endeavor, 20-22 Mile* St.

(.rrenfleld 413-114-2831
tflo-21

Mualc lessons, Instruments (new

and used. Imported and domestic!,

and repairs, etc. at reasonable
prices. Creative Endeavor, 28-22

Miles Street. Greenfield. 413-114-

2831
_

tflO-21

Computer Science Tutoring and
Programming available. Call Al
» -.6-6238 tfl 0-23-3

Portraits - Charcoal or Pastels

done from your favorite photo, any
Hiie. satisfaction guaranteed. Char-
coal Slfl 00. Pastel $13 00. Perfect

uift Call Sheila 349-6010.
10-26-21

FOR RENT

$250 or
253-7139.

tfl 0-23-3P

Chery Impala, 3 speed shift.
I. nod running condition. Must sell

fall after 4 o'clock 519-6648.
10-26-27- 2.8

62 Valiant. rnn« excellent. New
tires, battery, brakes $73 or he*t
offer 66V3925, 21 Sotllre Milage.
Sunderland, 10-26-21
~1966~\u7tln Mealy Sprite convert
Mu«t sell to pay hospital hills. s.VMi

or t»«t offer. Carole 217-S223

1 0-26-27-28

62 Ford Falcon, rebuilt engine.
rood tires, needs battery and body
is roil eh. $.50 or best offer. 323-

66!8 lO^O-'T

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative an-

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-

tnrn envelope, ldlewild Press, 1807
K«Mt Olrmplr Boulevard, La* Ange-
les, California f»Ofl21. tfll-13

remale roommate, $40 a month,
own room. Ask for Nancy, 665-3072

tfl0-26

2 bfdrm. apt. In Sunderland, avail-

able st week In Nov. Rig kitchen,

living room, and attle for storage

Rent $100 /mo. plus heat and elec

Call 665-3603 evenings or anvrlme

weekends^ tfio-30

<*ob I>t 1 bedroom ant. All ntil-

Ities Incl. $135. Call 665-3197 after

r, p.m. 10-26-27-28

4 Room house for rent nnfnrnlshed
t'ouples only, no nets. Rt. 9, Bel-

.liertown, Ju«t 10 mlnntes from

lnlverslty. Contact Albert Fltt«

:t!3-7462. tf10-26-30

LECTURE SERIES"
Opening October 31~1970, School

of Psychographlcology . Pre* lecture

l.v Marury O'Connell, originator of

the study, at Hotel Northampton
Time: 7:30 p.m. tfl0-30

HELP WANTED
College students — $3 75/hour

guaranteed, part time /full time.

Name your own hours. P"ree train-

ing If qualified call 349-0753 6-8 p m.
by Friday, October 23. 10-21-23-26

RIDE WANTED

SERVICES
Will type and /or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personallied
resumes for schools, jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice tall 684-6817, eves Keep try-

ing. tfl 1-6

From Spain: Sanchl*. Ofimex, En-
ri«nie. etc , etc , Guitars, Lauds.
Kandurriu*. Mandolins and case*.

4 reatlte F.ndeavor. ?»>-?• Miles St ,

To and from Burlington. Vt., or

vicinity, leaving anytime this week-

end Oct. 30. I'll pay you a lot.

(all Marianne at 256-6718.
10-26-27

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted, own

room, great place with lot* of

trees. CaU Sue 323-7111. Also place

for a guy. CaU same. 10-26-..

Bull We lacked penetration of the

backs, and did not shape up until

late in the match. The inex-

perience of new players in new
positions also hurt us," com-

mented Toohey.

The B .match was a different

story as the UMass B's won their

second straight, 13-5.

In the first half Boksanski scored

a try with the conversion no good.

Long scored two tries and Wilen

made both conversions good as the

half ended with the Redmen
leading, 13-0.

The second half saw Schenec-

tady score once and make the

conversion good, but it was obvious

that the UMass ruggers dominated

the match.
Coach Laurence attributed the

success of the B's to good pursuit

and defense The depth of young

players such as Doug Knapp and

Steve Hosenfeld should be noted. A
players such as Long. Toby Lyons

and Wilen also turned in fine

performances, but one should be

amazed at their stamina to play

two games than at their per-

formances. The club is now riding

a 3-2 season.

r*

HAMLET

Take <*»c

before

iffiS NoteS-v

Cliff s Notes always the right

prescription when you need

help in understanding litera-

ture Prepared by educators

Easy to use Titles available now
cover nearly 200 frequently

assigned plays

and novels

Look
tor the

Cliff s Notes First Aid

Station wherever

books are sold Only $1 each

JIliffkNote^

P. O. Box 80728,

Lincoln. Nebraska 68501
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Frosh Gridmen
Test URI Today

By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Seeking to break into the victory column after two frustrating losses,

the UMass freshman football team travels to Rhode Island today for a

game against the URI frosh.

The Redman frosh suffered their second defeat, at the hands of Boston

College at BC last week, in what freshman coach David Kelley termed a

"highly emotional, hard-hitting game." In that game, UMass came

behind from a 20-7 second quarter deficit to tie the game at 20-all at the

half.

BC then struck for two quick third-quarter TD's to take a 33-20 lead.

I Mass scored early in the fourth quarter on Ken Hoff's third touchdown

of the game, but any hopes for victory were killed when a fumble stopped

a drive that might have put it ahead late in the game. BC capitalized on

the UMass miscue and scored the final touchdown with 40 seconds

remaining to gain a 39-27 victory.

The game was an extremely hard-hitting affair, and UMass goes into

the URI game with five regulars nursing injuries, including Paul Hanson

(bruised back), Dave Yushinsky (injured arm) and Mike McNiff (pin-

ched nerve).

Looking to the game at hand with URI, coach Kelley said that the game

depends on the halfbacks coming around on offense, and the linebackers

and secondary on defense. He noted that Rhody boasts a stingy defense

and a strong fullback named Molly McGee (no kidding).

Commenting on the overall season. Kelley singled out the outstanding

play of Dave Yushinsky. Tim Berra and Steve Moschella on defense, and

Paul Hanson, Mark Tripucka and Ken Hoff on offense. He also mentioned

the solid job turned in by both the offensive and defensive lines so far.

Kelley emphasized the fact that despite the early season adversities,

his team has shown a remarkable pride and togetherness, and he hoped

that the Redmen would be able to put it all together against the Rams and

gain a "'most deserved victory."

sPOfltS SfcorT'Es
Af>

BALTIMORE (AP) - John
I'nitas cracked Boston's tough

pass defenses for three scoring

aerials as the Baltimore Colts

whipped the Patriots. 27-3

yesterday.
*****

ATLANTA (AP) - Muhammad
Aii, still quick of lip and fists but

his staying power an unknown

quantity, shakes off 3 1/2 years of

ring rust and starts back on

another road to the heavyweight

championship today as a 2-5

favorite over young tough Jerry

Quarry.

The world is asking: Can he do

if
Ali, brash and brassy but

showing signs of new maturity, has

the answer in advance:

"I'm more experienced. I'm not

going to be whipped by no Great

White Hope."
Controversy still surrounds him.

The 15-round bout at Atlanta's

ramshackle, 5,000 seat old

Municipal Auditorium - an im-

plausible site for the making of

ring history - has provoked bombast

from the Georgia Governor and

protests from patriotic groups

throughout the country.
*****

LITTLE ROCK. Ark. ( AP > - The

team captain hobbled on his crutch

to midfield for the pre-game coin

John lloheisel had a cast on his

left leg, but he was the elected

captain of the Wichita State

University football team and his

teammates wanted him on the field

for their first game since 13

players were killed in an Oct. 2

airplane crash.

"It was a funny feeling, going out

on the field." he said. "I wish 1 MM
out there playing. But, I guess I

should be glad to be alive. Just

after that plane crashed I didn't

think I would ever see another

in.. tli. ill game."

toss.
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Sports Notices
CREW REGATTA - The UMass

crew team entered two boats in

yesterday's famed Head-of-the-

Charles Regatta in Boston, one in

the Senior Division race and one in

the Junior Division. How these

shells fared will appear in

tomorrow's sports page.
*****

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL

George Roister Doister says:

"Send me your tired, your poor

and I'll make a play like this

school has never seen"

OPEN MEETING

OCT. 27th - 7:30 Berkshire Room, S.U.

Participation sheets for women's

intramural volleyball are

available at the women's IM office,

room 106, Women's Physical

Education Building. Rosters must

be returned to this office today for

a girl to be eligible. Any girl in-

terested in officiating, scoring

and/or timing games for in-

tramural volleyball should contact

Jean Paratore at 5-2558.

* * * * *

IM OFFICIATING Anyone

interested in officiating intramural

basketball for the 1970 season

please sign up in the intramural

office. 215 Boyden

FIVE COLLEGE
STUDENT HOMOPHILE

LEAGUE
is having

its fourth meeting
COME

meet people
talk to pleople

learn irom people
respond to people
All Interested call

Jerry — 5861602
Kathy — 665 2853

i 1

I
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Frosh Kickers Conk Conn., 5-2
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

In typical early-game dominance, the Little Redman soccer team defeated Connecticut, 5-2,

scoring four of its goals in the first 15 minutes of play. In what Coach David Jekanowski called

their "biggest game of the year," the UMass freshmen started strong and then settled down to

their easiest victory of the season

( Editor's Note: "In This Corner" is a brand new feature presented by

the Daily Collegian Sports staff It is intended to serve as an editorial

column on sports, whose space will be used to extend the writer's opinions

on a chosen sports topic or his observations and knowledge concerning a

remit sporting event. "In This Corner" will try to appear twice weekly.

Comments on whatever gets written, which will represent the writer's

views and not the views of the Sports Staff itself, are welcome.

)

Hope For Sister-Kissing Redmen
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

Although UMass' chances for winning at least half of its ten football

games are dim right now after having tied the University of Connecticut,

21-21, at home on Saturday and, although many Redman fans probably

left the Alumni Stadium game filled with despair, there is reason to be

pleased with the outcome of this affair, even if "a tie is like kissing your

sister."

For one thing, the Redman offense showed that it can click and, yes.

that it can score some points. Also, Ken Hughes proved that he can run

the offense, leaving little doubt that he will be the number one quar-

terback the rest of the year.

With just 17 seconds gone in the

game, UMass got on the

scoreboard us Brian McKinney

capitalized on a UConn defen-

seman's error. The ball was left for

the UConn goalie, but McKinney

found the left side of the net first

and it was 1-0.

Score number two followed soon

as Mark Tyma, at 5:55, sailed a

corner kick into the goalie area.

Eluding the UConn goalkeeper

Tyma had his second cornerkick

score of the season. Less than two

minutes later Bruce Sibson found

himself at midfield with only one

man in between the goalie and

himself. Moving in on the right side

he let losse and, at 7:54. the ball

found the left side of the goal, 3-0

UMass, and UConn was in a bad

way.
The constant pressure kept up

and the Little Redmen scored

again. At 14:33 a Nugent-to-Tyma

pass saw Tyma put in the Red-

men's fourth score The offensive

punch that the freshmen had been

looking for had finally

materialized.

The Redmen's only defensive

lapse of the first half came at 4:30

of the second quarter. With four

UConn players out in front a left-

footed Husky boot made it 4-1, a

score that was to remain until the

fourth quarter.

Excluding the first quarter of

play UConn played UMass to a

virtual standstill. This was due

mostly to the fact that, with a four-

goal lead, there is a tendency to let

up. This was obviously the case of

the Redmen, as Coach Jekanowski,

at halftime. warned against

complacency. He reminded the

players that often teams have

large and early leads, only to let up

and have their opponents over take

them. But UMass was just too

over-powering.
The second half of play saw a

slower pace highlighted by single

scores by each team. Early in the

final period UC
The second half of play saw a

slower pace highlighted by single

scores by each team. Early in the

final period UConn scored its

second goal. At 3:53 a beautiful

shot was sent goalward by a UConn
forward as he kicked the ball from

two feet off the ground into the left

corner of the UMass net.

UConn kept the ball in Redman
territory for long stretches in the

early parts of the final quarter but

the Redman defense was too

strong. Then, at 11:42 UMass
wrapped up the scoring was a

Stanwood goal.

The offense gave indications of a

new trend when it took the opening

kick-off of the game from its own 20

all the way down to the Connecticut

eight-yard line before finally

stalling on fourth down.

Although it looked like its old self

again for the next six times it had

the football, it surprised its critics

late in the first half by driving 92

yards in 13 plays and capping that

drive with a touchdown. Shades of

1969!

The biggest surprise, and the

major cause for optimism for the

remainder of the season, was the

play of the Redman offense in the

third quarter. It initiated second-

half play by traveling 56 yards in

eight plays before fumbling.

The offensive team bounced

right back however for what was

its finest performance of the fall, a

69-yard march masterfully guided

topaydirt by quarterback Hughes.

The very next time this unit got its

hands on the pigskin, it gave out a

call for Art Consaletti and the

unheralded senior ran the thing

around left end for 80 yards and

another score.

Although the offense failed to

tally anymore after this, as a lot of

weird things happened that led to

the eventual tie, it found a leader in

the person of Hughes. He com-

pleted 12 of 25 passes for 157 yards

and had two intercepted. He
sparked the Redmen to their first

score by unfurling a 4-yard bomb
to Mark Russell that turned a third

down-15 situation on the UConn 45

into a first-and-goal situation from

the Husky five.

Hughes was particularly adroit

in piloting UMass to its second

score, the result of the 69-yard

drive in the third quarter. Mixing

three Dick Cummings runs for 21

vards with four completed passes

in five attempts for 46 yards, he

was able to send Russell off tackle

for one yard and the TD.
Coach Vic Fusia has the

following to say about Hughes'

performance: "He's reached the

level where he's a threat." After a

pause he added. "I think we have a

quarterback now. This should

change things considerably."

In changing things considerably,

the Redmen should be an in-

teresting team to watch the rest of

the wav. Still left on the grid

calendar are Vermont (Oct. 3D,

Holy Cross (Nov. 7), New Hamp-
shire (Nov. 14) and Boston College

(Nov. 21).

With the offense gelling and the

defense the superb unit that it is,

the 1-4-1 Redmen could reel off

three straight victories in fan-

appealing fashion. And, since it has

become expected that UMass will

not beat BC, the importance of that

contest might be brought to the

level of not winning or losing but

how the Redmen will play the

game.
Fusia's summation: "Now, I

believe we've turned the corner."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
by SYDNEY OMAAR

llir l.ilirit Human lias a (Cutis
touch. She is usually artistic ami
sensitive. Nothing dismal's her more
than nagging and jealousy. Mir is a
woman of principle and marriaKr

can represent fulfillment of her ideals
and ambitions. Statistics Indicate

that lasting marriage for the Libra
woman results when her mate is

Leo or Sagittarius. However, all

things equal, this woman can adjust

to varying conditions and do her
isrt to make a relationship meaning-pari

ful.

ARIES (March 21-April 10): Work
toward completing project. Goal is

closer than might be imagined. Virgo
individual who adled in past will

make appearance. Key is to maintain
steady pace.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Check

tendency to take unnecessary risks.

Excitement Is fine, but permit it to

generate naturally. Don't try to arti-

ficially create it. Message will be-

come increasingly clear.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Some
who act in arrogant manner actually

seek your approval. Know this and
respond accordingly. Refuse to bo
intimidated. By holding your ground,

you insure greater future security.

CANCER (June 21- July 22) : Check
with bright associate. Welcome ideas.

Be flexible. Changing your mind
may be indicative of creative think-

ing. Don't permit pride to block

progress.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Accent on

money, obtaining of legitimate bar-

gain. Take time to be selective. Make
it a buyer's market for yourself. Some
obstacles boomerang into constructive

challenges.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-8ept. 22): Express

yourself In forthright, direct roanntr.

Stress Independence, originality. Make

necessary changes. Communicate. Let
others know you have ideas and can
proceed with vital program.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Be dis-

creet. Family affairs should be kept

within family circle. Means don't

broadcast woes—or other matters.

Take time to visit one who needs

encouragement.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Gain

perspective—see beyond the Immediate.

Goal may appear far away. How-
ever, a friend provides key which can

open door to progress. Be receptive.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Some key ambitions can be fulfilled.

Business activltiy increases. So does

your prestige--get going to impress

professional superiors. Accept extra

assignment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 10):

You can strengthen spiritual and

philosophical concepts. Broaden hori-

zons. Obtain hint from Scorpio mes-

sage. Check with one who has re-

turned from Journey.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2>i-Kel>. 18): You

can settle partnership efforts. Gain

co-operation of indiivdual who con-

trols funds. Explain position in

practical, easy-to-follow manner. No
fancy frills-just the facts.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): you

set best results by permitting mate or

business partner to take Initiative.

oak delay whera legal commitment

ic oncerned. Study Aquarius message.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you can be forceful; some get Im-

pression that you see things only your

own way. This Is not true. But you

can be stubborn. Cycle currently Is

one that eniulmsizes outcome of Spe-

cial relationship. It either survives

or falls apart at seams. Which it is

to be depends largely on you.

Coprrisht 107". Gen. gV». <"..,,..

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Friday's Puzzle
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1 Paul hi :

1 Salt S '•il HI

9 I ..il). -I

1? Drunk.m'

13 Downy d'n k

14 Macaw

15 Moves about
-

. t . . 1 1 1 h 1 1 y

17 Desires

19 Ceremonies

21 Capuchin
monkey

.' ' Merriment

?-1 Transgress

?ti Chiel Rod of

Memphis

29 passapev..iy

31 '...

33 Mountain m
Crate

34 Preposition

35 01 Mru< l

37 Diiin \l, |>

39 Teutons rlpilv

40 CcikIik led

42 Hit ti-hlly

M-Hardtwisl i

cotton threat)

46 Rr/'i in

Hi l«ium

48 Perform' I

50 f.nlt mounds

51 FootWn pa"

53 .Memoranda

55 Metal fa .tinci

58 -londli

61 -Organ rl

hearing

62-Sip'i ni i<«Jmi

64 I am) '.
t

65-Emnu t

66 Partis rs

67 V uIIinIi ..|>

j Retail

e .lablishments

4 Strip of leither

b Ascends

6 Cyprinoid

fish

7 Recent

8 Goddess of

discord

9 Pacific island

lOExist

1 1 Aeriform fluid

16 Handle

18 Weaken
20 Title of respect

22 Merrily

23 Boundaries

25 Pinch

:• t Girl's name

28 Rabbits

30 Dine

3? f.iony (rolloq )

Tj A A p

P

f* "r
1 E E

A S L L E E R E P
U P T 1? A V A l L P
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1
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H
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1 E p A N E 5 5

36 Insam

U I "' ations

41 leave

43 Translix

45 Last six lines

of a sonnet

4 7 Corded cloth

49 Recipient of gift

2*

52 Bridge term

54 Girls nickname

55 Ocean
56 Sunburn

57 Period of time

59 Meadow
60 Shade tree

63 Pronoun

1 San-.

? Cli< I

1 2 3 >'/.'. 4 5 6 7 8 !8S? 9 10 11

12 13 14

15 16 17 18

I19 20 ^ ' *. 21

h.V.'H

22 23 XXX 24 25 26 27 28

2? 30 31 32 33

34 88 35 36
fjyy

•
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37 38
|

39

40 41
TV

42 43 m 44 45

46 47 !vv48 49 m 50

51 52 m 53 54
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*

.

"
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Unbeaten Booters

Capture Fifth Win

By EDWARD DOHERTY
Staff Reporter

MKDFORD-Rolling to its fifth victory of the season, the undefeated

UMass soccer team crushed Tufts University, 5-0, here on Saturday. The

name was played on a muddy, slippery field and was characterized by

numerous fouls and aggressive play by both sides.

Once again it took a full period for the booters to adjust to the foreign

turf And although Tufts had its best opportunity of the game early in the

first period, neither team was able to capitalize and the quarter ended, 0-

(i. .

The ice-breaking goal and eventual game-winner was scored at 3:18 of

the second frame by senior halfback Dave Piccus. The score was set up

by one of many direct free kicks as a result of a Tufts foul. Augie

( alheno's boot was stopped by the Jumbo defense, and Piccus rammed

the ball past Tufts goalie Dick Hanson.

This score by Piccus seemed to ignite the Redmen and, from this point

on. they contained the play at the offensive end of the field.

Every time the ball came to the Tufts forwards one of the Big Red's

fullbacks was right there to break up the play. For instance Gabriel

Gomez, the leading scorer for the hosts, was completely outplayed by

I Mass' Dick McCarron.
MeCarron suffered a severe stitch cut over his left eye as a result of a

stray cleat from Gomez. But sophomore Todd Buck came on and con-

tained the talented forward for the rest of the game.

The score at halftime was 2-0 as a result of Duane Brown's first goal of

the game, when he took a feed from co-captain Rick Matusczcak and

outran the Tufts fullback line. At the other end of the field throughout the

first half. Redman goalie Bill Lean.-, with help from Dave Ouellette. Joe

Cerniawski and Bobby Grom. shut out the Jumbos.

Partway through the third period speedy center-forward Brown scored

his second goal of the game by again outdistancing the fullbacks, this

time on a feed from Lindo Alves. and drilling one past the Jumbo goalie.

Abdu Thyra scored the fourth goal for the Redmen, in the final quarter.

Alter receiving a perfect set-up pass from Larry DeFelice, Thyra drib-

bled a few feet to the right and let go a blue-darter that went like a bullet

mst inside the post.

Then, at the halfwav mark of the last quarter, senior Gus Penon set up

DeFelice in front. DeFelice's shot was grabbed by a Tufts fullback seti
;ng

up a penaltv kick which he scored on.

UMass coach Peter Broaca felt that the trip to Medford was a success

and that the Redmen put out a fine offensive effort.

S( KVER NOTES - In addition to outscoring the Jumbos the booters also

outshot them by a 22-9 margin...The victory left the soccermen with a 5-0-

1 record. . Thev are currently tied with Maine for first place in the Yankee

Conference... Both squads have two victories and one tie in the Con-

ference, but Maine has a loss to the Redmen against its record.. .In

Yankee Conference statistics. Redman Brown leads all scorers with

^even goals, and Alves is third with five...Co-captain Calheno leads the

league in assists with four...Sophomore goalie Leary has four shutouts

this season, three in a row. while allowing only four goals all year. .For

the second consecutive week a UMass player has earned defensive player

of the week in the Conference...Last week Matusczcak earned the

award...This week sophomore fullback Ouellette won the selec-

tion... Ouellette played all 88 minutes of the victory over Trinity and all 98

minutes of the overtime tie versus Rhode Island, several times making

crucial saves when the goalie was out of position.

UMTiedByUConn
& Freak Play, 21-21

By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Thanks to a freak play and some
questionable officiating, UMass
was tied by the Huskies from

UConn after building up a fourteen

point lead, 21-21, at Alumni
Stadium field Saturday before a

homecoming crowd of 14,600. The
tie left the Redmen at 1-4-1 for the

season while UConn is 3-2-1.

The Redmen seemed to deserve

more in this one. They put on their

finest offensive show of the season,

mixing an awesome run game with

a consistent passing attack, and
grossed a season high of 542 yards.

Looking further, the Redmen
netted 385 yards on the ground,

averaging over six yards a crack.

This rebirth of the UMass of-

fensive unit was certainly a

welcome sight after four weeks of

sputtering. But in this one it shifted

into high gear. Dick Cummings,
the junior fullback, who had not

lived up to expectations until

Saturday, was outstanding as he

ground out 122 yards on seventeen

carries.

But the big offensive play for the

Redmen came not on a Cummings
jaunt but on a sweep by underrated

senior halfback Art Corsaletti of 80

yards for a third quarter score

which put UMass ahead by two

TD's and looked like the turning

point of the game. Unfortunately

for UMass, it wasn't.

After a three-down-and-punt first

quarter, the action started to liven

up. On the first play of the second

stanza, UConn halfback Juan
Madry fumbled on his own 28 and

Redman tackle Bill Sroka, who
was outstanding throughout, was
on the spot and recovered for

UMass. But when halfback Mark
Russell fumbled right back on the

next play, it looked like the Red-

man pattern of the last four weeks
was starting to take shape again. It

was not to be however.

UMass broke out of its of-

fensive shell late in the period

when it drove 92 yards in 13 plays

for the first score of the contest.

The key play in the drive was a

Ken Hughes-to-Russell pass for 39

yards on a crucial third-and-fifteen

Solid 17-46 Win For X-Countrymen
ByEARLEBARROLL

Staff Reporter

With only 43 seconds separating the first five Redman finishers, the

I Mass cross country team administered a sound beating to the Holy

Cross harriers, 17-46. in its final tuneup before the Yankee Conference

Championship, at the Women's Physical Education Building on Saturday

morning.

The Crusaders came into this

meet with a list of very formidable

credentials, but these were quickly

erased as Tom Swain, Larry
Paulson and Ron Wayne lead the

Redmen to their best team start of

the year. By the mile mark the

race was all UMass as only three

Crusaders were challenging a
united Redman attack.

Paulson lead the race until

Baker Hill where Wayne took over
the lead which he held the rest of

the way in posting his seventh
straight dual meet victory of the

season.

At the half way mark Wayne had
a r>o-yard lead over his nearest

rival !>ob rooke of Holy Cross.

Paulson was just behind Crooke,
with another Crusader, Bob Fahey,
on Paulson's heals.

Following these four was one
group of Redmen, comprised of

Swain. U>o Duart. Tom Jasmin
and freshman DougO'Connell, who
was competing in only his second
varsity meet of the year. This

liroup personified the team unity

that spelled the key to victory in

tins meet
Dining the next two miles with

Wayne moving on to victory,

Paulson and Duart both passed

I'.i hey to give UMass six of the first

M-vrn positions in the final stan-

dings Completing the top seven

Redman finishers was Arnie Morse
who fininished ninth in the meet

holding this position for the last

half of the race.

The 43-second team split for

UMass was the big story of this

meet as it was an improvement of

some 23 seconds over Tuesday's

meet with Springfield. On the

championship level this time split

will be tough to beat as there's not

much room for opposintg teams to

place their men in this small period

of time.

In the face of this being the third

race in a week for the Redmen, the

times for the five-mile course were

viewed as good times by coach Ken
O'Brien.

Paulson turned in his finest ef-

fort of the season on Saturday. He
came storming out of the pack

going up Eastman Lane to lead the

race for a good mile and a half.

During the last half of the race he

picked off the number one Holy

Cross runner and held off a late

charge by Duart to finish in second

place.

Jasmin's return to action was

encouraging to coach O'Brien as he

went out slow at the start but

picked up as the race progressed to

finish in a tie for fifth place with

Swain.

Again Duart displayed his

typical race plan by coming on like

ftrilg toU^g?*11
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a tiger in the last two miles of the

race to place third in the meet. He
has been a picture of consistency

for UMass during the season.

This coming Friday is the

YanCon championship and after

Saturday's display of unity the

Redmen should be able to return

the trophy to UMass that they lost

last year by a single point.
***************

For the third meet in a row the

UMass freshman cross country

team shutout an opponent, this

time the Holy Cross frosh being the

target of the little Redman on-

slaught, 15-50.

Bill Lowry won his first race of

the year as the frosh took the first

five places in the meet. Following

Lowry to the finish line were Rich

Sevigny, Joe Frontierro, Roger
Nasatka and Mike Beaulieu.

(PI)* tibMUttfUBttt*

PICKING PIGSKINS-From the tree that was I Conn-quarterback

Rick Kobustelli's right arm, a bough bountifully -laden with footballs,

I Mass linebacker Joe Sabulia (59) picks a pigskin in action from the

first quarter of Saturday's 21-21 tie. I Mass' Bill Bush (24) and

I Conn's Juan Madry (22) are also on the scene. (MDC photo by

(iarv Slickman).

situation. That play put the ball on

the UConn six and fullback Dick
Heavey bullied his way up the

middle for the score. Denis Gagnon
converted.

But UConn, aided by a strange

penalty call, marched right back
for the equalizer. With quar-

terback Rick Robustelli turning to

the air, the Huskies marched 80

yards on only six plays.

On a third and ten from their own
20. Robustelli tossed one over the

middle to Brian Herosian.
Herosian apparently fumbled and
linebacker Dennis Collins scooped
up the loose ball and took off for

paydirt. With referees whistles

blaring, Collins continued to run

and was aided by a teammates
block. A flag went down apparently
ruling that a clip had occured.

The officials ruled that the

whistle had blown before the ball

was fumbled and that UConn
should retain possession. Fair

enough. Then, however, they
added on fifteen yards not from
where the clip had occured, which
was committed after the plav had

already been ruled dead, but from
the spot ot tne tumble. The referees

decided they would call it a per-

sonal foul rather than a clip after a

lengthy discussion. Strange.

All in all, this play netted the

Huskies 36 yards and put them in

excellent field position. Three
piays later Robustelli hit Vince
Russell with a beautiful pass just

over the arms of UMass defender
Bill Bush who just missed an in-

terception. Russell danced into the

end zone and Bob Innis' conversion
knotted the count at seven.

In the second half UMass put
together one of its finest drives of

the season. Driving 70 yards in ten
plays, including four consecutive

first downs, signal-caller Hughes
masterfully mixed passes to John
Hulecki and Russell with Cum-

mings' bursts producing a show of

the UMass offense at its highest

state of efficiency. Russell went
over from the one for the TD and
Gagnon put the Redmen in the

lead, 14-7

The next time UMass got its

hands on the pigskin, it surpassed

even its own previous drive.

Corsaletti took a handoff from
Hughes at the UMass 20 and swept
the left side. He stumbled a bit

turning the corner but regained his

balance and got a good block

around midfield. From then on he
just turned on the speed, broke one
tackle around the ten, and galloped
in. The Redmen went crazy.

Not to be outdone, the Huskies
turned in an 80-yard scoring play of

their own. It was actually an ac-

cident and occured on a play that

UMass defensed perfectly.

Robustelli dropped back to pass
and fired one about fifteen yards
toward the right sideline for

Herosian. There were no less than
three UMass defenders there and
the ball was tipped into the air.

With linebacker Joe Sabulis on his

knees waiting for his second in-

terception of the afternoon, Madry
came running by at full speed, the

ball fell into his arms, and he raced
down the sideline untouched for six

points. Innis made it seven and
UConn trailed by only one score,

21-14.

The Huskies finally tied it in the
fourth quarter on a 80-yard drive
which took nine plays. The key was
a 39-yard sweep by Madry who
brought the ball to the UMass one
before he was brought down. Ray
Jackson went over left guard for
the score and Innis tied it up at 21-

21 with 8:13 gone in the period.
Both sides missed field goal

attempts in the last period. Gagnon
was wide to the left with a 26-yard
attempt and Innis was short with a
42-yarder with 0:27 left.
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White Rejects Offer

By Sargent To Go On TV
Story on Page Three

CCEBS Advisor Dr. H. Glenn calls for more committment at a meeting attended by (over one-

hundred) students last night in the Campus Center Auditorium. Glenn emphasized the group's

need for academic as well as organizational success.

(MDC Photo by Barry Penn)

CCEBS Told:

"Get Involved"

See Page Two

Campaign

Climax

MDC Feature,

See Page Five
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"Get With Child A Mandrake Root" or,

Nothing Is Ever Impossible
By DAVID WILLIAMS

Issue Editor
The way things have been

going lately I should have known
that something was going to

happen. This leads back to last

semester sometime and gets

involved in a lot of personal

details that I don't much like

talking about hut it all came to a

head yesterday Yesterday I met
a good man.

His name is Edward English
and he is a poet. Anyone
whoknows me well will tell you I

have the most respect for who
can write. But they have to put

themselves into it. A lot of people

can write and sometimes it isn't

worth reading The kind of

writing that is worth more than
any other is the kind that you can
put down and say '"1 know what
he feels."

All my life I've known that

there was something I should be
looking for There's something
out there in the Void that's got

my name on it. I know it's there.

But I don't know what it is and
sometimes I get very, very tired

of the whole show.

But there's always something
to prod me a little to remind me
that I should keep looking. This
summer I turned to the

almighty weed. I figured that if

it grew and you could roll it. I'd

smoke it. But that type of

behavior can lead you up a blind

alley. I had a very close shave
with the law, some constructive

conversations with my parents,

and some pretty mixed up ideas

about what was going on. But all

the time there was a little voice

saying to me that I had

something I had to find.

I can come closest to realizing

what it is I'm looking for by
reading. I'm not the first to

follow dow n the path I think 1 m
supposed to be on. Basho was
there before me. Issa. Basho's

• buddy was there. Spenser was
there. Shakespeare maybe Jack
Kerouac was there And his

buddies too, Dean Moriarty.

Japhy Ryder. I think I'm on the

right track. This isn't to say that

my name will be remembered
years from now for having i \

pressed myself well, but that

doesn't matter. What matters is

that I get there. Yesterday I met
a man who is there

I talked with Mr English for

only a short time But I know
that he has found whatever it

was that he was supposed to. He
knows where he stands among
all the beings and all the things

that have ever had shape since

the beginning of time.

He left his home in Selma.
Alabama at the age of twelve
And since then he's been
responsible for himself. At the

age of 17 he had 25 men working
for him in Chicago in some kind

of painting business. After 19

years there he left and went to

the West Coast and started

another business. All this time
he was living it up. He knows
what it's like to get high, to feel

sick in the morning because
booze can make you feel bad.

And he knows what a good
piece of prime rib of roast tastes

like. One day he decided that all

these things were hurting him.
He said that they were putting

his mind to sleep. A year after he
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gave them all up he said he could
finally think clearly. That's
when he started to write poetry.

Something happened to this

man and he realized he had
some work to do. Writing poetry

is what this man lives for. He
told me, "All my poetry is for

everyone in the world. ..I'm

talking to everybody." I tried to

explain to him how I felt about
how there was something
beyond working for the

Collegian or going to school or

KDHAKD ENGLISH

smoking dope, something that I

was supposed to be doing hut got

sidetracked. And he told me.
Whatever you put into life,

that's what you get out " He said
that people must know who they
themselves are before they can
say who anyone else is.

And he's right. Disagree with
me if you want but I think he's

right. It's damn hard to sit at a
typewriter and say why someone
affected you and just how. And
I'm going to be in a lot of trouble

PHOTO BYSTEVESCHMIDT

lor wasting all this space But
it's my issue and this is

somehow important to me. This
man. Edward English, is going
to he reading some of his poetry
on Thursday at the Black
Cultural Center at 7 p.m.
Everyone is invited.

I would urge everyone to drop
whatever it is that he happens to

U- doing to go over and listen to

this man because he is worth
listening to.
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Glenn Tells CCEBS To Get More Involved
By BETH GOODELL

Staff Reporter
With a call for further com-

mitment on the part of students
involvement in the program. Dr.
If Glenn led a meeting of CCEBS
last evening in the Campus Center
auditorium. Approximately 125
attended this meeting, of the
continuing Collegiate Education
lor Black Students Organization.

Faculty advisor Glenn told the
group that he is totally dedicated to

the CCEBS students in helping
them achieve the educational goals
for which they are at the
University. Saying, T know this

program is the best thing in the
East, "Dr. Glenn emphasized that
the program will be considered a
real success only when CCEBS
students start graduating from the
University. Students must work
serious in their classes in order to

achieve this academic success for
CCEBS.

Dr. Glenn was also concerned
with the success of the program in

the broader area of making it an
effective instrument of the
minority students on this campus.
CCEBS is now on the threshold of

becomming institutionalized as a
chartered student organization.

This step will mean access to more
funds and to more use of facilities

in the Campus Center, specifically,

better organization should also

lead to more "political mussle",
essential program in Glenn's
words, "this place has not

responded to us as yet."

An unidentified student took the

stage to reaffirm the need of

CCEBS students to make the

University respond to them citing

his disgust that university does not

relate to him at all. the students

stress that the group needs
organization to cope with the

University, to draw money from
the Senate, to set up programs of

specific interest, and to build

communication within the com-
munity.

Also addressing the meeting was
Gerry Scanlon, Dean of Student

activities. He briefly outlined the

areas in which his office is con-

cerned with helping to coordinate

with student groups and the steps

which must be taken for a group to

become a Registered Student
Organization. He offered the

assistance of his office in helping

CCEBS to become recognized.

A member of the Black Hand
Committee informed the students

of his group's activities. It now has

a small sum of money available to

be given to any brothers and

sisters at the University,

especially married ones, who are
in serious financial straights, any
CCEBS student in serious difficulty

may go to 217 Mills House to fill out

an application for assistance.

Dr. Gage, Director of University

Health Services, also spoke briefly,

telling the students, "the health

program is yours-you paid for it,"

Dr. Gage stressed that health
services wants to know the specific

needs of CCEBS students and what
they want for services.

Dr. Glenn concluded the meeting
with another call for more in-

volvement by the students if they
are to make the CCEBS program a

significant force on this campus, a
power capable of making the

University respond to its specific

needs and desires. A steering

committee is currently working on
organizing the group and is open to

any one with any ideas to offer on
how CCEBS should be structured

in becomming a recognized
organization.

Muhammed Ali Pummels Quarry,

Wins By Knockout In Third
ATTLANTA (AP) - Muhammed

Ali, coming back from 3 1/2 years

of idleness and frustration, bat-

tered young Jerry Quarry into a

bloody mess last night and won a

third-round knockout victory that

sent him again in pursuit of the

heavy-weight championship he has

never lost.

Referee Tony Perez stopped the

bout after the third round ended
with blood gushing from an ugly

gash over Quarry's left eye.

The announcer, Johnnie Addie,

announced to a screaming crowd of

5,000 in the ram shackle Atlanta

Municipal Auditorium that Perez
found the injury too severe for the

fighter to continue.

It was a straight right hand that

opened the wounH near the end of

the third round, but it was only an
act of mercy that stopped the fight

at the end.

Confident and appearing almost
arrogant, Ali made a mockery of

the No. 1 heavy weight challenger
with left jabs that struck out like an
adder's tongue and a right that

almost made the ring rock when it

landed.

"It was more than a win for a

fighter-it was a social victory,"

said Ali, who was stripped of his

crown in 1967 when he refused to

take the step for military service.

He was sentenced to five years in

jail and fined $10,000 by a federal

judge but he appealed the case and
never went to jail.

During the past 43 months, when
at one time he ballooned to a

bulbous 240 pounds, he has made
speeches on campuses and carried

on his work as Black Muslim
minister. Always looking, he said,

to the day he would get back his

crown.

He now sets his sights on Joe
Frazier. a bullish man who cap-
tured the championship during
Mi's absence.
A few minutes after Ali's hand

was raised in victory, a physician
at ringside said that Quarry's left

brow was split and the wound
might require as many as ten
stitches.

Quarry. 25. reared in the ring
tradition and trying to come back
from heavyweight title losses to

Jimmy Ellis and Frazier, wanted
to continue.

The impressive victory an-
swered the one vital question for
ring buffs around the world. The 28
year old descendant of a Kentucky
slave, whose brashness and boxing
brilliance has captivated the
world, lost little from his long
idleness.
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN or. on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, tip code 01002, Phones
are 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), ond 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the oca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times a week following a vocation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for moiling under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 as omended by the act of June 11. 1943. Sub-

scription rotes are $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per yeo-.

Yeah, apply. Now. Deadline for SWAP appli-

cations is Friday. If you don't apply, you

can't go. SO APPLY.

(Applications are available on the Lobby Counter
SU SWAP is the annual student-facultv
administrator conference of I'Mass Amherst Dec
11-13. this year Important Interesting. Fun i

Sargent Proposes TV Appearance

In Lieu Of Debate, White Says No
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W.

Sargent offered Monday to meet
his Democratic opponent, Boston
Mayor Kevin H. White, in a joint
television appearance, but not in a
debate.

White immediately rejected
Sargent's offer.

In lieu of a face to face con-
frontation, Sargent proposed a
television program Thursday night

in which each candidate would be
questioned by a panel of newsmen
for half an hour.

"1 have spent the last few days
trying to find a way to let the

people hear the real issues of this

campaign," Sargent said.

"I have tried to find a way to let

those issues be heard cleanly. ..free

of the kind of emotionalism that

has developed from Mayor White's
illness."

White, who was released from
Massachusetts General Hospital

Saturday after a 10 day stay

following surgery for a perforated
ulcer, called Sargent's plan a

"charade."

He said Sargent, who originally

proposed the debate, now is of-

fering something "analogous to a
football game where the Patriots
play the first half, the Giants play

the second, and the referee decides
who is the winner."

Sargent had said he proposed the

new format because newsmen
would be able to ask tough

questions-questions he said he

feared would lead to "melodrama"
if he asked them.

"The way the stories were going
around about the debate." Sargent
said, "it was being made to appear
that the mayor might appear in his

bathrobe and slippers with a
thermometer in his hand."

If he asked White the questions,

Sargent said, he would face the

possibility of White "turning pale

and asking for a glass of water or
Kathryn, Mrs. White, for a han-
dkerchief."

White said he was "surprised

and disappointed" at Sargent's
reply to the debate challenge,

which White renewed at a hospital

news conference last Thursday. He
said he would be willing to face a
panel of newsmen, but not back to

back with Sargent. Such a con-

frontation, he said, would be
fraudulent."

In a subsequent statement issued
after White's reply to his new
proposal, Sargent said, "The
mayor's rejection of my call for i

discussion of the issues appears to

confirm the judgment of those who
said he was always more in-

terested in the melodrama of the
situation than in the merits of a

meeting between us."

"I hope that when he has had
time to reflect more calmly on the

proposal I have made he will

reconsider."

DisciplineBoardServesAs "Supreme Court

"

By LINDA BALICKI
Staff Reporter

Suspension... dismissal...

Jeopardy.. Probation. These are

words which most students regard

as ominous and devastating, but to

members of the University

Discipline Board, they are the

range of choices which exist when
an undergraduate appeals his case

from a lower judicial body.

Established by the Bylaws of the

University's Faculty Senate in

Spring, 1966. the Discipline Board

serves as the highest appellate

judiciary body of the University.

\> such it hears every case of

undergraduate disciplinary action

involving a penalty of suspension

or dismissal.

It serves as a review board for

students involved in disciplinary

cases before lower courts and as

such allows the student the op-

portunity to seek a reversal if he

deems the decision of the lower

judicial body to have been unfair or

the procedures involved in that

decision to have been faulty or

otherwise prejudicial to his case

the disposition of that case.

The Board is composed of four

undergraduates and four faculty

members who seek to bring ob-

jectivity and integrity into play in

their decisions. It is these major

criteria which the selection

committee will employ this week
when they seek to choose the four

undergraduate members of the

Board from among 18 applicants.

They seek students who will be

able to judge a party's case on its

merits and not base their decision

on personal looks, biases or

prejudices.

The selection committee's task is

to recommend for appointment the

four applicants whom they feel will

be likely to lend the most ob-

jectivity to the Board. The
recommendations will be subject

to the approval of both the

President of the Student Senate

and the Senate as a whole.

In each case which it hears, the

Discipline Board must decide

whether there is cause enough to

warrant suspension, or dismissal.

Such cases may involve academic

dishonesty or impersonation. In

some cases, however, while there

is not enough evidence to warrant

immediate suspension or ex

pulsion, there may be significant

evidence to support the imposition

of jeopardy. In such cases the

party is advised that any further

violation of University regulations

may result in complete and total

separation from the University

community.
The decisions of the Board are

based on a majority vote of those

present in order to insure complete

fairness with regard to the rights of

the individual involved. There

must also be a quorum of two

undergraduates and two faculty

members present before a case

can be heard or a decision made.

This is to further insure the rights

of the individual involved and to

insure that he is given a hearing

before a hearing before a body of

his peers.

In certain extreme cases, the

decision of the Discipline Board

may be appealed to the Chancellor

or the Board of Trustees of the

University if the individual feels

that his case has been prejudiced

against or otherwise mishandled

by the Discipline Board. Only
cases of extreme misrepresen-

tation or gross mishandling reach

the Chancellor as an appeal and
cases of appeal to the Board of

Trustees are virtually non-
existant. Any cases of such
magnitude or necessity are more
often disposed of by the Chancellor

unless a special request is made by

the individual. involved.

Senate Wants Freshmen
Before the last meeting of the

student Senate's S.G.A. Com-
mittee, there was a meeting held

for those Freshman running for a

class office. At this time S.G.A.

chairman Leo Clark pointed out to

the prospective officers that there

were very few people running for

the four offices.

At the beginning of the meeting

there was only one person running

for president, three for vice-

president, one for secretary, and

three for treasurer. This, Clark

commented, was very unusual,

seeing that as many as eight or ten

have run for a single office in the

past. During the course of the

meeting one of the freshmen

changed his candidacy from vice-

president to president.

The assembled group of in-

terested Freshmen and S.G.A.

members discussed the possibility

of changing the date that

nomination papers were to be due.

After discussing several possible

dates it was decided that the period

for nomination papers to be out

would be open until October 28, in

the hope that more freshmen would
become interested and submit
nomination papers. The primary
election date was moved back to

November 3, and November 10 was
set for final election date. The
elections will be held from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge of

the Student Union.

The group then discussed
possible funding for advertising

the change in dates. Clark
suggested that the Class of 1974

borrow the money from another

class with the understanding that it

would be returned after the new
freshmen officers were sworn in.

The Class of 1973 was contacted

and agreed to loan up to $300 for

advertising the freshmen elec-

tions.

The candidates and S.G.A.
members agreed that it was very
important to get as many freshmen
as possible interested in order to

have a good working executive

council as soon as possible.
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Action Lab To Work

With Prison Inmates
By JAMES GOLD

Thursday Issue Editor

Action (a branch of the Com-
munity Action Foundation) will

focus on tra-ning prisoners to pass

the General Education Develop-

ment test and receive high school

equivalency diplomas, said Scott

Ca plain, advisor to a group of

seven students at the lab's

organizational meeting last night.

Captain explained that this

program is a "social educational

program" and stressed the need of

keeping political activism out of

the organization

Modelled after a Fall River

program designed to help un-

derprivileged high school drop-

outs to gain equivalency diplomas.

Action Lab will train groups of

prisoners from the Northampton
jail in live areas covered by the

lest: social science, natural

science. English literature.

grammar, and general

mathematics.
The members will structure

courses on their own, said Captain.

Action Lab does usually try to

have at least 2 tutors for each area,

though, he added That way. one

cm accelerate the class while the

other handles slower learners

An orientation period, so

students can meet prisoners and

become acquainted with teaching

methods, will bo established Final

selection of the tutors will rest with

the prisonous director.

Selection will be based on

screening by the prison authorities

who will judge on personality,

political beliefs, etc. This does not

mean male turtors will need a

haircut, said Caplain, but that the

authorities are concerned with

security at the prison.

So far about 20 prisoners have
expressed a desire to take part in

the program.
Besides tutors who will work

:>nce a week, Jeanine White,

(another advisor,) expressed the

need for other volunteers to do
certain clerical work, a coor-

dinator of the lab, and students

who want to start a drop-out

prevention program.
As soon as an advisor from the

School of Ed. can be found, credit

for the tutoring program through

the school's modular credit

department can be arranged.

Action Lab is in a financial

squeeze. Although they have an
RSO numlier, their funds are

limited to on-campus activities.

Caplain explained that money can
be used for transportation to and
from the prison but not to buy the

texts that will be necessary for use

in the tutoring program.
The group will have to find some

other way to raise money, he said.

"This is your organization," said

Caplain. The lab works through

complete informality, he ex-
plained

For further information, contact

Scott J. Caplain at 6-6089 or

Jeanine White at 5-2510 or leave

word at the RSO office.

Nov. 2 Proclaimed

Black Solidarity Day
NovemlKT 2 has been designated

Black Solidarity Day" by a

national committee of black

leaders representing a broad
spectrum of social, civic, religious,

and political organizations active

in the black community. The
executive director of the com
mittee is Mr J. Metz Rollins, who
is also the executive director of the

National Council of Black Chur-

chmen
Black Solidarity Day is conceived

as a national day of unity and
awareness among black people in

the United States and is not related

to the program or idea logy of any
single organization.

According to the committee,
"the purpose of Black Solidarity

Day, is both symbolic and prac-

tical. The black community needs

a day on which it can demonstrate
its essential unity of purpose, stage

programs celebrating its history

and culture, and undertake serious

internal discussions of its priorities

and goals
"

WE ARK CALLING ON ALL
ORGANIZATIONS TO SUSPEND
REGULAR ACTIVITIES AND TO
PUT ASIDF ORGANIZATIONAL
DIFFERENCES ON THIS DAY."
Meetings and community
programs will be held in churches
during the day and in the evening

there will be Unity Rallies in major
cities from New York to Jackson,

Mississippi

November 2 is "net a hoUda)
but a day of heightened

awareness" says .1 Met/, rtoilin,

National Chairman ol the com
mittee 'Black people will

demonstrate their economic power
by not working, not buying, and

travelling as little as possible It is

a day to honor our heroes and
remember our martyrs Students

in colleges and high schools should

not attend regular classes, bui

should organize discussion groups

on subjects relevant to black

people."

The committee estimates that

observances of the day will take

place in twenty -two cities in the

nation as well as on the campuses
of predominantly black colleges

and universities.

.MikeThelwell. acting head of the

WEB DuBois Department of

Afro-American Studies at the

University of Massachusetts said

that members of the black com
munity of the five colleges were
"discussing what an appropriate

response of the black community
might be and that some an-

nouncement of plans tor Black
Solidarity Day should be expected

very soon." Students representing

the Afro-American Society at

UMass have petitioned Student

Senate support and motioned to

have classes suspended on
November 2 for black students.

J

HORROR FLICKS
'WOLFMAN" "THE MUMMY"

'BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN"

AND OTHER FEATURES

Thursday Oct. 29
7:30 & 9:30

Mohor Auditorium

Sponsored by Maroon Keys
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In The Nation And The World

Children 's Programs Hit,

.

FoundInadequate, Harmful

GOPIssue:"NewBarbarism,

"

LawAnd
NEW YORK ( AP) - The quality and content of television programming

for children, coming increasingly under scrutiny, was criticized again

Monday.
A panel at an all-day National Conference on Citizens Rights in

Broadcasting at the Americana Hotel brought assertions that television

largely is not educating children or instilling them with a proper set of

values for life.

It was the third such conference in a month in which witnesses and

panelists charged that many children's programs are inadequate or even

harmful.

Evelyn Sarson. president of Action for Children's Television, - ACT -

said most shows on the air are "incredibly poor'and consist mostly of

"badly done" cartoons.

The Rev. George E. Riddick of Operation Breadbasket said television

did not adequately serve the needs of millions of children who live under

deprived conditions. "Children's television isn't beginning to deal with

the wrongness of slum lords," he said. "If it isn't dealing with that, is it

really dealing with the issues of life."

Dr. W. Walter Menninger of the Menninger Clinic, said many programs

are set in family life, "but it is a fantasy setting. The parent has to help

the child see that magical solutions to life's problems don't exist."

However, Menninger, said the "ubiquitous availability of television

makes it a ready scapegoat" for ills in American society.

Two panelists asserted that commercials on children's television often

misrepresent products and as a result are contributing to the rejection of

traditional values by college students.

"Saturday morning commercials are wiping out any constructive

imagery that children might have of their country, and we are now seeing

the expectable results," said Robert B. Choate, the nutritionist who said

several months ago that breakfast cereals were nutritionally deficient.

His claims were disputed by the cereal makers.

The Federal Communications Commission has before it a petition from

ACT, which seeks a ban on commercials in children's shows and would

require at least 14 hours of programming for children each week.

Nixon Wants Southern

Conservative For Court
GREENVILLE. S.C. ( AP) - Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew said

Monday that President Nixon,

despite two rebuffs by the U.S.

Senate, is determined to place a

Southern strict constructionist on

the Supreme Court."

Agnew made the comment in a

speech to 6,000 cheering spectators

in this textile center's Memorial
Auditorium.

He stopped in Greenville for two

hours in opening the final six day
push of the campaign.
Agnew flew on to Raleigh, N.C.,

lor an evening rally at North

Carolina State University.

The vice president was greeted

by about 1.500 persons when he

landed at the Spartanburg
Greenville Jet Port. It was a

friendly crowd, but there was an
occasional sigh saying such things

as "Down with Agnew, up with

l>eace " But there were others that

-aid: "Sock it to 'em Spiro."

In his speech, Agnew said, "I

need not remind you that Richard

Nixon remains determined to

achieve a better ideological and
geographical balance on the

Supreme Court.

"His resolution to achieve that

balance will never waver, despite

those radical liberals who still

control the Senate." Agnew said.

The vice president said Judge
Clement F Haynsworth Jr.,

rejected by the Senate last fall,

was "plainly the victim of Anti-

Southern bias.

Haynsworth, chief judge of the

U.S. 4th Circuit Court of Appeals at

Richmond. Va., and a resident of

Greenville, was defeated 52 47 by
the Senate. In April, Nixon's

second appointee to the court,

federal Judge G. HarroTd Carswell

of Florida, was rejected 51 45. In

May. the Senate confirmed Judge
Henry Blackmun of Minnesota.

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

XEROX
XEROX copies now available at Campus Center

Printing Shop - opposite the Coffee Shop.

Rates per original - 54 for the first 4 copies,

24 for each additional copy.

Other services include: Copy setting
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Embosograf

Lineoscribe

Art Work

Stencils

WASHINGTON t AP) - Call it law

and order,permissiveness, campus
unrest or wrap it up as "The New
Barbarism." Whatever its name,
Republicans are pushing to make it

the No. 1 issue in this year's

elections.

Call it cost push pressures,

overdue readjustment, wage price

spiral or just plain "Nixonomics."
It's the pain in the pocketbook that

Democrats see as the overriding

issue on Nov. 3.

The Republicans talk about
lawlessness, bombings, attacks on

police. From President Nixon and
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew to

candidates for state legislatures,

they have seized oh domestic
disorder as their issue.

Democrats described the GOP
litany as "the politics of fear a

calculated attempt by these
leaders to exploit the doubts and
fears, the anxieties and
frustrations, the emotions and
mistrust, of the people whose trust

and confidence they claim to

hold."

Instead, the Democrats accuse
the administration - and thereby

Republican candidates - of being

insensitive to unemployment,
rising prices "to help President

Nixon balance his books or com-
pensate for fiscal ineptness."

Vice President Agnew sought to

brush off these allegations last

week, saying "they jump at 9 one

month wobble in the Consumer
Price Index to try to panic the

electorate."

They are the nearest thing to

national issues in the campaign,
echoed in varying degrees in

contests for the 35 Senate seats,

and the 435 seats in the House.

A few months ago, in early

summer, the Vietnam war was
widely heralded as the issue. Aery
at peace demonstrations
protesting the sending of American
troops against Communist in-

stallations in neutral Cambodia
was "wait til fall." But the troops

were pulled back on schedule, the

President has continued to with-

draw them from Vietnam, and
passions have cooled.

Now, with the exception of a
handful of races, the war as an
issue is as dated as a 1968

automobile-running on, a little

older, but causing little ex-

citement.

For all the bombast.the two
major concerns - law and order

and the economy - aren't really

being debated at all. No

Democratic politician is going to

campaign for crime and violence;

no Republican is running on a

platform of unemployment and
higher living costs.

Such issues as the environment,

power shortages, quality of

education, consumerprotection
and the like are being debated

hardly at all.

The Republicans have exploited

to the fullest their advantage of

having natural newsmakers - the

President and Vice President.

President Nixon signs a crime
bill and comments "every day we
pick up the papers and see some
sporadic incident without reason,

without cause - a terroristic act

that we have not been able to cope
with before."

Five days later, openly cam-
paigning, he makes an un-

scheduled hospital visit in Kansas
City to two policemen injured in a

bomb explosion. "Let's give them
respect," he says. "Here they are

underpaid, a dangerous job,

protecting us, and instead of

calling them pigs and spitting on

them and shouting profane slogans

at them as they go about their job,

let's give them respect."

That the emotional issue is

having an effect is illustrated by
the Senate race in Utah, where
Republican Congressman Laurene
J. Burton is trying to unseat Sen.

Frank Moss, a Democrat with a

liberal record.

Burton rails against what he
calls "The New Barbarism," -

student terrorists, nomographers
and cop killers. "There's no doubt
about it," says Moss, "that's the

big issue. I'm not sure just why.
All we've had arojnd here was a sit

in last spring at the University of

Utah and it was totally non-
violent."

Democratic National Chairman
Lawrence F. O'Brien, in ad-
dressinghimself to what he calls

"the politics of fear," likened

Republican tactics to those of the

late Sen. Joseph McCarthy of

Wisconsin.

"And this time," he said "the
practitioner is not a single,

demagogic senator but a carefully

orchestrated team of the highest

office holders in the land it is

terribly hard to grope for the an-

swers to the problems of a vast and
restless nation, but it is easy to

inflame human emotions."

O'Brien, countering with the

Democratic Theme, said unem-
ployment is not only a key issue but
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also "that so many wHo are out of

work, and the people who depend
on them, have no feeling that

anyone in power sees their plight

or understands their humiliation -

or gives a damn."
Nowhere in the country,

perhaps, are the divisions between
opposing candidates as sharply

defined as in Tennessee's Senate
race between Democratic in-

cumbent Albert Gore and
Republican congressman William
Brock.

Brock pursues a line straight out

of the GOP strategy book: a recital

of the unease that plagues the

country. Gore's antiwar record,

attacks on the Democratic "big

spenders."

Gore sticks to issues that have
worked for him before, talking of

high interest rates, high prices and
unemployment.

" These are bread and meat
questions that come down to the

problems that your wife has got to

work with in paying the bills and
keeping the family budget," he
says.

Although once Brock was con-

sidered the likely winner, Gore's

fortunes swung dramatically
upward with the President's
proposal for a cease fire in Viet-

nam, which Gore had advocated.

A similar situation exists in Ohio
where Rep. Robert Taft Jr., a

Senate candidate with a grand
Republican name faces Howard M.
Metzenbaum, who has made the

race a virtual Nixon policy

referendum. Taft 'is a hardliner on

crime and campus unrest and an
advocate of conservative fiscal

policies. Metzenbaum hammers
away at Nixon economic policies,

says the administration should set

a deadline for withdrawal from
Vietnam, and wants to see some
defense funds diverted to social

programs.
In Illinois. Sen. Ralph Tyler

Smith is convinced "the one thing

about which people are most
concerned is the problem of

violence in society." His opponent,

Adlai E. Stevenson III, owner of a

formidable Democratic name,
says "Smith is a big law and order

man - and he's also a damned
hypocrite."

"Hesayssomany absurd things

;

he's called me a Communist, he's

called me everything in the book."

But Stevenson issued strong
statements against violence, in-

dicating that Smith's campaign
had touched a nerve.

While the two issues, domestic
unrest and the economy, dominate
most campaigns, there are other

issues.

But for the most part, up and to

including such celebrated liberal

conservative confrontations as the

New York House race between
Rep. Allard K.Lowenstein, a

leading Democratic liberal in the

House and Republican Norman F.

Lent, an ardent conservative, the

argument rages over two issues:

law and order and the economy.
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CAMPAIGN CLIMAX

Sargent-White A Tossup
The most visible, most expensive and most important campaign this

year is also the most confusing, as incumbent Republican Governor
Francis W. Sargent tries to maintain his earlv lead to his Democratic
challenger. Boston's Mayor Kevin H. White.
Sargent has the advantage of being the incumbent, but White is very

visible as mayor of Boston and the former Massachusetts Sec. of State
is running his fourth state campaign.
On the surface, both men

appear to be somewhat alike.

Both are television oriented,
articulate, liberal veterans of

Massachusetts politics. They
both lead the liberal wings of

their respective parties, and
they agree on a number ot

issues, such as the War in

Vietnam, federal aide to several
state programs, the need for tax
reforms and the need to bring
the people closer to the

government
."

In this campaign, both Sargent
and White have been criticized

by members of their own party
tor being too liberal, too much
the friend of the alienated within

society. But neither man really

stands any farther to the left of

the traditional political

definition of liberalism. For the

record. White seems to live up to

his self-created image a little

better than Sargent.

As mayor of Boston. White
initiated a series of programs
designed to bring government
into the communities, such as

"little citv halls'' and the

Summerthing program. He also

can claim with a good deal of

authority that he worked hard as

mayor to respond to the people

as much as possible.

Sargent can claim several
legislative victories in the name
of the people, such as the auto
insurance reform and to a lesser

degree the Shea anti-war bill.

He can say he thought the people
should have been given a larger
voice in the determining of

whether a cut should be made in

the size of the House of

Representatives.

' >n the subject of public aid to

higher education. Sargent's
position is clear-he is not a
friend of the University or of its

sister State Colleges. He has
repeatedly butchered the L'Mass
budget and has failed to attend
even one of the monthly Board of

Trustee meetings during his two
year term.

And while most people admit
that White's position on public

higher education is unclear,

most agree that it cannot
possibly be as unfriendly as
Sargent's.

But this campaign has really

turned into a battle of per-

sonalities, rather than a battle of

issues. Both members have
spent more money on radio and
television ads than candidates in

any other election in the State's

history. Both men seem to be

THE BKi ONE — Television and ulsers should be
the deciding factors in the States ( ubernatorial
race, as Boston .lav or Kevin II. White and Governor
Francis W. Sargent appear deadlocked.

willing to accept the voter's

verdict on which image
projected is the more con-

fortable, the most believable.

Sargent stresses his ex-

perience, his ability to work with

or without the legislature's help

and his record of what he terms
"fighting for the people of the

State."

White stresses his record of

reform and rebuilding as Mayor
of Boston, his closeness to the

people who elected him and his

ability to lead with courage.

When the campaign began in

earnest two months ago. Sargent
was the leader by somewhat
comfortable margin. White has
been gaining consistantly
though, but his week's stay in a
hospital for ulcer treatment may
damage his campaign.

Right now, the Mayor's health

and the possibility of a state-

wide television debate between
the two candidates looms as the

deciding factor in the campaign.

Sargent has been implying for

the past few days that the

mayor's health does not allow
him to debate competently, but

White maintains that the
Governor just wants to avoid a
direct meeting. Publically, the

voter is being put in the position

of choosing who he will call a
liar.

With no debate, it would ap-
pear that Sargent is stronger
than White, but that's what
everyone said before White beat
Maurice Donahue in the
Democratic primary.

Lt. Gov. Choices Use Coat Tails

It used to be that Lieutanent

Governor races were not very

important; most people

assumed that a victorious

Governor would carry the Lt.

Governor candidate of his party

into office on his coat tails. But

this year for the first time in this

State, the top two offices on

Beacon Hill are being cam-
paigned for by tickets -the

Governor and Lt. Governor

candidates of each party run-

ning as a team.

This means that the candidate

for Governor in each party is in

the position of being helped or

harmed by the candidacy of his

Party's number two man. and
this is a Massachusetts first.

For the Democrats, the

candidacy for Michael Dukakis

is no supprise-he's been after

his party's number two slot for

the past three years. He won a

relatively easy convention
victory in June, and primary

Dukakis Visible And Weil-Known;
victory in Sept. and is generally

considered to be a shade more
"liberal" than his running
mate, Boston Mayor Kevin H.

White.

Kukakis has been a State

Representative from Brookline

for the past seven years, and has

served on the House Insurance,

Ixiw-Income Housing and Public

Service Committees.
Some of his major actions in

the Legislature includes his

sponsorship of the Keeton-
nConnell Insurance Bill, the

fofe runner of the present no-

fault reform law, and his support

of the late Rep. James Shea's

law which challenges the con-

stitionality of the War in Viet-

nam
Kukakis is generally con-

sidered to be capable of at-

tracting liberal and to the left of

liberal votes to the White-
Dukakis ticket. He is strong.

campaigns well, appears in the

'Kevin White mold" and seems
to a definite plus to the

Democratic ticket.

But while Dukakis is a strong
and visable member of the

Democratic team, his opponent,
Donald R. Dwight of Holyoke is

relatively unknov. n and has
played much less of a role on the

Republican ticket

Dwight's candidacy was a
supprise in the first place. All

Quinn, Conn Have Similar Stands

Incumbent A.G. Should Prevail

MICHAEL DUKAKIS, the

Democratic Lt. Gov.
nominee agreed to be a big

help to his Gubernatorial

i mining mate

People generally vote for an Attorney General
according to his Party label, and generally

disregard any campaign rhetoric they may have
heard by either candidate. The incumbent usually

ends up winning reelection in this race, no matter
what his opponent does or says.

This will probably be true again this year, as
incumbent Democrat Robert H. Quinn is opposed by
Republican Donald Conn., a former D.A.

Quinn is a former Speaker of the House of

Representatives in this state and has been A.G. for

about two years.

He has published a lot of consumer reports and
has attempted to attack organized crime in the

state, although his office has accomplished as little

in the second effort as his predecessors.

Quinn believes that separate penalities should be
set up for use of marijuana and other drugs, and
believes the selling of drugs should carry a stiffer

penality than their possession. He never mentions
whether he thinks any drugs should be legalized.

His opponent flately states that marijuana should

not be legalized, but allows that users should not

receive as lengthy prison terms as dealers.

Both candidates have essentiallv the same views

on law enforcement in general, saying that greater

centralization of all State law enforcement and
support agencies is a primary need.

Both candidates have come out strongly in the

past against what they call "radicals prone toward
violence".

Both candidates argue that the image of police in

the state and in the nation must be improved.

It seems as though both candidates stand in the
traditional political middle road, although Quinn
occassionally leans ever so slightly toward the left.

In such a race the only thing besides being an
incumbent and having your party do well that

counts is your media exposure.

As Attorney General. Robert Quinn is familiar to

those who watch the news on television, and his
name has a familiar newpaper ring. Also, he has
spent a considerable sum on radio and T. V. ads,
considering the office he's running for.

On the other hand. Conn is virtual unknown and
has spent little money for radio and TV. ads. In this

race of look a likes and sound alikes, the better
known Robert Quinn should have no trouble winning
with his party

Spring State Representatives

Martin Linskv and John Quinlan

were the front-runners for the

OOP's number two slot, and
prior to the t onvention,

Governor Sargent endorsed

Linskv.

But about two weeks before

the Republican Convention
Linsky called a news conference

and said that Quinlan had
launched a smear campaign
against him, a campaign aimed
at paring away his delegate

strength.

A week later Linsky withdrew
from the race, saying that his

continued campaign could only

hurt the Governor. At that

point. Sargent called on Dwight
to be his candidate at the Con-

vention. Dwight beat Quinlan

easily at the Convention, in a

battle which showed the extend

ot the Governor's control over

his party.

They cite his previous public

service (as State Commissioner
of Administration) as poor
campaign experience and call

his background (a newspaper
publisher) a poor political

childhood.

Since the primary function of

the Lt. Governor this year seems
to be centered on helping the

(Jovernor get elected, Dukakis
appears much stronger than
Dwight. The Democrat is an
experienced campaigner, has
that young, liberal Democratic
look and provides a positive

bookend for the White cam
paign But Dwight is a political

novice and has no real image
Thus while Kevin White can
expect help from his running

mate, the old coattails proverb

about the number two position ii

-till true for the G.O.P
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White For Governor

I n a great extent, the (oihernatorial campaigns of Francis \V. Sargent
and Kevin II. White have been, look alike and sound alike affairs, both
relying heavily on professional media image-making and both dealing
more with slogans than with issues.

And. to a certain degree, this type of campaign mirrors the few dif-

lerences between the candidates on many issues; both are flimsey
liberals of the Kennedy style, both feel that welfare is just an ad-
mi'ustrative problem, both believe abortion is a matter for the courts and
both constantly harangue youth for not joining the broken down band-
wagon of the states two party system.
But there are differences, differences important enough to make voting

lor Kevin White a worth w hile exercise in State politics.

(.overnor Sargent has spend the past two years arguing that the
Democratic controlled State Legislature refuses to listen to him ; perhaps
a Democratic Governor (and there hasn't been a Democratic Chief
Executive in the State for the past six years ) can deal w ith the legislature
more effectively.

< .overnor Sargent has been a foe of proposed increases in the budgets of
the State's public institutions of higher education, and w hile no one knows
lor sure how White will treat I'.Mass and her sister schools, it is a cer-
tainty that he cannot be less of a friend than Sargent has been.

I nder Sargent's administration. Massachusetts has lost several major
businesses, a fact which has made the increase in unemployment in this

state greater than the inflation-plagued national average. And while no
one can be sure. White's ability to attract business to Boston as Mayor
seems to promise improvement over the Governor's economic per-
formance.
But the greatest lure to Kevin White is his record in Boston since being

elected that city's mayor in 1967.

Through the programs of little city halls. White brought the city

government closer to the people and made i* more responsive to them;
through his Summerthing program he gave his people a season-long
program of entertainment; through his efforts new schools were built in

the city for the first time in this century.

In short, Kevin White has given the people of Boston a sense of hope
uncommon to any other city in this state. The decay of Urban America,
flourishing in all other cities in Massachusetts, has begun to wane under
Whites leadership in Boston.

What Massachusetts needs most in 1970 is hope for the future, hope for a

government closer and more responsive to the people, hope for a
go* ernmenl capable of at least attacking the problems of her people.

Over the past two years, Francis Sargent has shown that he is in-

capable of instilling this hope in Massachusetts; over the past three years
Kevin While has proven that he is capable of giving this state the hope it

so desperately needs. He should be elected governor.

(©flTC CVP

Commercial Exploitation
"I pity the poor immigrant..

Who eats and is not satisfied,

Who hears but does not see,

Who falls in love w ith wealth itself.

And turns his back on me."
Dylan

Commercials hold a unique place in the brief history

of the television industry. It can be said about

television commercials that never has so little been

said by so few to so many.

As the post World War II boom crop of babies, we
have watched and listened to an almost constant

stream of singleminded salesmanship. And as if we
had been given an overdose long ago, we sit numb in

front of the t.v. and take it all in.

Alright, maybe some of us laugh, or snap the

television silent when we are disgusted. But for most

of us the commercials are the price we willingly pay

for the occasionally good programs, the daily news

broadcasts, and the sporadically heavy documen-

taries. And every year the price gets higher.

Ralph Nader mentioned when he spoke here last

spring that if television advertising was used to

benefit society the results would be tremendous. He
cited the effectiveness of anti-cigarette commercials,

Cancer Research Foundation commercials pleas for

contributions, and anti-litter, anti-forest fire com-

mercials as examples of "steps in the right direction".

But while the socially conscious commercials move in

steps, the profit conscious commercials move in leaps

and bounds.

Commercial exploitation is rampant! As an

example I recall a commercial that began with a

series of brief shots of pollution in action; pictures of

industrial smoke stacks and traffic jams, sevage

disposal and junk yards. I thought, "Great an anti-

pollution commercial". The next thing I knew a hand

shoved a bottle of Visine in my face and said

something like "Give your eyes a break." Well

buddy, give me a break!

Visine may be great stuff if you're stoned and have

to rap to the Dean of Students, but when the pollution

makes your eyes smart you shouldn't reach for a

bottle of Visine, you should reach for the nearest

politician or industrial clout and bang some sense into

his head.

Television in general and commercial television

specifically has the potential to change the way people

think. To believe this all you have to do is watch the

endless lines of Jones' and Doe's, drolling at the door

of American materialistic luxury, believing that the

good life can be bought.

And as with most everything else, the more you pay
the more you have to pay, until something like the

following remark rings with a note of familiarity:

"The business of inventing and flourishing

treacherous paradies of freedom, joy and fulfillment

becomes an indispensible form of social control under
the technocracv."

THEODORE ROSZAK
Television advertising is not the sole cause of the

economic merry-go-round, but it is in the forefront of

causes.

The results of almost two decades of commercials
whose emphasis is on catch phrases, fantasy images,
repetition, the "spirit of competition" has been
devastating. But the devastation has been highly

underrated.

Television commercials have helped make women
objects that can be bought, brought home and
mounted; eternally young, submissive; forever

responsive, sexual and yet always this fantasy is

unfulfilled.

Television commercials have helped make men
pathetic warriors in a jungle whose law is competition
(far removed from the supposed co-operative law of

civilization). One man's profit is another man's loss,

and life becomes a series of great expectations con-
stantly unrealized.

The point of all this is not hyperbole, although that

may seem true. The point is that television com-
mercials are like jaundice, a symptom of a greater
disease; a sympton of the shrunken liver of a system
drunk on its own competitive spirits.

It is easy for the young to ignore or laugh at one of

the obvious symptoms. But, everyday more people are
drawn into the sickness, feeding the sickness until the
yellow can be seen even in their eyes.

The most ludicrous image I have of this is the figure
of a once "aware" individual sitting at a bench,
flicking the hair from in front of his eyes, and pun-
ching out .45 caliber automatics at a gun factory, to

feed, shelter clothe and entertain himself in the
American way.

But as Nader mentioned, if television advertising
was used to benefit society the results would be
tremendous.

(Editor's note: the preceding was the second in a
four part series on commercial television. Tomorrow
a look at some of the "good" commercials, and some
suggestions on how to assure their continued
existance.)

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel
THE I M)RI.\KABLES...the UBridgeport (Conn)

Scribe reports that when the Bradley University

Publications Council (Peoria, 111.) approved beer
advertisements for Scout (the campus newspaper
there), three faculty on the Council were removed.
Although Prexy denied the beer ads were the

motive, the newspaper pointed out that the Dean of

Students had threatened the removal if beers ads were
printed.

*****

SPEAKING OF CENSORSHIP.. .The Texas Student
Publications Board of Directors is telling the editor of

The Cactus, the UTexas yearbook, what and how to

include material in his book.
According to a story in The Daily Texan, the Board

has decided that "dormitory student governments be
allowed to determine the format of their pages in The
Cactus."

An editorial in The Daily Texan pointed out that

•Allowing student government to determine the

content of any student publication is contrary to all the

freedoms the publications of TSP have acquired
through the years."

*****

BEST SELLERS in the book store at Northern
Illinois University are books on sex, politics and
ecology, according to a survey by a staff writer of The
Northern Star.

Also passing the bash boxes with increasing

frequency are volumes on campus unrest and
astrology(?).

Any port in a storm, Charlie.
*****

EFFICIENCY - PLUS is demonstrated by the

University of Utah, which uses "Instant Payment
Orders" that do not require invoices on purchases of

less than $100.

The vendor receives a blank check, which he fills in

for the amount due him for the purchase of goods
described in an attached order form. There is no
exchange of correspondence, either since the can-

celled check carries all the information the auditors

need to know.

'Tis indeed heartwarming to leam that some areas

of Academe can do it like it really is!

*****

PREXIES CAN BE HEROIC. ..Students at

American International College had the cockles of

their hearts warmed by their new president, this Fall.

Instead of taking the honors due him with an ex-

pensive inauguration ceremony, Harry J. Courniotes

has arranged to have the expense money invested in a

Scholarship Fund.

The committee appointed to plan the inauguration

has •enthusiastically" agreed to acquiesce, according
to a page one story in the Yellow Jacket.
And just for that, the Scholarship Fund has been

named after him as a "permanent and lasting
tribute.''

Surely longer lasting than a 50-minute inauguration
speech, eh"'

* * * * *

ADD WOMEN'S LIB.. .with this intelligence: Ac-
cording to the student newspaper at Midwestern
University, Wichita Falls, Texas, an 18-year old coed
is doing her thing at the campus barber shop.
And when she's not cutting hair, shaving faces and

giving shampoos, she plays chess with the other
barber.

May all her moves be smart ones.
*****

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO...the UCal-Santa
Barbara Nexus reports there's a chimp on campus
who's making a monkey out of them kinds who can't
do grammar.
Sarah's her name and writing's her game.
The seven year old chimp is the pupil of a psych prof

there who has taught her to communicate with 130
plastic chips of variousshapes and colors.
She arranges the symbols in sentences to express her
own thoughts while observing the same language
rules of humans.

In a picture showing Sarah at work with one of her
instructors, Nexus was careful to identify the Chimp.
Ya never know!

*****
ALUM GIVING - ON CREDIT?. ..Yup, that's the

way it is at the University of Bridgeport, nowadays.
This private institution is taking the ouch out of

giving by having arranged with a local bank to honor
Master Charge account donations to the University's
Alumni Fund.

*****
SPIRO. AGAIN.. .Satirist Arthur Hoppe took aim at

everyone's beloved Veep in a column that appeared
recently in the University of South Florida Oracle.

"There's the Middle East in flames, "he wrote,
"with the President off cruising around Europe and
where was Vice President Agnew? Why wasn't he
discharging his Constitutional responsibilities?

"Mr. Agnew's sole Constitutional responsibility, of
course, is to preside over the Senate. It's the only job
he's got.

"So far this year, the Senate's been in session for a
total of 950 hours. But Mr. Agnew has presided for
only 15 hours and 40 minutes. That's less than three
minutes a day. And for this he gets $62,500 a year

"

Exaggeration

Campus Comment

Only Rhetoric Damage Done By Who?
f^^r.* ii'., ii.,,„. „~.,„ »u«* :r „ C *S

To The Editor:

Unscrupulous advertising has
beguiled the public for many
years. A blatant example of this

deceptive practice is the ad for the

Reading Dynamics course that

appeared in a recent edition of the
Collegian In my opnion this ad, as
well as Reading Dynamics ads
appearing in major newspapers
throughout the country, illustrates

the height of irresponsible and
unethical advertising.

The ad in the Collegian depicts

six students who, because they

read dynamically, now "have
more time for learning and fun."

They all "read five to ten times

faster than average." Johnny, for

example, reads at 2,135 words per

minute with 69% comprehension.

Dick has 87% comprehension while

reading at 2,945 words per minute.

Russ is a bit slower; he reads at

only 1 ,815 words per minute but has

98% comprehension. The other

three have similar reading rates.

These are, we are to infer, satisfied

customers of the Reading
Dynamics course. But we do not

read about the experiences of

college students, like the ones

reading specialist Martha Maxwell
has counseled, who were victims of

the course-students whose com-
prehension skills deteriorated

alter the course and who struggled

to survive academically.

Here are some sample quotes

from different ads and from a

leaflet that was liberally littered

around the University of

Massachusetts campus.
Save 350 hours a semester."

"At 1.0(H) words per minute,

you'll be able to read a text like

Hofstadtler's American Political

Tradition."

At 3,000 words per minute, you'll

be able to read the 447 page novel

Hie Godfather in 1 hour and 4

minutes."

•You'll learn how to increase

your reading speed from 3 to 10

times."

A few years ago one ad em-
phasized how Reading Dynamics
changed the lives of its students

from failure to financial success.

Let's look at what research has

revealed about some of the other

claims.

CLAIM: -You'll be able to read

between 1,000 and 3,000 words per

minute."

RESEARCH: Standford Taylor,

who evaluated 41 students in

Reading Dynamics course, found

the average reading speed of the

group to start was 474 words per

minute and after the course the

average speed was 564.

CLAIM: "You'll learn how to in-

crease your speed from 3 to 10

times with equal or better com-
prehension and greater recall."

RESEARCH: When Taylor, in the

same study mentioned above,
asked the students to read
"dynamically" they attained
averages between 2,000 and 4,000

words per minute, but their

comprehension dropped to 49%.
William Liddle, who tested 50

graduates of the Reading
Dynamics course, found that

although students improved their

reading rate, "an analysis of the

data does not substantiate the

claim that these exceptional rates

are obtained without a loss of

conprehension."

CLAIM: "Dynamic Reading is not
skimming."
RESEARCH: After photographing
and analyzing the eye movement of

the Reading Dynamics students,

Taylor concluded that the students
demonstrated "patterns that are
very similar to those produced
during skimming or scanning
activities. These patterns are
typically a rhythmical and are of

the type I have obtained in

photographing the skimming
activities of various readers."
Spache's research showed that

when reading is defined as reading
faster than 800 to 900 words per
minute." He concluded that the

speeds quoted in newspaper ar-

ticles "must be characteristic of

such performances as skimming
and scanning, in which relatively

large portions of the reading
material are skipped." Space also

cites the work of Miles Tinker who
stated that speeds over 800 words
per minute is skimming.

CLAIM: "93% of our graduates
have improved their reading
ability by an average of 4.7 times."
RESEARCH: Maxwell cites
Ehrlich's report where he "tested
graduates of Reading Dynamics on
a page of type-written material
and found that they averaged 6,000

words per minute. When he had
them re-read the material to make
sure they understood it, their

average speed dropped to 1700

words per minutes. Ehrlich
concedes their speed scores were
impressive, but notes that the

material he had used consisted of

garbled lines from two different

magazines." The material was
meaningless, but none of the adults

realized it!

Since there is a shortage of

qualified teachers of adult reading,

one might question how Reading
Dynamics manages to find in-

structors for all their courses. One
way is to employ graduates of the

course. Another way is to offer

franchises. For example, an ad in

the financial section of the New
York Times, Match 1966, offered

high profits and personal
satisfaction to those who wanted to

enter the reading business by

purchasing a $500 franchise for the

Wood Reading Dynamics method.
The qualifications were a "solid

educational background, excellent

references and adequate operating

capital of $15,000 to $25,000." The
franchiser also received training in

the Wood method and experienced

management guidance. Martha
Maxwell notes that on occasion

commerical reading programs
have hired trained specialists, but

they are mainly "academic
window dressing and rarely

remain in the program."
Nationally, the cost for the

Reading Dynamics course is $225.

But for students in the five college

area, the cost is reduced to $175

and then even further reduced to

$150 if payment is received in one

lump sum. The expense would be

worth it if we could, in tact, in-

crease our "reading speed from 3

to 10 times with equal or better

comprehension." But where is the

carefully controlled research to

support this claim?

It should be mentioned that the

Reading Dynamics course ap-

parently does produce some
measure of reading improvement
in their pupils. Research, however,

does not substantiate the

exaggerated claims quoted in the

newpaper ads. Even within the

academic marketplace, the caveat

emptor principle applies.

Sincerely,

Richard P. Santeusanio

Director, Reading-Study Center
University of Massachusetts

George Wallace says that if a

pseudo-intellectual lies down in

front of his car it'll be the last car
he lies down in front of. But they

say it's only rhetoric.

Vietnamization is really

working; fewer and fewer of our
boys are dying.

Spiro's on the trail again.

Some students are dead at Kent.

Jimi is now fully experienced.

Tim Leary is finally free.

Sihanouk got his.

A grad research assistant at

Wisconsin got his.

Angela will get hers.

Frank Zappa tells me, 'There's

no way It delay that trouble

coming every day." I can't get him
out of my head.

The boob tube is staring out at

me from the corner of the room.
DickCavett (that Yale-synthesized

noncommittal prince of am-
bivalence) is on. Gypsy Rose Lee is

with him. A decadent smile is

painted on her all-too-obviously-

lifted face. She is saying something
about the so-called sexual
revolution.

""If kids engage in licentious

behavior before marriage, then

there is nothing sacred; there is

nothing left for marriage."
Her facial expression doesn't

match her emotions, but I suppose
she doesn't want her makeup to

track.

'Kids don't realize that they're

ruining it for themselves.
Promiscuity will only lead to

regret and tension when they

marry. Kids are only ruining

morality and themselves."

I opened up the Black Panther

today. I read the first two pages,

then read the rest without turning

the page: "Kill the Pigs!" "Death

to the fascists!" But they say its

only rhetorje.

Jerry Rubin's on the trail again.

Muhammed Ali is too immoral to

box.

The Third World is armed
The Fourth World is arming.

Laporte got his.

Mary Jo got hers.

Walter Cronkite is wrapping
things up on the tube, "And that's

how the world is today. Good
night."

Kenneth Teixeira '71

T7»

Facts?
Dear AstiUant Sports Editor:

Were •- xi really at the game
Saturday Were you watching it?

If so, void better shake the
qualifiers out of your biased head.
UMass was tied by the Huskies
because the Redmen were too

generous on offense again. Didn't

you notice UMass fumble away the
first play after recovering a UConn
fumble -right back to UConn on
UConr's :>?, yard line?? You can't

blame that one on the officials. And
UMassdidn'tvin because they blew
a field goal attempt.

Please, for the sake of jour-

nalism, attempt to write a factual

account of these games. No one
needs In be told the Redmen
wanted j win-it's an accepted
part of the game.

Sharon Miles '71

The '-.ate never intensionally

c »n,
r
r .its a man's sense, in-

tellec„!al or moral, but only his

body, n<: senses. It is not armed
with tupcrior wit or honesty, but

with superior physical strength.

I was not born to be forced. I will

breathe after my own fashion.

Let us see who is the strongest.

What force has a multitude?
They force me to become like

themselves. I do not hear of men
being forced to live this way or
that by masses of men. What
sort of life were that to live? If a
plant cannot live according to its

nature, it dies: and so a man.
Henry David Thoreau

To The Editor:

The recent indictments of the "Kent State 25" have activated some do-

gooders na campuses across the nation to sponsor rallies to call for the

defense of these lawbreakers. To act as though these 25 people have done
nothing is absurd. Of those in custody, some of the charges against them
are: first and second degree rioting, attempt to commit arson, and in-

terference with a fireman at the scene of a fire. One of those arrested
Tuesday had never even attended Kent State. The coed *vho was arrested

Wednesday was charged with interference of a fireman, which grew out

of the burning of the ROTC building two days before the National
Guardsmen arrived on campus. The rally will call people to the defense of

these students. Will it replace the damage done by them? Will it stop
more damage in the future? Were these the same helpless students that

were shot'.' The answer to these questions is more than obvious.

ERNIE LOUISON

Students Need The Money
To Ihe Editor:

What'.- the Union all about?

I paid twenty seven bucks I didn't have and had lo borrow and now. not

only myself but some other twenty thousand other students, can only use

three floors, the price of a meal in the upper level will probably be
outrageous, a lousy beer will probably be upwards of seventy-five cents
Dog Jam it man. I'm on welfare now Iryin to get through this place

things aren't bad enough, in the old union you can't even buy a lousy

euglish w ithout havin to pay extra for a piece of butter and some jam. The
son <>l a bilchin skin-flint that's runnm this place i the caf) should h«

bounced out on his ass and the 27 bucks 1 paid should be utilized in lh<'

making of S caf where one can have a little something without paying lor

every erum that happens to fall on his plate, paper plate The studetn

body should have a say m who caters to them, the student body shouh
make a buck if one is to bo made

JAMES B ARGENTAT"

Art Buchwald

Calling From Where?

WASIIINGTON-AII Washington is

talking about Martha Mitchell. It

isn't a question of what she is going
to.say, as there are no surprises in

that any more
Thebig Question that everyone is

wondering about is "From where
is she going to make her next

telephone call?" As everyone
knows, Mrs. Mitchell is always
calling the press at some unearthly
hour in the night, but she doesn't

want her husband John to hear
what she's saying.

A month ago, it was revealed she
was making her calls from the

bathroom. I,ast week, when she
tailed a UPI reporter, she said she
was speaking from the balcony of

her Watergate apartment.
No one knows where Martha

Mitchell's next call is coming
from.

Perhaps I can speculate.

"Hello, is this the United Press?
This is Martha Mitchell. ..I'm

calling from my shoe closet and I

have to speak fast because my
heels arekilling me. .1 just thought
you'd like to know what I think of

that turncoat, John Lindsay. I

think he should be hung by his

fingernails. ..Yes, and that does for

Charles Goodell.Ouch! I just sat

on a shoe tree... Yes, and they
should both be crucified and be
thrown out of the Republican
Party... Listen, I have to go now. ..a

hat box just fell on me and I think I

woke up John. Toodle-oo."

Three days later:

In a whisper. "Hello. ..Life

magazine, this is Martha Mit-

chell. I'd like to blast Sen.
Gore...Can you put me in touch
with someone who would be in-

terested?. ..Thank you. ..Hello,

hello This is Martha... no. I can't

speak louder. I'm calling from
under the bed...John doesn't know
I had an extension put in under
here...He tore out the one I had in

the bathroom. ..It's a tight squeeze
under here... I just want to say that

Sen. Gore is despicable and I hope
the voters of Tennessee see that he
never comes back to

Washington Wait a minute. '

think I heard John turn over. It's

all right now Gore is a terribli

man and..."

A week later:

'Hello operator, get me the

Arkansas Gazette...This is Martha
Mitchell. ..No, I'm speaking as loud

as I can. ..We're having a party

here and I'm talking from the

chandelier...That's right... tin

chandelier... Of course it's

safe. The telephone company
would not have put a line in up here

if it weren't... I would like to talk to

you about that rat William
Fu (bright...What have the people
done about him lately'' How can
you allow that ghastly man to stay

in the Senate'.' He makes ne
sick...Oh-oh. the chandelier is

starting to swing. Oh dear, it's

rocking . .1 better call you back...!

Owwwwwwww!
A week later:

Hello, give me Mike Wallace at

( HS Mike, this is Martha What
do you mean you're getting an
echo?... .Oh, I know why. I'm
speaking in the dumb-waiter at the

Watergate. Well it's not very
funny. Mike. It's uncomfortable
as hell. But John found all my other
extensions and I have to call from
somewhere... Mike what I called

about is I thought you might want
to do a program blasting the
Supreme Court...Wait a minute.
Mike...Someone on the third floor

is ringing for the dumb-waiter...
"Oh Mike, Mike, I'm stuck...

I

can't get out. I'm going down...Oh
dear. I'm not certain the extension
cord is long enough...Mike, listen,

if we get cutoff, I think you should
do an expose of that awful William
Douglas... Now someone on the
sixth floor is ringing for the dumb-
waiter... I don't know how I'm
going to get back to my apart
ment.Mike. call my cook on the
other line and ask her to ring for

thedumbwaitersolcanget back to

my own apartment But tell her.

for heaven's sakes. not to tell John
where I am."
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Draft Counselor's Corner

You're Not A Number,
You're A Human Being

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

It seems that I've gained something of a reputation as a CO
pusher,'' a rep I consider something of a compliment. The truth is

somewhat different, however, I am extremely partial to the Con-

scientious Objector position, but I am not rigid about it. I will consider

and advise on other deferments.

What I am rigid about is honesty. I will not help anyone manipulate

himself through the draft. There are too many ways to keep yourself

honest and manipulate the draft for that to be necessary.

We are manipulated by nearly everything with which we come in

contact. The educational system teaches us to put our thoughts into

terms and theories which fit and preferences of our teachers. Our jobs

will tell us how to dress and cut our hair, what to buy. where to live, and
what kind of car to drive. The draft tries to channel us into certain

occupations. The list is endless.

For most of us, the first chance we have to taste anything like

freedom and to demand that the systems deal with us as individuals

instead of numbers, is the draft. We have it in our power to demand that

the machine come to a full stop and listen to what we have to say. If we
are opposed to war. we can say'so directly to some of the warmakers.
We can demand that they listen to and respond to our feelings. We can

tie them up at the local level, the state level, and in the courts. We can

make them deal with our real physical problems, our emotional

\ dependencies, our financial hardships.

At no time is it necessary to depart from the truth about ourselves in

order to get what we want. They have to deal with us. Stop. Me. No
numbers. No IBM cards. No long assembly lines. Me. Not an average

Not an expediency. Not a compromise. Me. Not a cop-out. Not a hustle.

No games. Stop, you crazy people. This is ME. And you've got to take

the time to deal with it. I've bent, folded, stapled. AND mutilated your

program card, and you've got to pull it and read-really read -the at-

tached living human being.

Think about it. It might feel good to try dealing with an institution

that way instead of letting it call your shots for you. You've been taught

all your life to manipulate, evade, conform, do it the easy way. Now you

can jump off that wagon, pick your own path, and force the system to

move over for you.

Granted, it's just a little step, but what a great feeling. And if you do

it once, maybe you can do it again. If you start expecting it. you start

demanding it. That's the first step to breaking out of the rat-race.

Peace

gut'slions to this column should be addressed to: Gilbert J Salk. t a Draft Counseling

Services RSO '.:>.6. Campus Center I tm ot Mass Aniherst Mass 01002.

Free personal d rait counseling available Draft Counseling Services. 418E Student I'nion
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Noted Editor To Reveal Bare Facts

On Population Explosion Tonight
Jose, Blues Image To Help Highlight Homecoming

(Jarrett DeBell of San Francisco,

editor of the Environmental
Handbook, will speak on 'The

Population Explosion" tonight at 8

p.m. in Mahar Auditorium, in the

second ot the Distinguished
Ecologists Lecture Series spon-

sored by the Coalition for En-

vironmental Quality (CEQ1 and
other cooperating campus groups.

A graduate of Stanford
University and a Ph. I), candidate

at the University of California at

Berkeley. DeBell has taught in-

terdisciplinary courses at the

Berkeley Ecology Center. For
Earth Day he edited the bestselling
• Environmental Handbook''
which was published under the

auspices o! Ballantine/Friends of

the Earth.

He has also edited The Voter's

Guide to Environmental Politics."

Earlier this year DeBell was a

Washington lobbyist for Zero

Population Growth (ZPG>. He is

currently working on I revised

edition of "The Environmental

Handbook."

The lecture is open to the public

tree ot charge. DeBell will also

speak on The Ecological Crisis in

Perspective
-

' at a coffee hour

c.nlier the same day in the

Colonial Lounge in the Student

Union. The cot tee hour, which

begins at :> p.m.. is open to

students, faculty and staff

members of the Five College area

The Friday night concerts of Homecoming 70 will feature Jose
Y ehciano and a relatively new group, the Blues Image.
For music aficiandos. Jose needs no introduction. He has been ac-

claimed by critics as "the first contemporary artist of our time" and his
distinctive style is recognized by all.

The Blues Image hails from Tampa, Florida, and has been described as
having a I^atin flavor to their style. The feeling projected is blues yet it is
permeated by a Latin beat. Conga drums, maracas, claveis, added to the
organ and the bass give this groups a new and unusual sound.

Tickets for the Friday Nov. 13 concert cost $3.00. There will be two
shows-one at 7: 00 p.m. and another at 10:00p.m.

(cUflttTmfcffiLL

Vegetarian Shop

Opening Soon

A student-owned and operated

vegetarian restaurant named The
Noodle opens Friday, November t>.

in the Suffolk room of the Student

I'nion. It will be open from 5:30 to

11 p.m Tuesday through Sunday
I'nder the auspices of the

Campus Center Planning Council

The Needle has obtained approval

and funds as a special student

project.

Restaurant organizers are
asking for donations of kitchen

equipment and ideas in interior

decoration from the student body.

The Noodle needs cast iron pans
and kettles, pressure cookers, a

juicer, air tight containers, a crepe

plate, apple peelers, choppers, and
old dishes, bowls, and cups.

Organizers also need help in

making the Suffolk room more
beautiful room for dining. For
more information, call Demian
549-1655.

WMUA Goes Feature

Tonight WMl.Vs Public Affairs

programming features three
programs ol interest At li.'.O p.m.

Dick Pohotek ol U.MI A talks with

Tom Sellers and Tom Spnggs ot

the Student Senate Committee on

\cademic Affairs about Teacher
Evaluation and the either activities

of the committee. At 7:30 p.m. an
hour long tape recording from the

Young Socialist Alliance will

present the important issues that

race the Alliance today At 8:30
p.m Bob Hancock's Bucket of
Blues will study the Blues Harp,
considering the many blues harp
musicians that have been recor-
ded Jay Ballard follows at 9:30

P m with ' \ Jan Show", all on
WMl'.V 91 I I'M

Notaries Public Listed

The following \til.nifs I'lihiucm In i <uil.ii led il > mi iMshlo li.ivr > mir hallol imLiri/.ed:

Mi .i.ikrl(i-ii.i|i Room 337. Whitmora
Mrs Darin A l»<-» Room SIS. fBtSmore
Mi \\.ml\l lliinlini: |{wm A» ('ht'iumeth l..it>

Mi WiStomll M.hi- Room 3Ji, Whitmorc
\li Si,lnc\ Mvcrs Kooir. '.24. Whitmnre
Mr DnmWJ Ppfcej Room SIT. Whitmnre
Mi I- 1. in. is. i Trooiin RoomSSJ Wkttmorc
Ml .lohiiC M.iteli.ini l'h\sic.il 1'l.inl

Mi ii.uiielii KrtnmrU CanpMB Security. Security BMg
Mi .Linn si uii|iit Kimm .nl. Whitmnre

\li Itnliwi I (..I is.|k,i Kixim.lnl Whilmnre
\h .loim iii \\ s,. Room :ujl. Whitmorc

School ni Kdliratlon

THE BLUES IMAGE. Coming out ef Tampa, Florida, the Blues Image is a new group
which weds a Latin beat with the blues. Members of the group are: Malcolm Jones,
Mike Pinera, Manuel Bertematti, Joe Lala, and Skip Route.

JOSE FELK'IANO will appear in concert in Currv Hicks Cage at 7
and 10, Friday, Nov. 13. Tickets cost $3.00.

CALL TO ACTION
OCTOBER 31

This boy was 6 years old
when the Vietnam war started.

Seems like only yesterday,
doesn't it?

When there wasn't an endless war.
When a lot of kids were young.
And alive.

When a 6-year-old boy's

chances ofdying in Vietnam were remote.

Think about it.

We've been gettingout of

Vietnam for years now
SJ

Isn't it about time we got out?

Let's not sacrifice another American
life for a war we've already abandoned.

Let's not put off until tomorrow
what's costing lives today.

DEMONSTRATE OCT. 31

COME TO THE AMHERST COMMONS

PUMPKINS
All Shapes, Sites and Prices

10 AM . 4 P.M

EACH DAY 'TIL HALLOWEEN

Lobby of Student Union

MESSAGE TO

BLACK

MEN and WOMEN

THE BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL

NEEDS NEW BROTHERS AND SISTERS.

If you have a desire to help in the overall

improvement of our college experience, and

our life as such, consider joining.

For information call:

6-7166, 6-7138 or 6-7136

J

CANADA:
NEIGHBOR or NUISANCE

J. M. S. CARELESS
from the

University of Toronto

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28

8:15 p.m.

Thompson 106

Sponsored by

The Distinguished Visitors' Program

\MS&9
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MDC Book Review

Everything
By ItOBKRTNESTI

Fine Arts Staff

Editor's Note -The following is an

MDC book review of two recent

best-sellert, Everything You
Always Wanted To Know About

S«'\ ..But Were Afraid To Ask by

David lleuben, M.D. and The

Kmmwm Woman by "J".

There is a famous story in-

\olving a psychologist giving a

lecture at a large, Midwestern

university. He looked up from his

notes and noticed a girl knitting in

the back of the hall, and then

paused to inform the girl that

knitting is symbolic of mastur-

bation Alter the laughter sub-

sided, the ^wl cooly told the doctor,

"When 1 knit. 1 knit. When 1

masturbate. I masturbate."

I am reminded of this girl's

common sense upon reading these

two phenomonally successful best-

sellers for, although both were

entertaining. I don't put much faith

in either of them.

Dr. Reuben is a genuinely witty-

writer, yet in the same manner
that Spiro Agnew is a wit. Reuben
is something of the Agnew of

sexologists and his silent (well.

except for some groans and
moans) majority enjoys the good

doctor's prejudices as much as

hard hats supposedly enjoy Agnew.

If this were fiction, or a joke, it

could be appreciated. Un-
fortunately Dr. Reuben is serious

and he makes me squirm almost as

much as the Vice President, for

throughout his book opinions are

passed off as facts and prejudices

as truths. Here's a statistic for

you: seventy to eighty percent of

Americans engage in fellatio and
cunnilingus." Now where does the

good doctor get this figure? He
never tells us. all which made me
curious if he had another such fact

to the conclusion that the other

twenty percent who did not indulge

in such oral exercises had fewer

cavities.

Worse. though. are his

prejudices, which I am sure Middle

Americans read with pleasure as

many of their own moralistic

sexual concepts are neatly rein-

forced Reuben is essentially a

•hip" preacher telling all these

mini-skirted Victorians how,

today, anything goes in an "ac-

c e p

t

able' penis- vagina
relationship, but anything else-

yup. you knew it all along--is lurid

and perverted.

Prostitutes are 'never happy".

Moreover (and you thought this

didn't you i. "they all have at least

one thing in common -they hate

men." And, sounding right out of

the Bible Belt, Reuben informs us

that Jackie Susanne didn't tell us,

that 'the majority of prostitutes

are female homosexuals in their

private lives " A fact, right? And
even "proper" people do not ex-

cape the venom of Dr. Reuben's

pen. He rather cutely maintains

"blind girls become particularly

adept at secret masturbation."

Something easily proven, I guess,

and very noble of the man to point

out

He can be informative though-

consider consumer goods. I never

realized before just how clever

homosexuals are with light bulbs.

And as far as a good contraceptive,

well the Real Thing is "the best

douche available." And, of course

Coke in the "six-ounce bottle is just-

the right size for one application."

1 can see where we do "come

alive" in the Pepsi Generation.

Okay now you -with Dr.

Reuben's help-are having a

simply grand time in penis-vagina

land, but girls, now how do you

keep his eyes from checking out all

those little holes here, there, and

everywhere. Don't fret, just get up

six dollars and buy "The Sen-

sunous Woman" by "J". Another

revelation, the way to a man's

heart is. ...well, not through his

stomach anymore. But good cooks,

don't fret, there are many other

uses of food. Take cream-of-wheat,

have a mouthful and surprise

him... it should keep him coming

back for more... no pun intended.

Now if you have finished off your

Harold Bobbins collection and find

the hard-core stuff a bit too rich.

then read these books, I am sure

Notices

U.N.I.C.E.F.
Needs Your Help

To Canvas The Campus

Volunteers can sign up and ob-

tain information all week at the

UNICEF Information Table in the

Student Union lobby.

Contributions will also be ac-

cepted at the table.

VM.KI.S FLIGHT
TonigM Hh' ptodgn will meet at 7 p.m. in

ram K»W (>l the Student Center A general

meeting will be held .it I p.m m room 808 of the

Student (enter All Angels are required to

attend

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
Tonight the pledges will meet at 7 p.m in

ream 808 of the Student Center A general AAS
meeting will be held at » p.m in room 808 of the

Student Center Attendance is mandatory

( KM KA1. AKKA RESIDENTS
\i ademie Affairs is holding an open meeting

in Hills Utunge tonight. Tuesday. Oct 27th. at

7 M p in

I QMMlTTBt on POVERTY
Im porta nt meeting to be held. Tuesday. Oct

27th at I oo p in C.eorge Washington Tower

tilth lloor lounge

CUSP-PSYCH col NCIL
Meeting. Tuesday, Oct. 27th at 8 p.m. in

Room 121 Bartlett Discussion about effete,

etc maybe a surprise guest

DELS CBQ)
Come tonight to hear Garrett De Bell editor

ol Environmental Handbook speak on •The
I'opulaU.m Explosion ' at 800 p m in Mahar
Vmiilnrium.

Attend coffee hour for Garrett DeBell in

Colonial I.ounge S.U at .1 no today. Topic ii

TheEi illogical (i isrs in Perspective " Open

in Mudcnts. I acuity. 5 college area

DE ISTCHE CNDKRGK AD I ATE
sill iEITU
Meeting Tuesday night. Oct 27th. at 8:00 to

dfcCOBl new business All welcome.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting on Tuesday night at

'i H in room 162 Campus Center The

Executive Board will meet at 6:00 p.m. in

room 108 Campus Center

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

1M>7 tumbler, good condition, 66>
3072, ask for Xancr. tflO-86

Pioneer, Teac. Garrard. PE Aztec,
Fhdsrr, TDK, cassette and open reel

lupe, standard radio, I tab speaker*,
1.1'*. 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. tflg-?3

8-Trark Stereo Tape Cartridge*
HO minute, two album tape*, four
••noire $3.00, call Eliot at 664-8683
or Happy at 253-5*00. >'ow set
total music enjoyment at half the
More price. tfl*-i7

1 Vr Head G. S. Compi, 1 hand
«-ur»ed chess eet, 1 Profile ekl parka,
1 pr. ski poles 65". Call Dave 421
Hrytt ftlH-C.'pg 10-23-86-27

r*ni>i>iesi — Alaskan Malamnte Sled
Ones, excellent pedieree. Ideal pets,
full Greenfield 773-8111 after 5:30
|.in tfl0-30

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Classic 68 Barracuda 3t0, anto.,

I' -., radio, pol> glass, fall eves. 549-

«547. 1019-21-23-27-29

i'MO Triumph Tiger 630 Motorey-
• le. 4 months old, maintained
well, 3900 miles, excellent condition.
< nil Kevin 5I<M>150_. tflO-27

I'icC I ,..d f.nlaxv, $230 or best
..ir.r. fall after 3:30. 253-7759.

ffl0-23-3O

lit Cherj Impair*. 3 speed shift.
i.ood niMiiInc condition. Mast sell,

full after 4 o'clock 6t£>-6«48.
lO-ge-27-qg

<•.' Valiant, runs excellent. New
tirei. battery, brake* $75 or be*t
..ff.r MktKil, ?l Squire Village,
s-undcrliind 10-28-27

~VHUi Aintln Ileal.* Sprlte"cinverV~
Must Hell to pa? hospital Mils. $500
»r best offer. Carole 547-5225

l>-26-27-?8

>;• Ford Falcon, rebuilt engine,
uiuil tire*. n*rd« battery and body
is rough, tr* or be«t offer. 323-
m;?H 10-2»-77

<:.' fhr»s!,r sTI nr l>e*t offer, good
r.uininc condition. Ph. 233-2113

>ft*- »l

I
•••;•• Humbler, ''oiiil condition. «fi.">-

tf10-30

Rambler 770. 1965 326 8 eyl.. 4 bar-
rel. 4300 miles, eonv., new brake*.
Inxks, i arl> . run* real good Call
Hub at Sie F.p. Bob Nugent, 545-0070

tflO-30

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
107 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tm-23

WANTED FOR RENT

Poetry wanted for cooperative an-
tholoy. Please Include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idtewltd Pre**, 1807
East Olympic Boulevard, Lo* Ange-
I.-*. California 90021. tfll-13

SERVICES

i.l, for Vaiici

Will type and /or revise any wrtt-
t en material. Also do personalized
resumes for schools, jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 584-6817, eve*. Keep try-
Ing. tfll-«

from Spain: sanchls, Oflmex, En-
uijue, etc. j etc., Guitars, Lands,
Hiuidurrias, Mandolins and cases,
creative Endeavor, 20-2? Mile* St.,
<.r,-enfield 413-774-2831.

tflO-27

Musical Instrument* from around
i lie world at discount prices. Gui-
tars a specialty. Creative FSideavor
'The Music Store), 20-22 Mile* St.,
i.rwnfielil. 413-774-2831.

tf 10-27

VOIR PRICE for your used
musical Instrument In our consign-
ment sales department. For infor-
mation call: 413-774-2831. Creative
F-ndeavor, 80-22 Miles Street, Green-
field tflO-27

Judy Collins, Joni Mitchell".

Johnny Cash, etc., etc. Music books
plus a complete ordering service.
Creative Endeavor, 20-22 Mile* St.
tireenrteld. 413-774-2831

tlT-27

Music lessons, instrument* (new
mid used, Imported and domestic),
and repair*, etc. at reasonable,
price*. Creative Endeavor, 20-22
Mile* Street, Greenfield. 413-774-

2831 tno-yf

Computer Science Tutoring and
Programming available. Call A1
'.'VI-6258. tfl»-tt-3e

Portrait* - Charcoal or Pastel*
done from yoor favorite photo, any
slie, satisfaction guaranteed. Char-
• nal $10 00. Pastel $13 00. Perfect
iriff Call Sheila M9-«!»1t)

10-26-27

2 bedrm. apt. In Sunderland, avail*
able st week In Nov. Big kitchen,
living room, and attie for storage.
Rent $100 /mo. pins heat and elee.

Call 865-3605 evenings or anytime
weekends. tfl»-30

Sub Let 1 bedroom apt. All util-

ities Incl. $135. Call 665-3197 after

3 p.m. 10-26-27-28

i Room house for rent unfurnished
Couple* only, no pets. Rt. 9, Bel-
chertown-, jusg 10 minutes from
1'nlverslty. Contact Albert Pitt*
323-7462. tflO-26-30

LECTURE SERIES
Opening October 31, 1976, School

of Fsychographlcology. Free leetnre
by Mainry O'Connell, originator of

the study, at Hotel Northampton.
Time: 7:30 p.m. tfl$-3t

RIPE WANTED
To and from Burlington. Vt., or

Ticinity, leaving anytime this week-
end Oct. 30. I'll pay you a lot.

Call Marianne at 256-6718.
10-26-27

Ride' "anted to Washington, DC
•>r as far as Maryland, feme Fri-
day. Call Wendy in Northampton
at 584-6877. 10-17

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted, own

room, great place with lets of
trees. Call Sue 323-7111. Also place
for a guy. Call same. 10-26-27

1 or 2 roommates for large house
in South lladley, Own room. Call
6-5280, ask for Jean. tf10-29

PERSONAL
Will the person who stole ray

suede jacket from Dining Common*
.No. 7 with the name tag In it,

plea*/* turn my glasses which were-
Nsj the pocket to the Dg. O, l-oet and-
round 1 need them to studr. 10-27

you will be entertained. And as The
Valley Of The Dolls taught you a

great deal about medicine, so these

books will about sex.

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In (Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

1NTKRGROL YOGA INSTITUTE
There bj ill lie an open class in Hatha Yoga .

ctaMtag and meditation, .i :io to 7 00 p m. in

the new Campus (enter. rsWNHsl Please

bring a towel, empty stomach and wear loose-

fitting clothing

MATH JUNIOR COLL
Thus week s talk b "But You Can't (let

Tlierc Ki omHere or "The Problem of Map-

ami Things, bj Harp. Joiner October 27,

IV*. Arnold House. ;i::l(lp.m

MATH MAJOR
Anyone interested in serving on the per

MXinel. curriculum, or grievance committees.

lease your name with the Math Office in Ar-

nold helorc VIM p.m lodas

YVIADS
Meeting tonight at WOPK pool. 4 30 6:00

p m . bring suits

NEWMAN (1.CB

Kilm and discussion on The Supper, lead by

FY Robert Hassan, S J . at 7 M, Newman
(enter social lounge. Oct 27th All welcome

ORGANIZATION <>F' ARAB STUDENTS
Vim Saner from the Palestine Liberation

Mo\emcnt will speak on "The Palestinian

Resolution on Tuesday. Oct 27th a I8:l»l p.m

intheCounciH'hambers. Room 1 2nd floor'. of

the Student Itnon

PRE l\w STUDENTS
Case Western Reserve. Oct 27th * M) 11:30

Alliain Law School. Oct 28th 11 iHl 3:00.

All Law Schools will beat (Mass during the

Save limes and dales Call Mrs Kournier at

.,4 il you have any questions

PSYCH inr>. HISTORY AND SYSTEMS
Professor Kriekhaus urges all students to

attend Psych :ltl5on Wednesday, November 4th

for*, very important class Especially tocome
are those w ho have not attended all semester

KAKI
RAKI members and others interested in

lorming a study group on Socialist-Zionism

literal, Hess. Ruber. Syrkin. Borochov.

Aihadhaam. etc > call Jim at 6-9396

Sot THWKST (ANTO PROJECT 10) FILM
GROUP Organizational meeting. Students

trom anywhere on campus interested in

seeing, ordering, or making films are invited.

Wednesday. :1:30 p.m., Pierpont main lounge.

sw

SPANISH CLUB
SpaiiLs h Table meets ford inncrfrom5-6 p.m.

in Hampshire Commons. All who enjoy

speaking in Spanish are welcome.

STVOKNT MOBE
Expanded steering committee

preparations and final planning for Oct 31st.

SMC Office 8 p m

HALLOWEEN

CARDS
• •

THREE C'S

Friendship Center

191 NORTH PLEASANT ST
AMHERST 253 9306

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE
Tlicl tm ersity Health Sei\ iceinis leaves the

Kennedy lower lor the 1 nfirnviry at 8 15. B C>

ii l,"> It) 45a m audi i:>. 1 45. 2:15.

I". and .14". p in on Monday through

Krida>

lnliriiiaiy hours are 8 12, l-5:(H.-. Monday

through Friday I rgent problems only on

Saltirdas 1 1 oni H II :ln Kmei-gency iK'lp is

• aailable at all limes

l MASS FOR SAIUiKNT OWIGHT
Thanks For the two bus loads that went to

Springfield Sunday. next weekend
Kasthamplon. postcards will lollow

MRS UHAPI.KS CLASS, MUSIC M
Will meet today at Berkshire Clubroom

LOSt
8 piece sterling silver puzzle ring Sen-

timental \ akie Please call MMRM, if found

Lost 1 brown wallet, identification. Stephen

Fisher: urgently needed If found call 6-62-3,

ask tor Stc\<-

Wallet lost out ol my purse in Worcester

I lintiin^ Commons yrk> room, please return to

the Student In ion likt and found No iiuestions

will lie asked

l.osl black puppy v.hite boots and chest

« brow nl lea collar Owner heartbroken Call

">4li )l7'i nl iHi ,ii,'i

Lost in Bartlett MS, English .112 notebook

Kndas Desperately needed for Wcdm
exam Pfcgas call Ron. 6 K7j1 or return to 1 109

John Adams
(, old Kappa Delta Phi Fraternity pin If

lound call Joyce **V73W
A copper key with label aVI on the top If

touiul please call tNMM and ask for Joan

A watch in central area, engraved with the

date H 22-61 Contact Mai MSM

FOUND
Black and while speckled dog. part set

ter.part Dalmatian, near Campus Center Call

">4!Miail

No notice may exceed twenty-five words

Deadline lor notices is 2:00 P.M. on the

preceding day

There is a one day maximum for all notices

1 'innings and engagements will appear on

Fridays

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

FIVE COLLEGE
STUDENT HOMOPHILE

LEAGUE
is having

its fourth meeting
COME

meet people
talk to pleople

learn from people
respond to people
All interested call

'ferry — 5861603
Kathy — 665 2853

i

You are cordially invited to attend a lecture on

"THE PALESTINIAN REVOLUTION
SPEAKER: ABU SAME

R

From the Palestine Liberation Movement

TIME: Tuesday, Oct. 27th — 8 p.m.

PLACE: Council Chambers, 2nd Floor, Student Union

SPONSORED BY: Organization of Arab Students and

Solidarity Committee with the Palestinian People

n

Fall Baseball Wrap-up . . .

UMass '9' Loses Only To Dartmouth
By BRONA SIMON

Staff Reporter
Splitting a doubleheader with Dartmouth College, last year's New England champions,

finalized UMass baseball's fall practice season last week at eight wins, one loss and two ties.

The only Redman loss, to Dart
mouth, was a close 1-0 game.

•This year we've had the most
successful lull season ever.''
remarked coach Dick Bergquist.

"Good weather permitted us to

view all the candidates at length

and choose the tentative rosters for

spring training."

A great number of players put on
impressive performances, as in-

dicated in the team's almost
perfect record. It was certainly

difficult to narrow down the 128

men who went out to 25 probable

varsity and 34 probable junior

varsity members.
Because of the new ruling

allowing freshmen to play varsity

baseball, seven frosh have been
invited to spring play.

Coach Bergquist expressed
optimism about his pitchers, in

particular, junior Tom King, who
had arm trouble last year, senior

Jack Bernardo, sophomore Tom
White and 6'5" left handed fresh-

man John Olson.

Junior Kerry Daly, sophomore
Bill Rvan and frosh Ed Hamel and

sPoptS ShorT'Es
AP

ATLANTA AP I
- Muhammad Ali weighed 213 1/2 pounds - a 16 pound

advantage - but failed to get the traditional eyeball-to-eyeball con-

frontation at weigh-in ceremonies for his Monday night comeback fight

against Jerry yuarry that has sparked interest around the world.
' They asked me to pose with him

and I said no.' " said Quarry, the

angry Irishman who hit the scales

tirst and pushed the finger to 197

1/2 pounds "The next time I see

this guy it will be on the other end
of this.'' He brandished a right fist.

Ali appearing calm and relaxed

for the scheduled 15-rounder and
trimmed down to within two
pounds of his last competitive

engagement 3 12 years ago,

shrugged off the affront.

i'm glad." said Ali. "I'm not

fooling, either."

Tom McDermott will have to battle

among themselves for the catching
position.

The infield is the most un-

predictable situation. Senior Jack
Conroy's fall play has named him
probable third baseman. Jim
Saracino, a junior, has improved at

shortstop, but will find competition
there from promising freshman Ed
McMahon.
Veteran Hosea Kelly was injured

in play this fall, but will play in the

spring, so sophomore Dan Kellv

and freshman Ken Brewer saw a

lot of action at second base. First

base is questionable between two
sophomores. A usual third

baseman, Mark Palau, will be
given a try at first to compete with

Dan Esposito.
"We're looking forward to a very

successful baseball season."
predicted Bergquist. "We have a
great deal of ability plus en-

thusiasm from a very young
team."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

*****

LOS ANGELES <AP> - Spencer

Haywood, suspended star of the

Denver Rockets basketball team,

said yesterday he wants his

reported six-year, $1.9 million

contract clarified.

Haywood, his injured hand in a

cast, appeared at a news con-

ference with his attorney, Al Ross,

and denied reports he was asking a

boost in his contract terms.

Sports Notices

INTRAMURAL BOWLING-A11
bowling teams entered in the in-

tramural tournament may have a

practice on either this evening or

Wednesday evening from 6:30 to

1:30 or 8:30 to 10:30. Teams must

sign up with the bowling alley

manager to reserve a lane.
******

TRUCKS WANTED-The UMass
crew team is looking for male

freshmen, at least 61 and 185

pounds, with good coordination and

previous experience in some sport.

Willingness to work hard and the

desire to compete successfully are

also prerequisites as frosh coach

Kurt Betchick needs members for

UMass' 1071 freshman crew. Those

interested should inquire at the

crew office. 211 Boyden or phone 5-

2801 during the day and 253-3576 at

night after 9.

******

QUARTERBACK CLUB-The
seventh, of 11 weekly UMass
Redmen Quarterback Club Lun-

cheons, w ill be held at the Newman
Center on Wednesday. Oct. 28 at

12:15, to let out promptly at 1:15. A
film of the UMass-Connecticut

game will be shown. Also featured

will be the awards for the offensive

and defensive players of the week,

a scouting report on Vermont

(UMass' next opponent), a door

prize and a raffle of choice game
tickets.

**••*•

INTRAMURAL OFFICIATING-
Anyone interested in officiating

intramural basketball for the 1970

season please sign up in the in-

tramural office, 215 Boyden.
******

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL-
UMass' freshman football team

traveled to the University of Rhode
Island vesterday for a game
against the URI frosh. The 0-2

UMass team was seeking its first

victory How it fared will appear in

morrow*! sports page.

SYDNEY OMAAA
vitrMnrr, nk« mn»lc and raauicitia-

llcs, It » universal lanmare. Wlier-
rvoii vnii co In the world, pcopl* ttif n-

tify with their birth dates or sodlaoal
kiirns. Person* who to m»«t pl«.r-
In the world are apt to be born nndrr
("i-min.i. Virgtt and Kaclrfarin.
ARIES (April 21 • April 19): A^-

Itrttjr renters on leral matters, part-
nerships, ability to accept and cor.i
with opposing views. Oather f.v>
*«r.ntthen position Refuse to be In*
timldated by one who makes threat*.

vrnrs (April CO - Mnv ?t\):

«*rve rules, safety regulations. Re-
member diet. Concentrate on guaril-
Inr what Is most predousT yonr
asaitht Follow through on hunch. You
are able to see unusual aid* cf mm
.Moss to you.
OEllINJ (May 21 • June 20)T Ro-

mance Is accented. Tour creative urg-
es soar to forefront. Those who may
have appeared indifferent display af-
fection. Change routine. Fine for Ma
ing out with stimulating companion.
CA-NCER (June il - July U) : M.i-

cy of your natural talents, abiiiin--

are recognised and put to ua. B.-

awan of details. There are B0MM
roadblocks, but you overcome them.
Take conservative course.
LEO (July 22 - Aug 22): Avoid ex

cess speed. Don't write letters whilv
upset, angry. Sharp words could alieu-
• neighbors, relatives. Good for put-

ting ideas to work. Tou can get pro-

ject off ground. Keep appointments.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Mu-

ney, possessions — these are actlvlat-
••i. Consult family member, lmpuic*
purchase or sale could create dissent.
Realize this and act accordingly. Un-
close to you confides financial prut
lem.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 2:): C
operate rather than fight. Applies spa

cifically to mate, partner or attor-
ney. You may not be seeing thing-*
io>> clearly. Permit expert to offer In.-

lormed guidance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Not. 21): Whai

was secret, now is revealed. Your
work methods come under scrutlnv
Be prepared to defend yourself. Son-,
insist you are going too fa.n. Tliey m->v
oe partly correct.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 28 - Dec. 21):

Some friends may appear overly atl

h-resslve. Don't compound error. Li>
ten and evaluate. A child who mnk.
ilemands should be d>*nlt with I

hut firmly.
CAPRICORN" (Dee. 22 • Jan. 191:

Periston affecting home, career ahmiM
be put Into action. Stress Independent
exude confidence. Creative endenvm,
succeed. Take the lead. You ire .

to be a winner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 . Teb. Ml

Travel !s emphasized. Ideas are p it

to test. Read and write, (lain ahawn
If you ore perceptive. Detect hUhW-n
things. Co-nP*rate with Arte* InnV
dual.
PISCES (Feb. n • March 20): In-

terest In unorthodox subjects Is ac-
cented. Be flexible. You may chance
ynur mind about financial project.
This Is all to the good. You cnnri:
stand still and go forward at sani"
time.
IF TODAY 13 YOUR BIRTHDAY

jwu are a humanitarian, wllllnu fn

aid those who experience difficulties.
You are going to embark on satisfy-
ing, new and different project.

rnpvrlght i<170. Ccn, T** Cwv

Frosh Booters
Face Trinity

By STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

This afternoon at 1 k) the Little Redman soccermen travel to Trinity

in quest of their fourth victory. As they look forward to their fifth

consecutiv? game without a loss, the freshmen are hoping to produce
more of the scoring power that they displayed against UConn last

week

.

The defense, which has been impressive throughout, had a new ad-

dition last week in the person of Noel Anderson, said coach Jekanowski.
Noel did an excellent job for us. expecially since it was his first game

as a fullback. He had been playing at a forward position earlier in the

season
"

Anolher switch that has been significant deals with Bruce Sibson has
been playing the front lines he has scored four goals, trying him for th<

club lead with Mark Tyma. the center halfback. Mike Nugent has been
the other t fensive spark, as he has tallied two times.

The Little Redmen have had their two toughest contests away from
the fields of Boyden. and if away contests have any pattern, the fresh-

men are going to be in for a rough afternoon. But if the frosh maintain
their high level cf play, they'll be no stopping them

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Across

1 Church bench

4-European

9 Parcel ol land

1
.

' M i

13 A|)|"i M
14 loss

15 Season ot

f ,,i

19 Abounds

i>l Unit ol

Portuguese

currency

an to

24 txclhmation

26 Strokes

29Conducted

30 Vigorous

32 Cooled lava

33-Reverence

34 Female (colloq.)

35 A continent

(abbr )

36 Claimant to

a thr

39 Throufh

40 Let it strfnd

41 -M
42-riower

43 Uncooked

45 Metal

47 Enthusiasm

50 Native American

53 Native metal

54 Demon
56Preti»: three

57 Conjunction

58 Small stoves

59 Slippery tish

DOWN

1 Animal's toot

2 Silkworm

3 Needed

I Dirk

5 Lasting

6-Sun

7Limb
8-Former Russian

uili'i

9 I

10 POMH
1

1

Bushy dump
16 Spread toi

drying

puta*

20 -Pronoun

22Strik.-s

23 Vital ot

25 Country ot

South America

27 Fork prongs

28 Frifihlen

30 Temale sheep

31 -I ont>. slender

fish

Answer to Y esterday s Puzzlt
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UMass Crew Shells Take 3rd and 9th In Regatta
By BRONA SIMON

Staff Reporter

BOSTON Perfect rowing
weather, very cloudy, very
blustery, and a strong tailwind

greeted the UMass Crew Club
Sunday in the sixth annual Head-
of-theCharles Regatta. General all-

around spirits of the team were
high after the impressive Junior
Eights' third place and Senior
Eights' ninth place finishes in the

largest single-day regatta in the

world.

Because there were 13 events
and 245 participating boats, each
crew was timed on the three-mile

fiallfl toU*gten
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course, that is, the race was
against the clock rather than
against other boats.

The Junior boat finished in 16

minutes, 15 seconds, winning a
bronze medal behind first place
Maris! College at 16:00.1, and
second place Mt. Hermon, a prep
school, at 16:10.8. There was a
marked improvement over last

year's fifth position, out of the
same number, 33, of teams.
The line-up of the Junior shell

was:

Bow Paul Winchell sophomore
2 Mel Streim sophomore
3 Joe Piela sophomore
4 Al Flanders sophomore
5 Bill Moran sophomore
6 Jeff Allen sophomore
7 Clay Morin sophomore
8 Rick Jones junior

Oh Bob Jayes junior

Third place is quite com-
mendable for a team of seven
sophomores and only one junior.

The style of their rowing together
proved that the line-up was well
chosen. There was perfect balance,
with each member of the crew
putting his oar in the water at the
same time, especially evident at
the beginning f the race when
passing Yale and rowing the
course with Rutgers, both of which
started before UMass.

In the Seniors' division, com-
petition was considerably tougher,
from perennially strong teams

PSD In IM Finals
Fraternity champion Phi Sigma Delta rolled over Team, the In-

dependent champ, 36-7, to give the Greeks the right to play the Hamlin
Pied Pipers tonight for the intramural touch football campus cham-
pionship. Game time for that one will be 7, on IM field 3.

In the opening moments of last penheimer caught a touchdown
night's game, Team's quartertack pass for Team's only score. Team
Rettalich was put out of the game, made one point on the conversion,
and it seemed as though Team's Phi Sigma's defense looked very
offense never recovered. tough as it had a good rush and a
On Team's first play after the quick secondary. Sprague had two

mishap, Bob Sprague of the tough interceptions and Steve Schneid
Phi Sigma defense intercepted and and Brian Chandler had one each,
turned the ball over to Tony
Lauria, who ran 50 yards for a
touchdown on Phi Sig's first of-

fensive play.

This was the story of the game as
the Greeks' offense and defense

completely overpowered the In-

dependent champs.
Lauria threw two touchdown

passes, to Bob Littleton and Jeff

Lewis, and one to big blocking back
Tony Riddle, to account for the

Greeks' scoring. They failed to

score on every conversion attempt.

Team's offense seemed to move
in spurts as it would threaten, but

never actually hit paydirt. Finally,

in the second half, Jeff Op-

IM Meeting

INTRAMURAL MEETING - A
compulsory meeting for all paid

officials of intramural basketball

will be held in room 17 of Boyden
on Wed., Oct. 28 at 6:30 p.m.

OARSMEN AND COACH-UMass' co-captains Tom Mone (left in left photo) and Dave Richard
are shown as they prepare for the Senior race in Sunday's Head-of-the-Charles Regatta. In the

right photo is Mike Faherty, UMass crew coach. (MDC photos by Brona Simon)

made up of national champions
and Olympic finalists among the 16

starters.

Seated in the UMass Senior boat
were:

Dave RichardBow

Tom Mone

senior

senior

BobWeimer junior

Kevin O'Brien junior

.lack Appel junior

6 Ted Kitzpatrick sophomore

I Doug Thompson sophomore

H (Maries U'onard senior

<"X ChnsJedr\ M'nior

Finish-line time for the Seniors

was 15:55.2. A span of 28 seconds

separated UMass from Nor-

theastern University's first place

15:27.6, which beat out the Union

Boat Club by a tenth of a second.

UMass' time was 55 seconds

faster than its previous run on the

Charles course, indicating a very

smooth race: oars were clean

coming out of the water.

Considering the fact that the

Senior crew had only been rowing

together in practices since

Thursday, and that they had no

experience with the winding
course, the team rowed a fine race,

beating the well-known Vesper
Boat Club of Philadelphia.
Stroking was very strong on the

straight aways, as unofficial

timing showed UMass time the
same as the leading boats, but
seconds were lost on the I sharp
turns.

Undoubtedly, UMass finished in

the top ten clubs in the"overaH"
tabulation. Both of the eights
finished under 16:15, a feat no
other clubs accomplished, thus
showing the great depth of the
UMass crews.

Coach Mike Faherty was very
pleased with the outcome of the
day.

"We've got a very young team.
The outlook for the spring season is

very good." Faherty explained.
"The kids are very enthusiastic,

certainly strong, and have a good
competitive attitude."

Soccermen Host Strong WPI Today
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
When the Worcester Polytechnical Institute soccer team arrives at UMass today for a 2 p.m

match its goal will be to leave Amherst as the team that dropped the Redmen from the ranks of
the unbeaten.

Intramurals

TUG-OWAR
KS 2. PMD 1

Pied Pipers 2. Seagram 6's

3 Ms 2. BX
Bulldogs and Dildoughs. df

PSD over SPE. wbf
Redwoods over Panthers, wbf

8:15

TONIGHTS INTRAMURALS
TUGOWAR

•Pied Pipers vs 3 M's

ATLANTA (AP) -Muhammed
Ali, coming back from 3 1/2

years of idleness and
frustration, battered young
Jerry Quarry into a bloody mess
last night and won a third-round

knockout victory that sent him
again in pursuit of the heavy-
weight championship he has
never lost.

Thus far this season six fine

soccer teams have tried to upset
the Big Red machine, but only one
school, the University of Rhode
Island, came close, holding the

booters to a scoreless tie.

Otherwise the Redmen have been
unstoppable.

Reviewing the season so far,

coach Peter Broaca's team scored
a 5-1 victory in its opener against
present Yankee Conference co-

leader Maine. It backed up that

performance with a 3-0 whitewash
at Boston College.

These two victories propelled the

soccermen into the top ten ratings

in New England for the first time
ever. When the Redmen thumped
eighth-ranked UConn, 5-3, for their

third triumph, they moved all the

way up to the fourth position,

where they have remained ever
since.

In fact the Redman booters have
not been scored upon since the

Connecticut game, posting three
straight shutouts: 2-0 over Trinity

College, 0-0 versus Rhode Island

and last week's 5-0 win over Tufts,

week's 5-0 win over Tufts.

Worcester Tech will have to

contain with a ballclub that has
scored 20 goals while allowing only
four in those six games. The
Engineers, however, are not
coming to Amherst to play dead for
UMass. They too are off to a fine
start, entering today's contest with
a 7-1-1 record, losing their game
last Saturday to Coast Guard, 2-1.

They boast high-scoring forward
Jack Blaisdell, who has an im-
pressive 12 goals for the season.
Currently WPI is ranked ninth in
the New England region, and are
favored to successfully defend the
Samson Trophy that they captured
last year.

The trophy is emblematic of
college division supremacy in N.E.
They have defeated Hartford,

Holy Cross, Tufts, MIT, Lowell
Tech, Boston University and
Assumption.

Last season's game found the

Redman booters on the short end of

a 2-1 score. This season the

Engineers have a hustling, well-

balanced team, one which is very
aggressive. Halfback Tim Rooney
of WPI is a former teammate of

such UMass stars from Ludlow as
Augie Calheno, Lindo Alves, Dave
Ouellette and Dick McCarron.

The visiting booters also have
three fine fullbacks in Lionel St.

Victor, Steve Williams and Dave
Sund. The Engineers also play two
freshmen, Bucky Kashiwa and Jim
O'Bray.

The Redmen arc in for their
seventh tough game of the year,
and after two away games, the 2

p.m. contest will be somewhat of a
homecoming for the booters. It

will also be the first time a num-
ber-four team in New England has
played soccer representing
UMass. Hopefully, it will not be
the last.

A Trio Of Long-Distance Specialists

SATURDAY'S FOOTMEN-Three UMass athletes who used their feet to good ad-

vantage this past weekend are pictured above. In the left photo are Larry Paulson

(left) and Leo Duart. Paulson finished second and Duart the Hatter placed third in

UMass' 17-4fi cross country victory over Holy Cross. In the picture at right Redman

Art t orsaielli (44) is seen turning me corner on the way to his 80-yard touchdown
ramble in UMass' 21-21 tie with Connecticut. No. 61 for UMass is Jim Queeney. (MDC
photos by Ed Mangiaratti and Rich Mclntyre respectively)
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D.E.S. Speaker Urges

Ecology Action Now
Turn to page three

The Third Candidate

SOCIALIST CANDIDATE FOR THE SENATE Peter Camijo told a group of students yesterday

why he thinks a third party candidate can never win an elected office in this Country. For more on

Camijo. see Campaign Climax, page five and editorial, page six. (MDC photo by Pat Lempart)

Security

Confusion

Explained

Story page two

S.W.A.P.

Deadline

Nears

details,

pages six and nine
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ANSWERING QUESTIONS at Butterfield Monday night during the administration coffee hour.

Provost Robert L. Gluckstein explained what the new Jobs in the campus's administration

reorganization plan entail. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidy)

Gluckstern Expl
New Whitmore
Meeting for four hours with a

group of about sixty students in

Butterfield late Monday night.

Provost Gluckstern contended
with a barrage of questions

ranging from administration
reorganization to the Univer-

sity's relationship with the

Legislature.

Gluckstern opened with a brief

description of the reorganization

of the administration. Basically

ih:s involves a President at the

head with a Chancellor for each
of the three Campuses. Each
Chancellor worked with a staff

of five Vice Chancellors; one for

Student Affairs. Academic af-

fairs, (the Provost), Public
Relations. Finance and Ad-
ministrative Services.

Gluckstern described himself

as •interim provost". When
asked if he would remain and
perhaps become permanent he
replied that if the administration
thought that he was doing a

satisfactory job then he would
remain A few students were
quick to point out that perhaps if

he was so unsure of his own
capabilities than maybe he was
the wrong man for the job.

At this point a debate among
the students occurred with some
defending Gluckstern and others

attacking him.

The question of money and the

Legislature arose and
Gluckstern said, "you ask for

more than you know you will get

and you justify what you ask
for ..it's a game.'
Gluckstern was asked how

ains
Setup

dorms and groups other than
residential colleges could
procure the services of willing

professors to teach special
courses. The answer he thought
would be to "give release time to

faculty" and to give par
ticipating departments
preference when it came to

appointments of new postions

because the University is

"reluctant to pay t iditional

stipends to faculty for outside

projects."

Glucksiern said that he would
eventually like to bring to

campus all matters regarding
student life, such as style of co-

ed dorms "We are heading for

the time when more respon-
sibilities of the campus will be in

the hands of those on Campus.

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

XEROX
XEROX copies now available at Campus Center

Printing Shop opposite the Coffee Shop.

Rates per original - 5tf for the first 4 copies,

2d for each additional copy.

Other services include: Copy setting

Mimeograph

Ditto

Embosograf

Lineoscribe

Art Work

Stencils

Sip 4U*9ftrlpt0ttt0 Batlg (Collegia*

OMic. of the DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on thr second floor of the
Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones
are 545.2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports), end 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-
demic year except during vacation and exom periods; three or (our
times o waek following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday
falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March 8, 1879 os amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

Why are

prophets

needed
today?
A prophet is somebody
who is close to God.

whosees spiritual solu

tionsto world prob-

lems, who leads the

people to them.

Joseph G. Heard of

The Christian Science

Board of Lectureship

thinks we need some
prophets today.

Hear him tell what it

takes to become one

in a talk titled

"Todays Prophet
"

Thursday, Oct. 29

Campus Center

Rooms 168-170

7:30 p,m-

Sponsored by

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Cop Snafu Settled

By WALTERSOBZAK
Staff Reporter

•In order to provide for security of persons and property on emergency

basis, there is herein delegated to.. .Chancellor Tippo. the authority to

appoint. ..police officers who shall have such duties and authority on the

Amherst campus as ma) from time to time be assigned by the Chancellor

as he mav deem neiessan or desirable for security through the end of the

present semester."

So reads the 'notion passed b) me Board of Trustees with regards to the

abilit) ol securit) officers to make arrests Contrary to the widespread

notion thai tlu-y now h.iv the power ot arrest, the duties of the security

officers have not changi

According to Dr. Randolph Bromery, acting Assistant to the Chan

cellor, "this acl mere!) gives the Chancellor the authority which was

previously assigned to the 1 rustees, to give personal police powers."

This action wai the result of numerous complaints by students and

residence hall personnel of theft and assaults. Implementation of the

power. Bromerj emphasized, will only be in "emergency situations."

As it stands, the security force is not very well trained as a police body.

The Trustees motion would provide for training of these officers. It aids

the Chancellor by giving him the ability to implement the powers

nreviously assigned to the Trustees.

n toe meantime", Bromery said, "we are taking a long look at the

^iiirily department We are going to design I new campus security

program. The university campus is a very anomalous situation, so we
have a u ide latitude in designing such a program."

Thedepartmenl is currently doing its utmost to utilize its personn-

Btem theft and assault on campus There is a search now on for a new

security director w hocan coordinate the forces now in existance

Fenton. Conservatives

To Score Big Tuesday
By DANKAMAL
Staff Reporter

"Democrats in general and liberals in particular are in for a bad night
Tuesday

"

This is the way Professor John Fenton of the Government Dept. feels
the voting w ill have developed come election night in a speech given last
night to about 40 people in Thompson Hall. Me verified this statement by
citing a number of events which are working in favor of Republican
conservatives.
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Kenton stated that among these
are the bombings and police
killings which are so prevalent on
the front pages ol newspapers and
symbolize the Democratic per-
missiveness on social issues, a
major concern of the electorate

He characterized the
Democratic dilemma by citing the
Philips Thesis which states that the
common man is completely-
disenchanted with the elite liberal

establishment because he feels

that all legislation is directed at
him and not for him. This is how
I'hilip accounts for the Democrat
defeat in 19(i», and Kenton feels
that this disenchantment will
prevail in the 7(1 elections, par
ticularly in the senatorial races.
Another factor he 'hinks will

favor the Republic ns is the
|K)litical cycle He noted that

voting trends have gone from a
Republican landslide in I95<i. to an
evening-off period in i960, to a
Democratic landslide in l%4. to
another evening-off period in l%8;
thus he sees, if not a Republican
landslide, at least a trend toward

Republican conservatism

.

Professor Kenton also noted that

there are :?.") seats up lor re-election

in the Senate. 25 of which are
Democratic; claiming that the

Senate is atypical, that many of

these Democrats gamed their seats

simply by being "lucky" enough to

Ik- caught in the Democratic
landslide of 1%4. he. therefore sees

the conservative trend hurting

them in particular

Me added that the Democrats are
in good shape to win only four

senatorial seat- while the
Republican Party may add as

many as ll to their slate:

although the latter is a remote
possibility . .t would be a major
victory for Nixon."

In conclusion, he said tha' the

biggest thing to look for on
Tuesday is the turnout; that I

large turnout would corroborate
what he says about a conservative
trend, because "a large turnout is

emblematic ol voter disen-

chantment with the incumbent
party in most cases the

Democratic Party."

HORROR FLICKS
"WOLFMAN" "THE MUMMY"

"BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN"

AND OTHER FEATURES

Thursday Oct 29
7:30 & 9:30

Mohor Auditorium

Sponsored by Maroon Keys

50/

Camejo Vs. The System

Rebel With A Cause
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor
The rumpled corduroy suit, the tired eyes, the Bic pens jammed into a pants pocket. Typica)

Socialist-Worker's Party candidate running for U.S. Senator from Massachusetts; challenging the
big name politicians.

PBOPUE MUST SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT-This was what

Garrett deBell explained last night (MDC photo by Ed Eenwick)

People Needed To Cure

Environment Says DeBell
By JOHN BOITEAU

Staff Reporter
Garrett DeBell, speaking before

300 people in Mahar auditorium

last night, called for personal in-

volvement in environmental
problems, as a part of the

Distinguished Ecologist Series.

"The stakes are high," he said,

"and go beyond solving the en-

vironmental crisis."

Population stabilization, he went
on, must be a primary goal.

"Freely available birth control

must be a first priority" he added.
The earth cannot support the

population of the U.S. at its current
level, he said and American
economy must be cut back. "If

pollution is to decrease, the

population must decrease", he

added.

Cutting back does not mean a

sacrifice, he explained, and cited

labor saving devices as an
example.
"We can automate anything," he

went on, "but the question is

whether this is desirable and worth

the environmental cost."

Technology can be used to cut
pollution, he said, but the results

must be carefully investigated.

Mr. Garrett added that personal
involvement may take the form of

participation in groups that
sponsor lobbyists.

"Lobbying is only a dirty game if

only the polluters play it," he
explained.

The purpose of lobbying is to

influence legislators by presenting

them with facts, he said.

He said individuals can help by
contributing to groups which
sponsor lobbyists and added, the

support of such groups, he added,

is voluntary, but the support of the

opposition-the polluters-is in-

voluntary.

You support the opposition every
time and drive a car," he ex-

plained, "by supporting the oil

companies,"
Many people become

discouraged because progress in

environmental reform seems slow,

he said, but there has actually been
a great deal of progress.

Peter Camejo arrived on campus
late yesterday afternoon. He
quickly made phone calls to

Boston. Digested the local

situation.

Kennedy, the Senator, is in

Springfield speaking at a

"private" benefit for guber-
natorial candidate Kevin White. Is

Kennedy to be in Northampton?
Natick? If Camejo can find out,

there may be a chance to debate.

Kennedy is tough to find. He's
being careful. Like Camejo says,

"Kennedy can only lose votes from
now on."

The cluttered life of a politician,

like Camejo, revolves around his

opposition. Right now, he needs to

confront Kennedy. At Bridgewater
State. Camejo was cheered as Ted
Kennedy quietly bowed out,

avoiding the abortion-war-
economy issues raised by his

Socialist-worker opposition.

"Kennedy has never debated a

candidate to the left of him",
claims Camejo. He added that

Kennedy has carefully arranged
his schedule to avoid any further

run-ins with opposition candidates.

Kennedy won't even debate Si

Spaulding, Republican candidate
for Senator, who has stated that if

Kennedy debates with him,
Camejo is to be included.

Free U. Opens
Due to personnel shortages and
work overloads, the Free
University has been delayed from
taking the space in the old campus
bookstore.

University store n anager, Mr.
Cummings, said in his office

yesterday that a warehouse crew
working, with Free University
volunteers will begin moving stock

which remains in the old bookstore

this morning and the space should

be available at the end of the week.

Commenting on the situation a

Free U. spokesman said the

bookstore would become "open
space."

"Last year's image of alternate

courses is obsolete and in-

sufficient.

Camejo was described by the

Boston Globe as being one of

the best "soap box" orators
around. The Globe statement came
in an article about Camejo arrest

at Northeastern, while giving an
impromptu loud speaker address
as Northeastern's free speech
area. During the Collegian in-

terview Camejo was soft-spoken;

he backed his claims with figures,

he spoke confidently without
cliche

His party's biggest obstacle at

present is that they, the Socialist-

Workers have to gather thirty

times the number of signatures
than either the Republicans or
Democrats. The party is forced to

run a sticker campaign. Camejo
told of a pending court ease to test

the constitutionality of the 1920 law
which discourages new political

parties by imposing such heavy
signature requirements on all

parties not established before 1920.

Camejo believes that capitalism

has "outlived its usefulness" and is

unable "to maintain the standard
of living it has created." He con-

tinued "What we have is chaos
now...we socialists could solve the

housing problem in two years, the

hunger problem now." "You have
to produce according to human

needs. If we continue to produce
for profit, we won't be able to solve
our human problems."
Concerning the growing fear of a

wave of repression in the U.S.,

Camejo cautioned. "I think that

those who say fascism is around
the corner are wrong. "There is

repression and there is violation of

rights" he added explaining that

what is needed is a general
assertion of rights by individuals.

Camejo does not doubt that with
the advent of socialism in America
there would be "violenf'reaction.

"I feel there will be a revolution.

The Democrats and Republicans
won't permit it...we predict that

there will be violence. But we'd
love to do it without violence," he
stated, noting that the U.S. now has
more "police per population than
Nazi Germany."

One of several people, who had
occupied themselves making
campaign telephone calls and
talking in small groups came to

Camejo and told of latest
developments in the Kennedy
campaign, missed appointments
and pressing engagements. He was
asked about newspaper support
and coverage of his campaign:
"No newspaper could endorse me
and survive."

Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

!AD Power to the People

!

THE BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL needs

BLACK people with new and powerful ideas.

If you want to make this school relevant to

Black needs, get out and WORK FOR IT!

We have money to work with for the con-

structive needs of BLACK PEOPLE.

For Information Call:

6-7166, 6-7138 or 6-7136

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71- SERIES

EVENTS
Bowker Auditorium/University of Mass.

Thursday - Friday, November 5-6

Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Two different programs of the world's great* >t

Baroque Music including Corelli, Vivaldi, Marcello and
AUnnoni

"Unexelled in their cjass!" L.A. Times

Thursday - Sunday, November 12-15

Operetta Guild presents

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production of this hit!

Reserved tickets: $1.00 -$3.00

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall
Telephone 545-0202. Remaining
tickets at Bowker Box Office
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Signs New Drug Abuse Bill

To "Strengthen Narcotics Control'
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon signed the Drug Abuse
Control Bill yesterday and called

on Americans to help save
"thousands of our young people
who would otherwise be hooked on
drugs" by backing up law en-

forcers with moral support

Affixing his signature to the bill

at headquarters of the Federal
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, Nixon set in

motion new procedures for con-

trolling the legitimate manufac-
ture and sale of drugs, tough en-

forcement tools aimed at illegal

drug trafficking and expanded
education and rehabilitation

programs.
Nixon said, "in order for the laws

to mean anything they must have
public support.

"I hope the whole nation will

move with us to save the lives of

thousands of our young people who
would otherwise be hooked on
drugs and physically, mentally,

and morally destroyed."

The new law, the third major
administration crime bill to be
approved by Congress this year,

focuses federal law enforcement
activities on controlling the flow of

narcotics and dangerous drugs and
on capturing and punishing
pushers.

Penalties for simple possession

or use of narcotics or dangerous
drugs are reduced from felonies to

misdemeanors punishable by no
more than a year's imprisonment
on the first offense and allowing

probation, parole or dismissal of

charges at a judge's discretion.

Penalties for sale of the sub-

stances, however, are increased,

ranging from five years to life

depending on the nature of the

selling operation and the type of

drug or narcotic involved.

The new law provides for ad-

dition of 300 federal narcotics

agents and use of the controversial

"no knock'' power when a judge
authorizes it.

Manufacturers and distributors

of drugs will be licensed under the

act, and reporting and record
keeping regulations are
strengthened. Five separate
categories of drugs and narcotics

are established according to their

potential for abuse.
The new law authorizes a total

expenditure for educational,
treatment, and rehabilitation

programs of nearly $2 million

under the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. The
Justice Department, through the

BNDD, administers other aspects

of the law.

Unemployment
Growth Cited

WASHINGTON (AP) - House Speaker John W McCormack, D
Mass., said yesterday the government has added five major labor

markets to its list of areas with substantial unemployment of 6 per

cent or more.

The Labor Department confirmed the report, but denied Mc-
Cormack's charge that the Nixon administration had planned to hold

up official announcement until after the Nov. 3 elections.

"The official report is coming out this afternoon for release

tomorrow," as previously planned, and McCormack was among
several congressmen to be given advance notice, said a Labor

Department spokesman.

The report adds Los Angeles Long Beach, San Diego, and the San
Bernardino Riverside Ontario areas of California, New Brunswick

Perth Amboy in New Jersey and Lawrence Haverhill, Mass., to the

list. It also adds 13 smaller labor market areas.

The official report will also remove two major areas-Utica Rome,
NY., and Kenosha, Wis.-from the list.

The list of major areas of substantial unemployment now totals 38,

highest in more than six years.

The Labor Department describes substantial unemployment as 6 to

8.9 per cent of the labor force. The national jobless rate is 5.5 per cent,

highest in nearly seven years.

The next Labor Department report on national unemployment is due
Nov. «.

SWAP
The Student Workshop on Activities Problems is an annual, off-campus

conference which brings together a selected group of students, faculty,

administrators, trustees, legislators and others concerned about the

I Diversity for discussion, information-exchange, planning and
politicking.

This year's conference will be held December 11-13 at the Oak'n'Spruce
lx>dge in South Lee, Massachusetts. There will be two meetings of SWAP
participants before the Conference: November 22nd and December 10th.

Plans are being made now for a follow-up conference, on-cam pus. early

in second semester.

Participants in the conference are asked to pay a registration fee; $5

tor students who pay Student Activities Tax; $33 for others (with some
subsidies available). These fees, plus Student Senate appropriations,

cover the cost of the Conference ( meals, lodging and transportation )

.

Participants will be selected from among those who submit ap-

plications before October :t()th. For information on applications, see the

l> I to the right.

Nixon Takes Florida Base
For Final Campaign Assault

SO APPLY!

for application, see page 9

WITCHCRAFT
THROUGH
THE AGES

Despite much eroticism, nudity, and elements of genuine
horror . . . this brilliant Swedish film is essentially a learned
treatise."

TONIGHT,. OCT. 28th, 7:30 and 9:30 P.M.
Hampden Commons, Southwest — 50c

WASHINGTON (AP) - Against a

background of shrinking
Republican political goals,

President Nixon headed yesterday

for Florida in his strenuous last

week bid to reverse off year
election traditions and weaken the

Democrats' hold on Congress.

At the start of the campaign
grind leading to the Nov. 3 voting,

the official Republican line was
that the party had a good chance to

achieve the net gain of seven
Senate seats needed to take over
control of that chamber while

cutting substantially into the
Democrats' majority in the House.

Predictions that these goals
would be reached have been fading

from party leaders' public com-
ments of late and on Monday White
House press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler conceded that the

Republicans would view as a

victory any results that ran
noticeably contrary to the tradition

that incumbent administrations

customarily lose, rather than gain,

ground in off year voting.

Ziegler went a bit further under
reporters' questioning Tuesday
and said election of only one or two
new senators generally committed
to Nixon policies would be seen by
the White House as a political

success. He implied that election of

conservative Democrats with such
credentials would not be wholly

unwelcome.
However, Ziegler would not

concede that Republican gains

actually would be so modest, said

he is optimistic and declared many
races are so close that no one
really can tell what's going to

happen.

Nixon scheduled stops in West
Palm Beach and Miami Beach on
the first leg of a five day swing that

will take him into ten states-all but

one electing a senator next week-

by Saturday night.

In Florida. Rep. William C
Cramer, victor over defeated
Supreme Court nominee, G.
Harrold Carswell in a bitter

Republican primary, is believed to

be trailing his "new look"
Democratic opponent. Lawton
Chiles.

In the state's gubernatorial
contest GOP Gov. Claude R Kirk
Jr.. Cramer's rival for state party

control, is in a close race against

Democrat Rubin Askew.
As a former supporter of New

York's Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller

for the Republican presidential

nomination, as well as a foe of the

President's man, Cramer.

CANADA
NEIGHBOR or NUISANCE

DVP PRESENTS

J. M. S. CARELESS
from the

University of Toronto

TONIGHT 8:15 P.M. THOMPSON 106
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CAMPAIGN CLIMAX

Kennedy Name Still Enough
It is said that a Kennedy

cannot lose in Massachusetts,
and this year will probably be no
exception. Sen. Edward II.

Kennedy is a heavy favorite to

a in re-election to the Senate
over Republican Josiah
Spaulding and three other
candidates.

in | sense, Kennedy is running

against himself. He has waged a

\ igorous campaign, has spent a

great deal on television ad-

vertising The senior Senator

from Massachusetts is obviously

making a big effort to prove that

his voter appeal has not dimmed
since the Chappaquidick in-

cident of a year ago.

Kennedy, though, will be hard
pressed to match his election

totals of 55% of the vote in 1962

and a whopping 74% in 1964

against a colorless opponent.

And the challenge to match
these totals may be greater than

the challenge of Spaulding.

The Republican, who won a

bitter primary battle over Col.

John L. McCarthy, stands
relatively identically with
Kennedy on most issues. Both
favor a quick end of the Vietnam
War. and both have similar

The Republican, who won a
bitter primary battle over Col.

John L. McCarthy, stands
relatively identicaly with
Kennedy on most issues. Both
favor a quick end to the Vietnam
War, and both have similar

views on domestic issues. The
main areas of contention have
been in areas of the draft and
abortion. Kennedy favoring the

draft and no legal abortion,

Spaulding the opposite.

Spaulding is getting little help

from the National GOP due to

his several splits with Nixon
Administration policies. And
Spaulding has had recognition

problems, money problems and
has been unable to find

significant issue differences
with Kennedy. It is also

Spaulding's first attempt at

elective office and the inex-

perience is shown by his lack of

•Mir identity. He has waged a

lit . ial billboard campaign,
but it has not been a great

success.

Kennedy appearances
meanwhile are an event. He is

beseiged by autograph seekers

and is accompanied on many

campaign trips by his mother.
Mrs. Rose Kennedy, or his

nephew Robert Kennedy Jr.

Kennedy has emphasized his

congressional record, which
includes such as legislation as
the national health care plan and
his consistent opposition to

Nixon policies.

The Kennedy-Spaulding
campaign has therefore been a

relatively dull one, especially
when it is considered that both
are waging all out efforts.

In fact, the most excitement in

the campaign has come from
candidates not on the ballot.

Birth control advocate Bill Baird
during the early months was a
constant newsmaker with his

proposals for liberalized sex
laws in the state.

Lately, Peter Camejo,
Socialist Worker's Party can-
didate has been a constant thorn
ir. the sides of Spaulding and
Kennedy. Camejo has appeared
with both candidates and has
delivered rapid fire addresses on

such topics as the socialist view
of the war, women's liberation,

inflections, unemployment and
racism, and has been received
favorably.

Camejo was also arrested in

Boston on October 8 on trespass
charges while addressing an
outdoor audience at Nor-
thwestern University. School
officials complained that he
wasn't invited by any organized
student group. Camejo main-
tains that such meetings were
ruled legal by police, and as filed

a talse arrest' suit. Camejo was
also denied ballot status by a
federal court. He had filed suit

against what he terms exor-
bitant number of signatures
required asked for injunctive
relief until the constitutionality

of the requirement could be
decided.

Other candidates include
Mark Shaw a Prohibionist
candidate and Lawrence
Gilfedder from the Socialist

Uibor Party

Drinan, Hicks, Studds Aim For Congress
Massachusetts Congressional

races have at least two contests

that have gained nationwide

attention, and several other

district I i ti h 1 s that are

challenging old time

congressional veterans and
supporters of \i\on ad-

ministration policies. The
districts will he summarised in

order.

FIRST DISTRICT:
Republican Silvio Conte is

running unopposed in this

district that includes Amherst.
Conte. a ten year veteran of the

lower house who resides in

Pittsfield. is a member of

several key committees in-

cluding Appropriations, and is

the ranking Republican member
of the Subcommittee on Tran-

sportation and House select

committee on small business.

SECOND DISTRICT:
Democrat Edward P. Boland is

also unopposed in this district

that includes Springfield.

Boland has been in Congress for

nine successive terms, and had
served in the Massachusetts

house and as Hampden County

Register of Deeds before en-

tering the U.S. House.

THIRD DISTRICT: This race

is probably one of the most
closely watched congressional

battles in the country, because

of the candidacy of Democrat
Reverend Robert F. Drinan, a

Catholic Jesuit priest and the

Dean of the Boston College law

school.

Drinan a long time anti-war

critic, defeated long time
Congressional leader, and a

member of several powerful

committees,Philip J. Philbin in

the Democratic primary.
Philbin is now running on a

sticker campaign, but is given

little chance of winning.

Drinan meanwhile, has run a

MacCarthyish new politics

campaign that has included a

horde of young workers and has

gained him nationwide
prominence. His primary vic-

tory comes in a district that was
redistricted to include a larger

segment of middle class voters.

The Republican candidate is a

down the line supporter of Nixon

policies. John McGlennon. He is

a state representative, who in

addition has been appointed

secretary for former Governor
Yolpe. and member of the

Republican state committee.
Philbin's entrance in his

sticker campaign is generally

thought to hurt McGlennon more
than Drinan. The theory is that

Philbin will split the anti-Drinan

vote that would have gone to

McGlennon. thus insuring a

Drinan victory. Philbin's main
campaign theme is that he is

12th in seniority in the house and
is the chairman of the powerful

House Armed Services Com-
mittee.

Whatever the result, this race

will be regarded as referendum
on the Nixon foreign policy.

FOURTH DISTRICT: In a

district that encompasses
Worcester, veteran democrat
Harold Donahue is facing the

challenge of young republican

Howard Miller Jr. Both won
easy primary battles to gain

nominations. And this is a

rematch of the 1968 district race

in which Miller won outlying

districts but got clobbered in

Worcester to lose the election

soundly toDonahue.
Miller baa been campaigning

heavily in Worcester, on themes
that are independent of standard

Republican themes. He states

that undeclared wars should not

be fought. He is against the SST,

and he says that National
Guardsmen should use
tranquilizers to quell rioters

instead of guns.

However, in this heavily-

democratic district, Donahue
seems to have the exposure of 24

years in legislative experience
working heavily in his favor.

Donahue has not waged a
vigorous campaign, but instead

has depended on the power of

being the incumbent. A long

time supporter of military ap-

propriations. Donahue has lately

adopted a more dovish stand on
the war.

Miller's primary fightwith
salesman Williams Burns
gained him needed exposure. It

appears that the central issue
will come down to whether the
voters will accept Miller's
argument that Donahue has
done nothing significant in his 24

years, or whether Donahue's 23
years of service deserve re-

election.

FIFTH DISTRICT: This race
pits two relatively dovish can-
didates, incumbent Republican
F. Bradford Morse and
Democratic challenger, youthful
Richard Williams. Morse ap-
pears to be in little trouble.
The congressional veteran has

sponsored the Amendment to

End the War. and has worked
closely with Members of

Congress for Peace. He has also

worked to reduce military
spending to restore Congress'
role in deciding policy.

Williams is also a liberal

supporter of ending the war.
community health care units.

etc:, but is hurt by a lack of

exposure.

SIXTH DISTRICT: Incumbent
Michael Harrington, who got

nationwide publicity a year ago
when as a maverick, anti-war.
strong on ecology issues oriented
candidate, he became the first

Democrat in 100 years to win a
congressional seat from this

district. Harrington, who then

filled an unexpired term is faced

by a former aide to President
Nixon. Howard Phillips, who
moved into the district in June
when no Republican entered the

race

Harrington is another of the

new politics candidates and has

waged a low key campaign
banking on his visibility and
recognition value. Harrington
calls the war a tragedy, has
opposed larger police penalties

or police records for young drug
addicts and means to gain law
and order, and has invited youth
involvement into his campaign

Phillips, hampered by a lack

of recognition in the district,has
supported most Nixon policies

He has gained somewhat in

recent weeks, but it is believed

Harrington will be returned to

the Congress and will serve his

first full term.

SEVENTH DISTRICT:
Veteran Congressman Torbert
McDonald faces relatively easy
opposition against Republican
Gordon Hughes. Both favor an
end to the war, but the campaign
has been lifeless and has gained
little attention. McDonald,
another Kennedy associate,
should win easily.

EIGHTH DISTRICT:
Unopposed in this district that

includes Cambridge is in-

cumbent and 18 year
Congressional veteran Thomas
P. O'Neil. His amendment
during the last session ended
secret house votes. A former
hawk on the war. O'Neil has
responded to his dovish con-

stituency and has advocated a

readjustment of national
priorities to tight poverty in-

stead of increased military

spending
NINTH DISTRICT: This is

another race that has gained
nationwide attention, mainly
because this is the race for the
seal being vacated by the
retiring speaker of the House,
John W McCormack, and
because of the presence of

controversial Louise Day Hicks
as the Democratic nominee.

Mrs Hicks gained national

publicity when, as a Boston
School Committee member, she
was a violent foe of busing to end
de facto segregation Presently
she is a Boston City Councilor.

Mrs Hicks who lost in a mayoral
bid to Kevin White three years
ago. defeated democratic
primary challengers Joseph
Moakley and David Nelson to

win nomination with .59% of the
vote.

Her opposition comes from an
elderly perennial Republican
conserval i v » can-
didate. Laurence Curtis, and an
Independent former decorated
Vietnam War vet and now an
outspoken peace candidate, Dan
Houton
Houton. though little known

before the election could be Mrs.
Hick's most serious challenger.

He will have to appeal to the
liberal vote in the heavily
Democratic Boston district to

offset the loyal support Mrs.
Hicks gets in any election. The
district which encompasses 15

wards in Boston, is one made up
of nearly all lower to middle
class voters. They have in the

past been heavy supporters of

Hicks, although her vote total in

the primary indicates some
erosion of her past strengths.

Houton will have to depend on
a large black vote and votes

from the more liberal sections of

the city to offset Mrs. Hicks'

traditional fiercely loyal sup-

porters.

But the district is Hicks
territory and Houton's challenge
may not be enough
TENTH DISTRICT: A key

test of Nixon support has
developed in this district bet-

ween Republican incumbent
Mrs. Margaret Heckler and
Democratic challenger. Ber-
tram Yaffe.

Vaffe is a veteran activist in

local peace efforts, including
being a coordinator for Eugene
McCarthy. Vice Chairman of

Mass. PAX. Chairman of the.

Oct. 15th Moratorium. Founder

of the Citizens for Participation
Politics, and an Area Coor
dinator of the American CivU
Liberties Union. However, he is

at the disadvantage of running
his first lectoral race and
facing an incumbent
Mrs Heckler is by no means a

consistent supporter of the
Nixon administration and she
has answered back strongly
when accused of pro Nixoi,
leanings \nother issue has
developed over Heckler's
reluctar e to debate Yaffe.

Yaffe. how ' has an ad-
vantage of inn ;g as a

Democrat in a Democratic
district, and hopes to combine
these votes with independent
votes to unseat Mrs Ihvkler.

ELEVENTH DISTRICT:
Incumbent James Burke is

unopposed lor re-election.
Burke has been in Congress for

12 years and has the distinction

of maintaining a 100% at-

tendance record in the House
and in committees.
TWELFTH DISTRICT: This

is another contest that is being
viewed as a referendum on
Nixon policies It pits a down-
the line Nixon supporter in in-

cumbent Hastings Keith against
an anti-war challenger. Gerry
Studds, a former McCarthy-
worker
Nixon policies are the main

issue in this contest, just as in

the third district. The 12th

district is normally a
Republican district, but Studds
youth oriented organization won
him more than 50% of the vote
against three primary op-
ponents. Studds, in fact,
received more votes than did
Keith in Keith's primary vic-
tory.

Keith is an opponent of most
reform legislation and points to
his experience and his work with
oil spills as being his main
credentials. He has sat on
numerous congressional com-
mittees and is a strong Nixon
ally

Studds supported the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment
to end the war and is a supporter
who has made the high unem
ployment rate in the city of New
Bedford which is in the district a
main issue Studds ha: said that
this is due to pwr planning and
historical financial problem*
and must be dealt with b\ public
service programs
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It's funny that in this day and age of student

demands for contact with faculty and administrators,

a program offering a close interrelationship between
students and the other two groups is lagging behind in

student and faculty applications. But such is the

present situation of SWAP.
SWAP has traditionally brought together a group of

students with faculty and administrators at an off

campus location to discuss campus problems for three
days. However, the program has suffered in the past
because most students believed that SWAP was open
only to student leader types and that most students
were closed to the program. And SWAP has suffered
in the past because it analyzed problems that were in

a nebulous state and assumed they would be acted on.

But SWAP this year seems to be making a strong
effort to dispel these old tendencies. It is appealing
strongly to any and all students. In other words, you
don't have to be Editor of the Collegian or Student
Senate President to attend.
And SWAP has changed its conference format

somewhat, so that certain assumed concepts of the
campus, such as, intellectual resources of faculty
should be used for as much student benefit as possible,

are being analyzed seriously and in intensive group
sessions. SWAP wants to pin down certain nebulous
concepts as the above which are not always evident as
being realized.

Deadlines for applications are Friday. There is still

plenty of opportunity to apply.

It's a painless way to get involved, a painless way to

shed your apathetic facade and try and do something
about this campus that everyone always complains
about.

Yet there has not been a groundswell of applicants,
either student or faculty. And maybe this is a typicai
UMass syndrome. "Let some one else go, I'm busy."
Then when something isn't perfect, they are the first

to get pissed, write a letter to the editor and call the
university unresponsive.

SWAP is a good chance to respond. It shouldn't be
overlooked by anyone.

CamejoForSenator

Massachusetts voters are offered two candidates for U.S. Senate that

are identically alike. There is on the one hand Republican Josiah

Spaulding who is trying desperately to sound like Edward Kennedy, and
then there is Senator Edward Kennedy who is content to sound like

himself. Both are probably called radical liberals by Agnewian stan-

dards, or flimsy liberals by most other standards.
However, there is a third candidate running for Senate that isn't on the

ballot and cannot win. Yet he may be a perfect example of the democratic
s> stem that purports to be for all the people but then fashions election
law s that make it sometimes impossible to get a place on the ballot.

Peter tamejo. running on the Socialist Workers ticket has been
arretted for giving a speech on Northeastern University's campus. And
van have to wonder whether Kennedy or Spaulding would have been
.it i ested for giving what was called an unauthorized address.

t amejo challenged the Massachusetts election law that requires over
M.tM signatures to get an independent candidate senate on the ballot.
While the court turned his appeal down, the federal judges did say that a
study on the law should be made.

lie has been a frequent visitor to most campuses in the state and has
confronted both major candidates with discussion several occassions
that have brought some of the only issue-oriented speaking of any
campaign. And the discussion has been concerned with racism, women's
lib. third world liberation, to name a few issues that never come up in
political campaigns.

(
'amejo cannot win this election. Yet a sizeable write-in vote for him

could demonstrate the willingness of many citizens to modernize archaic
election laws, vote approval in a candidate that is more than just a flimsy
liberal and show that there could be an alternative between two political
parties that. ;:t least in this state, are identical.

Louis DiMonaco

And Now A Word...
"As they goto worship the electronic shrine
On which is playing the late late commercial
In that hollowest house of the opulent blind

And I wave goodbye to Mammon
And smile hello to a stream"

TIM BUCKLEY

Ernie Bigelow

Free University Phoenix
Remember when the domes blew down and the UMass public lost track

of Free University Well, it's still there, and its members have been
active ever since. Incidentally, for everyone's edification, Free
University City was pictured in the Encyclopedia Brittanica under
St udent Dissent. So it's famous even if you don't remember it.

Free U. hid in South College all last year and did things. Eight mem-
bers went in the Silver Bus last semester and had educational ex-
periences on the open road. Cultural revolution, a central Free U.idea,
has been explored, and incone
Free U. hid in South College all last year and did things. Eight mem-

bera went in the Silver Bus last semester and had educational ex-
periences on the open road. Cultural revolution, a central Free U. idea,
has been explored, and in connection with this, Free U. has gotten into the
use of media This week, Free U. returns to the public consciousness as it

moves into its new headquarters, in the old bookstore opposite the Hatch.
Last year there was no real grasp on the part of the student body as to

the nature of Free U. The Dome City failed as a spark. Apathy was the
general reaction What could have been a new dimension in the college
life of ,ltK» Untie became a story for the media and a conversation piece
lor Ihe dorm rat.

It shouldn't be like that. Educated people, especially those who can
read, ought. I think, to be curious. A recent survey showed that eight-six

percent of all UMass undergraduates were in fact literate. This con-
stitutes a clear majority, yet only sixteen per cent of the student body is

curious. Tliat is, I think curious.

Free I is an opportunity for those students who are dissatisfied to find

alternative*. It is a largely structureless flexible organization in a time
w here lew things are flexible. It's a chance to rap with people who are
nt t c* interesting things. It's also entirely preferable to the ceiling in your
room w Inch you just maybe find yourself staring at, no?

Ftndoul about Freel' It's right thereby the Hatch.

i«d note Ernie Bigelow is a special correspondent to the Collegian.

He'll come out of t he woodwork from time to time.

)

Ignoring the commercial media is a lot harder than
people think. Unless you stop watching television
altogether, stop reading the daily newspapers and
weekly magazines; unless you learn to drive your car
without seeing the roadsides, gaping with billboards
and neon signs, you'll never get away from the effects
of advertising.

But while the quality of television commercials in
general has not increased, the quantity of "socially
relevent" commercials has increased. One has to
stretch the truth for a strain of optimisum on this point
because the number of good commercials has in-

creased from nil to about 5% of the total commercial
time.

And indeed, a few of the once immortal dinasaurs
have been exposed. The tobacco industry, the car-
bonated beverage industry, the automobile and cereal
industries have all gone down in varying degrees in
the public eye.

The consummers, partly out of sheer laziness, and
partly out of kick in expertise, do not make them-
selves aware of deficiences both in the quality of the
product advertised and the quality of the ad-
vertisement itself. Someone has to investigate and
expose these deficiencies for the consummers.
What Ralph Nader started in this field has slowly

begun to snowball. The consummer is realizing what
he might have guessed all along; that cigarettes are
hazardous to health, authomobiles are unsafe at any
speed, and Sugar Pops are 40% air. 8% preservaties,
2% nutrients, and 50% promotion.
There are far more products advertised on the air

waves than there are investigative organizations to
determine the degree of deception in the commercials
themselves.

Far more publication space is available to the ad-
vertisers than to the organizations who should persue
the advertisements.

The increase in consummer reports, while not in-
creasing the number of good commercials, will, at

least, decrease the effectiveness of the bad com-
mercials.

The commercial which begins with a series of

hydrogen bomb explosions, and then reveals the fact

that forest fires cause more damage that 100 of these
bombs, is just great when compared to the Ajax White
Knight. The commercial which shows a child asking a
Madison Avenue Executive" if he is God, because he

helps the kid pick up his toys is great if compared to a
recruitment commercial for the Armed Forces.
What is needed are more of the anti-forest fire

commercials certainly, but what is needed most are
commercials which are good outside of an extreme
comparison like the white knight. What is needed is an
anti-forest fire commercial which gets to the root of

the problem, leaving no doubt that the saved timber
will not be used by Wysehauer to make more plywood.
The public is slowly beginning to change. Cigarette

sales have sent the tobacco industries running into
more secure investments like candy companies
People are buying bio-degradable cleaning liquids
health foods, VW's, Volvos, and Gremlins instead of
obnoxious, gas-eating, smog-spewing Olds, Chevys
and Chryslers (the extent to which this a phenomenon
explainable economically is anybody's guess).
But the point I want to make here is this: just as

bad, socially irrelevent and profit orientated com-
mercials are reinforced by public response
manifested in the market place, producting an ever
widening circular growth, so to will good, socially
relevent and concious orientated commercials grow
as public response to them grows.

Reinforcement is vital to growth whether that
growth is malignant or benign. Without some measure
of support the aware person would collapse and the
aware commercial would (and still might) collapse.

V ou don't have to write a letter every time you see a
worthwhile commercial. You merely have to respond
to the commercial pleas which you feel are legitimate
pleas, and not respond to the commercials that
deceive.

In short, buy bio-degradable instead of Ajax, buy aVW instead of a Chrysler, and when in doubt, don't
buy anything.

(Editor's note: the precedingwas the third in a four
part series on commercial television. Tomorrow a
look at why the television industry should not be blown
off the face of the earth.)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
must be typewritten, double
spaced, at sixty spaces, and.
must carry the writer's
signature, address, and
telephone number (all of which
will be withheld upon request).

Because there is limited space
on the editorial pages, we must
stress that letters are limited to

one page in length. Deadline for

letter submission is five p.m. on
the day prior to intended
publication. Letters which are
not typewritten cannot be
printed. Please do not use
pseudonyms. The editors
reserve the right to edit all

letters. Letters which are
libelous will either be edited

accordingly or not printed. We
ask your cooperation in this

matter, as it is most difficult to

handle without your
cooperation. Peace.

Wanted:

Poets And Reviewers

The Daily Collegian has been publishing a new feature, the poetry page,
on Friday. Another new feature, Book Review, is in its nascent stages.
Response thus far to the poetry page has been encouraging, but more
contributors are needed. This is an opportunity for all area poets and
other budding artists to see their work in print. Come forth, poet and
make the poetry page a success. Photographers, we need you.
Book Review will begin soon. Simply stated, we need book reviewers.

The Collegian has several timely and interesting books sent to us by
publishers. Also reviewers may write reviews of any book which theymay find on their own.

If you are interested in the poetry page, see Lou DiMonaco. If you
would like to work as a book reviewer, see Ed Bryant or Lou Di Monaco in
the Collegian Office.

Elliot Eisenberg

Coogan's Married
Rain began to fall quietly on the Calumet Park

Beach. During the day the Cal wasn't exactly the
prettiest of Lake Michigan beaches; it had the
distinction of lying just to the south of the giant U.S.

Steel South Works and just to the north of the Gary-
Hammond industrial area. There were many who
came each day of the summer to go to the beach;
there were few who came to swim,
But at night, and expecially this night, the Cal was a

tolerable, even pretty, place to be. Rain pounding
gently on the sand made a sound which someone at-

tuned to city sounds could find easy to take. It also did

the gardening, rearranging the sand like a rake in

black loam, covering the marks of day people with a
dew that could reflect the rays of refineries to the

south and fluorescent lamps above.

The police constantly patrol the Cal as it's reputed

to be one of the most dangerous places around at

night. They are used to breaking up gang fights and
chasing young hoods out of the park, back across the

I.C. tracks. But this night the officers seemed more at

ease with the rain; besides J. Edgar Hoover and
George Wallace, rain is reputed to be a policeman's

best friend.

A patrol car rolled along the concrete sidewalk and
slowed as it passed a young couple. The car moved
slowly beside them. The policeman was young and
white. He just scowled then nodded his head and ac-

celerated away.
"Coogan, crazy Coogan." the youth said to the girl,

"we shouldn't even be here."

To that she just laughed and pulled him by the arm
down the gently sloped sand to the water. They walked

along the edge to where sand became rock. The beach,

of course, hadn't always been there; it was built on fill

from the mills, and dotted along the lakefront were

rocky retaining areas which cemented the en-

croachment of land into water.

They climbed onto one of the rocks and sat near but

not touching each other, gazing out at the lighthouse in

the lake that blinked red and white in the mist.

Hey, Coogan." he called and his hand moved as if

it wanted to take hers.

What?"
A silence. "Oh, nothing. Forget it."

"You always do that, you know. Start something

and then not finish it."

He started to speak, but he didn't even have to. She

understood his gestures and they got up to go.

The squad car came by again and this time flashed
its beacon in their faces. "Park's closed," said the
young cop.

II

There hadn't been rain for many days and a heavy
coat of soot continued to settle on the city. It usually
hit hardest the clusters of row houses which had been
hurriedly put up to accomodate the workers during
the War, and where tonight a young man walked
slowly, perhaps aimlessly. He stopped, stepped up to

one of the houses and rang its bell.

"Hello, Mr. Kalvin," he said, "I'm sorry it's so late.

Is Jill still up?"
"Who are you?" asked a voice behind the screen

door.

"Gordon, Gordon Lewis, sir." In the house a figure
darted up the stairs.

"Well, come in. I'm sorry, I don't think I met you.
She'll be down in a few minutes. What did you say your
name was?"
"Gordon. It's been a long time, sir."

They sat in the livingroom, the young one and the

old one, waiting. On the television the weather report
was playing. Soon Jill came walking down the stairs.

Sitting in the cushion rocker, she was more attractive

than he had remembered. Her straight, light-colored

hair hung in her face, and her legs crossed and un-

crossed in the most disconcerting manner.
How've-you-beens and watchabeendoins. Stories

and rundowns on friends.

"Coogan's married," he said.

"Yes, I know. I guess she wanted to get out of the

house one way or another. Her father was pretty

mad."
"That's funny," he said. "I thought he'd be the first

one for it."

"No."
"Well, I've got to get going. I'm leaving for school in

the morning."
"Some of us are lucky enough to still lead that kind

of life," said Jill.

"Yeah."
Gordon got up to leave and looked out the screen

door. In the distance, thunder was rumbling its

discontent with the heaviness in the air. To the south,

lightning was flashing in the sky. Perhaps. It could
have been the blasting open of the furnaces.

Ed Bryant

Float Like A Butterfly, Run As A Liberal

I've been waiting for Monday night for a long time.

Three and one-half years to be exact. During that

period men went to the moon, Nixon was elected to the

office he now holds, Joni Mitchell released three

albums, the Red Sox won the pennant, and war
became unpopu'ar. A fertile era, one with many
happenings, a full diet for the average earthling. But

for three and one-half years, the bastards wouldn't let

the champ into the ring, a fact which annoyed me
greatly. Monday night changed that.

The sad story of the conspiracy against Ali is typical

of many unfortunate occurences in modern America.
Essentially Ali was polical and religious beliefs. He
was a Muslim and a pacifist. And a proud black man.
They didn't like that, the politicians and parasites

who make interfering with boxing their business, so

they kept Ali out.

Athletic competiUon goes back as far as man's

history, and we have always honored the skillful

athlete. The Ancient Athenians paid homage to

athletes in the Olympic Games, a custom revived in

1896. An Olympic Champion becomes a national hero.

He is the best in his field, and is honored as such.

Maybe it's wrong to honor champions, to glorify

competition. Perhaps. I think it's a lot worse to

bastardize and lie. A sport which is hurting as bad as

boxing ought to have more sense than to attempt to

live a farce. Boxing is too close to death to pull this

kind of trick. But the people in charge did.

Monday night Ali was back. He beat Quarry badly,

so that Quarry's seconds wouldn't let him come out for

the fourth round. The champ was as good as ever.

He'll be the same old Ali we knew before.

Frazier fights Bob Foster Sunday. He'll win. And he

won't be able to avoid Ali for very long. Then we will

have some semblance of justice in a sport which

betrays the principles of sport.

Welcome back, champ. You're the best.
******

Elections being next Tuesday, I thought I'd say a

few words about straight politicis, an area I usually

avoid. It's really not worth great elaboration, so I hope
Ihese brief bits will be comprehensible. Here goes.

Nixon and Agnew have behaved disgracefully.

There is simply no excuse for those to clowns. They
shoud resign.

Richard Ottinger is not the conquering hero some
think. Charlie Goodeil has been really jerked around
on all sides, and he hasn't a prayer. That is a real

shame. If I lived in New York, I'd vote for Goodeil
anyway. Who needs the other one. Buckley won't win
anyway. Buckleys always lose.

In California, John Tunney is running against in-

cumbent George Murphy. Murphy must go, but

George Brown, Tunney's primary opponent, was a

better man. It's too bad he won't be the new Senator.

Albert Gore of Tennessee somehow manages to be
in favor of peace. His opponent, Brock, is a typical

Southern politician. Nixon wants this one badly. I hope
Gore is reelected. A good man.
Muskie, Kennedy, and Humphrey are all running

this year. If they all do the Democrats will really be
hurting, which is an appealing thought. They are
necessary and useful, I suppose, but if this were the

mid-term election of a Johnson administration, and
they all lost, I'd laugh. Would I laugh!

I wish either that this election wasn't so important,

or that it really was important. If Nixon gets his

people in, the only people who will gain will be the

professional revolutionaries. There is still a great

wealth of opportunity in the field of political

repression. All Nixon needs to go off the deep end is a

mandate. If that happens, then we haven't anything

yet. In the sense that we're all fucked if Nixon's crew
wins, it's important.

If the liberals win, the election will prove not to have
been important. Because the liberals can't do much,
and wouldn't anyway. Before you can call a Senator

liberal, you must first call him politician. The whole
thing sucks. Peace.

Campus Comment

Asylum For Kent 25
ted note. This letter is being sent by Glenn Elters to the student body
presidents of colleges in New England.

)

Dear fellow Presidents:

With the indictment of twenty-five members of the Kent State University
community I feel that civil rights are being governmentally jeopardized.
I for one feel that repression in this country reached a dangerous level

s>me time ago. We have seen the wholesale repression of blacks, Black
Panthers, women, youth, students, the anti-war movement, and political

dissidents.

Orangeburg, South Carolina, Jackson State, Augusta, and Kent State are
flagrant examples of this repression. It bothers me to feel helpless and
frustrated and I have thought long and hard about possible steps to be
taken. Needless to say, there are no easy answers, but I am of the opinion
that certainly the least we, as student government presidents, can do is

to attempt to arrange some type of political asylum specifically for those
indicted at Kent State University.

For these reasons I am communicating to Kent State University that
there are groups on the campus of the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst which are interested and willing to harbor any of those indicted
at Kent State if they desire asylum, lam pledging myself to aid in setting
up communications between these groups and to help those indicted in
any way that I can.

I hope that other student government presidents will join in the effort to
fight repression in this manner and in other ways.

Peace
Sincerely,.

Glenn Elters

President

Friday's Rally
To the Editor:

I found the Friday afternoon rally a depressing .affair-talent show
in which each speaker < a s long as I stayed) displayed his own brand of
revolutionary rhetoric in attacking his own particular devils. The Kent
State students - except for what appeared to be generous financial con-
tributions from their UMass supporters-seemed to be the forgotten,
people.

Especially unfortunate was Professor Gadlirfs personal attack on
Chancellor Tippo, whom he compared in so many words to Spiro Agnew.

First, it confused the issue, since the Ohio grand jury blamed the Kent
administration as well as the students, and since the aim of Nixon and
Agnew has been to intensify the hostility of "middle America" to the
whole academic community-administrators, faculty, and students alike.

Second, it resembled Agnew's own invective in that it not only was
unsupported by specific evidence but ignored the real and relevant facts-

-in this instance the Chancellor's moderation in several critical situations
last year, in defiance of heavy pressure from both inside and outside the
University to "crack down" on protesting students.

Professor Gadlin evidently has a large and loyal following of students.
He owes them a better example of intellectual integrity.

Finally, as one who in general shares the social aims of Professor
Gadlin (as I understand them), I fear that his methods are (in the
current jargon) counter-productive. Just as Spiro Agnew and his ilk are,
in my judgment, losing votes for the candidates and causes that they
espouse, so people like Professor Gadlin are losing them back.

Ellsworth Barnard

Student's Blood

Today while I was giving blood here at school, the Red cross volunteer
told me that a full 40 percent of the blood supply in Western
Massachusetts comes from UMass students' donations. Not a
newsworthy fact, perhaps, but nonetheless a fact which makes me feel a
little more comfortable in my role of student, in an age where bein& a
student isn't often a com fortable thing to be

JULIA M.KANE

Blower Bust
To The Editor:

Sitting on the blowers feeling it's

warmth penetrate our bodies on a
cool fall Sat. nite, we began to eat
our blueberry pie - a nice party.
We rapped about Woman's Lib to

Peter Pan and read graffiti by
match light. Around the corner
came the infamous cop car con-
taining a couple of potential pigs.

They proved positive. We got
spotlight on center stage like on the
Perry Como show produced by the
Universities finest. It turned out to
be an amateur hour for Sylvania.
We decided we were being told to

get off the blower - a bust on our
party - all that was confiscated was
the pie and sneakers - didn't have
time to get them on for the
getaway. Going down to comfort
the cops, identification was
requested - friendly cops - just
wanted to know names (Reading is

a growing field.)

Asking them what it was all

about they gave a mechanical
reply of "We don't ask questions,
we just follow orders."

NAME WITHHELD UPON
REQUEST

What's

Happening
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Campus Assaults Increase
From May To September

By ALBERT BENSON
Staff Reporter

According to Sgt. Philip

Cavanaugh, a campus security

oil ice, assaults on students in and
around every University dorm
complex have increased since

classes ended last May. "While we
do not have figures for last year",

he maintained, "we do know that

there has been an increase".

From May 1 to the end of

September", he added, "there

were 19 assaults recorded on

University property". Of these 14

were physical assaults usually

involving robbery. 4 were gun

assaults also involving robbery.

DVP Tonight
The Distinguished Visitors

Program will present a talk by

the noted Canadian historian

.IMS. Careless, tonight at 8:15

p.m. in Thompson Hall 106.

His talk, "Canada: Neighbor

or Nuisance," is open to the

public without charge. He will

discuss various facets of U.S.-

Canada relations, including

American draft resistors in

Canada.

Dr. Careless received his Ph.

1) from Harvard University in

1950 and has since taught at the

University of Toronto. The
author of many books, including

Canada and the Americas" and

The Union of the Canadas." Dr.

Careless has twice been the

recipient of the Governor
General's Award for non-fiction.

and 1 was an attempted rape with a

knife. These crimes have occured

on practically every section of

campus
In Southwest, where, according

to Sgt. Cavanaugh. crimes ot this

type are most frequent, muggings

have taken place both inside the

dorms and on the streets

surrounding the complex. Four

weeks ago three armed men en-

tered George Washington Tower

and robbed two students, they were

later caught and brought to trial

police spokesman stated.

Assaults have also occured on the

streets surrounding Southwest.

The stretch of F aring Street

between Sunset Ave. and North

Pleasant Street has been cited by

both campus and Amherst police

as an area where crimes of this

type are likely to take place. "The

street is poorly lighted and has

been the scene of attacks" '. a police

spokesman maintained.

The dark, narrow, dirt path

between the infirmary and Brooks

House provides muggers and
would-be robbers on Orchard Hill

with a similar opportunity.

While students living on South-

west and on Orchard Hill have

been the major targets of these

attacks, the people living in the

Central Area and in the Quad have

also been victimized. A Central-

Area student left his dorm to walk

his girlfriend to her room in South-

west On his way back he decided

to take a short-cut between Mahar

Slid the Newman Center. As he

walked between the two buildings,

he was grabbed, beaten, and

robbed by three non-students who
had been hiding behind some trees.

The trio was later apprehended.

On Friday. October 16, residents

of the Quad experienced an assault

onmembersof their community. A
drunken AWOL GI physically

attacked 6 different people in the

Northeast Area. After he had

assaulted two girls, some residents

of Thatcher House chased him and

eventually surrounded him in his

car. He was arrested and later

handed over to the military police.

"Incidents such as these", stated

Cavanaugh, "can be partially

attributed to the fact that the

University is such a wide open

place. Since there is a majc road

which cuts through the center of

campus", he continued, "almost

anyone passing through the area

can park his car, get out. and go

almost anywhere he wants to.

Further investigations", he added,

"are often hampered by the

reluctance of many people to

report assaults to us. We know", he

stated, "that the nineteen assaults

that have been reported are only a

small fraction of those com-
mitted". The large number of non-

students living near the campus
were also mentioned as a possible

cause of the problem.

Christian Sdentist

On "Today's Prophet"

Joseph G. Heard

Today's Prophet", a free

lecture given b\ Christian Scientist

Joseph G Heard of Miami will be

held tomorrow night at 7:30 in

rooms 168-170 of the Campus
Center. The talk is sponsored by

the Christian Science Organization

at UMass.
Mr. Heard, an attorney, left his

law career in 1952 to enter the

public healing ministry of

Christian Science. He has been

active in youth activities for The

First Church of Christ, Scientist, in

Boston, for a number of years.

After the lecture. Mr Heard will

answer questions from the floor.

Christian Science literature will be

made available by the Christian

Science Organization today and

tomorrow in the Campus Center

and Student Union Lobbies, and

after the lecture.

Student Employees

To Form Committees
There will be another meeting to

organize a Student Employee's

Union at 6 p.m. tomorrow, in the

Council Chambers of the Student

_. n J 111" Union. During last week's meeting

Float Parade WinnersST/t^trsr"
organizing, the audio-visual

technicians presented grievances,

and pay scale differences were

discovered among the student

employees present.

Tomorrow night student em-

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
(ROM AMHIRST F0UOW RT. 9 TO WAR! (APROX.

IS MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER

•MAIS 1 Mill ON RT. 32. ...SO, 000 SQ.FT. OF SAVINGS!

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG *

SAVINGS FOR GUYS N GALS";

BELL BOTTOMS
BODY SHIRTS

SNEAKERS

•BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT
CHEAP!

(W OPEN' TILL 10 Mmar

Complete results of Friday
nights float parade have been
announced by the Homecoming
Committee.

In the dormitory division,

Webster won top honors. Mary
Lyon placed second, and Moore
third. In the Greek division. Alpha

Tau Gamma placed first. Beta

Kappa Phi second, and Delta Chi

third.

In the combined division. Iota

Gamma Upsilon and Phi Sigma
Delta placed first. Sigma Kappa
and Theta Chi second, and Lambda
Chi Alpha and Alpha Chi third. The
entry of Iota Gamma Upsilon and
Phi Sigma Delta was judged the

grand prize winner.

Silver bowls will be presented to

all these winners by the

ilomecoming Committee.

ployees will meet to determine

goals for each special interest

group. Committees will be formed

to research each group's goals and
to decide on alternative directions.

The meeting will continue past 7

p.m. for any interested Dining

Commons workers
Dick Howland. Student Senate

legal advisor, will be present at the

beginning to answer any questions

concerning protection under law

JOHN A BARBARO

MDC Hotline
5-2550

Notaries Public Listed

The follow inn Notaries Pjblic can be contacted it you Wish to have \ our ballot notarized

DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE
PHILLIP PLAZA
ROUTE 32, WARE

FOR

Halloween Masks
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A.J. HASTINGS
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and
STAT ION I ER

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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!' Wani.M Hunting
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Mr Francis J Tea nan
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WAYS TO KEEP TRACKOF
SOME VERY IMPORTANT
PEOPLE . .

.

like Abbie. Arnie, Grand Funk, and Huey. Golda, Super

Joe, Mick, Joni, William F . Lew and Mario, Angela,

Spiro, Dick, Jackie, Juli, Arlo and Martha in the

three magazines that provide you with everything you

ever wanted to know about important news .
every

week TIME, LIFE and SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. And

now you can follow the patterns and particulars of all

the newsmakers in your TIME. LIFE or SPORTS IL-

LUSTRATED at the absolute minimum of cost Send

the student discount coupon to your TIME-LIFE rep-

resentative or contact him at:

Vincent Barry

Campus Magazines
Post Office Box 773
Amherst, Mass 01002

Student rates
TIME

D 27 weeks $3.97

Q 1 y*»r $7.50

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

D 26 week* $3 97

D 1 »e«r $8.50

LIFE

Q 27 week* $2.97

D 1 »e»r $6

Send me the magazine (or magazines) checked and bill me

Miss.

•

Name (please pnnt)

Address Apt No

City State Zip Code

Signed

Q Unde'graduate Graduate student

Name ot colege/unive'sity Year studies end

O'der not valid information Rates sub|f
change wnhcj! notice Also available

Q FORTUNE 1 year $9 <ci»h only)

Freinburg Applications

Opened For Semester
UMass is now taking applications for its 1971-72 study program at

the University of Freiburg in Germany.
Graduate and selected upper division undergraduate students from

all colleges and universities are invited to apply.
Although the program is not restricted to students concentrating in

German language and literature, the University of Freiburg requires
all foreign students to pass its language proficiency test. The program
begins with a several week orientation program which stresses the
German language.

Courses are offered in the social sciences, arts and humanities,
including comparative literature, political science, philosophy,
history, music, English, economics, and German language and
literature. The UMass department of anthropology offers special
European studies in anthropology through its Freiburg Field Program
affiliated with the study center.

Scholarships are available to outstanding students, and Fulbright
scholarships may be applied to participation in the Freiburg program.
University of Massachusetts students who receive financial aid may
apply it towards their expenses in Freiburg.
The $2200 cost includes round-trip travel, room and board, tuition

and fees. Not included are books, travel within Europe and
miscellaneous fees.

Extending from the foothills of the Black Forest into the Rhine
Valley of southwest Germany, Freiburg is renowned for its twelfth-

century cathedral and open market.
Applications and additional information are available from Dr.

Barbara B. Burn, Director of International Programs, Whitmore.

SWAP
Friday

Sets Final Plans,

Last Day To Apply
Plans for the 1970 SWAP

(Student Workshop on Activities

Problems) conference are in the

process of being finalized and it

appears that the present com-
mittee co-chaired by Betty Pugh
and Dick Palomba will make
several changes in the hopes of

increasing the conference's ef-

fectiveness.

There will be some variation on
previous selection procedures. In

the past Faculty, Administrators
and Staff have been invited to the

conference by the committee. This

year, however there will be no
invitations in the hope that the self-

selected delegates will be more
willing to participate in the two
pre-SWAP meetings and will

remain for the entire conference.
There has been some difficulty

with attendance in the past and the

committee felt that the ef-

fectiveness of SWAP was ham-
pered if conferees did not receive
proper orientation or if they left

prematurely. The deadline for all

applications was set for Friday
October 30

The format of the conference will

differ somewhat from past con-
ferences in the sense that it will

focus on action rather than ideas.

Hopefully, SWAP conferees will be
able to begin implementation of

goals accepted throughout the
University community such as
improving 'relations with the
taxpayers of the Commonwealth"

by exploring readily accessible
University channels. It is expected
that delegates chosen for expertise
in a certain area will be par-
ticularly helpful here.

The possibility of sponsoring a
continuation of SWAP 70 is also
being delved into presently by the
committee. It is not known at this

time whether it will take the form
of a similar follow-up conference in

the Spring or an open campus-wide
conclave on issues which affect the
future of the University
munity.

com

MFA Poetry Set Tomorrow

SWAP
To apply:

Application blanks are available in the RSO office. Campus Center.
They are to be filled out and returned before October 30th, either to RSO
or to the box on the Lobby Counter in the Student Union.

If you wish, you may apply by answering the questions below and
sending your answers to SWAP, RSO #305, Campus Center.

I. Name; Local address; Telephone; Class or Title; Major or Depart-
ment.

II.

1. What are some of the important issues facing the University (please

comment even if you don't know very much about them)?
2. What issues do you know or care about that you would like considered

at SWAP?
3. What would you like to gain or learn from SWAP?
4. What interests, experience or knowledge do you have that will make
you a useful SWAP participant?
.">. Have you participated in SWAP? If so, in what year?

III. Please give any suggestions you may have about the following: a)

program content; b) program format; c) suggested participants.

The SWAP Committee is planning a follow-up Conference on-campus
during the Spring semester. Do you have any suggestions about this

Conference?

SO APPLY! for more information, see page 4

The Master of Fine Arts in

English program is sponsoring a
series of poetry beginning this

Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Memorial
Hall lounge.

The scheduled readers for this
week are Jane Lunin and Robert
Bohm.

After they are finished an in-

formal open poetry reading session
will be held. This is open to any
member of the University com-
munity who would like to present
his works before an audience.

New England's

Largest College Daily

Other scheduled dates in the
series ar^ November 17 and
December 19, both in Memorial
Hall.

Anyone who wishes to be placed
on the list of scheduled readers
should contact the coordinator of

the series. Bill Tremblay, in

Bartlett Hall. His phone number is

345-1882.

Large Draft Hour I
12 oz. BEER JJV 12 oz. BEER

|

9:00-10:00 Tonight — 2 Pizza Slices 25*

then

THE FABULOUS "D J" til 1:00

ot the

ALL NEW MEADOW INN

Rt. 47 (Come see our new bar) Sunderland

1

An open figure drawing class I

will be held tonight in Marshall
\

Annex ( room 6 ) from 7 : 30 to 9 : 30
j

p.m. The class will be meeting •

Monday and Wednesday '

evenings. This is not a course
,

and there will be a 50tf charge to
j

I'nvpr lh*» mrvtol'c foocover the model's fee.

J

IMAGE
"r.

BREAKER
<< i

I

389 Main St. Athol, Ma>s
Kte S — rithrr by Rt. 91 M

Dunit-1 Shay 's Hexvy
Mun. • Fri. 10 a.m. - 10 p M

Nut., 10 a.m. • (J i> in.

Heavy Quality Goods fur

MIND and SOUL

(617) m 1MB

p—

7

1AMHEKSTI Now Showing
Evenings

7:15 ond 9:10

_ Hmi n< !nn wsims HENRY MILLER 3

tropicOfCai\cer
RIP TORN wviowuth phubhown mm mwmvn i*¥iic»ii»HAN nuHNu iSftHI ,££?£?„", '.',^T.™>
P

'o^w'^JOSEPH STRICK v.r,.^, b, JOSEPH STRICK ,-d BETTY BOTLEY cut* kmrn^newn

Plus Shorts at 6:45 and 8:40
Soon "ON A CLEAR DAY" StreisandS

CONCERTS
PICNICS
LECTURES
COMMUNITY PROJECTS
CAMPUS AFFAIRS
MOVIES
DANCES
FRESHMEN, you can help plan and run these

and many other events through class government.

RUN FOR A CLASS
OFFICE ! !

Nomination Papers due October 28
before 5:00 p.m.

Primary Elections November 3

(9-5 in Hie Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.)

Final Elections November 10
(9-5 in the Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.)

ALL CHILDREN AND
PARENTS ARE
INVITED TO A

HALLOWEEN
PARTY

OCTOBER 29, 1970
COMMONWEALTH ROOM

STUDENT UNION

7-9 P.M.
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MDC Feature

Campus Police Combat Car Vandalism
by WAYNE S0IN1

Staff Keporter
Vandalism of parked cars is a

chronic problem of this university.

Literally hundreds of cars are
vandalized annually as they set in

one of the lots of our campus.
Dozens of students are victimized
weekly by car damage and
removal of material from their

cars. The rather isolated lots of

hundreds of cars near Southwest
are particularly set upon by
vandals. Campus police are
pressed to their outermost limits in

an effort to protect student cars.

The problem seems to be growing
inspite of all efforts and the police

now ask for student aid.

How can you help*'

There being no one else on
campus to .Etch out for students'

cars, try to be alert when you walk

through or by campus parking-lots.

If you see someone working on a

car, note it, and call tne campus
police at 545-2121. An officer will be
at the lot within minutes to check
the license with registration.

Police are aware of the occasional

bother this will cause car-owners

repairing their own cars, but past

experience recently has shown car-

owners themselves approve of this

procedure and are most co-

operative. Vandals have already

been apprehended successfully in

this way.
Police also request, please just

observe and report. Tapping that

fellow on the shoulder as an
amatener detective not only en-

dangers you but makes his im-

mediate escape likely. Campus
police are waiting to be called,

hope you will call promptly and be

specific about lot number and
location within the lot. No names
need be given. With a real student

effort the parking lots could be

reversed from a vandal's paradise
into the most "vandal-proof" lots

in the state.

Vandals, of course, are not the

only ones engaged in activities in

the parking lots. Car-thieves have
made off with thirteen vehicles

since September 1, including three

stolen Saturday night or early

Sunday, October 25. All are still

missing.

Without student efforts, the

police can only generally patrol the

whole area of the campus.
Telephones are the best and most
effective way to beef up protection

of student property. The car you

are protecting may be your own!

The owners of the following cars

transcendental meditation

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh

Yogi w
Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous tech-

nique which allows 'each individual to expand his conscious

mind and improve all aspects of life.

introductory lecture

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29th

SBA 120 8:00 P.M.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

I'ioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Altec,

Fisher, TDK, cassette and open re«l

tape, standard radio, l tab speaker*,
l.t'e, it track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. XtVi-fS

fuppiee — Alaskan Malamute Bled

Uuk>, excellent pedigree, Ideal peta.

(all Greenfield 773-8411 after 6:3V

y.ni, tflO-30

" Guitar* w» below retail prices,

(•rand new and o\er»tocked, accesso-

rit-. electric-acoustic classical MO
ami up, most W>. On campus call:

:.\u--.<r.' or MtM>*M, leave number.
tf!0-«>

Hich power stereo outfit, Scott

.imp, Garrard chancer w/Grado BTK
iirtrMan. Kleitro-volce 18 Inch Coax

Mieakt-rs, SK'5. Bruce 253-8213.
tfll-2

I'Kil V(,lkr-\v;>Ken bus with gas
heater and other accessories. Price
>:,->Q 00. tail 586-2M0. tflO-2!)

U" Che>rolet lmpala 8S 2 dr. 327,

!7S hp. 4 speed posi. Immaculate.
\\\\\ Micrifice. Call 546-6518. 10--'*

I'M-' Bambler, good condition. 868-
»*•.'. ask lur Nancy. tfll-3

1' V Miiiml equip., amps, mixers.
mike*. Also ITT 6 volt transistor

iilio for VW. (all 665-3072, ask for
r.iul. tfll-2

"">onj Tape Recorder, model 230
-lerro. can be made Into a deck. One
Mar old, cost new $230, will sell

i..r S110. Cnll 253-2149. tf!0-2t»

FOR SALE -- AUTOS
(lassie 68 Barracuda 340, aato.,

I* M
.
, radio, poly glass. Call ere*. 049-

n.Vt7. 1019-21-23-27-29

1063 Ford Galaxy, $250 or best
i.rfer. Call after 3:30. 283-7759.

___ tflO-23-30

ti.'t Chevy lmpala, 3 speed shift.

<.iumI running condition. Must sell.

< all after 4 o'clock 849-6648.

\

10-26-27-2^

IMM Austin Ileal? Sprite convert
Must sell to par hospital bills. $500
.r heKt nffer. Carole 247-8228.

10-26-87-28

"VTcliryalrf $"3 «" best offer, good
running nmdltlnn. Ph. 253-2118

tflO-'X)

1968 Bambler, good condition, 665-
tQ7>, ask for Nancy. tflO-30

Rambler 770, 1960 326 8 cyl., 4 bar-
rel, 4800 miles, conv., new brakes,
h neks, carb . runs real good Call
Hah at Sle Ep, Bob Nugent, 840-0070

tf 10-30

fi? fihevy, 6 cyl., automatic, good
, ..nriitlon. Call Sandra 283-7264.

tflO-30

WANTED
Foetry wanted for cooperative an-

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewild Press, 1807
Oast Olympic Boulevard, I«oe Ange-
les, California 90021. tfll-l»

SERVICES
Will type and /or revise any wrtt-

leu material Also do personalised
resumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 884-6817, eves. Keep try-
Ing. tfll-6

Computer Science Tutoring and
Programming available. Call Al
256-6888. tflO-83-30

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 286-8133.

tfUe-23

RIDE WANTED
To Spfld, Winchester Sq., mornings'

and back at night. Will par well,
(all Diane at 665-3890 after 6 p.m.

tflO-30

ROOMMATES WANTED
1 or 8 roommate* for large honse

In South Badley. Own room. Call
lt-5280, ask for Jean. tflO-29

PERSONAL

FOR RENT
1 bfdrm. apt. In Sunderland, avail-

able at week In Nov. Big kitchen,
11vina room, and attic for storage.
Rent $100 /mo. plus beat and else,

(all 665-3608 evenings or anytime
weekends. tflO-30

One bedroom apt . at Cliffside

Apts., Sunderland, $130 monthly with
all utilities, garbage disposal, dlsh-

» usher, etc., swimming pool, tennis

inurts, call 665-3084 after 6 p.m.,
I 'rfore 9 a.m. tf10-29

LECTURE SERIES
Opening October 31, 1970, School

of Psrcbographicology. Free lecture

by Masnry O'Connell, originator of

the study, at Hotel Northampton
Timet 7:30 p.m. tflO-30

Can a girl be beautiful and social-
lv aware??? Amherst man seeks not
a self-centered young; lady. Call John
.v::-0133. 10-28

To Sunday night at the Tnion
randy counter from chunky and the

; Muskateers: can't expect 9:30 to

Wat forever but I'd like to see you
main (before Sunday) Name or
other cosmic clue. 10-88

Repoir Your Own Cor

Tremendous savings on plugs,
points, regulators, wipe-blades, head-
lamps, muffler-tape, and oil treat-
ments. Mais Discount Dept. Store,
Rt. 32, Philip Plaza, Ware. Open
lights til 10. 10-28

PAINTS! PAINTS!
All top quality, latex, vinyl and

nil base paint at less than V4 price.
Taint an entire room for less than
s.i.00. Mais Discount Dept. Store,
Kt. 32, Philip Plaza, Ware, tfpcii
nights til 10. 10-28

GIVEAWAY
Adorable gray tiger kitten who

wants a good home. Call 546-6719.
10-88

CHEF WANTED
llerkshlre region restaurant look-

ing for chef, creative, progressive,
joung outlook, able to handle all
phases, incl. menu planning, pur-
» basing, work prep., 68 hr. week.
*alary open. Amherxt Empl, Service,
'iic , 29 Pray St., Amherst, Mass.

IBIH

are in various states of in-

convenience and would sorely
appreciate help from fellow

students in locating the vehicles.

As with the vandalism reporting.

reporting of (NOT action about) a
stolen car is what the police are
requesting. Try to be alert and
report promptly and specifically

the sighting of any of the following

:

PIT l Jeep Dune-buggy
l!*iX I'oiscli

Mfl Auslin-llcaly convert.

IW7 MG .' d«M M'dan

Iggg Triumph convert.

I8M Triumph convert.

ItSsW sedan
i in;., I 'on i i.i i

l%l Triumph
HMil V\\ eonverl.

l%:i Toyota stalionwagon

IM3VW convert
».'•»( 'hovrolel convert.

< no plates ) florescen t purple
I Itot.MMass.) dark blue
«:,:t:i7l (Mass .

i green & black
Kl Thk:.(N.j.)

$MtTY<Maw.l
l»:.7«K(Mass i

K9K8.SK Mass. I

bJ (64L'( Mass.)
»0ll506(N.J.)

"74571. (Mass
I

I 105631 Mass.)

TITHTfBfaaa )

KlTHSIiMass.i

beige

black & green

dark blue
green

green

white A blue

(rasa

beige

red

blue a white

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

#— - T1
SELF DEVELOPMENT !

1
THROUGH SELF-KNOWLEDGE

J

I Axiometric analysis of judg- |

I
mental abilities shows strengths |

I
and weaknesses in judgment, |

I
problem -solving, concentration, g

I
value capacities. |

Write I

s AXIOMETRIC TESTING SERVICE |

, 689 EAST HUNT ROAD |

- ALCOA, TENNESSEE 37701 j

Support Those Running

For Class Office...

Run Against Them!
Moke them prove thot they ore

the best for the job.

Nomination papers due Oct. 28, by 5:00 p.m.
Level 1, C.C. outside of Student Activities

November 3rd — Primary Elections

November 10th — Final Elections

m
• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

I bom pus

rlHERST-HADLEY LINE^.

a*Mft^«BS>aaaas xLuaaMaaa
SUN. thru THURS. 7 & 9

FKI. & SAT. 7 & 9:45, Sun. Mat. 2

® CANDICE BERGEN - PETER STRAUSS

SOLDIER BLUE]
^r^^*--«»»^^,s"^«s«**»v*,«s^^r-s"r^r^Bs*T

i i i i -»-:

The beauty of creating life.

The freedom to give it away

,

N*T" TheBabyMaker
•ISun. Mat. 'Z

Suni"«

BARBARA HERSHEY

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM

ALAN ARKttM ^

hVr n 1 1 1 1 i i i Fwww

Nightly at

7 & 9:15

Sun. Mat. 2

WEDNESDAY uniiKKIt ^a. 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS I I

AIM HOMECOMING RAFFLE
rtosaseomins lit Kct r .iitic (IrMfliif to be held

Thurtdaj RigM Od Wh at tiWinagi Norfolk

iiHini ol (hi- SUatant I nmii

BrCYCUE CL1 B

Ttie Ufttaaj Bicycle It balding n> saeoad trip

-.iturd.iv ' ''ill!-'-- Pood, Ainhersl and

vicinity. Moot at IA.M • .up in front of the

Newman Centoi ind da i'lrget your lunch

BIOCHEMi Ttet skmiwi;
In- in'in^ F'.i Eersor Pood Sdoaea and

Technology.' honovstti La borator) wiU speak

on "Oec« Polycj eMc Aromatic
Hydrocarbon* In Food m Thursday, Oct

sn Room - I Laboratory al

11 30 A M Oanaewill beservtdal 11:15 AJI

I \MI-l SCR - u>i • HKIST
i iiUftt' uf< xwnaji i n I'M

itt) PedupwUh-ttioae

rtainmsnt. door prize its al open la you

Pesticides »orkshop Wsdnsaday October

Mh m Campus ( enter Itt at 7:00pa Speaker
will be KoliK Hubley lrom Massachusetts

UtllHl StHli

UMASS CHESS CLUB
Match will- Springfield chess Club. Thur

III In-Kin at 7 I'M

in room 811 ul the (.impus Center All

iwelcome!

COLLEGIATE PLYING CLUB
I'nvalc pilot yrounu School, room H04

liter 7 PM Relax Hymn is fun.

I RKK UNIVBRSm
Space lan'l a place until ;t attains communal

i \piessKin Tf\'- old bookatere is ours

S C S Corp.
STEREO COMPONENTS

or
SPECIAL PRICES

Ex. Kenwood
KR-100 Receiver

List $300.00
$220.00

Compus Reps: Coll
Mort 546-9432
Bob 546-9447

Is our image
slipping?

Some people may have us

wrong It's possible.

For instance, we Paulists

are known for the printed

and the spoken word. Books,
radio, and TV. The glamorous
world

But there is another, bigger

world in which the Paulist

moves . . .

A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer

material and spiritual relief

to migrant workers.

An area known as East

Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."

A Newman Center on a

troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a

judge but an understanding

ear and a mediator.

Being a Paulist isn't easy.

Being a Paulist isn't glamorous.

It's better.

For more information on

Paulist priestly spirit write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist .
a

cFatheig
Room 112

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

Notices
l NUERGRAD GOVERNMENT MAJORS

organisational meeting Wednesday, Od
28111 7 30 Pal, rooms las ITU 172 Campus
Center-to discuss problems in Ihe department

and formation m a council

H1LLEL
Board meeting Thursday night al tiW I'M

in Nantucket Room Student In ion All invited

S COLLEGE HOMOPrRLE LBAGI
Meeting Thursday evening, Od 9th. These

vu'.'kly meetings provide an opportunity lor

peepsr to meet and relate to one aMather

i ah Kati or Jerry •>»<> 1601 tar in

formation
/

INTERVARSm CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Important meeting t»r all interested in

IVCF, Inc Kuulty Crisis in communn .

and Iragmt'iitJtion l\ needs help': I*

k ol the Hatch 7 SO PM Thursday

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
.Inn Allen will show slides and speak on the

Peace Corps in Atrica This presentation is

open to Ihe public Anyone interested pi

. .mi.' Wednesday. Oct 28th lrom 7:00-B::to. NO
North l'leasaril St

MKIIKK BABA LEAGUE
Meeting Thursday Ocl 29th at 7:10, room

Hi.) m the Campus tenter Anyone interested in

discussing religion, drugs and BABA is cor-

diallv invited

MBfcT
\ll interested in tanning I Hags Chapter ol

MBFC pk'.isc call ti liHOH sr ti-<i82l for turther

inlormalioii

Y\l \D.s

Meeting today, please brum money for club

suits

NEWMAN CLUB
Meetin PM Ocl 2ath at ihe New

• i Student Office All persona interested in

the Thanksgiving Pood Drive to benefit needs

in Springfield please attend

WD PARA MEDICAL SOCIE
[>tstingi Hers prog

|i* Morton Wilder Microbiologist Topi
• Venereal Disease Epidemic Wednes
November 4th k I'M in old Senate Chaml
S i All medic. ill\ affiliated people s/ekoau

BAFI
RAPI members please call Sue at ft-5366 in

Suutowesl or Mark at M1M in Quad I entral,

or Orchard to work on teleplionc s.iiki.I

SIGMA ALPHA Ml
Upon House Live BanoVGencsis

SOCIO! (M,\ nn-l.ii i iM

Make up e\am lor Mid-Semester, Thursda)
at -t -in Place in Thursday's papei

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAJW<

1 have never met an individual win.
seriousl? studied the subject of u>-

lrulus> and couiptetel) dismissed it »-

wurthless. It usually is just the oii-

IMntite. Many who become InvoltrtJ

with astrulsgy start out as skeptic*,
attempting ts disprove it. A»trsUig> .»

no uanacea. But it is a valuable twui

tor self-help and for detecting futurr
trends and cycles. It is a scientific

art which has flourished for at leant

a, IKK) years and Is going stronger tlisn

ever in this so-called Age of Auuarku*
AR1E3 (March gt • April ID); 1--

gal matters that appear settle. 1 in. >

come apart at the seams. Unuwu. i

happenings center about partnernlii|i-

.

marriage. Avoid trying to comm.i
others to definite stand.
TAURUS lApril 20 - May 20): Vi

usual procedures succeed — applies ••

peclally to career, employment areu>
Key Is to be imaginative, versatile

One who performs special servn •

could make extraordinary request.
OE3MJM (May 21 - June 2u): Gool

lunar aspect coincides with romance,
creative efforts, dealings with children
Go slow on speculation. Double check
facts, records. Avoid extravagance.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Whn

appears settled may undergo revision.

Applies especially to home, property.
Domestic situation could be slightly

hectic. Make some changes — and tor-
cessions.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Journey

may find you taking different or sur-
prise route. Relative figures promi-
nently. Routine may undergo trans-
formation. Be flexible.

VIROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Money
situation Is not stable. Guard valu-
ables. Don't go in for get-rtch-quick

scheme. Maintain steady course. Be
analytical. Avoid tendency toward self-

deception, wishful thinking.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Put

original ideas, concepts Into motion.
Adhere to your own principles. Tour
style Impresses, succeeds. Know this

and act accordingly. Envious indivi-

dual may criticize.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 2D:
What was blocked Is released —
including emotions. Express yourself.
Many, even those at a distance, will

respond. Strive for universal appenl.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Messages should be answered. Take
initiative In making contacts, requests.
Throw aside false modesty. State
needs. Accent on fulfillment of hopes,

desires,
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22 - Jan. 19):

Money comes from occupational ef-

forts. Tou can gain public favor.
Tou do this by acting in calm. qui. '

nnd direct manner. Cancer tndlvldu. I

la ready to co-operate.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 1R>:

Tou get action on requests. There Is

flurry of activity. Communication lin. s

are cleared. Results of past after s

are made known. Individual at a dii -

tnnce plays key role.

PISCES fFeb. 1!) - March 20): Bs»

crets, behlnd-scenVs maneuvers s*.'

stressed. Tour efforts may ijatn pub-

lic notice. Be sure meanings are rrv«

tal clear. Friends art In your behalf.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

project which was started early this

year begins to bear fruit. Tou are "

dynamic person. Independent, wld
plenty of original Ideas.

CopyrtaTht 1070. Gen. Fea. Corp.

TANUTS

Sc£2
I BELIEVE THAT THE 6REAT PUMPklN

R15E5 OUT vDF THE PUMPKIN PATCH ON

HALLJWEBi NIGHT ANP fljE5 THfcWoH

THE AlR BKINSIN6 ullTH HIM TW5
FOR ALL THE CHILDREN IN THE UJ0RLP

!

B. C.

Hi T~H£Et5, r AM
AM APTePY^, A
W/NcSteS-S. Kr?D
MTPI HAlRYC... AvysHiirup!

WHAT'S \Nf&ti& ?

i

•;
'.<

<^
\oi%

THE WIZARD OF ID

SOCIOLOGY mi

Kilin^ this week: "The Jungle" and
"Obedience " Wednesday in Mahar. 4 4(1. 8:00

and in 00

SPANISH CLUB
\ii\iiih' Interested in Spanish, come hear

Uamaao Atenaa speak on the novel tonight at

H w in Metier Hal room :.w

vn I >K vi MOW
Expanded steering canuniUee tonighl al I

I'M in SMC Office All SMI rr pleas, attend.

Final preparatian for Ocl ;i>t Bring all the

iroops home nou and defend Ihe ken: S

ihink TANK
i.cti'.utioii The meeting for undergraduate*

concerning Ihe School ol Ed., scheduled lur

siier .Sid has been sssspasssd.

mi)\> s PKUPHBT
Joseph Heard ol ihe Christian Science Board

ui Uvlurvship will tell why prophets an
i"d tn i.Kiav s wmiii Question period >

lerward riiursdav. Oct ZMh (evening
Uui.iiis inn i7ii i .impus Center.

LOST
Girl's gold Hamilton watch, lost in the Or-

chard Hill area InloiinaUon or wherean.iuts

cantad Ca(n) Ms-eTei

Tan kitten into It weeks old- vicinity of Kast
Main Stive! ( aU aWWft
(inl'sopal ring in Ihe vicinity of Kennedy

Middle or liiompson Hall, of sentimental

value Call Mg-7741 or IM BUI
Green and chrome Schwinn 3-speed lrom

back ul fhadbourne John in 320 Chadbounie.

Money Order HMO, lost in Union, Tuesday
MS* Pleaae return, the money was lor my
sister who has been in an accident Call Art

Office MSN, MgM or 545-2750, Patricia

Corcoran

No notice may exceed twenty live v-

notices is 1:00 P M an the

preceding da)

Ihcrc i> .. .n it- day maximum ior all notu •

I'liiimigs and engagements will appear on

Kridays

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Manner of

running

5 Spe>k

9 (airy queen

1? Skin ailment

13 Dolpinnlike

14 A state

(abbi )

Tncs
awate ot

17-Teutonic deity

18Comparabve
ending

19 Musical
instrument

21 Titled

?3 Member of

political party

27-Symbol for

tellurium

28 Separate

29 Deface

31 Plunge

34 A state

(abbr.)

35 Piece of

needlework

38 A continent

(abbr)

39Worm
41 Fish egps

42 One who
casts ballot

44 Symbol for

tantalum

46 Joined

48 Repasts
51 Dr.

52 limb
53 Pronoun
55-Continued

Story

S9-Taa<
60 27th President

62 Force onward
63 Affirmative

64 Periods
of time

65 Flesh

DOWN

l Fan

icolloq )

.rd

3 Girl's name
4 f n.

"tOUS
person

6 Preposition

7 Cravat
8 Merit

ipled

10 Toward sh.'lter

11 Poet

16 Drink of

the i'"ds

20 Weti clown

22 Near
23 Title of respect

24 Epic poetry

25 Parent icolloq )

26 Hindu cymbals
30 ScoM
32 Arrow poison

Aiiiwer to Yesterday's Puzzle

p E w
1

s P R A T

1
|L o T

A R A N E A R 9 A p O
W I N T E R ||M A R R E P

T e e tA k E 1

s H E o A H I P A T s
L E D E N E R GE T i c

A_

P

A. AW E |G A L tsl A
RRiE T F N O E R PIE
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Redman footers Upset By Defense-Conscious WPI
UMass' awesome offense was thwarted throughout yesterday's soccer

game by Worcester Polytech's sticky defense and the Redmen's six-

game undefeated streak was halted by a 3-2 score.

In a game that was dominated by
the Kedmen, the wind and
penalties played the biggest roles

in Tech's upset win. For the game
the Kedmen fired 14 shots on net

while W.P.I, could manage just

live, but the Engineers made the

most of them.
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UMass started the game facing a

stiff wind, but still got the game's
first goal on a nifty pass across the

goal mouth by Lindo Alves to Mark
Cantor who easily beat Tech's

goalie Sund This goal came at 5:30

and it looked like the Big Red
machine was going to roll again.

Just two minutes later, Wor-

cester tied the score on a head in by
Blaisdell. with the assist going to

Kern. Kern made this play go as he
dribbled through four or five

UMass defenders to set up the easy
shot

That was all the scoring in the

first quarter and the two teams
settled down to play strictly

defensive soccer. UMass got its

second goal at 12:00 of the second
period on a bruising play by co-

captain Rick Matuszczak. Mark

Cantor set this goal up with a
gloating pass that both Matuszczak
and Sund reached at the same
time. The UMass senior inside-

wing rammed his head at the ball

and knocked it out of Sund's hands
and into the net.

In the first half UMass had ten

shots to one for W.P.I. But still the

Redmen had just a slim one goal

lead.

The wind really picked up in the

third period and Tech had it

blowing at its backs. Consequently
the Engineers dominated most of

the third period. After just two
minutes W.P.I, seemingly scored
on a wind-blown corner kick, but

the goal was disallowed as the

referee ruled one of the forwards
interfered with goalie Bill Leary.
The game continued to be played in

the Redmen's half of the field, but

the UMass defense prevented Tech
from getting any shots at all. The
game then was decided in the next

six minutes on three different

penalties. W.P.I, tied the game at

11:55 when Blaisdell curled an
indirect kick into the upper left

corner of the net. This shot was
exceptionally fine and Leary had
no chance at all.

Worcester scored its final goal

and the game-winner at 16:44 on a

penalty kick by St. Victor. He
calmly rolled the ball into the left

corner and gave his team a 3-2

lead.

About a minute later the Redmen
got a break and had a penalty kick

when a W.P.I, defenseman put his

hands on a Redman shot. Alves

took the kick, but got under the ball

too much and sent it over the net.

It's not too often when anyone
misses a penalty kick but this one
came at a most crucial time and
forced the Redmen to play a

harried game during the last

N'ET-MINDED-Bill Davidson (31 ) and Lindo Alves guide ball towards goal at yesterday's exciting

game against Worcester Polytech. W.P.I, won 3-2 (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

period.

The Redmen had the wind for the

last period, but W.P.I, decided to

sit on its lead and play *ough

defense. UMass was thwarted
every time it got the ball within

range of the net. And when the

Redmen did get shots away Sund
was there to make the stop.

During the last six minutes of the

game, UMass let loose a barrage of

shots, but Sund made some in-

credible saves. With just two
minutes left in the game Alves sent

a screaming line drive at an empty
right side of the W.P.I, net, but

Sund came out of the blue and with
that save dashed UMass' dream of

an undefeated season.

Although UMass played a good
offensive game, and although the

penalties did hurt the Redmen;
W.P.I, played its defensive type of

game. The Engineers laid back
and waited for the breaks. They
made the most of them as they
scored three goals on just five

shots.

UMass can't dwell too long on
this defeat though, because on
Saturday it faces another fierce

struggle with Vermont. A win
against the Catamounts in

Burlington would place the UMass
squad in great shape for the

Yankee Conference title

And then next Wednesday the

feature game of the year occurs
when the Redmen host Springfield
College. Hope is that the Big Red
machine hasn't been derailed, just

slightly detoured.

YanCon Chooses Hughes
UMass quarterback Ken

Hughes. Maine end Mike Landry
and New Hampshire halfback
Greg Scott have been chosen as
the top offensive, defensive and
sophomore players in the yankee
Conference for their per-
formances last Saturday.

Hughes, a ") ii 180-lb. senior,

completed 12 of 25 passes for 157

yards and gained 53 rushing as
UMass battled to a 21-21 Con-
ference tie with league leader

UConn.
Landry, a 6*1 205-lb. senior,

caught the quarterback four

times for losses, caused a
fumble and helped hold favored
C.W. Post to 46 yards rushing as
Maine got its first win of the
season 42-8.

Scott, a 5' 11 185-lb. soph,
netted 98 yards rushing on 17

carries, including two touch-
downs as UNH won its third
straight game, 33-7 over Nor-
theastern.

other candidates were: Of-
fense - guard Bill Spencer,
UConn. quarterback Rob

Hopkins
, UNH. halfback Bill

Swadel (Maine), flanker Bob
Sadowski (Vermont) and guard
Jay Monaghan. URI ; Defense -

halfback Greg Andrews, UConn.
tackle Nelson Cassavaugh,
UNH, linebacker Rich
Rostowski (Vermont), end John
Devaney. URI. and linebacker
Dennis Collins, UMass;
Sophomore - halfback Juan
Madry. UConn, quarterback
Sandy Hastings (Maine), safety
Tom Nieradka (Vermont) and
guard Jim Queeney, UMass.

Frosh Grldders Beaten
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Injuries and often listless play
sent the UMass freshman football
team to its third straight defeat, 35-

14 to URI Monday afternoon at
Kingston.

I Mass opened the scoring as it

took the opening kickoff and
marched about 65 yards, with Paul
Hanson playing quarterback at
the time, capping off the drive with
a 25-yard run.

URI came back quickly,
however, and tied the score as
quarterback Jim Purcell com-
pleted the first of three touchdown
paaaea, this one a 35-yarder to knot
the game at 7-7.

Sports Notices $Po/?tS SfcorT'Es
QUART! RBACK CLUB - The

seventh. 11 weekly UMass
Redmen .rterback Club Lun-
cheons, w te held at the Newman
Center to > at 12:15. to let out

promptly : 1:15. A film of the

UMass ('< ectfcut game will be
shown. A i featured will be the

awards the offensive and
defensive players of the week, a
scouting report on Vermont
UMass ext opponent), a door

prize an i raffle of choice game
tickets

INTRAMURAL MEETING - A
compulsory meeting for all paid
officials of intramural basketball
will be held in room 17 of Boyden
today at 6: .10 p.m.

KKMALE COXSWAINS
Female coxswains are not needed
Kit strong freshmen at least 6'1

and IK5 pounds are needed for tht

UMass crew team. No previous

trow experience is desirable. If

OOP is an athlete and wants to try

crew, he should contact the crew
office in 211 Boyden to find out.

The phone numbers to contact

would be 5-2801 during days or 253-

3578 during nights after 9. At these
numbers ask for Kurt Betchick.

INTRAMURAL BOWLING - All
bowling teams entered in the in-

tramural tournament may have a
practice today from 6:30 to 8:30 or
8:30 to 10:30. Teams must sign up
with the bowling alley manager to

reserve a lane.

AP
AUSTIN. Tex. (AP) - Texas

coach Darrell Roy^i like? the
Longhorns' new Nc : ing in The
Associated Press college football

poll, hut he says it is just going to
make things harder the rest of the
season.

Pipers Campus Champs

TUGOWAR
Semi Finals

Pied Pipers 2, 3 Ms
CO-REC BEEF PULL

Lemons 2, Lovers 1

LXO 2. Cougars
Dogs and AXO. df

TONIGHT S INTRAMURALS
Time: 7

Pit: 1

Teams KS and Pied Pipers
K\ enl Tug-o-War campus championship

In the championship final of the

intramural touch football season,
the Hamlin Pied Pipers, resident
hall representatives, nipped Phi
Sigma Delta of the fraternity

division, 30-24, on a touchdown and
an extra point in the last minute of

play.

Going into the last moments of

play, the Pied Pipers were held on
four downs. PSD took over but
couldn't move the ball, surren-

dering it quickly to the Hamlin
Team.
On the very next play from

scrimmage, the Piper quarterback
lofted an aerial down the right

sideline that the end caught; he
gave a good move on the defender
and went into the endzone un-

touched. The extra point was good
for the 30th point.

On the ensuing kickoff, Phi Sig
took over again. On two passes it

moved the ball close to paydirt but
couldn't push it across in three
plays as the game ended on the
final count of 30-24.

Leading scorer for the winners
was Dutkanicz, who had three TD's
and two points-after-touchdown for
an excellent total of 20. Hamlin's
next best scorer was Moreau with
six markers. For the PSD squad,
Lewis had 18 points and Lauria
chipped in with six.

This championship game was
marked by a lot of offense, a tilt

that saw but three punts. The final
overall standings in intramual
football has the Pied Pipers first

followed by Phi Sigma Delta
second and Team third.

The Ram defense scored the next

TD for the home team when it

turned a blocked punt into a touch-

down This put URI ahead 14-7.

The Little Redmen came stor-

ming back to tie it up at 14-14 on the

very next drive. Phil Roland, Tom
McMahon, and Jim Mahaney did

the bulk of the running on this

drive, but it was Ken Hoff who
bulled his way into the end zone on
a crucial fourth-and-goal situation

at the URI one yard line.

At this point, however, the

complexion of the game turned
completely to URl's favor. A short

punt by UMass late in the second
quarter gave the Rams good field

position, and set the stage for

Purcell 's second TD pass of the

day, which made the score 21-14.

On the ensuing drive, UMass
fumbled on their own ten-yard line,

and with six seconds left in the

half.Purcell hit for his third

scoring strike of the game. This
propelled URI into a commanding
28-14 lead at half time.

The game seesawed back and
forth in the last two periods until

late in the game when URI tallied

the final score to end it at 35-14.

UMass suffered four costly in-

juries in the games, and with its

acute lack of depth, this hurt im-

mensely.

Coach David Kelley refused to

use this as an excuse, however, and
instead blamed the poor per-

formance on the fact that his team
was "not mentally ready and
therefore played quite listlessly

and with little desire."

Despite the generally inept
showing of his team, Kelley did

manage to find words of praise for

running backs Phil Roland, Ken
Hoff, and Jim Mahaney.
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Senators Consider

Violence, Firearms
See Page Three

POINT OK OKDKM
Senator I -co Ilark lias all he
tin do lo contain himself as
Ihi* Student Senate debates a

inolioii on campus lire arms
last Bight, (lark survived and
the Senate adjourned. I or
oilier details on the meeting.
see pane three ( MIX photo by
(..It. I ullerloui

Dispite Strike,

Last Semester

Grades Norma
Details, Page Two

Black

Solidarity

Day Detailed
See Page Two
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Security Proposals
Reviewed By Tippo

ByANNESTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Oswald Tippo will

rule this week on a desperately

net (led security proposal, arrived

upon through the combined efforts

of Dr. Randolph W Bromery's
staff and an ad hoc committee of

heads of residence, as was an-

nounced at a meeting between the

groups yesterday morning.

Dr. Bromery serves as special

issistant to the chancellor on

student affairs.

Nine heads of residence
representing Central. Northeast,

and Southwest areas met
yesterday with Dr. Douglas
Forsyth and Dallas Darland from
the office of the assistant to the

Chancellor to discuss what
security measures were to be ef-

fected

The meeting followed a con-

ference Monday at which heads of

residence rehashed with Dr. Tippo

the incidents which led to an

emergency meeting called by them
last week.

Over thirty security proposals

from different dormitories have
been submitted to the ad-

ministration in the wake of the

recent attacks on students and
thefts and damages incurred in

and around dormitories.

Dr. Forsythe said that a bill

would be recommended to Tippo

by Dr Bromery.
The proposal advocates hiring 22

additional security guards. This

would bring the total to 30 per-

manent security positions.

Students would not be eligible.

Two resident hall assistants for

each dorm, probably students,

would be hired with the remaining

funds (from professional staff 03

money i These people would fill

the openings left vacant by work-

-tudv deficiencies.

On a rotating weekly basis, from
in p in to 6 a.m. the guards would

be stationed at every corner dorm
o! the ljuad. one in each tower in

southwest, and one each in

Crampton. Patterson, and Van
Meter said Forsyth

The pay rate should also be
higher on weekends, he added,

since the job entails much more
work.

The student assistants could also

be trained by Mr. Fitzpatrick, head
of security, to cope with difficult

situations.

The dormitory heads asked to be
included in selecting the security

guards, since they want respon-

sible people to work with them.
They also hope that in the near
future they will be allowed the

funds and freedom to man their

own security programs rather than

depend on University wide
measures.
Heads of residence stressed that

this is an emergency proposal.

They demanded that an optional

budget for security be recom-
mended in the supplement for next

year.

Although disagreeing that 30

guards are adequate for the 51

dorms presently occupied on
campus, the residence heads felt

that the suggested proposal was an
improvement over present
security measures.

Infirmary

Bus Leaves
From Kennedy
The University Health Service

bus leaves the Kennedy Tower for
the Infirmary at 8:15, 8:45, 9:15,

9:45, 10:15, 10:45 a.m. and 1:15,

1:45. 2:15. 2:45, 3:15 and 3:45 p.m.
on Monday through Friday.

Infirmary hours are 8-12; 1-5:00 -

Monday through Friday. Urgent
problems only on Saturday from 8-

1 1
:
30 Emergency help is available

at all times.

Grades Weren 'tAny Higher
Due To Last Spring 's Strike

by KAREN DeGRACE
Staff Reporter

Despite the leniency of last spring's grading policy..1™^*^J^£^^
is the word from the Provost's office, according to RichardSto^^^"^^^ 1

^^^
Changes in the patern of grades awarded were apparent las spring. Figures released by Story

compafe a •normal" semester's disbribution of undergraduate grades (based on grade reports)

to the situation which occurred as a result of the strike.

A B C D F/WF INC
Spring '68 10.714 23,347 21,462 MM 3.CB «»

A7WP BLANK
1,614 1,879

, % OF PASSING
TOTAL GRADES
68,956

Fall '69 12,131 24,916 23.031 6,754 3,876 146 2,879 3,507

Spring '69 14.227 24,169 19,916 5,602 3,472 1»X 2,398 3,339

77,240

73,271

Fall "69 12,574 23,959 19,434 4,878 3,152 304 4,520 2,160 5,984 76,965

Spring '70 14,125 20.749 6,647 1 l!» 2.4«3 6,389 845 23,108 74,376

89.8

86.5

87.2

m.n

Hfi.»

In addition, figures supplied by Mr. Jones, undergraduate registrar, indicate that there were
only three academic dismissals in spring '70 as compared to 355 in Jvne '69.

Such statistics need to be analyzed if they are to be interpreted in proper perspective. Mr. Story

provided a brief analysis in a Colegian interview.

"Students only took advantage of the strike to change the grading pattern", he bagan. He then

stressed the fact that students did not "take advantage" in the sense of passing more courses than

they would have in any normal semester, for the variation in the percentage of passing grades is,

he said, statistically insignificant.

Teach-In Highlights
"Black SolidarityDay"

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Nota ries Public Listed

The tolUm ing Notaries Public can be contacted if vou wish to have your ballot notarized:

Mr JakeBishop Room 337, Whitmore
Mrs Doris A Dec Room 232, Whitmore
Mr W.irdM Hunting Room 340, Chenoweth Lab
Mr William H Maus Room 329. Whitmore
Mr Sidney Mvers Room 324, Whitmore
Mi Donald J Pelkey Room 217. Whitmore
Mr KrancisJ Teahan Room 337. Whitmore
Mr MwC. Marchant Physical Plant

Mr Daniel H Schwartz Campus Security. Security Bldg

Mr James Coopec Room 301, Whitmore

Mr KobwrtGarstka Room 301, Whitmore

Mi JohnliiN Room 301, Whitmore

Mrs 1'.mime Ashby School of Education

Black students and faculty of

UMass, Mr. Holyoke, Smith and
Hampshire Colleges will hold a

leach in at the Student I'nion

Ballroom of the I'niversiU
beginning at 10 a.m. November
2nd. 11170.

The teach in will cover the

general topic "The Struggle for

Liberation: Black Students and
Black Studies" and will coincide
with national "Black Solidarity

Day" celebrations taking place in

black communities across the
country.

The main speaker at the Teach-
in will be Dr. Wilfred Cartey. a Pan
Africanist scholar at Columbu
University who will speak on
"Black Culture and Black Con-
sciousness: The Road to Unity" in

the afternoon session. Dr. Cartey is

the author of the book WHISPERS
FROM A CONTINENT an account
of the resurgence of African
culture in post-colonial Africa.

"The purpose of the gathering."
according to Mike Thelwell-Acting
Head of the WEB. DuBois
Department of Afro-American
Studies, "is much more than

symbolic. There is a glaring need

for the black community of the

university to come together and
really evaluate their presence here

at the university These are

crucial times for black people and
unless we can move towards our

existence, and collectively develop

strategies and an agendum of

priorities within which to operate

then our experience here will be ol

questionable value to the majority

of us."
Black Solidarity Day is

described as "a day on which the

black community can demonstrate
its unity and economic power by
refraining from all traditional

activities and celebrate its culture

and its history while undertaking
serious internal discussions of its

priorities and goals."

According to the organizers of

the five college teach-in, this day
"is not a holiday, but a serious
working day for black people. This
will not be simply another rap
session. We are going to discuss
problems affecting the community
and we are going to be testing out

several proposals for new

Israel Resists Arabs,

.

Peace Negotiations Nil

HORROR FLICKS
"WOLFMAN" "THE MUMMY"

"BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN"

AND OTHER FEATURES

Thursday Oct. 29
7:30 & 9:30

Manor Auditorium

Sponsored by Maroon Keys

UNITED NATIOS: (AP) - The
cease fire standstill agreement led

to the opening of Arab Israeli

peace talks under UN. special

envoy Gunnar V. Jarring on Aug.

25. Israel broke off the talks almost

immediately over the issue of

missile movement.
Eban said new missiles could

threaten Israeli forces up to a

distance of 10 miles on the Israeli

50*

side of the canal and pave the way
for a possible attack by Egyptian

ground forces.

Fifteen Asian African countries

and Yugoslavia introduced a

resolution late Wednesday calling

on Israel, Egypt and Jordan to

resume contacts with Jarring so he

could carry out his mandate under
the Nov. 22, 1967, Security Council

resolution.

Eban made clear Israel would
not accept any solution that did not

demand a return to the conditions

in the Suez Canal zone as of Aug. 7,

when the cease fire standstill

agreement went into effect.

8Hj* JUssartpsflrttft flailg (SoUtgian

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on the second floor of the

Student Union on the University campus, zip code 01002. Phones

are 545-2550 (news). 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

times a week following o vacation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

•ct of Morch 8, 1879 as omended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub

scnption rates ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per yar.

S C S Corp.
STEREO COMPONENTS

at

SPECIAL PRICES
Ex. Kenwood

KR-100 Receiver

List $300.00
$220.00

Campus Reps: Call

Matt 546-9432
Bob 546-9447 + weinjassi

Te:

.

programs in the five college area
which will significantly add to the
value of the educational ex-
perience of black people in the
valley. What we hope will result
from the workshops is a deeper
cohesiveness and sense of purpose
between faculty, student and
members of the surrounding black
community."

Student Mobe
Will Canvass
In Springfield

By PETER MtDONALD
Staff Reporter

The UMass Student Mobilization
Committee tSMCi today an
nounced that it will canvass the
downtown Springfield area on
Friday, October :50th.

Sidney Finehersh. spokesman
for the SMC said the purpose of the
canvass is two fold.

First, the SMC wishes to make
Massachusetts voters aware that

on Election Day, November third,

they will have an opportunity to

voice their disapproval or approval
of the Viet Nam war by answering
the following question which will

appear on the ballot: "Which of the
following do you prefer with
reference to the future course of

action by the United States in Viet
Nam''

"

The voter then is given three
choices: "A.) Win a military
victory. B.l Withdraw our armed
forces in accordance with a
planned schedule. C. I Withdraw all

our armed forces immediately."
The SMC further hopes to per-

suade people to choose the third

alternative, complete and im-
mediate withdrawal of our troops

According to Finehersh. workers
will spread out in the downtown
Springfield area on Friday af-

ternoon, distributing leaflets and
buttons and talking with the
people. Two weeks ago, when a
similar canvass was made in the
same area, the response was ex-

cellent, Finehersh said. Over 2000
leaflets were distributed and many
people were seen wearing the SMC
buttons

Anyone wishing to nelp with the
canvass, especially those with cars
willing to provide transportation,
is asked to stop in at the SMC office
as soon as possible. The office is in

the Plymouth room on the second
floor of the Student Union.
Canvassers will meet in the

same room at 11 a.m. on Friday
and from there depart for
Springfield. Food and Tran-
sportation are being provided.

Firearms, Violence
Major Senate Topics

By BETH GOODELL
Senate Reporter

Last evening's regular meeting of the Student
Senate was involved mainly with motions concerning
internal matters and technicalities. A scheduled
address by University President. Robert Wood, was
postponed to a future meeting Dr. Wood was tied up
with business in Boston.

campus because of their provocative qualities.

Violence on campus was also the subject of an ad-

dress to the Senate by Jack Richardson, Head of

Residence of Thatcher Citing the significant increase
in crimes and violence on campus this semester, he
urged the Senate to support a future motion calling for

immediate action to be taken by the Administration to

improve security. He said that student pressure is

needed to speed up the administration's response.

Several non-senators addressed the senate during consideration of

a bill favoring observance of Black Solidarity Day next Tuesday.

The senate unanimously approved a motion supporting excusal of

black students from classes November 2. (MDC photo by (lib

Fullerton

)

The issue of greatest controversy on the agenda was
one concerning the return of certain firearms to the
campus. Melville Senator Karen MacNutt sponsored
the bill which would allow the Flying Redmen to store
their "de activated" rifles in an appropriate place on
campus, and would allow University. Stockbridge.
and visiting rifle teams to have their firearms on
campus provided they are properly secured and used
only on the rifle range.

According to Senator MacNutt. "These teams
have excelled in the past, but they have to practice or
else they will fall apart. It would be nice to give them
this moral support ." In response to opposition of the
bill based upon the fact that the firearms are still

weapons. Legal Advisor Howland informed the Senate
that the firearms for these pacific groups could legally

be permitted back on the campus

Treasurer Richard Verrochi of (Jreenough con
tinued tt> debate against the measure because of the

firearms are intrinsically weapons. Since "The
presence of firearms is intuitively provocative of

violence,'' Verrochi argued that action on the bill

should be postponed for further investigation in

committee.

The bill was then returned to committee for three

weeks It will next be considered by the Senate at the

same lime as a bill sponsored by Verrochi which is

strongly opposed to any firearms or facsimile on

With .i unanimous vote, the Senate moved to en-

dorse the Black Solidarity Day on November 2. It also

resolved that any black student wishing to participate

in activities of the day should be excused from class

attendance with no penalty for absence.

The Senate also engaged in debate over acceptance
of the 1970-71 Activities Act which concerns the

governance of Recognized Student Organizations
i RS()». The mam topic of discussion was in an article

of the Act which deals with membership regulations in

RSO groups Several Senators expressed fear ". that

the article as it now reads allows for possibly illegal

discrimination in membership qualifications. There
was also discussion ol the fact that certain

organizations such as the Greek community receive

some RSO benefits without actually belonging to RSO
or meetingall ol its requirements. Due to this debate
over these points concerning the Activities Act. the

hill was returned locommittee consideration for three
weeks

The Senate last considered a special motion
charging the University and State Communications
Council with conducting a study of the possibility Of
obtaining representation on the Board of Trustees" for

a student from both the Boston and Amherst cam
puses at one time The motion was passed and the
meeting then adjourned

DVP Lecture

U Toronto Professor Reflects
Upon U.S. -Canadian Affairs

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

J.MS Careless, professor of history at the

University of Toronto, stated in a DVP lecture last

night that the United States and Canada have always

been 'neighbors" and "nuisances" to each other, and

are likely to remain so.

Mr Careless noted that the United States and

Canada arc similar in many ways: in their mass
media, their cities (a compliment to neither country,

in the life-styles and aspirations of their citizens. But

conservative Canada's foreign policy is distinctly her

own he said Canada recognizes Cuba and Communist

China, opposes the Vietnam war, receives American

draft protestors, and disagrees with America on

continental resource development and the FLQ issue,

said Careless.

Why are the two countries so different? They have

different origins, for one, said Careless.

(anada failed to join the United States' revolt

against the British., partly because the French-

Canadians, as an already conquered people, chose not

to take the rish. Careless explained. Canada came to

represent the remnants of old empires: the end of the

British empire, the end of the French empire, and the

breaking up of the Scottish clan system, which had

been the cause of considerable immigration. These

elements worked to hold the system together largely

out of convenience, he went on.

The War of 1812 was very pleasant as wars go. Mr.
Careless noted: the Americans won, the Canadians
successfully drove the American invaders from their

territory, and the British never knew anything had
happened. For Canada it was a nation-building war -

Canada began to define herself in opposition to the
United States, just as the United States had found
unity by opposing Britain, said Careless.

He said Canada became more British in the 19th

century than ever before, as a backstop against
American aggression. The Commonwealth has been
called a "selfish plot by Canadians" intended, like

NATO, as an alliance against a massive foreign
presence (in this case, the United States), said
Careless American aggression continued well into the
1860's; it is from these conflicts that many of Canada's
heroes arose, he explained.

As a result. Careless asserted, Canada is con-
servative in orientation. There has not been a well-

developed political left or right in Canada's history:

they died of apathy, he said. Only the middle has had
any success Careless said.

Mr Careless does not think that the FLQ issue will

bring immediate polarization to Canada, given this

history of conservatism, prolonged conflict although
may change matters.

J. M.S. Careless, professor of historv <t the University of Toronto,

spoke last night in a Distinguished Visitors" Program Lecture on

'"Canada: Neighbor or Nuisance?" < MDC photo by Barry I'enii I

Blount Issues Stamps
In Anti-Pollution Drive
SAN CLEMENTE. Calif. (AP) -

Postmaster General Winto M.

Blount introduced four new six

cent, anti-pollution stamps at the

Western White House Wednesday

and cited this city for its

"distinguished achievement in

maintaining good ecology."

Presidential adviser Robert H.

Finch, who attended the ceremony,

said the stamps "are symbolic of

the nation's determination to

restore a life environment that

matches the quality of the other

basic rights and freedoms which

we are pledged to preserve for our

citizens."

The stamps, printed in blocks of

four, have a common color view of

the earth from outer space but

each appeals for ecological action

in a different field. They urge

Americans to "Save Our Cities,"

"Save Our Soil," "Save Our Air"

and "Save Our Water.'

A Postal Service spokesman said
the stamps will be available
throughout the nation Thursday.
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In The Nation And The World

Court Forbids Issuing

CampusSpeakersReport
WASHINGTON (AP> - Declaring

an official House report on campus
speakers was issued "solely for the
sake of exposure or intimidation,"

a federal judge Wednesday
prohibited its public distribution by
the government.
U.S District Judge Gerhard A.

Geaell, a landmark confrontation

between the courts and Congress,
ruled the list of 65 so called

militant, radical or Communist
oriented speakers serves no valid

legislative purpose.

Geaell permanently enjoined the

IS public printer from printing

the report at public expense. But
he specifically refused to prohibit

individual congressmen from
distributing it on their own.

"There are undoubtedly in-

dividuals who would destroy our
institutions and form of govern-

ment,'
-

<Iesell said in his order. "If

any of them are listed in this

report, our Constitution never-

theless preserves their right to

speak even though their acts may
be restrained."

Gesell's court order appears to

be the first ever to prohibit

Congress from publicly
distributing an official report. And
Geaell said it was the first to be
based on the doctrine of valid

legislative purpose.

Gcscll said the 25 page report

itself states it is not related to any
legislation but it intended instead

to alert university presidents,

alumni and parents "to the extent

of campus speaking in promoting
the radical ' revolutionary
movement."
Geaell called the report a

blacklist and urged Congress to

curb what he called its increasing

tendency "to investigate for ex-

posure's sake" rather than to

develop legislation.

The court order was won by the

American Civil Liberties Union.

Counsular Access Denied
To Detained US Generals
MOSCOW AP) -Soviet

authorities refused a second
request for consular access for two
U S generals detained in Armenia
and stepped up propaganda blasts

Wednesday over their aerial in-

trusion across the Turkish border.
The U.S. embassy issued a

statement saying its "two consuls
had been recalled to Moscow for

consultations. It declined comment
on the chances for the generals'
release

The statement pointed out that

Lennon May Testify

in Tate Murder Case
LOS ANGELES AP - Charles

Manson will be the only defendant
to testify at the Sharon Tate
murder trial when the defense
presents its case seeking to show
other people murdered the actress

and six others, a source says.

The defense is expected to begin
its presentation next week, the

trial's 21st. and several music
world celebrities will be reluctant

witnesses, the source added.
Defense attorney Paul Fitzgerald

confirmed Wednesday that a

subpoena was issued a month ago

for John Lennon of the Beatles.

However, a Beatles' spokesman
said that calling Lennon to testify

on whether one of the group's
songs, "Helter Skelter," could
have inspired Manson to violence
as the state claims would be "like
summoning Shakespeare to ex-
plain Macbeth."
Manson, 35, and three women

members of his hippie style clan
are on trial charged with mur
dering Miss Tate and six others in

August 1%9

the consular treaty between the

United States and the Soviet Union

calls lor "iontinuing access."

We expect to see the four men
again." it added "We have not yet

asked for a specific time,

preferring to wait for a full report

from the consuls before

proceeding."

The wording indicated little hope

ol swift release for Maj. Gen.

Edward I'D. Scherrer, chief of the

U.S. military mission in Turkey,

his assistant. Brig (Jen. Claude M.

McQiiarrie Jr., the American pilot

Maj James P, Kussell and a

Turkish escort officer. Col. Cevat

Deneli.

They have been detained in a

government guest house at the

Armenian town of Leninakan since

their unarmed U8 military plane

landed there a week ago. US
consuls met with the men Monday,
but a request for a second meeting
Tuesday was turned down by the

Soviet Foreign Ministry.

Kussell told the consuls his plane

was blown across the border by a

freak gust of wind and he landed in

Lenikakan thinking it was the

Turkish town of Kars.

The Soviet Union has formally

protested the intrusion to

Washington and Anakara. Official

press organs, which get their

HILLEL DELI SUPPER
Sunday Night, Nov. 1, 6:00 p.m., in Council Chambers, S.U. Speaker: Rabbi Alex WeisfogeJ

Topic: SOVIET JEWRY AND ITS CURRENT CRISIS Paid members 75c Others $1.50

YOU CANT
JUST

GO TO SWAP
YOU HAVE TO APPLY

ONLY PEOPLE WHO APPLY CAN GO

SO APPLY

SWAP?
The Student Workshop on Activities Problems

is an annual, off-campus conference which brings
together a selected group of students, faculty, ad-
ministrators, trustees, legislators and others con-
cerned about the University for discussion, informa-
tion-exchange, planning and politicking.

This year's conference will be held December
11-13 at the Oak'n'Spruce Lodge in South Lee, Mass-
achusetts. There will be two meetings of SWAP
participants before the Conference: November 22nd
and December 10th. Plans are being made now for
a follow-up conference, on campus, early in second
semester.

Participants In the conference are asked to pay
a registration fee; $5 for students who pay
Student Activities Tax;,$35 for others (with some
subsidies available). These fees, plus Student Sen-
ate appropriations, cover the cost of the Conference
(meals, lodging and transportation).

Participants will be selected from among those
who submit applications before October 30th. Foi
information on applications, see the box to the
right.

To apply:
Application blanks are available in the RSO

office, Campus Center. They are to be filled out
and returned before October 30th, either to RSO
or to the box on the Lobby Counter in the Student
Union.

If you wish, you may apply by answering the
questions below and sending your answers to
SWAP, RSO #305, Campus Center.
I. Name; Local address; Telephone; Class or Ti-
tle; Major or Department.
II.

1. What are some of the important issues facing
the University (please comment even if you don't
know very much about them)?
2. What issues do you know or care about that
you would like considered at SWAP?
3. What would you like to gain or learn from
SWAP?
4. What interests, experience or knowledge do you
have that will make you a useful SWAP partici-
pant?
5. Have you participated in SWAP? If so, in what
year?
III. Please give any suggestions you may have
about the following: a) program content; b) pro-
gram format; e) suggested participants.

The SWAP Committee is planning a follow-up
Conference on-campus during the Spring semester.
Do you have any suggestions about this Confer-
ence?

Deadline tor Applications Tfmorrow, Oct. 30th

writing orders from the Kremlin,
appeared to be shipping up a
campaign of condemnation.
Although nothing has been said

officially, some quarters in Turkey
fear the Kussians might try to use

Deneli as a bargaining card for two
Lithuanians accused of hijacking a

Soviet Aeroflot plane to Turkey
Oct. 15. A stewardess was killed in

the hijacking.

More than 24 hours after it

happened Soviet authorities were
refusing to acknowledge the

hijacking of a second Aeroflot

plane to Turkey by Russians
seeking |x>litical asylum.
The official silence was in

marked contrast to the steady
stream of propaganda and in-

vcstive directed at the Lithuanian

hijackers.

Viet Bases
Evacuated

As Storm Hits
SAIGON (APi - Tropical Storm

Louise slammed into the central
coast of South Vietnam with 58

miles an hour winds early Thur-
sday and forced evacuation of

planes from two huge U.S. Air

Korce bases

The storm hit land just 10 miles
south ol Phan Rang Air Force
Base, \m miles northeast of Saigon
and cut into allied military
operations by forcing cancellation
of many American air strikes.

Weather forecasters said Louise
apparently caused little damage as
its strength began to dissipate
alter hitting the coast.

As precautionary measures,
however, aircraft at both Phan
Rang and Cam Ranh Bay, 35 miles
to the northeast, were flown from
the danger area.

The U.S. Command said
American fighter bombers logged
only 4:5 tactical air strikes in South
Vietnam during the 24 hour period
that ended at dawn Wednesday.

It was the lowest number in two
years and marked the second
straight week in which storms had
drastically curtailed air

operations. When Typhoon Kite
struck the northern coast last

Saturday, headquarters reported
only 46 tactical air strikes.

The weather had no effect on the

2-1/2 week old bombing campaign
against North Vietnamese supply
routes in southern Lagos.
The command said U.S. B52

Stratofortresses launched strikes

against the Ho Chi Minn trail over
which war materials and rein-

forcements are ferried to North
Vietnamese troops fighting in

South Vietnam and Cambodia.

Nixon Campaigns,

Claims Economy Up
LONGVIEW, Tex. (AP)

President Nixon, pressing his
campaign to elect Republican
senators in Florida and Texas,
declared Wednesday his ad-
ministration's economic policies
are working and "inflation has
been checked and will slow still

further."

Nixon gave this assessment on
the economic situation, the chief
target of Democratic campaign
efforts across the nation, in a
statement as he arrived in Texas to

campaign for George Bush and
Paul Eggers, the Republican
candidates for senator and
governor in this heavilv
Democratic state
Besides the slowing of inflation,

he said. "Interest rates are
definitely on the way down ami
housing starts are up."

CAMPAIGN CLIMAX

Incumbent Leads Newman
Because most voters don't

really care who is elected
Secretary of State, this office

usually is won by the incumbent,
regardless of his party and
dispite any issues which may be
brought up in the campaign.
This year's race is no different,

as incmbent Democrat John F.

X. Davoren should have no
difficulty defeating his

Republican challenger. Mrs.
Mary B. Newman.
Charged with the duties of

Keeping the State archives,
teeping vital statistics and
supervising elections, this job is

essentially one of execution,

rather than one of policy making
ind Davoren's major election

ilaim is that he has been a good
administrator.

He says that he has worked to

xpand the information and

referal services of the State, has
established a statistical service

for political candidates and has
cleaned up a backlog of

paperwork in many of the

State's cities and towns.

Rut Mrs. Newman has been
campaigning against what she

calls the Secretary's "misuse of

his office." She has challenged
Davoren to debate her. but he
has refused to reply to her

challenge.

One of the challenges against
Davoren which Mrs. Newman
has been campaigning around
includes contracts which
Davoren's office awarded a
Milton based corporation of

more than $15,000 to research
the State's corporation laws.

Mrs. Newman challenges this

award, claiming that a single

retired State employee is doing

all the work, and that the con-

tract never should have been
given to the corporation in the

first place.

This is the kind of "misuse of

office" Mrs. Newman has been
campaigning on. but Davoren.

running an extremely low-key

campaign, has never been put in

a position to answer his op-

ponent.

The incumbent Secretary has

been content to run as the

Democratic office holder,

counting on the voter's reluc

lanes to listen to over Con
stitutional office candidates as

his greatest boost

And despite the tact that Mrs
Newman has raised several

legitimate questions in this

campaign, her lack of exposure

and lack of lamiharity with the

voters almost insures the in

Mary K. Newman, left, suffers the problem of all CtaBengeri for

lower office: lack of an image.

cuntbcfti Davoren of an easy behind the kenned) wakes

victory as he rules into office

White Helps

Crane Lead

Auditor Race

The most low key of all state-wide campaigns this year, the race for

State Treasurer pits the six and half year incumbent office holder,

Robert Q. Crane against new-comer Fred D. Hannon.

And, as in the other lower constitutional office contests, the in-

cumbent has a great advantage in this one, especially since only a

handfull of voters have ever heard of his opponent.

Crane, as Treasurer, is in charge of "safeguarding" the State's

money, and has custody of all Commonwealth trust funds.

All he has done in his campaign is stress that he has done his job

well, and since the State hasn't lost any of its money in the trust funds

over the past six and a half years, his opponent has no real issues to

play upon.

What makes things all the more safe for Crane is that Hannon has

actually avoided publicity. He refused to answer a League of Woman's
Voter election guide questionaire and thus is not in publication,

distributed free to thousands of voters.

Crane is not in a position to let free publicity slip away He has

virtually no media money and is unknown around the State. Mean-

while, the incumbent majority party member Crane is also campaign

manager for Kevin White, a fact which nets his a tremendous amount

of free publicity and gives him a ready made and attractive political

image.
There doesn't appear to be much of a contest here.

m*

Crane, top, has been helped

by bis opponents lack of

piihlicit\ across (he stale.

Buczko, Bucci In Battle of Unknowns

Buczko, left, is the frontrunner in a battle between two behind the

icenes professionals.

Thaddcus Buczko has been

State Auditor for the past six

years and is running his cam-

paign lor relection on the theme

of continuing the improvement

in managing the state's financial

affairs which he claims he has

led. His opponent, former
newspaperman Frank Bucci.

has little money to campaign
with, no statewide image, the

minority party backing him

must contend with the reality of

small voter interest in the lower

constitutional races. His is an

uphill battle

There are not a great number

of hard "issues" in this cam-

paign bucci has called for the

creation of guidelines to

steamline and to hopefully

conserve Slate spending These
guidelines include rating the1 size

ol expenditures, past history of

the agency, susccptability of

misuse of funds because of what
Bucci calls "newness" of a

number of personal involved.

and outside contacts.

He also wants to upgrade the

training of all persons involved

with state funds and wants to

begin an evaluation program of

all State spending.

Buczko has ignored three
suggestions by his opponent, and
says only that he seeks "to

continue the present policies of

management and to continue to

make improvements in methods

of dealing with expenditures
"

Neither man has met face to

face with the other, each has

lieen content to campaign by
himself without other members
ol Ins parly

This strategy clearly helps the

incumbent, since his name is

somewhat letter known tha n his

opponent Also. Bucci's non

existant experience in waging I

Slate wide campaign leaves his

in the position of appearing to he
a complete outsider with no real

issue, challenging the e\

pcricnced guardian of the public

wealth

Here, as m the other lower'

races, the incumbent -inib

sale
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Re-Routing Traffic To Relieve Congestion

Norman Mcleod, Chairman of the Amherst Board of Selectmen, and
Chancellor Oswald Tippo have issued a joint statement concerning the
proposed East Pleasant Street by-pass, designed to reroute traffic from
I he center of the University

"There is general agreement.'
-

the statement says, "that the part of
North Pleasant Street passing through the University should be closed,
that a town owned North Pleasant - East Pleasant Street connector
passing through University property should be built, and that the East
Pleasant North Pleasant - Triangle Street interchange requires im-
provement."

The statement continues, emphasizing that if "action is not taken now,
the problem will intensify "The whole re-routing and Triangle St. project
can be built at no cost to Amherst" and is "compatible with the town's

master plan."
In l%«. the traffic problem had grown to such critical proportions that

a Joint Town-University Task Force was created which then studied 15
different proposals to discontinue North Pleasant St. through the cam-
pus. A stron road link between North Amherst and Amherst Center was
declared a "must."
The following is the complete text of the MacLeod-Tippo statement.

During the past two years the university and town officials have
worked together to solve the traffic overload on North Pleasant St.. to

provide easy, safe access to the center of town from North Amherst, and
to make the campus circulation system compatible with the town's
master plan.

"It is our firm conviction, after studying all the alternatives, that the

proposed DPW plan, including the East Pleasant St. by-pass, is the best

possible solution to a very complex problem. The joint town university

task force carefully considered each alternative, along with objections to

other proposals. Without going into the merits and demerits of each plan.

the selectmen and the university completely support the plan and
arguments for it. as outlined by Professor Theodore S. Bacon. Jr.. in last

week's Amherst Journal Record
••There is general agreement that the part Of North Pleasant St.

passing through the university should he closed, thai a town owned North
Pleasant - Cast Pleasant St. connector pasting through universit>

propei t> should he built, and that the Cast Pleasant St. - North Pleasant
St. - Triangle St. interchange requires improvement.

The participation of the Commonwealth Department of Public

Works insures that a sate road from North Amherst to the.center of town.

together with the vital Triangle St interchange, can be built at no cost to

Amherst The plan provides for safe access to the Wildwood School

Center complex by pedestrians and buses. The plan is compatible with

the town's master plan and the by-pass, designed by professional

engineers and safety experts from DPW. will make Amherst's roads
-.iter

If action is not taken now. the problem will intensity In our judgment
there are no better solutions available. The opportunity for total state

funding <>t 81.5 to $2 million offered the town of Amherst and the

university by the DPW is based on the East Pleasant St. bypass proposal

No alternative plan has this BPW support. We urge that all citizens of the

town join with the selectmen, the town planning board and the university

administration to favor this plan that is so vital to the future of Amherst."

YARDLEY MIXIS

FINGER MIX EYE SHADOWS
CREATE EVERY EYE SHADOW SHADE

UNDER THE SUN

MATTE or FROSTED . . .

. . . DEEP or PASTEL
******

BRUSH ON POWDERED EYE SHADOW
6 PILLOW SOFT COLORS

in REGULAR or FROSTED KITS

NEW WINKERS
BY

DuBarry

SEE THEM NOW
AT

COLLEGE DRUG
4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

Hie northeast section ol campus is shown here with Kast Pleasant Street running down the
center of this aerial photo. Kastnian l.ane and Tillson Farm are located on the lefthand side of the
plpjto while Fraternity -Sorority Park is on the righthand side. The proposed route for the Kast
Pleasant Street By-Pass would run almost diagonally across this photo from Fraternity-Sorority
Park to the area below the farm. ( Photo by Pat Lempart

)

^r.

The remaining lew acres of the Orchard are shown here and would be cut in hall b\ the proposed
by-pass highway. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

Fine Arts Center Contract Signed
Construction of the $15.3 million

Fine Arts Center at the University
ot Massachusetts in Amherst, will

l>e started in a few weeks and is

expected to be completed in the fall

of v.n:i.

The State Bureau of Building
Construction and Fontaine
Brothers. Inc., contruction com-
pany of Springfield signed the
general contract this week in

Boston Funds for the building
include original legislative ap-

propriations totaling $13.8 million,
plus an additional $1 .5 million from
the State Bureau of Building
Construction escalation and
contingency fund, to make $15.3
million total funds available for the
project Towards this amount, the
University has obtained a federal
grant of $560,000.

In 1973. the completed Fine Arts
Center will overlook the Campus
Pond from the south. In the
building will be a 2,200-seat con-

cert hall, a 750-seat theater, and an
art gallery lobby to serve both; an
experimental classroom-theater,
art studios, music practice rooms;
a music and art library; and other
facilities" for art. music and
theater. It will serve students and
others of the University com-
munity, as well as residents from
throughout Western
Massachusetts.

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

ENJOY OUR
"Old Fashioned
New England
BEEF STEW
with Dumplings' $1.75

Tender chunks of heavy
western steer beef, sim-
mered with fresh garden
vegetables and served
piping hot with our own
homemade dumplings

Spring Semester, 1970.

Cocktail Lounge open 11:30-2:00

Mayday.
A film on the

New Haven rally

to free Bobby
Seale.

Flick
Out
On your local Public Television

station.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Students Have Advantage in Draft

There is still a great deal of
confusion regarding the lottery and
student determents, so perhaps it

would be a good idea to review the
situation once again Under any
foreseeable circumstances, the
draft call will not go over 195 this

year This has been stated by
Selective Service Director Curtis
Tarr
The Nixon Beauracracy has a

great vested interest in making the
lottery 'work" in order to stifle

dissent about the draft and the war
against Vietnam. This means that

it is virtually compelled to keep the
numbers low to give the system a
semblance of success.

Okay That's clear now. Next
step IK your number is over 195

and if you were born prior to Jan. 1,

1951. you may safely drop your IIS
deferment, enter this year's
eligibility pool, and be out from
under the draft on December 31.

1970 You only need to have a I-A

for one day it that day is Dec. 3D
in order to lie considered in this

year'i pool

To get a I-A. immediately write

to your board telling them that you
no longer want your student
deferment and that you wish to be
classified I-A. According to Mr.
Tarr. the board must reclassify

you. i By the way. if you have any
other deferments, you may also

drop them and be reclassified. This

should be strongly considered if

you have a deferment which will

expire in a year or three.)

There seems to be a paranoid

tear, not entirely unjustified, that

this might be anotherway that the

draft is trying to screw people. But

you are really in no danger. If you
are a full-time student with a 196.

for example, and you drop your II-

S. and by some freak get an in-

duction notice, you automatically

qualify for a l-S(C>. This cancels

your induction notice until the end
ot the school year, at which time

you still can claim any deferments

tor which you are eligible Or you

can simply write to the board on

.Ian 1 saying that you are a student

and u ish to be classified II-S. They
have to give it to you. Thus, you

have nothing to lose, and

everything to gain.

In near!) all cases, this can be

done without the aid of a draft

counselor. Bui you should be sure

to send your request Certified

Mail. Return Receipt Requested.

This will cost about half a buck, but

it will give you proof that you

requested the change and that they

received the request Keep a copy

ol the letter, and staple the receipt

to it If you feel that your case may

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

be a special circumstance, or are
unsure of what to do, see a draft

counselor.

Let me add my usual cautionary
note. Remember your brothers

who may have lower numbers.
Their enslavement is also yours,

and your freedom is restricted by
the burden of their lack of freedom.
Respond to it. Work to end the draft

and to help others work their way
through the system. Learn draft

counseling, if that's your bag.

Work to end the war against

Vietnam, and all other wars. Vote
"C" on the Vietnam question in

Drugs, Sex Are Subject

Of High School Survey

Tuesday's election. Work to

abolish the military . Apply for CO
even if you're not draft eligible.

Resist

Remember, no man is free as

long as one man is a slave.

Peace.

Questions to this column should be ad-

dressed to Gilbert J Salk, c/o Draft Coun-

seling Services ISO »:«5. Campus Center.

Univ ol Mass . Amherst. Mass 01002.

Free personal draft counseling is available

;it Draft Counseling Services. 418 K. Student

I'nnon 2nd floor.

A hangover

isn't funny
A hangover can be just about the

most distressing combination ot

pain, nausea, degression and fa-

tigue you ever woke up with.

Simple headache tablets or alka-

lizers alone can't do the whole

job. You need a combination of

special ingredients to chase those

multiple miseries. Formulated
specially for hangover, CHASER
combines nine ingredients in

every tablet.

So pain disappears fast. Your
stomach calms down. Your spir-

its perk up.

Try CHASER FOR HANGOVER.
It Really Works! Now at your

pharmacy

headache
hausea
FATIGUE

WASHINGTON(AP) - Only one

in every 33 high school students

contacted in a national survey

approved of students using hard

drugs but one in every 10 said they

personally used marijuana.

More than 22,000 girls and boys

16 to 18 years old, top scholars in

18,000 public, private and parochial

schools, responded to the 70

question survey distributed by

Merit Publishing Co., Northfield,

III.

Asked if they approved of the use

of LSD, speed or heroin, 96 per cent

said no, 3 per cent approved and 1

per cent failed to answer. Three

out of four expressed the belief that

marijuana use could lead to the use

GOP Party Loyalty Forces Support

Of Goodell's Lost Cause Campaign
WASHINGTON t APi-Among the members of the United States Senate, there is a political bono

that goes beyond party, an unwritten code that in effect warns : Caution, you could be next."

That reminder of political mortality tends to make senators polite, and often lnettective,

campaigners against other senators. It also tends to send them to the aid of a party brother in

trouble-even if they are Republicans and the trouble is, in part. Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and
the Republican White House.

Indeed, one of the senators whoSo it was with six Republican

senators who went to New York
Monday lor a day of campaigning
in what most of them privately

concede is a lost cause, the election

of Sen Charles E. Goodell.

Goodell. the Republican
disowned by the administration, is

generally rated the third man in a

three way race.

And in New York, the bastion

and bank vault of Republican

liberalism, there is now a strong

possibility that a conservative will

be elected.

If James L. Buckley ac-

complishes that feat as the

nominee of the Conservative
Party, he will do his voting from

the Republican side of the aisle, as

a favorite of the White House.

Buckley, a White House
spokesman said, "supports the

President and the President ap-

preciates his support." As for

Goodell. Agnew called him "truly

the Christine Jorgensen of the

Republican Party," accusing him
of radical liberalism and constant

opposition to the administration on

major issues.

Rep. Richard Ottinger, the

Democratic candidate, insists that

by staying in the campaign.
Goodell can only abet the Buckley

cause by dividing the liberal and
moderate vote.

"Mr. Goodell has fallen into the

Agnew trap." said Ottinger. "The
vice president's unconscionable

attacks have been aimed at

splitting the moderate vote bet-

ween Goodell and me. and electing

a conservative."

went campaigning for Goodeil,

Sen. Charles H. Percy of Illinois,

told the Chicago Tribune af-

terwards that his real goal was to

abet just such a strategy. That

message, however, seemed
tailored for the generally con-

servative Republican hierarchy

back home in Illinois. For Percy,

who has had his differences with

the administration, said in New
York "ihe thought has been ven-

tured" that he, too, might en-

counter conservative retribution

when he runs again in 1972.

All told, 20 of the 43 Republican

senators have endorsed Goodell

despite the administration's

repudiation of the nominee.

The on the scene campaigners

ranged from such liberals as Sen.

Clifford P. Case of New Jersey to

Sen. J. Caleb Boggs of Delaware,

who ranks third among senators in

his support of Nixon policies.

"Obviously, he doesn't agree

with Goodell on a great many
things." a Boggs spokesman said.

"But he thinks whoever is

nominated by the Republican

Party is a good Republican. New
York is obviously different from

Delaware."

Sen. William Saxbe of Ohio put it

differently:

"When the President runs in

1972. is he going to campaign in

industrial states with Thurmond.

Gokrwater and Hruska" They're

t ine people and represent their own
voters, but will Mr. Nixon go with

them into Ohio. Pennsylvania. New
York and Michigan'.'"

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

XEROX
XEROX copies now available at Campus Center

Printing Shop - opposite the Coffee Shop.

Rates per original - bi for the first 4 copies,

24 for each additional copy.

Other services include: Copy setting

Mimeograph

Ditto

Embosograf

Lineoscribe

ArtWork

Stencils

The New York mission was, in

the words of a Republican aide who
made the trip, a case of showing

the flag in a hopeless cause. "Even
the Goodell people just seemed to

be going through the motions." he

said.

But there is an undercurrent of

Republican resentment against

what some senators consider an

attempt to enforce loyalty to the

administration by making an

example of Goodell.

"The Republican senators feel

they should make their own
decisions as to who qualifies for

their support," one GOP source

said.

It is clear that a Buckley victory

would arm the administration with

a forceful new weapon for the

enforcement of Republican
discipline particularly among
senators who must run for

reelection in 1972.

Goodell insists that he has a

chance to win, but that is a lonely

political judgment.

of other drugs.

In answer to another question on

drugs, 75 per cent expressed

disapproval of marijuana use by

high school students but 10 per cent

said they used marijuana now and

21 per cent said they would use it if

it were legalized.

On sex relations, 53 per cent

expressed disapproval of

premarital sexual intercourse, 42

per cent approved and 5 per cent

failed to answer the question.

Twenty four per cent of the

students ducked the question when
asked whether they had par-

ticipated in sexual relations.

Of those answering, 16 per cent

said they had and 60 per cent said

they had not

The sponsors said nine students

put together the 70 questions that

ranged from Vietnam to drug use

and national poltics to ecology.

The students split almost evenly

on whether they would consider an

interracial marriage. A sub-

stantial majority. 84 per cent, said

they would move into an integrated

neighborhood.

On national politics. 52 percent

said President Nixon was doing a

good job and most felt that ending

the Vietnam war is the nation's No.

1 priority Eighty five per cent felt

that respect for this country had

suffered because of the Vietnam
conflict

Voting Guides in S.U
Free copies ol Election *7o a

voting information guide, are

available now in the Student

Union lobby Information on all

candidates, their backgrounds,

their stands on important issues.

and the duties of the offices they

seek are included in this guide

distributed by the League of

Women Voters.

Also included in the

publication, produced by the

Boston (ilol)«> in cooperation with

the League ol Women Voters ol

Massachusetts, is information

on referendum questions and
feature articles and historical

notes of interest to voters. All

registered voters in Amherst
will receive a copv bv mail.

Bring- This Coupon For

50V OFF
at

PIZZA RAMA
356 COLLEGE ST. (Route »)

(near Colonial Village)

We offer 50c off on each order over

$1.50

on our large variety of

REAL ITALIAN PIZZAS
made with daily home-made dough

plus our

FOOT LONG ITALIAN GRINDERS
not to mention our

DELICIOUS SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS
and

SPAGHETTI & ITALIAN SAUSAGE

We do take phone orders for faster service.

Call 253-3808

OPEN DAILY 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.
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Elliot Eisenberg

Where IsEconomicsGoing?
There is something eating away at students of

economies in 1970. It is a debate which rages around
us and above us on how best to proceed with ex-

panding the knowledge of the discipline; whether to

place more or less emphasis on a mathematical in-

terpretation of the world.
Our economy has in recent years become so com-

plex a creature that it requires of its managers a

highly developed grasp of mathematical and quan-

titative tools. A man must be a skilled technician to be
able to approach even basic questions of public and
industrial policy. To read the literature, he must
know mathematics; to remain beyond being bafoozled

he must know statistical methods.
But the very same economy which is becoming

more susceptible to the tools of precise analysis is

having effects on the quality of life of those within it.

These effects - of automation, of the mix of goods
which has been produced, of the life which results in a

world of managers and technicians - defy quan-

tification, or even if they can be expressed as

equations to be maximized, deserve qualitative

study.

It is as if the warnings of the radical social critics

are coming true. We can set their works down on our
desks, look around and see that in 1970 America the

technician does in fact command a higher place in the

pecking order than the man whose thoughts are of a

less quantitative nature. John Kenneth Galbraith has

been proposed as president of the American
Economic Association; there is a move to block his

election because he is not enough of a theoretician.

This very week the second Nobel Prize in economics
was warded to theoretician Paul Samuelson, (the first

went to two econometricians,) while here in Amherst
one of the nation's foremost institionalists, Professor

Ben Seligman, quietly passed away.
Precisely because our economy has become so

complex, we have need of men who can grasp the

interplay between the process and its externalities.

Furthermore, because a man investigates those

factors, economic and not, which are affecting the

quality of men's lives does not mean that he
necessarily is incompetant with mathematics. It was
Professor Seligman, as a matter of fact, who wrote the

AER review of THE COLLECTED PAPERS OF
PAUL A. SAMUELSON.

If we as students choose to be technicians, and there

is nothing so horrible about that, we must make
certain that we never become so lost in perfecting the

methods of quantitative analysis that we lose sight of

what are the meaningful questions. We must find

room in our schedules and our minds for questions and
men of an institutional nature. If we Choose to be

institutionalists, we must not reject math as a part of

OUT educations, trying to get away from it at every
turn. We must master it so that we can never have
newly developed, synthetic wool pulled over our eyes.

There is no place a student can go to escape the

controversy over mathematics. It crosses disciplinary

lines; it is | product of a complicated economy and
society. The best we can do is to understand it and
deal with it.

Louis DiMonaco

ThePossibilityofOiangingTV

"I love life - that is my true weakness."
Camus, La Chute

There are a number of ways to improve the quality
of commercial television. One is to stop reinforcing
the bad commercials and start reinforcing the good
ones Another way is to infiltrate, en masse, the

commercial industry and change it directly. And a
third way is to establish more intense research
organizations to peruse the advertised products.

But these remedies are not likely to be applied right

away For one thing, the people who are presently in a
position to change the industry do not believe a change
is necessary And for another thing, the people who
believe or are willing to concede that a change is

necessary are preoccupied with the more vital issues
of the day The latter true believers are busy com-
bating repression 'it is interesting to note that the

good fight is against repression when a few years ago
it was against the industrial establishment; an in-

dication that people and events are indeed getting
worse In a feu years we may all find ourselves un-

derground; literally and figuratively.)

There is another remedy (if that is the word) which
although not in my head, is perhaps floating around in

the head of somebody somewhere. The "remedy is

the homemade bomb.
IBM. General Telephone and Electronics. Humble

Oil. as well as countless ROTC Buildings. Draft

Boards and Courthouses have experienced the

terrorist bomb.
The television industry may or may not be a future

victim.

All I have to say on the subject is the following:

When doctrine, whether it be revolutionary or

facist. becomes more important than human life, or

when material goods take precedence over well being,

only alienation of man from man can result. And
alienation causes evangelical exploitation and the use
of people as objects.

To quote a slogan of the May 1968 student uprising in

France;

"'A revolution that expects you to sacrifice yourself

lor it is one of daddy's revolutions."

I should not have to add to the overwhelming fear of

the BOMB, the equally frustrating fear of the bomb
Another quote from Theodore Roszak reads:
We are a civilisation sunk in an unshakable

commitment to genocide, gambling madly with the

universal extermination of our species. And how
viviouslv we ravish our sense of humanity to pretend.
even for a day. that such horror can be accepted as
normal', and as necessary'.''

(Ed. Note: Thus ends l.ou Di.Monaco's four-article

discussion of television. l.ou will be a featured
columnist henceforth).

Ed Bryant

GodOnlyKnows WhatI'dBe Without You

Look around sometime when you're out walking.

Many people will walk by you. Some will turn away in

a fear born of conditioning. Some will smile, while

others look solemn. Most won't see you, but you'll see

them, because you're making a point of looking at

them after all. See who's the happiest. I think you'll

find they're the ones who took the trouble to get in-

volved, those people who are in love.

Love for one special other person is a dying concept.

Our children s children will live in family units with

four to six adults rather than two as has been
traditional. The ultimate extension of one-on-one love,

marriage, is in its dying days. When it goes, it will be
obsolete, but that's not what I want to talk about.

Love for one person is for most of us something we
aren't doing now. It is not yet time to move on to

group marriage for those who haven't been deeply in

love. All around us there are people who don't want to

get involved with a man/woman. People who are

afraid to get hurt, and people who are afraid to get

hurt again People who would be much happier if they

had a special someone of whom they could think, who

would think of them. Someone to tell all your secrets,
who in turn would confide in you. Someone on whom
you can depend, w ho again in turn can depend on you.
Nothing feels better than the knowledge that for

another person, you are the most important person on
earth You even like yourself at that point.

One obvious advantage of being in love is a
resolution of the problem of scoring sex Being horny
is one of life s greatest frustrations. People who are
otherwise really kinJ and enjoyable people can be a
real drag when their sanity is fighting a losing battle
with frustrated sexual desire..

It isn't a matter of fault here, either; man is

naturally a sexual being. It's a real problem to be
sexually frustrated.

Being in love is the best way 1 know to resolve the
problem When the question of using the other person
is gone, sex returns to its rightful place. And besides.
you get more.

Don't l>e afraid of other people. Fall in love with one
Peace.

Campus Comment

Elters Endorses Candidates

I serve in the office of President of the Student Senate partly because I

believe strongly that students' ideas, feelings, and needs matter greatly
and have to be voiced effectively. The upcoming elections will affect
students directly and indirectly. After much thought and personal
debate, as well as much study and inquiry I have decided to make some
remarks about certain electoral races within and without of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts. I will not ask for legislation as has occured
in some student governments, rather I am here attempting merely to

advise students as to who in my opinion deserves concentrated student
support.

As many of you already know I am supporting the re-election of Sen.
Charles Goodell (Republican, New York) and Rep. Allard Lowenstein
(Democrat, 5th Congressional District New). These are the only non-
Massachusetts races on which I will comment.

I will comment on the Senatorial contest, the Gubenatorial contest, and
the contest for Attorney General within Massachusetts. I will also
comment on the contest for District Attorney in Hampshire County. My
remarks shall be brief.

There is only one choice for senator from this state. There is only one
individual who has spoken forthrightly about the major issues; this is

Peter Camijo of the Socialist Workers Party. Neither Spaulding nor
Kennedy have addressed themselves honestly to the major issues. I

cannot support Kennedy's running on laurels; he cannot be supported as
an anti-war candidate because his record clearly is to the contrary.
Kennedy's moral hangups about abortion certainly make him unac-
ceptable for a Senate seat in this age of womens liberation and planned
parenthood and population control. Kennedy is not being asked to have
an abortion, he cannot claim tobeacivilliberatian and attempt to be
paternalistic toward women.
The Gubenatorial race has been clear to students for a considerable

time now. This state has a totally ineffective executive branch under
Francis Sargent. His choice of Donald Dwight as a running mate is a
dear indication that Acting Governor Sargent fails to recognize that the
problems lacing this Commonwealth call for more in a Lt. Governor than
an administrative assistant. The team of White-Dukakis is a virgorous,

activist combination that recognizes the problems of this Commonwealth
and has shown a sensitivity to people and problems. It is essential to the

Commonwelath that the White-Dukakis team be elected.

In considering the endorsement of an Attorney General candidate
students views drugs, abortion, birth control, political activism, con-

sumer protection, ecology, protection of 1st Amendment rights, and
many other feelings must be taken into account. After reviewing the

candidates, their records and their views toward students and minority

groups and people versus the state in general I have found that Toba
Leah Singer, running as the Socialist Workers Party candidate is the

outstanding choice.

The contest that probably affect University of Massachusetts at

Amherst students the most is that of District Attorney of Hampshire
County. There is here a clearer choice than in any of the other campaigns
that I have mentioned. Students have flocked to support John Callahan

Democrat). This county must have a competant, fair, and un-

derstanding District Attorney, John Callahan is such a man.
1 hope that I have not offended the sensitivities of many people in this

body. I often feel compelled to speak on some issues even if what I say
means little. I hope we as a body agree that no matter who is elected

bask changes must follow.

Thank you.

YAF ProtestsMDC

We. the Executive Board of the UMASS YOUNG AMERICANS for

FREEDOM, protest the use of the slogan "free and responsible press" on

the COLLEGIAN heading. We feel that this is misleading for the

following reasons:

1. The COLLEGIAN has been anything but a responsible newsletter. It

has presented itself to be totally biased. The daily headlines are con-

sistently manipulated so as to give organizations such as YSA. the

MOBE, and SDS maximum favorable publicity. This gives the average

reader the opinion that there is no intellectual diversity on campus. The
cartoons and the editorials in the COLLEGIAN bear our protests out even
more shaply. The cartoons are nothing but mudslinging against the

Nixon Administration policies and the editorials that are of a political

nature present only one side of the issue. Wednesday's endorsement of a

Trotskyite-Communist for the U.S. Senate was an act of extreme
irresponsibility.

2. The COLLEGIAN cannot call itself a "free" either. YAF members
have submitted several comments and letters to the editor. NONE of

which have been published. Nor has there been ANY CAMPUS COM
MENTS which have presented a conservative point of view.

It is quite evident that the COLLEGIAN is being managed by a crew of

one-sided propagandists, whose intentions are to brainwash UMass with

half-truths and leftist jargon. Until an outlet is given to responsible

commentary (YAF will be more than willing to provide it) on the

editorial page, the slogan "free and responsible press" should be drop-

ped.

MATT TACKEFF, JIM ROSE, BILL PANTAJA, BOB CORRY. DAVID
ELLIOTT MANRIQUE
EXEC BOARD, UMASS YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM

(ED. Note: YAF seems somewhat confused. The Daily Collegian

frequently prints letters of conservative sentiment. The letters which

appear in Campus Comment are a representative sample of the mail we
receive. If YAF would care to recheck this year's Collegian, they'll find

that their side has not been denied a voice.

)

Thanks. Wayne Soini Praises Senate

To the Editor:

We would like to thank everyone
who contributed to help war-
injured children, through the

Committee of Responsibility,
during the float parade last

Friday. We collected $170, and
have fifty dollars each from Sigma
Delta Tau, Tau Epsilon Phi,
Butterfield House and Lambda
Delta Phi.

We'd like to keep this open as a
sort of continuing cause; if any
group is interested in putting on
some sort of fund-raising cam-
paign and is looking for a recipient,

we will be happy to help you get in

touch with the committee. Thank
you all for your generosity.

ANITAKARCZ
LAURIE GOLDSTEIN
SIGMA DELTA TAU

Who Causes

Violence?

The Business community has
very appropriately got the
message of the Vice-President: to

educate the silent majority about

the things they ought to know, as

the White-House would want them
to know. Sunday night's TV version

of The FBI was one such example.
In the Agnew-Iike manner, the

issue of Campus unrest in general
and campus violence in particular

was dealt with and decided as a
black and-and-white issue The
FBI immediately will be keeping a

closer touch with the campuses-
thanks to the authorization of

Nixon, who likes to curb violence at

its very roots. So do so many of us
who cannot condone violence as a
solution to our problems. The only

difference is that we don't think

that the root cause of campus
violence lies on the campuses
themselves, but entirely off

campus— In fact, at a very well-

known place on Pennsylvania
Avenue, enhanced by its agents,

who in the name of the "era of

negotiations" are supplying arms
to countries which threaten world
involvement and therefore world
peace (Israel. Jordan) -and in the

name of democracy asks for

support for a cease-fire in Viet-

nam. Unfortunately, the latter pre-

supposes the legality of a corrupt

and a puppet government in South

Vietnam, whose vice president
fought against his own people in its

struggle for freedom Irom the

French In the name of "unity"' it

lakes pains to single out leftists as

"effete snobs" and urges the so

called silent majority to stand in

opposition to them by supporting
the politics of Emperor Nixon and
Vice Emperor Agnew.

I am reminded of a recent film I

saw at the Campus Cinema. Those
of us who went to see Fellini's

Sat) neon -and got the idea that the

brutality and the power of the

masters' was absolutely un-

bearable, are urged to take a hard
look around them and see if they

see any similarities and try to

recognize those who are respon-

sible for it. ( In Prince House things

are as usual-some of the people

who watched the FBI program
have gone to attend the In-

ternational Coffee Hour to look for

further entertainment, while
others are watching the com-
mercials following the program-
with their eyes glued to the screen

when the comedy of 'extra length'

is displayed by the Benson and
Hedges Company and Virginia

Slims harps on its familiar theme-
You've Come a long way,

BABY....")
(Name withheld by request)

PEACE

To the Editor:

After having attended and covered student senate elections and
meetings sporadically and, most recently, regularly, for three years, I

am leaving the post in favor of my college education. Although I will

continue to write articles now and then, and work with WMUA's growing
senate reportorial staff, the position of Collegian senate reporter is now
going to be filled by two reporters, Beth Goodell and Bob Carmen. I would
like to speak freely as a leave-taking senate reporter.

First, let everybody know that the senate this year is facing and not
evading issues. That face might be right-face or left-face or about-face
with relation to individual Collegian readers, but it is not the old Siwash
ostrich-stance.

Second, senate officers are deserving of laurels (and salaries). Vice-
President Pat Beharry is the longest-serving senator in history, has one
of the best attendance records in history, and people can be heard to say,
"See Pat about your question, she'll know." She cares. President Glenn
Elters is to be commended for energetic leadership, being a legislative

initiator and not merely passive chairman and trustee. Treasurer Rick
Verrochi's meritorious services as a fair and efficient chairman of

meetings, when called, are only part of the story. Dealing with a half-

million dollars. Rick is one of the most competent, knowledgeable, clear-

thinking, clear speaking treasurers of all time.
Third, the new senators (and that is about two-thirds of senators) are

not the dumb and driven cattle of previous years. They are imaginative
and innovative people who stock this senate with lots of human potential

this particular year.

Fourth, since all is relative, the senate is the one beautiful garden of a
university swamp stagnant as a morass of vegetation consisting

primarily of weeds Ignorantis belligerensis and Ignorantis apathysis.
Where have all the flowers gone? To the senate!

Laurels from.
WAYNE SOINI
Senate reporter

The Repression ofWomen

The repression of women is very similar to the repression felt by
other minority groups and third world people. Both the needs and
interests of women and other repressed groups are determined by the
male population of our culture But it is harder to see cultural
discrimination against women since they are an intrinsic part of the
culture

Most of the women in prisons in the U.S. are political prisoners.
Women are forced to seek economic security in one of two ways -in
relationship with a man (usually in the isolation of a nuclear family)
or as sexual objects, prostitutes Earning a living by acting out the
sexual depravity of the culture is a crime for the woman, an amusing
lolly lor the man. The laws reflect this double standard. Prostitution is
punishable by a maximum sentence of a number of years; frequently
a prostitute is punishable by a maximum of a few months.
Larceny is one of the biggest crimes for which women are arrested.

Women, who are usually responsible for family shopping, are the first
to leel rising cost of groceries and household items. To meet their
families' needs more and more women are learning to rip off the
capitalist that rips them off for profits for Ihe rich There are
numerous examples of the poor woman, the black or brown who is
alone supporting her children She is thrown in jail for shoplifting. She
has no money for hail and no provision is made for her children.
The prisons reflect Ihe attitudes of the culture with heightened

brutality. A search of a woman often includes an internal
examination Pregnancy is used as a torture condition. Women are
refused visits by doctors of their choice. They're refused special diets
when the usual jail menu of starches and tea lucks them up Women ir.

prison in Conn, are involved in the New Haven Panther trial weren't
provioV I with maternity clothes until they are 7 months pregnant. The
women were also given inadequate care after deliveries-bandage
left unchanged for days after Frances Carter underwent a Caesarian
Section nothing but aspirin for pain Children born in jail can be taker
Irom their mothers, made wards of the state and placed wherever the
state chooses. All jails are overcrowded with inadequate fat ities for
recreation, creative labor, or human life in general

Ileuses of detention are prison camps lor keeping dissenu rs from
exercising their rights under the constitution. Thev are increasingly
important as tools for isolating people and bludgeoning them into
submission to the brutality of the whole culture.
People who an- openly doing work to organize people to work

together in meeting their needs are being singled out and ripped off
Panthers. Weatherpeople, students. Welfare Rights workers are being
charged with crimes from cohabitation and possession of marijuana to
murder and riot.

Because dissent is on trial, not criminal activity, the people who are
charged with breaking the law are considered guilty until proven
innocent That means that no black, brown, young or woman can
receive justice. They never receive a trial by their peers. But the
proceedings tie up energies, money, and act as examples of what
happens when people who are attempting to meet their needs begin to
be effective.

The solution to repression is to prevent individuals from being
singled out. As one hero of the first American Revolution said, we
must all hang together or we'll all hang separately.

DALE LABONTE
THANK YOU. fed. note: the preceding is the second in a continuing
series ol articles by and for women.

)

ommu.ng
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From nine to midnight every Fri. & Sat. Nite

Dancing and entertainment in the

Top of the Campus Club Cocktail Lounge

Music by the Novae

n

Harrington Will Coordinate

Legislative Liaison Committee

I HI KSDAV. OCTOBER 29, 1970 UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS II

For those students and faculty

members who participated in

Legislator's Day last spring during

the strike, the name Robert
Harrington may be familiar.

Harrington was a student co-

chairman of this event that

brought students and Legislators

together during the strike. This

year, Harrington, who is co-

ordinator of the Legislative Liaison

Committee of USCC (University

and State Communications
Council), hopes to further the

relationship between UMass
students and Legislators.

USCC, an advisory committee to

the Student Senate, was formed to

foster communication between all

segments of university life - ad-

ministrators, faculty, students and
Legislators. The Liaison Com-
mittee is particularly concerned
with the latter two groups.
Harrington stated that the main
goal of this year's committee will

be the development of a social

action lobby. Students will

research topics and report the

results to the Legislators. These
topics would concern the

problems of a larger number of

citizens in the state rather than

just the University community,

and would locus on sucn issues as

housing, drugs, environment,
welfare, birth control and abortion,

and consumer interests, as well as

educational problems.

There are several reasons for

expanding the number of research

topics, for the USCC feels a

responsibility to render services to

the State in return for what they

are giving to UMass. Researching

and reporting on these topics

before the Legislature provides

those students of real social

committments with an opportunity

to do something within the existing

system. Researching also provides

a good chance to use the excellent

resource facilities of this

University. Once these topics have
been explored, the committee
members will go to Boston to lobby

in support of the measures they

have researched or will inform

groups and individuals interested

in specific issues the times when
they can testify before Legislative

Committees.
In addition to bringing students

to Boston to talk with Legislators.

USCC will initiate a program to

periodically bring Legislators to

campus to teach and meet with

students. This contact will develop

Court InsistsUpon
NH III iterateVote
CONCORD, NH. (AP) - A three judge federal panel ordered New

Hampshire Wednesday to permit illiterates to register and vote in next
Tuesday's elections.

Atty. Gen. Warren Rudman, who contested the Justice Department
suit, said at a news conference he would not appeal the decision because
"it would be an exercise in futility and a waste of state money."
Rudman echoed Gov. Walter Peterson who said earlier he believed

voters should be informed enough to read and write but that the state
would obey the court order.

Rudman said he and Peterson were satisfied that the court "was
responsive to our concern the illiterate vote could taint an election" if

higher courts later upheld the state's literacy tests.

The panel said illiterates may request halp from election officials in

marking their ballots and their ballots will be kept and tabulated
separately.

In elections where the illiterate votes do not affect the out come of the
total tally those tabulations will be final.

But if the illiterate votes do affect the outcome of any local race, the
election results will be held in abeyance until the end of the year.

If the U.S. Supreme Court before that time knocks down the 1970 Voting
Rights Oct.. under which the suit was brought, such votes will be sub-
tracted from tallies in which they might make a difference in a race.
An Office of Economic Opportunity report listing 16,000 persons in the

state over age 21 as being only a fourth grade education is the sole count
of illiterates in New Hampshire. Both state and federal officials called
the figure high

Rudman noted that an anticipation of the ruling he directed election
officials in September to register illiterates on separate checklists. He
said he knew of only five, all in Manchester, who registered by last
Saturday's dead line.

' 'SensoryOverload"
Gree tsHalloween

The Retinal Circus is a group of

media artists who travel in a
converted schoolbus. They work
with light shows, media exhibits,

and their own version of "kidnap"
theater.

The Retinal Circus will be in

Amherst with the Free University
until next week. On Friday night

they are planning a "Sensory
Overload" with local media freaks
and musicians. The night will be
complete with light, film, slides,

music, pumpkins, and "Hot Stuff".

Sensory Overload will be held in

the Campus Center Auditorium
and is free. All additional imput is

welcome.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT
HIGH SCHOOL ENTHUSIASM?

DON'T LET IT DIE!!

RUN FOR CLASS OFFICE
Pick up nomination papers in front of

Student Activities Office, Level 1, C.C.

Nomination Papers due back

by 5 p.m. October 28

Primary Elections to be held November S

Final Elections to be held November 10

closer relationships between
students and Legislators.

Because of the number of topics

lad the large amounts of time

needed to adequately research

them, more people are needed. The
Legislative Committee would
welcome any person (student

and/or faculty) who has knowledge

or an interest in any of the above

fields. This is a a good opportunity

for people who are interested in

taking some serious, positive

action towards changing or im-

proving the campus. Any in-

terested individuals can get in

touch with Bob Harrington at 549-

6029 or can leave a message in RSO
Box 667.

Case Against ROTC

Workshops Friday

"A case against ROTC" will be

the title of a series of workshops to

he held by SOS on Friday Oct :?(>

The workshops will be held in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union at 9:(X) and 11:00 in the

morning and 1:30 in the afternoon.

Each will be led by two members
of SDS.
SDS hopes that the workshops

will convince students to fight

against ROTC which helps defend

militarily U.S. policies. It is

believed by SDS that these policies

are both racist and imperialistic.

Common arguments against

abolishment of ROTC such as

'Isn't ROTC an academic
question'.'". '"Won't abolish-of

ROTC be a denial of personal

freedom'' ". and "Isn't it better to

have liberal educated officers than

hardliners'" will be answered at

Friday's workshops. All interested

members of the I'niversity com-
munity are urged to attend

Religious Grounds

Approved for CO's

SHREWSBURY. Mass.(AP)
The New England Conference of

Roman Catholic Priests has ap-

proved the use of religious grounds

for Catholic youths seeking con-

scientious objector status under
the Selective Service Act.

The priests live from each ot the

11 New England diocese, voted to

have each local senate inform its

priests and local draft board of the

'action. The priests have been
meeting since Monday at the

Calvary monastery and retreat

house here. Nine bishops, including

Archbishop Humberto S. Medeiros
of Boston have participated in the

meeting.

"The Christian in the United

States is not sensitized to see this

war as a major, practical, moral
issue of our times." said the Rev.
Patrick McDermott of the United

States Catholic Conference

Secretariat on World Peace and
Justice.

"This lack of ethical sensitivity

or moral discernment in the case of

Vietnam is one of the most serious
signs that the church in America is

in deep trouble. I think it is true to

say that the just war doctrine has
been as irrevelant in the case of

Vietnam as it was at the end of

World War II." he said.

Pi. Registration

General Physical Education
Activity Registration for Second
Quarter - Monday, November 2

and Tuesday, November 3 -

Boyden Main Gym - 8:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. Students who have
finished one or three quarters of

their requirement are urged to

sign up for an activity in order to

complete a semester credit.

UjM Consumer

Corporate Drug Abuse
By ELLEN I KOCH

Commonly, the consumer finds himself in the
position of having to make a quick purchase of
drugs through a doctor's prescription. In order to
alleviate an unhealthy condition, such as infection.
To combat a number of infections, tetracycline, a
common antibiotic, is widely used and its powers
are well known. The average consumer is not,
however, aware of one of its more esoteric
qualities: the huge price differences among dif-

ferettt vendors.

A few of the more bargain conscious among us
may have the prescription in hand andtelephone a
few neighboring pharmacies for a quotation. But
unfortunately, we are consistently rebuffed with,
"We don't give prices over the phone, come in and
we'll talk about it". When feeling ill, who needs
direct on foot comparison shopping at a time like

this? Discouraged, and with the immediate need of

the drug as top priority, we unquestionably hand
over the prescription to the first druggist we come
to, paying whatever he charges. It may be a lair

price, but how is one to know?
Consumers Union decided to find out earlier this

year by actually doing some comparison shopping
in New York City and surrounding areas, including
Long Island and the Burroughs. Armed with
identical prescriptions for thirty capsules of

tetracycline, the "shoppers" dispersed to sixty
different pharmacies in various socio-economic
neighlx)rhoods ; visiting various kinds of pharmacy
counters: Kvery thing from the small neighborhood
store to the mass merchandising "discount"
counter usually found tucked away against a wall in

the large department store They uncovered a
rather chaotic price range for the same prescrip-

tion

It was somewhat comforting to know that ON
THE AVERAGE one paid less at a discount store.

where the range was from 79f to S4 »."> It was
somewhat disconcerting, however, to know that it

unlueklv oiks went to a higher priced discount
store, they would be paying more than in their own
low. middle, or high income neighborhood, where
the iiverage was less than the higher range of the
discount Store. It was still a matter of chance.
Although the highest price paid tor the drugs. $7.43,

was in a neighborhood pharmacy in Harlem, the

average paid in a poor area was less than in other

neighborhoods, hut more than a discount store.

Generally, this is a rarity in low-income areas To
further confuse things, different outlets of the
same discount druggists offered different prices!

One reason for some price deviation may have
been that the individual druggist had free reign to

supply any brand or non-brand i generic » of the

chemical compound tetracycline, including two
interchangeable chemical formulations A brand
name on a prescription will usually command a

higher price than its generic compound name, so it

is beneficial for the consumer to ask his doctor to

write down the generic and not the brand name.
When this hint was made public, big name

manufacturers tried to discredit the reliability of a

generic drug as opposed to the alleged superiority

of a more expensive brand name. An FDA study
released to the public in early 1%7 discounted these

unfounded claims Out of 2582 samples of 2(1 generic-

compounds. 2(M> (7.7°o > did not meet with the labeled

potency because they were either too high or too

low. Oi 1!>91 samples of the same 20 drugs, this time
using brand name versions. I7ti. i8.8°(

'

t
i. did not

equal the stated potency. The simple conclusions
drawn were that generic quality is at least as high
as brand name quality

What can the average consumer do? Virtually
nothing, except change the law. Ohio is the only
state which has not barred advertisements of
prescription drugs. This practically removes
competition among various drug interests The
detective law should be repealed in every state The
way to do it was exemplified last year by a
department store in St. Petersburg, Florida, which
defied the law by advertising prices. As a result,
they won a decision in Florida State Supreme Court,
which resulted in the removing ot the law Other
action taken was the conviction, three years ago of
The American (vanamid Co. Chas I'ti/.er Co . and
Uristol Myers Co by a Federal jury. lor conspiring
tohx the price ol tetracycline compounds. Together
with tpjohn Co., and Squibb Beech-Nut, Inc these
companies arranged to pay back $120 million
dollars to cheated customers, including hospitals,
states, cities, and individuals. Much more or this
type of bold action is needed if the consumer is to

expect a fair deal in the prescription drug market

WestmorelandCharged
With AllowingTorture
ATLANTA, Ga. <AP» -Geo

Creighton W Ahrams. commander
of I S Army forces in Vietnam,
was charged Wednesday by a

del'endent in the My Lai case with

violating the military code by

allowing the beating and torture of

civilians at a South Vietnamese
village in 1%8.

Sgt. Esequiel Torres also

charged the lour star general with

concealing a lelony committed by

troops in his presence at the village

of Chanh Luu Attorney Charles L.

Weltner. a former Georgia
congressman, filed the charges on

liehalf of Torres in a petition to

Army Secretary Stanley R. Resor.

Weltner said the charges were
based on an Associated Press story

written by Peter Arnett. A copy of

the story, which appeared in Aug.

12. 1%8, newspapers was for-

warded to Resor. Arnett is the only

witness listed in the formal charge

sheet.

Torres brought the charges
under a provision of the military

code which provides that anyone
subject to the code can make
formal accusations against anyone
else subject to it.

Weltner said Resor may either

dismiss the charges or order an

investigation, if the charges are

dismissed, the attorney said,

Torres will have no legal recourse

because, "You can't force the

Army to prosecute anyone."

He added, however, "It'll be up

to him Resor to explain how a four

star general is immune to such a

charge when the privates and

corporals are not.

"If they treat this the way they

do all the enlisted men, they will

have to have an investigation. If

the story is at all accurate, there

would have to be a court martial."

In his letter to Resor, Weltner

said, "It is my continued hope, in

spite of your action on the charges

against Gen. Westmoreland, that

the Army will undertake seriously

to determine responsibility for My
Lai and related incidents, and

cease its efforts to place the entire

blame upon the shoulders of teen

age joys

Weltner referred to a charge he
previously filed on behalf of Torres
against Cen. William C. West-
moreland, Army chief of staff who
was commander of U.S. forces in

Vietnam at the time of the alleged

If) Lai massacre.

Weltner contended that West-
moreland was guilty of any
atrocities that may have occurred
at My Lai under the doctrine that a

commander is responsible for the

actions of his troops, even though
he may be unaware of the. Resor
dismissed the charges on grounds
that Westmoreland had no
knowledge of the My Lai incident.

Torres. 22, of Brownsville. Tex.,

is one of 10 defendents charged in

the incident. He is accused of

murder and assault with intent to

murder in connection with the

March 16,1968, attack on My Lai by

units of the Americal Division.

The charges against Abrahms
are based on a 600 word Associated
Press story which describes what
it calls "one of many allied raids on
one of the most stubborn Viet Cong
villages in Vietnam."

I he
age
the

im

The I list lour paragraphs give

this description of activity in the

village on Aug II. l*«i*t

•

people of Chanh Luu vil

squatted on their heels in

market place, watching
passively.

'The thud of lists on flesh in the

rear room of one stucco house

indicated that a battlefield in-

terrogation was in progress. An
armed guard pushed an old man.
his hair matted with mud. into the

main village square His daughter
lollowed tied to a rope behind him

Rows of bound men and women
crouched in an open storehouse

Some were muddied. A few looked

clean, wet and pale. They had l)een

through the 'water treatment.' a

favorite form of interrogation in

Vietnam. Water is poured on a

prisoner's face to make him talk.

"Weapons and grenades were
added to a growing pile in the

center of the market place. Senior

allied generals strode around, in-

cluding the U.S. commander in

Vietnam, Gen. Creighton W.
Abrams ." The remainder of the

story described reactions among
allied officials to problems in

villages like Chanh Luu and cited

the villagers' attitudes.

Looking for some new ideas?

Co to the Christian Science Lecture

Today s Prophet

by Joseph Heard

Tonight

7:30

Questions afterward

Rooms 168-170

Campus Center

Sponsored by Christian Science Organization

Student Employees
To FormComm ittees

by JOHN A. BARBARO
There will be another meeting to

organize a Student P^mployee's

Union at G p.m. tomorrow, in the

Council Chambers of the Student
Union. During last week's meeting
it was made clear that no employee
could be fired for reason of

organizing, the audio-visual
technicians presented grievances
and pay scale differences were
discovered among the student

employees present.

Tomorrow night student em-
ployees will meet to determine
goals for each special interest

group. Committees will be formed
to research each group's goals and

to decide on alternative directions

The meeting will continue past 7

p.m. for any interested Dining

Commons workers.

Dick Howland, Student Senate

legal advisor, will be present at the

l>eginning to answer any questions

concerning protection under law.

Soldier Cleared
Of Family Murder

KT. BRAGG. N.C. 1AP1-A Green
lierel physician was cleared
Wednesday of charges that he

murdered his wife and two
daughters lie said he wants to get

out of the Army and start a new
life.

I don't hate the Army inspite ol

what has happened." said (apt

Jeffrey U MacDonald. 11. ' I'm

proud of my green beret. But I've

been through a had scene, and the

best thing lor me to do is gel out

now
Mac! >onal<l was ilea red l»v !ns

commanding officer. Maj, (Jen

Kdwani M Flanagan, ol three

counts oi premeditated murder
l-'lanagan said there was ool

enough cvktenci 10 support the

charges
He based the ruling on a report

by (ol Warren V Rock, who held

five weeks ol hearings into the

charges this summer to determine

whether MacDonald should be
court martialed. The Army had
charged that the young doctor

from I'atehogue. N.V.. killed his

family in a rage because his 2 year
old daughter wet the bed.

MacDonald s wife. Colette, and
daughters Kunberly. (> and Kristen

lean. 2. were lound beaten and
stabbed to death 111 the family's
apartment MacDonald told in-

vestigators thai a group o! four

IRM'sons one .1 girl-had invaded the

apartment, slabbed him and
knocked bun unconscious lie s.ml

when ue awoke he found the bodies
I he \1111v .(intended MacDonald
made up the story ol the intruders
.mil labbed himseli to make the
sIoia believable

\ spokesman lor the Vrmy, Mai
.lames Wilson, said Wednesday,

1 nless there is new e\ iticncc

I here is no possihilit) ol lurthei

charges againsl Mad >onakl

MICHELLE IS WELL

AND SINGING AT THE

NEW MEADOW INN
TONIGHT FROM 10-1

BEER HOUR
9-10 EVERY THURSDAY
IS* -r- IS ox. BEER — PIZZA

MEADOW INN RT. 47 SUNDERLAND

MESSAGE TO

BLACK

MEN and WOMEN

THE BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL

NEEDS NEW BROTHERS AND SISTERS.

If you have a desire to help in the overall

improvement of our college experience, and

our life as such, consider joining.

For information call:

6-7166, 6-7138 or 6-7136
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Index Sparked By New Ideas
In A Traditional Framework

In spite of the trend of the times,

the yearbook should not be used as

a vehicle for social protest.

So says this year's editor of the

Index, Tom Leavitt.

"I don't feel a yearbook should
be a soapbox for one person or any
one group of persons for spouting
opinions or value judgements," he
said in an interview Friday.

"If there is such a thing, the
average student, the Joe UMass' .

is the student we're publishing for.

It's his book." Leavitt added.
Leavitt is a veteran who served

as a photographer in the IS
Army He was appointed editor of

the Index last Spring
This is a good opportunity for

me to do something positive for the
university. I feel I'm better
qualified than some previous
editors because of my background
in Art Design principles and
because photojournalism is my
Held." be said.

We're out to make the
traditional yearbook something
more, to make it work within the

traditional framework as
something new and exciting.

We want the Index to be like a

scrapbook. recording the year's
events objectively and candidly
with emphasis on people within the

context of events." he added.
The Index should be "exciting

and colorful, but not so it comes off

with a carnival-circus flavor," he
said.

Leavitt explained that the Index
plans to take the viewpoint of an
individual and show how a person
reacts, visually and emotionally, to
the campus.
"But we need people to work. I

want to emphasize that the
yearbook is not my' book or
soapbox. It is published by
students for students. We can't
make it what they want if we don't
have students working.

"We need at least 25 or 30 more

people on the staff willing to do
more than take up space," he said.

Some changes in the Index under
the editorship of Leavitt will be
essays by those chosen as
distinguished professors,
statements from students about
the university, and articles by
three prominant UMass ad-
ministrators.

These will be in a section entitled

"Educational environment", and a
new section, "Performance and
Fine Arts" will be added.

"Cyclebreaker," Halloween Show

WMUA's Specials For This Week

WMlA's "Cyclebreaker" will

present a special program on
filmmaker Mike Nichols tonight at

6:30. Writers Lennie Poholek and
Edward Roche will focus on
Nichols' life, his partnership with
Elaine May. and his current film.

Catch 22."

"Cyelebreaker" has tentative

plans to present an interview with
Catch-22" screenplay writer

Buck Henry and a possible in-

terview with Mike Nichols himself.

W.MIA can be heard on 91.1 FM.
*****

And As a pre-Halloween special.

Wolfman. Dracula. the werewolf,
Igor, and even the Millhouse kid

will be making cameo ap-
pearances on tomorrow > edition

of the Eric Benjamin show, at 11:15

pm
This special halloween edition

will contain poems by Ferlinghetti,

short stories by Ray Bradbury and
IIP. I ovecraft, and a special

guest appearance by an indirect

descendant of Edgar Allen Poe.

As well as poetry, music, and
stories, there will be several other,

"'freaky" surprises for your
halloween experience.

The Krinkles

Soft, Squeezy

PATENTS

by — Socialite

Joyce

Nina

Zodiac

ftOLLtt
m kJUlm »'--• main 3*rwm

The talked-about 10 page spread in

Playboy Magazine clearly shows why

this movie is foreveryone!
Everyone who does not shock

or embarrass easily!

Everyone who likes their movies bold!

Everyone who likes provocative language!

Everyone who likes it like it is!

IT'S THE ADULT MOVIE
EVERYONE WANTS TO SEE!!!

But-PEOPLE EASILY EMBARRASSED..SHOULD MOT!

But-PEOPLE WITH HANG UPS...PARI MOT!

But-PEOPLE UNDER 16 .CANNOT!

Anthony Newtey Joan Collins Milton Berle

.

"Can Heironymus Merkin ever forget Mercy Humppe and find true happiness7
"

a !** Bruce Forsyth Stubby Kaye * George lessel . % **** _®
r•*• mmt* «Km imoi hi mum r u^m n**m

KNM INKKI - WTHONT Kin - MTMfT KM(T - IOWMUM • NfflWT KUIT '—- -

THURSDAY, OCT. 29

ADMISSION: 50c

S.U. BALLROOM
7:00 & 9:30

\n \iiui ii-.in <jirl will sinj* tin* original \asion ol an I iitti:n> song in

I In- Native- language at Indian night nn Sumlax in the Campus (enter.

India Night Sunday

The important thing about India night is that it is not confined to In-

dians." President R. Patnaik of the India Association said, explaining the
function of India night, which will occur this Sunday at the Campus
Center auditorium beginning at 7 p in

He explained that although there are over a hundred Indian students
studying at the University, most of them live off campus and. con
sequently. contacts with American students is often limited. By spon
soring productions including Americans both in the production and in the
audience, the India Association is trying to widen the Indian student's
contact with the university community.

"Of course. India night is also intended to give Americans a wider
appreciation of Indian culture as well, to move beyond the idea of India as
a land of maharajahs. poverty, Hinduism, caste. Indira Gandhi, "Mr.
Patnaik said, throwing out these stereotyped images with a patient smile.

A skit to dramatize the differences between Indian and American
cultures will satirize the experiences of an Indian student arriving in the
States and an American Peace Corpsman arriving in India. The skits will

proceed with parallel scenes scanning the occurences of a full year.

Much of the program will enable anyone with the one-dollar admission
Fee to see authentic Indian culture. Music will include American and
Indian instruments harmonizing, as well as the unusual inclusion of an
American girl singing an Indian song untranslated.
India night will put you in contact with a fascinating group of the

UMass student body.

Sky Marshals Hired

(WASHINGTON <AP> - Top
federal officials cleared the way
Wednesday for putting a per-

manent force of more than 2,000

sky marshals into antihijacking

service by early next year.
Claiming tremendous success for a
temporary force pressed into

action earlier this fall by President
Nixon, the officials decided to go
ahead without awaiting
congressional approval of finan-

cing.

Secretary of the Treasury David
M. Kennedy and Secretary of

Transportation John A. Volpe
signed an agreement under which
the Treasury Department will
recruit and train the sky marshals
to be known as "customs security
officers." They then will be made
available to the Federal Aviation
Administration.

Volpe said it is hoped the per-
manent force will be ready for both
air and ground service in three
months, although he added the
temporary group can be used
longer if necessary.

13

Quadruplet Girls

Born In Worcester

Peace Parade

Peace Parade To Present
New Homecoming Experience

PEACE PARADE, to be
presented Sunday, November 15 as
I part of student Homecoming, is

the new play which inspired a
crowd of 5000 at Cornell University
to clap, dance, and "blow their

minds." PEACE PARADE is an
experience - it features a light

show, films, and audience par-
ticipation plus all the music from
HAIR
The cast, including members of

the original casts of the New York
and Los Angeles productions of
HAIR, are into a communal thing,
and the spontaneity displayed on

First Church To Offer

Educational Labs
A first level Personal Education

Lab. The Narrow Ridge." will be

offered on the weekend of

November t;-8 in the lounge at First

Congregational Church. Personal

Education Labs are short term

courses under the sponsorship of

the Adult Education Committee of

the United Ministry which blend

insights from Christian Theology,

the psychology of Carl Jung and

others, and a variety of existen-

tialist and other contemporary

literary figures. The style of

learning is in small groups.

The specific schedule tor the tab.

which will be under the leadership

of Paul and Betty Millin is as

follows: Friday evening, Nov. 6,

7:304:30; Saturday, Nov. 7, 10-12

a.m.. 1-3 p.m.; Sunday Nov. 8. 2-6

p.m.

Registration can be made by

telephoning Mrs. Gordon Good, at

253-5055 weekdays between 8 a.m.

and 4:30 p.m. Registration is

limited to 16 persons and cost for

the lab is $2.50. payable at the first

session.

Apple Corps Sponsors

Hill Halloween Party
On Saturday, October 31, the Orchard Hill Apple Corps is sponsoring a

night of Halloween activities for residents of the Hill. The celebrations

are also open to anyone on campus who might be interested. The
program, (free, of course.) will consist of:

8:00-10:00 pm - Costume Ball. Webster Rec Room
10:00-10:45 pm - Costume judging. Webster Lounge (prizes will be

awarded)
10:45-11:45 pm - Speaker on Witchcraft, Field Lounge
11:45-12:00 - Horror tunnel - Link between Field & Grayson (open most

of night)

12 : 00-2: 00 am - Film - "The Haunted Palace" - Grayson Lounge
2: 00...am - Refreshments and rap, Grayson Rec Room

Parents Try To Stop

Communal Field Trip
GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) - A

group of parents say school field

trips for youngsters to fire stations

and museums are one thing, but a

visit by school childreato a hippie

commune is quite another.

The parents tried unsuccessfully

Tuesday night to have the school

committee take a stand on visits by
classroom youngsters to the

Brotherhood of the Spirit Com-
mune in Warwick.
Several humanities classes from

Greenfield High School have
visited the commune, and Prin- liberation will be held Thursday,

cipal Edward Jones told the school November 5 at 8 P.M. in the

board that educators regarded the Student Union Council Chambers,

commune trips as similar to visits Groups involved in a continuing

to a monastery. conversation of this kind have

The commune is currently under begun all over the country. Some
fire by Warwick officials who want have begun among men who relate

to evict most of the 100 members to women in women's liberation

lor violations ol the sanitary code. Many represent an independent

Last week a Greenfield woman search for ways for men to free

offered the commune use of her 20 themselves from rigidly defined

room home social roles, conditioning and
Commune spokesmen say it has pressure.

a strict ban on liquor, drugs and
promiscuity.

Although the school board did not
take a vote, an informal poll in-

dicated five members were in

favor of the commune visits, four
opposed.

Men's Lib To Hold

Open Conversation

An open conversation on men's

stage is not acted. It's their life

style, free to get up and have a
great time.

PEACE PARADE will be
"performed'' at the Cage on
Sunday November 15 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $2 and go on sale

Monday, November 2. Tickets for

the Friday and Saturday night

concerts also go on sale Monday.
Watch tomorrow's MDC for an

announcement of the Saturday
night concert entertainment.

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) -

Quadruplet girls born eight weeks
premature were reported in

critical condition Wednesday at

The Memorial Hospital.

The quads, born Tuesday night

and ranging in wright from one
pound. 15 ounces to three pounds,
two ounces, currently are in in-

cubators and are receiving in-

travenous feeding.

The parents were identified as
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fennell of

Fairfield, Conn Mr. Fennell is a
graduate student in biology at

Clark University.

A hospital spokesman said the
father was in the delivery room at

the time of birth, and "managed to
stay calm. He .iad been told a few
weeks ago that two were expected,
and then last week he was told it

might be three. The fourth came as
a surprise."

The mother's condition was
reported as "fine." The hospital
said she had not been taking fer-

UNICEF Needs

More Volunteers
volunteers are still needed to

canvas the campus for the annual
UNICEF drive. Canvassers are
especially needed in the Southwest,
Central, and fraternity-sorority
areas. Volunteers can sign up and
obtain information this week at the
UNICEF Information Table in the
Student Union lobby.

Thursday night is set for cam-
pus-wide canvassing. Con-
tributions will also be accepted at
the lobby table.

tility pills.

The next five to io days will be
critical for the children, the
hospital said

Last Wednesday in Winchester,
quadruplet girls were born to a

young ironworker and his wife.

FDA To Set
Baby Food
Standards
WASHINGTON (AP) The Food

and Drug Administration moved
Wednesday to set federal stan-
dards for infant feeding formulas
and to require the labeling of all

contents in baby foods.

Under the most stringent portion
of the proposed order, manufac-
turers of infant formulas designed
as complete or partial substitutes
for human milk would have to tell

consumers when their products fail

to meet federal standards for four
major nutrients. These are protein,
vitamins, fats and minerals.
The FDA also proposed first time

labeling of baby food such as
strained vegetables, fruits- and
meat to indicate all ingredients
and, where applicable, their plant
or animal source.

Federal dietary guidelines,
however, would be established only
for formulas. And only the
ingredients of these products
would have to be listed by quantity.

transcendental meditation

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh

Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous tech-

nique which allows each individual to expand his conscious

mind and improve all aspects of life.

introductory lecture
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29th

SBA 120 8:00 P.M.
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Greenough Bus To Tour Experimental Colleges

by JOYCE KAC0YAN1S
Staff Reporter

Die 1*47 GMC bus parked next to

Greenough coed dorm "everyone
thinks is just an old wreck, actually

runs like a top," according to John
Tierney, Housefather of

Greenough,
The dorm residents will use the

bus to visit experimental colleges

in the northeast section of the

country over the week-ends next

semester.

"GreettOUgh has the potential to

develop into an experimental
college system as one of different

styles of living and learning, in-

stead of the traditional "'lecture-

examination set-up."

Tierney recently bought the 37

passenger vehicle for himself at

M.ooo from a policeman who
Ixmght it from a Hingham bus

company The bus now has a new
Diesel engine which the Greenough
housefather claims probably runs

better than most buses on the

roads.

Ten to 12 people will travel in

what will become a "complete

mobile living unit." The bus will be
equipped with a full kitchen, bath,

shower, and sleeping ac-

comodations, Tierney continued.

"It's important that the kids

who'll go on these trips can live

together in such a limited area.

After each visit, we'll sit down and
bounce our impressions off each

other. It's also important that the

members of each group have

diverse opinions so we won't go too

much in one direction," Tierney

commented.
Tierney explained that since

accomodations are few, the co-ed

trips will be limited generally to

Greenough residents. If there is

ever room, Project Ten and In-

nisfree students will have second

priority.

Ben Salem Experimental

College of Fordham University,

New York, is the first planned visit

on the PROJECT'S ITINERARY.
Tierney read about Ben Salem,

named after an Irish poet, in the

New York TIMES. Little is known,
however, about experimenmental
colleges because there is a lack of

informative literature on the

subject, he claims.

Tierney said that the idea of

Greenough changing to an ex-

perimental college developed last

year "over talking" Residents

asked the University for bus fare to

various colleges but were refused.

"So I bumped into this bus," he

added.

Greenough's housefather, or as

ONLY MINUTES AWAY VIA RT 91 OR MASS PIKE

HONORED
HERE

ACRES
FREE

PARKING

RECLINING
ROCKER
LOUNGES

GROUP
RATES

*^ RT.5 RIVERDALE RD. W. SPHD.

Barbra ,
Yves 'fJ .

reisand Montand ^ mC°"

]!lACm&t>

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Upon House at the I' Mass Observatory.

Saturday. Qrt :i I M. sunset to midnight Come
up and take. i look at the outside world

cm
Anvone iMUtUti about POPULATION

PROBLEMScome to MPG meeting. 7:30

tonight, tii^ J9th. mn ">U2 Campus Center

Kl.KM Kl) MAJORS IN S W
Undergraduate aftati offices presents HELP

MK " .IQA Middle Monday. November 2nd.

7 ai, 12th rtoof

KQl KSTKIAN CLUB:
Meeting on Wednesday. November 4th at

7:30, room 168 Campus Center -- movie on

saddk-breds M be shown. All are welcomed

KKKK UNIVERSITY
CailM this be the way out of here? Sensory

pumpkin, electric media and music, Friday

inglit October ;»uth in Campus Center

Auditorium

llll.l.KI.

Kridav night services in Nantucket rtoom.

M .it 7 id PM. Saturday services at 10:00

A M in N.mtucket Room Speaker: Kobi

Michael, Topic Fourth World Liberation

Struggles

Notices

INTEGRAL YixiA INSTITUTE:
There Will be an open class in Hatha Yoga.

breathing, chanting and meditation tonight

« ;i>lo7 noin the Campus Center room 911-915.

Picas*' bring an empty stomach and wear
loose titling clothing

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS BLATIYOGA
CLUB

Join in chanting Hare Krishna and learn

.iIkhiI Krishna consciousness at the first

meeting ol the Ulaktisoga Club Come to 204

Canes House 7 on Thursday October 29th.

Contact Lee Roth for further information

MK.\ IN ENGLSH
Open poetry reading leaturmg Jane Lunan

and Robert Bohm at 7:30 PM tonight in

Memorial Mall

MPG
Crgent' We've been invited to perform

Meeting 7 M tonight, room H02 Campus
Center

NEWMAN CLCB
The Newman Club is having a Halloween

party in the Social Lounge this Friday at 8:00

PM The public is invited Refreshments and

entertainment

Seeforej^?

Men-Fri: i

2, 7:25, 9:50

Sun: 2, 4:45,7:25, 9:501

"THIS KIND OF MOVIE A REVIEWER
SHOULD PAY TO SEE!"

N.Y. POST .

ROD OTHER
fTRRftGERJ

Mon-Ffi: 2, 7:30, 9:40

Sot. * Sun: 1, 3, 5:10, 7:20, 9:40

RECLINING
ROCKER
LOUNGES

2 ART
GALLERIES

GROUP

THE MOST SAVAGE
FILM IN HISTORY!

SOLDIER BLUE

CANOICE BERGEN

MON. - FBI
?:W»-7 |)M :Hi

Bat. * Sun.
1-3: 10-5 :U0
7:35-9:10

HALLOWEEN PARTY

OCTOBER 29, 1970

COMMONWEALTH ROOM

STUDENT UNION

7-9 P.M.

ALL CHILDREN AND

PARENTS WELCOME

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Altec,
1 islier, TDK, cassette and open reel

i.U'c, (•ttkiidttrd radio, I tab speaker*,
I I'd, 8 traek and other necessities.
Amherst Audio

.
tfl2-2:t

l'uupie* — Alaskan Malamnte Hied
l>»Kn, excellent pedigree. Ideal pet*.
« nil Greenfield 773-8411 after 6:30

p.m. tf10-30

Cuiturs wa> below retail prices
IthiiiI new mid overstocked, uecesso-
rii-ci, electric-acoustic classical $50
and up, moat ***. On campus call:

.Mt^-7t^7•., or &10-0714, leave number.
tm-20

High power stereo outfit, Scott
amp, liarrurd changer w /Urado HTE
cartridge, Electro-voice 1',' inch Coax
r-l>cakers, «l,'3. Bruce 253-2213.

tfll-8

VMH Volkswagen bus with gat.

heater and other accessories. Price
y.'jO.OQ. Call 686-8800, tflft-29

PA aound equip., amps, mixers,
mikes. Also ITU 6 volt transistor
mdio for VW. Call 065-3072, ask for
Paul. tfll-2

Soqj Tape Kecorder, model 230
stereo, ran be made Into a deck. One
year old, cost new «230, will sell
for SUP. CaU 263-2140. tflO-29

Kaccoon coat, very good condition.
Call Ware IW7-B583. tflu-.tO

Old TV (still works) and small
coffee table. Best offer. Call 253-

.HW3. t.flO-30

Very friendly l>nl>>" Bob Constric-

tor Kany to care lor. Tom at 0-710(1

tflO-Un

FOR SAL1 — AUTOS
1962 Rambler, rood condition. 665-

3078, ask for Nancy, tfll-2
' Claaale « Barracuda 340, an to.,

PH., radio, polyglass. CaU eves. 649-
g&47' 1019-21-23-27-29

1963 Ford Galaxy, $250 or~best
pffer. CaU after 3:30. 253-7759.

tfl0-23-30

TO Chrysler $75 or best offer, good
running condition. Ph. 253-2115.

tflO-29

1962 Bambler, rood condition, 665-
8072. ask far Nancy. tflQ-30

Rambler «70, 1965 326 8 cyl„ 4 bar-
rel, 4600 miles, conv., new brakes,
hocks, carb., runs real rood Call
Bab at Big Ep, Bob Nugent, 64»«07e

ttiO-30

62 Chevy. 6 cyl., automatic, good
condition. Call Sandra 253-7264.

fflO-30

64 Dodge Dart GT Coot., asking
»260. Call StcTe 253-9227. tfl 1-5

1968 Falcon 4 door, std., trans.,
28,9 V-8, 38,000 ml., good cond ,

8975.00,. Call eTee 323-7866 Belcher-
town tflO-30

63 Impala 8 cylinder, excellent
condition, 1350. or best offer. CaU
549-18OT. tfl0-30

1966 Chevrolet Bisc, 4 dr., new
•engine, low mileage. Call "773-85.11

sfjer 6 p.m. tfll-3

set Olympic Boolerard, Los Ange-
lea, CaUfomla 00081. tfl1-13

Wanted: Term paper, Naturalism
in Crane's Works. Price negotiable.
546-9436. ask for Pat. tfl0-30

SERVICES
Will type and/or rerise any wrIP

ten " material . Also do personalised
resumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, faat, reasonably priced serr-
loe. CaU 084-6817, eres. Keep try-
tne. till-6

Computer Science Tutoring mai
Programming available. Call Al
M6-6888. tfl»-t3-30

Amherst Andlo services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133

tfl2-23

RIPE WANTED
To Spfld, Winchester Sq., mornings

and back at night. Will par well.
CaU Diane at 665-3090 after 6 p.m.

tflQ-30

ROOMMATES WANTED
1 or 2 roommates for large house

in Sooth Hadley. Own room. CaU
6-5280, ask for Jean. tfl 0-29

PERSONAL

FOR RENT

WANTED
Poetry wanted for eoepensttre an-

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-
turn envelope. Idlewlld Press, 1807

> hadrm. apt. In Sunderland, avail-
able at week In Nor. Bit kitchen,
Bring room, and attle for storage
Bent fl00/mo. pins neat and elee.

CaU 660-3000 evenings er anytime
weekende. tflO-SO

One bedroom apt. at Cliffside

Apte., Sunderland. $138 monthly with
aU ntiUtles, garbage disposal, dish-

washer, etc., swimming pool, tennis

courts, eaU 666-3084 after 6 p.m.,
before a.m. tflO-2»

LECTURE SERIES
Opening October SI, 1970, School

af PsychographlcologT. Free lecture

by Ma— ry O'ConneU, originator af

the atndy, at Hotel Northampton.
Timet 7i3t p.m. •_

Frank, 8th floor, and John. Puff-
ton: Thanks for the wonderful time
Saturday night. — C. and J. 10-29

Will anyone wl.o aaw accident in-
volvinjt tan 68 VW at Stop A Shop
Sat., Oct. 80 at about 4:30, please
call Wayne at 253-3663, urgent.

tfll-4

T., Happy 20th. Lore, M.F.
10-20

Bike I Happy birthday. Tour car
will help yon find where your pres-
ents are. DTWI8? 10-29

CHEF WANTED
Berkshire region restaurant look-

ing for chef, creative, progressive,
young outlook, able to handle all
phases, Incl. menu planning, pur-
chasing, work prep,, 80 hr. week.
Salary open. Amherst Bnpl. Service,
Inc., 2% Fray St., Amherst, Maes.

tfl0-30

he calls himself, the dorm's
"noisemaker," estimates that

renovations will cost him $1800.

Greenough residents have
helped him to tear out seats and

heaters. •Physical Plant personnel

have been a great help to us with

their experience and skills," he

also acknowledged.

ol liNt; CLUB
Knox Super CaVfcSJ spectacular coming

tomorrow lie prepared

KKGIONAL ALLIANCE KDK ISRAEL:
\i.\V\ members and otlici interested in

mallbig posters. banner, advertisements and

other publicity call Debbie .it 11^868

STUDENT KMFLOYEES UNION
Sltident Kmployees I'iiioii organizational

meeting Thursday. Oct JtHh. li-8 PM. Council

Chambers. Student Ilium II you want job

security .uid lantral come and bring friends

I \l ASSKWl KSTKIAN DRILL TEAM
Try tails lor team on Friday Oct MRk, U 2i>

I
2."> .' in at lillson Kami Bus Ic.ivo Irom

(iriiinel Arena

UMASI WOMKN S SKI TKAM
A meet inn will be held on Tuesday.

Navemher a il at I •> I'M m Iront ol the Hatch

in Ibe Siintent Inion All mtcrested pSssxH

attend

I si i

Meeting "I .ill members interested Smdcuts
.mil h'.uully Sunday. November 1st H ini I'M

Colonial Lounge Barbara llerron Speech
I'mt \'. ill speak lo uroup

VAN METEH SOUTH
.lay Hc.iK. Itepubhcaii candidate lor state

represent.! 'i\ e Irom Kirst Franklin District

will speak on variety of issues Thursday
October .".Mb.it s:WPM in Music Room of Van
Meter

WMl A

Ki ic Reajoabl presents a special Halloween
show II J.", t 00 A M Readings from
Kcilingbetti. II I' l.ovecraft. Ray Bradbury
Kind .i trie nd and begin celebrating Halloween
early

VI "SI.

Will meet in room 16.1 of Campus Center on
Thursday. Oclober2!»h at 8 iriI'M All VPS1.

|

must attend; anyone interested in demcxratic
socialism i.s wek'ome.

LOST
l/isl in Hatch, a slide rule If found please

call i leave message' Steve Carter 104 But-

lerfield. .V24I8-!) idorm phone).

Tug book and notebook lost from bicycle
basket in front of Herter yesterday

LOST
A goM ke\ case somewhere in Southwest If

lound please rail i,«518 Needed urgently'
liuls brown wallet in F lot Contains tan-

(Mirt.inl articles I'leasecontaet Linda 546-7481

(iold watch with black cord band Between
Infirmary and Lsefe, Sentimental value ("all

Mrs UeWolfe S40>M71
Brown corduroy winter coat with pile lining

Call .loan :.4'.MilHI

FOUND
Black and white spotted dog. both ears are

black tound October 2fith by Campus Center
('.ill :>-t'>nHll

Mens Times, waterproof watch, found
near pond last week, claim at Student Union
lost and lound soon

No notice may exceed twenty-five words

Di.idline for notices is 2:00 PM on the
preceding day

There is a one day maximum for all notices

Pinnings and engagements will appear on
Fridays

Till RSDAV. (HTOBF.R 29. IH70 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 15

Frosh Booters Drop First, 2-1

Hats Off To Redmen Booters

By JOHN SULUVAN
Sports Editor

The fall sports scene around UMass for the past several years has
always been football, football, football. More people go to Alumni
Stadium to watch the home football games, more space is devoted in this
paper to the UMass gridders and the campus radio station, WMUA
broadcasts every one of the Redmen's football games, home and away!
Football has been the top fall sports attraction for a long time around

here, as it has been and will be for some time to come on most college
can- puses across America. But, for the first time in a long time, another
sport has risen to fall prominence the UMass campus. It won't challenge
football for fan-appeal but, heck, it's high time some hoopla was made
about the excellent Redman soccer team.
Coach Peter Broaca's booters are among the best soccer aggregates in

New England. Presently they are ranked as the fourth best team in the
six-state area, not bad for a squad that has never been in the top ten prior
to the present campaign.
Up until two days ago the soccer team was unbeaten, the owner of a

proud 5-0-1 record, the one tie coming against the University of Rhode
Island in double overtime, a game played in the midst of a bone-chilling
:15 mile-an-hour wind.

By STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

The freshman soccer team's
inability to mount a strong of-

fensive attack resulted in its first

loss of the season, to Trinity by a 2-

1 score. The Little Redmen, suf

fering from an obvious emotional
let-down after last week's victory,

over UConn never got untracked,
as their Tuesday loss put them at 3-

1-1.

The first period furor, which has
been the freshmen's trademark.
was just not there This was fur-

ther supported by the fact that this

game saw the opposition open the

scoring, something that had never
been done against the frosh.

After a listless first period.

Trinity moved downfield mid-way
in the period. The Trinity forward
beat goalie Beggs in what was to be
the only score in the first half.

Early in the second half UMass
finally started moving. With the

ball near mid-field Howie Spier
took it downfield, and after eluding

two Trinity defensemen he drilled

the ball into the Trinity goal. The
score was knotted at l-l.

UMass' goal sparked the Red-
men as they showed flashes of

dominance. Four times in that

third period they came extremely
close, only to be denied, twice by
the fine Trinity goalkeeper.

The tie did not stand for long as
minutes later Trinity again scored,

wrapping up the day's tallies, and
ultimately the victory. This laie

third period score did not appear to

Ix.1 the final one though as Trinity

was awarded a penalty kick soon
after The kick was surprisingly

missed and it looked as if UMass
had the break it needed. But little

could help the Redman cause.

Although it was its only loss of

the season. Trinity didn't appear to shocking.

exceptional job at halfback, but

over-all the Redmen had played
their poorest contest of the season.

The day's sorrows were best

summed up when one of the

players said, "We just weren't up
for this game at all."

The Little Redmen, who weren't
their dominating selves, had
another nemesis working against

them as the heckling from the

hometown fans was something to

behold. Heckling in a soccercontest

is quite rare, and in a freshman
soccer game it is somewhat

be UMass' toughest foe. The loss of

Mike nugent seemed to have an
effect as the offense was sorely

unimpressive.The defense was led

by Jeff Stanwood. who did another

The frosh will conclude their

season against Springfield at home
this Friday in an attempt to end
their highly successful season on a
winning note.

On Tuesday the Redman un-

defeated express was upset by a

tough Worcester Polytech club, the

ninth- ranked soccer squad in N.E.

Going into the fray W.P.I.had a 7-1-

1 mark but nipped UMass, 3-2, on

the strength of two second-half

goals.

II was a really great game
though and probably the best thing

to come out of it was the fact that

i lose lo 200 people were there, at

the field right across from Boyden

Building, to cheer on the Redmen.
Will they be back Yes. The loss

did not disillusion these fans; it

was such a finely-played contest

and left probably everyone present

with a lielief that this UMass
soccer team can bounce back and

start another win streak.

A lot of interested fans will be

waiting anxiously to get first word
on how the team fares in its

tremendously important game
against Vermont on this coming
Saturday The tilt will be played

away and it will be against the

team that is yearly associated with

the best soccer in the Yankee
Conference.

(Mass is rated as a better team
than (he Catamounts but it will

have to prove its edge on the

playing field. With the Redmen the

present frontrunners in the Con-

ference, the importance of this

affair cannot be overemphasized.

However, the booters must
return home after the Vermont
game for an even bigger challenge,

a mighty Tuesday match with

Springfield College. The Chieftains

are rated a notch ahead of the

Redmen at the present time and

this tussle should be something to

see. Game time on Tuesday is 2

p.m.

Win. lose or draw against Ver-

mont, one is urged to go down to

the soccer field Tuesday to take a

look at UMass' proud soccer team

Try soccer for a change!

Even if one isn't knowledgible

about the rules of this sport, the

playing of the game itself will

capture his imagination. Standing

along the sidelines one can get very

close to the action. Watch what

these guys can do with their feet!

The footwork involved in moving

the black-and-white soccer ball in

position for a score is simple in-

credible.

For sheer fan appeal, soccer is

the number one sport in the world,

but it never has caught on in

America, which is a shame. Fans

in this country are, overall, a

spoiled lot. At their very fingertips

they have a television dial that

switches them from high scoring

sporting event to high-scoring

sporting event with narry a break

in between.

Rarely does one take the time out

to go to a soccer match where the

scoring is low, but where the actual

playing of the game is something

beautiful to behold. Try soccer on

next Tuesday just for a

change.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
'By SYDNEY OMANt.

Astrology helps indicate the slop-
aod-co signals of life. >1> persou-l
research Indicates that persons horn
under Aquarius seeiu especially at-
tracted to the subject. Aquarius na»
the sign of the most famous American
astrologer ever — Evangeline Adams
ARIES (March 21 - April ltf> : .New

moon position coincides with emphasis
on finances related to partnership,
marriage. Maintain flexible position. 11
you set your back up, you invite un-
necessary problems.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Li.

low; play waiting same. This is time
to plant seeds. But they take time t»
develop, flourish. Specifically, niak.
contacts which can blossom into mean-
ingful relationships. Don't rush.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Best

to personally supervise basic tasks
Otherwise, there is tendency for othem
to skip essenUals. Maintain steady,
moderate pace. Not wise to overexert
yourself.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22) : Af-

fection is accented. Many express
appreciation, warmth. Family membei
makes amends for recent slight . Be
sracious — accept gesture of friend-
ship. Romance Is also in picture.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): New ap-

proach to old problems is necessary.
Consult individual who aided In past.
You can Improve surroundings by
adding appropriate dashes of color.
Cancer-born person will co-operate.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Rela-

tive who appeared stubborn does about

-

lace. Tou get chance to prove worth
of favorite project. Means more res-
ponsibility, but also greater satisfac-
tion. Light Is green for go.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A dif-
ferent source of gain is revealed. In-
come potential is highlighted. Finish
urrent assignment and preps re for
new opportunity. Lunar position ac-
cents money, possessions.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):

New moon in your sign promotes
strong desire for self-assertion. Take
initiative. Cycle is high; judgment
proves correct. Heed inner voice.
Act with confidence, conviction.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Air of mystery, romance, lntrique —
these are featured. For answers, look
iwhind the scenes. Key is to make dis-
creet Inquiries. Not wise to show hole
• ;ird.

CAPRICORN (Dec. '.'2 - Jan. 10):
Accent on versatile approach toward
sal. Means socialize; find out what
oihers are saying and thinking. Fine
lor dining out, attending theater.
','liange routine. Get out of any rut.
AOJJARIU8 (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

You may find yourself dealing with
covernmental official, local or other-
wise. Key is jo have facts at hand.
Don't deceive others — or yourself.
Get files In order.
PISOES (Feb. 10 - March 20): Tou

can gain publicity, added reeoenltion
for product and yourself. But y.,u
must be willing to discard some pre-
conceived notions. Open mind to know-
ledge. Then you make gains.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are Intuitive, creative, but often
are plagued by self-doubts. You are
on the brink of embarking on active
social period. Loneliness will be re-
olnrpn" hv «en'o of svnuine fulfillment
Copyright 1370, Gen. Kva. C«rp

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Weaken

4Chanty

8 Narrow,

flat board

12 Be mistaken

13-Face of watch

14-Run easily

15 Confederate

general

16 Adorned

18 Large spoon

20 Short tacket

21 Helps

23-Sharpen

27 Ceremony

29 Domesticate

32-Penod of time

33 River in Siberia

34 The self

35-Antlered animal

36 Ventilate

37 Blemish

38 Wan

39 Glossy fiber

41 Heavenly body

43 Speed contest

46 Country

of Asia

49 Reeled

53 Hostelry

54 Opera by Verdi

55 Boundary

56 Born

57 Man's name
58-Spreads

for drying

590btain

3 Pillaging

4 Totaled

5 Falsehood

6 Heavy staff

7 Narrow
opening

8 Incline

9 Parcel of

land

Simian
Man's
nickname
Flower
Hold on
property

22 Walk
24 Holding back
25 Spoken
26 Boy attendant
27 Bellow

28 Dolphinlike

cetacean
30 Time gone by

31 Witty remarks
35 Reach across

10
11

17

19

Answt r to Yesterday 's ^uzzle

G A 1 T m|o|t E Mi A &
A C N E i |n|i A A L A
L E A R N s It. RM 1 E R

R E E D n[a)m E D
O ElMO C R A T t!e_

M
E

piar T » A Rp 1 P

°p S AM p L E w N A
sfsi [R oj E V O T E. R

P T
I
AB E N L 1 ?t'i D

M E A]L.|S_ s 1 L T
A R M l t1 5E R 1 A t_j

ft 1 P r a|f|t U R G El
Y L 5 c r|a|s M E A t|

29

37 Projecting

tooth

40 Musical

instrument

42 Rise and fall

of ocean (pi.)

44 Primitive

chisel

45 Great Lake

47 Arrow poison

48 Dillseed

49 Sodium
chloride

50Cravat

51 Pother

52Goal
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Winless Cats Hope To Scratch Visiting Redmen
by BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Playing an 0-6 football team can
hardly be labeled an inspiring task
lor anyone, even lor the 14 1

(Mass unit. That is the chore,
however, that the Redmen tare
this Saturday as they travel up to

Burlington to meet the Catamounts
of Vermont.

Coach Joe ScanneUa hosts the

Redmen with a team that has the

worst offensive and defensive
record in the Yankee Conference.
Not only have thev gi\en up the

fiailg ttoUtgiati
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most points. 230, but they have also
scored the least. 50. One might
think that the resurging Redmen
could take the Catamounts lightly.

Not so

Vermont is not without its

threats Its offense, which might
look meager in terms of statistics.

is an explosive one and contains
some extremely talented porsonel.
The Catamounts have a solid

running attack Getting most of the
yardage inside is John Pelcher.
Yll-lHo-lb., who was a defensive
halfback before this season,
Pelcher. however, has made the
transition to fullback well and is,

on fact, second in the conference in
rushing with 4<W yards in 90 at-
tempts for a four vard average.

Pelcher has taken up most of the
slack brought about by an injury to
star halfback Bob Rodger. Last
season. Rodger was first team All-

Yankee Conference, honorable
mention All-New England and
K( A< Sophomore of the Year. The
Catamounts expect great things
from him and his return to the
lineup will greatly aid the Vermont
offense. He will play age st the
Redman.

Vermo ^cwever, is primarily
a passing team despite the fine

statistics of Pelcher and Rodger.
Karl Olson will be the starting

signal caller and the ."> 11 165-lb.

sophomore has completed just

'under :><)
(

Y> of his passes thus far.

He has tossed four touchdown
passes but has been plagued with a

Conference high of nine in-

terceptions Alton has a couple of

fine receivers to choose from.
Vic Zollo, the tight end, leads the

Yankee Conference in receptions
w ith an excellent total of 28 He has
nabbed one touchdown pass and
averages 10.4 yards a catch Olson
likes to go to him on third and long

yardage situations

sPo/?t$

Vt.'s Line-up
Offem

c John Nichdi-

LG Peler Radtet, t

»

*»> MB
K(, I5.i ir> Sulivatv vh m
U Hill Kmlkui. hi Me
RT Itob Lynch. II MO
I.K Dan Leber, 511 175

RE Vk Zollo. 6'l 2U6

KB John I'eleher. 511 185

I lh Hot) KmlRer, h'O 19(1

llli I.HTI BMW, V8 180

QB E.irl Olson. Ill Kir.

Oefense

l.K Bob Stearns, li'2 ZW
l.T Tom Mclaughlin. K'3 215

KT Charles Kusso. b'll IM
KB Wayne Bulman. tl'lt M
LB Kran Frondecki. II 195

LB Ira Gordon HI 20U

LB Kevin I J neh. 61 2(6

LB Dick Kostowsky. 511 19()

IIB Gene Holabng, HO 170

MB Jim Schwartz, 5'9 160

S Tom Nieradka. V in IHO

ap— ShorT'Es

As tar as the long bomb is con-

cerned, split end Dan Leber is the

primary threat The Catamounts

like to go for the big gainer

whenever they can and Leber is

usually the man on the recieving

end lie has so far caught 17 passes

for twoTD's and an average of 13.4

yards a catch.

one of the things that makes the

Vermont passing attack effective

is the fact that Olson has a very

quick release He usually gets rid

of the ball in about three seconds

which makes it awfully tough on

the pass rush and takes much of

the pressure off of a mediocre
ol tensive line.

The Catamount defense can be

troublesome. They have a solid line

which is anchored by 6'2 245-lb.

senior captain Gerry Elliott, a

defensive tackle. However, Elliott

has been bothered by injuries and
it is not known whether he will

start or not. The defensive line is a

difficult unit to run against and
provides an adequate pass rush.

Eran Prodecvi and Kevin Lynch,
both veterans, are the leaders of a

competent linebacking unit. The
secondary, on the other hand, is

the Catamount weakness.
The defensive backfield has been

a perennial problem for Coach
Scannella Over the last two
seasons Vermont has given ud at

The Catamount

Kast 1500 yards a year through the
air. The key man this year has
been sophomore safety man Tom
Nieradka.

The strongest portion of the
Catamount team this year has
been, stragely enoug'h, their
kickoff return unit. Vermont lists

three men, Bob Sadowski, Rodger
and Leber, among the top eight
men in this category in the Con-
ference and Sadowski has broken
one for 94 yards and a touchdown.
Though UMass, especially

considering last week's fine effort,

must be considered the definite
favorite in this one, Vermont's
explosive offense is capable of
turning any game around.

Sports Notices
NEW YORK ( AP ) -Robert Short,

the owner of the Washington
Senators, said yesterday he had
not yet signed out fielder Curt
Flood but Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn said "there is a
possibility something definite may
develop shortly." The Washington
Post earlier had reported that

Elood, still engaged in an antitrust

lawsuit involving baseball's
controversial reserve clause, had
agreed to salary terms at a price in

excess of $90,000 a year.

But Short denied that and
Marvin Miller, executive director

of the Major League Players
Association, which is backing
Flood's suit, labeled the story
"flatly untrue "

*****

NEW YORK (AP) - Tom
Gatewood of Notre Dame con-
tinues to pace the nation's major
college football players in pass

receiving with an 8.8 catch per
game average with 44 receptions
for 679 yards.

New leaders took over in in-

terceptions and kickoff and punt
return categories for the third

straight week, figures released by
NCAA Sports Services showed
Wednesday.
Among the new faces are

Colerado State's Jake Green in

kickoff returns with a 30.7 average
and Dartmouth's Tim Copper in

punt returns, a 20.2 mark. Nine
players are tied for first in in-

terceptions at exactly 1.0 per
game, including four who held or

shared the lead in previous weeks.
Eive newcomers to the top ten

include, Tim Priest and Bobby
Majors of Tennessee, Windlan Hall

of Arizona State, Dan Devito of

Northern Illinois and Mike Sen-

sibaugh of Ohio State.

NEW YORK (AP) - Take two
NFL Individual Stars: with 44.

Larry Brown of Washington is the
runaway leader in NFL rushing
statistics with 543 yards in 106

carries for a 5.1 yards per carry
average and four touchdowns.
Trailing him in the National
Conference is last week's leader,
MacArthur Lane of St. Louis with
531 yards after being held to just 37
yards last weekend by the New
York Giants.

In the AFC the man in front is big
Floyd Little of Denver with 493
yards in 108 carries for 4.6 yards
and a pair of TDs. No. 2 formerly
No. 1 a week ago is Oakland's
Hewritt Dixon with 475. Dixon
galloped 106 yards against Pitt-

sburgh but Little rambled for 140
against San Francisco.

Eddie Hinton of Baltimore leads
the AFC receiving list with 29

receptions, 467 yards and a 16.1

average.

BASKETBALL SCRIMMAGE -

On Saturday afternoon at 4, the

UMass basketball team will hold

its first varsity intrasquad
scrimmage at Curry Hicks Cage.
This intrasquad scrimmage is open
to any student who wants to attend.

*****

OLYMPICS? - Ever wanted to
compete in the Olympic games?
Rowing is an Olympic sport. The
men in Harvard's 1968 Olympic
boat never rowed before attending
college (Yew became their sport.
With this in mind, the UMass crew
team repeats that it wants fresh-
men at least 61 and 185 pounds.
Inquire at the crew office, 211
Boyden at 5-2801 during the day. At
this number ask for Kurt Betchick

FOOTBALL TICKETS-Tickets
for the UMass-Holy Cross football
game, to be played in Worcester at
H.C.'s Fitton Field, ran be pur-
chased at the Boyden ticket office,
room 155 Boyden. The office is

open until 6 p.m. Unreserved
tickets for this game will cost $2,
representing- fine endzone seats'
reserved tickets will go for $4

*****

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY -

The women's field hockey team
won its fifth game of the fall
recently, beating Connecticut State
College. 1-0. The team's record is

now 5-2. Its next home game is

Nov. 5 against Springfield.

Intramurals
TUG -O WAR

CAMPUS EINALS
Pied Pipers 2. KS I

CO REC BEEK HULL
CAMPUS K1NAL

levers 2. Lemons

Tonight's Intramurals
KSvs. 3 Ms for

Campus 2nd Place

UMass' soccer team is on the

move with only one loss and one
tie in seven matches. The
booters have achieved high
ranking in New England soccer

circles. And so, the Collegian

Sports Staff's second publication

of "In This Corner" focuses on
the UMass soccer team on page
15.

At QB Club Luncheon . . .

Rejuvenated Offense Heralds Hughes
by JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
V esterday s UMass Redmen Quarterback Club Luncheon presen

UMass offesmve player and top defensive player in last Saturday
necticut to Ken Hughes and Dennis Collins respectively.

The honoring of Hughes, the
Redmen's senior quarterback, as
the best offensive player might be
a milestone of the present rumble-
jumble season. The likeable 51

1

The crowd of about 100 people at
the luncheon gave Hughes a warm
hand upon his reception of the
award.

180 lb. senior has had his ups and
downs this fall as has the whole
Hedman offense.

Hughes was the starting quar
terback against Maine and UMass
won. he started against Dartmouth
and UMass was shutout, he started

in the Buffalo tilt and UMass was
defeated, he started against Boston
University and a lousy offense

blew the football game, he did not

start against Rhode Island but the

Bed men still lost.

For Collins, it was his second
such selection this year, his first
defensive citation coming after his
play in the 16-13 loss to Buffalo.
Collins is not very big as
linebackers go but, with his 6' 185-
lb frame, he can make tackles
with the best, as was evident
against UConn.

Alter these two players received
their awards, UMass freshmen
lootball coach Dave Kelley gave
his scouting report on Vermont.

So Hughes got the starting call 'he Hedmen's opponent on

••WE I IWI.I.V TURNED THE CORNER" - comments head

coach Vic Fusia to a vastly improving QB Ken Hughes. This week's

Quarterback Club offensive recipient came alive against I'Conn

hitting I- of 2."> passes for 1 .17 yds. At extreme left is assistant coach

deorge Karras. (MIX' photo by Bich Melntyre)

again, against UConn. ^ml he

uprighted the UMass offense to the

tune of 21 points. This attacking

unit should show even more im-

provement, with Hughes at the

controls, over the remainder of the

campgian. four games

Saturday. The Catamounts are <>-<;

but Kelley respected them in-
dicating that they hadn't lost an/ of
their zip

Head coach of the Redmen Vie
Fusia showed some highlight films

ted its weekly awards for top
s football game against Con

of last Saturday's 21-21 tie with the

Huskies. He focused a lot of at-

tention on the play that UConn
lucked out on. the 80-yard touch-

down play. The films explicitly

show two UMass defenders out-

jumping a Husky receiver and
batting the ball into the air.

Just before the luncheon came to

a close. Fusia, who is usually in a
joking mood at these affairs,

commented very seriously, "I've

never been with a club that worked
so hard and had so many things go
against it. Destiny has it that this

will be a fine club by the end of the

year."

MDC
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White Press Conference

Held In Springfield

Kevin White lields reporters' questions as he

arrived in Springfield Tlutrsdav lor a press

etinlerente. XKhou^h his health appeared

shaky. White announced (hat he will debate

wilh (.oxeinor Sargent tonight. Stories on page
three. MIX li\ .loe Cascx I

Peace Demonstrators Rain

Missiles On Nixon Car

See Page Four

Faculty Senate Approves

Bromery Appointment

Details On Page Two
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SMC Rally StandTo Be
Ant i-War, Pro-Kent 25

By PETER McDONALD
Staff Reporter

In conjunction with the National Peace Action

Coalition, The UMass Student Mobilization Com-

mittee to End the War in Southeast Asia (SMC) is

sponsoring a demonstration on the Amherst Com
mons, Saturday, October 31st.

The demonstration is being called to show support

for the immediate withdrawal of all American forces

from Southeast Asia.

A Mobe spokesman said the mass rally is also being

held to gather as many people as possible "against the

:learly prejudicial nature of the grand jury in-

dictments" against 25 Kent State students and faculty.

In asking people to show their support against the

war by attending the demonstration, another SMC
spokesman stated that "The only way the war in Viet

Nam will end is though the majority of citizens

demanding immediate withdrawal and not through

Vietnamization - a process which will take a

lifetime."

Preceding the demonstration, there will be a march

from theUMass Student Union's south terrace to the

town commons, beginning at 1:15 p.m. The demon-
stration is scheduled for 2 p.m. on the Green in front of

the Lord Jeffrey Inn.

Speaking at the rally will be William Arthrell, a

student at Kent State and one of the 25 persons in-

dicted by the Ravenna grand jury; Susan Link,

another student from Kent State; Elana Montiero, of

the Huston Female Liberation Movement; Charles

Beard, an undergraduate at Jackson State; and The

Reverend Jeffrey Cambell. minister of the Amherst
Unitarian Church.

Other speakers will include representatives of the

United Farm Workers Organizing Committee and

United Auto Workers.
Permission to use the town Commons has been

obtained from the Amherst town manager by the

SMC.
At 5:30 p.m., following the demonstration, the two

students from Kent State will be available in the

"Hatch" to discuss the situation and to answer any

questions.

Cartey SlatedAs Speaker
For Black Solidarity Day

Monday, November 2, has been
proclaimed Black Solidarity Day
by a cross section of Black
organizations around the country.

In cooperation with this

proclamation, the W.E.B. DuBois

Department of Afro-American
Studies will present a Black
Solidarity Day program featuring

Dr. Wilfred Cartey as guest
speaker.

Trinidad-born Dr. Cartey is a

Coop erative Craft Store

Opens In Amherst Today
Today Ihc Peoples Craft Cooperative will open its new store above

Kla vortow n. next to Loius" Foods in downtown Amherst. Unlike the other

stores that sell to I'Mass students it is a cooperative venture. The people
u ho produce the goods are the people that finance and run the store. Thus
cooperation extends to the whole community in that both artistians and
I Ih- i >u\ its .no I reed of consignment fees which boost prices in area stores
i ») it least one third.

i lie urbanization has been kept as fluid as possible, with anyone who
has goods, or nisi an interest in seeing the project succeed, being able to

join

Last nielli around (i or 7 p.m a lx>mb scare was reported in

Engineering Fast The building was cleared, and the usual security

proeeedures lollowed.

3Hj* flMStrlpsflrttB fiailg (Eolltgtan

STATEMENT
of Ownership, Management

and Circulation

(Act of October 23, 1962; Sec

tion 4369, Title 39, Unite 1

States Code)
1. Date of Filing: Septembu

21, 1970

2. Title of Publication: Mas
achusetts Daily Collegian.

3. Frequency of issue:

tual number of copies of sin-

gle issue published nearest to

filing date, 15,000.

B. Paid Circulation. 1. Sales
through dealers and carriers,
street vendors and counter
sales, average no. copies each
issue during preceding 12
months, none; actual number
of copies of single issue pub

times weekly, Monday through llsheg nearest to filing date,

Friday during academic year, 150. 2. Mail subscriptions, aver-

except during vacation and age no- copies each issue dur-

exam periods, or when a holi- ing preceding 12 months, 500;

day falls within a week. ac*ual number of copies of sin-

4. Location of known office g*e issue published nearest to

of publication: Student Union * ^g f[
ate

i
1°°\

Building, University of Massa-
chusetts, Amherst, Mass

5. Location of the headquar*
ters or general business offic-

es of the publishers: Student

Union Building University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
6. Name and addreses of

publisher, editor and managing
editor

C. Total Paid Circulation
average no. copies each issue

during preceding 12 months
500; actual number of copies of

single issue published nearest
to filing date, 250.

D. Free Distribution (includ-

ing samples) by mail, carrier,

or other means: 14,425; actual

number of copies of single is

Publisher: Student Body of the «« Pu*1

iS
ed nearest to liUn*

date, 14,675.

E. Total Distribution (Sum of
Umversity of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Mass.
Editor: Peter F. Pascarelli, 33
Phillips St., Amherst, Mass.
Managing Editor : Mark A. Sil-

verman, 33 Phillips St., Am-
herst, Mass.

7. Owner: —
8. Known bondholders, mort-

gagees, and other security
holders owning or holding 1 per

C and D) : average no. copies
each issue during preceding 12

months: 14,925; actual number
of copies of single issue pub-
lished nearest to filing date,

14,925.

F. Office use, left-over, un-

accounted, spoiled after print-

ing: average no. copies each is

cent or more of total fmount sue during preceding 12 months

«f h«^= ~,,v^„.,„««, «- ~*u~ 75; actual number of copies of
of bonds, mortgages or other .

'
. . , 1Q „„„.,,. JlOT.oct

securities: none.
single issue published nearest

9. The purpose, function, and
t0 *iU

£g+

d
f
te 75

G. Total: average no. copies
nonprofit status of this organiz
ation and the exempt status for

Federal income tax purpose '

i„ _
* * of copies of single issue pub-

each issue during preceding 12

months 15,000; actual number

have not changed during pre
ceding 12 months.

10. Extent and nature of cir
culation

:

A. Total no copies printed i'^Ti-T"
), average no.

6omp^
lished nearest to filing date,

15.000

I certify that the statements
made above are correct and

(net press run), average
copies each issue during pre-
ceding 12 months, 15,000; ac-

PETER F. PASCARELLI
Editor

professor of Comparitive
Literature «at City College in New
York and an associate of the same
at Columbia I tmcrsity

Wilfred Cartey is not only widely

published but has also repeatedly

participated in the development of

the programs and ideas that

directly relate to the international

liberation struggles of Africans

and peoples of African descent.

Among Dr. Cartey's more recent

publications are The African
Header ; a two volume study of

African history, culture, and
politics done in collaboration with

Martin Kilson of Harvard
University, and Whispers From a

( ontinent: an exploration into the

works of contemporary Black
African Writers. Whispers From a
(ontinent has been hailed in some
quarters as " he Bible on African
Literature." Dr Cartey has also

written extensively on West In-

dian. Carribean, and Afro-
American culture and literature

Along with these publications Dr.

Cartey has also been a contributor
to Negro Digest (now known as
Black World), the Pan-African
Journal, Presence Mricaiuc and
others.

Far from ending his con-
tributions with literary
publications, Dr Cartey's com-
mittment to the Pan-African
struggle has also brought him into

publishing and broadcasting
lectures on such topics as
Revolution, Race, the Poetry of

Blackness, and Third world
Writing.

He has also taped TV shows that

were broadcast nationwide in 1964

on African religion" and "African
Culture and Folklore".

Along with these contribution,
Wilfred Cartey has served as a
consultant to Southern Black
colleges on curriculum
developemnt and to Head Start and
Upward Bound.
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Action at the Faculty Senate meeting remained brisk yesterday
afternoon. The legislative body failed to name Dr. Randolph
Itromcrv Vice-Chancellor because of a parliamentary discrepancy.

>MI)( photo bv Fd Fen wick)

Bromery Appointment

Endorsed By Fac-Sen
by Brian White

Staff Reporter

Meeting yesterday afternoon, the Faculty Senate decided not to

directly name Dr. Randolph Bromery Vice-Chancellor, but voted its

approval of the appointment should it ever take place. In other business,

the Senate moved to stay outside the affair of the Callan's and WFCR.
The Senate debated at great length the procedural details of ap

pointing In Bromery to a permanent equivalent of the temporary

post lie now fills as Special Assistant to the Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs The Faculty Senate agreed with the Student Senate that Dr.

Bromery was the man for the job, but it was felt that to appoint him

directly instead of by an action of a Search Committee would breakdown

the safeguards of formal procedure

Finally a vote of 25-22 endorsed Student Senate Resolution S12, by

which the Student Senate "favors the immediate appointment of Dr.

Randolph W Bromery to the post of Vice-Chancellor of Student Af

lairs "Alter the vote the Chairman expressed his formal disapproval of

the precedent that had been set - at which it was found that many
Senators had thought that they had been endorsing Dr. Bromery in the

abstract, instead of actually appointing him to a post. Student Senate

President Glenn Fiters clarified the resolution, the motion was modified,

and the Senate voted to simply express emotional approval.

The firing of theCallands from WFCR was briefly discussed Chan-

cellor Tippo gave a report to the Senate which was limited by the fact that

the Callands had not requested an investigation; without such a request,

Mr. Tippo declined to air the matter in very much detail The Senate

chose to stay out of the affair for the time being.

In related discussion, the Senate decided to look into the appeal

machinery open to nen faculty personnel. Those working at installations

such as WFCR are not unionized, and at present any labor problems must

Ho through their immediate superiors. The Senate will soon set up

alternatives lor the workers.

God's Inspiration
Said Solution For Men

Last night, the ( hristian Science
organization .it UMass introduced
Dr Joseph G. Heard, the head of
the Youth Commission of the World
Wide College and University Ac-
tivity division of the Christian
Science faith.

Dr Heard spoke to a group of 100
about His topic. 'Today's
Prophet", dwelled upon the idea
that all of man's ills could be
remedied by insight inspired by
God.

Dr Heard stated that "God is the
I am, all knowing, wise, eternal.

HILLS NORTH

HALLOWEEN DANCE
presenting

STEEL
and all the BEER

you can drink FREE

8:30 to ? Friday, Oct. 30

Guys $1.50 - Girls 25c

soul, spirit, truth, love, substance
and intelligence." The true
prophet is able to express his

thought through God and thus

correct his problems. All real

existance, is thus, ultimately
spiritual Material and physical

counterparts are "incorrect
mental contracts"

In conclusion, Dr Heard felt that

all of the world's turmoils could be

settled if only people would get

together with the help of the

Almighty and come to intelligent

solutions to problems.
Dr. Heard a life-long member of

the Christian Science Church,
began his career as a minister in

1952. Since that time he and his

wife, have traveled to several

universities and colleges setting up
groups such as the Christian

Science organization at UMass.

70 BMW 2002 Sbnroof
2 dr $2995

'69 Triumph Spitfire

Conv $1695
'68 Corvette Conv.

4spd $3195
'68 Datsim 1600

Conv., 4 spd. $1695
'67 Mercedes 203S

Sedan $2795
'65 VW Sunroof

Microbus . . . $995
'63 VW"GWa"

Conv $695
'63 VW 2 dr. sedan $495
'65 LandRover

(body damaged) $1195
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White Announces Participation

In Debate With Sargent Tonight

T

By RICHAKD C HANSON
Asst. News Editor

SPRINGFIELD - Gubernatorial
candidate Kevin White announced
yesterday that he wold debate
Governor Sargent tonight.

The announcement was made at

a press conference here at the
State Street Democratic Party
Headquarters, where White told

newsmen that he felt the "purpose
of a debate" was not to attack
•personalities", rather to show the
positions of the two candidates

Earlier in the week, Kevin White
had refused to appear on television

with a format of individual

questioning of each candidate for a

half hour by newsmen. White has
insisted upon an open debate

Wednesday night, Sargent finally

agreed to such a debate, saying

that White had accused him of

being a "coward" Sargent called

lor a " o holds barred" debate.

Anytime ... on Boston Com
mon. I don't care," fumed Sargent
at what his office called "the most
important press conference of his

campaign
"

White's press conference in

Springfield was the first in Western

Massachusetts since his "per-

forated ulcer" operation. He
called unemployment and the

economy ' the most "important
issues of the campaign" and ac-

cused Sargent of not recognizing

them as major issues. White
warned that Massachusetts
wouldn't solve its problems as

long as unemployment eats away
at the state *' Without "jobs lor the

Kevin White mixing with campaign workers in his Springfield Stale Street headquarters. At his

press conference there. White called unemployment and the economv the most important issues

nl the campaign. White added the stale's survival depends on jolts lor Hie people (MIX photo Its

loe Cases I

people, this state can't survive."

he said

"We are in a national
depression," he said, "does that

mean Massachusetts be the worst"
hit state. The slightly wasted

looking White said that Sargent
was guilty of "a lack of response to

the economic" problems. He
added that although he doesn't
have all the answers, he "will face
every problem."

iVIlite cut Ihc news conlercncc
short pleading exhaustion 'They
i ul on! a htllc- ol my stomach, not

m\ guts Itul. they did cut out a

little w iikI loo
"

As The Grass Roots

White Visits Springfield
By RICHARD HANSON

Asst. Editor

Springfield headquarters for the Democrats, carved into an old store front; the plaster walls

strung with red. white and blue campaign colors; makeshift tables covered by district maps and
telephone lxx)ks with old ladies crossing out names and adding telephone numbers to new list B

"The next Governor of Massachusetts" was expected to arrive for an early morning II :30a.m.-

press conference. The old 'pols' were standing in small groups, wringing their hands and figuring

the situation "It all hangs on the debate." commented one professionally friendly State rep. to the

fat ladies and the young girls wearing "White" ribbons made of white ribbon and blue lettering.

People drank the coffee from the

automatic electric coffee brewer,

and the band started to warm-up
outside the big poster and slogan

spotted window A man. alxnit 50

years old. made sure the electric-

piano was plugged in and brought

the band coffee; the man smiled,

his black shoes shined and greying

hair slicked back.

The crowd inside began to form
the crowd outside, with posters on

long sticks The four piece band
was playing "Night Train" I

turned and saw Kevin White "for

governor" over my left shoulder.

His poster smile, a glint in the right

eye. two glints in the left, a linely

touched portrait with a staple in his

lip. Someone grabbed the stan

dard. as a shiny black ear-number
7K:5-H4K with a 2K\ pound driver-

pulled up to the curb. The band
changed the song to welcome the

Mayor
The Mayor, smiling, just like the

poster, got out of the car. He
grabbed a few hands, said "Hi!" to

the band. Moved through the

supporters, looking a little bit pale,

a little too thin, he greeted the man
who looked like the Party boss,

with a once broken nose and big

ears: "James. How are you 9

Standing in the middle of the

more barren part of the big divided
room, he greeted the crowd. The
crowd kept a good distance

His aides moved him to a corner
platform. Where his close
associates announced to the
Democrats that it was "no time for

SargentS". White stood back,
protected from the ap-
plause; shuffling in his scuffed

cordovan shoes When the Mayor
finally spoke and answered a

couple of questions, his fore-finger

trembled, noticably.

DC Sets Up
Diet Line

food Services has taken the

initial steps in the creation <»l a

'diet line" lor those students who
are dieting Joel Stone-ham,

Director ol food Service's, decided

lo study I he leasabilily ol such an

innovation alter receiving a lot of

requests from kids who are having

diet problems

The program of "diet lines"

would set up a specific line,

probably one in Southwest and one

in the Centra I and Northeast areas
Stoneham has appointed a nine

man committee to stud) the

iitnlional value" of the foods lo

be used The committee vs. 1 1

1

report its findings vsitlun two
weeks said Stoneham

Stoneham emphasized that I he

dining commons are very
serious" in this endeavor and that

they are very wiliing to see how it

goes
"

One of White's more youthful supporters ponders on the issues at

hand. Though enthused over recent voting age reductions, he still

remains unsatisfied. Presently junior is taking advantage of the

Sesame Street Plan. ( MDC photo by Joe Casey

)

CLASS OF 1973

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES FOR

CLASS OFFICE

Come to the Open Class Forum

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1970

at

8:15 in Mahar Auditorium
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In The Nation And The World
~
AFL CIO President Affirms Platform;

Urges Election of Progressive Candidates
WASHINGTON (AP> AFL-CIO

President George Meany urged

voters Thursday to elect

congressional candidates who
favor a national health insurance

Man and other legislation to benefit

workers and consumers.
Meany, in a paid political CBS

radio broadcast, said President

Nixon and conservative candidates

oppose a national health plan.

"The conservatives who are
seeking your vote, and the ad-

ministration say no.' They say
America cannot afford a first

class, comprehensive system of

health care lor all its people We
say America can afford nothing

less.
-

' said the 7(1 year old leader of

the 13,6 million member labor

federation.

That same argument has been
used in opposition to full em-
ployment, industrial safety laws, a

higher minimum wage, consumer
protection, clean air. clean water,

better schools, reasonable interest

rates On all these issues. WO are

again told; America can't afford

them."' Meany said

America can afford them all of

them."
Meany s broadcast, and another

one last week that attacked
Nixon's economic policies, was
paid lor by the labor federation's

political arm. the Committee on

Political Education. The price for

the two broadcasts was $15,000, a

spokesman for Meany said

'Except for one thing the fear of

unemployment there is no fear

that haunts the average American
worker more than the fear of

sickness, and the crushing medical

bills and hospital bills that go with

it." he said

"Most union members have
some kind of medical insurance,

won by their unions at the

bargaining tables Hut even that

expensive insurance sometimes
pays only a third of the cost of

health cart- \nd one American in

lour has no insurance at all.

We believe the finest medical

care on earth should be available

to rich and poor, black and white,

young and old. employed and

unemployed alike." he said.

Meany said action is needed also

to spur economic growth.

"What America cannot afford is

to do nothing to slip backward, as

we have been doing the last two
years under the present ad-
ministration in Washington ." he
said.

"So, my message to workers is

this : cast your ballot as if your job,

your health, your pocketbook and
your family's future depended on
it They really do. They are what is

at stake in this election
"

Nixon Mobbed
By Violent Crowd

Viet Petitions
Filed In Court

0, A HIV) T'»\ AP More than

.no (trillions urrying about ".«*)

signutiirvx luive arrived at Ihe

MipiVHlv i oiirl urging the justices

in Mile «mi ib«- legality of the

Ml. ill! lV.IT

StHMKifi^ ai ih»« i.t
m< ot John \l

v\clK • i ; i. in. hi i riiversaliKl

in nisl.i Imiiii . .< Aincton, \las>

and through • K " I'-ackman >•

r.rooKhn.' .,. *. <•! Ihe petitions

,isk«'«i ihr "in i in bear a suit filed

i.\ ilu -.ii. ii| M.iss.nliiisetts List

July

-•txlinu tlu'ir presentation a

..•o|>i<- i» hi '.'t . ilic petitioners

.|iirsi Mined 'lie authority <>i "agents

oi ihe PresMutH or Congress' lo

send viniic.in I roops to t i>iht in

oniii.'.ist \si.i uithout a formal
. Ii-i I. ii '.limn >il w.ir

. km. hi .i I democrat ic

mcmi.iM nl Ihe Massachusetts

limine inl.l .i reporter the

signalling ai-iv obi.uned Irom
almost every st.ite in the nation.

although mostly in the Northeast

Drug Deaths

Rise In Viet
WASHINGTON(AP) Sen

Thomas J Dodd, D Conn., said

Thursday that GI deaths in Viet-

nam from overdoses of narcotics

have skyrocketed in recent months
and military leaders have failed to

clamp down on drug abuses in the

Armed Forces
The Pentagon replied that they

are seeking information from
"appropriate authorities" in

Vietnam, but would not elaborate

or make turther comment
In a statement issued here, Dodd

said he will interrupt his re-

election campaign Friday to

conduct a public hearing in Hart
ford to bring out information

received in the last 48 hours from
investigators for his Juvenile
Delinquency subcommittee.
Dodd said the subcommittee, of

which he is chairman, sent in-

;
vestigators to Vietnam following

hearings last August at which he

said Defense Department wit-

nesses gave testimony that

minimized other testimony about

drug abuse among the troops.

He said investigators dispatched

to Vietnam had reported that in the

last few months South Vietnam has

been flooded with the most
powerful heroin ever to come to the

. subcommittee's attention

In .. . Miiiiiittee headed h\ Wells

i in niinuild drafted the state law

i n.uii'd List \pril ib.it questions

Ihe legality oi lhe war and seeks to

lone Ihe riding sought b)

Massachusetts \tt> (Jen Robert

ii 'mini m ilu - upreme < uurl

-
i

i
i nr nistucs Itave taken no

.. I ion ..

S\\ JOSE, Calif. IAP>-

President Nixon, in his bullet

resistant limousine, ran a gauntlet

of rocks, egus. bottles and other

missiles Thursday night in order to

break through Masses' and Viet-

nam demonstrators here.

The fireworks erupted after

Nixon addressed Republican

rally in a small auditorium near

the center of San Jose.

When the chief executive

emerged from the hall, demon-
strators had surrounded the

parking lot where his motorcade

awaited him.
With the aid of helmeted riot

police, a path was cleared through

the throng-which seemed larger

than the OOP partisons who
seemed cheered Nixon in the

auditorium

While threading its way through

the crowd, however, the cavalcade-

halted at one point and there was a

chain reaction crash of several

vehicles

Before getting into his car. Nixon
said the Secret Service had
estimated woo demonstrators on
the scene Newsmen tended to put

the figure considerably higher.

Before the violence. Nixon in

effect taunted his critics h\

standing in the glare of floodlamps

on the hood of Ms limousine and
racing the demonstrators, waving
with both arms outstretched, his

lingers making '*V*' symbols
The President's jaw seeme

thrust forward defiantly

The cavalcade proceed"-,

without lurther incidee the

airport

Corporate Hands Finger

Executive Contributions
WASHINGTON <AP>- The

Justice Department is broadening

its drive on questionable campaign
spending to probe the executive

political funds set up by some
corporation officials to funnel

money to favorite candidates.

Executives of at least two
national firms. General Foods

Corp. and Lone Star Cement Corp.,

openly report having such political

funds this year. And the presence

of several more is often hinted in

industry circles.

The Corrupt Practices Act bans
outright political spending by
corporations, labor unions and
national banks. The Justice

Department, dusting off the law-

after decades of neglect, has

pressed 17 prosecutions in little

more than a year.

The broadened probe was

disclosed by a Justice Department
source some hours before House
Hanking Committee Chairman
Wright Patman called on Atty
Gen John N Mitchell Thursday to

investigate what he labeled
•massive political fund rasing
being conducted either directly or
indirectly by a large segment of
the commercial banking in-

dustry
"

The North Street Good
Government Group." for example,
is run by top executives oi General
Foods at its headquarters in White
Plains. NY Its contributions this
year include aid to three key
members ot the House Agriculture
Committee
The "Lone Star Executive

Voluntary Political Fund.'' set up
at the cement firm's headquarters
in Greenwich. Conn., has given

General's Son
Refuses Induction
HICIIMOND. \a iAPi A 2:5 year old college graduate appeared
on Thursday lor refusing induction into the armed services
I Ins differed from many such cases, for Thomas Stanwix Hay is the son

ot retired Maj. Gen Allen T Manwix Hay. until recently deputy assistant
secretary ol defense lor material
There was no sentencing Defense counsel and the general finally

l>re\ ailed on the young man to change his "no defense'' plea to innocent
on the understanding be will accept induction even if he persists in his
objections to the Vietnam war.

The court continued the case until Nov. 17 to let Stanwix Hay exercise
Ins option of responding to the draft call. Hedid so promptly
Judge Merhige had a t hand an eloquent letter from Maj. Gen. Stanwix

Hay. written Oct. .">. the day his son was convicted on the plea of nolo
contendere

The letter, made public with the generals approval, made no effort to
explain the gap between the career military man's thinking and those of
his only son

As difficult as his decision to refuse service has been to us we have
tacitly accepted it. not as his right, but as hfs decision."
Stanwix Hay was with his slender, scholarly looking son in court

help to members of both the Senate

and House Public Works com
mittes

Labor unions have long used

these sell contained voluntary

political committees on a large

scale to avoid the ban on outright

contributions

In his letter to Mitchell. Patman
mentioned banks or groups in

Washington state, New York.

Texas and Ohio and contended that

some banks are assessing their

employees in proportion to salary

to raise political campaign chests.

Leary To Attend Rally

Will Support Seale

CAIRO (AP)-Dr. Tinothy Leary
said Thursday he will elude U.S.

police by disguising himself and
attend a Black Panther rally in

New Haven, Conn., Nov. 3.

Leary, a fugitive from California

where he escaped prison while

serving 10-15 year sentence for a

narcotics violation, talked with

reporters before he and his party

boarded a plane for Algiers.

on Nov. 3 a Black Panther rally

is scheduled in New Haven to voice

support for Seale, chairman of the

Black Panther party, and Mrs.

Hoggins.

Seale is charged in the slaying ot

Alex Rackley. another Black

Panther. Mrs. Huggins is charged

with kidnaping resulting in death

and with aiding and abetting in

Rackley's slaying.

Leary came to Cairo Tuesday
from Beirut, Lebanon, where
police refused to let him enter the

country. The Egyptians also

refused him entry and put him on

the first plane for Algiers

CAMPAIGN CLIMAX

Callahan Challenges

66 Year-Old GOP D.A.
Perhaps the most, significant

local political race is the contest
for District Attorney. In-

cumbent Oscar Grife, a veteran
Republican is being challenged
strongly by young Democrat
John Callahan.

There has never been a

Democratic District Attorney in

the Northwestern District, of

which Amherst is a part, but

Callahan's bid has caused a last

minute flurry of activity by the

Grife camp, who have in the past

just sat complacently back and
have always been reelected.

Grife is a 66 year old native of

Northampton. He was elected

two years ago to fill an unex-

pired term. It was rumored that

he would not seek re-election this

year, but Callahan's strong

presence made Republicans
change their mind and Grife is

running.

The incumbent is a graduate

of Northeastern Law School. His

biggest claim to fame was that

he was the youngest lawyer trom
Hampshire County to be ad-

mitted to the bar when he was
admitted to the Massachusetts

bar at the age of 21.

Callahan has constantly
spoken on methods of crime
prevention, and the ad-
ministration of the D.A. office to

bring his name to attention.

Callahan was Assistant U.S.

Attorney for Massachusetts
from 1964- 1968, Chief of the Civil

Division of the U.S. State At-

torney's office from 1967-68 and
was in the office of the General

Counsel of the C.I.A. from 1962-

64.

He is the first District At-

torney candidate in state history

to be endorsed by the liberal

Americans for Democratic
Action group.

Callahan has gone on record

for rehabilitation and drug
education programs for schools,

the establishment of a youth

resources bureau in the D.A.

office , a consumer protection

bureau in his office, an attack on

drug dealers in the district, and
a 24 hour advice service for

police.

Grife has labeled many of

Calahan's proposals as being

impossible to implement.
Though the more active

campaigner, Callahan will have
to overcome the unbroken
history of Republican D.A.'s in

this district and Grife's in-

cumbent position, something
always difficult to beat in an
election campaign like District

Attorney.

However, many traditional

Republican strongholds in the

area have changed to Democrat
in registration figures. And
Callahan's vigorous campaign
may be enough to overturn his

Republican rival, Grife.

Callahan

UMass Student Runs For State Representative

All State legislature seats for

the Amherst electorate are

unopposed. State Senator David

Barrus from Goshen, who last

year proposed an investigation

of the University following the

Humphrey incident, and State

Representatives John Olver and

James R. Nolen will all return to

the legislature.

In the Hampshire County race

for Commissioner, Republican
Fred Grinnell faces Democrat
David Musante. They are
running for the vacated seat of

retiring Hiram Brownell.

For Eighth District Gover-

nor's council, if Democrat
Edward O'Brien, defeats

Republican George Wilde will

make the council completely
Democratically controlled. This

fact has become the chief issue

in the campaign for the race for

the vacated seat of Raymond J.

Fontana

In a race that will not be voted

on in Amherst but is of local

interest, UMass undergrad
Democrat F, James Gensheimer

is running for State represen-

tative in the first Franklin

District against Jonathan
Healety, who is aiming for the

seat now held by his retiring

father Republican represen-
tative Winston Healey.

Gensheimer is not that well

known in the heavily Republican
district, but he has been aided bv

a split in the Republicans due to

a bitter primary battle between
Healey and George Bell. Bell is

waging a sticker campaign that

could hurt Healey.

Healey is a Williams College

soccer coach and was an activist

in last May's student strike.

Gensheimer has campaigned
on the platform of returning

government to the local level.

War, Voting Questions Spice Referendum
Questions on troop with-

drawals from the War in

Vietnam, vote age and
registration law changes and

a proposed change in the

property tax law highlight a

series of referendum
questions on next Tuesday's

ballot.

The multiple choice

question on Vietnam asks

voters which of the following

they prefer with reference to

the future course of action by

the U.S. in Vietnam:

A. Win a military victory.

B. Withdraw our armed
forces in accordance with a

planned schedule.

C. Withdraw all our armed

forces immediately.

Forces in Massachusetts'

antiwar movement are

pushing for the third alter-

native, so-called Proposition

"C" contending that it is the

only genuine antiwar proposal

on the ballot. They contend

that the second proposition,

"B", will be interpreted by the

Nixon Administration as

support for its stated policy.

The bill was proposed

initially by Maurice A.

Donahue, president of the

Senate, as a kind of legislative

sequel to a bill filed by the late

state Rep. H. James Shea,

designed to test the legality of

the war. The Commonwealth

has asked the U.S. Supreme

Court lo rule on that statute

Question No. 3, a proposed

amendment to the state

Constitution which would
reduce the minimum age for

voting in a state election from
21 to 19, is also drawing
considerable attention.

Only in Georgia and Ken-
tucky can 18-year-olds vote.

Alaska allows 19-year olds and
Hawaii 20-year-olds to vote.

All other states are 21.

A Federal law signed by
President Nixon June 22 gives

all 18-year-olds the right to

vote, but it is not effective

until Jan. 1, 1970. The Presidnt

questioned the statute's

Constitutionality when he
signed it, and asked that it be
quickly tested in the courts.

Several suits have already

been filed.

The proposed amendment
was approved by the

Legislature in joint session

twice~on Oct. 9, 1967, when it

passed 142-102, and on May 14,

1969, when it passed 222-49.

Support for the proposal

appears to be fairly

widespread, particularly

among those under 21, and
there appears to be no
organized opposition to it.

Another question, Question

No. 2, proposes an amendment
to the state Constitution which
would abolish the requirement

that in order to vote in a state

election a person must have
resided within the Com-
monwealth one year.

If amended, the Constitution

would require only that a

voter have resided six months

in the town or district in which

he claims a right to vote.

A ruling by a three-judge

Federal Court panel last

summer struck down a state

statute requiring six months
residency beyond the period of

six months in a city or town to

vote in a U.S. Congressional

election.

The proposed amendment
was approved by the

Legislature in joint session

twice. It was approved 237-0

on Oct. 9, 1967, and 262-4 on

May 14, 1969, and appears to

have minimal opposition.

Perhaps the most complex

proposal is Question No. 1,

which would make changes in

the Commonwealth's real

property taxation system.

A summary of the proposed
amendment to the Con-
stitution, contained in an
informational phamphlet sent

to every registered
Massachusetts voter by the

Secretary of State's office and
required by law, reads:

"The proposed amendment
to the Constitution authorizes

the Legislature to classify real

property according to uses,

and authorizes the

assessment, rating and
taxation of real property at

different rates in the different

classes so established, but

proportionate^/ in the same
class.

"The proposed amendment
to the Constitution authorizes

the Lesgislature to classify

real property according to

uses, and authorizes the

assessment, rating and
taxation of real property at

different rates in the different

classes so established, but

proportionately in the same
class.

"The amendment further

authorizes the granting of

reasonable exemptions and
abatements."

The interpretation of the
language of the question is a

matter of dispute among
proponents and opponents.

State Sen. James R.

Mclntyre (D-Quincy), also

mayor of Quincy and the

legislator who filed the bill

proposing the change con-

tends that "rigid Con-
stitutional restrictions give

local governments little

latitude in assessment and
collection practices," and that

the governments need more
flexibility in such practices.

Mclntyre says such
flexibility would result in

decreasing property tax
amounts for homeowners and
increasing amounts for "in-

come-producing properties"

like business and industries.

But the language of the

proposed amendment is "not

clear" according to Lyman H.

Ziegler. director of technical

services for the

Massachusetts Taxpayers
Foundation, which opposes

the change.

"In the first place, it doesn't
meet the real problem which
is that everybody's property
taxes are excessive," Ziegler
says.

He contends that the
"looseness" of the language in

the proposal leaves little

assurance that "the
classification, if made, would
be equitable," and suggests
that the sole rationale of the
proposal is merely "a political

embrace of the homeowner."

Ziegler says that ample
legislative machinery exists

to except specified classes of

taxpayers from inequitable

rates.

Questions on local referenda
are concerned primarily with
the granting by municipalities

of licenses for the sale of

alcoholic beverages, or
authorizations by various
counties of pari mutuel
systems of betting on licensed

horse races.
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POPUUDSION!
A gathering of music for closeness.

Starting Today
£catrtf Funk Oiii*^ '

'

Ijumt" \l(k4rfn J.i// <.>u.u hi (on

OH, WHAT THE III I L. .

Ml,: CAPITOL
APPLK
BLUK Tlll'MK
and
Sill II I H lUiCORDS

Will Be On Sale

\pplr)

List Pric**

$«.98

$5.98

$4.98

Sale Price

$3.99

$3.59

$2.99
All, CAPITOL and APPLE
8-TKACKS and CASSETTES

$4.85 regardless of list

RST AUDIO Wed., N«n
at 5 p m

The Hunter Ike & Tina Turner

BTS-ll— INV
List $5.98

BTS-B811—ORDER
Sole $3.59

Memphis Swamp Jam Memphis
Blues Festival

List $599

aTS6ooo--,i*v.Jon!]erly^998

BTS 1706-OHDtH ••'•^•ifz-

Sweet Black Angel/Earl Hooker Out Here Love

List $5.98
BTS-12—INV.

BTJ-M J 2 -OR0EIL_^!ll?l*?_

List $5.98

btsbooo-.nv
formerly $9 98

•Tst709—oRote Sole $3.59

Magical Connection Gabor Szabo

List $5.98
BTS23—INV

BTS 8823—ORDER Sole $3.59

False Start/ Love

ts.??_inv List $5.98

BTS-8822- ORDfR $Ol# $3«»™

Ready To Ride Southwind

bts - 1 3-1 nv List $5.98

BTS-881J—ORDER Sole $3.59

Alone Together Dave Mason

bth«-,»v List .$5.98

BTHBlft—ORDER $•!# fl.SfJR
Capitol,

appm records

Outta Season Ike & Tina Turner

List $5 98
•TS-5— INV..

bts •aos-oeocn. Sole $3.59

Sam Lay In Bluasland/Sam Lay

J]
f.iA-,Rv Ust $5.98

BTB4S14—ORDER Sole $3.59

Leon Russell/Leon Russell

SNM001—iwv "-I It $"91

Inr tHt-BBOl-OMH B $•!• fI.Jf

Truckin' With Albert Collins/Albert Collins

List $5.98TS-t—INV„

BT^BBOB-OWDtHHfi\f.
*•*

?.

Clifton Chenier'i Vary Best/Clifton Chenier

-..«-.- List $5.98

Sole $3 59
BTS-BBl S-OR0E«_Z2!

All Day Thumb tucker/Various

bti 2000-1WV List .$1.98

BTS8702—ONOm Sole $1.49

Coming Home/Chicago Blue Stars

t^,„ List $5.98

Alagrle/Bossa Rio

RTg.if»-n«>rB Sele _$3.S9_

8TS-17—INV.
List $5.98

BTSBB17-OROEN Sole $3.59

Buddy And The Jrt./Buddy Guy

Lilt $5.98
irs-ao—iev.

BTS SB20 ORDER $ele $3.S9

Venus In Cancer Robbie Basbo

bts,q-,nv. List $5.98

A Beard Of Stara/Tyrannosaurus Rex

List $5.98

BTS 8B10—ORDER Sole $3.59

BTS-IB—INV..

BTS 8818- ORDERjf:
Sole $3.59

A Bad Donato DonateK m-ii-.li>. Utt $5.98

BTS 8871 ORDER
Sole $3.39

Weed Describes
Basic Witchcraft

By KERRY KELLEY
and ELAINE JOHNSON Staff Reporters

The speaker stood silhouetted by the eerie light in the darkened dor-
mitory basement A crystal amulet swung slowly from a thin chain which
he held in his hand. He was explaining the mysterious and misunderstood
profession of witchcraft.

This is the atmosphci e that Larry Weed sets at his talks that have been
Riven this past week in two dorms on campus. He explains the basics of
witchcraft, from the degrees a prospective witch earns to the different
types of witchcraft practiced today.

Mr. Weed explained the three

"Things That Go Bump In The Night"

UMass Gets Halloween Spirit

predominant forms of witchcraft

as being white, black, and prac-

tices of the black arts. The latter,

he warned, are the most dangerous
group, as they still practice
canibalism and are extremely
violent towards disbelievers.

The Black Mass, a particularly

bloody ceremony, is performed by
these Satan Worshippers. It

usually consists of twelve people,

and if a thirteenth person is

present, it's the Devil.

Witches, Mr. Weed said, are

MDC Movie Review

basically the same as everyone

else . . . they just believe dif-

ferently. Most witches are either

black or white, and are fortunately

not concerned with the blood-

sacrifices connected with the

Black Arts.

Mr. Weed warned against wit-

ches who advertise their magical
talents to earn money. The vast

majority of these, he said, are

fakes out to prey on the ignorant.

( )ne of the basic characteristics of

being a witch is that you deny it at

all times.

Ghoulash Falls Flat
By SHARON MILKS
Mall Reviewer

\t . in p 111 last night in Maliar Auditorium the lights went out and
somebody gave a taint put on scream. And that was the high point of the

Honor flicks Kponsored by the Maroon Keys (and Maroon should be

Hie color ol their laces alter that one*

Somehow Boris Karloff is not as spooky a Frankenstein or Mummy
when his lilni is edited into a live minute flick - in fact, he's no more
Jioulish Iliad flash (iordon.

The horror ol it all was paying .">() cents to see four five-minute segments

ol Frankenstein and his reluctant Bride, A Mummy tor so the title said),

I Macula and Abbott & Costello. and an unshaven Lycanthrope

werewoll i, ol course, if you went to see Bugs Bunny and The (Beep

Keep' Koadrunner, you maybe got your money's worth.

Looking Forward To 72:

The Soft Shoe Derby
WASHINGTON <AP> Every

day, at 8 a.m.. Donald E. Nicoll

strides off an elevator onto the 10th

floor of a downdown office

building, juts right and then left,

and disappears for 12 hours behind

the door of suite 1004. busiest back

room in American politics.

While Edmund Sixtus Muskie
busies himself up north stumping
for re-election, it is Nicoll's

singular, ongoing task to put the

junior senator from Maine in the

White House.

Not that the cheerful, bearded

Nicoll runs the only encampment
of its kind. On Maryland Ave. is

the newly established "other of-

fice" of Sen. George S McGovern.

And while aides to coy, cautious

and available Sen. Birch Bayh

refuse to say whether he has one,

they note that "Were not hurting

for space." Which means he has

one. or will have.

Such are the shadowy, quasi-

anonymous outcroppings of the

men who have emerged from the

1970 off yer campaign trail with

enough public encouragement and

political lOW's to commit them-

selves, at least privately to the

quest for the Democratic Party's

vacancy at the top.

Manv other names get dropped

in fanciful conversation over

prospects for a White House tur-

nover in H)72 Names such as

Lindsay, Humphrey, Mondale,

Jackson. Clark." Shriver. Mc-

Carthy And. of course. Ted

Kennedy, the cinch nominee until

he drove off a bridge.

But so far only four men come

close to having accomplished the

self persuasion and crucial early

footwork that marked the bids of

Kennedy and Nixon. They are

Muskie. McGovern. Bayh and

hustling Sen. Harold Hughes of

Iowa.

Each looks to the primaries

more than a year away as the most
important test of all, shirking

notions of masterminding any sort

of last minute coup at the con-

vention.

by LINDA A. BALICKI
staff Reporter

Attention all ghosts, witches and
goblins! The Halloween season at

t .Mass is in lull swing with lots of

ghoulish fun in store tor ghostly

spirits hard) enough to brave
them
The season was given alively

send off at a Halloween party held
last night for school children and
their parents in the Com-
monwealth Room About 50
children attended the party
sponsored by members of
education department
The spirits generated at that fest

will be continued throughout the

weekend as various groups and
organizations hold masquerades,
seances, horror movies and other
activities designed to raise ghostly

spirits.

Primary among these events and
certain to be among the most
ghastly and (unfilled will lie

Orchard Hill Halloween Party.
Designed to provide a variety of

witch like tun the party, sponsored
by the Apple Corps will feature a

Costume Ball complete with
prizes, a speaker on Witchcraft
and a horror Hick. The highlight of

Saturday's program will be a
horror tunnel running between
Field and Grayson. The tunnel will

be filled with errie lighting effects

and music designed to horrify even
the heartiest soul.

Other organizations will be using
the Halloween season as the op-

portunity to conduct campaigns for

charitable causes. These include
l v IV K f which conducted its

annual canvassing campaign on

i •anipus l.isl night The group will

i out nine its canvass tonight and
loinoii ou \lso being conducted is

a i auij>aign to raise money for the

>.idnc\ liiml through (he sale of

iI.iIIouccm i aml>

( Nn of the most unusal offerings

this weekend will be sponsored by
Free University. The Retinal
Circus, a group of media artists

who work with lightshows , media
exhibits and their own version of

"kidnap" theater will present
"Sensory Overload" tonight in the

OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT

at

SIGMA ALPHA MU
with the live sounds of

GENISIS

The Campus Center Cafeteria

will be closed on weekends

beginning October 31. The
< .impus Center Coffee Shop and

Hatch hours will remain the

same. Weekend specials will be

served from 11:30 a.m. to t>:30

p.m. in the Hatch.

UNPRECEDENTED!
Ingmar Bergman
WINNER OF TWO SUCCESSIVE ACADEMY AWARDS

("Best Foreign Picture of the Year

)

1961 THE VIRGIN SPRING
1962 THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY

MWMfUrj

THROUGH
A OLA4S

MHttT

SUNDAY, NOV. 1

7:00 & 9:00
SU BALLROOM
Admission 50c

These an- two ol the lill\ children who attended last night's

Halloween Party held in the ( ommonweallh Boom as pari ol this

weekend's activities which will include parties, seances, talks on

witchcraft and a horror tunnel designed to please and frighten.

(MIM I'huto by David Bernstein)

Campus Center Auditoriuum The pumpkins and local media freaks

night's offerings will include and musicians as well as "Hot
music, lights, films, slides. Stuff".

SEE

The American Tnbai- Love Rock Musical
'252 TREMONT ST

BOSTON. MASS 02116

HA6 5827

i nt? Mtiicr iCd'i i"Udi-LUvc ni

11 THEATRE

SUNDAY
AT
THE
TOP

BRUNCH 11:00 • 2:00

BUFFET 4:00 - 7:00

"ALL YOU CAN EAT"

Children under 12

Children under 5

COCKTAIL LOUNGE open from 1:00 - 10.00
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RAFI Formed To Project

Israeli Image On Campus
by JOYCE KACOYANIS

staff Reporter
KAKI, Regional Alliance for

Israel, was recently formed by

several students to combat alleged

false images of Israel and Zionism.

KAFI president. James
Michaelson commented to The
< '"Meyiaii. 'The Kogional Alliance

for Israel was citatum to provide

mi honest and just understanding

the Middle East conflict."

Me explained that KAFI was
founded on the beliefs thai:

( 1 ) Israel, as the expression of

the Jewish People's right to

national self-determination, must

be allowed to exist.

(2i All peoples of the world have
a right to self-determination and
freedom from oppression.

(SI Progressive Zionism is the

movement of national liberation of

the Jewish people from
assimilation, marginality. and
oppression to a revitalized com-
munal and cultural life and
especially, control of its national

destiny.

"As human beings we abhor the

various acts of terrorism per-

petrated by the so-called

"fedayeen" upon the Israeli and
Palestinian peoples. We also

Student Panel To Interview

Health Services Applicants
Last year under the sponsorship of the Student Health & Welfare

Council, a student panel was formed to interview candidates for positions

on the professional staff of the University Health Services.

Students participate in informal discussions with the applicants in

order to estimate non professional qualifications, such as ability to

communicate with students and understanding of problems pertinent to

college students

This is an opportunity for students to have a direct voice in the selection

of the professionals appointed to serve their health needs. This panel has

continued to function, but additional members are needed.

\n\ student who wishes to be included on this Interview Panel should

send his or her name, address, phone number and class schedule to Jane

/.ipka at the Health Services

condemn the destructive role

played by outside powers in the

Middle Fast and reject any form of

imposed outside solution,"

Michaelson continued.

RAFI's activities. Michaelson

explained, will be chiefly

educational, but many of its ac-

tivities will take place outside of

classrooms and lecture halls

The next meeting will be on

Sunday, November t, at 8:00 p.m.

in the' Campus Center. RAFI ex-

tends membership to all un-

dergraduates.

. Michaelson also added that in-

cluded in the groups activities are

speakers, information tables,

cultural activites, demonstrations,

and correspondences.

The Student Mobilization

Committee welcomes all to help

with the making of signs and

banners tor the Saturday Oct. 31

Peace demonstration on the

Amherst Common. We will

begin a 9 a.m. today in the Mobe
office (Plvmouth Room S.U.)

Join Us!

From long to longest

/
No matter how long or how

short your eyelashes are, they

can only improve with Maybelline

Ultra Lash Mascara. Because Ultra

Lash lengthens and thickens each

lash with every stroke. It works

with a special formula hidden deep

inside the brush that comes out

only when it strokes your lash.

Ultra Lash darkens and

curls lashes. Separates them, too.

No matting. No messy fibers.

So why settle for long when you
can have long, longer . . . longest

lashes with Ultra Lash Mascara

from Maybelline.

The finest in eye / make-up, yet sensibly priced.
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Dr. Hodges Glenn Chosen

Keystone cops? No. just the residents of Wheeler House en jo\ ing a

little co-ed living. One small puppy was the cause of the water fight

and shaving cream melee that rocked the dormitoi \ Sunday night.

(Mix photo i>\ Gary Alpaagh)

Indians To Present

Music, Drama, Dance
iiu' India Association will present India Night, a cultural program of

music, dance and drama in the Campus ('enter Auditorium. Sunday

evening November I at Too p.m

Indian music will be performed <>n Indian instruments, with an ad
ditional demonstration on Western instruments Also m the program will

Uc skits entitled 'A Western Boy m India" and "An Indian I'.oy in the

t s i-nr Indian refreshments art' included in the si <hi admission

charge
to the lite oi the University, its

members are interested sharing
their \ lew son contemporary topics

and on the sociol cultural aspects
ol Indian lite with interested
groups and indivisuals

Supported by the Student Senate
through the oil ice ol International

Programs, the Indian Association
has obtained an Indian musical
instrument, the Harmonium, it

uas purchased in India by an In

dian student on behall ol the

\ssociation and brought to IMass
tor use m cultural evetltS Persons
coming Io India Night will see and
hear this recent mi|)ort

India Night is onl\ one ol a

number ol events organized by the

India Association It also presents

debates, exhibitions ot Indian

movies, and special celebrations

on independence and Republic

Days
open to all interested students.

faculty and stall ol any nationality,

including I S . the India

\ssociation has over 100 members
There arc some ti() Indian

students enrolled at UMass. the

largest number Irom any foreign

country except the Republic of

China.

The India Association adds a

significant international dimension

AP0 Awards Tickets

In Homecoming Raffle
\ Homecoming ticket raffle sponsored by the UMaSS chapter of Alpha

Phi Imcga. national men's service fraternity, was concluded last night

the winning ticket was drawn from a barrel containing 2000 stubs.

Winner. Ilonnic Krazer. will receive two sets of tickets to each

Homecoming event.

Proceeds ol I he raffle will he donated to "Git Go." an organization ot

l Mass students and faculty who want to offer alternative environments
lo ,'. :: and '.i year old children living in the Riverview housing project in

Springfield

The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega wish to thank all those who par
licipated in the raffle

NO TRICKS!

LOTS OF TREATS!

as the

Endless Knights
present

the magic of

DIVEL
the golden tones of

MISS DOROTHY DANDUM
and the sounds of

Folk, Jazz, Blues, Rock
with EGOR on Bass

9 - 12 Fri. and Sat. Nights
(No Tricks!)

New CCEBS Head Named
UMass has announced the ap-

pointment of Dr. Hodges Glenn as
director of the CCEBS special
educational opportunities
program
The announcement was made by

Dr. R.W. Bromery, special
assistant to the chancellor for

student affairs and president of the
CCEBS committee.
The committee for the Collegiate
Education i of Black Students,
(CCEBS), is a faculty-
administration group that founded
the CCEBS special educational
opportunities program three years
ago and still continues to formulate
operations policy for the CCEBS
program and its director, Dr.

Glenn.

Dr. Glenn holds a concurrent
appointment as assistant professor

Of education He comes to I 'Mass
from Pennsylvania State

University where he was an
assistant director of admissions for

the university's Educational
opportunity Program He also

served as an admissions counselor
and coordinator of a recruitment

program for the disadvantaged at

Pennsylvania State's io colleges

and 20 campuses
Dr. Glenn is a graduate of

Florida A and M. University. He
holds master's degrees from
Florida A and M. and Penn-
sylvania State Universities and a

Doctor of Education degree from
Pennsylvania State. His research

area is in the field of specialized

educational problems of disad-

vantaged students.

Dr. Glenn's first concern in

trying to operate the program
under what he calls a "critical"

financial situation. The CCEBS
program is supported by state,

foundation, federal, student

government and other funds.

Drastic cuts in the CCEBS budget

request by the Governor's office

and the General Court have
produced a program deficit ol

approximately $450,000 for this

academic year. The CCEBS
committee is currently exploring

several private and federal

sources in order to raise funds to

cover this deficit.

It's a squeeze all around,"

according to the CCEBS director.

Were hoping we can at least

finish out this year and fund the

current student program " The
program now totals approximately

:>2o freshmen, sophomores, juniors

and seniors

Another of the new director's

concerns is helping CCEBS
students who are having serious

social adjustment problems He
has added a student affairs

component to help students evolve

a more relevant cultural and social

environment on the Amherst
campus. "This will help reduce the

black students feeling of alienation

in this large, predominantly white

university campus," he explained.

In the academic area, a liaison

person has been designated in each

of the University's schools and

colleges to work with CCEBS
students, and a continuing

monitoring system has been

established for the tutoring

program. Tutors consist of 60

UMass graduate students who
teach half-time in the program.

From nine to midnight every Fri. & Sat. Nite

Dancing and entertainment in the

Top of the Campus Club Cocktail Lounge

Music by the Novae

DR. IIODGKS GLENN has been appointed the new director of the

Collegiate Education Program of Black Students (CCEBS) special

educational opportunities program.

OPENING

October 31, 1970

School of

Psychographicology

FREE LECTURE
by

MAZURY O'CONNELL
Originator of the Study

HOTEL NORTHAMPTON Time: 7:30 p m.

Now Showing
Evenings

7:15 and 9:10

- fWMKxmt Returns PMsiNis HENRY MILLERS

TropicOfCancer
RIPTORN wviomuir philmm mm bwstyn jaws cauaman laumncc ugmws ,C£*<£r?.SSB5U
"Cm*JOSEPH STRICK &.«**.», Joseph struck «*BEm botley caw a parahounj «tu«

SlJ"'"f
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Question Five

Two referenda on the Massachusetts hallot are going to have nation

with- impart. One. Question :;. would lower the voting age to 19. The oilier.

Question i. is the Vietnam Referendum which gives the voter three op-

tions to Mite his opinion on the war,.
Question :', should he voted yes. Simply, the voting age should be

low ercd. And really, it should he an obvious question.

Question ."• gives three options. Option A reads win a military victory:

Option II, withdraw our forces in accordance with a planned schedule:

anil C. withdraw all our forces immediately.

I he Vietnam war is an abomination, an insult to the sensibilities of tin

\iiici ican people. It has lasted too long, has killed too many people, has

ruined our economy, has destroyed the country of Vietnam and has

divided the nation to a dangerously polerized crisis point. It must not go

on anymore.

Vole (mi Question ."> to withdraw all U.S. forces from Vietnam now .

Letter To The Editor
I ,i:iTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typewritten, double spaced, at

sixty spaces, and must carry the writer's signature, address, and

(Heptane number tall of which will be withheld upon request).

Hocause I here is limited space on the editorial pages, we must stress

lhal letters are limited to one page in length. Deadline for letter

submission is live p.m. on the day prior to intended publication.

I .et uts w huh arc not typewritten cannot be printed. Please do not use

pseudonyms The editors reserve the right to edit all letters. Letters

w huh .ue libelous will either be edited accordingly or not printed. We
auk your cooperation m this matter, as it is most difficult to handle

without your cooperation. Peace.

Mark Silverman

For Whom The Polls Toll

Undergraduate newspaper of the University o» Massachusetts. The Staff is responsible tor its

content and no faculty members or administration read it for accuracy or approval prior to

publication

Unsigned editorial represent the views of this paper, decided upon by a majority vote of the

editorial board They donot necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student

body as a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews, and letters represent the personal views of

the writers

Callahan For D.A.

l.mal elections have the had habit of always being won by the in-

cumbent. It seems that people won't take the trouble of voting in a change

became it's so easy to pull the same lever every year.

The trouble is that a responsive and hard-working local public servant

tan have a much greater effect on the people than statewide candidates

who gel most ol the publicity.

So it has been with the local District Attorney office. Republicans have

held the post since the office was created. There has never been a

Democratic District Attorney for this district. And Republicans have got

complacent in a job that can greatly influence community-police

relations

This year a Democratic candidate. John Callahan has run a strong

campaign to upset this history of Republican D. A.'s And Callahan should

have the support of the voters of the Amherst area.

Callahan is a young, eminently qualified candidate for the position, and

has proposed sev eral progressive measures for his office that could be of

great influence in this community. One such proposal is to have the

District Attorney s office be available to local police 24 hours a day for

any question police might have. This would help eliminate incidents of

false arrest, unlawful seizure, etc. that have plagued the area.

Callahan's opponent, incumbent Oscar Griff, has not been a notable

perlormer during his two years of office. He has displayed the tired

unleadership that his Republican predecessors have displayed.

The District Attorney's race is a race that all local voters will have

definite elicit upon, and more importantly, will be definitely effected by.

Hie election of John Callahan to District Attorney would be a favorable

outcome lor all area voters.

Miss Wilcox told us not to bother any of the

politicians who were passing out buttons and hum
perstickers in the parking lot as we came in from
recess. But I went over to this big fat lady anyway and
came away wearing an Adlai Stevenson button on my
shirt. Miss Wilcox took thebuttonaway from meand I

had tostay after school for 20 minutes; I cried.

Elections were bad even in 1956, but at least at age

six no one pressured you about being political, about

working within the system, about helping the

Democratic system survive by voting for a handfull of

candidates who you barely know and never the less

loathe.

It's drummed into your head from the time you can

read. Vote; you duty as a citizen; vote; save the

world; vote: you're an incomplete citizen if you don't

The League of Women Voters, the DAK. the

Young Republicans, the Young Democrats all shout

the stupid cry. You're not patriotic if you don't vote.

This is ludicrous. It makes no sense to urge people to

vote for candidates they dislike, for candidates in

whom they don't believe, for candidates they don't

know. It is insulting to be told for all of your life that

for one to live under "American liberty" one must

exercise his "duty to vote."

Tell a Panther that he must vote for a rich White

man to insure his own liberty. Tell a student he must
vote to preserve a political system he has come to

hate. Tell an unemployed man with six children that

he must vote to insure that his stake in the American
Dream will remain safe.

When the every other year public conscience

watchers argue that everyone must vote to preserve

the American system they mean exactly what they

say. The system they speak of is the system of Nixon

and of Agnew and of Mitchell and of Laird. It is the

system that depends on a "silent majority" of misled

and uninformed to perpetuate a government of cold

men, men who put themselves above the people they

are supposed to represent.

So vote. Vote for the candidates you don't really

like, for the candidates you don't know, for the can-

didates who are the "lesser of two evils." Do this and
agree to let the Nixons and the Agnews and the Mit-

chells a nd t he La irds do what ever they wish.

Vote and forfeit your right to complain about the
country, help to perpetuate a Government you dislike

by voting for its politicians.

Student's Union
Last week a meeting was held to find out how many

students were interested in a student employees
union Ten people showed up. This was due to either

lack of notice or interest This turnout is much to

small, as fifty per cent of an employing unit is

required for a quorum. Other factors which seemed to

keep students from attending were

1

.

tear of retribution on a part ol employ ers

2. preconcieved notions of unions
::. feeling of futility in respect to unionizing

i. in the feelingthat everything is all-right

Everything is not all-right!

There are wage differences where there shouldn't
be. people can be fired with no cause given, employer-
employee relations are based on an all power to bosses
no power tt> employees situation . and pay checks are
distributed every two weeks, maybe. Will the union
solve any ol these problems 9

Any of these problems are open to contractual
agreements This does not mean highly rigid con-
tracts as the agreements are relative to the special
needs of the employees. There are many areas in

which I he needs of student employees different from
other workers while some areas are the same. Part-
time student employees should not be paid less than
fulltime employees lor the same work. This allows
ma nagement to hire less fulltime workers and operate

on higher profits Vet this does not mean that

students should have the rigid time schedules that

fulltime employees have because in this respect

students are in a different situation. This type ol union
activity does not leave one open to the wims of your

boss. The state law of Mass. states expressly that no
one may be fired or discriminated against for union

organizing To be fired while organizing one has to l>e

found quilty not the accused of) of gross misconduct
or a lelonly According to the law one may also bring

suit against an employer who results to harassments
or threats as adeterrent

We have l>oen m counsultation with a lawyer for

sometime on this issue and as plans progressed I was
hit by one very strong realization. Students are not

children' The university is not an incubator, yet this is

used as a rationalization for a plan of inaction. People,

students, have to live and their status as students

should not interfere with this process. Does it matter
if you're twenty, thirty, or fifty when survival is in

question. Yes. even students have the right to be
human beings

A meeting to discuss these issues will be held at six

p.m. tonight Thursday) in the counsil chambers of

the student union.

Barry Rard
John Barbaro

Larry Trillo

Gossip Column
ooooooo... After hallucinations

become legal, we'll have to rewrite

the history books and make it quite

clear how we introduced the In-

dians to poyote....the latest con-

stellation-newspaper boats or-

biting in the gutters of the night

sky ....Jackie Onassis is respon-

sible for the Tate murders. She

convinced Charlie Manson by

telstar telepathy that Tate had to

be rubbed out. Jackie had looked

into the new crystal ball Aristotle

gave her lor Christmas, and found
she no longer was the fairest of

them all...comic strips in a nudist

colony... so what else is

nude' . Casper the gay ghost has
hot sheets for Dennis the
Menace inside picture: most

,„AND GIVE US

THIS P*Y oo<2-

PfVtLJV BKE^V,

\MITH CA.L.CIUM

P(vLoP£lC>NAfTE

A pdeo TO
££VhdP Sft>itA6e,.

_y|evXA^>
6>nio

frequent question asked ;studs.;

applying for civil service jobs is:'

Would you fuck Little Lulu"7
.... Last

night Charlton Heston flattened

Don Knotts in a crowded bar in

Tampa. Florida. When asked why
he did it. Heston said "The guy
was bowing to a false idol over ?

martini. One must not bring his

Emmy inside the house ol

God!" well. Broadway Joe got

into hot water again, this time at

the Chastity Ball. Joe, nursing an
injury and out of action, was
shooting his mouth off in-

discriminately. After being ejected

Joe said that one of these days he
was gonna quit the scene...Jimmy
Kumjian the beat poet is nowhere
to be found... Nicholas Katzenbach
(remember him?) is alive and
fairly well. His chicken soup cooled
off and his mother can't reheat
it... Nan and Belina--what drugs
are you taking?. ...Latest campus
pornography -there's a rumor
going around that Richard Nixon
will visit UMass. Don't believe it.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. Nixon wouldn't waste his

time down here building his image,
though reliable sources say he
might spend a night at the Village

Inn . .aaaaaah.

Freedom I

And the infant of a thousand years

cries out for help

Like a train speeding so quickly

Vou miss the scenery,

Vet know it's there

The sun reflects off the window

blinding you at times

\nd you're cut off from the outside

by the pane.

But you leel the train will reach

a destination:

You don't know where.

Vou sit for a while wondering,

shuffle restlessly in your seat

and decide on really nothing.

The pain of sitting for so long

hurts and makes the ride

uncomfortable.

But when you try to get up

you're pushed back by the inertia.

Time to open the window and

jump to freedom.

The destination was death,

not life.

Freedom 1

Lee Bishoff

NEO OZYMANDIAS RETURN*

Stanley S. Wiater

PHOTO

Rik Santaguida

LAYOUT

Richard Mulvey

Neo Ozymandias Returns

I once met a survivor

From a now nonexistent land.

Whose words were: Across the horizon

There stands the ruins of a country

That was at one time grand.

Countless are the wreckages

That may be found

For every known institution

Has been leveled to the ground.

Of any civilization small evidence

Has come to appear:

tor only wind swept wastes

\re to be found there.

Yet words scribbled on a wall

Perhaps tell it all:

"America-united we stand

And divided we fall."

Nothing else remains.

And this survivor told me

Not one person cares.

For it has been said that if

You live like hell,

You only get there faster.

And even a country cannot escape

Forever the wrath of God;

Or so he told me.

However, he seemed mad

So I did not argue with him

And left.
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New Hospital Key To UMass Medical School

WORCESTER - Massachusetts

finally has its own state medical

school, temporarily housed here in

a half-remodeled tobacco

warehouse cluttered with

blueprints and swarming with

more construction workers and

faculty than students. But what
kind of school will it be?

The quality of the UMass
Medical School, like that of 19 other

new and developing medical
schools across the nation, rests

with Washington. And there the

omens are not good.

Despite the Administration's
insistence that the doctor shortage

must be wiped out before the

nation embarks on a national

health program, it could hardly be

credited with going all out to help

establish these 20 expensive but

vital new schools

Meanwhile, a dozen other states

managed to launch new medical

schools, including neighboring
Connecticut. While all of them are

weathering stormy fiscal seas, the

Massachusetts school may be the

one most gravely harmed by

temporizing at a time when
Vietnam was ransacking the

Federal budget and construction

costs were escalating 12 percent

per year.

Just how does money translate

into quality medical education? At

stake in this case is not the con-

struction of the $61 million medical
school itself - that is assured by
prior committments of state and
Federal funds - but the $64 million

teaching hospital, which depends
on an already-approved but un-

funded $16.5 million Federal grant.

I Release of the state's share is

contingent on Federal funding).

! I I

Example: although $210 million

in grants for medical education

projects has been approved by the

Dept. of Health. Education and

Welfare, the Administration has

budgeted only $90 million for this

purpose. This works out to a mere
$4.5 million for each new school,

not even considering the expansion

plans of virtually every existing

institution.

But there is no such thing as

medical education on a shoestring.

The currently projected cost of the

finished UMass school is a

sobering illustration: $135 million

However. Washington doesn't

seem entirely to blame for the

school's present predicament,

which could result in the ending of

20-year hopes for a first class

medical school with its own
teaching hospital.

Informed observers agree that if

state politicians, special com-
missions, university trustees,

medical educators and governors

had not collectively bungled
countless opportunities for federal

funds since the school was
authorized in 1962, it would now be

established and well on its way to

graduating some sorely needed

doctors

The record since the school's

beginnings contains years of public

debate on whether more doctors

were needed at all, where to put the

school, who should design it, who
should be dean, even how much to

pay him. While such matters were

consuming newsprint and time, the

price tag of the medical center

zoomed from $2.5 million in 1952 to

$124 million in 1969. when

Gov. Sargent, in the throes of a so-

called taxpayers' revolt, narrowly

missed deciding to abort the whole

project.

\ university teaching hospital,

with its laboratories, surgical
amphitheaters and specialized

equipment, interns and residents,

academic atmosphere and flow of

referral patients from other
hospitals, is vital to the education
of up-to-date physicians or

surgeons.

"It's the primary teaching
resource." says Dr. Lamar
Soutter. the indefatigable dean of

the school who has fought for its

survival since he was appointed in

1963

Adds the associate dean for

academic affairs. Dr. Richard H.

Saunders Jr "A teaching hospital

is essential to the kind of program
we're planning here. Without it,

we'd be a different kind of in-

stitution, lacking a great deal of

the quality and polish that we
aspire to

."

Dr. Richard A. McDonald,
chairman of the school's pathology

department, is more blunt. "If the

hospital isn't built. I'll have to

reevaluate my position here.''

admits the pipe-smoking
pathologist •There would be a

danger of its becoming a second-

class type of place."

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COIMfMMYSROP

246 KING ST. (RTE5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

WORCESTER IN IK70-This was the way the I niversitys Medical School sight looked a hundred

\ ears ago. Funds for the schools hospital are needed to complete the project.

But uncertainty over the hospital

is already handicapping the

fledgling school. It lacks a

chairman for its department of

medicine, certainly one of the key

spots in any medical school

faculty. The top candidate for the

job has said, in effect, call me
when you hear about the hospital.

Except for a chairman of

surgery (Dr. H. Brownell Wheeler)

the school has been unable to

recruit any clinical faculty, as

opposed to basic science faculty,

and is filling this gap to some
extent with "volunteer faculty"

from the Worcester medical
community

Since the first two years of

medical school are concerned
mostly with learning basic medical

sciences anyway -- although the

school is trying to build some
patient contact into the curriculum

from the very beginning - the

current students are not likely t<>

miss a teaching hospital acutely

until their final two vears.

He was echoed by several others

on the 21 member faculty. Asked if

he would consider leaving if the

hospital were not built, Karl J.

Hittleman, associate professor oi

biochemistry who came here from
UCLA, replied:

"I would have to say yes.

There's something very exciting
about working in the total aura of a
university medical center. And I

think a teaching hospital is in-

dispensable from the students'

point of view too."

The proposed hospital would be
ready for at least partial use by
1973. and the school plans on
jumping the class size from 16 to

100 in 1974.

The possibility of building strong

affiliations with the four local

community hospitals (Worcester
City, Memorial, Hahnemann and
St. Vincent's) and doing without a
university hospital is a poor
alternative, but it may be the only

one if the money is withheld.

Among the problems:

- The primary committment of a
community hospital is to the

private doctors who practice there

and their patients, not to the

University's objective of turning

out top-quality doctors and con-

tributing to medical science.

This basic fact has implications

for everything from the school's

freedom to plan its hospital-based

programs to the likely conflicts

between the school and local

professionals unaccustomed to the

presence of interns and residents

and fearful that some of their beds
will be usurped for teaching
purposes.

- The difficulty, already en-

countered, of recruiting good
clinical faculty to work in com-
munity hospitals Such top-notch

faculty members are attracted by
the opportunity to teach, do some
research, practice some medicine
and associate with academic-
minded colleagues It might be
some time before I'Mass could
otter such opportunities in an
existing Worcester hospital.

Community hospitals draw only

from the local population, while the

proposed university hospital
planned for the school's 128-acre

site would draw only the most
difficult patients from all of

western Massachusetts and parts

of surrounding states. Access to

this type of patient is vital to both
the teaching and research func-

tions of the school.

ficulties likely to beset the in-

stitution unless a miracle happens
in Washington But the surprising

thing is, nobody seems to be
depressed about it.

In fact, if any school can over-

come overwhelming problems by
dint of sheer enthusiasm, UMass
Medical certainly will. Most of this

feeling derives from being unen-
cumbered by the hoary traditions

weighing on most medical schools.

"We're not bound by 'the way
things have always been." said H.
Maurice Goodman, who left

Harvard Medical School's faculty

to become chairman of I Mass
Medical's physiology Department
student Leonard M Finn of
Newton, a Tufts graduate looking
lorward to the school's lour year
community medicine program
agrees:

"There's IK) inertia here to be
lighting, as in institutions where
the course has been laid out for five

years in advance. And the faculty
is very eager to try new things We
don't have to push them."

All the 16 students thrive on a
faculty-student ratio that works
out to 1.31 to I. Richard V.

Aghababian, a student from
Newton who attended Harvard
College, reports that his friends at
Harvard Medical School envy his
small classes.

The school would be hampered in

its hopes to develop innovative
programs for paramedical per-

sonnel without a hospital-
laboratory of its own.

Everybody at the new school is

aware of these and other dif-

India Association presents . . .

INDIA NITE
A CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT

filled with

Exotic Dances — Instrumental and Vocal Music

At Campus Center Auditorium

dote: Sunday, Nov. I, 1970 Hme: 7 p.m
Admission: $1.00 (refreshments)

for reservations contact 665-3685

The infectious mood of bouyancy
around the school largely reflects
its intimacy combined with a
pioneer spirit. "They're all a great
group, very close," said Mayre B.
Coulter, a vivacious woman whose
official title is registrar and whose
duties range to mother-confessor
and house painter.

"We're all joined in a common
mess."

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Buffy Comes Home

Homecoming 70: Rock, Folk, Satire

TRAFFIC, the magical musical

union of Steve VVmwood. Jim
Capaldi. and Chris Wood, is back

and will be appearing at I'Mass

Saturday. November H in the

Saturday night Homecoming
concert They will be "getting it

together" in the Cage at ti:io and

hi in p.m Tickets for tin- concert

are S I 75 and «o on sale Monday at

the student Union ticket office.

Ii-iil Ik-

David Krve

Is Nixon coming to UMass? Is LBJ coming to UMass'' No, David Frye

is coming to UMass November 14, and make no mistake about that.

Today, the name David Frye is synonomous with political caricature

and mimicry He is one of the most in demand comedians in the nation

and there is hardly a video variety show or late night panel program that

has not had him as a guest.

I.tillv S;ihiir-\lari«'

Huffy Sainte Marie's songs haw been performed by the ureal names in

pop. rock, folk, country, jazz, and even symphonic music Her concerts
have been described as "splendid and somehow mysterious." Huffy
herself is a |>etite suit, and pretty tfirl who has been given the title

"ambassador of peace and strength."

Horn and raised in New Filmland. Huffy Sainte Marie graduated from
I Mass a philosophy major and beatnik." Her homemade, shockingly
truthful songs were performed in an area coffee house and later in New
York City before recording and appearance offers started her
professional singing career.
.says Huffy. "1 don! write for any reason except that there's a song in

my mind. I don'l know where songs come from, but they end up in my
dreams and at my fingertips like stray dogs and wild blueberries. They
appear naked on my lips like kisses and that's the feeling with which I

otter them to you
"

Huffy Sainte-Maric will be performing in the Saturday night concerts of

Homecoming weekend Tickets go on sale Monday.

His fame further increased
recently with the release of

Elektra Records' "I Am The
President," an album containing

original sketches of Frye per-

forming as the President, Vice
President, Humphrey, Johnson,
David Susskind. Henry Fonda, and
others.

David Frye will be appearing
with Buffy Sainte-Marie and
Traffic in two shows, 6: 30 and 10:30

p.m. Saturday night of

Homecoming weekend. Tickets
are $3.75 and go on sale Monday.

+ wor.nnii

WHAT IS REALITY?

Free University presents SENSORY OVERLOAD with

retinal circus/roadarte media and music. You can't

lose what you feel FRIDAY NIGHT in the Hitler Memo

rial Auditorium — Campus Center.

FREE

* REALITY is not things (dead matter, heavy stuff) in

simple location, reality is energy, instinct.

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

XEROX
XEROX copies now available at Campus Center

Printing Shop - opposite the Coffee Shop.

Rates per original - 54 for the first 4 copies,

24 for each additional copy.

Other services include: Copy setting

Mimeograph

Ditto

Embosograf

Lineoscribe

Art Work

Stencils
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Fine Arts Calendar
The Weekend . . .

I i:il>\Y. IMTOHKH 38

R mo j) in \i\ Darling Clementine
with -loim Kurd, At Science Lee
lure I. Ainlu'tst College

H on p m International Folk
Dancing. At Davis Center, Smith
< olli ^e

II, 'too and 10:45 Brides ol

Di.uul.i. I'smIio, Brides of

l>r;ittil;i. Hampden Dining Com-
mons, Southwest TSf

s\ll KDAY. OC TOBKB 31

;; iMi p.m. - 2:00 D.m. Orchard Hill

Apple Corps Halloween urogram.

Webster. Field, and Grayson
Houses For schedule, see

yesterday's MDC
10:00 p in CCEBS Halloween

Party. Berkshire Clubroom.

Stmt Invest

7:30 pin and 9:30 p.m Lola

Montes with Peter Ustinov, Sage

Hall. Smith College

B:O0 and 10:00 p.m Laurel and

Hardy Night, Science Lecture 1.

Amherst College. 75c

Wilder Comic Saga
To Satirize Men
Tim McDonough. a graduate student at I 'Mass. has the lead role of

George Antrohus in .Mount Holyoke College's revival of the American
i lassie. The skin oi Our Teeth.

The play, directed by Jim Cavanaugh. is running November ti. 7, U and
12. 13, 14, 15 at the Laboratory Theatre at Mount Holvoke College.

In fhf Skin oi Our Teeth. Thornton Wilder, author of Our Town,

examines mankinds progress man expressionistic. satiric saga of that

^ood old American family, the Ceorge Antrobuses. and their sexy maid

Sabilta. caught in the Ice Age, the Flood, an Atlantic City bathing beauty

contest and the next I

"
I war. The play mixes elements of great comedy

CLASS OF 1973

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES FOR

CLASS OFFICE

Come to the Open Class Forum

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1970

at

8:15 in Mahar Auditorium

til NOW. NOVEMBEH I

7 mi and it (K) p.m. Throogk \ (dass

Darkly by Ingrid Bergman.
Student I'tinon.

I p in. Faculty Recital' Dwight

IVlt/er. piano. Bowker

... And These

Continuing Movies . .

Tropic ol Caneer with Kip lorn.

Amherst Cinema Cheapy bleepy

Soldier Itlue with Candice Bergen.

Campus Cinema, (lory, bloody

The I5al>> Maker with Barbara
Hershey Campus Cinema.
Pregnant
l aUh-'J with Alan Aikin, Campus
Cinema Thought provoker
Lovers and Other Strangers.

Showcase Cinema. Ha ha.

It s \ Miid. .Mad. Mad. Mud. Mad
World. Showcase Cinema.
Conii'dv Classic

On \ Clear Da> V(»u (an See

I orever with Streisand. Montand.

Showcase Cinema Not bad. not

great, tint Streisand.

I lie Virgin and the (i\ psev by D II

Lawrence Thoroughly thoughtful.

Calvin

\irporl. Cliche. Academy.
\o announcement at press time

from The Talkie.

. . Coming Events

IlKSDW, NOVEMBER >

1:15 p in The Trial. Mahar And
73c

7::<Oand!t:50p.m Jules and Jim by

Francois Truffault Hampden
Sming Commons 50e.

WKONF.SDAV. NOVEMBER »

7 JO and 9: JO p.m Jules and Jim.

Hampden. 50c.

7 (Ml p.m GEFF series: The Love

ol Jeanne \e> . Hie Last Laugh.

Thompson 104. 73c.

NOVEMBER •">. I. and *

The Strawberry Statement. 7 JO

and 9:'M p.m Hampden SI .00.

NOVEMBER "hi

Virtuosi Di Roma Bowker
Auditorium

\o\KWBKB IMS.
Your Own Thing. Bowker
Auditorium

Z±
tijrrirjenlhe

ski and country shops.

SIXTEEN ACRES Wilbraham Road at Parker Street

HADUEY Route 9 at the Hadley Village Barn

waffle
stompers

We talk boot talk . and we re raving about these Italian crafted

hampers' Soft and flexible, padded for comfort Traction lug sole

Authentic hiking camping mountaineering boots that have taken over

the campus'

DIAL the TIMBERLINE / 16 ACRES 783 2541
for Ski Information:/ HADLEY 584SKIS

SKIS- Fischer. Kastle, Rossignol. Northland. Spalding BINDINGS- Salomon. Marker. Look. Cubco

BOOTS- Lange. Rosemount. Humamc, Reker PARKAS Alpine Designs,Tempco. Sportcaster.

Profile. Aspen RMfrS.WARM-UPS.T-NECKS & SHIRTS- Edelweiss, Aspen. Val Hughes. Alpine Designs,

Profile. Skyr APRES SKI BOOTS- Bass, Nap Qgnac, Dunhams, A&T

Fine Arts

I'ianist Dwight I'ell/er will lie featured in the ne\t Musit Depart-
iiieut I ,Hiilt\ Rental Series in Bowker \iuliloi him on Sundax
e\ mini;. Noxeiiihei 1st ;il S:iMi I'M. Hie program will iuelude works
l>\ ( h.nles Ives. Vrthur ( uslei . AIIkid Ber^.ind l>ee(ho\en.

Recital To Feature

Piano And Soprano
Dwight Peltzer. pianist, and Maria Waterman I'eltzer. soprano, will

give a joint recital Sunday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. They
will be assisted by Peter Tanner, percussion.

Mr. Peltzer is a member of the University music department faculty

Mrs. Peltzer is a music teacher in the Amherst Public School System.
He has performed with such groups as the Berlin Hochschule fuer

Musik Chamber Orchestra, the Victoria Symphony, the San Francisco
Symphony and the Vancouver Chamber Orchestra. Solo concerts have
been given at the University of Minnesota, the University of Illinois, the

San Francisco Conservatory, and UMass. He is presently the head of

piano instruction at UMass.
The recital program will consist of Charles Ives' Three Page Sonat.i

;

Gaudy Debussy's Fete (i;dantes; Alban Berg's Sex en Earl) sonjjs: and
Beethoven's Sonata No. SI in A Flat Major. Opus no." Mr Peltzer will

also perform Hhapsodality Brown for piano by Arthur Custer, a recent

work written for Mr. Peltzer which he has recorded for the Sercnus label.

The recital is open to the public without charge.

Fesano Ensemble Will Offer

Two BaroqueMusic Programs
The second of this season's Fine

Arts Council Celebrity Series will

be two concerts by the Virtuosi di

Koma under Maestro Kenato
Kasano
The concerts, scheduled for

Bowker Auditorium at K p.m.
Thursday. Nov :>and Friday, Nov.

(I, bring to the attention of Western
Massachusetts audiences one of

the world's most distinguished

ensembles devoted to baroque
repertoire.

Two entirely different programs
will be offered. On Thursday.

FRESHMEN

Remember to

VOTE
in Hie Primary Elections

NOVEMBER 3rd

for Class Officers

in Cape Code Lounge
of rhtSU.
from 9 to 5

works l)j Albtnoai, Corelli,
Paisiello M.ircelloand Vivaldi will

be heard. On Friday, the ensemble
will perform three Concetti Grossi.
< )pus ti by Corel li and the complete
lour Seasons by Antonio Vivaldi
Maestro Fasano was born in

Naples and completed his studies
at the San Pietro Conservatory of

Music lie is now the director of

the Santa Cecelia Conservatory of

Music in Home
Reserved tickets to the two

programs by the Virtuosi di Koma
are available through the
University's Pine Arts Council, 125

Herter Hall Remaining tickets

will be available at Bowker Box
Office one hour before each con
cert

HILLEL DELI SUPPER
Sunday Night, Nov. 1, 6:00 p.m., in Council Chambers, S.U. Speaker: Rabbi Alex WeisfogeJ

Topic: SOVIET JEWRY AND ITS CURRENT CRISIS Paid members 75c Others $1.50

'69 Plymouth
9 pass, wagon, V8,
Auto., PS, PB, etc.

'67 Ford

6 pass, wagon, V8,
Auto., PS

'65 Cadillac Conv. deV
f\ill pwr. & A.C.

'64 Cadillac Conv. deV
Full power - HI Mi.

'64 Chev.
2 dr., V8, Auto.

109 BEACON

GREENFIELD

Notices
ACTION LAB
Meeting of all those interested in prison

tutoring program, Monday, 7:15 PM, room
area 811 »1S, 8th floor Campus Center. New
members welcomed.

HI i (.H tH TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving Whitmore 12:45. Saturday for

the Stale School. Make some new friends.

BICYCLE CLUB
important meeting for all members,

Tuesday, November 3rd at 7:30 in room 173 171

Campus Center. All Executive Board mem
bars must attend, other member attendance

requested

CLASS OF IW4

Meet your candidates for class office at the

open class forum, Monday, November 2nd at

8:15 in Mahar.

UNDERGRAD AFFAIRS, ELEMENTARY
ED MAJORS
Teaching intern? California? Modular

credit? Teacher placement? Requirements?

Job hunting? Where there to help Monday 7:30-

830 JQA, 12th floor, receive 1/2 module of

credit for attending

HiLLEL
Oeh supper, Sunday night at 6:00 PM in

Senate Chambers, Room 423 Student Union.

Speaker: Rabbi Alex Weisfogel. Topic. Soviet

Jewry and its current crisis

On Tuesday night, November 10th, Shlomo
Carlebach will be appearing in concert in the

Student Union ballroom at 830 PM.
Friday night services in Nantucket room,

Student Union at 7 30 PM Saturday services

at 10:00 AM in Nantucket Room, speaker: Kobi
Michaeli Topic: Fourth World Liberation

Struggles.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The decoration and setting-up committees

will meet in the Newman Center Social Hall,

Saturday, 10:00 AM to prepare for the open
square dance, Saturday night.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Tonight at Davis Center, Smith College 812

PM. Teaching 8 9 PM. Beginners welcome.

NES
The bus lor Springfield will be leaving this

Saturday, Oct. 31st at 11:00 AM and returning

at 4 PM. All people interested in helping with

the Halloween Parties are welcome.

MEN'S LIBERATION
There will be an open conversation on Men's

Liberation Thursday night, November 5th at

800 PM in the Council Chambers of the

Student Union.

THE OPEN DOOR
Anyone interested in displaying some art

work, at the "Open Door," call Maril 5-0296.

Weekdays 14 PM and 7 11 PM

PSYCH 101

Discussion Section #22, Far-Eastern
Cultures, on Thursday, at 9: 05 will meet at 6:30

PM November 5th at Bartlett #205

PSYCH. 101,

SIMULATION
First meeting

SEC 94 INTERNATIONAL

Of nations 4:00 PM in

Berkshire House 310 BC'S and FC'S will be
distributed Warfare and/or peacefare will

begin shortly thereafter. Section members
asked to be there.

RAF I

There will be a general meeting on
November 1st at 8:00 PM, room 167 m the

Campus Center. All members and those in-

terested in joining are urged to attend.

RECREATION MAJORS
Therewill be a faculty student coffee hour in

the Colonial Lounge at 7:30 on November 4th.

Take a study break and come.

SIMS
SIMS All transcendental meditators group

meditation, Sunday, November 1st, Campus
Center at 8 00 PM.

UMASS SARGENT COMMITTEE
Please contact trailer for instructions

concerning Monday and Tuesday.

WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM
Women's swim team, practice on Mondays

and Thursdays. 4: 304: 00, WOPE pool We
need swimmers! Call 545 2323, if interested or

see Miss Reed in WOPE.

LOST
Purse Irom 2 East Dickinson, if found or

seen contact Debbie Ralka

Calculus book by Bers, with ruler and
notebook lost in Hampden Commons 9:15

Thursday morning. Please return desperately

needed! Call 48832

Lost Wednesday between Hotdsworth and
Student Union or Morrill a gold cross pen with

RCA insignia. Please return to Student Union
lost and found.

LOST
A white gold wrist watch, with an engraved

back. Lost last Friday morning. IF FOUND
PLEASE CONTACT Mall 6-6324.

Red spiral notebook near N tot or on campus
bus If found please call Michelle, 2564143.

Blue coat with white lining. Call Dick 546-

7651.

Men's wallet black leather lost in Eng. bldg.

Thursday, if found please call 6 9443.

FOUND
Black male cat with four white paws, has

flea collar. Contact Adele or Olga in 313

Johnson. Thanks.

PINNINGS
Christine Burchill

to John Musko '72,

Jersey.

'73, lota Gamma Upsilon

TKE Section Hall, New

ENGAGEMENTS
Betty Spigel '72, Sigma Sigma Sigma to

Philip Kati '70, Delta Chi.

Joanne Palmer '73, Sigma Sigma Sigma to

Thomas Osborne, Amherst, Mass.
Helen M. Smith '71, 301 Van Meter South to

Anthony M. Werner '71, Russell St., Hin
terland.

Carol McLellan '71, Van Meter South to Dan
Ewing '70. UMass.
Roberta Rosenthal '73, Mary Lyon to Lincoln

C. Soule 73, Brett.

ENGAGEMENTS
Joyce Bachman '73,611 Dickinson to Harvay

Berg '71, Shippensburg State College, Penn-
sylvania.

Jane MacDonatd '73, Thoreau to William
Bannick '70, Sigma Phi Epsilon

No notice may exceed twenty-five word*.

Deadline for notices is 2:00 P.M on the
preceding day.

There is a one day maximum for all notices

IT'S NOT HOW BIG YOU MAKE'M IT'S HOW
YOU MAKE'M BIG

«k,Mtt4fM% % ««»« %
voi uMf — m MODF

at

$299.95

$1 33.00

$178.00

$35.00

FOR THOSE WHO DIDNT CARE FOR LAST WEEK'S SPECIAL.

PIONEER SX990: A 100 WATT RECEIVER OF IMPECCABLE PERFORMANCE

PE 2038: AN AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE GENERALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE 2nd BEST

MONEY CAN BUY ( 1st BEING PE 2040)

EPI MODEL 100 LOUDSPEAKER — TO CITE SPECIFICATIONS WOULD BE A MEANINGLESS

EXERCISE AS THESE SPEAKERS ARE ESSENTIALLY PERFECT IN PERFORMANCE (10

YEAR WARRANTY)

GRADO FCE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE: TESTED AS THE BEST MEDIUM PRICED CARTRIDGE

$645.95 LIST PRICE

SPECIAL PRICE: This offer it for U-Mass
Students —— Faculty only !

!

NOT EVEN our employees know of this ad

SO you mutt bring it with you.

$563.95

AMHERST AUDIO
197 ti Pleasant
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JOIN THE ANTIWAR MOVEMENT

FRIDAY

OCTOBER 30

CANVASS AGAINST THE WAR
This fall the people of Massachusetts will be given the unprecedented opportunity to vote on the question of
war in Southeast Asia. The University of Massachusetts Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) is working
to get out as large a vote as possible for the choice "C", IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL, on the Vietnam war
Referendum.
Nixon's cease fire hoax announcement makes this more important than ever.

The antiwar movement cannot do anything but continue to demand an immediate withdrawal. If you wish
to join us in canvassing the Springfield community for immediate withdrawal, please come to the MOBE
OFFICE (Plymouth Room S.U.) FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, from 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Transportation and food
will be provided.

JOIN US
PLEASE BRING YOUR CAR!

GRADUAL CAN MEAN A LIFETIME

SATURDAY

OCTOBER 31

DEMONSTRATE AGAINST THE WAR

!

LET'S NOT BE FOOLED BY NIXONS PEACE HOAX
GRADUAL CAN MEAN A LIFETIME
BRING ALL THE TROOPS HOME NOW!
DEFEND THE KENT STATE 25:

March from V Mass Student Union 1:15 p.m.

SPEAKERS FROMi
UNITED AUTOWORKERS UNION
FARMWORKERS UNION
FEMALE LIBERATION
JACKSON STATE
KENT STATE
UNITARIAN CHURCH
and others.

Demonstrations will be held in over 30 cities October 31.

AMHERST COMMONS 2:00 p m

U MASS SMC

UMass Soccer's Brown, A Ives & Matuszczak . . .

"They're The Bull Work Of The Team's Offensive Success
By MAKK V0GLBR

Stat! Reporter
You name the sport and it has its

standouts loot hall focuses the

center of attention on a" flashy

signal caller and his rambling
backlield baseball portrays a
blend ol the hotshot hurler battling

the determined slugger. And
basketball extendi its limelight to

the sharpshooting guard or the
towering center who dines beneath
the bucket

\ utualh the same analogy can
be applied lor any collegiate sport

going Particular names are
Commonly associated with the

success ol a unit.

Soccer, which has greatly
reduced its backseat status within

the I Mass athletic program in

recent years, is one ol those sports

that doesn't revolve around the

playmaking ol one star performer.
And whenever mention is made of

the enviable campaign that Coach
Peter llroaca's Kedmen are
pursuing, not one -but three
players usually come to mind,
namely iHiaue Brown, I.indo Alves
and Kick Matuszczak

While this i iio of hooters has
been the framework of the UMass
scoring punch thus far. there are

Kick M.iliis/i/.uk

\ lied leant l.e;i(ler

other players who have con-
tributed in different respects to the

5-1-1 mark which the squad
currently boasts. As assistant
skipper David Jekanowski puts it:

"They're the bull work of the

team's offensive success. These
are the players that are in the

action all the time, the ones that

the Ian notices the most. They can
lx? compared to your quarterback
and halfbacks of football

"

Linda Alves. a talented junior

halfback, scored seven points a

year ago while stashing away a

first team birth on the All-Yankee
Conference squad. Me has already
scored live goals in league com-
petition this season

The graduate from Ludlow High
displayed an illustrious schoolboy

career after captaining three
sports as a senior. Alves
established himself on the All-

Western Massachusetts club for

two years m both soccer and
baseball

After pointing out that his in-

volvement with soccer began at

age ll. Abes commented: "Soccer
has been the trend in Ludlow ever
since I could remember. You sort

ol have to play. With Ludlow being
one of the leading soccer powers in

the counti \ there's no other way"
Team mates Augie Calheno.

Dick McCarron. and Dave
( Michelle are also from Ludlow, by

the w,i\

Assistant Coach Jekanowski
distinguishes Alves as the all-

around performer "He's a very

skilled player who can dribble

well pass effectively, and carr\

the ball consistently Undo is Quite

proficient in these types ul things

lies |u>i .,D excellent soccer

player
'

I nlike one of those natural

players »'ho developed skill

through years 61 experience.

Duane Brown is a relative new
comer who caught on fast. The
senior veteran credits his high
school coach for having introduced
him to the game
He excelled on the baseball

diamond in his junior year at

Teaneck High l New Jersey* where
he earned All State honors. It was
h re. however that his interests

shifted to SOCCer. 'It was one ol the

best things that ever happened to

me", remarked Brown, "Having
never played before, I discovered
that I had the sufficient amount of

-. i

i.indo live*

\n i:\relicni Player

skill to compete in soccer Later I

round out that it was going to be in\

sport
"

brown added a phenominal
finish loa short high school stint t>>

amassing an astronomical total ol

'.> lukiIs to pace the Northern New
Jersey Intel Scholastic League the

following fall

"Duane. as opposed to Alves.

doesn't have the great abilities but

is more ol m\ American style

player, a more physical athlete
lieing one ol the all time leading
scorers here .it I Mass. he works
very hard to perfect his skills lie

hasn't played soccer all his hie

sPO/?tS —ap— ShorT'Es
NKW YOKK AP The

Baltimore Orioles were rewarded
yesterday for blit/mg the Cin-

cinnati Keds in the World Series
with winning shares of $18,215.78

per man-ironically just short ol the
record established In the New
^ oik Mets a year ago.

The orioles awarded ?i full

shares of the $18,215.78 prize
money and i: partial shares or

cash awards The Keds handed out
'._' lull shares of the losers' spoils of

813,887 .">!» per man plus IS partial

shares or cash awards
The Orioles thus pulled down

si 22.40 less per man than the Mets
did in beating Baltimore the
previous year when a winning
share was worth 118.338.18 under
the new system that guarantees
the winners at leas! si."> .(Kin.

Of the two teams in the Series,

Ihe Keds made probably the most
generous single award by giving a
lull share lo outfielder Ty Cline.

who didn't join the club until June

l"). The Cincinnati club also voteo a

line quarter share ul £1.421 .91 to

Itatboy Mike Long.

The orioles voted three quarter

shares ol S13.ti6l.85 lo two part

time performers-relief pitcher Moe
Drabowsky and infielder Bobby
(inch A one tenth share ol

sl.H21.5K went to batboy Jay
Mazzone

\I.\MI VI I'Whan. \P> Dr. ( .

Clyde limes, chairman of the

K.ins.is Slate I nivcrsilv athletic

council, said xesterdax the school
has "lonnil no example ol willlul

and deceit I ul violation" ol

recruiting rules "with the ex-

ception ol one coach who is no
longer with us."

the statement was made in

comieelion w it li recent aclion ol

(lie ttig Kigbl Coiilcrenec and the
National t'ultegialr Athletic
Xssocialion under which Kansas
Stale was placed on prohation lor

three \cars in loot hall.

Bt'KNOS AIRKS <AI'> Oscar
Bonavena ol Argentina promised
yestcrda) "to leave Muhammed
\li worse than if he had accepted to

uo to Vietnam" in their
heavyweight fight, tentatively
planned lor December.

• lay's not going lo scare me as
he did Quarry**' Bonavena said
With mv strength and my warrior
blood I'll leave him worse than if

he had accepted to go to Vietnam
"

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

ENJOY OUR
"Old Fashioned
New England
BEEF STEW
with Dumplings' $1.75

Tender chunks of heavy
western 'leer beef, sim-

mered with fresh garden
vegetables and served

piping hot with our own
homemade dumplings

Cocktail Lounge open 11:30-2:00

but then again he's an all-around
athlete.'' stated Jekanowski
Brown led the Kedmen in scoring

during his first two years and
seems a pretty sale bet to do it

again -he's the top man in the
Yankee Conference at the moment
with seven goals.

Hick Matuszczak has held the
post of co-captain for two cam-
paigns and is perhaps Ihe oldest

veteran of the three Matuszczak
claims lie's been kicking the heck
out of a soccer ball since he was
nine m\A said his attraction to the

game was due to recreational work
of a school committee man in

(."hicopee

The (hicopee High grad lettered

seven limes, and as was Alves. an
All Western Massachusetts choice
m both baseball and soccer In fad
Matuszczak and Abes oc
casionally fought against one
another m Pioneer Valley League
clashes

I e k a n o ws k i com pa red
Matuszczak to Brown in his style of

game: "Hick is responsible lor

setting up the offense and helping
out defensively. He's similar to

Brown in that he's not a highh
skilled performer, but a dedicatee'

athlete and a real learn leader.
Being co captain lor two years is

something in itself."

In reference to their immediate
satisfaction from soccer and what
the season holds in store lor them,
here arc a lew of the comments
that the players themselves made.
Alves "Soccer is a sport where

you don'l have to be gifted lo play
You just lit in with wcryonc else
and learn from playing with better
ball players

What has attributed lo our
success so far is our confidence
We pull lor each other Some learns

\n

Duane Brown
All- Around Athlele

have individuals, we have a team."
Brown: "I lound out in soccer

that you have a lot of freedom to do
what you want in the realm of the

game without being inhibited by
restrictive devices It's a fluid

game which requires the coor-
dination ol the individual It's a

beautiful sport to pla\

I feel that, primarily because of

the fad ol experience and playing
together coupled with a real good
altitude, we are going lo attain the
must successful season in t'Mass
soccer history."

Matuszczak I e,et a real kick
out of lacing a person bigger than
imsoll and lieittg able to in-al him
Tins is a spoil where size

irrelevant When the ball is on Ihe
ground we're all equal

'Indications to our ruturc sue
cess stem from our ability In put
Ihe ball in the goal and Ihe least

ol defensive lapses wenumber
commit

All Power to the People

!

THE BLACK AFFAIRS COUNCIL needs

BLACK people with new and powerful ideas.

If you want to make this school relevant to

Black needs, get out and WORK FOR IT!

We have money to work with for the con-

structive needs of BLACK PEOPLE.

For Information Call:

6-7166, 6-7138 or 6-7136
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Metawampe's Picks
Another week ol trash. Yes,

the Great One is beginning to go
along with his sensuous cynics

and believe that his rhymes
might not be relics of the rosy

rhetoric written in his Romantic
dreams Yet he, like the market
economy and the Wednesday
night staff, has his ups and
downs. And suffice it to say, the

pollyannic poet is an e.e.cum-

mings compared to the pathetic

prose composed by his caustic

critics

With all that behind us, we
must go forward, or, as the

Managing Editor likes to say.

Forward must go.

UMASS 35, VERMONT 14

Vermont goes for long one all too

often.

But bomb usually backfires, and

Catamounts fill coffin.

BOSTON COLLEGE 21. ARMY
13

Eagles are hurting after taking a

thumping.
But downing Falcons is harder
than (adel dumping.

CONNECTICUT 17. BOSTON l\
;i

Kobustelli Keeps
never starts tiring.

Though Terriers

firing and

stand ad-
miring, while points he's
acquiring.

i You must admit, it does have a
"ring'

-

to it i

BUFFALO 28. HOLY CROSS 7

If you have absolutely nothing to

do and you want to get some
rest.

Turn on this game, close your
eyes, and you'll view this one
best

DARTMOUTH 18. YALE 14

The battle supreme for the Ivy-

League title and possibly for

Lambert glory.

After its over. Big Green is in

clover, while the Bulldogs feel

like Quarry

HARVARD 27. PENN 24
Another Ivy tussle with a little

less muscle
It chance should avail, it's poor
man's Dartmouth-Yale.

Melawumpe

NORTHEASTERN 25. MAINE
14

Another Maine loss and its due to

the Husky.
A win for the Black Bears is like

a loss to Ed Muskie.

RHODE ISLAND 28. NEW
HAMPSHIRE 17

Rams are primed for UConn
showdown.
While Wildcats prepare for
Rhody mowdown

CORNELL 14. COLUMBIA 13

The Ivy League battles are just

getting worse.
But that's all right cause so does
the verse.

Long live Maxine Forward.)

BROWN 14 PRINCETON 13

This one's the last between Ivy-

League teams.
Just in time as GO. runs out of

reams.

And since you missed it last

week (due to our pathetic
printer):

STANFORD 23, UCLA 18

Dummitt may plummet and you
may start to hum it.

But Plunkett will dunk it and I

think that I'll junk it.

More Sports On pp, 17 & 20

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, ieac, Garrard, PE Astet,
r iHher, TDK, caaaette and open reef
(upe, standard radio, I tab speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio

.

tfl8-23

Poppies — Alaskan Malamute Sled
Dogs. eicrUent pedigree, ideal pets.
Call Greenfield "73-8411 after 030
"•«" tfl»-30

High power stereo outfit, Scott
snip, Garrard chanter w/Grade BTE
cartridge, fclectro-voice 12 Inch Coax
speakers, $1*5 . Bruce 233-8X13

„ tfll-ii

PA sound equip., ampo, mixers,
mites. Also ITU 6 volt transistor
radio for VW. Call 665-3072, ask for
Paul. tm_8

SERVICES
WW trpe and /or revise any writ-

ten material. Also da personalised
resumes for schools, Jobs Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced aerr-
lce. Call SM-6817, eves. Keep try-
ing, tfii-a

Computer Science Taurine and
Pracrammlns available. Call Al
250-8858

.

tfl0-t3-30

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 Me. Pleasant St. 856-8133

tflt-83

Musical instruments from around
the world at discount prices. Guitar-
a specialty. Creative Endeavor (the
Music Store), 20-82 Miles St., Green-
field 413-774-2831. tfll-5

Kaccoon coat, very rood condition
Call Ware 967-5585. tfl0-30

FOR RENT
Old TV (still works) and small

• offee table. Beat offer. Call 853-«** tflO-30

very friendly baby Boa Constric-
tor. Easy to care for. Tom at 8-7108

tfl0-30

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1962 Humbler, rood condition. 666-

:W72, ask for Nancy. tfll-8

1063 lord Galaxy, $800 «r beat
«ffer. Call after 3:34). 253-7759.

tflO-83-30

1962 Bunbler, food condition, 8t«V
3078. ask for Nancy. tflO-30
Rambler 770, 1965 386 8 cyl., 4 bar-

rel. 4590 miles, conv., new brakes,
hocks, carb., runs real rood Call
Bab at HI* Ep, Bob Nugent, 545-0070

tflO-30
«2 Cli vy, 6 cyl., automaUc, rood

Call Sandra 853-7864.
tflO-30

I bedim, apt. In Sunderland, avall-
aole at week In Nov. Bis kitchen,
living roam, and attic for aterare
Rent 8100 /mo. plus heat and elee.
Call 665-3805 evenlnrs or anytime
weekends. tfl8-30

LECTURE SERIES
Openlnr October 31, 1978, School

of Psychorraphlcolory . Tree lecture
by Maanry O'ConneU, originator of
the study, at Hotel Northampton
Timet 730 p.m. tflO-30

RIDE WANTED
To Spfld, Winchester Sq., mernbtrs

and back at nlrht. Will pay well
CaU Diane at 665-3590 after 6 p in

,
tflO-30

PERSONAL

• ondltli,

64 1 • Dart GT Conv., asking
fr-'fi«. Cn Steve 853-9227. tfll-«

19*8 1 i Icon 4 door, std., trans ,

-•*!> V-8. .tft.000 ml., rood cond ,

W2B.90.. Call eves 323-7868 Belcher-
tow*

,

tflO-30

63 Impala 8 cylinder, excellent
• ondlfion, $350. or best offer. Call
»•_«__ tflO-30

lf>«« Chevrolet Blsc., 4 dr., new
enrine, low mileare. Call '773-8591
wffrr 8 p m. tfll-3

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative an-

tholoy. Plraae Include stamped re-
Ion? envelope. Idlewtld Press, 1807
I—-t Olympic Boolevard, Los Ange-
la. California 90081. tfll-13
Wanted: Term paper. Naturalism

In < rnnr'a Works. Price nerotlable
Mai pUM. a*k for Pat. tflO-30

Will anyone who aaw accident in-
volving tan 68 VW at Stop A Shop
Sat., Oct. 85 at about 4:30, please
call Wayne at 853-3663, argent

tfll-4

On Tuesday a MONEY ORDKK
was left In the Student Union. The
$40 was to help my sister who was
just in aa accident. Please call 545-
2750, 2659, 2574. Patricia Corcoran

.
till-.'

To Jim — Happy 81st Birthday —
from the craxiest rlrls you know.

10-

W

Lindy — It's here and It's yours
and I'm rlad you'U have It. Still in
like and more ever day. Your In like.
The Blnr leader. 10-30

CHEF WANTED
Berkshire rerton restaurant lonk-

lnr for chef, creative, prorressive.
jounr outlook, able to handle all

phases, lncl. menu plannlnr. pur-
chasing work prep., 88 hr. week.
Salary open. Amherst Empl. Service.
Inc., 89 Fray St., Amherst, Ma*»

it10-30

UM Teams Have Busy Weekend gPoptS

ShorT'Es

r OOTBA1.I. AT aHJRUNGTON. V T. I Mass gridders will travel to

Vermont tomorrow, trying to break a long win less streak against the

Catamounts. Redman co-captain John Karrelly gives a sign of

hopelessness to head coach Vic Kusia in the photo above after an
unpopular penalty call.

'MIX photo b> Rich .Mcfrtlyre)

CROSS COUNTRY AT KINGSTON. Rl-l Mass iross-toiiiili v

team will be making a strong bid tomorrow to take first place in the
Yankee Conference meet at the Cniversity at Rhode Island. Above,
the Redmen's Tom Swain (left) and Tom Jasmin are pictured as
they show the proper way of signalling a tie crossing the finish line

against Holy Cross. < MIX photo by Ed Mangiaratti

)

SOCCKR AT BURLINGTON, YT.-The CMass soccer team, un-
defeated in the Yankee Conference, will face a stifl challenge away
tomorrow against the Cniversity of Vermont. In the above picture.
I Mass -

high-scorer Duane Brown (right) is shown getting the ball
past an opponent as Marc Cantor (9) moves in to help. (MDC photo
bv Gary Slickman>
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AP
LOS ANGKLES (AP) -

Heavyweight boxer Jerry Quarry,
who lost a fight with Muhammad
Ali in Atlanta Monday night, was in

another battle yesterday.

Johnny Flores, who claims he is

still co-manager of the California

fighter, said he has filed an action

in the Fulton County Circuit Court
in Georgia seeking to tie up
Quarry's share of the live gate
receipts.

Bed Adachi, Flores' attorney,

said this amounted to $41,000. He
added similar proceedings were
under way in New V'ork involving

Quarry's cut in the closed circuit

television revenue, reportedly
more than $250,000.

Attorney Paul Caruso, legal

adviser to Quarry and his father,

co-manager Jack Quarry, has filed

court action here seeking to break
Flores' contract.

The dispute over the contract,
which Flores maintains has 1-1/2

yean remaining, may come up
next at a hearing before the state

Department of Professional and
Vocational Standards, under which
the California Athletic Commission
operates.

* *

KANSAS CITY (API - Time was
w hen Billy Cannon was bad news to

the Kansas City Chiefs. The
situation will be different Sunday
when the world champion Chiefs,

their back to the wall even though
Coach Hank Strain says he isn't

throwing in the towel, tangle with

the Oakland Haiders in an
American Football Conference
game.
Camion, an Oakland star for

se\en \ears. will be wearing a

Kansas City uniform. That could

be bad news for his old mates.
Strain isn't saying how much

Cannon, a tight end will play. He
doesn't even say that Cannon will

play at all. However, the aging
Cannon seems the logical
replacement for the injured Fred
Ai-bunas. He knows Oakland like a

book.

"I know the character and the
personality of most of them,"
Cannon sa\s. "'They know
everything about me. too."

The Heisiuan Trophy winner
from Louisiana State has played
\ erj little since he was cut loose by
the Haiders and signed by the
Chiefs less than a month ago. He
made a brief appearance after

Arbanas was injured in last Sun-
day's 27-itt loss to Dallas and
caught one pass for II yards.
Sentiment will have nothing to do

with it Sunday when Cannon runs
up against the team with which he
spent the best years of his football
life.

"I have a lot of friends on the
Oakland team." Cannon says, "but
they won't be my friends Sunday.
They know me well enough to be
certain I'll be putting out 100 per
cent. They might even play me a
little tougher. Ihev know that I'll

get them once in a while."

NEW YORK (AP) Baseball
Commissioner Bowie K in said
yesterday he would not approve
any contract between the
Washington Senators and out-
fielder Curt Flood that did not
include the controversial reserve
clause.
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: EXPERT WATCH REPAIR

THC FINER LINES Of CHINA.
CRYSTAL AND SILVEft

QUALITY JEWHRY

DIAMONDS SOU) WITH USE
Of DIAMOND SCOPE
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Frosh Booters Host

Springfield In Finale

Ruggers

At Home

•i

By STEVE FEHBER
Staff Reporter

In their final contest of the 1970

season, the little Redman soccer
squad will host Springfield today,

at 2:00. Springfield College, which
as always boasted excellent

varsity and freshmen teams, will

be as tough as any opponents that

the freshmen have faced this year.

A question mark that still

remains for the frosh deals with
their injured forward. Mike

Sports Notices

BASKETBALL SCRIMMAGE
The I Mass basketball team will

hold its first varsity intrasquad

scrimmage of its fall practice

sessions tomorrow afternoon at 4 in

Curry Hicks ("age. This intrasquad

scrimmage is open to any student

who wishes to attend.
*****

CHEW CANDIDATES Rowing
demands both strength and en-

durance. The UMass crew team's
winter training program includes

the strength and endurance
building routines used by the 1968

Olympic gold medalists for West
Germany Crew is looking for

strong freshmen, at least (i'l and
IK.") pounds The program can put

an individual in tremendous
physical shape. All those in

terested should contact coach Kurt

Bctchick as soon as possible. He is

at 21 1 Boyden during the daytime,

phone number 5-2801. On evenings

liter nine, contact him at 2S9-K78.
*****

FOOTBALL ON THE AIR
I Mass' campus radio station,

W.Ml'.V M.I lm. will broadcast

I Mass' football game against

Vermont tomorrow. Airtime for

this contest will be 12:45 pin
(iamctimcis 1 p in Ken Horseman
will handle all the play by play and
Dave Mclvm will fill in with all the

color. At I2::U) p m . VVMl A will

present Hedmen Kickotl Preview

with lial Dash
: * * *

WOMEN s INTRAMURAL
BOWLING Any girls interested in

participating in intramural ten pin

howling should contact Jean
I'aratorc at 549:1219 by Thursday,
\ov. > There will be a maximum
ol eight teams that will be able to

participate The entry lee will be

v><> i otic string for 96 games* per

team of six players.

Nugent. Nugent injured two games
ago. saw a brief 10 minutes of

action in the Trinity game, and his

return today could make a sub
stantial difference for the fresh

man offense.

Another question mark will be

the team's ability to bounce back
after such a heartbreaking loss

The 2-1 defeat at the hands of

Trinity was highly significant in

that it ended the Redman's
chances for an undefeated season

For the last two years freshman
soccer teams at UMass have lost

only two games, losing once last

year, and once this season. The
single loss last season was to

Springfield, the freshmen's op
position today, and a win would be

extremely satisfying inview of that

fact

The frosh have had a great deal

of success on their home field,

winning :i-2, over W1M. and ."» 2 over

UConn. The ease with which vic-

tory was obtained in both of those

contests is not likely to be

characteristics of today's game,
undefeated season.

ACBIS

and

ACRES

OF

YOUR

OWN
FREE

PARKING

THE FUNNIEST

MOVIE I'VE SEEN
THIS YEAR!"

WIDE

SPACE
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ROCKERS
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GROUP

RAKS
AVAIUBU

MyFKEDVVVSHAK
staff Reporter

The UMass Kugby Club hosts the

lioston Kugby Club's I'ilgrams

tomorrow afternoon at 1:90.

The ruggers will be placing their

winning season. i:i-2>. on the line

tomorrow, having suffered two
stiaight defeats H'or the first time
in three weeks they are ;it full

strength. Practicing hard all

week, coach DaleToohey Iccls the

ruggers should play their finest

match of the season thus far.

The Filgrams are an ex
perienced squad of mostly foreign

players, but coach Toohey feels.

"II we can play to our potential, we
should win."

The match should be an in-

teresting one. and could con
ceivably be a turning point in the

Itedmen's fortunes which at the

beginning of the season looked like

New England Championship
material.

ON THE HOAI> TOjA ICTOHY - (loss (Hiiili> co-captain Hon

Wayne is pictured aboxr oW his wax to \ irtoi \ last Saturdax .igainst

llolv (ross. Tomorrow he leads the Hcilmen in quest ol tin- \ au-Con

title. Full story, paj-e 20. i MIH Photo In Ed Mangiaratti)

For a look at three of the top

booters on the 1
1 Mass soccer

team, see page 17.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt

Le« enj^ia taains « s«ml>le. Uut
tue »ta_e» nave to i>e iwm — unu
mere must be a seusc al arauia. ->«-

uvea ut tula sign miU make coocrs-
xiiut on minor matters. Howexrr,
wuere principles are involved, i.ro

nianos reao? to da battle, ou ueuu-
uve aide. Lea takes unnecessao
tiutucea and coampion* causes wlncu
are lost.

ARUiig iMarch 21 • April 19): B*
cellent for concluding investment plans.
Mate or partner now is ready to co-

operat». Key Is to be aware of fine

polots. Read between the lines.

TALKUB (April 20 - -lay M> : I_»
vorable publicity, reactions to your el-

forts — these are emphasised. M-ke
some chances. But permit one done
to you to share spotlight. Legal deci-

sion is apt to favor you.
OEaLLNi (May 21 - June 20) : Im-

provement Indicated in health, work-
ing conditions, general welfare. Di-

plomacy gains much for you. Sur-
prise compliment, gift could be a
highlight.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Good

lunar aspect indicatea fun and games
— combined with profit. Means you
can successfully mix business and
pleasure. Personal magnetism attracts

one who can aid your cause.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Property
you own or control may show price

increase. Measure valuea. Plan ahead.
Don't be rushed into decisions. Tina
is on your side. Stick with experi-

ence. Trust older Individual.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Some
apparently are confused by direction*,

instructions. Be patient with Individual
who ma/ De late tor appointment.
Accent on association with relative*.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Favor-
able for paying, collecting debts.

Where money la concerned, state po-

sition In clear, forthright manner. No
playing games. Original approach
brings best results.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

:

Hunch is correct. Follow through; ke*>p

up momentum. Cycle remains high; cir-

cumstances favor your special effort*.

Judgment about persona, situations in

correct. Go to It.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 2 Deo. 21):

Tou find out what you need. Ton
are provided with ways, means of ob-
taining It. Travel may be on agenda.
Ba versatile. Don't feel thera. Is only
one way to reach goal.
CAPRICORN JDec. 22 - Jan. 19)

:

Tou get what you want If willing to
apply natural abilities. Means don't
delegate responsibility. Be where you
tre supposed to be — and be prompt.
Message becomes Increasingly clear.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. IB):

Friends seem able to guide you along
constructive path. But final decision
Is left In your hands. Key Is to open
communlcaUon lines. Then proceed at
accelerated pace.
PTSOJS8 (Feb. 19 - March 20): If

expansive In view, you go with tide.
If petty, envious, you block own pro-
gress. Make peace within family. B«»
diplomatic in manner which dlsptny*
your maturity. Then you gain.
IF TODAY IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

you surprise many with unusual sen«>>
of humor. Many say it took years for
them to really know you. Secret i^
you don't always know yourself. You
will be on more solid ground In up-
coming months.

Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Parrot

6 Fabulous king

11 -Take away

12 I ikenesses

14Con|unction

15-Tropical trees

17-Mother of

Apollo

18 Baby's napkin

20 Long, deep

cut

22 Click beetle

23 Burden

25-Pigpens

27-Compass point

28 Medicinal

bracer

30 One who
shirks duty

32 Harvest

34 Short jacket

35 Sticks to

38 Cowls

41 Printer's

measure

42-Chairs

44 Unadulterated

45 River in

Scotland

47-Narrow, flat

boards

49-Game at

marbles

50-Winplike

52-Angry

54 Hebrew letter

55 Mint again

57-Pillager

59-Tangible object

60Paths

DOWN

3 Policeman

(slang)

4-The kava (pi.)

5 Sources of

water

6 Projectile

7-Prefix: not

8-Pigeon pea

9 Matured

10 Bristly

11 Mechanical man
13 More painful

16 Small rugs

19Small
collection

21 Tract of

waste land

24 Fathers

26 large ladle

29 Centers

31 Type of whip

33 Tolling

Answe r to Yesterday s Puzzle

s A P A L M 5 S L A t|

e R R O 1 A L V o P El

L e E E C O R A T E P|
L A D L E E t|o

TA jJolS SBBBsl R O P
R l T E T AJm|e| E R A
O N O N e GO S T A 6
A
ft

1 R p O T P A L E

Y O
A

DDU
c E llNlO 1 A

s T A G G E R E P ' SI N
A 1 D A L I N 6 N E E
L e O N T E D 5 <3 E T

ii

35 Evergreen tree

36 Egg dish

37 Heavenly body

39 Arranges in

folds

40 Needleworker

43 Compartment
for horse

46-Every

48 Portico

51French for

"king"

53 Vast age

56-Preposition

58 Symbol for

tellurium
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Gridders Seek To Quench Thirst For Victory
By JOHN SILUVAN
Sports Kditor

( omlorted by the fact that

UMass hasn't lost to the University
dI Vermont in a football game
sinee 1954, the MT70 edition of

lledman gridders take a hike up
the pike to face a 0-6 Vermont
football squad in Burlington with
hopes of achieving a new lease on
hie

Well, it's right there in print in

I'Mass' -1970 Football Facts"
brochure. The Kedmen have
Ix'aten the Catamounts 11 straight

t mics since last losing to them. 27-

2.~> m 1954, Most of the scores have
heen lopsided; last year it was 48-7

in favor of the Kedmen and. during

the Kednten's l'HiH fiasco they were
able Id salvage two victories, one
ol which came at the expense of the

Catamounts. 4!t-0.

I Mass' present record is 1-4-1.

no indication of the Redmen's real

prowess as a football squad, but

more or less the end result of

countless mistakes and a few
extremely bad breaks. However,
putting all of this aside, this

lootball team must win tomorrow
lor the sheer sake of proving to

itself that it is a good football team.
After losing lour games in a row.

ihe Kedmen came up with a tie last

weekend. 21 21. against favored
CConn. This tilt witnessed the

long awaited arrival of the I'Mass
offense, which answered the call

with 21 points and .">42 total yards,

thanks a lot to the quarterbacking
ul Ken Hughes
Now the guys in red should be

.ihle to win a lew ballgames.
starting tomorrow in Burlington

and continuing
weekends at Holy
home against the

New Hampshire
Boston College the

'1 say. in all

we've turned the

Redman football c

offered vesterdav

the next two
Cross and at

I'niversity of

I'Mass plays

following week.
sincerity, that

corner," head
oach Vic Fusia

He pointed out.

fiailg toUrgten

Sfuvtte

*r^r,
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as he had a week ago, that one of

the chief I'Mass problems was the

matter of pressing too much, the

case of overtrying and falling all

over its own good efforts.

He projected, "I hope that

Vermont will solve the pressing

matter."

Looking back a bit at that

Connecticut game, Fusia con-

jectured. "Saturday was the first

time since we donned our uniforms
on August 28 that we looked like the

football team 1 thought we were."
Fusia represents the outlook of

this team when he talks about this

Vermont game He wants them to

win it so badly Another group of

persons and he might not feel as

strongly, but this squad has played

with a special spirit since the

beginning of preseason practice,

since August 28. Their spirit

deserves its reward and, against

the winless Catamounts, the

reward should be there.

SIDELING SCRIBBLES - Pat

Scavone. the Redmen's fine of-

fensive halfback and as depen-

dable a I ! Mass football performer

as there ever has been, is suffering

through a spell of mediocre games
. . He's played well in these

games, but the old sparkle has

ix'en missing . . . Fusia was asked

about Scavone . . . His first reac-

tion concerned the matter of over-

trying again. "I think he's been
pressing so god darn much."
He continued. "He's been a fine

team player. He's been hustling.

He's been improving his blocking

to help the team." . But, as for

his actual game, a game that in-

cludes running and catching the

ball with remarkable depen-
dability, the head coach couldn't

put his finger on the problem, "1

can t answer it," but clarified, "I

can't answer it for others either."

Fusia added one last suggestion,

"He's got that feel for running the

ball, but when you press, you lose

this valuable thing." . . . One might
remember that Scavone, as a

sophomore paced the Redmen to

that 49-0 win over Vermont, one of

only two UMass victories for the

season . . . it was his second varsity

start and he made the most of it at

Burlington, rambling 55 yards for

EVADING THE T.U KLF.-I'at Scavone. shown above in action
against CConn. will be out tomorrow to shake the small slump that
he has been in of late against Vermont. (MDC photo by Rich
Mtlntyie)

one touchdown, one yard for

another. . . He wound up with 156

yards rushing for the afternoon, on
14 carries . . . Hopefully, No. 20 can

do it again tomorrow . . . For the

game, UMass will start the same
personnel on defense ... On of-

fense, the line will have Dave
Levine at center. Bob Pena and
Jim Queeney at guards and Bob

Donlin and Clarence Brooks at
tackles . The ends will be John
Kulecki and Steve Shubert ... At
QB will be Hughes, his backfield
will comprise either Dick Cum-
in mgs or Dick Heavey at fullback
while one halfback will be Mark
Russell . . . the other will be
Scavone

X-Countrymen Chase Yankee Conference Title Tomorrow
Uy KAKl.K BARROLL
stall Reporter

Kingston. Rhode Island, the
home ut the CRI Rams, is the
setting tomorrow tor the Yankee
< onlercnce cross country cham-
pionship. Race time is set lor 11

il m over l his relatively flat and
very last 4.7 mile L'Rl course
For the lirst time in four years

the I'Mass Kedmen will be en-
lenng this championship as the
pre iiu avorites on the strength
of their ,. .rrent 5-2-1 record and the
excellence that the team has shown
so lar this year against the very
l>cst opposition that New Kngland
has had to offer.

In the three previous conference
championships UMass has placed
second on all three occasions to

arch rival I Conn by scores ot 44-.">:}

in 1967. 27-33 in 1968, and 27-29 last
year. Over the past four years the
Kedmen have also had three in-

dividual champions and they will

lie out to make it four out of live

tomorrow.
As far as the challengers to the

Kedmen shape up, the University
ol New Hampshire appears to be
the front running challenger on the
strength of an 11-1 record to date
and a very fine team time split of

45 seconds in its last outing against

M IT Tom Dowling is the top

Wildcat harrier and will be one of

the top challengers for the in-

dividual title.

\ ermont shapes up as the

probable third place Imisher The
Catamounts should pose no threat

to the Kedmen. but they do have a

line individual performer in Peter
bissett who finished sec ond earlier

this vear in a tri-meet between
UMass, CRI, and UY.M
Maine comes into tomorrow's

race with what appears to he a

formidable 10-2 record, however,
its calibre of opponents have been
well below that that the Kedmen
have run up against The out

standing Black Bear runner is < arl

Warner Maine should finish no
better than fourth

Then comes the three time
defending champions from CConn.
This year the Huskies were hit by
the graduation of their four top

runners from last year and haven t

been able to put it together this

season. Captain John Cody is the

individual threat for the Huskies,

hut after him the ranks are pretty

lean

The host team Rhode Island is

winless in seven meets and will

I

Doug O'Coimoll

have to put up its test effort to
esdeape the cellar. Tom Grundy

and Tom Bissett are the top two

Kail! runners and should give the

leaders a battle with this being
their home course

And now the favorites, the

(Mass Redmen. Coming oil of

their hest team time split ol the

reason against Holy (loss the

Redmen are in top shape for

tomorrow's meet The weather
has been real good this week and it

has allowed the team lo get m
many hours of nood hard practice.
As noted in the beginning the

I Kl course is mostly Hat and very
fast. It's a speed course This is

not the type course thai the Bed
men prefer to run on as they are
such a powerful distance team
preferring tough hilly courses such
as their home course behind WoPc.
But this should be no hindrance

to the team as it already ran the
course earlier in the vear and
soundly defeated CRI and Ver-
mont m a tri-meet
Ron Wayne will be out to capture

the individual title that he won two
years ago as a sophomore He
holds the record for this course of
25:55 that he set in Ihe tri meet
earlier in the season With good
weather conditions tomorrow he'll

be out to improve on this time.

( 'oach Ken ( >'Bi len is looking lor

the continued good performances
ot seniors Larry Paulson and Leo
Duarl tomorrow These Iwo have
been pictures ol . onsistenc>
throughout the season and should

finish up with the leaders in the

final results

Sophomores Tom .1 ismm and
Tom Swam have recovered pretty
much mi Ironi their hout with the
llu and should be up lor good
performances tomorrow

Freshman Doug <> Council and
sophomore Kick L.nry round out

the seven man Redman attack lor

this meet. OTunned has per
formed well in his two varsity

performances this year and Marry
has been recovering Irom illness

and will he ready to go tomorrow

With a line up like this it's no
wonder that the Redmen are the

favorites and with an on paper

performance they w ill carry home
the YanCon cross country title

tomorrow.

Booters Ready To Get Back Winning Habit Vs. Vermont
Three teams moved into a tie for

first place in the Yankee Con-
ference soccer race, but much will

Ik* riding on this weekend's action

when UMass travels to Vermont.
Saturday. Oct 31.

A I'Mass win would assure the

Kedmen of at least a tie for the

crown Connecticut would have to

L.isl Niqlif's I ntramurals

TuqOI War
Third Place

kS2.3M'sl

Where's The Great One? Turn
lo page 18 and one can find the
old injun in his true glory
predicting this weekend's
football results. Due to his

recent slump in picking the

w inner*, he has been demoted to

page If!

defeat Rhode Island and New
1 1 a mpshire would have to upset the

Kedmen for the YanCon deadlock
to occur
Moving in for a tie with UMass

2-0 1 i is upstart Maine (2-2-1 ) and
Connecticut 1 2-1-1 >. while Vermont
'ti 1 -:{>. with three conference ties,

moved into fourth place.

Kor the third straight week,
Maine's Manny Osode has been
named to the weekly All-Star

squad, as he registered three goals
and one assist in two games last

week Against Vermont (2-2 tie).

< tsode scored both goals, including

the tying goal midway in the fourth

quarter He also had an assist and
one goal in the 2-0 win over Colby.

In both games last week, Osode
had a hand in every goal scored.

The other two selections are
(Mass goalie. Hill Leary, who
shutout Tufts. 5-0 and New
Hampshire's standout defen-
seman. Henry Krealey. Leary
recorded his third straight shutout

and lowered his goals against-

average to 0.6. Brealey was the
heart of the defense that led the
Wildcats to two overtime wins
against St Anselm'sand Plymouth
State. !>oth ;!-2. Brealey broke up
several key offensive drives by St.

Anselm s and Plymouth State
during the overtime sessions.

Honorable mention went UMass'
Duane ISrmviiiTeameck, N.J.),
who had two goals against Tufts
and was outstanding on defense for

the undefeated Redmen.

VANKLE CONt ERENCE STANDINGS

UM.ns
Connecticut

Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire

Whode island

Won Lost Tie pt s

OVERALL
Won Lost Tie GK GA

UMass
UConn
m,i Ine

V'rmont
UNH
URI

N
i.i

LEADING SOCCER STATISTICS' (Includmq
1 id mi s ot Ot I 24)

GOALS

Manny Osocl.' (M.i I

Doan. Hi own iM.iss )

I .ndi. Alv.-s (M.iss I

1'f MnriJcxh !N. w Hampshire)
v\.k.. e. -it/ in, w Hampshire)
"•in. Ian Kiasn fConnciticut)

. inn,in H< vans (Connecticut!
i>.iv,u oi.ii.i I Vermont)
"<i I'lnisoi, tttem Hampshire)

••'< k Vikin I A/I.iiiii-i

ASSISTS

v uoats

l

s

I

4

3

3

3

Auqie Calheno (Mass )

L mdo Alves (Mass.)
Dave Philson (New Hampshire)
Dave Brown (Maine)

GOALIE SAVES
Games Saves Avq

S assists

4

4

3

v4Plk*
JeM Doran (Connecticut) 8

Jim Mueller (New Hampshire)8
8

i ?2

I I

17 II

7 12

"OPS IN ASSISTS-AugieCalheno is the assist leader in
the Yankee Conference as of
this weeks scoring statistics

Jim Kiely (Vermont)
Dick Hartley (Rhode Island)" '

Bill Leary (Massachusetts) 6

Bill Herland (Mame) II

Mark Sweetland (Maine) »

Cover ALL qames in and out ot conference
'• No qoahe statistics received this week

142

138

116

87

a
37

76

17 7

17 2

14.5

21

93
33
T8

Sip Ma**attfn*tttB

SatUr (MUman
^-/ A Fill AND RfSPONSIlLE ^^Ml$$

Weather:
Cloudy, high in the SO's

possible rain at night
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Teach-In Highlights

Black Solidarity Day
Details, page 3

Internationally known Dr. Wilfred Cartey will speak here
today as part of the nation-wide observance of "Black Solidarity

Day". Dr. Cartey 's topic will be Black Culture and Con-

sciousness: The Road to Unity. See page 3 for Dr. Cartey
biography and further details on "Black Solidarity Day" teach-
in.

Eastern Culture Expressed on "India Night"
on page 3
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Parking Garage Popularity Climbing Upward

Despite doing .1 disappointing business so far. the Campus Center

Puking Garage - not to be judged a failure.

"We real)) haven't given it a chance," said Donald Witkoski.

director of the laeilit\ He says that the garage opened on October 11,

over three months behind schedule and that October 19 was the first

ut operation with a lull staff.

\lt hough a walk through the garage seems to reveal most I v empty

spacei the trend is dennately upward," Mr. Witkoski said During a

live day period in October, the garage handled 1200 cars, with the

daily 'otals increasing throughout the week
When asked whj response to the garage has been relatively slow so

Mi Witkoski again cited the newness of the facility, a lack of

publicity on the garage's rates and the fact that many people are not

familiar with the roads leading to it

Directional signs recently put up pointing the way to the garage, an

expanded advertising program, the onset of bad weather, and most of

all. time, are expected to show an increase in the garage's popularity

roads
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Coming In . . . and . . . Going Out

Campus Judiciary System
Explained To Area Heads

Chancellor's Coffee Hour

ByANNESTADNICKl
Staff Reporter

The campus judiciary system is

10% punishment and 90%
prevention" Handy Dahl, coor-

dinator of all student judiciary at

I Mass told a gathering of Nor-

theast area heads of residence and

their student senators last night.

The group gathereed with Dahl

to consider how the student

judiciaries deal with security of-

lenses.

Present house judiciaries are

ineffective, said Dahl, because

they tend to enforce specific

regulations of each house

Dahl. who was appointed by the

Student Senate, and his committee,

made up of 4 students. 2 faculty

members and the Student Senator

D'gal Counselor are aiming their

study of security offenses and

punishments at the Board of

trustees They hope to recommend

a new proposal by the middle of

next semester that will cover not

only students, but faculty, and
staff in academic and non-
academic affairs.

The chief element in student

judiciary until now, said Dahl, was
participation. His new proposal, in

a tentative planning stage right

now. does not count so heavily on
the students.

It will offer alternatives to civil

court action, Dahl said, where the

present system fails to.

Since jeopardy and suspension

are the only real weapons
judiciaries can wield at this time,

he said that many minor offensed

escape official attention because

the repercussions of the courts can
have lasting effects and students

hesitate to take this step

Settling outside of court, or

removing a disruptive student

from the dorm does not work as

dip fla*9irlpmttft flatlg (BoUtijtaii
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effectively as the heads ol

residence believe, Dahl suggested.

Informal controls and fines are not

the way to deal with offenders, he
stated, nor are notations on
records.

Outside of the University, of-

fenders must deal with the law,"
declared Dahl.

He suggested that within the
University community crimes
should be punished accordingly.
Jack Richardson, head of

residence in Northeast, protested
that students don't want to send
their contemporaries to jail. He
added that in the new proposal
there would be an excessive
amount of paperwork and judges
would have no sense of how in-

dividuals function in the life of the
dormitory

Dahl countered the attacks
saying that the controls of current
house judiciaries have not
prevented security offenses. They
are arms of the Senate, in any
case, he added. They were created
to enforce regualtions recognized
by the Senate, and have little

authority in civil matters
The separate house judiciaries

might trv test cases of their own
systems in punishment Dahl said,

but the Senate would probably not

uphold them

Chancellor Tippo will hold his

weekly noontime coffee hour today
in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student t'nion. It will last until 2

p.m.

The Chancellor's open
discussions provide an opportunity
lor any member of the University
community, and especially
students, to raise questions about
general campus issues, seek an-
swers to particular questions, or to

hear first-hand what the principal
administrative officers are

//

thinkint1 and planning

The practice of the regular open

meetings with free coffee available

to all. originated last year and is

credited with allowing for greater

two-way campus communication
Oil issued affecting the entire

I mversity.

All students with particular

matters to discuss, as well as those

interested in just listening, are

cordially in vited to today's

discussion.

Focus " Provides
Election Analysis

Tonight at 10 p.m. WMUA's
"Focus" will offer a preview of
Tuesday's elections, will special
emphasis being devoted to
coverage of selected races in
Massachusetts
Moderator Ken Mosakowski will

present an in-depth analysis of the
IS Senate race in Massachusetts
with similar attention paid to tbe
state's gubernatorial contest.
Some coverage will also be

provided concerning the race for

State Representative in the First

Franklin District, in which UMass
senior F. James Gensheimer is the

Democratic Party's nominee
Commentary on other political

races, such as the contests for U.S.

Senate in New York and Ten-
nessee, will be provided if time
permits

All registered \oters are invited

to tune in on Focus" tonight at

•1.1 FM on the dial

MDC Hotline
5-2550

"Black Solidarity Day" Features Cartey. Thelwell
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor
"Black Solidarity Day" will be

observed today with a five-college

sponsored teach-in on the general
topic of "The Struggle for
Liberation: Black Students" and
Black students" starting at 10:00

a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom
and highlighted by internationally

famous Dr. Wilfred Cartey who
will speak on "Black Culture and
Black Consciousness : The Road to

t'nity" at 3:00 p.m.
The teach in, as part of national
Black Studies Day" celebrations

across the country, will also

teature Michael Thelwell, Head of

the UMass WEB. DuBois Black

Studies Department, who will

speak in the morning, after the

introduction by a UMass un-

dergraduate, on the subject of how
Black Studies programs relate to

struggles faced by the Black
community.
After Thelwell's address, there

will be a break for lunch with the

teach-in workshops beginning at

approximately 1:00 p.m.
Discussions will concern the fate of

the 5-College Black Studies

Schedule Of Day's Activities

10:00a.m.-Introduction by UMass undergraduate to the days events
and address by Michael Thelwell, head of UMass Black Studies in the

Student Union Ballroom.

1:00 p.m -Workshop discussions, (location and discussion leaders to

Ik? announced during the day.

5:00p m (approx. (Address by Dr. Wilfred Cartey in Student Union
Ballroom on "Black Culture and Consciousness: The Road to Unity."

The resolutions of the day will be heard after Dr. Cartey's address.

programs, the concept of black
education, and black students and
their fuctions within the com-
munity. After Dr. Cartey finishes

his speech resolutions of the
conference will be voiced.

"The purpose of the gathering"
said Thelwell, "is much more than

symbolic. There is a glaring need
for the black community of the
University to come together and
really evaluate their presence at
the University. These are crucial

times for black people and unless
we can move towards our goals
and collectively develop strategies

and an agendum of priorities

within which to operate, then our
experience here will be of
questionable value to the majority
of us."

The organizers of the five-college

teach-in described the teach-in as
"a serious working day for black
people. This will not be simply
another rap session. We are going
to discuss problems affecting the

community and we are going to be
testing out several proposals for

new programs in the five college

area which will add significantly to

the value of the educational ex-

perience of black people in the
valley."

The organizers hope that "a
greater co-hesiveness and sense of

purpose" will result from todays
teach-in."

Weekend Rally Concerned

With Fighting Repression
By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

An SMC rally held Saturday on

the Amherst Common drew about

:UM) people who heard end-the-war

and stop-repression speeches by
speakers from Kent State,

Amherst, and Boston.

The rally was preceded by a

inarch from the Student Union
terrace, through Southwest and on

into the center of Amherst. The
inarch picked up few people on the

way. and as it moved through the

center of town, a grizzled old man
in a green pick-up truck drove by in

the opposite direction and turned

his thumb down on the marchers.

Rita Rubin, a student from Kent

State, gave her account of the

incidents las May 4 and claimed.

What happened was that we were
I ear gassed and th*>n murdered."
According to her. the repression

in Kent is becoming very severe

and that. "You can't call a pig a

pig ..You can't make barnyard
sounds at a policeman.'" She said

that the townspeople in Kent are

trying to make sure that students

can't do anything but that the most

repressive thing they've done is to

indict the Kent 25

William Arthrell, one of the Kent
_!."). said. There's a real question of

how lair the Grand Jury was." He
claimed that the indictments were
invalid because they weren't

handed down by his peers but by

Kent businessmen and
professional people." He said,

We're getting stronger. We're

becoming a threat to the Establish-

ment so they're getting

repressive."

Arthrell was indicted for second-

\ppro\imatelv :»<» people assembled on Amherst Commons for the

s\|( \ rally Saturday. (MDC Photo bv David Baer.)

degree rioting or tumultous con-

duct, and claimed, "I think Kent is

being singled out as an exam-
ple The lx?st way we can fight

repression is by sticking together."

Reverend Jeffrey Campbell of

the Amherst Unitarian Church
spoke after Arthrell and said that

he had 'sort of a Rip Van Winkle

leehng" because he was related to

anti-war movements in the late

l»r.5o's. He said that back then

everyone was horrified to learn

that war is a basic part of

American society and he main-

tained, "Any steps taken to stop

war will alter the basic society into

which you were born."

According to Rev. Campbell,

"We are now in the early stages of

the third American Revolution. .As

the incident at Kent shows, we are
openly turning against our young."
Bounding out the list of speakers

were Klana Montiero from Female
Liberation in Boston, and George
Nees, from the United Farm
Workers.
As it has in the past, cold

weather plagued this rally and the
crowd dwindled rapidly after the
lirst few speakers.

ZOO 240
Zoology 24(> (General

Genetics) will not meet in

Morrill 203 as announced last

Thursday Instead, lecture
sections :? and 4 will continue to

meet in SBA 116.

FRESHMEN

Remember to

VOTE
in Hie Primary Elections

NOVEMBER 3rd

for Class Officers

in Cape Code Lounge

of th^S.U
from 9 to 5

\
85 Amity St

DRAKE
Restaurant

Amherst, Mass.

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 - 9 p.m.

VILLAGE INN DRAKE

Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Dr. Wilfred Cartey, A Biography

Today's teach-in in the Student Union Ballroom will feature
Trinidad-born Dr. Wilfred Cartey, professor of Comparative
Literature as City College in New York and an associate at Columbia
University.

Cartey is not only widely published but has also repeatedly par-
ticipated in the development of the programs and ideas that directly

relate to the international liberation struggles of Africans and peoples
of African descent.

Among Dr. Cartey's more recent publications are The African

Reader: a two volume study of African history, culture, and politics

done in collaboration with Martin Kilson of Harvard University, and
Whispers From a Continent; an exploration into the works of con-
temporary Black African Writers. Whispers From a Continent has
Ix'en hailed in some quarters as "The Bible on African Literature."

Dr. Cartey has also written extensively on West Indian, Carribean,
and Afro-American culture and literature.

Along with these publications Dr. Cartey has also brought him into

publishing and broadcasting lectures on such topics as Revolution,
Race, the Poetry of Blackness, and Third world Writing.

He has also taped TVshows that were broadcast nationwide in 1964

on African religion" and "African Culture and Folklore."
Along with these contributions, Wilfred Cartey has served as a

consultant to Southern Black colleges on curriculum development and
to Head Start and Upward Bound.

.

Indian Culture Presented
By WILLIAM LONGRIDGK

Staff Reporter
A cultural program of music,

dance, and drama was presented
last night to a crowd of ap-
proximately 750 people by the
India Association under the
supervision of President R Pat-
naik. in the Campus Center
Auditorium

The intent of the program stated
president Patnaik, "is to give
American Students a wider ap-
preciation of Indian culture, as
well as moving beyond the
stereotyped image of India as a
land of maharajahs, poverty, and
Indira Gandhi." This aim was
accomplished, by the skit entitled

Fast is Fast and West is West"
This skit, directed by Lawrence
Frates and narrated by Khalid
Mirza. pointed out the false image
and attempted locorrect it through
the medium of satire

Featured vocalists of the evening
were Patricia Behenna. an Knglish
girl, singing a romantic Indian
song, and Mrs Chakravarti, an
experienced classical vocalist in

Hindustan music, who rendered
two short pieces: one light

classical and one orthodox
selection

Also presented, was an
exhibition of Indian fashion which
gave particular attention to the
Indian Sari. This exhibition,
narrated and arranged by Kukula
Bam. ranged from the traditional

floor length sari of the narrator to

the "Hipster" sari demonstrated
by Nilusha Manji. "This particular
model," stated Miss Bam, "has
caused many traffic accidents at

crowded intersections in India."

Demonstrating true Fast West
harmony, an experimental Indian
rhythm was performed employing
Indian and Western instruments.
In this piece, the Western in-

struments seemed to transmit the
high pitched Indian tones while the

Sitar and Tabla. classical Indian
instruments blended to produce
harmony,

In conclusion. President Patnaik
extended Ins warm thanks to the
large crowd, whose size, Patnaik
stated was larger than he had
expected." His conclusion was that
he was encouraged by the large
turnout and very grateful for the
interest shown in the program. The
India Association plans an even
larger presentation next semester
consisting entirely of Indian Music

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

Thursday - Friday, November 5-6

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

Two different programs of the world's greatest
Baroque Music including Corelli, Vivaldi, Marcello and
Albinoni.

'Unexcelled in their class!" L.A. Times

Thursday - Sunday, November 12 - 15

Operetta Guild present*

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production of this hit!

Reserved Tickets: $1 00 - 3.00
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202
Remaining Tickets of Bowker Box Office
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon, O'Brien Seek Votes
During Halftime TV Bids
NEW YORK (AP) - President

Nixon and National Democratic
Chairman Larry O'Brien, in final

hour campaigning for
congressional candidates, shared
network television air time bet-

ween halves of a professional

Nixon

Reaction

Rapped
CINCINNATI (AP) - Joseph

Khodes Jr .. youngest member of

the President's Commission on
Campus Unrest, said yesterday
that President Nixon has
"deliberately ignored our real

problems'' and has "sought to play

on our fears and hatred for his own
political gains."

Speaking before 250 members of
the Cincinnati branch of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People for

Jackson State *'did not die because
of campus unrest.'' He said the
Mississippi lawmen fired a 400

round volley into the girls' dorm
basically because of the racial
hatred that has characterized
lawmen in the South and in-

creasingly across the nation."
He also charged that the special

Ohio grand jury, which in-

vestigated the killing of four Kent
state University students last May
4, has made a "fundamental
assault on the very system of

justice of this country with its

kangaroo court indictments of the
\ ictims of the Kent State tragedy."
The Commission on Campus

I nrest warned in its report that the

ue of campus unrest was a
nonissue." Rhodes explained. He
said the report was "totally and
irresponsibly ignored" by the
Nixon administration. The grand
jury indicted 25 persons in con-
nection with disturbances at Kent
Mate but exonerated National

Guardsmen who fired at students.
This president," said Rhodes in

ins speech, 'has clearly written off

I he black community, and
therefore I urge you. the American
people, now to write him and his

candidates off on Tuesday.

"

football game yesterday to boost

their parties' candidates.

Democratic Sen. Edmund
Muskie, meanwhile, said he had

asked the three major television

networks for free air time Monday
night "to respond to the

Republican tactics of fear and

division" which he said threaten to

tear the country apart

Also, spokesman at Columbia
Broadcasting System said the

Republican National Committee
was buying a prime time slot, 9 to

i»:«i p.m. EST, Monday night for

}H)litical campaigning, and ap-

parently was hoping to split the

time and the cost with the

i democrats.

There was no indication the

Democrats would agree, the

spokesman said.

All three networks had no

comment immediately on Muskie's

request for free time, the senator's

aides said.

Nixon, on the halftime television

spot, again concentrated on the

appeal to elect congressmen "who
will work with the President."

Touching on his record in crime

control, the economy and Vietnam,

he said. We have made
progress... but not enough. I need

the help of the Congress, more help

than I have had."

Nixon's message was taped in

Washington on Tuesday, prior to

his encounter with egg throwing
demonstrators in San Jose, Calif.,

on Thursday.
He said of demon-

st ra tors :*'... .the violent few are not

the majority of young Americans,
and they are not going to be the

leaders of the future. I am proud of

the great majority of our young
Americans today."

O'Brien, whose spot followed the

President's, said Democratic
candidates "are acquitting
themselves extremely well, in my
judgment, in this election," but he
added, "there is one aspect of this

campaign that deeply disturbs me.
"There are those who have been

traveling the nation suggesting
that somehow we condone
violence, condone extremism, do
not support law and order with
justice

"

Referring to the assassinations
of President John F. Kennedy and
Sen Robert F. Kennedy, he said.

We know violence; we know
extremism; we've experienced it;

we've lived with it, and we abhor
it

"

An aide to Muskie said the free

time on the major networks was
sought "in the public interest." He
said Muskie was backed in the

move by "concerned Democrats"
who included former New York
Gov. W. Averell Harriman and
John I) Rockefeller IV. West

Virginia's secretary of state.

Ads Repudiated

By GOP Candidates
WASHINGTON (API - Two

Republican senatorial candidates
have repudiated a series of

newspapers advertisements
linking their opponents and six

other Democratic candidates to

crime and violence, the Fair
Campaign Practices Committee
said yesterday.

Samuel Archibald, executive
director of the private, nonpartisan
organization, said he received
telegrams from Nelson Gross of

Wvv Jersey and Andrew Carter of

New Mexico.

Gross said. "Neither I nor any
member of my campaign staff had

CLASS OF 1974

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES FOR

CLASS OFFICE

Come to the Open Class Forum

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1970

at

8:15 in Mahar Auditorium

any knowledge of the ad... prior to

its publication. We in no way
participated in its preparation nor
did we approve its insertion."

Carter said he subscribes to the

lair campaign practices code
which condemns distortion of a
candidate's record or views and
that he repudiates "any activities

on my part which do distort."

Archibald said the Democratic-

Senatorial Campaign Committee
had lodged a protest against the

ads run in at least 61 papers, and
paid for by the Committee for

Responsible Congress headed by
Republican National Com-
mitteeman Carl L. Shipley of the

District of Columbia.

Sen. Joseph Montoya, D N.M.,
had lodged a separate protest

against his GOP challenger, Ar-
chibald said, and the Fair Cam-
paign Practices Committee
determined that Carter's answer
was arepudiation of the ad.

Democrats said the quotations

were taken out of context and
National Chairman Lawrence F.
O'Brien accused the Republican
party of conducting a "desperate
last minute smear campaign."

Britain May Resume

S. Africa Arms Sale
LONDON(AP) Political in-

siders say Prime Minister Edward
Heath soon will end the six year old

British ban on weapons sales to

South Africa.

Any such action seems certain to

rock and maybe wreck the Com-
monwealth, whose 29 member
states embrace 800 million people

of all colors and creeds.

Commonwealth leaders are due

to meet in Singapore in mid

January. By then the British

decision most likely will have been

taken And if it is in South Africa's

favor the big question will be

whether the Commonwealth will

survive in its present form. Right

now it is a free association of like

minded states sharing the common
experience of having been led to

independence by the British.

Rarely in Commonwealth
history has a single issue

generated so much heat and bit-

term
There are far more nonwhite

states and people in the Com-
monwealth than white ones.
As things seems to be going,

Heath's government is determined
to confirm the intention it

proclaimed last July-to provide
South Africa with limited
categories of maritime weapons
like frigates in order to help secure
the South Atlantic and Indian
Ocean sea lanes.

Three African presidents-
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, Milton
Obote of Uganda and Julius
Nyerere of Tanzania-believe they
have a moral commitment from
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi that
India will be alongside them if thev

feel they have to quit the Com-
monwealth.

If India goes it would be difficult

in an Asian context for Pakistan
and Ceylon to stay

The departure of these states

would spell the end of the Com-
monwealth as an effective or
credible international system.

Jordanian Ceasefire

Lifted By Government
< AP) .Jordan's government lifted

yesterday a night curfew in Am-
man that has been in force since

the outbreak of the 11 day civil war
on Sept 17. The University of

Jordan reopened and lesser
schools were ordered to reopen
next Saturday.

At the same time Jordanian
army patrols were reported seen
along the Israeli Jordanian cease
lire line for the first time since the
Middle East war of 1967. The
return ol the patrols was seen in

Israel as a sign that the Jordanian
army was taking measures to keep
Palestinian guerrillas out.

The guerrillas had used the area
before the Jordanian civil war as a
launching point for attacks inside
Israel

The easing of the restrictions
was one ol the first administrative
steps taken by the new government
of Prime Minister Wasfi Tell who
was appointed by King Hussein
last week.

Tell said he is determined to see
the peace agreements im-
plemented and observed by both
sides.

Word of the resumption of the
Jordanian patrols along the cease
lire line came from witnesses on
the Israeli occupied west hank of
the Jordan River

Among developments elsewhere.
Pope Caul VI appealed for an
extension of the Middle East cease
lire beyond its expiration date
Thursday.
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Three C's
FRIENDSHIP CENTER
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SHLOMO CARLEBACH
(Last year 1200 students heard him)

TUESDAY, NOV. 10 AT 8.30 P.M. IN STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

CAMPAIGN CLIMAX

? ? Describe National Senate Races
I'ht' demonic partisanship of

l lie Nixon Administration
campaigning hus made many of

the 35 senate races impossible to

predict. The rhetoric of

Nixon-Agnew has caused
some states to suing Republican
hut this may be compensated by
auti-Ni\on feelings in other
states.

Voter apathy is evident in

some states further clouding the

already cloudy election picture.

The President and Vice*
I 'resident have embarked on an

unprecedented campaign suing
bv an incumbent administration

in hopes of shifting the senate

Democrat margin of 57-43 into a

Kepuhlican majority. Of the :;.">

seats up for grabs tomorrow
, 25

are in the hands of Democrats
while 10 are held by the GOP.
Democrats seem assured of

holding nine seats: Muskie in

Maine. Kennedy in

Massachusetts. Hart of

Michigan. Stennis of Mississippi,

Pasture of Rhode Island,

.larkson of Washington. Byrd of

West Virginia. Proxmire of

Wisconsin and Mansfield of

Montana.
Republicans seemed definitely

in control ol three seats held by

incumbents. Kong of Hawaii.

Scott of Pennsylvania and
Stevens ol Alaska.

The President chose 22 states

to campaign in and the 22 races

are rated tossups. They are

listed helou. with the exception

ol \ew England races
previewed elsewhere on the

page.

NKW YORK-The race of the

year. Conservative Party
candidate .lames Buckley would
\ote for GOP control of the

senate He is the Nixon-Agnew
choice. Democratic Rep.
Richard Ottinger is running
i lose with Buckley for whom
Agnew spoke at a private fund-

raising luncheon in October.

Incumbent Sen. Charles E.

Doodell, the Republican
nominee, mav run third.

NORTH DAKOTA-Nixon's
protege, Thomas Kleppe, a
Republican Congressman, may
be leading Democratic in-

cumbent, Quentin Burdick.
Nixon and Agnew were here.

OHIO-Rep. Robert Taft, Jr.,

the Republican, may be only

slightly ahead of Democratic
businessman Howard Met-
/.enbaum Nixon has been here to

push the social issues, too.

TENNESSEE-Republican
enemy No. 1, Sen. Albert Gore,
has closed a large gap held by
Rep William E. Brock 3d. The
" adical liberal" tag was placed
on Gore early and often and both
the President and Vice
President dropped by. Brock
still the favorite.

TEXAS-Very close between
two conservatives, Rep. George
Bush, perhaps the candidate
who is most directly a Nixon
product in this year's election,

and Lloyd M Bentsen Jr., who
has Lyndon B. Johnson's
blessing. Nixon and Agnew have
come here for Bush.

t'TAH-Another Nixon pupil.

Kep. Laurence J. Burton, looks

strong against Democratic in-

cumbent Frank E. Moss. Very
close with Nixon due yesterday.

VIRGINIA The favorite is

Sen. Harry F Byrd Jr., who is

running as an independent but

probably would vote for

Democratic control rather than
turn on the committee chairmen

who were his father's friends,

Ray L Garland, the Republican
candidate, has been ignored by
the White House. He and
Democrat George Rawlings are
said to be behind Byrd by a good
margin.

WYOMING-Sen. Gale McGee
appears to have withstood an
carlv Agnew visit and will

prevail over Rep. John S. Wold.
a Nixon-inspired candidate.

ARIZONA-Republican Sen
Paul J. Fannin considered
holding a surprisingly thin edge
over moderate Democrat Sam
Grossman Both Nixon and
Agnew have campaigned here.

CALIFORNIA Democratic
I S Rep. John V. Tunney said to

be narrowly leading Republican
Sen. George Murphy. Murphy's
age Mia i and a recent conflict-of-

interest charge are major
issues Nixon and Agnew have
come to help.

FLORIDA State Sen. Lawton
Chiles, a Democrat, is leading
I S Rep William Cramer on the

strength of a campaign on foot

Irom top to bottom of the sun-

shine state Nixon and Agnew
have Iwth come to try to stop
Walkin Lawton ". Cramer is a

Nixon-picked candidate.

ILLINOIS-The "radical
libera 11" strategy has been tried

here perhaps more than any
other state. But its target,

Democrat Adlai Stevenson 3d,

appears comfortably ahead of

Sen Ralph Tyler Smith despite

Nixon and Agnew visits.

INDIANA-Another bat-
tleground for the "radical" and
social issues. U.S. Rep. Richard
Roudebush, the GOP candidate,
is leading Sen. Vance Hartke.
Nixon and Agnew have both
appeared. Nixon urged
Roudebush into the race.

MARYLAND-Very close
between Sen. Joseph Tydings,
the Democrat, and U.S. Rep. J.

Glenn Beall who is another
candidate launched Irom the
West Wing of the White House.
Tydings is considered "radical
liberal' and Nixon and Agnew
have come into Maryland to

emphasize the charge.

MINNESOTA This state
would barely rate mention were
it not for the fact that President
Nixon came here last week to try

to cut down the wide lead cm-
loved by his 1M8 opponent,
Hubert II Humphrey, over U.S.
Rep Clark MacGregor.

\ .P. Spiro Agnew

He Has Spoken

NEW JERSEY-Democratic
Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr. is

beating Republican Nelson
Cross despite Nixon's visit at

mid-month.

M ISSOl RI Sen. Stuart
Symington is getting the race of

his life after three terms but is

considered almost sale. Nixon
came here to help state Atty.

Gen John (' Danforth, the GOP
candidate.

NKBRASKA-Former
Democratic Gov. Frank
Morrison has caused some
stirring against incumbent
Roman Hruska. This, and the
I act that it's a 1972 primary
slate, attracted Nixon here last

week Hruska considered still

strong

NEVADA-Reno DA. William
Raggio has run a tough law-and-
order campaign against in-
cumbent Howard Cannon who
may hold a slight lead. Raggio
was urged to run by Nixon who
was scheduled to be in Nevada
yesterday. Agnew came in
September.

NEW MEXICO-Democrat
Joseph M. Montoya was not
called a "radical liberal" during
an Agnew visit but the Senator's
Republican opponent, Anderson
Carter, has about called him
equivalent. Nixon was due here
yesterday.

Tickets now on sale in Hiltel Office

Duffey, Muskie Closely Watched In N.E.
Three New England states will share the national spotlight tomorrow

with three significant senate contests in Vermont, Connecticut and
Maine. And New Hampshire will vote in aguhernatorialrace that is an
idealogical matchup of liberal-conserative.

In Vermont, incumbent
Senator Winston Prouty appears

to have a narrow lead over

former Democratic Governor

Phillip Hoff. in a vicious cam-
paign fight that has featured

personal slurs and visits from

the Nixon-Agnew campaign
express.

Prouty is a moderat con-

servative on most issues while

Hoff is a liberal. The former
governor has been hampered by
a Democratic party interparty

split that has been reported to

have been healed. Hoff has been
aided however by a massive
democratic voter registeration

Edmund Muskie

Seeks Big Win

Winston Prouty

Holds Slight Lead

drive in Vermont and a large

amount of aid from Labor.

A big issue in the campaign
was a Republican fund raising

banquet. At the banquet, which
was held for Prouty, the GOP
state chairman made a slurring

relerrance to Hoff's well-

Publicized drinking problems.
Hoff. days later, admitted that

he had drinking problems in the

I tast but has cured the problem
completely.

\t the same banquet self-

appointed social critic cartoonist

\l Capp, said that Hoff was the

person when Governor who
brought 'those rapist and
criminals from New York ", in

reference to Hoff's institution of

the Headstart program to

\ ermont. Republicans suffered
Irom the quote.

It would seem that Prouty
must remain the favorite in staid

old Vermont but Hoff has pulled

upsets before as is shown by his

|iast election to Governor in the

solidity Republican state.

Connecticut's senate race is

hemg billed as the test case for

the nation It pits liberal, former
McCarthy aid and national
chairman of the Americans for

Democratic Action, Reverend
Joseph Duffey against
Republican conservative Lowell
vVeiekcr, a hand-picked Nixon
candidate and the independent
candidacy of incumbent
Democrat Thomas Dodd.

Both Agnew and Nixon have
made Connecticut a major
project in their campaign plans.

Duffey has run an issue-

oriented, youthful organization,

that won the Connecticut
democratic primary in an upset.

I tc seems to be trailing Weicker,
however, by a very slight

margin

The presence of Dodd may
i:ol(l the key The longtime
senator was damaged greatly by
Ins personal financial scandals

ol a year ago. and is given little

chance to win However, his

votes may either help or hurt

Duffey in Duffey 's underdog bid

to gam the Connecticut senate

seat

In Maine, the question is not

who but how much. Democratic
senator Edmund Muskie faces

certain re-election over his
Republican opponent Truman
Bishop. However, Muskie is

running a vigourous campaign
to try and pile up a sizeable
majority and boost his chances
of lor the 1972 Democratic
Presidential nomination.

The Maine campaign was
heated up this past weekend
when an advertisement ap-
peared in most state
newspapers, linking Muskie to

radicals and extremists. The ad
was paid for by the Republicans.
The ad had a boomerang effect

on the voters and probably
helped Muskie

In New Hampshire, the
stubborn third party candidacy
ol defeated primary principal

Mildren Thompson seems to

assure the re-election of liberal

Republican Walter Peterson
Peterson defeated Thompson in

the GOP primary

Thompson's refusal to leave
the race, has split conservative

votes between himself and
Democrat Roger Crowley to

probably assure Peterson ol his

re election
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The Balance
Throughout recent years, volumes have been written concerning the

massive dilemmas facing the populace of the United States. Race, the

,am war. pollution, the military-industrial complex and the

workability of the American political process have all become 'relevant'

issues to (-very American citizen, not differentiating between ethnic

backgrounds, religious, professions or even sexes. The discussion, of

these topics and it may be euphemistic, to call it that, has caused greater

splits in the American society than this country has faced in most of our

lifetimes But everyone knows that

ryone knows that college students are now more radical than ever

before Everyone knows that the US government has become more

i epretaive than it has been since the Joe McCarthy era. Everyone knows

that the political system is dying under the alias of true representative

democracy What. then, is the problem

Just <»p?n your eyes and realizp the way it's always been.

Yd these difficulties still exist Apparently, everyone doesn't know
There is a wide divergence of opinion on whether or not this country is

truly as decrepid as many of the more liberal thinkers of our time would
have us believe Many people in the outside world and. indeed, a few of

our closer neighbors, still cling to the belief that the tenets of the founding

lathers of freedom, liberty and democracy, are still existant and are for

all intents and purposes, functioning as well as they have in any time in

our history

It might be easy to label this group as the "silent majority" or some
other sillly pseudonym which casts this section of the country as a

rhetorical figment rather than the real individual believers that it ac-

tually is They are there.

Jusi iiptii sour mind and you will find the way it's always been.

Obviously, an enormous gap exists between the two sides, if one must
ruly employ the battlefield analogy There, then, is the cause of the

conflict Different groups with different attitudes have come to different

conclusions concerning the mode of life which is, if we must call it

Mi'thing. correct for the American people.

It seems an unlikely problem to solve easily. Indeed, there appears to

be no observer on the scene at this time who can effectively bridge the

Hap and act as the cohesive unit which is demanded. Thus, the individuals

involved, and that is all of us. must grab the reigns of leadership for

themselves

To some extent this has occured. Unfortunately, those who have moved
to the forefront are those who are least able to lead effectively. They are

the radical elements on both sides who seem more intent on winning the

Aiir than solving the problem They have the right idea but the wrong

direction.

The other alternative is understanding. Instead of turning our backs

.md running for cover, we might advance under the white flag of

willingness. Advance not to conquer or castigate, but advance to com-
prehend.

It is imperative that we understand what is being said. We must un-

derstand what others think and why. People aU have different

backgrounds which foster different beliefs. One small step towards

compassion might produce a giant leap towards compromise,

lust open sour heart and that's a start.

BARRY RUBENSTEIN

The Human Condition

Women
I remember Stephanian. my old biology teacher

saying. When you close your eyes, a horse's hide is

like a woman's skin
"

Nik used to say that men got energy from women
But he also said that with women, if you are wrong,
you must be right." When you turn out the lights, he

would add. all women are the same.
Lenny Bruce spoke of men as dogs. A man could be

wrapped in bandages, his arms and legs mutilated, his

brain, half-conscious, but he would still make a play

for that nurse. A woman would never do that. It's not

in their constitution to go to bed with just anyone. So

Lenny said

Women are irrational, that's all there is to that.

Their heads are full of cotten. hay. and rags. They're
nothing but exasperating, irritating, vacillating,

calculating, maddening, and infuriating hags!"
Henry Higgins was having his woman-troubles.

Brel. the French chansonnier, tells of the man who
Aditing for Madelaine (who he loved so much ) . It

letting cold on that street corner, and Madelaine
who he loved so much i

. la catin, never showed up.
Let's say you like a woman, and you want to get to

know her better Ultimately, you say. it's the bed. But
>ay that this time, you want more than just a bed

relationship Problem How do you get through to the

woman?
I Develop a tactile approach or a "head" approach

towards her.

_ Put on your impressing act. Never forget for a

minute that you're Joe Cool tor if she's a freak, Fritz

the C
\ct sincere.

The woman, if she is normal, will immediately

initiate counter offensive number 479<CO 479). She'll

ignore you.

Then, it's 00 2:» She'll talk about her other boy
It lends "what I relationship Bob and-I-had" -and

she II leave you thoroughly confused as to whether

Bob was friend who was a boy, or whether Bob was a

Ijoyfriend, or whether Bob still is THE boyfriend. And
you know, that whatever he was, he just has got to be
an ass

At last < '023B- "encourage the new-victim". The
woman will stare at you, blink at you, twitch at you,

and put on a show so great that not even true lovers

net to see it But the show is in vain as she frustrates

you with CO 781.

The woman will reiterate what a great time the

gang had last Monday, and wasn't it too bad that you
weren't in when she called to invite you.

Now, the bitch puts you on the defensive. She will

ask you questions that you would really like to talk to

her about -but alas, she has asked the questions with a
minimum of thirty people in the adjacent vicinities.

As a coup-de-grace, she will mobilize C0345. She
will never be seen in your company without her
girlfriend.

You, destroyed and a fool, give up, because from the

beginning, you haven't been given one ounce of honest

feedback. The woman exults, for she has thwarted
your invasions of her virginity, feelings, and
humanness.

But after it's all over, you brood.

"How does it feel to be a woman?" my friend Dan
wrote. "Maybe it's just like being a man."

Art Buchwald

Down The Drain
WASHINGTON -One of the big pollution problems

seems to be the use of phosphates in detergents. It is

believed that the dumping of phosphates in streams
and rivers makes algae grow, which kills fish and
other good things.

All the soap companies are working on new
detergents that will eliminate phosphates and other
harmful chemicals. The problem is "What does the

housewife do with the detergent she already has in the

closet'"

Burton Schellenbach of Mentor, Ohio, told me his

w ife has six $5-boxes of a brand-name detergent and.

since she is ecology-minded, she tried to get rid of

them immediately. But she couldn't. She was in-

formed that if she and her neighbors dumped their

unwanted boxes down the drain at the same time,

Lake Erie would develop a frothy head two feet high.

Schellenbach thought to bury the boxes in the back

yard, but a chemist friend warned him if he did this,

the detergents would eventually drain and destroy all

the well-water in Ohio.

An attempt to destroy the boxes by fire failed, as

detergents just don't burn.

Schellenbach, in desperation, contacted the Nerve
Gas Disposal Unit of the Army, who refused to help

him They said they had enough trouble getting rid of

their nerve gas, and besides, if they dumped
detergents off a ship, as they did with nerve gas,

they'd only pollute the ocean.

A call to the detergent company, asking them if they

would take Mrs. Schellenbach's boxes off her hands,

was met with a cold response. "Once the detergent is

purchased," the vice president in charge of

phosphates said, "it is no longer our problem."

Every night when Schellenbach came home, his
wife asked. "Did you find a way to get rid of it?"
Schellenbach always shook his head. "We could

dump it in a junked car lot."

"But," his wife protested, "we wouldn't be doing
anything for ecology that way. The stuff would still get
in the streams. We have to dispose of it without
destroying our environment."

Alter thinking about it for days, and being haunted
by the detergent boxes in his closet at night.
Schellenbach finally came up with a plan. It was so
wild that he was afraid to mention it, even to his wife .

But he called me in Washington because he needed me
to get through to the right people.

"Listen," he said, "I have this idea how the United
States can get rid of all its phosphate detergents and
also strike a blow for the free world"

"Great, Schellenbach. Tell me what it is."
"We get an old cargo surplus ship and outfit it with a

lot of phony spy gear on top and inside. In the holds,
we load phosphate detergents. It may take some
cramming, but we could do it.

Then we name the ship the Pueblo II' and send it
into the coastal waters off North Korea."

I think I'm following you," I said.
"The North Koreans grab the ship and suddenly

they re stuck with all our phosphate detergents
"

"It might work." I told him excitedly. "Each month
we could send a spy ship until all the phosphate
detergents in the United States are gone "

"The North Koreans would be up to their ears in
detergent. Schellenbach said, "and we would be the
first country to destroy another with cleanliness

"

The Movement's Moving On
To the Editor:

We attended the rally last Friday in support of the Kent State 25,

because we believe these students are victims of political repression. We,
and some of our organizations, were listed as supporters of the rally. We
would like to state some of the reservations we have about that rally, and
indicate some directions we would like our peace movement at UMass to

take.

The Student Mobilization Committee leaflet calling for the rally made
no mention whatsoever of the chief victims of repression in this country,

the black people! We object to that. Recently, Black Panthers have been
framed, jailed, and murdered, and Professor Angela Davis has been
fired, framed on a murder charge, and put in solitary confinement. This

is not to mention the day to day repression of black people which goes

unnoticed because it is so common.
The Chicago people have been attacked, the labor movement has been

attacked. But now that the repression has begun to hit white students, a

big rally was called. And apparently, the Mobe is still unable to see that

their repression and the repression of the black community are part of

the same thing, for the stated purpose of this rally was solely "to defend

the Kent State 25."

This approach can only reinforce cynicism about the student

movement, especially among black students. It can only give validity to

the charge that white students were outraged at the Kent State massacre

and were almost indifferent to the murder of black students at Jackson

State

There were several arguments made in favor of the Mobe position One
was that they would talk to students at the rally about the repression of

black people, but would leave it out of the publicity in order to insure a

larger audience. But a rally isn't just a series of speeches, it is a public

demonstration. And the Mobe publicity said that this demonstration was
in support of white student victims of the government. Period. We can

talk about anything we want once we get there -day care centers, black

people, women, taxes -but the purpose of the demonstration is still as

stated What can the black people and the rest of the world conclude from

.1 student movement that demonstrates in support of white people and not

in support of black''

Mobe maintains that it's position promotes unity in the peace

movement We say that, on the contrary, it is splitting the movement and

splitting it along color lines. They say that to drag the issue of racist

repression into the issue of repression against the peace movement would

Ik? to lose those white students who oppose the latter but not the former.

That shows a singular lack of concern over losing the black students by

calling lor a demonstration to support only the white victims of

repression.

The peace movement can't afford to do that. The most valuable, most

strengthening alliance that the peace movement could make is the

alliance with the black people of this country. The reawakening of

America after the 1950s began with the black movement. All our

progressive movements have their roots in the struggle of the black

people, and our fate will rise or fall with theirs. If the black people are

crushed, we will not be able to avoid annihilation. White students who
defend the civil liberties of the Kent State 25 and who do not defend the

black community are tying a noose for the peace movement. The war-

makers use racism to weaken us.

We support white students in their fight against repression, but we
consider it very important that the student movement defend black

victims of repression with equal vigor.

ANNE DRANGINIS, NORMAN BENDER, MARGARET TOMPKINS
AND 14 other signatories, the Committee to Fight repression, and the

Y.W.L.L.

Another View Ain't Fair Guns A No No
To the Editor:

I am glad to see that someone
finally has taken a stand against
the radicals on campus. I am in

complete agreement with Mark
Montague As he says, it is not the

Army which makes foreign policy.

It is the fact the State Department
and the President, with the aid of

advisors, who make foreign policy.

The Defense Department only

takes orders from the Commander
in Chief, currently Richard Nixon.

If students really feel a need to

demonstrate against foreign
policy, then why not picket the

State Department or use their

constitutional powers to elect a

new president.

Having worked in Army per-

sonnel (OPO » for three years, I can
assure you thai the Army balances
its sources of officers so that the

input totals are in accordance with

public laws: the Officer Grade
Limitation Act and other laws

enacted by congress. The Army
has many sources of officers: OCS,
KOTC. Direct Appointments,
Uecall to Active Duty, the Military

Academy and Battlefield Com-
missions. The Army has only to

increase any one of these inputs to

bring the total input to the same
number it some source is reduced,

liven complete elimination of

ItOTC from all schools would not

hurt the Army for any length of

tunc", since there are enough

people m the Reserves and people

who believe in the forgotten

principles of patriotism and
alliegance to country to keep the

Army supplied with officers as

long as we have an Army.
FRANK EVANS

The Joker

To the Editor:

CEQ, where are you? Yesterday
I tried to cross the street behind the

new campus busses and got lost in

the smog. "Choking smoke-
breathers don't you think the joker

laughs at you?"
Peace to the Environment

An Open Letter to the Community
at Large:

My esteemed colleague,
Professor Emerson, rightly

castigates Buildings and Grounds
for the out-dated and misleading
signs which dot the landscape. But
things aren't as bad as he caaims;
they're worse. Not only is

Psychology alleged to be in Tobin
Hall (on the sign at Entry 5),

which, the observant will note is

still being built, but a sign direc-

ting the public to Linguistics,

which is alive and well on the

eighth floor of Thompson Hall,

does not exist anywhere on the

campus. I brought this lacuna to

the attention of the appropriate
official in July, 1969, and was in-

formed that the process of change
took at least six months. My own
untutored opinion is that with

sufficient energy and talent the

whole mess could be straightened

out in the Biblical six days.

Linguistics may indeed by
Nowhere, but I kind of hate to leave

that decision to B & G.

In hoc signo vinces,

DONALD C. FREEMAN
Chairman, Program in Linguistics

Conjecture
To the Editor:

My "cousins" the Arabs just told

me that armed struggle was the

solution for the Palestinian today,

and that the struggle would con-

tinue until the Israelis gave up
defending themselves. So much for

your genocide against Israel; you
put it on a long term, high cost

program.
I propose something different. If

the Palestinian "liberator"
terrorists really want to be the

vanguard of the revolution, let the

revolution be of peace and non-

violence.

Revolution is not a bad word. It is

a change that is rapid, profound,

and also structural, in which
people assume a maximum
responsibility. Let the change be
one of construction, not destruc-

tion Organize, work everywhere,
educate, and become noticeable to

the conscience of the world. There
will be many difficult moments,
and you may feel overwhelmed.
But if you work well among men,
they will grow. You shall triumph
by your work.

To what should your revolution

be directed? Consider social

equality, decent housing, food,

medicine, clothing, education, and
jobs Consider organizing and
electing a representative govern-

ment But more importantly for

you. you want that strip of land

your father lived on If it is more
important than the revolution, I

suggest you redefine "oppression"
and "liberation". If it is part of the

revolution, then out of non-violent

action you will ultimately succeed.

I heartily thank you for saying that

the Jews who are left in Palestine

after the "liberation" will have full

rights, but different than the

Arabs Such a policy is pursued
today in South Africa; the Black
people have "full rights, but dif-

ferent." and so I call your program
today apartheid and racist. Have
you ever thought that the Jews
might even join you in a real

revolution of liberation?

One last thought, don't wait for

someone to give it to you on a
platter. Seize the time, seize non-

violence, seize peace now!
JAMES MICHAELSON

To the Editor:

Loathe as I am to employ your
column for regular clarification of

issues where I feel that my position

is misrepresented, I feel I must
correct the impression left by the

article on the Senate debate
published in the October 29

COLLEGIAN.
The reporter suggests that I

advised the Senate "that the

firearms for these pacific (sic)

groups could legally be permitted

back on the campus."
There were two distinct issues

under consideration at the time.

One involved the return of devices

that looked like conventional
firearms but which had been
sufficiently emasculated so that

they are absolutely unable to

ejaculate "a shot, bullet or pellet"

within the contemplation of

Massachusetts General Laws
chapter 269 Section 10. The other

involved the return of functional

firearms.

In the first instance I advised the

Senate that due to the impotency of

the glorified "clubs" the statutory

prohibition specifically did not

apply. In the second instance I

advised that only if the Board of

Trustees or President Wood (and
not Chancellor Tippo) authorized

the return of such functional

weapons then they might reappear
on campus. This legal opinion was
based on a cursory examination of

statutory material on the Senate
floor.

As far as the cited statute is

concerned it may be construed as

saying that the intention of the bill

under consideration by the Senate

was an appropriate subject for

legislation which, if enacted, might
be implemented if other conditions

were subsequently met and over
which the Senate has no control

Absent such conditions firearms

are absolutely not legally on

campus as the articla suggested.

RCHARD M. ROWLAND
General Counsel

Rip Off!

To the Editor:

...I demand, with my increased
student activity fee ($18.), the

present administration im-
mediately hire an effective
security system. WHY NOT
STUDENTS (??), to protect my,
yours, and our property ! ! ! !

!

The other night, eight laughing
people, (assumedly students),
walked calmly thru the basement
level of the Waffle casually ripping
off three cushions from one of the

couches. — Not a word was said,

nor an eyebrow raised as they all

sauntered out the nearest
ELEVATOR EXIT!!!! - That's
cool. Sure! The beat goes on and
the sparsely furnished Waffle looks

worse than it ever did.

I suppose someone will continue
to complain, big shit! -DO
something! ! What would your first

reactions be, if one of you walked
into someone's apartment and
found a purple, or brown, cushion
on the floor? Personally? A bum
rush Why not give the Waffle a
chance? Use it, without abusing it!

(Is it possible)? And, finally, hire

the people of the University,

STUDENTS, to protect your
property !

!

Name Withheld by Request

To the Editor:

Wednesday night I went over to the Hampshire Dining Commons to

eat what I thought would be a HALF-WAY DECENT DINNER. I

thought the chicken was alright but after several fork fulls of salad I

lound a half squashed worm in the salad. When I took the salad to the
manager all he did was to confirm the fact that the worm was a worm
We pay enough for the food around here and the least we expect is to

have food that is edible (we know it is edible to the worms and they do
not pay for the food). If one worm got through into a salad, how many
others have been mashed and eaten by unsuspecting students 7 We
We do not pay for the "extra meat".

BRUCE BENNETT
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Faculty Plans Conference
On Undergraduate Education

Last February many University

Faculty members met for a day at

the Hotel Northampton to discuss

undergraduate education. Another

faculty conference has been
planned for Wednesday, November
11, an official state holiday, on the

theme "Creating A More
Satisfying Teaching-Learning
Environment." This fall's con-

ference will include an address by

Phosphate Debate
Tonight Dr Warren Litske will

moderate a discussion of

Phosphates as Pollutants of

Water, with Dr. Robert C. Black.

I ifsearch Director of the Soap and
I H-tergent Association, as the

featured speaker.

Dr. Black will present the soap

manufactures* view of the effects

<»i phosphates on the environment.

He will discuss recent research,

which seems to indicate that

phosphates are not as harmful as

has t>een thought, while other

^IK'akers will discuss phosphates

less kindly.

If you are interested in a

balanced presentation of the

phosphate problem, please attend.

The discussion will be held in

Koom 1K8 of the Campus Center, at

. no p.m.

University President Robert Wood
and numerous discussion groups,

all to be held in the Campus Center.

This year a limited number of

students will be able to participate

in the conference. All reservations

should be made by contacting the

United Christian Foundation of-

liees, 319 Hampshire House, 5-2789.

Registration deadline is November
(i. The cost is $6 per person.

payable at the beginning of the

conference. If reservations exceed
space limitations, thev will be

accepted on a first-come, first

serve vasis. Some scholarship aid

is available to subsidize student

registrations if needed. Faculty

contributions to the scholarship

fund are invited.

Planned activities of the con-

ference appear below.

Cuban Presentation

At Tonight's Forum

.ONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

8:45a.m Registration, 10th floor, Campus Center

9 00a.m. President Robert Wood. "The Role ot Undergraduate

Education at U Mass Amherst."
9:30a.m. Discussion, coffe

1030a m. Presentations of afternoon topics.

11:45a.m. Lunch

:15p.m, 2:15p.m ,

: 15p.m. (duplicate

sessions)

4 15 p.m
4:45 p.m.

Partial listing ol Discussion Topics:

Whose Course Is It? The Expectations of Teachers

and of Students

Using Video Tape for Self Evaluation

New Ways to Look at Curriculum

New Methodologies for Learning

Higher Education and Student Alienation

Operationaliiing the Fuzzy Concept of Undergrad

uate Education

Values, Values: How to Avoid Inculcating

Criteria tor Rewarding faculty

Teacher and Course Evaluating at U Mass
CCEBS A Case Study in Admissions Criteria

The Improvement of Teaching at the University

Project 10: An Experiment in Residential Education

The Long Range Planning Report and Academic Planning

Concluding Plenary Session

Cocktails

CLASS OF 1974

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES FOR

CLASS OFFICE

Come to the Open Class Forum

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1970

at

S:15 in Mahar Auditorium

Correction
Last Thursday nights

children's Halloween party was
sponsored by the Program
Council, not persons from the

Education Department as
reported in Friday's MDC.
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ski and country shops.

SIXTEEN ACRES Wilbraham Road at Parker Street

HAOLEY Route 9 at the Hadley Village Barn

waffle
stampers'

We talk boot talk and we're raving about these Italian crafted

trampers 1

Soft and flexible, padded for comfort Traction lug sole

Authentic hiking/camping mountaineering boots that have taken over

the campus'

DIAL the TIMBERLINE / 16 ACRES 783-2541

for Ski Information:/ HADLEY 584 SKIS

SKIS- Fischer, Kastte. Rosstgnol. Northland. Spalding BINDINGS- Salomon. Marker. Look, Cubco

BOOTS- Lange, Rosemount. Humane. Rtekef PARKAS Alpine Deagns.Tempco. Sportcaster.

ProNe Aspen PANTS,WARM-UPS.T-NECKS A SHIRTS- Edelwetss. Aspen. Val Hughes Alpine Designs,

ProMe. Skyr APRES SKI BOOTS- Bass, Nap Gvgnac Dunham's. A4T

The Militant Forum, a weekly

socialist educational series

sponsored by YSA will present a

lecture/discussion tonight on
Cuba The Cuban Revolution and
the Nation's Consequent
Progress Stuart Singer will be

lecturing Irom his own experiences

in Cuba, and explaining the

socialist's point of view of the

country s recent history.

Stuart Singer was one of a

delegation of thirteen socialists

who went to Cuba in 1968. to wit-

ness lirst-handedly what is taking

place in that country. Cuba has

been a local point lor socialists and

students as an immediate and real

example of I nation responding to

the needs of its people.

Kef those interested in obtaining

further information on Cuba and

literature concerning aspects of

socialism, literature will be on sale

l>\ YSA at the forum.

The forum will take place in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

I nion at K : 00 tonight. Coffee will be

served

Home EC Honor Society

To Initiate New Members
Alpha Pi Chapter of Omieron Nu

will hold initiation ceremonies on

Wednesday, November 4 at 7:30

p.m. in the Conference room at

Skinner Hall. Senior women to be

initiated are: Kathryn Cornell,

Mary Alice Herman, Patricia

Jones. Geraldine King. Barbara

McKinley, Mary Mason. Martha

Kudy and Bettie Sarver.

Following the ceremony there

will be a reception, at which Dr.

Helen Mitchell. Dean Emeritus of

the School of Home Economics will

speak on "Home Sciences in

Oriental Countries".

Omieron Nu is the National

Home Economics Honor Society

which recognizes scholarship,

leadership, and research in the

field of Home Economies. Mem-
bers are elected in their junior or

senior year, on the basis of

scholarship, from the top 10°<'> of

their class.

Alpha Pi Chapter recently held

election of officers for the 1970-71

academic year. The new officers

are: President Edna Neuwirth;
Vice President protem/-
Treasurer-Bonnie Kuzmicki;
Editor pro tem/Secretary-Bobbe
Hart, all members of the Class of
1971.

PI. Registration

(ieneral Physical Education
Acitivity Registration for Second

Quarter will t;ike place today and
tomorrow in Hoyden Main Gym
Irom It :50 am to 4:30 p.m.

Students who have finished one

or three quarters of their

"equirements are urged to sign up
lor an activity in order to complete

a semester credit

Why is BELL'S the perfect place to go

for your late night study-break?

BELL'S gives you more pizza for your money. Our
pizza is richer, thicker, tastier than any pizza around.

BELL'S PIZZA
"The Best Pizza in Town!"

For FREE Delivery of Pizza call

256-8011 or 253-9051

WHO ARE YOU?
Be proud of your beliefs. Stand up for your convic-

tions. Your time to stand up and be counted is now.

Good movements need support and recognition.

Wear with pride a beautiful movement jacket.

Each jacket bears an emblem of your choice depicting

your ideas and beliefs. Every movement has a dif-

ferent color jacket for instant recognition. A dis-

tinctively styled jacket that you will be proud to wear.

Jackets feature zipper front and cadet type collar.

— ENVIRONMENT
— BLACK PANTHER

— PEACE
— BSU
— SPEAKER? BUREAU

— ALL MOVEMENTS
DON'T DELAY, AVOID THE RUSH,

ORDER TODAY
State name, address, name of movement and size

desired. S-M-L. Send $8.00 or 2 jackets for $15.00.

Send today to:

J & M DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. BOX 11244

WICHITA, KANSAS 67202

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Allow 3 • 5 weeks for delivery.

Autumn
Arts

Movie Reviews

Hollywood Cashes In . .

.

By ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

In 1968 James Kunen was a sophomore at Columbia University. That spring he helped close itdown and kept a diary which was later published in a funny, insightful book called "Thestrawberry Statement. It sold a few copies. Meanwhile THE GRADUATE led the Hollywood
studios to believe that youth was where the money was. EASY RIDER convinced them and MOMbought the film rights to Mr. Kunen's diary.

Hollywood had to make a
commercial product, so they
deckled to move the college from
Columbia to a smaller, San
Franeiseo school. The logic being
well. Columbia may have just been
too real to sell tickets in Des
Moines. Iowa And they took the
diary and gave the Kunen-
character a girlfriend. Every
revolution was born in love, look
at Flliot Gould and Candice
Ik-rgan in GETTING STRAIGHT
and then again it would give them
some nice footage of San Fran-
cisco

So they made the film a sort-of

rags tori ches revolutionary
drama about how a jock on the

crew team, finds a cause and a girl

and then >ets his head beat-in by
the villianous police in the film's

stunning climax.
It's not that it's a bad film,

rather it is a false one. Though not
as blatant as GETTING
STRAIGHT, it attempts to play old
Hollywood formulas in the new
area of student protest and Andy
Hardy does not make it as a bomb-
throwing radical.

The Strawberry Statement will

play November 5, 6, and 8 at

Hampden Dining Commons,
Southwest.

******
The same problem permeates

I )N A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE
FOREVER, the film version of the

not-to-successful Broadway
musical of some seasons back
which will be about these parts this

weekend. Again the studio moguls
blew it in their attempt to cash-in
on something, this time Barbra
Streisand. She's a fantastic singer
and can do no wrong as Fanny
I'.nce. but as Daisy Gamble, the
heroin of this film, she comes off

camping herself, which is okay for
someone like Mae West to do, but
not Streisand.

The film is way too-long, with
extremely static direction by
Vincent Minelli (Lisa's father) who
did some great early-Fifties
musicals, but has gone down since
The dialogue is corny, the score
has been ruined playing it all about
Streisand, very good talent is

wasted -namely Jack Nicholson
and Yves Montand among others.
It is an overall disaster and maybe
the best reason possibly given for

The Fine Arts Staff is looking for new members. If you are in-

terested in doing art feature writing, interviews, reviews-of-any-sorts,
all related to the arts in the Five College Area contact Robert Nesti at
the Collegian office.

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

ENJOY OUR
"Broiled, Smoked
Pork Chops" $2 20

Salad bar included in

price of sandwich
or entree.

Selected chops, smoked
in an old fashioned way,
broiled to order and
served with delicious

braised Red Cabbage.

Club Bar open 11:30 - 2:00

the death of the Hollywood studios.
i. -i

During the next three weeks, the
Southwest Film Series will present
three films by "new wave" French
director Francois Truffaut. The
films will be shown on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings at 7:30 and
!»::>() Hampden Commons. Playing
this Tuesday will be Truffaut's
first feature-length movie, THE
400 BLOWS. Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, November It) and 11

JULES AND JIM will arrive.
Finally, November 17, and 18
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER will
be screened.

FOR

TOPOGRAPHICAL

MAPS
and

TRAIL GUIDES
GO TO

A. J. HASTINGS
NEWSDEALER

AND
STATIONER

45 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

BEST FILM

pliotohy MACK LEE

SEE

The American Tribal- Love Rock Musical

1

WILE' 1 THEATRE
252 TREMONT ST
BOSTON. MISS 02ns

HA6 5827

A//7 YORK FILM FESTIVAL!

Ik most brilliant, incredibly

marvelous film I've seen in

U III JUalo! -REXRCtD.Hol.fry

"h fascinating film, abra-

sively contemporary and

hauntingly universal!"
** ^-JUDITH CRIST. New York Utgtzim

"A striking movie!

lloguent and important!
.. PENELOPE GILUATT. New York* ff

N
// you see mining else this

year, you must see five

[asy Pieces!
ff
RICHARD SCHICKEL. Lilt

*<"

JACK NICHOLSON KAREN BLACK
3 n,j SUSANANSPACH

nsmwMcs
CINEMA

ELM ST,

W. SPFD.

DISCOUNT — COLLEGE
Screening

7:00 ond 9.00

YOU HAD "EASY RIDER". "BUTCH CASSIDY
,

THE GRADUATE" NOW ITS "FIVE EASY PIECES
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12-ManWMUANewsTeam
Covers Election Races

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS II

Notices
The WMUA News and Public

Affairs Department is preparing to

bring to the university community
the most accurate up-to-date
coverage of results of Election 70.

The Twelve Man broadcast news
and production team assembled
for this night will be bringing

results on local, state and national

races.

This year's national elections

feature a variety of races whose
results will be vital to the

Presidential elections of 1972. The
composition of the United States

Congress after this election will tell

much about the future of President

Nixon's legislative programs. The
results in the New York senatorial

election will say a lot about

Presidential influence in statewide

elections.

Within this state, the races in the
Third and Twelfth Congressional
Districts will be of great interest to

students, as the campaigns of
Father Robert Drinan and Gerry
Studd, respectively, have utilized

student halp to a large degree.

WMUA News will keep you in

touch with the races, from County
Commissioner of Hampshire
County to the Josiah Spaulding-
Edward Kennedy contest.
Coverage will begin at 8:00 p.m. on
Tuesday night. Station News
Reporters Paul Garant, Hal Dash,
and Dan Johnson will be featured,
backed up by a ten-man newsteam
of writers and editors. For the
lastest election coverage, tune in

to WMUA, tomorrow night for

"Election 70".

ACTION LAB
Meeting ol all those interested in prison

tutoring program Monday. Nov 2nd, / 15 PM.
room area 811 815, 8th floor of Campus Center

Ni-w members welcomed

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
There will be an Animal Science Club

meeting. Tuesday, Nov 3rd at 7 30 PM in room

904 and 908 Campus Center. There will be a

speaker with films All University and Stock

bridge are tnvitid to attend

BICYCLE CLUB
All Bicycle Club members please check our

bulletin board, the same one as the Outing Club

for all important news.

Class of 1974
The Class of 1974 will hold an

open forum tonight in Mahar
Auditorium at which freshmen
can hear the various candidates
for class office present their

platforms.

Only freshman candidates will

be speaking, not members of the

Class of 1973 as misprinted in

several advertisements last

week.
_The open will begin at H15.

CAMPUS GOLD
Campus Girl Scout meeting, November 4th

,ii / 00 PM m Thoreau dateroom to discuss

future activities, establish bylaws and ex

thange ideas. For information call 6 7504

CLASS OF 1974

Meet your candidates for class office at the

open class forum, Monday, November 2nd at

8 15 m Mahar.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Basic Ground School meeting in Campus

Center 802, 7:30 PM Topic: FAA Regulations

ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS IN S W
Teaching intern? California, Modular

credit? Teacher placement? Requirements?

Job Hunting? Monday, November 2nd at 7:30

8 30 JQA 12th floor

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT UNDERGRAD
COUNCIL
EDUC will meet Monday, November 2nd at

6 45 m the left room of Memorial Hall.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
The pledge meeting will be held Monday

mght, November 2nd at 6:00 in room 178

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
There will be a meeting to discuss the up

coming movie The meeting will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom, Tues., November 3rd
at 7 30

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE WANTED
Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, F£ Aztec,

ilsuer, TDK, cassette and oven reel
tape, standard radio. Utah speakers,
lta, a track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. ttVi-Zi

High power stereo outfit, Scott
auin, iiarrard changer w/Grado BTJ£
cartridge, fclectro-voice 12 inch Coax
speakers, $1X8. Bruce 253-2213.

ttll-2

l'A sound equip., tmpi, mixers,
mikes. Also ITU 6 Tolt transistor
radio for VVf. Call 665-3072, ask for
Paul. tfll-2

Fischer Miperglas Skis 215 cm, ex-
cellent condition. Call 546-7523.

tfu-a
It >ou siuoke, smoke with style

mil comfort, I se a Turkish water
pitas, Finest quality. FuU line —
irom *l to S.'J. (.'all Tom evenings
."•JO-7U5« tfll-3

John Me>er coat, size 10, worn
little; new Aspen parka, medium,
plu» assorted wool coats, $5, Call
l irul iJtij-4513, 11-2

1 pair of ESBS Hit Bovine >kii*,
new, 190 cm, wood and class. Op-
tioiiiil. >alomon Competition Bindings.
< Mil Itoli, 584-2561. tfll-4

FOR SALE— AUTOS
1!>6? Bambler, good condition. «M-

'•»'•'., ask for Nancy, tfll-2

i Dodge Dart GT Cony., asking
*.'r»«. Call Steve 253-9227. tfll-5

1966 Chevrolet Bisc., 4 dr., new
•-sine, low mileage. Call *773-8o91
tfjer 6 pm, tfll-3

IKiiO Kumliler, good running con-
iition, reliable and registered. Best
•Her Call 516-6216. tftl-3

Bn HI, sunroof, radio and
heater, "clean" $1050.00 firm. Call
'.l-:tb»3 after 7;30 p.m. Will show» appointment at V. of Mass.

tfll-3

'•5 Dodge 6 ol., auto., snow tires,
•w contl , low nilg., best pffer'
' all Dick JH4-(K)10. tfll-4

UM.9 Opel Keydett Station Wagon.
> V client condition radio, radio 10
month* old. Ideal for camping, tra-
wling, sleeping, $1700 Ask for PhilW-Zm (9-5 p.m.), 256-6085 (after> tfll-6

(ooil transport. — 1962 Chev. se-
iian. fl ol , „t trans. $125. Tel.
.11-1696 tfll-4

Poetry wanted for cooperative an-
tholojr. Please Include stamped re-
turn envelope. Idlewlld Press, 1807
Mmst OLnnplo Boulevard, Los Ana-le-
w's, Califsrnla 90021. tfll-13

Wanted: Term Paper, Naturalist^
in Crane's Works. Price negotiable.
Hi-PCUi Ask for Pat. 11-2

Apartment needed, to start Janu-
ar>, one er two rooms. Please call
Nestor 256-1029 evenings. tfll-13

Are you in the mood for a diplo-
macy same? Or perhaps a miniature
i.isurine wargamr? Please contact
sain Klncaid, 2008 Kennedy, 546-7H86

tfll-3

SERVICES
Will type and /or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personalised
resumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 084-6817, eves. Keep try-
Im. tfll-a

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, taps decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tfl2-23

Musical instruments from around
the world at discount prices. Guitars
i specialty. Creative Endeavor (the
Music Store), 20-22 Miles St., Green-
tield 413-771-2831. tfll-B

Typing done In my home In llnl-
voke for thesis, term papers, etc ,

s years experience. Call 539-9733.
mi-a

PERSONAL
Will anyone who saw accident in-

tolvlng tan 68 VW at Stop ft Shop
sat

, Oct. 25 at about 4:30, please
• all Wayne at 253-3663, orgeat.

tfll-t

On Tuesday a MONEY OBDKK
»as left in the Student Union. The
sin \ias to help my sister who was
Hist in an accident. Please call 545-
rTW, 2639. 2574. Patricia Corcoran.

tfll-2

Will the guy who wants to buy
Ml blue Oldamobile call Chris. I
h.st your number. 323-7350 evening*

tfll-3

Tenor Sax Player wants to pla.v

with nssjp for fun or bread. Steve
Kurtr. ;':-Tii!i3 (Helrhertown).

tfll-4

HILLEL
The movie "Just Another Day" will be

shown today at 2 00 PM m the Hillel Office in

the Student Union

Shiomo will be giving a concert on Tuesday

. vi-ning Nov 10th at 8 30 PM in the Student

Union Ballroom.

HISTORY MAJORS
All History Majors are urged to attend an

open meeting of the Student/Faculty hason

committee of the History Dept. tomorrow

night, 6th floor lounge, Herter Hall at 8:30 PM

ITALIAN CLUB
Meeting in Herter Lounge (3rd floor) at 7:30

lomght A dinner will also be planned.

MARRON KEYS
There will be a meeting in room 811 of

Campus Center. If you can not attend please

contact Richard Simmons 6 7604.

MT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
A master lesson given by Viola Farber has

been changed from November 12th to

November 16th at 7:00 PM, Kendall Hall.

PSYCH 101

Discussion Section #22, Far-Eastern

Cultures, on Thursday at 905, will meet at 6 30

PM. November 5th at 205 Bartlett

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Have you picked up your Newsletter yet? If

not, they're still available in Room *"*
'

Bartlett (near Psych Office), the new office tor

undergraduates

RAF I

Members and other interested in raising

emergency funds, especially for Israel's

Mogen Darid Adorn, call Beth at 6 8489

SKI PATROL
Those who haven't paid their dues yet meet

in room 170at 7:00 tonight The Advanced first

aid will meet at 7 30 in room 170 also

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Table meets for lunch on Mondays

and Thursdays from 11 30 12 30 m Franklin

All who enjoy speaking Spanish are welcome

SW CULTURAL
School ot Ed is for everyone, program

Monday night at 7 30 8:30 JQA 12th floor,

receive 12 module of credit for allenderry

LOST
Light qreen Chemistry and Human

Development notebook Desperately needed!
ise contact Sheila. 420 Knowlton House

Light blue raincoat lost Wed night at

Meadow Inn, left in station wagon of boy
taking care of sick friend If found please

contact Juhe at 549 6814

FOUND
A black and brown tiger cat, 4 months old in

P.orpont Call 6 5233 or 6 5232

Nil notice ma> exceed twenty live words

lir.iiiline lor notice- is Jon I'M on the
linj; day

There is a one da\ maximum lor all notices

Pintilnp ami engagnaean will appear m
Fridays

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

*<£&

<£**•* o~.'- C/"* A L ,

Frosh Booters
Blank S.C., 2-0

By STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

Led by a brilliant goaltending job by Bill Beggs, the freshman soccer
team knocked off a previously undefeated Springfield College frosh team
D\ i 2-0 score Their fourth victory of the season, and their third at home,
tn I typical Of their first three in that the Little Redmen failed to

dominate the jctioi But their outstanding defense turned the trick tor

the win

Ruggers Nipped In Toughie, 9-8

The pattern ol the game was
established earh as Springfield

kepi the nail in hedman territory

throughout the first quarter. The
Mining opportunities were plen-

tiful for Springfield, white in-

irequent lor t Mas
Hut the Redmen made the most

ol tneir opportunities and at 20:30

of the opening quarter they cashed

in lor number one After a Mark
T\ma indirect kick had sent the

ball downiield. a scramble in front

of the net involving Bruce Sibson

and Herman Rodngo saw the ball

knocked right in tront. Howie Spier

was johnny on-the-^pot as he beat

the goalie to the lett side, sending

the UMass mto an uproar.

Alter the Redman score an in-

spired UMass squad started to

move. In playing Springfield to a

scoreless tie in the second period,

the Little Redmen held their own,
something the\ were unable to do
in the second hal!

The m 'nd quarter did feature

one outstanding play Early in the

(|uarter 1 the Redman
goalkeeper, batted away a hard
line-drive with a >pringfield for-

ward right on top of him. But this

wh just one of Beggs' great saves,

as hi was to turn away shot after

shot during the second half.

In the third quarter, with
Springfield in control. Beggs made
••ihe" play ot the game. With the

score still at l-o a Springfield

nrward sent a curving line snot at

the goal Irom about 20 yards out.

Sports Notices

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
HOWLIN'G-Any girls interested in

participatiting in intramural ten

pin bowling should contact Jean
Paratore at 549-1219 by Thursday,
Nov. 5. There will be a maximum
of eight teams that will be able to

participate. The entry fee will be
$50 (50c/ string for 96 games) per
team of six players.

*****

FOOTBALL TICKETS-Tickets
for the I 'Mass-Holy Cross football

game to be played in Worcester at

H.C.'a Litton Field, can be pur-

chased at the Boyden ticket office,

room 155 The office is open until 6
p.m. daily. Unreserved tickets for

this game will cost $2 and
represent line endzone seats.
Reserved tickets will go for $4.

Tonight's

Intramurals

art*-

•^ «• ens s am mum

BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS

1 4:30 Seagrams vs Panthers

2 " Academics vs. Cougars
3

" Bruisers vs. Leopards
4

"
Us vs. Volunteers

S
" All vs. Colonels

1 ABC vs.CCEBS

1 7:30 Eagles vs. Maroons
2 " Hi-lo's vs Broncos
3

" Bears vs. Chestnuts

4 " Deacons vs. Squad
S Gypsies vs. Hoopsters

1 Fluid vs. Moe

1 1:30 Phantoms vs. Oxfords

7
" 3M's vs Hafftys

4 Studs vs. Spacemen
S

" Tubes vs. TEP "B"
*

" Lees Brigade vs. Bury

1 • 10 Panther vs. Oaks
7

" Rams vs. Maples
3 Lemons vs. Pipers

BOWLING
LANESTIME TEAMS

111 * 30 Terrors vs. Crushers

3ft* 4 30 F. ulldoiers vs. Senators

it, 6 4 30 Cougars vs. Academics
7*1 4 30 Panthers vs. Leopards

IS 7 1 !1 Maroons vs. Pipers

la 4 1 30 Eagles vs. Redwoods
sat 1 30 Barracudas vs Lemons

The hall appeared headed to the

upper right corner of the UMass
goal, but Beggs streaked across

the net. and lunging, he knocked it

away. Once again Springfield had
been denied

Although the majority of the

action was in the Redmen's half of

the field, they were able to add
some insurance in the final period.

This time it was Tyma with the ball

near mid-field. Advancing some 15

yards past the center stripe Tyma
let one go. and as the ball sailed

over the goalie's head for number
two the Redmen knew that it wss
all over. In bringing their record to

4-1-1, the Redmen posted their

lirst shutout of the year.

By FRED WYSHAK
Staff Reporter

The Boston Rugby Club's
Pilgrims made a penalty kick in

the closing minutes of a tough,

hard-played match as they edged
the Redmen. 9-8.

The Redmen controlled the first

half as they penetrated deep into

Boston territory in the opening
minutes. Unable to score in that

attempt. Mike Bull came right

back and scored a try on a 35-yard
run Dale Toohey made the con-
version kick.

Alter much back-and-forth play
marred by Pilgram infractions

upon which UMass was unable to

capitalize, the Pilgrams scored a
try. but tailed to make the con-
version kick, ending the half with
the Redmen leading, 5-3.

Beginning the Second half, the
Boston club came right back with
another try. but were again unable
to make the conversion. At this

point in the match. Peter Harrison
was lost to the Redmen due to a
muscle pull.

Toohey put the ruggers back in

the lead as he made a penalty kick.

A Boston player held the ball after

being tackled by Bull. The Redmen
now lead, 8-6.

Next, both teams lost one man
due to fighting, and this obviously
hurt UMass more than Boston as
the Redmen were now playing with
only 13 men Bill Y Wilen was the

UMass rugger asked to leave the
field

And in the fading minutes,
Boston netted three more points on
a penalty kick to put it ahead for

the remainder of the match, 9-8.

The match was one either team
could have won. and, as Coach Bob
Laurence put it, "We should have
won." The XV was obviously
plagued b y the fact that it could
not get the ball from the scrum to

the backs.

Mark Chenowith played his

usual "rough and tumple" game.
Frank Boksanske is shaping into

quite the rugger. Captain John

Long "played his heart out." It s

too bad for tough breaks.

The scrappy "B" team won its

third straight match, 13-0. Al
Brown gave UMass a quick 5-0 1 1 i

as he ran :>o yards lor a try a I

kicked the conversion earlv In

first hall

Late in the half, the B's scored
their second try as Steve McEl
broke for a long gain and passe b

Doug Knapp who passed to 1

Reynolds for the try. The i

version was no good as the h

ended, 8-u. UMass.
In the second half, Brown broke

for a 40-yard jaunt and his second
try. He kicked the conversion and
ended the scoring at 13-0

Dave Culver did a fine job
kicking while McElroy shone on
offense and Knapp on defense
Both squads now stand with 3-3

records.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR.

When a dictionary defines aitrulo-
k> ss a pkeudo-science, it is not tjs>
lining; it is editorialising. In actual-
ity, astrology is a scientific art Unit
treats of the synchroniclty bet v. ecu
planetary positions and munUam-
events. It is a study which has been
under way for at least 5,000 yeur*
and is the parent of astronomy and
other modern aciences — Including
medicine.
ABEBS (March £1 - April 16): r.m-

phasls la on publishing and otti'-r
' ornu of communication. Travel
unuea to be accented. Tou are aoa>
uerned with long-range goals. Think
and plan ahead. Tou gain faith \u
personal aims.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): T^i

may be object of search. Make your-
self available. Trying to duck vital la-
sues is not constructive. Aries p<>r-

ata can aij. Know this and act ac-
cordingly.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Lie

low. Time is on your side — safe
to play watlng game. Check legal as-
pects of any action. Perfect tech-
niques. Avoid tendency to brood about
past. Look to future potenUal.
QANCER (June 21 - July 22): Wise

to keep sharp eye on those who serve
you. Employees tend to take many
tilings for granted. If alert, you could
avoid costly error. Skip wishful think-
ing. Be analytical.
LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22) : Good lu-

nar aspects coincides with creative en-
deavors. Improved relations with young-
er persons. Tou are able to achieve
desired results. Key Is to abandon pre-
conceived notions.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Get

frame o.f reference Into focus. Know
where you are going — and why. Tou
can complete Important project. De-
velop greater faith In your source of

supply. Success is on horizon.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Accent

on relations with relatives. Tou
break restricting barriers. New pro-
jects are favored. Be versatile; exer-
cise greater Independence. Sense of
humor proves wonderful ally.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Fi-

nancial problems and opportunities are
highlighted. Trust your own Judgment.
Some who mean well may not per-
ceive what Is needed. Collect your
own data — then put It to use.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

•.ings yourself Phone rather than
write. Emphasize personal touch. Qo
places, do things. Cytle 4a high; peo-
ple respond favorably to efforts, re-
quests.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 • Jan. 19):

Tou may feel pinch of restrictions.
Play game by the rules. By so doing,
you gain confidence of professional
superior. Sagittarius Individual can
show you the way.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Much of what you do meets with fa-
vorable response. Social activity brings
important, useful contacts. No time
to hde natural talents. Express your-
(self. Make necessary changes.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Those

who share your occupaUon want to
co-operate. Know this and proceed
without fea-. Family member proves
valuable ally. Stress diplomatic ap-
proach.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAT

you are emotional, keenly sensitive to
surroundings. Persons who are coarse
repel you. Tou don't always show It,

but you are delicate and revere the
quality of sincerity. Conditions are
due to settle. They have been, to a
treat extent, chaotic.
Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Corp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Things done

5-Presentation

9-Number

12-Chrtstmas carol

13 Scene ol first

miracle

14 Anger
15 Preposition

16 Shakespearian
king

18-Nahoor sheep
20-Con|unction

22 Turkish
regiment

24-Academic
subiects

27-Be borne
29-Actual being
31 -Wooden vessel

32 Worship
34 Chopped

cabbage
36 Cooled lava

37-Oangers
39 Wandering in

search ol

adventure
41 Prefix: not

42-Location

44-Fall into disuse

45 Recent
47 Ventilates

49 Ixpiosive noises

50 Paradise

52 Rodents
54 Note of scale

55-Expire

57-Cleaning
substance

59 Note ol scale

61 Unit of energy
63 Secluded valley

65 Pilaster

67-Female deer
68 Blood
69-Expense

DOWN

1 -Southern
blackbird

2 Pondered
3 Symbol for

tellurium

4 -Everyone
5 Weighing device

6 Fatigue

7-Preposition

8 Existed

9-Crown
10 Teutonic deity

11 -Compass point

17 Babylonian deity

19-A continent
iabbr.1

21 -Aroma
23 Small island

25-Conveys
26 Rays
27 Plundering

28 Goddess of

discord

30 Nobieman
33 Lambs pen

n»mi>

35 Lnveiop
38-Mix
40-Footless

43 Rubber on
pencil

Answer to Fridays Puzzle
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46-Triangular
piece

of wood

48 Rock
51-Symbol for

nickel

53-A contmeit
(abbr.)

56-Ur^e on

58 Moccasin

60 Dine

61-Mans
nickname

62-Artiticial

language

64 Behold!

66-Neeative
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Redman Gridders Win Second, 48-6, Over Vermont
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

BURLINGTON, Vt. A rugged
defense and a grinding offense
paved the way for a revamped
UMass eleven to demoralize the
win less Catamounts of Vermont
here Saturday, 48-6 before a sparse
gathering of 3300 chilled fans. The
Bedmen are now 2-4-1 on the
season while UVM is 0-7.

The opportunistic Redman of-

fense turned three Catamount
tumbles and one interception into

touchdowns. All in all, UMass

tails (ftoUrgtan

SponU
~1

i *
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grabbed three fumbles and picked

off three Earl Olson passes as the

Redman defense completely
dominated Vermont.
A look at the statistics is quite

revealing. The Vermont offense
limited to an unbelievable total of

minus 12 yards rushing for the

game, this despite the fact that the

Cats attempted 31 rushing plays.

They were a bit more successful in

the air as they gained 169 yards in

36 attempts, an average of less

than five yards a pass.

While the Redman defense was
doing it's usual superlative job, the

offense was continuing in the

pattern that was established the

previous week against UConn.
That is, grind out the yardage on
the ground and spice the offense

with some passing.

UMass had over 400 yards in

total offense for the second straight

week, this time netting 456 yards.

The bulk of this was gained on the

ground as the Redmen garnered
HI yards on 62 attempts for an
average of over four yards per try.

That's the kind of offense that

dominates a game.
But mentioning the UMass of-

tense without putting in a word for

placekicker Denis Gagnon would
be an injustice. The junior booter

not only had a season high of

twelve points, but he also broke his

own UMass field goal record with a

boot of 46 yards in the second

quarter. As an encore, he kicked
one from 45 yards just minutes
later Coach Vic Fusia was not

surprised at his kicker's per-

formance. "He's always been a

good kicker," the winning coach
commented, "1 think he's got his

confidence now."

The Redmen broke the game
open early. On the Cats first of-

fensive series, UMass middle
linebacker John Farrelly blitzed

through the line, grabbed Olson
while he was attempting to hand
off and caused a fumble which was
recovered by defensive end Jim
KclliherattheUVM 11-yard line. It

took only three plays for UMass to

get on the board as Pat Scavone
swept left end for four yards,

(iagnon booted his first of many
and with only 4 :28 elapsed it was 7-

0.

UMass capitalized on another
UVM miscue a few minutes later.

Linebacker Joe Sabulis, who
seems to be getting all sorts of

interception opportunities of late,

nabbed his first of two Olson passes
at the UVM 29. Ken Hughes, one of

three quarterbacks used by Fusia,

scrambled for the score on a fourth

and goal on the three when all his

receive!* were covered. Gagnon's

kick made it 14-0 and it looked like

the Cats were in for a long af-

ternoon.

The second quarter was
highlighted by Gagnon's
phenomenal kicking. An ironic

event was the fact that after

splitting the uprights twice from

outside the forty, Gagnon then

missed a 20-yard attempt at the

end of the half. But due to Gagnon's

toe, UMass led at halftime, 20-0.

Two more fumble recoveries,

one by John O'Neil and one by Skip

Parmenter, led to two more UMass
TD's in the third period. Both of

these were due to halfback Mike
Sawyer
On the first one, with the ball on

the UVM 18, Sawyer took a pit-

ehout from Hughes and started

sweeping right. Suddenly, the

junior running back stopped,

straightened up. and threw into the

waiting arms of Bob Cabrelli for

the score. The play has been in the

I Mass repertoire for a while but

Fusia used it in this game because
the Vermont defense was "ganging
up on our end runs."

Sawyer himself scored the
second one «s he bulled over from

one yard out. Gagnon then made it

34-0 with 14:03 gone in the period.
The other UMass scores were on

a 16-yard sweep by Art Corsaletti
and a four-yard burst by Dick
Heavey. Heavey's TD was set up
by a 55-yard scamper by, you
guessed it, Sawyer. Gagnon's two
conversions made it 48 points for
the Redmen.
The Catamounts got their lone

score on a 13-yard pass play from
Olson to his brother, halfback Al
Olson. Itcamewith3:40goneinthe
final stanza and gave the freezing
Catamount fans something to
cheer about.

REDMAN RANTINGS - Cor-
saletti was the game's leading
ground gainer with 94 yards in only
eight tries. Sawyer had ten carries
for 77 yards The leading UVM ball

carrier was fullback John Pelcher
who picked up 18 yards. Dick
Cummings saw limited action as
he sustained an injury in the early
going. ..Coach Fusia was able to
use Ins entire squad in this one and
everyone acquitted themselves
well as far as he was concerned.

Harriers Run Away With YanCon Title
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
KINGSTON. R.I - Taking five of the first eight places, and totaling a record 19 points the

I Mass cross country team captured the Yankee Conference cross country title in the most
convincing the manner in Yan Con historv here on Saturday

\\ ith perfect weather for running
the Redmen put together a second
individual title by Ron Wayne, and
unity in positions two through five

by Tom Swain. Larry Paulson,
Tom Jasmin and Leo Duart in

outclassing their opposition, to

return the team title to UMass
alter an absence of three years.
Second place went to Vermont

with 66 points, third went to

defending champion I'Conn with 69

points, followed by New Hamp-
shire with 86. Rhode Island with 116

and Maine with 176 points.

For Wayne this was his second
title in three years, his first coming
as a sophomore two years ago. He
broke the old course record he set

•arlier in the year by almost a

minute, in clocking 23:56.7 for the

1.75 IK! course His performance
was a solo after the half-mile mark
when he took the lead and kept

stretching it out for 40 second
\ ictory

Swain, Paulson, Jasmin and
I >uart rai \ ith the team unity that

has be n their trademark
througho the season Alter two
miles tin four occupied positions

mx. seve eight and nine.

In the ,c\t mile and a half

I'aulson ok command of this

pack an all four moved to the

front of group running behind

Wayne. There they were
challenged by Peter Bisset and
Steve Dunham of Vermont, and
Thomas Dowling of UNH.

These seven runners supplied all

the tireworks at the finish for

places two through eight.

With three quarters of a mile to

go and Wayne well on his way to

victory, Paulson and Swain
overhauled Bisset t and it appeared
they were going to break this

seven-man battle open. This was
not to be as Bisset came right

back with Jasmin and Dunham on
Ins heals and Dowling and Duart
not tar to the rear

The race was now on. These
seven kept jockeying for position

and on the last turn on the way to

the finish line Swain burst from the

pack with Paulson in hot pursuit

and held on to finish second.
I'aulson taking third.

Bisset just had enough to nose
out Jasmin lor fourth. Dunham
took sixth, Dowling seventh and
Duart took eighth place to com-
plete the l Mass scoring

Freshman Doug o'Connell ran
well in his first conference
championship finishing 12th, with

Rick Barry, not fully recovered
Irom a cold, placing 29th.

In looking back over the race, the

team time split was 60 seconds and

as ( oach Ken O'Brien put it "it was
a good 60-second split as Wayne
had a real good day

."

In further breaking the split

down only 16 seconds separated
second place Swain from eighth
place Duart and only four seconds
separated Swain from Jasmin who
I unshed fifth.

O'Brien looked at this race as a
good stepping stone for the rest of
the championship season. With the
split as impressive as it was, with
Wayne performing with the strong
breakaway power that is

characteristic of his style, with
Jasmin showing signs that he has
recovered from that cold dismal
day against Boston College, and
with another consistent per-
formance turned in by the trio of
Swain. Paulson and Duart, the
coach has all the reason to view
I his race as such.

During this week the Redmen
will again be striving for the
continued improvement that has
characterized their performances
over the past month.
Wednesday the team has a tune-

up meet at Central Connecticut and
then it's back to practice for the
New Knglands a week from today.

Top Ten Finishers

I MASS IKADF.M AKK-The Redman cross nail J team has
forged success this fall due to a repeated mark of team unitv.
displayed well in this photo which has UMass* Tom Swain, Tom
-lasmin and Leo Duart ( :!i d left to right ) bunching out a Vermont
harrier. (MD( photo by Rid) Tashjian)

I, Wayne
2 Swam

UMass
UMass

23 56 7

24 36

3. Paulson UMass 24 37
7. Dowlinq UNH 24 49

i Bisset UVM 24 39 8. Duarl UMass 24 52
5 Jasmin UMass 24.40 9. Cody UConn 24 59
6 Dunham UVM 24 44 10 Borlolotli UConn 25 08

I xth Victory Escapes Soccermen After Tying Vermont, 1-1
I 'WARDDOHERTY

staff Reporter
Bl INGTON, Vt.-Victory

numl >ix once again eluded
the I nan booters, although
the hi I luck UMass eleven did

move into undisputed first place
in th< Yankee Conference. On
Satu ay morning at the
I'niv sity of Vermont campus,
two ry fine soccer teams
collided, and the result was a 1-1

stalemate.

If the booters had won the

game they would have clinched

at least a tie for the Conference
crown Now. instead, the whole
season boils down to next
Saturday's game here at UMass
against an improved New
Hampshire ballclub.

Kor the second straight year
the Redmen led Vermont
heading into the final quarter.

The visitors scored their goal

early, at 14:15 of the initial

period, when left-winger Marc
Cantor banged home a Lindo

Uvea cross in a picture play.

Duane Brown, the center-
forward actually set up this

score by his aggressive midfield
play, feeding out to Alves who
relayed it to Cantor.
The next forty-three minutes

were scoreless, until at 13. 51 of

the final frame UVM was
awarded a penalty shot on a
questionable call. Goalie Bill

Leary, who has already tied the
UMass record for shutouts, had
no chance on the play. The
sophomore netminder turned
aside 15 Catamount shots in one
of his finest performances to

date

More so than in any previous
contest, the wind was a factor in

this game. In fact, when each
club had the wind at its backs it

dominated play for large
stretches of time. In a game
characterized by aggressive and
at times extremely rough play,

the long ball rather than the
short pass was the order of the
day.

Varsity soccer coach Peter

Broaca was not available for

comment after the game, but
was obviously disappointed by
the outcome, as was the entire
Redman team. Assistant coach
David Jekanowski, a former
UMass soccer alumnus, felt that
the starting fullback team of
Dick McCarron, Joe Cerniawski,
Dave Ouellette and Bob Grom
played outstanding on defense.

Marc Cantor

Solo Redman Scorer

He also expressed the view that
sophomores Jeff Hague and Ed
Doherty, coming in for Rick
Matusczcak and Tony Nun
/inate. responded with excellent
work under extreme pressure.
Gutsy co-captain Matusczcak

personally blocked two booming
Catamount direct kicks with his
chest and also saved a certain
score when goalie Leary was
taken out of the play. Junior co-
captain Augie Calheno played
his usual steady game, going the
lull 98 minutes and taking all the
corner kicks, direct kicks and
even some goal kicks.

Tall forward Bill Davidson
and skillful Abdu Thyra, as well
as Larry Defelice, contributed to
the UMass cause, pressuring the
Vermont fullbacks late in the
game. Dan Howie and Paul
Slack at fullback and Gus Penon
at forward did a fine job during
their brief appearance. The
game leaves UMass with a 5-1-2

record coming into its big game
with the Chiefs of Springfield

College, which will take place in

Amherst on Wednesday af-

ternoon at two o'clock.

SOCCER NOTES-What the tie

means to the Redmen con-
ference-wise is this: should they
defeat the University of New
Hampshire at home next
Saturday, they would win the
title outright. Should they tie and
the University of Connecticut
either lose or tie its game with
the University of Rhode Island
the Redmen would also win the
title outright. Only if the booters
lose to UNH and UConn beats
URI will they fail to get even a
piece of the crown. Here are the
standings in the Conference:

WON LOST
UMASS 2 2 6

CONNECTICUT 2 1 1 5

MAINE 2 2 1 5

VERMONT
1 4 4

NEW HAMPSHIRE- 1 2 2

RHODE ISLAND* 1 2 2

New England's (Jijr flattarlpstttta

Largest
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Today's

Weather

tail, highs in the

80s lows tonight

near 50, cloudy.
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Thelwell Stresses

Black Unity
see pages three and two

Students and faculty members discuss the problems of oppression facing the five-college black
community. Black Solidarity Day featured a teach-in. five workshops and addresses by noted
author Dr. Wilfred Cartey and I Mass Black Studies Department Head Michael Thelwell. Topics
ranged from the overall need of black students and professors to rely on each other to proposals
for a newsletter and a unifying organization for blacks in the five-college area. (MDC photo by
Barry I'enn)

On The Inside:

• Freshmen Meet Their Candidates

see page two

• Castro And Cuba And The U.S.

see page two

• What Is It That We Have That Nobody Else Does?

see page eight
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Security Problems Again

On Tippo 's Mind
by KAREN DeGRA<

Staff Report*'!

Problem! ri lecurity have
readied crisis p looruons, said
rhanceiior Oswald Tippo a( bia

noontime coffee hour yesterd
bul at the moment we don't h

the money to add to the present

securitj stat

uncling proposals bavt been
submitted, hut just now money is

.-tiort However, in response to

rumors that $4.">.<kki has been
appropriated for renovation of

Whitmore and s.«i.ooo for the

building of the Chancellor's home,
Tippo stressed that no such ap-

propriations have been made.
The possibility of emergency

legislation is out of the question

until January at least, when tho

legislature again meets At

present, though, it was suggested
that consideration be given to the

feasibility of utilizing students tor

security.

In discussing dorm security, one
student suggested the possibility of

including night reception duty u
l>art of a counselor's duty. Also

jested was the installment of

push-button combination secu;

locks although even this system

would not overcom old

problem o! propping doors open
i torn the inside

Dr. Bromery, Special Assistant

to the Chancellor lor student \t-

tairs. suggested that the big

step toward securit} is the creation

ol community spirit.

Citing the fact that over a six

week period. $23,000 in state and

personal loss was reported and. it

is believed, this figure represents

less than half ol the actual loss

Dr. Bromery suggested a three*

front approach to the problem of

campus securit)

Pint, increase or better utilize

the present sixty member security

statl

second utilize individual dorm
security

Third, initiate a long-term

program ol community respon

sibilit) for self-protection.

beginning with change in dorm life

styles

Turning irom dorm to parking

security, it was suggested that

long'term plan for inci

parking sticker fees be adopted. 1

students were to pay Sio per

sticker then approximately
H50.6M would be available \eaih

to light and fence the Iota, if not

initiated campus-witle at lirst. at

least one protected lot. it was
suggested, should be set up on a

trial basis

Vesterday's Coffee Hour, at-

tended by some twenty students

and faculty, including Chancellor

Tippo. Dean Field, Dr Bromery.
and Kichard Story, was part of a

series designed to promote
discussion of topics of concern to

all I niversit) members.
Next week Dr. Bromery will

devote more time to a discussion of

the campus securit) problem.

Militant Forum Compares U.S., Cuba
by KERRY KELLER

Staff Reporter

In a talk sponsored by the Young
socialist Alliance and the Militant

Forum, last night. Stu Singer

discussed the results and
prospects ol the Cuban revolution,

and how the I'nited States can
relate to it

In addressing a crowd of about

thirty people, singer gave a short

history of Cuba and the events

leading up to Castro s takeover.

The revolution. Singer maintained.

is not over, but still working to

change conditions in Cuba. The
Cuban revolt led by Castro is still

in the process of what Singer called

the evolution of revolution*.

Por the past 12 years the

speaker told his listeners, the

Cuban people have been involved
m participating in rebuilding their

country. In a visit to Cuba two
years ago. Singer said that he
could sense the attitude of the

(K'ople-that they fed very much a
l>art of the revolution

Singer said that the Cuban
situation is important in that it

typifies how a revolution resem-

bles an organism. Cuba, he said, is

in the process of "growing,
maturing, and developing" -- much
like a human organism

The speaker warned, however.

that Cuba is not a Utopia The
standard of living is much lower

than that of thi> country, he ex-

plained But. Singer added, a

visitor won't find the extremes of

poverty found in the United States.

singer said that one reason tor

the success of the revolution is

Castro The leader did more than
start a revolution he said, Castro
educated the people in the reasons
they needed it.

The revolution, in Singer's
opinion, has resulted in an "ex-

tremely modern, extremely ad-

vanced" Cuban culture. The
reason for this is that there is "an
atmosphere as far as development
ol culture and of the ability of the

individual to develop himselt at a

high level
"

only be met through socialism.

The attempt to maintain his

goals is what led Castro to the

nationalization of American in-

dustries in his country. Singer said

The speaker concluded that

because Castro did take over in-

dustries, and enforced laws
against oppression. Cuba is now
relatively free from the problems
we face in America todav

The United States can relate to

the Cuban revolution. Singer went
on to say. by seeing what political

enforcement of established laws

can do. There aren't any
politicians running in this country-

today who are lor oppression and
poverty. Singer declared. But. he

added there also aren't any who
will do anything about it

There isn't the repressed ex-

pression found in the Communist
block countries. Singer said.

socialism. wmcn evolved out of

the revolution, was another topic

discussed by the speaker. The

reason behind this . he said, is the

result of a permanent revolution'.

The theory behind this concept, it

was explained, is that the goals of

any revolution in today's world can

It will be up to the people in

America to organize demon-
strations to make the government
work for them. Singer concluded.
And that, he added, is why the USA
defends the Cuban Revolution, and
what it can do for the movement in

this countrv.

Freshman Candidates Present Themselves

Black Problems Handled

In Workshops

By Sandy Mitchner

Staff Reporter

Solidaritv. unity, and strength were among th" , • • Bl •

Five College area community considered impi

immediate problems they faced on BLACK SOLIDARITY
Between the opening ad n by Black Stucbe

IX'partment Michael Tnelweli, and the speech given la er that after

bj internationally known scholar Dr. Wilfred Cartey, five worn^

were held The workshop, consisting of about 15-35 students had to d<

ivhal the oppressing problems were facing the five college area B

( ommunit) Alsodiscussedwes what could bedoneto relieve some of the

tension and anxiety ol the situation in hopes of solving the problam.v

They decided that a unifying organization should develope which w oul >

function as a spokesman for the community. The groups a lso discuss

five college news letter which, would keep the community informed an

aware of important developments on thecampusesand agreed that m
\ estigation should be done on the relevance of curriculum requirement

and an understanding of how the university education can be applied in

the students own community after graduation

Upon comparing the ideas and decisions of each of the workshop*, it was

agreed that the responsibility of each Black Student and faculty membei
was to each other. All the groups expressed a necessity tor unity within

the community
Among the leaders of the teach-ins were many Black Studies faculry

members including Professor Thelwell. Ben Wambari, PlavuVll Ben-

jamin and former acting heads of the Alio American Studies Department

Bernard Bell and Esther Terry

Students lor the five college area attended as well M large number
Irom the University of New Hampshire

In the resolution presented to the community at tn<- end of the dap

i as agreed that the formation of a Black political organization would be

needed for the entire Black Community to come together and tunction as

a whole.

Humanities Committee

Holds First Meeting

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1970
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

Meeting for the first time last

night. the newly formed
Humanities and Fine Arts Com-
mittee agreed to let its Chairman
appoint three members to an ad
hoc personnel committee
From the beginning, the group

expressed its disapproval of the

splitting of the College of Arts and
Sciences into three parts;

Humanities and Fine Arts. Natural
Sciences, and Social Sciences.

Most ol the lew present felt that to

agree with the policy begun in the

Faculty Senate and approved in

principle by the Board of Trustees.

to set up personnel committees for

each College, would complicate

matters considerably

The Committee did not take a

formal vote on that subject.

however, it was felt that there were
not enough members present to

represent the College of

Humanities and Fine Arts since

two of the largest departments.
History and Music, were totally

unrepresented at the meeting.

Some Committee members

argued that there was no good
reason that interestedpartiescould

not have come. If no vote could be

taken, why hold a meeting at all ' It

was pointed out that mailed ballots

often varied greatly from vote

ia ken at committee meetings
probably because the majority

votes came from faculty members
who had not heard the discussion

St the meeting. Perhaps it was
time that the 'acuity at la:

learned tha: meetings could decide
things, someone suggested.

As the Committee meeting went
on, many members complained
that they were lacing issues they

did not like at all in this division of

Arts and Sciences -- and, in fact,

issues they had just now heard of

The Chairman, who had to read the

relevant documents several times,

replied that a clear statement of

the situation had gone out with the

Faculty Senate ballot.

Finally the meeting agreed to

follow the recommendation of the

Acting Provost, and enpower its

Chairman to select three members
to serve on a joint ad hoc Arts and
Sciences Personnel Committee.

Panthers Call Rally In New Haven

By Beth Goodell

Staff Reporter

Candidates lor Freshman Class

officers explained their

qualifications and described their

pl.-ns for leading the class at an

opjn forum last night at Mahar

Auditorium

A primary election will be held

today for the positions of President

and Treasurer, with only two

candidates seeking the vice

presidency and one person running

unopposed for Secretan

Todays contest for Treasurer is

between Cindy Roy of Wilbraham.

Fred Scalese of Watertown, and

Sherry Woodcome of Lancaster

Candidates for President are

Wayne Clark of Sudbury, Bob

Kinkeadof Wellesesley. John Long

of Fall River, and Dale Schaetzke

of Shrewsbury.

Seeking the vice-presidency next

Tuesday, November 10 will be

Gary Krukonis of Beverly, and

David Walsh of Haverhill, while

Joseph Kos of Chicopee is running

for secretary

Today's primary will be held in

the Cape Cod Lounge (TV room I of

the Student Union Freshmen are

reminded that they must bring

their ID's in order to vote

The Black Panther Party has
called lor a mass rally noon today
on the New Haven Green in support
of Bobby Scale and Erika Huggins.
Speakers at the rally will in-

clude: Blaine Brown who recorded
Seize the Time". Michael Tabor

of the New York 21; Penny
Jackson, sister of Jonathan and
George Jackson; and Dave
Dillinger. The Committee to Fight
Repression has announced its

support of the rally and again

urges everyone who can go to be in

New Haven this afternoon.

New Haven is the site of a trial
where Bobby Scale and other
Black Panthers face charges
stemming from the murder of Alex
Rackley. another Panther. A
spokesman for the committee said
that this trial is only-one more
example of the continuous
repression of the Black Panther
Party by attempting to railroad
party leadership into prison.
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Thelwell Charges: "Come Together!
//

ByANNKSTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

"Our resources are ourselves"
Michael Thelwell, head of UMass
Black Studies program, told a

group of approximately 100 Black
students as they gathered
yesterday morning in the Student

Union ballroom to open Black

Solidarity Day at UMass.
He considered the issues of

disunity, growth of the Black

population, Africa, and Nixon, and
related how education attempts to

deal with these problems.

"You will face decisions that

must be made because you are a

Black and for no other particular

reason" Thelwell said. The
disunity of Blacks in this area is a

reflection of conditions in the

general Black community, he

added.

Only if the Black student accepts

the responsibility to act now, in the

five college area, he emphasized,

will further social and political

committments be assured.

"Middle class educated Blacks

cop out'" said Thelwell.

By achieving 'acceptance' these

Blacks tend to escape the burdens

and meaning of Blackness, he

explained.

'Maybe the Black college

student, although seeming most

reactionary, is really just looking

for a chance to cop out' and 'make
it" submitted Thelwell. "If so, we
are doomed' if not, can we create a

class of leaders and professional

people to carry on the Black

struggle?"

The 25 or 30 million Blacks in this

country form a larger group than

some total populations of other

nations, he commented.
In spite of the common bonds of

color, history, and experience with

slavery, disenfranchisement, and

colonization, which American
Blacks share with contemporaries

in the Carribean, Latin America,

and Africa, Thelwell points out that

there has been little recognition, or

liberty for any Blacks

"By liberation I don't mean the

sense that all people are free, but

(for the Black American in the

ghetto) freedom from the way
people are put into a community,
unable to get food, a doctor, or a

decent home" Thelwell said.

Using Springfield as an example,

he remarked that "environment is

sufficient to destroy." Blacks need

to be liberated from racial

"genocide" of this type, he
declared.

"The emergence of so called

"free" nations in Africa proves

nothing" said Thelwell. Specific

struggles, which he listed, prove

that these nations are not free of

European control.

Africa is of interest to Blacks

because it is the continent of their

ancestors, Thelwell said and it is

therefore a place to relate to.

Discussing politics and Blacks,

Thelwell said: "THEY are having

elections tomorrow" stressing the

"they". "Elections are almost

irrelevant to us. Although in any
other country we would be a

sizable nation, it is not so in the so-

called democratic system in

America."

He recounted an incident where

President Nixon cancelled a

meeting with' the head of a new
African state on short notice, a

diplomatic faux-pas.

"Nixon's attitude toward Africa

and Black people there is about the

same as towards Blacks here"

Thelwell said.

To achieve the goals of more
unified action to end oppression

i political and other) among Blacks
everywhere, Thelwell demanded
organization. He said Blacks must
understand who they are and what
they want to undertake.

"Educated Black people have
been serving their oppressors,"

Thelwell said, "by trying to

recreate the oppressive system of

environment."
Education can aid Blacks in their

cause, he believes, if it is not

centered around the white at-

titudes.

"Scholarship in a vacuum is a

lie", he expounded. Blacks must
learn their context in history and
society while studying at the

University to work productively

afterwards, he also suggested. To
ignore Black Studies would be

disadvantageous, he said.

"We're outnumbered, scattered,

and separated in a white school, as

in the country. " said Thelwell of

UMass Blacks. "We must establish

a 5 college Black community
where we go outside the in-

stitutions to find areas of interest."

An academic department is

needed to handle exchange func-

tions between the various cam-
puses, he summarized. When the

A PENSIVE MIKE THELWELL looks out over the audience in the
Student Union Ballroom. As part of yesterday's Black Solidarity
Day, Thelwell spoke and urged Blacks to become unified. Mix
photo by Barry Penn)

number of Blacks increases on

campus, as it has since 1965, then

they need a handle into the

workings of the University, he

maintained, also.

Blacks must "come together"

and see to what extent they can
create a Black community that will

educate its members to the par-

ticular needs of the Blacks, con-

cluded Thelwell.

By DEBBIE FLAHERTY
Staff Reporter

Internationally famous Dr.

Wilfred Cartey called on Blacks

"to get together" yesterday at a

Black Solidarity Day teach-in.

"We've fought ourselves too long."

he said. "We've got to cool it

together" and "work together."

Stating that geography doesn't

exist for Black people. Cartey said

that Blacks must feel, sense, move,

dig. and start thinking together.

"We must act in our own scenes,"

he told the predominantly Black

audience, noting that is the only

way to be Black and beautiful

Cartey also charged that the

black question the United States is

being shoved aside. There has been

;i substitution of one problem for

another" as the attention of the

Cartey Calls On Blacks To Join Forces
government has turned away from

Black people, he said.

The pollution issue as well as the

Women's Lib movement were
singled out by Cartey as clouding

the black issue. Blacks do not need

to learn about Earth Day, he said.

"We don't pollute water. We drink

it. he continued. "We're not out to

conquer the world...we want to live

in it."

Cartey cited the recent debate

between Governor Sargent and

Boston Mayor Kevin White as an

example of the Black issue being

pushed aside. Despite the fact that

roughly 80.000 of 139.000 unem-
ployed in Massachusetts are Black

according to Cartey, there was no

mention of the Black unem-
ployment problem in the state
during the debate.

The lack of Black leadership in

this country was also singled out by
Cartey. Many Black leaders are
needed, he said, so if one is

"bumped off" there will be plenty

of others to take over.

The cleaning and freeing of the

mind should be the biggest priority

of Black studies, Cartey claimed.
He said that Blacks must know
themselves, think inside them-
selves, and work with others who
do the same.
"You have a responsibility," he

told the audience, noting that now
is a time for work.
Education for Black people must

be socialized, according to Cartey.

He called for it to reach out to the

community There are lots of

Blacks who want and need help, he

said, telling the audience to reach

out a hand and accept a hand.

He also spoke of the problems of

relating to one another which

Blacks have in a predominantly

white university. Barriers between

Blacks in the five college com-
munity, he said, must be broken

down
He stated that the five college

community has the potential for

becoming a principal Black studies

area

A number of reevaluations were

called for by Cartey. In the areas of

economics, psychology, and
history.

In the area of psychology Cartey

said that Blacks must dig into

Black Psychology." 'Freud

doesn't exist for me," he con-

tinued. "He doesn't know the rhyth-

m of my mind."
In economics, Cartey pointed out

that the banks and dollars of the

world are basically controlled by a

lew countries.

Cartey also noted that Blacks are

capitalists in mind but not in

pocket "Kor me to get up,

someone else must stay down," he

sa id

Dr. Cartey is a professor of

comparative literature at City

College in New York and an
associate at Columbia University.

He has frequently participated in

programs relating to the in-

ternational struggles of Africans

and peoples of African descent and
has written greatly on West Indian.

Carribean. and Afro American
culture and literature

The UMass 1970 Homecoming ticket sale has been delayed due to legal

difficulties concerning contracts and individual groups. Tickets for Saturday

and Sunday concerts will go on sale Wednesday and for Friday's sometime

later in the week. Watch the Collegian and the sign posted at the ticket office

for latest Homecoming concert news.

In Concert

SHLOMO CARLEBACH
(Last year 1200 students heard him)

TUES., NOV. 10 AT 8:30 P.M. IN S.U. BALLROOM
ADMISSION $1.00 — Tickets now on sole in Hillel Office

108 >«rtb Nrananf SI.

TflHMjt
Amherst

ORSON WELLES* FILM OF

FRANZ KAFKA'S THE TRIAL

Anthony Perkins as Joseph K.

a man caught in the being trap

TONIGHT - MAHAR - 8, 10 - 75^
Comparative Literature Film Series

FIXE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

Thursday - Friday, November 5-6

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

Tiro different programs of the world's greatest

Baroque Music including Corelli, Vivaldi, Marcello and
Albinoni.

'Unexcelled in their class!" L.A. Times

Thursday - Sunday, November 12 - 15

Operetta Guild presents

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production of this hit!

Reserved Tickets: $1 00 - 3 00
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202
Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office
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In The Nation And The World
-

Cardinal Cushing Dies at 75
BOSTON AP - Richard Car-

dinal Cushing, who retired last

month after a quarter century as

archbishop of Boston, died Monday
afternoon. He was 75.

The white haired, gravel voiced

prelate, a long time friend of the

family of the late President John
K. Kennedy, died at his Com-
monwealth Avenue residence, the

home of Boston's archbishops.

Cardinal Cushing, the son of a

Boston blacksmith, had been
leader of the archdiocese, the

second largest in the nation, since

1H44 He was succeeded Oct. 7 by

Archbishop HumbertoS. Medeiros,

former bishop of Bronsville, Tex.

Archbishop Medeiros was at the

cardinal's bedside when he died.

Also at the bedside Monday were
the cardinal's sisters, Mrs. Anna
Francis and Mrs. Mary Pierce,

and his brother John.

Last month. Cardinal Cushing

praised God that he had been
allowed to live to see his successor

become archbishop.

Cardinal Cushing had been in

lading health for some time. The
cause of death was not im-

mediately disclosed. He died at

aboutl:30p.m., approximately one

hour after a bulletin was issued

saying he was in critical condition

"and failing rapidly."

The announcement said the

retired spiritual leader of 1.8

million Roman Catholics was
"suffering from the complication

of the long standing malignancy
with which he had been afflicted

lor years."

Funeral arrangements were not

made immediately.

Archbishop Medeiros in a
statement said: "His eminence has
just passed to his eternal reward.
As we mourn his passing we
rejoice in his record of tremendous
accomplishment for the church
and for the welfare of his fellow

men
"He was a truly great soul, a

man of universal genius, a priest of

selfness dedication, a bishop of

towering stature.
"1 ask all of you who loved him

during his life to pray now for the

eternal repose of his noble and
Christlike soul."

With the approval of Arch bishop

Medeiros, Cardinal Cushing con-

tinued to reside in his simple room
at the chancery residence after

illness forced him to retire.

The room in the grey stone

building in the Brighton section of

the city was equipped with oxygen
tanks and other medical equip-

ment because of the cardinal's

recurring respiratory ailments.

A chancery spokesman had said

earlier Monday that "this past

week the Cardinal's condition has

been failing rather rapidly. For
some time the cardinal has been
troubled with this disease, but has
made every effort to carry on in

spite of it and without desire for

any notoriety about the nature of

his illness."

Cardinal Cushing underwent
surgery in 1956 for removal of a

cancerous kidney. Five years ago,

Polyps were removed from his

intestine.

The cardinal was born Aug. 24,

UW5, in the South Boston section,

the son of an immigrant Irish

blacksmith for the Boston
Flevated Railway.
He attended Boston College,

which is operated by Jesuit priests,

and St. John's Seminary. Bells at

Boston College were tolled in

ivquiem for the prelate Monday
afternoon.

He served as a parish priest after

ordination and then in the diocesan

office of the Society for the

Propagation of the Faith.

He became auxiliary bishop of

Boston in 1939 and archbishop in

1944 at the age of 49-at the time the

youngest archbishop in the world.

lie was elevated to cardinal in 1958

by Pope John XXIII.

Cardinal Cushing said the

inaugural prayer for President

Kennedy in 1961, and three years

later, he celebrated a solemn
luneral Mass at St. Mathew's
Cathedral in Washington, DC. for

the assassinated president.

The death of Richard Cardinal

Cushing of Boston Monday brought

tributes from President Nixon and
other political leaders in

Massachusetts and Washington,
and Irom leaders of all religious

faiths.

From the Western White House
at San Clemente. Calif , President

Nixon said: "Today not only in

Boston, but the nation; not only

( athohes but citizens of every faith

mourn the death of Richard
Cardinal Cushing
"Just as all of us drew strength

and inspiration from his life, so too

do we urieve this loss. But we are
comforted by the knowledge that he
lived so fully and sought so per-

sistently to serve the spiritual

needs and social well being of

others His name will always evoke
lor us a spirit of ecumenism, of

human dignity, justice and
brotherhood among men and
nations."

Sen Kdward M. Kennedy, D
Mass.: "I mourn his death in the

deep and personal sense that any
man would mourn the loss of

someone close and dear. Richard

Cardinal Cushing was a great and
good shepherd. His life was a

constant act of caring for a flock

that included the exceptional

children that we call the retarded,

and a 11 the people, great and small,

of his diocese. And to my family, he

was a councillor and a well of

strength, equally stern and loving

whether in our home on Cape Cod
or in the White House. When a man
of his character and his light

passes, a man of the people that

one endowed with special graces, a

l>art of the world passes with him."

Sen Kdward W Brooke. R
Mass We have lost a warm.
wonderful and wise man, the good
shepherd of all of us. But we should

lie grateful that we had his big

heart and his all encompassing
love lor his fellow man for so

long."

House Speaker John W. Mc-
Cormack, I) Mass., a longtime

close friend of the Cardinal: "No
churchman throughout his lifetime

has made a more favorable im-

pression upon all persons without

regard to race, color or creed."

He described the Cardinal as "a
rock like figure of sustenance and
deep faith and strength- always

holding out a beacon for a better

world and a better life."

Secretary of Welfare Elliot L.

Richardson:
"It is with the most profound

grief that I learned of Cardinal
Cushing's death this afternoon. He
was, in the hearts and minds of all

of us from New England, Catholic

and non Catholic alike, 'our' ar-

chbishop.

"His wisdom and courage, his

warmth, and his unselfish
dedication to those in need were an
inspiration to us all.

"His works extended far beyond
his immediate pastorate; indeed,

they were universal, and he em-
braced all mankind wherever he
perceived want, poverty and the

need for understanding.

"He truly lived by the creed,

'Love Thy Neighbor.'"

Gov. Francis W. Sargent, who
canceled a campaign tour of

Springfield and returned to Boston
when he heard of the prelate's

death:

"The death of Cardinal Cushing
is a blow to men of all faiths, a loss

to people in all walks of life...

"The loss is so personal and so

profound that I can only join those

who must suffer it in sorrow and
silence

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White,

Democratic candidate for

governor: "Cardinal Cushing was
a man of Cod. His dedication, his

strong character, his love of people

and his self effacing humor im-

printed his image in the hearts

and minds of people of all faiths.

We shall never see his like

again..."

EDWARD KENNEDY ROBERT DRINAN

I JOSIAH SPAULDING JOHN McGLENNON
ALL OF THESE PEOPLE

FRANCIS SARGENT

DONALD DWIGHT

MEAN A LOT TO YOU

Listen This Tuesday

JIM GENSHEIMER

JONATHAN HEALY

KEVIN WHITE MICHAEL HARRINGTON

MICHAEL DUKAKIS

DONALD L. CONN

8:00 p.m.

WMUA-FM 91.1

"ELECTIONS 70"

HOWARD PHILLIPS

LOUISE DAY HICKS

ROBERT QUINN DAN HOUTON

Law And Order, Vietnam Loom Large As Polls Open

Beacon, Capitol Hill

Up For Grabs In Mass.

FOR ELECTION
RESULTS CALL MDC
ELECTION CENTRAL
AT 5-2550 AFTER 10

p.m.

47 States To Choose

Governors, Senators
BOSTON (AP Massachusetts voters go to the polls

In elect candidates for the U.S. Senate, Congress,

uovernor and lieutenant governor, four other

statewide offices and the state legislature.

Also on the ballot are five statewide referenda,

including an advisory question on a course for the

United States in Vietnam and one that proposes

lowering the voting age in state elections to 19.

Sen. Kdward M. Kennedy, <D> Mass., is opposed for

reelection by Josiah A. Spaulding, a lawyer and a

former chairman of the Republican State Committee.
Kennedy drew a 71.7 margin of the vote in the 1964

eiection-tne highest winning margin in the state's

hisotry for a senate seat. It is generally predicted that

Kennedy will win Tuesday, but the margin, observers

feel, will measure the senator's popularity in

Massachusetts.

For the first time, state voters will elect a governor

and lieutenant governor running as a team.

The incumbent. Republican Gov. Francis W.
Sargent, is running with his commissioner of ad-

ministration and finance, Donald R. Dwight.

The Democrat nominee, Boston Mayor Kevin H.

White, is running with state Rep. Michael S. Dukakis,

a Brookline legislator since 1963.

The congressional race that has attracted the most

attention is in the 3rd District.

The Democratic nominee is the Rev. Robert F.

Drinan. a Jesuit priest on leave as Dean of Boston

College Law School. On the Republican ticket is state

Rep. John A. McGlennon. (R) Concord. Running as a

sticker, write in condidate is the incumbent

Democratic congressman, Philip J. Philbin, who was
lieieated in the state primary by Drinan.

Seven other congressional seats are being con-

tested, including the one in the 9th District held the

past two decades by retiring House Speaker John J.

McCormaek
Four congressmen from Massachusetts are running

for reelection unopposed.

Other statewide contests are for attorney general,

secretary of state, auditor and treasurer.

The Election At A Glance

Here, at a glance, is the situation facing voters Tuesday in what
President Nixon has termed 'probably the most important and
decisive" election in the nation's history

AT STAKE

Thirty five U.S. Senate seats, all 435 House of Representatives seats
and :{."> governorships.

ISSUES
Various local issues and personalities of candidates preclude a clear

tut definition of major issues on a national level. But the Republicans
have stressed law and order with President Nixon and Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew leading the way in their unprecedented campaign
efforts. The Democrats have pressed hard on the nation's troubled
economy in their campaigning.

OUTLOOK
Many races are too close to call. The Democrats, however, are

considered all but certain to maintain control of Congress, but are not

likely to make the gains traditional to the party out of the White House
in past off year elections.

Most polls now indicate a net Republican gain in the Senate of one to

three seats. Democrats now hold a 57 to 43 edge. Democrats are ex-

pected to increase their current 243-187 margin in the House, but not by
the average 37 seat gain of past off elections. A democratic increase of

three or four governships also is expected. They now hold 18 state

houses.

In 47 of the 50 states Tuesday, voters choose either a

senator or governor, or both, and in every state picks

its share of the 435 members of the House of

Representatives in the 92nd Congress. Many states

also have legislature elections, constitutional

amendment votes and local bond issues.

The national themes are the emotional issues such
as law and order and the unrest in society, and the

pocketbook issues: inflation, unemployment and the

eost of living.

But the issues state by state are almost as numerous
US the candidates and outcome probably will tell little

about national trends-although winners may argue
otherwise

At stake: 35 Senate seats, now held by 25

Democrats. 10 Republicans; 35 governorships, now
divided 11 Democrats, 24 Republicans; 435 House
seats now held by 243 Democrats, 187 Republicans,

with ") vacancies.

Outlook: Republican hopes of gaining 7 seats

necessary for control of the Senate faded late in the

campaign and the prognosis is for a new gain of one to

I hree Senate seats on the GOP side of the a isle.

Democrats seem destined to pick up at least four

governorships, reducing their 32-18 deficit.

Democrats are expected to increase their margin in

the House, but not by the traditional average of 37

seats that usually falls to the party out of White House

power in the off year elections

Last minute changes: The incident in San Jose,

Calif., when President Nixon was jeered by demon-
strators and some rocks were thrown, plus the

President's subsequent speeches emphasizing this

\ lolence. throw an unknown factor into predictions

previously made in polls. Democrats also are going on

television to counter the last minute Republican
thrust

The campaign: Observers agree that the fighting,

locally and nationally, has been the roughest of any

campaign in recent years, and produced smear
tactics in many local battles.

Balance Of Power Seen As Critical Issue
WASHINTON (AP) - America

votes today after a caustic mid-

term campaign climaxed by a

Monday night television exchange

between the men who may face

each other in the presidential race

ot l!*72.

President Nixon

Republicans en
through a filmed

speech he made

spoke for the

election eve
reprise of a

Saturday in

Phoenix decrving violent dissent.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine
represented the Democrats after

they scraped together enough
money Monday to buy half the time

the Republicans had originally

purchased. Muskie replied to what

he called Republican tactics of
tear and division."

The offices at stake are 35 Senate
seats. 435 in the House of

Representatives. 35 governorships
and hundreds of state and local

jobs.

The rewards include control of a
Senate that repeatedly has
Irustrated Nixon, big stage power
bases for 1972 presidential politics

and state legislature strength
w huh will be a key to control of the
reapportioned PS house in 1172.

Republicans outspent the debt

ridden Democrats this campaign
and those finances were central in

developments that led to Monday

night's matching 15 minute
telecasts.

The Republican National
Committee first purchased 30

minutes of time on each of the

three major television networks.

Democratic National Chairman
Lawrence F O'Brien challenged

the GOP and asked the networks to

split the time in half for each party

and make it available free He
pleaded party poverty Muskie also

asked lor tree time.

The networks turned down the

request for free time, but agreed,
with Republican concurrence, to

sell Democrats half the time

originally booked by the GOP

Republicans began the cam-
paign hoping to win control of the

Senate, now split 57 43 for the

Democrats. The consensus now is

that the GOP will pick up one to

three seats

The Democrats' present 243 1H7

edge in the House, where there are

five vacancies, is expected to he

little changed-going against the

historical record which shows the

party in White House power losing

.in average of 37 House seats in mid
term elections

Principal Democratic gains are

expected in the State Houses
epublicans now hold 32 of .">(>

governorships and nine of ten in

the most populous states But
Democrats are expected to win in

< >hio and are strong threats in New
York. Pennsylvania and Michigan-
states that always are keys in

presidential elections

While the Republicans, led by
Nixon and Vice President Spiro f.

Agnew, hammered a litany against

crime. \ lolenceand unruly dissent,

the Democrats sought to em-
phasize inflation and unem-
ployment

The contrasting pleas left voters

something of a choice between
voting their purses or their

passions it they once cut through
local issues, personalities and
images

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2.00

Enjoy our "Poulettc Chas-

seur en Casserole" $1.70

Salad bar included in

price of sandwich

or entree.

Succulent pieces of ten-

der White Rock Chick-

en simmered in a rich

sauce Chasseur, with

tiny pearl onions, served

en casserole, with a

flaky pie crust cover.

Club Bar open 11:30 • 2:00

EUROPE
$175
Round Trip Boeing 707

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

— open only to 5 College students, faculty,

staff and members of their immediate family

Routine:

BOSTON/AMSTERDAM/BOSTON
Departs

12/21

Returns

1/5

Cost

$175

Students International
27 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02115

Please send me more infromation:

Name

Address
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Elliot Eisenberg

"Don't Let It Bring You Down >>

Election days belong to a special

class of days when we strain for a

perspective. Like the turn of a
year, or a decade, election time is

I time for putting it all together.

Today the Nixon administration
comes to us at mid-term for a
grade, for approval and support.

What social, political and
economic problems have they
laced and how have they done"'

Social

Certainly the greatest social

challenge to our leadership has
been to reconcile the races. Unless
black and white can come to

terms/with each other, we may
reach a shooting war which will

destroy our cities from within. And
unless the nation can guarantee
each of his citizens his human
rights, it will have failed at its

reason to be.

In the cities, the clash of the two
cultures is everywhere. White
people are resentful towards
blacks who move outward from the

city centers. Blacks resent whites
lor resenting them. When a white
man says that he is afraid of the

collapse of his property values, he
means more than that; he fears

the collapse of the very culture of

which he is a part. When his neigh-

borhood becomes predominantly
black, he will be left without

friends, churches, stores and
clubs, all of which will have left for

the suburbs. Overnight, he is a

stranger in a strange land.

Especially if he is old. or lacks the

resources to move, or cannot
replace his housing at anywhere
near j comparable cost, he is apt to

become lonely, or bitter, or both.

To the Mack man who moves into

a white neighborhood, he is simply
buying for himself what all men
desire: a nice home, good schools,

etc To prevent him from doing so
is. literally, a crime.

The posture of the ad-
ministration ought to be one of

reconciliation. Instead, the Nixon
presidency, by subtle use of the
crime in-the-streets issue has
appealed to the fears of the white
homeowner. The Republicans
appear to be building their

"emerging majority" upon ap-
peals to fear and hatred, and at the
expense of even further alienation

of black and white.

Kconomic
John Kennedy began the last

decade with an economy operating

well below capacity, with numbers
of men unemployed, ( many of who
provided the margin for his victory

over Nixon,) and the American
industrial plant becoming an-

tiquidated in comparison with the

newly -rebuildt economies of post-

war Furope His policies were to

promote growth of national output,

and thereby increase employment.
I le encouraged a revision of the tax

codes to encourage modernization

of plant and equipment .

Ten years later, unemployment
is again mounting. But this time,

wo cannot rely on growth of total

output to employ those currently

out of work for these reasons:

1. We have been operating close

to capacity in many of the civilian

industries. Wages and costs have
often been bid up by government
competing to hire men capital and
land lor the military effort.

1. Every increase in output in-

creases our problem with
pollution.

: We produce such a cornucopia
ol consumer goods already, that

the addition in their production

produces questionable increases

m our welfare.

The economic probelm which we
lace in 1970 is not so much to ex

pand our output, as to reallocate

our resources to production for our
most pressing needs The Nixon
administration has begun to do
that, moving resources from war
production to peacetime
manufacture Much of the current
unemployment, especially on the

West Coast, can be traced to

cutbacks in the armaments in-

dustry; it makes little sense to

blame the Republicans for this. In

lact, in the depressed prices and
wages in the Northwest, there is a
special opportunity: that truly

productive industry will move in to

eapi'alize on low costs. The many
people who had flocked to these

places in search of defense jobs
upset the character of life of

Washington and Oregon cities, and
their migration elsewhere is

welcomed by the original
residents.

The present administration can,

however, be faulted for the
illogical allocation of what

resources the federal budget does
allow: Funding such things as the
SST and ABM while cutting back
on programs for housing, medical
care and research, and education.

Political

The U.S., as 5% of the world's
population, now consumes
something like 60% of its resour-
ces Other nations and many
within this country are beginning
to ask just what is the role of the

U.S. among nations? A good case
can be made that we are tending
towards being an imperial power,
dominating politically and
economically smaller nations of

the world in order to assure access
to raw materials.

In 1968, the noted historial Daniel
Boorstin said in accepting the

Bancroft prize that the United
States stood at juncture in its

history Until fairly recently, we
had been recognized as a part of

the New World, and the American
way ol lite had become symbolic of

M hat was young and strong in men
The U.S. had to choose between
becoming an extension of the Old
World from where we had some, or
allying ourselves with the other.
newer nations -Only if we can
relate ourselves to," he said, "and
acquire the new habit of com-
paring ourselves with, the cultures
ol Asia and Africa with China and
India, with the Arab nations and
the rising peoples ol Negro Africa.
< >nly then can we remain part of a
Neu World."
We must learn, he continued, to

rid ourselves of this national

arrogance which we are last

assuming, in which "|>erhaps our
only competyors today are the
Soviets, whose illusions of om-
nicompetence are more dogmatic
than ours

In the elections being held today,
the men whom the President is

asking us most to support, the
conservative Republicans running
lor theSnate. have the most to gain
from the posture of the U.S. as an
Old World imperial power.
Tonight, many will sit at their

televisions, not a few of us here in

the Union. A man elected here
another there, and the key to

American politics for at least
another two years will be un-
folding.

rr

It's Only Castles Burning"

' tMPAIGNING WITH NIXON -

Some 100 Student activists were
carefully and deliberately ad-
mitted to President Nixon's
political rally in Miami Beach
Tuesday night so they could un-
wittingly become his shills.

Seated in a compact bloc directly
in front of the speaker's platform,
but well back from the amplifying
equipment, the bizarrely - dressed
youngsters hoisted anti - war
powers and carried on a running
verbal barrage, laced with ob-

scenities, throughout the
President's speech
As an intruder seated among the

hecklers could plainly tell, they
never paused to listen to Nixon's
words, nor to question why they
bad been welcomed to the jammed,
pro Republican gathering.

From their position - immersed
in their own noise they thought

they were drowning out Nixon as

be talked of progress in the

Vietnam War. the administration's

environmental protection
program, the need for a strong

defense and other national con-

cerns

But. in fact, they served only as a

backdrop to the main point of

Nixon's address - which was that a
vocal minority was bent on violent

disruption of orderly govern-
mental and social processes, and
must be put down by the heretofore
silent majority.

As the Miami Herald observed in

a page one headline the next

morning:

Hecklers Upstaged at Beach"
Huge overhead loud-speakers

superimposed Nixon's message
clearly over the hoots and slogan-
shouts of the young demon-
strators.

Seig heil! Seig heil!" yelled the
kids, some standing on their chairs
and raising their arms in a Nazi
saluet toward the platform.

"Hull-! Buss s-! Bull s-! they
screamed.

"One- two- three - four, we don't
want your war!" they chanted.
What most of the audience heard

and what went out over the
statewide television hookup was
Nixon's voice saying this above the
din in the background:

night alter mgnt you see on
the television young people
shouting out obscene slogans,
trying to shout down speakers,
even trying to shout down the
President of the United States.

"Well, they are not going to be
able to do it.

"I know the impression, that
many Americans have, and I read
some of the columnists and others
who say those who try to shout
down speakers, those who engage
in this kind of protest, they are the
majority of young Americans or at
least they will be the leaders of the
future

"I have news for you : They are
not the majority of young
Americans and they will not be the

leaders of the future of America."
Nixon has tested that line on

audiences in a dozen states, and
not once has it failed to bring a
crowd to its feet in thunderous
approval, especially when it

comes booming over the noise of

distant hecklers.

The Miami Beach demonstrators
were typical in number and
temperament of similar groups
that have appeared consistently at
Nixon political rallies in the last

two weeks.

It cannot be said for certain that

Nixon rallies in other cities con-

tained deliterately - planned
protestors, but the Miami Beach
affair did.

White House rally planners saw
to it that a limited number of

tickets were distributed to known
student activists, mostly members
of the South Florida Chapter of the
Students for a Democratic Society.

When not enough protestors -

most of whom were high school or

early college age - took the bait,
ushers passed more tickets around
to young people standing outside
the Miami Beach convention hall.

Wearing sweat - shirts and bell -

bottoms, long granny dresses.
Indian - like get-ups. leather vests,
even mini - shirts, the youngsters
contrasted sharply against the rest
of the conservatively attired
audience.

"Commies, you big Commies,"
shouted an adult woman in an
adjoining section. "Go back to
Russia!"

Finding a discarded pile of pro-

Nixon placards, many youngsters
lettered their own slogans on the
back. One girl found a poster that

said "Thank God for Nixon" on one
side; on the other she lettered "not
one more life-let's get out of

cont. on pg. 7

FindSomeoneWho 's Turning
Campus Comment

•\\ hai \w \ on Trying To Do,
• r™

Make Is Look Uad?"

And You WillComeAround

Not surprisingly, the polls have
truly indicated a certain amount of

confusion that results in the voter's

mind about 'who is who" in

American politics" during the

last days of the campaign.
Even the personal efforts of the

President and the Vice-President,

unprecedented in American
politics, have not had a substantial

effect on the voter

This is so not because the latters'

personal convictions are just as
strong as those of the "opinion-

manipulators"--but more so
because of his inability to un-

derstand what really is going on
around him
The "opinion- manipulators"

have very often misunderstood the

voters' mind. Applause is expected
like saliva from Pavlov's dogs, for

lip service given to such phrases as
" quality for all", "peace in this

century ", and 'closer un-

derstanding between nations."

Unlike Pavlov's dogs, we are

dealing with human beings who
have second thoughts about their

spontaneous reactions to political

speeches

I'nfortunately. however, these

lirst impressions do cloud the

minds of the voters and second

thoughts may only help to

strengthen the original im-

pressions. That is why opinion-

manipulators pay such respect to

television coverage which proves

to be much more beneficial than

the •handshaking exercise" with

the average voters. In other words,

the means of selling the product is

considered more important than

the product itself. The debates

about the real issues that face the

nation are left either to the political

speech writers or to the

academicians who do justice to the

subject, hut have no intention or

aspiration to make it known to the

average man.
In a system that comes nearest

to the democratic system, sheer

numbers make up the "majority"

and their strength lies in their

numerical quanitity, and not in

their intellectual quality.

The quality of life of the

inhabitants of a nation lies

decidedly in the latter and not in

the lormer. While the "ruling

class" pretends to work for the

"manipulated and misinformed
class", one thing is clear - that the

lormer cannot even mislead itself

without the support and blessings

of the latter - by "words full of

sound and fury signifying
nothing!"

Alas. I. the average man, per-

sists in remaining average, and
that is where the problem lies as
well as its solution.

KHALIDMIRZA

cont. from pg. 6

Vietnam now." Her long brown
hair framing a solemn face, she
stood on a chair and held her sign

silently while Nixon spoke.

The behavior of the young
protestors irritated most of the

pro- - Nixon sudience, as it was
expected to do, and it made some
adults in the adjoining sections

furious. "Stop it, stop it,"

screamed one middle - aged man,
when the kids began stomping
their feet on the hollow bleacher
flooring.

An ample number of plainclothes
jolicemen and Secret Service
agents circulated among the
protestors, and on more than one
occasion stepped in to soothe
raging tempers, mostly among the
adults.

"Do you realize who that was"?"
one long - haired bonde asked her
boy friend, after a dark - suited
figure had slipped past them in the
crowd.

"No," he replied.

That was Detective Page of the
Port Lauderdale Police Depart-
ment."
"Do you know him?"
"Veh. he busted me once."

Heprint-cd from Springfield Union.

Kent State Rally
To the Editor:

Contrary to the charges of the Young Workers
Liberation League and the Committee Against
Repression, the rally in the Cage on Friday, Oct. 23

was called by the Student Mobilization Committee to

defend the Kent State 25 and other political dissidents.

This was clearly stated in the Mobe's call to the rally.

And in fact those who attended heard remarks con-

cerning not only those indicted at Kent State, but a

defense of Angela Davis, a Black Panther
spokeswoman, and a woman from the Women's
Liberation Movement. Charles Beard, a student from
Jackson State, was scheduled to appear but because of

a mix-up at the airport was stranded in Mississippi.

Clearly, then, the Mobe can not be accused of calling a

rally "solely to defend the Kent State 25" nor do we
tolerate the charge of "indifference to the murders at

Jackson State".

Demonstrations are not held to oppose repression or
racism as abstracts, but rather to oppose concrete
instances of racism and repression. We in the Mobe
understood the murders and indictments at Kent as an
attack on the antiwar movement. Our response was to

build a demonstration that would reaffirm the

strength and solidarity of the antiwar movement
(thereby dispelling any illusions of the
Nixon/Agnew/Mitchell complex might have of

picking us off by ones and twos and fours) and at the

same time (not later as the VWLL and Committee

Against Repression suggest-but at the same time) to

connect the government's repression of students at

Kent with its repression of Blacks, Communists,
Panthers, women, and--as was stated in SMC's call to

the rally -repression of political dissidents in general.

The rally was held. The connections were made and
made effectively by a number of speakers-including
one from the Committee Against Repression.

The best way to build a massive solid defense of civil

liberties is not to demand that those who come to a

demonstration have a considered position on each
instance of repression, but rather to rally as many
people around each case and then to make clear the

connections between that instance and others, others

perhaps more complex or less well-publicized. We
can not demand, in a state where the media
deliberately distorts or conceals acts of political

repression, that those who attend a rally by some act

of will divest themselves of their conditioning. It is not

our duty to determine who is "qualified" to oppose the

war, racism, and repression. It is our duty to hold

demonstrations that educate masses of people about
these issues and the connections between them. We
have built the student movement in this way. And we
will continue to build a majority movement in the U.S.

with the same success.

Claire Moriarty, co-chairwoman
of the STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE

Communist Party: Racism
To the Editor:

The Young Worker's Liberation League (YWLL).
the new Communist Party youth group, was a

signatory to the letter attacking the Student

Mobilization Committee, it is relevant then to consider

the history and the present position of the CP on
racism. During World War II when the Communist
Party waxed super-patriotic (after the Nazi invasion

of the Soviet Union) the CP declared that the Black

Liberation struggle, like all other struggles, had to put

aside its demands so as not to interfere with "the War
effort." They became party to a group which suc-

cessfully blocked an all Black movement headed by A.

Phillip Randolph to have a March on Washington to

demand equal hiring practices in war industries.

The Communist Party considered, as they have
always. Third World Liberation struggles secondary
to the needs of the Soviet bureaucracy. Perhaps the

greatest betrayal in this regard was their crime of

silence committed against the thousands of Japanese-

Americans incarcerated during World War II only

because of their Japanese ancestry.

Today theCPanditsyouth group YWLL continue the

tradition of betrayal and paternalism. While they

scream about repression in the United States, they

"eloquently" defend the 1968 Soviet invasion o!

Czechoslovakia While they prate about racism, it

should be remembered that when Malcolm X was
alive the Communist Party newspaper. The Dail\

Worker, denounced him as a "Black fascist." While
Ihej now denounce the Mobe for not defending Black
victims of repression (a charge which is a barefaced
lie), they continue to work inside the racist

Democratic Party. While they talk of the need for

whites to come to the defense of the Black community,
they remain silent on the best defense of the Black
community: Black Nationalism.

The CP and the YWLL claim nothing is more
revolutionary than Black-White unity. We claim what
is revolutionary is the struggle of Black people to

control their own community. Defense of the Black
community against repression is one aspect of the
light for Black community control. We believe that
struggle must be supported, but that the leadership of
that struggle can only come from the Black com-
munity itself.

SID FINFHIRSH
Chairman, Young Socialist Alliance

Democratic Process

To The Kditor:

Asa member of the Faculty Senate I was present at

the meeting last Thursday when the matter of Dr.

Bromery's immediate appointment to the post of Vice-

Chancellor of Student Affairs arose I voted against

the Student Senate sponsored resolution and would

like to explain why. But first some background in-

I orma lion.

According to the student resolution (71-S13) "the

Student Senate recommends to the Faculty Senate

that it also endorse the appointment of Dr. Bromery
as Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs." This, in turn,

refered to the Student Senate bill 71-S12 which, among
other things, called for the "immediate" appointment

of Dr Bromery to the post.

This latter motion was duly presented by a Faculty

Senator and. after some rather confused debate and

.in abortive effort to introduce a substitute motion,

passed by the narrow margin of 24 to 22. This would

likely have settled the matter if the vote had not been

followed by a brief but telling comment from

Professor Bruce Morris, the presiding officer of the

Senate, which led some of the Senators to realize the

true import of the student resolution -namely, that the

Faculty Senate search committee would be snubbed

and bypassed A vote was taken to reconsider and a

lather hastily drafted compromise motion was

passed, after" which the meeting adjourned. Along

with 21 other Senators I voted against the original

motion for the immediate endorsement of Dr.

Bromery and this is the vote I would like to explain.

It should be made clear right off that I, along with (I

believe) most of the other Senators, am impressed by

Dr. Bromery s qualifications for the job and hope he

gets it Above all I am impressed by the trust and

confidence he has won from the students and faculty

alike So the issue as far as I am concerned is not

whether Dr Bromery should be given the post but

whether he should get it by acclamation, as it were.

and at the expense of a proper regard for normal

Senate procedures. As Professor Morris made clear,

the right of the faculty to play a role in the ap-

pointment of administrative officials was wrested
with difficulty from the trustees and the ad-

ministration and should not be taken lightly, least of

all by the Faculty Senate itself.

But the real issue, and the real cause of this letter, is

deeper What many students and a few faculty ap-

parently fail to realize is that due process, formalized
procedures and the like, while frequently used to

obstruct the workings of the democratic process,
more Ireqiicntlv and normally are its safeguards. In

other words, without the forms and procedures of

democracy you have no permanent and workable
democratic society, and the same holds true within
the university community. The opposite view-
namely, that there is something inherently more
democratic about a lusty shout of acclamation (think
of a square in Havana packed solid with 50,000

Cubanos yelling "Fidel! Fidel!") -I simply don't buy
This explains why, despite my admiration for Dr.
Bromery and my hope that he will be selected for the
position in question, I refused to be stampeded into

approving what would amount to an appointment by
acclamation.
Kven more disquieting was my, I hope, un-

warranted suspicion that the student representatives
who addressed us were attempting to stir up an at-

mosphere of bogus crisis and urgency which is

completely unjustified by the objective situation. In a

sense it might be said that Dr. Bromery is already

lunctioning in the post which has been proposed for

him and has been for sometime. If this were not so

then how could he have won the degree of trust and
confidence which he has'.'

So. why not "cool it" and resolve the matter in the

normal lashion taking into consideration that some ol

us in the Faculty Senate do "make a thing " of being
concerned with democratic procedures and lor

manties
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Campus Center Boasts First Automatic Post Office

ourGRINDERS
are made with cheese,

fresh vegetables, and are

HOT OVEN TOASTED, at no

extra charge.

BELL'S PIZZA
"Where a Grinder is a Meal"

for FREE delivery of Pizza call

256-801 1 or 253-9051

<

l Mass boasts the firs! self-

service postal unit on any New
KnuLiml campus. Designed for

prompt, efficient service, the

SSI'l is in operation 14 hours daily

in the Campus Center. Harold A.

s.ihen. left. SSI'l' technician,

points out the features of the

.idiomatic unit to Postmaster
Clarence A. Jewett of the Amherst
Post Office, (iene St. Germain,
head of the central mailing office

at CMass. and Warren T. (irinnan,

(i general manager of the Campus
(enter.

The is government post office

now provides even greater "zip" to

its service, with help from I'Masv
Housed in the Campus Center is

the latest in efficiency, a 24-hour

self-service i>ostal unit (SSPU).
The lirst oi its kind at a New
Kngland college or university, the

unit is a non-profit operation in

which costs are decreased by 50

l>er cent, while service is more
prompt
The compact unit provides

services that are available to any
post office. It will continue
operation! currently provided by

the Student I'nion Post Office.

whkh will be closed after Valen-

tine's Day.
I'ostmaster Clarence A. Jewett

of the Amherst Post Office em-
phasized the simplicity of the unit.

The whole secret to its operation
is tor everyone to read the direc-

tions," he said.

Patrons may buy stamps singly.

as well as air mail and six-cent

stamps in $1 booklets. Minimum
insurance may be purchased for

twenty cents, providing $15

coverage on packages. Packets of

|H)stiards. air mail and six-cent

envelopes are also ..[i sale This

unique machine will even return

change up to twent) cents above
selection price

One section oi the automatic post

Office features instructions for

weighing, measuring and mailing

packages and letters The parcel

post scale is surrounded bj a

national zip code map. domestic

IKistal rate chart, \arious mailing

directions with diagrams, and a

direct line to the Amherst Post

Office to answer any special

questions. Certified and registered

mail slips are also available, in

addition to \anous change of

address forms.

Receiving the greatest use is the

change machine, according to

Harold A Saben. SSPU technician.

This machine takes currency from
a dollar bill to a dime and releases

change in various combinations.

When one column's supply has
been exhausted, another row is

switched to automatically.
Students have been using this

machine to get change for

everything from candy and Xerox

machines to local laundromat. Mr.

Saben remarked.

Innkeepers Club To Hold Fete
Mr Fred B. Roedel. president of

Chalet Susse International, will be
speaking to the Inkeepers Club
November 4 at 7:30 p.m. in room
:>17 of the Campus Center. His
speech will consider the effects of

low cost motels on both the in-

dustry and the consuming public.

The public is invited and refresh-

ments will be served
Mr Roedel is credited with

shaking up the lodging industry
with a chain of four low-priced
motels offering first-class ac-
commodations at very low rates

His small New Kngland chain's
biggest attraction is the price, $9 7<i

lor two persons. $11.70 for four.

Antioch Movement Coming Here

In IMS at

spirit of the

Vale University the

early disciples was
reborn in the Antioch Movement
The program was designed
especially to aid college students to

better improve their un-
derstanding of their mission as
disciples in the modern world.

The beginning of the Antioch
Movement at I 'Mass will lx> the
weenend of Nov ft. 7, & H In-

terested students will gather at
Ix-nox. Mass. to listen, discuss.
pray and live together in the spirit

ot early Christianity

A team el committed college
students Iron; I Mass and other
colleges who have been active in

the movement are coordinating
this weekend They will share their
experiences ami help lead the
discussions

Antioch is not viewed as a
retreat or a sensitivity program
but rather as a growth experience
in Christ."

Kor information and tran-
sportation call Barbara at 5-27J1

\bu mightbe happier at^Etna.
live.' ! vea liking For figures, finance

and ! \ . /Etna Life & Casualty might be

a v oth job satisfaction at

siu c<

I! haven't thought about insurance,

may be that's because you haven't heard
the \\ hole truth about it.

i : example, because our business

has become so sophisticated, we have one
of the largest computer installations in

fhe country. And. if you think ol insurance

in terms of premiums and settlements,

you'll be surprised at how deeply /£tna is

involved with stocks and bonds, equities,

and real estate.

It you're analytically-minded, there are

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a lOBS-participating company.

many careers open to you. As an actuary,

accountant, computer programmer or
securities analyst, for example. In these

positions and others you'll be helping

27 million people who depend on /Etna for

security in a shaky world. We have a

reputation for not letting them down.

A brochure called "The Whole Truth"

spells out how /Etna works, and the many
specific opportunities we have for people

of all talents. It's an honest picture of an

honest business.

Why not stop in at your placement

office soon and read it.

You could do yourself—and many
other people—a lot of good.

Vf^V^^^ our concern is people

I

|Fpp.rAc;uAlTY __

FOR THE short

and the TALL of

THE BOOT WORLD

W€ MONO*
"

Visit the BOOT CELLAR

ftOLUi
• Main jtroot

Women's Rights ToBe Topic

Of Smith College Lecture
Historian Eleanor Flexner, whose 1959 book "A Century of Struggle" is

the definitive work on the women's rights movement, will discuss

•Women's Rights, 19th Century Style vs. Women's Lib." in a lecture at

Smith College Thursday.
The lecture, at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall, is part of the "Perspectives on

Women" series, sponsored by the Women's Studies Organization at

Smith.

Also the author of a book of the theater, "American Playwrights, 1919-

:$8," Miss Flexner recently completed a biography of Mary
Wollstonecraft, the first English feminist. She held a Guggenheim
Fellowship for study abroad in 1966-67 in connection with her research for

that book.

Miss Flexner is a contributing editor to the Pforzheimer Library series,

"Shelley and His Circle." She is also the author of a biographical and
critical essay in Volume 4 of the series, based on newly published letters

of Wollstonecraft, whose daughter married Shelley.

Additions Listed For

Mod Credit Catalogue
ED. NOTE: The following are additions to the School of Education's

Modular Credit Catalogue.

W.MK: Horace B. Reed
TITLE: Nepalisi Education: What's new in Kathmandu?
DESCRIPTION: An illustrated (slides) discussion of cultural barriers to

educational change in a developing nation. (Nepal)

MODULES OF CREDIT: 3 Mods
TIME & PLACE: Women's Physical Education Building ( WOPE), Room
22 November 3. 4, & 5, 4:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.

NAME: Fred O'Brien

TITLE: Learning Contract
DESCRIPTION: To augment the Modular Credit Week (Something Else
Tin with additional modular credit by negotiating a contract (e.g. to

achieve some stated objective; or to draw together modular experiences
into a meaningful sequence -before or after-! or, to keep a journal of

reflections on your modular experiences; or to create your own ex-

periences, or anything else.) Negotiate the contract, negotiate the

credits.

MODI LES OF CREDIT: To be negotiated

TIME & PLACE: By appointment, Call, 545-0936, or 256-6602, November
MS, or November 16th and 17th, anytime in Room 227, School of Educ.

\ VME: Joan Quigley
TITLE: Teacher-School Counselor Interaction

DES( RIPTION: Seminars on topics. What Teacher Can Expect From
( 'ounselor

Classroom Behavior; Normal or Abnormal?
Drug Detection by the Teacher
Teacher-Counselor Concept
Interaction Between Teacher & Counselors in

Innovative Change.
MODI LES OF CREDIT: 1 Mod/Session

TIME & PLACE: By Arrangement, Joan Quigley, 549-3926

HOMECOMING
mo

Draft Counselor's Corner

Referendum Important To Draft
By GILBERT J. SALE

Staff Reporter
Let's break tradition today and

not deal directly with the draft.

The topic under discussion is so

important to the draft however,

that I feel it is essential that it be

considered.

On the ballot in today's elections

area series ol referenda questions.

Question 5 deals with the war
against Vietnam. There are three

possible answers, one hawkish, one

dovish, and one Kennedyish. The
Kennedyish one is also a Nixonish

one. It calls for a gradual with-

drawal of troops from Nam. It does

not consider what some posters

around campus have pointed out:

That gradual can mean a lifetime.

If this answer wins, it is in a very

real sense, a vote for the con-

Newman Center Speaker
1

To Outline Convent Life

Sister Elizabeth Oliksak.
vocation counselor, and
liturgical director for the Sisters
of Providence at the Mother
House in Holyoke.
Massachusetts will be a guest
speaker at the Newman Center
this evening.

In a program entitled
Women's Lib. - Convent Style,
she will discuss some of the
major reforms and changes in

the convent
The program is scheduled to

begin at 7:38 p.m. in the Social

Lounge of the Newman Center,
and is open to all members of the
I diversity Community.

tinuation of the draft, for the draft
will not end until the war against
Vietnam is ended.

Alternative Question 5 calls for

immediate withdrawal of all U.S.
forces from Vietnam. If this were
to happen before the end of March,
let us say, there would be a fair

chance that the draft might not be
renewed when it expires in June.
(Please note all of the qualifiers -

also note that there is no way that

the draft will be ended in June '71

or '73 unless we're out of Nam and
not in any other places either.)

This means one very simple
thing: One way to start putting

pressure on to end the draft is to

put pressure on to end the war.
There won't be any miracles, nor
would a 100% vote for Alternative
C bring the war to a halt (or do you
still believe in U.S. democracy and
Santa Claus? ) but it would bring
some pressure to bear.

What this means is that if you're

registered to vote you should make
sure you get to the polls and vote C
on Question 5, even if you ignore all

of the candidates. If you're not

registered, either because you
don't believe in it or because you're

too young, summon up the can-

vassing skills you learned during

the Moratorium and go out

-

RIGHT NOW - and get people to

vote for C. Canvass here, or go
home for the day. It's not too late,

as most polling places are open
until 8:00 p.m. and people wait

until after supper to vote.

To be perfectly honest, I don't

really believe that a high vote for C
will do a damned thing to end the

war, but if A or B get a high vote,

the Nixon-Agnew Conspiracy will

be sure to use it to show how the

(heat Silent Majority is right

behind them. You can help. Do it.

Peace.

FRESHMEN,
REMEMBER TO VOTE

TODAY
in the Primary Elections for Class Officers

in Cape Cod Lounge of the S.U.

from 9 to 5

Introducing the
fastest ladies

1

shaver

in thewhole
wide world.

You know those timid little ladylike

shavers? Well, lorget them. Because tr

big, all new Lady Norelco 20L is here.

And it's the world's fastest ladies'

shaver.

It has the biggest shaving head of

all the ladies' shavers.

The largest active cutting area. And
an extra-thin shaving head to shav
extra close and smooth.

Which means you can shave your

legs and underarms 40 to 50%
tastei than with any other ladies

shaver in the world.

The new Lady Norelco is a
beautiful poppy red.

and it comes in a shiny black

case. And that makes it the

fastest, prettiest ladies' shaver

in the whole wide w rl I

The new Lady Norelco
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MAIHfcMATICS MAJORS
I his week's talk is "An Application ot Coin

lossmg to d Theorem in Analysis, or How I

l lipped over Karl Wilhehn Theodore Weier
Irauss" by Joseph Horowitz November 3.

I//D Arnold House Coffee af 3 30 p m.

UMASS WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
A meeting will be held Tuesday Nov 3 at 7

p rt in front of the Hatch m the Student union
All interested please attend

I QUESTRIAN CLUB
Mcctmq on Wednesday. Nov 4 at 7 30 in

room 168 Campus Center Movie 'Showtime
lur Saddiebreds" to be shown All are
Weill''

UNDERGRAD DEUSTCHE STUDENTEN
Meeting tonight room 169 Campus Center at

8 All welcome

ATTENTION AL COMMIES
Ad Hoc Advisory Committee meeting

Tuesday. 5 30 Come to E 21 All program
members welcome

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
Meeting 7 30 p m Tuesday, Nov 3 in rooms

>d 908 C C Speaker will be Stanley Gaunt
showing films and slides of his recent trip to

Austrah.i Refreshments will be served All

interested persons are urged to attend

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting Tues night at 6:30 in room 162

Campus Center The exec board will meet af

6 00

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY
There will be a mandatory meeting on Tues

Nov 3 at 8 00 in room 175 CC Everyone MUST
attend

PRE AND PRAR MEDICAL SOCIETY
Distinguished lecture series presents Dr.

Morton Wilder, a microbiologist Subject "The

Venereal Disease Epidemic" Wed Nov 4. Old

Council Chambers, SU, 8 p.m. All interested

students invited

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance and beginners

classes will be held in the SU Ballroom tonight

from 7 30 10 30

^E» Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

VERMONT THIS

WEEKbND WAS SENIOR

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

MDC CLASSIFIED
ROOMMATES WANTED
i Roommates* wanted for large

house in t onwar, own room, lots of
land. 1

'.' miles from campus, (.'all

Kulli.v or Mfit at 54(j-00u"l, $.'H> a
month. tf-11-4

FOR SALE
Pioneer, Teat, Garrard, PE Altec,

Flt>ber, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Vtah speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio, tflg-23

Fischer feuperglas r»kis 215 cm, ex-

cellent condition. Call 516-7523.
tfll-g

If you smoke, smoke with style

mid cotntort. I se a Turkish water
pipe. Finest Quality. Full line —
Irom $1 to $21. Call Tom evenings

5 10-7056 tfll-3

1 pair of Kastle Hit Koving !?kiis.

new, 100 cm, wood and glass. Op-
tional, Salomon Competition Bindings.

(all Boh. 581-3561 tfll-4

I»>na SOA-35 stereo amp, dyna FM
- 3 IM stereo tuner, $65 each. Both
fur »l .•». 25tM>i:il. H-3

l'uppieo — Ala»kiiii Mulainute sled

Hots. Excellent pedigree, ideal pets.
< ill Greenfield 773-8111 after 5:30
p.m. tfii-n

1'erd tires 7.75 • 11 enough tread
inspection, 2 mounted snows, 3

street tires, all good condition. Call
Jerry 515-0173

.
tfll-1

REWARD
Iteward for male Seal Point Sia-

mese Cat lost near Hope, belongs t<>

irit-nd in Northampton, so may heatT
that way. Call 510-6030. tfll-6

FOR SALE ~ AUTOS
64 Dodge Dart C.T Conv., asking

».'5Q. Call Steve 253-9227. tfll-5

liHHJ Chevrolet Blsc., 4 dr., new
engine, low mileage. Call "773-8591
»fjer 6 p.m tfll-3

1000 Humbler, good running con-
dition, reliable and registered. Best
offer Ca ll 546-6216. tfll-3

I!H>~ V VV . sunroof, radio and
heater, "clean" $1050.00 firm. Call
K?t-MH alter 7:30 p.m. Mill show
l>> appninluieut at V. of Mass.

tfll-3

«;."» DoUkc 6 c)l., auto., snow tire*.
c\c. com! . low mlg., best affer'
(al l lHik 681-4H.10. tfll-4

IMP ©pel Keydett Station Wagon.
Kv'lh'iif condition radio, radio 10
mouths old. Meal for camping, tra-

n»M, sleeping, M700 Ask for Phil
.M2-2;t:i (0-5 p.m.), 236-6085 (after

W, tfll-6

C.ood transport — 106.' CheT. se-

•li»». «• ol , "t trans. «125. Tel
.\ti-it36 tfii-o

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative an-

iholoy. Please Include stamped re-
tarn envelope. Idlewlld Press, 1801
Hast Olympic Boulevard, Los Anrc-
lee, California 80021. tfll-U

Apartment needed, to start Janu-
ary, one or two rooms. Please call

Xestor 256-1029 evenings tf11-13

Are you in the mood for a diplo-
macy same? Or perhaps a miniature
figurine wargame? Please contact
sam Klncaid, 2008 Kennedy, 546-7886.

tfll-3

Donations of any type of baby
furniture wanted. Please call 6-8115
or 6-8118. tfll-3

Want to buy '.'0 gauee shotgun
Phone 527-9571 10-3

SERVICES
Will type and /or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personalixed
resumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 584-4817, eves. Keep try-
ing. tfll-6

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
101 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tflg-23

Musical Instruments from around
the world at discount prices. Guitars
a specialty. Creative Endeavor (the
Music Store), 20-22 Miles St., Green-
field 413-774-8831. tfll-5

Typing done in my home In Hoi-
> oke for thesis, term papers, etc ,

8 years experience. Call 539-9733.
tfll-3

DON T DESPAIR — call Bachel
for neat, accurate typing thesis, and
term papers. Guaranteed accuracy.
Reasonable rates. Call 253-5517.

tfll-0

PERSONAL
Will anyone who saw accident In-

volvlng tan 68 VW at Stop A Shop
Sat., Oct. 25 at about 4:30, please
call Wayne at 253-3663, argent.

• tfll-4

Will the gay who wants to buy
my blue Oldsmobile call Chris. 1

lost yonr number. 323-7350 evenings
tfll-3

Tenor Sax Player wants to play
»ith group for fan or bread. Steve
Kurti, 323-7693 (Belchertown).

tfll-4

M.r. . The nappies! . I^ove, T.
11-3

PEN PAL
Knmnninn girl student, 17 yrs. old.

« no speaks English fluently, wishes
in correspond with American stu-

dents. Name — Adriana Sehwartaj
Mr. G-rnl Maghcrii. >(> , 40, Slbiv.

Komania. M*>

Notices
SPANISH CLUB
Spanish table meets tor dinner on Tuesdays

from 5 6 m Hampshire Commons. All who
inioy speaking Spanish are welcome.

REGIONAL ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL
Mlomtun and others interested in resear

ihinq opportunities to bring Israel culture to

UM.iss. call Frank, room ?2I at 5079? or 50793

or Los I io tl 6«ol0

STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
The SMC will have an open meeting Wed

Nov 4 at 8 30 p.m in the Mobe office,

Plymouth room, second floor ot the Student

Union

HISTORY MAJORS
All history majors are urged to attend an

open meeting ot the student (acuity liason

lomimtteeof the History Dept Tonight sixth

floor lounge, Herter Hall at 8:30 p.m.

HISTORY DEPT
All qraduate and undergraduate students

who have questions or problems concerning

this history dept are invited to discuss them
every Wed and Thurs afternoon from 1 : 30 to

4, seventh floor lounge Herter Hall, with fellow

students

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting, andmeditation in the CC.
room 904 908 from 5 30 to 7 00 p.m Please

wear loose fitting clothes and have an empty
stomach

SOUTHWEST PROJECT 10 FILM GROUP
Wednesday Nov 4 there will be a meeting for

.Hi interested in film, in its various aspects,
.illy making them 3:30 in Pierpont

loungr

BICYCLE CLUB
important meeting tor all members

Tuesday. Nov 3 at 7 30 m room 173 171

c ampul Center All executive board members
must attend, other members attendance
i equested

STUDENTS FOR KENNEDY
Students for Kennedy will be helping get out

the vote election day. For information call
Amy 6 9715or come to Dukes room in Union on
Tuesday

SCROLLS
Meeting tonight 6:15 rm. 165 CC. All must

attend Please bring remaining candy money

NAIADS
Meeting tonight 4 30 6 p.m Bring suits. Hear

about aquatic symposium.

ENG 125, 23 MWF 1 1 15

Instructor Pamela Edwards. Sources for

paper due Nov. 9 may be found at the reserve
desk at Goodell library.

N E S

Students who received credit tor orientation

workshops are listed in the N. E.S. office 104

C C Fill out all blank spaces on mod credit

slips

CLASS OF 1974

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES FOR

CLASS OFFICE

Come to the Open Class Forum

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1970

at

8:15 in Mahar Auditorium

• EL FLIGHT
All pledges will meet at 7 p.m tonight in rm.

176 of the Campus Center There will be a

general mooting tor all Angels in rm. 174 at 9

p.m

AAS
All pledges will meet af 7 p m tonight in rm

176 of the Campus Center There will be a

i lor all AAS at9 p m inrm 174

0) ihe Campus Center.

UNION OF STUDENT EMPLOYEES
Union of Student Employees meeting Nov 3,

IS 30 p.m in Norfolk room of the Student

Union Meeting concerns formation of

technicians union

LOST
Martha's Vineyard key chain with 5 keys.

Call 546 8135

Small black print change purse with money
and IDcard and purple ribbons. Oh be a good
soul and call Sharon 772 0449

SQUINT-EYED SUN HATER LOST PER
SCR IPT ION SUNGLASSES God knows where
on campus Black wraparounds. 21/54 power
stamped on frame. Reward Call 584 0276

Pink and purple scarf between Boyden gym
uid Prince House If found please call Dottie.

at 5 9955

No notice may exceed twenty-five words.

Deadline for notices is 2:00 PM on the

preceding day-

There is a one day maximum for all notices

Pinnings and engagements will appear on
Fridays

MINUTtS AWAY VIA iPXJJ TO it S

&*^«fj<2'3

ACRES
& ACRES

FREE
PARKING

WIDE
SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

GROUP
RATES

RIVEBDAlt RD W SPFLD

"LOVER*
AND OTHKK
STRANGER* R

Men -lrl

t - 7:30 • !»>.">«

Nut . * son

.

1.3- 5:10 • 1:.'0 9:10

(»> A I IE tK 1>.\Y

Vast CAN KICK

tOKKYKK
Mon.-Kri. | IllMlM

Kat. * Sun.
HlM TiTIIlM

til'

I'll ^ A .MAI*. M.\l».
(

J.MAI). MAIL WOKl.lf
l-Muii. - Iri: l-~ :

10-11:".".

sat. k sun. 1:00-1:00

IttMtM

CALL 413-733-5131
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SAT. Nov. 14
in the Cage

$3.75

6:30 & 10:30

TRAFFIC
DAVID FRYE
BUFFY SAINTE - MARIE
1 l I 1 I I. I

•:•***;•

>•) •JN'VERS'TY OF MASSACHUSETTS II

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es
AP

kri-Texa emained on top of a
second wen «ul Notre Dame
surged ;t'». -cond while

i State ,;>.> , mother notch
inun second to third in The
Associated Pn jor college

all p i inda

Texas, which supplanted Ohio
Stateas No La week ago. received
in hrst pla'o votes .nd 7(11 points

from a panel of 4u >ports writers

and broadcasters after trouncing
Southern MethodisJ 42-15 for a 6-0

record.

1 Texs<

2 Noir>-

Ohio .

Nebr,< 1

Mich ga->

Stan'o

Arn;>r

Tenrtr

A.r 1

'D Au'

' I LOuis. ->na St

2 Arizona m
13 M

1 b.T
I

• 5 Toieac

/ Dflrlm,

18 MOl
i» Aiaoa

I

69

60
70 1

70

6 '

a

6

60

701

684

617

J06

476

418

315

282

?79

Ml
232

160

120

67

26

21

18

II

10

9

PIPES,
POSTERS &

PAINTS!

Village Craftsman

181 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253 9306

T-6U PRESENTS

In Ken Kessey Tradition

THE ACID TEST
Featuring

Jennifer Paris
of California

Black Forest

Road
from N.J.

plus

The E.P.C.S.M.
String Band

of Michigan

Friday Campus Confer
8 p.m. Auditorium

RECREATION..
the major with

a future. The
major dedicated
to people. Are
you considering

a new major, are

you looking for

a challenge?

Come, talk about
it on Wed., Nov. 4

at 7:30 p.m.
in the Colonial

Lounge at the

Student-Faculty

Coffee Hour.

RECREATION..
it could be
your calling,

what you need.

Gagnon 's

Goodies

THi: Kl( K IS I H WD.. This is

the action thai caused the reaction
111 Ihe 11I10I0 ;il left. IMass' Denis
* . . 1 •_; 1nn 1 is shown following
through on one ol his two plus-

IoiI>->;ikI liehl gOOfc, Within the

M>.ue ol a lew minutes, (..moon
siiiiiurri (lit' home Vermont
player* aMl crowd h\ aaogteg
home Iti's ol t<; and II yards.
These kicks helped the Kedmen 0,H

1 lnu nimp in defeating \ ermont.
l^-»i. Ihe holder on the kick is l';it

Sraveae. (MDC photo h> Hob
\I.mi-i.ii ilti

)

5

lis (.ood: The referee ui\es
Ihe si1411.1l that one ol Denis
(iaKMtM'n (wolon^-raii^e lield^oals
is 1 i» hi on the mone\ . Sec the photo
al rigM lor the action that caused
Ihis reaction. < MIX photo In Holt

Vlaiiuiarattii

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMARR.

When • Gemini woman decide* Is
•fo something, you ran safely Racer
lirre will be a flurry of activity. The
project mar not be completed in exact-
ly the manner planned, hut what musi
I"1 done will be finished. Gemini gener-
ates excitement and curiosity. Xothini:
in likely to stand still for lone with
Gemini on the job. Some famous per-
son* born under this intriguing zo-

diacal sirn Include F. T.ee Bailey, Bol.

Hqpe. Pierre Salineer, Harold Rohhins
and Pecry I^ee.

ARIF.5 PUafth :i - April 10): I

governmental remilatlons may contror*
you. Be willing to make changes . Bat
rtor.'t back down on basic prlnr
Aeeer.t )* on pre«t!pi». relat!--
with occupational super
TATTRr' (April SO - >fnv;A\.

'nnar aspect eolncMc. wtttl J«OI
ii .-her education, development of work-
nhle philosophy. You eu I'.armnn:-.
'""ndltlons at home. Strive to be ur.-
'o-otanilns. diplrmat'
OEMTM 'May CI - .Tun" SB): Mr

la hidden — nothing Is obvious T
will have to he ""on ruard again--
eeptlon. Th« easy way <loe* r.r-

ttta. Individual who handles mnn.".
rr-v have something up his sleeve.
r WPF.n fJniM 21 - July 20 : .Ac-

cent on marriage., how you relate tr
nubile. This la time of decision. Ac-
<*ept or reject responsibility. Know
where you want to r-o. Then takp
steps wheh lead to ultimate coal.
LKO CTuly 2S - Aug. 22^: Improve

methods of getting 1oh completed. Thi-
fs done by getting rid of nonessential*.
Realize that sentimental attachment-
to objects, procedures could he cosily
Boein to modernize.
VTRG^ (Aug. 2.1 - Sept 22V Fe. •!-

Ings. affections are stimulated. Ton
are more creative than usual. Imprin'

own style. Bncnnrnre vonno

persons to contribute their effort-.
Fulfill your own notentl.i!
LTBR.A (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22V Tom

hunch about home property affairs '

art to he correct. Protect valuable.
Special policies other Important M.
pers should be put In saf» place. Oh-
tain additional information.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 . NVv. 21)- \

cent on ability to mov* w'rh tin
HflMf. K"V Is versatility. Hov.-' o" •

nn'o methods at hand. Refuse to h.
Intlm'datPd hy one who Is fearful
ACRTTARIT7I fNor. 22 - P^. ;n •

If obsen-ant you could discover same-
thing of value. Many now tend to
overlook details. Pon't compo-md *
ror. Stay on top of project. Psrst •

ence will pay dividends.
CAPRICORN' 'TOoe. 22 - .T.o-i. 1(11.

Oyrio Is high: you can safely taki»
initiative. Go places, do things. Be
original and Independent. Set pace
Lead rather than follow. Importer
new contacts are Indicated.
AQTARTT-S fjan. 2<1 - Feb. 1«1

Work rjuletly behind the scenes. Civ.
beet effort to aid worthwhile muse,
person. The moro yo-j pivo now, •

more you will ultimately reeclve. r^o-
ceed accordingly.
PISCT5 (Teh. in . March 20i em-

phasis on how you fulfill desire*
Friends figure prominently, but tak..
some promises with proverhal grain of
snit. any who are sincere may avpr>
extend themselves.
TF TPOAT IS TOTTB BTRTTTOAV

you are a flexible Individual, able to
defend principles. However, at time-
you tend to embrace too many cause-
at once." Settle on one goal at a time
Roadblocks will be removed. Ton
will be provided with opportunity (••

g»-t more Joy out of life.

Copyright I07'">, C.-n, Fern, Owp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Man's
nickname

4 18ln Pr"sid»nt

9 D.ince sh.'p

1? -Gi't's name

i X) Ol tioi

15-Fabulout bird

16 tnt-

17 Commu'
18V •

200rp3ni7ation

24 Affirmative

. coat

28 Succor
29 Article of

furniture

30 Medicinal

bracer
31-Morninf;

prayc

33 Musical
organizations

34 Watched
Secretly

35 Precious
stone

36 -fi i

3S The caama

39 Parcel of

land
40 Hii^h '-aro's

W of

perfection

43 A<-

•orie

44 Alponquian
Iml-

46 M.. '

48 B

52 Rain ond hail

53 Reverence
54 S<-

55 Temporary

56 Soak

DOWN

aicle

3Li A

4-M
5 M .

6 Misapplied
7 Pa-t of face (pi.)

.vance for

I

101

11 Mournful

19 Preposition

21 Preposition
rent (colloq)

23 A

,ire

26-Hard twisted
' M thread

27 T.

fabbr.)

29 Propoiition

30 Scottish cap
32 Set up Rolf

Pall

Answer to festerday s Puzzle

A:C |TiAMSiHlO MH T
l

E
i

N
l

m|o e]l Uc a In A l> |R|H
i 'mBl ie|a «Bs!m|aB
is OilAjL 1

A

>Pa|r|t 5
R ( DJEB s s I Bajr K
A P O R|E 5 L A
•'

c •Rji JL Si R R A
\-

H
1 R.M9JI " : 1 A P s t

NT-!w| slip o p 5
_p|eppiRjA tMd om
IdIi IE Is M :

-

Ie'R!6|5 M a!n|t;a|
ID oIeBgIo.* •

: o|s;t|

33 W •

34 A rof.'inenl

(abb- )

35 Very precious

37lepal seal

-abbr.)

39 D.pp.i

40 Indefioit"

Iftj

42-Di'

43 Ot

44 P

45 Mohammedan
name

'•

49- So in debt

50 Damp

1 2 3 4 5

|

6 7 8
"..'

- 10 1 1

1? v!v IS '•:•>: 14

15 16
-!

17

'.'.'. Id 19 • • 20 21

|
•:!•

:::
'?? 23 ?4 ?5 26 27

1

.

29 30

31 32 33

SA 35 :<:
36 37

J8
:

.

:

:

:

:

39 40

:::::: * ] 4? .'.'. 43

44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53

• ..: 55 56
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In This

Corner

Scrimmage Sidelights

By DENISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

I went back to the Cage Saturday. It wasn't the first time I had been
there this year, but it was a long time since I'd walked in relaxed. Usually
I go to hear someone tell me (not necessarily in the order of importance)
about our societal ills. I go in tense, hoping someone has the solutions, but
I know thev don't because if they could think of them, why couldn't I?
When I walked in Saturday there wore placed at one end of the court.

was a basketball scrimmage going
on. an intrasquad thing featuring

Kcdmen vs Redmen. I assume
only the hard core fans attended
si rut' there was no glamour at-

tached to the situation. During the

regular season you can get bright

lights and music for only a flash of

l he II) card.

This time the Pep Band was not

playing the theme from "Mission
Impossible"' in the background and
the scoreboard wasn't plugged in. I

^ave up keeping count after the

first few baskets.

It was a good opportunity....to

observe individual plays, the

coaches, even the floor to listen

to people's comments.
For what they are worth, some of

those observations:

Last year's Captain Ellerbrook

is a coach now The fourth highest

scorer in Redmen hoop history

calmly blew on his whistle and
called fouls on some of his old

teammates.
And there was the usual reaction

to being called on a foul: the in-

credulous look saying "who me?"
as the player raises his arm
reluctantly, and brings it down a

lot faster than it went up.

There were over 1000 spectators
spread out on the bleachers, with
room beside them to lay their coats
down. I heard, "If we want good
seats this year, we better not get up
until the season starts."

The floor was shiny with a wide
red band painted around its edges
and big red squares under the

baskets. The seal in its center looks

different from last season. A
simpler design, compliments of

Marcel Breur?

Two upright safety cushions

but the players invariably collided
with one another. Perhaps the
maintenance crew expected them
to plan their falls beforehand.

*****

John Betancourt stopped to tie

his left sneaker once. Somehow it

didn't seem fair to have he and
Pagliara, Julie and Mathias on the

same side for a good part of the

game.

'Leaman looks younger... he let

his hair grow. ...he almost looks

pleasant." someone said. It took

him a while to yell out to his men.
When he did. 'You want to play,

get out there and play!....Let's see

something on that defense this

time."

But he sat passively through
most of it. without as much as a
sweaty, rolled-up program in his

hand.

People started getting reactions
after an hour or so. One gets up, a
group fellows (no one is an in-

dividual any more) I left, too,

before the end, but a friend told me
later the Redmen won.

Freshmen got their first glimpse
of Julius Erving. the guy Red
Auerbach calls "fantastic." Up-
perclassmen were reminded of a

night in New York last February

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

Recreation
The following is the "men's

and women's physical education
recreational activity schedule".

1 1 i s v f I ec live Nov . 1 1970 to Dec

.

2:5. P.tTH

B () Y I) E N G Y M -

NASIUM Mon. through Fri.:

4:15 p.m. to 6 p.m. ...Sat. and
Sun.: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

liOYDEN HANDBALL &
SQUASH COURTS....! Note:

Reservations required at all

times. Reservations must be

made in person at the Equip-

ment Window, located in the

Boyden Lockerroom, starting at

\) a.m. No telephone or advance
reservations will be accepted.)

Mon. through Fri.: 12 noon to 1

p in Faculty and Staff

only .Mon. -Wed. -Fri.: 4:30 p.m.
to .">: 15 p.m./5:15 p.m. to 6 p.m.
i Faculty and Staff only )/ 6 p.m.
lo 10 p.m ... Saturday and Sun.:

!» a in. to 4 p.m.
BOYDEN POOL. ..(Note:

Women are advised to use some
form of non-slipping footwear to

and from lockerroom.)... Mon.
through Fri.: 12 noon to 1 p.m.

.Faculty and Staff

only> .Thurs.: 8:30 p.m. to 10

pin U'o-Kd Swim)...Sun.: 1

p in lo :t p.m. (Co-Ed Swim).

BOYDEN AUXILIARY
GYMNASIUM (Note: Use of

cymnastic apparatus and

Schedule
trampoline will be per-
mitted i Tues. and Thurs.: 7

p.m to 9 p.m.

WOMEN'S PHYSICAL
EDUCATION POOL. ...Tues

and Thurs.: 12 noon to 1 p.m.

(Co-Ed Swim)...Wed.: 8:30 p.m.

to 10 p.m. (Co-Ed Swim)... Fri.:

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. (Note: This is

family swim. Supply own towels

and bathing suits. Parents must
accompany children. )...Sat. : 1

p.m. to 3 p.m. (Co-Ed Swim).
WOMEN'S PHYSICAL
EDUCATION GYM-
NASIUM (Note: Badminton
and volleyball only). ...Mon. and
Wed : 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
BOYDEN WEIGHT

TRAINING ROOM. ..Mon
through Fri.: 4:30 p.m. to 10

p.m. ..Sat and Sund. : 1 p.m. to

5 p.m
BOYDEN BOWLING

ALLEYS (Note: At 50* per

line Bowling shoes will be
provided free upon presentation

of student or faculty/staff ID.
Cards.) Mon. through Thurs.:

4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m Fri.: 4:30

p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
CURRY HICKS JOGGING

TRACK (Note: Except when
area is being used for classes or

varsity practice.).... Mon.
through Fri.: 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Wayne Solos To YanCon Title

By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

Breaking records and winning races has been a habit this season for
UMass cross country to captain Ron Wayne. This past Saturday he added
to his already long list of laurels by winning for the second time in three
years the individual title at the Yankee Conference cross country
championship held at the University of Rhode Island.

In chalking up his eighth straight conquest of the season, Wayne set a
new course record of 23:56.7 for the 4.75 URI course, breaking the record
that he had set earlier in the season by almost a full minute.

His performance was steady and as he ran 5: 12 to hit the three mile
strong throughout as he out
distanced his nearest rival,

teammate Tom Swain, by forty
seconds By the half mile mark he
took command of the meet and by
the mile mark he had a sustantial
lead of some 50 yards in clocking a
fast 4:45.

This early burst from the pack
was the first question that he was
encountered with after the race.

fiatlg (KoUrgtan

SfionU

i
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"Before the race I set up a plan to

feel out the competition for the first

half mile to see if anyone was going
to take off. By the half no one had
made a move, so I just took off and
kept going."

During the second mile Wayne
increased his lead to 15 seconds as
he went through the two mile point
in 9:45. He was now all alone and
on his way to a big victory.

His third mile was the slowest
segment for him in the entire race

check point in 14:57. During this

third mile he found himself looping
his stride instead of employing his

usual short quick stride. This he
pointed out was the reason for the
slowdown in his pace.

He adjusted his stride in the
fourth mile to the tune of 4:47. With
this burst he opened up even more
on his pursuers.

Coming on to the athletic field

with three quarters of a mile to go,
he was running easy. With a
quarter of a mile to go he got a time
of 23 minutes from a timer and he
started to pour it on as he wanted to

break 24 minutes. His kick at the
end was more than enough as he
finished in 23:56.7.

Throughout the season Wayne
has been running most of his races
alone after the first mile or so of

the race. He commented on the
philosophy that he uses while
running alone: "When running
alone I divide the race course into

sections. I did this at URI when I

broke the course up into six sec-
tions. The beginning of each sec-
tion is a goal that I set for myself
and I run to it. By doing this I keep
myself motivated during a race,
and it keeps me from running
sluggishly due to my lead.

He also pointed out that running
against the clock was tough to do.

He felt that if the competition had
stayed with him for a good part of

the race that he could have run
about thirty seconds faster than he
did.

Speaking on his competition
Wayne said.'Due to the past races
I've had with the runners from the
opposing teams and also from the

I WANT IX) TAKE YOU HIGHER - Julias Erving (right) and Tom
Austin (left) fight for rebound in Saturday's scrimmage. (MDC
photo by Gary Slickma n>

Last Night's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL

Panthers 60. Seagrams 33

Academics $•, Cougars 40

Leopards 40, Bruisers 39

Us 62. Volunteers 36

AH 35, Colonels 33

CCEBS 61. ABC 27

Maroons 34, Eagles 13

Broncos 31, Hi lo's 29

Bears 4a Chestnuts 29

Squad 58. Deacons 32

Gypsies 75, Hoopsters 33

Moe 32, Fluid 26

Oxfords 33, Phantoms 21

Haffty's 37, 3 M's 30

Spacemen 44, Studs 8

TEP "B" 36, Tubes 30

Bury 50. Lees Brigade 25

Panthers 53, Oaks 30

Maples 33, Rams 15

Pipers 37, Lemons 30

iz«*r?'

Ron Wayne

times that these runners have
turned in I wasn't too worried
about them 1 was hoping for a
team sweep before the race, but
this record team performance is

just as good."
The rest of this season finds

Wayne bidding for the individual
title at the New Englands. a good
showing at the IC4A's.anda trip to
the nationals. After Saturday's
performance he appears well on
his way to these goals.

Sports Notices

*****

FOOTBALL TICKETS-Tickets
for the UMass-Holy Cross football

game, to be played in Worcester at

H.C.'s Fitton Field, can be pur-
chased at the Boyden ticket office,

room 155. The office is open until 6

p.m. daily Unreserved tickets for

this game will cost $2 and
represent line endzone seats.
Reserved tickets will go for $4.

T.
It

Inti

wight s

'amurals

BASKETBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

6 30 English vs. Bodies
6 30 Engineering vs Chem
6:30 Ind Engineers vs. Education
6 30 Burners vs. Crestview
6:30 BHC vs. Zoo
6 30 Duchies vs. Rejects

7 30 KS vs. BKP
7 30 TEP vs. TC
7 30 PSD vs. SPE
7 30 SAE vs. PLP
7 30 PMDvs. SAM
7:30 LCAvs. PSK

8 30 Arrows vs. Hemlocks
8 30 Trojans vs Redwoods
8 30 Lovers vs. Barracudas
8:30 EMSvs Cherry
8 30 Canaille vs TC'B"
8 30 Jacks vs Herd

9 30 Smooth vs. Smithies
9:30 Eagles vv Eyes
9:30 Erudites vs. Bucks
9:30 Heads vv Gamma
9:30 Yupvv Stepp
930 Lubes vv Nads

DOWLING
LANES TEAMS
141 6 30 Team vv. BX
38.4 6:30 Stouts vs LosCaudiiios
141 8:30 PMD vv. KS
3 8.4 8 30 LCA vv. DX
58,6 8 30 PSK v*. SAM

New England's

Largest College

Daily

VOLUME XCVIII. ISSUE 40
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4t»/ A Ftll AND BiSPONSIBtl ^^ MISS

Weather:

Partly cloudy, highs in

the St'f cooler in the

suburbs.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1970

Gov. Sargent

The Victors

Kennedy
Sargent
Buckley
Brock
Stevenson
Drinan
Rockefeller
Tunney

Rep. Dukakis

For Details And

All Final Results

See MDC Afternoon

Edition

Mayor White

Homecoming Snafu Cleared Up
Details, page nine
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Heavy Turnout Paces

Races Across Nation
WASHINGTON » AP)The American voters chose :J5 senator:-

, 81 R1MQ
governor.^ ;md a new House of Representative Tuetd )

alto m .mgrv

Utter campaign in which each side accused the other ot spreading

among the people

President Nixon, whose campaign motorcade at San Jose, Calif.,

became involved in a rock throwing incident, put it urgentl) :

"The time has come to draw the they constant!) accuse me <>i

STRAIGHT TICKET -Casting votes for only Republicans, President Nixon was an early voter

j t'NU-rday . For complete results of all local. State and National elections, see the Daily Collegian's

special election afternoon edition later today.

line. The time has come for the

great silent majority of

Americans, of all ages and every

political persuasion, to stand up

and be counted against ap-

peasement of the rock throwers

and obscenity shouters."

The Democrats brought out Sen.

Kdmund S. Muskie of Maine, who

may be running for president

against Nixon in 1972, to 'respond

to the Republican tactics of fear

and division."

"How dare they tell us that this

party is less devoted or less

courageous in maintaining

American principles and values

than they are themselves "" asked

Muskie "This is nonsen

And what contempt they must

have for the decency and sense of

the American people to talk to

them that way
"

Weatherwas a (actor as always,

in the Tuesday turnout. In many
areas the vote was heavy; in

Others, rain tended to keep down

the volume.

Nixon voted at San Clemente.

Calil . at a grade school near the

Western White HOUK
Later, talking to reporters,

Nixon noted that the party holding

the White House traditionally loses

substantially in congressional

balloting in oft year elections

We will do better than that." he

predicted

During the months long cam-
paign Muskie and other Democrats
came out with assertions that

under Nixon the nation has suf-

fered continuing inflation, a

growth of unemployment and other

economic setbacks

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew,

who rounded out the Republicans'

one two punch with Nixon called

the Democrats' accusations "the

kind of fear or .scare tactics that

UMass Frosh Primary Results Final

The results ol the Freshman
< lass primary held yesterday were
released last night after a recount.

The finals will be held November
in The results are as follows:

rii'sidcnt TREASURER VICE-PRESIDENT
Wayne V Clark 94 Fred Scalese • 160* Dave Walsh ***

DaleW Schactzke 102 Cindy Rov 177* Gayie Krukonis**
Robert H Kinkead 114* Sharon Woodcome 135
John Long 156*

SECRETARY
Joseph Kas**

Primary winners are indicated
by asterisks. Double asterisks
indicate that no primary was
necessary

>VER

SEE
oo

The American Tnoai

WILBUR THEATRE

1

Love Rock Musical
252 TREMONT ST
BOSTON. MASS 07116

HA 6 5827

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30

Enjoy our
cokes ond
Sausage"

"Potato
Griired

Pan-

Link

$1.55

dip fluaarlpurt!* flatlg <Eoll*gtan

0«>c« ot »»• DAILY COLLEGIAN ar» on the tocond floor ot tho

Student Union on fho University compos, tip eodo 01002. Phonot

•*• 545-2550 (now.), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (od.tor).

Socond-doss postage paid at Amnorst, tho DAILY COLLEGIAN
pwolisnes li*s> times weekly Monday through Frldoy during the oco-

demic yeer eacept during vocation ond exam periods; three or (our

timet e week following a vacation or oiam period or when a holiday

fells within e week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

ect el March S, 1179 as emended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rotes ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per yeer.'

Salad bar included in

price of sandwich
or entree.

Tempting Potato Pan-
cakes, served with fresh

sour cream, spicy apple
sauce and grilled link

sausagje.

usinu.

Nixon and Agnew traveled

thousands ol miles to sway the

voters in what the President called

••probably the most important and

decisive" election in the nation's

history Hut on this election da)

there appeared widespread
agreement that the Democrats
were retaining control ol Congress

and perhaps picking up a few

governorships
The Republican effort arai

centered on the Senate, where tl

President's part) would have had

to pick up a net gain ol seven scats
kkeover com
is the Senate which hai bee

tn source of many tre I

Nixon. It rej tvt ei hi

•! irt nominees c it bac

hi- antibatlii missile nan. in-

used - tpproprial i

beyond the points he fell desi

and was the center ol opposition

his policies at home and abro I •

\ letnam and elsewhere.

Democrats now outnumoei
Republicans in the Senate 57 to IS

and in the Mouse. 24:5 to 187

Democratic National Chairm
Lawrence F O'Brien declared

party will "maintain our posit

in the House, will continue to ha

a majority in the Senate and will

have a significant gain m govei

norships."

Democrats went into Tuesda

election with 18 governorships in-

Republicans with .VI

A year ago there was Republican

talk ot capturing the Senate in 1970

and as late as several weeks

there was still talks of short»i\

cutting down the Democrat it-

majority there But Herbert o
Klein, the Nixon administration

communications chief, was saying

in the final days If we break even

it would be pretty good
."

Republican National Chairman

Rogers C.B. Morton said: "We will

have a victory, if we hold our own

or do well in the Senate, and break

the tradition ot losing in off year

elections in the House."

All across the country Nixon and

Agnew called for law and order,

and urged that candidates be

weighed in that scale. From the

Democrats came a stream ot

claims that the Republicans have

proved themselves insensitive to

unemployment and rising prices

AFL—CIO President George
Meany joined the attacks on the

administration, declaring:

"They should tell it like it is.

There is no economic upturn in

sight...there has not been an im-

provement and there is no in-

dication that there is going to be an
improvement."
Democratic Chairman O'Brien

said the election is "in a sense a

referendum on the administration,

its policy and its records-the

President and the vice president."

The bitterness of some of the 1970

campaigning was reflected in the

fact that formal charges of dirty

campaigning in Senate contests

more than doubled this vear

Club Bar open 11:30 - 2:00

FOR

TOPOGRAPHICAL

MAPS
and

TRAIL GUIDES
GO TO

A. J. HASTINGS
NEWSDEALER

AND
STATIONER

45 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

The Early Returns

TedrSarge, Win
Governor Francis W. Sargent was elected to his first full - term Boston's mayor Kevin H. White.

With 832 out of 1200 precincts reporting, the Governor held a 340,111 to 286, 816 vote lead.
For final election totals in this and all other state elections, see the MDC election special later

today.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy led
a string of victorious Democratic
incumbents in the State by scoring
a landslide victory over former
State GOP Chairman Josiah
Spaulding. Kennedy led Spaulding
32D.873 to 182,724 with 36% of

precincts reporting last night.

Attorney General Robert H.
Quinn won reelection over his

Republican challenger. Donald
Conn by nearly a three to two
margin.

The same margin was enjoyed
by State Auditor ThaddeusT.
Buczko. who beat the GOP's Frank
Bucci

In other lower constitutional

office races, incumbent
Democratic Secretary of State

John F. X. Davoren beat
Republican Mrs. Mary B. Newman
and the incumbent State Treasurer
Democrat Robert Crane, topped
Republican Fred Harnon.

The only solid victory won by
Congressional candidates in

Massachusetts yesterday was by
Mrs. Louise Day Hicks, who piled
up a huge early lead over two
challengers and then coasted to
victory. She totaled 50,419 votes to

17,317 for Republican Lawrence
Curtis and Independent Robert
Gouton's 17.494 votes.

In another major contest, Father
Robert Drinan appeared to win the
third Congressional district battle.

With more than half of the returns
in. he had totaled 24,174 to John
McGlennon's 20.163 and sticker
candidate and incumbent Phillip J.

Philbin's 5.684.

With only a scattering of returns
in. Democratic Challenger Gerald
Studds led incumbent Republican
Congressman Hastings Keith in the
12th district race, 9216-6815.

Congresswoman Margret
Heckler appeared to win reelection
over democratic challenger
Bertrum Yaffee, as she led 18,413

to 12,727 with about half of the
votes counted.

Republican Representative F.
Bradford Morse led his democratic
rival David Williams 36,125 to

19,125 with less than half of the fifth

district votes counted.
In the seventh district,

Representative Torbett McDonald
appeared to beat GOP challenger
Gordon Hughes, and led 4,208 to

1,631 early last night.

Harold Donahue trailed his
Republican rival Howard Miller
8,607 to 7,889 early last night.

The following Congressmen ran
unopposed. Silvio Conte, first

district. Edward P. Boland, second
district, Thoman P. O'Neil, eighth
district and James Burke, eleventh
district.

For final results on these con-
tests, see the final edition of the
MDC this afternoon.

NOTING IN AMHERST and in the rest of the state was unusally heavy yesterday, as fair

weather and hotly contested races made the off-year turnout the heaviest in a decade. (MDC
photo by Ed Fenwickl

A hangover

isn't funny
A hangover can be just about the
most distressing combination of
pain, nausea, depression and fa-

tigue you ever woke up with.
Simple headache tablets or alka-
lizers alone can't do the whole
job. You need a combination of
special ingredients to chase those
multiple miseries. Formulated
specially for hangover, CHASER
combines nine ingredients in

every tablet.

So, pain disappears fast. Your
stomach calms down. Your spir-

its perk up.

Try CHASER FOR HANGOVER.
It Realty Works! Now at your
pharmacy.

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
FROM AMHERST F0U0W RT. 9 TO WARE (APR0X.

IS MIIESI TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER
.MAIS 1 MILE ON RT 32. .50,000 SO. FT. OF SAVINGSI

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG f
SAVINGS FOR GUYS N GALS?

BELL BOTTOMS
BODY SHIRTS

SNEAKERS

•BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT
CHEAP!

JM. OPEN
1

TILL 10 M
DISCOUNT DEPT.ST0RE

PHILLIP PLAZA
ROUTE 32, WARE

* >
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CONSERVATIVE VICTOR James Buckley of New York won an

upset senatorial victory in New York, as two liberals Richard Ot-
tinger and Charles Goodell split enough votes to allow a Buckley win.

Dems Control Senate

Gore Looses In Tenn.
WASHINGTON (AP (Democrats recaptured control of the Senate

today, but Conservative James L. Buckley-who had the political blessing
of the White House-scored a major victory in New York, and Republican
William E. Brock III wrested a Tennessee seat from the Democrats and
Albert Gore.
While Buckley's cloak was conservative, his commitment was

Republican. He defeated Rep. Richard Ottinger, a Democrat, and far
outdistanced the appointed incumbent. Republican Sen. Charles E
Goodell.

It was Buckley's 40 per cent, Ottinger 36, with 83 per cent of the New
York vote tallied.

Buckley's was the patented administration campaign: law and order,
loyalty to the White House, foreign policy support

It led Vice President Spiro T. Agnew to renounce Goodell, term him a
•radical liberal," and help raise funds for the Conservative entry. And it

led the White House to declare that while President Nixon would make no
endorsement in New York, he appreciated Buckley's support.
The GOP gained, too, in a three way struggle in Connecticut, and in a

Maryland upset.

But Democrat Adlai E. Stevenson III captured a Republican held
Senate seat in Illinois, and Rep. John V. Tunney led for another in

California.

Returns from Tuesday's balloting signaled a gain of perhaps two seats
in the Republican Senate minority.

That broke the off year pattern of losses by the party of a President. But
the White House was sure to savor especially the Buckley win in New
York, and that of Brock in Tennessee.
The Wyoming re-election of Sen. Gale W. McGee assured the

Democrats the 51 votes it will take to elect the leadership and control the
committee chairmanships in the new 92nd Congress.
Republican Rep. J Glenn Beall Jr. defeated Sen. Joseph D. Tydings in

a Maryland upset. It was a night of political revenge for Beall. who won
back a seat his father lost to Tydings six years ago.
But if administration campaign tactics scored a triumph in New York

and a success in Tennessee, they did not appear to be succeeding in

California, where Democrat Tunney faced a late verbal barrage,
prompted by the rock and egg throwing incident that marked Nixon's
campaign visit to San Jose.

Republican Sen. George Murphy made the most of it, Nixon |ht
sonified the issue and the incident.

But with K per cent of the vote tallied. Tunney had 54 per cent. Murphy
44 per cent. CBS projected a Tunney victory.

FIXE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOVVKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

Thursday - Friday, November 5-6

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

Tiro different programs of the world's greatest
Baroque Music including Corelli, Vivaldi, Marcello and
Albinoni.

'Unexcelled in their class!" L.A. Times
« ————

Thursday - Sunday, November 12 - 15

Operetta Guild presents

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production of this hit!

Reserved Tickets: $1 . 00 - 3 . 00
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202
Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office
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In The Nation And The World

BOSTON (AP) - The last words
of Richard Cardinal Cushing
"were about God" says his suc-

cessor, Archbishop Humberto S.

Medeiros. "We prayed together

and he went to sleep," said the red

ej t d, weary archbishop, who said

Cushing last spoke with him about
an hour before he died Monday
afternoon. It was a peaceful

passing."

The body of the blacksmith's son
who became a prince of the Roman
Catholic Church was to be taken
Tuesday afternoon to Holy Cross

Cathedral to lie in state until the

funeral Saturday.

A chancery spokesman said

plans are to have the cathedral

open around the clock until

Saturday.

The earthy, blunt spoken, 75 year
old cardinal, hospitalized often in

recent years for cancer and other

Spoke About God In Last Moments
died

-
in the chancery

bedroom that had been his for a

quarter century.

John Cardinal Wright, the

Vatican official who once served as

auxiliary bishop of Boston under
Cushing, was to deliver the eulogy

at Saturday's services.

Wright was the first of an ex-

pected host of church notables to

arrive for Saturday's funeral Mass
at the cathedral, to be con-

celebrated by Archbishop Luigi

Raimondi, the apostolic delegate to

Washington, aided by bishops in

the "province"-the other New
England states except Con-
necticut.

Burial was scheduled at St.

Coletta School in Hanover which
Cushing established for retarded
children.

All the parishes in the Boston
archdiocese Tuesday began to

drape their churches in black and
schedule masses for the repose of

the cardinal's soul.

The white haired, gravel voiced
cardinal, a longtime friend of the

late President John F. Kennedy
and his family, stepped down as
archbishop Oct. 7 because of ill

health.

After Archbishop Medeiros took

over, Cushing continued to live in

the second floor bedroom which
had been rigged up with oxygen
tanks and other hospital gear to aid

his respiratory troubles in recent

years.

Archbishop Medeiros, who said

he knelt beside the cardinal's bed
to pray with him for the last time,

said Cushing had been in good
spirits when he arose Sunday night

for a stroll in the hall outside his

room.

"But he was very sick as you all

B.C. Mass For HonoredSonNEWTON, Mass (AP) - A Father McManus said of the late Mc.Manus concluded. "With full
Mass of Resurrection for
Richard Cardinal Cushing was
celebrated Tuesday noon on the

campus of Boston College-the
school the young Cushing left 55

yean ago to become a priest.

The Ret w. Seavey Joyce,
S.I . college president, was chief

concelebrant The Rev. Francis
B Mc.Manus. S.J., secretary of

the college, read the homily.
Like Ins Captain and King."

cardinal, who died Monday at

the age of 75, "his was a life of

toil without counting the cost,

labor seeking no reward, and
suffering without complaint. He
knew that there was no crown
without a cross, no joy without
antecedent sorrow, and no
resurrection without a previous
Calvary."

Let us not forget Cardinal
Cushing in death,'' Father

confidence we can say of him
what he said of his eulogy of
Cardinal O'Connell on April 28,

11)44: Behold the great high
priest who in his dav pleased
Cod."
The funeral Mass for the

former archbishop of the Boston
diocese will be held Saturday at
Holy Cross Cathedral.

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
SOCIALIST EDUCATIONAL

CONFERENCE
Council Chambers

University of Massachusetts Student Union

Amherst, Massachusetts, November 6-8

friday, november 6, 8:00 p.m.

The Inflation, Unemployment, and Nixon's War Program:
A Marxist Analysis

rjyp'if R{"YDF,'RT£ Marxist economist, staff writer for The Militant, andL'1V-',V «vD£.ni3 managing editor of The Internationa] Socialist Review.

Saturday, november 7, 11:00 a.m.

The Civil War: The Second American Revolution, Recon-
struction, and After

PETER CAMEJO
Recent Socialist Workers Party candidate for l.S.
Senator from Massachusetts, and member of the Na
tional Committee of the Socialist Workers Party.

2:00 p.m.

The Revolutionary Dynamics of Women's Liberation Today

JEAN LAFFERTY Activist in Boston Female Liberation

Workshops

4:00 p.m.
Antiwar Movement, Mideast. Third World
Liberation, Women's Liberation, and
Economics.

9:00 p.m.

Party

sunday, november 8, 1 1 .00 a.m.

Third World Liberation and Socialism

»ermination

Afro

JOE MILES
Recent Socialist Workers Party
candidate in the Ninth Congres-
sional District, and organizer of
GI's United at Fort Jackson.

know," the archbishop said. "He

was a very brave man." The South

Boston born cardinal had headed

the nation's second largest see,

numbering 1.8 million Roman
Catholics, since 1944, and had been

elevated to cardinal in 1958 by

Pope John XXIII

Cushing had undergone surgery

in 1956 for removal of a cancerous
kidney, and five years ago had a

portion of his intestine removed
because of polyps. He also had
been hospitalized because of

emphysema, asthma and several

broken ribs sustained in a fall.

CARDINAL CUSHING DEAD AT 75 - Richard Cardinal Cushing
here photographed a month ago as he watched the installation of his
successor as archbishop of Boston. Bishop Humberto Medeiros.
Cushing died Monday in the chancery residence he occupied for 25
years.

OPENING — TRUFFAUT FESTIVAL

THE 400 BLOWS
A French Film by Francois Truffaut

Yesterday & TONIGHT 7:30 & 9:30 P.M.

Hampden Dining Commons Southwest

Single Ticket — 50< 3 Truffaut Films — $1.00

Registration Donation .50 per session or $1.00 for all 3

The Brothers of

PHI MU DELTA
invite all University men

to view films of the N.I.T. Came

UMASS. REDMEN VS. MARQUETTE
narrated by Coach Jack Leaman

Wednesday, Nov. 4 at 7:00

and

OPEN RUSH
Thursday, Nov. 5 at 7:00

For rides call 5-2163

Fraternity Park

Army EngineerDebateSet

Professor Lincoln P. Bower of Amherst College will

deliver a public lecture entitled "Crisis in the Con-
necticut Vallev " Thursday at 3 p.m. in room 203

Holdsworth Hall

During the past year the U.S. Corps of Army
Engineer! published preliminary summaries ot short

and long term development plans for the entire

Connecticut River liasin. These plans involve flood

control, impounding water in tributaries for

augmenting the river during low flow periods,

providing water for diversion to the eastern
Massachusetts reservoir system, and providing more
water for existing and projected power plants.

While these plans are made to seem beneficial to

society, Professor Lincoln P. Brower of Amherst
College will present his views as a professional

biologist on the cost-benefit ratio to the total en-

vironment of the Connecticut River Valley.

Whole Valleys would be despoiled, restoration of the

wild salmon and shad runs would be made dubious,

the river would have tides and in places flow back-
wards, and the countryside would be laced with huge
power lines. One clash between environmental and
economic considerations is exemplified by Western
Mass. Electric Co.'s present efforts to push a high

voltage transmission line through the major
recreational area of the proposed Mount Holyoke
National Park.

Home Ec. Holds Seminars

On "Issues For The 70's"
The School of Home Economics

at UMass in cooperation with the

Western Massachusetts Home
Economics Association, is

sponsoring "'Issues of the 70's," a

professional day for home
economists, Tuesday, Nov. 10, in

the Lincoln Campus Center.

Students may attend by pre-

registering at Skinner Hall on
Thursday, Nov. 5, from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Student registration fee is 25*

rather than the $5.00 being charged
the professional Home
Economists.

Keynote speaker of the day is Dr.

William Darity, professor of public

health at UMass, who will discuss

"Contemporary Issues in Human
Sexuality and Sex Education." A
reactor panel discussion will

follow Members include Dr.

Christine Hillman, professor and
assistant dean of the School of

Home Economics, Dr. Robert
Gage of University Health Ser-

vices, Dr. Warren Schumacher,
professor of child development and
family relations at the University

of Connecticut, and Mr. Noah
Edminister, principal of Mahar
Regional Junior and Senior High

Infirmary Notes

In an effort to make use of the

Health Services more convenient,
efficient and less frustrating, the

following points of information are
offered.

OUT PATIENT (LINK HOIKS
are K am to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 5

p.m. on weekdays. The clinic does
not operate with a full staff on
weekends. Only urgent problems
are seen on Saturday from 8 to 12

a.m. However, emergency care is

available at anv time.

APPOINTMENTS can be made
in advance with a physician of your
choice by calling 5-0057.

VISITING HOURS are week-
days: one visitor per patient, 6:30

to 8:00 p.m., Saturdays and Sun-

days: 3: 15 to 4:30 p.m. and 6:30 to

8:00 p.m. To reach students who
are in-patients, the public

telephone number is 256-6804.

BUSINESS OFFICE. Questions
relating to insurance or payment of

bills are referred to the Health
Services Business Office. Students
are requested to call during
regular business hours during the
week as the office is closed
weekends and evenings.

School.

A buffet luncheon in the Campus
Center will preceed a series of six

afternoon workshops. Each session
will meet twice, enabling
registrants to attend any two
workships. Topics include abortion
and contraceptives; cities of the

future; consumerism in the 70's;

fashions: symptons, syndromes
and sensuality; re-evaluation of

women's role in society as seen by
the Womens Liberation
movement; and the importance of

the preschool years in the total

development of the individual.

Though designed primarily for

professional home economists, the
program is open to any interested
person. Advance registration is

recommended. The $5 fee includes
luncheon. Applications and ad-
ditional information are available
from Miss Helen R Vaznaian,
Room 120, Skinner Hall, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
01002.

Graduate Study

Prompted By Burn

Thursday. Gamma Sigma Sigma will present a program on in-

ternational study opportunities at 8 p.m. in rooms 168-170-172 of the

Campus Center The program will include a film on UMass in-

ternational programs and discussions with students who have lived

and studied abroad.

Mrs. Barbara Burn. Director of the International Programs Office,

will explain procedures for study abroad and describe some of the

many programs, including a special exchange for women physical

education majors which offers a year in a college of physical

education in England.

Rapidly increasing numbers of UMass students are going abroad for

study and other programs. Last summer, according to estimates by

the International Programs Office, more than three hundred went to

Europe Included were some 35 students in the Madrid Summer
Seminar. 13 in the new summer Freiburg Institute, more than 40 in the

new program in French language, culture, and literature at Pau in

southwest France, some 120 students in the Oxford Summer Seminar,

and 85 students in the Bologna Program in Italy. Still other students

went abroad to work or merely to travel.

During the current academic year more than 20 students will be at

the University of Caens in Normandy, France, and eight education

students will be at the New University of Ulster in the UMass ex-

change program with that university. The UMass, Boston program in

Paris admitted four UMass. Amherst students. The Freiburg

Program has its largest enrollment ever, 29 students, including two in

the program of Field Studies in Anthropology associated with the

Freiburg Program. Two UMass students are studying in Paris

under a new arrangement through which a special UMass consultant

in Paris advises students and helps them enroll in courses that fit their

interests and academic needs.

Apart from official UMass "programs", many students are at-

tending universities abroad - 8 in Great Britain, 7 in Israel, 1 in Cairo,

2 in Vienna, and several in Spain - mostly on an individual basis. With

information and assistance from the International Programs Office

they were able to select a foreign university and get admitted to it, and

in most cases pay no more for their year abroad than a year in

Amherst.
To ensure getting credit for study abroad and eligibility for financial

aid through the Financial Aid Office, all undergraduates must inform

the International Programs Office of their overseas study plans.

An open figure drawing class is being held on
Monday and Wednesday evenings from 7:30 to 9:30

in Marshall Annex (second floor). The cost per

student is 50 cents per meeting to cover the cost of

the model.

Marshall Annex is opposite Hasbrouck near
Worcester Dining Commons.
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Daniel Shay's Hirwy
Moo. - Frl. 10 a.m. - 10 p m

Sat., 10 am. - 6 p m.

Heavy Quality Goods for

MIND and SOUL

(617) 249-4H0-:

TYPEWRITER

SALES & RENTALS

Three Cs
IRIFNDSHIP CENTER

191 V feasant St.

Even bathing every day
can't stop it.

Feminine odor starts inter-

nally, and no amount of bath-

ing can remove it. Soap and

water simply can't reach the

area where the odor starts.

That's the reason you need

Norforms* ... the second deodor-

ant.' These tiny internal sup

positories kill germs— stop odor

effectively yet safely. In fact, «en

tie, doctor-tested Norforms are

so safe and easy to use, you can

use them as often as necessary

No bath or shower can give

you Norforms* protection. Get

Notforms, and youll feelse

cure and odorfree for hours.

Tfic second-demUnant.

FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK
plus informative F>...»k let ' W mi i\

Norwich Pharrmn.ilC\> \\\i C'N B.

Norwich. NY. I WIS iln.l.w 25*

for mailing. hnnJtinc '
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Do-It-Yourself

Farewell Message

Gentlemen, you wont have to kick around any more. This

is my last press conference; I'll see you again next time I have one

chance in a hundred to win an election."

Washington-Political campaigns are a very

exhausting business, not only for the candidates who
run for office, but also for the voters who have to listen

to them speak.

Most political candidates, winners as well as losers,

take off a week or two to rest up from their physically

grueling experience. And they're probably entitled to

it.

But what about the person who has been bombarded
day and night for the past two months with political

commercials, newspaper advertisements, speeches,

charges, countercharges, fund appeals, rallies,

rhetoric, hyperbole, slogans and dirty pool? No one

thinks of him after the election. He is just supposed to

pick up where he left off as if nothing happened.

Well, I'm happy to announce that for the first time in

an election year the voter's welfare is being taken into

consideration by somebody.
By the powers vested in me as an American citizen,

I am giving all those exposed to the 1970 political

campaign a week's vacation.

During that week, no one has to read any political

story, watch any elected official or loser on television

or discuss with anyone the great political issues that

are tearing at the very fabric of our society.

This means that you do not have to watch President

Nixon. Vice President Agnew, Democratic Chairman
Lawrence O'Brien, Sen. William Fulbright or Hubert
Humphrey on televisionfor seven days. You can still

watch Martha Mitchell if you want to, because most
doctors believe that five minutes of seeing Mrs.

Mitchell on television is worth a week of sun in the

Virgin Islands.

You do not have to read any of the political pundits

who will explain what happened on election day, nor

will you have to study the in-depth analysis by the

pollsters as to why the Jewish people voted the way
they did in New York, the Italians in Chicago, the

Mexicans in Los Angeles, the blacks in Birmingham.
Ala., and the WASPS in Grosse Pointe, Mich.

You can forget about the cover stories in Time,

Newsweek and U.S. News and World Report, and you

can tune out any radio program that starts "A recount

was demanded in..."

For one week you can fish, swim, ski, play golf, read

a good fiction book, listen to music and go see an X-

rated movie and forget anything that was said during

the past two months in the political campaigns. You
might as well because the politicians elected to public

office are certainly going to forget it as soon as they

come back from their vacations.

During the next seven days, take your children to a

ball game, your wife to a restaurant, your girlfriend

away for a weekend. If you're a woman, bake a cake,

go to a museum, buy a pair of boots and go away with

your boyfriend for a weekend.

You, as a voter, a consumer, a TV watcher, a

newspaper reader, have earned this vacation as much

as anyone who ran for office. Enjoy your seven-day

furlough from politics. Believe me, if I had the power

I'd give you more.

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel

CAPP I'M APPEI) When hecklers did a Freaks for

Capp" routine during Cartoonist Al Capp's ap-

pearance at UCal-San Diego, Li'l Abner's father

walked out on the 2,000 persons gathered to hear him
After he was 15 minutes into his monologue. Capp

left the stage. "This is the first time I have Jeft an
audience and I've been on 278 college campuses. This
is the most rude treatment I have ever received."
The hecklers numbered 30, according to the Triton

Times, campus newspaper. They were identified as
students in a communications class (the instructor's

name is Wilde-wild. eh?).

The Senior Citizen of Dog Patch did return to "rap"
with about a third of the audience who had waited to

see if he would.
* * * *

All. Y A GOTTA ADD IS LUV...is what I Bridgeport
(Conn.) has decided. The Scribe headlined the story

with '•Dorm Presidents Present Love Sunday." And
what a difference a comma would make!
The intelligence was that dormitory prexies decided

to relieve the chronic complaint of never having
anything to do on Sunday afternoons. So. they would
have a love-in of free ice cream, athletic (?) events,

games (?) and novelties (?) for all.

Ice cream we can understand.
» * * *

FRUSTRATION at Clemson U. was reflected on a

dorm window with the sign, "Beat Somebody", when
the football team's four-game losing streak drive at

least one student up the wall.

The Tiger, student newspaper, featured the picture
on page one.

* * • *

GRASS is popular at UMaine, according to a survey
conducted by the Center of Counseling and
Psychological Serivces there. They found that nearly
30 per cent of all UM—Orono students use marijuana.
At the same time, The Maine Campus newspaper
says, half the students underestimate the extent of

drug usage there.
» * * *

%%l% FOR BOMBERS -Bounty hunters should be
active at Rutgers University, Camden, N.J., since a
reward of $5,000 is again being offered " for in-

formation leading to the arrest and conviction of any
person responsible for a bomb threat against campus
facilities." The offer came after 21 threats had been
received in a 6-weeks period. A similar reward was
offered last Spring, when 26 threats had been received
in a 17-day period.

* • » *

NEW DEGREE at the City University of New York
(CUNY) is being offered, next semester. Called the

Bachelor of Liberal Arts, the new degree would allow

students to spend three years of specialized academic
w ork at any of the 20 units of CUNY and one year full-

time at an off campus job which would be related to

his studies.

Revelance.and like the real world, eh?
* * *

»

NO is-YKAK-OI.I) VOTE is a startling statement
during an election year...especially when it comes
from a candidate for Congress.

Hartford Mayor Ann Uccello made the statement in

an interview with the Trinity Tripod.
And here's her even more surprising reason:

Students are susceptible to the views of their college

professors."

She favors a unified voting age of 20, across the

nation.

Here cum de profs!
* * * •

GOOD NEWS from a unlikely source? A page one

headline in The Tech News of Worcester Polytech
didn't hold much promise: "Dr. Hazzard Reports
'News' to Trustees."

But President Hazzard provided no hazards,
however, when he announced $10,000 in prizes won by
students in the recent Clean Air Car Race.

* » * *

BILLY GRAHAM is having a rough time of it on the

campus at Louisiana State University, New Orleans.
A continuing barrage of news items and editorial

commentary in The Daily Reveille had indicated a
confrontation to get the world-renowned evangelist to

declare himself on the Vietnam War.
When he appeared in the LSU stadium for a monster

rally of some 50,000 persons during a week-long
revival, Mr. Graham was presented with a petition by
a group calling itself, "Clergy and Congregations for
Peace." A total of 2,659 names supported a plea that
Mr. Graham use his influence toward peace in Viet-
nam The petition was received by Graham's cam-
paign chairman.
Meanwhile, another "ad hoc" group was refused

audience to "rap" with Graham about local religious
discrimination. They were told that "The purpose of
the Crusade is not progress of churches but for saving
souls

"

One of the ad hockers accused the Crusade of taking
political stands only when they agree with its own
philosophy.

"I say Billy Graham does no good. He only gives
early answers to complex problems."
The spokesman added he was told by a number of

the Crusade team that "If you protest against the
Crusade, you protest against God."

Singing Beach Blues

It's kind of warm today, maybe I shouldn't have

worn a sweater. I'll take it off when I get home.

Sometimes the freaks say they're the hope of

tomorrow I wonder who told them. What they don't

realize that right now there are more of them than

there are of us which means that if we start anything

then they'll step on us. But they're screwed up worse

than we are anybody who would want to spend his life

putting the same little bolt in the same little hole for

eight hours a day even if you do get $4.50 an hour and

overtime on weekends. Even the poor guys who are

building the library don't know what they're doing.

Ever since I was a little kid I wanted to work on

construction and drive a bull-dozer and pour cement

and things. Wonder if they get a good feeling when

they finish a real big building. Girls with no bras are

cither phonies or crazy no they are all phonies. The

flowers that just rippled and bounced on that girl's

shirt nearly killed me. Do they know what they're

doing".' Who said I did anyway. At least I can function

nowadays. Mornings used to be bad but so did the

afternoons and nights too for that matter. Sometimes I

wonder how everyone does it just getting up and going

through the day. Do they feel the same way that they

can't go through the day without practically dying

because they have no one'.' Maybe that's why the

freaks can be freaks and stand it. They live for it.

Maybe the football players live for football so what the

hell am I living for? The first few months were the

hardest because she was still so close. She is still on

the other end of the telephone. I could pick it up and

call her but now she is so far away I wonder if I'll ever

be the same anymore. What happened to fall this

year " Even the buildings don't smell like school. It

used to be that once you got back into school in the fall

when you were a little kid you could small the newness

but maybe it was just the floor wax or the boxes of new-

crayons or just the building because you were back

indoors for the first time all summer. I bet I know

w hat it is because there aren't any trees that 1 walk by

on the way home. At least last year there were a lot of

trees and I could see that the leaves were beginning to

turn brown and then fall off and make big piles over

the ground remember what it was like last year

walking to Amherst with the air force and buying wine

and a big loaf of French bread and coming back and

talking until it was late. That crazy kid still thinks my

name is r rodo but that just goes to show you what
everyone always said that if you look like you know
what you're doing then no one will bother you and boy

is that true. But the tricky part is that you can look like

you know what you're doing and then you find out that

you don't have any idea why or how come. That
happens to me all the time if there's one thing I'd like

to have happen to me it's to feel I know what I'm doing

and really be sure because I do know. You have to be

complete to feel that though and you're never really

complete unless you have someone who cares if you

care about what you're doing. But the whole thing is so

crazy because now I think I have a better idea of what
I'm doing and I know I never used to when I was alone

and it scares me because someday I may snap awake
and it's going to be really bad and I don't know what
I'm going to do. Who turns on the lights in the tunnel

because he's doing a rotten job the other night he

turned on the wrong side from the side he usually

turns on That tunnel is a great place to sit and talk to

people you can whistle like a bird in there and it's

almost as good as whistling in the Campus Center

garage which is pretty spooky especially when
someone whistles back and you can't see them. You
can have a lot of fun around here just goofing around

like lying on the pyramids in Southwest and looking up

at the sky but it's best when there is a low fog flying by

the tops of the towers because then the towers seem to

be falling in on you and you can get pretty scared but I

never do because my friend and I sat there one night

mute and he told me all about how he and his friends

were flying down a hill on a toboggan once and they

almost went out on the turnpike but they hit a pile of

logs and went flying up in the air and landed on their

sides but still sitting in the toboggan. Once I almost

lost my face when I was on a toboggan in a parking lot

covered with ice and the rope tied to the bumper of the

car snapped and it all flew back in my face nylon rope

(hat stretches like warm licorice and it hit me and put

long red welts all over my face. The weather is too

warm everyone says that but the Farmer's Almanac-

said we're going to have a very cold winter and it will

start in early November and last a long time and I can

feel that I'm going to be very cold.

mmI. note: David Williams. Tuesday Issue Editor, is a

Uticst Columnist on the Editorial page.)

Campus Comment

Orgone Revolution

To the Editor:

Wilhelm Reich once said, "Love, work, and knowledge are the well-

springs of our life. They should also govern it." Reich who founded the

Orgone Institute in New York in 1942 did research and wrote volumes on

how sexual repression destroys the individual and leads to facism.

In 1954, the Federal Food and Drug Administration initiated a com-

plaint for an injunction against Reich and the Reich Foundation designed

to discredit him. Reich refused to be a "defendant" in matters that in-

volved basic natural research. He was eventually sent to the Federal

Penitentiary at Lewisburg. Pa. Wilhelm Reich died there 13 years ago

today.
,

His work goes on, you can jail a revolutionary but you can t jail the

revolution _
Name Withheld Upon Request

Security Crisis

Dr. Oswald Tippo
Chancellor

Whitmore Building

U. of Mass.
Amherst. Ma. 01002

Dear Sir:

We are sophomores at this University. Over the past year and a half we
have watched a steady increase in criminal incidence within our dorms

and on this campus. Because of the recent rash of burglary, robbery,

armed robbery, assault and battery, assault with intent to commit bodily

injury, sexual assault, illegal possession of firearms, combined with two

occurrences of one particular Dean's "involvement", we feel that the

situation has reached a level of crisis. Where is the protection you are

supposed to provide? YOU say that funds are not available. However,

according to the central Voice, forty-five thousand dollars have been

appropriated by the state legislature for the renovation of Whitmore. Is

the renovation of Whitmore more important than the protection of

students?

In the recent past you have asked heads of residences for alternate

security proposals. We know that many such proposals have crossed your

desk. Have they merely crossed your desk? We have two and a half years

left at this University. If necessary we will spend that time writing every

legislator of the General Court of the Commonwealth until the security

problem on this campus is rectified.

Most sincerely,

LINCOLN C.SOULE
ROBERTA ROSENTHAL

The Artist As The Enemy Of The State

By M1HAJLO MIHAJLOV
NOV! SAD, Yugoslavia-To pose the question of why

a man who creates novels, songs, poems, music or

paintings is considered the potential enemy of the

social system under which he lives seems strange to

me. No one who lives in a totalitarian society such as,

say, the Chinese or the Soviet, would ask the question.

It is clear without any explanation.

It is possible that there are those who do not un-

derstand why a campaign was launched against

Pasternak and his novel. "Doctor Zhivago"? Does

anyone still wonder why Zhivago has not yet been

published in Soviet Russia'' How about Aleksandr

Solzhenitzyn ? It is a miracle that Solzhenitsyn is even

alive. And free! One only needs to recall the martyrs

of Russian literature of the last half-century; the

names of those hundreds and hundreds killed or sent

to forced-labor camps-Russian writers, painters,

even musicians-to see why it is easy to be indignant

when someone still asks why!

I will try to explain something which seems self-

explanatory.

The great majority of artists who lost their lives in

prison camps or those who are still there, like Andrei

Sinyavsky, have never been political opponents of the

regime in the Western sense. They wrote, composed

music, painted. Yet the powerful propaganda

machine of those inauthority tried to picture them as

agents of imperialism, as dangerous enemies.

Looked at from the standpoint of maintaining a

totalitarian dictatorship, the persecution of artists is

wholly justified. One true artist is more dangerous to

a totalitarian regime than any political adversary.

I repeat: Pasternak, Sinyavsky, Solzhenitsyn-they

really endanger and imperil the dictatorship of the

Soviet Communist party.

In order to explain the irreconcilable controversy

between authentic art and Communist totalitarianism

I will express in a few words the basic spiritual idea on

which it is based. The essence is this: the world we

live in is very bad. Everywhere there is disease,

suffering and injustice. This indicates that there is no

reasonable Power above mankind (in case there is

one it could only be an evil God, against whom it would

be necessary to fight) . There is only Nature, which is

hostile toward man. It is possible to create a paradise

on earth. But to control nature one must submit to

reason and discipline unorganized and imprudent

human society. Society is like nature-that is, evil.

Society must first be organized on a reasonable.

Ed Bryant

scientilic basis. Such a society can be created only by

a group of people, a Party. To be successful the Party

must have absolute authority. Thus, power over

nature is not possible without totalitarian dictatorship

over people. And dictatorship is not possible without

power to suppress human souls. The essence of all is

power.

What has not been done to tame that most in-

subordinate reality, the human soul. First, it is

demonstrated by erudite tracts that there are no

souls-that the more man is subjugated the more free

he is, etc., etc. This scholarly wisdom is backed up by

crude police methods.

Sometimes, for years, this argument seems to have
succeeded but then an imprisoned human soul comes
flying into freedom, liberating other souls, smashing
the spiritual basis of totalitarian authority.

At the beginning of the century the forerunner of

socialist realism, Maxim Gorky, was convinced that,

after the Revolution, in a "reasonably organized"

Russia there would be at least a hundred writers of

genius like Tolstoy. We know how such

"organization" of Russia ended. We know of the

thousands and thousands of totally untalented Soviet

writers" and "artists" who with their products

created on the basis of party directives flood

periodicals, exhibitions, concert halls and film

theaters in their country.

But art cannot be curbed. Power over human souls

may be achieved only by lies. Art is a direct challenge

to lies and hostile to the system on which power is

based. This why not only the novels of Solzhenitsyn but

the music of Prokofiev was attacked in the USSR,
as inimical.

In a way our whole modern era is the enemy of art.

We may be made prisoners not only by a one-party

system, but by a modern technological society whose
only aim is material prosperity. The means of control

of human souls are different there than in Communist
countries , where power is more open and crude.

The collision of art with a social system is always a

collision of freedom against repression, a combat of

truth and lies, the struggle of life against deadening

mechanism, and to put it into the language of religion-

a fight between God and the Devil.

Mih.
i
ilo Mihajlov is a Yogoslav writer who has suf-

fered political imprisonment.

(reprinted from the New York Times)

Clothes Make "TheMan"Wealthy

There were three of them. Two were stylishly dressed, one was dressed
plainly. Clearly the third girl whose demeanor and dress labeled her as
more somber than the other two, was seeking their reassurance. As I

watched them, each had a smile on her face, a smile that seem to conceal

an iceberg of laughter, the innocent, giddy, oh so American laughter of

you average, seventeen year old, attractive, upper to middle middle
class American teenybopper teenage girl. It may not sound that way, but

I love teenyboppers when they're in form. They make me happy in my
own perverse way.

I saw them yesterday in District Court. ( By the way, rumors of my own
imprisonment were highly exaggerated The clerk of courts paid my bail

last week, so I didn't go to the County Jail after all. If there's anyone still

running around Pierpont collecting money to free Ed Bryant, thank you,
but it's not necessary. ) The three girls were facing charges of ripping off

three different stores in Northhampton for clothes. All three ripped off all

three stores; I assume they were together. As far as I can figure, they

must have been bagged on their third try, and subsequent investigation

would have proven them to have hit the others. I really don't think they'd

get caught, try again and get caught, and then try a third time with equal
lack of success. So they probably would have been clear if they'd stopped

after two stores.

I wondered at the phenomenon that brought these girls to court as
defendants in a criminal action. Their clothes gave me a clue, as did the

charges, which stated that they had been stealing clothes. Thinking back,
I remembered going to Wellesley Junior High School, and listening to

great tales of larceny among the fashion conscious members of my
peerer group No one thought twice about ripping off stores for clothes.

Wellesley is one of the wealthiest communities in the United States, but if

Mommy and Daddy would only buy you ten sweaters, then you simply
steal numbers eleven and twelve. Gotta have clothes, man. Gotta get
some new clothes.

We live in a country with a consumption oriented economy. The em-
phasis is on owning more and more and more and more ad nauseum. This
prevents adults from true freedom, because someone is always breathing
hot on your pursestrings. But for a kid, who has youth as an excuse and no
false dignity to maintain in the community, this is an invitation to

thievery. Do not ask for whom the cash register tolls; it tolls for Madison
Avenue. If you can be induced to consume on such exorbitant levels, and
busted for thefts committed under the influence of Madison Avenue, it

would seem that you lose both ways.
It's not as bad as I make it sound, though. While fashion has done

damnably well up until now, the refusal of women to accept the midi is an
encouraging sign that America is finally getting hip to the sinister

temptresses who seek to encourage wanton spending and consumption
Straight garb of today is yesterday hippie clothes with a price tag. Let
then try to make denim expensive. That's the basic item in every freak's
wardrobe, today, and they already sell it in clothing stores, only it's

cheap, and you can wear it next year too. Peace.
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At Meeting Monday

Grad Senate Boosts BromeryAppointment

In its semi-weekly meeting
Monday night, the Graduate
Senate unanimously endorsed the

immediate appointment of Dr.

Randolph W. Bromery as Vice-

( haneellor of Student Affairs. The
leeling of the Senate was that his

excellent qualifications coupled

with his desire to begin significant

changes in the structure of student-

administration relations at once.

deemed his appointment be made
immediately. Another resolution,

iving further support to the

'notion, was passed. It instructed

the graduate student members ot

any search committee formed to

support Dr. Bromery's ap-

pointment.

A number of speakers addressed

the Senate on topics of concern to

both it and the University Com-
munity as a whole.

Dr Frank Kaminsky, Depart-
ment of Industrial Engineering,
discussed the Connecticut River
Flood Control Project, and
especially the Meadow Dam on the

Deerfield River. The Senate voted

By ROBERT McDONNELL
Graduate Senate Reporter

to sponsor an open hearing on the

proposal featuring a debate bet-

u een the Army Corps of Engineers
and the Deerfield River Valley

Conservation Association.

,/ack Richardson, head of

residence in Thatcher House,

spoke on the deteriorating security

situation on campus this semester.

He noted the increases in felonious

assault and armed robbery oc-

curring. The Senate will vote on

giving support to the security

proposal now in the hands of Dr.

Tippo at its next meeting.

Caul Killam reported on the

progress of married student
housing. North Village is opening

November 15th and details on
leases are still being ironed out.

Felipe Consuegra reported that

initial pians have been completed

for the establishment of a day care

center. The Senate in

collaboration with the Infirmary,

Departments of Psychology and
Human Development, and the

I ndergradunte Senate has

presented a preliminary proposal

to the administration and action is

now awaited
1 'resident I 'an Collins read a

statement ot goals of the Graduate

Student Senate which was
presented to the Graduate Council.

The statement concerned
proposals and recommendations

on a number of areas including 1 1
>

Status of graduate education at the

University; 12) Teaching
assistants, and (3) Quality of

graduate student life

Israeli Press Editor Speaks

On Nation Here Tomorrow
Meron Medzini. Director of the

Israel Government Press Office in

Jerusalem, will deliver a lecture

on "Israel Today" tomorrow at 8

p.m. in room 163 of the Campus
(enter. UMass is the last stop on

his national speaking tour spon-

sored by the Israel Government
Tourist Office in Boston, EL AL
Israeli National Airlines, and the

Peter Pan Travel Service.

A 25-minute color film with

narration will be shown at the

lecture Mr Medzini is expected to

speak on controversial questions

of modern Israel and will answer

questions after his presentation.

Meron Medzini was born in

Jerusalem in 1932. He was
educated in schools in Jerusalem
and Haifa. Upon graduation from
high school he joined the Israeli

army and served as an infantry

officer. He was demobilized in 1954

with the rank of first lieutenant and
proceeded to the United States to

take up university studies. He
enrolled at the City College of New
York where he majored in

Government and from where he

was graduated Magna Cum Laude
with special honors in Government
in 1957. He was also elected to Phi

Betta Kappa.

OVER 25,000 USED BOOKS
Second hand and out-of-print books in

History, Psychology, Literature, Philosophy, Art, etc.

for Scholars, Collectors and General Readers

Arranged for leisurely browsing.

Remember the life line of a used book store — is to buy

as well as sell.

Sell us your unwanted books and paperbacks — cash or

trade.

HADLEY BOOK SHOP
v _

104 RUSSELL ST. (Route 9) HADLEY .
MASS.

10:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 586 2663

In 1957 Mr. Medzini joined the

staff of the Embassy of Israel in

Washington and for two years
served as a press officer dealing
with various phases of in-

formation. At the same time he
continued his graduate studies and
received an MA degree from
Georgetown University in

Washington DC.

In 1959 he won a scholarship to

Harvard University and for the

next three years he did graduate
work in the field of International

Relations and History of the Far
East for which he was awarded a

PhD degree.

Returning to Israel he has since

pursued two carrers, in govern-

ment and in academic work. In

1962 he joined the staff of the Prime
Minister's Office and was ap-

pointed Director of the Israel

Government Press Office in

Jerusalem. In this capacity he is

responsible for Government
contact with the local and the

foreign press.

Students Against

Genocide Ready
PETITION TO THE UNITED NATIONS
In 1948. the United Nations ratified the Declaration of Human Rights

and the Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide.

Genocide is defined by Article 11 of the Genocide Convention as acts

which are committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a

national ethnic, racial or religious group as such by causing mental or

bodily harm to members of the group, deliberately inflicting on the

group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical

destruction in whole or part, etc.

The United States' government has refused to ratify these U.N.

documents. On November 15 the "Petition to the United Nations'' will

be presented to the U.N. Among the initial signers are Shirley Chisom,
Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee, Dick Gregory, William L. Patterson and
Bobby Seale. The petition states in part: "We assert that the Genocide
Convention has been flagrantly violated by the Government of the

United States...On the basis of simple justice, it is time for the United

Nations to call for universal action, and to apply economic and
political sanctions against the United States until such time as the

United States government shall abide by the Genocide Convention and
the Declaration of Human Rights."

This petition has been endorsed by many peace and labor groups.

This Thursday, November 5, there will be a meeting in the S.U.

Dining rooms behind the ballroom at 7 o'clock to plan the circulation of

this petition.
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Studcnt- Faculty

people find a

THIS FRIDAY, STARTING AT 7:30 AT 10:00 p.m.

THE MOST MEMORABLE CONCERT

IN THE HISTORY OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
WILL OCCUR AT THE

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

—""'"""'
'1111111111111

The second of the Fine Arts Council Celebrity Series features the Virtuosi di Roma under its

conductor Kenato Fasano. Maestro Fasano founded this group some two decades ago in order to

promote the vast literature of Italian music of the past three centuries and brings their repertoire
lor the first time to the UMass campus.

Noted Italian Chamber Orchestra

To Present Two Concerts In Bowker
Celebrity Series will present the

lamed Virtuosi di Koma in two
entirely different programs in

Bowker Auditorium at the

Amherst campus Nov 5 and 6 at 8

p.m.

This most distinguished Italian

chamber music ensemble was
founded during the 1947/48 season
by its present Music Director,

Kenato Fasano. tor the purpose of

making known rare Italian

musical masterpieces of the past.

At the same time. Maestro Fasano
established the Piccolo Teatro
Musicale ot the City of Rome,
which together with Virtuosi di

Koma forms the Collegium
Musicum ltahcum
Since its founding, Virtuosi di

Roma lias performed more than

1500 concerts throughout Italy, the

Soviet Union, South America and
has made a dozen transcontinental

tours of the United States. The late

Arturo Toscanini said to the Vir-

tuosi di Roma. "You are the
greatest instrumental ensemble of
this age and your playing brought
me exquisite pleasure."
For its first visit to the

University, the Virtuosi di Roma

Fine Arts Staff Recruits . . .

The Fine Arts Staff is looking for new members. If you are interested in

writing features, doing interviews, or reviews of any sorts all related to

the Arts in the Five College Area contact Robert Nesti in the Collegian
Office. Also anyone interested in doing page lay-out will be welcome.
The staff is being reorganized so new ideas will be appreciated.

Make your vacation mean something!

COUaBeiATB
WINTER & SPRING

^&> HP

J

Eastours' Collegiate Vacations give, you a great deal to

en)oy now . . . much more to treasure througnout the

years ahead Travel with those ot your own age. Meet

Israeli collegiates and KibbuUmks. with Eastours you

feel liKe a native — never a tourist.

All Inclusive

'489

Choose from 10. 15, 22 and

28-day vacations (including

cne credit-earning program)

witti departures via £1 AL
throughout December, Jan-

uary and March, Complete
details available in Free

6-page fun color brochure.

Mail coupon today.

f W? x EASTOUI
^!? N«w York 10036

EASTOURS, INC.

Please tuifc free Coliegule Vjcat'Ons folder to

Name —
Address

City. State. Zio

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

NORTHAMPTON
Inc.

• SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE I0BY SHOP

246 KING ST. (*te s> NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

will perform the following works
on Thursday evening, Nov. 5:

Sonata lor Strings in A Major by
Albinoni; Two Concert i Grossi.

Opus (l by Corelli; Concerto for

Strings in E Flat Major by
I'aisiello; Concerto for Oboe,
Strings and Harpsichord by
Mareello; and Concerto lor Strings

and Harpsichord in A Major by
Vivaldi. The program for the final

concert on Friday evening, Nov (i

will include three Concert i Grossi.

Opus fi by Corelli and The Four
Seasons by Vivaldi.

Reserved tickets lor these events

are priced at $1 to $3 andmay be
obtained through the University

Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter Hall,

telephone 545-0202. Remaining
tickets will be available at Bowker
Box Office one hour before each
concert.

Rare Earth In,

FelicianoOut
By ROBEKT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

Hare Earth, the popular white soul group, will play with Blues Image at
the Friday night Homecoming concert as Jose Feliciano will be unable to

complete the date, a spokeswoman from the Homecoming committee
said yesterday. This change, she continued, has brought a change in the
ticket price to $2.25.

Feliciano's cancelling was due to medical reasons which have can-
celled all his East Coast appearances, this reporter was told.

Rare Earth records for Motown Records on their own Rare Earth Label
and now have two albums on the market. Last summer their single "Get
Ready" was a huge hit and their latest album "Ecology" has just been
released.

Tickets for this concert should go on sale this Thursday or Friday, the
spokeswoman said. Tickets for the Saturday concert featuring Traffic
and the Sunday afternoon "peace Parade" are on sale this morning in the
Student Union Box Office.

If the concerts aren't for you, there is enough happening elsewhere in

the Five College Area to provide a good evening out. Here on campus the
Fine Arts Council is presenting the Operetta Guild's production of Your
Own Thing November 12-15. This rock musical was the first off-

Broadway show to win the New York Drama Critics Award for best
musical The play is suggested by Shakespeare's Twelfth Night and deals
with identity crisis.

Down at Mount Holyoke, Thornton Wilder's popular comedy The Skin
Of Our Teeth is being presented at the Laboratory Theater. This Pulitzer-
prize winning play will be for two weekends, November 6-8 and 12-15.

Over at Smith the popular musical comedy A Funny Thing Happened
On The Way To The Forum will be performed at the Studio Theater. This
show was an immensely popular Broadway hit running over 900 per-
formances and was later made into a very funny film by Beatles director
Richard Lester It's score is by Stephen Sondheim who also did the lyrics
to West Side story and the score to the current smash Company.
And the Amherst Masquers will be doing Roseuerant/ And Ouilden-

stei n \i »• Dead. This play by Tom Stoppard is a very funny treatment of
llamlel as seen through his old college chums. The play won the New
York Drama (cities Award and had a successful run a few seasons back.

Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton

1970

HOMECOMING&
SAT. Nov. 14

in the Cage W0

$3.75

0g 6:30 & 10:30

; TRAFFIC
, DAVID FRYE

HMftfc

t
BUFFY SA1NTE - MARIE
11 I lllLl
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Community Workshops Focus Set for Next Week

The Amherst League of Women
Voters and the Amherst Planning
Board are sponsoring a series of

community workshops on
Amherst's future growth within the

next week. A complete schedule of

workshops follows.

Thursday, November 5. 8:00 P.M.,

Junior High School Auditorium
Future Land I se Moderator-

Elaine Mange
Theodore S. Bacon, Jr. (Planning
Board)
Nancy B Eddy (Planning Board,

Housing Subcommittee
Benjamin Isgur (State Con-
servationist, Soil Conservation
Service)

Robert M McClung (Conservation

Commission)
Wilfred L. Lemieux (V, President,

K V Realty)

Friday. November e. 9:30 A.M.,
Town Hall Meeting Room
Schools and Recreation

Moderutor-Dcbora T. Davis
Michael J. de Sherbinin (Editor,

Amherst Record)
Donald B. Frizzle (Asst.

Superintendent of Schools)

Rhoda S Honigberg (Chairman,

Amherst School Committee)

Robert S. Nowlan (Director of

Recreation)

Arnold D Rhodes (Planning
Board)

Stanley P. Ziomek (Chairman.
Recreation Commission)
Monday. November !>. 8:00 P.M.,
Junior High School Auditorium

Traffic Circulation and Public
Transport Moderator-Rep. John
Olver
William W. Boyer (Civil Engineer)

Meets Tomorrow

Men's Liberation Set

To Define Own Goals
An open conversation on Men's Liberation will be held Thursday, at

8 p.m in the Student Union Council Chambers.
Groups involved in a continuing conversation of this kind have

begun to spring up all over the country. Some have begun among men
who relate to women in women's liberation. Many represent an in-

dependent search for ways men may free themselves from rigidly

defined social roles, conditioning, and pressure.

Many ideas have been shared in scattered conversations on this

campus. Some questions which leaders say may be explored in the

open conservation include:

1 1 1 Balance between cooperation and competition, especially

around women
(2) Attempts at self-definition by standards other than possessions

< 3 > Attemps at self-definition by standards other than work roles

( 4 > Attempts to deal with feelings of status

(5) And finally attempts to get more in touch with both the female

yin and the male yang, strengths and weaknesses, receptivity,

aggressiveness, joy and sorrow.

>t i .'isaiut i* Sup.'ilt ' — N.V. Times

Paramount Pictures

Presents

A Howard W Koch
•Alan Jay Lemer

Production

Starring

Barbra
Streisand

Yves
Montand

On A Cle&$
You Can See H>f

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr Donald Fairbairn. Zoology Dept ,

Morr.il Hall will speak on "Effects o« Tern
perature On The Kinetics of Malic
Dehydrogenases In The Developing Eggs and
Adult Muscle of Ascaris Lumbricoides."
Time II 30 AM , Thursday, Nov. 5th, room
252, Goessmann Laboratory Coffee will be
served at 11 15 AM

CEQ
People needed for population projects

Meeting 7 30 Wednesday evening, room 178

Campus Center Includes MPG Project.

ECONOMICS LIAISON COMMITTEE
Economics Students: There will be a

meeting tonight for all students in Economics
courses. Majors especially are urged to attend
Tonight (Wednesday) at 7 PM, 10th floor

lounge Thompson.

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CLUB
f-rosh and sophs are asked to help select

speakers lor the club's program Pick up
questionaire at Env Des. Admin. Office, 1st

floor, Wilder Hall

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Meeting tonight, at 7 30 in room 168 Campus

Center Movie "Showtime for Saddlebreds" to

be shown. All are welcomed

5 COLLEGE STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE
Meeting on Thursday, Nov 5th These

weekly meetings provide an opportunity for

gay people to meet and relate to one another
for information call Kathy 665 2853 or Jerry
586 1602.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
Speaker Prof Lincoln Brower, topic:

"Crisis In The Connecticut Valley" Place 203

Holdsworth Hall, 3 P M , November 5th,

Thursday

SOCIOLOGY 101 PSYCHOLOGY 101

There will be no presentation in the Film

es today Sorry

Muhael Cann (Environmental
Concerns Committee)
Merle Howes (Selectman)
Lee A Webster (Traffic Engineer)
Lester F Whitney (Chairman,
Planning Board)
Tuesday, November 10, 9:30 A.M.,
Town Mall Meeting Room
Financial Needs, Financial

Resources Moderator-Pat Fischer
Robert F Grose (Finance Com-
mittee*

Robert 11. Lindquist (Planning
Board)
Robert McCarter (President,

Notices
KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS BHAKTIYOGA
CLUB

F md out how to be blissful all the time Chant

Hare Krishna with the Bhaktiyoga Club,

Wednesday, 7:30, Thursday 7 00, meet in 204

Cance Call Lee for further information 546

5024

MATH MAJORS
Undergraduate Math Majors may pick up

copies of the minutes fo the first Math Dept
Council Meeting (as well as a list of committee
members) in Arnold 215

MIRKWOOD
Apple Urps This Saturday, Nov 7th, 8 00

PM to I 00 AM in Grayson Lounge (Orchard

Hill) Anyone interested in performing call

Ken af 6 7228, before Friday

NAIADS
Practice 4 30 6 PM tonight Please bring

money for club suits which are already or

dered

NES
Coordinating Committee meeting tonight in

room 801 at 7 30 (instead of 6 30) this week
only

MOBE
There will be an expanded meetinq ot the

Stearing Committee of the Student
Mobilization Committee, Wednesday night

8 30, m the MOBE Office (Plymouth Room
S U ) All members are invited and are urged
to attend

RAFI
Members and others interested in planning

programs. Imdinq speakers, etc Call Bruce at

753 W71 or 253 9041 or Mark at 6 6184

SBA FORUM
• ting Thursday at 4 30 in SBA 109

Amherst Savings Bank)

Allen Torrey (Town Manager)
lucsda>. November 10. 8:00 P.M.,

Junior High School Auditorium
Business Districts and Village

Centers Moderator-Barbara
Takahashi
David E. Elder (Planning Board)

Jerry Grady (Chairman, Chamber

of Commerce)
Kenneth Rosenthal (Chairman,

Development and Industrial

Commission)
Richard Ryan (Planning Board)

SOC 101

Rich Perkins Sections 30, (Mon. 2:25), 48

(Thurs, 11 15) and 51 (Thurs, 730): There

will be a quiz next week Essay type covering

the general topic of Social Structure

SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE WITH THE
PALESTINIAN PEOPLE

All those who support the struggle of the

Palestinian people against Zionism and for the

establishment of a non sectarian secular

progressive state m Palestine are invited.

LOST
Gold rmq with red stone, lost in Morrill

Bldg
, basement Call Paul, 241 Northampton

Road Amherst, no phone
Pair of glasses in red floral case with a Dr.

Shear's name on it Please contact Marilyn 317
Butterfield

Two canoe paddles and car roof rack,
casualties of the raft trip Any information
appreciated Call 256 6481

Pair of wire rimmed glasses with pale pink
lenses Possibly in vicinity of Boyden athletic
fields, on Sunday, October 25th Please contact
Mary 546 7972

Brown wallet containing important cards
and IDs Please call 6 8061 if found

Pink and purple scarf between Boyden gym
and Prince House If found, please call Dottie,
at 5 9955

A blue winter jacket left in Thompson last
Wednesday, with white lining Call Dick at 546
7651

I OUND
Small brown purse on bus Contact K.

ird at 546 7756 anytime

Nil notice m.n exceed twont> live wordsSCUBA CLUB
M'-etinq. Thursday, Nov 5th af 7 00 PM at

WOPE Pool All members please bring their Dradlme for notion is | M |» M on the
masks, tins, and snorkels

THE SUFFOLK ROOM IN THE OLD STUDENT- UNION i

HAS BECOME A STUDENT MANAGED

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT

OPENS FRI NOV 6

5:30

There is en da> maxima for all netieei

Ptnnings and encepmefjm will appear on
Kridays

MDC CLASSIFIED
ROOMMATES WANTED
2 Roommates wanted for large

house til Conway, own room, lots of
land, 12 miles from campus. Call
Kathj or Steve at M6-6663, $50 a
month. tf-ll-t

FOR SALE
Pioneer, Teac, Oarrard, PE Aztec,

Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. tf!2-23

Fischer Super*las Skis 210 cm, ex-
cellent condition. CaU 646-7823.

tni-a

1 pair of Kastle Hit Bovine Skiis,

new, 190 cm, wood and class. Op-
tional, Salomon Competition Blndlncs.
Call Bob, 684-2564. tfll-4

Popples — Alaskan Malamute sled

dees. Excellent pedigree, ideal pets.
CaU Greenfield 773-8411 after 5:30
p.na. tfll-9

Used tires 7.75 - 14 eneoeh tread
far Inspection, 2 mounted snows, 3
street tires, all good condition. Call
Jerry 545-0175. tfll-4

A brown *4 length leather coat,

double breasted w/an Inverted slit in

the back, «ir» in lining. Original

price $100. One season old. Sell to

yon for $50. Ceil Stu anytime 253-

372$. U-4

Dark room, complete with enlarg-

er. dryer, easel, etc. Call 545-4429

mornings. tfll-5

Censele steree recerd player with

»ro/fm radle and attractive walnut

cabinet . Asking $90 or reasonable of-

fer. Call Don at 256-8'M:? tfll-5

REWARD

60 Chevy Irapala, good running
condition, good body, 8 cyl., call
Dave 665-3977 or 546-5359 morn, or
eve., $75 or best. tfll-6

Reward for male Seal Point Sia-
mese Cat lost near Wope, belongs to
friend In Northampton, se may head
that war. Call 549-6030. tfll-6

FOR SALE— AUTOS
64 Dodge Dart GT Conv., asking

$250. Call Steve 253-9227. tfll-5

65 Dodge 6 cyl.. auto., snow tires,
exc. cond., low mlg., best offer.'
Call Dick 584-0610. tfll-4

1969 Opel Keydett Station Wagon.
FTopiient condition radio, radio 10
months old. Ideal for camping, tra-
veling, sleeping, $1700 Ask for Ptiil
542-2321 (9-5 p.m.), 256-0085 (after
»)• tfll-6

Good transport. — 1962 Cnev. s*£
dan, 6 cyl., st. trans. $125. Tel.
534-1696. tfll-4

Sunbeam Alpine, 63 wire wheels,
new, Mirhelin - XAS, Konl's Aharth
exh., recently rebuilt, engine, driving,
fog Its., good top. Willing to bargain
about price. Call 665-2658 after 3:30

tfll-6

1962 Plymouth Fury V8, power
steering, automatic transmission, ra-
dio, four door sedan, presently re-
gistered, running condition. Call 253-
5360. $75 or reasonable offer. 11-5

Chevy '65 Impala, air conditioned.
power steering, power brakes, black
vinyl roof, lew mileage, $61*0. 646-
6594. tfll-7

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative aa-

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-
turn envelope. Idlewtld Press. 1807
net Olympic Boulevard, Loo Ang*»-
les. California 90021. tfll-U

Apartment needed, to start Janu-
ary, one or two rooms. Please call
Nestor 256-1029 evenings. tf11-13

SERVICES
Will type and/or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personalised
resumes for schools. Jobs. Profes-
sional, faet, reasonably priced eere-
lee. Call 584-6817, eves. Keep try-
'"» tfll-6

Amherst Audio senlooo stereo com"
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tfU-23
Musical Instruments from around

the world at discount prices. Guitars
a specialty. Creative Endeavor (the
Music Store). 20-22 Miles St., Green-
fleld 413-774-2831. tfll-5

Typing done in my home in Hol-
yoke for thesis, term papers, etc.,
8 rears experience. Call 539-9733.

tfll-5

DONT DESPAIR — call Rachel
for neat, accurate typing thesis, and
term papers. Guaranteed accuracy.
Reasonable rates. Call 253-5017.

tfll-9

PERSONAL
Will anyone who saw accident In-

volving tan 68 VW at Stop at Shop
Sat., Oct. 25 at about 4:30. please
call Wayne at 203-3663, urgent.

tfll-4

Tenor Sax Player wants to play
with group for fun or bread. Steve
Kurtz, 323-7693 (Belcbertown).

tfll-4

PAINTS! PAINTS!
All top quality latex, vinyl ami

oil base paint at less than halt
price. Paint an entire room for less
than $5.00. Mais Discount Dept.
Store. Rt. 32. Philip Plaga, Ware
Open nights til 10. |i-4

Repair Your Own Cor
Tremendous savings on plugs,

points, regulators, wiper blades,
headlamps, oil treatments. Mais Dis-
count Dept. Store, Rt. 32, Philip
Plasa, Ware. Open nights til 10.

11-4

APARTMENT WANTED
Wanted — 2 or 3 bedroom apt.,

starting Jan., unfurnished preferred.
Call 546-7722. u.4.5

LOST
I lost my dog. She's blond and

knows hew to glre her paw. Her
name Is Yang but she responds to
anything. Vlng Is also missing. She's
a German Shepard puppy. She's
smart. CaU St. 203-3724. Mwi
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Mazur Takes Reigns . . .

Rush Quits, Denies leave' Report

Events 'N Comments
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

Just taking a fov» side glances at some recent happenings in the world

of sports and offering various comments, wry, witty and worth the paper
their printed on, on their significance.

EVENT: The Boston Patriots'

problems go on and on as the of-

toii.se continues to look really awful

and head coach ('live Rush is

granted a leave ol absense because
oi I potentially serious heart

condition

COMMENT: optimism reigned

high before tins season began for

the Pals and enthusiasm by the

was verj high after Boston

ated tmi I >olphins in its

However, since thai

fin vie! •"• th Patrioti have
•.>!>'

1 contests and.

week m
•res.

>; I nils for the poor
- 1 mi\ irs to lie with

the offense and on offense it ap-

pears at '"< !he line thats

been lackin T1 • ends aren't that

great eit utside of Hon Sellers

ol course I he tmht ends are only

adequate an . 'he split receiver
Bake Tunic: has '«een no great

shakes sin i coming over trom the

N "lurk Jets.

The backfield has three
renowned performers in running

backs Jim Nance and Carl Garrett
and quarterback Jo*> Kapp. Kapp's

performance since arriving in the

Boston camp a few weeks back is

disappointing, bu' he deserves
more turn- to net acquainted with

the Patriot system and the playing

ol the same itself, having missed
all of pre-season training and a few

regular games
Now the auys in the red. white

and blue uniforms have a new
interim coach John Mazur. who
said yesterday. '1 think a team
takes on the personality of the

coach. We'll find out what sort of

personality I am." Should be in-

teresting.

EVENT: The Boston Celtics,

dethroned grand champions of the

National Basketball Association,

appear to be bouncing back and
may be only a couple of years away
from a return to greatness.

COMMENT: The Celts have won
gsssBBBSBSBwaaBBSBBSBsw-BaawaaBBBBBBaaaaw

DRAKE
Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

GpealDaily

HA.M.-24M.

five of their ten games thus far this

season, the latest a "breeze" over

the Philadelphia 76ers. Set now at

the .500 plateau, the Bostonites

might be ready to spring into a big

winning whirl, as they have a

rematch with the 76ers tomorrow
night. Led by superb basketball

player John Havlicek and exciting

new faces Jo Jo White and Dave
(owens, Boston is great to watch

and should be in for another

winning year as the foundation is

set for more Celtic titles

BOSTON tAPl — The Boston
Patriots announced yesterday that

head coach ("live Hush had been

placed on an indefinite leave of

absence for health reasons, but

Rush denied it and said he was
quitting.

I resigned at midnight last

night," Hush told reporters alter

Patriots president Billy Sullivan

had informed a news conference

about the leave of absence and
named offensive coach John Mazur
as the National Football League
team's interim head coach.

"I will never coach this football

team again." Rush added.

Sullivan told newsmen that Hush
was being placed on leave because

of a heart and blood pressure

condition and would be relieved of

all dutiees connected with the club

until his doctor "says he can

resume."
He added that the coach, now at

the midpoint of a three-year
contract estimated to pay him
about (40,000 a year, would receive

lull compensation during his leave

Rush, asked how his resienation

announcement would affect .his

contract, told reporters: "Pride is

worth something
"

1 he coach said he would spend
the next lev\ days cleaning out his

office at the club's training
quarters at Curry College in

nearby Milton, then "go fishing."

He left a message with a

secretary to answer future calls.

The message read:

"It is not true that coach Rush
has taken a leave of absence. He
has resigned. It's an inaccurate
release..."

Sullivan said that despite Rush's
statement, the team's position

remains the same and the offer of

an indefinite leave with full

compensation "still stands-
absolutely."

Rush came to the Patriots after

serving as Weeb Ew bank's of-

lensive coach with the New York
Jets for several years and helping

them to the Super Bowl cha:

pionship at the end ol the 19»„5

season His lirst Patriots team last

year lost its first seven games but
came on to finish with a 4-10

record. This year the club is 1-6 to

date.

How leave

Of Absense'

Story Head
BOSTON (AP) - John Mazur

yesterday became interim he.id

coach of the Boston Patriots alter

(live Rush was placed on an in-

definite leave of absence because
of a heart condition.

Mazur. who had been offensive

coach under Rush since Februai .

1 Wi). took command of the National

Football ...

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAftR*

I.il.ra is not likely to overstep

hounds of propriety. Libra is the

great romantic . And there are nuiner-

ou» flirtations. But, where the real

thing is concerned, Libra demount rat,*

good taste and a discriminating rye.

JLMUM lilarch 'Z\ - April 20): What
appeared \o be a signed, sealeJ anJ

delivered agreement is shaken. Rem.ii:i

calm. Diplomatic approach to a fan -

ily member brings what you may nee I

.

You could use legal guidance.

TAURUS (April 21 - May 20): Po-t-

pono unnecessary journey. Bo wary
with what you put on paper. Some
!• rsons may want you to commit youi-

sv\t. That does not matter; It Is wlirt

you desire that counto.

GEMINI iMay 21 - June 20): Tl -

you care for may perform eccen'. e

actions. Maintain steady pace. Tempta-
tion Is to overspend. Key Is to do

what is necessary — In mature man-
ner.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22) : Much
i

f what you want to set in motion Is

locked. Task needs completion. You
cannot CO forward while brake is set.

Message should become increasingly

clear.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Don't

waste motion. Some want to make ges-

ture of friendship — accept. But re-

serve final Judgment. Maintain your
independence. Be sure promises ar«
backed by written word.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Youn«

persons make demands. Tour personal

desires may have to be sublimated.

Ally Is patience. Refuse to be pushed,

cajoled or rushed. Remember healtu

resolutions.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Sud-
den actions, new contacts, unique e\-

periences are featured. Forces nvv
be scattered. Don't spread efforts to.>

thin. Take time to review long-rang"
aspirations.

SCORriO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Bo
prepared for confidential information
to leak. Protect your interests. Clos"

credibility gap. Know what Is hap-
pening and why. Relative appears M
be misinformed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Don't mix business with pleasure. Cost
would prove excessive. Study Scorpio
message. Be ready for questions which
get to heart of matter. Best to bo
frank, forthright In answers.
CAPRICORN (Jan 20 - Feb 18):

Action centers around occupation, am-
bitions, civic responsibilities. Cycle la

high, but some around you are not
prepared. Be aware of major issues.

Handle them In direct, personsal Way.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb 18r.

Light touch Is essential. Bearing down
now would be an error. Condition*
around you are subject to abrupt
change. Be analytical. Check legal,

philosophical aspects of project.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):

Friends who confide financial prob-
lems are not really seeking advice.
Later this will become clear. BWp
only those willing to aid themselves.
Key Is ense of responsibility. Be real-
istic.

IF TODAY 13 YOUR BrRTHDAY
you are a square shooter: sinci'ri'v

and basic honesty are second natui.-.
You have undergone some changes re-

lated to opposite sex. Now, you m
settle down — especially In domes) ..•.

and home areas. Change of environ-
ment, residence works to your bene-
fit.

Copyright 1370, Gen. Tea. Corp

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 St'

lans

9 Labe!

1? Soul

Oird
13Group ot

14 Room iff

15 One wv
appre-iorio

17-PacHage
19 Jury list

21 -Affirmative

22 Sense
?4 Weaken
26Shade
29 Poker

stakes

31 Fruit seed
33 Born
34 Symbol for

tantalum
35-Carpenter s

tool

37 long slender
fish

39 Parent (colloq ;

40-Greek letter

42-Siamese native

44 Tooth
46 Of the same

material

48 Music as

written

50-Cronies (colloq.)

51 lr r

53-Slumber
55 Followed orders

58 Pendent
ornament

61 P..

62 Downy duck
64 Period of time
65 Abstract being

66 Equals
67 And

DOvVtJ

1 Moccasin
2 Collection of

facts

3 Scarflike

garment

4 ["<•.

(sure

6-Pronoun
7-Co-ded
SRemair
9-Alarm t>

- .it dnn,
-j,e 'colloq.)

16-Stones
>ak

20 Once around

22-Roman
deitiei

23-Growmg
out of

25 Hog
27-Country of

Asia

28 Rips
30-Posed for

nitrai:

32-Knaveat
cards

36 Existed

1/ Mff | o v est srday's Puz*le

Ulr> A,

GlpJAiM '1" AS
lIaIbjo "'' r!a

|R*oJciiAJM'U S : _*<* E O

•bbbbb! K illppi S EiTlUlPBJ
|p _ A (sJpa^v
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|
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-

T
l
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SMm A T 1 INgflBlAlNlP sm
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IAIS S e| lAJC
_ 1 D\S A't-liGNIu

s A A P|D|L '' ' b'w
E L aHs H«k tPJ^ w,e
T i i
' E!N;T <-,__- e|t

38 Lassos

41-Foreigners

43 Possessive
pronoun

45 Fell into disuse

47 Cook in fat

49Change
52 Retain

54 Organs of

hearing

55 Be in debt

56 Prohibit

57-Expire

59 Be mistaken

60-Deposit

63 Prefix: down

1 2 3
:A 4 5 6 7 8

^~ 10 1

1

12
". .

.

13 1 14

15 16
'.""-

17 18

~~
19 20 .-..
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21

:
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:
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:
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:
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22 23
.-.'•>'

24 25 vv; 26 27 28

29 30 - 4 31 32 .' . . 33

34 m

»

36 :'-:': 37 38
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x 39

40 41
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46 47 ::: 48 49 >:;; so
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51
h8

53 54
:;:v>:>

55 56 57 58 rf r 60

61 JW 62 63 64
,

1

65 ','•'- 66 at

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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UMass Booters Face N.E. Powerhouse Springfield
. By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter

For the fi rst time in many years the eyes of New England soccer will be on the UMass Redman
booters this afternoon when they host nationally ranked, annual Northeast powerhouse

Springfield College. Today's game has to be rated one of the biggest games of the New England

soccer season, as it lines up two of the best skilled, highly touted ballclubs in the area.

The Redmen's chances for a
post-season tournament bid may
be riding on their performance
today, and they know it. The
soccermen will have to be well

prepared both mentally and
physically for the contest in order
to pull off an upset Briefly, here is

how the respective teams shape up
lor the two o'clock encounter.

SPRINGFIELD The Chiefs
enter the game with a fine 6-2-3

record against some stiff com-
petition. Their successes include

high-scoring victories versus
Bowdoin (4-1), Southern Con-
necticut (5-1), Colby (6-0) and
MIT (9-1), in addition to wins
over Wesleyan and Yale.
The visiting booters have also

tied a very fine Dartmouth Club, as
well as Middlebury, and last

Saturday tied Williams College.

Their two defeats were at the
hands of nationally-ranked Brown
and Yankee Conference member
UConn.
Currently they are firmly en-

trenched in the third position in the

six state region, with a high

scoring explosive team, and a
tradition of soccer excellence to

fiailg foUrgtan

SpoftU
r^
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maintain. Coach Schmidt has had
a great deal of success master-

minding Springfield, and brings

with him to Amherst a balanced

team with several outstanding

individual ballplayers.

For his one-two scoring punch on
the front line he has leading scorer

Pete Montalbano with 12 goals and
two assists backed up by
sophomore Jim Sadie who scored

13 goals in seven freshman games

last year, and who currently has

seven goals and three assists.

Also outstanding for the Chiefs,

at a halfback position, is co-captain

Bill Bonavita, and at fullback the

other team leader Craig Lefevre

and the coach's son Alex Schmidt.

In the goal they will use either one

of their rotating goalies. Bob
Deleva or Scott Anderson.
MASSACHUSETTS: The

Redmen enter this game, their

ninth of the current season with

only one loss on their record, a 3-2

heartbreaker to Worcester
Polytech just a week ago. They
have defeated Maine, Boston
College. Connecticut, Trinity and
Tufts, and tied Yankee Conference
rivals Rhode Island and Vermont,
for an excellent 5-1-2 slate. Four
consecutive weeks have found
them in first place in the Con-
ference and fourth place in New
England.
The booters have an attack led

by senior Duane Brown with seven
goals and junior Lindo Alves with

five. Marc Cantor and Larry
DeFelice have split the third

starting position for most of the

season, and both are sure to see
substantial playing time this af-

ternoon

At midfield the Redmen will

have the same group which has

Bill Leary Tony Nunzianle

Standout goalie and veteran halfback.

started all eight games as a unit:

co-captains Rick Matusczcak and
Augie Calheno, with Tony Nun-
ziante. This unit has played well

all year at the vital halfback
position, backed up by Jeff Hague,
Abdu Thyra and Dave Piccus, a
trio which has responded well in

several key situations this season.

The key to the game however
will be how successfully the UMass
fullbacks contain the potent
Springfield offense. At this

position Coach Peter Broaca has a
problem many soccer coaches
would love to have: he has no less

than eight healthy, capable
fullbacks, each of which has been
used in a starting role at one time
or another during the 1970 cam-
paign

Joe Cerniawski, Dave Ouellette,

Dick McCarron, Bobby Grom. Dan

Howie, Paul Slack. ,Garv Hart and
Todd Buck give the Redman
mentor a talented pool from which
to draw today's four starters. The
goal situation for the booters is no
less well off, as the booters have
standout Bill Leary backed up by
veteran netminder Greg Hamilton

*****

UMass would have to be
recognized as the underdog in this

battle, but the game means a lot to

them and Springfield will have no
easy afternoon in Amherst. Both
squads have lost and tied their last

two games, and each will be
seeking to resume the winning
ways it had earlier in the schedule.

The key to a successful season for

both teams rests on the outcome of

today's game and coach Broaca
excitedly claims that his Redmen
"will be ready to play."

UMass Runners Challenge
8-2 Central Conn. Team

By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

In its final tune-up before the New England's on Monday, the UMass cross country team travels
to Central Connecticut this afternoon for its final dual meet on the road this season. Race time is

set for 4 p.m. over the 5.2-mile Central Connecticut course.

The Redmen are coming off of a

Larry Paulson (left) on his way to a third place finish in Yankee
Conference cross-country championship. (MDC photo by Rich Tash-

jian).

Notices
QUARTERBACK CLUB-The

eighth, of 11 weekly UMass Red-
men Quarterback Club Luncheons,

will be held at the Newman Center

today at 12:15 p.m. to let out

promptly at 1:15. A film of the

I! Mass-Vermont game will be
shown. Also featured will be the

awards for the offensive and
defensive players of the week, a

scouting report on Holy Cross

(UMass' next opponent), a door
prize and a raffle of choice game
tickets.

record setting performance at the

Yankee Conference championships
this past Saturday Ron Wayne,
who won the individual title, and
Leo Duart. who finished eighth will

not be running today due to exams.
Even with the loss of Wayne and

Duart the Redmen still possess

strong front running power in the

likes of Tom Swain, Larry Paulson
and Tom Jasmin. With the absence
of Wayne these three should put on
quite a battle for the number one
Redman position.

Bruce Blackburn. Don Dunsky,
Arnie Morse, Rick Barry and Rich
Tashjian, who have been running

behind the top five men all season,

will have the pressure on tomorrow
to finish in the top five. Coach Ken
O'Brien feels that this pressure to

finish high will be good for these

runners and will probably aid them
in turning in good efforts.

Central Connecticut presents the

Redmen with front running power
in the likes of captain Walt

Thompson and sophomore Mark
Goodwin. These two have been

neck and neck all season and
should be tough on their home
course

Due to the loss of two other

varsity runners by ineligability.

Central Connecticut will also be
employing its top two freshman
runners to till in*, t,..^.

With an 8-2 mark, its only two
losses coming at the feet of West
Point and Providence, Central

( onnecticut will give the Redmen a

good tune-up, for Monday's big

race, this afternoon

Also on the program will be a big

confrontation between the UMass
frosh have been beaten only once
this season and are one of the

lavorites along with UMass.
I Conn, and Northeastern in the

New England freshman title on
Monday.

Sroka Named Top Defensive Player

KOOTBALL TICKETS-Tickets
for the UMass - Holy Cross football

game to be played on Saturday in

Worcester at H.C.'s Fitton Field,

can l>e purchased at the Boyden
ticket office, room 155 The office is

open until 6 p.m. daily.

Unreserved tickets for this game
will cost $2 and reserved tickets

will go for $4.
*****

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
BOWLING-Any girls interested in

participating in intramural ten pin

Unvling should contact Jean
Paratoro at .">49 1219 by Thursday,

Nov 5. There will be a maximum
ot eight teams that will be able to

participate. The entry fee will be

$50 (50r/string for 96 games) per

learn of six players.

Maine quarterback Sandy
Hastings, UMass tackle Bill Sroka

and New Hampshire flanker Bob
O'Neil have been chosen as the top

offensive, defensive and
sophomore players in the Yankee
Conference for their performances
last Saturday.

Hastings, a 61 160-lb.

sophomore, completed 13 of 30

passes for 230 yards and three

touchdowns, including the game-
winning 37-yard toss in the closing

seconds as Maine beat Nor-
theastern 24-17.

Sroka, a 6'2 225-lb. Senior, turned

in a terrific all-around per-

formance that limited Vermont to

minus 12 yards rushing as UMass
toppled the Catamounts 48-6.

O'Neil, a 6' 170-lb. sophomore.

caught five passes for 94 yards,

including three touchdowns, as
UNH moved into a tie for second
place in the Conference with a 59-7

win over Rhode Island.

Other nominations were: Of-

fense quarterback Bob Hopkins
UNH split end Brian Heosian
UConn, quarterback Earl Olson
(Vermont) and quarterback Ken
Hughes (UMass); Defense -

linebacker Tom Keating (Maine),
tackle Nelson Cassavaugh (UNH
Other nominations were: Of-

fense - quarterback Boh Hopkins
(UNH), split end Brian Herosian
(UConn), quarterback Earl Olson
(Vermont) and quarterback Ken
Hughes UMass) ; Defense
linebacker Tom keating (Maine),

tackle Nelson Cassavaugh (UNH),
cornerback Brian Herosian
(UConn) and tackle Tom
Mclaughlin (Vermont);
Sophomore - split end Dave Paul
(Maine), halfback Al Olson
(Vermont), halfback Tom Teolis
(URI).

It also should be noted here that

UMass' Denis Gagnon was
selected to this week's Eastern
College Athletic Conference all-

star team as its kicking specialist

Gagnon, a 6' 175 - lb. junior, had his

best kicking day ever against
Vermont, connecting on field goals
of 45 and 46 yards, the latter a
Redman record. For the game he
scored 12 of UMass winning 48
points

sports
NEW YORK <AP> - Bob Gibson,

the hard throwing Sr. Louis Car-

dinal's right hander thought to

have lost his effectiveness after a

slow start last season, was named
the Cy Young award winner
yesterday as the National League's

top pitcher.

Gibson, who finished with a 23-7

record after a 2-3 start, thus joined

Sandy Koufax and Denny McLain
as the only pitchers to win the

AP ShorT'Es

Tonight's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL
COURT

I

1

3

4

S

6

1

7

3

4

S

6

1

2

TIME
6 30

6 30

6 30

6 30

6 30

6 30

7 30

7:30

7 30

7:30

7 30

7:30

8 30

8 30

TEAMS
Heads vs. Comanchees
Colts vs Trouts

Lions vs. Cans
Scubs vs Beta Chi
Bimbos vs. 2nd Team
Bulls vs. Grovers

Racoons vs. Team
Turtles vs. Bogarts
Boys vs TKB
Boozers vs Wild Things
Cult vs. Elephants
Machines vs Bulldogs

Senators

Terrors

BOWLING
LANES TIME

1 i. 2 6:30

3 & 4 6 30

5 & 6 30

1 & 2 8:30

3 8. 4 8:30

7 & 8 8:30

vs Bulldozers

vs. Monuments

TEAMS
SAE vs. PSD
PLP vs.

SPE vs.

DX vi.

KS vs

SAM vs

BKP
APO
PMD
TEP
LXA

award more than once since its

inception in 1956.

Getting 23 of the 24 first place

votes and the other for second

place, Gibson won in a landslide

over Gaylord Perry of San
Francisco, who got the other top

vote of the 24 man Committee of

the Baseball Writers' Association

of America.
Gibson, winning the award with

a fourth place team - a rarity - was

the only pitcher named on all 24

ballots - two writers from each
national league city - and totaled

I IX points. Perry finished with 51

and Ferguson Jenkins of the

Chicago Cubs was third with 16.

Gibson, who will be 35 Monday,
won 20 games for the third straight

season.
* * * * *

WASHINGTON (AP) - Con-
troversial Curt Flood officially

became a member of the
Washington Senators yesterday in

a 3 for 1 trade, assuring his return

to baseball after a year long court

battle against the reserve clause.

The announcement of Flood's
signing was imminent after the

Senators acquired his contract
from Philadelphia in a deal that

sent first baseman Greg Goosen,
outfielder first baseman Gene
Martin and pitcher Jeff Terpko to

the Phillies.
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Dems Sweep Gov., Hold Senate, In Face Of Upsets
Democrats renewed their grip on Congress yesterday and surged to a startling statehouse

comeback in a mid term election that awarded Republicans Senate victories in Tennessee,

Connecticut and Maryland, gained them a conservative White House ally from New York, but cost

them a seat in Illinois.

The Democratic defense produced a divided verdict on President Nixon's law and order cam-

paign thrust, and dashed his fragile hope that Republicans might take over the Senate. House

control had never been in doubt.

LONE REPUBLICAN VICTOR- Governor Francis W. Sargent, by
defeating Kevin H. White yesterday, became the only major
Congressional Office Winner for the Republican Party in

Massachusetts.

Hut the battle for the gover-

norships produced a Democratic
sweep of unsuspected proportions.

Their candidates turned out

Republican governors in an array
of state including Pennsylvania,

Ohio. Minnesota and Wisconsin-

vital political building blocks for

the 1972 presidential campaign.

Democrats won 226 House seats

and were leading for 30 others.

Republicans captured 150 seats

and were leading for 29 others.

This meant Democrats were on the

verge of expanding their House
majority by about 10 seats.

Jmaes L. Buckley, the Con-

servative Party nominee who was
embraced by the administration,

won i three way New York race,

with Democratic Rep. Richard

<)l linger his closest challenger.

Sen. Charles E. Goodell, the

Republican-liberal the ad-
ministration renounced, trailed far

behind.

Rep William E Brock, III,

ousted veteran Democratic Sen.

Albert Gore in Tennessee, an other
victory savored by an ad-
ministration which had cam-
paigned hard there.

Rep. Lowell P. Weicker, Jr.

emerged on top of a three way race
in Connecticut.

But Adlai E Stevenson, III

withstood a tough law and order
attack to sweep Illinois.

And Democratic Rep. John V.

Tuimey was leading in California,

where (he Republican campaign,
keyed again to law and order, get a

dramatic boost when demon-
strators threw eggs and rocks at

President Nixon's motorcade in

San Jose.

Rep. Robert Taft, Jr. was ahead
of Howard M. Metzenbaum, the

Democratic choice to defend an
Ohio Senate seat.

Rep J Glenn Beall, Jr. scored a

Republican upset over Maryland's
Democratic Sen. Joseph D.

Tydings.

The unexpected: the massive
Democratic swing in gover-
norships, from a slim minority to a

potential majority in a single

election

In the biggest states. New York
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller won
Republican re-election to an un-

precedented fourth term;
California's GOP Gov. Ronald
Reagan was comfortably in the

lead.

LATESTATEELECTIONRESULTS

GOVERNOR

'SARGENT (R)

DWIGHT (R)

WHITE (D)

DUKAKIS (Dj

747,648

590,880

ATTORNEY GENERAL

QUINN ID)

CONN (R)

C 612,920

368,388 ]

SEC. OF STATE

U.S. SENATE

•KENNEDY (D)
j

»*™ I

SPAUIDING (R) I S03M< I

CAMEJO (Write-in) I

5TH DISTRICT

1

U.S. CONGRESS

1ST DISTRICT

'CONTE (R) I
unopposed

|

MORSE (R) I
78 ' 170

I

WILLIAMS (D) 1
47573

1

6TH DISTRICT

HARRINGTON (D) I
50 ' 720

I

PHILLIPS [I] I
31915

I

7TH DISTRICT

DAVOREN (D) I ^ 731 I

NEWMAN (I) I 447,379 I

TREASURER

'CRANE (D)

HANNON (R)

552,134

285,095

2ND DISTRICT

BOLAND [D] I unopposed)

3RD DISTRICT

Mcdonald id) i as I

HUGHES (R) I gSS I

8TH DISTRICT

'O'NEIL |D) I Unopposed

AUDITOR

'BBCZKO (D)

BUGCI (R)

; 556,895

j
283,299 - |

DRINAN (D)
j g|| j

McGLENNON (R) I |5 I

•PHILBIN (Wriu.ii)l 2i,44iH

4TH DISTRICT

9TH DISTRICT

[
50,419

]HICKS (0)

CURTIS (R)

HOUTON (IND) I 17,494 I

17,313 ]

" Denotes Incumbent

'DONAHUE |D)

MILLER |R)

| 46,648

35,830 1

10TH DISTRICT

'HECKLER (R)

YAFFE |D)

63,488 j

49,130 |

11TH DISTRICT

BURKE (D) lUnoPPosedl

12TH DISTRICT

'KEITH (R)

STUDDS |D)

| 52,834 j

[ 56,552 ]

STATE REP

HEALEY (R) I 5 I

GENSNEIMER (D) I

'"°°

District attorney

'GRIFE (R) I
jjgg

I

CALLAHAN (I) I *>«"» |

• NATIONWIDE RESULTS PAGES 2, 3

• COMMENTARY PAGES 3, 4

EDITORIAL PAGE 4
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Democrats Gain Governorships

Drop Several Senate Battles

Senators Governors
Bv the Associated Press

Alas pets. II Stevens (R> (1) 5,530, Kay (D)

4,856.

Ariz. - pets. 73 Fannin <R) (I) te) 166,919. Gr-

ssman tl)> 135,918.

Calif, - pets. 34 - Murphy <K> (I) 941,349. Tunney

(Ol 1.172.K54.

(*t a - pets 100 - Weieker (R) te) 443.008, Duffey

'I)i 160.094.

Del. pets 100- Koth (R) (e) 95,021, Zimermn (D)

(14.835,

Kla. pets 100 Cramer (R> 751,306, Chiles <D>

ici 880.121)

Haw peets. 100 - Kong <R> (I) (e) 97,878 Heftel

D> H8.488.

111. -nets 83. Smith <R> (I) 1.112,900. Stevensn (D>

lei 164, !):•>{)

Ind - pets. 91 - Roudbsh (R) 814,588. Hartke (D)
(I) 816 104.

Me - pets 80, Bishop (R) 100,241, Muskie d)) (I)

ICI I04.9:(9

Md - pets 1(H), Boall tR) (e) 479.985, Tydings (D)
1 1 1 450,233

Mass pets 56. Spalding (R> 316.740, Kenndy <D>
di lei 558,963

Min pets. 75 , MGregor (R) 431,529. Humphry
iD> (el <;o> 7M
Mis h (>ets. 95 - Stennis (D)(1) (e) 274.975.

Me pets. 97 - Danforth (R) 578,616. Symgtn (D)

I) ICI 619,953.

Mont pets. 63 - Wallace (R) 52.849, Manfild (D)

I) tel 87.124.

Neb. pets 71 - Hruska IR) (I) (e) 151,534.

Morrison iD) 143.936

Nev. pets 91 - Raggio iR) 49.874. Cannon <D> (I)

ICI 70.301.

N.J pets 90 - Gross (R> 875.519. Willims (D) (I)

>o> 1.120.041

Nil - pets. 98 - Carter I ID 133,109, Montya (D) (!)

ICI 147,I>1.")

NY -c-pctsW-C.oodell (R> (I) 1,405.018. Ottinger

.044.002.

M) pets K3- Kleppe <R» 04.788. Burdick (D) (I)

H»l 108.048

Ohio pets «;» - Taft I R> 1.406.874. Mtznham (D>

1.333.583

Pa pets 100. Seott (R» (1) te) 1.804.000. Sesler

l)i 1.643.929

Rl pets KM). MLaughn IR) 104,917, Pastere <P'
1 1 H»l 224.903.

Tenn pets. 99 Brock (R) le) 553.158. Gore (D)

1 I 508,925.

lex. |Kts. 92, Buch < R > 963,610, Bentsen I D

I

1.103.023.

Itah pets. 35 - Burton (R) 130,493, Moss (D> (I)

tt*J 166,716.

Vt. uets 99 Proutv <R> (I) <e) 89.550. Hoff
l|>l (10.829

Va (I pets. 99 - Garland iR» 144,676. Rawlings
I)' 292.740.

Was pets. 72 '-'licker (R) 122,021. Jaekson (D)
ill Id 053.056.

U Y.i pets 99 Dodson (R) 99.244. Byrd (D) (I)

pi M.3.159.

Wis pets .02 Kriekson • (R) 356.639, Prxmre (D)

I ' id 879.625.

\\\o pets 76 Wold <R) 39,313, MeGee (D)(1)(e)
>i.i;m;

.i Doilil I Indcpcnd 200.201

l> Thompson Indcp 36*862

c Bticklcv ( onset \ e 2,I90.5::k

il i.Mtl I indcpcnd ,. ,-,o:i.:i!ir»

I Indicates iiieutiibeiit

c Indicates elected

Ala a pets. 68. Wallace i ID te) 479,050.

Mas pets. 10, Miller (R> (I) 2,365, Kgan (I>>

3.574

An/, pets 55, Willims iR) (I) 121,097, Castro (D)

127,735

Ark pets 74, Roekflr (R) (I) 18,657, Bumpers
tDl le) 226.051

Calif pets 20 Reagan (R) (I) 655,061, Unruh

1 1)) 583.519.

Colo pets 95 Love tR) (I) (e) 340,074, Hogan

I)' 205.010

Ct. « pets UK) Meskill <R) te) 572,505, Daddario

ID) 492.037

Kla pets 100 Kirk (R> (I) 727,823, Askew (D)

IC) 957,700

Geo pets 83 Suit tR) 380.595, Carter (D) (•)

537.579

Haw pets 95 King iR) 61.286. Burns (D) (I) (e)

85.540

Ida pets ,(i Samlsn <Ri (I) 84,019, Andrus (D>

id 92. 1%.
Iowa |Kts W Ray (Rl (I) te) 370.930, Kulton

D' 342.550.

Kan pets 81 Krizzell (R) 258,153, Deckng tD)

I id :i(i,440

Me pets. 81 Krwin (R) 122.587, Curtis (D) (I)

125.502

Ml) pets 90 - Blair (R> 298,858, Mandel tD) (I)

l CI 576.872.

Mass pets 51 Sargent (R) (I) te) 425,531, White
•I)) 336. 423

Mich pets 46 Millken (Rl (I) 805.295. Levin <D>
672.236

Mm pits 67 Head l R> 430.454. Anderson (D) le)
•09,6.51

Neb pets 62. Ticman (R) (I) no.600, Kxon (D)
•CI 145.425

Ncv pets 75. Kike (R) 41.561. O'Callghn (Dl
4.). 313

Ml pets !)7 IVtcrsn tR) (!) (e) 97,590. Crowle\
l)i 00.8W

NM pets 02 Demenici >R> 127,238. King (Due)
137.018

NY I) pets 'i j Roekflr iRi (I) (el 2.937.345.

Goldberg Di 2.270.651.

Ohio pets is.-), (loud 1R1 1,172,056, Gilligan (D)
<• ik,;.!.!,)

okla pels 06. BarUetl 1R1 il) 309,857, Hall il))

Ji ill

ore pets 6i McCall 1R1 (I) to 186,209. Straub
I) 140.658

l*a pets 08. Broderck iR> 1,516.241. Shapp tl)»

ICI 2.006,534.

Rl pets 189. DeSmone (Rl 107.008. Lieht (D) (I)

189.558.

SC pets 91 Watson 'Ri 187.438. West (D) (e)

217.101

SI) - pets. 65 Farrar < R i 1 1 ) 59.979. Kneip (Dl le)

;:.477

Tenn pets 99 Dunn (R) (e) 504.888. Hooker (D)
502.030

Tex |>cts 02. Kggers IR) 973.994. Smith (D) (I)

ICI 1,099,795.

Vt. pets 91 Davis (R) d) (e) 84,524, O'Brien
tD) 63.832.

Wis pets 87 Olson (R) 522,454. Lucey uD> (e)

641.558

Wyo pets 60 llathwy 'R> (I) le) 48.093. Rooney

D» 31.571.

a Cashin NDPA 98.916

Shelton Independ 63496

b Adams Conserv 101.2X1

I Indicates incumbent
e Indicates elected

Retirements, Deaths Join Polling

In Role of Federal Face Changing

All Mass. Incumbents Win

WASHINGTON! AP 1 Kven before vongrcssmen either were defeated

Ihe polls opened yesterday, the in primaries, announced their

chambers ol Congress were resignations to seek other office or

assured «>| 1:1 new laees next ore ')<>• living lor another term,

laiiuaiv due to resignations. Four senators Spessard Holland.

retirements and deaths I) Kla>; Kngene J. McCarthy. (D

Kighteen Democratic House Minir .
.lohn .1 Williams. (R Del).,

members and 2« Republican and Stephen M Young. (D Ohio)

UUjf M**s*ttpx*tttB flatlg ffinllf9to«

Off.ce of th. DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on the second floor of the

Student Union on the Umveri.ty comput, zip coda 01002. Phones
or* 545-2550 (»..!, 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-cloit postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Mondoy through Friday during the aca-

demic year except during vacation and exam periods; three or four

time* e week following a vacation or exam period or when a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

•ct of March 8, 1879 as amended by the oct of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

announced their retirements. A
fifth- Ralph Yarborough, (D Text-
lost in the primary.

Speaker John Me Cormack, <D
Mass' is the best known of the

retiring congressmen. Others are:

Ben Rcifel. \i S.D.); William
Murphy. D 111).; E V. Berry, (R
SI) ); William Dawson. <D ILL);
Maston (> Neal. <D Gai.: John O.

Marsh. D vai. and Robert V
I tenney. » R Neb).

House members defeated in

primaries included: Michael
I'cighan D Ohio* Donald Lukens.
R Ohio 1

, (ilenn Cunningham. <R
Neb 1

,
leltery Cohelan. (D Calif);

George Brown. D Cal> if.; Jacob
Oilbert I) N.Y.); Adam Clayton
Powell. I) N.Y.); Leonard Farb-
stem. I) \ V .1; Richard Max Me
Carthy. D \ V. ».

KKTTINti THE EXAMPLE- New York Governor Nelson A.

Rockefeller smiles alter voting for himself yesterday. He won his bid

(or an iiuprecidented Gubernatorial term by defeating former

Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg.

Planned Pullout,

19 Voting Age Passed
roston lAF) - Massachusetts

favors .i planned withdrawal of

Vmcrica troops from Vietnam
rather than immediate withdrawal

by about a two to one margin
With 808 of J()15 precincts

reporting, 285,381 voters in

Tuesday's election opted for a
planned withdrawal. 184,956 called

for immediate withdrawal and
.7.o:i voted lor a military victory.

The opinion question was placed

on the statewide ballot by the last

session of the legislature, which
authorized it by statute last May.

Voters also approved a proposed
amendment to the state con-

stitution which would lower the
voting age in state elections Irom

•I to 19

With HQ| precincts reporting, the

vote w;is 321,281 to 2im..">m in favor
ol the proposal

The only statewide question
rejected by the electorate was a

proposal authorizing the
legislature to classify and
authorize the taxation of property
according to use

other questions approved
propose abolishing the present

residency requirement for persons
lo vote in state eleetions. and a
census to be taken every 10th year
lO redistriet the state legislature.

\ bill proposing an opinion
question on the war. asking if

voters want American troops
pulled out of Vietnam, was spon-
sored by state Senate President
Maurice A Donahue

It was amended during its course
through the legislature, coming out
as the more complex three part
question

The other lour statewide
referenda, including the proposal
to lower the voting age. require

amendments to the state con-
stitution. All the proposed
amendments have beena approved
by the legislature

The first constitutional question
on the ballot proposed authorizing
the legislature to classify real

estate according to use and
authorize (he assessment and
taxation of the property at dif-

fercnl rates within the different

classes

The proposed amendment also

would have permitted the
legislature b> grant "reasonable"
property tax exemptions and
abatements

Under terms of the second
question, the one year residency

requirement for a person to vote in

a state election would be abolished.

but a voter would be required to

have lived lor six months in the
town or district in which he claims
.1 right to vote.

The other constitutional question
proposed a census to be taken in

i.ieh town and c it y in the state in

I'.l and every loth year
I hen-alt er

The I'.i, I census would be the
basis for determining the state
representative and senatorial
districts for the Id year |>eriod

beginning .Ian 1. 1875.

Kach subsequent census would
be the basis tor determing the
districts for the 10 year period
beginning with the fourth January
following the census.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) - Election officials at one Minneapolis
poll reported a young woman Tuesday put voting ahead of the birth of
her first baby.

Mrs Robert Chevrier. 21. appeared shortlv after the polls opened at
1 am

I'm on the way to a hospital to have my first baby," she said
"Could you let me vote ahead of the line?

"

The • oting officials agreed. Mrs. Chevrier cast her ballot and then
drove to the hospital.

Ted Returns to Greatness
BOSTON <AI J

) - Massachusetts reelected Sen
Kdward M. Kennedy Tuesday for his second full six
year term giving him a massive victory which could
put him back into the running for a presidential
nomination in 1972 or four years later

Kennedy supporters were hoping for a 60 per cent
vote for him, a level which would restore the shining
image tarnished in 1%9 by his Chappaquiddick ac-

cident Kennedy, host at a weekend reunion of cam-
paign workers, drove his car off a narrow bridge. One
of his guests. Mary Jo Kopechne. 28, drowned. Ken-
nedy escaped and later was given a suspended jail

sentence of two months for leaving the scene of the
accident

The returns showed Kennedy pulling between (>4 and
.11 per cent of the vote in his contest with his

Republican rival, Josiah A Spaulding.

In a switch, the voters elected Republican Francis

w Sargent to a full four year term as governor. He
was elected lieutenant governor four years ago and

became governor in 1%9 when John A. Volpe resigned

to join President Nixon's cabinet.

Sargent defeated Mayor Kevin H. White of Boston,

who lost his home city 97,276 to 80,603.

With SI per cent of the state counted Kennedy had
:>r>(i.»M>2 or 04 per cent of the vote and Spaulding had
{16.74(1 or :$6 oer cent.

In the contest for governor, returns from 58 Der cent

ol the state's precincts gave Sargent 56 per cent of thei

vote 4!i:i,602 and White 44 per cent of 389,097.

In a three option referendum question the voters
strongly lavored planned withdrawal of American
troops from Vietnam instead of military victory or
immediate withdrawal

For the first time the lieutenant governor was
elected as a running mate of the governor. Donald R.
Dwight. of llolyoke. who resigned as state com-
missioner of administration to run for the office, was
elected with Sargent

White s running mate was Michael S. Dukakis, of

l.rookline, a member of the state legislature.

The voters preferred incumbents for other
statewide offices, reelecting Democrats.

Robert II Quinn held the office of attorney general,

which he gained in 1909 when Klliot L. Richardson
resigned to join the Nixon administration in

Washington, ijuinn was speaker of the House and was
chosen by the legislature to replace Richardson. He
defeated Donald L Conn, the Republican nominee.

The others relected were Secretary of State. John K
X Davoren over state Rep. Mary B. Newman. R
Cambridge; Treasurer Robert Q. Crane over the
Republican nominee Frederick I). Hannon; and
\uditor Thaddeus Buczko over his Republican rival.

Frank P Bueci

TIIC lt«; WINNER- Senator Kdward M Kennedy, shown walking to

a Charles Street polling place in Boston with his family, scored a

massive reelection victory over Josiah Spaulding yesterday.

Drinan, Sfudds, Hicks, Win Congressional Seats
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Rev Robert K Drinan. a

Jesuit priest on leave as dean of

Boston College Law School and a

Democratic peace candidate, won
a close race in the 3rd

Congressional District Tuesday
over state Rep John A MeOlen
non. .1 Republican moderate and
Democratic incumbent Philip J

Philbin. a 14 term veteran who ran

as a write in candidate

I trinan, 19, had 43 per cent of the

vote today with R6 |>er cent of the

precincts reporting. McGlennon,
(i trailed with '.7 per cent of the

vote, while Philbin had 20 per cent

Another peaee candidate, Oerry
sludds ; ;. a Democrat, took an
early lead in the 12th District in his

race against Republican in-

cumbent Hastings Keith.

The race ran neck and neck,

throughout the night as the votes

were tallied

Harold I) Donahue, the in-

cumbent Democrat in the 4th

District, trailed Republican
Howard A Miller lor much of the

night but shot ahead early today

and won.

Two term Republican incumbent
Margaret Hickler won a narrow
victory in the loth District over

Democratic challenger Bertram
N.itle. another peace candidate

and business man from Fall River

Michael J Harrington, the in-

cumbent Democrat from the (ith

District elected last year in a

special election, we a close race
against Republican Howard
Phillips. _!9

In the 9th District. Mrs Louise
Day Hicks WOO the seat held lor

more than 40 years by retiring

House Speaker John W Me
Cormack.

Mis I licks, a nationally known
Boston politiean. tallied 7."> per cent

ol the vote in her race against

lormer l S Rep, Laurence Curtis.

a Republican and Daniel .1

llouton. who ran as an In-

dependent

Her campaign slogan. 'You

know where I stand." is considered

a reference to the controversial

school busing issue, which she has

adamantly opposed during her

terms on the City Council and
School Committee

ma close race with Kevin II. White
lor mayor of Boston, but she was
the lop vote getter in the City
Council election last year

I ninan s grassroots organization
deleated Philbin. a moderate, by
some 6.001) \oles in the Democratic
primary, Philbin announced his

entry into the race as a sticker

candidate some weeks after the

November campaign began

It was felt that his entry into the

race would hurt MeOlennon, also a

moderate, rather than Drinan

Kailv winners Tuesday night

were incumbent Democrat Torbert
II Maedoneld, who won the 7th

District contest against
Republican Cordon K Hughes, and
K Bradford Morse, a Republican
incumbent Irom the r>th District

who beat Democrat Richard
uilhams m a loosided victory.

Studds, like Drinan, inspired
young supporters in a vigorous
campaign lie served on President
Kennedy's White House staff and
was state coordinator lor Eugene
McCarthys presidential primary
campaign in New Hampshire

Kiither served two terms in the

slate Senate before being elected to

1 ongress 12 years ago.

Kille. a Kail River paper box
manufacturer, ran a well financed
peace campaign against Mrs.
Heckler He campaigned as a

elorm minded Democrat.'' while
Mrs Heckler promoted her service
to the district.

I nopposed in the election and so
assured of return to Washington
were Republicans Rep Silvio O.
• onto in the 1st District, and
Democratic Reps Edward P.
Boland. 2nd District; Thomas P
O'Neill. Jr., 8th District, and
James A Burke. Dili District

NAPPY VICTOR In one of (he

nation's most closely watched
contests, lather Robert Drinan
won seat in the State's
« miui essional delegation.

All Dem. Incumbents Win
Minor State Offices Easily

In l%7. Mrs Hicks was defeated

AN KASV WINNER was Peaiecrattt Attorney General Robert

Ouinn. who won a decisive victory over Republican Donald Conn. It

was Onion's first campaign for a state wide office after being ap-

pointed to the law enforcement pest. CVIDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

HUSTON 1AP1 Incumbent
Democrats holding four of

Massachusetts' six constitutional

oil ices won re election in

Tuesday's voting but one of them.

Secretary ol the Commonwealth
lohn K X Davoren, was given a

race by the only woman running

lor statewide office.

Not until early Wednesday was
Davoren's victory assured against

veteran Republican Rep Mary B
Newman ol Cambridge, whose
campaign advertising bore down
on Ihe line '.she's something

special
"

Mate Tcasurer Robert Q. Crane
ol Wellesley. \tly Oen Robert H
Quinn of Boston and Auditor

Thaddeus Buc/ko ol Salem were
other winners in their bid for new
lerms

(Yanc defeated Frederick D
Hannon ol West wood. Quinn beat

Donald Conn of Melrose and
Buc/ko won out over Frank Bucei

ol Bramtree. all Republicans

Unofficial returns showed:
Secretary of the Commonwealth -

1.-4! precincts out of 2,01!) Davoren
..(M;.7:;i. Newman 447. :i7'.).

Treasurer l,|€S precincts -

Crane >r>2.!:!4. Hannon 285.0%

AttorneyiJcncral 1.245 precincts

-

Oiiinn id2.!C0. Conn :MiK,:i»H

Auditor 1.105 precincts Buczko

>.(.. :;:«>. Bueci 2H:J._*W.

Neither Davoren nor Mrs.
Newman, had run before for

statewide oil ice

Mrs Newman, who is SI, has
been a member of the House of

Representatives since 195:?. except
lor the 1*65 IU6i term. She also

was a member of the

Massachusetts Parole Board in

I".i55 I! 157

Davoren. 55. was elected
secretary ol Ihe commonwealth by

the legislature when Kevin H.

White lett that office to become
mayor ot Boston nearly three

years ago Davoren then was
speaker ol Ihe Massachusetts
House

1 rane. the incumbent treasurer,

also was elected to his post by the

legislature That happened in B)04

when his predieessor. John T
Driseoll. resigned to become
chairman ol the Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority

The M year old Crane's op-

ponent. Hannon. 49, publishes
several weekly newspapers.
Tor Quinn, the incumbent state

attorney general. Tuesday's
balloting also marked his first bid

for statewide election He. too. was
elected by fellow legislators in

January, l!W8 when Klliot L.

Richardson quit as attorney

general to become undersecretary
ol slate in the new Nixon ad-

ministration

At the time Quinn was House
speaker First elected to the
legislature Irom a Roxbury North
North Dorchester district in Boston
in l!)57. he was named majority
whip m l%:{. majority leader in

19115 and speaker two years later.

< onn. his Melrose opponent,

prosecuted Albert DeSalvo, the self

proclaimed Boston Strangler, in a
celebrated assault trial in Med-
dlesex Superior Court at Cam-
bridge ml9<;7.

(onn repeatedly sought a debate
with Quinn but did not succeed in

brinmnu it oil

Buc/ko was appointed auditor by
former t»ov Kndicott Peabody
alter Thomas J Buckley, who had
served in Ihe office 24 years, died
on Ihe eve ol the state primary six

years ago like Crane, he has since
managed to win successive terms
despite Republican opposition.

His opponent. Bueci. was a
lormer newspaperman who
became a lawyer and served as an
assistant district attorney in

Suffolk County The two appeared
together in a couple of television

debates and on radio forums

!
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The Campaign Record

Administration's Travels Seen Working "Poorly"
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

campaign travels or President

Nixon and Vice President Spiro

T. Agnew stacked up rather
poorly against election results

Tuesday night, but they had three
sparkling successes.

The high points or election

success measured against the

President's unprecedented par-

ticipation in an oft year election

came in Tennessee and Con-

necticut where Republican can-

didates took both governerships

and senate seats, and in New York
where conservative James L.

Buckley, the administration's

choice, was elected to the Senate.

Vice President Agnew, who in six

weeks or travel spearheaded the

administration's campaign errorts,

visited all three states, and was the

first to repudiate Sen. Charles

Goodell. the Republican seeking

re-election.

But in almost complete returns

from Tuesday's voting,

Republicans had won only ten top

ticket contests in the 37 states

visited by either the President or

Vict President or both Democrats
had won 25 or the Senate or

gubernatorial races in these states

decided by mid-night.

While Republican had taken
statehouse and Senate plums from
the Democrats in two states, and a

Senate seat in Maryland,
Democrats had taken away one
Republican Senate seat, in Illinois,

and eight governorships in states

where the administration chiers

had tried to help local candidates.

One of the biggest Nixon-Agnew
disappointments was in Florida
where both had campaigned ex-

tensively late in the campaign.
Democrats ousted Republican
CJov Claude Kirk and thwarted a
(JOP bid for the Senate seat
vocated by retiring Democrat
Spessard Holland

In Texas, where both had
campaigned, the GOP railed in

strong bids ror governor ana
Senate posts.

In Minnesota, where Nixon

Editorial

And It Gets Worse

And so its all over. An overcomingly hanal election ends, and
there is no change. The Senafe is still democratically controlled, a

tew governorships have changed hands, a rew congressmen

here and there, but what has been changed in America, and

what has been memorable about these elections? At first glance

nothing. But then the memories of the campaign float back, and

you realize that America is worse oft than before.

For it will be hard to forget how a President and Vice-

President went about a partisan and vicious campaign tour, that

has divided an already shattered country into an unreconcilable

schism, that will defeat progress at best and flare into violence

at worst.

It will be hard to forget how President built up, crushed hopes

ot peace with a phony peace plan that would win votes, and then

let the proposal die in the rubble or the twisted and burned

bodies of American men.
It will be hard to forget the ravings of a Vice-President that

called demonstrators "garbage," that called hecklers to his

position of racism toward anyone who disagrees, "the worst

kind of criminals," or his President, who calls protestors,

"thugs

It will be hard to forget so-called liberals cowering in fright

and smashing every principal they had purported to own for

foar or losing an election.

It will be hard to forget a courageous Senator in New York,

who waged a lonely battle for the right to continue, against the

massive arsenal of administration disgust, and finally was
crushed.

It will be hard to forget anti-administration candidates

smeared as anything, in an unprecidented display of incumbent

leadership letting its country got to hell for the sake of partisan

politics.

So where does it all go from here? There will be more
repressive tactics trom a more conservative Congress, more
neglect ot social ills that aren't thought important by a

President and Vice President since they don't affect their

constituencies. There will be continued assault on the young, on

the reformer, on the protester, on the ones who dare to say no

more war, no more racism, no more killing.

U America ever had a spirit, it has been crippled by the

wounds of a vicious and inexplainable war and finally killed by
an administration that seeks to divide, in order to conquer, that

seeks to polerize, that seeks to pervert the will of the young and
the progressive.

Our ballots are counted, our puppets are elected and we cry

out helplessly as we see reason fading in the shadow of Nixonian

America.

Spiro Agnew

campaigned, tne GOP lost a
governorship. The same for

Nebraska . . . which Nixon visited.

Both Nixon and Agnew visited New
Mexico where a Democratic sweep
shock the COP trom the governor's
mansion. The Democrats also
gained the statehouse in Ohio,

where Nixon had appeared.

Agnew visited Pennsylvania
twice and Nixon once, but the GOP
last control ot the statehouse,

although Senate Republican leader

Hugh Scott won another term.

Democrats kept a Senate seat in

North Dakota and captured the

statehouse despite a campaign trip

by Agnew, and the Democrats took

the Wisconsin governorship from
the GOP, at the same time in-

cumbent Senate Democrat William
Proxmire coasted to victory.

President Nixon was reported
Tuesday night to be "very
pleased" at the apparent Senate
victories of four Republicans in ofr

vear elections.

Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler
said the Republicans appeared to

have turned the trend of
tradition ." The party in the White

' House generally loses seats in

years between presidential elec-

tions.

At a meeting with reporters,

Ziegler and two other top
presidential aides assessed the

returns so tar and said that Nixon
•feels the evident victories in Senate
races in Ohio, Tennessee,
Maryland and Connecticut will be
helpful to him in pushing his ad-

ministration programs in the next
two years.

"There is no national trend out of

this," said White House aide

Robert H. Finch. But he said the

critical point is that it Nixon had
not gone into the campaign "it

would have been a for different

result
."

With returns still undecided in

many House races at 10 p.m. PST
when they talked with reporters,

Finch said, "I think the President
will be more pleased after we get

the returns from the House races."

After voting early Tuesday,
Nixon had predicted that the

Republicans would "do better"

than the usual ofr year election

showing or the party in power. He
wouldn's venture any figures.

Reagan

Beats

Unruh

In Calif.

LOS ANGELES (AP) -

Republican Gov Ronald Reagan,
heavily fovored, won re-election

Tuesday over Democratic
Assemblyman Jess Unruh, long a
California political power.

Democratic Rep. John V.

Tunney held a steady lead in his U.

S. Senate battle with Republican
incumbent George Murphy, who
received major help during a bitter

campaign trom President Nixon
and his family

New England Roundup

J

Wallace Wins

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) -

George C. Wallace, rolling up a

heavy majority over a black

challenger and four other op-

ponents, was elected Tuesday for

another term as governor.

Wallace, who ran unsuccessfolly

for the presidency on a third party

ticket in 1968, served as a governor

trom 1983 to 1%7. His wifo Lurleen,

who died two years ago. succeeded

him

With 17 per cent of the state's

4,807 boxes tabulated, Wallace had
a commanding lead in every

county reporting. He had 142,590

votes, 78 per cent ot the total.

Dr. John Cashin, running under

the predominantly black National

Democratic party or Alabama, had

24.928 votes - 13 per cent - an in-

dependent candidateAC Shelton. a

former state senator. 16,914 - 9 per

cent

Republican Richard J. Israel,

who successfully prosecuted the

leader of the Mafia in New
England, was elected state at-

torney general of Rhode Island

Tuesday.

Israel, now an assistant attorney

general, defeated Democrat Frank
Caprio, 33, a Providence city

councilman, by an unofficial tally

or 186,056 to 141,7%.

Israel. 39, was the prosecutor in

the trial of Raymond L.S.

Patraiarca and four others in a
double gangland slaying. They
were convicted ot conspiracy to

murder.

Democrats retained the state's

other general otfices.

Lt. Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy
defeated State Rep. Bradford
Gorham, R. Foster, by some 80,000

votes. Secretary or State August P.

La franee gained a 63,000 vote

majority over Rep. William J.

MfGovern, R. Cranston, and
General Treasurer Raymond
Hawksley drew 61 per cent or the

.vote in defeating Leo Tellier of

Lincoln.

Republican Winston L. Prouty
won a third term to the U.S. Senate
Tuesday, and fellow Republican
Deane C Davis was re-elected

governor

Prouty held a 3-2 lead over
Democratic challenger Philip H.

Hofr. a former governor or the

state, with returns rrom nearly
hair the state's precincts counted.

Davis held a commanding lead
over Democratic State Sen. Leo
O'Brien. Jr for a second term.

Sen. fcdmund S. Muskie, Maine's
champion Democratic vote getter,
was elected to a third term
Tuesday in a contest widely
regarded as a key test of his

presidential prospects.

In returns trom urban and rural

precincts, Muskie mounted a two
to one lead over his Republican
challenger, Neil S. Bishop.

Democratic Gov. Kenneth M.
Curtis also held a comfortable lead
over his GOP rival, Atty. Gen.
James S. Erwin.

In the 1st Congressional District,

Democrat Peter N Kyres had a
solid lead over Republican
challenger Ronald T. Speers.

In the 2nd District, Democratic
Rep William D Hathaway led

Republican Maynard G. Conners.

John O Pastore easily won re-

election Tuesday over a
Republican opponent who sought to
be the first Roman Catholic Priest

elected to the Senate, but the
Governor's race will not be decided
until absentee ballots are counted
later this week.
Pastore, a Democrat, won a

fourth term by defeating his
Republican opponent, the Rev.
John McLaughlin, and two other
candidates.

Incumbent Gov. Frank Licht, a
Democrat, led his Republican
opponent Atty. Gen. Herbert F.
DeSimone by 2,548 votes with
unofficial returns in from all

precincts.

There were 7,550 absentee
ballots to be counted. The count
was expected to begin Wednesday.
Reps Fernand St Germain and

Robert O. Tiernan, both
Democrats, handily beat back
Republican and minor party op-
position.

Connecticut-Conservative two
term congressman Thomas J.
Meskill ended 16 years of
Democratic control on this state's

gubernatorial chair as he defeated
Rep. Emilie Q. Daddarie, a liberal
12 year House veteran.

Pennsylvania Millionaire
Democrat Milton Shapp wrested
the governor's chair from the
Republicans by defeating Lt. Gov.
Raymond Broderick. Gov.
Raymond P Shaffer couldn't
succeed himself.
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What Happened?

A Final Report See Page Four, Five
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CampUS Analysis See Pase Three

Senate Probes Problem of Violence
Sea Page Two

Senator Ladd presents his resolution calling for immediate action bill to cut through the bureaucracy of Whitmore before the problem
by the chancellor to improve dormitory security. He said the student of violence reaches crisis proportion. (MIX' photo by Gib Fullerton.)

body should be policing itself but is not doing the job. He expects his
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Senate Urges Quick Action On Security

ByBETHGOODELL
Senate Reporter

The Student Senate resolved last night to urge the

Chancellor to take immediate action to improve

present dormitory security.

Thatcher Head of Residence Jack Richardson

addressed the Senate in support of the resolution

made by Dwight Senator Larry Ladd, stressing the

need for immediate action: "The situation has

become very, very serious... Its only a short period

of time before someone is killed. This place has only

minimum security coverage and is wide open."

Richardson reasoned that the Chancellor has not

taken any firm action because he has not yet felt any

pressure from students. "I know absolutely that there

is enough money to pay student security guards

*:>(),000 available in the Residence Hall Trust Fund,"

he said. This figure is called for in a proposal

which has been drawn up by the office of Dr. Randolph

Bromery, special assistant to the chancellor, and

which received the support of the Senate last night as

a temporary measure.

The resolution as passed strongly urges the

Chancellor to make security an immediate top

budgetary priority; calls for the institution of the

Bromery proposal temporarily; and invited Chan-
cellor Tippo or a representative to the next Senate
meeting to discuss proposals with the Senate.

An amendment by Senator Karen MacNutt of

Melville clarifies that this is not a blanket approval of

uny administration actions but is only an expression of

concern over security.

In light of the recent Faculty Senate action on the

appointment of Randolph Bromery as Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs which still calls for the

convening of a search committee to endorse the

appointment, the Senate resolved to form that

committee. A formula for the committee was ap-

proved by the Senate.

In related action, the Senate urged the Faculty

Senate to immediately initiate a search committee for

the position of Principle Administrative Officer in the

area of Financial Affairs. The Senate took this stand

in view of the affirmation by the Faculty Senate that

search committees are a necessary procedural

safeguard.

Another motion passed last evening charged the

Faculty Senate to share in the formation of a sub-

committee with the purpose of recommending a

suitable academic calendar for use by the University,

to be reported in time to become operational for the

academic year beginning in September 1971. Two
alternative calendars which have been mentioned

include a 4-1-4 set-up and a year divided into quarters

for vear-round classes.

Other action included approval of an appropriation

for an additional $1,100 to SWAP for the upcoming
conference. These additional funds are needed to

meet an increase in the fee charge by the lodge which

is the site of the conference, and to pay for a post-

SWAP conference which will replace last year's April

10-11 committee.

The credit union in Kennedy Middle which makes
loans of from $10 to $25 to dues-paying members of the
house received approval to send disciplinary issues
directly to the General Court. The academic records
of anyone delinquent in repayment of a loan can then
be frozen as disciplinary action.

The meeting adjourned on a roll call vote at ap-
proximately 10:45 after several motions to adjourn
were made unsuccessfully. Many Senators had
already let the fairly uneventful meeting.

Senate President Elters conducted the four-hour Student Senate

meeting last night which began with the swearing-in of eight new

senators. Attendance dwindled considerably during the periods of

lengthy debate. <MI)C photo by Gib Fullerton.)

Trustees Fear Lax Security Measures
By JEANNE STILES

Staff Reporter
The Student Life Sub-Committee

of the UMass Board of Trustees
heard pleas for better security
from administrators and residence
hall personnel yesterday in a
meeting at the Campus Center,
which dealt with the nature of

crime at UMass. No conclusive
measures were passed but several
proposals were discussed.

l)r John Hunt, Master of South-

west Residential College stressed a

need for decentralization of

security procedures. Dr. Hunt said

that the loss of goods was a result

of two distinct types of theft ? one

being private theft among students

and the other outsiders stealing for

profit

Southwest was described as

particularly vulnerable because of

its population density and general

urban atmosphere. The existence

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

Enjoy our "Curried Shrimp

o la Indienne" $2.25

Solod bar included in

price off sandwich
or entree.

Whole shrimp, sauteed

in pure creamy butter,

with a rare and exotic

cViry sauce, enfolded;

sierved with baked rice

pilaf and the proper

condiments

of twenty-four hour open house

policy was not blamed as a major

cause of thefts.

F Lot is the site of many thefts,

and Dr. Hunt said this was largely

due to the fact that there are not

enough personnel on duty to patrol

the area. E Lot was cited as

another highly vandalized area;

the reason being the lack of

adequate lighting.

Dr Randolph Bromery, special

assistant to the chancellor, broke

the security problem down into

three major fronts. He said the

dilemna could be solved in the

following three ways. 1.) By
developing a sense of community,

the students themselves could act

as guardians of their own property

2. ) Make better use of the security

personnel we have now. (there is

currently going on now a search for

a new security director.) 3.) Use

outside consultants to fully utilize

personnel and restructure the

system.

The panel called on Mr. James
Duban, a resident of Cance House,

to learn why the Campus Center is

so hard hit as far as theft and
vandalism are concerned.

Mr. Duban said that looking at

the situation from a standpont of

cause and effect, then the cause

override the effect. "The cause",

Mr. Duban contended "is a

growing gap between the student

and the institution." "The student

feels no responsibility toward the

institution because there is no

feeling of reciprocation and the

security problem is not a one-way
responsibility."

By using the faculty to bridge the

gap, Mr. Duban believes the

student and institution could
become one. " However, many
faculty hesitate to get involved

because of departmental
discouragement."

The committee generally agreed
that co-ed dorms had significantly

lower damage rates than single-

sex dorms. Although it was con-

ceded that the co-ed dorms each

had unique and singular problems
they certainly were not in-

surmountable. Butterfield made a

formal request to allow freshman
into their dorm, in order to give it a

more heterogenous atmosphere
for the freshman as well as the

upperclassmen.

A plea for more student use of

the new Campus Center was made
It was conplained that the new

building did not serve the needs of

the student community as a whole

The effectiveness of the SUG board

was discussed a'nd it was proposed

that the SUG board become a part

of the student government and be

answerable to the student senate.

As the board exists now it is a

separate entity. A promotion of

interest on campus for the SUBG
board was suggested as a means of

effecting student involvement in

the use of the building.
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News Analysis

Elections: 'Nixon Wasn't Hurt'
By DEBBIE FLAHERTY

Staff Reporter
The elections on the whole were no real surprise. "Nixon certainly wasn't hurt".

That's the consensus of professor of government John Fenton who earlier predicted Con-

servative victories at the polls Tuesday.

A gain of about 2 Republican
seats plus the addition of two or

three non-Republican con-
servatives to the Senate probably

has given Nixon the about four

extra votes needed for victories on
such issues as the recent Hayn-
sworth nomination, according to

Kenton. He noted that the shift is

more ideological than partisan.

In the South, Fenton noted that

( onservative Democrats did better

in Senate races than the "new
liberal" type. The Tyding's defeat

in Maryland and the Gore defeat in

Tennessee were cited as examples
of this hypothesis.

A large turnout, which Fenton
says usually means trouble for the

incumbent, was seen as respon-

sible for the defeat of a number of

incumbent Republican governors.

Both the Scammons and Philips

Theses were seen in operation in

the elections.

The Philips Thesis, which states

that the common man is disen-

chanted with the liberal establish-

ment because he feels that all

legislation is directed at him
rather' than for him, can be seen

operating in both New York and
Connecticut Senatorial races.

Conservative third party can-

didate James Buckley was vic-

torious in New York while US Rep
Lowell Weicker won over Duffey

and* Dodd in Connecticut.

(in the other hand, the validity of

in the .Senatorial victories of Gene
Tunney over Republican in-

cumbent Sen. George Murphy in

California and Democrat Adlai

St* ..son over Ralph Smith in

Illinois, according to Fenton.

The Scammon's thesis contends

that though there is concern with

law and order, the average voter is

not as conservative as he may
appear according to the Philip's

thesis.

Despite his contention that Nixon
has been left in a relatively

stronger position by the recent

elections, Fenton also believes that

the results demonstrate that Nixon
must somehow get rid of the

unemployment issue in order to

have a strong showing in 1972. This

is especially true in "mass
production'' areas such as
Michigan, Northern Ohio, Nor-

thern Indiana, and Wisconsin,

although it did not seem to be as

crucial an issue in New York.

Fenton stressed that results and
trends are still not clear cut and
the water has been left muddy by

the results. Analysis is still

somewhat tentative at this state.

Sid Finehirsh of the Student
Mobilization Committee expressed

dismay with the Vietnam
referendum vote which went for

Plan B favoring a planned with-

drawal rather than a military

victory (A) or immediate with-

drawal (C). He noted that what

the Scammon's thesis can be seen was originally desired was a strict

yes or no vote referendum on

whether to withdraw or not from

Vietnam.
"That's what happens when you

play politics-you get burned
sometimes," he said.

On a more local level, the defeat

of UMass student Francis James
Gensheimer by Republican
Jonathan Healey in the State

House of Representatives race was
blamed on the Republican nature

of the district by Democrat Gen-

sheimer. Gensheimer also ex-

pressed dismay at the lack of

student support for his candidacy,

attributing it to "no finals around
election time" as there were
during the spring strike. "The
strike was a farce," he added.

In the Amherst area, town

IX'mocratic party chairman Leo
Bouchard claimed evidence of a

more Democratic trend in this

area, citing the victory of John
Callahan for District Attorney. He
noted that student support was
evident in that race as it was in

some other Democratic contests.

However, he expressed a desire to

see more student participation in

elections." Students seem more
oriented to issues and personalities

rather than parties," Bouchard
said, although he added that this

was not a bad trend.

State Representative John
Olver, an Amherst Democrat, also

noted student support for Callahan,

although he saw no great increase

Student Mobe Determines
Position On Kent State 25

By DAVID CASTALDI
Staff Reporter

About 20 members of the Student Mobilization

Steering Committee met last night to determine the

future direction of the organization on campus. The
question was raised as to whether or not its main.

purpose would be to support the Kent State 25.

One speaker noted: "We should decide what our

political priorities are and what we can do to meet

these priorities ".

The committee voted that a Kent State Defense

Committee would act as a subcommittee of the Mobe
committee, as opposed to being independent or

ignored completely.

The committee would concern itself with raising

funds, which is the immediate need of those indicted.

One speaker, however, reminded the group of the

Kent State student's remark that "the best way to

defend us is to defend yourselves", and that to build a

bigger movement would also help.

The grouo set down five basic priorities to be con-

sidered

1) That the Mobe committee begin a "program

series", to include films, speakers, and dorm ac-

tivities.

2) That the committee further develop its community

programs This would include not only the five-college

area, but also its liaisons with surrounding towns, high

schools, and labor unions.

:<) That the committee support a rally by the Con-

necticut Valley Antiwar Coalition (CONVAC) on

November 20th.

4) That the committee support the National Peace

Action Coalition I NPAC ) rally to be held December 4-

(>.

SI The SMC should begin work on an information

packet to claify its position on various issues.

The next Mobilization Committee meeting will be

held next Thursday at 8:00 p.m. in the Plymouth

Room, which serves as Mobe headquarters. Election

of officers will be held.
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COLUKOIAN endorsed John Callahan, pictured here at a I'Mass

meeting, beat incumbent local District Attorney Oscar (irife by a 2/1

margin. Callahan will become the first Democrat to hold the local

I). A. position,

in student support for local can supporters of 1%8 presidential

didates candidate Eugene McCarthy.

On the Republican side, Mrs. Student work in political cam-

Jackie Mellen, Hampshire County paigns was less than that done

chairman for U.S. Senatorial by students during the spring

Candidate Si Spaulding, said that strike, according to Howe. He

Republicans did very well in added, however, that comparisons

Hampshire County compared to Ik*ween the strike and the elec

the rest of the state. She noted that lions were not fair.

Spaulding took 11 of 20 towns in the Roth Howe and Bach said that

county, although Kennedy cap having a Princeton Plan at UMass
lured the more populous would not have significantly in-

municipalities. creased student involvement in

Campus student coordinators, elections. The Princeton plan

perhaps weary from weeks of would have granted a leave to

campaigning could not be reached students lor campaign work,

for comments last night. Students generally appeared to

Student participabon in political go to the more liberal candidates,

campaigns this fall appeared to be although there seemed to be a

about average according to John great deal of student support for

Howe and Stanley Bach, coor- (Jov Francis Sargent,

dinators for "Election 70"* The rather lackluster campaigns

Election 70' served as an in- at the state level in Massachusetts

formation clearinghouse between may have caused some lack of

UMass students, the candidate, student enthusiasm, Howe said. He
and their campaigns and also expressed surprise that many of

sponsored several workshops. the candidates wanted students

Howe noted that student support working in visible capacities

at UMass was fairlv good based on rather than behind the scenes,
comparisons by former student
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon, GOPMake Inroads On Senate
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON- Republicans
blunted tradition by slicing into the

Democratic grip on the Senate-
President Nixon's key target in the
rough and tumble mid term
campaign.
But Democrats swept more than

a dozen governorships from GOP
hands and strengthened their
control in the House. That was the

picture emerging Wednesday from
the floodtide of more than 50

million votes cast Tuesday in the

off-year election.

Even as the last of the ballots

were counted, both Republican and
Democratic leaders sought to read
victory for their party into the

results.

Nixon was described by aides as

pleased the GOP had "turned the

trend of tradition." And Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew who
joined Nixon in a strenuous 35 state

law and order campaign blitz, said

the White House captured "a

working majority" in the Senate.

But Democratic chairman
Lawrence F. O'Brien said Nixon
and Agnew "would be hard put to

call this anything but a defeat" at

the hands of Democrats who
campaigned generally on
pocketbook issues of inflation and
unemployment.
Democrats won control of both

houses of Congress for the ninth

consecutive election, although
their House gain was only about a

third of the usual off-year average.

By far the most impressive
Democratic victories came in

gubernatorial races.

Thirteen GOP governorships
were captured by Democrats-
including such states as Penn-
sylvania, Ohio. Wisconsin, Min-

nesota and Florida which are

mi porta nt building blocks for the

1972 presidential and congressional

races
Convincing victories by Ronald

Reagan and Nelson A Rockefeller

kept Republicans in the governors'

mansions in the two largest states-

California and New York-and GOP
candidates grabbed two previously

Democratic spots.

The net result: A Democrat gain

of 11 governorships and a

Democratic majority in the state

houses for the first time since 1964.

But in the Senate, Republicans

reversed the traditional loss of four

seats by the party of the president.

Instead, they picked up a net of a

couple of seats-only the fifth time

since 1900 this has happened.

Nixon and Agnew had con-

centrated most of their ex-

traordinary campaign effort on

trimming the 57-43 Democratic

edge in the Senate.

INDIANA

With a cliffhanging Indiana race

between liberal incumbent Vance
Hartke and GOP challenger

Richard Roudebush still un-

decided, the Senate stood at 53

Democrats, 44 Republicans-plus

one Conservative party winner

who lines up with Republicans and

an independent who leans toward

the DEMOCRATS.
Sweetest White House victories

came in Tennessee, New York and

Maryland.

TENNESSEE

Tennessee's veteran liberal Sen.

Albert Gore, the GOP's No. 1

Senate target, was upended by

conservative Republican Rep.
William E. Brock III, a wealthy

candy manufacturer who had
lavish White House backing.

NEW YORK

In New York, Conservative party

nominee James L. Buckley rode

his pledge to support Nixon ad-

ministration policies to a victory

over Democratic Rep. Richard
Ottinger and incumbent Sen
Charles E. Goodell. a Republicar

disowned by Agnew as a "radica

liberal.'"

MARYLAND

Maryland voters followed the

urging of the Nixon-Agnew team
and ousted liberal Democratic Sen.

Joseph D. Tydings. The winner

was Republican Rep. J. Glenn

Beall Jr., an administration

supporter whose father had lost his

Senate seat to Tydings mx years

ago.

OHIO

In Ohio, Republican Rep. Robert

raft Jr., conservative son of a GOP
senator and grandson of a GOP
president, squeaked by in-

dustrialist Howard M. Met-

zenbaum to move into a seat being

vacated by a retiring Democrat.

But Democrats seized two
Republican Senate seats.

CALIFORNIA

In California, Kennedy style

Democrat John V. Tunney, son of

former heavyweight boxing
champion Gene Tunney, kayoed

Republican Sen. George Murphy,
onetime song and dance man and
Nixon supporter who had flailed

away at law and order issue.

ILLINOIS

In Illinois, another Republican

incumbent who waged a law and
order campaign, Ralph Tyler
Smith, was trounced by Adlai E.

Stevenson III, heir to a famous
Democratic name.

VIRGINIA

Another famous Democrat name
rode to victory in Virginia-but as a

conservative independent. Sen.

Harry F. Byrd Jr., who romped by

Republican and Democratic
challengers to keep the seat his

lather once held. He has indicated

he will join the Democrats in

organizing the Senate-although his

vote will not be regarded since the

party holds 53 of the 100 seats.

PENNSYLVANIA

In electoral-vote-laden Penn-

sylvania, millionaire Milton Shapp

reclaimed the governor's office for

the Democrats. In Wisconsin,

former Lt. Gov. Pat Lucey ended

six years of GOP state house

control. And in Ohio, liberal John

J. Gilligan smashed a GOP
challenger hurt by a Republican

tinged loan scandal.

Democrats won also Republican

governorships in Nebraska, New
Mexico, Minnesota, South Dakota,

Oklahoma, Idaho, Nevada and

Alaska.

Republicans countered by

claiming Democratic chairs in

Tennessee-for the first time in 50

years-and in Connecticut-for the

first time in 16 years.

ALABAMA

In Alabama, George Wallace
crushed the challenge of Negro
dentist John Cashin by a 5-1

margin and won another term as
governor but left open the
possibility of another third party

presidential bid in 1972. "It all

depends on whether the Nixon
administration carries out its

promises," Wallace said of his 1972

plans.

Public Opinion Sought

On Many Referenda
WASHINGTON (AP) - Ten of 15

states that considered lowering the

voting age Tuesday voted against

it. And there were opposite

majority views on liquor, gambling
and religion among states that

voted on special measures.
Vietnam was on the ballot in

Massachusetts and the voters

supported President Nixon's
planned withdrawal of troops.

They chose this over immediate
withdrawal and carrying on to a
military victory.

In California, San Francisco
County approved a proposal
calling lor immediate withdrawal
ot .ill I S troops from Vietnam.
Marin County endorsed a similar

proposition

Antipollution measures, and the

money to carry them out. won
approval in most cases. But
Washington state voters rejected a

proposal aimed at littering an
initiative to require a live cent

deposit on bottles and cans of beer
and soft drinks.

Toxans voted to permit their
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legislature to allow saloons on a

local option basis, despite strong

opposition from the drys who
wanted to continue limiting buying

by the drink to private clubs. But
Kansas voters soundly defeated a

similar proposal. Cincinnati

voters approved the Sunday sale of

liquor by more than two to one.

Virginians opened the way to

possible horse racing and
pai imutuel betting by removing a

ban on lotteries from their con-

stitution Hut Arizona voters

turned down a lottery proposition.

While Maryland voters were
approving an amendment to

permit voluntary prayer in public

schools. Nebraska and Michigan

voted against giving state aid to

parochial and private schools.

The widespread turndown of

moves to lower the voting age was
attributed to voter resentment

over campus unrest and to apathy

stemming from this year's ap-

proval ot a federal 18 year old

voting law. The federal law is

being challenged in the Supreme
Court by those who say a con

stitutional amendment is needed to

make the change
Washington state voters ap-

proved a measure to legalize

abortions performed by licensed

physicians in accredited hospitals

or other medical facilities.

Khode Island. Florida and
Illinois were among states that

voted for antipollution bond issues

The biggest was a $750 million bond

issue approved in Illinois for local

sewage disposal systems. And
while Californians were approving

clean water and recreation bond

issues a proposition to divert state

gasoline taxes toward mass transit

and antismog devices was losing.

Rhode Island voters rejected a

salary boost from $300 to $3,000 a

year for state legislators, Idaho

voters approved cutting the pay of

their legislators from $10,200 to

less than $4,000 for a four year

term, and Missourians defeated

pensions for legislators.

Washington voters rejected a

single rate income tax provision,

but Illinois voters approved
abolishing all personal taxes.
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New England Returns Show Incumbents Back

CONCORD, N.H.

Republican Gov. Walter
Peterson survived a firm challenge

to his second two year term by two
conservatives.

With all :5()2 precincts counted,

National Election Service showed
Peterson with 103,326 votes to

9H.952 for Democrat Roger
Crowley and 22,083 for American
Party nominee Meldrim Thomson.
In the congressional races,

Republican incumbents James C.

Cleveland and Louis C. Wyman
won handily. Cleveland had 74,966

votes to 32,998 over DemocraUc
Franklin Mayor Eugene Daniell

and Wyman 72,505 to 34,870 over

former Republican Congressman
Chester Merrow who became a

Democrat four years ago.

As expected, Peterson, 48, ran
well in most of the cities outside

Manchester, the state's largest.

Crowley, 57, a former Navy cap-
tain, congratulated Peterson and
said the lesson in the vote for him
and fellow conservative Thomson
was that voters want a con-

servative fiscal policy and no
'broad bas'ed" taxes- sales or

income levies which always are
key issues in the only state without

cither tax.

Thomson, 58, a lawbook
publisher, said he would run again

in 1972 with a slate "from the U.S.

Senate down to town moderator."
New Hampshire voters also

balloted on four constitutional

amendments. They defeated
proposals to double the two year

gubernatorial term and to create a

commission to revise the current

legislative pay of $200 per session

plus mileage.

A third amendment to provide

annual legislature sessions instead

of the present biennial meetings
hung in doubt. With 295 of 302

precincts reporting, ratification of

the amendment was short about
300 votes.

A fourth amendment revising

technical language in the state

constitution on loyalty oaths won
easily.

AUGUSTA, ME.

Republican Atty. Gen. James S.

Erwin Wednesday requested a

recount of votes cast in his bitter

battle with Democratic Gov.
Kenneth M. Curtis, and
preparations were begun for a

massive recount of over 325,000

ballots

Secretary of State Joseph T.

Edgar said the recount is ten-

tatively scheduled to begin at 9

a m on Nov. 23 He ordered strict

security measures to be taken to

protect the ballots from possible

tampering.

With all but two of the state's 629

precincts reporting, Curtis, 39,

seeking his second four year term,

held a slim lead of just 702 votes

over 49 year old Erwin. If

reelected, Curtis would be the first

Maine governor to serve eight

years.

The gubernatorial race, which
drew the largest number of votes in

the general election, was marked
by personal animosity between the

candidates and charges and
countercharges over state

finances.

Edgar said that representabves

of both candidates met with him
Wednesday morning to discuss the

recount procedure. "We hope to

submit the tabulations to the

governor and council Nov. 18, and
by law must submit them by Nov.
23," he said.

The ballots will be stored under
guard by state troopers and under
constant observation by closed

circuit television, the secretary

said.

If the election is not settled by
Jan. 6, the Senate president who
will be elected by the 105th

legislature would be sworn in as

governor until the new chief
executive is declared elected and
assume office.

MONTPELIER, VT. ,

Ins.

Former Gov. Philip H. Hoff, the

leader of Vermont's Democratic
party during the last decade, lost

his nationally watched bid for the

Senate Tuesday against victorious

Republican incumbent Winston L.

Prouty.

Hoff, young and articulate,

gathered only 62,822 votes in his

election bid Tuesday to unseat

Prouty who amassed 91,758 votes.

Moll's total was less even than

that of the Democratic guber-

natorial candidate - state Sen. Leo
O'brten Jr. of South Burlington -

I hough going into the election Hoff

seemed to be the DemocraUc
cornerstone.

Eight years ago, Hoff proved
himself strong enough to break a

century old Republican grasp on
the governor's office. And he went
on to serve an unprecedented three

terms at that post. Had he
defeated Prouty, he also would
have become Vermont's first

Democratic senator ever.

In the gubernatorial race,

Republican incumbent Deane C.

Davis defeated O'Brien, 89,978 to

64,851. to gain a second two year
term as Vermont's chief executive.

Every other Republican can-

didate lor statewide office

registered wins also, and in ad-

dition the GOP retained solid

control of both houses of the

legislature.

In the state's other top of the

ticket race, Republican incumbent
U.S. Rep. Robert T. Stafford won
an expected victory, trouncing his

Democratic challenger, Bernard

G. O'Shea, 103,893 votes to 44,483

and giving Stafford his sixth two

year term.

Prouty, 64, soft spoken and
moderately conservative won his

third six year term in the Senate in

defeating Hoff.

'The voters have spoken, quite

decisively," Hoff said after his

loss. "And I can't complain - 1 did

my best. I point my finger at

nobody except myself - and in the

end this is what it all comes down
to"

"As I have in the past," Prouty

said, i renew my dedication and
commit my full energies to the

solutions of the problems we face."

Final, unofficial returns showed
that 155.916 persons voted in the

election, an off year record. That
was almost 70 per cent of those

eligible to cast ballots and just

H.ooo shy of the alltime record set

in bMtft, a presidential year.

Drihan Ponders His Win
WATERTOWN, Mass. (AP) -

The Rev. Robert F. Drinan, the

first Roman Catholic priest elected

to' the U.S. Congress, says he thinks

government "should provide the

moral architecture by which we
live."

"The people are looking for

moral leadership." Father Drinan

said Wednesday following his

election as Democratic
congressman in the 3rd. District.

He defeated veteran Democrabc
Pep Philip J Philbin. who laun-

ched a sticker write-in campaign
alter his defeat in the September
primary, and Kepublican state

Rep. John .J McGlennon.
Complete unofficial returns

showed Drinan with 64.716 votes,

McGlennon with 61,131 and
Philbin. a 14 term congressman

and vice chairman of the House

Armed Services Committee, with

45.734. The district runs northwest

from the Boston line to the New
Hampshire border.

The politics of reprisal, un-

fortunately more prevalent in the

elections of 1970 than at any other

time since the early 1950's must
yield to the polihcal of recon-

ciliation," Father Drinan said.

'The politics of reconciliation

means that we must respect each
other, trust each other and love

each other. Respect, trust and love

are the only moral and spiritual

forces which can turn back the

onslaughts of abuse, fear and
hatred which fill the land," he said.

A long time critic of the Vietnam
war. Drinan said his election

means "'here 'is one more person
in the Congress...who will wage
war on war.

"People of this nation can and
must.. .elect their own peace
candidates. We cannot simply wait

and hope that the political parties

will bring forth candidates com-
mitted to wage war on war," he
said.

"I've always been in a

minority," the priest said of his

coming role in the new Congress,

"but the loud and unsilent minority

of war critics will grow to be an
unsilent majority."

Drinan, on leave of absence as

dean of Boston College Law School,

said he thinks his victory also

means that the voters of

Massachusetts "'have
repudiated, the economic policies

of the Kepublican party."

"The voters know we can have a

healthy economy." Drinan said

'Their votes mean that they reject

a president who vetoes massive
lederal funding for schools,

hospitals and housing."

McGlennon, the defeated GOP
candidate offered Father Drinan
his "sincere congratulations. ..for

his well deserved victory. Philbin

was not available for comment.

MDC
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Mass. Voters Make No Major Changes
BOSTON, Mass. (AP)

Massachusetts voters elected

their Republican governor to a

new four year term, while

favorite son Edward M. Ken-

nedy, regarded by many as a

prime Democratic presidential

candidate in 1972 or 1976, was the

state's top vote getter as he was
reelected to his second six year

term in the U.S. Senate. In

another closely watched race,

the Rev. Robert F. Drinan, an
antiwar Democrat on leave of

absence as dean of the Boston

College Law School, became the

first Roman Catholic priest

elected to the l.S House.

Drinan squeezed out a victory

m the 3rd. District over
Kepublican John J McGlennon.
Incumbent Rep. Philip J.

Philbin, running as a write in

sticker candidate after losing

the Democratic primary to

Drinan. was a distant third.

Sargent and his running mate
for lieutenant governor, Donald
K Dwight, defeated Mavor

Kevin H White of Boston and
running mate Michael S
Dukakis by about 250,000 votes.

Sargent in a surprising
showing, defeated White by
about 17,000 votes in the mayor's
home city.

Dwight. 3«», of Holyoke,
resigned as state commissioner
of administration to run with

Sargent It was the first time in

the state that the lieutenant

governor was elected in tandem
with the governor

Kennedy, who repeatedly has
disclaimed any intentions of

running for the presidency in

1972. polled 60 per cent of the

vote against former state GOP
chairman .Josiah A Spaulding
a tally nowhere near his 1%4
margin of victory when he polled

more than 70 per cent.

However, the 1964 victory
against Howard Whitmore Jr.
was cushioned by the Johnson
landslide against Sen Barry

Goldwater, and was not hurt by
the fact that Kennedy was
hospitalized at the time of the

election with a broken back.

In the 9th Congressional
District, Democrat Mrs. Louise
Day Hicks, the controversial
city councilor and foe of busing
to achieve racial balance in

schools, won easily the seat

vacated by Rep. John W Mc-
I'ormack, who retired after
more than 4(1 years in office

The closest ol the
congressional races was in the

12th District, where Rep
Hastings lleith. the six term
Republi c a n incum be n t

.

squeezed out a last minute
victory over Gerry Studds. the

Democratic candidate who
campaigned on a peace plat-

lorm
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Counselor Training Expands Services
By GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter

Draft counseling is spreading!

Draft Counseling Services
recently completed a counselor

training session which had over 60

participants. These, and
previously trained counselors, are

now available to all members of

the University community. The
lollowing is a list of where coun-

seling centers are currently
operating, and their hours:

Kraft Counseling Services, main
office. The office is located on the

second floor of the Student Union,

iR'hind the Cashier's cage, in room
-JlKK&K. There are several
counselors there anxiously
awaiting your visit between the

hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.. Ap-

l>ointments help, but not essential.

Draft Counseling Services,
southwest office. Located in

varying places on the first floor of

Coolidge Tower (T-2). Ask at the
lobby desk. Counselors are
available on Monday, Tuesday,
and Thursday evenings between 7

to 10 p.m. Appointments not

necessary.

Draft Counseling Services,
northeast office. Located in

The Open Door, which is in the

basement rear of Hamlin House.
Attempts are being made by Open

'Cyclebreaker"

WTOY on WMUA
WMUA's "CYCLEBREAKER", on the air tonight at 6:30 will feature

interviews with Chicago 7 Defendant John Froines, A Rap with campus
construction workers on America, The Weekly Cat and Dog Report and
Bits and Pieces.

Soon to Be ; Closed Circuit Television WTOY will be discussed tonight at

7 : 30. WMUA's Ed McCabe will host a discussion about the future plans of

our Campus Television Station. The founders of the station and guests

will elaborate on their plans for the station, and encourage listeners to

call for questions, answers and suggestions.

WMUA is located at 91.1 on your FM dial.

)oor staffers to keep open on a

round the clock basis, and they will

arrange appointments with trained

counselors for you.

For people who are either

working through CO applications

or are considering applying for CO,

a new counseling program will

soon be starting. Starting

November 16 & 17, and continuing

every Monday and Tuesday after

that, there will be group CO
counseling sessions from 1:30 to

4 30. The sessions will be held in

Ml Campus Center, and will be led

by Gil Salk.

Draft Counseling Services would

like to start draft education

programs in dorms. If you would

like to have a rap session, coffee

hour, film, panel discussion, or

some other program in your
residence, please contact us. It is

very important that information
about all possible alternatives to
the Selective Service System be
made available to as many people
as possible. One of the worst in-

justices of the system is its abject
failure of its duty to inform ail

registrants of their rights. That's
what draft counseling is about, and
that's what draft educational
programs are for Please help us
get information out now. It could
save your roommate's life.

Peace!

Questions to this column should be ad
dressed to Gilbert J Salk, c/o Draft Coun
seling Services RSO #395, Campus Center,
Univ o» Mass., Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Free personal draft counseling available
Draft Counseling Services, 418E Student Union
2nd floor.
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Committee Seeks Solutions

UnpreparedHistoryMajors
Face Job Difficulties

Jane Fonda PleadsInnocent
Anti-War Lectures Continue

By LINDA BALICKI
Staff Reporter

For most students in- most
majors the prospects for obtaining

a satisfactory job after graduation
without further study are, for the

most part exceptionally bright. But
for an undergraduate majoring in

history who has given no thought

to preparing for a career the

consequences are at the least a

year or more of graduate school

and at most very poor em-
ployment opportunities.

It is lor this reason that the

Faculty Student Liason Committee
of the History department is at-

tempting to establish a chain of

communication throughout the

department. Through this system
the Committee hopes to help solve

the many problems which confront

the undergraduat major.

The major problem confronting

the undergraduate history major
concerns his future after

graduation. For those who major
in history purely as a means of self

clarification, me prospects after

graduation pose no problem. Their

study will hopefully provide them
with the answers to their questions

and they will adopt a course of

action which will be satisfactory to

themselves.

But the undergraduate who
majors in history in hopes of ob-

taining a job must include within

his program of study courses

which will enable him to obtain a

position without further study. It

has come to the attention of many
graduate students and faculty

members in the department that

the employment prospects for a

Inmates Protest

At N.Y. Prison

AUBURN, N.Y. (AP) - Bruce L.

Clifford, the city manager of this

central New York City, declared a
state of emergency today after a
disturbance broke out inside the

walls of the Auburn correctional

facility.

All off duty guards were called

into work and the state police said

troopers were called. Monday,
prisoners stage a sit-in in the

recreation yard.

raa^LX
OF AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Ptaunt S*rM»

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LINES OF CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLO WITH USE

OF DIAMOND SCOPE.

GO FOR BAROQUE!

ATTEND

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA

Bowker Auditorium

Tonight, Thursday

and tomorrow Friday

at 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets

$1.00 for Undergrads,

$1.50 for Grad Students.

$2.50 Faculty/Stoff

Fine Ats Council

125 Herter Hall or

one hour before

concert Bowker

Telephone 5-0202

straight" history major are very
dim.

Too often undergraduates are

concerned only with fulfilling the

requirements of the department.
They do not realize that without

such other qualifications as
teacher certification, the number
of job openings in the field or

history are very scarce. Too often

an undergraduate realizes too late

that education courses should have
been included among his electives.

Mis only hope then is to attempt
admission to a grad school in order

to complete his requirements for

certification.

The Liason Committee hopes to

eliminate some of these problems
through its chain of com-
munication. One of its many
projects is to establish an efficient

chain of communications between
faculty and grad students, grads
and undergrads, and undergrads
and faculty. It is hoped in this way
that the students will also allow the

faculty the opportunity to become
aware of student problems. The
committee has set up a weekly
series of informal discussions held

in Herter Seventh floor lounge in

which majors within the depart-

ment may come to express their

views and ask questions per-

taining to their major.
The Committee also is in the

anprocess of establishing
evaluation of upper level courses.
This evaluation, which will be
conducted by seeking the opinions
of students in the upper level

courses will serve as the basis for a
file system. The file system would
permit the student to gain in-

formation concerning the content,
materials and overall presen-
tation of any course which he is

interested in taking. In this way he
will be able to determine whether
the course will provide him with
the background which he wants to

complete his study.

In conjunction with this, the
Committee also has hopes of in-

stituting steps towards a revision

of the department requirements so
as to allow a student the op-
portunity to join the education
block to obtain the training
necessary for certification. Past
experience has proven that 39

credit requirement within the
department will not allow the
opportunity student to participate
in the education block without
placing undue stress upon his

course load in other semesters.

By STEPHEN H.MILLER
Associated Press Writer

CLEVELAND. Ohio (AP) -

Actress Jane Fonda pleaded in-

nocent Wednesday to a charge of

assault and battery on a Cleveland
policeman. Then she continued on
an antiwar lecture tour.

Miss Eonda, 32, is scheduled to

return here Monday for a
preliminary hearing on federal
charges of smuggling pills into the
United States from Canada and
iissaulting a customs officer at
Cleveland Airport.

Before leaving Wednesday, she
filed a formal complaint with
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor John
T Corrigan, alleging that a young
girl demonstrator had been beaten
by guards in the jail where she
herself spent some 10 hours
Tuesday.

"They came in here and said
their purpose was to focus at-
tention on themselves, and I don't
intend to help them," Corrigan
said after being visited by Miss
Eonda and her attorneys, Irwin
Harnett of Cleveland and Mark
Lane of New York

Lane said Corrigan had agreed
to put the matter of the demon-
stratdr, Barbara Kahn, 18, before a
grand jury Thursday. Corrigan
said after the private meeting,
however, that he did not know if

any aspect of the Kahn case would
come before jurors Thursday.
When Miss Fonda pleaded in-

nocent before Muncipal Court
Judge Edw-ard Feighan she
requested a jury trail. The trial is

set for Jan. 6.

Photo Club

Formed Here
Three School of Ed. students,

Dennis Sullivan, Leigh Svenson
and Peter Roberts have banded
together to protect the rights of

campus shutterbugs. The first

meeting of the UMass,
Photography Club will be Sunday,
Nov 8, at 7:30p.m. in Room 162 of
the Campus Center.

Business will include in-

corporation and drafting of a
constitution, planning the
acquisition of darkroom facilities,

guest speakers, *rips and bull

sessions.

All camera fans, whether of the
Box Brownie or Hasselblad
variety, arc cordially invited.

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA.
SAYS WOW.

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most
spectacular runs in North
America. Great facilities. Fab-
ulous accommodation.

He also learned there's only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene? New chal

lenges? New pleasures? Bring
your boards to Canada. For a
weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

Want more info?
Well get it to youfast.

Canadian Government
Travel Bureau,
150 Kent Street.

Ottawa 4, Ontario,
Canada

VACATION NADONIIO

Canada
17 0218-02-0

Plaaaa sand the free "Ski Canada" kit to:

Mr./Mra./Mlae

Addrau Apt No.

City

State Zip Coda
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"OaM'-Fire Over Here? Are You \utsr

Book Reviewers

Thank you for the response. I'm sorry I haven't always been in. We
arc currently short of books to review, a situation which should be

remedied shortly. Anyone interested in reviewing should see me next

Thursday afternoon. November 12th., or call the Collegian Office. By
then we should have a better selection of books. Thank you.

ECB

Art Buchwald

Gossip Closeup

Clapton

Elections come,

Election* go.

Grooving on the

desert. nothing
could be finer till

the next plate-

toe...Wayne
N t'wton, Eric
Clapton, and
Vehudi Menuhin
are forming a

group together.

-

prospective name
is "Ton" -- with two
out of three, I guess

the tons have it.

when mot her used to wipe a smudge off your face

w ilh her hankie and a dab of spit? salivablasting is a
Browing Odd strange but true: i.o.u. plus clapton

equate copulation, pandora's predicament - have you
fulfilled your academic obligation?

******

..hanging off a cliff above the molten lizzard, who
coughs and breaks my train of thought...omnis cellula

e cellula - latest secret Vatican scoop. ..John Lederle
is the new manager of the record department at Del
Padre's in Northampton... Hardhat turtles make
popular pets, but if you shout obscenities about this

and that and your turtle's a snapper... better watch out

lor your fingers, kids!...remember Elmo Scipi? be
sure to let us know if you do...

******

Newton will sing and shake his marakas while
Clapton does his customary leadguitar, and Menuhin
will play electric violin... a long-awaited
supergroup!...Ed Sullivan stopped by Charles Az-

na vour's lower east side joke-shop looking for a french
tickler. Sullivan looked through the selection for

nearly 20 minutes and announced he would be back
soon for some more "really avante-garde stuff"...

Mamie Van Doren has divorced another athlete and
will sign a package deal advertising Sugar Daddys to

young suckers...Muhammed Ali has agreed to fight

Bert Parks at the next Miss America Pageant. Ali

declined to say if he would knock out Parks before the

swimsuit competition, but did predict that Parks'
pretty teeth would be strewn about the floor like

kerneled corn... the winner gets his choice of the

gate....
* * * * * *

Barbara Streisand slipped and sprained her knee at

the Cary Grant funeral. Doctors expect her to be out

Irom her smash Broadway hit for a few weeks - too

bad if you got tickets. Hope you like understudies...old

phonebook listing: Adolph Hilton's real name was
Shicklgruber. Art Linkletter is recuperating, the

latest fad on the college campuses of New England is

lighting firecrackers in dormitory rooms. They make
a mess. Lester Maddox said "We don't have that in

our state! "...moving on -dept. of disgust: Remember

Elliot Eisenberg

The Arte of Badde Breathe" a 17th century
proverb about a dating situation, was formulated
before Listerine. it goes -- "frantic romantic do not

despair / if you will see what is really there." what's
there ' germs, germs? sure, germs in the mouth can
cause bad breath...The Goodell Library is the
Christine Jorgensen of higher education...Dave Clark
Five's oldie "Bits and Pieces" is the theme song of a
broadway play still in the making, called "Telltale
I leart" Edward Albee who is converting Poe's short

story chiller - masterpiece into play form, has hired

his favorite group Ten Years After to recut the song...
• * * * * *

..the .John Wilkes Booth fart-under-glass was stolen

from ihe Smithsonian "Special Artifacts Room" by a
pair of antique dealers. Police are using bloodhounds
to track them down... the Statler Hitler Hotel of Boston
is hosting a special fund-raising dinner for the Penn
Central railroad...Spiders will have separate toilet-

webs by itr?5 it was revealed by a spokesman for the

Dept of Health, Education, plus Welfare. What it

amounts to is a distinction between kitchen and
bathroom More and more flies are refusing to be
caught which is upsetting the balance of nature)
because they say they don't want to be eaten alive in

their predator's dining-toilet.good luck bluebot-
tles! hey! let's all do the styrofome lotus!. ..and if

you intend to loot Fort Knox, say the secret word and
I el I Ihem Godot sent you...

The What-ifs of Politics
The elections are over. In the nation, many are now

hunted by the what-ifs. The candidate who went to his

TV set Tuesday night knowing in his heart that he had
no chance has been assured that his fears were
correct With the campaign over, he now wonders
what if What if any of a hundred things.

What if Charlie Goodell or Richard Ottinger had
withdrawn in favor of the other? What if Dodd had
withdrawn '.' Would Duffy have gone to the Senate or
were the votes for Dodd too conservative for that?
For the nation, it is a time to ponder the what-ifs of

our recent politics. What if there had been no Chap-
paquiddick? Obviously, Teddy Kennedy would still be
in the Senate, except that he would be the un-
challenged standard bearer of the Democratic party
This way. we have him as he really is : not perfect ; not
omnicompetent; not the seeming answer to

everything which plagues the country - just a young
Senator who does his homework. A politician whose
family machine can elect a President or surmount a

scandal And yet a young woman named Mary Jo
might still be alive.

What if there had been no Dallas9 Johnson would
never had been President, yet legislative history

might have been different. Tom Wicker writes that

although JFK had won the peoples of this nation and
the world, he had lost the Congress; his programs
were hopelessly bound up on Capitol hill. Another
Johnson observer notes that in the greatest issue of

Ihe Sixties, the healing of divisions between white and
black. North and South, Johnson was near in-

dispensable Any President might get a civil rights
law through Congress; but it would take a Southerner
to get even a beginning of acceptance in the South.
There had not been one since Woodrew Wilson, and
« ilh national politics the way it is there might not be
one for a long time to some. Besides making the South
leel again a part of the nation, Johnson in his
legislative skills and domestic achievements was
probably Kennedy's better. And yet we might not
have gotten in a war in Asia. And yet a brilliant man
who symbolized so much might still be alive.
What if Humphrey had defeated Nixon in 68? The

problems which accumulated during the Johnson
years would just as certainly been visited on a
Humphrey Presidency. The Democrats might now be
hopelessly split and the Republicans been able to turn
defeat in l%a to a Republican sweep in the Seventies.
And yet a President who even further divides the
nation might today be a successful corporate lawyer
who had forgotten politics.

Most difficult of all, what if the U.S. had never
become involved in Viet Nam? We might only have
been able to begin work on the decay which eats away
at our cities, bettered the national welfare without
excessive price rises. If only that, in cities and towns
all over this one and that one, a gifted young man
might still be alive.

The Russians Are Coming
WASHINGTON - "Comrade
buyers, fashion designers and state

managers of state department
stores Is honor to introduce
Comrade Torkel who has just

completed visit to America where
he has observed new fashions now
l>eing worn on American women.
Comrade Torkel."

Is pleasure to be back in

Moscow, comrades, and give
report on American fashions with
illustrations from magazines.
"Here, comrades, is first dress.

Skirt is coming to below knees."

But. Comrade Torkel, we've
been making this dress in

Leningrad dress factory for 20

years. What is new about this?"

"Am only reporting what have

seen. Here second illustration.

Evening pajamas to go to party
in

."

You are mad. Comrade Torkel.

Why would American women go to

parties in their pajamas when they
are richest women in world?"

Is impossible to explain, but
every reception I went to, I saw
women wearing pajamas."

But Comrade Torkel, if

American women wear pajamas to

party, what do they wear to bed?"
"Is nothing."

"Nothing'"
Is called new permissiveness.'

Now, comrades, here is woman in

pants suits."

"Are those for women railroad

workers'.'
- '

"No, comrades, those are for

women to go to restaurants,
cocktails and dinner."

"Comrade Torkel, you are
making fun of us. How can women
wear pants in America when not

working in factory?"

is being done all over."

The Kiev Pants Co-Operative

has been making pants like that

since the revolution."

is true. Now here is outfit

women wear to go out shopping in.

Is leather coat with leather boots

and fur on collar."

But, Comrade Torkel, this

woman looks like a member of the

Communist Party."

"She could be working for

KGB."

Next illustration. Here is

peasant blouse and peasant skirt
and no shoes for afternoon wear."

But that is what they have been
wearing in Smolensk since Stalin
died."

"My sister, Katrina, wore an
outfit like that until she got a job."

And here, comrades, is the
piece do resistance. Is knickers
with boots and woolen sweater and
woolen hat."

"Comrade Torkel, do they have
women Cossacks in America 7 "

"No
"No Cossacks. Is for going to

beauty parlor and night clubs."
"To think Malinkock was sent to

Siberia when his factory once tried

to make knickers and they
wouldn't sell."

"What are your conclusions,
Comrade Torkel?"

"Is obvious comrades, that
American women want to look like

Russian women. We also know
Russian women all want to look
the way American used to look. Is

possible we make barter deal. We
give them all the clothes our
women won't wear that we make;
they give us all the clothes their
women refuse to wear now."

"Comrade Torkel, is fantastic

solution to our rotten clothes
problem I am putting you in for

the Lenin medal today."

Ripping-Off

Concerts-For Whites Only Education

To the Editor:

Organizations which are
responsible for bringing in en-

tertainers on this campus have no
regard for Black people. Of late we
have been inundated with white
guitar twangers and strummers
and it looks like this trend is going

to persist for a long time to come.
With the exception of B.B. King, we
haven't had a single Black music
ensemble. Excellent Black
musicians do exist and they also

need bread.

It is a sad state of affairs when
white groups like Rare Earth are
presented as purveyors of the

Motown Sound. The Motown Sound

For Whom?

is a Black phenomenon and
plagiarist like Rare Earth cannot,

no matter how hard they tried,

adequately represent it.

Please People, let's try and bring

in musicians, not mountebanks the

media has imposed on us. I'd like

to conclude by quoting Feiffer. If I

remember well his lines go
something like this, "I dug hip and
Whitey dug on it- I dug jazz and
Whitey dug on it- I dug rock and
Whitey dug on it- I dug freedom
and finally lost Whitey". The
foregoing accurately reflect the

gradual erosion of Blackness.

SEKHOANE JOB RATHEBE
437 Cance House

To the Editor:

Mr. Michaelson s letter to the
Editor of Nov. 2 left us quite

puzzled. First, we think it only fair

that he should let the readers of the
Collegian know to whom he was
referring when he sarcastically

addresses "My 'cousins' the
Arabs." We assume he was
referring to the lecture and
discussion on the Palestinian
Revolution which took place on
October 27. We fail to understand
the purpose of his letter, or to

whom it is addressed. Is it the
general reader, who has no idea of

the contents of that lecture? In that

case, the purpose of his letter

would be to confuse the issues of

the Palestinian struggle and to

distort the goals for which the
Palestinians are struggling. Or is

he addressing those who were
present at the lecture? But, in that

case, he had ample opportunity to

take part in the general discussion
and present his interpretation
before the audience. If he had, we
speculate that his comments would
have been dismissed as not having
any basis in fact.

For the general reader, we would
like to clarify the following points.

The speaker, a supporter of the

Democratic Popular Front for the

Liberation of Palestine, stated
clearly that in liberated Palestine,

all Palestinians, including Jews
now living in Israel, would have
equal rights. He added that the

national rights of the Hebrew
people would have to be respected
teg. their right to develop their

own culture, religion, language,
etc.). In referring to South Africa,

Mr. Michaelson "forgets" that

Israel is a racist, colonialist settler

state with close relations with

South Africa; Israel has fur-

thermore achieved its position

through the expulsion of most of

the indigenous population of

Palestinian Arabs.
It is the Palestinians who con-

tinue to be oppressed, subjugated
and denied their rights by the State

of Israel. By the attempt to portray

the present oppressor as future

victim, Mr. Michaelson seeks to

obscure the present genocide
against the Palestinian people,

who are seeking a secular, non-

sectarian progressive state in

which all forms of oppression and
exploitation would end.

The kind of "peace" for which
Mr. Michaelson speaks is the peace
of the status quo of a racist, ex-

pansionist state; it is a peace in

which the oppressed are silenced

the resistance to Zionism and
imperialism crushed. It is the

"peace" of oppression and colonial

domination in which justice and
the right of the oppressed people to

dignity and self determination

have no place. It is a kind of

"peace" under which the

Palestinian people and all their

brothers of the Third World have
been subjugated; they are fighting

this "peace" in order to achieve

the real peace which can- only be

created through justice.

Lynn deGerenday
May Abbud

Open?

To the Editor:

We read that a vast number of

Americans are returning to

classrooms to continue their

education. Education -what is it//

could it be defined as the suc-

cessful application of what we
know concerning how to get along

with our fellow man? One look at

Southeast Asia, the Berlin Wall or

the Middle East would indicate we
weren't educated. Could it be

application of all the scientific

knowledge that we have of the

physical world Frank Borman saw

from outer space? Look at our

smog the Great Lakes, Hiroshima,

and the hungry children

throughout the world.

Education -what is it?

W. H. ANDREN

To the Editor:

Thinking of myself as a con-

cerned individual who recognizes
his own biases as much as possible

I've tried to keep an open mind on
the issue of Middle-East Peace.

After all the U.S. does support

Israel to some extent so it isn't

hard to believe that our news
media might give us a relatively

one sided view of the situation.

My good intentions crumble,
however, when I read the notices

placed in the Collegian by the

Solidarity Committee with the

Palestinian People. It reminds me
of the ridiculousness of party

rallies, where only those already

convinced of the righteousness of

their cause come to cheer and
agree. No new votes are gained at

rallies, and no new converts to the

Palestinian cause will be made at

their meetings here on campus
since to go with any doubt in your
mind, or alternate solutions, is to

go uninvited. "Oh come all Ye
faithful."

RALPHJ.GILMORE

A New Diet

To the World:

In comparison to European
civilizations, the United States of

Amerik is a child. She is a child at

the age of adolescence. And like all

adolescent children, Amerika is

undergoing emotional and physical

changes To combat the ap-
pearance of these changes, she
washes her face carefully by
creating a state of supression and
fear for her unsightly blemishes on
her campuses. But she is finding,

like all adolescents do, that

washing one's face just isn't

enough.

I consider myself a big juicy

pimple right on the tip of

Amerika's nose. If I am picked, my
germs are going to spread so that

ten new pimples pop up in my
place, and I intend to leave a big

scar. The more she picks us
pimples, the more we're going to

spread until Amerika's whole body
is nothing but one big red zit. Then
none of the other country's are
going to want to go out with her.

Amerika better learn that

pimples don't vanish by squeezing
them. The only way to cure pim-
ples is to watch one's diet. If

Amerika doesn't learn this fast, I

urge all other potential and kinetic

pimples to sprout and show their

true colors.

Think about it,

PUS ( Pimple of the United States)

"Democratic Process", a
letter appearing in Tuesdays
Collegian was writte by Robert
Mai lory, Department of Art. We
regret this error of omission.

Women

To the Editor:

Re. Don Glickstin's The Human
Contion (on Woman)
No wonder the guy looses, or

wonders, with a set of attitudes like

that. First forget the Joe Cool

routine. That went out with Elvis

and white socks. Anyone who
starts with "impressing" on his

mind is fair game, and women are

pretty hard to beat in an out-and-

out battle of sexual wits. Those are

the guys that really louse it up for

everyone else out there trying.

After a few Don Glickstein's to

contend with a girl's instantaneous

reaction is to cut it off the minute
he sticks it out. A real turn-off.

Next, what's this tactile or

"head" approach. Even General
Patton didn't rely on a planned

attack for success. The suprise

attack - play as you go, by ear,

phase-of-the-moon, whatever you
want to call it, anything but the old

planned attack. (an Ex-
servicemen are the WORST!).
This third item - "act sincere" -

now we're getting someplace. Only
don't act it, be it, do it. Sincere. A
real person is the man who wins,

that is if you want to win, as op-

posed to merely wanting to score,

as the term is tossed around in

male company. Just remember,
you get what you pay for, both

figuratively as well as
realistically. Not willing to pay the

full price, chances are pretty likely

you'll get garbage in return. Every
woman puts up with her share of

shitheads before she realizes that

she doesn't have to put up with

them - that there really ARE
alternatives to the D. Glickstein's

of the world. It's true. The good

guys win in the end - I know, I

married one 4 months ago, and I

love it. So does he. But then he and
I played it for real, not junior high

kid games. BLEEAHHH! to you,

Don.
Mrs. Patricia Emerson,

Secretary, MAE. (Class '68)

CANDIDATES FORUM
There will be a Candidates

Forum for Freshman Class
Officer Candidates in The Daily

Collegian on Monday, November
9th. One letter from each can-

didate for President, Vice-
President, Secretary, and
Treasurer will be accepted for

publication.

The letters must be no longer

than one type-written, double

spaced, at sixty spaces, 8" by 11

1/2" page.

Letters must carry the can-

didates name, address,
telephone number, and
signature.

Any letter deviating from
these specifications will not be

printed.

WASHINGTON - Shoplifting -

passing under the terms "doing
favors," "liberating" and "rip-

ping off" - is acquiring new
respectability as a political act
among young, white children of

affluence.

The increase in pilferage, police

and merchants believe is at least

partly related to the fashionable

aura young radicals have attached
to stealing as an expression of their

life style.

In response to increased
shoplifting, some stores have hired
plainclothes "spotters"who pose as
customers. Others have installed

elaborate electronic "tagging"
systems for their merchandise.
Still others have recently hired

young "street people" as sales

have sought to identify personnel

and otherwise themselves with the

views and problems of those who
might steal from them.

Conversations with young people

who say they regularly "rip off"

goods from stores indicates that

they often justify the stealing on
two grounds:
-The dropout existence they have

affected does not permit them to

afford goods they regard as
necessities-mostly food and
clothing.

-"Liberating" goods is actually a
radical political act in which the

takers believe they are striking a

blow against the capitalish
system.

It would be a mistake to conclude
that the whole Woodstock Nation
has disbanded into tribes to

kleptomaniacs. The fact remains,
however, that ripping off-even

among those who personally
choose not to steal -is becoming an
increasingly acceptable part of the

young radical's ethic

"The big stores rip off the people

with their profits so why shouldn't

we rip them off," argues an editor

of the Washington underground,
newspaper, Quicksilver Times.

"Ripping off is like getting into

an elevator and punching all the

buttons," he says, "anything that

screws up the system and gets

people to flip out is good"-an
argument frequently heard in

support of shoplifting as some kind

of existential yippie happening.

For many people, stealing is a

political act and a survival act at

the same time, the underground

press man believes - political in the

sense that people are selective

about who they rip off.

"They don't rip off stores that

are owned by blacks, or small

businessmen who they know are

struggling" he says, "They hit the

chain stores, the department
stores, and the really piggy shops

that sell to pseudo-hop people.

"A good deal of their survival

depends on stealing," he main-
tains, "because they have chosen
to live in a way in which they can't

make enough money to get along."

Diane, the 19-year-old daughter
of a manufacturing executive in

the south, says she and her

boyfriend have been stealing

virtually all their food, clothing

and household necessities for more
than a year.

Like many young people who
acknowledge they steal, Diane and
her boyfirend both eschew the idea

of working in "straight jobs" -

within the mainstream of cor-

porate, retail and institutional life.

"People have a right to be
healthy," says Mary J., 24, "I

usually take the best when I go to a

supermarket because you should

eat the best you can - no matter
how much money you have.

"With clothing and other things,

it's different. I take only what I

need." says Mary, who works
parttime as a legal secretary. "I'd

never take a fancy outfit or

something frivolous like a head-

band," she maintains. "But I don't

mind liberating a jacket or jeans or

something else that I really need."
Bob lives in a communal house

with six other young men and
women in their teens and early 20s.

The house, from bathrooms to

bedrooms to kitchen, is full of

goods that the residents say are
stolen.

"We don't even buy toilet paper
in this house," says Mark, 23. Our
bathrooms come from the Hilton

Hotel - toilet paper, soap, towels

from the swimming club,

everything."

At dinnertime, occupants of the

house eat their stolen food on in-

dustrial china that residents say
was taken from a university

cafeteria.

( Ed note. This is a reprint from the

Washington Post that appeared in

the Boston Globe, 10-12-70)

£
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Busses To Run
New Schedule

Effective Monday, November 9, 1970, both campus buses will operate

on a route which will service every point on the existing routes. This new
common route will necessitate some basic changes in routes and time

schedules. These changes are listed below:

1

.

Both buses will operate on a common route-a figure eight operating

clockwise in Southwest and counterclockwise in Orchard Hill-making
one stop per revolution at the School of Education.

2. The "Southwest" designated bus will go to the School of Education
from the Southwest complex, then to Orchard Hill with no return to the

School of Education.

The "Orchard Hill" designated bus will go to the School of Education
Irom Orchard Hill, then to Southwest, with no return to the School of

Kducation.

3. New stops will be initiated at #6 lot, Ellis Drive north and south of the

Campus Center, and at the Southwest corner of Haigis Mall. Since stops

along the west side of N. Pleasant Street will be used for both buses,

special designations will be used to identify the destination of each. Buses
will no longer enter Haigis Mall due to the congestion caused by illegally

parked cars.

4. The drivers are instructed to stop only at designated bus stops. This

is due to the tighter schedule and as a standard safety measure. Students

wishing new stops designated should contact the Student Senate Traasit

Service in Room 434, Student Union, or RSO Box 802F, Campus Center.

5. A new consolidated bus schedule will be available Friday. It will be
distributed from the Campus Center Information Desk, will be available

in both buses, and will be published in the Collegian.

Law And Order Issue

Failed In European Eyes
LONDON* AP> - Newspapers in Europe and elsewhere generally view

the results of the U.S. elections as a failure of the law and order campaign
strategy of President Nixon and Spiro T. Agnew.
Tribune de Geneve in Swit-

zerland sounded the general theme
in a political column, saying:

It appears that the law and
order' slogan vigorously preached
by the Nixon Agnew tandem in the

end made little impact on an
electorate preocuppied by the
economic slowdown cleverly

spotlighted by the Democratic
party.

'

The independent newspaper
Informaciones of Madrid com-

mented: "Economic imperatives
have swept out criteria about law
and order."

The Christian Democrat paper
De Tijd of Amsterdam took the

view that the "U.S. elections ended
undecided, implying a virtual

defeat of Nixon and Agnew who
hoped to mobilize the silent

majority against the Democrats."

GIVE US A BREAK!!

THE^^W\ AND SKI

SEASON IS NOT FAR OFF

SO

GET YOUR SAFETY LENS

SKI GLASSES
before the crowds walk in!!! •

daft coll
GUILD OPTICIAN

>6 Main St. Tel. 258-7002 Amherst

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S DELI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst
— In the Peter Pan Building —
This Week's Delivery Special:

BOLOGNA GRINDER reg. price .99

spec. .88

TURKEY GRINDER reg. price 1.09
spec. .88

PASTRAMI GRINDER reg. price. 1.09

spec. .88

ALL CANNED SODA reg. price .25

spec. .18

ECLAIRS reg. price .25

spec. .18

BAGELS & CREAM CHEESE reg. price .40

spec. .34

All grinders Include cheese, lettuce, tomato, onions, hot

IM'ppcrs. pickles, choice of dressing.

Delivery every night from 6 o'clock HI midnight.

Phone 253-9336.

Distinguished Ecolo gists

KNKOl'TK TO V OTE--1 .S. Senator Thomas J. Dodd and his wife pause briefly outside polling

place in Old Lyme, Conn., where they cast their votes this morning. Dodd lost a bid reelection as

an Independent after failing to get support of the Democratic party nomination.

Cushing Kept His Crypt Secret
HINGHAM. Mass. (AP) - The

man who built the crypt that will

receive the remains of Richard

Cardinal Cushing Saturday kept it

a secret for 18 years, at the request

of the cardinal himself.

The cardinal came to me and

asked me to build a crypt for him in

the chapel," Frank Tarzia Sr. said

Wednesday. "He told me to make

it simple with no or-

namentation... just a humble place

for them to lay me. and make it so

that I'm facing the school so I can

always be looking at the children

"But keep it a secret, because

I'm not sure yet that I want to be

buried there. When 1 do reach a

decision, let me tell the people."

Tarzia did just that, and it wasn't

FINK ARTS COUNCIL 1970 71 SERIES

EVENTS
KOWKER AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

Thursday - Friday, November 5 - 6

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

Two different programs of the world's greatest
Baroque Music including Corelli, Vivaldi, Marcello and
Albinoni.

'Unexcelled in their class!" L.A. Times

Thursday - Sunday, November 12 - 15

Operetta Guild presents

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production of this hit!

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 - 3.00
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202
Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office

until details of the cardinal's

funeral Mass and burial were
made public following his death
Monday, that he 64 year old

stonemason told his story.

The crypt is in front of the altar

in the chapel on the grounds of St.

Coletta's School in nearby
Hanover, a school Cushing
founded for retarded, or as he
called them, "exceptional''
children.

The chapel is an imported
replica of the I'ortiuncula Chapel
in Italy where St Francis of Assisi

worshipped Tarzia also con-

structed the chapel, following a
master plan of the original.

Kach night, Tarzia said, when
his day's work on the chapel was
done, he returned, and behind
closed doors, worked on the crypt.

He made it of steel and poured
concrete because "the cardinal
didn't want any marble, mosaic or
the like in his tomb."
The crypt, four feet wide, four

feet deep and nine feet long, is

covered by a four inch slab of

concrete.

The body of the cardinal, former
archbishop of Boston, is lying in

state at Holv Cross Cathedral in

Boston. Following services
Saturday, his remains will be
sealed in the crypt.

Attention-UNICEF Dorm
Solicitors

If you have not returned
your collection box yet-
please drop it off in the
RSO Business Office in
the Campus Center.
Thank you!!!

In Concert

SHLOMO CARLEBACH
(Lost year 1200 students heard him)

TUES., NOV. 10 AT 8:30 P.M. IN S.U. BALLROOM
ADMISSION $1.00 — Tickets now on tale in Hillel Office

D. J. is at TEP

!

Thusrday 10:00- 1:00 p m..

15* BEERS 8:30 p. m.

CEQ Speaker Describes

'The Marine Revolution"

Outing Club "Cave-In"
Explores Knox CaveN. Y.

Dr. Carleton Ray, associate
professor of pathobiology at Johns
Hopkins University, will describe

The Marine Revolution" on
Thursday, Nov. 5 at 8 p.m. at

HMahar Auditorium on the UMass
campus.

Dr. Ray's talk is the third in the

series of Distinguished Ecologists

Lectures scheduled at the

University under the auspices of

the University's Coalition for

Environmental Quality and
cooperating groups. The lecture is

open to the public free of charge.

Formerly the curator of the New
York Zoological Society, Dr. Ray
has gone on expeditions to An-

tarctica, Alaska, Canada, Ber-

muda, the Bahamas and Florida to

study the marine ecological

balance. He has written 60

scientific and professional papers

on marine conservation. He has

appeared on the Dick Cavett TV
Show to alert audiences to the

Engineering Alumni

Hold Symposium On

Pollution Problems

Engineering alumni from UMass
will gather this week for a sym-
l>osium on the problems of en-

vironmental pollution.

Sponsored by the UMass
Engineering Alumni Association,

the symposium will be held on
Thursday, Nov. 5 at the Highpoint
Motor Inn in Chicopee, following a
i. in p.m. dinner.

Robert B. (iibb, President of the

Engineering Alumni Association

and a graduate of the Class of 1956,

will give the welcoming address.

Moderator for the program will be
U'ster C. Van Atta, Associate
Dean. School of Engineering.

Bernard B. Berger, director of

the UMass Water Resources
Research Center, will discuss
water resource problems; Francis
A DiCriano, assistant professor of

civil engineering, will talk on air

pollution problems; and W. Leigh
Short, associate professor of

chemical engineering, will speak
on thermal pollution problems. A
question and answer period will

follow

Program chairman for the
symposium is Alfred Wandrei,
i lass of 1950.

Colby Students

Elected To Board

Waterville, Maine (AP) - In

accordance with a change in

governmental structure suggested

last fall by a constitutional con-

vention and approved by the board

of trustees, two Colby College

students have been elected to one

year terms as non voting

representatives on the board.

Those elected by the student

iKxly were Senior Stephen R. Orlov

of Sharon, Mass., and Charles J.

Ilogan of Metuchen. N. J., a

sophomore.

dangers facing whales and other

marine mammals.
Among Dr. Ray's many awards

and citations is a fellowship to the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science. He is a

member of nine conservation
organizations.

On Friday, Oct. 30 sleeping bags
and knapsacks were packed in cars

and outing club members in small

groups headed off for the wilds of

Knox, NY. for a "Cave-In".

When they arrived, the tents

were already up and a fire was
burning. The field was on fire. The
fire engines came and went, and

The incumbent Thadeus Buczko secured victory Tuesday in the

race tor the State Auditor's seat. Buckzo was able to easily beat

Iturci by a 2 to I margin. ( MDC photo by Gib Fullerton

)
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STUDENT UNION

Friday, November 6

11 A.M to 8 PM

Arranged by

1 Ferdinand

I Roten Galleries,

1 Baltimore Md.E3^H

By WALTER SOBZAK
Staff Reporter

everything settled down.
A small group decided to explore

Knox Cave. Years before, Knox
had been commercialized, and
remnants of wooden stairs were
scattered everywhere except
where they were needed. The
group, equipped with flashlights

and carbide lamps walked-tripped-

fell into the sinkhole.

Limited exploring of the cave
followed. The Big Room, Indian

Passage, and the previously
mentioned Gun Barrel Tunnel
were a few of the attractions to be
found.

The following day was
Halloween, and exploring of Knox
and nearby caves consumed most
of the day. A few of the more
daring explorers crawled to the

most extreme points of the cave.

When they finally emerged, they

looked like they should have stayed
inside.

Nearby Skull Cave was ac-

cessible only by rope ladders. A
sheer wall at the sinkhole dropped

30 feet, levelled off, then dropped

another 30 feet. Only the more
experienced cavers took on Skull.

Saturday night there was a party

in Knox Cave where pumpkin pie,

doughnuts and wine were served.

On Sunday, some people left for

home early, while those who hadn't

had enough went back into the

caves. Eventually, everybody got

back to Amherst... a little sorer,

but a little happier.

The UMass Outing Club has

something going on almost every

weekend. From mountain clim-

bing to caving to backpacking, the

outing club is for people who enjoy

the outdoors, and just having a

good time being with other people.

There's a "togetherness" kind of

feeling that can't be achieved just

by rapping. It's living.

Five Colleges Offer

Bus Tours Of Campuses
As part of its ongoing valley wide

orientation program, the Five
College Student Coordinating
Hoard is sponsoring free bus tours

of each of the campuses in the five

college area. The first purpose of

I he bus tours is to acquaint
students with the physical layout of

each campus.
Walking tours of approximately

twenty minutes will also be
provided at each institution. It is

hoped that the students will use
this unique opportunity to "ex-

plore" the other campuses.
The Student Coordinating Board,

an autonomous five college student

life committee, sponsored panel

discussions, involving faculty

memberi Irom each of the five

schools, at the colleges earlier this

year Still being planned by the

hoard is a spring five college

lestival hoped to generate the

interacting of students from each

of the five schools.

The involvement of University

students is especially hoped for;

the lirst step to involvement is the

use of the bus tours being offered

this Saturday to meet people. The
first of the eight tours leaves from
the campus center garage at 10 00

\ M refer to the ad in Friday's

< wtlfgiaw lor the full timetable

ISRAEL $565
ALL INCLUSIVE

MARCH 18 - 29, 1971

PETER PAN
TRAVEL SERVICE

invites you

to preview

ISRAEL TODAY

Lecture and film by

DR. MERON MEDZINI

Big Complex 1st floor

CAMPUS CENTER ROOMS
163, 164, 173, 171

8:00 P.M.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1970

For further information

telephone PETER PAN TRAVEL

256-6704

MICHELLE IS WELL

AND SINGING AT THE

HEW MEADOW INN
TONIGHT FROM 10-1

BEER HOUR
9-10 EVERY THURSDAY

15* — 12 ox. BEER — PIZZA

MEADOW INN RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
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UN Calls For Extention

Of Mid-East Ceasefire

UNITED NATIONS, NY <AP) -

The Asian African ^roup rammed
through the U.N. General
Assembly Wednesday a call for a

Mttday extension of the Middle East
icase lire and immediate
resumption of peace talks

The resolution was approved
over opposition from the United

Slates and Israel, who charged
thai some provisions were stacked
in tn\or of the Arabs. The U.S.

initiated cease fire expires

Thursday.

The assembly approved the

resolution put in by Yugoslavia and
o Asian African nations by a vote

of ~>7 1<> with :W abstentions.

A rival proposal sponsored by 20

Latin American nations failed to

win approval. The vote was 45 in

lavor. 49 against and 27 ab-

stentions.

A third resolution, put in by the

I nited States, was not pressed to a

vote by its sponsor.

The Asian African proposal may
Kive Egypt an excuse to extend the

e;«so fire. But it does not provide

much basis for resuming the peace

talks under UN. mediator Gunnar
\ Jarring.

Israel has refused to return to

negotiations with Jarring until

Kgypt pulls back missiles it

were shifted forward in the Suez

urea after the stand still

agreement went into effect Aug. 7.

Koreign Minister Abba hiban ot

Israel assailed the Asian African

proposal just before the ballot,

declaring that it would obstruct

peace efforts in the Middle east.

Khan charged that the proposal
threw off balance the Security

Council resolution of November
i%7. winch has been used as the

framework for efforts to bring

peace to the area.

Khan charged that the Asian

African resolution, which calls for

the restoration of Arab territory

held by Israel, would obstruct

resumption of Jarring's mission.

Kban expressed preference tor

the Latin American resolution,

which did not single out sections of

the 1%7 Security Council resolution

hut simply reaffirmed the entire

proposal. It also expressed concern

over cease fire violations which

were not mentioned in the Asian

Vfrican draft.

Senator Edward Kennedy grimaces during a recent impromptu debate in Natick, Mass. with
Socialist Workers Party candidate for U.S. Senate, Peter Camejo. Camejo, who lost the election

but won the debate, will be back at UMass Saturday, Nov. 7, at 11 a.m. speaking on "The Civil

War: The Second American Revolution" in the Council Chambers of the Student Union. Camejo is

one of a series of speakers participating in the Western New England Socialist Education Con-
ference this weekend. For more information contact the YSA table in front of the Hatch.

AC Business Manager
Ass't Treasurer Resigns
Mi not Grose, Business Manager

and Assistant Treasurer of

Amherst College, has submitted
his resignation to the College as of

January 1, 1971.

In accepting his resignation, the

Hoard of Trustees took note "with

gratitude for and admiration of his

eighteen years of devoted,

dedicated, loyal and conscientious

service to Amherst College."

Mr. Grose came to Amherst as

assistant to the treasurer in 1952;

in 1957 he assumed the duties he

now holds. His responsibilities

have included superivsion of the

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

# PARTS
COMPLETE IO0Y SHOP

246 KING ST. (RTE5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

College's physical plant, including
faculty residences and fraternities,

and supervision of new con-
struction.

After graduating from Amherst
in 1936, Mr. Grose spent ten years
with the Air Reduction Company in

various parts of the country,
leaving it in 1946 as Assistant
Manager of the New England
District. For the next six years he
was associated with the in-

vestment firm of Burgess and
Leith in Boston.

In Amherst he has served as a
corporator of the Amherst Savings
Bank, a director of the First

National Bank, a member of the

Zoning Board of Appeals,
sec rotary of the Robert Frost
reaching ("hairs at Amherst
Regional High School tan award
which be founded), treasurer of

Grace Episcopal Church and of the

Layman's Academy of

Oecumenical Studies, and as a
Town Meeting member. He is also

a director and clerk of the

Greenfield Community College
Foundation, inc.

Cyclists Will Tour

Berkshire Foothills
The Bicycle Club will have a tour

to the Berkshire Foot-Hill on
Sunday November 8. Anyone in-

terested in going (the tour is open
to. the entire campus community)
is asked to sign up on the sheets
provided on the Bicycle Club
bulletin board which is located on
the upper level of the Student
I nion opposite the ride board and
next to the Outing Club boards.

The tour will assemble at the
rear of the Student Inion, outside
the Hatch, at 10::«) a.m. for the :J0

mile route tapprox.) as follows:

North on 116 through Sunderland to

south I Jeer field. South-west on 5 to

Whately. West to Williamsburg,
then Southeast through
Haydenville and Florence (with
perhaps a short side trip to Look
Lark i, then via Damen Road to 9,

Fast on 9 to Hadley, then North on
U to North Hadley, and finally

East by local roads over 116 to the

Southwest entrance of campus

The route will be through some
very lovely small valleys, hard
packed dirt roads, and picturesque
farms. The trek is of medium
difficulty; it will involve some
small hills, but they can be easily

walked if anyone doesn't want to

try riding them Bring your lunch
and be prepared for a stop at a

cidermill. If five or more people
•Mtm up; there will be a tour. If not.

t hose who signed up will be notified

ol the cancellation.

CRINKLE crtMBH

SUPERsoft jJloes

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Visit the BOOT
or

CELLAR
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AMHERST STAMP CLUB
Monday, Nov. 9th, Public Health Bldg..

Room 344, 7 30 PM, Pres JohnW Anderson of

Hadley will show and speak on "Charles
Dickens" Interested visitors welcome.

BICYCLE CLUB
The Bicycle Club will go on a Berkshire

Foothills tour this Sunday, Nov 8th. Meet at

10.30 AM in back of the Hatch.

BUTTERFIELD STRING PLAYERS
Chance of a life time: All inexperienced

string players are needed to help bring enrich-

ment into Butterfield Come enjoy yourself and
bring your undiscovered talent. Please call

Paul Chang at 5 2418, 129 Butterfield Dorm.

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 P.M Come to room 811

ol the Campus Center. Open to everyone!

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Will meet on Thursday, Nov 5th at 6: 00 PM,

George Washington Tower, fifth floor lounge

All members strongly urged to attend.

CRAMPTON HOUSE
Crampton House Folk Night, Saturday night,

November 7th, Main Lounge 8:30-?

DELS (CEQ)
Come andhear 3rd in series of Distinguished

lAOlogist Lectures tonight in Mahar. Dr.

Carleton Ray to speak on "The -Marine

Revolution" at 8 PM

ENCOUNTER GROUP
Black White Encounter Group forming

anyone interested in joining please call Debbie

6 5168 after 5 30.

HILLEL
The movie "Just Another Day" will be

shown today at 2 30 PM in the Hillel Center. All

invited Plans for U.J.A. drive will also be
discussed then.

What kind of delicious experience do you
want? Call Kerm 546 694$.

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS
Pre registration today at Skinner for

Professional Day for Home Economists on

November 10th.

INTEGROL YOGA INSTITUTE
Please notice this notice We're having an

integrolYoga Inst meeting tonight as well as

the class Jean's Psyc. class also please, 530
to 7:00 in Campus Center room 911 915. For
Hath class please bring loose fitting clothing

and an empty stomach.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Come to our "Thursday Night Thing" for an

evening of sharing and fellowship. Starting

this Thursday, Nov. 5th, Colonial Lounge,

Student Union 8:30 PM.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
There will be a meeting Monday, November

4th at 7 30 PM at Dr. Rossman's office, 256

North Pleasant St All invited to discuss drugs,

religion, and Baba.

MEN'S LIBERATION CONVERSATION
There will be an open conversation on Men's

Liberation tonight at 800 PM in the Council

Chambers. Student Union.

OUTING CLUB
Snort Ridge Cave Saturday, M&M Trail

Sunday. Adirondack* (again). This weekend.

Notices
General meeting Monday, 6:30, room
Campus Center See bulletin board

165

RAFI
Members and others interested in forming a

>tudy groupon Jewish Nationalism or Zionism

,mce70 A D , call Jim 6 9396 until 3 AM

SOCIOLOGY HONORS SEMINAR
WILKINSON
Tuesday, 3 5, Campus Center 801

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Bi weekly meeting this Sunday, November

8th at 900 PM, Hampden Dining Commons.

STUDIES ABROAD NITE
Students interested in studies abroad,

speakers will be present. Come to rooms 168.

170, 172 Campus Center, 8:00 PM, Thursday,

November 5th Sponsored by GSS. All

welcome

STUDENT UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
The Ferdinand Roten Art Galleries of

Baltimore, Maryland will present an
exhibition and sale of original graphics on

Friday, Nov. 6th from II AM to 8 P.M. in the

2nd floor concourse level of the Campus
Center. All are welcome.

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION CON
FERENCE
Students interested in attending the con

ference on "Creating A More Satisfying

Teaching Learning Environment at UMass."
scheduled tor next Wednesday, November I lth

may make reservations and get more in

formation by phoning 5 2789 Some scholarship

ad is available

UMASS BEAUTY CLUB
Think Mink! Demonstration and instruction

on skin and beauty care. Campus Center room
169, 8 009:30 All welcome!

YPSL
Important Y PS L meeting tonight to discuss

front lash and other projects Members urged

to attend All interested in democratic

socialism welcome 8 P M., room 902 Campus
Center

LOST
Woman's black umbrella yesterday at 10: 10

m Engineering 111 Please call Leslie at 6 6610

Lost blue ski parker at Hills Party Friday

night, please give back if found I need ID in

pocket 1717 Coolidge or call 6 8189

Lost Smith Corona Model 22t typewriter

trom the scheduling desk on Monday, Oct.

26th Please call 586 1436

Black vinyl loose lea t notebook lost con
taming valuable class papers. If found please
return to 204 James or please contact Jeanne
at 586 2566 or Manny at 546 7521

Mine eyes have missed the glory of the

coming of the Lord, struggled vainly with the

heiroglyphicschalkedon yonder board, cursed
the light and dark, and pleaded that their

vision be restored. (Eye want my glasses
back!) Call Maureen 5 0158, Middlesex
Basement
Keys on leather lace with pen knife, ski

medal, and wooden disc attached. Please
contact Claire in 321 Cance, 6 5067

Colonial Coin replica set, lost between pond
and Hasbrouck, it's a birthday present. Please
contact George 6 6978.

FOUND
Post versa log slide rule. Give serial number

and or description of where you think you lost

it Call Georgia Godfrey 5 2698

Small brown purse on bus. contact K.
Seward at 546 7756 anytime
Brend's pocketbook Call Sara, room 314

Butterfield at 545 2418 or 545 2419.

SOUTHWEST CINEMA
HAMPDEN COMMONS

Trieyfeyoung and fed everything more deeply...

and there's so much to feel deeply about.

the strawberry
statement
Atr»e\i H/wrxi iiteiN\Mr*i£KP(OXCTiON

4, JU"Y P«ttE WINNCB
($ R1

^jj,CANNES FILM FESTIVAL '
^IC. 1970

Thursday, Friday, Sunday — November 5, 6 and 8

at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Admission ONLY $1.00 — First run feature

COME TO THE

GRAND OPENING
of

KARA MIA
at the old Amherst Creamery

Thursday thru Sunday

get a free soda with any purchase

PIZZAS SUBS DINNERS SODAS

ICE CREAM 'Do It Yourself" SUNDAES

For campus deliveries call 253-9363

Open Sun.-Thurs., 11 a.m.-l a.m. Fri. & Sat. till 2 a.m.

NEW IDEA IN MUSICAL AWARENESS

The National Concert Series

In our efforts to obtain the best musical entertainm

over the country to TRULY find the country's BEST en

the "Top 40" brand forced upon us by the music industry,

in a questionable manner by the "promoters" and "agents
'agents" in general — ask yourself). Because of the ob
quality and creativity and not because of its "market val

lity, we offer this concert to you . It is for these reason w
the National Concert Series

.

ent available, we, as college students, have searched all

tertainment. We have been continually disappointed by
As musicians, we have seen our fellow artists dealt with

" of today's music (ask any musician fqr his opinion of
vious need for good music promoted solely because of its

ue" which promotes music at the obvious expense of qua-
e hare formed the National Concert Committee, and hence,

Our desire is to have an organized system of promo tion based on the tastes of the various musical audiences

throughout the nation and not on one general type of mu sic for all . We believe that there are musical audiences in

America that are made up of individuals who wish to hea r pure music as the musicians wrote it and not music in a

form changed and altered in order to sell it to the "bubble- gum public."

Throughout this concert series we will bring the best of new and old talent from all over the United States to

areas that may never have had an opportunity to hear this music. By attending this concert you will hear music before.

it breaks onto the national scene. You, as an audience will be picking the music that will become national rather
than listening to it after it is national . This is our way o f changing the music scene across the country for the bet-

ter. Please join us in this effort. Come to this Friday's concert, November 6, 1970, sponsored by George Washing-
ton Upper.

Performing-

Swallow • Black Forest Roads • Jennifer Paris • Captain Video Light Show
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From nine to midnight every Fri. & Sat. Nite

Dancing and entertainment in the

Top of the Campus Club Cocktail Bar

Music by the Novae

QB Club Luncheon . . .

Hughes, Sroka Cited For Top Play• By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Yesterday's UMass Redmen Quarterback Club Luncheon, the eighth of its kind, was a mild

affair marked by the selection of two fine seniors, Ken Hughes and Bill Sroka, as the offensive and

defensive players of the week respectively.

These two persons won their

citations for their play in UMass'
decisive 48-6 victory over Vermont
last Saturday, the Redmen's
second win of the season, as op-

posed to four defeats and one tie.

It was Hughes' second such
honor. He won the award last week
for his performance against
I Conn. The senior quarterback
had another steady afternoon
against Vermont. He guided the

offense well and completed ten of

24 passes.

Although this completion per-

centage is no figure to boast about,

1 lughes' real worth to the team and
his dominating claim to the award
stems from his leadership

capabilities as he has really come
of age lately, moving the offensive

wheels with a consistency they

lacked a few weeks back.

As for Mr. Sroka, he came

IT S NOT TOO SOON
I. CtiraMMM UMfl
SHOWCASf OMMAS
GIFT CIITWCAttS

ACRES & ACRES FREE LIGHTED PARKING JUST FOR YOU

*Q^m* Cu-tJea
IT. $ tlVttMll !»., ». JHU.
why mms noa tok

'TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT! EXCITING!
BEAUTIFUL! FUNNY!" .^.c^.

1

Little Fouss And Big Halsy' is a

REAL THRILLER! Robert Redford takes

another giant step forward as the most
exciting leading man since talkies!"'9

'«m Scon. UP I

"A MOVIE THAT CAN'T BE

MISSED. JAMMED WITH
RICHES OF EVERY KIND!
Tremendously moving! It

generate* enormous im-

DOCt! front*, loylor.

Mon - Fri

2, 7:30. 940 P.M.

Sot & Sun Com. el

2. 3.50. 5:40. 730. 940

•MA^CWKV

ftOMftT
MDfOftD

OIKHMIJ.
POLLARD

UTTU fPUSS AflD BIG HAISY
LAUMNHUTTOM NOAMIEERY UXEUKMSON

!.<*>*.».» »**» uM >- m -ft
2ndWK.

FILM IN HISTORY!

u

3rdWK.

ABSOLUTELY GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT! A
film we heartily recom-
_____-! " Son Holtmonmena. ^^ „..,

Men. -Mi
2P-M7 30.V30 *
Sat. 4 Suo. CoM. ot

1. 3. 510, 7:20. 9 30

Man M
i»M.. 7 30. 9 50

Sat. 1 S»n Cant, at *.», 7:31 *-3f

KUdbt Skew At I A I

II >'M.!ilt*' KnWW lIKflAGERS

through with a yoeman's effort last

weekend against the Catamounts,

the type of effort that has been

typical of his play all fall. At the

position of defensive tackle and

weighing a solid 218 pounds, Sroka

teams with spark plug Bill

DeFlavio to form a most
devastating tackle tandem.

Rarely do opponents gain suc-

cess in running up the Redman
middle; these two guys make
movement in the middle tough.

As is the case at all QB Club

Luncheons, a UMass assistant

coach gives a scouting report on

the upcoming Redman opponent

and, in yesterday's case it was

defensive line coach Bob Graham
talking about Holy Cross.

He respected the winless

Crusaders and pointed out that the

main reason for H.C. woes is that

the year layoff from playing

football, because of the hepatitis

outbreak, has been extremely
difficult for the H.C team to

overcome.
Head coach Vic Fusia reiterated

this viewpoint before running some
films on the Vermont game. He
commented, "The layoff of one

year has hurt them They're not

really playing up to their potential,

plus they've had some injuries."

The films were indicative of the

score and capped off the luncheon

in the mood it started, one of

calmness A lot of times QB Club

Luncheons are broken up with good

jokes and usually the films of the

opponent-just-played are an-

ticipated. Probably because of the

Redmen's methodic thumping of

Vermont, the films weren't overly

exciting to watch although they

were enjoyable in their depicting of

the UMass efficiency.

COLOR

MfXT: "WARY Of A MAO HOOIfltW' - *ck«««- lenjw*, J -a-

• 1 TMtATRtS UNOW I ton* e

l.nmpus
f/tlf Mil \ V

tMMI lf.1 . I \ i i I

I „,pf.tf.p i'i'S

FONDA HOPPER «££
7 is el lea, Mai 2

'«MMfMCK*.SHlN ,%«>

JKflgg JKJWSU1I
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diaiv or a mad Housiwirr

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
fteoeer. Teae, Oarrara. FM Artec,

Flaber, TDK, cassette (Mid open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers.

LPs, 8 track and other aetearttla*.
Amherst Aadlo. tfU-81

Fischer Bnperglas 8kl* XU em, e*>

celleot condition. CaU M0-7M3.

Fnpptee — Alaskan aUlamute sled

den. KxeeUcnt pedigree, ideal pets.

CaU Greenfield 773-8411 aftej 5:3*

p.*s. JtlX-9

Dark room, complete with enlars-

er. drier, eaael. etc. CaU M5-M29
moraines. ttll-4

Console stereo record player with

em/fm radio and attractive walnut

cabinet. Asking *90 or reasonable ef-

fer. CaU Don at g06-«43. tfll-e

Motorcycle *67 Ducetl 2oo«e Seram-

bler In excellent condition, $3M 253-

»u. i™ 13

Sunbeam Alptoe, 63 wire wleeto.

new, Miohelln - XA8, KeaT* Abarth

eih.. recently rebuilt, engine, driving,

fe» It*., gee* top. Willing U bargain

hoot price. CaU 066-26M after 3:3s

aTM-d

W$ 9SMSM M*V Vs, power
steering, aotematJc transmission, ra-

dio, four doer sedan, presently re-

gistered, runnlnc condition. CaU 283-

5368. $T» or reasonable offer. U-»

Chevy '65 ImpaU, air eondltfoaed,

power steering, power brake*, black

vlnrl reef, lew mileage. 9686. 846-

6864. <«*?

66 Chery Impala, seed IwawS
condition, toed body, 8 eyl.. call

Dave 668-3677 or S46-83SB morn, or

ere ., $76 or beet. tfll-6

'68 Alfa Borneo 8pider, coed ma-
iling condition, new enow tires, two
heaters. Inspection sticker, needs

rocker panel work and new seat. Of-
fers considered. Charlie 548-6378.

tftt-16

SERVICES

at
lee

Win type aad/er
n material. Ala* d
•uhm for schools,
onal, fast, reasonably
e. CaU 864-6817. eve*

wrS

REWARD
Reward for male Seal Point Sia-

mese Cat lost near Wope, belean to

friend la Northampton, so may bead

that way. Can 5*8-6636. tfll-6

FOR SALE— AUTOS
64 KB Dari (W.

8460 Call Store MO-trKT tfU-S

1969 Opel Kerdett Station Wagon.
Excellent condition radio, radio 16

months eld. Ideal for camping, tra-

veling, aleepns, $1766 Ask for Phil

64S-2381 (6-6 pjn.). 856-6»86 (after

8). ttu-*

•61 Chery eooTertlble, rone wett,

needs new battery, and top, $86.66.

Call 846-7661. tfll-6

'63 Ford Kconollne Van, food eon-

iltlon, new clutch $ new Urea, en-

cine Job In Aug., wall to waU ear-

pet $366 or best offer. 346-t74S.

WANTED
Poetry wanted fay tisfeU ie aa-

tholey. Please Include stamped w
torn envelope. IdlewUd Preea. 1667
awl Olympie Bouleyard, l*o Aaga-
les. California 866x1. tfU-U

to startApartment
ary, aaa er two rooms.
Neater xaa-Mt* erenlngs tfll-13

Amherst Aadio serrlees stereo
poaeata, tape decks far home or ear,
167 No. Pleasant St. $564133.

tm-zs
Musical Instruments from ar»un3

the worU at discount prices. Guitars
a specialty. Creative Badsawar (the
Music Store), $6-» Miles St., Oreen-
fleld 413-774-J831. tfU-6
Trplna done m my borne la Hoi-

yoke for thesis, term papers, etc ,

8 rear* experience. Calf 536-8733.
tfll-6

DONT DESPAD1 — eaU Kaebel
for neat, accurate typing thesis, and
term papers. Oaaranteed aeearacy.
Reasonable rate*. Call $53-6617.

tfll-6

Computer Science Tuterina aa9
programming fsr stadent and facul-

ty. CaU Al 9 - 11 a.m. X56-6256
tf 11-18

Experienced mother of one will Mr?
hrslt la my home anytime. Call Mr*.
Hatch, Cliffside Apt*. B-ll, Sunder-
land 66B-ieig8. tfll-6

APARTMENT WANTED
Wanted — I or 3 bedroom apt.,

startlna Jan., unfurnished preferred.
CaU 646-T722. 11-4*

HELP WANTED
Babysitter wanted for infant. Pre-

fer someone on Campus, Mon. 1 to 4;
Wed. 8:36 • 1:36. CaU 588-2733 af-
ter 6. tfll-«

Wrapping Up The Freshman Soccer Season . . .

Strong Fr. Booters Looked Great At Home
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter
The freshman soccer team was

unbeatable at home. In
establishing a 4-1-1 mark the fresh-

men found the going much rougher
away from UMass territory, as
they were 3-0 as hosts and 1-1-1 as
visitors.

In the three home contests the

freshmen won by scores of 3-2, 5-2

and 2-0 over Worcester Polytech,
UConn and Springfield respec-

tively. While away they opened
successfully, winning 3-1 over
Tufts, tying Amherst 1-1, and
falling to Trinity 2-1.

But the story behind the year
was the team's spirited play. Its

moral was extremely high and was
most clearly exhibited in their

hooters' two final home games,
against UConn and Springfield.

The key to this spirited play was
Coach David Jekanowski, as goalie

lieggs commented, "He really

knows how to get a team psyched

up; he's got to be one of the best if

not the best coach that I've ever
had."

The high-flying Redmen began

the campaign with a Mark Tyma
score, and that's just how they

ended it. The Tufts 3-1 victory

featured two Tyma tallies, as well

as a Bruce Sibson score, his first of

four during the year. The finely-

executed battle at Medford
established the trend for future

frosh frays; it featured a fast

UMass start with plenty of drive at
the end.

In their next game, their first at

home, the Redmen romped. The
scoreboard registered UMass 3,

WPI 2, but the score couldn't have
been further from the truth. The
Redmen outran, outhustled and
generally outeverythinged the

visitors, as the 30-7 shots on goal

margin gives a pretty fair in-

dication of how the game went.

The second contest featured

Amherst, a squad with incredibly

impressive credentials. The
Itedmen came away with a tie, but

it looked as though they deserved
more than that. Mike Nugent was
the sole scorer for the Redmen that

day, as he booted in a Tyma corner

kick, one of many Tyma corner

Sports Notices

KOOTBALL TICKETS-Tickets

lor the I! Mass - Holy Cross football

name to be played on Saturday in

Worcester at H.C.'s Fitton Field,

can be purchased at the Boyden
ticket office, rm. 155. The office is

open until 6 pm daily. Unreserved

tickets for this game will cost $2

and reserved tickets will go for $4.
*****

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
BOWLING-Any girls interested in

participating in intramural ten pin

bowling should contact Jean

,iratore at 549-1219 by today,

there will be a maximum of eight

teams that will be able to par-

ticipate. The entry fee will be $50

1 50c/string for 96 games ) per team

of six players.
*****

INTRAMURAL HANDBALL-A11
intramural handball rosters are

due in the IM office, 215 Boyden, by

;> p.m. today.

ATTENTION:
LOST or FOUND

CATS and DOG (OWNERS)
(Pet Lovers Anonymous)

ir you hare lout >our pet. or have
found a lost pet and are waltlnc for

the owner to claim It, or If rou are

loelcln* for a aood heme for >vur
Miirplu* pets, we would like ts help

me. WNtA'i "CYCXEBKEAKER"
will accept call* every Thursday be-

tween the hour 4:36 and 5:36 p.m.

We will advertise your pet's ststu«

riarias "CYCLEBKEAKER". Call

U>t876 durlne the above hour.

We like animals.

MANY
GOING?

. . . charter a Peter Pan^x*

Bus to wherever jt is

you're going

kicks that resulted in goals this

year.

Back home again, the frosh

found themselves up against
UConn, and the Little Redmen
were the epitome of a psyched
ballclub. Not 15 minutes were gone
in the game before UMass had
tallied four times. Their finest

offensive effort of the season saw
goals by McKinney, Sibson and
Tyma, as the early lead enabled
them to coast to victory number
three.

Unfortunately though, this

momentum did not carry into the
Trinity affair, which featured one
of the more disturbing incidents of

the year. Throughout the game
nearly 60 Trinity students, located
behind the UMass bench, heckled
the Little Redmen.
The goals just wouldn't come in

this game. The 2-1 loss saw Howie
Spier score his first of the season,
but it was Spier's second goal that

made the Redman season.

It was the Springfield game, the

last of the season, when Spier
knocked home number two of the

year. The game-winner came late

in the first period and the Little

Redmen were on their way. The 2-

win was the highlight of their

season, and appropriately enough
it was their final game.
Throughout the season the

Redmen defense was strong, as
goalie Beggs led the show in the

final contest with a tremendous
effort against Springfield. Behind
the strong defense and the out-

standing domination lies the
Coach, and Coach Jekanowski has
gone an exceptional job. Said
Sibson, "He took an interest in all

the kids. He moved everyone
around, until he found a place
where that boy was best suited."

This shifting was one of the keys
to their success as were
Jekanowski's teachings. Said
Steve Needleman, "Coach
Jekanowski is just an excellent

coach. He has a great knowledge of
the game, but most of all it's his

teaching of strategy that helped us
throughout the season.

However Spier best summed up
the feeling of the players and the
reason that they went out on a limb
and tried so hard for their coach.

"He's a very personable guy. He
doesn't step on you like so many
high school coaches do. He's
someone to whom we can relate. I

just liked playing under him very
much."

In two seasons now, Coach
Jekanowski has suffered only two
losses, and has recorded a 9-2-1

record. His ability to get a team
"up" for a game has been his

trademark. In view of Jekanowski
and the frosh season, the varsity

team can look forward to quite a
few good prospects for the coming
season.

Rb±bj: Esltl
The l.ol>b> >»liop. Student Vnlon Bid*.

Inlv. *f Mass.

Tel. MS 2006 or 545-2528

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
'By SYDNEY OMANt

The Virgo woman eaa fool almost
anyone she wants to — because she
is perceptive, alert, able to keep one
step ahead of the general march. The
Ylrro woman Is a delight and a chal-
lenge. She can make yon happy er
miserable — and yon mUht not have
too much to say about It. Some famous
Ylrro women Include Sophia Loren,
Greta Garbo and Joey Heatherton.
ARIES (March 21 - April 10): Spot-

light on how you reciprocate: friends
offer favors, but yon don't receive
something for nothing. Focus on sense
of values. Be positive you are getting
a fair return.

TATJRU8 (April 20 - May 20)):
Some obstacle* ars blessings In dis-

guise. By accepting and meeting chal-
lenge, you Impress one who can aid
you up ladder. Realise this: respond
accordingly.
GBMINI (May 21 • June 20): Good

lunar aspect corresponds with ability

to plan ahead. Time your moves. Gain
more Information — through reading.
Take no situation — or Individual —
for granted.
CANCER (June 21 • July 22) : Con-

csrr with mystery Is emphasised.
Answers are not pat: you have to do
some digging. Realize this and be
perceptive. Subtle hint could change
complete trend.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Lie

low. Let mate, business partner net

pace and form policy. You gain most
through shrewd observation. Appeel
to public opinion. Legal factors could
be cold. Show some emotion.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 • Sept. 22): How

you serve need* of others is accented.
Xey ts to maintain cheerful attitude.
Be versatile. Enlarge scope of vision.

Avoid petty notions — and persons.
LTBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Goo.l

lunar aspects points to creativity, ro-
mance, the ability to close generation
gap. A breakthrough Is Indicated. Tou
make headway with one who has
been stubborn.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Team

up with Libra individual. Combined
efforts spell results. Concentrate on
solid base. Superficial plans will fall

apart.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 • Dee. 21):

Tou are able to sense potential. Now
you can be at right place at proper
time. Fine for purchase of luxury
Hem. Put some color In surroundings
Entertain and be entertained.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Take care of possessions. Tou may be
tempted to Invest in scheme that Is

purely speculative. Think twice. Tou
have a right to get money's worth
Know this and act accordingly.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Circumstances favor special efforts.
Tou obtain results by taking Initiative.
Accept challenge and responsibility. In-
dependence and originality now serve
as valuable twin allies.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't
attempt to cover facts. Scandal threat-
en* unless you stick with essential
project. Accent on what occurs in
quiet, confidential manner.
IF TODAY 18 TOUR BIRTHDAT

you are dynamic, magnetic and effec-
tlonate. Some claim you are Impossible
to understand. The** are small per-
son*. Tou hare mad* adjustment In
domestic area which will prov* fa-
vorable.

Copyright 1970, Geo. Fes. Corp.

HEls very axsciEr/rious Aeom-
7HIN6S UK£ THAT... AnYUAY
IT LOOKS AS IF I'M 60N6 "ID

HAVE TO TAK£ HIM...

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Aeriform fluid

4-Snake

7 Article of bed
linen

12 Reverence
13-Game at cards

14 Big

15 100.000 rupees

16 Repetition

18 Ventilates

20 Declare

21 Take
unlawfully

23 Frozen water
24 Ocean

27-Liquid

measure
29-Persian fairy

30-Hockey player

32 Kill

34 Organs of

hearing

35-Thoroughfare
37 Attempt

38 Compass
point

39-lnterior

42 Rock
44 Sicilian

volcano
45 Business

organizations

49 Unit of

Siamese
currency

50 Pertaining to

an area

51 Beverage

52 Female rutl

53 Parsonage

54 Caustic

substance

55 Periods of

time (abbr.)

DOWN

1 Festive

occasions

2 Expect
3 Amanuensis
4 Mohammedan
name

5 Drunkards

6 Written in

verse
7 Writing

tablet

8 Detest

9 Silkworm

10 The self

11 Number
17 Part of

plant

19 Goes by
water

22 Hawaiian
wreath

24 Stationary

25 Before
26 Ventilate

28 Cause
29 Dried

plum

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

p£ T
I

L A 1 R 5
1

T A G
A N 1 o rc T E T D A
O A P T O RP A R c E L

psasal AM E L|Y E "si
F 1 e Us A PjlT 1 SI T
A N T EliassP 1 rM^_ E E

T •• P 5 A MlGA - |[P A
E T AbbsTJA|I pM O LjA R
S e L PII6JT AasfP A

L-
5

1 RKassS L E E pM
o p EYE Pt AS E L
w A N

1
E 1 P E R E R A

E M 5 P E E R S D R Y

300btain
31 Paddle
33-Comb. form:

single

36 Excusable

38 Vapid

40 Go in

41 Evaluates

42 Resorts
43 Slippery

45 Rotating

piece

46 Anglo Saxon

money
47 Males
48 Bishopric

Diitr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

SOME PEOPLE ARE JUST NO
6000 AT TRAVELING ALONE...

THEY NEED SOMEONE 10
HANPLE ALL THE LITTLE PETAlLS

^5
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Redmen Nipped By SC
In Final Heat, 1-0

By STEVE MOSHER
Staff Reporter

Spurned on by the largest crowd of the year, the UMass soccer team held a superior Springfield
eleven to a scoreless tie for three periods.

In the end, however, the Chiefs
managed to break down the
Redman dam for a brief moment,
score a goal, and then hold on for a
1-0 victory

The game was a defensive one
with long passes and breakaways
providing the best scoring op-

portunities The Redmen actually

tatig (Wni

SponU
w
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outshot the Chiefs 10-9 but the

UMass squad squandered its op-

portunities most of the time by
trying to make one more pass than
necessary.

The game's first 22 minutes were
entirely uneventful. Springfield

sPo/?ts
NEW ORLEANS <AP> - J. D.

Roberts, the newly named head
coach ot the New Orleans Saints,

acknowledged yesterday that his

appointment is an interim one. but

observed, I didn't come here just

lo finish out the season."'

The M year old Roberts was
named Tuesday to succeed Tom
Fears who was fired in a surprise

move by the Saints' owner, John
Mi-coin Jr. The Saints are mired in

a 1 .")
1 record for the season in the

National Football League.

Mecom reached into the Atlantic

("oast Football League to pick

Roberts, who was head coach of

the Richmond Saints who have a

working agreement with New
( Orleans

Roberts, who played under Bud
Wilkinson at the University of

( >klahoma. said he did not think the

change would affect the planning

lor Sunday's game here against the

Detroit LkXH
"The staff has already begun

formulating a game plan" Roberts
said It just means we may have
to work a little longer.''

had the ball in UMass territory for

most of the time, but never got a
good shot off. It seemed as though
neither team wanted to play
soccer.

UMass came alive when Dave
PiCGUI and Ed Doherty entered the

game late in the period and started

tackling the ball I Mass almost
scored when Slack headed a shot at

the Springfield goal, but goalie

IXdeva made the save.

A Springfield surge caught Bill

Leary out of position but the

Chiefs' halfback Bonavita overshot

an empty net. This near calamity
brought UMass alive and for the

next 10 minutes they controlled the

game.
Lindo Alves sent Larry DeFelice

away on a break but the senior

forward shot just skidded by a
prone goalie and just wide of the

net.

Just near the end of the half

Doleva made the play of the game
(and probably the season as far as
the Redmen are concerned).
Piccus put a long pass down the

right side of the field to Lindo Alves
who sent a line drive at the right

corner of the Springfield net.

Doleva, who was screened out of

the play by his own defensemen,
seemed hopelessly out of the play.

But he somehow got over to make a

truly incredible stop.

The drama continued well into

the third period. Every time both

teams tried to move the ball the

defenses stopped them cold. The
tension grew as it became evident

that the game would be settled on

which team got the best break.

Springfield got that break just 25

seconds into the final quarter. The
Chiefs brought the ball down field

quickly and in a moment they

scored when Bonavita rammed
home a loose ball.

The Redmen now had to play

catch-up and they almost did.

Every chance they had, though
was thwarted With just 3 minutes
left Lindo Alves penetrated deep to

the right corner and sent a crossing

pass that handcuffed the goalie,

but skidded off again.

The hard-fought, excellently
played game ended on a sour note.

The Redmen made a final

desperate gasp to score and it

looked like a Springfield defen-

seman handed the ball in the goal

mouth that should have resulted in

a penalty kick. But the referee

ruled the goalie had touched it and
gave the Redmen a corner kick.

The confusion came when the

referee stopped the clock with two
seconds left to retrieve the ball

(something he's not supposed to

AP

******

NEW YORK ( AP) - 'My golf is

finished for the year but the
operation isn't going to stop me
from giving lessons," Juan
ChiChi" Rodriguez said Wed-

nesday as he prepared to fly back
to his native Puerto Rico.
Rodriguez underwent surgery

Tuesday for removal of calcium
deposits in his left elbow and
forearm.

'The doctor tells me I should
keep my arm in a cast for at least

three weeks." he said, "but I'll be
giving lessons for the next three
months at Dorado Beach."

FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla.

lAPl Former Baltimore Colts

General Manager Don Kellett
watched his old team wallop the

Miami Dolphins 35 last weekend.
then came home and died of a
heart attack.

"Id never seen him looking

better, said Colts quarterback
John I nitas. "I just cannot believe

it He was never in better spirits."

Kellett, (\2. died Tuesday night at

a Fort Lauderdale Hospital. He
retired as Baltimore general

ShorT'Es
manager in 196b.

Kellett retired to Fort Laun-
derdale but went back to Baltimore
Sunday.

Kellett s funeral is scheduled for

Saturday morning in Baltimore.

******

NEW YORK (AP) — Three
undefeated teams-San Diego State.

Toledo and Dartmough are
dominating major college
defensive statistics as no trio has
done before.

According to National Collegiate

Sports Service statistics released

Wednesday, all three teams are in

the top 10 in all four defensive
categories, a feat never before

accomplished in the 24 year history

of the national rankings.

San Diego State currently is No.

1 in total defense. No. 2 in rushing
defense. No. 7 in pass defense and
No 4 in scoring. Toledo stands
third over all. ninth in rushing,

fourth in passing and first in

scoring. Dartmouth is second in

total defense. 10th in rushing, first

in passing and fifth in scoring.

A Redman defensiveman prepares to send a sphere towards the
Chief goal. (MIX photo by Gib Fullerton)

do) and instead of time running
out, the Redmen got another life;

but as usual the Chiefs stopped
them again.

UMass plays their final home
game this Saturday against New

Hampshire at 10:00 and this game
could mean the Yankee Conference
title for the Redmen UMass also
wants to get back on the winning
trail and better their 5-2-2 record

Intramurals
KS 42, BKP J5

TEP 48, TX 36

SAE 36, PLP 31

PMD 62, SAM 31

PSK 54, LCA 36

Ind Enqineers 38. Education 36

Burners 42. Crestview 28

Bodies S7, Enqhsh 29

Civ Enqineerinq 39, Chem 23

Hemlocks 26. Arrows 11

Redwoods 49, Trojans 15

Barracudas 54, Lovers 23

Gamma 24, Head Slaters 23

Steppers 32, Yup 24

Nads 32, Lubees 27

Smithies 62, Smooth 30

Eaqles over Buckeyes, wot
Erudites 37. Bucks 22

EMS 28, Cherry 23

TX "B" 51, Canaille 36

Herd 32, Jacks 21

BHC 66, Zoo 32

Rejects 77, Duchies 39

LAST NIGHT S HOOP SCORES

Bulldozers 81 Senators 32
Terrors 38. Monuments 35
Heads 71, Commanchees 32
Colts 56, Trouts 30
Lions 53. Cans 25

Racoons 35, Teams 21

Turtles 38, Bogarts 23

TKB 32. Boys 21

Boozers 52, Wild Things 26
Cult 59, Elephants 34

Bulldogs 60, Machine 48

BX 61. Scups 18

Bimbos 73. Second Team 23

Grovers 42. Bulls

TONIGHT S BASKETBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

' * 30 Chem vs English

2 6 30 Bodies vs Conglos
3 6 30 Crestview vs Ind. Engin
* * 30 Education vs Gotchas
* 6 30 Rejects vs BEC
6 6 30 Zoo vs Duchies
1 '30 TX vs KS
2 7 30 BKPvs.DG
3 7 30 PLPvs, PSD
1 '30 SPEvs APO
5 '30 PSK vs. PMD
6 '30 SAM vs. ZN
' 8 30 Barracudas vs Trojans
2 8 30 Redwoods vs. Arrows
3 8 30 Hemlocksvs FlamingAs
* 8:30 Herdvs Canaille
J 8 30 TC "B'-vs. EMS
6 8 30 Cherry vs. Stouts

1 » 30 Hacks vs Eagles
2 9 30 E yes vs Smooth
3 9 30 Smithvs. SAM"B"
4 9 30 Nadsvs Yup
5 9 30 Steppvs Head
6 9 30 Gamma vs Beta "B"

Perplexed Crusaders Hopeful For 1st Win, Against Redmen
by BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

For the second time in two
weeks. UMass goes up against a
football team that has yet to

taste victory this season. This
time, the woeful opponent is

Holy Cross, a team that is 0-7.

The amazing thing is, the
Crusaders are having a better

year this year than last.

Everyone by now knows the

story of the 1969 Crusader
football team. Struck by an
outbreak of infectious hepatitis,

Holy Cross was forced to cancel

the final eight games of its

season. This all happened in Bill

Whitton's first year as head
coach, a year he would just as
soon forget.

It was an extremely tough
blow to all of us," he says,

"especially to the players. But
that is now behind us and we're

all together again, looking ahead
to 1970 and the future."

With that in mind, Whitton has

attempted to start anew and
build a good football team.

However, he has met with little

success thus far.

The strength of the Crusaders
thus far has been the defense. A
look at their most recent loss

points this out. The Bulls of

Buffalo could only manage to put

16 points on the board against

the HC defense. It is notable to

mention that the same Bulls

also scored 16 points against

UMass.

The Crusader

George .Olson, a 6'0-215-lb.

sophomore defensive tackle, has

proven to be the mainstay of the

Crusader defense. He anchors
the usual five man line and is

probably the best defensive
player Holy Cross has.

The true strong point of the

defense is, however, the back-

field. Holy Cross has three

returning lettermen here
despite the fact that Crusaders
did not award letters in 1969.

Accompanying Tom Doyle and
Bill Stachowski back there will

be co-captain Mike Jordan, a 6'2-

195 lb. senior.

On offense, the Crusaders
have a sound nucleus which has

been hurt by inexperience
caused by the year's layoff.

After shuffling signal callers

most of the year, coach Whitton
seems to have finally decided
upon sophomore Gerry Lamb,
who will probably start against

the Redman, over scrambler
Mark Mowatt and Colin Clapton.

Lamb, 6'0-185 lb. has a great

deal of composure under
pressure.

The Crusaders have developed

a fairly consistent running at-

tack with Joe Wilson, 60-205 lb.,

at fullback with Scott Lodde at

halfback. Wilson does the brunt

of the ballcarrying and went for

H9 yards and a touchdown
against Boston University.

Holy Cross' passing attack
revolves around split end Jack
VonOhlen. Th 6'2-180 lb., is the
Crusaders leading receiver who
likes to run the hitch pattern and
can catch the ball in a crowd.
The offensive line is fair with

Bill Adams, a 6'3-245 lb. guard,
the outstanding player. It docs
have good size with the five
lineman averaging 225 lb. per
man.
One of the things the

Crusaders can boast about is

their punting game. Rated by for
the best punter in New England
and ranking twelth in the
country in that category is junior
Mark Becker. He kicks for an
average of 43.5 yards and seven
of his 23 punts have been over
fifty.

"Mark kicks the ball so high
and so far we often have trouble
covering his punts," says
Whitton. "But let me tell you,
I'm sure glad he's on our side.
There'sno question he's one of the
best punters in the country. We
leave him alone during practice
when he's punting and he works
verv hard at it."

REDMAN RANTINGS - The
series between UMass and Holy
Cross, which started in 1897,

stands at 11-6-4 with the

Crusaders having the ad-
vantage. The Redmen are likely

to close the gap a bit on Satur-

day

OFFENSE
C Jim Staszewski, 6'2 220

LG Bill Adams. 6'3 2«S

RG Ken Osier, 63 240

LT Doug Kane, 61 220

RT Doug Hahn, 6'1 215

TE Kevin Frawley, 6'4 195

SE Jack VonOhlea 6'2 180

fl Joe Hart, 6'2 190

OB Gerry Lamb, 6'0 185

HB Scott Lodde, 61 190

FB Joe Wilson, 6'0 205

DEFENSE
LE Jim Lynch, 6'3 230

RE Bob Cooney, 6'2 210

T George Olson, 6'0 215

T Mike Lynch, 6'0 205

T Tony Konieczny. 6'2 220

LB Tom Schlaqeter, 510 200

LB Dan Harper, 6'1 215

DB Mike Jordan, 6'2 195

DB Fran Meagher, 510 180

DB Tom Doyle, 511 190

OB Bill Stachowski, 510 1'5

New England's

Largest
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Today's Weather
Cold, chance
of rain,
temperatures
in the 40s.

Outlook for

weekend:
bleak
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Report On Planning

Reaches Faculty Senate
Story on page 3

Amphetamines Blamed

In Fatal Drug Disease

Check out page 4

Ecology: Phosphates,

Electricity, The Sea

See pages 6 and 7

.loe Miles, member of the

Socialist Workers Party,
addresses a gathering of
Boston University Students
October 25th. Miles will speak
on Third World Liberation and
Socialism at this weekend's
socialist conference for

Western New England. See
page three for details.
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Campus Buses Provide

University Panorama
By LINDA A BALICKI

Staff Reporter
Have you taken a ride on a campus bus lately? These familiar vehicles,

which provide ease and comfort for the tired of feet as well as the short of

energy, are also a source of sights and sounds which provide enjoyment,

amusement and, on occasion, a moment of reflection.

Where else on campus would you be able to see such bizarre examples
of women's liberation as a male sweeping the center aisle while the bus is

in motion. Or better yet, witness a lively heterosexual debate on the

merits of women's field hockey?
Where else would you be able to

hear the latest speculation about
the identity and probable next

victims of the man who has been
entering student rooms with stolen

master keys? Or amateur and
some not so amateur suggestions

as to how he might be caught
before he causes any more alarm
and apprehension.

Where else would you be af-

forded the opportunity to see for

yourself the immense size and area

that the University has grown to

and the diversity in types of living

situations needed to accomodate
present and future enrollment

figures. The sight of new highrise

dorms taking shape as village

north causes one to wonder if they

will become a miniature Southwest
in atmosphere, life style and
consequences.

Where else would you be able to

get a broad view of the major

construction now taking place to

increase the academic facilities of

the University. Only in such a way
can one gain a perspective on the

broad range activities which the

University engages in and sup-

ports, from high level research to

specialized vocational training.

Where also would you be able to

see in perspective the vast num-
bers and types of students that

make up UMass. Only in such a

broad overview which is afforded

by the sights seen from the win-

dows of a bus moving through all

areas of the campus can one truly

have a sense of the variety of

students from a variety of

backgrounds intent on obtaining a

variety of goals.

The next time you take a ride on

a campus bus put your eyes and

ears to work and see in a truely

significant way an idea of what the

University is all about.

CooperationNot Competition

Men SeekNewRoles
By JAMES GOLDMAN

The achievement of self-identity through group interaction has led to an
unparalleled proliferization of organizations on campus and off. All

phases of the I 'Diversity community, administration, faculty, and
students alike, participate in organizations with this intended purpose.

Most recently Men's Liberation has swelled the ranks.

The basis of Men's Liberation comes from a need to extend the con-

ventional male roles to accomodate the individual.

Member* attending the meeting felt the societal pressures for com-

petition and the achievement of status subdue the development of the

inner man The members felt a compulsion to rid themselves of the
" ughts," the dictates of their present male roles.

Cooperation instead of competition" was a reoccurring theme
stressed throughout the meeting.

Drawing from the experiences of Women's Liberation, those attending

the meeting felt the presence of the opposite sex may have an oppressive

effect Competition among males for the attention of females was cited as
an unnecessary inhibition.

Men's Liberation was suggested as an outlet for men to "come
together

-
' without compulsion to assert their masculinity and superiority

over their peers

The aim of Men's Liberation, similar to its sister organization, is to

diminish the effect of their inherent sex roles and to expand the in-

dividual's right of self-determination beyond the present societal limits.

BRILLIANTLY PONE ...

THOUGHTFUL, ENGROSSING,
SMOCKING FILM...PHRCING,

STARK AND UNSETTLING!
THIS IS A FILM TO SEE

AND PONDER!"

ONE OF THE MOST MOVING
FILMS I HAVE EVER SEEN

It* tolol effect la shattering' f*
I ASSURE YOU IT IS

A BEAUTIFUL MOVIE!'

SUN AY, November 8

SU BALLROOM
Admission 50c

7:00 & 9:00

0Up 4U«9«rlptcrt!0 ftriljj Otalitgiatt

OHic. of th« DAILY COLLEGIAN or* on the ».cond floor of th«

Studant Union on the Ummnty campus, up cod* 01002. Phon«t
or* 545-2550 (m«i), 545-0344 (sport*), and 549-1311 (aditor).

S«cond-cloat po»»og» poid a* Amh«ru, th« DAILY COLLEGIAN
publish** dvo timai wookly Mondoy through Friday during th« aco-
t*mic y«ar oicopt during vacation ond «xom period*, three or four
timet a wvak following a vocation or exam period or whan a holiday

falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

act of March I. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates or* $7.50 par semester, $14.00 par year.'
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Oswald Tippo and Seymour Shapiro pictured here on the maiden voyage of the Student Senate

Bus. are apparently enjoying the ride. The first run took place one year ago today. It is alleged

that Chancellor Tippo, then Provost, was making an "0000. .H" sound when the picture was taken.

Dean Shapiro, now on sabbatical, seems to be content hanging on to the safety bar. <MDC Photo

bv Steve Schmidt)

Women 's L ib Challenges
Speaker 's Ideas on Women
NORTHAMPTON - Women's

Liberation representatives at

Smith College heatedly disputed

statements made by historian and
author Eleanor Flexner in the

question and answer period and
coffee hour that followed her

lecture on "Women's Rights, 19th

Century Style vs. Women's Lib"
List night at Smith
The main points of contention

concerned the woman's role as
hearer of children, the subsequent
rearing of (he children forced upon
her. and the lack of options

presented to her.

Miss Flexner, who wrote "A
i eiiiuiN of Struggle" in 1959 on the

women's rights movement in

history, spoke as part of the

"Perspective, on Women" series

sponsored by the Women's Studies

Organization at Smith
She maintained in her speech

(hat the professions and jobs

outside the home that appear so

enticing to Women's Lib devotees

are not what they seem. A man
does not return home from work
i lay alter day "fulfilled and hap-

py" she said Her query was "how
different could it be" for a female?
Women's Lib countered that

there is little opportunity to know
how women would react in the

situation because they are bur-

dened with the raising of children

Child Day-Care Centers, which
even Miss Flexner conceded were
desirable in some cases, are not

yet an available option, it was

agreed by all

One woman among the 200-odd

members of the very responsive
audience told Women's Lib that

they also "have the option of not

having children" when they raised

the possibility of a father keeping
the house
Another issue which Miss

Flexner fell was quite important
was the trend "liberated" women
ol today follow in fashion.

"Many women don't care how
they look unless they are going out
to canvass for Kugene McCarthy
or Cambodia" she declared.

the current vogue of blue jeans
and shirt tails has a great impact
OR employment in the garment
industry, she noted, and if

Women's Lib wants to involve
women in the outside world they
should start by keeping the poorer
women in work at the factories.

Women's Lib returned that
they do not intend to support the
man dominated fashion industry of

Fifth Avenue.
Abortion is an issue that should

be considered more closely said
Miss Flexner. but here again
Women's Lib felt that countless
lives would be lost or ruined if such
programs are delayed.

One last point of disagreement
between the historian and the
women's group was what actually
is individual fulfillment? Miss
Flexner disagrees with what the
Women's Lib advocates say "being
a woman" is.

The main job in the women's
movement, both in history and
now. is academic," said Miss
Flexner She said women must
master a subject - probe for real

facts to find out what and who they

are

other points of interest in the

speech included Miss Flexner's

ideas on the equal importance of

Black women in the struggle for

liberation and the Utopian attitude

thai was taken by the Suffragettes

in a past women's movement.
The Black woman has learned to

light lor an identity as a Black
individual, said Miss Flexner She
contrasted this to what Women's
Lib strives tor - equal status as a
neuter individual She thinks

Women's Lib could learn from the
Black experience
Believing that the vote could

attain boundless gains for women
was the dream of the Suffragettes.

Miss Flexner stated Women's Lib
should learn Irom them, too, she
said Kqual treatment will not

advance their cause any more than
the vote, or Federal wage laws
have brought about fair pay and
promotion, she added.
Programs for and about women

are good ideas said Miss Flexner,

but who is going to teach these
courses that Women's Lib
proposes'! She feels that her
history of women's rights cannot
be the only text used in teaching
the history of women.

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

Sliced Roast Beef Sandwich
on Sesame Roll

French Fries

Cole Slaw

Fried Clams
French Fries

Cole Slaw
Roll and Butter

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Sirloin Steak

French Fries

Tossed Salad

Roll and Butter

Chicken in a Basket

French Fries

Roll and Butter

$1.19 plus tax

$1.15 plus tax

$1.55 plus tax

$1.29 plus tax

Served from 11:30 a.m. until 6:30 p.m.

Fac-Sen Considers
Planning Report

By BH1AN WHITK
Staff Reporter

In a special session, the Faculty
Senate formed a Committee of the

Whole to consider the report of

their Long Range Planning
Committee

After two hours and twenty

minutes, with the attendance down
to less than half the tiny number
the meeting had begun with, the

Chairman summed up the Com-
mittee's progress in these words:

"The only thing we have to report

is that the Kules Committee should

put the (Planning Committee)
Keport on the calendar."

About fifty Senators, on the order

of one third the usual number,
spent the meeting discussing two
points: the Planning Committee's

stand on requirements for en-

trance to the University, and the

Report's recommended ceiling on

University expansion. Discussion

on these points was often heated,

and was completely inconclusive.

The tone for the meeting was set

by a five-minute search for a

secretary. (Since this was not

formally a Faculty Senate
meeting, but a Committee
gathering, the elected Secretary

was not present.)

'I nominate Joe Marcus '

someone called out. "1 have .1

grudge against him." A Sena;.1

member was finally called upon to

take notes. "I can't -I don't have
any pencil or paper," he joked, at

which Associate Dean Marcus
offered his.

The three members of the Long
Range Planning Committee-Prof.
Irving Howards of the Government
Department, Prof. William Mellen

of Veterinary and Animal Science,

and Assoc Dean Joseph Marcus of

Engineering, Committee Chair-

man- finally got up before the

meeting.

"Don't bother to argue with us-
we can practically outvote you all

by ourselves," Prof. Howards
quipped Then he began to discuss

one of the more controversial

points of the Report.

The Planning Committee felt

that the usual standards for ad-

mission, giving emphasis to SAT
scores, discriminates against
students of lower socio-economic

status entering the University,

since past research had discovered

a high correlation between high

SAT scores and high SES.
In order to avoid unfairly

screening out those of low SES,
including many members of

minority groups, the Committee
proposed to apply a broader range
of entrance examinations, testing

several more qualities than simple

verbal and mathematical skills.

Chairman Marcus reported the

Planning Committee's position on

Camefo, Miles Slated To Speak

At Socialist Conference Weekend
There will be a Socialist Conference for Western New England November 6, 7, and 8 in the

Council Chambers of the Student Union. This conference will be sponsored by UMass Young
Socialist Alliance and the International Socialist Review.

The 3 day/3 session series of lectures and workshops will be concerned with the priorities and
aspects of the socialist program, and their applications in the fields of Contemporary U.S.

Economy, Nixon's War Program, Women's Liberation, Third World Liberation, historical Per-

spective, and the Mideast Crisis.

Members of the Faculty Senate meet in a special session yesterday afternoon to review the

Planning Committee's stand on University entrance requirement standards. (MIX' photo by Gary

\lpuugh )

reaching a total of 30,000 students

in 1980

The ratio of undergraduate
students to graduate students

should also change during the next

ten years, from the present 4:1 to

3:1."

Prof DePillis said that the

University as it stands is more
oriented towards graduate
students than undergraduates;
perhaps, he said, the ratio should

become fifty-fifty.

Planning Committee
acknowleged that the University

was in fact giving more attention to

graduate education than un-

dergraduate, and expressed its

disproval (Chairman Marcus had

worked very hard on the old

University College proposal.)

At one point a Senator asked

Chancellor Oswald Tippo to join

the discussion. "I think I'll just

listen today." Chancellor Tippo

university expansion. More ex-

pansion is needed to avoid
stagnation, he stated, but it should

be kept within definite limits.

The University must recognize

its responsibility to Massachusetts,

and so it must admit larger

numbers of students, but to

maintain quality it also should

limit itself to taking on about one

thousand more students per year.

said, calm amidst what was by
then an almost heated argument
"Chicken," another Senator joked.

The Long Range Planning
Committee Report will be
discussed at a future Faculty
Senate meeting The Committee of

the Whole will instruct the Rules
Committee to place the Report on
the agenda, when a member of the

Rules Committee is found; no
Rules Committee member was
among the few at the meeting.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

A50e registration donation per

day, or a $100 registration

donation for all three days is

suggested Main speakers will be:

Dick Roberts from the In-

ternational Socialist Review, Peter

Camejo from the Socialist Workers

Party, Joe Miles from the Socialist

Workers Party and the G.I.'s

I nited. and Cindy Jackworth from

the National Young Socialist

Alliance Women's Fraction.

The Friday evening program

will begin at 8:00 pm by a lecture

from Dick Roberts on "The In-

llatiori. Unemployment, and

Nixon's War Program: A Marxist

Analysis".

Mr Roberts is a Marxist

Economist, Staff Writer for The

Militant, and is the Managing

Editor of The International

Socialist Review. He lectures

frequently on the socialist per-

spective of current events.

Saturday Nov. 7, the program
will begin at 11:00 a.m. in the

Council Chambers. Peter Camejo
will lecture and discuss with the

audience "The Civil War: The
Second American Revolution,

Reconstruction, and After".

Mr. Camejo is a recent Socialist

Worker's Party candidate for U.S.

Senator from Massachusetts, and a

member of the National Com-
mittee of the Socialist Workers
Party. He has spoken throughout

Massachusetts on the needs and
necessity for socialism today.

At 2:00 pm on Saturday, Cindy
Jackworth will speak about and
discuss with the audience "The
Revolutionary Dynamics of

Women's Liberation Today".
Cindy is the coordinator of the

Women's Committee of National
Young Socialist Alliance.

At 4 : 00 pm a series of workshops
will begin, these will be con-

cerning; The Antiwar Movement,
The Mideast, Third World
Liberation, Women's Liberation,

and Economics. At 9:00 pm the

conference will sponsor a party.

Sunday, Nov. 8, the program will

begin at 11:00 am Joe Miles will

speak on "Third World Liberation
and Socialism". Mr. Miles is a
recent Socialist Worker's Can-
didate in the ninth Congressional
District, and Organizer of GI's

Inited at Fort Jackson
For further information on the

conference contact UMass Young
Socialist Alliance, %Registered
Student Organizations Office,

Lincoln Center, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

ALMWEEKEND SPECIAL 'ECIAL

DRUMMER BOY'S

LARGE HAMBURGER

ONLY 20/

HOME OF THE BIGBOOMER If

FRIDAY U. SUNDAY

For the man who moves —
in tweeds, bulky knits and suedes.

Here's a beefy bullhide

Jfetf&eW
South Pleasant Si -J

The School of Education, as part of SOMETHING ELSE '70

presents a play

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
St. Paul.. Minn.

Friday, November 20

Black Actors Group

Thursday, November 19
Amherst Regional High School School of Ed. Auditorium

8:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Admission $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket

Office and the School of Ed., Room 125
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In The Nation And The World

Speed Thought To Cause
Fatal Disease

LOS ANGELES (AP> — A new and fatal disease among drug users

which destroys arteries leading to the heart and other major organs was
reported Thursday by a group of doctors here.

The doctor! said they had observed 14 patients with an average age of

25 who have used various drugs for periods of three months to five years.

Hour of the patients died of the disease which the physicians gall

" iecrotizing angiitis."

The doctors, who published their report in the New England Journal of

Medicine, said 12 of the 14 patients used the drug methamphetamine-
known in the drug users' jargon as "speed" or

, meth."
One of the doctors B. Philip Citron, said "two or three" of the 12

patients who used methamphetamine "claim to have taken it by

prescription only " He said the others stated they had taken it illegally

without prescription.

The doctors, all from the Los Angeles County University of Southern

California Medical Center, said they released their report to the public

because it has "potential importance and broad implications."

Deaths occurring in young people using a large variety of drugs often

remain unexplained," the report said.

The doctors said that because the patients all had used a variety of

drugs including methamphetamine, LSD, hashish and heroin-it could not

l>e specifically determined that methamphetaminne caused the disease

The other doctors who released the report were Mordecai Halpern,

Mugaret McCarron, George D. Lundberg, Ruth McCormick, Irwin J

I'inchus, Dorothy Tarrer and Bernard J. Haverback.

The disease, which destroys small and medium size arteries leading to

major organs has the characteristics of a similar known disease,

periarteritis nodosa, the doctors reported.

Report Cites Decline Of Disorders

WASHINGTON <AP> — College

.ulministrators and faculty

members differ sharply with
students over the primary cause of

campus violence, but an over-

whelming majority believe

university confrontations are
waning, the President's Com-
mission on Campus Unrest

reported Thursday.

The most likely targets for

violent disruptions this year are

schools enrolling over 10,000 with

low admission standards and
Reserve Office Training Corps

units on campus, the commission's

report added.

The assessments were contained

in a poll of college presidents,

faculty senate chairmen and
student body presidents. The poll

was taken by the commission in

July.

Administrators and faculty

members cited the Vietnam war as

the primary cause of violent and
sporadic outbursts. Significantly,

students felt that lack of com-
munication was the primary
I act or.

As for future confrontations, 66

per cent of the students, 70 per cent

of the administrators and 76 per

cent of the faculty members
believed violent confrontations
would decrease this year.

Most authorities listed black

student demands and student
discontent over university

regulations as the two major in-

ternal issues that could touch off

campus disorders.

The Indochina war was cited as

the overwhelming external issue

that cold incite violence.

Colleges with an enrollment

under 1,000, high admission
standards, no ROTC units on

campus, per student ap-

propriations under $1,250 and an

emphasis on all curricula except

liberal arts were depicted as the

least likely to suffer disruptions.

Recommendations included calls

lor the government to end the

Indochina war, realign domestic

priorities, and give greater

recognition to student concerns.

State authorities were asked to

refrain from interfering with

college affairs and to grant more
funds to the universities, greater

communication was stressed for

local communities. On the campus
itself, administrators were urged

to establish better channels of

communication with students.

Students were urged to work within

the system.

The questionnaire was sent to all

,)f the nation's 2,789 accredited

schools, the commission said.

Replies were received from 1,890

institutions.

SUNDAY
AT
THE
TOP

Nixon Tagged "Liar" at Paris

BRUNCH 11:00 - 2:00

BUFFET 4:00 - 7:00

"ALL YOU CAN EAT" $2.95

Children under 12 $1.95
Children under 5 $1.25

CAMPUS CLUB BAR open from 1:00 - 10:00

PARIS (AP) — Ambassador Zuan Thuy of North

Vietnam charged at the peace ta]ks Thursday that

President Nixon had "lied to the American people."

IS Ambassador David K.E Bruce sternly rebuked

him for an "inadmissible" insult.

Nguyen Thanh Le, the North Vietnamese
spokesman, reported what Thuy had said after other

spokesmen declined to do so.

Le said he thought Bruce "had lost control and had
lost his cool" when he gave the North Vietnamese
ambassador the dressing down.

IS spokesman Stephen Ledogar declined to tell

newsmen what had upset Bruce, brushing aside

questions by saying:

"You'll have to ask Mr. Le." Ledogar reported: "In

a sharp exchange at the end of the meeting, personally

insulting remarks by Ambassador Xuan Thuy were
made about the President of the United States of

America."
He said Bruce promptly retorted: "I would like to

say to the chief of the North Vietnamese delegation

that his choice of words and his attitude in these last

lew minutes with regard to President Nixon is

shameful and completely inadmissible.

"At least one should be courteous if one cannot be

quiet " Thuy replied to Bruce by insisting that "my
statement was perfectly well rounded," Le reported.

The North Vietnamese spokesman then proceeded

to give what he said were examples of "Nixon lies and
propaganda."

In their formal statements. North Vietnam and the

Viet Cong began the session by asserting that Nixon
had been personally repudiated in Tuesday's elections
in the United States.

To this Bruce countered: "You have proved how
little you understand our democratic process."

I laving earlier dismissed the Nixon peace plan as an
vlectorap gimmick," Thuy and Mrs. Nguyen Thi
Binh of the Viet Cong implied their judgment of the
worth of the Nixon proposals had been confirmed by
the American voter.

Mrs. Binh restated her insistance of unconditional
acceptance of her two basic demands and the allies

appealed for serious negotiations-secret if necessary-
on the Nixon proposals.

The VietCong wants a unilateral U.S. pullout from
Vietnam by next June 30 and replacement of Saigon's
present leaders with a provisional coalition govern
ment
The five point Nixon plan calls for an all Indochina

cease fire in place, a broadened peace conference to
settle the Laotian and Cambodian problems,
negotiations on troops withdrawals, a political set-

tlement based on existing strengths and an immediate
exchange of prisoners.

In Concert

SHLOMO CARLEBACH
(Lost year 1200 students heard him)

TUES., NOV. 10 AT 8:30 P.M. IN S.U. BALLROOM
ADMISSION $1.00 — Tickets now on sole in Hillel Office

OUR TRUCKERS GOOFED
We're sorry we didn't have some of the records you wanted last week . . . Our truckers didn't get the

records to us in time for the sale ... But they've finally arrived! So we're extending the Sale until NEXT WEDNESDAY

Just in case you missed our full page color ad last Friday . . . here's the rundown:-

ON SALE ALL
List Price

$6.98

$5.98

$4.98

Sale Price

$3.99

$3.59

$2.99

CAPITAL
APPLE
BLUE THUMB
and

SHELTER

RECORDS

All Capital and Apple

8 -TRACKS and CASSETTES

$4.85 regardless of list

AMHERST AUDIO"
197 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

Room To
Roaches

Move Drug Series:
And Other Subjects

Editor's Note:

This article is the first in a

weekly series dealing with such
topics as drug research, the "drug
culture", drug addiction, drugs
and religion, altered states of

consciousness, and the use of drugs
in other cultures such as the

American Indian. This series will

be sponsored by Room to Move, but

will encourage readers to react to

the articles by mailing or bringing

in questions, rebuttal, original

statements, or interesting excerpts
from various publications, c/o
John Dunphv, Room to Move,

Student Union (located in the old

barber shop across from the post

office). The hope is that this series

will become a medium for an
ongoing exchange of views on
drugs and related issues.

Room to Move is run exclusively

by and for students. The only way
that drug education and self-help

can be in any way meaningful is if

they are carried out by people who
are in touch with the community
they serve, and can relate easily to

what it means to be part of that

community.
There is an incredible diversity

among students regarding drug
use. but if we are able to synthesize

our experiences, both with drugs

and life in general, into a coherent

basis for intelligent use of drug
research and documented drug
experience, we can begin to im-

prove the vitality of our culture.

Drug education can be viewed
l>est in its separate aspects: drugs
and education. Drugs can be

defined very simply as anything

taken in to our system which
causes a chemical reaction, either

assimilation or rejection.

Kvolving a definition of

education is a bit more complex.

The first step involves the

gathering of facts or information

into a cohesive body of knowledge
on any given subject, in the

specific area of drugs, the

collection of knowledge is acquired

lirst hand, and evolves into a

synthesis that condenses sub-

jective experience into actualized

myths
The alternative source of

knowledge is objective, scientific

research, which although quite

OF AMHERST
253-761

5

65 North Pleasant SfrMt

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LINES OF CHINA.

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWaRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

OF DIAMOND SCOPE.

•MB

GO FOR BAROQUE!

ATTEND

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA

Bowker Auditorium

Tonight, Thursday

and tomorrow Friday

ot 8:00 p.m.

Reserved Tickets

$1.00 for Undergrads,

$1.50 for Grad Students.

$2.50 Faculty/Staff

Fine Ats Council

125 Herter Hall or

one hour before

concert Bowker

Telephone 5-0202

valuable, is often subject to in-

dividual interpretation and should

be viewed in this light.

Once all the available facts have
been collected, the second stage in

the process begins. This is the

assimilation of new facts and
experience into our current body of

thought, the result being the

development of a new level of

knowledge.

The foremost problem that

people encounter with drug use is

the inability to grasp the inter-

relationship of the many sub-

stances we take into our bodies.

Food, water and even the air we
breathe function in our bodies in

ways similar to substances
classified as drugs. They all cause

reactions that alter the chemical
states of our bodies.

Poor nutrition, especially

relevant today because of the

many harmful chemicals in our

food, is a far greater social

problem than drug addiction.

Carbon monoxide can alter the

chemistry of your brain more than
LSD. hut nobody is suggesting that

we get our kicks by standing
behind a Greyhound bus on a

crowded city street.

We must remember that every
man. woman, and child in this

country takes drugs of several
different kinds every year. There
are thousands of different drugs,
and several times as many reasons
lor taking them. Whenever a
person takes a drug of any kind, be
it a drink, a cigarette, an Excedrin,
or a tab of LSD, he goes through
certain decision making processes.

Unfortunately, he seldom has the

ability or information to make
these decisions intelligently. Drugs
are a cop-out only if the person
cannot relate the feelings that

drive him toward the drug and the

effects it has on his body.

MDC Feature

The Pumphouse Gang
By KDWARD FOGARTY

Staff Reporter
Against cold winds, hot suns, drenching rains, stifling snows... there is

one man, one lone individual who will brave such elements. His motto is
".

.
come rain, wind, sleet or snow. ..the class., "must goon."
He is the University of Massachusetts bicycle rider.
On a particularly sultry day near the bike rack behind the Hatch a

senior off-campus pumper was chaining his vehicle. He is Martin Lewis
of 349 River Drive, Hadley, Mass., an English Major.

'I bought the bike this summer off my newsboy and use it every day.
No matter what the weather. I enjoy it. It's good

v
clean exercize, and a lot

of fun."

Lewis' running off to class left three other bikes in the rack for in-

spection. Two Raleighs and a nondescript black mass with two wheels.
The black mass had a peculiar attractiveness to it, in a most macabre

way. There was no front fender and the rear one appeared to have been
stoned, or at least there were a number of deep dents. The chain guard
was bent twisted. The body was intact.

A girl approached. "You like my bike?"
"Yes, it's quite a piece..."

"It's good exercise."

She said her name was Jennifer Pollock and she lived on Northampton
Road in Amherst. What was the biggest hardship in being a campus-
pedlar each day?

"I find it to be night-pedaling. The streets of Amherst are loaded with
people who love to stone you at night. It seems you can get stoned
anywhere these days."
Bike riders are certainly a special breed. Braving stonings and

weather, they wind their way to campus each day. But the "Easy Riders"
take their cars.

Why isn'ta big
company like General Electric

doingmore toclean up
the environment?

How much can one company do
to clean up the environment?

Until the problems of pollution

are under control—until its effects

are reversed—no company can ever

be doing "enough."
What follows is a listing of

things General Electric is doing to

ease environmental problems.

Some are new. Some are as old as

twenty-five years.

Should we be doing more?
Yes, of course. Every company
should. These are only a few of the

more important ones. But every day

sees us take more steps in many
more directions.

General Electric is working
toward a process that will use

bacteria to convert garbage into a

high-protein food for Cattle. One
possible answer to the mounting
garbage problem.

Modern, pollution-free mass transit

from General Electric is carrying

more and more commuters into cities

without their cars.

GE pioneered the development of

nuclear power plants. A nuclear

plant makes electricity without

making smoke. While there is still

the problem of thermal effects, it's

being tackled on a site-by-site basis

and can be solved. But for now,
increasing demands for power can

be met without an increasing

output of air pollution.

GE has developed a waste-

treatment unit to significantly

reduce the water pollution from

ships and boats.

We have been chosen by the

federal government to solve the

problem of jet-engine noise for the

aviation industry. Our present jet is

already quieter than those on the

passenger planes of the Sixties, and

yet it's nearly three times as powerful.

GE designed and built an

undersea habitat called "Tektite."

Several teams of scientists have lived

in the habitat while studying coral-

reef ecology and ocean pollution.

We're designing an earth-resources

satellite which will be used for a

worldwide survey of the oceans.

A first step toward the ultimate

control of water pollution.

Our newest jet airplane engine,

for the DC-10, is designed to be

smoke-free. Of course, there's more
to jet exhaust than just smoke. And
our goal is to one day make them
run totally clean.

General Electric makes high-

temperature vortex incinerators for

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

the complete combustion of many
types of solid waste. Complete
combustion drastically reduces the

amount of leftover ash, as well as

virtually eliminating air pollutants.

The problems of the environ-

ment are many. And some of the

solutions will be difficult and

costly. But, as you can see, we're

working on them.

Why are we running this ad?

We're running this ad, and

others like it, to tell you the things

General Electric is doing about the

problems of man and his

environment today.

The problems concern us

because they concern you. We're a

business and you are potential

customers and employees.

But there's another, more
important reason. These problems

will affect the future of this country

and this planet. We have a stake in

that future. As businessmen. And,

simply, as people.

We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,

570 Lexington Ave., New York, NY.
10022.
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SOAP Tries To Clean Environment

PHOSPHATES KILL!"
"II you are using any of the high

|)hosphate laundry products, every
time you do a wash, our world dies

;i little
"'

That's what it says in a leaflet,

passed out by the SOAP.
'Students Organized Against
Pollution) Commandos from their

information booth at the Stop and
Shop supermarket in Hadley.

The leaflets are written and
printed by the S.O.A.P. Com-
mandos They explain the process

of "Vutrophication," the rapid

growth of algae which robs the

water of oxygen, killing fish and
plants, caused by phosphates.

The leaflets contain lists of

good" laundry products that

contain little or no phosphate, and
the much longer list of "bad"
detergents, which have high

concentrations of phosphate.

The SOAP, booth displays the

good and the "bad" detergents

with signs and posters urging

people to buy only the "good
products."

By BKUCE MACCONNELL
Staff Reporter

The Commandos are an in-

dependent study group of UMass
students living in Moore House,

designed to provide specialized

knowledge in the fields of ecology,

environmental pollution, human
ecosystems and community action.

The project involves 12 un-

dergrads, two graduate assistants

and a faculty advisor. The students

are taking 15 pass/ fail credits in:

Zoo. 176, Human Ecology; Soc. 385,

Community Action and Social

Change, Phych.. 387, Group
Behavior; Hist. 385, History of

Conservation and Ecology Action

Movements in 20th C, and Eng
:J85, Expository Prose.

Instructors from the various

departments were chosen by ihe

students and invited to assist in the

project by offering courses,
seminars and individual in-

struction within a balanced
curriculum, designed by the

students with the aid of their

faculty advisor. Prof. Dean
Albertson of the History Depart-
ment

The idea for the S.O.A.P.
Commandos originated with Dean
Albertson in his History 151 course

last spring. A concern for the

deterioration of the environment

and a need for action was ex-

pressed.

"We want to provide a model for

an unchallengeable relationship

between learning and doing,"
Albertson said.

"Most of American culture

assumes that within the cliche of

the ivory tower' that relationship

doesn't exist. We want to act."

You can't say, What can they do

about stopping pollution? You
have to say to yourself, 'What can I

do to stop pollution'?"

The Commando leaflets offer one

small way to help end pollution:

"Let us unite as human beings to

stop pollution.

STOP SELLING PHOSPHATE
DETERGENTS.

STOP BUYING PHOSPHATE
DETERGENTS.

Ecology

Ray Deplores Man's
Exploitation of Sea

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

Man's future may depend on his making intelligent use of the sea, Dr.

Carleton Ray warned in a DELS lecture last night.

Dr Ray discussed in some detail the legal problems involved in at-

tempting to prevent damage to the sea. Forces for conservation have had

very little success up to this point: they failed to stop the killing of the

whale, and are failing to cut down oil spills ; there is only the saving of the

fur seal to point to, "one small pea in a very large pod."

Much harm is being done which Some sort of international

conservation forces have been regime is called for to monitor
almost powerless to stop. There is

the growing number of fish being
taken, in a completely primitive
way: "Man is a simple hunter and
gatherer in the sea." There is the

careless way that oil is being
taken: an oil spill creates per-

manent damage; while a spill's

appearance may be removed,
toxins are released to the water
which we cannot remove. And
there are many kinds of pollution

from the land, including DDT,
chemical fertilizers, and
radioactive wastes, which are
already affecting the carrying
capacity of the sea.
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what is being done to the ssea.

I'nfortunately, the legal dif-

ficulties are immense. There are
several kinds of law for the sea,

categorizing it in terms of

territorial waters, continental
shelves, the high seas, and so on.

None of the categories now applied

make ecological sense.

The United Nations is generally

considered an ineffective agent for

international control. However,
Dr. Ray raised the possibility that

the Food and Agricultural
Organization and UNESCO could

build a combined organization

within the UN which could be
charged with aiding international

cooperation. FAO—UNESCO
would tax parties benefitted by
given services, such as weather
prediction, and use any profits

towards, e.g., the advancement o/

underdeveloped nations.

In the end cooperation may come
about naturally, as has happened
with the oil industry, which is

nearly as powerful in its own
domain as its home nations. In

such a case the military would
have to disappear from the sea.

OF CONSEQUENCE
George Washington Upper

presents

The National Concert Series

^ *ft SWALL0W
> %%J?A

lights by

CAPTAIN VIDEO %(f

Campus Center Auditorium

7:30

&
10:30 PHI

T0NITE
TICKETS

$2.00

B, S, & T. played at U. Mass.

For $1.75 Two Years Ago

DID YOU PASS UP THAT ONE?

DON'T PASS UP THIS ONE!!
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Electric Power Plants
Damage Conn. Valley

Professor Brower of Amherst
College warned of the danger the
environment is in because of in-

creased building of electrical
power plants in the Connecticut
Kiver Valley. The warnings came
in a speech delivered yesterday
afternoon in Holdsworth Hall to an
audience of about 80.

'Do we have the right to
sacrifice every river for the
generation of electricity?"

By KKKKY KELLEY
Staff Reporter

questioned Dr Brower. He was
referring to the development plans
tor future power plants in the
valley by the U.S. Corps of Army
Engineers.

These plants, Brower warned ,

are an "Intrusion on the river's

ecological system." The valley is

in danger because of the chlorine
being dumped into the river, the

power lines being run through the

countryside, and the erosion of the

Rep. Boiling To Lecture
On Congressional Reform

4

Congressman Richard Boiling. Dem.-Mo., will appear at the

Distinguished Visitors Program lecture Monday, at 8:00 p.m., in the

Student Union Ballroom. The topic of the lecture is "Congressional

Reform."
Boiling has written two books, House Out of Order and Power In the

House, along with numerous articles on this subject.

The Congressman is a member
is a recipient of the American
Political Science Association's

Congressional Distinguished
Service Award. Boiling has served

as Chubb Fellow at Yale

University and as a Fellow at the

Center for Advanced Studies at

Wesleyan University.

of the Joint House-Senate
Economic Committee and
Chairman of its Urban Affairs

Subcommittee. He is also a

member of the Committee on

Rules and its Special Sub-

committee on Standards and
Conduct.

Richard Boiling was elected to

the 81st Congress in 1948 and has

served since, representing the 5th

Congressional District of

Missouri.

Boiling received his B.A. and

MA degrees at the University of

the South at Sewance, Tenn. where

he was later awarded an honorary

docturate degree in Civil Law.

Prior to his election to Congress,

Mr Boiling has taught at Sewance

Military Academy and served as

Director of Student Activities at

the University of Kansas City. He

river banks - a major source ol

lood for much of the river life, he
explained.

The use of these plants will also

create tides and reversals in the

river flow, he went on to say, ad-

ding that the migration of fish

could he greatly affected by this.

Brower seriously questioned
'how far can we afford to degrade
our environment in this manner?"
The ecological system could be
reduced to a minimum where it

could no longer sustain any kind of

life, including man. he told his

audience.

Brower also told his audience
that the Connecticut River is

"gentte" and not really capable of

producing the electricity expected
by the power companies. Because
of this, he said, water is held back
by the dams when needed, altering

the environmental process in the

valley Inflow.

The speaker referred to the

companies involved in these
projects as either "irresponsible or

ignorant". Brower wondered if

they planned to write off the

ecological losses as part of the

economic venture.

Part of the basic problem behind
the increase in power plants is, in

Brower's opinion, the population

Dr. Brower speaks to a student after lecturing on the threat that

electric power plants pose to Connecticut Valley ecology. (MDC
photo by Gary Alpaugh)

growth in this part ot the country.

A solution to this is some sort of

limiting factor, according to the

speaker.

This limiting factor, he
suggested, could be water and
electricity. Brower explained that

hy charging for it, people would be

discouraged from using it as much.
Dr. Brower finished by saying

'what we should recognize is that

the quality of existence depends on

a healthy relationship with our

environment." What has hap-

pened, he said, is the result of the

advances made in any
technological society such as the

one in this country. The solution

will be to become less dependent on

many of these improvements, he

ion eluded, so that nature can be

given a much needed rest.
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FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES INC.

of
Bo It imo re, Maryland

WILL PRESENT

An exhibition and sale of

original graphics

Friday, Nov. «, 1970

11 A.M. - 8 P.M.

2nd floor

Cape Cod Lounge

Student Union

Magical Mystery Tour

of 5 Colleges

FREE & FUN WAY TO GET ACQUAINTED
WITH THE NEIGHBORING COLLEGES

SAT. NOV. 7

Beginning from UMass at 10 a.m., two buses will make con-

tinuous runs between individual campuses until 3:00 p.m.

Sponsc -ed by 5 College Student Coordinating Board

TOUR BUS SCHEDULES -
ROUTE 1

ncs
Amherst
Hampshire
Mount Holyoke
Smith
l Mass.

10:00

10:05

10:15

10:30

10:50

11:05

Leaves and <leptr

11:10 12:20 1:80

11:15 12:25 1:35

11:25 12:35 1:45

11:40 12:50 2:00

UiN 1:10 2:20

I*: 15 1:25 2:55

Campus Center Garage, University of Massachusetts

ROITE 2

10:50 11:40 12:50U Mass 2:00
Smith 10:45 11:55 1:05 2:15
Mount Holyoke 11:05 12:15 1:25 2:35
Hampshire 11:20 12:50 1:40 2:50
Amherst 11:30 12:40 1:50 3:00

U Mass 11:55 12:45 1:55 3:05

Students may catch the bus at any of the five bus stops.
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MEMO TO AMERICA: Thine alabaster cities are no longer alabaster,

.md thoy don't gleam either I can still see by the dawn's early light,

hut by mid afternoon it's rather difficult because the air is grey and

> ollow Some of your purple mountains are still there, but many have

invn raped for coal And Human tears is particularly hot item right

now I'S You lost the War of 1812.

Campus Comment

Birth Control Committee
To the University Community:
On October 26, 1970, the first meeting of the UMASS Birth Control

Committee was held. All of about 8 people showed up. The veneral

disease rate has gone up tremendously on this campus and we have the

continued problem of unwanted pregnancy, and only 8 people out of

20.000 care enough to do something about it. The goal of the Birth Control

Committee is to publish an informative, up-to-date pamphlet on con-

traception, abortion and venereal disease. Hopefully, it will explore both

the psychological and physiological aspects of all three. It will contain

information on where and how to get an abortion, and the cost for one. It

will help you decide which form of contraception is best for you and your

partner, and where to go to obtain it. It will give you all the facts about

venereal disease so that you won't end up sterile, blind, or worse because

you didn't recognize the symptoms.
If any of you out there care enough about you fellow students, or your

sex partner! s), or yourself to work on this pamphlet, come to the next

meeting. November 9th at 6:30, in rooms 805-809 of the Campus Center.

Thank you.
UMASS Birth Control Committee

Keith Bromery

CANDIDATES KOKUM
There will be a Candidates

Korum for Ereshman Class

Officer Candidates in The Daily

Collegianen Monday, November
9th. One letter from each can-

didate lor President, Vice-

I'n'sident, Secretary, and
Treasurer will be accepted for

publication.

The letters must be no longer

than one type-written, double

spaced, at sixty spaces, 8" by 11

1/2" page.

letters must carry the can-

didates name, address,

telephone number, and
signature.

Any letter deviating from

these specifications will not be

printed.

1

Beware The Door To Door Salesman
AMHERST -College students, peer un-

derprivileged people and housewives all have

something very much in common.-They are daily

being exploited by door-to-door, mail order and

telephone salesmen.

These slick young men in their dull gray suits may
look innocent enough, but under that clean-cut ex-

terior functions a cool and calculating machine whose
sole objective is the aquisition of your pocketbook.

These men and women who often have college

backgrounds are hired because of their good looks and

their glib tongues. They will persuade you by fast,

complicated and unreasoned logic and coerce you by

blinking eyes, serenades and even downright

seduction.

The products or services which these people are

usually pushing are for the most part characterized by

their uselessness. Salesmen will go door-to-door

selling anything from arch supports to water wings,

and with few exceptions will make their merchandise

out to be necessities.

There are three standard approaches which these

misintentioned people use to force themselves into

unsuspecting human lives. Many companies mail out

form circulars with promises of introductory gifts or

large discounts for merely letting one of their "sales

representatives" drop by for a visit. The telephone is

another medium whereby they accomplish this same
purpose. The third and most common approach is of

course the direct method of door bell ringing. In any

case this is the most important step in getting a "foot

in to potential pay dirt. Once past this initial phase,

the salesmen has won the first battle and half the war.

It remains only for him to get the John Hancock on the

dotted line behind the "X" to plant his victory flag on

vour wallet or savings account.

In side the home the tide of battle will quickly turn

against his unsuspecting opponent, because the

middle class, livingroom is home territory for the

salesman. Upon familiar ground, the salesman will

draw his major weapon from his arsenal-his glib

tongue.

Kattling off his memorized spiel, he will on occasion

say your first name if you're under 25 and your last

name preceeded by Mr. if you're over 25 either to

draw your attention back to him or to relax you with a

sense of false familiarity or both. Going through his

rap. the slick salesman will often have in front of you a

volorful illustrated brochure in which he will under

line key phrases as he reads them which is not only

insulting to one's verbal comprehension, but also

slights at one's ability to read.

The whole psychology of the salesmen is first to

present himself as a father (mother) image who will

by the nature of this image kindly offer to lead his

prospective customer by the hand to show him what is

good for him. Once this father image has taken root,'

he will then focus on his product which he will present

as being as necessary as formula to the baby that he

has attempted to reduce his victim to. His next step is

what all of his efforts have been leading up to from
the start.

If by this time the customer isn't ready to sign on the

dotted line immediately behind the "X". he has run

into a pretty unusal customer. The usual phrase

following the surprised expression on the salesman's

face following a potential customer's hesitantcy is,

Well what's the matter?", as if something has to be

the matter with someone who is maybe short on bread

or more likely, completely uninterested in the

product. If more persuation fails, he will usually

briskly gather his wares and depart still with that look

of disbelief, leaving his subject with the feeling that he

must be the biggest idiot in the world for not buying
whatever it was the salesman was selling.

At this point it is probably worth mentioning that

statitics show that millions of people in America are

victimized every year by these salesmen, and a great

many of these are not, as one would expect, stupid or

uneducated people. People should make themselves
aware of their rights as consumers. They should also

be absolutely certain without any reasonable doubt
before they sign on that dotted line. Beware of the

products or services advertised for college seniors

only or for specially selected individuals only, because
these statements are more often than not out right

lies. Have you ever heard of a salesman who refused
to sell someone his product or service because of the

customer's educational background or selection?

Probably the most valuable advice that can be im-
parted at this point is, if you don't want to be plagued
by persistant telephone calls or ringing door bells, say
that you're not interested right off the bat and hang up
or close the door This kind of direct action can save
you not only valuable time but could also save you
some hard earned bread.

We've ComeA Long Way?

Buy a can of brand-name soup and get a woman
free. ..take a bra break to buy a Playtex bra. ..the

best women are thin and rich...Ultra-brite gives

your mouth sex appeal...dye your hair and have
more fun...you've come a long way baby ..and on

and on and on.

But have you ever noticed the fact that there are

very few sexy adds with men in them? Has it ever

occurred to anyone that women, at least some of us,

are getting damned sick and tired of seeing man-
nequin-type broads parade across the TV sceen
every fifteen minutes?
Have you ever stopped to count the many subtle

ways women are used to sell a product, to play a

role, to remain docile dunderheads who wear
chiffon dresses to dust the house, who run int..

giants in their washing machines, who just hum
their way through screaming kids, mud on the floor,

and a grouchy husband.

It's fun to do dishes, wash clothes, fix supper for

twenty people, to break up fights between the

children. I mean, she can always take a coffee

break ... If this is true why is it that many
housewives become alcoholics, tranquilizer freaks

and nervous wrecks? Oh, dig it, women are
emotional anyway, they are weak. If this is so true,

why is it when wifey is in the hospital having her
fifth child, the husband looks so happy when she
comes home?
Okay, there are women \. no dig being a housewife

or who don't mind the commercials. Well, maybe
they're happy, but what about the women who are
struggling to break out of that role, who want
something more from life than the latest Bitty
Crocker's cookbook, who want to be whole women...
Consider their agony and frustration...and notice

the next time a commercial comes on, the subtlety

of the imprisonment policy of this society toward
women Compare the reality of a TV woman and a
real woman... Have we really come a long way?
(Ed Note: This is the second in a series of articles

written by women about woman's plight, for

everyone, not just women.)

Changes

\ tin have colored vour nails

apricot Brandy green

frosted vour hair

a da //ling silver

changed its shade weekly

and painted bust perfect

the lace which was once

so radiant in its

imcarved expressions.

II reminds me of a mask

ol lacquers and so sweet

musky perfumes

while the girl I once knew

is hidden and / or lost

somcu here

deep, deep inside.

Moulding vour sapling body

into a shape artificial

making it hard

to distinguish from the

clav mannequins whose

oulv heautv is their dress

ol the rich pelts of animals

modishlv hutchered and skinned

for a chicuess only you

appear to understand.

Taking voice lessons

learning how to walk again

it seems you have forgotten

that mv love

had heen real and for free.

In the popular resorts of

the world of status and lies

vou have come of age

wit an easier to pronounce name

a supposedly sweeter voice

and a form that is false.

Nou no longer have any use

lor ideals that cannot change

at the speed of a fad.

\nd I have heen made aware

that changes are not always

I or the better

when the girl I once knew

is now hidden and /or lost

somewhere

loo deep inside.

STANLEYS. WIGTEK

The Eternal Paradox

Iteaching out into oblivion

I pause Ear the space of a breath

The limitless arms of time and space

I eel mv inner sout

.mil the lire of life

rushes through mv veins

no longer wonder why

the facta are absolute and meaningless

to live is to die a thousand deaths

to die is to he free

to he caged in life's menagerie

is to become encased in glass

nevermore up to forever-

lor I exist in constellar mortality

mv limhs hang in mortal wonder

my head floats freely among the clouds

nevermore up to forever-

as the rose imbibes its short-lived dew at morn

so loo does man life.

Lee Bishoff

All I Want To Say

PHOTOGRAPHY
Kik Santaguida

Gary Slickman

Kuril morning now

I see

.mother tree

and another burning its

lie.iiitiful leaves

into the ground

thev turn

hall the world away

oh colors

not so beautiful

.is these

falling from the trees

rip children's eyes

sat of their heads

hollow and screaming forever

dead. dead. dead

anonymous
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Inner City Training Program
Sets Up Brooklyn Airlift
An academic airlift to Brooklyn.

NY, is one feature of a new
program designed to train inner
city residents 10 teach ,n their own
communities

The airlift is a ume-saving
means of getting UMass faculty to

Brooklyn two days each week to
leach classes for 200 inneV city
school paraprofessionals. The
i lasses are part of a federally-
I united program designed to offer
these paraprofessionals a full

academic experience leading to a
B A degree and teacher cer-
tification.

A para professional, according to

Itoyce Phillips, chairman of the
Brooklyn project.

-

is a person
employed in the school system,
who works in the classroom

assisting a teacher but who doesn't
have a degree or certification."

The Brooklyn project and a
companion project for 60
paraprofessionals in Worcester,
are directed by the UMass School
of Education and funded by the
federal Career Opportunity
Program (COP). The idea is to
provide degrees and certification
so these people can teach in the
inner city where they come from,"
Phillips explained

In the Brooklyn project, he
added, the paraprofessionals come
from three decentralized school
districts to attend classes at the
Brooklyn Urban Center Building of
the State University of New York.
Each Monday two light aircraft
carry eight UMass English in-

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S DELI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst— In the Peter Pan Building —
This Week's Delivery Speciol:

BOLOGNA GRINDER reg. price .99

spec. .89

TURKEY GRINDER reg. price 1.09
spec. .99

PASTRAMI GRINDER reg. price. 1.09
spec. .99

ALL CANNED SODA reg. price .25

spec. .19

ECLAIRS reg. price .25

spec. .19

BAGELS & CREAM CHEESE reg. price .40

spec. .34

All grinders include cheese, lettuce, tomato, onions, hot
peppers, pickles, choice of dressing.

Delivery every night from 6 o'clock HI midnight.

Phone 253-9336.
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structors to New York to teach
basic English courses; on Wed-
nesday the airlift is repeated with a
similar number of School of
Education faculty to teach
education courses. Each group
spends the day in the classroom
and is airlifted back at the end of

the day. Some other instruction in

th e Brooklyn program is done by
on-site teachers and non airlifted

teachers. ,

The Worcester program is

headed by Khody McCoy, who
attained national prominence as
the unit administrator for the

Ocean Hill-Brownsville School
District in New York City. Of the 60
in the Worcester program, 45 take
classes at the Elizabeth Street

School in that city and 15 study at

the I 'Mass Amherst campus.
Rhody McCoy sees his program

as "providing education for people
who have committed themselves to
returning to where they live to
improve the educational process."

Yarborough toAsk
Who Won Election
Political campaigning techniques used in the Nov. 3 Congressional

elections will get the attention of U.S. Senator Ralph W. Yarborough of

Texas in a lecture to be given at Smith College.

Sen Yarborough's topic will be "Who Won: Politicians or Pollsters or

Film-Makers?" He will speak at 8 p.m., Thursday in Wright Hall on the
campus. In case of an overflow audience, the event will be moved to John
M. Greene Hall.

A senator lor the past 13 years, and in public life for nearly 40 years,

Yarborough was defeated in his state's May Democratic primary con-
test 1 k> is chairman of the Senate Labor and Welfare Committee, and his

name probably is attached to more legislation than that of any other
senator from Texas in history.

He was author or principal co-sponsor of a number of landmark laws
including the National Defense Education Act of 1958, which laid the
groundwork for federal aid to education, and the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, which extended the federal aid concept to the
public schools below the college level. The senator also personally
created and saw through to passage the Cold War GI Bill, the Bilingual

Education Act, Professors Emeritus Act and measures to extend
educational media aid to schools and assist education of the handicapped.

The lecture is being given as another in the Alice M. Holden Lec-
tureship series. The series was established in 1952 in memory of Miss
Holden, a Smith alumna and a member of the college's government
department for 29 years. It annually brii gs to the college an outstanding
person who has made a singular contribution to American political life.

UM Counseling Center Provides

Instant Intake For Problems
By LINDA A BALICKI

Staff Reporter
Sue, a senior, is worried about her upcoming job interviews and wants advice.
Chuck, a freshman, is confused about his future plans and needs advice in selecting a major.
Phd wants someone to talk -to about his relationships with other people and the University as a

whole but doesn't know where to go.
Each of these students present problems which, at first glance, would seem to require a number

of different agencies to deal with them. Here at UMass, however; these and other problems are
dealt with jointly as parts of the function of the Counseling Center

Located in Whitmore, the
Counseling Center is staffed by 7

lull time professional counselors as
well as 3 full time pay interns and 5

part-time graduate student
trainees whose primary aim is to

serve the student body and the

University as a whole. They at-

tempt to do this by providing a
wide range of consultant programs
and services.

Primary among these services is

that of individual counseling. Such
counseling is conducted in strict

confidence.

Other programs such as the

Interviewee Training Program are
designed to help large segments of

the University community.

Through a series of training
sessions, scheduled to begin in

March, the program will attempt
to introduce interested students to

the practices and techniques which
have proved important in suc-
cessful placement.
The Center's recognition of the

current trend toward a greater
concern for personal growth ex-
periences has led to the establish-

ment of several staff-directed
sensitivity groups There are at

present 7 continuous groups which
meet weekly. Plans are now being
made lor two marathon sessions to

he held Wednesday. November 11,

to allow greater opportunities for

student participation.

w
CINEMA 3 — Held Over? — 3rd Week!

GATCH-22
IS, QUITE SIMPLY,

r THE BEST AMERICAN FILM
I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"

Vincent C»nby.

N. V. TIMES

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A
COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COM EDY! -Bruce Williamson. PMVBOV

"'CATCH-22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's perform-
ance as Yossarian is great!"

-Joseph Morjensfern. NEWSWEEK
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Other programs designed to
oenel'it the community as a whole
include the Residence Hall
Counselor Training Program,
Freshman and Transfer Orien-
tation Program and professional
training of graduate Psychology
and Kducation students in coun
seling, test interpretation and
research procedures.
The ( enter also serves as the on

iampul agency for the Law
Hoards, the Graduate Record
Kxamination as well as any in-
dividual performance tests which
may be helpful to the individual
student

1 nderlying all the Counseling
< enter s services is a strong belief
that an individual's problem
should be dealt with as soon as it is

presented It is for this reason that
the system of "Instant Intake" has
l>een instituted Under this system
a student is guaranteed attention
by a staff member within twenty
minutes of his arrival at the
< enter

Instant Intake and the entire
< ounseling Center are open from
» 38 am. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday, for all who have
need or want of their services.

Fine Films Highlight Weekend
Music

The Virtuosi di Kom;i
This famous Italian chamber
orchestra under its conductor
Renato Fasano this evening in

Bowker Auditorium. Among other
works to be performed will be
Vivaldi's The Seasons. Tickets for

undergraduates $1.00, others
priced to $3.00, available at

Bowker Box Office.

Swallow Black Forest Roads, and
Jennifer Paris. Captain Video's

Light Show
Tonight these three talents will

perform as part of the new
National Concert Series to bring

onto campus struggling, talented

musicians for some good concerts.

Sponsored by George Washington
Upper in the Campus Center

Auditorium

Theater

The Skin of Our Teeth

Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer-Prize

Winning Play is being presented

this weekend in the Laboratory

Theater at Mount Holyoke College.

Performances are at 8:15 through

Sunday and admission for students

is $1.00, all others $2.00.

"Underground" Plays

Three short, avant-garde plays,

lonesco's The Lesson, Strindberg's

The Stronger, and Schisgal's The
Tiger are to be done next Monday
and Tuesday evenings by students

from the Five Colleges Per-

formances are at 8 and the ad-

mission is 25<, at the model theater

in Sage Hall. Smith College.

Films

The Baby Maker (Academy of

Music. Northampton)
Barbara Hersey stars in this film

about a childless couple who
employ her services as the title

suggests.

( atch-22 (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley)
Mike Nichols and screenwriter

Buck Henry have attempted to

capture the essence of Joseph

Heller's novel. Whether they have

succeeded is debatable, that they

made this admirable attempt

makes it probably the year's best

film

Kas> Itider (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley i

'Man. it's like this, man, me and-

uh Billy, man, make this really gas

of a trip and like-wow man it was

out-of-sight, like too much, man."

I inuegaii's Wake (The Talkie,

Northampton I

Kxcerpts from James Joyce's

(|uite unreadable book have been

ambitiously brought to the screen

in this 1965 film

live Kasy Pieces (Paris Cinema,

Springfield

)

A lyric journey up the west coast of

America in this episodic film

similar, yet supposedly much
better than Kasy Rider. It won the

l>est film award at the NY Film

Festival and contains a highly

praised performance by Jack

Nicholson as a prodigal son

returning home.
lor Whom the Bell Tolls,

(Tuesday, Nov. 10, Thompson 104,

(i and 9 p.m.)

The 1943 film adaptation of the

lOrnest Hemingway novel with

Ingrid Bergman and Gary Cooper

<;oodbve, Columbus (Saturday,

Sage Hall, Smith, 7:30 and 9:3(1'

Philip Roth's novella has been
updated as Richard Benjamin and
All McGraw wade their way
through the Jewish experience on
Long Island

Halleluiah (Sunday, Thompson
104, 7 and 9)

This interesting and famous film
was probably the first serious

screen treatment of Negro life.

Directed by King Vidor, by today's
standards it is viewed as
exaggerated, patronizing, and
sentimental.

Little Fauss and Big Halsey
i Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

Butch Cassidy meets C.W. Moss
and do the Captain America thing,

with a nod to Hud, in the American
Southwest Robert Redford and
Michael J. Pollard are featured in

this not very unique comedy-
drama.
Lovers and Other Strangers
i Showcase Cinema, West
Springfield)

Remember the wedding in

<ioodh\c, Columbus? It's back, in

spades, this time Italian. Plus
related tales of infidelity, sex,

divorce, and seduction, all done
with good humor and fine per-

formances.

M and Metropolis (GEFF Films,

Wednesday, Nov. 11, Thompson
104, I and 10)

Two films by the great German
director Fritz Lang. The latter is a
futuristic fantasy about the horrors

of a machine Utopia. The former is

a story of a child murdered with
Peter Lorre in his first important
role.

Monte Walsh (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley)

l.ee Marvin stars in this western

which is short on talk but long on
cliche.

On \ ('tear Day Vou Can See
Forever (Amherst Cinema)
The perfect night out for the Silent

Majority or for fans of Barbra
Streisand.

Soldier Blue (Showcase Cinemas,
west Springfield)

A more honest look at how the
White man approached the Indian
problem in the west with not-too-

subtle allusions to My Lai. Candice
Bergen adds love interest between
massacres.

The Straw berr\ Statement
(Tonight and Sunday, Southwest
Cinema, Hampden Commons, 7:30

and 9:30)

Put Che Guevera in your window
and wear those crash helmets to

those peace rallies for, as the man
sings, the revolution's here and you
know that it's right

Winning (Thursday, November 12,

SU Ballroom, 7 and 9:45)

A film about auto racing in the

gendre of A Man and A Woman and
Grand Prix with Paul Newman,
Joanne Woodward, and Robert
Wagner.
Winter Light (Sunday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9)

Another in the continuing festival

of Igmar Bergman films.

Z (Calvin, Northampton)
Political repression in Greece, a

bit heavy in politics but brilliantly

executed. The film won an Oscar
last year as Best Foreign film and
features Yves Montand and Irene

Pappas (what's a film about
Greece without Irene Pappas?)
It's the perfect cartharsis film for

liberals.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

Thursday - Friday, November 5-6

VIRTUOSI DI ROMA
Conducted by Maestro Renato Fasano

Two different programs of the world's greatest

Baroque Music including CoreUi, Vivaldi, MarceUo and
Albinoni.

•Unexcelled in their class!" L.A. Times

Thursday - Sunday, November 12 - 15

Operetta Guild presents

"YOUR OWN THING"
A fully-staged production of this hit!

Reserved Tickets: $1 .00 - 3.00

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office

Grad Student To Exhibit

In Student Union Gallery
The second exhibit of the season arded many state and national

will be presented by Lawrence Fra- awards, and lectured at Emula-

tes at the Student Union Gallery nuel College, Mass. Art, SMU,

from November 11 to 30. The ex- and UMass. on a variety of sub-

hibit consists of thirty- five aery- jects ranging from filmmaking in

lie paintings of the Amherst area, the schools to learning contracts.

A noted difference in these works The artist was art director for

is the treatment of the paint in a the United States Dept. of Labor

watercolo fashion and loose ap- through 1 earning to Learn, and

plication to the JB 4Pf ls presently art

surface. Mm W m ^% consultant for the

Mr. Fratesisa MM Ilm. I mm\ Department of

graduate student ^ m m̂ m̂ m̂m^ Human Develop -

in the School of

Education ma -

joring in aesthe-
tics, and comes
to us from the

Massachusetts
College of Art

where he recei-

ved his B.S. in

Art education .

He has exhibited

throughout the

New England area, has been aw-

ment, creator of

LOLLIPOP : a

multi-arts pro-

gram at Mark's
Meadow School,

art education re-

source for School

of Ed., along with

his presently
working on a book
entitled The Reel
World.

Open Rehersal Announced

A special open rehearsal by I Virtuosi Di Roma will be held this

afternoon, Friday, November 6th at 2:30 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

This famed Italian chamber orchestra copcludes its two-day visit to

the University this evening at 8:00 p.m. when it performs three Con-
certi (Jrossi by Corelli and Vivaldi's Four Seasons in Bowker
Auditorium as the second of five pairs of concerts in this season's Fine
Arts Council Celebrity Series.

This afternoon's open rehearsal will be conducted by the ensemble's
founder/musical director. Maestro Renato Fasano.

A DATE WITH JOJO. THE DOC
FACED BOY
AN ARTICHOKE HEART AND/OR
LIVER

3. THE UNUSED PORTION OF EUROPE
4. AN INCREDIBLE 48" X 25* CIRCUS
POSTER IN FULL COLOR FEATURING
CAPTAIN MAX SORDINI (PICTURED HERE) AND MORE
THAN A DOZEN OTHER ACTS SO SENSELESS THEY HAVE
BEEN PERFORMED ONLY ONCE
COMPLETE DETAILS AND BOXTOPS WILL BE FOUND
CONVENIENTLY ATTACHED TO THE BRAND NEW
SCREAMING YELLOW ZONKERS BOX WHICH IS
COVERED WITH BRAND NEW CRAZY WRITING.
OVALTINE FOOD PROOUCTS • VILLA PARK. ILLINOIS COISI

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

Enjoy our "Broiled Boston
Scrod. Lemon Parsley But-
ter" $1.65

Salad bar included
price of sandwich
or entree.

in

New England's Favorite
fresh fish, broiled to
your desire and topped
with delightful lemon
paisley butter.

Club Bar open 11:30 • 2:00
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Rare Earth
Easy To Dig

Kara Karth are six native Detroiters in their early twenties who have

welded themselves into a self-contained musical entity whose recent

single, "Get Heady" went all the way to the number two spot on the

nation's record chart.

They provide their own back-up, with Pete Rivera on drums, John

IVrsh on bass and trombone, Kenny James on piano and organ, Ed
(iu/.man adding extra percussion, Rod Richards on guitar and Gil

Bridges on saxophone and flute. And all the Rare Earth sing, providing

their own vocal background along with the lead.

With the exception of Ed Guzman, a relative newcomer, the present

group assembled four years ago as an outgrowth of a trio working in local

clubs

John, Gil and Fete grew up together in the same general neighborhood.

At 16, the boys began playing together for parties, dances or "whatever

paid." John and Gil both played in their respective school bands at the

time, while Pete was primarily self-taught on the drums.

Their musical style evolved from the amalgamation of many separate

influences, with each man bringing his own particular background and

ideas into the group as it grew. Kenny, for example, has studied ac-

cordion since the age of seven. The free association and exchange of

ideas inspired them as their own distinctive style emerged from this

fusing of forms and individual expressions.

Progressive jazz, hard rock, funky blues and a combination of various

other elements all went to make up the style of their characteristic

groove.

Part of a continuing expansion and diversification in the record in-

dustry. Rare Earth became the first group signed when Motown founded

its Independent Division last year. In this capacity, Rare Earth had the

unique distinction of recording on the label bearing their own name.

Kor Motown, the impact of the Rare Earth on the record market has

l>een nothing short of heavenly. "Ecology", their album, was a nation-

wide break-out in the first week it was released. The chart-crashing LP

re-echos the success of Rare Earth's first Motown album, "Get Ready", a

follow-up to their hit single. Their smash "I'm Losing You", also hit the

top of the charts.

"Communicating with the audience is the motive," Pete said without

hesitation, "and you try to get across the enjoyment you feel playing to

the people listening. That's what makes it worthwhile."

And the Rare Earth obviously enjoys playing very much, for their

audience is growing fast, due at least partially to the enjoyment to be had

listening to the heavy sounds as Rare Earth does its thing. It's easy to dig

that Rare Earth.

ACRES FREE PARKING JUST FOR YOU

MINUTES FROM YOU.

(JfafOCOje &*~*u.P2'3
*S RT.5 RtVEROALE RO. W. SRFID.

master charge.

733-5131

Afrits > THE MOST SAVAGE
FILM IN HISTORYI

SOLDIER BLUE

CANDICE BERGEN

*

Mon. • Fri.
2 - 7:80 • 9:5"
Sat. b Sun.
5:20 . 7:85 • 9:50

Group

Rotes

ROCKER

L0UNCES

UTTU muss
ADD BIG HAISV

m
Mon. • Fri.
2 • 7:30 9:40
S»t. & Sun.
2 • 8:50 • 5:40

WE M W**- "TilJPH""" "
9:40

INVITE

"

m™ "The funniest fun of the year!"
YUlfilT R~^^ — Newhouse News S«rv/'ce

WITH
US

Mon. • Fri. 2. 7:80. 9:30 I I

Sat. & Sun. 1 - 8:10 • 5:10* 7720 • 9:80

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR ALL

Notices

ACTION LAB
Meeting Monday, Nov 9th, 7:15 PM, old

Senate Council Chambers, Student Union, 2nd

floor Speaker from prison to attend.

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTER
MACHINERY
David Mills, Research Associate, University

of Michigan, will speak on sophisticated multi

processing in small systems, using techniques

applied m larger systems, Tuesday, Nov 10th

at 8 PM, room 807 Campus Center

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving Whitmore 12.45 on Saturday,

Oct. 7th. Spend the afternoon with some in

teresting people.

BICYCLE CLUB
The Bicycle Club will go on a Berkshire

Foothills tour this Sunday, Nov. 8th, meet at

1030 A M m the back of the Hatch. The hills

aren't that big!

CVSP PSYCH COUNCIL
Meeting, Thursday, November 12th, 8:15

PM, room 18 Bartlett Dr Contt it will be there

to talk with students and on the subject pool.

HILLEL
Sabbath services tonight at 7:30 PM in Hillel

Center and tomorrow morning at 10:00 A.M.

also m the Hillel center.

Talmud study group beginning Tuesday.

morning, Nov 10th, 1000 AM in New Hillel

Center (420 SU) No language requirement,

subject BabaQama on "Found Properties."

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
F ive college mixer All members and guest

are invited. Friday, Nov 6th, 8 00 12 00 P.M.,

Blue Room, Worcester Dining Commons
CoHee hour will be held in Dwight House at

9 00 PM, Sunday, Nov. 8th Featuring Prof

Weinstein on Election 1970

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
SPROETZER ACHTERRUEM AND

SHETNJA NO, they're not a new rock group.

Come to international Folk Dancing and find

out Tonight at Davis Center, Smith College, 8

12 PM, teaching 8 9 PM

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
F ive College hayride, come and meet some

new faces! Saturday, Nov. 7th Meet at

Memorial Hall at 6 45 PM.

PHYSICS DEPT
Bausch and Lomb scientific display, room

142 Campus Center, 8 AM 5:30. A display of

scientific instruments and products of Kimball

Glass Company

PRECISIONETTES
P ractice tor team members a 1 4 40, Monday

thru Friday in Dickinson Parking Lot.

PRE LAW
The new Pre law Booklets are now ready in

room 362 of Whitmore
Pre law meeting, November 10th, between 1

4 o'clock at room 803 Campus Center

There will be no interviews with Catholic

University November 12th.

READING STUDY CENTER
Registration tor Reading Study Im

provement Course, Thursday, November 12th,

Council Chambers, Student Union. Course will

meet for 5 weeks. Tuesday and Thursday

evenings. 7 8 15

SKI CLUB
Old and new members are urged to attend a

meeting of the UMass Ski Club. Monday, 800
PM in Mahar Guest speaker from Mt Tom.
information given about weekly evening trip to

Mi Tom and Intercession trips

SOC 101

Rich Perkins Sections 30, (Mon 2:25), 48

(Thurs. 11:15) and 51, (Thurs , 730): there

will be a quiz next week. Essay type covering

the general topic of Social Structure

SOC 104

Soc. 104 meeting Friday, November 6th, 2 30

PM at Mahar Auditorium.

STUDENT SENATE
Commuters nomination papers are now

available for the Five Commuter Assembly
Executive Committee seats Papers with 25

signatures will be due in the Senate

Nomination paper box by Friday. November
I3th at 5 o'clock.

SWAP
Applicants to SWAP will be notified to ac

ceptance or rejection next week by mail

Thank you for your patience

COMMUTERS
NOMINATION PAPERS

are now available for

Five Commuter Assembly

Executive Committee Seats!

Papers with 25 signatures are due in the Sen-

ate nomination box by Friday, Nov. 13th, at

5:00 p.m.
W.J.B.
L.V.C.
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UNDERGRAD ART PEOPLE
Undergraduates interested in organizing art

gallery and meeting room tor exhibiting your

own work Meeting room 16? Campus Center.

1 30 PM, Thursday, November 12th

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Tryouts for the women's drill team will be

hi'kl Nov 16 23 at Boyden Main Gym from

7 00 8 30 PM, Monday Thursday. All

University Women cordially invited. Please

bring sneakers.

ZETU NU
Open house Tuesday, November 10th.

LOST
Keys on leather lace with pen knife, ski

medal, and wooden disc attached Please

contact Claire in 321 Cance t 'M7.

Black woven pocketbook w.th Libra" on it.

Very important to me. Please return to

Student Union lost and found or call 665 3576.

Medium large black male dog in vicinity of

Northampton. Boney, big tail, name Dan. Call

584 7215 or 369 4022

A brown and orange print umbrella If found

call Sue 6 1286

Pair of women's eye glasses, brown frames,

no name but in blue case. Doctor's name it on

case, Raymond Ross Lost in Mahar, Oct. 26th.

Call Maureen 68355.

One black wallet in the men's John in tht

Student Union Keep the money, but could I

have the traffic tickets back? Thanks. Call

Scott collect, 628 3923 anytime.

LOST
Will the person who mistakenly took

notebooks tor Psych 325 and Soviet Society

from Hampden Commons, Wed morning

(Nov 4th), please return them Urgently

needed Cheryl, 235 Moore, 6-5343

One pair of tortoise shell glasses, in red case,

somewhere between Collidge and Herter,

around 9: 00 A M . Nov. 4th if found please call

546 7957

November 4th, lost in Bartlett, brown um
brella wfth vinvl handle Sentimental value

Call Carol 546 6344

PINNINGS
Rosalie J Weidman '73, Coolidge to James

B Foley '71, Delta Upsilon, Ohio University

Valerie M Dean '70, Wester Mass Hospital,

School of Practical Nursing to Raymond D
Duval '73. 422 Dickinson House.

ENGAGEMENTS
Bob Nelson '72. Squire Village to Dianne

Harnman '74. University of Maine

Donna M Barrett '72. 209 Brooks House to

Richard C Felkel. Jr '70. 15 Tokeneke Rd .

Ho Iyoke

Julie Davis '71. Puffton to Terry Culhane.

Worcester, Mass
Nancy Tyksienski '72, Easthampton to

Danny DiRocco '71, University ot Vermont.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
FOR THE COLLEGE

MAN

Fidelity Union
Life Insurance Company
21 Fray St., Amhont

WINE
woken

SONG

CBMtPTOtt
folkmm
tWmW 7)1970
S'.30 PM-? tpft LjUrMt-

AH Wdtoine,

Campus Bus Service
Effective November 9, 1970
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Tippo Hour
Will Examine
Campus Crinn

The weekly administration
coffee hour, held Mondays from
12:00-2:00 p.m. in the Student

Union Colonial Lounge will deal

with the campus security problem
and the growing crime rate on

campus.

Representing the administration

will be Dr. Randolph "Bill"

Bromery. special Assistant to the

Chancellor for Student Affairs. Dr.

Bromery is responsible for the

I diversity police and has been the

administration's chief trouble-

shooter concerning security

problems.

Richard Story, assistant to the

Chancellor who has been present at

the weekly coffee hour discussions

regularly, noted that the reason for

the special emphasis on security at

this week's meeting stems from

the preponderance of talk about

the problem during past meetings

with Chancellor Oswald Tippo

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

List Of Stops
LIST OF STOPS

I Prince House
2. Patterson House

3. "F" Lot

4. Boyden Gym
5. Campus Center Way
6 "6" 8. "N" Lot

7. Grad. Res. Center

8. School of Education

(Southwest Only)

9. Ellis North "\

10. Hasbrouck Lab. 'j q
II Ellis South 'j°l

12 Hills North

13. Chadbourne House

14. Dickinson House

15. Fraternity Park

16 WOPE
17. School of Education

(Orchard Hill Only)

18 Ellis North \
19. Hasbrouck Lab. C *
20. Ellis South ) fi

21 SBA Whitmore

OPENS
Oct 24

Homecoming Wwktixl

DINNER MENU

SORORITIES:

WHO NEEDS THEM ?

If you re pro or con or especially in between

let us know!

CAMPUS SOROR1T1KS

invite all to an

OPEN DEBATE

Monday, November 9th

COOLIDGE MIDDLE - Main Lounge

LEWIS - Library

VAN METER - Main Lounge

PATTERSON - Pannel Room

Prime Rib English Cut $2.95

N. %

fieef

Lobster Saute

Boston Scroti

salad <QP foils included

Haked Stuffed Potato

Flaming Cherries Jubilee

Peppermint Stick Ice Cream A
N. Y. Cheese Cake

Sunburst Parfait

Chocolate Mr/iiyx*'

Pecan Pic

LUNCHEON MENU
| ..ill I II 11—WI»<li

New England Beef Stew 1. ?S

Sirloin Steak Sandwich 2.4S

Broiled, Smoked Pork Chops 220
Poulette Chausseuren Casserole 1.70

Potato Pancakes and

Grilled Link Sausage 1.55

Curried Shrimp A La Indienne 2.25

Broiled Boston Scrod 1.65

Plus Sandwich Specialties
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From nine to midnight every Fri. & Sat. Nite

Dancing and entertainment in the

Top of the Campus Club Cocktail Bar

Music by the Novae

Frosh Footballers Seek

First Win, At UConn
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Forced to go with a revemped line-up because of injuries, the UMass freshman football team
will be looking for its first win of the season tonight when it meets the UConn freshmen at LK'onn.

(tame time is 7:30.

are at the offensive guards. John

(rooks will replace Hadjusek at

tight end Paul 1'utes has been

moved to offensive halfback and

Tom McMahon, who has filled in at

I
ust about every position except

coach, will start at fullback

Kelley had this to say about

McMahon, 'He is one of the best

all around athletes on the team

According to Coach David

Kcllev. Ins team has already lost

linebacker Bill Hale and offensive

halfback Phil Roland for the

season with knee injuries. Add this

to the fact that linebacker Mike

McNilt and tight end Ed Hadjuser

are out for at least the Connecticut

game, and seven other players are

doubttul lor tonignt's game, it is no

wonder that Kellev will have to go and has been extremely valuable

with a virtual single platoon type to us by filling in so capably at so

loot ball -playing almost all of his many positions."

starters on* both offense and Dave Vushinsky. who is nursing

defense i,n inJured elbow will get the

The new line-up has Paul Hanson starting nod at defensive end if he

at quarterback and defensive is ready. Vushinsky has been

halfback Tim Berra at both of- immense all year, and his presence

tensive and defensive halfback, is vital to the defensive front four

lorn Price at center and defensive Completing the defense. Rick

and Johnny Jones at of- Marsella will be at tackle, Mike

and defensive end. Duffy. Bob Powers, Paul Riley,

Kevin Moran and Carl Mattarochia at the

tackle.

tensive guard

(Jene Pease and

THE CAMPUS CENTER GOVERNING BOARD

NEEDS YOU
Elections for:

L Freshmen

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Nomination Papers:

Due Friday, Nov. 13, 1970

Outside RSO

Any questions — contact: Rocky Hodgson

253-33-59

or
545-'»194

It is your BuiWing! Work with it!

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

p«t 1300 or best offer. 315-2765

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, VK Axtec,

Fisher, TDK, cassette Mid open reel

tape, standard radio, Ctata speakers,

JLl's, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tm-23

Puppies — Alaskan Malamute sled

doss. Excellent pedlsree, Ideal pets.

Call Greenfield 773-84U after 6:30

v .m^_ J*
11"8

"Motorcycle '67 Ducatl 2«>cc Scram-

bler in excellent condition, $300 253-

2011. ttll-13

Car utereo fiu radio, never used,

excellent sound, $40 00. Call 6-M7,'
tfll-'J

WANTED

REWARD
Reward for male Seal Point Sia-

mese Cat lost near Wope, belongs to

friend in Northampton, so may heao
that way. Call 549-6030. tfll-6

FOR SALE— AUTOS
1969 Opel Keydett Station Wagon.

Excellent condition radio, radio 10
months old . Ideal for camping, tra-

veling, sleeping, $1700 Aak for Phil
542-2321 (8-5 p.m.), 256-6048 (after

5). tfll-6

Sunbeam Alpine, 63 wire wheels'

new, Michelln - XAS, Koni's Abartb
exh., recently rebuilt, engine, driving,

fog Its., good top. Willing to bargain
about price. CaU 665-2658 after 3:30

tfll-6

1967 Opel Kadett Fastback, red.

new: battery, shocks, 2 tires; very

clean $850 or best offer. Call Dan
1-513-1682 (Spfld) after 5 p.m.

tfll-1 2

1966 Vw sedan blue. roof-rark\

40,000 miles, good condition, $750.

Call Bob Judge 545-2418. tfll-13

Chevy '65 Impala, air conditioned?
power steering, power brakes, black
vinyl roof, low mileage, $650. 546-

6594. mM
60 Chevy Impala, good running

condition, good body, 8 cyl., call

Dave 665-3977 or 546-5359 morn, or
eve., $75 or best. tfll-6

'62 Alfa Romeo Spider, good run-
ning condition, new snow tires, two
heaters, inspection sticker, needs
rocker panel work and new seat. Of-
fers considered. Charlie 548-6378.

tfll-1

'61 Chevy convertible, runs well,

needs new battery, and top, $50.00.

Call 646-7601. tfll-6

'63 Ford Eronoline Van, good con-

dltlon, new clutch 2 new tires, en-
gine job in Aug , wall to wall car-

Poetry wanted for cooperative an-
ttaolor. Please Include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewlld Free*. 1807
Hast Olympic Boulevard, Eoo Ange>
kas, California 90021. tfll-H

Apartment needed, to start Janu-
ary, one or two rooms. Please call

Nestor 256-1029 evenings. tfll-13

Baby clothes or any baby needs.

Call 546-5264 or bring to 412 Pier

pont. Please help! ll-l>

SERVICES
Will type and/or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personalised
resumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. CaU 584-6817, evee. Keep try-

lag. tfll-6

Amherst Audio services stereo eon?
ponenta, tape decks for home or ear,

197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.
tru-n

DON T DESPAIR — call Rachel
for neat, accurate typing thesis, and
term papers. Guaranteed accuracy.
Reasonable rates. CaU 283-5517.

tfll-9

Computer Science Tutoring and
programming for student and facul-

ty. CaU Al 9 - 11 a.m. 256-6258.

tf 11-12

Experienced mother of one will ba-

bysit in my home anytime. Call Mrs.

Hatch, Cliffside Apts. R-ll, Sunder-
land 665-2125. tfll-6

HELP WANTED
Babysitter wanted for Infant. Fre-

fer someone on Campus, Mon. 1 to 4;

Wed. 8:30 - 1:30. Call 586-2733 af-

ter 9. tfll-6

APARTMENT WANTED
We need a house or apt. for some-

time in Jan. Please call 6-6814 any

linebacking positions, and Steve

Most-holla at safety.

Looking past his injury list to the

game at hand. Kelley mentioned

that included in IK'onn's 2-3 record

are a loss to BU, which beat

I Mass. and a victory over UHI,

which also beat the Little Kedmen.
lie also noted that Connecticut

boasts i tine halfback in Brie

Torkelson and a solid quarterback

in a boy named Robustelli lyes,

another one! >.

\s might be expected. Coach

Kelley feels that hi*- team's

chances tonight depend t niirely on

how the injured player's perform

Ruggers Exit

At CoIgate
By FRED WYSHAK

Staff Reporter

The UMass Rugby Club travels

to Colgate University tomorrow to

play a match which will either see

the Kedmen end with a winning or

a losing season, as their record

now stands at 3-3.

Peter Harrison was lost to the

ruggers for the rest of the season,

hut the side is relatively unham
pered by injuries.

Not much is known about

Colgate, but they should be

basically a university club com-
pared to the foreign clubs the

Kedmen have been playing

In action Wednesday, the B team
lost to the Amherst Rugby Club, 6-

tt This was a very fine effort for the

young B's. who will also play

tomorrow

"I Am Champ,"

Says Clay In NY

NKW YORK (APi-Muhammed
Ali made a triumphant return to

New York for the official an-

nouncement of his Dec. 7 fight with

Argentina's Oscar Bonavona at

Madison Square Garden. But he

lost one decision in a hurry.

The IS round closed circuit

television fight won't be recognized
;is | title contest although Ali, also

known as Cassius Clay, loudly

time. 11-0

MISCELLANEOUS
MKXICO Winter 1071 Classes: Art,

Literature, Mexican Culture, earn

full quarter credit for five weeks
in Mexico. Begistrar, Bog 66041,

Seattle, Washington, 98106.
tfll-13

PERSONAL
Congratulations to Lynn M. of

£&C" ,,n no,v bas ,,pr motorcycle

iffenl* t.miil luck and luipp? mo-

toring. 1I-"

•'I am
champion of

the
the

proclaimed,
heavyweight
world.'*

Affable and articulate and ob-

viously delighted to be the center of

attraction again in the city where
he was stripped of his heavyweight
crown. Ali either lost his poise, or

was just putting on newsmen, when
he argued about the title.

In Introduced as the "former
heavyweight champion of the

world," Ali shouted:

i am the heavyweight cham-
pion of the world. There's an im-
poster running around calling

himself the heavyweight champion
of the world. We will soon see who
is the real champion of the world.

SHOOT YOIB OWN ELEPHANT . .

.

with camera, record the spectacle

and thrills of roar 19-week profes-

sionally led exploration of 11 African
countries Bhlno, Leopard and Liun

Desert Bedouin and Congo Pigm*
Join 26 other young men and .wo-
men departing Mew York to London
by YC 10 18th April 1971. Other de-
partures October 1971. 82.850 inclu-
sive. Write for brochure: SIAFX'
TRANS-AFRICA SAFARIS, 90 Abbey
House, 2 Victoria St., London 8W 1,

England

.

THE SKIN
OF OUR TEETH
By Thornton Wilder

Directed by Jim Cavanaugh
OPENING TONIGHT

at the Laboratory Theatre
MO I"NT HOI.YORK COLLEGE

South Hadley

November 0-7-8. 12-13-14-15 at 8:15
Btaastrta fi .09, ail others |2 00

For Reservation*
<.';(ll SM-400*, e\t. .".fHi

.i m t.i 9 |. in 4ai|j

Metawampe's Grid Picks
dow week for the UMASS I, HOLY CROSS 7 MARY 20It's been a slow week for the

Groat One. All he's done the
whole time is sit around won-
dering why, if there was an
election going on, how come he
hadn't heard anything about
Harold Stassen. Or Estes
Kefauver. Is politics dying?
Why elections just don't seem
the same without Dick Nixon to

kick around. Or was he around?
But with all that behind us

twhere it belongs), the Great
One has regrouped his Redman
resources to recite his rhetorical

rhymes. Whether or not he is

once again able to please his

perfidious public is another
matter. But as the somber
savage likes to say, "caveat
emptor" I translated literally

from sign language).

UMASS 25, HOLY CROSS 7

Crusaders this year have been

drawn and quartered, and
Kedmen not what doctor or-

dered.

MAINE 16, VERMONT 9

Black Bears are raging and have

won two straight, Make that

three as Cats have too little too

late.

TEMPLE 24, RHODE ISLAND
IS

Ram is recovering after crun-

ching affairs, But this is a

Temple of players, not prayers.

NEW HAMPSHIRE 14,

SPRINGFIELD 13

Wildcats crunched Rams and

played without flaws, Another

game like that and they'll turn

Chiefs to squaws.

CONNECTICUT 21, WILLIAM &

MARY 20

Old Virginia is the sight of this

Indian war. Although DC. is

near, there'll be blood but no

Gore
BOSTON COLLEGE 35, BUF-
FALO 3

Eagles are better and may start

to get grcedious, BC will score so

much the game will get TD'ous.

(The G.O.'s poetic license has

just been revoked).

BOSTON U. 24, RUTGERS 17

Rutgers is slumping but is

setting its sights On beating BU,
but its black day for Scarlet

Knights.

DARTMOUTH 28, COLUMBIA 7

Big Green are without doubt the

Ivy League champs, And against

them the Lions come off looking

like tramps.

NFC Stronger Than AFC

Notices
WALLET FOUND - A wallet

containing the identification of

Alex Beaubien was found

yesterday at Curry Hicks Cage.

( laimer should contact coach Jack

Leaman at his office in the Boyden

building or in the Cage itself bet-

ween 3 p.m and 6 p.m.

Detroit Hoopsters Won't Plav
DETROIT (AP) — The white and 13 black players-have

University of Detroit's entire announced that they will no longer

varsity basketball team-three play under Coach Jim Harding.

NEW YORK ( AP) - The National

Football League heads into the

second half of its season this

weekend with National Conference
teams having established a clear

superiority over American Con-

lerence clubs in their first 17

meetings.

The score is NFC 14, AFC 3.

In addition, the three teams from
the old NFL who moved over to

join the 10 American Football

League teams in the AFC -

Baltimore, Cleveland and Pitt-

sburgh have built a 12-5 record

against former AFL opponents.

At least two coaches - Jerry

Williams of Philadelphia and Tom
Landry of Dallas - feel the results

of the first 17 of the 40 inter-

eonlerence games that will be

played this season indicate NFC
superiority. "1 think that over all

the NFC is probably stronger at

this time,'' said Williams. "It

would seem to indicate that the

NFC is still a little bit better

balanced over all. But there u>n't

much difference. The American
Conference has outstanding
teams."

Til have to say the old NFL
teams are stronger this season
than they have been in two or three
years," Landry pointed out.

"However, it is obvious there is

tremendous balance in pro football

and it appears the 'super' teams
are things of the past."

While the two NFC coaches saw
it that way, Don Shula of the Miami
Dolphins and former coach of the

NFL's Baltimore Colts, said he
thought it difficult to talk about
NFC superiority over the AFL's
victories in the last two Super
Bowls.

"It would be hard to say the NFC
is still stronger after what hap-
pened in the last two Super Bowls,"
said Shula, whose Colts lost to the

New York Jets in one. "I'd like to

take a look at the end of the year. I

look for it to even out a little."

*****

FOOTBALL TICKETS - Tickets

tor the U Mass-Holy Cross football

game can still be purchased today

at the Boyden ticket office, room
155. The office is open until 6 p.m.

In reserved tickets for this game,

to be played tomorrow in Wor-

cester at H.C.'s Fitton Field, will

cost $3.00 and reserved tickets will

go for M.08
*****

FOOTBALL ON THE AIR - Once
again, campus radio station

W.Ml A. 01.1 FM. will broadcast

the I Mass football team in action

as the Kedmen play Holy Cross in

Worcester tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.

\n- time for WMUA will be 1:1ft.

Ken Horseman will handle all the

plav -bv play and Dave Melvin will

I ill 'in with all the color At 1:00, Hal

Dash will present Redmen Kickoff

Preview.

BEER
\y-\im

and

MICHELLE

MARQUIS
EVERY FRIDAY

4 • 8

MEADOW INN
Kt. 47 Sunderland

Rated— GP

CALVIN
Tel. 584-2310
Northampton

NOW - Ends Tues.

Eves— 6:30 - 8:45

The Year's Best

Motion Picture

National Society

if Film Critics

Yves
Montand

English Language

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJtt

Scorpio women have an abnndan—
of extrasensory perception. They can

feel when something of Importance '»

a t>uu t to occur. These women are sur-

rounded by an anra of mystery. The
Scorpio woman Is explosive; she can

lose her tamper, hot she can also

show much loyalty, display passion

and be present when she Is most

needed. This woman Is anything but

easy to completely comprehend. At

times, some people proclaim they do

not know what to do with her, while

realliinn they cannot do without her

ARXES (March 21 - April 19:) Mo-

ney and responsibility pressure la

heavy. Hold off on financial moves.

Check tendecy to fly in face of li-

sle. Borne friends are troubled. B<-

understanding without setting* in-

volved.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Oh-

tain hint from Aries message. Be t

to delay where sweeping moves are

concerned. Tou have some unfinished

business at hand. Fulfill obll.atlons
— then path will bo clear.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): New
procedures are favored. Don't permit

anyone to push or threaten you. As-

sert greater degree of Independence.
Not wise to trust others with im-
portant message. Attend to detail*

personally.
CANCER (Juno 21 - July 22) : Some

who claim to know what is best for

your money need not bo lotted. Show
that you have a mind of your own.
Call a halt to bullying tactics.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Lie low.
Play waiting game. Permit close as-

sociate, mate to set pace. Leave de-

tail to others. Take long-range view.
Roadblocks are temporary. Refuse to

be depressed. Attend social function.
V1ROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Tou

discover opening and make forwarj
progress. Many now are discouraged.

But you are able to utilize past con-
tacts. Tou surprise many who felt

you had already expended energy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): New

starts get you going in right direc-

tion. Surprise due which is asslocat. .1

with children, opposite sex. Virgo in-

dividual lends helping hand. Express
gratitude.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Tou

may be trying to expand too quick-
ly. Steady your pace. Accent on home,
security, possible change of residence.
Mate or partner is insistent concern-
ing gift or major concession.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Delay short Journey. Tou may require
minor medical, dental work. Communi-
cate with neighbors concerning pet.
Some who depend upon you may be
shy. Analyze needs.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 18)

:

Money decisions appear Imminent. Dis-
play wllllngnef to h . die responsibi-
lity. Overtime assignment could aid in
lifting prestige. Older person offers
sound advice.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
Tou overcome odds to gain recognition.
Key Is willingness to stick with pro-
ject. Ignore Individual who sounds dis-
couraging note. Bo practical. Stick
to business.
PISOES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Hold

off on commitments. All facts have
yet to be considered. Someone may be
withholding Information. Know this
and proceed with caution. Adhere to
personal convictions.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAT

you love chldren; they do not neces-
sarily have to be your own. Tou have
emerged from period during whtrh
you discovered real values. It hes
not been easy. Now. however, soma
major efforts will bear fruit.
Copyright 1970. Oen. Fea. Corp.

PEANUTS

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Hood
5 Crimson
8Pack
away

12 Site of

Taj Mahal
13 Exist

14 Exact

15 Thsatrical

17 Soaks
18 Part ot

flower

19Simple^t
21 Mournful
23 Plunge

24 Arabian

garment
27 Awe
32-Cnpple
34 Shallow

vessel

35Chair
36 Presumption

In claiming
rank

39 Period ot

time

40 Russian
village

41 Before

43 Father and
mother

47 Disagreeable

(colloq )

51 Metal

52 Form the

foundation of

54 Tidy

55Fish
eggs

56-Girl's

name
57 Sailors

(colloq )

58 Female
sheep

59Prophet

DOWN

1 Uncouth
persons

2-Monster
3 Infold

4-Tibet.m
priests

5 Rodent
6 Great Lake
7 Deterioration

8 Bands of

color

9 Woody plant

10-An inharmonious
relationship

1 1 Direction

16 Winglike

20 Title of

respect

22 Leave taking

24 Wine cup

25 Prohibit

26 Ventilate

28 Large truck

29 Born

30 Vehicle

31 Greek lettei

33 Period of

time (pi )

Answe r to Yesterday s Puzzle
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3 7 Alcoholic

beverage

38 Sea eagle

42 Merits

43 Liquid

measure

1-1 Region

45 Bellow

46 Winter

precipitation

48 Plumlike fruit

49 Weary
50-Period of time
53-River in

Scotland

I ? 3 4
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13 14
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

SOUTH ! WOODSTOCK CAN'T FIND

HIS OW, BUT HE FEELS HE HAS 13

GO 50 HE WON'T Uf^ET THE ECOLOfX.

SO SNOOfVS 5H0UIN6 HIM THE UW...

I HATE TO SM THIS, CAOCK,
BUT WR£ TALKING LIKE

SOMEONE WHO'S B6EN HIT ON THE

HEAD WITH TOO MANY FLY BAlL^!
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Redmen Chase Third Win Vs. Winless Crusaders

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

< hasing its second victory in a row and its third of the season, the UMass football team takes a

hop, skip and jump to nearby Worcester tomorrow for a matchup with the Holy Cross Crusaders,

a team that hasn't tasted a win since late in 1968. Starting time for this tilt is 1 .30 p.m.

I'oor H C The old school had a

poor J 6 1 record in 68, fired its

coach and hired a new skipper, Bill

Whitton, and faced last season
with high hopes of regaining a

wtiming form. The high hopes were
harassed by hepatitis.

\lter the Crusaders lost their

first two games, an outbreak of

hepatitis cancelled the remainder
of the season forcing the team to

try and start anew this fall. Thus
far it had not been able to get

unlracked and suffers an 0-7 mark.
A year layoff from playing the

game itself has effected the
< rusaders Head UMass coach Vic
Kusia talks about them, "Holy
Cross is winless but we know
they've had their trouble, and that

year layoff didn't help them very

much. And they've had injuries."

Being winless this late in the
campaign can have one of two
effect! on a team. One is that the
team can be really down and feel

that victory is just a hopeless
entity in the immediate future.

The other is that the team can be
really hungry for a win and strive

to achieve as many victories as
possible to make some worth out of

such a disastrous year. Coach
I usia lists Holy Cross as one of the
latter type of teams.
He is sure that the Crusaders will

lie hungry and adds something
else. "Because they're playing an

latin (Mtgton

Sftonto
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interstate rival, I know they'll be

read v."

And to spice up this interstate

rivalry, UMass will suit up, at Holy

Cross tomorrow, no less than eight

football players from the Wor-
cester area. They are Pat Scavone,

Bill DeFlavio, Joe Sabulis, John
Hulecki, Steve Greaney, Walter

O Ma Hey. Skip Parmenter and Ron
Lesniewski

Coach Fusia comments, "We
have a lot of Worcester boys and
we'd like to make a nice

homecoming for them."
About the team in general on the

day before the tilt, he has this to

offer. "We had another good work

week There seems to be a little

extra there this week." The spirit

in the Kedman camp is higher than

ever, what with that good feeling of

having just come off of a con-

vincing victory, 48-6 at Vermont's
expense.

UMass will be looking for that

third win to help balance off the

lour losses and one tie. Thus, with

one team looking to break into the

winning column and the other

hoping to remain in that column for

a change, the makings seem to be
there for fine, high-spirited affair.

SIDELINE SCRIBBLES-Not to

dampen anyone's fervor for

lollowing the Redman football

team, but there is another "foot"

ball team on campus and it's

playing at home tomorrow af-

ternoon at 2...The UMass soccer

team, probably the best this school

has ever had, will be playing New
Hampshire tomorrow and, should

it win, it will capture the Yankee
Conference soccer ytitlc.The
Kedman booters have an overall

record of 5-2-2, losing those two
games by one goal each... They are

exciting to watch and, if one can't

make it to Worcester, he is advised

to meander down to the field across

Irom Boyden and take in this

important soccer match...Back to

the gridmen, Kusia was askfcd to

comment on quarterback Ken
Hughes' fine play as of late...He

Soccermen Bid For YanCon Title
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
Looking to be the first UMass soccer squad ever to win the Yankee Conference title, the 1970

Kedman booters will host the Wildcats from the University of New Hampshire tomorrow af-

ternoon at 2.

The soccermen will attempt to

lM>unee back from Wednesday's 1-0 UMass enters the game in good

loss to Springfield College. The shape physically, although the

Redmen won last vear's ballgame, Paying status of winger Larry

played in Durham" N. H and began DeFelice is questionable. DeFehce

an undefeated streak that lasted was injured in the Springfield

contest. Otherwise the booters are

ready for New Hampshire.
Several seniors will be making

their last home appearances

poiler. and it lias the personnel Redman uniforms. Three-year

lor eight games, including six this

season

New Hampshire, however, will

be eager to play the role of the

Rick Matusczcak, three-year
leading scorer Duane Brown, two-

year starter Marc Cantor, Larry
DeFelice, second leading scorer

last season, Gus Penon, Tony
Nunziante, Dave Piccus and Dan
Hoewle will all be looking to go out

winners, and more especially a
champions of the Yankee Con-

ference.

capable of doing it. As everyone
knows by now, the UMass soccer
season "is" tomorrow, as this

game is the biggest in a series of

must ones the boosters have
played

UNll has three players among
the top ten in Conference scoring.

Team leader Joe Murdock has five

scores, as does forward Mark
I'eltz. and Dave Philson has three

noals to go along with his four

assists The other scoring threat

lor the Wildcats, Dick Berdon, has
two tallies.

The visiting booters are back-
boned in the net by a freshman,
Jim Mueller, who has a very fine

goals-against-average of 1.3 a

game. He was recently named to

the weekly Conference all-star

team for his fine performances.
At fullback the Wildcats have

two solid ballplayers in the persons
of Dave Dranes and Dick Pet
tingill, both of whom will attempt
to control the Redman forwards.

At halfback UNH has captain
Henry Brealey of San Jose, Costa
Kica, home of veteran Redman
forward Gus Penon.

starter and two-year co-captain

*
sm

THE MIGHTY STRIDE—Lindo Alves strides into action in

Wednesday's loss to Springfield. His offensive punch will be one of

I Mass" main weapons in tomorrows conference championship bid

against UNH. (MDC photo by Gib Fulerton)

Intramurals

BASKETBALL

N KS 37

0. DC 21

( * ILP 71

S A PO 1

9

TSK 23

- sam ?e

i . i w 78. Enqmeerirtg 2*

i ition 42, Gotchas 39

I
fcnqlish 44

ii. Bodies 22

!\,c i .uuttos 45, Troiarre 35

K.-,Iv\v.h1>. "•* Arrows 15

Hemlocks 51, Flaming A's 38

Nats 61, Yups 22

Stepper 39, Heads 24

Gamma 35, Beta 29

Eagles 53, Bucks 11

Buckeyes 47, Smooth 45

Smith 71, SAM "B" 8

Canaille 42. Herd 39

TCB 27. EMS 18

f 48. Stouts 39

Duchies 49. Zoo 24

DEFENSIVE DEMONS—Dennis Collins (4:t), Joe Sabulis (ft),

and Curt Bristol ( 82 ), shown here in action last Saturday at Vermont,

have the same type of treatment ready for Holy Cross' OB in

tomorrow's game at Worcester. (MDC photo by Bob Mangiarartti)

rest of the offensive line has Bob

Pena at guard, Bob Donlin at

tackle, Dave Levine at center and

John Hulecki and Steve Shubert at

the end posts...The quarterback

will be Hughes; his backfield

mates will be Scavone, Mark
Russell and Dick Cummings.Dick
Heavey will be suited up but will

not play, having sustained an in-

answered thusly, "1 think Ken is

putting our offense together. The
last two games he's been moving
the team with consistency.... He
just seems to be coming into his

own" Starting on defense for

the Kedmen will be the famous 11-

combo of Wood, Sroka, DeFlavio,

Kelliher, Collins, Leamy,
Farrelly. Sabulis, Keating, Bush

jury against Vermont. ..He played and Neil The offensive picture

a good part of that game nagged

by an injury and finally impaired

himself badly when he struggled

for six tough yards on the next to

the last play of the game.He was

deservedly awarded the game ball

by his teammates.

has a couple of changes because of

an ankle injury to guard Jim
Queeney and a knee injury to

tackle Clarence Brooks... Dick
Etna will be in there replacing

Queeney ; either Bill Byron or Tom
Mullen will fill Brooks' shoes. ..The

Harriers Score Shutout

In New EnglandTune-Up
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Team depth was the name of the game once again as the UMass cross

country team shut out Central Connecticut. 15-50, Wednesday, in its final

tune up before the New England championship on Monday.

The Redmen were led in this

Bee. Schedule

Addition
INTRAMURAL NOTE OF

IMPORTANCE—Boyden handball

and squash courts will be available

on Tuesdays and Thursdays ac

cording to the following schedule:

*4p.m. to 5:15 p.m 5:15 p.m. to

li p m. (Faculty and staff

only) 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Court reservations must be

made in person at the equipment

cage starting at 9 am

race by Senior Larry Paulson and

sophomore Tom Jasmin who
finished in a tie for first place

Both runners ran with apparent

ease over the 5.2 mile Central

Connecticut course, as they

averaged 5:02 per mile.

Two more sophomores, Tom
Swain and Rick Barry, nailed down
the third and fourth positions. For

Swain, who finished second in the

YanCon championship last

Saturday, this was another in a

long line of consistent per-

lormances. Barry was only 15

seconds behind Swain as he showed
signs that he has recovered from

his bout with the flu and will be

ready to go on Monday.
The next three places went to

Rich Tashjian, Arnie Morse, and

Bob Sullivan. With the absence of

Ron Wayne and Leo Duart from

the Redman line-up, these three

came through with big per-

formances as they kept the number
one • Central Connecticut runner

Irom not only scoring but also from

breaking into the top seven Redmen
finishers, resulting in the shutout.

For Tashjian, this was his best

race of the year, with his fifth place

effort giving the Redmen a time

split of just over a minute.

Coach Ken O'Brien was sur

prised at this easy victory. He
expected Central to be much
stronger than it showed on its

home course.

<t*t:

Rick Barry

Central team that was touted as

one of the best freshman units in

New England.
Rich Sevigny led the way for

UMass with a record setting

performance of 19:49, breaking the

old 3.2 mile freshman course

The Redman win upped their record by nine seconds,

dual meet record for the season to Joe Frontierro and Roger
6-2-1, with one more meet Nasatka also turned in their best

remaining with New Hampshire performances of the season, as this

next Thursday at home. race gave all indications that the

On the freshman level, the UMass frosh will be ready on

UMass frosh trounced Central Monday to battle it out with the

was the freshman units from UConn and
Redman Northeastern for the championship

of New England.

Connecticut, 17-44. This

l>est race to date for the

Irosh as they easily handled a

FROSH r'OOTBALL-UMass
freshman football team is

winless thus far but hopes to end
that unfortunate streak tonight.

IX'tails on page 14.
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Socialist Conference

Camejo, Miles On Oppression

Women's Lib Demands

Capitalistic Ills Cited

Meter Camejo, pictured above, was one of the highlight speakers of

the Socialist Conference Weekend. For his part in the weekend.

( .niie jo digrammed :i history of black oppression in America. (MDC
photo li\ Tim Kagin)

Campus Security

Discussed Today

page 6

Soccer Team Caps

1st YanCon Crown
page 16
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Cindy Jackworth, Women's Lib

Socialist Conference Weekend . . .

.

MONDAY. NOVEMBERS, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ByBETHGOODELL
Staff Reporter

The strategy of the women's
liberation movement must con-

tinue to be one of mass demon-
strations, according to Cindy Jack-
worth, who spoke Saturday af-

ternoon at the Socialist

Educational Conference. She is the

coordinator of the Women's
Committee of the National Young
Socialist Alliance and has been
very active in women's liberation

Miss Jackworth said that women
must take lessons from both the

Kick ank and peace movements
and follow their lead by taking

their own cause into the streets in

mass actions She said that just as

peace canuidates have done little

lor that cause compared with the

response to demonstrations,
women's lib candidates cannot
expect to reform the country
through the two-party system.

\ nationwide demonstration on
August 2t> pointed out that the

masses can be effective. On that

date, women rallied in the streets

in their widest-spread action yet

and for the first time were taken

seriously by much of the nation.

Miss Jackworth said that the

response on that date showed that

the four basic demands made were
relevant to all women.
The tour demands call for:

tree abortion on demand of the

pregnant women;
free 24 hour child care units

controlled by the users.

equalit) on the job, with equal

pay and equal opportunity for the

same jobs as men hold;

equal opportunity in education.
At some time in their in-

volvement, no matter what their

background, women will come to

question capitalism and see that

The only real solution is in a

system where needs are served by
the whole society

According to Miss Jackworth, a

capitalistic system cannot meet
the demands of women's
liberation, but socialism can. Only
the anti-materialism of socialism
could make available the

resources necessary for such
things as tree abortion and tree 24-

hour child care
In the conversion to socialism,

one thing that must be done awaj
with is the traditional famih unit.

Miss Jackworth said. The family
provides capitalism with an escape
from social care for the young and
the aged; with a means for in-

culcating in the young,
"bourgeois" beliefs and morals;
and with a justification for the

whole oppression of women,
denying them much opportunity

because they 'belong in the
home."
From her perspective as a

socialist, she said that women
must therefore join in a revolution

against capitalism. She called for

women, as a movement, to join the

other masses of oppressed people
such as students, Chicanos, and
blacks to form a united movement
against the one cause of all their

oppression. the capitalistic

system.

Custom - -

Creations in leather

"ALMOST ANYTHING MADE TO ORDER"

The Leather Shed
10 #1 The Alley Amherst

WHO ARE YOU?
Be proud of your beliefs. Stand up for your convic-

tions. Your time to stand up and be counted is now.

Good movements need support and recognition.

Wear with pride a beautiful movement jacket.

Each jacket bears an emblem of your choice depicting

your ideas and beliefs. Every movement has a dif-

ferent color jacket for instant recognition. A dis-

tinctively styled jacket that you will be proud to wear.

Jackets feature zipper front and cadet type collar.

— ENVIRONMENT
— BLACK PANTHER

— PEACE
— BSU
— SPEAKERS BUREAU
— ALL MOVEMENTS

DOXT DELAY, AVOID THE RUSH,
ORDER TODAY

State name, address, name of movement and size

desired. S-M-L. Send $8.00 or 2 jackets for $15.00.

Send today to:

J & M DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. BOX 11344

WICHITA, KANSAS 6720.!

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery.
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ick Roberts

By WALTER SOBZAK
Staff Reporter

Speaking before a group of 35

people Friday night, Dick Roberts,

staff writer for The Militant and
managing editor of The In-

ternational Socialist Review, said,

"In a capitalist society, the Dtfda

of mankind are secondary to that

of accumulating capital"

As part Of the Western New
England Socialist Conference.

Robots was speaking on "In-

flation, Unemployment and Nixoni

War Program: A Marxist

Analysis."

Dick Huberts, managing editor of The International Socialist
Itevieu . N|M»ke to a group of Sf people Friday night on the problems of
.1 capitalistic society. (MM' Photo by Steve Schmidt.)

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

NOVEMBER 12-15

Operetta Guild's Production of

YOUR OWN THING
Exciting Rock/Musicol Fully-Staged

NOVEMBER 17-18

THE PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY
Two Entirely Different Evening Programs!

Reserved Tickets: SI 00 - $3.00
Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall.

Remaining Tickers at Bowker Box Office one hour be-
fore event

Telephone 5450202

He started out by stating th

that growth of population
cumulation ot capital, an .1 advance
ot technology should go hand in
hand A closer look, however, will

reveal that these relationship^ are
not so harmonious, he said
Roberts went on, "Capital ac-

cumulates, simply enough, by the
production and sale of goods What
makes a product more valuable
from one form to another? The
value of a Ford is more than that of
its component parts. There is only
one way that goods can become
more valuable from one form t i

another - by the human labor po-
into them The problem is thai
people think the products th-

Helves have value, but the prk
you pay ta the result oi hum
labor Thus, labor gives a product
its value
According to Roberta, capitalists

purchase human labor pov^ :

less than its value The resultant

surplus value is received entirely

by the capitalists. This allows them
to expand. The workers, he said,

are exploited, and this exploitation

is carefully guarded by the
capitalist states. military,

judiciary and police.

Proposing to show that America
is a class society, Roberts quoted
from the U.S. Gov Income Tax
figures, and came to some
revealing conclusions. He showed
that 71 per cent of Americana
making less than what th-

government feels is adequate to

comfortable income.
In the matter of unearned, or

dividend income, he said that in

families making $500fl or less a

year, dividend income averages at

$:u; per person per year. For th

2853 persons in the U.S. makinc $1

million or more a year, the annual
unearned income is $500,000 per
person

"Capital must accumulate in this

system because if one compan
doesn't expand, the next one will

Human labor is the only limited

commodity in the system, and
competition for this force causes a
lot of anarchistic behavior in the
world. Capital MUST expand and
accumulate That is the capita h<*

economics that confronts us

On the relationship between
capitalism and technology, he said.

"Technology is improved solely tor

the purpose of accumulating
capital, not for the health and
safety of the workers. There is a
contradiction between the
technologial advances made and
the exploitation of human
labor. Wastefulness implied by
advance in technology should be
emphasized Planned obsolescence
is a necessity for capitalists

Imagine what productivity could
be if not hindered by capitalism.
America could raise its produc-

tivity for the benefit of the world
rather than capitalists.

Roberta concluded, "The most
dangerous thing to capitalism is

what were doing here tonight.

Thinking about reality
"

2 Pesky Fritz Lang Films

PETER LORRE in

M and METROPOLIS

(7:00) (9:00)

WEDNESDAY - MAHAR - 75c

. . . . Alternative To The Present Systems
Joe Miles

By SANDY MITCHNER
Staff Reporter

"A chicken can not produce a
duck egg, The oppressive system
of government can not produce
freedom," Malcolm X quoted by
Joe Miles, one of the speakers at
the Socialist Conference of

Western New England, in his

address given yesterday morning
in the Council Chambers of the
Student Union to an audience of

about 25 people.

Mr. Miles a member of the

socialist party and a black ex G.I.

had an audience of mostly young
white students. He spoke to them
of his concern for liberation and
unity amongst the 3rd world
peoples using as an example a
successful organization of a

community of Chicano Indians who
were able to gain influence and
control over the important areas of

consideration such as choosing a

jury and in community control

over schools.

Miles stressed that this type of

unity would be needed within the

black communities for deter-
mination of any means of control.

He said,"A brake with the for-

mal Democratic and Republican
parties and the formation of an
independent political organization
is needed. An organization which
would be able to defend any black
person, such as in the case of

Angela Davis."
He also advocated that an

organization of this type, while
working on and in election years
would also work in between
election years on other important
issues; such as community control

of school and community control of

the police.

Miles, advocates that in a

community such as Boston's
violence would be curbed if there
were community control over
police. He mentioned a black radio

program aired weekly on a Boston
Radio station WILD, which
sights in idents of police brutality.

"An independent political

organization could also conduct
rent strikes to demand better

living conditions and also protest

the Vietnam war by demanding
that black men be exempt from
military service" said Miles who
was organizer of the G.I. United
Front. An organization which
consisted mostly of black and

Suicidal Death Claims UMass Chaplain
By MARK SILVERMAN

Managing Editor

UMass chaplin the Rev Ronald W. Hardy, 27, died Friday from
burns suffered in an apparent suicide Thursday night, according to

State Police.

Rev Hardy, police spokesmen said, doused his clothes with
Kerosene and then set them on fire early Thursday evening near his

home in Conway. He was taken first by local police to Farren
Memorial Hospital and was later transfered to Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston.

His wife said he has been depressed for several weeks (by the
Irustrations he said he was having as one of the University's chaplins)
and had been under the care of a psychiatrist for several weeks.

The lit. Rev. Monsignor David J. Power of the Newman Center said
he spoke for all members of the University community when he ex-
pressed his "deep sorrow" over Rev. Hardy's death last night.

Monsignor Power said, "He was a man who dedicated his life to God, a
man who was a perfect minister for all the students on this campus. I

hope all members of our community will remember him in their

prayers."

Rev. Hardy was one of 25 persons arrested two years ago during the

occupation of Whitmore in a protest against the presence of a Dow
Chemical Co. recruiter on campus.
Mi Hardy was born on January 12. 1943, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Lawrence Hardy of Norwood. He received his B. A. from Brown
I Diversity and his Bachelor of Divinity degrees from Andover Newton
Theological Seminary in 1968.

I le came to Amherst in 1968 as an intern in the University's campus
ministry program of the United Christian Foundation and was or-

dained at the First Baptist Church of Amherst on May 25, 1968.

His wile, the former Anne Gabaver of Oregon, his parents and a

brother. David, survive him.

Private Funeral Services will be held today at the Nelson
t ongreagational ( hurch in Nelson, and buriel will take place in the

centetary there. A memorial service is planned for noon Tuesday at

the First Baptist Church in Amherst.

Contributions in his memory may be made to the Ronald Hardy
Memorial Fund care of the United Christian Foundation, 319 Hamp-
shire House

INTENSE
iS THE WORD FOR THE
DEEP COLOR PAINTS AT

SHUMWAYS
WALLPAPER & PAINT STORE

320 COLLEGE ST., AMHERST 256-6753
Open doily 8am. - 6 p.m . , Thurt . & Fri . til 8 p m

> IMS *&
85 Amity St

DRAKE
Restaurant

Amherst, Mass.

Fish 6? Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 - 9 p m.

VILLAGE INN

Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

MIX photo bv Gary Alpuugh

puerto ricans, gained support from
white G.I. who were also opposed
to war.

In offering the history of the

black man as a guide line to the

struggle, Miles accussed the old

political parties of having no in-

terest in blacks from the time of

reconstruction to now. He stated,

"Americans need racism to op-

press indians and blacks into doing

the lesser jobs and in instituting

capitalistic threats other whites,

with the loss of their job to

members of the minority groups."
He said, "Oppressed blacks are

all prolitarian they are in the

forefront to more against the op-

pressor in the struggle", and
pointed out that the only people
who can effect the struggle would
be racist people who had any
control in the power structure.

More 3rd world liberationist ere

said to imbrace scientific Marxism
then nationalist but Marxism said

Miles is the only way to liberation

and cited Cuban nationalist as an
example.

Miles accused American and
Western European countries of

preventing industrialization within

the 3rd world countries by the use

of high tarriffs and blockades.

"The American eagle has
become a vulture by praying on 3rd

world countries,"ended Joe Miles

by quoting Malcolm X.

Peter Camejo

By KERRY KELLEY
Staff Reporter

Peter Camejo, recent Socialist

Senatorial candidate in

Massachusetts, gave a history of

the oppression of blacks in

America Saturday, as the second
in a series of lectures given at the

Socialist Conference over the
weekend.

In a lecture entitled "The Second
American Revolution - the
Development of a Black Nation",
Camejo traced the reasons for

black oppression in this country
back to what happened during the

"second revolution", or the Civil

War.
Camejo told his audience that the

basic issue behind the war wasn't
slavery, but the control of a
capitalistic economy in America.
The only reason Lincoln developed
an anti-slavery policy for the

north, he declared, was because it

was needed to win the war
physically. Camejo called Lincoln

a "racist, vicious animal" who was
"willing to compromise on slavery

for the unity of the country."

This "unity", Camejo said, was
based on the fact that a capitalist

country can't survive
economically if it is split in-

ternally. Slavery was adopted by
the abolisitionists, he explained, as
an ideology for the war.
The reconstruction period

marked the birth of the black

rebellion, Camejo went on to say.

The reconstruction period
marked the birth of the black

rebellion, Camejo went on to say.

The "revolution" hadn't been

completed, he explained, and the

blacks began to push for the

necessary reforms.

But southerners sought the half

of reconstruction because the

blacks were going to get in their

way, the speaker told his audience.

The blacks were still a necessary

source of labor, he explained, so

laws were instituted to exploit the

blacks.

A counter-revolution developed

with this as its first success, and,

Camejo said, with racism as its

ideology. The Afro-American
nation can be defined by what
happened to the blacks during this

time, he said.

The black struggle became a

"nationalistic one", Camejo said,

because they were "suppressed as

a nation". So they began to rebel as

a nation.

The rebellion was continued into

the twentieth century by ur-

banization and a decrease in a need

for cheap labor in the south,

Camejo explained. It was now that

the movement could find a firmer

base, he added, since repression

became more difficult.

Along with urbanization as a

favorable factor in their struggle,

Camejo said that the world
situation today is helping the

blacks There is more sympathy on

an international scale for

repressed minorities so that the

government won't be able to ex-

ploit blacks through laws anymore,
he explained.

There will be a manatory
meeting of all Collegian business

personnel (ad layout and sales

people) Tuesday at 2 p.m.
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War To End Before 1972 Election

Nixon Claims In Time Interview
\K\V YORK (AP)Time

magazine quoted President Nixon
yesterday as telling his Cabinet
and top advisors the Vietnam war
will l>eover by 1972, enhancing the

party's chances in the presidential

election.

Moreover, the magazine said,

\ixon told them the country would
lie prosperous by the election and
that the upward trend in crimes
would be reversed.

The magazine noted, in a

statement, that it could give no
source tor its quotations

The Tresident. Time said, told

the meetings attended also by his

daughter, Tricia: "The war will be
over and we will have peace with
prosperity " As tor the economy, it

will be good in 1971, with a very
strong upturn in 1972

"Law and order will also be an
issue to this degree: crime has
gone up I5ti per cent in the past

eight years, but it is now finallv

beginning to go back down. We the

Republicans have a remarkable
record on the law and order issue,

witl crime legislation, obscenity

and narcotics bills. We now have
the most effective program to deal

with crime."
Time said Nixon closed the

meetings with some advice to his

team: "If any of you are betting

men, you can give your friends in

the press odds on the presidential

success in 1972.'*

The meetings were called as a

postmortem on the 1970 election.

Time said the two sessions-the

first lor the Cabinet and the second
lor alwut :M) top White House ad-

visors-were told by the President:

'The election, ideologically, was
enormously successful."

The magazine said he told them
that analysts who stated it was not

a Republican victory were writing

•what their hearts, not their heads.

tell them."
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Time said Nixon told his

associates that he decided to

campaign, against the advice of his

aides. Oct 8 when he saw that polls

which he had commissioned were
running against the Republicans.

\i\on. said Time, claimed that

sueeess came because "We em-
phasized the peace issue.

The whole secret of any cam-
paign is to talk about your issues.

The peace issue was very
beneficial."

"We gained a working majority
ot at least three," Time quoted
Nixon as saying. "In addition
there's the fallout effect on
senators up for reelection in 1972

The changes this year might make
some of them read the tea leaves."

Nixon downgraded Democratic
successes in gaining gover-
norships. Time said "I have yet to

see a popular governor pull in a

president." it quoted him.
The governors cannot produce

\otes for a president, only a

machine can The only machine
lett is Daley's and we'll see if we
can t offset that with the Ogilvie
machine

."

Richard Daley is Democratic
mayor of Chicago and Richard
( Igilvie is Republican governor of

Illinois

Time said Nixon masterminded
the strategy which beat liberal

Republican Sen. Charles E.
Coodell in New York. The
magazine said he saw victory

shaping up for Democrat Richard
L Ottinger. sent Vice President

Spiro T Agnew into the field to pull

liberal votes away from Ottinger to

Ooodell in sympathy for Agnew's
attacks, thus "leaving the way
clear for Buckley's end run

"

Muskie to Sound Out

Democratic Leaders
WASHINGTON iAP>-Sen.

Kdmund S. Muskie, I) Maine, said

yesterday that "in a tentative,

limited way.' he has started to

sound out Democratic leaders to

the chances of their supporting him
as the party's 1972 presidential

candidate

Rut Muskie, who was re-elected

last Tuesday to a third term as

Maine's senator, said that "effort

obviously has to be expanded and
escalated" if he does make up his

mind to run lor president.

Muskie declined to name the

persons he has contacted and said

it has been "too limited" a list. "To
reveal it would misrepresent the

nature of my interests and my
drive in this connection," he said.

The Maine Democrat was in-

terviewed on NBC's radio
television program, "Meet the

Press

on election eve, Muskie
broadcast on all three major
television networks an appeal for

\otes tor Democratic candidates.

Muskie s broadcast followed one

by President Nixon.

In a post election analysis

yesterday, Muskie said
Democratic party victories and
generated "considerable
momentum and enthusiasm"
among members and had a strong

unifying effect on them.
"I hope that we will not focus

upon our differences but upon the
challenge of electing a president."
Muskie said.

Muskie said he as well as his
supporters would not agree with a
published report that he has an
imposing' campaign

organization already at work to get
him the 1972 presidential
nomination

"We do have an organization but
it must be expanded to meet the
needs of the future," he said. "It is

lar from imposing in size and
numbers at this point. Never-
theless, we are taking the first

steps that could lead to the next."
He said he has no timetable as to

when he will announce his decision
whether or not to run for the White
House

It would depend on the response
I get; the feeling I develop about
the sense of timing, and the un-
lolding of events," he said. "I don't
intend to be coy about it I plan to
pick the time that will be best."

In the next two years. Muskie
said, he will direct his efforts
towards giving the country the
leadership it "desperately needs to

heal our divisions."

When the decision is made on
who will be the party's presidential
nominee. Muskie said, "it will

depend on whether I am the can-
didate who can best fill that func-
tion

"

National Guard Patrols

Riot-Torn Carolina Town

Iranians Threaten
BEIRUT. Lebanon(AP)-Iran

has given warning that if British
troops are withdrawn from the
oil rich Persian Gulf, it is

prepared to use force to back its

claim to a group of islands at the
gulf's eastern entrance.

HKNDFRSON. N.C.(AP)-
National Guard and highway
patrol troopers patrolled the
racially tense town of Henderson
yesterday and a curfew was or-

dered for the third night in a row.
City Manager R.W Buck an-

nounced that, although the town
was calm, the guard had l>een
asked to remain another night to

enforce the curfew.
He also said school bus tran-

sportation which has been halted
tor more than a week because of
the unrest, would resume Monday.

BELL'S Has a Better Idea!

HOT OVEN GRINDERS
(all made with cheese at no extra cost)

Stuffed with: peppers, onions, lettuce and tomatoes

BELL'S PIZZA
"The Best Pizza In Town"

University Drive

FREE DELIVERY OF PIZZA

Coll 256-8011 or 253-9051

The town of 15,000 persons
remained quiet Saturday night

under heavy patrol, although by
dawn yesterday 101 persons had
been jailed for curfew violations

Three white men also were booked
on charges of firearms violations

.liter officers reported finding two
shotguns in their car
Gov Hoh Scott paid a surprise

visit to the town, which has been
troubled by school desegregation
problems lor more than a month.

Scott arrived about 11 p.m.. met
with city and National Guard of-

licials and then toured the troubled
section of the cit>

*

Scott had ordered about 350

guardsmen into the city Saturday
liter a night of sporadic shooting
.md lirebombing which left a
tobacco warehouse and a home
destroyed. Several persons suf-

lered minor injuries.

A contigent of 60 highway patrol

troopers had been sent into the

area to help quell Friday night's

disturbances, which began after

police used tear gas to disperse a
group of Negroes protesting school

policies.

One fire bomb was reported
Saturday night at a community
center in Bobbitt, about five miles
south of Henderson, but there was
no property damage. An arson
attempt was reported at a grocery
in a black section of Henderson.
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Don't Like It? Change It!

Run for the Campus Center Governing Board

NOMINATION PAPERS: OUTSIDE RSO
DUE FRIDAY NOV. 13, 1970

Any questions — contact: ROCKY HODGSON
253-3359 or 545-0194
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Kidnapped Trade Head
Believed Unharmed

Assassination Try
On Nixon Rumored

MONTREAL, Canada (AF) -

Canadian newspapers published

yesterday four different
photographs that appeared to be of

kidnaped British Trade Com-
missioner James R. Cross who is

being held hostage by a terrorist

cell of the Quebec Liberation

Front.

The pictures, sent out by the

Front, known as the FLQ for the

initials of its name in French,

apparently meant to show that

Cross, 59, who was kidnaped Oct. 5,

is alive and well.

Quebec's labor minister, Pierre

Laporte, was kidnaped by FLQ
terrorists Oct. 10 and strangled a

week later A 19 year old student,

Bernard Lortie, was arrested by

police Friday and told a coroner's

inquest that he and three other

FLQ members abducted Laporte

from his home. Lortie said,

however, that he had left the

hideout house in suburban St.

Hubert the day before the labor

minister was killed.

One of the photos purportedly of

Cross was received along with a

note by the newspaper Journal de

Montreal. Contents of the note

were not revealed by either the

newspaper or authorities.

The Associated Press in New
York also received a photo and
communique through the mails

Saturday. The statement gave no

information about Cross but said

the FLQ was "determined to carry

out a revolution.'' The two other

pictures were received Wednesday
and Saturday by the weekly
Quebec Presse.

Lortie, who gave the inquest a

detailed account of Laporte's

kidnaping, had been arrested by
police at the Gaston Apartments
near Montreal University.

Marcel Champagne, 53,

manager of the apartment house,

and his son, Michel, 22, said

detectives arrived at the building

at 7 p.m. Friday and went directly

to apartment 12 where Lortie was
hiding.

Michel said "there were police

on the roof of this building and the

buildings on both sides. Fifteen

cars were outside.''

Lortie was handcuffed and led

out of the building by police who
referred to their prisoner as
Bulduc.

"Apparently it was to keep us

from finding out who he was," said

the son. He said his family was
surprised to find out that the

prisoner was Lortie.

"Red Rudi" Ouster Causing
British Political Row

LONDON (AP) - A major
political row seemed to be building

up Sunday because of government
moves to oust German Marxist

student leader Rudi Dutschke from
Britain.

Tagged by the conservative
Sunday Telegraph "The Affair of

'Red Rudi' " the case provides the

lust test of the Immigration Ap-

peals Art instituted this year to set

up machinery for appeals of

deportation orders.

The independent Sunday Times
suggested that Home Secretary

Reginald Maudling, who branded

Dutschke, 31, a security risk in

ordering him expelled, may find

himself on trial politically.

Dutschke came to Britain in 1968

lor brain surgery after an assassin

shot him in West Berlin. He
promised not to engage in political

activities and was granted an entry

permit good for six weeks.

This permit was extended three

times This fall Dutschke was
granted a scholarship to do
research at Cambridge University

into the works of Gyoergy Lukacs,

a Hungarian Marxist, but was
ordered to leave the country by

Sept. 30 as he was about to begin

his project. When protests arose,

Maudling extended the deadline

and set up a special panel to hear
the appeal.

At Cambridge, Dutschke, living

in the married quarters with his

American born wife, Gretchen,

and their 3 year old son, Che
Guevara, has received visitors

from every part of Europe. But he

denies he has engaged in "direct"

political activities. "Presumably
someone has gained information

from sources capable of putting an
ominous construction on simple

visits with friends and con-
versations on poli

,; ^al matters,"
he said of the charges.

"Red Rudi" was born in East

Wooden Raft Completes
7,000 Mile Voyage

BRISBANE, Australia (AP)-A balsa log raft with a crew of four men
and a cat completed a 7,000 mile journey Thursday from South America.

The voyagers offered it as proof ancient man could have made the same
westward trip

Hundreds of Australians gathered in the small town of Mooloolaba and

cheered as the raft. La Balsa, lx>bbed into the harbor at the end of a

trawler's towline. It had been towed the final 60 miles of the voyage from

Keuador after a 24 hour search for the craft in the reefs of Australia's east

eoast some 80 miles north of Brisbane.

The Spanish captain. Vitale Alsar, said his crew was in good shape but

it was very lonely out there with nothing but hundreds of sharks-big,

ugly sharks
"

Making the 161 days voyage with Alsar were Frenchman Marcel

Modena, Chilean Gabirel Garces, Canadian Normand Tetreaul, and the

teline mascot, Minette, which was placed in quarantine.

Alsar told the crowd "we are very happy the voyage is over. We have

proved that ancient man could have come from South America to

Australia. We had many adventures. I began badly by being seasick for

the first 45 days."

The greatest danger occurred several days ago, Alsar said, when the

raft hit a submerged reef and the keel was damaged. They even succeedeo

in making repairs, however.

Man Freed 28 Years After Trial
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - A

federal appeals court ordered

freed Thursday a man sent to

prison 28 years ago on a rape

conviction, saying discrimination

existed against Mexican

Americans on juries.

The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals applied an 1880 law in

ruling in favor of Samuel E. Muniz

of El Paso.

The State of Texas had argued

that modern day concepts of jury

composition should not be given

retroactive application in the case.

In its order the court ruled that in

1942 the application of Texas
statures in El Paso County resulted

in an unconstitutional un-

derrepresentation of Mexican
Americans in the selection of

juries.

The appeals court said that if the

state chooses to seek a new trial,

Muniz could be held in prison for a

"reasonable" period.

Germany but fled nine years ago to

West Berlin, saying he could not

serve communism as interpreted

in East Germany. He studied

sociology at th e American backed
Free University of Berlin.

24 Charged

In Canadian

Disturbances
MONTREAL ( AP > Twenty-four

angry defendants were arraigned

Thursday at a tumultuous court

session under the emergency War
Measures Act proclaimed after the

kidnap-slaying of Quebec's labor

minister last month.
Some shouted obscenities and

waved their fists as they were
charged with offenses ranging

from seditious conspiracy to

membership in an illegal

association.

They were arraigned under
heavy security precautions on the

sixth floor of provincial police

headquarters. Many had been held

for 21 days - the maximum time
they could be detained without

being charged under the War
Measures Act. All pleaded in-

nocent and their trials were set for

Jan. 7.

Police and soldiers arrested 429

persons in massive searches after

the War Measure Act was invoked

Oct. 16, but 372 were released,

leaving 57 in jail awaiting charges.

The act remains in effect.

Thirteen other persons arrested

under the emergency measure
have been arraigned in other parts

of Quebec Province, including

Richard Hudson, 24, who gave his

birthplace as the State of Alabama.
Hudson, who said he now lives in

LTslet Sur Mer on the St.

Lawrence River, was charged in

Quebec City with advocating
principles of the terrorist Quebec
Liberation Front - FLQ.
FLQ cells claimed responsibility

for the slaying of Pierre Laporte,

provincial labor minister who was
kidnapped Oct. 10, and for the Oct.

5 abduction of British Trade
Commissioner James Cross, who is

still missing.
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OVER 25,000 USED BOOKS
Second hand and out-of-print books in

History, Psychology, Literature, Philosophy, Art, etc.

for Scholars, Collectors and General Readers

Arranged for leisurely browsing.

Remember the life line of a used book store — is to buy

as well as sell.

Sell us your unwanted books and paperbacks — cash or

trade. _^

HADLEY BOOK SHOP
«>04 RUSSELL ST. (Route .9) HADLEY. MASS.

10:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 586 2663

ACRES
A ACRES

FREE
PARKING

WIDE
SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

GROUP
RATES

soi.Oll.K BM K
Mini. • Fri,

2:00 - Tdt - 9:50
Sat. & Sun.

5:80 - 7::« - 9:5a

LITTLE FAUSR
* BIG HAI.SEY

Moo. - Fri.

8:00 - 7:30 - 9:40

Sat. & Sun. lift -

3:50-5:40-7:30-!>:IO

K

LOVERS & OTHKlT
STR.WGEKS

Men. - Fri.

"«0 - 7:30 - llM
»it. ft Sun. l:00-:t:l»

. I0-7:?0-<):30 Kl -—
CALL 413-733-5131

KKV BISCAYNE, Fla AP)-FBI
agents here and in Washington are
pressing an inquiry into an un-

verified report that a shot may
have been fired at President Nixon
before his limousine was stoned

Oct 29 in San Jose, Calif.

Agents are interviewing
members of the White House staff

and newsmen who witnessed the

attack on Nixon's motorcade
during the violent antiwar
demonstration outside a San Jose

auditorium where the chief

executive had delivered a cam-
paign speech

The FBI is focusing on a brief

time span during which Nixon
emerged from the hall, stood on the

hood of his car and waved "V"
signs with his fingers at the

demonstrators.

Questions asked by FBI men
seemed to suggest they suspect
that if a shot was fired at Nixon,
the weapon may have been
equipped with a silencer or was of

relatively low caliber and was
fired from a distance.

No newsmen on the scene at the

time, so far as is known, had any
reason to believe a shot was fired.

The FBI in Washington said

earlier that it had been in-

vestigating the attack on the

presidential motorcade for several
days, but refused to go into any
details.

SORORITIES:

WHO NEEDS THEM ?

It yon re pro or con or especially in between,

let us know!

CAM ITS SORORITIES

to an

OPEN DEBATE

Monday, November 9th

at 9:00

COOLIDGE MIDDLE - Main Lounge

LEWIS - Library

VAN METER - Main Lounge

PATTERSON - Pannel Room
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Campus Problems Of Security

And Crime To Spotlight Coffee Hour
Hy WILLIAM LONGKIDGE

Stall Keporter
This week's Administration

coffee hour, scheduled lor today

from 12 |».M to 2 I'M in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student
i mon will examine the campus
wearily problem and the growing

i i line rate on campus.
({('presenting the administration

will be Dr. Randolph Bromery.
pet lal assistant to the Chancellor

lor student Affairs who is

responsible lor the Universit)

police and their function on
campus
During a telephone interview

last night. Dr Bromery voiced his

proposals lor alleviating the
1 a mpus security problem and his

long range plans tor a more
humanistic approach to Universit)

living, both, lie believes, being

directly related

Tlic University has grown with

such tremendous strides, that the

•itudenl has lost the feeling tor his

brother, stated Dr Bromery,
he lack ol personal ties between

students is a major cause of inter -

ilorm thefts—no one cares." "This

situation can also lie related to the

parking lot thefts which are

widespread in the student lots."

the Doctor stated

The Doctors' plan lor remedying
the situation is long range, but one
which he is sure will be effective.

The student should want lo live in

his dorm room, not just sleep and
study in it he declared, "the room
should be the students' haven when
he is tired and alone, not a

reminder of bis loneliness Im
provemenl can be brought about

the Doctor believes by individual

preference, in terms ol vari-

colored walls, individual selection

ot rooms, and a coordinated effort

by dormitories to humanize their

surroundings

To improve the dorm theft

situation. Dr Bromery feels that

the liorm inhabitants are the most

"Focus" On Politics

In Low-Income Areas
Tonight at Hip in WMl As "Focus" program will examine souk ol the

problems faced by political organizers in low-income ghettos, both rural

anil urban
Moderator Ken Mosakowski's guests will be Peter Hawes, a former

I Mass student in business administration who is presently serving as a

VISTA m the small rural town of Brickton. North Carolina: two residents

of Biakton's black community, and Alwin Schmidt, chairman of the

Community Action Foundation's Committee on Poverty, which is

initiating .1 local project in cooperation with "Frontlash," a nation-wide

\ oter registration drive centered principally in low-income Negro and

Puerto Kican urban communities.

The live 60-minute program will conclude with a brief memorial

statement in tribute to Rev. Ronald W. Hardy who died last Friday. Rev.

Hardy, a chaplain with the University's United Christian Foundation,

was well known for his tireless commitment to the peace movement and

his service as chairman of the Board of Directors of the now-defunct

Martin Luther King Council.

Interested persons are invited to tune in on "Focus" tonight at 91.1 FM
on the radio dial.

effective security force. "Plans

are underway presently to improve
security communications, so that

as soon as a theft is reported, it can

lie dealt with efficiency "The one

situation to avoid is that of the self-

appointed vigilante committee.''

the doctor stated, "a simple

telephone call will accomplish

much more in solving the

problem
."

I'n order to alleviate the car

thefts from student lots, the Doctor

proposes that tences be erected,

lights installed, and guards posted

This procedure will result in

increased cost lor parking lot

stickers ". Bromery cautioned.

I>ut will insure that the cars are

not vandalized and incur even

higher costs to the automobile

owner
Finally, Dr Bromery believes

that better working relations must
lie assumed between the security

guards and the regular officers of

the Campus Police force. "As the

situation stands now
.

" the Doctor

stated, "the two groups are distinct

in their ructions and thus suffer a

loss inefficiency on the job." "The
M\ty man force must be utilized

effectively in order to ward off the

current rash of vandalism."
Doctor Bromery concluded

^ Ml

Greyhound Announce?

NEW
GREYHOUND

AGENT
AT

UMASS
AL KELLEY

Your new Greyhound agent — a member of your
college — has Kill details on low Greyhdund
fares, frequent schedules, scenic routes, char-
ter buses . Greyhound Package Express, too!
Stop in and say hello . . . today!

Savings Time, Too:

625 Grayson House
Phone: 6-7032

Tickets Sold on Tuesdays and Thursdays

9am -2pm. & 6:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

GO GREYHOUND
..and leave the driving to us

( oii^icNsmnn Richard Betting, Dem.-Mo. will appear at the

Distinguished Visitors Program lecture tonight at s:oo p.m. in the

Student l'nk»n Ballroom. The topic <>t the lecture is "Congressional

Reform".
The Congressman is » memher at the Joint-House Senate

In.mimic Committee and (hairman ef its I'rban \l fairs Sub-

committee. He resides mi the Committee an Rules and its special
Sub-committee an Standards and Conduct

I he I nivei sit\ coinmunitv is urged to attend this next in a series ol

programs iipausared h\ the Distinguished Visitors Committee.
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DVP-Hillel BringsShlomoBack
For Third UMass Concert

Last fall Shlomo Carlebach
appeared in Bowker Auditorium
under joint DVP and Hillel spon-

sorship. By the end of his concert

most students were sitting around
him on the stage or dancing in the

aisles. The closing time of the

building ended the concert There
was no applause because there was
no sense of audience and per-

former. All were participant. Some
students followed Shlomo to Rabbi

Kowal's home where singing
continued till two in the morning
Hillel brought Shlomo back about a

month later because of popular
demand By midnight the audience
in the SI) ballroom was draped
over the furniture, floor and stage

in total, danced out exhaustion.

Some referred to the evening as a

"mass freak-out"

Shlomo is a unique experience A
Kabbi in the Hasidic tradition, he
chose the night club and concert
hall rather than the pulpit to bring
his message. His message is un-

deniably universal, though ex-

pressed in an uncompromisingly
.Jewish particularism. He is un-

derstandable to all.

Because interest in the Shlomo
experience has not been sated
Hillel has arranged to bring him
back again to UMass. He will give
a concert on November 10th in the

Student Union ballroom at 8:30
p.m Admission charge is $1.00 and
advanced tickets may be bought at

the Hillel Office, 420 Student Union

It A II K I SHLOMO I Altl.KBAl II

Muskie 'Reaching 'For Prexy Support
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.

Edmund S. Muskie, D Maine, said

yesterday that "in a tentative,

limited way" he has started to

sound out Democratic leaders as to

the chances of their supporting him
as the party's 1972 presidential

candidate.

But Muskie, who was re-elected
last Tuesday to a third term as
Maine's senator, said that "effort
obviously has to be expanded and
escalated" if he does make up his
mind to run for President.
Muskie declined to name the

persons he has contacted and said

ATTENTION PRELAW STUDENTS

PRELAW HANDBOOKS

are now available in

Room #362 of Whitmore

it has been "too limited" a list. "To
reveal it would misrepresent the

nature of my interests and my
drive in this connection," he said.

The Maine Democrat was in-

terviewed on NBC's radio-
television program, "Meet The
Press."

Muskie said he as well as his

supporters would not agree with a

published report that he has
imposing' campaign

organization already at work to get
him the 1972 presidential
nomination.

"We do have an organization but
it must be expanded to meet the
needs of the future," he said "It is

far from imposing in size and
numbers at this point. Never-
theless, we are taking the first

steps that could lead to the next."
He said he has no timetable as to

when he will announce his decision
whether or not to run for the White
House.

Commitment To The Group's Goal

Asked Of Precisionette Tryouts
In the past three years, the

student senate has cut. "and finally

eliminated the Presicionettes'
budget. But like Avis, the team is

actively determined to try harder.

They have marched at several
lootball games, and currently the

mi and the band are planning to

do a joint half time show --the first

time they will do so since 1960.

Also, they have participated in

parades in North Adams,
Springfield, Pittsfield and the
Homecoming Parade on campus.

Their fund raising activities

include a car-wash and cookie sale.

They are planning to have a car-

rally and a drill competition at

VYestover, A.F.B., with ap-
proximately 75 teams from the

east coast participating. In ad-

dition to their fundraising ac-

tivities, the team practices ap-

proximately 450 hours per
semester. However, Precisionettes

is not all work and no play; they

have had several picnics, parties,

and are now planning a hay ride for

the end of the month.
Precisionettes is hard work, but

the members get a real sense of

accomplishment when they ve
executed a manuever properly.

Being a Precisionette means
making a total committment to an
ideal and a goal—to be the best.

For people interested in making
such a commitment, tryouts are

November 16-23 from 7-8:30 p.m. at

Boyden Gym.

Pricisionettes are shown practicing drill maneuvers at Dickinson
parking lot.

B.F. Skinner Lecture Filmed

At Mount Holyoke College
Friday afternoon, November 6,

Dr B. F Skinner, leading
behavioral psychologist, was
I ilmed at Mount Holyoke College,

demonstjating to an audience of

students the basic principles of

shaping behavior in pigeons and
i loves

Although he has demonstrated
the process of operant conditioning

many times in his classes, Dr.

Skinner has never previously
recorded this process on film.

Three examples were filmed,
showing how the behavior of a

pigeon or dove may be changed (or

Alternative toDiningCommons

According to a recent poll, three out of four persons questioned had no

idea what the NOODLE is, or that it existed at all. The NOODLE is a new

student-run restaurant for the person that wants to avoid meat and

restrict his diet to "health foods" and sugarless products.

It is the belief of Demian, the young overseer of the NOODLE, that

much of the food we eat today is highly over-processed and "unfit to eat."

Kruits are a good example of this because their production involves the

use of DDT
The use of macrobiotic (life promoting) foods is not what it should be,

and their volume should be increased.

Menu items such as "steamed seaweed" or "chicken-pea croquettes"

are varied daily and are obtained from Boston Markets and other nearby

sources. The main concern is that the products be as fresh as possible.

For this reason, no canned products are used.

Demian is aided by other students all of whom demand a personal in-

volvement in the food preparation, "so no bad vibes can be transmitted

into the product."

Not only can vegetarians benefit from items served at the NOODLE but

diabetics may also find items to their liking.

The NOODLE, situated in the Suffolk Room of the Student Union, is

open from 5: 30 till 11 p.m., Tuesday through Sunday.

>haped» by something reinforcing.

n this case food.

( oncern about the unfavorable

)y-products of punishment in our

present educational system has led

Dr Skinner to formulate and
improve methods of positive

reinforcement in edicat ion. such as

teaching machines and
programmed instruction. Using

these methods. Professor Ellen

Reese, the behavioral psychologist

from Mount Holyoke College who
will be editing and processing

Friday's film has been able suc-

cessfully to teach retarded
children arithmetic without

employing punishing techniques.

This is the subject of her latest film

- Born to Succeed - which will be

released this month.

Dr. Skinners film will be

released in March or April for

distribution by Appleton-Century-

Crofts Company . In its edited

form, it will run approximately
twenty six minutes and will

therefore be available to television

educational channels.

It will also be distributed for

psychology classes to demonstrate
more vividly the processes of

operant conditioning and behavior
shaping which Dr. Skinner has

emphasized in his books and
papers.

Academic Programs

In Freiburg Offered
If, during these chilly November

days, you miss the bustle of a lively

university town, you should look

into the possibility of spending the

next academic year in Freiburg,

Germany. Or you might spend next

summer in the summer Freiburg

program.
The fall semester starts about

October 15 and ends February 15,

while the spring term is somewhat
shorter, lasting from mid April to

early July. The summer program
dates are June 18 to August 26 with

three weeks for independent
travel.

Life in Freiburg is largely

clustered around the university,

with its contigent of 12,000

students, of whom nearly one

thousand are non-German.
'The town offers many cultural

diversions: frequent concerts, two

repertory theaters, several
museums and about a dozen
cinemas, but it is probably the

'genius loci' that adds most to the

charm of Freiberg.

It is nestled against the moun-
tains of the Black Forest and
within a few miles of the center,

thanks to a cable car, one can be

several thousand feet above sea

level and enjoy a magnificent

Alpine panorama. There is ex-

cellent skiing less than an hour's

drive away-and rates are
remarkably low.

Living conditions are com-
fortable, public transportation is

excellent and there are close to one

hundred restaurants in town of-

fering a wide choice of succulent

menus.
The current chairman of the

Freiburg committee is Professor

Peter Fliess of the Government
department. To apply for next

year's program, students should

contact Mrs. Barbara Burn,
Director of International

Programs, 229 Whitmore. For the

summer program, see Professor

Albert Reh, German Department.

Herter Hall.

The UMass year program in

Freiburg, largely designed for

graduate students, can be tailored

to your needs provided you have a

fluency in German, and during the

spring semester a special course is

offered here to help students attain

this goal. The summer program
concentrates on German language

and literature and will include a

week in Berlin plus various ex-

cursions.

There are several staff members
on campus who have taught at the

University of Freiberg within the

last three years and who can give

any prospective student additional

information on the year program:

Prof. W. Bernhard of History

department. Prof. F. Vali of the

Government department, Prof. L.

Holesovsky of the Economics
department. Prof. L. Tikos of the

Slavic department. Prof. Z.

Salzmann of the Anthropology

department. Prof. P. Mankin of the

French department.
Prof. Bernd Ostendorf from the

English department of the

University of Freiburg is now a
visiting member of the UMass
English department.

Hindu Discussed
A panel discussion on "Hinduism

and Indian Philosophy" will be
held tonight at 7:30 in the Webster
Main Lounge on Orchard Hill.

Participants in the panel,
moderated by Gary Taro of the Art
Department, will be Prof. Shute of

the Philosophy Dept., a Jesuit

priest from India and Prof. Mani
from the Mechanical Engineering
Dept.

Orchard Hill may be offering a
course next semester on Hinduism.
The teachers for this tentative

course are Gary Tarr and Terry
Havens.

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

ENJOY OUR
"University Hot Brown"

$1.50

Salad bar included in

price of sandwich
or entree.

Sliced, honey cured ham,
breast of turkey and
American cheese on rye

bread with crisp bacon
strips and glazed under
the broiler.

EUROPE
$175

Round Trip Boeing 707

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

— open only to 5 College students, faculty,

staff and members of their immediate family —
Routing Departs Returns

BOSTON/AMSTERDAM/BOSTON 12/21 1/5

Cost

$175

Club Bar open 11:30 - 2:00

Fabulous Ski Packaqe in the Italian Alps also available

Students International

27 Massachusetts Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02115

Please send me more infromation:

Name

Address

**n
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Peter Pascarelli

Good Journalism

(Kd. Note: This column was written on an airplane

bail bag enroute from exotic Minneapolis, Minnesota.

This was intentionally symbolic, symbolizing both the

writing and the content).

ACT' (Associated Collegiate Press) had its annual

conference last weekend in good old Minneapolis. It

was the kind of weekend that was personally matched

only by an appendicitis attack.

You see, ACP is an organization that is the

establishment of collegiate journalism And most of

its members are drawn from journalism school

oriented newspapers and yearbooks, with heavy

emphasis on traditional midwest flavor. Therefore

their conference takes on the groovy appearance of a

Youth for Billy Graham Rally.

UMass has stayed in the damn thing for numerous

reasons, an important one being the ACP annual

ratings, (MDCwas 1st class this past semester). God
knows the conferences are worthless. There is just so

much talk you can have on a "censorship" case in-

volving a Michigan junior college sports writer being

intimidated by administration because the writer

wanted a wrestling team.
ACP is rivaled by USSPA (U.S. Student Press

Association) which sends out a weekly press service

that purports to speak for the movement, purports to

be radical and usually is poorly written and factually

specious. So, the best place to be is out of both these

august institutions.

However, ACP really pulled a beaut this weekend
when they awarded a special award to none other than
SI 'Shoot' em Up, Fascist Pig administrator,"

Hayakawa. The repungent picture of the smirking
repressors and field commander of San Francisco
State receiving an award for his school's student

newspaper (a paper that Hayakawa formed after

destroying the paper of the student body) was too

much to overcome. USSPA tried to disrupt the

presentation, but in their typical inept fashion, ended
up handling a typically poorly written leaflet and
shouting twice Right On. (Most of ACP cheered old

S.I. lustily).

And finally the real trouble with the whole useless

conference was that Minneapolis is not exactly New
York, or even Pelham The most exciting thing in

town was Maggies All Night Sauna Bath
College editors, of which most are ACP types, enjoy

the Hayakawa's, Minneapolis' and ACP's. I did not

get along too well in the situation. And USSPA's
stereotype weekend rads, who'll call you a pig

became you don't want to buy their crappy press

packet service, is just as big a gross.

Which left yours truly, scoring Minneapolis for fun

and games, getting a big kick out of the fast elevator
in the motel

The weekend, ended in a stuffy plane, with my barf

bag and a stain on my shirt, the result of a bitch

stewardess switching down the aisle.

Art Buchwald

Where Nixon Went Wrong
WASHINGTON - The question that everyone is

trying to figure out is where the Nixon strategy went
wrong. Heinrich Applebaum, elite professor of

political science at Moribund University, believes he
can pinpoint the exact moment when President Nixon
lost his chance to gain control of the U.S. Senate and
House of Representatives.

Applebaum told me, "My surveys indicated that up
until the Sunday morning before Election Day,
President Nixon had it made. The violence issue,

thanks to San Jose, had taken hold and an indignant
nation was waiting to go to the polls and vote out those
candidates whom both Nixon and Agnew indicated
were permissivists who condoned student unrest. I

have never seen a better orchestrated campaign, and
I was willing to cede the Senate and House to the
Republicans."

"But what happened. Professor, to change the
picture?"

"The pro football games That's what happened."
"I don't understand."
The Republicans bought time on both NBC and

( BS for a special political appeal by President Nixon
to be" aired between halftimes of all the pro football
games in the country. It was a blunder of colossal
proportions."

I don't understand
"

Who watches football on Sunday in the United
States?"

The Silent Majority," I said.

"Exactly. The very backbone of this country. Now
I—
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President of the United States has to say six days a
week But Sunday they set aside to watch football.
They don't want to hear about the Vietnamese war,
the economy, law and order or violence in the streets.
All they want to do is drink their cans of beer and

watch two football team try to kill each other on the

gridiron."

That isn't asking much," I said.

"Up until halftime, the Silent Majority was willing
to vote the straight Nixon-Agnew slate," Applebaum
said

"Kut. suddenly. President Nixon appeared on
millions of screens all over the country. The Silent

Majority couldn't believe it. They were expecting to

see a halftime show with a marching band, drum
majorettes, baton twirlers and all the things that
make pro football worth watching.

In fury, they changed to the other channel only to

discover President Nixon had also bought time bet-

ween the half of that game And, instead of talking
about football, Nixon was discussing politics.

it takes a lot to get the Silent Majority angry,"
Applebaum said. "But this was too much. When you
mess around with their football games on Sunday,
you're hitting them where it hurts

"All over the country people started throwing beer
cans at their television sets. Husbands began
screaming at their wives. Kids began to cry. By the
time the President finished making his appeal, he lost

all the good will he had picked up in his three weeks of

arduous campaigning. The Silent Majority decided
anyone who was that insensitive to pro-football-
watching on Sunday afternoon could just go whistle
Dixie'."

"But, wait a minute. Professor. The Democrats
also bought spots at halftime and actor E.G. Marshall
and Democratic Chairman Lawrence O'Brien made a
pitch for their party."
"No one knew who they were," Applebaum said.

"The Silent Majority thought they were doing a
meatball commercial for Alka Seltzer."

-— Is there a need for inter-collegiate sports? What exactly do inter-

collegiate sports do for the University of Massachusetts that the present,

or even an expanded intra-mural program cannot do? Certainly, because
of the Athletic Department, we have a stadium...used perhaps a dozen
times during the course of the year. We have a reputation...something
which other schools achieve for educational reasons. And, because of

inter-collegiate athletics, we have the athletes...many of whom would not

l>e able to attend college otherwise. The Athletic Department, outside of

intra-murals, drains the UMass budget every year. How many students
would actually support their teams if they had to pay for their tickets

directly? Where is the written law that says a university must have
competition with other schools? I propose that all inter-collegiate

athletics be abandoned, and that the intramural program be expanded to

the fullest And that's heresy.

The faculty has once again proven its concern and sincerity for

education Anyone who sat in on the special Faculty Senate meeting last

Thursday had to be impressed by the size of the meeting, the debate, the

moderator, and overall quality of discussion. Oh well, the faculty are
only paid by the taxpayers.

— I wish someone would do something about the junkies hanging
around Southwest. And this means the infirmary, not the police.

-—The Noodle, the vegetarian restaurant in the Student Union, has a

nice atmosphere and is inexpensive. Unfortunately, when I went to eat

supper there Saturday night, they were out of all food except tea, apples

and hay, and pasy bread with sesame street peanut butter. It was a very

interesting evening.

One of the little-publicized pleasures of UMass is the Fine Arts

Gallery located in Herter Hall. Currently, there is an exhibition of

German expressionist prints, that is well worth visiting for a half-hour

interlude from classes
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Candidate's Forum - '74

Kinkead—President

To the Class of 1974:

As candidate for the office of Freshman President, I

have become increasingly aware of the fact that what
you as Freshman voters want, is a candidate with

ideas to solve the problems confronting our class. It

goes without saying, that student apathy, especially in

class government, is at an all time high. The turnout

for Freshman primaries - less than one tenth of the

class, will attest to that.

What can be done about this problem? I feel the

class has to be informed. You, the Freshmen, must
know of the functions of class government and be

aware of the activities taking place within the class.

Good public relations is the key ; and the best way I

can think of to better inform the class is through the

already available University communication media.

In my opinion the Collegian, W-MUA etc., would be

ideal in informing the class of events taking place and

of how the individual student can get involve.

These ideas on better communication with the class

are useless however, unless we are sponsoring events

which can be publicized. As a class, I feel we have the

potential to do some really great things this year.

Though we have a rather limited amount of funds,

$12.500) . there is still much we can do along the lines of

concerts, speakers, and other activities. A big rock

concert in the Cage is pretty much out of the question,

due to our budget. One possibility, however, might be

a free, open-air concert with smaller name groups,

t ontemporary and informative speakers would also

be an answer to what kinds of activities we could have.

The key to getting the class involved and together, is

to have a class which is doing things.

In conclusion I can only say that if ideas and a will to

work and make those ideas a reality is what you as

Freshmen voters want in a class officer Vote

November 10 for Kinkead, President of the Class of

1974

Robert H. Kinkead
238 Brett

trustees. In SWAP. I am working on four com-

mittees other than the main conference committee,

including committees on applications, pre-SWAP

meetings, and a continuation program.

I have made an effort as a candidate to learn all

possible that would be benifitial to the class as your

vice- president. Now, each and every freshman must

do his part by voting for GAYLE KRUKONIS
Tuesday.

GAYLE KRUKONIS

Roy-Treasurer

Despite my three years of experience as treasurer

in high school, I feel that experience is not the only

necessary qualification. We don't want someone in

office who only knows facts and figures. What our

class needs is capable leaders who are able to identify

with the students. These people must have the time

and must not be afraid of becoming deeply involved.

They must keep in close contact with their classmates

and must keep them informed on anything that is

happening They have to be able to reach out to the

students and they must be able to feel their needs.

They have to care alot and must never become

discouraged when they are not getting substantial

feedback. The officers must stimulate the students so

that they want to become involved-not because they

are forced to. A feeling of unity must also be

generated by these leaders. This is really going to be a

tough job considering the fact that our class has 4,000

students -each being a unique individual. I feel that I

am qualified because I can devote a great deal of time

to our class and I am truly concerned. Please get out

and vote tomorrow, November 10th. Thank you.

Cindy Roy
107 Mary Lyon

Long-President
Kos-Secretary

Kreshmen:
Tomorrow is the election, the election for your class

officers I am one of the candidates for president.

There is something more important and that is our

class, the class of 74. That may not mean much but it

is what we make it The idea of class is so vague but

we could make it into something really great. Con-

certs and parties are good but the people I've met in

the short time here are something else, we could do

alot Tomorrow when its time to vote, if every single

freshmen got out of the routing of the day for 10 min.

and went to the student union and voted, voted for

anyone the class would have taken one huge step

toward unity and we would have accomplished

something not much but it is a step in the right

direction toward the only goals I know for someone

aspiring to a social office to lead people who have been

defined so often as social beings.

John P. Long
1405 Kennedy

Krukonis-Vice President

To the Class of 1974:

As a candidate for the office of Vice-President of the

Freshman class I have much to offer the class if

elected. I could tell you that I want to get the class

together and keep everyone informed like all of the

other candidates; however, instead I am going to tell

you some of the preparations that I have made to do

something about these and other problems that face

the class.

It is vitally important for anyone who wishes to

become an officer of his class to be involved in a

variety of activities at the University in order to gain

experience, therefore I am qualified to be the vice-

president of our class. I participated in the

Association of College Unions-International

( A.C.U.—I.) conference that was held here at UMass
this past weekend. The purpose of this conference was
to discuss common problems that face union

organizations, such as class government. I was a

member of a workshop that discussed problems with

student leadership. We were concerned with the

problem of "too much for too few, too little for too

many." I gained valuable ideas from the 26 Canadian

and New England schools representes on how they

deal with these problems.

To gain program experience I assisted with the

Soph-Frosh picnic and the Senior-Sophomore
Weekend. In order to understand class organizations I

attended executive council meetings of the classes of

'73 and '71. To understand the workings of the

University I became involved in the Student Workshop
on Activities Problems (SWA. P.), which is now in

the process of planning their annual conference which
involves students, faculty, administration, and

Freshmen,
I'm running for freshman class secretary. My

reasons are fairly simple. I want to help organize a

good class government, one which the people of the

class run, and I want to meet people and help people

meet people.

These problems can partly be solved by com-

munication. The officers can serve the class well only

if they know what the class wants. It takes a lot of

talking and sharing of ideas for this.

The class must unite and become strong and I would

like to try to make it so. Give me the chance to help

find the rest of the answers to class problems.

Elect me your freshman class secretary. Thank

you.
Joseph Kos
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer's

signature, address, and telephone number (all of

which will be withheld upon request ) . The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to in-

tended publication. The editors reserve the right to

edit all letters

Campus Comment

Please, Chancellor

To the Editor:

The University policy of housing students in other dorms during

vacations when such students are unable to go home is now an un-

necessary policy due to the 20 million dollar Campus Center that we are

paying for We realize the necessity of some students remaining on

campus during vacation periods, but see no need for inconveniencing

students who have set their rooms up for the year.

We realize the fact that money made from renting the Campus Center

Hotel rooms is used to help lessen the fees payed by UMass students.

Then, isn't it better to earn $2 a night per room in the Campus Center then

have to use the $2 from renting dorm rooms for dormitory security. Of

what use are a lot of empty hotel rooms during the vacation?

Every student's room holds many personal belongings which can never

be replaced. It's physically impossible to move everything of value to tne

l or 2 rooms allotted to use to store our belongings. There would be

many instances of broken, destroyed, or stolen articles, which may not be

of monetary value but hold deep meaning for the student who owns them.

The Campus Center has articles of monetary value only. Anything broken

or missing could easily be identified and the occupants of the room would

be held responsible.

Does this involve the thousands of students that don't live in JQA Up-

per? Perhaps not, but what if we fight only to have the students housed

elsewhere -where would they be housed? In your rooms? The possibility

does exist that if JQA Upper opposes this invasion of privacy long enough

and strongly enough, the students will be housed in your dorm. We need

your support Just as we don't want our privacy invaded, neither do we
want you to be imposed upon. Therefore, we need your support and your

help to change the policy now.

You could do several things. It is our hope that at least one student from

every dorm will take the initiative to start circulating petitions opposing

this vacation housing policy and present them to Chancellor Tippo on the

third floor of Whitmore.

WE NEED YOUR HELP TO PUTTHE WAFFLE TO USE! !

!

The 16th floor JQA

Evelyn Replies

To The Editor:

A recent letter to this page raised questions about the advertising used

by Reading Dynamics. Much of Mr. Santeusanio's commentary shows a

misunderstanding (or mis-reading) of printed material. Even he had to

admit "that the Reading Dynamics course apparently does produce some
measure of reading improvement in their pupils."

Our only claim is that the course will triple your reading efficiency,

which is a product of speed and comprehension. This is backed with a

moqey»back guarantee. Some 98% of our students are able to do this.

Now because the Evelyn Wood techniques allow people to achieve

much more impressive scores, we certainly have every right to make the

public aware that the average graduate improves his reading index 4.7

times. Fantastic speeds and comprehension increases are also not

unusual and these are used in advertising the same as stars are used in

movies and Joe Namath is used to get fans out to a game.

It must have been very difficult for this Standford Taylor (whoever he

is » to find 41 utter failures to test out of 500,000 graduates. These forty -one

should have asked for a refund.

Apparently Mr Santeusanio has a long-standing axe to grind. We
suggest that he not criticize without first-hand knowledge of his own from

taking the course himself. That would be fair.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics has a long-standing reputation and

the course is recommended by many respected people. However, if

public education were doing its job and teaching people to read ef-

fectively, we would soon be out of business. Our success on college

campuses shows there is a crying need for improvement of reading skills.

P.J WILLARD, Manager
Reading Dynamics Institute

An Impartial Press?

To The Editor:

Thank you for your enlightening

and unbiased analysis of the

current political situation in your

editorial of Nov. 4 (afternoon

edition). It is obvious that you

possess a rare insight into the

motives of the Nixon ad-

ministration. You seem to have

your hand on the pulse of the

campus. Certainly you are a

worthy spokesman for the average
UMass student.

Particularly enjoyable was the

picture of Ronald Reagan
published in this edition. Somehow
that picture exposed Reagan as the

racist puppet of the Nixon ad-

ministration that he most certainly

is.

With the possible exception of the

National Enquirer, your
publication is without parallel in its

objective and balanced presen-

tation of the facts.

WILLIAM NOWLAN
JEFFERY HUTCHINS

PS. Please continue publishing all

those unflattering pictures of

Spiggy Agnew. Certainly you must
be hurting his feelings. Maybe you
can find one of him sticking his

tongue out. Just for the record, we
don't belong to Y.A.F

"Our" Student Senate
To The Editor:

We get screwed in the bookstore,

the cafeterias, and the Union in

general so that our student

agencies will have funds with

which to offer us inexpensive

programs of questionable value.

This same rationale is applied to

the student activity tax. It would

be much fairer if we were spared

the burdens that these policies

require, and instead were per-

mitted the freedom to support each

enterprise, should we so choose, on

the basis of its merits.

Our own Student Senate, whose

members are strongly predisposed

to denigrate at great length the

unresponsiveness of the
bureaucracy at Whitmore, have
been conspicuously inactive with
regard to this area of injustice,

despite the obvious inequities and
the strong criticism that present
policies evince.

So I ask you, august senators,

can we expect some mitigation of

the student tax? Or is your in-

dustry directed only toward en-

couraging strikes and demeaning
the administration 9

RICHARD B COLLIER
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Cast Your Vote Today

For Homecoming Queen

Nominated by John Quini-y

Adams dower) tower. Penny
Falconer plans to teach her
major (nursing) after

graduation. She comes from
\\ allium. Mass.

PENNY FALCONER

Gerri Colella would like to

attend graduate school before

embarking on her teaching
career. From Belmont. Mass.,
she is majoring in English and
was ii4)m inated bv Moore House.

C.ERRI COLELLA

Art Education major Barbara
Miczik would like to spend time
with VISTA before seeking a

career in recreational therapy.

Nominated by Sigma Delta Tau,
she comes from Braintree.
Mass.

BARBARA MICZSIK

Emerson House's nominee,
Kathy Perry, is an education
major from Somerset. Mass. She
would like to teach immediately
alter graduation.

K\TIIV PERRY

Paula Maguire is majoring in

Child Development and would
like to become an airline

stewardess after she receives

her degree. She comes from
Randolph, Mass., and was
nominated by Chi Omega.

I'M I. \ MAC.IIRE

A Homecoming Week

The Friday Night Concert

An Amalgamation Of Styles

RARE EARTH records for
Motown Records on their own Rare
Earth Label and now have two
albums on the market. Last
summer their single "Get Ready"
was a huge hit and their latest

album •Ecology'' has just been
released.

Part of a continuing expansion
and diversification in the record
industry, they became the first

group signed when Motown
founded its Independent Division
last year. In this capacity. Rare
Earth had the unique distinction of
recording on the label bearing
their own name.

Their musical style evolved from
the amalgamation of progressive
jazz, hard rock, and funky blues,

with each man bringing his own
particular background and ideas
into the group as it grew.

*****

The Blue Image hails from
Tampa, Florida, and has been
described as having a Latin flavor
to their style. The feeling

projected in blues yet it is per-
meated by a Latin "beat. Conga
drums, maracas, claveis, added to
the organ and the bass give this

group a new and unusual sound. BLl ES IMAGE

RARE EARTH

A Full Week Of Activity ....
Monday

.
Nov. 9 - Voting for the Homecoming Queen on the Concourse level of the Campus

Center. v

Tuesday
,
Nov. l(» - Homecoming Happy Hours will be held from 4-6 at the Checquers 7-8 at

the Cork n' Bottle Room at Howard Johnson's, 4-7 at the Hutch Inn. 7:30-9 30 at the Meadow
Inn, and the English Pub (call Pub for times).

Meaaow

Thursday. Nov. 12 - An evening at the Top of the Campus with special prices on drinks hors
d oeuvres, and entertainment from 9-12 p.m. An ice cream smorgasbord in the Hatch at 8
p.m. SU film "Winning ", 7 and 9:45 p.m.
Friday. Nov. 13 - Cage concerts (7 and 10 p.m.) featuring Rare Earth and Blue* Imaee
Tickets. $2.25. 6 '

Saturday, Nov. 14-UNH Football game at 1 p.m. (Crowning of the Homecoming Queen will
take place during pre-game activities). Cage concerts (6:30 and 1030 pm ) featuring
Traffic. David Frye. and Buffy Sainte-Marie. Tickets, $3.75.
Sunday. Nov. ir. - "The Peace Parade" (musical play; at the Cage starting at 2 d m
Tickets. S2.00SU film "The Gladiators'. 8 and 10 pm

owning M z p.m.

Tickets for concerts and "Peace Parade" are now on sale at the ticket office of the SU.

Worth Waiting For

Diversified Entertainment Awaits Sat. Night Crowd

Traffic

IK \ITIC. the magical musical union of Steve Winwood, Jim Capaldi,

and Chris Wood, are once again "getting it together" after a year's

M-paration

Their re-emergence is simply and best explained by Steve Winwood,

the guv who originally got the band started almost three years ago.

"We did a couple of sessions together, had a good time, got to talking

;ibout things, and mutually decided Traffic ought to be given another

char
'There were a lot of things we intended to do last time around we never

actually did. so it was natural that we get back to them."

Buffy Saint-Marie

David Frye
I \\1 DAVID FRYE MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT THAT!"

Today, the name David Frye is synonomous with political caricature

,mii mimicry. His characterizations are sparked with an uncanny ability

to make himself look as well as sound like the personalities he imitates.

Fry e i^ one of the most in-demand comedians in the nation and there is

hardly a video variety show or late night panel program that has not had

him as a guest.

I its fame further increased recently with the release of Elektra

Records' I Am The President " an album containing original sketches

ot Frye performing as the President. Vice President, Humphrey,

Johnson. David Susskind. Henry Fonda, and others.

Buffy Sainte-Marie's songs have
lieen performed by the great

names in pop, rock, folk, country,

jazz, and even symphonic music.

Her concerts have been described

as "splendid and somehow
mysterious." Buffy herself is a

petite soft, and pretty girl who has

been given the title "ambassador
of peace and strength."

Born and raised in New England.
Buffy Sainte-Marie graduated
from UMass a philosophy major
and "beatnik." Her homemade,
shockingly truthful songs were
performed in an area cofree house
and later in New York City before

recording and appearance offers

started her professional singing

career.

Says Buffy, "I don't write for any
reason except that there's song in

my mind. I don't know where
songs come from, but they end up
in my dreams and at my fingertips

like stray ' dogs and wild
blueberries. They appear naked on
my lips like kisses and that's the

feeling with which I offer them to

vou."

Peace Parade Offers Audience

"Freedom Through Unity"

The PEACE PARADE is the

crystallization of what has been

implied in theatrical and musical

productions in the recent past. The

Parade people, rather than set

spectators apart from their ac-

tions, instead make a deal with the

audience, in effect: "we give you
our vibes and you give us yours."

The play's theme, "freedom
through unity," can only be ex-

pressed by having the crowd

"share" the show with those on

stage.

The Parade can best be
described as an experience, with a

light show, films, and extensive

audience participation in addition

to the musical score from "Hair."

A recent performance of the play

at Cornell University inspired a

crowd of 5000 to clap, dance, and
generally "blow their minds."

The cast, including members of

the original casts of the New York

and Los Angeles productions of

'Hair", are into a "communal
thing" where the spontaneity they

display is an expression of their

own life styles —- the freedom to

get up and simply enjoy.

Concert Re Admission Policy

When you purchase your tickets, detach and keep the accompanying
stub with you at the concert. In the event of any unusual cir-

cumstances this stub will serve as a basis for re-admission to the Cage
or for an appropriate refund if deemed necessary by the sponsor.
Nothing else will be honored.

If asked to leave the concert, please go to Bartlett Hall or Herter
Hall where secondary tickets^will be given out to assure readmission
to the concernt
Entrance to the concerts will be through the south doors of the Cage

as usual In order to leave the concert, you must ask for a pass out
ticket at the front door lobby. No one will be allowed back in without a
pass out ticket.

Paul labara is one of the cast members of "Peace Parade" who
w ill be "sharing" the show with Sunday's Cage audience.
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UMass DebateTeam
Capturing Top Honors

By DEBBIE FLAHERTY
Staff Reporter

Winning is in danger of becoming boring if UMass debaters keep it up much longer.

( )ne team making the final round at the MIT tournament didn't satisfy them. A speaker's award
at LaSalle's tournament wasn't enough either. And even qualifying two teams for elimination
rounds at the Brandeis University tournament still didn't satisfy them.

MilitantForum
Studies Revolution

13

So the UMass debate team has

captured top spots at three in-

tercollegiate debate tournaments

at West Uoint. Boston University,

and Emory.
At West Point, the switch side

vnristy team of Roger Legendre
and David McCaffrey captured

second place after compiling the

I test preliminary rounds record 15-

1 i ol the tournament
The sophomore duo bested

Rutgers in the semi-final round

before losing to George
Washington'! debators in the final

round on a 2-1 decision.

Victories in preliminary rounds

came over Scranton, Kings, Navy,
St Anslem's. and Army, while the

only loss was to another West Point

team
In Boston, the four man team of

Bruce Murphy and Paul Drager on

the affirmative and Gerry Hayes
and Michelle C'hampigny on the

negative, followed suit in capturing

ZoologyProposes Program

In MathematicalBiology

second place.

American University was
clowned by Hayes and C'hampigny
in the semi-final round on a 3-0

decision. In the final round against

an affirmative team from LaSalle,

I Mass was beaten with a 2-1

decision.

Vanity wins on the negative

were against BU, Rhode Island,

Maine, Wesleyan. and Bridewater
State with the only loss to a team
trom NYU Washington Square.

Affirmative wins were over
teams from Emerson. BU, New
Hampshire. Bridgeport, and
Connecticut with a loss to LaSalle.

UMass novices at the same
tournament chalked up an overall

record On the affirmative,

Diane Buckley and Andy Klyman
went 4 l while the negative team of

and Jim Mitchell

Tonight. Monday, Nov. 9, The
Militant Forum, the weekly
socialist educational series will

present a lecture/discussion on:

"The Russian Revolution, Part I,

1905-1919 ". The lecture will be led

I in David Morgan, an anti-war

activist.

This forum will concern the

nature and role of Czarism, the

provisional government and the

socialist revolution. This

presentation will describe and
explore one of the most important

and far-reaching proletariat

mobilization in recent history.

Although no reading is required

for background, those interested in

greater background should read

chapters 1-5 & 8 of The Basic

Writings of Trotsky edited by
Irving Howe This is one of the

outstanding historical accounts of

the revolution, and is available

from the UMass Young Socialist

Alliance.

The campus community is in-

vited to tonight's lec-

ture/discussion, at 8:00 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge in the Student

Union for an introduction to the

revolution which has shaped world

history, and will continue to do so

in the future. Coffee will be served.

Newman Club Sponsors

Holiday Food Drive

Currently under proposal by the Zoology department is an un-

dergraduate program in mathematical biology

According to Drs Francesco Scudo and Arthur Mange in the Zoology naiTV Feinzifl
department. Many biological phenomenaare complex systems in which went 4-1

mathematics can be useful. Progress in these areas is being slowed

because few biologists have training in the types of mathematics,
statistics or computer techniques designed to deal with difficult in-'

tenvkit ionships. Apart from acquiring specific techniques, the manner in
and

'
h" Uov,e m 'ssed a spot in tne

ov
5-3

Meanwhile, in Maddox country,

varsity switch siders Tim Hynes
i spo

which biological data are collected often presents an -empirical mess' e,im,natio
.

n rounds it Emory

which does not allow cookbook methods of analysis. Here a mathematical one ^'aker point, w ltn

liameof mind, perse, would be anaid- record in preliminary compeition

Currently, there are no undergraduate courses which give training in
i,nd

.

h|8h s

,^f
ker p

t

oint
^ ,.f„

team

mathematical biology. Anvone interested mav pick up a draft of the
ranke

.

d
f
7™ "V

1 °
,

in "

program at the Zoology Office in Morrill (5-2287). Anvone interested to
'"collegi ate a^ate teams

contribute thoughts on modifications or additions to the draft should
representing some of the stiffest

contact either Dr Francesco Scudo or Dr. Arthur P. Mange in the
t,omPet,l,on

.

1"
,

natlon
. .

Zoology department l,vnes and Doyle were victorious

over teams Irom hastern Illinois,

George Washington. South West
Missouri. Pacific and Middle
Tennessee State while losing to

Harvard. Southern California, and
Baylor.

To enlist the support of those

students who would like to help the

poor enjoy a happier

Thanksgiving, but who don't know

how. the Newman Club is con-

ducting a food drive from

November 7th to 21st.

Boxes will be placed in each

dorm where any kind of dry.

boxed, bagged or canned goods

may be deposited. A box will also

be left in the Newman Center.

On November 21, the Singing

Friars, a pop group, will give a

concert at the Newman Center in

the Social Hall. Tickets will be

available for a 99e donation. The
money collected will be used to buy

ham and turkeys for the poor

Students who wish to help but

who don't have any spare food or

money are urged to donate time

and effort. Those who wish to do
so, or who have any helpful

suggestions are asked to contact

the secretary at the Newman
Center.

Chess Club Checkmates Spfld.

The School of Education, as part of SOMETHING ELSE '70

presents a play

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
Black Actors Group — St. Paul., Minn.

Thursday, November 19 Friday. November 20
Amherst Regional High School School of Ed. Auditorium

8:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Admission $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket
Office and the School of Ed., Room 125

By MAXINE FORWARD
Staff Reporter

The UMass Chess Club, last

Thursday night, ripped through the

Springfield Chess Club with a

smashing victory of nine wins out

of twelve.

The match began at 7 : 30 with the

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO LAW SCHOOL

DEAN HERBERT LAZEROW

will discuss

CALIFORNIA
LAW SCHOOLS
prelaw programs, and legal opportunities

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10 — 1:30 P.M.

803 CAMPUS CENTER

SOUTHWEST FILM TRUFFAUT FESTIVAL-2

JULES and JIM

HAMPDEN

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
7:30 and 9:30

DINING COMMONS — Southwest 50c

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S DELI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst— In the Peter Pan Building —
This Week's Delivery Special:

BOLOGNA GRINDER reg. price .99

spec. .89

TURKEY GRINDER reg. price 1.09
spec. .99

PASTRAMI GRINDER reg. price. 1.09

spec. .99

ALL CANNED SODA reg. price .25

spec. .19

ECLAIRS reg. price .25

spec. .19

BAGELS & CREAM CHEESE reg. price .40
spec. .84

All grinders include cheese, lettuce, tomato, onions, hot

peppers, pickles, choice of dressing.

Delivery every night from 6 o'clock til midnight.

Phone 253-9336.

arrival of the Springfield players

by invitation of the CMass team.

The big game of the night was the

UMass master, Steve Jones,

versus Springfield's high rated

expert. David Lees. The game was
very close during the first twenty-

five moves, but the balance
changed when Lees made his first

shattering blunder. From there,

Jones was able to crush Lees into a
humiliating checkmate.
UMass winners for the evening

were Barry Cohen, Jim Shepard,

Mark Ordung, Bill Kelleher. Mark
Lane. David Sumner, Robert
Corwin and Al Searlemen, who
sacked his queen and was still

miraculiously able to pull off a win.

The players were tense -during

the fervent match, but team
captain Robert Corwin was con-

fident of a cutting victory for the

UMass Chess Club.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

presents

CONGRESSMAN

RICHARD BOLLING

speaking on

CONGRESSIONAL REFORM

TONIGHT, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM frOO p.m.

ACTION LAB
Meeting, Monday, November 9th, 7: IS P.M.

old Senate Council Chambers, Student Union
(2nd tloor). Speaker trom prison to attend.

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTER
MACHINERY

David Mills Research Associate, University
of Michigan, will speak on sophisticated multi
processing in small systems, using techniques
applied in larger systems, Tuesday, Nov 10th

at 8 P M., room 802 of Campus Center.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
General meeting 7:30 P.M., Tuesday, Nov.

10th, room 134 Hasbrouck Followed by ob
serving sessions Also to be discussed will be
the tutorial program Public invited.

CEQ BIRTH CONTROL GROUP
There will be a meeting tonight (Monday) at

6: 30 in rooms 805 809 of the Campus Center. We
will be meeting with the Birth Control Booklet
Committee Please come!

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Basic Ground School meeting in Campus

Center 802, 7:30 PM Topic Charts and
Publications, Use of Flight Computer

ENCOUNTER GROUP
Black/White Encounter Group forming,

anyone interested In joining Please call

Debbie 6 5168 (after 5:30) or Steve 548 6295

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CLUB
Frosh and sophs are asked to help select

speakers for the clubs program. Pick up
questionaires at Env Des. Admin. Office, 1st

floor. Wilder Hall.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a pledge meeting Monday night

at 6 00 in room 178 Campus Center

GOVERNMENT UNDERGRADS
Undergraduate Government majors come to

our table in the union, Monday, Nov. 9th,

Tuesday, Nov 10th, and Thursday, November
12th

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
There will be a meeting of the club to set up

committees for the open dance and movie
Tuesday Nov. 10th at 7:30 in the Campus
Center Auditorium

HILLEL
Talmud study group beginning Tuesday

morning, Nov 10th, ,000 AM in new Hillel

Center (420 SU.I No Language Requirement,
subiect Baba Qama on "Found Properties "

HISTORY MAJORS
There will be a meeting of the student

faculty Mason committee of the History Dept.

tomorrow night at 830, 6th floor lounge,

Herter Hall All history majors are urged to

attend

One of our
Paulists calls

it "home"...

Home is where the heart is.

Home is also wherever a

Paulist is needed.

Whether the Paulist works
in a ghetto, a college campus,

a city parish or a remote

corner of the United States,

he is serving.

The Paulist is ministering

with words, deeds and sacra-

ment . . . and zealous care to

the needs of God's People

everywhere. He is meeting

today's problems with thoughts

of those that will arise

tomorow.

That is the Paulist way. It

isn't easy but the worthwhile

things of life seldom are.

If you are interested in

learning more about the Paulist

priesthood, write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C JSP.

Vocation Director

cPaulist
t _

^atheig
Room 113

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

IEEE
Elections of officers will be held Monday,

Nov 9th, 9 A.M. to 1 P.M. in Hallway 1st floor

Enge All EE majors, graduate or undergrad
are eligible to vote. Membership in IEEE is

not required

ISRAELI STUDENTS
The meeting scheduled for tomorrow has

been postponed to Friday, November 13th,

same time and place.

MEN
Men: Tryout for an excellent role in August

Strindberg's Miss Julie at Mount Holyoke's
Lab Theatre next Tuesday or Wednesday
(Nov. 10th & 11th) at 2:30 P.M. or 7:30 P M

NURSING
The Nursing Honor Society invites you to

attend a program tonight Nov 9th at 7 P.M.,
room 163 173 Campus Center, featuring Miss
Mary Mahar, Dean Emeritus, School of

Nursing, speaking on "Image of a Century."
Refreshments will follow. All are welcome.

PHYSICS DEPT
Bausch and Lomb Scientific Display, room

162 Campus Center, 8 AM 5:30 A display of

scientific instruments and products of Kim
ball Glass Company.

PRE LAW
The New Pre law Booklets are now ready in

room 362 of Whitmore.
Pre law meeting, November 10th between 1

4 o'clock at room 803 Campus Center.

PRE LAW STUDENTS
San Diego Law School, November 10th at

Notices
1 30, Catholic University, November 12th.

Both will be at UMass at the above dates. Call

Mrs Fournier at 545 2854 if you have any
questions

SKI CLUB
Old and new members are urged to attend a

meeting of the UMass. Ski Club tonight at 8:00
P M in Mahar Guest speaker from Mt Tom.
Information about weekly night trip to Mt.
Tom and intercession trips Movies.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonight at 630 room 170 for all

patrolmen Dues must be paid tonight to be
registered.

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY
All Southwest residents who want to help

improve the dining commons, come to 5th floor

Kennedy, Thursday, Nov. 12th at 7:30 or call

Mark Kaufman at 6 7680 or Dave Kup
penheimer at 6 5040.

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Table meets for lunch today from

11:30 12:30 in Franklin Commons. All who
enjoy speaking Spanish are welcome

SWAP
General committee meeting tonight at 600

in room 904 Campus Center. Important.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
There will be a general meeting. Day Care

Centers will be discussed, Wednesday, Nov
llth, 6 00 PM, room 165 Campus Center

LOST
Lost a bright pink parker at TEP Thursday

night, it found please call 6 9839 No question
asked since I desperately need the coat since I

borrowed it.

Lost Monday, Nov 2nd, white and gold chain
watch If found contact Dale, 227 Butterfield.
Mine eyes have missed the glory of the

coming of the Lord, struggled vainly with the
heiroglyphics chalked on yonder board, cursed
the light and dark, and pleaded that their
vision be restored. (Eye want my glasses
back!) Maureen 5 0158, Middlesex Basement

Whoever found blue ski parker at Hills Party
Friday night, please return, l need ID in

pocket, also help I'm freezing! Contact me at

1717 Coolidge or call 6 8189

Smith Corona model 225 typewriter taken
from the Scheduling Desk on Monday, October
26th Please call 586 1436.

Black vinyl looseleaf notebook lost con
taining valuable class papers If found please
return to 204 James or contact Jeanne at 586

2566 or Manny at 546 7521

Lost: 1 black wallet in the men's John in the
Student Union Keep the money, but could I

have the Traffic Tickets back? Thanks Call

Stott collect, 628 3923 anytime.

Medium large black male dog in vicinity

Northampton, Boney, big tail name Dan Call

584 2215 or 369 4022

LOST
Keys on leather lace with pen knife, ski

medal, and wooden disc attached. Please
contact Claire in 321 Cance or call 6 5067

Lost: Beaded change purse with leather
lining, contains watermelon and moon coin
which are of great sentimental value Keep the
money, but PLEASE give back the rest. Call
Fran 665 3318 or turn in at Student Union lost

and found

Woman's black umbrella lost between
Engineering and Machmer Wednesday around
1100 A.M. Please call Leslie at 6 6610
Black rosary with case. Call, Easthampton

527 2095

FOUND
Sick pup with tab inscribed "RUFUS" very

loveableand friendly, if yours please call 546

8620

Correction
Caldwell Ray and Kichard

Hartzler, both members of the
Faculty Senate Rules Com
mittee were present at the
special Faculty Senate meeting
last Thursday. The Collegian
reported in Friday's issue that
no members of the Rules
Committee were present.

Yxiknow him,
but have you everbeen to his house 1

Sure, you got through Shakespeare in class.

You can even quote lines from his plays.

But have you ever walked down the

streets where he walked? Like Henley Street

where he was born. Or visited Hall's Croft,

the home of his daughter Susanna ? Or some
of the other homes he held dear? Because

only then can you truly understand the man
and his times.

There's somuch more youcan learn about
history simply by being where it happened.

BRITISH TOURIST AUTHORITY
Box923,Dept.CN-l,N.Y.,N.Y. 10019

Send me your free booklet:

Britain forYoung People.

! Name

|
College.

Addt

City.

t State. -Zip.

And in Britain you can travel through
thousands of years of history. And you can

do it on a very limited budget.

To find out about accommodations for as

little as $3 a night (full English breakfast

included), places where lunch or dinner

costs $1.50, special discount tickets and lots

more ways to save money, send for our free

booklet: Britain for Young People.

It's one way to get acquainted with the

right people and places.
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Ruggers DropToughie
To Colgate, 5-3

By FRED WYSHAK
Staff Reporter

HAMILTON, NY In another tight match, the Redman ruggers came out on the short side of
the scoring as they lost to a hard-hitting Colgate club, 5-3.

The nrst half saw a kicking

match develop, centered around
Mike Hull and Dale Toohey. Little

ol lease and contact highlighted the

half, hut Colgate finally scored a

try on an intercepted pass and a 30-

yard jaunt The conversion was
Hood, and the half ended 5-0,

Colgate

The second half saw a complete
change in the mood of the match. It

became a very tough, hard-hitting

game with an abundance of

defense, but little offensive
progress

The Redmen scored their try on
a line run-Bull to Jack Long to Al

Brown for the score. The con-
version was no good, and the
scoring ended at 5-3, Colgate.

I Mass dominated the scrums
and Colgate the lineouts. but the
Kedmen were hurt by costly

mistakes in key situations, "it was
a solid team effort, and the for-

qgsr- Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

HOLY CROSS THIS

WEEKEND WAS SENIOR PAT scavone

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

wards played exceptionally well,

but we were weak in certain

situations, and this obviously hust

us", said Coach Toohey.
Again the B's succeeded where

the As failed as they romped the

Colgate B team, 21-0. John Long
scored two tries as he made a fine

effort in both matches.
Jimmy Devir made two con-

version kicks and a penalty kick as
he lead the ruggers in scoring for

the day with nine points.

Leif Erickson and Chris Mehan
scored the remaining two tries.

Mark Chenoweth. who played a

line A match, made a conversion
kick to close the scoring at 21-0.

Long, Steve McElroy and Doug
Knapp shone on offense in the

romp The As now carry a 3-4

record and the B's are even at 4-4.

Applications Being Accepted

for FULL-TIME and PART-TIME JOBS on CAMPUS
beginning next semester

Salary: approximately $3.00 per hour
Prerequisites: knowledge of shorthand (any style) and

ability to type

Your work schedule will be arranged to stiit your class

schedule

.

Application Forms

Are Available At:
Students' Educational System Office

First floor (opposite lobby counter),

old Student Union

Telephone: 545-2683
Office hours: 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Monday - Friday

Punch less Pats

Put Down, 31-0
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Powerful

MacArthur Lane ran for three
touchdowns, one on a 25-yard
gallop, in leading the St. Louis
Cardinals to a 31-0 National
Football League triumph
yesterday over the punchless
Boston Patriots.

The victory boosted the
Cardinals into first place in the
NFL's National Conference East
with a 6-2 record, a game in front

of the Dallas Cowboys, 5-3, who
lost 23-20 to the New York
Giants.

WALLETS

Three C's
FRIENDSHIP CENTER

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9306

ii

BEST FILM NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL!
v-rrfJtfU>*

Ihe most brilliant, incredibly

marvelous film I've seen in

U OF JudlQl -nexrteEO.Hoirtay

"A fascinating film, abra-

sively contemporary and

hauntinqly universal!"
** ^-JUDITH CRIST. New York Utgtiim

"A striking movie!

Eloquent and important!
., —PENELOPE GlLUATT, New York* ff

^ IIyou see nothing else this

% year, you must see five

Easy Pieces!"

3

i

- RICHARD SCHICKEL. Lil*

JACK NICHOLSON KAREN BLACK
no SUSANANSPACH

HSUPIEKES

CINEMA

• 50< DISCOUNT — COLLEGE ID

|LM ST
Screening

n. SPFD 7:00 and 9:00

YOU HAD "EASY RIDER". "BUTCH CASSIDY",
THE GRADUATE" NOW ITS "FIVE EASY PIECES".

sPo/?ts ShorT'Es
AP

NEW ORLEANS (AP)—Tom Dempsey kicked a record 63-yard field

goal on the last play of the game to give the New Orleans Saints a 19-17

upset of the Detroit Lions in a National Football League game yesterday.
Detroit appeared to have won the game when Erroll Mann kicked an 18-

yard field goal with 11 seconds to give the Lions a two-point lead.

But Saint quarterback Billy Kilmer completed a pass to Al Dodd after
the ensuing kickoff and Dodd went out of bounds at the New Orleans 45

with two seconds left on the clock.

The out-of-bounds play gave the Saints time to get Dempsey and the
rest of the field goal team on the field. Then Dempsey, whose kicking foot
is partially missing, booted the 63-yarder.

It bettered the NFL record by seven yards.
Dempsey's boot was not a thing of beauty but it cleared the cross bar by

scant inches, sending a crowd of 66,910 into an unbelievable frenzy.
******

HOME (AP)—Carlos Monzon, the powerful Argentine boxer, and his
manager say they'll be happy to give Italy's Nino Benvenuti a crack at

UM world middleweight title he lost to Monzon by knowkout Saturday
night in a stunning upset.

Argentina's top boxing promoter, however, protests that there are
other middleweights in line ahead of the Italian ex-champ.
Monzon. 28, handed Benvenuti his first knockout defeat ii. 1 1 world title

bouts by tagging Benvenuti with a smashing right to the jaw in the 12th
round.

Monzon and Amilcar Brusa, his manager, told The Associated Press
alter the title bout that they appreciated Benvenuti's talents as a boxer
.ind would be happy to have him fight Monzon in Argentina.

Kenvenuti, at a news conference yesterday, commented: "I still feel

worthy to fight at the world level." He added that Monzon "must not deny
me the chance" for a rematch. No such chance was provided for,

however, in the contract for Saturday's fight.
******

STANFORD, Calif. (AP)—Stanford University, unable to win the big
game a year ago, has earned the right to its first Rose Bowl appearance
in 19 years with its third important Pacific 8 victory of the season.
The Indians' come from behind 29-22 triumph over Washington

Saturday was again the artful product of quarterback and Heisman
Trophy candidate Jim Plunket, a man his coach says "rises to the oc-

casion in the big games."
The big passer rifled a 15-yard scoring strike to split end Randy Vataha

late in the Washington game for the go-ahead touchdown as the Indians
upped their Pacific 8 record to 6-0. In etching that unbeaten conference,
Stanford beat three teams which were top pre-season candidates to go to

Pasadena New Year's day. Each time, Plunkett led the way.
"I don't know where we'd be without Jim Plunkett," says Coach John

Ralston "We'd be going somewhere but not toward the Rose Bowl."
All four Stanford touchdowns in the clinching game against the Huskies

came on Plunkett passes, giving the 6 foot 3, 210-pounder 16 scoring tosses
lor the season and 50 in his three-year career.
He also established an all-time major college career passing record

with 268 yards through the air for a two-year, nine-game total of 7,082
yards His total offense mark is now 7,410.

******

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard. P_ Altec,
listier, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,
Ufa. 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. UU-tt
Puppies — Alaskan Malamute sled

duns. Excellent pedigree, ideal pets.
Call Greenfield 773-8411 alter u:M
p.m. tfll-y

Motorcycle '67 Ducatl 250cc Scraiu-
bler in exceUeut condition, $300 253-
-'811. tf11-13

Car stereo fin radio, never used,
exceUent sound, $40.00. CaU 0-647,:.

tfll-it

Guitars- Classical, Acoustic, Elec-
tric, way below list prices, brand
new. 0-strlng, nylon classical $50.
ti-strinc-steel folk $95, $65, $128. 12-
strlng $115., list $130. CaU 640-7072
or 646-0714. tfll-lu

AM-FM stereo radio with two
»peakers and headphones: also a
sunlamp, a baddha, and a paper
uachet sun mirror. CaU Charlie 256-
6613. U-9

FOR SALE— AUTOS
1967 Opel Kadett Fasiback, red",

new: battery, shocks, 2 tires; very
clean $850 or best offer. CaU Dan
1-543-1682 (Spfld) after S p.m.

tru-i2

1966 VW sedan Mae, roof-rack,
40,000 miles, good condition, $750.
(all Bob Judge 545-241$. tf11-13

Chevy '65 Inipala. air condition?

WANTED
Poetry wanted for cooperative _o-

uoloy. Please Include stamped re-
turn envelope. Idlewild Pr«as. 1801
Hast Olympic Boulevard, Los Amre>
les, California 90021. tfll-U

Apartment needed, to start Janu-
ary, one or two rooms. Please caU
Nestor 256-1029 evenings. tf11-13

Bafef clothes or any baby needs.
Call 546-5364 or bring to 412 Pier-
I'lint Please help! 11-6

Mud* nt capable of doing technical

drafting and inking on regular part-
time hourly basis. Phone 5-1262.

tfll-10

SERVICES

power steering, power brakes, black
vinyl roof, law mileage, $650. 646-
WM. tfll-T

60 Chevy Impala, good running
nindU Ion, good body, 8 cyl., call
Dave 665-3977 or 646-6359 morn, or
eve., $75 or best. tfll-6

'62 Alfa Romeo Spider, good run-
ning condition, new snow tires, two
heaters, inspection sticker, needs
rocker panel work and new seat. Of-
fers considered. Charlie 648-6378.

tfll-10

64 Ford Galaxie, automatic, hard
top, good condition. Asking $350
Call Al at 684-4652. tfll-10

64 Ford cstra 6, std., 2 dr., ex.
eond., $300 firm. Tel. 649-0814.

tfll-13

<>9 GTO, 4 spd., conv., ex. cond.
$,M30. Call Peter 256-6886. tfll-13

1967 VW Sunroof, radio and heat-
er "Clean" $1050.00 firm. Call
ii.' 1-3693 after 7:30 p m. Will show
hy appointment or call 545-0600 be-
tween i-.'-l'.»::to p in , tfll-10

VMii Ford Wacon V8, 202 cu. in"T
new eilniu-t, tune-up, anti-frecce,
fund studded snow tires. Runs well
SI50. Cull SlO-O'je.T tfll-10

Will type and /or revise any wrl»-
ten material. Also do personalised
resume* for schools. Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 684-6817, eves. Keep try

-

Ing. tfll-13

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks fsr home or car,
197 No. Pleas— t St. 266-8133

tfU-23

DONT DESPAIR — caU Rachel
for neat, accurate typing thesis, and
term papers. Guaranteed accuracy.
Reasonable rate*. Call 263-6617.

______________________
Computer Science Tutoring and

programming for student and facul-
ty. Can Al 9 - 11 a.m. 256-6268."

tf 11-12

MISCELLANEOUS
MEXICO Winter 1971 Classes: Art,

Literature, Mexican Culture, earn
full quarter credit fsr five weeks
in Mexico. Registrar, Box 66041,
Seattle, Washington, 98166.^ tfll-13

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt. to sublet, Cliffside,

Sunderland. Call between 4-10 p.m.
665-3560. Unfurnished. Available Im-
mediately. tfll-10

PERSONAL
To Barbara Lynn — Happy, Hap-

py Belated Birthday — punctuality
never was my long suit, anyway.
Love, Ronnie. 11.9

Lost — medium large black male
dog in vicinity Northampton. Baney.
hie tall, name Dan. Call 584-2215 or
369-4022. tfll-1

APARTMENT WANTED
Wanted — 2 bedroom apartment,

1

1
ai In Me Jan. 1 or immediately, Call

-•'3-3724. mi.^

ROOM WANTED
I'M employee needs room or small

Hit within walking distance of
' .impus and town. Please call Nan-
• -. ->ir»-«Tio (fn .i:!
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Frosh Gridders Fall

On Late UConn TD's
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

STOKRS. Ct -Two fourth-period touchdowns sent the winless UMass
Ireshman football team to its fourth straight defeat, 25-15, to UConn
Kriday night at UConn.

\head 15-13 with six minutes left

in the game, UMass the committed
two costly mistakes, something
which has plagued the team
throughout the dismal season, and
the Huskies capitalized on the

errors for two quick scores and a
victory.

I ( onn opened the scoring in the

I irst quarter when linehacker Gene
Newman intercepi"d a Paul
Hanson pass and ran it back 25

\uni- for a TI) The conversion

Kiek was good and fn<' Connecticut

I tosh led 7-o.

The visitinmrosh tied the score a

lew minutes later after a 45-yard

Ken Moff ramble on a draw-play
set up a five-yard touchdown run

•>> quarterback Hanson. Kevin
Dwver's kick was good and locked

the game at 7-7.

I Mass went ahead in the second

quarter after a Redman punt had
put the Huskies back on their own
two-yard line. Two plays later,

UContl halfback Rich Koshlapwas
caught in the end-zone by a host of

IMass ladders lor a safety. This

gave UMass a lJ-7 lead, which is the

way the score stood at the end of

the I irst halt

The only score in the third

quarter came .titer a tumbled punt

by IMass gave Connecticut the

ball on the Redman 4'J yard-line,

lour plays later, halfback Dave
SorreU ran it in from 25 yards out

to |ive the home team a 13-9 lead.

The conversion failed, and the

score remained 13-9 going into the

lourth quarter

A brilliant diving touchdown
catch by R.-dman halfback Tim
Berra on a pass trom Mark
Tripucka who was now in at

quarterback put the visitors ahead

with about >i\ minutes left. The
touchdown pass came on a crucial

lourth-and-tour situation from the

Sports Notices

INTRAMURAL NOTE OF
IMPORTANCE - Boyden handball

and squash courts will be available

on Tuesdavs and Thursdays ac-

cording to the following schedule

:

"4 p.m. to5:15p.m 5:15p.m. to

6pm. (Faculty and staff only •

6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

"Court reservations must be
made in person at the equipment
cage starting at 9 a.m.

*****

SKI CANDIDATES - Candidates
lor the UMass ski team will meet in

room 203, Holdsworth Hall, on
Thursday. Nov. 12 at 7:00 p.m.

Connecticut four-yard tine. A two-
point conversion attempt was no
good and the score stood at 15-13.

The lead, however, was short-

lived as a UMass fumble set up a
seven yard scoring run by the
Huskies' Eric Torkelson, and an
interception of a Tripucka pass by
I Conn linebacker Ben Jocabellis
set the stage for a 45-yard gallop by
SorreU, and UConn had evened its

season record at 3-3.

Tonight's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
1 6 30 Leopards vs Academics

1 6 30 Cougars vs. Seagrams

3 6 30 Panthers vs. Jaguars

4 6 30 Alivs ABC
5 6,30 Colonels vs. Volunteers

6 6 30 Usvs CCEBS

1 7:30 Hilo'svs. Bears

2 7:30 Broncos vs Maroons

3 7:30 Eagles vs. Chestnuts

4 7:10 Moe vs Gypsies

S 7:30 Hoop vs. Deacons

6 7:30 Squad vs. Lancers

1 1:30 Turtles vs. P Boys

2 8 30 Bogartsvs Team
3 8 30 Racoons vs. TKB
S 8 30 Hafftys vs. Phantoms

6 8 30 Oxfords vs. Munchkins

1 9 30 Pipers vs Rams
2 » 30 Maples vs Panthers

3 9 30 Oaks vs. Chipmonks

4 9 30 Bury vs. Tubes

S 9:30 TEPBvs Studs

6 9 30 Spacemen vs. Hot Wheels

BOWLING

LANES TIME TEAMS
III 6 30 Leopards vs Cougars

3-4 6 30 Academics vs. Seagrams

$16 6 30 Senators vs. Terrors

'11 6 30 Crushers vs. Cans

112 • 30 Redwoods vs. Maroons

114 • 10 Pipers vs. Hickory

ri| 8 30 Lemons vs Eagles

The UMass soccer team won
its first Yankee Conference title

ever by beating the University of

New Hampshire last Saturday
by a score of 4-0. The win made
UMass undefeated in conference
play For details see page 16.

R I S H I X G T H E
CRUSADER - UMass' Dick
( u minings is off on a long run
against Holy Cross, bolting

past H.C.'s Jim Lynch (79i.

Cum (MDC photo by Gary
Slick ma ii

)

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJtt.

I'lsCKS is retarded, by astrologers,

as the sensitive »oul. Renoir was a
Piscean; his Impressionistic paint ints

reflected the Intuitive, romantic qua-
lities of his zodiacal sign. Jackie Glea-
son, to cite an extreme contrast, por-

trayed a "sensitive soul." He, too. is

a Piscean. In most instances, native*

of Pisces are Intuitive, Impressionistic,

artistic and capable of perceiving the

pulse of the public. Pisces la rarely

heavy-handed, usually delicate and.
very often, psychic.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Cycle

liich: use natural qualities of eper. >..

siveness. Take initiative. Stress orlc-

Innlity, Independence One who con.

fides problem deserves your attenton

.

Provide assurance.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) ! You

grain If discreet. Loss results 1/ you
tell all. Strike balance. Be versatile,

but don't spread too thin. One be-

hind the scenes Is trying to work to

nid your cause.
GEMINI 'May 21 - June 20): Ac-

cen» on friends, hopes, desires. Key Is

willingness to adhere to basic rules.
Otherwise, you will offend those who
mu«t be In your corner. Too now have
f.iets. Art accordingly.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Ac-

rent on career, civic responsibilities.

Communicate desires. Others now tend
to he receptive. Key Is not to ask for

more than you can handle.
LEO (July 23 - Aur. 22): Good lu-

nar aspect coincides with communica-
tion with those at a distance. A fam-
ily situation reqlures diplomatic ap-
proach. Be willing to make amends
for what appears to be a minor slight.
VTROO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Debts,

past commitments come Into focus.

Be sure you Know wnat you are doing

—and why. Element of self-deception

Is present. Strive for realistic ap-
proach.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Lie

low. Be receptive, a willing listener.

Review partnership rlans, alliances

Be sure you are moving toward goal.

One who tries to dissuade you should
be Ignored.
PPORPTO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): PIo-

Ish what you start. Keep medical
dental appointments. Don't look for
excuses to skip basic chores. One who
performs special service deerves re-

cognition. Act accordingly.
SAGTTTARirS cNor. 22 - Dec. 21 >:

Favorable lunar aspect Indicates crea-
tive endeavors will bring positive rei

suits. Some dynamic changes are on
horizon. Special person expresses ap-
preciation, love.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 • Jan. 19):
Accent on advancement. You go for-
ward via green light from those In
authority. One who has finger on cur-
rent trends offers constructive sug-
gestion. Be receptive.
AQTJARTTJS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Stress on movement, change, short
Journey. Strive for a more versatll"
npprosr-h. Some may want to expand
too quickly. Set your own pace.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Spot-

light on finances, ability to get what
you want at bargain price. Protect
Interests, possessions. Be familiar
with vital facts. Do your own check-
ing.
TF TODAY TS YOTTR. BIRTHDAY

FN have ability to handle distribution
publicity. You can popularize and

i re ate trends. New project Is going to
flourish.

Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Q_r|

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Arabian garment
4 Blackbird

8-Pretix: before

11 European wild

goat

12 Assistant

13-Paddle
14-Preposition

15-Vast age

17 Sags
19-Girl's name
21 -Corded cloth

23 Finish

24-Simple
26-DrunKard
28 Singing voice
31 Recent
33-lnlet

35 Be mistaken
36 Near
38 Lamp
41 Old pronoun
42-The sun

44 River in

Scotland

45-Cover
47 Fruit

49-Abstract

being

51 Narrate

54-Cushion
56-Metal

58 Edible seed
59-Country of

Europe
62 Brown kiwi

64lnde1inite
article

65-Anger

66 Small amount
68 Chore
70Perlormed
71 Goddess of

discord

72-Make lace

6 Unusual
7 -Existed

8-Breed of

dog
9Knock

10-Bitter vetch

11 -Newspaper
paragra) h

16Con|unction
18-Tierra del

Fuegan
Indian

20 Sea eagle

22-Forewarning
25-Lamprey
27-Cravat
29 Attempt
30 Native metal

32-Small lump
34 s-

36 Snane
37-Pedal digit

39 b "".

40 Negative

43 Fell into

Answer to Friday s Pi zzle

c i

'

VN L

1
Pj r o

1

s T o VM

A 6 ft A AR E
- R u E

Sr> R A v. *
t_J

i c * E T
9 EP A PL A £5 1 E S T

A D__D i p
B A R E V E R E K C (

E_
A 1 M p A hi S E A 1

[_.
R ft O G A Kl C e|1 L K A
|m i R| ft 1

P A ~
E _i T SB N A s T >

R N U -j
P E R I 1 E

N E A T R c Kl O R A
T A a. 5 S e e R

disuse
46-Vigor (colloq.)

48-Ethiopian title

50 Fa:

52-Smallest amount
53-Tall and slender

55-Com
57-Negative

59-Free of

60-Swiss canton
61-Vent.late

63-Umtof

t'ney

67-Note of seal.'

69-Cooled lava
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Bops HC, 29-13,

With Strong 4th
ByBARRYRUBENSTEIN

\ssistant Sports Editor

WORCESTER—After struggling for over three periods with an

;iir minded Holy Cross unit, UMass finally broke open a 13-7

i hllhanger in the final stanza to down the Crusaders handily here

Saturday, 29-13, before a good-sized Parents Day crowd of 12,881.

it w;js the eighth straight loss for the Crusaders, while the victory

upped I' Mass' record to 3-4-1.

The game turned out to be a contest between the Redmen's
grinding ground game vs. the Crusaders consistent passing attack.

All in all. the two sides balanced each other out with UMass pick-

ing up 307 yards on the ground while the Crusaders netted 285

yards in the air. But the Redman defense wau tough when it had

to l>e and came up with a couple of crucial plays to turn the tide

in the contest.

UMass scored touchdowns the first time it had the ball in both

halves and added two fourth quarter TD's and a safety for the

victory. The Crusaders, despite moving the ball well for most

ol the game, hurt themselves with a couple of fumbles and couldn't

rome up with the big play when it was needed.

I'at Scavone, who had 64 yards on the ground and 30 via pass

receptions in the game, was the key in the Redmen's first scoring

drive The Worcester native took the opening kickoff on the three

and returned it 29 yards to the UMass 32.

On the first play from scrimmage, quarterback Ken Hughes

pitched out to Scavone who was sweeping the left side. The senior

halfback cut the corner, evading a couple of tackles, and burst

down the sideline. Before the Crusader secondary could catch

him. he had made it down to the Holy Cross 26, a gain of 42

yards

Nine plays lat

naturally, went
lor the game's
with 4:31 gone,

non missed the

ding his streak

and UMass had
li - o lead,
be all the scor

Both sides were
own mistakes
ders tumbling
while the Red
the compliment
ol their own at

three

oss' first play
ige. Crusader

ftrilS ggUfften

i

.

Sf**n
i

tin Clapton hit!
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er. Scavone.
off left tackle

initial score

But Denis Gag-
extra point, en-

at 23 straight,

to settle for a

That was to

ing in the half,

hurt by their

with the Crusa-

at the UMass 17

men returned
with a loose ball

the Holy Cross

On Holy Cr-

from scrimm-
^uarterback Co
tight end Jim

McClowry on a turn-in pass that went for 12 yard* before

I Mass defender Steve O'Neil could recover to make the sto,.

But it was a costly play for the Redmen as O'Neil had to be carried

off of the field and did not see any more action. O'Neil was greatly

missed as not only is he a fine safety but he is also the team's punter

The Crusaders took advantage of O'Neil's absence Jack VonOhlen,

I loly ( 'ross' leading receiver, became the key offensive weapon for the

• rusaders as he nabbed six passes for 120 yards. But the UMass
defense toughened when it had to, sometimes double teaming
\ onOhlen. and the Crusaders were not able to capitalize on the loss of

< > Neil as much as they might have hoped.

It took the Redmen only three plays to score their first touchdown in

the second half With a third-and-six situation on their own 44, Hughes
ilropped back to pass and fired one over the middle to Bob Cabrelli.

The junior receiver broke a tackle and then simply outran the defense

town the right sideline for a 56-yard scoring play. Gagnon got back on

the track and it was 13-0.

But I loly Cross was not about to roll over and play dead just yet.

The ( rusaders came right back, and on their first play following the

kickoff. halfback Scott Lodde galloped 33 yards before being brought

town on a touchdown saving tackle by Bill Bush. But Holy Cross was
not to l)e denied this time. With the ball resting at the UMass 41,

i lapton hit Lodde, who was all alone, with a bomb at the UMass ten,

but the junior halfback fell down at the seven.

Fullback Joe Wilson got the score with a six-yard romp and with

only 3:30 gone in the second half, Gagnon's missed extra point loomed

large as the Crusaders trailed by only six, 13-7.

The rest of the game was virtually all UMass however. The Redman
defense stopped three Crusader drives with a fumble recovery by

Kuss Wood, a pass interception by Dennis Keating and a safety on a

tackle by Bill Sroka to put the game away.

After Wood fell on the loose ball at the Holy Cross 33 UMass drove

lor a score of their own with Dick Cummings, the game's leading

ground gainer with 109 yards in 19 carries, bursting through a huge

whole on a trap up the middle for eight yards and a score. Gagnon
made it 20-7.

The safety was set up by Scavone who was doing the punting in

O'Neil's absence. With the wind at his back, Scavone booted one 58

yards and the ball rolled dead at the Holy Cross two-yard line to the

Crusaders dismay. After an incomplete pass by Clapton, Wilson took a

pitchout. bobbled it, and was finally hit in the end zone for two points

by Sroka. That made it 22-7.

The Redmen finally put it out of reach after the ensuing free kick

with a drive of 55 yards in nine plays. Hughes took the ball over

himself on a one-yard plunge and with only 3:46 remaining Gagnon's

conversion put the count at 29-7.

Holy Cross got a face saving score moments later with Gerry Lamb,
who had just replaced Clapton, connecting with Von Ohlen on an eight

yard TD pass. The game Crusaders then attempted a two-point con-

version but a Lamb pass earmarked for Wilson was battled down by

Keat ing. The scoring ended with UMass on top, 29-13.

REDMAN RANTINGS - A rarity occured in the second half when a

live rabbit appeared on the field and put on a devastating show of

broken field running, leaving many would be captors in his tracks.

However, the harassed hare disappeared into a hole before eigher of

Ihe teams could find a uniform for him.

4-0 Win Over NH Reaps First YanCon Tnie

Booters Are Champs!
By STEVE EERBER

Staff Reporter
At 2118 of the second period a Lindo Alves boot

gave the 1970 Redman soccer squad the Yankee
Conference championship. The Alves score was just

one of four Redman goals, as UMass romped over the

visiting Wildcats of New Hampshire, 4-0.

For the first time, a UMass soccer team took the

Yankee Conference title, and it couldn't have been
won in a more convincing manner. The Redmen
performed brilliantly all afternoon, with beautiful

passing and ball-handling.

Leading the crew was Abdu Thraya, as he delighted

the Saturday afternoon crowd time and again with his

slick maneuvering. But the story was a tremendous
team effort as the Wildcats never had a chance.

Although they forced the play throughout, the

Kedmen just couldn't find the net in the first half. No
less than 21 shots were taken by the Redmen in the

half, and it was the 21st that made history for them.
Breaking a goal drought of 215 minutes, or just

under two and a half games, Alves found the goal with

just 42 seconds left in the half. The result of a Marc
Cantor pass saw Alves out-maneuver two UNH
defenders and drill the eventual game-winner past the

goalie.

It was 1-0 at halftime, and the conference title was
just 44 minutes away. The Redmen were well aware
of the second half stakes, as they came out for the

third period as strong as ever. Twice in that third

quarter they were rewarded for their efforts, as they

put the game out of UNH's reach.

It was Thraya, at 6: 10, who found the right side of

the Wildcat net. Thraya who alone had taken six shots

on goal in the second quarter, finally saw one go in as
the ball slithered off of the diving goalie's hands. With

lust over six minutes gone in the half Cantor had his

second assist, and UMass its second goal.

The second goal of the period came at 16:15 and it

was Alves again. A beautiful lead pass by Joel Cer-

niawski was picked up by Alves on the right side.

Ahead of the field he had only the goalie to beat.

Drawing the goalie out he booted it past him and
chalked up his second score of the day, and UMass
was sitting pretty.

By now the Redmen were thinking shutout, but

more importantly, they were thinking Conference
championship.
With the entire Redman bench standing, the sub-

stitute starting making an appearance in the final

period. As starter after starter came off the field he
was greeted by a joyous UMass bench.

Waiting impatiently for that final horn, the Redmen
added a little frosting to their championship cake. A
Crossman shot found the right side of the New
Hampshire net, and the home team's fourth score

wrapped up the day's tallies.

The sixth UMass win featured Bill Leary's fifth

shutout, a Redman record. The closest that New
Hampshire came to spoiling the shutout was early in

the game, when a Wildcat forward had a clean shot at

the goal but kicked it wide. Only eight other times did

New Hampshire take a shot on the Redman net.

UMass kept the UNH netminder quite a bit busier with

34 shots.

In bringing its championship conference mark to 3-

()-2, UMass closed out its home season. The 1970

soccer squad's mark of 6-2-2 has placed them fifth in

New England, but more importantly has brought

them a conference title never before held by a Red-
man soccer team.

Harriers Zip With NE's Best Today
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
This is the big day on the New England collegiate cross country scene as the top running units in

the region will be assembling at Franklin Park in Boston to battle it out for the cross country
supermacy of New England. Two races are on tap, with the freshmen leading off the festivities at
1:45, the varsity race to follow at 2:30.

Both races have favorites among
the participants and, on both the

freshman and varsity level, UMass
will be in the position of being one
of the favorites. On the varisty

level the Redmen will be sharing

this roll with Northeastern, which
is the favorite of the favorites,

Boston College and Dartmouth.
The freshmen will be sharing their

position with the Northeastern and
UConn frosh.

For the varsity, Ron Wayne will

be once again leading the Redmen
into battle. He is undefeated this

season and is also one of the

lavorites for the individual title.

The next four places will be
manned by Tom Swain, Tom
.Jasmin, Larry Paulson and Leo
Duart. These four have been
running as a unit all year and a

continuance of this type of running

today may pay dividends in the

end

Positions six and seven belong tc

Kick Barry and Rich Tashjian
Barry ran a strong race his last

time out. showing signs that he
recovered from his cold and he
should be in good shape for today's

race Tashjian earned his spot on
the team with a fifth place effort

against Central Connecticut on
Wednesday.
Coach Ken O'Brien indicated

that the team has not peaked to

date and could do it today. The
runners are healthy and raring to

g> t back at Northeastern and
Boston College, the only two teams
to defeat the Redmen this season.

On both occasions UMass was
setback with sickness, but with

everyone ready to do today, all

things are even between these

three teams and, along with
Dartmouth, a good team battle is

expected.

Running lor the Redman frosh

will be Doug O'Connell, Rich
Sevigny. Joe Frontierro, Bill

Levry, Roger Nasatka. Jay Nestor
and Ted Beaulieu. Earlier in the
season these runners were
defeated by Northeastern and
UConn. the other two favorites in

the frosh race.

However, the Redmen have been
coming on strong the last half of

the schedule and have allowed only
one runner to score on them in

their last four races The runners
have improved tremendously as a
team This is the type of unity that

makes for a winner and today they
will l>e ready to meet the runners
from NU and UConn with this unity
in their ranks.

REPELLING THE RUSH—Various members of UMass' defensive line and its linebackers

converge on Holy Cross' Scott Lodde <24). Making their presense felt are Bill DeFlavio (76), Jim
Kelliher (grabbing Lodde around the waist), John Farrelly (right behind Lodde) and Mark
Leamy (55). (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)
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BOftING CITES NEED

FOR CONGRESSIONAL REFORM
See Page 3

Appearing before a relatively small audience in the S.U. Ballroom last night. Congressman Richard Boiling of Missouri spoke on "Congressional Reform.

"
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Shea Bill Fails

In Supreme Court

See Page 4

X Countrymen

Take 2nd In N.E.;

Wayne Sets Mark

See Page 12
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Bromery. UMass Needs Unique Security
liy WALTKKSOBZAK

stall Reporter

At u well attended weekly Ad-

ministration Coffee Hour
yesterday. Dr. Randolph Bromery,

Assistant to the chancellor for

Student Affairs discussed the

security problem on campus in

detail

He started out by mentioning

dial alter speaking to the Yale

security chief and the New Haven

chid <>i police, all seemed to be of

the opinion that the University

houlil develop a unique security

program, since problems at dif-

ferent institutions are never alike.

The problems of developing an
effective, "flexible" system were
discussed by students with

liromcry he noted that, while

vandalism and harassment have
Iteen going on lor quite a while, the

problem is only now coming to the

attention of the student body Even
now however, only a minority are
ieall\ concerned, he said. "I think

it's impossible to write a security

proposal on campus without
everyone getting involved. People

who have been victims are really

the onlv ones who are concerned,"

liromcry said.

He emphasized that vandalism
in parking lots is a relatively

simple problem to solve compared
with theft and assault in and
around dorms. As soon as enough
money is appropriated, fences and
lighting will be provided for the

parking lots, he announced.

Thefts from labs, Bromery said,

are "very frequent" and can be
accounted for in two ways. The
first explanation is that of

"carelessness" by the students and
professors. The second is that of

organized theft.

He said that a community
relationship must first be
established in the residential

colleges. If such a relationship

came into being, better security

would be only one of the benefits.

"There is no simple solution. A lot

depends on the community itself,

the lavout of the program and the

actual implementation of the

system." Dr Bromery em-
phasized.

When asked about short range
security measures in effect.

Gov't Majors Grouping
To Form Committee

By Joyce Kacoyanis
Staff Reporter

Twenty-two undergraduate government majors are in the midst of

forming an "Undergraduate Steering Committee" to evaluate, im-
prove, and expand their academic department, according to Jane
MacDonald. a member of the committee.

\ petition to form this committee and a list of its aims are available

at a special table in the Student Union Lobby.

•\\e tl like to form small committees to work on our different aims.
These include course evaluations, professor evaluations, requirement
policies and independent study options," Miss MacDonald explained.

She said that graduate students experienced in a "Graduate
Steering Committee" are helping the undergraduates to form their

organization

The l 'diversity's Government Department has yet to recognize the

croup They know of the movement but we won't be recognized until

ac re more organized and come up with some formal proposals. This
a ill hopelully be in about three weeks", she continued.

Government majors can sign the petition and receive further in-

lormation on the Steering Committee today and Thursday, in the

Student l mon. Iretween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The Daily Collegian will not publish

Wednesday, Nov. 11, Because of the holiday.

*
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Bromery listed several items.

First, nine vacancies in the

security group have been filled.

Indoctrination for these officers

will probably be Sunday. Second,

is being worked, funding for ad-

ditional residence hall assistants.

Last. Bromery mentioned, a better

logistical use of the security

system be being studied.

lit- explained
One flaw in the system is that the

night and day security guards are
the same people. The situations

are vastly different. We should

redefine what the functions of each
should he We will increase the

number of security guards,

residence hall assistants and.
possible, police, only after we know
how to use them I recognize the

gravity of the problem and that is

why I am taking a few extra days
to make sure it works."

One solution, he gave as an
example, is to have a security

guard in each dorn with campus
policemen walking beats outside.

Bromery reported that since last

week policemen have been walking

heats. The beats will be better

defined as time goes by. Bromery
reported.

SPEAKING AT A NOON—HOUR GATHERING Or. Randolph
Kromery. commented on the security problem on campus and
received advice students who had come to listen. It was agreed by all

present that security is bad and that something, though no one is

quite sure what, should be done. ( MDC Photo by Kd Fenwick

)

Warden Comments on Prison Program
By MAXINE FORWARD

Staff Reporter

Merton Burt, prison warden of

Berkshire County Jail at Nor-

thampton, spoke at Action Lab last

night on the proposed program of

the rehabilitation of inmates.

The general plan of Action-Lab is

lor interested students to tutor the

prisoners in the major areas of

social science, mathematics,
Knglish. literature and the natural

sciences The inmates would then
i»e able to hopefully pass a high

school equivalency test <GED>.

Mr Burt told the group of

twenty-five that they would have to

be careful at first to establish

themselves as responsible in-

structors He felt that the girls

would especially have trouble,

unless thev started out in a firm

manner He also warned the

students not to be discouraged
because the inmates would
probably seem uninterested and
bored, but that they would come
. i round once their interest in the

program was aroused.

The warden was very concerned
about the welfare of his prisoners.

He felt that prisons are for

rehabilitating the men, not just to

punish them every day of their

lives Jails only serve to stop the

actions of the offender, but with the

right people, he can become a
useful and productive citizen

again As an example, one of Mr.
Burt's inmates, a junkie, was able

to pass the GKD with the help of

tutors His moral was boosted, and
today he is holding a good job and
has remained straight.

Action-Lai) plans tosend student-

instructors to the jail next

semester, twice a week They
hope, through the School of

Education, to get three academic
credits lor their work. Action-

Labs advisor. Jerry Thomas, a

School of Kd grad student, sin-

cerely leels that this program will

inhance the batterment of

prisoners and prove to be a

rewarding experience for both the

tutor and the inmate.

Student Group To Offer

Alternative Life Style
Three students have written a proposal for an educational experience

which would integrate academic learning with all other phases of a

student's life. 12-15 students, along with a facilitator, will remove

themselves from the university environment and pursue two or three

independent study topics of their choice. The remainder of the credit load

will be made up of six credits which will be granted to each participant

lor work relating to the structure and dynamics of the group.

Each student will also be responsible for discussing with other mem-
bers of the group what he is learning in his particular fields of study.

\lthough there will be no teachers residing with group, professors are

being encouraged to come and join in the seminars, either as participants

or observers.

This experiment is an attempt to revitalize academics. Anyone who is

interested in participating as a group member or in any other capacity is

urged to attend a meeting on Thursday, November 12th in the Berkshire

Room in the Student Union at 8:00 PM.

Former Prof

Rejected By

Supreme Court

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Supreme Court rejected Monday
an art professor\s plea his nude
paintings were removed from a

university building in violation of

the First Amendment.
Charles Close, who was an art

instructor at UMass during the

HBt 67 school year, contended his

paintings were a form of free

expression protected by the

Constitution

Although he won his suit in U.S.

District Court, the U.S. Circuit

< ourt at Boston reversed the

decision by saying the university

"had a right to afford protection

against "assault upon individual

privacy."

The Supreme Court made no
comment in unanimously rejecting

Close's appeal

RAUCOUS DOUBLE FEATURE

PETER LORRE in

and METROPOLIS

TOMORROW NIGHT - WEDNESDAY, NOV. 11

MAHAR - 75c
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Boiling Urges Quick Action On Reform
By BRIAN WHITE

Staff Reporter
Congressman Richard Boiling

spoke lor an hour and a half last
night to seventy people, in a DVFJ

lecture on "Congressional
Reform."

lie began by telling something
about himself Boiling came to the
state he represents, Missouri, from
Tennesee and, later, Manhattan -

he has managed to outlive the
name "carpetbagger" by being
elected lor the longest period in
office in his district's history.

Mis experience with

Congressional processes began
with the workings of the Rules

Committee, the "traffic cop of

< ongress The rules Committee

controls Congress' agenda, and

can stall legislation dead on center,

which it oiten did.

Boiling realized that a thorough

reform of Congress would be

necessary before much progress

could l>e made The other branches

the Fxecutive. the Senate, and the

Supreme Court, were all more

advanced than the House. The

actions of Congress were being

crippled by a seniority system

which gave the greatest power to

i ongressmen who had been around

the longest and whose party was in

the majority, "blindly" and with

no regard lor actual qualifications.

Boiling charged that the

legislation just now passing has

been pending since he was a child.

II the recommendations of certain

New Deal political philosophers

had l>een accepted, he said, we

could have avoided most of our
present social problems.

Mr Boiling is a member ot the

I ommittee on Rules and of its

Special Subcommittee on Stan-

dards and Conduct, whose
recommendations led to Congress'

lirst code of ethics. He is also a

member of the Joint House-Senate

Economic Committee and

chairman of its Urban Affairs

Subcommittee.

been avoided The public showed
good selectivity, tending to ignore

mud slinging campaigns, and on

the whole made good choices from
l>oth parties

\s author of two books on
» ongressional reform--"which I

.mi no longer even trying to sell" -

Boiling offered to send free copies

to anyone writing his Washington,

I)
«

' . office and requesting them.

\lter the lecture Boiling went

into his views on the recent elec-

tion The public has definitely

rejected the Nixon-Agnew
strategy of concentrating on one or

two issues, he said, and a poten-

tiallv bad electoral situation has

\ixon s real strategy. Boiling
speculated, was to concentrate "on
the state houses and on the

governors ." Redistrictiing is

coming up. and this could involve a
decisive K or 10 seats in the House.
On these grounds, Nixon was
lelinitely defeated. The elec-

tions were not dramatic in effect,

he noted They were in fact more of

a warm up for 1972 than anything
else

The lecture finally over. Boiling

stepped down and paid attention to

people lor a lew minutes. At length

be pleaded a busy schedule, and
began to leave.

WMl'A asked for a final two
minutes, which he granted with
professional good humor. The
interview he gave was a shade
more forceful, a shade less

restrained than the lecture had
been The radio interview was soon
over, and he left with controlled

good courtesy Then, at last, the

politician was alone.

< ONC.KKSSM AN RK HARD ROLLING, speaking to a small crowd
in the Student Union Ballroom last night, said that a thorough reform
of Congress is needed before much progress can be made. Boiling

has written two books on Congressional reform which are free for the

asking from his Washington office. ( MIX' photo by Barry I'enn.

)

Indian Priest Brings Out Points on Hinduism
By SANDY MITCHENER

Staff Reporter

Speaking at a meeting on Or-

chard Hill, an Indian priest named
lather Mathias called Hinduism

"one ol the high points of cultural

civilization in the world."

lie also compared Hindu
philosophy and religion with

( hristianity in the meeting which

was held in the Webster Main

lounge last night.

Father Mathias stressed many of

the important points of Hindu

religion in attempts to give his

audience, mostly people of

Christian background, an un-

derstanding of the complicated

beliefs He said. "Hinduism starts

with the inner interior world

|)erceived through spirit, there is

an existence of a supreme spirit

called Brahman Brahman is

called the ocean of all reality, the

sea of all perfection
"

Brahman is the chief member of

the trinity and Father Mathias

considers that creation of all

religions Irom the two oldest,

Hinduism and Christianity, is

based on the old testament and the

scriptures "In Hinduism God is

the axis, his existence need not be

proven to a Hindu," he said.

Hinduism also deals with the

reality in one's inner self and the

outersell which is the illusionary

personality.

Father Mathias pointed out also

that religion deals largely with

mystery. Western philosophers

find this hard to deal with in

I linduism He said, "no religion is

devoid of mystery would be a

religion but a humanoid. Hinduism
is an extremely reflexable

religion
"

It does have one rule which all

Hindus must except. This is the

Law of Model Retribution which is

the lielief that things will work
themselves out in reincarnation.

The premise is that human actions

bring an inevitable moral
retribution worked out in the next

world The Hindu human life has a

long chain of ancestors.

This idea of human actions

bringing about an inevitable moral

retribution in the next world is

basic to the doctrine of rein-

carnation

A good action in this life will

bring merit which will help the soul

on its journey to Nirvana. If a

>erson is good in this life then the

merit he accumulates will help him

into a new life, closer to Brahma.
By doing bad moral actions in

this life, a person's progress

toward Brahma is retarded and he

will come back as a lower form of

life

This Nirvana or Brahma is all

perfect and all knowing. To enter

this state is to enter a state of

undescribable bliss Zen Buddhist

monks who meditate for years on

little riddles called koans are

sometimes able to perceive what

Nirvana is like.

A famous koan involves the chief

monk at a monastery who had

decided that his time to go had

come. He assembled all the monks
and told them he was going to

reveal the secret of life. All the

monks strained to hear his words

but he only help up a flower. They

all did nothing except for the cook.

a young initiate in the back row.

I le looked at the flower and smiled.

The retiring monk immediately
named the young man as his

successor

Father Mathias said "Many
Westerners believe that Hinduism

is a pesimistic religion, but I

disagree because the ancestral

chain between the Brahman and
fhe Hindu can be broken. The
religion then spiritually proceeds

along two lines, the way of

knowledge and the way of love."
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Supreme Court Declines

To Hear Mass. War Case

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court declined 6 to 3 Monday
to be drawn into a judgment of the Vietnam war.
Without stating its reasons the court rejected a suit by the State of

Massachusetts that questioned the legality of U.S. military action in

Indochina.

The issue now will be fought out in lower couris while the war goes

on.

All the court said in response to the Massachusetts suit was: "The
motion for leave to file a bill of complaint is denied.

"

Justice William O. Douglas, in dissent, said the court should not

have deferred to the White House and to Congress but should have
carried out its duty to interpret the Constitution.

"It is far more important to be respectful to the Constitution than to

a coordinate branch of government," the 72 year old justice wrote.

The six man majority consisted of Chief Justice Warren E. Burger

and Associate Justices Hugo L. Black, William J. Brennan Jr., Byron

R. White, Thurgood Marshall and Harry A. Blackmun. Justices

Potter Stewart and John M. Harlan dissented without subscribing to

Douglas's opion.

The division did not follow liberal conservative lines. Harlan and
Stewart generally are cautious jurists while Brennan and Marshall

area usually numbered in the court's "activist" wing.

The ruling was handed down, without comment, with scores of

other orders on pending appeals. The court then heard argument in

two death penalty cases that could determine the fate of more than 550

condemned prisoners.

The Nixon administration had advised the court not to hear

Massachusetts. Justice Department officials said a judicial inquiry

into the legality of the war would hamstring the President, insult

Congress and embarrass the nation.

In last Tuesday's election. Massachusetts voters over whelmingly

approved an advisory referendum supporting President Nixon's plan

for phased withdrawal of troops.

The war question is likely to return to the Supreme Court In the

past few months several federal judges have upheld the government
in suits brought by soldiers and civilians, who now will appeal from
the adverse rulings.
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Kent Prexy Condemns Grand Jury
WASHINGTON (AP) - Kent

State University's president said

Monday a state grand jury acted
blindly in its probe of the shooting

deaths of four students and
returned findings which pose a
threat to all major schools.

'In the grand jury's analysis,"

Robert I. White said, "I see a
prime example of a brewing
national disaster.

'The grand jury report was
inaccurate, disregarded clear
evidence and, if pursued in all its

nuances, would eventually destroy
not only Kent State but all major
universities in America."

Twenty five persons were in-

dicted in the grand jury inquiry
stemming from the four days of

campus disorder last May that

ended with the shooting deaths of

four students and wounding of nine
during a confrontation between

students and National Guardsmen.
The grand jury exonerated the

National Guard.

The jury, White said, placed the

major responsibility for the

disorders on the school ad-

ministration.

"More particularly," he said,

"they noted what they called

general permissiveness' reflected

in the nature of speakers, inability

to control 'radical elements,' too

much shared responsibility with

the faculty, in effectiveness of the

student conduct code, tolerance of

rallies and emphasis on dissent."

He termed the criticism about
campus speakers "naive, fun-

damentally unworkable and
ultimately undesirable."

"In a real sense," he said, "the
report leads into a censorship of

points of view going quite beyond
constitutional limits."

The university should not be a
refuge for lawbreakers, he said.
"Nut neither is the academic

community a place where ideas -

no matter how offensive - are to be
suppressed. The constitutional
safeguards of the Bill of Rights
and, in particular, the First
Amendment rights of free speech,
press and assembly are worthy of
utmost protection."

He said the grand jury "made
every effort to review testimony, to
study evidence."
"At the same time," he said, "we

must recognize that their general
report reflects a frightening
misunderstanding of the role and
mission of higher education in an
American society dedicated to

progress."

"We are dedicated to the
preservation of a free and open
society." he continued. "We must
remain so dedicated."

GM Strike Settlement Seen Vital

DETROIT (AP) - Under a
reported agreement to continue
bargaining through the night,
negotiators for the General Motors
Corp. and the United Auto Workers
strove Monday to reach a contract
agreement that could end an eight
week, economy hobbling strike.

The company said it must have
an agreement by Tuesday if it is to

get back into production by Dec. 1.

A source close to the bargaining
table said the company had not

made a new contract offer and
added that bargaining consisted of

shuffling the pieces back and
forth, trying to fit them together."

Another highly placed source
said the chances of reaching an
agreement by Tuesday were "50

50... or 60 40, if you want to be
optimistic."

"There are so many things up in

the air," the informant added,

"that they could bog down on any
one of them."
GM reportedly has offered to

move towards the union's demand
that an unlimited cost of living

escalator be restored to the con-

tract provided the union makes
some concessions in other areas.

The company also has reportedly-

offered to raise its first year wage
offer from 38 cents hourly to 48

cents hourly. The union has been
demanding a 61 1/2 cent hourly

increase.

The average hourly wage in the

auto industry is $4.02. and
automakers estimate they spend
an additional $1.75 an hour on
fringe benefits.

The third major union demand

was for a $500 monthly pension for

anybody retiring after 30 years
service regardless of age. Before
the strike the company offered the

1500 monthly pension to persons
with 30 years service who were 60
years old.

The strike began Sept. 15, and
has idled 400.000 workers in GM
plants and thousands more in

supplier industries.

Negotiators are bargaining
under a threat of government
intervention which came 10 days
ago from J Crutis Counts, chief of

the Federal Mediation and Con-
ciliation Service.

Counts said he would get into

negotiations actively if more
progress was not made soon.

Bargaining has stepped up the

past few days.

TV Appeal Hurt Republicans
WASHINGTON (AP)-A leading

Democratic image maker says he
thinks President Nixon's election
eve law and order television appeal
stirred a political backlash against
the Republicans.
As a result, adman Charles

Cuggenheim said in an interview,
the man who decided to put ex-
cerpts of Nixon's speech at
I'hoenix. Ariz., on television-
presumably Nixon himself-

" probably had more effect on the

flection than all the mass media
men."

The reason for the backlash, he

added, was the contrast between
the 15 minute excerpt of Nixon's

hardline speech and the talk by
Sen Kdmund S. Muskie of Maine
that followed it.

" Nixon is the one who should

have sat down and reassured the

American people." Guggenheim

added, saying that the GOP
presentation undid the good that

had been done for the party by the

telecast three nights earlier of the

President's speech in Anaheim,
Calif.

"If he had left off there, he would
have been in very good shape,"
Guggenheim went on, but the final

Nixon appearance convinced
people "this law and order thing

was being exploited in a crass,

political way."
Guggenheim, a liberal who

works mainly for Democrats, said

he thinks the backlash from har-

dline GOP attacks on Democrats
Frank E. Moss in Utah and John V.

Tunney in California probably
were responsible for their
suprisingly large margins of
victory.

"The demagogic approach if

often effective, but never for any
length of time," Guggenheim said,

adding "The people of Utah began
to realize they'd been had."

\fl*i*tst OpticaljJMtrn
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15% Rate Reduction
Ruled Unconstitutional
BOSTON (AP)-The state

Supreme Court ruled Monday that

a mandatory 15 percent reduction

in Massachusetts' auto property

damage insurance rates is

"confiscatory and therefore un-

constitutional." The decision was
unanimous.

In a IS page decision written by
Justice Francis J . Quirice, the high

court said, "The writing of in-

surance is a lawful business and
the Commonwealth may not im-

|)ose unconstitutional conditions on

the right to engage therein.

"While the state is not con-

stitutionally required to fix rates

which will guarantee a profit to all

insurers, it may not con-

stitutionally fix rates which are so

low that if the insurers engage in

business they may do so only at a

loss."

In a statement released

following the court's ruling, state

Insurance Commissioner C.

Eugene Farnham said that he and
Gov Krancis W. Sargent "an-

ticipated this possibility.

"On Oct. 1 the governor directed

me to exercise emergency powers

granted by legislation, to require

companies to offer property

damage deductibles to give drivers

the option next year to get reduced

property damage insurance,

regardless of today's court

decision."

Karnham said "1 have a plan,

which I will detail tomorrow,

Tuesday morning, to require

companies to provide insurance

that will give drivers at least 15 per

cent rate reductions.

That means." he said, "that 95

per cent of the motorists of

Massachusetts who drive safely in

1971 and who chose the options I

will suggest, will get those

reductions without extra costs
"

Insurance companies writing

more than 86 per cent of all the

property damage liability in the

state had filed suit with the court,

charging that the reduced rate for

property damage would cause an
unreasonable loss.

The companies told the court

that property damage rates in

effect in 1969 resulted in a total

underwriting loss of $10.3 million.

If the same rates were in effect

in 1971, they said, the underwriting

loss would amount to more than

$20 .5 million.

The property damage rate
reduction was part of a 15 per cent
across the board rate reduction on
all types of auto insurance, ordered
by the last session of the
legislature as an amendment to the
suite's new no fault insurance
reform law

The insurance companies said

they were willing to reduce rates

on compulsory liability and other

tyies of insurance policies, but

asked lor a .">1 5 per cent increase in

property damage rates.

Eight companies said they would

ban business in the state if the

property reduction remained in

effect Others threatened to do the

same

The high court's decision came
on the eve of the deadline for the

companies to send out notices to

customers, telling them whether or

not they would continue to insure

them in 1971.

The companies are required by

law to notify customers of can-

cellation by Nov 15, and they were

told by postal officials that

Tuesday was the last day such

notices could be mailed out to be

sure of arrival by the 15th.

The no fault insurance law. in-

corporating a merit rating plan

and the rate reduction amend-
ment, was an effort by the last

session of the legislature to reform

Massachusetts' 40 year old com-

pulsory auto insurance loss

Monday's decision by the

Supreme Court does not affect

reductions in other rates, already

set by the commissioner. Nor does

it affect the no fault law itself,

which provides that claims under

$2,000 will be litigated in court in

the usual manner.

Union Unsatisfied With Wage Offer
WASHINGTON (AP) —

A

presidential emergency board
recommended Monday the biggest

wage settlement in railroad history

lor more than 500,000 workers, but

a union spokesman said "It isn't

enough
."

The live man board appointed by

I 'resident Nixon to try to head off a

threatened nation wide rail strike

recommended a total average

wage hike of $1.32 an hour over

three years on top of the current

sujh average hourly wage.

"They're short on money," said

C L Dennis, president of the

Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Clerks, largest of four AFL
« 10 unions involved in the dispute.

"How can they expect me to live

with that in the transportation

industry when the government

okays $1 65 an hour increase for the

Teamsters in three years." said

Denote in an interview.

He referred to a recent wage
settlement of some 425,000

Teamsters truck drivers But he

said the recommendations could be

the basis for real hard, gut

negotiations." beginning Thursday

with the industry's chief

negotiator. John P. Hiltz.

Under federal labor law, the two

sides have M days to consider and

negotiate on the basis of the

boards recommendations The
earliest the unions could strike if

there is no settlement would be

12:01 am Dec. 10.

Denis union represents more

than 200,000 of the workers in-

volved

lie also objected to the White

House board's recommendations

against more holidays, against

increasing the current four weeks

maximum vacations after 20 years

service, and against extra vacation

pay
"How in hell can we live with

that when everybody else is getting

live weeks vacation, or 125 per eent

of regular pay while on vacation."

Detente said.

The unions had asked three year

wage hikes totaling some 40 per

cent or more, plus improved

vacations, holidays, cost of living

pay and other benefits. The board

made no recommendation for cost

of living pay.

Dennis, asked if the boards
recommendations were the biggest

in the history of railroad
negotiations, said:

"Yes, you're right about that,

but in view of runaway inflation,

that s the reason why they have to

put more on the table."

laving costs have been rising at a

rate of about 6 per cent a year for

the past two years
( lovernment sources also con-

firmed it was the biggest wage
offer in industry history.

A spokesman for the American
Xssociation'of Railroads said the

industry had no immediate
comment on the board's recom-

mendation

The regular MDC feature

."Draft Counselors Corner" is

Inot appearing today because the

Iwriter. Gil Salk, is a pallbearer

llor Kev Hon Hardy, who is

|l)eing buried today.

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30 - 2:00

ENJOY OUR
"Smooth Soiling" $1.50

NEW
POSTERS

Village Craftsman

181 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 258-9806

Salad bar included in

price of sandwich
or entree.

Grilled Pastrami with

melted Swiss cheese,

Bermuda onion and
sliced tomato; served or
a fresh onion roll.

Club Bar open 11:30 - 2:00

Farnum To Issue

New Insurance Rates

BOSTON (APi Insurance Commissioner C. Eugene Farnam said he

would issue a new set of auto insurance rates Tuesday morning for

property damage deductible policies, to replace the 15 per cent property

damage rate cuts struck down by the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

The high court ruled Monday that the property damage rate cut

provided in the same bill that established the new no fault auto insurance

system lor 1971 was unconstitutional and "confiscatory."

Insurance companies must decide by noon Tuesday whether they will

renew coverage next year for policy holders, and Farnam said "We are

hopeful that they will accept" the new rates.

Kight companies writing about 40 per cent of auto insurance policies in

the state have threatened not to renew policies for 1971 unless they obtain

what they consider acceptable rates for property damage coverage. They

asked a 51 .5 per increase in those rates at a hearing Oct. 14.

At a news conference Monday afternoon Farnam said he would exer-

cise emergency powers "to require companies to offer property damage

deductibles to give drivers an option next year to get reducted property

damage insurance."

Farnam said drivers who qualify would be able to purchase the

property damage deductible policies with "at least 15 per cent reduc-

tions" in rates. He said 95 per cent of Massachusetts motorists would be

eligible.

Farnam said the new rates to be announced Tuesday had not yet been

determined Monday afternoon. He said actuaries of the state insurance

department were compiling statistics that would form the basis for the

new rates.

Thecommissionr declined to comment on the court decision that threw

out the property damage rate cut.

He said he could not predict whether the insurance firms would find the

new deductible rates acceptable or whether they would carry out their

threats to mail out notices that they would not renew existing policies.

He said the decision of the court did not affect the no fault system-which

goes into effect Jan. 1-or the 15 per cent- rate cuts for compulsory and

other bodily injury insurance.

Muskie Claims Dems
Can Win In '72

AUSTIN. TEX. (AIM-U Gov
lien Barnes said Monday that Sen
Kdmund Muskie, (I)) Maine, a

potential Democratic Presidential

candidate, fold him last week the

Democrats have a chance of

recapturing the White House in

1972

Barnes said Muskie. the 1968

Democratic vice presidential

nominee, called him the day after

the general election to inquire

about the Texas political picture

and to congratulate Barnes on his

re-election.

"I told Sen Muskie that when he

came to Texas and wanted to meet
someone, I'd arrange for him to

meet them." Barnes said. "I told

him the fact that he and Hubert
Humphrey carried Texas in

I'MiH nave him an advantage."
Barnes said Muskie told him

'There is a possibility of the

Democrats carrying the White

House' in 1972

The lieutenant governor said he

fold Muskie the South "is nof in the

Kepublican Party's pocket" but

wanted "to be heard from. ...to be

recognized and given an op-

portunity to talk about the

Democratic platform and the

needs of the South."
Barnes said he also received a

|K)st election telephone call Irom
another possible Democratic
presidential aspirant. Sen. Birch

liayh of Indiana

lie said Bayh "wanted to know
how to get to know people in

Texas
"

THE TIME IS NOW

!

THE PUCE IS HERE

!

THE BOOT
CELLAR

VERDE
FRYE
BREVITT
GOLO
CLARK

At

ftOUti
8 Main Street
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"Only W hen I Laugh'

I've been out with my camera

looking for daisies to photograph.

hut 1 can't seem to find any. It

teems like just a little while ago

when they grew along the roadway

leading to my house, hardy little

buggers taking root in the grass

and sprouting blue flowers with

yellow tenters

They grew, you know, in just

about all the states of the country

That's one of the reasons that

Kverett M Dirksen. late Minority

leader and Senator from Illinois,

used to sponsor annually a bill to

make the daisy the national flower

The ones that stand along mid-

western corn and wheat lields are

slightly different than the ones that

grow around here They seem to

stand taller, and if I remember,

they re usually the plainer colors

ol yellow or white.

It wasn't too long ago that I saw

daisies along the ocean shore. The

same misty afternoons that I'd see

Achtung!!!
If you have not yet been given an assignment, we need you. Editorial

staffers are needed to write short editorials. These will be printed hen-

ceforth on Monday. Wednesday, and Friday, beginning soon. Please

come in to the Collegian Office Wednesday, November 1 1, at 7:30 p.m. for

a meeting with Ed Bryant. Any questions you may have will be answered

.it this time. Peace.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

numl>er (all of which will be withheld upon request) The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

l"he editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

Saying "I don't know"
is an easy way out but
sometimes it's the

only way out

dewdrops on spider-webs, and

patches of beach among the rocks.

I'd see a little blue variety of the

daisy 1 remember wondering
whether the salt water mist had
made it evolve much differently

than the midwestern variety. The
days spent out on the shore have

been among the best in my life; as

I think about it, most of the times

I've noticed daisies have been

i|inet, peaceful and comforting.

They don't seem to grow on the

campus, though. Perhaps they

grow on the edges-I used to see

them on the walk home; perhaps

they re grown in the greenhouses-I

once saw what I thought was a

daisy in the botanical gardens at

Smith, labelled Phlos Subulata:

The Bride'; but the concrete

dorms and walkways seem to be

anethema to this hardy little plant.

II I were the University gar-

dener. I'd plant some daisies.

This Is an Abstract

Art Buchwald

Paranoia Has Set In
WASHINGTON-! am happy to

report that the people of the United

States are no longer in a mental

depression They are now
paranoid.

The day after the election, I ran

into Koundtable, who was shaking

visibly.

'What's the trouble, Round-

table? "
I asked.

'I don't know what's going to

happen President Nixon and
\gnew said if they didn't get a

majority in the Senate and the

House, there would be crime in the

streets, violence on the campuses
and pornography in every home."

'That was just political rhetoric,

Roundtable," I said. "They didn't

mean it." •

And the Democrats said if

I 'resident Nixon remains in the

White House, there will be a

depression and all Americans will

lose their jobs, their homes and
their Social Secuity

."

•'You shouldn't believe

everything you hear during a

campaign, Roundtalbe. The party

out of power always says the same
thing

"

"I don't want to die," cried

Koundtable.

"You're not going to die."

'The Republicans said if they

didn't win the election. President

\ixon wouldn't be able to end the

war in Vietnam or stand up to the

Russians in the Middle East or the

Cubans in the Caribbean."

"They were just trying to scare

you into voting for them, Round-
table It's part of the game plan."

"The Democrats said if they

didn't win. we would all die of

|K)llution or go bankrupt bailing out

the Penn Central Railroad.

"They were scrounging for

issues. Roundtable, They didn't

expect you to believe them."
'Why did the President stand up

on his car in San Jose?" Round-

table said.

I don't know why. He probably

thought it was a good idea."

"I know why he stood up,"

Roundtable said. "He stood up
l>ecause he was hoping they'd stone

his car."

"I don t believe it."

"Well, the chief of the San Jose
police said his car wasn't stoned."

"If he said that, then there's

nothing to worry about, is there?"
"No, except that the Secret

Service said his car was stoned,

and the President went on
television and told everyone he was
stoned, and he said if we didn't

elect the candidates he supported,
we could expect more of the same
Irom the anarchists in the coun-
try."

"The President was just trying

to dramatize the point that there

has been a breakdown of law and
order in the country and the

Democrats were responsible.

That's fair comment during an
election year."

"The Democrats said the
Itcpuhlicans purposely played a
bad tape of the President's speech
so the people would accuse the TV
media of sabotaging the Nixon
Administration."

We don't know that for a fact

though, do we. Roundtable?"
"No." he sobbed, "that's the

trouble We don't know anything
lor a fact I'm scared."

"Look, Inend. everyone gets

frightened during an election year.
but in a lew weeks it will all be
lorgotten We'll still have violence
in the streets, student unrest,

unemployment, pollution and
trouble with the Russians, and it

won't come up again until the

presidential elections."

That's why I'm scared," said

Roundtable. shaking.

"How's that?"
• If this is the kind of stuff they're

going to throw at us in an off-year
election, what the hell are they
going to do to us in 1972?"

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles
Times

Yippie

1 Reprinted : Worcester Telegram

)

LONDON I UPD - A London television official called yesterday for an
inquiry into how a mob of "American revolutionaries" invaded the David

h'rost show while Frost was interviewing Jerry Rubin and drove the host

off the stage with obscenities.

Mrs. Mary Whitehouse, general secretary of the National Viewers and
Listeners Association, said the group would ask for an investigation by

the Independent Television Authority and London Weekend Television,

which staged the show.

Mrs Whitehouse said there had been a preconceived plan to take over

the Saturday night show and that the network should not have allowed

Rubin on stage.

"American revolutionaries have said TV is their platform," she said.

"I think it was a mistake to have Jerry Rubin on that program because
they achieved victory."

Rubin, Chicago Seven defendant and founder of the American Yippie
Youth International Party) movement, refused to answer Frost's

questions at first but lighted a cigarette which he implied was marijuana
and offered it to Frost who refused it.

About 20 hippies in the audience then stormed the stage at Rubin's
invitation, shouting four-letter obscenities, sprinkling the stage with
flower petals and squirting a water pistol at Frost.

Frost left the stage and sat in the audience where he tried to continue
the interview with Rubin.

Rubin said the society he and his followers envisioned would not be
money-oriented, prompting Frost to say, "if you're so much against
money, why did you demand twice the fee we normally pay guests for

appearing on the show?"
Buy Bombs

Rubin laughed and said, "Why not? We're going to use it to buy bombs
to destroy your society."

Campus Comment

Your Gray Lives
If the ( 'ampus Center looks like a huge Aztec monument to the dead this

is only because that is what it is. It is a fitting tribute to the apathy, the

mental death that reeks from this campus. Apathy is atrophying of the

soul; the death of the spirit.

I have known this to be a fact for a long time but it became much more
apparent to me this last weekend. Kids from other universities were here

for a conference The difference in the mood of the Campus Center was
tremendous.

I was sitting in the cafeteria when one of my friends came running in

hooting:
'

'There's a guy playing bagpipes in the hall." So at 1:30 a.m.

ac dashed out into the hall to see what was going on. Indeed there was a

guy in Scottish kilts playing the bagpipes. About 20 people were

following him like the Pied Piper. We all danced and clapped over hands

to the music for about ten minutes and then they disappeared as we
returned to our seats completely out of breath, yet very happy to have
danced

\s I walked around the Campus ('enter strangers talked with me. When
was the last time you spoke to a stranger? Or do you walk around with

that special spaced-out U. Mass. stare which manages to ignore

everything around you'.'

In the Globe's magazine sections this weekend there was an article

about the campusCenter at M.IT. Now seemingly, it almost looks as bad

.is our building.

But the beautiful thing they are doing with their environment is that

they're using it They have one of the walls for a graffitti wall. They've

allow ed students to paint many of the other walls.

They ve even set up a fruit stand in the building. One day a girl just sat

down and began to play a cello in the middle of the hallway. Since then

there have been many spontaneous happenings in the halls like singing

and dancing. Dance majors did impromptu programs. People just

started to dance.

A building is only a background environment for what the people decide

to do there. A building seems lively only if it contains life. Please don't let

the color of the building reflect the grayness of your lives.

P S No. vou don't have to be stoned to do it.

Excelsior!

BobZelman
C/oThe Bleeding Rose

Reading Courses

In response to the manager of the Evlyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute, whose letter of November 9 made light of Mr. Santeusanio's

earlier well-documented letter criticizing the commercial reading

course, I disagree. In my opinion, Mr. Santeusanio was correct. Students

reading this letter may come to my office (204 Education ) to get a copy

of a lengthy bibliography of research studies further substantiating Mr.

Santeusanio's accusation that the Reading Dynamics advertising is

misleading.

I would like to invite interested students to take the no-credit, no-fee

reading course which is offered by the School of Education Reading

Program, then decide whether or not it is worth $175,000 to take the

Reading Dynamics course. Registration for the no-fee, no-credit course

will be Thursday evening at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Council

Chambers. Mr. Santeusanio, by the way, is Director of the College

Reading Program.
David J. Yarington

Coordinator

School of Education Reading Program

More to White Activists
By RICHARD 8EVERO

The use of opiate drugs-including

heroin-appears to be increasing

more rapidly among white activist

college students than among their

black activist counterparts, a

group of psychiatric researchers

was told yesterday.

The annual meeting of the

Eastern Psychiatric Research
Association at the New York Hilton

also heard a detailed report on
what appears to be increasing

widespread abuse of a non-narcotic

painkiller called Darvon The drug
is prescribed by physicians with

great frequency and the report

blamed much of the upsurge on

overprescription.

The reports on both Darvon and
the opiates were prepared by

researchers of the New York State

Narcotic Addiction Control
( ommission.
The study on opiates was con-

ducted by Dr Walter C. Bailey and
Mary Koval. who said their effort

was conducted during the 1968-69

school year on the campus of one of

the country's larger universities.

which they did not name
The total study involved 154

representative students, including

whites and blacks both politically

active and politically indifferent.

The study showed that the

majority of them-white or black-

used or abused one drug or

another This finding is no sur-

prise, since marijuana use on
campuses had been widely
reported.

The disturbing note was the

report that among white students

who were actively concerned with

changing society, there was an
increased tendency to consume
drugs that produced euphoria and
sharply altered and decreased the

perception of reality. Said Dr.

Bailey and Miss Koval:

"Our data appears to confirm

the notion that white activist

college students are markedly
more drug-involved than are

nonwhite militant college students.

In terms of opiate use, allegedly

increasing at a rapid rate on

college campuses, white activists

reported much greater in-

volvement than nonwhite
militants, though their use was
likely to be occasional."

The researchers also noted that

liJD was also used by more white

activists than by their black

counterparts. White activists also

used more marijuana, although

here, there was substantial black

involvement as well.

In a sense, the apparent greater

willingness of whites compared
with black militants was not

surprising, since many of them
now represent what Dr Bailey and

Miss Koval called "a hostile an-

tiheroin subculture."

Resistance Explained

There has been ample evidence

in recent year that blacks are

painfully aware of what heroin has

done to them and thus it is un-

derstandable why blacks at the

college level would resist the drug.

But if the report is accurate,

some white activists who so

frequently support black causes do
not share the black abhorrence of

heroin

The researchers explained it. by

saying that the white activists

were rebelling against "the values

ol their culture orientation, as well

as seeking a substitute of iden-

tities
"

On the other hand, they said,

'nonwhite militants are in the

process of incorporating both new

value systems and new identities

based upon an ogoenhancing
ideology which provides little

stimulus lor escape from the real

world of their involvement."
The Darvon study was by Dr.

Carl D Chambers with the

assistance of Barbara K Sheridan

and Thomas Willis. They point out

that a major thrust for the ad-

vertising of Da von has been "that

it is equal to codeine in intensity

and duration of analgesic action,"

but that it has lower side effects

and does not have "codeine's

potential for abuse and addiction
."

The study sharply disputes that

assertion. The researchers studied

Darvon abuse in a black slum in

Philadelphia, in a white, middle-

class suburban community in the

South, and among adult drug users

in Ureenwich Village.

In the black slum, the resear-

chers took detailed information on

four Darvon abusers, all of them
girls in their teens. Says the

report:

"The girls normally took five

capsules 185 milligrams) at a

time, and reportedly received a

euphoric reaction each time. After

approximately four months of

regular abuse, three or four times

a week, one girl ingested 10 cap-

sules (650 milligrams) and
received what can only be
described as a narcotic-like

overdose."

The researchers said that in the

black slum where there is a great

deal of experimentation with many
drugs. Da von was not the primary
drug of choice.

In the middle-class suburban
community in the South, which was
not identified, the researchers

found that 1 1 girls in a private high

school for girls with an enrollment

of 112 had abused Darvon.
In tnis instance, the researchers

said they found strong evidence of

taking the drug as a form of

rebellion against authority. The
girls tended to gather "in one room
after the required hour for retiring,

where (hey would smoke
cigarettes, take the propoxyphene

i the generic name for Darvon ) and

drink any alcohol they had

smuggled into the school in mouth-

wash bottles."

One girl told the researchers her

mother was being treated by the

family doctor for "a drinking

problem" with sleeping pills and

Darvon and the girl con-

cluded" if they made mother

feel so good and act so drunk, 1

knew they would do the same for

me."
InGreenwich Village, 12 Darvon

abusers were studied for four

years (June 1966-June, 1970).

Seven of them had got the drug

through medical prescription

Eleven of them, after getting the

drug legally, provided Darvon to

other persons, thus spreading the

abuse All 12 studied In Greenwich

Village were white "and most from

upper middle and upper income

brackets, with parents of

professional background." Ten of

them were going to psychiatrists.

The report noted that Darvon,

which is manufactured by Eli Lilly

& Co. "has become one of the most
widely prescribed analgesics."

\l)ora. ( API ) The long lost and
notorious world conquerer
Kubla Kahn was found
yesterday wandering through a

measureless cavern looking for

a local damsel reputed to be
playing a dulcimer. When in-

terviewed by Geraldine, a

reporter lor the Christabel
Daily. Kahn stated that he was
looking for the river Alph but

was unable to find it because the

sun hadn't risen for 2tJ0 years.

M'l discovered that Kahn had
heen walking in circles in the

shadow of a pleasure dome. All

he had to do was look inside to

find the sun. And as as we all

know once you find the sun the

river is a snap.
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Home Ec Has Changing Image

SOMEONE STOLE THE SWANS last week, or so it seems. But the fact of the matter is that our

feathery friends have been taken to their winter home somewhere in the greater Amherst vicinity.

There they will spend their time reminiscing about a year that saw the pond invaded by some tub-

happy freaks during the strike, encroached upon by the library construction, and threatened with

urban development bv the proposed Fine Arts Center. But they can take care of themselves and

we can rest easily during the coming cold knowing that the frolicking fowl will be on hand come

the good weather. (MPC photo by Steve Schmidt.O

The most radically changing

imago on campus belongs to the

School oi Home Economics, ac-

cording to Joan I'yteraf. president

of the College Chapter of the

American Home Economics
Association.

Miss Pyteraf cited the

Professional Day for Home
Economist! taking place today at

the Campus Center to illustrate the

point Where Else," she asked,

"Would a workshop on the Future

ot (
'ities be conducted side by side

with one on Abortion and Con-

traceptives?" The essential

character of Home Ec, she said,

was in its total approach to man's
created environment, from his

family relationships and the

clothes he wears to the design of

his dwellings and the packages his

lood comes in.

"People are increasingly

aware," she said, "That the old

concept of Home Ec as a cooking-

and-sewing school is rapidly being

replaced by this idea of tota'- en-

vironmental concern. We have
nutritionists, ecologists, historians

and designers on our faculty. A
student might go from one class

where the subtle effects of mass

General Electric's been
building bigger jet engines
for30 years.

When are theygoing
to start buildingcleaner

jetengines?
Not many people know that

General Electric started building a jet

engine in 1941. America's first jet

engine.

That jet produced only 1 200

pounds of thrust.

Our newest jet, for the DC-10,

produces around 50,000 pounds

of thrust.

In the early days of jet aviation,

the important thing was thrust.

But suddenly our skies are filled

with jets. And, suddenly, jet pollution

is a major problem.

General Electric tackled it head

on when building the DC-10 engines.

And we accomplished two things.

When you see the DC-10 take

to the air, you'll see no black marks

as-ainst the sky. Because the engines

rr ike virtually no smoke.

Of course, there's more to jet

e haust than just smoke. Our goal is

someday to make jets run totally clean.

Another problem with jets is

noise. If you've ever lived anywhere

near an airport, we don't have to

tell you that.

General Electric has been

working on noise, too.

GE was chosen by the federal

government to help solve this

problem for the aviation industry. At

present, we know of no way a

powerful turbofan engine can be

made noiseless. But we've made
progress in that direction.

The DC-10 engines, for instance,

are quieter than any jet engines on

the passenger planes of the Sixties.

Quieter, even though they're more
than three times as powerful.

We have more work to do
before we'll satisfy all the people

concerned about jet pollution,

ourselves included. But because

we've been working at it since the

mid-Fifties, before it was widely

recognized as much of a problem,

GENERAL ^ ELECTRIC

we've already crossed some
important hurdles.

Why are we running this ad?

We're running this ad, and

others like it, to tell you the things

General Electric is doing to solve

the problems of man and his

environment today.

The problems concern us

because they concern you. We're a

business and you are potential

customers and employees.

But there's another, more
important reason. These problems

will affect the future of this country

and this planet. We have a stake in

that future. As businessmen. And,

simply, as people.

We invite your comments.

Please write to General Electric,

570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.

10022

media on cultural environment

was discussed into another class

where h« learns how to put air

ducts in skyscrapers." Miss

Pyteraf indicated a 15% increase

in AHEA membership over last

year as I sign of student

recognition of the new role played

by Home Ec. "There is genuine,

serious concern among the

students for the future of our planet

and the wellbeing of man. Fifty

years ago abortion and con-

traception couldn't even be

discussed in a college, except

perhaps a medical school. Today,

because of the population ex-

plosion, we have to address our-

selves to the real issues."

Asked what she felt the real

issues were. Miss Pyteraf said that

communications among people

and personal identity were

paramount. "If we could com-

municate the urgency of our

ecological crisis to everyone, we
wouldn't have an ecological crisis

any longer." Noting that the

American society is product-

oriented, she pointed out that

communication regarding
products is rendered almost

unintelligible by packaging dif-

ferences and advertising. "But

we're working on that, too," she

said "Miss Marjone Merchant on

our staff is one of the world's ex-

perts on metric measurements and

much of the misleading packaging

information on products will be

eliminated when America goes

metric ." Asked if she felt America

would adopt the metric system

eventually, she replied, "Of

course."

Personal Identity, she said, was

a private kind of crisis, and group

identity through fashions offered

only a poor substitute for it. "Look

around you," she said.

"Everybody wants to express his

individuality, and so they're all

wearing jeans
"

FREEDOM! See England in peace
for only $619. A full 30 days of
INDEPENDENT bicycle camping
-includes air fare, bicycle, k camp-
ing equipment. Bicycle-Campers
International, P. O. Box 13127,
Univ. Sta., Gainesville, Fla. 32601

BREAKING OUT
fOR THE

WEEKEND?
. make a getaway

in a Peter Pan.

—:%n;

J?gff?r Man.
Tli* I uliUf *lii»p, starti-nl I Hum ttldc

Univ. of M»»*.
Tel. Mft-MM or 5*5-2528

Williams' Play Set For Weekend
By SHARON
Kine Arts Staff

MILKS

Anyone who glances into the
Commonwealth Room of the Stu-
dent Union around 6:30 p.m
might think the Jogging Club has
moved in But in this case, the
:> people loping around the plat-

forms that comprise the make-
shift stage for the Homecoming
Production of Eccentricities of

V Nightingale are just warming
l,P to their rehearsals.
The director, Miss Judy Wil-

der, nimbly jo-
ins in the frolic.

exhorting her
protegees to wo-
rk harder. She
leads them onto
the platforms w
lie re they jump
up and down and
prance over ea-

ch of the two and
three level sta-

ges to test for

give", to get
the feel of the
stage, and to
"get loose" The getting loose

exercises also include a short

game reminiscent of "King Ar-

ound the Kosie" in which the

players hold hands, lean back,

.iikI twirl furiously. This, it was
explained, is to heighten the sen-

sitivities, to help the actors to

"feel the part'*

Following this physical exer-

tion. Miss \\ ilner calls for the

emotional. Mere all semblance
ol horseplay disappears and the

actors set to work i Mere mem-
orization ol the lines will not

suffice Kach actor must know
his character very intimately.

"Alma." Miss Wilner may say

to her lead who is laboring on

.1 scene, "how do you feel ab-

out this? " "Alma"' had better
know how she reacts to this sit-

uation and any other that crops
up. in the play or out of the

director's head
No scene gets a cursory tr-

eatment, and if it requires 5

takes before it feels right to

Miss Wilner, they will replay
that scene 5 times. Each actor
mustj)e interacting emotional-

ly as well as

verbally with

the other pla

yers on that

stage.
Meanwhile,

Chris, the as
sistant direc

tor examines
the settings
from various
angles on the

floor to make
sure that any
seat in the

house affords

a total picture of the onstage
actions It is not unusual to see

an actor shifting his position

inch by inch while Chris ap-

praises the situation. It may be
minutes before he approves it

and the plavermustrememler
.o stand in that spot and in that

positionthe nexttimethescene is

'•ehearsed.

Even seeing all this work go-

ing intoeachscene.it is always i

jolt to see the actorsleave the

platform at the end of a rehear-

sal and to realize that they are
just playing make-believe. Then
again, under the direction of

Miss Wilner, maybe for that br-

ief time on stage they really

are those characters.

i it Mnwuww.

from FAT
and

frustration!
join

* WEIGHT®
i WATCHERS

NOW!
You can start losing today

the WEIGHT WATCHERS way

NEW MEMBERS ACCEPTED AT ALL TIME*

AMHERST

Wednesdays 7:00 p m
V.F.W.

457 Main Street

Coll 732-6613

$3 50 Registration — $2 50 Weekly

\

Deborah Hall as Alma and David llopcroft us John Buchanan rehearse a tender scene from
Tennessee Williams ECCENTMCITIES OF A MOHTINOAI.E. The production, a revision ol

Kl'MMKK AND SMOKE, is to be presented this Friday and Saturday evenings at N::{» in the
( ummonwealth room of the Student I nion. Tickets are free and are available at the Hartlett Box
Office, seating though, will be limited.
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N.J. Voter Program

Explained Tonight

Tonight at 7 P.M. in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union, a

discussion and question and answer period on Frontlash will be led by Joe
Burke, a New Jersey Frontlash organizer.

Krontlash, a program of voter registration and voter education, was
l>egun in 1968. Voter registration has been concentrated in low income
areas, particularly black and Puerto Rican ghettoes, where political

power has been traditionally weak or non-existent. vVhile voter education

has also been carried on in such areas, white working class areas have
l>een a focus of voter educaton aimed at encouraging the voters to follow

their economic interests and not the demagogic appeals of George
Wallace or Spiro Agnew.

Since 1968 Frontlash campaigns have been organized in several states,

with broadly based support among civil rights groups, labor unions and
radical and liberal activists. Some of the more successful drives have
been in California where 100,000 new voters have been registered, and in

New Jersey where Frontlash was credited with registering and getting

out a substantial segment of the vote that elected Kenneth Gibson.

Newark's first black mayor.

Burke, a student at Holy Cross College in Worcester, is being brought

to campus by the Committee on Poverty and the UMass Young Peoples'

Socialist League. These two organizations will be joining forces to

organize a Frontlash drive in either Springfield or Holyoke in the near

future. All students interested in such a project should attend tonight's

meeting.

The Daily Collegian

Will Not Publish Wednesday, Nov. 11

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
t .rid out more about what Christian Science

can otter you Everyone is welcome to our

meeting tonight, 6 45, room 911 915 Campus
Cent.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY YPSL
"Frontlash" organizer Joe Burkewill speak

on voter regrstration drives in low income

areas. Open to all interested, Tuesday, Nov
10th, 7 00 PM, Colonial Lounge, Student Union

CUSP PSYCH COUNCIL:
Meeting, Thursday, Nov 12th at B 15 PM in

Banlett 18 Dr Lourit will be present for

discussion (subject pool, etc.)

FRATERNITY
Zcta Nu open house, tonight, November 10th

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting Tuesday night at

6 30 in room 162, Campus Center. The exec

board will meet at 6 00 P./Vt.

GENERAL P E
I Kiure skating classes, Orr Rink, Amherst

College, Nov. 16th December 23rd. Between

10 00 A M and 2 00 P M , MTWTHF (any two

days) Furnish own skates and transportation

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance will be held in the

t/.tmpus Center and tonight from 7:3010:30

Review; 30, new material BOOand club level

workshops 9:30

HOMECOMING PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
There will be a mandatory meeting for all

members of the Publicity Committee on

Tuesday, Nov 10th at 8 00. Please check the

signs by the elevators for the room number

INTEGERAL YOGA INSTITUTE:
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing chantmgand meditation, 5 30 to 7 00

tonight in Campus Center, room 904 908

Please wear loose fitting clothes and have an

empty stomach Shanti!

Now Open

CAMPUS CENTER LAUNDRY

& DRY CLEANING SERVICE

GUARANTEED 2-DAY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

EXPERT SHIRT SERVICE

BULK LAUNDRY @ 5 LBS. FOR $150

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL WORK
NOW THRU THANKSGIVING

lit FLOOR COAT ROOM AT BASE OF ESCALATOR
COMING SOON — CAMPUS CENTER SHOE REPAIR SERVICE

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac. Garrard. PJB Altec.

1 inner, iUk, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Lt*h speaker*,

LPs. 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. *0P~^
Motorcycle 'b°7 Ducati 230cc Scram-

bler in excellent condition, $300 253-

mii. tnx-i3

Ouitartt Classical, Acoustic, Elec-

tric, way below list prices, brand
new. 6-striiiB, nylon classical $30.

b-strulE-steel folk $95, $63, $125. 12-

xtrinft $115., list $130. fall 540-7072

or 540-6714. if 11-10

House fur sale, \inli. ctr., adj.
s,hs .

~, mi , I 'A baihs, htd. ear ,

>ard, low thirties. 253-9827. tf11-12

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1967 Opel Kadett Fastback, red,

new: battery, shocks, 2 tires; very
clean $850 or best offer. Call Dan
1-543-1682 (Spfld) after 5 p.m.

tfii-ue

1966 VW sedan blue, roof-rack",

40,000 miles, good condition, $750.
Call Bob Judge 545-2418. tf11-13

'62 Alfa Romeo Spider, rood run-
ning condition, new snow tires, two
heaters, Inspection sticker, needs
rocker panel work and new seat. Of-
fers considered. Charlie 548-6378.

tfll-10

61 Ford Calaxie, automatic, hard
top, good condition Asking $350.
Call AI at 584-4652. tfll-10

64 Ford cstm 6, »td , 2 dr., ex.
.ond , *360 firm. Tel. 549-0814.

tfll-13

HO UTO, 4 spd., con v., ex. cond.
$21 50 Call Peter 256-6886. tfll-13

|rw;7 VW .Sunroof, radio and beat-
•'Clean" »1«M on rirtn Call

i 1693 after 7:30 p.m. M,u show

liy appointment or call 545-0600 be~
tiveen 12-12:30 p m tfll-10

1962 Ford Hilton V8, 292 cu. In.,

new exhaust, tune-np, anti-freest,

Kood studded snow tires. Runs well.
$150. Call 549-0263. tfll-10

196.1 Alfa Komeo t.uilia f^edanTV
speed trans., Koni shocks, new Ml-
litlin \ lires, lias inspection stick-

er. g.l»5 Call 1-62H-4405 evening*.
tfll-12

tim lord (ialaxie. 50o] white, 6
<>!., si. hi. (aril, new (Infill, new main
lietiriiiKs, new txlmust. deluxe in-

terior, $575. Call 253-2583. tfll-13

Mason. <.M«-!>:SHK>

sfr'uiBs, rt« .

for details and
tfll-10

WANTED
Poetir wanted far eooperatlre ma?

tholoy. Please Include stamped re-

turn envelope. Idlewlld Press, 1801

East Olympic Boulevard, Los Anx*-
les, California 80081. tfll-U

Apartment needed, to start Jlanu-

arv. one or two rooms. Please call

Nestor 256-1029 evenings. tfll-13

Student capable of doing technical

drafting and inking on regular part-

time hourly basis. Phone 6-1262.

tfll-10

SERVICES
Will type and/or revise any wrlt-

ten material. Also do personalised
resumes for schools. Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-

ice. Call 584-6817, eves. Keep try-

ing tfll-13

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or ear,

197 No. Pleasant 8t. 286-8133.
tro-o

Computer Science- Tutoring and
programming for student and facul-

ty. Cull Al 9 - 11 a.m. 256-6258.

tf 11-12

Kaurr Hlwkj timtar sirIncm. I»arcu

l.\ I.H •• ttc Guitars l
-!V hiuI *, n.»-

lon ami si,- -I Call at

I'tssruKTs film with processing

Itt-tl S3. 50, slide processing 20 exp.
*I HO II k W enlargements while
u-»ait Student ilisruunts. An All
Miscount Store. Lang's Photo, Rte.
I Hi. South Amherst. tfll-12

MISCELLANEOUS
MEXICO Winter 1971 Classes: Art,

Literature, Mexican Culture, earn
full quarter credit for five weeks
in Mexico. Registrar, Box 66841,
Seattle. Washington, 98166.

tfll-13

Individuals or organizations want-
ed fo sell desirable novelty items.
Work own hours. High profit mar-
gin. Write to Thor Novelties, P.O.
Itox 321, Carlstadt, New Jersey.

vna tfii-i2

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt. to sublet, Cliffside,

Sunderland. Call between 4-10 p.m.
665-3560. Unfurnished. Available im-
mediately. tftl-1

Lost — medium large black male
dog in vicinity Northampton. Boney.
big tail, name Dan. Call 584-2215 or
369-4022

.

tfll-10

APARTMENT WANTED
Wanted — 2 bedroom apartment,

available Jan. 1 or immediately, Call
253-3734. tfll-12

MM or two room apartment want-
ed; to start lease in January. Please
.all Cindy at 510-8334. tfll-17

ROOM WANTED
tJM employee nreiN room or small

apt. within walking distance of
•us and town. !"!« :tiw call Nan-
hMTO*. il-

Notices
MAROON KEYS
There will be a meeting Tuesday evening at

6 30 PM m room 811 of the new Campus
Center Please contact Richard Simmons (6

/'60J> it you can not attend.

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
Tins week's talks is 'Elementary Lie

Groups, Elementary Lie Algebras and
Elementary Special Functions." by David

Dickinson November 10th, 4.00 P.M. Tuesday,

Coloquium Room, Arnold House. Coffee at 3:30

P M

MT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
Master lesson given by Viola Farber has

been changed trom November 12th to

November 14th at 7 P.M. Kendall Hall

NAIADS
Practice today at 4 30 Club suits are in

Natatographers meet today, after practice No
practice tomorrow.

PRE LAW
There will be no interviews with Catholic

University November 12th.

PSYCH 101

Sections 106 and 107 with HB will both meet
this evening at 7 o'clock in the Moore House
Apt important please try to come.

RAFI
All those interested m working on mem

bership drive and programming cultural,

educational and social activities, call Jim at 6

V3V6

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Table meets tor dinner tonight from

6m Hampshire Commons All who enjoy

speaking in Spanish are welcome
There will be a get together for all who enjoy

singing in Spanish m the Emerson date lounge

.it ; 30 tonight Refreshments will be served

SORORITY
I irst meeting of Signa Phi Mellon will be

held m 2212 JQA, Saturday night, November
14th. 7 30 Informal

TALENT SHOW
Harvey and his singing chickenand all other

interested talented people to come to open

meetings November I9thand 23rd, room B 11

Wneeler House For information call Mike
Roberst 6 9397

UNDERGRAD ART PEOPLE
Undergrads interested m organizing art

gallery (lor own work) and meeting room
tome to room 162 Campus Center, Thursday,

November 12th at 7.30 P M

UNDERGRAD DEUSTCHE STUDEUTEN
Meeting Tuesday night in Campus Center

room 169 at 8.00. All welcome

UNION OF STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Union of Student Employees meeting, Dukes

Room Student Union, 6 P M, Tuesday, Nov
10th Ail are welcome Important meeting.

WOPE
UMass Women's Intercollegiate Basketball,

iirst meeting Tuesday, Nov 10th, 430 in

WOPE Gym If you like to play please attend
or contact Miss Farr in WOPE Building

LOST
Pair ot tortoise shell glasses, in red case,

somewhere between Coolidge and Herter
around 9 00 AM, November 4th. If found
please call 546 7957

Handball glove near Boyden. Name "Rysi"
on it If found call 584 8597

Green London Fog raincoat, lost behind
Education Building near chipping green
Contact Maury, 286 Puffton, 5496867

Plaid mohair scarf on Friday night at In

ternational Mixer If found please call MiMi 6

6732

Brown fur headed iacket lost at TEP
Thursday night. If found please contact Nancy
112 Johnson, 5 2308 or 5 2309.

I f anyone f inds a brown tween wa Met. please
call Carolyn, 308 Cance, 6 5060. Many personal
and badly needed papers in it.

One bright pink parka from TEP last

Thursday night if found please call 6 9839

Lost school bag containing brown wallet and
black eye glass case (with galsses) Ex
tremely important personal documents in

wallet if found please keep the money and the

bag. but return wallet and glasses, (drop in

mailbox) to: Wayne Jancaterino, 462 Cance, 6

5146

Brown suede shoulder bag at Dickinson
Lounge on Friday. Keep the money, but I

desperately need my identification and the

personal items Call Nancy 5464557 or turn it

in to the lost and found at the Student Union.
No questions asked

FOUND
Change purse between the library and ROTC

building Contact Mike at 5 0174

Umbrella at Worcester Dining Commons,
also girl's jacket. Please identify Carolyn 6-

6607

The Amherst Masquers present

TOM STOPPARD'S award winning play

ROSENCRANTZ
& GUILDENSTERN

ARE DEAD
Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays

NOVEMBER 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22

Kirby Theater, Amherst College
411 seats $2.00. For reservations phone 542-8278

or visit box office 10 a.m. - 5 p.m-

(Performance days 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.)

V«

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

NOVEMBER 12-15

Operetta Guild's Production of

YOUR OWN THING
Exciting Rock/Musical Fully-Staged

NOVEMBER 17-18

THE PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY
Two Entirely Different Evening Programs!

Reserved Tickets: $1 .00 - $3 00

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office one hour be-
fore event

Telephone 545-0202

Timothy F. Murphy, age 23,

has been recently killed in

Vietnam Tim Murphy was a

former Sports writer of the

Collegian and graduated from
UMass in 1%9, Regarded as one
of this paper's best writers ever,

he is remembered by those, of

the present Collegian staff, who
have been with the paper for

over three years. When these

present Collegian seniors were
freshmen, Tim Murphy was a

departing reporter, going on to

other journalistic endeavors
after having put in much time
and effort with the Collegian.

His writing style was an
example for those incoming
t reshmen cub sports reporters to

emulate He's gone. We'll

remember him.

Tonight's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL

COURT TIME

7 30

7 30

7 30

7 30

7 30

7 30

8 30

8 30

8 30

8 30

8 30

8 30

9 30

9 30

9 30

9 30

9 30

9 30

LANES TIME
18.? 6 30

3&4

3&S
78.8

18.2

38.4

S8.6

6 30

6 30

6 30

8 30

8.30

8 30

78.8 8 30

r\

TEAMS
Conglos vs Chem

English vs Engineers

Gotchas vs Crestview

Ind Eng vs Burners

Rejects vs Zoo

BHC vs Duchies

DX vs TX
KS vs TE. J

APO vs PLF
PSD vs SA6
ZN vs PSK

PMD vs LXA

Troians vs Flaming As
Lovers vs Hemlocl 5

Redwoods vs Barracudjs
Canaille vs Stouts

Jacks vs Cherry

Herd vs TC"B"

Eagles vs SAM 'B"

Erudites vs Smith

Bucks vs Eyes

Yup vs Beta "B"
Lubes vs Gamma

Nads vs Step

BOWLING

TEAMS
PLPvsSPE
BKPvsPSD

Los Caudillos vs Team
BX vs Stouts

SAE vsAPO
LXA vsTEP
PSK vsKS
SAM vs DS

15,800,000

COLLEGE

STUDENTS

CANT

BE

WRONG
CllffS fetu

Byconserva

tive estimate

more than fifteen million college

students have used Cliff's Notes

since we became America's first

literary study aid. This prefer-

ence continues to build - for

two big reasons:

1 /QUALITY -The easy to

understand commentary and

explanation you get from Cliff's

Notes result from painstaking

work by our board of authors

Predominantly Ph.D's. these

scholars are specially selected

for their knowledge of particular

works and for their ability to

make these works meaningful

to you.

2 /AVAILABILITY- Cliff's Notes

concentrate on giving you all the

plays and novels most frequently

assigned in college. If your dealer

is temporarily out of the title you

need, ask him to call us on his

special "Hot Line."

Buy Cliff's Notes today - they're a

bargain in understanding college

literature assignments.

$1 at your bookseller or write:

jfiLti&sxdtefc.
I C O « »0 « V D

- 80728
Lincoln. N.'br.jska 6850

1

LT

SpO/^iS —*'— sborT'Es
NEW YORK (AFi - For the

second consecutive week, un-

beaten Dartmouth was a

unanimous choice in the voting for

the Lambert Trophy, awarded for

outstanding performance by a

major Kastern college football

team
Dartmouth, 7-0, received all

eight first place votes and a perfect

Ml points in the wake of a 55-0 rout

of Columbia. Syracuse, 5-3, which

beat Army 31-29, was second with

ii."> points, followed by Penn State,

5 -:{. 80; Vale, 6-1, 54; Boston

( ollege, ,V2, 53; West Virginia, 6-3,

54; Villanova. 6-2, 24; Pitt, 5-3, and

Temple, 6-2, l>oth 20, and Harvard.

2. ia.

*****

DFTItOIT (API - Bob Lanier,

who lici-unic the Detroit Pistons'

million dollar rookie because of his

beigM .ind ability, hits round his

iiinisii.il size a detriment oil the

court.

I. I..inier. II I'eel II inches 270

pounds, was Ii.iikIiiiI I ctl and
lintel priiilcd Sunday night h\ a

police lor investigation into a

minor trallic violation. No charges

were Inoughl against the 21-vear

old Lanier who was detained lor !HI

minutes l>\ police

Lanier, accompanied by the

Pistons' star guard Dave Bing, was
driving a car which police halted

near the John Lodge Freeway
.ihout 9:43 p.m. Sundav.

Lanier said the police patrolmen
lold him he was stopped lor

"weaving in and out ol trallic" and
then handcuffed him lor a trip to a

irccitict station when he could not

iiodiice a driver's license. Lanier

.ias a valid New Vork State license

luil did not have it with him at the

lime.

The polm- lieutenant in charge of

the precinct declined to comment
on the incident. However, another

ollicer said Lanier was "very

polite at all times."
*****

\i:\\ BRUNSWICK, N.J. (AP>
Quarterbacks Hex Kern of Ohio
State and Dennis Dummit of UCLA
were along 12 college seniors

selected Monday by the National

Football Foundation as 1970

Scholar Athlete Award winners.
Halfback David Klmendorf of

Texas A&M, defensive backs
lames Cooch of Colorado and
Willie Clyde Bogan of Dartmouth,
linebacker Bill Zapalac of Texas,
tackle Thomas Neville of Yale,
guards Larry DiNardo of Notre
Dame and Don Denbo ol Tennessee
and centers John Sande of Stan-
lord. Thomas Lyons of Georgia and
l.ce Dillon ol Dayton also were
cited lor excellence in the
classroom as well as on the plaving
held

The 12 will be saluted at the

Foundation's 13th annual Football
I bill of Fame Awards dinner Dec. 8

in New Vork. Kach will receive a
s:>ihi graduate fellowship from
I unds derived from Colonel Karl
'lied " Blaik's syndicated football

columns Dcnbo. the only pre med
student chosen this year, will

receive an additional grant from
Medical I'.conomics Inc

Last Night's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL

Academics 76, Leopards 26

Cougars 41, Seagrams 24

Panthers 52, Jaguars 47

Alz WBF ABC
volunteers 41, Colonels 31

CCEBS S4, Us 45

Bears 67, Hi lo's 28

Maroons 35, Broncos 32

Chestnuts 43, Eagles 15

Gypsies 64, Moe 23

Hoopsters 46, Deacons 42

Squad 124, Lancers 19

lurlles 4V, F Boys 14

BOOWI 20. Team 15

Hacoons 30, TKB 29

M.ility s Holes 37, Phantoms 28

Munchkins<»5, Oxlords 25

Pipwn 52, Rams 28

PaWltMn J6. Maples 32

( mptncmks 35, Oaks T6

hury 69 Tubes 41

1EP B 29, Studs 18

Hut Wheels 56. Spacemen 34

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

Taurus tuu handle Hit quiet, tlir

Miullf, eveu laurus can hniiscll lie

blunt mill tlirret. Xuurus give* it quiet

iinpre-tiioii , lint it is m "uuuiilu!
quiet," ftucll a» expressed by Oleiiii

lord — such nit the great fighter Joe

Louis expressed; quiet power, waitiuic

to be released.

ABIBO iMarch Zl - April 19): Ex-
ercise much caution in partnership,

muiTiase relationships. Cycle Is hib'h

But sudden changes could catch you
uit balance. Not wise to press legal

iuu iters.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 1W): Mut-

ters of basic security, health demand
attention. Be aware ot routine. Heed
rules and regulations. Check lino

print; read between the lines.

O&MIM (May 21 • June 20): Dis-

pute with friends can cause you to

change directiun. Examine goals. Tou
may be expending too much energy in

wrong area. Lover's quarrel could be

on agenda.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): En-

vironmental changes are swift. Be rea-

dy to make basic adjustments. Home
fumily are accented. What you

thought was solid may need rebuild-

ing — or moving to a different lo-

cation.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) Hold off.

it possible, on short Journeys. Bsst to

re-evaluate needs, directions sources

uf irritation connected with relaUves.

Cerfect techniques. Refuse to be

rushed.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Mo-

'\-y affairs may be erratic. Provide

mature und steadying influence. Avoid

actions based on impulse. Fulfill obli-

gations. Be willing to back state-

ments with responsible action.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Gen-

eral restlessness prevails. Anaweis
sun seek are delayed. Developing pru-

cess is occurring. Patience is youi

ally. Avoid actions which Irritate

mute, business partner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): What

was buried could bo revived. Secret-

in's made public. Protect Interests.

Avoid scandal. Resist temptation |u
tit 11 for money schemes. Do wh.'i
must be done in quiet, practical man-
'ter.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

:

Ohm desires can be fulfilled. But
this will leave no room for ami as
linatiun. Act on hunch — applies •

pecially In romantic areas. Give and
yuu also will receive.
CAPRICORN' (Dec. 22 - Jan. 10):

Changes occur in occupation, can',-i

pursuits. You may feel your baric
Uilents are being neglected. Key Is to
tiisplay humor and versatility. Yuu
can make a place for yourself at the
top.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb 18):
signing papers without reading con-
tent can be cause of real difficulty.
Avoid writing letters, making calls
while angry. Organize thoughts; bring
emotions under control.
PISCES (Feb. 10 - March 20): E.x-

change ideas on property values, other
possessions. A deal can be made if
you are perceptive. Don't accept flr*t
offer. Be a discriminating shopper.
Protect assets.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are determined at times, stubborn,
but your Independence usually brings
results. You are your own boss —
even |f employed by someone else. Your
fiyle, will and way of doing tliini.-
pcrmaata to ram a unique iimrini

rrUJrt l»W, on. Pea. curi

.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

IMoccasin
4 Goddess of

discord

8 Beet ingredient

1 2 A state (abbr.)

13 European
14 Region

15 Sailor

(colloq.)

16 Amuse
18 Enticing

woman
20 Prepare for

print

21 Preposition

22 Abstract being
23 Periods of time
27-Flymg mammal
29 Decay

30Candid
31-lndefinite

article

32 Large cask
33-Dance step

34 Note of scale
35Stnct
37 Prohibit

38 Damp
39 Father

40 Deface
41 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

42 Landed
44 Command
47 Satisfied

51 Expire

52 Arrow poison
53-dtherwise
54 Before

55 Act

56 Soaks
57 A state (abbr.)

DOWN

1 Strokes

2 Turkish

regiment
3 Vegetable
4 Paradise

5-Hurned
6-Purpose
7 Sows

8 Indefinitely,

things

9 Macaw
10-Hawaiian

wreath
1 1 Sunburn
17 A state

(abbr.)

19-Prmter's

measure
22 Vast

age
24-Sun

god

25 Poker
.« ake

26 Sdiirical

sketch

27 Singing

voice

28 One opposed
29 Hurry
30-Cooling

device

32 Handled

A (3 | [c

A
R o w P

b
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i

T
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R
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33-Equahty
36-Teutonic deity

37-Engagement

38 Married

40 Underground
worker

41 Conjunction

43-French article

44

45
46
47
48
49
50

Poems

Ireland

Walk unsteadily

Spanish hero
Unit

Born

Superlative

ending
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Wayne Leads Harriers To Second Place In NE's

Paulson 8th. Duart 16th
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Motion records are made to be broken and Ron Wayne did just that in

capturing the New England cross country individual title here yesterday.

His lime of 24 : 11 broke the old meet record set by Art Dulong last year by

nine seconds and established him as the premier collegiate distance

runner in New England this season, behind his number one opponent

Wayne's victory came in the

wake ol a second place team
performance by the UMass
Kedmen as they finished 15 points

behind Dartmouth which was
competing for the first time in this

championship. Northeastern and

Boston College, two teams which

earlier in the season defeated the

Kedmen linished third and fourth

Wayne had planned to stay

fatly (goUrgtan

Sf&tt*
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Bill Speck of Providence for the

t<r«» three miles and then make his

r ove in the last two miles. As the

race took shape. Wayne's race plan

also began to take shape.

For the first mile Wayne and

Speck u<>re in a group with Joe

Krontierro of Northeastern and

Bill Mahoney of Boston College. At

the two mile mark both Wayne and

Speck pulled away as they passed

this point in 9: 19. From here in it

was a two man race.

Three miles out Speck had a

couple of yards on Wayne, but

during the next quarter mile,

Wayne made his move and burst

into the lead, opening up as much
as a hundred yards on Speck by the

lour mile marker.

Wayne was now on his way to a

big victory and the title Coming
into view of the finish line he began

to leel the effects of the torrid pace

that he had set and glided to the

wire almost 70 yards in front of

Speck.

The story of the team race was
the apparent hesitation of a couple

of the IMass runners to go out with RON WAYNE

Wrong Way Frosh Third
UoSTON With not only victory,

but also a record team point

performance in the making, the

i Muss freshmen took a wrong turn

Aith a little under a quarter of a

mile to go and went from a sure

victory to third place in the fresh-

man division of the New England
cross country championship

• ine had to be there yesterday to

lieiieve what happened With only

mile to go the Kedmen frosh had
live men in the top ten positions.

I.r.idmg them were two Nor-

theastern runners, but they were of

no concern on a team basis as the

re>t of the Huskies were well to the

rear

Kich Sevigny, Doug O'Connell,

,iinl .loe Krontierro started to

move on the two Huskies in front of

them and with a quarter of a mile

to go these three were on the backs
ol the two front runners.
Now came the turning point, the

iteginning of the most bizarre

happening ever to occur to a
l Mass freshman cross country
team The five front men came to

a lork and the Northeastern run-
ners went left, the UMass runners
went to the right What happened
is now history Sevigny, O'Connell,

und Krontierro found themselves
all alone on the wrong path. They
turned around to get back on the
light track to help out Bill Lowry
and Roger Nasatka who had
lollowed the Huskies, but it was too

late and Northeastern won the

team title.

A stunned Coach Ken O'Brien
commented. 'I've never seen a
team put it together like this year's
irosh They had positions three,

lour. five, seven, and ten. at the

three mile mark and it was all gone
in another tenth of a mile.''

O'Brien could not have put it any
l>etter This frosh team has stor-

med over everyone in sight in over
the past month and only the in-

stance ol a split second when three

Irosh runners decided to go right

instead of left kept them from
winning the title that they so
leserved.

Sports Notices

SKI t ANDIDATES-Candidates
lor the I Mass ski team will meet in

room 2o:5. Holdsworth Hall on
Thursday. Nov 12 at 7 p.m.

******
l'( N ITBALL TICKETS-Football

coupons are now in the process of

being exchanged for football
tickets lor Saturday's upcoming
game. IMassvs. New Hampshire.
I' or those who still haven't traded
in their coupons, they can do so at

the athletic ticket office, room 155

Hoyden The office is open until 6

p m

YanCon Champs Return To Action

As Coast Guard Hosts Redmen
by EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter

With relatively no time to

savor their impressive 4-0

victory over the University of

New Hampshire, the Redman
hooters are back in action this

.iltcrnoon. traveling to New
London. Connecticut to battle

the Coast Guard Academy.
I Mass. recent winner of the

lankee Congerence Cham-
pionship, is presently the fifth

ranked club in New England, the

I huil in the University Division,

from which teams will be
selected to participate in the

New England Playoffs of the

S.I*.A A national tourney.

\head ol the booters are Har-

vard tl.t, Brown (2), and close

behind Ihem are Middlebury (7),

Williams itl, and UConn U0).

A victory over Coast Guard
will t ie t he school mark for most

\1ctor1es in a single season, and

give the Kedmen a fine 7-2-2

mark lor I lie season. As yet no

word has been issued from the

lounianient committee as to who

their tour selections will be. and

it lea si tor members of the

loam and avid fans, this could be

.mother one of those weeks like

the sue preceding the NIT in-

\ it.tlion for the basketball team

1.1*1 spring Eor the newly

< 1 owned champions this game

takes on an added significance

because the ultimate bid may
rest on the final score. Here is

how both teams shape up for the

two-o'clock encounter:

( OAST GUARD : The hosts for

this key game are coached by

I Mass alumnus and former

assistant to coach Broaca, Ray
( ieplik The undefeated Redman
freshman team of 1968 with

current varsity players Lindo

Alves. Greg Hamilton, Bob
Curtin, Augie Calheno, Gary
Hart. Dick McCarron, Joe
( erniawski, and Paul Slack, was
guided by Cieplik. Last year he

coached the Springfield College

Kreshman to a very fine season.

< oast Guard had a record of 5-3-

1 coming into today's game,
including big wins over Wor-
cester Tech, 3-2, and Trinity

college, 2 1. In addition, the

hosting booters have defeated
Norwich. Clark, and the NY.
Maritime Academy, while losing

to Wesleyan, Central Con-
necticut, and Providence, and
tieing Babson College. Since last

season the Cadets have im-
proved tremendously, adding
skilled playmaking to their

characteristically aggressive,

rough style of play.

beading the attack for the

Coast Guard are two veteran

tHMlormers. lorwards Bat Wiese

and Bill Willis, and goalkeeper

Kelly Callsion. The entire team
has l>een scouted both by Coach
Broaca and assistant David
lekanowski. and is considered

one of the best clubs to come out

of the academy in recent years.

They are waiting in New London
ready to upset UMass and will

have the home field advantage,

an especially big factor in New
Ixmdon
MASSACHUSETTS: The

booters will be looking to

enhance their tournament
chances, of course, so they can't

afford to drop this game They
enter the contest after playing

two of their best games of the

year and will be eager to prove

they can continue to play top-

notch soccer The Redmen have

been hit by a recent rash of in-

juries, however, with Dick
McCarron, hurt in the UNH
game, expected to be available

for this afternoon's contest.

Senior Larry DeFelice,

however, is probably out for the

season with shoulder injury su

liered against Springfield. But it

is co-captain Augie Calheno who
will be missed the most the rest

of the way The junior standout

has played the entire season

with a painful hernia, and only

recently has been unable to

continue Calheno has played a

the leaders in the first mile and
aggressiveness of the Dartmouth
iiinners in this period

By the mile. Dartmouth had four

men in the top ten and these run-

ners held on the rest of the race to

take the team title. The Indians

totaled 56 points as compared to 71

points lor UMass.
The second Redman to cross the

finish line was Larry Paulson who
came in eighth in the time of 24:43.

Coach Ken O'Brien termed
Paulson's performance "great"
and great it was, as he came on in

the last couple of miles to pass
seven men including two Dart-

mouth runners at the end. With a

mile to go he realized that he
needed to pass the Dartmouth men
in front of him and he showed a lot

ol guts in catching the two Indians

as he did.

Leo Duart was the third Redman
yesterday as he completed his tour

of the Kranklin Park course in 16th

place He started out in his usual
slow manner but worked hard over
the last half of the race to earn his

linal position.

lorn Swain took 21st. place, but

was displeased at his performance.

lie got oil to a slow beginning and
both he and Tom Jasmin, who
linished as the number six UMass
runner, hesitated to go with the

leaders Hearing the first mile. This

was the first time that these two
have run a varsity race over this

course and this may have resulted

in their hesitation.

Rick Barry ran his best race of

the year yesterday. He broke into

the scoring column placing 25th in

the race and fifth for the Redmen.
It was his aggressiveness in the

first mile that enabled him to make
this line showing.

Rich Tashjian ran in his first big

race and finished back in the

standings but in so doing he ran the

fastest time that he has ever

recorded over the Franklin Park
course.

Today is a day of distance

recovery running for the Redmen.
tomorrow it's back to practice

again Thursday , it's a dual meet
with UNH Friday it's back to

practice and Monday they have the

IC4A s to compete in at Van Cor-

tland Park in New York City.

Big Day For Booters
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Sunday was a strange day in the world of pro football. On an afternoon

when O.J. Simpson was lost for the season with a knee injury and the

Boston Patriots were shut out again, this time under Johnny Mazur, the

biggest stories that emerged circled around a cripple and the oldest man
in the game.

What Tom Dempsey of the New
Orleans Saints did over the

weekend has to be ranked with the

unbelievable sports occurances
that happen once every three or

lour years. If you didn't hear about

it. Dempsey, a placekicker who
has only half of his kicking foot,

I looted a record 63-yard field goal

with only two seconds left to play to

lift his team to a 19-17 upset win

over the Detroit Lions

To kick a field goal of that

dimension is amazing in itself.

Alter all, it bettered the existing

mark by seven yards and per-

manently erased the name of Bert

Kechechar and his 56-yarder from
the books. Add to this the fact that

this l>oot was under tremendous
pressure since it decided the

outcome of the game and put the

Lions two full games behind the

division leading Minnesota
Vikings.

But more unbelievable than any
of that was the fact that all of this

was done by a man who is a cripple

in a game dominated by
superhuman athletes. One could go
into a long spiel on how Dempsey
should be an inspiration to all of us,

but rather than sound like Howard
Cosell, let us just say that the man
deserves a great deal of ad-

miration for his own personal

achievements.

Another booter in the news
Sunday was a man who has been
playing football longer than this

writer has been around, namely
George Blanda. The 43-year old

Oakland Raider, who was on the

key role in all of the hooter's

successes this banner year with

the UNH game the first game
he's missed. He has to be given

a great deal of credit for playing

as much, as well, and as en-

thusiastically as he has this

season. No one has worked
harder than the rugged halfback

to make this season one of the

most successful in UMass
history. His teammates chose to

give him the game ball from the

conference winning victory

Saturday and no one could

dispute the selection

taxi squad last September, came in

for the second straight week to

save a ball game for his struggling

teammates
A week ago. Blanda was called

on with three seconds left to play

and his Raiders were trailing the

Kansas City Chiefs, 17-14. All that

was expected of him was to boot a

48-yard held goal which would give

the Raiders a tie. With little ado.

the aging veteran calmly put one
through the uprights.

But that was only a warm-up
compared to the hijinx Blanda
performed Sunday. With his side

l)ehind the Cleveland Browns, 20-

13, and Daryl Lamonica, the

Raiders number one quarterback
out with an injury, the 43-year old

miracle worker was called on once
again.

This time, he patiently drove his

team 80 yards and hit Warren
Wells with a 14-yard scoring pass
and kicked the conversion himself

with 1:32 remaining to knot the

count at 20. But he was not through
yet After a Bill Nelson pass was
intercepted by the Raiders, Blanda
returned to the game and, after

playing around with ball for a few
plays, punched through another
field goal with three seconds left,

this time from 52-yards away. One
wonders what Blanda will put out

of his hat in the thin air of Denver
next Sunday.

This reporter spent much of last

summer in the British Isles and if

you wonder what that has to do
with placekicking, read on. It so
happens that during the trip, the
topic of American football came
up The soccer-oriented Britons
always asked the same question.

"Is it true that the football teams
have one guy who only kicks the
liall?" For some reason, they
simply could not understand this,

perhaps due to their own training

in soccer in which everyone just

about does everything. They
questioned the value a man who
can only kick.

If these people knew anything
about the American game, they
would have seen on Sunday just

how valuable a placekicker can be.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Cloudy, Rain likely

Today and Tomorrow.
High's in 50's.
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Faculty Conference

Reviews April 10-11 Issue
See page 3

Senate Determines Vacation Dorm Use,
Hears Bromery Security Presentation

See Page

Two

PROS AND COM - Senators Bill

Abbott ( I ) and Leo Clark exchange
debate during Student Senate
action last night. For details on
Senate motions, see page 2. CVIDC
photo b\ Tim Fagan)

GM Strike Tentatively Settled
See page fur

De Gaulle Funeral Today
See page four
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Bromery Presents Security Proposal

Senate Sets Vacation Dorm Guidelines

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The Student Senate last night passed a motion concerning the use of student dormitory rooms
during vacations which sets up new guidelines for selecting w hich dorms are to be used. The new
|K)licy establishes a system by which dorms can volunteer and be recompensed for its use.

Vice President Patricia Beharry

chaired the meeting in the place of

vacationing President Glenn
I Jters Other business at the

meeting included the swearing-in

of Freshman Class officers, the

answering of various other

questions, and a presentation by

l)r Randolph Bromery, Assistant

to the Chancellor for Student Af-

lairs, concerning proposals for

dormitory security

The Special Business Motion
dealing with the use of dorm rooms
during vacation was introduced in

the light of recent opposition ex-

pressed to the current policy of the

alphabetical usage of dormitories

on a regular basis. The motion, as

it passed, recognizes that many
students must stay on campus
during vacations when dormitories

.ire closed At the same time, it

recognizes the concerns of students

over the involuntary use of their

rooms during these times.

It was moved that dorms shall

volunteer the use of their facilities

and receive any profit resulting

Irom the fees paid by the students

staying in the rooms. This revenue
is to be used for the improvement
»l the house, as decided by the

'louse and its area coordinator. If

More than one dorm volunteers,

one will be chosen by lottery and
may not be used again until all

houses wishing to have a chance to

i>e used In the case that no dorms
volunteer, the old system of

alphabetical usage will be reverted
to

An amendment was added to the

lull which calls for the Athletic

Department to be billed for

students whom they require to stay

•n campus during vacations to

urticipate in athletics

one alternative to the use of

student rooms which had been
suggested was the use of the
( ampus (enter to house students.

* The Senate was told that this is

economically and practically in-

leasible during Intercession and
Spring Vacation because there are
too many students to be housed and
because the Center needs the

revenue from regular rental rates

lor the room. However, the

• ampus Center can be used at

least this Thanksgiving and
< hristmas. it need be.

Addressing the Senate in

response to its invitation. Dr.
Bromery told them "I've tried to

take a serious look at security and
the problems involved in solving
it" He described his "interim,
flexible proposal" for dealing with
dormitory security. The proposal,
which is designed to make better

logistical use of available man-
power, calls for the placement of a

security guard or student guard in

each dormitory, at least on Friday
and Saturday nights. This guard
would be in telephone contact with
the campus security station, which
would radio to policemen walking
beats if the dorm guard needed
their assistance in handling a
problem

Dr. Bromery said that this

proposal is only temporary
because there is a search currently
being conducted to find a security

director and whoever is selected

might develop a different system.
He said that he hopes that whoever
is chosen for this position will be
selected more in terms of his ex-

petise in human relations than in

actual police work

Dr Bromery also told of

educational process which he has
started In it, students have been
selected to talk to their fellow

students about the type and
magnitude of crimes on this

campus to build up concern. He
also spoke of plans to publish an
annotated police log

Asked when his proposal will

come into effect, Dr. Bromery said
he hopes to have it operating by
Thanksgiving.

In response to another question
concerning how students are to be
involved in deciding security
priorities, Dr. Bromery concluded
his presentation by saying that his

proposal is the direct result of a
call for help by students. A lot of

the specific rules for security
coverage will be defined by the

individual dorms, also giving
students the chance to decide
priorities.

In regular business, Vice
Resident Beharry swore in the

newly elected officers of the Fresh-

man Class before the Senate.

During the Question Period,
various questions were answered
by committee chairmen. Two
questions were asked concerning
the rumored appropriation of funds

by the University for the

renovation of Whitmore and the

refurnishing of the Chancellor's

House. Treasurer Verrochi ex-

plained that none of the funds
recently appropriated by the
University go for either of these

purposes but instead for the

renovation of academic buildings

The three-hour meeting of the

Senate was adjourned at 10 p.m.
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C.C.G. BOARD

Nomination Papers

Due tomorrow at 5:00 P.M.
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ACTING SENATE PRESIDENT Pat Beharry presides over the

Senate, during last night's meeting, in the absence of President

C.lenn Elters. (MDC photo by Tim Kagan)

SENATOR KAREN M.-UMTT debates a point in Senate action.

(MIX photo by Tim Kagan >

Freshman
Election

Results
John Long will serve as

president of the class of 1974, as the

result of Tuesday's freshman class

election

Below are complete final elec-

tion results:

POINT OK ORDER Senator Nick Apostola. from Greenough,
argues in last night's Senate meeting. (MDC photo by Tim Eagan)

Applications Being Accepted

for FULL-TIME and PART-TIME JOBS en CAMPUS
beginning next semester

Salary: approximately $3.00 per hour
Prerequisites: knowledge of shorthand (any style) and

ability to type

Your work schedule will be arranged to suit your class
schedule

.

Application Forms

Are Available At:
Students' Educotionol System Office
First floor (opposite lobby counter),

old Student Union

Telephone: 545-2683
Office hours: 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m

Monday - Friday

PRESIDENT
Robert H Kinkead
John Long
Dale Schaetzke ( write-in

)

Other write-ins

VICE-PRESIDENT
Dave Walsh
Gayle Krukonis
Write-ins

SECRETARY
Joseph Kos
Virginia Pickett (write-in)

Other write-ins

TREASURER
EredScalese
Cindy Roy
Write-ins

186

212*

44

8

135

288*

9

292*

107

14

201

242*

7
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Speakers at the Eaculty Conference on Undergraduate Education included President
Robert Wood, speaking on the changing systems of education (left); Norman Birm-

liaiim. who discussed motives of the student revolt (right): and numerous faculty
members at various topical sessions. (!Y1I)C photo by Steve Schmidt)

Undergrad Ed. Conference Probes April 10-11 Issues
Wood Opens Meeting

Wednesday morning at 10:00, the

tenth floor of the Campus Center
was the site of a Faculty Con-
ference on Undergraduate
Education. The conference was a
follow-up of the issues discussed

during the April 10-11 period.

During April, classes were called

off on these days to discuss all

problems having to do with the

campus Since that time, there has
l>een a Steering Committee which
meets regularly to go over similar

situations. They were the sponsors
of yesterday's Conferance.

Attending the conference were
approximately 100 people, in-

cluding two grad students and two
undergraduates, who were invited

by the committee to attend

TO. Wilkinson from the
Sociology Department, was
chairman of the conference.
Wilkinson greeted the members of

the conference and introduced the

first speaker. President Wood who
talked about the changing system
of higher education. His main point

was that the problem was not with

the dissenter, but with the

unaroused apathetic majority.

The second speaker, Norman
Birnbaum, a Sociology professor at

Amherst College, examined some
of the motives and possible results

of the student revolt movement.
Coffee and doughnuts followed

Birnbaum's speech. The coffee

hour gave everybody a chance to

mingle and discuss the speeches
and the afternoon's topic session.

Issue Discussions

(Editors note-Yesterday's

faculty conference on un-

dergraduate education focused on

a large number of topics and areas.

The following story written by

Staff Reporters Denise St. Jean,

Daniel Stearns, JoAnne Stiles, and

Richard Hanson represents only

part of the total picture.)

TO Wilkinson, moderator of the

plenary meetings during yester-

day's Faculty Conference on un-

dergraduate education, seemed to

accurately depict the final question

left by the numerous "topic"

workshops and discussions saying,

"What do we do with what we have
done."
The 100 or so faculty who

gathered in the Campus Center

yesterday dealt with a total of 16

general areas, everything from

Long Range Planning to

l«J3 \ortli F1r*unl St. »mh*r*«

ATTENTION:
LOST or FOUND

CATS and DOG (OWNERS)
(Pet Lovers Anonymous)

If you have lo»t your pet. or k*f*

found a lost p«-f and are waltliiK for

the owner »o claim H. or If you arr

looking for a good horn.- for >inr

surplus pets, we would like to help

.»u. WMIVs • CV<XEHRKAKEK'
will accept calls every mantel 1m*-

»wcen the hour ItM and V.'.O p in

\\i- will inhi-rtise >our pel's status

dnrlne "< Y< l.KKKKAKEK". Ci«ll

"i4>;*7G (lurintr the above hour.

Me tike nninml-

Curriculum The value of it all:

Wilkinson, head of the Sociology
department felt that just getting a
group of "concerned faculty"
together to talk was better than
nothing

The following are reports

representing a cross section of the
types of topics and discussions
which took place yesterday:

LONG RANGE PLANNING:
Meeting with two of the authors

of the recently released Faculty

Senate Long Range planning
Committee report, members of the

faculty questioned the strength of

certain proposals made by the

Committee, particularly in the

area of establishing Residential

Colleges for UMass.
The small group was told by Joe

Marcus, Assistant to the Chan-

cellor for University relations and

one of three authors of the report,

that the committee's recom-
mendations were made on the

basis of a willingness to "accept

the notion of what a public

university should be in 1970." "If

democracy is diversity, the

University as an agent of

democracy must be diverse." he

said.

Master of Southwest, John Hunt
questioned the committee's
priorities pointing out the lack of a

"strong
- '

emphasis on the

establishment of residential

colleges. Marcus and Irving

Howard (chairman of the com-
mittee) defended the report saying

that, with the limitations of the

original faculty Senate charge to

the committee, all they "could plea

lor in the report) was diversity.

The Committee authors em-
phasized to the group that their job

was not to give specific recom-

mendations, rather to present a

general "management plan" for

the whole University.

NEW WAYS TO LOOK AT
(II5HKTI.IM
Nine faculty met in an en

thusiastic discussion concerning

new ways to look at curriculum at

the University.

Most present agreed with Walker
Gibson of the English Dept. that

what is needed is "skill at problem-

solving and a sense of one's own
participation in humanity." The
nine attacked the rigidity of the

present educational system and
called for interdisciplinary

programs to solve the "in-

terdepartmental problems of

society today."

The educators protested against

the narrow education which is now
offered by higher education,
geared towards turning out

students bound for graduate
school. Much of the discussion

focused on the necessity of

developing "viable alternatives to

graduate school" and to educating

those who do not wish to earn a

degree higher than a B.A. or B.S.

Gibson introduced an ideal

situation where an undergraduate
would be a divisional major and
would receive a degree in either

humanities, or social sciences, or

sciences

AND COURSETEACHE It

EVALUATION
The objective of teacher and

course evaluabon is to obtain from
students their reactions to courses

and the I acuity who teach them in

order that faculty may know how
to improve their methods and
approach and so students can
discern which courses are most
suited to their needs.

Thomas Filmore, coordinator of

the program hopes that in the

future teacher and course
evaluation will become mandatory
and become a permanent part of

the administration.

The evaluation sheets contain

questions with four possible an-

phul nEuimnn
J0RM1E WOODWARD

ROBERT WRGflER

wimnc is l¥(»rjnmr,'

HJilMillG
OAVf GRUSIN HOWtRQROOMiN - JAMES GOLDSTONE - JOHN FOREMAN

J JENNINGS UNG PRODUCTION 1 UNIVERSH NEWMAN -FOREMtN PICTURE

Thursday, November 12

7:00 & 9:45

SU Ballroom

Admission: 50c

mver choices With lour answers it

will leave no room lor the student

to take a middle oft he-road at-

titude.

! lowever. by the end of the

meeting the attendants had agreed
that teacher evaluation was a
[xiworful tool lor improvement but

was only one way of evaluating
courses

CCKHS
Hodges Glenn, director of the

UMass CCKBS program, ad-
dressed one of the discussion

groups of Wednesday's Un-
dergraduate Education Con-
ference. "( '( 'EBS A ( 'use Study of

Admissions Criteria
"

His presentation questioned the
validity of present criteria: grade
point average and general mental
ability tests, such as SAT and A(T
tests; and illustrated how other
means of evaluation-past
educational performance, and
tests of motivation, creativity. etc

were more valid as criteria for the
admission of the CCEBS student,

"who is not a dissadvantaged'
student, but .1 person of different

qualities and abilities."

IIK.IIEIt EDI ( \TIII\
For reasons ol relevency', the

members of the "Higher
Education and Alienation"
discussion group, of Wed 's Un-

dergraduate Education (on
lerence. decided to join in

discussion with the long rang*

planning discussion group
These resons were soon apparent

as the discussion, in which
members of the Faculty Senate
advisory committee on Long
Range Planning defended their

report, dealt with the topics ol

priorities, undergraduate vs

graduate education, and diver

silied educational experiences
This, and other veins ol

discussion was only more reason
lor a reding ol alienation by the

undergraduate student body

No Action Taken

No definite action towards
creating a more satisfying
leaching and learning environment
was decided upon at the plenary
session of faculty meetings on
undergraduate academics held
yesterday afternoon in the Campus
< 'enter.

Several suggestions abotil the
correlation of living and learning

experiences and stronger internal

organization of faculty committee
were offered, however, after T o
Wilkinson of the Sociolog)
Department opened the floor

following his own remarks con
corning the importance of long
range planning and utilization of

feedback.

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S DELI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst
— In the Peter Pan Building -

This Week's Delivery Special:

BOLOGNA GRINDER reg. price .99

Spec, .89

TURKEY GRINDER reg. price LOB
spec. ,m>

PASTRAMI GRINDER reg. price 1.09

spec. .99

ALL CANNED SODA reg. price .25

spec. .19

ECLAIRS reg. price .25

spec. .19

BAGELS & CREAM CHEESE reg. price .40

spec. .34

All grinders include cheese, lettuce, tomato, onions, hot

peppers, pickles, choice of dressing*.

Delivery every night from 6 o'clock HI midnight.

Phone 253-9336.

OVER 25,000 USED BOOKS
Second hand and out-of-print books in

History. Psychology, Literature, Philosophy, Art. etc

for Scholars, Collectors and General Readers
Arranged for leisurely browsing.

Remember the life line of a used book store I* In

as well as sell.

Sell us your unwanted books and paperbai ;

trade

HADLEY BOOK SHOP
?ot RUSSELL ST. (Route.*) it\i»ii\

10:30 a.m. - t:M p.m
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In The Nation And The World

Gen'l Motors, UAW Reach

Tentative Agreements
DKTKolT (AP) The United Auto Workers and General Motors

reached a tentative agreement Wednesday on a new three year labor

contract which could set the strike crippled auto giant moving towards

lull production by the end ot the month.

liatification of the national

De Gaulle Burial Simple;

Just As He Ordered It
PARIS I AP i A soldier home from the wars. Gen. Charles de Gaulle is going to his grave today

in a $63 wooden coffin

His funeral at Colombey. simple in accordance with his own directions, will tollow memorial

services four hours earlier in Paris' Notre Dame Cathedral.

contract i>y 3M.O00 GM workers

and the settlement of outstanding

I S local contracts still stand in

the way ot a full resumption of car

.mil truck output by the world's

largest auto maker
1 lie new contract was in-

tlationary by the standard
< lei notion of the word, but added

th.it this was the pattern today in

labor contracts.

Details ot the contract were
\ithheld until it ls presented to the

union's :>r)0 member GM council

ivhich must oKay the pact before

n !> passed on to the membership
oi ratification

The council met at 1 p.m.

Wednesday to look at the contract.

inn the meeting was adjourned

until 9:30 a m. Thursday to give

union officiaii more time to write

up an explanation of the offer.

Bargaining table sources.

however said the pact included

these items

\ return to an unlimited cost

v, living allowance COLA - which

moves wages up or down with

quarterly changes in the Consumer
Price Index The union agreed to a

ceiling on TOLA in the i%7 Big

Threecontracts and made a return

to the unlimited formula a top

demand in this year's bargaining

A tirst year wage increase

ranging from 49 to til cents an hour

depending on the worker's pay

scale The union had sought a

Ixnist starting at 61 i cents and the

i ompany's last offer started at 38

cents The current average hourly

wage in the industry is $4.02.

Vitomakers estimate they pay an

additional SI 75 an hour in wages
and lunge benefits

Retirement lor workers with 30

\ears service at 1500 a month at

;ige ")H m the first year of the

contract, age 56 in the second year

ind age ">."> in the third year. The
union had originally sought

retirement at I30Q a month after 30

years, regardless of age. I'nder

the current contract a 56 year old

worker with 30 years of service

could retire at a maximum of

1104.11 monthly.
- Kour weeks vacation for

workers with 20 years of service.

The final details of the contract

were put together in two long

sessions, a f7 hour one that began
Monday morning and a final one
which began Tuesday morning and
ended early Wednesday
Bargaining had been stepped up
since Oct. 30.

GM had said earlier it needed a

settlement by Wednesday if it was
io net back in production by Dec. 1.

For that, money was no factor in

ordering out special planes and
trains to Paris to bring world

leaders for a final tribute to the

giant of a man - in stature and in

scope - who is largely credited with

making France what it is today.

Security officials drew on their

reserves to protect such visitors as

President Nixon and Soviet

President Nikolai V Podgorny.
While church bells toll all over

France the dignitaries will attend a

Requiem Mass at the BOO year old

cathedral The service, like the

one in DeGaulle's home village of

Colombey les Deux Eglises. will be
bare of eulogy or the playing of

Hoilings Hits Nixon Speeches
WASHINGTON i AP> -Sen. Ernest F Hollings says President Nixon

never has genuinely committed himself to programs that would feed

ill the nation's poor despite his speeches on the hunger problem And

he wants the President to undertake a national hunger tour.

The South Carolina Democrat says Nixon has listened too often to

top White House advisors who oppose spending large sums of money
on feeding programs or prefer other antipoverty measures instead of

taking recommendations of administration hunger fighters.

He said Nixon has declined to follow the advice of Robert A Finch.

Secretaries Clifford If. Hardin of Agriculture and Maurice H. Stans of

i ommerce or other iood program advocates including the White

House Conference on Food. Nutrition and Health.

'The president has never acted seriously on any of the recom-

mendations of hunger fighters within his administration or the

pleading of the White House conference." says Hollings "He has yet

to be genuinely committed.''

Hollings gives his views in a book. The Case Against Hunger - a

Demand lor a National Policy to be published Thursday

Studies HitNixon Policies
WASHINGTON i AF > - Five new economic studies raised doubts

Wednesday that the nation will meet the Nixon administration's goal
of full employment by mid 1972

The reports were issued by the Brookings Institution - but without
specific endorsement of the findings by that privately supported
research organization - in the second issue of the thrice yearly
publication. Krookings Papers on economic Activity.

The hoped tor speedy recovery, the several reports suggest, may be
impeded by slack consumer demand for new cars, slow business in-

vestment in inventories, a flattening of industry's outlays for new-

plant and equipment, and the projected modest rate of increase in the
money supply
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laps These were the restric-

tions no bands, no bugles'' - that

DeGaulle set down in a hand-

written directive 18 years ago.

Then, later. DeGaulle is being

buried l>eside his daughter Anne,

dead 22 years . and a forgotten

I arm laborer

On Wednesday only such

distinguished personages as

President Georges Pompidou, once

DeGaulle's right hand man and

then his successor, were admitted

to the family home where
DeGaulle died Monday in his 80th

vear

With the lamily standing by.

DeGaulle lay in the room wherehe

died. The body was in a brigadier

general's uniform and the coffin

was partly covered by the French

tricolor

A visitor said a single candle

burned and he thought he

recognized the general's old blue

kepi, marked with two stars

emblematic of the lowest French

general's rank

Made of oak by the village coffin

maker, the coffin had a silver-

plated crucifix and aluminum
handles

DeGaulle's family had told the

casket maker: "Do as you would

tor anybody else
'

A Foreign Office list of mourners

.it Notre I >ame included more than

Ko chiefs ol state, heads of

government and other great of-

ficiate. The final list was expected

to approach the representation of

M2 high level delegations that at-

tended Ike funerals of John F

Kennedy and Dwight D
Eisenhower,
The official list of mourners

included Prince Charles of Brifau

the Shah of Iran. Emperor Haiie

Selassie ot Ethiopia, Queen Juliana

ol Holland. King Baudoin of

Belgium and former Premier
David Ben (iunon of Israel

NYC Commissioner Tells

Why Police Go Bad
NEW YORK IAPI - Police go bad. the city's investigation com

missioner said Wednesday, because they are expected to enforce

unrealistic laws and are tempted by businessmen who want to "buy the

badge
The commissioner. Robert

Rusk in. whose office receives

complaints of police corruption,

said he believes most policemen
want to be honest

i am convinced they start out

honest."' he said in an interview

with New York Post, "then a

motorist offers him $10 or a

restaurant owner refuses to let him
pay tor a lunch. That's the way it

starts.

"I know for a fact." he con-

tinued, "many cops take out their

wallets to pay for a hot dog and a

coke and the restaurant man ab-

solutely won't take the money
"What is the cop supposed to do -

throw it down and run
"

.sex. gambling, the Sabbath and
business operations were areas in

which he said laws contributed to

the cycle of police corruption and
payoffs This makes the giving and
taking of bribes an attractive

alternative to enforcing outdated

rules, he stated

Prostitution, particularly in light

of rising venereal disease cases,

should be brought under regulation

rather than con»inue "operating in

dark alleys giving corrupt of-

ficials an opportunity to sup-

plement their income
"

Laws regarding the sexual
practices of consenting adults, he
said, now only provide opportunity
lor blackmail, allowing police to
exact tribute from persons
threatened with arrest

"As long as the public is not
affected and then is no victim."
iiuskin said, a person's sexual
conduct should not be restricted bv
law

"

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30

ENJOY OUR
"The Pleoser" $1.50

Salad bar included
price of sandwich
or entree.

in

Strips of London Broil

on water roll, topped
with your choice of o
homemade Bordelaise or
a tasty pineapple mush-
room sauce

.

Club Bar ooen 11:30 - 2:00
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Seattle Seven" Tried

On Conspiracy Charges

TACOMA, Wash. (AF) -Seven young people go on trial here Monday on

lederal conspiracy charges stemming from vandalism at a U.S. building

in Seattle last winter. The defendants and the government already are

arguing the case's significance.

The defendants, who call themselves the Seattle Seven, and their at-

torneys claim the trial is the nation's second major conspiracy trial, the

legal battle of the Chicago Seven being the first.

"Plain rubbish," says U.S. Attorney Stan Pitkin. His office drew up the

conspiracy indictments after Seattle's federal courthouse was defaced

during a demonstration last Feb. 17, the day after the Chicago Seven

verdicts were handed down.
"Conspiracy is quite often an included count in any criminal case."

Pitkin says. "It could be conspiracy to commit bank robbery, distribute

heroin or participate in a civil disorder."

Charged with conspiracy to damage the federal courthouse, which was

spraved with paint and had some windows broken, are Michael Lerner,

27, Charles C Marshall III, 25, Jeffrey Dowd, 20, Joseph Kelly, 24,

Michael Abeles. 19, Roger Lippman, 22, and Susan Stern. 27. An eighth

defendant. 19 vear old Michael Justesen, is still sought.

Lerner also has been charged with using interstate telephone lines to

incite to riot. Additional charges of crossing state lines to incite to riot

have been filed against Marshall, Dowd, Kelly and Abeles.

Lerner-came to Seattle from Berkeley, Calif., and spent a year as a

visiting professor of philosophy at the University of Washington. His

contract was not renewed. Marshall, a political science graduate of

Cornell University. Kelly, Mrs. Stern and Abeles, formerly were

members of Students for a Democratic Society. Lippman, a former

student at Portland's Reed College, and Dowd have been associated with

leftist groups in Seattle.

Marshall says Seattle has been "singled out as a target area for

repression by the national administration." He says although there were

about 30 demonstrations throughout the country Feb. 17, "there was only

one federal level indictment comin°, out of these deomonstrations and

that was in Seattle."

Marshall asserts Seattle was chosen because of its "isolation" and

because the defendants are not as well known nationally as were the

( hicago Seven
I'itkin disagrees, saying "it's a local case."

Five MajorElections
StillRemain Uncertain

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Eight days after election day five major races remain undecided senator
in Indiana, congressman in Kentucky and governorships in Rhode Island, Oklahoma and Maine.
The Democrats hold hairline leads in all five at this point, but the final outcome of all of them

may not be nailed down for weeks. And Congress may have to decide who won the Senate and
House seats.

If there are recounts in these two
races and the loser challenges that
decision the problem shifts to

Washington The Constitution says
vach house shall be the judge of
the election returns and
qualifications of its own mem-
bers."

The Indiana Senate contest is

between incumbent Sen Vance
llartke and his Republican
challenger Rep Richard L
Roudebush The Kentucky house
battle is between incumbent GOP
Rep. William (). Cowger and
Democrat Romano T Mazzoli.

The latest unofficial tally shows
llartke leading Roudebush by 4,562
votes And Secretary of State
William N. Salin said he would not
have final, official totals until

Thursday because of the Veterans
Day holiday.

Then the loser can decide
whether he wants to demand a
recount

The stakes are high because of
the close party division of the
Senate A llartke win would hold
Republican gains to two and give
Democrats 55 of the 100 seats.

Both Republicans and
Democrats in Indiana have
charged vote fraud in scattered
areas, perhaps presaging a
recount demand.

In the Kentucky 3rd District

congressional, Mazzoli has an
unofficial lead of 210 votes over the

incumbent Republican, with all

the votes counted. A recanvass is

expected to be completed in time

lor the Jefferson County Election

Commission to meet Thursday and
i lee la re the winner.

Then it will be up to the loser to

decide whether to go to court to

Meek ;i recount, a process that

could take many weeks. Cowger
last week asked for a review of

registration records in 2:?

precincts.

The gubernatorial recount in

Oklahoma, the first statewide race

recount in state history, is ex-

pected to lie completed Saturday.

Democratic challenger David Hall

clung to a 2.507 vote lead over

Itepubtican Gov. Dewey Barlett

In Maine. Democratic Gov.
Kenneth M Curtis widened his

lead over Kepublican Atty (Jen.

.lames S KrwintoHOi) votes in the

unofficial count The official

tabulation logins next week
Hut Krwin already has formally

requested a recount which starts

Nov. 2:5 and may take five or six

weeks.

If the issue is not resolved by

Jan tithe day the legislature

convenes-the Senate president to

be chosen then will take over as

governor until a decision is

reached Since the GOP controls

the Senate he would be a

Republican.

In Rhode Island, the Board of

Elections has been recounting for

the past week with incumbent
Democratic Gov. Frank Licht

holding onto a 2.142 vote lead over

Republican Herbert F DeSimone
The Rhode Island board starts

Thursday tallying 7.551 absentee

ballots, a process which may take

a week
Two years ago when Licht

defeated .lohn II. Chalee. nov%

secretary of the Navy. Chafes
came out ahead 2 to 1 in the ah

senlee ballots II the same partisai

division happens this year
DeSimone eould overcome Licht '^

lead

According To Local Programs

Young People Helping Others
With Problems of Drug Abuse

As the nation gropes for an answer to its drug abuse epidemic, many new local efforts are

emphasizing the help that young people can give to other young people who are in drug trouble.

In New Haven. conn., the project

is private, a storefront called

Number 9. an easygoing, informal

') outh crisis intervention center."

run by young people.

Organizations like Number 9 -

which got its name from the

Beatles song. "Revolution Number
9" are beginning to spring up
across the country, with the young
people sometimes working largely

alone, sometimes as part of a

community's overall program.
Whether in New Haven, or in

Phoenix. Ariz . San Mateo. Calif..

Tampa. Kla., all the programs try

to offer guidance and therapy to

youths in- trouble, all reflecting

varying aspects of the nation's

effort

In New Haven, for example, the

help comes from young people

skeptical of more established

routes of treatment

'The whole concept of Number 9

is that the agencies are failing,"

(lark argues. "They're failing

morally; they're failing in terms of

their responsibility to the com-
munity, and they're great big

copout centers."

But an established agency in

Connecticut disputed this, coun-

tering that such informal centers

are mainly tor middle class white

youths who are not usually on hard
drugs, while the recognized
agencies must aim at prolonged,

intense treatment of those who
have demonstrated a clear desire

to quit using drugs.

A center in Phoenix, in a large

white house in the down town area,

also has a problem of informality

vs. formality, even though it is a

part of a larger community
program.
The Phoenix center, called

Terras House a misspelling of the

l^itin word lor earth offers help 24

hours a day to anyone who needs

it But it also comes under a local

"umbrella"' organization, the

Community Organizabon for Drug
Abuse Control, suggested by the

county medical society to coor-

dinate the entire communitv effort

NixonAsks No Exemptions
For Vietnam War Objectors

WASHINGTON (AIM The Nixon administration asked the Supreme

Court Wednesday to rule out draft exemptions lor men who are con

scientiously opposed to the Vietnam war but not to all wars

However sincere or religious these men may be. a political judgment -

at Uie heart of their objection, said Solicitor Gen. Krwin N Gnswold and

Justice Department lawyers in a brief submitted to the court

Besides, the administration argues, if selective exemptions are ap

proved people could refuse to pay their taxi's on religious grounds n
could defy other laws.

"Mora f conviction derived Irom political judgment may well just if\

civil disobedience in the mind of the lawbreaker, but it is not a valid

defense to breaking the law," the brief said

Utter this term the court will hear the appeals ol two men who con

tended their conscience did not permit them to light in Vietnam One. Guj

P. Gillette, of Yonders, N Y wax sentenced to two years in prison fornol

reporting lor induction The other. I.on is A Negro, of Kakerslield. (alii .

is an Armv veteran who was refused a discharge

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
(ROM AMHERST fOUOW RT. 9 TO WARE (APR0X.

IS MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER

MAIS 1 MILE ON RT. 32. ...50,000 SQ. ET. OF SAVINGS)

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG *

.SAVINGS FOR GUYS'N GAlSf

BELL BOTTOMS
BODY SHIRTS

SNEAKERS

BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT
CHEAP!

SM. 0FSH TlllJ° J COUNT OIPT.StOR
PHILlip PIAZA
ROUT! 32 W»RE

SNO
BIRD
SAYS:

it takes

toknow
one!

•**

We think skiers an ti sort of people friendly

but not guihble enihusiastic but not foolhardy

They re our kind of people Granted skiing is a business

with us but we love the spo>; At Timberime we all

ski and we think *c know what makes skiers tick We ve

found thom to be smart with then monr v and not

pound foolish over pseudo deals Sxiers are sticklers

for quality. So are we that s why we take lots of

time to select fit explain and demonstrate our products

But most of all skiers like to be treated sauarely

When s the last time you got a square

DIAL Iht TIMBERLINE / '33-2S41

•ntormac M ;
> I

MOiNCS ttmoeniiine
PINTS WAPM-UPS. CHECKS ft SK"

»pppc <.,
|

-jk, and country shops

SIXTEEN ACRES Wilbraham Road at Parker Street

HA<X.t v
- 'Joute S •-' * '<*»*> Village Barn
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School of Ed. To Present

Educational Smorgasbor
Westfield State Students
Protest Prexy's Action

A week long symposium for all

i hose interested in education will
Ih- held Monday through Friday,
Nov 16-90, at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst.
"Something Else '70", this

year's edition of the annual multi-
media lair of the University School
of Education, is a five-day
educational smorgasbord of

events, happenings, talks, a mock
(rial, audio-visual tapings, musical
improvisations, dramas, games,
demonstrations, films, workshops,
rolloquia and other events.

Subtitled "Alternate futures in

education," the week is for
every one-students and faculty
Irom I

; Mass and neighboring
colleges, teachers and ad-
ministrators in public schools and
any parent or other person in-

terested in education At any hour
through each day at the .School of

Education and some f other
locations. shuee to tea *\sents are
going en

"All are related to alternate
futures in education -what can be
done about what's wrong in

education today," according to

Robert Woodbury, assistant school
of education dean. There is no
charge or registration and all that
is needed is a schedule. These are
available at the main lobby of the
School of Education or by mail
Irom School of Education,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst 01002

A feature is a mock trial with
Harvard Law School faculty and
others examining the law as a
vehicle for reform in education. In
the mock court action at 1 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 18, a
hypothetical black pupil charges a
hypothetical school committee
with denying him equal op-
portunity The issue will be further
examined in "The Law as a
Vehicle for Reform in Education,"
discussion at 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Tuesday morning, November 10,

marked the beginning of another

student strike. Eight hundred of

West field State's 2200 students

boycotted their classes in protest to

the disciplinary action taken
against two students and a demand
to expand the college cabinet.

At a rally on Monday, 1000
students took a vote making the
decision to boycott classes

Figure Skating Offered

For Academic Credits

Eigure skating classes are being
offered beginning November 16

and lasting through December 23.

The classes, to be held in Orr Rink
at Amherst College, will include an
instructional period plus unlimited
practice time.

These classes may be used as a
gym period for academic credit.

Any two class periods may be

chosen by arrangement between
10:00 AM and 2.60 P.M. week-
days, excluding Saturday and
Sunday.

The lab fee is only $30.00 plus
your own skates and tran-
sportation Sign up at the General
Physical Education Office located
in 209 Boyden.

All regular classes at the School
iii Education have been suspended
lor the week so that students and
faculty may participate fully. Late
alternoon and evening sessions

have been scheduled so that

working teachers and ad-

ministrators may attend.

A dmission PoIicyEstabfished

ForHomecoming Concerts
When you purchase your tickets, detach and keep the accompanying
stub with you at the concert. In the event of any unusual circumstances
this stub will serve as a basis for re-admission to the Cage or for an ap-
propriate refund if deemed necessary by the sponsor. Nothing else will

Ih» honored.

Entrance to the concerts will be through the south doors of the Cage as
usual In order to leave the concert, you must ask for a pass out ticket at
the front door lobby No one will be allowed in without a pass out ticket.

beginning at 8:30. The 1:00 rally

was prompted by the failure of

President Leonard J. Savignano to

appear at a meeting Saturday

planned by the student leaders to

talk about their proposals. After

the rally, Dr. Savignano refused to

meet with student representatives

l>ecause he was in conference.

Late Monday, however, the

President was presented with

three demands, out of an original

five. All points were endorsed by

the Student Senate.

The first demand was that the

president meet with the students
immediately.
The second was that Savignano

nullify all disciplinary action taken
against Stephen Pappas and
William Reardon.
The last demand was that the

college cabinet be expanded to

include three students and three
faculty members with equal voting
power.

The issue concerning Pappas
and Reardon is that one is allowed
to student teach and the other is

not. Disciplinary action was taken
against the two, according to

reports, because they were in-

volved in arranging a beer party on
the campus last year. Out of the 500
who attended, students complained
only Pappas and Reardon were
singled out.

Another problem bothering the
students was the fact that even
those over 21 were not allowed to

live off campus, muchless students
18 years and older, regardless of
parental consent. They also
charged that the administration
should become more lax with rules
regarding dormitory visiting hours
lor those of the opposite sex.

The strike lasted until 2:00
Tuesday afternoon, when most of
the crowd ended the picketing to go
to the Westfield State soccer game.
There was no picketing on Wed-
nesday out of respect for Veteran's
Day The strike resumes today at
8:30 again.

One complaint by students is the
lack of communication between
the students and administration. In
rebuttal to this statement, Dr
Savignano said:

"The lines of communication
between the appropriate student
leaders and the college ad-
ministration have always been
open."

"Any so-called demands by
students acting outside of channels
established by the Student Senate
cannot and will not be considered."
"The Student Life Committee at

Westfield State College has been-
and is continuing to-work on
matters that have caused student
unrest in the past. Solutions to

problems cannot be reached
overnight-many have far reaching
implications, and must be con-
sidered in the light of these im-
plications, not only for today, but
also for tomorrow and in the days
to come."

The President's closing
statement said. "Young people
today seek to be treated ab adults-
with the rights and prerogatives of
adults. They seem to fail to realize
that with these rights go
obligations When the students at
Westfield State College begin to
act like adults, then we can sit

down and talk as adults together.
Then, and only then, will solutions
!>e lound to these matters which
concern them."

CAN YOU SPARE 17 MINUTES FOR

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT?

GENERAL COURT APPLICATIONS
IT TAKES TWO MINUTES TO FILL OUT AN APPLICAT ION IN THE

STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

OR CALL 6-8904.

THE INTERVIEWS ARE FIFTEEN MINUTES LONG ON THE NIGHT OF
NOVEMBER 17th.

WE ARE FILLING 6 POSITIONS^ FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS

ESPECIALLY WELCOME TO APPLY.

APPLICATIONS CLOSE AT 4:30 NOVEMBER 16th.
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NES Employs Varying Tutoring Techniques
The Northern Educational

Service tutoring program has
completed a series of orientation

sessions which met each Sunday
since the start of the semester.

Actual tutoring at the NES centers

began in mid-October

The instructional objectives of

the orientation were to provide the

tutors with knowledge of different

tutoring methods and to insure

their commitment to the program.
The sessions were also geared to

demonstrate that tutoring can be
very different from traditional

teaching, group spokesmen say.

The number of NES volunteers

assigned tutees has been slowly

growing since the tutoring

program started, though many
students who signed up have not

yet received assignments.

According to a spokesman of

NES, the blame for the slow ex-

pansion lies with those who ad-

ministrate the program, both on

campus and in Springfield. He also

cites the "naivite" of students who
think that the needy should jump at

the chance for aid from middle

class university students.

If you want your own answers to

the question of campus in-

volvement with the problems of
hate and poverty, and you are
willing to spend a continuing part
of the academic year getting that

answer, NES invites you to par-
ticipate in a one-to- one
educational experience.

NES hopes that students with

special skills will also join the

program A current example is

provided by the activities of the

Spanish Club in Springfield.

Tutoring on a one-to-one basis

has been the prime-concern, of the

program, but the types of in-

volvement possible limited only by

time, money and the individuals

who sign up.

If you are waiting assignment
now, wait no longer.

All the centers need tutors, but

since you will be arriving
unassigned, you may spend a

session or two before you find a
permanent tutee. Co-ordinators at

each center will help you and other

people will meet the bus every day
to give information and advice.

The NES bus will be leaving at

2 45 and 6: 15 PM Monday through
Thursday from the Haigis Mall

Lobby Entrance of Whitmore.

Halloween Party which happened in the N.K.S. centers in Springfield l.aeh ol tin- loin tenters

did their own thing. All in all. :t» I'Mass students purlied with nearly IStfcMil in Springfield

N.K.S. Committee Members
Sally Kelle\ :>4«-7:MH>. Steve Nazzaro.CireenouKh Dorm. Ernie Keis :> l!>-

1

!M :>

Marty Klein an ex-VISTA volunteer demonstrates the construction

and use of games in tutoring.
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TOE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
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-.PETER DENNIS

FONDA HOPPER npSLscw
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Com,*, — "S EASY PIECES"
' DIAiY Or A MAD HOUSEWIFE"

The Amherst Masquers present

TOM STOPPARD'S award winning play

ROSENCRANTZ
& GUILDENSTERN

ARE DEAD
Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays

NOVEMBER 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22

Kirby Theater, Amherst College

Ml sent* $2.00. For reservations phone 542-2278

or visit ho.v offlee 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

(Performance, days 10 sum. - p.m.)

The Krinkles

Soft, Squeezy

PATENTS

by- Socialite

Joyce

Nina

Zodiac

HtftLft

1CJH^
Greyhound Announces

NEW
GREYHOUND

AGENT
AT

UMASS
AL KELLEY

Your new Greyhound agent — a member of your
college — has full details on low Greyhound
fares, freauent schedules, scenic routes, char-
ter buses . . Stop in ond say hello . . . rodoy!

Savings Time, Too:
625 Grayson House

Phone: 6-7032

Tickets Sold on Tuesdays ond Thursdays

9 a.m. • 2 p.m.

ond every night 6:30 p.m. - 10 p.m

GO GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to us
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Elliot Eisenberg

Are We Or Are We Not?
I like to think of this column as a

dialogue with its readers; I don't

think that any student should be

moralizing. For this reason I find it

difficult to approach national af-

lairs. I've even gone so far as to

swear off doing it in favor of

writing about the micro-level of

life, individuals and how they cope

with what eats away at them. But
there is something gnawing away
at the insides of America circa

1970. and I think that it should be

examined. Are we or are we not the

Amerika which the Left describes:

oppressive, imperialistic, racist?

In foreign affairs are we an
imperial power? As I wrote on

election day a good case can be

made that we are. We support

military dictatorships in different

parts of the world which are more
known for their susceptibility to

our influence than for service to

their respective nations; Servan-

Schreiber described the growing

influence of US business in

Kuropean politics On the other

hand, we are one of the two

superpowers on this planet, and the

other has made no secret of its

desire to leave us six feet under.

How do we balance the raison

d'etre of foreign policy - defense of

this nation and its people - with

respect for the integrity of every

other nation on the globe?

Are we oppressive to people

within our borders This hinges

partly on the definition of op-

pression If there is evidence

implication such people as Angela

Davis and Bobby Seale in violent

crime, aren't we bound to try them
in a court of law? How do we ex-

plain what happened to Fred
Hampton, shot in his sleep? On the

one hand, if you look only at cases

like his. you become convinced

that justice is a farce. Yet if you
consider the pleas that Angela

Davis and Seale should be released

"treed'' - you become convinced

that that sort of justice also is a

farce.

Are we a racist country? I have
an opinion on this and I've offered

it before: In the cities what is often

called racism is fear. A neigh-

!>orhood changes, a white man is

left watching the disappearance of

the stores and churches and
friends which he'd known his entire

life

Are we a racist country? I have
an opinion on this and I've offered

it before : In the cities what is often

called racism is fear. A neigh-

Ixwhood changes, a white man is

left watching the disappearance of

the stores and churches and
friends w hich he d known his entire

life With real estate and rental

prices rising as they are, he feels

trapped into either housing he

cannot afford or life which he

cannot accept To call this kind of

bitterness "racism" seems folly.

I would like to hear from readers

on these questions and will be glad

to answer your comments.

Gossip Cbseup

NEW LIBRARIAN

In the Beginn-

ing, there was
Louis Foods...

and allatonce a

rainbow happen-

ed upon the lean-

tender sideof

meandering beef,

red white andblue
corpuscles all-

married and al-

ive and inlove on

the fandango ban-

ner of dictaphon-

econscious gal-

axies EACH

body the wife of a certain English dept. professor is

under investigation. There are strong indications that

she has come under the control of an inferior in-

telligence from outer space...old sounds forgotten

dept: remember Elio Chacon? Senor Wences? Bob
(apeless? Allen Ludden swapped wives with Tiny

Tim, and Miss Vickie knows the password. She gave
him a hicky there the other night.... \*****

with a world of its own, each hurling its trumptrump
against the darkbluemist. bulbs flashingby in a

traintunnel waving to yon caravelling rollercoaster to

coaster, signing its freud to the breadwaycast

beholdin till the moldee marjorie Day marjorie Daw
tellusallabout the soundtrack you saw-slam SLAM
monogram nanana grandpiani shenanigan, ivory

sensory dentistry dispensory molecularceny farsicly

popsiclebeachblanketfuckit! lowtide. ...

*****

Roger Daltry, lead guitarist of the Who, was tossed

into a maximum security prison yesterday for

changing his guitar in public. He had to go to the

acoustic...H hit in eskimoland this week: Dylan the

American ..Bob Mitchum and Kung Fu were married

in a secret ceremony in Las Vegas... the best sundaes

in town are available at flavortowne...new parisian

dance: The Purple Lunatic -public birth certificate

burnins...Mayflower Furniture Co. has gone without a

sale for 31 years, their books are compact...ya dern

tootin! ...Ann Margaret Ann Margaret Ann Margaret

wipes her sexy ass with a secret kind of paper known

only to her and her butler...RETRACTION: art

linkletter is not recovering. Have you heard the story

of the devil's lollypop?-how big it it? how sweet it is.

it's said to be the origin of all good in the world. ..Steve

Allen was beaten up by 50 tarantulas as he attempted

to cross Vine St. Allen declined to say how bad he got

it, but from what we hear, Jane is afraid to touch his

The new accesories for Barbie dolls this Christmas
are outasight! my favorite is the perfect tiny dildo

that cries. ..one fer yer censery files-Senator Goodell

has accepted a job as librarian in the UMass rare book
department starting next semester, as soon as his

current term of office expires...a great new book that

won't be in the campus book-store—"The Molts of

Loggerhead Shrike" by winnie the schnarr... Happy to

report that Alan Kaplan has finally been released

from the infirmary. He's recovered fully from a near-

fatal overdose of epsom salts...skelter helter skelter

helter you may be a Mona but you ain't no Lisa. .

.

*****

Paradise out of the mouth of tension, twirls an angry
battan. out of the mouths of babes comes a speck of

vermouth. Without fanfare, but you'll be interested to

know - the Weathermen liberated Richard Speck from
prison last week. ..a baby squid attacked Miriam
Spahn's dinghy on Lake Superior and she almost
capsized and drowned. Lucky for her she had heart

trouble so she died instantly...Fabian (Forte) has
been seen walking around Hollywood with a shaved
head. Two of his friends have them too! Frankie
Avalon and Dion (Dimucci). They've gormed a group
called "Lightbulb" but their prospects look dim. They
aoe arguing with each other as to which one of them is

the father of Mia Farrow's twins... walk jolly and
carry a clean shadow. ...Spiro Agnew has rich-man's

hair... The Mamie Van Doren FHm Festival is the

surprise event of the season at UMass. Get your
tickets from Mr. Synch at the Drake. ...Tab Hunter
waterskied across the Atlantic Ocean fer a world's

record. Thor Heyderhal now is going to try it slolum in

back of a fast rowbeat to prove the Egyptians had
done it 2000 years before Christ... instant replay...

No Open Discussion
By DENISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

Twenty people were in my dorm the other night to

discuss one life style versus another.

The sorority women kept their end of the bargain -

they advertised for an open debate with all who are

"l»ro. con, or in-between" in regard to the Greek
system and came down to the dorms prepared.

I was the only non-sorority girl who showed up and
took part in the discussion at my dorm.
We talked over the problems of the rush period, the

evils of "cutting" They made modifications in this

year's rush and want to go further in making the

process less superficial.

And I've come to wonder who realizes the harshness

of cutting better than the people who are directly

responsible? None of us could offer a sound alter-

native.

Later, my neighbors told me they didn't come
l>ecause they thought the Greeks were after more
"converts" and, "Why should I waste my time
listening to things I know I don't agree with?" Yet
these same people will tell you that a university is

supposed to be a forum for the free exchange of ideas.

Tonv ( Tranite

Campus Carousel
CALAMITY JANE, that's how the UTexas Daily Texan

saw Actress Jane Fonda, during her recent arrest on

alleged assault charges to Cleveland.

The DT's staffer-in-change-of-cutlines put the label under

a picture of the hip activist
* * * *

MEANWHILE, a couple of headlines placed close together

in the pages of the Trinity College Tripod told a different

story Under a three-liner that teased readers with

Committee Asks End To Lectures", appeared a two-liner

that read. "Lecture By Ghost Painter
"

The confoosin is amoosin'.
* * * *

WOMAVSLIB HIDES AdiAIN this time at Oklahoma U.,

where a toed is appealing to the courts to restrain a

residence advisor from enforcing closing hours in her

dorm
According to The Oklahoma Daily, in a page one story,

the treslnnan toed is seeking the order against a senior. The

petition reads that "Such rules are discrimminatory to

women, denying them the equal protection of the law," and

that the threat of reaction by residents of the dorm to the

existing policy "poses a threat to the peace and security of

the women's dormitory."
* * * *

THII'PINCLY ON THE TONGUE, is what some joker

would like to have it at the University of Denver.

In a front-page story, the UD Clarion informs of the

discovery of 1<SD m apple juice being served in the Student

I it ion there

Dean ol Student Life called the incident "reprehensible."

lite Director of Campus Security called the deed
d.istardU

"

Round-the-clock investigation is continuing.
• * * *

Bt 'STING A RALLY FOR PEACE at the U of South Florida

made headlines hi The Oracle, this month, when Sheriff's

deputies invaded campus for the first time in its history

(the college's, that is). They arrested 53 students, faculty

and others. Charges included trespassing and failing to

obey a court injunction to clear the football field by 1 a.m.
* * * *

bom lis AWAY II - a check of 24-hour lockers at Western

IHinois U. turned up a package containing an incendiary

device, according to a dispatch appearing in The Vidette of

Illinois State U.

The package was sent to the FBI lab in Washington for

analysis.

No boom there, fortunately.
* * * *

IT WITH MIDIS is the cry at Florida State, where a

campus organization called Fashion, Inc. recently held "A
Long Look at Fall" fashion show with members of the

University Modeling Board.
• * * *

A PANTY RAID, MEANWHILE, was happening on the

campus of Louisiana State at New Orleans. The Daily

Reveille gave it page one room, since it was the first raid of

the year.

"Eager freshman girls," The Reveille said, "greeted the

marchers at Power (a dorm) where one housemother said

she didn't really mind the raid as long as no glass was

broken.

"Immediately following her statement, someone broke a

window
"

Granted, there are more pressing issues facing us
than the future of sororities at UMass, but an instance

like this emphasizes how little people are willing to

broaden their views.

The sorority people I talked to are feeling the an-

tagonism towards their life style. They are
questioning what it stems from And until they hear
opposing viewpoints, they won't find answers.
Every student who engages in a campus activity

feels the impact of apathy. The Greek system is no
exception, and it has to deal with the harmful
stereotyping of decades past as well.

You'll find catty, empty shells of people in every
sorority house on campus. Also on every corridor of

ever) girls' dorm. When will non-sorority women
admit if
A month ago, I would not have believed I'd be

defending sororities. There are still aspects of

sorority life I can never agree with. But at least I've

tried to open my mind a little, at least I've learned
enough to build a defense on.

And, damn it, those twonlj people deserve some
defense.

The cad.
• * • •

AM) AT AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE,
another kind of strike wasjoing on. About 50 coeds staged a
brief sit-down in the quadrangle in protest of curfew
regulations.

We read about it in The Yellow Jacket, student
newspaper.

• * * •

•ARROW GETS 'SHAFT which is what happens when the

journalism faculty at Southern Colorado State allegedly
censored the campus newspaper, The Arrow, (paid for by
student funds and administration subsidy).

The story in the Denver Clarion says that when the

managing editor was removed, the editor-in-chief resigned
and student government appropriated funds to publish a

four-page newspaper to inform the campus of the cen-
sorshipping.

The new pub would be called "The Shaft - which reminds
that one Hugh Hefner parlayed a similarly-named pub at
Illinois to "Playboy."
Today "The Shaft"; tomorrow, who knows?

• * * *

\o-BRA DANCING is inevitable, what with women's lib,

n all An advertisement in the Vidette of Illinois State U.
announces that "The Cool Club" sponsors a mid-week "No-
Bra" dance. The guys pay $1.20<or looking, "supported
girls" ante up 50* for coming, and the bra-less are admitted
free.

Why not? They're the star attractions.

And music appropriately enough, is by the spirited Four
Fifths, "just returned from a recent tour."

Sightseeing, no doubt.

Campus Comment
Whites Uneasy With Blacks Action Lab

To the Editor:

White students better start to

wake up.

Don't take this article for
granted without thinking about it.

Racism is a part of the Amerikan
culture. It is taught to you through
the values you hold and your way
of interpreting and thinking. Let's
lace it, all white students have a
lear of blacks on this all white
purpose university. Its cool and
really together to say "Well, I'm
not predjudiced or a racist at all,

nor do I believe and will practice
those concepts of thought," but
what you aren't realizing is that

the very nature of public schools,

made by whites, and the very
nature of the type of education of

any field on this campus and all

others, teaches you and socializes

you to think and act in a racist,

predjudiced manner.
So far, white student readers

probably don't care or just can't

comprehend what's being run
down, but check this out - (You)
White students are very uneasy
when in the presence of a black
student. White students are always
using their music against black
sounds in some way. You're in

constant awareness of blacks, but
choose not to recognize them and
what you are doing is further
carrying out your racist
forerunners' thoughts and wishes -

and further splitting blacks more
radically away from your white
made and white purpose univer-
sity. White students better check
this racist system out, disspell

your myths and start to stop and
check out your values.

Racism in this Amerikan culture
is imbedded through education
Time is too short to get nothing out
of a racist educational system
"Check out your mind."

VERNON G RHETT

Back With Evelyn

(Ed note: This letter is from the

Evely Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute. The letter which ap-

peared yesterday was supposed to

be withdrawn we apologize for the

inconvience

)

To the Editor:

A recent letter to this page raised

questions about the advertising

used by Reading Dynamics. Much
of Mr. Santeusanio's commentary
shows a misunderstanding (or mis-

reading) or printed material. Even
he had to admit "that the Reading
Dynamics course apparently does
produce some measure of reading
improvement in their pupils."

Our only claim is that the course
will triple your reading efficiency,

which is a product of speed and
comprehension. This is backed
with a money-back guarantee.

Some 98% of our students are able

to do this.

Now because Evelyn Wood
techniques allow people to achieve
much more impressive scores, we
certainly have every right to make
the public aware that the average
graduate improves his reading

index 4 7 times. Fantastic speeds
and comprehension increases are
also not unusual and these are used
in advertising the same as stars

are used in movies and Joe

—mml+m—— . I ii i

Namath is used to get fans out to a
game.

Unfortunately, the reports cited

in the letter have been disproved
since their publication. The
Stanford Taylor evaluation was of
a group at the Air Force Academy
the early 1960s In that particular
course the Academy insisted that

their own teachers give the course.

'Die teachers had not been trained
in Wood techniques and Reading
Dynamics rejected any association

with the group The Ehrfoch report,

which was published in the

"Saturday Evening Post," proved
to be as ficticous as the author.

When it was discovered that
( 'olumbia University had no one by
that name on its staff, the

magazine was sued for damages.
Apparently Mr. Santeussanio

has a long-standing axe to grind

We suggest that he not criticize

without first-hand knowledge of his

own from taking the course him-
self. That would be fair.

If public education were doing its

job and teaching people to read
effectively, we would soon be out of

Ixisiness. Our success on the

college campus shows there is a

crying need for improvement of

reading and study skills.

P.J. Wilkrrd, Manager
Reading Dynamics Institute

Women's Lib And Sex
There are a couple of widespread ideas about women in Women's

Liberation and sex One is that they feel that women should not sleep

with men at all. I think that this idea comes more from men's and

some women's fears than from the reality of the woman's movement.

The other idea is that to be sexually liberated and therefore to be a

liberated woman means that women sleep with all comers. This I see -.

as growing out of men's and some women's sexual fantasies.

As a woman and as a woman in Women's Liberation, I see neither

enforced celibacy nor enforced promiscuity as liberation. In fact I see

both operating in the university community and both oppresive. In

order to be sexually liberated we must have control over our own

bodies. That means that we have a real choice whether or not we will

sleep with men It simply isn't true that women have that choice now,

that we can say no at any time. It is not true because of the huge

cultural-social pressures that we are under.

Women are not free to decide in situations where we are made to feel

guilty We are made to feel guilty by "straight" society if we are single

and sleep with someone or if we get caught at it (pregnant). We are

made to feel guilty by the man if we do not sleep with him. How can

you do this to me? he says. The culture doesn't teach him to say, What

is this doing to you 9

Because we are so unsure of ourselves and have been taught so well

by the culture that our bodies are our most valuable asset, we are very

susceptible to giving into a man's feelings and desires in an attempt to

gain his approval.

Also, because we learn to see ourselves in terms of a man and our

lives in terms of marriage, we are afraid to do anything that may

make our man leave or even get angry. In this situation it is naive to

say that women have free choice.

I laving control over our bodies means being able to use birth control

if we want to, and free abortion if we want them. As important as these

is that our sexuality is dependent on our feelings and desires, not

responding to the desires of men's sexuality.

To the Editor:

The article by Maxine Forward
covering the meeting of Action Lab
Monday night contained several

mistakes and misconceptions
which we would like to clarify. The
speaker, Mr. Merton Burt, is a

dupty sheriff, not a warden, also

the prison involved is Hampshire
County Jail, not Berkshire as

reported. Mr. Burt did not say that

the girls would have special dif-

ficulty, but that they would have a

special asset in that they have the

ability to capture the immediate
attention of the tutees. Also, Mr.

Burt expressly stated that the

inmates would be enthusiastic at

the beginning, not "uninterested

and bored" as the article stated. It

is up to the tutors to help to

maintain and enhance this en-

thusiasm and motivation. We
would like to express our concern

over the need for fair and accurate

reporting which can only come
through a total overview of the

meeting and some degree of un-

derstanding of the program The
sporadic attendance of the

reporter became evident in the

sporadic reporting.

ACTION LAB

Apology

To the Editor:

It has l>een pointed out to me that

my column which appeared in

Monday's MIX". "Heresies and
Interludes". contained a

thoroughly tasteless and un-

justified inference toward athletes.

To this. I must heartily concur, and
admit my mistake. It was pointed

out to me that UMass athletes

have, as a group, one of the highest

cums on campus. It is also true,

and this was one of my unclear

utterances, that some students,

rather than just accept a

scholarship, earn their way
through school by participating in

athletics and representing their

school

Although I still feel that inter-

coWegiate sports should be
discontinued, I apologize for my
undocumented inference con-

cerning athletes.

Don G licks tein

Editorial Staff

Involvement
To the Editor,

Since the beginning of the school

> ear. the Campus Center has come
under a severe verbal attack,

Much of the criticism is is

warren ted Much is not Much has
come aboout because of misin-

lormatkni However, the important
tact is that there hasn't been much
visible improvement. What can
each student do about the Campus
(enter? 1 see three alternatives:

I • ignore ii I and pretend you don't

pay $48 a year for it), 2) continue
the present course, and sit around
bitching, or :i) take some action,

get involved, do something con-
structive.

The Student Union Governing
Board is holding elections a week
from today Each undergraduate
class will be electing new mem-
l>ers to the Beard. It's not too late

to get forty signatures from your
own class on a nomination paper,
and run for office. The Board also

has various committees that any
student can apply for without the

hassle of an election. Anyone can
join the Program Council, and
work for the kind of programs they

would like to see put on in the

building You can contact your
S.U XI. Board representatives with
any comments, criticisms, or
suggestions. This is why we all

have office hours in R SO. All of

these alternatives will be
discussed in an open S.U.G. Board
Forum tonight at 6:00 P.M. in 817

V.C.

Any student who thinks he has no
recourse to changing and im-

proving the building and its

programs is sadly mistaken. I, for

one. am sick and tired of putting in

long hours of work, and beating my
head against walls, and failing

because of a lack of student input.

So once again we are trying to

achieve this student participation.

I urge every member of the

University community to come
tonight The building will only be
what you make it.

Rocky Hodgson
S.U.G Board

Left-Right
To the Editor,

In entering into a discussion ol

political ideologies, one often hears

specific ideologies classified as

either leftwing or rightwing. This

method of labelling, which
originated in Europe, is obsolete

and only serves to confuse people. I

cite the following:

1 1 The extreme Left, Com-
munism, and the extreme Right,

fascism, which, according to the

concept are opposite poles, are

intact only variant forms of

collectivist-Statism-

21 The fundamental political

conflict is not between variant

lorms of Statism (Fascism,
Communism, Socialism, Naziism,
Welfare Statism. Corporate
Statism, Theocracy, Apartheid)
but between the concept of in-

dividual rights vs. the concept of

the right of the State to use ar-

bitrary coercion to direct the ac-

tivities of individuals.

31 The concept of individual

righLs holds that the individual is

an end in himself, not a means to

a collective end. Individual rights,

which include the right to life,

liberty, and posession of property,

are natural rights which can only

be violated by the use of physical

force.

4> The concept of individual

rights subordinates society and it's

governing apparatus to the rule of

moral law. Arbitrary Statism

subordinates individual rights to a

higher authority, embodied in such

slogans as "The good of society."
.")

» The type of Government which
sanctions individual rights is, and
can only be, a Constitutionally

limited state, with a bill a in-

dividual rights, such as our often

abrogated U.S. Constitution. The
Ecomonomic corrolary of such a

constitutional system would be
Capitalism, the only system which
would fully sanction the individual

rights of private ownership of

earned property and the right of

free exchange. A system of true

Capitalism does not exist, even in

America.

Matt Tackeff
I ' Mass Young Americans for

Freedom

Work Together?
To The Midnight Skulker:
Or whoever else was out the other night and marked up the beginnings

of a wall mural I had begun in Bartlett. It may not look like much - but
I'vealready spent more than a few hours on a ladder and I'm not looking
lorward with great enthusiasm to painting over black magic marker.

I know this place can be a real bummer - but there are other people here
trying to live and make things a little more liveable too.

Ix»ts work together huh?

EVAKOSINSKI

rToall members of the University community who remtynbered Ben
Seligman: Thank vou D '*uo uJ Ruth Seligman

Antierst, Mass.
. m i. — - ——sQM——

—

Please KitocW Before Entering

The rrsiuYnts ol Baker House have been trying to get doors installed for several years.
i-iikUm in r\vr\ put ... a door in every toilet.
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Sorority Advantages Boosted By Meeting
By DEBBIE FLAHERTY

Staff Reporter

The controversy over the role of sororities in the university community
continues with no resolution to the conflict in sight, most students at

IJMass feel.

"We're extremely defensive in trying to prove ourselves," says Pan-

llcllenic vice president Cini Fortine.

1'an-hellenic sponsored-debates

Monday night at various campus
locations did little to clear the air.

Results of debates in Cool idge

middle and Lewis house seemed to

indicate that Greeks over-

whelmingly outnumbered non-
Greeks in attendance and sub-

sequently the pros rather than the

cons of sorority living were more
often expressed.

In a discussion on the purposes of

sororities on campus, the con-

sensus by sorority members at

both l^wis and Coolidge debates
was that there is a greater feeling

of community at sororities. There
are feelings of closeness, sharing

experiences and common interests

at sororities which are not as
strong as in dorms according to

Greeks at Lewis. "There's always
someone to do something," said

one Greek at Coolidge.

One non-Greek at Coolidge
questioned why the same feeling of

community could not be achieved
in dormitories. A number of dif-

ferent responses resulted from the

Greek girls. One girl said that the

problem had "a lot to do with

locked doors ." The security
problem in dormitories caused
girls to close up their rooms rather

than leave their doors open to meet
Iriends, she said.

Another Greek attributed the

lack of community in dormitories

to "a feeling that the machine put

you in the dorm." More stability in

a house than a dorm was a reason

given by another girl. She noted the

large turnover in dorm residents

each year.

Closeness in sororities was seen
as the result of "so much in-

teraction in the house," according

to another sorority member. It

was noted that in a house everyone
must work for its survival and is

determined to make it work. In a

dorm. Greeks claimed, everyone
waits for it to work rather than
working toward that end together.

Another question arose as to

what the common goal of a sorority

is. Most claimed that it was
meeting new and more friends.

Another girl added, however, that

there may be no one common goal

or sororities. In a house, sorority

girls said, the feeling is not that

•'ihis is my friend," but "this is my
house."

others commented that no one
has a great desire to join a house
until they know the people in it.

One Greek who said that she had
initially been anti-sorority,

claimed she joined after going to a

house and "finding that these

people are really human."
The rush period was also

discussed, with Greeks claiming

that rushing is a two way thing in

which rushees judge members just

as members judge the rushees.

The emphasis lately, however
has been toward the more informal

rush periods according to Miss
Kortine "Rush parties," held

during the formal rush period,"

are really fake," she said

Greek members at debates said

that sorority members are only

"looking for good kids," during

rush "We don't say 'she's ugly,'

she can't be in the house," added
one Greek.

In Lewis House, one non-

member commented that many
people were turned off by the fact

that a potential pledge is judged
and made to feel that she is on

display The popular feeling was
that if a pledge felt comfortable in

a certain sorority, it was almost
always mutual. Some difficulties in

changing the rush structure have
been met by obstinance from
national chapters, said Miss
Fortine

The pledge period has changed
some, with the main difference

being a shorter pledge period, she

said.

When the group at Coolidge was
asked what the cons of a sorority

are the response was "Is anybody
completely satisfied with them-

-*--

•Move \oiii ass. fella, were going fast," The ship purser (Frank

I'ai-if iii(»> roars at Viola (Sandy Donatini) as the ship goes under in

this scene from YOl H OWN THING. This award-winning rock

musical opens tonight in Kowker Auditorium.

BEST BUY ANYWHERE

MDC Classifieds

WEIGHING THE ISSl'ES—A group of girls at Lewis House hear Pan-IIellic members talk
about sororities. From left to right. Kathy Dee, Pam Schmick. Mary Lou Sullivan and Anne
Scanned. (MDC photo by David Bernstein).

selves?" Generally, there was a
reluctance to express
dissatisfactions with the system by
the Greeks. One member noted
bravely that the biggest con,
perhaps, was the extra money
involved in sorority membership.
A group of non-Greek girls in a

Southwest dormitory, however,
were quick to point out the

disadvantages of a sorority.

In a dorm, said one girl, "I can
act like I want... I don't have to put
on a front for anybody."
Others echoed the feeling that

sororities are rather superficial.

"There's a big sisterhood thing but
they would rip each other apart
!>ehind their backs," said one.

Competition with one another
was seen as another fault in

sororities by non-members.
Many said that they liked

sorority members as individuals

but not when they all got together.

Sororities were labeled as "an
anachronism

-

' by senior Johanna
Rieser "People have other forms

of community."' she said. "It's an
elitist form of club which most
people don't need in today's
world."

Her thoughts were echoed by
another senior, Martita Lopez. "I
don't agree with their values," she
said, noting that she believed high
emphasis was placed on getting

dates, drinking, and being sexy
among sorority girls.

When asked if she thought
sorority members were individuals
she responded, "if they were in-

dividuals they wouldn't join one."
Other girls said they would not

join a sorority simply because they
are satisfied with their dormitory
living "I have plenty of friends

here," one girl said.

This bad image of sororities was
discussed at both the Lewis and
Coolidge debates. At Lewis House,
sorority members said that the

"prejudices" were expressed
mainly by people having little

knowledge of the actual system
they were "knocking."

In Coolidge, one Greek said that
many people tended to judge a
house by their dealings with one
member of a house. If they did not
like a member of a certain
sorority, they tended to believe
that a 11 members of the house were
like that.

A most often expressed opinion
the system was that it is condu

cive to the formation of cliques.
Greeks at Lewis said that people
who are friendly with each other
naturally go places together and
share experiences together. A
dorm, they claimed, is a clique,
just as much as a sorority under
this definition.

Despite the controversies, the
sorority and fraternity system is

here to stay, according to George
Rodgers, manager of the frater-
nities and sororities on campus.
Rodgers claims that the Greek
system is as strong now as ever,
sine it is "a community type of
living which is very popular
today.''

SAM Examines New Relationships,

Welcomes Women To Fraternity
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity (SAM

) has changed the been discouraged but not prohibited in the SAM house
traditional fraternity-sorority system somewhat by and no girls dating male SAM members joined, ac-
going co-ed this fall. cording to Silverstein.

The addition of about fifteen female members into
the formerly all male house was undertaken in
"lookingfora morerealistic way of living," according
to Ken Silverstein, in charge of SAM's pledge class.
The traditional unisex Greek system may be ob-
solete, he added.

The switch to a co-ed house has been thought about
by SAM brothers for about two years Silverstein said,

but the final decision to go co-ed was not reached until

it was thought that the climate of the University was
appropriate.

The girls have been pledges for about 2 weeks now
and so far SAM members seem very happy with the
outcome.

Selecting the girls from among those who rushed
was not a big problem. "All we want is for a girl or guy
to have a sincere desire to help the house.." Silver-
stein said.

The danger that the more physically attractive girls

might be the first selected was successfully overcome
by SAM. The members realized that out of 20 girls

their might by 10 they would rather date, but, said
Silverstein, "we just came right out and said that
physical attributes were no consideration." Dating
between female and male members of the house has

There have been some minor differences now that
girls have entered. One girls de-pledged because of
parental resistance but that was not unexpected said
Silverstein.

Various aspects of fraternity responsibilities such
as financial obligations must be explained more ex-
plicitly to the female members. This, he said, is

because parents often do not allow their daughters at
this age as much independence as their sons.

The girls' house duties are among the least
desirable right now. That situation, however, is due to
the seniority system and will be allieviated with the
introduction of the next pledge class, Silverstein says.
"The pledges and brothers are asked to show mutual
respect for one another in the house," he said.

The problem that fraternity-sorority exchanges
might make some female SAM members feel left out
was overcome by inviting male friends of house
members to exchanges to even out the ratio.

None of the female members are living in the house
and will not until sufficient space becomes available.
There is a possibility that some girls may move into
the house next fall. Silverstein said.

The University authorities will not step in until co-
habitation takes place.

Bologna Summer Program
To Offer Studies, Travels

Applications for the University's 1971 Summer School Program in Bologna, Italy, are now being
accepted, according to Professor Roland Sarti, director of the program. All other things being
equal, early applicants will be given special consideration and will be notified of their acceptance
in the program well in advance of March 1, the deadline date for application.

The Bologna Program is the only
one of the University's foreign
summer school programs that is

not geared specifically to a single
discipline or to language study,
although a course in elementary
Italian will be offered for those
students wishing to take it.

Other courses to be given next
summer will be Renaissance Art,

The Modern Italian Novel in

Translation, History of Modern
Italy, and Contemporary Italian

Politics. Students are expected to
choose two courses and thereby
earn six offical credits.

The program has its

headquarters in the Center of
Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies. This
building, which is thoroughly air-

conditioned and one of the most
modern in Bologna, is located in

the heart of the University of
Bologna compound and close to the
center of the city.

All courses are taught in
Knglish. and classes are con-

Television

To Teach
Reading

NEW YORK (AP) - Television,

the medium some critics said

would drive people away from
books, is going to be used to teach
school children to read.

A M minute reading show is

under development by the
Children's Television Workshop,
creators of Sesame Street and will

l>e shown at 11 a.m. on weekdays
beginning next October 25.

"Our aim is not to persuade kids

that reading will get them a better

job or that books are their friend-

's." said Samuel Y. Gibbon, CTW
senior producer planning the show,

"but to get them hooked on the

show first.

"We want to construct the
presentation in such a way that the

child wants to read what's on the

screen before it is read to him.

Maybe it will be the punch line of a
joke, or he reads it aloud before

someone else in the room does."

centra ted on a four day schedule
between Monday and Thursday;
weekends are thereby left free

either for organized field trips to

such major cultural centers as
Kome, Venice, Florence, Mantua,
and Siens, or for independent

travel.

The combination of academic
study and group travel is designed
to provide the background for a

better understanding of the sub-

jects being studied and to in-

troduce those students who are
traveling abroad for the first time
to the problems of living in a
foreign country. •

Exclusive of board, which the

student must provide for himself,

the cost of the Bologna Summer
School session is $725. This amount
includes air transportation to and
from the United States, tuition,

health and library fees, field trips

in Italy, and room rent in Bologna.

A non-refundable deposit of $50 is

due upon notification of acceptance
into the program.
This marks the program's sixth

year. Its original format has

remained substantially un-
changed, although course offerings

have varied from year to year.

Students who have been enrolled in

the program in past years have
uniformly expressed their

satisfaction in being located in

Bologna rather than in more

glamorous cities such as Rome,
Florence, or Venice.

Bologna is a city that reveals

both the traditional culture of Italy

and its new economic dynamism.
It is rich in monuments, world
renowned for its superb cuisine,

and proud of its industries. It is the

site of the oldest University in

Europe, one historically

distinguished for its schools of law
and medicine. In addition, it

houses several excellent art and
archeological museums as well as
one of the finest theaters and
opera houses in Italy. Bologna is

also exceedingly well located, it is

an hour by train to Ferrara,

Florence, and Ravenna; two and a

half hours to Venice and Milan;

and five hours to Rome.
The summer school session in

Italy extends from June 17 to

August 9. Between the latter date

and August 26, when the group
returns to the United States,

students are free to travel on their

own. The seven and a half week
stay in Bologna, said one student,

made her particularly well

prepared to cope with traveling

about Europe after the close of the

program
Students interested in obtaining

information about or in enrolling in

the program should see Professor

Sarti at their earliest convenience.

Mis office is 611 Herter.

Alfred Shemwold says

"Practice on
Autobridge

instead of your friendsr
"It your bridge errors embarrass you, try

practicing all by yourself with the

AUTOBRIDGE board. Your progress will be
painless, and very gratifying to you and all

your partners
."

BRIDGE MAGIC. Many bridge players rely on magic
for their success. They try to sit in the lucky seats or to

deal with the lucky deck. If things don't go well, they

try sitting on a handkerchief. But in the long run you
have the same kind of cards no matter where you plant

your seat. You can do better with those cards by

working with your head. If you get a poor result with a

hand, look for your mistakes in bidding or play. When
your partner has made the mistake, try to recall

whether you led him astray or whether you could have
saved him. You will find it easier to work with your head
if you practice with AUTOBRIDGE hands Playing one
or two hands a day will work like magic to improve

your game; magic that will follow you to any seat at the

bridge table.

FREE! Point Count
Bidding Guide.
Handy new version bv Alfred Sheinwold Write to Parker

Brothers, Inc., Box #60-469B. Minneapolis, Minn 55460.

(Offer expires March 31 , 1971

)

AUTOBRIDGE • S*lf-Playing Bridge Game

/&AU/3«tt^-*~'

Salem, Mass
,

Des Moines. Iowa

YPSL To Present Kahn
Speech On Workers
Tom Kahn will speak on the working class at 7:30 tonight in the

Dukes Room of the Student Union.
Kahn, a Harvard graduate, is

a member of the National
Kxecutive Committee of the

Socialist Party and the
Kxecutive Secretary of the
Socialist Party and the
Kxecutive Secretary of the
League for Industrial
Democracy. He has been active
in the Civil rights and labor

movements.
Kahn helped to organize the

l%3 Civil Rights March on
Washington. In I9«8, he wo '-^

with the UAW to counter
Wallace support in the union
membership by writing pam-
phlets and working within
union's educational facilities.

Kahn is a former member of

the Citizen's Committee to

Support the G.E. Workers which
was organized during last years
strike Kahn's speech is spon-
sored by the Young People's
Socialist League. All are
welcome.

Ed. Meeting Open To All Undergrads

The School of Education's School Council meeting on Thursday
November 12 will be open to all education undergraduates and other
members of the School of Education community.
From 9: 15 to 10 a.m., the meeting will be open for undergraduates to

ask questions and offer opinions and suggestions to the School Council,
the school's administration, and the Teacher Education Policy Com-
mittee The meeting will be held in room 128 of the School of Education.

Cyclebreaker To Re-present Nichols

Tonite Cyclebreaker will lor those who missed it. Tune in

represent i their Mike Nichols tonite at l>:J(l lor the Mike Nichols
Special As there was such a good Special on "Cyclebreaker".
response to this particular WMUA HI. I on your KM dial,

program, we will put it on again

We've decided
not to let the Jesse
Winchester album
become another

sleeping classic.

(not after reviews like this, we can't)

".
. . his songs transcend all barriers

with the exception of one: art''

_ Ed Ward

r

any*

"It is one of the best albums of the young year'

Cos AtujrlrH aimra

Produced by
Robbie Robertson for Ampex Records.

Hear the truth of the man.

"God willing, one day Jesse Winchester w II come down
here to the States to assume his rightful position in

the American galaxy of rock and roll music enchanters."

"~l

Jim Brodey

God willing he will have a livable, breathable,

green country to return to.

Want a copy of Jesse s Yankee Lady 7 Send a dime (lor post-

age and handling) and this coupon, and we II send the record

. . BECAUSE YOU CARED.

Ampex Records, Inc.

S5S Madison Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

Name

AMPEX
RECORDS

Address

City State Zip
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At Mt. Hoi yoke

Yale Curator To Discuss

Harlem, Black Culture
Arna Bontemps, curator of the James Weldon Johnson Memorial

Collection f Negro Arts and Letters at Yale University, at an All-

College Lecture at Mount Holyoke College on Thursday, November 12

at 8:00 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium, will discuss The Harlem
Itenaissance and Klack Culture Today.

Mr Bontemps is the author of

a large number of books, plays

and editions of poetry, the ex-

cellence of which has accorded
him repeated recognition
throughout his career. Among
his best know works are Cod
S«'nd\ Sundav. dramatized as

"St. Louis Woman," Black
Thunder I H»36>, a novel based on

a slave revolt in Virginia in 1800.

Thev S«-«'k A City (1945), and,

with W.C. Handy, Father of the

Blues. In addition. Mr Bon-

temps has collaborated with the

eminent poet Langston Hughes
on three books, among them.
The I'oelrv ol the Negro.
In the forefront of the literary

movement, the Harlem
Renaissance, in New York City

during the 1920's, Mr. Bontemps'
wide acquaintance with major
writers has continued with the

present generation of notable

black artists. Mr. Bontemps
was included in Who's Who in

\merica as early as 1940.

Prof. Buell Named Editor

Of Marketing Handbook

THURSOAY, NOvhMBtK 12, IV70 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 13

Victor P Buell. associate professor of marketing in

the School of Business Administration at I Mass is

editor in chief of I comprehensive new book. Hand-

iMiok ol Modern Marketing.

The 1500-page volume, published by McGraw Hill

recently, provides a complete illustrated description

Of every facet of marketing, offering the thinking and

method! of more than 100 teachers, lawyers, in-

dustrial designers, marketing and management
consultants.

Examined in detail by the various authors are the

most recent advances in the field, including industrial

design, financial analysis and control, legal questions,

the social sciences, computers, operations research,

mathematics and statistics, customer services and
packaging. Special chapters are provided on
marketing to the four major types of markets -

consumer, industrial, services, and government. In

addition, an entire section is devoted to the new
management sciences as applied to marketing
Handbook of Modern Marketing is organized into 20

sections, with 120 chapters for easy reference.

beginning with an overview of the modern concept of

marketing
Director of management programs at UMass, Buell

lias been involved for more than thirty years with
every phase of marketing, from field salesman to

head of marketing for a worldwide, billion-dollar-plus.

diversified company He was corporate vice

president of American Standard, Inc., for six years
and has served as national President of the American
Marketing Association. A graduate of Pennsylvania
State University, he is the author of Marketing
Management in Action published in 1966. and
numerous articles. papers and books dealing with
various aspects of his field.

Three other members of the SBA faculty at UMass
are contributors to the handbook. The chapter on
Market Needs and Market Challenges, was written by
Wendell K Smith. Dean of the School of Business
\(lmmistration. and Prof. Jack S. Wolf, chairman of

the department of marketing A section of Psychology
in Consumer Marketing was contributed by Dr. M.
Venkatesan. associate professor of marketing at
I Mass

Marxists To Give Labor Movement View Dr. Politella Receives Advisers Award
The Western Mass branch of the YOUNG WORKERS LIBERATION

LEAGUE will hold part one of a series of educationals entitled The

Working class tonight at 7 in rooms 811-815 of the campus center. This

(ties is part of the continuing Marxist educationals sponsored by

\ w L L
Part one will be concerned mainly with the NATIONAL RANK AND

KILK ('< INFERENCE and the actions implemented by it will determine

I he role for the current and future Labor Movement within the United

States.

The other parts of The Working Class educationals will deal with the

Marxian analysis of classes within a capitalist society and the role of the

working class as the basic revolutionary force to overthrow capitalism

and establish a socialist society.

AMHERST)
EVES. 6:80 8:45

SAT/SUN. MAT. I'M

A. auVmy Award Winner .... BEST FOREIGN FILM
In its ORIGINAL VERSION. Don't Miss It!

s

STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOV. lxth

-IOK" Von Won't Forget 'JOE '

'

e

CATCII-22
IS, QUITE SIMPLY,

$ THE BEST AMERICAN FILM

* I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"tHST
"ITS ONE HELL OF A FILM' A
COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY! -Bruce W.l/umjon PIAYBOV

"'CATCH 22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's perform
ance as Yossanan is great 1

"

— Joitph Mo'genuern NA*'j<*f£K

A MINE NICHOLS RIM

5LANARKIN

xfllH

•uwrisiMUV mcMMgi(«j*MM wrwfli.: MAPMMI
•r.SOHlWfllf''

: -\CA:ii>*W-

(

Nigh^
I or

( 7 & 9.15
v.. i i

enemas- y
AMHERST-HADLEY LINE^-

Sun.
Mot.
or 2

Dr. Dario Politella. associate professor of Knglish at UMass received the Honor Koll of Ad
visers Award at the annual meeting of the National Council of College Publications Advisers

<NCCPA> Saturday. Nov. 7. at the Leamington Hotel. Minneapolis. Minn
I'ast president of the NCCI'A. Dr. Poli i is faculty advisor to Index. As an undergraduate

here he served as editor of the
Collegian as did his brother before
him He later received his M A
and I'hD degrees from the
I niversity of Syracuse.
A former newspaperman. I)r

I'olitella has taught journalism at

various universities and was
employed as publicity relations Tht' Department of Knglish at I

representative for the Lockheed on the topic of
•

-Robert Krost, I he

Aviation Comoanv evening. November i:i at H- nop in

English Dept. To Present

Frost Panel Discussion

A WAR GAME IN 1994 WHERE
GENERALS FROM THE EAST AND
WEST FEED STRATEGY TO A
VIOLENT BUT NEUTRAL COMPUTER
AND WATCH THEIR TEAMS FIGHT
ON SATURDAY NIGHT TV.

THE GLADIATORS
NEW FILM BY PETER WATKINS

Sunday, November 15
SU Ballroom

H0i) & 1000
50c

Mass will present a Panel Discussion

I'oetrv and the Biography" on Friday
in llor'tor Hall 227

The main purpose of the

discussion will be lo explore some
<>i Hw important problems in

pootis and biography that have

arisen with Ihe publication last

\iigi:M oi I 'releasor Lawrence
Thompson's Olograph) of Robert

llOst

Mr Thompson's interpretation

ol frost, hailed by some critics Imt

questioned rather seriously bj

others, has become Ihe subject of a

vigorous

controversy in Ihe literary and

academic worlds rhe members of

the panel on Kriday evening will

include I'rolessors Ellsworth

Barnard. Kredenck Kllert. Alex

I 'age. and William O'DonneU ol the

l niversity laculty Professor

Armoiis ( 'raig oi Vinhere! College.

,in<l Mr Herbert Kenny, writer and

book review editor ol the Boston

l.loltc

The panel will attempt to

evaluate the biography and assess

its possible influence upon the

reading and studv ol I'rost s poetrv

during the years to come. The
public is cordially invited to attend

the panel discussion

ACRES FREE PARKING JUST FOR YOU

MINUTES FROM YOU.

CfalOC&fe &«-«* P2*3
tS RT.5 RIVERDALE RD. W. SPFLD

733-5131

ROCKER

LOUNGES

WE
INVITE

area THE MOST SAVAG
artists FILM IN HISTORY!
TO

EXHIBIT , K SOLDIER
WITH
US

5o» & S«V»<J » '

Mon-Fn.
• T*H . »:«
Sat & Sun:

% • :l:.->n . S:4t

7:SA m 9:40

TRAVELING
SOMEWHERE?

... get your tickets

and reservations

from Peter Pan Travel.

<dS •v49MS»45Ka^hv

i\EL SEKV11K
'outli Pleasant St.

Your Own Thing"
To Open Tonight

By ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

William Shakespeare will

receive a grilling from which he
may never wish to recover as

tonight in Bowker Auditorium the

Operetta (Juild presents its

production ol the delightfully,
irreverant musical YOUR OWN
THING.

Loosely adapted from
TWELFTH NIGHT, the plot deals
with the separation of look-a-like

siblings who both come to a
mythical kingdom t whose duke is

•John Lindsay and which strongly
resembles New Vorki Here the
girl. Viola, assumes the identity of
a boy rock and roll singer and joins

a group called the Apocalypse. Her
brother Sebastian graviates into

this same society, and here the
contusion (and funi begins as no
one knows who is who.

The book makes liberal use of
slides, tape, and film to give the
production a multi-media effect.

~v

CHANGING ITS IMAGE—Sigma Alpha Mu has voted to include

women in its Iraternity. to become the first I Mass Co-Ed Greek
lloux-. Mix photo by David Iternstein).

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ON HOMECOMING WEEKEND,
WHAT DO YOU WANT - GOOD
CONCERTS OR GOOD DRINKS?

.Make vour party better with beverage? from

PETE'S PACKAGE
at 144 Summer St., N. Amherst

(near Puffer's Pond.)

Open 9 a.m. - 11 p.m,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Sprinkled throughout are such
unexpected faces as John Wayne.
Shirley Temple, and Humphrey
Bogart adding encouragement or
making indignant remarks on the

situation

The rock music accents the book
to bring intended delight as it. with

tongue-in-cheek, brings together a

Shakespeare
pulsating rock

critic of the

Barnes said

lyric with a

beat. The drama
NY Times ("live

' the work is as

modern as today the humor ol

the show is light-iingured and light

hearted, and its vitality and charm
are terrific "

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Homecoming News

Traffic Sold Out
The Homecoming Committee today announced that tickets for

Saturday night s concert are sold out. However, there are still some
tickets left for both shows on Friday and for the play Peace Parade on

Sunday afternoon. Tickets will be sold at the door as well as in the

Student I nion.

Also announced was the Ice Cream Smorgasbord which is to be held
tonight in the Hatch Also, the Campus Center extends an open in-

vitation to " \n Evening al the Top of the Campus" from 9 to midnight
on the eleventh floor Adding to evening festivities will be en-

tertainment by I) .1 Special prices on drinks will be offered along with
hois d'oeuvres

Sunday afternoon l*ence )*araa> comes to thecage. The cast for this

musical play consists of past and present members of the New York
and Los Angeles productions of HAIR. They, individually and
collectively, perform songs from HAIR in this communal production

Finishing oft this weekend will be a premiere showing of a prize-

winning Kcience liction film TNI-: (.I.ADI ATOKS Directed by Peter
Watkms. best known for the powerful film THE WAH <i V.MK. this film

leafs with a computer directed war game lought in lW.'l between
China and the West The comhat course contrived by the computer
ranges bi/.arrely from machine gun ambushes to a crowd of sexy
Swedish nirls urging desertion Safely viewed at a distance by the

generals, the entire.even! is also televised around the world as a

variety show sponsored by an Italian spaghetti company Ultimately,

Ihe 1 1 1 in develops into a strange combat between all the gladiator

soldiers and the system thev must serve

Festival Seeks Student Films
University of Massachusetts

student film makers are invited to

enter their work in the first New
Kngland Student Film Festival to

lx» held at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. 11. 12 and 13

December. 1970 Sponsored by the

I niversity Film Study Center to

which this University belongs, the

Festival is designed to provide an
opportunity for students to show

and discuss their films; screening

and workshop sessions are
scheduled. Kntries must be sub-

mitted no later than Monday
morning. November 30, 1970.

Screening sessions on Friday

and Saturday evenings are open to

the public, followed by workshop

seminars on Sunday The
workshop sessions will he lead by

Richard Lcacock. Head of the

M I T Film Department, and
other prominent documentary lilm

makers

Kntries must have been com
pleted since .January. I%9, and
must have bean made by students

associated with this University or

I FSC memlxT institutions In

addition, the Festival will include

specially invited entries from film

departments of Columbia
University. New York University,

San Francisco State College.
Standlord University, University

<>i Southern California, University
ol California at Los Angeles, and
two New ^ork groups. Millenium
and the Community Film
Workshop

For further information and
entry farms, contact Dan .Johnson.

I'.artlett :!74. 54542811 or Professor
Uichard Stromgren Burt let t 371t,

."•45-2i:il

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

NOVEMBER 12-15

Operetta Guild's Production of

YOUR OWN THING
Exciting Rock/Musical Fully-Staged

NOVEMBER 17-18

THE PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY
Two Entirelv Different Evening Programs'

Reserved Tickets: $1 .00 S3 00

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall.
Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office one hour be-
fore event

Telephone 545-0202

RARE

EARTH
and

BLUES

IMAGE
in oonctert

FRL, NOV. 13th

7:00 & lO'OO

$2.25

DIG IT!

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR ALL

SUNDAY IS PRINCE SPAGHETTI DAY!
What are you doing next Sunday, November 15? Enjoy All the Spaghetti You Can Eat With Garden Green Salad,

French Bread, and Soft Drinks (OPTION.) All For Only 99c. Join Us Sunday in the Student Union Ballroom

From 12:00 noon - 6:00 p.m. Sponsored hv the Students For White-Dukakis
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Notices
MEMM*TRV SI WINAR

Iji luUrvt.f, Manorial Institutes ot Health,

• I.!. M.ir/kind will be speaking on

of Wcproduclive Psychology In

"II IS A.M., Thursday,

Nov i>th, room ; S? Goessmann Laboratory

' .,||. . wtll 1 .it II ISAM

I
W/.[ AWI A COUNCIL

r/. i
the Central Area Council

I'ro'ir i''' l> . Thursday, 7 30 PM,
/;ii..|.r 103

' Ml \S ( I UB
lull rested in Chess? The Chess Club meets

v i y I hursday night at 7 in room 811 Campus
I • hi. i Hoards and pieces (and challengers)

in available 1 Kor information, call Jan6 6735.

i
I ASS Of- 73

Important Executive Council meeting.

Ihursday at 7 30 in 917 Campus Center All

numbers must attend Sponsoring of trips to

Hi irnoda will be discussed

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting will be held Thursday, Nov 12th,

A 00 P M , George Washington Tower. 5th floor

lounge All members urged to attend

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
There will be a meeting ot Sigma Alpha Eta,

Thursday, November 12th at 6 30 P M in

BarttOM 107.

DR DENT S ASTRONOMY 100

There will be a review session Thursday,

Nov 12th. 7 30 9 00 P AA . room 134 Hasbrouck

Lab on the material assigned for the next test

IN next semester come to Berkshire Room,
Thursday at a 00 P M Further information
call 546 9876 or 54*8*50

FIVE COLLEGE STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE
Meeting Thursday night, Nov 12th These

us provide an opportunity for
u.ay people to gef to know and relate to one
mother For information call Kathy 665 2853 or
Jerry 586 1602

GERMAN EXPRESSIONIST FILM
As part of the exhibition of German Ex

pressionist prints, there will be showing of

slides of Expressionist painters and a short
Mm Expressionists in Revolt,' Thursday at
12 30 m the Art Gallery, Herter Hall

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Discussion with faculty and staff "The

Leftist Christian, A Challenge To Conservative
Christianity." Memorial Hall, 7:30 P M

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS BLAKTIYOGA
CLUB
Learn about the highest form of Yoga Chant

Hare Krishna with the Blaktiyoga Club,
Thursday. Nov 12th, 7 00 Meet in 204 Cance
House Call Leefor more information 546 5024.

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT AD
MINISTRATION
Guest Lecture Series, presented by Hotel

and Rest Admin begins Nov 12th Marketing
The Motels, James D Gipson, Jr Personnel
Director, Roadway inns. Phoenix, Arizona.

MEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting, Thursday, Nov 12th, room 801

Campus Center 7 30 P M New People
welcome for continuing discussions.

ED PROPOSAL OUTING CLUB
Anyone interested m participating in a Gunks this weekend, Caving on Saturday

l vnq Learning Experience Off Campus for and an evening of fun and relaxation Saturday

night See bulletin board (2nd floor Student
Union near Collegian Offices) for details

RAf- I

Prof Elins on "Development ot Israel" is

postponed All RAF I members and interested
persons are urged to hear Moshe Karem of
kibbutz Gesmer Harim speak on "Kibbutz As
An Alternative Social Structure," tonight 7 30
P M

,
Smith College, Browsing Room, Nielson

Library. Anyone needing ride stop by RAF I

table today near Campus Center bookstore

READING STUDY CENTER
Registration for Reading Study Im

provement course Thursday, Nov 12th,
Council Chambers, Student Union, 7:00 P M
Course will meet for 5 weeks, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings 7 8 15 F M

RECREATION SOCIETY
The Recreation Society will hold an im

portant meeting on Thursday, Nov. 12th at the
back of the Hatch All invited

SUG BOARD:
Open SUG Board Forum to be held tonight,

8)7 Campus Center from 600 to 7:00 P M. To
meet SUG Board candidates and discuss how
students can get the most out of our campus
center

SPANISH CLUB
Spanish Table meets for lunch today,

November 12th from 11:3012:30 in Franklin
Commons. All who enjoy speaking Spanish are
welcome

STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
Therewill bea general meeting of the SMC,

Thursday, November 12 at 8 30 P M. in the
MOBE Office (Plymouth Room SU), to elect

officers, and decide the program for
remaining school year All are invited.

TALENT SHOW
Audie Murphy endorses the Central Area

HOME-COMING WEEKEND SPECIAL

DRUMMER BOY'S

LARGE HAMBURGER

ONLY 15*

HOME OF THE BIG

B-O-O-M-E-R
FRIDAY U. SUNDAY

FOR SALE

MDC CLASSIFIED
rioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE Aitw.

ruber, TDK, cu»»ette and open reel
tape, standard radio, I'toh speaker*,
U**. 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. tfl2-£J

Motorcycle 'U? Ducat i 23©cc Scram-
bler in excellent condition, $300 253-
a»u- tm-i;<

lluu-e tor -.ilc, Amli, dr., ud.i

mIi* , 7 rin . l'/. baths, htd. car ,

>anl. low tliir t its. 25:t-i)|t»7 , tfU-1'.'

I'tippio — AlavJiaa alnlamute fcleil

ilnc-.. Kxreitrnl peilicree, ideal pet»
(all l.ritnli. hi 773-8411 utter 5:30
»'"' 11-1 .'

Hcml «oiii|n 1 1 lion hliiloni hkiix 210
alia lVisiwe i M-. i < > elect. fin«.ii

.mil \i|i.\ li-!,i wrier, Huberts 77U.\
lapr ri'ioriln mnl remote preamp.
tall f.tH-l.:il tfll-13

One Aii.linx , ; ,r titpeileik plus
M»kr plus p*W, „f iuih-s for $100.
One lik l.r. hiiiii.in linir wiic, $45
tall I'm or I'll.* Iliw ItlWTI after 6
I' "' tfll-13

FOB 5AH — AUTOS
l!Hi7 Opel Kndett Fastbnck, red*)

mn: butter?, shocks, 2 tires; rerr
i -Iran W50 or best offer. Call Dan
1 -;>43-l«t'.' (Spfld) after 6 p.m.

tfll-1?

l'MHS VW -• dan blue, roof-rack,
40.000 mile--, pood condition, $750
Call Bob Ju.i Mt-tfll , tfll-13

HI l'ord »-m;h 6, sfil., 3 dr., ex'.
ioii.I., $;<00 firm. Tel. &IJMWU4.

tfll-13

t;:> liTIl, I *pd., ronv., c\. roml.
y.'iao. fall Peter Stf-MW. tfll-13

Repoif Your Own Cor
Tremendous savings on plugs,

points, regulators, wiper blades,
headlamps, oil treatments, Mais Dis-
count Dept. Store, Bt. 32, Philip
Plasa, Ware. Open nights til 10.

111-1.'

WANTED
Poeta-r wanted for cooperative aa-

Uiolor. Please Include stamped re-
torn envelope. IdlewlU Preaa, 1807
Hast Olympic Boulevard, Los Anxe-
les, California OOQgL tfU-U
Apartment needed, to start Janu-

ary, one or two rooms. Please call
Nestor 259-1029 evenlnm. tfll-13

Individuals or organizations want-
ed to sell desirable novelty items.
Work own hours. High profit mar-
gin. Write to Thor Novelties, P.O.
Box Mt Carlstadt, New Jersev,
Q'orc- tfll-ia

APARTMENT WANTED
Wanted — 2 bedroom apartment,

available Jan. 1 or immediately, Call
'-'53-3724. tfU-12
tme or two room apartment want-

ed; to start lease in January. Please
call Cindy at 546-8334. tfll-17

ROOM WANTED

SERVICES

CM employee needs room or small
apt. within walking distance of
campus and town. Please call Nan-
o, M9-OT19. tfll-13

i:'t.\ xii. i Koines titsilia Sedan
-luril « r.nis... Knni •.hoik*, nen .Mi-

< In Im ,\ tirr>.. Iia- la»Bect lwi stick-
r. >vci. (nil i-n:s-iiu;, rrraitws.

ini-r.'

• lord (in In \ if 60(1, white, (i

i>l . Mnnlard. new « Intcli. new main
i-i irnii--. n,« rxiiuust, deluxe in-
r. in. r. >:;, ( nil .•."i.;-.',>s:i tfll-1.1

WW type and/or revise any writ-
ten material. Also do personalised
feeumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, fact, reasonably priced serv-
ice. Call 084-6817, eves. Keep try-
tD * tfll-13

Amherst Andlo aerrlcea stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
IBTI No, Pleasant St. 290-8133.

tfU-23
Computer Science Tutoring and

programming for student and facul-
ty. Call Al 8 - 11 a.m . 256-6258.

tf 11-12

PA^sf'OKIS film with processing
l'.'i»-12 S3. 50, »liu> processing 20 exp.
*\ 80 B & W enlargements while
u-wait. Stiulent iliMount.H. An All
Discount Store. Lang's Photo, Bfe.
I Hi, Sniifh Amherst. ttll-l"

Wack lichts |,,w. lamps karma
lamps and meditation liullis and riiu-
-iini iiisin :;..il>. fee creative e\-
iniiences. Call (reathe Endeavor,
(reenlii-l.l (1-771-2831 ) for informa-
'"" 11-1.'

MISCELLANEOUS

TRAVEL
t>KI A I -TBIA — Christmas vaca-

tlon, semester break from $219, Incl.
Rt. Jet. hotel, etc. Badgastein Ski-
S«im Besort; contact E. Rogers,
372-B Park Bd , West Hartford.
Connecticut . tfll-13

Travel Christmas vacation — Lon-
don $180; Athens $260; Borne $229:
Portugal $175: Acapulco. Spain, Car-
rihean flights available. Contact E
Rogers. 372-H Park Bil , West Hart-
tord, Connecticut. tfll-13

ROOM ROR RENT
For female grad — one blotk oft

• ampus, furnished. Kitchen privileg-
1% Coed living. $65 mo. 640-6178.

tfll-13

PERSONAL
Mellon, Mellon, will you tell'ea

what >our cousins will do? Tou left
them to play in J.Q.A. Oh! Tell
\untie of 22. 11-1!

nil |{ iinl.l, r

IMi r, ,1.

riliin.

..Il.r

>rr> relial>lr.

.'•Ili-li.'lt;.

Illl-I.i

MEXICO Winter i:>71 Classes ;

-
aVl

Literature. Mexican Culture, earn
full quarter credit for five weeks
I" Mexico Beeistrar. Box 66011,
Siatfle. Washington, 08166.

tfll-13

PAINTS! PAINTS!
All top quality latex, vinyl anrt

oil base paint at less than half
price. Paint an entire room for less
• lion $5.00. Mais Discount Dept
More, Bt. 32, Philip Plaza. Ware
• •pen ilk-Ms til in. || |-i

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 12, IV70

T.ilent Show Open meetings to all who are
talented or interested, Nov 19th and 23rd,

room B 8 Wheeler House For information call

Mike Roberts 6 9397

usee
Meeting Sunday, Nov. 15th, 8:00 PM,

Colonial Lounge. Barbara Herron will join us.

All interested students, faculty and ad
mmislrators welcome

ZYP
The steering committee voted unanimously

to support RAF l All ZYP members are urged
to attend RAF I meeting

LOST:

Purse disappears from main link Dickinson

House, Friday afternoon Please return no
questions asked to Nancy, room 205 Dickinson,

or bring to Head of Residence

Have pity on owner of girls' blue bicycle last

seen al Moore House, Nov 8th. If seen call

Kathy 66371

Wouldwhoever took a knapsack full of books
out of a parked car near Webster dorm, Triors,

nite, Nov 10, please return the books, I need
them, you don't contact Dick Mulvey at 253

5761

November 4th in Bartlett, brown umbrella
with vinyl handle Sentimental value. If found
call Carol 546 6344

Pair dark brown leather gloves in Mahar
Auditorium after Psych 325 exam or Ski Club

' .ng Please cdll Sue 546 8145

I lost I 2 a dark green croucheted scarf, 1/2

ball of yarn, and a crochet hook all in a paper
bag probably ir Canceor Hampden Commons
t.ill Dianne 253 9066

Lost a pair of tortoise shell glasses thumbing
along Rts 202 and 495 North on Saturday al

ternoon, Nov 7th if found, call Dave at 549

6554

Lost or strayed by mistake from Campus
Store book drop, my notes and books for Urban
Soc. Desparately need manila folder ad
dressed to BUSSWI ! Please return to Student
Union lost and found

FOUND:
Green key case with what appears to be VW

keys and a dorm key Call to claim at 323 6968

No notice may exceed twenty-five words

DmmMm lor notices is 2:00 PM on the

preceding day

There is a one day maximum lor all notices

I'liinings and engagemenLs will appear on
Fridays

NORTH WIND
THE CRAFTSHOP
OF AMHERST

Beads
Candlemaking Supplies
Twine for Macrame

Inkle Looms
Swedish Yarns

The Peoples Croft Co-op
2nd floor over Flavortown

rear entrance Louis'
Parking Lot

RUBBER STAMPS

MADE TO ORDER

* Three C's*
FRIENDSHIP CENTER

191 N. Pleasant St.
Amherst 253-9306
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LARGE BEER- 15*
FROM 9-10 TONIGHT

then sing with

MICHELLE MARQUIS
and her friends (girls)

EVERY THURSDAY NITE AT

The NEW MEADOW INN
RT. 47 — PIZZA — SUNDERLAND

The Srhool of Education, as part of SOMETHING BUM *7«

presents a play

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
Black Actors Group — St. Paul., Minn.

Thursday, November 19 Friday, November 20Amherst Regional High School Amherst Rccmnal Hich School
8:00 p.m. 3:oo p.m.

Admission $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket
Office and the School of Ed.. Room 125
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"GLADIATORS
A NEW FILM BY PETER WATKINS
GRAND PRIZE 1970 INTERNATIONAL

SCIENCE FICTION FILM FESTIVAL

Sunday, November 1*>

8:00 6c 10:00
SU Ballroom

50c

Collins

For

Top
Play Vs.

New Hampshire quarterback
Bob Hopkins, UMass linebacker
Dennis Collins and Maine quar-
terback Ron Cote have been
chosen as the top offensive,
defensive and sophomore players
in the Yankee Conference for their
performances last Saturday.
Hopkins, a 61 180-lb. junior,

completed nine of 16 passes for 137

yards and two touchdowns and
added a 22-yard run as UNH won
its fifth straight with a 40-21

decision over Springfield College.

It was Hopkins' second selection

this Fall.

Collins, a 6' 190-lb. junior, turned
in an outstanding effort as UMass
stopped Holy Cross 29-13. Collins

was involved in 18 tackles, helped
trap the quarterback four times for

22 yards in losses and was in-

strumental in holding the
Crusaders to 92 yards rushing.

Cote, a 5'8 170-lb. sophomore,
was s substitute hero as Maine
edged Vermont 28-21 with a come-
irom-!>ehind win. Cote directed the

Black Bears to three touchdowns
and ran for 53 yards in the winning
63-yard TD march.
Other nominations: Offense

Notices
SKI CANDIDATES-Candidates

lor the UMass ski team will meet in

room 203 Holdsworth Hall today at

7 p.m
*****

FOOTBALL TICKETS-Football
coupons are now in the process of

being exchanged for football

tickets for Saturday's upcoming
game, UMass vs. New Hampshire.
For those who still haven't traded

in their coupons, they can do so at

the athletic ticket office, room 155

Boyden The office is open until 6

p m
*****

SPORTS TALK-WMUA, the

campus radio station at 91.1 FM.
will have former Redman
basketball and baseball star Ray
Kllerbrook on its weekly Sports

Talk show on Sunday ( 10 p.m. to 11

p.m.i. Kllerbrook, one of UMass'
l>est all-around athletes ever, will

talk about his experiences with

Redman athletics, including his

present role as assistant freshman
basketball coach to Peter Broaca.

Questions for Kllerbrook will be

welcomed at 5-2876 or 5-2425.

Hosting the show will be Ken
Horseman and Dave Melvin.

Defender

. Crusaders
Hanker Keith Kraham (Con-
necticut), fullback Bob Marchildon
(Maine), halfback Larry Bona
i Vermont), fullback Dick Nar-
cessian (Rhode Island) and split

end Bob Cabrelli (UMass);
Defense - tackle Jim Pisciottano

(Connecticut), tackle Steve
Naccara (Maine), tackle Nelson
Cassavaugh (New Hampshire),
safety John Pelcher (Vermont)
and cornerback Bill McMullen
(Rhode Island); Sophomores -

halfback Brian Herosian (Con-

necticut) , halfback Joe Allis (New
Hampshire), linebacker Rich
Rostowsky (Vemont), halfback
Grant Denniston (Rhode Island)

and linebacker Rich Cronin
(UMass).

sPO/?tS —ap— ShorT'Es

OF AMHERST
253-761

S

65 North Ptaunt StrMt

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LINES OF CHINA

CSYSTAl AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWB.RY

DIAMONDS SOLO WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

READING - STUDY

COURSE
Register for

Reading-Study Course

Tonight at 7 P.M.
Council Chambers
Student Union

No Foe.

GRAPHICS

SHOW

Colder Dall Miro

and many others

MERCURY GALLERIES

Route 9 Northampt

rJ

The UMass soccer team
defeated the Coast Guard
Academy yesterday, 5-1, to end
one of the most successful
seasons in recent years for the
Redman booters. See page 16 for

the complete details on the

game.

NKW YORK (AP) - In the wild,

unpredictable world of pro foot-

ball, it should come as no great

surprise that a man with half a foot

and another 43 years old should

share the honor of being the

National Football League Of-

fensive Player of the Week.
Selectors were unable Wed-

nesday to choose between Tom
Dempsey, who used a nub of a foot

to kick a record 63 yard field goal

for the New Orleans Saints, and
(ieorge Blanda, the middle-aged

backup quarterback of the
Oakland Raiders who threw and
kicked his team to a dramatic last

minute victory.

So they settled for co-winners.

Dempsey, 23, born with half of

his right foot gone and no right

hand, booted the longest field goal

in NFL history on the final play of

Sunday's game for a 19-17 upset

over the Detroit Lions.

with Lee Trovino and Dave
Stockton, host country Argentina
and winless Knglund are favored in

the IKth World Cup golf tour-

nament which opens today.

The lour day event among 43

countries hopefully will be played
without interference from a 36 hour
general strike in Argentina and
certainly without Czechoslovakia,
whose team tailed to show, ap-

parently for political reasons.

SANFRANCISCO (AP) When
Dick Nolan became head coach of

the San Francisco 49ers in 1968, he
told the team and the public that

winning football games could
liecome a habit

It has taken a long time to form
the habit , but this season it appears
that some of Nolan's power of

positive thinking approach has
taken effect.

The team has a 6-1-1 record and
is a fuU game on top of the Western
Division of the National Football

Conference.

Nolan finished his first year with
a mediocre 7-6-1, and last season
fell to 4-8-2, the San Franciscans'
worst mark since the 14 game
schedule was begun in 1961.

*****

Dartmouth continues as a

unanimous choice as New
Fugland's top college football

lower, with most of the other
voting also remaining about the
same as it has for the past few
weeks.
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*****

BUENOS AIRES (AP) The
defending champion United States,

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW<

Astrology rflatrs to a variety of
ntibjects, Including food. The creatr*t
authority I know on cooking combined
with aatrolocr la maater chef Mike
Koy. I authored a book with him.
"Cooking With Astrology." It re-

versed procedures, being published first

in paperback, then In hard-cover. Ke
viewers claim it ia a handbook for anx
person who aaplrea to be a "»tarr>-

eyed chef."
AiRIES (.March 21 - April 1»): Full

moon affects area of activity don i-

luited by money, possesions. Fine for

pUrCtUMJi nl luxury item. But be prac-

tical about long-range commitments
Best to analyze. Be patieut.

TAURUS (April M - May 10) : Lu-
nar position emphasizes ability to

know when to start and finish. Chang
es indicated in some relationship*. Gn
with the tide. D'jn'i attempt to own
any person.
GEMINI tMay Jl - June 20): What

lias been fermenting ia ready to ix-

viewed. Means now is time to displax

ware. Surround what you have With
nura of glamor. Be aware of What
occurs behind the scenes.

CAXCER (June 21 - July 22) Good
lunar aspect highlights friendship"
which can be meaningful. Emotions
are intense. Nothing is apt to happen
halfway. Don't play games with love.

Mean what you say.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Review
KoalB. You may have completed pro-

ject without realizing it. Don't insist

on remaining wth dead issue. Look
to future instead of brooding abou'
what might have been.
VIRGO (Aug. n Sept 22V Full

moon position accents development of

philosophy. Obtain hint from Leo mes-
sage. Spread your emotional wings

Look and plan ahead. Have r-tmf i.|.-m-.-

in your ability to be original.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.! - »»ct. 22) Cm
cern with member of opposite ""
i ould arouse Jealousy. Key is malar*
approach. If you permit emotions la

dominate, trouble is given open invi

tatlon. Act accordingly.
sroRPIO (Oct. 2:; - Nov. 21): Hon •

attempt to begin projects. Instrad

nurture and nourish what already lias

been planted. Marriage or business

partner figures prominently. Maintain
sense of humor. Don't force issues.

SAOITTARIUS (Nov. S3 - 1 811

Full moon position accents health, ba-

sic requirements, medical checkup-*

Be meticulous about appointments, de-

Mils Carelessness now could be cosi-

ly He «|iectfio — an.1 '»i tinii'.

CAPRICORN (Pec. 22 - J»H. i'»' :

Young person announces plans. You
may noi l>e completely plens^.l. Keif

is to keep communication lines open.

Find out reasons. Mont he Mti*f*ml

to accept surface Indication*,

AQUARIUM (Jan. JH - Feb. IH1

Practical Js^UrwtM* ar» -»»

>

i»i • -•/•••:

He knowledgeable about MUM, lent

,ils. Home circle becomes p prnsuinnM

feature. Conclusion of a matter may
create eni|.ty leelinsr. Think alienl

lMSC'KS (Feb. It - March 2n): Con-

onle ilispute which involves MriahlMM

relallvt. PruliWrlM arKiiment in n"i

'•instructive. See situation in linht <<f

reality. Refuse to be backed into nu
ner
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR'I'lll'AV

you are versatile, at times y»u want

to expand too quickly. Recently. \oi

have been plauued by roa<TM«iCkj«. )!n<

amal to so is due. — if M.niy •'
pnWKM it on huiizoii.

'•opyriijlit 1!)7", Gen, ]-'i-i '

PK-WL1S

v^fry-

/l-IZ

AH! A LOCAL RE5IPEMT...

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

IH.gb
mountain

Liquid measure

9 Man s nickname

12 Armed conflict

13 Old womanish

14 Poem
15 The self

16 Recess in a shore

17 Man s nickname

18 Food fish

20 Correct

22 Additional

24 Prefix three

25-Shppery
28-Penod of time

29 Foot I ike part

30-Place in position

3 1 Ash colored

33 Consequently
34 Place for worship
35 Tiny amount
36-Abstract being
38-lnheritor

39 Witty remark
40Handle
41 At no time
43 Wooden pin

44 Mountain in

Crete
46 Dropsy
48 Possessive

pronoun
51 Outfit

52 Ventilated

53 Negative
54 Dutch town
55 Endures
56 Tibetan

gazelle

DOWN

1 Reverence
2 Fall

behind
3 Delay
4 Placed
5 Hostelry

6 Masonic
doorkeepers

7-Fragrant

oleoresin

8 Nerve
network

9 Waiving the

privilege

of rank

10-Girl's name
11 Permit

19 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

21 Gaseous
element

22 Pronoun

23 Pope's
veil

24-Number
26 Hold on

property

(Pi)
27 Symbol

for

yttrium

29 Through
30 Fondle
32 Rabbit

33 Strike

iVn .wer to Yesterday s Puzzle

p A C E R 1 5 f* A L T

A L A D A
N
N
T

E A R e A
T A R l e]r!t i N
si 1 rIeI^I E D iIt

oInH E Nl S E]R[A 5
ft aItMr o jji r r|a|n K
A
S T|E

T U N p]a|sH T
TR IN bIaIn vmIe

s 1 R
A
|MMrB| oW I
til i Wo ftl O E R

c
1

O N T E N T E p 1' 1 E
N E E E L S E E R E

l> E 6 P ft E_j T 5 P E L

12

34 Exclamation

35 Shipworms

37 A continent

(abbr.)

39 Means
40 Three toed

sloth

42 Meat of call

43 Novelties

44 Man's
nickname

45 Performed

47 Encountered

49Also
50 Music: as

written

1 2 3 w 5 6 7 8 '.'. 9 10 1 1

12 w i K

15 16 17

7Z- P 18 19 m 20 21

22 23
1 - *

24 I;";' 25 26 27

28 ::: ?<•

,'./ 4

30

T-7T

::•:•

31 32 ••''Si

34
«.

•

35 . .
36 37

38 >".*«" 39 «"»".' 40

^™a^ 1 v •••i 41 42 43 v.*.
.".".

44 45
:''-:'<

46 47
•;.;;

48 49 50

51

'sy>
52

,•',-.'-

53

54 W '.'.'.
56

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. iz

PARDON ME, 5UJEETIE, Bl/TCOOLP

YOU TELL ME UHERE WE ARE ?

H€Y,MA!li00Kf
I FOUND A,

,

STRAK D06ll

B. C. by Johnny hart

sea-Lin^ MA6Mzie4e= VVAMTANY.
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Soccermen 'Storm' Over Coast Guard In Finale
By EDWARD DOHERTY

Staff Reporter
NEW LONDON, CONN. - The UMass booters ended one of their finest

seasons in many years by demolishing the Coast Guard Academy, 5-1

here yesterday. The game marked the fourth time the booters have
scored five goals against an opponent this season
For the first 18 minutes of the Cantor, again from Brown, booted

contest, played entirely in the rain

with treacherous footing, there
was no score, although the Redmen
kept the ball in the Coast Guard
end for long periods of time.

Inevitably the aggressive
Kedmen had to score. It was junior

standout Undo Alves who blew one
by Cadet goalie Kelly Callison on a

perfect feed from Abdu Thraya to

tails <^!*gtan

Sftontt
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ignite the explosion.

Three more UMass goals were
on the hoard before half-time.

Alves added another goal eight

minutes later on an assist from
Duane Brown and then Marc

home the third Redman goal.

Thraya decided that he too would
like to score and six minutes after

Cantor's score, he boomed one by
the beleagued Callison to close the
first half scoring with UMass out in

front, 4-0.

The booters picked up right

where they left off in the second
half, and just over four minutes
into the third period, Alves added
his third goal, the first hat trick of

his college career and the booters

were up. 5-0.

Coast Guard did manage to score

on a direct kick from the head of

the penalty area, a shot which just

slithered through goalie Bill

Leary's hands.
SOCCER SUMMARY - There

were several standouts for the

Redmen. Alves, of course, but also

Brown and Thraya, who each had a
pair of assists. Tony Nunziante
played an excellent game, con-

tinually feeding Alves with perfect

passes. Rick Matusczak also
played a solid game for the
booters, closing out a fine college

career. Marc Cantor ended up
third in scoring for UMass with
live goals, after an injury plagued
pre-season. Dave Piccus, who has
been coming off the bench all

season to spark the Redmen,
playedhis usual aggressive game

( OMI\<; I'HKol < .11 Mtdii Tin ava prepares to cut between two I Ml defenders in Saturday's

win over the Wildcats. This type of footwork earned him a goal and an assist in yesterday's

Kedman win over the (oast Guard Academy. ( MDC pholotn Itich Mclntyre)

and (Jus Penon came close to

scoring several times in his last

varsity game. 1 Larry DeFelice
and Dan Howie both closed out

their careers last week against

New Hampshire. The Redmen

closed out the season in front of the

smallest crowd they've performed

for .ill year, but as usual the

Kedman fans out-numbered the

home town group In spite of the

lain and the long ride, a spirited

group of 1
1 Mass fans showed up to

cheer the Kedmen on...Final mark
for the Kedmen is 7-2-2 with 32
goals lor and 9 against ...and of

course the Yankee Conference
Championship.

Surging Wildcats Look To Redmen As Step Towards Title
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

In 1969, the UMass football

team crushed the Wildcats of

New Hampshire by the lopsided
score of 48-7 One would wonder,
then, why the 1970 Redman unit

is more than a little ap-
prehensive about the matchup
between the two clubs Saturday
at Alumni Field. The reason is

simple. After all is said and
done, it is quite possible that the
Wildcats will be Yankee Con-
ference Champs.
This season is a return to form

for UNH coach Jim Root. The
third year mentor is trying to

reacquire the form that made
his Wildcats co-champs in the
Yankee Conference in 1968 and
made him the American
Football Coaches Association
Coach of the Year. And thus far
this season, he has been sur-

prisingly successful.

For instance, UNH is the only
YanCon team with a winning
mark outside the conference.

With a 5-2 overall record, the

Wildcats have won five straight

including victories over Maine,
Vermont. Northeastern, Rhode
Island and Springfield after

dropping their first two to

Delaware and Connecticut.

As it turns out, UNH can make
up for that early season loss to

The Wildcats

UConn. With a win over the

Kedmen and a URI victory over

I Coon, the Wildcats will end up
in a two-way tie for the con-

ference championship with

Rhode Island at 4-1.

The Wildcats should give the

Kedman defense a workout as
they boast the highest scoring

team in the conference. The
primary reason for this is Bob
Hopkins.

The junior quarterback is

currently the leading passer in

the Yankee Conference with
some impressive statistics. He
has completed 55% of his passes
for 979 yards. Although he has
l)een intercepted 1 1 times, he has
also tossed a league leading total

of 13 touchdown passes. His

passing should present the

Kedman secondary with a tough
chore reminiscent of the battle

they faced against Holy Cross'

Clapton or UConn's Robustelli.

Like Clapton and Robustelli.

Hopkins too has a fine receiver

to direct his aerials at. He is

senior wide receiver Chip
Breault. Breault is only one
reception away from the con-

ference lead in that category
with 29 to date and is averaging
almost thirteen yards a grab.

His lour touchdown receptions

place him second in that

category.

The Wildcats balance off this

exceptional passing attack with

a consistent running game The
leading ground gainer is

Koberson, who, incidently

wasn't even listed in the varsity

roster before the season. But he

has come on strong and is

presently sixth in the conference

in rushing with 369 yards in 92

carries and an average of four

yards a try.

One of the most impressive

ballplayers on the 197() Wildcats
is captain Cliff MacDonald The
senior tackle was All-Conference

offensive tackle as a sophomore
and All-Conference defensive
tackle as a junior. The I Nil

coaching staff rates him as one
of the lines! linemen in the

country and he will likely go both
ways against the Kedmen on
Saturday.
Defensively, the Wildcats

have a record which is second in

the conference only to UMass'
outstanding unit. This too is a
surprising statistic since they

were hurt badly by graduation
and Root was supposed to be
rebuilding his defense this year.

But thus far they have played
exceptionally well

With a well-balanced offense
and a grudging defense, UNH
has returned to Yankee Con
ference football prominence
after a mediocre 1969 season.
UMass should be prepared for a

long and hard afternoon on
Saturday as the Wildcats will

have their sight.s on the Beanpot
and their eves on the scoreboard
as they attempt to repeat their

performance of i%8.

KEDMAN BANTINGS In the
series. I Mass leads 18-10-3 The
last time the Wildcats won was
in I'hih when they downed the
Kedmen I6-4J Game time is at l

p in

Harriers Host UNH In Dual Wind-Up
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
The UMass cross country team

wraps up its dual meet schedule for

the season this afternoon with a

home meet against the Wildcat

from the University of New
Hampshire. A freshman race will

lead off the program at 3, with the

varsity to follow at 3: 30. Both races
will be getting underway behind
the Women's Physical Education
Building.

The Redmen will be missing the

services of seniors Ron Wayne,
Larry Paulson, and Leo Duart for

this race. All three ran extremely
hard races at the New Englands on
Monday and coach Ken O'Brien
wants to have them well rested for

the IC4A's this coming Monday.
Sophomores Tom Swain, Tom

Jasmin, and Rick Barry will

supply the front running punch for

UMass in this race. All three ran in

the New Englands and after a
couple of days of rest should be
ready to give it a go this afternoon.
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Arnie Morse
With the absence of Wayne,

Paulson, and Duart, coach O'Brien
will be looking for Rich Tashjian,

Don Dunsky, Bruce Blackburn and

Arnie Morse to give the Redmen
depth in positions four, five, six

and seven. Last Wednesday
against Central Connecticut these
four runners were counted on to do
the same job and they did it so

effectively that not a single Central
runner was able to break into the

first seven Redman finishers

This race is in a very odd position
on the schedule. It comes between
the New Englands and the IC4A's
and it means just about nothing as
far as the entire season is con-
cerned. The Redmen have already
shutout the Wildcats at the Con-
ference championship and O'Brien
will just be looking for his harriers
to run a good race, come out on top,

and be ready to go on Monday at
the IC4A's.

In the freshman race the UMass
frosh should have no problem with

thw Wildcat freshmen. After

Monday's escapade at the New
Englands the Redmen should be

pretty enthusiastic about this

afternoon's race. This will be their

final tune-up before the IC4A's and
with vengeance in their eyes it

should be a convincing tune-up at

the expense of the Wildcats.

Intramurals

Tuesday's

BASKETBALL
Redwoods 4V. Barracudas 31
Beta 40, Yup 27

Gamma 60, Lubees 43

Nads 44. Streppers 41

Smitties 52. Erudites 38

Buckeyes over Bucks, wbf
Stouts 44, Canaille 29

Jacks 26. Cherries 22

TX B 55, Herd 31

Reiects 60. Zoo 55

Duchies 42, BHC 41

TX 42, DX 25

TEP 44, KS 32

PLP 50, APO 32
PSD 53, SAE 35

ZN 33, PSK 31

PMD 53, LXA 42

Gotchas 40, Crestview 32
Engineer, 39, Burners 36
Chem 36, Conglos 35

Engineers 90, English 32
Trojans 61, Flaming A's 28
Hemlocks 31, Lovers 30
HIGHLIGHT SCORE OF THE NIGHT
Eagles 73, SAM B 12

Tonight's

The Yankee Conference
honored UMass linebacker
Dennis Collins this week by
selecting him as the defensive
player of the week. Details on
page 15.

BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
POSITION GRANDEE

1 6 30 2 vs. 3

POSITION FRONTIER
2 6 30 4vs 5

3 6 30 2vs 3

4 6 30 4 vs. 5

5 6 30 BHC vs Zoo
6 6 30 Duchies vs. Rejects

POSITION TROJAN
1 7 30 2 vs. 3

2 7:30 4 vs. 5

POSITION SPARTAN

3 7:30 2 vs. 3

4 7:30 4 vs 5

POSITION ATHENIAN
5 7 30 2vs 3

6 7 30 4 vs 5

1 8 30 Redwoods vs. Lovers
2 8 30 Hemlocks vs. Trojans
3 8 30 Flaming A's vs. Arrows
4 8 30 TC"B" vs JacKS
5 8 30 Cherry vs. Caraille
6 8 30 Stouts vs EMS

1 9 30 Eyes vs. Erudites
2 9 30 Smith vs Eagles
3 9 30 SAM"B" vs Smooth
4 9 30 Stepvs Lubes
5 9 30 Gamma vs Yup
6 9 30 Beta "B" vs Head

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Cloudy with rain likely

on Friday. Temp, in

50's. Weekend outlook:

Fair, temp in 40's.
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Sex Education Speaker
Highlights Issues 70

HO HUM—(Man Director of Libraries and Special Assistant to

the Chancellor David Clay seems bothered bv debate at the Faculty

Senate meeting yesterday. For complete details on what may have
bothered Clay, see story , three. < MDC photo by Fd Fenwick ).

Election Rehash

Predicts Trouble

Fur GOP in 72
Check out page 2

Watch Out.

Its Friday The 13th

See horoscope on page 15
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Meeting Prompts Spring

Learning Expansion
By JAMES H. GOLDMAN

Staff Reporter

Three female undergraduates last evening, presented an off-campus

independent study proposal for the coming semester. Before 40 un-

dergraduate and graduate student, the students described the program

us un 'expansion of the learning experience to include freer interchange

of tacts, feeling, ideas, and opinion."

A dissatisfaction with the

traditional learning process
prompted Cynthia Brossman,
Donna Mines, and Gail Needham
to develop the program. The
program will include the com-
mittment of 12-15 students to live

together in an "isolated" en-

vironment to pursue and share

academic and cultural ex-

periences.

The academic structure will

consist of two or three independent

study projects on previous selected

topics and their subsequent
presentation to the group and the

sponsoring professors. Six to nine

credits will be earned in this

fashion. Addition credits will be

Hiven by the Educational and
Psychology Departments to the

students, for their experience in

group dynamics. Also documen-
tation in the forms of journals and
tilms of these experiences will

provide credits.

Job Filled

In Law Dept.
WASHINGTON (AP> - Robert C.

Mardian, chosen by President

Nixon to be the governments top

subversive hunter, was sworn in

Thursday as head of the Justice

Department's Internal Security

Division.

Justice Department sources say

I he division, which has steadily

diminished in size and importance
-nice its high point in the mid 50's,

a ill be beefed up to cope with what
-nme government officials see as

in increasing threat from terrorist

groups.

A former general counsel of the

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Mardian has most

recently served as executive
director of the Cabinet Committee
on Education.

In his new post he will be an
assistant attorney general. His

appointment and swearing in while

Congress is in recess means he
still must be confirmed by the

Senate before he can hold the job

permanently.

Acceptance into the program
will be determined by a committee
of students and faculty. Donna
Hines stated, "the willingness to

commit oneself to sharing will be a

primary requirement for ac-

ceptance."
Before entering the program,

students will have to arrange
projects with sponsoring
professors. Reading lists and other

aids will be provided to the

students. Frequent correspon-
dence between professors and
students is expected. The
professors will be encouraged to

visit the program and to par-

ticipate in its seminars.

The tentative location of the

program is on Nantucket Island.

The relative isolation from the

University is termed as a means to

stimulate personal growth. In the

proposal, the coeds termed the

"accessibility to structured
resources for entertainment as an
inhibiting factor to personal
development."
Presently a graduate student,

experienced in group dynamics, is

being sought to live with the gourp

and oversee possible con-

frontations. However, the ad-

ministration of the group's ac-

tivities will solely depend on the

students.

The group will be self-

supporting. No University funds

will be available to the program.

The cost of room, board and in-

cidentals is approximately $500.

Though the program is off-

campus, it will be under the

auspices of the University. Credits

will be applicable to graduation.

Interested students are urged to

contact Cynthia Brossman. Donna
Hines, or Gail Needham in the near

tuture.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-04O0

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Applications Being Accepted

for FULL-TIME and PART-TIME JOBS on CAMPUS
beginning next semester

Salary: approximately $3.00 per hour

Prerequisites: knowledge of shorthand (any style) and
ability to type

Your work schedule will be arranged to suit your class

schedule

.

Application Forms

Are Available At:
Students' Educational System Office

First floor (opposite lobby counter),

old Student Union

Telephone: 545-2683
Office hours: 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Monday - Friday

3lp flusarlpifirtt* flails fltotltgtaii

OH.ce of the DAILY COLLEGIAN ore on the second floe* of the

Student Union on the University campus, up code 01002. Phones
ore S4S-2550 (news). 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Second-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the aco-

demic year eicept during vacation and exam periods, three or four

times o week following a vacation or nom period or when a holiday

(•lis wi'h.n a week. Accepted for moiling under the authority of the

•ct of nWch I, 1879 as amended by the oct of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates ore $7.50 per semester, $14.00 per year.'

David Mayhew predicted a possible Republican defeat in 1972 because of economic conditions as

part of his post-election analysis of the mid-term elections last night. ( MIX" photo by Dave Bern-
stein )

Post-ElectionAnalysis
Shows Erosion OfGOPBase

By LINDA A. BALICKI
Staff Reporter

The Republican Party will not win in 1972 unless the economic situation in the. country is changed
substantially. Such was the analysis offered by David Hayhew of Yale University at the last of the

Government Department sponsored Elections 70 series, held last night.

Regional differences especially in the South and Pacific Northwest indicate that there is a trend

toward an increasing softness to the Republican voting base which is likely to continue unless significant

changes take place. In the South especially , where there is "always some alienation of white Southeners
by any President,'' Mayhew noted that Nixon's desegregation of schools in the Deep South contributed to

the slight Republican loss in that portion of the country

Mayhew also stated that the

higher proportion of liberal

Democrats elected to the House
could prove important in January
leadership elections, "the higher

proportion of liberal Democrats
could push the Majority and Whip
leadership to the liberals. If this

occurs the Republicans may never

win control of the House again."

In commenting upon the upset of

traditional labor voting patterns in

New York, he pointed out that this

could possibly mean a trend
toward blue-collar support of

Republicans but that it might not

be a significant trend.

Mayhew also stated that Peace
candidates and peace political

activists were a significant factor

in the elections, particularly the

primaries because of the increase

in voter turnout which they

prompted.

Mayhew also stated that

Democrats in Congress will not do
anything to influence the Vietnam
issue within the next two years

unless there is a highly significant

administration move in that area.

"Nixon may end the draft before

the 172 election but it will take a
dramatic move such as total with-

drawal to insure him the election."

Mayhew, a former member of

the UMass faculty, has written

many articles and books con-

cerning the American political

system among them his best

known work "Party Loyalty
Among Congressman".

cerning the impact of television

upon the results of the election, he
stated that it is no longer true that

"noney wins elections." Proper
television exposure even when it is

not extensive can often influence

election outcomes. He also stated

that there is an increase in

packaging candidates" which has
led to widespread huckstering of

candidates by public relations

specialists. "There is no true way
to insure victory and the
specialists know it. They try to sell

candidates campaign plans which
they themselves are not sure will

be successful."In response to a question con-

Incomplete grades for the Spring Semester 1970 must be removed by
Nov. 30 by a student and his instructor. This will enable all students to

preregister during the counseling period, with full knowledge of

requirements, deficiencies and prerequisites which must be satisfied,

and prerequisites which must be satisfied.

Those incomplete grades which are not removed by Nov. 30, 1970

will automatically be converted to W, as implied by the Spring 1970

grading policy,

NOW RENTING
Rental Agents for Sugar Loaf Apts.

in Sunderland

2 Bedrooms, New Carpeting, Stove, Ref.

Wysocki Real Estate
Main St. Sunderland

Tel. 665-3030

Of AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LIN€$ Of CHINA.

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWaRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

R HOMECOMING WEEKEND
WE'VE EXTENDED OUR
CAPITOL RECORD SALE

ALL
Capitol
Apple
Shelter and
Blue Thumb

RECORDS
ARE
SPECIALLY PRICED

List Price

$4.98
$5.98
$6.98

SALE
$2.99
$3.59
$3.99

NEXT WEEK CHECK US OUT FOR

AMHERST AUDIO?
m NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

Pub lie Health Speaker
Focuses On Sex Education

ByDENISEMAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

"Issues of the 70's," a professional day for home economists held in the Campus Center Tuesday,
opened its day-long activities with a talk on "Contemporary Issues in Human Sexuality and Sex
Education" given by Dr. William Darity, Professor in the UMass' Public Health Department. Co-
sponsored by the UMass' School of Home Economics and the Western Massachusetts Home Economics
Association, the day drew 300 participants, one third of whom were students.

Dr. Darity began his speech by ' from the rest of the community
assuming "ihis is an enlightened
group I hope the dissenters (of

the subject) are few and far bet-

ween the issue should be how
rather than whether or not it

should be."

The lecture touched upon many
facets of sex education, among
them statistics on general at-

titudes, the role of various in-

stitutions (family, schools) and
how far certain professions have
progressed in their outlook on the
topic.

"One aspect of sex education is

to interpret the role models within
the family," said Darity. He
contends that it should be as easy
for a father to talk to his daughter
about sex and a mother to her son
as the same sexes talking to each
other.

The family cannot be isolated

since within the latter a young
person is faced with conflicts,

divided interests, and the influence
of peer groups.

The role of the school should be
to fuse together concepts in order
to achieve a total approach to

human sexuality, he added.
Dr. Darity views 'he separation

of sexes during instruction to be
harmful at all age levels.

Citing the progress certain
professions have made in fur-

thering sex education, the speaker
named the medical profession,

especially nursing, as one of the
most conservative in their views.
Public Health follows closely

behind medicine in its views, with
social work limited in its scope, but
anticipating rapid changes.
The field of theology takes a

negative approach and teacher

preparation on the subject is found
to be too "feminine-oriented."

A board member on the Sex
Information and Education
Council of the US (SIECUS). Dr.
Darity praised that organization's

perserverance in the promotion of

community and adult training in

sex education.

He drew lengthy applause when
he ended with, "The time is now for

us to recognize that issues are
issues... the question is not can
you, but will you?"

******

Back To The Garden

Schuckmann Speaks For CEQ

A four-member "reactor panel"

Dr. Christopher Mamonas,
M.D., Dr. Warren Schumacher,
Professor of Child Development at

the University of Connecticut, Mr.
Noah Edminster, Principal of
Mahar Regional Junior and Senior
High School, with Dr. Christine

Hillman, Asst. Dean of the UMass'
School of Home Economics,
moderating—commented on the

subject immediately after the
lecture.

Dr. Schumacher stressed the

need to "respect diversity." A
parent, he feels, should teach his

children sexual attitudes relevant

to himself, at the same time ac-

cepting sexual patterns relevant to

By ELAINE JOHNSON
Staff Reporter

Lets get back to our environment! This is what Skip Schuckmann, a

member of the Coalition of Environmental Quality, which has a chapter others
here on campus, advocated for the country, when he spoke to a small Also he noted the different steps
group of students last night in the Campus Center.

'The way to start bringing the country back to it's environment is to

start with your own life," he advocates. Skip says that he's just bought a

twelve acre lot, on w hich he plans to raise ducks, geese, bees, and grow

an orchard. He explained that all of these things "compliment each

other" and that he will perpetuate the land as he uses it.

Skip feels that people are threatened because they constantly surround

themselves with commercial comforts to escape nature.

"People must feel comfortable in their environment before they can
work with it," he explained. "If most people were given one acre of land
and a farmhouse of some sort to live with, they would feel that they
couldn't survive. And they probably couldn't.

Skip would like to start small workshops of people who are interested in
environmental living.

necessary in the development of

sexuality. He questioned whether
people are willing to accept ex-

perimentation as one of these

steps.

'Emotionalism and
spiritualism" were pointed out by
Principal Edminster as the main
aspect of sexuality that young
people have little knowledge about.

******

One of his pet ideas for a project would be to get interested people
started in organic gardening. He also has aspirations to working with
woodcarving or any pet project that someone r ay have. He is interested
in any pland that a person may have that relates to getting involved with
the environment.

This is the major purpose of the CEQ. group on campus. They support
the "pet" projects of interested people and groups. Their office, which is

set up in the R.S.O. Student Activity Center and headed by Quint Dawson,
will give support to projects which seem plausable.

The participants spent the af-

ternoon in discussion-workshops on
a variety of subjects: cities of the

future, consumerism in the 70's

(influence of legislation, unit

pricing, etc.), abortion and con-

traceptives, the re-evaluation of

women's role in society as viewed
by the Women's Liberation
Movement, and the importance of

the pre-school years in the total

development of the individual.

THE SKIN
OF OCR TEETH
By Thornton Wilder

Din (ted by Jim Cavanaugh
the comedy of our times

In Its Second Week at the
Laboratory Theatre

Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley
Nov. 12 1314-15 at 8:15

Students $1.00; all others

$2 00. For reservations call

."136-4000 from 9 a.m. to 9p.m.

daily.

Game of Dimensional Analysis
Clarify science, stimulate creativity as you play.

Give the appropriate RACE THRU SPACE game —
III for thinking adults @ S10.00
II for right-on students @ s 6.95
I for junior spacement @ $ 5.95

Send orders, names, addresses, checks inc. 10% (tax, post-
age) to:

Universal Field Foundation, 435

I

m ; w

Mr. Plumstead. Chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee,

speaks before the Faculty Senate ycaterday afternoon. Mr.

IMunislead asked that he be allowed to appoint hes own committee.

Permission was granted. IMDC photo by Fd Fenwick>

Fac-SenTo Probe
Calland D ismissal

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

Last night the Faculty Senate decided to appoint a board to investigate

the Callands' discharge from WFCR, gave the Chairman of an Academic
Affairs Committee permission to appoint whom he pleased to his own
committee, and amended its own bylaws.

Fred and Diane Calland, who have been discharged under con-
troversial circumstances from the five-college radio station, had a
statement read to the Senate which asked the Senate to investigate the

matter.

In the statement they said that

they had acted with integrity while

working lor WFCR, and have
nothing to hide. While they hope to

be rehired, they said, they desire to

at least dispel rumors which they

feel have been threatening their

professional reputation.

The Senate felt that this was an
appropriate matter for their

concern, since UMass is the major
contributor to WFCR. Professors

Barnard and Silver were persistent

in keeping the matter before the

Senate. When the discussion turned

up no real alternative to an action

by the Senate, the Senate endorsed
the appointment of an in-

vestigation board.

Mr. Plumstead, Chairman of the

Academic Affairs Committee and
a non-Senator, spoke of the lack of

success of the Senate's ad hoc

committee lor course review. For

instance, in reviewing a proposal

to form a Ph.D. program in the

Speech Department, the com-
mittee had mainly revealed its own
ignorance of the matter discussed,

Mr. Plumstead noted.

Through the Senate Secretary,

Micheline Dufau, Mr Plumstead
had a motion proposed to allow him
to appoint to his own committee the
number and type of people he felt

he needed for each situation
reviewed; this passed.

The Senate spent most ol the rest

of the meeting amending its own
bylaws The amendments were
voted on rapidly, and the presiding

officer, Professor Bruce Morris,

joked that "Any time we get a new
constitution it will be amended
next week, anyway." A number ol

Senators having left, those
remaining agreed to adjourn the

meeting.

A VERY HAPPY HOUR

AT THE TOP OF THE CAMPUS

4:30-630 p.m., Monday Thru Friday

Highballs 65c

Cocktails 80c

Complimentary hors doeuvres

The S» hnol of Education, as part of SOMETHING EGSK "70

presents a play

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
Black Actors Group — St. Paul., Minn.

Thursday, November 19 Friday, November 20
Amherst Regional High School Amherst Recinttnl Hich School

8:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Admission $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket

Office and the School of Ed., Room 125
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ParisiansMournDe Gaulle
InArchofTriumphMarch

PARIS (AP) Charles deGaulle
was buried in a village churchyard
Thursday, and later hundreds of

thousands of Frenchmen, in a
({real outpouring of grief, marched
through darkness and rain to the
Arch of Triumph.
The day of requiem was in three

stages First loo world leaders
gathered at Notre Dame Cathedral
l»i hear Mass Four hours later the

funeral itself began at Colombey
les Deux Fglises. 160 miles awav

Then, after nightfall, came the
Hood of emotion of Parisians

drawn as if by command into a
march along the Champs Elysees
ending at the nations cherished
shrine of liberty.

The broad Champs Elysees was
a solid mass of humanity and a
fores! of umbrellas from the Bond
I'oint to the Etoile. From the first

row of flags to the last stragglers,
the march took an hour.

There were estimates that the
crowd reached nearly a half
million, but no one found a way to

measure its feelings.

This was something Gen.

deGaulle had not planned when he
laid down restrictions for his own
funeral.

At the graveside were only his

family and an escort of men whose
loyalty never faulted from the time
in 1940 when he appealed for

resistance to the German
conquest.

All around, filling the lanes of the
village, were tens of thousands of

Frenchmen-hungry, cold, but
patient as they waited to file past
the grave.

Nixon, INEAClash
On Desegregation
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nixon administration and the National

Education Association took sharply divergent views Thursday as to the

progress of school desegregation in the South.

Westf ield Strike Slows Down
As StudentsTake Mid-Terms
WESTFIEU). Mass. (AP) -

There was only scattered support
for the second day of a student
strike at Uesttield State College
Thursday morning as most
students chose not to jeopardize
their academic standing by

missing mid-term exams.
Hut following the morning

exams, the number of pickets in

fronl of the administration building
rose to several hundred, and strike
leaders predicted that before the
day ended, about half the college's

Sex Discrimination
Charged In Draft Appeal

BOSTON APi-'The classification of women as unfit for military
service is without reason and unconstitutional." says a lawyer who is

challenging the constitutionality of the 1967 Selective Service Act on
behalf of four defendants.

Harvey Silvergate, representing four men charged with failing to
report for induction, said he has filed motions to dismiss the indictments
on grounds of sex discrimination.
The four cases are separate and are before different judges.
In the case of Jerome II. Garchik, 26, of Cambridge, a student at

Harvard Law School, be fore Judge W. Arthur W. Garrity, the defense
contends that had 'women been subject to conscription at the time when
the defendant's Selective Service local board issued him an order to
report for induction, his position in the order of call might have been such
that he would not have been ordered for induction at any time.'"

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
Sliced Roast Beef Sandwich
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw

Fried Clams
French Fries
Cole Slaw
Roll and Butter

M NDAY, NOVEMBER X

Sirloin Steak
French Fries
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

Chicken in a Basket
French Fries
Roll and Butter

Served from 11 M a.m. until l:M

$1.19 plus tax

SI. 15 plus tax

11.58 plus tax

11.29 plus tax

p.m.

2, loo students would join the strike
as they did Tuesday.
The student dispute with college

President Leonard Savignane
remained at an impasse. The
Faculty Senate scheduled a
meeting for 3:30 p.m. with
dissident students who were to
present their case.

At issue is what students claim is

a lack of communication with the
college administration,
specifically Dr. Savignane, whose
time as president of the
predominantly women's college

since 1961 has been marked
repeatedly by disputes with
students,
to a student sit in on his front lawn.
This week's strike was sparked

by a campus beer party last term.
Students say that of the 500 who
took part, only two, Stephen
Pappas and William Reardon,
were singled out for disciplinary
probation. Students charge that
only Pappas has been penalized by
not being allowed to practice
teach. Other issues include
demands for the relaxation of
parietal rules and off campus
living regulations, and more
student representation on the
college policy making cabinet.

Dr. Savignane said earlier this
week, 'when the students at
Westfield State begin to act as
adults, then we can sit down."
But a strike spokesman, senior

(hico Libremenco of New Bed-
lord, said "We've tried to go
through all the regular channels,
but we always meet stalling tac-
tics."

The only breakthrough in student
administration negotiations this
year has been the announcement
the campus newspaper would
be allowed to resume publication.

One high administration official

said school desegregation in the

South is sufficiently complete to

shift government enforcement
officers from that area to the

North.

But the NEA said a task force

study of 70 school districts in

Mississippi and Louisiana "cast

serious doubt on the supposed
progress made in deep South
school desegreation in the past

year."

"The bad news of desegregation
in the two states studied tragically

outweights the good," the NEA
said.

What is happening in Louisiana
and Mississippi "'is not in-

tegration; rather, it is disin-

tegration-the near total disin-

tegration of black authority in

every area of the system of public

education," the NEA reported.
The high Nixon administration

official, who withheld the use of his
name but who is closely associated
with civil rights enforcement, said
the administration will place in-

creasing reliance on Southern
school officials to combat
classroom bias.

"Just as had been predicted,
most Southern school ad-
ministrators in fact want to fultill

the law." he told a group of news
men at a background briefing.

His comments came in the face
of charges by civil rights groups
that President Nixon does not
intend to press the issue of in

school discrimination in the South.
These charges were prompted by

reports that some Southern schools
continue to discriminate against
black pupils and teachers.

II

Freedom Of Speech
Means Freedom to Strip"
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Eight persons who were fined $200 apiece for

staging a naked demonstration against commercialized sex are
seeking a Supreme Court ruling that it is not unlawfully lewd to be
publicly nude.

Freedom of speech means freedom to strip, they contend.
The five women and three men, disrobed before about 80 people at a

sex education lecture Feb. 5, 1969. They protested the presence of
Bnce Draber. a representative of Playboy Magazine there to discuss
the "Playboy philosophy."
They shucked their garments, according to their appeal, "in order to

display the depth of their opposition and to demonstrate they were not
opposed to nudity, but to the commercial exploitation of the human
body and sexual relationships ..."

The Grinnel 8 were convicted of violating an Iowa law against in-
decent exposure. They were fined the maximum $200 each

Law Firms Granted

Tax Exempt Status
WASHINGTON AP - The In-

ternal Revenue Service granted a
tax exempt status Thursday to a
wide array of law firms
representing the public in such
fields as consumer protection and
the environment.
Under guidelines spelled out by

IRS Commissioner Randolph W.
Threwer, such firms must be
charitable in nature, have the
broad public interest at heart, and
refrain from political activity.

In giving public interest law
firms an exempt status the IRS
sought to head off a growing
controversy and take the steam out
of a probe set to start Monday by a
Senate subcommittee.

The IRS decision ruled out tax
exemptions for organizations
engaging in lobbying to any sub-
stantial degree. It remained un-
clear whether the ruling would
apply to organizations trying to

represent the public before
Congress-such as those sponsored
by consumer advocate Ralph
Nader.

Normally charitable exemptions
apply to minority oriented groups,
Thrower said.

The IRS touched off the con-
troversy Oct. 9 when it announced
it was withholding tax exemption
rulings for such firms pending a 60
day study.

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO JOIN US

SUNDAY NOVEMBER, 15
Enjoy all the spaghetti you can eat with greien salad, french bread and soft drinks (optional)

ALL FOR ONLY 99c

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15, Student Union Ballroom, 12:00 noon-6:00 p.m.

DON'T FORGET
Sponsored by Students for White-Dukakis

HoochIn TheHatch ?

The boys at the bar mixed a
"Top of the Campus special" for

OJ, local entertainer, as he
relaxed at the "Happy Hour" on
the Nth floor of the Student

Center last night. The event
marked the opening of gala
Homecoming Weekend at
UMass.

I scream! You scream! We all

scream for ice cream ! is the cry as
these two shovel on the sauce and
prepare to tickle their tonsils with,
of all things, Han-Hatch Ice Cream
at the Ice Cream Smorgasbord last

night in the Hatch.

MDC Photos by Dave
Berstein

Peace Corps Turn Ten,

Needs College Grads
As the Peace Corps celebrates its 10th birthday, a survey reveals that

since its inception 84 volunteers from UMass have completed service
overseas. In addition, there are 50 recent graduates of UMass now
helping the people of 60 nations where Peace Corps Is programmed.
Rumors that the Peace Corps laced extinction in 1970, due mainly to a

misinterpretation of Peace Corps "New Direction" has proved false. The
agency's college recruiting efforts nearly floundered when "the un-
fortunate misconception had Peace Corps abandoning the campus in

favor of skilled workers, mid career professionals, and highly-trained
technicians'' according to John Pincetich, Northeast Regional Director.

'Peace Corps will continue to view the academically trained volunteer
as its backbone," he said. "The success we have enjoyed over the past ten
years would not have been possible without the dedication of thousands of
college graduates who have served and will continue to serve in
foreign nations."

Northeast Regional Office for Peace Corp reported that the target for
skilled labor amounts to only 25% of the total.

Pincetich said that the talent search is widening because host countries
are requesting specific skills. By offering more intensive training, and
especially skill training, to theyoung college graduate Peace Corps hopes
to make programs more effectual, he added.
Off campus, Peace Corps New Directions needs include hand skills,

professional businessmen, experienced teachers and farmers, city
planners, and architects. These skills will fill 25% of the overseas
volunteer ranks - the remaining 75% must come from the campus com
munity, according to the office.

"The earlier image of the grass-hutted, latrine-digging volunteer doing
his own thing has vanished from the scene, said Pincetich. "Program
structuring and intensive skill training is making for a more effective
volunteer - less frustrated volunteer."
Peace Corps representatives will be on campus on November 17, 18, 19,

& 20. For inf irmation students can write the Peace Corps at 408 Atlantic
Ave.. Bostoi. Mass. or contact the Peace Corps liaison on campus, Mr
Robert Morrissey at the Placement Office.

Important Meeting

For All

MDC Issue Editors

Sunday At Six

TV Target of Non- Violence Action
WASHINGTON (APt - Accusing

the Federal Communications
Commission and the networks of

dragging their feet, a private
foundation launched a court fight

Thursday to bar from TV before 9

p.m. programs that depict
violence

A 140 page brief field in U.S.

District Court by the Foundation to

Improve Television seeks to prove
that such programs "harm the

mental health and well being" of

young children and that such in-

jury is irreparable.

The foundation, formed two

yea rs ago. is using as a test case an
effort to halt reruns of "Wild Wild
West" in late afternoons six days a
week ove- Washington station

WTOP.
It described the program as one

based on the exploits of two fic-

tional undercover agents who in

each episode "encounter new
adventures which feature acts of

fictionalized violence and
brutality."

The court action was taken on
U'liall of three suburban area
mothers here, Mary Elizabeth
Maguire, Genevieve P. Connell

and Margaret M. Graham
Defendants listed include Post

Newsweek Stations Capital Area,
Inc.. the FCC, CBS, Television

Advertising Representatives Inc.,

the Pillbury Co. and Royal Crown
Cola Co.

William S. Abbott, a Boston
attorney who is president of the

foundation, told a news conference
Washington was chosen to launch
the court fight 'because it is the
national capital." He said if this

case is won it will be used as a
precedent for suits in other cities.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT
FEATURES SUNDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Brunch (11-2 p.m.)

Hot Apple Dumplings
Waffles with Butter & Syrup
Chicken a la King
and more

Buffet (4-7) p.m )

Steamship Roast of Beef
(carved on the buffet)

Swedish Meatballs
Assorted Cheeses
and more

c^gre^j

Desserts are a la carte

Club Bar open 1-10 p.m
* Special prices for children
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LOLLIPOP Encourages Diverse Approach To Arts
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l' or Hie past month, students

have participated in a new project

.it the Mark's Meadow Klementary
School on the I Mass campus.

These students are not products
»>l I Mass, but are in a sense part of

the college community. They are
the happy youngsters you hear on
the far end of campus around 2:30

Monday through Friday, and their

ages range from 5 to 10.

What are they happy about'.'

one reason might be the ex-

perimental art program called

IvOLLIt'Ol' which has presented as
art projects: games to play,
shadows and lights, flags and
streamers, toys and musical in-

struments, projectors and film,

recorders and sound, singing and
dancing, and pictures on the walls.

The Friday afternoon events

were created by Larry Frates of

the Center for the Study of

Aesthetics in Education located at
the School of Education.

"Art begins around us - in the
discards, the parties, the rooms,
the sidewalks, and the grocery
store," said Frates. "And were
going to give these little people a
chance to be happy, sharing, and
revelling in their creations in the

classroom."

The purpose of the program is to

provide an expressive outlet for the
children through the arts, he said.

Developing a "one art" person
seems to be disappearing from the
educational scene; therefore, a
multi-arts approach such as
LOLLIPOP is probably the most

H

—

1 AMHERST) LATE FLICK
TONIGHT
11:30 p m. 1

AN ADULT "X-RATED" COLOR
ADVENTURE, AS YOU LIKE THEM!

TRADER HORNEE"

"I lit— i«. not part ot our regular program*

JOE STARTS NEXT WED. 1

practical approach to sensitizing

children to their environment
whether it be school, the home, or

the playground, Frates added.

Operating such an event has
been made easier through the

establishment of a "Learning
Fair'' on Fridays in the afternoon
where the children select the ac-
tivities they want to attend at the
elementary school.

All of the participants want to be
there rather than have to be there.
The types of experiences being
offered allow for a wide range of
solutions to a suggested area of
investigation, also.

An example of this is the first

day where the carnival was used as
the theme. The children con-

The youngsters participating in Project LOLLIPOP meet after
school daily at Marks Meadows Elementary School. The multi-arts
approach provides an expressive outlet for the children and sen-
sitizes them to their environment.

Children lind that learning can
be fun in the LOLLIPOP ex-

perimental art project initiated in

the School of Education.

structed a tent while a circus
parade passed in review. It

seemed like a celebration or as one
child put it "a party for art."

The program's originator said,
"If learning can be fun then kids
will want to learn, but until that
time arrives we'll be working with
children who are moody, selfish,

and lonely.

• To expand on that statement he
sees many of the educators in the
New England area as falling into

the same pattern of their students
or rather the other way around. He
does not exclude himself from that
category completely either
because he believes the children

have taught him in LOLLIPOP
that unless a teacher is willing to
experiment through art himsel!
then he will be imposing what he
wants to learn on them.

The motto of the project is "If

you don' i get lost you may never be
tound." and LOLLIPOP "is striving

toward finding itsell thanks to the

enthusiasm of the Little people who
smile.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

General Court Selections

Nov. 17
Many People Don 't Even Know

What General Court Is!

It's Functions Include:

Original and Final Jurisdiction over

Student Constitutional Questions

Original and Appellate Jurisdiction

over Disciplinary Cases

Original and Final Jurisdiction over

RSO Cases

Pick up applications in

Student Senate Office,

or call Bob 546-8904.

Deadline 4:30 P.M. November 16.

Fine Arts Calendar

Homecoming Happenings
By ROBERT NESTI

Fine Art Editor

Films

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM.
A funny and frantic musical about

a slave's attempts at freedom.
This production will play tonight

through Monday at Flanagan
Studio Theater at Smith.

ROSENCRANTZ AND
GUILDERSTERN ARE DEAD.
Hamlet as seen through his two
bewildered college chums in Tom
Stoppord's award-winning absurd
play being presented through
Sunday at Kirby Theater at

Amherst.

THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH.
Thorton Wilder's Pulitzer-Prize

winning satire concerning an old

American family's exploits from
the Ice Age through an Atlantic

City Beauty Pageant showing just

how far we've come At the Lab
Theater Mount Holyoke College

tonight through Sunday evenings

at 8:15.

YOUR OWN THING (See review

lor information)

ANNA KARENINA and t AM1LLE
(Academy of Music)
Two films from the Thirties
starring Greta Garbo. The
former is a fine adaptation of

Tolstoi's romantic novel and the

latter is saved by Garbo.

Cinema, W.

Theater

Music

HOMECOMING IS7I

Rare Earth and Blues Image are

billed for tonight's two cage con-

certs at 7 and 10. Tomorrow
evening's diverse program
featuring Buffy-Sainte Marie,
David Frye, and Traffic are both

sold out. Remaining tickets for

Sunday's play PEACE PARADE
will be available at the Cage before

the 2 p.m. performance.

Films heading

THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS
(Tuesday night, Hampshire
College)

Winner of nine major film festivals

awards, this film is a grim re-

enactment of th*> bloody Algerian

civil war.

CATCH -22 (Campus Cinema,
Hadley)

Not quite John Wayne's view of

World War II, but legitimate

nonetheless as Alan Arkin drops

bombs over Italy and goes not-so-

quietly insane.

EASY RIDER
If you could possibly edit the

number of times Dennis Hooper

utters the word "man" in this film,

you'd probably have a nice, ten-

minute travelogue about the

American Southwest.

THE GLADIATORS (Student

Union, Sunday 7 and 9)

A premiere performance of a new
film by Peter Watkins (THE WAR
GAME) about a computerized war
in the 1990's. The war replaces Ed
Sullivan on the tube as en-

tertainment and is presented by a

spaghetti company, no less.

HIE GRAPES OF WRATH
(Mahar, tonight at 7 and 9:30)

John Ford's adaptation of Stein-

beck's novel dealing with the

migration of the Okies to California

during the Thirties.

(Showcase
Springfield)

Robert Redford and Michael J.

Pollard have a Butch Cassidy -

Sundance Kid relationship in Hud's

Southwest on Captain America
bikes.

LOVERS AND OTHER
STRANGERS (Showcase Cinema,
W. Springfield)

Episodes related to sex are dealt

with not-so-tasteful results in this

funny film with a fine cast headed
by Gig Young and Anne Jackson.

MISTER FREEDOM ( The Talkie,

Northampton)
It's Mister Freedom off to France
to sell freedom and consumer
goods, and he here partakes in a

battle of wits with Super-
Frenchman and the Red China
Dragon.

SOLDIER BLUE (Showcase
Cinema, W. Springfield)

A new kind of American western.

Candice Bergen stars as a foul-

mouthed, 1870ish version of

Woman's Lib.

THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
(Campus Cinemas, Hadley)
Franco Nero has a grand time
getting off his horse and onto

Joanna Shimkus in this graphic

study of Earth Science adapted
from a novella by D.H. Lawrence.
Z (Amherst Cinema)
Brilliantly executed study of

political repression in Greece. A
bit simple-minded, rather liberal,

in politics but an extremely
compelling film nonetheless.

LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSY

AUTHORIZED DEALER

NORTHAMPTON
VOLKSWAGEN, Inc.

• SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS

SUNDAY
AT
THE
TOP

BRUNCH 11:00 - 2:00

BUFFET 4:00 - 7:00

"ALL YOU CAN EAT"

Children under 12

Children under 5

$2.95

$1.95

$1.25

CAMPUS CLUB BAR open from 1:00- 10:00

Everyone 's

Own Thing
By DONALD GLICKSTEIN

Fine Arts Staff

It was there for two hours, two fleeting, temporal hours of existence,

and then it ceased. The curtain came down and the audience filed out,

masking their lack of empathy better than any actor.

It had been painful, and people had suffered through the long rehear-

sals, their feet leaded from that "one more time, please," their minds

traveling to places far removed from the wooden planks of the stage,

their eyes staring not into the empty seats of the auditorium, but into

another pair of eyes that understood. The sweat, the parched voices, the

other people, those people who you could never again love, the people who

you bitched against and the people who you could talk with--all these had

left you wondering after that final act, "Was it worth it all? Why did I do

it? What is it that is in me that drives me?"
The best plays, the great plays, do not mirror reality; they are reality,

they are not perfect. They show the pain and the ecstasy, the depression

and the exultation, not of the unreal characters of the script, but of the

actor himself who gives the audience a part of his hopes, his fears, his

happinesses, and all that has happened to him.

Maybe Your Own Thing which premiered last night at Bowker

Auditorium was a bit too pseudo-hip. Some of the scenes, especially the

mob scenes, were non-contextual and discontinuous. But our society is

itsell, not smooth, and somehow, as the audience walked in to the hall

amid the mob's thing-people, cymbal rolls, raggedly-ann dolls, beeps,

snorts, grunts, dirty old men, and sailors, one knew that the roughness of

Your Own Thing was to be complementary , rather than contrasting.

Your Own Thing is a funny play. Its classic comedy paradigm updated

to our times does not detract from the play, and indeed, some of the

scenes, notably the final chase scene with the wild arm-running of Olivia

( Patri' ia Miller), the bewilderment of the two Charlies (Sandy Donatini

and St' phenDriscoll). and the horny, frustrated Orson ( Clark Shattucki.

are an ong the best that I have ever seen on this campus.

The songs of the show, especially the solo numbers, are universal; the>

can stand without the script. At times, one wished the band had played

softer, and the singers had been looser, but still, the humanness of the

play overrode its faults.

Your Own Thing will continue through Sunday. Tickets, on sale today al

the Fine Arts Council Box Office, and at Bowker one hour before the

performance, are worth the price ($1.00).

The memories of Your Own Thing last longer than the weekend

thoughts of a Homecoming concert. For in Your Own Thing, there is a

little bit of everyone's own thing

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY

The Paul Taylor Dance Company
" A dance spectacle, the like of which has never been seen

!"

LeFigaro, Paris

TUESDAY, NOV. 17 PROGRAM 1 BOWKER 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18 PROGRAM 11 BOWKER 8 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 19 Program Master Class, Studio Women's

Physical Education, 10:30 a.m.

Reserved Tickets: All students $1.50; Faculty/Staff $2.50

Master Class (Free) to ticket-holders of either concert.

CANNONBALL ADDERLY QUINTET
"An Experience in Black Music"

Friday, Nov. 20 seminar workshop 1:30 p.m., School

of Education Auditorium (Free)

Friday, Nov. 20 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 21 seminar workshop 2:00 p.m., Black

Cultural Center (Mills) (free)

Saturday, Nov. 21 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; UM Grad Students and
other students $2.00; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50. others $3.00

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall or at Bowker
Box Office (remaining tickets). Telephone 545-0202.

THE FESTIVAL WINDS
Nine Virtuoso Woodwind players perform a unique program including
works of Beethoven. Mozart. Handel and Carter

Reserved Tickets: I'M Undergrads $1.00; I'M grad. students and
other students $1.50; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50; others $3.00
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What is the sense of ripping off each other? On Tuesday night,

November 10, my knapsack full of books was taken off the front seat of

a parked car near Webster dorm. All of these books are important to

me, some of them aren't even mine. Besides being crippled

academically for the moment, I just don't have the money to buy new

books. Think of how meaningless the whole thing is. It's a real drag not

to be able to trust each other. Would whoever took the books, please

get it together and return them. No questions, I just want them back.

Dirk Mulvey, 623 Main St. Amherst, 253-5761.

^

Like most other Western politicians, he had
those great dreams and he did think of his own
importance a bit too much at times. But Charles

deGaulle had that unmistakable quality so visibly

absent from American politicians today, he had
class.

Of course, the fact that he was a legitimate

national hero did help him. All he did was lead

the French in that Holy War of the

1940s, establish a workable gov-
ernment in 1948, keep that govern-
ment solvent in 1958, and lead his

nation through the "post-war re-

covery'' period and into its new
existance in the 1%0's.
For much of this time, deGaulle

was France. He did turn his back
on old allies to boost France in-

ternationally, but this is well within
the moral code of international

politics. What is more important
is that under his leadership, his

nation made remarkable economic
progress and even managed to wind
itself up into a national spirit,

a national direction.
Perhaps the most appealing thing

a bout thisstrong and noblemanwas
his honesty. He said in 1969 that
if his people voted against his plan
for a new national Senate he would
resign because his people would
have lost confidence in his ability to lead. He
lost the election and he resigned immediately.

If anything, this unusual example of public and
private honesty would disqualify the General from
any kind of job in the Nixon Administration today.

It is uncanny to think of a national leader telling

his people that he will resign if he loses an elec-

tion. President Nixon did not do this last week
when he predicted a huge G.O.P. triumph and wound
up with only a half-hearted rejection of his cam-
paign rhetoric.
But there are more differences between the

former President of France and Nixon. For one
thing, deGaulle hada way of comm-
unicating with his people that Nixon
lacks.

Regardless of whether they loved
him or hated him, Frenchmen be-

lieved Charles deGaulle when he
said something and they respected
him. He was their leader, and the
people of France knew that it was
their interest for which he was
working.

In America today, White House
rhetoric is discounted by millions

of Americans, the President is

thought of as a master politician

willing to sacrifice just about any-
thing in order to win elections. If

there is one thing which millions

of Americans don't hold their Pre-
sident in high respect.
Thedifference betweenN ixon and

deGaulle is the fundamental diff-

erence in their character. DeGaulle
was a proud man with a deep com-

mittment to his fellow countryman. Nixon is just

as proud, but his great motivation is centered
on perpetuating his own namje. Compared to de-
Gaulle, Nixon is a shallow, crass and unfeeling man.

Gus Szlosek

Transferred Desires
In a speech last night before a capacity crowd of

three in the number two Coolidge elevator, Dr. Nathan
Barf expressed the fear that defective cigarette

machines might cause psychological problems due to

sexual repression.

"I am afraid that defective cigarette machines

might cause psychological problems due to sexual

repression," he expressed.

He went on to explain that this phenomenon was a

factor in his transferred desires theory.

"This phenomenon is a factor in my transferred

desires theory," he explained.

The reasoning behind this theory is based on the

similarities between the act of buying a pack of

cigarettes and the act of "picking up" a member of

the opposite sex (usually human). The concept of

'transferred desires" comes into the picture when a

person buys a pack of cigarettes as a substitute for

another person.

The subject wishing to purchase cigarettes as a

substitute for another person.

The subject wishing to purchase cigarettes first puts

money into the machine (much as he or she puts

money into his/her image-building accessories, such

as clothes).

Now the subject makes his selection of cigarette

brands (people) and pulls the lever, or pushes the

button (or delivers his line).

The first problem may arise at this point. If his

favorite brand is sold out (his favorite person taken),

the subject may become aggressive in one fashion or

another. At this point, however, he may atode on
another brand (or person), and convince himself that

this is what he wanted in the first place. In this way he
is satisfied, and he continues on his merry, if ignorant,

way.

However, this may not always happen. Dr. Barf
continued: "If the machine is broken, and the subject

can get nothing, he or she must channel his or her
impulses into another area. This is often done with

harmful results."

Dr. Barf cited a number of cases in which these

"harmful results" were shown. In the case of the

cigarette machine, the immediate result was often to

kick the machine violently. (In the case of the "pick

up", the subject often "kicked" the system of

"picking up", rejecting it in favor of other means of

obtaining his cigarettes.)

"Long-range psychological damage may include a

reversion to infantilism," continued Dr. Barf. "The
subject may indulge in flick-giving' or flick-

watching', or participate in panty raids," he said. One
case was cited by the doctor in which the subject

climbed a tree and shouted obscenities at passing

schoolchildren.

When asked whether he had wry solutions to the

problem, Dr. Barf suggested a crack team of vending-
machine repairmen to be on emergency 24-hour call.

This would alleviate the problem of frustration by
defective cigarette machines, in his opinion.

Dr. Barf had no suggestions for solving the problem
of the unsuccessful "pick up".

Hard Core Love

To Whom It Does Concern
Do you believe me when I say/you're beautiful

1 stand here and look at you out of the vision of my eyes

and into the vision of your eyes and I see you and you're an animal
and 1 see you and you're divine and I see you and you're a divine animal
and you're beaubful

(he divine is not separate from the beast; it is the total creature that

transcends itself

iter messiahthat has been invoked is already here

yuuare thai messiah waiting to be born again into awareness
you are beautiful; we are all beautiful

you air divine; we are all divine

divinity becomes apparent on its own recognition

aavpl the being that you are and illuminate yourself
In your own clear light

By Lenore Kandel
Smile

Submitted
ByBobZelman

c/o Bleeding Rose

Campus Comment
To the Editor:

In Mr. Tackeff's letter of November 12, he stated a

concept of individual rights which included the

possession of property as a natural right which can

only be violated by the use of physical force. If this is

so, then his arguement backfires because he is

viewing it from only one side. I argue that capitalism

promotes the exploitation of the weak by the strong. I

further argue that there is no natural right and
because we do live in society we must work together

for a general good. There is no conflict between
socialism and constitutional systems. Mr. Tackeff

seems to be taking a moralistic view which leads to

extremism. There is no wholly good or bad, right or

wrong way in politics. Let's approach it realistically.

Let's take everyone and not just the rich (whether

good or bad), to mind in decision making. Love and
trust your brother even though he did not inherit

money, or brains, or opportunity, etc.

Peace,
STAN WALKER

To the Editor:

I'm the victim of mistaken identity-the identity
being that of a purple 10-speed English racing bicycle!
Apparently someone had a similar bike stolen a while
back. These owners have claimed my bike as theirs
and have "stolen" it back. It was taken from the bike
rack outside of Emerson on Tuesday, Nov. 10, and the
following note was left in its place.
"We have stolen our bike back. We could have had

you arrested but we aren't that type. We would like to
have the parts that you removed back. Just have
someone drop them off on the porch where you got it.

Pax."
Please! Whoever took the bike, if you have any

sense of honesty will you contact me? It was lent to me
by a friend from Lowell and I have to return it. I think
if you look it over closely you'll realize that you have
the wrong bicycle. When you do, please call me so we
can at least talk it over.

KATHY HOGAN
301 Emerson

Suddenly The Anger Stops

We have gathered here today to lay down

and take rest

from our hold task

and to consider that our children are not bad

but Siok

And so the anger blanches out of necks

massaged by words

rolling from the tongue

of the Fact-Healer:

It is a Fact

that our children have not God

that bom "acid" and "reck" are the refuge of despair

that the "revolution" is a phase

and

that (holy of holies)

increasing employment will create order

The parents lie on chemically dusted grasses

easing slowly into sympathy

needing the Words

loving the softness and the sadness

of this voice which lifts their crosses.

To explain is to understand

And a Fact in time saves minds

from the rage in response to uncertainty.

Lovers of passivity

they passively heal

And slowly the anger ebbs to tears

rivulets for a generation of renegades

tears of pity (and. yes, love)

lor the prodigal son

who stands in the bushes

long hair curling under flaming i yes

And his eyes swell with anger

as he gathers a tribe,

a nation of yearners

who stand erect

under eresses of night-sticks

who sing

a rain of vibrant chaos

in the name of freedom

a pain of tearing

in the name of growing:

It is an article of faith

that to be born is to die

that to kill the mother is to free the son

and

that i with muscles throbbing)

revolution - like a star-

is birthing.

The Ultimate Lesson

Swirling dust fills my eyes

tormenting the human element;

but as life's reflections

et-ho the energy of our pain

into salvation tor all

so too will the womb of time

encircle her children,

kissing their cool cheeks

with the warm winds of existence.

As the flower unfolds its beauty.

Nature calls forth her constituants

to disclose her deep secrets

of infinity and immortality.

ITiey listen and are forewarned

t»l man's heavy footsteps

which crush the ground,

uproot the daisies,

ferment the wings of paradise

and upset nature's virginity.

loo soon man will learn;

For time is relative

And man is quite mortal.

LEW KAMMAN

Veterans' Day
It was an outrageous Veteran's Day

Hed. white, and blue.

(not to mention green, orange, and paisley).

LANCE REIDY

n

Hand outsti celled, he strode forward

smashing his Mood-stained list

against the realities of time-

llie ever moving walls ol time

whose fiery tail

burns the meteor in front,

( onsumes each particle of matter

in a vertex of inevaustible energy.

'Hie hand of man

whose limited manipulative powers

sought to outbalance Nature's own,

has I on ml its way

through the shattered glass.

Nevermore.

And the hand retreats

marveling at its destruction-

I'.nt the pain tells no lie.

'Hie shattered glass strewn about

awaits reconstruction

Only to In- obliterated again and again.

Man-l.ifc-Nature-however you like it.

LEE E. BISHOFF
if i were president?

if i were president

and the Chinese were in boston

and the pope was hustling faggots

and the dead were toting rifles

and the sun was getting closer

and the men just ate women

to keep themselves from starving

andi found myself on tv

i'd say:

Doodah; Doodah

GEORGE SKOWERA
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Aftfirmath Of A Bust
. _^

In Case Of Arrest: Legal Procedure
Kditor's Note:

This article is part of a weekly

MriM dealing with such topics as

drug research, the "drug culture",

drug addiction, drugs and religion,

altered states of consciousness,

and the use of drugs in other

cultures such as the American

Indian. This series will be spon-

sored by Koom to Move, but will

rut mil age readers to react to the

articles b> mailing or bringing in

BUSINESS
GRADS

Start Your Career
On A Two-Way Street

You can sharpen your
skills on one side and
help a developing
country on the other.

The streets are
located in: Senegal.
Malaysia, Micronesia.
Brazil, Costa Rica.
Honduras, Panama,
Nicaragua, Peru,
Venezuela, India,

Dominican Republic
Afghanistan, Iran,

Bolivia, Jamaica.
Dahomey, Guatemala.
Colombia.
Programs begin this

spring and summer
for graduates with
bachelors or masters
degrees in accounting
statistics, economic
development, banking,
business administration,

marketing, advertising,

credit

PEACE CORPS
See the Peace Corps liaison

on campus or;

CONTACT:
Peace lorp*.

408 Atlantic Ave.
Boston. Mass. toillu

(fl7)-22t-7SM

questions, rebuttal, original

statements, or interesting excerpts

from various publications, c/o

John Dun pin. Koom to Move,

Student I'nion (located in the old

barber shop across from the post

office). The hope is that this series

will become a medium for an

ongoing exchange of views on

drugs and related issues.

Too many people are unaware of

the legal procedures during and

following an arrest. The following

points, hopefully will help get a

brother or sister out of jail and help

to eliminate the confusion which

usually follows a bust.

The most important thing to

remember is do not say anything to

the officers or anyone else, do not

answer questions whether or not

you are advised of your rights.

Second, call a lawyer the first

opportunity they give you. If a

graduate or undergraduate student

is arrested, on any charge, he or

she may call the student lawyer,

Mr. Howland. Since you are

allowed only one phone call, use it

THE

210
EUROPE
Round-trip DC-8 JET

from New York

For only $210* round trip,

Icelandic Airlines flies you di-

rect to Luxembourg in the heart

of Europe for best connections

to everywhere. Daily jets. No
groups to join. Stay one day or

up to 45. Fly Icelandic—for low-

est fares to Iceland, Luxem-
bourg, England, Scotland, Nor-

way. Sweden and Denmark.
Special fares for students and
groups remaining overseas more
than 45 days. Major credit cards

—or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;
then call your travel agent.

•Add $20 one way on Fri. and Sat.

To: Icelandic Airlines

630 Fifth Ave.. N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet

Fares to Europe Student

Fares

Name

Street

City

St.ite -Zip.

My travel agent is

for him at 545-0739 or 545-0341, at

nights, holidays, and in

emergencies, at 549-6817. You
should give your name, where you
are being held, and the charges
only.

Room
To
Move

Do not discuss the case on the

phone with Mr. Howland and/or

anyone else. The thing about
"anything you say may be held

against you" happens too often, ft

will probably be more helpful to

both Mr. Howland and the person

arrested, if Mr. Howland is the

first person called. He will call any
friends or relatives for you. Most

important is the fact that he can

begin the necessary legal

JOIN US

with a WARM girl

(or a COLD beer

and the COOL sounds

of

THE ENDLESS KNIGHTS
at the

FRI. & SAT. 912 P. M.

ICELANDICaimnIT

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

AIR FARES
TO EUROPE
,-< xtr\ I

.-hivluliVl .lirlirv

ENJOY OUR
"Smokey Stover" $1.50

Sofad bar included in

price of sandwich
or entree.

Salad cut turkey and
smoked ham, blended
together with creamy
mayonnaise, chopped
ripe olives and capers,

served in a crisp lettuce

cup with sliced rye

bread

.

protection for vou, until you get a

lawyer to cover the case.

After arrest, the usual mug
shots, finger printing, and general

questions, such as age, residence,

etc. follow; this information is

sometimes used to help determine

bail. This information will also be

forwarded to Washington and kept

on file there.

The morning after you are

arrested, you will be arraigned at

the district court. They state the

charges against you, the bail, and
the date of the hearing. It is

sometimes advisable to stick out

the night in jail. If you stay in jail,

there is a chance that the bail could

be lowered the next day which is

important since often your fine will

end up matching the amount of the

bail. The lawyer would be able to

advise you best in a situation like

this, however.

Personal recognizance has been
happening lately, this means you
are let out of your own word. Three
major determining factors for this

usually are: 1 ) if you are a resident

of the state, 2) if your parents are
present, and 3) if you have some
signs of stability in the area (if you
are a student or have a steady job )

.

Once the arraignment is over,

you can either present the money,

call a bondsman, or petition for the

bail to be lowered.

The nearest bondsman, Mr.
William A. Hurley, is in Springfield

and is listed in the yellow pages
under "Bonds-Bail," 33 Elm
Street, 737-1188. He charges 10% of

the amount of bail for himself and

puts up the bail so you are free. A
"responsible" person over 21 must
sign for you and show the bond-

sman that he has the collateral to

pay the bondsman, in case you split

before the case is over.

If your decision is to remain in

jail to appeal for a reduced bail,

this means that you go to the

Superior Court the next day. The
judge, DA., etc. ask you general

questions to determine if you are

likely to stay around or not. Ap-

pearance here is very important. If

you have a friend in jail who will be

doing this thing, it is up to you to

take him the straightest clothes

you can find as soon as possible. He
obviously can't net them if he's in

jail, and clothes are part of the way
they pass a character judgment on

you.
Onceyouare out of jail, do not

talk to people, except your lawyer,

about the case. Anyone can be

supoenaed*to testify against you -

they do not have much choice other

than to show up in court and an-

swer questions. This will be done
particularly if the police feel they

don't have a good case against you

and want to strengthen it.

If you can dig these simple steps,

there should be fewer hassles and
more expediency in trying to free a

sister or brother in the future.

IT'S WHAT YOU MAKE IT

C.C.G. Board Nomination Papers

Due today by 5 :00 P.M.

Club Bar open 11:30 - 2:00

Abortion I'm mini,. Information

\m Referral Services

Abortions up to 24 weeks of pregnancy are

now legal in New York State. There are no
residency restrictions at cooperating hospitals

and clinics. Only the consent of the patient

and the performing physician is required.

If you think you are pregnant, consult your
doctor. Don't delay. Early abortions are

simpler and safer.

If you need information or professional assist-

ance, including immediate registration into

available hospitals and clinics, telephone:

The Abortion Information Agency, Inc.
1 60 WEST 86th STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y 10024

212-873-6650

8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Someth ing E Ise 70
•Something Else '70" is a five-day happening at the School of

Education next week. Subtitled "Alternate Futures in Education," this
week long symposium and multi-media fair offers talks, tapings, music,
drama, games, demonstrations, films, workshops, and numerous other
activities. All university students and faculty and anyone else who is

interested are invited to attend. All classes in the School of Education are
cancelled during the fair.

University students may earn modular credits by participating in
•Something Else '70." Each hour of participation will offer one-half mod
credit, and fifteen mod credits will equal one graduation credit from the
School of Education.
The Daily Collegian will present abbreviated schedules of "Something

Else 70" activities starting today with Monday's schedule. Due to space
limitations, the schedule can not be printed here in its entirety. Com-
pleted schedules will be available in the School of Education and the
Northeast Area, where most of the activities are being held.

Monday's Schedule
9:00-12:00

MM Observation Corridor The Integrated

Day Workshop.

f:30

Marks Meadow Teacher Corps PProgramson
Africa: African Music.

10:00

Marks Meadow Teacher Corps Programs on

Africa: African Language
Rm. 12? The Inter Nation Simulation as a

Learning Experience.

Rm 228 "Crisis in Headstart "

N.E Thatcher Main Lounge Sensory
Awakening.

Rm. 128 Orff Kodaly Two approaches to

music education.

Rm 226 Inservice environmental education

program for secondary and elementary
schools

Auditorium Education Beyond the Nation

State

N E Mary Lyon Main Lounqe Relaxation

Human Relations Center

Montague #5 Slide Tapes: How you make
them

11:00

Auditorium Aesthetic Experience and the

Development of Learning Competence.

NE Johnson Main Lounge Values, Values

Who's Got the ValueO
Rm 226 Future Need for Health Service in

Schools: Panel

Rm 223 The Network of Innovative Schools

What is It?

Rm 128 "The School Climate, The Pulse of the

School" slide tape presentation.

Rm 230 Ombudsmanship What's in it for you.

N.E HamlmMain Lounge Introducing Gestalt

Experience Human Relations Center.

Front Lobby Taping a Pilot Children's

Television Science Program.
12:00

N.E Leach Main Lounge Food For the Future

Alternative Trends/Solutions

Auditorium Greetings from Chancellor Tippo

A New Framework for Education Dwight

Allen

Montague Attic The Secret of Life Every two

minutes until 1 p.m.

1:00

NE Knowlton Main Lounge How to use

positive sell enhancing techniques to establish

rapport in the classroom, faculty meetings, in

service workshops, large or small seminars.

I ocus is on verbal non threatening smile

producing methodology.

Children's Library Computer Games; Come
play games with a computer.

Auditorium The Trouble with "Innovation" A
Jaundiced View from an "Innovative" School

Rm 128 Schools As Seen by Children.

Montague Attic Humanistic Education
Presentation Exhibits, experiences, displays

and films (It's Between the Lines. Drama for

the classroom, produced by Terry Borton,

"Fritz Perls and Gestalt Therapy")
At the Van N E. "Some Basic Skills for Self

Directed Learning" Facilitator Interviews,

Learning Style Interviews Clearinghouse

Event.

Rm 122 Earmaking a New Field: Knowledge
dittusion and utilization

Rm. 228 "Open Classroom" Washington In

novation Team.
Rm. 226 Psychological Intervention in Moral
Development The Kohlberg

Rm 226 Psychological intevention

Rm 226 Psychological Intervention in Moral
Development The Kohlberg Model

1:30

NE Mary Lyon Main Lounge Learning

Competence and the Release of Human
Potential A new conceptual basis for

delinquency prevention programs and the

treatment of youthful offenders.

2:00

N.E. Crabtree Living/Learning Center Poetry

Reading and Discussion of the Teaching

Poetry.

N.E Knowlton Main Lounge Introduction to

Educational Futunstics or Do You Know
Enougti About the Future to Stop Training

Tomorrow's Children for Yesterday?

Cafeteria Teaching Malnutrition: The Future

of Nutrition Education Robert Choate, Citizen

Advocate, Former Special Advisor to Robert

Now Open

CAMPUS CENTER LAUNDRY

& DRY CLEANING SERVICE

GUARANTEED 2-DAY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

EXPERT SHIRT SERVICE

BULK LAUNDRY @ 5 LBS. FOR $1 50

10Z DISCOUNT ON ALL WORK
NOW THRU THANKSGIVING

1st FLOOR COAT ROOM AT BASE OF ESCALATOR
COMING SOON — CAMPUS CENTER SHOE REPAIR SERVICE

A WAR GAME IN 1994 WHERE GENERALS FROM THE EAST AND WEST
FEED STRATEGY TO A VIOLENT BUT NEUTRAL COMPUTER AND WATCH
THEIR TEAMS FIGHT ON SATURDAY NIGHT TV.

*GLADIATORS
GRAND PRIZE 1970 INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FICTION FILM FESTIVAL

A NEW FILM BY PETER WATKINS

SUNDAY, NOV. 15 SU BALLROOM
8:00 & 10:00 50c

Finch m the area of nutrition.

Rm 128 Computer Analysis and Synthesis of

Music and Proposed (Electronic) Music
ng Aids Slide Presentation.

NE Leach Main Lounge The Crisis From
Within New Perspectives in Education

Rm 228 "Teachers Training Teachers'

Rm 122 "Contemporary Social Problems
Facing School Administrators" Alternative

strategies for identifying and solving them.

2 00to4 30

Front Lobby "Critical Issues in Urban
Education" A dissertation in operation close

circuited to Front Lobby Dissertation by
Rhody McCoy, former Unit Administrator,

OceanHill Brownsville Experimental District

2:00 to 5:00

Marks Meadow "Workshop of Things"
Children's Museum, Boston Rebecca Corwin
Director of Workshop

3:00

Rm 228 What is Deviency?
Rm. 226 TV News Today and in the Future
Nat Rutstem, formerly of NBC News
N E Crabtree Liv ing, Learning Center
Teacher Behaviors to Foster the Growth of

Positive Selt Concept in Children.

Cafeteria Ten Ways to Prevent Change in

Education

NE Hamlin Main Lounge "Involvement of

Students m the Activities of the School System
and the Schools" •

NE Dining Commons Movement Workshop

A workshop in boJy movement, including

elements of mime, dance, and movement for

the actor. Participants should wear very loose

fitting clothes or, preferably leotards and

tights

Rm !28Charrette Planning in the Real

World The "educational facilities charrette"

is a unique community planning process

designed to create new educational complexes

that are a key part of a fully developed com
munity

At the Van N E The Food Thing begin with

bread baking help us prepare, and eat, a high

quality, low cost meal. Clearinghouse event

4:00

NE Lewis /"usic Room Jazz History and

Techniques \n exploration of iazz im

provisation

Agricultural Engineering 309 " Intuitive In

traduction to Probability "

NE Johnson Main Lounge Where we're at,

and where we're headed in planning a New
MAT program at UMass Come, hear, and
help us plan MAT staff and students.

NE Mary Lyons Rec. Room Films: "The
Quiet One", "The Weapons of Gordon Parks"
See film notes.

Montague #5 "An Inventory of Computer
Resources in the School of Education (Bring

questions an'? suggestions)

NE Johnson Rec Room"ln the Middle of

Madness" Slide sound presentation on the

School of Education

Cafeteria "Experimental Learning in Un
dergraduate Teachingand Teacher Training."

Cafeteria Characteristic Based Learning:
Knowledge Building in Education.

Rm. 226 The School, The Runaway and the

Drug.

Rm 228 Internship Program between State

Department of Education (Boston) and UMass
lAmherst)

7:00

Rm 226 228 MNon Formal Education in the

Non Western World An I mmers ion Center for

International Education

N.E. Crabtree Living/Learning Center
Aesthetics The Role of the Artist, The Con
templator and the Work of Art

NE Hamlin Drop In Center Art and En
counter One hour of encounter group, one hour
of art workshop, one hour of encounter group
Limited to 15 preferably with group ex
penence sign up sheet in Wysocki House of

l.ce

8:00

Rm 128 Directions for environmental
education at the secondary level, as seen by
teachers and students from the Amherst area

NE Dwight Mam Lounge Male and Female
Sexual Liberation toward a women's studies

department an introduction to men's
liberation a human sexuality workshop.
Clearinghouse event.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

NOVEMBER 12-15

Operetta Guild's Production of

YOUR OWN THING
Exciting Rock/Musical Fully-Staged

NOVEMBER 17-18

THE PAUL TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY
Two Entirely Different Evening Programs!

Reserved Tickets: $1 .00 $3.00
Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office one hour be
fore event

Telephone 545-0202

CINEMA 3 — Held Over! — 3rd Week!

CATCH 22
IS, QUITE SIMPLY,

# THE BEST AMERICAN FILM

4 I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"
— Vincent Canby,

N. Y TIMES

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A
COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY! -Bruce Wil/iamson. PtAVflOV

'"CATCH 22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's perform-
ance as Yossarian is great!"

-Joseph Mofgenjfern. NfWSWEfK

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM

ALAN ARKIAj

CHS%#» U9IMIIMHI

4*32
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ACTION LAB:
Meeting Monday, Nov 16th 7 15 P M room

area 905909 Campus Center 9th door.

ASME AIAA:
Panel discussion with industrial placement

interviewers from Monsanto Company and
Combustion Engineering, Tuesday, Nov. 17th

7:30 PM ., Campus Center room 174.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leave Whitmore 1245 Saturday, no bus

next week due to holiday

FILM "OINGAKA":
Set in racist South Africa. All students taking

Race Courses urged to attend All welcome,
19th floor Washington Tower, Monday,
November 16th, 9:00 P.M.

Notices
OPEN DOOR:
Ther will be an art show Saturday, Nov 14th

from 9AM to 10 P M at the Open Door,
Hamlin Basement. Anyone interested in

displaying their work call 5 0029.

PI BETA PHI:

Smorgasbord, ice cream! Come to Pi Beta
Phi, 388 No Pleasant Street, on Tuesday. Nov
17th at 7 8:30 P M All womon welcome.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA.
Sisters, beware! Green

coming soon!

stamps day is

HILLEL:
Sabbath evening services tonight at 7:30

P.M in the Hillel Center. Services again
tomorrow morning at 10:00 AM.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE:
There will bea yoga meditation tonight 6 7 in

the Campus Center room 904 908. Please wear
loose fitting clothing and come with an empty
stomach Psych 101 Jean's disc. sect. This is

tor you too.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB:

Coffee hour m Dwight House (cross St. from
WOPE) at9:00p.m., Sunday, November 15th.

Dr. Burn will present international Study
Program at UMass

ISRAELI STUDENTS:
The weekly meeting will be held tonight at

9 00 p m

RADICAL EDUCATION GROUP:
There will be a meeting today at 4 P.M in

Pierpont 3rd floor lounge to discuss possible

actions in connection with the on campus
recruitment of Dow Chemical.

SDS:

What is SDS? There will be a forum to ex

plain goals and tactics of this national student

organization. The speaker will be from
UMass SDS Opportunity tor discussion

STUDENT SENATE:
Commuters nomination papers are now

available for the Five Commuter Assembly
Executive Committee seats. Papers with 25

signatures will be due in the Senate

nominations paper box by Friday, November
13th at 5 o'clock.

TALENT SHOW:
Hey, all you would be stars, come and get

discovered Open meetings to all who are m
terested or talented, Nov 19th and 23rd, Room
B8 Wheeler House from 930 to 10:30 For
information call Mike Roberts, 6-9397.

YOUNG PEOPLE SOCIALIST LEAGUE:
Tom Kahn will speak today at 7 30 8: P.M. in

the Dukes Room of the Student Union. All

members urged to attend. Everyone welcome

ACRES FREE PARKING JUST FOR YOU

MINUTES FROM YOU.

*JT
{

RT.5 RIVERD
M2'S

RT.5 RIVEROALE RD. W. SPFLD.

master charge.

733-5131

ROCKER

LOUNGES

FAUSS
HAISV

WE
INVITE

area THE MOST SAVAGI
artists FILM IN HISTORY!

EXHIBTT ^SOLDIER
WITH ^± BLUE
US

Mon-Fri:

2 • 1M • 9:W
Sat A Sun:
• .S:.*) • .5:40

7:M . 9:41)

WIDE

SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE I'VE SEEM
THISYEARr

mmoGCRi

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR ALL

•^•^

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

• •

• • • • AMMERST-HADLEY LINE^

rlt
JOANNA SHIMKUS FRANC0 NERO

Nightly at 7:15 & 9
^^H.^Lawr^aces Sun Mat ot 2

THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
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1 A MIKE NICHOLS FILM .%#>
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Coming — "5 EASY PIECES"
"DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE

UStDWlKtWVUJY

JOSEPHHELLER

LOST:
A number of rings were removed from

Coohdge Room 4)2, Wednesday nighf, one was
my grandmother's ring and another was my
mother's wedding ring I would appreciate

them returned since they are not worth much
to you but more to me. No questions asked.

Return to S U lost and found

Black mohair coat disappeared from
Holdsworth 202. November 10th around 11:00

A M important copy of passport inside coat
Keep coat, but please return the passport to

Afro American Studies, 302 Mills House.

When l get my glasses back again, hurrah!
harrah! When I get my glasses back again
hurrah! hurrah! I'll get all the notes that I

missed at last! (As soon as I see if I'm in the

right class ) Gee, will I be glad when I get my
glasses back Maureen Middlesex Basement
501SB.

Small leather pouch containing money and
ID'S If found please return to Steve 546 6632

Will whoever rode off with a purple 10 speed
English racing bike November 10th from
outside of Emerson please call Kathy at 6

7282? You have the wrong bike!

I lost my cloth purse when it fell off a
motorcycle between Southwest and Morrill

yesterday I need it badly Please call 549 8445

PINNINGS
Pat Aleksa '72, Sigma Sigma Sigma to Jim

Rose '72, Omicron Pi, Lowell Tech

Linda A Posey '71, l T.T. to Robert J Heller
'73, John Adams.

Justine C Wilson '73, Dwight to Joseph C
Sainato '73, Phi Sigma Delta

Carra Lee Glenwright. Lynn, Mass to

Thomas Beary '74, Kennedy Lower

ENGAGEMENTS:
Martha Nye '72, Sigma Sigma Sigma to

David Larons, US Army

Frances E Mercer '73, 210 Lewis House to

Peter Haviland, Drake College, Puffton
Village

Lmdsey Goddard '73, Crampton to William
DeFiavio '72, Kappa Sigma.

Patricia Chiang '71, 104 Patterson to Brian
Urquhart 71, 36 Hallock St ., Amherst

Holland To Examine
Psychoanalytic Lit

The English department will sponsor a public colloquium Monday,
Nov. 16, at 2 p.m. in Room 163 CC, on "The Psychoanalysis of

Literature."

Norman Holland, professor of English at the University of Buffalo, is

featured speaker. Perhaps the most controversial psychoanalytic critic

of today, he is the author of several books and articles on psychoanalytic

interpretation. Two of his publications, "Psychoanalysis and

Skakespeare," and "The Dynamics of Literary Response" have been

acclaimed as the most coherent and ambitious attempt at Freudian

aesthetics.

Another outstanding scholar in the field, Simon Lesser of the UMass
English department, will be heard in a panel discussion following the

talk. Lesser is known as a pioneer in the field and his book "Fiction and

the Unconscious," has had widespread influence.

Other panelists will be Richard Noland, professor of English at UMass,
Leonard Manheim of the University of Hartford, editor of the journal
"Hartford Studies in Literature," and Leo Marx, professor of English at

Amherst College and author of "The Machine in the Garden."
A question period will end the colloquium.

Curb Your Dog!

Canine ContraceptionUrged
BOSTON (AP) The Animal

Rescue League of Boston says a
"l>et population explosion" is the
reason 'or its award of a $5,000
grant to Colorado State University
to continue research toward a
clog contraceptive.

"A simple, relatively inex
pensive method of animal birth
control is one of the greatest needs
m the humane profession today,"
said Dr. Carlton E. Buttrick,
league president, in announcing
the award Thursday.

"It is an undisputable fact that
the United States is raced with a
tremendous surplus of unwanted
dogs and cats."

Dr. Buttrick said the Colorado
study centers on a contraceptive

vaccination for use on male or
female dogs.

He said the problem of surplus
animals is so great that many
female animals cannot be placed
as pets. He said a pill con-
traceptive developed earlier has
not been effective.

"A solution to the surplus animal
problem would enable humane
organizations to better channel
their funds and efforts," Dr.
Buttrick said, "into education of
children on the care of animals, the
rescue and handling of animals in

distress and the improvement of
humane service for livestock,
wildlife and other areas of con-
cern."

EVES. 6:S0 • 8:45

SAX./SUN. MAT. 1:40[

Wad.-my Award Winner .... BEST FOREIGN FILM
In its ORIGINAL VERSION, Don't Miss It!

STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOV. lxth

IOK" V»ni Won't Forget •JOE"

PEACE PARADE
A Play .... A Concert. . ., A Musical Production. . ., it's A Happen-

ing-' The "PEACE PARADE" 'is a unique experience due to its creation
and development of a communal thing with the stage and audience. You
will see and feel the Parade people doing on stage what they feel off stage
Who are they?.

. . The cast consists of past and present members of the
New York and Los Angeles productions of 'HAIR'. They are a group of
twelve talented artists including such people as, Susan Morse, who has not
only appeared on and off Broadway and in the original "Sound of Mu-
sic", but is probably best known for her lead role as Sheila in the Los
Angeles production of 'HAIR'. Another talent to mention is Paul Jabara
who was from the original off Broadway production of 'HAIR' and tra-
veled with it to Broadway. Paul has also appeared in "Midnight Cowboy"
and "Medea" just to mention a few. Not only will you see ten other
artists of similar talent, but you will also hear them express themselves
through songs such as "Aquarius", "Hair", "Different Drum". "Give
Peace a Chance", "Honkey Tonk Women", "Easy to be Hard", and. of
course, "Sun Shine In".

"What you will see is a concert of their, and possibly our, life .i\lc,

not something to be switched on the minute the curtain goes up hihi me-
chanically shelved for the next performance." They are not acting and
they want you to express yourself with them. So be prepared to dap
dance and generally BLOW YOUR MIND !

!

The Long-Awaited Reality

UMass' New Track Ready For Use

13

The long-awaited new UMass
hasn't had a home track meet
Whitmore is today).

Five years of planning and
designing went into the new all-

weather track. The designer,
Robert Scoville, also designed the
playing fields by Southwest. Ex-
cavation and drainage were begun
in the fall of 1968 and were finished

in the spring of 1969. The new track
was installed this September by
Warner Brothers, Inc. of Sun-
derland. It measures 440 yards
around, 32 feet wide and has a
seven inch-asphalt base. It is

located west of the baseball
stadium.

The new track is made of "Uni-
turf" which is produced by a
Boston-based company called

By KEN LITTMAN
Staff Reporter

track has been completed and will be ready for use this spring. UMass
since 1965 when the meets were held at the old Alumni Field (where

American Bilt-Rite. The "Uni-
turf" has been installed at the
Orange Bowl in Miami and may be
installed at the new Boston
Patriots Stadium in Foxboro. The
latest track installation was at
Witchita State in Kansas.
The all-weather surface of the

track is ideal for the adverse
weather conditions that are
characteristic of New England
springs. It cuts down the loss of
practice time due ,o poor track
conditions since the track is

resistent to both extreme cold and
extreme heat.

"Uni-turf" also cuts down on
maintenance costs because it will

need few if any repairs and there
will be no need to mark the track
before every meet. It will also cut
down on some injuries such as shin
splints and heel bruises.

The new track was constructed
to meet Olympic specifications and
has eight four-foot running lanes as
well as a steeplechase area. The
shotput and jumping events will

take place inside the oval and there
is a dual runway which allows pole
vaulters and high and triple
jumpers to jump with the wind at
their backs. The throwing events
will take place in the field directly

adjacent to the track, between the
baseball field and the track.

Ruggers Aim For .500, Against Wesleyan
ByFRKDWYSHAK

Stafi Reporter
The Redman ruggers will at-

tempt to even their record, now 3-4,

SPORTS TALK-WMUA will

have former Redman basketball
and baseball star Ray Eller-

brook on its weekly Sports Talk
show on Sunday (10 p.m. to 11

p.m. ). Ellerbrook will talk about
his experiences with Redman
athletics, including his present
role as assistant freshman
basketball coach. Questions for

Ellerbrook will be welcomed at

5-2876 or 5-242$. Hosting the show
will be Ken Horseman and Dave
Me Kin.

as they travel to Middletown,
Conn, tomorrow to play Wesleyan
University.

The Redmen, playing lately with
a sputtering offense but a strong
defense, are due for a match in
which they can offensively explode
as they did when they started the
season.

"It is a must win for a winning
season and I think we can put it all

together. " says caoch Dale
Toohey.

But B team, now 4-4, will also be
playing. It has won four out of its
last five matches and hopefully
will continue with its

ways.
winning

CIVIL

ENGINEERS

This summer the Peace
Corpi will begin programs
[Of Civil Engineers in:

Kenya
Thailand
Micronesia
Ecuador
Honduras
Venezuela
Afghanistan
Iran
Morocco
Turkey
and others

For project descriptions
see the Peace Corps li i-m
on campus or:

CONTACT)

Peace Corpi
40S Atlantic Ave.

Boston, Mass. onto
(fil7)'.'!3 73<»«

FABRIC SALE
12 BIG DAYS—NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER 25

Fashion Fabrics of Amherst
announces their annual pre-

Thanksgiving Fabric Salei

Discover all the first quality
bargains on first quality fabrics

.

© Bonded Woolens and Acrylics
MANY ARE HAND OR MACHINE WASHABLE
$3.98 to $5.98 VALUES—NOW $1 .88 to $4.88

® Polyester Wovens and Knits
ALL MACHINE WASHABLE
$5.50 to $6.50 VALUES—NOW $3.88 to $4.88 yd.

© Unbonded Woolens

—

Plaids, Tweeds, and Solids
$2.98 to$1 7.00 Values—Now $1.88 to $6.88 ro.

©Pendleton Woolens jg» www wuuimiwmm
«.„ __ I W-W WIDE-FINEST QUALITY
$6.50 to $l i .50 Values—Now $4.88and $5.88 yd

ex

I
UNADVERTISED I

every 3 da ys anew I

SPECIALS
)

special - come ofrem \

Sale Hours: 9-9 Weekdays, 9-5:30 Saturdays

FASHION FABRICS OF AMHERST
103 N PLEASANT ST ACROSS FROM LOUIS FOODS

SKI THE ITALIAN ALPS
Pozza di Fassa Dec. 27th to Jan. 4th ONLY $120

Pozza di Fassa — the most beautiful skiing in all Europe. More sunshine and
good snow in December than anywhere else in Europe. Ski 6 different resorts
in the Gardena Valley — site of the 1969 World Championships. Enjoy the thrills

of the Marmalata Glacier — 13,000" with a lift to the top. Also ski SassqJLungo.
Pozza Sella and other resorts. An endless varjety of runs, hundreds of lifts* and
cable cars. A bus available for the group for transportation to any slopes. All

the majestic and undiscoverd beauty of the Italian Alps. Charming Italian atmos-
phere and excellent cuisine. European ski adventure and romance

•Double Occupancy — 1st Class Hotel
*Breakfast and Dinner
*FuIl Week Sk*i Pass
Bath Privileges — No Extra Charge

*A1I tips, taxes, luggage handling and service charges included —
NO EXTRA CHARGES
•Transportation to and from Milan to Pozza di Fasso

'Flight available from Amsterdam to Milan and return for only $42.00.

Skiers will be met in Milan and taken by bus to Pozza di Fassa with
lunch on route.

A $50 deposit will reserve the ski package and Amsterdam-Milan flight.

Applications must be received no later than Nov. 20th.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS FLIGHT

TO AMSTERDAM #048 DEC. 21 to JAN. 5 is filling quickly.

We suggest you book within two weeks to insure your seat.

WRITE OR CALL:

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL, 27 Moss. Ave, BoMon 02115
Tel. 523-7863
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Bypassed In '69, Four UMass Gridders Plal Vital 70 Roles
My MAKK VOGLKR

Staff Keporter
The UMass football eleven

captivated some sparkling
moments m 1969. Identified by a
hefty (>-:{ slate to go with a Yankee
('(inference crown, the respected
Kedmen mixed a hardnosed
defense with a potent scoring
punch to secure these ends.

Another factor that played a
vital importance, as does with any
champion for that matter, was
depth And with as such a fine pool
o! reserve talent that head coach
Vie Fusia was equipped with a
year ago, the prospects of
overlooking a few performers
becomes an understandable cir-

cumstance
For seniors Bill Byron, Art

(orsaletti. Dick Heavey and Mark
Kussell; the spoils of a splendid
season weren't all so sweet. Byron

was sidelined and out of com-
mission with a severe leg injury

before the season was yet un-

derway while the latter three

shared substitution chores behind

a streamlined Redman ground
machine which chewed up yardage
at a 4.4 clip. Despite the fact that

they teamed up for 212 yards and
four touchdowns in just 33 carries,

not one of the three earned a letter

in "69".

But the tide has taken a turn this

year, and as a result the deter-

mined quartet has been offered a

chance and has made the most of

it. Each player has emerged to

become a contributing asset to the

core of the club.

"We're happy to have all four of

em." says Coach Fusia. "They
have all the basic attributes of fine

young men. They're disciplined,

loyal, and want to be a part of the

team, willing to subordinate

themselves for an overall suc-
cess."

The comeback trail was a long,
but rewarding climb for tackle Bill

Byron. Having played part of his

sophomore year as a regular at

linebacker, the 235-pounder sought
a center berth last fall. But a bad
shot on the thigh during preseason
action later resulted in a calcium
deposit Thus his hopes of ever
playing had been tarnished.

Fusia pointed out that there was
a question mark about Byron's
future in football at that time and
commented: "Bill was told that it

would be best if he quit football

entirely. He didn't like the idea of

giving up so he kept plugging.

"Because he had lost some
speed, we switched him to tackle

where he could still contribute

even though being slowed up by the

injury. He has started, and will

perhaps start the remainder of the

HOME-COMING WEEKEND SPECIAL

DRUMMER BOY'S

LARGE HAMBURGER

ONLY 15*

HOME OF THE BIG

B-O-O-M-E-R ff
FRIDAY tt SUNDAY

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE WANTED

I'lo" -•, Teac, Garrard, Pit Altec,
FUlicr, idk. cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,
Li's, B track and other necessities

Am herst Audio, tf!2-S3

Motorcycle '61 Ducatl 250cc Scram-
bler in excellent condition, |300 253-

g»it. tm-i.<

llend romprUtiM -l.iimu skiis :1"

with Tia—

r

Jen*, ITS elect. 11h»Ii

mid Al|)c\ liKht meter. Roberts 77n\
tupe recorder and remote preumji.
< till 510-07 11. tlll-l.i

One Audiovox rar tapeileck plus
»i>kr phm s.mki. of tapes for $Iihi

Mm ilk. Iir. Ii inn, in hair v>ie, M.">

( nil Tut or rii>lli* HKttn ofter a

l> ni. tf11-13

Are .miii intereMeil in exiitic in

xtriiineiilo'.' Call Gene Mason ut MS-
'xu»i i„r more info. If we don't atarh
it ihancrs are we can itet it. 11-1..

Diamond Kim:. S.MKI vulue -S.'OO or
lM»t offer. Call U-7333. til 1-17

>KI>: lixlier (unlet, neter u«.iil.

Mclli'iit liu.v. Price Slti (id < .ill

<;--> 17 •'. 111;

KoM-inoiiiit VMsprglana ski Knot-.

lira HMfg old, size 8, shall fit 7 H.
.i-killL- ft&t Nurdirn I.IK klo Hunt*.
~i/o 7, f.M). Uraiby 4li7-7lHi7. 11-13

FOR SALE— AUTOS
l'MW TW sedan blur, roof-rack,

tO.OOO miles, ttooil condition, $750.
Call Hob Judge 515-2418. tfll-U

(>1 l'uril c»tm 6, std., 2 dr., ex.
• •mill., $300 firm. Tel. 540-0814.

tfll-13

Hit QTO, 4 spd , con v., ex. conil

.

frrl ftO. Call Teter 25fi-688C. tfll-1 3

l!Hiu lord Cialnvle 5(M>, white. I
€>l., standard, nen Hutch, new main
bra rim;*, new rvlniiist, deluxe In-

terior, $,->">. (nil zS3-tS9S. tfli-i.t

l!iii|l ItainbliT sedan, verj reUnble.
roistered, best offer ."illi-ti'.'lti.

lfll-1 1

Triumph Spitfire, evrellent ronili-

iion. new top Willi roll bar. (ill
.'.'i.i-!'77ii after • p.m. tlll-li,

IM'i Ufa Kiiinrii (lUilia seilnn, (I

-l>eeil trans , Koni sliocks. new Mi-
helm \ lires. has inspection slick-

er. sv>.">. tail ma im rvntaea.
Hi:

1'iiii tW IIns, man) miles bin run»
mil, tall inspected , Call I33-3MS.
i«k for I nrr> SSM» or be-.l otter.

IIIl-li,

Poetrv wanted for cooperative ao-
tholor. Please. Include stamped re-

turn envelope. IdlewUd Press, IM!
Hast Olympic Boulevard, Lo« Anir-
tea, California 90081. tfll-13

Apartment needed, to start Janu-
ary, one or two rooms. Please call

Neater 856-1029 evenings, tfll-13

2 Women: live-In infant care, se« -

im; etc., immediate; 14 lirs. per wk
each schedule to be urranied ; provid-

ed apartment-like accommodation in

return, no board. 549-1112, 3 miles

from Campus. 11-13

Apt . in So. Deerfielil shared l»

four. Own room furnished $55 00

iiH'l. utilities. Call Suzanne da>s
.-.l.-.-.'HH!). starting Dec. 11-13

.Needed — female student or wife
for permanent Job as sitter for M
mo. boy in my home in So. Amherst.
Must have own trans., 20 lirs. week
10-2 daily. Call 253-7157. tfll-Hi

SERVICES
Will type and /or revise any writ-

two ' material . Also do personalized
resumes for schools, Jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-
lee. Call 684-6817, ere*. Keep try-
ing tfll-13

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
1ST7 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

ttu-a
No musical croup is complete

without sirens, bird calls, warning
whistles and other wild sound ef-

ii-rts. (all Creative Kndeavor, Green-
field (1-771-2831.) 11-11

MISCELLANEOUS
MEXICO Winter 1971 Classes! Art,

Literature, Mexican Culture, earn
full quarter credit for five weeks
in Mexico. Registrar, Box 66041,
Seattle, Washington, 98166.

tfll-13

APARTMENT WANTED
Wanted — 2 bedroom apartment,

available Jan. 1 or Immediately, Call
»l')-b2ll, tfll-13

One or two room apartment want-
ed; to start base in January. Please
rail Cindy at 646-8334. tfll-17

ROOM WANTED
CM employee needs room or small

apt. within walking distance of
eampus and town. Please call Nan-
cy, 649-6719. tfll-13

TRAVEL
sKl ACSTK1A — Christmas vaca-

tion, semester break from 8219, lncl.

Kt. Jet. hotel, etc. Badeastein Ski-
swim Resort; contact E. Rogers,
IT*-* Park Kd , West Hartford,
Connecticut

.

tfll-13

Travel Christmas vacation — Lon-
don $189; Athens $260; Rome $229;
Port weal $175; Acapulco, Spain, Car-
ribean flights available. Contact E.
Itogers. 372-B Park Rd , West Hart-
ford, Connecticut. tfll-13

ROOM ROR RENT
Tor female grad — one block off

ampus, furnished. Kitchen prlvileg-

--. Coed living. $63 mo. 549-6178.

_____ tfll-13

ROOMMATES WANTED
2 female roommates needed to

share apt. Dec. 1 or Jan. 1, Puff-
ton Village. Call 549-6393. 11-13

REWARD
Reward: $10 for return of Anier.

It. weight bike black with white
seat, handle grips and rims, plus

blue plaid baby seat. Call MM
tfll-17

FOR RENT
Now renting — rental agents for

snsarloaf Apts. in Sunderland, I

hedrooms, new carpeting, stove, ref..

i oiitai t Wysockl Real Estate, Main
st , Sunderland, 665-3030. *

Assoc. & Asst. Prof.

& Instructors

Art — Education — English

Math — Music — Philosophy

Plus. EU. — Psychology

Science — History

Social Science

for FaU 1971

Relocate.

salaries $7,000 - $17,500

for 10 months
Contact

:

\mlierst Employment Service, Inc.,

a Pray St., Amherst, Mass. 0100.'.

tfll-17

season at tackle."

A graduate of Franklin High,

Byron spent three of his schoolboy
years at Powers High (Decatur,
Cieorgia). He chalked up all-state

center honors, earned league
recognition in basketball, and
competed in track. In all he was
credited with 11 letters.

When asked what major
satisfaction he derives from
football, Byron replied: "It's more
or less an accepted part of my
every day life. It's a feeling I

couldn't convey, something I really

enjoy.

Being a lineman is the unsung
end of football, but this doesn't
bother me. I go out there knowing
that I can have a real good day and
still go unnoticed. On the other
hand if I do poorly my presence is

more evident. When you do well
your teammates know it and that's

really all that counts."

Although there are five men in

the UMass backfield who get the
call more often than Art Corsaletti,

he looms as the most consistent

ground-gainer on the squad, or in

the Yankee Conference for that
matter. According to Yan Con
statistics Corsaletti ranks eighth in

rushing with 330 yards and lugs the
pigskin at an 8.9 pace-far and
away the best. His four touch-
downs put him four points behind
team scoring leader Denis Gagnon.
A three-time letter winner in

both football and baseball while he
attended Pulaski High (New
Britain, Conn.) he scored 148

points in his senior year to pave
way for honorable mention AJ1-

American recognition. Before
coming -to UMass, he spent two
seasons at Kansas Junior College.

"Art has always been an out-
standing athlete." stated Fusia.
"He had the misfortune of playing

FOR

UNIVERSITY
SWEATSHIRTS

60
SEE

A.J.HASTINGS

NEWSDEALER
&

STATIONER

45 South Pleasant St

A m h er st

SHOOT YOUR OWN ELEPHANT .

with camera, record the spectacle

and thrills of your 10-week profes-

sionally led exploration of 11 African
countries. Rhino, Leopard and Lion.
Desert Bedouin and Congo Pigmy.
Join 33 other young men and wo-
men departing- New York to London
l» VC 10 18th April 1971. Other de-
partures October 1971. $2,830 inclu-
sive. Write for brochure: 81APT'
TKANs-AFRICA SAFARIS, 60 Abbey
House, 2 Victoria St , London RW I,

Kiisland.

GRAPHICS

SHOW

Colder Doli Miro

and many others

MERCURY GALLERIES

Route 9 Northampton

behind Pat Scavone when Pat was
pursuing a great year, and as a
result didn't see much action. By
the same token of myself, I didn't

get him in there when he was
worthy to play.

"But this year is different, he's a
big part of our whole offensive
scheme."
Corsaletti has a philosophy about

football which he contrasts to life:

"In life when you commit a
mistake, it lingers on. In football a
mistake can be wiped out on the
very next play. Football is like a
different world altogether. It's

similar to a perfect society where
everyone works in unity for a
common goal without any
prejudice."

Last year Dick Heavey totaled

145 yards in a mere 20 carries
during spot duty. This season his

4.7 credentials seem quite im-
pressive, but the fullback regular
isn't inclined to agree. When asked
what motivated him to stick with

football after two years on the

bench, Heavey replied: "First of

all I never quit anything. My first

reaction to sitting on the bench is

that I get more determined that

when the opportunity comes to

play I'll prove myself the better

man at that job.

"Each football player, whether
he's a starter or a third-stringer

feels that he is the best. What good
is a player that settles for second
place."

Fus ;n labels Heavey "a try guy
and just a ^utsy football player"
and adds: "he always seems to
give the team a lift when he's in

there because of the type of athlete
he is. Pain doesn't seem to bother
him and he just doesn't know when
to stop."

Heavey captained both hockey
and football and was an all-stater

in the later sport while at Brookline
High.

Mark Russel joins the list of

Kedmen from Nashua, New
Hampshire, hometown of former
UMass great Greg Landry. Hussell

owns the destinction of being a
tour sport man. and he amassed
eight letters over his schoolboy
span. He attained all-state stature

on the gridiron while also actively

participating in basketball,
baseball, and track.

'I have great respect for Coach
Buzz Harvey", Fusia said,
referring to Russell's high school
mentor, "He has sent me alot of

line athletes over the years and I

would have to put Mark in the
catagorie of one of the fine ones.
"He came here when we were

heavy in running backs, played in

the shadow of Gerry Grasso and
Craig Lovell, and slugged it out
with them. Mark's what we con-
sider a quick back and has been a
steady performer all year."
Kussell, like Corsaletti and

Heavey, has finally found himself
in the starting unit this season.
Last year he got his' hands on the
ball eight times and scored three
TD's, not bad for a substitute. This
season he continues to prove

continued on Page 15
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NORTH WIND
THE CRAFTSHOP
OF AMHERST

Beads
Candlemaking Supplies
Twine for Macrame

Inkle Looms
Swedish Yarns

The Peoples Craft Co-op
2nd floor over Flavortown

rear entrance Louis'
Parking Lot

342 Madison Avenue

Legal Abortions Without Delay

The Council on Abortion Research and
Education provides referral services and
free information regarding legal abortions
performed without delay m hospitals and
out patient facilities in strict compliance
with proscribed medical standards and
practices.

Prices range from $195 to $395 for D&C/
vacuum procedures up to 13 weeks and
from $600 to $700 for saline procedures
All inquiries are completely confidential
For details call (2121 682 6856

New York. NY. 10017 n (212) 682 6856

Three UMass Crews Set
For Frostbite Regatta

By BRONA SIMON
Staff Reporter

Philadelphia's Schuykill River is the site of tomorrows Frostbite Regatta, sponsored by Saint

Joseph's College. The UMass Crew Club will send three crews, an eight, a four, and a pair, each to

compete in two 1500-meter races in the last tournament of the fall practice season before leaving the

Fr. Gridmen Seek A Win

water until Spring.

This is the first year UMass has
received an invitation to the affair.

The junior varsity eight, which
placed an impressive third out of 33

in last month's Head-of-the-
( harles Junior event, is entered in

both the junior varsity and varsity

races, called the "Silver A" and
the "Gold B" respectively. Lining

up the boat are:

Bow Paul Wmchell
2 Mel Streim

Joe Pieia

Al Flanders

Bill Moran
Jeff Allen

Clay Morin
Stroke Rick Jones

Cox Bob Jayes

FOOTBALL ON THE
AIR -Tomorrow's football

game, UMass vs. New Hamp-
shire, will be aired by WMUA,
B1.1FM. Airtime is set for 12:45

p.m. Ken Horseman will handle

all the play-by-play and Dave
Melvin will add all the color. At
12.")0 WMUA will present
Kedmen Kickoff Preview with

Hal Dash.

The first seven are sophomores:
Jones and Jayes are juniors.

In the "Silver A", the University
of Pennsylvania's junior varsity

boat, last year's undefeated
national JV champions, and
Columbia's JV team are UMass'
two competitors.

The "Gold B" slates UMass
against St. Joseph's varsity crew,
defending Dad Vail varsity
champions. Six of last years's St.

Joseph's eight will return, trying to

make up for the loss they suffered

to UMass in last year's Dad Vail

semi-final contest.

A four combination of

Bow Dave Richard senior

2 TomMone senior

3 Ted Fitzpatnck sophomore
Stroke Jack Appel junior

Cox Chns Jedrey senior

will compete against other Dad

Vail entries as well as some
Philadelphia schools.

The UMass pair of

Bow Kevin O'Brien junior

Stroke Charles Leonard senior

faces stiff competition from some
of the best doubles of the country.

Most of the two's come out of crew
clubs rather than colleges. The
Vesper Boat Club of

Philadelphia's pair, two Penn
students, will race against UMass
in the Senior Pairs Division.

O'Brien and Leonard might row in

the Cox Pair event if there are

enough entries, and either Jayes or

Jedrey will cox the shell.

Starting time for the Regatta's

first event is 11 a.m. With all the

races 1500 meters, the crews will

row at a sprint speed, considerably

harder and faster than in the three

miles rowed at the Head.

By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

In what may be a small-scale
model of tomorrow's varsity

game, the UMass freshman

Four Unknowns
Keys For UMass

continued from Page 14

himself well. At the present

Russell maintains a sturdy 3.9

rushing average and has hit

payrMrt once.

Russell finds something special

in football, but finds its definition

too sophisticated to describe: "I

get plenty of satisfaction for a
variety of reasons. The thrill of

making a good block, playing fine

game, or scoring a few touch-

downs. But 't's mainly the

challenge, the competition. You're
always striving to better yourself.

You derive personal satisfaction in

achieving something."

lootball team faces the University
of New Hampshire frosh this af-

ternoon at UNH in an attempt to

end a rather bleak season on a
positive note.

A combination of lack of depth,

injuries and crucial mistakes in

every game has left UMass with an
unimpressive 0-4 record to date.

However, the fact that the team
has statistically outplayed every
opponent it has faced, excluding
Boston College, cretes a lot of hope
lor the future.

Looking to the UNH game, coach
David Kelley feels that both teams
will use many of the varsity for-

mations in the game because both

schools have been concentrating on
varsity scouting reports all week.

Injuries, which have played a
vital roll in the Little Redmen's
misfortunes, will continue to be a
major factor today as Lyn Zulick

(back). Bill Hale (knee) and Paul
Hanson (thumb) will, at most, see

limited action.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
FOR THE COLLEGE

MAN

Fidelity Union

Life Insurance Company

21 Pray St., Amherst

BEER
15/-12oz

and

MICHELLE

MARQUIS
EVERY FRIDAY

4 • 8

MEADOW INN
Rt. 4? Sunderland

MATH
SCIENCE
SENIORS

MATH :

Liberia, Ghana,
The Gambia, Uganda.
Malaysia. Micronesia.
Philippines,

Sierra Leone
CHEMISTRY:
Ghana, Malaysia.
Sierra Leone,
Eastern Caribbean,
Honduras
BIOLOGY

:

Thailand, Tonga,
Guatemala, Kenya,
Chile, Peru, Guyana,
Honduras, Malaysia,
Korea. Uganda.
Ghana, The Gambia
PHYSICS:
Ghana, Korea.
Uganda, Malaysia,
Philippines,

lliitiah Honduras,
Eastern Caribbean
PEACE CORPS I0W
Programs begin this

sprint: and summer.
Seethe Peace Corps
liaison on campus or

CONTACT:
IVucc Corps
MM Atlantic Ave.
Boston. Mass. 0'.".M0

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM'

Capricorn ran be Quiet and brood-
ing, Taurut can be quiet and stub-

born. Arlea can be quiet and sultry,

Scorpio can be quiet and exploalre.

Leo can be quiet and sexy. Libra can
be quiet and discriminating. Gemini
tan seldom be quiet.

ARIES (March 21 - April 10) : Col-

lect and pay debts early. Later,

forces tend to be somewhat scattered.

Fine tor social outing. Get together

with relalves and neighbors. Entertain
with relatives and neighbors. Enter-

tain those who aided you In past.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Re-
cent contacts bear fruit, but you
-iiould play cards close to chest. Not
wise to take situations, persons for

1 1 anted. Someone may be after some-
thing of value which you possess.

Act accordingly.
GEMINI (May 12 - June 20): Cy-

i'le moves up: judgment Improves.

You are able to size up situation and
utilize experience. Timing Is sharp.

You are where you should be. Circum-
stance turn In your favor.

CANCER (June 21 • July 22): You
will find new places and faces — In-

trigue may be featured. Obtain hint

from Taurus message. Key Is to be
dijcreet_ Analyze — fine out ths why
of events.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Social

activity Is favored. Accept Invitations,

l'ermlt creative efforts to flower.

Stick to your own style. Be orig-

inal and Independent. Key Is self-

confidence In ususual situation

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Par-
tn ipate in ci\'C endeavors. You have
vhance to elevate prestige. Follow

tli on hunch. Share knowledge.
I .in by teaching. Have quiet chat
nitS l rot'esslonal superior.

L1BKA (Sept. 26 • Oct. B)l Jour-
ncjr may be on agenda. Don't permit
distance to discourage you. Cycle is

Mich now that you can close any com-
munication gap_ Write, advertise and
i.ubllclze. -<
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Some

may feel they know what Is best tor

you. Key is to co-operate without be-

ing overlnfluenced. Do your own
thinking. Dig deep for Information.
Be thorough.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

:

Do more listening than talking. Avoid
unnecessary legal entanglement. Kev
la sense of perception. If a keep ob-

server, you make valuable gain. Settle

differences with mate, partner
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

:

Gentle approach gains results. Avoid
trying to force Issues. Some surprise

you by willingness to serve, co-oper-

ate. Express appreciation In meaning-
ful manner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Creative efforts succeed. Don't follow

crowd. Dance to your own tune. Ro-
mance Is emphasized. The more you
slve, the more you receive. Accept
sudden change of plans in good hu-
mor.
PISCES (Feb. 19 • March 20): Ac-

cent on property, home safety mea-
sures. There Is added responsibility,

Ulder Individual offers valuable ad-

vice. Stick with experience for best

results.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BEVTHDAY
you are faithful, dependable, wonder-
ful in times of crisis. Recent pres-

sures are about to be relieved. You
will have greater freedom of thouuht,

action. If single, you could be plan-

ning residential change — and mar'
tinge.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Savory

6 Vapor

1 1 Conceit

12-Fnght

14 Prefix: not

15 Singing voice

17 Unusual

18-Youngster

20 Earn

22 Ordinance

23 Fat o(

swine

25 Rescued

27-French
article

28 Afghanistan
prince

30 Became
aware of

32Cut
34 Plumlike

fruit

35 Dwelled

38 Floats

in air

41 Wan s nickname
42 Apportions
44 Bow of a

vessel

45 Supplicate

47 Vapid
49-Petition

50 Man's name
52 Pointless

54 Compass
point

55 Testify

57 Thoroughfare
59 More recent

60 Listened to

DOWN

1 Oriental

greeting

2 Indefinite

article

3 Fruit

seed
4 Newspaper
paragraph

5 Units of

force

6 Labors
hard

7 Symbol for

tellurium

8 Be mistaken
9 Sea in Asia

10 Prevailing

mood and
spirit

1

1

Pretentious

rural

residence

13 Married
again

16 Spoken
19 Garment
21 River ducks
24 Coarse

cotton

drilling

26Sag
29 Is borne
31 Approaches
33 More trifling
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35 Enthusiastic

36 Football

team
37 College official

39 Stirred up
40 Saccharine
43 Long, deep cut

46 Stare

open-mouthed

48 Heraldry

grafted

51 At present

53 Period of time

56 Compass
point

58 Teutonic
deity

11
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36

59

19

32
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Tourney ^**k
Snubs

Redman

Booters
... ?L

Peter Broaca

UM'S Shocked Coach

The N.C.A.A. Soccer Tournament Committee has announced that

lour teams will take part in the 1970 New England Playoffs, but UMass
was not included among them. For the Redmen, it is a bitter end to an
otherwise successful season which found them finish fourth in New
England and first in the Yankee Conference.

Two of the teams selected came as no surprise to anybody, Harvard,
number one seed, and Brown, number two seed. The other twc

selections were Worcester Tech and Middlebury. The omission of the

booters by the committee came as a shock to the team and coach Peter
Broaca since the Redmen were ranked above the third and fourth
selections, in addition to playing a much tougher schedule.

Springfield College, which was the only other school to be ranked
higher than the booters was not under consideration because it is

already tournament bound to Elizabethtown, Pa. for the college
division playoff.

s

It is anybody's guess why the three-man committee overlooked the
Redmen. who have to be the surprise team of the year in New
England. The booters rocketed from virtual obscurity to become one
of the most highly regarded units in the region. But the season is over,
although it still leaves many people at UMass wondering why the
Redmen won't be playing Harvard next Tuesday instead of watching
from the sideline.

Metawampe
With the wintry west wind

wafting through the weary one's
wiry frame, he is beginning to

store away some of his favorite

little goodies (Tootsie Roll pops,
pomegranites, and artificially

flavored Buffalo meat, you can't

get anything real these days) for

the long hibernation period
ahead The Great One hates
cold. You would too if you had to

pose outside all day dressed like

Mime Roman rascal throughout
blizzard and blight. He is

beginning to long for those quiet

warm days back in the
Okefenokee Swamp when In-

dians were Indians and
generally drunk

But enough of these sad
stories. With only one more
week to go. the Great One is

begnming to feel the thrill of

victory and the agony of the feet.

He is tiring, but with one last

gasping effort, he will once more
attempt to tickle your ears with
one last titillating tale:

UMASS 24, NEW HAMPSHIRE
17

Redman are ready and have
come up with mean plots, To
crust) hopes of Wildcats and cost

them Beanpot.

PITTSBURG 34, BOSTON C. 6

While last week Eagles had feast

on the Bull, This time its Pan-
thers whose stomach is full.

TEMPLE 28, BUFFALO 9

Though Bulls turned out as Eagle
meat, P'or Owls they shan't be
tough to beat.

DELAWARE 16, BOSTON U. 7

Though last year was certainly

much merrier, This season ends
with a loss for the Terrier.

CONNECTICUT 18, RHODE
ISLAM) IS

With Beanpot at stakes, these
must be the rest. But if that's the
truth, God save the rest.

DARTMOUTH 42. CORNELL 6

Usually a great deal to the of-

fense he lends. But Marinaro has
yet to meet Brink and his

friends.

HARVARD 22, BROWN 7

Brown has yet to down an Ivy
League mate, And Crimson is

unlikely to end Bruins weight.

RUTGERS 19, HOLY CROSS 17

Crusaders and Knights suggest
days of yore, But this is more
bore than Holy War.

LAFAYETTE 9, VERMONT 6

When Cats and Leopards must
fight for a win, They're better off

with ball of wool than pigskin.

YALE 25, PRINCETON 12

For Tigers another loss is near,

To Vale, Yale the gang's all

there. (What the hell do we
care).

Last Night's Intramurals
BASKETBALL

BKP 48. TX 43

KS 44, OX 40

SPE 34. SAE 30

PLP 51. APO 39

PSK 56. SAM 39

LXA 51. ZN 31

Gothas 32, Burners 31

Education 40, Cresrview 33

Bodies 45, Chem 34

Conflicts 40, Engineering 19

Trojans 38, Hemlocks 28

Arrows <2, Flaming A's 41

Lubees 45, Streppers 33

Gamma 53, Yup 23

Heads 32. Beta 29

Erudites 40. Buckeyes 35

Eagles 59, Smitties 58

Smooth 59, SAM B 14

TX B 34, Jacks 25

Canaille 38, Cherry 33

Stouts 48, EMS 21

BHC 49. Zoo 36

Rejects 64. Duchies 41

HIGHLIGHT SCORE OF THE NIGHT
Redwoods 69, Lovers 24

Redman Gridders Set
For Woken Wildcats

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

For a football team with a 3-4-1

record, UMass continues to get

itself involved in games that can be
labeled "big", as the Redmen get

set for a visiting bunch of Wildcats

from the U. of New Hampshire at

Alumni Stadium tomorrow af-

ternoon at 1.

UMass' season has been a
mumble-jumble one, one that has
been marked by many significant

encounters. When the Redmen
played Dartmouth, Buffalo, Boston
University, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut and even Vermont, each
match-up was looked as one of

importance for UMass.
And now it's New Hampshire.

The Wildcats are growling. They
lost their first two games of the

season but have now won five in a
row. They hold a 3-1 mark in the

Yankee Conference and have an
excellent chance of tying for the

league title should they win against
the Redmen tomorrow.
UMass needs to win this game

1 1 ) to keep alive its hopes of a
winning year and (2) to maintain
its pride. Head coach Vic Fusia
reiterates, "It's developed into a
big game. They're fighting for a
part of the championship and we're
fighting for our own prestige."

A closer look at the YanCon
picture reveals the importance of

tomorrow's tilt for the Wildcats.
Here are the present Conference
standings:
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UConn 3 1

New Hampshire 3 1

Rhode island 1 1

UMass 2 1 1

Maine 1 4

Vermont 5

There are two important league

games on tap tomorrow, the final

afternoon of Y.C. football. One is

the UMass-UNH affair, the other

has URI at UConn . Here are the

"ifs" and "thens ". If UConn
defeats Rhody, the Huskies will

take the Conference outright with a
4-0-1 final mark. The best UNH
will do in this case would be a 4-1

second place finish.

However, if UConn loses, the fun

begins. URI would then guarantee
itself a position at the top with a 4-1

record, slightly better than Con-
necticut's 3-1-1, should it lose. Also
in this case, a New Hampshire win
over the Redmen would project it

into a final tie for first with the
Rhody Rams.

If UMass wins, the Wildcat
bubble will bust as the Redmen will

climb ahead of the Wildcats in the

final summation, 3-l-lto3-2. With a

UConn victory, the Redmen could

claim second place as URI would
level off with UNH at 3-2. Whew!
Fusia was asked if UNH's ex-

cellent play over the past five

weeks has come as a surprise to

him and he answered. "No, I knew
that they had good personnel. Once
they've gained momentum,
they've been most difficult to

stop."

It's been written before but here
it is again: "It should be a great

football game."
SIDELINE SCRIBBLES - One of

the most interesting things to keep
an eye on in this game will be the

ever changing UMass offensive
line...That unit has lost two fine

performers for the game in guards
Dick Etna and Jim
Queeney...Starting at center will

be dependable Dave Levinc.The
left guard will be Bob Pena...After

that, it's musical chairs for the

offensive line... Clarence Brooks,
who is returning after being in-

jured against Holy Cross last

weekend, will play at right tackle,

but will swing over to the right

guard spot at various times during
the action and, on occasion, will

give Pena a rest at OLG... Starting
at right guard will be a center, Ron
Marino, but when he relieves

l/evine at center. Brooks will take
his spot...The left tackle post will

have, as its starter. Hub
Donlin. ..He will be backed up by
loin Mullen and Bill Byron...

-

Byron will also Ik4 in there to spell

Levine at center becaUK that's

Byron's normal position ..At any
one time during the game, the
Redmen could be lining up tor the
snap with no less than three cen-
ters on the starting offensive line.

.... With the injuries to Queeney
and Ktna, Fusia comments, "This
is our way of getting depth on the
offensive line.". Whew At
Wednesday's Quarterback Club
Luncheon, Dennis Collins and Bob
CabreUi were selected as the top
defensive and offensive players of

the week for their outstanding play
against Holy Cross. ..For Collins, it

was his third such selection, a fete

that should not go unnoticed...At 6'

and 190 pounds Collins plays a
bigger man's position, linebacker,
yet continues to shine brightly.

...The starting ends on offense will

Dennis Collins

Outstanding Linebacker

Ik* CabreUi and John Hulecki...The

offensive backfield will read
Hughes (QB), Scavone (HBi.
Russell (HB) and Cummings
( FBi...The defense will be without

the services of John O'Neil at

safety He was injured against

Holy Cross and won't be ready for

action for another
u eck Replacing him will be Jim
Rendle ...The rest of the defense

will go like this: Wood (E),

Kelliher (£j, DeFlavio IT), Sroka
iT), Farefiy (LB), Collins (LB),

Sabulis iLBi, Leamy (LB),
Keating (HB) and Bush (HB)...

Should the Redmen emerge vic-

torious in this one, they will enter

Nov. 24's home encounter against

Boston College with a 4-4-1 record,

an awesome opponent for them to

have to lace in their quest for a .500

or better autumn .The way UMass
has performed at times" (notice

the emphasis) it really deserves a

better alternative than to have to

meet the Eagles under such cir-

cumstances... But , before any
Iwllyhoo is made about BC, the

solid challenge of New Hampshire
lurks just hours away.

MDC
SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

Harriers Nip NH, 26-29, Minus Top 3
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

With four sophomores and one junior responding to the pressure presented them by the absense of the
top three Redman runners, the UMass cross country team eeked out a 26-29 verdict over the New
Hampshire Wildcats in its dual meet finale for the season yesterday. The win upped the Redman record

to 7-2-1 for the season. Junior Arnie Morse and
For the f

i
ime this season the ^^^^ Bob Sullivan responded

individual winner in a dual meet
involving UMass was not a Red-
man. With Ron Wayne not in the

race, Tom Dowling took the lead

from his closest UMass foes,

sophomores Tom Swain, Rick
Barry and Tom Jasmin, at the

three-mile mark and held it the

rest of the way for the victory.

Swain, Barry and Jasmin held

their places to finish second, third

and fourth. Following these three

were a trio of Wildcats.

Now came the turning point of

the entire meet. With four Wildcats

already finished as compared to

only three Redmen the eventual

outcome of the race would be

decided by the fifth man for UNH
and the fourth and fifth men for

UMass.

to the pressure as both came on in

the last half of the race to overhaul
the fifth man for New Hampshire
and assure the Redmen of victory.

Rounding out the top seven
Redman finishers were B ruce
Blackburn and senior Joel Fox who
broke into the top seven finishers

for the first time as a Redman in
his last varsity race.

Coach Ken O'Brien had an-
ticipated a close meet before the
race and was pleased with the way
Morse, Sullivan, Blackburn and
Fox responded to the pressure in
the middle positions.

He pointed out that Dowling's
winning time was very good as he
posted the sixth fastest time ever
recorded on the five-mile UMass

course.

Swain and Barry showed signs
that they have recovered from the

New Englands as they ran with
Dowling for the first three mites of

the race. Jasmin has not fully

recovered from Monday's race but

with a couple days of rest he'll be in

top form for the IC4AS.
In the freshman race UMass

once again posted a shutout, this

time by the score of 15-48. The
frosh were in command all the way
as they swept the first five places
Doug O'Connell was the in

dividual winner, touring the 3.1

mile UMass freshman course in

18:55. His time was one of. the best

ever recorded on the course.
Completing the frosh sweep were

Bill Lowry, Ted Beaulieu, Joe
Frontierro and Jay Nestor.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Partly cloudy, windy
and cold today, high

near 40. Fair and cold

tonight with low in 20's.
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Dickinson Opposition

Stalls WMUA Location
Details, page 3

IN A SCENE REMIN-
ISCENT OF LAST SPR-
ING'S "Open the doors

and let the people in"

episode at the Jefferson

Airplane concert, thous-

ands of gate crashers

forced their way into

Curry Hicks Cage Sat-

urday night. The ensuing
damaged resulted in Un-
iversity police declaring

Cage "unsafe" for the

Sunday afternoon show.
(MDC photos by Steve
Schmidt)

Floods Claim 100.000
Page 4

• Concerts Cause Cage Damage

Page 2
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Damage Prompts Action On Cage
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By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Kditor

ting in concert with several

iss agencies, Sgt. Donald Zidik

ot the UMass polio* ordered that

Curr) Hicks Cage be declared

unsale" before the scheduled 2

p m. performance of the "Peace
I'uiade' yesterda

The building was the scene ol

near mayhem Saturday night as

people banged and kicked their

way into the Cage for the 10 p.m.

-how A Homecoming Committee
Kesnuin estimated that as

0) as 9.000 people may have
ned entrance to the concert.

Cage holds approximately

4.500 lor concerts

Trouble began brewing outside

the Cage during the early show as
jK'ople lined up outside and kicked

at the doors. Bt the time the first

show got out at ten. the crowd filled

the parking lot beside the Cage and
overflowed into the little yard
!>eside Munson almost over to

Herter.

Ticket holders were allowed in

the two doors on the left side of the

Cage while literally thousands of

non-holders lined up on the third

door. They were scrambling up on
the roof and smashing windows in

an effort to gain entrance. Finally

the door gave way under the on-

slaught and the people poured in.

The Homecoming Committee
was finally forced to declare the

concert a free one since it would
liave been impossible to throw the

treeloaders out. Police did.

however, make a token attempt to

confiscate ume and other con-

traband from persons entering

Their efforts were apparently
unsuccessful as clean-up crews
labored lor hours today to clean the
Cage of thousands of wine, whiskey

TIIK SCENE OUTSIDE THE CAGE was almost as bad as the one
inside. The parking lot was littered with trash, and as this shows,
someone must have some nice bruises in his sides from being
crushed against the fence. The fences at all three Cage entrances on
the south side were destroyed. ( MDC photo by Steve Schmidt. >

Crabtree Waterpipe Bursts
An exploding water pipe in the first floor men's room in Crabtree

Saturday night inundated the first floor and basement of that dorm.
Around ten p.m. a half-inch pipe on the wall in the man's room ap-

parently burst and began gushing water at a furious rate.

The lirst floor lobby, as well as several students' rooms were flooded

to about one foot in depth. The basement, including a storage room the

the Kitchenette were flooded also.

The girls called the Physical Plant for a plumber, but turned the

water off themselves when no plumber appeared.
After about a half hour the water seeped away and things returned

to normal.

and beer bottles Numerous
burned out joints dotted the floor

while the crews picked them up

without realizing what they were.

The decision to declare the Cage
"unsale' was reached after

several members of the ad-

ministration had a look at the place

Sunday morning Chancellor
Tippo, Dr Randolph Bromery,
Warren McGuirk. Director of

Athletics Gerry Scanlon. lrom the

Dean ol Students of lice, were
among those who had a look at the

damage.

The Cage was littered with

broken bottles, piles of trash and
paper, the bleachers in one section

were falling apart, and as one
campus policeman put it:

"Generally the whole place was
beat up from the night before."

The UMass student firemen,
acting as security guards for the
concerts, were also part of the
decision-makers who wrote the
order that the Cage be cleaned up
before the Sunday afternoon
concert could begin.

Committee spokesman Pat
Flynn emphasized that at no time
was the concert in danger of being

ordered cancelled The piles of

trash were cleaned up and ren
made to the bleachers and ci

before the 2 p.m show.

Infirmary officials and ( oote
Dickinson Hospital could
confirm rumors that anyone
been admitted for injuries received
at the Cage although ten people

were treated tor cuts and bruises

at the Infirmary.

Reached for comment on the

affair last night. Dean ol Students
William F. Fielu said, "It's ;>•

fectly clear that we have to re

think the whole idea of major
concerts being held in th e Cage. ..I

don't think that we'll do any more
contracting until a thorough study

has been made.'' He added that he

has ordered such a study to be

made.

The men who worked all Sunday
afternoon to clean the mess up had
a few caustic comments about
students and their behavior
Saturday night. As he pointed out i

barrel overflowing with Boone's
Farm apple wine bottles and
empty Bud cans, one worker said,

it's like this after every concert
Students are really pigs."

Abortion Reform Stud ied

By Chilean Government

Film On Children

Sponsored By CEQ
An experimental film about

children and the environment by
Phillip Vaugn will be shown at the

Campus Center Auditorium
Monday at 7:00, 8:00. and 9:00.

Vaugn will play acoustical guitar

accompaniment while the film is

showing and will lead a discussion

after the showings.

The film, "Celebration, Children

and Trees," has been shown on
"Viewpoint.'' a national

educational TV program. It has
also been shown to the Bureau of

Roads, the US Department of the

Interior, and the National Wildlife

Federation's Annual Meeting. It

will be shown at the White House
Conference on Children and Youth
and possibly on the David Frost

Show.
Vaughn has been recently

showing the film at Amherst, Mt.

Holyoke, Smith, and Hampshire
College, and this will be the last

showing of the film in the area.

The film is sponsored by the

Coalition for Environmental
Quality.

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP)-The
government of President Salvador
Allendo is looking into the

possibiltiy of legalizing divorce

and abortion in Chile, which is

about 90 per cent Roman Catholic.

This was reported yesterday in

an interview published in a San-
tiago newspaper with Lisandro
Cruz, minister of justice.

"Chile cannot remain behind in

these matters of great human and
social content," Cruz said.

To get around the lack of a

divorce law, Chileans now have
marriages annulled.

Cruz called the present system
"a farce" in which there is no
guarantee of alimony for the

divorced spouse.

He said he and his advisers are

studying the divorce law now
before the Italian Senate to get

some ideas.

Cruz gave no details of plans for

legalizing abortion in Chile.

Although a divorce law was
promised in the Popular Unity
campaign platform, legalized
abortion was not.

The minister of justice, ap-

pointed by Allende a Marxist, from
one of the four non Marxist parties

in his Popular Unity coalition, also

said his ministry is studying penal
reform.

He said he wants to build a
modern penitentiary in Santiago to

replace the present institution.

In another development, the

government announced that on
Dec. 1, it will begin free

distribution of a half a quart of

milk a day to every child in Chile.

The pledge of milk for every

child up to age 15 was a major
campaign promise of Allendo's

coalition in its 40 point "Basic

Program" for Chile.

Still another announcement
Sunday said a new Ministry of the

Ocean will be created.

Jacques Chonchol. minister of

agriculture, said it's primary
purpose will be to "defend the

riches of the ocean."

14 U OfWisconsin Students
Investing $100,000 Capital

Another

Fish

Story?

85 Amity St

.Jfxbs
\

DRAKE
Restaurant

Amherst, Mass

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 - 9 p m.

VILLAGE INN DRAKE

Open Daily 1 1 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Reprinted from the New York
Times.

MADISON, Wis. Nov. 7 (AP) -

Fourteen University of Wisconsin
business students have more than
grades to worry about in a course
on investment - $100,000 is at stake.

Enrolled in a graduate course,

"Applied security analysis and
investment management," the
students have $100,000 in university

money to invest as they see fit.

The donation was made recently

by Baird Brittingham. ad-
ministrator of the Brittingham
Trust. He hopes it will promote a
greater awareness and more
realistic experience.

The course is conducted by Prof.

Steven L. Hawk over totwo
semesters, each worth two credits.

Students are selected on the basis

of scholastic achievement and
interviews with business school

professors.
' 'We will divide the class in two

separate teams, with each having
the responsibility of investing
$50,000." Professor Hawk said.

"Competition will add even more
realism. The students will study
industries and securities, then
interview management
representatives of businesses
seriously considered for in-

vestment. They will also decide
when to sell securities to gain the

maximum growth and income."
The first year's income, if any,

will be used to defray class ex-

penses.
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Creations in Leather

"ALMOST ANYTHING MADE TO ORDER"

The Leather Shed
10-6 #1 The Alley Amherst

SCITUATE-The decomposed
body of a 30-ft. sea serpent washed
ashore in Scituate yesterday af-

ternoon. Police said the creature,
which looks like a camel without
legs, weighs between 15 and 20
tons.

This body washed ashore about
three p.m. with the high tide.

Officials from the New England
Aquarium looked at the serpent
Sunday evening and the head
zoologist of the Woods Hole
(keanographic Institute is ex-

pected to examine the hulking
carcass this morning.
Similar creatures were reported

in the waters off Gloucester and
Plymouth in the 1700s. One body
washed ashore in Boston in the
1850s.

Aquarium officials feared that

the body would wash away again
with the next high tide but so far no
measures have been taken to

secure it to the beach.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

WMUA-Dickinson Feud Over Equipment Installation
RICHARD C.HANSON

Asst. News Editor

High on top of the highest hill

here on campus is a dorm, named
for one Emily Dickinson. High on
the top floor of Dickinson House is

an ironing room. One ironing room
for the 7th floor; Stocked with four
irons and an equal number of hide-

away ironing boards and
automaticly timed double input
plugs.

The room itself is smaller than a
lounge, useful as a makeshift
kitchen and at times the best place
on the floor to get away from your
dorm room to study.

Little does the room know, little

would it care, that its fate as an
ironing room is threatened. A turn

of the wheels of progress has
targeted the ironing room as the

next house of the new WMUA
transmitter.

The fate of the ironing room,
however, has become a major
issue. The management of WMUA
has charged the residents of

Dickinson 7th floor with
"irrationalism" and "not
listening. ..no matter what we
say." The residents of the

Dickinson 7th floor have alleged

that WMUA have used tactics of

"Harassment and intimidation'' in

an effort to take over the ironing
room for the installation of a new
transmitting tower on the roof of

Kmily Dickinson House.

The whole matter will be brought

up before the Board of Trustees at

the end of the week as part of the

President's agenda. Pat Beharry
had written a letter to President

Robert Wood explaining that a

Trustee decision might be ap-

propriate. In the meantime,
Chancellor Oswald Tippo has
urged those on campus to prepare

some kind of proposal which would

resolve the present hostilities.

Pat Beharry, (Student Senate

Vice-President) entered the

dispute as a "concerned student

interested in resolving the

situation", by bringing the

students on the 7th floor of

Dickinson House to General Court.

Beharry was seeking an in-

junction keeping the students from
interfering with the installation of

the WMUA radio transmitting

equipment, in the 7th floor ironing

room, and a writ of mandamus
against Dickinson House (in the

person of Elizabeth Kent,

Dickinson/House treasurer) which
would force Dickinson House to

honor "an agreement allowing

WMUA" to install its equipment.

I'm tired of fooling around with

people who refuse to deal" said

Beharry.

At the hearing of the 54 students,

Sam Goldman, of the General

Business department faculty,

hastily brought into the case,

convinced Pat Beharry that her

action was not the "proper
vehicle" for bringing about a

settlement between the two par-

ties.

Richard Howland, the Student

Senate hired student lawyer had
attempted to mediate the affair

one Sunday at Dickinson but ac-

cording to Howland the situation

has not lent itself to a legalistic

solution. He compared the case to

that of "Divorce", where the

parties will never come to an
agreement.

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery will

meet today with the contending

parties in an effort to bring about

some understanding before the

Trustees meeting this Friday when
Pat Beharry, substituting for

Glenn E Iters who is on a leave of

absence in Italy, will present the

problem to the Trustees.

The situation, as it stands now,

could perhaps best be described by

one spokesman no longer con-

nected with the case as "com-
pletely and utterly absurd."

WMUA Station Manager Ken
Horseman has on several instances

visited Dickinson to explain

WMUA's position. Residents of

Dickinson 7th floor claim Hor-

seman's visits were designed to

"change our original vote" which
was against WMUA using the

ironing room and roof for the

transmitter.

Ken Horseman claims that

WMUA had received, over the last

three years, "verbal" approval for

the placing of the transmitter. The
residents of the 7th floor claim that

even if there was such a verbal

agreement, WMUA has no right to

consider it binding on the new
residents of Dickinson.

The whole affair is linked to the

Trustee-approved expansion of

WMUA's wattage to 1000 stereo

watts. The Trustees according to

Horseman, "specifically" ap-

Freedom Committee

Formed Bv Soviets

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet sources

reported yesterday that three

leading physicists have formed a

committee to make "constructive

criticisms" of the status of

freedom in contemporary Soviet

society.

A typewritten announcement
made available to some foreign

correspondents listed the

organizers as Dr. Andrei

Sakharov, the developer of the

Soviet hydrogen bomb, and his

colleagues Valery Chalidze and

Andrei Tverdokhlebov.

Although all unofficial

organizations in the Soviet Union

are considered automatically

illegal, the physicists appeared to

be taking great pains to work

within the letter of Soviet law.

The announcement emphasized

that the committee would con-

centrate its efforts on examining

the current state of "legal

guarantees and individual

freedoms in Soviet law."

The United Nations Universal

Declaration of Human Rights will

serve as it's guiding force, the

announcement said, and all

operations will be carried out

within the guarantees of the Soviet

constitution.

The physicists could not be

reached for direct comment but

the sources who distributed the

document have proved reliable in

the past.

The announcement said the

committee would attempt to

maintain ''consultative
collaboration with the organs of

state power." This appeared to be

an effort to avoid being branded an
underground organization.

All Soviet citizens are invited to

join, the announcement said, ex-

cept members of organizations

that seek to rule the state,

presumably including Com-
munists,

The group said it is ready to

make contact with international

nongovernmental organizations so

long as they do not seek to harm
the Soviet Union and providing

they base their activities on United

Nations principles.

proved Dickinson House, in the

Orchard Hill complex last

December as the location for the

new transmitter and tower.
The studies done, claims Hor-

seman, are specifically aimed at

placing the transmitter in the

ironing room. Horseman em-
phasized that the engineering
study had cost a lot of money and if

any changes are made the

students, who paid for the study
through student taxes would lose

the money.

Doug Furia, a counselor on the
7th floor Dickinson contends that
the whole matter has developed
into a question of "ethics",
because of "intimidating" in-

cidents. The alleged "in-
timidation" includes a telephone
call from a Student Senate officer
to a Dickinson resident which
reportedly threatened a suit
against the dormitory.
The residents also claim that

Ken Horseman changed his story
on several occasions saying at one

The ironing room on the 7th floor of Dickinson on Orchard Hill is

the tentative location of WMUA's new equipment to increase their

wattage to 1000 watts. (Photos by (iib Fullerton.)

meeting that there would be "no"
interference from the transmitter
and other times that there would be
hardly any and that if there was
the FCC (Federal Communications
Commission) would protect them.
Horseman called the alleged acts

of intimidation "unfounded".
Concerning the subpoena and writ
of mandamus requested by Pat
BeHarry, he emphasized that
Beharry was "acting as a con-
cerned individual" in requesting
the hearing before General Court.
Beharry was un-available for
comment at this writing.

The first major points of con-
tention stem from concern on the
part of residents over the loss of
the ironing room and possible

interference from the transmitter
of radio and television reception.
The 7th Dickinson has stated that,

now, there are four major points,

adding questions of safety (an-
choring the antenna) and the
procedures followed by WMUA
during the past few weeks.

Presently, it appears that the
residents of Dickinson stand
unified in at least one respect; they
don't like WMUA.

Neil Dorfman, Justice of the
Student General Court, declined

comment on the evidence which
led Pat Beharry to request the
"judicial action," but did admit
that the writ of mandamus was
somewhat "open ended." Dorfman
stated that he scheduled the court
hearing of the Dickinson residents

on the "assumption that there was
some urgency" involved. "I felt it

was best to bring the case up as
soon as possible."

MillsHouse Committee
Elections To BeHeld
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor

"The Black Cultural Center
(Mills House) is about to come
under control of Students." in the

form of a "representative com-
mittee" which will be elected

tonight at 10:00 p.m. in Mills House
to "govern" Mills House.

According to Michael Thelwell,

Chairman of the Black Studies
department located in Mills House,
tonight's election was prompted by
a meeting of "people who work in

Mills House" last Friday. The
group issued a statement urging
people to attend and emphasizing
that those gathered tonight will

constitute the foundations of a
"legitimate government" to

control the use and budgeting of

the facilities at Mills House.
"If you want to have a hand in

deciding the future of the Black
Cultural Center," the statement
warned, "it is imperative that you
attend." The release continued and
specifically requested that "each
black organization" be
represented.

The meeting last Friday and

tonight's gathering to elect a
"governance committee" are
viewed by Thelwell as having roots

in last year's "take-over" of Mills

House. But the committee has beeb
largely ineffective.

There are no definite plans for

the formulation of the committee,
but Thelwell said that he did have a
general plan in mind which would
call for a "representative com-
mittee."

Chancellor's Hour
The regular weekly Chan-

cellor's Coffee Hour will be held

today with Dr. Bromery, the

Chancellor's Special Assistant

for Student Affairs, present,

along with members of his staff.

The principal topics will be

) security and student affairs

matters. The session will be
shorter than usual, running from
12 to 1:91 p.m. Coffee will be
jserved.

Lee Marvin
in

CAT BALLOU
TUESDAY, NOV. 17

MAHAR - 7 & 9 p.m. 75c

WHO ARE YOU?
Be proud of your beliefs. Stand up for your convic-

tions. Your time to stand up and be counted is now.
Good movements need support and recognition.

Wear with pride a beautiful movement jacket.

Each jacket bears an emblem of your choice depicting

your ideas and beliefs. Every movement has a dif-

ferent color jacket for instant recognition. A dis-

tinctively styled jacket that you will be proud to wear.
Jackets feature zipper front and cadet type collar.

— ENVIRONMENT
— BLACK PANTHER

— PEACE
— BSU

— SPEAKERS BUREAU
— ALL MOVEMENTS

DON'T DELAY, AVOID THE RUSH,
ORDER TODAY

State name, address, name of movement and size

desired. S-M-L. Send $8.00 or 2 jackets for $15.00.
Send today to:

J & M DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. BOX 11244

WICH|TA, KANSAS 67202

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Allow 3 - 5 weeks for delivery.
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In The Nation And The World

100,000 Feared Dead
In Pakistani Typhoon

DACCA, East Pakistan (AP) -

(iovernment officials, struggling to

set up relief operations in sodden
East Pakistan, said yesterday that

u cyclone and tidal waves may
have claimed 300,000 lives.

Estimates of the death toll from
Eriday's storm grew hourly as
reports filtered in from flooded

coastal districts bordering the Baj
ol Bengal and off-shore islands.

officials attributed the high
death toll to an increase in the

population of the low lying' area

because of the rice harvest and a

lack of sufficient warning before

the storm hit.

Four islands in the Ganges river

Delta tin miles south of Dacca were
the hardest hit. Various govern-

ment sources reported there ap-

peared to be virtually no survivors

>n one of the four islands that had a

total population of l 4 million ac-

cording to the 1961 census.

The government reported a
confirmed death count of 15,94:5,

but local officials reported much
higher tolls in single districts.

A former provincial assembly
member, Syed Ashraf Hussein,

said district officials indicated

(if). (MX) persons died in Patuakhapi
district to the west of the hard hit

islands.

Many islands and coastal

districts were still cut off by high

water Irom the storm that packed
ISO miles per hour winds and 20
foot waves.
The head of the Pakistan Red

Cross appealed tor help to meet
"'he complete devastation in the

offshore islands."

President Agha Mohammed
Yahva Khan ordered army unit

Pope Blasts Godlessness,

Disobedience In Church

VATICAN CITY AP> - On
strong, sharp terms. Pope Paul VI
deplored Godlessness in the world
and disobedience in the church
yesterday

His speech, given from his

window high over St. Peter's

Square, painted a gloomy picture

of what he sees all around him as

hostility to his ideals and hopes.

A few thousand Roman s and
tourists braved a drizzle on a dank
day to hear perhaps the Pope's

bitterest attack on secular in-

fluences and dissent within the

church.

The 73 year old pontiff declared

that ills inside the church "doc-

trinal deviations, certain moral
scandals and disciplinary

unrestraint" hurt the church more
than "exterior difficulties."

Among the outside forces he
deplored were "oppressive
legalism in so many countries,

anticlerical secularism in others,

an atheism that is pacific, if you
wish, but radical in thought and
habit."

These things, lit' said, "attempt

everywhere to suffocate christian

thought and institutions

Everything must be lay.

everything nonconf essional .

everything lacking in honestly

professed religious sentimem
For 7 1/2 years. Pope Paul had

been in the middle of the
maelstrom of change ushered into

the half billion member church by
the ecumenical council Vatican II.

He has never, it appears to many
Vatican observers, felt entirely

comfortable with the many
possibilities for change that the

council opened up.

His own specially appointed
study group on oirth control voted
overwhelmingly for relaxation of

the church's ban on contraception.

Pope Paul went against its advice
and upheld the ban. provoking a
storm of dissent.

Hundreds of priests and even a
few bishops have deserted clerical

ranks to marry.

establish communications and
organize evacuation and relief

work

.

The United Nations, the In

lernational Red Cross and even
Pakistan's traditional antagonist,

India, were organizing relief funds.

Bast Pakistan is made up mostly
of the Ganges River Delta and
killer cyclones smash into it each
spring and fall almost without fail.

The worst on record previous to

Friday's storm came on May 28,

1963, when 22.000 persons perished.

Smut-Free Mailbox,

If You Want One
Armed with new legislation, the

I S Postal Service is gearing up to

guarantee a smut free mail box to

anyone Who wants it.

inning next February, any
Citizen may request that the postal

system take him off the mailing list

of any firm that sends out sexually

oriented advertising.

Postmaster General Winton M
Blount said the new law. part of the

postal reorganization legislation

passed last summer, is "the most
novel means in use in the world lor

controlling the flow of sexually

oriented materials through the

mail."

The Postal Service will maintain
a computerized list of persons who
do not wish to receive erotic ad-

vertising The mailer must check
his mailing list against that of the

post office to assure that he will not

be prosecuted under the law.

Rather than leaving the recipient

the decision of whether the ad-

vertisement is erotic or offensive,

the new law sets specific standards
for determining whether ad-

vertising is sexually oriented.

The definition includes "any
advertisement that depicts, in

actual or simulated form, or ex-

plicitly describes, in a

predominantly sexual context,
human genitalia, any act of natural

or unnatural sexual intercourse,

any act of sadism or masechism,
or any other erotic subject directly

relafpd to the foregoing.

REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE

SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT

See your College Placement Office now for an appointment on:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20

Hanoi Declares Right

To Down U.S. Planes
TOKYO (AP) - North Vietnam

said yesterday it has a legitimate

right to shoot down any U.S. plane

that flies over its territory and that

I S Defense Secretary Melvin R.

Laird's statement about possible

retaliation has not frightened the

North Vietnamese.
Laird issued a statement Friday

after North Vietnam shot down an
unarmed KF 4 reconnaissance

plane 105 miles north of the

demilitarized zone, presumably
killing its two crewmen He said

the United States might retaliate if

there are further attacks on
unarmed U.S. reconnaissance
planes by the North Vietnamese.

Reacting to Laird's remark, the

North Vietnamese military daily,

"Quail Doi Nhan Dan," com-
mented: "Mr Laird's language
cannot frighten the Vietnamese
people in any waj

All I S acts o| violation against

the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam air space, territorial

waters and terrilorv aro crimes of

aggression, and must be duly
punished. This has always been
the Vietnamese people's will and
iron like determination. To defend
the independence and security of

the country is the Vietnamese
people's sacred and legitimate

right to self defense

The paper claimed U.S. planes
flew 1,540 sorties over North
Vietnam last month and that B52
bombers dropped "thousands of

tons" of bombs on western Vinh
Linn province while other planes
attacked other provinces.

The newspapers comments were
broadcast by Hanoi's Vietnam
news agency and monitored in

Tokyo.

The North Vietnamese
delegation to the Paris peace talks

declared Saturday, it "condemns
and rejects" Laird's statement as
gratuitous and threatening and
that IS reconnaissance plane
was violating DKVN air space,

encroaching upon its sovereignty
and security

Viet Cong Renew Attacks
By GEORGE ESPER

Vssociated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) A rash of guerilla attacks in Vietnam sent American

battlefield deaths soaring to their highest toll in live weeks, and in

Cambodia new assaults were reported y est erciay along the already shaky
northern front.

Boob) traps and land mines detonated by remore control killed nine
Americans and wounded 10 in the past 24 hours, raising to 44 the number
ot Americans killed during the past week, more than half of them by
crudely fashioned booby traps and mines at little cost in life or monev to

the Viet Cong.

Drinan Receives

Religous Award
BOSTON ( AP) - The Rev. Robert

F. Drinan, a Roman Catholic priest

elected to Congress, received
yesterday the Eternal Light Medal
from the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America, which gave
the same award to Richard Car-
dinal Cushing in 1966.

The seminary maintains schools
in New York, Los Angeles and
Jerusalem to train rabbis, cantors
and teachers for conservative
Jewish temples.

"We can never recall enough
that America is the only nation
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YOUR QUESTIONS ON

ABORTION
1 How quickly can arrangements be

started'

2 How promptly can surgery be
scheduled 7

3 What are the qualifications of

the surgeons'
4 Where will the abortion be per

formed'

5 Will it be painful 7

6 What abortion procedures are
commonly used at different
stages of pregnancy 7

7. How much will it cost'

8 Are there residency requirements?

9 What is New York's legal age for

abortion 7

10 When would l need parental con-

sent?

11 Is a professional abortion service

taboo or does it perform legiti-

mate services?

12 How much does a referral cost?

CAN ONLY BE FULLY
ANSWB3ED ETY

PROFESSIONALS
First three answers: 1. Immedi-
ately 2. Within 24 hours 3. Quali-

fied gynecologists or specially

trained surgeons. For more an-

swers, speak to a nurse, social

worker or psychologist at Pro-

fessional Scheduling Service.

(212)490-3600
24 HOURS/365 DAYS

PROFESSIONAL
SCHEDULING SERVICE. Inc.

545 Fifth Avenue. New York City 10017

ever deliberately established on a

commitment to the concept that

human rights have their origin in

God," Drinan said in his prepared
remarks.
"The founding fathers found a

common language in which to

express the convictions of the

nation at that time concerning man
as the image of God," he said.

"Today, unfortunately, political

figures and leaders of opinion

seldom, if ever, reassert that

rights are God given, innate, and
that consequently a denial of

human rights is not merely an
injustice to man but a sacrilege in

the sight of God," Father Drinan
said.

Drinan, a member of the Jesuit

order, is on leave as dean of Boston
College Law School.

"It may be that some of the

silence about the sacredness of

man and the inviolability of his

divinely bestowed rights derives
from a laudable fear of offending
certain individuals who may have
abandoned all formal belief in God
or in Divine Providence," Drinan
said.

He said, however, that "even
these individuals" have many non
theistic reasons to "abide by the

proposition that religious truths
and moral values are in-

dispensable for the health of the

American nation and the future of

the country."

Drinan and the late Cardinal
Cushing were the only two New
England men ever to receive the

medal, presented at a dinner.

Dr. Louis Finkelstein, chancellor
of the seminary, said the medal
was given to Drinan "in
recognition of the significant part
you have been playing over many
years as an educator, as one who
has given expression to the liberal

spirit and as a partisan and
exemplar of the eternal ethical and
moral values of the scriptures."

Campaign Spending Issue
Faces Nixon, Congress
WASHINGTON

( AP) - President Nixon and the Democratic Senate he
strove to change on election day are heading toward a new political
collision over the vote of legislation that would limit campaign spending
lor radio and television

Democratic leaders were to meet Monday to discuss a timetable for
action on the vote and other issues in the lame duck session of Congress
convening at noon
And Republicans already are

campaigning tor the votes to
sustain the President. It would
lake a two thirds vote in each
chamber to override Nixon and one
ol the Democratic sponsors of the
hill already has acknowledged that
would he hard to muster.
Senate Republican Leader Hugh

Scotl ut Pennsylvania said in

urging GOP support for Nixon that
the Democrats have indicated the

matter will come up soon after
Congress reconvenes.

Hut Democrats are likely to

prefer some delay While
Republicans gained two seats in

the Nov :{ elections, in the lame
duck session, they vv ill be worse off

ihan before, alter Democrat Adlai

K. Stevenson 111 ol Illinois is

seated.

Stevenson will take over from
Sen. Ralph T Smith, a Republican
as soon as his election is certified.

probably sometime this week. The
newly elected Republicans w ill not

Ik- taking office until Jan. 4. when
the new Congress convenes.
So. when Stevenson is seated.

Democrats will have a temporary
j8 to 42 vote majority. The political

dispute over broadcast spending is

likely to prove the sharper alter an

election campaign in which
Democratic National Chairman
law rence V •

» Br en said

Republican outspent Democrats by

a margin ot at least ."> to l. and
perhaps lu to i

Die lull would be effective in

1972.

And O'Brien said the outlays of

1970 point to a $50 million

Republican campaign to re-elect

Nixon in two years.

In vetoing the bill Nixon said it

might actually lead to more, rather

than less, campaign spending, as
candidates whose access to

television would be limited shift

their budgets into other ad-
vertising.

The bill would limit spending on
campaign broadcasting to seven
cents tor each vote cast for the

office involved in the previous

election, or $20,000. whichever was
higher.

It would cover candidates for

President, vice president, Senate.

House, governor and lieutenant

governor.

The bill also would require

broadcasting stations to make
political time available at the

lowest rate charged any regular

advertiser, and would suspend

equal time regulations.

The latter provision would open
the way for televised debates

between the major candidates in

the l'.tTJ Presidential election.

The final version of the bill

[wssed the Senate. 00 to 19.

Should the Senate vote to

override the veto, the issue would

be sent back to the House where
Republican Leader Gerald R Ford
has announced his opposition to the

President's position.

Trash Separation Machine
May Allow Waste Recycling

PHILADELPHIA \P>-
Scientists at the Franklin Institute

are building a machine they

predict will be able to separate 60

tons ol household trash an hour into

reusable raw material.

They think the process will help

keepAmerica irom being buried in

the estimated 4 billion tons of trash

thrown away each year and could

double the life of land fill sites.

Last spring the institute,

working under a private contract

irom Dickson Paper Fibre Inc.,

built a small model. It successtully

sorted shredded trash into paper.

glass, hard and solt plastics and
cans Last week the Public Health

Services of the Department of

Health. Kducation and Welfare.

said it would put up as much as

SaOO.iKH) for a full scale model.

The institute, devoted to

scientific and technological

research and education, said the

lull scale operating prototype is

being built to see how it works.

Institute officials hope to develop a

production model.

The pilot model, which looked

something like a farm hay bailer,

was dismantled several months

ago It used wire screens, shakers

and a paddle wheel to separate

the trash. The wheel threw the

trash, and according to the weight,

the cans landed in one bin, plastics

m another, paper in another.

Dickson, a used paper broker

originally backed the idea as a way

to extract paper from trash. The

institute discovered with just a

little modification the machine

could handle all kinds of trash.

•This has got two good ap-

plications." said William

McOarity. Dickson president. "It

lets us reclaim some raw materials

and will attack the problem of

waste material We can recycle

some of household trash back into

the economy."
Table scraps are not much of a

problem, according to Larry

Hcrkowit/. an institute engineer

who worked on the project

"The preponderance of
household trash is packaging
materials." he said After the trash
is sorted, by the machine, the table

scraps can be cleaned out by hand
McGarity estimated that 650

pounds of reusable raw materials
can be salvaged from each 1,000

pounds of trash. The rest would
have to be burned or buried, like

now.
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Foothai/CharterJetCrash
Kills75 In West Virginia

KENOVA, W. Va. tAP)-A brush with tree tops on a high ridge rising in front of a rainy airport runway
was blamed Sunday for sending Marshall University's chartered football jetliner cartwheeling into a
hillside, killing all 75 persons aboard. "If it hadn't been for those trees, he would have probably made it.

It was that close," said John H. Heed, chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board.
Heed and federal investigators

combed the backwoods area eight
miles west of Huntington for clues
Sunday, while firemen finished the
task of carrying chared bodies
from the twisted, burnt wreckage
of the plane that carried Mar-
shall's hard luck football team, its

coaching staff, boosters and
others.

The disaster was the second in

less than two months to cut down a
college football team. But in-

vestigators found no similarity
with the 31 death Whichita State
crash in the Kocky Mountains east
ol Denver Oct. 2, which killed 14

players.

The Southern Airways
twinengine DO), dropping through
a curtain of rain clouds toward the

Tri-State Airport alter dark
Saturday, sheered off the thick

tops of poplar and locust trees on
the ridge, leaving a trail of metal in

the bramble below.

While it was the Thundering
Herd's fourth road game ol the

season, all other road trips were
made by bus. The university

chartered the plane tor the trip to

more distant Greenville, N.C.,
where Marshall lost earlier
Saturday to Fast Carolina 17-14.

The plane plunged into the

muddy hillside on the opposite side

ol the hollow two miles short of its

intended target in this south-

western state area, cartwheeled
upside clown and burst into flames
A special FBI team was still

trying to identity the blackened
bodies late Sunday.
At least 44 ot the bodies are the

Marshall University players and
coaches other victims included
some ol Huntington's most
prominent people three doctor!
city councilman, a newly elected

state legislator and the town of

TU.iKKi were lett grid stricken.

Monday and Tuesday were
declared days of mourning on the

K.jtHi student Marshall campus

There will be no classes.

There was a midnight memorial
service on campus Saturday night
and another memorial was
scheduled for Sunday A memorial
service also was being held on the
campus of Fast Carolina. The East
Carolina football players and
coaches held a private memorial
earlier.

The crash was a tragic end for a
tootball team that had hoped it was
on its way to better luck after hard
times in recent years.

In the last three years Marshall's

football team was suspended I rom
the Mid American Conference and
placed on probation by regulatory
agencies for recruiting violations,

had seen two coaches reassigned
and another fired, and had
hungered through one streak of 27

games without tasting victory.

Heed Hew into Huntington early
Sunday to begin a month long in-

vestigation into the cause of the
crash, which he described as "one
of the greatest tragedies in the
annals of aviation history in our
country."

U Thant Warns U.N.

Of Housing Shortage

(AP) U.N Secretary General I

Thant says 47 million new
dwellings will have to be built

every year between now and the
year 2000 to house the world's
growing population

He makes that estimate in a
report soon U> come up in the

General Assembly's Social
Committee. He says the building
industry is not geared tor the job
and governments and international

organizations are not doing enough
to see that it gels clone.

Thant's 83 page report concerns
"the problems and priorities
confronting member states m the
field ot housing, building and
planning." The assembly asked
him lor it last year and agreed to

take it up as a matter ol high
priority in the current three month
session, started Sept 15.

The secretary general cites IN.

estimates that between the years
1970and 2000, world population will
grow Irom about 3.6 trillion to
about ti hilhon. He says that means
about 14 billion new dwellings in

the next M) years will require a
new will by governments and the
internal lonal co mm unit \

Programs must be created, made
effective, and integrated in
national plans

"Building construction remains
unproductive, disorganized, un
derdeveloped, inefficienl and
primitive," be says, and it must be
geared up for its big job through
improved efficiency in the
manufacture ol building
materials, improved productivity
at the building site and the coii

version ol construction into "a
single highly integrated industrial
process

A graduate school that's

more fire than smoke.
Only Honeywell offers a computer course
designed exclusively for college graduates.

Our postgraduate program for managerial
candidates

No matter what your major was. If you can
qualify, you'll be ready to learn computers
from one of the world's top computer manu-
facturers and leading educators. Honeywell

You'll find yourself ready for the fastest

growing industry around. An industry that

1

doubles in size and opportunity every five

years.

Which could make your future pretty

bright All you have to do to light the fire is

mail this coupon. Or call (617) 272 8100.
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Admissions Officer - Postgraduate Studies
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
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5 Old Concord Road
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Honeywell
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Frosh Queen Voting Takes Place This Week

•v

w I

Five finalists have been chosen for the 1970-1971 Freshmen Queen Contest and voting Klissa Segal and Martha Vinal. Pictures of the ladies will be on display in the Student

b> freshmen students to select a winner will take place Monday thru Thursday in the I'nion Lobby and announcement of the winner will take place at ceremonies preceding

Student I'nion Lobby this week. the I Mass-Boston College football game Saturday, Nov. 21.

The contests are sponsored yearly by the Maroon Keys and the finalists are selected on The Maroon Keys once again request the support of the majority of Freshmen students

the basis of a variety of talents and characteristics.
"m choosing this year's Freshmen Queen, i MIM Photos by Gib Fullerton)

This year's contestants are from left to right, Joy Felske, Diane llalvey, Mary Kurtz,

N ational CommitteeMan
Speaks to YSA Group
Lee Smith, a member of the national committee of the Young Socialist

Alliance, will speak on The Current State of the Student Radical

Movement" tonight at 8 PM in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, IV/u UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

CC Housing Planned For Students

During Thanksgiving Vacation

The talk will deal with the dif-

lerent tendencies in American
radical politics today, giving a

brief history . a description of

present political position, and
potential for growth of such
organizations as the Young
Workers Liberation League
lYWLL), the Young People's

Socialist League I YPSL>, Students

lor a Democratic Society (SDS).

and the Young Socialist Alliance

iYSA).
Smith will discuss the views of

each of these organizations on such

issues in the Movement as
Women's and Third World
Liberation, the anti-War
movement, and the tactics for

achieving a radical transformation

of American society. If you have
ever been confused by the alphabet

soup oi Left politics tonight is the

night to learn where every group

stands.

Smith is a member of the

national committee of the Young
Socialist Alliance and is also

associate editor of the In-

ternational Socialist Review. He
was previously news editor of

WGGO in Minneapolis and the

associate editor of the Minnesota

Daily.

He has long been an active

participate in American radical

politics and so w ill speak from first

hand experience on the different

tendencies in today's Movement.
The Militant Forum is a weekly

series of lectures and discussions

on radical politics. It is presented

as a service to the I'Mass com-
munity by the Young Socialist

Alliance.

By CLAUDIAHAMBERG
News Editor

The Campus Center Governing
Board voted last week to direct the
Campus Center management to

house dormitory students during
the Thanksgiving recess, with the
difference between the Campus
Center room fee and the fee set for
dormitory accommodations to be
subsidized by the CCG Board.
This part of the motion, as

passed, reads: "Moved to direct
the Campus Center management
to house dormitory students cer-
tified by the Housing Office during
the Thanksgiving recess, 1970, for
the fee of $18 per double room, per
night. Thirteen dollars of the fee
will be subsidized by the CCG
Board and the remaining $5 will be
billed equally divided by the two
students."

The CCG Board followed by one
day Student Senate action on the
vacation housing issue, raised
because of student opposition to

BUDWEISER

E

presents

Plus an outstanding
cast of stars in...

"SWING OUT SWEET LAND"

Duke does his first

TV special for the

King of Beers ...

and that is special!

Sunday, Nov. 29
8:30-10 P.M. EST

NBC-TV
(Check for local time and station)

j^jtMi^jimyjjyd^j^^jy^

University's policy of opening
dorms during vacations on an
alphabetical basis.

The Senate moved that dorms
may volunteer use of their

facilities for students not going
home, and receive any profit

resulting from fees paid by
students staying in the rooms.
The CCG Board motion provides

only for Thanksgiving, 1970,

housing. It is hoped that the

voluntary system will be in

operation before this year's
Christmas recess.

Three amendments proposed by
CCG Board treasurer Robert Nims
were added to the original motion
presented by the space and finance

committees.
One recommended that the Student
Senate and the Treasurer's office

reach agreement on future dorm

vacation use and financing. The
second expressed support for a

senate bill on voluntary dorm
system.
The third amendment resolved

that the Athletic Department will

be billed for the fees of any student
required to remain because of
athletic events or practice.

In discussion before passage of

the motion, Associate Dean of
Student. Daniel Fitzpatrick was
questioned on housing during past
Thanksgiving recesses. He noted
that an average of thirty students
were housed for the recesses of

past years, but that the number to

be housed this year cannot be
certain until the application
dedline passes. Eighty double
rooms in the Campus Center are
open for the holiday weekend at
this time.

Draft Resistance

On "Focus" Tonight
Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA, will broadcast an interview with an

American draft resister now living in Canada.
The interview, presented as a special feature of "Focus," was taped

last September by "Focus" moderator Kenneth Mosakowski, who
traveled to Canada to gain information about the "Toronto Anti-Draft
Programme*' one of numerous organizations which aids American
military deserters and draft resisters in crossing the border and re-
establishing themselves safely in Canada.
The draft resister, Darryl Robertson, formerly of Concord, New

Hampshire, graduated from UMass in I969with a major in astronomy. In
his senior year in high school, Robjgflp won first place in the New
England Science Fair for his stu^^^jimass of the planet Jupiter. He
was elected to a national honor sociefyTPhi Eta Sigma, in his freshman
year in college, and while a cadet in the Air Force ROTC program at the
University, he received the Chicago Tribune Award for superior
academix achievement.
Robertson applied for conscientious objector status early in 1969, but

his claim was rejected both by his local draft board and by the New
Hampshire State Appeals Board. Faced with prospects of arrest and a
possible five-year prison term and $10,000 fine for refusing to be inducted
into the Army, he decided to leave the country and start anew in Canada
Tonight's interview traces the events of Robertson's escape and his

efforts to begin a new life as an expatriot in exile.

Directory Of Speakers
Offered By Mortar Board

The UMass chapter of Mortar
Board, senior women's honor
society, is in the process of

organizing an Internal Speakers
Bureau for the University campus.
The project will provide a direc-

tory of speakers willing to address
any dormitory or organization and
various topics available.

Any students, faculty, ad-
ministrators, or staff interested in

speaking on topics of their choice
may be listed in the Internal

Speakers Bureau directory by
filling out forms provided by
Mortar Board. These forms may
be obtained at the Dean of

Women's Office, by calling Jane
Killinger at 546-5498, or by writing
to Mortar Board. RSO Office.

This new service office project
was begun by Mortar Board to help
the many dorms, clubs, and
organizations looking for speakers
for lectures and informal get-

togethers. Copies of the directory
of speakers and topics will be
distributed to all dormitoi

.

fraternities and sororities RSO
groups, and car.pus organizations

The UMa:«s Isogon Chapter of

Mortar Board includes 20 senior
women and functions mainly as a
service group. As another project.
Mortar Board members visit high
schools across the state where they
present slide programs and answer
questions that high school students
may have about UMass.

Review

MFA Play Something Special
By DON GLICKSTEIN

Staff Reporter
My usual trite notes that are

scrawled on most play programs
were absent Saturday night as I

reviewed The Kccentricities of a
\ightingale, the MFA thesis
production of Miss Judith Willner.
In their place were comments, not
about the blocking or the play's
cohesiveness, nor about the set
design or the acting; rather, the
.seribblings were thoughts and
phrases that the production had
induced in my mind:
"...don't want someone I can

control...we meet people, love and
leave them... companionship) is

something, but it's not enuf... knee
against thigh- pressure of my knee
against your thigh. ..'that takes the

Resident
To Begin

The first of two three-day
residencies this season by leading

American contemporary dance
companies will take place at

UMass this week with the ap-

pearance of the Paul Taylor Dance
Company.
Tuesday evening, the company

will perform Lento with music by
Haydn, Big Bertha with music
from a collection of The Gay
Nineties Melody Museum of St.

Louis and Churchyard with music
by Cosmos Savage. Wednesday,
the Paul Taylor Company will offer

Post Meridian with music for

magnetic tape by Evelyn Loherfer

DeBoeck; Agathe's Tale with
music by Carlos Surinach and
Public Domain with music collage

by John Herbert McDowell.
All works have been

choreographed by Paul Taylor.

Both performances are scheduled

curse off a little. ..'the poetry of

science... 'before you love, you
have to learn how to walk over
snow ...little people fascinate her,
they ' re so short . . .

:

'some people die
empty handed. ..'I'm eccentric,
I'm not so eccentric that I don't
have that ordinary human need for

love'...and in our own way, we
survive, each of us, alone..."

stage. The theme was one familiar
with our age, and indeed with all

ages - how an "eccentric", a
person of special qualities, copes
with his world. A common theme it

is, but the justice done to it by the

playwrite, Tennessee Williams,
and the cast and the director made
it an uncommon experience.

One last note. Debbie Hull, a
junior, played the part of the ec-
centric nightingale. To keep the
intensity of character that Miss
Hull kept for two hours, to ac-
tually live and think the eccentric,
as Miss Hull lived and thought, is

an accomplishment that should be
recognized far beyond the stage at
the Commonwealth Room.

Eccentricities, not unlike a
campfire on a cold night or early
morning, or a candle, placed on a
table between you and fine music,
contained that intangibility that is

capable of transporting the viewer
far away into his own thoughts,
while keeping him addicted and
transfixed to the warmth of the

Dance Program
With Taylor

for 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
Reserved tickets are priced at

$1.50 for all students; $2.50 for all

faculty and $3 for others. They
may be obtained through the Fine
Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter
Hall. Remaining tickets will be
available at Bowker Box Office one
hour before each concert.

The residency will conclude
Thursday, Nov. 19 at 10:30 a.m.
when Mr. Taylor will give a master
class in the studio of the Women's
Physical Education Building.

Concert ticket buyers may obtain

complimentary tickets to the
master class from the Fine Arts

Council Office. The three-day

residency is jointly sponsored by
the University Fine Arts Council,

Massachusetts Council on Arts and
Humanities and The National
Endowment for the Arts.

Cannonball Adderly

Black Actor's Group Play

Featured Part of Ed. Week

The Black Actors Group, per-

forming in the play "FOR LOVE
OF FREEDOM." has been
described by Irv Letofsky, Min-

neapolis Tribune Staff Writer, as

"just about the best thing to come
out of St. Paul since Scotch Tape."

Through the efforts of Kapa Sigma
Pi Honor Society and the Human
Relations Center, UMass students

have the opportunity to see this

performance twice during the

School of Education's Marathon.

The group is composed of thir-

teen black former or present

students of St. Paul's Washington

High School, aged fourteen to

twenty-one who have molded into

an amateur performing ensemble

that hopes to envolve itself into a

professional touring company.
Irv Letofsky's article goes on to

describe the performance in the

following manner:
"The show is an hour and a half

review of Afro-American history

told in dance, music, and drama,

written and directed by 18-year-old

Carlos Anderson, who wants to

study theater at the University of

Minnesota.

"But that sounds too dull.

Whereas there is nothing new

added to the story of black op-

pression, it is told with such spirit

and talent that the standing

ovation was the only obvious

conclusion of a powerful evening.

'It may sound charitable to

make such judgement of young

..muteurs but it is fully deserved.

in the simple sense of ci creating

theatrical excitement alone. The

.motion dispiays a wondertul

i
, ig for « sembte rarely found

m ••'
s(>m> l i< excel'.

'cars

"The story is told in five scenes-
Africa, Slavery, Freedom, Church
and Daily Life. The church scene,

which is used to emphasize the

black man's devotion to

Christianity, nonetheless is done
mainly as a comic parody of a

black man's service. A splendid

satire.

"The finale covers the black

community divided by ideological

arguments that resolve only with a

unified demand for freedom.
"The group consists of Carlos,

Rhonda, LaVerne and Crystal

Anderson; Darryl and Gary
Howard; Derek, Robyn and Shawn
Mayberry; Denise Johnson,
Michael Lamb, Robert Williams
and Peggy Willis."

Mr. Letofsky has not been the

only individual to commend the

play and cast. They have received

state acclaim for their per-

formances, and have gotten per-

sonal rewards such as letters from
inmates at Stillwater State Prison,

where they had the opportunity to

do two performances. They have
also had receptions given by
prominant individuals and
organizations in Minnesota.
The play will be given Thursday

night, November 19, at Amherst
Regional High School and Friday
afternoon, November 20 at the

School of Education. Tickets for

both performances are $2.00 for the

general public and $1.50 for un-

dergraduates and may be obtained

at the Ticket Office in the Student

Union. University of

Massachusetts (you may write for

tickets there I . You will also be able

to purchase some tickets at Mills

House on - tuitteyi between the

C've as well as
oom I ih< School

iti« House.

Paul Taylor

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Cannonball Adderly

Slated This Week
The Julian "Cannonball" Adderly Quintet will be in-residence at

UMass on Friday and Saturday, under the auspices of the University's
Fine Arts Council. Two evening concerts and two seminar/workshops by
this noted group on the general theme: "This history and evolution of
black music" will take place during the residency.
Concerts at 8:00 P.M. in Bowker Auditorium are scheduled for Friday,

November 20th and Saturday, November 21st. Reserved tickets for these
events are priced at $1.50 for UMass undergraduates; $2.00 for UMass
grad. students and other students; $2.50 for UMass faculty/staff and
$3.00 for the general public and mav be obtained bv contacting the Fine
Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall. Remaining tickets will be available at
Bowker Box Office one hour before each concert. A telephone reaching
both box offices is 545-0202.

The first of two seminar/workshops by this outstanding black ensemble
will be held in the School of Education Auditorium at 1:30 PM ~n
Friday, November 20th. The final seminar/workshop will be at 2:00 PM
in The Black Cultural Center (Mill House) at 2:00 P.M. on Saturday,
November 21 The seminar/workshops will be offered free of charge.

Win a Ski Week at

JACKSON HOLE
with Suzy Chaffee and Pepi Stiegler

Imagine skiing the "Gentle Giant,"

Jackson Hole, with Suzy Chaffee

and Pepi Steigler. It's part of

SALOMON SKI BINDING'S
special college contest. Includes

round-trip air fare from your
hometown to Jackson Hole,

room, all meals, lift tickets, lessons

and a free pair of SALOMON SKI

BINDINGS! Giamorous former

U.S. Ski Team member Suzy and

Olympic gold medalist Pepi will

be there for personal instruction

or just fun-skiing. Enter today.

SALOMON BINDING "SKIWEEK"
CONTEST RULES
It's easy! Just write a funny caption for this

whacky Bob Cram cartoon. Use "SALOMON
BINDINGS" in the caption somewhere and mail

to us along with the cartoon, your name, address

and ski dealer. Enter as many times as you like.

Contest closes midnight December 31, 1970. En-

tries will be judged on the basis of originality and
humor and remain the property of A & T Ski

Company. Top runner-up entries will receive free

SALOMON BINDINGS.

'***

•Be sure to use SALOMON BINDINGS within your caption.

Name

Address

-

City State- I'P-

College

Name of your Ski Dealer^

Mail entries to:
SALOMON COLLEGE CONTEST. A & T SKI COMPANY
1 725 Westlake Avenue North. Seattle, Washington 98109

Salomon

SALOMON SKI BINDINGS
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Spotting Feds
WASHINGTON-In the past month we have seen 15 FBI agents drop out

of the John Jay College of Criminal Jutice in New York because a

professor made critical remarks about J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI's
stalwart leader.

Following this, 1 1 FBI employees were ordered to drop out of the course

on "Violence in America" at American University because the professor

there cast aspersions on Mr. Hoover's leadership.

There will probably be more of this as time goes on, and it is con-

ceivable that every university in the country could soon be on J. Edgar
Hoover's black list.

What isn't generally known is that there is a conspiracy among
university professors to criticize J. Edgar Hoover publicly.

This is why they're doing it:

It is assumed that the FBI has planted undercover agents in all the

major universities in the country. These undercover agents look exactly

like radical students. They have long hair, wear beards, go shoeless and
use all the obscene words. In the past they have been impossible to spot

on campus.
But not long ago a professor a Midwestern college made some

derogatory remarks about J . Edgar Hoover. Three of the radical students

immediately walked out of the class in a huff. Everyone was very sur-

prised when they announced they were leaving the school.

It turned out they were FBI undercover agents, whose job it had been to

infiltrate the radical movement.
They had been ordered to put up with any indignity to win the con-

fidence of the radicals, except to sit there and take criticism of Mr.
Hoover.

A few weeks later in California, a professor in government statistics

made the point that the higher the crime rate rose in the United States,

the more kudos J. Edgar Hoover received from Congress and the Ad-
ministration. The professor was trying to show that bad news does not

necessarily bring criticism from government. He said that as far as his

statistics showed, there hasn't been a year when the FBI did not report a
rise in crime in the United States, and each time it did, Mr. Hoover
received congratulations from the President.

Two radical students in his class broke into tears and announced they

could no longer stay in school. It was a blow to everyone, because one of

the undercover agents had just been elected president of the SDS and had
been in charge of an antiwar demonstration in Gov. Reagan's office.

Well, these two incidents suddenly made professors all over the country

realize that the easiest way to spot an FBI undercover agent was to

criticize J. Edgar Hoover.

And so professors are now waging a campaign to make remarks about

the head of the FBI.
The FBI knows, of course, what is happening, but they're caught in a

bind. If they keep their agents on campus to catch the people responsible

for student violence, they will be exposing FBI employees to defamatory

remarks about Mr. Hoover.

So far the FBI has left it up to the individual agents to decide whether to

stay or leave. But they're proud that in every case so far when someone

has sullied J. Edgar Hoover's name, the FBI undercover agent has in-

dignantly dropped out of school.

Seize The Town
The town of Amherst, to the casual observer is a

quaint, liberal comminity, scenic in the old Yankee
New England tradition, liberal in the college town
tradition.

But the town of Amherst is not the most friendly of

places for students. In fact, it has become at times, a
menacing, oppressive village that really does not

respect its citizens' rights, at least student rights.

For students are the principal citizens. They are the
virtual complete economy, the main source of
housing. If all students got up and left today, Amherst
would have no economy, would be bankrupt, would be
unable to maintain much of what it has built.

That's why it's hard to understand, why freaks are
harassed at Log's by Town cops, why slum lords

maintain garbage pits called apartments and charge
inflated rents to students, why merchants, up prices to

ridiculous levels.

There are hazy facts about residency requirements

for voting. But, the fact is, that though students in-

variably register to vote in their home towns, they

should do it in Amherst where they are most affected,

where they no the local situations.

It can be said that Amherst is the main residence of

students. They leave the campus for three months a

year for what is officially termed vacation. Why can't

they make their voting residence the place they live

the majority of the year, Amherst, instead of

someplace they are living in for only the fraction of

the time.

University students could easily have a sizeable say
in the town that most affects them. Hopefully a sub-
stantial student voice in town government could
curtail the wholesale opression of the main source of

Amherst economy her student population.

Don Glickstein

The Human Condition - II

"And this is how it's done, isn't it? This is how you
love"' This is what is expected of one, isn't it?"
The lonely people walk down and up the Southwest

Mall at night.

One of them plays a recorder in the tunnel.

Marion is working in the almost-deserted library.

A candle in the center of a room, and the record
plays the music of a man, alone, with his music.
How many are there, people, alone, with not even

one something that keeps them living, not even one
someone tliat keeps them loving?

"I woke before day to streets washed with grey,
shook the dust from my eyes, from my lips the lies,

sight turning to a shadowed face I had held by the
grace of God-a questionable gift."

There are no men, there are no women, no blacks
and no whites, no Christians and no Heathens. There
are only lonely people and people in love. The human
condition.

DeGaulle died last week. Before him, Richard
Hofstadter, Wayland Smith, and Al Lonon. Hector
Rojas passed away, too, on the cold, stone, sheltered
steps of a building on lower Broadway -his blood was
black from gangrene. But let us not mourn the death
of men, let us celebrate their lives.

The boy sent his love carnations. He should have

sent her love.

Whether it is what Schumer once berated as ' 'puppy
love", or whether it is Camus' one or two true loves of

a century, it is real. For love is not an object of

nomenclature, but a process, a movement, a con-

tinuing
, an exploring of the limits of self and of the

depths of another.

"JULIE. Why was I so terribly attracted to you?
The weak to the strong, the falling to the rising? Or
was it love? Is that love? Do you know what love is?

JEAN. Do I? You bet I do. Do you think I never had
a girl before?"
Who cares about those who love their neighbors 9

How about loving their enemies?
Zhivago and Lara in the ice blue summer house in

winter, Zhivago writing while Lara sleeps. "Breakfast
at Tiffanys ', kissing in the rain. Joe Buck and Ratzo
Rizzo.

"Then the lover

Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad

Made to his mistress' eyebrow"
(As You Like It)

So we sang with our blood and we laughed with out

tears, we loved with our breaths in the youth of our
years of our years.
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Campus Comment

Just A Heavy . . .
B.O.P.U.! The Unfallen Sky

To the Editor:

On Saturday night, a female undergraduate was carried out of the Cage
on a stretcher, after having been trampled upon by a mob of students who
were attempting to force their way in without tickets. Several people I

know witnessed the incident and were rather shocked by it In spite of the
sorrow and sympathy which I feel for the victim, I was not really shocked
to hear that the trampling had occured. Saturday night was merely an
extreme expression of a general pattern of inconsiderateness and
rudeness that is an accepted and cherished part of dorm life at this
university.

There is very little respect for privacy inside a typical low or high rise
dorm. There are many different types of people living on one corridor.
Some of them share common interests and personality traits; many
don't. But the one thing all students share is the corridor on which they
live.

For the past three years I have been rather disgusted by the manner in

which so many students ignore the rights of those people who desire to

study or sleep. It is not uncommon for a stereo to be blasting from the
hours of 12 to 4 A.M. nor is it any less consistant to observe many in-

considerate individuals running up and down the corridor during the
early hours of the morning, talking in loud voices, and completely
ignoring the fact that they might have woken up anywhere from one to

thirty-five people.

But the tragedy of their behavior is much more deeply rooted than the

noise level. We must look at the foundation and general attitude which

underlies this rudeness. Usually when a person is blasting his stereo, he is

not attempting to be offensive to others on his corridor. Most of the time

the thought doesn't even enter his mind that his loudness is offensive. In

order lor a person to be offensive, there must exist an individual or a

group to offend. This type of rudeness can be ruled out, because for the

most part loud people never come close to conceptualizing the

relationship of one corridor and thirty people.

The height of this inconsiderateness is evident when certain individuals

begin to mock the entire concept of privacy after they have been con-

fronted, and the concept explained to their intellect. Thir type of rudeness

is manifested in such action as living on a "quiet corridor", only to have a

number of misfits yell at the top of their lungs: "Quiet you guys, this is

the quiet corridor!
-

' Pretty funny, huh"' Well relate this type of ignorance,

immaturity, and line reflection of upbringing to the girl being trampled

at the Cage That's even funnier!

JIMDUBAN

Homecoming!

To the Editor:

Attention

We accuse the pigs at the Saturday night concert of the following

things:

I • Protecting only the economic interest of the university by selectively

picking out people trying to get into the concert when they are actually

living beings whoare trying to participate in their culture. The number of

pigs, the number of busts, and the complete harrassmentand terrorism is

indicative of the increase of repressive forces on this campus, and the

"solution" of the failings of this academic institution.

2) As proof of the first charge was the obvious disregard for the safety

<>l all the students there by not making any attempts to alleviate the

pushing in the crowd, and then opening only one door that only allowed

two people in at a time, of a line of two thousand. The result was a surge

lor the door, attempted busting of those that had no tickets, and as

evidence of the force involved the fence was pushed over and many

people were crushed against it as it went down. WHERE WERE THE
PIGS THEN'.' It was the students that made the final regulation of the

crowd, and helped to prevent injuries. As usual the students were the only

ones to support their own actions, and the pigs were only there to protect

the imperialists' interests.

3) It was not until the doors were literally smashed down was the

concert declared free. This shows that the pigs interest is not in accord

with the students safety and culture. As another example of concern with

only money the pigs, concert managers, and university planners try to

pack thousands of people into a crummy, small, outdated building, yet

they spend millions on conventions, the Campus Center Hotel, fancy bars,

fancy cork walls, football stadiums for the alumni, and a Fine Arts center

that is billedas the "Gateway to UMass." What are we, a bunch of whores

in a whorehouse? To be admired on the outside, but with nothing left for

ourselves? Furthermore this is only done on selective weekends, i.e.

Homecoming-the name and whole concept connected with it is totally

irrelavent to the students and their interests.

The blue pigs are regulated and controlled by the pigs in gray to only

protect their own vested interests, and to make decisions that control our

lives without giving a damn for us. This is a question of student rights that

we have been cheated out of. We demand the resignation and public

apologies of the following: the chief of pigs and every little swine, Tippo

and his henchmen, the concert managers, and every organization and

person on this campus that has sold out and sold us out with them.

DAVID COHEN, RICHARD STRAHAN, MARTY BECK, D.H. RICH-

MOND

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

numl>er tall of which will be withheld upon request). The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication

the editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

To the Editor:

STUDENTS, have you noticed a

peculiar stench flowing from the

Southwest portion of this campus?
If so, you know that there are no
washing machines left in Moore,
Pierpont, and Cance House. Ap-

parently, they all have been ripped
on and the washing machine
company has removed ALL of the

machines from each of these three

dorms. In order for an inhabitant

of one of these dorms to put

through a laundry, he would be
forced to invade the rights of

Washington Tower, the closest

dorm with operable washing
facilities. This invasion would
cause two serious problems for the

residents of Washington: 1. an
increased security risk due to a
large number of strange people

entering the dorm, and 2. This

would cause a lack of availability of

their own washing facilities!

Why should 1400 students, the

number of residents in these 4

dorms, have to suffer for the ac-

tions of a few vandals and also, lor

the PKiheadedness of the washing
machine company who place the

value of their property above the

cleanliness of their patrons!

FRAN FANNING
RONNIE ROSOFF
BOBSHULMAN

The Answer

To the Editor:

I would like to address myself to

the various parties to the Mideast
dilemma.

If you will grant:

That the biggest single con-

tributor to the Mideast quandary
was British duplicity, but there is

plenty of blame for everyone else

involved;

That Israel really does exist and
is the home of 2.5 million Jews,

among them the descendents of the

600,000 who were expelled from

Arab lands;

That Palestine would also exist

were it not for the imperialist in-

vasion by 7 neighboring countries

in 1948.

That recent experience shows
that Jews cannot depend on their

rights or even their lives being

respected by neighboring states;

and that the causes and con-

sequences of this anxiety /hostility

will take decades to erase;

That many Arabs fear that they

would be second class citizens in

the State of Israel, and seek a

nationalistic self-determinism
within which they hope to realize

satisfaction of their just needs and
desires:

Then:

Why not rise above subsidiary

name-calling, hate-mongering,
and blame searching; why not

accept the fact that both Zionists

and Arabs were fundamentally
victims of conflicting promises
made them by a desperate
Britain?

Why not seek a solution within

the limits of reality, a solution

acknowledging the legitimacy of

conflicting claims, but sacrificing

some self-righteous demands in the

interest of a just and durable

compromise.
Why not two countries, as so

often proposed: an Israeli and a

Palestinian nation, satisfying the

legitimate desires of both parties

for self-determination. Why not

two cousin states, an economic
union, a thoroughly progressive

common market in the Middle
East? Why not this reasonable

compromise, which could offer

peace, prosperity, and self-

awareness to the place where it

was all first at?

RICHARD B. COLLIER

To The Editor:

The last time most of us were on campus, the sky was about to fall in.

President Nixon had gone against the advice of Chicken Little and. ..well.

Everybody Who Is Anybody...and attacked the North Vietnamese bases

in Cambodia. We all "knew" what might result: an Asian Land War of

Momentous Proportions, Chinese Volunteers, Nuclear Holocaust; even

worse, adverse world opinion! Everywhere some big name on campus
was warning us of the impending disaster; warning that one, two, or all of

the above would soon occur.

I'm glad I didn't run off to Canada or Australia. I'll be more sceptical

next time.

Perhaps we should all develop that healthy scepticism which onc<

characterized Americans. Getting an education at college, rather tha

an indoctrination, requires a questioning attitude, not only aboi

Motherhood and Apple Pie, but also about the Welfare State and Grape
When the liberal-left element on campus asks you to question yoi

values, you mip,ht direct a few questions in their direction. Like:

Who finances dissent in a country where the government controls th<

jobs'.'

What stimulates creativity? Is it connected with economic freedom

'

Why would anyone work in a factory in the early industrial revolution in

England? How many died? Now many died while Communist Russia or

China industrialized?

Is it capitalism or government welfarism which is responsible for Un-

economic and moral plight of American Blacks'.'

If socialism and communism mean equality, why do the Russians treat

Russian Jews as second-class citizens?

I wish I had thought to ask my professors these questions earlier, but

now that the sky hasn't fallen, perhaps I will. This semester 1 may even

get up the nerve to ask why the sky hasn't lallen, thai is. why Chinese

volunteers aren't in Cambodia, why our casualty figures are down, win

more Iroops are being withdrawn, why
Of course, questioning my profs' opinions may involve l>eing a bit more

radical than they'd like me to be. You ask too. O.K.?
UMASS Y VF

New UMass NUC
To The Editor:

Last year, in response to a sense of isolation among radicals and to the

growing necessity for a sense of community and mutual support, several

laculty and graduate students in the area formed a local chapter ol New
University Conference. NUC is a national organization of radicals whu
work in. around, and in spite of institutions ol higher education.

Thus far NUC has primarily served a support and communication
function for radicals in Ihe 5-coMcfjE area. We have also begun to for

initiate possible outlines for a radical studies program. This year v\i

hope to continue and expand last year's activities and to initiate sonii

new programs. There is the possibility ol our doing a radio show and Iht

necessity for an organized response to Ihe conservatively oriented

talsely labeled Faculty Group for Academic Freedom
NUC is not committed to any rigid program however - it is noli

sectarian in its politics, and open to developing to serve the various need-

of radical academics. It also provides a means whereby we can affiliate

with and learn from other radicals around the country. We will !»«

holding an open meeting this Monday, November W at 7:«) p.m. in Room
K17 of the New Campus Center.

We look forward to meeting you.

Venccreinos

JOHNCLAYTON
HOWARDGADL1N
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Tomorrow's Schedule

For Something Else, 70
Something Else '70" is a live-day happening at the School of

Education this week. Subtitled -Alternate Futures in Education.'' this

wick long symposium and multi-media fair offers talks, tapings. music.

drama, games, demonstrations, films, workshops, and numerous other

activities. All university students and faculty and anyone else who is

interested are invited to attend. All classes in the School of Education are

cancelled during the fair.

t 'diversity students may earn modular credits by participating in

Something Else 70". Each hour of participation will offer one-half mod
11 edit, and fifteen mod credits will equal one graduation credit from the

School of Education.

I he Daily Collegian presents abbreviated schedules of "Something

Else "70" activities. Due to space limitations, the schedule cannot be

punted here in its entirety Completed schedules will be available in the

School of Education and the Northeast Area, where most of the activities

are being held.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

• 00

Rcom 228 Mathematics Learning Center

9:00 12:00

Mark's Meadow integrated Day Workshop.

Mark's Meadow Observation Corridor

9:00

Room 128 Culture Confrontation Situational

Exercise or "How l Learn to Blow My Nose in

Atqanastan by Watching Television ." Center

tor international Education.

10:00

Children's Library Computer Games Come

and Play Games With a Computer. Hap

Peelle

Montague Attic Beautiful Junk. Discussion

and demonstration of materials made from

mnk
Mark's Meadow Basement Cardboard

Carpentry This event will give you an op

portunity to plan and construct tables, puppet

theaters, r oom d iv id ers, chairs, chalkboard, or

whatever. All materials are provided Carl

Hoagland

NE Johnson Rec Room A Studio Project in

Environmental Design Participants Please

bnngwith you (1) a few sheets of paper about

12 x 18. (2) any art media of your choice sucn

as paints, pastel, crayon you name it.

NE Leach Main Lounge Food for Thought:

Educators Under Rate It Robert Choate,

Citizens Advocate, Former Special Advisor to

Robert Finch in the area of nutrition

Auditorium Electric Playpen: Media ex

perience in creative expression. Participants

may bring their own films and slides.

Rm 226 The Community in Education

Resources for Change.

NE Lewis Mam Lounge Environmental

issues and their treatment in the public

schools

Rm 225 Campus Travel Marathon - a

practicum in basic information gathering and

organizing Plan to spend all day travel to a

campus - find out who's doing what, when and

why analyze the situation and evaluate the

experience with the Clearinghouse

NE Dwight Main Lounge Relaxation and

Creative Tension Human Relations Center

11:00

TV Studio Commercial television techniques

and how they can be adopted to promote

educational ideas

Rm 128 Development of a Community Sup

ACTION LAB
Meeting Monday, Nov 16th 7 IS P M room

area 905 909 Campus Center, 9th floor.

ASME—AIAA
Panel discussion with industrial placement

interviewers from Monsanto Company and

Combustion Engineering, Tuesday, Nov. 17th

7 30 P M. Campus Center room 174.

UNIVERSITY Qf MASSACHUSETTS

port System for Environmental Education

Auditorium Multi Media Presentation on

individual Alienation Tom Clark.

Rm 122 "New Orthodoxy Next Nightmare "

Montaque »5 Elitism in Education: The
Brazilian Educational System. John Blacken

13:00

Montague Attic The Secret of Life. Every two
Minutes until 1:00 p.m Peter Nichols

NE Dminq Commons Blue Rm Education in

the Seventies: A View from 2001. Glenn

Hawkey
Rm 228 Serendipity and Systems in

Organizational Decision Making. Dick Cof

tinq

Auditorium "Summerhill," "No Reason to

Stay." See film notes.

Rm 128 "Contemporary Social Problems
Facing School Administrators" Mr Theodore
Holmes, Huntington High School.

Rm 226 Outward Bound and the High School

1:00

Rm 122 Comprehensive Achievement
Monitoring (CAM).
Childrens Library Computer Games: Come
and Play Games with a Computer Hap Peelle.

Rm 128 Beautiful Junk. Discussion and
demonstration of materials made from iunk.

(See 10:00 a.m.)

NE Crabtree Living/Learning Center Film:

Sid Simon demonstrating value strategies with

students trom Greenwich, Connecticut High

School.

Mark's Meadow Basement Coeds, Cameras
and Campus.
Montague House Attic Humanistic Education

presentation: Exhibits, experiences, displays

and films.

Mark's Meadow Basement Cardboard
Carpentry.

NE Dining Commons Blue Rm Large Group
TORI (Trust Openess Realization In

terdependence) . Community Building:

Process uses many non verbal "sensitivity

type" processes in its initial stages.

At The Van North East Portable TV Media
Applications to Student Change Situations

Work and rap
Auditorium imaginal Education: Man to

"Superman " The scream and the other side

of a Brave New 1984.

Rm 226 University Without Walls. Human
Relations Center.

Rm 228 "Methods for Predicting the Future."

Billy Rojas.

Notices
BIRTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
Please return the Birth Control petitions to

Elliott Margolis, 114 MacKimmie or Bruce

Kaplan 2014 Washington.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY

The Paul Taylor Dance Company
" A dance spectacle, the like of which has never been seen

!"

LeFigaro, Paris

TUESDAY, NOV. 17 PROGRAM 1 BOWKER 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18 PROGRAM 11 BOWKER 8 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 19 Program Master Class, Studio Women's

Physical Education, 10:30 a.m.

Reserved Tickets: All students $1.50; Faculty/Staff $2.50

Master Class (Free) to ticket-holders of either concert.

CANNONBALL ADDERLY QUINTET
"An Experience in Black Music"

Friday, Nov. 20 seminar workshop 1-30 p.m., School

of Education Auditorium (Free)

Friday, Nov. 20 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 21 seminar workshop 2:00 p.m., Black

Cultural Center (Mills) (free)

Saturday, Nov. 21 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; UM Grad Students and
other students $2.00; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50. others $3.00

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall or at Bowker
Box Office (remaining tickets). Telephone 545-0202.

THE FESTIVAL WINDS
Nine Virtuoso Woodwind players perform a unique program including

works of Beethoven, Mozart, Handel and Carter

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.00; UM grad. students and

other students $1.50; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50; others $3.00

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16. 1970

1:30

Cafeteria World Game A Presentation:

World Game Seminars collect information

about world resources and their use The hope

is that this information can be used to

reallocate resources so that they support all

the world's people, not iust a percentage ot

them Pat Dav,
7:00

Rm 226 Demonstration of l 2 video tape

tquipment Leigh Svenson.

NE Hamlin Mam Lounge Cities, Students,

Colleges A New Dimension in Education.

NE Knowlton Main Lounge Unplanned Ob-

solescence: The Teacher and the Tube Robert

Choate

Marks Meadow Rm 149 '-Workshop of

Things" Childrens Museum, Boston Rebecca

Corwm
Rm 228 "The Community in Education"

Incioents of Resistance.

NE Dwight Main Lounge Drugs, the Future,

and Education. Chris Dede
NE Mary Lyons Main Lounge Creativity.

Tom Clark, Human Relations Center.

RM 122 Community involvement in Systemic

Change Barbara Love

3:00

NE Mary Lyon Main Lounge Learning

American History thru Folk Songs: Voice of

Disenfranchised.

NE Crabtree Living/Learning Center
Workshop on Behavioral Objectives Alter

native Ways of Learning

Rm 123 Undergraduate Affairs Office: The

Undergraduate Think Tank invites un

dergraduages to explore their potential as

resources for the community.
Montague #5 Education for Inequality: The

Rhodesian and South African Educational

Systems.

NE Lewis Rec Rm "The Psychology of Jean
Piaget and Educational Implications."

Auditorium The Murray Road School. Film
and panel discussion by students and faculty of

the Murray Road School,

Mark's Meadow Caraway Street: An art

workshop for prospective elementary
teachers.

Cafeteria Inter College University of

Connecticut a panel discussion.

Rm 226 Psycho drama in Education Connie
Lormon and Bob Ginn.

4.00

Montague Attic Boston Open School

Workshop Task Force Wants Help.

NE Mary Lyons Rei. Rm Films; Timt-p ece,

The Hand, Toys, Flatland, Clay.

NE Dwight Main Lounge Movement
Workshop: A workshop in oody movement,

including elements of mme, dance, and

movement tor the actor.

Montague *5 Education and Training

Programs for Southern African Refugees.

John Blacken
Rm 122 Concept Learning >n Science.

Auditorium "What's Wrong With Our

Schools " Panel interview Rhody McCoy,

Peter Schrag, Bob Woodbury Moderator.

7:00

Rm 128 The Voucher Game: Presents in

game fashion Fr edman's voucher system
putting education mto the 'Consumer Choice"
framework.
Rm 122 Inter College University of Con
necticut

7:30

Rm 228 Individualized Reading a "How To
Do It" session. Masha Rudman.
NE Lewis Conference Rm The Race issue

and the Schools

NE Knowlton Mam Lounge Use of School

Sites as Outdoor Classrooms
NE Thatcher Main Lounge War: Discussion

of its implications on the educational process

from student, teacher and administrative

points of view Kurt Wolff

NE Leach Main Lounge "Synectics" and
other group creative problem solving skills

NE Johnson Main Lounge Technology and
Communication

1:00
Rm 226 Culture Confrontation Situational

Exercise or "How l Learn to Blow My Nose in

Atganastan by Watching Television."

NE Crabtree Living, Learning Center
"AGAPE A Love Ethic for the Present "

Auditorium "Thinking Systemically and
Systematically about Educational Issues."

CAMPUS GOLD
On Wednesday, November 18th there will be

a meeting of Campus Gold at 7 00 P M m the

Thoreau Dateroom.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Special Wednesday night Gnd School

tonight in Campus Center Check listing for

room number, 7 P.M

DELTA CHI AND CHI DELPHIA
Delta Chi and Chi Delphia are having a coed

rush Everyone is invited Come down to 314

Lincoln Avenue, home of Delta Chi Call 5 0195

or 5 0156 for any information

ENGLISH DEPT UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL:
The regular meeting of EDUC will not be

held this week However there will be a

meeting at 600 November 16th m Memorial

Hall for anyone interested in working on a

survey to be administered to senior majors

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 30 in room 162 Campus

Center Two throughbred movies to be shown

All are welcomed.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
There will be a pledge meeting on Monday

night, November 16th in room 178 Campus

Center at 600 PM.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
For all members; if you are unable to attend

weekly meetings due to weather or tran

sportation please notify George Haile 549 6677

or Robert Allaire 545 2418(9), 126 Burterfield.

There will be a meeting of all members to

lelp publicize the upcoming movie and dance.

HILLEL:
Hillel music hours this afternoon Shlomo

Carlebach will be played at that time

HISTORY MAJORS:
There will be a meeting of the Student

Faculty Liason Committee tomorrow night,

6th floor lounge of Herter Hall at 8 30 All

history maiors and qrad students are invited

MEHER BABA LEAGUE:
There will bea meetmq Monday, Nov 16th in

room 808 CampusCenter at 7 30 All interested

m talking about drugs, religion and Baba are

invited

NES
Everyone who received credit for orientation

workshops must fill out modular credit form in

NES Office (104 Campus Center) before

Thanksgiving to insure reception of credit

PI BETA PHI

Smorgasbord ice cream smorgasbord!

Come to Pi Beta Phi, 388 North Pleasant St , on

Tuesday, November 17th at 7 8 30 P.M. All

women welcome

PROJECT 10, FILM COURSE
Everyone must see "The Informer" if he sees

nothing else this month, Monday, November
16th 10 00 pm, Pierpont Main Lounge.

SKI PATROL:
The advanced first aid course will not meet

tonight, but will meet next week.

The School of Education, as part of SOMETHING EI,SK '70

presents a play

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
Black Actors Group — St. Paul., Minn.

Thursday, November 19 Friday, November 20
Amherst Regional High School Amherst Rec tonal Hteh School

8:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Admission $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket
Office and the School of Ed., Room 125

FRESHMAN VOTING
for

FRESHMAN QUEEN
10-4 MON. - FRI.

S. U. LOBBY

Sponsored by Maroon
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Women's Lib

PanelSetOn

Wednesday

Amherst Women's Liberation is

presenting a panel discussion on

the repeal of the abortion law on
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in the

Amherst Junior High School
auditorium. Co-sponsoring this

event are the Northampton Unity-

Alliance (the Unitarian-
liiiversalist women's
organization) and MORAL.
(Massachusetts Organization to

Repeal the Abortion Law).

Speakers on the panel will be
John Chittum, M.D., of Amherst;
Sam Johnson, Chaplain, United
Christian Fellowship; and Tim
Purdy, social worker Purdy has
worked with the Division oi Child

Guardianship in Massachusetts
and has dealt with cases of child

abuse The other three panel

members are Robin Dizard and
Judy Moss, Amherst residents, and
Sue Carpenter, Smith College
student.

They will give personal
testimony to the ways in which
they have been victimized by the

abortion law as it now stands.

Chairwoman will be Gretchen
Wheelock of Amherst.

The purpose of this public
discussion is to educate the public

to the need for repeal of this

law, sponsors say. The panel will

present its arguments for repeal

and solicit the views of the people
in attendance.

A similar program was
presented last May at UMass.
Amherst Women's Liberation
believes the subject should be
given wider public discussion in

this area to foster a better un-
derstanding of the issues at stake
its leaders say. Their contention is

that women should have the legal

right to decide for themselves, with
medical advice, as to the spacing
and number of children they wish
to have.

An initiative petition is being

circulated in the state to have a bill

to repeal the abortion law brought
before the state legislature. Copies

of the petition will be on hand for

interested citizens to sign.

2x3 ft. Poster (black & white)

Send anv black

& white or color

photo up to 8x10"
(no negatives
please) to:

RONALD JAYE Poster Sp-vtrr.

P.O. Box 43
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Enclose cash, check or money
order (no CO.D.'s) In the amount
of $3.50 for each blew

Original material returned un-

damaged.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 30
days for delivery. Add 45£ for

postage & handling.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY .STATE. .ZIP.
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campus imeRviews
DECEMBER 12, 1970

We'D LIKC TO TcLK TO YOU cffiOUT
. . career opportunities that match your interests and education

. . our long-established management training program

. . our diverse and growing corporation

. . our nationwide facilities

. . our corporate philosophy of caring about people

Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!

And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? It's our management development pro-
gram for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.

Bethlehem loopers spend four weeks at our home offices in Bethlehem, Pa. Then they report

to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. From there, anything is possible.

Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or me-
chanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabri-

cating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel

and combustion departments. Supervision of production

operations. Marine engineering assignments in Ship-

building Department. Also: Sales or Research.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurgical de-
partments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.

Engineering and service divisions. Technical and super-

visory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling

mills. Also: Research or Sales.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS—Technical and supervisory

positions in coke works, including production of by-

product chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,

including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineer-
ing and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking opera-
tions. Also: Research or Sales.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel plants,

fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steel-

making, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating opera-
tions Also: Sales.

CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assign-

ments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (tech-

nical service to architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating

works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical en-
gineering, construction, and maintenance departments
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and elec-

tronic equipment. Also: Research oi Sales.

MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department op-
erates coal and iron ore mining operations and lime-

stone quarries, many of which are among the most
modern and efficient in the industry This 10,000-man
activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining en-
gineers. Also: Research.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in

our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central

Technical Division, our design and engineering organi-

zation Also: Traffic.

OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit

loopers with technical degrees other than those listed

above Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encour-
aged to sign up for an interview.

ACCOUNTANTS—Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred)
are recruited for training for supervisory assignment
in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.

OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Departmerf
Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to ffli

openings in steel plantoperations and otherdepartments

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet. "Bethlehem Steel' p Course."
We think you will like what we have to say.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JfTHI EHEM
st:el
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Homecoming '70 ... Ho Hum
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IMass students and members of the Peace Parade company "let the sunshine in" on a rainy
Sunday afternoon in the cage, closing out this Homecoming 1970 weekend.

"Hair" Cast Bring Sunshine
For Many OnA Rainy Sunday

By ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

It could have been the day, and then again it could
lave been Ihe Tage. but more likely it probably was
that PEACE PARADE wasn't quite the show we' have
been bombarded \wth uress releases about. It was far
i torn the Imm concert ever performed in the Cage, as a
matter of tact considering the Cage was condemned.
perhaps the show inside should have been also.
What the concert amounted to was songs from HAIR

amplified beyond belief and thrown together without
any 'bought to cohesion. The cast performed them
ivell. almost always uith a good deal of enthusiasm.
Yet somehow these people were only performing,
Ihere wasn't the leeling of a "communal happening"
a huh we heard so much about.

Which isn't to say there weren't at times some
Aorthwhile numbers. Newcomer Bob Cotter was
exhiliarating in his two songs and really individually

added enjoyment to the production as a whole. And the

company brought the Cafe to life with their fine

versions of "For What Its's Worth'' and ' Honkey-
I'onk Woman. <The latter bringing to everyone's

attention a maxi-skirted chick who danced with the

best of groupie intentions in mind.)

Unfortunately more often than not the songs fell into

i static pattern which matched the boring, concert-

lype stage action What makes HAIR work so well is

its fluidity and great originality. When, as in this

show, this material is stretched without much regard
to content, it made for a boring afternoon.

Admittedly this is a minority opinion. The fairly

good crowd gave the performers more than an en-

Huisiastic ovation as they joined the cast on the stage
tor a finale of a seemingly endless "Let The Sunshine

In." People about me amazed me as they each were
having a cartharsis left and right. Those in the
production seemingly were having the same intense

ing yet I could help but sense they all held hands
and peace paraded all the way to the bank.
For what the entire "happening" amounted to was a

duty television variety hour staged with as much
originality as the Lawrence Welk show. The humor,
lor instance, never made it out of the locker room (and
I have read funnier material in toilet stalls).

Especially in bad taste was Paul Jabora acting out his

masturbatory fantasies, rt was consistent with his

performance throughout. Even his "Fairy Tale"
sequence, retelling of Wizard of Oz-Alice in Won-
derland with campy asides, was material so cliched-

ridden that a junior-high student satirist would avoid
it.

The girls were all talented, each possessing good,
strong voices The problem remains the only way they
approached a song was a quiet start with a booming
finish. This quickly became boring and even ruined
James Taylor's "Fire and Rain", which deserved
more than an Ethel Merman treatment.

I wonder just who was responsible for this rather

contrived assortment of songs, songs which make up
an innovative Broadway score but hardly standup on
their own. Then feebly done without any action

besides continual discotheques dancing and an oc-

casional obscene gesture, it seemed a group of

shrewd backers have managed again to take ad-

vantage of that lucrative college audience. It makes
me wonder just what good concerts in the cage are,

but going by the crowd reaction yesterday afternoon

they are here to stay and this review is the opinion of a

minority -of-one.

PHI SKMA DELTA
WILL BE HOLDING

Informal Open Smokers
ON

Mon 8:0° p-m - Wed 10:0° p-m - Thurs 8 »o p m.

358 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

Sou/, Latin Groups
Sp litFridayShow

Rare Earth sang and played their instruments Friday night, for a while
overcoming the chronic bad vibrations in Curry Hicks Cage.
The group, which is signed with Motown, performed with a sort of

wholesome-heavy enthusiasm. Their music, though entirely different
from that of the Temptations, whose songs they borrow, is played with
precision and spirit. This isn't surprising. Motown groups in general
feature slick, complex arrangements and lots of talent.

Few of their songs are writ
ten by members of theiband,
another Motown character
istic (the Miracles are a major
exception).

Rare Earth is made up of
drummer Pete Riveria, who also
does lead vocals; guitarist-vocalist
Rod Richards; organist Kenny
James; bassman-vocalist John
Persh and Gil Bridges who sings
and ulavs sax. tamborine and flute.

Also there's Ed Guzman who plays
conga drums, well, and looks
rather like something off the set of

"Curse of the Werewolf."

A variety of talent like that, in a
song like "Get Ready", can
produce music that is certainly
interesting, if not great. All in all.

Rare Earth was pretty good stuff
Blues Image also appeared in the

concert They are billed as a Latin-
rock band, the Latin provided by a
conga drummer who played well
but didn't seem to have much H
led on the rest of the group.

They got together best on their
hit song Hide. Captain, Ride .

which was no doubt well received
by the gum-chewing elements of

Hare l .nth and its drum-
mer Pete Riveria (above)

brought their •'.Motown"
sound to the Friday night

audience.

I he Homecoming audience. But
blues songs like "Parchment
Farm'' just don't make it when'
rendered b\ top-40 oriented groups
like this one

Blues [mag's music is fine, as far
as it goes, but that's not ver\ .

The Latin-flavored music of Blues Image completed Friday night
Cage concert bringing cheers from their youthful audience.

Photo credits:

Friday concert, Gib Fullerton
Sunday concert, David Bernstein

All Advertising (Display and Classified

For The Monday, November 30th

DAILY COLLEGIAN Issue Must Be

In By 4:00 p.m. On TUESDAY,
November 24 Because of The

Thanksgiving Holidays.

Saturday Marred By Crowds

What's A Curry Hicks?

By DAVID WILLIAMS
Fine Arts Staff

I suppose this review should be

headlined How to Win Friends

and Influence People starring

the Homecoming Committee."
But in fairness to those people,

and to the performers, it won't

be.

Who needs Curry Hicks Cage?
A school of UMass' caliber has

no place for a dilapidated old

fire-trap that won't hold even

one-third of the student body.

Anyone who got stuck, like I did

because the Committee in its

wisdom didn't hold reserved

seats past 5:30, sitting anywhere
near the back couldn't even see

the stage much less understand
what anyone up there said.

David Frye's supposedly
funny, and at times tasteless act,

came through as an almost

unintelligible babble. What few-

snatches of his performance I

was able to hear didn't impress

me at all. The trouble is that I

actually enjoy listening to him
when he appears on TV. He
needs to work on his manners
before he is allowed back on a

stage in front of an audience.

Traffic was probably the high

point of the whole evening. And
even they had their problems

too. The music was good but it

seemed that they were losing it

every once in a while. They'd

play along and I'd start to feel

something building and pow!

they'd lose the beat. Some of

their numbers were done to

perfection. John Barleycorn

Must Die came through as a

perfect blending of guitars and

voices and they did a good job

with their last set. Glad and

Freedom Rider.

I wasn't disappointed when
Buffy Ste. Marie sang about

buffaloes. She always does. But
in spite of that she put on an

adequate show. Again, it wasn't

entirely her fault. The acoustics

in the Cage are atrocious and her

strong, vibrant voice sometimes
sounded harsh and cold. It's

always a wonder to me how
performers like her don't get

sick of playing the same songs

for every concert they're in. The
Universal Soldier has just about

worn out its welcome. Goin' Up
Cripple Creek was a surprising

interlude. It has an odd air

about it that I've never heard

before. And her encore, Until

It's Time For You to Go was
completely predictable.

In spite of the fact that David

Frye was obnoxious, Buffy

repetitious, and Traffic a little

unpolished; in spite of Curry

Hicks Cage; in spite of the huge

crowds that surely must have
been anticipated; in spite of the

seemingly thousands of

policemen and in spite of the

weather and my seat, I thought

it was a good way to kill a

Saturday evening.

SATURDAY'S OFFERINGS INDLUDED
Traffic, Bully ste Marie and the President ef

the United suites. David Five. Elected

Homecoming Queen was Penny Falconer, a

sophomore horn Waltham. (Concert photos

by Sieve Schmidt. Queen photos by (iary

Slickman.)

SOUTHWEST TRUFFAUT FILM FEST1VAL-3

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
7:30 and 9:30

HAMPDEN DINING COMMONS, Southwest 50*

Now Open

CAMPUS CENTER LAUNDRY

& DRY CLEANING SERVICE

GUARANTEED 2-DAY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

EXPERT SHIRT SERVICE

BULK LAUNDRY @ 5 LBS. FOR $150

10Z DISCOUNT ON ALL WORK
NOW THRU THANKSGIVING

1st FLOOR COAT ROOM AT BASE OF ESCALATOR
COMING SOON — CAMPUS CENTER SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
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Frosh Gridmen Lose To UNH r 21-13
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

In a BUM closely resembling the pattern of its games throughout
football team dropped its fifth game in a row, without a win, 21-13. to

frosh in the season finale at New Hampshire Friday afternoon.

UNH scored first in this one as it quarters.

A Big Eagle In UMass' Future
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
That's a mighty big Eagle the UMasi football team will have to face

next Saturday. His record is 6-2. UMass' is 4-4-1. That Eagle is coming off

of a very impressive 21-6 victory over Pittsburgh University. UMass h
just defeated a Wildcat, 24-14.

A lew moments after UMass' victory, its coach Vic Fusia was asked if

he had started to think about Boston College, that big Eagle, or if he
would put oil thinking about B.C. for a few hours, to let the Wildcat win
soak m

lie chuckled a little bit and then answered truthfully, "I've been
thinking about Boston College ever since the middle ofthesummer."
He said inure. "Do you reahzethat B.C. is presently beating Pitt, 21-6,

and that Harris has thrown only nine passes so far'? You know what that

means."
What this il >s mean to the coach is that the Eagle was running Pitt-

sburgh to death, and this has to worry him because the strongest point of
the Redman g me is its defense against the rush. After all. that defense
had just held the New Hampshire Wildcats to a minus seven yards on the
ground.

That defer) i has given up 17 touchdowns all year and only eight of them
have been sci ed on rushes Eight have come through the air and one has
been the resull of a 73-vard uunt return. Gettine back to the eieht that

came \ ia the nd route, one was 11 yards long, another was six, a third
was live. ' nit li was three and four were from a mere one yard away.
Does the Eagleknow tins? And if he does, does it strike chords of fear in

his heart U ie can only guess at this stage of affairs. After all, the
Kedman-Eag matchup is still five days in the future.

However, I aet an idea of what B.C has going for it, one should take a
look at wliai uvomplished against a tough Pittsburgh squad.
Fred Willis gained 139 yards on 41 carries and scored three TD's. After

Fusia had po Hed out that Harris wasn't going to the air very much,
uipped, •Willis must be going nuts." He was.
Ae. Gene Cornelia, rang up 122 yards in 25 attempts. The
ek. Frank Harris, ended up tossing the pigskin only 12

nig but four of them for only 51 yards.
Je mashed the Panther. Like UMass, Pitt's strength on
middle of its defensive wall and its linebackers. For the

would mean tackles Bill DeFlavio and Bill Sroka. and
in Karrellv. Dennis Collins. Joe Sabulis and Mark Leamy.
ore ot the Hedman defense.

rined to mix irshort passes with off-tackle runs and sweeps
Panther defense. It turned out to be a drizzly day in

and so the Eagle stuck pretty close to the ground. The
results sp tor themselves. 283 total rushing yards.

A parag ram Jerry Nason of the Boston Sunday Globe, who was
It. says it all. It read. "Conceding to the massive, mobile,
Pitt line by only occasionally throwing a counterplay at

inside and outside the tackles and swept the flanks with

capped a long drive with a nine-

yard run by fullback John Richard.
The extra point conversion kick
was no good, and the Wildcats had
a 6-0 first period lead.

UMass got on the board in the
second quarter after a 50-yard
return of an intercepted pass by
defensive-back Paul Hanson set up
a one-yard plunge by fullback Ken

ff. Kevin Dwyer kicked the

ra point to give the Little

edmen the lead. 7-6. at the end of

the first half.

The visiting frosh then went
ahead of the third period on a
three-yard run by halfback Jim
Mahaney who ran well all af-

ternoon. Dwyer's kick failed, and
UMass led 13-7, after three

A fourth-quarter letdown,
something which has plagued the

Kedmen frosh throughout the
season saw UMass lose its lead and
the game as the UNH frosh scored
twice in the quarter.

The home team drove 60 yards
early in the last period, and
halfback Dennis Coady bulled in

from the one. The two-point con-
version attempt was successful
and UNH was in the lead, 14-13.

The Wildcats added to their lead
as a pass interception set up a
drive which ended on a three-yard
run by Kichard who had a total of

121-yards rushing on the afternoon.
Dave Conti kicked the extra point

to give his team a 21-13 lead which
is the way it ended.

the season, the UMass freshman
the University of New Hampshire

Again lack of depth hurt the

Kedmen immensely. An example
of the problem Coach David Kelley

has faced all season occurred in

the second period when fullback

Hoff was forced to leave the game
with an injury. Kelley then had to

switch quarterback Tom McMahon
to fullback and insert Mark
Tripucka, who was nursing an
injured thigh, into the quarterback
position. The reason he couldn't

put his other quarterback Paul
Hanson in was because Hanson,
besides play-defensive halfback,

was filling in for the injured Phil

Koland at offensive halfback. It is

tough to win a football game under
those conditions.

All Must Begin Anew For Marshall
HUNTINGTON. W. Va. (AP) - An end of a hard luck era born out of scandal. losing streaks,

probations, coach dismissals and conference rejection had appeared on the norizon this year for Mar
shall University's football team.

someone had
Anot In

B.C. qua
times. CO

Vet th<

defense i

Kedmen.
hnebaek'
the verita

B.C. h.

in attaekm
Pittsburgh

covennj
middle of

them. I

Idling ell.

• Continued on Page 15)

With help from concerned
citizens, the West Virginia
Legislature and a "gritty bunch of

boys," Marshall's beleagued
football program showed signs of

coming alive.

There was hope that a team
which had suffered a near all-time

losing streak the past two years
could bounce back and become a
winner
That hope crashed here Saturday

night with the chartered airliner

that carried to their deaths most of

the schools's football squad and
coaching staff.

When the DC 9 jet smashed into a
hillside and burned, killing all 75

persons aboard the final chapter
was written toa nightmarish era of

football competition at Marshall.
Dead are head Coach Kick

Tolley, five of his assistants.

Athletic Director Charles Kautz
and Sports Information Director
Gene Morehouse.
Dead too, are 38 football players

who had suffered through some of

the chapters of adversity.

Last fall, any hopes for football

luture at Marshall looked bleak.
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The school had not won in 21

straight contests.

An investigation had
documented chad documented
charges of a recruiting scandal and
the head basketball and football

coaches were reassigned in the
wake. An assistant football coach
was fired. The athletic director

resigned.

The Mid-American Conference
suspended Marshall for the
recruiting irregularities and for

what it termed "woefully
inadequate facilities." The
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) placed the

school's football program on one
year's probation.

Tolley was named interim head
coach three days before fall

practice started.

Tolley had a limited staff, and
lewer than 40 players reported

when drills opened. Less than ten

freshmen had been signed to

grants in aid.

Marshall's winless string soon
extended to 27 games, and the

Thundering Herd meekly edged
within one game of setting a
national standard for major
colleges.

Then a Renaissance began to

take hold.

Behind scrambling quarterback
Ted Shoebndge, Marshall rallied

to win three of its four remaining
games.
Tolley launched a heavy

recruiting program and produced
good results. During fall practice,

he flatly predicted a winning
season.

Saturday's loss to East Carolina
left Marshall 3-6 in the year, but

the record was not entirely in-

dicative of the team's per-

forroance.

Tolley held to his commitment to

rebuild

program
Marshall's football

Tonight's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
1 6 30 Academics vs Jaguars

2 6 30 Bruisers vs Panthers

3 b 30 Leopards vs Cougars

j 6 30 Colts vs Lions

5 6 30 Trouts vs Heads

6 6 30 Comanchees vs Cans

1 7 30 Broncos vs Bears

2 7:30 Eagles vs Hi lo's

3 7 30 Maroons vs Chestnuts

J 7 30 Bimbos vs Bulls

5 7 30 2nd Team vs BX
6 7 30 Scup vs. Grovers

1 8 30 Monuments vs. Senators

2 8 30 Bulldozers vs "C" Crushers

5 8 30 Muncrtkinsvs Haftty s

6 8:30 Phantoms vs 3M s

1 9:30 Rams vs Chipmonks
2 9 30 Lemons vs Oaks
3 9 30 Pipers vs Maples
4 9 30 Bulldogs vs. Cult

5 9 30 Elephants vs Boozers

6 9 30 Wild Things vs. Browns

BOWLING
LANES TIME TEAMS
18.2 6 30 Cans vs Senators

38.4 6 30 Terrors vs Bulldozers

Si 6 6 30 Seagrams vs. Leopards
7 8. a 6 30 Cougars vs Panthers

18.2 8 30 Lemons vs Redwoods
58.6 8 30 Eagles vs. Hickory
78.8 8:30 Barracudas vs Pipers

Sa lutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

NEW HAMPSHIRE THIS

WEEKbND WAS SENIOR Kls wood

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

THE

11th

MAROON KEYS
present

HOUR LECTURE SERIES

PROF. HOWARD GADLIN
Dept. of Psychology

SPEAKS ON

REFLECTIONS ON VIOLENCE

WEDNESDAY,

8:30 p. m
NOV. 18, 1970

S.U. BALLROOM

In This Corner
U oiitinued lioin l»une in

.

A"" laUenge lacing tne Redman defense is multiple. This
rris can do throwing a football. He once hurled theMUWUme mi " completing 37 lor an unbelievable total of :?74

yards.

I'.edcier.- 1M)
. ^wa.voi what Willis can do running the ball. Hehas

rtW yards me u,t gan e* this fall and Deeds only 39 more yards in his last
two games I tie Mil • Holovak for second place on the list of all-tirm
hagle lushi.

Know, * and Wi|lls can d() as a lendem is h
knowledge m in> • lense in this land, but the adde,d knowledge oi what
the B.C Offal can do when Harris cans the pass and goes with Willis.
Cornelia and. hers along the turf is enough to make lite hairy for a great
defense I Mass pos t?sses a meat delense.

!• i the Re< in ense that has never faltered. And its a Redman
offense, lacking the iervices of disposed stars Pierre Marchando and
Nick McG.ut thai sputtered a lew too many times that accounts tor the
4-4-1 mark.
An irony pn seats itself here. Taking a good hard look at the UMass

loottKill team an I an equally as hard a look at the opponents it has plaved
and one does not come to the conclusion that this is a losing grid squad
However, it wn, tab ui upset, or a tie of major size, against the Eagle to
give the Redmen a winning, or a break-even, campaign. Otherwise a
very good football team will forever have to bear the label of a loser, 4-5-

Winter VarsityM On Tap
contacting Harold B. Gatslick at

545-1710.

The UMass Varsity M Club will

continue to hold weekly sports

luncheons throughout the winter on
Wednesdays at the Newman
Center (Christmas and New Year's

week excluded i The Club is

presently sponsoring weekly
I .Mass Kedmen Quarterback Club
Luncheons, ones that feature the

Redman football team.
The winter luncheons will

teature programs on the two fall

sports, cross-country and soccer,

and the winter sports, basketball,

skiing, hockey, gymnastics and
wrestling. The programs will

leature brief remarks from the

coaches, scouting reports, films

and awards to outstanding team
members. There will be the usual

door prize.

There w ill be 13 winter luncheons

in all. The price of a ticket for one
luncheon will be $1.50. but season

tickets can be bought for $15.00.

Those season tickets are now
available from any Varsity M Club
member, or can be obtained bv

( I .M.MI\(iS THROUGH - I

Kediuaii \\ino\rr \t«w llainpsh

I Mass" Hob IVna is No. <W. (Ml

.Mass' Mother :!0. Dirk i imiinini;s. had a l>m day in the _'M»
in-. No. «l> is I Nils K«l Backer and No. N.'i U 1 Mis |)un l.aliberte.
H' I'hotoliv Clary SHckmaal

The UMass cross country
team, which finished second in

New England, will compete this

afternoon in the IC4A's cross
country championship at Van
( ortland Park in New York City.

See preview on page 16.

OLIVETTI

TYPEWRITERS

from $39.95

• •

Three C's
FRIENDSHIP CENTER

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 25S-9306

GRAPHICS

SHOW

Colder Doli Miro

and many others

MERCURY GALLERIES

Route 9 Northampton

• 3 THfATRES UNOEt 1 «OrtF •

lUunpusT
AMHERST HADlfY LINI

rfi-
\i wo

N.,hll r at 7 IS > 9

l);H.l^wrf'nres s"n M °' ZLiL

THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
.

*

.PtTCT DCNNii JACK rw.-
FONDA HOPPER Mo^soj^gp^
7UH S>mi M«t 1 y^jflgfjflKfc ^..

haieis)NB4%V

JBtrlKUfl

Cmmm — "S IASY MICK"
DIARY OF A MAO HOUSIWIfC"

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OkUm*

srorpio prr<ton<i ran be Mcretire.
Many create imaginary hrcrets. Tlir

kry to understandint Scorpio is to

realize that they love intrigue. Noth-
ing in apt to Hatiwfy a native of tliin

sicn no much as a rood detective atory

situation. Give Scorpio m problem to

solve and the result will be happiness.
The toucher the puzzle, the better,
— especially if it involves law and
high finance. Scorpio is concerned
nith the hidden, even the occult. These
persons are not for everyone — but
it they are for you, they will prote
loyal beyond any question.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Ac-

cent on home, property, long-range en-
deavors. Stress practical approach.
Cancer-born Individual can be of valu-
able aid. Don't throw away oppor-
tunity. Rely on patience, not impul*<\
TAURUS i April 20 - May 20): Good

lunar aspect spotlights journeys, new
contacts, fun through social activity
involving neighbors and relatives.
Stick to principles. Romantic involve-
ment provides test

.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Mo-
ney can be obtained. But you will
nave to discern reasons why special
person is acting In unusual manner.
Follow through on hunch. Put assets
to work for you. Demand, quality.
CANCER (June 21 • July 22): Co-

operate with one born under Aries.
Mutual benefits are obtainable. Cycle
high; rely on your own Judgment.
Have faith In your conclusions. AdJ
to wardrobe. Enhanoe personal ap-
pearance.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Look be-

hind scenes for answers. This does not
mean you should be compelled by Jea-
lousy. It does mean that no one
should be permitted to pull wool over
your eyes. Message will be clear.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - 8ept. 22): Som»

of your fondest wishest can be ful-
filled. Bnjoy company of stimulating
friends. A special member of opposite

sex pays meaningful compliment. Be
ready for change and a Journey.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - October 22):

You will find that more persons ap-
preciate things you do. Use sense of
justice. Give credit where It Is due —
to specific family member. This will
enhance chance for happiness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Pa-

varoble lunar aspect Indicates Impetus
f«r lituher learning. ¥ou are not
likely to be satisfied with status quo.
»• nnalytic.il. .v.oid tendency to de-
ceive yourself. Oet nt hard facts.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec 21) i

Some apparent obstacles could boom-
Tins In your favor. There Is pm
sure, but you can handle It. Accer t

on money situation Involving mate,
partner.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19).
Tou may be concerned about contract-.,
legal matters. Key is to know that
you must finish rather than b^gln
Xow Is the time to tie up loose enJ*
Long-range view ts Imperative. Arr
accordingly.

AQUARIU9 (Jan. 20 . Feb. 181:
Check appointment calendar. Som.>
who depend on you may be expectln-
too much. First order is to take pare
of yourself — includes showing u[. foi
medical, dental appointments.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Che. k

Investment possibilities. Aim at activ-
ity which brings public attention. D..
what you do with a flourish. Cllmh
out of any emotional rut. Make others
aware of feelings. Intentions.

IP TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you have accepted added responsibility.
You are Introspective, analytical. T.u
have regard for law and medicine
Rut you often, sacrifice yourself f..r
abstract notions. Yon recently lenrn. 1

this can be costly. Now. utilize expe-
rience In constructive manner.
Cpyriclit 1170. (Um. F..i. Corp

Crossword Puzzle .A.i to l r.day's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Place

4 Implied

9 Hurried

12 Man's name
13 Embarrass

14 Time gone by

15 Unit of electrical

measurement

17 Mood

19 Parcels of land

21 Chart

22 Insect

24 Bishopric

26 Agile

29 Numbers game
31 Temporary bed

33 River in

Scotland

34 King of Bashan

35 Goal

37 Cry

39 Parent (colloq.)

40 Bone ol body

42 Organ of

hearing

44 Hesitate

46 Genus of maples

48 Excavated

50 Long, slender

fish (pi.)

51 French plural

article

53 Body ol soldiers

55 Succor

58 Deer's horr.

61 Beverage

62 Spoor
64 Silkworm
65 Aeriform fluid

66 Ardently

67 Weaken

DOWN

1 Ocean
2 Shade tree

3 Scarflike

garment
4 Edible rootstock

5 Encourages
6 Symbol lor

calcium
7 Suffix

adherent of

8 Pronoun
9 Knocked
10 Mature
1 1 Coniunction
16 Puff up
18 Insane

20 Dry, as wine

22 Plant life of a

region

23 Sound
reasoning

25 Dawn goddess
27 Thighbone
28 Rips

30 Number
32 Bushy clump
36 Parent

(colloq.)

38 Generated
41 Charming young

women

43 Wheel
track

45 Shade trees

47 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

49 Cup
52 Man's name
54 Sole

16

55 Tattered cloth

56 Guido's high

note

57 Away

59 Period of

time

60 Tear

63 Near

1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 m
.-.-.

9 10 1 1

12 13 ;.;.;.
".".*.

14

15 16
.'.*."

17 18

::•: 19 20 :•: : ?'
". " .' J

.'•.

22 23 :•:
:

?* 25 26 27 28

29 30 '.'. 31 32 33

34 ..-.

;

;

:

;

;

35 36 37 38 39

40 41

* •

42 43
'.'.'.

44 45

46 47 48 49 7^%
:•::• ' '

.
*

' 51 52 53 54
•

55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64

65 '.". ' i 66 67

Distr l>\ United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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Only The Score Is Close As Redmen Tip UNH, 24-14
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

What initially appeared to be a
UMass romp developed into a full

scale nail-biter before the Redmen
were able to pull away in the
fourth quarter and down the
Wildcats of New Hampshire, 24-14,

before 12,200 Homecoming fans at
Alumni Stadium Saturday. UMass
is now 4-4-1 on the season while
UNH is 5-3.

Once again, the Redman offense,

which has moved into high gear
since the loss to Rhode Island,

amassed over 400 yards in the tilt.

Ttiis was accomplished, as usual,
with a strong running attack which
barreled its way for 284 yards,
most of which was picked up by the
rejuvenated Dick Cummings. The
junior fullback seems to have
finally hit his stride as he picked up
116 yards in only 19 tries with % of
those yards coming in the first

half.

And also as usual, the UMass
defense was superb. The Wildcat
running attack was limited to

minus seven yards on the ground.
That's right, minus seven. The only

times when UNH was able to move
the ball were when its fine quar-
terback, Bob Hopkins, was able to

hit wide receiver Chip Breault.
This combination resulted in both
Wildcat scores and Breault's
circus catches kept the Wildcat
offense moving.
The game looked over early as

UMass scored two TD's in the first

17 minutes of play. The first

Redman score was set up, oddly
enough, by passes.

Ken Hugnes, n tor 20 for the
game, connected on passes to Bob
Cabrelli for 16 yards and Pat

Scavone, who made a spectacular
one-handed grab, for 18 yards to
bring the Redmen deep into UNH
territory. After Scavone was den
ied the touchdown on a five
yard sweep, Mark Russell went
off tackle for paydirt from the one
at 9:27 of the opening period.
Denis Gagnon s conversion,

which was the 55th of his career
and broke Jerry Whelchel's
previous mark of 54 set in 1965, put
the Redmen on top, 7-0.

After Zullo had missed a 44-yard
field goal attempt for the Wildcats,
UMass took over and proceeded to
march 80 yards in eight plays for
its second touchdown.
The two Key plays on this drive

centered around Russell and
Cummings. On a third and six at
the UMass 35, Hughes tossed a
screen pass to Russell who danced
along the left sideline for 25 big
yards and an important first down.
Then, with UMass down to the

UNH 28, Cummings burst through
a hole over right tackle and tore
into the end zone behind an ex-
cellent block by Cabrelli for the
Redmen's second score. Gagnon
added to his record and it was 14-0.

A few moments later, UMass
looked as if it was going to put the
game away for good. On a drive
started on their own 40, the
Redmen had driven to the UNH 31
and appeared ready for another
score. However, on a first and ten
play, Dick Heavey was belted
going into the line and the ball
popped loose with Cassavaugh
pouncing on it for the Wildcats
The Hopkins-Breault com-

bination then took over On the
fourth play after the fumble
recovery, Hopkins dropped back

and hit Breault crossing over the

middle. With his defender having
been picked off on the play, Breault
calmly galloped untouched into

the end zone on the scoring end of a

52-yard pass play. Zullo's con-

version was missed and UNH
trailed, 14-6. It remained this way
for the remainder of the half.

The UMass offense, whicn had

been so effective in the opening

half, stalled a bit in the third

quarter. Though a few scoring

opportunities presented them-

trig tofog*?1
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selves, namely a Bush interception
on the UMass 40 and a missed 22-

yard Gagnon field goal due to a
bad snap, the Redmen could not

get on the board. The Wildcats, on
the other hand, did.

New Hampshire took advantage
of another UMass miscue for its

second score. This time, Steve
Schubert dropped a punt and the

Wildcats recovered at the UMass
32.

On the next play, Hopkins threw

a perfect pass for Breault in the

end zone. However, UMass' John

O'Neil had excellent position and it

looked as if the pass would fall

incomplete. But Breault made
another fantastic grab, outbattling

the Redman defender for the

pigskin, and the Wildcats had

another six points.

With the score 14-12, UNH
decided to go for the two points.

Once again, Hopkins dropped back

to throw and the senior passer

connected with Ken Roberson
coming out of the backfield.

Although Roberson was hit im-

mediately, he managed to drive

into the end zone for the important

points. The score was all of a

sudden, UMass 14, UNH 14.

The Redmen, however, although

seeing an apparent romp develop

into a seat squirmer, did not panic.

They kept to their game plan,

sticking to the ground and trying to

control the ball. This strategy paid

off minutes after the fourth

quarter began.

Paced by a 28-yard off tackle

jaunt by Heavey, the Redmen
drove to the UNH five from where
Gagnon booted a 23-yard field goal

to put UMass on top for good, 17-14.

But with Hopkins and Breault in

the game, the Redmen could not

rest on this narrow margin.
UMass finally put the game

away with only one minute left in

the game. The touchdown,
however, should be credited to an
outstanding defense.

With time running out for the

Wildcats, they took over at their

own 20. On the first play, Hopkins
screened to Roberson who picked
up nine. Then the defense got

tough.

Dennis Collins batted down a
pass on second down and the
Wildcats were faced with a crucial
third and one situation.

Dennis Collins batted down a
pass on second down and the
Wildcats were faced with a crucial
third and one situation. Hopkins
gave the ball to Roberson up the
middle and the halfback ran smack
into Bill DeFlavio for no gain. In

fact, the Wildcats lost a yard.
With nothing to lose, UNH went

for it on fourth down. This time,
Hopkins kept the ball himself and
swept left. But Collins, John
Farrelly and others were there to

greet him and UMass took over on
the UNH 29.

Art Corsaletti scored the final

touchdown on a seep right behind a
fine block by Cummings from nine
yards out. Gagnon made the final

score, 24-14.

REDMAN RANTINGS-As far as
individual statistics for the UMass
running backs are concerned,
Scavone had 16 carries for 79
yards, Russell had eight for 24

yards, Heavey had seven for 45 and
Corsaletti garnered six for 23

yards...Hopkins finished with 17

completions in 24 attempts for 2%
yards and two touchdowns. He also
had two interceptions...Breault
nabbed eight passes for 170 yards
and two touchdowns. On the other
side of the ledger, John Hulecki
had five receptions for 45 yards,
Cabrelli had two for 36 yards and
Russell had two for 33 yard-
s...UMass, with the win, finished
second in the YanCon with a mark
of 3-1-1 behind UConn, which
finished 4-0-1.
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FINGERTIPS—In Saturday's I Mass New Hampshire football game, UNH couldn't do
anything on the ground against the Redmen and reverted to an air attack instead, which
is evident in these photos. In the left photo, the Wildcats' Bill Degan prepares to pluck the

pigskin irom the air. In the center and right photos the spotlight is on a guy who was

great lor I Nil all afternoon, although it lost. He is Chip Breault (32) who made bundles
of catches all over the field. He just misses touching the ball in the center photo, but his
sure hands have another reception in the photo at right. (Catching the guys who caught
the ball was MIX/ photographer Gary Slickman)

N.Y.C.'s Van Cortland Park Is Setting Today For X -Country Team

Runners Compete In IC4A 's Championship
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Van Cortland Park in New York
City is the setting this afternoon for

the IC4A's cross country cham-
pionship. This race is the biggest
of its sort in the East as it brings
together the top schools in the IC4A
conference.

This conference is one of the
toughest in the nation in both the

quality of the performers and the
quantity of the membership,
which totals 88 schools and
stretches as far into the midwest as
Notre Dame and Michigan State

and as far south as Duke and
North Carolina.

Both the freshman and varsity

units from UMass will be in this

competition and both units have
the personnel to finish well up in

the standings of their respective

divisions.

Taking a look at the freshman

first, Coach Ken O'Brien feels if

the frosh can put together the same
type of performance in today's

race as they did in the New
England's they should be able to at

least match last year's frosh

performance of fifth place.

O'Brien is looking for good races
from Doug O'Connell and Rich
Sevigny, who have been his most
consistent front runners this

season. He also expects solid

performances from Joe Frontierro

and Bill Lowry and along with

Roger Nasatka. who has been the

most improved runner on the

team, these five will be enough to

give any of the top frosh units in

this race a good run at the top

positions.

On the varsity level the Redmen
will be facing some of the stiffest

competition in the nation.

Villanova, which is a perennial

national cross country power,
is the team favorite. Its top

challenges are expected to come
from Penn State and two Ivy
League schools, Harvard and
Pennsylvania.

Where do the Redmen come in?

Well, if they put everything
together then they could finish in

the top four or five teams. An
average performanre will just get

them in the top ten.

To put it all together the Red-
men will need the continued steady

performances of the three seniors,

Ron Wayne, Larry Paulson and
Leo Duart, and real good per-

formances from the three
sophomores, Tom Swain, Tom
Jasmin and Rick Barry.

Wayne. Paulson and Duart are

veterans of IC4A competition as

this will be the third appearance
for each in this championship. All

three are coming off of outstanding
performances at the New
England's and have good big meet
experience behind them.

O'Brien sees the sophomores as
the key to the Redman chances of

finishing high up in the standings.

Last year on the freshman level

Swain finished eighth, Barry 21st

and Jasmin a little farther back. In

the New England's it was the
reluctance of Swain and Jasmin to

go out with the leaders at the start

that kept the Redmen from
challenging Dartmouth for the
title.

These two and Barry will have to

be up with the front running pack
right from the start if UMass is to

make a run for a top position.

In the individual battle, George
Anerson from Cornell is the
favorite on the strength of having
the fastest time this year over the
Van Cortland course. Tom
Spengler from Harvard is the nest

favorite, followed by a group of

runners with Olympic competition
behind them These include Chris
Mason and Marty Liquori from
Villanova, Howell Michael from
William and Mary, and Jerry
Ritchie from Pittsburgh.

Wayne, who won tne New
England championship last

Monday is not one of the heavy
favorites, but due to his per-

lormances mis season anu nis high

competitive edge Coach O'Brien

feels that he will be right in the

thick of the individual battle.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Mills Meeting Stalls,

No New Leader Chosen
Bromery Links

Thefts To Drugs

See page two

See page three

Colleges Feeling

Economic Squeeze

See page two

THE UNITED STATES MARINES APPEARED in the Student Union lobby yesterday to the Marines for most of the morning and created a jam in the Lobby. The Marines are
and attracted a crowd of hecklers almost immediately. The hecklers argued and talked here as part of a college recruitment program. ( MIX' photo by Ed h enwick >
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Bromery Links Security Problems, Drugs
By KERRY KELLEY

Staff Reporter
At a noontime coffee hour held

yesterday. Dr. Randolph Bromery
expressed the opinion that the

security problems on campus
were partially linked to the use of

drugs on campus. He said that the

use of "hard stuff" is more
prevalent on campus this year than

ever before.

He also commented on the

crowds at Saturday night's concert

where 3000 gatecrashers broke into

Curry Hicks Cage, prompting a

study of the feasibility of having

UK. RANDOLPH BROMERY, shown in a similar meeting last

week, discussed security on campus during a non-hour coffee held

yesterday in the Student Inion. Bromery is of the opinion that some
thefts on campus can be attributed to drugs. (MDC photo by Kd
lenwick)

Homecoming Statement

Kd Note: The following is the Homecoming Committee's version of

i he events of Saturday night at Curry Hicks Cage.

The events of last Saturday at CurVy Hicks Cage are unfortunate.

Hie concerts were ruined by huge crowds of UMass students and off-

campus people who stormed the Cage and forced their way in, forcing

Ihe Homecoming Committee to open the doors to avoid serious injury

la innocent people.

An estimated 6000 people jammed into the Cage for the ten o'clock

show featuring Traffic, David Frye, and Buffy Ste. Marie. The Cage
will safely hold 4500 for such events.

The ensuing calamity in the Cage and the physical damage done to it

resulted in University police ordering the Cage declared 'unsafe " just

prior to the performance on Sunday.

Joel Wilson, concert chairman, arrived at the Cage about nine

Sunday. He found the Cage littered with bottles and papers and began

lo clean up with the help of about five people. Mr. Justin Cobb of the

School of Physical Education arrived and was apparently upset over

the condition of the Cage and called various members of the ad-

ministration including Chancellor Tippo, Dr. Bromery and Warren

McGuirk. They had a look at the mess and left.

At this point everyone just assumed that the Sunday afternoon show

would go on as usual, but around 12:30 Sgt. Donald Zidik presented

the student activities staff and the Homecoming people in the Cage

with a memo stating that it was the opinion of the UMass police that

the Cage was "unsafe ".

By this time, however, the piles of bottles had been cleared from the

lloor and the Cage restored to order. The performers were on stage

rehearsing and close to one hundred people were working to clean the

Cage up.

Acting in behalf of the student activities staff, Mr. Gerald Scanlon,

assistant deanof students, signed the memo given to him by Zidik and

assumed all responsibility in case of fire or any other disaster. All

other UMass safety agencies, including the police and the fire mar-

shalls present at the Cage refused to assume any kind of respon-

sibility.

The two p.m. show went on as scheduled with no incidents. Pending

a thorough investigation, Scanlon said, "We're recommending that

I here be no more major concerts anywhere on campus."

major concerts on campus.
Bromery said that "We were

lucky to get away with what

happened"; and that "it could

have triggered a more dangerous

situation."

Part of the reason Bromery felt

for the crowd gathering outside

was the holding of performances

within such close periods of time.

He suggested that spacing the

concerts a few hours apart might

prove to be a more favorable

method.
Another solution might be to hold

three performances thereby

allowing more students to pay for

their admittance. Bromery added

that this would help isolate any

freeloaders, and would enable

them to be dealt with more ef-

fectively.

A student present at the coffee

hour said that he felt the problem

of gatecrashers to be very serious,

and that the administration should

deal with it as such.

Bromery replied by explaining

that it is a very difficult problem to

solve, and there wasn't too many
ways to go about it. One way, he
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said, would be to build a perimeter

fence around the Cage to hold any

crowds back. But, he added, the

place would "look like a con-

centration camp".
The other alternative to this, and

the most drastic in Bromery's

opinion, would be to cancel con-

certs altogether. This is something

he doesn't want to do, however.

Most likely, Bromery added, no

concerts will be held until the

problem is solved.

Bromery felt that another reason

for the unusually large crowd

Saturday night was that many
might have expected to be able to

buy tickets at the door. One student

present said that this had been

advertised in some areas.

Campus security policy was
another major topic of discussion

at the coffee hour. Bromery said

that the security policy will

hopefully be able to be kept flexible

with the addition of members to the

force. It should be in full swing by
Thanksgiving, he added.

Bromery explained that dorms
with the greatest number of
security breaks will have guards
on them throughout the week.
Other dorms will be watched on
Friday and Saturday nights.

The taking on of extra men isn't

a sign of "hysteria", Bromery
stressed, but mainly deterrent
measures. He wants all cruisers to

be seen to prevent any trouble
rather than to interfere when
trouble has started.

Bromery wants a "highly visible

security force" so that students in

trouble can easily get help. There
will also be a "walking beat shift"
with officers on either end of
campus for the same purpose.
He also hopes to be able to add

manpower as needed. Bromery
explained that there aren't enough
guards to effectively police the
campus, so that the force will have
to be a preventive one.

Inter-dorm theft, Bromery
added, should be solved within the
dorms with student cooperation.

He did say that outside help will be
provided when necessary.

America's Colleges Feeling Pinch

American colleges and universities, having
developed enormous appetites over the last decade as

they leasted on soaring enrollments and budgets, are
experiencing severe hunger pangs as they attempt to

live on the skimpier fare of thel970's

Kor the large, strong public and private institutions,

the relaUvely smaller portions are leading to painful,

but not necessarily fatal, dieting. Some of the

smaller, more vulnerable colleges that make up the

bulk of private higher education may very well starve
to death or be swallowed up by the public systems.

Whether this new austerity period is viewed as the

beginning of the end of private higher education in this

country or as a necessary period of adjustment that

might lead to some beneficial educational reforms,

depends largely on who is doing the viewing and what
kind of institution he represents.

There is, however, fairly general agreement that his

is not just a temporary budget squeeze but rather a

major structural change in economy and population

that higher education will have to learn to live with.

"The last 10 years has been a euphoric period for

growth-in enrollments, in Federal support for

research, facilities and student aid, in state sub-

venbons, in academic salaries-we are now coming
down to earth with a thud," Allan M. Carter, chan-

cellor of New York University, said in a speech last

spring. "The bull market is over...

"Like any other industry that has lived for years
with 10 percent growth rates and suddenly has to

adjust to a more normal two or three percent, we will

find it difficult to adapt to this exhilaraUng, pace."
Evidence that the bull market is, indeed, over

abounds. College and university presidents have been
talking about the "financial crisis" for several years
but the discussion gained dramatic new impact this

year when the nation's richest, best known univer-
sities began dipping into the red ink.

Harvard, with a $1 billion endowment, reported a
deficit of $760,000 for the fiscal year which ended in

June-its first in 15 years -and projects a deficit of $1.5

million lor liscal 1972 for the Facility of Arts and
Sciences.

Vale had a SI 7 million deficit in the last academic
year and expects the figure to be $2.5 million in the

current year Princeton projects a $2.4 million deficit

lor this year. Columbia leads the deficit league with a

$11 million last year and a projected $15 million this

year.

If these llagships ol private higher education are in

trouble it is not surprising that some smaller mem
bers of the fleet are floundering. A few small colleges
in the west and midwest have closed their doors. (One,
Chrisban College in Missouri, offered to rename the
insbtution after anyone who gave it $5 million. There
were no takers.)

Public colleges, also a re suffering, but not as visibly

since they are not allowed to run deficits. In

Massachusetts, the pinch is felt selectively-funds for
the library at U Mass-Boston were cut 80 percent this

year, for example.

The root causes of the financial squeeze is not that
sources of funds are shrinking-some of them are
growing quite substantially-but they are not in-

creasing fast enough to keep up with soaring costs in

an inflationary economy.
Total spending lor capital and operabng expenses

lor all colleges and universities in the country shot up
70 percent in five years-from $15.2 billion in 1965-66 to
an esbmated $26.1 billion this year. Income sources-
luition, Federal and state aid, private gifts, and en-
dowment income-are growing at a slower rate.

Total Federal income, for instance, jumped up 33
percent from 1966 to 1967 but is expected to increase
only 6 percent from 1969 to 1970.

Most of those who have studied the situation have
concluded that traditional income sources cannot be
increased enough to keep up with costs if they con-
tinue to rise at the current rate. Tuition charges have
gone up at least 50 percent in the last decade and the
annual tuition increase is becoming a fixture at many
private colleges.

BEST BUY ANYWHERE

MDC Classifieds

(Reprinted from The Boston

Globe)

SOUTHWEST TRUFFAUT FILM FESTIVAL-3

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
7:30 and 9:30

HAMPDEN DINING COMMONS, Southwest 50*

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Mills LeadershipStill Up In Air
By SANDY MITCHENER

Staff Reporter
A meebng last night at Mills House to determine the

makeup of a committee to oversee the running of Mills

produced no results as of late last night.

The people at the meeting were basically in

agreement that membership on the steering com-
mittee will be composed of representatives of the
African students on campus. Attempts will be made
to insure that the committee's work will not overlap
that of any existing group on campus.
According to Michael Thelwell, Chairman of the

Black Studies Dept., the elections were prompted by a
meeting of people who work in Mills House last

Friday. The group issued a statement urging people
to attend and emphasized that those attending will

constitute Ihe foundations of a "legitimate govern-
ment'' to control the use a nd budgebng of the facilities

at Mills House.

Statement Urges Cooperation

"II you want to have a hand in deciding the future ol

the Black Cultural ('enter,'' the statement warned, "it

is imperative that you attend. The release continued

.ind specifically requested that each black
organization on campus be represented.

The meeting last week and last night's gathering to

eted a "governance committee" are viewed by
Thelwell as having roots in last year's take-over of

Mills. Hut the committee has been largely ineffective

There a re no definite plans for the formulation of the

committee, but Thelwell said that he did have a

general plan in mind which would call tor a

representative committee."

^%

Mike Thelwell - director of the W.K.B. DuBois Black Studies Dept.

NUC To Coordinate 70-71 Radical Activities

Uy ROBERTSCHEIEH
Si all Reporter

Howard Gadlin. Assistant

Professor of Psychology at UMass,

and a core of members from last

year's New University Conference

held an open meeting last night in

the Campus (enter to consolidate

their ideas and goals for the

coming year.

During the meeting, the ap-

proximately iorty people attending

attempted to coordinate their

political outlooks, ideas, and goals

into a plan of action for the coming

year. A proposal mat resulted from

the discussion on whether to

concentrate on political discussion

and study or action was the

proposal to institute a Radical

Studies Program on campus,

modeled along the Black Studies

Program. Another possibility,

from which this program could

grow, would be a program of

plusradical news and analysis,

cultural offerings on WFCR.
The local NUC chapter, formed

last year, is a loose confederation

of people whose principal activities

so far have been political study

and discussion. It is currently not

formally affiliated with the

national organizabon, awaiting a
greater coordination of viewpoints

and a view of its goals. It is seen as
filling the need for a radical

organization to coordinate
meaningful activities in the five-

college area, and hopefully to

provide the base for a local radical

subculture.

The national NUC is involved in

such issues as racism, the Vietnam
war, day car centers, women's
liberabon. and the "People's

Peace Treaty", originally

proposed by the SDS.

Gov'tMajors ToHoldConclave

V

By DEBBIE FLAHERTY
Staff Reporter

Concerned undergraduate
government majors will have a

chance to air their grievances this

evening. Led by the un-

dergraduate steering committee,

the meeting will center on

problems in lack of com
munication, evaluabon, and in-

dependent study options.

Communication difficulties

discussed will include those bet-

ween graduates, undergraduates,

and faculty in addition to lack of

information on courses,

professors, requirements, and

advisors.

NORTH WIND
THE CRAFTSHOP
OF AMHERST

Beads
Candlemaking Supplies

Twine for Macramt
Inkle Looms
Swedish Yarns

Courses, professors, and
requirements in relation to quality

and relevance are topics to be
evaluated.

The independent study option

issue will zero in on possibilities in

field work and more specialized

majors.

The meeting, to be held tonight

at 7 in room 168-172 of the Campus
Center, will be open to any further

complaints or comments.

Speaking before a groupol approximately fort) people inthcCumpiis (enter last night. Howard

(.adJin. Head ol the I Mass. chapter of Nit. attempted to coordinate radical outlooks and at

tivities. (MDC photo by Barry Penn)
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The Peoples Craft Co-op

2nd floor over Flavortown

rear entrance Louis'
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FRESHMAN VOTING
for

FRESHMAN QUEEN
10-4 MON. - FRI.

S. U. LOBBY

Sponsored by Maroon Keys
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In The Nation And The World

Crash Investigation

Continues In W. Va.
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (AP)—Investigators combed a muddy hillside

in near freezing temperatures Monday for tiny shreds of metal that could

yield clues to possible instrument failure in the jetliner crash that carried

75 persons to a fiery death.

National Transportation Safety Board experts sifted through bits of

wreckage with shovels, searching for what caused the DC 9 chartered jet-

attempting to land in rain and fog Saturday night-to crash and explode

into flames just two miles from the runway.
Investigators said the initial check of cockpit voice recordings and

other tapes on the flight showed no indication of either mechanical failure

or pilot error.

This led them to suspect the sensitive cockpit instruments which a pilot

must depend upon when landing in rainy weather at night.

Killed in the crash were 34 Marshall University football players, three

students team assistants, six coaches, an athletic director, and many
prominent Huntington residents traveling with the team.

In addition there was a crew of five aboard the Southern Airways twin
engine jet.

The deaths plunged the Marshall campus of 8,500, and its mother city of

73.OO0, into a state of grief for the worst air disaster in American sports

history. Classes were cancelled Monday and Tuesday. Flags in the city,

and at post offices across the state were flown at half staff.

Monday, theNTSB investigators painstakingly searched for remnants
of key flight instruments shredded apart in the crash. Also under way,
was the task of identifying the charred bodies of the victims

Investigators said initial checks showed there was no pilot diversion

from a normal landing glide path and showed no obvious mechanical

malfunction.

John U. Reed. NTSB chairman, said it was only obvious that the pilot of

the charter (light had his craft too low. causing the plane to clip tree tops

and a ridge just west of tri State Airport's main runway.
It was that perilous brush with the tops of the 70 foot high oak and

poplar trees that sent the jet cartwheeling into the next mountainside.

The plane flipped on its back and exploded in flames.

Lame Duck Congress Reconvenes

WASHINGTON (AP)—Congress
reconvened Monday for a lame
duck session strongly flavored by

the politics of 1970-and of 1972.

Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott said it would be an un-

mitigated disaster.

Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield welcomed his returning

majority-and accused Republican

campaigners of subjecting them to

offensive personal vilification, and
"political slicksterism."

Mansfield and Scott agreed that

congressional leaders and
President Nixon should draw up a

rock bottom list of legislative

musts for action by the lame duck
91st Congress.

"I trust that the list will be

mercifully short,'' Mansfield said.

But he said he couldn't guess how
long the session would last. "In-

deed, the 91st may yet be known as

the unending Congress," Mansfield

said.

"I would hope the session could

be treated as a cleanup and windup
session," said Scott. He said that

with two more Republicans due to

join the Senate minority in the 92nd

Congress, opening Jan. 4.

President Nixon would do better to

bide his time on controversial

matters involving foreign policy

and defense.

In the days ahead this year Scott

said he expects a lot of oratory

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY

The Paul Taylor Dance Company
" A dance spectacle, the like of which has never been seen

!"

LeFigaro, Paris

TUESDAY, NOV. 17 PROGRAM 1 BOWKER 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18 PROGRAM 11 BOWKER 8 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 19 Program Master Class, Studio Women's

Physical Education, 10:30 a.m.

Reserved Tickets: All students $1.50; Faculty/Staff $2.50

Master Class (Free) to ticket-holders of either concert.

CANNONBALL ADDERLY QUINTET
"An Experience in Black Music"

Friday, Nov. 20 seminar workshop 1-30 p.m., School

of Education Auditorium (Free)

Friday, Nov. 20 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 21 seminar workshop 2.00 p.m., Black

Cultural Center (Mills) (free)

Saturday, Nov. 21 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; UM Grad Students and
other students $2.00; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50. others $3.00

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall or at Bowker
Box Office (remaining tickets). Telephone 545-0202.

THE FESTIVAL WINDS
Nine Virtuoso Woodwind players perform a unique program including

works of Beethoven, Mozart, Handel and Carter

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.00; UM grad. students and

. other students $1.50; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50; others $3.00

temporarily, a constitutional

amendment to guarantee equal

rights to women.
Mansfield delivered his rebuke

to the Republicans-in terms
stronger than he customarily
chooses-at a caucus of Senate
Democrats, saying that some of

them "were subjected to a per-

sonal vilification of a most of-

fensive nature.

"You defeated opponents in the

face of what can best be described

as a massive essay in political

slicksterism."

fie named no individual, but said

Republican campaigners made an
apparently calculated effort to

undermine public confidence in the

Senate, and accused them of

arrogant half truths, quarter

truths and no truths..."

The criticism seemed directed at

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew,
and, in part, at Nixon.

Republican Scott described those

comments as "political, purely.

They are ritual and required. In

due time. I'll make the same kind

of statements."

As for 1972 politics, Scott said

'there are always a certain

number of Democrats running for

president- and most of them are in

the Senate."

One likely contender, Sen. Ed-
mund S. Muskie of Maine, said he

wants a seat on the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee- a valuable

forum for a presidential candidate.

Sen Edward M. Kennedy. D.

Mass.. said Muskie is way out front

lor the 1972 nomination. Kennedy
said "no." he would not accept the

1972 nomination himself.

about the outcome of the Nov. 3

elections, a lot of attempts to win

hasty enactment of pet projects-

particularly from lawmakers who

won't be around next year.

"1 think it will be an unmitigated

disaster, aside from the necessity

of getting appropriations bills

through," the Pennsylvanian said.

Among the measures awaiting

action: a once vetoed measure to

finance housing and assorted other

government projects, and a

transportation appropriation with

the built in controversy of a $230

million item to continue the

supersonic transport aircraft

project.

Mansfield said the Senate will

act before Thanksgiving on

another Nixon vote, of a bill to

sharply restrict campaign spen-

ding for radio and television.

The Democratic leader said he

thinks Nixon is entitled to a vote

this year on his family assistance

program.
That welfare reform proposal is

to be handled as part of a bill to

increase Social Security benefits

by l() per cent.

In addition, a trade bill, with new
import restrictions and export

incentives, will be tacked on to that

bill.

The trade measure has first to

clear the Mouse, where it is due up
Wednesday as the first major
legislation of the lame duck
session.

A larm price support bill also

awaits Senate action; Mansfield

said it will come up Wednesday or

Thursday.
The Senate went to work on a job

"fptv h'H alter shelving, at least

Pope Paul Reaffirms

Stand on Birth Control
ROME I AP )—Pope Paul VI, using the world's chief food organization

as a forum, reaffirmed Monday the Roman Catholic Church's strict ban

on artificial birth control methods. He urged increased food production to

feed the world's swelling population.

There is a great temptation to use one's authority to diminish the

number of guests rather than to multiply the bread that is to be shared,"

he told the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization's 25th anniversary

meeting.

Me used the words of his predecessor. John XXIII, in assailing the pill

andothercontraceptivesas'methodsand means which are unworthy of

man."
Mis unequivocal statement spotlighted the chief issue dividing the

Vatican and FAO, the largest U.N. specialized agency, which is on record

as advocating artificial birth control to curb the population explosion.

High FAO officials said the pontiff restated the division between the

world organization and the Vatican, but said he did i.ot attempt to in-

lluence the KAO.

Lee Marvin
in

CAT BALLOU
TUESDAY, NOV. 17

MAHAR - 7 & 9 p.m. 75c

Brothers of

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

An important meeting

will be held at

9:00 P.M.

Tuesday, Nov. 17, 1970

at the

new Alpha Sigma Phi Lodge

E. Pleasant St

Ky Arrives At Newport
Seizure of Illegal Drugs

Increased Threefold

NEWPORT, K.I. (AP)-Vice
President Nguyen Cao Ky of South
Vietnam arrived Monday for an
overnight visit to the Newport
Naval Base where a key part of
President Nixon's Vietnamization
program is under way.

Under tight security and over-
cast skies, Ky's airplane arrived at
the Quonset Point Naval Air
Station from West Point, N.Y.,
where he visited the U.S. Military
Academy.

Ky crossed the bay on the ad-
miral's barge and was ac-
companied by Rear Adm. Joseph
B. Tibbets, commander of Fleet
Air Quonset, at the Quonset Naval
Air Station where his four engine
jet touched down at 2:25 p.m.

He was accompanied by his wife

and about a dozen other South
Vietnamese.

A 19 gun salute was fired as the

barge pulled into the basin where
the pleasure craft of high-ranking
officers at Newport dock.

He was greeted by Vice Adm.
Richard Colbert, president of the

Naval War College and Rear Adm.

Fred G. Bennett, chief of staff.

After exchanging pleasantries,

Ky and Adm. Colbert trooped the

line of a 50 member honor Marine
guard while a 17 member band

Supreme Court Case
ChallengesLaw

WASHINGTON (API A Brooklyn man convicted of loan sharking

won a Supreme Court hearing Monday in a major test of Congress'

power to strike at organized crime.

The case accepted for review over Justice Department objections

challenges the l%» law that made extortionate credit transactions a

federal crime and provided stiff jail terms.

Beyond that, the case shapes upas the first high court examination

in 17 years ot putting what appears, on the surface at least, to be local

crimes under tederal controls.

The convicted man. Alcides Perez, is arguing through his lawyer.

Albeit J Krieger ot New York City, that the 1968 law is un-

constitutional His reasoning is broad enough to endanger other

tederal anticrime laws if accepted by the justices.

Perezwassentenced to 18 months in prison for what the U.S. Circuit

Court in Now York City called "brutal collection methods." Ac-

cording to court records' Perez collected $6,500 from a Puerto Rican

butcher \\ ho had turned to him for a $3,000 business loan.

The butcher testified Perez claimed he was due $6,700 more, and

said he went bankrupt trying to raise the money.

The loan sharking law is Title II of the Consumer Credit Protection

Act ot 1968 Congress described it as an attempt to control 'the vicious

billion dollar a year loan sharking racket."' Prison terms ranging up

to 20) ears and I ines up to $10,000 are provided.

Congress based its authority on two provisions of the Constitution.

One gave Congress power to establish uniform and effective

bankruptcy laws The second gave Congress power to regulate in-

terstate commerce
The Perez appeal argues the law is unconstitutional in both respects

In other actions Monday the court:

Upheld unanimously California regulations that bar welfare aid to

otherwise qualified poor families because the father is working at

least 152 hours a month
Agreed to review a settlement that orders the government to pay

the southern lie tribe in Colorado for more than 200,000 acres of

disputed lands.

Turned down an appeal by Pennsylvania from a ruling that a

convicted robber must be freed because a lawyer wasn't on hand w hen

a witness identified him by looking at photographs and viewing him

through a one way mirror.
- Refused to review a draft evasion conviction in a case from New

Orleans wheremembersofthe local draft board lived outside the area

they supervised, contrary to federal law.

CLASS OF 74

RIGHT HERE BABY

We need help. Join the freshman class

executive council. Pick up applications at

the information desk at the Student Activities

( H fice (behind the escalator on the first floor

of the Campus Center.) Deadline — Mon-

day, Nov. 25, 5:00 pm.

played. Then Adm. Colbert ac-

companied Ky to the Flag Cabin
where he was to be based during
his stay.

Earlier at West Point he
predicted the U.S. role in his land
would be over "very soon."

He told newsmen while on a one
day visit to the U.S. Military
Academy "I am personally very
happy with the Vietnamization"
program of President Nixon.

Ky said the U.S. involvement in

his country is "not quite over," but
added, "Your role will be over very
soon." He did not elaborate.

He said his country wants the
United States to help with the war
until the South Vietnamese can
"lake over by ourselves."

While at Newport, Ky will visit

the Naval Office Candidate School

where some 750 of his countrymen
are scheduled to complete a

special training program in the

basics of coastal and riverine

warfare by next August. Some 250

men have completed the program.

The course was set up by
American and Vietnamese last

winter after President Nixon
announced a speed up in Viet-

namization. The Newport school

was chosen because it had the

necessarv facilities.

WASHINGTON (AP)- Customs
Bureau officials said Monday they

have seized markedly larger
quantities of illegal drugs in recent

months because of a stepped up
enforcement drive.

Officials were cautious,
however, about interpreting the

seizure statistics as a sign of in-

creased activity by drug
smugglers.

"I couldn't comment on that,"

said Deputy Customs Com-
missioner Edwin F. Rains. "We're
always in a position of knowing
what we get and we don't know
what we don't get."

From July through September,
Custom officials said they made
nearly three times as many
seizures of illegal drugs as they

did during the same period a year
ago.

Rains said increased manpower-
aboutUOO new agents recruited last

year-is responsible. "They're just

coming into effectiveness," he

said.

Commissioner Myles Ambrose
said agents participated in 3,016

seizures in the July-September

period, compared with 1,193 in the

same months a year ago.

The total quantity of drugs
captured was 37,212 pounds, nearly
2 1/2 times the 15,720 pounds
confiscated in a comparable time
last year.

The tota Is do not include seizures
of dangerous drugs such as
stimulants and depressants in pill

and capsule form. But officials

said they intercepted 1.3 million

five grain units during the three
months.

At Bal Harbour, Fla., meantime,
Asst. Treasury Secretary Eugene
T. Rossides said seizures of
depressants and stimulants in the
last two years have increased 212

per cent.

Rossides told the National
Wholesale Druggist Association
the government has "reason to

believe that the majority of seized

drugs were manufactured in the

United States and shipped out of

the country with little regard to

the character of the recipient, and
thereafter were diverted into illicit

channels for smuggling back into

the U.S.

Northeast Dorms Open

The lirst of the new Sylvan
suite-style dorms w ill be opening
for occupancy for the Spring
Semester. It will be eight stories

high with eight suites per floor;

sixty-lour suites in the entire

dorm. Suites range in size from
six to eight occupants.

Applicants are now being
accepted by the Housing Office

from groups of students desiring

to live in this dorm in the Spring

Semester. Complete groups of

six, seven or eight students will

be given priority ovenndividual
and incomplete groups.
Otherwise, suite-choosing will be

conducted on a first come-first

serve basis.

For further information
contact Mrs. Rugg or Mrs
Korpela in the Housing Office.

The new blades vs. Morelco.

Wewen*
In an independent test, some indepen-

dent men shaved one side of their face

with a platinum or chromium blade.

They shaved the other side with our

Tripleheader 35T shaver.

When they finished shaving, we had

them feel their faces.

7 out of 10 said our Tripleheader

shaved them as close or closer than

either the platinum or chromium blade.

Some of the men were surprised.

But, frankly, we weren't.

Because the Norelco Tripleheader is a

totally different kind of electric shaver.

You

It has three shaving heads that float,

to follow the curves of your face.

Our blades are rotary. So they shave

in every direction. (Because your beard

grows in every direction.)

And we make our shaving heads
ultra-thin. So it's possible to get a

really close shave. And practically im-

possible to nick or cut yourself.

The Tripleheader comes in a Cord and
a Rechargeable
model.
Either way, you

can't lose.

fkrore/co
can*t got any closer.

©1970 North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, NY. 10017.
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Save, Get, Keep

Another case of acting through the channels and coming out on the

short end can be avoided if the Board of Trustees at their Friday meeting

approve the WMUA request for the placement of a transmitting device in

the seventh floor ironing room of Emily Dickinson House. Approval also

will save the students of the university, tens of thousands of dollars, in-

sure a power increase for a dramatically growing campus radio station

that benefits the entire community, and speak against the duplicity and

childishness that has marked the Dickinson House objections.

WMUA has received approval from the dorm on at least three oc-

cassions. Yet Dickinson asserts that this was not binding, and that they

don't want the transmitter on their dorm. It seems the Dickinson House

residences decide weeks after they vote whether their vote is binding. In

other words, they approve it when WMUA station management is on the

scene presenting their case, and then reverse themselves behind the

station's back.

Dickinson House has given four main areas of dispute. They contend

that there w ill be interference in tv and radio communcabon due to the

transmitting placement. This has been ruled an infintestimal possibility

l.y an independent engineering firm study that cost over 1000 dollars, and

by the Federal Communications Commission. And even so, WMUA has

stated that if that slim possibility of interference results they would move
(he tower. Yet Dickinson, won't believe anyone else but themselves.

The residences maintain that they would lose their ironing room.

WMUA has offered to have the ironing facilities relocated on the floor, a

proposal that was approved by the floor residences, but of course

reversed later, in typical fashion.

The residences have expressed safety concerns, when they have been

reassured by engineering experts, and the FCC to the contrary that there

is no safety hazard. For Dickinson in mature fashion, has spread such

rumors as theantenna'spresence can causesterility and that they can be

damaged by radiation.

Finally, they have objected to what they term the procedures used by

WMUA, in particular the subpeoning of dorm residences for a general

court hearing. What the Dickinson experts fail to realize is that this is a

completely above-the-board procedure acted through the proper chan-

nels. It was virtually the only stepWMUAcouldtake, other than bypassing

the student court.

WMUA has offered to mediate, but Dickinson refuses. And so, while

some children on Orchard Hill play power play, inflation upps the prices

of equipment needed and therefore costs students money, the FCC
deadline for work approaches and threatens the approved power increase

and the radio station remains unable to reach Southwest, because of lack

of power.
WMUA has gone through all the proper channels. They have gone step

by step through a tedious process, gaining the approval of the stringent

FCC, the Student Senate, engineering firms, etc, and yes even on three

occasions the Dickinson House residents.

Dickinson House has refused to listen to the evidence of experts,

refused to act in good faith and has created a ridiculously childish

situation which is costing money everyday and thrown mud on what
should have been a simple procedure.

In essence, therefore, we strongly urge the Board of Trustees to ap-

prove theWMUA position, Friday, and end ail this foolishness.

Stevie Winwood, in the Curry Hicks Cage.

My feelings about Saturday night are mixed. The

Cage is the second to the last place on earth to hold a

concert. The sound is bad, the building inadequate,

the seats too few and uncomfortable, the access way
atrocious. It's not too hard to bum out going to the

Cage.

As one person, 1 enjoyed myself thoroughly

Saturday night The push and pull of the crowd is one

of those things which one can enjoy in the proper

mood. Those who shun physical contact at all costs

would not have enjoyed my experience in the crowd
outside. At times the crowd would move forward
about three yards, then go back about three, then

forward again, then back. It was like watching the

Patriots without Tom Janik. I had never more than

twenty square inches on which to stand and generally

about two arms, backs or shoulders touching me. 1

enjoyed the feeling.

If I had gotten hurt, it would have been different.

Many people were hurt Saturday night, just trying to

get in to see a concert. That's not good.

The concert was declared to be free before I had sat

down. We sat in the aisle to the right of the stage,

where we could see the performers faces. I don't think

there was more room in the building. I enjoyed that

part of it also, but if I had to stand in the hack, where
you can't see and you're dealing with Curry Hicks

acoustics, I don't think I would have enjoyed it.

I liked Buffie and David Frye. As far as Traffic

goes, they performed creditably; I expected them to

be as good as the Old Traffic, in the pre-Blind Faith

days, and they did not disappoint me. Then there's

Winwwod.
Eric Clapton, after the breakup of Blind Faith,

spoke about Steve Winwood. Clayton thought he had

Let It Shine
We need help!

Pur poetry page is dying of lack of creative nourishment If you
write poelrj or short stories, take pit lures, or draw illustrations, let

the world see them Let the world share them with you. If you're
modest we 11 print your creations a ninomously so you can smile while
the world wonders In order to have a publication for Friday, we need
material, today. Bring your writings, pictures, illustrations to the
editorial mailbox in the Student Union anytime before five. We are
trying to get it together with the printer so there will be fewer
mistakes in the printed poetry. Keep the faith!

disappointed him. Eric Clapton! Stevie was singing

lead for Spencer Davis when he was sixteen, and is a

virtuoso on both guitar and organ. 1 don't think the

Cage has ever had a better male singer than Steve
Winwood.

1 hope the Cage does not have too many more op-

portunities to top Winwood. Anyone who's ever gone to

l Concert there, anyone who was here last winter and
saw the crowds lining up at four in the afternoon for

basketball knows that the Cage must be replaced.

People went to the NIT last year who couldn't get in to

watch the basketball team play for free at home.
Julius Erving is among the most exciting basketball

players in the country. He should be able to play in a

better place than the Cage.

We now have twenty thousand students. There'll be
more next year, more the year after. The Cage holds
forty two hundred people, less than a quarter of the

student body. The Convocation Center is still in

primary planning stages, which means we should
expect it by 1986. At that time the University should
hold about forty-five to two hundred thousand
students. Unless maybe they build it before that.

Julius will graduate long before that. So will the rest

of us. They will probably be remembering the good old

days of the seventies by the time they hold a concert
in the Convocation Center.

Past Cage concerts there have featured many
biggees: Simon & Garfunkel, Janis Jovlin, Johnny
Winter, Sly, Alvin Lee, and most recently, Steve
Winwood. The Cage has been the site of many good
performances. But it is simply a lousy place to hold

any event, and it should be replaced as soon as
possible.

I enjoyed myself. Most people don't. That's bad.

Peace.

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel
0KICULAR18 ORI8 OVERCOMES PUCKEK
PARALYSlS-whichisan academic way of saying that

at the UTexas campus at Arlington they set a record
during a kissing marathon that overcame Notre
Dame's longest kiss of 6.5 hours.

Sponsor of the kiss-a-thon was the local IFC.
Smooch, anyone?

• * «

*

NADER IS RAIDING SPIRO COUNTRY, according
to a UPI dispatch out of Wichita, Kansas. The "con-

sumer advocate" charges the Vice-President with
violating Federal law by being a 'political pitch-

man."
"Federal law states that no government employe

will be used to influence or effect a political cam-
paign," he said at a recent news conference there.

The Veep, he added, is a "political pitch-man raising

funds for the Republican party... (which) 1 don't think

he should do at taxpayer's expense."
"And I don't think a vice-president should go around

talking about law and order when he is performing an
illegal act every day, contrary to federal law.

"

Nader told his questioners that Agnew has presided
less than 20 hours in the more than 1,000 hours the
Senate has been in session this year.

So, what else is new?
* • • •

DEPOSIT AND RETURN NEWSPAPERS? Down
there at the University of Texas, where they do things

BIG, an enterprising student is publishing what may
well be the world's first redeemable newspaper.
Purchasers of "Ecology in Texas" for 15 cents may

redeem it for 5 cents in the Union Building on the
Austin campus.
Editor Robin Cravey says that ''Redeemed

newspapers will be disposed of in an ecologically
sound method by the newspaper's staff, relieving part

of the litter problem."
About 3000 copies of the first issue were sold on local

newsstands, with circulation expected to become
state-wide.

Remember the Alamo!
• * * *

MORE ORICULAKIS ORIS later intelligence about
smooch-ins on the campi indicates that the record
contact may be the 13 hours 45 minutes set by Ronnie
Beck and Jim Holloway at the University of Hartford,
Nov. 14. In so doing, they broke a 12-hour mark set at
Eastern Washington State U.. Nov. 11 < Armed Forces
Day).

The only prize Jim received was a kiss from Ron
nie's aching lips.

Rodin should have it so good But then, his couple is

still kissing.
• • * *

ESCORTS AT FLORIDA STATE g a busy
time of it, as the IFC there is L beat the
problemsof attacks on lone coeds one s.

In the first eight nights of opera Don, the frat
bretheren excorted 73 coeds, according to the
Flambeau, campu newspaper.
The Escort Service was formed after FSU was

rocked by a series of assaults on lone women. The
service provides walking excort for any women in the
campus area who must go out alone between 8 p.m.
and 12:30 a.m. Frat members who act as excorts
wear their jerseys and show their ID cards when they
meet the girls to be excorted.
Who said chivalry is dead?

• • » «

MEANWHILE. THE HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
appeared in the Pirate's Log of Modesto (Calif.)
Junior College: "Rome To Appear In SC Lounge."

And The Doctors Will Get You
If You Don't Watch Out!

i Reprinted Worcester Telegram)
WASHINGTON (AP)-A study group sonsored by-

Ralph Nader said yesterday that the U.S. medical
profession does not merit the Trust placed in it,

primarily because patients cannot be reasonably sure
of receiving competent care.

The study group, composed of a former federal

health official and students in law and medicine,

proposed that the federal government take over the

setting of standards for medical care in hospitals and
doctors' offices.

"Although the worlds' best medical care has always
been practiced in the United States, the almost

complete lack of internal quality control within the

medical profession has also allowed a large measure
of very poor medicine to be practiced,'* the report

said.

Lack Uniform Standards
"Every citizen is at the mercy of a system devoid of

uniform, enforced standards of quality and must run

the risks implied in the statistics of uneven levels of

care among hospitals and physicians."
The report criticized the federal government, state

medical societies and licensing officials and national
organizations like the American Medical Association
and die Joint Commission on Accreditation oi

Hospitals. It accused them of recognizing
developing crisis in our health care system" but
tailing to take rapid action or proposing "ineffective
measures.
The AMA issued a statement defending its record,

saying: "We are working almost continually with the
Congress and the executive branch of the federal
government to promote quality and cost controls."
"The report appears to be comprehensive and

deserving of the objective consideration which we will

give it," said the AMA. "On a hasty perusal, some of
its recommendations appear to have merit while
others raise questions."

Homecoming Defended Returnable Motion

To the Editor:

For those of you who went to the 1970 Homecoming
concerts we're glad we succeeded in providing you
with an enjoyable weekend of talented entertainment.
For those of you whogot hassled, pushed, bruised, and
cheated out of your seats before the late concert
Saturday night-we are sorry and hope the selfish,

inconsiderate people who pushed you, bruised you,
and stole your seats apologize to you.

The Homecoming Committee has worked since last

spring to bring the U.Mass. students and alumni the

best weekend possible. We offered you a diverse
entertaining, though expensive, weekend. We admit,
tree concerts are beautiful, but someone has to pay
for concert performers. Homecoming has no budget
so they charged the lowest possible prices they could,

just to break even. But people complain Homecoming
is "protecting only the economic interests of the

university". We think perhaps some of the U.Mass.
children are too used to getting everything they want
without giving anything in return. Tickets priced at

$3.75 to see big names was just enough money to cover
costs of the groups, we had these concerts only

because enough people did buy tickets. But some
special students felt they deserved the concert for

tree, in fact, they felt it was their right to steal seats

from those who had paid for them, to push the ticket

holders out of their way, to push down the U.Mass.
student fences, to push down the doors of the Cage, to

throw rocks at police when they attempted to in-

tervene, and then had the audacity to accuse the

"pigs" of neglecting their duty. You ask where the

"pigs" were when the greedy inconsiderate students
pushed down the fence? You say it was the students
who finally regulated the crowds and prevented
further injuries. We say that you are lucky there are
some students who have enough gub lo stop the rude
students and outsiders from hurting their fellow

students. We all know what would have happened had
it been police who were out there, pushing away the

crowds. One had already left with a head injury from
a rock. Yes, they give a damn about you-do you think

guarding a college concert is fun for them when some
people are so rude and destructive? The students of

the U.Mass Homecoming Committee, the students
who paid for the concerts, the students who were in-

jured on Saturday night, the students who won't ever
see another concert in the Cage because a selfish few
have made the Cage too dangerous a place for con-

certs, and thrown Homecoming into debt with Cage
repairments demand an apology from those students
who were truly responsible for making part of

Saturday night miserable for everyone else.

BELDEN BLY, NANCY MARTIN, JIM TOLEY,
JULI IRARDI, JOHN COLELLA, DEN1SE B1RON,
PATRICIA WESTWATER, ED VOCl, JOEL H.

WILSON, ED ACCONANDO, PAT FLYNN, TED
MARTIN, and ED DEMPSEY.

Concert Policy Changes
To the Editor:

After attending the second
concert Saturday night, we feel

that a change in policy in regard to

concerts should be initiated.

Anticipating a large crowd, we
thought it best to leave an hour and
a half early to get some halfway

decent seats. Aside from the

pushing and shoving and lack of

air. standing in line for an hour and
a half wasn't all that bad. And we
met some of the most interesting

and friendly people you could hope
to find on campus. But there were
times when we wondered whether

it was really worth it--what with

the breaking down of fences,

destruction of University property,

and personal injuries. We feel,

though, that this could be avoided

in the future.

Why not have open-air concerts

in Alumni Stadium? Lights could

be installed, and could later serve

a dual purpose by allowing night

football. Seating capacity is almost

double, and bathroom and parking

facilities are much more ac-

cessible. Due to the size ad-

vantage, the need for two per-

formances could be eliminated,

giving us a better and longer show
for our money. The many gates

would keep waiting in line to a

minimum, and a repetition of

Saturday night's problems would
be virtually impossible. If Harvard

can do it, so can we.
GET TOGETHER
DOUGLAS LOUX
JAMES MALTZ

Cage Help
To the Editor:

In reference to Saturday's
debacle at the entrance to the

Cage, the following comes to mind
after reading the letter of charge

sheet signed by Mr. Cohen and
friends

:

a. On today's college campuses,
the alledged ideal being professed

is that students don't want to be

policed, rather than can police

themselves.

b. At all the radical meetings we
attend and in all the radical

literature we read, we are urged

not to obey the pigs', so why
should they have acted?

c. I thought all students were
PEACE loving so why couldn't

they have waited in line like

civilized people. Why did so many

peaceniks deem it a necessity to

storm the Cage?
d. What kind of animal is it that

would try to crash the door in front

of their contemporaries who paid

for their tickets? I always thought
we were equals in a united front

against the system. Also, don't

blame the school for charging an
admission - it's the fault of these

capitalistic rock groups who are
only out to protect and improve
their own economic interests.

e. Don't blame the 'pigs' for your
own acts of animalism. Maybe
students are the real 'pigs'.

Wouldn't that be a swtich, the

police calling the kids pig - Oink
Oink.

See you all at Winter Carnival.

PETER C.CHISHOLM

Man in Motion
By Michael Mewshaw.
247 pp. New York: Random House, Inc. $5.95.

"She got the urge for going home and 1 had to let her," folk-singer Tom
Rush sadly but realistically chants. The urge to leave home hits us all and
the reality of return seems as distant as Betelgeuse. Today, we stray
from the torturous confines of our homelife existence to experience a new
and challenging life. One that will hand us our "freedom" on a silver

platter.

Is there a solution to this perpetual problem? Walker Hawley, the main
character in Michael Mewshaw's novel, decides for himself, the answer
lies in an escape. No, not a cop out, as people label some of us, simply an
everyday escape. For the past twenty-six years, Hawley has lived with
his unstable family inthequiet, typical town of Cottage City. His mother,
living in a mental institution, his step father, Daddy Dick, and several
unstable brothers and sisters create an atmosphere called home.
Walker's life is troubled and predictable from first grade until college

graduation. His dull and routine existence seldom allows Walker to ex-
periment with the mysterious. Even his girl Dede remains as
conquerable as the rest of the environment.
The total outlook reflected in the story could be classified as trite, (so

aren't we all) but the problem facing Walker exists for us all on different

levels. Mr. Mewshaw's outstanding control of the language and his clear

and usually sharp sentences, enables the reader to read swiftly and think

deeply.

Ezra Pound once remarked, "Poetry should be as least as well written

as prose." The converse holds true for "Man in Motion." Certain
passages are overdrawn and too predictable but a total appraisal would
applaud Mewshaw's first, and surely not final, Creation.
The cross country journey Walker takes with his TR3 and newspaper

add respondent, Lila Caine, provides all to quickly the total experience
the ex-collegiate writer needs. Walker decides that California will not

satisfy or stimulate, although his true father and his "ideal" mother
reside in San Francisco Off to Mexico, the Venice of the Western
Hemisphere, where Walker discovers nothing but dismal decay and
perishable paradises. The loss of his TR3 into a irretrievable gulley is

initial proof to Walker that he has done wrong. Lila no longer represents
the easy and challenging ball, but Walker Hawley has not yet reached the
point of return (or perhaps no return).

The principal philosophy taken by Mr. Mewshaw. is one of en
couragement for all to break away, if necessary, travel and find the

unattainable freedom. "It is impossible to be as free as people say we
might be," Mr. Mewshaw confidently stated. "Man in Motion" grips the

struggle of one individual and forces its readers to associate with the fluid

penetrating from the ultimate success and failures of Walker Hawley
Other underlying philosophies build upon or subtract from Walker's
struggle.

Walker Hawley, as compared to Stephen Dedalus in Joyce's "Portrait

of the Artist as a Young Man," portrays the man with everything he could

possibly want. Unlike Stephen, Walker does not fully understand his

environment. Before escaping from home, religion, family and even
country, it is essential for one to comprehend and justify their existence.

A literary belief perpetuated throughout the literary world is that "you
cannot go home again." Remain an Expatriot! Mewshaw and his work
perpetuate the opposite. "You can always go home again." We often

forget that we frequently repeat the mistakes of our parents and seldom
strip away the foundation our homes have given. Both Benjamin Brad-

dock in "The Graduate" and Walker Hawley in "Man in Motion"
discover, as we all try to, life at its best where life always has been.

Walker returns to Cottage City and Dede Clinton accepting all and
forgetting nothing. He now sees the beauty in Cottage City and in the

people he lives with. Life, love, religion and people become the associates

of Walker Hawley. Although he is immobile after the great "motion",

Hawley forms and faces a new life, as challenging and intricate as the one
he was searching for.

Good literature should be judged on its ability to create a sense of

realness in the reader and of course on its literary style and merit. "Man
in Motion" by Michael Mewshaw fulfills this dual menu literature has
created for itself.

The motion we all possess should lead us on to bigger and better things.

Yet, in the back of our minds we must remember one basic premise, the

return is inevitable!

DAVID STARMBOVSKY

»

One of The Many Lines One of The Many Reasons
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Something Else 10

Wednesday Ed. Events
"Something Else 70" is a five-day happening at the School of

Education this week. Subtitled "Alternate Futures in Education," this

week long symposium and multi-media fair offers talks, tapings, music,

drama, games, demonstrations, films, workshops, and numerous other

activities. All university students and faculty and anyone else who is

interested are invited to attend. All classes in the School of Education are

cancelled during the fair.

University students may earn modular credits by participating in

"Something Else 70". Each hour of participation will offer one-half mod
credit, and fifteen mod credits will equal one graduation credit from the

School of Education.

The Daily Collegian presents abbreviated schedules of "Something

Else 70" activities. Due to space limitations, the schedule cannot be

printed here in its entirety. Completed schedules will be available in the

School of Education and the Northeast Area, where most of the activities

are being held.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER II

8:00

Room 128 Science Smorgasboard People are

free to come and go as they please They will

be able to work with children's science

equipment, and discuss its use with science

teachers Carl Hoagland <>

8:30

Room 228 Field Ecology and Inquiry Lear

ning For Non Scientists! One half day in the

woods. 830 12 00 (Collaboration of the School

of Education & the Zoology Department) Joe

Hardy

9:00

Room I2B Coeds, Cameras and Campus:
Follow up to presentation at l 00 Tuesday

Only those who attended that group should

come to this Carl Hoagland
Room 226 Towards A Science of Education

Tom Hutchinson

Educ Library interviews for Students

Seeking Teaching Positions Cooperative

School Service Center and UMass Placement

Office

9:00 to 12:00

Marks Meadow integrated Day Workshop
Marks Meadow Observation Deck

10.00

Children s Library Computer Games: Come
and Play Games with a Computer Hap Peele

Room 228 TV News Today and in the Future

Nat Rutstein, formerly of NBC News
N E Leach Mam Lounge An i for an l:

Learning New Symbols tor a New Age Glenn

Hawkes
N E Hamlin Main Lounge university

Without Walls A revolutionary undergraduate

program
N E Crabtree Living Learning Center "The
Community m Education incidents of

R"Sistence' Watts and Bedford Stuyvesant

Two Views of the Ghetto m Education Sharon

Turner, Linda Gamble Ocean Hill Brown
sville Why we must control our schools Paul

Chandler The Spanish Community in

Springfield Gilberto- Sotolongo, Herberto

Flores.

Room 226 Is A School An Organization?

Asking some questions Gerry Gold
At the Van N.E. The Totalitarian Classroom

Game a deconditioning exercise in which

some of the contradictions of the traditional

classroom become excruciatingly clear.

Montague Attic The Civil Rights of Teachers

11:00

N E Mary Lyon Rec Room Film in

Education

N E Leach Mam Lounge Learning Com
petence and the Release of Human Potential:

A new conceptual basis for delinquency

prevention programs and the treatment of

youthful offenders Dan Jordan

Montague Attic Origami Inscrutable paper

folding Bill Koen
Room 228 Happenings m the Middle Schools.

Dr George Simpson, Professor of Supervision,

State University at New Paltz, New York.

Room 122 Toward A Science of Education

Tom Hutchinson

N E Knowlton Main Lounge Academic
Freedom and Public Educat.on Robert

Stevens

Room 123A Undergraduate Affairs Office Is

the School of Education Responsive to You?
Can we do something about it?

Room 230 Ombudsmanship What's m it for

you? Peter Sartwell

Room 226 "The Noation of Accountability"

Panel Discussion Lewis Rhodes, Barry Mc
N.ffn Art Thomas. Marshall Frinks, Oscai

Mims Center for Administration and
Leadership

Montague «5 "Infol A Computer Based

System for Portfolio preparation and

Maintenance Michael Patrick Hagerty

11:1$

Auditor,um Meting with Dean Dwight Allen

tor School Administrators Cooperative School

Service Center

12:00

Montague Attic The Secret of Life. Every two

minutes until 1 p.m. Peter Nichols

Marks Meadow Gym "A Poor Children's Bill

of Rights." Tuition vocher schemes for poor

kids only, Theodore Sizer, Dean, School of

Education, Harvard University

Room 122 Group Processes in the Classroom
Earl Seidman
N E Crabtree Living/Learning Center "New
History" A discussion of ways to introduce

non violent curricula into the school systems.

Fay Knopp, American Friends Service
Committee, National Office

Room 226 Students and Politics in Brazil

John Blacken

Room 128 20 Day Program Croton on the

Hudson, NY 20 days per year have been

designated tor in service. The high school

students have planned a program for them

selves involving artists, writers etc.

Room 228 "Social Contract and Schools" An
examination of current educational problems
m the context of social contract theory.

12:30

Marks Meadow Teacher Corps Programs on

Africa: Preparing African Foods.

1:00

Room 122 Comprehensive Achievement

Monitoring (CAM). Bill Gorth

Childrens Library Computer Games Come
and Play Games with a Computer. Hap Peele

Room 228 Computer Analysis and Synthesis

of Music and Proposed (Electronic) Music

Teaching aids. Slide Presentation Roloiid

Wiggins

Auditorium Mock Appeals Procedure: Class

action suit for educational malpractice and a

constitutional suit based on the equal

protection clause which guarantees equality of

opportunity and therefore requires that the

median educational output of school districts,

different locales and different sectors of the

population must be substantially equal in

product David Kirp, Mark Yudoff, Harvard

Law and Education Center. Ruth Burgin and

Arthur E Thomas, School of Education.

Montague Attic Humanistic Education

Presentation. Exhibits, experiences, displays,

films ("It's Between the Lines: Drama for the

Classroom, produced by Terry Borton, "Fritz

Perls and Gestalt Therapy")

N.E . Knowlton Main Lounge Action Learning

Games Workshop help us plan an action

game which deals with some aspects of the

environment at the School of Education or the

University then run the game with us

N E Mary Lyon Rec Room World Game A
Presentation World Game seminars collect

information about world resources and their

use. The hope is that this information can be

used to reallocate resources so that they

support all the world's people, not iust a

percentage of them

1:00 tO 4:00

Marks Meadow Gym The Community m
Education Resources for Change Seasame

Street as an Alternative Model for Education

Loretta Long, Susan from Sesame Street How

Sesame Street can be used by parents and

teachers as an aid in educating children. Lou

Horn Producer
1:1$

Marks Meadow Teacher Corps Programs on

Africa African Culture.

2:00

Room 226 New Approaches and Perspectives

on Differentiated Staffing.

Room 128 Film: Sid Simon demonstrating

value strategies with students from Green

wich, Connecticut High School

Room 228 " Experimental Learning in Un

dergraduate Teaching and Teacher Training
"

Earl Avery, Harvard School of Education.

Robert Pearson and other members of the

International Education Center

N.E Johnson Rec. Room imaginal

Education: Man to "Superman." The Scream

and the Other Sideof a Brave New 1984. Film,

scenario, and dialogue on our images and their

future William H. Wilkinson.

3:00

N.E. Hamlin Drop In Center Teaching
Poetry: Use of oral interpretation to help

make poetry immediately clear before any
analysis is done Jacques Jimenez
Room 226 228 Testing Can Be Fun: The use of

commercial games in disgnosing reading

difficulties.

Cafeteria Charrette: Planning in the Real
World Waltr Mylecraine, Former Head of

Educational Facilities Planning, US Office of

Education

Room 128 "Creating Individualized Learning
Packets " Reta Watson and Muriel Curtis

4 00

Agricultural Engineering 309 Use of Ran
dom Numbers G Ernest Anderson
Room 128 "Thinking Systemically and
Systematically about Educational issues"
Michael Greenebaum, Principal, Mark's
Meadow School
N E Dwight Rec. Room Films: "Sum
merhill ", "No Reason to Stay". (See film
notes)

Room 122 Recent Developments in English
Secondary Education. Dr. Thomas Bernard,
Professor of Psychology and Education, Mt
Holyoke College.

Montague Attic Teacher Education Graduate
Programs: Some Fresh Approaches
N.E. Dwight Mam Lounge Revolutionary
Politics in the Classroom

7:00

Room 128 Non Formal Education m the Non
Western World An Immersion Center for

international Education

Room 226 The Workshop An Approach to

Learning The Massachusetts Association of

Student Councils Leadership Training
Workshop as evaluated by students

Room 228 A Charrette Planning the Planning
of the New School of Education Building Bill

Gorth, Ken Kneger and others

• 00

N.E Crabtree Living/Learning Center

Ecological Dynamics: A suggested pattern for

human interaction Don Cuniff

Auditorium "Discussion of the Law as a

Vehicle for Reform in Education." Dick

Conklin, Russ Murphy The discussion will

include a brief historical survey of efforts

made through the courts to effect change in

public educat.on and a "Progress Report" on

educational issues currently before the courts

Topics: malpractice in education, viability of

a student's claim to equal education op

portunity, standards of proof in action for

educational reform.

Meeting For

Future Teachers

Over the past year, reports,

articles, and news releases have
been indicating that teaching
positions are more difficult to

secure and that there are more
graduates seeking positions than

ever before. As a result, the

Placement Office is constantly

seeking new ways to give future

teachers additional visibility to

increase their chances in the hiring

process.

One such opportunity will be

presented on Wednesday,
November 18, (Something Else 70
week) from 9:00a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

in the Mark's Meadow Gymnasium
(the training school attached to the

School of Education). Represen-
tatives from many western
Massachusetts school systems will

be present to answer specific

questions, provide general in-

formation about their systems,
make applications available, etc.

The School of Education, through
its Cooperative School Service
Center, has combined efforts with

the Educational Placement Office

to make this opportunity available

to those seeking fall positions.

It is suggested that one take

advantage of the interview ex-

perience even if he does not

necessarily plan to seek a position

in western Massachusetts.

GRAND OPENING
FREE

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

November 18, 19, 20

FREE

One Quart

of Oil
with purchase

of 8 gals, of

gasoline or more

OPEN 7 A.M. - 11 P.M.

1 qt.Coca-Cola

and
Ice Scraper

With Brush
with purchase
of 8 gals, of

gasoline or more

ASHLEY'S SHELL

ivflfc
sM#

Routes 116 and 63

No. Amherst, Mass.

Tel. 549-1670

Snow Tire Sale
15% Off

Draft Counselor's Corner

CO Counseling A vaitable

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

There is a new service for people interested in, or working on,

conscientious objector status. It's called Group CO Counseling. It is

designed to help those who are thinking through the conscientious

objector position, or are in some stage of applying for it.

Group counseling brings those who are considering applying for a

CO together with others who have already done a lot of thinking about

it. Each will be able to help the others by sharing the questions and
answers which are in their heads. The group can also provide

assistance in preparing for personal appearances by roleplaying.

Groups will meet in room 811 Campus Center on Monday and
Tuesday afternoons from 1 :30 to 4:30. It is run by the Draft Counseling

Services and will be led by Gil Salk Interested people are invited to

attend all or part of any of the sessions.

The idea originated with Mrs. Frances Crowe, a Northampton CO
counselor who has an amazing success record in assisting counselees

to have their positions recognized by the SSS. She also runs groups in

her home on Tuesday and Thursday mornings from 10:00 to 1 : 00, and
at the Valley Peace Center on Wednesday evenings from 7:00 to 10:00.

She may be contacted at 584-8975.

For those who wish to attend the campus group counseling, a brief

description of the format may be in order.

Perhaps the two most difficult problems a conscientious objector

laces in seeking recognition of his status are filling out his Form 150

Special Form for Conscientious Objectors and preparing for his

personal appearances. The group Counseling process is an excellent

method to assist the (X) over these hurdles. As he works on his 150, he

can discuss his answers with others who are considering their own
responses to the same questions. The criticisms he receives will help

him understand the depth and ramifications of his objections to war,

and to better convey these feelings to the draft board.

In role playing, Group participants will act as members of a draft

hoard and question the CO applicant on his beliefs. Following this, his

responses will Ix 1 discussed and examined to determine whether they

conveyed the information he thought they did, and to see whether the

method of stating them may have antagonized the board and made
them hostile to him. In this way, the CO will be more confident when
the time comes lor him to actually confront his board, and more able

lo handle any "trick" questions they might throw at him.

You're all invited to give it a try.

******

For your information: Members of the American Friends Services

Committee will be on campus Wed. to discuss non-violence as a means
lor social change, and non-violence training. They'll be in Montague
I louse (part of the School of Ed. > from 10 to 12, in Crabtree from 12 to 1

,

andfrom 1 til 4 mCampusCenterSll.

Questions lo this column should be addressed to Gilbert J Saik. c/o Draft Counseling

S<-r vices R SO «395. Campus Center, Un.v of Mass , Amherst, Mass 01002

f-reepersondltiraflcou.iselingdvailabie. Draff Counseling Services. 418E Student Union

2nd tloor

L

ALL ADVERTISING (DISPLAY and CLAS-

SIFIED) FOR THE MONDAY, NOVEM-

BER 30 DAILY COLLEGIAN ISSUE MUST

BE IN BY 4:00 PM. ON TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER 24 BECAUSE OF THE
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS.

• For brushing up before exams

• For understanding especially difficult material

• For reviewing what you've already learned. Or bringing back

what you may have forgotten.

• For gathering additional information for writing papers.

Where can we help you right now? In almost any subject you're

studying. Economics History. Philosophy. Novels. Poetry. Short

stories. Plays. From Beowulf to Salinger, From Aeschylus to

Zarathustra Over 1,000 works in all

Five new
MONARCH
NOTES
ready now!

_^_., ... -, Most titles SI.00 easrwro~

A division Of Simon & Sciiuste'. Inc. 630 Fifth Ave . New Vortl, NY 1002C

DVP Announces Schedule
For Remainder of 70-71

The Distinguished Visitors

Program Committee has an-

nounced an impressive schedule of

guest speakers for the remainder
of the 1970-71 school year.

December 2, the problems of the

South African liberation

movement will be explained by
David M. Sibeko, head of the Pan
Africanist Congress of Azania
(South Africa) Mission in Europe
and the Americas.
Mrs. W.E.B. Dubois, wife of the

late black thinker and leader who
was honored by the naming of the

Black Studies Department here

will appear December 3. Mrs.

DuBois was active in researching,

writing, and lecturing on black

studies and African studies with

her husband.

Jean Houston (Mrs. R.E.L.

Masters) will speak on the

evolution of consciousness
December 9. She did extensive

research on LSD when it was legal

and now is involved in research of

altered states of consciousness

without drugs. She is the author of

Varities of Psychedelic Ex-
perience.

"Go Up For Glory" will be the

title of a lecture by former Celtics

great Bill Russell, scheduled for

December 17.

Second semester's first DVP
program will present Ernesto
Blanco, past Director of Research

for the Cuban Revolutionary
Government, Department of Non-

Conventional Energy Resources of

the National Development Com
mission. Blanco is presently an

Adjunct Professor of Engineering

at Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

stitute and has presented

numerous conferences on Latin

America and international

relations. His February 16 address

will be on the subject of Cuban
communism.

Bernadette Devlin, a 23 year old

member of British Parliament, is

currently appealing her conviction
for organizing police resistance in

Londonderry riots in 1969. This
outspoken critic of parliamentary
democracy will be visiting UMuss
February 17.

Senator Robert Packwood of

Oregon will speak on population
control in his February 22 ap-

pearance.

Author of The Population Bomb
Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich will describe

all dimensions of the population
crisis and evaluate courses of
action in his March 16 presen-
tation. Dr. Haul 1 Ehrlich is a
Professor of Biology at Stanford
University and specializes in the
study of population biology.
Dick Gregory, leader in the fight

for Negro equality and com-
mentator, author, and commedian,
is scheduled to visit UMass March
16. Gregory is now touring the
country with his message of
freedom and equality.

Films On Poverty

To Be Shown Tonight
Tuesday, November 17, at 8:00 in Thompson 104 the Committee on

Poverty will present, free of charge, four short films dealing with
These films, to be shown tonight,

are the first in a free series to be
shown throughout the year by the

Committee on Poverty. The next
film. "Battle Of Algiers", will be
presented sometime in December.

political and economic oppression.

The first, "Fueras Yauquis", is a

French and Spanish film

recounting the suppressed facts of

the American intervention in Santo

Domingo and shows documentary
evidence of falsified elections (28

mm 1

The second. "6th Street Meat
Club", shows the progress of a

Black meat coop in Chicago and
how it is thwarted through Federal
bureaucratic red tape (10 min.).

Tiie third. "Strike City", con-

cerns plantation workers in

Mississippi and their efforts to

form a farm collective. This
program, too. is unsuccessful as
the Federal Poverty Program
hacks down on its support due to

senatorial pressures ciumin.).

"The Case Against Lincoln
Center", the fourth film, deals with

urban oppression and links the

problems of the city and corporate

imperialism (11 min.).

WMUA SPECIAL
Wonder whatever happened to

the songs of the Movement?
They're alive and growing in

England and have now come to

the states.

David Levine of the London
Critics Group presents con-

temporary revolutionary songs

by Ewan MacColl, Peggy
Seeger. and the London Critics

Group as well as songs from the

Delano Grape Strike and
traditional revolutionary songs

of Britain. Tuesday evening
from 6:30 to 7:30 PM on WMUA
91.1 FM.

THE MOOD IS SET

lor SHOES & BOOTS
the PLACE TO GET-

At&0LLE&
WE HOMO*

8 Main St

Amherst

Special for UMass Students

Only

N3 AIR FORCE STYLE

PARKA^
-*s*

$49^

WITH NICH KMOOt I

COUI9C1 TtftM

Reg. $65.00
to

$75.00

Plus

5% DISCOUNT with this ad

Another Demand Item!
Army Field Jackets — Poplin at $14.95 each

Quilted at $15.95 each

SAMPLES AVAILABLE TO LOOK AT

CALL AL 549-6674 275 PUFFTON VILLAGE
I can also get any Sporting Goods Item —

Hockey, Football, Baseball etc.
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Fay Knopp To Discuss

Non-Violence Training
Fay Knopp, Program Consultant

in the Peace Division of the

American Friends Service Com-
mittee (Quakers), will be on

campus on Wednesday, November
18, to discuss ways to introduce

nonviolent curricula into the school

system.

High school and college social

science courses center, for the

most part around wars and all

forms of violence while neglecting

(or mentioning in asides) the

ot

a
of

for the Central Committee
Conscientious Objectors and
founder of the Committee
Responsibility to Save Vietnamese
War-Injured Children. In

November of 1968 she participated

in intensive discussions with the

Soviet Peace Committee relating

to the Soviet's intervention in

Czechoslovakia.

From 10 to 12 AM, Mrs. Knopp
will be in the Attic of Montague
House (next to School of Ed.) to

history of peaceful, non-violent discuss, with Sidney Simon and
Jerry Weinstein of the Humanistic
Ed department, ways of in-

troducing non-violence training

into secondary schools.

From 12 to 1 she will be in

Crabtree House Living and
Learning Center to present a

report on non-violence training to

students

social change. Mrs. Knopp's ob-

jective is to awaken and encourage
interest in the teaching of the

theory and practice of non-

violence.

Mrs. Knopp attended Hartford

Art School, UCLA, and the New
School of Social Research. She is a

draft counselor and prison visitor

Incomplete grades for the Spring Semester 1970 must be removed by

Nov ;M)by a student and his instructor. This will enable all students to

^reregister during the counseling period, with full knowledge of

requirements, deficiencies and prerequisites which must be satisfied

and prerequisites which must be satisfied.

Those incomplete grades which are not removed by Nov. 30, 1970

will automatically be converted to W, as implied by the Spring 1970

grading poglicy.

Th* School of Education, as part of SOMETHING ELSE '70

presents a play

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
Black Actors Group — St. Paul., Minn.

Thursday, November 19 Friday, November 20
Amherst Regional High School Amherst ReRmnal Hiffh School

8:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
Admission $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Student Union Ticket

Office and the School of Ed., Room 125

AAS AND ANF
There will be a meeting tonite at 7 30 in 210

Dickenson All members are urged to attend

AAS pledges will meet at 7.00 PM in

Dickenson

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Academic Affairs Committee is meeting in

the dorms Next meeting is Tuesday, Nov. 1 7th

in Kennedy, 12th floor, 7:00 PM. Come and
find out what you can do with your education

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
There w ; M be a meeting of all interested

brothers <•
i Tuesday, Nov 17th at 900 PM. in

the old AEP Lodge on East Pleasant Street.

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
All petitions must be turned into either

Elliott Margolis, 114 MacKimmie, Bruce
Kaplan, 2016 Washington or Margie Fishman,

304 Field.

BRIDAL FAIR COMMITTEE
Any student interested in working on the 1971

Bridal Fair report to the Campus Center, room
811 818 at 630. Important organizational

meeting Committee chairmen must attend.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
College hie will meet at the Colonial Lounge,

8 PM , Wednesday, Nov 18th. Dav O'Dowd
speaking, sharing, refreshments

CHEMISTRY CLUB
Come and see how a computer can solve

your calculation problems, tonight at 7:30

P M in Goessman Lab. Everyone welcome.

ECONOMICS LIAISON COMMITTEE
There will be a short but important meeting

tonight for all interested students taking

economics cojrses. 7:00 PM, 9th floor

lounge, Thompson Tower

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting Tuesday night at

630 m room 162 Campus Center. The
Executive Board will meet at 600.

GEFF ART GALLERY
Tuesday, Nov 17th A short film and slides of

German expressionist painters will be shown
in theart gallery, Herter Hall, showing at 1, 2,

3, 4 00 PM

Notices
GOVERNMENT UNDERGRAD COUNCIL
Government majors, there will be a meeting

of interested undergrads on Tuesday, Nov.

17th at 7 P M in rooms 168, 170, 172 Campus
Center

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance will be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium tonight at 7 30

10:30 with a review at 7 30, new material 800

and club level at 9:30.

HILLEL
Hillel folk sing tonight from 7:00 on. Bring

yourguitars, cofteeand cookies will be served

Rabbi's coffee hour today from 1200 noon

on. All interested to come and chat. Coffee will

be served

Cultural Committee meeting, Wednesday,

7:00 P.M. at Hillel Office.

INTEGROL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class m Hatha Yoga,

chanting, breathing and meditation from 5:30

to 700 in the Campus Center room 904 908

Please bring an empty stomach and wear
loose fitting clothes Om Shanti

LARAL ECOLOGY
Laral Ecology: Since most students can not

attend the Tuesday AM aesthetic group, we
will resume it in the evening, 7:30 P.M.,

Pierpont T v Lounge, Tuesdays.

MAROON KEYS
The llth Hour Lecture Series will open

Wednesday night, November 18th at 8 00

Maroon Keys should arrive by 8 00 with

jacket and tie at the Student Union Ballroom

There will be a very important meeting

Tuesday evening m room 811 of the Campus
Center Contact Richard Simmons 6 7604 if

you cannot attend

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is "How to Make a Logical

Savage Tell the Truth," by Robert McGuigan.
November 17, 1970, coffee at 3 30 P M

THE MAROON KEYS
present

11th HOUR LECTURE SERIES

PROF. HOWARD GADLIN
Dept. of Psychology

SPEAKS ON

REFLECTIONS ON VIOLENCE

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18, 1970

8:30 pm S.U. BALLROOM

PERMANENT MEMBERSHIP PHOTOS FOR 'HE
TOP OF THE CAMPUS CLUB

CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 802
Mon., Nov. 16 — 12-6 p.m.
Tues., Nov. 17 — 11-6 p.m.

Wed.. Nov. 18—12-6 p.m.

Thurs.. Fri., Nov. 19-20 — 11-6 p.m.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS CLUB BAR

HOURS:
Mon. • Fri. 11:30 a.m. - 12:00 midnight
Sat. - 4:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight
Sun. — 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

You must be a club member or the guest of a member t<

drink. Membership is open to the officers, employees, facul-
ty, administration, students and alumni of the University of

Massachusetts (also to include certain retired and widowed
persons), students in continuing education and conferees
at the Amherst campus of the University of Massachusetts,

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Honeer, Tmm, Garrard. VH Aatee,
Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,
LPs. 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Andlo. tfU-t»

Symphonic Stereo Receiver with
Garrard Turntable built on top, 31
watts IHF power, lis dollars. Call

John In 342 Moore 546-5397. tfll-l»

Microscope, Leits Besearch Grade,
fantastic quality, best available,

features like new. Asking $1750.
853-9752. tfll-20

69 GTO 4 spd. oonv . , ex. cond ,

$2150. Call Peter 545-0070. tfU-20

Head Competition Slalom Sklis,

210 cm., Praktica FX3 35 mm Ca-
mera w/Tessar Lena, CCS Elect.

Flash and Alpex Light Meter; Ro-.
berts 770X Tape Recorder and Be-
mote Preamp. Call MD-tiTU, tf11-17

spaulding Topflite Golf Clubs,

steel shaft* , leather crips, nine
irons, four woods, used one rear, list

over $400, best offer over $2M.
fall Rich at 6-6574. tfll-18

1953 Vincent Black shadow Mo-
torcycle, Series C 1000 cc $750; 1967
Vellocette Thruxton Motorcycle, 500
cc $450. If interested about either
motorcycle caU 1-732-6940. tf11-17

Component system, Craig 1509 AM-
FM receiver, VM turntable, 2 AMX
5E speakers, less than year old, $90.

or best offer. Call Oilk 549-6822.

tfll-17

Photo — Nikon orir. $435, now
$185, needs work. Nikon 135 mm lens,

orir. $190, now Sl.'o I ltabliti Flash,

oris. $125, now $10, needs work. Call
6-9008. tf11-19

l.i«fn>ctte 100.V speaker* and 50

watt amp, (.rrrartl 4011 turntable,

lm than 1 >r. old, evcellent cond.,

$t1S new, br«ft offer. Marty 546-

7111. tf11-23

Man's Ftir jacket »30 and vTrll

. ike poke, I "ii ".i

-now tire* fur VH, mounted on
-lux wheels, n«eil 1 season, $25.00.

tall K-*064 11-17

\|otor< \< le, 'KM, Ka\va»ak), 350 cc
road bike, in excellent condition,
si 50 call 545-0600, ask for Peter
Woiniak or at night 568-1993. tf11-23

FOR SALE— AUTOS
'65 Peugeot 404, $565; '65 MO 1100

S »»r.; '65 Tr. Spitfire $600; '66 VW
Fastback $900; '66 VW Karman-Ghia
$850; '64 VW Bus $350. Bass Im-
port Sales, Rte. 9, Hadler, 694-4652.

tfll-20

1962 Rambler, ready for sticker,

fair condition. 665-30*2. tfll-20

196-2 VW. new rebuilt engine, In-
terior body and mechanically like
new. Excellent for person who wants
to keep car for long time but can't
afford new one. ltest offer 6-9753.

tfll-2

1967 Hat 850 Spyder conv. TLC
owner, ideal for car huff. Tel. 665-
2177. tfll-20

l«wss VW Hue, many miles but
rims well, fall inspected, $550 or
best offer. Call 253-2655, ask for
Larry. 11-17

1982 Chevy, 6 cvl. stnd. shift, has
\ lot sticker and snow tires. $125 or
best offer. 531-1696. tfll-'.'tt

64 Volks. conv., new eng , $150
Call 549-6080 tfll-18

Will 1>pe and/or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personalized
resumes for schools jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-

ice. Call 581-6817, eves, keep tryliic.

tfll-20

Help! 2 female grad students need
apt. near I Mass by Jan. 1, about
SIWO. Anybody vacating one? Please
call 253-7IH1. References. tfll-23

TRAVEL

SERVICES
Amherst Andlo services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or ear,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133

tra-a
The gift of self expression

through music is a lasting gift of
love. Call Creative Endeavor (the
Music store) 1-774-2831 for details

APARTMENT WANTEO
One or two rom apartment want-

ed; to start lease In January. Please
rail Cindy at 546-8334. tfll-17

Wanted: Apt. with 2 bedrooms
for divorcee and child, Immediately
or by Jan. I, as near campus as
possible. CaU 253-3663. tfll-17

REWARD

WANTED
Wanted — Flute lessons. Please

contact Herman Hampton. Will be
available before 4:00 p.m. 549-0081.

tfll-17

Female graduate student wanted
to share Puff ton Vill. apt. starting

Hec. 1 Call Judy 519-6735. tfll-18

Wanted — local photographer with
mm darkroom to enlarge several b/w
neKati»es into X" x *0" sepi.i toned

matle finish prints (• fall

.),»• Ml. 1 I*

Reward: $10 for return of Amer.
It. weight bike black with white
seat, handle grips and rims, pins
bine plaid baby seat. CaU 256-8339.

tfll-17

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted in apart-

ment, own room, $45 per month, now
or next semester. 665-3072. tfll-20

ROOM WANTED
We have a pleasant cozy country

apartment (half of a house) In Sooth
Amherst. You'd have your own bed-
room for second semester Call 256-

tfll-17

Bermuda: 8 days, 7 nights of

spring vacaUon $180 • $269. For
more Information contact: Rich Mar-
gil 1402 JFR, 546-7788. tfll-20

EMPLOYMENT
Chef — to manage restaurant un-

der new ownership. Progressive
Proven ability required. Profit shar-
ing opportunity. Contact Amherst
Kmployment Service, Inc., 29 Pray
St., Amherst. tfll-18

Teacher — remedial developmental
reading and public speaking. Contact
Amherst Employment Services, Inc.,
29 Pray St., Amherst, Mass. 01002

tfll-18

Teacher — sixth garde, rural
school. Immediate opening Contact
Amherst Employment Service, Inc ,

29 Pray St , Amherst Mass., 01002
tfll-18

Librarian — Elementary School,
part-time. Contact Amherst Employ-
ment Serv'ce, Inc , 29 Pray St , Am-
herst, Mass. OIOQ'2 tfll-lM

FOR RENT
Apt. for rent in Amherst, '2 Iteil-

rooms 8185 includes utilities, start

Jan. 1, call 2.V!-9"i8. mi is

Assoc. & Asst. Prof.

& Instructors
Art — Education — English
Math — Music — Philosophy

I'hys. Ed. — Psychology
Science — History

Social Science
for FaU 1971

Relocate,
Salaries $7,000 • $17,5iH>

for 10 months
Contact:

Amherst Employment Service, Inc.

20 Pray 8t„ Amherst, Mass. 010»t2

tfll-17

NAIADS
Practice tonight 4:30 6 P M., club suits are

available it you didn't buy one yet. "Orange"
is in!

OMICRON NU
Meeting Wednesday, November 18th, 7:00

P.M., Miss Merchant's apartment Or Dale
will be our guest and will discuss here work
with the blind. Please attend important
business. Rides will be provided.

RAF I

RAF I will present two guest speakers to

discuss "Guerillas, Anarchists or Liberators,"
Campus Center room 167, 800 P.M. All

members and interested persons are urged to

attend

SCROLLS
There is a meeting tor all Scrolls, Tuesday,

Nov. 17th, 6:15 P.M., 165 Campus Center

SDS
What is SDS? There will be a forum to ex

plain goals and tactics of this national student

organization. The speaker will be from
UMass SDS Opportunity for discussion,

Tuesday, November 17th, 7 30 room 804 80S

Campus Center

SOC 278, DR DRIVER'S:
The rest of the exam will be given in class,

Tuesday November 17th.

SPANISH CLUB
Speak Spanish at dinner! Come to the

Spanish Table from 5 6 in Hampshire Com
mons Everyone is welcome.

TAU EPSILON PHI

The brotherhood of TEP cordially invites

freshman and upperclassmen to informal

smokers, Tuesday night at 9, Wednesday night

at 7. and Thursday night at 9

UMASS BEAUTY CLUB
Think Mink! Demonstration and instruction

on skin and beauty care, Tuesday. November
17th, Campus Center room 175, at 800 P M
All welcome!

UNIVERSITY EXPANSION
Apanel on university expansion will be held

Wednesday, November 18th at 7 30 P M In the

Webster House Lounge. All invited.

WMUA
The November station meeting of WMUA

will be held on Wednesday, November 18th at

7:30 m room 28 in the Engineering Building

All are we Icometo attend

LOST
A dark green Botany 100 notebook was lost

from Frankly n Dmmg Commons on November
14th Please call 6 7524 or come to 207 James.

Forestry notebook and black folio I need

them! If found call for Katie 546 8003 or 367

2310

If you found a pair ot glasses of glasses of

glasses. I f you found a pair of glasses, return

them to me For l cannot see without them
without them without them; For I cannot see

without so good 5 0158 Maureen, Middlesex
Basement.

Brown black check jacket at the late Traffic

Concer if found call Peter 6 9085.

Lost or iust disappeared Thursday, Nov. 5th,

green bag containing wallet and glasses

Sincerely desire return. No questions asked
Contact Wayne Jancalerino, 462 Cance or call

6 5146

LOST
Lost set of 3 keys in red leather keycase at

Friday nights late concert Please return to

Police Station

A navy blue wool cape was lost at the Cage at

the late concert Saturday night If found please

call Sandy 6 8451

FOUND
Pair of glasses with brown frames, found at

intersection of Routes 9 and 91 in Northampton
last weekend. Call 546 9723.

Foundon Route 9near University Park, grey
tiger kitten, please call 546 5097.

i/rriilur5t OpticalAoppe
196 North Pleasant St., imherst

WATERPIPES
(we hare American Flog
Paper in stock)

Village Craftsman
Ml N. Pleasant St.

\mherst fj| im
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STYLE COUNTS—Two UMass
during me ol the team's practices

trying to improve on their record

were 10-X. It was the first winning

Ken Kmery

>

Sports Notices
The UMass Kedmen Quar-

terback Club will hold its weekly
luncheon this Wednesday, Nov. 18,

at 12:15 in the Newman Center.

Featured at the luncheon will be
films of the UMass-UNH game,
narrated by Coach Fusia, as well

as a scouting report on the Red-
man's next opponent, Boston
College. Outstanding player
awards will be presented and a

raffle lor choice game tickets will

be held. The luncheon is open to all

and admission is $1.50.

pucksters are seen in action here

at Orr Kink. The Redmen will be

settng IMS season in which they

season since IM1. (MDC photo by

NEW YORK (AP (-Bobby Hull

and Bobby Orr, who've traveled

the road before, are moving
towards the top of the National

Hockey League scoring statistics.

Hull, a three time NHL scoring

champion, has soared into a second
place tie with Boston's John
McKenzie at 20 points, five less

than the leader, Phil Esposito of

the Bruins.

Orr, who became the first

defenseman in history to win the

scoring crown last year when he
had an amazing 120 points, moved
into a fourth place tie at 19 points

with teammate Ken Hodge and
Vancouver's Wayne Maki.
Alex Delvecchio of Detroit and

Montreal's Jean Beliveau share
seventh place with 18 points and
lour players- Johnny Bucyk of

Boston, Jean Ratelle of New York
and Orland Kurtenbach and
Murray Hall, both of Vancouver,
share ninth place with 16 points

each.

Bucyk and Montreal's Yvan
Cournoyer share the goal scoring
lead with 10 each. Glenn Hall and
Ernie Wakely of St. Louis share the
goal tending lead with a combined
160 goals against average.

* » » »

*

The Top Twenty teams, with first

place votes in parenthesis and total

points. Points tabulated on basis of

20-18-l6-l4-l2-IO-»-etc:

14. San Diego State 73

15. Toledo 71

16. Dartmouth 68

17. Georgia Tech :»9

IK. Northwestern 20

19. Texas Tech 19

20. Penn State 16

1. Texas (26) 816

2_ Notre Dame (7) 705

:i. Nebraska (5) 694

t. Michigan (6) 682

S. Ohio State (1) Id
6. Arkansas 413

7. Louisiana State :i99

8. Tennessee :i24

9. Arizona State (1) 3M
10. Air Force 2!M»

11. Stanford 206

12. Mississippi 186

13. Auburn 119

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-Frank
Ramsey, former Boston Celtics'

great took over as coach of the

Kentucky Colonels of the American
Basketball Association Monday,
admitting that "the pressure is

now on."

Ramsey, 39, was a player for the
Celtics in the National Basketball
Association for nine seasons.
During that period Boston won the
NBA title eight times. His ap-
pointment was announced during a
news conference by Mike Storen.

Colonels' general manager.

TV. .. —. ' L j. *

)
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BASKETBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

1 6 30 Engineers vs. Conglos

7 6 30 Chem vs. Bodies

3 6 30 Burners vs Gotchas
4 6 30 Crestviewvs Education
5 6 30 Rejects vs BHC
6 6 30 Zoo vs. Duchies

1 7 30 TEP vs DC
7 7.30 TCvs BKP
3 7 30 SAE vs APO
4 7 30 PLPvs SPE
5 7 30 LCAvs ZN
6 7 30 PSK vs SAM
1 6 30 Lovers vs Arrows

7 8 30 Barracudas vs Flaming As
3 8 30 Redwoods vs. Hemlocks
4 8 30 Jacks vs. EMS
1 8 30 Herd vs. Stouts

6 8 30 TC'B" vs Cherry

1 9 30 Erudites vs Smooth

2 9 30 Bucks vs SAM"B"
3 9:30 Eyesvs. Smith

4 9 30 Lubeesvs. Herd

5 9 30 Nads vs. Beta "B '

6 9 30 Steps vs. Gamma
BOWLING

LANES TEAMS
141 LOSvs BX
144 Team vs Stouts

BEFORE
YOU
FLY..

. . . take a Peter Pan to

Bradley Internationa^

Airport.

Emimc Ran-
The l,«l»l.y sli»|.. Mmlent I •ox Mis.

Univ. of Mass.
Tel. .'U.-.-2006 or 545 25»8

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR

«

Astrology helps us to be what w«
are — It does not try to mske as
something we are sot. Astrology Is a
valuable key to greater self-nnder-

.tandins. If, Indeed, this was all It

ever did, It would be doing a great.

Bat through astrology we also are

able to perceive future trends and ey-

rie*. Astrology helps as to be at the

right place at the right time — and to

comprehend where we are going and
why.
ARIES (March 21 - April 18): Be

Independent without irritating one
close to you. There are waya to get

what you want — without appear-

ing overly aggressive. Don't attempt
to be your own lawyer.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20):

Avoid trying to do too much at once.

Relative may throw some aharp re-

torts In your direction. Maintain
sense of humor. Don't compound er-

ror. Realize some now are supersen-
sitive.

GEMIXT (May 21 - June 20): Temp-
tation la to be extravagant. Y< .

would be wise to do some comparison
shopping. Those who really care <1<i

not require elaborate setting. Realize
this and act accordingly,

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Sud-
den changes may upset schedule. Move
with the tide. Be aware of subtle
nuances. Check details. Tou gain only
if observant. Thorough approach to
people, situations Is necessary.
LEO (July 2.1 - Aug. 22): Apply

light touch. Obtain hint from Taurus
message. Social activity favored.
Leave serious and detail work to
others. Oaln overall view.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Pro-

tect possessions, assets. Tendency It

to misplace or lose valuables while In
transit. Accent harmony within fam-
ily circle. Express yourself In diplo-
matic but dramatic manner.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Un-

orthodox approach Is favored. Routine
changes; plans are revised. Keep on
top of special situation Not wise now
to delegate duties. Others may n.t

share your convictions — or dedica-
tion.

SCCRPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Un-
us;-al happening occurs backstage. One
who Is generally conservative acts In
eccentric manner. You will nee>l

friends behind the scenes. Get In
touch with associate who Is at a dis-
tance.

SAGITTARIUS ("Nov. 22 - Dee. 21)

:

'f you permit emotions to shove logic
aside, the cost could be steep. Don't
hang on to Intolerable situation — or
relationship. Permit no person to us«
you as door mat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Tf you are depending on word from
the top, change your plans. Neces-
sary for you to tie loose ends. Put
together puzzle pieces. Xo one else Is

going to do It for you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Xot easy now to define motives, ac-
tions. Best to be receptive. Permit
mate or partner to have say concern-
ing financial matter. Don't provoko
argument. Steer clear of legal en-
tanglement.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Oct

expert advice before signing over pos-
sessions or valuables to any person or
group. Some hanky-panky could b«
taking place. Pro'ect yourself In
clinches. Ask questions and obtain
answers.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are completing a major cycle. Yc i

are determined, at times obstlnato,
usually dedicated and very attractive
to opposite sex. You are better off
working for yourself than for others.
This Is because you are capable .;r

forming policies and getting results
via direct action.

Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Newly married
woman

6 Sharp pain

1 1 Load again

13 Stationary part

of machine

14 Man's
nickname

15 Covering of wall

17 Symbol for

tantalum

18 Drink slowly

20 Vapor

21 Three toed

sloths

22 Wife of Zeus

24 Cut of meat

25 Part of circle (pi.)

26 Bristle

28 Marry (slang)

30 Destitute

32 Rail bird

33 Area between
mountains

35-Marries

37 Go by
water

38 Dance
step

40 Face of

watch

42-Everyone

4 3 Apportioned

45 Devoured
46 Note of

scale

47 Innate

49 Sun god
50 Compositions
52 Setto

54 Chairs

55 Burst forth

DOWN

1-Saucy (colloq )

2 Depends on
3-Supposing

that

4-Plunge

5 Cloth measure
(pl)

6 Stalk

7 Sailor (colloq.)

8 Pronoun
9 Warning

10 Turf

12 Narrow, flat

board
13 Brands
16 Oceans
19 Hold sway
21 Scene of simple

pleasure and
quiet

23Coral
island

25 Ventilated

27 Be ill

29 Base
31 Railroad

stations

33 Article of

luggage
34 River in

Korea

Ans/ IT to Yesterday's P 112 le

5 E T

1
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A
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36Petty
ruler

37 Satiates

39Slave

41 Smallest

number
43 Periods of

time

44 Challenge

47 Man's
nickname

48Malay
gibbon

51 A continent
(abbr )

53 Symbol for

cuprum

1 2 3 4 5 www.v.- w, .vv

7 8 9 10

11 12
;.;;•
rJV

13

14 i 15 16 555
:•:.
.*-

17

18 If" EN 20 21

22 23 24

• 26 27 :•:•: 2i 29

.'.-', 30 31

:' '.'/

32
il'l-

'"%
33 34

.V .

35 36

srf
37

/.*!*
38 39 ".."

v.".

40 41

42 * " .
* 43 44 555

VVY

45

46 48

$8
49

50 51
I V .

52 53

54 V*.*v
:;

££2
55

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

WELL, WE'LL HAVE TO LOOK AT IT
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HAVE MS&D THE HOCKEY $EA£0N ..
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ByEARLEBARROLL
stall Reporter

NEW YORK, NY. - A tenth plact

lor the varsity and a sixth place for

the I reshmen were the best efforts

that the I Muss cross country team
could put together here yesterday
in the IC-lA's cross country
championship.
Over the rugged 5.0 mile Van

Cortland Park course both UMass
units ran into not only the best

running units in the east, but also

some of the best in the entire

nation.

Oil Sunday Coach Ken O'Brien
felt that | real good performance
was needed by the vanity to finish

in the top live, and an average one
would place the Kedmen into the

top ten.

Yesterday the latter was the

case as the varsity did not put

together its best effort of the

season. It lost to some mighty good
schools in the likes of Villanova
and Pittsburgh, and they also beat

Harriers Finish Disappointing Tenth In ICA's
some mighty good teams in the

likes of Dartmouth, St. John's, and
Maryland.

O'Brien was pleased with the

performance of the freshmen.
They didn't put it together as they

did in the New Englands and for

BaUg Gdkgtan
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that matter they didn't put it

together as well as they've done
during the regular season.

But to run under par as they did

and to finish as the sixth best fresh-

man running unit in the east was
very encouraging to coach
O'Brien.

The coach also felt that the

strangeness of the course and the

mass start may have also had a
telling effect on the frosh. In-

dividually, Kich Sevigny led the

way for the Redmen„placing 26th

in the big field. Ted Beaulieu ran
his best race of the season finishing

29th. Bill Lowry and Doug
O'Connell came in 37th and 39th

and Joe Frontierro finished the

scoring for UMass with a 69th

place finish.

The team split for the frosh was
only 35 seconds, but the com-
petition was keen and they were
beaten by good teams.
Getting back to the varsity, the

Kedmen seemed to be lacking

something which just couldn't be

pinned down. Maybe it was a

mental aspect. Maybe this race

was just anti-climatic to the whole

season. Maybe it was a letdown

after the New Englands.

It could have been a dozen other

things, but whatever it was it kept

the Redmen from exhibiting the

sharpness that they had shown
New England throughout the

season.

Ron Wayne was the first Red-

man to cross the finish line in 21st.

place. The New England champ
wasn't sharp yesterday. He was
real tired after the New Englands
last Monday and it took him longer

than usual to recover from that

race. This, along with the fact that

he was meeting his biggest com-
petition of the year made him more
hesitant and less aggressive, two
aspects that he ran without this

season.

Larry Paulson turned in the best

effort on the team as he finished

39th, improving on his 79th place
performance of last year.

Leo Duart completed the race
67th and he was followed by
sophomores Tom Swain and Tom
Jasmin who finished 73rd and 90th
to complete the varsity scoring.

O'Brien was pleased with the
performances of Swain and Jasmin
as they ran much more
aggressively then they had in the
New Englands. They stayed with
the main group of runners for the
entire race and were able to pick
off runners near the end.
The tenth place finish was the

second best in UMass history. The
'62 team finished the best in

seventh place. Over the past few
years the team performances for

the Redmen have been getting
better. Last year's team finished

17th. With continued improvement
(he Redmen will be a team to
reckon with in the years to come.

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Keeping abreast of the UMass-
Boston College football game, now
just four days away on Saturday at

1 p.m., here are a few recent notes

gathered from the Boston Globe
and the Boston Herald Traveler:

BOWL TALK: The Traveler
unfolded a story saying that BC
had good chances of getting a post-

season bowl bid, hinting that the

Eagles shouldn't have much
trouble with their last two op-

ponents. UMass and Holy Cross
Here's how one of the

paragraphs read: 'A 6-2 record
automatically became 8-2 since no
one but coach Joe Y'ukica en-

tertained the slightest doubt that

the Eagles will polish off

Massachusetts this Saturday, then
wipe out Holy Cross."
General consessus around the

Eugle campus seems to be that BC
would be a candidate

-

' tor a bowl,
should it win those last two games
This word is based upon the fact

that major tootball teams in the

East have l>een defeating each
other with regularity and that the

best team in the East. Dailmouth.
will not bo tiowl bound because of

BowlBidOn Horizon ForBC
an Ivy League ruling prohibiting

teams from such post-season af-

fairs.

Yukica is very cool about the

whole bowl ballyhoo, being quoted,
"The only thing and most im-
portant thing on our minds is

Massachusetts."
ASSOCIATED PRESS: Just

moments after the above sentence
was typed, an AP story came
across the wire, concerning BC's
bowl chances. It read, 'BOSTON
(AP) - The Boston College football

team, beaten only by Penn State

and Air Force and favored to win
its last two games for an 8-2 season
record, was reported last night

under consideration for th e Peach
Bowl in Atlanta and the Liberty
Bowl in Memphis, Tenn."
The publicity director of the

Peach Bowl, Bill Robinson,
reportedly told the Boston Record
American, "right now Boston
College and Penn State are the two
eastern teams under con-
sideration."

Mr. Robinson passed off this

coming weekend's UMass
challenge to the Eagles as a breeze
tilt for BC when he said, "unless a
miracle happens, we know they

will finish with an 8-2 record with
only Massachusetts and Holy Cross
remaining."
The Liberty Bowl publicity

director. Jack Bugbee, didn't
commit himself a? much as
Robinson, commenting, "I don't
like to say that we are not con-
sidering Boston College. A lot will

depend on the outcome of games
this Saturday, especially the Penn
State-Pittsburgh contest." — Very
interesting.

COACH COMMENTS - Back to
the Boston papers, Yukica gave
New England football a big pat on
the back as a result of the out-
standing B.C. win over Pittsburgh
U. In the Globe, he said, "I don't
think they know too much about us
and New England football before
Saturday They must feel we're for

real now. Beating Pitt was a
terrific boost for our players, but it

also was a boost for New England
football."

About the UMass Redmen.
Yukica was quoted as follows:

"They started slow, but now they
appear to be in good form. They're
undefeated in their last four
games. Right now, UMass is the
strongest team in the Yankee

Conference."

Reading these tremendous
pieces of praise that the Boston
papers rightfully are doling out to

the BC football team, and one has
to come away impressed. Ob-
viously the Eagles are a great
football team.

But, this is not time to take
anything away from the Redmen.
It's certainly easy to look at this

game right now and label it a
slaughter for the Eagles. And
maybe it's nonsense to hold on to

any hope of a Redman victory.

From right here, the position on
the game is one of non-prediction, a
safe way out for sure. Hoping that

UMass will make a good showing
of itself against the classier BC, the
feeling behind this typewriter
would be one of estasy should the

Redmen win, and praise even
though they may bite the dust.

Last Night's

Intramurals

GASK.cTBALL

AcJet.i.cs u. Jaguars u
Bruisers 47, Panthers 25
Cougars 40, Leopards 31

Lions 54, Colts 35

Heads 43, Trouts 22

Cans 36. Comanchees 32

Bears 58, Broncos 25
Hi lo's 36, Eagles 26

Maroons 44, Chestnuts 42

Bimbos 51, Bulls 17

BX 38, 2nd team 18

Grovers 43, Scup 23

Monuments 38. Senators 34

Munchkms 61, Haffty's 53

3 Ms 35. Phantoms 16

Chipmonks 40. Rams 33

Pipers 44. Maples 28

Browns 52. Wild Thing 29

HIGHLIGHT SCOREOF THE NIGHT
Bulldozers 89, c Crushers 13

Been wondering what ever became ol lormer Boston Celtics star
Frank Ramsey'.' Interested in how the scoring nice is shaping up in

Ihe National Hockey League'' Thinking about bow Dartmouth will
make out in this week's Associated Press tootball poll? For these
-tones and other little tidbits ul information, turn to page II in New
England's largest college daily, the MI)C.

Crew Club Captures Three Races In Frostbite Regatta

B> BRONASIMON
Stall Reporter

PHILADELPHIA Not even a
ir-serious car accident, a long

hike in the rain, little sleep on a

hard floor, and practically no food

could stop the UMass Crew Club
from capturing tirst place in three

Mil ol tour races at the Frostbite

Regatta Saturday.
The two-man. lour-man, and

1'ight iii in teams each finished

substantially ahead of their

competition in the three winning
races, with ihe only I'Mass defeat

coming to he eight in their second
raee ot Ihi day when they finished

Itehmd Joseph's College by

eight lei i>i a second.

In a l>il ol confusion and
disorgan ation, many ol the teams
slated lace I'Mass were
scratched to ensure races that

were pi marily made up of

member: belonging to the same
league iss raced against other

Dad Vail -chools

The straight-pair race UMass
was prepared to participate in was
cancelled, and a shell with a

coxswain's seat had to be borrowed
for Charles Leonard and Kevin
t

)' Brien to enter the cox-pair event.

Leonard, formerly scheduled as
stroke was changed to bow, and
O'Brien rowed stroke to ac-
commodate for the opposite oar
rigging in the borrowed boat.

Finally, the race was held, and St.

Joseph's pair seemed no match for

I Mass. as Leonard and O'Brien

and cox Chris Jedrey whizzed by
last year's !>ad Vail champions,
completing the 1.500 meters in five

minutes, six seconds, and leaving

St Joe's twosome 17 seconds

Ix'hind.

In a three-boat race, the l Mass
varsity fourof Bow, Dave Richard,
2, Tom Mone. 3, Ted FKzpatrick,
Stroke. Jack Appel, and cox Jedrey
finished in 4:45. • beating
Georgetown University varsity by-

three seconds with St Joseph
varsity coming in third.

The junior varsity eight rowed
impressively in both of their

contests. In the junior event,
against Dad Vail finalists such as
LaSale, Georgetown, St. Joseph -

and against the U. of Penn.
.ntweights, seven sophomores
nd one junior rower. Bow. Paul
A'inchell, 2. Mel Streim. 3, Joe
Piela. 4. Al Flanders, 5, Bill Moran,
(i. Jeff Allen. 7, Clay Morin, Stroke,
Itick Jones, and cox. Bob Jayes
Hew by the course in 4:15 eight
seconds ahead of second-place
La Salle.

An hour and a quarter later, the

.JV's competed in the Senior, or
varsity, event. Six out of last

year's eight St. Joe's varsity

returned to just get by UMass at

the finish line by a slight margin of

eight tenths of a second. The St.

Joseph winning time was 4:11.2.

Second-place UMass was 4:12;

eight seconds later at 4:20 was the

LaSalle varsity.

This race was one of the most
exciting of the day, as UMass and
St. Joseph's kept exchanging the

lead on each pull-through of the

oar. In the body of the race, the

rate of stroking was about even
between the two crews; in the

sprint, however, UMass' strength

was evident as St. Joseph was
taking three more strokes per

minute than the Redmen.

Coach Mike Faherty expressed
his pleasure at the results and
disappointment at the fact that the
Regatta was disorganized and
poorly run.

"This was the best showing
we've ever made against schools in

our league. The varsity creamed
St. Joe's in the four and the two."
St Joseph was the number one
Dad Vail crew last year, while
I Mass finished fourth in the

standings).

Faherty continued, "It was a
shame we couldn't race more, and
against some teams we do not face
in the spring. The times showed
certainly we could have been good
competition against, for example,
the Penn JV's, last year's un-
defeated national champs, who
were pressed in their race and
finished at 4:11. Our JV's were not
pressed and finished at 4:15."

The Schuykill River had one of
its worst cases of pollution on the

.

STROKE -The I Mass JV crew team is shown here inaction during
the Frostbite Regatta on Saturday. <MI)C photo by Brona Simon)

day of the race. Flood conditions
helped an oil slick from UK) miles
upstream grease against the shells

and oars, leaving the crew with the
task ot trying to clean up the mesa
upon their return to UMass.

The car that was transporting

ten oarsmen halted north of

Hartford, Conn Friday night when
a lire broke out behind the right

roar tire. Quick action by two of

the rowers and the heavy down
pour of rain put out the flames.

Alter the tire was removed, the
axle rod and wheel broke off.

While the car was towed, the rest of

the team trudged a couple of miles
in the puddles to the gas station.

The night was spent on the floor of

the TV room in an oarsman's
parents' East Hartford home.
Determination to reach
Philadelphia and complete the
hard work that had gone into

preparing for the Regatta forced a

reshuffling of personnel into any
available cars. With not much
sleep nor eating, one group left

Hartford at3 a.m., and another two
groups at 5 a.m., finally arriving at
Philadelphia no more than one or
two hours before the first race.

"I don't think our teams were as
sharp as they could have been - the
balance was a little off," com-
plained Faherty. "We didn't get a
chance to warm up. The only
redeeming point of the day was
that we won the races rather
easily."

CREW CUTS...A Dr. Thomas
Kerr of the Crescent Boat House
gave the UMass Crew Club a gift of

four used shells...

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Fair, highs in the 50s.

Chance of showers
tomorrow night. Cooler
Thursday.
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Sticking Them Elsewhere

RAVING TREES -The University today will begin to move several which they might have encountered as construction hegins this

elm trees at the Whit more end of the campus pond to several other month at that end of the pond lor the new fine arts center. (MIX
locations on campus, in order to save the trees from any dangers photo by Steve Schmidt)

Mills House Elects

Steering Committee

See page three

"Something 70"

Looks At Education

Details, page two
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TIIK (.i.Ol'D—BISTER—Did you ever want your very own "orgone" powered "cloud buster"?
Well... the young man watching the mass of pipes, carefully arranged and aimed at the nearest
cloud doesn't seem too trusting of its powers to ward off those rainy days. The contraption, based
on the principles of an obscure man named Reich, gathers all the "orgone" energy and makes
good use of it.

"Something 70"

Academic Variety

Explored By Educ.
By ANN GURNETT

Staff Reporter

While the normal grind of University academic life continues, modular
credit week, "Something Seventy" at the School of Education, is proving
itself to be immensely successful in its attempt to bring many
"variegated" activities to the campus community.

All regular classes are people participated in the day's
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Folksinger Slated Tonight

At Campus Crusade Meeting

suspended this week at the School

of Education to allow students the

freedom to attend which ever of the

numerous modular sessions they

want. The School of Education, as
in past years, has opened the op-

portunity to accumulate modular
credits to the entire University

community.
'The purpose" of the week,

according to Secretary to the Asst.

Dean of Special Programs, Pat
Crisson, is to give University

students a chance to "investigate"
for an entire week different fields

of interest, instead of taking a
normal semester course when
credit is "contingent" upon
"performance".

Monday, according to School of

Ed estimates, approximately 3,000

College Life", an informal biweekly program
sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ, will he held

tonight from 8 to 9 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union.

The program will include a folksinger. students
sharing their experiences of the relevance of Jesus
Christ in their lives, a guest speaker from M.I.T., and
lunky'* happenings like a door prize and refreshments

afterwards.

Tonight the main speaker will be Dave O'Dowd,
director of Campus Crusade at M.I.T. While a student
at Northwestern University. O'Dowd was confronted
with the personal claims of Jesus of Nazareth during a
time when he was agnostic and skeptical.

He will be giving reasons why he investigated

Christianity and found it to be a rational alternative to

his agnosticism. His talk is entitled " The God Who is

There."

Good entertainment is a feature of College Life, and
tonight Gary Morris, a UMass student from Cape Cod,
will be providing a 20 minute selection of his folk

music.

Previous College Life Meetings have had groups like

Vietnam Veterans Have Trouble

Finding Jobs After Discharge
WASHINGTON I AP) - Returning

Vietnam war veterans are having

an increasingly tough time finding

jobs despite special government
help and the situation is likely to

grow worse as the war winds down,
the Labor Department said

Monday.
9 Of some three million Vietnam
veterans in the labor force, about

2(K),000 or 6.5 per cent were jobless

in mid 1970 compared with a

national jobless rate of 5 per cent

at that time, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics said in its Monthly Labor
Review magazine

The national jobless rate in the

past three months since then has
climbed to 5.6 per cent of the work
force and if the veterans' pattern

followed the same trend, their

unemployment rate now would
approach 7 per cent.

Joblessness among veterans has
risen in the past year as mere
came home to compete in a slowing

economy, the report said. The 6.5

per cent veterans' jobless rate in

mid 1970 was up from 4.5 per cent a
year earlier, it said.

"As reduction in the armed
forces strength continues, others

Tennis - Soccer - Footboll - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northamoton

will also be looking for work, at
least temporarily. With the

number of veterans rising, there is

growing concern regarding their

employment situation."

President Nixon and his

economic advisers have pointed to

the slowing of the war and the

nation's transition from a war
time to peacetime economy as a
major reason for rising

joblessness. The report by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics was the

first showing the specific effect on
returning veterans.

The report showed unem-
ployment among Vietnam
veterans aged 20 to 29 was highest

among those under 25, with a
jobless rate of 8.7 per cent at mid
1970. It is probably higher now.

While the number of Vietnam
veterans who did find jobs between
mid 1969 and mid 1970 rose 600,000,

the number of returning vets

climbed 700,000 during the same
period, adding 100,000 to the jobless

rolls.

activities. The prospects are that

the first days' record attendance
figures will be beaten before

"Something '70 is over.

The modular credit system
works as follows: each activity

attended equals one modular
credit, fifteen modular credits will

equal one university credit

through the School of Ed, to be
counted as any elective would be.

Education majors can apply
modular credits to their major,
while availing themselves of the

modular credit program
throughout the year.

Miss Crosson also pointed out

that "Something '70" policies and
explore other facets of education

without the "pressures" of the

regular learning environment.

"Clear Sky", the band with which Morris is working.

One month ago in Van Meter Lounge, a Christian rock
group from Brattleboro, Vt. provided a program where
members of the group told how they had found Jesus
while being "hung up" in acid, spiritualism, and anti-

Christian feelings and beliefs.

The last College Life meeting two weeks ago featured

Clark Shattuck, a UMass student and Vietnam War
veteran who entertained and led the crowd in some folk

songs. After a number of students, including a foreign

student from Taiwan, stood up spontaneously to talk

about their experiences, a local Campus Crusade
leader spoke about Old Testament prophecies that

described the Messiah's coming, including the exact

year (32 AD. ) in which the Messiah would be revealed,

prophecies made around 500 B.C.

These meetings have drawn between 50 and 75

students each time.

In a day when college students are "bagging" in-

stitutional religion and ritual, growing movements like

Campus Crusade indicate that students are still looking

for God and many are finding Him through faith in

Jesus.

South Vietnamese Find

Enemy Ammo Warehouse

SAIGON (AP) - Lancing into an area of Cambodia long abandoned to

the enemy, a South Vietnamese task force reported Tuesday it had seized

one of the largest ammunition caches of the war.
Military spokesmen said the first

day of the new drive opposite the

central highlands netted 254 tons of

85mm shells used in artillery and
Soviet made tanks.

North Vietnamese forces have
used such artillery against border

camps in the central high lands,

but tanks have been sighted only

rarely.

The operation, involving 4,500

troops of the South Vietnamese
22nd Division, is aimed at cutting

off North Vietnamese infiltration

into South Vietnam and destroying

supply dumps, a spokesman said.

It took the troops deep into North
Vietnamese held territory in

Ratanakiri Province, a region the

Cambodian government aban-
doned to the enemy when North
Vietnamese opened their attack on
Cambodia's army last spring.

No allied troops have operated in

the area since.

In addition to discovering the

cache. South Vietnamese
headquarters in Saigon claimed
the troops killed 18 enemy soldiers

and suffered two wounded, both in

a helicopter hit by enemy ground
fire.

U.S. B52s and smaller jet fighter

bombers pounded North Viet-

namese supply routes and depots
both to the north and south of the

task force.

The U.S. Command said it was
providing no direct support to the

operation, centered east of

Lomphat, a Cambodian provincial

capital about 185 miles north of

Saigon.

The operation was the fourth

major drive into Cambodia
launched by South Vietnamese
troops in the past three weeks as
the onset of the dry season gave
them more mobility.

About 16,000 South Vietnamese
now are operating in Cambodia, a
spokesman said. This is far short
of the peak 47.000 troops who
crossed the border last spring.

Elsewhere in Cambodia, North
Vietnamese troops struck the
government's northern front for

the eighth consecutive day, cutting

off a five battalion Cambodian task
force that was trying to clear High-
way 7 about 45 miles north of

Phnom Penh.
The Cambodian high command

reported two strong enemy attacks
near the capital. One was directed
at Phum Trapeang Tetung, 11

miles northwest of Phnom Penh,
the capital. The other hit Kompong
Pring, about 14 miles southeast of

the capital.

The attacks were considered the
most serious in months on the west
bank of the Mekong River. They
were more significant than the
fights across the river from the
capital that occur with some
frequency but do not threaten the
city.
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Mills House Elects

Steering Committee
By SANDY MITCHNER

Staff Reporter
A group of about fifty concerned

members met late Monday
evening at Mills house to elect a
steering committee, which would
function as a governing body in the
controling, budgeting and use of
the Black Cultural Center.
The meeting was called by

people, who work in the Black
Cultural Center, many of them
undergraduate students, decided
that the organization should be
student administered.
The steering committee will

work in close association with the
Director of the Black Cultural
Center, and will also hold open
meetings This will enable any

community member to initiate any
new suggestions or bring up any
important issues. It was also

requested that at least one
position, on the committee, be held
open for an African student
representative.

The main idea behind the
election of the steering committee
is that students should themselves,
be involved in the administrating
of the Black Cultural Center.
A committee of fourteen

members was elected. A proposal
for impeachment of a committee
member was mentioned but it's

suggestion lead to such heated
debate that the proposal was
dropped for further consideration.

Cultural Center Statement Issued

The Black Cultural Center Steering Committee released this statement

yesterday.

The headlines and story about the Black Cultural Center appearing in

the MDC of Nov. 17 is misleading and potentially damaging to the efforts

of the Black Community to organize itself to deal most effectively with

conditions on campus.
The Collegian story suggests and your headline blares out the totally

erroneous information "Mills Meeting Stalls, No Leader Chosen," which

A. completely misrepresents the purpose of the meeting, and
B. proclaims to the world that this totally fictitious purpose was not ac-

complished and that black folks left the meeting in disarray.

The facts, however, are as follows:

Contrary to the impression the MDC gave, the meeting was for the

purpose of recreating a governing committee of students to administer

the affairs of the Black Cultural Center. This was accomplished smoothly

and efficiently. There is now a new committee which has been chosen

lor that purpose.

The impression that there was some kind of power struggle, or an at-

tempted coup of some sort comes entirely from the fanticies of the

Collegian staff.

U.S. Questions Report

On Kent State Murders
Several reporters stayed behind.

At the background briefing the

official said the Justice Depart-
ment is still investigating both

evidentiary and legal questions

surrounding the death of four

students and the wounding of nine

others on the Kent State campus
May 4.

The students were shot when
Ohio National Guardsmen fired

into a crowd of demonstrators
after four days of antiwar ac-

tivities on the :ampus.
The report of a special state

grand jury, which concluded that

the Guardsmen acted in self

defense still is being analyzed, the

official said. He said a decision on
calling a federal grand jury probe
of the incident would be made
within 30 days.

The official said the main task

before federal authorities is "at-

tempting to resolve what would
appear to be conflicts in what we
have and what the state grand jury

had."

WASHINGTON (AP)-A high
Justice Department official said

Tuesday federal authorities are

trying to resolve some apparent
conflicts between information
received by an Ohio grand jury and
the Federal Bureau of In-

vestigation on the Kent State

University shooting.

Although he did not say so

directly, the official indicated part

of the department's questions

concern a film of the May 4 in-

cident which was shown to the

grand jury but apparently has been

viewed only recently by federal

officials.

The official, whose name could

not be used under rules of the

background briefing at which he

spoke, also said it would be naive

to conclude that all school

desegregation problems have been

solved in the South.

Earlier Tuesday, seven repor-

ters walked out of a briefing

session with Asst. Atty. Gen. Jerris

Leonard when Leonard refused to

make his remarks for the record.

HILLS NORTH
IS

Having Another One!

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20 - 8:30 P.M.

presenting

FREE BEER!
Girls 25( Guys $1.50

THREE hoax calls were made concerning Kartlett early yesterday morning around 9 a.m.
Bomb calls were also received concerning the School of Business. Flint laboratory and Herter
Hall. A thorough search, after closing of the buildings revealed nothing. According to a member
of University security,people will be searched upon entering Herter Hall today. (MIX' photo by
Steve Schmidt)

Bomb Hoax Law
Federal Law 18 USCA 837 (d ) reads as follows

:

Whoever through use of mail, telephone, telegraph
or other instrument of commerce willfully imputs
or conveys or causes to be imparted or conveyed
any threat or false information knowing the source
to be false, concerning any attempt or alleged at-

tempt being made, or to be made, to damage or
destroy any building or other real personal property
for the purpose of interfering with its use for

educational, religious, charitable, residential,
business or civic objective, or of intimidating any
person pursuing such objectives, shall be subject to

imprisonment for not more than one year or a fine

of not more than $10,000 or more

Coinmonwealth of Massachusetts law >K'.l-\ 4 Felony
(BOMtt HOAX) states that bomb threats are

punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by

imprisonment for not more than 10 years or both

The University administration is now and has

been working closely with the phone company to

install sophisticated tracing system on phones that

can trace calls for periods even after an incoming
call is hung up. The administration has also begun
instructing persons working in buildings to become
familiar with their surroundings and notice any
strange or out of place objects. In addition, by
lederal procedure, the FBI must be notified on

every bomb hoax call.

Trees Moving In Wake of Construction

Several trees and shrubs will be
moved today by UMass physical
plant personnel in preparation for

the impending construction of the

new Fine Arts Building it was
announced yesterdav.

The trees and shrubs will be
relocated from their present
location between the pond and
Haigis MaU to the area around
SBA, Herter Hall, etc. Joe DiCarlo
of the Physical Plant said that

approximately !) trees and 25 small
shrubs would be moved. The larger
trees will be moved later in the
week by a firm from Boston.

DiCarlo mentioned that "8-9"

large elm trees would be cut down
by the Fine Arts Building con-

tractor later when construction is

about to liegin.

The elms are located on the road

from N Pleasant St. to Memorial
Hall. He added that Mine of the
trees which are not stricken with
the killer Dutch Kim Diease would
be protected within the con-
struction site

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Special for UMass Students

N3 AIR FORCE STYLE

PARKA
Flying Jacket, TypeN3B
Shell 100% Nylon
Lining 100% Nylon
Interlinq 100%

Bonded Polyester

Hood Trim Canada
or Alaska Wolf Fur
Hood Lining 100%
Orion Acrylic Face
100% Cotton Back
Knit 100% Wool
Color Sage

Sues S.M.L.XL
(add 10% for XL)

Dynel Pile

Hood Lining

Genuine Wolt Fur
on Hood

Onlv

$49^

aim n«« umooi l

{amci ii«

Heavy Duty
Concealed Zipper

Reinforced

Double Elbows

Knit Wool
Inner Wristlets

Pile lined "Hand
Warmer" Pockets

Reg. $65.00
to

$75.00

Plus

5% DISCOUNT with this ad

N3 PARKA DESIGNED FOR
SERVICEMEN IN ARCTIC AREAS.
WARMEST JACKET THERE IS!

Heavy Duty

Front Zipper with double

protection button over flap

Another Demand Item!
Army Field Jackets — Poplin at $14.95 each

Quilted at $15.95 each

SAMPLES AVAILABLE TO LOOK AT

CALL AL 549-6674 275 PUFFTON VILLAGE
I can also get any Sporting Goods Item —

Hockey, Football, Baseball etc.
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Kennedy Upstages Byrd

WASHINGTON i AP) - Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, who is

considering challenging assistant Democratic Leader Edward M.
Kennedy, deferred to Kennedy in mid sentence Monday in adjourning
the Senate.

liyrd, who frequently has handled the routine chore since becoming
secretary of Senate Democrats, was starting to move Senate ad-

journment when Kennedy walked in.

He stopped, and turned around as the Massachusetts senator went
ahead and moved adjournment.
As printed in Tuesdays Congressional Record, the exchange makes

it look like Kennedy interrupted Byrd.
The exchange:
"Mr. Byrd of West Virginia. Mr. President, if there be no further

business to come before the Senate -

"Mr Kennedy. Mr. President, if there be no further business to

come before the Senate, 1 move, in accordance with the previous or-

der, and, pursuant to Senate Resolution 481, as a further mark of

respect for Gen. Charles de Gaulle, former President of France, that

the Senate now adjourn."

Gofman Refuses To Testify
NEW YORK (AP)-Dr. John W.

Gofman, a leading critic of the

Atomic Energy Commission, said

Tuesday he has decided not to

testify in a landmark AEC hearing
on a proposed nuclear power plant

because the hearing is "a kangaroo
court."

Gofman, who works for the AEC
supported Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory in Livermore, Calif.,

urged instead that those opposed
to nuclear power plants work to get

a referendum on the ballot calling

got a moratorium on construction.

Gofman appeared recently at

UMass under the auspices of the

Distinguished Ecologists Lecture
Series.

The scientist's latest attack on
the AEC came as an industry

group, the Atomic Industrial
Forum, met in Washington and

heard forum president, Sherman

R. Knapp, express concern that

environmental groups would delay

nuclear growth by legal

"liarrassment."

Controversy over nuclear power

has grown with the developing

environmental concern, whereas

only a few years ago the concept of

cheap, clean power from the atom

was widely accepted.

Gofman, with his colleague, Dr.

Arthur R. Tamplin, have become

leaders in the anti AEC movement.

They argue that the AEC, charged

with promoting the use of nuclear

power, should not be entrusted

with regulating that use.

A major test of the issues has

arisen in the proposal to build a

nuclear power plant on Long

Island. The hearing for the plant,

under way, is the first since the

passage of major federal en-

vironmental legislation.

An environmental group, the

Lloyd Harbor Study Group, has
made the hearing a test case, and
billed Gofman as one of their

major witnesses. A summary of his

testimony had been given to

newsmen in advance.
He said he now urges en-

vironmental groups to follow the

example of Eugene, Ore. in turning

to a moratorium on the ballot.

Two years ago, voters in Eugene
approved a $225 million bond issue

on a nuclear electric plant. Earlier

this year, the voters reversed

themselves and ordered a four

year delay in construction, while

allowing spending for safety and
environmental studies.

Climbers Near Top
Of "El Capstan"

Ky Moves On To Colorado

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK,
Calif. ( AP)-Rock climbers Warren
Harding and Dean Caldwell inched

their way determinedly toward the

summit of El Capitan Tuesday
hungry and weary after 26 days on

i vertical rock wall 3,000 feet high.

Friends at the summit were
>reparing a steak dinner with all

He trimmings for the bearded

limbers who have subsisted on

andy bars and sardines for the

>ast week.
After rejecting rescue by the

National Park Service last Friday,

he pair toiled with renewed spirit

near the top of the unclimbed
section of El Capitan known as the

Wall of Morning Light."

It is the longest and possibly the

most difficult of the half dozen

routes up the great rock monolith

overlooking Yosemite Valley.

They crossed the final unknown
passage Monday, the "Great
Reef," an overhang jutting

straight out for 15 feet or more.
That put them within striking

distance of the top Tuesday-about

UK) to 350 feet from the summit,
according to best estimates.

Harding. 46, of West
Sacramento, Calif., was the first

man to lead a party to the summit
of El Capitan by any route-

climbing the nearby 'Nose" route

in November 1958. He has done a
number of other major first

ascents in Yosemite, which is

about 200 miles east of San
Francisco.

Caldwell, 27, of Portland, Ore., is

a veteran of Yosemite climbs as
well as five expeditions to Peru's
icy Andean peaks jutting 20,000

feet into the Southern Hemisphere
sky.

Their Yosemite venture, laun-

ched on Oct. 23, is a record
breaking one, though not planned
that way.

The longest previous sustained

climb up Yosemite's vertical and
overhanging cliff of granite was 1

1

days and 12 nights. Harding and
Caldwell had planned on a 10 day
attempt of the "Wall of the Mor-
ning Light,'' El Capitans
southeast face.

But bad weather and unusually
difficult climbing conditions
repeatedly set them back and
several times they had to reration

their short food supply.

A storm had stranded them
halfway up the face for nearly a
week, through last Wednesday.
Since then, they have made some
of their best time. Often their

average gain has been about 100

feet a day.

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) - South Vietnam Vice
President Nguyen Cao Ky left Rhode Island for the Air

Force Academy at Colorado Springs Tuesday af-

ternoon following a 24 hour visit to the Newport Naval
Base.

The four engine jet carrying Ky, his wife and about
a dozen other South Vietnamese took off from Quonset
Point Naval Air Station at 3 p.m. The entourage had
taken an eight mile boat trip from Newport to Quonset
Point.

As Ky left the Naval Base, eight members of New
England Committee for Nonviolent Action picketed
outside Gate 1, near where Ky boarded the boat.

A spokesman, calling Ky a "cardboard Mussolini,
kept in power by U.S. forces," said the group was
protesting his visit and the Vietnam war in general
There was no indication that Ky ever saw the

protestors.

During the day, Ky made an official call on Vice
Adm. Richard Colbert, president of the Naval War
College, and visited the officer candidate school where
some of his countrymen are undergoing training as
part of the Vietnamization program. David
Eisenhower, grandson of former President Dwight
Eisenhower, is an officer candidate at Newport. A
spokesman said Ky and young Eisenhower's paths did
not cross during the visit.

Ky spoke with the young Vietnamese officers in

their native tongue.

Newsmen were barred from the base Tuesday.
Ky's activities were carried out under tight

security. Three security boats accompanied the party
as it crossed Narragansett Bay to Quonset Point.
While Ky talked with the admiral, his wife and Mrs.

Colbert journeyed off base to see Hunter House, a
restored Colonial mansion in the city of Newport.

Seale Trial Begins
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)-The

trial of Black Panther party
national Chairman Bobby Seale
and a female Panther opened
Tuesday with jury selection-but

after 3 1/2 hours of intense

questioning no prospective jurors

had been empanelled.

The prosecution and the defense

each used one of their 60 peremp-
tory challenges. About a dozen
more potential jurors were ex-

cused after filing letters or after

declaring they knew men in the

district attorney's office.

In all, attorneys for both sides

questioned three witnesses-the two

DRUMMER BOY'S
DRUMMER BOY'S

LARGE HAMBURGER

ONLY 10*

who were challenged and a student

who said jury duty would
jeopardize his coming graduation

from the University of Connecticut

in February.
One of the defense attorneys,

Charles R. Garry of San Francisco,

said he would agree to the

student's dismissal "reluctantly"

because he was "the only young
person on the jury." Garry's
reference was to the pool of 50 from
which the court will try to pick a

jury of 12 jurors and four alter-

nates.

The prosecution used its

peremptory challenge to dismiss a

62 year old quality control
supervisor from New Haven who
testified that he had read
"casually" about the Black
Panthers but "never discussed it,"

and had "no opinion whatsoever"
about them.

The defense used its challenge on
the first prospective juror after

Judge Harold M. Mulvey refused to

dismiss him for cause. A mid-

dleaged white factory foreman
from Wallingford, he had said he

would be able to consider the

defendants "innocent until proven
guilty" but added: "If there
weren't something there, they

wouldn't be on trial. But it has got

to be proven."

Seale, 34, and Mrs. Huggins. 23,

face capital charges in connection
with the May 1969 slaying of
another Panther, Alex Rackley, in

a rural, swampy area 25 miles
northeast of New Haven. They are
among 14 Panthers originally

arrested in the Rackley slaying.

Near the start of the session in

Superior Court, Garry, chief
counsel for the Panthers who is

representing Seale, criticized the
makeup of the 50 member jury
panel because there was only one
Negro on it. All of them "seemed
at least my age or older," Garry
said. "Let the record show that I'm
in excess of 60 years." They are
"not the poor group of my client
and not the poor group of Miss
Roraback's client," Garry said.

HOME OF THE BIGBOOMER
WEDNESDAY SUNDAYl

SKI

SWITZERLAND
WITH THE

SKI CLUB
WHEN? Jan. 16-25, 1971 Intercession
HOW MUCH?
MORE INFO.?

$269 a fantastic deal
call Bill 549-6950

John 549-6741
or - come to a SKI CLUB meeting

Dr. Niering To Speak
On Wetlands, Marshes

Dr. William A. Niering, secretary of the Ecological Society of
America, will speak on "The Role of Wetlands, Marshes and Estuaries in
our Survival," tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the Campus Center Autditorium, as
the fourth part of the Distinguished Ecologists Lecure Series, sponsored
by CEQ.

Currently the director of the

Connecticut Arboretum and a

professor of botany at Connecticut

College in New London, Dr.

Niering was appointed chairman of

the Environmental Council for the

state of Connecticut by Governor

Dempsey. His studies in the

Focono Mountains of Pennsylvania

led to the creation of the Cran-

berry Bog Preserve. In 1954, Dr.

Niering participated as a land

ecologist in an expedition to

Kapingamarangi Atoll in the South

Pacific. Four years later, he was
appointed conservation consultant

to the Regional Plan Association in

New York City. His studies of the

Greater Metropoliton Area
resulted in Nature in the

Metropolis Dr. Niering has also

done extensive studies of the deserts of Arizona and California.

Maddox Tears Out Phone,
Claims It Was Bugged

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - "It's intolerable," said Gov. Lester Maddox
Tuesday alter he ripped the telephone out of the wall. "Whatever is

responsible for this ought to be imprisoned for life or deported."

The object of Maddox 's wrath lay partially disassembled on his desk.

"I'm not surprised that it's red," governor Maddox declared.

The telephone a special hot line connecting the governor's office and
those ol the other governors to an emergency center - was under a blanket

indictment charging that the telephones were bugged.

Maddox had his telephones examined, declared he was suspicious of it

and then ripped it out of the wall with a mighty jerk as television cameras

ground away.
i presume it was tapped," Maddox said. "Mine was probably the first

one they tapped."

However, he said later he doubted anyone would want to tap his

telephone "because I don't keep any secrets."

Zell Miller, the governor's executive secretary, said he picked up the

telephone after he heard the report and could hear voices on the other

end. presumably from a center in Texas to which the telephones connect.

"We were told that the telephone was especially wires and that they

could also listen to us from the other end if they reversed the wiring."

Miller said.

Maddox refused to say who examined his telephone. He described the

persons as "electronics experts." Telephone company workers were
peering into the telephone's immer workings later Tuesday afternoon.

Maddox said he has never used the telephone, which Miller said he

understood was lor use only in extreme emergency conditions, such as in

the event a governor feels it necessary to call in federal troops.

The report of the bugging indicated that a device attached to some of

the phones is the system could pick up private conversations within the

got ernors' officers, even when the telephone was not in use.

Leach To Discuss African Program

There will be presentations on "Crossroads Africa - 1971" Wed.
Nov. 18 at 8 p.m. in the Babbott Room of the Octagon at Amherst
College and Thurs. Nov. 19 at 9:45 p.m. in Room 108 of the Academic-

Building at Hampshire College given by Jim Leach a participant in

the program in 1970.

Crossroads Africa is a non-profit, non-governmental organization

which sends North Americans to Africa in groups of ten for eight

weeks during the summer. A work project involving manual labor is

done lor six weeks, with two weeks reserved for travel.

J

Red Tape Dominates Grad Senate

By ROBERT S. McDONNELL
Staff Reporter

Discussion and tabling of

resolutions were the pre-

occupation of the Grad Student

Senate at its bi-weekly meeting
Monday night.

Before bureaucracy dominated,

however, two announcements of

concern to all grad students were
made.

First, it was mentioned that all

grad students with children may be
eligible for state housing
assistance, up to 70% of rental

expenses. Residents of Amherst ill

this category should contact the

Amherst Housing Council for

details and applications while
those living in other towns should

make inquiries of their local

boards.

Secondly, Mr. Michel Oren spoke

on the Federal Food Subsidy

program. He noted that it was not

necessary to be on welfare to take

advantage of this aid and that a

great many individuals and
families in the area may be

eligible. One example given was
that a single student with net in-

come of less than $175.00 per month
can receive this assistance. Those
interested should contact their

nearest welfare office.

On the topic of university

governance, President Dan Collins

stated that a formalized plan to

combine the three existing
governments, undergrad, grad and
faculty senates, into one body, will

be presented to the Board of

Trustees on February 15, 1971.

The Day Care Center is coming
closer to reality with a target of

next semester as an opening date.

Budgets and details are nearing
completion. The center will be
housed in Bowditeh Lodge near the
stadium and will be maintained by
a professional staff augmented by
students from both the Center for

Early Childhood Education of the

School of Education and the Child
(are Center of the School of Home
Economics.

Initial plans allow for only a

limited number of children but this

is expected to be enlarged with

time and as additional resources

become available. A screening

committee will be organized soon.

The Committee to Save the

Deerfield Valley has had difficulty

with the Army Corps of Engineers
in setting up a forum with them.
Tney are continuing their efforts

and hope lor a debate is still held.

One of the few actions taken at

the meeting was to authorize
transfer of $200.00 to the Draft
Counseling Service to allow Grad
Students its use. Anyone seeking
advice and help may contact Gil

Salk or a member of his staff on the

second floor of the Student Union.

On the topic of University
Security the Senate tabled two
actions. One was to recommend
that parking fees be raised to pay
for additional security and the

second was to set up a Parking
Committee. Also on the topic ol

parking, Bob Ulrich is chairing a

committee to study the parking
sticker and upace allocation
situation. He noted that the
Campus Center is 90 to 95% empty
during the week and if employees
ol the Campus Center were allowed
to park there, as many as 300

additional spa-.es would become
available to students.

Finally, communication Irom
the faculty senate was received

concerning academic honesty
Alter some sparked debate, a

motion to set up a committee ^o
study the issue of a grad student-

faculty academic honesty code,

was tabled for two weeks. A
finalized resolution will be acted
upon at the next meeting on

November :50.

Paper Recycling To Start Here
A project aimed at reducing the amount of forest

required for papermaking and saving a little bit more
of the wilderness from attack will soon be im-
plemented on campus. Beginning Tuesday.
Newspaper Recycling boxes will be placed 1n the

Student Union and Campus Center by the Committee
on Recycling Excess Stuff for the collection of used
newspapers. The papers, once collected will

ultimately find their way back to the paper mills and
into the newsprint making process in place of fresh

pulp.

This is the first of several projects aimed at

establishing a recycling-reuse clinic in the community
to replace the use-waste concept now prevalent. Other
items which could be recycled or reused include

aluminum cans, glass bottles, etc.

The collection of newspapers in the Union and
Campus Center constitute Phase I of the newspaper
recycling project. Readers will be asked only to take
an extra 10 seconds to drop the paper in the proper

recepticle instead of the waste basket or nearest piece

ot lurmture. The University will benefit from the

collection process since the amount of waste
generated by the discarding of the Collegian alone is

estimated as more than three tons a week.

Phase II involves extension of the project to vunnu-
dining commons. Establishment of this phase is

dependent upon recruitment ol "dorm coordinators

who would Ih> responsible for seeing that the people in

his area are complying with the basic requirements ol

the system.

A similar group at Hampshire College have had ii

paper recycling project miming with good success for

some time The project, which serves as the pilot for

the UMass system, has shown that a rotating set

"Coordinators" relieves some of the responsibil

upon the individual worker CO. RES. is looking i

additional coordinators to implement Phase II as KM
as possible Anyone interested can contact Lyi.

Edwards at 2S3-M7Q.

At the present time the only major problem holding

up lull functioning of the system is in the location ol an

adequate on campus storage area for the collected

papers. Off-campus sites have been suggested but

those located may prove inadequate for Phase 1 1
- 1 1

1

operations. Unofficial university help has been

volunteered but no on campus site has been for-

thcoming Official University aid is now being sought.

MDC Classifieds Pay

BLACK LIGHT

POSTER &
PAINTS

• •

Village Craftsman

181 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst NMW

USE US
The Five College Student

Homophile League is a

group of people meeting to

help others as well as them-

selves — to find answers
through information and ex-

periences — to find people

to support each other, to

know each other.

If you cannot come to our

meetings, call and just talk

to us. This gay community
is for all.

•terry -»X6 1602

Kathy MS28A3

PERMANENT MEMBERSHIP PHOTOS FOR THE
TOP OF THE CAMPUS CLUB

CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 802
Mon.. Nov. 16 — 12-6 p.m.

Tues., Nov. 17 — 11 • 6 p.m.
Wed., Nov. 18—12-6 p.m.

Thurs.. Fri., Nov. 19-20 — 11-6 p.m.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS CLUB BAR
HOURS:

Mon. • Fri. 11:30 a.m. - 12:00 midnight
Sat. - 4:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight
Sun. 1:00 p m. - 10:00 p.m.

You must be a club member or the guest of a member to

drink Membership is open to the officers, employees, facul-

ty, administration, students and alumni of the University of

Massachusetts (also to include certain retired and widowed
persons!, students In Continuing education and conferees
;ii ihc Amherst campus of the University of Massachusetts.

CLASS OF 74

RIGHT HERE BABY

We need help. Join the freshman class

executive council. Pick up applications at

the information desk at the Student Acth itics

Office (behind the escalator on the first floor

ot the Campus Center.) Deadline — Mon-

day. Nov. 25, 5:00 p-m.
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Something Else 10

Thursday Ed. Events
'Something Klse '7o" is 1 five-day happening at the Softool ol

Kflucttlion this week. Subtitled •Alternate Futures m Education," this

week loii^ symposium and multi-media fair otters talks, tapings, musie,
drama, games, demonstrations, films, workshops, and numerous other
activities. All university students and faculty and anyone else who is

interested are invited to attend. All elasses in the School of Education are
cancelled during the fair.

I inversus students ma\ earn modular credits by participating in

Something Else 7u" Each hour of participation will offer one-half mod
credit, and fifteen mod credits will equal one graduation credit from the
School ol Education.

The Daily Collegian presents abbreviated schedules of •Something
Else '70

" activities Due to space limitations, the schedule cannot be
printed here m its entirety. Completed schedules will be available in the
School ol Education and the Northeast Area, where most ot the activities
are being held.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19

9:00

Rm 128 Culture Confrontation Situational

ise or How I Learned to Blow My Nose
m Afghanistan by Watching Television

"

Center tor international Education

Auditorium Films on Guidance Human
delations Center

NE Knowiton Ma in Lounge The Keepers of th(

Poor The Paraprofessional and the problems

mcountered trying to climb career ladders

9.00to 1? 00

Tne integrated Day Workshop Marks
Meadow Observation Corridor

1000
IV Mudio How schools can use closed circuit

•o make regular course study more ex

tinq for the student and teacher

Q.ninq Commons, Blue Room Academic
-'reserves Dwight Allen

:?6 Behavior Modification A Tool tor

l ducators W J Conway
128 Teaching the Process ot Generalizing

C History Classroom Al Anthony
-> Meadow intermediate Team Student

m on self contained classroom vs

n spaces Marks Meadow Students

Rm 228 The •'oi.tics of Educational Change
11:00

NE Johnson Main Lounge Multi Arts Im
proviseiion .1 -Relating" Dress for creative
inoverp Mil

NE Le ich Mam Lounge Self Exploration as
Curriculum Gerry Weinstein
Rm 226 Educational Mythology Techniques
for the accountability cop out. The presen
tation will focus on verbal techniques and
nst'tutionalized patterns and procedures
employed by administrators and teachers to

lefend and insulate the educational system
trom critics Dr Richard W Ford of Richard
Ford Association, Syracuse N Y
NE Hamlm Main Lounge Behavioral Ob
ectives. Relaxation, and "Mystical Ex
Jtnence' Human Relations Center
Rm 228 Charrette Planning in the Real World
Salter Mylecraine, Former Head of

Educational Facilities Planning u S Office of

Education
Rm 122 Oiigami inscruitable paper folding

Bill Koen
Auditorium Federal Legislation Educations
Tool or Test Panel Preston Bruce Director of

JC's Office of Child Development Richard

I jirloy Director ot Conpensatory Education.

Office ot Education. Cornell Le.. .itive

Assistant to Senjlor Brooke. Oscar Mins Chief

Educational Advisor, Model Cities Program,
HUD.
Rm 128' Public Education as the Industry

Designed to Destroy Children W Hobson,
Director ot Washington Institute for Quality

Education Former member. Board of

ttion, Washington. D C

1130
NE D.ning Commons, Blue Rm Educational
Change Through Breaking Bread Together

(Bring some food to share with others! ) Glenn
Hawk es

12:00

Montague Attic The Secret of Life. Every two
minutes until l v m Peter Nichols
Rm 128 "Non verbal I mprovisational Ap
proaches to Administrative Problem Solving."

Auditorium F ilms: "Timepiece," The
Hand. "Toys." "Flatland, "Clay " (Seefilm
notes)

Rm 122 Questions and Answers Informal
session Dwight Allen

Rm 226 "STEPS: A Science Test for

Evaluation of Process Skills " David Morgan,
Concord Middle School

12:30to2:00

NE Lewis Basement Study "World
Curriculum An Alternative Perspective"
Glenn Hawkes and Members of the In

lernational Education Center

1:00

Rm 228 Comprehensive Achievement
Monitoring (CAM) Bill Gorth

Ch.idrens Library A Demonstration of

Comvuter Teaching Hap Peeile

Rm 226 "innovation in the High School: a
worms eye view of the Effects of Massive
Change ." Phil Gates, former principal of

Green Bay Southwest High School in Green
Bay. Wisconsin. Bruce McKay, former
teacher and community coordinator at John
F Kennedy High School m Silver Svrings,

Maryland, and Dudley Soloman, former
principal at Golden High School in Jefferson

County, Colorado

NE Dwght Main Lounge Take a Look At
titudes, Feelings, and the Self. Norma Jean
Anderson, Human Relations Center
Montague Attic Humanistic Education
presentation. Exhibits, experiences, displays

and films ("It's Between the Lmes Drama
tor the Classroom" produced by Terry
Borton, Fritz Perls and Gestalt Therapy")
NE Dwight Rec Room Outward Bound and the

BUTCH CASSIDV
tiff?2*&4r
ttr<\

t
AND THE SUNDANCE KID

THURSDAY - MONDAY (exc. Saturday)

NOVEMBER 19 -23, 1970

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest 7:30 and 9:45 p-m.

Admission $1.00

V chance tickets available in Coolidge Lobby.

TEPS ARE TOPS

Let's Get

Acquainted

TE0
SMOKERS

Informal

Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Thursday 9:00 p.m-

418 North Pleasant St.

For rides call

253-9171
253-9041

High School film and discussion of the use ot

Outward Bound in two pubic high schools

Joseph Schulze

Auditorium "The MOST: An Urban Tiaming

Program with a Difference" Norman Ed
monds. Travelers Insurance Co , Hartford and

Adnenne Reeves, Director ot MOST Program,

Travelers insurance

1:30

NE Lewis Mam Lounge Multi Arts Im
provisation »2 "Shape" Dress for active

movement
NE Thatcher Mam Lounge Hitch hiking and

Human Nature Discussion Pre requisite:

Recent long distance (30 miles or more)

hilcli hiking experience or extensive ex

penence over life time.

2:00

Rm 122 Use of Adult Resources Flow
Simulation Model Presentation and Lab.

Cafeteria "Rapping About Education and the

Future" or "Bring in a Problem and We'll Pool

ignorance "

Rm 226 An Analytic Model for the Economics
of Individual Information Seeking.

Rm 128 The Community as School; the School

as Community: Chicago s Metro High School

A. Donn Kesselheim, Michael L. Greenebaum
Auditorium Taping a Pilot Children's

Television Science Program
NE Leach Main LoungeCADRE SPECIAL: A
School for Juvenile Deliquents. Seven
delinquents and directors of their school will

give an open discussion on life as a delinquent,

reform schools, juvenile court, foster homes
and what the public schools have been like for

them. Easy to talk with come in and rap!

Cafeteria Outward Bound Outdoors An op

portunity to experience first hand some of the

activities which are part of each Outward
Bound school. Activities such as group
problem solv ing, confidence building in

climbing, balancing, and mini stress

Situations will be available. Open to men and
women whoaredressed in comfortable clothes

and shoes

NE Dining Commons Blue Rm New Directions

in Mental Health of Children, Panel. Ralph
Littlestone, Chief of Planning, Office of the

Director, National Institute of Mental Health

Dr Saul Feldman, Acting Chief, Mental
Health Services Development Branch,
National institute of Mental Health. Dr.

Donald Carew, Associate Professor, School of

Education. Dr. Al ivey, Professor, School of

Education Jay Tooley, New York Department
of Mental Hygiene and Assistant Professor,

New York School ot Psychiatry Pat Steven
son. Horace Mann Lecturer Joyce Hinckley,
Doctoral Student.

Rm 228 "The Community in Education"
Resources for Change" The Open Classroom
Approach to Early Childhood Education
Er ika F irestone Community Action Agencies
The War on Poverty. Atron Gentry, Cleo
Abraham
Childrens Library Computer Games. Come
and Play Games with a Computer Hap Peeile

3:00

NE Crabtree Living/Learning Center The
Dimensions of Self Concept
Rm 128 Perceptual Training As Preparation
tor Writing. Judith Speidel, Skidmore College
NE Mary Lyons Rec. Rm Natural Childbirth
Film (discussion follows at 4.00)

Rm 226 Myth and Metaphor A presentation
discussion of some implications of mythic and
metaphoric thought for the learning process
Jacques Jiminez
Rm 123 Undergraduate Affairs Office The
Undergraduate Think Tank invites un
dergraduates to explore their potential as
resources tor the community
Rm 122 "To Hell with Dwight Allen: Little

Changes Do Matter" Robert Diamond,
Principal, Concord Middle School, Concord,
MA (Interns interested in the Concord Middle
School should attend session or contact Mr.
Diamond Thursday or Friday.)

Rm. 228 Caraway Street: an art workshop tor

prospective elementary teachers Projects,

discussion and classroom space will be in

vestigated.

Cafeteria Human Relations and Institutions:

Group Dynamics and Reentry into the Real
World Students and staff (rom Human
Relations Center

4:00

NE Mary Lyons Rec Room Implications of

Natural Childbirth tor Education. Faith and
Jon Ball

Rm 128 The POT. Model for inservice
Training

NE Dwight Rec. Room Films "Night and
roq, La Jetee." (see film notes)

Rm 226"Teachmg tor Creative Endeavor"
Workshop Mr Rodney Smith, visiting Fellow,
Center for the Study of Education. Yale
University

8 00

For Love of Freedom" Play: Held at

Amherst High School Admission $2.00
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Campus Growth To Be Discussed On Hill

Campus expansion will be the topic of a panel discussion to be held
this evening at 7 : 30 p.m. in the Webster House Lounge Sponsored bv
the Apple Corps, the Orchard Hill activity organization, the panel will

feature Dean of Students William Field., Planning Officer Jack Lit-

tlefield. Professor Nicholas Dines from the Landscape Architecture
Department, and Don Cilickstein, an editorial columnist from the
Collegian. Dr. Luther All. an Orchard Hill faculty resident and a
member of the Government Department, will be the moderator.
Questions will be solicited from the audience and all members of the
University community are invited to attend.

Foreign Wheel Problems?

Fish in to

BASS IMPORT SERVICE

Rte. 9 Hadley or call 5&4-4652

WE TRY HARDER!
Parts - ALT imports TWO DAYS

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF

AMHERST-HADLEY LINE-

/-fl
i i ii *

JOANNA SHIMKUS FRANCO NERcTY;
7:15 & 9 - Sun, Mot. 2'"-T-*»-~— —* '

^.^rjLawrences
THE VIRGIN

THE GYPSY

"AN IMMENSELY ROMANTIC
MOVIE WITH STYLE AND
CRITICAL INTELLIGENCE!"
-V*nttnt Canbv N Y Time*

ft* I' j I I t » i i i i i i . i

» • il In I
•

T i

:X

Nightly ot 7: 15 & 9- Sun. Mot. 2

diary of a S|C
lWr

mad housewife f^#^
a frank perry film [§ k^m^*T I »»,» i **n*n,.m m .,%

r9 *j~ ~i~i r m ' *i\

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM 5th Week
AUUVARKIN

Nightly at 7 & 9:15

eek! j%**

\Pr Sun. Mat. 2

v;

^¥^T"P'
Sun. Mat. 2

Tony The Tiger Tells A B ig Tale
ByDONGLlCKSTEIN

Staff Reporter
Tony the Tiger outclasses

mothers according to Robert B.
Choate, a former special advisor to

Robert Finch. Choate, par-
ticipating in the School of

Education's Something Else 70,
accused the food industries of blase
and deceptive advertising that

equates sugar with alertness and
brightness, and misleads and
miseducate not only children, but
adults as well.

Mr. Choate, a civil engineer by
profession, became the Ralph
Nader of nutrition this past
summer when he testified before
the Senate on the value, or lack

thereof, of dry breakfast cereals.

Cocoa Krispies, contrary to what
television advertisements imply,

do not give a person good wind,
Froot Loops do not have a fruit

content, Sugar Smacks do not

necessarily let one play ping pong
better, and there is no evidence
that Cheerios "make you feel

groovy all morning long." Ad-
vertisements like these and those

from the Grocery Manufacturers
of America, form 65% of all TV ad
revenue. Because of the intensity

of the advertising, Choate said,

good nutritional practices are
neglected in the United States.

Mr. Choate also challenged the
nutritional myth of the four food
groups that one needs (dairy,

meat, grain, fruit) by saying that

they were the result of the four
major food lobbyists. A more
honest way to teach basic nutrition

to children and adults would be by
teaching nutrient groups, rather
than food groups. This should be
accompanied, Choate added, by
more truthful and even educational

advertising.

During his presentation
yesterday, Choate also discussed
the role of nutrition in education.
Children who are dull, irritable,

and prone to sleep in school are
often hungry of malnourished.
Choate said that the Nixon ad-

ministration has done more to feed
hungry and malnourished people
than the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations combined, but
there are literally millions of

Americans who have not been
reached by the food stamp
program, direct distribution of

commodities, or by the school

lunch program.
Choate discussed a variety of

other nutrition-education oriented

topics:

Las Vegas Night To Be Held Friday

For the fifth consecutive year, the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega will

sponsor their annual Las Vegas Nite. This year, the festivities will take

place in theSU Ballroom, on this Friday night, November 20th from 8 to

midnight.

As in the past, a mock gambling casino will be set up, complete with

roulette wheels, card tables and dice throwing. An auction will also be

held during the evening, when prizes donated by local merchants in

Amherst and Northampton will be auctioned off for the play money won

during the night.

The Las Vegas Nite Queen will be announced during the evening.

Tables are set up in the Student Union lobby and in the Campus Center

near the University Store, between Monday, November 16th and Friday,

November 20th between 9 a.m. -4 p.m. During these hours, votes may be

cast by contributing change (pennies, nickels, dimes etc.) under the

candidate of the person's choice.

All the proceeds from the Las Vegas Nite project will be contributed to

charity. The festivities are open to everybody.

THE MAROON KEYS
present

11th HOUR LECTURE SERIES

PROF. HOWARD GADLIN
Dept. of Psychology

SPEAKS ON

REFLECTIONS ON VIOLENCE

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18, 1970

8:30pm S U. BALLROOM

TONIGHT
l/ie brothers of delta clii and sisters of clit delplua

we/come you to a

COED RUSH
Tonight at 8:00, at the home of

DELTA CHI
314 LINCOLN AVE.

CALL 5-0195 or 5-0156

FOR INFORMATION OR TRANSPORTATION

* Everyone Is Invited *

Although there has been a
revolution in food technology for

the past twenty-five years, there
has been little attempt to educate
the consumer.
The government still pays farm

subsidies on the basis of tonnage,
rather than nutrients. This has
prevented many new foods, such as
"Opaque-2-Corn ", a superior, yet
lower yield corn, from being
produced.

Soy beans, a flexible, cheap and
nutritional food, will be used in the

future to augment other foods.

Choate worried that the consumer
may not know he is buying a soy
bean augmented food.

Educators should take a greater
lead in the fight for consumer
education. 'People talking to each
other", he said is fine, "but that

doesn't count when we have to

change the policies of this coun-
try."

On a scale of 1 through 60, the top three cereals,

nutritionally speaking, are Kellogg's Product 19,

General Mills Kaboom and Total. The cereals served

in the U Mass dining commons are rated as follows:

7-Kellogg's Special K
9-Kellogg's Sugar Smacks
13-Kellogg's Raisin Bran
21 -Kellogg's Froot Loops
22-Kellogg's Apple Jacks
25-General Mills Cheerios

:$1-General Mills Wheaties
:}3-Kellogg's Stars

:59-Kellogg's Sugar Pops
40-Kellogg's Corn Flakes

41 Kellogg's Rice Krispies

43-Kellogg's Cocoa Krispies

(iO-Kellogg's Sugar Frosted Flakes

Choate said that he felt Frosted Flakes should be

taken off the market. He added that even the top three

cereals could be improved.

Delta Paperbacks
are Where It's At

The Making of an Un-American
Paul Cowan
This brutally honest and deeply personal

political autobiography i < I the author's

disaffection with American liberalism and

his evolution toward radicalism The
white man s SOUL ON ICK. written, like

the black version, from the Strength ol a

man who lives the myths of his culture

and then exposes them by exposing him-

self." —The Washington Monthly

Delta paperback S2.H5

Report From Iron Mountain
Introduction by Leonard C Levin

This shocking expose-a hitherto top-

secret report of a government commission
that was requested to explore the conse-

quences of lasting peace on American so-

ciety-is one of the most controversial

hooks published in the last decade. The
explosive content of the report, as well as

the story of how it was spirited out of con
fidential files, make this one of the most
important books of the century.

Delta paperback $1.95

The New Indians
Stan Steiner

The first full-scale report of the gathering

Red Power movement, a revolt by Amer-
ica's oldest and most neglected minority

group. Complete with documents, charts,

a tribal map, and photographs.
Delta paperback $2.45

Notes on the Cultural Life

of the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam
Peter Weiss

In a study as severe and vehement as his

renowned plays (Marat/ Sade and The In-

vestigation), Peter Weiss shows how
totally the intellectual and cultural life of

North Vietnam is interwoven with its

political struggle. Based on first-hand ex-

periences, conversations, and extensive

historical information.

Delta paperback $2.25

Soul On Ice
KUii idgc Cleaver

More than l.OOU.OOO copies m print A
totally frank autobiography, by the former

Black Panther Minister of Information,

that makes a devastating riisseeti.ui of a

society in the throes of agonizing reap-

praisal and momentous change.
Delta paperback $1 !>r,

: Dell paperback 95-

Conversation With

Eldridge Cleaver - Algiers
Leo Lockwood

The te>:t of an interview made in the

summer of 19fi0 In Algiers where Cleaver

continued his self-exile from America
after leaving Cuba. One of America's most
militant black leaders, he discusses his

disturbing opinions and his philosophy of

revolution.

Delta paperback $1.95

Die, Nigger, Die!
H. Rap Brown

The former president of SNCC and leading
dialectician of black power ideology de-

scribes his development into an avowed
revolutionary and his transition from
Negro America to Black America.
Dial Press paperback $1.95

Black Political Power
Chuck Stone

An activist and past editor of three influen-

tial Negro newspapers. Chuck Stone ex-
amines the past, present and future of

Blacks in American politics, and analyzes
the nature of the political process, par-
ticularly in terms of ethnic minority
groups.
Delta paperback $2.45

ADELTA BOOKS-at your bookstore

Dell Publishing Co., Inc.

750 Third Avenue. New York. NY 10017
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The Solon Snafu
I think its Legislator's Day at the football game this

week and you can just hear the conversation from the

five or six austere lawmakers who will bother to

come

:

—Is this Boston College?

—No, this is the state university of Massachusetts.

—Oh, is this place that sends all those goddamn
academic snobs down to Boston to try wangle money
from us in the legislature for crap like education,

when we could be spending it on roads or legislative

pay raises?

—Yep, this must be the place. Sure is big enough.

When in hell did they build all these buildings?

—How the hell do I know? 1 sleep through those

stupid meetings, and just vote the way Mossy or

Blackie tells me to.

—I didn't know it was this big. Why look, at that big

white thing, and that stupid looking thing with the

ramp. That must be the ROTC building, because it

looks like a fort. And where did those skyscrapers
come from. Your sure this isn't Scollay Square?

—It says on the sign over there, University of

Massachusetts. If I knew they were getting away with

building all this I would have raised a stink. That

shows you though. I'm away from this campus for

only 20 years and they go and change everything. I tell

you, its those academic snobs that always are

bothering us.

—What was that dirty looking thing over there?

—Why, it's a student. Do you mean to tell me we are
authorizing our money to send that thing to school? I

thought every student had to wear a tie and suit

jacket. I mean these long hairs can't be our students.

They must be the outsiders that cause all the trouble.

Are you sure this is UMass?
—It must be. What else could be this far in the

country? Besides, the card board signs on the dirt

roads that we took from the turnpike, said that it was
in this direction.

—Well, frankly I'm shocked. You'd think those

snobs would tell us what they were doing. I mean, I

haven't been on this campus in the 20 years I've been a

servant for the people, of the Great Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

—I'm not taking this sitting down. I read this study

saying that Massachusetts was 49th in the country in

per capita state aid to higher education, what ever

that means. I aim to make us 50th.

—Right on.

Ed Bryant

Lonely? Then Do Something!f

Nothing could be sadder than a glass of wine alone
loneliness, loneliness is just a waste of your time.

.Mick J agger
Loneliness.

We've all experienced it. Many of us are ex-

periencing it right now. It can be a real drag. You
may feel like crying, or worse, wishing that your "life

would simply cease." Few things rival loneliness in

ability to get people down. Loneliness is a bad feeling.

I've often been lonely; it's a feeling I know well.

Lonely simply for someone to talk to me Lonely for

someone to love me. Lonely for a specific person
whom I wanted, knowing that she did not want me.
Anyone who has been lonely knows the feeling. But

you should also realize that, quite frequently,

loneliness is largely self-induced, and it can be as
much your own fault as it is the fault of anyone else.

Because people are usually lonely for people. The
disease and the cure are twins. Loneliness is nothing
more than a failure to get together, people with
people. What you need is another person, human as
you are, and there are plenty such people walking

around.

The University of Massachusetts is a community of

over twenty thousand people, the large majority of

whom a re in the student age-group. There is certa inly

no shortage of people here. While the whiner may be
able to get away with contending that there's nothing

to do (which is generally not true any way), he can't

possibly claim that there's no one to do. Quite simply
there are plenty of people here who happen to like

other people.

Did you ever live on the fourteenth floor of a tower
and not know the people on the fifteenth".' Or across
the way in another tower? In the low rise next door?
How many people have there been in your classes

whom you never got to know because you didn't strike

up a conversation with them when you saw them two
and three days a week? Has there ever been anyone
on the elevator or in the Hatch"1 .Anyone who picked
you up hitchhiking?

The people and the opportunities are both there.

Many friends and a few lovers are lookingfor you too.

Don't keep them, or yourself, waiting too long. Peace.

A Doctor's Letter To His Son

Course Exclusions
In a large University, such as this one, it is expected that oftentimes,

one will not be excepted into the course of his choice. However, those who
want to take courses in their major should definitely be given preference

over those students who are not. It has happened that students have had

to drop their majors because they could not be enrolled in their courses

needed to fulfill their requirements. Granted, the University has a great

need for more teachers, space, etc., however it is grossly unfair for a

student to be accepted for a course when he is not majoring in that sub-

ject, when one who is majoring in it, has been refused.

RUTH ELLEN FLAX
Editorial Staff

Book Reviewers: Where Are You?

Daily Collegian Book Reviewers : It is now possible to review any book
available in the Campus Center Book Store. If you would like to review

one. just see me in the Collegian office sometime before Thursday night

each week. We have several books now which you might be interested in

reviewing. If you have not yet been contacted, please come in to see me
any Tuesday or Thursday afternoon. Those of you who are currently

doing book reviews, would you please call me sometime and give me a

progress report?

We are trying to make Book Review a regular feature. To do this we
must liave REGULAR BOOK REVIEWERS. If you are at all interested

please see me so that we can begin to make some headway in the matter.

( hie rev iew from each reviewer a month is all we ask

.

In these troubled times the public is in great need of spiritual guidance

in reading matter. If you can help, please do so; start reviewing books.

IVaee.
ED BRYANT

This letter was recently written by Dr. Paul
Williamson, a McComb, Mississippi, physician, to his

son who was about to enter Tulane University in New
Orleans. It was subsequently published in Practice,
Dr. Williamson's medical newsletter.

Dear Nathan:
Of course, you know that your mother and I love you

deeply. There are limits to that love. Let me discuss

one with you today.

Your are going to Tulane. We are proud and happy
for you. There are, however, awkward things that

must be discussed. College kids over the nation are
"protesting".

They use many beautiful phrases. What it often

amounts to is a contest with the duly constituted

authorities of the United States Government. The only

term that could apply to revolution. People are quite

rightly shot in revolutions.

I suppose there is the legal differentiation between a
peaceful demonstration and breaking windows. One
graduates into the other by such indifferent degrees it

is difficult to say where one ends and the other begins.

The duly constituted authorities have been merciful

beyond belief-far too merciful, I think-with students.

Obviously, this patience is nearing an end. Snap, I

have seldom heard of a student being shot at his study
desk. What he does in the open and contests the
ground with the National Guard, he may very likely be
shot-and very rightly.

Let us take, for example, the sweet little girl in

Kent, Ohio. I feel nothing but sorrow that a beautiful

young girl of great mental attainments be killed. Yet,

Snap, if she had been studying-doing what her parents
were paying for her to accomplish-would she have
died?

She was helping contest the ground with duly con-

stituted U.S. authorities. In this case, I back the U.S. I

think it rather remarkable that they didn't shoot 200

more. In this case, the girl was a revolutionary and
she got exactly what a revolutionary should expect.

The same, Snap, would be true of you. If you care to

challenge the U.S. Government, this isyour affair. If

you get killed doing it, this is your affair. You see,

there are constitutional ways to change the U.S.

Government and I agree that it desperately needs
changing. However, if you chose to try to change it by
revolution, expect to get shot. Mother and I will

grieve but we will gladly buy a dinner for the National
Guardsman who shot you. You see, son, they pretty-

up in definition all things you might want to do. When
brought to its basics, it is still just revolution.

I am sorry for the colored boys who were killed at

Jackson. But, son, I know a lot more about this than
will ever be printed in national news media. There
was sniper fire the night before as well as the night the
police fired back. The students were given 15 minutes
warning to clear the area before the police fired. I

thought the duly constituted authorities were most
gentle to take only two. If you take part in something
like this and get shot, Mama and I will still back the
U.S.

It may sound like great martyrdom to give your life

for an ideal. Indeed, it may be when you are old
enough to judge ideals. Trying to whip the National
Guard or the Army appeals to me as damned
foolishness. Snap, I have been shot and it hurts like

hell. It's funny, but you don't think of ideals over the
pain.

Now use your head, son. Remember this country is

getting tired of student demonstrations which lead to
revolution. The National Guard can shove in a couple
students disturb the peace and destroy property.

Now use you head, son. Remember this country is

getting tired of student demonstrations which lead to
revolution. The National Guard can shove in a couple
of clips and clean Tulane. I think they ought to when
students disturb the peace and destroy property.
One thing of which you have probably not thought:

Tulane is a non-profit corporation belonging to the
public which means one brick is yours. The National
Guard is a public organization which means that one
bolt on one rifle may have been paid for with your tax.

It seems awfully foolish for you to pay for the bolt
that snaps the cartridge home which kills you. It

seems even more foolish to tear down the bricks you
own.

When I went to Oklahoma City University, I always
thought of it as my university. Ann and I probably own
one bit of cement between the bricks. Believe me, sir,

I was very careful of that bit of cement.
I, too, had ebulient spirits b 1 1 used them for more

practical purposes.
Have you ever considered how many co-eds there

are to be kissed? This is a much more worthy purpose
than absorbing a bullet and not nearly so painful.
Think of these things.

Love,
Dad

(reprinted from the New York Times)

Campus Comment
NYPigs VampFreakNomadicLifestyle

Keith BromeryAnswers Critics -f

To the editor:

I have received in reference to my article of the 6th of November
(Beware the Salesman) several complaints, most notably from the
American Automobile Association and The Fidelity Life Insurance
Company, pertaining to the all-inclusive deceptive nature that my piece
attributed to the average door-to-door salesman. I have no reason
(legitimate or ethical) at this time to deviate from this attribution con-
tained in my article, though I do see where these companies might be a
little concerned.

Both the AAA and The Fidelity Life Insurance Company deal in part
with college students and in fact retain student and professional
salesmen on this campus to sell their services apparently without the
consent or the concern of the university administration. These com-
panies feel that my article prejudiced some potential customers of

theirs, and one gave as an example of this feeling the rather abrupt
negative reactions that some of their salesmen received from students
they contacted following the publication date of my piece. I sincerely
regret the rude in some people, but I believe that in the long run the good
derived from my piece will far outweigh the bad.

My intention in writing the article was to get people, especially the

younger students on this campus, to wake up to the fact that certain
devious companies do exist and in fact flourish by profits made literally

by shaking people down. The college market is ideal territory for many
iii t hese people, because many college students are just young enough to

be ignorant of some of the facts of life and just old enough to sign away a
lot of bread.

I hope that my intent and purpose is made clearer by this letter. I by no
means advocate being rude to salesmen. There are many polite ways of

saying no I do, however, advocate that people take their time and be
absolutely certain before signing any statements which they may later

regret having signed.

Sincerely,

Keith M. Bromery
Editorial Columnist

One Summer Session

To the Kditor:

Many of us received a rather unpleasant surprise last week as will

those of you reading this who expected to graduate either in August 1971

or January 1972 by beingable tocomplete a full semester's work (four to

six courses) next summer with the aid of a special summer session in

addition to the regular one. As it stands now, it seems that the Ad-

ministrative bureaucracy has seen fit to hold only one summer session. It

is to last eight weeks instead of the usual six, and will be located in the

very middle of the summer (June 21 to August 13). This not only

decreases the likelihood of obtaining a summer job for those attending

the one summer session, but eliminates even the possibility of scheduling

a special summer session. Although "summer seems far away",

graduation for many of us appears to be even further in the distance.

Some of us had planned to use this special session to make up deficit

credits or to accelerate toward early graduation. Others have been

making plans for next September - jobs and graduate school - under the

assumption that we would be graduating in August. Since the Ad-

ministration has gone ahead and made these plans for next summer
without first seeking student sentiment on its action andwithout making

public its plans, we who have signed below have decided to seek this

sentiment for them and present the results to the Student Senate. If and

only if there is a significant amount of interest shown can there be any

change made in the current plans. Therefore, if you feel you may be in

any way affected by the Administration's current plans and are in any

way dissatisfied with them, it is imperative that you contact any of us

within the next few days.
Winsome Henry 522 Field 546-6830

John Learoyd Butterfield 545-2418

Sharon Samuels 1304 Coolidge 546-8104

Mary Silveira 316 Field 546-6766

Attention: CampusBicyclists

To the campus: . . ._ ., . „„
Tired of inconsiderate pedestrians? Irritated when you have to get off

your bike to go over curbs? Don't you wish there was a direct way to get

to somewhere on this campus, instead of around everything and through

crowds of people? Would you like to have a bike rack nearby most

buildings instead of chaining your bike to a tree?

Therearea lot of bicycles on this campus, and, presumably, the people

who ride them are interested in making the campus a more convenient

place to own a bike. The University of Mass. Pfcydt Qubym lomad

about two months ago for such a purpose, along with getting together

cyclers to form touring groups and possibly a racing team.

The club is planning a number of activities in the next few weeks, and is

hoping to find a lot of people with an interest, we know they re around

sXewhere We feel that the University has a great number of cyclers,

and that they should be considered in the construction of the campus. The

club needs the support of all people who are interested in this endeavor if

it!Is tobl successful. Anyone interested is to please contact: Vernon

Rhett 235 Brett 6-6243 Debbie Taylor 407 Leach 5-2533
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"You have my sympathy" says

hardware storeback Justicepeace

"That and fifteen cents will buy

you a cup of coffee" arrested as

pedestrians Albany Tolls NY

Thruway holding acid with seven

others $10 ransoms SELF

—

DEFENSE: we hold hands in the

squadcars pool bread for fines and

bus Stay clear of NY Thruway;

Take care of your brothers and

sisters and keep on truckin'
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WhyAnlndependentWomen 'sMovement?
Imagine 40,000 women marching down Fifth

Avenue in New York City. Representing scores of

different political philosophies, different religions

and races and backgrounds, professionals and non-

professionals and maids and lawyers. ..but mar-
ching together, protesting their common oppression

as women. Demanding goals for all women: equal

pay for equal work, free community-controlled day
care, free abortion on demand - no forced

sterilization. That march of 40,000 was the scene in

New York, repeated, somewhat smaller in other

cities across the country, last August 26.

Now, an ad for Orbach's department store asks,

"Have you ever hated your best friend? Meaning,
have you ever been so jealous of her prettier hair,

her newer clothes, her more successful boyfriend,

that you couldn't stand the site of her. That jealousy

is a sample of the way women have been isolated

from each other. Few women consider other

women their best friends; educated women often

comment on not liking other women. And as soon as

a girl becomes coupled with a boyfriend, she stops

spending time with old acquaintances and becomes
part of the guy's circle of friends.

And now the women's liberation movement is

bringing us together! And we all join together, as

we discover our isolation from each other to be just

a little aspect of an all-pervading, all-inclusive, both

non-conscious and out-and-out oppression: less pay
for the same work as men; fewer job opportunities

with less chance for advancement (check out the

number of tenured women professors at UMass);
no control over our own bodies (in Massachusetts
we are legally denied birth control information if

unmarried, then reducte ad absurdum, refused

abortion if we become pregnant)

.

Because all women suffer oppression as women,
we must join together to concentrate on fighting

that oppression. Different movements must each
consider their own interest - the totality of our

struggles will produce our better world: the labor

movement must fight for better working conditions

the black movement must fight for black control ol

black communities; and women must fight foi

control of their own lives, for equality in a work
where men now hold all power, for decent lives in ..

country where all laws are made by men.
Remember that the very basis of American
government is unrepresentative: before 1920 , when
women got the right to vote, no pretense was made
that the government was elected by a majority of it;;

citizens.

Clearly there is a demand for a women's
movement at UMass. So that together we can work
in fighUng off those aspects of chauvinism in each of

us that makes us feel inferior, and so we can
demand changes and improvements on our campus
just as the movement across the country demands
changes in America. A Woman Studies Depart-
ment, with courses in Women's history - all history
we study now is of men (note: his story), of their

governments and their wars, with an occasional
professor offering an occasional deprecating
chuckle towards the story of Lysistrata or Czarina
Kathenne's bizarre sex life; courses in self-defense,

so that we're not the obvious victims of any per-

verted male ego; in anthropology, to study our
potentials and our prehistoric ancestors. A tiny

percentage of professors a t UMass a rewomen ; only
a fraction of those are tenured. There are depart-
ment heads who advise women not to enter certain
fields of study; and a school newspaper that prints
sexist advertisements depicting women as money-
grabbers ( a particular Good Humorad last June) or
as bodies.

Together as women we can build a mass
movement with the strength to make demands if we
organize a round ourcommon oppression as women

.

And at UMass, when we all work together, we can
begin to free ourselves and all our sisters

JANE ROLAND
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Taylor Dance Co. Continues Residency

Two Avant-Garde Plays

Presented By Dorm Group
By EDWARD ROGARTY

Fine Arts Stall'

Tlit' Butterfield Theatre Group plans to present two plays in their

kitchen this month.
Iti an effort to make theatre a less structured and more informal media

a group of Butterfield residents have banded together to form a theatre
group They are presently working on two plays: Crawling Arnold, by
Jules Keiffer and Sand by Anonymous.

( 'railing Arnold is under the direction of Pam Klein and Sand is under
the direction of John O'Neil. They are both one act plays with five

characters.

This 'community" theatre group is an extension of the idea of the

Butterfield Community. It is an attempt to counter the formal, struc-

tured offerings of campus productions with a less formal amd more
meaningful theatre.

"Unlike campus productions, we hope to have the people involved see

all sides of the theatre, and not remove themselves to one facet of it," said

Miss Klein.

It is because we are a community that such a theatre will work," said

Miss Scherry. a dorm resident. "Everyone here is a member of the

community, so that many of the normally necessary structures are done
away with."

Miss Klein and Miss Scherry are the only theatre majors. The other

members have an informal interest in theatre, some with little or no
experience.

•\Ve are all so involved in the community that it naturally darries over
into the theatre. And. that's what makes it work," said Miss Klein.

The two plays will be put on by Thanksgiving. After this the Butterfield

Community Theatre plans to present further productions.

By TARA RAHKOTA
Fine Arts Staff

The Paul Taylor Dance Company will perform in

Bowker Auditorium again tonight, and if you didn't

catch last night's concert, you owe it to yourself to

experience this gifted young group of dancers.
The film that the Concert Dance Group has been

showing this week at the Campus Center, if you've
seen it may have already given you a preview of
Taylor's expression. Perhaps you've already gotten a

hint of that light "butterflies-in-the-stomach" feeling

you get from watching the delicately - human com-
munication that happens when the Taylor Company
performs.

If you're bored with the mundane and all too

frequent routine that life can become, come and be
resensitized to life and living and captured by the

wonderous quality of a true artist. The performance
begins at 8:00 p.m in Bowker. Don't miss it tonight.

Friars To Sing Saturday Night

The peoplewho take
aload offyour stomach

now take
a load offyour feet.

reli

Alka-Seltzer always helped bring you fast

relief from too much to cat or drink. Now
Alka-Seltzer helps bring you last relief tor

tired feet. Just send us S3.00. That's all. And

ell send you an inflatable hassock made of

heavy-duty wipe-clean blue and white

vinyl. In the shape ofan Alka-Seltzer tablet.

Let your tired, acliing feet sink into

its soft folds. Use it for a back rest.

A wobbly volley ball. A pop sculpture.

Or one-third of a couch.

We weren't happy just to help

ieve your upset stomach; heart-

burn; acid indigestion; headache;

sore, stiff, acliing muscles and

I discomforts due to too much

to eat or drink.

Now we can help your feet get

back on their feet again.

-
,

I Please send mc_ Alka-Seltzer*Hassocks

! atS3.00each.

Add state tax where applicable.)

I
Enclose this coupon and send check or

I money order to:

Spotts International, 1300 Highway 8,

St. Paul, Minnesota 55122.

Saturday, November 21, 1970, the

Newman Club will present the

"Singing Friars" in concert at 7:30

p.m. in the Newman Center Social

Hall. The Singing Friars are a

group of Franciscan seminarians

studying for the priesthood at the

St. Hyacinth's Seminary and
College in Granby, Mass.
They are not professional en-

tertainers but rather are eight

Friars coming out of schools in the

Northeast. They look upon their

singing as a way of spreading the

Christian message of joy and the

brotherhood of man through the
use of the Folk Idiom.

Tickets will be sold for 99< at the
Newman Center this week and at

the door Saturday night. Refresh-
ments will be served. Proceeds
will go to the Thanksgiving Food
Drive.

SOUTHWEST TRUFFAUT FILM FESTIVAL 3

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
7:30 and 9:30

HAMPDEN DINING COMMONS, Southwest 50c

Name.

Street.

City_

State_

**.

J

This offer expires May 1,1971.

* Allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery.

.Zip Code.

wintmH j — nuia w»er: — jra ween:

i:ati:ii-22
IS, QUITE SIMPLY,

k THE BEST AMERICAN FILM
4- I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"

Vincent Canby

N Y HMfS

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM' A
COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY! -Bruce W.ll.jmso/i PlAr80r

'"CATCH 22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkm's perform-

ance as Yossanan is great!"
-Joseph Morgenjfe'n. NfWSW£CK

»i«wc«qMim*uuu«<*» >»i<Mn w warn

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM

ALANARXIN

I'arlos Anderson is here seen in a dramatic moment from his own
play FOK LOVE OF FREEDOM wMdi plays tomorrow night at
Amherst Regional High School.

Black Play Opens Tomorrow
The Black Actors Group will perform their production of "FOR LOVE

OF FREEDOM • this Thursday night at Amherst Regional High School
and again Friday afternoon at the School of Education Auditorium here
on campus.
Part of Something 70, the play is an hour-and-one-half review of Afro-

Ameriean history told in dance, music, and drama. It was written and
directed by 18-year old Carolos Anderson, who wants to do further theater
study; at the University of Minnesota.

The group is composed of thirteen blacks, all former or present
*tudents of Washington High School in St. Paul, Minnesota in the future

they hope to mold themselves into a professional touring company.
Tickets are now available at $1.50 for undergrads, $2.00 for the general

public at the Student Union Box Office. Also at Room 125 in the School of

Education and Wvsocki House.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

• SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE BODY SHOP

246 KING ST. (Rte 5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sat. 9-5

wfr
mmmrn
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Nightly
at

7 & 9:15

Campus
<

AMHERSTHADLEV LINE^,

Sun.

Mat.
at 2

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
(ROM AMHERST FOLLOW RT. 9 TO WARE (APR0X.

IS MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER

.MAIS 1 MILE ON RT. 32. ..50,000 SQ. TT. OF SAVINGS!

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG .-

SAVINGSFORGUYS'NG 1 "*

BELL BOTTOMS
BODY SHIRTS

SNEAKERS

'BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT
CHEAP!

IF OPEN' Till 10 DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE
PHILLIP PLAZA
ROUTE 32, WARE

Rosencrantz And Guildenstern Live

by ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

If you happened to have seen last

night's televised "HAMLET*' and
would like to view the play from a

different, funny perspective, make
plans to see •'ROSENCRANTZ and
QUILDENSTERN ARK DEAD"
this weekend at Amherst College.

The play views the occurences at
Elsinore through the eyes of
Hamlet's old college friends. They
have no idea what they are doing
there and find the actions about
them totally incomprehensible.
This is where the play is funny, for
its author Tom Stoppard has been
able to infuse in Shakespeare's
minor characters much of the
bewilderment found in modern
absurdist writing. The play
resembles Beckett's "WAITING
for GODOT", yet has sharper
humor and makes for a far more
enjoyable evening's en-
tertainment.

The play is a perfect vehicle for a
college production and the
Amherst Masquers who saw it

three times last weekends, per-

form it with intelligence and
humor. This keeps the wordiness
and complexity of dialogue from
becoming boring and keeps the
entire production together. It could
have easily been long-winded and
incomplete otherwise.

Much credit for the production's

success should go to the leads,

Robert Murphy as Rosencrantz
and Jonathan Alper as Guilden-
stern (or could it be the other way
around?). Both Amherst un-
dergraduates, they both develop a
feeling of the absurd which makes
the entire play credible. And in

their own unique way, they
respond successfully to the many
comedy styles in keeping with this

complex production.

The device of using "HAMLET"
as a background is brilliant. It

gives us a different way of looking
at Hamlet. He's no longer a
brooding, troubled young Prince
but more a sulking, cunning
madman. And this view is played
for all the laughs it can get by Jan
Swanson who interprets the role in

a typical ham actor fashion. The
fusing of the original Shakespeare
play into the absurdist dialogue
works very well.

For we have an understanding of

"HAMLET" and can understand
R & (is confusion and see it as
funny.

Yet as "HAMLET" was serious,
so there are darker meanings in

the humor of this play. Its theme is

modern, that of the
meaninglessness of life, and there
are many sharp comments and
quick asides about Death and life,

etc. This is best shown in the
cunning character of the Flayer
(Graham Brown), whose im-
posing, cold manner adds dark
substance to the confusion of the
title character's dilemas.

The settings are effective.
Netting is used to suggest the vast
mystery behind Klsinore's
chambers. And it is refreshing, to
say the least, to see a production in
which the lighting cues are not
obviously botched up.

The productions is handsomely
staged It has a sense of direction
which culminates, without too
much difficulty, in the final

"HAMLET" tableaux. It attempts
to be clear at all tintes. The
Shakespeare sequences lit in,

adding to this production's fluid

feeling.

Kosencrant/. and Guildenstern
are alive and well (at least for the
most of the play) and can be seen
for three more performances at
Kirby Theater, Amherst College
this weekend There have been few
student productions done with the
professionalism of this one as an
excellent play receives a
production it deserves.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY

The Paul Taylor Dance Company
" A dance spectacle, the like of which has never been seen !"

LeFigaro, Paris

TUESDAY, NOV. 17 PROGRAM 1 BOWKER 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18 PROGRAM 11 BOWKER 8 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 19 Program Master Class, Studio Women's

Physical Education, 10:30 a.m.

Reserved Tickets: All students $1.50; Faculty/Staff $2.50
Master Class (Free) to ticket-holders of either concert.

CANNONBALL ADDERLY QUINTET
"An Experience in Black Music"

Friday, Nov. 20 seminar workshop 1:30 p.m., School

of Education Auditorium (Free)

Friday, Nov. 20 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 21 seminar workshop 2:00 p.m., Black

Cultural Center (Mills) (free)

Saturday, Nov. 21 Concert-Bowker 8 p.m.
Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; UM Grad Students and

other students $2.00; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50. others $3.00

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall or at Bowker
Box Office (remaining tickets). Telephone 545-0202.

THE FESTIVAL WINDS
Nine Virtuoso Woodwind players perform a unique program including
works of Beethoven,. Mozart, Handel and Carter

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrade $1.00; UM grad. students and
other students $1.50; UM Faculty/Staff $2.50; others $3.00
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Thanksgiving Library Hours

November 25 (Wednesday) All libraries will close at

5:00 p.m.

November 26 (Thursday) All libraries will be closed.

November 27 (Friday) Goodell Library: 8:30 am -

5:00 pin

Morrill Library: 8:30 am
- 1:00 pm
All other libraries will be
closed.

All libraries will be closed
Regular hours in all

libraries.

November 28 (Saturday)

November 29 (Sunday)

Parking Office Urges Use of Garage

In view of the unusually heavy

demand on surface parking lots,

the Parking Office requests the

cooperation of all students in

directing their visitors to the new,

public Campus Center Parking

Garage. Effective immediately, all

visitors who are issued parking

citations on surface lots will be

held responsible for those

citations.

The Parking Office will continue

to provide visitor's parking per-

mits in cases where hardship

would result from parking in the

Garage. These permits may be

obtained at the Parking Office,

Room 105, Hampshire House from

8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. All other

times the permits can be obtained

at the Campus Security Office.

BROOKS
DISCOUNT PRICES
Vitamins • Health &
Beauty Aids

TODAY
thru

SATURDAY
RIVERSIDK PLAZA

23 Montague Rcl, No. Amherst, Mass.

Open Monday thru Friday 9 am. - 10 p.m. — Sat., Sun. & Holidays S) a.m. - \) pm.

Gillett
PLATINUM-PLUS

GILLETTE

PLATINUM
PLUS BLADES
MFG. LIST 1.89

MISS

BRECK

HAIR SPRAY

SAVE 90

Pack of 10

Hjss ..

BRFEK
HAIR SPRAY

SAVE

5S*

13 OZ

MFG. LIST 99'

Regular Hord To Hold

Urmented.

**IT
i«

co"*:

«*

SAVE 1.25

PHIS0HEX
SUDSING ANTIBACTERIAL

SKIN CLEANSER

16 0Z.

MFG. LIST 3.04

1.79

BAYER
ASP I"'"..

SAVE 41

BAYER
ASPIRIN

BOTTLE OF 100

MFG. LIST 1.07

SAVE 60

PROTEIN
21 SHAMPOO
7 0Z. MFG. LIST 159

REGULAR DRY OILY

SAVE 93

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH &
GARGLE 37 0Z

MFG LIST 2.29

efferdent

SAVE 90

EFFERDENT
DENTURE CLEANSER

TABLETS BOX OF 96

MFG LIST 2.29

1.36 1.39
£L :v

(5kf)

SAVE 79'

MYLANTA
LIQUID

ANTACID - DEMULCENT

120Z.

MFG. LIST 1.98

1.19

vm
SAVE 71

MISSCLAIROL
CREME FORMULA

HAIR COLOR BATH

ALL SHADES 2 0Z.

MFG. LIST 1.65

Mt Royal

ant! freeze

SAVE 90

MT. ROYAL
PERMANENT

ANTIFREEZE
GALLON

MFG. LIST 1 .99

1.09

STOP
WASHING
DIAPERS

SAVE 70'

RIGHT
GUARD
DEODORANT

BY GILLETTE 7 0Z

MFG. LIST 159

Pciml

»»

USE

PAMPERS"
DIAPER &

PANTS IN ONE

30 DAYTIME

MFG. LIST 1.99

1.39

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Regular Wed nite God School tonlte 7:00

P.M. Rm 804 Campus Center

CONSUMERISM
Consumer newsletters are on display in the

YAHOO window in the Student Union.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT;
The film "Ulysses" scheduled tor tonight is

postponed to Wednesday, December 2.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Trail Ride on Saturday, Nov 21st. • Sign up

in Main Barn. Tonight' Clinic Organizational

Meeting 5th floor J.Q Adams at 700. If in

terested please attend.

FIVE COLLEGE STUDENT HOMOPHILE
LEAGUE:
Meeting Thursday night, Nov. l»th. These

weekly meetings provide an opportunity for

gay people to meet and relate to one another.

Call Jerry, 584 1602, or Kathy, 665 2853.

FOLKNIGHT:
To be held Friday, Nov. 20th in Pierpont

Main Lounge. Interested performers please

contact Kathy Morrissey (6 5200) before Wed

FREE UNIVERSITY:
The Organizer as a musician. Need people to

pull together those who got stuff to

share/ teach/ learn.

GEFF — ART GALLERY:
Wednesday, Nov. 18th, a short film and

slides of German Expressionist Painters will

be shown m the Art Gallery Herter Hall,

Showings at 1, 2, 3, 4 00 PM

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT:
The government Department will hold a

general counselling meeting for all interested

majors on Thursday, November 19, at 7:00

PM m Thompson 102

HILLEL:
Hebrew speaking hours today from 12:00

AM on Come chat in Hebrew over coffee and

cookies

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS BHAKTIYOGA
CLUB
Learn to know thyself by practicing

Bhaktiyoga, devotional service to God. Our
eternal position is to be blissful so why not

uncover this blissfulness? Please come to the

meeting of Bhaktiyoga Club tonight, 7 30 in 204

Cance House

LECTURE.
8 00 Lecturp Thursday in Herter 231

"Changing Literature in Changing Society"

(Italian Lit. from Neo Realism to Ex
penmentalism) by Prof. Ricciardelli of

S.U NY atBuf Recep after lect. in Herter

Lounge 13rd floor)

LECTURE
Jim Leach will speak on "Operation

Crossroads Africa" Wed., Nov. 18, 8 P.M ,

Babbitt Room of ttie Octagon, Amherst

College, and Thurs .. Nov. 19, 9 45 PM, 108

Academic Bldg , Hampshire College.

MARKETING CLUB '71:

Business Meeting tonight 7:30 Room 111

SBA Discuss field trip party, and projects.

NAIADS:
Practice tonight. November 18th at 4306:00
PM Orange is in, so get in theswim!

Notices
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Bus will leave for the hospital from

Hasbrouckand Patterson Halls at 6 30 tonight

DRAKE
Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Eat in or take out

Open Daily

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

NSPAG:
Emergency meeting.

Student Union Hatch

Thursday 7:00 P.M

OUTING CLUB:
Cape Ann Expedition this week end. Meeting

at 6:30 in Hatch Thursday Caving again

Saturday. Roger wants trip Reports. Poor

Roger.

PRECISIONETTES:
Precisionettes tryouts, Nov. 1623. Boyden

Gym 7:00 8:30 P.M. Please bring sneakers

PSYCHOLOGY 101 SOCIOLOGY 101:

Film: Wiseman's "Law'n'Order". Today in

Mahar, 4:40, 8:00 & 10:00. (The Kansas City

Police Department inside out )

PSYCH MAJORS - UNDERGRAD COUN
CIL:

There will be a CVSP meeting Thursday,

Nov. 19, at 8:30 in Bartlett 18. Committee
members, please come. We're trying to

become better organized.

SCUBA CLUB:
There will be a meeting of all members

Thursday at 7:00 P.M. at WOPE pool.

SWAP.:
The first meeting of the 1970 SWAP

Conference will take place Sunday, Nov. 22, at

7:00 P.M. in Room 164 C C. The attendance of

all delegates is essential.

TALENT SHOW
Talent, Dead or Alive. All interested people

are invited to come to open meetings Nov. 19th

and 23rd, Rm B 8 Wheeler House 930 1030
For information call Mike Robert 69397.

LOST:
1 pair dark brown leather gloves in Mahar

Auditorium after Psych 325 exam or ski club

meeting. Please call Sue 5464145.

Gold wired rimmed prescription glasses in

second floor Ladies room in Herter. Call Joan
68382

Gold wire frame glasses in the area of

Student Union or Herter, Mon afternoon. If

found please contact Anne, 408 Johnson, 5 2308

or 5 2309. I can't see without them.

1 pair of glasses in brown case. Square,

silver trim lens. Please drop at Student Union
Lost and Found or call Ed at 256 6396. I can't

read without them

No notice may exceed twenty-five words.

Deadline for notices is 2:00 P.M. on the

preceding day

There is a one day maximum for all notices

Winnings and engagements will appear on
Fridays

Demonstration Planned

Against Dow Recruiter

By MARK SILVERMAN
Managing Editor

A group of students and faculty members plan to promote interest in a
planned demonstration against the presence of a Dow Chemical Com-
pany recruiter on campus Thursday by distributing leaflets today which
imply that the recruiter will be kidnapped, an informed source disclosed

last night.

The handouts, which are to be distributed today in dining commons and
around campus, will say, "Witness a kidnapping in broad daylight. Place
- Whitmore, time -12.30, Thursday. A Dow recruiter will be present."
The usually reliable source indicated last night that while the group has

no intention of actually kidnapping the recruiter, it does want to drum up
interest in the planned demonstration by the leaflets. But the group does
hope that this move will force the administration to tighten security
within Whitmore Thursday, and thereby "increase the chances of

something happening," the source reported.

He said that the group does plan to stage a guerilla theater production
during the planned demonstration, which will have participants play the
parts of Chancellor Tippo, the Dow recruiter and several students.

The source said last night that several persons may speak at the
planned demonstration, calling for an end to what he termed the
University's complicity in the military industrial complex.
The group sponsoring the planned demonstration includes persons

from the campus chapters of S.D.S. and MOBE, although spokesmen for

both of these groups disavow any official connection with the planned
demonstration.

Whydoesn't

General Electric talkabout
thermal pollutionwhen they
talkabout nuclear
power plants?

General Electric pioneered the

development of nuclear power plants

in 1957.

Right from the beginning, we felt

that the greatest advantage of nuclear

power was environmental. Unlike

fossil-fueled power plants, nuclear

plants don't burn anything to make

electricity. And where there's no fire,

there's no smoke
But there's a possible

disadvantage as well. It, too, is

environmental. Thermal efle< K
We recognize it.

One CI advertisement you may

have seen recenth, pointed out that

"all nu< lea i power plants dist harge

heat, as do fossil-fueled plants

Ameiu a's utilities with main years

of experiem e, are working on

thermal problems at nu< lear sites on

a plant b\ plant basis

General L"le< tru does talk about

thermal effe< Is. Because they are

important, but also be< ause v\e feel

the facts about them are perhaps too

little known
lew people realize, for example,

that federal km requires utilities to

operate their plants within strict

temperature limits. Thirty states have

even stricter laws Utilities are

spending millions of dollars on
dilution flow systems, ( ooling ponds

and ( ooling towers to < omply.

But, in addition, utilities are

sponsoring basic researc h on the

problem of heat ex( hange and its

efte< t on aquatic life. More than 97

utilities have been tinanc lally

involved in over *(M) SU( h studies

And eai h one adds a little to man's
s( ientific understanding of the

problem.
Some interesting things have

already < omc of it For one, it's been

found that, in some rases, adding

heat to water ( an a< tuallv be

henefic ial. Warm irrigation water has

extended growing seasons. Warm
w ater has < reated new wintering

ponds along w aterfowl migration

routes

Power-plant discharge water is

reviving I ong Island's oystei trade.

Florida is using it to giow shrimp and

lobster. In Texas, it's in< leasing the

weight of ( ommen ial i attish by as

much as 500^
I isting these benefits is not to

beg the issue. Thermal efte< ts remain

a tough problem to soke at some
sites Each plant must be considered

individually, in its own environment,

and this is being done.

General Electric, the electric

utilities and environmentalists will

continue to work. Work hard.

Be( ause we think the advantages

of nuclear power far outweigh the

disadvantages

Why are we running this ad?

We're running this ad, and
others like it, to tell vou the things

General Electa* is doing to solve

the problems of man and his

environment today.

The problems ( on< ern us

be< ause thev ( nnrem you. We're a

business ,\nd you arc potential

( ustomers and employees
But there's another, more

important reason These problems

will affe< t the future of this country

and this planet We have a stake in

that future \s businessmen. And,

simply, as people

We invite your ( omments.
Please write to General Electric,

570 Lexington Ave . New York, NY.
10022

GENERAL £» ELECTRIC
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Eagle Odds 'N Ends

Yukica Talks On UMass; Injuries Bug BC
By JOHN SULLIVAN terviewed BC coach Joe Yukica as

Sports Editor to how he sized up the Redmen.
Still keeping abreast of the Some of his comments follow:

(Mass Boston College football IN THE TRAVELER: "This is

Mame, now just three days away on essentially the same team that

Saturday at 1 p.m.. here are some scored 30 points against us last

more notes gathered from the > ear We needed 35 to win the

Boston Globe and the Boston game We'll need a good offensive
Herald Traveler. effort again this week and the

Eagle bowl chances were not defense will have to hold up.
discussed by either paper "A lot of people forget that this

yesterday as both papers in- team held Dartmouth to a pair of

Defensive Player Nod
Goes To Redmen'sWood

touchdowns on a punt return and a Boston after the Pittsburgh game Hampshire last Saturday, but ne
clocked kick until the fourth period last Saturday. BC also brought also earned a spot on the Eastern
in its (Dartmouth's) first game with it some injured players. One Collegiate Athletic Conference's
mis year. f them, offensive tackle Ralph team of the week. He was the third

,k .Ku SOme mJunes after ^el, is lost for the year after Redman player to be so honored
mat but have regained their whole coming up with torn ligaments in this fall, following in the footsteps

his knee. Taking his place will be aorganization in the last three
weeks. This is their last game and
you can bet they'll be coming at us
with everything they have.''
IN THE GLOBE: Thev have a

fine defense. That part "of their
game has been steady all year. I

don't know what happened to the
offense early in the year, but it

seems to be going pretty well
now."

sophomore, Joe Wappel.
Another Eagle, guard Orrie

Scarminach, came up with a chest
injury that could be either a
cracked rib or a torn rib cartilage.
He has been la bled as a doubtful
starter.

of safety John O'Neil and kicking

specialist Denis Gagnon. Also
picked for the team was BC's Mr.
Willis.

*****

Among the many Marshall
University football players and
staff that were killed in last

* red Willis is a third bruised-up Saturday's tragic airplane crash
BC'er; he wracked up his thigh a
little, was limping Saturday night,

Connecticut quarterback Rick Robust elli. I'Mass end Russ Wood and
Vermont split end Dan Leber have been chosen as the top offensive, lot of class" Sure he isn't going to
defensive and sophomore players in the Yankee Conference for their say anything derogatory about the
performances last Saturday Redmen but, by what he has said,

Robustelli, a Vi l 184-lb. senior, completed 13 or 28 passes for 224 yards he comes off as a person that can't
and three touchdowns to pace ll'onn to a 33-12 win over Rhode Island that be baited by writers' questions, one
gave the Huskies the Yankee Conference championship. Robustelli also who is going to say the same thing
established a new University Division New England completion career whether he knows that it will go
record of 312 with one game left. into print or whether its a point
Wood, a (.1 2(K)-lb. senior, helped get the quarterback four times as that he must make to his players.

I'Mass finished second in the Conference with a 24-14 win over New SMARTING EAGLES: Along
Hampshire that snapped the Wildcats' five-game win streak. UNH was with taking a victory back to
ield to minus seven yards rushing.

Leber, a 511 175-lb. sophomore, was a bright light in Vermont's 31-14

as at Lafayette. Leber caught 8 passes for 137 yards, including touch-

low ns of 33 and 32 yards, and returned 2 kickoffs for 50 yards,

other nominations: Offense - flanker Chip Breault (New Hampshire),
i^ht end John Hulecki (UMass). fullback Dick Narcessian (Rhode
island) and quarterback Earl Olson (Vermont); Defense - tackle Jim
i*isciottano( Connecticut), linebacker Dave McBriar (Rhode Island) and
linebacker Kevin Lynch (Vermont); Sophomores - cornerback Brian
llerosian (Connecticut) . offensive guard Jerry Moran (New Hampshire)
md linebacker Rich Cronin (UMass.)

A comment here on Yukica, and but is fully expected to be ready for
that is this guy just seems to have a this Saturday's game.

FAVORITE' FOLLIES: Most
sources have the Eagles as the big
favorite against the Redmen; they
are "heavily favored" according to
the HT.

*****

PICKING WOOD: Not only was
UMass' Russ Wood selected as
Yankee Conference defensive
player of the week for his out-

standing work against New

Sports Notices

was Art Harris, a former UMass
freshman football player, and his

father. Harris was a halfback for

the frosh team in 1968 and his

outstanding play helped key this

club to an undefeated season, one
which included a 10-9 victory over

the B.C. frosh, the highlight game
of the whole fall and one which saw
Harris play both ways. He tran-

sferred to Marshall, never ad-

vancing to the Redman varsity and
was that squad's top ground-gainer

this year, until the year was
unexpectedly abbreviated.

The UMass Redmen Quar-
terback Club will hold its weekly
luncheon today at 12:15 in the

Newmart Center. Featured at the

luncheon will be films of the

UMass-UNH game, narrated by
Coach Fusia, as well as a scouting

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALI

Pioneer, True, Garrard. PE AaVee,
Ilshpr, TDK, cassette Mid open reel
tape, Mtftndnrd radio, X'imh •leakers,
1.1's, (t track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. tfli-23

>>iii|ilii>nl< Mereu Hrceivrr with
(•itrr.ml JiirnmMe built on top, 37
vhM-. llli power, 1:5 dollars. Call
.lohn in :ti: Moore M4-U9?. tfll-18

MW-nmropr, Leiti Research (mile,
fnntnMic '»>>:' lit > , he»t Hwnl.ible,
lealiire- like new. Asking M750.
ttt-cui trii-se

«3 Dodge Coronet, «l\ <> Under.

IsM nilleuKe, Biitonuilir, tudor S3W.
(all Dirk V»4-txil0 Mil M
BS VW Ituc. good condition, full

inspected. Call 545-0791, nsk for

t.reaa. *i',i. 11-1*

'65 Peugeot 404, S51I5 ; o5 MO 1100

$495; '65 Tr. >pitfire $600; '66 VW
Fastback 8900; '66 VW Karman-GhU
S856; '64 VW Bua $350. Baas Im-
port Sale*, Bte. 9, Hadley. 594-463.'

mi-? i

Librarian — Elementary School,
part-time. Contact Amherst Employ-
ment Service, Inc , 29 Pray St , Am-
herwt. Mn«« oinoj irn-in

LOST
1-ont — a man's Waltliuin irafeh.

write 181 We*t St., Apt. F-4. W..r.-.
.Mam. or call 907-3fi8. Rewnril!

I1-1H

WANTED PERSONAL
ii!i liTO I »j>d real . i.\

F>1M. tall Peler 543-W70.
i und ,

tfll-'iD

!»paiil<llnr Topi lite (•ulf ( luhs,

-teel ••IihIix, leather Krip», nine
iron-, tuiir wiioiis, used one >eur. list

over Mini. Lest offer over s.fXl

(all Blih »t MsTH, tf11-18

I'hoto — .Nikon uriic. SJ.'IJ. now
*IH.->, needs \wirk. Nikon 135 nini lens.

arte. MM, mm >I:ip I ItaMitz Flask,
i.riv. SI :.'.. mm Sin. needs work. ( all
<-*»<mi» tf 11-19

Lafayette IMA speaErfi ami 50
•rati amp, brrrard 40K turntable,
less than 1 > r. old. excellent cond.,
(C*tO neu. Iiest utter. Marty 3Hi-
7111. tfll-i3

Man's Far jacket S3fl anil well
unrtli the price, (all 51ti-51f»8.

tfll-.'ll

M»tur< 'i l<-. tiH. Kauasaki. :i%0 c<

road bikf. in excellent i oiiditinti.

sl.Vl i nil M.VOOOO. ask for Peter
\\../ni.ik it .n iiik-in aaa,|at». tf I !-•::<

Ilealthkit i<ini|iH(t s>strm flsK
iiirntiiUe I'M tuner. :to watts. 1 |M
Inn speakers, and lieudphones, One
M-nr old. cost Slirtl, sell for S'.'IMi

(all ( harlir at 5IM-0081

.

tfll-.'O

s.im» tiri-s SIK1-II iniMillteil 11 in.

runs S-.'.VW (all 5-0400. See them
Kniiiii .'::. Knsr K.ast tf-ll-l'i

Knee-length lur eimt. bear Inr.

rcf» uarni. onl> sl.">. (all (i-'WWi.

men's or women's. ll-IH

samulires; i,;.MI\l.t. \> \v . stiiddeil.

used one season. e\. ennil.. unarau-
tceil. rims in< I. S|."> or best after

< ail Kill m;.v:<7:<«> till- mi

Female Kraduate student wanted
to share Puffton VIII. apt. starting

Dee 1. (all Judy 549-6735. tfll-18

Wanted — loeal photographer with
own darkroom to enlarge oeveral b/w
negatives into 8" x 10" sepia toned

matte finish prints tor student. Call
latkson 0-5144. tfll-18

Will Ope Hinl/or revise any writ-

ten material. Also do personalized

resumes for school- jobs. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably prirrd serv-

ice, (all 584-6817, eves, keep tr>ing
tfll-.'M

: women: liie-in infant eare. sew-

ing, etc.. immediate: If hrs. per w k

Kach schedule to he arranced ; pro-

tide apt. -like a< < ommodation in

return, no board. 5I!»-1UJ, I miles

from campus. tfll-'.'o

Job wanted — female student look-

ing for houserlranlng job Tuesday
afternoons. Has had rzperirnee SI .»«*

hour, own transportation, (all Joan
Kuom «18, MMSM ur HMWV

tt 1 1 -If

Help: •.' female grail students need
apt. near I'Mass l» Jan. 1. about
slnfl An>bod> vacating one',' Please
all :.Yt-7IIH. Keterences. tril-.M

Iniikie. Smokey and Lena ret ret
they left you in the pond. 1 1 -18

l!Xi7 Blue Flat 850 lnstback (oipe
ivitb ski rack sHOO. (all la> Mia

tfll-IH

Who sa>s raa'rt wished n Haiipt
ltirthda>. We Ja>s love i-Short.

II Iti

I»cnr Iiisticator who sa>s you're ,\

drake regular who says you're afraid
to bowl who an you're in lo\e
uitb (he's double who soys paa'rv
in competition with Mr. Chan 11-ln

APARTMENT WANTED
Apartment needed for January, one

or two rooms please, (all Nestor 5IU-
I0?9 evenings. tflll-tO

Wanted one hedrni. apt. '

for Jan
1 or Feb. 1. Prefer to sublet Am
desperate, (all Mark 540-5158 tfll'O

PAINTS! PAINTS!
All top quality latex, vinyl and

oil base paint at leaa than half
price. Paint an entire room for less
than 95.00. Mais Discount Dept.
Store, Bt. 32, Philip PUn, Ware.
Open nights til 10. 11-18

SERVICES
FOR RENT

>tcreo for sale or inilit iilllnl coin-

poiicllis uitlt s, i>|t-l.arl aid turntable.

( iiiicnril AM-1'M stereo tuner and
implirier and rectiline>ir \l speak-
ers .\u> offer welcome, (all 546-

-.148 tfll-go

>wift Professional Microscope with

lamp- mirror, MX, lll»\. 400X, bent

offer around $100 (all 0-8611 for

details. Orieiimlly cost $150, nCTer

n-cl. H-18

Tiifts tor holidays: Kings, brace-

lets, chokers, larrines. pins, neck-

|„, ,-s — all in strrlini; silver, lland-

ni. idc In >oiir order Vrr.v low prices,

too. (all 'v'-Vi-M" ntternoonH. week-
ends, nitlits 11-18- IS 12-2-9

FOR SALE— AUTOS

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 >o. Plecsant Bt. 206-8133.

tnt-a
PAssptiKTs film with processing,

slide priM-essing, black and white
enlargements while u-wait. Student
discounts. Lang's Photo, Bte. 116,
s.(i Amherst. 11-18

Miper Slinky Guitar Strings, Dar-
co Kx-Lite, etc. Guitars 1*"* and 6,

nylon and steel. Call our man Gene
Mason. IMMSMt for details and
strings, etc. 11-18

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted in apart-

ment, own room, $45 per month, now
or next semester. 665-3072. tfll-20

Apt. for rent in Amherst, 2 bed-
rooms $185 includes utilities. Start
Jan. 1, call 253-9758. tf1 1-18

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEX — Bt. 5. Whate-
ly 665-2008, November 1 - March 31

:

2 people $100 month, 1 person, $75
month. 11-18

GIVE AWAY

TRAVEL

I'm;-.' Kambler. re:nl« fur sticker,

lair condition. 0<i.V:i07'.' tfll-20

I !>!•.' IH. new rebuilt engine, in-

terior both and niniiunicall.v like

new. IAicIIciiI for person who wants

to keep nir for lime time but can't

ilfnril ncu one. Bra! offer K-97r>:<.

tfu-m

Tiur, fiat HM> s,„,|,-e com. TI.C

,.»n,r. ideal f»r car bulf. Tel. tHi.V

• ,-• tru-io

I'll,.
1

t hc»>. ill, sfml shift, has

N lot sti.kcr and snow fires. sl'M or

lest ..Iter. .Yil-IOW. tfll-.'ll

new cite . S IM
I.I

i all

t.ilk*. ion*..

-,t<i i;«i*i> tfll-18

Bermuda: 8 days, 7 nights or
spring vacation $180 • $269, For
more information contact: Bleb Mar-
gil 1402 JFK, 510-7788. tfll-2H

EMPLOYMENT
( hef — to manage restaurant un-

der new ownership. Progressive
Proven ability required. Profit shar-
ing opportunity. Contact Amherst
Kmployment Service, Inc., 29 Pray
»t . Amherst

.

tfll-lH

Teacher — remedial developmental
reading and public speaking. Contact
Amherst Employment Services, Inc.,V Pray St., Amherst, Mass. 01002

tfll-18

Teacher — sixth garde, rural
school. Immediate opening Contact
Amherst Kmployment Service, Inc.,
•-'!» Pray st , Amherst Mass., 01002

tfll-18

I'nusual kittens, part Persian. M
weeks old. healthy, clean, make lov-
able pets. Call 581-8901 nfter 6 p. in

tfll-19

Repair Your Own Cor

Tremendous savings on plnr«
points, regulators, wiper blades,
headlamps, oil treatments. Mais Dis-

count Dept. Store, Bt. 32, Philip
Plaza, Ware. Open nights til 10.

II is

EXHIBO WEST
CAPITOL RKCOBDIXG TAPK

Cassettes
CM $0.52 ea
<«• 60 ea.
<'90 o« „,.
<-'I*» 1.85 ea.

8-Tr Cartridges
32 Mln $1.01 ea.
40 mill 1.10 ,-a

04 min 1.2S ea.
80 mln 1.32 ea.

Plus all Ampex recording tapes,
cassettes, 8-tr. — 50 per cent ofr
list. We pay postage. Send for
Complete Price List: Kthib,.
West, Bog 5174, Depl. 028. Mis
sion Hills, Ca. 01340. ll-i*

report on the Redmen's next op-

ponent, Boston College. Out-
standing player awards will be
presented and a raffle for choice
game tickets will be held. The
luncheon is open to all and ad-
mission is $1.50.

BOSTON COLLEGE FOOT-
BALL TICKETS-Football
coupons are now in the process of

being exchanged for football

tickets for Saturday's upcoming
game. UMass vs. Boston College.

For those who still haven't traded
in their coupons, they can still do so

at the athletic ticket office, room
155 Boyden

*****

SOCCER BANQUET-The very
successful UMass soccer team,
which finished its season just a few
days ago as one of the highest-

ranked squads in New England,
tapered off its campaign last night
with a banquet. At that affair, new
co-captains for 1971 were chosen
and citations were awarded to
members of the present team.
Details of this happening will

appear in tomorrow's Daily
Collegian.

Where You Enjoy The Movies In COMHITt Comforti

SPECIAL SELECTIVE ENGAGEMENT

I VfilF ff 1 " P,eose Note Times of Performances -

Willi i XI Mon Thru Thu" 7:00 & 9.00 Fri. 6:45-9:00Ik Mi Sot. 4 Sun. Continuous 2:20-4:30-6:45-9:05

You'll Appreciate the Difference
Inorthampton 1

_^_OF AMJ S I C
T TME GATE

IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH!" -Judith cm
"•*•»* BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,

BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"
-Kathleen Carroll. New York Daily News
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Polyglots? - They're UM Booters With International Flair
I Editor'! Note: Beginning to

rend this article and one can right
away discover that it is not a usual
Collegia! sports staff article

concerning a UMass in-

tercollegiate team; it is obviously
something different. It's about the
Polyglots! It's quite interesting.

These guys have a different ap-
proach to playing sports than do
the competitive, intercollegiate

ones. Whether this be right or
wrong is another debatable point,

but the story, and its challenge,

are very interesting. Read
it. ..lightly.)

The Polyglots are getting

restless. A UMass soccer team of
strongly international character,
they have been quietly practicing
all fall, lying low and waiting. Now
is the time, they feel, to proclaim
themselves for what they are -one
of the best amateur teams in

western Massachusetts.
With no further ado, the

Polyglots here lay down their
challenge to all comers; on
Tuesday, the 24th November, at 3

p.m., they will compete with the
very best team that can be sent
against them. Although their

opposition is expected to consist of
a nucleus of varsity players, other
volunteers are welcome, since
considerable substitution will be
permitted during the game.

All those interested in meeting
the Polyglot challenge should leave
their names with either Jeff Hague
(546-6116) or Paul Slack (545-0192),

and stand by for further orders.

More details concerning the match
will be furnished in a subsequent
edition of the Daily Collegian.

The Polyglots live up to their

name. Brazil. Cameroun.

Last Night's Intramurals

Tonight's

Intramurals

BASKETBALL
COURl TIME TEAMS

1 6 30 Colonels vs. ABC
2 6 30 US vs. All

3 6 30 Volunteers vs CCEBS
4 6 30 2nd Team vs Bulls

i 6 30 Scupsvs Bimbos

6 6 30 BX vs Grovers

1 7 30 Gypsies vs. Lancers

2 7 30 Fluid vs Squad

3 7 30 Moevs Hoopsters

i 7 30 Bogarfsvs F Boys

S 7 30 Racoons vs Turtles

6 7 30 Team vs TKB
POSITION VALLEY

1 8 30 2 vs. 3

2 8 30 4 VS. 5

1 8 30 Tubes vs. Hot Wheels

5 8 30 Lees Brigade vs Spacemen

6 8 30 Bury vs TEP "8"

1 9 30 Cult vs. Browns

2 9 30 Machines vs Wild Thing

3 9 30 Bulldogs vs Elephants

BOWLING
LANES TIME TEAMS
l& 2 6 30 SAEvs PLP
3U 6 30 PSOvs APO
>». 6 6 30 BKPvs SPE
Id 2 8 30 DC vs PSK
Si. 4 8 30 KSvs LCA
5 4 6 8 30 TEP vs PMD

BASKETBALL
TEP 82, DC 34

BKP 46, TC 27

SAE 67. APO 45

LC 54, ZN 41

SAM 33, PSK 32

Burners 48, Gotchas 44

Education 52, Crestview 39

Engineering 44, Conglos 40

Bodies 32, Chems 25

Arrows 37, Lovers 35

Barracudas 42, Flaming As 31

Redwoods 61, Hemlocks 25

Nads 48, Beta 37

Steppers 33, Gamma 28

Smooth 40, Erudites 34

Bucks 25, SAM B 18

Smitties 74, Buckeyes 56

EMS 64, Jacks 35

Stouts 50, Herd 27

TC B over Cherry, wbf
Rejects 82, BMC 34

Zoo 38, Duchies 36

HIGHLIGHT SCORE OF THE NIGHT:
SE 105, PLP 24

HANDBALL
Panthers 3, Senators 2

Bulldozers over Terrors, wbf
Tubes and Bulldogs, df

Oxfords 3, Beginners 2

3 M's 5, TKB

Dominica. Egypt. England.
Germany. Ghana. Greece.
Jamaica. Malawi. Nigeria.
Rhodesia. South Africa. These are
the homelands of many-. Many also

are from the U.S.A.

Most Polyglots are graduate
students. During the week they
tend to lead normal, unexciting
lives around the UMass campus.
They seem to have nothing in

common with one another.
Saturday mornings, however, they
cast off their street clothes and
stand revealed. They play in sun or
rain or snow. They will chase after
anything that is round and
bounces.

The Polyglots are a living
testimony to the value of pure
amateur sport. While play is often

fast and furious, there is a total

absence of hard feeling. In the

absence of the overburdening
American emphasis on winning no
matter what, players meet in a

spirit of international com-
panionship that would be difficult

to find elsewhere.
The existence of the Polyglots

also owes much to the admirable
facilities the University provides:

six full soccer fields west of

Boyden Gymnasium, several of

which always seem to be available

for impromptu play. "We know we
can count on reliable facilities,"

says Patrick Fairbairn, chief Glot.

"All I do is let everybody know
there is a ball available for kicking

at a certain time each week. The
rest just happens."
With the exception of a tentative

match scheduled with Amherst
College after Thanksgiving, next

Tuesday's match will mark the

end of this season's highly suc-

cessful play. The Polyglots are

expected to field a team (or two)

for intramural competition next

spring.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR*

GRAPHICS

SHOW

Colder Doli Miro

and many other*

MERCURY GALLERIES

Route 9 Northampton

Vrir-i is b ficliter. Where Justice
it invoked, Aries stands ready to do
iiattle. Aries seeks a cause. When it

it found, persons born under this »o-

Uiacal slrn are willing to back up
their convictions. If you are looking tor

one who quits look elsewhere, Aries
(.ticks to it. Aries can be aatreaaive
and thinks of winning — not tf losing

or retreating-. When carried to ei-

t rentes, Aries becomes militant and
overly aggressive. If you have Aries en

your side; you have a fighting ally.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Ac-
cent on change, travel, variety. Public

reaction to efforts Is Intensified. More
persons In more places pay attention

to what you say and do. Romance an<l

creativity are favored.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): At-

tention centers on real estate, secur-

ity. Take long-range view. Open com-
munication lines. Say what you mean.
mean what you say. No time for beat-

ing about proverbial bush. Be speci-

fic.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20) : Ac-

cent on short Journeys, how you re-

late to relatives. Tou may have to

usk aid in removing irritating red

tape. Tou get help required — if you

have facts at hand.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Spot-

light on what you earn and aave.

Key Is to be alert, observant. Gemini

Individual could figure prominently.

Express feelings. Remove restriction*

which make you appear to be a robot.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Cycle

high; push advantages. Take Initiative.

Encourage new contacts. Have confi-

dence In creative endeavors. Pull your-

self away from those who are en-

grossed In petty complaints.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 • 8ept. 22): Confi-

dential affairs dominate. Tou ma>
not find it profitable to tell all you

know. Have patience. Mature approach

will prove beneficial. This message
will be clarified.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 • Oct. 22): Some
of your fondest desires can be ful-

filled. Time for playing games Is fin-

ished. Tou delineate hopes, wishes.

The game la for keeps. Know this and
respond accordingly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Stu-

dy Libra message. Be positive about
ambitions. Don't ask for more than
you can handle. A relationship which
has been a weight on your shoulders
can end — to your advantage.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Good lunar aspect coincides with
higher learning, greater opportunity
for self-improvement. Necessary to

take Initiative; open communication
lines. Write advertise and publish.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 10):

Get finger on pulse of public. Ride
with tide. Improve approach to per-
sons and situations. Discuss loans,
debts and mate, partner. Clear air of
apprehension.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18);

Lie low; le others express their view*
Absorb knowledge. Ask questions.
Evaluate answers. Spotlight on mar-
riage, partnership proposals. Heert
knock of opportunity
PISCES (Feb. 10 - March 20)

:

Health matters, basic chores are ac-
cented. To do your best, you must
feel In top condition Act accordingly.
Take time to get your own machine
in order. Message will be clear.
IF TODAY IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

your view la sweeping. Tou abhor t..e
petty. Tou seek to gain universal ap-
proval. Tou desire to aid others, to
lessen their suffering. Some take ad-
vantage of your idealism. You haw
begun project, relationship which \»
due to blossom.
Copyright 1070, G.n, Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Man's nickname

4 Conjunction

6 Metal

1 1 -Domain

13 Pertaining to

length

15 Symbol for

tellurium

16 River in

France

18 Sea tale

19 Nahoor
sheep

21 Matures
22 Part of

"to be"
23-Evilness

26 Weaken
29 Nobleman
31 Profound
33-A continent

(abbr.)

34 Indefinite

article

35 Male
swan

38 Music as

written

39 Prefix: not

40 Pronoun
41 Damage
43Story
45-Limb
47 Fawns upon
50 Note of scale

52 Metal
53 Edible seed
56-Semi-precious

stone
58 Shows affection

for

60 Roman gods
61 Period of time

63 Heroic in scale

65 Singing voice

66 Saint (abbr.)

67 Printer's

measure (pi.)

DOWN

1-Permits

2-Foreboding

3 Above
4 Mountain nymph
5 Rule

6 Consecrates
7 A state

(abbr.)

8 Handle
9-Junctures

10 Sink in middle

12 Exists

14-Sun god
17 Want
20 Man's

nickname
24 Structural

member
25Place
27 Dye plant

28 Peel

29 Bucket
30 Heraldry

grafted

32 Top of head
36 Away!

37 Device for

cooking

42 Edible

root stock

44 Snake
Icing

Pigeons
Inappropriate

Wolfhound
Kind of

cheese

55 Is ill

56 Hypothetical

force

57 Fondle

59 Spanish for

"yes"
62 Note of scale

64 Symbol for

cerium

1 £ n :':-: 4 5
.

• •

' 7 8 9 10
. . .

11 12 13 14

15 17 ;:•.-; is

19 20 ;.;.;.
21 ::: 22

:::::: 23 24 25 ::•:' 26 27 28

29 30 ',-.-. 31 32 33

34 ''.''.'. 35 36 37 '.'.'. 38 39

40 ':''.': 41 42 43 44

45 46 47 48 49

*."
. 'i

50 51
r'.'.'i

V"ir*r

52
>

•'/'

53 54 55

56 57
rV j

58 59 60

61 62
. . .

""""/
."..'

63 64

m 66
:'::

67

FKKKlHlM! Sec England in peace

fur onl\ J:>29. A full 30 davs of

INDH'KNDKNT bicycle camping
-mi hides .ur (are. bicycle, & camp-
mg equipment. Hicvcle-Campers
lnl.in..t...ii.il. P. O. Rox 13927,

I m\ St.i . Gainesville. Fla. 32601
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AMONG THE BEST IN NEW ENGLAND-The 1970 l Mass booters are (back row: l-r) Manager John Bonacado. aide Dick Broad. Matt Rowe, Brad Powell, Gary
Hart. John Kiah. Greg Hamilton. Bill Leary. Paul Gibavic, Dan Howie, coach Peter Broaca and assistant coach Dave Jekanowski, (middle row: l-r) Art
Terzakis. Gus Penon. Tony Nunziante, Lindo Alves. Ed Doherty. Peter Bruell, Dave Piccus. Dave Ouellette. Duane Brown, Joe Cerniawski, Bill Davidson.
Jeff Hague, (front row: l-r) Bobby Grom, Bill Crossman, Scott Nickerson, Abdu Thyra, Larry DeEelice. co-captain Rick Matusczcak, co-captain Augie Calheno,
Todd Buck. Yin Grandonico. Bob Curtin. Marc Cantor, (not pictured) Paul Slack and Dick McCarron.

UMass Booters Reap Fond Memories
Great Redman Year Ignites New Soccer Chapter At UMass

By EDWARD DOHERT"
Stall Reporter

The 1970 I .Mass soccer season is

ver. But the memories.both to

se who played and those who
.itched, will not soon be forgotten.

1 v»T< > will be remembered as the
tar that soccer became a major

-port at UMass.
It was the year that thousands of

people, at once, saw the Redmen in

action. It was the year the booters
came within four breaks of having
a perfect season. R was the year
that l Mass came from out of

nowhere to finish as the fourth best
soccer team in New England, and
very close to a national ranking.

It was the year that seniors Rick
Matusczcak. Duane Brown, Larry
DeFelice. Tony Nunziante, Marc
Cantor, Dave Piccus. Gus Penon
and Dan Howie won the big one, the
Yankee Conference title, to close
out their collegiate careers. This
season meant many things to many
l>eople, but more than anything
else it signalled the beginning of a
new chapter in soccer at UMass,
one that shows promise of being
the best ever

II was the Collegian of Sep-
tember 25, 1970 which reported
that: 'Bolstered by some out-

standing sophomores, the Redmen
appear to have the necessary depth
and experience that make
championship teams. ...Coach
Broaca has the opportunity to

make this season one of the very
best lor I .Mass ' While the rest of
New England was looking toward
Vermont, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut to distinguish the
Yankee Conference, a reporter and
the Kedmen themselves, had other
thoughts

The day it all began for the
hooters was the annual Western
Massachusetts jamboree early in

September Alter the Redmen had
marched through the likes of

Western New England College,
American International College
and Westlield State College, a
reeling arose among the fans and
players that a special season was
about to begin.

Exactly one week later the
Bedmen opened the regular season
against Maine, with an impressive
.. I shellacking of the Black Bears.
I'he contest featured the dual goal
performances of Brown and Lindo
Alves. and a single tally from the
booming loot of Penon, and sent
I he booters oil to Boston College
feeling they could defeat any team
they faced

For the third straight year the

visiting UMass team shutout the

U.igles Once again Alves had the

hot loot, scoring two goals anc
Brown added the other for a 3-0

margin ol victory These two
brilliant performances of the

Kedmen lxx>sted them into the

number nine spot in New England,
their first taste of the top ten.

The biggest test to date was fast

approaching however, as the
booters prepared to host the
eighth-ranked UConn Huskies on
October 10. By game time the
Redmen were convinced they were
the superior team and they wasted
no time in proving it.

With less than three minutes
gone in the game, Alves set up
Brown for the first goal and the
booters were off and running.
Alves picked up a goal for himself
lour minutes later, heading in an
Augie Calheno corner kick to give
the booters a 2-0 lead. Connecticut
rallied, however, and by halftime
the score was 2-2. When the
booters came out for period three
the pressure was really on.

Once again it was Brown from
\lves to put the booters in the lead.

his time for good. Cantor scored
»vhat proved to be the winning
goals, with help from a busy Alves,

fialbj Cnlbjjfan
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to make the final score 5-3 and send
Joe Ma rone's Huskies whelping
back to Storrs.

With big victory number three
under their belts, and visions of an
undefeated season kept alive, the

booters had two days to get ready
for Trinity, to settle an eight-year
grudge. Until October 13, UMass
had not defeated Trinity in over
eight years. On the strength of

goals by Paul Slack and Bill

Davidson, the booters downed
Trinity and sent it into a tailspin

that it never did recover from.

The Daily Collegian proclaimed:
'The entire UMass team played a

heck of a game, but again it was
the defense that took charge. Dave
Ouelette, Joe Cerniawski, Paul
Slack, Dan Howie, Augie Calheno,
Bill Leary, Todd Buck and Gary
Hart are names to remember and
watch the rest of the year because
if these men continue to play their

usual game, the Redmen are in for

a great season. Thev can't help

it."

With a sparkling 4-0 record the

booters headed for Kingston, R.I.

for a homecoming game against

the Rams of URI. By this time
Coach Broaca's men were rated

fourth in New England and first in

the Yankee Conference. Depen-
ding on who you are and what you
think, either the Rams tied the

Redmen or the Redmen tied the

Rams. In any case both teams
were disappointed by the 0-0 tie,

although the unbeaten streak of the

UMass booters was extended. As
the Redmen left Rhode Island they

already had their eyes on Tufts

University as their next victim.

By the Tufts game, the con-

ference leaders were also leading
in all statistical categories in goals

(Brown, Alves), assists (Calheno)
and goaltending (Leary ). Their co-

captain Rick Matusczcak had been
named defensive back of the week,
and the booters were anxious to

resume their winning ways. The
aggressive UMass squad took out

its wrath for the URI draw on the

poor Jumbos, with a resounding 5-0

bombing.
Simply outclassing the hosts,

UMass scored in each period but

the first, with the eventual winning
goal scored by senior halfback
Piccus. Abdu Thyra and DeFelice
also notched single tallies, while

Brown chipped in two hustling

goals. The undefeated Redmen
were untouchable that day, and by
this time Bobby Grom had worked
his way into the fullback line and
bolstered the injury-riddles
booters with his fine per-

formances. Sophomore Dave
Ouelette earned defensive back of

the week in the Conference for his

outstanding play in the recent

games, the second straight week
for a Redman back.

No one could predict that the Big
Red Machine would have the roof

cave in on it, but that's exactly

what happened at this point. The
villains were the inspired Wor-
cester Tech booters, who handed
the Redmen a heartbreaking 3-2

loss to end the dream of an un-

defeated season.

"In a game that was dominated
by the Redmen, the wind and
penalties played the biggest roles

in Tech's upset win." read the

Collegian on the morning of Oc-
tober 28. Cantor and Matusczcak
goals were all the Redman booters

could muster in a game decided on
penalty kicks: Tech made one, the

Redmen missed one, final score 3-

2.

With a still respectable 5-1-1 slate

the UMass squad headed north for

Burlington, Vermont to do battle

with the Catamounts of UVM on
October 31. Needing a win to clinch

a tie for the Conference crown, the

booters once again fell victim to

the penalty kick. Leading 1-0

throughout the game, the booteis

were accused of a jumping-in

violation in thegoal area. The kick
was good and the final score was 1-

1, but as far as theRedmen are
concerned, Christmas came early
lor Vermont, and St. Nick had a
black and white striped shirt in-

stead of his usual red suit.

The awarding of the penalty kick
came after a violation that had
previously happened similarly
many times on both sides. It just

happened that, in one time out of

fifty that it occured, the referee
decided to liven things up. The
ironic thing about the whole game
is that twice following the Vermont
goal, Alves of UMass was decked
in the penalty area, with no word
from the nearby referee. The
disappointed booters headed home
for another stiff contest against
Springfield College.

In a game played before one of

the biggest crowds ever to witness
a soccer game at UMass, the

Redmen and Chiefs played what
oneN.C.A.A. official declared to be
the best college soccer game of the

year in New England. Both squads

UMass

Soccer

1970:

A Wrap-up
came into the game ready to win
and both rose to the occasion by
playing their best, demonstrating
why they were so highly and
closely ranked.

Springfield captain Bill Bonavita
scored the only goal on the only

defensive lapse of the game for the

Redman, handing them their

second one-goal loss. The booters

however had turned the corner,

and were ready to claim the

Conference crown by defeating

New Hampshire.
And, on November 7, the booters

sent thousands of fans home happy
with a stunning 4-0 win over New
Hampshire, and the Conference
crown was theirs. Alves regained

his hot foot, as he scored two big

goals, while Thyra and Bill

Crossman added the others.

Redmen finally took the

ference title from Vermont
hope to keep the trophy for many
years to come. The final game of

the season was anti-climatic for

the UMass squad, as it travelled to

New London, Conn, to face the

i oast Guard Academy.
On the shores of the Thomas

River the booters stormed over the

Cadets .VI. closing out a season
with the best winning percentage
in UMass soccer history Once
again it was Alves who led the way.
this time blasting three big goals

(>ast the CGA defense to close his

junior year with ten goals, tops for

the booters, Thyra and Cantor also

scored lor UMass.
The 1970 UMass soccer season is

over Although denied a tourney
bid. the booters had one of the

finest seasons anyone could hope
lor. Next year's team will have it's

work cut out for it to top the per-

formances of this year's booters.

Although the Redmen will miss
the fine play of such graduating
seniors as Matusczcak, Brown,
DeFelice. Cantor, Nun-
ziante.Piccus, Howie and Penon,
they have names like Alves,
Calheno, Grom, Thyra, Buck,
Hague. Cerniawski. Ouelette,
Hart. Slack, Leary, Hamilton,
McCarron, Davidson and Curtin, to

defend the Conference cham-
pionship, and perhaps, with con-
tinued fine play, and a break or
two, make it to the NCAA.
tournament next November.

sPo/?ts

ShorT'Es
AP

NEW YORK (AP (Nimble Bob
Griese, who turned pressure into
points for the rebounding Miami
Dolphins last Sunday, was
selected yesterday as the Offensive
Player of the Week in the National
Football League.*****

The
Con-

and

DETROIT (AP)-Bull-like Joe
Frazier defends his world
heavyweight boxing championship
against lean and hungry Bob
Foster here tonight as an over-
whelming 5-1 favorite and, win or
lose, he's already assured one
distinction.

He becomes the first
heavyweight champion in history
to fight with a beard.

*****

NEW YORK (AP)-John Brisker
is the leading scorer in the
American Basketball Association.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Thursday cloudy with

chance of occasional
rain ending Thursday
night. Lows near 40.

Friday partly cloudy.

Highs in the 50s.
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Fac-Sen To Consider

Future UMass Growth
See Page Three

SenateHearsHomecoming,Bomb ThreatReports

(•(i aid S< anion (left) informs the

BfMlr that he can no longer accept

responsibility for cage concerts.

> l*at Heharry (right) presided over
*"** * the meeting as acting president.

MDC Looks At Proposed

University Senate

See Page Ten
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Senate Hears Homecoming, Bomb Threat Problems
By BETH GOODELL

Staff Reporter
In un unusually hectic meeting last night. The Student Senate con-

cerned itself especially with the violence at the Homecoming concerts
and with the rash of bomb threats which are becoming such a nuisance on
campus. The Senate also responded to the Long Range Planning Report
ol the Faculty Senate and was debating other issues such as firearms on
campus when the Collegian went to press.

In response to the outbreaks at major concert.
the Cage concerts this past
weekend, representatives of the

Homecoming Committee, Dr.
Gage of Health Services, an-

dGerald Scanlon, Assistant Dean
of Students, in charge of Student
Activities addressed the Student
Senate. They were there for in-

formational purposes to explain

just what the problems were and to

give some ideas on how they might
be worked out

Since the Homecoming Com-
mittee is established by the Senate.

they are ultimately responsible for

anything that happens

Concert Chairman Joel Wilson
told the Senate that security for the

concerts had been increased two-

told but that the crowd still was not

manageable He cited "the general

display of obnoxiousness by the

people trying to get in" and said

that unless some new system of

security can be developed, the

Committee does not feel that the

Cage should again be used for a

Dr. Gage told the Senate that he

thought it was commendable of

them to look into the incident

because "it had the makings of a

real mass tragedy." As far as he

can tell from infirmary records of

the night, five persons were ac-

tually treated there as a result of

the violence. Admitting that there

were many others hurt, frightened,

and badly shaken up who were not

treated there, he said that he was
not minimizing the seriousness of

the incident but just pointing out its

potential danger. He concluded by

saying that something must be

done to prevent this from hap-

pening again.

As head of the Student Activities

Staff. Gerry Scanlon informed the

Senate that his staff can no longer

accept any responsibility for future

concerts in the Cage without an
improvement in security. He said

it is not a question of the lack of

seats but is "the result of a stypid

syndrome going around lately that

giass mm
with

FLUSH
(New Haven Rock Group)

and

KEVIN MoclSAAC
(Folksinger)

Food and Drink
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everyone is entitled to concerts

free, as community property."

The Homecoming Committee,
Dr. Gage and Mr. Scanlon all place

the blame for the incident largely

on the attitudes and mode of

behavior of the students and
outsiders attending the concerts

rather than on the facilities or on
security.

Following the discussion of the

problems, the Senate passed a

motion in Special Business which
establishes an Ad Hoc Commission

to investigate and study the

problems of concerts on campus.

The frequency of bomb threats

being made on campus and the

inconvenience and danger which

they cause was considered by the

Senate. It resolved the following:

1) to publicize the matter of bomb
threats and pertinent information;

2) to pledge the Senate's support in

inhibiting threats, and 3) to initiate

a petition which a person singing

vows not to make a threat and also

pledges to discourage others from

making threats.

There was a heated discussion

over whether there should also be a

provision for a reward for in-

formation on anyone making a

threat. This would have requested

the Chancellor to make an ap-

propriate reward within his

authority. Successful arguments
against this were that there are

already state laws which would
seem to serve the purpose of

discouraging bomb threats, that it

would not be the general public

who would respond to this, but

"scavengers" or law-enforcement
agents, and that a similar reward
offered at the University of Maine

has not permanently stopped bomb
threats on that campus.
Without provision for reward,

the bill is still expected by the
Senate to express its concern with
the problem and to generate
concern among students which
would hopefully lead to individual
pressure against those making
threats.

In other business, the Senate
considered objections which have
been made by some students to the
Long Range Planning Report
currently being considered by the
Faculty Senate. Feeling that
students have certain interests
which they should protect and that
their voice should be heard in
planning, the Senate established an
Ad Hoc Committee to study Long
Range Planning and to make
recommendations concerning
student needs before any final

action on the report is taken.

As the Collegian went to press,
the Senate was still in session. For
results of the debate on such issues
as two bills concerning firearms on
campus. watch tomorrows
Collegian.

Bomb Hoax Law
> t-rieral Law IK I'SCA 837(d) reads as follows:

IVhoever through use of mail, telephone, telegraph or other instrument of

i ommerce willfully imputs or conveys or causes to be imparted or con-

veyed any threat or false information knowing the source to be false,

concerning any attempt or alleged attempt being made, or to be made, to

damage or destroy any building or other real personal property for the

purpose of interfering with its use for educational, religious, charitable,

residential, business or civic objective, or of intimidating any person

pursuing such objectives, shall be subject to imprisonment for not more
nan one year or a fine of not more than $10,000 or more.

• ommoiiwealth of Massachusetts law 269-14 Felony (Bomb Hoax) states

'hat bomb threats are punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or

mprisonment of not more than 10 years in a state prison or imprisonment
in jail for not more than 2 1/2 years or both, such fine and imprisonment

in jail

The University administration is now and has been working closely

Mi the phone company to install sophisticated tracing system on phones

it ran trace calls for periods even after an incoming call is hung up.

.'.dministration has also begun instructing persons working in

•igs to become familiar with their surroundings and notice any
tuge or out of place objects. In addition, by federal procedure, the FBI

be notified on every bomb hoax call.

Orchard Hill Panel Discusses
Recent University Expansion

By IMELDA ROJAK
Staff Reporter

Apple Corps, a body that organizes events for Orchard Hill, presented a six man panel discussion

about this university's recent expansion at Webster House last night.

Luther Allen, an associate professor in the government and faculty resident at Webster, was the

moderator. Jack Littlefield, director of planning at UMass, told the small gathering considerations that

went into building Southwest and the new Northeast dormitories.

Before Southwest dorms were The most logical thing to do,
built, he explained, the traditional suggested Littlefield, was to build
dorms were overcrowded; in fact,

most rooms were tripled, Lit-

tlefield explained. The students
wanted 200 students per dorm
they wanted to live close to cam-
pus; they wanted more lounges
than they had in traditional dorms;
and they wanted this, of course at a

low cost, he added

Nick Dines, of the Landscape
Architecture DepL, tells the
Webster House audience that

more student feed back was
needed in University planning,

in a UMass Planning Panel
Discussion last night. (MDC
Photo by Tim Fagin)

high-risers. These would act as

many houses of 200 people,

stacked on top of each other. The
plans were given to an architect,

and soon the construction began,
although the initial cost of the

dorms was higher than the final

cost.

Concerning the new Northeast
dorms, Littlefield said that Or-

chard Hill will have its own dining

commons built, and the Northeast
Complex will use the Worcester
Dining Area.

The next speaker, Dr. William
Nutting, a professor of zoology said

he was concerned with the
"aesthetic appearance" of the

university. "When I visited other
campuses", he noted. "they were
beautiful." He suggested planting
shrubbery and the like, but was
told by the Administrators present
there weren't enough funds.
Nutting at one time was interested
in preserving a wooded area,
known as Prexy's Ridge now the
site of the Northeast Dorms. "In
1951, I heard that Prexy's Ridge
was going down the drain," he
said. Dr. Nutting regretted that,

after spending a lot of time finding
ways to save the Ridge, he was not
consulted in the final decision to

build. He felt many people who
were interested in the outcome of

the decision were not informed.

Presenting an original folk group:

THE SINGING

FRIARS

Saturday, November 21 at 7:30 P.M.

Newman Social Hall Donation 99c

Dean Field spoke about the

difficulty of future planning. He
told of the girls in the quad who
were very effective in preventing

the new dorms from being placed

on the grassy area there. That was
why the dorms had to be placed in

Prexy's Ridge, he explained.

Nicolas Dines, who has an offical

position in the Landscape Ar-

chitecture Dept. here, spoke
briefly and concluded "we need a

researched response on the part of

the students" in regard to plan-

ning.

Finally, Don Glickstein, a

student who lives in Southwest,

spoke about disorganized nature of

architecture in the campus. He
compared the campus to a city

which grew around a "central

core." "It has all the problems of a

city; drugs, race problems, ad
infinitum," he ranted adding.
"What we must do is make it a

more liveable city." Glickstein

also said very little attention was
given to education in planning the

campus; in fact, very little plan-

ning was used, period, he em-
phasized.

Questions were asked about
getting money for dorm repair or

renovation. Dean Field replied the

funds come from rents, rent in-

creases, and perhaps some of it

comes from the interest from the

room deposit. He also mentioned
that it is possible to petition the

state legislature for funds, but the

state may not have enough money
to allot any more to UMass.

If anyone is interested in exer-

ting influence on th£ legislature, he

suggested contacting Judy Gill of

the U.S.C.C, a student
organization.
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Fac. Senate To Consider
Planning Student Growth

By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

The Faculty Senate will consider major portions of the Long Range Planning Committee's recom-
mendations to determine the future size of the undergraduate and graduate student population today in

a "special meeting" to be held in Thompson 106 at 4:00.

The meeting, which is the second called exclusively for the consideration of the important report

released last September, is also scheduled to act on motions dealing with the future ratio of un-

dergraduate to graduate students; the"mix" of lower division and upper division undergraduates; the

creation of a "liason committee" between UMass and the Town of Amherst; and the development of "at

least one experimental, semi-autonomous living-learning unit".

The Faculty Senate will also be
asked to approve a "policy
statement" which they will submit

Cape Slated
For Special
Trustee Meet
The Board of Trustees is

scheduled to hold a special

meeting on the Future of the

University December 28 at the

Sheraton Hyannis Inn, on Cape
Cod. The meeting has ben called

"with the approval of the

Chairman and President" and
will last two days.

The meeting, according to a

notice sent to Board of Trustee

members, "will be one of the

most important meetings of the

Board in the past several
years." The notice further

states that "We urgently hope

for full attendance," em-
phasizing that "All expenses at

the Sheraton Hyannis will be

paid."

The Board members will

arrive in Hyannis Monday,
December 28, starting the two

session with lunch and ending no

later than 3:00 Tuesday,
December 29.

The Daily Collegian will not be

able to report the final results of

the special December meeting
or the regular January meeting
of the Board until the beginning

of the Spring semester, because
the University will be on
vacation during both meetings.

to the Board of Trustees for final

endorsement. The statement says
in part that the "University of

Massachusetts" in order to meet
its obligation to provide high

quality undergraduate and
graduate education to many
thousands of the commonwealth's
youth, the University's Amherst
campus must continue to grow
until at least 1980 total

enrollment will be increased by
annual increments of no more than

1,500 in such fashion that

enrollment will not exceed 26,000 in

the Fall of 1975 and will not exceed
30,000 in the Fall of 1980."

The Board of Trustees is ex-

pected to take action on the

recommendations of the Faculty

Senate at a "Special meeting" of

the Board to be held during the

Christmas vacation, December 28

at the Sheraton Hyannis Inn,

ATTENTION:
LOST or FOUND

CATS and DOG (OWNERS)
(Pet Lovers Anonymous)

If you hMV lont your p*i, or liavr

round lost pet and arc waiting for

tl»r> owner to claim It. or If von arr

looking for a tood horn.- for >«ur

..nrolUN nets, w* would like to liel|.

WVIA-. CYtl.KHKKAKKR'
will accept calls every fllWMM '»-

tween the hour i:M and %lM p.m.

We Mill mlwrtioe >our pel - Main*

during "t Y< LfcHRKAKEK" <«"

-.I5.M76 during the above hour.

We like animuU.

Hyannis, Mass. (See Related
Trustee story on this page).

The entire agenda for today's
meeting was submitted by the

Faculty Senate Rules Committee
and represents only part of the 28

proposal long range report.
Various other Senate committee's
are presently considering other
areas of the report.

Today's gathering is expected to

act upon a motion designed to

redefine the "the charge and
composition of the Master Plan-

ning Committee. ..to include both

academic and physical planning
within its scope. The Rules com-
mittee motion recommends that

the Committee be "advisory to the

Chancellor through the top ad-

ministrative officers. Its mem-
bership will include both un-

dergraduate and graduate
students."

Digging The Trees

Gadlin;

Revolution
And Violence

Dr. Howard Gadlin of the

Psychology Department, a guest of

the Maroon Keys 11th Hour Lec-

ture Series, spoke last night about

his reflections of violence in

revolution.

Professor Gadlin contrasted and

compared the violence in today's

society and in the Revolution

necessary to overthrow the

system. "Violence comes from

both sides," he stated. "It is not

merely a cliche to define today's

society as racist, imperialistic, and

sexist; we all are victims of

violence."

Gadlin accepted the necessity to

destroy buildings and material

goods in order to "achieve

liberation.'' He, however, finds it

difficult to accept personal

violence. This is the crucial

problem that cannot be resolved.

Gadlin's parting thought was: "I

fear to kill... I fear that I cannot

handle killing and thusly not have

revolution - and there is no

resolution to that."

MOVE 'EM OUT • With Fine Arts building construction about to

begin, the University began saving trees by moving them out of the

shovel's way today, all of which proved the planning office's bark is

worse than its bite.

u*y

PHI SIGMA DELTA
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND

AN

OPEN SMOKER

Tonight

8-00

358 N, PLEASANT ST CALL 50192

M0BE Supports Protest

Against Dow Recruitment
ByANNESTADNICKI

and ROBERT SCHREIER
Staff Reporters

The Student Mobilization Committee, in a meeting last night, decided to

support a demonstration against the presence of a Dow Chemical Co.
recruiter on campus today.

The demonstration, to be held in front of the Whitmore Administration

building today at 12:30, was first organized by an ad hoc committee of

students from Southwest and various faculty members. The demon-
stration will include guerilla theater to be put on by the students. It will

attempt to link companies like Dow, Chancellor Tippo, and the university

and to question their relationship. The Mobe will confine its activities to

picketing and leafli ting.

The administration has made no plans for special security measures at

the recruitment session, in spite of the threatened demonstration, said

Dean William Field yesterday.

The ad hoc committee yesterday distributed a leaflet on campus,
stating that there would be a "kidnapping" today at the demonstration.

However, the main purpose of the demonstration is to educate students on

campus as to what the committee sees as a representation of the military-

industrial complex on campus. No plans have been made by either the Ad
Hoc committee, or the Mobe, to try to keep the recruiter off campus or

impede his activities.

Dean Field said the University planned no special security, however,

because little trouble is expected. There is a job shortage at present, he

explained, but the companies are here more or less as a favor to the

students. If disruption occurs, the company representatives will probably

be happy to leave, he said.

If a demonstration should occur the picketing policy approved by the

Board of Trustees would be upheld, Field added. This policy says

basically the demonstration may not be brought inside the building, as

read in the University's Student Handbook. The police are not expected to

be called in, he said.

Clarkson Edwards from the Office of Placement and Financial Aid,

wnich sponsors the job interviews with prospective employers, said that

office was interested in the fact that students who really want to talk with

the recruiters might be kept away by demonstrators

No statement could be obtained from the Dow recruiters about the

action expected against their participation in the recruitment.

Concern has been expressed because in the past two years heated

debate and demonstration has resulted from the Honeywell 1968 and Dow
1969 recruitments.

After the 12 hour confrontation with Dow at Whitmore on February 14.

1969 34 UMass students and faculty members were arrested by rio !

equipped State Police.

The reason for the 1969 demonstration against Dow was then

production of the chemical napalm. What underlies today's expected
protests is unclear.

"I'll protest the fact that they gave the contract to someone else" said

one would be participant, when she learned Dow no longer produced
napalm.
No opposition to the other recruiters is expected by the Placemen!

office.

Italian Lecture

Changing Literature, Society'

The Italian Department announced that "Changing Literature in a

Changing Society" will be the topic of a speech tonight by Professor

Michele Ricciardelli, of SUNY at Buffalo, at 8:00 p.m. in Herter 231

According to Peter Pedroni,

advisor to the Italian Club, the

Editor of Forum Italicum, "a
scholarly journal of Italian

literature," will discuss, in

English, Italian literature from the

neo-realistic style of the World War
II period to the present style,

sperimentalism.

The lecture and a following

reception is open to the public.
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In The Nation And The World

Some GM Strikers

Returning Today
DETROIT (AP)-Keturn of 3,000 long striking employes to a General

Motors plant today was vetoed Wednesday by the United Auto Workers

I Dion.

But the UAW left undisturbed, at least for the time being, plans of 2,500

others to begin returning today to another plant.

A nationwide UAW strike against begin reporting at midnight
GM now in its 10th week will not Wednesday, skilled tradesmen

Thursday and production workers

Friday.

A Fisher Body local union at

Grand Rapids, Mich., reported it

sent back make ready crews

Wednesday and planned to return

production workers Monday, when
results of the ratification vote will

be known.
There was a groundswell

Wednesday in new contract ap-

proval, with 27 units voting to

ratify and bringing to 53 the

number thus far approving out of

155 separate GM UAW bargaining

unite around the country.

MandatoryInsuranceCuts
RuledUnconstitutional

HUSTON ( AP)-The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled Wednesday that a mandatory 15 per

cent reduction in physical damage automobile insurance rates is unconstitutional.

in

formally end until union

ratification of a new national

contract on which voting winds up
Friday.

There was no explanation from

union headquarters in Detroit why
workers had been ordered not to

return immediately at a Fisher

Body plant at Grand Blanc, Mich.,

but no such order had been given a

similar plant at Kalamazoo, Mich.

Local unions representing

employes of the two plants have

approved overwhelmingly both the

new national contract and at the

plant working agreements which

supplement it.

They had also agreed with local

management to return to work
without waiting a formal end of the

strike

Don Ellis. LAW regional director

tor the Flint area, pointed out the

union had not called off its GM
strike and that it still wasn't

absolutely certain"' the new
contract will be ratified.

General Motors said it would

welcome any workers who return

Thursday either at Grand Blanc ot

Kalamazoo, but James Huffman,

iop committee chairman at

( rand Blanc, said orders came
down from the international" for

none to go back before Monday,
i ne LAW local at Kalamazoo

said it had received no such orders
and that make readv crews would

The ruling was made nearly a

week after a similar reduction in

property damage insurance was
ruled unconstitutional, "will have

no effect whatsoever upon the $76

million in savings brought about by

the no fault" automobile insurance

law, said Insurance Commissioner
C. Eugene Farnam.
The rate reductions were or-

dered by the last session of the

legislature in an amendment to the

no fault law, which applies only to

compulsory bodily injury in-

surance. The latter provides

payments by the motorists' own
companies regardless of who is to

blame for accidents.

Eighty per cent of the companies
underwriting auto insurance in

Massachusetts contested the

reduction in property and physical

damage rates, claiming it was
"confiscatory and therefore un-

constitutional." They claimed it

would cause them prohibitive

losses.

Physical damage insurance
covers fire, theft and collisions.

Nixon Asks $1 Billion

Foreign Aid Increase
WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon asked Congress Wednesday to

add $1 billion to the $2.8 billion he had requested earlier for foreign aid in

this fiscal year. First indications were that the request faces a rocky

Dispute Delays
Pakistan Relief
DACCA, East Pakistan (AP)-A question of which country's pilots

should fly relief helicopters has delayed delivery of urgently needei
aircraft from the United States and Britain, Pakistani relief officials sr.d
Wednesday
At the same time, the United

States announced the most
massive direct government aid

program-a $10 million program of

emergency food supplies,
disbursement of American
counterpart funds in Pakistan and
reimbursement of direct dollar

relief costs.

International Red Cross official

in Geneva said the largest pledge

ToysChristmas
Named Hazardous
WASHINGTON (AP)-A consumer organization warned Wednesday

that toys under the nation's Christmas trees could wound, electrocute or

uii children unless the government acts now.

Consumers Union, which does its own product testing, petitioned the

government to ban-and seize if necessary-eight toys the organization

ailed dangerous.

Most of the toy manufacturers discounted the Union's charges. The
)epartment of Health, Education and Welfare, whose Food and Drug
\dmimstration on Friday began steps leading to a possible ban on four

i >> s, said it had negotiated design changes or was investigating all of the

oys named by the consumer organizations.

In a joint news conference with officials of the nonprofit Children's

Foundation, Consumers Union technical director Morris Kaplan said

actions already taken by FDA offer no guarantee that even admittedly

i langerous toys have been taken off the market.

ACRES OF FREE PARKING JUST FOR YOU

of help through their organization-

$1.24 million-came from Red
China.

The Pakistani officials said their

government wanted the United

States and Britain to provide the

aircraft for use by Pakistani

pilots. But Washington refused to

go along, the officials said, so

Pakistan backed down and the

helicopters were expected to

arrive late Thursday.
Two small American helicopters

were expected Thursday afternoon

from Katmandu and a military

cargo plane was to bring in four

Huey choppers Thursday night,

shortly after an American char-

tered DC8 carrying five tons of

blankets and tents for survivors of

the disastrous storm and tidal

wave that claimed at least 55,000

lives on the Bay of Bengal coast

last Friday.

Unofficial estimates of the dead
ranged from 300,000 to 650,000.

legislative road.

About half the added funds asked

in a special message to Congress

would go to help Israel build its

military potential' Neighboring

Arab states of Jordan and Lebanon
are down for $30 million and $5

million respectively for what
White House aides described as

internal security needs in those

countries.

Apart from Israel, major sums
would go to Cambodia, South

Korea and South Vietnam.

Nixon described the money as

necessary to carry out plans for

reducing direct U.S. military

commitments abroad while in-

creasing the ability of allies to

defend themselves.

White House officials conceded,

however, that part of the need for

more money traces to the U.S.

intervention in Cambodia and to

events in the Middle East which

were not foreseen when Nixon

made his original request last

January.
Cognizant of the fact that anti-

foreign aid forces in Congress

already have trimmed his original

request to $2.2 billion, Nixon called

congressional leaders to the White

House Wednesday afternoon in an
effort to win support for the

revised request.

Even before the White House
session, formidable opposition
surfaced on Capital Hill when the

Senate majority leader, Sen. Mike
Mansfield, D-Mont., told newsmen
he opposes the added funds.
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The history and evolution of black music. Two concerts
as well as workshop/seminars by this noted group.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23

THE FESTIVAL WINDS
Nine virtuosi Woodwinds perform works by Beethoven,
Mozart, Handel, Carter and Gounod.

Reserved rickets: $1 00 - $3.00
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Holl
(Remaining tickets ot Bowker Box Office one hour
before event). Telephone reaching both box offices
5450202

Mansfield said he would be glad
to listen to the administration case
but added "this simply will add to

the deficit which already is going
to far exceed the original

estimates."

Of the slightly more than $1

billion total in the Nixon package,
$500 million would be earmarked
for credits to help Israel finance

"purchase of equipment that have
been necessary to maintain her
defense capability, and to ease the

economic strain caused by her
expanded military requirements."
A White House official conceded

that $500 million in credits would
permit the Israelis to purchase
considerably more than that

amount in armaments from the
United States. Pressed to state the

value of war goods that could be
delivered to Israel under the

program, he professed that he did

not have the figure readily
available.

As for Cambodia, Nixon asked
for $155 million in new money-$70
million to support the Cambodian
economy and $85 million in

military aid. He said 70 per cent of

the military outlays would go for

ammunition.
In addition, he asked for $100

million to restore funds "to such
vital programs as those for

Taiwan, Greece and Turkey" that

had been diverted to Cambodia last

spring. About $52 million of the

diversion had not been disclosed

before.

Tate Trial

Defense
Begins Case
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The

defense begins its case in the
Sharon Tate murder trial Thur-
sday, and part of its plan is to try to

introduce a confession by someone
other than the four defendants.

"I'd rather not mention specific

names," says a defense attorney.
"but we will attempt to show that
others had motives to kill the
victims."

He added that the state will

probably try to block admission of
any alleged confession when it is

presented later.

The trial, in its 23rd week,
resumes Thursday after a two day
recess to allow preparation of
defense arguments for dismissal of
charges. They will be heard before
the first defense witness is called.

The state rested its case Monday.
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Two CI imbers Reach
Peak of El Cap itan

Jarring Returns ToMoscow
"Little He Can Do"At U.N.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
Calif. (AP)—Two hardy mountain
climbers struggled triumphantly
to the top of El Capitan just before
noon Wednesday, completing in 27

days the first conquest of the sheer
3,000 foot southeast face of the

giant rock sentinel over looking
Yosemite Valley.

Warren Harding, 46, and Dean
Caldwell, 27, had a relatively easy
climb up the last 400 sloping feet to

the summit after their perilous

scaling of the vertical cliff. El
Capitan itself is 7,400 feet above
sea level.

At the top, reachable by foot

trails from the opposite side, a

party of about 80 friends and
newsmen had food and refresh-

ment for the weary, half-starved

adventurers.

Park Rangers said both men
were in good spirits and appeared
to be in fine physical shape,

although they had eaten their last

scraps of food Tuesday.
Harding's 79 year old mother,

awaiting him. on the valley floor,

exclaimed, "He's still my little

boy. This is the longest he's been
away."
Harding, of West Sacramento.

Calif., is the acknowledged dean of

American rock climbing. Caldwell,

of Portland. Ore., is a veteran of

the climbing sport in North
America and the Peruvian Andes.
The men began their dangerous

ascent Oct. 23, carrying all of their

supplies of food, water, ropes, steel

pitons. hand drills, hammers and
sleeping bags.

Harding made the first overscent

ot the sheer face of El Capitan in

1956, leading a party up the slightly

isier 'Nose."

Fire Damages
LowellJr.

That was a summer long assault

and retreat operation, the climbers

returning to base camps at the end
of each day.

The conquest of the southeast

face, known as the "Wall of the

Morning Light" because it reflects

the sun's first rays, was a classic

go up and stay affair.

The vertical and sometimes
overhanging granite offered few
handholds and rare spots to stand.

UN Middle East peace mediator
Gunnar V. Jarring is returning

temporarily to his regular
diplomatic post in Moscow because
"there is little more that he can do
at UN Headquarters," Secretary

General U Thant announced
Wednesday.

In a statement issued through a

spokesman in New York, Thant
said the Swedish ambassador "is

well advised" to return to the

High
LOWELL, Mass. XP) - State

and local officials continued their

investigation Wednesday of a fire

that destroyed four classrooms and
.i hall oi the Butler Junior High

School.

Police and fire department of-

licers said someone broke into the

school Tuesday night and poured
an inflamable liquid on parts of the

lirst floor of the 100 year old school

before igniting it.

The two alarm blaze damaged
structural partitions between the

doors in the 2 1/2 story brick

building.

Classes were suspended Wed-
nesday for the 300 students. There
was no decision on when and where
they would be resumed.

No damage estimate was
available.

Photographer Testifies

To Executions At My Lai
FT. BENNING, GA. (AP)—A former combat photographer testified

Wednesday at the court martial of Lt. William L. Calley Jr. that he
witnessed the execution of a large group of Vietnamese at My Lai,

including a woman with a baby in her arms.
He also took gruesome color pictures of other slain men, women and

children.

However, the prosecution made no attempt to connect the testimony

to Calley, on trial on charges of premeditated murder of 102 Viet-

namese civilians at My Lai March 16, 1968. And on cross examination,

civilian defense attorney George Latimer asked:

"You never saw Lt. Calley?"

"I never saw Lt. Calley," agreed the witness, Ronald Haeberle 28, a

Los Angeles free lance photographer and ex GI.

Haeberle s testimony was put before Calley's court martial jury of

six officers to support the government's claim that multiple

executions of Vietnamese took place at the hands of American soldiers

at My Lai.

Calley, 27, faces the maximum penalty of death if convicted on the

premeditated murder charge. He led a platoon from Charlie Company
in a sweep on My Lai. Haeberle was assigned to the company as

combat photographer.

Haeberle s color photographs of Vietnamese bodies were sub-

sequently published by Life Magazine.
On cross examination, Latimer brought out that Haeberle sold his

color pictures for some $35,000. after keeping their existence secret for

more than a year until the disclosure by the Army that the My Lai

incident was under belated investigation.

"I didn't want to start the ball rolling I didn't want to get in-

volved," Haeberle testified about his secrecy. "The Army could have
come to me."
On direct examination, Haeberle testified that he was landed by

helicopter with Charlie Company and made his way into the village

until he came upon a group of Vietnamese. His testimony continued:

"It seemed like quite a large group of people, I'd estimate between
i0 and 75. 1 noticed these people squatting in the Vietnamese position. I

noticed about five soldiers. I saw three or four people walking. I

thought nothing of it. Then I heard firing and I could see some of the

people trying to get up and run. They just fell down again."

Hickel Orders N.Y. State

To Clean Up L. Champlain

Sovic! Union until the three way
talks he was holding between
Israel, Egypt and Jordan can be
resumed

The statement said Jarring
would leave "possibly as soon as

Thursday of this week." It added
Jarring had informed the three

governments "of his travel plans

and of his constant availability and
readiness to return to UN
headquarters within a matter of

hours to resume the talks, or if

otherwise requested."

The talks opened Aug. 25, but

were broken off soon afterward
when Israel walked out charging
that Egypt violated the cease-fire

by advancing antiaircraft SAM
missile sites in the Suez Canal
truce zone.

Both sides have agreed to a 90

day cease fire extension beyond
Nov. 5, the day the original stand-

still expired.

There have been reports that

Israel was considering returning to

the talks or modifying its demand
for complete withdrawal of the

offending missile sites, but Thant's

statement made no reference to

this.

In Cairo, the semiofficial

newspaper Al Akhbar reported

that Syria's new government has
acknowledged Egypt's leadership

in the Arab world, indicating that

Syria may drop its opposition to

peace talks with Israel.

Ousted President Noureddin
Atassi, a Marxist, had refused to

recognize Egyptian leadership and
ignored the late President Gamal
Abdel Nasser's plea for Syrian
acceptance of the cease fire and
peace talks with Jarring.

The newspaper said Lt. Gen.
Hafez Assad, who ousted Atassi in

a coup Friday, had told visiting

Libyan strongman Muammar
Kadafi: "Any move in the Arab
world would be worthless without

considering that Cairo is the base
of liberation and Arab unity."

West Germany Agrees

To Treaty With Poland
WARSAW, Poland (AP)—West Germany, in another major step

toward better relations with Eastern Europe, agreed Wednesday to a

treaty with Poland aimed at easing 31 years of enmity.

The treaty was initiated by the two countries' foreign ministers, Walter

School and Stefan Jodrychowski. Initialing is the first stage in sending a

treaty toward ratification today that they were ever German.
The Polish official said the treaty West German figures show that

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) - In-

terior Secretary Walter J. Hickel

has ordered New York State to

produce by Dec. 15 a "detailed

plan" for elimination of a vast

sludge bed at the southern end of

Lake Champlain a spokesman for

U.S. Sen. George D. Aiken, R-Vt.,

reported Wednesday.
Details of the order weren't

available immediately, but the

spokesman said he understood
copies of it were being sent to of-

ficials in both New York and
Vermont.
The development climaxes a

week's old controversy between
the two states and the In-

ternational Paper Co. over
removal of the bed, a smelly, dark
ridge that covers 300 acres in

depths of 1 to 16 feet.

will "open a new era between our

two nations." School in turn hailed

the pact as a decisive step in

Bonn's relations with Poland - a

country which was invaded by

Hitler in 1939 and numbered six

million of its citizens as victims of

Nazi aggression.

Bonn and Warsaw have had no

diplomatic contact for two
decades. The treaty is expected to

raise to consular level the Polish

trade mission in Cologne and the

West German trade mission in

Warsaw.
The treaty text is to be published

Friday. Chancellor Willy Brandt,

who in little more than a year has

launched major evertures toward
the Eastern Bloc, will come to

Warsaw before Christmas to sign

the pact.

One section is understood to spell

out West Germany's renunciation

of all claim to 40,000 square miles

of former German territory by

declaring that the Odor Neisse line

is the westen frontier of Poland.

Those war ravaged territories,

developed following World War II

by the Polish government, are now
inhabited by some nine million

Poles. There is little evidence

9.6 million persons lived in Ger-
many east of the Odor and Neisse
rivers in 1939. The figure includes

these in the eastern portion of East
Prussia that was ceded to the

Soviet Union. More than eight

million Germans fled or were
expelled starting in 1945.

Market
Continues

To Decline
NEW YORK (AP) The Stock

market tumbled to a substantial

loss Wednesday in an other session

of light trading.

The decline ranged widely
through the list and was at its

steepest at the close.

"It is apparent that many in-

vestors have retreated to the

sidelines awaiting some tangible

signs that the economy is on the

recovery path," a Wall Street

investment analyst commented.
The Dow Jones average of 30

industrials slumped 6.23 to 754.24,

hitting its lowest level of the

session at the closing bell.

COFFEE SHOP

Cold

Weather

Specials

BKRRY PATCH"
Thrre of our own homemade jrriddle cakes, topped with

strawberry sauce and confectioners sugar.
70c

CHEDDAR CHEESE OMELET"
\ jjreat omelet laden with aged Wisconsin Cheddar

< heese served with hot buttered toast and jelly.

75c

TUiri'S (ENTER WAFFLES"
A new dish named after the illustrious monument beau-

llfytRft the center of our campus. Served with your

» lioito of tasty syrups.
55c

as usual —
Hot soups, made fresh every day by our soup chef, are

vftttoMr for a quick, hot meal.

Open 7 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

BUTCH CASSIDY 3K£ SUNDANCE KID

#
THURSDAY - MONDAY (exceot Saturday) NOV. 19-23

7:30 and 9:45 P.M , HAMPDEN COMMONS, S.W.
Adrance tickets on sale now in Coolidge Lobby.
Another fine film at low prices — only $1 .00.
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Most Used Draft Alternatives Presented
By GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter
Karly in the semester this column gave a brief explanation of the most

frequently used alternatives to the draft. This information is being

repeated for those who missed the column, whose circumstances may
havL* changed so that they are now eligible for deferments not previously

open to them, and those who have just decided to take some positive

action to free themselves, in part, from the enslavement of the

megasystem.
For more information about any of these alternatives, visit the Draft

Counseling Services office on the second floor of the Student Union.

STUDENT - At best a temporary HARDSHIP - If being drafted

deferment. As long as you are would cause extreme economic,
regularly enrolled as a full-time

student and making satisfactory

progress, you qualify for a I-S(H)

lor high school students or a IIS
lor college students deferment.
You may retain this deferment
until you either graduate, with-

draw, or fall behind in your
studies. Generally speaking,
graduate students are no longer

.ligible for II-S deferments.

MEDICAL AND
SYCHOLOGICAL - There are two

lelerment classifications, L-Y and

IV-F. The IV-F is nearly per-

manent classification meaning
that you are not qualified for any

service. It is becoming in-

creasingly difficult to obtain a IV-

The I-Y means qualified for

•crvice only in time of war or

ational emergency. It is usually

iven subject to a six-month or

nnual review Many people with

ledical histories which do not

.nterfere with their daily lives

lualify for I-Y because the rigors

of military training and duty may
aggravate the condition. If you

think you may qualify for a I-Y

onsult your doctor and a qualified

raft counselor. Many people have

•en able to "arrange" physical or

>ychological reasons for

-qualification. This works, but

< not a good idea to rely on such

I - \\ ithout adequate preparation.

physical, or emotional hardship on
dependents or other members of

your family, you may qualify for a
III-A. The fact that this deferment
is not requested more frequently
than it is points up the blatant

racism of the SS in practice. I

would guess that a large majority
of core-city draftees qualify for III-

A deferments. Draft boards,

required by law to place a
registrant in the lowest
classification for which he
qualifies, never follow proper
procedure in determining hardship
when it is indicated on the
classification questionnaire.

SOLE SURVIVING SON - If you
are the sole surviving son in your
family, and your father or one of

your brothers died as a result of

military-related injuries, you are
IV-A and may not be drafted.

N I)

If

MINISTERS A
MINISTERIAL STUDENTS
you are a full-time divinity student

or a practicing clergyman, you
qualify for a IV-D. Some legal

interpretations as to who qualifies

for a IV-D are yet to be made. ( The

law requires that a minister must
spend at leml 100 hours a month
practicing to (flalify. As yet, the

law does not believe, apparently,

that one can serve God unless one
is wearing a collar.) This is an
area still open to challenge in the

higher courts.

OVER AGE - If you're over 35,

you are V-A over age. To all

practical purposes, you are over

age once you have your 26th bir-

thday. There are some exceptions,

but, in general, life begins at 26.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR -

This is not a religious or pacifist

deferment. People with religious

and/or pacifist backgrounds are of

course eligible for the 1-0 or I-A-0

classifications, but others may also

qualify. The law provides CO
status for those opposed to par-

ticipation in war (Note: It does not

say opposed to war) for religious,

moral, philosophical, or ethical

reasons. My experience is that

nearly everyone who takes the

time to think about it is a con-

scientious objector. (In fact, it

seems to me that the Selective

Service attacks the problem back-
wards. Those who want to serve in

the military should be asked to

request status as conscientious

participators, and made to prove
that their conscience and training

require that thy kill people ) . The I-

A-0 classification is for those
willing to serve as noncombatants
in the military, usually as medics;
the 1-0 is not required to serve in

the military, but must work for two
years "in the national health,

safety, or interest." Never request
CO status without first consulting a
draft counselor.
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These are the major legal

alternatives provided by the SSS.

If you want more information, or if

you don't qualify for any of these

deferments, see a qualified draft

counselor. You may also want to

consider some extra-legal alter-

natives.

NON-REGISTRATION - Legally

you should register with the SSS
within five days after your
eighteenth birthday. Failure to do

so carries a maximum sentence of

5 years, but in practice you are

usually given the alternative of

registering late. The advantage, of

course, is that the SS does not have
your name. Consider, however,
that most schools automatically

report your academic status to

your local board, and if the board
finds that you're not registered it

could be a hassle. The com-
plications are similar if you get

busted for anything. Generally,

non-registration is not a viable

alternative for people moving
within middle class institutions.

RESISTANCE - This includes
resigning from the SSS by retur-

ning your draft card, refusing to

report for induction, ripping off or

trashing local and state boards,

and similar methods of non-
cooperation and interference. You
should expect to get busted and
sentences can range up to 5

years.so you should have a clear

idea of exactly what you hope to

accomplish, whether the
resistance method you choose will

achieve your goal, and whether it's

worth trading time in jail for.

EMIGRATION - Canada and
other countries have been
reasonably friendly to American
political refugees seeking escape
from the draft or the armed forces.

The moral, emotional, and
financial questions raised by
emigration are very complex, and
we will devote considerable space
to this in the future. However, one
simple fact is that emigrating
before you must report for in-

duction is not a crime, and it leaves

you free to return openly to the

States to visit friends and family.

Questions to this column should be ad

dressed to Gilbert J SalK, oo Draft Coun
solmq Services RSO *39S, Campus Center,

Umv of Mass . Amherst. Mass 01002

F ree personal draft counseling available

Draft Counseling Services, 418E Student Union

;nd Moor

Cyclebreaker To Present
Buffy St. Marie Interview

Tonight at 6:30 P.M. WMUA will present an interview recorded this

past weekend with Buffy St. Marie, on Cyclebreaker. Dan Johnson of

WMUA talked with her about the current state of Indian Affairs in the

country, and she gave her observations concerning the problem.

Also on Cyclebreaker this evening will be a look at Americana, Edgar

Lee Masters' Spoon River Anthology will also be presented in this look at

America around the turn of the century Tonight at WMUA—FM 91.1

FM.

ON

342 Madison Avenue

Legal Abortions Without Delay

The Council on Abortion Research and
Education provides referral services and
free information regarding legal abortions
performed without delay m hospitals and
outpatient facilities in strict compliance
with proscribed medical standards and
practices

Prices range from S195 to $395 for D&C
vacuum procedures up to 13 weeks and
from $600 to $700 for saline procedures

All inquiries are completely confidential

For details call (212) 682 6856

New York. NY 10017 (212) 682 6856

CINEMA 3 — HELD OVER! 5th Week!

CATCH 22
IS, QUITE SIMPLY,

4?/ THE BEST AMERICAN FILM
4> I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"

Vincent Ctnby.

N V TIME S

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A
COLD. SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY! -Bruce W.Humson PIAVBOV

'"CATCH 22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again! Alan Arkin's perform-
ance as Yossanan is great!"

-Joseph Morgensfern NfWS*V£fK

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM
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Inflatable Bubble
By MAXINE FORWARD

Staff Reporter
Those who happened to be around the Quad yesterday saw whai

seemed to be the recasting of "Attack of the Blob". The huge, black
circular mass pitched and rolled with every person it engulfed.
Jim Wrathall, spokesman for Clearing House for Student Initiated

Changes and Higher Education, explained the bubble as being an "In-

flatable Auditorium". Clearing House is new on the campus this year,
and is part of the Free University.

Inside the bubble was a group of shoeless observers and a television,

which is part of Clearing House's audiovisual equipment. According to

Jim McDonnell, Free University's Field Person for Boston and R.I., the
chief purpose of the bubble is to help instruct students in the usage of

audiovisual materials.

Once students learn to use the material, they can make their own
documentary films and tapes about campus events and workshops, said

McDonnell. With the help of Clearing House, these instructive films can
be taken throughout New England to universities and colleges as methods
of communication between other students about activities on their

campuses, he added.

WHAT IS IT? The inflatable auditorium, of course, another public service of Clearing Mouse. A
wary student takes a quick peek, before entering the onimous interior. (MDC photo by (iib

Fullerton)

Oace inside the inflatable auditorium, shoeless students absorbed information about little

known activities and workshops taking place on campus. < MIX photo b> (iih Fullerton)

WHO SAYS I UK II Altl) -II VIS are all that bad? As « ;m be si

.

hrrr their is at least on«* ol them with a sense ol humor Hum tin

are busil\ putting in the steam pipes far the I nhcrsitv IJkran
iiu'identall\. will he digginu up the bridge in Iront of Smith ( ol
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ONE YEARS FREE

SKI MAGAZINE
and many more benefits when you join the

SKI CLUB
Watch the Collegian for date of next meeting

Thanksgiving Day

Top of the Campus Restaurant

Campus Center 11th Floor

12 noon - 7 p.m.

Roast Tom Turkey

complete dinner $3.25

children ten and under Vi price

children two and under free

Plus a complete holiday menu

—ii^ia ! i mi ~^ *. wmm*** n

*U*JCV u 1 I

SENIOR SKIN FLICKS
(The skin on your focc rho* is!)

Seniors going on the Ed. Block and

January Grads . . . Sign Up Now!!

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT IN THE INDEX OFFICE

FROM 10:00 P.M. TO 3:00 PM ANY WEEKDAY
>IP>» I ««.J»

,«»^I»'

-***wv *«*,*.«• •++**,*% vrvninntMW* »:f|nv * me*.

Reservations are not necessary. However reservations

will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on Nov

call 545-0418.

•25, 1970. Please

Special for UMass Students

N3 AIR FORCE STYLE

PARK^
Flying Jacket, TypeN3B
Shell 100% Nylon
Lining 100% Nylon
Interlmg 100%

Bonded Polyester

Hood Trim Canada
or Alaska Wolf Fur
Hood Lining 100%
Orion AcryKc Face
100% Cotton Back
Knit 100% Wool

Color Sage

Sizes S.M.L.XL
(add 10% for XL)

Dynel Pile

Hood Lining

Genuine Wolf Pur
on Hood

Only

Heavy Duty

Concealed Zipper

Reinforced

Double Elbows

Knit Wool
nner Wristlets

Pile lined "Hand
Warmer" Pockets

Reg. $65.00
to

$75.00

Plus

5% DISCOUNT with this ad

N3 PARKA DESIGNED FOR
SERVICEMEN IN ARCTIC AREAS
WARWEST JACKET THERE IS!

Heavy Duty
Front Zipper with double

protection button over flap

Another Demand Item!
Army Field Jackets — Poplin of $14.95 each

Quilted at $15.95 each

SAMPLES AVAILABLE TO LOOK AT

CALL AL 549-6674 275 PUFFTON VILLAGI

I can also get any Sporting Goods Item —
Hockey, Football. Baseball etc.

mmrnm i
i"
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WASHINGTON - Al Capp, who has become the sex

symbol of the Daughters of the American Revolution,

was in Washington last week as master of ceremonies

at a $150-a-plate dinner given by the Republicans in

honor of Vice President Spiro Agnew.
Mr. Capp was kind enough to mention me in his

opening remarks. He said, "The people who should be

here tonight saying Thank you. Mr. Vice President'

are Art Buchwald, Herblock and Mary
McGrory....The Vice President helps them keep their

jobs. Never have so many columnists owed so much
to one person, and never have so many showed so little

decency to a man they owe so much."
Now, first of all, I would like to say that I would have

loved to have attended the dinner for the Vice

President, but I couldn't. I didn't have $150.

Secondly, Mr. Capp should not have interpreted my
absence at the dinner as a lack of gratitude toward the

Vice President. I am well aware of the debt we all owe
him for making Washington another Disneyland.

The subject I would like to address myself to is not

whether Miss McGrory, Mr. Block or myself should or

should not have attended the Republican dinner (it

turns out Miss McGrory did), but a much larger

question that concerns all American citizens and that

is: How many more fund-raising dinners can the

Vice-President of the United States stand?

It is no secret that, through no fault of his own, Spiro

has been condemned by the Republican Party and the

Nixon administration to the fund-raising camquet
circuit for his entire term of office.

Despite what Mr. Agnew thinks of the cartoonists,

columnists and pundits, I can testify to the fact that he

has only their sympathy and understanding. Only a

sadist would not be moved by someone who was
doomed for four years to eat all his meals in a

Sheraton or a Hilton hotel.

No cartoonist would do it. No columnist would do it.

No vice-president of the United States would do it,

except Mr. Agnew.
So far, the Vice President has shown he has the

stomach for it. But medical science has proved that

no human being, no matter how strong willed, can
survive on chicken cacciotore for four years.

The question the American people have to decide is,

do we want a Vice President with a bad liver?

The men responsible for sending Mr. Agnew out day
after day and night after night have shown little

concern for his welfare. The White House staff refer

to Mr. Agnew as "the man who came to dinner." They
are not worried about him getting indigestion. As one
White House staffer put it not long ago, "What's a

little heartburn if you can win Mississippi?"

To prove that we are not the heartless people Mr.

Capp says we are, Miss McGrory, Mr. Block and I

have formed an "Ad Hoc Committee to Save the Vice

President's Liver." If need be, we will take it to the

courts and prove that sentencing a man to the fund-

raising banquet circuit for four years is not only un-

constitutional but cruel and unusual punishment.
Surely, in this great country of ours, with so much

opportunity and wealth, there is something the Nixon
Administration can find for the Vice President of the

United States to do other than force-feed him at the

Biloxi Hilton Hotel.

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles Times.

Larry Trillo

Gossip Close-up

William Blake

Ohhh a little bit

of Heaven fellllll

out of Hell one
day. It took the

pigeon route: Re-
versible scotch
plaid Hellbow
Macaronus, ex-
cept for the in-

cept for the

i n t e r s e ctions

which were skip-

ped. The grail,

which might have
been anything

Agnew has rich-man's hair....4 million women in the

united states will at one time in their lives have sexual

intercourse with an animal other than homo
sapiens...John Dillinger was the first public enemy

#1, July 22, 1934.. ..Billy Queen is letting his hair

grow... the little Tooth has had all his tartar shaved

off. He's down in Virginia. ...Art Linkletter was

harpooned by an eskimo on Baffin island. ...to get your

name on a pornography mailing list, write P.O. Box

330, New York. NY youth of delight come hither .

Irom a table to a grouse with a 24K sail,

or tail, stayed just out of view, according to reports.

But these were only origins and first motives. Later

on we stayed with it for its own sake. Too many tasks

and ice formed the middle years. We had made it up
out of all proportion. Some of the men took wives,

fenced in land.winkin blinkin and noddin Killer

Kowalski was dizzy from the darvons as he stumbled

into a turnbuckle and ripped his claw on the ropes,

cartoonist Al Capp is sleeping along with Joan Bae/
waiting for the good old days. Joan in her own words
said yesterday - "I'm waiting for David to get

out" Bippo Lee Oswald was washed ashore near

Plymouth rock, looking highly decomposed The
new Lee Marvin junior high school opened in Boise

Idaho yesterday morning without in-

cident. ...Recommended sound -- "The Super-
Natural" on John MayaU's Hard Road album (guitar

solo by peter green) Mujie Makintaj, a campus
bowow, was admitted to the infirmary with a speech
impediment. Instead of barking naturally, he talked

in onomatopoeia "bark!bark!bark!....the Paradise
Brothers are in town december 11. This will be their

first appearance since the McCarthy era. ..Joseph? a
pestilence on him for a mad rogue! A pour'd a flagon

of Rhenish on my head once. Jerry Rubin was not

present to accept the "asshole of the year award" in

Stockholm. He was kicked out of Sweden the day
before but did leave a copy of his acceptance speech
with the judges. ..."What is it, my fellow Scan-
danavians, that the more you take away from it, the

bigger itgets? A hole, right? But not an asshole "... Is

our nation's youth also its conscience? "No!" says
retired senator Wayne Morse. "Not unless it mar-
tyrializes"....O.K. places everybody. Jerry my boy,

get up on the cross like a good kid.

STRANGE BUT TRUE: William F. Buckley at the

age of 6, wrote a letter to the King of England, asking

him to pay off english war debts...Hugh Hefner years

before Playboy, did a comic strip called "Goo Heffer

and his Misadventures at Stinkmuch High" Jimmy
Kumjian, the beat poet, wants to be a math
major Teaching consists of causing people to go
into situations from which they cannot escape except

by thinking...Nixon is bald, he wears a wig. But Spiro

A MEMORABLE FANCY: Two dissimilars sat at

the table waiting to be waited on. One was a babyface
with two dimples balanced on either cheek; the other

was a wit with a sharp nose. One was Mac; the other

was Stan. Stan was playing with his paper napkin

while Mac made coy faces in the window hoping one of

the girls on the street would come in and sit next to

him. They called themselves the Nurk Twins, and the

waitress paid them heed and came over. "Now wha'll

ye be ha'n?" She laid a spoon on either side of the

table. Stan exclaimed - "hey yeh letsee! I'll ave a

nurembergegg an a coop off tay....an you worship the

soon God soomtimes, eh?" The waitress startled

looked at both faces slightly perplexed but unshook.

"He means, do you bleach yer hair ever a tall?" added
Mac She grunted like a steadfast brunette and
stamped an angry sneaker. "Go' no time to waste 'th

ye two twinnies!"

Outside the window a heavy Mum was standing in

the raw cold with a baby on her shoulders waiting for a

bus. She balanced it just like it was a papoose which it

was. Then sometimes it would seem to become a
burden. Yes sometimes it was a monkey on her back.

The twins by now, had forgotten the waitress who
went storming off into the rories of the gorgeous
kitchen. They were breathing perceptively hard on
the window, fogging up the glass at the small monkey
or papoose etc. The Wooly Bus came and took it away
clinging tightly to the Mum. Stan was having a

slapstical experience... "Hey Mac! see what I see?"

* » * *

a new X-rated children's matinee coming soon to
your local theatre - "The Co-ed Dunce Corner Ex-
periment" ..Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor
are going to swap marriages with Bob Ghoulet and
Carol Lawrence. Ghoulet will also give Burton a draft
pick. ...Tom Dodd immolated himself the other a.m.
Friends say he was heartsick because they would not
free Bobby. ...the people at Adolph's meat tenderizer
now make Dr. Goebbel's cough medicine...got the
punies, little fella? ohhhh one for the lion, two for the
ox, three to get with it

Busts, Concerts, TopofCampus
BUST. "Pigs! "..."Roll the car! "..."Get 'em!" were the shouts I heard

as I witnessed one of the most tense and potentially tragic situations on
this campus ever. Before the start of the second concert last Sat. Night, a
student was being escorted from an area south of the Cage to a manned
squad car waiting in front of the building. The escorts were 3 cops, two of

whom held the victim's arms tightly, with the third following close
behind. The student and 3 cops were being followed by a mob of about 50
students shouting slogans and hurling objects at the "pigs." One of the

cops, shaking noticeably as he brushed past me, had his hand opened and
near the holster of his exposed gun. The slightest unpredicted move by
anyone involved in the incident could have resulted in aKent State HERE.
CONCERT BAN. As a senior student and promotion manager for

Columbia Records on campus, I'd been in the process, until Monday, of

bringing to this campus a FREE concert by Redbone, a group on the
Columbia label. Because of the gate-crashing on Sat. night, a ban has
been imposed on all concerts, placing even Winter Carni in jeopardy of

being cancelled. As a result, the scheduling of a free Dec. 13 concert by
Redbone looks, according to RSO, almost impossible. Maybe if the 4 cops
(including the one in the squad car) had acted as officers helping to

prevent the crashing instead of as pigs perpetrating a bust on one student,

there would have been no crashing and therefore no ban.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS. But the ugliest deed of all concerns the

Campus Center and, in particular, the Top of the Campus. It was on Sept.

22 of this year that one Michael Egan, Director of Food Services at the

Campus Center, asked, upon my being referred to him by C.C. manager
Terry Grinnan, that I serve as entertainer-booking agent for the T of C
Restaurant. I agreed and, as I had long been opposed to the use of the T of

C as anything but a student facility (night club, etc.), I accordingly

prepared to book as many as possible of the over 50 students who ex-

pressed interest in performing there. Subsequently I discovered, just 4

days before we were to open at the T of C, that Egan had deceitfully

booked his own choice of talent without informing us and that they were
booked on opening night. As a result, the T of C is now featuring non-

student entertainment which plays non-student muric for a non-student

audience and is being run by a non-student capitalist who has put himself

in charge of auditioning, booking, and de-booking his own choice of

"talent" and who has managed to add to his anti-student policy by
charging exorbitant rates for food in a building that students have had to

provide funds for.

FOR THOSE WHO DEMAND AN EXPLANATION for why 4 cops

hauled off a student and left the Cage more vulnerable to a gate-crash, for

those who demand that we not be deprived of seeing a FREE concert on

Dec. 13, for those who demand the liberation of the Campus Center for

student use: cut this letter out and come to a meeting in the C.C.

Auditorium on Monday, Nov. 23, at 7:30 P.M.

ENOUGH of "student leader" sell-outs who in effect say: "Don't let the

administration shit all over you - open your mouth."

ENOUGH of "student leader" sell-outs who in effect say: "Don't let the

administration shit all over vou — open your mouth." The time has come
for the PEOPLE to ACT.

HAROLD KOLTIN

Where's The Diet Counter?

To the Editor:

Aw hile ago I thought I read that a diet counter was going to be set up in

the dining commons. It was a great idea and I wish they would implement

it right away. As anyone knows who has tried it. dieting is virtually im-

possible here. Everything is covered w ith gravy or fried. The salads are

made with bitter tasting lettuce or whatever it is, and must be covered up

with high calorie dressing. If we can't have filling low calorie food, we

shouldn't have to buy a meal ticket, as we eat almost nothing at the

common anyway. 1 hope someone will print a reply to this letter in the

( "ollegian or on one of those notices they have in the Southwest commons
A Fatty

IMELDA ROJAK

Matt Tackeff

Security Dickinson ResidentsRespond

Dear Editors:

This weekend, one of the girls on

my floor was attacked going up the

President's Hill (i.e., Tippo's

residence). The assaulter
threatened her at knifepoint, and,

although she was shook, she wasn't

hurt. It wasn't just an isolated

incident, it's happened before.

What's the story, does someone
have to get raped, roughed up or

killed before Whitmore (or

whoever the hell is in charge)

notices?

Lights were installed last year,

but they were never hooked up.

Feeble lamps light the dining

commons hill from Worcester
while the path between the In-

firmary and Baker is a rapists

paradise. This place isn't any
safer at night than the Combat
zone in Boston.

I can't understand what the

priorities are on this campus. Are
two hundred dollar leather chairs

and color T.V.s in each hotel room
of the Waffle more important than

students' lives and peace of mind?
I'm just a student here, folks, but

if my "mummy" and 100 other

students' "mummies" call their

legislators, I'll bet we'll have 1,000

watt spot lights hanging from
every tree on campus.

TANYA GLOBA

Parking Project

Everyone

:

There are a few of us Education
block interns down here in

Philadelphia who doubt that a

majority of you know about the

program offered here. We are

interning at the Parkway Project -

one of the most progressive urban

high school experiences in the

country. Please come and learn

how you can help us and yourselves

at Parkway's learning community.
A few Parkway students and in-

terns will be here as part of

Modular Experience Week at the

School of Education. Please let us

share our enthusiasm with you on

Thursday (4-5 p.m. > and Friday <:i-

4 p.m.) in the School of Ed,

Auditorium

JEFFCOHEN
DENNIS FEIGKN
KATI MAGANE

To the Editor:

As residents of Dickinson House, we would like to qualify some of the

statements made in the Collegian concerning the installment and testing

by WMUA in our house. We feel that the two articles in the paper have
given the impression that Dickinson House, as a whole, is opposed to the

construction of the transmitter.

First of all, Dickinson House is by no means unified concerning this

issue. A substantial minority or possibly a majority is not opposed to

WMUA's plans, and no general house vote was taken this year.

Therefore, a general house vote might well be taken before it may be
stated unequivocally that Dickinson House as a whole is opposed to the

construction of the transmitter.

Concerning the loss of the seventh floor ironing room, it has been
suggested by members of the third floor that the two floors switch, but no
response was received from the seventh floor. This excludes the loss of

the ironing room as a major issue.

In conclusion, we would like the University Community to know that we
residents of Dickinson House do not oppose the installation and testing of

WMUA's transmitter.
MARY J. ROBERTS

JANET McKIM
JUDY CROWE

SUSAN WERNER
LINDA TEITTINEN

BETSY BALL

Humanity Or Buildings?

To the Editor:

I have just read "America's Colleges Feeling Pinch" in

Tuesday's MDC.
Is there a possibility that the 80 per cent cut in the funds for the library

at UMass Boston could have been avoided by a similar, better-directed

cut elsewhere? Libraries are important to students. So are fully - equiped

dormitories, well - staffed counseling centers, sufficient medical staffs,

good food - to take the load off the medical staffs, and enough valuable

instructors with worthwhile ideas directed toward the interests of the

students.

Personally, I don't want a lush Campus Center only a few floors of

which are for my use - or an extravagant Fine Arts Complex. They m;i

be useful or needed, but has it occured to anyone to place less emph.i-

on looks and more on economy? and on HUMANITY '

LOUISE D()l< Kl !!

i i TTKUSTOTIIK EDITOR must be typed, double spaced. ;ii sixtj

p. ncs .mil must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone
Milliliter all ol u huh w ill fop « ithheld upon request I The limit i- one
ii.i^f .iinl the ilcaillnir is > p m the day prior to intended publication.
I lie editors reserve Ihe nghl loedit all letters

WinnerOfContestNo. 3

MythsAnd Realities About VietNam
MYTH H American involvement in Vietnam is

"Imperialist"

REALITY-According to the classical Leninist

definition, Imperialism is the territorial aggran

dizement by one nation for the purpose of exploiting

the labor and resources of another nation. Those who

accept this doctrinnaire appraisal of American policy

are being deluded. U.S. plicy is not manipulated by

"evil capitalists" behind the scenes, nor is it

motivated by colonizing aspirations. The goal of the

U.S. policy is to prevent the Communist forces from

establishing their dictatorship on South Vietnam.

MYTH #2 The Vietnamese Communists are in the

forefront of Vietnam's struggle for "National

Liberation".

REALITY-The Communists are in the forefront of

nothing other than Communism. Their goal is not to

liberate anybody from anything, but to subordinate

all of Vietnam to a Communist tyranny. It was not

LIBERATION that systematically liquidated 4000

civilians in Hue during Tet '68. It was COMMUNISM.
It was not LIBERATION that slaughtered over 50,000

peasants in North Vietnam when "Uncle Ho" tried to

collectivize the agricultural system in March of 1956.

It was COMMUNISM.
MYTH #3 Ho Chi Minh was not the George

Washington of IndoChina.

REALITY-Ho Chi Minh was not a nationist leader

for all the Vietnamese people. He was solely a Com

munist partisan. Prior to World War 11 ne spent most

of his adult life, not in Vietnam, but in the U.S.,

France, and the USSR. During this time he was
associated primarily with his Ideological cohorts, the

Communists, rather than his countrymen, the

Vietnamese. His lifelong war was not against foreign

domination, but against any obstacle to his brand of

Communist dictatorship.

MYTH #4 South Vietnam is Violating the Geneva
Accords concerning the Communist POW's ("tiger

cage scandal")
REALITY-Knowledge of the poor treatment of

North Vietnamese and Vietcong POW's and the

alleged use of tiger cage quarantines came about

through the investigations of the International Red
Cross. The subsequent findings of the report called on

the U.S. to urge the South Vietnamese to improve
these substandard treatments. The problem is

currently being rectified. On the other hand, the North

Vietnamese have flagrantly refused to allow the IRC
to investigate the conditions of the POW camps in

their country. They have also refused to give any
information concerning the names of the prisoners

they are holding captive and the number of those

presently languishing in their captivity. They are

clearly violating the same accords with which they try

to use as incriminatory propaganda against the U.S.

and South Vietnam.

Used to be almost anyone could get into the Dining Commons with

a meal ticket that wasn't their own. This year, the D.C.I. A. sent its

best sleuths in search of an answer. At left is the m-u. almost

foolproof meal ticket.
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—Building A University Senate

—

Beharry, Collins Boost New Governance Scheme
Remember the Strike last

year when everyone gathered

together to find a means of

expressing their views on causes

which they believed in?

Remember the Humphrey
incident in which members of

the community who felt there

was no other way open to them
resorted to open hostility in

order to express their views?

These are just two examples of

what can happen under a

campus governance system
which does not provide ample
opportunity for all elements of

the community to participate in

the governance process in a way
which will give them a

significant voice in the for-

mulation and control of

University policies.

It is. therefore, of great

significance that at UMass a

new campus governance system

has been proposed which would

provide equal opportunities for

all elements of the University

community, students as well as

faculty and staff, in all areas of

campus governance.

The new University Senate, as

proposed by the Joint Com-
mission on Campus Governance,

would see the three present

Senates modified and combined
into one body which would

determine policies for the whole

community. In such a way, all

matters of campus governance

would be dealt with joint'v thus

eliminating duplication, delay

and unnecessary conflict bet-

ween the groups, as now exists.

Within the structure of the

University Senate, each element

of the community would be

represented by a conference

made up of members of their

constituency. It would be the

responsibility of each con-

ference to deal with the matters

which are of specific interest to

their group. Each conference

would also join with the others in

one body to give final approval

on a one man one vote basis to

measures passed by each

conference, as well as to act

upon measures which are of

joint but unequal concern to all

elements of the community.

These issues would first be

considered in committees whose

membership would be weighted

with representatives of the

group having primary interest in

the majority.

It has also been proposed that

each conference have the power

of the veto over Senate action on

any matter which is its exclusive

concern. The veto would

guarantee that the policies

agreed upon by the Senate will

be those which are most
agreeable to all elements of the

University community.
It is hoped, however, that the

ample opportunity given for

discussion on all matters by all

members of the Senate will

eliminate the necessity for the

veto except in extreme cases.

It is the Commission's hope
that the University Senate
proposal will be seen as a means
of establishing more efficient,

satisfactory formulation and
control of University policies.

$

J

J

(Editor's Note: This special

examination of the unicameral
governance proposal for I Mass
represents the combined efforts

of MOC staff reporters Karen
!>«(. i.ur. Beth Goodell and
Sandy .Mitchner with Linda
Kalicki acting as special editor).

In commenting on this, Pat

Beharry. Vice-President of the

Undergraduate Student Senate,

welcomed the proposal as "'well

thought out. serious attempt to

straighten out the channels of

solving the problems of the

University She has ex-

perienced the anxiety which

accompanies the passage of an
issue from one committee to

another and from one Senate to

another before it results in any
specific action. She noted that

because of this "sometimes an
issue is never resolved because

there is no one to go to for the

final answer."
She therefore sees the

University Senate as a body

which will provide for the ef-

ficient satisfactory resolution of

all issues of campus concern.

She also views the veto powers

as a very essential part of the

proposal, in that they will ease

the transition trom the current

system ol separate Senates to

the new tripartite arrangement.

It is. especially, because <>t the

veto powers that she foresees

little opposition, in general, to

the acceptance ot the whole

proposal.

Her one objection to the

content ot the plan concerns the

size of representation of the

University's administrative

stall, ot the 190 members of the

proposed body, only five are to

be from the staff with 7<i faculty

and 55 undergraduates and
graduate students Such a small

representation of staff members
docs not seem equitable to her in

view ot the fact that it is their

expertise which is necessary

when issues are to be resolved

into functional plans.

She would therefore like to see

the staff more directly involved

in the new system, rather than

serving as advisors.

In response to an inquiry

concerning the benefits which

graduate students will derive

from the new proposal, Daniel

Collins, President of the

Graduate Student Senate, said

«

UT

FACULTY AFFAIRS - Faculty Senator (ilen Gordon calls the proposed University Senate a

means by which to improve communication between the members of the tri-partite community,
and a method to sueed ud University decision making. ( MOC photo bv Ed Fenwick

)

"It is a way of overcoming the

petty professionalism and
provincialism of the Faculty

Senate and is a way of reducing

the same single-minded
preoccupation that both

graduate and undergraduate
students have demonstrated in

the past."

In regard to the representation

ratio which provides graduate

students with twelve voting

representatives and nine non-

voting alternates, Collins ex-

pressed the belief that as the

graduate student enrollment

increases at the University, the

nine-non-voting members will

acquire voting power so that

there will be inevitably twenty

one voting members . "And", he

said, such an arrangement is

equitable
"

He also expressed the belief

that the veto power is "an ef-

fective device m as much as it

will allay the tears that any one
group will be inundated or

manipulated by the other
members ol the Senate "

It is

lelt that the veto power is a

protective measure which could

not really be abused.

Among the issues and goals

which the Graduate Senate has
set and which Collins hopes will

be achieved either under the

present three Senate system or

under the new University Senate

are the status of graduate
education at the University, the

general welfare and tax status of

Teaching Assistants and the

quality of Graduate Student life.

It is felt that these are important

problems which must be dealt

with and should be of concern to

any governance organization.

Glen Gordtn of the Faculty

Senate expressed his view as

follows: 'I'm really not certain

that any of the Senates will

accept the proposal but I do

think that it has many good

points. " He said it would help

prevent stalemates in decision

making and prevent

stereotyping in the minds of

many senate members.
While stating that the proposal

"may face opposition from

various groups because they

may I eel that by reducing the

size ot their groups that theywill

have less authority. Professor

Gorden stated that this will

provide balance between the

various groups "The faculty

would see that the un-

dergraduates are not wild and

irresponsible, and the un-

dergraduates would see that the

faculty isn't uninterested in their

problems," he added.

tiorden hopes that when the

proposal is submitted, it will

have understanding and support

from all three groups. "I feel

that a smaller organization
would be more effective

especially since all three senates

usually deal with the same
problems." He says that they

should all meet together first to

discuss important issues before

they become strongly com-
mitted to separate ideas.

Although there still exists

many problems which must be

solved before a University
Senate can become a reality at

I Mass as a campus governance
organization, it has been shown
that at least in overall structure

and intention, such a University

Senate would have the support of

the major groups which make up
the University community. As

such then, it may well be the

solution to the problem of

providing all members of the

community with a proper and
effective means with which to

participate in campus gover-

nance at UMass

*
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New Senate Promises

Greater Voice-Provost
The University Senate will

serve as a single voice for the

community where the great

diversity of opinion will be
represented."

These were the words of

Provost Robert Gluckstern as he
explained his beliefs on the new
proposal for campus gover-
nance.

He said that the University

would benefit greatly by in-

volving more of the community
in discussions of important
issues. He added that the "in-

crease in communications would
allow those affected to have a
substantial voice."

Gluckstern observed that

while students should have
substantial voice on many
matters, they should not have
total control. He said that each
particular group, students.

I acuity and graduate students,

have a distinct and valuable
\ lew point on issues, and that

these groups must be respected

He felt that the representation

allowed each group under the

proposal was significant, and it

(fleeted the periods of

association with the University

dm practiced by each group as

its recognizing the im-

i in lance ol each group's
opinions

In commenting generally on

posa Gluckstern cm-

Gluckstern

phasized the need for trust and
faith between the groups in the

Senate.

"The governance proposal in

its preliminary form has a great
deal of merit and I think it is

capable of solving problems
which have been difficult in the

old three Senate system. I am
anxious to hear faculty and
student reactions when they are
discussed," he said.

Any system of governance"
he continued, "is going to

depend upon elements of the

community having trust and
laith in one another It appears
as il this proposal will work but

it there is no faith among groups
then even the most carefully

prepared system is going to

break flown

Ecology Society Sec
To Give CEQ Lecture

Ur. William A. Niering, secretary of the Ecological Society of
America, will speak on "The Role of Wetlands, Marshes and Estuaries
in Our Survival" Thursday, Nov. 19 at 8 P.M. in the Lincoln Campus
Center Auditorium at the UMass in Amherst.

Niering's talk is the fourth in

the Distinguished Ecologists
Lecture series under the
auspices of the Coalition for

Environmental Quality, the
Wetlands Research Group and
other cooperating disciplines
and groups at UMass. It is open
to the public without charge.
Currently the director of the

Connecticut Arboretum and a
professor of botany at Con-
necticut College in New London,
Dr. Niering was appointed
chairman of the Environmental
Council for the state of Con-
necticut by Governor Dempsey.
His studies in the Pocono
Mountains of Pennsylvania led

to the creation of the Cranberry
Bog Preserve there.

In 1954 Dr. Niering par-
ticipated as a land ecologist in

an . expedition to

Kapingamarangi Atoll in the
South Pacific. Four years later,

he was appointed conservation
consultant to the Regional Plan
Association in New York City.

His studies of the Greater

Air Traffic Control System
Creates Collision Course

Dr. William A. Niering

Metropolitan Area resulted in

the publication Nature in the
Metropolis. Dr. Niering has also
done extensive studies of the
deserts of Arizona and
California.

Human Development Centei
Opens In Southwest

The student "Human
Development Center" will open
tomorrow for the first time in

southwest with workshops in

relaxation taught by student
facilitators. The relaxation
workshops will continue the

following Monday and Tuesday.
The Human Development Center

was started by a group of students

interested in human potential and
relations and starting a free school

1J* . area. The students gathered

iMtuer the direction of Philip Appel
and the inspiration of faculty

Poetry Readings

In Memorial Hall

Tom O'Leary and Ray Amorisi

will read their poetry at Memorial
Hall Lounge tonight at 7:30 p.m.

Poets in the University community
are invited to read their poems
during the open sessions. Ernie

Proventure and his friends will

entertain during intermission

advisor Norma Gluckstern. They
have been studying learning skills

in human relations and shared a

variety of group experiences.

The students have realized a

need to grow in other areas than

the "so called academics" and are

now broaching upon the "Life

Arts". The "Life Arts" are those

skills which lead one to be more
effective, more aware and
culminate in the process of self-

actualization.

The office is in the lobby of

Kennedy tower and will be open on

Friday from the hours of 9:00-11 : 30

& 12:30-3:30 (for more information

contact staff there > . To sign up for

workshops go to Kennedy tower on

Thursday, day or night, and sign

up on the bulletin board in Kennedy

lobby on the spaces provided.

NOTICE THERE IS LIMITED
SPACE.

If anyone has anything they

would like to lead a workshop in or

would just like to find out more
about the Human Development

Center and what they will be doing

in the weeks ahead - contact them.

WASHINGTON (AP) - More than

8 million airline passengers land

annually at U.S. airports

unequipped with instrument
landing systems which would warn
a pilot if he were approaching a

runway off course.

The lack of sophisticated

equipment at some 300 of the

nation's 584 airports serving

scheduled airlines confronts one

out of every nine flights. The
guidance aids are especially

valuable in bad weather.

One of the airports without a

complete system is near Hun-
tington, W. Va., where a DC 9 jet,

unwarned it was approaching the

rain obscured runway too low,

crashed last weekend killing all 75

persons aboard a Marshall
University football charter flight.

An Associated Press survey of

government statistics, airline

schedules and airport officials

found that 17 airports each serving

more than 1,000 passengers a week
- frequently on jet liners - are

without operational instrument
landing systems ILS. Included are

such busy centers at Phoenix and
Tucson, Ariz.; Las Vegas, Nev.;

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and
Monterey, Calif.

The AP study of ILS turned up
such situations as these:

- Giant 747 jets will begin landing

at Phoenix Dec. 1, joining nearly

100 other flights a day, but no ILS

will be in operation for nearly a

year.
- Forty jet liners a day land at

Tucson, where surrounding
mountains rise up to 9,400 feet. An
FAA control tower supervisor said

UMass Shares In

Kodak Ed Program
The University of Massachusetts

is one of 188 U.S. institutions to

share in the 1970 educational aid

program of the Eastman Kodak
Company. The UMass aid comes
in the form of an unrestricted

direct grant. The amount of these

grants is based on the number of

graduates from the institution who
joined Kodak within five years
after graduation and are presently

completing five years em-
ployment. The company grants
publicly-supported institutions $250

for each academic year completes
by these graduates.

pilots landing there at night

complain "it's like flying into a

black hole."
- At Fort Lauderdale, Fla., an

ILS system is installed, waiting to

serve half a million passengers a

year. But the fronds of two palm
trees intrude into the required

clear space for the system, so the

ILS can't be used until - and unless

- the airport wins a court fight with

the owners of the trees.

Many other of the airports

lacking the equipment are in more
out ot the way spots, where only

one or two prop planes may land

daily.

Federal Aviation Administration

statistics show that while
passenger traffic has doubled since

1964, the number of instrument
landing systems ILS in that period

has gone up only 20 percent.

FAA administrator John Shaffer

told a congressional committee
this year that every airport with jet

traffic should have an ILS. Yet 16

of the 17 busiest airports which
lacks ILS are servicing jet liners.

A complete ILS system has two
parts: A localizer which warns the

pilot if he is off course to the left or

right, and a glide slope, which
warns if the plane's approach is too

high or too low.

General Says Vietnam

Is Unlike Past U.S. Wars

Top of the Campus Luncheon

11:30-2:00

Enjoy our "Char-Broiled,

Open Faced Sirloin Steak
Sandwich' $2.45

Salad bar included in

price of sandwich
or entree.

The finest sirloin avail-

able, searred on our

broiler to your liking

delightfully garnished

with French Fried Onion
Rings.

Club Bor open 11:30 2:00

WASHINGTON (AP) - Calling

himself naive, Marine Corps Gen.

Lewis W. Walt said Wednesday he

and other American leaders were
overly optimistic early in the

Vietnam war because "we didn't

appreciate the importance of the

guerrilla."

"This was a brand new war and
we didn't recognize it," said Walt,

who led U.S. Marines in Vietnam
for more than two years. Now
assistant commandant, he will

retire from the Corps in February.
Those who were over optimistic,

he said, were thinking of World
War II and Korea type conflicts

and didn't understand "you just

can't go in and wipe out

guerrillas."

"When I got out there, I didn't

understand this war," Walt told

newsmen at a Pentagon briefing

where he said he found in a recent

visit that the Viet Cong guerrilla

threat now is "pretty well in

hand."
The four star general said that

when he first arrived in Vietnam in

1965 it took him six months to find

out what the war was all about, and
that he had to get out into the

villages and hamlets to learn for

himself.

"It took a while to catch on, to

learn how to fight that war," Wal
said, adding that the Marines
eventually found out they had to

win the people over.

Surveying the situation as it is

now, Walt said, he is "even more
optimistic than before" about the

eventual success of Viet-

namization.

ALL ADVERTISING (DISPLAY and CLAS

SIFIED) FOB THE MONDAY, NOVEM-

BER 30 DAILY COLLEGIAN ISSUE MUST

BE IN BY 4:00 P M. ON TUESDAY-

NOVEMBER 24 BECAUSE OF THE
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS.

KARA MIA
AT THE OLD AMHERST CREAMERY

ANNOUNCES ITS

New Store Hours:
MONDAY - THURSDAY 4 P.M. - 1 A.M.

FRIDAY 4 P.M. - 2 A.M.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

PIZZAS - SUBS - HOT OVEN GRINDERS

DINNERS - ICE CREAM

"DO IT YOURSELF" SUNDAES

FOR CAMPUS DELIVERIES

CALL 253-6393

OR 253-6394
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Precisionettes Try Outs ThisWeek,

Group Tries To Change Image
The women's drill team which made its final appearance of the semester at Saturday's UNH-U. Mass.

football game.
For the first time since 1960, the Precisionettes performed with the University Band. The team

changed from their traditional uniforms to brand new ones which the girls made themselves. Many
hours of labor went into projects such as a car wash, cookie sale, and parade performances to raise the

money to buy the material for the new uniforms. All this is part of the changing image of the team.

The Precisionettes are also holding tryouts every night this week and next in Boyden from 7:00-8:30

p.m. for any U.Mass. co-ed who would like to be a member.

The team must, however, keep

up fund-raising activities due to

Student Senate action last Spring

which eliminated their budget.

The team plans to sponsor a 75-

team Intercollegiate Drill Com-
petition in April, and is sponsoring

a Car Rally this Sunday starting at

the U.Mass. Stadium at 10:30.

Semester activities have in-

cluded the North Adams Fall

Foliage Festival Parade through a

pouring rainstorm, the Springfield

Columbus Day Parade broadcast

on area television; the U.Mass.

Homecoming Parade, and the

Pittsfield Halloween Parade.
The team currently holds the

titles of Second in the Nation, First

in New England, and Second in the

East. To further interest women
and other students in the team's
activities, the Precisionettes will

be holding several exhibitions on
campus during the next few weeks.

Next semester is the Competition

Drill Season and the team is

already preparing a competition

routine. The girls are not yet sure

of how many of the seven com-
petition invitations they have
received they will be able to accept

aue to the lack of funds; out the

girls will do as much as they can to

raise the money to compete in the

National Championship Com-
petition in Washington, DC. for the

National Cherry Blossom Festival

in April.

rillo Opens Two Shows
aturday In New York
John Grillo, resident artist in the UMass, art department, is having

two one-man exhibitions opening on the same day, November 21 in

New York City: Recent paintings at Tibor deNagy Gallery, 29 West
57th St. and serigraphs at the Dain Gallery, 1018 Madison Ave.

Before joining the faculty here in 1967, he had been visiting artist at

the University of Iowa, the University of California at Berkeley and
Southern Illinois University.

In addition to more than a dozen one-man shows in New York he has
had two retrospectives. His work is in the permanent collections of

such museums as the Whitney Museum of American Art; Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum; Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford; Los
Angeles County Museum; Walker Art Center in Minneapolis; and in

many college and university collections including Smith, Bennington,

Wellesley, UMass and the University of Texas in Austin.

The painting exhibition is on view through December 10th.

Short Named To Pollution Control

Dr W Leigh Short, associate professor of chemical engineering at

I'Mass has been named to the Air Pollution Research Grants Advisory

i ommittee of the National Air Pollution Control Administration.

The administration, a division of the Department of Health. Education,

ind Welfare, receives recommendations from members of the advisory

ommittee as to the merits of the applications for grant or contract

upport. It also maintains up-to-date information on the status of

esearch in air pollution to determine areas in which research should be

• xpanded.
Members of this committee are selected from authorities in biological

,md phvsical sciences, engineering, and the social sciences.

Dr Short's current research involves sulfur dioxide, a major air

pollution source found in coal and oil smoke. I nder a three-year grant of

.-.;. 000 from the U.S. Public Health Service, he is working on a process to

iov« suMur dioxide from stack gases by reaction with carbon

iono>

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Balloting for Las Vegas Nite now going on m

Student Union Lobby and Campus Center

inear University Store) from 9 A.M.—4 P.M.

Ends Friday.

APPLE CORP
Meet the State Dept., Or. Charles Sampson

discussing various aspects of the State Dept

and now ilrelatesto you; or how you can relate

to it 800 P M. Field Lounge.

CLASS OF '74:

Class of '74 Applications tor exec, council

are available in the student activities office

oehmd the Campus Center escalator)

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
Meeting will be held on Thursday. Nov 19,

6 00 P M m the fifth floor lounge of Geo

Washington All members are strongly urged

to attend

DELS
Be sure not to miss the 4th in the Ecology

Lecture Series William A Niering, secy of

the Ecological Society of America, will speak

Notices
on "The Role of Wetlands, Marshes, and

Estuaries in our Survival". 8 P.M. C.C. Aud

HILLEL:
What Kind of religious experience do you

want? Call Kerm (6 4945)

GUEST LECTURE SERIES
Hotel & Rest Administration presents The

Specialty Restaurant, Dr Joseph Santos, Sign

of the Dove. New York City Held in the Public

Health Auditorium at 10: 10 AM

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

chanting breathing, and meditation

discussion too Held m Room 917 of the Campus

Center from 5 30 7 00 If you like, you can

come early 8. stay late Bring loose fitting

clothes and an empty stomach

I N T E R - V AR S I T Y CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Social get together Friday, Nov 20th in

Melville Date Lounge at 7 00 P M Followed by

bowling.

CAMPUS CENTER GOVERNING BOARD

ELECTIONS TODAY
CAPE COD [.OUNCE, S.I' 9:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

MX UNDERGRADUATE CLASSES

VOTE

DELEGATES
The first meeting of the 1970 S.W.A.P. Conference

will be held

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22, AT 7:00 P.M.

in Room 164 Campus Center.

Attendance is essential

MENS LIBERATION
Meeting tonight in 801 Campus Center at

7:30. New comers welcome

MIRKWOOD
Mirkwood Coffee House this Saturday, Nov

21st in Grayson Lounge from 8 00 P.M.—

1

AM Anyone who would care to perform call

Ken at 6 7228

PRECISIONETTES
Precisionettes tryouts Nov 14 23rd from

7:00 to 830 P M in Boyden Gym Room (in

the basement) Please bring sneakers

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Meeting of Southwest Patriots Sl iday,

November 22at 10 30 P M m Hampden I ning

Commons Please note change of time from

9 00 P M

LOST
Girl's gold omega wrist water Lost Sunday,

Nov 8th between the Campus Center Coffee

Shop and South College If found please cell

546 1485

Lost a patchwork suede pocketbook with

long fringe Please call Chris 6 7302

Lost a black wallet in or around the Newman
Center Please return to Phi Mu Delta or call 5

2143

Lost a gray and white tiger striped kitten

with plastic flea collar About 5 months old it

whereabouts are known, please call 549 0427 or

drop by 40 Fearing St

Anyone knowing the whereabouts or having
seen a brown cocker spaniel m the past few

days, please contact Paul, 400 Webster 544

7120 Dog answers to the name Desi"

A Girls gold, square faced, calendar watch
on a brown and uurple leather band was lost in

Southwest Area on Friday night Call Shan
544 8584

FOUND
Black Hercules bicycle, girl's 26". Found

near Moore Sunday night Had a flat tire. Call

4 5330

A set of keys were found near James House
on Sunday, Nov 15th For information call

Tina 6 9415

A green key case contaming car & dorm keys
was found Call 3234948 after 4PM

A gold, brown, orange, and white scarf was
found and can be picked up at bus ticket

wmdown in Student Union.

Found together a cloth pocketbook and a

pair of round shaped glasses near Boyden Gym
on Sunday Call 4 5254 or 4 5228

\i> nolii-r may exceed twenty-live words

Deadline lor notices is 2 (Ki P M on the

preceding <la>

There is a one day maximum for all notices

I'innings and engagements will appear on

Fridays
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Something Else 10

Friday's School Of Ed. Events
something Klse 70 is a five-day happening at the school <>t

Kducation this week SubUUed •Alternate Futures in Education." this

week long symposium and multi-media fair oilers talks, tapings, music.
drama, games, demonstrations, lilms. workshops, and numerous other
activities. All university students and faculty and anyone else who is

interested are invited to attend. All classes in the School oi Education are
cancelled during the lair.

University students may earn modular credits by participating in

•Something Klse 70". Each hour of participation wdl offer one-half mod
credit, and fifteen mod credits will equal one graduation credit from the

School of Education.

The Daily Collegian presents abbreviated schedules of "Something
Else '70" activities. Due to space limitations, the schedule cannot be

printed here in its entirety. Completed schedules will be available in the

School of Education and the Northeast Area, where most of the activities

are being held.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20

9:00

Room 128 Reflections on the English Infant

School Approach.

Mark's Meadow
9:00-12:00

integrated Day Workshop

9:30-12:00

Room 5 Montague House Want to Teach

Abroad? An opportunity to talk with ex

perienced teachers from: the Peace Corps,

Vista, International Voluntary Service (IVS),

American Dependent Schools, DOD Schools

and others.

Christmas Store

At Newman Center
The Christmas spirit can be

found at the work meetings being

held Thursday and Friday of this

week at the Newman Center.

Interested and talented people are

working to create Christmas
canterpieces and decorations.

Orders for these items will be

taken Saturday and Sunday after

all the masses in the Newman
Center Library which has been

converted into a Christmas Store.

The proceeds from this store will

be used to help buy gifts for a

Christmas party for un-

derprivHedged children. This is an

opportunity for members of the

campus community to buy
Christmas decorations and help

sponsor a Christmas party for

children who deserve it.

Talented people are invited to

join the work party Thursday an d

Friday at 7:00 p.m. in Classroom
#2 of the Newman Center.

Join the UMoss Outing

Club in making a purchase

at

EASTERN MOUNTAIN
SPORTS

at a 15% - 20% discount

Contact 6-9276 or 6-6470

or see

the UMOC Bulletin Board

NEW
POSTERS

Village Craftsman

181 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst HMHI

CAMPUS CENTER

COFFEE SHOP

Why not drop in for a cup

of coffee after the movie

10:00

Children's Library Computer Games: Come
and Play Games with a Computer. Hap Peelle

Deans Conference Room 122 The Community
in Education: Resources for Change Open
Admissions and CCNY. Bill Dixon.
TV Studio Student TV Station. Al Dickinson
Auditorium Kova Film Company. Films:
Indian Circle American Indian Youth (won
prize in the American Film Festival, 1970);

Ecology Earth Probe Sesame Street Films
selected films produced for Sesame Street

how and why they're made as they are.

Children's Sequential Automated Monitoring
of Counselor Repetoire Development
(SAMOCORD)

10:00

N.E Knowlton Main Lounge The Military

industrial Complex: A Threat to Liberal

Education Jack Lockhead

10 00 1 2 30
Room 126 Outward Bound Outdoors An
opportunity to experience firsthand MAI
the activities wh .chare part of each Outward
Bound School.

10.00 7:00

Massachusetts Association of Student Coun
cils' Advisors Workshop

Montague Attic Open Classroom

Room 226/228 A New Wind in Urban
Education Edward Carpenter, Headmaster,
Harlem Prep, New York City

Room 128 The CCEBS Program Hodges
Glenn, Director, CCEBS Program, UMass.

Room 226/228 The Brooklyn Career Op
portunities Program will give a series of

educational and cultural presentations based
upon their experiences.

"The Varied Relevant Applications of the

Overhead Projector in Contemporary Urban
Settings" Helene Schick

"Teaching Reading in Early Childhood
Classes" Loretta Ervin

"Salt and Pepper" What is the importance of a

good physical plant where children are con

cerned Mary Oliver, Gloria Bushel

"Racism in the Schools and Teachers in the

Community" Carrie Thompson, Geraldine

Welch, John McDougald
"Afro American Contributions to America"
Joan Harrison, Emma Kelly, Sharon Turner,

Viola Hooks, Elsie Brown
"Open Court Reading" Ellen Fair

11:00

Deans Conference Room Title I, ESEA: A
New Direction. Patricia A. Stevenson,
Director, Office of Nutrition and Health Ser

vices. Office of Education.

N E Mary Lyons Main Lounge Issues in

Special Education Panel Jeff Delaney

Room 230 Ombudsmanship What's in it for

you Peter Sartwell

Room 128 Alternative Advisory Systems for

Education Discussion of the closed, elitist.

non competitive national advisory system for

the Federal role m education. Dr. Thomas
Cronm. Research Political Scientist,

Brookings Institution Formerly in the

Department of Political Science, University ot

North Carolina

Montague Attic Teachers Training Teachers
Members of the Washington Innovations

Team

12:00

Montague Attic The Secret of Life Every two
minutes until 1 p.m. Peter Nichols

Auditorium Films: "The Quiet One", "The
Weapons of Gordon Parks".
Room 128 Questions and Answers Informal
Session with Dwight Allen.

Deans Conference Room "Neighborhood
Council of Paterson, New Jersey. A Career
Opportunities Program demonstration and
exhibit.

1:00

Children's Library Artificial Intelligence:

How the Computer Learns. Hap Peelle

Auditorium Educational Alternatives in

Metropolitan Careers Panel Ashton Higgins,

On Site Director, Brooklyn COP. Cyril Tyson,

JFK School of Political Affairs, Harvard

Judge Joseph B Williams of Model Cities,

NYC Walter Bryant, Drama Teacher, NYC
Schools Arthur Bryant, Music Teacher, NYC
Schools.

Room 226 Computer Analysis and Synthesis

of Music and Proposed (Electronic) Music

Teaching Aids Slide Presentation. Roland

Wiggins.

N.E. Crabtree Living/Learning Center

Charles Silberman: "Crisis in the Classroom"

and its meaning for the School of Education.

Bob Woodbury

N E t hatcher Main Lounge Two Wd
The I oi t- .q leaves Glenn
Hawkes
Room 228 Film Sid Simon demonstrating

value slr.r (h students Irom Green
wich, Connecticut High School

Montague Attic Humanistic Education

Mr Presentation Exhibits, experiences,

displays and ti

Deans Conference Room Comprehensive
Achievement Monitoring (CAM)
Mark's Meadow Mark's Meadow Learning

Fair Visitors are welcome to observe and
participate with Mark's Meadow students and
teachers In the "Learning Fair".

N.E. Dwight Main Lounge The Law and
Order Backlash The Making of a Counter

Counter Culture

2:00

Children's Library Computer Games: Come
and Play Games with a Computer
Room 128 Crusade Education The White
House Conference on Children, December 13,

Yes or No?

Auditorium Alternative
Education Dwight Allen

Futures in

2.30

Room 226/228 Massachusetts Association of

Student Councils' Advisors Workshop

3:00

Play: "For Love of Freedom", Admission
J2.00. To be held at the Amherst Regional High
School.

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most
spectacular runs in North
America. Great facilities. Fab-

ulous accommodation.
He also learned there's only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene? New chal-

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

Want more info ?

We'll get it to youfast.

jijjjjjjjjjjjjjjV; 9HGHP*'
Up*-" •*•

V
Canadian Government
Travel Bureau.
150 Kent Street.

Ottawa 4 Ontario

|
Canada

VACATION NATION|I*l

Canada
j

17 0218-03-0 j

Please send the free Ski Canada hit to:

!
Mr./ Mrs /Miss

Ad I Apt. No

I
Sta'p

I

Zip Code

V
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YanCon Soccer Champs ToastedAt Banquet
The I Mass soiver team held its annual banquet Tuesda\ night at the "Top of the Campus"

restaurant, with letters and awards presented to the Yankee Conference champion*

James Mulcahv. president of the

Vanity M Club, was the guest

speaker. Coach Peter Broaca
announced that the following

players had earned varsity letters

for the 1970 season: SENIORS
Duane Brown, Marc Cantor, Larry

DeFelice, Dan Howie, Rick
Matusczcak, Tony Nunsiante,

Augustin Penon and Dave Piccus;

JUNIORS Lindo Alves, Augie

Calheno, Joe Cerniawski, Bobby
Grom, Gary Hart, Dick McCarron,

Paul Slack and Abdu Thraya;

SOPHOMORES Todd Buck, Bill

Davidson, Eddie Doherty, Jeff

Hague, Bill Lear\ and Dave
Ouellette.

Mulcahv also presented Varsity

M Club certificates, for excellence
in athletics, to the departing
seniors. Following the dinner the

hooters elected co-captains for

next season. Junior Calheno was a
repeat selection, and he will be
joined by high-scoring Alves as
team leaders.

The 1970 Most Valuable Player
Award was presented to two-year
co-captain Matusczcak.
Sophomore Doherty was chosen as
the Most Improved Player by his

Lindo Alves

I Mass Soccer's New Co-Captains
Augie Calheno

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teftc, G»rr»rd, PB Aswe.
FUlier, TDK, cassette and •pen reel
tape, standard radio. Utah speakers,
LPs, A track and other necessities.
Amherst tudlo tflg-ta

Microscope, l.ciu Research Grade,
fantastic <|iialit.v, liest available,
features like Mf Vsking S1TSM
.'.vi-'.»7.->; tfii-^o

i;<i i.ro i -i..i <oiiv , n,
ItlM (all ivtrr .-,i;hmi:h.

cond ,

till-.v

IMi.it ii — Nikon itri^. S4H5, now
KIM. needs work. Nikon 1 t.'i mm lens,

oris. SI (Ml. now Sl.1l Mtabliti Flash,
nrii:. s|-;."i, nuw SHI. needs work. Call
>.-'MM>8 tflt-l!l

l.afavettr KXIX speukcrs and B
trail ,ini|i. Gemini 40B turntable,
less than 1 »r. old, excellent cond.,

•ft! new, Ki'st offer. Marty 54«-
iui tm-aa

Mini's fur jacket $30 and well
north llii- price, (all &46-S198.

tfll-20

Mntorcxle, 'tat, Kawasaki, 354) cc
road hike, in excellent condition,

MM rail >I.Vim;ii<i. ask for Peter
Vto/jiiak or at in -lii ,>Mt-l!K»:t. tfll-CS

llcaltlikit compact s>»teiu/B$R
inriitulili . I'M tuner. .<(> wilts. EP1
Iimi >|M-akers, and headphones. One
-ear old. cost SUM), sell for $*aO
I all ( hurlie at /il'i-nnsi tfll-20

-mm Iter* HOO-II mounted 14 in.

rims s;.VtH» (all 3-<M«0 >ee them
Kiiom ttt, Kng Kant tf-11-1!)

Mile apt. -like accominodation in

return, no hoard. 449-1112, t miles

from campus. tf11-20

Wanted — home for ". 3-tiionth

..III kittens, (black « /white pawn),
lioiiseliroken. If no reply, will lie

«iven to MfCA by Sat. Phone 54«-

MM tfii-.'u

Job wanted — female student look-

ins for housecleanint Job Tuesday
afternoons. Ha- had experience II. da

hour, own transportation Call Joan
Koom iVi, >4.V. ,m or 543-3301.

tfll-l' i

Help! i female icrad students need
apt. near I Mass hy Jan, 1, about
slot) Anybody vacating one? Please
• all 233-7101. References. tfll-tt

Free private room and bath, and
iioard in rxchanae for child care. '.

miles from I'niass on Pine street in
N.irth Amherst, (all 349-0-J63.

tf-ll-M

SERVICES

siniw tires: <i:30xl3, ww. studded,
used one season, e\. cond., guaran-
teed, rims inrl. S43 or best offer.
tall Bill WMgt. tfll-a»

stereo for sale or individual com-
ponents with seott-(.arrard turntable,
t'oncorii AM-FM stereo tuner and
iimplifier and rectilinear XI speak-
ers ,lny offer welcome. Call We-
ill* tf11-20

«5 Watt s„|id state Stereo Amp
i.lapan) sl"> tM-CMI after p.m

11-1!)

FOR SALI— AUTOS
1902 Rambler, ready for sUeker,

fair condition . 668-3072. tfll-20

l!M!2 VW. new rebuilt engine, in-

terior body and mechanically like

new. Excellent for person who wants
t» keep car for long time hut can't
1 1 ford new one. Best offer 0-9753.

tfll-20

19«7 lint H50 Spyder conv. TTX
owner, ideal for car huff. Tel ttfi5-

.'177. tfll-20

IWi2 Chevy, <i e>|. stnd shift, has
s lot sticker and -now tires. $123 or
(.est offer. HI II. tfll-20

'OS Peugeot 404, $590; '«S MO 1100

$495; '05 Tr, Spitfire 1000; '60 VW
I'asthiick $900; '66 VW Karman-Ghln
fXM); '64 VW Bus $350. Bass Im-
port Sales, Rte 9, Hadley, 094-4652

tf11-24

til Ford Wagon 3.V», Y-H std..

clean, sticker, must sell to pa> phom
bill or $11.0 or best olfer help!
(all (not collect) li-ti!«>4. tfll-tO

l!M>l Itlue \ olkswaEen sedan, new
transmission and rear end body, fair,
s.'iMI (all Paul at 40ft Pufflon Vil-

lllce, jl"»-lillKO tfl|-».l

ii! (he\>. cooil runiiim:. < unilitioii.

ii c»l . aiilimiatic (all 2.'i.'(-. !«4

tfll-M

WANTED
Will t>|>e and/or re\lse any writ-

ten ninterial, Also do personalised

resumes fur school* jobs. Profes-

sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-

ice, (all 584-«;hI7. eves, keep trying.

tfll-20

sl,j ; \UIIIIL' til lilt % lir UTUllllll.

-indent to share new ski Indue, near

Ml. snow for season with a uroup

ol similar t>|M-s. Keasonalile cost

l all -,I.VI.-.C> or .M'i-in.-.;i tfll-'.'ti

• w.iiuen: Hte-in infant c«r». s-w-
-

Amherst Aadlo serrlces stereo com-
uonents, tape decks for home sr esr,
191 No. Pleasant St. t86-$133

__^__m̂
ttuo-n

Black l.ik-lit, l.me Lamps, Kar-
n.i Lamps, and Meditation Bulbs,
mil Musical Instruments, For crea-
tive experiences call Creative Kn-
•liMor, (ireenfleld ( 1-77 1-2831) for
information, 11-19

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted in apart-

ment, own room, $43 per month, now
or next semester. 665-3012 tfll-20

TRAVEL
Bermuda: 8 days, 1 nights of

spring Titration $100 • $209. For
more Information contact: Rich Mar-
til 1 l*I IKK, M*ttM tfll-20

PERSONAL
Duckle, Smokey and l.ena regret

they left you In the pond. 11-1*
1961 Blue Flat $50 Fastback toss**

with ski rack $M0. Call 549-60H;
tfll-l' i

APARTMENT WANTED
Xpartment needed for January, one

or two rooms please. Call Nestor IM>
1029 evenings, ^^ tflll-2.1

Wanted one hedrm. apt. for .Inn

I or Feb 1 Prefer to sublet \m
desperate Call Mark 346-5130 Ifll'u

GIVE AWAY
I nusual kittens, part Persian, s

weeks old, healthy, clean, make las

able pets, (all 381-0901 after 6 p.m
tfll -l'i

RIDERS WANTED"
Kiders to MV Ohio, \K Ind.. ki.i

turnpike, share expenses in VW si|lik

l.me Hiil. 2.1 Call SO-WTI <»e
niu^s mi •

FOR RENT
\\ailahle Dec. I — one lieilrn..i,i

B|H., s Beerfield. Slufl stine, r.--

rrig m-n$i tfn '•,

CAR RALLY
Car rall>, sunda>, Vinember 2'miI.

sponsored by I Mass. Keeisioneties

I or details, call .laniee li-ii.'t.Vi after
7:00. tfll-'O

HIGHER KIM CATION;
SECONDARY EDI CATION ;

s(K lAL-Et ONOMK
DEVELOPMLNT

Directories of Positions.
New, innovative approaeh. In
expensive. Kffertive write;

Intercept /Sorincimi

Harvard HojOWfe
I'. O. B<ix 117

Cambridge, Mawi I 'I is

( itf i [$17)

teammates to round out the in-

dividual presentations The event
concluded with the Kedmen
presenting their coach with a

marble and gold desk set, a per-

manent reminder of the Yankee
Conference championship, uito.

The final statistics for the
Redman soccer team were
released yesterday, showing Alves
leading all others in all scoring
categories. The official totals for

the eleven regulation games read
as follows:

PLAYER
Alves

Brown
Cantor
Calheno

Thraya
Matusczcak
DeFelice

Hague
Penon
Slack

Davidson

Piccus

Crossman
Cerniawski

Buck

RESULTS

Goals Assists Points

10

7

5

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

1

17

10

8

5

4

3

3

2

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

Kick M;»tus/c/ak Edward Doherty
Most Valuable and .Most Improved Plaver

UMASS 11 Vermont 18 SCORE BY PERIODS 1

UMASS 10 Springfield v UMASS 4

UMASS 34 New Hampshire V OPPONENTS j

UMASS 18 Coast Guard 9 TOTAL SHOTS 190

OPPONENTS: 101

Record / wins, ? losses. 2 ties

Conference 3 wins, two ties

4 T

6 32

3 10

AVERAGE GOALS PER GAME 2.9

OPPONENTS 09

sPo/?ts shorT'Es
AP

UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS
UMASS

SHOTS

5 Maine 1

3 Boston College

5 Connecticut 3

2 Trinity

Rhode Island

S Tufts

2 Worcester Tech 3

1 Vermont 1

Springfield I

4 New Hampshire
5 Coast Guard 1

DETROIT ( AP>-To millions of fans in this hotbed of Big Ten football,

the only heavyweight title bout this week is that coming up at Columbus
Saturday between the Ohio State Buckeyes and Michigan Wolverines.

Both are unbeaten and untied.

Both have an eye on the No. 1

national ranking Ohio State is

smarting under last year's upset
loss and is bidding for a shot in the

Hose Bowl. Michigan is high as a

kite. The game is poison for

selectors.

world's heavx -weight crown.
*****

*****

UMASS 27 Maine 13

UMASS 16 Boston College 3

UMASS 11 UConn 6

UMASS 11 Trinity 8

UMASS 16 URI 12

UMASS 22 Tufts 9

UMASS 14 Worcester Tech S

DETROIT (AP)—Champion Joe
Kra/ier, grim and intense, took a

21-pound weight advantage over
the remarkably relaxed
challenger. Bob Foster, into their

15-round fight last night for the

Alfred Sheinwold says

"Practice on
Autobridge

instead of your friends!"

"If your bridge errors embarrass you. try

practicing all by yourself with the

AUTOBRIDGE board Your progress will be
painless, and very gratifying to you and all

your partners

BRIDGE MAGIC. Many bridge players rely on magic
for their success They try to sit in the lucky seats or to

deal with the lucky deck If things don t go well, they

try sitting on a handkerchief But in the long run you
have the same kind of cards no matter where you plant

your seat. You can do better with those cards by

working with your head If you get a poor result with a

hand, look for your mistakes in bidding or play When
your partner has made the mistake, try to recall

whether you led him astray or whether you could have
saved him You will find it easier to work with your head
if you practice with AUTOBRIDGE hands Playing one
or two hands a day will work like magic to improve

your game; magic that will follow you to any seat at the

bridge table

FREE! Point Count
Bidding Guide.
Handy new version bv Alfred Sheinwold Write to Parker

Brothers. Inc Box #60-469B. Minneapolis Minn 55460

(Offer expires March 31 . 1971)

jtSBBBTm P*^ BKS1

5- VllIlM
1 ** 1

AUTOBRIDGE ' Self Playing Bridge Game

CINCINNATI (AP)—Cincinnati
Keds' catcher Johnny Bench, the

National League's Most Valuable
IMayer, said yesterday "we're not

going to worry about that" as to

contract negotiations with Reds'
General Manager Bob Howsam.

"I have some ideas and I suppose
he (Howsam) has some and I just

hope we're close to each other,"

said Bench. "But we're not going to

worry about that."
* * * * »

AIR FORCS ACADEMY. Colo.

(AP)—Coach Eddie Crowder,
whose Colorado football team
plays Air Force Saturday, calls

them "the best passing com-
bination in the United States right

now."

USE US
I lit 1'ivt ( i. Hi- . -Mmh'iit

If i iinophi l> I.'-.il'. ii- i- a
liruiip nl |nu|.l«- ii . (in-; to
li«'lp oilii r* as \\<l, us th»*ni-
M'Kl'v — ffl fill, KlI'MlTS
Ittrougti iiiformafi n mid «'\-

IMTii'llir-. — ti» flllll |n (>pl«-

l<< MlplmH r»U«'ll Ottwr, to
know « .! I. i tliii .

If Mm i iiiiiinl mnir to our
iihtIiii:,-. rai: :md just talk
In l|S tills L.l\ I Mll)ll|llllit>

is for ;tll

•l«'rr\ .m> IW».'

K.illiV tili". .'H.Y<

7
A

WARM
RIDE HOME
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?
. . . take a /a ?
friendly

Peter Pan

Fusia Rates BC Squad Best Ever; Hopes For Big UM Effort

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Continuing to keep abreast of the
UMass-Boston College football
game, now just two days away on
Saturday at 1 p.m., here are some
more notes gathered from the
Boston Globe, the Boston Herald
Traveler and yesterday's UMass
Kedmen Quarterback Club Lun-
cheon.

IN THE TRAVELER: Head
UMass coach Vic Fusia spoke in

Boston on Tuesday and had many
interesting things to say to the

Boston area press. In the Herald

he was quoted as saying that BC is

the best team in the East, rating a

notch better than Dartmouth
College, a team UMass lost to in its

second game, 27-0.

"This BC team has more guns

than the great Dartmouth club,"

he remarked.
He went on to point out that the

1970 edition of the Eagles is the

best BC team UMass will have
faced in his ten years at the

Redman helm. He had praise for

the entire BC team, particularly

the Eagle offense.

In the same HT article, coach

Mermaids Swim Saturday

The
Team

UMass Women's Swim
has its first meet this

Saturday, November 21st. The
team heads for the third D.G.W.S.
sanctioned Invitational at Albany
State University. The team has
had an excellent past record at this

meet, where 12 to 15 colleges meet
to pursue a first and second place
team trophy.

In 1968, the team returned as the

first place holders and in 1969, it

returned as a second placer. This
year the services of Janet Shockley
will be sorely missed. However,
Cyn Erwin and Joy Yoder will

definitely leave their marks at

Albany.

As Miss Bev Reed states: "We
have some promising freshmen,
and with solid individual
placements, we will defend and
perhaps break a few of the eight

pool records that UMass co-eds

have held at this meet." Also
favored to place well is the mer-
maid's 200 yd. freestyler Claire

Briana and the 200 yd. freestyler

relay team, comprised of Diane
Kearney, Miss Yoder, Miss Erwin

NORTH WIND
THE CRAFTSHOP
OF AMHERST

Beads
Caiidlemaking Supplies
Twine for Macrame

Inkle Looms
Swedish Yarns

The Peoples Croft Co-op
Zn& floor over Flavortown

rear entrance Louis'
Parking Lot

The
other
odor
No feminine spray

can stop it.

The "other" odor. It starts in

the vaginal tract where no spray

can work. You can't spray it

away. And it's more offensive

than external odor caused by
perspiration.

That's the reason you need
Norforms*. . . the second deodor-

ant.'" These tiny suppositories

kill germs— stop odor in the va-

ginal tract for hours. Something
no spray can do. And doctor-

tested Norforms can be used as

often as necessary. They insert

easily, quickly.

Get Norforms' protection for

the "other" odor no spray can

stop.

The second deodorant.

and Janet Manning. New faces
this year include Janice Brack,
Kobin Betts, and Evelyn Huskins.
Anyone interested in assisting,

timers, etc. will be needed and
should contact Miss Reed at the
women's physical education
building (WOPE). All are urged to

attend at the WOPE pool.

FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK
I plus informative booklet! Write:

I Norwich Pharmacal Co., Dept.

CN, Norwich, N.Y. 13815 (Enclose

25C <or mailing, handling.

Name.
Street-

City

—

State. -Zip

Don't forget your zip code.
SI

Joe Yukica of BC, a former Yankee
Conference head coach at New
Hampshire, denied any possibility

of an Eagle letdown, saying,

"We've been the same team for

eight weeks. He also had more of

the same praise he has given the

Kedmen all week.

IN THE GLOBE: In this paper's

story, Fusia was quoted on some of

his more offbeat lines, a common
thing with the coach, something he

does to "put on" the writers in an

unharming manner.
In Boston he quipped, "We've

been working a lot of kickoff

returns could have quite a

few..."

He continued, "We had hoped to

pass to their weakness, but they

don't have a weakness any
more...They have a big line,

speed, excellent runners and
receivers....Maybe they should be

playing Dartmouth instead of us."

In a serious tone, Fusia had fine

words for the solid UMass defense

and said he hoped the offense could

really come through on Saturday.

He made it clear though, "But let's

be realistic...BC just knocked off a

fine Pittsburgh team and I know
that this BC team is the finest team
ever to play at UMass."
Yukica was also quoted in the

Globe and reiterated the stand he

has taken all week, "There's no

such thing as an easy opponent."

AT THE QB CLUB LUNCHEON:
Coach Fusia was very stern and
serious at yesterday's luncheon.

He re-emphasized a point he made
in Boston when one of the first

things he said was, "This is the

best BC team I've seen in my ten

years at UMass."
He raised a few eyebrows by

commenting, "Our theme now is to

delay, or prolong the inevitable."

His football strategy for

Saturday was stated, "You're
going to have to stop the quick

score. If they're going to beat you,

you're going to make them pass or

run the length of the field."

His psychology strategy for the

Kedmen was also given, "The
biggest effort of any football team
UMass had ever had... our
greatest effort."

He summed up the team's chore
by t saying, "Now they're up for

their biggest challenge of the

year. ; . Is it going to be an easy
task?". ...His very serious answer:
"No... .it's going to be a tough
task."

*****

Kuss Wood, defensive end, and
John Hulecki, tight end, received
awards at the luncheon as the top
defensive and offensive players for

the Kedmen in their 24-14 win over
New Hampshire last Saturday.
For Wood it was his third citation

of the week, having already been
picked to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference's team of the

week and having been tagged the

top defensive player in the Yankee
Conference for the week

-
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMANt«

Leo ran appear brash, but usual'*
lias proverbial heart of Bold. Leo 'in

lives do liest when setting their own
pare and policies. They are natural
esrctitivftt because they know bow <i>

make people laiiKh while inspiring then
to put forth best efforts. I.eu enoonr-
aces creativity and is not awed (>>

tradition. Where sex appeal is con-
cerned, l.eo is near the top of MM
ladder. Praising a Leo is like putting

money in the bank.
ARIES (.March 21 - April 19): Che k

t-'txleiicy to get too ninny irons In fii •

Obtain necessary permission for quot
repeats and reprints. Improve re' >•

tions with children. Stress the cr<•-

live. Romance is accented.
TAURUS (April 1W - May 20): T

pect some obstacles — accept them.
Hut don't feel defeated by the:.).

Stress on security, environment, li»'v

you relate to those in authority. Me
kind to older family member.
UEMINI (May 21 - June 20): < : 1

signals straight. A relative may be • \-

nectlng something you do not intenl '•'

.lellver. Clear communication lines. 1J--

ready for travel and some ba-io

changes.
CANCER (June 21 • July 22): Fa-

vorable for money transactions, in-

vestments. You could profitably Inves-

tigate possibility of homo buying, sell-

ing. Oet domestic affairs in order.
Take Inventory.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Cycle con-
tinues high. Personal appearances
would be beneficial. Utilize innate
sense of showmanship. Touch others.

.Respond to appeals. Take direct route.

Emphasize independence, originality.

VIRGO (Aug. a - Sept. 22): Fluhi
for principles. Don't permit yourself
tn be bullied. One who makes innuen-
does is probably bluffing. Throw .>(f

secret doubts, fears. You will g

needed support.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): W
iiiine BM(aI opportunities. Finish pi •

jecta. Leave no loose en. Is Broaden

of appeal. Add to knowledge

Pon't permit yourself to he saddled

with another's burden.

SCORPIO (Oct. S3 - Nov. 21): Oh

tain hint from Taurus mssaee. Ar-

iept obstacles as healthy challenges.

New view — and approach — are nec-

essary. Those who wield authority

observe your actions and reactions.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - LVc. 211 :

Follow through on hunch. Oive full

play to Intuitive Intellect. Look be-

yond the immediate. You can per-

ceive future requirements. Sharpen

timing. Be first with the m..st.

CAPRICORN (Pec. 22 - Ian. 10):

Concern with what might be hi. 1. 1. >

dominates. You are right not to ac-

cept surface Indications. Uic for in

lormatlon. Che< k matter! rcl.ite.l l«l

estate, policies, ta\ returns.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Tear down In order to i-ehinUl. flflin

co-operation of mate, business ass,,

elate. Polish your iniace. You no. .1

1,'reen light front one who holds lcc I

trump card. You can get it.

PI8CES (Feb. 19 - March 20): (

workers, associates, those who per-

form special services may make >•
niands. Acquiesce to those that a"!

reasonable. Refuse to be concerned 1 y

others. Wise to play waiting game
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have streak of independence, pi-
peering spirit which marks you M
unusual, dynamic and a leader. Lai -

ly. you have been surrounded by tbo-.

of little faith enthusiasm. That Is d <•

to change. Don't permit anyone
Ira in you of confidence.

Copyright 197') On. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Vision

6 British

prisons

1

1

Originate

1

2

Darts

14 YVannlh

lb Resign

1/ latin

. nn|lllH tlOII

18 Organ ol

hearing

19 fathered

20 Room in

harem

21 Senior

(abbr.)

22Urges
on

23 Dock

24 Procedures

26 Imitation

27 Makes
lace

28 Grain

29 Scorches
31 Anything neither

animal nor

vegetable

34 Ugly,

old women
35 Stage extra

(rolloq )

36 Symbol for

tellurium

37 Peer Gynt's

mother
38 Performer
39 Greek

letter

40 Note of

scale

41 Narrow, flat

boards
42 Smooth
43 Continued

story

45 Proietting

members left

on wood to (it

into mortises

4 7 Evaluated
48 Mollified

DOWN

1 Gloomy
2 Hind part

3 Consume
4 Neai

5 Those who
conduct seam M

b Contests
/ Dry

8 Worthless
leaving

9 Behold!

10 Europeans
1

1

Board
game

13 Look

fixedly

16-ls mistaken

19 Barracudas
20 Lubricator

22 Heavenly
bodies

23 Kind ol

race horse

25 Platform

Ans v 1 ''

XI

26 Keener
28 Fencing

maneuver
29 Pretends

30 Simpler

31 Cur
32 Be

present

33 Inclines

35 Burn with

hot water

38 Wings
39 Cry ol

Bacchanals
41 Pose for portrait

42 Abstract being
44 Sun god
46 Babylonian deity
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Wayne Hikes Harries To YC Top Spot, 2nd In N.E.
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
In late August the UMass cross

country team assembled on
Martha's Vinyard to begin
preparations for the season that

waited ahead. Now, three months
later the season has ended and on
the strength of a 7-2-1 record, a

Yankee Conference championship,
a second at the New England's,

and a tenth place finish at the

IC4A's, one can see that those days
on the Island were truly the

stepping stones for one of the most
successful cross country seasons

over at UMass
This year's team was centered

around the leadership and ex-

perience of seniors Ron Wayne,
Larry Paulson, and Leo Duart.

These three were the first class of

runners that came in as freshman
when Coach hen O'Brien took over

the reigns of the team.

tathj <faU*0tan

Spot**
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NUMBER ONE IN THE YANKEE CONFERENCE - The UMass
Morse, Vern Hatch, Joel Fox, Tom Jasmin, co-captain Larry
Whicher, and coach Ken O'Brien, (front row: 1-4) Bruce Blackburn,
Don Brigham, Bob Sullivan, and Dave Sarrette, (not pictured) Leo

the Redmen tie Providence eleven of the 15 fastest times ever

harriers are (back row: l-r) Track Assistant Dave Evans. Arnold

Paulson, co-captain Kon Wayne, Don Dunsky, AI Mangan, Steve

Rick Barry. Dave Fiben, Jeff Scagnelli. Tom Swain, Rich Tashjian,

Duart.

Speaking on these three
yesterday coach O'Brien com-
mented: "I feel a bit of nastalgia in

seeing these guys go, as they were
the pioneers of a new era of ex-

cellence in the UMass cross
country program.
From the New England fresh-

man champs of 1969 came Tom
Swain, Tom .Jasmin, Rick Barry,
and Bob Sullivan. These four added
to the depth of the team.
O'Brien also had these thoughts

on (he sophs: 'As expected the
sophomores were good runners
and they were filled with en-

thusiasm tor this was their first

varsity season, but it was expected
lhat they would be inconsistent due
to their lack ol experience. Wayne.
Paulson, and Duart were also like

this as sophomo.es.
"

The First two meets of the season

saw
and lose to Northeastern. With
Paulson sick for the first meet and
Swain and Jasmin too sick to even
make the trip to the latter meet the

rest of the team felt that they could

have won the both races.

In looking back over these two
meets O'Brien had this to say:

'Superficially the won-lost record

didn't effect the motivation of the

team, as the runners were eager to

get another shot at these teams
again at the New England's."

The sickness past to every
member of the team and the low

point of the season for the Redmen
came at their home opener against

Boston College in which they were
defeated, 26-29.

It was at this race that Jasmin
almost ended his season as his cold

caught up to him during the race

left him a sickly sight afterwards.

Springfield came to UMass a

week later in what turned out to be

the turning point of the season for

I Mass The week before this meet
was the first one since the season

started in which the entire team
was able to practice together as a

group.

In this meet the Redmen
swarmed all over the Chieftains 19-

42 and in the process turned in

recorded by UMass runners on the

UMass course, including a new
course record of 25:00 set by

Wayne.
Next came Holy Cross and the

Redmen took six of the top seven

places.

The Yankee Conference
championship followed at the

University of Rhode Island and the

Redmen turned in their best team
effort of the season, setting a new
record of 19 points as they easily

disposed of the rest of the league.

In this race Wayne won his second
Yan Con title in three years.

After a warm-up victory over
Central Connecticut the Redmen
traveled to Franklin Park for the

New England's. On this day
Wayne. Paulson, and Duart turned
in the best performance for the top

three men all season, but all off

day in positions four and five kept

the Redmen from a first place

finish. Wayne also won the in-

dividual title in this race.

The season came to an end at the

IC4A's this past week. UMass
finished tenth and in so doing
placed the second best in the final

team standings in the history of

l.Mass cross country.

It's only fair at this time to

review the accomplishments of

Wayne, Paulson, and Duart.

Wayne of course has two Yankee
Conference championships, and a

New England title to his credit. He
won nine out of nine races in New
England this season and in so doing

set five course records. He has

followed in the loot steps of many
former greats at UMass, but in

looking over his four years of

running he has to go down as the

best Redman runner of all time.

Paulson had progressed more
than anyone on the team since his

freshman year In his sophomore
year he finished With in New
England and this past year
finished eighth

And finally Duart. He had his

best performance of all this

season. Alter eight months of not

running due to a knee injury he

came back to the form that has

made him one if the best in New
England over the past lour years

The highlight of this season for him
was his 16th place finish at the New
England*.

Next ytor couch O'Brien will

have the lour sophs returning to be
joined by the top lour trom this

year's Irosh unit Add to this the

experience ol this years juniors

and (here's all the reason in the

world for Coach O'Brien to say that

next year's team will be every bit

as good as the great one of this past

season.
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Harris, Willis, Bonistalli Generate BC
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Boston College may well be the

finest football team in New
Kngland despite what the pollsters

say. Whether it is or not is really

immaterial and will likely never be
settled. However, suffice it to say
that the task facing the UMass
football team this Saturday af-

ternoon at Alumni Stadium is

awesome, to say the least.

Considering the 1970 Eagles, one
might wonder what chance the

Redmen, who have struggled all

year, have against this Eastern
football power. And rightly so. For
this Boston College game will

present UMass with the biggest

challenge it has faced all season,

bar none.

The coach of the Eagles is a man
who should be familiar to followers

of the Yankee Conference. Joe
Yukica , in his third year at
Chestnut Hill, was formerly head
football coach at New Hampshire
and was selected Coach of the Year
in New England at that post in 1967.

Since arriving at Boston College,

Yukica has posted a fine 17-9 mark
against some pretty tough op-

position. Such perennial football

powers as Penn State, Syracuse
and the three military academies
are all regular opponents of the

Eagles. So Yukica has done some
job.

Any coach, however, must have
the talent to work with if he is to

win, especially against such for-

midable opposition. Yukica,
especially this year, has been

blessed with some ol the tinest

football players in not only New
England but the entire nation. In

fact, there are many Eagles who
are considered to be prime pro
prospects.

The Eagle

All of these factors have led to

the Eagles having their best year
ever under Yukica. Although

dropping decisions to Penn State

(28-3) and Air Force (35-10),

Boston College has had little dif-

ficulty with most of its other op-

position. The Eagles flogged both

VMI (56-3) and Buffalo (65-12), and
also defeated Villanova (28-21),

Navy (28-14), Army (21-13) and
highly-rated Pittsburgh (21-6). It

s
u iuld be noted that UMass lost to

Buffalo earlier in the season. It is

little wonder that the Redmen are

worried.

Boston College has the best of-

fense that UMass has faced all

/ear. It is an extremely well-

oalanced unit with some super

football players. It has averaged
just under 30 points a game,
scoring by way of both the air and
the ground.

The leader of this high-scoring

eleven and one of the best pro

prospects on the club is quar-

terback Frank "Red"' Harris. Tri-

captain Harris has virtually

rewritten all of the BC passing
marks previously held by such
Eagle immortals as Jack Con-
cannon, Butch Songin and Charlie

O'Rourke. He is rated as an
excellent passer, consistently
completing well over 50% of his

tosses and is also considered an
excellent play caller. It would
seem inevitable that with UMass'
defense being weaker against the

pass than the run, Harris will

display his passing talents quite

adequately come Saturday.

The senior quarterback has
some excellent receivers to choose

from. His favorite target
throughout the year has been split

end John Bonistalli who has
nabbed 31 passes thus far. He, too,

must be considered a leading

candidate for pro attention due to

his excellent size and hands.

Another man the UMass
secondary will have to be aware of

is tight end Jim O'Shea. The senior

receiver is right behind Bonistalli

with 27 receptions and is a key man
on third and long yardage
situations.

The flanker position is shared by

two men, Ed Rideout and George
Gill. Gill, a small but speedy

receiver, will likely get the starting

nod, as well as seeing must action
on kickoff returns However, it is

Rideout who will probably play
most of the game Though an all

scholastic quarterback in high
school and a defensive back in his

lirst two years at BC, Rideout has
developed into an exceptional
receiver. He is Harris' primary
threat for the long bomb.
To compliment this outstanding

passing attack, the Eagles also
have a superb running game led by
one of the nation's leading ground
gainers, Fred Willis. The senior
tri-captain has already gained 864
yards in eight games this season
and needs only 39 more to tie Mike
Holovak for second place on the
Eagles all-time list. Rest assured
that Willis, too, will be wearing a
pro uniform next season.
Rounding out the backfield,

which may be the finest in BC
history, is fullback Gene Cornelia.
Though overshadowed by Willis'

heroics all season, Cornelia is a
steady ball player who adds
another threa? to the already
varied Eagle backfield.

Protecting these gentlemen is a
large and mobile offensive line
which averages about 236 lbs. per
man and should provide a good test
against UMass' solid defense.
Speaking of defense, the Eagles

have done quite well in that
department too. Though com-
pletely outshone by their headline-
stealing offense, this unit has
limited its opposition to just over
two touchdowns a game. Only once
has any opponent totaled more

than 30 points against the Eagles

and that was Air Force which

scored late in the going to make the

score not quite indicative of the

contest.

So that's an overall look at

Boston College. With a bowl bid

hanging in the balance, the Eagles

are not likely to be over-confident

against the Redmen. It would look

as if UMass must come up with its

top effort of the season to stay in

this game. But UMass gave

Dartmouth a scare before suc-

cumbing in the second half and
certainly the Redmen have im-

proved since then. With UMass
having nothing to lose and
everything to gain, it could be a

very interesting afternoon at

Alumni Stadium on Saturday.

BC's Lineup

Offense

C Kent Andiorio. 6'3 225

LG Orrie Scarminach, 61 220

RG Gary Guenther. 6'3 263

LT Joe Wappel, 6'6 260

RT John Brennan, 6'3 264

SE John Bonistalli, 6'2 200

TE Jim O'Shea, 63 223

FL George Gill, 5'9 168

HB Fred Willis, 6' 208
HB Gene Cornelia, 511 215

QB Frank Harris, 6'1 195

Defense
LT Chuck Anadore, 6'1 224

RT Greg Fleck, 511 229

LE Mike Muco, 6'2 208

RE Greg Broskie, 6'2 204

LB Ed Ransford, 511 208

LB AI Dhembe, 5'11 220

LB Kevin Clemente, 6'2 219

LB Lou Silva. 61 188

HB Gary Hudson, S'll 184

HB Skip Coppola. 510 186

S Steve Kirchner, 61 165

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Rain all day tomorrow,

highs in the 40s. Rain

tapering off in evening.
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Mock Kidnapping Marks
Anti-DOW Demonstration

'.

ACTING IT OUT - Students stage a guerilla theatre production in front of Whitmore yesterday to protest the presence of a Dow Chemical
recruiter on campus. For complete details, see story, page three. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Faculty Senate Explores

Possibility of Limiting

University Growth
Story On Page 2

Metawampe's
Last Hu rrah

!

Predictions On Page 12
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Fac-Sen Debates Limiting Enrollment

At a Special Faculty Senate

meeting held yesterday, debate

centered around whether or not the

Faculty Senate should advise

growth limitation at the Univer-

By WALTER SOBZAK
Staff Reporter

sity. Also under consideration was

a motion concerning a committee

to be formed to act as a liaison

between the University at Amherst

and the state and community

colleges in the state. The result of

such a committee would be the

formation of an "open com-
munication channel" between the

institutions.

Debate on the question of

whether the University should

limit the number of students to

30,000 by I960 consisted of a rally

of arguments. All present seemed
to be of the opinion that if the

enrollment of the University is

expanded, existing facilities will

also have to be expanded.

On the positive side of the

motion, senators expressed the

feeling that the size of a university

should not necessarily affect the

quality of education. If the

enrollment continues to expand at

the present rate of 1500 additional

students per year, said one
senator, the problem will not be
size, but organization.

Senators opposing the motion

were in two groups : those who did

not want to continue growth up to

30,000, and those who proposed no
limits on expansion. The first

group argued that currently,

without further enrollment, we
have an overcrowding problem.

With no now dorms in the planning,

the problem would be tremen-

dously increased by the proposed

rate of expansion. As one senator

put it. "If we want a student

ghetto', then why don't we expand

to FORTY thousand9 "

Dean Field said, "Right now, we
know the pace of growth and the

response to it are not coinciding.

We should slow down the rate of

growth, and study the problems

related to it."

One senator who proposed no

limit to enrollment said, "As a

public university in a democratic

society, we cannot limit size. We
have an obligation not to place

such severe limits on growth."

Other senators, too, were worried

about the qualified students who
would not get in due to the limits

set.

A vote was not taken on this

motion. Chancellor Tippo set Dec.

10 for the next special meeting

when the motion will again be

taken up.

A motion that the Faculty Senate

set up a committee to open com-
munications between the

university and the other state

schools also met with considerable

opposition. The question of

whether our Faculty Senate has

the authority to set up such a

committee was raised, and the

result was the formation of a

committee on the proposed
Committee to study the feasability

of such a program.

OVER THE RAINBOW - Dr. O'Connor of the Zoology Department talks with colleages at yesterdays

Faculty-Senate meeting. The focus of discussion was possible limitation of university growth. No action

was taken. And that's the way it goes in the merry old land of Oz. (MDC photo by Ed Fenwick)

HATCH WEEKDAY SPECIALS
MONDAY

Hot Pastrami on Ry<
French Fries
Cole Slaw

rUBSOAY
Bowl of Hot Chili
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

WEDNESDAY
Hot Roast Beet
Sandwich

with Gravy
French Fries

SI. 10 plus tax

S. 99

SI. 25 plus tax

Treat yourself at the Ice Cream Bar'

Sundaes. Banana Splits. Frappes. Cones
Served 1I:30 a.m. • IM p.m. and 4:30 p.m. • *:00 p.m.

There will be no Monday noon
session of the Chancellor's
Coffee Hour on 23 November.
Instead, Associate Provost
David C. Bischoff will hold an
open session at 10:00 p.m. in

Patterson House. The principal

subjects will be academic
programming, with particular

emphasis on residential college

aspects thereof.

Marshes And Swamps

Essential To Ecology
Man is an endangered species. We've been hearing that for a long time

now. But somehow we never think of swamps and marshes as playing a

very important role in our natural environment. Usually, people think of

swamps and marshes as dirty, muddy homes for slimy creatures. But

actually, they are essential to the preservation of a healthy environment.

In the Campus Center
Auditorium last night, Dr. William

Niering, Secretary of the

Ecological Society of America,
educated about 150 people about

'The Role of Wetlands, Marshes
and Estuaries in our Survival."

The amount of open space in this

country is slowly disappearing,

Now Showing
on Screen

6:40 and 9:09

"'JOE' IS A TRIUMPH!
The cast is nothing short of perfect.

The story is a rip-snorter.

'Joe'is a 'this-minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding

to be seen this minute."
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine

SOON — Elliott Gould in "MOVE" — Pure Gould

and in this process we are losing

many <>l our valuable wetlands.

Lack oi open space is responsible

tor psychological and sociological

problems Not only are swamps
valuable to our mental health but

they also have economical and
nutritional value. Dr. Niering

showed slides of various wetlands,

illustrating their value and the

necessity that they be saved.

There is currently a survey being

conducted l>\ the National Park
Service concerning itself with the

late of wetlands in different states.

Dr. Niering said that in some
states it is difficult to even find

wetlands to study. Wetlands are

disappearing at the rate of 1.4

million acres per year.

Dr. Niering is currently the

director of the Connecticut Ar-

boretum and a professor of botany

at Connecticut College in New
London. He was appointed
chairman of the Environmental
Council for the State of Connecticut
by Governor Dempsey.
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OH.ce of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the

Student Union on th« University campui, zip code 01 002. Phonos
ore 545-2550 (now*), 545-0344 (sports), and 549-1311 (editor).

Socond-class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN
publishes five times weekly Monday through Friday during the oca-

domie year except during vacation and exam periods; throe or four

times • wook following a vocation or exam period or when a holiday

fells within a week. Accepted for mailing under the authority of the

ect of March S, 1879 as amended by the act of June II, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $7 50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

AFTER THE BC GAME

CELEBRATE
at the

PHI MU DELTA
Immediately Following the Game

BAND - FOOD - DRINKS

and a SURPRISE RAFFLE
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A guerilla theater group protests Dow Chemical's presence on campus by presenting a mock kid-

napping of Dow's recruiter in the Hutch. The theater had given an earlier performance at Whitmore.
The actual recruiter had long since departed. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt

)

Guerilla Theater Stages
Mock DOW Kidnapping

By RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst. News Editor

The Dow Chemical Company
campus interviewer saw 8 UMass
students and had left the Whitmore
Counseling Center long before a

group of students and faculty acted

out the "kidnapping in broad

daylight" of his theatric coun-

terpart yesterday afternoon in

front of Whitmore.
A cold light rain kept the

audience and demonstrators to a

minimum, as the "guerilla"

theater group presented the story

of a student entering "Dow
University", graduating with a lot

of "specialized technical skills"

and becoming part of the "socially

responsible" Dow Chemical
Company. After making bombs
and seeing the results of his work

in the charred remnants of a baby

(doll), the young man joined with

others to "kidnap in broad

daylight" the man from Dow.

University administrators and

police sat in the Counseling center

office of Whitmore awaiting any

developments during the

demonstration outside.

There were three University

Police Officers who periodically

received reports from other areas

of the campus concerning the

progress of the "guerilla" theater

group, which had already

presented its skit at Hampden
Dining Commons, before coming to

Whitmore.
Also present in the counseling

center was a photographer from

the University Photo Service who
had been assigned to take pictures

as "part of the operation."

The special security precautions

had been taken at the request of

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery ac-

cording to one of the officers

present.

Robert J. Morrissey, Director of

Financial Aid and Placement, told

the Collegian that the Dow
representative had only scheduled

a half day of interviews because of

"traveling committments."
"There are a lot less jobs this

year", he added.

Yesterday Dean William Field

had commented that if there had

been disruptions, the recruiters

probably would have left. Field

also told a Collegian reporter that

no special security arrangments

were being taken for yesterday's

planned demonstrations.

(Wednesday's issue of the

Collegian had reported the plans

for using a "guerilla'' theater

group and the intent of those in-

volved to arouse suspicions

through vague leaflets.)

Later in the afternoon, the group,

marching to the sound of Country

Joe and the Fish's "Fixin-to-die

Rag", presented the anti-Dow skit

in the Student Union Hatch.

One member of the Young

Americans for Freedom, who had

intermitently offered his com-

ments during the performance,

protested that, while depicting war

production of Dow the demon-

strators had not told the audience

about "the cancer and leukemia

research" which Dow Chemical

has undertaken.

Student Senate Tests

Trustee Prohibition

Of Political Funding

By BETH GOODELL
Senate Reporter

A Student Senate motion to authorize category changes in the Com-
mittee on Poverty's budget last night tested a ruling by the trustees that

student funds may not be used for political activities. The trustees

prohibited the funding of political actions because of the government's

threat to withdraw a university's tax-free standing for such involvement.

In light of this, the senate voted not to transfer money to a category which

would be used to transport students to Springfield to register voters.

The major business of the meeting was an airing of the problems at the

Homecoming Concerts and an attempt to end the nuisance of bomb
threats, as reported in yesterday's Collegian. A motion was also passed in

support of Thatcher House residents who are renovating their dorm.

A motion to accept category changes in the budget of an organization is

generally a routine matter. This time it led to some highly emotional

debate on the question of political involvement and how closely the Senate

will adhere to the trustees' ruling. Supporters of letting the Committee

use its money for voter registration argued unsuccessfully that it is non-

political act.

In other business, Vice President Beharry appointed several Senators

and other students to serve on the Ad Hoc committee to investigate

concerts, which the Senate had formed at the meeting. Appointed were:

Joel Wilson, Ed Accomando, Ed Voci, Rick Santaguida, Jim Bouin, Julie

Ierardi, Ed Kempsey, Jim Foley, Leonard Harris, Sheila McCreavey,

Jill Corcoran, Jim Schwartz, and Mark Koltin, with others to be added

later.

The committee is going to investigate the feasibility of holding concerts

on campus and make recommendations to the Senate. There is no

deadline on when the commission is to report back.

In another matter, the Senate voted to support the Thatcher House

Renovation Committee. Residents of Thatcher, doing their own
renovations, are seeking to be reimbursed. The Committee is working t<

get Thatcher excluded on those grounds from a room rent increase.

The Senate adjourned at 11 p.m. without considering several items on

the agenda. Among those were two controversial ones conrerniot

firearms on campus.

Climaxing Something Else 70,

the School of Education's week

long educational marathon,

William Schertz author of "Joy"

and co-founder of Esalen In-

stitute will make a presentation

"Encounter Culture'' at noon

today in the Mark's Meadow
Gymnasium attached to the

School of Education.

Grad Student Killed In Accident
A UMass grad student was struck and killed by a car last night at

6:45 while walking on Commonwealth Avenue near the Physical Plant

building.

He was identified as Frederic Drexler, 21, of Norfolk, Virginia, a

doctoral student in sociology.

His local address was not immediately determined.

U. Ma**. l*reeisioii»'lt«'s

sponsor

CAR RALLY
Sun., Nov. 22

at U. Mass Stadium (front)

FORM-UP — 10:30 a.m.
START 12:00 Noon

S3.00
for driver and navigator

$1.50
for each additional person
Prizes will be awarded.

BERGMAN AT HIS MOST POWERFUL !

A sexual frankness that blazes a new trail. Wonderful

marvelous, shuddering performances" A«C H(» WINS'f N. N

i

posr

"On incest.

sett defilement

and nymphomania,

this Bergman latest

is the most

shocking film I have

ever seen I couldn't

believe my eyes!
"

wANO* Met,
0411 r M(>VS

Not for the prudish

^demands maturity

and sophistication

from the viewer.

The glimpses of

nudity and of sexual

activity are inherent

to the frankly

adult narrative."

.iuoith csisr.
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"Strange amalgam

of various states

of loneliness and

lust, dark

psychological

implications.

Mr. Bergman is

trying to tell

us something

each individual

viewer must

fathom and

discover for

himself
-SOMIr CtOWMlt,

n. r. riMts
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In The Nation And The World

"Dollars Or Blood"

Proposed Aid To Cambod ia

May Increase U.S. Involvement
WASHINGTON (AP)—Senate war critics said Thursday that President Nixon's new $155 million aid

package for Cambodia could lead to deeper U.S. involvement, like that in Vietnam, while Republican

leader Hugh Scott said the issue is one of "dollars or blood."

The Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, where the aid proposal

faces its grimmest test, decided to

send staff investigators to Cam-
bodia before acting on the

measure, part of a $1 billion aid

package the President proposed on

Wednesday.
"We're not going to stall,'*

Chairman J. W. Fulbright, D Ark.,

told reporters. But he quickly-

added there is "no commitment to

vote it out" onto the Senate floor

Fulbright said at issue is the

implication of the aid request as

well as the amount of money

"This is so similar to the way we
became involved in Vietnam," he

said.

Scott, talking with reporters,

said failure to provide aid to

Cambodia could jeopardize U.S.

troop withdrawals from Vietnam.

"The choice here is between

dollars and blood," he said,

predicting that Democratic
presidential hopefuls would use the

Cambodia issue "to revive their

flagging hopes" against Sen.

Edmund S. Muskie of Maine for the

1972 nomination.

Scott sought to link the Cam-
bodia aid, which must be
authorized before it can be ap-

propriated, with the request for

$500 million for aid to Israel,

already authorized.

"If they want aid to Israel," he
said, "they had better support the

whole bill."

There is another potentially

controversial item in the package-

Si 50 million to help South Korea
modernize its armed forces in view
of the U.S. plan to withdraw 20,000

American troops.

Testimony From Calley Trial

Cigarette Ad Ban
Evasion Exposed
Sen Warren Magnuson, D-Wash., said Thursday a major tobacco

company is putting pipe tobacco in cigarette type packages in an

apparent move to circumvent a forthcoming ban on cigarette ads on

radio and television.

Magnuson chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, made the

charge in a ietter to Miles W. Kirkpatrick, chairman of the Federal

Trade Commission. ' ^^
Under a law passed by Congress this year, all cigarette advertising

will be banned from radio and television as of Jan. 2. The ban does not

apply to advertising other forms of tobacco.

Magnuson said he wanted to call Kirkpatrick's attention to "what I

fear may be a patent subterfuge to promote certain brands of

cigarettes under the guise of pipe tobacco promotion."

"Specifically," he said, "I refer to the enclosed packages of

American Tobaccos Pall Mall, Silva Thin and Tareyton pipe tobac-

cos. Not only is the company newly marketing these under the brand

names of its major cigarette brands, but the packages themselves are

virtually facsimiles in color, emblem, and design to the counterpart

cigarette package."

"I do not pretend to be a tobacco technician," Magnuson said, "but

if charcoal serves any purpose at all it is as a filtering agent. Its

presence in pipe tobacco is to my mind inexplicable except as a covert

promotion of Tareyton cigarettes."

FT BFNMNG. Ga lAP -On
the morning of the alledged M> Lai

massacre, Charlie Company
moved into the Vietnamese hamlet

with guns blazing even though no
resistance was apparent, a witness

testified Thursday at Lt. William

(alley Jr.'s court martial.

Eventually, their commander

told them to stop, ne added. John
Paul, 23. Jupiter, Fla., was radio

operator at My Lai March 16, 1968,

torCapt. Ernest Medina. Company
C commander
Paul testified he finally tran-

smitted a message to the ad-

vancing troops in which "Capt.

Medina inquired what all the

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
> Ml l{DAV

Sliced Roast Beef
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw-

Fried Clams
French Fries
Cole Slaw
Roll and Butter

SUNDAY
Sirloin Steak
French Fries
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

Chicken in a Basket
French Fries
Roll and Butter

Served from 11

Sandwich

SI 19 plus tax

SI.15 plus tax

^ $1.55 plus tax

:30 a.m. until 6:30
SI 29 plus tax
p.m.

shooting was about and requested

it be stopped so ammunition could

be saved."
However, on cross examination,

Paul testified that he and Medina
watched a Vietnamese boy, about 8

years old, gunned down on another

occasion that morning.

There was no suggestion that

Medina's admonition against the

excessive firing of weapons
specifically was directed at Calley,

who headed Co. C's 1st platoon.

And Paul was asked on cross

examination:

"Is it not true that at no time

during your movement through the

village of My Lai that you observed

Lt. Calley
"

"That's true," replied the wit-

ness, a young man who said he now
works as a technical writer.

An attempt to connect Calley to

the shooting is expected to come
later.

Lunekhed IRambles
OverMoonService
MOSCOW (AP) - Lunokhod 1, Russia's moonrover, completed its

second patrol of the lunar surface Thursday after creeping nearly 300 feet

across the Sea of Rains, taking pictures and conducting scientific ex-

periments.

The self propelled vehicle traveled successfully over rocks, small

craters and a low ridge but remained in an area of comparatively level

ground, Tass reported.

After flipping open its lid to

expose solar battery panels, the

eight wheeled moonrover rolled

several yards, then turned around
to televise its mother ship, Luna 17.

The scouting mission began at 3

p.m. EST Wednesday and lasted 4

hours and 40 minutes, the agency
reported.

The agency said all systems
aboard the vehicle were func-

tioning normally with a tem-

perature of 61F inside the craft's

instrument compartment.
Lunohod 1 rambled onto the

moon from atop the Luna 17 space
station two hours after soft landing
on the edge of the Sea of Rains
early Tuesday morning.
Although the Soviet press has

reported that neither craft will

return to earth, it has not indicated

how long Lunokhod 1 will continue
to operate.

MacLeich On Violence.-

"I Don't See How You Justify It

1

1

Presenting an original folk group:

THE SINGING

FRIARS

Saturday, November 21 at 7:30 P.M.

Newman Social Hall Donation 99c

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Ar-

chibald MacLeish has turned his

poet's eye to contemporary
America and fears for the soul of a

nation whose culture is marred by

violence and drugs, but finds hope

in the human decency of

Americans.
"There is something terrible

happening to the human soul or

psyche, call it what you will," he

said in an interview in the

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin

before giving a poetry reading

Wednesday night.

"What frightens you is the sense

that the floor you stand on, your
human self, your human bottom is

not secure. One used to take for

granted that men would act like

men, that there were limits beyond
which they would not go.

"I don't see how there could be
two opinions about the use of

violence," said the 78 year old

former Harvard professor and
assistant U.S. secretary of state
who has won two Pulitzer prizes.

"Our forefathers were very clear
on the fundamental right of

revolution, and I suppose the right

of revolution involves the use of

violence."

"But violence today is not really

used for revolution but just to

make life so miserable for

everybody that you will hope
something will happen. This is a

form of cheating. I don't see how
you justify it."

MacLeish said he feels the drug
culture is a "horrible thing," an
escapist solution. Yet he said the

present young people are "better

human beings than we've seen in a

long time.

6:45 A Matt Helm

THRILLER

9:15

Dean

Martin

50c

THE

WRECKING

CREW
CARTOONS

9:15

MAHAR
FR1.. NOV 20

Sharon

Tate

50c

Elke

Sommer

6:45

OPEN HOUSE
BEER 730 BAND 8-11
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Room To Move

Psychedelics: Exploding The Myths
by DAN BROWN
Room To Move

The widespread use of the
psychedelic drugs, LSD,
mescaline, psilocybin, on campus
necessitates a response from us
concerning what we believe to be
the evolution of mythic elements
about these drugs. Psychedelics
are now available to the consumer
in various shapes and colors. Each
of these carries with it a special

name. Announcing the name of the

drug implies the specific sub-

jective etfects peculiar to it. This

naming function is evidence
enough of early signs of the mythic
evolution of drugs within the

culture.

Certainly most would agree that

the subjective effects of acid and
mescaline are so different that one

would have no difficulty telling

them apart. Those even further

along the mythic progression

claim that each color and shape of

the psychedelic drugs will have
recognizable differences in the

subjective effects of tripping.

I plan to show the inaccuract y of

this thinking, and to offer ex-

planations for the evolutions of

these myths. In short a
psychedelic is a psychedelic, with
the exception of STP, which is

technically not a psychedelic.

It is likely that many of the

shapes and colors are chemically
quite similar, while only the tab-

bing medium or buffer is different.

Much of the "mescaline" analyzed
each year in the state police

laboratories turns out to be LSD.
From our own drug analyzation we
have confirmed this fact; every
sample purported to be mescaline
that we had analyzed this year has
turned out to be acid of varying

quality. The only real chance of

getting real mescaline is to get

powdered peyote, which is quite

scarce.

Similarly most psilocybin is also

acid. Synthetic psilocybin is un-

stable except at very low tem-
peratures. Organic psilocybin,

which is made from mushrooms, is

usually available only a few times
during the year. Laboratory
reports have shown almost all

psilocybin" to be either acid or a

mixture of speed and monkey
anesthetic.

How can we account for the fact

that most of the mescaline and
psilocybin are really LSD? One
reason might be due to economic
motives. The normal dosage in a
marketed tab of LSD is 100 m
while the dosage for mescaline is

100 mg. It takes 1000 times as much

USCC Student Porticipation
To Mark Leg islators' Day
A special feature of this year's

Legislator's Day will be par-

ticipation by a student group, the

University and State Com-
munications Council (USCC).
Headed by Judy Gill, a

Chelmsford junior, USCC works
actively to improve the state

university, particularly through
public relations projects and
legislative liaison. USCC filed two

Interview With

A Draft Resister

This Sunday at 12 noon, radio

station VYMAS. Springfield *94.7

Fill, will broadcast an interview

with an American draft resister

now living in Canada.
The interview, broadcast last

month on WFCR's "Community
Workshop" program and on
WML'A's "Focus" program last

Monday, was taped in September
by "Focus" moderator Ken
Mosakowski. who traveled to

Canada to gain information about

the "Toronto Anti-Draft
Programme."
The draft resister, Darryl

Robertson, formerly of Concord,

New Hampshire, graduated from

I Mass in 1969 with a major in

astronomy. Robertson applied for

conscientious objector status early

in 1969. but his claim was rejected

by his local draft board and by the

New Hampshire State Appeals

Board. Faced with prospects of

arrest and a possible five-year

prison term and $10,000 fine for

refusing to be inducted into the

Army, he decided to leave the

country.

bills seeking additional funds for

higher education in the General
Court last year. Neither passed but
the students believe the experience
gained warranted the effort.

UMass will honor members of

the General Court with a
Legislator's Day at the Amherst
campus, Saturday, Nov. 21.

The program will begin with
guided tours of the campus,
Saturday, Nov. 2

The program will begin with
guided tours of the campus and a
luncheon with welcoming remarks
by President Robert C Wood and
Chancellor Oswald Tippo. The
group will then attend the Boston

Oh! Oh! Oh!

College-UMass football game as
guests of the University and attend

a post-game reception at the

Chancellor's House.

In his welcoming letter

President Wood says, "On this

campus you can see the tangible

visible results of a decade of

sustained and increasing public

support -in actively working
students, energetic faculty, new
buildings and new programs of

instruction making up a diverse

and busy educational community."
In addition to members of the

General Court, invited guests will

include the UMass Associate
Alumni Board of Directors, the

UMass Board of Trustees and
others.

mescaline by gram weight to get

the same psychedelic effect as
acid. Assuming that it costs
relatively the same amount to

purchase starting materials, the

chemist can make 100 tabs of acid

for every tab of mescaline.

Let us suppose one really could
get mescaline or psilocybin.
Mescaline, acid, and psilocybin

should have the same minor
somatic and perceptual dif-

ferences, these have been widely

exaggerated. For the most part,

the effect on the mind is the same.
An experiment was conducted,

when it was still legal to conduct
experiments, with subjects who
claimed they could tell the dif-

ference between the different

psychedelics. Some of those were
told that they had received acid,

but were given mescaline; others

were told that they had received

mescaline and were given LSD;
others actually got what they were
told. In this double blind study, it

was found with a high degree of

reliability, that a person always
described the effects of the drug
which he was told he received,

rather than the effects of the drug
which he was actually given. For
example those subjects who were
given acid and expected mescaline
described a mescaline trip. The
study confirmed that in

corresponding dosages, all

psychedelics are very similar.

How can we account for the

alleged differences? In re-examing

The kids and all their pals-Baby
Sally, Spot, Puff, Tim the teddy
bear-are being "phased out" by
their publisher, Scott, Foresman &
Co.

Introduced in 1931 , the Dick and
Jane Basic Readers were the first

reading book for tens of millions of

Americans and quickly became a
national institution.

Despite their popularity, Dick
and Jane came under criticism
over the years from people who
disagree with their approach to

teaching reading skills or from
others who thought they were too
white and middle class. In 1965, the
company added "multiethnic

characters "--black twins, Pam
and Penny' Rosa Cruz, a Mexican
American girl; and Tim Wing, a
Chinese boy.

A spokesman for the firm's new
reading system will include no
single cast of characters.

HILLS NORTH
IS

Having Another One!

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 20 - 8:00 P.M.

presenting

FREE BEER!
Girls 25c Guys $1.50

FREE
6

YOU
6

tne research done in the early

sixties, we find a heavy emphasis
placed on set, setting, and
suggestibility. What you expect the

drug to be is an important factor in

its effects on you.

In fact expectancy was such an

important factor, that researchers

at the Milbrook Foundation ex-

perimented on the actual

programming of psychedelic
experiences through careful

planning before the session along

with careful guidance during it.

Those who believe that the dif-

ferent shapes and colors of the

psychedelics give them different

subjective experiences will

probably experience these dif-

ferences. One's own psychological

attitude toward the drug is the

important factor.

This argument takes the em-
phasis off the drug and places it

upon human psychological

potential. If expectancy has been a

key factor in LSD psychotherapy

and LSD guided religious sessions,

it is also this same factor that at

times allows one to have a high,

bum out, or reach cosmic con-

sciousness. The drug is only the

instrument to unlock or manifest

whatever potential is within.

Exposing the myth does pjt

negate its existence, but it does

shift the emphasis of varying

psychedelic experience from lie

drug to the individual mind set.

Like many other things, it's all in

your mind.

Spot To Be Phased Out

Dick and Jane, the kids who helped millions of Americans learn to read
over the past four decades, are destined to run, jump, look and see no
more.
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Hold Off, Board

Mark Silverman

The Next-Greatest Show
The kind and just student leaders who have ap-

pointed themselves to the Winter Carniva) Committee
were sitting around the other day, discussing how
they could come up with something truly out of the

ordinary for this year's February Festival.

But they weren't too optimistic. After all,

Homecoming had thought of the great idea of

wrecking the cage, and that would be hard to top. So
they sat, twiddling their Top Of The Campus Mem-
bership cards, thinking.

All of a sudden, this tall kid with a jock haircut and
pimples on his face got up and tripped on a copy of the

Boston Herald Traveler while on his way to the

bathroom. He picked it up in disgust and was ready to

throw it into a pile of empty Budweiser cans in the

corner.

But then, all of a sudden, his higher education
trained eye caught a picture and a headline in the
paper. "Thousands of Curious Flock to Sea Monster in

Scituate."

Brainstrom, And they thought of it all by them-
selves, or almost by themselves. It would top anything
UMass has ever seen. Nothing will ever equal it. Hire
a sea monster to rise out of the campus pond on the
Saturday night of Winter Carni and just lay there on
the ground.

No worries about people sneaking into the Cage or

anything, this will be a free concert. No problems

about off campus people taking seats away from
students ; there is unlimited seating around the edge of

the pond.

And, best of all, its the kind of entertainment that

everyone can remember for a long time. Just think,

freshmen can bring their zoology kits and cut out a
souvineer from the Sea Monster's tail. And the Index
can assign 20 photographers to shoot the event and
can cover it in next year's yearbook with a 10 page
foldout.

But the tall kid with the pimples stopped all of the

Committee dreaming and said, "Sea Monsters must
have tough agents. You never see them on Ed
Sullivan or anything. I wonder if we can afford a real

one?"
After thinking about this for a while, the Committee

decided to go all out. It will cancel everything else

except for Saturday night entertainment for Winter
Carni and will spend its entire budget on a one show
extravaganza.

At 8:30, Orpheus will make its 60th UMass ap-

pearance by sailing around the Campus pond on a

barge with the Peace Day Singers serving as a

swimming excourt. And then the UMass rifle team
will line up on top of the Campus Center and shoot

Orpheus' lead singer. He'll fall into the Pond and ride

out on the back of the sea Monster, which will be shot

to death by the rifle team just after it eats Memorial
hall.

An unbelievable show. The greatest ever. But, after

all, what else could the Winter Carni Committee do
that would top Homecoming?

The Board of Trustees has called for a special board meeting late in

December on "the Future of the University". If the Board is going to

discuss the future of the university, that is a welcomed prospect, and
hopefully, they will have a profitable meeting.
But we strongly urge that the Board does not take up and act upon the

Long Range Planning report and also urge that the Board not make any
firm, unalterable and definite decisions. It would be the type of mistake
the board has made in the past, like last year's rent hike for instance.

For. the Board should postpone any definite long range plans until there
is substantial student input in those plans. Presently, a Student Senate
committee, under the aegis of the Academic Affairs Committee of the
Senate has been charged with formulating a student long range report.

Particular differences with the Faculty Long Range Report will

probably arise. But that is not the vital thing at this time.
The vital thing right now, is for the Board to delay any final action, until

hey ha\e a student plan, until there is student voice and influence in

these decisions.

Hopefully, the Board will not fall into the pattern it set at last

Decembers meeting, when it approved a rent hike in the obscurity of

Christmas \acation and then watched in disbelief as one of the most
massive student demonstration in school history took place before their

eyes.

Similar arbitrary action this December in regards to long range
|)l.i lining, should and willproduce similar reactions on campus. But more
importantly, it will reinforce the beliefs of most students, sometimes
ir. warranted, that the Board of Trustees is an aloof, unlistening body,
that sits sending thunder bolt decisions from above.
The future of the University should not be handled in the left handed,

loose-wristed manner of the rent hike. We strongly suggest to the Board
of Trustees that they postpone any definite decisions on long range
planning at their December meeting which is being held in the hin-

terlands of Cape Cod, but rather discuss the problem thoroughly, while
awaiting a student long range opinion.

Hopefully the lesson of the infamous rent hike incident has been lear-

ned.

Art Buchwald

Hooked On Bad News
WASHINGTON-No one talks about it much but the

United States of America has become hooked on bad
news. Tt's gotten so bad that if people don't get their

fix of bad news every day, they become anxious,

neurotic and even suicidal.

Dr. Felix Hamburger is trying to treat people who
have become addicted to bad news, and I visited his

clinic the other day.

He told me, in his office, "Our studies indicate that

90% of the population more than 12 years old has an
abnormal craving for bad news. This compares to 20

years ago, when only 30% was on the stuff.
'

'

"How do you explain it?" I asked.
"Thanks to television, fast communications and

new rotary presses, bad news has become available to

everyone. You can find it in any bar, on any school
street corner, on your radio at home. All you have to

do is buy a newspaper or read a magazine, and you'll

get a dose of bad news. The worst part of it is that the
human body builds up a tolerance to bad news, and
people have to have larger and larger doses to supply
their habit.

"The pushers, everyone from government officials

to newspapermen, know this, and vast sums of money
are being made now from bad news."
"But why don't they pass legislation outlawing bad

news?" I said.

"Because Americans have built up an insatiable

appetite for anything that will depress them. You cut
off the bad news supply in this country and everyone
will go into shock."

As we were talking, a nurse ran into the room.
"Doctor, Doctor, come right away. McCauley is

going berserk."

We ran down the hall into the ward. Two male at-

tendants were holding McCauley 's arms.
"Doc, give me a fix," he was crying. "Please Doc,

just one little shot of bad news."

Dr. Hamburger said sternly, "McCauley, when you

came here you asked us to cure you. You said you
couldn't take any more bad news, that you had had it.

We can't cure you if you keep asking for it."

"But I didn't know what it would be like to do

without bad news. I can't stand it, Doc. Please. Let me
have a couple of pages of Time magazine, an Agnew
speech, anything, Doc."

"That's what you said yesterday, McCauley. We let

you watch the 6 o'clock TV news. If you keep giving in,

you'll never kick the habit."

"Doc, a headline. Just give me a headline, any
headline. I promise, tomorrow I own't ask for any
more."
Dr. Hamburger studies McCauley's chart at the end

of the bed. "All right," he said to the nurse, "give him
the country's unemployment figures for October."

The nurse went to the medicine cabinet and took out

a newspaper clipping and let McCauley read it. He
started to relax: he didn't fight the attendants any
more. Greedily, he took in every word. "Oh, my! Oh,
my! he cried. "It feels so good."
We left McCauley reading and re-reading the

clipping.

"As you can see," said Dr. Hamburger, "we don't

have as much success as we'd like to. The trouble in

this country is that if we just had to deal with the

problem of genuine bad news, we would be all right.

But, obviously, there is not enough genuine bad rews
to go around, so the dealers have been manufacturing
synthetic bad news and mixing it with the genuine
stuff. Most Americans have become so dependent on
bad news that they can't tell the difference between
the two."

"What's the danger?"
"The synthetic bad news can really give someone a

bad trip. Bad news has a mysterious chemical
reaction, and anyone who becomes exposed to enough
of it can become bad news himself."

Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

At's A Spicy Campaign

The high cost of democracy showed itself this week
when figures for several campaign expenditures were
released. According to published reports, Senate,

House, and Governor races totaled over $200 Million-

and that's only what was reported by the candidates.

One would think that only the rich can get into of-

fice.

Congress is considering overriding President

Nixon's veto of a bill to limit spending on political

broadcasts. Other people have thought campaign
expenditures should have an absolute ceiling on them,
anyway. Here is a plan which should benefit the

people while encouraging limited campaign ex-

penditures.

The idea is to progressively tax all campaign and
related expenditures. In this way, the more a can-

didate spends to get elected the more he would pay his

constituency.

Who would do the taxing and where would the

money go? In city elections, such as mayor, council,

board of aldermen, the city treasury would receive

the revenues. In county elections, such as county
commissioner, registrars, and court clerks, the
county treasury would receive the money. The play
would work the same on the state and federal levels

also, with the money reverting back to the same
treasury of the level of government as the election.

Candidates would be forced to keep accurate
records of their expenses and the governments could
charge him according to a progressive tax table such
as this one:

1% up to $1,000

2% $1,000.01 up to $10,000

5% $10,000.01 up to $100,000

10% $100,000.01 up to $1,000,000

20% $1,000,000 on
This tax would cover all expenditures in a campaign

such as advertising, cost of bumper stickers, posters,
etc.

Jim Gold
Thursday Issue Editor

32'

There are crushed beer cans

in the back alleys

see the broken wine bottles

by the open sewer line

I hear sad crying it is

forever getting louder

I wish I could do something

but what can one drunk do

when the City is 32°?

Smell the fruit rotting

on the obscened sidewalks

step over rag clothed bodies

that lie beside garbage cans

1 know of babies dying cause

the rats are bigger than they

but what can an addict do

once the City is 32°?

While the darkies are melting

under blue capped heat

1 hear the children fighting

again in the street

it's all they've ever learned

for I don't have to go to Hell

cause I've found it here

1 pray to go home someday

but what can some whore do

the City is 32°

32° and A Fact of Life

...Stanley S. Wiater

What Good Is A Dead Grand-
mother

...Peter Thiffault

A FACT OF LIFE

Whether you are straight

Or crooked.

There will always be someone

To tell you to

Get Bent.

for Harriet

She looked at me
too many times

tonight

like she would

really have liked

to make it with me
but all the time

I was there

she talked

about Paul
so I figured

she was just horny

or so in love that

she couldn't see straight

She looked at me
again the next night

this time it wasn't an
I-want-to-go-to-bed-with-you stare

it was more a
I-like-you-and-I-really-want-to-be-your-friend look

I wouldn't mind going to bed

with her

but friends stay with you

longer than lays

January 31

For Harriet

...S.R.L.

Photo... Barry Penn

February 1

WHATGOODISADEADCiKANDMOTHER

She smiles

her arms around the brown paper bag

her fake leopard coat unbuttoned

He waits at five

accepting her gift

a ritual

more meaningful than the face of Christ

on Sundays

more beautiful than the Lone Ranger's

dash between the rocks.

They walk home

past the black top playground

laughing through the alley

she hugs him

before the rest of the family

surrounds her.

He could never understand

how she could put her head back

on the flowered couch

and die.

\
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Fine Arts Calender

Cannonball Adderly Quintet Highlights Weekend
Films

By HUBERT NESTI
Eine Arts Staff

Music
The father of black music

Cannonball Adderly and his

Quintet will be in residence on

campus this weekend. The con-

certs will take place Friday and
Saturday evenings in Bowker
Auditorium. Reserved tickets are

on sale at the Fine Arts Council

Box Office at Herter Hall and the

Bowker Box Office one hour before

the concert. Tickets for un-

dergraduates are priced at $1.50,

graduate and other students $2.00,

$2.50 for faculty and staff, and $3.00

for the general public.

In addition the group will give

two seminar/workshops under the

general theme of "the history and

evolution of Black music". The

first will be held this afternoon at

1:30 in the Campus Center
Auditorium, the second will be
Saturday afternoon at 2 at the

Black Cultural Center, Mills
House.

THE MOUNT HOLYOKE-
AMHERST CHAMBER OR-
CHESTRA
This newly-formed orchestra

makes its debut this weekend in

two concerts. The forty member
group, comprised of students and
faculty from the five college area,

will perform works of Beethoven,

Mozart, and Wagner. Saturday
evenings concert is at 8:30 in the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst
College, and Sunday's will be at

8:30 in Pratt Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke College. Admission to

both concerts is free.

Theater

DON'T FORGET

^
BUTCH CASSIDV

>- .£
< *3
z *«

5*1°

FOR LOVE OF FREEDOM
The Black Actors Group will give

one more performance of this

original play which chronicles the

Black man's history in this

country. Part of Something 70, its

final performance will be this

afternoon at 2 in the School of Ed
Auditorium. Tickets are priced at

$1.50 for undergraduates, $2.00 for

the general public.

ROSENCRANTZ AND
GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD
This absurdist comedy that won

the New York Drama Critics

Award as the best play of 1968 is

presented by the Amherst
Masquers through Monday. Fine
acting highlights this overall ex-

cellent production which, because
of ticket demands, will give an
additional Monday night per-

formance at 8:30 along with
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday's at

Kirby Theater, Amherst. Ad-
mission is $2.00.

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE
SUNDANCE KID (Hampden
Dining Commons, 7:30 and 9:45,

this weekend; admission $1.00)

An extremely popular film

starring Paul Newman, Robert
Redford, and Katherine Ross,
which deftly uses old western
cliches for very funny results.

CATCH--22 (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley)
A hard film to describe, a more

difficult film to understand and
maybe not a wholly satisfying

adaptation of Joseph Heller's
popular novel. Yet the fine per-

formances of a large cast headed
by Alan Arkin, and the careful

direction of Mike Nichols make it

probably the best film of the year.

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE
(Showcase Cinemas, W.
Springfield, Campus Cinemas,
Hadley)

Frank Perry and his wife
Eleanor (David and Lisa, Last

AND THE SUNDANCE KID <

LAS VEGAS NITE
S. U. BALLROOM

TONIGHT
EVERYONE WELCOME

W IWt. m Sun. S:10-*:;0-!i:l»

DELEGATES
The first meeting of the 1970 S.W.A.P. Conference

will be held

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22, AT 7:00 P.M.

in Room 164 Campus Center.

Attendance is essential

Summer) brought to the screen the

story of the harried existence of a

sophisticated New York housewife.

Newcomer Carrie Snodgress
makes a film debut worth seeing in

the title role and is assisted by
Richard Benjamin as her status-

conscious husband.
FIVE EASY PIECES (Paris
Cinema, West Springfield)

Jack Nicholson stars as a

prodigal son returning home. On
his journey up the West ' Coast, he
encounters many interesting

characters in this film which
recently was named Best Picture

at the New York Film Festival.

IN WHICH WE SERVE (Sunday,
Thompson 104, 7 and 9)

Noel Coward wrote, produced
and directed this 1942 film con-

cerning the H.M.S. TORRIN, a

destroyer of the Royal Navy, from
her commissioning through its

sinking off Crete. The film stars

John Mills and Michael Wilding
and has won high praise from
critics along with an oscar and a

New York Drama Critics Award.
JOE (Academy of Music, Nor-
thampton; Amherst Cinema)
An interesting concept sours as

trite politics what could have been
a powerful study of an interesting

character.

LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSY
Robert Redford and Michael J.

Pollard take to the highway in the

American Southwest in this film

with a definite identity crisis for it

resembles nearly every Bikie or
Paul Newman flick over the last

five years.

LOVERS AND OTHER
STRANGERS (Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield)

Adapted from some Broadway
one-actors, the various incidents in

this film all deal with sex. It has
the best filmed wedding sequence
since GOODBYE, COLUMBUS
and contains some fine per-
formers, namely Gig Young, Anne
Jackson, and Beatrice Arthur.

THE SILENCE (Sunday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9)

The weekly Bergman festival

nears its conclusion with this one.

THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY
(Campus Cinema, Hadley)
D.L. Lawrence has become the

novelist to film, and this adap-
tation of his novellasi is the result

of someone's idea or art. Not to be
taken too seriously as the earth has
a bowel movement of immense
proportions when Franco Nero
finally gets his girl in the hay.

No. 1
IN COLLEGE SALES

Fidelity Union
Life Insurance Co.

v

Dance

TaylorMagicaI

By TARA RAHKOLA
Fine Arts Staff

The contrasting expanse of moods created by the Paul Taylor Dance
Company range somewhere from whimsically mysterious to blatantly
lewd with much in between. The Paul Taylor Company combines youthful
exuberance with a mature style. The well trained dancers reveal much
variety and flexibility in their facial expressions and body movements.
Taylor's choreography is very close to life and very revealing of the
man's sensitivity. He communicates most completely and honestly.
Tuesday night's concert seemed to grow-starting slowly with "Lento"

and ending in the madness of "Churchyard." It was a thorough expanse
of emotions and ideas. The slow motioned and subtle mooded "Lento"
began a little awkwardly and insecurely. Probably the dancers needed to
become accustomed to the audience and the stage. But from the start of

the intimate "Largo," Carolyn Adams' and Daniel Williams' duet, the
mood of the concert changed. Carolyn Adams, obviously the audience's
favorite, is a most sensitive dancer and the audience was rightly en-
thralled by her's and Daniel Williams' performance.
"Big Bertha" changed the almost romantic mood completely to an

unexpected American Dream -type of sexual tragedy. The talented
Bettie de Jong showed her flexibility of style as the mechanical sex
machine~nickle-a-throw-whore~who tragically tears apart the too un-
believably sweet and innocent B family. Costuming in this dance as in all,

was very symbolic and effective in creating an obvious mood.
"Churchyard," a hauntingly medieval piece, seemed to expand the

theme of "Big Bertha," examining in another light man's futile effort to

control and hide his sexual and animal passions. The dance makes an
almost startling transformation beginning with a very controlled

ritualistic mood and finishing with a grotesque and madly uncontrollable

orgy. The glint in Paul Taylor's eye as he exists with Eileen Cropley after

their duet, captures man's not too carefully subdued sexual desires

perfectly.

Wednesday's concert didn't have the growth of the night before's. I felt

the abstract "Post Meridian" was too long for the type of experimenting
with space and time that it was.

The characterization of the naive but curious virgin Agathe, protected

by her "pure" but egotistical Angel Raphael unicorn, with his phallic and
prized horn against the wolf Satan was very exacting. "Agathe Tale,"

and its storytelling style very much resembles pantomime in the im-

portance of its facial expressions. Taylor and his dancers are very adept

at this kind of total involvement of expression.

"Public Domain," the final dance, a kind of college of human types and
emotions, and a little too long for its pageant-type atmosphere. The
closing of the curtain as the "world goes on" was an effective close.

As a whole, the Taylor Company's performance was most refreshing

and a reminder that we need more dance on campus.

"Soul Food at last". Homecooked dinners, of Chicken, fried fish,

potato salad and collar greens along with rolls and homemade cookies.

Dinners will be sold for the price of $1.00 at the Black Cultural

Center from 8:00 Friday night until 6:00 p.m. Saturday.

3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF

I Uflmpus
tnenia^ v

^MERSTHADLEY LINE -

'-'•'
» * «

JOANNA SHIMKUS FRANCO NERO
7:15 & 9 - Sun. Mot 2 <T)m.
"AN IMMENSELY ROMANTIC

,- MOVII WITH STYI I AND
If CRITICAL INTII LIGI N( I !

Ml Canity N V T m* ,

m i t i . i i I i t t i m ' '/

WlV*
THE GYPSY

^i

' ' i ' i » » i > i i i
*

i I

• *

Nightly of 7:15 & 9 — Sun. Mot. 2 |I

diary of a
mad housewife

a frank perry film R
i > %

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM
*th week! 4^%

^tNightly at 7 & 9:15 %" Sun. Mot. 2v
. , . j

Gv<y*e -^M —

OF AMHERST
253-7615

65 North PlMMnt Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR

THE FINER LINES Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

PRECISIONETTES

TRY0UTS
NOV 20, 23, 24
7 8:30 p.m.

Rm. #0
Boyden Basement

All University Women
Invited

TOWER
RESTAURANT

SPECIALS

For Singles For Couples

ANTIPASTO

LASAGNA

(2 forloANTIPASTO

SPAGHETTI

MEATBALLS

&

with Meatballs

Bread and Butter

plus

Soft Drink

Bread and Butter 59
plus

Main Pizza

l>In«

Soft Drink*

lAll Items

Plus Tax

For Double Dates

land families of 4)

2 ANTIPASTOS (4 forks

)

Plain PIZZAS

2 Orders of any PASTA

with Meatballs or Meatsam •«•

Bread and Butter

plus

4 Soft Drinks

'Also Pepperoni,
Meatball, Mushroom,
or Linguira Pizsa
add 50c per pizza

HOURS.

Friday and
Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 2 a.mj

Sunday thru

Thursday
9:30 a.m. - I a.ml
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Notices
Al PHA PHI OMEGA

l.is Vegas Nite Mock gambling Casino will

be held F r.day, Nov 20th at 8 12 p m in the

Student Union Ballroom Everyone is

welcome to attend

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
The brothers of ATG invite the campus

community to a Thanksgiving Dance teaturing

ORB II, Free Beer on the hour Starts at 8

p.m., Monday night

PROCESS

'9,

£il^tMjM,
The way rhe whole develops. Mood, time, language,

roles Most "teachers" forget this in the classroom.

Learning is based on sharing and feeling.

Help fix up our place

FREE UNIVERSITY

p—

7

|
AMHERST

1 Now Showing
on Screen

6:40 and 9:C0

-JOE' IS A TRIUMPH!
The cast is nothing short of perfect.

The story is a rip-snorter.

'Joe'is a
4

this-minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding

to be seen this minute."
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine

COtOR -2£~
A CANNON RELEASE

SOON ~ Elliott Gould in "MOVE" — Pure Gould

W
CINEMA 3 — HELD OVER' 5th Week!

GJtTI.H-22
IS. QUITE SIMPLY,

> THE BEST AMERICAN FILM

4 I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!" rr^r

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM 1 A
COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY' -Bruce HWfljm 40n PLAYBOY

"CATCH 22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again 1 Alan Arkin's perform-

ance as Yossanan is great 1

"

-Joiepri Morgensfern NfVvSWffK

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM

ALAAJ ARKir\i

\9r

#>-

RfMKI [I m \?

• URS0f\J VVELIL S «*ww otwi« shuck hiwv mmuti m\w\it,m,mmmm

Nightly
ot
7

^/ 256-6411
RST-HADLEYLI

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLET COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of the birth control

booklet committee on Monday, Nov. 23rd., at

6 30 p m in room 162 C.C

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
There WILL be a bus Sat., Nov. 2lst leaving

trom Whitmore at 12 4S. No bus next week.
important announcement to be made.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Christian party to beheld at 9:30 tonight in

Bowditch Lodge, behind F lot. All welcome.

DELTA CHI
Coed Rush Party, Friday, Nov. 20th. at BOO.

Call SOWS or 5 01S6 tor transportation or in

formation

FINE ARTS COUNCIL
Cannonball Adderly Seminar to be held at

the C.C Aud not the School of Education Aud.
Seminar at 1:30.

ENTERTAINMENT
Zeta Nu Open house on Friday Nov. 20.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be chanting and meditation in

Room 90* 908 6 00 to 7 00 tonight. Hotha Class
Monday morning 8 10 Room 904 908 of the

Campus Center For both meetings please
brinoa^ ?r-tpty Momach and wear loose fitting

clothes.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

Sunday night at 9 p.m. the club will present
an Act. of self —Defense Demonstration

featuring two Black Belts. To be held in the

Main Lounge of Dwight House

OUTING CLUB
Winter backpack next week end. Meeting

Monday 630 Campus Center Rm. 165. Smoke
Signals will appear soon if TRs come In.

PREP PARA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Distinguished Lecture Series presents

"Problems in Health Delivery Care." Panel

members include Dr. Madsen and Mr. Hall of

the Infirmary Staff and private physician. All

welcome. Tuesday, Nov. 24th., 8 p.m. Room
162 163

RAFI
Kumzitz schedules for tonlgnt has been

postponed.

SKI CLUB
Skiers and non skiers! There will be a Ski

Club meeting Monday, Nov. 23rd. at 8: IS p.m.

in Mahar Aud. Membership will be taken, a

ski movie will be shown, and trip information

will be given. Plus a Ski Fashion & Equipment
Show.

SOPH STUDENT NURSES
Frosh Soph Nursing Students get to know

one another! Come to the BRUNCH Sunday,

Nov 22nd. at 11 a.m. in Rec. Room Dwight
House. Sophs bring your little sisters!!

W.M.U.A.
All SWAP Delegates, a meeting of the 1970

SWAP Conference will beheld Sunday, Nov.

22nd. at 7:00 p.m. in Room 164 of the Campus
Center Your attendance is essential.

LOST
Hat lost Monday night in car going by School

ot Education. If found please call Bobbie S46

6332

Green sweater lost in Boyden Gym on Wed.,

Nov 19th. Please call 546 8821 or bring in to

160S John Adams.

FOUND
Girls' bike found near Northeast

Quadrangle. Call 549 3661 to claim.

1 young, male red tiger cat found in South

west Call 546 1081

PINNINGS
Lois Cowan, 73 of Field to Nate Rosenthal,

72 Of SAM
Chris Manlich, 73 of Emerson House to Jim

Ris, 73 of Georgia Tech.

ENGAGEMENTS
Wendy Spencer, 72 of Northampton to

Emery Thoren Jr., 71 of W.P.I.

Susan Arnold, 72 of Coolidge to Michael

Wroblinski Jr., of Riverside, R.I.

Heidi Runiander, 73 of Emerson House to

Brad Peach, 71 of Amherst.

Joan Hannigan, 71 of Pi Beta Phi to Bruce

Johnston, '68 of Delta Sigma Phi at N.

Michigan Univ.

Cheryl Mielke, 71 of Pi Beta Phi to Jack

Domurat, 70 of Alpha Sigma Phi.

Tina Tester, 72 of Lambd* Delta Phi to Paul

Lalonde, 72 of UMass.
Susan Spear, 71 of Mountain Range Apts. to

David Walker, 71 of Rolling Green Apts

"Willing To Be Willing"

Campus Crusaders Share Experiences
"College Life", sponsored by

Campus Crusade for Christ, was
held Wednesday night in the
Colonial Lounge to an audience of

over 90 students.

To establish an informal at-

mosphere, Garry Morris, a UMass
student trom McKimmie, provided
a selection of his folk music.

Especially effective were a piece

from Bach and Classical Gas.

Larry Showalter, MC and staff

member here at UMass, gave a

turkey dinner away as the door
prize. He then opened the floor to

what the Crusaders refer to as
students, shared the relevance of

Jesus Christ in changing their

desires and attitudes.

The main speaker, Dave
O'Dowd, director of Crusade work
at MIT, spoke of his experience in

coming into a personal relationship

with Jesus Christ. Dave said that
many people are not "willing to be
willing" to find out if Jesus Christ

can change their lives. He ment-
joned Hemmingway as a con-

temporary heroic writer, yet as
one who obviously did not have the

!

answer to life.

"College Life" will be held again
December 2 at 8 o'clock p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union. Mr Dick Sandquist will be
the main speaker. Refreshments,
door prize and entertainment will

be provided.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALK

Pioneer. Teac, Garrard, PE Aste*-,
Kisber, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Ctah speakers,
Uf». 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio, tfiz-tl

Microscope, Leiti Rumrrli Grade,
fantastic qualitj, l>e«t available,
features like new. Asking $1750.
.•33-1)7 3* tlll-20

tKI GTO 4 -iid con v., el. cond ,

SU50. Call Peter 546-0070. tfll-*'«

Lafayette 100.A tpeakers and 5«>

watt amp, Gerrard tub turntable,
less than 1 vr. old, excellent cond.,
Sil5 new, best offer. Marty MM-T» tfll-W

-Man's fur jacket $34) and well
worth the price. Call M6-8196.

HaHsf
Motorcycle, '68, Kawasaki, 3M S

road bike, la excellent condition,MM call MS-064M, a»k for Peter
Womiak or at nitlit IHJ8-1993 . tfH-?3
Healtakit compact svstero/BSH

turntable, FM tuner, 30 wstts. JEPl
100 speakers, and headphones. One
year eld, coat WOO, m-U for 8*00
Call Charlie at M9-—4M. tf11-80

>nowtires: C: 50x13, nw. studded',
used one season, ex. cond., guaran-
teed, rims Incl. MS or best offer
tail Blli 668-3739 tfll-gO

steree for sale or individual com-
ponents with Scott-Garrard turntable.
Concord AM-KM stereo tuner and
amplifier and rectilinear XI speak-
ers Any offer welcome. Call M6-
5»» tfll-ga

KJ Watt Solid Mate stereo Amp
i .In pan) $45. 256-8138 after 6 p.m

U-Ul

Kaiioon coat in very good <i»n-

ililion Call 967-5585 In Ware
tfll-?3

(iaMaei ClCMateal. Atsastlc, ki<-< •

trie, below retail prices, MsNt*
mil eeeeaanfies sl»o. «>-wtrinit steel
si;.-.. sm.v $r^o, jni1 • nylon $.V»,

K73. SIlHJ; 13 string SIO.%, $150. (ill
M»TfT< or 5I6-6714. ll-?n

•«!l Morula I7.">. i.'OO mi «:r>5 i.r

l»est offer. Need money now but
"ill store in safe, dry place over
winter Also '4 helmets 25.'<-f)fhVi

tfll-'»3

FOR SALI— AUTOS
196? Rambler, ready for sticker.

fair condition 665-3074. tfll-'iO

196'i Vff, new rebuilt engine, In-

terior body and mechanically like
new. Kxcellent for person who wants
to keep car for long time hut can't
afford new one. Best offer 6-9753

tfll-go

1967 Hat 850 Mpydrr conv. TIX
owner. Ideal for car buff. Tel. Wifl-

J177, tfll--jo

1962 Chevy, 6 cyl. stnil shift, hni
N lot sticker and snow tires. $125 or
l.csl offer. BM-MM, tflI-!0

61 Ford Wagon 352, V-8 std..

clean, sticker, must sell to pay phone
bill of $74.23 or best offer help!
Call (not collect) 6-62H4. tfll- .ti

1961 Blue Volkswagen sedan, new
transmission and rear end body, fair.

s.'OO. Call Paul at 408 Puffton Vil-

lage, 549-6080. tfll-M

62 Chevy, good running, condition.

6 cyl., automatic. Call 253-7.'64
tfll-23

'64 Austin Healey - Sprite, new
paint, top, battery, interior, etc.

8295.00. Call 51«-fi»i\!7 tfll-24

Flat Wagon 1963, drk. Iilue. red
intr., good cond. tall on week-
end 549-3534 11-20

1968 Oldsraohilr Cutlass "jf*.

power steering, four on the floor,

two door, radio four standard
tires, plus snow tires, low mile-
age. Call 413-773-8508 after 5.

tfll-23

esperiii. I ,,11 MB rk .-,10-3158 tflls'O

Wanted I ! uirU are lonkiliK- lor
hi i|.iiriin.iit or limise for second
-.in,-i,r. Iniinciliate occupancy n
imis,ii,i,.. (,in tMHaWM at MI-3MI
''"•r •' tf11-23

« oiiple needs one bedroom npart-
iicni. siartini: .lanuary. Please
nil shelly (i-MI.V; tfll-'t

WANTED
Will type and/or revise any writ-

ten material. Ala* do peraonaliied
resumes for schools job*. Profes-
sional, fast, reasonably priced serv-

ice. Call 6M-6817, eves, keep trying.

tfll-20

ski: young faculty or graduate
student to share new ski lodge, near
Mt. Snow for season with a group
of similar types. Reasonable cost
Call .345-1539 or 649-0150 tfll-.t)

2 women: live-in infant care, sew-
ing, etc., immediate; 18 brs. per wk
Each schedule to be arranged; pro-
vide apt.-like accommodation in

return, no board. 549-1112, 8 miles
from campus. tfll-2ti

Wanted — home for 2 3-iuontli

old kittens, (black w/ white paws),
housebroken. If no reply, will In-

given to SPCA by Sat. Phone 546-
7681. tfii--;*

Ilelpl 2 female KraU students seed
apt. near I Mass by Jan. 1, nlmni
$100 Anybody vacating one? Please
cull 85.1-7101. References. tfll-;::

Free private room and bath, ami
board in exchange for child care. .'

miles from l mass ou Pine Street in
North Amherst. Call 549-0265,

tf-11-23

Wanted: 4-0 girls to participate
in iiniisii.il erotic minifies. |„ r
Inxarre and uninhibited only. Call
bill from 0-8 weekdays at 549-(li:sn

,
tfll-;::

To liorriiw — complete set K.on-
iimics I •(! Notes. Vt ill retemi

l' ii

RIDERS WANTED
" Killers to NW Ohio, NK Inil., via
"irnpikc, share expenses in Vff sf)hk.
;.n\c Weil. •.-,. « „|| 313-7971 eve-
""":>

tfll-23

FOR RENT
\\ailai.le I>ec. 1 — one hejroom

a in .. «o. Deerrield, $100 Stove, re-
'riK 6«i3-2257, tf11-25

Kiioiii .nailalile, center~of Nnrth-
niiiploii. kitchen privileges, refer-
.lues. Te l, na. 384-2613. tfll-!3

CAR RALLY
far rally, Sunday, November 82nd.

sponsored hy I Mass. Recisionettes.
For details, call Janice 6-6356 after

:"0- tfll-2t)

CLASS OF 74
>;\e«utive CouncU applications

• \uilahle in Rso, behind escalat-
or in ( ampiis Center, 11-20

RIDE WANTED
Hide Wanted to Ithaca or isyra-

uise Nov. 88. Will share cost
belli, M3-3I21. Keep trying. 1 1 - :«

SUVICD
Amherst Audio aerriees stereo com

ponejota, tape decks far home or car,
197 Na. Pleasant St. 280-8133

tnt-n—NT

—

musical group is complete
without sirens, bird calls, warn-
ing whistles and other wild sound
effects. Call Creative Endeavor in
Greenfield (1-77 4-2831). ll-8#

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roommate wanted in apart-

ment, own room, $4S per month, now
or next semester. 665-3072. tfll-20

TRAVEL

ironiptlv. Call 1 imla <;-: -»;»•:

PERSONAL
Conirratulations Ke\in from Sec-

aiil Flour. 11-20

Bermuda i 8 days, 7 nlgnts ' of
spring vacation $180 • 1209, For
more information contact: Rich Mar
s-M 1102 JFK, 546-7788. tfll-20

Bermuda for less — spriux vara-
iioii S2'!9. includes jet. Sunset Ho-
'el, tips, breakfasts, gourmet din-
ners, lor more info call Adricnne
'loss -||6-;3.-).-| tfll-25

All those lark) ciioiiuIi to be in-
cited should attend the sacred mar-
riage ren innn\ of TIIF WO(l|>|
mil N \N< K, It's been a long time

11-20 In

'<,.-• Peugeot 401. $806; '65 MG 1100

MMj '66 Tr. Spitfire S<>00', '«M VW
Fastbark $900: •.<. VW Karman

xw sjasj tJM. Baas ta*>

2 APARTMENT WANTED
Aparlnient needed for timnary. one

,r t«fi rooms plcnse. (all NtatOff Hs>
•

!•?!' e>»-niin;» tf111-28

inn apt. 'for Jan

J - I gnblel \m

IIIGIIFR EDI CATION:
sfiCOXDAKI EDI CATION

;

^(H I \1 -ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Ilirecf.iric* of Positions.
>ew. inniiMitixe approach,
expnsshl', Jvlfectite »rife;

lnterce|it/s„ciiHom

Barrara siiuar,
P. <». Box 317

t Mln'ridKc. Mass i|'| iX

ffl

Kelliher And Wood Blossom When They're Needed Most

By MARK VOGLER
Staff Reporter

Employment on the defensive
line for three-year veterans Russ
Wood and Jim Kelliher was hard to
come by a year ago-especially at
the post of defensive end where the
competion was talented and thick.

For instance, there was the like

of All-Yankee Conference selection

John Hulecki to contend with. Paul
Toner and sophomore hopeful Curt
Bristol turned in impressive ef-

forts. And on an occasion All-

YanCon linebacker Tom York, who
saw action at the position in earlier

campaigns, added some strength.

But this season the situation has
been radically altered. Hulecki has
been inserted in the offensive

alignment, Toner and York have
exited the scene via graduation,

while Bristol continues to have his

problems in putting everything

together. The opportunity was thus

afforded and the UMass eleven has

been rewarded as Wood and
Kelliher have suddenly blossomed
in their senior seasons, the years

they were most needed.

'Both of them are intelligent

football players and are extremely

coachable," declares head Red-

man mentor Vic Fusia. They're

well disciplined and do everything

expected of the book which speaks

admirably for their defensive line

coach, Robert Graham.
'Russ and Jim have been con-

tributing throughout the season,

playing good steady ball and giving

us a boost in many a situation. I

respect their football ability and
admire them both as men."
Fusia also pointed out that the

pair has done a creditable job of

containing the end run, squeezing

the off tackle, and placing pressure

on the passer. They have really

worked their way up and I hold

them in high regard. Both com-
prise part of what I think is one of

the finest defensive units we've

had around here," he asserted.

Tomorrow will probably present

the biggest test for the pair in their

careers when the Redmen run into

a potent opponent in Boston
College. I'Mass bowed by the slim

margin of 35-30 a year ago. But

considering their Yankee Con-

ference crown and the 6-3 mark,

their showing was certainly

qualified.

This years Eagles, noted for an

artful "aerial attack, frequently

counter with a strong ground game
as well. BC loves to sweep and ran

impressively against Pittsburg,

going to the outside and using the

off tackle. If the Redmen are going

to make any kind of respectable

stand against bowl-bound Boston

College tomorrow afternoon, a lot

will pivot on the performance of

the defensive line, and perhaps the

effectiveness of Wood and Kelliher.

Old acquaintances will probably

spell out more incentive to Russ

Wood's usual job in Saturday's tiff.

His former high school coach. Jack

Bicknell, and his ex-team mate

John McElgunn are among those

included on the BC roster.

Bicknell, presently an offensive

backfield coach for the Eagles,

piloted Governor Livingston

Regional High (Berkley, N.J.) to

state championships in both '65 and

'67. McElgunn shows promise as a

budding sophomore linebacker.

An all-stater on his school's

unbeaten grid team in 1965, Wood
lettered seven times over his

schoolboy days. He received all-

league recognition in basketball,

captained the track squad, and

also competed in baseball.

Having been cited for his

brilliant defensive work in UMass'

24-14 victory at the expense of New
Hampshire, this week turned out to

be a triple plus for Wood. A berth

on the Eastern College Athletic

Conference team of the week, top

defensive player in the Yankee

Conference, and his second Varsity

M award comprised the

recognition which fell his way.

By distinguishing the gap bet-

ween schoolboy football and the

collegiate brand, Wood draws a

correlation to life:

"If you're a schoolboy, you'll

never make it. Every year you lose

players that are freshmen,
sophomores or juniors. The true

athlete is the one that sticks it out

for four years. He's no longer a
schoolboy, he's a college athlete.

He is able to withstand the punish-

ment and criticism of the long

practice hours. If you can take
criticism on the field, and that

hurts the most, than you can take it

through life."

Jim Kelliher, a product of

Abington High, experienced an
oddity similar to Wood's last

weekend. Bob O'Neil, brother of

Redman safety John, and a neigh-

bor of Kelliher, joined in the UNH
quest for the Beanpot. Kelliher was
a three sports man in high school,

chalking up two letters apiece in

football, basketball and baseball.

His outstanding play in UMass' 14-

7 setback to Rhody earned himself
a Varsity M award.

"Football has done a lot for me
these past few years," says
Kelliher. "It has had a tremendous
effect on my character through
relationships with others and my
association with Coach Fusia. He
has done a lot for me and there's no
way you can't respect the man
even though we've had our dif-

ferences at times. Some day I can
look back upon football and credit

him for shaping a part of my life."

Here's how the two players think

in terms of the BC contest:

Wood: "This is a game that you
can't get primed for Thursday or
Friday. We have to prepare for it in

body and mind. We've been
thinking about tomorrow since the

final whistle of the New Hampshire
game and we're gonna be readv for

it.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMARR

scorpio heroines involved with ralli-

es. .Many who think they know their
scorpi.i friends aud relatives could '•••

mistaken. Natives of this lodiaral situ
react intensely, but do not often eTMl
their hearts on their sleeves. The-.-
people are apt to be ultrasensitive.
1 lie s can also be shrewd bargainers
A tough exterior often hides a deli-

cate, fine sense of Justice, scorpio run
finht, but usually aids the underdo!-
ARIES (March Jl- April lio: Avo i

' ikine unnecessary chances. Gambling
Ti.si inci may be stroim. But tenden-

v

is to choose on impulse. Logical 6V-
• lets* now would be to hold tight to

financial reins. Go slow.

TAURCf lApril L'n - May 20): Ca.i-

ti.'ii should be keynote — applies es-

pecially where savings, property are
•"iicerneil. Seek additional inform,
turn. Refuse to be cajoled, pushed or

ruslieil. other fellow may have ace
>n hole.

QJSMIK1 (May 21 - June 20): P»H
iff travel. Take care with what you
put in writing. Review promises ma.i.'

to relatives. Some of them may ha\--

lo be revised. Clarify meanings con-
tained in messages,
CANCER I June 21 - July 22): Son..

who want you to put money on lin.

would sing different tune if the.i

own assets were involved. Know tic-

— respond accordingly. Element i

deception may be involved.

LEU (July 2:; - Autt. 22): Yout
soals are in sight. But some delay i-

to rules, regula-
te skip essentia l

-

Hold off on snap

indicated. Adhere
Hans. Attempting
could be costly,

judgments.
VILGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Y

could be tempted to bras, make un-
realistic claims. Know this and appb
self-restraint. Some around you aie
•esentful. You arouse envy by car*

ess remaiks.
libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. S8)i friend

may be well-meaning but mis-ln
formed. Rely on your own judgment
New view ni.iy be necessary. Stres-
independence of thought, action. Ac-
cent creative endeavors.
SCORPIO (Oct. 2;i - Nov. 21): To

may be working- against your own in-

terests. Review procedures. Take time
ii follow through on past commit-
ments. Aquarius individual can be of

nid.

BAarrTARIUi mar, S3 - Dae. 2i)
All cards are not on table. Some f.ic-

are hidden from view. Bi Vfraa-
Ills, Pon I depend on Just one event
•>r person. Study Lilo.i sjesaagc. Time
is on your side.

CAPRICORN (Dec J2 - J.m. IS):

Financial aealinsTs favor opiioslilon ii

ran jump at first offer. Study fine

print; read between the lines. sVwm
liatan are for your own benefit.
There Is no need to rush.

AQTJARICfl i J.,n. SO - Feb. 18): On-
us, with one born uadsr Scorpio,

Benefits will )*> mutual. Accent now
on contracts, binding aprec
Logjam can he removed. Bat Von re-

lec.il assistance.

PiUCEfl 'I'eo. It - March 89): sh.w
TlTing1

to Is. cvciywha
.•nee merely defi purpose.

to stick (l..se to home h i~e.

Make conciliatory gesture to family
for domestic harmony.

IF TOPAT III TOUR BIRTHDAT
on, ral t

to moods. Imp., unit for you t,,

and diet. Once you
I.e.'.. 111. !.]\ |n UlO Van iNO

a work Its hits pel anal
relationships, Rec**nt

I ntai i
-

Important relation i, M ,-,

Copyright I ''•'• Con

"For Jim and myself, this marks
the last week of practice, the last

game we put on a UMass uniform,

and the last time we hit anybody in

that stadium, which gives us an

extra incentive against BC. I think

every senior on this club will be

playing as hard as he knows how to

play.

'If you can have a good last

game the season is a success

regardless of the final record."

Kelliher: "I can see the fan being

a bit disenchanted in respect to

how we were expected to do and
what was done. But this season

hasn't been a complete loss.

There's still this game to go. If we
beat the Eag'es it is going to be a

winning season not just because of

the 5-4-1 mark, but because of the

stature of the BC team.

"To the football squad when you

speak of Boston College, there's a
funny feeling you get because of

their prominence as a top-ranked
New England football power.
"But UMass has some fine

personnel and we're capable of
playing much better ball than our
statistics indicate. Playing BC is

almost completely different from
playing anybody else on our
schedule. This team's attitude is to

beat the Eagles, and we feel we
have the equipment to do it.

FROSH HOCKEY SCRIM
MAGE—The UMass freshman
hockey team will scrimmage
Mt. St. Charles Academy of

Woonsocket, R.I. tomorrow at

t>:30 p m. at Orr Rink. Amherst
' College.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Identu al

S Break suddenly

9 Tiopu al dint

12 At a distant c

1 3 Pay attention

14 Bcvct.u't

15 ConiuiM tion

16 Develop

18 Possessive

pronoun
20 Note ol scale

22Unlotk

24 Diplomat y

27 Aiyan invader

ol Gie.it

Britain

29 Killed

3 1 Clu k beetle

32 Sharp and
harsh

34 leak through

36 Greek letter

37 Thoroughfare

39 Mock
41 Spanish for

"yes"
42 Verve
44 Evergreen trees

45 Vast age
47 Bound
49 After dinner

candy
50-Siipercilious

person
52 Entice

54 Conjunction
55 Openwork labric

57 Care for

59 Pronoun
61 Observe
63 Region
65 Skin ailment

67 Bitter vetch

68 Microbe
69 Kind of mental

discipline

DOWN

1 Capuchin
monkey

2 Tribulation

3 Parent (colloq.)

4 Unit ol en.

5 Stores

6 Stan posts

7 Cooled lava

8 In lavor of

l
) Unit ot elci tin al

measurement

10 Pietu: not

1

1

E.iith go<1rles\

17 Aitilni.il

language

19 Guido's low note

21 Genus ol maples

23 Want

25 Compressing,
26 Most e»a< t

27-l'ree tickets

28 Woody plant

30Cry
33 Strip ol leather

35 Stiffly decorous

38 Caudal
appendage

40 Dolphinlike

cetacean
4 3 Neither male

nor lemale

46 Roman date

48 Vision

51 Exist

53 Printer's

measure
56 Label

58 Period ol time

60 Alternoon party

61 Compass point

62 Teutonic deity

64 Note ol scale

66 Pretn: with

1 ? 3 4 5 6 ; 8
. .

.

9 10 "

1? :•:':• '3

. *

14

1

5

:::• '6 17 18 19
'/.'•'.

20 ?i ..\ 22 23 :•:•: ?4 25 26

.

'

?H 29 30 31

32 33 34 35 :
•:•:• 3°

37 38 39 40

41
VV V

4? 43

i

44

45 46 47 48 49

50 51 52 53 54

55 56 57 58
. .

.

59 60

61 62 63 64
:

: .-.

65 66

67 68 69
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Fusia Trying For Win Against Eagle-Sized Odds
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Writer
A perplexing situation has faced

head UMass football coach Vic

Fusia all week long as he has

gotten his charges prepared for

the yearly chalk ige of the Boston
College football I ;am, in a game to

be played here at Alumni Stadium
tomorrow at 1 p.m.

He has repeatedly asserted that

the 1970 Eagles are the best he has

Metawampe's Picks

With the last Saturday of

pigskin parades preparing to

pass us by. the zany Zuni is

zipping his zealous zingers and
has finally zoomed to his zingful

zenith. Zounds! Although
famished by his foolish phonetic
infatuation, the Great One is

pleased to end his season's
chores once again so that he
might return once more to the

somber solitude of his stony
station.

But enough. He sees no reason
to prolong the agony for his

retarded readers who must wait
a year to hear once more his

reverent rhymes. To date, the

Great One is rolling at an
astronomical .733 pace and
though the .800 mark has once
again eluded his gratifying
grasp, he is satisfied. And so he
should be. Considering his

illusory illness, the inane injun

has endured quite well. But for

the last time, the Great One
scours the scores.

BOSTON C. 21, UMASS 7

BC will win and there are few
who dont know it.

But Redmen still hope that the

Eagles will blow it.

CONNECTICUT 24, HOLY
CROSS 17

Crusaders still search for glory
past.

But thirteenth straight loss

I

won't be the last.

DARTMOUTH 22, PENN-
SYLVANIA
The Big Green "Big D" has been
the hero,

Against the Quakers it adds
another zero.

YALE 14. HARVARD 12

On paper its looks like Yale win
is fate.

But Bulldogs still remember '68.

NOTRE DAME 34, LOUISIANA
STATE 13

Irish emerge after Georgia Tech
fright,

But though Tiger is vicious, the

roars worse than the bite.

PRINCETON 23, CORNELL 21

Tigers victory here knocks
Cornell off track.

But it won't be for long as

Marinaro'll be back.

SOUTHERN CAL. 28, UCLA 25

In '69. Trojans won on last

minute Jones aerial,

But in 70. it's UCLA's turn for

the burial.

OHIO STATE 36, MICHIGAN 24

What Wolverines did in '69, the

Buckeyes can't forget,

But after crushing win this year,

they'll have little to regret.

AIR FORCE 35, COLORADO 21

Colorado teams battle to be
states pigskin leaders,

And Falcons win honor as
Buffalo-beaters.

COLUMBIA 17, BROWN 10

Though Ivy League play this

year has beeb zellar,

This one's not example as loser

gets cellar.

seen in his ten years of coaching at

UMass. He has said, "Our theme
now is to delay, or prolong, the

inevitable." He has labeled BC the

best team in the East. However, he
has also instilled w his players

every confidence in Lie world that

they can indeed defeat the Eagles.

Sound confusing? It is, a little

bit. The coach has built up BC all

week into being a great football

team, and it is a treat football

team. At the same time, he has
drilled the Redmen for a victory,

for in his role as a coach who plays
every game to win, he truly

believes UMass can upset the

Eagles.

Lending some light to this

problem, Fusia talked about the

pros and cons of getting ready for

Ssilg <taU*gtan

Sp*nU
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this BC club: "You scout teams,
you evaluate them, you study their

movies, you study their strengths,

weaknesses...and you have to be
objective and quite realistic and be
sure not to underestimate or

overestimate a team, and I assure
you, I don't think we're
overestimating them. ..This year's

BC team is unique in that it can
beat you many ways."
He elaborated by pointing out

that the Eagles are expert kickoff

returners, that they are adept at

running reverses out of their of-

fensive setup (what he called

"Mickey Mouse" plays), that they

can come right at you if they want
"because of their size and running
ability, and to make things worse
they have a fine passer with many
good receivers."

Okay, the coach had talked a
while about the awesome shadow
the team from Chestnut Hill casts.

He swung back to the Redmen and

revealed their attitude toward

victory as this big encounter ap-

proaches.

The first thing he made clear

was that when he said UMass'
theme was to delay the inevitable,

he was not looking upon the game
as a lost cause, but was merely
being realistic about the Eagles
offense and its ability to score on
any defense.

He explained his position, "So,

what am I saying is that you're
going to have to defense them from
sideline to sideline and for the

whole length of the field." Right

Cartoon by Fred Rosenthal

here he assessed the Redmen's
chances of winning when he
commented, "And if you prolong

them long enough, you never know
what'll happen

"

From all observations,
tomorrow's matchup looks like a

team that is known for its out-

standing spirit and solid defense

( UMass ) going up against a team
that has, oh, just so much talent

(BC). It should be a great football

game.
SIDELINE SCRIBBLES-This tilt

will mark the last appearance in a
Redman uniform for the following

15 seniors: John Farrelly, Pat
Scavone, Ken Hughes, Bill Sroka.
Bob Pena, Jim Kelliher, Russ
Wood, Art Corsaletti, Mark
Russell, Dick Heavey, Bill Byron,
Dick Dyer, Joe Lanf, and Don

Dotson and Tom Holmes. ..About
this group, Fusia commented,
"Ihave nothing but high praise for
them. They're not just football
players, but good men "...Aside
from praising the seniors, the head
coach doled out high words for the
entire football staff, "We were in a
position five weeks ago to just
crumble, but they didn't. This
speaks well of every member of the
squad, our captain, our seniors and
my coaching staff. "...Redman
fullback Dick Cummings is six
yards shy of the 1000-yard rushing
mark for his two years of run-
ning...Last year he compiled 424
yards on the ground, and thus far
this fall has added 570 yards to that
total...He is presently UMass' top
ground-gainer.

The Teams At A Glance
KICKOFF:J

KICKOFF: Tomorrow at 1 p.m.

UMASS RECORD: (4-4-1) BeatMaine (28-0), Lost to Dartmouth (27-Q), to

Buffalo (16-13), to Boston U. (13-10), to Rhode Island (14-7), Tied UConn
(21-21), Beat Vermont (48-6), Holy Cross (29-13), New Hampshire (24-14).

BC RECORD: (6-2) Beat Villanova (28-21), Navy (28-14), Virginia
Military (56-3) , Lost to Penn State (28-3

) , to Air Force (35-10) , Beat Army
(21013), Buffalo (65-12), Pittsburgh U. (21-6).

UMASS TYPE OF ATTACK: T with variations. Slow getting under
way this year, but over past three weeks has responded well with Ken
Hughes at quarterback. Rushing game strong with halfbacks Pat
Scavone and Mark Russell, and fullback Dick Cummings, who has been
great as of late. Receiving corps is good. Offensive line is strong.

BC TYPE OF ATTACK: A split backfield and two wide receivers
stabilize the offense. Power "I" used on occasion, with some motion.
There are three all-star performers here in quarterback Frank Harris,

halfback Fred Willis and wide receiver John Bonistalli. Don't count out

unheralded workmen like halfback Gene Cornelia and tight end Jim
O'Shea.

UMASS BASIC DEFENSE : A 4-4 pro defense. Tackles Bill DeFlavio and
Bill Sroka, along with linebackers John Farrelly, Dennis Collins, Mark
Leamy and Joe Sabulis form the core of the defense. Defense is strong
point of the whole team.

BC BASIC DEFENSE: A basic 4-4 front with three variations used off of

that. This squad is young, with only two starting seniors, but is an im-
proved defense over the one BC had a year ago.

PLAYERS TO WATCH: UMass-Quarterback Ken Hughes, halfback Pat
Scavone, fullback Dick Cummings, tight end John Hulecki, defensive
tackles Bill DeFlavio and Bill Sroka, linebacker Dennis Collins; BC-
Quarterback Frank Harris, halfback Fred Willis, wide receiver John
Bonistalli, linebacker Kevin Clemente and Al Dhembe, defensive half-

back Skip Coppola.
UMASS INJURIES: None.
BC INJURIES: Offensive tackle Ralph Angel and defensive tackle Steve
Cipot.

FWORITE: See Metawampe's Picks, this page.
UMASS RADIO: WMUA, 91.1 FM (Ken Horseman and Dave Melvin),
WTTT, 1430 AM (Ted Peene and Bill Carty).
BC RADIO : WBZ 1003 AM ( Bob Starr and Gil Santos )

.

THANX: To the Boston Globe's Football Weekend.

OPPOSING COACHES—UMass head coach Vic Fusia (right) and Boston College head coach Joe

Yukii-;i are shown superimposed on a photo depicting action from last year's Redman-Eagle game, won

h\ IH' :i.v:iO. Fusia "s squads have defeated Yukica teams twice, both times when he was head coach at

the I'niversity of New Hampshire. Yukica has since rebounded, and with the Eagles has beaten UMass
two times to tie up the series between the two head skippers.
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Weather:

Windy and cold with a

chance of snow I lurries.

Temperatures in the low

Id's.

MONDAY, NOVEMBEH 23, 1970

Trustees Name Bromery
To Vice-Chancellor Post

Details, page 3

Birth control advocate Bill Baird leads a march against abortion laws Saturday in front of Hampden Commons in Southwest. The
demonstration was geared to attract the attention of visiting legislators who lunched with Trustees in the dining hall. (MDC photo
b\ (iary Slickman).

Extra Security Given Central During Vacation
Story on page 3
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Something Else 70 Draws 20,000
HyANNKSTADNICKI

Staff Reporter

Standing still is moving back-

ward" said Dwight Allen, Dean of

the School of Education, when he
addressed an audience at one of the

closing lectures on Friday of

"Something Klse 70".

Entitled "Alternative Futures in

Education", the lecture covered a

great variety of reasons for

educational pioneering, which was
also the theme for the School of

Education's marathon week of

events.

"Something Else 70 was an
attempt over one week, to give an
opportunity to students, faculty

and the general public to look at a

variety of educational options and
new frontiers in education," said

liob Woodbury. Assistant to the

Dean for Special Program
Development.

It ottered about 500 different

units, he explained, including
mock appeals-trials. equal
educational opportunity events,

media experiments, various
workshops, programs on different

structures, and a special talk by

Bill Schultz, author of Joy. who
works with sensitivity methods.

The importance of Something
Klse '70. Woodbury added, was
that it presented possibilities in the

educational process to un-

dergraduates teachers, principals,

parents and children all together.

There are few places where all

these people can get together, he

noted.

some people here liked or

disliked individual parts of this

week." said Dean Allen, "that's

what it's all about."

The main idea of Something Else

To was that change is needed and
desirable in education, he said, but

courses and experience."

Change for the sake of per-

spective is important, but ex-

perimenters must expect hostile

criticism, he added. Especially

significant is the alignment of

allies before they are needed, he
said.

"It's more dangerous to turn

back than to go on, once you pass a
certain point." warned the Dean.

Knowing when to discard the old

is important, he said. A premature
"hardening of the arteries" before

educational goals are reached
could result in stale, "sick"
schools, it was his opinion.

an unusual group of people plus

events must collude to gain a

perspective on the problems.

'Competing programs create

diversity," the Dean noted in his

speech, "and I think we should

have them, although the Univer-
sity says that two courses on thf
sank' subject is wasteful, in-

dividual instructors, people, shape
'Youngsters learn more outside

the school than inside in the inner

city schools" he offered as an
example, yet educators insist on
enclosing their pupils in a box.

What the Dean and many others

propose is to let students out to

learn in the world.

Collegiality between faculty and
students here, and state and
nationwide among educators is

vital, said the Dean. The fraternity

of educators must stand together

for change, he suggested, although
working on different programs or
in different directions.

"We don't pretend to be com-
prehensive, we are a reasonable
mix of people and ideas," clarified

Dean Allen.

He added that no one dimension
is absolutely important in

education, but he feels that studies

of the inventory of resources will

prove important.

•Something Else '70 ac-

complished its goals, said Dean
Allen.

It proved its value in the variety

of resources expounded upon, the

many contacts made with

educational people and the general

public, and the contribution of

ideas and involvement in Western
Massachusetts, he summarized.

What people do with the options

offered in Something Else '70,"

said the Dean's special assistant,

"will be seen in future parent.

teacher, and student
achievements."

Something Else '70 was the

fourth annual School of Education

happening, according to Pat
Crosson, assistant to Bob Wood-
bury. It followed Something '70 of

last February, and two other

events in 1968.

It all started as a class excercise

that grew too large for the

classroom, so it was expanded to a
day's, then a week's, program,
with all education classes at the

University cancelled for that

period, she said.

Whether or not another event
will be sponsored by the School of

Education is uncertain remarked
Allen. It could become an over-

worked idea, or a really useful

institution, he said.

Total attendence at Something
Else '70 amounted to an estimated
20,000. Only about half of this

amount was accounted for by

undergraduates. The School of

Education was pleased, said the

Dean, that so many outsiders

participated. Each day an average
of 3,000 to 5,000 attended the

workshops and lectures.

Hanoi Charges Laird

With "Covering Up"
PARIS AP North Vietnam's

delegation to the Paris peace talks

said Sunda> denials by I S

Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird that American planes

bombed above the 19th parallel

was "an intolerable provocation"

and an effort "to cover up the

'nines of the Nixon ad-

ministration."

In a statement, a spokesman

said North Vietnam and "the

entire Vietnamese people severly

a am the Nixon administration"

about the U.S. renewed bombing

and repeated an admonition that

the raids "seriously threaten the

Paris conference on Vietnam."

Hanoi again asserted it had no

•understanding" with the United

States about permitting unarmed

reconnaissance planes to fly over

North Vietnamese territory.

There will be no Monday noon

session of the Chancellor's

Coffee Hour today. Instead,

Associate Provost David C.

Bischoff will hold an open
session at 10:00 p.m. in Pat-

terson House
The principal subjects will be

icademic programming, with

particular emphasis on

residential college aspects

thereof.

j

The statement said Laird's
denial that U.S. planes had at-

tacked a IS. pilots' detention

camp and places in the region of

Haiphong. Quang N'inh, Ha Tay.
Hoa Binh and Hanoi were made "in

order to reduce the extreme
. Uy of the Nov 21. 1970. acts of

war against the Democratic
Republic of North Vietnam."

"The delegation of the govern-

ment of the DRVN to the Paris

conference on Vietnam resolutely

and totally rejects these bellicose,

insolent and deceptive statements

of Mr. Laird's," the spokesman
said.

Characterizing the Nixon ad-

ministration as "odious and ob-

stinate aggressors," the

spokesman warned that any at-

tack, "no matter on what parallel,

has been and will continue to be

deservedly punished."
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See Me, Feel Me, Touch Me
By JOHN BOITEAU

Staff Reporter

"Take off your shoes." "Put
your arms in front of you." "Mill

around, and when you touch

someone, do what you want with

them," were the words of

William Schertz, co-founder of

the Ksalen Institute, as he began

a discussion of encounter group
culture Friday in Mark's
Meadow Gymnasium, climaxing

the School of Education
Something Else "70.

Mr. Schertz told the audience

of 150 that the techniques of the

encounter group, which he had
just demonstrated, could bring

about a revolution in world

relations if combined with the

social revolution from the left.

"The techniques of the en-

counter group," he said, "have a

universal application, and may
be applied to any social

situation."

The speaker then enumerated
the three basic characteristics of

the encounter group. Individual

responsibility, he said, is the

first goal of the encounter group.

"You are responsible for your
body -- what it does and what
happens to it," he explained.

Mr Schertz added that sickness

derives from a conflict which is

not dealt with on a conscious

level, but must be dealt with by
the body. "Injuries and
Mckness." he said, "are the

responsibility of the individual,

and when the conflict is dealt

with on a conscious level, the

symptoms disappear."

Honesty is the second prin-

ciple, he said; a person must
know what is true, and must not

deceive himself. "We are taught

to lie," he said, "and this ten-

dency must be overcome." Mr.

Schertz said that truth is in the

body, and that one must get in

touch with the body to know
what is true.

The third characteristic of the

encounter group, according to

Mr. Schertz, is its open format.

"The encounter group may
borrow from a number of

techniques, " he said, "such as

yoga, psycho-drama. Gestalt

therapy, and so on.

By request of the audience,

Mr. Schertz demonstrated
Rolling. The theory behind

Rolling, he said, is that un-

completed experiences are

manifested in muscular tension.

The technique, he explained,

involves deep body massage,
which relaxes tension and allows

the completion of an experience.

HELPING TO CLOSE OUT
Something Else '70. William

Schertz, left, co-founder of

I'.salen Institute, told an

audience of IS* at .Mark's

Meadow School (iwnnasium
that thi' techniques of encounter

groups could bring about a

revolution in world relations.

(MDC photos by David Kern-

stein)

Senate Set To Vote On Veto
WASHINGTON-Senate supporters of a bill that The closeness of the vote and the uncertainty of the

would limit the amount of campaign money that could outcome is underscored by the fact that over the
be spent on political broadcasting on television now weekend Mr. Nixon directed personal letters to each
claim they are within three votes of overriding of the Republican senators, asking for their suDDort to
President Nixon's veto of the bill. sustain his veto.

However, Republican leaders insist that the
President's veto will be sustained by "one or two
votes."

A vote is scheduled for 5 p.m. today.

The outcome apparently hinges on eight senators,

equally divided between Democrats and Republicans,

who have not indicated how they will vote.

Democratic and Republican supporters of the bill

say they have 61 votes. Since four senators are ex-
pected to be absent, a total of 96 votes will be cast.

To override a veto requires the vote of two thirds of

those present. If 96 senators vote, it will take 64 votes

to override.

At the same time, Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott issued a statement assuring senators that if the
President is sustained, he will produce an all en-
compassing measure that will meet the demands of
the Senate and close more loopholes than does the
present legislation.

Mr. Nixon vetoed the bill on grounds that it set
ceilings for television campaigning, but did not
regulate spending in other media.

Scott, in his statements, said, "The measure which I

will offer will meet the objections laid down by the
President in his veto message. The problem with
campaign spending is not radio and television. The
problem is spending. This bill plugs only one hole in a
sieve."

If the supporters of the bill are correct, they must He added, "Such legislation is being drafted and I

pick up three votes from among the eight senators know j t can ^^
who as yet have declined to commit themselves.

The four Democrats are James Allen (Ala), John Scott noted, "I have consulted the White House on

Stennifl (Miss.), Everett Jordan (N.C.), and James the legislation I proposed and they know of this

Eastland (Miss.). statement."

The Republicans are John J. Williams (Del.),

William B. Saxbe (Ohio), Margaret Chase Smith

Maine), and John Sherman Cooper (Ky.).

Jordan indicated to newsmen last week that he is

leaning toward overriding the President, although he

voted against the bill Sept. 23, when it passed the

Senate bv 60 to 19.

Scott's statement was designed to mollify those
senators who fear that if thoy vote u ith the President
there will be no further attempt made by the \d

ministration to reform campaign spending.

ItsA IIPolitenessAndAgreement
When Trustees Open Door To Pub lie

By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

NEWTON—Perched on a small bluff overlooking Lake Norumbega
sits the Marriot Motor Hotel, a very, very plush place. Guests have a
tremendous view of the Rt. 128-Mass Pike interchange, Rt. 30, and if

they go up on the roof and crane their necks, they may be able to see the
beacon flashing on top of the Prudential Tower 14 miles away.

It looks like the kind of place that only traveling salesmen who sell

aircraft carriers on commission could afford, but as a chambermaid
told me, it only runs about twelve dollars a night.

The UMass Board of Trustees met Friday afternoon at the Marriot in

the Concord Room. They were served lunch at noon and the meeting
began, or was supposed to begin, at two. It took awhile to clear all the

dishes out of the room.
As far as Trustee meetings go it was pretty normal. Any time a

motion came up for a vote Chairman Joseph P. Healey would say, "All

in favor say 'aye' (and they all would).Opposed? None, it's a vote."

John Haigis of the Building and Grounds Committee gave his familar
clear, concise report. George Pumphret, chairman of the committee on
Finances not unsurprisingly reported that he would have something to

say at the next meeting, and to start the ball rolling, President Robert
Wood made his customary remarks, often tagged "inar.i" by veteran
observers of Trustee meetings.
The cast of characters doesn't really change much from meeting to

meeting. Last time in the Campus Center, Chancellor Edward Moore
from the Board of Higher Education was a guest along with a few
people from UMass Boston. Last week Dean Lamar Souttar of the

Medical School was there, Frank O'Brien from the Planning Office of

UM Boston, J. H. Littlefield from our own Planning Office, and most
notably, Dr. Randolph Bromery were present.

When the Trustees reached the item tagged "personnel action" on
the agenda and unanimously accepted it, Dr. Bromery was given an
ovation, preceded by a few remarks by Chancellor Tippo, because it

meant that Bromery had just been appointed Vice-Chancellor in

charge of student affairs.

It was a very short meeting, comparatively speaking. It didn't begin
until close to 2:30 and was over by 3:30. The Trustees don't really have
lunch at their meetings, They just eat during what is called "Executive
Session." It is entirely possible that most of their work is accomplished
during this informal, closed-to-the-press session.

Wood and Healey customarily preside over a press conference at the
conclusion of business. Of Bromery's appointment Healey said "It's
outstanding...We don't have to conduct a nation-wide search to find a
man with Dr. Bromery s quality." He was also quick to point out that
the special meeting at the Cape on December 28 is just a get together,
something that "every family should do once in a while." No formal,
binding action will be taken by the Board at this all expense paid
conclave.

The Trustees and the principals at their meetings are very easy
people to approach and talk to. As evidence I offer President Wood's
first comment to me at the press conference. Remarking that I had
taken a lot of pictures during the meeting, Wood said, "You're wasting
an awful lot of film, vou know that?"

\ WHITE HOUSE GUARD?
No. it's just the dooman at the

Marriot in Newton. He spends
all his time smiling pleasantly

and opening the large doors
that lead into a modern day
version of the garden in Alice

in Wonderland. (MDC photo
h\ David Williams)

Bromery On Job Now
Before his appointment as vice-chancellor for student affairs, Dr.

Bromery had been serving as special assistant to the chancellor for

student affairs since last spring.

Although he will be performing essentially the same duties, the

special assistant designation was an interim one whereas the vice-

chancellor post is a permanent one under the new administrative

organization of the campus.

(The new administrative plan calls for the work of the campus to be

divided into five areas, each headed by a vice chancellor under the

chancellor.

)

Prior to the Board's finaUzation, Dr. Bromery's appointment

received swift • tudent-facuity-administration approval.

He came to UMass as an associate professor of geology in 1967 and

was named head of the department two years later. He will retain his

title of professor of geology.

Before joining the UMass faculty Dr. Bromery had a distinguished

career as an exploration geophysicist with the U.S. Geological Sur-

vey. He is a graduate of Howard University with an M.S. degree from

American University and a Ph. D. from Johns Hopkins University.

At UMass Dr. Bromery helped found and is now president of

CCEBS, the Committee for the Collegiat Education of Black Students.

CCEBS helps black students and others with college potential over-

come financial and academic barriers to university careers.

Board Dubs Bromery
UM Vice-Chancellor

ay DENISE MAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

The Board of Trustees named Geology Professor Randolph W.
affairs for the Amherst Campus at their meeting Friday.

Bromery Vice-Chancellor for student

Dr. Bromery's appointment
effective immediately

is

(An accompanying story
provides background information

to the appointment).

In his opening remarks, Chan
cellor Tippo announced that search
committees had been assembled
for the remaining four vice-
chancellor vacancies. He also said
that some of the new Northeast
"suite" dormitories will be ready
for students next semester.

Central Dorms "Chained Shut"

In New Holiday Security Move
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor

Central area dormitories will be

"chained" shut during the

Thanksgiving holiday in order to

provide maximum security for

student and University property.

The "chains" will be placed on

all dorms in the Central Area un-

occupied during the vacation and

on all doors except the front en-

trance in those dorms with heads of

residence.

These steps are being taken,

according to Assoc. Dean of

Students Michael West, because of

inadequate security measures
available with present security

forces for dorms during vacations.

West told the MDC that in past

vacation periods there have been

numerous incidents of dormitory

ROTC Presents
UMass' Air Force and Army Reserve Officer

Training Corps cadets are now sponsoring a fund-

raising drive for the relief of Pakistani tidal wave
victims.

The money collected during the drive will be used

to purchase badly needed medical living supplies

for the Pakistani people.

Canvassing for contributions will begin today in

campus dormitories. The drive got under way after

Saturday's football game.
Cadet John Murphy, spokesman for the planning

committee, anticipates a problem with the

Thanksgiving vacation, but said, "The drive will

continue after the recess."

theft. The chains are expected to

prevent much of stealing in dor-
mitories, especially at dorms like

Hills where the front door
reportedly don't lock.

There has been some dispute as
to whether the Physical Plant is

able to supply the chains. "We'll

get the chains, even if we have to

go out and buy them," claimed
West, saying that the Treasurer's
office has been reluctant to en-

dorse the plan.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

A proposed "deficiency budget"
of $150,000 was then presented to

the Board by Dr. Bromery, to

cover the costs of plans to ease
campus security problems.

The main budgetary action of the
meeting, however, was the Board's
approval of the Fiscal 1972 Capital
Outlay Request for the three
UMass campuses.

The total requests amounted to

$76 million with $17 million ap-
propriated to Amherst, $5 million
to Worcester, and $54 million to
Boston.

John Haigis, Chairman of the
Committee on Buildings and
Grounds, presented the ap-
propriation bill.

Modular classrooms, a "botany
controlled environmental growth"
facility, the graduate research
center, designs for an engineering
laboratory, and a "life sciences"
building, campus improvement,
and utilities will be funded by the
Amherst portion of the capital
outlay.

Boston's $54 million ap-
propriation will be used for the

construction of a physical
education building, and another
academic building for College 030.

(The various departments of the

projected Boston campus re
labelled as Colleges 010, 020, 030,

etc.)

The design funds for the second
phase of the science building at the

Boston campus will also be taken
from this budget.

A combination student residence
and minimum-care facili'.y for

patients not requiring actual
hospitalization will l>e financed by
the $5 million allotted to the

Worcester Medical School.

The next Trustees meeting,
scheduled lor December 28 during
Christmas vacation in Hyannis.
was described by Board Chairman
Joseph P. Healey as a chance for
the Trustees to "sit back and take a
look at the University as a
whole.

. a chance lo think about the
problems ahead of us and how to
meet them."

Healey envisions the Sheraton
Hyannis (in which the meeting will

Ik? housed) as being converted into

a "think-tank" where no "formal
action" will take place.

There had been some speculation
on the purpose of the vacation
period meeting when it was first

announced. Last year, a Trustee
gathering held at approximately
the same time resulted in the

approval of the dormitory rent hike
which prompted a massive student
protest last February.

Reprinted from the Boston Globe
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PEACE CORPS
NEEDS YOU NOW!
Besides summer programs, the Peace Corps has imme-
diate openings for students finishing; their studies in

•January. If you have any agricultural background or
degree* in Education, Math/Science, Accounting.
Business, Architecture or Civil Engineering', get an
application at the Placement Office, Whitmore Adm.
Bldg. or contact Peace Corps, 408 Atlantic Ave.. Bos-
ton, tel. 6 17-223-7360.

December is the deadline for January to April i»|wti-

ings!
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In The Nation And The World

Starvation, Disease, Despair
In Wake Of Pakistani Typhoon
DAULATKHAN, East Pakistan

Al'i An old man with hair

mussed and wearing only a cloth

skirt walked along a road here on
Hhola Island, arms outstretched,
hands clawing the air.

"He lost all his family in the

cyclone," a local farmer said.

Soldier Hussain Ah climbed down
from a palm tree to which he had
clung for five hours near Bhola
Town on the morning after the

cyclone and tidal wave ripped
across the island to discover all but

one in his tamily had been washed
away with 70 out of 90 who lived in

his compound.
An old man sat in the debris of

ham boo and corrugated iron
surrounded by bodies and told a

government pilot: 'I want to die. I

am too weak to bury my dead and I

don't even recognize them '

To these people the enormity of

the Bast Pakistan catastrophe is

virtually complete. All that they

had known was gone, their ex-

periences were multiplied a

million times in the darkness from
midnight to dawn Friday, Nov. 13

when winds up to 150 miles an hour

whipped up waves 20 feet high and
crashed them against the un-

protected shores of scores of low,

flat islands in the Bay of Bengal.
According to official figures, at

least 150.000 persons were killed.

But from eyewitnesses reports and
discussion with officials on the

spot, enough people to fill the

metropolitan area of Pittsburgh,

Pa., perished within five hours.

Covernment officials make in-

formal estimates of up to half a
million dead.

Although the government was
reluctant in the first week after the

disaster to think of casualties ; n
hundreds of thousands, now no j:ie

shrugs skeptically at talk of deaths
as high as a million.

After the first week, officials in

Dacca said deaths on Bhola Island
alone were at least 200,000 of the
pie-cyclone population of 900,000.

In the Ganges River Delta area of

Patuakhali to the west of Bhola
Island, unofficial deaths one week
alter the disaster were 127.000-and

dead are still being counted.
Many parts of Bhola and its

sister smaller island. Hatia, still

White House Attacks

High Wage Increases
WASHINGTON AP -New wage

boosting settlements which helped
keep the wage price spiral spinning
upw ard w ill be a target of the next
inflation alert from the White
House
The alert due this week, the

second to be issued by the

President s Council of Economic
Advisers, is expected to be harder
lotting and more specific in dealing
« ith current wage and price

developments than the first anti-

inflation report issued Aug. 7.

However, official sources said

the council's wage warnings will

fall well short of an "incomes
policy.'' The adoption of such a

policy-the use of government
persuasion or pressure, or the

setting of voluntary wage price

guidelines-is again being debated
within the administration.

The Council of Economic Ad-

visers opposes any "incomes
policy."' considers the concept
unworkable, and does not wish to

administer it if one is adopted.

Nevertheless it has delayed its new
inflation alert for some days in

•rder to deal with two significant

wage developments.

These are:

The three year wage package
offered by General Motors to end
the United Auto Workers strike,

with an estimated untimate an-

nual cost of $2 billion to the com-
pany The first year increase is

about 50 cents an hour. However,
much of the rise represents a

deierred cost of living increase

resulting from an informal
agreement made in 1967.

-The recommendation of a
presidential emergency board for

pay increases averaging 11 per
cent a year for three years, to

ward off a strike of about 500,000

railroad workers.
These increases have been

criticized widely as setting a
probable pattern for other union
negotiations, reinforcing the
precedents set up by the 13 per cent
yearly gains won by the Teamsters
last spring and the approximate 15

per cent annual increases provided
in the new settlement of the con-
struction workers.
At a time when price increases

seem to be moderating, industry
spokesmen complain that the new
round of wage settlements assures
built in cost increases that will be
forcing prices up for years to

come, unless there are unex-
pectedly strong increases in

productivity-output per man hour-

to offset the rising cost.

The new alert will show an en-

couraging recent rise in produc-
tivity, officials disclosed. But the

persistent inflationary pressures
present a stubborn dilemma for

President Nixon's economic team;
if the government applies the

strong stimulants many say are
needed to revive the sluggish

economy, it risks a strong revival

of inflation.

Adminstration economists have
been making appeals for

moderation in wage contract
settlements, and this pattern is

expected to be repeated in the
coming alert.

ATTENTION SKIERS AND NON-SKIERS

there will be a

SKI CLUB
MEETING
TONIGHT — 8:15 p.m — MAHAR

SKI FASHION and EQUIPMENT SHOW
Memberships Taken — Ski Movie
Switzerland and other trip Info.

have not been reached by aid
(earns The same was true in

Patukhali.

Bhola Island and Patakhali
between them are half the area of

about 2.500 affected square miles
and have more than half the af-

fected population of 2.2 million.

The shore and island areas were
fully populated with up to 600

persons per square mile. During
the rice harvest this month,
thousands more arrived to harvest

the crop planted last April. The
area is one of the world's richest

rice growing regions.

This year the rice harvest, which
gives life to at least 75 million

persons who crowd this eastern

province, the size of Florida, at-

tracted thousands to their deaths.

The enormity of the human loss

still has not reached the sprawling,

crowded East Pakistan capital of

Dacca.
Cyclones are old stories and the

sun shone in a clear sky here

Friday morning.
After President Agha Moham-

med Vahya Khan saw the cyclone

area from a high flying civilian

transport three days after the

storm struck, he ordered "no effort

be spared'' to bring relief.

Eight days after the storm, the

army had provided one helicopter

and was not assigning any of the

Soviet built models kept in West
Pakistan. One week went by before

the government declared a day of

national mourning.
Some officials figured at least 40

per cent of the survivors had not
received relief aid.

Getting aid to survivors is a
problem of administration and
geography.

Governor's

Phones
Bugged

By Mistake
WASHINGTON (AP) - Special

hotline Civil Defense telephones in

six of the nation's governors' of-

fices were wired incorrectly so
conversations in the offices could
be overheard, American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. said
Thursday.
The company said the phones

were wired so that they would have
to be tapped from nearby in order
for conversations inside the offices

but not over the phone itself - to be
overheard.

The survey of governor's
telephones was made following
disclosure early this week that
Maryland Gov. Marvin Mandel's
hot line telephone was capable of
picking up and transmitting
conversations in his office.

The phones connect the gover-
nors to three different terminals
including the North American Air
Defense Command inside a
mountain in Colorado.

U.S. EndsRaids
OverN. Vietnam

SAIGON (AP)—American
supersonic jet bombers turned to

targets in Laos and Cambodia
yesterday after battering air

delenses and supply depots in

North Vietnam in the biggest air

campaign in seven months.

Striking from aircraft carriers in

the Gulf of Tonkin and air bases in

Thailand and South Vietnam, as

many as 400 Air Force and Navy
combat planes took part in the

raids across wide areas of In-

dochina.

Bombers pounded North Viet-

nam from midnight until dawn,
the deadline set by the Pentagon
for completing what it called a

series of rotaliatory strikes against

missile and antiaircraft gun
positions and supply depots.

The operation was so politically

sensitive that the U.S. Command
imposed a news blackout and
refused comment on two charges
by Hanoi:

That five U.S. bombers and one
helicopter were shot down during
the around the clock bombing of

North Vietnam that began before
dawn Saturday. Saigon time.

That there were 34 "old persons
and children" killed during the

raids.

Highly placed U.S. sources said

the Nixon administration was
willing to gamble on the political

consequences of resuming heavy
raids over north Vietnam because
some U.S. officials were unable to

resist going after what they con-

sidered to be lucrative targets.

Announcing the raids on
Saturday. Defense Decreatary
Melvin R. Laird said they were
"Limited duration protective
reaction air strikes against missile

and antiaircraft gun sites and
related facilities in North Vietnam,
south of the 19th parallel."

Laird did not say what the

"related facilities" were, but
sources identified them as supply
dumps piled high with war
materials' awaiting shipment
through Laos into Cambodia and
South Vietnam.
The sources said the Pentagon

seized on the downing of an
unarmed American recon-
naissance jet on Nov. 13 as
justification for retaliatory raids,
although a Pentagon spokesman
said that since then other U.S.
reconnaissance planes had been

Choice Of Moynihan
Criticized At U.N.

UNITED NATIONS, (NY.) (AP)-Some U.N. diplomats were reported
unenthusiastic yesterday over reports that Daniel Patrick Moynihan
would replace Charles W. Yost as head of the United States' U.N. mission.
They remarked that Moynihan, President Nixon's special assistant on

urban affairs, had practically no experience in foreign affairs, while
Yost, is a career diplomat.
They said Moynihan's lack of experience would show up in the talks on

the Middle East now in progress among the Big Four U.N. delegates.
Both men have been in the Nixon administration from the beginning in

January 1969. Yost took the U.N. job after others declined.
The diplomats said that at least three Washington embassies heard of

the reported Moynihan Yost change when they inquired about earlier
news stories of pending changes in the Nixon administration.
One said he had heard that Moynihan would take over from Yost early

fired on but not hit. But the U.S.
Command in Saigon had insisted
since the Nov. 13 episode that it had
no reports of American aircraft
being fired on.

one source estimated that more
than 200 U.S. warplanes took part
m the raids over North Vietnam.
while an equal number attacked
supply depots across the border in
Laos
North Vietnam's foreign

minister said in a broadcast over
Hanoi's official news agency that

the bombings posed "a grave
threat to the work of the Paris
conference on Vietnam."
He said U.S. warplanes
repeatedly attacked many

populated areas, communication
lines and economic establishments
in Quang Bing and Ha Tinh
provinces" in the southern most
corner of North Vietnam bordering
Laos below the 19th parallel, and
that "many flights" of American
planes "fired rockets on the

periphery of Hanoi," which is far

above the 19th parallel.

There were no post bombing
reports available up to nightfall

yesterday.
The IS Command reported that

an Air Force Flo.") fighter bomber
crashed in the Plain of Jars in

North Central Laos after an
operational failure and that both
crewmen were rescued in good
condition. It was the 73rd
American aircraft reported lost

over Laos since the command
began reporting air losses there
last March 10

One informant said North
Vietnam had near its western
border surface to air missiles and
anti aircraft guns capable of hit-

ting American planes bombing
supply routes running through
Laos. He said these were in the

area of the Mu Gia and Nape
passes, which lead into Laos south
of the 19th parallel

"In the raids over North Viet-

nam over the weekend, they went
in after the missile sites first, then
hit the supply dumps," the source
said.

Many of the raids reportedly
were aimed at a heavy backlog of

war materials awaiting shipment
southward for North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong soldiers fighting in

Cambodia and South Vietnam.

In addition to Mandels phone, in 1971. None seemed to know if Yost would be reassigned.
the wiring mixup also was found in

governors' phones in Delaware,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Utah, and
Arkansas, AT&T said.

White House press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler refused Friday to

confirm or deny the news stories about Moynihan replacing Yost.
Yost declined comment, but the first report was described as "news" to

him.
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Life Publishes Khruschev's Memoirs Despite Denial
NEW YORK (AP)

Reminiscences attributed to Nikita
S. Khrushchev describe Joseph
Stalin as a madman who replaced
Lenin's revolutionary ideals with
terror, but whose name now is

being whitewashed in the Soviet
Union "by a few of our influential
military leaders."

Rut they also say that Khrush-
chev owed his rise to power - and
perhaps his life - to Stalin's second
wife.

The reminiscences, published in

the Nov. 27 edition of Life
magazine, portray Stalin as a
heavy drinker, a murderer of

millions and a leader who per-
mitted conditions of famine and
poverty to persist because he
thought pleas for help were plots

against him.

The chief points of the
reminiscences are a denunciation
of Stalin once more by Khruschev
and a plea to clear the names of

those Stalin executed or im-
prisoned.

They are the first of a four part
series to be published in sub-

sequent weeks by Life.

According to the official Soviet

news agency Tass, Khrushchev-
has denied he had ever turned over
his memoirs to any foreign
publishing firm.

Life editors insist, however, the

manuscript being published by
them and later in book form by
Little, Brown & Co. is authentic. In

an Editors' Note in this week's

issue of Life. Managing Editor

Kalph Craves says the manuscript
had been obtained by the editors a

year ago
Knowing then, he adds, that a

denial would be forthcoming "we
had to be sure that what we had
was not a fabrication. We did

many things to authenticate it."

Khruschchev. who as premier

began the campaign to downgrade
Malm, was himself ousted from
power in 1964.

The reminiscenses begin with
Khrushchev saying he lives like a
hermit on the outskirts of Moscow,
communicating only with those

who guard him.

Khrushchev, now 76, was
reported taken to a hospital in

Moscow early last week with a
recurring heart ailment that had
plagued him most of the year.

The remarks attributed to

Khrushchev about Stalin come at a
time when the name of the old

dictator, who died March 5, 1953, is

being resurrected in the Soviet

Union in books, films and actions.

"We have no choice but to

rehabilitate all of Stalin's vic-

tims," the article entitled

"Khrushchev Remembers" says.

"I wonder particularly about a few
of our influential military leaders

who, in their speeches and
memoirs, are trying to whitewash
Stalin and put him back on his

pedestal."

At another point the

reminiscenses contend that Stalin

purged the best military and
political brains in the Soviet Union
and at the same time threw aside

many of Lenin's ideals.

Khrushchev is described as being

saved from the purges by Stalin's

second wife, Nadezhda Sergeyevna
Alliluyeva, because they studied

together at the Industrial

Academy. She was a party func-

tionary and Khrushchev had to

give her instructions.

"During the years that followed,

I stayed alive while most of my
contemporaries, my classmates at

the Academy, lost their heads as
enemies of the people. I've often

asked myself. 'How was I spared?'

1 think part of the answer is that

Nadya's reports helped determine
Stalin's attitude toward me. I call

it my lottery ticket. I drew a lucky

lottery ticket when it happened
that Stalin observed my activities

through Nadezhda Sergeyevna."
Stalin's second wife commited

Europe Troop Cutbacks

"Unsafe/' Senate Told
WASHINGTON AP l

- Top Army
and State Department officials

have told a Senate sub-committee

thai the level of U.S. conventional

forces in Western Europe is razor

thin and further troop reductions

could encourage Soviet "ad-
venturism."

A transcript of subcommittee

hearings released yesterday
revealed that senators disagreed.

They outlined a gloomy picture of

the U.S. economy and said in a

report "a way must be found to

reduce the number of American

military abroad
"

Bringing 100,000 U.S. troops back

Irom Western Europe was men-

tioned

The hearings also elicited an

Army statement that "U.S. allies

in the North Atlantic Treaty

organization could and should do

more in their defense."

The subcommittee staff, on

another point, said there are 128

IS. generals and admirals on the

European scene compared with 91

in Vietnam during the period of

peak American strength there.

The hearings were held before

the Senate subcommittee on U.S.

security arrangements and

commitments in five days of

testimony spread over May, June

and July.

Test living for the government

were Martin J. Hillenbrand,

assistant secretary of state for

European affairs, and three four

star generals: Andrew J. Good-
pastor, supreme allied commander
in Europe; David A. Burchinal,

deputy commander of U.S. forces

in Europe; and James H. Polk,

Burchinal's deputy.

Subcommittee members, in-

cluding Chairman Stuart

Symington, D. Mo., and J. William

Fulbright, D Ark., indicated the

current state of the U.S. economy
would prompt Congress to demand
substantial U.S. troop withdrawals

in Western Europe.

But reductions must be ac-

complished "while at the same
time maintaining the deterrent

effect" of NATO forces, the sub-

committee's report said, adding:

"It is recognizably a difficult

task, but this country now faces

difficult economic problems." Sen.

Mike Mansfield, the Senate
Democratic leader from Montana
and longtime advocate of reducing

IS. forces in Europe told a
reporter he may call up for action

next year his resolution urging a

substantial reduction of these

forces.

"In my opinion, it would pass if

called up," he said.

Mansfield said he considers U.S.

cooperation in NATO necessary

and mandatory "But I certainly

do not think it is mandatory that we
undertake this responsibility to

this extent." he said.

suicide in 1932, driven to it by
Stalin himself, according to their

daughter Svetlana Alliluyeva, who
defected to the United States in

1967. Svetlana is now married to

an American architect, Wesley
Porter.

At another point in the
reminiscences, Stalin is described
as being brutish toward Svetlana,

affectionately called Svetlanka,
when she was 26. The scene was a
drunken New Year's party at

Stalin's dacha outside Moscow in

1953.

"Stalin was in high spirits and
therefore was drinking a lot

himself. Stalin put on some
records of folk music. We all

listened and started dancing
"

Svetlanka appeared and Stalin

made her dance, although she was
tired.

"No doubt Stalin loved Svetlanka
very much. Stalin was proud and
fond of her. He behaved so

brutishly not because he wanted to

cause Svetlanka pain. No, his

behavior toward her really was an
expression of affection, but in a
perverse brutish form which was
peculiar to him."

Stalm was portrayed as
detesting being alone and insisting

on long dinners and drinking bouts.
"These dinners were frightful.

During the day, I usually tried to

take a nap, because there was
always a risk that if you didn't take
a nap and Stalin invited you for
dinner, you might get sleepy at the
table; and those who got sleepy at
Stalin's table could come to a bad
end."

"Khrushchev Remembers" is

sprinkled with incidents indicating

why he thought Stalin was ab-
normal. He is described as calling

meetings of his lieutenants, in-

cluding Khrushchev, at a theater
where they would sit and watch
cowboy movies, then pile into cars
for rides to Stalin's home for

drinking and eating.

Life said that in the second part
of the series Khrushchev describes
the events of World War II and
Stalin's fear and cowardice during
the worst days of the war. The
other installments carry the
reminiscence up through the
Cuban missile crisis in 1962, Life
said.

n ISJSS

Once the autumn leaves have fallen you can see the world in its true dimensions. U happens every

year, but we seem to forget. It is almost as though we are seeing things clearly for the first time, through

it is merely the annual renewal of perspective. ( IfDC photo by Gib Fullerton )

.

Greenfield Commune Put On Trial Basis
GREENFIELD - consent decree

was filed Friday in Superior Court

calling for the Brotherhood of the

Spirit Commune to receive a nine

month "trial period" to continue

occupying property in the town of

Warwick.

UTenn Chooses

Male Queen
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)-Vince

Staten, a graduate student, won
election over 10 coeds as the

University of Tennessee
homecoming queen Thursday, but

his victory later was invalidated.

The university's student tribunal

decided that Staten, a write-in

candidate, was ineligible because
the contest was open only to senior

women. Staten got 2,500 of the 4,000

votes cast.

During this period it must
demonstrate whether or not it can
meet sanitary regulations, the
decree proposes.

The commune is a group that has
congregated in a big colonial-style

house which was formerly a

restaurant.

Norman Callahan, hearings
master, said a Superior Court
justice must take final action on
the consent decree. The court is

expected to act within two weeks.

MDC Hotline
5-2550

CLASS of 74
Executive Council

Applications

available in

Student Activities Office

Campus Center

IVaJIme Monday, Nov. 23

FINDING LIFE DULL?
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Black Music's History Shown By "Cannonball" and Co.

"The History and Evolution of

Black Music" was the theme of two
concerts (Friday and Saturday
nights in Kowker Auditorium) and
two seminar/workshops featuring

the Julian "Cannonhall" Adderly

Quintet this weekend under the

auspices of the University's Fine

Arts Council.

The photos on this page were
taken at the first workshop Friday

afternoon in the Campus (enter

Auditorium, where the group
entertained a "full house."

Both seminar/workshops, the

second taking place the Black

Cultural (enter (Mills House) on

Saturda\ afternoon, were open to

the public free of charge.

"Cannonball" Adderly on the

saxaphone is pictured with a

member of his quintet at right.

(MIX Photos bv C.ib Fullerton.)

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPLETE BODY SHOP

246 KING ST. <Rte s> NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8 en 9-9 — ! 9-5

1969 FORD GALAXIE black 1695
1968 PONTIAC LEMANS white 1595
1968 DODGE CORONET WAGON 1095
1968 MUSTANG 6 cyl, turq. 1295
1967 FORD SQUIRE WAGON 1495
1967 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 1095
1966 FORD T-BIRD blue 895
1966 CHEVY PANEL TRUCK 895
1966 MERCURY COMET green 595
1964 BUICK LESABRE red 695
1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 695
1965 DODGE CONV. black 595
1964 FORD FALCON CONV. 595
1964 MERCURY COMET red 595
1962 CHEVY BELAIR black 125
1962 CHEVY IMPALA brown 125
1966 OPEL KADETTE parts car 100
1966 MGB ROADSTER white 1095

NORTHAMPTON tfft
VOLKSWAGEN, Inc^l$

keep your ear on the late spot . . .

TONIGHT Jazai & Rock with Dick Poholek

11:40 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Baird Demonstration Fizzles

In Southwest Rain Saturday
By GARY SLICKMAN

Staff Reporter

A demonstration concerning Legalization of

Abortion, was conducted outside of Hampden Dining

Commons early Saturday morning. William Baird, a

birth control advocate, was the leader of the

demonstration which consisted of members from
Hillel, Parents Aid Society, and interested students.

Witnesses to the demonstration included
Massachusetts State Senators, Representatives, and
the UMass Trustees. A table was set up by the

demonstrators near the entrance to the Dining

Commons where the officials were dining with

University Trustees. Included on the table were five

petitions concerning outdated State Laws on such

matters as abortions, sex crimes, and deviant

behavior.

An attempt was made to secure the signatures of the

lawmakers, who were on campus in regard to

Legislators' Day, but the attempts met with no suc-

cess. Various replies to the demonstrators queries by

the administrators were: "My Bishop told me not to

sign," and "You should have been aborted" or "Get

Lost!". Some of those questioned declined comment
on the matter.

Baird, who seemed upset by the proceedings, was
asked if he felt discouraged by the reactions to the

demonstration. He replied that, "I never get

discouraged, because I am right." He further com-
mented that the State Government was afraid of the

church.

Baird and his followers continued to demonstrate

despite the cold wet weather, while the legislators

remained within the Dining Commons. They were
there well after the Senators, Representatives, and

Trustees had departed from the building to see the

UMass football game.

WALKING IN THE RAIN-Bill Baird makes one of his frequent

visits Saturday. (MDC photo by Gary Slick man)

Academic Chief Sought
The University is in the process of selecting a new Vice Chancellor of

Academic Affairs. All Deans, Directors and Department Heads are

invited to submit names for consideration. Names of persons outside

the University as well as those in the University are welcome.

The Vice Chancellor will have the duties of the former Provost

except that he will not supervise student affairs. All deans and

directors of academic units will report to him. He will have general

oversight of all educational and research programs and thus will have

important responsibilities in the areas of personnel, budget, academic

planning, recruiting of faculty, etc.

All department heads and deans are requested to bring this matter

to the attention of all faculty members in their respective divisions. All

names, together with supporting material, is requested to be sub-

mitted by December 3. This information may be sent to Chancellor

Oswald tippo or to any one of the following members of the Vice

Chancellor Search Committee:

Professor William Connoly, Govt. Dept.

Prof. John Dixon, Mechanical and Space Engineering

Prof. Archibald Lewis, History Dept.

Prof. John Roberts, Zoology

Prof. Jack Wolf, Marketing, SBA
Mrs Nancy Meyers, Psychology Dept.

Dean Robert Woodbury, Education

Prof. Joseph Frank. English Dept.

Prof. Haim Gunner, Environmental Sciences

Charles Hallberg, Student Senate
Nick Apostola, Student Senate
charlotte McLaughlin. Student Senate

Jane Burlingame. Student Senate
Pamela Poetzl, Graduate Student Senate

Guinean Prexy Calls For U.N. Help

As Portuguese Invade Nation

k
A
d
IDJAN

'
Iv0ry Coast ( AP) " President Soko" Toure of Guinea said African and European troops of

the Portuguese army and navy invaded his Marxist oriented nation Sunday and hold ground in the
capital of Conakry.

Sunday night as saying the in

vasion force came from there.
Toure appealed to U.N.

Secretary General U Thant for the

immediate dispatch of U.N. Air-

borne Troops.

tingent of 35 Portuguese and three

Guineans was assigned to attack

the planes at Conakry airport.

In New York, the U.N. Security

Council was summoned for an
emergency meeting Sunday night

on the question.

A spokesman for the Portuguese

Foreign Ministry in Lisbon ex-

pressed "surprise" at Toure's

charge and added: "We were

caught by the oddity of this news in

the middle of the weekend and the

only thing I can add now is that we
are still awaiting official texts of

Toure's statement."

Toure's government has given

shelter and open encouragement to

rebels trying to oust the Por-

tuguese from neighboring
Porguguese Guinea. Radio
Conakry quoted captured raiders

Legislators' Day Tops USCC Effort

Radio Conakry quoted a

prisoner, described as "one of the

principal leaders of the attack"
and identified as Capt. Ambroise
Fernando, as saying the raiding

force had more than 10 heavily

armed warships and its mission
was to seize the Guinea Defense
Ministry.

The radio quoted another
prisoner as saying the invasion
force numbered about 350 men,
including 50 Guineans serving as
guides.

A Guinean captured with the

invaders claimed the force set sail

Friday mroning in six boats from
an undisclosed place and arrived

off the Guineas coast Saturday
night, the radio said. He was
quoted as saying five Guineans and
a sargeant were to have captured
the Defnese Ministry, and a con-

Toure said in a radio statement

that Conakry was under bom-
bardment but the attack had been

contained by popular resistance.

He said the U.N. troops were
needed for the purpose of "wiping

out, with our national army, the

last positions occupied by the

Portuguese mercenaries and to

pursue the aggressors' ships in our

territorial waters."

Toure appealed earlier in two
messages to all African chiefs of

state for help. President Julius

Nyerere of Tanzania pledged
Sunday night his country's full

sympathy and our support."
Tanzania is the base for a southern

African guerrilla movement that

has been fighting the Portuguese in

Mozambique for over five years.

Legislators' Day, an annual

.•vent .it the i diversity, was
highlighted this year by the par-

lu ipation <>! a student group, the

Universitj and State Com-
munications Council l S.C.C.).

Headed hy Judy GUI, a

Chelmsford junior. I'.S.C.C. works

to improve the state university,

particularly through public

relations projects and as

legislative liason.

USCC met with the legislators

.it 11:00 Saturday and the com-

bined group was estimated at 250

people. They then proceeded to a

luncheon where opening remarks

were made by Chancellor Oswald

Tippo and President Robert C.

Wood
Speaker of the House David

Hartley and Attorney General

Robert H Quinn were featured

guests at the luncheon as well as

former UMass president John W.
Lederle.

Following the luncheon, students

and legislators attended the

t Mass- B.C. football game
It was at a post game reception

that the real purpose of Legislators

Day was accomplished, according

to Gill, who said, "real and honest

channels of communication opened

up between the students and the

legislators." The informal at-

mosphere and the willingness to

talk, demonstrated by both groups

combined to produce a very in-

teresting and informative

discussion.

Chief among the topics of

conversation was co-ed housing."

she declared. "The administration

seemed very receptive during the

discussion, there was definite give

and take between the two groups

and we made tremendous strides

in examining the problem," she

added
tS.CC. has now organized a

lecture series featuring one or two

legislators in each lecture. Each
man will speak in his individual

held of expertise.

FOR

HANDBALLS

AND

HANDBALL GLOVES

SEE

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer

&

Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

IT SNOWS IN DECEMBER
SO — DON'T FORGET TO

BRING BACK

YOUR SKIS
AFTER THANKSGIVING VACATION

A public service announcement by the Ski Club

THE TIME IS NOW

!

THE PLACE IS HERE

!

THE BOOT
CELLAR

85 Amity St

£f "Eat i"Ti
> or *

take out"

DRAKE
Restaurant

Amherst, Mass

Fish & Chip Night
MONDAYS 4:30 -9pm.

VERDE
FRYE
BREVITT
GOLO
CLARK

At

ftOLLEi OmtlMtiiLUc,

8 Main Street

AMHERST
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Four Vignettes
Music

I was honored to have had Lynda Brown's Martin

guitar spend this past weekend in my room. "Martin"

( in case you don t know) is a name brand of American

guitars. Lynda is a UMass student who sings in cof-

feehouses sponsored by various dorms from time to

time. She is one of the dozen or more singers on

campus who could and should be playing at the Tea

Party or Carnegie.

The University of Massachusetts has a tradition of

ignoring the performers in its own house, and then

hiring them once they have left the University and

become famous. Taj Mahal and Buffy Ste Marie are

two that come to the mind.

1 wonder if it would be possible for the Fine Arts

Council or even the Homecoming and Winter Carni

committees to find the courage to consider either

hiring some local performers as concert "warm-ups",

even sponsoring a concert itself featuring local per-

formers.

The University should take a lead in discovering

new talent. I do not believe that such quality

musicians as Lynda, Rich Iocovelli, Poor Howard,

Kevin Collins, Dan Martin, Frank Clark, John

Sharkey, and others deserve their anonymity. They
should not be for themselves; they should be for all.

*****

The World
"A person with no background in the arts is likely to

be a dull teacher," the lecturer droned on. Another of

them would save the world through international

television. One proffered sensitivity training and
"relating' as the means. Good nutrition, said a dif-

ferent gentleman, is the panacea for not learning.

"Computers are the Answer ". exhorted the former
mathematician. "But the environment and ecology!"

retorted the scientist. The Secret of Life could be

learned every two minutes in the Montague Attic. The
integrated day, differentiated staffing, flexible

scheduling, micro-teaching, individualized in-

struction, culture confrontation situational exercise,

behavior modification, innovation, self-concept....

The glory of Something Else '70. Modular Credit

Week at the School of Education, was so many people

sharing so many Utopias with so many. Not unlike the

corner of 42nd Street and 8th Avenue, where old poor

men and young rich men, whores and winos, junkies

and people ofGod gather to preach their vision of the

world. Something Else '70 offered UMass a week of

excitement and education that all the Student Senates

and Faculty Senates and professors and courses could

not conceive of in a year.

"How do you know?" Dwight Allen, clothed in one of

his obnoxious, multi-colored "fun" shirts, asked
himself. "I don't know," he answered, "but I think it's

important to find out. The resources of the world are

the resources for education."

And the world accepted the invitation to come to

Something Else '70 last week.
*****

Evaluating
Evaluating teachers not only makes good political

sense, it is common sense. Education, in fact, is one of

the few industries that does not periodically evaluate

its employees.
There are two kinds of evaluations. One passes

judgement on a person - it asks, "Are you good or

bad, do you pass or fail?" The other tries to educate -

rather than demand "yes" or "no", it asks "how?"
and "why" and serves as a basis for learning.

The Student Senate is sponsoring a teacher-course

evaluation project, the first time on a University-wide

basis this has happened.

Unfortunately, the evaluating questions are highly

negative and serve no functional purpose, especially

for a teacher who doesn't want to be labelled "good"

or "bad", but who does want to improve his teaching.

Thus, the students, similar to those who fight for

peace, are guilty of asking for educational change,

while not providing any themselves when given the

chance.

If students are not capable of providing an adequate

evaluation that treat faculty members as human
beings, then the administration must shatter the myth
of student impartiality and knowledge in this area,

and it must take the initiative, not as a "white man's

burden", but as its responsibility to improve teaching

at UMass. Ideally, there should be competition bet-

ween administrators, faculty, and students to see who
can educate themselves and each other better.

*****

Planning

The Faculty Senate's Long Range Planning Report

has been received with a minimum of controversy and

discussion. One of the reasons for this is that it is not a

terribly profound or revolutionary document. Among
its recommendations are that the University expand

to 30.000 by 1980, that the University create diverse

living and educational alternatives, and that the Long

Range Planning Committee (academics) merge with

the Master Planning Committee (physical). To the

last recommendation, one can only applaud. To the

first recommendation, one can wish that the directive

had come from the State Board of Higher Education,

rather than from a UMass Faculty Senate Com-
mittee; for it should be the responsibility of the State

to formulate the overall direction of education, not one

of the Universities of the State.

The recommendation for diversity affords my
greatest disappointment with Chairman Marcus'

Committee, for in a word, the recommendation, with

all its vagueness, ambiguity, and generalness, does

not go far enough. To be sure, its support for "at least

one experimental, semi-autonomous living-learning

unit" is specific and commendable. But except for

that one unit which will affect only a small percentage

of the students, there is no specific proposal that will

raise the quality of ALL undergraduate and graduate

living and learning.

The Report offers no proposal for in-service faculty

training. It offers no facilitating of team teaching or

interdisciplinary courses. It offers no provision for

accreditation of modular experiences, indeed, it

speaks only in terms of courses, not learning. And the

Report retains credits and courses, assuming that

these, and not performance and task criteria should

be the basis for degrees. The Report does not offer an

expansion of exchange programs. It does not offer off-

campus situations. The rhetorical characterizations

of faculty, administrators, and students is retained; it

does not occur to the Committee that interests in our

age are so interrelated that bloc voting is a thing of the

past. The Report does not suggest what we can do
with our existing structures that have failed: where is

the mention of soundproofing dorms, or decen-

tralization of decision-making, or altering the

physical plan for UMass? Perhaps most important,

the Report does not generate excitement, it has little

vision for the future, and it is so vague, that it cannot

hope to meet the challenge of the Seventies.

I would urge Chancellor Tippo and President Wood,
not to react to this Report, but to make their own ideas

known, to create an alternative plan. Until we get

much more feedback from all parties on this campus,
the "direction for the Seventies" will be one of con-

tinued loneliness and educational sprawl.

Phobic Radicalism
One of the more galling attributesof many

of our outspoken peers is their simplistic

ivadiness to evaluate the United States of

America solely by assessing her history on a

scale of absolute values and totally ignoring

the realitites of human opinion at whatever

period the outrages they gleefully cite oc-

eurred. They shrilly recount the history of

slavery, witch trials, oppression and
murder, with obvious intimation that all

these inhumanities were invented in the

IS and were exported to the other nations

of the world, where puppet governments
then adopted out subhuman tactics to ex-

ploit their own nationals for our gains. One
might assume that prior to the establish-

ment of the U.S. all men and their govern-

ments were noble, selfless, enlightened, and

humanitarian
One might also assume that these latter-

d.i\ saints achieved their highly developed

sense of moral outrage spontaneously. Not

hardlv

Current concerns with the value and

quality of human life are as much a product

of America -or as much a part of Man -as

are the technological creations which were

also received first with such enthusiasm,

then abused to such despair.

University faculties have encouraged

social myopia: with all their emphasis on

value and morality, they somehow
neglected the inculcation of reason in their

students. Pumping people full of in-

formation and moral aspirations is poin-

tless when they are incapable of accurately

evaluating that data, of understanding

causation and consequence, and applying to

this understanding the value systems by

which they seek to live.

The most vehement social critics seem
unable to assimilate the lessons of sociology

and psychology. Useless to them also are

the perspectives which history affords, the

insights of personal experience with fellow

humans. Somehow many people don't learn

to wed these bits into an integral, rational,

pragmatic philosophy.

It is convenient to ignore the nature of

man and his interactions with his fellows;

however, this omission has grave practical

consequences, regardless of the beauty of

the philosophic ideal it generates. Utopia,

though a noble dream, is a mass of

irresolvable contradictions in reality.

One cannot demand of Man any more than

He is capable of providing. And Man is not

capable of providing perfection, even in the

simplest of his understandings, certainly not

in his gargantuan social and governmental
experiments. Any philosophy that hopes to

elevate Man to the aerie of civilization

staggers forward on a "striving for" basis,

not an "achieving" basis. One can only

strive for Justice, for Truth, for Meaning.
Then recognizing that the only socio-moral
alternatives open to Man are regression,

in his image;

something to

but

the

stagnation, and successive approximation,
one perhaps would devote himself to

preventing the former two and encouraging
the latter. (Action must not be coun-

tereffective talk, must not be alienating

symbolism, but must be considered,
practical, and logically consequential.) No
one can make society

everyone contributes

image that is society.

Many proclaim they have seen our in-

justice, our untruth, our hypocrisy. Of
course they have. What they have chosen
not to see is our humanity, which these

failings are only reflections of. Certainly we
will try to improve, but those who are so

intent in condemning our weaknesses might
perhaps best employ their intellectual

resources with an inquiry into the factors

that compel them to criticize so vehemently.
Could it be that they fear their own

humanity?

Town Freedom

To The Editor:

As a lifelong resident of the Town
of Amherst and a student at

UMass, I deeply resent Peter

Pascarelli's latest excursion into

the depths of irresponsible

editorializing in his Nov. 16 "Seize

the Town." For 22 years I have

watched with great pride the

farmers, merchants, artists and
academicians of this small town

support and encourage both a

university and a college, neither of

which pay taxes on the prime land

on which they stand. The property

taxes levied on the residents are

among the highest in the State, for

the Town must provide the ser-

vices necessary to accommodate

the great swell in population from

September to June. At the same
time we, the residents, must watch

shopping centers and hamburger

joints sprawl, huge numbers of

autos pollute and congest, great

towers rise and once-beautiful

larms and woodlands sprout

hideous apartment complexes

instead of corn or asparagus or

trees

We didn't build them The

Boston, Worcester. Springfield

real estate companies, and the

chain stores that did were
responding to your call. We are as

saddened by tins raise economy as

you That Amherst is no longer the

quaint, liberal community, scenic

m the old Yankee New England

Tradition" is hardly the desire nor

the tault o! its residents.

But through all this the Town has

continued 'o affirm its com-
mitment to the two schools. To call

us a menacing, oppressive village

that really does not respect its

citizens' rights, at least student

rights" is a gross injustice. Try

talking to someone who has lived

here most of his life instead of your

landlord from Boston if you want to

find out what Amherst is like. Go
smoke dope for an afternoon or

evening in the front window of

U)g's and then tell me about

harassment'' and "wholesale

oppression." The Town cops have

never once set foot in that fine

estahlishment. Compare prices in

town with those of your own
University Store and tell me that

they are "ridiculous."

As for the "hazy facts about

residency requirements for

voting," get an apartment, live it it

own son, or on the lives of those

"colored boys" who were killed at

Jackson. He states, "Mother and I

will grieve but we will gladly buy a

dinner for the National Guardsman
who shot you." His son, perhaps, as
the main course? Dr. Williamson is

apparently totally incapable of

seeing the basic contradiction in

his statement, "Of course, you
know that your mother and I love

you deeply." But....

I wonder what kind of doctor
Williamson is, if he is incapable
even of understanding the meaning
of the Hippocratic Oath, to say
nothing of the meaning of love. By
making his letter public, he may
have done his cherished position

great damage. Surely, people other

than myself will think twice about
placing their lives in the hands of a

man who claims that authority and
ownership are of greater im-

portance than human lives.

Fortunately for us, there are

many doctors whose sense of ethics

seems to have developed beyond
the comfortable confines of

professionalism. I wish the same
could be said for Or. Williamson,

his poor wife and their poorer son.

And I sincerely hope that

Williamson's nice little chicken

doesn't come home to roost.

i Mrs. i Marylin Cummings

A Good Man
To The Editor:

There is a long review, a very

favorable one, ol a book called Man
in Motion by a Michael Mewshaw,
in the 17 November Collegian. It is

by David Starmbovsky and oc-

cupies two-thirds of page 7.

As chairman of the recruiting

committee of the English

Department for the past several

years, I'm always pleased to see

our hoys given favorable review,

but not a review so objective that it

tails to mention even in passing

that Mewshaw (after his Fulbright

in Paris) joined the Department of

English, University of

Massachusetts. Amherst, and
teaches creative writing and the

modern novel. Now, here, today.

Perhaps this brings up a

"bigger" problem; perhaps the

omission is deliberate. For it is

(speaking of expository writing

now) so very easy to dump on

people and institutions, so

fashionable, as your editorial and

letters pages illustrate each day of

your publication. Perhaps you are

so out of tune with anything

for a year, and then go see Mrs. remotely positive that it is indeed

your policy to ignore the possibility

for praise! For a pat on the back,

even when deserved.

ERNEST H.HOFER
Associate Head

English Department

Dittfach in the Clerk's Office of the

Town Hall. You may be in

Karaganda next semester but this

is where you will vote. If you can't

wait that long, go to the Town
Meetings Those who do are

welcomed and listened to.

I have just returned to Amherst

and the University this semester

from a two-year trip through 46

states of this country. I was

looking for a better place than

Amherst but I didn't find it.

Despite the contention of Mr.

Pascarelli thai students arc the

"principal citizens" here, it is not

in their midst that I enjoy the

peace and freedom of Amherst.

JOHN GRAHAME 72

Poorer Son
To the Editor:

"A Doctor's Letter to His Son"

contains many sentences that

more than adequately point out the

immense differences in priorities

held by comfortable, white,

middle-class fathers and their

uncomfortable sons. Dr.

Williamson admonishes his son,

"It seems awfully foolish for you to

pay for the bolt that snaps the

cartridge home which kills you."

(One has only to think a few

minutes about that statement to

become a revoluntionary.) He also

writes, "It seems even more

foolish to tear down the bricks you

own."
It is interesting that a grown

man would place a higher priority

on things one "owns" or "pays

for." and on an ideal he calls

"authority," than on the life of his

New S.U. Use
To the Editor:

Quietly the squat ugly ol' Student

I men has changed this year. A
non-profit vegitarian restaurant

blesses a corner of that building

seldom traveled by students. A
crafts-guild is moving into a Snack

Bar area no one ever knew about.

In the space where the barbershop

used to exist (an area most of us

avoided with a purple passion),

there is Room To Move. A soon to

become (hopefully) 24 hr. Drop-in

Center for those with difficulties,

and anyone in need of good com-

pany. Across from the Hatch,

where record lifting used to be a

favorite activity, there now is a

Free Space -housing a

"Clearinghouse in Student

Initiated Change" ($$), a

Grapevine, a Free University

(used), a Teacher/Course
Evaluation Desk, and whatever

else creeps in off the street (like

maybe a cloud buster?). Like the

point is to remind you of these

groups and to suggest that they

need your support. This Fall t 0;

these can fill your personal and

this campus' void. The more
people who become involved, the

more the Student Union will

become the Campus Center.

lee sandwen

Rinky-Dink
To the Editor:

1'msurethere are those who are

tired of hearing about WMUA vs

Dickinson. We have read many
points of view, but I think an
important point has been
overlooked.

To review: WMUA wants to put

an antenna on top of Dickinson

House; the Seventh Floor says no

because they will lose a multi-

facility ironing room. There also

has been the question of in-

terference, damage to the roof and

danger to the residents. WMUA
says not probable; Dickinson says

too possible. WMUA wants to win;

Dickinson wants to defend itself;

and Mr. Howland wants to be un-

biased. None are doing very well.

This whole affair is typical of the

UMass administration's economic
policies. We have heard about the

Money that will be wasted if

WMUA is thwarted. It's not clear

that the money won't be wasted
anyway, since the need for an
increase in power for a rinky-dink

station like WMUA is doubted.

Most students don't have FM
radios in their rooms, let alone in

their cars. So what are they going

to do. come to Dickinson to pick it

up on their fillings and braces?

There's more at stake than an
ironing room; it is the right of

students to demand a quality life at

1 Mass. Orchard Hill is a

residential area for living not

transmitting. It's about time
students..ALL students said NO to

an administration that has con-

sistently shafted students

economically by building campus
centers that are ugly and useless,

instead of building low-income

housing or providing a security

system.

By the time this reaches press,

the Trustees will have met to

decide the fate of Dickinson, BUT
Dickinson has tried to tell the

students something we must be

aware of and work for -the right of

students to determine the priorities

that will effect the quality of life

here.

Jackie Letalien

The Joker
To the Editor:

Phone caller(s) periodically

inform different buildings that "a

bomb is in the building." Even
though classes are interrupted,

students no longer want to tolerate

being thrown into the fear of a

bomb.
Perhaps more coverage on the

scares would expose the

foolishness the callert s ) display ; if

not by simply reading about it, by

seeing fellow students' negative

reactions to these tricks.

The most often called buildings

seem to be Hoyden, Herter Hall,

Bartietl Hall and Whitmore.

A secretary al Boyden claims to

receive a bomb scare via telephone

every Tuesday and Thursday at

1:30 p.m.

I experienced a recent scare at

Boyden Campus police sent a

verbal alarm from room-to-room

because the noise of the fire alarm
aroused more commotion. In-

dividuals could leave the building

at their own discretion.

Now that leaving the building

depends on the individual's

decision, or risk, someday too

many people won't want to bother

with the "call of wolf" and may
face tragedy. One person is too

many.
Bostonians will be even more

stunned when they suddenly find

out that the UMass community had

kept this secret for "x" months.

Keeping secrets doesn't seem to

be the way to find the prankster, or

at least get him to stop. Maybe it's

time for a change in tactics.

While passing students who had

just evacuated Bartlett one day

last week, I heard a student

jokingly say to his friend, "You
gotta stop making these phone

calls." I wonder if he's say that

jokingly to the real caller •

Joyce Kacoyanis

Thank You
To The Editor:

I must commend the MDC staff

for it consistently bad Theatrical

Reviews. As written pieces, I am
sure that any Professor of creative

writing would be pleased with

them. But as a theatrical review;

they make no sense. Such things as

the quality of the acting, directing,

the execution and use of set,

lighting, etc. are usually non-

existent. And if they are present in

the review, you have to wade
through paragraphs of the

reviewer's "inner dialogue" to get

to them. If a play is good, bad, or

in between, then say it. But please,

whether the play is done by UT,

Operetta Guild Black Rep., or two

guys in the street who just wanted

to put on a play; make them valid

reviews and not the random
meanderings of the reporter's

mind. I guess, what I'm trying to

say is: Why don't you get people

who have a background in Theatre

and know what they are talking

about to write the reviews. This

would he fairer to your readers and

much fairer to the people who
spend months rehearsing the

different productions.

Name Withheld Upon Request

Fight Smut
Over the course of the past year

it has been an obvious policy ol the

Collegian to support anti-pollution

groups and movements. The
commitment has been less than

total.

Lets Consider the newspaper
itself. To those of us who derive

some enjoyment from reading a

newsworthy, entertaining
newspaper the Collegian is at best

a disappointment, at worst a

disaster With the exception of Mr.

Buchwald's column and the daily

assortment of comics we find the

newspaper not worth the paper it's

printed on.

In the interest of fighting

pollution we urge that the

Collegian make a total com-
mitment to the preservation of our

natural resources and a positive

contribution to the problem of

waste disposal by ceasing
production of its daily attempt at

literary genius.

DOUG WILCOCK
JIMDANNENMILLER

WILLIE STANTON

HUEY
To the Editor:

On Noveml>er 27th through the

29th there will be a Revolutionary

Peoples Constitutional Convention

in Washington, D.c. The con-

ference is sponsored by the Black

Panther Party open to all people

who want to attend. The
Revolutionary Peoples Con-
stitutional Convention is a con-

tinuation of the plenary session

which was held in Philadelphia,

Pa. in early September. Besides

the Panthers, third world people,

women, G.I.'s, workers, high

school and college students, people

on welfare and street people came
together at the plenary session.

The Black Panthers have called

for the convention because they

feel that, "capitalism became
caught up in a relentless drive to

obtain profits until the selfish

motivation for profit eclipsed the

unselfish principles of democracy.
Corporations have sought to in-

crease their profits at the expense
of the peoples and particularly at

the expense of the racial and ethnic

minorities. The history of the

united states leads us to the con-

clusion that our sufferance is basic

to the functioning of the govern-

ment of the united states. The
government, the social conditions,

and the legal documents which

brought freedom from oppression,

which brought human dignity and

human rights to one portion of Un-

people of this nation had entirely

opposite consequences for the

minorities."

Workshops were held at the

plenary session and proposals

were made for free day care

centers, full employment, rights

for students, an end to police

brutality, fair trials for all men by

a jury of their peers, decent

housing to be provided for all

people, an end to capitalist ex-

ploitation and a United Nations

plebiscite to determine the will of

black people as to their national

destiny.

The Black Panthers have called

for Constitutional Convention
because they believe that black

and oppressed people have lost

faith in the leaders of America, in

the government of America and in

the structure of the American
government-that is the Con-
stitution, its legal foundation.

They are calling a convention to

make positive alternatives so that

a new economic system will be

created; Where the rewards and
work will be shared by all people;

where all people will be free and be

adequately represented in

decision making and where all

people will be given the same
privileges as every other man
regardless of his condition or

status. When addressing the

plenary session in Philadelphia,

lluey Newton said. "We will settle

tor nothing less, lor at this point in

history, anything less is but a

living death."
on Monday. November 23rd the

Committee to End Repression is

sponsoring a tree movie titled

"HUEY" in the student ballroom

People can register to attend the

Revolutionary Peoples Con-

stitutional Convention at the

Committee to End Repression

office in room 41KB of the student

union Please talk to someone from

the committee or leave a note if

you can drive down Donations of

food are also needed and can be

dropped off at the committee

office Tonight there will be a

meeting at 7:00 p.m in room 418B

of the student union for people

interested in the convention.

COMMITTEE TO END
REPRESSION

A New Drug
To the Editor:

Yes, a new drug has been

discovered, one possibly more
powerful and dangerous than any
other. Although it has been in use

for centuries, it seems to be

growing in popularity with this

generation.

This drug, when taken under

ideal conditions, produces a

euphoric state, in which the user

can envision himself as capable of

more than he really is. The user

has an almost insane tendency to

laugh and smile for no obvious

reason Other people look beautiful

to him. He can easily lose interest

in all his previous pursuits and

ambitions and spend his time

pushing and using this drug. In

many cases, the user will feel that

he has found the answer to life.

All this doesn't sound too bad,

but this is the result only when the

drug is taken under ideal con-

ditions. Very often it is misused,

particularly by young people, and
dangerous synthetics are easily

available. When misused, it can
produce severe depression and a

host of other complications. It is

highly addictive. Most users come
to depend on it for life. Withdrawal
symptoms are extreme and can be

fatal.

This warning will probably do

little good for those of you who will

"try anything." but I urge the rest

of you, who don't take chances with

your minds and your lives, to ask

that serious legal action be taken

against anyone found using or

pushing love
LIZMCCANN
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Ecologist Lecture Series
Features Conservationist

Conservationist and political

science professor Robert Rienow
returns to UMass tomorrow night

to speak on the topic entitled, "The
[environmental Battle: Rhetoric

and Performance ".

Mis talk, at 8 p.m.. in the Student

I mon Ballroom, is open to the

public without charge.

Dr. Rienow's talk is the fifth in

the series of Distinguished

Ideologists Lectures scheduled at

the University under the auspices

of the University's Coalition for

Knvironmental Quality and the

Class of 1971.

Dr. Rienow is a professor of

political science at the Graduate
School of Public Affairs at the

State University of New York at

\lbany. He holds MA. and Ph.D.

degrees from the Columbia
University Graduate School of

Public Law.
He is author or co-author of over

15 books, most of them on

American government and the

American environment. The best

known of these is "Moment in the

Sun." the 1967 Dial Press Book that

reported on the deteriorating

quality of the American en-

vironment. His most recent book,

"Man Against His Environment'*,
is a transcript of his twenty-six TV
lectures which were originally

filmed for NY Educational TV
Both books were co-authored by his

wife, Leona T. Rienow.

VIIWIllllLll

Dr. Rienow's articles, some of

them co-authored by Mrs. Rienow,
have appeared in nearly every
important U.S. national magazine,
including This Week, Rotarien,

Saturday Review, Harpers,
Coronet, Pageant, The Nation, the

New York Times Magazine and
others. He is a contributor of ar-

ticles to Compton's Encyclopedia,
World Book Encyclopedia and
Book of Knowledge.

Dr. Rienow has been taking the

honoraria derived from his lec-

tures in recent years to buy many
acres of standing virgin Redwoods
in California to save them from the

chain-saw and the woodman's axe
by turning them over to the

California State Park system.

The last Distinguished
Ecologists' Lecture will be
Thursday, December 10th at 8 p.m.
in the Campus Center Auditorium.
John P. Milton will be speaking on
the Alaskan Environment.

Ballroom Rental Fees

Passed By CC Board
The Campus Center Governing Board recently passed the following

motion regarding rental fees of the Student Union Ballroom

:

"Whereas the standard set-up of the Student Union Ballroom is

Auditorium seating (Page 2, Student Union Room Reservation In-

formation Manual, effective 1/1/70).

Whereas, previous justification for $50 rental fee was custodial costs of

changing set-up of the Student Union Ballroom and whereas, Student
groups in an effort to avoid the $50 fee have been scheduling movies at

locations where the technical facilities are such that quality per-

formances are difficult to execute.

Be it resolved that any use of the Student Union Ballroom using the

standard auditorium set-up shall have a fee of $10, which fee shall be
waived if no admission is charged or if progress is a financial failure.

However, since the ballroom is the Campus Center's only large dining
facility, management is authorized to relocate an auditorium type
program to other facilities. The $10.00 fee shall be waived entirely in this

case to compensate for any inconvenience. The Campus Center staff shall

not schedule auditorium films in the Campus Center Complex on any
evening when the Campus Center Program Council films are scheduled."

Militant Forum Continues
Revolution Discussion

DR. ROBERT RIENOW

Social Position Of Women
To Be Examined At Smith
NORTHAMPTON - Psychologist

Naomi Weisstein, whose article

"Kinde. Kuche, Kirche as Scien-

tific Law"' indicted the field of

psychology for its failure to assess

women on the basis of scientific

evidence, will lecture at Smith
College tomorrow night.

Her lecture, at 8:15 p.m. in

Wright Hall Auditorium, will be
sponsored by the Women's Studies

Organization as part of its "Per-
>pectives on Women'

-

series. It is

open to the public.

An associate professor of

psychology at Loyola University,

she will discuss the ways in which
psychology has shaped the social

position of women, as well as the

status of women scientists. She will

include a critique of the an-

thropological theories of Lionel

Tiger, scheduled to visit Smith in

December.
Dr. Weisstein graduated from

Wellesley College and received her
Ph.D. in psychology from Harvard
University. She did post-doctoral

cf/ie brother* of Ujelto

Oelp'itd unite'- "H

women tr, a

FREE!

work with the Committee on

Mathematical Biology of the

University of Chicago, and taught

at Chicago before taking her

present position at Loyola. Her
field of research is visual per-

ception.

In addition to the paper "Kinde,
Kuche, Kirche,'' she has published

articles in such professional
journals as "Journal of the Optical
Society of America,"
Psychological Review."

"Psychology Bulletin," and "The
Journal of Experimental
Psychology."
Involved in the women's

liberation movement since 1966,

Dr. Weisstein plays piano in the

Chicago Women's Lib rock band.
She is married to historian Jesse
Lemiseh

Tonight's Militant Forum, the

weekly socialist educational
series, will present a lec-

ture/discussion in the Colonial

Lounge on "The Russian
Revolution: Part II". This forum
will encompass the Russian Civil

War, the death of Lenin, and the

nature of Stalinism.

Tonight's presentation will be led

by David Morgan, anti-war ac-

tivist.

The forum will entail the role of

the peasants in the Russian
Revolution, the Bolshevik party,

and the issues and actions that

formed the results of the

revolution, which today continue to

mold many contemporary actions

of Russia.

For those interested in studying

this important historical stage in

greater depth, these writings are

suggested: Satlinism and
Bolshevism by Leon Trotsky, and
From Lenin to Stalin by Victor

Serge. These, and other related

literature will be made available at

the Young Socialist Alliance
literature table every Monday and
Thursday in front of the Hatch.

The forum will begin at 8:00 p.m.

tonight, in the Colonial Lounge of

the student union. Coffee will be
served.

CentralArea Council
Plans Campus Improvement
The Central Area Council in its last weekly meeting was brought up to

date on the Student Senate's work toward resolving the vacation housing
plan.

^SgP^ Salutes

Senior of the Week

OUTSTANDING AGAINST

B C, THIS

WEEKhND WAS SENIOR DICK HEAVEY

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co

The Council itself is now working
on paving the path between the

infirmary and Greenough, having
the light pole next to Chadborne
removed, and remedying the

speeding past Greenough and
Chadborne.

Any questions or new ideas
should be addressed to Frank
Coughlan, 208 Butterfield House.

FREE BEER
will not be iriven

to applieants to

Commuter Assembly

Stav Tuned For Further Information Wednesday

WHO ARE YOU?
Be proud of your beliefs. Stand up for your convictions.

Your time to stand up and be counted is now. Good
movements need support and recognition.

\Vear with pride a beautiful movement jacket. Each
lacket bears an emblem of your choice depicting your
ideas and beliefs. Every movement has a different
color jacket for instant recognition. A distinctively

styled jacket that you will be poud to wear. Jackets
feature zipper front and cadet type collar.

ENVIRONMENT • PEACE •
BLACK PANTHER • BSU

SPEAKERS BUREAU
» ALL MOVEMENTS

DON'T DELAY, AVOID THE RUSH, ORDER TODAY
State name, address, name of movement and size
desired, S-M-L. Send $8.00 or 2 jackets for $15.00.
Send today to:

J & M DISTRIBUTORS

P. O. BOX 11244

WICHITA, KANSAS 67202

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery.

Revolutionary Peoples'

Convention Planned Soon
The Black Panther Party has

called tor a Revolutionary Peoples'
Constitutional Convention to be
held in Washington DC. on Nov. 27

through Nov. 29 (Thanksgiving
weekend). The convention is open
to all people who want to attend.

A Panther spokesman stated

that there were over 20,000 people

at the plenary session for the

convention which was held in

Philadelphia early last September.
The plenary session was said to

have been attended by members of

the following groups: Black
people, Third World People,
Chicanos, Puerto Hicans, high

school and college students,

women, G.l.'s workers, and street

people.

The Black Panther Party has

issued the following statement as

an explanation for the need to

have such a convention.

•Capitalism became caught up in a

relentless drive to obtain profits

until the motivation profit eclipsed

the unselfish principles of

democracy. Corporations have
sought to increase their profits at

the expense of the racial and
ethnic minorities. The history of

the U.S. leads us to the conclusion

that our sufferance is basic to the

functioning of the government of

the U.S. The government, the

social conditions, and the legal

documents which brought freedom
from oppression, which brought
humandignityand human rights to

one portion of the people of this

nation had entirely opposite
consequences for the minorities."

Workshops at the plenary session
led to proposals for a new con-
stitution which will be voted on at

the Constitutional Convention.
The proposals included: free day

care centers, lull employment, an
end to police brutality, fair trials

for all people by a jury of true
peers, legal rights for students,

decent housing for all people, and
end to capitalist explotation and a
U.S. plebiscite to determine the

will of Black people as to their

national destiny.

Over 50,000 people are expected
to attend the Constitutional Con-
vention. Free day care centers,

housing and food will be available.

The Black Panther Party has
asked for donation of food and
money for convention expenses
which can be sent to "The Com-
mittee to Defend the Panthers" 61

itiver St., Cambridge Mass.
On campus the Committee to

Fight Repression has registration

information, and car pools
available, by phoning 253-5950.

Benefit Films
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the S.U.

Ballroom The Committee to

Fight Repression is showing two
lilms as a benefit for the

Revolutionary Peoples' Con-
stitutional Convention. "NOW"
is a Cuban view of the U.S. Civil

Rights movement and "Huej"
presents Huey Newton and
others speaking about the

development of the Black
Panther Party.

A spokesman for the com-
mittee said it is important to

support the constitutional

convention because it is "an
opportunity for people to come
together to decide what we want
and how to obtain it, rather than
just yelling about what we don t

want."
The Committee will provide

registration information as well

as car pools to the convention.

Donations of both money and
food are requested.

Martha Vinal (at right) was selected at Saturday's football game
as this year's Freshman Queen. She is shown being crowned b\ last

vear's queen. tMDC photo by (iarv Slickman.i

Salem State Protest
SALEM - Student, faculty and

administration representatives at

Salem State College announced
yesterday that they have agreed
that four students occupying the

Data Processing Center at the

college should vacate the center so
meaningful discussions of campus
issues can begin.

The sit-in has been underway
since Wednesday.
The announcement by the

executive board of the Student

Asn., the executive board ol the

Faculty Senate, and members of

the Administration Council came
after a series of meetings, together

and separately.

Gym requirements, the language
requirement, class cuts, a campus
birth control center and on-campus
psychiatric service are amona H—
issues

Christmas Buying

A meeting lor those interested in

informing the public ol the

needless financial and social

burdens "i cces ave Christmas

buying will be held tonight in the

Council Chambers ol the Student

Union starting at 7:30 p.m.
For further information, contact

Angel and Linda at 536-2069.

CC Governing Board Election Results

Class of 1974 -

Class of 1973

Class of 1972

Class of 11)71

Richard C. Nelson

Bonnie Patch < write-in

)

Cayle Krukonis < write-in*

Ron Young
Gus Szlosek

Craig Stuart

Concert Ban Rally

Called ForTonight
A rally concerning Campus Center policies and the recent "concert

ban" has been called to take place in the Campus Center Auditorium
tonight starting at 7:30 p.m
According to Harold Koltin, coordinator of the rally, "If responses to

the letter 'Busts, Concerts, Top of Campus' in last Thursday's paper are
any indication of the turn-out for tonight, then I'd say we've really got
something going here." Koltin also says that just casual remarks to him
by students who read the letter and have had their own hassles at the CC.
indicate that the injustices perpetrated on students go far beyond what
the letter implies.

"The success of any movement depends on its support by the people,"
remarks Koltin. "1 think we've got that support to a very great extent.
Now all we need is the stimulus that changes words to action."
Tonight's rally is open to anyone who wishes to ask about the particular

facet* s) of theC.C. in which he is interested.

Seven College Conference

Provides Women's Roster

(SOUTH HADLFV, Mass )

A decision which may have far
reaching significance in the
development ofequal opportunities
for women in college and
university teaching and ad
ministration was announced today
by Mount llolyoke College
President David B. Truman on
behalf ol the Seven College Con-
ference.

The annual meeting of
representatives from Rarbard,
Bryn Mawr. Mount llolyoke.
Kadciiffe, Smith. Vassal*, and
Wellesley was held at Mount
llolyoke last weekend.

The Seven College Conference,

traditionally concerned with the

education of women and com
mitted to the improvement of the

status ol women in the academic
community, has unanimously
voted to take steps toward the

establishment and maintenance ol

a natiou.il roster ol women
.scholars and administrators in

America. The proposed roster

would be available to any
academic institution in the United
States.

In keeping with its long-time

leadership in this area, the Con-
ference would seek funds to

establish an office to develop and
maintain the roster and to

publicize its existence.

The status of women in academic
life is a critical national problem
and it is appropriate that the

members of the Seven College

Conference, with their special

commitment to the educational
and professional opportunities
available to women, should take

the lead in providing solutions

A committee consisting ol two
representatives from each of the

participating institutions will be
appointed b) the presidents and
will meet earh in January to

discuss the feasibility ol the

proponed program ami its im
piementation

CAMPUS EXCHANGE

T0NITE AT 8:00 p.m.

ORB II

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
FREE BEER EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR

COFFEE SHOP

Cold

Weather

Specials

"BERRY PATCH"
Three of our own homemade griddle cakes, topped with

strawberry sauce and confectioners sugar.
70c

•CHEDDAR CHEESE OMELET"
A great omelet laden with aged Wisconsin cheddar

cheese served with hot buttered toast and jelly.

75c

"CAMPUS CENTER WAFFLES"
A new dish named after the illustrious monument beau-

tifying the center of our campus. Served with your
choice of tasty syrups.

55c

AS USUAL —
Hot soups, made fresh every day by our soup chef, are

available for a quick, hot meal.

Open 7 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

Make Plans Over Thanksgiving

For Christmas In Europe $175
ROUND TRIP BOEING 707

sponsored by
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

— open only to 5 College students, fculty
staff and members of their immediate family —

Limited Number of Seats Left

Routing
BOSTON/AMSTERDAM/BOSTON

Departs
12/21

Returns
1/5

Cost
$175

Fabulous Ski Package in the Italian Alps also available.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

617-536-7863
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Chamber Music Series

Opening Concert Tonight
The Festival Winds, an en-

semble of nine virtuoso wood-
winds, will perform the opening

event of the 1970-71 Chamber
Music Series tonight at 8:00 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium.
This concert, one of five events

on this season's Chamber Music
Series, is under the auspices of

the Fine Arts Council and brings

to the attention of area music
lovers, one of the most unique

ensembles before the public

today.

The program for the Festival

Winds will include Beethoven's

Sextet in E flat major; Petite

Symphonie by Charles Gounod;
Two Arias for Oboes, Bassoon
and French Horns by Handel;

Woodwin Quintet by the noted

contemporary composer, Elliot

Carter and Mozart's Serenade in

E flat Major, K. 375.

Reserved tickets for this event

are available at the Fine Arts

Council Box Office, 125 Herter

Hall and are priced at $1.00 for

undergraduates; $1.50 for

graduate students and other

students; $2.50 for University

faculty/staff and $3.00 for the

general public.

MDC Review

SRO Crowd Greets
ButterfieIdPlayers

Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Box
Office one hour before the

concert. A telephone reaching
both box offices is 545-0202.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
BOWKER AUDITOJMUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

TONIGHT, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23 at 8

THE FESTIVAL WINDS
Nine Virtuosi Woodwinds perform works of Beethoven,
Mozart, Hondel, Gounod and Elliott Carter.

byCOWARDFOGARTY
Fine Aits Staff

The Butterfield Kitchen was

tilled to "standing room only" this

week-end as the Butterfield

Players presented two one-act

plays: Sand by Murry Mednick and

Crawling Arnold by Jules Feiffer.

Both plays were presented in the

Three quarter round, and com-
bined the usage of cinema and

theatre, In Sand a television set is

(>t central importance through the

play In Crawling Arnold the

opening scene is in total darkness
while the audienee and the actors

look at slides.

The evening began with Sand
Sitting in the Butterfield kitchen,

the audience beholds before them
the toilet living room of Mother
anil Father. Father is plugging

away at the toilet while the Mother
is playing in the sand box in the

living room. From here the play

moves through a series of jarbs

and jabs between the actors to the

end where the Son is hanging by a

meat hook from the eeiling - in the

Butterfield kitchen

The play could have been better

chosen. The incongruity of seeing a
toilet in a living room in a kitchen

is somewhat unsettling. Perhaps
this is what the director John
O'Neill intended. If so, he suc-

ceeded.

Technically, the play was well

put-on. Maryann Powers as the

Mother and Don Quatrale as the

Ambassador portrayed their

characters well and kept the pace
going nicely to the end.

The second play Crawling Ar-

nold, was an example of well-done

student theatre In the opening
scene the audience is brought into

the livingroom of Mr. and Mrs.

Barry Fnterprise. They are a
seventy year old couple who have
just had a child. They have a
second child.... Arnold, who
crawls who is 37 years old.

From here the play moves
quickly. Fine acting by all, but

especially by Janet Roy, as Grace
Enterprise, and Joan Aufiero, as
Miss Sympathy, carry the play
along to a successful end.

Faculty RecitalAt Bowker
Jon Humphrey, on the CMass

music department laculty, will

present a recital tomorrow night at

It p m m Bowker Auditorium

He will

Tanner.
Walltisch. \ iola

be assisted by Peter
piano, and Ernst

Open Rehearsal Today at 4:00 p.m.
Bowker Auditorium — Free

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9

La Salle String Quartet
Deutche Grammophon Recording Artists performing
works by Pureed, Berg, Webern and Krzysztof Pende-
recki

Reserved Tickets: $1.00 - $3.00
Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall
Remaining Tickets at Bowker Box Office one hour be-

fore Concert. Tel. 545-0202

DAILY COLLEGIAN

WILL NOT

Be Publishing Not. 30

All advertising for the

TUESDAY, December 1 issue

MUST BE IN

by 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 25

because of the

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS

Mr. Humphrey has jH-rlormed
professional Ij throughout the
l nitcci States and Canada with
such groups as the Robert Shaw
Chorale, the Net York Pro
Mnsica. and the Cleveland and
Philadelphia Orchestras. He has
also recorded for RCA Victor and
Columbia.

His program will include works
by Henry I'urcell. Ludwig van
Beethoven, Claude Debussy.
Robert Schumann, and Kalph
Vaughan Williams.

The program is part of the
I Mass music department faculty
recital series and is open to the
public without charge.

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

MDC CLASSIFIED
»l Vf RDACE ID . W SfFlD

FOR SALE
Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PB Aatec,

Fisher, TDK, caaaette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Utah eprakera,
LPa, 8 track and other accrual tlee.
Amherat Audio. tfU-tt

Lafayette 100A speaker* and 50
watt amp, Gerrard 40B turntable,

leas than 1 jr. old, excellent fund ,

$U5 » w, beat offer. Marty M6-
7141. tfll-23

Motorcycle, '68, Kawasaki, 350 cc
road bike, in excellent condition,

!M50 call 515-0000, ask for Peter
Wcmiiuk ur at ninut 508-1DU3. tfll-?3

Raccoon coat in very Rood con-
dition , (all !M,7-.V>83 in Ware

tfll-23

Uf> llunda 173, 3J00 mi S3VJ5 or
knt offer Need money now but
will store in safe, dry place over
winter. Also 2 helmets 253-0985

tf11-23

Snowlires, two studded tubeless,
•i.av-la. u-x-u lime iiio>.. SlU OU earn
K-ll < liffside Ant- Call W5-3413

tf11-21

FOR SALE— AUTOS
61 Ford Walton 352, V-8 std., clean

uticker, must sell to pay plione bill

of $74.23 or best offer. Help! Call

(not collect) 6 WB» .
-11-23

l!M>t Hlue Volkswacen sedun, new
transmission and rear eud body, fair.

MM. (all Paul at 408 Puffton Vil-

las:* 549-6080. tfll-2:t

62 Chevy, cood runnine, condition.

6 e.'i., automatic (all 253-7.''it

tf11-23

'64 Austin llriilt-y - Sprite, new
li.iint, top, battery, interior, tti

S2D5.0O. Call 510-6627 tril-24

l<>68 Oldsmobile Cutlus* "H",
power steerinir, four on the floor,

two door, radio four standard
tires, pi-is snow tires, low mile-

OT fall 11:1-773-8502 after 5.

tf 11-23

'68 VW automatic, sunroof, excel-
lent condition ''~" "•"

5:00 p.m.

FURNISHED ROOMS
Female Grail pref — private room

in bouse, me block south of campus.
Kitchen pmilenes. Responsible co-ed
ImnK. $65 mo Available now MM-
6178 H-:.i

COLONY MOTII, — Kt. 5. Wbate-
lv M4M, VlfMkrl 1 - March 31:
i people SI0O; 1 person S75 month.

11-21

Oarnuc tor rent, ten doll.irs ,

month. Ill .Northampton Kd.. Am-
herst_

, f|| .,,

SERVICES

PERSONAL
ll>ad Tie-dver — \our slides are

ready. Call Joe at the P P 11-23

Amherst Andio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
VTt No, Pleasant 8t. (86-8133.

tfU-gt
Not only the usual, hut the un-

usual in the creative-self-expression
throuub-nmsic field. Call Md-WN ami
talk to our man on campus, or call
us direct at l-TM-NM ll-rt

rout
OWN

FAKING

"GREAT
MOV IK
MAKING"
- m

diary of a
rr\a<i housewife
Moll - I'lleS. r=-

2:7:25-!) -.30 ^*J

Weil-Nun, 1:30-3:36

:
•.0-2 : W)-9i50

ROOMMATES WANTED

Call 605-3577 after

tfll-25

'03 Rambler Wiicon. evcellent con-
dition, standard transmission, over-
drive. Low cost. 1-Iii7-7I85 Granliv

tfll-'.'t

WANTED

'tia Dodre Coronet, si\ cylinder,

low mileage, automatic, tudor $500

Ca ll Pick 581-0010. 11-23

'65 Peuseot 491, $005; '65 MO 1100

$496; '65 Tr. Spitfire S600; 'CO VW
Fastback $900: '66 VW Karman-Ghta
$850; '64 VW Bus S350. Bass Im-

port teles, Rte. 9, Harliey. 594-4652.

tfll-21

Help! 2 female Brad students need
apt. near CMass by Jan. 1, about
S100. Anybody vacating one? Please
call 253-7101. References. tfll-23

Free private room and bath, and
hoard in exchange for c*»'ld care. I
miles from Cmass on Pine Street In

.North Amherst, (all 549-0265.

tf-11-23

Wanted: 4-6 girls to participate
in unusual erotic activities. For
bixarre and uninhibited only. Call
Bill from 6-8 weekdays at 5451-0130

tfll-23

Wanted — l.nelisli paper on Thom-
as Hardy. Will pay. Contact Mm
003-35.-J tf 11-21

APARTMENT WANTED
Apartment needed for .January, one

or two rooms please. Call Nestor 546-
1029 evenings. tflll-2*

Wanted: 2 girls are looking for
an apartment or house for second
semester. Immediate occupancy it

fiossihle Pull <u/;innc „f iWivrVII'i

a fter 5. tfll-23

Couple needs one bedroom apart-
ment, starting January. Please
call Shelly 6-8457 . tfll-.'.i

riders wanted
Riders to XW Ohio, NK Ind., vIh

turnpike, share expenses in VW sohk.
Leave Wed. 25. Call 323-7071 eve-
nlngs. tfll-23

FOR RENT
Available Dec. 1 — one bedroom

apt., So. Deerfield, $100. Stove, re-
frig. 605-2257. tfll-25

Room available, center of North-
ampton, kitchen privileges, refer-
ences. Tel. no. 584-2613, tfll-23

Female roommate wanted It, ipart-
ment, own room, $45 per mot. :

, now
or next semester. 665-3072. tfll-'o

TRAVEL

"ABSOLUTELY GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT!"

-1*114. Oclr *•»•

Itermiidn for less — spring \hc;i
(ion $'."!!), includes jet. Sunset Ho
tel, tips, breakfasts, gourmet din
ners. For more info call Adriemu-
t.lnss 516-7355. tfll-2."

*»KI U sTRIA — Christinas vacT-
tion, semester break from $219, incl
RT jet, hotel, etc liailuasf »in sifcj

Swim Resort; contact K. Rogers.
372-H Park Rd , West Hartford.
Connecticut. i|--» :

I IK. HI.K EDI CATION;
secondary EDUCATION

;

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Directories of Positions.
New, innovative approach. I,.

expensive. Effective, write:
Intercept/Sociocnm
Harvard Square
P. O. Box 317

Cambridge, Mass. MJMI
PaHl (617) H08-U50

'III I

WIDf

SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

Man.-Tuts.
2-7:36-9:40

Wed. Sun.
1-1-5:10

7:20-9:30
ftftO OTHER

THFrtt NOT YOU*
FATHERS HEIOfSI

GlOUf
um

AVAIL ABL f

IUTTU mUSSttlft HfiLSV
Mon.-Tue*.

1 MOHO" 1 2-7:30-f»:l(i
'»'"> j. ' Wed. -^iin.•——

I 3:10-7 :.'(»-!• ;4n

cau 413-733-5131

Smith College Committee Formed

To Study Integrated Residence
Notices

A committee of Smith faculty

has been appointed to study the

policies and problems ol integrated

residence at the college. The
committee was appointed by the

Committee on Student Affairs,

composed of laculty, students, and
administrators, which had
jurisdiction over all noncurricular

aspects of student life at Smith.

The 140 black students at Smith
live in 18 of the ;55 residential

houses at the college. Eight of

these houses, seven of them in a

group of ten known as the

Quadrangle, house those black

freshman ;m<l advanced standing

students who entered Smith this

year.

All undergi aduates at Smith

indicate on entrance which house

they would like to join, and can

change houses each year if they

choose.

The centralization of housing for

the black students is a result of a

request made last year to the

college by the Smith Black

.students Alliance. The BSA felt

that while the presence of a small
number of black students in most
of the college's houses offered

advantages to both black and white
students, the black students were
isolated from each other, thus
making adjustment to the college

and college life, particularly by
black freshman, more difficult.

The BSA also asked that "a black
person be hired to work on the

bousing placement of black
students." Mrs. Carolyn Tucker,
with her husband J. Jeffrey Tucker
head resident of Gushing House,
was named as assistant to the dean
of students for black student
housing. Dean of Students Helen
Russell, those office arranges
housing, Mrs. Tucker, and the BSA
then worked together to create a
housing committee and plan for the
black students.

Last May. all black students on
campus were given the opportunity

to move to a quadrangle house for

this year. Although many did
move, some decided not to because
they found the location of their

Conscription Discussion

Continued On "Focus"
Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA's
Focus" program will continue

discussion of military conscription

in America with a careful

examination of possible alter-

natives to the present draft lottery-

system: a volunteer army and

universal national service.

Moderator Ken Mosakowski's

special guest will be Alien Brunson

ol the Western Massachusetts

Committee to Repeal the Draft, a

local chapter of the National

Council to Repeal the Draft in

Washington, DC.
Mosakowski and Brunson at-

tended the "People's Hearing on

the Draff held at Boston
University on Veteran's Day.
Tonight's program will begin with
a tape-recording of one of the

statements presented at the
People's Hearing"-- a speech on

"The Concept of National Service"
by Arthur Condliffe, legislative

assistant to Representative
Jonathan Bingham (D—N.Y.).
Live commentary will follow the

recorded speech.

Interested listeners are invited

to call in their questions during
tonight's program at 545-2425 or

:>4.V2876.

houses more convenient for them.
Two houses have black married
couples as head residents.

The appointment of the com-
mittee to study integrated
residence at Smith is a recognition

of two factors new to the college's

experience, the largest enrollment

of black students in the college's

history, and the housing of most of

these students primarily in one
area of the campus.

It is the committee's task to

study the specific and immediate
problems which these two new

factors have brought to the

campus, and to make a report and
recommendations to the Com-
mittee on Student Affairs which
could be acted upon for the second

term

Christian Scientists

Discuss Thanksgiving
The Christian Science

Organization welcomes the

university community to a special

meeting on the subject of

Thanksgiving tomorrow night at

6:45 p.m. in Room 911 of the

Campus Center.

The service will be identical to

those being held in all Christian

Science churches on Thanksgiving

Day.
Readings from the Bible and

from the Christian Science text-

)ook, Science and Health, by Mary
Baker Eddy, will be used in the

discussion on "God's unlimited

provision for Man."
After the readings, the meeting

will be open for the giving of

testimonies of healing, remarks,

and ideas concerning
Thanksgiving. Also, the spiritual

basis of both receiving what is good

and subsequent gratitude will be

examined.

BIR 1 H CONTROL BOOKLET COMMITTEE:
Meeting ot the birth control booklet com

nut tee to be held tonight at 630 p m in Room
162 of the Campus Center

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Basic Ground School meeting at J 30 p.m in

Room 802 ot the Campus Center. Topic Cross

country planning I Bring Chart*, computer

and plotter),

CONCERNED PEOPLE.
Meet.nt to eliminate M>« economic burdens

.in.i that Kles brought on by the pressures of a

commercialized X mas. It will be held at 7 30

pm m the Council Chambers Everyone
inie

CM i i a i HI

me one c ome all to the Delta Chi Coffee

House at 314 Lincoln Ave 8 p m . Monday,

Nov llni call 5 01S6 or 5 0195 for information

,ii 'i .msportalion

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
I he pledge meeting will be haW tonight at 6

ii iii hi Room U8 ot the Campus Center. An
Board meeting w HI immediately follow.

Tuesday night's meeting hai Been cancelled

lor this week

MAROON Kt YS
rhere will be.i mandatory meeting Fu.

night .it 6 10 p.m. II lit -.. <. onftk '

Richard Simmons « /60-i as soon as possible

ORCHARD HILL
All students wishing lo Ii v, on the H.ll spring

.in t ind .lppiu ation in the Mattel
Oltii e ol I "'kt H

PR| C ISIONI 1 TES

Prectsionettet tryouts now Monday
Wednesday 7 I 30pm m Boyden Gym Room
i in the basement '

Hi VMAKI R MUARI DANCE CLUB
Meeting ol al members to work on com

mtttees lot the upcoming dance It you are

unabte k> attend weekly meetings and ° r need

i 'ii' SIV bt?7 or Roliert SIS 2418

Ml Ht R I1AHA L fcAGUE
Meeting tonight at > 30 p m m Room vt) i ot

the Campus Center M\ interested in talking

' druqs. religion and H.iba are invited

SKI CLUB
Skiers and non skiers' There will be a Ski

( lun meeting tonight al 8 IS p m in Mat. .ii

Memberships will betaken, a ski movie will be

shown, and trip information will be given

Also, there will be a Ski Fashion and Equip

mint Show

SKI PATROL
The patrol will meet tonight at 6 30 p.m. m

Room 170 ot the Campus Center Please bring

packs First Aid course will meet at 7.30 m
Room 170

THANKSGIVING SERVICE.
All members of fhe university community

are invited to a special meeting of N I

Christian Science Organization entitled

"Thanksgiving" to be held m Room 911 of the

Campus Center, tomorrow night at 6 45 p.m

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS:
I hr bprmgfield Street Academy has asked

lor donations ot used Introductory Sociology

books Any former Intro, students wishing

donate these books may leave them in the Si

Office, Thompson Hall, Room 426, and the

books will he torwarded to the Stre I

Academy

SPANISH CLUB
me speak Spanish! Have lunch at

Spanish Table today Irom II 30 12:30 i

I .iiiklm Commons.

STUDENT RALLY
Rally tonight m the Campus Center Aud at

I p. in Rally tor .in explanation tor the H
i demand Nl rJitt USS upcommq concert. i

nut to lib' campus Center

UNIVfc RSI TY WOMEN
liyoutstoi the Women s Drill Team will

inlil Nov 16 to Nov .U at Boyden Main Gym
Irom '8 10 p m Mon Thu's. All Universit/

Women are corda)Hv invited Please t"

sneakers

LOS1

l

i ham with 8, 10 keys attached.

Ii I 1 ito 2S3 S0HB it found

Plr,.

I pair ut silver trimmed square lens

eyeglasses in ripped brown leather case i

veck (.mi read without lham, Please
.rncl to I ie. I & I ooikIoi i all Ed at 254 6396.

Hal lost Men night, Nov 1/ in car going bv

ol oi t 1 1 1 1 found please caM Bobbie 546

633]

\u iinliee Ilia) lAceeil tvtcnl\ five words

Deadline I • miliees

|>recc<linn tl.i\

is J ihi I' M on the

ITiete i- a one da\ maximum for all notices

l'iiiiuiie.s

I- 1 lll.l\s

and eiie,.ie,ements will appear m

r How to get to Campus Center Garage

r s n
| tear** » l—v I

LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS

CAMPUS CENTER

VISITOR PARKING

lEtXVDi

U n*
CAKPUS CENTER GARAGE

F.,11.., 1

Where to go when you're in there

1 . GARAGE ENTRANCE

CAMPUS CENTER

CtHIIJ IS ON LEVEL 3

2. CAMPUS CENTER ENTRANCE IS ON LEVEL

3. EXIT ( COLLECTION SOOTH I IS ON LEVEL

u
2

o-
4

D o
CAMPUS
CENTER

o

L_
TO ENTER

TAKE TICKET
DRIVE STRAIGHT AHEAD AND

AROUND AS PER ABOVE.
DRIVE DOWN THE RAMP TO _

CAMPUS CENTER LEVEL 7

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!o" f

.

1

t^ TRAFFIC FLOW

6

-o
TO EXIT

DRIVE UP THE RAMPS AS PER
ABOVE TO LEVEL

4
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TOWER
RESTAURANT

SPECIALS

For Singles

ANTIPASTO

LASAGNA

with Meatballs

Bread and Butter

plus

Soft Drink

For Couples

ANTIPASTO (2 forks)

SPAGHETTI &

MEATBALLS

Bread and Butter

plus

•Plain Pizia

plus
: Soft Drinks

|All Items

'lus Tax

For Double Dato s

'and families of 4)

2 ANTIPASTOS (4 forks)

Plain PIZZAS

2 Orders of any PASTA

with Meatballs or Meatsauce
Bread and Butter

plus

4 Soft Drinks

'Also Pepperoni,
Meatball, Mushroom,
or Linguira Pizza
add 50c per pizza

HOURS:

Friday and
Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 2 a.mj

Sunday thru

Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 1 a.ml

sPo/?ts ShorT'Es
(AP)—Acceptance of bids by

Tennessee, Texas Tech, Georgia
Tech. Oklahoma, Auburn and
perennial bowlers Alabama and
Mississippi set up the following

pairings:

Hose Bowl-Fifth ranked Ohio
State. 9-u. vs. No. 11 Stanford, 8-3.

Cotton Bowl-No. 2 Notre Dame,
9-0, vs. the Southwest Conference
champion, either No. 1 Texas, 8-0,

or No. ti Arkansas, 9-1.

Sugar Bowl-No. 8 Tennessee, 8-1,

vs. No. 10 Air Force, 9-2.

Orange Bowl-No. :5 Nebraska, 10-

0-1, vs. an opponent to be named.
Gator Bowl-No. 12 Mississippi, 7-

1, vs. No. 13 Auburn, 7-2.

Sun Bowl-No. 17 Georgia Tech, 7-

3. 7-3. vs. No. 19 Texas Tech. 8-3.

Astro Bluebonnet Bowl-
Alabama, 6-4, vs. Oklahoma, 6-4.

The Peach and Liberty bowls
still have not named either of their

teams.

1'enn State, ranked 20th, turned

down a Peach bid Saturday after

beating Pittsburgh 35-15 to com-
plete a 7-3 season. Coach Joe
Paterno instead challenged 16th

ranked Dartmouth, the unbeaten
Ivy league champion, to a post

season game. The Indians whipped
Penn 28-0 Saturday for a 9-0 finish.

William & Mary also earned a

bowl berth, despite a losing record,

by shading Richmond 34-33 to

capture the Southern Conference
championship. W&M will take on
unbeaten, 15th ranked Toledo in

the Tangerine Bowl.
*****

NKW YOKK < AP)—Quarterback
Al Woodall engineered a 71-yard
drive in the third quarter for the

tie-breaking touchdown and the
New York Jets went on to defeat
the Boston Patriots 17-3 Sunday in

a National Football League game.
(ieorge Nock's two yard touch-

down smash with 1:47 left in the

quarter snapped a 3-3 tie tread dy
ollselting field goals by the Jets'

Jim Turner and the Patriots' Gino

AP
Cappellotti.

Sharing honors with Woodall and

Nock was a strong Jets' defense

that completely throttled the

Boston offense led by quarterback

Joe Kapp. Kapp compled only four

of 17 passes for 70 yards before he

was replaced in the fourth quarter

by Mike Taliaferro. The Patriots

managed to gain only HO yards the

entire da\

.

*****

BOSTON (AP)—Here is how the

Top Ten in The Associated Press'

New Kngland college football poll

tared Saturday

:

1. Dartmouth 9-11, beat Penn, 28-0.

2. Boston College 7-2, beat

Massachusetts, 21-10.

3. Yale 7-2, lost to Harvard. 14-12.

I. Harvard 7-2, beat Yale, 14-12.

.">. Boston University 5-4 season

ended.

f. Connecticut 4-4-2, tied Holy
t Toss, 20-20.

7. Massachusetts 4-5-1. lost to

Boston College, 21-10.

X. New Hampshire 5-3, ended
season.

9. Springfield 6-3, ended season.
10. tie Rhode Island 3-5 and Trinity

7-1, ended season.

Tonight's

Intramurals

irts Notices
VARSITY HOCKEY UMass'

hockey team will open its season on
Tuesday at home against Lowell
lech. Gametime is 7 p.m. at
Amherst College's Orr Rink.

*****

VARSITY H O C K E Y
( HFFRLEADERS-Cheerleaders
need rides to the first hockey game
an Tuesday, to Orr Rink. If anyone
has room, please call 6-7447 or 6-

7445.

BASKETBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

1 * 30 Cougars vs Bruisers

2 » 30 Panthers vs Academics
3 6 30 Jaguars vs Seagrams
* 6 30 Trouts vsLions
i 6 30 Comancheesvs Colts

6 6 30 Heads vs Cans

POSITION WEST
1 1 30 ) vs 2

2 7 30 3VS4
3 7 30 5VS6
4 t 30 Elephants vs Machines
5 I 30 Wild Thing vs Cult

6 '30 Browns vs Boozers

1 8 30 "C" Crushers vs Monuments
2 8 30 Senators vs Terrors

3 8 30 Maples vs Lemons
* 30 OaksvsRams
i 8 30 Chipmonks vs Panthers
6 8 30 Collegian vs Index

BOWLING
LANES TIME TEAMS
l&2 6 30 Panthers vs Seagrams
J & J 6 30 Leopards vs Academics
">&6 6 30 Bulldozers vs Cans
' & 8 6 30 Senators vs Crushers

' 8. ! 8 30 Redwoods vs Barracudas
S8.6 8 30 Pipers vs Eagles
78.8 8 JO Hickory vs Maroons

Thanksgiving Day

Top of the Campus Restaurant

Campus Center 11th Floor
12 noon - 7 p.m.

Roast Tom Turkey
complete dinner $3.25
children ten and under % price
children two ?nd under free

Plus u complete holiday menu

Reservations ,ire not necessary. However reservations

Tail *W.Mi8
Ptt*d Wm 5:0

° P m m N°V
- ** 1970

'
l>,0as,>

Eagles Really Fly

MDC
Photos By

Rich Mclntyre

(Continued Irom page ltt)

commitment.
In reflecting back upon this

game, upon the whole season, upon

the people who made up the UMass
team, one is very disappointed

that the final record has to be a

losing one, but he is nevertheless

proud to have been associated with

this tarn whether it be as one of

many ticketbuyers, or a ballboy or

a towelboy or one who covers its

games for the school newspaper.

Listen for

the sounds
of love...

Where do you hear them?

In a plea for help from

someone who needs it? In a

dialogue between students and

the Establishment? In a talk

session for a marriage-on-the-

rocks? At a Catholic Mass

conducted in an Episcopal

Church?

You'd be surprised.

The sounds of love are

everywhere — anyone can

hear them. If they listen.

The Paulists listen. But,

like everything in life, the

things that matter most are

the hardest

It isn't easy being a Paulist.

But then, the best things in

life never are

If you are interested in

more information about the

Paulist priesthood, write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell. ( S.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist
f _

cpathetg
Room 114

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 1*019

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR.

ivrsnns horn tinder r.ineer haw «
Htrong sense of self-preservation. The*.-
People know when to conn- in out «>r

the rain. They can make mistake-,
but they seldom compound their er-
rors. These are the persona who usu-
ally know — in advance — which way
the wind ia Mowing. Once a Cancer
individual gain* an advantage, he la
likely to make a complete climb up
the ladder to success. Among faniouH
Cancer-born natives are Art Linklet-
ter, Jane Russell and Jack Dempse>

.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Ac-
cent oil marriage, partnerships, rel.i-

IIOM with public. Take it easy. Play
waiting game. Don't be rushed, forced,
pushed or invellged. Time is on your
*ide. Act accordingly.
TACRCS — (April lit) • May 20):

Connections with military, special
service or responsibility — these are
highlighted. Not wise to shirk basic
duty. Relations with associates be-
come nwre important.
UEJI1M (May 1 - June 2U) : Good

inii.tr aspect highlights romantic in-

terlude. You make decision about
« liether to continue relationship. Key
is to take long-range \iew. Think erv
;i lively.

CANCER (June 21 - July 21') : Youi
attachments to places and persons can
be seen in clear light. Discard what
is superficial. Hang on to what Is

meaningful. Clear away emotional a>>

bria. Stress new atari.

LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Feeling
• f new-found freedom persists. You
-M'less yourself in more positive man-
iiti . Travel, variety, additional spice

i" life —these are on agenda.
VIRGO (Aug. 2o - Sept. 22) : Ac-

eant M how to gain what you need

QenulM bargain ia available. But you
have to be versatile — do some com-
parlasa shopping. Social contact will

prove, significant.

UBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Sue.-
fiesh approach. He independent. Ad-
here to your own style. Cycle is high;

net puce. Be willing to tear down in

prtftr to rebuild. You can be at right

place ut right time.

tCORPlO tuct. 2:; - Nov. 21): «<•

discreet. Someone may be trying to

extract information which is confiden-

tial. Key is to he alert. Don't reveal

more than is necessary. Message will

become clear.

SAGITTARIUS (.Nov, 22 - Deo. SI):

Bteer clear of senseless dispute With
11 it-rids. You may be caught in mid-
dle, Your task should be to harmoniz.',

not to provoke. Act accordingly. Jl.ik.-

concession to family member.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. l'J>

:

Your potential la put to test. Means
you get chance to display abilllle*.

Accent on ambition, civic duties.
Stress willingness to fulfill obliga-
tions.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20. • Feb. 18):
Open communication lines. Write,
publish, gain added knowledge thrown
written material. Study pro.-i

Know where you want to go — and
why. Form definite policy for future.
PISCES (Feb. Ill - March 20): Mat-

ters associated with money belonging
to another are emphasized, You may
have to tread lightly. Somo are apt
to be supersensitive. State ;ase clearly
but diplomatically.
IF TODAY 18 YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are restless, anxious to obtain
answers. Some say you are impatient
It is true. You are impatient with
lethargy and indifference. You re-
cently made a move which ehanged
environment. Now, you go th
a period which tests emotional
bihty. Don't give up immethlns f««i

nothing.

Copyright 107". <>rt f*m rnrp.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Friday's puzzle

ACROSS

1 Perform

4-Surt god

6 Sedate

11 Rather have

13 Empty

lb Babylonian
deity

16 Makes beloved

18 Negative

19-Preposition

21 -Instrument

22 Persian poet

24Chair
26 Death rattle

28 Possessive
pronoun

29 Item of

property

31 Model
33 Latin

conjunction

34 Caudal
appendage

36 Singing bird

38 Senior (abbr.)

40 Alcoholic drink

42Metal
45 Wooden pin

47 Dirk
49 Solitary

50 Poems
52 Story
54 A continent

(abbr.)
55-Faroe Islands

whirlwind

56 Introductory

action

59 Symbol (or

tantalum
61 Mend
63 Peril

65 Stupid person
66-Pnnter's

measure
67 Peer Gynt's

mother

DOWN

1 Simian
2 Boxes

3 Symbol for

tellurium

4 Lease

5-Enthusiasm

6 Superficial

7 Rocky hill

8 In addition

9 Prefix: not

10 Give

12 Symbol for iron

14 Most unpleasant

17-Pertaining to

the dawn
20 Kiln

23 Note of scale

24-A continent

(abbr.)

25 Athletic group
27 Is mistaken
30 Cravats

32 NY. baseball

team
35 Lamp
37-Gaseeus element

-Trail

Buy back

-Transaction

Puffs up

Behold!

-Earth goddess
Evade
Mast

53 Kind of cheese

57 Spanish (or

"river"

58 Printer's

measure

60 Exist

62 River in Italy

34 A state (abbr.)

1 7 3 4 5
,

. . 1

.y.
7 8 9 10 yy.-.-

< x r

11 12
yy.

14

15 17 88 n
.-.-.

::: 19 20
;;;

21 23

24 25 yy 26 27 '.•'.. ?8

29 30 31 3? ;;: 33
•;;•:

::•:::
. ...

35

yy.-

36 37 :•:•

38 39 "//, 40 41 yy * 7
...

43 44

45 46

v'.'i

47 48
r" YY

. . .

49

50 51

yy?
52 53 :•:•: 54

55 56 57 58
'.*.'.

59 60

61 62 V'.
T ."

''.'.

63 64

::•.'; 66
vv
.-.•.'67
. . .

* ,. .1
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Fatal UMass Miscues Leads To BC Win, 21-10
by BARKY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

( Capitalizing on two costly UMass
mistakes, the highly touted Boston

College football team won a hard

Fought, 21-Kl, victory over an in-

spired Redman club at Alumni
i ickl on Saturday before the largest

home crowd of the season of 17,200.

The Eagles, with one game
remaining, boasted 7-2 mark while

the Kedmen ended their 1970

season just under the .500 mark at

4-5- 1.

What seems to be a recurrent

pattern in L'Mass-BC encounters

developed in this one, too. The
teams battled evenly for most of

the contest with the outcome
finally being occured on a dropped

punt and a breakdown in blocking

on a UMass punt. Both resulted in

Boston College touchdowns.

The UMass defense ended the

season just as it had begun it.

Facing its toughest opposition of

the season, the Redmen deter-

minedly held the high-flying

Kagles to a total offense of only 271

yards, only 66 yards more than

iMass accumulated. Although

classy quarterback Frank Harris

enjoyed a fine afternoon in the air

striking for 157 yards and three

touchdowns, the Redman defense

was typically relentless against the

rush.

Coming into the contest, the

Fagles boasted of one of the finest

running backs in the country,

namely Fred Willis. Although

admittedly Willis was suffering

Irom a badly bruised right thigh,

I he senior halfback was limited to

a season low of only 47 yards in 17

carries. Despite this low total,

IVilHs became the second leading

mound gainer in Eagle history

passing Mike Holovak. a press box

observer.

(letting back to the contest itself,

it appeared early that the game
would develop into a defensive

battle. Neither side could put any
points on the board in the first

quarter although the Eagles
narrowly missed.

On I Mass second series of

flowns in the game, linebacker Al

Dhembe picked off a Ken Hughes
aerial for the Eagles and returned

it back to the I Mass 32. It was to

be the first of many holes that the

Redman defense would find itself

m on this cold and windy afternoon.

Helving entirely on running
plays. Harris brought his team
down to the I Mass 20 from where
it faced a third and twelve

situation. Harris hit a key pass to

split end John Bonistalli but the big

receiver was gang tackled at the

nine, one precious yard short of the

first down Instead of going for the

field goal, the Eagle brain trust

decided to go for sit.

With both lines stacked up. Willis

tried to make the short yard up the

middle. But John Farrelly and the

interior of the UMass line were

there to meet him and the Eagle

star was well short. UMass had

won the first battle of the contest.

The offense, however, finding

itself deep in its own territory was

unable to move and John O'Neil

boomed a 42-yarder into Eagle

territory.

It seemed as if the Eagles had

discovered that they could not run

inside against the Redmen and

Harris turned to Willis sweeps and

passes to move his team. This

combination proved successful as

the tri-captain brought the Eagles

deep into UMass territory.

The key play was a 27-yard pa-?

down the left sideline to George

Gill who carried it down to the

UMass 6. Two plays later, Harris

screened to Willis on the left side

and he went in easily behind some
good blocking for the initial score

of the contest. Larry Berridge

kicked the point after to put the

Eagles on top at 0:50 of the second

period, 7-0.

About this time, the UMass of-

fense began to get untracked as the

offensive line opened up some
holes for Pat Scavone, Art Cor-

saletti and Dick Cummings. In ten

plays. Hughes marched UMass
from the BC 45 down to the five,

using only one pass play. Scavone

was doing the brunt of the work
mainly on the familiar sweep.

On third and goal at the five,

Hughes went back to pass. He
tossed a short pass on the right side

and Scavone turned around at the

last second to nab it at the two.

With an impressive display of

determination, the shifty senior

dragged two Eagles for the final

two yards and just managed to slip

into the far corner of the end zone

for the touchdown. With Denis

Gagnon's conversion, UMass had
tied the surprised Eagles, 7-7, and
there was still a great deal of

football to be played.

At this point, it seemed that

I Mass would have been happy to

take a 7-7 tie into the locker room
at halftime. And it looked as if they

would until the first of UMass' fatal

mistakes occured in the closing

minutes of the half.

With the Redmen at their own 42,

O'Neil was set to punt on a fourth

and nine situation. But the Eagles

fialhj ffloUrjjtan
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blew through the middle of the

Redman line and O'Neil's only

alternative was to try to sweep
around this rush in an attempt to

make the first down. Un-
fortunately for UMass, he didn't

make it and the Eagles took over 42

yards away from paydirt.

After Harris had completed two
passes to Gill and one to tight end
Jim O'Shea, the Eagles had a third

and five on the eight. With a great

defensive effort, Harris was
barrelled under on an attempted

keeper by Farrelly, Dennis
Keating and O'Neil and apparently

the Eagles would have to settle for

the field goal. Or so everyone

thought.

Harris, however, the holder, took

the snap and set up to look for a

receiver. He faked a pass over the

middle and then dunked a screen

on the left side to Willis. With a

perfect wall of four blockers in

front of him, Willis waltzed 13

yards for the score and suddenly

the stunned Redmen found
themselves a touchdown behind

once more. Berridge made it 14-7

at 14:19 of the quarter.

I Mass drew first blood in the

second half, thanks mainly to a

diving interception by Bill Bush.

On the play, Bill DeFlavio put a

strong rush on Harris and he threw

before he was actually ready

UMass took over only 35 yards

away from the tieing score. The
Redmen drive, paced by an inside

reverse for nine yards bv Mark
Russell on a third and five play,

made it down to the BC nine before

stalling. Gagnon came off the

bench and, with a strong cross

wind of about 20 m.p.h., wrapped
one around the goal post from 26

yards away to put the Redmen only

four points behind, 14-10. with 7:46

gone in the third quarter.

But then came the play that

WILLIS SEES RED—That's about all BC back Fred Willis (33) can
see as he is stopped cold on key fourth and one play deep in UMass
territory. In on the play for UMass are John Farrely (54), Jim
Rendle (31), Bill DeFlavio (76) and Dick Cronin (64). (MDC photo by

Rich Mclntyre)
broke the Redmen's heart. With
BC forced to punt from its own 45,

it appeared that UMass would
have a shot at going in front. But
the punt was fumbled at the 17 by
Steve Schubert and the loose ball

was pounced upon by Bonistalli for

the Eagles.

One play later, Harris hit Gill on
a crossover for 17 yards and the

final score of the day. Berridge's

boot raised the count to 21-10 and
although there was still over a

quarter to play, everything seemed
to change.

The Redmen still had their op-

portunities but the Eagle defense
proved to be tough in its own right.

On the ensuing kickoff, Hughes
found a hole in the left side of the

Eagle defense and expoited it by
sending senior fullback Dick
Heavey through it three straight

times for 45 yards. UMass drove
deep into Eagle territory and, in

fact, had a first down at the ten.

But on a fourth and three, an at-

tempted Hughes delayed keeper
was stopped after a two yard gain

and another opportunity went by
the boards.

Midway through the final stanza

UMass saw another opportunity go

up in smoke. With a fourth and one
inch at the BC 36, Hughes again
tried a quarterback sweep. Un-
fortunately he fumbled the ball and
although he recovered, he was shy
of the first down.
So ended the game. UMass could

not make the big play when i
f was

needed and the Eagles took ad-

vantage of some Redmen
mistakes. However. BC was ex-

tended to the fullest bv this

dedicated UMass footall team and
the Redmen deserve a lot of credit.

But as UMass head coach Vis

Fusia said after the game.
"There is no such thing as a

moral victory. The game is to win.

Even though there is a great effort

like today, there is no moral
victory."

REDMAN RANTINGS-The
statistics broke down like this:

UMass had 11 first downs. BC 14,

I Mass has 180 yards rushing and
25 passing. BC had 114 yards
rushing and 157 passing... Harris
was 15 of 23 while Hughes had five

of ten for 25 yards and one touch-

down. Both U/i s had one in-

terception Scavone. along with
being the leading I Mass ground
gainer, was the only receiver,

catching all five Hughes
passes For BC, Gill had five

catches for 74 yards and a TD
while Willis had three receptions

for 22 yards and 2 TD's....In ground
gaining, Cummings had ll carries

for 27 yards, Scavone 13 carries for

71 yards. Heavey six carries for ">;>

yards, Corsaletti had nine carries

lor 29 yards... Willis ended up with

47 yards while fullback Gene
Cornelia had .~>6...It was the last

game for 14 I' Mass senior They

are Tom Holmes. Hughes.
Scavone. Russell, Heavey, Cor
saletti. Bill Byron, Don Dotson,

Farrelly, Dick Dyer. Bob Pena.
Bill Sroka. Russ Wood and Jim
Kelliher ...In other conference
action. IConn tied Holy Cross, l'u

20. This was only the second losing

season in Fusia's time at UMass.
The last was in l%8.

Redmen Remembered As Winning Team With Losing Record
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

The most unlikely team this side

ot the Berkshires has just com-
pleted its football season as a loser.

It s the team that represents

I Mass Its linal record reads four

wins, live losses, one tie. It has just

lost to powerful Boston College. 21-

10.

These I Mass Redmen played

their hearts out against BC. only to

lose and suffer the awful con-

sequence ot a losing season. This

learn will be remembered as a

winning team that was dealth a

losing record.

Right after the BC defeat
Saturday . the head man of this

team. Vic Fusia, was asked if he
lelt like the coach of a 4-5-1 football

learn. He started out his answer by
saying. I his is one of my favorite

learns."

lie elaborated. "Our team, in-

spite of defeat, stuck together and
gave then finest effort in their last

game with the odds stacked
entirely against it."'

Thou he gave the answer. "No, I

don't feel like the coach of a 4-5-1

loam."
And well he shouldn't, especially

liter I he el fort it gave against the

HC Eagles BC came into Alumni
Stadium touted as one of the best

gird outfits in the East with the

potential of getting itself invited to

a post season bowl game The

I -'agios wore expected by a lot of

outside observers to simply crust

the Redmen.
Well, aside from not crushing tb

borne team, the visitors were
fortunate to leave for home with

the win, their seventh against two
losses. They outgained UMass, but

not by very much. They managed
three more first downs then the

Redmen, no big deal.

The Eagles found themselves
very much in a ballgame, right up
until time ran out in the fourth and

final period. But, as was the case

so many times this fall, the Red-

men were not hurt as much by
their opponents as they were by
themselves and their untimely

mistakes.

This UMass team commits
errors at the worst possible

moments. Here are some exam-
ples. In the third quarter, the

homemen had crept closer to the

leading Eagles, 14-10, on a

fieldgoal. Things looked very good.

CONGRATULATIONS—UMass linemen Clarence Brooks (69) and

Ron Marino (56) rejoice with halfback Pat Scavone (20) after the

senior runner had scored UMass' only touchdown in Saturdays

game against BC. Scavone was the leading ground gainer and

receiver for UMass in the contest. (MDC photo by Rich Mclntyre)

The Redman defense, which
deserves heartiest
congradulations again,

pushed BC backwards and forced it

to punt the ball on fourth and 23

from its own 45. Get a pretty decent

return and the offense should be in

pretty good shape, right? Not

UMass! In dispiriting fashion, a

Redman punt-returner hobbled the

fourth down kick to present the

Eagles with a first and ten, only 17

yards shy of paydirt. Next play:

BC TD. All of a sudden the lead is

21- 10.

Another mistake, in the middle
of the fourth quarter, sealed
UMass' fate. This season has been
labled a mumble- jumble one for

the Redmen. That can be changed
to a fumble-jumble season as

UMass was faced with a very

crucial fourth and inches situation

here, made the inches by inches,

only to loss its grasp on the pigskin.

BC ball and it tucked away
another win over the team from
Amherst.
Fusia was the first to admit that

his team had been beaten by its

own mistakes, and he dreaded that

the miscues had arrived on a bad
schedule for the Redman victory

cause.

But the coach was not down on
his team. Who could be after it had
given such an excellent account of

itself, not only on this day, but all

throughout the ten-game cam-

paign.'

He pointed out that there are two
teams, among the ten he has

coached here at UMass, that stand

out as his favorites. One is the

squad he led in 1966; the other is

the present group. Fusia praised

the 1970 Redmen, This team had
everything stacked against it and
just slugged it out. .You can't help

but fall in love with them."
Extra effort is a very applicable

label to attach to the type of play

UMass showed on Saturday, and
one person in particular was the

epitome of extra effort out there.

His name is Pat Scavone.

The head coach called the per-

formance of Scavone, "just out-

standing". And, to further em-
phasize the character that the

whole squad showed on this af-

ternoon, Fusia related an incident

that involved Scavone just before

the start of the se cond half of what
was to be Scavone's last game.
As the team was returning to the

playing field from its lockerroom,

Fusia walked up to Scavone and
put his arm around him, an ex-

cellent display of coachmenship
when one considers the cir-

cumstance. Scavone had
something to say to his coach,

Tm going out there and give the

best 30 minutes of my life." His

performance spoke well for his

(Continued on page 15)
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STICKING THEM UP-Work crews are busily putting up the construction fences around the Fine Arts Center site during this week. Next on the agenda

will come the lights and sometime soon, a wooden bridge across the pond. Keep in mind, though, that the bridge in front of South College will be closed

starting today and running to Saturday. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt.)
$
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Arts And Crafts Center Almost Complete
By ANN GURNETT

Staff Reporter

Around this time of year

Southwest becomes a wind
tunnel. The open plaza,

surrounded by the towers and
the low-rise dorms, is full of

pockets where the wind collects

and alleys that it rushes down
blowing the remains of autumr
along ahead of it

Left over from last year s

•'biology class project," is a

small log cabin, nestled on the

concrete plaza in front of

McKimmie House. Students
worked long and hard on the

project; planing -bark and
carving the long straight pine

trunks.

The spring semester ended
abruptly in the beginning of May
and the half-built structure lay

dormant until the Southwest

assembly made two grants

amounting to $400.00 for the

completion of what will become
the retail outlet of an Arts and

Crafts program slated to begin

next semester for interested

residents of Southwest.

•

The shop will be operated by
student volunteers and will be
run on a consignment basis.

Anyone who wishes to sell ar-

ticles simply walks into the

cabin, makes himself at home,
and tries to interest passers-by
in his wares. All profits fo to the

individual who made or sold the

item.

John Whalen, Roger Lynch
and Conrad Holuk are the people

who have done the most work on

the building. Whalen said,

"We've been working on the

cabin since October 1st. It will be

finished within a couple of

weeks, hopefully before the first

snow."

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The erection in Southwest Mall. (MDC photo by Gib Fullerton)

Vacation Security For

Central Area Clarified
By KAREN DeGRACE

Staff Reporter

Responding to an article in

yesterday's Collegian which told of

plans to "chain" shut the dorms in

the Central Area during the

Thanksgiving holiday. Assoc. Dean
of Students Dan Fitzpatrick said

that the emphasis of the article

was somewhat "exaggerated".

Fitzpatrick emphasized that the

chains are being used for reasons

which include the fact that some of

the dorms have issued keys to the

residents. Not all of the dorms will

be chained, claimed Fitzpatrick.

Mike West, also an Assoc. Dean
of Students, yesterday informed

the Collegian that because "6

master keys for six buildings" this

week were missing in the Central

Area, chains would be placed on all

the dorms in Central Area and
provision made to allow janitors

and heads of residence easy access

to the dorms.
As usual, other dorms will be

locked during the vacation and no

other special security measures
will be taken.

According to West, the extra

security measures in the Central

Area were requested by the

Central Area Council.

The Campus Center will be used

to house those students who choose

to remain on campus during the

Thanksgiving holidays; no dorm
will be set aside for such use. At the

present time, only six students

have signed up for accomodations.

However, this is not to be con-

sidered a first step in a new policy;

the Campus Center, at least as

present views indicate, will not be

available during all vacation
periods, commented Fitzpatrick.

The reason for this is primarily

economic, he added.

The Campus Center is used for

conference purposes; were student

allowed to occupy $9 rooms at a

daily rate of only $2.50, money
would be lost. Then, in order to

make up the loss, student fees

would have to be raised. Such a
move, Fitzpatrick indicated, would

not be at all popular.

Indicating an understanding of

student concern over strangers

being housed in their rooms during

vacations, Fitzpatrick said that

there would be more steps taken to

study ways to alleviating such

student inconvenience.

New Method Discovered For

Treatment Of Phosphates
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A research development of a

new method of removing phosphates - a major

polluter of streams and lakes - from municipal

SCWAffifi

The company, Biospherics, Inc., of Rockville, Md.,

said that in laboratory tests its method removed at

least 95 percent of the phosphate from municipal

waste water, compared to almost no removal by

conventional waste treatment plants.

Gilbert V. Levin, company president, told a news

conference the method could be adopted by existing

treatment plants at relatively low cost.

Phosphates, chemical compounds of the element

phospherous, are essential to living things including

tiny water plants called algae which provide much of

the dissolved oxvgen needed by other forms of aquatic

life.

But human activity dumps excess phosphates into

streams and lakes, largely in detergents, sewage, and

fertilizers.

The excess phosphates encourage the algae to grow

so thick they become a serious form of pollution

themselves, choking out other forms of life.

Phosphates can be removed from municipal waste

water by chemical treatment, but the process

requires costly construction and operation.

Levin said his method makes use of biological

treatment which is already a common feature of

municipal treatment plants.

By stepping up aeration sewage bacteria can be

forced to consume phosphate at high rates.

Then, by cutting off their air supply they are forced

to release the phosphate in a concentrated form

requiring less chemical treatment.

The process has been used in a laboratory sized pilot

plant to process 500 gallons a day of waste water

tapped from the Baltimore sewage system, but it has

yet to be demonstrated in a full scale plant handling

millions of gallons

Levin estimated his process would cost less than

half as much as all chemical treatment, the principal

method now under consideration.

The development of an effective, economical

phosphate removal process would go a long way
toward curing the phosphate pollution problem. But it

would leave unsolved the large problem of phosphates

washed from farmland into streams.

Solving that problem, Levin said, would probably

take improved agricultural practices. The detergent

industry, under federal prodding, has been cutting

down the phosphate content of its products and is

seeking chemical substitutes.

But substitutes might raise other, unknown
pollution problems and officials admit prospects so

far are not bright.
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Ticket Holders Get Say

On D.C. Questionnaire

BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

Meal ticket holders will be given the chance next week to voice their

opinions on the quality of the food services, in a constructive way. 10,000

questionnaires will be handed out Thursday in the dining commons to be

filled out at that time. According to Robert Chiller, Student Senator in

charge of the questionnaire, this is a chance for students to tell what they

want for changes in the commons in a way that they will be listened to.

On the questionnaire, students will be able to indicate such things as

how many meals per week they want to be charged for; interest in being

served an "a la carte" breakfast; and if they desire meat (bacon,

sausage, ham) with breakfast.

They will also be allowed to rate the meals now being served, as to the

quality of the food itself and its preparation. One item will deal with the

number of times a week people would like to have various main dishes

served. There will also be provision for comments on the eating en-

vironment itself in each commons.
This questionnaire was formulated by a Food Services Committee

which is a branch of the Student Senate Services Committee and which is

made up of about 30 students working closelywith the managers of each of

the dining commons and their assistants. Committee Chairman Chiller

says that Food Services Director Joel Stoneham and Assistam Director

Arthur Warren back the efforts of the committee and are very willing to

listen to the students as they respond to the questionnaire. They are very

receptive to instituting changes requested by the students.

The Food Services Committee already came close to making a major
change for next semester. They almost instituted a ten meal per week
ticket but dropped the plan for next semester because an increase in rates

would be necessary. Where students are now paying $265 a semester for

15 meals a week, the new plan would have made available 10 meals a

week for $240, but the cost of a 15 meal ticket would have risen to $290 for

the semester.

The $25 increase would be necessary because the current rate includes

a 20% refund from the start. There is a 20% absenteeism at meals in a

week now which keeps the cost of a 15 meal ticket 20% lower than it would
be otherwise. A 10 meal ticket would cut out the 20% absenteeism so the

15 meal rate would have to be increased.

One change which may well go into effect next semester, according to

Chiller, is the serving of meat at breakfast. Students would be able to

purchase 20e tickets to hand in for servings of meat at breakfast. The
special coupons could be used on any day and by anybody, under the

proposed plan.

Two other possibilities now being considered by the committee are the

serving of a brunch between breakfast and lunch and the closing of one of

the commons in Southwest. It would be possible to close a commons
because the plan calls for making the meal ticket no longer mandatory in

Southwest for students 21 or older or married. The vacated commons
would then be used as a classroom building.

While these and other plans are still only remote possibilities, the Food
Services Committee is working right now on smaller innovations which
they hope will make the commons more pleasant. They will take much of

their direction from the results of the next week's questionnaire, which
will be available almost immediately.
Anyone interested in working to improve the quality of the Food Ser-

vices should join the committee in charge of the questionnaire, according
to its chairman. Chiller emphasizes that change is very possible,
especially if students respond to the questionnaire and if more students
join the committee to help follow it up. Anyone interested in joining the
committee should leave a note in Chiller's Student Senate mailbox or
contact his own dorm president. Representatives are wanted from each
dorm.

MDC Hotfine
5-2550

Mobe Rally To Protest Aborted Invasion

By STANLEY OLSON
Staff Reporter

The Student Mobilization
Committee announced plans for a
demonstration today at 1 p.m. on
the South Terrace of the Student
Union in reaction to the recent
step-up of U.S. military actions in
North Vietnam.

To inform students about the
demonstrations, the group intends
to have leaflets distributed and
post signs in the SU lobby this

morning.

The decision to protest Friday's

helicopter-lifted foray into an area
about 20 miles west of Hanoi, as
well as the increased bombing of

the North, was made at a Mobe
meeting in the Student Union last

night. The planned demonstration
is in accord with National Mobe's
anticipations of much larger rallys
in New York City and Washington,
DC.

Student Mobe spokesman Sid

Finehursh said that the com-
mittee's position was not opposed
to American prisoners of war.
"We don't want to see them rotting

in jail either," he added. "The
issue is that American troops have
invaded North Vietnam."

Several points were made
concerning the events in North
Vietnam.
-That this is the first time any

American troops have gone into

North Vietnam, that the action was
close to the country's capital city

and that large numbers of men
were probably used to search for

the major POW camp.

-That the invasion came soon
after the November elections here.

-That resuming intensive
bombing on the pretext of

protecting U.S. reconnaisance
flights is absurd.

Tippo No Stranger To Campus Media
By RICHARD C.HANSON

Asst. News Editor

When Chancellor Oswald Tippo
gives a speech at a Freshman
convocation of the like, he
generally will somehow get
around to talking about when he
"was here as a freshman. ..they

called it Mass Aggie back then."

The campus was smaller back
then, but the Chancellor seems to

recall that they had dormitory
crowding and other problems, too.

When he entered Mass. Aggie, he
lived in a building which stood near
the present location of South

College

Looking through some very old

editions of "The Massachusetts
Collegian", then a four page
weekly, one gets a sense of the way

things were. Take, for example,
the front page of the first paper
during the Fall semester, Sep-
tember 26, 1928

* * *

The front page headlines blares

out "Over Two Hundred Enrolled
in Largest Freshman Class in

History of M.A.C. (Massachusetts
Agricultural College), two hundred
and nineteen students invade
campus and swell total

enrollment."

At "Freshman Reception", the

class, 36 students larger than the

previous year, heard "Miss
Skinner... give an interesting talk

on the advantage of the college"
and the the "Reverend
Hawley...asking freshmen to give
the churches a chance to prove

their worth." The reception had
been held in a "crowded"
Memorial Hall.

Then President Roscoe W.
Thatcher told the freshman class
that the "seemingly senseless
treatment" they were receiving
was "necessary for an Aggie
Man...although you may not s.»e

the value of it now", (refering to
the rigorous schedule required of
freshmen "you will realize the
advantages in the future."
Among the "Aggie Men" of '28

were names like;

Dawson A. Bray, Holyoke
Webster Clark, W. Deerfield
Harry Smart, Waltham

and Oswald Tippo, Jamaica Plain,
our own "Aggie" man.

Nixon Approved' Da ring Raid'
WASHINGTON (AP) - A small task force of Army

and Air Force volunteers staged a commando style

raid deep into North Vietnam last Friday in a fruitless

effort to free American prisoners, Secretary of

Defense Melvin R. Laird announced Monday.

Laird told a news conference the rescue team found

no prisoners when they landed in helicopters inside a

prisoner rl war camp at Son Tay about 23 miles west

of Hanoi in past midnight darkness. The camp
recently had been vacated, he said.

The daring raid, first ever inside North Vietnam,

was approved by President Nixon several hours

before it was mounted. Many earlier efforts to rescue

individual pilots downed in North Vietnam have been

made but this was the first camp raid.

Laird said he recommended the operation because

of "new information we received this month that some

of our men were dying in prisoner of war camps."

At the White House, press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler issued what amounted to a warning to North

Vietnam against taking reprisals against American

prisoners because of the unsuccessful rescue effort.

"I think," he told a questioner, "it is apparent that

the prisoners would not have had anything to do with

the rescue operation and it is inconceivable that there

would be any reprisals taken against the prisoners of

war. But if there were reprisals, the United States

would hold the leaders of North Vietnam personally

responsible."

But he said he was unprepared to take a question as

to what this country would do in the event of reprisals.

Ziegler said the answer was "no" on whether this

country intends to conduct activities in North Vietnam

with U.S. ground personnel.

The press secretary said he was not prepared to say

when Nixon approved the mission, and that he did not

know whether the President had taken any members
of Congress into his confidence beforehand.

The commando raid took place around 2 a.m., North
Vietnam time, about the time some 250 U.S. war-
planes were hitting at antiaircraft missile and gun
positions in the panhandle further to the south.

Laird said those "protective reaction" air strikes

were not intended as a cover for the attempted
prisoner rescue operation. However, they may have
served to somewhat confuse the North Vietnamese as
to what was happening.

Laird said the U.S. Navy undertook a small
diversionary air mission, dropping flares over the

North Vietnamese coast above the 19th parallel to help

carry off the rescue attempt.

The defense secretary made his startling disclosure

about four hours after a Pentagon spokesman
steadfastly refused to say whether U.S. warplanes
operated above the 19th parallel during the

"protective reaction" strikes which were billed as
retaliation for North Vietnamese downing of a U.S.

reconnaissance plane more than a week ago.

The spokesman's refusal to say anything about
operations above the 19th parallel left the United

States at a distinct propaganda disadvantage in light

of North Vietnamese claims last Saturday that U.S.

war planes had hit a prisoner of war camp, wounding
a number of American captives, and struck in the

vicinity of Haiphong and Hanoi.

Laird previously denied that any American
prisoners had been harmed in the bombing strikes and
the Pentagon had spoken only of retaliation against

the North Vietnamese air defenses and "related

facilities."

Local Bust Nabs Two Students
Three persons were arrested yesterday in Amherst

on narcotics charges in a joint State and Amherst

Police operation.

Two of those arrested, Robert J. Berg and Jeffrey J.

Oppenheimer, both 20, were UMass students living at

the Amherst Motel. The third, Steven J. Gould, of

Sunderland, was arrested separately.

Berg and Oppenheimer were picked up at 7:35 p.m.

Gould was caught at 8:05 p.m.

Berg was charged on 5 counts; sale of marijuana,

possession with intent to sell, possession of narcotics,

conspiracy and being in the presence of narcotics.

Oppenheimer is being held on 3 counts; sale of

marijuana, possession of marijuana and possession of

narcotics. Gould was arrested on 2 counts; possession

of marijuana and being in the presence of narcotics.

Four State troopers and one Amherst policeman

took part in the arrests.

The arresting troopers were Trooper Deleva,

Trooper Garvin, Trooper Cauley, and Trooper Pat-

nod. The assisting Amherst officer was Sgt. Clarence

Babb.
The State Police would not give out the exact

location of the arrests in Amherst.

Emphasizing that Friday's raid
is evidence of Nixon trying for a
military victory in Vietnam rather

than a planned withdrawal,
Finehursh said, "This is a sign of

what's in store for the future."

Judging by the limited attendance of the rally for student rights

last night at the Top of the Campus, students aren't too concerned

about "anti-student" policies practiced by Center officials. (MDC
photo by Barry Penn)

Campus Center Rally

Virtually Unattended
By LINDA BALICKI

Staff Reporter

"I only wish that the people who had legitimate complaints about the

Campus Center had been here tonight to express their views." Such
were the feelings of Harold Koltin following the disappointing turnout

which greeted him at last night's rally held to discuss anti-student

policies at the Top of The Campus.
Discussion centered around student employment and the hiring of

student entertainment for students. It was stated that despite the

widespread contention that students were not being employed at the

Top of The Campus that students make up 78 per cent of the employees
there.

In response to contentions that Michael Eagen, Manager of the Top
of the Campus was not allowing students to audition for recommend or

perform at the restaurant it was noted that although Eagan does have
final say on who appears as entertainment, it is not his decision alone.

It was noted that each perspective group must audition before a

committee made up of Eagen, Jim Schwartz and three students ap-

pointed by the President of the Student Senate. This group which
accepts auditions from all groups, students and non-students, at-

tempts to determine the groups which have the type of talent which is

most acceptable to the prospective audiences. Eagan then makes the

final decision based upon their recommendations.
In response to further inquiries concerning the type and caliber of

music performed, Peter Fink, and band leader who currently holds an
open contract, stated that efforts are made to insure that there is a

student playing actively in the band every weekend. He also added
that there is a constant attempt to find new student talent which will be

experienced enough to perform adequately in the surroundings.

He went on to explain that the design of the room and the variable

composition of the audience which attends the restaurant demand a

performer who is able to adapt to changes in audience composition

and who will still be able to create the proper atmosphere. He went on
to add that many of their auditioners possess great talent but are

unexperienced in playing to the type of audience which is generated.

"There are very few who have the ability to perform under those

conditions without experience." He went on to add that is any such

group did audition it would probably be favorably received.

It was also stated that specialty groups are presently performing or

will soon be hired to provide specialized entertainment during Happy
Hours and other times during the week. Koltin's reply to this and
many of the other points concerning entertainment and employment
at the Top of The Campus was that there "should be more student

input rather than special non-student and outside groups".

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-04O0

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

M KSSIANIC JEWS
un.r trrr Kililf I.ik r.itiir, i innern-
lie ll rir |iri-rr|>t* nnrt hr-licIV Write:
Mil II RRM, IN-i.t r-:w*. IM
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IT'S UNCANNY
Astrology says your Astral
Twin, born at nearly lh«
same time as you, live lifes
\ery .similar to yours. Test
Astrology. Compare impor-
tant dates, events, interests
with | Astral Twins. Fren
now only. Accompanying
material helps you compare.
Temporarily limited to II
to 25 years old. Send name,
address, date of birth and
time, if known, to:

ASTRES
Box 122

Amherst, Mass. 01002
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Helicopter Raid Stirs Anger World-Wide

SAIGON (AP) - The United

States kept up spy flights over

North Vietnam Monday in the face

of mounting protests and a move
by the Communists to boycott the

Paris peace talks because of the

heavy weekend bombing raids

over the North.

The reconnaissance flights went
out to get photographs of the

damage inflicted in the bombing
strikes even as the controversy

over the raids increased.

In Washington, Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird
revealed that U.S. Army and Air

Force volunteers made a daring

but futile helicopter raid near

Hanoi to rescue American
prisoners of war. He said the camp
was found abandoned and the

raiders departed safely. That was
the "only operation that took place

north of the 19th parallel" in North

Vietnam over the weekend Laird

said, while some 250 U.S. fighter

bombers were pummelling the

North Vietnamese panhandle.

And in Paris, the North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong delegations

to the peace talks announced they

would boycott the next session

scheduled for Wednesday although

they said they would return to the

conference table Dec. 3.

While the controversy raged,

there was fresh fighting in Cam-
bodia and Laos.

Reports from Laos said the

North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao
forces had captured four Laotian

government positions in the

opening thrust of the enemy's dry

season offensive.

An estimated force of three

North Vietnamese battalions

overran two major positions on the

southeastern edge of the Bolevens
Plateau in southern Laos and
forced government troops to give

up a third position nearby. A
fourth government position, 155

miles north of Vientiane, also was
overrun by a mixed North Viet-

namese Pathet Lao force.

In Cambodia, the Phnom Penh
government claimed its troops had
cut up a Communist force 57 miles

north of the capital. It was the only

triumph claimed to offset a series

of setbacks to government forces

in the last three days.

While reconnaissance flights

continued over North Vietnam,
scores of American warplanes
roamed over Laos and Cambodia,

supporting embattled government
troops in both countries and
bombing North Vietnamese supply

routes running southward.

The American strike force was
beefed up by 85 of the fastest and
most advanced combat planes

from the newly arrived aircraft

carrier Ranger, the second largest

warship in the Pacific Fleet.

In South Vietnam, ground
fighting was at a low level, with

only small actions reported.

The U.S. Command reported

American troop strength in South

Vietnam dropped by 3,800 men last

week to 360,000, the lowest total in

four years. It is scheduled to be

reduced further, to 344,000 men, by
the end of this year under the fifth

phase timetable of the U.S. with-

drawal from Vietnam.

U.S. Headquarters also reported

that an American helicopter

gunship fired by mistake into South

Vietnamese troops and killed one

government soldier and wounded
seven more. Headquarters said

the accidental firing in the central

highlands Sunday is under in-

vestigation.

Hanoi To Boycott
Peace Talks Wed.
PARIS (AP) — The Communist side in the Vietnam peace con-

ference announced Monday it will boycott Wednesday's scheduled

session as a protest against the weekend bombing of North Vietnam by

U.S. planes. The Communists said they would be back for the next

session, Dec. 3-

It was the second time the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong decided

on such action as a result of American bombing raids on the North.

The first time was last May.
North Vietnam's minister of state, Xuan Thuy, head of Hanoi's

delegation, announced the decision at a news conference. The Viet

Cong delegation made a similar announcement in a communique.
The United States and South Vietnam agreed on holding the next

session of the talks-the 93rd - on Dec. 3.

Thuy read a statement saying: "The Nixon administration must
bear the full responsibility for the obstacles to the works of the Paris

conference on Vietnam and for all other serious consequences arising

from its actions."

The American bombing raids were described by Washington as

"protective reaction" against the shooting down of U.S. recon-

naissance planes. The last such plane was knocked down Nov. 13.

Thuy sought to make it clear that despite the raids, the North

Vietnamese would continue firing missiles and antiaircraft guns at

any American craft north of the 17th Parallel.

Guinea Continues Fighting Invaders
MONROVIA, Liberia (AP)

Guinea's 5,000 man army battled

for a second day against invaders

Monday and a number of European
advisers to President Sekou
Toure's Marxist oriented govern-

ment have been killed, radio

Conakry reported.

It also said the invaders had been
trained by Col. Jean Schramme, a

Belgian born white mercenary who
fought in the Congo.

The broadcast repeated the

contention of the Guinean
government that the invaders were
mercenaries dispatched by Por-

tugal, which has anoverseas
territory bordering on Guinea on

the West African bulge.

Radio Conakry said two of those

"cowardly murdered" were West
Germans, but it gave no details.

In Boi n, the West German
Foreign Ministry said it had
received word that an employee of

a German firm in Conakry had
been killed. It identified him as A.

von Thiesenhausen. The Foreign

Ministry said it had no reports of

other West Germans being killed.

Information on the hostilities

came only from sparse com-
muniques issued by radio Conakry.
"The battle has not ended," the

radio said at midday. "The
Fascist enemy is still here. Its

ships are still in Guinean
territorial waters. The Portuguese
mercenaries have not beer
disarmed."
Late Monday, Nigeria, with

black Africa's biggest standing
army, offered to send Guinea
military assistance.

Portugal denied any role in the

fighting and welcomed the U.N.
Security Council's plan to send an
investigative team to Conakry.
Antonio Spinola, governor general
of neighboring Portuguese Guinea,
dismissed the Guinean charges
with a statement that they were a

smokescreen to hide internal

problems.
With the exception of a U.N.

observer's report, no independent
information on the fighting was
available. After saying the in-

vaders were repulsed Sunday
night, radio Conakry reported

Monday morning that the "second
day of the war that Portuguese
imperialism imposed on us" had
begun with a new attempt to land

troops.

Unstable since its independence
from France in 1958, Guinea has
been marked almost yearly with

announcements of foiled im-
perialist coups to overthrow Toure.

The president repeatedly asserted

this year that foreign mercenaries
were planning to mount an attack

on his regime.

Estimates on the size of the in-

vading force ran from 350, a figure

cited by a captive, to 800, the

number given in a speech in

Brazzavilla by President Marian
Ngouabi of the Congo Republic. He
said his left wing government was
threatened by "the same mer-
cenaries."

Guinea's armed forces received

assistance in the past from West
Germany and the Soviet Union, but

the Russians were understood to no

longer be involved in the army's
training. The Soviet Union gave
bout a dozen MIG 17 jet fighters,

which made Guine's air force one
of the most modern in West Africa.

Nigeria's government said it had
"clear evidence of foreign in-

volvement" in Guinea.
Its foreign minister, Dr. Okoi

Arikpo, said in Lagos that the

Nigerian government learned from
its embassy in Conakry that onS
Sunday morning at about 2 a.m.,

12 boats - "four of them large and
eight small" - landed 300 armed
men, "most of them white and 50 of

them Africans believed to be
Guinean rebels or defectors."

"From all indications it appears
that they took off from the neigh-

boring territory of Guinea, which is

under Portuguese control," Arikpo
said.

Radio Conakry gave no details in

its midday broadcast of Col.

Schramme's alleged involvement.
Schramme, also known as

"Black Jack," has been described
as a wealthy farmer with a taste

for adventure. He settled in

Katanga Province for the Belgian
Congo before it became in-

dependent Congo in July 1960. He
joined the secessionist forces of

Moise Tschombe in 1961 and fought

with him until the United Nations
ended the war in January 1963.

Schramme then took his men to

Angola, another Portuguese
territory next to the Congo.
Schramme returned to the Congo
in 1964 when Tschombe became
premier and fought leftist rebels.

In 1967, he led a revolt of mer-
cenaries and Congolese soldiers in

the eastern Congo. It lasted four

months and he and his men fled to

neighboring Rwanda. He returned
to Belgium in 1968.

JOSEF VON STERNBERG'S

The Blue Angel

Tonight 8 and 10 P.M. Thompson 104 75c

GovernmentAsked to Stop
Financing Abortions

BOSTON (AP) — Eighteen doctors and educators announced
Monday they have asked President Nixon in a letter to stop "govern-
ment paid abortions in Federal installations."
The group, including members of the recently formed Value of Life

Committee in Boston, asserted that a recent Defense Department
order on military dependents "allows abortion on demand in

Department of Defense installations in the several states."
The letter said, "We find bone chilling similarities in the anti life

stance of sectors of American society and the Nazi propaganda and
practice but a third of a century ago."
The signers, chiefly from the Boston area, included the president of

the committee, Joyce M. Dwyer, associate professor of maternal and
infant nursing at the Boston College School of Nursing.

IT SNOWS IN DECEMBER
SO — DON'T FORGET TO

BRING BACK
YOUR SKIS

AFTER THANKSGIVING VACATION
A public service announcement by the Ski Club

School of Ed Develops

Counseling Week Program

In an attempt to improve the advising process for the Undergraduate
Education major, the School of Education has developed a Counseling
Week Program.
General Information:

Evaluation forms are being mailed to* Senior and Junior Un-
dergraduate Education Majors this week (Nov. 23-28) in attempt to assist

you in choosing your Spring Courses. Particular attention should be paid
to the required courses that you still have to take for your degree
program. If you have questions regarding your requirements or un-

dergraduate programs in general, it is highly recommended that you stop

by or call the Undergraduate Affairs Office (UAO. R. 123A 5-1543-4) at

the School of Education.

For Counseling Week, it is not required that Undergraduates have the

signature of an Undergraduate Advisor. However, in the case of a By
Permission of the Instructor course of Independent Study, the in-

structor's signature is a prerequisite for officially enrolling in the course.

Counseling Week Schedule:

Monday-Counseling will take place in the School of Education Library

where all Centers will be represented from 9:00 - 4:00. The Un-

dergraduate affairs Office will be open from 9:00 - 5:00 and from 7:00 -

9:00. Counselors will be available in the Southwest dormitory area from
7:00-9:00 (check bulletin board for exact location).

Tuesday through Friday-Center representation will be held in the

following areas for the remainder of the week.

Asethetics Room 225

Non-Center Room 225 outside

Humanistic Room 105

International Montague Attic

Research Room 208

Teacher Ed Room 128

Media Room 22

Foundations Room 14 - outside

Early Childhood Room 4 - outside

Administration Room 222

Human Relations Wysocki House

Voc. & Tech. Ed Room 112

The Undergraduate Affairs Office will be open from 9:00-5:00 and 7:00 -

9:00 for the remainder of the week.

Tuesday - Counselors in the Northeast Dorm - Crabtree
Wednesday - Counselors in the Central Dorm - Van Meter
Thursday - Counselors in the Orchard Hill Dorm - Dickinson

Diet Lines Opening
InTwo Commons
Two diet lines will be opening in

the dining commons on Tuesday,
December 1, one in Worcester
(north) commons and one in

Hampden (#7 in Southwest).

According to Assistant Director

of Food Services Arthur Warren,
the lines will be open the same
hours as the regular lines, but may
be adjusted later according to

dieters' demand.
Calorie numerical values will be

placed on all food in the diet lines

so dieters will be able to keep track

of calories as they pick up their

meals. Many of the meals used in

the regular lines will be repeated

minus butter, potatoes, etc.

In most cases, two meals will be
offered but in the case of

"universally accepted" meals,
dieters will be offered one plate.

Approximately 800 people are
estimated to take advantage of the

new system in each dining com-
mons during the first day.
However, Mr. Warren expects a
"leveling off" to about 200 people
on each line to occur within time.

Mr. Warren feels that if 200

people take advantage of each line,

the system could be termed an
accomplishment and "would be
vorth the staff's time and labor."

L

Classics Faculty-Students to Meet

TheClassics, Latin, and Greek teachers invite all interested students to a student faculty

night, Monday, November 30, from 7 to 9 p.m. in Herter 301. Up to date information on

courses tor the second semester both at the University and the neighboring colleges will be

available, and teachers will be present toanswer questions about their courses and to help

you plan your program for the second semester Your attention is called to the fact that

certain changes in staffing and offerings are being made, and as a result the Descriptive

Guide to Courses published by the Collegian is not wholly accurate. Refreshments served.

For further information, call 545 0512.

DAILY COLLEGIAN

WILL NOT

Be Publishing Nov. 30

All advertising for the

TUESDAY, December 1 issue

MUST BE IN

by 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 25

because of the

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS

Draft Counselor's Corner

SSS Works Up New Hassle
By GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter
There's a couple of issues that

should be considered today. One
concerns medical deferments; the

other has to do with a new thing

being put together to. hassle
Conscientious Objectors.

First, medical deferments.

Too many people fail to take

proper advantage of the deferment
possibilities offered by the SSS.

There is a tremendous range of

physical disabilities which could

gain you an opportunity to not kill

people in Vietnam.
The physical demands which

may be made on you by the

military far exceed those made on

you by normal, or even strenuous,

civilian life. Basic training puts

unusual stress on weak muscles,

healed bone fractures, old

operation scars, etc. Duty
assignments can expose you to

climatic conditions which might
aggravate respiratory diseases or

skin ailments. Strict military diets

could expose you cbntinually to

foods which cause allergic

reactions.

The list is mearly endless. The
point to remember is that what
might be simply a minor in-

convenience-- or no bother at all-

could become a major disability to

the military. They do not want to

have to worry about giving you
special duty assignments to cater

to your allergies, or about your

recurrent headaches or dizzy

spells keeping you out of the action

at a crucial time, or a possible

flareup of an old case of asthma, or

similar problems. Above all else.

they don't want to have to pay you
disability for an old injury or
disease which military training or
duty causes to return.

What all this boils down to is the

simple fact that you should not

assume that you don't have a right

to a medical deferment simply
because you have both legs and are
not constantly under a doctor's

care. If you have a history of a
problem, or have something which
you haven't yet seen a doctor
about, check into it. It may qualify

you for a deferment. If in doubt,

check with a draft counselor.

There will be more information

in a later column about how to

apply for an document a medibal
deferment.

* *

Now, the new hassle for Con-
scientious Objectors.

It seems that the new depression

is putting some pressure on the

SSS. They foresee a problem in

being able to place CO's in

alternative service jobs. This is

primarily due to the fact that there

simply ain't no more jobs to be had
by anyone, anywhere. Of course, it

would be too simple to allow

someone who is opposed to killing

or to war to get away scot-free.

Instead, Selective Service
Director Curtis W. Tarr is con-

sidering proposing a new form of

retribution for those with a con-

science and the strength to demand
that their conscience be
recognized. Work camps will be
opened up, on the model of the old

Roosevelt-era CCC camps,
especially for CO's if this proposal

is made and accepted.

This is obviously another at-

tempt by the Selective Service

System to deprive you and your
brothers of your freedom. It is a
form of punishment for refusing to

kill or participate in a death
machine. For many CO's, it will

make jail perferable to requesting

that the SSS "approve" their

consciences. For others, whose
feelings are not so strongly

developed, it might make them
afraid to request a 1-0 at all

because of it's similarity to a
prison camp or detention center.

This could possibly be the
beginning of the heavy repression

of those who say no to killing.

Opposition to this plan is needed
NOW.

I urge you to write to Tarr and
tell him that you oppose this and
any other plan of retribution for

Conscientious Objectors. This
nation must provide freedom for

people to act on their consciences.

Write to: Curtis W. Tarr, Director,

Selective Service System,
Washington, D.C.

Questions to this column should be ad
dressed to Gilbert J Salk, c/o Draft Coun
selinq Services RSO »395, Campus Center,

Umv of Mass, Amherst, Mass 0)00?

f- ree personal draft counseling available

Draft Counseling Services, 418E Student Union
}ud floor

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

GoodelI Plans Information Series

For Sociology Grad Students
Stumped and frustrated by Goodell
Library? Want some short cuts to

the information you need? The
staff of the Reference Department
would like to help you.

They have planned a series of

Information Forums for graduate
students in the Social Sciences and
Humanities. The series will be
given at two different times and
will consist of three sessions each.

These sessions will explain how
materials are organized in the

University of Massachusetts
Library System, will introduce you
to some important reference tools,

and will discuss how you can use
other libraries either directly or

indirectly. And the librarians will

try to answer your questions about
the particular problems you have
faced when using the Library.

These three hours will not tell you
all there is to know about using
libraries, but they will help you to

save time and avoid frustration.

Plan to come to Room 613 of

Goodell for either:

Series A on Tuesdays at 3 p.m.
December 1,8, 22

or

Series B on Thursdays at 8 p.m.

December 3, 10, 17

Need more details? Call Mary Jo
Lynch at 5-0467

Interested Undergraduates
Welcome.

IRS Calls For Quick Action on W-2's
The Internal Revenue Service is issuing an appeal to all employers in

New England and New York, including state, city and town officials, to

issue withholding Forms W-2 to their employees early in January.

The appeal is being made so IRS can send an estimated eight million

taxpayers, due refunds, their checks earlier, and simultaneously reduce

processing costs at its Service Center in Andover, Massachusetts.

Although the law requires Forms W-2 issued by January 31, IRS said it

is making the appeal in the interest of economy. Taxpayers must have
their Form W-2 and/or Form 1099 to properly make out their return.

IRS also announced that requests for extension of time to issue these

documents will not be approved except in unusual hardship cir-

cumstances.

Make Plans Over Thanksgiving

For Christmas In Europe $175
ROUND TRIP BOEING 707

sponsored by
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

— open only to 5 College students, faculty

staff and members of their immediate family —
Limited Number of Sears Left

Routing
BOSTON/AMSTERDAM/BOSTON

Departs
12/21

Returns

1/5
Cost
$175

Fabulous Ski Package in the Italian Alps also available.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

617-536-7863
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Art Buchwald

Ed Bryant

Why, What and Who
The United States bombed North Vietnam the other

day. What can I say about something like that. I

simply will call for the resignation of Richard Nixon .

That makes twice this month, and he hasn't resigned
yet, but I feel it would be in the best interests of all

concerned. Agnew too, of course.

• • • • •

UCLA beat USC badly the other

day. Those who care about such

things will remember that last

year Sam Dickerson caught a Jim
Jones pass in the last minute to

give USC a 14-12 victory and the

Rose Bowl. Two years previous to

that, in Gary Beban's final game
against USC, the Bruins lost by

one, as Zenon Androshyshn missed
an extra point and a field goal, and
O.J. Simpson broke one for 64

yards and the winning touchdown.
Now you have to realize that I'm a

UCLA fan. I've suffered through

three frustrating years waiting for

UCLA to win. The oddsmakers had
. USC favorites by seven points. I

knew that Dennis Dummit of

UCLA was going to have a good

game though, so I picked the Bruins to run away.
When I turned it off it was 54-20, in favor of UCLA. I

was very happy.

I heard "Superstar" for the first time this weekend.
It is a rock opera about Jesus Christ. The idea behind

it is good, but I don't know about the singing. The
songs sound like they may be good, but they're sung in

a schreeching manner that I really didn't like. The
thing has potential.

Matt Tackeff

Roger Daltry

I heard Tommy this weekend for the umpteenth
time.

It is still good.

I was lying on the floor in a position and a condition

to really get into Tommy. You have to see "The Who"
live to really appreciate their music. Lance and I

sat there comparing past Who
concerts we've seen. They're so

theatrical. Rolling Stone once
described Roger Daltry "as every
teenyboppers idea of what a rock
star should be." Well Rolling Stone
has this problem that comes from
too many years of trying to be hip.

Certainly The Who would tug at the

heartstrings of the pubescent
idolworshipper. But their stage
performance, with Daltry whip-
ping around the microphone,
Townsend battling his guitar,

punishing it, leaping into the air

and thrashing the air with his arm
as he brings it down to strike the

next chord, while Keith Moon
throws drum sticks off his skin to

bounce backstage and makes faces

while playing some of the best

drums around; it's really something. (I apologize for

the unwieldiness of that last sentence. I got going and I

didn't want to stop so we'll leave it as is with an
apology).

The Who are one of the most dynamic exciting acts

ever to come down the road. If you ever get the chance
again, see them. Peace.

The Octopus Lives, Alas
Occasionally I get this irrepressible urge that

compels me to flop down in an easychair, light up a
pipe, and submerge myself with the archaic melodies
of the previous decade ("Oldies-but-Goodies").
Saturday I had just such an urge, and knowing that

continued repression of an irrepressible urge can lead
to all sorts of psychosomatic nasties, I succumbed to

the urge.

I stacked up seven platters from bygone days on an
equally bygone stereo. The platters ranged from 1961

to 1968. Dave Clark. Leslie Gore. Nat King Cole (I'm
not sentimental, just reminiscient). The Beach Boys.
Arlo Guthrie. ARLO GUTHRIE?! ! Then it dawned on
me. Whatever happened to the Alice's Restaurant
Movement of which Arlo was the catalyst? Whatever
happened to Lew Hershey and Dr. Spock"? What has
happened to the draft as a major political issue"* Has it

died out?

It's apparent that the issue of the draft has been
placed on the rear burner while other causes boil into

evaporation on the front burner. By limiting ourselves
to draft councilling and not launching an all out of-

fensive against Selective Service (Servitude) we are
merely slashing the tentacles when we should be
clobbering the octopus And one finds that the ten-

tacles continue to reach out so long as the octopus
remains alive.

Now is not the time to relax. Melvin Laird's

reassurances that the draft will be PHASED out does

not mean that he intends to abolish the draft and
replace it with a volunteer system, which would be far

more efficient from a military standpoint and far less

authoritarian from a political and moral standpoint.

What is needed is a non-partisan Committee to Abolish

the Selective Service. It's function would be to

coordinate educational activities to convince others

that the draft should be abolished, and to convince
congressmen likewise. Nationwide publication and
demonstration in favor of the Goldwater-McGovern
amendment to repeal the draft is an obsolute

necessity. Those interested in forming an anti-draft

Committee should drop by the Draft Counseling Office

in the Student Union and sign your name on the list so

designated. If a committee can be formed, our ac-

tivities can be coordinated with similar organizations
on other campuses. The President must be forced to

live up to his campaign promise to abolish Selective

Service. Many members of Congress are already in

outspoken opposition to the draft, and several in-

dividuals who won seats in Congress this past month,
notably Stevenson, Tunney, Buckley, Taft, Brock,
Drinan, Abzug, Dullems, and Harrington all have
come out against the draft. The cause should be in-

tensified. Seize the time. Smash the Octopus

!

Middle America Comes Back
WASHINGTON-Will Middle America forgive? Weil know

the answer to that question before the 1972 elections.

The Saturday Evening Post has just announced it's going

back in business, as a quarterly. Beurt Ser Vaas, an Indiana

publisher who bought up most of the Curtis Publishing stock,

says the new magazine will look like the old Saturday
Evening Post in the days when Norman Rockwell's covers

reigned supreme.
"The Post will represent Middle America," said Ser Vaas,

"and will not be sophisticated or blase. It will have the

qualities of kindness, sympathy, nostalgia andoptimism that

made it a favorite of Americans for many generations."

All well and good, and I wish Mr. Ser Vaas a lot of luck, but

I believe he should be aware he faces a very serious

problem.
When the Saturday Evening Post was struggling for its life

a few years back, it decided to c t 2 million subscribers

from its 6 million circulation list. A computer was hired to

weed out older people, small towners and people who didn't

have the buying power The Post advertising people thought

they should. The magazine announced publicly it only

wanted a young class of readers.

This was a blow for the people who loved the Saturday

Evening Post the most-and when they received a notice

from the Curtis Publishing Company telling them they had

no class and they were being struck from the subscription

list, they couldn't believe it.

Some became embittered, others depressed and a few
committed suicide. Most people who were cut have not

gotten over it.

Unfortunately, these are the same readers Mr. Ser Vaas is

going for. How can he get those people whom the old SEP
had declared non-persons to subscribe again?

Here is a suggested letter he might send out

:

Dear Middle American,
Two-and-a-half years ago, a computer in our company

went berserk and canceled your subscription to the

Saturday Evening Post. This computer, which we have since

discovered was an effete intellectual snob, had decided,

without conferring with anybody, to drop everyone from
Middle America and only send the magazine to those who
lived in the high-rent districts of this country.

The computer worked alone at night, when no one was in

the building, sorting out people by ages and income
brackets. Anyone over 40 and who made less than $20,000 a

year was erased from its tape.

In the morning when we came to work, the computer
pretended that everything was A-okay. None of us here at

Curtis Publishing had any idea of the disloyal components
that were working against us.

It was just by accident, when we received 2 million letters

protesting cancellations of our magazine, that we suspected
foul play.

The computer denied any wrongdoing, but we were so
certain it was lying that we applied electrodes to its

auxiliary condenser. The agony was too much and it fed out
a confession.

The reason it gave for its perfidy was that whenever it

made a mistake in an address, the circulation manager
kicked it.

The computer said it decided to revenge itself on the
company.
You will be happy to know that this computer is no longer

with us. After being stripped of all its tapes and fuses, it was
sold to the Soviet Union where it is now computing salt mine
production in the Urals.

Knowing that as a loyal, patriotic American you would not
hold a traitorous computer against us, we are asking vou to

re-subscribe to the Saturday Evening Post.
Our new computer has been cleared by the FBI, has been

cleared by the FBI, has been cleared by the FBI, has been
cleared by the FBI, has been cleared by the FBI, has been
cleared by the FBI...

In The Beginning
Was The Match

In case you're interested, certain matches self-extinguish when the
match is only half-consumed. To my knowledge, the only ones con-
sistently exhibiting this unique characteristic are those coming in a gold
matchbook advertising a certain Amherst bank. My search for other has
led to the most remote matchbooks of the world. I have ignited the flames
of Coke matchbooks, Salem matchbooks, insurance company mat-
chbooks, correspondence course matchbooks, ad infinitum. But to no
avail. For the flames of all these burn, almost without exception, for the
entire length of the match, leaving nothing but charred remains.
There are two schools of thought on the death of a flame at half-match.

Those on the Amherst bank side feel that by the time a flame has burned
half-way down the match, it has usually outlived its usefulness. (In any
cases where half a match wouldn't be enough to light a cigarette, or
whatever, there are usually outside factors, such as wind, working
against the flame, minimizing its chances of surviving the length of the
match, even if it could. However, these cases are extreme and may be
overlooked in the interests of simplicity.) In other words, the flame's
prolonged life would be of no benefit to the user and could even serve to
his disadvantage by burning his finger.

On the othei hand, proponents of the charred remains theory feel that
you must allow the flame to realize its full potential. They tend toward
extremism in their fight against the premature death of a flame. Their
position overlooks the fact, sad but true, that few match flames are
allowed to outlive their functional use.

Well, you may be wondering, is there no solution?" Admittedly, the
question is a difficult one; more research is needed. But most likely, it

will go down in the annals of time, unresolved, buried under more esthetic

pursuits, while in the eternity of some obscure past, Prometheus gives his

liver in vain.

JOANNE MEDWID

Campus Comment

WMUA Tries Harder
To The Editor:

To reply to the namecaller with typical Dickin-

sonian insight (letter, Nov. 23, "Campus Com-
ment; ;0;

1

.

Miss Letalien states that Seventh Floor says no

because they will loose a 'multi-facility' ironing

room". All attempts by WMUA to compensate for the

loss of the room have been completely ignored, and we
have received no support for further discussions

regarding the resolution of this problem. I might add
paranthetically that in my several visits to the Hill, I

have not once seen anyone in or using the room.

2. The question of "interference and damage to the

roof" has been completely explained

with data from engineering reports and statements of

fact from Physical plant engineers used to sub-

stantiate WMUA's case. But at this point, empirical

data and logic take a second seat to emotion.

3. Speaking of the money being wasted...The whole

attitude of Dickinson seems to be an assertion of the

basic principle that students should be able to govern

their affairs with the common student welfare in

mind. Somewhat contradictory actions have resulted,

since thousands of student dollars have been spent to

ultimately benefit the welfare of the whole student

body here at UMass Amherst, yet the selfish interests

of a very small minority of students are being voiced.

WMUA has continually tried to explain the why's ana

wherefore's of the power increase, at the same time

trying to maintain an amiable relationship between

students. Dickinson, in Miss Letalien, calls WMUA
"rinky-dink". One must reflect on the true nature of

that statement and conclude that the issues are, at this

point, completely unimportant by Dickinson's

reasoning, and emotion has taken over where reason

should exist.

Miss Letalien speaks of priorities...an ironing room

vs. a power increase. It is absurd to even delve into

the time, effort, and money students have already

spent in the whole affair and subsequent delay, and

weigh the situation on a priority basis.particularly

when one considers the fact that five other "multi-

facility ironing rooms" exist within the dorm

WMUA, however, has not treated the loss of the room

as a minor issue, but to reiterate, attempts at com-

promise have failed.

So "rinky-dink" WMUA will continue to try to affect

a fair and reasonable solution, confronting the

emotion and irrationality which residents such as

Miss Letalien spew forth, in hopes that ultimately the

entire student interests be served.

KEN HORSEMAN
Station Manager

Fight For Peace?
To the Editor:

Your article about the Dow
Chemical "Mock Kidnapping" was
a masterpiece of misplace em-

phasis. We read about the security

precautions (purely routine, as we
had told Bromery two days

before that the kidnapping was to

be a guerilla theatre piece), and

the reaction of YAF, but no

coverage of the content of the

event, or statement by one of us

discussing its meaning.

We wrote that ambiguous leaflet,

not because we wanted "something

to happen", as a previous

Collegian article stated, but

because we wanted people to think

about terrorism as a real

possibility and their reactions to it.

For people no longer believe that

this society and university can be

changed in any basic way without

terrorism. Everyone knows that

the normal channels all vork for

the status quo, and see no alter-

native except in violent, terroristic

acts. Rationality, discussion,

debate, are clogged by people who
are either intimidated or paid off

or blocked by the structural

limitations of authoritarian in-

stitutions. Thus a meaningful
demonstration is possible only if it

threatens terrorism, and this we
did, but explicitly and with

Their Share
To The Editor:

I would like to correct some errors in the letter by John Graname that

appeared in the Nov. 23 MDC.
First of all, you need only be a resident of Amherst for six months to be

eligible to vote here. This means that off campus students become able to

"participate" in local government after only one semester.

Secondly, the local police have set foot in Log's upon many occasions,

for reasons varying from telling people to move their cars from the gas

station across the street to looking for "suspicious" persons.

And by the way, Mr. Grahame, if you have any doubts about police and

other harassment of the owners and patrons of Log's, just step on down

and rap with them and you'll get your "hazy" facts straightened out. Ask

about arrests for drunk and disorderly where drunkometer tests were

denied. Ask about futile attempts to bail out people. This is not an en-

dorsement of Log's, buv they do get more than their share of shit.

Name Withheld by Request

exaggerated emphasis, so as to

call attention to that very im-

portant feature of our current

situation.

Our main message was this:

first, the university is still

educating killers with great, naive

enthusiasm ; and second, the whole
learning structure of the university

is geared to the production of a

commodity corporations want to

buy: well-trained, well-adjusted,

cooperative, unthinking sim-
pletons. We wanted to call people's

attention to the fact that cor-

porations are still making and
selling the tools of destruction to be

used against innocent people; and
that the university is as uncritical

of American capitalist activity as
the local Kiwanis on Main Street.

We also want to suggest a course

of action: organized non-

cooperation and organized non-

violent disruption. When students

and faculty see the ways in which
they are manipulated and
dehumanized by this university

and the society it serves, and
refuse to cooperate any longer in

their own oppression, the society

will change; and if terrorism

comes it will come from the

establishment tas it has in the

past), against those who are

beginning to refuse the in-

ducements to cooperate, be quiet,

and do nothing.

Fight for Peace and Freedom,
JOHN BRENTLINGER

LETTERS TOTHE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

number > all uf which will be withheld upon request). The limit is one

(Kigc and the deadline is 5 p.m the day prior to intended publication.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

May All Your

Turkey's
Be Pisser

Winner of Contest #4
Do you see that little streetlight? Well, it's been there since last

summer. And do you see the big streetlight? That's been there for

god knows how long. Anyway we're wondering why there are two
lights, and why only one is working.

It seems that the little, unused light could be moved to say V Lot, or

the rapist's paradise. But I'm sure it won't be, after all, that makes
sense.
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MDC Close-Up

Curry Hicks Cage: Proud But Old
The inadequacy of the Cage as a

gathering place for students has
recently come into sharp focus due
to the homecoming concert
disturbances there. There have
been plans underway, however, to

replace the 40 year old Cage as a
gathering place with an athletic-

convocation center capable of

accommodating a university

community the size of UMass.
Dean of Physical Education and

Director of Athletics Warren
McGuirk, co-chairman of the

proposal committee for the center,

discussed the advantages and
needs of this 'Utopian facility' in a

recent MDC interview. The
committee, which is comprised of

students and faculty, has proposed
this project which will provide

seating space for 12.000-15,000

persons, plus space for all campus
programs and activities.

The plans for the athletic-

convocation center will be based on

what's been done recently on other

campuses. One model preferred by

the committee is that of the new
center at Notre Dame. However,
McGuirk stressed that they don't

necessarily plan to copy the

design, but the function.

The Notre Dame facility is

comprised of a large basketball

arena which seats 12,000, and can
also be used for concerts and
theater productions. Adjacent to it

is a large field house which in-

cludes an indoor track and a

hockey rink which seats 6,000. The
UMass center will include this and
also space for theater groups,

practice rooms for all sports, and a

communications center with radio

and television facilities.

McGuirk said that they hope to

be able to provide adequate seating

for students and make
arrangements for all campus
groups to make use of the facility.

He doesn't think that the building

can be considered too large for the

UMass campus, and he added that

he considers it an important and
much needed facility.

The proposal for the center

estimates that $16 million dollars

will be necessary for its con-

struction. At present, Jack Lit*

tlefield, director of University
planning, feels that the state

legislature will not provide the
funds for another 10-12 years. The
center is low on the list of building

priorities for the Amherst campus.
Until the University is able to

provide the necessary amount of

square footage per student in

academic buildings, all monies
from the state will be used to

construct academic buildings.

might offset or balance the student
fee, but it might be continued to

provide maintenance funds.

However, it is felt that the in-

creasing of student fees is too

touchy. Dean of Students William
Field is opposed to any additional

fees because of the cost squeeze the

students are feeling already.

Dean Field put the problem this

way: "We can decide on what
should go in, but not who should

pay" for the new center. He also

students will have to initiate it

themselves.

But, they also stress that action
will have to be taken soon. "The
longer we wait," 'the more costly

it's going to get.'

Another problem that arises is

whether or not enough money will

be provided for the project as it is

now planned. If construction ex-

penses go too high, a reduction in

the size or facilities, or both, might
be called for. This would be un-

it will be another 5 or 6 years,

Littlefield said, before the

university catches up on its

building. This means that con-

siderations for the center won't

come up until that time.

Aside from looking to the state

for funds, Littlefield said that a

self-liquidating student fee could

be enacted. But the question arises

here as to whether or not this would

be agreeable. He said that in the

long run, the cheaper concert fees

said that "we are at a point where
costs are rising so fast that I really

think it unfair to add a $30 or $40 a

year fee" on the students.

The UMass Building Authority

on campus is a determining factor

in whether or not the project will be
built, Littlefield explained. One
major factor in this decision is

whether or not the building will be
student supported. Field, and
Littlefield, both agree that to get

the project off the ground, the

fortunate because it would also

'reduce the long term potential of

the building.'

The center would be available
most of the time to the university
community. There would be
limited schedule constraints --

mainly for basketball and hockey
games. Except on these occasions,
the facilities will be opened to

everyone.

Associate Provost David Bishoff,

another committee member,

discussed the advantages of the
building beyond the athletic
aspects. The structure's provision

for more seating would cut down on
the need for dual concerts, and
would therefore mean lower ad-
mission fees. Also, he explained,

there would be better chances of

getting bigger groups to perform
on campus with the improved
facilities.

There is no question, Bishoff

said, of the need for the sports
facilities. 'But unless the student
feel the building 'will have more
potential than as an athletic

structure, it shouldn't be built." he
added.

The proposed site for the
athletic-convocation center is the
farm area across from the physical
plant buildings. The committee
chose this location because they
considered it conveniently ac-
cessible to parking space. Plans
will also be made for a 2,000 car
parking lot on the east side of the
center.

McGuirk hopes to have
something on the drawing board
soon so work can begin. He con-
siders it very important to "en-
vision the future usefulness of the
facility'' in regards to the
projected University growth.

This athletic-convocation facility

is considered by its proposal
committee to be a very important
contribution to the University
community. As committee
member Associate Provost Bishoff

put it, the University should be a
"total experience", rather than
just an educational one. He feels

that this project would be a
valuable contribution to such an
experience. But at the same time,
the committee feels that students
will have to help to get the project
started, if they really want it.

Fulfilling A Need Then,
Creating A Problem Now

Curry Hicks Cage was completed in the spring of

1931 as a multi-purpose facility, similar to ones built at

Harvard and Amherst College at the same time.
The hard-packed dirt floor has felt the footsteps of

many varied and sundry people, from the rubber-
soled wedgies of perfumed matrons out for a day at

the flower show, to the stamping boots and sneakers of

the student body as it urges the Redmen on.

Originally designed a gymnasium, the Cage has
housed events ranging from cattle shows to state-wide

conventions. The Cage is now used mainly for varsity

basketball games, practices, and until recently,

major concerts.

The need for a physicial education facility was
expressed in the middle and late 1930's by the man for

whom the building is named, Professor Curry S.

Hicks, Head of the Department of Physical Education.
Known in those days as Mass Aggie, this school had a
total enrollment of about 800. There was virtually no
place on campus to serve as a nome for the physical

education dept., except for Drill Hall, built in 1884.

Hicks idea for a new facility caught on with Aggie
alumni and they were the ones who took on the

responsibility of raising the $375,000 the building was
projected to cost. The senior class of 1928 was the first

group to contribute. They kicked in $200 from their

class coffers to get the ball rolling.

Pressure was put on the state legislature to con-

tribute and a compromise plan was finally reached.

Donations from individuals would be matched by

money from the state. The bids were let out on June 5,

1930 with J.G. Roy and Sons of Springfield getting the

contract. Surveying work began on June 7 with a

hoped-for completion date of August 1, 1931. The state

has contributed a total of $172,500 to the construction

costs.

Professor Hicks envisioned the building as a center

for the campus' physical education dept. The number
coeds enrolling at M • was climbing year bv

year, i nd Drill Hall had no locker room facilities for

them. The plans for the building called for men's and
women's locker rooms, special exercise rooms, a pool,

lecture rooms, and a dirt floor recreation hall

measuring 160 by 180 feet. The actual building varies a

little from the initial plans, mostly in the way that the

rooms and the pool were placed.

The Cage was not used for any major varsity

athletic functions until Warren McGuirk present
Director of Ath letics, arrived here in 1948. As one of

lis first acts in his new post, McGuirk brought a

portable wooden floor for basketball into the Cage.
Prior to this basketball, was played in Drill Hall,

occupying the plot that Bartlett now stands on and
which was finally rippt d down in 1954.

As Mass Agie grew over the years and became the

University of Massachusetts, the Cage seemed to

grow smaller and older. The original glass roof

deteriorated and began to leak. At one point, a
basketball game was called off when the floor became
too wet to play on. The waves of hot air that poured out

of the ducts into the Cage would rise and disappear
through the cracks ard holes in the roof, making the

Cage a cold and clammy place in which to play

anything. In the summer and fall of 1969, the entire

glass roof was replaced by a new plyw^xi one. The
leaks were plugged up and the whole place sealed up
so well that Curry Hicks now resembles a steam bath
without Turkish towels and soggy newspapers.

Needless to say, a 4500-seat facility used for major
events on campus of 20,000 gets a lot of use. Last year
a total of 122,000 people passed through the dirty,

green double doors of the Cage. Of these, 58,000 were
there for an athletic function of somesort, while 64,000

attended a non-athletic function.

Major events held recenUy in Curry Hicks include

the state Democratic convention and a concei t that

may prove to be the first chime of the death-bell for

Curry Hicks

What Can Be Done
With Curry Hicks?

Curry Hicks is an out-dated and out-grown building that demands
replacement. Sitting on a prime spot near the center of campus, it

almost cries out loud for the wrecker's ball. Unfortunately, the Cage
will be with us for a few more years, or at least until someone comes
up with $16 million dollars for a new facility. When asked to comment
on the possibility of a new convocation center, Trustee John Haigis,
chairman of the committee on Buildings and Grounds, only chuckled
and said that UMass is a long way away from any such building.
But the fact remains that the Cage can no longer be expected to

serve the campus in the role of a convocation center. It may be fine for
basketball practice, which itself has been known to draw a crowd of a
few thousand, but what happens when game-time rolls around7 Get
there at 4 or you don't get a seat. What can be done?
The obvious answer is to build a new building. But this takes time

and most importantly, money. The Cage cost $375,000 to build
financed in large part by alumni, with about half coming from the
state. Nowadays it isn't as easy to get money from either. The state
will give money only for academic buildings, which UMass is about
five years behind in building, and alumni aren't known for their
charity to their alma mater. UMass can either ask its students to foot
the bill, as in the case of the Campus Center, or UMass can wait 10 to 12
years until the legislature loosens the purse strings. It will be a
building for students : if they want it, they can get it.

But this type of approach will lead to the same type of bad feelings
generated by the building of the Campus Center. Students who were
consulted as to its design aren't the ones who are paying for it. We are
And if we authorize the building of a new and desparately needed
convocation center, will we be subjecting ourselves to the same kinds
of grumblings and cursings that are heard on the escalators of the
Waffle? No one who is a student now will be around to see a future
Julius Erving sink a pretty, soft, jumper from outside the key in the
first game played in a new budding. Are we willing to let someone else
someone in the near future and not in 1980, have that pleasure9

(Editor's note - This special examination of the present Cage and
possibility for a new facilty represents the combined efforts of Daily
Collegian Staff Reporters Kerry Kelley, Ann Stadnicki, Jo-Anne Stiles
and Earle Barroll, with David D. Williams acting as co-ordinating
editor. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Education

College Offers Education

By CHUCK HALLBERG
Staff Reporter

Has it ever occured to you that college life is more than grass, beer
parties and football? It has to some people on this campus and to some on
other campuses as well. These people feel that college can offer an
education which has value to an individual being. They do not hesitate to

state that many existing conditions have to be altered to provide such an
education. We feel that it is high time to initiate a medium of com-
munication to the community for these people and for the whole student
body.

This is the first article in a new weekly column which will concern
education at the University of Massachusetts. From the student per-

spective, there are really only two aspects of life on campus: social life

and educational life. The content and quality of the social life on campus
is determined for the most part by the students. The educational aspect,

however, is controlled as tightly as possible by time worn tradition,

outdated ideas of the function of the University and conservative
professionalism on the part of some professors. In effect, the student has
little voice in the content or quality of his education (the aspect of college

life which he pays for). A college professor is in the position of being one
of the few, if not the only professions left that is not client oriented.

Students are continually told that because professors have assimilated

much more experience than the students, that they know what the

students should learn and how the students should go about learning it (at

least if they want to be considered "educated").
However, the purpose of this column is not to be critical of the present

situation as such. Rather, it is our intention to give students examples of

alternatives that are available to them to give the college education an
intrinsic value. We believe that this positive action will produce more
effective results then mere critical criticism.

Through this column we plan to keep the student body informed of all

the educational experiences happening on campus, and off campus where
information is available. We request and encourage anyone undertaking
any sort of an individual or group project to tell us about it so we can tell

the rest of the campus. Needless to say, the free advertizing you will

receive is not a bad idea either. Whether it is a dorm lecture series, or an
independant study project or an educational trip (in the physical sense)

off campus, they are all worth discussing.

We will attempt to explain many of the alternatives of education on the

University-wide scale. Programs such as the 4-1-4 calendar year and the

University Special Credit Program are among those that will be dealt

with. We would like to keep the student body up to date on events and
practices of the Faculty and Administration and the effects that these will

have from a student point of view. An example is the Faculty Senate Long
Range Planning Report.

If any students have any questions on anything that concerns the

educational aspect of the University, we urge you to mail them or bring

them to us. The address is noted below. Very often a student may hear of

some educational endeavor or project and desire more information on it

but does not know where to look. This is an attempt to create more and
better communication among the student body on their educational ac-

tivities. In essence, we will deal with anything that has anything to do

with the academic/educational aspect of campus life.

While I am introducting this column, I would like to introduce the

Student Senate Academic Affairs committee, the group which does all the

work for this column. Traditionally, this committee has been a "research

and report" committee generally producing one major publication a

year. Chairman Thomas Filmore is leading this committee in a new
direction. His philosophy is to explore potential and alternatives of

education for the students and to bring these to the attention of the

community. Under this new direction, the committee is helping to mold
the new role the University is to play in our society. Marshall T. Spriggs is

heading a sub-committee to research long range planning for the future

of the University. Nicholas Apostola is heading a sub-committee to set up
liasion between various student groups on campus. Chuck Hallberg is

heading a sub-committee to educate the student body to the alternatives

in education. A finance and a research and development committee are

both still being set up. If anyone is interested in working on any aspect of

the Academic Affairs committee they can attend a meeting (place and

time are in the notice section of the MDC on Mon. and Tues. ) contact one

of the above of fill our an application in the Senate office.

Mail questions to: EDUCATION EDUCATION
Chuck Hallberg

c/o Student Senate

Campus Center

or drop the quest ions oft in my mailbox at the Senate office.

What's New in Snowmobiling?

Mill Valley
Snowmobile Resort

Cocktail Lounge - Dancing

Food and Drink

Wooded and Open Trails

Gas and Oil Service

Route 181 Belchertown, Ma. 01007

Tippo Kicks In

j i i ife
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A personal contribution by Chancellor Oswald Tippo, center, begins a Pakistan Relief Fund drive at
UMass initiated by students and staff in the Army and Air Force ROTC. The students receiving the
check, left to right, are Charles M. Burns of Plymouth, Marilyn J. Dyer of New Bedford, Linda A.
Wisniowski of Chicopee and John C. Murphy of Holyoke. All represent ROTC auxiliary and honorary
groups. The drive, to help victims of the East Pakistan cyclone-tidal wave disaster, will be conducted iii

student residences and the Campus Center. Donations from all are welcome and may be mailed to the
Cashier's Office marked Pakistan Relief Fund.

Med Society To Present Seminar
The Pre and Para Medical Society will present a

seminar on the "Health Delivery Crisis" in America,
as seen from the point of view of the clinician and
private physician, on Tuesday, November 24, at 8

P.M. in the Campus Center, Rm. 163-64. Founded
early this semester in response to the pronounced
need for interesting medically-oriented programs, the

Medical Society has initiated a Distinguished Lec-
turers Series. The seminars are open to everyone,
especially Pre-Meds, Nursing Students, Med Techs,

and other health-affiliated students. A discussion on
venereal disease and medical sociology have been
among the past topics. In December a panel

discussion on mental illness on college campuses and
a presentation on birth control are planned.

In past years, health-affiliated students have had
little exposure to realities of the medical world. The
undergraduate curriculum offers little insight into the

professions of health service, so it is hoped that the

Society will succeed in this capacity.

Amherst Plans Overnight Parking Ban
The annual winter season ban on all-night parking will become effective on December 1, 1970.

Under this regulation cars parked on any Amherst street after 2 A.M. are liable to towing at the
owner's expense. This ban on overnight parking will be in effect for the entire period December l

through March 21, 1971 regardless of snow and ice conditions. In addition to the ban on all-night
parking, vehicles may be towed away at any time, day or night, if they impede or interfere with
the plowing and removal of ice or snow or if illegally parked.

In order to provide off-street overnight parking areas during the no-parking ban, the town will
allow cars to park overnight on three public parking areas; the Amity Street Parking Area, the
Lincoln Lot off Main Street, and the Pray Street Parking Lot. Vehicles may park overnight only on
these three lots without charge. Because vehicles are to be allowed to park on these lots overnight,
it will not be possible to plow and remove snow from these areas as quickly as from other public
parking areas.

0*0*04.1*2*3
RIVEROAli RO W SmD
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OWN
Fill

PAHING

"GREAT
MOVIE
MAKING"

diary of a
mad housewife
Mon. -Tups. •=-,

ixCJ
ii:7:'r.-!):30

Weil-Sun. 1:30-3: HO

VM- 1
' : t0-9:»0

"ABSOLUTELY GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT!"

IplW D»l, N.w.

WIDE

SPACE

COMFORT
LOUNGE
ROCKERS

Mon.-Tues.
2-7:30-9:40

Wed. •

1-3-3:10

7 :•»-!): 30

l/GMER'
(TOOTHER
B3S&2SL

THErRE NOT YOUR
FATHER'S HEROES)

f>

GROUP

miuut

I YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

^F^_^ • SALES

:e^>k # SERV/<
i*&Jr>

. DADTC
COMPLETE BODY 5H0P

246 KING ST. (RTE 5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

1969 FORD GALAXIE black 1695
1968 PONTIAC LEMANS white 1595
1968 DODGE CORONET WAGON 1095
1968 MUSTANG 6 cyl. turq. 1295
1967 FORD SQUIRE WAGON 1495

I 1967 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 1095
1966 FORD T-BIRD blue 895
1966 CHEVY PANEL TRUCK 895
1966 MERCURY COMET green 595
1964 BUICK LESABRE red 695
1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 695
1965 DODGE CONV. black 595
1964 FORD FALCON CONV. 595
1964 MERCURY COMET red 595
1962 CHEVY BELAIR black 125
1962 CHEVY IMPALA brown 125
1966 OPEL KADETTE parts car 100
1966 MGB ROADSTER white 1095

NORTHAMPTON tfft
VOLKSWAGEN. IntWH>

cau 413-733-5131
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Fellowships Offered For Would-Be Pols
Students interested in a career in

public administration in the

national, state or local government
are offered an opportunity to apply

for a fellowship to study at three

different universities. Candidates
must be American citizens who
have completed or who will

complete a bachelor's degree with

any recognized major by June of

1971. Each fellowship for single

fellows has a total value of $4,540.

The stipend is $3,300 and the

remainder of the grant consists of

the remission of fees and tuition at

the three cooperating universities.

Each fellowship for married
fellows has a total value of $4,940.

The stipend is $3,700 and the

remainder of the grant consists of

the remission of fees and tuition at

the three cooperating universities.

Beginning this June, fellows will

serve a three-month internship

either with a department of the

State Department in Alabama,
Kentucky, or Tennessee or with a
federal agency in the south such as
the TVA. During the 1971-72

academic year, they will take
graduate courses in public ad-

ministration at the Universities of

Alabama, Kenetucky and Ten-
nessee.

Completion of the twelve-month
training period entitles fellows to a

certificate in public ad-

ministration. They can be
awarded a Master's Degree at one
of the three universities attended

upon completing a thesis and
passing appropriate
examinations.
For information and ap-

plications, students should write to

Coleman B. Ransone, Educational
Director, Southern Regional
Training Program in Public Ad-
ministration. Drawer I, Univer-

sity, Alabama 35486. The deadline

for submitting applications is

March l, 1971.

Notices

Program Council Downs People's Weekend

Members of the Radical Com-
munity I'nion issued the following

statement Monday:
At the end of October, a student

approached the Program Council

of the Student Union, a

nonelected group responsible for

all social activities at the Student

Union, with the idea of sponsoring

a festival for people with free

music, free dims, and inexpensive

food li: the Campus Center. The
idea was to hold the event for the

entire weekend of December 4, 5,

and 6 using the entire two bottom
floors of the Waffle. The Council

discussed and expressed approval

of the idea at both the initial

meeting and a subsequent one in

early November. Unofficially, up
to $lo(K) was promised and the

problem of an official vote made to

sound inconsequential. As a result,

26 films at a cost of over $900 were
ordered. Momentum gathered,
willing bands were found to play

free, and the festival seemed
imminent.
On Wednesday night, November

18, the Council met and refused to

provide the money. It reasoned

that it could not rish such a sum
right now without a detailed budget

presented for the event in light of a

threat of $12,000 to its student

budget from SUG Board for new
chairs for the Student Union
Ballroom, The Council suggested

another try next semester.

Program Council is funded by

SUG Board with over $45,000 for

this academic year. The money
ultimately comes from proceeds of

the student-funded Student Union
comples. It recently spent over

$1100 on the poorly attended
'Awful Waffle Week" and now
refuses even an equal sum for an
event probably known more widely
now than "Awful Waffle Week

r "

was at its end.

If Program Council is to be
responsible to its constituency, its

reconsideration of People's
Weekend is crucial. Petitions to

urge an Emergency Meeting of the
Council before Wednesday are
being circulated to save the
festival before it's too late.

ANGEL FLIGHT
Therewill bea meeting tonight for all angels

at 7 :30 in 210 Dickinson An Executive Board
meeting will beheld at 7 p.m. ALL ATTEND!

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
Therewill bea meeting tonight tor all AAS

men at 7:30 in Dickinson All members are

required to attend.

DELS (CEQ)
Don't forget about the 5th Ecology Lecture in

the S U Ballroom at 8 p.m. Dr. Robert Rienon
will take a new tact for the series: The En-

vironmental Battle: Rhetoric and Per-
formance." Free!

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance will be held

tonight in the Campus Center Aud. from 7:30

1030 with review at 730, new material at 8

p.m., and club level at 9:30

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
You believe Mathematicians are humorless

see Karl Menger giving the talk The Plane of

Bolyai Lobachevsky and you'll learn dif

ferently. Nov. 24th., at 4 p.m. today in

Hasbrouck 124. Coffee at 3:30 p.m. in Math
Lounge

NAIADS
Practice tonight from 4 30 6 pm

liscussion of routines. No practice Wed
*'5th Next practice Dec 1

plus

Nov

ORCHARD HILL
Application to r Spring Semester available in

Room 402 Webster and Master's Office See

further notices for interview's setup

N.E S

Bus will run only Wednesday afternoon

bus Wed night

No

Faculty RecitalAt Bowker

Jon Humphrey, a member of the

I Mass music faculty, will present

a recital Dec. 1, not tonight as
reported in yesterday's Collegian.

The recital will begin at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.
He will be assisted by Peter

Tanner on the piano and Ernst
Wallfisch on the viola.

Mr. Humphrey has performed

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALI

frl«t. 665-S287.

Pioneer, Tea*, Garrard, PB Ast*e,
FUlier, TDK, cassette and open reel
tu»*, standard radio. Viah speakers,
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tfU-M
Snontires, two studded tubeless,

6.50-13, used three ntos. 910.00 each.

K-ll Cliffside Apts. Call 665-3413.

tfll-'-M

9165 value lor $123. Brand new.
Krifissel Blue Mar skis, never used.
Mill in wrapper!). Call Wllliamiihurc
.'';H-:m. xm-ib

FOK SAU — AUTOS
'65 Prureot 404, $595; '65 MO 1100

$495; '65 Tr. Spitfire $600; '66 VW
Fasthack $900; '66 Vff Karman-Chla
$850; '64 VW Bus $350. Basa Im-
port Sales, Bte. 8, Badler. 594-465;'

tfll-'U

Sprite, neu
interior, etc.

tfll-*4

tfll-*B

dollars >i

ltd.. Am-
tfll-'JI

Garage for rent, ten

month. 841 Northampton
herst

.

Furnished room, kitchen privileges.

.V j miles from I Mass ^ee us after-

1M...MS ,,r e\es, 11!) Buy K.I , Hmlli->

tfl.'-l

>iihlet Puffton — one bedroom for

Dee. 1. Call 549-6154 tfll-35

rTTTTApt. to sublease Jan 1 or

1, two bedroom, unfurnished. Cliff-

side $155 per month. Call fitt5-W'.'.-i

n--.it

One bedroom furnished apt. for

rent, utilities included. Call IMM
ni (this. tfll --•->

SERVICES

'64 Austin Healej
paint, top, battery,

$295.00. Call 546-6627

1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass "S",
power steering, four on the floor,
two door, radio four standard
tires, plus snow tires, low mile-
age, (all 413-773-8502 after 5.

tfll-25

Amherst Audio service* stereo eom-
ponents, tape decks for home or ear,

1*7 No. Pleasant Bt. 286-8133.
tflg-23

The ifift of seTT^xpresslon throutch

music is a lasting gift of love. Call

Creative Endeavor (The Music Store)

1-774-2*31 for details. 11-24

TRAVEL

'68 VW automatic,
lent condition. Call
*»:00 p.m.

sunroof, excel-

663-3577 after

tfU-25
'63 Kambler Wagon, excellent con-

dition, standard transmission, over-
drive. Low cost. 1 167-7186 Granby

tfll-24

^i5 l>od(fe Coronet, six cylinder,
low miles* leuse, automatic, tlidor
*.-><Ht ( nil Dick 581-Ofiin H-»4

'<>' \ W new rebuilt engine, inte-
rior liod.v and mechanically new. ex-
cellent for person who wants to keep
• .ire tor lonr time hut can't affortl
new one. Best offer. 6-9753. tfll-'.'.".

MISCELLANEOUS
lor Kent: Chalet at Killineton,

a\ tillable for intersrssion wk, $300.
-sleeps 10. Call 549-0814. Also: 1 pr.
II. nil Slaloms 205 cm. used 10 times
$123 with markers. Ski boots, 9'A
sij.mi tfll-.t

WANTED
Wanted — Knelish paper on Thom-

ns Hardy, Will pay. Contact John
64i.-.-.)522. tf11-24

FURNISHED ROOMS
Female Grnd pref . — private room

in house, one block south of campus.
Kitchen privileges. Responsible co-ed
livinc. $65 mo. Available now 549-

6178. 11-23

APARTMENT WANTED
Apartment needed for January, one

or two rooms please. Call Nestor fltfi-

Ili.'P evenings. tflll-2«

Bermuda for lea* — spring vaca-
tion $229, Includes Jet, Sunset Ho-
tel, tips, breakfasts, gourmet din-

ners. For more info call Adrienne
Gloss 546-7356. tfll-25

Travel Christmas vacation — I.on-

don $189; Athens $260; Rome $229;
Portugal $175, Arapulco, Spain, Cur-
ribean flights available. Contact E.
Rogers, 327-B Park Rd , West Hart-
ford. Connects lit 11-21

ROOMMATES WANTED
2 female roommates needed to

share apt. $55. Puffton, 21 or older
Please call 549-6393. 11-24

PERSONAL
ney Babe: Where ya

man misses ya.

heen'.' Tm-
11-24

Thanks to Cnnnan, Sharon, Linda,
Joanne, Moscie and Micky for your
support this season 11-24

professionally throughout the
United States and Canada with
such groups as the Robert Shaw
chorale, the New York Pro Musica
and the Cleveland and
Philadelphia Orchestras. He has
recorded for RCA Victor and
Columbia.
His program will include works

by Henry Purcell, Ludwig van
Beethovan, Claude Debussy,
Robert Schumann, and Ralph
Vaughan Williams.

The program is part of the

UMass music department series

and is open to the public without
charge.

PRE LAW
Harvard Law School is coming Tuesday,

December l, at 8 p m m Room 904 908 of the

Campus Center

PREP PARA MEDICAL SOCIETY
Distinguished Lecture Series presents

Problems in Health Delivery Care. Panel

members include Dr Madsen and Mr Hall of

the Infirmary staff and private physician. All

are welcome Tonight Room 163 164 Campus
Center at 8 p m

PROJECT 10 FILM GROUP
There will be an important meeting of the

Proiect 10 Film Group today at 3 00 Pierpont

Lounge. All interested should attend

RAFI
Themeetingwill be held as usual. Members

and non membersareurged toattend Student

Center Rm 162 at 8 p m.

SCROLLS
Meeting at 6: 15 p.m. inC.C. Room 165 Bring

tape and scissors, etc. Bring cans or get them
to area coordinators

SOCCER
Poly gots vs Varsity Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.

with gloves and blankets. Game starts at 3

p.m.

SPANISH CLUB
Come speak Spanish over dinner at the

Spanish Table, which meets from 5 6 tonight in

Hampshire Commons.

STUDENT SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of the Academic

Affairs Comm. in Johnson Main Lounge at 7

p.m. tonight.

THANKSGIVING SERVICE
Have something you're gra'etu. for? Think

you ha venothing to be thankful for? Learn the

true meaning of Thanksgiving. Christian

Science Org tonight at 6 45 pm Room 911 of

the Campus Center.

WILDERNESS WORKSHOP
Let's get some outdoor skills workshops

together What would vou like to door learn

Can you teach us something? Gardening, food

preparation and preservation, clothing con

struction, edible wild plants, etc. Come
Monday, Nov 30 at 7 30 in the Norfolk Room of

the S U

WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
An important meeting for all prospective

members Tues. Dec. I in WOPE Lounge at 7

p m if unable to attend call 6 7442

LOST
A black wallet was lost late Sat night on the

second floor of the Campus Center I need the

papers & driver's license desperately I

commute It found, please call Dick 253 3815

Remington portable typewriter on
University Drive gray with black carrying

case II found please call Kathy 546 1218

Will the person who removed my wallet

(blue) trom Mills House, Thursday please

return it? I need my ID papers! Call Debbie
;j Pierpont, 65168
A Slide Rule was lost >n the Engineering

Bldg ., Friday Call Louise 546 9592 if found

Please return my army jacket with the

Mickey Mouse patch It means more to me
than to you Roberta 6 7250

A Forestry notebook and black toho I need
them! If found please call Katie 546 8003 or

367 2310

FOUND
I pair of driving gloves m SBA

call and describe 549 6867

For return

HIGHER EDFCATION:
SECONDARY EDUCATION

;

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Directories of Positions.
New, Innovative approach. In

expensive. Effective, write:
Intercept/Sociocom
Harvard Square
P. O. Box 317

Cambridge, Mass. 02136
Call! (617) 868-4150

tfll-24

FOR RENT
Atniliihle Dec. 1

iti»f.. So. Deerfleld,

— one bedroom
$160. Stove. re-

NeW Sugorloof Apts.
IN SCNDERLAND. 2 bedrooms,
carpeting, self-cleaning stove,

frostfree refrigerator, air condi-
tioning, utilities included, $185
mo . Lease until August 31st, or

longer. Skibiski Realtors, Rte
tors.. Rte 116. Sunderland. Tel

»5.V7m. tffir-t

A graduate school that's

more fire than smoke.
Only Honeywell offers a computer course

designed exclusively for college graduates.

Our postgraduate program for managerial

candidates.

No matter what your major was. If you can

qualify, you'll be ready to learn computers

from one of the world's top computer manu
facturers and leading educators, Honeywell

You'll find yourself ready for the fastest

growing industry around. An industry that

doubles in size and opportunity every five

years.

Which could make your future pretty

bright. All you have to do to light the fire is

mail this coupon. Or call (617) 272-8100.

(date)

Honeywell will call

time

Name:

College:

College Address:

Home Address

Admissions Officer - Postgraduate Studies
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences

I 5 Old Concord Road
|
Burlington, Mass. 01803

I would like additional information on
your program.

I would like to arrange an interview

on at

to

(time)

confnm this date and

.Phone:

_Phone

Approved for veterans i

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell

Redmen Head All-Conference Team
The University of Connecticut,

which won its first outright Yankee
Conference football title in 11

years, and runner-up University of

Massachusetts dominated the
league All Team selections, it was
announced today after a vote of the

coaches of the six New England
state universities.

Connecticut placed nine players

and Massachusetts 11 on the first

offensive and defensive units.

Repeaters from 1969 were UConn
halfback Vin Clements, guard Bill

Spencer and defensive back Dom
Carlucci and UMass offensive

tackle Bob Donlin, tight end John
Hulecki, defensive tackle Bill

DeFlavio and linebacker Joe
Sabulis. It was Clements' third

selection, while Sabulis was the

only unanimous choice.

UConn's Brian Merosian and
UMass' John O'Neil won dual

honors. Herosian, the only soph

cited was chosen split end and
kick-return specialist while O'Neil

was selected as safety and punter.

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE:
Split end - Dave Paul (Maine);
Tackles - Tom Cataldo (RUD &
Bob Lynch (Vt.); Guards - Tony
Arcaro (UConn) & Jay
Monaghan (RUD; Center -

David Levine (UMass); Tight
end - Bob Nichols (UConn);
Quarterback - Bob Hopkins
(UNH); Halfbacks - Pat
Scavone (UMass) & Bill Swadel
(Maine); Fullback - Dick
Cummings (UMass); Punter -

John Kenney (UNH).
SECOND TEAM DEFENSE:
Ends - Bill Hogan (UConn) &
Don Laliberte (UNH); Tackles -

Gerald Elliott (Vt) & Henry
James (Maine); Linebackers -

Dennis Collins (UMass), John
Losh (UConn), John Salek
(UConn) & Bill Catone (RUD;
Cornerbacks - Billy Bush
(UMass) & Greg Andrews
(UConn); Safety - Craig Boat-

man (UNH) ; Return Specialist -

Grant Denniston (URD.

Notices
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL

NOTES: Volleyball finals will be
played today, according to the

following schedule:

6:30 P.M. — Independent
champion vs. Sorority champion.

7 P.M. — Residence Hall
champion vs. Independent
champion.

7:30 P.M. — Residence Hall

champion vs. Sorority champion.
The teams that will be competing

are as follows:

Residence Hall champions -

Leach Lovelies.

Independent champions
Crabtree Independents.

Sorority champions - Theta
Ladies.

The intramural chairman is Miss
Jean Paratore.

WHY
HITCH?

. . Peter Pan

is easier.

P.b.Jbv Hart.
The Lobby Shop, Student I'ntaa Mtf*

Univ. of Mast.

Tel. 645-2006 or 5432528_

FIRST TEAM SELECTIONS

OFFENSE

FIRST TEAM SELECTIONS
SE Brian Herosian (UConn) So 6'3 183 Auburn, Mass.
T Robert Donlin (UMass) Jr 6'3 230 New Britain, Conn.
G Robert Pena ( UMass) Sr 6'

2

250 W. Falmouth, Mass
C Vic Radzevich (UConn) Sr 5'11 195 Harwinton, Conn
G William Spencer (UConn) Sr 5' 11 220 Sarasota, Fla
TWilliamTuzil (UConn) Jr. 6'

4

247 New York, NY
TE JohnHulecki (UMass) Jr. 6'4 230 Leominster, Mass.
QB Richard Robustelli (UConn) Sr. 511 190 Stamford, Conn.
HB Vincent Clements (UConn) Sr. 6'

3

205 Southington, Conn
HB Norman Breault (UNH) Sr 6'0 190 Hudson, Mass.

FB Richard Narcessian ikud Sr 6'1 213 Woonsocket, R.I.

K JohnO'Neil (UMass) Jr. 6'2 190 Abington, Mass.

DEFENSE

E James Kelliher (UMass) Sr 6'1 218 Abington, Mass.

T William DeFia viol UMass) Jr. S'9 220 Worcester, Mass.

T William Sroka( UMass) Sr. 6'

2

225 Auburn, NY.
E Russell Wood ( UMass) Sr. 6'

2

205 Berkeley Hgts., N.J

LB Joseph Sabulis (UMass) Jr 6'

3

210 Gardner, Mass
LB Brian Hermes (UConn) Sr. 6'1 217 Stonington, Conn

LB JohnFarrelly (UMass) Sr. 61 218 Bronx, NY.
LB Norman Powers (UNH) Sr. 6'0 180 Reading, Mass.

CB Dom Carlucci (UConn) Jr. 5'9 173 Stamford, Conn.

CB Dennis Keating ( UMass) Jr. 6' 3 212 Arlington, Mass.

S JohnO'Neil (UMass) Jr. 6'

2

190 Abington, Mass.

RET SPEC Brian Herosian (UConn) So. 6'3 183 Auburn, Mass.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARA

Lea cm be In Um forefront, ahead
•t tne crowd. Bar to far Lea tndiv
UuaUt to follow their hunches, in-

stincts. Tkese perwana seUam to wronr
when they water *•> their own abili-

ties. Lea to the natural executive. Leo
Is showy and a shswntan. Natives of
thla xadiaeal sicu peesest an abuud-
anee of creativity and personal mat-
netioin. Some fatuous Leo persons in-

clude Wilt Chaataerlato. Robert Mitch-
um and Helen Ourley Brown.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19):

Friend surprises you by making spe-

cial disclosure. Tou should follow
conservative course. Soros will make
unusual claims. Don't throw caution
aside. Instead, measure statements
and actions.

TAURUS (April 20 • May 20) : Work
methods are due for chance, revision.

Your associates appear Impatient.
Make some concessions. But insist on
finishing basic chore. Then you can
wipe slate clean for new start.

GEMINI (May 21 - Juno 20) : It may
be worthwhile to travel In order to

effect a reunion. Tour creative Juices
flow. Tou feel more alive. Don't sup-
press natural desire to express your-
self.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Busi-
ness negotiation Involving property
are featured. Accent Is on security.

ability to be compatible with older
individual. Follow through on hunch.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Tou are

apt to be on the move. Visits and
visitors are featured. A relative in
transit makes appearance. Surprise
of pleasant variety Is due. Large de-
tails to others.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Mo-

ney matters, personal possessions are
highlighted. Protect yourself. Some
claim to know what la best for you.
Smile and study fine print. Then you

survive — with profit.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Per-
sonal magnetism soars. Many art
drawn to you. Now la time for mean-
ingful changes. Show what you can
do — and do it with dedication. Fea-
ture bright colors. Com out of shell.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):

What was hidden la now revealed.
You gain greater degree of enlight-
enment. Family member deserves to
have request granted. Realize thia and
respond accordingly.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Social pace quickens. Some of your
desires are fulfilled. Break from rou-
tine. Be with stimulating persons.
Dine out — get rid of foolish Inhi-
bitions. Let others know how you)
feel.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 18):
Solid gains indicated. Promotion la
due. Tou receive credit In personal
and professional areas. Many confide
that they have new-found respect for
your efforts.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 • Feb. 18):
Greater recognition comes due to un-
usual svents, circumstances. Be pre-
pared. Tour view should encompass
potential. No "time to feel limited.
Spread the word; back It up with ac-
tion.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Tou
tain access to what was confiden-
tial or privileged information. Addaup to opportunity to gain possessions.
Take initiative. Don't permit chance
for success to dissolve.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAT

you appreciate music, drama, the
arts. Tod have been through periodof emotlpnal turmoil. Now you cmcig.-
with more confidence and greater ..,,.
portunity for happiness.
Copyright 1070, Gen. Fc.i. Ccip

PEANUTS

Kr4A U^
"-3M

B. C.

sPOfltS ShorT-Es
NEW YORK (AP) - Johnny

Bench and Boog Powell, most
valuable players in their respec-
tive leagues, are the two nominees
for Player of the Year, the Major
League Baseball Promotion Corp.
announced yesterday.

Bench of the Cincinnati Reds was
the Most Valuable Player in the

National League; Powell of the

world champion Baltimore Orioles

the Most Valuable Player in the

American League.
The two Cy Young award win-

ners, Bob Gibson of St. Louis in the

National and Jim Perry of Min-
nesota in the American, are the

nominees for Pitcher of the Year.
*****

WASHINGTON (AP) - Rookie
Mark Washington of the Dallas
Cowboys says he doesn't practice
the fumble but he'd be quite willing

if it would enable him to run back a

AP
kickoff 100 yards every game.
Washington, a 13th round draft

choice from Morgan State, was
credited with a 100 yard kickofl

return early in the third period
Sunday that gave the Cowboys an
insurmountable :M-14 lead over tin

Washington Redskins and renewed
hope for a playoff berth. Dallas
won 45-21.

*****

NEW YORK (AP - Dartmouth
College, which concluded a perfect
9-0 football season by beating Penn
28-0 last weekend, was named
yesterday as the unanimous
winner of the 1970 Lambert
Trophy, awarded annually for

outstanding performance by a
major Eastern Team.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Weaken
4-Crowds
8 Hit lightly

11 -Female sheep

12 Single item

13 Tiny particle

15-Cherrylike color

17 Tattered cloth

19 Coniunction

20 Southwestern
Indian

21 Edge

22 Openwork fabric

23 Rumple

25-Cover
26 Sagacious

27-Exist

28 Dance step
29 Once around

track

30 A state

(abbr )

3 1 -More distant

33 Preposition

35 Mournful
36 Outfit

37 Remuneration
38 Enthusiastic

40-Sever
41 Biblical weed
42 Corded cloth

43-Cut of meat
44 Mountain pass
45-Prepositk>n
46 Scottish cap
47 Manservant
50 Tropical fruit

52 Afghanistan

prince

54 Unlock (poet.)

55-Young boy
56 Kiln

57-Free of

DOWN

1 Dry. as wine
2-Reverence
3 Read
4-Ponder
5 Number
6-Prefix: twice

7 Denude

8

9

10

14

16

18

21
22
23
24
25

26
28
29
31
32
33
34

35

label

Near

Sits for

portrait

Speck

Possessive
pronoun
Part of

"to be"
Pulpit

Pinch
Deface
Swiss canton
Sailor

(colloq.)

Armed conflict

Cushion
Limb
Novelty

Strike

Paddle
Brood of
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UMass Opens Hockey Season Tonight vs. Lowell Tech
By DICK BACKER

Staff Reporter .... ,

Contrary to reports and rumors. UMass students will not ^ta^
«^SSS1 on Tor Sitf

*

home opener, UMass against Lowell Tech, nor any other home hockey ^amei
}
nss^sonat^ Rmk

The admission policy will be the

same as last year. UMass students

will be required to show their

University ID., while non-

students will have to pay a normal

GETTING READY FOR THE OPENER-A scene from a recent

UMass hockey practice session shows the Redmen as they get

themselves prepared for tonight's big opener. (MDC photo by Ken
Emery)

fcttg <taU*gton

SfUHt*
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Year

fee of 50t or $1.

As far as the game itself goes,

the Redmen will be seeking their

third consecutive victory over

Lowell when the teams face off at 7

p.m. Last year Jack Edwards' hat

trick paced the Redmen to a 9-3

victory over the hapless

engineers.

Coach Jack Canniff plans to

skate three lines and use two sets

of defensemen, while junior P.J.

Flaherty will start in net.

Sophomore Peter Ericson will be

the backup Redman goalie.

One line will have last year's

freshman sensation, Pat Keenan,

centering for Edwards, who was
the leading scorer on the varsity

last year with 15 goals and 12

assists, and converted center Dan
Reidy.

Teaming up again will be Dennis

Grabowski and Mike Waldron, but

left wing Bill McMann, who
graduated last June, will be

Wrapping Up The Freshman Football

Poor Showing Deeply Concerns Kelly

replaced by sophomore speedster

Lonnie Avery. Dan Riley will

center for Bob Shea and Eric
Scrafield.

Defensively, an injury to junior

Al Nickerson, has forced Canniff to

juggle his defensive pairings.

Junior Brian Sullivan will be

paired with Don Lowe, while Bob
Bartholomew will team up with

sophomore Bob Shilalie.

ICE CHIPS-A new first at UMass
will be the addition of hockey
cheerleaders...WMUA, 91.1 FM,
will be taping the game for a

future airing. ..Last year against

Lowell, Charlie Donovan scored

two goals, but his best move was
when he forgot to take off his

skates after the game, and came
running out of the dressing room
with them still on...So far this year
no one has been challenging
Bartholomew for the coverted gold

belt, but he has been hearing foot

steps of late.

By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Sure, the 0-5 record bothered

him. It would bother any coach tc

see his team go through a winless

season. But of greater concern to

freshman football coach David
Kelley was the fact that by
season's end, his squad, by injuries

and an originally poor turnout, had
been reduced to an incredible low

of 28 players. Why? Why in a

school of this size were there less

than 40 candidates at the first team
meeting? This is the question

Kelley sought to answer.
He viewed the problem in a

social context, saying that in a

society as tree as our's discipline

has suffered. "There is too much
social freedom in decision-making

at the high school level, and this

has caused a general lack of

discipline; kids don't want to go
into football because it's an area of

extreme i!<;cipline, particularly

because it's such a team sport
'

Kelley laughingly recognized the

fact that "this is probably a 'hard-

hatted' approach, but as a coach I

feel without discipline there is no
team."
"Each player must conform to

the norms and criteria involved in

playing football," he continued,

"but the current obsession with
non-conformity causes many to not

go out and affects those who do go
out for football."

As an example he cited the oc-

casional problems his defensive

ends had with containment, that is,

keeping the play to the inside. "It

was their responsibility to do this,

but at times they did not heed this

responsibility, which shows a

distinct lack of discipline --

responsibility and discipline are

directly related."

The smallness in numbers ob-

viously did hurt: "The problems
were compound. One injury led to

a virtual revamping of the whole
line-up; one problem touched off a

series of related problems."
Also, because many players

spent a lot of time practicing with

the varsity, there were not enough
players left for the freshman
coaches to work with.

According to Kelley, the thing

that hurt the most was players'

quitting. "The game is more
demanding now, both mentally and
physically, and kids start dropping
off because of their academic load

or some other reason. Con-

sequently, all the coaching hours
spent on these players are lost, and
this hurts the team immensely."
When asked if he had any

suggestions on how to improve the

deteriorating football situation,

Kelley pondered the question for a
moment and then offered, "It's

possible that football can be made
attractive. Perhaps more
scrimmages and better training

camps would help. There are

many other little things we could

do to take some of the drudgery out

of the game and to create a more
complete sense of unity, of 'we-

ness'."

"The problem here, however, is

that kids expect too much fun and
freedom from football. This is not

possible, the game necessarily

entails a certain amount of

drudgery. If the players can un-

derstand th drudgery involved and
develop their mental outlook to the

game accordingly, then fun can be

extracted from playing football."

Acknowledging the fact that

money plays a huge part in the

problem, the frosh coach could

offer few suggestions because "it's

not in my jurisdiction."

In summarizing his team's
performance, Kelley said that he
felt all along his team would win a

good percentage of its games. He
noted that three of the games were
lost in the last quarter and at-

tributed this to, along with the

smallness in numbers, the fact that

the team was "not in extra-good
shape."

He closed with an evaluation of

his players. "We uncovered some
pretty fine football players. There

are at least eight or nine that will

help the varsity considerably."
In particular, he mentioned the

names of Mark Tripucka at
quarterback, Paul Hanson who
"will be a good defensive-back",
tackle Dave Yushinsky, guard Bill

Hale, Kevin Moran at tackle, Ken
Hoff at fullback, and Tim Berra,
who was labeled by Kelley as "a
good, well-disciplined football
player.

Discipline, too much social
freedom, lack of numbers, and
injuries - excuses? No, not ex-
cuses. A coach who has just gone
through the frustrations of a
winless season seeks valid reasons,
not excuses. These are the valid
reasons determined by a con-
cerned coach. And there certainly
is reason for concern.

ON TO COLUMBUS—Pictured above is the Hamlin Pied Piper touch football team, UMass campus

champs, that will compete in the National Touch Football Championships.

Touch Football Tourney

On Tap For P. Pipers

Ted Schmitt, Director of Intramural Activities, has announced that

the Hamlin Pied Pipers, UMass Campus Touch Football Champions,
have accepted an invitation to compete in the National Touch Football

Championships in Columbus. Ohio on November 27, 28 and 29th.

The Pied Pipers, a team composed of UMass students, residing in

Hamlin Residence Hall, have been victorious in 11 straight games.
Their most recent victims were the University of New Hampshire
Campus Champions (Phi Mu Delta Fraternity), who went down to

defeat 34-6.

One of 32 teams from throughout the country accepted to participate

in the Tournament, the Pied Pipers are most anxious to engage in

national competion and are optimistic as to their chances of being
crowned National Champions.

IM Scores

FOUR OF SEVERAL-The UMass football team was well represented on the annual All-Yankee Conference grid squad

Among those selected are the following four members of the proud Redman defense. They are (1-r) Jim Kelliher. Bill De-

Flavio, Bill Sroka and John Farrelly. Full story on page 11.

BASKETBALL
Bruisers 57, Cougars 34

Academics 54, Panthers 25

Jaguars 37, Seagrams 29

Lions 52, Trouts 33

Colts 46. Comanchees 44

Cans 46, Heads 32

Machines 58, Elephants 37

Cult 98, Wild Thing 16

Boozers 48, Browns 39

Monuments 52, "C" Crushers 40

Terrors 81, Senators 29

Lemons 49, Maples 19

Oaks over Rams, wbf
Panthers 59, Chipmonks 38

Bears 49, Maroons 27

Chestnuts 36, Hi lo'S 35

Broncos 47, Eagles 29

HIGHLIGHT SCORE OF THE NIGHT:
Index 31, Collegian 30

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(W|F Ma**attfO*tttB

latlu GMtegtatt
*±S A Mil AND RBFONSIilE '^ MESS

Weather:

Hail, sleet, and
snowballs east of

Chicopee. Highs in

the 30' s.
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Laird Tells Fulbright

Invasion Good Idea
Details, page three

And On Campus

"ITS NIXON'S WAR" -- Members of UMass MOBE demonstrated in the Hatch yesterday to protest what they termed the President's

plan for ultimate victory in Southeast Asia. For complete details, see story, page three. (MDC photo by EdFenwick)

A Football Epilogue

See page eight
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Nixon Turns Back
On Public Bird
WASHINGTON (AP)—President Nixon Tuesday was given a turkey

he said he wouldn't eat. The bird showed no elation at the news: she
flapped her wings into the President's face.
To reporters witnessing the presentation in the Rose Garden there

seemed to be mutual dislike. The President stayed well back of the
agitating wings; the turkey gave the President a baleful red eyed
glare.

The turkey, 45 pounds of energy, wasgiven to the President by Lloyd
H. Peterson, president of the National Turkey Federation, Mount
Morris, 111. Also there, and helping to hold down the turkey, was Rep.
John B. Anderson, R. 111., is whose district the federation headquar-
ters is located.

When the bird began flapping her wings the President, unmindful of
the turkey's sex, asked " Has he been trained?

"

The reply was lost in the flap, flap, flap of wings that seemed more
than two feet long.

The President said he would probably eat turkey for Thanksgiving
but "not this one."
The White House is going to cook six turkeys, each 2025 pounds, and

serve them to veterans in the Washington area who are dining with the
First Family.

Giving a Thanksgiving turkey to the President has been an annual
thing for 25 years.

Peterson said the broad breasted Nicholas White will dress out at
about 35 pounds.

After the brief ceremony the President walked back to his office

pausing occasionally to look apprehensively at the dynamo of a bird
still slapping merrily away.

People's Weekend Dashed
The Campus Center Council met

to decide on a proposed People's
Weekend with free movies and free
food, and free bands last week.

The resulting rejection was
based on a lack of concrete facts

about the program, poor planning

(a contract was pending for $900
worth of films that have either

been shown this semester are
planned for next semester or are in

the University film library) and
budget problems.

TOP OF THE CAMPUS

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Dinner 5:30 - 9:00

Cabaret 9:00 • 12:00

Featuring Lynn Holoway and Peter Fink)

Club Bar opens or 4:30

SUNDAY
Buffer 4:00 • 7:00

"Closed Friday Luncheon

DAILY COLLEGIAN

WILL NOT

Be Publishing Nov. 30

All advertising for the

TUESDAY, December 1 issue

MUST BE IN

by 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 25

because of the

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS

Sip flaasi«ript*ttt0 flatlg Coll*giatt

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student union on

imversity campus, zip code 01002. Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

.sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

rimM weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

.nam penod or when a holiday tails within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub

mt ,ptionratesare$7 50 per semester, $14.00 per year.

Draft Director Outlines Method

For Evading Military Service
WASHINGTON iAP)—Deferred men with high

lottery numbers may join the 1970draft pool at the last

minute, just in time to accompany its survivors into a
low risk category, the Selective Service System an-

nounced Tuesday.
The order clears up uncertain ties about a man's

right to pick the time when he drops his deferment,
regardless of when his local board gets around to

considering his application.

Two warnings:
Only high school and college student, occupational,

agriculture, fatherhood and hardship deferments may
be dropped voluntarily while their justifying con-

ditions still exist.

And only men who received lottery numbers last

December can take advantage of the opportunity in

1970; men whose lottery numbers were drawn last

July don't face their prime exposure to the draft until

1971.

The Selective Service System already has said that

local draft boards, in 1970, may not call men holding
numbers higher than 195, as drawn in last December's
lottery.

Under the lottery plan, men who are exposed to the

draft in 1A classification and whose lottery numbers
are not reached by the end of that year step into a
lower risk category in the following year when a new
group becomes the prime target of the draft.

A man with a deferment becomes a prime target in

whatever year he losses his deferment and becomes
1A.

Previously, most draft boards considered a man
could lose a determent only by losing the conditions on
which it was originally granted.

McCormack's Aide

Voleshen Pleads Guilty
NEW YORK (AP) - Nathan

Voleshen, lawyer lobbist who
pleaded guilty to using House
Speaker John W. McCormack's
Washington office as a base for

extensive influence peddling,
received a suspended one year
prison sentence and was fined

$10,000 Tuesday.
The 72 year old Voleshen could

have received $160,000 in fines and
up to 20 years in a federal prison.

His sentence came after a

government disclosure that he has
cooperated in a new probe on
corruption.

Federal Court Judge Marvin E.

Frankel, who put Voleshen on
probation for a year and gave him
60 days to pay the fine, castigated
the long time friend of the House

speaker and termed his activities

"crimes of the utmost heinousness,
crimes that tend strongly to
corrupt the democratic process."

Voleshen, fidgeting nervously
and standing with the aid of a cane,
stood mute before the court until he
was asked if he remembered
pleading guilty last June 17 to
conspiracy and three perjury
counts.

"Yes, yes, yes," Voleshen
replied.

Voleschen also pleaded guilty
Tuesday to one court of a 21 count
separate indictment which dealt
with a scheme to defraud a
California prisoner, John W.
Hagenson, jailed for armed rob-
bery, and his wife, Janet.
To get Hagenson out of jail.

Voleshen said he promised he
would use McCormack's influence,
said he invited Mrs. Hagenson to

meet McCormack, and said he
would intercede with then Gov.
Edmund G. Brown of California.

Voleshen admitted soliciting
$10,000 from the Hagensons. He
said he told them the money would
be contributed to Brown's
reelection campaign. This was not
true, he said.

In seeking leniency for his client,

defense counsel Jules Ritholz cited
Voleshen's age, his ill health, and
his willingness to cooperate in new
investigations of corruption.
Ritholz said Voleshen was suf-
fering from aortic stenosis, a heart
condition.

Pope Paul Begins Journey
DACCA, East Pakistan (AP) -

Pope Paul VI is making a one hour
stop in the capital of storm
whipped East Pakistan early
Friday morning on his way to the

Phillippines to extend his sym-
pathy to victims of the disaster.

The Pope is expected to arrive at

1:15 in the morning. The cyclone
and tidal waves Nov. 13 left 150,000

or more dead.

Dacca, where the Pope will stop,

is about 100 miles north of the

Ganges Delta disaster area where
some 2 million survivors are
desperate for food, clothing and
shelter.

East and West Pakistan are 88.1
per cent Moslem and 10.7 percent
Hindu. Only 0.8 percent are
Christians.

Some relief was provided
Tuesday by loo British landing
craft, which delivered troops and
supplies along the devastated coast
in a major effort to reach sur-
vivors.

A flight over the area where the
British were landing revealed
thousands of human corpses
mingled with cattle carcasses
along the shore where 150 mile an
hour winds uprooted three story

tall trees. Some human movement
was seen along the shore.

Four U.S. Army helicopters went
into operation near the Bay of

Bengal coast to carry rice,
molasses, matches and salt to
island areas hitherto inaccessible
to relief.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
FROM AMHERST fOUOW RT. 9 TO WARE (APR0X.

15 MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER
MALS 1 MILE ON RT. 32. ...50, 000 SO. FT. OF SAVINGS!

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG

SAVINGS FOR GUYS'N GAL

•BELL BOTTOMS
•BODY SHIRTS

•SNEAKERS

BOOTS
EVERYTHING!

DIRT

CHEAP!
SM. OPEN Till 10 Mmal

\0
ho^LAsr

IMAGE KKIAKEK

eOUTIQU£
HK» .Main St. Athol. Mass.

HI, | _ fitlier l» Rt ttl or
HMmI SIih.Vm iii K |i\va>

Mm • I>i. 10 a.m. - 10 p m.
Vit , 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Heavy Quality Goods for
MIND and SOUL

(617) 2494802

.*>'

DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE
PHILLIP PLAZA
ROUTE 32, WARE

FREEDOM! See England in peace
for only $529. A full 30 days of
INDEPENDENT bicycle camping
-includes air fare, bicycle, 1 camp-
ing equipment. Bicycle-Campers
International. P. O. Box 13927,
Univ. Sta.. Gainesville, Fla. 32601
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Laird Defends N.Viet Invasion
Campus Reaction

Mobe Protest In Low Key
ByLINDAA.BALICKI

Staff Reporter
Denunciations of the U.S. military actions in North Vietnam as

hoaxes designed to promote the Nixon administration's true desire for
a complete military victory in Southeast Asia marked the Student
Mobilization Committee rally yesterday afternoon in the Hatch. Cold
weather forced the rally to be held inside where it was met with mild
interest by those in the Hatch.
Spokesmen for the group cited the size of the force which sought to

free the POW camp as being three battalions which they viewed as too
large a force for its intended purpose and the fact that there were no
signs of recent evacuation of the camp, as evidence for their ac-
cusations.

They contend that the administration "knew that the camp had been
evacuated as early as three weeks ago" and that the rescue of
American POWS in the camp was just an excuse for an invasion of

North Vietnam
It is also their view that the fact that remnants of two American

missiles found four miles outside of Hanoi points to the fact that the

liberation of the camp was just a pretense.
"It is definitely clear that these actions, coupled with the bombing

raids indicates that the Nixon administration desires a clear cut
military victory not only in North Vietnam but in all of Southeast Asia
as well". They went on to state that this action will invariably prolong
the war ra ther than bring it to a ny reasonable settlement.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary
of Defense Melvin R. Laird
Tuesday defended the American
raid on a North Vietnamese POW
compound as an extremely im-
portant signal that Americans "do
care about the prisoners of war."
But Senate critics, among them

Democratic Leader Mike Man-
sfield and Sen. Edmund S. Muskie,
D-Maine, said the mission - which
rescued no one - might worsen the
plight of American captives.

Muskie called it "a valiant exer-
cise in futility."

Laird appeared before the
Senate Armed Services Committee
in closed session, and agreed to

testify publicly before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
"The mission was extremely

important to show that the United
States - the people of this country -

do care about the prisoners of
war," Laird said after briefing the
Armed Services Committee.
Laird said the Friday morning *

raid caught North Vietnamese
guards and air defense systems
completely by surprise. There
were no American prisoners in the
compound.
Laird said the would be rescuers

- he did not disclose their number -

found conditions in the POW camp
extremely crude. He said "they

CAMPUS DEMONSTRATION—A student reads through a bull horn to the assembly in the Hatch

\esterday, during the MOBE's protest against the President's invasion on North Vietnam. (MDC photo

bv Kd Fen wick)

COMMUTERS

DO IT NOW
GRAB A PIECE

of the action

8 seats available in

Commuter Assembly

Nomination papers available in

Student Activities area

Due Dec. 4 - Elec. Dec 10

President Nixon

confirm our worst suspicions" as
to the conditions in which
Americans are held.

Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Miss.
chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, said the men who
planned the raid understood the

possibility that the prisoners might
be moved. Stennis said there was
no sign of a hasty departure from
the camp.
Laird said the Pentagon knows of

other POW camps, but most of

them are in populated areas of

North Vietnam, where a surprise
landing and rescue attempt would
be most difficult.

Stennis who called the raid "this

brilliant effort," refused to say
how many prisoners the camp
might have held, but said. "It

wasn't just a handful, it was more
than a more token figure."

As for the absence of any
prisoners, he said "I think the

intelligence was just as good as it

was possible for it to be."
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,

suggested the problem is not so
much failure of U.S. intelligence as
the effectiveness of Hanoi's.

The Pentagon says at least 459
Americans are held prisoner in

North Vietnam.
Laird said most of them have

been there for two to five years,

since the time of heaviest
American bombing of the Com-
munist North.

But on the Senate floor, Muskie
said compassion for the prisoners,

and opposition to the practices of

the North Vietnamese, "should not
blind us to the follies of the ad-

ministration's latest military
adventure....

"I am troubled. ..that even a
success in this instance would still

have been a failure for hundreds of

other prisoners," Muskie said,

because it further disrupts chances
for a negotiated settlement that

would free all the prisoners.

"I'm afraid that this will simply
delay the end of the war," said Sen.

George D. Aiken, R.Vt.

Laird would not say whether
there might be more POW rescue
attempts.

But Stennis said Laird had
emphasized that "this rescue
operation does not represent any
change of policy on the manner of

conducting the war."
At the Pentagon, a spokesman

said unofficial channels had ad-
vised the Defense Department of

between 6 and 17 possible
American deaths in North Viet-

namese prison camps.
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Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE I0BYSN0P

246 KING ST. (Rte 5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sat. 9-5

1969 FORD GALAXIE black 16
1968 PONTIAC LEMAN5 white 15
1968 DODGE CORONET WAGON 10
1968 MUSTANG 6 cyl. turq. 12
1967 FORD SQUIRE WAGON 14
1967 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 10
1966 FORD T-BIRD blue 8
1966 CHEVY PANEL TRUCK 8
1966 MERCURY COMET green 5'

1964 BUICK LESABRE red 6'

1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 6<

1965 DODGE CONV. black 5<

1964 FORD FALCON CONV. 51

1964 MERCURY COMET red 51

1962 CHEVY BELAIR black |j

1962 CHEVY IMPALA brown |]
1966 OPEL KADETTE parts car 1(

1966 MGB ROADSTER white 10*
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WASHINGTON—There was a shoot-out in Phoenix
last week which has national implications. The police,

taking advantage of a 'no knock" law, raided a house

where they suspected hippies had narcotics. Un-

fortunately, at the time of the raid the hippies had

moved out a and a married couple had moved in. Since

the raid took place at 1 : 30 in the morning, the husband
refused to believe the men were police and shot one.

He in turn was shot. The police sergeant said after the

raid, "It was a misunderstanding. The couple

probably felt they were defending their home against

some hippies, and the officers thought they were
fighting some criminals."

Now, opponents of the "no knock" law have always
claimed thebig dangerof it was that if the police enter

someone's home without knocking they could get shot.

Since the Constitution permits you to defend your

own home, it is possible that more policemen will be

shot than narcotics will be found.

This will make the cops uptight, and so, to protect

themselves, they'll start shooting first, and before you

know it there will be blood baths all over the country.

The reason law enforcement officials say they need

the "no knock" law is that, if they knock first, the

suspects inside the house will flush narcotics evidence
down the toilet. Only a strong "no knock" law, they

claim, can prevent anyone from dashing to the

bathroom.
This sounds reasonable but, as we have seen in

Phoenix, it can only lead to a shoot-out, because the

people inside the house can never be certain that the

people crashing into their home are policemen.

There is a solution to this problem which we think

couki satisfy the law-and-order people, as well as the

innocent home owner.

I am proposing that the "no knock" law be stricken

from the books a nd replaced with a " no flush' ' law.

This is how it would work: The police would still

have to get a warrant to enter someone's home. They
would also have to knock before entering. But if it

were a narcotics or gambling raid, they would have to

shout at the top of their voices, "This is a raid. Anyone
who flushes the toilet will be arrested."
One policeman would be stationed by the water

meter nearest the house or apartment to monitor any
fluctuation in water pressure during the raid.

When the police enter the apartment, they will have
the authority to check the bathrooms. If anyone
flushes during the raid, he will be assumed to have
committed a crime, and this evidence will be accepted
by the court as prima-facie evidence of guilt.

The "no flush" law may be considered by civil

libertarians as an invasion of privacy, but it is cer-
tainly more acceptable than a "no knock" law, and
safer, too.

I made this suggestion at the annual meeting of the
American Bar Assn. in St. Louis in a speech last

summer, but they only laughed at me.
So I've decided to take my case to the public. Would

you rather have the police crash in on you at 1 o'clock

in the morning without warning? Or would you rather
first hear a knock on the door and give up your
bathroom privileges while they're searching through
your home?

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel
HEADLINES OF THE WEEK THAT WAS: From

The Vidette of Northern Illinois U. comes this one:
Braless Dance: Answer to Apathy?"
While the Univ. of South Florida Oracle made the

page one announcement that "Language Group Hears
Deer

"

It's all a matter of taste.
• • * • •

THE TOUCHABLES with the growth of the campi,
it is inevitable that the temptations should increase,
too.

So it came to pass that, according to the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee POST, coeds are no longer
safe even in their own dormitories. Seems that six

girls have charged they were "indecently touched"
during a disturbance by several teenage males who
also shouted obscenities.

Home was never like this.
*****

MORE ON BOMBS. ..At Mankato (Minn) State, the
Student Senate is offering a $400 reward to bounty
hunters who may help in the arrest and conviction of
Iximb threats.

They didn't waste any time in reacting. There have
been only three (3) threats on the campus.

*****

\ NEW HITCH ON UNDERGRADE. ..The prexy of
Ihe University of California System is plumping for
reforms in undergraduate education
According to the Daily ( alifornian, "Because of the

greater emphasis on teaching and education, rather
than research, his statement seems certain to incur
some objections from the faculty."
Aiming for a Fall 1971 implementation, President

(harles Hitch asks that Each campus must act to
ensure that undergraduate students receive education
of the highest possible quality...The University," he
cautioned the chancellors of each campus in

California, "now needs to give renewed attention to

inequality of its programs for undergraduates There

must be greater commitment of faculty of all ranks to

the instruction of undergraduate students."
To which we say, "Right On."

*****

AGE OE AQUARIUS is "in", witness this want ad in a
recent Vanguard of Portland (Ore) State U.
"Hey Roommates: (girls only). Need a pad? Come

join us. Large house. Space, privacy, bus lines. Libra,
Gemini and others. Liberal but not raggedy. Fun
place See Kaye in Psych office."

Irresistible.
• * » • •

STUDENT UNION IS GAY at UCa 11-Riverside, ac
cording to the Highlander A dispatch by Reporter
Dennis Cassidy says, "There is now a bona fide
homephile organization at the disgustingly apathetic
campus at UCR. This is, my fellow students, an
organization that caters specifically and exclusively
to the vastly different needs of the homosexual
students. It is inconspicuously called the Gay Student
Union.. .What's in a name, anyway?"
What, indeed''

* • ••»

THINK—YOU—GOT—TROUBLES—DEPARTMFNT.
A student at Columbia Basin College in Pasco.

Wash, says a letter he mailed in a College envelope
was returned unmailed and opened because "It is the
policy of the school to open and read outgoing student
mail, if the letter is enclosed in an official CBC en-
velope, and if it has a student's name and address over
the CBC return address."
We read about it in The Collegiate.

*****
FINAL ITEM from the campus press comes from the
Denver Clarion. Their headline for a three-column
story read,

Washington Doctors Find
LSD Leads to Girl Babies

Ya hear, O Women's Lib?

Ed Bryant

Why This IsA Short Column

-" > r*-ff -« S. /-O «^A

Good morning. Are you really still on campus? Most
everyone else left yesterday. In any case, I'm glad
you're still here. How is/was your breakfast/ lunch?
Oh well tomorrow's Thanksgiving, and Momma will

fix you right up.

I was going to have a long column today. I even had
it written, but this is a short week. This guy Buchwald,
he always has his column in on time. His stuff is pretty
consistent, and for some reason we never get any
complaints about his columns, except from some of

our other columnists who want to get paid Art Buch-
wald salary. The only problem is that he brings his

column in typed at seventy-five spaces, and as every
Collegian reader knows, Art Buchwald "must be
typewritten, double-spaced, and at sixty spaces to a

line." Same as a Letter to the Editor. But Art has a

mind of his own, and he's dependable, so we let him
get away with it. I mean even Lou has his faults.

So, since Art usually runs on Thursday and today's

the last paper this week, I thought I'd let him see his

name in print once more before the week ended. I

wanted Art Buchwald to have a Happy Thanksgiving
too. Happy Thanksgiving, Art
So I put Art up top, and under him I put Tony

Granite. Tony is as dependable as Art. He only comes
in once a week, but he comes in at sixty spaces. Tony,
as the reader well knows, has his finger on the pulse of
colleges and universities across America. As a day
editor, it's nice to have a columnist with his finger on
the national student pulse Among other things I can
tell who has speed, and where.

Besides all that, Tony is a busy man, and I truly
appreciate his writing a Wednesday Column for me.
So I put Tony under Art Buchwald. Happy
Thanksgiving, Tony.
How everyone in the office wants me to wish them

Happy Thanksgiving. Happy Thanksgiving, Mark,
Anne, Dave, Ed, Earle, Sully, and Metawampe. Now I

can print my column for today.
Happy Thanksgiving, reader. You've earned it.

Peace.

Campus Comment

Bad Lights Kill
To the Editor

:

Last Thursday evening our roommate was killed. He was struck by a
car on Commonwealth Avenue. Thursday evening was wet and rainy and
supposedly the car that struck him was speeding. We would like to make
the following statement: we feel that it is the University and not the in-
dividual driver, whether he was speeding or not, who is responsible for
Fred's death. Commonwealth Avenue is ill-lit, poorly paved and poorly
placed. Like all the roads that go through campus Commonwealth is a
hazard: our campus should not have two major roads going through it

and a poorly planned, badly lit third road circling it. Besides the im-
mediate necessity to properly light the area where Fred was hit, we
would like to propose that some alternative means of transportation be
provided for those members of our University that live off-campus.
Parking areas should be located far from campus to lessen the direct
chance of tragedy and bus service from these parking lots should be
provided for those students, faculty and staff that need to drive to cam-
pus. There is no reason to have this volume of traffic going through our
campus every day. There is no reason to have three roads going through
campus. There was no reason for Fred's death besides lack of planning
and thought on the part of the University. Let us not risk another tragedy.

JAN ROSENBERG
Grad. Student, sociology

DAVID ROSNER
Grad Student, Department of Public Health

(ednote: Commonwealth Avenue is the road which runs by Boyden.)

"And I heard him exclaim, as he ran out of gin,

Happy Thanksgiving to all; The Lions better win."

Letter From Kent State

(ed note: Tom Lough is a professor at Kent State University, and one of
Ihe Kent 25. He sent the following letter to Howard Gadlin.

Dear Howard:
Thanks for your phone call on the idea of I Mass providing sanc-

tuary for the indictees. I talked this over with people here, and the
conscensus is that the 22 of us who have now been arraigned are
committed to an open, legal battle, and the other three have ap-
parently found sanctuary elsewhere. But thanks for the offer.

What we need is money. As you know, legal justice is the luxury of
the rich, and none of us is. Furthermore, although most of us will

probably be a quitted once the cases are tried outside of Ohio, and
perhaps once outside of Portage county, the cost of trials and appeals
will probably run into six figures. And it may take as long as five

years.

Contributions should be made to the Kent Legal Defense Fund, Inc.,

P.O. Box 1 16, Kent, Ohio, 44240, and my personal preference is that a
note be attached which specifies that the contribution is for the legal
fees of those indicted. It turns out that some of the costs of litigation

are immediate, while the legal fees come later. The way the fund is

now set up, it is being used first-come-first-served, and my worry is

that the fund will not be able to cover legal fees when that time comes.

We also need political support. It is an important case here, which
concerns academic freedom and the rights of dissent everywhere. The
indictments were not of 25 people, but of The American University. Im singled out not for inciting to riot (however that might be con-
strued, I did not do it > but because I am a visible symbol of free dissent
in the classroom and on campus.

(Parenthetically, I am not mum ot a radical, and as for being a

"trouble-maker," all of my efforts have been within the "system."
The troubles I have made have been minor ones to which the system
has accommodated (and thus reformed). Which is to say that the thing

that has happened to me can happen to anyone who is not completely
orthodox.)

Kepression does not happen all at once. As the movie of that title

puts it, "The seasons change," and people come and go, but the forces

of bigotry gradually gain footholds here and there, on some days but

not others, until the whole society has moved a noticeable and perhaps

unretraceable step away from freedom. The Kent State indictments

are symptoms of the ways in which universities are being attacked

everywhere. But our case is so blatant that it can and should serve as a

rallying point for us and others, and as a signal that we must all take

the offense. Our lawyers are beginning that offense now in the Federal

as well as the local courts, and they must be supported. But there is

also a need for political support, nation-wide, in the form of students

and faculty who self-consciously realize and exercise their rights.

Until and unless that happens, what happened to the Kent State 25 will

be repeated more and more frequently, and less and less revocably.

Perhaps I repeat the obvious, but the situation here has made me
very much aware that freedom presupposes continual conflict: it is

never won. and each generation has to fight for it all over again. Any

generation that stops fighting for it may also lose it for future

generations. And freedom is the freedom to dissent and to disagree

with those in power. As I.F. Stone notes, you are free to agree openly

with the government everyplace, including Haiti, Angola, etc.

I think that's what the Kent State 25 is all about. (For your further

informaton. I enclose some materials on the factual aspects of our

situation here.)

Sincerely,

Thomas S. Lough

Loser of Contest No. 5

What price glory?

The turkey above sensed his eminent doom, but, like all turkeys,

sought to immortalize himself before dying. He tried to paint "Free
the Turkey Ten! !

!

" on Herter Hall, but he didn't have any hanos, so

that failed. He swam all day on the Campus Pond Tuesday, but when
his photo was brought in, it was dismissed by the managing editor

who said, "This is not a muskrat." He next tried the poetry page, but

found that there would be none this Friday. In desperation, he sub-

mitted his poem and his picture to contest #5. We told him he would
indeed be immortalized. This, we thought surely, would cheer him
up. But he left, looking sad, saying, "I'm in a lot of trouble."

I am a turkey. I admit it; I hold

no glorious and perverted image of

myself. I am a turkey. Complete

with the plumage of my army

jacket, my dungarees, my UMass

notebook and my bic pen. I am a

turkey. Much of my speech is

garble I make a lot of noise and

often speak only for the sake of the

Holy Rhetoric with little regard for

the substance of my mumblings.

1 am a turkey. I run around in a

simple existence, worring about

matters of importance only to my

own individual turkey coop here in

the Pioneer Valley. I don't really

care about the great problems

outside of the State farm. Sure, I

worry about everything I'm

supposed to, like the war and

repression and genocide. But I find

it hard to devote total con-

centration to these far away

worries.

I am a turkey and tomorrow is

Thanksgiving. The hunters will be

coming soon. They will move on to

the State farm, shoot me and then

devour my remains.

Winner of Contest No. 5

"Go back, the bridge is closed." warns the sign by South College. Yes, folks, a flood of humanity has
hit Amherst, and since there are no banks to reinforce, they're building a library instead. The people
conditions are still listed as hazardous, although the MDC weatherman informs us that there will be a
three day ebb before the tidal wave returns. So UMass will be calm until Monday, "when human voices
wake us, and we drown."

I
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New WMUA Schedule

Features Night Music
For the late-night listener, music

occupies thell:15-3:00a.m. spot on
WMUA. These shows tend to

feature good music and a little bit

of the unordinary. So if you're up
studying or doing something
constructive (perhaps getting a

black lite tan), tune in and hear the

latest in music.

On the weekends, WMUA con-

tinues its Coffee on Campus
beginning at 6:30 in the morning.
At 9: 00, and lasting until noon, folk

music is featured. Three hours of

music follow up the folk show.

Then, at 3:00, it's more music to fill

your Saturday afternoon. At 6:00,

there's a half-hour of news to let

you know what's been happening

throughout the day. Then it's back
to music again, lasting until 11:00,

when the late night news rolls

along. Finishing off the night, it's

music once more beginning at
11:15 and lasting until 3:00 a.m.
Sunday starts off at 10:00 with

classics for the serious minded
music lover. Eight hours of

classics later, the 6: 00 report keeps
the university up to date on the

day'sevents. From 6:30 -9:30, it's

music time again. Then, at 9:30 -

10:00 Hank Tracy reports on the
Senate's activities, at 10:00, Ken
Horseman and Dave Melvin
conduct Sports Talk for the sports
fans of the campus.

BEST BUY ANYWHERE

MDC Classifieds Miss Nancy Ferraro, a freshman studying wood science and
technology at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, is the
winner of the 1970 New England Kiln Drying Association Scholarship
(NEKDA).

w
CINEMA 3 — HELD OVER! 5th Week!

CATCII-22
IS QUITE SIMPLY,

& THE BEST AMERICAN FILM

* I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!" -:77£T

"ITS ONE HELL OF A FILM' A
COLD. SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMLUY' -8'uce Williamson PlAVBOv

"CATCH 22' says many things

that need to be said again and
again 1 Alan Arkin's perform-
ance as Yossanan is great 1

"

-Josepn Mo'gensfe'n NCWSWffK

\ •

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM

ALMIARKIRI

JKMffUH > <pK

MM '. 8A1SJUM fUCH«R! -iJIGMH

Ml '. : .\.m;h 'n ORSON WfllES 1 '

MCHIITWHVJOIS » v . ..... .

'OWI BUCKIttW ntKNHMI IVHOVWMS MUUWlSS
fVUft 61 OlCllltMV WMI)tfD8> JOHUCAUIY tMARntHMMMH

- .-m«M •« * Mil -,_•>.!»*'• •»'.*•«

Nightly

Off

7 & 9:15

i OmnpusT
^/ 256-6411 ^

AMHERSTHADLEY LINF^

Sun.

Mat.
at 2

Thanksgiving Day

Top of the Campus Restaurant

Campus Center 11th Floor
12 noon 7 p.m.

Roast Tom Turkev
complete dinner $3.25

children ten and under Vi price

children two and under free

Plus u complete holiday menu

Reservations ttrv not necessary. However reservations
will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on Nov. IS, 15)70. Please
call 54.VIMU.

Wood Tech
Prof Honored

Dr. Harold B. Gatslick,
Professor of wood science and
technology at UMass was honored
at the recent fall meeting of the

New England Kiln Drying
Association (NEKDA).
Secretary and treasurer of NEK-

DA for over twelve years, Gatslick

was presented with an engraved
plaque and a life-membership in

the association, which is devoted to

promoting better wood drying and
manufacturing practices in the

forest products industry.

He was influential in establishing

the J. Harry Rich Memorial
Scholarship Fund.
The 1970 Rich Award was

presented to Daniel J. Buckley, a
student in the wood science
program at the University. In
addition to a certificate of
recognition, the association
awards a $500 scholarship. The
Swansea senior was the 1969-70

recipient of the Outstanding Junior
in Wood Technology Award.
Miss Nancy Ferraro, also a

student at UMass. was awarded an
industrial scholarship designed for

beginning students in wood
technology or wood utilization

programs at a New England
school. Miss Ferraro, a freshman
from Somerset, New Jersey,
received a $250 scholarship and a

certificate of recognition.

Parking Ban

Begins Dec.1
The annual winter season ban on

all-night parking will become
effective on December 1, 1970.

Under this regulation cars parked
on any Amherst street after 2 a.m.
are liable to towing at the owner's
expense. This ban on overnight
parking will be in effect for the

entire PERIOD December 1

through March 21, 1971 regardless
of snow and ice conditions. In

addition to the ban on all-night

parking, vehicles may be towed
away at any time, day or night, if

they impede or interfere with the

plowing and removal of ice or snow
or if illegaDy parked.

In order to provide off-street

overnight parking areas during the
no-parking ban, the town will allow

cars to park overnight on three

public parking areas; the Amity
Street Parking Area, the Lincoln
Lot off Main Street, and the Pray
Street Parking Lot. Vehicles may-
park overnight only on these lots

without charge. Because vehicles

are to be allowed to park on these

lots overnight, it will not be
possible to plow and remove snow
from these areas as quickly as
from other public parking areas.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

or two rooms please. Call Nestor 8-lfi-

1029 evenings. tflll-?9

Iloneer, Teavc, Garrard, PC A*fc-«,
n-lirr, TDK, cassette and open reel

t<»iM-. standard radio, I tab. speaker*.
LPs, H track and other necessities.
tintierst Audio. tflt-T»

>lii."> value for SI ;."i. Itranil m-tt

Kwctmri Itlne >lnr ".ki*. net»r nx-il

Mill iii wrapper*, (nil tVilliuiii-lniri:

:««; r;i tfii-;.-»

FOR RENT

tafts for ln.liil«>»: Kiii|c«. hrim-
lets, choker*, ••nrrini:*, pin-., Berk-
la<r. — nil in at) lHllg (.ilver. II.mil

minlr to >our nril.-r \ cry low pri. .«.

too Cull •.".W-'.Ml" iit1.Tni.on-. week-
end*, niirht". ll-IH-.T) 1 ;-.'-!>

~FOI SALE — AUTOS

L

1MB. Olilsmot.il.' rutin** "9",
power NteerinE. four on the floor,

two door, ru.iiti four Mandard
tire*, pin* *n.m tirew, low mlle-
rnre tail Itt-TOMBM after 6.

tfll-?3

'tiH VH iiiilniiiiilir, sunroof, excel-
lent condition Call fXi.V35" after
5:«M» p.m. tfll-'25

'«. \ W new rebuilt engine, inte-
rior liodj .mil me. huiiirsll.v new, e\-
.elleiit for person who wants to keep
.lire for lone time hut can't afford
new one. Ile*t offer. (W)753. tflt-tS

""miscellaneous
For Kent: Chalet at Klllimrton,

iivullaMe for intrr»i'**lon wk. J.'HHI

sleeps 10 fall MM9I4. Also: 1 pr.

I lend Slaloms 205 cm. u*ed 10 times
tt::> with murker*. Ski hoots, !>' :..

m.voo tn.'-.i

APARTMENT WANTED
tiwirluiriit neeiled for Jan nary, one

X va 1 1 a hie Dec. I — one hedroom
apt., So Derrflrld. $100 Stove, re-
frl g. 665-i«57 tfH-ga

Furnished room, kitchen privileges,
.".'_• miles from I Ma** See us after-
noons or eves, 110 Bay Kd , Hartley

IfI'M
Suhlet Pnffton — one bedroom for

Dec. 1 Call 549-6154. tfll-gn

One hedroom furnished apt. for
rent, utilities Included. Call OfiS-KM*
nights. tfll-2S

**inKle room with Karaite, near
Campus, available January. Low
rein to *tudent with car in return
for \teekl> transportation to cro-
• ery etc. and minor mill job*. Call
,'.-.:<-r.;n»

1 1 1
>-

.1

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL — Kt. 5, Whate-

l.v MMMfc November 1 - March 31:
4 peo|ile $100; 1 person $75 month

tel, tips, breakfasts, gourmet din-
ners. For more info call Adrlenne
(.loss 646-73.13. tfll-2»

Repair Your Own Cor
Tremendous savings on plnrs,

points, regolators, wiper blades,
headlamps, oil treatments. Mala Dis-
count Dept. Store, Kt. 32, Phllli
Pla«a, Ware. Open nlfhts til 10.

11-,'.

PAINTS! PAINTS!
AU top quality latex, vinyl and

oil base paint at less than half
price. Paint an enUre room for less
than $5.00. Mais Discount Dept.
Store. Bt. 32. Philip Plaza, Ware.
Open niehts til 10. Il-tt

HELP WANTED
I UMass Prof* need intellieeiil. re-

liable girl/woman to care for their
.'t-.vear old son and housework, 5 af-
ternoons per wk till June. Student
wife? Call 253-5874 tf12-1

SERVICES PERSONAL
Amherst Aodlo service* stereo <*»>-

ponents, tape decks for home or ear,
1!>7 No. Pleasant 8t. 286-3133.

tra-n
'super slinky (.uitar Strings, Dar-

io F,\-l.ite. etc. fiuitars: 11's and
•i. ntion and *teel. Call our man.
lint* Mason. (Mf>MM) for detail*

and st'inus, etc. 11-25

Ya know Dipper it's hard to play
20 questions by myself. 11-25

TRAVEL
Itermiida for le«« — spring vaca-

tii.n *;;!», Inclm'. let. Sunset Ho-

New Sugorloof Apts.
IN SrVDEBLAND, 2 bedroom*,
.arpetinr, self-cleanimt stove,

frostfree refrigerator, air condi-

tioning, utilities included. $IR5

mo. I,ea*e until August 31st. or

longer Sklbiski Realtor*. Rte
tors,. Rte llfl. Sunderland. Tel

•aa-nxs. trn: •

p
—

7

1 AMHERST |

Ample Parking
2nd Big Week

Evenings
6:40 x 9:00

IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH
!"

-Judith Crist

"**** BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,

BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"
-Kathleen Carroll. New York Daily News

Matinee 1:30 on Thursday - Saturday - Sunday

LATE FLICK — THIS FRIDAY AT 11:30 PM

THE RIBALD TALES OF

RiBfNHOOD
HiS LUSTY MEN i BAWDY WENCHES

I
NOT PART OF REG FRI PROGRAM - ADULTS ONLY
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Ecology First Slated

For UMass In June

John R. King, Professor of Music at UMass, will present an organ recital Monday, November 30, at 8

p.m. in the Hellen Hills Hills Chapel, Smith College. The program will include works by Bach, Handel,
Mozart, Hindemith, and Krenek.

The first international sym-
posium to discuss the ecology of

rivers and the impact of man on
the great river systems will be held

June 20 through 23, 1971, at UMass,
sponsored by the Northeastern
Division of the American Fisheries

Society.

Scientists from many parts of the

world will discuss some of the

great river systems of the world --

the Nile, the Thames, the Volga,

and in the U.S. the Columbia, the

Delaware, the Illinois and the

Wisconsin. Each will be reviewed
as a case history in the light of past

and present uses.

The purpose is to bring together

scientists who have a particular

knowledge of rivers as biological

and physical systems and to

synthesize this knowledge into

concepts of river ecology that will

Crossword Puzzle

suggest directions and designs for

future management.
Symposium chairman is Dr

Robert A. Jones, fishery biologist

with the Connecticut State Board of

Fisheries and Game. Others
taking part include such leading

scientists as Dr. Kenneth Mann of

the Bedford Institute of

Oceanography in Nova Scotia, who
will describe the Thames, Dr. John
Bardach of the University of

Michigan, and Dr. R.S.A.
Beauchamp of England's Central
Electric Generating Board, who
will discuss heat effects on river

systems.

Further information is available
from Christopher Percy, executive
director of the Connecticut River
Watershed Council, Box 89,

Greenfield, Mass. 01301.

Tuesday through Friday of

next week the Urban Education

Center of the School of

Education will hold counseling

outside rooms 211-213. The

Urban Education Counseling

Center was omitted in a

description of the education

counseling program which

appeared in yesterday's MDC.

Notices
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
There will be a club meeting Tuesday. Dec.

1st at 7 30 in the Campus Center (Room to be

announced)

CENTRAL AREA
TALENT SHOW — Last chance! All in

terested people meeting Monday night, Nov
30th from 9: 30 11 p.m m B 11 Wheeler House

For information call Mike Roberts 6 9397

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Nomeetmg tonight! BUT there is a meeting

Monday nite Nov 301ti at 7 30 p. m Topics

Radio Navigation and Radio Procedures

ENG DEPT UNDERGRAD COUNCIL
Educ. will meet Monday, Nov 30tti m

Memorial Hall at 6:30 p.m.

HISTORY MAJORS

It you need help or have questions con

cerning history courses for next semester,

there will be history students available to

answer your questions next week in 7th Floor

Lounge of Herter from 11 1 p.m and 7 4 p m

PHYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Dr Emar Siqueland, Assoc Prof of

Psychology at Brown Univ will bespeaking on

"Biological and Experimental Determinants

of Exploration in Infancy", Monday, Nov 30tti

at 4:30 p m in Herter 231 Coffee at 4 p.m in

Bartlett 35.

STUDENT SENATE BUS
Bus Reconditioning Persons interested in

working Fri and Sat. on reconditioning the

Student Senate bus please call 549 6184

USCC
There will bea meeting for all members and

other interested persons on Sunday, Nov 29th.

at 8 p m in the Colonial Lounge.

LOST
A pair of brown framed glasses last Friday,

probably in Herter Please return to S U. Lost

8. Found

A red wool crocheted hat lost either in Hatch

or Lib. Please return to SueQuinlan 253 9048

Keep trying.

FOUND
A VW carkey found in the parking lot by the

Infirmary on Monday, Nov 22nd. Pick up in

the Lost 8. Found or S.U

ENGAGEMENTS
Nancy Spilman, '71 of Puffton village to

Rick Kelleher 73 of Phi Mu Delta

Janet Cook, '71 of Westbrook College to

Robert Jones '71 of Brett House.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WkEK

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR

Capricorn person* have deep need
for affection. They don't alwaya raak«
thla obvloua — In fact, they can haw
a cold exterior. But natives of tli,-,

zodiacal ulin find fuinilment onH
<vhen love is preaesnt. Affection, un-
derstanding and love can actuals
clianae the physical appearance of Ca-
pricorn, to aay nothlnr of mental aot-

look. Some famous Capricorn person-.

include Steve Allen Ava Gardner and
I nines Earl Jones.
ARIES (Mnrch 21 - April 19): Activ-

ity centers on legal affairs, marriac •,

partnerships. Some around you IN
apt to be pugnacious. A relational! p
could end if too many harsh words or*
permitted. Accent self-restraint.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20):
Headstrong actions could alienate co-

worker associate. Obtain hint from
Aries message. Bo receptive to net*

Ideas. Trying to hang on to out modi.)
methods could bo costly error.
GEMINI (May 21 • Juno 20): T.,u

are gratified to receive meaningful
compliment. One who did beat about
the bush makes declaration of feel-

ing*. Intentions. Tour own instinct-

will provide response,
CANCER (June 21 - July 22) : Prac-

tical issues surface. Tou can hand I.

die them. Key is to have alternative

methods at hand. Depending wholly
on on* person — or procedure —
would not be wise. Act accordingly.
LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22) : Light

touch ia advocated. Avoid being too
fixed In ways. One you admlro de-

nerves special consideration. Keep
communication lines open. Write, call
— express your feelings.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Dis-
cuss financial matters with mate,
business partner or close associate.
Someone may bo trying to maneuver
you Into uncomfortable position. Stand
tall for principles.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Cycle
Is high but avoid taking unnecessary
risks. Specifically, cut down on driv-
ing where possible. Excess speed now
creates problems. Mats or partner l«

apt to be unusually aggresstvo.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Tou

may feel somewhat confined. Ridt
with the tide. Don't neglect your own
health requirements. One who makes
unuaual emotional demands may not
have your best Interest at heart.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 • Dec. 21):

Activate hopes and wishes. Mean*
*tart doing something solid to fulftn
desires. Member of opposite sex piny*
prominent role. Permit creative force*
to flow.

CAPRICORN (Doc. 22 - Jan. 19)-

Accent on clvlo duties, profession!
obligations. Many look to you aa ex-

ample. Set pace toward cherlshc 1

goal. Tour appeal becomes evident.

Thero also are added responsibilities.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 • Feb. 18)
Travel Is spotlighted. How you relate
to neighbors and relatives playa Im-
portant role. Remember to aend be-'

wishes or anniversary gift. Tou are
concerned with projects at a distance
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Ob-

tain hint from Virgo mesage. Guar.

I

valuables. Means don't take for grant-
ed that othera are familiar with nec-
essary procedures. Hunch could pav
dividends.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BRTHD.W

you tend to be Introspective. What
you reveal on the outside Is not wh ..t

you may actually feel. Tou aro con-
nected with Justice, law and politic.!
activity. If recently married, problem
faced are now due to dissolve, if
single, financial barrier la remove:
Tou may be headed for altar.
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Things done

5 Temptation

9 Resort

12 Weaving
machine

13 Opera by
Verdi

14-Torrid

15-Printer's

measure

16 Makes lace

18 Conjunction

20 Conjunction

22 Warning signal

24 Animals' coats

2/ Mark left by

wound
29 Appear

31 Babylonian
god

32 Wearies

34 Projecting

tooth

36 Greek letter

37 Remained at

ease

39 Looked fixedly

41 Indefinite

article

42 Mix

44 Extra

45-Frozen water
47 Sow
49 Poses for

portrait

50-One following

52 Winter vehicle

54 Note of scale

55 Soft food

57 Landed
59-Preposition

61 Exist

63 Greek letter

65-Monster
67 Yellow ocher
68 Playing card

69-Food program

DOWN

1 -Beverage

2 Sense of moral
goodness of

one's own
conduct

3-Preposition

4 Danish land

division

5-lessens

6 Passageways

7-Cypnnoid fish

8 Sunbu n

9 Bush
10 River in Italy

11 Near
1 7 Hebrew month
19 Preposition

21 Paddles
23 Part of camera
25 List of dramas
26Skids
27-Exert to the

utmost
28 Soaks
30 Small rugs
33Places
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35-Openings
38 Expires

40-Foray
43 Tell

46 Dismiss
48 Procrastination

51 Symbol for

tantalum
53 Roman gods

56 -Fruit seed

58 Bushy clump
60 Openwork fabric

61 -Conjunction

62 A state (abbr.)

64 Conjunction
66 Enlisted man

(colloq.)
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t'MASS DEFENSIVE MEMBERS RUSS WOOD (79) AND BILL
DEKLAVIO (78) CONVERGE ON A RHODY RUNNER. (MDC
Photo by Rich Mclntyre)

70 UM Grid Action

PATSCAVONE (20) SWEEPS BEHIND A BIG BLOCK BY BOB
PEW (»i8) AS A I ( OWN PLAYER TRIES TO DRAG HIM DOWN
iMDC Photo bv (iarv Slickman)

DICK CUMMINGS (30) TRIED TO ADVANCE THE BALL
AGAINST THE GREAT DARTMOUTH DEFENSE. (MDC photo by

Gary Slickman)

Wrapping Up Football ...

Character and Redmen
GoTogetherlnl970

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

"When you consider the intangibles, it really wasn't a losing season", remarked a quiet head coach

Vic Fusia when he was asked to generalize about the UMass football season just completed last

Saturday.

Recordwise it was a losing

season for the Redmen, who wound
up with a 4-5-1 mark when they

dropped their last game to mighty

Boston College, 21-10.

It was a season that saw UMass
win its first game, lose its next

four, tie its next one, win three in a

row, and drop the capper.

Fusia added to his summation of

the campaign, "I had great ex-

pectations of this club in early

practice, but we suffered many
heartaches during spring practice

and during the summer. I don't

know what effect it had on the club

but it had some."
The coach has tried to pick this

season apart and find an answer to

why his team lost five games,
making it the second Fusia-

coached squad in ten years to have
a losing record. He commented,
"When you dit down and try to

analyze the whole year, you can't

put your finger on any one thing;

it's a combination of things."

And, it's a darn shame that this

football team will always have to

bear the label of a loser. And
there's a reason for saying this.

The reason does not lie in the

statement, "They got gipped
against Buffalo and B.U., with just

a little bit of luck, they should have
won these games easily. And
Connecticut, wow did they ever

luck out to tie us, we really

deserved to win that one." No, the

real reason the 1970 UMass team
deserves to be a winner does not

come from statements like that.

That kind of a quip is more a

rationalization than a reason,

although it does contain some
constructive thought.

But there's a bigger reason

Thinking back to what Fusia said

about the intangibles, one should

dwell a while on one of those in-

tangibles, team character. It was
the Redmen's team character that

sets it apart from teams that

usually fall into the loser category.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY
All recreational activity at Boyden
Building and related facilities will

cease starting this morning and
will not resume its normal
schedule until Monday morning,
Nov. 30, because of the
Thanksgiving holiday

* • * * »

Fusia says it best, "Oh! This

team was all character! There

were several occasions when this

could have been a winless year, but

never once did those who remained

try to take the easy way out.

"Never once was there the

lockerroom lawyeV. I think the

worst thing any individual can

manifest is self-pity, and this

never occured. As a team, and as

individuals, if we work toward this

psychological move (self-pity),

downfall is inevitable.

"This certainly is a team, and

individuals, with character."

Character. The 1970 Redman
football team. They go together.

Fusia took time to talk about

more specific aspects of the UMass
team. He had one concise com-

tatig toU*§ten

Sfl&tU
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ment to make about the year-long

performance of the defense, "Wish
it were possible to put it in bronze."
He chatted a little bit on the

offense and concluded. "I thought
they came around very nicely."

As to the best game he thought
his club played all fall, he pointed

to two of them and the choices were
obvious, "it had to be the BC game
and the Dartmouth game, without
a doubt two of the best teams in the

Sports Notices
HOCKEY WRITE-UP - Last

night's hockey game, UMass vs.

Lowell Tech. , will not be written up
in today's Collegian, rather all the
results will be printed in Dec. l's

issue.
*****

QB CLUB LUNCHEON - The
UMass Redmen Quarterback Club
will conclude its series of lun-

East...we had fine performances
(against them)." Against these

two powers, Fusia felt that what
hurt the Redmen most was "our
own errors at the most critical

times., and this is what dogged us

all year."

About the leadership per-

formance given by co-captain John
Farrelly, coach Fusia reiterated

something he had said on Monday
night at a team affair, "A real man
grows with responsibility, and he

just grew to a man of ten feet tall.

John is one of the finest captains

I've ever been associated with. He
just grew with responsibility."

And so, as journalists are prone

to say, that just about wraps things

up. The story of the season can

best be found in a person like Pat

Scavone, senior halfback of the

Redmen. It was written before

but, before the second half of last

Saturday's game against BC, this

guy realized that he was going out

to play his last game in a Redman
uniform, and that as a senior

member of the UMass team, it

would take great efforts by guys

like himself to upset that Eagle and
reward themselves with a winning

season. Otherwise, they get tagged

4 5-1

Scavone's comment to his coach
at that time: I'm going out there

and give the best 30 minutes of my
life." He did. others did. The
Eagle was just too much. The
season came to an end. 21-10. The
Redmen were supposed to get

routed. They didn't They didn't.

But they still ended up 4-5- i No self

pity among the members of this

squad. They have character that

they can pass on to another year.

Thev'll be back.

cheons today at the Newman
Center at 12: 15 p.m. A film of the

\ Mass Boston College football

game will be shown along with a

narration by head coach Vic Fusia.

Also featured will be the awards
given to the outstanding Redman
offensive and defensive players

against BC. There will be a door

prize.

Impressive Debut For Mermaids
The UMass Women's Swim

Team had its first competition

Saturday at the third annual
Albany Invitational Swim Meet.
The UMass effort was accented by
some fine individual and team
performances.

Outstanding swimmer for the

UMass team was Joy Yoder, who
set a new pool record in the 100

yard freestyle with a time of 1 :03.9,

and captured another first in the 50

sPOtftS
NEW YORK (AP) - Thurman

Munson of the New York Yankees

was named the American League's

1970 Rookie of the Year Tuesday by

a landslide margin, becoming the

first catcher ever to win the award.

Munson, a stocky line drive

hitter following in the footsteps of

former Yankee catching greats

Bill Dickey. Yogi Berra and Elston

Howard, received all but one vote

yard freestyle event.

Cyn Erwin, newly elected team
captain, took second place in the

100 yard back stroke and third in

the individual medley. Also
placing were Nancy Tysienski,
Diane Kearney and Robin Betts.

Janice Brack, Janet Manning,
Claire Briana and Evelyn Huskins
also participated, as UMass placed
fifth in the field of nine competing
schools.

The team will compete next in a
dual meet with Springfield College
at the Women's Physical
Education (WOPE) pool on
December 3. Anyone interested in

assisting, timers, etc. will be
needed and should contact Miss
Reed at the women's physical
education building. All are invited
to attend at the WOPE pool.

ap— ShorT'Es
from a 24 man committee of the
Baseball Writers Association of

America.
Outfielder Roy Foster of the

Cleveland Indians got the other
vote.

* • • * •

NEW YORK (AP) - Jim
Plunkett, Stanford's record
breaking quarterback who needed
government loans the last three

years to stay in school but turned
down a lucrative pro contract a
year ago to help his team win a
championship, won the Heisman
Trophy Tuesday.
Plunkett is a 6 foot 3, 210 pounder

from San Jose, Calif., who
smashed the all time college total

offense and pass yardage career
records this season in leading
Stanford to an 8-3 record.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Cloudy, chance of
rain, high's in the
40's.
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Thanksgiving Security

Measures Effective
See page three

ON THE INSIDE:

MDC Takes A Look At Snow

CAS Sponsors Counseling

MDC Sports Special

See page 24

See page 24

See pages 5 through 21

NOT TOO MUCH CAN BE SAID about this. It really speaks for itself. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt).
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A Ryan Named PA Czar
Joseph A. Ryan, a journalist-broadcaster with more

than 20 years experience in communications and
community relations, has been named director of

public affairs for the University.

Appointment to the newly-created position was
announced by UMass President Robert C. Wood. Mr.
Ryan joins the University staff Dec. 7 from WBZ-TV
(Ch-4), Boston, where he has served as press and
public relations director since 1959.

As director of public affairs, Mr. Ryan will be
responsible for developing and improving University

relations with its several publics; directing com-
munication and interpretation of its purpose; and
coordinating individual campus activity in these

areas.

Mr. Ryan began in journalism as a student

correspondent while attending Boston College. He has

been a news, sports and feature writer for the former
Boston Post; the (Boston) Pilot, the nation's oldest

Catholic weekly, and the Boston Bureau of United

Press International.

He entered broadcasting in Sept., 1355, as a writer

for the NBC television network press operation in

New York. His press and public relations assignments

included the "Today" show, and all NBC news and
documentary programs. In 1957, he was named NBC-
TV business news editor.

Since his return to Boston in May, 1959, Mr. Ryan
has received national and local recognition for his

voluntary public relations efforts in behalf of a variety

of community services Among them : the President's

Committee on Mental Retardation, Muscular
Dystrophy, Massachusetts Service Corps, United

Fund, Citizens Housing and Planning Association,

Family Counseling Service, and the National Center

for Afro-American Artists.

He has been the recipient of national awards both

for writing and public service TV programming.
Mr. Ryan was the first person in public relations or

broadcasting elected an officer (vice-president ) of

The Boston Press Club. He has served on the BPC
board of directors since 1963.

Outside of his profession, he has served as a

member of the Boston College Alumni Education and
the Boston College Communications Council.

He is a member of the Massachusetts Trustees of

Reservations, Hingham Friends of Conservation, and
the Hingham Harbor Committee. He served for two
years as a member of the H.ngham Schools sex

education study committee.
Mr. Ryan was born in Arlington, Mass. He was

graduated from Boston College's School of Arts and
Sciences in 1951, and followed with graduate studies at

Harvard University.

He is married to the former Pauline McDonough of

West Roxbury, Mass., a graduate of the Boston

College School of Nursing. They reside in Hingham
with their three children, Kevin, Sean, and Justine.

Security Log
The following are selected

entries from the logs of the

Campus Police. Residence Hall
Assistants, and Security Guards
for ' the period Thursday.
November 26th to Sunday.
November 29th.

November 26. 1970.

12:19 a.m. Report of a beige
microbus in A lot shooting a four

foot flame from behind it.

Cruiser checked and found
persons were getting a heater
started for use inside the bus.

1:38a.m. Report of a suspicious
person attempting to enter a
Southwest Residence Hall.

Cruiser dispatched-person gone

on arrival. During the evening, a

Sacurity Guard found three
doors pegged open in a South-

west Dormitory.

1:54 a.m. Report of three per-

sons trying doors in Orchard
Complex.

November 27, 1970.

10: 10 p.m. Report of two males
in Southwest Complex checking

doors. During the night. Security

Guards discovered people living

in two Central Area Dorms, and
doors unlocked in two Southwest
dorms. These doors had all been
locked the previous morning.

November 28, 1970.

10:00 p.m. Trespass notices were
given to two non-students in

Parking Lot V.

November 29, 1970.

1:00 a.m. A Security Guard
found new lights in the Central
Area smashed. The first floor

bathroom window of a Central
Area Dormitory was found open.

Doors of Residence Halls in all

areas of the campus were found

unlocked.

4:28 p.m. Report of a bicycle

theft (10 speed Columbia, ap-

proximate value of 70 dollars)

from Southwest.

GIVE US A BREAK!!

THE^SNOW AND SKI

SEASON IS NOT FAR OFF

SO

GET YOUR SAFETY LENS

SKI GLASSES
before the crowds walk in!!!

dohCQH
GUILD OPTICIAN

:>« Main St. Tel. 258-7002 Amherst

Tell It To loel

Students will have a chance
Thursday to tell Food Services

what they want for changes in the

dining commons. On a question-

naire to be handed out in each of

the commons, meal ticket holders

will have a chance to rate each
commons for its food and its at-

mosphere.

Items will deal with such things

as the quality of the food and its

preparation and the frequency
with which various main dishes
are served, and whether students
want changes to be made.

The questionnaire was for-

mulated by a committee of

students working with the

close cooperation of the

management of Food Services and
dining commons managers. They
are very receptive to instituting

changes requested by students,

according to the student chairman
of the committee and he says the

questionnaire will give students a

chance to be listened to.

Pope May Retire

After Two More Years

VATICAN CITY (AP) - A fast succession of indications in the past

week has set the Vatican buzzing anew with speculation that Pope

Paul VI may abdicate in two years as ruler of the world's 600 million

Roman Catholics.

Pope Paul's heavy work schedule and exhausting trips have left him

tired. Controversy within the Roman Catholic Church and challenges

to papal authority have placed him under unusual strain. And he

himself has fixed 75 as the age when his prelatism would step

down from their jobs.

He will reach that age on Sept. 26, 1972.

No Pope has abdicated in more than five centuries. But some think

Pope Paul has been hinting at abdication recently. They see the most

recent indication in the forced retirement of Curia cardinals past 80.

In the most authoritative comment so far on the possibility of Pope

Paul's abdication, Michele Cardinal Pellegrino of Turin, a friend of

the pontiff, said over the weekend speculation that the Pope might

retire should be taken seriously.

In an interview with the Turin daily newspaper La Stampa, Cardinal

Pellegrino said the hypothesis of Pope Paul's resignation is

"precisely in the line of pastoral concern of Pope Paul, who gives first

place to the good of the Church."

Coupled with the Manila assassination attempt-a grim reminder of

the vulnerability of any Pope-were remarks by the French born dean

of the Sacred College of Cardinals, Eugene Cardinal Tisserant.

In an interview on French television last Wednesday, Cardinal

Tisserant was asked if the Pope was thinking of retiring instead of

holding the highest office of the Roman Catholic Church for life.

"This has been said," the 84 year old prelate replied. "It has been

repeated many times. His state of health is such that it could well be

that he has no need to take a decision on that subject. It is visible that

Pope Paul is ill...."

The Vatican promptly denied this.

Who might succeed Pope Paul is anyone's guess. The most powerful

man in the Vatican below the pontiff right now is the French secretary

of state, Jean Cardinal Villot.

Other French prelates also have been mentioned as "papabile" or

candidates to papacy. They are Gabriel Maria Cacdinal Garrone, like

Villot a member of the Vatican Curia, and Francis Cardinal Marty,
archbishop of Paris.

:;*•;

ROTC students continue to man the "Pakistan Relief Fund"
booth in the Campus Center. John Murphy, spokesman for the
charity drive stated that, "the fund raising drive will continue
after the Thanksgiving recess with solicitation of individual
dormitories."

Peel Off Those Pounds
Two diet lines will be opening ir

the dining commons today, one in

Worcester (north) commons and
one in Hampden (#7 in Southwest).

According to Assistant Director

of Food Services Arthur Warren,
the lines will be open the same
hours as the regular lines, but may
be adjusted later according to

dieters' demand.
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, zip code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 5450344

isports), and 549 1311 (editor).

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during
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RELAX

Enjoy a quiet, comfortable lunch at the

Top of the Campus

^Cr h

FINE FOOD

COURTEOUS SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL VIEW
SALAD AND BREAD BAR
included in the price of every

entree or sandwich

Calorie numerical values will be

placed on all food in the diet lines

so dieters will be able to keep track

of calories as they pick up their

meals. Many of the meals used in

the regular lines will be repeated
minus butter, potatoes, etc.

In most cases, two meals will be

offered but in the case of

"universally accepted" meals,
dieters will be offered one plate.

Approximately 800 people are

estimated to take advantage of the

new system in each dining com-
mons during the first day.

However, Mr. Warren expects a

"leveling off" to about 200 people

on each line to occur within time.

Mr. Warren feels that if 200

people take advantage of each line,

the system could be termed an

accomplishment and "would be
worth the staff's time and labor."

KESTAl RANT and CLUB BAR
open Monday - Friday — 11:30 1:30

MESSIANIC JEWS
Offer free liililr Literature concern-

ing their precepts mill heliefs. Write:
stKITTlKKs, |)r|tf. t-388, 151

PtMpNt Drive, Stratford, Conn.,
n«it97.

Chains Keep The Goods In, Thieves Out
ByANNESTADNICKI

Staff Reporter
Chains on the doors of Central

Area dorms (over Thanksgiving
recess) proved an effective ex-

periment in dorm security, ac-

cording to Assistant Dean of

Students Mike West.

Spokesmen for Student Affairs

said at Whitmore yesterday that,

there were no security problems at

all in Central and Southwest during

the recess. Security Police con-

firmed the lack of reported in-

cidents.

In Southwest the usual security

patrol was supplemented by police

notification of all residence heads

and their guests remaining in the

area over vacation, Assistant Dean
Tom Trottman said. Careful at-

tendence to locking doors
prevented unwanted entries, he

added.
The chains for Central dor-

mitories were provided by the

Physical Plant, and Southwest

loaned padlocks to secure the

chains, West said. Previously the

padlocks were used to lock closet

doors when students and con-

ventions occupied rooms during

vacations, he reported.

Heads of Residence were
responsible for securing the doors

of each building as each deemed
necessary, he continued.

The usual procedure was to

chain all doors if the dorm was
completely empty and leave the

front door unencumbered if the

residence heads remained, ex-

plained West. No students were

allowed in the dorms during the

vacation, he stated.

The Central experiment was an
example of one of the two alter-

natives available for security when
school is recessed, said West. A
dorm can either close everything
up tight or stay wide open with all

the lights on, he explained.

"We had no qualms about what
we did," said West, "Because we
couldn't guarantee good security

otherwise."

During the Christmas recess

different plans may be made in

spite of the success, said West,
because different dorms have
asked to remain open. He said new
guidlines would have to be set up,

in that case.

The guidelines would include a

reorganization of security during
vacations, a reallocation of per-

sonnel, and student volunteers in

Free Univ. Thriving In Union
By ROBERT SCHEIER

Staff Reporter

Each day, at least several thousand people walk
through the front doors of the Student Union and over

the large central area in front of the candy counter.

Directly underneath this, opposite the Hatch, in the

old student Union store, the Free University is alive

and well and waiting for ideas.

A walk through the new headquarters of the Free
University reveals mostly empty space old shelves

and book racks piled up against walls, chairs lined up
together at the edge of open spaces waiting to be used.

And everywhere there are paper-cartoons, movie and
rally leaflets, magazines, publications and listings of

all sorts, lining the walls and the floor. And
everywhere there are signs of projects started but not

finished, of ideas waiting to be acted on.

"Learning shouldn't be a drag-it's like cramming
for a test and forgetting it all two weeks later. It's just

taking information and putting it in a vacuum," said a

member of Free U.

What the Free University is working towards is a

whole new approach to education, an outgrowth of the

goals of F.U.N.E. (the Free University of New
England.) "The problem is not just more relevant

courses; it is the whole concept of courses, with in-

formation coming from one central sourco, in a lec-

ture hall where the professor is usually a bore."

The basis of the Free U. will be getting many dif-

ferent people together with different talents and
knowledge, and to make these people's skills available

to the rest of the University, making ample use of new
media equipment which already exists in many cases,

but is not used. What the members of the Free U. are

attacking is what they see as the fragmentation of

knowledge and roles, both in the university and

society as a whole.

One of the problems of the Free U. now is a lack of

mobility, which hampers the flow of knowledge. The
university hopes to overcome this by the use of buses

and videotape, with the possibility of a video tape

mailing network, which would distribute tapes of

unusual speakers or interesting events to those in-

terested in the knowledge.

Again, attacking the lack of mobility, the university

is investigating the possibility of a van, to live in while

exploring areas of interest to the members of the

university. Ideas such as these, along with the use of

video-tape portable units, could start of skills and

imagination progressing in many different directions.

Basically, the Free University is looking forpeople

with something to learn, or something to teach, to get

people and ideas together who will create, hopefully, a

"process" which will be greater than the sum of its

parts. "There a vast number of possible products of

this process, but right now what we want are to get

people interested in education together to get things

going."

NASA Rocket Fails,

$98M Down The Drain
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.

(AP)—The largest space telescope

ever launched apparently failed to

reach orbit Monday night, ruining

an ambitious $98.5 million ex-

periment.

The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration reported the

Orbiting Astronomical Ob-
servatory, OAO 3. "apparently did

not achieve orbit. We likely had a

problem, but we do not know what

it is."

The 12 story tall Atlas Centaur

rocket vaulted away from its

launch pad at 5:40 p.m. EST, and

the space agency reported 12

minutes later that the booster

apparently had done its job and

propelled the 4,680 pound payload

into orbit.

However, 11 minutes later, a

spokesman said some conflicting

data had been received which had

to be evaluated.

After nearly an hour, the

spokesman announced the ap-
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parent failure.

He said the assessment was
based on "tracking data from the

Canary Island station, which lost

contact with the satellite earlier

than expected and from the

Madagascar station which did not

contact the satellite on schedule."

This indicated the payload re-

entered and burned up in the at-

mosphere over either the eastern

Atlantic Ocean or Africa.

The satellite was the most ex-

pensive scientific payload ever

built by the United States, costing

$83 million. The rocket and launch

costs were $15.5 million, raising the

total pricetag to $98.5 million.

It was the second failure in three

launchings from the Orbiting

Astronomical Observatory

program. OAO 1 suffered an
electrical failure minutes after it

reached orbit in 1966. That resulted

in an extensive redesign of the

satellite.

Two years ago, Dec. 7, 1968, OAO
2 was launched successfully and is

still transmitting valuable data on

stars and other mysteries of in-

terstellar space. It carries a 66 inch

diameter telescope, the largest

ever placed in orbit.

OAO 3 packed a 38 inch telescope

which would have given
astronomers their clearest look yet

at stars, galaxies and nebulae from
above the distorting influence of

the atmosphere. Hopefully, it

would have provided clues to the

origin, function and future of the

universe.

FREE CHAMPAGNE
Leaving trom forking Lot #3

(below Herter Holl) at 7 P.M.

ON WED., DEC. 2

FOR SKI CLUB MEMBERS
Ar SKI-IN in THREE RIVERS, MASS

FREE SKIS AT SHOP

the open dorms, he outlined.

"Security does a good job," West
claimed, "but there aren't enough
of them."
Trottman's comments on the

problems that did not develop in

South west echoed West.

He said that the major problem
in the past had been determining
who did or did not belong in the

buildings during vacations.

Since the Southwest dorms
(except Prince) were completely
closed to students (although there

were no chains) it was easier for

those remaining to secure the

buildings, he explained.

Final responsibility for dorm
security procedures rests with the

Student Affairs, but they said area

co-ordinators and many others are

consulted.

DVPToHostSibeko
Lecture In Hasbrouck
David M. Sibeko, Head of the Pan Africanist Congress Mission in

Europe and the Americas, will deliver a lecture at UMass Wed-
nesday, December 2, at 8:15 p.m. in Hasbrouck 20, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitor Program Committee. The Pan Africanist

Congress is an organization supporting the total overthrow of white or

any foreign domination in Africa and a continental government for

Africa.

In words of Sibeko, "P.A.C. stands for Africa for the Africans, with
all those who owe their only allegiance to the continent qualifying as

its citizens. We believe that all forms of oppression are basically

economic and that for as long as there exist on African soil, par-

ticularly on Azanian soil, an economy which permits the exploitation

of the many for the few, there can be no genuine liberation."

Sibeko was born in Johannesburg, South Africa in 1938. He was
employed by South Africa's leading non-white newspaper and
magazine, Drum and Post, and worked his way to the editorial board.

He joined the P.A.C. in 1960 after the Sharpeville shootings.

In 1963 he was arrested and spent seven months in prison awaiting
trial on charges^ inciting Africans to rise against the regime and
stealing fire borijpSfaurn the South African army. Released due to lack

of evidence, h$J*<gfe<i underground for four months and then was
instructed to leaW^recountry to work in the External Misson of the

P.A.C. His wife and three children excaped South Africa and joined

him in Tanzania in 1964

Poll Shows Nixon

Trailing Muskie
NEW YORK (AP)-A poll conducted by Louis Harris reports President

Nixon behind Sen. Edmund S. Muskie. (D) Maine, for the first time since

Nixon took office, the polling organization said Monday.

The survey indicated Muskie had 46 per cent of the vote to 40 for Nixon
and 10 for independent George C. Wallace. In September, Muskie and
Nixon were even at 43 to 43 in a similar poll. A year ago Nixon led 49 to 35.

The Harris poll, taken November 14-19, reports three other possible

opponents of Nixon trading by 6 to 8 percentage points. Nixon led Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy (D) Mass., 45 to 39, with Wallace getting 11 per cent.

Against former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, Nixon led 46 to 39,

with WaDace getting 11 again.

Nixon had an 8 point lead over Republican Mayor John V. Lindsay of

New York, 45-37, with Wallace getting 12 per cent.

Harris said the result " put the stamp on Muskie as far and away the

stronest of the Democrats tested who might face Nixon in 1972."
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Christmas

Is

Coming!!

13th Annual B
FOR DISTINCTIVE and UN

COME AND SEE THE
Brush -Stroke Reproductions of

THE WORLD'S GREAT PAINTINGS

Choose from a tremendous selection of land-

scapes, seascapes, still -1 ifes, portraits—every

subject and style from medieval religious

paintings to way-out abstracts. Each superb

reproduction is in full color, giant size (up to

20" x 24"), mounted on heavy board and
varnished. The price is incredibly low for

reproductions of this outstanding quality, so

rush in and see our fabulous collection!

Special! Gallery -Style Frames

Choose from a variety of sturdy, handsome frames that

will bring out all the beauty of your reproductions.

These frames were designed by an art gallery consultant

and made by a leading custom - framing house. Offered

at special low prices to go with this great art event!

Nov. 30 - Dec. 5 Campus Center Stor
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Four profiles of head hockey coach Jack Canniff.
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Play-off Berth Goal

For Talented Puckmen
By DICK BACKER
Staff Reporter

April, 1967 ... Former Boston College star and Gloucester High coach Jack Canniff has been named
hockey coach at UMass. December, 1970 ... Coach Canniff, now in his fourth year as Redman mentor,

has transformed UMass into a respected and successful New England hockey team.

The transformation has been
slow and is as yet unfinished.

UMass finished 5-15 in 1967-68,

improved to 9-12 during the 1968-69

season, but most important the

foundation for the UMass hockey
program had been laid. A well-

recruited freshman squad,
featuring such players as P.J.

Flaherty, Jack Edwards, Dennis
Grabowski, Mike Waldron, Eric

Scrafield, Dan Reidy, Charlie
Donovan, Bob Bartholomew, Al

Nickerson and Brian Sullivan
finished 10-2 and best the BC frosh

3-0 at the Heights.

Last year the Redmen, using 14

of the previous year's freshmen as
a nucleus, finished 10-8, a winning
record for the first time since the

1960-61 season. Yet the im-
provement continued. Another
successful freshman squad
featuring Pat Keenan, Don Riley,

Bob Shea, Lonnie Avery, Don
Lowe. Peter Ericson and Bob
Schilalie finished 74.

The 1970-71 squad is a

culmination of the last two year's

successful frosh teams. For the

first time in Canniff's four years

and Redman hockey history, a

coach will be able to start a season
with enough experience, depth and
most important, talent that could

put UMass into ECAC Division II

play-off contention.

When asked what were his ob-

jectives for the current season

Coach Canniff knew of only one.

"Make the Division II play-

offs... if we do that every other

objective should fall in place."

The chances for the Redmen
making the play-offs are good, the

potential is there. But a realist

once said, "potential is only

something that could be achieved,

not something that has been
prove." The realist speaking these

words was Jack Canniff.

One winning season doesn't

make a great team. UMass has to

establish a winning tradition. In

NICE FORM - Eric Scrafield, who is back again this season, let's

loose a shot during one of last year's UMass hockey games. (MDC
photo by Ken Emery)

Sophocles

OEDIPUS REX

W.B. Yeats translation; directed by Tyrone

Guthrie, performed by the Stratford Ontario

Shakespearean Players.

Tuesday, December 1st 7:30 and 9:30

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

Admission $.50

What is the Blue Wall Cafeteria?

CHOOSE one of the following:

A. An erroneous statement.

P. A flagellation of truth.

<
. A minstrel's tale.

V An area in the Waffle offering great meals,

desserts, and the 2nd cup of coffee free.
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order to win your team has to have

talent, depth, experience and
desire. The current UMass squad

has these qualities. Also, one or

two good years of recruiting isn't

enough if you want to be a winner.

Every year you must get new
talent. Hopefully, this year's fresh-

man squad will continue in the

tradition of the last two.

Recruiting problems arise - does

a great hockey hopeful want to go

to a school that doesn't have its

own rink. Coach Canniff, only by

dedication, has overcome such a

major handicap by bringing talent

to the UMass campus. Other

problems arise though. His team's

are forced to practice at night,

sometimes traveling 15-20 miles in

order to get ice.

A big time hockey school needs

an arena, a good team should have

at its disposal about three hours of

ice time a night. But what about

the freshmen? They also have to be

developed. Where are they going to

get ice?

The fans jamming into a small

arena that another school is nice

enough to rent UMass so that

Redman fans can watch their

team. Another problem faced is

competition. Despite having the

talent to win, your competition is

going to be just as good if not better

than you in many cases. Canniff

felt that Division II would be

particularly rough this year with

experienced players coming back
for such teams as Vermont,
Howdoin, Middlebury, Norwich,

A. I.C. and Merrimack, not

counting sophomores being added
from the previous year's freshman
teams. Yet the schedule gets

tougher with the addition of such
Division I teams as Northeastern
and Providence in addition to

Pennsylvania and New Hampshire
with Boston University being
added to the 1971 schedule.

Yes, Coach Canniff has brought
respectability to the UMass hockey
program. Yet the job is unfinished

and the finish is a long way off.

Division I lurks ahead, but first

let's get into the Division II play-

offs. As the realist Canniff com-
mented, "walk before you run."

The potential is there. The
Redmen have size in their three

forward lines. The UMass game
will be one of aggressiveness,

digging for the puck in the corners,

Hockey Coach Jack Canniff

persisted tfurechecking, harassing
the opposition into mistakes in its

own end.

Defensively, the Redmen are a
bit slow in taking the puck out of

their own zone. Nickerson, a good
rusher, has been slowed by a knee
injury leaving the defense a bit

weak in the depth department.
Right now this looks like Canniff's

biggest problem if an injury should
shelve Sullivan, Bartholomew,
Lowe or Shilalie. In goal, Canniff
has Flaherty who can be
tremendous. Last year when
Flaherty played well the Redmen
played well. When Flaherty is on
the ice he is the leader, he'll make
the great save that can lift the
club's spirit. Behind Flaherty is

junior Bruce Crawford who had
five shutouts last year and
sophomore Peter Ericson.
The outlook for this year is one of

optimism. This could be the year
UMass finally makes \he playoffs.

Under Canniff the hockey team has
climbed into respectability and
hopefully this year it will continue
to climb upward.
Coach Canniff finally has a team

that even a realist facing a tough
schedule, the many problems of

recruiting, looking for enough
practice ice, developing this year's
freshmen and the continued
development of the sophomore and
juniors and the problems that arise
as the schedule gets tougher in the

year's ahead, may force a smile on
his and the hockey fans at UMass
faces. As the realist has been
quoted, "Make the best with what
you have at the present".
Hopefully, the present is a Division
II play-off berth.

Bob Batholomew

P.J. Flaherty Mike Waldron

Brothers of

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Important Meeting Tonight — 9:00

ASP Lodge - East Pleasant St.

Leaman Feels UM Can Be "A Very Good Hoop Team"
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor
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H
ring dozens of telephone calls in his office yesterday, head coach Jack Leaman of the

urnS? „^
ketba11 team was aMe to find enough breathing room to answer several questions about the

1970-71 Redman hoopsters, who open defense of their New England championship tonight with a homegame against St. Anselm's College at 8.

Leaman was a man in demand this, "And, most important to our
on the day before the big Cage
opener. His phone spent most of its
time off the hook, but when things
calmed down a bit, the head coach
was able to sit back a little and give
some serious answers about this
UMass team.

He was first asked how the squad
shapes up right now, at the
culmination of six hard weeks of

practice in preparation for this

season. "I don't think we're
playing as well right now as I

thought we would be playing," he
answered.
He explained this view by

pointing out that the Redmen had
to go through all those practice
sessions without the benefit of a
scrimmage against another school,

because of an N.C.A.A. rule that

allows a team to play a maximum
of 26 games over the span of pre-

season and regular season. Since
UMass added contests with George
Washington and Syracuse, it

boosted its regular load to 26 tilts.

Leaman feels that this lack of

pre-season scrimmages has left

the cagers a little flat, but he
asserted his faith in the team when
he said, "I do think we're a good
basketball team. ..As soon as we
get a little maturity, I feel we're
going to be a very good basketball

team."
Switching to another topic, the

coach was asked if he and the team
had set any goals for themselves as

they embark on a new campaign.
Leaman replied that there were no

real specific goals, just a few
general ones, shared by all the

members of the team.

"We want to win more games
than we did last year and we'd like

to win a game in a national tour-

nament," Leaman offered as one

goal. He added that, of course, the

squad would be shooting to defend

its Yankee Conference cham-
pionship; he slipped in a clincher to

kids, we're going to try to defend

that New England championship."
Coach Leaman pointed out the

advantages of the Redmen playing

this season as defending cham-
pions of N.E. basketball, com-
menting, "It has to give us a great

deal of confidence in our own
ability...And this will allow us to

play up to our potential."

He knows that every opponent

UMass will play will be aiming to

upset the Redmen, and he enjoys

every bit of it. He quipped, "I think

everybody will be trying to beat us.

It's a tremendous feeling to sit

back and have everyone aiming at

you."

When considering the teams that

would be mostly likely to knock
UMass on its crown, Leaman
picked out UConn, Rhode Island

and New Hampshire from the

YanCon crop his team must face

and, among the out-of-league

squads, he cited Holy Cross ("That
Holy Cross is going to be an ex-

ceptional basketball team."),

Boston College, Providence
College ("Providence College has

the potential.... offensively the

most explosive team in New
England."), Syracuse ("Syracuse
will be excellent.") and Fordham
("Fordham will be tough.").

Who will the Redmen be starting

in an effort to assert dominance
against their high-hoping op-

ponents? The coach was decided on
four positions, relating that Ken
Mathias and Julius Erving would
be two starting forwards, and that

John Betancourt and Mike
Pagliara would be the starting

guards.

The third starter up front will be
chosen sometime between now and
gametime; and the candidates are

Chris Coffin, Rich Vogeley, Tom
Austin and Bill Kesgen. "All four

seem to excel in one part of the

game, but we're looking for a

consistent performer, one who will

give us the same game day in and
day out," Leaman informed.
Presently, both Coffin and Vogeley
are being pestered by minor leg

injuries.

Whomever should start, the

abundance of fine performers in

this area makes the forecourt a

Redman strong point, one with

talent and depth. Backing up the

starting guards will be hard-

working Bill Greeley. Should the

situation call for a shooter after

Greeley, Sam Provo or Chris

Nichols will get the nod. Bob
Dempsey will come in should the

need exist for a good ballhandler.

Leaman took a few moments to

talk about his star eager, Erving.

In reference to what UMass fans

should expect from No. 32 this

year, the coach said, "I think you
can expect an awful lot from
Julious Erving."

Leaman cautioned that Erving
may not match his statistics of last

winter, but his overall play should

be better. He elaborated, "I per-

sonally believe that he is a better

basketball player than last

year... but, I think, overall, that he

will perform better for us this

year."
The coach went a step further

and commented, "I think he is

going to be the best, the very best

player in New England, bar none."

Leaman was then requested to

compare Erving on a national

level, up there with the best

basketball players in the land, and
Leaman was more than willing to

answer, "I think he could play

anywhere. There is no doubt in my
mind that he is among the best five

or ten players in the country."

In assessing Erving's tremen-

dous knack at controlling a whole
ballgame from any area on the

floor, Leaman asserted, "I don't

know if there are any players in the

country who are better total

players than Erving." That's
Julius Erving, No. 32.

As far as team spirit on this

Redman contingent, the head
coach could remark, "I think it's

been excellent." He made it clear

that this group has had to muddle

Cage Doors

Curry Hicks Cage will be open
to UMass students wishing to see

tonight's basketball games at

5:30 p.m. The freshman game
starts a half hour later at 6 p.m.
and the varsity contest will get

under way at 8 p.m. If enough
students show a desire to enter

the Cage in orderly fashion, then

the doors will be opened at a

slightly earlier time, between 5

and 5:15 p.m. Students will be
admitted only if they have their

UMass student identification

cards with them. To facilitate

matters, all are advised to have
their ID's in their hands upon
arriving at the doors so that the

line can more easily flow into the

building. Courtesy is at all times
urged, especially as far as
making room for someone else

to have a seat by the moving of

one's coat.

Dennis Grabowski

ONE OF THE GUARDS—Mike
Pagliara, shown above in action

against Holy Cross, and who
developed well toward the end of

his sophomore year, will start in

the backcourt tonight along with

fellow-junior John Betancourt.

Also in the starting lineup for the

Redmen will be forwards Julius

Erving and Ken Mathias. The third

forward slot is presently a four-

way toss-up, and won't be decided

upon until gametime. (MDC photo

bv Bob Mangiaratti)

JAN. GRADS
Seniors graduating in Jan. Sign up now for

your yearbook portraits. 10 A.M. - 3 P.M.

weekdays. Index Office, Room 401, 2nd

Floor, Student Union.

Hoop Coach Jack Leaman
through six long weeks of practice

without a scrimmage to break up
the routine, but they have seen it

through because they want very
badly to repeat their feats of last

winter. "They do realize what it

takes to be a winner," Leaman
said.

UMass should have its best

running basketball team ever this

year assures the coach. "I think we
should run more or better than we
ever have," he enthused, "There's

a lot more freedom on offense than

ever before."

After talking about his

asperations for a running offense,

the subject of defense, a Leaman

favorite, was brought up and the

coach was asked what role defense

plays on a championship team. His

answer: "Oh, I think its separates

the good from the great. I don't

think you can be a championship
team in any sport without prac-

ticing defense."

Praising the healthy aspects of

what defense can mean to a hard-

working team brought the meeting
with Coach Leaman to a significant

close as he ended up by saying, "I

think, if we can play good defense,

it can pull us together. I think this

is integral part in our cham-
pionship."

MRS. W.E.B. DUBOIS
IS COMING TO UMASS.

Date: THURSDAY, DEC. 3

Time: 8 P.M.

Place: CAMPUS CENTER AUD.

Topic: "EGYPT IS AFRICA"

BROUGHT TO YOU BY DVP

AND THE DEPT. OF AFRO-AMERICAN

STUDIES
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Cager Contributes To The Team's Success

Although great teams must be made of great players, it is the working together of these players that

eventually determines the success or failure of any team. Blessed with some tremendous individual

talent, the success or failure of the 1970-71 Redman basketballers will depend upon how well they work

together. That, truly, is the mark of any real super team. With that in mind, let us take a brief look at the

individuals who make up the UMass basketball team.

JULIUS ERVING No. 32 in which he averaged 10.5 points

„ J
?
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™m*mSS ^ior c™v*in's statisticsS off
records and being named New
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England's best college .basketball *° l

J—^ six rebounds
nlaver in his first varsitv season.

g^SSver. the drop in statistics is

that

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

John Betancourt

player in his first varsity season,

one wonders what is in store for the

multitalented junior.

The 6'5 cocaptain averaged 25.7

points and 20.9 rebounds, second in

the nation, in his unbelievable

sophomore year. In his first var-

sity start, Erving pulled down 28

rebounds, a school record, as well

as scoring 27 points against a

powerful Providence College team.
Erving also pulled down 28

caroms against Maine as well as 27

against both Boston University and
Northeastern. His biggest scoring

nights were 37 against Fordham
and New Hamshire and 34 against

Boston University.

During the past summer, Erving
led the Olympic Development
team to a 103 record in Finland,

Poland, Russia and Estonia and
was chosen on several occasions as

the game's top player. He was also

named to the All-Tourney team in

Estonia.

His long arms and fingers and
his fantastic jumping ability make
Erving one of the most exciting

basketball players in the nation.

KENMATHIAS No. 42

Senior

After a solid sophomore season

Rich Vogeley Chris Coffin

Josef Yon Sternberg's

THE DEVJU £ I* ^WOMAN
ene Dietrich

WED. 8:00 and 9:30 Thomp. 104

YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

SAIES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE IO0Y SHOP

246 KING ST. <*te 5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

1969 FORD GALAX IE block 169
1968 PONTIAC LEMANS white 159
1968 DODGE CORONET WAGON 109
1968 MUSTANG 6 cyl. rurq. 129
1967 FORD SQUIRE WAGON 149
1967 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 109
1966 FORD T-BIRD blue 89
1966 CHEVY PANEL TRUCK 89
1966 MERCURY COMET green 59
1964 BUICK LESABRE red 69
1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 69
1965 DODGE CONV. block 59
1964 FORD FALCON CONV. 59
1964 MERCURY COMET red 59
1962 CHEVY BELAIR block 12

1962 CHEVY IMPALA brown 12
1966 OPEL KADETTE ports cor 10
1966 MGB ROADSTER white 109

probably due to the fact

Mathias was called upon to play an

unfamiliar center position. This

season, he will be able to move

back to a forward and both he and

the team should benefit.

Mathias is an aggressive

rebounder and defensive player

and should team with Erving to

provide the Redmen with one of the

finest forecourts in New England.

His biggest games in '69-70 were 16

points versus both URI and UConn
and 15 against Penn and AIC.

JOHN BETANCOURT No. 10

Junior

Coach Leaman described

Betancourt as "possibly the second

best sophomore in New England"

in '69-70 and few UMass fans are

likely to disagree. After a fantastic

freshman year in which he helped

lead the frosh to a 15-0 mark,

Betancourt stepped right into a

starting berth on the varsity.

Although only 5' 10, he possesses

fine ball-handling ability and
proved himself to be an ex-

ceptional clutch player last season.

His biggest scoring nights came in

two of UMass' toughest contests

(25 vs. BC and 19 vs. Holy Cross).

He was the team's third leading

scorer last season, averaging 8.8

and will be counted upon to pick up
some of the scoring slack left by

the departure of Ray Ellerbrook.

An excellent defensive player, his

finest effort came against Ail-

American Dean Meminger in the

NIT against Marquette.

MIKEPAGLIARA No. 14

Junior

Another member of the 15-0 frosh

unit, Pagliara got a late start in '69-

70 due to an injury but came on late

in the year to prove that he is ready

to move into a starting role this

season.

Pagliara is an excellent shooter

(47% in '69-70), especially from

the charity stripe where he was
second on the team last season

with 74%. Like Betancourt,
Pagliara is a fine ball-handler and
the two team up to give UMass a

well-balanced backcourt.

RICH VOGELEY No. 44

Junior

One of the team's best shooters,

Vogeley is battling for the fifth

starting spot. Although he saw
action in only fourteen games,
Vogeley led the team in both field

goal percentage (57%) and free

throw accuracy (86%).

With a year of experience behind

him, Vogeley may be ready, and if

can continue his accurate shooting,

he could prove to be the key to

UMass' success.

BOBDEMPSEY No. 22

Senior

One of the squad's best ball-

handlers, Dempsey will prove a

valuable relief man for the starting

backcourt. He has acquired a good
deal of experience over the last two
years, playing in 18 games in '69-

70, and this should come in handy
in clutch situations.

In his sophomore year, he was
called into action due to an injury

to Joe Disarcina and responded
beautifully by leading the Redmen
to six straight wins.

BILL GREELEY No. 20

Senior

Like Dempsey, Greeley has had

Julius Erving Ken Mathias
UMass' Basketball Co-captains

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

n t

SATURDAY, DEC. 5th - HERTER 227 7:30 P.M.

"AN EXPERIENCE IN REVOLUTIONARY

AESTHET1CS...THE AMERICAN UNDERGROUND

FILM"

An outstanding group of Avant-Garde films.
Limited to 300 attendance!

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9th - BOWKER 8:00 P.M.

LA SALLE STRING QUARTET
Deutsche Grammophon recording artists performing works

by Purcell, Webern,. Berg and Penderecki!

FRIDAY - SAT., DEC. 11-12 - BOWKER 8:00 P.M.

DAVE VAN RONK
Celebrated Greenwich Village folk singer and recording
artist.

Tickets: $1.00 . $3.00. Fine Arts Council Box Office,

125 Heiter Hall. Telephone 545-0202

Bob Dempsey

two years experience and will
serve also as a backup guard
Although only 5'9, he runs the team
exceptionally well and is regarded
as a fine defensive player

CHRIS COFFIN No. 24

Junior
Also fighting for a starting berth

up front, Coffin's forte is defense.
He is exceptionally quick and
mobile and will probably play
much the same role as Jack
Gallagher did in '69-70 by guarding
the opponent's leading scorer.

SAM PROVO No. 34

Junior

Possibly the team's best shooting

guard, Provo could see action if the

backcourt is having problems
scoring. He also is fighting for the

third guard spot and if shooting is

necessary. Provo will likely get the

call.

TOM AUSTIN No. 30

Austin was red-shirted last year
and seems ready this season to

help fill up the hole in the middle.

He played center on the 15-0 frosh

team and is very quick for his size.

Although a good defensive player.

Austin is also a talented shooter for

a big man and could help take
some pressure off of Mathias and
Erving up front.

BILLKESGEN No. 50

Junior
Adding depth up front, Kesgen

uses his size well underneath the

boards. He could prove to be a

valuable reserve and should add
rebounding strength to an already
strong forecourt.

CHRIS NICHOLS No. 12

Junior
Another player battling for the

third guard spot, Nichols is

probably the most aggressive of

the bunch. He was the third guard
on the 15-0 frosh team and is

returning to UMass basketball

after a year's layoff.

TOM MC LAUGHLIN No. 40

Junior

A transfer from Tennessee
where he was the top performer on
the Vols frosh team, McLaughlin
should prove a valuable asset to

the Redmen. Although ineligible

until second semester, he can play

both guard and forward and his

size could make him a key man in

the Redmen's somewhat short

backcourt.

CHARLIE PETERS No. 54

Sophomore
One of only two sophomores on

the club, Peters will add depth to

the somewhat weak pivot position.

He proved to be an excellent

rebounder late in his freshman
season and if he can improve his

offense a bit, he should see a lot of

action this season.

CHUCK OLSEN No. 52

Sophomore
Though not even a starter at the

>utset of his freshman season,

>lsen has proved himself through

lard work and determination. He
Mil provide more depth to an
ilready strong UMass forecourt.

Paul Riley Al Nickerson Eric Scrafield Brian Sullivan Charlie Donovan

UMass Pucksters Could Be Best Yet
Possibly the finest hockey

aggregation in UMass history has

been assembled by Coach Jack
Canniff and the Redman pucksters

are taking dead aim on the elusive

Division II playoff berth. Below

are the principles from what could

be a banner UMass hockey season.

GOALIES
PAT FLAHERTY. No. 1

A junior who is proven under

fire. Flaherty had a 3.7 goals

against average a >ear ago in 13

games, and averaged 28 saves a

game Flaherty is capable of

spectacular performances as

against < olby and Vermont to

mie a couple from a year ago. A
top hign school product irom

SPORTS SPECIAL STAFF
Contributors: John Sullivan,

Barry Rubenstein. Peter
Pascarelli. Dan Kamal, Steve

Ferber. Dick Backer, Mark
Vogler

Photos and Cartoons: Gary
Slickman. Bob Mangiaratti,
Fred Rosenthal, Ken Emery
Layout: John Sullivan. Barry
Rubenstein

hockey conscious Boston Tech,

Flaherty will be a key for any

success this year.

PETER ERICKSON, No. 1

The top freshman goalie a year

ago, Erickson had to beat out some
stiff competition in Bruce
Crawford and John Kiah to win the

second goalie slot. From Quincy,

the soph should provide good depth

at goalie. And if either Flaherty or

Erickson falter, junior Crawford

and soph Kiali oic capable of

taking over.

CENTERS
PAT KEENAN. No. 4

A potential super scorer, the

lightening quick sophomore will be

centering for Jack Edwards and
Dan Reidy. He made his varsity

debut last week, and poured in an
incredible seven goals. He won't

do that every game, but the On-

tario native is sure to provide a big

scoring punch and stick handling

addition.

DENNIS GRABOWSKI, No. 21

A scorer of six goals and eight

assists a year ago, Grabowski
teams up with old line mate Mike
Waldron and soph Lonnie Avery . A
junior, Grabowski was fifth

leading redman scorer a year ago.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR 5ALI

Pioneer, Ttac. Garrard, PK Aatne.
Fisher, TDK. cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, Utah speakers.
LPs, 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Aodlo tttt-tt

«.l IXAK- i--i<al, Acoustic.

Klectrii . sVIm r«i.iil prices, strinics

iinil accessories also. 0-strinr steel

MS, $*j, $1*0, $1341; n>lon *55, $75,

SUM); ].'-*triiiK $105, S150. Call: 54U-
707.' or MMVM. l?-l

skis — fantastic beifinner set $75.

-k.iics, new int'ii's 11, $8; clarinet,

itntiiiue si-wine machine, milk can.
Iiiiirilryer, »liu\cr, elec knife, threr
i-.-i linint boa seals tflS-1

Head competition skis unit bind-
ings I M'.irs old, excellent condi-
tion $75.00. Call Don at ti-ti^KJ.

tfl2-->

MISCELLANEOUS
1 ur Kent: ( imlet at KiUlncton.

available for lntersession wk. $300.

Sleeps 10. CaU 549-0814. Also: 1 pr.

Head Slaloms .'OS cm, used 10 times

1135 with MtMM Ski boots, 0%,
$15.00 tf!2-3

Computer ^Hencr tudorine and
iiroKramniinar for students and staff,

(ill Al D • 11 a.m. 25*5-6-J58. tfl2-4

HELP WANTED
2 I Mass Profs need intelligent, re-

liable rlrl/woman to care for their
''far old son and housework, 5 af>
'ernoons per wk tiU June. Student
*ife? CaU 253-5874. tfli-1

PERSONAL
lley, it's the season for chapped

lips. Let's go. Watch Clayton. 11-1

WANTED
female models for experimental

film — pays well. Call Peter 54»-
i;»«* tf!2-4

ROOMMATES WANTED
One roommate for Deiemtier aim

January. K.nt SI5 month Apart-
ment i« cl'.sc to cuminis (all Bert
or Paul 233-0 tf 1 M
An inn loukine for a niiile romn-

ni. ite for McaM semester, olf-camp-
IM? ( .1 h>\ ut 5W-74S4. tflM

TOR"RENT APARTMENT WANTED
Furnished r •.mi. kitchen privileges.

5' '< miles from 4 Mass. See as after-

noons or eves, 119 Bay Rd , Hadley
tf l>-4

Single room with garage, near

Campus, available January. Low
rent to student with car in return

for weekly transportation to gro-

cery etc. and minor odd jobs. Call
253-8208- tf!2-3

Apt. for rent — one bedroom, ful-

ly furnished, utilities included, 15

minutes from campus, available Jan.

1, until end of semester. CaU 646-

*T?3. tf!2-4

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL — Kt. 8, Whate-

ly 665-2008, .November 1 - March 31;
2 people $100; 1 person $78 month.

12-1

Apt. for sprint semester for 2 co-

rds (enter of town or Ut 9 Call
»M 73M. tfl2-?

THE BUS TO BUY
IMtil VW Microbus, l.'.OOO on IMW

i-iiiiine. ileluve model - 24, window*
idjustable front sent, large, ne»
sunroof, current sticker. >eed in-

\cstnient mono fast tall 584-3«71

12-1

New Sugorloof Aprs.
IN SUNDERLAND, 2 bedrooms,
carpeting, self-cleaning stove,

frostfree refrigerator, air condi-
tioning, utilities Included, $188
mo. Lease until August 31st, or
longer. Ski bis kl Realtors, Bte
tor*,, Bte 116. Sunderland. Tel
253-7222. tffl2-4

SERVICES EMPLOYMENT
Amherst Andlo i

poneota, tape deck* for ham* or ear,
IS? No. Pleasant St. 25*4133

tfU-fJ

No musical group complete without
sirens, bird calls, warning whistles,

and other wild sound effects. Call
Creative Endeavor in Greenfield (1-

774-2831) tt-f

WAITRESS£S
looking for ftart-time work.
Weekends and Holidays
Experienced preferred.

Apply: Mr. Adrian I.abonte
OTIS RIDGE SKI LODGE

Otis, Maas.
or call for oppt. 269-4446

tfUM

and plays an excellent two way
game. Grabowski is a Chelsea

native.

DON RILEY, No. 9

An outstanding freshman a year
ago, Riley will be centering Bob
Shea and Eric Scrafield. A product

of Canniff's old stomping grounds

at Gloucester High, Riley is a

potentially high scorer.

W INGS
JACK EDWARDS, No. 19

The junior from Archbishop

Williams popped in 15 goals and
added 12 assists a year ago to lead

all Redman scorers. A scoring

threat anytime he touches the

puck, the smooth-skating Edwards
will be counted on for a repeat ot

his fine sophomore season.

CHARLIE DONOVAN, No. 22

Another junior. Donovan was
third leading UMass scorer last

season with six goals and 11

assists. One of the fastest skaters

on the team, he is a versatile and
valuable performer. Donovan
hails from Newton.
DAN REIDY, No. 18

A converted center, the rough

and tumble Reidy is being looked

to for a lot of muscle in the corners

besides his steady scoring. A high

school teammate of linemate
Edwards. Reidy is an excellent

forechecker and hard skater.

LONNIE AVERY, No. 3

The tall and swift sophomore will

be looked to for a lot of scoring and
fine defensive work. Avery is from
Massena, NY.

MIKE WALDRON, No. 5

Waldron had five goals and six

assists a year ago as a sophomore
and proved to be an opportunistic

scorer around the net. He is a

quick skater that seems to come up
with the loose puck often. The
junior hails from Auburn.
ERIC SCRAFIELD, No. 15

A hard checker and fine

defensive player, the Ontario
product added five goals and three

assists last year as a sophomore.
Scrafield is a converted center

with fine hockev sense.

BOB SHEA. No. 8

A hard skating sophomore. Shea

had the hat trick in his varsity

debut a week ago. He should be a

steady performer this season. Shea
comes from Arlington.

FRAN ML'LCAHY, No. 14

Mulcahy, one of the few seniors

on the squad, had one goal and

three assists in limited action a

year ago. Mulcahy is from
Arlington.

PAUL RILEY, No. 7

Another senior. Riley is a fine

penalty killer in addition to scoring

one goal and four assists last year.

Riley, a three year veteran, is from
(iloucester.

DEFENSE
BRIAN SULLIVAN, No. 17

Switched from wing to defense
last year. Sullivan proved to be a

versatile and valuable performer.
He scored four goals and seven
assists and was probably the best

skater among the defensemen.

The Hudson junior should be one of

the team's best defensemen.

AL NICKERSON, No. 12

A steady and strong defenseman.

the junior will have to miss part oi

the first half of the season with a

dislocated knee. Nickerson had

two goals and four assists last year

while playing in every game. He
hails from Falmouth.

BOB BARTHOLOMEW. No. 11

A rugged and steady performer,

the Arlington junior is rarely out of

position. Bartholomew had three

goals and eight assists last year,

while playing the best defense on

the team.
DON LOWE. No. 2

A fine sophomore from
Magnolia, Lowe will be welcome
addition to the backline roster. He
is being counted on to develop

quickly to help fill the void left b\

Nickerson's injury.

BOB SHILALIE, No. 6

Another sophomore defensn e

star who will be a valuable

defender for the Redmen. He
comes from Hudson.

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

SENIORS GOING ON THE ED. BLOCK

Seniors graduating in January. Sign up now

for your yearbook portraits 10 A.M. - 3 P.M.

weekdays. Index Office, Room 401, 2nd

Floor, Student Union.

Hockey on WMUA
WMUA (91.1 FM) will resume

broadcasting UMass hockey
during the 1970-71 season
Presently four live broadcasts,

are scheduled: Dec. 11 (Mid-
dlebury at 7:45 p.m.); Feb. 5 <at

Merrimack at 7:45 p.m.); Feb.

25 (at UNH at 6:45) ; and March
6 (Merrimack at 1:45 p.m.).

The broadcasting team will

consist of Bruce Glazer. once
again handling play-by-play:
Larry Walsh, presenting the

color: and Roy Gustafson
controlling the statistics.

APARTHIED OPPRESSION

CAPITALISTIC EXPLOITATION

IMPERIAL DOMINATION
IN SOUTH AFRICA CONVINCED

DAVID SIBEKO
i

TO JOIN THE PAN AFRICAN CONGRESS

He will speak on these and other issues

WED., DEC. 2 AT 8:15 pm

in HASBROUCK 1 20
HE CARES. DO YOU?
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PROTECTING THE GOAL-L Mass puckmen Brian Sullivan (17)

and P.J. Elaherty (goalie) are set up to fend off any opponents'

offensive charges. (MDC photo by Ken Emery)

BACK ON THE ATTACK-Eric Scrafield (left) and Dan Reidy ( 19) take the puck out of their own zone
and away from goalie P.J. Flaherty. (MDC photo by Ken Emery)

Puckmen Recorded Fine '69-70 Season, 10-8 Mark
(Editor's Note: The following

review story of the 1969-70 UMass
hockey season is a reprint from the

Daily Collegian of Wednesday,
April 1. 1970. It is written by former
sports staffer Steve Shamban.)
Take 12 sophomores, add seven

or eight seniors and juniors for

savvy and experience and what do
you do° 'You hope for a winning
season", says UMass hockey-

mentor Jack Canniff.

"You think win' and let the rest

take care of itself." And. the rest'

took care of itself in '69-70 to the

tune of the best season in the an-

nals of Redman hockey.

A iu-8 record, on the surface, is

really nothing to rave about but,

closer inspection reveals that the

Redmen did indeed, achieve
several notable accomplishments.
Their 10-5 Division II record

placed them just one half game
behind fourth-seeded playoff entry.

Middlebury. which finished at 11-5.

This in itself, is quite an
achievement for a team that was
an unknown quantity in pre-season

college hockey circles.

But. there's more: an impressive
4-2 victory over Colby in the home
opener before the first of several

packed houses, heart-stopping

wins over Hamilton, 8-7,

Merrimac. 4-3, and Vermont, 2-1,

these last three coming in the last

90 seconds of regulation play or

during sudden death overtime.

Vermont, a team which topped
the Redmen 3-2, in sudden death,

earlier at Burlington, went on to

defeat Bowdoin decisively for the

Division II crown.

Other UMass victories were over

Lowell Tech, UConn, Williams,

Holy Cross and Amherst, twice.

The eight losses came at the

hands of Vermont, Middlebury,

Norwich, Penn, Bowdoin, AIC,
Brown and New Hampshire.
A loss is a loss, but even in defeat

some semblance of a silver lining

could be found.

The 2-0 loss to Bowdoin, which

had to be the finest Division II club

to grace the clammy confines of

Orr Rink, was a well played, close-

to-the-vest type of game. The Polar

Bears finished 18-2 for the year.

In the 5-2 loss to Division I

playoff entry Brown, the Redmen
were clearly outclassed but were
by no means run out of the rink.

Last but not least, was the heart-

breaking 4-3 loss to New Hamp-
shire, also a Division I playoff

entry, in sudden death on Terry
Blewett's fluke foal from a face-

off. In this one, the Redmen played
the Wildcats, who had beaten

powerful Boston University just

days earlier, on an equal basis. The
game could have gone either way
and as Canniff said, "It was a
tough one to lose."

UMass hockey came a long way
this past season. "We made great

strides and I'm happy with the

progress." notes Canniff, "but, we
can still be better." Of course.

Hockey is a game of discipline.

Players must be in the right places

at the right times or confusion

reigns paramount. On a

predominantly sophomore team,

such confusion can be com-
monplace.
"We're young and we made our

share of lapses throughout the year

and this, coupled with an oc-

casional lack of offensive fire

power, hurt. "I'd like to see a

stronger defense up front," says

Canniff. "No defense is as strong

as its forwards. They can't afford

to relax. This is where the

discipline comes in." Amen.
But, the mistakes were few

enough to give the Redmen a

chance for the playoffs, an oc-

currence that would have been

inconceivable in November.
UMass defeated several for-

midable opponents and found itself

consciously striving for a berth.

"After the Merrimac win
(February 7, leaving UMass at 6-4

in Division II), I started thinking

about the playoffs. We couldn't

look by anything, but nothing
seemed insurmountable."

At that point, UConn, AIC,

Amherst, Holy Cross and Williams

remained on the schedule. Five

wins would have enabled UMass to

finish at 11-4 and, as things turned

out, make the playoffs ahead of

Middlebury.

The Redmen, however, could win

only four of them. AIC beat them,

4-2. It was the first ime in many
moons that a UMass hockey loss

RECREATION
MAJORS

The retreat paid off!

Proposed curriculum changes make academic

advising Imperative. See your now advisor before pre-

nxistcrini;.

could be termed an upset. It was,

as they say in Morocco, the straw

that broke the camel's back.

"AIC stunned us for three

goals", Canniff was to say later,

"and then we overpressed."
UMass had 54 shots but could

score only twice. "It was a lesson.

We learned a lot."

Those lessons will be applied

next year when Division Iop-

ponents Providence and Nor-
theastern make their debuts on the

schedule. With several fine frosh

on the way up who should bolster

the squad, the future is bright
indeed.

Rising expectations are an in-

dication of this. This past year,
Canniff hoped for a winning
record. He got it. Next year, he
says, he'll point for the playoffs.
"There's no question in my mind,
we've got a definite chance." Who
is to doubt him?

Score!

7 i*

NETTING ANOTHER-UMass' Jack Edwards (center -19) records another goal in action from last
season, a year that saw the Redman pucksters establish a very fine 10-8 record, and that saw Edwards
lead all UMass scorers with 15 goals and 12 assists for a total of 27 points. (MDC photo by Ken Emery)
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ITS UNCANNY!
Astrology says your Astral

Twin, born at nearly the

same time as you, live lives

very similar to yours. Test

Astrology. Compare impor-
tant dates, events. Interests
with 5 Astral Twins. Free
now only. Accompanying
material helps you compare.
Temporarily limited to 17 to

t8 years old. Send name,
address, date of birth and
time, if known, to:

ASTRES
Box 122

Amherst, Mass. 01002

CULMINATION OF A SEASON-The 1969-70 UMass college
basketball season was capped off right here, in New York City's
Madison Square Garden, in the first round of the National Invitation
Tourney, with the Redmen playing the NIT favorite and eventual
champion, Marquette University, and scrapping with that team to lose
by only seven points, 62-55. In the action for UMass in this photo are
Julius Erving (32). Ken Mathias (42) and Mike Pagliara (14), all of
whom are back this year, and Ray Ellerbrook (12), who was playing
his last game for the Redmen. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

The NIT Story
Take the hope that was everywhere prevalent after the 18th

basketball victory (over New Hampshire) that the UMass
basketball team was tourney material, take five frustrating days

waiting for the bid to come from the National Invitation Tournament,

take the exciting six days that led up to the NIT game itself, take the

remarkable contest between top-seeded Marquette and the Redmen,
and add to these the following: 14 basketball players, one coach and

5,000 insane fans, and one has the ingredients that went into the

making of THE NIT STORY.
The story can best be told here in day-to-day chronological order.

Why not make the story a colorful saga? Well, there are over 5,000

colorful sagas that are tributaries to the overall story and one can get

an earful of them most any day, just listening to those who were at

Madison Square Garden on March 14. Here is the outline of events:

TUESDAY, MARCH 3: The NIT accepts 16 teams into its fold and, of

this date, ten teams had been selected. They were Marquette,

Louisiana State, St. John's, Georgia Tech, Army, Duquesne,

Manhattan, Utah, Georgetown and Miami of Ohio.

Reliable sources indicated that, of the remaining six spots, four

would be filled up by two teams each of the Atlantic Coast Conference

and the Missouri Valley Conference. At this time, word had it that

three teams would be screened for the last two spots, UMass, Texas

Tech and Creighton.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 4: Texas Tech lost its tenth game the night

before this day, which seemed to spruce up everyone's tourney

outlook. Word had it, as it had a way of doing during these days, that

the NIT selection committee would have a final meeting in two days,

on Friday, in order to determine the last six squads that would round

out the tourney field. Head UMass coach Jack Leaman said today,

"We're going to have to sit by our telephones and wait for that bid."

THURSDAY, MARCH 5: The night before this date, Creighton

followed in the steps of Texas Tech and dropped its tenth tilt. Today

the NIT picked two more teams, Louisville and Cinncinati, both units

from the Missouri Valley Conference.

Tomorrow looked like the big day, with the numbers of positions to

be filled now down to four. It still looked good that two teams would be

drawn from the Atlantic Coast Conference, but with Texas Tech and

Creighton riding ten losses, rumors had UMass and a quintet from the

west coast as the likely recipients of the last two spots.

FRIDAY, MARCH 6: What a depressing day this turned out to be!

Everyone was so sure that this was the sink-or-swim day for the

Redmen and, when Friday evening arrived with no word from New
York about the Redmen, gloom stepped in and all hope vanished.

Rumors, rumors, rumors. Unbased rumors disrupted a season that

was not yet over. One thing had happened today, just one little thing;

the NIT committee had met, had sent out a bid to only one school,

Oklahoma, and had scheduled another meeting for Saturday. That

was all! It was a day for misdirected expectation that resulted in

unexpected frustration.

SATURDAY, MARCH 7: A new day! The selection committee met

and chose two more teams. Its first pick was North Carolina of the

Atlantic Coast Conference, its second choice was UMass. The NIT bid

had sneaked in the old back door. Coach Leaman wasn't even in his

office when it arrived. He also had gotten caught up in the Friday

fantasy and had left his office in dismay to look at some high school

players in New Jersey.

(Continued on Page 18)

A Basketball Review. 1969-70

Last Year's Cagers

Best Ever At UMass
Last winter saw UMass produce its finest basketball team of all time. That team had an 18-7 record,

compiling that mark after getting off to a slow 5-5 start in its first ten games. Those 18 wins are the most
ever recorded by a Redman hoop squad.

The hoopsters also tied for first

place in the Yankee Conference
with the University of Connecticut;

both units had 8-2 league marks.
Because of its victory surge in

the second half of the season,

which included wins over New
England notables such as Holy

Cross, UConn, Rhode Island,

Boston University and Nor-
theastern, UMass was voted the

number one team in the six-state

area.

The Redmen capped off their

excellent campaign by being
selected to play in the National

Invitational Tournament in New
York City. The team, bolstered by
N.E.'s top-rated coach Jack
Leaman, N.E.'s top-rated player

Julius Erving, four hard-working
seniors in the persons of Ray
Ellerbrook, Dennis Chapman,
Jack Gallagher and Dick
Samuelson, and some prime talent

in John Betancourt, Ken Mathias,

Mike Pagliara and Bob Dempsey,
and cheered on by 5,000 crazy

UMass hoop fans,. . . . well, the

team pushed to its very limit,

Marquette University, before

bowing in the end, 62-55. Marquette
went on to take the NIT in a breeze.

Quite a season! The following is

a game-by-game rundown of the

1969-1970 Story.

GAME 1 - PROVIDENCE:
UMass won this opener at home
against a very talented Friar club,

90-85. Top performers for the

Redmen were Erving (28

rebounds- a new UM record) and
Ellerbrook (25 big points).

GAME 2 - VERMONT: UMass
took this game in methodic
fashion, 90-73. Erving paced the

winners (25 points, 15 rebounds).

GAME 3 - RHODE ISLAND: The
Redmen were shocked in this one

in overtime, 77-73, by a highly-

gifted Ram squad. A third straight

Cage crowd of plus-4200 witnessed

its favorites lose their first. John
Fultz was outstanding for Rhody
(26 points).

GAME 4 - NEW HAMPSHIRE.
UMass won its third, 76-56. Erving
had a big night (33 points, 26

rebounds) and Chapman con-

tributed much to the Redmen
return to victory.

GAME 5 - CONNECTICUT: The
taste was awful after this one with

UMass losing to the Huskies, 88-71.

The Redmen beat themselves in

this one; it would be their worst

basketball performance of the

winter.

GAME 6 - AT AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL: UMass was
nipped in the late stages against
AIC, 73-72. The Redman record
was .500,3-3.

GAME 7 - AT THE GEM CITY
TOURNEY VS. CATHOLIC
UNIVERSITY: An easy win for

UMass in the first round of the two-
round tournament, over Catholic

U., 70-51.

GAME 8 - AT THE GEM CITY
TOURNEY VS. GANNON. The
Redmen overtook the Golden
Knights, 72-63, to win the tiny

tourney. A big factor in UMass'
title victory was the defensive play
of Gallagher and Erving; the latter

was selected as the most valuable
player in the four-team affair.

GAME 9 - AT PENNSYLVANIA

:

UMass lost to Penn, 75-65, but

showed definite signs of a unit to be
reckoned with the rest of the way.
The Quakers were the 12th-ranked
team in the nation when the

Redmen faced them in

Philadelphia's famed Palestra, but
UMass made Penn scrap for

everything it got.

GAME 10 AT FORDHAM:
Another last-second loss for the

traveling Redmen, 62-61. Erving
was great in this loss (37 points, 20

rebounds). UMass' record stood at

5-5.

GAME 11 - AT IONA: A key
victory for the Redmen, 86-82. The
visitors tallied 51 points in the

second half to overcome a Gael
lead. Ellerbrook and Erving were
hot shooters in that half to spur
UMass on to its sixth. More were to

come.
GAME 12- BOSTON UNIVER-

SITY: A homecoming tilt for the

Redmen, it marked the beginning
of the UMass second semester, and
the home team got everything off

on a good foot, routing the
Terriers, 103-68. UMass' lead at the

half was 61-28. Four big names:
Erving, Ellerbrook, Gallagher and
Samuelson.
GAME 13 - NORTHEASTERN:

The Redmen surged past a good
N.U. team, 90-62. Erving glittered

(30 points, 27 rebounds).

GAME 14 - AT BOSTON
COLLEGE: UMass fell to the

Eagles in Boston, 83-76. A loss to

B.C., always a disheartening
defeat.

GAME 15 - RIDER: The Redmen
were flat in this home contest but

had enough of something to take it,

82-67.

.

BASKKTWAKDS I Mass John Betancourt (left) lofts one

the hoop in the Redmen's 83-74 away victory over Rhode Island

photo by Bob Mangiaratti)

toward
.(MDC

GAME 16 - AT VERMONT: The
hard defeat to B.C. behind it, and
the practice game with Rider all

over, UMass retained an aura of

seriousness it would not abandon
for the remainder of the season as

it whipped Vermont, 93-59.

Ellerbrook broke out of a cold-

shooting streak against the
Catamounts and connected on ten

of 11 field attemtps and two of

three foul shots for 22 points.

GAME 17 - HOLY CROSS: This

game was probably the Redmen's
biggest of the year, for Holy Cross
entered the Cage as the top-rated

quintet in New England. Before the

television cameras of Channel 27

and before a packed home crowd of

about 4500, UMass defeated the

Crusaders, 83-66. A big team effort

by the Redmen decided this one.

GAME 18 - AT CONNECTICUT:
UMass continued its winning
streak and erased the bad
memories of the earlier loss to

UConn by bettering the Huskies,

71-65. Betancourt shined on defense

in this tilt, harassing UConn's hot-

shooter, Bob Boyd, into missing 22

of 29 shots for an off-night of 17

points.

GAME 19 - AT RHODE ISLAND:
For any claim to greatness, it was
necessary for the Redmen to finish

first in the YanCon. Early season
losses to league-mates UConn and
URI were atoned for when UMass
clipped the Rams, 83-74, thus
completing a two-game sweep of

these toughies. As it stood then, the
Redmen needed a win in each of

their three remaining Conference
games for at least a tie for the
league title.

GAME 20 - SPRINGFIELD:
UMass got a good scare against the
Chiefs before taking the game by
six points, 82-76. Ellerbrook paced
Redman scoring (24 points), while
Erving's expected brillance and
Mathias' clutch play in the late

goings offset a tremendous 37-point

show by Springfield's Dennis
Clark.

GAME 21 - AT MAINE: A win
here was expected. Final score:

UMass 84, Maine 66. The Redmen's
mark was now 15-6.

GAME 22 - AT ST. ANSELM'S:
To emerge victorious in this game,
94-63, the Redmen had to master a
boasting college division power in

St. A's and its highly-partisan
home crowd. They did.

GAME 23 - MAINE: UMass
celebrated the last home game for

seniors Ellerbrook, Chapman,
Gallagher and Samuelson by
gliding past the Black Bears, 103-

71. With the victories piling up the
idea of the Redmen getting invited

to a post-season tourney became
more than just a distant hope. A
sign among the Cage gathering at
this game read, "To the NIT with
Julius 'E' ".

GAME 24 - AT NEW HAMP-
SHIRE: This was the last game of

the regular season for the Redmen
and they made it, winning 92-75, for
a final record of 18-6. With this

victory came the tie with UConn
for the Conference championship.
At this time and for the next five

days the atmosphere on this
campus was one of concern about
UMass' chances of receiving a bid
to the NIT. That bid did come,
sneaking in the back door of

Saturday, March 7.

What led up to this big day and
the full story on the crazy week
that followed can be found on this

page. For the few days it lasted,

the events that surrounded the
Redmen basketball team and its

experiences involving the NIT
produced one of the greatest

legends in the annals of UMass
sports history.
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A Cavalcade Of Coaches For The Frosty Season

Jack Leaman Basketball
In just four years at the helm head coach Jack Leaman has brought basketball to its best on the UMass

hardwood. The climax came last season when the Redmen registered a club record-breaking high of 18-

7, smashing the previous peak set a campaign earlier. On top of that the Yankee Conference titleists

roared to a top-seeded ranking in New England and later attained their premiere entry to the NIT.

All Stories By MARK VOGLER. Staff Reporter

His overall career credentials of

60-38 (32-8 in Yan Con tilts) is in-

dicative of Leaman's well-tutored

teams which have landed three

consecutive conference crowns.
UMass has put together some

solid squads over the past two
decades, but basketball is

definitely in its prime now and
Leaman credits it to the coaching
staff's approach.
"Our biggest alteration has been

a change to a positive attitude. We
no longer think negative. We think

in terms of what can be done rather
thanhe impossible. And it certainly

has been reflected in our success.

"I think that any time you find

success you find a great deal of

effort put into it. Coach Broaca has
put long and lonely hours in on the

road recruiting student athletes to

UMass. Once they're here we
spend lengthy hours teaching them
that winning is all right, that they

can win, and that the
Massachusetts' way is the way to

play.

"The coaching staff spends a
while studying opponents and
preparing game plans that will

best suit our club to play and to win
the game. Coaching; is a con-
tinuous occupation, not a 9-5 job.

Many of the decisions are made
after midnight as tchowor why we
play a team a particular way."
A graduate of Cambridge Latin

High School, Leaman later went on
to star for Boston University in

basketball, captaining the Terrier
team (1958-59) which got as far as
the Eastern N.C.A.A. Regional
finals, only to bow to Jerry West
and West Virginia, 86-82.

Upon graduation he coached the
Terrier Freshman unit and piloted
Mills High School to one of it finer
finishes the following winter. In
1961 Leaman entered the UMass

basketball picture tending to the

frosh dive. And during that four-

year tenure he relished reasonable

success, racking up 43 victories

against 14 setbacks. His link from

freshman coaching to the big time

was sandwiched around a year of

scouting and recruiting for the

varsity.

With the resignation of head
UMass coach Johnny Orr in 1966,

Leaman became a sound shoe-in

for the vacancy and has done an
admirable job since his entrance.

"Too many people put the image
of a coach at the win-at-all-costs

level," stated Leaman, adding, "I

think it's a bum rap. In most cases

performance is what we look for.

But we want each one of our kids to

think like a winner, accept winning
graciously, and defeat not as a loss

but as setback-as something we
build on towards success."

Ray Wilson .. .Basketball

Julius Erving was certainly a

boom to the basketball club last

year, but he wasn't the only fringe

benefit that UMass has received

from Roosevelt High (N.Y.) in the

past. Erving's former coach, Ray
Wilson, joined the varsity
coaching ranks in 1969 as an
assistant. He supplimented Peter
Broaca 's scouting and recruiting

work nicely, proving to be a

valuable boost to the Redmen on
the road to their first NIT berth.

"Basically my philosophy is to

simulate coaches Leaman and
Broaca."' states Wilson, "If it

wasn't we'd have difficulty in

operating."

Wilson, like Leaman and Broaca,
is a graduate of Boston University

and also lettered in basketball just

as his coaching mates did.

In seven years at Roosevelt
(Long Island, N.Y.) High, Wilson's

teams sported an enviable 86-37

mark. Having coached schoolboy
ball for a sizeable duration, and
presently getting a taste of the

varsity brand, Wilson elaborates
on some slight adjustments he had
to make:

"As a coach the big difference is

being able to deal with the type of

athlete which will fit into your
system. In high school you have to

work with the best 15 players who
come out for the team, whereas in

college you recruit your material

from a highly-talented selection.

"A common situation that I've

dealt with in high school is that

basketball for many of them is a

means to get into college. And it

becomes necessary for them to

acquire the proper exposure.
"In college you go three or four

times a week and each tilt is a big

one. On the high school level things

aren't quite the same. You nor-

mally play twice a week and the

team can usually anticipate its

rough encounters ahead of time.

"Probably one thing that I've

overlooked in terms of the high

school situation is that the

majority of players that we
recruited this year haven't played
in front of 4,000 screaming
students. I think that this is a big

adjustment in itself and I as the

coach must be prepared to cope
with the problem."

Coach Jack Leaman regards
Wilson highly and had this to say:

"Ray joined us last year and is

presently working with Coach
Broaca in recruiting students,
scouting opponents and
preparation of game plans. Before
it was just Peter and myself. Ray
has been a valuable asset to both of

us."

Jack Canniff . . Hockey

Since his initial campaign as puck master, Jack Canniff has pulled the

hockey squad by its boot straps and molded a winner here at UMass for

the first time since 1960-61.

From a feeble 5-15 mark in his rookie season, to a 9-12 record the

following winter, he gradually worked up to a respectable 10-8 log last

year. Canniff has developed a very progressive program which has

shown traces of improvement annually and there's no telling what

heights the Redmen will hit in the not-too-distant future.

Canniff enjoyed a long and successful stint at Gloucester High where

the North Shore school boasted a classy 104-30-20 slate and secured nine

state tourney berths in 11 campaigns.

From there he stepped into the UMass command post in April of 1967.

Asked why he decided to take a stab at collegiate hockey, the Boston

College alumnus replied: "When you're in any field there's always some
other goal that you would like to attain. After being in high school

coaching for so long I sought a change of pace. Wanting to continue I

thought I might try out the collegiate level."

Canniff feels that hockey is the type of sport where you must have the

personnel in order to go places. As he puts it:

"The basis of success here is the individuals and the talent that you
have to work with. It depends on the players and how much desire they

have to win and are willing to sacrifice. These are certain elements that if

you don't have them, you're not going to be successful. It takes an all-out

effort.

"The role of the coach is definitely to instill an interest and a desire to

win and to develope a certain cohesiveness in the unit you're using.

Otherwise it won't function properly. You try to develope and maintain
their poise no matter what the situation, because once you lose that poise,

you're susceptible to anything."

Caniff figures the newly added assistance of Russell Kidd to be a

binomial plus and says it should help streamline hockey's headway.
"Being an alumnus of UMass, Coach Kidd has an excellent hockey

background. I feel he can aid in upgrading this program and should help

our recruiting situation tremendously.

"Previously I had to do all the recruiting myself. With nobody to fill in

for me during practices, doing an adequate job in covering the area was
tough. But since Russ' contacts and associations are now the same as
mine, naturally it should help broaden our recruiting program."

Russ Kidd . . . Hockey
Former UMass hockey great Russ Kidd returns to the rink for the Redmen after about a 15-year ab-

sence, and this time as a coach. A 1956 graduate of UMass, Kidd set all kinds of school records on the ice
and hopes that he can be of assistance on the other side of the fence with his new position

Peter Broaca BBall

Now that the soccer season is over and done with, coach Peter Broaca
finds more time on his hands. But as one of the busiest members of the
UMass athletic department, the freshman basketball mentor must set
his energy afresh to the upcoming season.
This past fall the Redman soccer skipper piloted his booters to a dandy

7-2-2 finish and the school's first Yankee Conference championship in the
sport. But even with the soccer season is full swing, Broaca awaited the
quick transition to basketball and was equally prepared to prime his

hoopsters for a lengthy winter campaign.
Broaca originated his coaching career in i960 at Castleton (Vt.) College

while serving a stint as head baseball coach and basketball assistant.

Switching his sights to the schoolboy scene from 1962-65, he was an
assistant skipper in baseball, basketball and soccer for Northern Valley
Regional High School in Demarest, New Jersey.

In one year as head mentor for the Pascack Hills High hoopsters
(Montvale, N.J.), the native from Hyannis tempered a 12-11 mark and a
state tournament berth out of a club which salvaged just one game out of

20 a season before.

Broaca is approaching his fifth year as freshman basketball coach at

UMass. In a four year span, his teams have amassed a record of 39-29,

including a perfect 15-0 slate in 1968-69.

In 1968 he took over the soccer helm on an interm basis with the club
compiling a 4-6-1 log. But last year the Redmen rolled up an impressive 6-

4 mark to secure runnerup honors in the conference.

"My job as freshman basketball coach," asserts Broaca, "is to get the

newcomers ready to play college varsity ball and hopefully as
sophomores they'll bet set to go. I generally strive to prepare a
sophomore to step into a starting role."

Sizing up his expectations op-
timistically, he refers to the
recruiting area just as Canniff did:

"Well this is the first time that
they have made a freshman
hockey and lacrosse coach a
fulltime chore. I feel that not only
will I be a big help in developing
what talent we have on campus,
but my presence will also enable us
to cover much more recruiting

ground and scouting area. Jack is

busy and can't always place
enough emphasis on recruiting.

But between the two of us we
should be able to get out and sell

the university a lot stronger than
has been done in the past."
Prior to his appointment to the

Redman coaching staff, Kidd had
been employed at Canton High
School under a triple assignment:

hockey coach, assistant football
mentor and a phys. ed. instructor.
His coaching experience also
includes brief service at Deerfield
Academy. Portland (Maine) High
School, and Scituate High.
A standout schoolboy athlete at

Melrose, Kidd went on to earn his
B.S. and M.S. degrees from
UMass. As a three-letter man for
the Redmen he competed in
football, lacrosse and hockey,
captaining the later. For his ex-
clusive ability and dedication as a
senior athlete he was feted with the
Samuel Crossman trophy.
Being familiar with the crisis in

younger years, he sites the Red-
men not having their own rink as a
major hindrance.

"Our biggest problem, of course,
is not having our own rink. When

you interest a boy in UMass
hockey, he'd like to know where
he's gonna skate. And you would
like something to show that would
appeal to him. This has been a
problem since I went to school.

Almost every school has their own
facility and we hope that we'll have
ours before long."

As far as his own coaching
philosophy goes, Kidd is a firm
believer in the works of Otto
Unruh, revealed on a strip of

paper which is displayed on his

desk top: "Remember that you are
a teacher on the practice field, a

general during the game, a humble
hero in victory, and a father to the

boys in defeat." These words of

wisdom may be found in How to

Coach Winning Football.

Ray Ellerbrook . . . Basketball
A mighty fine high school athlete and a phenomenal success on the collegiate scene, Ray Ellerbrook

likes trying his hand in the coaching circle this time around as an assistant to freshman coach Peter
Broaca.

In his senior year at Hawthorne
High (New Jersey), the unforseen

college prospect put on some nifty

performances for his school's

basketball and baseball teams
which established mediocre
showings of 5-17 and 7-11 respec-

tively.

He gunned in 25 points per outing

with the hoop squad and was im-

mense on the diamond with a
robust .400 average and a 3-1 pit-

ching slate. Although these figures

were impressive, in the shadow of

defeat, attaining stature with a
loser v as touch. It appeared that

no big name colleges were in-

terested in Ellerbrook.
Meanwhile Peter Broaca, who at

the time was coaching Pascak
Hills High, had a fondness in this
guy's talent. And upon his ap-
pointment as freshman basketball
coach in 1966, he approached
Ellerbrook and attempted to in-
terest him in UMass. The star-to-
be was sot on attending Bridgeport
(Conn. ) at the time. But a visit and
frequent chats with the athletic
staff made such an impression on
Ellerbrook that he reconsidered
his choice.

In a breath of confidence head

hoop coach Jack Leaman com-
plimented the newest addition to

the basketbailer's brain trust:

"Ray was one of the finest

basketball players that ever
played at Massachusetts. Due to a

change in major in his junior year

he has an extra semester. We're
happy to have him in our program
to pass on to the incoming fresh-

men some of the ideas of our

program and philosophy. It's ef-

fective to have the freshmen see

someone who has been successful

and know an idea of what success

is."

A Winter Sportfolio
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WHY NOT'M sing the campus pond for home hockey games is not

that bad an idea when one considers that UMass has no home hockey
facility and has to borrow Amherst College's Orr Rink for these af-

fairs. (Cartoon by Fred Rosenthal)

THE FOUR SENIORS-As they were so often referred to last year, "The Four Seniors" that helped
bring the UMass basketball team to the National Invitation Tourney are, once again, (l-r) Ray Eller-
brook, Dick Samuelson, Jack Gallagher and Dennis Chapman. (MDC photo by Bob Mangiaratti)

RETURNING-Last March 5,000 UMass basketball fans journeyed to New York City to support the
Redman hoop squad in its National Invitation Tournament venture at Madison Square Garden (pictured
above). UMass basketball players and their fans will have a chance to return to this scene when the
Redmen play George Washington University right here on Feb. 27, 1971.

MR. JULIUS ERVING-This
guy is very likely the most
exciting athlete on the UMass
campus. An outstanding per-

former on the basketball floor.

Erving has been a big con-

tributor to the upsurge of the

Redman basketball program
(MDC photo by Gary Slicktnan)

WHERE IT BEGINS-A flick from a recent pre-season scrimmage shows Chris Coffin

(18) working against Rich Vogeley. To the far left is Bill Kesgen and to the far right is

Tom Austin. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

THE NOW-EXTINCT DUNK SHOT—Bill

Tindall, a former UMass hoop star, is shown in

his sophomore year recording one of the last

stuff shots seen during game action at the Cage.
Since that time dunk-shooting during action has
been disallowed and this year even the pre-game
warm-ups will have to be run without the aid of

the crowd-pleasing "jam." A related story about
this new ruling appears "In This Corner" on

page 19. (MDC photo by John Kelly)
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1970-71 Varsity Basketball Roster

10

12

14

20

22

24

36

32

M
40

VI

II

50

52

54

VtMHC Clou III.

*M.-taii< our I. Jt.lm Jr. S'10

Nil hols, Chrii Jr. 5'10

•l»agli»rt, Hike Jr. 510

••Greek?, Hill S 5'8

•Dempeey, Bob Sr. 6'0

Collin, Chrii Jr. W\
Au-t in. Tom So. W

'Krvinu, Julm- Jr. 6*6

•Provo, Sam Jr. 6*0

McLaughlin, Tom So. 6'4

**Mathias, Ken Sr. 6*7

•Vofeley, Rich Jr. 6*4

' K. igen, Bill Jr. 6"5

Olsen, Charles So. 6'4

Peter*, Chailo So. 6'7

MCRS: David Larson Sr.

Craig Pearson Jr.

Robert Powers Jr.

* Number of Varsity Letters

1/ i.

174

173

170

170

180

190

188

190

190

185

205

200

210

194

210

Birth Dele

I 24/50

1 25/50

1/8 50

4/25/49

1/26/48

9/3/50

8/5/50

2 22/50

I 1 18

7/13/50

12 22 49

I 17/50

9 11/50

6/8/51

12 21/51

Wafer

Bw \dmin.

Finance

\ counting

l'hys. K.l.

Hotel Mgmt
l'hys. Ed
< i\il Engin.

Marketing

l'hvs. Ed
l'hys. Kd.

Bus. Mgmt.

Finance

Sociology

Hotel Mgmt.
Bus. Admin.

Animal S» i.

Finance

Bus. Admin.

Hometown

Weetweod, N.J.

Madiaon, I loan.

Wyckeff, N.J.

Melrose

Kail River

Wc-tford

Swansea

Rooaevelt, N.Y.

Agawam
Bronx, N.Y.

I.odi. N.J.

New Hyde Pk. N.Y.

E. Rutherford, N.J.

Ramsey, N.J.

Topsfield

W. Springfield

Stony Pt., N.Y.

Hanover

High School

\\ ettwoed

Deerfield Academy

Ramapo
Melroee

Durfee

Weitford Aeadeaiy

< ate

Roosevelt

Agawam
I'ordham Prep

Lodi

Sewanhaka

K. Rutherford

Ramsey

Maseonomet Reg.

(tuuh

Boh Stew ,n I

Boh llanltii

Hal (ovi/./i

John Killilea

Tom Karani

I'eter Caudet

Boh Gordon

Ray Wilson

Cliff Kibbe

Jack Sullivan

Tony Comeleo

Steve Bokser

Richard \ itale

Cordon Bedford

Steve Sawyer

tf-MA$

i863'

Co-Captains — Julius Erving and Ken Mathias

Varsity Hockey 1970—71

Q^'MAs

863

Name Class Pos. Birth Date Ht. Wt. Hometown High School (Prep)
Avery, Lonnie So. Mr 2-17-50 6:2 185 Massena, N.Y. Holy Family (Northwood Prep

-Donovan, Charles Jr. W 1 29 50 5:9 150 Newton Newton (New Prep)

-^-Edwards, Jack Jr. w 2-12-49 6:2 185 Milton Arch. Bish. Wms. (Deertield)

-"Mulcahy, Fran Sr. w 3 27-46 5:11 175 Arlington Arlington (Berwick)
• Peters, Tom Sr. w 10-1548 6:1 190 Arlington Arlington (New Prep)

-::-Riley, Paul Sr. w 4-8-47 5:9 170 Gloucester Gloucester (New Prep)
-"-Scrafield, Eric Jr. w 10-7-49 5:11 175 Port Credit, Ont. Michael Power
Shea, Robert So. w 9-1-49 5:9 170 Arlington Arlington Cath. (New Prep)

::-Waldron,Mike Jr. w 426-50 5:8 145 Auburn Auburn
-::-Grabowski, Dennis Jr. c 9-1 50 5:10 160 Chelsea Christopher Columbus
Keenan, Pat So. c 11 28-50 5:9 150 Weston, Ont. Michael Power

-Morganto, John Jr. c 2-15-50 5:10 165 Everett Everett
-Reidy, Dan Jr. c 7-22-48 6:0 200 Weymouth Arch. Bish. Wms. (Bridgton)
Riley, Donald So. c 3-3-51 6:1 185 Gloucester Gloucester
Anderson, Richard So. D-W 1-20-50 6:0 180 Swampscott Swampscott (Kimball Union)

ft Bartholomew, Bob Jr. D 12-17-48 5:9 160 Arlington Arlington (New Prep)

Lowe, Donald So. D 4-14-50 6:0 185 Magnolia Gloucester (Northwood Prep)
-;:- Murray, Mike Sr. D 5 2049 5:10 170 Winchester Winchester
-;:-Nickerson, Al Jr. D 1-20-50 5:9 170 Falmouth Falmouth

Shilalie, Robert So. D 4-5-51 6:0 188 Auburn Auburn
-;;- Sullivan, Brian Jr. D 2-1350 6:0 185 Hudson Hudson
--Crawford, Bruce J-. G 12-3-50 5:10 170 Long Island, N.Y. Sewanhaka
Erikson, Peter So. G 12-6-49 6:0 170 Quincy Quincy (Cushing Academy)

M-Flaherty, Pat Jr. G 12-22-49 6:0 170 South Boston Boston Tech (New Prep)
Kiah, John So. G 7350 6:1 175 Springfield Springfield Tech

*Lettermen (16)

A Call to a National Convention

of the U.S. Antiwar Movement

Millions of Americans are prepared to work in a united and

organized way to end the war. They support the demand for

immediate withdrawal from Southeast Asia. They will act to

end the draft which expires in June, 1971. The antiwar move-

ment must provide the necessary leadership.

(in December 4-6, 1970, a national convention of the U.S.

antiwar movement will be convened by the National Peace

Action Coalition in Chicago. The convention will begin with

keynote speakers, Friday, Dec. 4, and Plenary Sessions will

open Saturday morning, December 5. The purpose of this

convention is to plan massive antiwar activities for the
spring. Everyone who opposes the war is invited to attend.

All who register for the convention will have voice and vote.

The Chicago convention is expected to be the largest and
most significant anti-war meeting yet held. The several

thousand anti-war activists who attend will decide the

future cause of the American anti-war movement.

sponsored by
National Peace Action Coalition

The massive opposition to further continuation of U.S. in-

volvement in the Indochina War has reached a new high .

point. The American people are war-weary and are less

and less disposed to tolerate the hardships which the war
imposes on their lives. The door is now open to achieve

the long sought goal: the complete and total withdrawal of

all U.S. Forces from Southeast Asia.

Dec. 4-6, 1970

Chicago, 111.

Packinghouse
Labor Center

Sponsors include:

NATIONAL PEACE ACTION COALITION
2102 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Atlanta Mobilization Committee
Chicago Oct. 31 Peace Action Coalition

Detroit Committee to End the War Now
Minnesota Peace Action Coalition

Seattle Oct. 31 Committee
Cleveland Area Peace Action Council
Connecticut Peace Action Coalition
Greater Boston Peace Action Coalition
Rhode Island Peace Action Coalition
Rocky Mountain Peace Action Coalition
Los Angeles Oct 31 Out Now Comm.
Philadelphia National Peace Action Day
San Francisco Oct. 31 Committee
Washington Area Peace Action Coalition

Please attend —
SMC GENERAL MEETING

WEDNESDAY NIGHT — 8 o'clock

PLYMOUTH ROOM — STUDENT UNION

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1. 1970
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Previewing Redman Hoop Opponents
c;ame l - st ansfi.m's w,.™, *rrf. * ' "GAME 1 - ST. ANSELM'S
(See page 20)

GAME 2, 17 - VERMONT: COACH
ART LOCHE (6th year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 8-16

NICKNAME: CATAMOUNTS
PROSPECTS: There are only four
veterans returning from last
year's dismal season, and this

coupled with the loss of Vermont's
only consistent scorer, Frank
Martiniuk, all point toward
another long, cold winter in

Burlington.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: Leading
returnees include three starters.

Among them are Captain Tom
Clay, an eight-point scorer, strong
rebounding forward Mark Miller,

and junior guard Ray Ortiz, who
averaged in double figures over the

second half of last season. 67 John
Deibert is also back to give some
beef up front, along with veterans
Rich Trela and Todd Schill.

Leading sophomores include
guards Larry Beck and Jim Ducey,
forward Greg Ashford and center
George Peredey. It is a young club
with Clay being the only senior.

GAME 3, 21 - RHODE ISLAND:
COACH TOM CARMODY (3rd

year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 16-10.

NICKNAME: RAMS
PROSPECTS: Fine sophomores
and three returning starters will

make Rhody as usual pretty tough

to beat. Lack of height and loss of

stars John Fultz and Claude
English will hurt though.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: The Rams
rely on transfers usually to boost

their hoop program and two such

transfers are back to make the

hoop picture bright. Guard Dwight
Tolliver, an ll-point scorer, and
Nate Adger, another ll-point

scorer are back. In addition a non-

transfer, Phil Hickson, a nine-point

scorer will also return. Height is a

problem with forwards Adger and
Hickson only 6'4. Two top

sophomores will probably crack

the starting five, guard Jose Pari,

a 20-point frosh scorer and 6'5

forward Steve Rowell, with a 25-

point freshman average.

Rhody will go as far as its sharp-

shooters can carry it, and will be a

GAME 4, 25 - NEW HAMPSHIRE:
COACH GERRY FRIEL (2nd
year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 12-11.

Larranaga~P.C.

DiGregorio-P.C.

NICKNAME: WILDCATS
PROSPECTS: A conference
darkhorse, with a bunch of
veterans from a year ago that
produced the first winning season
in 18 years. Good sophs will also
help.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: UNH were
winners for the first time in almost
two decades a year ago under new
coach Gerry Friel, and they have
the principle cast back. Leading
them will be junior forward Dave
Pemberton, a 17-point scorer and
10 rebound man, along with guard
Dwight Peters, who averaged 13-

points per game. Another veteran
is 6'4 forward Tom Weir. The best
of the newcomers will be 6'6 JC
transfer Greg Jackson, sophomore
Jack Fogerty, a 15-point scorer as
a frosh, and 6'4 sophomore
McKeen Kessel. Also back is 6'6

center Frank Davis who missed
last year with a knee iniurv.
GAME 5, 19 - CONNECTICUT:
COACH DEE ROWE (2nd year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 14-9.

NICKNAME: HUSKIES
PROSPECTS: A fine returning
cast, momentum from a storybook
finish a year ago, and a rabid
basketball tradition make UConn a
strong challenger for Yankee
Conference honors.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: A bitter

Redman rival in all sports, the

basketball rivalry is no exception.

The Huskies were voted the most
improved New England team a
year ago, and they have most of the

talent back. Leading them will be
guard Bob Boyd, a fine scorer and
always a threat to steal, and so is

sharpshooting BobStaak, who may
be moved to forward to help out a
weak position. Guard Doug
Melody is also back. A fine

sophomore prospect at the back-
court spot is Lee Barbach. Up
front, UConn will have 6'5 Ron
Hrubala and 6'5 Robert Taylor
returning, along with Phil
Hoagland. Top sophomores are 6'9

Pat Devries and 6'7 Bob Parsons.

UConn will probably go as far as its

questionable frontcourt can carry
it.

GAME 6 AND HALL OF FAME
TOURNEY - AMERICAN IN-

TERNATIONAL: COACH
HILTON WHITE (1st year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 17-8.

NICKNAME: YELLOW JACKETS
PROSPECTS: Ineligibility, ad-

ministrative problems, a new
coach, have made a potentially

great team into one big question

mark.
CAPSULE PREVIEW: A.I.C.

looked excellent on paper a couple

of months ago and seemingly

assured of a fourth straight NCAA
college division berth. But then,

starters Curtis Mitchell, Al Carter,

Ron Hill and Mike White became
ineligible in addition to some top

sophomores being questionable

and it all makes the whole A.I.C.

picture muddled. Some of the

sidelined stars may be back
midway through the season, and if

so, A.I.C. can still be tough.

GAME 7 - HOFSTRA: COACH
PAUL LYNER LAST YEAR'S
record; 13-13. NICKNAME:
FLYING DUTCHMEN
PROSPECTS: A tough schedule,

may be balanced by a lot of ex-

perience and make Hofstra an

above .500 team.
CAPSULE PREVIEW: The Dutch-

men play a rough schedule that

includes such powers as

Manhattan, LaSalle, St. Joseph's

and Temple, but Hofstra held its

own a year ago, to place second in

the eastern section of the Middle

Atlantic Conference. Nine retur-

nine lettermen ease the situation.

Among them is a 6'6 forward and
high school teammate of Redman
star Julius Erving, junior Quinas
Brown. He is joined up front by
returnees 6'8 center Dave Bell, and
6'4 forward Richie Burke.
Returning guards include Gary
Doyle and Ray Ingram, along with
Jim Pugh and Tom Kelliher. A top

sophomore prospect is 6'5 guard
Larry Perry. Hofstra will be
playing in a brand new 3200 seat

center this year and they should
christen it with a good season,

christen it witn a good season.
GAME 8 - FAIRFIELD (In
Springfield Hall of Fame tourney

)

GAMES 9, 10 also in tourney.
COACH: FRED BARAKAT (1st

year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 13-13.

NICKNAME: STAGS
PROSPECTS: A tough year may
be in store for Fairfield who lost

two stars and have little to replace
them with.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: Mel
Brown, a 6'5 transfer and 6'2 soph
George Groom who averaged 25 as
a frosh, will be the top guns, along
with guard Bob Kelly, in a bleak
outlook.

OTHER FIRST ROUND TOUR-
NEY PAIRINGS:
ST. MICHAELS vs
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE AIC vs
COLGATE
VALPARISO vs LONG ISLAND U.
GAME 11 - BOSTON UNIVER-
SITY: COACH CHARLIE LUCE
(5th year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 14-10.

NICKNAME: TERRIERS
PROSPECTS: Loss of big stars
Jim Hayes and Marty Schoepfer
make a .500 season a tough goal.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: B.U. will

have no returnee who scored in

double figures a year ago, and the

gaps left by Hayes and Schoepfer
may be too much to fill. Among the
best is sophomore James Garvin,
who averaged 20 points as a fresh-

man and is a fine rebounder. Also
co-captain Richie Taylor and soph
guards Vic Gathers and Mike
Sheehan will help.

GAME 12 - PROVIDENCE:
COACH DAVE GAVITT (2nd year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD. 14-11.

NICKNAME: FRIARS
PROSPECTS: It's been a couple of

years in the making, but pass the

word, the Friars are back. They
will score a lot but questionable

rebound strength and a brutal

schedule may temper things a bit.

CAPSULE PRE VIE W

:

Providence has everyone back
from its high-scoring unit of a year
ago, and the presence of such
veteran talent as Jim Larranaga,
Ray Johnson, Vic Collucci, Don
Lewis, and Gary Wilkins alone

would make the Friars look good.

But a wealth of some of the best

sophomores in the east could make
PC great. Leading the newcomers
will be guard Ernie Digregorio, a
ball-handling magician and 28 per

game scorer as a frosh. A lot is

expected from Massachusetts All-

Scholastic star Fran Costello, a 6'7

forward and a prep school team-
mate of DiGregario's, 6'4 Nehru
King. 6'5 soph forward Charlie

Crawford will see a lot of action. A
schedule that includes par-
ticipation in the Volunteer Classic,

and the Holiday Festival in New
York, plus perennials like Niagara,

St. John's, Duquesne, Villanova,

St. Bonaventure's, Creighton, in

addition to Holy Cross, B.C. and
UMass, is probably the toughest in

New England.
GAME 13 - FORDHAM: COACH
DICK PHELPS (1st year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 10-15.

NICKNAME: RAMS

PROSPECTS: A tough team to

figure, what with seven lettermen

returning, but little height, some
sophomores and a new coach. A
rugged slate of games, may make
the always tough Rams hard-

pressed to better the .500 mark.
CAPSULE PREVIEW: The Rams
have their two top scorers of a year
ago returning, 15-point scorer
Charlie Yelverton, and 14-point

man Bill Mainor. Also back are
guards John Burik, Steve Cain and
Peter Carlesimo. Fordham
however has only one man over 6'5

and he is sophomore Paul
Griswold, a 6'8 center. Also top

newcomers will be 6'2 guard Ken
Charles and 6'5 forward Bart
Woytowicz. The Rams face such
teams as Marquette, Temple,
Notre Dame, and Army, in ad-

dition to all New York city schools,

so it won't be an easy year.
GAME 14 - NORTHEASTERN:
COACH DUKE DUKESHIRE (13th

year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 14-8.

NICKNAME. HUSKIES
PROSPECTS: (No information
available at press time).
GAME 15 - HOLY CROSS: COACH
JACK DONOHUE (6th year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 16-9.

NICKNAME: CRUSADERS
PROSPECTS: Could be one ot the
best teams in the east. Has
everything; size, speed, shooting,

experience and depth. An ex-
cellent basketball team, probably
the team to beat in New England.
CAPSULE PREVIEW: Holy Cross
will have its best team in six years.
All returning starters are back

and so is last year's sixth man.
And if not enough, then there are
the fine sophomores. Leading the
returnees are Bob Kissane, a 6'8

forward with a 22-point scoring
average, 6'8 Don Sasso, a 10-point,

11 rebound man, 6'4 forwardStan
Grayson, another tough rebounder,
guards Jack Adams, a 12-point

scorer and Buddy Venne, a long
range bombadier who averaged 17.

Jim Schnurr, a 6'6 soph who
averaged 24 points a year ago. and
6'8 Gene Doyle, a 19-point scorer as
a frosh will add a lot of frontcourt

depth, while Kevin Stacom will add
backcourt depth. This is a team
that is capable of handling its

always rugged schedule.
GAME 16 - IONA: COACH JIM
McDERMOTT *24th year)

LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 12-12.

NICKNAME: GAELS
PROSPECTS: (No information
available at Dress time).

GAME 18 - BOSTON COLLEGE:
COACH CHUCK DALY
LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 11-13.

NICKNAME: EAGLES
PROSPECTS: A good blend of

veterans, transfers, sophomores
and a potentially explosive back-
court make the Eagles a sure bet to

improve over last year.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: Brilliant

guard Jim O'Brien, a 16-point

scorer and eye-catching
ballhandler will lead the Eagles.

He'll be joined in the backcourt by
transfer Rick Bolus who averaged
over 30 DDE. as a VMI freshman. In

addition soph Bob Smith will help
the backcourt. Up front the loss of

center Tom Verroneau will hurt
but the return of forwards Frank
Fitzgerald, a 14-point scorer and
Vin Costello, who averaged 11 will

help. Sophomores, Dave Freitag
and Tom Anstett will be a big asset
in the frontcourt, as will 6'7 Peter
Schmid, who has recovered from
mono which plagued him a year
ago.

GAME 20 - SPRINGFIELD:
COACH ED BILIK (5th year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD. 17-8.

NICKNAME. CHIEFS
PROSPECTS: (No information
available at press time)
GAME 22, 26 - MAINE: COACH
GIB PHILBRICK (3rd year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD: 7-17.

NICKNAME: BLACK BEARS
PROSPECTS: A young but ex-
perienced team with seven let-

termen, and talent from an un-
defeated freshman team make
Maine improved. Lack of back-
court skill will hurt.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: Maine's
two top scorers return, center Nick
Susi, a 6'5 junior and 6'4 Craig
Randall, both 12-point scorers.
Returning guard Paul Bessey, will

lead the backcourt, veterans John
Sterling and Bruce Stinson will

help up front. Top sophomore will

be 6'6 forward Peter Gavett, who
averaged 20 points and 13 rebounds
as a frosh, along with 6'4 guard
Jimmy Jones and Steve Lane. The
loss of Marshall Todd will hurt.
GAME 23 - SYRACUSE: COACH
ROY DANFORTH (3rd year)
LAST YEAR'S RECORD. 12-12.

NICKNAME: ORANGEMEN
PROSPECTS: Star center Bill

Smith is still a question mark, due
to disciplinary problems, and
Syracuse hopes for a winning
season will rise and fall with him.
CAPSULE PREVIEW: Bill Smith,
i 6'11 center who averaged 20

points a game was suspended a

year ago for an altercation, and his

case is still being reviewed. With
him there, along with returnee 6'7

Bob McDaniel, a 17-point scorer,

Syracuse was the 14th best of-

fensive team in the country.
GAME 24 - GEORGE
WASHINGTON (Game at Madison
Square Garden) COACH CARL
STONE (1st year) LAST YEAR'S
RECORD: 12-15. NICKNAME:
COLONIALS
PROSPECTS: A host of returning

vets and some fine sophomore
potential make the always tough
Colonials even tougher. A key
could be the status of star Mike
Tallent who has questionable
knees.

CAPSULE PREVIEW: GW will

have to bank on a healthy year
from sharpshooting Mike Tallent,

who averaged 21 points a game,
but is hampered by ailing knees, to

have a really fine year. Also
returning is another high scorer,

Walt Szczerbiak who averaged 17 a
year ago. Junior guard, Ronnie
Nunn, a high school Ail-American
who disappointed a year ago is

being looked at for improvement.

Kissane-llolv Cross Venne-Holy Cross

Tavlor—I'Conn Szczerbiak--(ieo. Wash. Susi-.Maine

Jean Renoir's Masterpiece:

GRAND ILLUSION
Wednesday, December 2nd, 7:15 and 9:30

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

Admission $.50
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Art Levine < Rich Pinto Al Skinner Peter Trow John Olson

Frosh Try To Offset Lack of Size With Shooting
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter
Tonight at 6 p.m. the UMass

freshmen basketball team begins

the 1970-71 campaign and
rebounding will be foremost in its

minds. The lack of height on this

year's squad could present many
problems, but the team's shooting

ubility and quickness look to

adequately balance this

deficiency.

In his fifth year at the helm,

Coach Peter Broaca is looking

torward to a running ballclub. This

running squad will have a front line

of 6'5 center John Olson (Som-
merville, Mass.). 6'5 forward Art

Levine i Hillside, New Jersey), and
ti'2 1/2 forward Al Skinner
Malverne. New York). In the

hackcourt the frosh will feature 6'3

Peter Trow (Old Rochester H.S.,

Mass ) and Rich Pitino, (St.

Dominic's, New York) a 5*11 guard.

With the tallest man at 6'5, the

boards will no doubt be a problem.

Said Coach Broaca, "In com-
parison with the rest of New
England we definitely have a small

team. But we have shown some
excellent shooting ability and a

good deal of quickness. We just

have to look for more consistent

shooting.''

This year Broaca will be
carrying only ten men, a sharp
decline from the 15 boys he had on
last year's freshman team. The
five player decrease has to do with

player's playing time, and with

this year's running club the five

substitutes are sure to see a good
deal of action.

Backing up the starting five are

two more 6'5 players, namely
Craig Boyles, a center-forward,

and Mike Brown, a forward. Peter

McMahon. at 6'2 1/2 is also a front

line man and Larry Heron, 61 and
Dennis McHugh, 6'2, will be the

backup backcourt men. Whereas

just two of the starting five are
home-staters, the freshmen bench
will be all Massachusetts boys.

Adjusting is a big part of fresh-

man ball, and Broaca had this to

say, "All of these boys were THE
players at their high schools. They
did it all, they were the super star.

What is important when they start

playing college ball is the
realization that everyone else is

just as good."

The question next turns to "how
good" this freshmen team is. Said
Broaca, "I don't like to compare
anybody to anybody, especially

before they have proven them-
selves. I think we have a fine

ballclub, and I have worked my
players hard. I am quite staisfied.

But I would not like to prejudge
their abilities. Our schedule is a
tough one and I think that this

squad will have a good chance to

prove itself as the season
progresses."

The tough schedule that Broaca
mentioned includes Boston
College. Boston University, Holy
Cross, St. Thomas More and
UConn, with the Little Redmen
facing UConn both home and away.
St. Thomas More, a new addition to

the freshman's 19-game schedule,

will be just one of 13 home games
that the frosh will play.

Defensively the Little Redmen
will be working on a straight man
to man setup. But man to man
presses, as well as zone presses,

will also be a part of their style, as

the running and gambling types of

defense will be called upon from
time to time.

Offensively there should be a

good deal of fast breaking, which
makes the reduction of turnovers

that much more of an important
factor. But the key at both ends will

be rebounding. If the freshmen can
hold their own in that department
thev should be in for a fine season.

Otherwise who knows. By 8 p.m.

tonight, after the St. Anselm's
game, we should have a good idea

about this freshman team's
capabilities. Commented Coach
Broaca, "We'll just wait and see,

and as we play we'll see exactly

what we have."

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA.

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most
spectacular runs in North
America. Great facilities. Fab-
ulous accommodation.

He also learned there's only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene? New chal

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.
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Want more info ?

Well get it to youfast.
Canadian Government
Travel Bureau,
150 Kent Street,

Ottawa 4, Ontario,
Canada

17

VACATION NATION!!*!

canaoa
0218-04-0

Please send the free Ski Canada" kit to:

Mr /Mrs/Miss
•

Address Apt. No.

City

1

State Zip Code

Frosh Schedule
Dec. 1 St. Anselm's

Dec. 3 At Dartmouth

Dec. 12 Amherst

Dec. 15 At UConn

Dec. 18 A.I.C.

Dec. 11 Bryant & Stratton

Jan. 27 Westfield

Jan. 28 At Boston U.

Jan. 30 Dartmouth

Feb. 2 At Holy Cross

Feb. 4 Chamberlayne

Feb. 8 St. Thomas Moore

Feb. 9 Boston C.

Feb. 13 UConn

Feb. 16 At Spnngtield

Feb 19 Greenfield C.C.

Feb. 20 Northern Essex

Feb. 22 New Haven

Feb. 24 At Amherst

<IMMCDl*Tc\ /COHTACtX
•tti,t,o, W L€M$ \

tMMufsc-
J I SUPPLIES F

tmrtmy Ui kihosv

M North i'lrusant St., tiiilirrst

MANY
GOING?

. . . charter a Peter Pan
'

t
Bus to wherever if is . /a'jf

JBrnxmc IZon.
The LoMir shop, Student Inion KI<Ik.

Inly, of Mans.

Tel. 545-2006 or 545-2528

Solid Fr. Hockey Team
Will Open Against BC

By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Freshman hockey coach Russell Kidd was cautiously optimistic when
asked to assess his team's chances for this season which starts Saturday
night at 6: 15 at Orr Rink against Boston College.

"We've got a good club. We have Chick Rheault-So.Boston, the all

overall size and depth, and we're in E-Mass Tournament goalie in 1968

Pucksters Score Shutout

good shape in every position with

three solid lines, five good
defensemen, and three fine

goalies, each of whom I wouldn't

hesitate to start. However, we do

have a real challenging schedule -

as tough as any freshman schedule

around."
Kidd mentioned BC, Yale,

Harvard and Dartmouth as the

teams he expects to give the Little

Redmen the most trouble.

The three solid lines he spoke of

include Jay Connors from
Arlington centering Bob Edwards,
right wing from Quincy, and Jim
Coleman, left wing from Maiden;

Chuck Nickerson from Falmouth
centering Tony Lyons, left wing-

Arlington and John, right wing-

Maiden; and Jimmy Lynch-
Woburn centering Gene Sullivan,

left wing-Dorchester and Geoff

Gill, right wing-Hingham.
Pat Egan-Mahtomedi, Minn, and

Peter Hanifan-Malden make up
one defensive pairing, and Tom
Casey-Dorchester and Chuck
Londraville-Chicopee are the other

pairing. Bill Vachon-Easthampton
is the alternate defenseman.

Frosh Schedule
Dec. 5 Boston C.

Dec. 9 At Yale Fr.

Dec. 12 Harvard J.V.

Dec. 14 At UConn

Dec. 18 At Harvard Fr

Feb. 6 At Yale J.V.

Feb. 8 Dartmouth

Feb 10 Boston U.

Feb. 13 New Prep

Feb. 17 At Deerfield

Feb. 27 At Williams

Mar. 1 New Hampshire

Mar. 6 Cardinal Cushing

The Ace Trucking Comptny
Lenny Bruce
Paul Kraeener

John end YDko Lennon
Leonard Cohen
Ron Carey
Peter Max

Allen Ginsberg
Al Keeper

will start in the nets for the frosh.

His back-ups are Charlie Sheridan
Stoneham and John Binkoski-
Arlington.

Kidd feels the frosh will have to

come up with a good team effort to

beat a "loaded" B.C. team.

Summing up his team's
prospects, Kidd said, "They looked

good in a scrimmage against Mt.

St. Charles, beating them 10-3.

They've also skated fairly well

with the varsity. I wish we had a

little more speed, and our defen-

semen are a little small, but we've
got a lot of depth, a good goalie and
guys that can score - so no one is

going to push us around."

(Continued from Page 20)

passing attack was considerably

sharper, as it dominated play in

the Lowell zone for 17 minutes of

the 20-minute period.

Sophomore Lonnie Avery scored

at the 0:21 mark when Don Lowe
sent Mike Waldron in on Girard.

Waldron's shot was blocked, but

Avery gathered in the rebound and
banged it home. Sophomore Riley

scored his second goal of the night

when he scored on Shea's rebound
at 7' 19. Two minutes later Keenan
scored again when he took Ed-

ward's pass in the left corner,

went towards the side of the net,

faked the defenseman towards the

corner, then drilled a shot to the

right side beating Girard.

At 10:13, Keenan scored his

second goal of the period when he

took a rebound shot from a pile-up

in front, circled behind the net and
came out to the right of Girard,

who stood up and watched Keenan
beat him to the corner of the goal.

Keenan completed his hat trick

during the second period and his

fifth of the game, when Reidy
made a good play, digging the

puck out of the corner and cen-

tering to Keenan who was breaking

towards the front of the net.

Last year's leading varsity

scorer, Edwards, hit his first goal

of the year when he took Keenan's
face-off pass and beat Girard at

the 19' :55 mark giving the Redmen
a 9-0 lead after two periods.

During the third period both

coaches substituted freely.

Sophomore Peter Ericson replaced

Flaherty in goal, while Lowell

Coach Bill Riley replaced the shell-

shocked Girard with sophomore
John Craycroft. Craycroft proved

to be an easy mark for the Redman
shooters as he allowed seven goals

in the final stanza.

Keenan scored number six when
he took a pass from Fran Mulcahy
and beat Craycroft to the left side

of the net. Forty-six seconds later

Edwards scored his second goal of

the night when Keenan sent Rick
Anerson in on the left. Anderson's

shot rebounded off of Craycroft's

pads and Edwards blasted the

rebound home.
The most unusual goal of the

night occurred at 9:19 when
Shilalie took a long shot from the

point. The shot hit the post but

instead of rebounding out, it

dropped down in front of the net.

While Craycroft couldn't locate the

shot, Keenan circled the net and
tipped it in.

Lowe scored his first varsity goal

at 11:32, assists going to Sullivan

and Riley. UMass scored numbers
15 and 16 ten seconds apart when
Shea scored his second goal with

Scrafield getting his third assist of

the night, at 18:44. At 18:54, Mike
Waldron tipped in Anderson's shot

from the point for the sixteenth and
final UMass tally.

ICE CHIPS—The Redmen won
the game with their aggressive

play in the corners and effective

forecnecking. Erickson had a big

save in the third period when he

stopped Mike McEUigott's break-

away attempt.

UMass has a big weekend series

with Division I RIVAL Penn-

sylvania here Friday afternoon at 4

p.m. and Saturday night the

Redmen take on Division II

powerhouse Vermont, led by ECAC
Division II goalie Dave Reese, also

at home. Face-off is 8:30 p.m.

IfGeneral Electric

can build an electric tractor,

why can't they build an
electric car?

General Electric is marketing a

14-horsepower rechargeable electric

tractor capable of speeds up to 7

miles an hour.

We think it's a remarkable

innovation But an electric car it's not.

As a garden tractor for home
use, Elec-Trak

T can take advantage of

characteristics that would be distinct

disadvantages in an electric car

The availability of fuel is no
problem for Elec-Trak. It's designed

for limited use near electrified

structures, making overnight

recharging possible.

The heavy weight of the

battery, which would slow down a

car, means greater applied traction

for Elec-Trak.

Because Elec-Trak must travel

al slow speeds to do its jobs, there

are no aerodynamic energy losses to

take into consideration

Still, one might expect Elec-Trak

to be the forerunner of a pollution-

free automobile. Perhaps it is But

there are many crucial problems left

to be solved.

The most important one, of

course, is the development of a

substantially better electric battery.

Any car built today would be severely

limited in range and performance,

and probably prohibitively expensive.

General Electric is making

progress on new batteries, but there's

a long way yet to go.

We've experimented with zinc-

air batteries Sodium-sulfur batteries

Silver-zinc batteries. Lithium-

halogen batteries. And others There

are problems with all of them
Problems of life-span, cost,

practicality

Despite the problems, General

Electric scientists and engineers are

working for the breakthrough that

will make electric cars possible.

Maybe the breakthrough is

closer than we think. But we'll

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

continue to work and leave the

predictions to someone else.

Why are we running this ad?

We're running this ad, and

others like it, to tell you the things

General Electric is doing to solve

the problems of man and his

environment today

The problems concern us

because they concern you. We're a

business and you are potential

customers and employees.

But there's another, more
important reason. These problems
will affect the future of this country

and this planet. We have a stake in

that future. As businessmen. And,
simply, as people.

We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,

570 Lexington Ave., New York, NY.
10022.
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Gametimes Detailed For Basketball And Hockey
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

The following are a few loose

notes that are pertinent to this

issue and that are best printed in a

group. . . . thusly:

HOOP N' HOCKEY HOME
COOKING-Most home varsity
basketball games, including
tonight's, will be served at 8 p.m.
at Curry Hicks Cage, which for

those who don't know, is that

dingy, pyramid-shaped building

just to the south of Bartlett Hall.

Out of this year's 13 home tilts,

there are five exceptions to the 8

p.m. tap-off time and those are the

games against New Hampshire
(Dec. 12), Northeastern (Jan. 30),

Vermont (Feb. 6), Connecticut
(Feb. 13) and Maine (Feb. 20),

which will all start at 7:30 p.m.

instead.

At all home basketball contests a

freshman game will be played two
hours prior.

Varsity hockey games at home
begin at differing times. All of

them are played at Orr Rink,

which is located on the Amherst
College campus. Excluding last

week's home opener against
Lowell Tech, five of the remaining
home games will start at 8 p.m.,

two at 8:30 p.m., two at 2 p.m. and
one at 4 p.m.

Frosh hockey games get under
way at three different times. Four
home affairs will begin at 8:15

p.m., two at 3 p.m. and one at 4

p.m. All frosh home games will

also be at Orr Rinks.

Only two times all winter do the

varsity basketball and hockey
teams play home contests on the

same dates. On Dec. 18, the

Redman hoopsters will host
American International at 8 p.m.,

and the UMass pucksters will

welcome Norwich to Orr, also at 8

p.m. The other date clash is Feb.
20. which has hoop vs. Maine at

7:30 p.m. and hockey vs. Boston
State a few hours prior, at 2 p.m.
NEW CAGE FLOOR- The Cage

will sport its almost brand new
floor at tonight's game. This floor

is almost 60 percent new wood,
having been refurbished for the

upcoming season, when the 100

percent old one was found to be
wharped.
BASKETBALL PROGRAMS-A

new and improved, 24-page
program, sponsored by the UMass
Varsity M Club, will be sold for 25

cents at all home basketball games
this winter. This fine booklet will

contain full rosters of the freshman
and varsity teams playing, a full

page of up-to-date Redman
statistics, information on UMass'
game opponent, Varsity M Club
notes, the usual "Smoke Signals,"

a new cover for each game and a
feature story by one of several
guest writers. In all, nine pages
will change from game to game.

The proceeds gathered from the
sale of these programs will go to
the general support of Redman
athletics.

VARSITY M WINTER LUN-
CHEONS-Weekly Varsity M Club
Luncheons will be held throughout
the winter on Wednesdays at the
Newman Center. There will be 12

of these dinners; anyone willing to

pay $1.50 is welcome to attend any
one of these affairs. Here is a
schedule by dates and speakers of

the upcoming luncheons:
Dec. 2 : coach Ken O'Brien (cross

country) and coach Peter Broaca
(soccer); Dec. 9: coach Jack
Leaman (basketball); Dec. 16:

coach Jack Leaman (basketball);
Jan. 6: coach Jack Canniff
(hockey); Jan. 13: coach Jack
Leaman (basketball); Jan. 27:

coach Homer Barr (wrestling);
Feb. 3: coach Jack Leaman
(basketball); Feb. 10: coach Erik
Kjeldsen (gymnastics); Feb. 17:

coach Jack Leaman (basketball);
Feb. 24: coach Joe Rogers
(swimming); Mar. 3: coach Jack
Leaman (basketball) and Mar. 10:

coach Bill MacConnell (skiing).

HOOP ON THE AIR-Two radio
stations will be covering UMass
basketball games this year. One is

campus radio station WMUA, 91.1

FM. Ken Horseman will handle the
play-by-play for these broadcasts
and Dave Melvin will chip in with
the color. Also covering Redman

From the Director of Bonnie and Clyde
and Alice's Restaurant

ARTHUR PENN'S

MICKEY ONE
Starring Warren Beatty

Something was out to get him. Reality, maybe

8 and 10 - Mahar - 75c
Comparative Literature Film Series

r -\

TERADYNE MAKES SENSE
it you re an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER who

. . .loves engineering- for its own sake; is a natural-

born tinkerer, just as comfortable with a solderinjr

iron as with a slide rule.

. . .wants the freedom to follow your interest as they

develop — whether it be circuit design, test engi-

neering, field engineering, applications engineer
ing or software development that intrigues you

.

You don't have to choose your life's work the day
you arrive.

...believes in a company which does well-known
things well, especially when the result is a line

of automatic component test equipment that leads
its world-wide industry. (No one else in our busi-
ness offers a 10-year guarantee!)

...likes the idea of joining an electronics firm that
dares to be different and stay right in downtown
Boston, close to outstanding schools, good theater,
great restaurants — the action.

...appreciates a fast-growing company that depends

on capable people to keep it growing.
If all this MAKES SENSE to you. see our repre-
sentative on campus on

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9

TERADYISE
irtte

18:'. Essex Street. Boston, Mass.

.1:1 equal opportunity employer M i

basketball will be WHMP, AM and
FM of Northampton. Play-by-play
announcer for this station wilj be
Joseph Fennessey.
N. E. HOOP ON THE RISE-This

winter should witness one of the

greatest years of college basket-

ball ever in New England. Along
with UMass, the defending
champion of the six-state region,

there are two very strong and
potentially great teams at
Providence College and at Holy
Cross, a couple of sleeping giants

at Harvard and at Dartmouth, a
solid team at Boston College and
some Yankee Conference peren-
nial toughies at Connecticut and at

Rhode Island.

Coach Leaman has this to say
about N. E. hoop for this cam-
paign, "This will be the best year
since I can remember. There are
more outstanding teams than ever
before." Adding one more name,
New Hampshire, to the teams
mentioned in the above paragraph
Leaman comments, "I think there
are eight basketball teams that

could be New England cham-
pions."

A few years aback the big names
in N. E. hoop belonged to

Providence and BC. It may appear
that both of these teams have
slipped a bit in the past couple of

years but Leaman firmly
disagrees. He judges PC and BC to

be as good as ever, clarifying,

"The other programs have grown
to catch them."
NO DUNKING-Once again, let it

be pointed out that there can be no
dunking by either basketball team
in the pregame warmups tonight

as referees will be on hand 30
minutes before the tilt itself starts

in order to slap any viola ter with a
technical foul should he break the
rule (hat's been in existence now
for four full years, but which has
never been strictly enforced until

the present time.

A FLICK OF THE WRIST-
Having flipped up a quickie,

right-handed shot, UMass' Ken
.Mathias (left) waits for the

verdict in action last year
against Rider. <MDC photo by
(iarv Slickman)

J

The NIT Story
(Continued from Page 11)

SUNDAY, MARCH 8: By this time the 16th tourney team had been
chosen and it was the second ACC squad, Duke. Marquette was conceited
as the top seed in this NIT field, as it was the number eighth ranked team
in the land and had turned down a chance to go to the bigger N.C.A.A.
tournament, hoping to rack up on New York City's prestigious NIT
Pairings were announced this fine day. UMass was matched up against
Marquette for Saturday night, the second day of the first round.
MONDAY, MARCH 9: 1750 student tickets arrived from New York late

today and went on sale at 6:30 p.m. UMass students were quick to get the
word and crowded the Boyden ticket office, gobbling up 1700 of the
ducats. More would come and more would be sold.
TUESDAY, MARCH 10: More tickets came today and they were sold
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11: Another ticket-buying day. The Redmen

were holding spirited practices.

THURSDAY, MARCH 12: UMass held its last Cage-practice in
preparation for the NIT today. Leaman had some words to offer to those
who thought the Redmen didn't stand a chance against Marquette "If I

thought we were going down there to get annihilated, I wouldn't' have
accepted the NIT bid."

FRIDAY, MARCH 13: The Redmen departed from outside the Cage on
this day, arrived in NYC and took in some of the Friday night games of
the first round.

SATURDAY, MARCH 14: A final preparation, a warm-up drill to give
the players a feel of Madison Square Garden, was completed in the
morning, and the way was paved for Ray Ellerbrook, Julius Erving Jack
Gallagher, Dick Samuelson, John Betancourt, Ken Mathias Dennis
Chapman, Mike Pagliara, Bob Dempsey, Bill Greeley, Rick Vogeley Bill
Kesgen, Sam Provoand Chris Coffin, coach Jack Leaman and 5,000kids
from UMass to write the concluding chapter to THE NIT STORY
The game was scheduled for 9 p.m. Close to two hours before

gametime, the UMass players and coach arrived at the Garden the took
seats along courtside to watch the first half of the tilt that would precede
their own. Close to the full measure of 5,000 Redman fans were there and
catching sight of their favorites in tneir maroon blazers, gave them a
standing ovation, chanting "Let's go Redmen! " A spine-tingling thing for
one to observe or take part in.

As tap-off time neared, Marquette was first to take the floor giving the
aggregate a gasping look at its spectacular pre-contest dunking drill On
another night the Warriors would have outshone the Redmen with this
display but backed by all those crazy people in the stands, UMass took
the floor and warmed up amidst the roar of the crowd Marquette7
The player-introduction ceremony was indeed a ceremony for UMass

as each one of the five starting Redmen received his plaudits in great
measure. The game itself was super exciting. Erving played a solid board
game, Ellerbrook came back after having a couple of shots soundly
blocked to hit some key Redman hoops, and the two sophomore guards,
Betancourt and Pagliara, took turns covering Marquette's AU-American
Dean Meminger

.
He had to earn each of his 1 1 points
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27 '27 " rem*ined that tight until the

final half of the final minute when the Warriors were out of the woods, 62-
55. Oyer the ast 60 seconds of action, the 5.000 on hand let the world knowhow they felt, repeatedly asserting, "We'll be back! ".
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Pregame No-Dunking Questioned

By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Once again, the doors of the Cage open Tuesday night as another
UMass varsity basketball season gets underway. And a lot of things will

be the same as they were last season as the Redmen marched through a
triumphant year to become kings of New England college basketball.

People will queue up hours before gametime in hopes of crowding into

the outmoded Cage to get some view of their beloved Redmen. The P.A.
announcer will make frequent requests that the fans push together so that

a few more hardy people can squeeze into one of those plush bleacher
seats. Everyone will leap to their feet at the first sign of the Redmen and
cheer wildly as the ball players run through their lay-up drills to the tune

of "Sweet Georgia Brown" played by the pep band.
But one thing will be different this year. For this season, the fans will

not get to see Julius Erving jam the ball through the strings on one of his

patented stuff shots. That's right. No longer can the tremendous junior

bring the crowd to its feet with one of his double pump reverse dunks.

The reason for this change in procedure is simple. If any player stuffs

the ball before the beginning of a game, his team will be assessed a

technical foul.

Actually, the rule has existed for a while. Most basketball fans can
remember a few years back when a rule prohibiting dunking was put in in

an obvious move to hurt Lew Alcindor when Alcindor was leading UCLA
to three straight N.C.A.A. crowns. However, few people realize that at the

same time, dunking was actually prohibited in pregame warmups as

well. The enforcement of this rule was left to the disgression of the in-

dividual coaches and it was felt that pregame dunking was implied by the

spirit of the no dunk rule.

Since that time, most college teams have ignored the pregame dunking

ban. As far as UMass is concerned, Coach Jack Leaman has always
followed the rule that his team would not dunk until the opposition had
done so. But for in the 1970-71 season, some changes have been made.
From now on, officials will be on the floor thirty minutes before

gametime and will be watching for any dunking violations. The reason for

this change in policy is that too many teams were violating the rule and
that players were getting hurt as well as damaging equipment.

Coach Leaman is one of the outspoken opponents of the no dunk rule.

"It's a stupid rule," exclaims the hoop mentor, "the dunk shot is to

basketball what the home run is to baseball. It's what the fans come to

see."

Leaman feels that the justification for the dunking edict is faulty and
believes that it should be eliminated altogether.

"Injuries and damages only occur in a minute percentage of dunks and
it is always these instances that get publicized. Coaches must put

basketball above themselves and we must see what we can do to make it a

better game."
Leaman also thinks that the rule is unfair and takes away from the

game itself.

"99% of the time, if the defensive man has proper position no one can

dunk the ball."

The ironic thing about the whole situation is that most coaches agree

with Leaman's point of view. In fact, the coaches always vote to bring

back the dunk. Leaman describes a time a few weeks ago when he was
attending a coaches convention in New Hampshire.

"There were about 90 coaches there and I asked how many of them
thought the rule should be abolished. About 70 coaches raised their hands.

Then I asked how many favored the rule and no one raised his hand."

Why, then, does the rule still exist if even the coaches feel it is a

needless prohibition? The only apparent answer is that the members of

the rules committee are stubborn and are so above the game itself that

they don't see that they are seriously hurting basketball. "If they want to

take some of the advantage away from the big men," Leaman feels,

"they should rule the basket higher instead of banning the dunk,"

Eventually, the rules committee will likely come around and change

the rule. However, this might not occur for two or three years or more. In

the interim, many thousands of college basketball games will be played

before millions of fans who will miss the excitement and thrill of the dunk

shot.

From a selfish point of view, I feel bad because no longer will I get to

see the fantastic feats of Julius Erving which were sometimes better than

the games themselves.

But more than that, I feel bad for the freshmen and those who come

after them who will never get to see what Julius Erving and other Julius

Ervings to come can actually do.

In the end, however, I feel bad for the game of basketball. For it will

suffer most.

THEY'LL MISS IT-These boisterous Cage fans, shown in action

from last winter's Holy Cross game, will miss the pre-game dunking

show almost as much ~s the players themselves. (MIX photo by Bob

MangiaraUi)

TOWER
RESTAURANT
SPECIALS

\X
For Couples \

ANTIPASTO (2 forks)

SPAGHETTI &
MEATBALLS

\

V

Bread and Butter

plus

* PLAIN PIZZA
plus

2 Soft Drinks
y

Also Pepperoni,

Meatball, Mushroom,
or Linguica Pizza

add 50< per pizza

All Items

Plus Tax

For Singles

ANTIPASTO

LASAGNA
with Meatballs

Bread and Butter

plus

Soft Drink

\

/

PIZZA
PARTY

1 plain pizza

1 pepperoni pizza

1 meatball pizza

1 Tower Special Combo

FOR TAKE OUT

549-1115

all 4 .99

HOURS:

Sunday thru

Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Friday and
Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 2 a.m.
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UMass Basketball Bounces Back

As Redmen Host St. A's Tonight
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

A very loyal I' Mass basketball

Ian best summed up tonight's hi>

and season-opening tilt against St

Anselm's College, slated to begin

w**m

iiYS .

i
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Cartoon by Fred Rosenthal
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THAT'S RIGHT-Because of the great enthusiasm at

t Mass for Redman basketball, hoop enthusiasts will be
arriving even earlier for home games this year. (Cartoon

by Fred Rosenthal)

at 8 p.m. at the Cage, when he

commented, "I've been waiting for

this game ever since the end of the

MT game against Marquette last

IT."

That's a long time - eight

months, and now the big opening

game is just hours away. A
capacity crowd of 4200 is expected

to be on hand tonight as the

defending New England and
Yankee Conference champions,

the Redmen, embark on another

campaign against a team they

defeated last February, 94-63.

Except for one major entity, this

will be the same Hawk squad that

UMass won its 16th contest against

last winter. That major entity is

Dave Sturma, a 67 star center

departed via graduation.

Sturma holds many St. Anselms
hoop records and was in the top ten

of the nation's shooters in field goal

percentage. He won a selection to

the all-New England College

Division team last season as he led

the Hawks in scoring and
rebounding.

Tough shoes to fill, and the call

has gone out to Miles Gerrish, a 6'9

sophomore who has neither high

school nor college freshman
basketball experience. However,

he is highly rated, especially by St.

A's head coach Al Grenert, who
has said, "He's going to surprise a

lot of people."

Gerrish's basketball experience

comes solely from playing hoop in

C.Y.O. and Y.M.C.A. leagues. In

his favor he has determination, a

will to learn, good coordination,

good size and weight and good

instincts for the game.
Outside of the center post,

Grenert's 22nd Hawk contingent is

in very good shape with five let-

termen returning, four of whom
started in '69-'70.

The guard positions will be

shared by two seniors and one

junior. One of the seniors is Tom
Gentile, a real hustler at 5*11. He
averaged 17.1 points per game last

year. The other senior is Ray
Moore, who plays more of a

reserve role. He is a six-footer and
his scoring average a year ago was
7.1. The probable starter alongside

i, fiit lie will be Gerry Ryle, the

junior, who popped em in at a 9.0

rate last season. At six feet, he will

handle the play-making duties of

this club.

In the forward slots, one appears

taken while the other is up for

grabs. Captain John Lukas, a 6'3

senior, nas earned a starting

assignment, but the other post is

being contested for not by let-

termen, but by two sophomores in

the persons of Jeff Grenert, 6'4,

and Steve Pope, 6'3.

That fifth letterman is senior

Mike Mulligan, who will be a jack-

of-all-trades this year, filling in as

a backup center, and a backup
forward, where he may also get an

occasional starting nod. Mulligan

is 6'5 and his point average was 8.7

last year.

Up from the St. A's freshman
team to provide needed depth are a

couple of sophs, Vincent
Colapietro, a 5' 10 guard, and Bill

Walsh, a 6'2 guard.

Overall the Hawks are looking

for improved rebounding and solid

reserve play as keys to a suc-

cessful campaign. Gerrish will be

counted upon to develop quickly.

St. Anselm's notched a berth in the

N.C.A.A. College Division

basketball tourney a year ago and
would like to do the same this time

around. It would like nothing

better than to start fitting the

pieces together against UMass
tonight.

HOOP NOTES - UMass head
coach Jack Leaman had a couple

of things to say about St. As,
"They have a veteran ballclub. I

think we'll be in for a good
ballgame* ...In comparing the

Hawks to other teams the Redmen
must play this season, Leaman
was less plauditory of them,
cautioning, "If we can't beat a

team the caliber of St. Anselm's,

it's going to be a long

year. "...After that long wait

between the end of the Marquette-

NIT game and tonight's contest,

it's hopeful that UMass will get a

quick jump on what really doesn't

shape up to be a long year.

In Last Tuesday's Home Hockey Opener . . .

Redman Hockey Team Blanks Lowell Tech, 16-0
By DICK BACKER

Staff Reporter

Last Tuesday evening before an

SRO crowd at Orr Rink,

sophomore Pat Keenan broke two

UMass single-game scoring

records as he netted seven goals

and two assists in leading the

Redmen to a 16-0 victory over

Lowell Tech.

Keenan, last year's fresman
scoring leader, broke the record

for most goals (seven) and most

points (nine) scored in a single

game. It was his varsity debut.

But the Toronto sensation

wasn't the entire UMass show in

the Redman home opener. Coach

Jack Canniff unveiled a young

(nine juniors and seven
sophomores make up the three

forward lines, the first five

defensemen and the two goalies)

but obviously talented team, one

that is hopeful of making the

E.C.A.C. Division II play offs for

the first time in UMass hockey

history.

The Redmen weren't a polished

unit against the hapless Engineers

as their passing was off, and they

had trouble bringing the puck out

of their own end, at times holding

the puck too long and allowing

Lowell to disrupt the UMass at-

tack.

On the plus side the Redmen
exhibited an aggressive
forechecking game, enabling them
to keep the puck in the Engineers'

zone for minutes at a time, and

peppering Lowell goaltenders with

53 shots.

From the opening face-off

UMass forced the play in the

Engineers' zone, but just couldn't

score. Dennis Grabowski's tip-in

attempt of Brian Sullivan's long

shot from the point was wide at the

54-second mark.
The Redman passing was sloppy,

especially in front of the Lowell

net, but sophomore Don Riley

finally put UMass on the

scoreboard at 2:45 when he

collected Bob Shea's pass in front

of Lowell goalie Tom Girard and
beat him to his left.

The Redmen, digging in the

corners and forechecking
aggressively, scored again, at the

4:18 mark, when Keenan scored
his first goal as he tipped in Dan
Reidy's shot.

Sloppy passing continued to

hound UMass as it missed
numerous scoring opportunities in

front of the net. To the Redmen's
credit they didn't quit, as they kept

forechecking and forcing play in

the Engineers' zone.

The hard work paid off when
Jack Edwards stole the puck from
a Lowell defenseman in the right

corner and sent a centering pass to

Keenan, who beat Girard high,

over his glove side.

UMass continued its aggressive
play, but at 15:31, Gary Bishop of

Lowell caught the Redman
defensemen up ice and broke in

alone on goalie P.J. Flaherty.

Flaherty came out and blocked
Bishop's shot. For all purposes this

finished the Engineers; the
Redmen continued exerting
pressure on Girard and scored
their fourth goal, at 19:33, when
defenseman Bob Shilalie, filling in

for the injured Al Nickerson,
passed to Eric Scrafield, who sent
a contering pass to Shea, who
scored his first varsity UMass
goal.

In the second period the Redman
(Continued on Page 17)
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Cheers for All

As today's sports special so aptly shows, the UMass winter sports
season has begun, and it brings up two pretty sore points, namely, the
lack of an ice rink and the presence of the Cage.

It is a foregone conclusion that the Cage will be jammed hours before
gametime for home games to watch the New England champions defend
their title. And Orr Rink will be overflowing for the home games of

potentially the finest hockey team in school history. It all means that a lot

of students, faculty, administrators, and sports fans will be unable to see
UMass home games in person this year because there is no room for

them.

How about this for an idea then? For the bigger and more important
hockey and basketball home contests, how about a closed circuit hook up
in the Boyden gym or any other large auditorium on campus. The
equipment is available on campus, and so is the interest.

The games are going to be easy sell outs for most of the season so
nothing will be lost. And a big group of students who paid their athletic fee
will be able to see games that may not be able to if things remain as they
are.
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Talk Show Trouble
WASHINGTON - The United States is suffering from

its worst shortage of radio and TV talk show guests in

20 years. The reason for this is that while talk shows
have been multiplying by the thousands, the people
who have beta appearing on them have become worn
out. In 1960, there were 250 guests available for each
talk show. Ten years later, there are 250 talk shows
fighting over the same guests.

Things have gotten so bad that a professor who
wrote a book about the mating habits of woodworms
was recently kidnapped in front of the Today Show in

New York and flown out to California where he was
forced to go on a radio-telephone talk show instead.

Two famous late-night show hosts got into a fist fight

in a Sixth Avenue delicatessen last month over a
waiter who could make a white napkin look like a
rabbit.

And only three weeks ago, two female talk-show
hostesses had a hair-pulling contest in a beauty shop
over the TV rights to an author of the definitive book
on false eyelashes.

In order to avoid an all-out war between the talk-

show commentators, a secret conference was called

at Johnny Carson's hideaway farm in the Adiron-
dacks. Black limousines with their shades drawn kept
arriving at 2-minute intervals and out stepped such
big guns in the talk business as David Frost, Dick
Cavett, Mike Douglas, Hugh Downs, Barbara Walters,
Virginia Graham, Irv Kup and David Susskind.
Every major TV host and hostess was there.

Everyone brought his own producer and talent co-

ordinator for protection, but Carson's people made
everybody leave their teleprompters at the door.

Ed McMahon opened the meeting by saying, "And
heeerrrre's Johnny."
Carson got down to business right away. "We all

know why we're here," he said. "There's a crisis in

the talk-show business and unless we find an answer to

it we'll all be doing commercials for Maxwell House
coffee."

"Right," said Mike Douglas, "Now, my boys

Philadelphia say that unless some equal way is

figured out to share the few available guests left,

we're going to take them off the metroliner before
they reach New York.''

"Is that so?" said Virginia Graham. "Well, we on
the West Coast are getting sick and tired of your
Eastern talk shows coming out here and grabbing all

our guests."

"That's right, Ginny," said Merv Griffin. "If you
muscle in on our territory, we'll muscle in on yours."
David Frost spoke up, "We're not getting anywhere

with threats. As I see it, no matter what we do, we've
used up every singer, comedian, author and politician

for the next two years. A new crop should be coming
up by then, but none of us can wait. What I suggest is

that we each volunteer to go on each other's shows to

fill the vacuum. After all, we are nore interesting than
the people we interview."

"I agree with David," Dick Cavett said, "but it

seems to me the public would become very suspicious
if we kept turning up on each other's shows without a
reason."

"Why don't we each write a book? Then we would
have a legitimate reason for going on each other's
show," David Susskind said.

Carson replied, "You know we don't have time to

write books."

"But suppose," said Frost, "we put together
transcripts of our interviews with our former talk-

show guests. Wouldn't that constitute a book?"
"Of course," said Barbara Walters. "Then no one

could criticize us for going on each other's show.

"

And so it was decided that each talk-show host
would put together the best talks he or she has had.
This would mean 345 books, which would take up the
talk lack for the next two years.

As the long black limousines pulled out of Carson's
farm, the state police, who were tipped off to the
meeting, showed up. But, unfortunately, almost
everyone got away.

in

Matt Tackeff

Freedoms for Diversity
Historically, academic freedom and curricuiar

diversity have been the traditional targets of those
moralists who got uptight with the fact that academia
didn't enthusiastically reinforce their particular code
of morality. Such moralism, if institutionalized, sets
the stage for the type of purges that freak out the
advocates of academix freedom. Remember the fate
of Galileo and other scientific "heretics" whose
revelations contradicted the moral code of the Pope?
Or how about those who question the validity of
Leninist dogma in Soviet universities? Who could
forget the days when professors invoked the fifth

amendment in front of Joe McCarthy? And of course
the infamous Nazi bookburning orgies which purified
German education.

In a letter in last Tuesday's Collegian, a Mr. B, quite
a moralist in his own right, expresses his displeasure
with the type of curriculum which other individuals
heretically choose to participate in. Others who have
the audacity to refuse to conform to Mr. B's code of

morality, are, in his own words, "unthinking sim-
pletons"(!). The fact that "the university is as un-
critical of American capitalist activity as the local

Kiwanis" gets Mr. B. very angry (Mr. B. obviously
doesn't know of merciless tirades delivered against
Capitalism at the Trotskyist Labor Forum by Sid

Campus Comment

Finehursh and Co. By the way, this ain't a plug). Mr.
B. desires to make UMass curriculum conform to his

anti-capitalistic morality, not by scholarly per-
suasion, but by intimidation, grant you, since he
believes that "a meaningful demonstration is possible
only when it threatens terrorism" (Jeepers
Creepers !

)

Mr. B. must be reminded that he doesn't have a
monopoly on morality, nor do his standards constitute
eternal truths. Those who choose to join ROTC or
pursue a career with DOW or any other industry most
likely don't desire to oppress the "Third World" or
exploit the "working class", and aren't unthinking
simpletons' as Mr. B. so visciously refers to them.
They have just as much right to prusue their type of

education as anyone else, no matter how much they
contradict Mr. B's ethical plateaus
The present UMass administration, however

bureaucratic, still encourages enormous diversity. If

in power, Mr. B. would probably not permit any such
diversity for the "unthinking simpletons ". If this

University is to remain free, we must see that it

becomes a marketplace of knowledge, with complete
freedom of choice for the consumer-student in picking
his career.

Objective Coverage
To The Editor:

The editorial staff of the Collegian has continually
demonstrated its support of positions on issues that

can be described as socialist. No single topic has
received more coverage in the pages of the Collegian
than the activities of the Young Socialist Alliance and
its ideological confreres . The fact that the YSA is

very active on campus and that the editors of the

Collegian are sympathetic to its views is obvious.

That it is the editors' prerogative to allot a high degree
of coverage in the Collegian to publicize the YSA's
views is not denied.

However, it not the editors' prerogative to

misrepresent facts when reporting national events. A
clear example of this misrepresentation is the
headlines and their related newswire reports con-
cerning the recent events in North Vietnam.
The front-page headline refers to a U.S. helicopter-

lifted search and rescue mission to an area outside
Hanoi as an "invasion". Neither the New York Times
nor The Boston Globe editions of the same date (24
Nov. '70) refer to the raid as an "invasion", nor do the
wire service reports themselves, for no other reason
than it constitutes a perversion of correct English
usage. To compound this factual error, the headline
goes on to assert that this "invasion" prompted the
Hanoi delegation to boycott the Paris peace talks
when, in fact, the delegation has made no statement
whatsoever concerning the raid. (Ref. NY Times, 24
Nov. 70). They boycotted the talks because of the
bombi g raids, not the rescue mission. (Ref. NY
Times & Boston Globe, 24 Nov. 70) It can be assumed

that Hanoi is not pleased by the raid, but to connect,
by means of a headline, the boycott of the talks with
the raid, when Hanoi itslelf has not made the con-
nection, is misrepresentation of the facts. That this
misrepresentation could be useful to Mr Sid
Finehurst of YSA and Mobe is, I think, not entirely
coincidental. To note that Mr. Finehursh holds a rally
protesting an "invasion ", just after the Collegian has
established, by headline, the feeling that there was
indeed an "invasion ", is to become alarmed at the
misuse of freedom of the press as exemplified by the
Collegian. To further aid Mr. Finehursh by implying
that somehow this "invasion" has incurred the wrath
of large numbers of people is irresponsible in the
extreme. I refer, of course, to your headline on page
four - "Helicopter Raid Stirs Anger World-Wide."
This headline is above a newswire report which in no
way justifies the headline. In the report, no reference
whatsoever is made to any anger, much less "world-
wide" anger.

Those who wish to restrict their sources of in-
formation on current events to the ideological ran-
tings of the YSA and MOBE, should attend Mr.
Finehursh's rallies and meetings. Those who wish to
receive objective reports of current events, from
which they can draw their own conclusions, should be
able to read a Collegian that has not been carefully
"adjusted" by means of idiologized headlines, to
support a particular group's politics.

BILLPANTTAJA
612 Grayson

ALPHA SIGMA PHI:

There will be an important meeting tonight

at 9 p.m. in our new lodge.

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB:
There will be a club meeting tonight at 7:30

in the Campus Center. Room to be announced.

ARTS 8. CRAFTS SHOW:
Display your Art or Crafts on Dec 13th from

noon til 8 p.m. John Q Adams upper, 19th

Floor. For further information call 68515
before Dec 9th.

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLET COMMITTEE:
All subcommittees of Birth Control Booklet

Committee must choose chairmen before Dec.

3rd. All chairmen then contact Karen Beaurais

at 545 2682 before the 5th.

FOOD SERVICE:
Top of the Campus Club Permanent Mem

bership photos taken this week MWF from 12 5

p.m., TUTH from 115 p.m. in Room 802.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
There will be a mandatory sisterhood

meeting tonight at 6: 30 in Room 162 of the*

Campus Center The Executive Board will

meet at 6 p.m. Please remember the luncheon.

GOV'T 391 CLASS (ROBERT C. WOOD'S):
Advising in Campus Center Room 803 from 4

6 p.m.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB:
The regular square dance will be held in the

Campus Center Aud. tonight at 7:30 with

review at 730, new material at 8, and club

level at 9:30.

HISTORY MAJORS
If you need help or have questions con

cerning history courses for next semester,

there will be history students available to

answer your questions this week trom 11 1 and

2 4 in the 7th Floor Lounge of Herter.

N.E.S:
There are still 35 people who have not filled

out modular credit forms from orientation

workshops Please drop into N E S Office (104

C C ) this week to insure credit

ORCHARD HILL:
Interviews 12/2, 12/3, 12/6 12/10 from 7 9

p m. m Masters Ottice in Field House Ap
plications m 402 Webster House & Masters'

Office still availat.e.

ORCHARD HILL MASTERS' OFFICE:
Non Orchard Hill residents may sign up for

Orchard Hill courses on and after Dec. 4th.

Sign up, lists are in the Master's Office 101

Eugene Field

REGIONAL ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL:
Very important meeting tonight 8 p.m. in

Room 162 of the Campus Center All people

willing to plan/work on Israeli Week please

attend.

GEORGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
There will be an open meeting tonight. Topic

to be discussed is course outlines of

Georgraphy courses as well as outlines of

related courses 730 p.m. in Morrill 258.

I E.E.E.:

I.E E.E. Help 141 will be at 1 25 p.m. this

afternoon Room 309 Engineering Lab Bldg.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting, and meditation in Room
904 908 in the Campus Center from 5:30 to 7

p.m Please bring an empty stomach and wear

loose fitting clothes

Latest Census Shows

Calif. Most Populous
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Census Bureau Monday set the

nation's population at 204.7 million

in a final official count which gives

California five new House seats

and the title of the most populous

state.

For the first time, the census

included 1.5 million Americans

living overseas as servicemen or

federal employes, and their

dependents. They were ap-

portioned among the state to help

figure representation in the U.S.

House of Representatives.

Americans living overseas as

employes of private companies

were not counted.

Notices
LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER:
We are trying to compile resource & interest

files. Located in Free University Center

MATHEMATICS MAJORS.
The Junior Colloquium speaker for today

will be Prof Joseph Kampe de Feriet. The title

of his talk is "A General Introduction to in

formation Theory". Hasbrouck 124 at 4 p.m.
Coffee will be served in the Math Lounge,
Arnold House at 3:30 p.m.

STUDENT SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:
Academic Affairs meet tonight at 7 p.m. in

Room 805 09 of the Campus Center. Come and
rap about your education.

YAHOO:
Accepting material for next issue at staff

meeting at 7 p.m. tonight. New YAHOO
available at the YAHOO Office

WOMEN'S SKI TEAM:
An important meeting for all prospective

members tonight at 7 p.m. in the WOPE
Lounge. If unable to attend call 6 7442

LOST:
A slide rule was lost in Engineering Bldg. If

found call Louise 546 9592.

WANTED
Waitresses

&

Go Go Dancers

I

Part-time

For infomation

Coll 323-9341

A green wallet with ID for Sharon Anderson

was lost Nov 23rd or Nov. 24th. If found please

call 772 0449.

3 Notebooks were lost in Men's Room of

Machmer Hall, Nov. 24th. Will the individual

who accidentally picked them up please call

Art Encarnacao, 226 Puffton or phone 549 6808

Remington portable typewriter, gray with

black carrying case, Nov. 21st on University

Drive (I think). If found please call Kathy 546

1218.

FOUND:
Rescued: Female Dog, mixed breed, with

Weymouth, Cohasset tag number 1705 when

struck by car on North Pleasant Street last

Weds. Owner may claim from Dr. Ruder

Market Hill Road, Tel. 549 3780.

CHI DELPHIA:
Chi Delphia Rush Tonight all university

women invited to Delta Chi, 314 Lincoln Ave.

Informal coffee hour after basketball game (10

p.m.). Sisters: Call Mel.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Clinic tonight on the Differences between

English and Western Riding at 7:30 inGrinnell

Arena. All are welcome

French Novel-Film Course

To Be Offered

The French Department has announced a new course for the spring

semester, French 390b. Entitled Repliques en 16 millimetres, the course

will focus on the novel in France and its adaptation to the screen.

Enrollment is open to anyone able to follow class lectures and screen

dialogue in French, and non-French majors are encouraged to attend.

Majors may take the course for major credit. The instructor will be

Professor O'Connell.

The course will be divided into seven 2-week sections, with a novel and

the film based on it being examined during each two-week period. The

opening film will be Les Liaisons dangereuses, based on the 18th century

Laclos novel, which is one of the major works in the form of epistolary

fiction. The film, directed by Roger Vadim, who gave the world Brigitte

Bardot, is shot in the Alps at a ski resort and in it Vadim has transferred

the action from the letter form of the 1780 novel to modern forms of ex-

pression: using jazz, the telephone and the tape recorder. Featuring his

new wife of the moment, Annette Stroyberg, of whom he makes the

customary nude shots, Vadim also employed rather important stars in

this movie - Jeanne Moreau and Gerard Philippe. A controversial movie

even to this day and a solid commercial success from the very beginning,

Vadim's treatment of the Laclos novel opens up new perspectives on the

book. It is also an excellent introduction to Vadim's work, now more

widely known in this country since his marriage to Jane Fonda.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAA.

The Aries ronngster is headstrong,
an original, not likely to follow pre-

cedent. Parents of the Aries bey or
Kirl should provide plenty of encour-
agement and an abundance of affec-

tion. This child is impulsive and ex-
tremely sensitive to environment. He-
ine with a child of this zodiacal sign

is refreshing, at times exasperating,

educational and can even be delightful.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19) :

Being too Insistent could alienate busi-

ness partner or mate. Allow others
freedom of choice. Tour own ambi-
tions will be better served by live-and-

let-llve policy.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Some
ne may be trying to get message
•erwi to you. Communication line*

may be distorted. Withhold final judg-
ment until facts are appraised. Avoid
jumping to conclusions.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Har-

monize family relationships. One who
is extremely sensitive needs encour-
agement. Accent on how you express
yourself. Member of opposite sex is

involved.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Stick
to practical Issues. Don't veer too far
from familiar ground. Surprises are
due. Tou should prepare yourself by
Having alternatives at hand.. Avoid
"dt-deception.
LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Conserva-

tive course is best; avoid long-range
financial commitments. Relatives may
offer well-meaning advice, but key Is

to be aware of your own needs. Post-
l.one trip If possible.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Im-

'[ulslve gesture could be costly. Know
this and take proper precautons. A
child who makes unreasonable
demands should be dealt with In ma-
in re manner.

LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22): New
starts In new directions are Indi-
cated. Events occur with dramatic sud-
denness. Aquarius Individual could
play important role. Stress Independ-
ence and self-esteem.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Tour
Intuitive Intellect serves as reliable
s:a!de. Tendency Is for associates now
'.o act In eccentric manner. Don't com-
pound error. Do what you feel must
be done.
8AGITTARIU3 (Xov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Leave details to others. Welcome In-
vitation which promises Change of
p.ice. Social activity Increases. Sense
<>f humor becomes great ally. Realize
this — and respond accordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Investment potential is subject to
• hange. Move with the times. Don't
fee-1 you are stuck with one method
<>f procedure. There Is red tape. But
it ultimately works In your behalf.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

<">htain hint from Leo message. Don't
become Involved In wild-goose chase.
Take course which leads toward goal.
Short cuts now do not appear satis-
factory.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Mo-

ney Is involved In minor dispute witii
no who is forceful. Insistent. Hold
your ground. You get backing from
surprise source. Accent confidence and
willingness to negotiate.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

area of confusion Is transformed to
solid accomplishment. Determination
will play large role. You have some
sparkling Ideas which will be turned
Into profit. Personal life settles to a
more even, productive pace.
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to last Wednesday's puzzle

ACROSS

1 A state (abbr.)

4 Earth goddess

6 Place tor

worship

1 1 Picture-taking

device

13 Game fish

15 Printer's

measure

16 Direction

18 Region

19 Comrkunist

21 Entreaty

22 Note of scale

23 Substance

26 Base

29 Insect

31 Game at cards

33 Symbol for

nickel

34 Chinese mile

35 Short sleep

38 Music, as
written

39 Preposition

40 Indefinite

article

41 Developed
43 Sheet of glass

45 Damp
47 Tidier

50 Artificial

language
52 River in

Siberia

53 Cut
56 Post

58 Dropsy
60 Parent (coiloq.)

61 Receive with

favor

63 Approached
65 Athletic groups
66 Touchdown

(abbr.)

67 Abstract being

DOWN

1 Genus of

maples

2 Path
3 Part of "to be"
4 Grasps
5 King of birds

6 Onslaughts
7 Note of scale

8 British

streetcar

9 A month
10 Fish eggs
12 Teutonic deity

14 A continent
(abbr.)

17 Chickens
20 River in

Scotland

24 Warbled
25 Dine

27 River in

Siberia

28 Alcoholic

beverage
29 Defect

30 Boundary
32 Bind
36 Part of circle
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37 Pills

42 Unwanted
plant

44 Limb

46 Instant

48 Concerning
49 Titled

51 Genus of olives

54 Unlock

55 Small lumps

56 Parent (coiloq.)

57 Perform

59 Cooled lava

62 Afternoon

(abbr.)

64 Note of scale
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Those Gallant PP Men And Their Snowplows I
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When the winter winds roar in, bringing with them that curse of the

commuter, the bane of the dorm-liver, and the liberator of school-

children; when the campus is covered from F lot to M lot and the

tunnel is clogged with ice; there are a gallant few who brave the cold,

put on their coats and boots, start the machines, and shovel that snow,
the men of Physical Plant.

They're a hardy lot, and they have to be. Their trucks are the

targets for snowballs, and people would rather slide down Orchard
Hill than walk down it. Irate faculty have been known to call in the

middle of the night and complain that 2 lot isn't clear or that they can't

get into the back door of Machmer. But, the men of the multi-colored

plows take it all in stride. Their number is small, 18 to 20 men in-

cluding reliefs, and they man about 12 pieces of equipment. They
have, stored in the fenced-in yard next to the Physical Plant building,

plows for roads,plows for lots, plows for sidewalks, and an occasional

snow-blower, capable, it is rumored, of eating three VW's lined up in a

row.

When the snow falls and clogs the roads and lots, these staunch souls

venture forth in the dead of night, toiling and laboring in the cabs of

their trucks, nipping once in a while at something to keep them warm,
clearing the commuter lots and the faculty lots.

First on the list to be desecrated by the roaring, fire-breathing,

smoke-belching plows is the Infirmary lot. Then they steam up Or-

chard Hill, chewing up the snow and the road as they go. Quick, like

drunken elephants, they swing down and push all the white stuff off at

the police station, and then, precisely then, very early in the morning,

they begin to clear around the dorms, trying their hardest not to wake
anyone up.

They are tough men, descended from Payl Bunyan and his blue ox,

Babe. And they work hard. They have to. Who in his right mind would
expect students to walk through snow on their way to classes? Not

these men.
Their worst moment came three years ago when the Amherst DPW

couldn't keep up with the snowfall as it fell and was very late in

clearing the town roads. Last year, on the other hand, was an easy

year for the men of the PP. Despite predictions by the Farmer's
Almanac that snow would fall in November, Mother Nature has held

back for a while, giving these valiant men a little respite before the

deluge.
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Draft Counselor's Corner
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Documentation Key To Successful Medical Deferments
By GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter
Last week, before everyone went

home to get their annual dose of

indigestion, I discussed some of the
criteria for medical deferments.
Assuming that you've recovered
enough to pay attention, I'll give
you some idea of how to go use your
ailments properly; i.e., to be sure
that you succeed in convincing the
AFEES (Armed Forces Entrance
& Examining Station) personnel
that you should be found unfit to

kill people in order to preserve
your nation's honor.
The key to the game is called

documentation. The doctors,
aides, and other official types at

AFEES are harried, hassled, and,
frequently, hostile. These three h's

are important because they
frequently cause your examiners
to miss fairly obvious deferable
conditions. Therefore, it is to your
definite advantage to have a letter

from your doctor stating that your
leg was amputated three years
ago. and that the chances that it

will grow back are minimal. He
should also state that in his expert
medical opinion he believes that

your one-legged condition might
possibly interfere with your per-

formance of duty. Do not count on
AFEES to either notice your
condition or draw any conclusions
themselves.

This is said only partly in jest. I

know of one case where a young
man who had one leg three inches
shorter than the other and who was
required to wear a brace passed
his physical, was inducted into the
Army, put through basic, sent for a
year to Vietnam, and was finally
given an honorable discharge. He
did not want to go, but he had no
idea of his rights to appeal AFEES
findings. Simply, incredible things
can and do happen, so it is best to

take nothing for granted.

Okay. You're convinced that it's

a good idea to have some
documentation with you. Now,
what form should it take9

The most obvious is a letter from
vour doctor - or doctors, if more

than one has treated you. The
letter should state your condition in

both medical and lay terminology.

This is so you don't insult the rare
educated AFEES dcotors and don't

go over the heads of the rest. The
letter should also give the

prognosis, state the treatment
prescribed, and go on to the most
important part. If there is any
chance at all, no matter how
remote, that the condition cuuld
either be aggravated by or in-

terfere with basic training or the

performance of duty, the doctor
should so declare. The Army does
not want people who are going to be
on the sick rosters or who will have
to be given a medical discharge, so

it will try to turn you down if they

have any indication that you might
be one of these types.

You have your doctor's letters.

The next step is to get additional

documentation. Were x-rays taken
to disgnose or confirm your con-

dition? Get copies. Were you sent

to a specialist? Get a letter from
him. Were you hospitalized? Get a

copy of the hospital report. Did
you go to a clinic, an allergist, a
shrink? Get letters.

If your condition is borderline,

additional substantiation from
people who know you might help.

Do you sleepwalk, for instance?
Your doctor probably won't be able

to tell the AFEES anything about
it, but your girlfriend, wife,

roommate, or mother (or all of the

above) might. Get a letter.

KEEP COPIES OF
EVERYTHING! Keep one copy on
file at home. Mail one copy to your
board for inclusion in your file.

Send it Certified Mail, Return
Receipt Requested. When the

receipt comes back, staple it to

your copy. This is proof that the

board received the documentation.
When you go for your physical,

take two copies of everything with
you. Give them one copy at the

beginning when they request
doctors' letters; save the other set

in case they misplace, eat, or
otherwise lose the original.

Your letters serve the simple

purpose of shouting in their ears,

"Hey! Wait a minute. This guy
might have something wrong with
him....Take a closer look." As
AFEES personnel seem,
traditionally to be somewhat hard-
of-hearing, they will not hear you if

you try to tell them yourself. You
must have the letters.

Remind your doctor, if he seems
unwilling to write a letter, that it is

his patriotic duty to help save the
Army thousands of dollars in

outfitting and training someone
who will not meet up to their

standards. By pointing out .your
condition to the army before they
have inducted you, he is saving the
American taxpayer money. He
should get a medal from his local

VFW.
Peace brothers!

Questions to this column should be ad
dr,ssed to G.lbert J Salk, c/o Draft Coun

l Services RSO #395. Campus Center,
Un.v ot Mass . Amherst, Mass 01002

t^ree personal draft counseling available
Dratt Counseling Services. 418E Student Union
2nd floor

CAS Sponsors Counseling Week Program
By LINDA A. BAHCKI

Staff Reporter
If you need help in deciding what

courses to take next semester or
want advice in selecting a major,
this is the week to get it. Coun-
seling Week, a student oriented

help program sponsored by the

College of Arts and Sciences, will

continue on until December 8 to

provide students with the op-

portunities to get the attention and
advice which they need or want.

According to Robert Livingston,

Assistant Dean of the College of

Arts and Sciences, the program is

designed to give the student a

source of knowledgeable in-

formation about the requirements
and opportunities in any program
which the student might be in-

terested. In this way it hopes to

eliminate many of the problems
which the uninformed student may
encounter as he pursues his

program of studies at the

University.

It is for this reason that the

College of Arts and Sciences

Counseling Center located in

Machmer E-22 will be staffed this

week by chief advisors and other
counselors L om each of the major
departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences They will be there to

talk to students who have already
chosen their field of specialty as
their major as well as th »se

students who have a suggested but
indefinite interest in majoring in

that area. These counselors will

seek to answer the many questions
which students have about their

courses of study by calling upon
their expert knowledge and contact
with the various departments.

In addition the counselors will

also be prepared to answer
questions about courses outside of

theit specialty so as to allow the
student full opportunity to plan
their complete course of study.

They will also serve as advisors in

the determination of the proper
persons to see in the event that a
student's proposed major is one
outside of the College of Arts and
Sciences.

A further service which they will

be extending is that of advising
those students who have suggested
but indefinite majors or who have
no idea at all as to what they wish
to major in. As a part of this

function the advisor will assist the

student in planning a course of

study based on University Core
A further service which they will

be extending is that of advising
those students who have suggested
but indefinite majors or who have
no idea at all as to what they wish
to major in. As a part of this

function the advisor will assist the

student in planning a course of

study based on University Core
Requirements which will allow
him opportunities to sample many
areas to gain some ideas and then

pursue an area of apparent interest

with one or more advanced courses
before he makes the final decision
on a major. In this way the student
will also be made aware of any
sequential courses he must take as
requirements of a major and will

satisfy University Core
Requirements while determining
their major.

Dr. Livingston explained that the
counseling period has been ex
tended this year from last year's
one day program in order to allow
a larger number of students the

opportunity to take advantage of

the valuable and oftentimes
necessary services which are
being provided to help them. He
expressed great satisfaction with
the fact that the course schedule

and pre-registration forms have
been distributed to the students in

advance of the start of Counseling
Week. He felt that this would be of
immense help in assisting coun-
selors and students to prepare
their programs satisfactorily
before the end of the pre-
registration period. He also ex-
pressed the hope that students
would use the services which are
now being provided for them so
that they will be able to plan a
course of study which is both
satisfactory to their own needs and
which also will guarantee them the
opportunity to take full advantage
of the educational resources which
the University can provide.

Course Guide Out Soon
The 1971 Spring Course Description Catalogue should be out by the middle or the end of the

week. Three dedicated members of the MDC staff are hard at work on the paste-up right now.
The guide, expected to reach a record-breaking hundred pages, includes descriptions of all the
ccarses listed in the recent Course Schedule, and it might be a good idea to wait off on pre-
registration until this new and exciting Guide hits the Dining Commons.
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SU Tax Increase Seen

If Thefts Continue
Details, page 3

Basketball Season Opens

Redmen

Win,

And The

Crowd

Waits

Story, page 12

THE WAITING GAME—Thousands of I .Mass basketball fans ate a hurried supper last night in order to get in line for the game in

the Cage before all the seats were taken. The line began to form at 3:30 for the 8:00 game. (MDC phoU by Steve Schmidt)

Mrs. Dubois To Speak Thursday
See page 3
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Can A Student Get A Decent Meal On Campus . .

.

... You Bet Your Noodle He Can
By IMELDA ROJAK

Staff Reporter
Yesterday we had the opportunity to eat at the Noodle, the "student-

run, almost non-profit, vegetarian, macrobiotic restaurant." About a
dozen people sat around several low tables in the small, candle-lit
room. We stopped to ask some University students how they liked the
food. "I really like it. I have a meal ticket but I come to eat here once in

a while," said one campus-dweller. "You can't buy rice in the Hatch."
"It's healthy food and it's cheap," volunteered one girl, a commuter.
The diners recommended "the millet and broccolli, and the bread. The
Mu tea is good, too."

We looked around the room for

someone who seemed to be

connected with the serving of

food. A girl was giving a boy a

backrub in the middle of the

room. "This is gorgeous food,"

said the backrubber. "It's the

only place I've eaten squash and

liked it."

Someone invited us to sit

down, take off our shoes, and

sample some stuff in a ricebowl.

"This is really good food," we
said. "That's what the Noodle is

all about." he answered.

We ordered squash soup with

noodles and were served very

promptly. Someone showed us

how to use chopsticks. The
atmosphere of the place is that

of peace and restfulness and
closeness and friendliness. We
ate slowly, enjoying the food and
the people.

The man who had advised us

to sit down and eat turned out to

be one of the originators of the

restaurant. Demian. He told us

the history behind the Noodle.

"I spent two years burning

food; then I learned to make
gournet food for myself. One

year later, though I was eating

the "basic food groups ". I still

didn't feel good."

I learned about macrobiotic

cooking from a neighbor", he

explained. "I tried eating this

food and it works. I've

eliminated sugar. When I

stopped eating sugar, my desire

for red meat disappeared."

"The restaurant was more or

less of a whim. I saw a need for

something better than the dining

commons food.

"The Program council put up

some money for the project.

We've had cooperation from the

food service in terms of using

the kitchen."

"The problems that we now

face are due to success. We have

a large clientel and need four

people to work full time. Most

people who work here are

student volunteers, and they're

IT'S NOT BRAISED BEEF—Natural foods are the stuff of the Noodle, the Student Union's new
alternative to traditional campus restaurants. And an easy, casual atmosphere with quick and friendly

service makes the food go down all that much easier. (MIX photo by Steve Schmidt)

all in need of economic support.

I've requested salaries, he said,

and explained there is a lot of

red tape and don't know exactly

where to go to straighten out

their problems. "If we can't get

salaries, we'll be forced to stop

running the restaurant.

We also need the use of a dish-

washing machine. If customers

would speak to Betty Pugh of the

S.U.G. Board, Cindy Davis of

the Program Council, Jim Riley

of the R.S.O., Mike Egan of the

Food Service, or their

representatives or senators,

maybe we'll be able to stay

together."

If you want to enjoy some
unusual, inexpensive food, the

Noodle is open from noon until

eight in the Suffolk room of the

Student Union, that is as long as

it stays open. Also, they could

use some help, if you would like

to stop in.

School of Education Program

Helps To Ease "Transfer Shock"

Galley Shot Unarmed Civilians

Eyewitness Tells Army Trial

By PAT KING
Staff Reporter

Transfer shock, the adjustment
of changing from one campus to

another, can be grueling ex-

perience for a junior transfer

student. This vear. the School of

Education has taken a step to help

ease the shock and relieve the

feeling of helplessness that can
result from trying to find an office

in Whitmore or from figuring out

the core requirements.

There was a meeting yesterday

Christmas in Europe $175

ROUND TRIP BOEING 707

sponsored by
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— open only to 5 College students, faculty

staff and members of their immediate family —
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Routing
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12/21 1/5 $175
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BOSTON, MASS. 02115

617-536-7863

on the ninth floor of the Campus
Center for all transfer students to

the School cf Ed. Various ad-

ministrators gave warnings and
helpful hints on different aspects of

the teaching profession, such as
how to find jobs and when to in-

clude practice teaching in a

schedule.

Most of the 45 people there were
attracted to the UMass School of

Ed by its reputation as a dynamic
and exciting experience. One of

their more progressive projects is

a program for internship (a full

semester of practice teaching) in

states all over the country.

There are now such programs in

California, Florida, and Colorado.
A student can also gain experience
by teaching in inner-city schools in

New York and Philadelphia.

FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP) - Lt.

William Calley Jr. fired his

automatic rifle into a ditch full of

unarmed Vietnamese civilians

during the My Lai assault, one of

his former platoon members
testified Tuesday at the
lieutenant's court-martial.

"Did you have any conversation

with Lt. Calley?'' the witness,

former machine gunner Robert E.
Maples, 22, of Freehold, N.J. was
asked at Calley's trial on
premeditated murder charges.

"All I can remember," Maples
replied, "is him asking for me to

use my machinegun."
Q. Where was this?

A. At the ditch.

Q. What did you do?

A. I refused.

Calley, 27, is on trial for his life,

accused of the premeditated
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murder of 102 unresisting Viet-

namese civilians, 70 of them at the

ditch during a March 16, 1968

assault on My Lai.

Maples said he and others
worked their way through the

village and came upon the ditch

where he said he saw Calley and
Paul Meadle, 23, a member of their

1st Platoon. Meadle has admitted
publicly that he killed 35 to 40

civilian men, women and children

that day.

"Him and Meadle was firing into

the hole,'' Maples testified.

"Meadle was crying."

Q. How do you know Meadle was
crying?

A. I saw him.

Asked if he knew where the pair

was shooting, Maples replied:

"Their weapons were pointed into

the ditch."

Maples was preceded to the

witness stand by two other former
members of Calley's platoon. Of
more than a score of government
witnesses, the three were the first

to testify they saw Calley in the

village that day, with prisoners

entrusted to his care and with a

weapon in his hand.
One of the prior witnesses,

Rennard Doines, 23, of Fort Worth,
Texas said a batch of 10 to 15

Vietnamese civilian prisoners
were delivered to the defendant at

My Lai. Later, the witness said, he
saw a bunch of dead bodies in the
same area.

"Did you ever see any American
soldier kill anybody there?"
Doines was asked on cross
examination.

"No, I didn't replied the witness.

Another platoon mate, Sidney
Kye, 24, of Kansas City, Kan.,
testified he saw the lieutenant on
one occasion shooting his M16 rifle

in the village during the My Lai

assault. Besides the victims in the

ditch, Calley is accused of

engineering the execution of at

least 30 Vietnamese on a village

trail.

Thefts May Hike
New SU Tax Rate

By TONY SANTAGATI
Staff Reporter

The large number of thefts from the Campus Center may force a $3.00 a

year increase in the Student Union Fee, assistant building manager Paul

Bigelow disclosed last night.

The present S.U. fee, which is paid by students in their semester bills,

stands at $24. a semester.

Since the beginning of the
semester.approximately $7,000.00

worth of articles has been taken
from the Center's physical
facilities and approximately
$1,000.00 in malicious damage has

occured according to Bigelow.

Approximately $20,000.00 in

goods has been taken from the

University Store, he added. Since

the profit of the store is used to help

run the Campus Center, the total

loss to the Center so far this

semester is $28,000.00, by his

figures.

If this stealing continues at its

present rate, the total loss for this

academic year is projected by C.C.

officials as about $57,000.00 This

figure represents about $3.00 in

added SU fee to each student each

year.

Thus, whenever a student steals

something from the Campus
Center he is, in effect, stealing

money from the pockets of his

fellow students, Bigelow said

yesterday.

Another effect of these thefts is

that they demand the attention of

the Campus Center Staff whose

time could be put to the benefit of

the student body rather than trying

to keep the Center in one piece,

Bigelow explained. Presently, the

staff is being aided by the Campus
Center Governing Board Security

Task Force, a group of students

who patrol the building, guarding

against thefts and who have put up
the signs found on Campus Center

couches where cushions have been

taken.

This group, with the cooperation

of local media, has been trying to

make the student body aware that

people stealing from the Center are

actually stealing from the

students, Bigelow explained.

Through their efforts, he said, a

few of the stolen articles have been
returned. Campus Center officials

have said that anyone returning a

stolen article need not fear

prosecution of any sort.

A person caught stealing from
the Center is subject to dismissal

from the University and court

action for petty larceny, Bigelow
explained. Petty larceny is

punishable by not more than one
year imprisonment or $300.00 fine.

MOUNTING THEFTS Example of the rash of vandalism which has swept the Campus Center this

semester is the absence of partitions between urinals in the CC mens room. Building personnel claim

that a S.U. tax increase may be in order if the thefts continue. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

If someone were caught taking 2 or
more cushions (valued at $50.00

each) from the Center's couches,
he could be prosecuted for grand
larceny which is punishable by up
to 5 years imprisonment or up to

$600.00 fine and 2 years im-
prisonment.
The following is a list of items

stolen from the Campus Center

Dubois' Widow Talks Tomorrow

On West, Africa And Mid East
Mrs. Shirley Graham DuBois, widow of the late Dr.

WEB. DuBois, will speak in the Student Center
Auditorium tomorrow at 8:00 P.M. The topic of her
talk will be "The West, Africa, and the Middle East."
Mrs. Dubois has been in the vanguard of the in-

ternational black struggle.

After a great deal of controversy, Mrs. DuBois
finally was granted entry into the U.S. earlier this

year. The Justice Department denied her request to

enter the country until Black spokesmen from all

across the country assailed them and until in Mrs.
DuBois' own words, "they realized I wasn't coming
here to overthrow the government." The gentle gray
haired 63 year old lady dismisses the Justice

Department's protests as reasons "never made
clear."

Mrs. DuBois was educated at Oberlin College and
did her graduate study at Yale University and the

Sorbomne. A noted writer, she is the author of works
on Phyllis Wheatley, Benjamin Banneker, Paul

Robeson, and Booker T. Washington. All of these are

aimed at the education of young Black people to the

roles that Black men and women have played in the

development of the U.S. and in the struggle for Black

liberation.

She was also a founder and first editor of Freedom
Ways, the journal of the Afro-American liberation

struggle. Mrs. DuBois has a volume forthcoming on

tne life of her late husband entitled His Day Goes
Marching On, A Memoir of W.E.B. DuBois.
She says her husband was responsible for "lifting

the word Black to its present prominence," through
his work and books. In her recently completed book
she hopes to straighten out the record of her husbands
Communist Party membership.
DuBois, she explained, "had believed in socialism

the greater part of his life" and saw communism as
"the best way for people to develop." His inspiration

to join the party was based "not on the dogmatism,
but the ideals." Dr. DuBois 'exodus to Africa was to

begin the Encyclopedia Africana, "A comprehensive
series of books dealing with all aspects of African
culture." which, since the overthrow of Nkrumah
have been confiscated by the present government of

Ghana.
Responding to questions about her thoughts on the

U.S., Mrs. DuBois replied, "people get the govern-
ment they deserve." And on the Black Panthers, they
are struggling "to create a better America."
She feels the Panthers "have a right to defend

themselves - and they have only been defending
themselves, not attacking people." Having been in the

forefront for so long, Mrs. DuBois is encouraged by
changing attitudes and believes that "all over the

world, we are living in an era of liberation."

"College Life" Slated

The relevance of Jesus of

Nazareth to today's world is the

topic under consideration at

College Life - an open meeting held

on alternate Wednesdays from 8 to

9 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of the

old Student Union.

This week Dick Sandquist will be

speaking on "Why Don't You?"

Mr. Sandquist is a graduate of

Seattle Pacific College and North

Park seminary. Singing by UMass

junior Bob Martin, a door prize,

and student sharinp of their own

experience with will round

out the program, a reshments

will be provided for Uiose who want

to stay and rap afterward.
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COMFORTABLE ROCKER LOUNGES

MESSIANIC JEWS

Offer free Hibln Literature concern-

ing their precepts ami beliefs. Write:

SCKIITIKES, 1*1*. CMS, 151

Prospect Drive, Stratford, Conn.,

M4VI.

I Von Sternberg's
f f £

THE DEVJU ft I* ^"WOMAN
/Itafritol Vtorlene Dietrich

WED. 4klPr S::00 and 9:30 Thomp. 104

'not including the University
Store) from Sept. 13 to Nov 7, as

released by Bigelow:

96 cushions

1 175 lb. granite table top

1 tape deck
5 microphones
15 fire hose nozzles

7 C02 fire extinguishers

5 exit signs

3 graphic directional signs

3 leather chairs

1 TV set

1 TV set broken in an at-

tempted robbery

1 Speaker from men's room
ceiling

200 ashtrays (worth 33* each)

Indefinite number of forks,

knives.spoons, dishes, trays, salt

and pepper shakers, etc.

1 18 foot rug
10 stools

1 electric typewriter

Protestants Picket Pope
At Australian High Mass
SYDNEY, Australia (AP)-Pope Paul VI, honored Tuesday by 200,000

Australians who attended an outdoor High Mass, faced a demonstration
Wednesday night by militant Protestants. And Wednesday morning, a
pregnant woman waved a sign at him reading: "When can we use the
pill?"

A man standing in the crowd beside the woman, who said she was an
American married to an Australian, draped his coat over the sign and
chided her: "Be a good Aussie."
There was no indication the Pope saw the sign. He has consistently

opposed pills and other artificial means of birth control.

The militant Protestants planning the demonstration oppose the Pope's
attendance at an ecumenical meeting here.

The pontiff visited St. Joseph's Convent in North Sydney on Wednesday
morning and shook the hand of a 100 year old nun, Sister Bernadine
Carberry. She was in a wheelchair
The convent is the headquarters of the Sisters of St. Joseph of the

Sacred Heart, founded in 1873 by Mother Mary MacKillop, who may
become Australia's first saint. Sister Bernadine worked with the order's
founder 14 years.

Crowds lined the route wherever Pope Paul drove Wednesday. At times
people got up to his open car and some touched him. A woman ran in

front of a car in the first motorcade in the day and was knocked down, but
she was not badly hurt and the Pope did not notice the incident

COFFEE SHOP

Cold

Weather

Specials

"Oriental Pancakes"

Imported spices from the far East, enfolded into our
delicious reeipe. With vour choice of syrups.

70c

"Cranberry Omelette"

Our own cranberry orange relish enfolded into ea»h
omelette, served with buttered toast and jelly.

75c

AS USUAL —
Hot soups, made fresh every day by our soup chef, are
mailable for a Quick, hot meal.

Onen 7 a.m. • 2:00 a.m.
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Miller Sees Good In SST

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A Republican senator who usually supports

President Nixon's policies defected from GOP ranks Tuesday and said

he sees no justification for continuing federal aid to the supersonic

transport.

The decision by Sen. Jack Miller, (R) Iowa, put in further doubt the

fate of a pending $290 million appropriation to continue work on SST

prototypes.

Miller said he will vote against the appropriation when it comes to

the Senate floor Thursday or Friday.

Miller's action followed two days of activity in which SST sup-

porters, conceding they face "an extremely tight vote," moved to

blunt the attack of opponents. They in turn hurled a new barrage of

criticism at the project SST supporters call the transportation of the

future.

Miller said the real needs of the future lie not in carrying

vacationers through the sound barrier but in what he said are the

pressing human and economic demands of the nation.

He told the Senate he believes the administration has not answered

some hard questions about the problems of noise, of economic

feasibility, of environmental impact and national priorities.

He said the SST money could be put to better use at a time of in-

flation and in which a $14 billion deficit in the federal budget "is

requiring reductions in areas of greater concern and immediate

need."

Two of the Senate's most persistent SST foes-Sens. Edmund Muskie,

D Maine, and William Proxmire, D Wis. , demanded the Department of

Transportation supply the Senate with reports on the potential en-

vironmental impact of the SST before the vote.

NASA Finds Traces Of Nonearthly Life

WASHINGTON (AP) - The space

agency claimed Tuesday the first

positive identification of amino
acids of nonearthly origin.

The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration said the

discovery of amino acids-principal

building blocks of living cells in an

Australian meteorite suggests the

possible existence elsewhere in the

universe of life resulting from

chemical evolution.

Said Dr. Cyril Ponnamperuma,
head of the team at NASA's Ames
Research Center. Mountain View,

Calif. , that took part in the

analyses:

"The find is probably the first

conclusive proof of extraterrestrial

chemical evolution, the chemical

processes which precede the

origin of life

"It may provide a new time

sequence for the origin of life on

earth and elsewhere in the

iniverse."

The NASA studies were con-

ducted on material taken from a

meteorite that fell near Murchison,

Victoria, Australia, Sept 28, 1969.

The meteorite has been iden-

tified as a "Class II carbonaceous
chondrite." Meteorites of this type
are believed to have originated in

the asteroid belt 4.5 billion years
ago, at the time that the earth and
other planets of the solar system
were formed from an interstellar

gas cloud.

"Finding of amino acids and
other complex organic molecules
in the Murchison meteorite
strongly suggests that these
.complex life materials have been
present from the time of formation
of the earth," NASA said in a news
release.

Laird Vows "Further Efforts"

Nets For Runways?
WASHINGTON (AP) - A sort of

super strong, giant volleyball net

and energy absorber that could

prevent end of runway airliner

disasters like last week's An-

chorage, Alaska, crash is un-

dergoing tinal tests this week.

If no new bugs develop during

the proving at Edwards Air Force

Base. Calif., the device could be

available to airports in a year, one

of its developers said in an in-

terview

The aircraft arresting system

has been developed over the past

tour years by an American firm

and a French company with the

cooperation of both nations'

governments.
Ironically, a model was on

display in the lobby of the Federal

Aviation Administration's
headquarters at the time of the

Anchorage disaster.

In that accident last Friday, a

Vietnam bound DC8 jetliner ran off

the end of the runway, exploded
and burned, killing 47. Cause has
not been determined.
With the arresting system, a

barrier net linked to the energy-

absorbers would have risen in front

of the plane's nose and wings from
a recess in the runway, trapping it

before it could crash off the run-

way's end.

The net was developed by
Aerazur Constructions
Aeronautiqueof Paris. The energy-

absorbers were developed by All

American Engineering Co.,

Wilmington, Del.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Defense Melvin

R. Laird said Tuesday the United States "will make
further efforts to free our prisoners" in North Viet-

nam, and this includes possible military action.

"I would not rule out any action," Laird said. "We
are going to make every kind of effort to free our

prisoners of war." The Pentagon chief made this

statement when reporters asked if there might be

another commando type raid like the dramatic but

fruitless descent on Son Tay ten days ago.

The Nixon administration is concerned about the

POW issue. Laird said, and he intends to take it up at a

meeting of North Atlantic Treaty Organization

defense ministers in Brussels.

Laird taked to newsmen at Andrews Air Force
Base before taking off for the three day NATO
meeting.

His words were echoed in Paris by Ambassador
David K. E. Bruce, chief U.S. envoy to the Vietnam
peace talks there. Bruce told a news conference the

United States will continue to seek the early release of

American prisoners in Vietnam "by all means
available to us."

"Hanoi and the Viet Cong must understand, in

unmistakable terms," Bruce said, "that their past

and existing attitude on the prisoner of war question is

intolerable. We will continue to pursue the twin ob-

jectives of humane treatment and early release of our

men by all means available to us."

Bruce said the Communists' reaction to President

Nixon's Oct. 7 proposal for immediate and un-

conditional release of all POWs on both sides "has

been totally negative."

••They show no concern for their own men and flout

our concern for ours," he said.

North Vietnam's Premier Pham Van Dong, in an
interview published in the French newspaper Le
Monde, said the prisoner issue could be resolved only

after Washington decides to withdraw all of its troops

from South Vietnam.

Allies Aim To Decrease US Lead
BRUSSELS (AP) Ten

European allies agreed Tuesday-

night to aim at nearly $1 billion in

additional spending for defense to

ease the military lead of the United

States.
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Their defense ministers signed a

declaration of aims which provides

for:

-An international program of

defense improvement in Europe
over the next five years estimated

to cost $420 million. Its fulfillment

will depend on the participation of

Britain which, so far. has refused

to pitch in with anything aside

from military contributions.

-A program of additional

national effort in Europe over the

next five years estimated to cost

$450 million to $500 million in

operational and capital expenses.
In addition West Germany-

pledged to pay the $79 million cost

of 16 ne.v transport planes to beef

up Turkey's defense.

This agreement emerged after

some plain talking between the

British and West Germans who are
the chief contributors to the over
all program for the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization.
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Vocation Director

Stigmatine Fathers/Brothers
554 Lexington Street

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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I want to fulfill my human potential. Tell me about it. Kindly send me
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MRS. W.E.B. DUBOIS
IS COMING TO UMASS.

Date: THURSDAY, DEC. 3

Time: 8 P.M.

Place: CAMPUS CENTER AUD.

Topic: "EGYPT IS AFRICA"

BROUGHT TO YOU BY DVP
AND THE DEPT. OF AFRO-AMERICAN

STUDIES

Depts Open Doors

For Counseling Week
By LINDA BALICKI **

Staff Reporter
Counseling Week may be regarded by some students and faculty, as

one of the most important weeks of the school year. It is during this

week that students make many decisions which may effect their
entire future as well as their program of studies while they are here at
UMass.
Because they realize the importance of the decisions being made at

this time, many of the major schools and departments within the
University are conducting special counseling programs in order to

assist their majors in making their decisions. Others are continuing
the permanent counseling system set up within the department and
accentuating it with special appointments.
The School of Agriculture, for instance is placing more emphasis

this week on its counseling system which sees each undergraduate
major assigned to an advisor within his area of specialization within

the school.

Inaddition, new majors, either transfers from other departments or
incoming freshman begin a counseling procedure which determines
the area in which the student is most interested in and results in his

assignment to an advisor the most closely connected with his field of

interest.

The School of Agriculture also maintains a system which allows the

student and his advisor to become personally acquainted through
conferences, both formal and informal, which take place throughout
the year and not just at pre- registration or counseling periods.

The School of Nursing is highlighting its regular counseling program
with additional conferences set up through the use of timetables

posted outside Room 245 of the Public Health Building. The depart-

ment is also making a special effort to contact its freshman majors so
that they may be informed of the proper selection of courses needed
before they enter their major sequences of courses next year. Fresh-
man are encouraged to sign up for appointments this week or to go to

the Public Health Building to meet with advisors Wednesday af-

ternoon.

The School of Education meanwhile is conducting special counseling

sessions in the School of Ed library where students may meet with
representatives from each of the major areas of specialization within

the department. In addition, counselors are conducting a series of

group counseling sessions in various dorms on campus to provide

further opportunities for their undergrads.

While the School of Home Economics does not have any other

program other than their regular advisor-advisee conferences, it is

constantly making the attempt to provide attention to all of its

students, whether they desire an appointment or need only quick
advice on pre-registration procedures or courses selection.

AMA Urges Abortion Reform
BOSTON ( AP )

— A committee of

the American Medical Association

Tuesday reaffirmed support for

the AMA's liberalized policy on

abortions, approved originally in

June.

The committee, meeting in

connection with the AMA's annual

clinical convention, rejected pleas

by a number of physicians who
asked the committee Monday to

return to a more conservative

position on terminating
pregnancies.

The new policy holds that

abortions largely are a matter to

be decided between a doctor and

his patient.

The old stance, formulated in

1967, approved only therapeutic

abortions needed to protect the

health or life of the mother or to

prevent the birth of a severely

crippled, deformed or abnormal
infant.

The committee's resolution will

be submitted to the AMA's House
of Delegates later this week, along

with a series of guidelines for

implementation of the more liberal

policy.

The guidelines say it is the duty

of the physician performing the

abortion to inform the patient and
her family.

BEST BUY ANYWHERE
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Join
the Cassette
Revolution!

...study for exams with cassettes now!
You'll never want to study any other way!
Each cassette is a full one-hour recording of all the impor-
tant content material taught in college courses, based on the
most widely-used textbooks

READY NOW
Introductory Psychology
Educational Psychology
Abnormal Psychology

AVAILABLE SOON:
Ml American History
Introductory Physics. I

Introductory Economics
Introductory Philosophy
American Government
E/igiish Composition
Basic Statistics

Introductory Sociology
Introductory Anthropology
Social Psycho'ogy
Personal Adiusiment and

Mental Hygiene
Child Development

Available at your local bookstore.

CASSETTE PACKAGE*: $6.95

"each package contains one-hour
cassette an outline ol the contents a
bibliography ol the standard textbooks
tor the course, and a detailed glossary
with delmitions lor sell-testing

COLLEGE CASSETTE OUTLINE SERIES
, H
«*< HolUlnehari and Winston, inc. 383 Mad'SO" Avenue. New York 10017

Administration Slams New Hikes

In Gas Price, Rail Wage Boosts
WASHINGTON (AP ) -The Nixon administration hit hard Tuesday at new gasoline price boosts, at the

proposed rail wage increase, andat the new auto wage price pattern-which, it said, will cost consumers

$2.5 billion a year.

Taking a new tone in its second

inflation alert, the White House
resorted to "jawboning" -the

pressure by publicity technique it

has avoided heretofore.

The President's Council of

Economic Advisers explained that

while it appears prices are rising

less rapidly, "nevertheless, the

rate of inflation remains higher

than expected."

At almost the same moment,
Chrysler Corp. announced a $15

average increase in its suggested

retail price for most 1971 models.

It was Chrysler's second increase

this year and came one week after

a second round boost of $24 by
General Motors.

The shift to easier money and
lower interest rates got a nudge,

meantime, when the interest rate

on government insured home
mortgages was cut from 8 1/2 per

cent to 8 per cent by the Federal

Housing Administration and the

Veteran Administration.

The inflation alert notified in-

dustry and unions that government
policy now will "aim more
vigorously at expansion," and
warned that this policy would be
hampered by a continuing,

spiraling race between
management and labor for higher

profits and pay.

"If everyone in his turn gets as

big a wage or price increase as the

biggest obtained by others during

the height of the inflation, the in-

flation will go on endlessly," the

White House advisers warned.

The Council spotlighted the oil

and transit industries, two price

system of the copper industry, and
wage boosts by the airlines which,

it said, have damaged the
profitability of that industry

By implication, the Council

criticized the states of Texas and
Louisiana for followine oil pro

duction policies which hold down
supplies and support the recent

price increase.

Gasoline prices shot up nearly 16

percent in the week ended Nov. 17,

following a wave of crude oil price

boosts, the Council said.

But the Council, which has op-

posed any form of voluntary or

direct federal intervention in price

wage decisions, emphasized that it

was not passing judgment on
whether any specific wage or price

increases were justified.

The Council said the three year
General Motors wage settlement,

which ended a 67 day strike by the

United Auto Workers, "if

generalized throughout the
economy" would force costs and
prices upward.
Leonard Woodcock, president of

the United Auto Workers, said the

Council's criticism of the new pact
is not well founded, and he claimed
it is not inflationary.

The initial price boosts on 1971

cars were about 6 percent, the

report noted, and GM's additional

increases to cover the new wage
costs has added 0.7 per cent.

The Council went on: "An in-

crease of 6 to 7 per cent in the price

of passenger automobiles would
add a bout $2 billion to the total cost

to dealers and possibly $2.5 billion

to the cost to consumers.
" This year's large price

increases inevitably expose the

domestic industry and its em-
ployes to increased competition
from cars made overseas."
The inflation alert offered no

judgment on the three year rail

road wage package recommented
by a presidentially appointed
board, providing a yearly increase

averaging more than 9 per cent.

But it criticized sharply the

emergency board's explanation
that the pay boosts were designed
to cover an assumed 6 per cent

annual increase in the cost of

living.

"If an assumption about inflation

that represents no improvement is

explicitly embedded into a con-

tract for future years, we thereby

guarantee that these costs and
prices will continue rising at an
unchanged rate," the council

declared.

The report suggested that

construction workers are pricing

themselves out of jobs. Some
504,000 workers benefited from the

"huge increase" in wages 22 per

cent in this year's settlement-but

the unemployment rate in cor
struction was 11.9 per cent in

October.

"Unquestionably the extremely
large wage increases obtained this

year and last year have con-

tributed to this slack in the con-

struction industry," the alert said.

The Council said wage increases

now are the foremost problem in

curbing inflation. The average
rate of hourly pay has risen about 7

per cent in the past year, it said

although out put per worker has
increased markedly in recent
quarters, thereby reducing the rise

in labor costs per unit, the report

noted

:

"The chief concern is the failure

of the average rate of increase of

wages to slow down in response to

the slack in the economy..."
The report avoided offering any

guidepost for non inflationary
wage settlements, but noted "the
general price level tends to rise by
the excess of wage increases over
productivity increases."

And since productivity cannot be
counted on for long to rise more
than about i per cent a year, the

Council sail, a continuing 7 per

cent annual increase in hourly pay
"would commit the economy to a

continuing inflation rate of about 4

per cent."
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It was raining. People in raincoats, probably

connected in some way with University Officialdom,

were directing traffic, a difficult task since there were

hundreds of cars and none of them knew where they

were going. We asked for James House and were

directed to Thoreau.

My father, my sister and I carried all my stuff from

Thoreau to James in a driving rain, some people 1 had

never seen before greeted me as a long lost wallet.

They sold me a beanie, membership in good standing

in James House, and gave me a key to room 415.

Soon enough I went to a cattle auction in Boyden and

I was a college student, a UMass student.

I went to my classes practically all the time,

studying every night. Someone told me when I was

little that high school was going to be really hard, and

college a thirty hour a day proposition. Well, high

school hadn't been that hard, but I was still trembling

before the college myth, so every night I hit the books

for three or four hours.

The University had just approved a visitation policy

that would allow guys into girls' rooms and vice-

versa. It was a radical step at the time.

SDS was generally considered to be well away from

the mainstream of the campus, and was at the same

time the only visible radical organization. One day

SDS announced that they planned to napalm a dog in

protest to American use of napalm in Vietnam.

Suddenly the campus came alive. Letter after letter

was written to the MDC protesting SDS' an-

nouncement. People who hadn't said one word

against the use of napalm were outraged a little, in-

nocent, dog. Finally they announced that they had

never intended to napalm the dog; they merely wished

to point out to people that the use of napalm against

people was at least as bad as it was against dogs.

That was about the extent of political activity on the

campus that semester, although there was some

controversy over ROTC.
Project 10 was new then, and the rest of the campus

tended to shake their heads at the weirdos down in

Moore and Pierpont. Rumor had it they were smoking

dope and carrying on. (At the time there was one

person on my corridor smoking, out of thirty-two

people. ) The Maroon Keys went down to Moore the

first week of school, to scold the people there for their

bad attitude. They were collecting money for Biafra

instead of buying beanies. That didn't go over well

with the Maroon Keys.

Three screaming idiots were running for President

of the United States at the time. One was named
Wallace, the others Humphrey and Nixon. The latter

was elected. Although there was a growing feeling on

campus that it didn't make much difference who won,

there was an amazing amount of discussion, among
the armchair quarterbacks, about the relative merits

of Humphrey and Nixon. Somehow, in 1968, there

seemed to be a difference between the two. The Gene
McCarthy people spent their weekends on Long
Island, compaigning for Allard Lowenstein. He won,

and among his campaign workers, there was a sense

of real accomplishment.
Students were not part of a national identity then.

For the average student, the idea that "we are all

outlaws in the eyes of America" would not have rung

true. No one had been shot in Berkeley for wanting a

park. No one had been shot at Kent for walking across

campus during a demonstration. A lot of students who
regularly break drug laws now did not break them
then, and many even respected these laws. The
classes of '69 and '70 were still undergraduates, and
were far more conservative than today's students. To
be caDed "Bums" by the President of the United

States was an experience for which we would have to

wait, as was his message that he would not pay any

attention to our support of the cause of peace.

No, that was before we were where we are today, in

a time when we were all allowed to be young, almost

carefree less inclined to cynicism.

I feel a lot older than I did then. Measured by any

tangible means, it hasn't been exceptionally long. It's

only in subtle ways that I feel the time.

Somewhere, lost among the days that have passed

since then, lies the shattered corpse ofmy innocence. I

miss it. Peace.

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel
HEADLINE OF THE WEEK comes from the Texas
Tech UNIVERSITY DAILY.

TA Nun Doesn't Like Habit
And before you let your thoughts run wild, be in-

formed that the story concerns one Sister Louise who
functions as a teaching assistant in the History
department. The "habit" she doesn't dig any more is

the traditionally long, black dressed the Roman
Catholic nuns were required to wear.
Got that?

• • • • •

MEANWHILE. SOBs MOVE in Berkeley. ...SOB being
the acronym for "Students Of Berkeley", a group
which operates a record store called Leopold's.
When they moved from one side of the street to the

other, recently, THE DAILY CALIFORNIAN
recorded the event with a four-column picture cap-
tioned: "The naked truth of the matter is..."

The SOBs did their thing in the all-together. Must
have been a traffic-stopper, even though they were all

males.

Ya hear, Women's Lib?
• • * • •

CAMPUS PRESS COUNCIL at Louisiana State

University is working on a Code of Responsibility for

the campus publications, according to a report in THE
DAILY REVEILLE. This is a switch, since most

journalistic organizations are concerned more with

censorship codes.

But then LSU is unique. It is the only campus this

writer knows about which has adopted the British

system of community press councils to permit the

layman a channel of communication for his gripes

against the press.

Basis for the Code is the Canons of Journalism of the

American Society of Newspaper Editors.
* * • • •

APATHY IS MURDER at Washington University.

And its victim may be the STUDENT LIFE
newspaper there, the editors warn.

In a recent editorial, titled "Help Wanted", the

newspaper issued a "call on concerned students to

step forward, make a commitment to this community,
and help save the life of STUDENT LIFE."
They began their plea with, "The continued

existence of STUDENT LIFE as a viable student

publication on this campus is once again in doubt. On
some Tuesday or Friday, sometime soon, the

STUDENT LIFE newsstand will be empty. Where
will the blame lie?

"Not with the administrators, who realize the

consequences of any attempt to censor the

newspaper; nor with the Trustees, though the thought

has crossed their collective mind too often for our

confort; nor with the advertisers whose capitalistic

motivations overcome most qualms about the

opinions expressed in this newspaper.
"The blame lies, rather, with the Washington

University student body, whose indifference and
refusal to participate in the production of this paper
has brought STUDENT LIFE to the brink of a major
crisis..."

Take heed, all ye who read.

ADVERTISING IN THE CAMPUS PRESS is

becoming more suggestive, as indicated by this one-

liner used to draw attention to the wares of a
habadasher called "The Joint":

When was the last time you got

into a good pair of pants?
We saw it in the Illinois State VIDETTE.

SPEAKING OF WHICH brings to mind the story in the

Central Michigan LIFE which reported a mock trial in

a Law of the Press class "so students may get the idea
of what areal libel case would be like."

The "case" they argued involved one Janice
Jumprope, a high school student who was named
"Miss Cheerleader" of her local town. In the story,

the reporter refers to her as a "local pom-pom girl."

Although Webster defines a pom-pom girl as a
prostitute, the term is applied in modern language to

cheerleaders.

Libel, anyone?

SUNDANCE KID *NE*EDS HELP AT
BERKELEY... that's what an item in a recent DAILY
CALIFORNIAN says.

"Sundance" is an Irish Setter Puppy who lost an eye
to a German Shepherd in Sproul Plaza at UCal, when
he playfully nudged the bigger beast during a jug band
bash.

It took the vet four days to try and save the eye. But
$133 and one eye later, Sundance was committed to
seeing only half his world.
And his owner may have a drop out of school after

paying the vet's bill, even though the Sproul "freaks"
hastily took up a collection.

Dog lovers unite! Help the Sundance Kid through
his owner, Miss Wendy Cohen, 2746 Grove, Berkeley,
Calif. 94720.

*****
FREE? FOR WHAT? ... While many college papers
are plumping for financial independence, these days
THE VANGUARD of Portland (Ore) State University
is sitting on the sidelines, wishing and wavering.
"Such a move would be disastrous," sayd Editor-in-

Chief Don McManman.
The alternative to subsidy from student fees would

be subscriptions and increased advertising revenues
which the editor and his faculty adviser consider
formidable obstacles to continued publication
But that's the way it is, in the "real" world

Against Oppression? SMC Responds

It is rather disturbing that with an academic
community, at least part of which purports to be
sincerely concerned about human suffering, some of

the most vicious acts of brutality and human
degradation in Africa go unprotestedand indeed even
unnoticed by a large segment of the "concerned"

community. We are writing this letter with particular

reference to the recent invasion of Guinea by foreign

forces.

Once again Portugal has extended its tentacles of

aggression and inhuman atrocities to Africa, this time

not only to its colonies but to the sovereign nation of

Guinea.
Portugal is shamelessly denying the specific

charges of its involvement in the invasion. What it

cannot deny is the barbaric acts of human
degradation and genocide it continues to commit
against Africans in the Portugese colonies. In 1961

alone, between 50,000 and 100,000 Africans were
murderedby the Portugese forces in Angola. Many
thousands have died since then in both Angola and
Mozambique.
Portugal is only a part of a general system of ex-

ploitation and oppression of the African people. Given

the state of Portugal's poverty, it is inconceivable not

to believe that it could only maintain these acts of

armed aggression with external support and help.

Evidence here are its tenheavily armed ships which

have been in the waters of Guinea. It is also significant

to note that Portugal is a member of NATO. It is not by
accident that many of the Western governments

support the apartheid regimes in South Africa,

Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia, and other parts of

Africa in one way or another. It should not even have

been suprising that the British government decided to

resume arms sates to apartheid South Africa.

It is outrageous enough that we allow colonization to

exist in the world, but when expansion of this system

is carried out by armed aggression, it is time for us to

open our eyes and actively protest these acts of

genocide and work to eradicate them.

We hope that in its work against oppression, the

concerned section of this community would hen-

ceforth make itself aware of and address itself to the

oppression in Africa, and elsewhere.

The Five-College African Students Assocation.

To The Editor:

Last Tuesday the UMass chapter of SDS distributed

the la test edition of their national newspaper New Left

Notes which refered to "SMC's 'Elect a liberal'

politics." This reference to the political position of the

Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) is complete

distortion and a product solely of the imagination of

the editors of New Left Notes. SMC from its inception

has been committed to "Mass actions independent of

all parties and institutions of the government." This

commitment to independent mass action has been

upheld in practice by SMC's use of the tactic of

peaceful, legal demonstrations to organize everyone

who supports the demand of immediate withdrawal

from S.E. Asia and SMC's absolute refusal to support

the election bid of any of the so called "dove"

politicians.

On this campus SMC has always supported the

principle of independent political action and has

worked actively to oppose the co-option of the Anti-

War Movement by Lliberal electoral politics. During

the May Strike SMC issued two leaflets arguing

against supporting the election bid of, liberal

politicians trying to use the Movement for their own
political ends. Oneof these leaflets entitled Why Don't

We Learn from Our Mis takes 7 pointed out that the

Anti-War Movement gained nothing from the support

it gave Lyndon Johnson, who was the "peace" can-

didate in 1964, and Eugene McCarthy who "dropped

out" after he lost his election bid. The leaflet then

pointed out that the best tactic for the Anti-War

Movement was its continued independence •

When I made a local spokesman for SDS aware of

the fabricated nature of the New Left Notes charge, he

continued to assert the falacious charge. However he

was unable to give a single instance ofSMC working in

the election campaign of any liberal politician. He
said that when SMC allows liberal politicians to speak

at Anti-War demonstrations that it was supporting

their election. The absurdity of this contention is

obvious to anyone except those with the lurid, sec-

tarian imagination of SDS. SMC is building an Anti-

War Movement to include anyone and everyone who

supports the dema nd to bring all the troops home now.

SIDFINEHIRSH

The Only Way!

Do you know where you are going" Well it is not

straight ahead of you. You are going in all directions

which takes you no where except to the inferno of

"insanity". Now I can see it, the tool that took all of

you and myself away from the once possible road to

the heavenly happiness: "reality". If you don't realize

what the tool is, which is pulling you apart, then you

are floating around in space, in a bubble of frustration

and of course, of unhappiness. If you do realize what

the tool is, then you will know that you have gone too

far, and it will probably be too late to do anything

about it.

If you have realized what the tool is, you have the

choice of two doors: the first, if you are considered to

have a good mind, is the door of higher education

which will show you what infinity is and which might

even make you infinite. (By the way, the abstract is

also the infinite. Think about it!) Once you have

taken that door, don't lie to yourself anymore, accept

that you are dying. You have no horizons no goals

left; you have just a big ocean of ideas, of nothingness

around you and you will be alone forever. But if you

know that you have a better mind than just a good

mind, then you will choose the door of progress which

is opposite the door of education, but the chances are

that you don't have the qualifications to pass through

that golden gate. The qualifications are very simple;

you have to be beautiful, in other words, your mind

has to be the mirror reflecting pure reality, NATURE.
Now, let me show you what your chances are of

becoming beautiful since you are so ugly because you

have had at least twelve years of corruption; they are

absolutely nil if you remain in society; you will be

condemned. If you retract your body at once from

society and place it in heaven, NATURE, and if you

make your almost infinite mind start to respect and

admire and use and love that beautiful force, then will

the door of progress burst open for you and then will

happiness be your goal which you will taste the

beginning of it at once.
. YANN MILCENDEAU

Terrorism

Alinsky Raps
New Left

WASHINGTON, Nov. 19~Saul D. Alinsky, who has spent a lifetime

preaching and practicing radicalism, today called the "New Far Left" a

"horribly sick cult," which, if unchecked, would inevitably make a police

state of America.
"Any real revolutionary party would execute them as dangerous

counterrevolutionaries," he said in a speech at a Smithsonian Institutions

symposium on protest and change.

He also assailed what he described as the "masochism" of white

liberals who, he said, overlook even the most outrageous behavior by

blacks instead of treating them as fallible human beings.

Unless whites "overcome their own hangups so that they can both listen

and speak to blacks in the same way that they would be listening and

speaking to whites and vice versa," he said, "we are faced with a com-

bination of black charlatans and white neurotics." The combination, he

said, would sow "bitterness" and provide a comforting rationale for all

racial bigots, black and white.

Mr. Alinsky, who has devoted 30 years to organizing the poor and

politically outcast-he has been called a "Jewish Robin Hood" and calls

himself a "protessional radical"-equated the "madness" and "rhetoric

of hate" of the Weathermen and Black Panthers to the speeches of Vice

President Agnew.
He attributed some of the "sterility" of the current Far Left

revolutionary movement to the late Senator Joseph R. McCarthy. His

"political inquisition of the early 1950's," Mr. Alinsky said, wiped out

many 1930's radicals, and others who survived clung to obsolete theories,

"mouthing the pre-technological society's now-irrelevant revolutionary

formulas."

"Thus," he told the symposium, "the present radical generation was

aborted into the world without radical parents or guides. Is it any wonder

that they cooped themselves into a chronological cage, rejecting anything

over 30 years of age, from persons to history?
"

Of extremists, he said: "The bombing, sniping of police, the Marin

County (Calif.) courtroom shootout, the glorification of the assassination

of the late Senator Robert Kennedy as revolutionary acts are typical of

this horribly sick cult.

"Their actions torpedo that reformation of large masses so essential as

the prelude to revolutionary change. Part of what is happening is just

straight criminal action in search of a political rationale, such as the

absurdity that 'all black prisoners in every penitentiary are political

prisoners.'"

The real "masses" in this country are the middle class, he said,

representing 80 per cent of the population. "Here the poor are the

minority. Here, most of the people are dieting while the have-nots are

dying."
"The power lies in the vast middle-class mass," the speaker declared.

"It is here where the die will be cast."

He cited how minority groups such as California's migrant farm

workers had turned to the middle class with their grape boycott. "The

beauty of this generation," he said, "is that the big majority of our ac-

tivists are very rapidly becoming politically educated and starting to get

into organization -to build power and recognizing that there is no short-

cut."

"They have accepted what is the hardest lesson for youth: that you

can't have instant change and thatyoumust begin from where you are."

(reprinted from the New York Times)

To The Editor:

John Brentlinger's letter (Nov. 24) is a marvelous

compilation of confused thinking. "People," he tells

us, " no longer believe that this society and university

can be changed in any basic way without terrorism."

Really? All the evidence I have seen indicates that the

vast majority of people believe in peaceful change.

Furthermore, it is simply not true that "Everyone
knows that the normal channels all work for the status

quo and see no alternative except in violent,

terroristic acts." Everyone does not believe this; can

the author be quite serious?

Stranger yet is the assertion that, on the one hand,

"rationality, dscussion, debate are clogged by people

who are either intimidated or paid off or blocked by
the structural limitations of authoritarian in-

stitutions," and on the other hand, "meaningful

demonstration is possible only if it threatens

terrorism." What is terrorism if not intimidation?

What is more authoritarian than the use of force?

The unkindest cut, doubtless, is the assertion that

"the university is as uncritical of American capitalist

activity as the Kiwanis in Main Street." I don't know
what the Kiwanis are doing these days, but I do know
that the university sustains - as indeed it should -

many vociferous critics of the American capitalist

system, including Professor Brentlinger himself.

Finally, the closing salutation, "Fight for Peace and
Freedom," is a bit much. I've been told that that's

precisely what we're doing in Vietnam. Peace and
freedom are worthy goals ; they deserve better than to

be made another excuse for violence.

Name Withheld by Request

Dear Sun: Please Come Back.

All Is Forgiven.

Women's Lib Teach-In

The University of Massachusetts' Women's Liberation Teach-in will

be one of the few relevant events happening on campus this year. All

women participating will have a chance to shed roles and defenses,

and deal with women as women. We will discuss the crisis of being z.

53% underdog, and how the political reality of this affects our personal

lives; how through gaining our identities minus the constant and
disgusting reference to genitalia, we can function as a strong group o*

revolutionary peoples; how by demanding free 24 hr. day care centers,

equal pay for equal work, free abortion on demand and access to birth

control is demanding civil rights needed to survive.

The teach-in begins at 1 p.m. on Saturday, December 12th., in the

Student Union Ballroom, with an introductory panel on Myth
Destroying. It will be womaned by members leading the workshops
(which follow immediately on the8th floor of the Campus Center)

.

The workshops include many facets of the Women's Movement. The
neuroses of unconfronted mate egos which try to paralyze half of the

population by games of "weaker sex" and "hormonal differences"

will bediscussed. The fierce oppression faced by the members of Gay
Liberation and the idea that the movement is comprised of "ugly
rejects who couldn't get a man" are other topics to be voiced. There
will be a workshop on the Third World Woman, her complex op-

pression, and on what basis Third Worli and white women can further

coalesce. The function of the nuclear family as solely an economic
unit, and opportunities for alternative lifestyles will be discussed. We
have scheduled a karate demonstration to emphasize the woman's
need to defend her body. Films, music, poetry and other expressions

of women's repressed creativity will be part of the teach-in. A health

food breakfast will be offered early Sunday morning.
The concept of the teach-in being "closed" to men must be

discussed. It is important that every woman gets a chance to feel

sisterhood; geta a chance to release herself, even if for 24 hrs., from
the binding roles a nd assignments imposed upon her. The atmosphere
is relaxed and beautiful. Mother, lover and slave become women
learning through and about other women. The activities for men will

be listed.

If there remains any question about the activities for the night of

December 13th., please contact 253-9357.

PS. Feminism lives.
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International House Moves Toward Reality

By WAYNE SOINI
Staff Reporter

For several years now ad-

ministrators and students have
been working to form an In-

ternational House on campus
despite continual disap-

pointments. The Faculty Senate

at last has in its hands a clear

and practical conception
destined to become the in-

ternational baby on campus
either next Fall or Fall, 1972.

At a meeting in Prince House
yesterday afternoon, the

Faculty Senate Committee on
Foreign Student Affairs,

chaired by Doctor Anwar Syed
of the government department
read a four-page draft proposal

for an International House was
submitted by President Keh
"Baba" Tung of the In-'

ternational Students' Club.

Although the proposal was not

accepted as written, its ideas

were the basis of discussion and
direction of action.

The proposal as written

designated Arnold House as the

International Center location.

Although the location of an

International Center in Arnold
House was not absolutely ruled

out, testimony by some of the

twenty people present, including

the Assistant Co-ordinator for

Northeast Area, Robert Camp-
bell, indicated that the Arnold
House location would be less

than ideal because there is

competition for the office space
presently available on the lower
two of the five floors of the dorm,
and because the dorm was an
old dorm.

Since one of the critical needs
of foreign students is for kit-

chenette areas, Campbell said,

"Those of you who have been on
campus for a while will

remember the Abigail Adams
House, the same type of wooden-
frame building as Arnold House,
which burnt down very quickly."

Tung said that he had yet to see

Doctor Gage with regard to the

health danger, or fire or safety

clanger, but that he knew that

there were on the drawing-

boards plans for kitchenettes on
every floor of Thatcher House.

At meeting's end some of the

parties present agreed to meet
to investigate for the committee
the possibility of non-conflicting

or shared usage of Arnold House
facilities.

"No one wants a dormitory
composed solely of foreign
students," Mrs. Silva, secretary
of the meeting, said in

paraphrasing the proposal. The
dormitory population is to be
selected from applicants.

It is to be primarily un-

dergraduate and, possibly, the

majority of students living in the

International House would be
Americans. Stressing the
meaning of the International

House, chairman Syed said after
the meeting, "An International
House would be of more ad-
vantage to American students
than to foreigners."

He mentioned his experiences
with International Houses and
International Centers at the

University of Chicago and
University of Pennsylvania,
saying that facilities were more
frequently used ana activities

attended largely by Americans.

The establishment of an In-

ternational Center on campus,
he felt, would add to "the depth
and extent of social interaction

between foreigners and
natives."
Assistant Master for SW

Residential College, Walter
Silva suggested a "take-over by
assimilation" of another dor-
mitory. Rather than taking
advantage of the Arnold House
offices as they are vacated by
the Math Department, he felt

that a better dorm night be
obtained by gradual use of

rooms as they become available
through normal turn-over.

The idea met a favorable
reaction as being a possible

alternative. Barbara Burn,
Director of International
Programs at the University,
mentioned that such a take-over
of Knowlton House had been
quite possible last year, but that
the possibHty of using Prince
House as an International House
had attracted primary efforts

last year and the Knowlton idea
was left in mid-flight.

Emphasizing the need for a

physical area identified with
foreign students, she added,
"The absence of an In-

ternational Center is a real

difficulty because American
students don't know where to go
to find foreign students."

Baba Tung agreed, saying,

"There is no problem in finding

space. We can always find

somewhere to meet. But we
need a place to be identified as a
student group."
A subcommittee will now draw

up a draft "for sale" to ad-
ministration and student-body.

Hope is strong than an In-

ternational House, including
living and cooking areas for

students, as well as an In-

ternational Center, for social

activities of a recreational and
cultural nature, will be
established by next Fan.
Additionally, language

corridors and even academic
activities may be embraced in

the final draft proposal.
Students interested in helping

the project along may contact
Baba Tung in Arnold House or
Barbara Burn in Whitmore.

Faculty Workshops Slated For CC Tonight

To Discuss Environment In Academic Courses
An Environment Counseling

Workshop will be held tonight in

Room 174-6 of the Campus Center
starting at 7:30 p.m.
A group of 15 faculty members

from various departments have
volunteered to participate as
counselors since there is no en-

vironmental department where
students can go for advice in

scheduling environment-oriented
courses for next semester.
A limited number of updated

course listings of all environment
courses offered at the university
will be available at the workshop.

tV 665-2853 5862811 &

FIVE COLLEGE STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

The workshop is open to all

university students.

Activities at the meeting will be
as follows:

Introduction: Quint Dawson-CEQ
Identification of Faculty "Coun-
3elors"--J. Larson

A description of the faculty ef-

forts to assemble a catalog of

courses on environmental quality
along with the introduction of the
faculty volunteers and their area of

interest.

Open Discussion-30 minutes of

questions from the floor -answered
by appropriate faculty.

Individual Counseling -Individual
students can discuss personal
interests with faculty of their
choice.

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

AFRICA FOR THE AFRICANS

is the goal of the

PAN AFRICAN CONGRESS

DAVID SIBEKO
is the head of the P.A.C.

Mission to Europe and America.

HEAR HIM SPEAK ON

The Overthrow of Domination

Economic Exploitation

Apartheid Oppression

And much, much more

TONIGHT
8:15 P.M. Hasbrouck 120

A DVP Presentation

Tennis - Soccer - Football - Hockey

including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton

What's the difference between Luncheons

and Dinner at the Top . . .?

It is the difference between Day and Night

Dinner at the Top. Quiet music. Candle-

lit tables. Fine food.

Two Groups

Aid Victims

Of Flood
Two UMass student groups are

conducting fund drives to aid

victims of the tidal wave in East
Pakistan.

Both the Pakistani Students'

Association and the ROTC's
special Pakistan Relief Fund are
collecting for the victims.

Donations to the Pakistani
Students' Association may be sent

to the group's secretary
Muhammed Ashraf, the Office of

International Programs, Whit-
more. Checks may be made out to

East Pakistan Cyclone Fund and
will be sent directly to the
Pakistani Embassy.
Contributions to the Pakistan

Relief Fund drive which is spon-
sored by ROTC faculty and
students may be marked
"Pakistan Relief Fund" and sent
to the UMass Cashier's Office. This
drive will continue on campus with
solicitation at student residences,

according to John C. Murphy,
Holyoke student who is drive
spokesman.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

WANTED
Waitresses

&

Go Go Dancers

Port-time

For infomation

Coll 323-9341

Record Review

"GoiriAround The
Whee/house Twice"
By LANCE REIDY

Fine Arts Staff

•JAIME BROCKET tt 2", Capitol

Records
This is a recording of sad-eyed

optimism, recorded through hazy
smoke. It is generally unsuitable

for sunny days,

unless you're

in a similar
place to Jaime,
in which case it

should be
played with
breakfast
coffee, to set a
mood for the

day 's in-
significant but

necessary
hassling.

He is
probably not

for i n -

tellectuals, nor for that matter,

immature people of whatever age,

or for people who serve duty, or
honor, or country, above God
(however you care to describe

him). He is, frankly, for people

who a re aware of the flowers inside

the self, and are also aware of the

difficulty in germinating within

today's soil.

The opening piece. Hoyt Axton's

"Saturday's Child", fealurw an
exceptionally effective Slide

guitar, played by Brockett, which
promotes the intensity of leeling

inherent in an up-tempo blues

ballad, and can certainly be ap-

preciated by anyone who has had a

volatile family background.

"Down River", by David Ackles,

flows very nicely from Satur-

day's Child", as an exposition of a

Saturday child grown up bad (to

society) but damn good inside. An

electric guitarist new to me, Yaj
Sleig, weaves a wringing
emotional lead line graphically

punctuating the fact that "Time
sure goes slow down river, when
you're locked away," (and your
tru -blue lady finds a new groin to

grasp while

ARTS

you're (up) the
river.). Comes
off.

The third
song, "Taurian
Canticle

(winter ocean)
For People
And
Dulcimer", an
instrumental

written
Brockett,

featuring

on a

dulcimer,

by

him
solo

is

one of the most aptly-titled songs
I've ever experienced. Can-
ticle bright gray, bittersweet,

dull-red leaves, and brown, rock-

bound waves, reflective bloodshot

eyes, peacoat seashore. If you'U let

it, this song will take you places.

The standout song on the album,
to this audial eye, follows "Can-
ticle". "If the Game Were Played
with Pennies", by Judy Marymor
and Brian Bowers features
Brockett soloing on autoharp and
vocal. This is, bar none, the most
haunting song I have ever heard.
Club sandwiches stuffed with
velvet pain, and spread over with
awareness that Hellman's could
not conceive of. If the game were
played with pennies, your coin is

consciousness, your coin is pain.

Let me be your Saturday
(Saturday) but not your sometime
lover. A reprise of "Canticle"

Sjxetrum
R.S.O. 102 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

NEEDS
Art, Photography, Fiction, Essays and Poetry

Che<2r>al?oppa $00

IS IN YOUR IMAGINATION .

.

Imagine yourself in one of a kind dresses

Imagine having the dress you always wanted but

never could find made for you

!

Just bring a picture — very reasonable.

Imagine having a custom made chamois dress or

deerskin jacket or Irish wool suit.

hyiagine yourself in an antique 1930's fur coat —
jiist $30

Imagine Cheena Boppa Soo as a fantasy come
true — live it.

Behind Aubuchon's Hardware on Main Street

Tuesday - Saturday 10 :30 - 5 :00

unfolds at the end of "Game", and
I swear, I have listened to the
album three times before I realized

it was a reprise, and not the final

part of "Game". It flows together

that well. A Taurian Canticle, it

seems, can also bring you back, if

you let it.

Side Two is more expository and
less cohesive than the linear

college which is more or less the

form of side one. The first cut is

"First and Utter Hours (of Dawn)"
by N. Clark Schell. This piece
flashed me back to recollections of

the Jack Kerouac behind his

words, and thoughts of the coun-
tless others, the sensitive souls who
know what the road is all about.

Jerry Jeff Walker's "Morning
Song For Sally" is next. This is a

traditional-type ballad about a
lady named Sally, in remem-
brance. •

Steve Martin's "Black Beauty"
is a hokey-funky funny song about
them thar marry-jew-wanna
cigarettes, and various other
nutrient pleasantries for the head.

Definitely not top-forty material.

Brockett with a comic mask on.

The last cut on the album has
Brockett doing reasonable justice

to Dylan's "Just Like Tom
Thumb's Blues". Not an easy task,

by any means. It comes off.

Jaime Brockett's voice is no
thing of beauty, but it's com-
municative, much as Neil Young's
is, only more raspy.

Underground Films
Set For Saturday
The University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council will sponsor its first

film festival Saturday, Dec. 5, with the general theme: "An Experience
in Revolutionary Aesthetics -the American Underground Film."
The group of outstanding films has been procured for this occasion and

plans cafl for two one-hour showings separated by an informal coffee
hour in the nearby University Art Gallery. The showings will take place
at7:30p.m. and8p.m. in Herter Hall 227 and 231, and due to the limited
capacity, only 300 tickets will be available. General admission tickets to
the evening of films will be $1 to University undergraduates and $1.50 to
others and may be obtained at the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125
Herter Hall.

Films include "Physical Fitness," "Penny Bright and Jimmy
Weatherspoon," "X Film," "Cosmic Ray," "Eaux D'Artifice,"
"Adabar," and "Hold Me While I'm Naked." Also, "Blue Moses "

"Mothlight," "Schwechater," "HorseOverTea Kettle," "Phenomenon"
and "Dance of the Looney Spoons." In addition, two films by resident
film-makers Demian and Frank Ward may be shown.
Recognizing that its broad program in the arts for this campus was

incomplete without involvement in film, the University's Fire Arts
Council seeks to establish a film society which would undertake future
film festivals. Those interested in forming such a group are invited to
leave their names with the Council office. Charles Eidsvik of the
University's English department faculty will serve as advisor to the
group.

Chamber Music Tonight
The University of Massachusetts

Collegium, under the direction of
AlanHarler, will present a concert
Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 8 p.m. in

Herter 227 at the University.

The Collegium is a group of

UMass music majors formed to

study and perform ancient and
seldom performed music. The
group includes instrumentalists
and vocalists. The co-directors are
Alan Harler and Charles Lehrer.
The program includes four

ballades by Guillaume de
Machaut. Sonata No. 13 and
Canzona No. 2 by Giovanni
Gabrielli, the Kyrie and the Gloria

from the Messe de Minuit pour
Noel by Marc-Antoine Char-
pentier, four songs by William
Billings, and a scherzo for in-

struments and two madrigals for

chorus and instruments by Claudio
Monteverdi.

The concert is open to the public
without charge.

NOW RENTING
Rental Agents for Sugar Loaf Apts.

in Sunderland

2 Bedrooms, New Carpeting, Stove, Ref.

Wysocki Real Estate

Main St. Sunderland

Office tel. 665-3030 Res. 549-1780

ITS UNCANNY!
Astrology says your Astral
Twin, horn at nearly the
same time as you, live lives

very similar to yours. Test
Astrology. Compare impor-
tant dates, events, interests
with 5 Astral Twins. Free
now only. Accompanying;
material helps you compare.
Temporarily limited to 17 to
V> years old. Send name,
address, date of birth and
time, if known, to:

ASTRES
Box m

Amherst, Mass. 0100J

Win a SkiWeek at

JACKSON HOLE
with Suzy Chaffee and Pepi Stiegler

Imagine skiing the "Gentle Giant."

Jackson Hole, with Suzy Chaffee

and Pepi Steigler. It's part of

SALOMON SKI BINDING'S
special college contest. Includes

round-trip air f.ire from your

hometown to Jackson Hole,

room, all meals, lift tickets, lessons

and a free pair of SALOMON SKI

BINDINGS! Glamorous former

U.S. Ski Team member Suzy and

Olympic gold medalist Pepi will

be there for personal instruction

or just fun-skiing. Enter today.

SALOMON BINDING "SKIWEEK"
CONTEST RULES
It's easy ' Just write a funny caption for this

whacky Bob Cram cartoon. Use "SALOMON
BINDINGS'' in the caption somewhere and mail

to us along with the cartoon, your name, address

and ski dealer Enter as many times as you like.

Contest closes midnight December 31, 1970. En-

tries will be judged on the basis of originality and

humor and remain the property of A & T Ski

Company. Top runner-up entries will receive free

SALOMON BINDINGS.

mm *.».

•Be sure to use SALOMON BINDINGS within your caption.

Name-

Address

-

City State -Zip-

College-

Name of your Ski Dealer

Mail entries to:
SALOMON COLLEGE CONTEST. A & T SKI COMPANY
1725 Westlake Avenue North. Seattle. Washington 98109

..J

Salomon

SALOMON SKI B'NDINGS
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Security Log
The following are selected entries

from the logs of the Campus
Police, Residence Hall Assistants,

and Security Guards for the period

from 7 a.m. Monday, November
30th to 7 a.m. Tuesday, December
1st.

November 30, 1970.

Note: With the dorms closed tight,

thefts from the dorms over the

weekend were nearly non-existant

when, usually on a similar Mon-
day, complaints are constant and
numerous.

10:45 a.m. Reported bomb threat in

Herter Hall.

11 :00 a.m. Reported bomb threat in

Boyden Gym.

11:02 a.m. Received a report of a
larceny from a room in the Or-
chard Hill Complex.

3:40 p.m. Report of a theft from
an automobile of convertible top in

E Lot. Value over 100 dollars.

5:21 p.m. Complaint of a tape
player and tapes stolen from motor
vehicle in Lot 11. Value over 100

dollars.

8:37 p.m. Report of a student
trying to get money out of a pay
phone in a Southwest Residence
Hall. Officers dispatched.

9:30 p.m. Complaint of two
strange males in an Academic
Building. Officers sent to in-

vestigate.

Jean Renoir's Masterpiece:

GRAND ILLUSION
Wednesday, December 2nd, 7:15 and 9:30

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

Admission $.50

ANNUAL PHILLIPS LECTURE:
The Springfield Adult Education Council is

holding a forum tonight at 8 p.m. in ths

Technical High School Aud. The speaker is The
Honorable Jacob K. Javits, Senior Senator
from New York. His topic will be announced.

CRAFT GUILD:
UMass Craft Center is Now Sort of Open.

Drop in Student Union Room 328 (Old Melody
Kitchen)

DELTA CHI:

An informal Smoker tonight at 8:30 p.m.
Keep an open mind and come and meet the

Brothers as people Call 5 9195 or 5 0156 for

transportation.

FREE UNIVERSITY:
Theories of Reich & Cloudbusting Could

negotiate credit for second semester Contact
Free U 6 0066

HORSE OWNERS:
All students owning horses in this area

please call Sue at 6 8204 for information.

December l, 1970.

All entrance and exit
lights of a Central Area Dormitory
were discovered broken by a
security guard. Three dorms, two
in the Southwest Complex, were
discovered not locked up. During
the evening, five unescorted males
were put out of a Southwest dor-
mitory.

Notices
GUEST LECTURE SERIES 1970:

The Hotel & Restaurant Administration
presents Motor Lodge Sales and Operation,
Arthur P Barrett, Gen. Mgr Howard John
son'sMotor Lodges, New York City. Lecture to

be held in the Public Health Auditorium, Dec.
3rd at 10: 10 a.m.

GOVERNMENT MAJORS
Undergrad Government Majors there will

be an open meeting of the steering committee
tonight at 7 p m. in Rooms 168 170 of the

Campus Center. All invited

HILLS SOUTH:
Another Hills South Bash, Friday, Dec. 4th

at 8 p.m.

HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
T he F ive College Student Homophile League

will be holding a party Thursday night, Dec
3rd Meet other gay people Call 586 2811 or 665-

2853

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR 5AL1

Pioneer, Tea*. QmmH, TW EE
ruber, TDK. cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speaker*.
LJPa, 8 track and other necessities.
Amherst Audio, ttU-tt

•»ki>> — rantaatk becinner set $*5,

skat**, new men's 11, 88; clarinet,

HTiii M u«- atvrkM machine, milk can,
li.iinlryer, shaver, elec. knife, three
rr. liiiiiii: Mm >eut«.. M3-S3T7. tfl'M

Head competition skis with bind-

iim», I M-iir'. old, excellent condi-
tion 119 Wi. < ill Don at B-6-J96.

tfl?-i>

I ur mats tor »ale, old coats In

•-.ml roads si.~> - >.'"> (.ill MM1 af-

irrnooaa and rvealan until 10. 'iiil

t ooildae. rttJ-4

snow tires : i,.">n\l.; r\ rmid. stud-
• il. « » , ii-i d 1 se»>—, Miarnnteed,
rim-, mil Mo or liesf offer. Call
I.. 1 1 HUS-.Tt3», tfr>:-;s

staraiel l* \ { columns with four
I.'" N|M-alsfr«. mill. One monitor
• two I .'» 'on wit KM* four iliiin-

iiils iv ri\crl'. sHiull lieu , sell for

sum. (all Hemic Ktt-tlM or :>.••;-

:'!" tfi.'-8

I) iiai n M \-ho .\in|i, i; months old

sKo. likr in\\ \l~o li.i\<- AR 2aX
sprakerk, p:iir lor ft?! Call Earl
'i-!'i .•» m .'-.'

rooiUKs _ adorable AKC rec.

To> Poodle Plippln tor -iile. Ideal
-ill- tor now or < liristnins (nil
.'-..;-;i.-.: tfiM

l--l.ni Metal ski,, tiaut -l.ilom, Mo
mi.. '.' >r. old. Sit) or best offer

( .ill Mike at .". I!i-H7l8 tfl»-3

filffs for holidays! Kings, brace-
lets, thokera, tnrrinxs. pins, neck-
luces — nil in sterling silver. Hand-
itinde to >our order. Very low prices,
too Coll 253-3077 afternoons, week-
. rids, nights 11-18-86 12-2-9

Panasonic sterro Radio, 1- watt,
ii,\\ >lsii lor (Mi -ti.l hard top to

lit lit::. \,r\ \i:irm, lor s|Oft or 50
I i; : \ in id-, bod) work plus top lor
-'"><• ( .ill Mil .-.*«;- 1 i;i;x If-!

MISCELLANEOUS
For Kent: Chalet at KlUlniton,

available for lntersrssion wk. $300.
sleeps 10 CaU W9-OHU Also: 1 pr.
Head Slaloms 205 cm, osed 10 times
tlii with markers. Ski boots, 9%,
818-00 tm-3

FOR SALE — AUTOS

iliate occupancy. Furnished. Call
•.'5(i-(i017 tfr.'M ROOMMATES WANTED
FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL — Ht. 8, Whate-

ly 665-2008, November 1 - March 31;
2 people $100; 1 person $75 month

12-2

•
>' Opel K.nlette Kally Sport, e\-

i-elleal inrclmiiii nl coiiditiou Needs
body work Asking S575. Call Kick
51$ *JW tfl2-8

I'm..* Ilui< k s>a#eiali 4 dr. sedan,
• \cilleiit mile.it.-, good running con-
ilition. .*> good tiri's, recent tune-up,
slim or biNt oltir ( all .left jlti-Ullfi

tfl'M

I!m;7 lint 8.V> Fast back Coupe with
ski rack Good condition, must Nell,

keavtag raaatry, slot), tall HHM
tf|-.»-: i

l!»iO V\V wtth .unroof — needs a
lot of repair work. It'-, yours for
sni or best „tt,r (all (harlie 25S-
''''''

I.' -

1

Triumph lit- 1, new tup, mut-
tbr. and battery, en-ine in good con-
dition. Watte with Mart top (ail
'i-'I'i. ttIM

f/W Hus l!ii,|, good coiiilitioii, new
ibit.h Call l.rii 5IK-0392 eves Sinn

tfl.'-.t

Room available for female. Private
room, kitchen facilities, furnished.
Only one block off Campus. Coed
living $«5. Move in immediately
Phone .->l!)-<;i-8 i>..

One roommate for December ami
January. Rent 815 month Apart-
ment Is close to campus Call Bert
or Pmil 253-9333.

tfl2~l

Are you looking for a male room-
mate for second semester, off-camp-
mll Call llev at .*>lii-7IHI tfl'M

SERVICES
Amherst Audio service* stereo eoa»-

ponenU, tape decks for home or ear,
U/> No. Pleasant St. SM-8L33

tra-n
No musical group complete without

sirens, bird calls, warning whistles,
and other wild sound effects. Call
Creative Endeavor In Greenfield (1-
771-2831) £/

Not only tlu> usual, but the un-
iistinl in the creative-self-expressinn-
through-music field. Call 516-0366
and talk to our man on campus, or
call us direct at 1-774-2831

.

12-2

( oinputer Science tudoring and
programming for students and staff.
Call .\1 9-n a.m ?.V.-«258. tflt~t

APARTMENT WANTED
Apt. for spring semester for 2 co-

eds. Center of town or Rt. 9 Call
.-> Ki-7300

.

tflt-t

WANTED TO BUY
Bike 2»i" Fngllsli, 3 «i"' r •'

~*
Meve at :;'.

,
;i-".nlS alter ."> p in lf|"J-«~~

VACATION
I heard you want to go to Itermii-

*». Well, 111 see what I can do l..r

>ou Trips from sisn to »'.*(«) I ...

Irer into call Jim Miane 519-<Hi'."J ..r

xisit 310 Full ton Vill Get your trip
"""• 12-2-4--7-9-I

I

-li.

TRAVEL

WANTED

FOR RENT

HAIRCUTS
Haircuts — trims — male and tc-

male — e\< liisivr on frizzy hair this

wk low rates, rets, avail (all Sue
'.-X.Mil tfl'M

luniinhed room, kitchen privileges,
'>•' miles from I .Mass See us after-
noons or eves, 119 Bay Rd . Hadley

tf!2-4

single room with garage, near
( anipiis, available January. Low
rent to student with car in return
for weekly transportation to gro-
cery etc. and minor odd jobs. Call
253-5208 tf!2-3

Apt for rent — one bedroom, ful-

ly furnished, utilities Included, 15
minutes from campus, available Jan.
I, until end of semester. Call 546-
•T>5. tf!2-4

'! Bedrooms in Rolling Green aviiil-
ible as of Jan 1. Male or female.
si;; ,->0 complete per month. 256-6297

tf!2-4

1 bedroom apartment — immi-

Female models for experimental
film — pays well. Call Peter 549-
<*W tf!2-4

One bdnn. apt for Feb 1st, must
be less than $130 Prefer sublet. < all
546-5158. tf!2-3

Irani Christmas vacation — I ,..,

ilmi S189; Athens S2«0; Rome $!!!>;
I'ortugal $175; Acapulco, Spain, < ar-
ribean flites available. Contact F
Kogers. 372-B Park Rd , West Hart-
lord. Connecticut. ij. •

2 Women: li\e-in infant care.
seeing, etc., immediate; 12 hrs
per week. Each schedule to be ar-
ranged: provide apt.-like accommo-
dation in return, no board 519-1 ll'.*,

2 ml. from Campus. 1 2- 1

One bedroom apt. to rent for nevt
semester, within a few miles of
Campus. Please call Sue or Anne
at 546-8421. tfl2-4

sos — unfurnished apt. near
I Mass needed by 1 female grad
students by Jan 1 Good references

Apt. wanted near Belehrrtown for
nevt semester, fall Jan 549-67 it;

tf!2-4

New Sugar-loaf Apts.
IN SCNDERLAND, 2 bedrooms,
carpeting, self-cleaning stove,
frostfrre refrigerator, air condi-
tioning, utilities Included, $185
mo. Lease until August 31st, or
longer. Skiblskl Realtors, Bte.
»ors„ Rte 116, Sunderland. Tel
*»-reg. tffl2-4

EMPLOYMENT
WAITRESSES

looking for part-time work.
Weekends and Holidays
Experienced preferred.

Apply: Mr. Adrian Labonte
OTIS RIDGE SKI LODGE

Otis, Mass.
or call for appt. 269-4446

_______^^ lfl2-4

5:25 a.m. A Central Area
Residence Hall Assistant
discovered an unattended electric
stove turned on.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP;
Rev. R. Germaine will talk on the text of I

John 1:7 Christian fellowship and the body of

Christ. All welcome. Tonight at 7:30 in

Memorial Hall.

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS BLAKTIYOGA
CLUB:
Learn how to control your senses by prac

being blaktiyoga Come to meeting tonight at

7:30 in Room 204 of Cance House Call Lee for

more information 546 5024

N E.S.:

Coordinating committee meeting tonight at

630 in Room 801 of the Campus Center to

discuss plans tor next semester's orientation.

Anyone with good ideas welcome.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Buses leave at 6 30, Hasbrouck and Pat

terson All welcome.

OUTING CLUB:
Cardigan backpack this wknd. SMs sale

tonight meet in Hatch at 7. Meeting next

Monday. Caving wknd. in 2 weeks

SCUBA CLUB:
There will be a meeting of all members

Thursday, Dec 3rd at 7 p.m. at WOPE Pool

SOCIOLOGY 101

Mr. Perkins' sections 48 & 51 wilt have a quiz

this Thursday. Dec 3rd.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
General meeting tonight at 8 to discuss the

transportation and housing for the NPAC
convention in Chicago, Dec 46th. All invited to

the Plymouth Room

LOST

1 pair of ladies tortoise shell frame glasses

lost Tues morning on SW bus. If found please

call Carol 6 9590

Green London Fog raincoat lost behind
Education Bldg It found conlact Maury, 286

Puffton, 549 6867

FOUND

Silver, loop pi ced earring near Morrill.

Call Sandy 305 Knowlton, 5 0797

A Slide Rule Describes. Claim
6968 after 6 p.m

Call 323

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
First Gestalt Psychology Session tonight at

5 30 7 p m in Room 902 of the Campus Center
Open to All

ATTHERATEWRfc: GO-
ING IT'S A 6000 THING
WE'WE GOT 23 D/N5 Iff

T

FOR CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING/ /• i,

r

t»

•:l

A M is Co-ed

We're holding an open forum Thursday

night at 7:30-9:30

WE INVITE YOU TO COME DOWN AND TALK WITH OUR CO-ED PLEDGES AND OUR
BROTHERS. SEE WHAT THIS TYPE OF SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP IS ALL ABOUT. THERE
IS MORE TO LIVING ON CAMPUS THAN EXISTING IN A CEMENT CUBICLE. WE BE-

LIEVE WE HAVE MORE. TAKE THE CHANCE TO FIND OUT.
Mark Brenner

549-6151

ma.
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Sox Gamble, Get Aparicio

Trade Andrews, Alvarado
LOS ANGELES (AP)—The Boston Red Sox, shooting for the American League pennant, and the

Baltimore Orioles, trying to defend it, both dipped into the increasingly active trade market at

baseball's winter meetings Tuesday.
The Red Sox swapped two players to Chicago for veteran shortstop Luis Aparicio and the Orioles sent

four men to San Diego for pitchers Pat Dobson and Tom Dukes.
In another trade, the New York Mets sent veteran relief pitcher Ron Herbel to Atlanta for utility in-

fielder Bob Aspromonte.
The biggest trade of the day was Boston's acquisition of Aparicio, the 36 year old short stop who en-

joyed his finest season in 1970, batting .313 for the White Sox.

The Red Sox sent second baseman Mike Andrews and short stop Luis Alvarado to Chicago in tne swap.
"We think we can win the pennant with Aparicio," said Eddie Kasko, manager of the Red Sox. "No,

I'm not concerned about his age, not if we win next year.

"

Kasko said Aparacio would play shortstop and Rico Petrocelli would move to third for the Red Sox
next year. George Scott shifts to first and Carl Yastrzemski returns to the outfield in other defensive

shifts resulting from the trade.

Rookie Doug Griffin, acquired from California in the Tony Conniglairo trade last month, inherits

Andrews' second base job. Andrews, a Boston regular for the past four years, will move right into

Chicago's lineup under new manager Chuck Tanner.
"He's going to be my leader in the infield," said Tanner. "He'll take charge."

Tanner said Alvarado, only 21, would get a full shot at Chicago's shortstop job. "Reports from our

scouts compare Alvarado to a young Luis Aparicio," Tanner said.

Andrews batted .253 with 17 homers and 65 runs batted in for the Red Sox in 1970. Alvarado split the

season between Boston and Louisville, batting .224 in 59 games for the Red Sox.

Aparicio, a four time All Star and fourth leading hitter in the American League last season, is a 15 year

veteran. He recently twisted a knee sliding into third base in a winter league game and his leg was

placed in protective cast but he is expected to be ready for spring training.

The Orioles picked up a pair of

EYE ON THE BALL—UMass flashy freshman guard Rich Pitino

(22) directs traffic while being guarded closely by St. Anselm's Dan
Moore. For details of Little Redman win, see page 12. (MDC photo by
Gary Slickman)

pitchers Dobson and Dukes from
San Diego in exchange for right

hander Tom Phoebus and three

minor leaguers.

Moving to San Diego with

Phoebus, who was 5 5 for the world

champion Orioles last season, are

Enzo Hernandez, a highly touted

shortstop, and pitchers Fred Beene
and Al Severinsen.

Dobson, who moved to the

Padres from Detroit in an in-

terleague trade at the winter

meetings a year ago, was 14 15 with

3.76 earned run average. Dukes
was 1 6 with a 4.04 ERA in 53 ap-

pearances, all of them in relief.

Phoebus, who pitched a no hitter

for the Orioles against Boston in

1968, had a 3.08 ERA in 21 starts for

the Orioles.

Hernandez batted .266 for

Rochester, while Beene was 9 3 and
Severinsen, a reliever, was 4 6.

Herbel, who came to the Mets
from San Diego last September 1,

was 9 7 in 76 games for the Padres

and Mets last season with a 4.57

ERA. Aspromonte batted 213 in 62

games for the Braves.

Since these meetings began
Monday, nine transactions have

been announced and several more,

some of them reportedly involving

big names, are close to completion.

TOUGH UNDER THE
HOOP is freshman sharp-

shooter Peter Trow (44). The
6'3 guard led frosh scorers

with 23 points in UVir debut

win. (MDC photo by Gary
Slickman)

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Marlene Dietrich armed with lexi-

cographers who term aatrolosy a

pHeudoocience. The great artretiN de-

clare*, "What conceit to think tli.it

we human ueings are immune to in-

fluences of which we have acknow-
ledged the power. The fart that M
ennnot put our mental finger on the

exact form these influences take enn-

not give as the audacity to deny

• hem." That Is Capricorn Marleno
Dietrich's view of dictionaries wlikh

editoriaUxe rather than define.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19) : Ac-

cent on how to fulfill desires. Bo
willing to make changes. Welcome op-

portunity for travel, creative think-

ing. Friend you take for granted per-

forms meaningful service.

TAURUS (April 220 - May 20) : Ac-

cent on accumulating- required mate-

rial for special project. Build sup-

port. Refuse to be lulled Into attitude

of carelessness. Press your advantag-

es. Push ahead toward major goal.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Good

lunar aspect stresses ability to per-

ceive long-range possibilities. Be ana-

lytical. Don't accept surface indica-

tions. Face facts as they exist. BM*
your time. Measure actions. Don'v

rush.
CANCER (June 21 - Ju y 22) : Tour

work, how you relate to associates —
these areas are emphasized. Stick to

practical issues. Leave theories to

others. Find out where you want to

go — and why.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Lie low.

Let others do most of the talking.

Not wise to commit yourself. Applies

especially to legal matters. Finish

rather than begin projects. Time i*

on your side.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Take

stock of prospects. Streamline ap-

proach to various problems. Stress ln-

dependence, originality. You mak«

SYDNEY OMAAR.
headway by display of confidence

knowledge and daring.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Good

lunar aspect accents romance, creative

endeavors. Tour hunches prove accu-

rate. Speculative ventures appeal.

Younger ' persons look to you as ex-

ample. You tan live up to potential.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Pro-

perty, basic security matters are em-
phasized. Heed voice of experience.

Avoid tendency to be careless with
details. You may be receiving a flur-

ry of messages. Refuse to be dia

tracted.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

You may be taking short Journey.
Check directions, instructions and res-

ervations. Maze of red tape opens,
providing opportunity for signlfcant
advance. Respond accordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)'

Accent on finances, possessions, how
to add to Income. Be alert to special
opportunity. Gemini Individual proves
a valuable ally. Outline plans ami
execute them with precision.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Take initiative. Emphasize the new
and original. Definite gain Indicated
Cycle is high; push personal ambi-
tions. Family member makes con-
structive suggestions — heed it.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): On-
who Is confined to home, hospttnl
needs encouragement. Provide it.

Work In conjunction with speclnl
group, organization. Stress realistic
approach.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BTRTHDAV

you are sensitive, receptive to n
of others. Recent block to efforts .

due to be removed. Forward progre?
will make efforts If you are willing |o
change with the times. Keep open
mind.
Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Frozen water

4 Exist

6 Part of flower

1 1 Dark red

13 Rode in a

vehicle (colloq.)

15 Liquid measure

(abbr.)

16 Inclinations

18 Proceed

19 Spanish

article

21 Roman tyrant

22 Labor

24 Sandarac tree

26 Knocks

28 Fish eggs

29 Beasts of

burden

31 Want

33 Nova Scotia

(abbr.)

34 Pound down

36 Transaction

38 Bone

40 Animal coat

42 Atmospheric

disturbance

45 Exclamation

47 Heat

49 God of love

50 Pulverized rock

52 Juncture

54 Near

55 Cyprinoid fish

56 Snake (colloq.)

59 Symbol for gold

61 Lawmaking
body

63 Builds

65 Sedate

66 Compass point

67 Toll

DOWN

1 Demon

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
17
20
23
24
25
27
30
32
35
37
38

39

Provides,

prepares and
serves food
Teutonic deity

Blessing

Go in

Bent over
Vast age
Station

Man's nickname
Vast horde
Preposition

Apportions
Country of Asia

Final

Conjunction
Cooled lava

Harvest
Observes
Merganser
Tropical fruit

Wall coating
Girl's name
Fertile spot in

desert

Tints
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41 Allowance for

waste
43 Twirl

44 Manuscript
(abbr.)

46 Indefinite

article

48 Men
51 Colorless

53 Simple
57 Devoured
58 Note of

scale

60 Employ
62 Negative
64 Baseball

position

(abbr.)
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Hoopsters Open Up With 98-63 Win Over St. A's
By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Breaking out of a 16-minute cold-shooting spell in the first half, the UMass basketball team built up a

big lead early in the second half and coasted to a 98-63 victory over an out-classed but game St. Anselm's

quintet before 4200 fans at the Cage home-opener last night.

The Redmen got their season off ot passing off, making fast breaks

on a solid footing as Julius Er-

ving's extra-superb play, the

shooting and floor play of guards
John Betancourt and Mike
Pagliara, and a very strong per-

formance by forward Chris Coffin

made their record 1-0 in this

season-opening contest.

Erving, UMass' super-exciting

junior co-captain, tallied 32 points

and nabbed 23 rebounds, but his

contribution to this win went way
beyond that In his familiar fashion

work, slowing the action down
when necessary, and generally

keeping the coolest head on the

court, he more than led the Red-
men to their final winning point

spread of 35 points.

Betancourt and Pagliara were
also great in this one. The former,
filling in the scoring void left by the

departure of high-pointman Ray
Ellerbrook, tanied 22 big ones,

connecting on 10 of 14 shots from
the field and two of two from the

fiaibj ©olMjin
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HIGH ON DEFENSE—The
Redmen 's Julius Erving goes

up high in an attempt to block

this shot by a player from St.

Anselm's. Erving had another

great game for UMass. (MDC
photo by Rich Mclntyre)

foul line.

Pagliara, in his first varsity start

ever for UMass, played the game
like a veteran and came through
with 16 points, hitting five of nine

from the field and all six of his

attempts from the line. Both
Betancourt and Pagliara had six

assists, best on the club.

Also starting his first tilt was
junior Chris Coffin, and he did a

fine job all around. He scored but

six points, but he grabbed seven
rebs and was a very important
team player when he was out on
the floor.

As far as that first half went, it

was an entirely different ballgame
as the score was frozen, 27-27, after

16 minutes and 15 seconds of action

had elapsed. UMass' shooting was
off, and St. Anselm's was staying

close by virtue of playing a
deliberate style of basketball.

However, the Redmen rattled off

six quick points in the next minute
and 11 seconds as Betancourt
banged a 20-footer, Pagliara
dropped in a pair of foul hoops and
senior co-captain Ken Mathias

slipped in a turn-around baseline

jumper, after a beautiful feed from

Pagliara. That made the count 33-

27.

An Erving goal- tending play on a

Hawk shot gave the visitors their

29th point, but another Betancourt

20-footer, an Erving 18-footer and a

Mathias tap-in of a Betancourt

miss jetted UMass into a ten-point,

39-29, lead.

Tom Gentile of St. A's and Er-

ving traded baskets in the last

minute of first-half action, making
the count at intermission, 41-31.

The Redmen were roaring on

their return to the contest in the

second half as they took the ten-

point lead and stretched it into

leads of 20, 31 and 39.

UMass tallied the first 14 points

of the period, making it 55-31, in

four minutes, and the junior trio of

Pagliara, Coffin and Betancourt

accounted for all of them. Pagliara

made good on an 18-foot jumper at

the outset of the half and added two

foul shots for four points.

Coffin flipped in two running

layups, one on a ball that he stole

and raced three-quarters of the

court with. He also sank one from
the charity line for a total of five

markers. Betancourt hit a couple

of long-bombers, in addition to one

from the line, also for five points.

Over the next three minutes, the

Hawks came to life a little bit,

scoring nine points, but were still

behind the Redmen, 60-40, with

12:48 showing on the clock.

At this point, the UMass offense

reaDy started to click as the home
team scored 26 points in the next

eight minutes of action to only

seven for St. Anselm's, thus

making the advantage 8647, with

5:03 left to go in the game.
Erving highlighted this scoring

burst with nine points, followed by
Betancourt and Pagliara, who had
six a piece, Rich Vogeley, who had
three, and Tom Austin, who had
two.

The tilt was all over except for

the shouting. And, boy, was there

ever some shouting, as the excited

gathering applauded when Red-

man starters were replaced by
Redman reserves and cheered
madly when the team crept closer

to the 100-point mark in the closing

stages of the game, only to miss by
two points.

HIGH—BOUNCER—UMass' John Betancourt tries to keep the

ball under control despite the harassment of St. Anselm's Gerry
Ryle in action from last night's season-opening game at the Cage,
won by UMass 98-63. < MDC photo by Gary Slickman

)

HOOP NOTES—With one minute
and one second to go, Erving was
taken out of the game, and
received a standing ovation of

about 40 seconds...Head UMass
coach Jack Leaman summed up
his feelings after the game in one
word, "Great!" UMass shot a
fine 52 percent from the floor for

the whole game, recording that
mark aftershooting only 44.7 in the
first ha If... Vogeley was fourth
highest scorer for the Redmen,
with ten points in only 14 minutes of
play... He was just a little off from
playing a really great game as he
picked up some quick fouls and
missed a couple of hoops by only
incf?es....Bill Kesgen. Tom Austin

and Bill Greeley played well for

UMass in reserve roles. ...The

Redmen also shot well from the

foul line--87 percent...Whichever
referee called the traveling
violations on Erving must have
been watching the guy for the first

time... Because of the way Erving
can control the movements of his

body, it is often easy to mistake one
of his steps for three of another
basketball player...How about
those new uniforms! The
reaction to these new spanking-
white UMass shirts, shorts and
warm-up clothing was very much
in the affirmitive whomever one
talked to They sure did brighten
up the dull yellow-aura of the Cage.

Redman Yearlings Crush St. Anselm's Frosh, 85 69, In Opener
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

Led by the shooting Peter Trow,
the rebounding of John Olson and
the passing of Rick Pitino, the

UMass freshman basketball team
soundly defeated St. Anselm's
frosh, 85-69.

Last night in their season opener
the Little Redmen received a

warm welcome by a capacity

crowd. They responded with some
sharp outside shooting, as they ran
off streaks of 12 and 15 points. But
opening game nervousness was
evident, as the Little Redmen
committed an abundance of fouls

and turned the ball over numerous
times on the fast break.

The game started impressively

for the frosh as successive back-

ward lay-ups by Skinner and Olson
( the latter off of a beautiful Pitino

pass) gave the freshmen the lead.

Two baskets later at 17:35 it was
4-4 when tV home team started to

move. With some slick passing by
Pitino the Redmen ran cff 12

straight points, and St. Anselm's
was in deep trouble. But the

Redmen cooled off as the Hawks
settled down.

Although the frosh had built their

lead to 33-15, fouls started to take

heir toll, as the 13-point halftime

margin of 44-31 was the direct

result of the 13 fouls committed by
the Little Redmen.
The first half of play saw Skinner

pick up three personals, and Craig

Boyles, his replacement, pick up

four before the half was over. This

foul situation, in addition to a

sloppy brand of ball, were the key
factors in the Hawk comeback,
which was to peak in the early

moments of that second half.

Just seconds into the final 20
minutes Skinner picked up his

fourth and fifth fouls as Dennis
McHugh entered the line-up. A
rash of Redman fouls followed, and
the Hawks were making their

move. With a fun head of steam
the visitors cut the lead to seven,

but the 51-44 score was the closest

St. Anselm's was to come for the

rest of the night.

With Trow and Pitino pumping in

the points, and Levine and Olson
concentrating on the boards, the

Little Redmen scored 15 unan-
swered points. The 64-44 lead

sewed it up for the frosh. Coasting
to an 85-69 victory, the freshman
bench for the call, as the Little

Redmen took their home opener
with little trouble.

The 17-point victory was quite

satisfying, but said assistant Coach
Ray Ellerbrook, "We definitely

have played better ball. I think

that there was a great deal of

nervousness and eagerness on the

part of the players in their first

collegian game. Once we got

warmed up though, we started to

come around."

The 3arly game nervousness was
best reflected in the foul line

statistics. In the first half the Little

Redmen managed only four of

nine free throws, whereas the

second half saw them making nine

of 11.

Although their floor play left

something to be desired the
Redman board work was ex-

tremely impressive.
Outrebounding the Hawks 61-40,

the freshmen came through
brilliantly in a department that

will be the key to future success.

Said Ellerbrook, "Trow played
an excellent game. He was our
highest scorer and he was among
the high rebounders in the game. I

think the team as a whole played a
bit sloppy, but remember this was
the first game."

Trow, UMass' highest scorer,
was also the game's leading scorer
as he collected 23 points, hitting on
ten of 16 fieldgoal attempts and
three of four foul shots. Trow also

came up with 13 rebounds, second
in the game only to Olson's 14.

Pitino was second in the way of
scoring with 20, but his ten assists

were his key contribution of the
evening.

As a team the Redmen handily
outshot the Hawks, connecting on
36 of 77 field goal attbh ts to St.

Anselm's 23 of 77. From the line

the percentages were much closer

as UMass hit on 13 of 20, compared
with St. Anselm's 23 of 31.

The Little Redmen excelled in

the two toughest departments, as
their play faltered when it came to

fouls and turnovers. But with a
rebounding and shooting display
like last night's, the freshmen
should be in for a fine season.
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Logs To Loose License,

Say Amherst Selectmen
See Page Three

Senate Votes One Way, Than Another

On Gun Return Bills

See Page Two

UNCONTESTED REBOUND-Ken Mathias (420, senior co-captain
of UMass, gets this rebound without much trouble. Around him are
Jeff Grenert (55), Julius Erving (32) and John Lukas (45). (MDC
photo by Rich Mclntyre)

The Student Senate is caught in one of the rare moments of quiet and order in last night's meeting that included two hours

of debate on the presence of firearms on campus that ended with two bills being passed and then rescinded. (MDC photo

by Gib Fullerton)
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Mrs. Dubois To Speak
On 3rd World Struggle
Mrs. Shirley Graham DuBois, Afro-American author, political activist

and the widow of W.E.B. DuBois will be the guest of the Distinguished
Visitor's Program and the Department of Afro-American Studies at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst on December 3rd. Mrs. DuBois
will speak to a general audience at 8 p.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium. The subject of her talk will be "THE WEST, AFRICA AND
THE MIDDLE EAST".

Mrs. DuBois was educated at Oberlin College and did graduate study at
Yale University and the Sorbonne. She is the author of books of Phyllis
Wheatley, Benjamin Banneker, DuSable-the founder of Chicago, Paul
Robeson, Booker T. Washington and a forthcoming volume on the life of
her late husband. Written for young adults, the biographical series was
intended to educate black youth to roles that black men and women have
played in the development of the United States and in the struggle for
black liberation.

Among her many political and literary activities, Mrs. DuBois was a
founder and first editor of Freedom Ways the journal of the Afro-
American liberation struggle. Mrs. DuBois, while assisting and par-
ticipating in the scholarly and political activities of her husband,
maintained a career and public personality of her own. While Dr. DuBois
was working on the Encyclopedia of Africa and African Peoples under
the auspices of the Ghanian regime of the Osegeyfo Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah, Mrs. DuBois served as first director of national television in

Ghana.
During recent years Mrs. DuBois has resided in Cairo, Egypt and has

travelled widely in the middle-east, Africa, and is one of the few
westerners that has been allowed to travel extensively in the Peoples
Republic of China. She currently writes and lectures on various aspects of

the Third World struggle. She is particularly interested and authoritative
on the liberation struggle in Africa.

The U.S. State Department at first refused Mrs. DuBois a visa to visit

the country of her birth, however, after a public outcry from the black
community, the visa was granted.

A spokesman for the WEB. DuBois Department of Afro-American
Studies said, "We are very honored to present Mrs. DuBois to the
University Community. She embodies the very spirit of pan-african unity
and represents, as did her late husband, a life of commitment to the
struggle of black peoples everywhere."

Mrs. Dubois Extends Visit
Mrs. Shirley Graham DuBois who will be giving the D.V.P. lecture this

evening will be extending her visit to the university by a day. She will
arrive on campus on Thursday morning and will leave the area on
Saturday, Dec. 5th.

Following is Mrs. DuBois' schedule at present:

Thurs., Dec. 3rd

12:30 Lunch. Representatives of Black Student Groups. Campus Center
2: 30 Meeting with students. Coffee Shop, Black Cultural Center
6:30 Dinner. Representatives Distinguished Visitors Program and Five-

College Black Studies Committee
8:00 Lecture. "The West, Africa, and the Middle East". Auditorium,
Campus Center
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Senate Supports, Rescinds
Return Of Firearms

By BETH GOODELL
Senate Reporter

The Student Senate managed to first pass a bill

restoring firearms to campus for certain groups, then

pass a bill saying it does not necessarily approve of

any firearms on campus, and then voted to rescind

both bills.

Senator Bill Abbott summed up the two hours thus

spent with the vigorously applauded comment: "It's

now twenty of ten and we haven't done anything
!

"

The only other business considered before this

paper's deadline consisted of minor financial motions

and a bill supporting a university system of open

enrollment.

The crux of the firearms issue was whether or not

the Senate should "request Chancellor Tippo to allow

the Flying Redmen drill team to store their de-

activated rifles in an appropriate place on campus
and allow the University, Stockbridge, and visiting

rifle teams to have their firearms on campus provided

they are properly secured and used only in the rifle

range area, as Senator Karen MacNutt's bill read.

Senator MacNutt argued that the campus has

calmed down and returned to rationality since last

semester when the firearms in question were
removed, relieving the tense conditions which led to

their removal. She said that these firearms have
never caused any trouble or personal injury in their

years on campus and further that they would be stored

completely safely. Non-Senator Steve Kinner of the

Stockbridge Rifle Team also spoke on what he called

the harmlessness of the rifles and on the fact that

there are no off-campus facilities which would allow

the rifle teams to exist without guns on campus.
Treasurer Rick Verrochi led off debate against the

bill. He spoke on how "volatile" the climate of society

is, and on how the presence of any kind of gun is

provocative of trouble. Senator Lee Sandwen of the

Student Matters Committee, in which the bill had
been studied, reported out unfavorably on the bill.

The Committee considered guns to be provocative and
wanted to work for a completely gunless campus,
according to Sandwen.
Further negative debate by Senator Abbott was

concerned with what he termed discrimination in the

bill against any student on campus who wanted to

practice target shooting but was not on the rifle

teams.

At this time, the question was divided so that the

Senate could vote to restore firearms to either the drill

team or the rifle teams without restoring them to both.

After a few minutes of further debate, the Senate
reconsidered the division and voted not to return the

bill to its undivided state.

Senators in favor of the bill continued to debate that

there is nothing physically or psychologically

dangerous about these particular firearms. Opposed
to the bill, President Glenn Elters continued the

debate that guns are "antithetical to the university

community" because they have a certain connotation

of provocation. He felt that a pro-vote would upset the

majority of students. In response to this, Senator Nick
Apostola contended that the Senate cannot "legislate

a feeling" for the whole University, no matter how
strong the "pacifist" feeling may be.

Apostola called the question, which led to a roll call

vote of 34-31 to carry the motion to restore the

firearms. A move to reconsider was defeated by a 32-

33-0 vote.

Next came a bill by Verrochi which he called an
attempt to compromise. It stated that the Senate
supports the Administration's banning all firearms
from campus and resolving that the Senate
recognizes, but does not necessarily approve of, the

fact that the University Police and rifle teams still

retain their firearms on campus. He intended this bill

to show the mixeo feelings toward firearms and to

mean that the Senate is basically opposed to firearms
but does not want to discriminate against teams af-

fected. This bill was passed 33-22-9. A move to

reconsider it was defeated.

"Because we have been bull-shitting ourselves into

oblivion", Apostola then introduced a measure to

rescind both of the bills that had just been passed. The
measure passed and wiped out the past two hours of

action.

Moving on to other business, the Senate passed
several financial motions and then considered the one
calling for open enrollment for the university system
which it passed. Tomorrow's Collegian will contain
details of this and the rest of the meeting which
continued on after the Collegian's deadline.

SMC Announces Nat. Antiwar Conclave
About ten representatives from UMass will attend the National Convention of the U.S. Antiwar

Movement December 4-6 at the Chicago Packinghouse Labor Center, Student Mobilization Committee
(MOBE) chairwoman Claire Moriarty said yesterday.
The convention, sponsored by a number of organizations including the National Peace Action

Coalition and the Student Mobilization Committee, will plan antiwar activities for the spring. These
plans will be applied to second semester actions on the UMass campus, according to Miss Moriarty.

The convention will begin with a
number of keynote speakers on
Friday including representatives
of the Amalgamated Meatcutters,
Teamsters, and the West Coast

SMC.
The convention is expected to be

the largest and most significant

antiwar meeting yet held, con-
vention sponsors claim.

JAN. GRADS
and Seniors going on the Ed. Block

Sign up now for your yearbook portraits.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays. Index office,

room 401, 2nd floor, Student Union.

In other business at the MOBE
meeting last night ways to combat
the "large slump" in the antiwar
movement were discussed.

It was decided to show the film
depicting the actions at Kent State
University last spring next
semester.

The possibility of forming
confrontations with on campus
military recruiters was also
discussed at the meeting.

The proceedings of this

weekend's Chicago convention will

be revealed by participants at the
MOBE meeting to be held next
Thursday at 8 p.m.
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Amherst Selectmen Close Logs
By MAXINE FORWARD

_,. Staff Reporter
I he Amherst Town Selectmen, Tuesday, failed to renew the year old

beer and wine licence of the popular Logs' Bar. James Marines, part-
ner of the absent proprietor RoyRosenblattrevealed that the refusal to
renew the licence was a complete surprise to him.

Wilfred Toy, operator of the in order to insure the closing
funeral home next to Logs, had
started a petition to instigate the
cancellation of the liquor
licence. Toy stated that he
represented some 160 persons in
the feelings that the restaurant-
bar was an eyesore, a public
nuisance and a disgrace to the
town.

down of Logs, Toy's petition also

included the refusal of a com-
mon victualler's licence to
Rosenblatt. By state law, a
place selling beer and wine
cannot operate without a
restaurant licence. Because of

this maneuver, Rosenblatt
cannot appeal to the state

Alcoholic Beverages Com-
mission, as the ABC cannot veto
the decision of the selectmen,
since the food licence is also

being revoked.

Toy described the place as
being filled with dirty, bare
footed and shirtless individuals.

One young mother was seen
nursing her child in the window.
Such actions are offensive and
badly influencing the town's
children, he said.

A woman neighbor said that

she was tired of having
Rosenblatt's patrons u? :

r">-

backyard as a "comfort
station." She also complained
that her family could not sleep at

night because of the loud music
and the starting up of motor-
cycles at 1 and 1:30 in the

morning.
James Marines felt that the

amount of noise described by the

neighbors is highly over-rated
and that the bar is not the "filthy

mess"as inferred. The bar was
completely renovated in August.
His general feeling was that the

"attack" by his neighbors was
nothing more than the old "anti-

hippie backlash."

Mannes stated that Logs was
one of the more colorful bars on
the east coast and that it

definitely helped the economy of

Amherst. He expects that Logs
will loose about $20,000 in the
transition.

In closing, Mannes said of his

patrons: "I wish to thank all the
kids for their support over the
last year. Sorry it didn't work
out. You will be hearing from us
in some other way, if possible.

We are dedicated to the people.
Love, from Jim and Log."

Here is a scene taken from
Logs'. Although frequented by
many students, the establish-

ment is considered by some
Amherst citizens to be an
eyesore to the community.
The loss of a renewal for the

liquor and food license is

expected by some to injure the

Amherst economy.

MDC

Photos

Gib Fulerton

James Mannes (above), partner of proprieter Roy Rosenblatt of
Logs', which was recently refused a renewal of a liquor license.
Members of the community petitioned for the cancellation of the
liquor license because they felt that the restaurant-bar was a public
nuisance.

Sibeko Speaks On Pan-Africanist Congress
By TONY SANTAGATI

Staff Reporter
"We regard the American system, as it stands today, as part of our

enemy,'' said David Sibeko as he spoke last night on behalf of the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC) as part of the Distinguished Visitors

Program.
Speaking to a small group, Sibeko appealed to Americans not to allow

American intervention against the PAC in their fight for the freedom of

the people of Africa.

Citing major American interests

in South Africa, including GM,
Ford, Chrysler, the Chase
Manhattan Bank, and the First

National City Bank, Sibeko said

that since the discovery of gold and
other precious resources in South

Africa, the people of South Africa

have been oppressed by foreign

imperialism.

PAC guerilla forces are now in

action against the white governing

forces using Chinese-made
weapons, Sibeko stated adding that

China is anti- imperialistic and
therefore aids those fighting

against imperialism.

"The Chinese are very peaceful

people, but are willing to fight for

their freedom," he said.

The PAC had organized a
massive demonstration against the

"passbook policy". The passbook
was an identification book which
Africans were required to carry
with them to control most personal

movements of the individuals. Due
to the work of the PAC the "pass"
laws were suspended, but not

before incidents such as the
shootings at Sharpeville, had oc-

curred.

After the shootings at Shar-
peville in 1960, David Sibeko
decided, like thousands of young
Azanians to join the Pan Africanist
Congress

, which had launched the
campaign which led to the
shootings.

By 1963, Mr. Sibeko, had been
elected Regional Chairman of the
Vaal, mother region of Sharpeville.
In April he was arrested and spent
seven months awaiting trial on
charges under the Sabotage Act.
But, because of lack of evidence,
he was released. The police had
wanted to place him under the 90-

day detention law, but he slipped
into the underground for four
months before receiving in-

structions to leave the country to

work in the External Mission of the
PAC.

David Sibeko, last night's PVP Lecturer, spoke on the Pan-
Africanist Congress
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In The Nation And The World

Companies Fined
For Oil Spills

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Three major oil companies were fined more
than half a million dollars in federal court Wednesday after pleading "no
contest" to charges that they failed to have safety valves on some off-

shore oil wells in the Gulf of Mexico.

The three companies-Humble Oil Co., Union Oil Co., and Continental

Oil Co-each received the maximum fine of $2,000 for each count in the

indictments.

A fourth company, Shell Oil Co., which is currently fighting a blazing

offshore oil well fire, pleaded innocent and U.S. District Judge Fred J.

Cassiery said he would set a trial date later.

The action came at an arraignment on indictments brought by the

federal government in November.
Humble was fined $300,000 on 150 separate offenses involving 33 off-

shore wells; Union $24,000 on 12 counts involving eight wells; and Con-

tinental, $242,000 on 121 counts involving 24 wells.

Shell is charged with 170 separate offenses involving 40 wells.

No pollution was involved in any of the offenses. Firms were indicted

after a grand jury investigation which stemmed from the massive
Chevron Oil Co. offshore fire and oil spill last February. Chevron paid $1

million in fines after pleading no contest to 500 counts in that in-

vestigation.

The government has said all the companies are now complying with the

law and emphasized that the offenses listed in the indictments were for

past actions.

Since the Chevron spill, which went uncontrolled for a month, the

federal Interior Department has doubled the Gulf Coast oifc-jnspection

force and further expansion in planned. The man who ordered the ex-

pansion, Walter J. Hickel, was fired from his post as U.S. Interior

secretary last week by President Nixon.

Automakers Announce

Another Price Increase
DETROIT (AP; - Citing increased material and labor costsChrysler

( urp followed Ford Motor Co. and General Motors Corp. on Tuesday in

announcing the second price increase this year.

Chrysler announced an average
$15 hike in manufacturer's
suggested retail prices for its 1971

cars would go into effect Wed-
nesday.

The boost brings to $119, or 4.2

per cent, the average increase in

Chrysler's new car prices over 1970
models, the automaker said. The
previous announced price hike was
made in September following in-

troduction of 1971 models.

Chrysler said the additional
boost was needed because of

"increasing material costs and
anticipated labor increases."

Not all Chrysler cars will be
affected by the new hike, however.
The price increases range from $21

for Dodge Challengers and
Plymouth Barracuda specialty

sports cars to $39 for Chrysler's top

Imperial.
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MyLai WitnessBoyce
Refuses To Testify
FT. BENNING. ga. (AP) - A My Lai veteran of Lt. William Calley Jr.'s Charlie Company platoon

Wednesday became the first witness at his court martial to invoke the Fifth Amendment against self

incrimination and refused to testify.

The witness, Allen Boyce, 22, of Bradley Beach, N.J., his blonde hair in what resembled a modified

page boy cut, had been listed in published reports as present when Calley allegedly directed the

execution of at least 30 Vietnamese civilians along trial inside My Lai March 16, 1968.

Boyce took the Fifth Amendment Texas, court martial of one of his rights against self in-
Calley's squad leaders, DS. Sgt. crimination.
David Mitchell. After less than an hour behind
Boyce was called there as a closed courtroom doors, lawyers

defense witness but refused to emerged and told newsmen
answer any questions. Mitchell Kennedy had taken the entire
was acquitted of charges of

assault with intent to murder 30 of

the alleged Vietnamese civilians

victims who also figure in the

Calley trial.

At the request of defense,
Kennedy then ordered the court

cleared of newsmen and spectators

at the first question put to him
relating to My Lai-whether he had
ever served in Vietnam. Upon the

insistence of the trial judge, Col.

Reid Kennedy, he finally answered
in the affirmative.

But from there on out Boyce took

the Fifth Amendment eight times,

each time defying Kennedy's order

that he answer the question.

Finally, the judge said:

"You don't want to testify to

anything that occurred in the

village of My Lai?"
"That's right," replied Boyce.

In his refusal to testify, Boyce
was following a personal pattern

he set last month at the Ft. Hood,

::<:

Enlistees Admit

| Smoking Grass

|$ WASHINGTON <AP)-
:£:£ More than 53 per cent of

:£S Army enlisted men polled
•:§•: in a survey admitted
gx using marijuana at least :•:?:

&:| once and one in six said :•:•:£

£:$: they used it 200 or more :*S
:•:•:::: times yearly, the Army iS*:

:•:•& said Wednesday.

Bill Passed Barring

Civilian Sonic Booms
WASHINGTON (AP) -Supporters

of the supersonic air transport won
a preliminary bout in the Senate
Wednesday with passage of a bill to

bar all civilian flights producing
sonic booms over the United States
and order a reduction in SST noise

levels.

The measure, sponsored by Sen.

Warren G. Magnuson, D Wash.,
was passed 77 to as the Senate
neared a vote on the central issue-

an administration request for $290
million for further development of

the SST.

matter under advisement with no
ruling expected before Thursday.
The court martial jury of six

officers was absent from the
courtroom during Boyce's con-
frontation with Kennedy.

Earlier, two former GIs from
Calley's old platoon placed him in

until the resumption Thursday of their testimony near the My Lai
Calley's court martial. Lawyers ditch where he was accused of
remained to debate the question on engineering another mass
what punishment Kennedy might execution of unarmed Vietnamese
adjudge against Boyce or, in the civilians. They said they heard
event the witness changed his automatic rifle fire but could not
mind, what areas of his testimony swear it was his.

might legitimately be covered by

Pope PaulA ttends
Austrailian Service

SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - Undisturbed by small demonstrations,

Pope Paul VI prayed and sang Wednesday with Protestant churchmen at

an ecumenical meeting. He told his listeners "there is no easy was" to

Christian unity.
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COMFORTABLE ROCKER LOUNGES

IT'S UNCANNY!
Astrology says your Astral
Twin, born at nearly the
same time as you, live lives

very similar to yours. Test
Astrology. Compare impor-
tant dates, events, interests
with 5 Astral Twins. Free
now only. Accompanying
material helps you compare.
Temporarily limited to 17 to
tS years old. Send name,
address, date of birth and
time, if known, to:

ASTRES
Box 122

Amherst, Mass. 01003

A M is Co-ed
We're holding an open forum Thursday night from

7:30 - 9:30. We invite you to come down and talk with our

co-ed pledges and our hrothers. See what this type of social

relationship is all ahout. There is more to living on campus
than existing in a cement cubicle. We believe we have

Take the chance to find out.

As Pope Paul entered the Town
Hall with Anglican Bishop David
Garnsey, about 30 Protestant
militants flashed such signs as
"The Pope is anti Christ, a man of

sin," and "Christ saves, Rome
enslaves."

John W. Campbell, 64, editor of

an anti Catholic publication, rode a

donkey outside the hall to protest

the Pope's use of a limousine. He
told the crowd: "I have bought this

donkey along for him. It was good
enough for Christ. It should be
good enough for him."
Then three minutes after the

ceremony began, the Rev.
Frederick Channing, a New
Zealand militant, stood up in the

hall, shed his coat, and displayed a
surplice bearing the words: "No

$$SAVE M0NEY$$
UNIVOX 200w. p.a. amp

list $660 our price
$475 (new)

KUSTOM AMP new $62

j

like new $465
8 TEMPLE COLUMNS
w.Shure Mike Mixer,

bogen Amp, Shure Mike
• used - all for $525

UNIVOX Les Paul GUITAR
list $220 our price

$160 (new)
Many other money saving
bargains at:

CREATIVE ENDEAVOR
<Tlir International .Mtisir store*

20-22 Miles Street
Greenfield. Ma. 0I3OI
Tel: (413) 744-2831

priest but Thee, Jesus Christ."

Three policemen grabbed
Channing and he said they threw
him out of the hall.

While a quiet one, this was the

first antipapal demonstration the

pontiff had encountered on his

25,000 mile tour of Asia and
Australia.

But to the 3,000 persons inside,

the ecumenical meeting was a
moving 40 minutes of music,

speeches, scriptural reading and
prayer.

The Pope joined others in singing

a lively hymn, "Praise to the

Holiest in the Highest." They were
supported by a 200 member mixed
choir, and drums, trombones,
French horns and trumpets.
The Pope was applauded after

his speech, in which referring to

the church unity movement, he
said: "History cannot be written

off overnight and the honest
hesitations of sensitive consciences
always demand our respect and
understanding. There is no easy
way."

more.

Mark Brenner

549-6151

THETA CHI

OPEN RUSH -TONIGHT 8 10

BEER

496 N. Pleasant St. - next to Newman Center

After VA Years Planning By Fac-Sen Committee

Unique Bachelor's Degree Becomes Reality
By ANNE STADWICKI

Staff Reporter
A unique Bachelor's Degree with In-

dividual Concentration program is being
offered at UMass this semester as a result of
one and a half years of planning by an ad hoc
committee of the Faculty Senate, said
Professor Arthur F. Kinney of the English
Department yesterday.
The interdisciplinary two year con-

centration is the only one of its kind in the
country, he claimed. It was designed to
allow students to draw upon courses
currently offered by more than one
department, school or college of the
University, he said.

Sixty students, including the 15 currently
enrolled from the fall 1970 semester, can
participate in choosing courses not other-
wise available to them in place of the
traditional major, he continued.

Each applicant must develop a course of

study with 3 interrelated courses for each of

the first two semesters, he explained. For
each applicant, an inter-disciplinary faculty

member must consent to sponsor and advise

him in his area, and be interviewed with him
at a procedural screening of the applicants,

said Kinney.

Prof. W. Leigh Short, Chemical
Engineering, and Prof. Anthony Borton,

Veterinary and Animal Science, will process

the interviews with Kinney. They also

served on the Faculty Senate committee
that initiated the program.
"What is most important to me is the

philosophy of the program," said Kinney.

"For many undergraduates the most
realistic kind of education is the kind that

unfolds."

He said that many students don't know
what courses they will take ahead of time.

They must constantly re-evaluate what
courses are doing with each other and can't

plan ahead in the structure of a defined

major, he explained.

Individual Concentration allows for study

not presently in a college, for example
Women's Studies, Urban Studies, and
Ecology, said Kinney. It is also important
because the program serves as a testing

ground for new ideas, he said. Whether

there is student interest and proper

facilities, and the meaning of the degree for

the graduated student are the factors to

study he explained. The program will also

serve to suggest to departments potential

new courses that could beoffered, Kinney
added.

Success can be measured by the bulging

and diminishing of the program, he

suggested. When a department is formed to

provide for a great demand in an area the

number in individual concentration will

decrease, he clarified.

SWAP suggested the new degree program
in 1968, along with Bernard Fleischmann,

former head of Comparative Literature,

Kinney said. In December 1969 the Student

Senate approved the proposal submitted by

the ad hoc Faculty Senate Committee for-

med in response to the requests, he con-

tinued.

The Faculty Senate did not approve the

proposal, however, because the Academic
Matters Committee said that the degree

should not be limited to Arts and Sciences

but opened to all University programs.

After one and a half years and many
amendments and debates, the Board of

Trustees approved the experimental plan in

May for a trial period of two years, Kinney

said.

The University notified sophomores by

letter of the opportunity, and a section was
given to the program at fall registration,

>aid Kinney.

Problems the program may face include

graduate school acceptance and internal

organization, he outlined. But he does not

expect academic rejection of the program,
he said.

Until a chairman can be found to head the

program Kinney said that Professors Short,

Borton, and himself will volunteer their

services in free time. He hopes that ad-

visors will be named Deans in their own
right because, in effect, each will head a

new and separate department.

Students interested in the Individual

Concentration degree should make plans

now, Kinney advised. Interviews, beginning

next week, will be arranged after ap-

plications are submitted.

Navy Dumps Oil;

Cause 760Mi.Slick
JACKSONVILLE, F!a. (AP) - A massive oil slick covering 760

square miles was located Wednesday in the Atlantic Ocean 23 miles off

north Florida. A spokesman for the state said the U.S. Navy
deliberately dumped it.

The heavy black fuel oil posed a threat along 50 miles of sandy

beaches from near the Georgia line to St. Augustine, the spokesman
said.

"This is not a spill, this is a dump," said Randolph Hodges, director

of the State Natural Resources Department at Tallahassee.

The Navy at Jacksonville said it had dumped "a quantity of sludge

from two barges into the ocean" Monday night but Capt. Don Dietz of

Mayport Naval Station said this material is usually about 90 percent

water. State Marine Patrol officials estimated the slick was 40 miles

long and 19 miles wide.

It was reported unofficially more than half a million gallons of waste

oil was dumped from two Navy barges.

The official Navy statement said Mayport Naval Station at the

mouth of the St. Johns River "has used this procedure for the past two

years, as required by the Oil Pollution Act of 1924. It is done about

twice a quarter over 50 miles from land." This is similar to the

traditional method of ships blowing their bilge at sea, the Navy said.

Peer Sex Ed-Starts In Southwest
Interested Southwest students are being sought to participate in a new

Peer Sex Education (PSE) program. One student will be selected from

each dorm to serve as the peer sex education counselor and must take a

three credit course offered especially for this program through the

Department of Public Health, to be held this spring. A requirement is

that the student will be living in the dorm next year ( 71-72)

.

Specific responsibilities that the provision of references and hand

PSE counselor will assume are

peer sex education, as well as

providing a link in communication

between health professionals and a

living unit. He will utilize various

informational and educational

materials and techniques including

sponsorship of house programs,

out materials and perhaps even
leadership of colloquium.

Interested students may obtain

information and application forms
from Heads of Residence.
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Rucklshaus Named To Head
New EnvironmentalAgency

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency came into formal existence Wednesday
while its first chief was receiving Senate committee endorsement. It marked completion of a year of

restructuring of federal environment fuctions-with still more restructuring probably lying ahead.

The Senate Public Works
Committee gave unanimous ap-

proval toWilliam D. Ruckelshaus
as director of EPA. Early Senate
confirmation is expected for

Ruchelshaus, an Indianan who now
is an assistant attorney general.

The administration is known to

be considering further changes-
particularly in the management of

federal land and of energy
resources.

And it recognizes, at least in

theory, that some environment
problems may eventually require

the devlopment of entirely new
kinds of political institution.

The reorganization began on the

first day of the year, when
President Nixon signed into law
the 1969 Environmental Policy

Act, setting up a three member
Council on Environmental Quality

as advisers to the President.

On July 9, Nixon proposed
executive reorganization plans for

the creation of EPA and a National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration NOAA, to guide

development of ocean resources,

was established Oct. 3 as a branch
of the Commerce Department.
EPA, the independent agency

established Wednesday, assembles
from the Interior Department,
Agriculture Department,
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, and the Atomic
Energy Commission the federal

efforts to control air and water
pollution, pesticides, solid wastes
and radiation.

But even when he proposed those

changes Nixon said he had
received recommendations for

additional reorganizations.

John Whittaker, a top White
House aide on environmental
matters, told a newsman, "The big

thing this reorganization leaves

out is land use."

Control of federal land-one third

of the nation-is now divided among
the Departments of Interior,

Agriculture, and Defense, and
other agencies.

Rep. Wayne N. Aspinall, D Colo.,

chairman of the House Interior

Committee, plans to introduce land
use legislation in the next
Congress based on studies by the

Public Land law Review Com-
mission which he headed.
And Nixon stressed, last August,

the need to develop land use policy

;

his year old Council on En-
vironmental Quality has been
preparing legislative proposals.

Thus, land use seems certain to

become the next big focus, and the

result may be consolidation of

federal lands under a single

agency.
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&
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DELTA C HI
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NORTHAMPTON HOSPITAL
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Art Buchwald

A New Western
WASHINGTON - "I've got it! I've got it!" Sam

Craftsman yelled as he rushed into the office of Darryl

Kleigfoot, the head of Metro-Mogul studios.

"What have you got?" Kleigfoot said, slightly an-

noyed.

"An idea for a new cowboy picture. It's the greatest

thing since 'How the West Was Won.'
'

"All right, but give it to me fast."

"I was reading a history book the other night and

discovered that President Rutherford B. Hayes was
very disturbed because a bunch of Apache Indians

were holding several American soldiers as prisoners.

So he ordered his secretary of war, Alexander

Ramsey, to get a rescue operation under way."

"Continue," said Kleigfoot.

"Can't you just see it as a film, Chief? We get John

Wayne to play the colonel of the United States cavalry

and Frank Sinatra as his cocky first sergeant."

"The secretary of war, played by Ronald Reagan,

calls in Wayne and Sinatra and tells them he wants

them to organize an expedition to go into Apache
country and rescue the American prisoners. He tells

them that unimpeachable intelligence sources in-

dicate that the Apaches are holding the men at Little

Red Creek and the President says they can have
anything they want as long as they get the men
released."

"Wayne and Sinatra go back to Fort Frontier and,

with the aid of captured maps, build an entire replica

of the Indian village of Little Red Creek."

"Then, with a hand-picked crew of cavalrymen,

they rehearse the attack on Little Red Creek. For
three months they go over every detail."

"Come on, come on, get on with it," Kleigfoot said

angrily.

•All right. The secretary of war reports to

President Hayes that everything is in order and so

President Hayes writes him a note and says 'Proceed

as planned.'
"

"Wayne is notified and he orders all his men to

mount. They ride off into Apache country."

"Good," the studio head said.

"The plan is to attack at night so the Apaches will be
surprised. So they wait until midnight, and then,

firing all their guns, they ride into the sleeping village

of Little Red Creek."

"It should make a good fight scene," Kleigfoot said.

"Wrong, Chief," Craftsman says. "There's no one
in the village. The soldiers go from one tepee to

another and find they're all empty."
"Oh, my God," said Kleigfoot.

"Apparently the intelligence was wrong or else the

Apaches were tipped off and moved out."

"So what happens?" Kleigfoot said.

"The cavalrymen ride back to Washington, D.C.,

where the secretary of war calls a pressconference
and introduces Wayne and Sinatra to the reporters."

"The secretary of war calls it one of the most suc-

cessful operations aagainst the Apaches in military

history. It was not only pulled off with precision, but
did not produce one single casualty. The only way they
could have improved on it was if they had found the

prisoners."

"President Rutherford B. Hayes sends his personal
congratulations to Wayne and tells his press secretary
to announce that this should be a lesson to the Apaches
once and for all."

"We end the film with the secretary of war awar-
ding Wayne a medal and Sinatra getting the girl."

"I don't know, Sam. There's something wrong with
the story. Don't you think the public will be let down a

little at the end, when the cavalry finds nobody
there?"

Craftsman said, "I don't see why."
Copyright 1970, Los Angeles Times

Matt Tackeff

Miscellaneous Tidbits
There were a couple of holes in the Iron Curtain last

week. An East German sailor, who had contacted his

brother in the U.S., planned to board a Soviet vessel

bound for Cuba, and jump off near the Florida keys

and be picked up by his brother, who was the owner of

a motorboat. The plan went perfectly, but an unex-

pected twist made the escape all that more dramatic.

When the sailor jumped overboard, three other

sailors, seeing what was happening, decided to get

into the act, and made the splash three times as big.

All four made it safely to the motorboat.

The other hole in the Curtain was immediately

plugged by Rear Admiral Ellis of the U.S. Coast

Guard. When his cutter stopped a Soviet "fishing"

vessel snooping in U.S. territorial waters, one of the

sailors, a Lithuanian, leaped on board the U.S. ship

and begged for asylum. Not only did Rear Admiral

Ellis refuse to give the sailor asylum, he allowed the

Russian sailors to beat the Lithuanian into un-

consciousness ABOARD THE AMERICAN SHIP,
WHILE IN U.S. TERRITORY. When I was in Boston

on Saturday, 500 Lithuanians congregated in

Government Center to protest the inaction of Rear

Admiral Ellis, and to demand his resignation. Being

of Lithuanian descent, I joined in their demonstration.

( I would have even if I were Mongolian )

.

• * * •

«

Sekou Toure, the premier of GUINEA, has charged
that his country has been "invaded" by Portuguese-

trained mercenaries. He promptly took his claim to

the U.N. The premier of PORTUGAL has denied

being involved in any way. Whose telling the truth? If

you ask me, I wouldn't believe either of them.
* • » • •

Jane Fonda, up to her old tricks again, has become a

soapbox lecturer as of late. Her most recent speaking
engagement was at Emory University in Atlanta. It

was most of the routine Jane Fonda stuff - Rah Rah
Panthers; Free Angela; if you put lettuce in your
salad you're a scab; bombings are morally okay but

tacticallyunwise - and nobody seemed very excited,

UNTIL, referring to her recent arrest on drug
smuggling charges, she said "I'd like to give some of

the facts about my bust."

Anytime, Barbarella.

Gossip Chseup

Jim Morrisoii

Well it's one for

the money, two for

the show, three to

get with it: now go!

go! go!...and don't

you step on my
rich-man's hair...

wellyoucandoany-
thingbutdon'tstep

on my rich-man's
hair. You can burn
my house, stealmy
car, drink my
liquor from my old

fruit jar. do any-

thingthatyoureall

care, but uh uh feet snobs don't step on my
hair, no don't you. ..step on my rich-man's

hair, you can do anything but don't step on
my rich-man's hair/ ALRIGHT! WORK
OUT NOW... give those ratty hips a little

silent majority lip

#%!!*%xmgk#x*%%!®&!! Well it's. ..rich

rich rich man's hair, it's rich rich rich-

man's hair yah!, rich rich rich man's hair

baby/ you can kick in the coke machine but

lay off of my rich man's hair woowee!
alright! they reincarnate can* of dogfood

don t they? primyertye pazhalsta eta. ..Art

Linkletter thinks he's had LSD...Happy to

announce that the Extinguished Visitors

Program is giving equal time to dead
people. Julius Streicher. a big bad nazi, will

be on display in the Colonial Lounge
december 6 at 8 p.m. in the first EVP open
coffin hour. Everyone is invited for coffee

and pretzels, cameras permitted . Drano is

ahve and well in Mexico City...Chet Hun-
tley's gangrene is clearing up. ... A UFO
landed on the roof of southwest 's dining

commons #5 the other night. Two funny
green men got out and slid down the

chimney. Campus security police bravely

and tactfully kept this a secret to prevent

panic from breaking out in the towers. With
flashlights they combed the building to

discover the green men were really two
government-surplus delivery boys carrying

big slabs of rotting meat which glowed in

the dark. They explained to the police that if

they hadn't gotten the food into the deep-
freeze fast, the luncheon meat would be
totally unfit, so they used a helicopter to

rush it in...Actor James Stewart just pulls

his bow and lets it fly...dyeni noch.Roy
swam to the girl. Neely heard a squeal. "Oh
Roy! Not in the water..Don't"...Bill Cosby

has been in the Hatch a few times but
nobody has recognized him. All bald men
have three testicles

» • * * •

ever wakeup somedays feeling like a
Prionius beetle''...Sybil Leek, England's
number one witch defeated our own
Margaret Mead at a game of cribbage. As a
treat Sybil gets to go down on Ted Mack
jr.. Jennifer "supersuck" released 3 weeks
ago after being in the works for nine month,
is prospering blissfully in the realm of her
sponsors

:
The duke and duchess of Perfect

Advertising... landsakes! it rained great
guns a nd marlinspikes...What do you smell
when you're watching TV alone ...We were
all surprised when Christine Jorgenson
announced in N.Y. that she had had the
world's first race-chaning operation, in

Taiwan's Chen-sin hospital. But when
Vincent Price heard the news he threw a 45
minute temper tantrum. Swears that this

time he's really going ahead with his plan to

become an octopus...When you get your
grinders at the Hungry U "the grapevine"
insists that you search yours before you bite.

It's too bad that the kid behind the counter
has such a bad cold, be careful (snot a bad
idea)...Liberace tore out a salesgirl's hair

in Anaheim, she used the wrong wrapping
paper on his mother's 91st birthday gift, a
solid-gold bedpan...Willie Whitfield threw a
surprise birthday party for Brad Parker at

the Village Inn the other a.m. It was Brad's
50th...any one who wants to purchase the
special "shit joke toothpaste" must give
Augie's tobacco shop the passward first.

This week it's a type of canoe anding in

k...Ed Muskie wants to see veteran's
education benefits transferred to war
protestors... this valentine's day, John and
Yoko Lennon are going to try something
new. They've contacted Dr. Barnard and he
has agreed to switch their hearts around,
"why not?" said Lennon. "We want to be
right where it's all happening, and we want
to do it together!".... Liza Minelli is o.k.
after a close call. She was mauled by an
alligator who had to undergo breast
surgery... if you're in Northampton, drop in

to p.t. #509, Cliff Arquette (Charlie Weaver)
has opened a chain of 1150 pay toilets all

over the country... Hey canary bird !

bistryeye pazhalsta ya apazdivayu.We all

laughed at her odd choice, but agreed at
once.

Campus Comment

Rockefeller Ecology?

To the Editor:

How is Rockefeller-money-for-ecology like deSade's setting up a fund to

promote chastity?

This Thursday at 4:00 P.M. in the Student Union there will be a
meeting -the issue is of concern to all in the Five College community (of

life and death concern to millions of people around the world) : How do
we want to deal with a Rockefeller?

A senior partner of one of the world's most powerful empires of oil and
banking wealth, John D. Rockefeller III, the director of his family's
"charitable" foundations, is coming to the area Sunday to announce an
ecological "grant" to the Five Colleges. Yet the "charity" funds are
more than paid for by countless revenues untaxed, and thus lost to

democratically-selected uses. Do students and faculty want to partake of

such "charity" in the predictable cool-it Rockefeller familv context?

Why did the President so soon appoint his campaign rival, Nelson A.

Rockefeller, John Ill's brother, to report and recommend (in "Quality of

Life in the Americas" ) on future U.S. policy toward Latin America? Who
shapes U.S. policy? Consider Viet Nam. The Brothers' Fund had already

reported on "International Security" in 1958; Henry Kissinger, now a

chief foreign policy advisor to Nixon, was on the reporting staff then,

with Dean Rusk. The 1958 report became official U.S. policy through the

60's..

Who is to call what tune in the U.S.A.? Are the Rockefeller brothers

self-authorized to determine the quality of our lives here-of millions of

lives needlessly exploited globally? The tale of defoliation, oil pollution,

vast ecological waste is told daily. John III takes with a hundred hands

what he gives back with one. Shouldn't we in the Five Colleges decide in

whose interest we choose to direct our talents, energies, resources? Is it

to be money first and people second ( if at all ) ? Or people first?

What do we want to say to Rockefeller on Sunday? Meet Thursday at

4:00 in the Student Union. Come to Hampshire College Sunday at noon.

Robert Tucker
Five College New University Conference

Mobe Defense

To the editor:

In reply to Bill Panttaja's attack on the Mobe sponsored demonstration

held in the Hatch last Tuesday, I have several points to make.

1. Contrary to what Panttaja implies, The New York Times and the

Boston Globe do not determine "correct English usage." The Oxford

English Dictionary defines the verb "to invade" in this way: "to enter in

a hostile manner or with armed force; to make an inroad or hostile in-

cursion into." If Panttaja refuses to agree that the bombing of the North

and the simultaneous raid at Sontay constitute armed and hostile entry of

North Vietnam, that is a measure of his ignorance not mine.

2. Panttaja is right in finding the bombing missions near Hanoi of

greater significance than the purported "rescue" attempt of POW's at

Sontay. The bombing mission, billed as a "diversionary tactic" by the

administration, was in fact the substantial escalation of the War, and the

raid at Sontay designed to "divert" the attention of the American

populace.

3. The demonstration against Nixon's latest escalation of the War was

sponsored by the Student Mobilization Committee and, if I recall

correctly, I wrote and presented the main address, not Sid Finehirsh.

The Antiwar Movement on this campus and elsewhere is not and cannot

be bound up with only one or two figures. Panttaja's attempt to link the

demonstration and several political groups to one personality is both

insulting to others who work very hard in the Movement, and inaccurate.

Panttaja refuses to deal with the issues raised by the demonstration. He

prefers to conceal his ignorance in a vulgar attack on one personality.

The Student Mobilization Committee will not be intimidated by this

tricked-up form of red-baiting.

4. Finally, if Panttaja chooses to remain ignorant of the "world-wide

anger" stirred by the U.S. government's most recent atrocity in Viet-

nam, that is his prerogative. But it is not his prerogative to impose that

ignorance on others in the pages of the Collegian. It is unfortunate (and

peculiar since his letter contains repeated references to stories in The

New York Times and the Boston Globe) that he seems to have overlooked

reports in both these papers of a demonstration against the U.S.

escalation of the War last Tuesday in Paris. That demonstration alone,

according to reports in the Times and Globe, attracted 50,000 par-

ticipants. Panttaja's easy dismissal of world-wide anger over the in-

vasion goes contrary to evidence supplied by his two favorite papers

Peculiar, considering his supposed concern for "objective" reporting.

Claire Moriarty

Co-chairwoman, Student Mobilization Committee

LETTERSTOTHE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

numl>er (all of which will be withheld upon request) The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

Complaint

To The Editor:

This letter is being written in

rage. I just came from the dining

commons where I found out that

Wednesday night before
Thanksgiving, steak is being
served. Isn't that delightful! After

only 2 1/2 months we are getting a

decent meal. (All 1% of us that will

be here).

This is my third year in this

school and the food has gotten

progressively worse each year.

When there is a food particularly

disliked, the alternative is always
something worse. There is

practically no imagination or
variety used at all.

Yet, it is required of students

under 21 to buy a meal ticket (for

how could a 20 year-old decide for

himself if he wants a meal ticket?

)

I think that if meal tickets were not

required, that the commons would
be forced to improve the quality of

the food to stay in business.

Less grease to the people.

LARRY PLOTKIN

The Redmen

To the Editor:

Congratulations to the Redmen
basketball team on a great opening
victory over St. A's. Granted they
weren't up against Marquette or

UCLA, but they played their game
after a slow start and won going
away. Fifty-two percent from the

floor, including in that figure a cold

first half, is unbelievable. The way
the team played in the second half,

they could take on anybody.
Speaking of playing well, I

wonder how many people around
here realize exactly how good
Julius Erving is. This summer he
was a star on the American
touringteam, a team that was
selected from the best amateur
basketball players in the country.

If he doesn't make All-American
this year something's wrong.
Great game, guys. Keep it up!

PETE SULLIVAN

Cancerous Growth
To the Editor:

The American Cancer Society included the following in one of its recent
publications:

"A story is told of two young boys who were determined to challenge
and expose a man who was supposed to be wise. They caught a small bird
and decided on a formula that they felt could not fail. They would go to
the wise man with their hands cupped and say:

"Tell us, wise man, is the bird, that one of use holds in his hands, alive
or dead?" If he said "dead" they would release the bird. If he said
"alive" a squeeze of the hands would prove him wrong. When they
confronted him and asked the question, the wise man smiled, and con-
sidered, and finally said, "The answer is in your hands."
There are ever so many cancerous growths in our society today. Maybe

the bird of paradise continues to dump on us because we've continued to
neglect and mis-handle the birds of: racism, the war (it's like an in-

stitution already), the draft, miseducation.And if you look really close,
you'll see that those birds are sitting in your hands right now. Don't wait
until the droppings pile up any more. Their smell is already quite fowl
(sic).

Peace,
Joel Goodman

106 Lewis House

P.S. "A Doctor's Letter to His Son" (MDC 11-18-70) was a really stinky

dropping. The dear doc needs a small Pax inoculation. Is he alone?

Book Review

Fischler's Orr Only So-So
Bobby Orr And The Big Bad Bruins

Stan Fischler

Dell Paperback

Bobby Orr, and the Big Bad Bruins, a new Dell release by Stan

Fischler, starts out as an intuitive, interesting often emotionally exciting

book about the life of Bobby Orr.

It then takes a sharp turn for the worse, moving through a dull, in-

complete, figure -riddled history of the Bruins, into a series of sketchy,

almost comic-like vignettes of some Bruins players.

The weakest point of the book, as if all that is not enough, is that the

book was written and copyrighted before the '69-70 season and, although

promising a future dynasty for the Bruins, cannot deliver the emotional

lift it needs ; the end of the quest, the winning of the Stanley Cup.

Any Bruins fan will remember, with a kind of emotional delerium,

Bobby Orr flying through mid-air, the winning goal tucked neatly in the

St. Louis Blues net, and a few moments later the "chief", Johnny Bucyk,
parading about Boston Garden with the Stanley Cup hoisted proudly

above his head. It is unfortunate that Mr. Fischler did not wait another

year to complete his book. However, the book is not all that bad. The
section on Bobby Orr is somewhat enlightening, although grossly in-

complete. The author has simply failed to capture the "character" of the

great one. Yet, he did provide some interesting background information,

especially about the formation of the Players' Association, and Bobby's
phenomenal salary battles, which changed the entire monetary outlook of

the NHL.
In fact, Bobby Orr, and the Big Bad Bruins is relatively a good sports

book, as compared to the usual "as told to" fiascoes; books like Cowboy
at the Mike (the story of Curt Gowdy, as told to ), or My Turn at Bat

(the story of Ted Williams, as told to....). This book at least represents a

journalistic objectivity, an attempt to present some kind of historical

perspective.

This book will undoubtedly sell out its first printing to the many Bruins
fans who cannot ever get enough print about their idols to satiate them.
Nevertheless, the book could have been much better, and to do justice to

the personalities involved, should have been.

((Available at The Campus Center Book Store)

Winner of Contest No. 6

CIVILIZATION, HO! Committed to adding 1.5O0

additional students each year, understaffed, un-

derfinanced, the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst somehow manages to come up with a new

building or two each week. Now the Fine Arts
Center is under way, necessitating the construction
of a bridge across the pond. There must be another
way.
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Public Health Assoc.

Accredits Grad Program
UMass has been notified by the American Public Health Association of

the accreditation of its graduate program for preparing community
health educators.

The accreditation was based on a three-day visitation of an Ac-

creditation Site Visit Team this fall. Also the Accreditation Council of the

National Environmental Health Association, at its annual meeting in

Houston, approved accreditation of the UMass undergraduate program
in environmental health. This accreditation was based on a site visit of

two days in mid-October.

Dr. William A. Darity, professor and head of the UMass Department of

Public Health, in which these programs of study are carried out, spoke of

the particular importance of the accreditation for students in both

programs. He said "Graduates of these programs will now have the

opportunity to compete at the same level as students who are being

prepared in graduate programs for community health education in

schools of public health and students preparing for undergraduate en-

vironmental health in other institutions. This accreditation will also

mean possible student support from foundations and federal sources.

Also there will be a wider range of employment opportunities for the

graduates of these programs.

"The accreditation will also enhance the development of the depart-

ment as a whole. As the availability of resources increases, the faculty,

and students should be able to better meet their needs in such areas as

expanded library facilities and services."

Graduate programs with concentration in health services ad-

ministration, survey and health statistics, environmental health, air

pollution, epidemiology and biostatistics, and public health laboratory

are also offered by the UMass Department of Public Health.

NYU Professor Will Lecture

On EnvironmentalQualityAct

Draft Counselor's Corner

A CO Need Only Prefer Not To Kill
By GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter
You do not -repeat, do not--have to be a pacifist or a believer in non-violence in order to be a con-

scientious objector.

If, given a choice, you would prefer not to kill people or be put in a situation where you might have to
kill in self-defense, you are probably a CO. That is the simplest initial determining factor. All else is

amplification and clarification.

you would have to shoot your way
through the tunnel to get into

Southwest (assuming for the
moment that anyone would want to

get to Southwest), you would

You may be a CO even if you
would kill in self-defense. What
you would have to demonstrate is

that you prefer not to kill, and
would take steps to avoid going to

places where there is a strong
likelikhood that you might be at-

tached in such a way that killing

would be the only possible means
of defense.

For example, if you knew that

Legislative Internship

Offers Experience, Credit
The Undergraduate Legislative Internship Program offers student

internees valuable experience as well as course credits in practical
government and politics in the State House in Boston. At the same time it

permits him to continue his academic work at the UMass /Boston
campus.

David Sive, associates professor.
Graduate School of Law, NYU.
member of the Legal Advisory
Committee to the President's
Council on Environmental Quality,
is scheduled to lecture at the
Memorial Hall. University of

Massachusetts, on Friday.
December 4. 1970. at 8:00 p.m.

Prof. Sive will speak on "The
Environmental Quality Act of
1969". The lecture is open free of
charge to the public.

He brings to this area a decade of

wide experience as a conservation
activist and as an environmental
lawyer His many affiliations
range from six years of leadership
with the Atlantic Chapter of the
Sierra Club, to his most recent
membership on the Legal Advisory
Committee to the President's

Council on Environmental Quality.

His record of conservation
litigation ranges from four cases
as counsel for plaintiffs vs the U.S.

Corps of Engineers in opposition to

the Hudson River Expressway, as
counsel for the Sierra Club in the

Scenic Hudson Preservation
Conference vs the Federal Power
Commission, to the recent case of

the Hilton Head Fishing Coop. Inc.

vs basf corporation of South
Carolina.

A workshop on the Connecticut
River Basin plan of the Corps of

Engineers will follow the lecture.

His talk is sponsored by the

Coalition for Environmental
Quality (CEQ). the Connecticut
River Ecology Action Corp.
(CREAC) and the Sierra Club.

The internship program is a
continuation of last spring
semester's arrangement whereby
several undergraduate govern-
ment majors obtained six credits

for their work as part time aids to

state legislators in Boston. The
internee's work is supervised by a
UMass/Amherst political science
professor and by the represen-
tative's office.

In addition to the six credits

work in the internship program,
applicants must also enroll for an
additional nine credits of regular
academic work at the
UMass/Boston campus. Living
arrangements in Boston must be
worked out by the individual

students.

Junior and Senior political

science majors with a 2.5

cumulative average in their
government courses are eligible to

apply. Those majors with a lower
average in their government
courses are also eligible, but they
will need a letter of recom-
mendation from one of their
political science professors.

Students meeting these

HILLEL CHANUKKAH CONCERT

AVIVA SEMADAR
Israeli Singer — Just toured in Europe

TUESDAY, DEC. 8 8:00 P.M. S.U. BALLROOM
Reception follows upstairs at new Hillel Center

FREE ADMISSION

LIGHTHOUSE
PLAYS FOR PEACE

at M. H. C. in Chapin Hall

on Dec. 5th

at 7:30 and 10:30

Tickets on sale 1 1-1 in Blanchard 2-8 in Chapin Box Office

OR may he reserved by calling

536-4000 ext. 609 from 2-8

in any direct personal danger. The
idea is that you don't have over-

whelming urge to kill fellow human
beings.

Call Vietnam the tunnel to South-

probably try to find some other west. After all, we've been hearing
route. This would probably be true about the light at the end of it for

even if you had brushed your teeth about seven years. You know that

with Colgate that morning and still if you go there people will be
had the protection of Gardol's shooting at you. (There is, ac-

invisible shield, therefore not being cording to secret documents
captured from the Pentagon, a war
going on there, and rumor has it

that people shoot at people during

wars.) Thus, it is quite possible

that you might be called upon to

kill a so-called enemy in self

defense-if you allow yourself to be

sent there in the first place.

Okay. You don't want to go there

because human beings are
shooting at other human beings.

(Unlike the deer season, which
only lasts a week, the U.S. has
helped create a constant open
season on humanity in Nam. ) Part
of why could be that you don't

want to have to kill somebody to

stop him from killing you, and not

being in a place where that

somebody can kill you seems like a

sensible idea.

If this rationale seems even
fairly logical, and you really think

that there might be some value to

human life other than its use as a
bullet-stopper, you are on your way
to being a CO. Visit a draft coun-
selor and rap a little, or go to the

Draft Counseling Services' group
CO counseling in 811 Campus
Center any Monday or Tuesday
from 1:30 to 4:30. Christmas is

coming. What better time to think

about peace on earth through
goodwill to all men. Dig it.

qualifications who are interested in

applying for this Internship
program may contact Professor
Robert A. Shanley, 202 Thompson
Tower, during pre-registration
week.

Scuba Club
Will Explore
Florida Reefs

The Scuba Club serves as a
meeting place for experienced

divers to exchange ideas and relate

experiences. It also functions to

train new divers. Instructions
leading to certification are offered

by the club to anyone interested

every Thursday evening from 7-9

p.m. at the WOPE pool.

Other advantages of this club are
30-40% discounts on all diving

equipment and, beginning next
semester, the use of a new com-
pressor which will provide free

refills for diving tanks owned by
club members.

Questions to this column should be ad
.od to Gilbert J Salk. c o Draft Coun
m Services RSO «39S. Campus Center.

Univ ol Mass Amherst, AAass 01002

> rec personal draft counselmq available.

t> ati Counselmq Services. 4I8E Student Union
2nd Moor

TONIGHT
At 8 in the Campus Center

Auditorium

Mrs. W. E. B. DUBOIS

will speak on

"Egypt Is Africa"

DVP and the Dept. of Afro-American Studies

invite the University community to hear the

widow of W. E. B. Dubois speak on this time-

ly subject.

SECURITY LOG
The following are selected entries from the logs of

the Campus Police, Security Guards, and Residence
Hall Assistants for the period from 7 a.m. Tuesday
December 1 to 7 a.m. Wednesday, December 2.

December l, 1970.

8:24 a.m. Report of an electrical pole down in
Orchard Hill Complex. Work Control called to repair
it.

^
10:15 a.m. Recovered motor vehicle returned to
owner in Southwest Complex.
1:55 p.m. Bomb threat received for Engineering
Building. Officers enroute to investigate.
2:49 p.m. Report of suspicious person in a
Residence Hall in the Northeast Area.
7:44 p.m. Report of a fight in the Student Union
Building. Cruiser assigned.

8:00 p.m. Report of a grey snakeskin wallet lost in

Security Log
'Yin*: * ^J
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the Southwest Area. The wallet had no identification
in it.

8:02 p.m. An injured person was taken to the In-

firmary from the Student Union.
10:20 p.m. Report of a motor vehicle left in the
Southwest Area for a number of days. Officers sent to

investigate.

December 2, 1970.

Due to a shortage of personnel and illness, only
nineteen Residence Hall Assistants were available to

cover forty buildings. Fortunately, this was a very
quiet night. A Southwest dorm was discovered
unlocked upon the arrival of the RHA. This dorm had
prviously been locked at 7 p.m.
3:07 a.m. Report of a window broken in a South-
west Dormitory by someone throwing rocks. A crusier
was assigned to check.
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Committee To Receive

Housing Grievances
A Landlord-Tenant Relations, committee to receive, investigate and

make recommendations upon complaints of unfair and unreasonable

practices in private rental units within the Town of Amherst.

Humanities In An Inhumane Society

Subject Of Smith Lecture
NORTHAMPTON—Maxine Greene, professor of English at Teachers College of Columbia University

will speak on "Humanities in an Inhumane Society" at Smith College.

Complaints may be brought by
tenants or by landlords and may
include but not be limited to

$ matters of rent, security
deposits or services.

All grievances should be sent
in writing to: Landlord-Tenant
Relations Committee, Amherst,
Mass. 01002

Include in the greivances

I

dates, names of landlord and
tenants, the location of the

apartment in question, the

address, phone number and
signature of the person sub-

mitting the grievance along with

a brief description of the precise

The lecture will be given at 8

p.m. Thursday (Dec. 10) in Wright
Hall on the Smith campus.
Professor Greene is a 1938

graduate of Barnard College and
received a masters degree in 1949

from the School of Education of

New York University. She con-

tinued her graduate education at

New York University and received

a doctorate in 1955. She is currently

professor of English at Teachers
College, and editor of the

"Teachers College Record."
Since 1962, Professor Greene has

served as a consultant and

member of many committees
dealing with educational problems.
In 1962-63 she was a consultant on
the Curriculum Committee of the

United Presbyterian Church. A
year later she served as a con-

sultant and writer on the
Philosophy of Education Project

sponsored by the University of

Illinois and the U. S. Office of

Education.

In 1967 she was a member of the

Advisory Committee on Human
Relations and Community Coor-
dination for the New York City

Board of Education. During that

year she also lectured at the NDEA
Institute in Advanced Aesthetics

Education at the University of

Illinois.

Among her major publications

are "The Public School and
Private Vision," published by
Random House in 1965 and
"Existential Encounters for

Teachers," Random House, 1967.

She has three books currently in

progress: "Philosophy of

Education," "Technology and the

Humanities," and "The
Humanities."

nature of it not to be more than

one page in length.

The committee consists of a
landlord, a tenant and three

representatives of the public

interest. An alternate tenant and
landlord participate in all

meetings, which arc held on the

second Monday of the month at

7:30 p.m. in the Town Hall. All

meetings are open to the public.

Questions may be addressed to

S. W. Fletcher, Chairman of the

Landlord-Tenant Relations
Committee. He can be contacted
in Room 201, Agricultural
Engineering Building (phone
545-2547).
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Dr. Hulton Works To Control

Lactate Dehydrogenase

Dr. H. O. Hultin of the department of food science and technology is

working under a $20,000 research grant from the National Science
Foundation on a study of the control of lactate dehydrogenase by
reversible binding to subcellular structures.

Since enzymes are responsible particular, lactate dehydrogenase

Government Department Changes Advising
The Government Department recently revised its entire program of undergraduate advising. Under

the new system, at least one of six undergraduate advisors will be available between the hours of nine
a.m. and four p.m. each day of the week

for most all of the chemical
reactions occurring in biological

systems, such a study will have
significance in determining the

control of metabolic processes. In

is an important enzyme in the
regulation of muscular activity

and in the determination of the
quality of meat products.

The advisors are: Professors

Steeper (Chief Undergraduate
Advisor), Sulzner, Shanley, Syed,

Kramer, and Allen. Professor
Allen will keep office hours both in

Thompson Hall and at his

residence, Noah Webster House
234 (Orchard Hill).

Students may exercise one of two
options: they may either select one

advisor and see him during the

hours he has posted; or, they may
simply check the time and see who
is available at that hour.

During Counselling week,
special procedures will be in

operation. All of the advisors will

keep extra hours and schedules

will be posted throughout the

Department. Professors Steeper

and Sulzner will concentrate their

attention on seniors, checking

especially to see that all

requirements have been com-
pleted. This is the first step in

Departmental certification

necessary for June or September

graduation. Professor Syed will

advise the Class of 1972, Professor

Shanley, the Class of 1973,

Professor Kramer, the Class of

1974. Any residents of Orchard Hill

regardless of class, and any for-

mer Orchard Hill residents who
wish to do so, may see Professor

Allen.

In addition to the services of

faculty advisors, both Government

graduate students and un-

dergraduate majors will be

available in Room 412, Thompson

Hall. The graduate students are

particularly interested in talking

with juniors and seniors who are
formulating their plans for
graduate school. The un-
dergraduate majors will be
prepared to discuss departmental
requirements, course offerings,

and general selection of course
schedules.

Gov't. Majors Exchange With Va. State

The government department has
just developed a semester exhange
program with Virginia State
College in Petersburg, Virginia.

Virginia State College is a liberal

arts institution of 2700 students
with a predominately black
student body. Two government
majors will spend the spring

semester at Virginia State and two
government majors from Virginia

State will reside in Amherst this

spring. Any Government Majors
who would like to seek further

information about this program
should contact

George Sulzner, 236 Thompson
Hall. 545-0405.

HILLEL BRUNCH
Sunday, Dec. 6 1 1:00 A.M. Commonwealth Rm. S. XJ.

SPEAKER:
TOPIC:

SAMUEL KENNER
A PROGNOSIS OF THE
JEWISH SILENT MAJORITY

Paid members: 75c Others: $1.50

SATURDAY, DEC. 5th - HERTER 227 7:30 P M

"AN EXPERIENCE IN REVOLUTIONARY

AESTHETICS...THE AMERICAN UNDERGROUND

FILM"

An outstanding group of Avant-C.arde films.

Limited to 300 attendance!

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9th - BOWKER 8:00 P.M.

LA SALLE STRING QUARTET

Deutsche Grammophon recording artists performing works

by Purc-ell, Webern, Berg and Penrlereeki ?

FRIDAY - SAT., DEC. 11-12 - BOWKER 8 00 PM

DAVE VAN RONK
Celebrated Greenwich Village folk singer am! recording

artist.

Tickets: $1.00 . $3.00. Fine Arts Council Box Office,

125 Herfer Hall., Telephone 545-0202

NOMINATION
PAPERS DUE TOMORROW

for the commuter

ASSEMBLY

in Student Activities Area
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BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR:
Topic is Lithium. Some effects on the

Electrolyte Balance and Synaptic Tran
smission in Manic Depression given by Ralph

J. Rascati at 1130 am. today in Room 252 of

the Goessmann Lab Coffee will be served at

II 15 a.m.

CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club will meet tonight from 7-11-

30 in Room 811 of the Campus Center. All

welcome.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Room

movies will be shown
162 3

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
There will be a meeting tonight at 6 in the

Fifth Floor Lounge of Geo Washington. All

members are urged to attend

HILLEL:
Exec Board meeting tonight at M il lei at

6 30 All welcome to attend.

On Sunday at 7 30 p m m Room 805 of the

Campus Center there will be a discussion on

Tho Pcots of Zionism led by Haim Gunner.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting, and meditation at 5:30 7

p m m the C C Room 91 1 915 Please bring an
empty stomach and wear loose fitting clothes

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Culture & Social Program presented by

Indian S'udents From 4 6 p.m in the Colonial

Lounge of the SU All welcome

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

All n.ght get together, Friday. Dec 4th, in

Notices
Farley Lodge. Will begin at 9 p.m. Let's get to

know one another better!

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE:
Dcpt. of Landscape Architecture is offering

a new course in Visual Awareness of the

Physical Environment ENV DES 140 see

course schedule book for time. Offered pass
fail to non majors Contack W. Cudnohufsky
50147

MEN'S LIBERATION:
Meeting for discussion open to all malts.

Beginning at 7 30 tonight in Room 801 of the

Campus Center

ORCHARD HILL:
interviews in Master's Office, Field House,

tonight, 12/3, 12/6, 12/10, no appointment
needed Just drop in. Applications still

available in 402 Webster & Master's Of.

OMICRON NU
Meeting for today has been cancelled Next

meeting is Wed., Dec 9th at Miss Merchants'.

ORGANIC SEMINAR:
Today at 11.15 am in Room 152 of

Goessman Prof A Paul Krapcho, Univ. of

Vermont wirl be speaking on "Syntheses of

Paddlewheel Systems, Thicketone Reactions

and Photochemical Decarbonylations.

OUTING CLUB.
Cardigan backpack meeting tonight. Back of

Hatch at 6 30. General meeting Mon., Dec. 7th

m Room 165 C C

PSYCH 101

Sections 106 and 107 Meeting around 7 p.m.

m Moore House Apt for "Marathon" Please

bring something to share

Engineering

& Science

Graduates

The Xerox Representative

will be on campus

TUESDAY, NOV. 12

Sign up at your

placement office today.

XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)

XEROX IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF XEROX CORPORATION

PRE REGISTRATION
To Correct General PE Registration cross

out "PE 100 required Phys. Ed." on pre re
glstration card Pre register for activity and
its course number.

SPANISH CLUB:
Come speak Spanish over lunch! Come to the

Spanish Table, which meets today from 11:30-

12:30 in Hampshire.

S.W.A.P.:

Group#16 will meet tonight at 7 In Rm. 905 of

C.C.

YOUNG PEOPLES' SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Meeting tonight in Rm 165 of the Campus

Center at 8. A discussion of Michael
Harrington's "Why We Need Socialism in

America" will head the agenda. All are
welcome.

LOST
Brown Keycase with 4 keys at the Basket

ball game. If found call Mary at 546 7340 or
return to SU Lost 8. Found.

Wide gold wedding band with fluorentine

finish believed to be lost in C C. Mail to P.O.
Box 134, Amherst

Cocker spaniel, reddish brown, 8 mos old
answers to the name of "Desi" Call Paul 546
7120. Any information will be greatly ap
predated

Red wool crocheted hat, lost either in Hatch
or Lib Please return Sue Quinlan 2539048.
Keep trying.

FOUND
A Rust colored cocker spaniel 6 mos to 1 yr.

old has brown collar. Please claim by calling

545 0527

No notice may nuaod twenty live words

Deadline lor noUeaa is I M P M on ami

[inn luting da\

Then- . maximum tor all notices

Pinning! and engagements will appear on
Friday*

tt&AZi&&&tZi&^^

Parking Regulations

To Ease Snow Removal
The Parking Office wishes to remind members of the University

that the Town of Amherst began the winter season parking
{regulations as of December 1, 1970. All members of the campus
community should be aware of the Amherst regulations.

The Parking Office wishes to outline basic regulations for overnight
parking during the winter months.

To facilitate snow removal on the Universit campus, the following

precedures will be in effect for overnight parking.

1. All cars legally parked overnight in lots #10-11-12-13 will park in

the #10 lot. Please be prepared to move vehicles when snow removal

\ vehicles are working. Please park as close to gether as possible.

2. All legally parked cars in number 2 lot will park in the smaU
section adjacent to Fernald Hall. People engaged in night research or

work in Morrill Science can park adjacent to the Faculty Club.

3. All legally parked cars in M lot overnight will group together
under the lights in an orderly manner.

4. All storage lots, F,V,E,0,H, will be plowed as soon as physically i

J

possible. Dorms will be notified when snow removal will take place nil
8 necessary.

Robert P. Ferriter

Coordinator of Parking

Prof. Porter Tours Russia
Professor Roger S. Porter, a member of the UMass faculty, has been

invited to spend ten days in Russia as the sponsored guest of the
Academy of Science of the U.S.S.R.
He arrived in Russia Nov. 25 for

an extensive lecture schedule. He
is visiting laboratories and giving
lectures in Moscow and Leningrad,
principally at the Petrochemical
Synthesis Institute and the In-

stitute of High Molecular Weight
Compounds.
Lectures offered are on the

subject of order and flow of liquid

crystals, on the mechanochemistry
of polymers, and on the pressure

effects, viscoelastic properties and
special morphologies that can be
achieved in polymer theology.

Additional studies developed at the

University of Massachusetts on
gel permeation chromatography
are also being presented as part of

the lecture tour. Prof. Porter has
been head of polymer science and
engineering since its origination on
the Amherst campus in 1966.

DYNAMITE CHICKEN
IS COMING

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE mrnts. fV;635 At*k for Paul

Pioneer, Tea*, Garrard, PE Altec,
FUher, TDK. caaaetta and open reel
tana, standard radio, t'tah speakers,
Lra. • track and other necessities.
Amharat Aodlo. tflt-83

skis — fantastic bminner set $".">.

skates, new men's 1}, (8; clarinet,
antique sewlnr machine, milk ran.
hairdryer, shaver, elec. knife, three
reclining bug seats, 545-8377. tflJ-7

Fur coats for sale, old coats in
good cond. $15 - $25. Call 6-8527 af-
ternoons and evenings until 10. 2211
Coolidge. tfl2-4

Snow-tires: 6.50x13 ex. cond. stud-
etl, w_ w , used 1 season, guaranteed.
rims incl. $40 or best offer, (all
Bill 6«5-3739. tfl22-3

Mamie! PA. 2 columns with four
12" speakers each. One monitor
w/two 12's 200-wat R.MH four chan-
nels v /reverb, (1600 new, sell for
•895. Call Bernie 527-4192 or 527-
MM tf!2-8

POODLK> — adorable ARc re*.
Toy Poodle Puppies for sale. Ideal
gifts for now or Christmas. Call
233-7157. \t\i-\

Elan Metal Skis, giant slalom, 210
rm., 2 jr. old. $10 or best offer
Call Mike at 54H-071K ff!2-3

Stereo Equipment: Fantastic dis-

count on all merchandise — most
brand names — KI.H, AR, Garrard,
etc., Tapes, Records too! Call Steve
510-6115. 12-3-8

HAIRCUTS
Haircuts — trims — male and fe-

male — exclusive on fritz.v hair this
wk low rates, refs. avail. Call Sue
6-W4. tf!2-4

MISCELLANEOUS
For Rent : Chalet at Killington,

available for intercession wk, S300.
Sleeps 10. Call 549-0814. Also: 1 pr.
Head Slaloms 205 cm, used 10 times-

8125 with markers. Ski boots, 9V4.
•18.00 tf!2-3

FOR SALE — AUTOS
«7 Opel Radette Rally Sport, "TiT

ullent mechanical condition. Needs
l.o.iv work Asking $575 Call Rick
BIS MM tf!2-8

tm-4

60 VW, dependable,
tween 6-8 p.m.

519-0417 he-

tfl'M

Apt. wanted near Belrliertoun for
ne\t semester. Call Jan 549-6746

tfi;-4

FOR RENT
Furnished room, kitchen privileges,

5H miles from IMass gee us after-
noons or eves, 119 Bay Rd , Hadlev

________ tf!2-4

Single room with garage, nenr
Campus, available January . Low
rent to student witli car in return
for weekly transportation to gro-
cery etc. and minor odd jobs. Call
253-8208. tfl2-3

Apt. for rent — one bedroom, ful-
ly furnished, utilities Included, 15
minutes from rampus, available Jan.
1, until end of semester. Call 54«-
n*. tn2-4

2 Bedrooms In Rolling Green avail-
able as of Jan. 1. Male or female
$62 50 complete per month. 256-62!>7

tfI2-4

1 bedroom apartment — imme-
diate occupancy Furnished Tall
256-6017. tffjj

I bedroom apt. $130 per month
including uliltities less than 2 miles
from rampus. Immediate occupancy
Call 549-6382 or see Town and Conn-
Realty.

, fJ .,_j

One female roommate — private
bedroom country apartment — South
Amherst starting January I . one
month's rent required in advance -

it's a nice place. Call 256-(>718

____________ tfl2-l

ROOMMATES WANTED
One roommate for December and

January. Rent $15 month. Apart-
ment is close to campus. Call Bert
or Paul 253-9333. tfl2-4

Are yon looking for a male room-
mate for second semester, off-camp-
us? Call Bev at 546-7484. tf 12-4

F roommate wanted to share Co-
lonial Village apt. next sem. Own
bedroom. J75 50/mo. 253-7824.

tfl2-H
One or two roommates need Im-

mediately three bedrni. apt at Puff-
ton. Call Rick or Lee 519-6.'81

tfl.'-l

One female roommate wanted
*.tart Jan. 1, Puffton Village. Call
(inny 549-6288.

, r ,.,
,

SERVICES
WANTED TO BUY

1963 Kuick Sprrial. 4 dr. sedan.
cxci-llent milt-aKe, good running con-
dition, .j tooil tires, recent tune-up,
HM or best offer. Call Jeff 516 -filIB

tf!2-4

1967 Hat 850 Fastback Coupe with
ski rack. Good condition, must sell,

leaving country, $700. (all 519-6816

tfl2-3

1963 Triumph TIM, new top, muf-
fler, and battery, engine in good con-
dition. White with black top Call
^3-7116. tf!2-4

VW Bus 1961. good condition, new
clutch Call Eric 546-9392 eves. $500

tf!2-3

1969 Dodge Dart Swinger 340, 4-
speed. new tire>., 1-8 tr»ek tape,
tow mil - vtiKi and t*i<e ,»rr pov

Amherst Audio service* stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
1*7 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

. tflg-93

Want to go Christmas shopping?
Need someone to sit with the kids'.'

Call me, Daryl, at 546-7394 anytime.
If I'm not there, keep trying. Need
transportation. 12.3

Dan is your reward for informa-
tlon on the full Identity of Linda.
George must know . 545-0195. 12-,'t

Computer Science tudoring and
programming for students and staff.
Call Al 9 - 11 a.m. 256-6258. tfl2-4

The rift of self-expression through
music is a lasting gift of love. Call
Creative Endeavor (The Music Store)
1-774-2831 for details. 12-3

WANTED
Female models for experimental

film — pays well. Call Peter 549-

gg; tm-4
One bdrm. apt. for Feb. 1st, must

be less than $150. Prefer sublet. Call
H46-51M. tf!2-3

Earn $2, male subjects needed for
psychology ezper. App. 1 hr. See
Nancy, Bart. 71

.

tfl«-7

2 Women: live-in Infant care,
sewing, etc., immediate) 18 hrs.
per week. Each schedule to be ar-
ranged; provide apt.-like accommo-
dation in return, no board. 549-1112,
2 ml. from Campus. 12-4

^rtS — unfurnished apt. near
T'Mass. needed by 2 female grad
students by Jnn 1. Good references.
••53-7101. tflij.a

Bike 26" English, 3 speed Call
Steve at 323-7018 after 5 p.m. tfl'.'-8

ENTERTAINMENT
W. C. Fields returns Fri., !>«.<• 1

at Mahar in two feature films —
My Little Chickadee and The Phar-
macist plus Roadrunner Cartoon
Only 50c. 7:00. !>::«» p.m. i»_ f

PERSONAL
Klvis sends love and kisses to Ma-

rio Suave. ].>_•{

Will the beau (if 1 dark-haired girl
"ho was sitting in the 1st floor
JSs« on Dec. 1, please call me at
lounge of the Campus Center at
MS-TIM and I will buy you dinner
(I was with 5 other hoys at the
elevator ). tfl'-l

New Sugorloof Aprs.
IN SUNDERLAND. 2 bedrooms,
carpeting, self-cleaning stove,
frostfree refrigerator, air condi-
tioning, utilities Included, $185
mo. Lease until August 31st, or
longer Sklbiskl Realtors, Rte
torn., Rte 116, Sunderland. Tel
- 1"-7"*- tffl2-4

EMPLOYMENT
WAITRESSES

.looking for part-time work.
Weekends and Holidays
Experienced preferred.

Apply: Mr. Adrian Lnhonte
«»TIS RIDGE SRI LODGE

Otis, Mass.
or call for nppf. ?«l!M||fl

- tfl-M
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SpO/?ts —»— ShorT'Es
CORAL SPRINGS, Fla. (AP) - A

surprisingly strong field is arrayed
against grimly determined Arnold
Palmer in his quest of his first

victory of the season in the $125,000
Coral Springs Open golf tour-

nament.
Tournaments at this late time of

the year often have trouble
drawing the top names of the tour,

but this one which starts Thursday
has pulled 10 of the record 15

players who have won more than
$100,000 this season.

Palmer, of course, the all time
leading money winner and the

game's top gate attraction, is

certain to gain the most attention

as he bids to extend his record of

having won at least one tour-

nament a year since 1955.

Sports Notices

MEN'S INTRAMURALS-
Rosters for the co-recreational

swimming meet will be accepted
up to Monday, Dec. 7. This meet is

open to all members of the UMass
community.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS-The
women's intramural volleyball
finals were held on Tuesday, Nov.

24, and the results were as follows:

Campus champions -Leach
Lovelies; Campus runnersup-
Theta Ladies. Watch for in-

tramural basketball notices next

semester.

MESSIANIC JEWS
Offer free llilile Literature concern-
ing their precepts and beliefs. Write:
SCKIFTIKES, Ilrpt. (-388, 151

ProMuect l)ri\e, Stratford, Conn.,

mtn.

BREAKING OUT
I0R THE

WEEKEND?
. . make a gstaway

in a Peter Pan.

L

Rg.JBr Ran.
The Lobby Shop, Student U»ion Bldg

UNIV OF MASS.
Tel 545 1004 or HUM

NEW YORK (AP) - Sonny
Jurgensen of Washington has
loosened the Bay Area Bombers'
grip on the top spots in National
Football League passing, ac-
cording to statistics released
Thursday by the league.

The Bombers, of course, are San
Francisco's John Brodie and his

neighborhood rival across the bay,
Oakland's Daryle Lamonica.
Lamonica still ranks No. 1 in the

American Football Conference
ahead of Buffalo's rookie quar-
terback Dennis Shaw. But in the

National Conference, Brodie has
slipped into a virtual first place tie

with Jurgensen.
Sonny has completed 59.7 per-

cent of his tosses to Brodie's 59.3

and has picked up 20 touchdowns
through the air to Brodie's 17 but
big John has outdistanced
Jurgensen 2,275 yards to 1,937.

Lamonica owns a 52.3 percent
completion record with 2,026 yards
and 19 TDs.
Kickers Fred Cox of Minnesota

in the NFC with 97 points and Jan

Stenerud of Kansas City in the AFC
with 93 are the league's top
scorers.

» » « » *

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Randy
Russell dreams of the Pittsburgh
Steelers playing in the Super Bowl,
but his realistic mind prevents him
from looking past the next game.
The Steelers' upset the Cleveland

Browns 28-9 last Sunday and for his

performance at right linebacker,
Russell was named Defensive
Player of the Week in the National
Football League.

"I think we can go to the Super
Bowl if we play the kind of game
we played Sunday," the six year
veteran said.

"You dream of that kind of thing,

but when you're rational you have
to think of the next game."
Rational thinking is Russell's

forte. He's a team captain. He has
his Master's degree in business.

Football to the 225 pound Russell,

is not brute force alone, but

knowledge and psychology as well.

Intramurals
Monday's Scores

Basketball
3 6:30

POSITION FRONTIER
1 vs. 2

Bruisers 44, Seagrams 28 4 6:30 4 vs. 5

Jaguars 62, Leopards 22 5 6:30 Rejects vs. Zoo

Panthers 58, Cougars 54 6 6:30 BHC vs. Duchies

Turtles 50, TKB 29

Bogarts 27, Racoons 22 POSITION TROJAN
Brigade 36, TEP "B" 30 1 7:30 1 vs 2

Tubes over Spacemen, wbf 2 7:30 4 VS. 5

Wheels 43, Studs 28 POSITION SPARTAN
Bimbos 64, BX 40 3 7:30 1 vs. 2

Grovers 58, 2nd Team 41 4 7:30 4vs 5

Bulls 47, Scups 25 POSITION ATHENTAN
Hoopsters 52, Fluid 46 5 7:30 1 VS. 2

Gypsies 63, Squad 42 6 7:30 4 vs. 5

Munchkins 51, 3M's 24

Oxfords 64, Holes 51

HIGHLIGHT SCORE OF THAT
Deacons 79, Lancers 11

NIGHT:

1

2

3

4

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

Barracudas vs. Hemlocks
Flaming A's vs. Lovers

Arrows vs. Trojans

Cherry vs. Herd

5 8:30 Stouts vs. Jacks

6 8:30 EMS vs. Canaille

Tonight's Intramurals

BASKETBALL
COURT TIME

POSITION
1 6:30

2 6:30

TEAMS
GRANDEE

1 vs. 2

4 vs. 5

1

2

3

4

5

6

9:30

9:30

9:30

9:30

9:30

9:30

Smith vs. Bucks
SAM 'B" vs. Erudites

Smooth vs. Eagles
Gamma vs. Nads

Beta "B" vs. Lubes
Head vs. Yup

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

Astrology was utilized by the Allies
•ud by the Axis during World War
II. In Vietnam, it ia known that lead-
en both North and South beed astro-
logical counsel. Moat religious holi-

days in Southeast Asia are based on
sky or astrological pattern. In the
United States, astrology is a personal,
"you" subject, claimed now by both
the nian-in-th-street and the sophisti-
cated Jet-setter,

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Gifts,
surprises of pleasant variety are fea-
lu red. Excellent for entertaining at
home. New understanding- prevails
with family members. Accent harmo-
ny, friendship.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Some
obstacles are evident. But any blocks
are really constructive challenges;
meet liiem with confidence. Be analy-
tical. A friend could provide privi-

leged information.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): De-

sire to be on the move may conflict

with duties. Take long-range view.
Oet in touch with one at a distance.
Be aware of trends. Show professional
superior you are capable.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22) : Ac-

cent on money belonging to another:
you may hold deciding vote. Key is

to perceive what lies behind the scenes.
Nullify risks by completing a project.
Then you receive deserved credit.

EEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Spot-
light on partnerships, legal affairs.
Review goals. Advice offered by mate,
partner is apt to be valid. Sift

through various possibilities' Take time
to be positive.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Past
obligations take precedent over cur-
rent desires. Aquarius individual plays
significant role. Maintain even pace.
Avoid extremes. Distinguish between
actual needs nnd mere whims.

phasis on change, travel and variety.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Em-

Aura of excitement prevails. Children
BNl much of spotlight. Social affairs
lift you out of emotional rut. Welcome
new contacts.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): De-
tails which have been neglected now
demand attention. Home, property, ba-
sic values are accented. Read be-
tween the lines. Be aware of fine
print. Heed words of older indivi-
dual.

8AG1TTARITJS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Visiting and visitors highlight: be flex-
ible. Sense of humor now serves as
valuable aid. One who complains may
merely be seeking attention.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 • Jan. 19):

Financial picture brightens. Take in-

ventory. Collect and pay debts. Get
money, house In order. What appeared
a setback boomerangs In your favor.
Home improvement in indicated.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Improve appearance. Exercise, addi-
tion of new wardrobe — these are
favored. Take Initiative. Proceed
with confidence. Put original Ideas to
work. Stress independence of thought.
action.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Tie
line as far as basic duties are con-
cerned. Veering off course now could
prove costly. Know this and act ac-
cordingly. Throw off secret doubts,
fears. You are going in right direc-
tion.

IF TODAY IS TOUR BIRTHDAY
you are capable of bouncing back from
adversity. Your mind is quick. You
are alert, agile. Recently, there haw
been significant changes which freed
you from restricting bonds. You soon
will make adjustment in domestic
area — very favorable.
Oopyrlght 1070, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Bitter vetch

4 Lavished
fondness on

9 Place

12 Vast age

13 Puff up

14 In favor of

15 Rented

17 Related
19 Staff

20 Rent
21 Winter vehicle

23 Enemy
24 Bird's home
27 Cushion
28 Sunburn
29 Defeats
30 Near
31 Crimson
32 Preposition

33 Sun god
34 Weary
36 Label

37 Swiss river

38 Break
suddenly

39 Goddess of

healing
40 Snakes
41 Stop
43 Pronoun
44 Explosives

46 Emptiest
49 Goal
50 Man's name
52 Afternoon party

53 Confederate
general

54 Slyly

sarcastic

Mournful

8 Secluded
valley

9 Shows
malice

10 Before

11 Bushy
clump

16 Turf

18 Seagoing
vessel

20 Offspring

21 Quarrels

22 Language of

ancient Rome
23 Novelty

25 Strip of

leather

26 Former Russian
rulers

28 Spread for

drying

29 Marsh
31 Repulse
32 Distant
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The first annual National Touch
Football Championship Tour-
nament was held this past week-
end in Columbus, Ohio. The
tournament brought together
championship teams reprsenting
various leagues in the northeastern
and I midwestern parts of the

country.

Of the thirty-four teams invited
by the host Columbus Touch
Football League, fourteen were
able to attend and compete for

what was somewhat presump-
tuously called the "world cham-
pionship of touch football." Among
the fourteen were teams from New
Jersey, Delaware, Missouri, and
Springfield, Massachusetts, as
well as a number of Ohio teams.
Only one collegiate intramural
championship team was invited,

the Hamlin Pied Pipers of UMass.
The Pipers placed a very

respectable fourth in the tour-

nament. They defeated teams from
Perth Amboy, New Jersey, and
Springfield before bowing in the

semi-finals to the champions of the

host Columbus league. Easily the

youngest and lightest of the "parti«

cipating teams, the Pipers came in

as unknowns and left as the

"Cinderella team of the tour-

Pied Pipers Cop 4th In Nationals
nament," as Commissioner Paul
Jacobs described them. They won
the respect and admiration of all.

and left with the assurance that

next year's UMass IM champions
would receive a similar invitation.

The opening round of the tour-

nament saw the Pipers defeat the

Perth Amboy team by a score of 13-

6. Quarterback Rich Goldberg
threw scoring passes of ten yards
to Andy Dutkanicz and seventeen
yards to Dean Moreau. Although
easily in control throughout the

game, the Piper offensive unit

played somewhat below its usual

form.

The laurels for this victory have
to go to the defensive unit which
held the fast but rather
unimaginative opponents to a net

of approximately zero yards. The
sole score for the New Jersey team
came in the fourth quarter when a
Piper fumble was recovered and
carried fifty yards to paydirt.

The high point of the tournament
for the Pipers was the 9-7 defeat of

the Kossick Ford Cowboys^
champions of the Western
Massachusetts Touch Football
League, in the second round. The
Cowboys came into the game with

a 60-game winning streak, led by-

quarterback Jerry Yost, a former
West Virginia University star who
missed the Heisman Trophy award
in 1962 by only 25 votes.

Again the Piper defense made
the difference. Its pass rush, which
appeared to be the best in the
tournament, kept so much

Whisler alternating at the third pass reception in the end zone. The

position, maintained a tremendous key to the Black Forest victory was

i ush against their larger opponents

Sailg (tatt*!*?1
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pressure on the Kossick quar-
terback that he was forced to stand
a full twelve yards behind the line

of scrimmage. Defensive linemen
Arnie Sumner and Tom Green,
with Fran Paquette and Mark

PASSING OFF-Baekcourt whiz Mike Pagliara (14) wheels n' deals around St. Anselms defender
tierr) R\ 1«- during M43 Redman romp on Tuesday night. Pagliara was an integral part of the number
oik \ictorv. In his first varsity start the junior guard added 16 points and six assists in a stable 31--
minute stint. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

More Sports On Page 11

Doubting The Redmen
(Editor's Note

:
The following paragraph is reprinted from the

student newspaper at Boston College, the "Boston College
Heights". The writer of the article it came from is unknown, but
it appeared on Monday, Nov. 30, 1970 and was a reaction by the
writer to a story that appeared in the game program of the
UMass-BC football tilt. That story was a preview of the Redman
basketball season. The writer of the paragraph below seems to
feel that UMass shouldn't bear the label of defending New
England basketball champions, even though, yes even though,
the Redmen were rated the number one team in N.E. last year
by the United Press International (UPI) and presently have in
their possession the plaque that designates them as such.
Nothing more need be said. It is recommended here that one
read the paragraph and react to it as he may.

)

Those of you who read the UMass game program must feel
that our biggest score is yet to be settled with the Mass. Aggies.
BC travels to Amherst for a game with the "Defending New
England Champion" Redmen on February 9. That's quite a
claim for a team that hasn't beaten BC since 1964. They ought to
play a schedule of comparable toughness before making such
self-proclamations. It'd be nice to see a large contingent of fans
make the trip to UMass for that game to watch the Dalymen
stick it to those bums, Erving and all.

m

throughout the game.

The victory margin came when
Green caught the Cowboy passer in

his own end zone for a safety late in

the first quarter. Four pass in-

terceptions by the defensive backs

thwarted most of the offensive

drives of the Cowboys. Each of the

four Piper defensive backs picked

off one pass, symbolizing the

balanced play of the team
throughout the tournament. The
four were Tom Brennan, "Charlie"

Donohue, Andy Dutkanicz, and
John Solomon.

The Piper offense showed
marked improvements in this

game, although it was able to score

only one touchdown, a thirteen

yard pass from Goldberg to

Dutkanicz.

In the sem-finals game played

late Saturday afternoon, the Pipers

faced the champions of the host

C.T.F.L., the Black Forest Inn.

The Pipers took a 6-0 lead in the

second period on a 15 yard pass to

flanker Tom Brennan. By half-

time, the score was tied at 6-6, and
in the third period the Ohioans
went ahead, 12-6, on a disputed

its quarterback's ability to pin-

point his passes low to the ground
where his receivers often made
diving catches. Such passes are
extremely difficult to intercept,

and the Pipers were able to snag
only one, that by John Solomon
halting a first quarter Black Forest
drive.

A fourth period Piper drive fell

short when the team failed by two
yards to make a critical first down.
The offense maintained a constant
threat throughout the game, due in

large part to the fine pass blocking
of backs Doug Roome and John
Solomon, and center Lenny
LeBlanc.

Credit for the fine Piper showing
must also go to end Bob Buturlia,

blocking back MacLeod, and
Athletic Director, Bill Trevett.
The Pipers voted after the loss to

forfeit the third place "con-
solation" game scheduled for

Sunday in order to get an earlier

start on the long trip back to

Amherst. Thus they returned
proudly to UMass brandishing
themselves the "fourth best touch
football team in the world,
"tongues wedged firmly in cheeks.

Little Redmen Seek 2nd

n Hanover Road Battle
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter
Tonight at 6:00, the freshmen

hoopsters travel to Hanover, New
Hampshire, in quest of victory
number two.

Sporting a 1-0 record, the Little
Redmen face the Dartmouth In-
dians, in their first of six away
contests this season.
The key in tonight's tilt will be

the Redmen's ability to cut down in
fouls and turnovers. If they suc-
ceed there, and can duplicate their
rebounding and shooting feats of
last Tuesday night, they should
emerge with an impressive vic-
tory.

The frosi. ..ill also be looking for

more of the scoring balance and
excellent teamwork that they
displayed in their first win.
Defensively they will again be
working man to man, a defense
which was used for 30 of the 40
minutes against St. Anselms. The
zone defense, which was used in

the later moments of that game, is

sure to be seen again tonight.
With the all important first game

behind them, the Little Redmen
will be off and running tonight, a
little less nervous, and a little

more confident. This 1970-71
version of freshman basketball
appears to have great potential,
and tonight's outcome should be a
(.•hie of what's to come.

Broaca. O'Brien Review Seasons
L
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By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

The UMass Varsity M Club
opened its winter season yesterday
at the Newman Center with soccer
coach Peter Broaca and cross
country coach Ken O'Brien the
featured speakers.

Both coaches had led their

respective teams to Yankee
Conference titles this past fall and
were being cited for their

achievements by the Varsity M.
Each reviewed the seasons that

had just past and in doing so
relived some of their more
memorable experiences with their
teams.

Broaca stressed that the Yankee
Conference on the whole was
stronger than most people have
given it credit for. He pointed out
that the final total record for the
entire league was over the .500

mark.
He also introduced his captain

for this past season, Rick
Matuszczak who noted that since
his freshman year there have been
many changes on the campus, with
the soccer program one of these.
O'Brien cited his three seniors

Ron Wayne, Larry Paulson, and
Leo Duart for their contributions to
the cross country program during
their four years of running. Wayne
then introduced to the gathering at
the luncheon and he spoke on his
running over the past few years
and on this years team.
O'Brien showed a film on the pre-

season training that the Redman
harriers have done over the past
seasons on Martha's Vinyard. He
also explained the sport and the
type of physical and psychological
strain that the runners have had to
go through leaving many of those
present in awe.
To conclude the program both

coaches entertained a question
and answer period. Broaca pointed
out that soccer was the fastest
growing collegiate sport in the
nation. In this region the NCAA
births have grown from two to four
in the iast couple of years and the
region is now looking for two more
in the future.

O'Brien concluded his round of

questions by stating that his
runners get a great sense of
satisfaction from what they have
done, but not recognition for doing
it.

Next Wednesday at 12:15 the
Varsity M Club will feature
basketball coach Jack Leaman as
its guest speaker.

last Night's

Intramurals

Basketball

Chipmunks 46, Pipers 33
Terrors over Monuments, wbf
Crushers 48, Senators 31

Lions 48, Heads 34

Colts 37, Cans 33

Trouts over Comanchees, wbf
CCEBS 57. Us 29

ALZ 56, Volunteers 46

Colonels over ABC, wbf
Boys 31, Team 27

Turtles 44, TKB 21

Bogarts 28, Racoons 12

Boozers 51, Machines.38
Bulldogs 58. Browns 32

Elephants 59, Thing 41

Panthers 43, Lemons 39

UMass' wrestling team gets
its season under way this
weekend. Complete details in

tomorrow's sports pages.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Up flaaaariptarfta

lathi fltoUegnm
^7 a ran and BispoNsiau ^^ miss

Weather:

Friday: Highs in 50's

Rain ending in af-

ternoon.

Colder Friday night.
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DuBois Lecture Stresses

Understanding And Truth

MRS. W.E.B. Dubois spoke about the exploitation of blacks in Africa. She urged Black Liberation to "seek the truth to understand

where we are going and how we shall get there." See story on page 3. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

Faculty Senate To Liberalize "W" Policy

See page 2

• SUG Board To Subsidize The Noodle
Check out page 3

• Finals Schedule Is Here
Cry over page 15
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Fac-Sen Extends "W" Period
By BRIAN WHITE

Staff Reporter

Meeting yesterday afternoon,

the Faculty Senate moved to ex-

tend the close date of the "W"
period to tight weeks after the first

day of the semester The Senate

also moved to form a Student

-

Faculty-Staff Commission on the

University Environment, and to

form a committee to investigate

the possibility of collective

bargaining for the university's

professional staff

The motion to establish the "W"
period as eight weeks following the

first day of the semester passed
with little disagreement The "W"
period was once semester-long;

faculty had insisted that it be
limited, because no one failed a

course under these circumstances.

The motion which just passed

allows the student to drop a course

without penalty after a

significantly longer time than the

previous ruling on the "W" period

allowed.

The Student-Faculty-Staff
< ommission on the University

Environment was endorsed last

night, with Chancellor Tippo's

stated intention that it investigate

rything affecting members of

the university, including bio-

physical factors but concentrating

mainly on social forces.

The faculty members appointed

will be predominantly from the

social and behavioral sciences.

A committee will be formed to

investigate collective bargaining
for the university's professional
staff. The faculty does not at

present have the kind of automatic
cost-of-living increase in salary
that the non-professional staff

does, and must deal with the

legislature. The investigating
committee will deal with, among
other questions, the public policy,

authority, mechanics, regulations

and procedures, advantages and
disadvantages, experience of other
colleges and universities relating

to faculty collective bargaining.

The Senate endorsed the action

of the Chancellor in establishing a
committee to recommend
procedures for dealing with
grievances on the part of non-

academic employees. In the time
before the adoption of such
procedures, ad hoc committees
will be appointed.

Professor Hollander moved on
behalf of the Sociology Department
that the Administration reconsider

recent changes in its Annual
Faculty Evaluation Report.
Professor Hollander felt that there

was too little concern with
professional activities other than
teaching reflected in the form, and
that certain questions asked in it

were too vague.

Professor Mario Depillis joked

that the Evaluation Report really

did embody a sociologist's

nightmare, putting teaching before

research. Professor Walker Gibson
argued that the administration

deserved a reserved pat on the

back'' for its effort to give teaching

more importance in the evaluation

form The movement was
amended to involve appointing an
investigating committee, and was
voted down
A letter from Isidore Silver was

suggested for the consideration of

the meeting. The rules were
suspended so that it could be read:

A letter from Is Silver is

something special.
-

' as one Senator
quipped
Mr. Silver wrote that the

Supreme Court has refused to rule

on the case of Close vs. Lederle.

Several years ago the work of a

member of the Art Department
was removed from the Student

Union as obscene.

Mr. Silver, then a member of the

faculty, brought suit on the part of

the American Civil Liberties Union
to restore the art. One court sup-

ported Silver, another court
reversed the decision, and still

another court supported the

reversal of the first decision. Now
the Supreme Court had decided to

stayout of the matter - at least for

the time being. Mr. Silver noted.

A motion by Professor Allan

Hoffman to appoint a committee to

investigate an autumnal recess

was decisively defeated.

Senate Endorses
Open Enrollment

By BETH GOODELL
Staff Reporter

After going around in circles for two hours on the firearms issue, and ending up with nothing to show
for its efforts, except two rescinded motions, the Student Senate Wednesday night did go on to other
business which it was able to handle.

The Senate acted on several measures, among them one on open enrollment for university education
and one calling for revision of the Campus Center Governing Board.

The Senate had spent most of the

meeting in what a Senator called a

•muddy morass ". trying to resolve

whether or not to urge the

return of firearms to campus for

the Flying Redmen and the rifle

teams, and ending up with no

legislated position.

The Senate resolved to endorse

the philosophy of opening
enrollment in the state's university

system to any state resident with a

high school diploma or equivalency

certificate It further resolved to

urge the administration not to let

any campus in the system that

would be developed grow above a

general level of 20.000.

AUDREY
HEPBURN
ALAN RICHARD
ARKIN CRENNA

WAIT
UNTIL

W& TECHNICOLOR 2"

FRIDAY, DEC. 4

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
7 & 9 p.m.

50c

Sponsored by Newman Club

The resolution supports the
concept that the highest purpose of

the public university is to extend
the benefits of education to the

populace at large. As a sponsor of

it, President Glenn Elters said that

the motion does not aim at this

campus in particular but at a
whole new system to be developed
which could handle the increased
enrollment.

Recognizing the dissatisfaction

students have expressed with the

Campus Center's operation, the

Senate charged two of its own
committees to work to improve the
Campus Center Governing Board.
Where the board is now controlled

by the board of trustees, sponsor
Nick Apostola intends his motion to

bring about a switch of jurisdiction

to put the board directly under the

Senate.

Apostola hopes that the gover-
ning board can be changed to make
it more responsive to student
opinions so that the center can
better meet student needs and
desires. He stresses that this is not

a power play by the Student
Senate.

Fac/Sen officer. Bruce Morris and Sec, Micheline Dufao read a

letter from Isidore Silver involving a case of supposed obscene art

which the Supreme Court refused to rule on (MDC photo by Stephen

Schmidt)

Campion Named
Vice— Chancellor
Thomas B. Campion, Director of Operations for the New York Times

has been named Vice-Chancellor for Administrative .Affairs at UMass
In his new post, Mr. Campion

will be responsible for services

that support the campus
academic and student areas.

These will include three basic

areas: administrative services

;uch as procurement, personel,

data processing, mail, parking,

duplication, etc.; physical plant

operations; and auxiliary en-

terprises such as food service,

university housing and the

campus center. Together the

auxiliary enterprises spend $20

million annually.

Mr. Campion's appointment is

the result of a unanimous
recommendation to the Chan-
cellor by a student-faculty-
administration search com-
mittee. His appointment is ef-

fective Dec. 22, 1970.

An employee of the Times for

the past 22 years and principal

executive of that newspaper for

the last eight years, Mr.
Campion has been responsible
for 3,000 of the Times employees
in manufacturing and
engineering departments, plant

operations and communications
systems.
During his years at the Times,

Mr. Campion played a major
role in initiatinga company-wide
cost control system, a super-
visory training program, a long-

range equipment replacement
program, and the newspaper's
computer systems.
A graduate of Phillips

Academy in Andover, Mass., he
received his bachelor's degree
from Harvard University in

engineering, and then received a
degree in Engineering Ad-
ministration from a combined

study program in the Harvard
Business School and Harvard
Engineering School.

A former president of the
Bronxville Parent Teachers
Association, Mr. Campion
served as President of the
Bronxville Board of Education
last year. He is a member of the
Board of the American Council
on Nationalities Service in New
York City, and has worked a
number of years on the West-

chester Committee for Sarah
Lawrench College, serving as
chairman from 1965-67. He has
been active in the American
Newspaper Publishers
Association (ANPA), ans served
as Chairman of the ANPA
Research Institute Committee
on Production Engineering
from 1966-68.

Hip 4Ufaarlpsflrttft flatlg Colitgian

Otf'ceof the DAILY COLLEGIAN art on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones art 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sportsl, and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority <# the act of March I. 1179 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub

scription rates are %T 50 per semester, S14 00 per year

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
SATURDAY

Sliced Roast Beef Sandwich
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw

Fried Clams
French Fries
Cole Slaw
Roll and Butter

SUNDAY
Sirloin Steak
French Fries
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

Chicken in a Basket
French Fries
Roll and Butter

Served from 11:30 a.m. until 6:30 p.m.

$1.19 plus tax

$1.15 plus tax

$1.55 plus tax

$1.29 plus tax

Any student who wants to

change residence halls for next

semester should leave his/her

name with the Head of

Residence of the desired dor-

mitory by December 13. Persons
will be accepted from these

waiting lists as vacancies occur.

SENIORS
Graduating; In Jan. or going:
on the ed block: Sign up now
for your yearbook portraits.
10 a.m. • 8 p.m., Index Of-
fice, S.U.

Mrs. W. E. B. Dubois:

Truth IsTheAnswer
By KAREN DEGRACE

Staff Reporter

"Ye shall know the truth and the
truth shall make you free." So
began Mrs. Shirley Graham
DuBois in a speech given last night
to a near capacity crowd in the

Campus Center auditorium.

Mrs. DuBois, widow of Dr.

WEB. DuBois, urged her listeners

to try to know the truth about
others, for, she cautioned, the truth

has not been told through the

years. "Rational understanding",
she said, "is much needed in

today's era of world liberation.

Ten years ago, dark peoples

were rejoicing over the liberation

of Africa. And in 1963 the charter of

the Organization of African Unity

was signed. But, she said, rejoicing

was naive.

"How senseless it was to assert

their intentions when they didn't

"Try to know the truth about others," urged Mrs. Shirley Graham
DuBois, in her speech last night in the Campus Center auditorium.
She was concerned with the plundering of Africa and robbery of

Black's heritage. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

have the power to protect them-
selves in the task of rebuilding

Africa in the modern world' the

greedy exploiters love Africa's

resources, but they do not love

Africans", she declared.

The essence of Western racism,
she went on, is the capacity to

transfer and legitimize its power
thrust under the cloak of national

morality.

Outsiders granted Africa her
independence, she explained, only

after helping to write a flimsy

constitution. "As long as outside

interests control the economy of

any country," she continued, "that

country is neither free nor in-

dependent."

"Tricks have been played in

Africa," she insisted; "colonial

imperialists" built the Suez Canal
for easy access to the Indian

Ocean. We now have open
aggression in the invasion of

Guinea but, she explained, the

people's militia has made the in-

vasion fail.

America is an interracial nation;

this does not necessitate hatred or

separation, but at the same time it

does not deny the fact that Blacks
do not want to be like someone else.

A crime even greater than the

plundering of the natural riches of

the African continent is the crime
of robbing Blacks of a past, of

brainwashing their minds.

Pride of race, lineage, and self

are necessary. These, she feels,

are the essence of today's Black
movement. Black is something of

which to be proud; and, she said,

"America has caught up with that

idea".

In the words of her late husband,

Mrs. DuBois said: "The problem of

the twentieth century is the

problem of the color line." "We
must not talk too much," she

urged; "we must think, we must
learn, and we must plan." And, she

concluded, "we must seek the truth

to understand where we are going,

and how we shall get there."

Mrs. Dubois will speak at an informal gathering in the Colonial

Lounge in the Student Union at 2:30 P.M. today. The topic under

discussion will be Palestinian and African Liberation movements.

Demonstrators Will Protest

At Rockefeller's Address
John D Rockefeller III will address Hampshire College Sunday at 1 p.m. on his concern over the in-

creasing conflict and divisiveness between the generations.

A peaceful demonstration organized by the Five College New University Conference, is planned to

coincide with Rockefellers speech in protest of what he stands for, they said.

Calling for reconciliation in his
Kockefeller and used jointly by ^

speech, Rockefeller will offer a

proposal, based on a recent study,

of ways in which Youth and the

Establishment can work together

toward constructive social change.

Franklin Patterson, president of

Hampshire College, will announce

a "planning grant" to be made by

Eric to Guest

Lecture

Eric "The Rat" Walgren will be

a guest lecturer at professor E. E.

Kriekhause's History of Systems in

Psychology course today, at 12:20

in 124 Harbrouck.

Walgren will deliver what he

terms a "revolutionary per-

spective criticism" of Freud's

Civilization and Its Discontents. He

says he plans to illustrate his thesis

by discussing several "repressed

and repressive" administrators

and his relationship with them.

MESSIAMC JEWS

five area colleges. The grant is to

initiate an environmental im-

provement project in the Con-

necticut River Valley.

The protest is intended to show
Rockefeller and his minions that

"we are not deceved and cannot be

bought off" said spokesmen from

the Conference.

Foundations such as the

Rockefeller Fund and related

"charities" have been intimately

involved in the deliberations that

have shaped the Cold War and
determined our country's

militaristic foreign policy, they

said.

The Conference members feel

that the supposed "good works" of

the Rockefeller Foundation and

allied funds are meant to obscure

the people's understanding of how
the elite rules, and stifles their

demands for change.

Demonstrators will meet at 12:30

Sunday at the Main Lecture Hall,

Academic Building, Hampshire
College, where the address will be

given.
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ANOTHER HILLS

BASH?
YEP! FRI. NITE

Hills Lounge - 8:00 P.M.

(expect the usual)
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Betty Puzh listens attentively as Bob Aims makes a point at last

night's Student Union Governing Board meeting. A motion to sub-

sidize The Noodle at a rate of $222 per week and to encourage Food

Sevices to render assistance to The Noodle was passed at the

meeting. (MDC photo by Gary Alpauph).

SUG BoardAgrees
ToA id The Noodle

By ANN GURNETT
Staff Reporter

After protracted debate during a meeting held in the Campus Center,

the SUG Board authorized subsidization for people working in the

Noodle.

Other major subjects up for consideration included the allocation of the

Franklin Room to the Student Mobilization Committee, currently housed

in the Plymouth Room.
The Noodle is a macro-biotic vegetarian restaurant run by a local

figure named Demian which opened about a month ago in the Suffolk

Room in the Union. Student response proved so overwhelming that a full

time staff of four is now required to run the place. The motion before the

SUG Board called for pay for four full time staff, procurement of a new
dishwasher and possibly a new stove, and the use of the Hampshire room
during the peak suppertime rush.

The financial state of the Noodle was brought before the board by Bob
Nims, treasurer of the board. After lengthy consideration of all aspects

of the Noodle's problems, a motion was presented which stated that:

The Noodle remain in its present location in the Suffolk Room; it's

dishes be washed in the Hatch dishwasher; Food Services would render

all reasonable assistance to Demian, as needed; it would be funded by the

General Fund at the rate of $222 per week continuing till Dec. 20, 1970;

employees would be hired by Demian but would follow University

student employment rules; and, lastly, the funding arrangement would
not be renewable.

The motion as passed carried amendments by Thad Dabrowski, Vice

President of the board.

Other minor issues were brought before the board, but most were
tabled for consideration at a future date.

move

20* Century *<> pr«Mfifi

ELLIOTT GOULD
PAULA PRENTISS
GENEVIEVE WAITE

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

PERSONA
presented by SU Program Council

Sunday, December 6 SU Ballroom

7:00 and 9:00

Admission 50c
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In The Nation And The World

Canadian Terrorists

Surrender Hostage
MONTREAL AP -French

Canadian terrorists surrendered
kidnapped British envoy James R
Cross to a Cuban government
delegation Thursda> placing the

Briton on freedom s doorstep after

60 days of capt:

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau said final details were
being arranged for Cross's release
and a safe passage flight to Cuba
for as many as >e\er, accused
terrorists

Cross. 49. the British trade
commissioner in Montreal, was
kidnapped Oct l by the Quebec
Liberatior Front-FLQ- who

Boondoggle or Boon?

demanded that the government
release a score o: political

prisoners and pay a *5u

ransom in gold bullion FLQ
terrorists struck again five days
later, kidnapping Quebec Labor
Minister Pierre Laporte and
strangling him (Jet 17

The dramatic break for Cros=

came Thursday morning as police

surrounded the suburban house
where he and two of his abductors
were waiting

They were anver; ir. a police
unan government representat

at the island site of Montreal's 1967

world's fair

Trudeau told the House of

Commons ne had spotcen with
Cross by telephone and tnat Cross

:n the technical hands' of the
Cubans

Ju Minister John Turner
said in Ottawa he was "relatively

certain" that the terrorists found
with Cross had not been associated
with tne Kidnapping and murder of

Laporte

Supersonic Plane Grounded
WASH INOTON AP Tne Senate voted Thursday to ground further

federal subsidies tor tne supersonic transport, a plane President Nixon

has persona IK sponsored
The defections 01 several Republicans clinched the 52 to 41 aaopUon of

an amendment slicing a $290 million SST subsidy fund from the Tran-

sportation Department I appropriation bill

The amendmen' v-*- sponsored

by Sen. William Proxmire D-V.

who was able to muster only 22

votes for a similar amendment last

year
The big difference this year, was

concern for the environment, a

new issue in which the embattled

SST has become a major symbol of

potential global pollution

As Proxmire scored a personal

victory, Washington states's two
Democratic senators Warren G.

Magnuson and Henry M Jackson,

shared the defeat with Nixon
Their state is the home of the

Boeing Aircraft Co., prime con-

tractor for SST development
Jackson declared the Senate had
turned its back on 30.000 working
men and women currently engaged
in this program, and 130.000 who
eventually would have been
engaged

"

Magnuson termed tne vote "a
real blow at the future of American
air superiority in the next
genera tio "

From the beginning, there has
been argument over whether the

300 passenger. 1.800 mile an hour
plane would become a boondoggle
or a boon.

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Youth To Nixon:

' 7 Cannot Believe
In Your Sincerity"
WASHINGTON AP- A young, $140 a month church worker

returned President Nixon's accolade with a spontaneous oral slap

Thursday because, ifct said later, "1 refuse to be used a>» a symbol"
against dissident youth

When Oebra Jean Swett. 19, stepped forward in the White House
ilue Room to accept a medal and a presidential hand shake she ad
monished Nixon: "I cannot believe in your sincerity until you get us
out of Vietnam."
Nixon replied "We're doing the best we can," and turned away.
Miss Sweet, honored lor her leadership of a Wisconsin antihunger

drive, said her remark had been made "very necessary" by the thrust

of Nixon's opening comments at the cerem eny

As the President extolled her and three other young people lor

bravery or exceptional public service he had added by way of con-

trast, "We hear too much these days about the very small minority o.

young Americans who have los: faith in their country V was a theme
he has often repeated
"1 couldn't accept that " Miss Sweet said later in an interview "The

leaders of the youth of America are resisting, and certainly aren't

happy

"I hadn't planned to make any specific comment," she said "I was
prepared to accept the protocol, but I saw him using me as a symnoi.
and 1 refused to become that symbol

'

Debra's mother lira Charles W. Sweet, allowed that "My hear' i.s

in my mouth' over tne incident but added, "To just say empty word-
s. ...is something Debra just couldn't do

"1 m proud ol her I believe in what sne feels sne has to do
'

Debra's lather, a state agriculture official at Madison. Wis , agreed
with that sentiment, but noted he would have preferred she make i

more positive statement-like please ao wnat you can to end tne war.
Although Debra disclaimed any prior intent for her comment, her

father said "1 knew the situation would arise if the opportunity
presented itself Debra is not artificial in any way. shape or manner.
She believes 100%

"

UVMPaperChargesAdmin

Collaboration WithFBI
BURLINGTON. V1 AP -The

Cynic, student newspaper at the
University of Vermont, said in a
copyrighted story Thursday night

that the university's security office

has collaborated voluntarily with
the FBI in investigating the
backgrounds and political af-

HILLEL BRUNCH
Sunday, Dec. 6 11:00 A.M. Commonwealth Rm. S. U.

SPEAKER: SAMUEL KENNER
TOPIC: A PROGNOSIS OF THE

JEWISH SILENT MAJORITY
Paid members: 75c Others: SI.50

LIGHTHOUSE
PLAYS FOR PEACE

at M. H. C. in Chapln Hall

on Dec. 5th

at 7:30 and 10:30

Tickets on sale 11-1 in Blanchard 2-8 in Chapin Box Office

OR may be reserved by calling

536-4000 ext. 609 from 2-8

filiations of I'VM students.

The university issued a

statement denying the story,

saying no university office releases

confidential information ol any-

kind unless the individual involved

authorizes it

The story also was denied by
Fred Barrett, chief of security at

UVM. Barrett said his office has
furnished to the the FBI "only
information of a public nature'*

and then only when it has been
requested.''

There was no comment from the
FBI.

The Cynic story , written by Gary
H Barnes. UVM senior and editor
of the newspaper, was attributed
largely to Thomas Hetinger. 22, a
former UVM security office.

Hetinger claimed that he was
ordered several times to attend
campus demonstrations and obtain
information for the FBI

Accompanying the Cyme stor.

*as an affidavit from Hetinger in

which he reiterated hit, allegations

Hetinger said the most recen

example of alleged UVM FBI
collaboration was at a campus
demonstration Oct. 30 to protest

the findings of a grand jury that

investigated las- May's clash

between National Guardsmen and
students at Kent state University

in Ohio.

He said he saw a three page hand
written note from Barrett outlining

security precautions for the

demonstration and accompanied
bv the words "lead confirmed
and -FBI

"

The Cynic story broke at a time
when the UVM campus already

was deeply split over the threat ol

a university trustee. John L
Beckley 01 North Caldwell. N.J.. to

resign at a trustees meeting thi-;

weekend

Women May Face
Tight Job Market

WASHINGTON (AP) -The arithmetic of supply and demand is about to
hit the women's rights movement where it hurts - in the career women's
job market.
The Labor Department said Thursday the 1970s "mav have a par-

ticularly adverse effect" on the burgeoning crop of women college
graduates, who in the past have spearheaded the drive for fair sex
equality.

"The increasing participation of women in the labor force and the
narrow range of professions in which the majority of them seek em-
ployment are at the heart of the women workers' problem." the depart-
ment said m the fall issue of Occupational Outlook Quarterly.

It cited these factors:
- A projected tremendous increase in women college graduates through

1980.

- A sharp decline in opportunity in teaching - which traditionally has
absorbed two of every five women college graduates.

- A continuing absence of any but highly talented and motivated women
in such high opportunity fields as medicine, law, engineering and science.

"Thus, unless women enlarge the range of occupations for which they
prepare, strong competition may develop among new women graduates
and between new graduates and experienced older women seeking to re-
enter employment in the traditional fields of employment for women,
especially in elementary and secondary school teaching," the depart-
ment said.

«»t t~

"*f
id foe outlook for college graduates generally also is less rosy than

in the past decade.
'Tomorrow's college graduate may be reviving an old sport - a

S""it said
t00d Ptenomenon on campus known as the 'job

HEW Offers$1.20
Welfare Pay Plan
WASHINGTO' , (AP) -The Nixon

administration, in a late hour bid
for liberal Senate support,
proposed Thursday that all jobs
under its stalled welfare reform
plan pay at least $1.20 an hour.
The package of compromises

offered by Secretary of Welfare
Elliot L. Richardson pleased-but
did not completely satisfy-liberal

senators who favor an income
guarantee system but one with
fewer restrictions and more
benefits than the administration's
family assistance proposal.

Furthermore, the compromise
offer may be too late. The Senate
Finance Committee failed again
Thursday to complete action on a

Social Security bill for floor debate
and probably will not until next
week-the original target date for

congressional adjournment.

The administration, which has
twice lost on welfare, in the Fiance
Committee, hopes on the Senate
floor to attach family assistance to

the Social Security bill already
laden with import restricting
amendments.

If a threatened filibuster against
the trade restrictions occurs, said
Sen. Abraham A. Ribicoff, D
Conn., "the whole thing will go
down the drain," including family
assistance.

Richardson, speaking for the

administration at a meeting of

Common cause-a new public in-

terest lobbying group-accepted
seven welfare amendments
proposed by Ribicoff to win liberal

support for family assistance.

The seven would strengthen
federal management of the
program, guarantee that no
welfare family receives less under
the new plan than now, and provide
some public service jobs for

recipients.

Richardson, however, balked at

a key demand that all jobs under
family assistance work
requirements pay at least the
federal minimum of $1.60 an hour.

The administration, which
previous^ had referred only to

suitable jobs, offered a $1.20 hourly
compromise.
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Slick Loophole

««*«««»

Navy Oil Dump Lawful
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 1924 law cited by the Navy as justification^

for dumping oil sludge in Atlantic waters was repealed last spring, but

:

! congressional experts say the law which replaced it contains tl
loophole which permits such dumping even if resulting oil slicks drift

back onto U.S. beaches.

The Navy admits that it dumped two bargeloads of waste liquid
\

containing oil sludge into the Atlantic Monday night. A resulting 760

,i square mile oil slick now threatens 50 miles of north Florida coastline.

I I The barges came from the Mayport Naval Station at the mouth of
jj

|

j Florida's St. Johns River. An official Navy statement said the station;!;

"has used this procedure for the past two years, as required by the Oil

Pollution Act of 1924."

|

The U.S. Water Quality Improvement Act, signed into law by

President Nixon last April 3, ways in part: "The Oil Pollution Act,

1924, as amended, is hereby repealed."

The new law sets much stricter requirements on dumping in ocean

waters within 50 miles of the U.S. coastline, but sets no limits on

dumping outside that boundary, even if the oil drifts back to shore.

"If the Navy went out 50 miles, they didn't break the water quality

law," said one congressional expert, "but President Nixon has an-

nounced that he intends to send up a tough new ocean dumping law-

next session which could prohibit what the Navy did.

"While they didn't violate the law, they apparently have violated the

stated intent of the administration.

"It's abominable that U.S. vessels aren't prohibited from dumping
foil outside the 50 mile boundary. It's a glaring loop hole in the law.

wvv*v» >>^ft?*ft3gftS^A^>$^^^^^ft^?i^>A?A^ft^£A>^>ftftft^ft^ftg;

Dope-Liquor Licenses;

Under 18 Excluded
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - A Harvard University Medical School

professor Thursday called for the legalization of marihuana for persons

over a certain age, to be sold as alcohol is, with a specific potency so the

buyer knows what he is getting.

A luncheon announcing the

publication by Harvard University

Press next spring of his book,

"Marihuana Reconsidered," Dr.

Lester Grinspoon said legislation

would immediately put an end

"to the costs and harmfulness of

the present legal approach" of

enforcing anti-marihuana laws.

"If we allow the legalization of

marihuana," he said, "there would

be no demand for hashish a

stronger form of cannabis."

He said Operation Intercept, a

federal program used to halt

marihuana traffic at the U.S.

Mexican and U.S. Canadian

border, "actually was counter-

productive. It lead to more use of

hashish and heroin."

Its legalization, he added, also

would provide the government

with another source of revenue, as

does alcohol.

Dr. Grinspoon, 38, described

himself as "conservative about

drugs." He said up until three

years ago, he was against

marihuana, but research he did

prior to being asked to testify at a

drug trial changed his mind.

"If anything, my bias was

definitely negative," he said. "I

had the impression it was a

dangerous drug."

He said regulations controlling

the use of "cannabis would limit it

to marihuana of two percent

tetrahydrocannabinol potency" for

persons over 18.

Just as people don't seek out

pure ethanol when whisky is

available, 'so it is expected that

with the unfettered availability of

marihuana, few would seek out

hashish."

Although there is some danger in

any drug, Grinspoon said, there is

no evidence that marihuana causes
any "cellular" damage in users,

and in a program he conducted
linking the use of marihuana to

schizophrenia among 41 patients,

39 showed no connection between
use of marihuana and their mental
disorders.

Dr. Grinspoon said it is unlikely

that legislatures in the near future

will legalize the use of marihuana,

but "widespread ignoring of the

anti marihuana laws will very

shrtly come to pass. But this

laissez faire approach is no

solution....

"A more rational approach to the

problem of the smoking of

marihuana. ..would include
legalization of the use of

marihuana, regulation of its

distribution, and the development

of sound educational programs
about it."

TOWER
RESTAURANT
SPECIALS

For Couples

ANTIPASTO (2

SPAGHETTI &
forks)*

MEATBALLS
Bread and Butter

plus

* PLAIN PIZZA
plus

2 Soft Drinks

59

Also Pepperoni,

Meatball, Mushroom,
or Linguica Pizza

add 50< per pizza

For Singles

ANTIPASTO

LASAGNA

All Items
Plus Tax

with Meatballs

Bread and Butter

plus

Soft Drink

PIZZA
PARTY

1 plain pizza

1 pepperoni pizza

1 meatball pizza

1 Tower Special Combo

FOR TAKE OUT

549-1115

all 4 for $499

HOURS:

Sunday thru

Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Friday and
Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 2 a.m.
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Higher Ed. Divisions Key To Future
(Kditor's Note; The author is a student would be required to select

recent transfer from a two year and prepare for a highly intensive

liberal arts women's college and is and specialized course of study in

attempting to present her own his major area upon graduation to

personal views on this type of the upper division or university.

educational experience) His course of study at the

by LINDA BALICKI university would then be devoted

Staff Reporter exclusively to intensive study in his

In today's modern and major area and would be

sophisticated world, increasing characterized by independent
emphasis is being placed upon the study and field projects,

tyle and quality of education The adoption of such an

which is being provided by the educational system would have

nation's colleges and universities, many advantages if put into

It is even now the opinion of many widespread use. One of the major

educators that the future task of advantages wou'd be that

higher educational institutions will universities and junior colleges

be to provide the more intensive would, for the first time share an

and specialized type of education equal responsibility in the

which will be required in future education of the country's youth,

years. Up to this time junior colleges and

Because of this there has been community colleges have been

much inquiry in recent years as to relegated to a relative position of

the best educational means in inferiority within the educational

terms of structure and program system.

for preparing future generations of Under the new system the junior

Americans for the years ahead, college would become a sort of

One of the most
'

prominent "testing ground'' for prospective

proposals to result from this university students. The at-

inquiry concerns the expansion of mosphere and curriculum would

the present junioc college and be so designed as to allow a student

community college system to the

extent which would make it an
integral part of the program at a

major university such as UMass.
Under such a system, which is

similar, in essence, to the Upper -

the opportunity to gain the porper

level of maturity which is needed
for the successful completion of

any higher educational program.

This would take on added im-

oortance in light of the highly in

Lower Division proposal which has tense nature of the upper level

been recommended for study in course of study.

the Long Range Planning Com-
mittee Report, a student would

pursue a two-step, four year
program of studies. Of these four

years, the first two would be spent

Determine Personal Capibilities

At the junior college or lower

level the student would be able to

determine his true capabilities and
decide whether or not to continue

pursuing an essentially liberal arts on to the university level. Should he

course of study at a junior 01 decide not to he could in an

communitv college co-educations probability gear his studies so a*

or otherwise. to allow him to enter the business

Specialized Course of Study or vocational fields.

During these two years tht

In the case that he should decide

that he may wish to continue on,

the junior college training will

present him with enough of the

problems which he may encounter

on the univesity level so that he will

either mature to the proper level

or chose another form of

preparation.

In such a way the university will

be assured of receiving students

who are truly capable, both

mentally and emotionally of

handling a university load.

This will be of immense im-

portance in determining the

quality of education which the

university will indulge in. Because

of its highly intensive nature, the

bulk of the university curriculum

may well revolve around in-depth

independent study and research

projects. Because the students

entering the university from the

junior colleges will have that

maturity, the universities will

more readily be able to conduct

highly specialized courses.

Freshmen Syndrome Eliminated

They will also be able to do so

because many of the probelms

which accompany entrance into

the university on a freshman level

will have been eliminated. The
student will no longer be bothered

by matters of adjustment to a

specialized form of education
because he already have had
training in enough depth that he
will not encounter any stress in

entering upon more highly ad-

vanced education.

In addition the problems which a

freshman encounters in at-

tempting to adjust to a situation in

which there are all different

stages of educational training and
age groups will be eliminated

because each student, regardless

This iswhat
we have against
blades.

A shaver that shaves as close or closer than

the new platinum and chromium blades.

D'.t men tested our Norelco Tripleheader

35T against these new blades. Each shaved

one side of his face with a blade and the

other with the Tripleheader. Our three float-

ing heads followed the curves of their faces.

And our eighteen rotary blades shaved in

every direction at once (that's the way
beards grow .

Blades can't do all this. They're straight.

And that's why seven out of tin nun said

the Trip](header shaved them as close or

closer titan the neie blades.

What's more, the Tripleheader has a

rfwi- pop-out trimmer. So you
can get your Bide-

bu rns B< raight
and even for a

change.

Now what blade can

This iswhat
we have against
other rechargeables.
A rechargeable that gives up to twice as
many shaves per charge as any other re-

chargeable.

Our Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT has
all the features of our regularTripleheader.
It has three Microgroove"1

floating heads.
And eighteen rotary blades that continu-
ously sharpen themselves to cut down on
bothersome blade replacement. And a hid-
den pop-up trimmer for neat sideburns and
mustaches.

It also has some special features all its

own. A Shave Counter that automatically
counts your shaves and tells you when to
recharge. A Charge Indicator that lights up
when it's recharging. And, of course, the
Rechargeable can

shave with or
without a cord.

Now what re-

chargeable can eom-

ompete with that? pete with that?

The Norelco Tripleheaders
You can't get any closer

/vore/c0t€IC0 ; North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York. NY. 10017.

of his grade ranking will be in-

volved in essentially the same type

of educational endeavor. Each

student will have achieved the

relatively same level of

educational maturity and will

therefore benefit from living and

working in an atmosphere which is

intensively academic in nature.

The give and take of ideas in such

an atmosphere will result in an

even higher quality of academic

achievement than would normally

be expected.

The results of this as viewed

from a professor's position could

be extremely beneficial. He will no

longer be bothered by the presence

of students who either have not had

enough background or even if they

have, have not gained a true sense

of understanding of the material

which he is dealing with.

He will also not have to be

concerned with the maturity of his

students. Too often a professor

must deal in the early stages of his

courses, particularly those on the

introductory level with orienting

his students in the proper ways to

study for or deal with the material

which will be presented. He may
also be involved in giving

assigments which may be

essentially rudimentary and
pedestrian in nature so as to give

the students a sturdy basis on

which to plan and formulate his

methods of studying for the course.

Hopefully the students in the

university will be of sufficient

academic maturity that they will

be able to maintain the pace of

learning which he sets and will be

able to initiate steps on his own to

bring his speed and depth of

learning in line with that of the
professor's.

Student Frustrations Lessened
It will in all probability be found

that in both levels that social
stresses and deviances will be
minimized as a result of
elimination of many of the
academic stresses. Very often a
student's frustrations with
academic affairs may lead him
towards seeking relief from drugs,
drinking and other forms of ac-

tivity which will have grave
consequences both for himself, the
university in which he is enrolled
and ultimately, society as a whole.
Because each student will be in-

volved in projects which he himself
will have some level of confidence
of success, he will be ' *ss inclined

to give up in desp ution and
frustration and therefore be less

inclined to engage in activities

which may be unlawful or
disruptive in nature. This will ease
the burden of the universities in

that they may well not have to

concern themselves as extensively

with discipline problems. This may
eliminate the need for judicial

bodies and the time spent with

them and allow the universities to

devote their full energies to the

furthurance of high quality
education.

The benefits of such a system to

education as well as to society as a

whole may well be numerous. Not
only will the cause of quality

educational research be advanced
but society will see benefits in that

its members will have the in-

telligence, maturity and training to

deal with the vast technological

nature of society in future years.

O.H. Sets Admission Policy

Application Demand High
"Orchard Hill is a type of

alternative education. We have
more relative courses than the

University, it is small and per-

sonalized,
"

"Orchard Hill is a type of

alternative education. We have
more relative courses than the
University, it is small and per-

sonalized," Steve Lyons, Chair-
man of Admissions to Orchard Hill

told the Collegian yesterday.

Interviews for students seeking

W. C. Fields
in 2 films: ¥

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE

THE PHARMACIST!!!

plus: *
A Roadrunner Cartoon

FRIDAY, Dec. 4
• 7:00 & 9:30

atMAHAR +( f

w Only 50<Z

residence on the Hill are now being
conducted by a committee of 2

faculty members, Allen David and
Barbara Herron, and 7 Orchard
Hill students.

Lyons claims that 150 swingshift

freshmen who lived on Orchard
Hill in the summer have applied
for second semester residence.
One hundred students now at the

University have applied for

transfer to Orchard Hill, he said.

He added that the number of

openings is indefinite at this time.

Before a student is interviewed
he must fill out an application
including questions on his

definition of a university
education versus a high school

education, his idea of a residential

college, and the ideal living en-

vironment in a university, ex-

plained Lyons.

"The interview only lasts about

15 minutes and basically we want
to know why the student wants to

move here," he said.

"We suggest filling out an ap-

plication before the interview so

the person can think about the

questions," Lyons said.

Applications are available now
through Thursday, in the Master's
Office, Eugene Field House. In-

terviews are conducted without

appointment between 7 and 9 p.m.,

also through Thursday.

TRY OUTS
for the Roister Doister Production of

The Chronicles of Hell

By Michel de Ghelderode

DECEMBER 7, 8, 9 _ 7:00 p.m

COMMONWEALTH ROOM S.U.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

IT'S

A
BENEFIT SHOW
to bring Vietnamese Children

to the U.S. for medical care

You can show your support

and have a "high time"

Performances by:

Stephan Brennan

Poor Howard

Linda Brown

Kevin Maclssac

Joe Scott

Doc lacovelli

& friends

Saturday night 8 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Donations 75^
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If

Supply And Demand Don't Match"

Pre-Registration: A Normal Semester
By Claudia Hamberg

News Editor
"At the present time, it's just a

normal semester," commented
Mr. Henry Skillings, Schedule
Officer, as counseling week ends
and the pre-registration deadline
nears. Computer cards ac-
cumulate as students relinquish
control of their academic futures to

the computer, hopeful of receiving
all of their courses plus a com-
fortable schedule in January.
What does "normal" mean in

scheduling the course loads of over
30,000 students

Plans for the spring semester,
1971 began in late September,
according to Skillings. Course
proposals were received from all

departments in early October.
These proposals included subjects,

course capacities, times, and
names of courses expected to be
"I lagged" or overenrolled.

On the basis of "contact hours,"
the number of class hours planned
for each week, the Scheduling
Office allocates rooms to the

various departments. Average
room use at the University is 38 out

of a possible 45 hours per week.

Skillings explained. The past

semester's unused hours of space

are analyzed and room charts used

to allocate classroom space ef-

fectively. Skillings cited allocation

of auditorium space as one of the

most difficult areas of scheduling.

Changes in course proposals are

made throughout the semester,

and as many as possible are

worked out before the course pre-

registration schedule is printed

and distributed to the student body.

With the pre-registration
schedule booklet come the pre-

registration cards, the cards under
the juridiction of the Registrar's

Office. Deadline for pre-

registration cards for the Spring

semester is December 8. Cards
should be mailed or carried to the

Registrar's Office by this time.

Registrar Ralph D. Jones ex-

plained that his staff must "check

and double check" the pre-

registration cards received, and
then "track down" students who
did not submit pre-registrations.

The initial batch of pre-

registrations will go to the

Scheduling Office next week. Any
special problems in scheduling for

Spring semester will turn up after

the Scheduling Office sends the

first run of pre-registrations and
course offerings through the

computer, some three weeks
before second semester
registration. The usual problem is

that "supply and demand don't

match and we are short on time to

work on the solutions," com-
mented the Registrar.

Approximately 10 days before

registration the final scheduling

run is begun. Skillings explained

that the schedules are developed
on the computer in five hours, but

it takes countless hours to print out

the thousands and thousands of

cards and schedules.

Questioned on the effectiveness

of the UMass registration system,

Jones answered. "Our system is

more sophisticated than others of

state institutions in New
England...A serious problem is

that students have no latitude in

selecting course sections." Only

students qualifying tor special

scheduling can choose course
sections at this time.

"People with legitimate reasons

for special scheduling trying to

rearrange their schedules on
Course Change Day in Januar
create a problem which could have
been solved before the scheduling

was done," stated Jones. He noted

the high volume of course changes
made last semester, 12,000 drops

and 20,000 adds. This semester, a

student signing up for more than 17

credits without overload per-

mission will be scheduled for only

the first five courses or 17 credits

appearing on his pre-registration

card.

Schedule Officer Skillings ob-

served that much trouble in

January could be avoided if

students pre-registered more

carefully in December. Then he

mused, "But maybe it lets the

student think he is beating the

computer when he spends hours
rearranging his schedule.

Pre-registration cards await their destiny in the files of the Scheduling Office. Corresponding students

have placed in the cards their academic hopes and desires for the coming semester. The memory banks
will soon decide the acceptability of these ambitions. No doubt many anxious students will return with

their alterred pre-registration and add-drop cards on Course Change Day.

Anchors Aweigh In Engineering
Anchors that have nothing to do

with ships are the subject of an
unusual ocean engineering project

at the University of
Massachusetts.

Using an 11-foot-deep concrete

bin filled with water-saturated

A graduate school that's

more fire than smoke.
Only Honeywell offers a computer course

designed exclusively for college graduates.
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sand, UMass researchers have in

effect created a section of ocean

floor back of the engineering

quadrangle at the Amherst
campus.
There they are running tests on

the vertical holding power of

stationary anchors. These are the

permanent, embedded anchors
that hold buoys, floating docks,
work platforms and other struc-

tures in the ocean.

"What we're trying to do is

establish design criteria, " said Dr.

Stanley Bemben, associate
professor of civil engineering
project director. He explained that

while some previous tests have
been run on individual anchors, no
one has ever tried to correlate all

the characteristics and work out a
set of design tables for embedded
anchors.

The UMass test bin has a bridge-
like structure straddling it; this

holds hoisting and measuring
equipment. The tests involve the

amount of force required to move
an embedded anchor at various

depths. There is a winch for

straight pull and a device to

produce the kind of rhythmic pull

that comes from wave action.

The UMass group is working
with three main shapes of anchors,

each in three different sizes, with

testing planned in both sand and
clay soils. The work is supported

by the University's Project
THEMIS grant from the Depart-

ment of Defense and a separate

grant from the U.S. Naval Civil

Engineering Laboratory.

The anchor project is one of

several areas of specialty in the

ocean engineering program of the

UMass School of Engineering. The
program now has 27 faculty

members involved in research and
instruction and offers 24 courses.

All five School of Engineering

departments contribute to it under

the administrative direction of the

Civil Engineering department.

thViViViVi

Jones To Lecture On Armenian History

Dr. Robert E. Jones of the UMass History Department will
give a lecture on Armenia, A Historic, Political View of an

*:* Unknown Mountain State, this Sunday in Room 917 Campus
•: Center, at 7:30.

Sponsored by the Armenian Social Activities Club. Slides will
be shown and all are invited.

"tttf
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AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTSWe ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604

Grad Research Center At Halt-Way Construction Mark

The Graduate Research Center,
first of it's kind to be granted
federal funds for construction, is

neanng the halfway mark of

completion.

It was originally proposed that

the Research Center consist of

three towers to house the graduate
departments of Chemistry,
Physics and Math, but because of a
lack of funds, only the Chemistry
tower is now under construction.

"10.3 million dollars has been
asked of the State Legislator to

complete the other two towers"
said Karl Broekhize, business
manager in the Graduate School.

The cost of construction so far

has been estimated at 14.5 million

dollars according to Leo Liberman
Project Engineer for the

University.

"These buildings are designed

primarily as a facility for the

prosecution of research in the

University. Its primary function

will be to serve graduate students

doing research for their disser-

tations'' said Broekhize.

A proposed completion date has

been set at June of 1971. It was
originally slated for August 1970,

but because of labor disputes, it

was delayed six months.

The three story building running

east to west on North Pleasant St.

will be the Physical Science
Library. All journals and books on

By PAT SUPRENANT
Staff Reporter

the earth sciences will be kept

there. The library will be available

for all students' use.

In the basement wing of the

same building, which runs north to

south on North Pleasant St., will be

a glass blowing laboratory and a

storage area. The basements of the

two proposed towers have been

laid and will be used for storage

space and animal laboratories.

Two computers, now in the

Engineering Laboratory Building,

the Research Computer Center and

the University Press will occupy

the first floor.

Graduate offices and a computer
science program offering only

graduate degrees will take up all of

the second floor.

Statistics and astronomy will be
on the third floor.

Graduate section of the
chemistry bio-chemistry depart-

ments, and center for the Palmer
Science and Engineering program,
will be in the seventeen story tower
which will be mostly laboratories

and classrooms.

These facilities will be semi
restricted to those students who
have a cause to use them.
The entire complex will be air

conditioned.
" The reason for this is the

computer room will generate large

amounts of heat and many rooms

will be using chemicals that will

necessitate the constancy ot

temperature, Broekhize explained
Pre cast cement shipped from

Rochester. NY. comprises the

exterior of the buildings.

"This is done because it is easier

to control the quality and I s

simply cheaper ", said Bob Hart,

job superintendent for O'Connell
on the Granger contract.

"Better control of the tem-
perature and lighting led to the

need for only two hundred windows
in the tower," said Hart.

Stealing of an aircraft warning
light marked the only vandalism to

the building thus far.

AAUP Explained to Campus

By St. John's Professor

Wednesday night in the campus center, Professor Huppe of St.

John's University in New York, spoke to an audience of about fifty

suit-coated men about the American Association of University
Professors. The A. A.UP. is a collective bargaining association for

teachers. According to Huppe, the A.A.U.P. is better than an in-

dustrial type union because it takes into consideration academic, as
well as financial, demands.

"Thanks to A.A.U.P., St. John's has made great strides in academic
freedom" claimed Huppe.

A.A.U.P. set a council of 6 members 2 alternatives, and two con-

sultants to study the needs of the faculty. They came up with a fat

booklet of demands. After a long period of negotion with ad-

ministrators, a contract was signed.

The A.A.U.P. is a national organization, with many branches. It is

an effective association in dealing with faculty-administration hassles

because it has some 'muscle ', prestige, and financial backing.

Hope Fades For Soldiers
In S.Vietnam Plane Crash
SAIGON (AP)—Hope faded Thursday of finding any

survivors of two U.S. transport planes which disap-

peared without trace in the central part of South

Vietnam with 123 Americans and Vietnamese aboard.

The transports-one missing since last Friday, the

other since Sunday-were presumed to have crashed in

rugged mountain country.

A large scale aerial search, fruitless so far, left

officials with a three way mystery: What caused the

two planes to go down, precisely where did they crash

and were there any survivors.

U.S. headquarters in Saigon delayed announcement
that the planes were missing for several days in each

case to permit search and rescue operations without

enemy interference.

Headquarters still withheld information, on

security grounds, on where the planes took off or

where they were going, although it was known that

they took off from separate bases.

Both aircraft were twin engine, propeller driven

C123 planes with the military designation of

"Providers."

The plane missing since Friday carried 79 persons-

an American crew of 5. one U.S. military passenger,

58 Vietnamese soldiers and 15 Vietnamese women and

children dependents of the soldiers.

The other transport, missing since Sunday, carried

44 persons a 5 man American crew, 27 American
troops and 12 Vietnamese passengers.

The loss of the two transports overshadowed action

on the battlefields.

Except for a large scale operation in the Mekong
Delta, fighting across South Vietnam remained at a

low level and even the enemy rocket attacks of earlier

this week tapered off.

In the Delta, about 7,000 South Vietnamese troops of

the 21st Infantry Division pushed ahead with a newly
launched drive to clear the U Minh Forest.

The cave filled "forest of darkness' has for years

been a major sanctuary for the Viet Cong and has
defied repeated government drives to clear it out.

South Vietnamese forces which launched the latest

drive Tuesday have reported no fighting since two
initial clashes. In these encounters, government
troops claimed 40 Viet Cong killed and casualties to

themselves of one man wounded.
The U.S. Command, in its weekly casualty sum-

mary, reported 32 Americans were killed in combat
last week. An equal number died of illness or ac-

cidents. The battle deaths were just under half of the

65 reported killed in action the previous week.

GET OFF ON THE RIGHT TRACK

$89.oo INSTALLED IN MOST CARS

WITH SPEAKERS.

AMHERST AUDld
197 NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST
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Room To Move

Therapeutic Community: New Hope For Addicts
Editor's Note:

This article is part of a weekly

series dealing with such topics as

drug research, the "drug culture",

drug addiction, drugs and religion,

altered states of consciousness,

and the use of drugs in other

cultures such as the American
Indian. This series will be spon-

sored by Room to Move, but will

encourage readers to ract to the

articles by mailing or bringing in

questions, rebuttal, original

statements, or interesting ex-

cerpts from various publications,

c/o John Dunphy, Room to Move,
Student Union (located in the old

barber shop across from the post

office). The hope is that this series

will become a medium for an
ongoing exchange of views on

drugs and related usses.

One of the most perplexing and
controversial issues of our time is

what is to be done about Heroin

addiction. The answers are many

;

the questions they raise are far

greater. There are, at present, five

basic ways of dealing with it:

1) Incarceration, either in

prisons (at $10-24 a day per in-

mate) or in state mental hospitals

($15-75 daily). Obviously, despite

the expense, incarceration does not

solve the addict's real problem.

2) The British system of

measured-out legal dosages.
Because it has not succeeded in

coping with the drug problem in

England, it is now being
questioned.

3) The methadone maintenance
program, in which a synthetic drug
is used therapeutically to satisfy

an addict's need for heroin. Initial

costs are high, and addicts on
methadone remain addicts, in need
of the drug-with its attendant costs-

for the rest of their lives.

4) Psychotherapy. This involves

thorough emotional reeducation to

free oneself from the hidden
hungers that seem to promote drug
usage. The process is expensive
and prolonged and requires great
patience.

5) The therapeutic community.
While this treatment does not work
for everyone, it now seems to offer

the most promise. And its costs-

under $10 per person per day are
low.

Where and what are these
communities and what do they
hope to accomplish? Let us take a
look.

The communities have
mushroomed from the first

Synanon in Ocean Park, Calif., to

include five more Synanons
throughout the U.S.; Marathon
Houses in Rhode Island, Mass.,
and Connecticut; Day top Village

on Staten Island; Phoenix Houses
throughout New York; Kinsman
Hall in Hillsdale, N. Y , the four

Odyssey Houses in Manhattan etc.

Their growth since 1958 has been
steady but the supply is far ex-

ceeded by demand.

The majority of the communities

are live-in and curative,

welcoming drug-dependent per-

sons for the purpose of

rehabilitation through group en-

counters, re-education and hard

physical work. Programs may be

set up in hospitals, on farms or, as

in New York City, in seedy apart-

ment buildings.

In some communities, doctors,

nurses and social workers live with

the residents. Most communities
also employ ex-addicts as staff, on
the theory that the addict aiming at

rehabilitation needs before him
proof that addiction can be cured.

All communities are based on the

concept of community living in a

simulated home setting with
discipline, affection and work as

background to retraining. Much
sophistication of technique has
taken place,; much more is

needed.

Photo Club To Present

Award Camera Show
UMass filmmaker John LeBaron will show his Canada Award-winning

film and Bob Hodgkins of Boston will participate in a hands-on' display

of his famous collection of current Leica cameras at the third meeting of

the UMass Photography Club in Room 165 of the Campus Center, at 7:30

p.m. Sunday. Dec. 6.

This will be the first time LeBaron's film has been shown to a general

audience since it captured the first prize earlier this year. LeBaron will

discuss technical aesthetic aspects of film-making and offer advice to

club-members who are interested in film-making.

Following the film, club members and visitors will be invited to get to

know the famous Leica System of cameras and accessories. Bob

Hodgkins, who has owned collections of every major camera system will

do a show and tell' about why he is a Leica man', using photographic

examples from his current and previous cameras.

Also on the agenda will be preparations for the club's first exhibition, to

be held in the lobby of the new Campus Center, and the election of office

members. Visitors are welcome.

The main hope of ac-

complishment, it seems, is to give

addicts a second chance at growing
up. They are immature people in

flight from reality and respon-

sibility; a reality which bares its

ugly entrails all too often to most of

us, but nevertheless a reality that

must be dealt with on its own
terms. From this grim situation

must be fashioned the degree of

independence and maturity
necessary to deal with the
framework at hand. It is far from
easy.

There is. however, hope. For
example, the Phoenix House has

returned 150 graduates to society.

Of these, 64 have jobs in the

program. Most impressive, the

program is succeeding in holding

at least 50% of all those who enter-

an extraordinary figure in the field

of addict rehabilitation.
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Hope, mighty as it is, begins to

crumble over time when exposed

to despair, fear and that all per-

vasive spiritual vacuum for which

our society is famous. This is

illustrated by the fact that only

about 10% of "cured" addicts are

"clean" after a five year period.

This is discouraging but at the
same time illuminates the basic
truths of reality which can then be
studied more closely, avoiding
possible delusions about what the
task at hand actually involves.

Some Like It Hot

n Case of Fire. 5-2111

Finally, some action has been taken to eliminate confusion in the

reporting of a fire by Campus telephone.

Although dialing operator ("O") is the utmost in simplicity, neither

the telephone operators nor the telephone recognizes that any par-

ticular "O" is a call to report a fire, with the result that a fire call can

get backed into the system along with other calls of individuals

seeking assistance and information from the operators. When time is

of the essence, there cannot be a holdup in the telephone consoles, and

simplicity has to take a back seat.

A solution to the predicament has been the selection of a new
number - an exclusive fire reporting number - 5-2111. A call to this

number will be answered directly and forwarded to the Amherst Fire

Department. An additional advantage is that the call will be taped for

permanent record and for clarification of any garbled information.

The new telephone connections have been already and the new
system is operable. It is expected that some confusion will still exist

until 5-2111 is firmly established, and in the meantime, any fire call

reported on "O" will still be handled as in the past by the telephone

operator relaying the information to the Amherst Fire Department.
Dialing "O" will mean a delay, dialing 5-2111 will mean immediate
response.

The number 5-2111 was chosen because of the minimum time in-

volved in the mechanics of dialing and for consistency with the

campus Police number 5-2121 and the Infirmary number 5-2671.

Recently the town of Amherst adopted the 911 system of reporting

fires and emergencies. This system is in use in many localities in the

country and will probably become universal. The 911 system is

basically for the community and will not apply to the University. The

University is a separate entity with its own channels of com-

munication: FIRE: 5-2111; POLICE: 5-2121; INFIRMARY: 5-2671.

Please note the change in the fire number in your university phone

directory on the front cover and also on the inside front cover, where

directions for reporting a fire are written.

Science Teachers To A ttend

Course In Air Pollution

The Environmental Engineering
Program of UMass' department of

civil engineering will present a
short course in air pollution next

week to a selected group of ap-

proximately 12 secondary school

science teachers.

The purpose of the course is to

help teachers integrate air

pollution subject material into

their secondary school science
curricula.

Arrangements have been made
with the help of Donald Lambert,
Westfield School science teacher
and director of Project EPIC

(Educational Program to Im-
plement Conservation), a

Federally sponsored project.

Participants will be drawn from

the Westfield School system and

surrounding towns. Last January,

a similar short course dealing with

water pollution was presented by

the UMass civil engineering

department.

Legal, meteorological and
sampling aspects of air pollution

will be presented by Professors

FA. DiGiano and D.D. Adrian in

evening laboratory and lecture

sessions Dec. 7 through 11.

Planning a Christmas Party?

Why not have it at the

CAMPUS CENTER?
A large variety of rooms, meal and beverage
services are available for any size group.

Call the Campus Center Food Service office
For assistance with your planning.

545-0418

SPECIAL: The nth floor is available on Monday and
ruosdav nights for groups of 60 or more for a dinner party.

Amherst Audirf sells good stuff

(A Christmas Buying Guide)

WHAT WE SELL:

Pioneer Components. Harmon Karbon Citation Amplifiers,

Teak Tape Decks, TDK Open Reel and Cassette Tapes,

Garrard. EPI Speakers, PE Turntables, Standard Compo-

nents. 8 Track Tapes, Cassettes and the stuff that you

play them on. L.P.'s, Grado Cartridges, Aztec Loud-
speakers, Craig Tape Recorders, Fisher Components and
a zillion other things.

Turn the page and see
for yourself.
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DEFIES CONTRACEPTION

EPI model 50 about $50.00 each

the most potent little reproducer

you'll ever come across.

P.S. It's internal reproduction organs (6 inch woofer, 1 inch tweeter) have a 10 year guarantee against aborting.

Pioneer SX990 100 watt receiver

2 EPI Model 50 Loudspeakers

Garrard SL55B with Base and Cover

Grado for Cartridge

$449.95

Pioneer SX 1500TD 145 watt receiver

2 EPI Model 100 Loudspeakers

Garrard SL55B with Base and Cover

Grado FCE Cartridge

$619-95
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Pioneer SX9000 240 watt receiver

2 EPI 202 Loudspeakers
PE 2035 Changer with Base and Cover

1 Standard SR T 178 DK Cassette Deck
1 Grado FCE Magnetic Cartridge

$1065.00
2 EPI model 50 loudspeakers FREE

with this package

SA900 amplifier

2 Aztec Gaugin Loudspeakers

1 PE 2038 Changer with Base and Cover

1 Pickering XV-15 400E Cartridge

$759.95

All epuipment purchased at our Amherst store may be serviced here too!
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COURSE
A&F EC 110

235

261

341

352

ACCTG 100

125

PD
13

18

24

25

19

22

20

29

2

5

126

251

252

261

sec 1 24

3 3

262 6

ACCTG 263 28

264 17

ACCTG 265

sec 1 9

2 24

273 25

277 12

278 16

360 29

AFROAM 110 29

111 8

151 13

152 23

251 15

261 13

262 8

AG ENG 261 3

281 14

381 21

AIRSCI 111 4

121 6

231 30

341 6

AN SCI 12122

321 16

330 25

353 7

359 30

361 15

ANTH 102 16

103 25

104

sec 1 16 30

17 32 2

33,34 30

35 2

237 16

255 8

340 2

367 23

368 17

370 21

375 18

ART HI 21

115

sec I 24
sec 2 r

205 10

245 11

271 7

275 7

291 23

386 19

ASIAN 150 6

ASTRON100 6

101

sec 1 9 21

16 24 8

122 10

BIOCHM220 29

223 29

BOTANY 100 18

101

sec 1 4 6

7 10 8

13 16 27

19 22 7

103 19

121 15

125 31

126 10

175 10

221 4

291 23

303 18

335 8

385 26

E 101

102

140

141

180

220

230

232

240

257

260

261

270

271

280

305

321

333

360

13

15

16

17

4

23

19

17

7

31

26

28

5

28

3

21

32

12

18

COURSE
CH E 125

255

358

361

363

370

374

380

383

CHEM 101

101

111

112

113

127

160

165

210

213

219

246

261

281

285

290

CHINSE 126

166

CLSICS 100

102

225

COMLIT 101

201

202

203

204

211

231

243

251

342

352

361

COMSCI 122

131

251

PD
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29

20

30

22

6

17

3

16

8

8

29

17

32

15

13

20

32

16

31

3

8

26

21

26

3

32

19

2

24

23

21

29

10

21

19

15

14

13

9

5

23

17

26

13

DUTCH 126

EE

ECON
sec 1

32

44.

46,

47,

141

142

201

210

257

258

261

265

266

270

290

294

306

125

31

43

45

49

48

126

127

201

sec 1

2,.

3

sec l

3,

EDUC
sec 1

2

3

211

214

221

231

2

4

232

241

266

271

272

281

312

222

sec 2

sec 2

226

227

229

235

242

251

261

264

277

291

312

365

372

375

386

sec 5

5

24

2

5

27

21

31

13

27

31

24

17

11

14

24

23

14

18

15

17

15

32

4

13

17

2

20

30

14

11

19

5

26

1

23

18

6

25

1

9

14

6

26

32

19

3

27

17

22

17

19

16

30

4

Final Exam Schedule
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

JANUARY 1971

I. The two hour examination periods are identified by code numbers according to the following

chart:

Wed Thu Fri Sat Mon Tue Wed Thu Frl

Jan6 Jan7 Jane Jan9 Jan 1 1 Jan 12 Jan 13 Jan 14 Jan 15

1 *5 9 13 ' 17 21 25 29 33

2 6 10 14 18 22 24 30 34

3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35

4 8 12 IS 20 24 28 32 36

EDUC 242 26 implies that all students taking EDUC 242 will be examined on Wednesday,

January 13, at 10:30 a.m.

EDUC 251

sec 2 32 implies that students in section 2 of EDUC 251 will be examined on Thursday, January

14, at 4:00 p.m. When examination time is detailed by section, it is to be assumed that unlisted

sections are not scheduled for a final examination.

II. See your instructor for information on the place of examination.

III. CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO PER DAY
Students who have conflicts in their examination schedule or who have more than two

examinations scheduled for any one day may repo't to the Schedule Office (168 Whitmore) for

resolution of these problems.

The Schedule Off ice will not assist in resolving problems unless they are reported not later than

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11.

800 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

COURSE PD
390

sec 6 9

ENGL
sec 2

6

11

12

15

16

17

19

20

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38,

41

' 42

43,

45

48

49

SO

51

125

21

If

J!

126

sec l

2

3,7

4,5

6

135

sec l

3

4

5

17

26

16

2

14

12

16

25

12

10

12

25

17

12

4

26

21

27

16

25

17

27

32

12

16

2

25

3

4

12

16

17

7

32

2

31

18

17

16

4

31

136

sec 1

2

sec l

2.4

3

5

26

28

151

201

sec 1

5

sec 2

3

202

203

221

259

261

sec 2

sec 3

4,6

5

2

32

19

26

9

29

17

16

15

21

10

28

27

22

14

9

7

29

238 22

241

sec 1 1

2 11

251

sec 1 15

3 7

11

17

264

sec l

4

sec 1

2

sec 2

18

265 25

266

21

17

267

271

272

273

5

34

11

23

COURSE
275

sec 1

2

3

276

sec 1

280

282

sec 2

sec 1

2

3

sec 2,3

3

sec 1,3

2

4

6

sec 1

4

sec 1

2

3

sec l

2

288

312

321

331

360

361

362

3

380

PD

12

29

28

20

9

12

6

3

1

21

30

22

5

21

381

382

383

385

386

390

sec 3

7

ENT 126

279

381

23

11

31

ENVDES160 22

261 31

271

273

351

363

371

377

9

24

13

30

18

2

FDSCI 275 32

362 7

365 16

371 2

FD&AE 261 3

381 21

FISH 265- 12

267 21

FOREST222 25

223 3

225 6

229 9

231 12

235 1

FRENCH110 20

120 15

130

132

133

142

144

145

147

161

162

250

255

256

270

321

333

345

351

355

365

22

14

31

4

20

23

21

31

23

25

31

9

16

11

5

7

4

2

1

GBFIN 201

202

204

210

220

230

232

18

9

24

21

30

15

11

COURSE
GENBUS253

260

sec 1 3,6

262

264

270

272

GEOG 135

155

205

220

250

260

GEOL 101

106

108

PD
24

10

1

26

7

17

15

30

13

15

22

23

7

24

24
4

6

26

17

121 13

192

230

5

23

240 19

22
250 2

28

7
GERMAN110 22

18

21

120 26

130

138

22

29

30

s

140

161

12

21

14

11

259

261

264

20

11

4

27

22

267

277

279

18

28

26

280 22

GOVT
sec 1

13

39

100

12

36

41

150

160

sec 1

2

3

sec 1

sec I

2

201

202

sec 3

sec 1

2

4

sec 1

2

sec l

2

203

218

219

220

222

236

238

240

244

2S4

272

290

291

292

306

321

322

323

324

391

16

17

16

24

32

17

19

17

9

6

10

29

8

27

26

10

30

1

27

22

23

5

21

31

28

7

2

29

19

19

20

24

25

GREEK 110 13

161 2

HD 270 21

360 29

370 1

384 26

HIST 100

sec 17

8 14

1622

110

115

120

140

sec 13
79
1315

2426

27 30

31

12

19

11

13

11

24

18

32

13

12

23

32

COURSE
150

sec 1 10

11 16

17 25

2631

151

200

202

210

212

216

218

224

230

231

233

234

236

301

304

307

316

ser 1

2

sec 1

2

sec 1

2

319

320

324

325

326

330

334

360

PD

18

13

31

12

12

1

27

2

31

8

8

12

9

11

5

7

10

30

6

29

20

18

12

5

9

7

2

14

25

29

16

19

HONORS 185 3

187 17

193 23

385 1

391 6

HTLADM100 11

101 14

102

200

310

311

3

1

17

2

I E 151

261

272

273

286

341

353

378

379

25

14

22

16

5

24

6

15

32

ITAL 110 22

120 5

126 14

130 12

140 8

146 8

161 7

255 1(

330 2

JAPAN 126 32

JOURN 202 26

LATIN 110 24

140 20

161 22

329 17

LING
sec 1

3

3

4

201

203

28

25

10

18

12

M8.AE 135

144

145

163

220

246

265

267

274

277

279

282

283

285

287

303 8

308 4

MARSCI 225 4

7

30

17

15

13

3

25

14

9

26

19

20

32

1

14

COURSE
MATH 021

021

100

sec 1,2,7

36
8 10

no
113

115

116

117

118

121

122

123

124

133

151

173

174

186

187

200

202

211

221

233

245

251

257

285

311

313

325

341

343

371

PD
23

23

27

28

28

9

28

7

28

9

28

23

10

10

28

10

28

9

19

27

11

31

11

3

28

20

14

' 9

12

23

7

27

1

30

17

5

MEN PE143
MGT 201

214

231

247

sec I

2

MGT 341

sec 2,3

344

sec 1

2

371

sec 1,2

3

391

392

394

140

141

142

250

310

32

31

4

21

3

MICB

MKTG 201

sec 16
7 24

210

sec 1

212

sec l

2

214

sec 1

3

216

sec 2

32

24

5

23

19

26

16

17

6

24

7

11

19

12

23

5

32

6

24

31

22

NF 127

130

141

156

373

NURSE 110

200

300

301

302

303

20

7

24

8

10

32

29

17

15

17

4

COURSE
P E

sec l

2

141

142

2O0

sec 1

2

201

202

203

245

253

259

263

275

276

277

278

321

331

341

351

370

sec 1

2

381

PD
5

4

20

16

1

22

8

8

22

2

16

18

6

17

10

26

19

14

31

18

12

9

21

PHIL 105

sec 1 16

17 34

106

110

sec l

2

3

4

5

125

161

203

205

225

243

244

264

290

295

390

PHYSIC 100

118

121

122

141

161

162

163

172

181

183

251

255

271

285

PLPATH251

PLSOIL 110

200

205

225

235

255

260

265

275

285

sec 2

sec 1

2

250

260

262

263

265

270

280

sec 1

sec 1

301

305

325

25

26

13

7

14

29

8

30

7

21

1

29

27

30

15

14

4

20

14

26

8

6

8

6

8

20

4

27

25

10

25

21

6

24

10

12

30

10

8

26

4

25

27

17

28

222 POLISH 110 22

sec 2 16 PORT 110 4

237 10 130 3

PSYCH 101 1

MUSIC 101 33
145

102 26
sec 1,2 9

111 24
3,4 16

113 13
201 4

201 29
210 1

209 26 220
211 13 sec 1 17

215 14
2 19

216 24 910 7

3

23

23

13

15

19

30

2

IS

10

COURSE PD
PUBHL 123 26

263 12

sec 1

2

REC

301

305

312

361

378

383

101

112

230

350

351

352

20

14

21

29

18

26

9

13

4

28

18

12

9

112

sec I

4

19

26,28

114

145

160

165

170

RUSS 110

119

130

251

255

261

265

281

319

SOCIOL 101

sec 1 42

43 67

103

27

21

13

30

16

4

11

13

15

20

11

11

12

3

28

18

17

20

104

247

251

sec 1

sec 2

253

254

255

sec 2

256

sec 2 16

257

sec 2

261

266

272

275

sec 1

2

sec 1

2

278

280

282

286

292

295

390

sec 1

2

6,8

3

4

4

4

27

11

3

10

3

6

20

25

19

21

16

1

28

12

29

4

32

25

22

15

31

7

5

21

COURSE
SPAN 110

PD
22

120 22

126

130

131

133

140

146

181

330

355

355

372

SPEECH115
121

sec 1

2

3

4

5

6

4

8

20

28

22

28

19

12

23

23

1

19

28

11

17

5

14

12
RHET 110

135
sec l 27

2 31
sec 1

3

V

26
3 6

140 17
4 6 21

7 8
181 18

182 30
8 30

201
9

10.11

8

15
sec 1

?

30

76
12 27

13 28
SPEECH 202

14 15
sec 1 n

15 12

16 31
203 20

17 19
205 30

18 23
207 /

19 13
211 30

20 26
222 24

21 32 223 10

22 15
225 31

23 25 14 226 7

26,28 30 227 11

29 26 228 9

30 32
231 27

31 11
232 29

32 12
241 17

33 32 242 10

34 12
243

35 3
sec 1 20

36 2
2 8

sec 1

2

244

245

247

251

252

253

257

260

283

284

285

290

391

12

25

16

2

12

26

22

8

13

25

1

26

24

13

22

STATIS121 27

231 17

261 1

315 30

SWEDSH126 15

TCEA 123

124

128

141

253

263

276

279

13

31

1

29

27

17

12

28

WDTECH201 11

203 10

208 20

211 2

WILDLF261 20

263 19

ZOOL 101

135

137

176

200

221

223

240

246

282

283

300

337

350

366

380

11

9

3

18

31

2

s

10

16

9

27

20

18

28

27
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"Bill of Right*
"

isor s Bill of

R nhts is prepared ana submitted

Daily Caafornian columnist.

Martin Schiffercauer. Ph.D.

The academic freedom of
• versity professors is currently

I ng attacked from all directions.

s therefore Imperative that a

niessor s Bill of Rights" be

rrnulatea and defendea at any
st Some I tie rights that n

• ncluded n such a manifesto are

forth i <

uiK RIGHT to retain library

ks for i d< 'finite periods ot time

vilhoul • abject to tines Our
preater intellect enables us to get

maximum benefit from library

utenals u ve have the right

prefer* al treatment.

: ill! 11T to ha\e others do

ur ilft" il secretarial work
-.i».i i i our time and talents

o do u menial and boring
tasks 'lanes ipreierablv

female d be made available

for such v\. ! k.

III TIIK RIGHT to give boring and
irrelevant iectures. Exciting
lectures develop emotional rather

than rational attitudes. This leads

to a loss of objectivity which must
not be tolerated in a University.

(The right to give boring and
irrelevant lectures does not

preclude the right not to lecture at

aU. Teaching assistants should be

made available for these courses.)

IV TIIK RIGHT to do irrelevant

research. Our duty is to

knowledge, not to mankind. All

research shall be guided by our

nun curiosity He have no

obligation to use our skills or the

siudv ol problems relevant to

soeielv

.

V THE RIGHT not to be held

responsible :or the uses ut our
research. . It is not our concern
how our research is applied If our
research enaoles others to commit
the mos; despicable crimes, we
have the right to a clear con-

science

VI THE RIGHT to -pecial parking

permits. ( 'ompeting with stude
tor parking spat" I oeneath our
dign;t;.

.

VII THE RIGHTto remain neutral

on ail sociai. political and moral
issues. However, such neutrality

does not preclude our doing
research or consultation for

anyone wno can pay the price tor

sucn wi

I UK RIGHT to k tern in ire

ado tandards 'or

protess;on If sucn standards

exciude certain segments o; the

population trom our ranks men so

be it. Our ancient traditions must
not be changed to satisfy modern
egalitarian concepts.

Quote of the week: "Hitler was
delivering an address to the

students of Berlin University and
the Institute of Technology. ..A

large number of professors sat in

favored places in the middle of a

bare platform. Their presence

gave the meeting an importance

and a sociai acceptability that it

would not otherwise have had." -

Inside the Third Reich, Memoirs
by Albert Speer.

Peace And Profit
Perhaps the most nauseating thing about the great

Movement and its various, splinter causes is the trail

of businessmen it keeps attracting. Peace buttons,

love T-shirts and Resistance douche have all been
marketed successfully over the past two or three

years, making a pocketfull of money for a group of

obnoxious businessmen and preverting any honorable

values which the specific causes may have had at

their start.

An excellent Example of the practice of milking

money out of people who think they live on some lofty

cause was found by a nosey janitor who was shuffling

through an old abandoned file cabinet last week.
It is a letter, received by the Student Strike's

Steering Committee last May, and addressed to

"Campus Peace Groups. Univ. of Mass. "This is not

made up; here's what it said.

"Need bread for Peace?
"Unfortunately, everything costs money, even

working for peace ...if your group needs bread for

peace, we can help you.

"Now we can offer you a nearly painless way to

raise some bread. Now, peace concerts offer your

Campus Comment

movement group a pre-packaged, ready to go fund
raising concert that's all the NOW sound, and w.th a
strong peace message too. Peace concerts will help

you raise consciousness as well as money on your
campus.
"We re not talking about amateur performers

who've just learned to play a guitar. but professional

performers who've sung for peace and brotherhood
(sisterhood too, for our Woman's liberation friends*

from every stage they've played on.

Peace concerts offers you the performers
already timed and rehearsed in good vibration with

each other, and solidly packaged into an exciting,

fast moving and meaningful evening. To sponsor a

peace concert all you have to do is hire the hall, we do
all the rest.

"If you want to learn more about how your
movement can fill its treasury with a Peace Concert,
just fill in the enclosed sheet and return it to us. And
what better time to do it than now. right in the middle
of the Student Strike, when movements of all sorts

need that extra bit of bread. Peace and profit."

Free University

To the University community;
I am a homosexual. And though I

think I am well adjusted to my
sexual orientation. I am quite

familiar with the feeling paranoia.

I have experienced that feeling on

this campus, and my fear was
strengthened by the unfortunate

incident Wednesday night in Moore
House

I am not alone in being a

paranoid homosexual. Fear is a

very real thing to the majority of

homosexuals on this campus who
it you accept Kinsey s study i

number approximately 2.000. But

because 01 the socially imposed
anxieties in this academic com-
munity we 11 never really know
how large the gay population is.

The only visible gay people at

L'Mass are the members of the

Student Homophile League, which
een in existence two

<hs.

ma'or prooiem in .starting

ucn an organization - \er-

. juolic exposure.

-tup

hat paranoia is

n .his campus inc.

.a the piace of the SHL
as never been published

lor fear some insecure straights

uil try to harass members Newly
attending nomosexuals rareiv give

netr last names let alone a pnone

lumber or address to the SHL.
Few are w illing to be seen putting

up posters at the five area colleges,

et aione doing anything as

"radical " as to hand out leaflets,

pass around petitions or engage in

public discussion. And I am among
them.

In spite of the great tear ac-

companying such an innocent act

as attending a meeting, the

membership has grown trom
twelve memoers to an average
weekly attendance of 45. I think

proving well that the need for such

an organization ;s so great that

peonle will nsk a great leal of

ersona « curitj to aitend.

U prooabiv find it

ird 'o believe mat homosexuals
lave anything to tear at L'Mass

ano the local colleges. Yet the

major portion of discussion time at

our weekly meetings is devoted to

trying to find ways to cope with

such feelings.

Gradually we have begun to feel

that such anxieties can oe handled.

The group s supports e role has

encouraged its members to have a

greater sense of positive indentity.

The SHL is the only place in this

area where homosexuals can

obtain such support.

Directly because of the need to

cope with society's repression,

three homosexual encounter
groups have been formed within

the last month. I have participated

with three other SHL members in

an open discussion of

homosexuality with two sections of

a Psych 10' class. For the first time

I was willing to tell a group of

strange heterosexuals that I was

Kay
While our efforts to cope with our

own identities have become more
successful SHL has also felt a

growing obligation to encourage
other gay people to overcome their

fears and benefit from meaningful

communication with other

homosexuals.

To publicize SHL ads were

placed in the five college student

newspapers Phone numbers were
included for those wanting further

information. After receiving a

number of calls it was discovered

bat a small por'ion of the

homosexual tl e ad
- too utra.u to attend meetings

without some kma n personal

irance. After discussing the

problem at .-> gemr-ai meeting
era i hi nineteen

memoers volunteerec 'o met-* \ ith

one referred to them b) ^HL to

i
the organisation and row it

mignt meet the neeus of the in-

dividual

The week Oetore Thanksgiving

posters were put up on the live

campuses to further expose
homosexuals to the organization.

I nfortunately this added publicity

a attracted the attention of some
poorly educated heterosexuals

aeone scrawled "queer across

a poster in Morrell. and most were
quickly torn down. However this

ction had more or iess been

-\Dected.

The w rong people have started to

read the ads and call the in-

formation number listed.

Throughout the day and evening
the phone rings two or three times

and then stops Several calls have

been vindictive obscenities, which
I suppose should be expected.

But tonight some sick

heterosexual bastards topped them
all. As part ot the SHL referral

service, a member went to discuss

the organization with a student in

Moore House, only to discover that

the student had never contacted

SHL. As the member left the

student's room he was confronted

by approximate^ thirty students

who hilariously shouted abuse and
seemed to be immensely enjo-

this sick joKe at the expense oi

others.

Small wonder I m paranoid on

thiscampus luish 1 ouid demand
but cant really expect an

apology from those individuals

Hopefully lest bigoted and more
integrated \uals with
censor then « ing I

disappnna. i • havior
The Studi ague

on this cam; nitei

t'he person a • M) need or

l an on: .ouid 1«

us in peaee • making an
honest effor • ter this <

munity. We ' to thre

one. men . live ui'er live

a hole huma;. beings

It is undeniable mat such oc-

curances as hat in Moore HOUM
tend to remioree the stand ot

radical homosexuals 1 believe the

SHL on our campus noes not seek

or support at this time a militant

confrontation out the behavior of

supposedly intelligent students
may eventually such a

situation

I persona,i\ hope mat the

gradual re-education of the

heterosexual puttie can oe
achieved peaiablv. not by coer-

cion. But I am gettmg angrv
KA\ M. RAYMOND

LETTERS roTHKEDITOH nusl .• yped
| sixtj

s ,,n(i must cat the writer's signature <>!ephone
•.uiunet all of which will be withheld upon reqm I

. limit ii

page. mil the deadline isSp.m the da} prior to intends ition.
rhe editors reserve the right to edit all letters

Love is like a fart; If one holdeth it in, it hurteth one's self But if one
releaseth it, it offendeth others.

Marvell or Suckling or someone.

EXODUS

They came in droves

To the Big University

To prove they were men and women
Of strong character

And independant fiber.

But
They all believed in the myth

That they had to adjust to a new way of life,

So they drank and smoked

And expressed themselves in Obscenity

And they tossed all sense to the winds.

And they look at themselves in their mirrors,

Proud of what they are;

Strong in a character that reeks of filth

Independant of their families,

Yet dependant on each other for direction.

Here they adjusted to the lowest common denominator

Here they found mediocrity sublime

They never desired to be independent

They only wanted the freedom

To conform.

Donald Robadue, Jr.

THE PURIFICATION OF LUST ("Le Sacre de Printemps")

The maidens and the youths

Came in long white flowing robes

With garlands of flowers

Draped all over them.

They came to the altar

And the elders circumcized them

Every one, in spite of the gore

Which was slightly dirty.

Then they bathed and healed

The youths and maidens.

In another month

The maidens and the youths

Came in long white flowing robes

With garlands of flowers.

The elders undressed them

And lathered them

With disinfectant and vaseline.

The elders drew lots

And paired a maiden and a youth

Until all were paired.

And the maidens and the youths

Were joined ;:i sexual combat

While the elders stood

Amongst the flowers

And masturbated.

Luanda H.Bell

Photos: Barry Penn
Gil Fullerton

Layout: Richard Mulvey
Nick Nikonczuk
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Education 70

llth Hour At
Salve Regina

(Editor's note-Tim Ney, one of the founders of the Free University at

I Mass, wrote this essay on Catholic women's education after visiting

one such school)

by TIM NEY
Special to the MDC

The transformation of life in its entirety willcome when men and
women dare to rule their own lives.

Salve Regina College, the first Catholic college for women in Rhode
Island, is a contemporary continuation of the educational system begun

in Dublin, by the foundress of the Religious Sisters of Mercy, Mother M.

Catherine McAuley, in the early nineteenth century.

'I'm not asking you to agree former great estates.

with me, I'm just telling you what
to do '-Sister Mary Christopher,

President. In a letter concerning

"tacit acceptance," Sister

Christopher calls for a two year
moratorium on social change at

Salve.

"What's the point of all this

crap'.'"' - Junior-class vice-

president. Tacit acceptance or

active resistance? Dorms lock at

midnight, no one leaves or enters.

Alarm system. No parietals. No
freedom of religion. No freedom of

speech.

Amerikan flag blowin, ivory

statue of Jesus, arms out-

stretched. Walking into their

white-brick cubical academic
building Stopped at the door by
nun-like grey-haired woman. "I

think your presence is not

required ." Administrator-type
man in greysuit. "Do you know you
have no business here?"

Today, one of the leading

Catholic women's colleges in the

country, Salve Regina has an
enrollment of 750 students working
toward their baccalaureate
degrees under the tutelage of 85

faculty members in a dozen major
fields. The campus has expanded
to include some 18 buildings, six of

them garden dormitories, on 50

acres of the historic peninsula's

Newport. Richness, Society, and
Naval Defense. Mansions and
meat-eaters. One, Two, Three,
Four, student rights is what we're
for! Guerrila theatre, black arm
bands, marches, signs, and vigils.

Don't let it bring you down, its only

castles burning. It can't happen
here.

Here, at Salve Regina College-in

the classroom, in the laboratory, in

the lecture halls and library, in a
variety of courses and specialized

programs - ranging from creative

arts and special education to

nursing and medical technology-

young women, living in a Christian

community, prepare for a creative

and productive life.

Ladies Home Journal. Cook-
books, the man from PC, Reader's
Digest, and Mass on Sunday.
Frozen parents and send their

daughters to the protective
Catholic college - life-negative and
anti-genital. They sell a lot of

cigarettes at Salve.

When you dance, do you senses

tingle? fake a chance. In a trance,

while the lonely mingle with cir-

cumstance. I can love, I can really

love.

Thanksgiving Mass. All present

except Sister Christopher. An
offering of Frosty-O's and Wonder
Bread for the poor. Singing we are

The youth of Earth are moving intuitively towards an utterly classless, omni-cooperative. omni-world
humanity. The ELECTRIC MASS was an all-night live-in, sing-in, and video-tape watching ourselves as

gods.

one. They'll know we're Christians

by our love. The priest speaks on
the breakdown in relationships

between ourselves and God. The
security guard keeps the girls from
going up to the second floor. We
must offer our hearts to the poor
and oppressed, Father says.
Leaving during the Gospel, I see
the nun-like grey-haired woman on
her way to worship.

During the Prayer of the Faithful

there are prayers for Sister
Christopher's resignation. Are you
still listening? Please be gone
we're tired of you. Song: "It ain't

you, Chris. It ain't you we're
looking for."

After the Mass about two hun-

dred Salve students remain in the

building for a sit-in, sing-in, live-in.

An electik mass - new age chapel.

Sisterhood holiness. Guitars,
candles, sleeping bags, pillows,

and video-tapes of the day's ac-

tivities. New port tv-land talkshow.

"We get brighter everyday
And everytime they see us
Scatter brightness in our
way
And we'll teach them how to

love us"

The protest vigil/pajama party

continued throughout the night.

Outside waves smashed against

the rocks and in Washington the

Black Panthers prepared to

rewrite the American constitution.

'Gonna give you 'til the morning
comes. 'Til the morning comes.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Security Log
(Editor's note-The following are
selected entries from the logs of

the Campus Police, the Residence
Hall Assistants and the Security

Guards compiled by MDC Staff

Reporter John Fitzgerald for the

period 7:00 a.m. December 2 to

7:00 a.m. December 3.)

December 2, 1970. - Wednesday
9:40 a.m. Report of a
breaking and entering into a locked
apartment in the Orchard Hill

Complex—officer assigned to

investigate.

3:33 p.m. Report of van-

BEST BUY ANYWHERE

MDC Classifieds

dalism of a car in parking lot «3-

officers dispatched.

4 : 44 p.m. Report of suspicious

person by the Campus Center
Garage. A cruiser was sent to

check.

4:57 p.m. Cruiser reports
everything checks out at Campus
Center Garage.

7:40 p.m. Report of a purse
stolen from Hasbrouk Lab.—
officer assigned to investigate.

10:59 p.m. Report of a larceny

from a motor vehicle from F lot-

Two wheels and tires taken from

the vehicle-cruiser dispatched to

investigate.

11:45 p.m. Report of a theft
from a vehicle parked in F lot-
officers dispatched.

December 3, 1970 - Thursday

There were the usual problems
of fire exists and connecting doors
being wired or pegged open. On his

arrival, one Southwest Residence
Hall Assistant discovered that five

packages in the package room had
been opened and the contents of

one had been removed. Volunteers
from, one Southwest dorm began
checking the IDs of all persons
entering.

2:30 a.m. Report of suspicious
persons in parking lots «10 and #11--

-officers assigned to investigate.
3:57 a.m. Report of a fire on
the 15th floor of one of the towers.
Amherst Fire Department notified
and cruisers assigned.
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fine arts calendar
Theater

By ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

AN EVENING OF ONE-ACT FLAYS
Three short, contemporary plays by three of

America's fine, new playwrights make up a program
of a Mount Holyoke Dramatic Club production this

weekend. The plays are HOME FREE by Langford
Wilson, ITS CALLED A SUGAR PLUM by Israel

Horovitz, COMINGS AND GOINGS by Megan Terry.

At Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College, Friday
and Saturday evenings at 8. Tickets $1.00

THE BAT
The old Broadway chestnut is .evived by the

Amherst Regional High School Thespians. The play

written in 1920 is a good, old-fashioned murder
mystery by a master in that gendre Mary Roberts
Rinehart. At ARHS Auditorium, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings at 8.

THE FROG PRINCE
A musical for children taken from the classic fairy

tale about a bewitched prince freed from being a frog

by the Princess who loves him. Presented by the

Smith Theater Department, performances will be

Saturday and Sunday afternoons at 2 and 4 at the

Hallie Flanagan Studio Theater; admission 2H-
THE ROSE TATTOO
Tennessee Williams wrote this warm, romantic,

sometimes bawdy comedy about a New Orleans

Italian widow and her search for a husband. Friday

through Tuesday evenings at 8 at Theater 14, Smith

College.

Movie,

\ HARD DAY'S NIGHT and YELLOW SUBMARINE
(Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

The Beatles first film, directed by Richard Lester is

teamed with this highly innovative and enjoyable

cartoon feature making up a double feature that will

guarantee a good time.

THE AMERICAN UNDERGROUND FILM (Satur-

day, Herter 227 and 231, 7: 30 and 8 P.M., $1.00)

A group of experimental films make up this program
exploring the general theme of the "American Un-

derground Film."

BLOW-UP (Tuesday. Mahar, 6,8, and 10 p.m.)

An intriguing, baffling and somewhat erotic ex-

perience, directed by Michaelangelo Antonioni.

David Hemmings plays a mod, London photographer

who discovers a murder...or does he? Vanessa

Redgrave is featured in this film which asks many
questions.

BONNIE AND CLYDE (Thursday. Student Union

Ballroom, 7 and 9 p.m.)

Arthur Penns comic study of two of the Thirties

moreinteresting criminals. Faye Dunaway and

Warren Beatty are starred in the title roles and

featured in award-winning performances are Estelle

Parsons and Michael J. Pollard as the memorable

C.W. Moss.
1)1 IRY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE (Campus Cinemas)

A genuinely funny look at the sorry existence of a chic

New York housewife. Carrie Snodgrass is totally

engaging in her film t but and Richard Benjamin

plays the husband to the hilt. It is written with wit and

sub subtlety and directed respectively by the fine

husband and wife team of Frank and Eleanor Perry.

DR. ZHIVAGO Calvin Theater. Northampton)

An epic film remembered mostly for its music.

Directed by David Lean it follows the botched life of a

Russian doctor set to the background of Revolutionary

Russia. The huge cast is headed by Omar Shariff,

Julie Christie. Rod Steiger, and Tom Courtenay.

Dt CK sol P (Friday, Science 1, Amherst College, 8

p.m.)

The Marx Brothers are let loose in this freewheeling

farce, probably their best made in 1933.

THE GOLD RUSH (Saturday, Science 1, Amherst

College. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.)

Charlie Chaplin's 1925 classic comedy film, as funny

now as ever.

HAMLET (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

Tony Richardson's version, featuring a very unpoetic

dynamic performance by Nicol Williamson and

featuring Marianne Faithful as Ophelia

HAMLET (Monday and Tuesday, Hampden Dining
Commons, SW, 8 p.m.)
Another version of the Shakespearean classic, this one
made in Germany in 1964 and featuring Maximillian
Schnell in the title role.

JOE (Academy of Music, Northampton)
A study in extremes and as far as extremes go, not

politically valid. Made on the shoestring with
relatively unknown actors in the genre of the

relevance film. Essentially it studies the meeting of

the hard hat and the drug culture.

LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS (Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield)

Some short playlets, all dealing with sex, have been
adapted with questionable taste. Yet the film is saved
by the fine performances of an excellent cast headed
by Gig Young and Anne Jackson.
LOVING (Saturday, Sage Hall, Smith, 7:15 and 9:30
p.m.)

An ignored film of last year dealing with the disin-

tegrating marriage of a New York commercial artist

played in a fine, sensitive performance by George
Segal.

MOVE (Amherst Cinema)
Not very good, yet a must for any fan of Elliot Gould.
An overworked look at paranoia with Gould playing an
out-of-work writer who walks his dog, daydreams, and
hides from muggers.
MY LITTLE CHICKADEE (Friday, Mahar
Auditorium. 7 and 9:30)

Unusual, to say the least, is this comic western which
features the combination of Mae West and W.C.
Fields. Not very coherent nor funny but worth seeing
merely to see these two legendary stars together.

THE ODD COUPLE (Friday and Sunday, Hampden
DC, SW, 7:30 and 9:30)

Jack Lemmon and Walter Mattheau play recently

divorced husbands who find it difficult to live

together, adapted from Neil Simon's Broadway
smash. Easy-going and funny but hardly as hilar ous
as it thought to be.

ONE-PLUS-ONE (Sunday and Monday, Kirby
Theater, Amherst, 7:30)

A recent film by cult French director Jean-Luc
Godard which is distinguished by featuring the

Rolling Stones recording "Sympathy for the Devil."

PERSONA (Sunday, Student Union, 7 and 9)

A puzzling film dealing with identity by a master
director of difficult films Igmar Bergman.
WAIT UNTIL DARK (Friday, Student Union)

Audrey Hepburn is a blind girl terrorized by some
burglars. Its a shocker, to say the least, as the tension

is built through fine direction and good performances,
namely Alan Arkin in a featured role.

Music
LA SALLE STRING QUARTET (Wednesday)
The second in the series of Chamber music concerts of
the Fine Arts Council brings this internationally
known group to Bowker Auditorium next Wednesday
evening, December 9, at 8 p.m. The group has had a
continuous interest in contemporary music which is

evidenced by their program featuring works of Berg,
Webern, and Penderecki. Tickets are on sale at the
Fine Arts Council Box Office, Herter Hall or the
Bowker Box Office one hour before performance.
Tickets are priced at $1.00 to UMass undergraduates;
$1.50 to graduate and all other students; $2.50 for
Faculty and staff ; and $3.00 to the public at large.

LIGHTHOUSE
Mount Holyoke's Winter Weekend Concert this year is

a musical program entitled LIGHTHOUSE, plays for
peace. It's all to take place at Chapin Hall, Friday
evening at 7:30 and 10:30. Tickets priced at $3.00

STUDENT RECITAL
Debbie Sobol, an advanced piano student at Smith
College will present a formal recital Friday evening at

8 p.m. at Sage Hall on the Smith Campus. She will

perform works of Haydn, Brahms, and Schubert and
the concert is open to the public free of charge.
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND
The University Symphony Band, under the direction

of Larry Weed, will present a concert MSunday,
December 6 at 3 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. The
program will feature works of Meyerbeer, Mokaupt,
Barber, Jacobs, Dvorak, and Gould. The concert is

open to the public without charge.

A Good Morning
By DON GLICKSTEIN

Fine Arts Staff

What can I say about Dylan's latest album, New Morning?
Should I invoke the old cliches - "new direc-

tions". ..."innovative". ..."a pioneer"...." the new Dylan"....?

Should I dutifully note what the city papers have called Dylan's new
gospel-blues-jazz orientation and say that "If Dogs Run Free", with its

Mose Allison and Swingle Singers type interjections, is the best cut on
the album?
Of "Day of the Locusts ". will I write that it's about Dylan's honorary

degree at Princeton, and how he was glad to escape?
What conjectures ^nould I make about the enigmatic photograph on

the record jacket? Is Dylan content and happy, or does he aspire to

future moral conflict, genius, and trend-setting?

How does Dylan personify stereotypes of love and hate, birth and
death in his songs, as exemplified by "Father of Night" and "Three
Angels"?
Has Dylan lost his ability to "rhyme the tick of time, the edge of

pain, thewhatof sane", or has he demonstrated new ability with "New
Morning"?

Should I discuss Dylan and how Love has affected his life, and how
his forte is not necessarily protest songs, folk-rock, or country, but
simple sentimental Love plaints as "The Man in Me" and "If Not For
You"?
What can I say about Bob Dylan's New Morning that hasn't been

said'.'

I can only say that when you've stopped running, when you've come
down from your wordly drugs of power and friends, talk and dope,
when everything else just doesn't sound right, when the sun is

radiating warmth on a clear autumn day, and you want to be happy,
but you can only be sad and acknowledge that you are but a Man;
that's when you listen to Bob Dylan.

Poetry Afternoon Schedule
A poetry reading featuring

Rosellen Brown, a National
Council on the Arts Selection

award winner for 1970, and Donald
Junkins, director of the Master of

Fine Arts Program in English at

the University of Massachusetts,
will be held Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 4

p.m in Herter 321, on the

University campus.
Rosellen Brown will read from

her newly published award win-

ning volume, "Some Deaths in the

Delta." which she wrote after

three years working with the

civil rights movement in

Mississippi in the 1960s. Donald
Junkins will read from his new

book, "And Sandpipers She Said,"
which was published last month,
along with "Some Deaths in the
Delta," by The University of

Massachusetts Press.

Mr. Junkin's other poetry books
include: "The Sunfish and the
Partridge" (1965), the "Graves of

Scotland Parish'' (1969), and
"Walden, 100 Years After
Thoreau" (1969).

The University of Massachusetts
Press, the Master of Fine Arts
Program and the English
department will co-sponsor the
reading. A reception will follow

The program is open to the public
without charge

Men, Women Wanted
For UT Production
WANTED: 7 men and 9 women

willing to enter 17th century! Try-

outs lor William Wycherley's THE
COUNTRY WIFE - a 17th century

comedy of deception, affectation,

and hypocrisy - will be held on

Sunday afternoon, December 6, in

811-815 Campus Center of the

Student Union.

(Call backs as needed December
7, 8). Interested students may sign

up for an audition time at Miss

Bednerik's office, 405 Machmer.
Additional information concerning

the audition format is available

there. Since actors will need to

learn period movement, rehear-

sals will begin the week of in-

tercession, Monday, January 18th.

Production

:U,5,6.

dates are March
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Carnegie Report Urges

Educational Reform
(Andrew H. Malcolm Reprinted from the New York Times)

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recommended

yesterday a series of sweeping reforms that would liberalize the

traditional degree structure of American colleges and universities.

Included in the proposals, which were drawn up to give students

greater flexibility in designing their college careers, were recom-

mendations to reduce the period of undergraduate education from four

years to three years and to extend greatly the opportunities for education

throughout life after high school.

Also included were proposals to reduce both the large number of dif-

ferent degrees available and society's emphasis on certification of ability

through formal higher education.

Such reforms, the report said would provide "more effective

utilization'' bothof the time a person devotes to education and the limited

resources of financially hard-pressed schools.

The commission estimated that the reforms would reduce the forecast

student enrollment growth of three million by 1980 to two million, which

would save the schools a total of $5-billion in capital construction costs

during the nineteen-seventies.

The commission said the changes would also "be the most significant

undertaken since the modern system of higher education emerged from

the classical college beginning" a century ago."

It continued:
, , .__ . , .._. .

"Formal higher education would absorb less of the time of students and

less of the resources of society and it would, at the same time, serve

better both the interests of the students and the needs of society.

"We need more paths and more rates of progress to individual self-

fulfillment and to service to society."

•We should," the report concluded, "neither over-invest the time of

students nor the resources of society in higher education."

The special report, a 55-page document released by the commission in

Berkeley. Calif., yesterday, is the fifth in a continuing series of interim

reports issued pending completion of the commission's five-year study of

American higher education in June, 1972.

Earlier reports have dealt with Federal financing, equal opportunities,

community colleges and medical education. The next one-on Negro

colleges -is expected early next year.

Financial Outlook

Haunts Private Schools

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Meeting Weds , Dec. 9th at 7 p.m. in Radio

Rm of Engr. Lab Bldg Aution!

APPLE CORPS
Beer Blast, Light Show, Band tonight at 8

p.m in yyorcester Dininp Commons.

AS AC
Lecture "Armenia Through Slides" Sunday,

Dec 6th in Room 917 of 'he Campus Center at

7.30 p.m Pr ot Robert E Jones will be the

lecturer.

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLET COMMITTEE
Meeting Monday, Dec. 7th at 7 p.m. in C.C.

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving Whitmore 1245 Sat. tor the

State School

CLASS OF 74

Freshman Class Exec. Council applicants

and others interested should attend a meeting

Wed.. Dec 9th , at 7:30 in Rm 174 176 in the

C.C

FREE UNIVERSITY
Surrealist Learning Center &

Energy Emotion pool. Have you any hot stuff

to share Grapevine 5 0066

HILLEL
Sabbath Eve Dinner on Friday night, Dec.

18th Make reservations now.

Services tonight at 7 30 p.m. at Hillel.

Brunch Sun. at 11 a.m. in Commonwealth.
Speaker will be Samel Kenner Topic. A
Prognosis of the Jewish Silent Majority

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. ^AP) - A
Harvard University committee
reported Thursday that "the entire

private university system in the
United States is in grave financial

trouble ".

"The outlook for the next few

years is bleak, " added the report of

the 14 month old University
Committee on Governance. "The
long term prospect, though less

certain, is also bleak."

The comments were part of a

report. "Harvard and Money: A
Memorandum on Issues and
Choices", which discussed how the

university should employ its $1

billion endowment and other

financial resources.

No recommendations were made
by the committee, headed by Dean
John T. Dunlnp of the School of

Arts and Sciences. A spokesman
tor the university said the report

was intended to raise questions,

not give answers."
The report said university ex-

penses have risen six fold in the

past 20 years and are expected to

rise at a rate of 7.5 per cent per

student per year into the

foreseeable future.

The committee pointed out that

currently each school at Harvard
law, business, education, etc. is

self supporting. If one school earns

a surplus, that money may not be

used to help a school that is run-

ning a deficit.

Without recommending cen-

tralized control over allocation of

funds, the report said "never-

theless one can make a powerful

case for a more centralized

process of decision."

The report raised the question,

"Should any part of Harvard's $1

billion portfolio be invested in

socially beneficial activities that

do not offer a financially attractive

combination of yield, growth and
risk

1?"

The question was not answered,
except indirectly through statistics

showing the steep increase of

operating expenses expected in

the future.

The report added, however, that

"the university's obligations as a
corporate citizen are not fully

discharged by working toward
excellence in its primary mission."

Harvard has a corporate
responsibility to take into account
other facets of its economic and
social impact on its neighborhood
and community," the report said.

Suggestions have been made by
some students, faculty and other

persons that Harvard should use
its endowment to support "socially

beneficial" enterprises such as day
care centers or minority small
business venture capital firms.

About one third of Harvard's
endowment is invested in bonds
and about two thirds is in blue chip
common stocks such as IBM $47

million, and Gulf Oil Corp. $15

million.

The report of the 35 member
committee goes next to the Har-
vard Board of Overseers. Mean-
while, it is being circulated in the

university community "in the hope
that it will stimulate wide spread
discussion," according to com-
mittee chairman Dunlop.

Notices
SKI PATROL
All members must attend the mandatory

Hill course. Sun., in Rm 170 of C.C at 9 a.m.

All those who missed the Advanced First Aid

Course test contact Bob Duffielo at S46 7073.

SOCIOLOGY 104

Soc. 104 make up exam for 3rd exam Fri.,

Dec. 4th at 2:30 p.m. in Mahar Aud.

SPANISH CLUB
Come to the second great Spanish sing along

tonight in Emerson date lounge at 7 p m. All

welcome.

LOST
l have lost a notebook with I years worth of

writing and part of a novel I havebeen working
on in it. Black & white Nameon tront in green

Dana Webster Contact Estelle Kapkin, 33

Phillips St.

Gail P. Fleming, '69 of Johnson & Wales to

Richard Mongeau, '71 of Lambda Chi Alpha
Marjorie Baldwin, '72 of Wheeler to John

Mullen, '73 of Puffton Village.

Marcia Parks, '73 of '^zrr.rr.s Sigma Sigma
to John Shostak, of Maynard, Mass
Paula Keene, 74 of Coolidge to Steve Wyeth,

'73 of John Adams
Linda Seikunas '71 of 56 East Leverett Rd .,

Amherst to Joe Ausikaitis ''7i f 290 Puffton
Village.

ORGANIZATION OF ARAB STUDENTS
Mrs DuBois will speak informally on the

Palestinian & African Liberation Movements
today at 2:30 p m. in the Colonial Lounge
African 8, Arab Students are urged to attend.

No imlur maj exceed lwi-nl> live mtHk

Deadline lor notices is MKl I'M on the
preceding da>

Pinainga and cngagemcii wdi appear on
Fridays

FOUND
Glasses left in my car Monday night. Call There is a one da I maximum for all notices

Karen 584 3062

Slide rule Describes, claim Call 323 6968

after 6

PINNINGS
Cindy Nelson, '73 of Coolidge U to Mike

McMahon, 73 Of PSK
Pennie Hamilton, '73 of Coolidge to John

Coleman, 74 of Providence College, R.I.

Pauline Lee of Toronto, Ontario to Paddy
Keenan, '73 of UMass
Doreen McDonnell, 71 of Springfield to

Douglas Robar, 72 of UMass
Jean O'Hara, '72of UConn to Bob Boisselle,

72 Of JFK

HILLS SOUTH
Another Hills

welcome.

Bash Friday night All

NEWMAN CLUB
See "Wait Until Dark", tonight in SU

Ballroom at 7 19 pm Be sure not to go a lone.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography Club meets at 7 30 p.m Sun

day, Dec 6th in Room 165 of C C See Award
winning movie; camera collection

PRE LAW
The pre law adviser will be available to see

students Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday
mornings from 9 12 a.m.

ENGAGEMENTS

Susan Frederick. '72 of Johnson jHouse to

James Andrus, 72 of Umv of Pittsburgh.

Maureen O'Brien, 71 of Dwight House to

Brian Emond, 74 Quabbin Village Apts
Ann Trinosky, 71 of Albuquerque, N M. to

David Sarrette, 73 of Grayson House.
Donna Cooper, 70 of New England

Deaconess Hospital to Larry Ditch, 71 of John
Adams
Karen Ohler, 71 of Douglas College to

Richard Lavigne, 72 of John Adams
Debbie A/torse, 73 of Washington to Paul

Durland, 71 of Hadley

Any student who wants
to change residence halls

for next semester should
leave his/her name with
the Head of Residence of

the desired dormitory by
December 13. Persons
will be accepted from
these waiting lists as
vacancies occur.

THE WORLD GROWS

MORE THAN ENOUGH FOOD
HIT SOT ALWAYS IN THE R1CHT PLA CES

It vou have a degree jr experience in agriculture

you can help people grow the fooci thev need in th<

PEACE CORPS in:

Brazil, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, India, Panar
Peru, Nepal, Chad, Niger, Dahomey, Sierra Leone,

Swaziland, Afghanistan, Micronesia. Ethiopia,

Upper Volta, Korea, Philippines. Bolivia, Colombia
Guyana. Iran. Kenya, Botswana. Morocco, Chile,

Thailand, Malaysia, Tonga, Senegal, Jamaica,

Venezuela.

For information on programs beginning thi< summi
set- the PEACE CORPS liaison on campus or:

CONTACT: Peace Corps (617)223-7366

408 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT

Brunch (11-2 p.m.)

Hot Apple Dumplings
Waffles with Butter & Syrup
Chicken a la King
and more

Desserts are a la carte

Club Bar open 1-10 p.m

FEATURES SUNDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Don't forget - Dinner is served from 5:30 - 8:30

Every Friday ond Saturday night.

Buffet (4-7) p.m )

Steamship Roast of Beef
(carved on the buffet)

Swedish Meatballs
Assorted Cheeses
and more

Special prices for children

sPOflts ShorT*Es
LOS ANGELES i AP)-Basebal.

honored its best at a plush
Academy Awards type dinner last

night as the annual winter
meetings turned toward their
conclusion

Honored were the Player of the

Year, Pitcher of the Year, top

defensive player. Manager of the

year and the player who best

tvpifies the came on and off the

held.

The nominees for Player of the

Year were catcher Johnny Bench
of Cincinnati and first baseman
Boog Powell of Baltimore, the

most valuable players in the

National am; American leagues.

Pitcher of the Year candidates
were the lv.o Cy Young Award
winners. Boo Gibson of St. Louis

and Jim Perry of Minnesota.

Also honored were 1 ed Williams.

George Sisior and Bill Terry,

oaseball s on)) living 400 hitters.

ana Man MuataL Han* Aaron and
Willie Mays, the game s only living

3 000 nitme-

special awards ulso went to

anaru i»> Japan's Player of

th- Year jug I >ru Shoriki,

president oi Gianis

In other development! yester-

da\ \mere a:, League I mpire

AP
Emmett Ashford, 56, announced
his retirement and the New York
Yankees and Chicago White Sox
completed a minor league trade.

In other developments yester-
day, American League Umpire
Emmett Ashford, 56, announced
his retirement and the New York
Yankees and Chicago White Sox
completed a minor league trade.

In the Yankee-White Sox trade,
outfielder Bill Robinson moved
from New York's AAA affiliate at

Syracuse to Tucson, Ariz., of the
Pacific Coast League for left-

handed pitcher Barry Moore.
Robinson batted .25K with 13

homers and 43 RBI for Syracuse
last season while Moore, a five

year major league veteran, was 3-9

with a 5.30 ERA for Cleveland and
Chicago.

» • » * •

BOSTON (AP»—Linebacker Jim
Chevunski of the Boston Patriots
was recuperating at St Elizabeth s

Hospital Thursday after un-
dergoing surgery Wednesday to

repair torn ligaments in his right

knee
Dr Joseph Dorgan. who per

formed the operation, said the knee
would be in a cast for six weeks and
tha; after that he expected
"progressive convalescence

"

Sports Notices
INTRAMl i. - •ton for

the co-recr tional swimming
meet trill i iccepted up to

Monday. De Thi> meet is open
to all members o the UMass
communit?

TOURNAMEN1 TICKET-
S—Basketball tickets for the

.snnngfield Hali o Fame Tour-

nament to >n Dec. 28. 29

and 90 an. in whi I the UMast
basketball I compete, will

be put on sale sometime in the

middle oi next week it the Boyden
ticket office room ISS

only tickets tor Dec 28 I the first

round of the tourne\ • will be sold.

* » • • •

uour wordw

BO
ook ot it-

cD new
Penouinw

Loo- •
' ul • ".ding new Penguins — just

.our campus bookstc

PROTEST AND DISCONTENT.
A colli ••'."! of ess;.

i. and jaoan 1

1

INTRODUCING SOCIOLOGY. ; d fed '
A

text i:
" format. A team of distinguished experts

•

il ideas and practice in a style refreshingly

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF SOCIALIST VERSE. Edited and with

, Alan Bold. Walt Whitman Arthur Rimt>

Langston Hughes, and Bob O) ^ more than 1 30

poets in this collection Si

ON THE MARBLE CLIFFS, i " ""• on ' / George

Stcmer First *J in Germany in 1939 Pkaesque

novel -a modern classic -can be read M a horrifying para!

of the rise and fall of Nazism $1 .25

CANADIAN WRITING TODAY. Edded by Mordccai Richlvr 32 45

BRITISH POETRY SINCE 1945. Edited by Edward Lucie-Smith.

$1 95

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
7II0 Ambassador Rd Baltimore. Md 2I207

These ticke;s will be good tor me
St. Michael s vs. Springfield game
at 7pm All tickets are reserved
ones and will go for two prices. S2

and $3.

All student here at UMass are

urged to purchase their tickets in

advance there will be 500 tickets

available at the ticket office next

week. Those who do buy their

ducats in aavance will receive ire.

admission into the Basketball Hal!

ol lame, a most beautiful ex

position nome in Springfield. This

tree admission will oniy oe good
through Jan. 1. 1971.

Footballers Chose Co-Captains,

Offensive, Defensive Stars Named
Co-captain John Hulecki

Co-captain Dennis Keating

The UMass football team has
elected its co-captains for the 1971

season and they are defensive

halfback Dennis Keating and of-

fensive tight end John huiecki.

Also selected on the Redman
football team were its top defen-

sive piayer of tnis past year and its

top offensive player ol '69. The
detensive player was Dennis
Collins, who won four Varsity M
Club awards as defensive player of

the week on those occasions. The
offensive player was Bob Pena.
who won three Varsity M Club
awards for his offensive work
Each received his last citation for

his outstanding job against Boston
College in the season-ending game.
Collins is a linebacker. Pena a

guard

Dennis Collin 1-

Bob Pena

COURSE EVALUATION

FORMS WILL BE

AVAILABLE
in room: 418C STUDENT UNION

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9, 1970

All professors have been offered this form. It must be given

before the last day of classes. Check with your professor to

find out when it will be given. If you find out that he

is not going to have the course evaluated and you feel it ought

to be, you can come to the office and pick up the forms and

administer the evaluation. ANY student is eligible to ad-

minister the evaluation.

In case any professor DID NOT receive a request form

for the evaluation, cut out the form below and send it to:

COURSE EVALUATION

Student Senate, Campus Center

Vour Name

Department

Course Title

Course Number Section Number

Number of student in course

Name of Student who will pick up forms

Student Number
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sP0/?ts ShorT'Es
AP

CLEVELAND, Ohio
(AP)—Leroy Kelly-10 carries, zero

yards gained.

That statistic tells a lot of the

story behind Cleveland's 28-9 loss

last Sunday to the Pittsburgh

Steelers.

It tells even more about why the

proud Browns, holders of the best

record in the history of the

National Football League, are

struggling through their worst

season in nearly a decade with a

dismal 5-6 record.

"My problem has been mainly

injuries," said Kelly, 28, who has

been heralded as one of the NFL's
all-time great running backs and

who for three straight seasons ran

for more than 1,000 yards.

He has been bothered this season

with sprains of both ankles and

strained hamstring and Achilles

tendon.

NEW YORK (AP)—Jim
Plunkett received the Hisman
Trophy Thursday and announced

he had one more goal as a college

player-to lead Stanford to a Rose
Bowl victory over Ohio State.

The 6 foot 3, 204 pound quar-

terback became the 36th player to

receive the trophy, inscribed "to

the year's outstanding college

football player," at New York's

Downtown Athletic Club, which
annually presents the award in

memory of its late athletic

director, John Heisman.
Plunkett, who remained in

school for another year though he

was eligible to play pro football

this season because his original

class has graduated, said, "This

helps make waiting that extra year

worthwhile, and a victory in the

Rose Bowl game would make it all

perfect."

John Ott, president of the

Downtown Athletic Club,

estimated that winning the

Heisman Trophy should be worth

"at least $100,000" to Plunkett
m i

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

n t

GETTING DIZZY Captain Linda Scikunas of the Girl's Gymnastics team is shown at practice. The
first Girl's Gymnastics meet will be held tomorrow at 7 p.m. at Boyden Gym.

Girls' Gymnastics Begins Tomorrow
SATURDAY, DEC. 5th - HERTER 227 7:30 P.M.

"AN EXPERIENCE IN REVOLUTIONARY

AESTHETICS...THE AMERICAN UNDERGROUND

FILM"

An outstanding group of Avant-Garde films.
Limited to 300 attendance!

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9th - BOVVKER 8:00 P.M.

LA SALLE STRING QUARTET
Deutsche Grammophon recording artists performing works

by Puree!!. Webern.. Berg and Penderecki!

FRIDAY - SAT., DEC. 11-12 - BOWKER 8:00 P.M

DAVE VAN RONK
iebrated Greenwich Village folk singer and recording

artist.

Tickets: $1.00 . $3.00. Fine Arts Council Box Office,

125 Herter Hall. Telephone 545-0202

The first meet of the Girl's
Gymnastic Team will be held
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Boyden
Auxiliary Gymnasium.
This will be the first collegiate

competition for two outstanding
freshmen, Anne Burmeister from
New Jersey and Margie Combs
from Colorado. Other top of the

team members include captain
Linda Seikunas, Laurel Milch,

Barbara Holt, Marina Rodriquez,
Lynne Lamarche and Sue White.
Miss Combs and Miss Bur-

meister were chosen to compete in

an international dual meet against
Canada over Thanksgiving
vacation. Miss Combs tied for first

in vaulting and took 6th place
honors in all-around. Miss Bur-
meister came in fourth in floor

exercise and balance beam.
For the first time, girls gym-

nastic meets are charging ad-

mission. A student must have his

student identification card or be
prepared to pay $1.00

HORIZED DEALER

SALES
• SERVICE

• PARTS
COMPUTE BODY SHOP

246 KING ST. (RTE5) NORTHAMPTON
Your Authorized Dealer

584-8620 Open 9-9 — Sot. 9-5

1969 FORD GALAX IE block 16
1968 PONTIAC LEMANS white 15
1968 DODGE CORONET WAGON 10
1968 MUSTANG 6 cyl. turq. 12
1967 FORD SQUIRE WAGON 14
1967 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 10
1966 FORD T-BIRD blue 8
1966 CHEVY PANEL TRUCK 8
1966 MERCURY COMET green 5

1964 BUICK LESABRE red 6
1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 6
1965 DODGE CONV. black 5

1964 FORD FALCON CONV. 5
196J MERCURY COMET red 5

1962 CHEVY BELAIR black 1

1962 CHEVY IMPALA brown 1:

1966 OPEL KADETTE parts car 1

1966 MGB ROADSTER white 10

Scrimmage For Gymnasts
The UMass gymnastics team

will hold an intrasquad meet in the

Boyden Auxiliary Gym this Sunday
at 2 p.m. This meet will culminate
months of pre-season practice as
the Redmen prepare for what
hopefully will be their most suc-

cessful season ever. Spectators
will be welcome.

In their first dual meet of the

regular season, the Redmen will be

hosted by Southern Connecticut

State College on Saturday, Dec. 12.

WRESTLING OPENS-The
UMass wrestling team opens its

season tomorrow at 3 p.m. The
Redman grapplers are coming

off an impressive 16-4 campaign
of a year ago Full details are
provided on page 24.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

I'lunerr, Tcuc, Oarnird, Pfc, .Win .

1 IfehCVj TDK, MMCttt Hiiil open red
.t.indurd radio, Hall speaker-.

II'-, H Ira i k> uinl oilier llcccv>ilic».

vnili«r>i .\ ho. it r:-':

;

>ki» — f•tittle beginner net |"|5,

skate-., new men's 11, $8; clarlm-i,

Hiiti<iue wwkw machine, milk can.
hairdryer, •hOTW, elec knife. three
rn liuim; bu> seat-.. Mt-SS71. tU:-~

1 ur tout* for sale, old coal* in

food cond. $15 - |W. CaU 6-85.'7 M-
ti moons and evenings until 10. ,'.'11

loolidge. tfl.'-f

Maudel V.A. 4 columns with four
1

.'" speakers each. One monitor
w/two Utw ^'UO-wal RMS four chan-
nels « i reverb, SI000 new, sell for

S«95. Call Bernie 527-4192 or 627-

!W40. tfl-'-tt

r001>LJ:> — adorable AKt rrr

Toy Poodle Puppies for sale. Ideal
Kills for now or Christmas, (all
.'33-7157. ttVt-4

'.' Hetlrooms in Itolllne Oreen avnll-
able as of Jan. 1. Male or femaleM .">• complete per month. 25fl-fi21>7

ttVi-i

1 bedroom apt. $130 per month
includiiiK utiltitic* lc* than ? miles
from campus. Immediate occupani !|

( all 3l!i-ii;tx; ,ir see Town and Coun-
Realty. tfli-i

SERVICES

HAIRCUTS
Haircuts — trims — male and fe-

male — exclusive on frizzy hair this

"k low rates, refs. avail. CaU Sue
b-»'J04. 1(12-4

FOR SALE— AUTOS
«7 Opel Kadette Bally Sport, e\

eellent mechanical condition >e--,u

body work. Asking $573. (all Kick
MfcVMM. tfl'.* *

~~J!Hi3 Buick Special, 4 dr. sedan,
excellent mileage, good running con-
dition, S good tires, recent tune-up,
$100 or best offer, (all Jeff 51o-t>ll<.

UT2-4

1063 Triumph TK--I, new top, muf-
fler, and battery, engine in good con-
dition. White with black top. Call
253-7116. tflg-4

I960 Dodge Dart Swinger 340, 4-

speed, new tires, 4-8 track tape,
low miles, $400 and take over pay-
ments. 6-7625. Ask for Paul.

tf!2-4

'<>! Ford Fairlane, automatic, eooiI

condition $350. Call Patty 253-9367.

tfl'2-8

60 VW, dependable. 549-0417 be-
tween « - 8 p.m. tfl2-4

Ainlier-t Aii.lm services stereo com-
ponents, lape ilei ks lor home or tar.
Itl .Nci. I'leasant >t. fit tITJ

tll.'-.M

(ireat idea for presenis; 8x10 pho-
tographs, any sulijeii, 1 day ser\iee.
only one dollar, ,>\7 N (<! (all
Hurry TilO-ln' j a, |

S«prr slinky Guitar >|riiiKs, I»ar-
«o. K\-lite, etc. (.uitars: U*| ami (i,

nylon and steel, (all our man, (.cue
Mason. (MaVMM) for details anil
siriiiK- etc. ]>.|

Knjoy wiur mentions, your week-
ends, your week niichts. Ill t>|H -

and/or revise anylliinc written for
>mi Theses too I'rofessional ser\-
iee Seasonable prices 584-6817

tfi2-:.i

Computer Science tudorlng and
programming for students and staff,
(all Al 9 - 11 a.m. 266-6238. tfl'2-4

WANTED
Female models for experimental

film — pays well. Call Peter 649-
686SV tf!2-4

Earn $2, male subjects needed for
psychology exper. App. 1 hr. See
Nancy, Bart. 71. tfl2-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
\r,- you looking for a male room-

mate for second semester, off-ramp-
us? Call Iter at r> 16-7 181 tflM

1" roommate wantei] to share Co-
lonial Villace apt. ne\f MM. Ovwi
Ipeilrnnm. ,,o. .'.Vi-7*; I

.

tfi: x

One or two rooimiiates need im-
mediately three beilrm apt at Pult-
i"ii (all Rick or Lee 519-6J81

tflf I

One female roommate wanted —
start .Inn. I, Puffton Village. Call
t.inny MMtM tfl'2-l

APARTMENT WANTED
Three cirls desire two - three bed-

room apartment in Amherst nrea
• all 516-8969 or 316-8971. tflJ-8

FOUND
I IM M): \ rust colored Cocker

s l>Hiiiel, 6 inns, to 1 yr., has brown
• dlar. l'lease claim by calling 545-

12 I
I

VACATION
I heard you want to go to Bermu-

da. Well, I'll see what I can do for
you. Trips from $180 to $269. For
free Info call Jim Shane 649-6629 or
visit 346 Puffton V1U. Get roar trip
"•w - 1«-«-4-7-9-14-W

FOR RENT
Furnished room, kitchen privileges,

!>',. miles from FMass. See as after-
noons or eves, 119 Bay Kd . Hadley.

tfl'2-4

Apt. for rent — one bedroom, ful-
ly furnished, utilities Included, IS
minutes from campus, available Jan.
1, until end of semester. Call 646-
7775 tfl 2-4

I Women: live-in infant rare,
sewing, etc., Immediate; 12 hrs.
per week. Each schedule to be ar-
ranged; provide apt. -like accommo-
dation In return, no board. 649-1112.
2 ml. from Campus. 12-t

SO 4* — unfurnished apt. near
T Mass needed by 8 female grad
students by Jan. 1, Good references
2M-710.. tfl 2-8

Apt. wanted near Belchertown for
next semester. Call Jan 649-6746.

tflZ-4

One female roommate — private
bedroom country apartment — South
Amherst starting January 1 - one
month's rent required In advance -

it's a nice place. Call 256-6718.

tf!2-4

I desperate girls must get off
campus next semester. We need a 1
bedroom apt. near campus. Please
call either 516-9909 or 546-6,174. If
you can help us. We cannot hack
the dorm much longer. tf!2-7

WANTED TO BUY
Bike 86" English, 3 speed, (all

Steve at 323-7018 after 6 p.m. tf!2-8

New Sugorieoff Apft.
IN SUNDERLAND, 8 bedroom*,
carpeting, self-cleaning stove,
frootfree refrigerator, air condi-
tioning, utiUUes Included, $1*3
mo. Lease until August 31st, or
longer. Skibiskl Realtors, Rte.
tors,, Rte 116, Sunderland. Tel.

***»• tfnt-4

EMPLOYMENT

.looking for part-time work.
Weekends and Holidays
Experienced preferred.

Apply: Mr. Adrian Labonte
OTIS RIDGE SKI LODGE

Otis, Mass.
•r call for appt. 869-4446

tfl?-<

Puckmen Face Toughies UPenn & Vermont In Next Two Days
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Just how far the heralded UMass
hockey juggernaut is going this

season may be answered by the
end of this weekend as Coach Jack
Cajiniffs sextet faces hockey
power-houses University of

Pennsylvania and Vermont. The
Penn tilt starts at 4 p.m. this af-

ternoon at Orr Rink and the contest

against UVM gets underway at 8

p.m. Saturday night.

UPenn comes into this game
with an 0-2 record; included in the

record is a 4-2 loss to UVM and an

upset 6-5 defeat at the hands of

Northeastern in which the NU
goalie made an incredible total of

64 saves.

According to Canniff, the Penn
squad is a predominantly
Canadian outfit with three good

lines. The line of Tim Cutter

Banquet Honors Champion Harriers
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

The UMass cross country season
officially came to an end last

evening at the annual harrier

banquet held in the Campus
Center. Coach Ken O'Brien MC'd
the affair which saw Ron Wayne,
Tom Jasmin, Tom Swain, and the

wrong way frosh walk away with
all the awards.
Wayne received the Llewelyn

Derby Award which annually goes
to the most valuable Redman
runner. O'Brien cited Wayne's
achievements during this past

season and pointed out that
Wayne's performances were
usually taken for granted by the

team. O'Brien went on to say that

it was always encouraging for the

team to be going into a race
knowing that Wayne would give

them the number one finisher in

the meet.

Jasmin and Swain were voted by
the members of the team to be the

co-captains for next year's UMass
squad. Both sophomores, they
added the depth in the front

positions that helped carry the

Redmen to the UanCon title and a

>nd place in the New Knglands.

sHOOT \OlK OWN ELEPHANT
with camera, record the spectacle
mill thrill- of >our 10-ueck profen-

iliiaaMl led exploration of 11 Alri

in countries Khino, l.eopurd and
I i, in l>e-iTi Itcdoiiin and < onuo
PtglMjr, Join '.'5 other >oune men
.mil « omen depariing New York to

London bj \( 10 I8lh April 1971

IMlier departures October 1971

S.'.H.VI incln-iNe Write for lirui lliir. :

>l VII TKANs- VI KICA EUFAM*
mi Abbey House, '.' Victoria IM .

I oniliiii > W I, Kucland

FREEDOM! See England in peace
for only 1529. A full 30 days of

INDEPENDENT bicycle camping
ncludes air fare, bicycle, & camp-

pment. Bicv cle-Campers

national, P. O. Box 13927.

Sta.. Gainesville. Fla. 32601

2x3 ft. Poster (black & white)

Send any black

& white or color

photo up to 8x10"
(no negatives
please) to:

RONALD JAYE Poster Service

P.O. Box 43
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Enclose cash, check or money
order (no C.O.D.'s) in the amount

of $3.50 for each blow-up.

Original material returned un-

damaged.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 30

days for delivery. Add 450 for

postage & handling.

NAME.

ADDRESS-

CITY

The wrong way frosh were the

recipients of the Corner Award
given annually to a member or

members of the team who
displayed some act that deserved
the title of "Gomer." Up to the

New Englands the race for the

award was close, but Doug
U'Connell, Rich Sevigny, and Joe
Frontierro, left all opposition
behind with their electrifying feat

of taking a wrong turn at the New
Englands only a tenth of a mile
from the finish.

Jim Mulcahy, the president of

the Varsity M club, was introduced

to the runners by coach O'Brien
and proceeded to describe the

Varsity M and its functions.

Mulcahy concluded by presenting

Varsity M certificates of ex-

cellence in cross country to seniors

Dick Bell, Leo Duart, Dave Eiben,

Joel Fox, Larry Paulson, and

Wayne.
The program concluded with a

series of slides on the past season

taken and shown by Chris

Chambers, who will be running for

the harriers next fall.

HARRIER HIGHLIGHTS -

Wayne competed in the Nationals

last week and finished 48th in the

nation with a time of 29:21. In so

doing, he beat 11 out of 16 runners

who had defeated him at the

IC4A's^

FROSH WIN—The UMass
freshmen hoop team captured

its second victory of the season

last night at Dartmouth. 64-52,

centering Tom Davis at left-wing

and Sam Gellard at right-wing

accounted for 151 points last season

with 57 goals and 94 assists.

The Quakers also boast a

sophomore winger, Bill Mac-
Donnell from Downsview, Ontario,
who was the number one Junior A
draft pick out of Junior B last year,
and an excellent defenseman, Pete
McNamee from So. Witby, On-
tario.

The Catamounts of UVM come
into Saturday's encounter with a 2-

1 slate, having beaten Penn 4-2 and
Norwich 7-5 and having been

routed by Providence 11-2.

Vermont has "one of the top-

flight goalies in the division" in

senior Dave Reece. Senior for-

ward George Minarsky and
sophomore forward Pat Wright are

also standouts on the talent-laden

unit.

The Redman coach noted that

Vermont tries to play a close-

checking, defensive-type game and

relies heavily on goalie Reece.

Bemoaning the fact that the

Lowell Tech affair didn't show him
much, Canniff does not know what
to expect from his squad this

weekend. Noting that UPenn is in

the tough E.C.A.C. Division I

conference and that UVM is the

defending Division II champ, he
rates his team as underdogs in both

encounters, and feels that good
forechecking and aggressiveness

are needed to score upset victories.

Canniff will go with the same line-

up Friday with P.J. Flaherty in

goal.

In a prelim to the varsity tilt

Saturday night, the UMass fresh-

man sextet will face a highly-

touted B.C. squad with face-off at

6:15.

Starting in goal for the Little

Redmen will be Chick Rheault who
was the all E-Mass Tournament
goalie in 1968, and whose style

Canniff compared to that of Ken
Dryden former Cornell great.

.STATE. -ZIP-
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
>By SYDNEY OMARR t£(-

The Capricorn youngster often leads
a secret life. Outwiirdb quiet, this

child has dreams of future conquests
There is plenty of ainhition, hut it

iloeesn't al«u>s show. The little Capri-
corn hoy or girl possesses a. quiet dir-

nit> which often flaliliertasts adults.

V sincere, mature approach is losi

way to reach the Capricorn child

aiuks fltarek Ji - April 19): .w
cent on how you relate to group Be
tiMty. Co-opi'iale In charitalile pro

Jecta. A minor .sacrifice now could )• -

salt in future gain, ltealize thin gad
respond accordingly.

TAURVfl (April M - May 10)1 Ae-
iiiit on completion of major
Friends pitch in; you are gratified
with results. Show appreciation. Old-
er individual helped In unobtr
manner. Realize this and reciprocate

QKMIK1 (May 21 - June 2n) : I

ambitions ran be fulfilled. Co-operate
with Taurus individual. Stress round-
ed view, ability to perceive future
trends. Enlarge scope of activities

See beyond the Immediate,
CANCER (June 1\ - July 'J'J): Good

lunar aspect highlights journeys, pub-
lislilngs, ability to express fur-reach-
iiiK views. Be the opposite of pettv
Many now are drawn to you. Take ad-
vantage of forward push.
I.EO duly 21 - Aug. 12)1 Delve

deep for needed Information. Reln-
'inns with opposite sex are intensl-
!i.-d. Emotions fly high; nothing is

apt to be halfway. Picned agreement
fonld bring profit.

VIRCiO (AttsT. S3 - Sept. B)l Y.m
liave options. Choose course which re-

unites you with one who aided in past.
l.iKlit touch is favored. Steer clear
..f heavy-h.inded procedures. Pl.-iv

waiting game.

I.IHRA laapt, KS- - Oct. I-'):

Health requirements are stressed.

Avoid excess fatigue. Work quietlv

within rules. One who advocates weird
scheme la trying to be sensat
Maintain tteadjr, sensible pace.
POOR: O (Oct. S3 - Nov. 21): Fa-

vorable '".nar aspect emphasize? crea-

tive endeavors, constructive expression

of emot oils. You get what you need

Know this and be positive, confident
V.ung person helps cause.
SAGITTARIUS iXov. 22 - Dec. 2H

:

What w.i^ eontoalM area bec.mies di-
Route Is obvious; now take

definite steps to complete mission.
Accent an home, security. Oon't risk

somathlllC of value tor nothing.
CAPRICORN <!>eo. 23 - Jan. 10);

Dialogue with relatives appears to at

n necessity. Don't fool yourself into

i.elieving you can duck unpleasant s ; -

'iiation. The sooner you face fncti.

the greater the benefits.

AQUARIFS (.Jan. 2" - Feb. 18):
Money, personal possessions are em-
phasized. Protect assets. Financial
manuever, counseled by one with ex-

perience. Is favored Realize tl -

and plan moves accordingly.
PMCRfl (Feb. 1!) - March 20) Cv-

cle has moved up; circumstances now
favor your personal efforts. Your per-
sonality takes on new appeal. Mem-
bers of opposite sex are drawn *o
you. Trust Judgment, Intuition.

IF TODAY TR YOCR B1RTHDAV
vou are n dependable, loyal Individtinl
You have undergone somewhat of n
crisis in domestic area. Now you will
find out where you stand — and how
to best bring harmony to family cir-
cle.

Cnpyrlc-M 1T,v> r;., n r»i Cor;'

PEANUTS
0O"rl5NJi>Yiv3i/rx'c ^

A oftEAT DANCcR Wu)

ABxX'T^TDPPlNrJFJRA

LITTLE REST AND SUME
CXO POUCH 7

Cm sure j.ac vou came u)ith me...

i've never hap 50 much fl/n in all

mf life... i don't think anything
COULD #0IL THIS EVENINJ FOR ME...

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Competent

5 Snare

9 Flap

12 Entrance

13 Evaluate

14 Poem
lb Three-toed

sloth

16 Anon
18 Transgress
20 Compass

point

22 Fabulous birds

24 Obstructs
27 Walk
>9 Liquid

measure
31 Illuminated

32 Weird
34 Expires

36 Compass point

37 Dugout for

troops

39 Pretentious

home
41 Preposition

42 Irishman
44 Dinner course

M Carry with

effort

4; Act
49 Planet

so Brother of

Jacob
52 Arrow
54 Teutonic deity

55 Prefu; before

57 Couple
59 Maiden loved

by Zeus
61 Mature
63 Interjection

65 Declare
67 Genus of

cattle

b8 Spreads for

drying
69 Manufactured

DOWN

1 Girl's name
2 Noisy

3 Behold!

4 Bitter vetch

5 March
6 Offensive

7 Near
8 Footlike part

9 Pertaining to

pitch

10 Paid notice

11 Exist

17 Conjunction
19 Cyprinoid

fish

21 Existed

23 Cut
25 Went awry
26 Spirited

horses

27 Colonize

28 Sharp sound
30 Afternoon

parties

33 Plant modified
by abnormal
environment

35 Bridge term

l nswe to Yesti ird ay s Puzzle

ER S O o T E
A? L 1

SET
ep N E L P R4O
l|e aIsie l>Ma L|L I EjD
Ir!o:d|5 p LI T
s L E F O E| M E 5 T
p A D

___
» E 5 T 5

A T lR e P IFJO rHr.a
T 1 R E O iMGlA A R
s NJ A P W\e ; rB[a S P|S

_ E A s Ejl HI S
s
A

H
I

E J_ L s s A
R
E

R^ E

EIAM P El E

D
1

L E E s N 1 S A'D

38

40
43
46

48

51

Pay attention

Wings

Jumped
Stares
open-mouthed

Apothecary's
weight (pi.)

Chaldean city

53
56
58
60
61
62
64
66

Note of scale

Dine
Male sheep
Native metal
Hebrew month
Proceed
Pronoun
A state

(abbr )

1 2 3 4
. . .

5 6 7 8
'.-.'.
, .

.

9 10 1 |

12 :::-i3
. . .

::•:; i4

15 .•'.•: it

,""'"

17
. . .

18 19 * . .*

•:•:: ?( 21 :•:: 22

,.
23 ... ^4

.-..'
25 26

27 28 :•::• 29 30 :
;

:
:

:
:

3i

32 33 34 35
- - «

36

37 38 39 40

41
v

.
v

.
v

. 4'

M J

43 : • • 44

45 46 47 48 .*.".' 49

50 51 52 53 54
'.''.

$ Wi
55 56 57 58 ::':- 59 60

61 62 63 64 .-.'. 65 66

67 68

::\

69

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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Barr Promises Improvement As Wrestlers Open Year
By BOB GANLEY

Staff Reporter

"We'll be better than last year". This was the prediction of UMass wrestling coach Homer Barr as he

assessed his team's chances in the upcoming campaign which opens tomorrow afternoon at home
against Tufts. The freshmen have a meet at 1 : 45 and the varsity will follow at about 3:30.

Normally this kind of prediction

would seem to be the usual op-

timism expressed by a coach to

stimulate interest in the team, but

considering the wrestlers are
coming off a 16-4 record, best in

UMass history, and also that a
grand total of zero members have
graduated, it appears that the

wrestlers will add their con-

tribution to what could be the most
successful winter in UMass sports

history.

Barr has the enviable task of

trying to use twenty top notch

wrestlers in only ten weight classes

and the result has prompted some
very stiff competition and some
unexpected upsets.

The Redmen boast two New
England champions on this years'

squad and five other place winners

from last years tournament, but

only three will start for the team
tomorrow. Sheldon Goldberg, who
won the title at 134 last year, will

open the season for the Redmen at

142. Dave Reynolds finished second

in the 126 division and will be out to

improve on that mark this season.

Clay Jester finished third in the 142

lb. class, but has moved up to 150

for the season's opener.

Defending N.E. champ Tom
Young will be watching from the

sidelines after being knocked off by
Kent Mignocci in the wrestle-offs

this week. Jim Godkin and George
Zguris will also have to be spec-

tators because neither has reached
his best weight class as of yet.

The only other holdovers from
last year's record-breaking squad
who will be starting are Tom
Andrews at 177 and Chris Hodson
at unlimited. There will be
newcomers in the other four weight
classes. Dave Amato will open at

118. Amato is a transfer student
from Keystone Junior College and
brings with him the credentials of

being both Rhode Island state and
New England champion in high
school.

Junior Barry Godowsky. who
saw little action last season has
nailed down the 134 lb. class. Brian
Urquhart has returned after sitting

out last season due to illness and

has swept to the top in the 158 lb.

division. Sophomores Ed Carlson

and frosh Mike Krestich are still

contending for the 190 lb. class.

Carlsson was N.E. champ last year

and Krestich is making a strong

bid to win a varsity spot in his first

year.

The Redmen appear to be strong

at every weight class and there is

fiallg (SolMan
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also plenty of depth. The team is

composed of the members of both

the 167'68

The Redmen appear to be strong

at every weight class and there is

also plenty of depth. The team is

composed of the members of both

the '67- '68 and '68- '69 New England
freshman champions along with

some frosh from last year and
some transfers. The schedule is

tougher this year with the addition

of Yale. West Chester State and

NYU, and the team will have to

come up with an excellent effort to

top last years' mark.

Also on the schedule are
perennial New England champion
Springfield; Rhode Island, Con-

necticut, Central Conn., Dart-

mouth, WPI, MIT, BC, Harvard,
Coast Guard and Amherst. Barr
expects West Chester State to offer

the stiffest competition and also

expects tough meets from
Springfield, Yale and NYU.

Tufts doesn't appear to be too

stiff an opponent for the Redmen
and this pleases Barr. "I like to see

the type of pre-season competition

that we have had, but it also scares

me. There have been a few sur-

prises and a few disappointments

and I just hope we are as good as I

think we are."

The Redmen haven't had any
pre-season scrimmages as a team,

and Barr is anxious to see the team
in action. The Redmen topped

Tufts, 36-6, last year, and the

Jumbos don't appear to be any
stronger. The team does have two

outstanding wrestlers in 177 lb.

Steve Cary and 190 lb. Gary Scalia.

Andrewes and either Carlsson or

Krestich will have their hands full

with these two.

This is how the weight classes

shape up for the Redmen:
118-Amato edged out two year

veteran Nick DiDomenico in the

wrestle-off and may be hard to

displace. DiDomenico enters his

senior year with a 24-11 dual meet
record.

126-Rightnow Reynolds seems to

have the class all to himself, but

there is competition from soph
Tom Hayward and maybe
Godowsky if there is a shift in

weight classes.

134-Barr is hoping that Goldberg
will eventually get down to this

class, but right now it belongs to

sophomore Godowsky and transfer

Dick Beauchine, who has been
impressive but is currently sick.

142-Goldberg will probably
vacate this slot and Jester will

probably move down a class to

take his place. Junior Steve Jones
may also see action after he
recovers from an injury. Versatile

senior Phil Davis can be used
anywhere from 126-142, but is also

on the injured list.

150-Jester is backed up here by
sophomore Steve DeMaestro and
Junior Mark Thone. This weight
class poses a problem for Barr due
to illness and ineligibility. Senior

Bob Freeman won the New
Englands two years ago but is still

trying to recover from an
automobile injury which sidelined

Wrestling Coach Homer Barr
him for tne enure '69-70 season.

Another veteran, senior Mike
Brauner won't be ready until

second semester.

157-Urquhart is the lone man at
this class right now, but Barr
expects Godkin to wrestle at this

weight in the future to give
Urguhart some competition.

167-Mignocci has been very
strong in pre-season and has the
edge on Young, who has a two-year
record of 22-5-2.

177-Andrewes enters his senior
year with an 18-3-2 record and will

start ahead of senior Bob Willman.
190-Both Carlsson and Krestich

have been impressive, but may
have to fight off a challenge from
senior Zguris as the season goes
on. Zguris has been first and

second in New England in the last

two years with a 14-10-1 record and
will probably move down from the

unlimited class.

Unl-Junior Hodson leads the

class right now but has some stiff

competition from sophomore Carl
Dambman and Zguris.

Barr is trying to coach the team
for one match at a time, but the

February 2nd meeting with
Springfield is on everyone's mind.
The Chiefs have dominated New
England wrestling for 22 years and
Barr hopes this will be the year of

the Redmen. He expressed this

clearly when commenting on the

goals of the team, "We're shooting
for the moon, and the moon is

Springfield."

Redman Hoopsters Seek Second Win, In Catamount Country
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

After an 8-16 season and with

only four veterans returning, the

Vermont basketball team looks to

be in for a long, long season.

Considering that the Catamounts
have lost their most prolific scorer,

Frank Martiniuk, and that they

play five of their first six games on

the road, it may turn out to be a

rebuilding year. Their only home
game in this stretch is Saturday
night at 8 p.m. against UMass.
Coach Art Loche looks at the

situation as a challenge. Due to the

inexperience of the squad, the

Vermont mentor will be stressing

fundamentals and UMass will

probably be seeing nothing fancy

from the Catamount five. Loche
will be using a very controlled type

of attack. "We will be working for

that good percentage shot - it

simply will be a more disciplined

offense."

Leading the returnees is senior

captain Tom Clay, a 6'2 forward.

Clay is a good driver and possesses

a fine shot from the corner. Also

starting up front for the

Catamounts will be veterans Rich

Trela at forward, and Mark Miller

at center. The 6'6 Miller is an
excellent rebounder and scores
most of his points on easy layups
underneath.

In the backcourt Loche will go
with Ray Ortiz and Jim Ducey.
Ortiz, a 5'11 junior, is described by
Loche as "one of the best shooters I

have ever coached at Vermont,
and we'll be counting on his

jumpers from the outside."

Ducey will act as the team's
playmaker, a position which the
coach feels is the key to the "more
disciplined offense." He will be the
only sophomore starting on the
team.

Among the leading substitutes

for the Catamounts are juniors
John Deibert, Todd Schill and Neil

Hermann. Deibert was impressive
in early workouts and at 6'7 could
see a lot of action.

As well as operating in a strict

fundamental offense, Coach Loche
will probably mainly rely on a zone
defense although he is likely to use
some man-to-man against the
Redmen.
With so many things going

against him, Loche is still en-
visioning a good year. "We'll just

have to take one at a time. Un-
doubtedly, we'll be underdogs in

most of our games, but we're
eyeing a winning season. With all

this youth, it's like starting a new
program."
As far as the Redmen are con-

cerned, Coach Jack Leaman will

likely go with the same starting

five that he sent in the team's
opening win against St. Anselm's.
That would mean that Mike
Pagliara and John Betancourt will

be in the backcourt with Chris
Coffin and co-captain Ken Mathias
and Julius Erving up front. The
way the game shapes up. most of

the UMass squad will probably see
action as UMass should not be
severely tested.

BASELINE BANTER - Vermont
has played two contests thus far,

losing its opener to Dartmouth and
James Brown, 87-66. Although
winning by 21 points, the Big Green
led by only four at halftime. The
Catamounts second contest was
played last night against Maine up
at Orono...

Basketball

TEP 51, BKP 37

TC 62, DC 47

PLP 53, APO 27

PMD 62, LCA 55

SAM and PSK, df

Education 44, Engineers 28

Gotcnas over Crestview, wbf

Civ. Engineering 36, Bodies 24

Chem 55, English 33

Barracudas 56, Hemlocks 53

Lovers, 45, Flaming A's 33

Trojans St, Arrows 24

Gamma 36, Nads 30
Lubees 40, Beta B 35
Yup 41, Heads 33

Smitties 74, Bucks M
Urudites 46, SAM "B" 31

Eagles 64, Smooth 46
Cherry 60, Herd 47

BHC 90, Duchies 26

Stouts 43, Jacks It

canaille 50, ems 42

LOPSIDED SCORE OP THE NIGHT:
Rejects 96, Zoo 26

TOP NIP 'N' TUCK SCORE
SPE 34, PSD 32

Handball

Maroons 3, Pipers 2

Hiio's 5, Lions

Bulldozers 3, Seagrams 2

Senators 3, Terrors 2

Oxfords 5, Dogs

"Bots" Nekola -- Red Sox "Good Scout"

SfeKmoNT

Cartoon by Fred Rosenthal.

BOSTON (AP) - F.J.'Bots"

Nekola, the scout who signed Carl

Yastrzemski and Rico Petrocelli

for the Boston Red Sox, will be

honored along with front office

executive Haywood C. Sullivan Jan

28 at the 32nd annual dinner of the

Boston chapter of the Baseball

Writers Association of America.

Nekola, who still scouts the Long
Island, NY. area for the Red Sox,
will be presented with the "Good
Scout" award.
Sullivan, a former catcher for

the Red Sox and Kansas City
Athletics and an ex-manager of the
latter club, is currently the Red
Sox vice president in charge of

player personnel. He will receive

the "Good Guy" award.
Other award winners announced

earlier were Yastrzemski as the

Red Sox Most Valuable Player;

Billy Conigliaro as the team's top

rookie; Ray Culp as the best pit-

cher; and George Thomas as the

Unsung Hero.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Partly Cloudy
Chance of Flurries

Highs in 20's-30's

Low tonight near 10
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Rockefeller Grant Offer

Rejected By 5-Colleges
Details, Page 3

GOOD MOVE, JOHN!, John D. Rockefeller, played by John Clayton of the UMass English Dept., receives congratulations
from his brothers David and Nelson for his smart investing in oil wells. See page three for related stories. (MDC photo by
Steve Schmidt)

• Dining Commons Boycott In Planning Stages
Page 2

• Redmen Weekend Wins Gained In Overtime
Page 16
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Western Imperialism Denounced by Mrs. Dubois
ByA.NNESTADNlCKI

Staff Reporter

The struggle against racist

imperialism in Palestine and
Africa was the topic of heated
discussion at a coffee hour for Mrs.

Shirley Graham Dubois Friday
afternoon.

Mrs. Dubois, widow of Dr.

W.E.B. Dubois, Hacked the

aggressiveness of Western
philosophy and denounced Great
Britain for continuing to try to

build an empire around the world.

We hear today how Zionists go
to empty desert lands and develop

them but the lands are not empty,

not all desert, and they haven't

made them flower, and when they

did it was at expense to the people,

who were driven out" said Mrs.

Dubois.

She compared the Palestinians'

situation to that of the American
Indians, and to the Jews under

Hitler, but she said there was one

special difference.

"Palestine was colonized in an
era of decolonization, while all the

others were overtaken in a period

of colonization," she explained.

If the development of history

from one hundred years ago af-

fects us, certainly Palestine, which
happened so recently, should, too,

Mrs Dubois claimed. But what is

the UN for she asked. What do they
mean and what have they meant?

"I was taken into a refugee camp
and I saw the suffering of the

Palestinian people, the deprivation

In an informal coffee hour last Friday afternoon. Mrs. Dubois debated with students on the topic of

western imperialism. (MDC Photo by Barry Penn.

)

Dissatisfaction With DC Service

Prompts Student Boycott
Bv WILLIAM LONGRIDGE

Staff Reporter

For the first time in their history. Southwest Area students may have a choice as to where they eat

their meals. If Southwest Assembly bill -<71-A19 (dealing with mandatory board) is successful, and

Southwest students cooperate, this choice is insured.

The bill, which was hammered out by Jesse O'Leary, Washington - Lower Head of Residence, various

other Southwest Heads of Residence, and Southwest Area Assemblymen; states briefly, that the

University is imposing a severe financial hardship on students in Southwest by forcing all residents to

pay for high priced, starchy food which after preparation is unappetizing, and disregards the dietarv

needs of the Southwest students.

The Southwest Assemblymen plan to tell all appropriate administrative personnel that the mandatory
board can no longer be tolerated, confer with the Student Senate Lawyer about the legality of the

mandatory board plan, and lastly, support the withholding of that portion of the student bill which equals

the mandatory board charge until serious proposals for alleviation of the problem can be arrived at.

Southwest Assembly members plan to begin distributing form - letters to all Southwest students today

.which explain the boycott situation and urge all students to support it. Copies of these letters will also rx>

sent to the parents of students, urging them to withhold payment of next semesters board fee. The letter

states health and economic reasons as criteria for parents to withhold the money for the mandatory
board plan.

As the student goes to dinner tonight, he or she will see a table set up with various Southwest

Assemblymen seated at it. Should you have any questions as to possible repercussions of the boycott,

other possibilities for arranging meal accommodations, or why the boycott is being organized, these

people will be able to issue information and answer any questions you might have.

Some random possibilities which

RELAX
Enjoy a quiet, comfortable lunch at the

Top of the Campus

FINE FOOD
COURTEOUS SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL VIEW

SALAD AND BREAD BAR
included in the price of every

entree or sandwich

RESTAURANT and CLUB BAR
open Monday Friday — 11:30 • 1:30

Wft flaiaarlptftrtt* flatlg Colitgiait

Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, zip code 0100T Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor).

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods; three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week. Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8, 117? as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub

scription rates areV 50 per semester, $14.00 per year

have been suggested as alter-

natives to the mandatory meal
ticket. They are: 1.) a la carte
meal ticket 2.) experimental
kitchens in utility rooms 3. 1 taking
meals at restaurants 4.i and of

course the present system - if it

appeals to you.

The Southwest Assembly urges
all students to come together and
eliminate the mandatory meal
ticket. Obviously, the more
students that participate in the

boycott the more effective it will

be. Should you want information on
the boycott, or if you can help in

any vvay. please call 5-1552.

Cancellation

The weekly scheduled
Chancellor's Coffee Hour will

not be held today.

and poverty of these camps,'' she

said, implying a non-fulfillment of

dutv on the part of the UN.

Explaining the goal of

Palestinian commandos Mrs.

Dubois quoted them as saying "We
shall establish a non-sectarian

democratic tree state where Jew,

Moslem, and Christian can live

together, work together with

discrimination toward none and

justice toward everyone in the

state
"

There is, however, a difference

of opinion on how to reach this

goal, she added.

There will be no peace in the

Middle East until the Palestinian

people have justice
-

' was her
prophesizing remark on the
situation.

When and how long the struggle
will be Mrs. Dubois said stu

doesn't know.

"We talk in this world about
peace," she continued 'Yes, I want
peace, my husband wanted peace,
and not just in Africa, but

everywhere. But, I'm not in-

terested in peace unless there is

justice too," she concluded.

Involved debate between Mrs.
Dubois and members of the

audience followed her informal

lecture and continued for some
tune during the coffee hour.

Official Installation

For Wood This Week
Robert C. Wood will be installed

as the 17th President of UMass -

and the first President of the new
three campus system - this

Wednesday, in Boston.

The installation will take place at

the Sta tier-Hilton, adjoining the

Boston campus of the University,

at 10:30 a.m.

Joseph P. Healey. Chairman of

the Board of Trustees, will ad-

minister the oath of office. In a
departure from more traditional

inaugurals, there will be no
academic -procession, and
President Wood will give the only

address.

Following the installation.

President Wood will participate in

a series of day-long events at the

Boston, Worcester and Amherst
campuses

These include:

Boston-Reception and lun-

cheon at the Statler-Hilton
Francis L Broderak Chancellor
I'Mass Boston, will host the lut.

cheon program, which will

examine the role nf an urban
university in the Seventies

Worcester-President Wood will

meei with UMass Medical School
Dean. Lamar Soutter. taculty,

.tudents and community leaders,
at the Worcester Foundation
Auditorium A special program
will focus on the unique role ot the
University Medical School

Amherst-In the evening,
.^resident Wood will join Chan-
cellor Oswald Tippo and the
I Mass-Amherst academic com-
munity at the Lincoln Campus
Center Auditorium Student and
faculty representatives will make
brief welcoming remarks after
which President Wood will respond
concerning problems and
prospects facing higher education.

The decision to forego the
traditional academic exercise of
presidential inaugurations is in

keeping with society's increasing
emphasis on substance rather than
circumstance. President Wood
views the installation as "an op-
portunity to focus on the issues
which coniront a vigorous state-
wide university. Specifically, the
intent is to stress the role of each
campus in serving the
Massachusetts community, as it

seeks further scholastic
achievement."

Dr. Wood was named President
of the University last May 13 He
succeeded John W. Lederle, who
has been President for the past 10
years.

In addition to his official duties,

Dr. Wood is almost alone among
university presidents in teaching a

regular undergraduate course. He
commutes weekly to the Amherst
campus where he teaches a course
titled 'Development of National
Urban Policy." In subsequent
semesters he plans to teach on the

Boston and Worces,.^r campuses.

Before coming to UMass, Dr.

Wood was Director of the Joint

Center for Urban Studies at MIT
and Harvard; head of the
Department of Political Science at

MIT; and Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority

Dr. Wood served as Under
Secretary, and later as Secretary.
of the U S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development irom I

•

to 1%9. during the Johnson I

ministration

A recognized authority in the
held of metropolitan politics

government Dr. v\ood is

author ol a pioneering study in 1968
on Suburbia: its People and then
Politics, and co-autnor ol a wid
used college textbook Politics ami
(>o\prnment in the tnited Stat<"»

published in I9ti
i

Americans Seek

Foreign Aid

WASHINGTON - Leaders oi s

Detroit welfare reform group ha\e
said they are seeking foreign aid

Irom the Soviet Union and other

countries lor some of America I

poor.

The Rev Norman P. Thomas
chairman of Citizens for Welfare
Reform, and Mrs. Dorothy Payne,
vice chairman, said they "felt

compelled to make the request
because the authorities in

Michigan and the United States
have not been responsive to their
calls for help in clothing poor
children in Detr

Father Thomas, a Roman
Catholic priest, said his
organization hoped to obtain aid
from the Soviet Union, Sweden,
Canada, Britain and other coun-
tries.
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$25,000 Rejected

Five-College Refuses Rockefeller Support
by DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

Members of a Interim Planning
Committee composed of Five
College Students and faculty
yesterday rejected an offer of

$25,000 by John D. Rockefeller III

to support a student-run en-
vironmental project on the Con-
necticut River Valley.

In a statement read by Hamp-
shire College President Franklin
Patterson, the Committee said,

"We cannot accept this grant at

this date. ...there are certain
serious questions that must be
considered."

The Committee has not ruled out
the possibility of accepting the
grant but apparently is seeking an
explanation by Rockefeller of

some of his business interests.

The grant was made by
Rockefeller as part of his attempts
to close the gap between youth and
the "Establishment." Over the

past two years a study supported
by Rockefeller has been involved

in interviewing students and
businessmen all over the country.

From the results of the study

Rockefeller has concluded that

youth and the establishment both

wish a reconciliation and the grant

to the Five Colleges is his way of

helping to achieve it.

Speaking before a jam-packed
auditorium at Hampshire College

yesterday afternoon, Rockefeller

said, "In my judgement, the

fundamental issue (between youth
and the establishment) is still the

relative lack of response by the

Establishment to the constructive

potential of the young."

He added that his study shows
that, "There exists a solid basis for

cooperative effort between young
people and the Establishment.

POSING A PUZZLER FOR
ROCKEFELLER

II

Free Univ. "Grapevine

Provides Endless Info
By WALTER SOBZAK

Staff Reporter
In an attempt to initiate a coordinating network for the several in-

novative "groups and individuals on campus, Free University City has
established a "Grapevine" for persons interested in supplying or ob-
taining virtually any kind of information.

According to a spokesman, this system will provide "a network for

people to get in touch with each other". It will attempt, for example, to

find out about courses and professors in this school and in the five college

area, to find out about modular credits from the School of Education, and
to take courses not for credit, but for education."

In order for "Grapevine" to get under way, it is necessary for in-

terested persons and groups to get involved. Groups like Project 10,

Clearinghouse, and dorms with special programs are being asked to

cooperate.

Individuals wishing to provide any kind of information, and those

desiring information from University workshops to flute lessons to drugs,

should call "Grapevine" at 545-0066. The office is located at Free
University City in the old Bookstore, next to the Hatch.

Vermont Internship Program Offered

Announcements have been
received in the Placement Office

concerning academic year and
summer internships at the Ver-

mont Environmental Center, Inc.,

Ripton, Vermont.

A rash of bomb scares oc-

curred last Thursday night in

Southwest. According to

Campus police, the series began
in JQA at 2:05 a.m., then to

Patterson at 2:10 a.m.
Residents in JQA were again

stirred at 3:37 a.m. and Pat-

terson residents were
awakened at 4:13 a.m.

Patterson residents taking

refuge in the lobby of JA during

their second scare were forced

to leave when an alarm sounded

in that dorm at 4:21 a.m.

Saturday afternoon two bomb
scares caused Patterson to

evacuate again. This time they

occurred at 1:03 p.m. and 6:28

p.m.

The academic year internship is

open to graduate and advanced
undergraduate students interested

in environmental studies or en-
vironmental education, and ap-
proval must be obtained for off-

campus study as an accepted part
of the student's formal program.

Summer internships are also

open to graduate and advanced
undergraduate students interested

in environmental studies.

Applications for summer in-

ternships should be received by the

Center before April first. Further

information concerning these

internships may be found in the

Placement Office at 239 Whitmore
Administration Building.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Cooperation is wanted by both
groups. Both believe that it is

urgently needed."
The grant was intended to

subsidize a Five College student-

run group which would identify a
specific environmental problem in

the area and attempt to solve it.

The direction that the project

would take would rest in student

hands.

Reacting to the announcement
by Paterson, Rockefeller said, "I
think you were all right to turn it

down. I think if the idea is going to

be meaningful, have validity, it

must be yours, you must put it

together. I am pleased at your
decision, but the door is still open if

you want to come back."
President Patterson called the

statement "a wise one, one that

reflects the mistrust between
youth and the Establishment."

Rockefeller said that he would
come to Hampshire again in the

near future to attempt to resolve

the impasse.

View Point

SPEAKING BEFORE A HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE audience, John
D. Rockfeller III first offered some money to the Five-Colleges and
then heard them say they wouldn't take it unless he answered some
questions for them. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Guerrilla Troupe Finds Things Rocky
By David Williams

Tuesday Issue Editor
As far as demonstrations go, it

was at least well-rehearsed. But
this is their second appearance,
and like the song says, "Second
verse, same as the first."

It's nothing but enjoyable
though. Their shows are witty,

quick, well-timed, and, to coin a
new phrase, "half-wittedly
relevant." I say only "half-
wittedly" because that's about
what it is. It's funny and makes
sense to a point, but somewhere

along the line the entire allegory
breaks down and buffoonery takes
over.

But that might be the desired
effect.

Yesterday before I went in and
watched John D. Rockefeller III

outsmart all those people who
asked him all those supposedly
profound questions that he so glibly

avoided answering, I stood and
watched our latest local talent,

John and His Merry Troupe.

TAKING PART IN YESTERDAY'S demonstration is John
Brentlinger, a member of the UMass philosophy dept. faculty. (MDC
photo by Steve Schmidt)

When I got in to watch
Rockefeller I almost expected to
see him come out on stage and say
"Right on, brothers and sisters"
and roll his eyeballs around while
fingering a dollar bill.

But he didn't. He came out and
read a long, boring speech.
He came across perhaps a little

too strongly for some there. The
monotony of J.D.'s voice was
occasionally interrupted by a snide
comment from a member of the
audience. And everyone would
laugh appropriately, "Ha-ha isn't

he a pig." Is he?

They refused his money. No one
actuaDy said, "J.D., you're a
capitalist pig and we won't take

your money being the principled

people that we are." no one came
right and said it, but they couldn't

have inferred it much better if they

had tried.

They want several "serious
questions" answered before they'll

touch his dirty check. No one said

what the questions are but it isn't

hard to guess that they will focus

on any remote connections J.D.

has with no. 1; the war, no. 2;

poverty (how do you justify a

personal fortune in these times, ad
nauseam) and no. 3; pollution.

Only when good old Rocky beats
his breast and begs forgiveness;
only when he humbles himself;
does it seem likely, to me at least,

that some people who are right now
cutting off their noses to spite their

faces going to accept his freely
offered help.

Final Exam
Correction
The times stated

exams in Friday's

for final

Collegian

should have been listed as 8:00

am, 10:30 am, 1:30 pm. and 4:00

pm. Also under the Saturday

column there were two 15's

listed; the second 15 should have

been 16.

H1LLEL SABBATH EVE DINNER
FRIDAY EVENING DECEMBER 18, — 6:00 P.M.

COUNCIL CHAMBERS S.U. Rm. 423
Reservations must be made and paid for by Thurs., Dec. 10

Price $1.50

Christmas in Europe $175

ROUND TRIP BOEING 707

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

— open only to 5 College students, faculty

staff and members of their immediate family -

Limited Number of Seats Left

Routing Departs Returns
Boston/Amsterdam/Boston 12/21 1/5

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

617-536-7863

Cost

$175
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In The Nation And The World

N.J. Refinery Burns
In SuspectedSabotage

„ „.. , _«.._ oaiH onuinmpnt After the blast, a caller
LINDEN, N.J. (AP> - City of

l'icials said yesterday they thought

saboteurs touched off the giant oil

refinery explosion that injured 29

persons and caused damage in the

millions in a crowded urban area
Saturday night.

An anonymous telephone caller

told police beforehand that the

refinery would "'Burn, baby,
burn," and afterward a caller told

a New York radio station that a

revolutionary group was
responsible.

The FBI and state police entered
the case and the investigation was
proceeding under the assumption
that sabotage was involved at the

huge refinery that had been the

cornerstone of the Standard Oil

empire founded by the late John D.

Rockefeller.

Tn the opinion of the com-
manders of the police department
and in my own opinion, we feel this

was a deliberate act of sabotage,"

Mayor John Gregorio said.

officials of Humble Oil &
Refining Co.. the Standard suc-

cessor which operates the Esso

48-Hour Traffic Jam

Possible By 1975

BOSTON iAP> - Registrar of

Motor Vehicles Richard E.

McLaughlin last night said drivers

themselves will demand limiting

vehicles within the cities when they

"experience traffic jams that

prevent them from getting home
the same day."

McLaughlin predicted that by

1975. drivers on metropolitan

Boston highways could experience

traffic jams up to 48 hours in

duration.

If placed bumper to bumper, the

2.6 million registered cars in

Massachusetts would almost be

10.000 miles long, McLaughlin said,

adding there was only 27,000 miles

of public way in the state.

•When sitting in your car,"

McLaughlin said, •'your share of

the highway is one space in front

and a compact space behind."

refinery. said equipment

malfunction was also a possibility.

Workmen apparently had no

indication of trouble prior to the

explosion, in a basic refining unit

which feeds other parts of the

plant. Hydrogen under high

pressure reportedly was among
the volatile substances in that unit.

A spokesman said it would take

someone with some knowledge of

refining to sabotage the plant ef-

fectively "unless he was very

lucky
'

Police said several leads were

being checked.

Six refinery employees were

hospitalized but it was believed

that most of the others injured

were not hurt seriously.

Residents of the area were jolted

severely. One, Mike Sweeney, 22,

said he felt heat a mile and a half

away from the 1.500 acre refinery

and described the sight as a great

•fireball in the sky."

Flames shot 1.000 feet in the air.

Windows were broken in Linden,

Elizabeth, Staten Island and

dozens of nearby communities and

the shock was felt within a 40 mile

radius.

Three Humble office buildings,

including the refinery-

headquarters, were heavily

damaged.
Linden Mayor John Gregario

said that refinery security officers

were notified at once after a call

was received at police

headquarters.

The caller said. "Listen good

I'm going to tell you once. Esso

was lucky last week. Get it right

the first time, the refinery is gonna

burn, baby. burn. This time

they're gonna get it good. Get that.

Pig"
The call was received at 9:21

After the blast, a caller told

station WINS in New York that a

group called the United Socialist

Revolutionary Front had set off

three incendiary devices at the

refinery, one of the largest in the

United States.

About 700 firemen battled flames

throughout the night. The fire

finally burned itself out about

dawn Sunday.
Humble officials said the ex-

plosion occurred in a primary

refining unit, where crude oil is

first separated into gasoline, oil

and other basic components. These

basic products move onto other

units for further refining into

finished products.

Four units occupying about a

square block in the center of the

refinery grounds were damaged
and the refinery was shut down
except for some subsidiary

operations.

About 200 men were at work at

the time, but most of them were in

an explosion proof concrete bunker

which houses the main control

operations. The refinery, built

originally in 1909 when Rockefeller

first began expanding his oil

operations, has been modernized in

recent years and operations now

are controlled by computer.

The explosion brought on a

traffic jam on the Turnpike and

Interstate 278, as well as local

roads. Hundreds of curious

residents flocked to watch the

flames, which burned throughout

the night.

"It was the worst explosion I've

ever heard, louder than a bomb,"
said a resident of Staten Island. In

a Linden theater, patrons were

evacuated when ceiling plaster

fell. They went outside to see the

sky "lit up bright orange."

Burger Defends Court

Against Crime Charges
WASHINGTON (AP)—Chief Justice Warren E. Burger rejected

yesterday the view that Supreme Court rulings are alone responsible for

a rising crime rate.

•If something is found to be permitted, then it s more likely to be

done," Burger said.

But to suggest that court rulings are alone the cause of an increase in

crime is an extreme point of view, he declared.

The other extreme, Burger said, is to say "what courts do has nothing

whatever to do with crime and crime rates."

Burger made his assessment in a copyrighted interview in the

magazine U.S. News & World Report.

Some court critics claim recent rulings go too far to protecting

defendants' rights in criminal actions.

Burger defended the use of growing legal aid for the poor to overcome

the feeling "of some people that there is one code of justice for the rich

and another one for the poor."

The chief justice said there are "not two systems in the conscious

sense," but in the financial resources of litigants.

Much of the interview was devoted to Burger's often stated contention

that the U.S. system of justice is headed for a breakdown unless court

loads are lightened.

Burger said that 1,000 cases were filed before the Supreme Court in 1940

and 4,400 this vear and "we now project 7,182 in 1980."

"Before that-long before that-the work of the Supreme Court of the

United States will either break down or it will deteriorate in quality so

that its historic role will not be performed adequately ." he asserted.

Kennedy, ByrdVie
For No. 2Senate Job

p.m. The explosion came at 11:01.

Cambodians Resent Viet Pressure

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)-A Cambodian general said yesterday

that if his forces had enough weapons they would be better off without

help from the South Vietnamese army.

"South Vietnamese troops rape, they destroy houses, they steal, they

loot pagodas and they beat the Buddhist monks," said Brig. Gen. Sostene

Fernandez.
He is the commander of 30,000 Cambodian troops in Military Region 2,

south and southwest of Phnom Penh

The Making of a President . .

.

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Policical Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy claims he has
the votes for re election as the

Senate's No. 2 Democratic leader-

and says a challenge by West
Virginia's Robert C. Byrd could be
divisive in a party seeking to avoid

ideological discord.

But Byrd said neither he nor
Kennedy now has enough com-
mitted votes to win election as
Senate Democratic whip. He said

he has not decided whether to run.

The generally conservative
Byrd, who now is third man in the
leadership hierarchy as secretary

of the Senate Democratic con-
ference, said he does not view the
job of whip as one involving

ideology.

A majority of the 55 Democratic
senators who will serve in the 92nd
Congress will choose party leaders
when the new Congress convenes,
probably on Jan. 20.

"We've got the votes," Kennedy
said in an interview. He did not
disclose his exact advance count.

Byrd said he will continue
talking with other senators before

deciding whether to challenge.

If he does, and Kennedy wins, the

Massachusetts senator and his

allies are virtually certain to

retort with a challenge to Byrd's
re-election as secretary

Sources close to Kennedy have
indicated the rival entry might be
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of South
Carolina, a South Carolina,

Sources close to Kennedy have
indicated the rival entry might be
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of South
Carolina, a Southerner with a
reputation as a moderate.
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye. D Hawaii,

is another potential choice to

challenge Byrd. Sen. Frank E.
Moss, D Utah, has indicated he
will seek the No. :\ spot if Byrd tries

to move up the ladder in January.
Kennedy said that during a new-

term as whip, he would hope to

spokesman for

matters of policy,

there is concern

Democrats - in-

cluding conservatives as well as
more liberal members-at the

prospect of an ideological struggle

over party positions in the Senate.

serve as a
Democrats on
And he said

among some

B.C. Raises Tuition

Wednesday, December 9
10:30 a.m.

Inauguration of University President Robert C. Wood
live from Boston

NEWTON, Mass. AP - The board
of directors of Boston College
announced yesterday a weekend
vote to increase tuition for all

undergraduate schools by $260 and
place a general temporary freeze
on all faculty and administration
salaries.

The decision increases tuition for
undergraduates to $2,500 a year.
The Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J.,

the college president, said in let-

ters to parents of students that the
decision was arrived at "after

careful consideration of every

factor, the most important being

the financial position of Boston

College. Increased revenue is

absolutely necessary if we are to

continue to provide the high quality

of education of which we are

presently so proud."
The directors' announcement

said BostonCollege was one of 11

American universities and
colleges listed by the Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education
as being in financial difficulty.

WFCR

HATCH WEEKDAY SPECIALS

88.5 FM
STEREO!

MONDAY
Hot Pastrami on Rye
French Fries
Cole Slaw

TUESDAY
Bowl of Hot Chili
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

WEDNESDAY
Hot Roast Beef
Sandwich
with Gravy

French Fries

$1.10 plus tax

$. 99

$1.25 plus tax

Treat yourself at the Ice Cream Bar!
Sundaes, Banana Splits, Frappes, Cones

Served 11:80 a.m. • 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Divorce Bill Passed
By Italy's Parliament

ROME (AP) Parliament's
landmark approval of divorce
shows how far modern Italy has
moved away from the direct
influence of the Roman Catholic
Church.

Divorce was unthinkable as
recently as five years ago, when
the bill to legalize it was in-

troduced. For 100 years before
that 10 attempts to legalize

divorce failed to reach even the
debating stage.

As recently as the 1950s, few
newspapers favored divorce, or,

for that matter, anything that

would displease the Vatican.

Against this background, the

Church underestimated the
challenge. After the divorce bill

was voted into law Tuesday, a
well placed Vatican theologian
confided with grim dissapoint-

ment: "We took the entire

matter too lightly. When we
woke up to what was happening,
it was too late."

The complacency could be
understood, because Vatican
influence had been enormous.
Though the papacy's rule over

Italian property ended a century
ago, the Vatican's financial

holdings were big enough to

affect the economy. Bishops'

exhortations to voters helped
block a Communist victory at

the polls after Worl dd War II.

The Vatican's injunctions

on morals - what films Italians

could see, what books they could

read - were the rule of the land.

The 1962 65 Ecumenical
Council called by Pope John
XXIII loosened the Vatican's

grip. The post-council Church
emphasized non-interference in

state affairs. Some Italian

papers and politicians came to

regard Pope Paul's denun-
ciations of the divorce bill as

interference, and said so.

The thaw in the cold war and
the papacy's own open view of

dialogue with Communists
wrought changes in politics. The

their government partners.

In Church state attitudes, the

Rome daily II Messagero says,

"The country has moved ahead
on its own, even faster than its

leadership."

The Socialist vice premier
Francesco de Martino, speaks of

"a victory for democracy."
Divorce advocates hope to knock
down other targets. Among them
are the 1929 Church state con-

cordat, and the Italian law that

bans fostering of artificial birth

control.

dominant Christian Democrats
made room for Marxist
Socialists in the government, an
alliance still in force. The
Church backed Christian
Democrats developed their own
left wing. They offered no
resistance when allies in the
government and other parties

moved to force the Vatican to

pay taxes on its Italian in-

vestments.

The Christian Democrats
fought divorce to the bitter end,
but did not resort to the ultimate
weapon of forcing a crisis with

Concern ForLaw
ExpressedByPope
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope Paul VI expressed gratitude to God

Sunday for his safe return from a journey that was marred by what he
called an "insane" attempt to assassinate him. But he said he felt

bitterness at Italy's enactment of a divorce law in his absence.
The Pope's denunciation of the divorce law approved by the Italian

parliament Dec. 1 came toward the end of his five minute address.
Scattered applause ripped through the immense crowd when he said:

"We cannot hide our bitterness for the law which intends to introduce
divorce also in Italy ...an event which for many reasons we consider
unhappy."
A half hour before the Pope's noon appearance, a motorcade of

divorce advocates swung near the St. Peter's crowd with signs reading

:

"Divorce: a defeat for the clerics."

Police ordered all demonstrators to keep far away from the square,
however, and by the time the Pope appeared the only" one was an elderly
man, lost in the crowd, wearing a white sweatshirt on which the words
had been printed: "Divorce referendum." This referred to a campaign
by militant Roman Catholics to repeal the law in a nationwide vote of
the people.

The Pope made no mention of a referendum. But some Vatican ob-
servers thought it curious that he would say the law "intends to in-

troduce" divorce, since the legislation has been signed by President
Giuseppe Saragat and published in the official gazette.
Some saw in the Pope's words a hint that he did not consider the action

final. In addition to a referendum, the divorce law could be squashed by
Italy's Supreme Court, which could rule it unconstitutional in ac-
cordance with the Vatican argument that the law violates the 1929
church state concordat.
ThePO
The Pope stressed the distinction between church and state by

saying: "Never forget that you are Catholics in a free and strong
country which has the providential fate to be host to the distinct and
independent Apostolic See."

Irish Radicals Defy Govt.

WithMonumentExplosior

18-Yr Olds May Hold Mass Office
BOSTON ( AP) - Any registered voter age 18 or over is eligible to hold

state office under an opinion issued by the Massachusetts Attorney
General, Robert H. Quinn.

Mr. Quinn issued the opinion Thursday on request of Secretary of State
John F.X. Davoren.
He said persons would not be eligible at 18 for the United States Senate

or House of Representatives and also ruled that "a person must be able to

read and write in order to hold public office."

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE
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DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - A 50
foot monument commemorating a
visit by King George IV of England
to Ireland in the 18th century was
blown up yesterday in what was
seen as a sign of defiance against
the Irish government.

Prime Minister Jack Lynch
stubbornly resisted pressure to

give details behind his assumption
of the power to intern anyone
without charge or trial to combat
what he called a kidnap and kill

conspiracy against leading
politicians and probably foreign
diplomats.

Under heavy guard, Lynch
appeared at a dinner in Dublin
Saturday night and told newsmen
he would make a statement in the
Fail parliament on Wednesday -

"but I am not going to say anything
more than I have said."

The bomb blast occurred at Dun
Naoghaire, a main port for
passenger ferries from Dublin.

One source described the attack
as "just a show of strength - and
protests."

The Sinn Fein, political wing of
the outlawed Irish Republican
Army, began making plans to defy
the government's crack down and
challenged Lynch to explain his
motives.

Tomas McGiolla, president of
Sinn Fein who spent 20 months in

the republic's main internment
camp in The Curragh, County
Kildare, during the government's
campaign against the IRA in the
1950s, said: "We are afraid that we
will probably be the first to go if

special powers are used. We won't
go underground and we will con-
tinue in our normal way.

"We are a legal political body -

not political gangsters."

Sinn Fein and the IRA are
pledged to fight for the unification

of Ireland - by force if necessary.

The policy of Lynch, like all Irish

politicians, is for unification but he
insists it must come about
peacefully.

Life went on normally yesterday
in Dublin and the rest of the

republic but there was a sense of

intrigue that excites the Irish.

The big internment camp in

Kildare, next to the fashionable
Currach horse race track, is being
prepared to accept internees. The
camp consists of huts surrounded
by stockades, trenches and barbed
wire. In the 1950s, when the
government outlawed the IRA and
cracked down on it, about 300 men
were held there at various times.

Sinn Fein chief McGiolla, who
denounced the government's
assumption of emergency powers
as "obviously a political move,"
said: "We will mobilize public
opinion against this. But we intend
to fight it on the political front."
The government insists no one

has been formally arrested or
interned yet.

Students Pay
To Keep Prof
WESTCHESTER, Pa., (AP)-

Students at West Chester State
College didn't like it last spring

when the school dismissed Dr.

Michael Kay, a history instructor.

So they decided to pay him a salary

themselves .

Using money from a student

dance, a rock concert, a bake sale

and contributions, they started a
fellowship. They hope to pay Dr.
Kay $12,500 a year to keep him
around.

West Chester students set up the
Kay Fellowship Fund last April

after a college evaluation com-
mittee recommended that Dr.
Kay's contract not be renewed. It

did not specify why.
Under terms of the fellowship,

the 42-year-old Australian born
instructor will hold at least four
lectures at or near the school and
on other area college campuses
and also teach at least one course
at a free university near the

campus.
Dr. Kay predicted the action will

prompt students at other colleges

to help fund professors who are
dismissed because of their political

views.

The American Association of

University Professors has
recommended that West Chester
reinstate Dr. Kay, who describes

himself as a philosophical radical.

^» Kat In <r+

> or *•
Take Out

DRAKE

MON. 4:30 - 9

WED. 8 - 1

THURS. 8 - 1

FISH & CHIP NITE

POPCORN NITE

UTICA CLUB NITE

—- Doily Luncheon Specials —

SENIORS MUGGED
JAN. GRADS and SENIORS

going on Hie ed. block

SIGN UP NOW
for your

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

10 am. — 3 p.m. Weekdoys

INDEX OFFICE

Room 401, 2nd floor, Student Union

COURSE EVALUATION
Forms can be picked up in 418C STUDENT UNION

WEDNESDAY DEC. 9
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U.S. Colleges Financial Situation

Bordering On "Depression" For Many
America's colleges and

universities are in the worst
financial crisis in the country's
history, the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education said recently.

Two- thirds of them face fiscal

problems "serious enough to be
called a depression" is the con-

clusion of a major nationwide

study just released.

Only 800 of the country's 2,340

institutions of higher education,

with just 23 per cent of the total

college enrollment, are not yet in

trouble.

The study, entitled "The New
Depression in Higher Education,

was based on a detailed analysis of

the financial condition of 41

selected and varied institutions,

including Harvard and Boston
College, with the results projected

to the rest

Harvard was in the largest group
considered "heading for financial

trouble" while Boston College was
rated in the smalller category of

already "in financial touble."

No other New England in-

stitutions were involved in the
survey.

Harvard was joined in the
"headed for financial trouble''

grouping by such long-established

and tax-supported state univer-

sities as Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri and Oregon.

FISCALLY "in trouble" Boston
College is rated in crisis along with
Stanford, the University of
California at Berkeley, Tulane,
New York University and St. Louis
University.

The study , headed by Dr. Earl
F. Cheit, a professor at Berkeley,
showed that this "in trouble"
category included about 540 in-

stitutions enrolling 21 per cent of

all college students.

Commenting on the report.
Harvard President Nathan M.
Pusey called the situation "the
most serious threat to higher
education of all kinds - public and
private - the country has ex-
perienced in many a decade."

Harvard ran a deficit last year,

for the first time in 15 years, of

$760,000. For this year, Dean John
T. Dunlop of the faculty of Arts
and Sciences projects a deficit of

$1.5 million, which he terms
"unacceptable."

IT IS EXPECTED that cutbacks
will come in new appointments and
visiting professorships, but the
greatest fear is that the fiscal

squeeze will affect numbers and
amounts of scholarships awarded.
Boston College already has had

budget deficits of $4.6 million for

"EVOLUTION NOW"

. . . the expansion and development of

man's natural consciousness . . .

a discussion with

Dr. JEAN HOUSTON

director of the

Foundation for Mind Research

Wednesday, Dec. 9 8:30 p.m.

S.U. Ballroom

to $240. Now, however, another

$260 boost is in the offing.

In the study, an institution was

rated "in financial difficulty" if

because of its financial condition it

had to cut back services that it

regarded as important parts of its

program.

two y ears and is facing another of

$1.9 million. Tuition will rise again
next year and salaries will be
frozen.

A weeks-long student strike at

BC last spring over an announced
$500 tuition increase was only

halted when the increase was cut

SATF Budget Guidelines
The following guidelines, set by the Student Senate Budgets Com-

mittee, are to be followed by all RSO's, Class Governments, etc., in

drawing up their group's budget:

1. The prime consideration of the Committee in reviewing each in-

dividual request will be based on whether the organization fulfills a

useful role to the undergraduates of the University and whether it really

requires the funds it is seeking.

2. Non-funding of any religious organization or any organization

which is in any way affiliated with a religious organization.

3. Non-funding of any organization that is involved in blatant political

activity (Under the Board of Trustees ruling, this means any

organization which endorses candidates or works for the election of any

candidate; organizations which are opposed to certain policies but do not

endorse candidates are not included under this restriction)

4. Non-funding of salaries and/or compensation for undergraduates

who hold positions in any organization ( either elected or appointed

)

5. Non-funding of conferences or overnight off campus trips (off-

campus conferences that is).

6. Non-funding of weekend meals for undergraduates who are off-

campus because of duties connected with your organization.

7. Compensation for weekday meals missed for undergraduates who
are off-campus because of duties connected with your organization at the

current Dining Commons rate of $4.45/day for all three meals.

8. Non-funding of administrative personnel unless students are

The Budgets Committee is willing to consider exceptions of the above if

the group can make a strong case for receiving extra student money.
The deadline for submitting request for hearings is February 1st All

organizations are urged to contact the Chairman for dates as early as

possible. The Committee is working under a deadline of March 15th, at

which time the entire Budget Act will be presented to the full Senate. All

hearings will be conducted between Dec. and March 1st, with meetings
being held every Sunday and Thursday night.

One week prior to a group's first hearing a description of the

organization and the necessity for Senate funding, two copies of its

budgets request, and a list of members in the group with an estimate of

how many people it benefits, should be submitted to Budgets' Chairman
Kevin Kulakowski.

PoetryReading
Scheduled

A poetry reading featuring
Rosellen Brown, a National
Council on the Arts award winner
for 1970, and Donald Junkins,
Director of the Master of Fine Arts
lYogram in English at UMass will

be held Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in

Herter Hall (Room 321). The
program will be open to the public.

Rosellen Brown will read from
her newlypublished award winning
volume, Some Deaths in the Delta,

which she wrote after three years
working with the civil rights

movement in Mississippi in the

1960's.

Donald Junkins will read from
lis new book. And Sandpipers She
Said, which was published last

month, along with Some Deaths in

the Delta, by The University of

Massachusetts Press.

Mr. Junk in 's other poetry books
include The Sunfish and the
Partridge (1965), the Graves of
Scotland Parish (1968), and
Walden, KM) Years After Thoreau

BLACK STUDENTS
INFORMATION CENTER

needs a Staff

Contact: VERNON RHETT
either 117 Mills or 6-6243

Need you to work 2 hours a week.

i 1969)

UNICEF Card Sale

Panhe II -Sponsored
The local sale of UNICEF

Greeting Cards and Calendars will

begin today under the sponsorship
of Pan Hellenic Council.

UNICEF Cards, which are sold

for the benefit of the Nobel Peace
Prize-winning United Nations
Children's Fund, help provide
food, medical care, and education
for sick and underprivileged
children all over the world.

Nineteen new designs, all

donated by world-famous artists as
their contribution to children in

need, are being offered with a wide
variety of scene and subject.

The cards are packaged twelve
to a box priced at $2.60. They come
with an appropriate Greetings
message or as Note Cards with no
message on the inside pages.

There are also UNICEF Bir-

thday Cards and a beautiful
Engagement Calendar which sells

for $2.50, plus a special children's

Wall Calendar.
The public is invited to visit a

display of the 1970 UNICEF cards
which can be seen daily from (9-3)

in the Student Union.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

for onfy

$8.90
— Swiss made watch
— 1 year guarantee
— man's and lady's

special watch company
p.o. box 706

orange, Connecticut 06477

Please send me peace
watch (es) at $8.90. Add 55c
for postage and handling,
(no C.O.D.'s).

Name

Address

City

State Zip •

A M is Co-ed
We're holding an open forum Monday night from

7:30 - 9:30. We invite you to come down and talk with our

co-ed pledges and our brothers. See what this type of social

relationship is all about. There is more to living on campus

than existing in a cement cubicle. We believe we have

more. Take the chance to find out.

387 North Pleasant Street
^k *renner

549-6151

BRIDGE ANYONE?

THE UMASS DUPLICATE
BRIDGE CLUB

meets
EVERY WEDNESDAY

at 7:00 p.m.

in the

BACK OF THE HATCH

MONDAY
, OECI Vt'ER 7 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The Ten Standing Committees

Inside The Student Senate
Academic Affairs Services: A Channeling of Complaints

.rading policy, major designation, course and credit structure, and
.tquirements all come under the Academic Affairs Committee's

.union of -locked structures": those that do not take individual
student differences into account but force all through the same program.
By studying academix proposals from the entire campus community,

the committee attempts to identify and change such situations.
Academix Affairs has five major sub-committees, they and their

functions being:

1. Long-Range Planning, in charge of reviewing from where the
university is coming and to where it is going. It informs the committee of
the effects proposed changes will have and of problems that need to be
solved.

2. Research and Continuance, charged with gathering the resources
available on problems before the committee, and the history and current
ituation of each problem considered by the committee.
Department Programs, which attempts to promote department

uncils. such as CUSP, Educ. It recommends to the full committee
1 equests for tunds out of Senate account 802K. which is set up to help fund
council projects. This sub-committee is also responsible for discovering
educational innovations at other institutes and to report them to the

committee.
4. Dorm Program and Education, in charge of increasing interest in the

students" educational problems. The development of dorm programs and
lines of communication is part of their attack on this problem.
5. Finance, concerned with increasing the amount of scholarships
available on campus, and with gathering funds for educational programs.
The committee also represents student views on education before the

Faculty Senate, and has membership on the College of Arts and Sciences
<urriculum Committee, as well as on the Faculty Senate Academic
Matters Committee. These committees and other informal com-
munication lines are important to achieve needed changes in the

university.

The possibility of making the

University Store a co-operative

enterprise, ways of alleviating

student damages and theft, and the

improvement of outdoor lighting

on campus are some of the

primary considerations of the

Services Committee this year.

The committee is offered as a

buffer between the students and
administrative personnel. As
such, it facilitates the channelling

of student complaints and replaces

confrontation with negotiation.

Varied work done through
housing, health services, the

Parking Commission and many
other campus departments is

implemented to achieve these
ends.

The new meal ticket stub
system, initiated this fall by Fooa
Services, is a result of the Services

Committee's plea last year for a
tighter security system within the

dining commons to guard against

excessive freeloading.

Services deems the review and
evaluation of campus services an
important and valuable aid to

students in carrying out their

academic pursuits properly. For
example, the committee was in-

strumental in starting the Campus
Shuttle Bus Service, and is now

r - The Financial Overseers

Budgets-. Deciding SATF Allocations

i

The Budgets Committee is the

chief financial committee of the

Student Senate. The Senate has
charged the Budgets Committee
with the investigation and
review of the budgets of all

organizations seeking Student

Activities Tax money. This

review tot all individual

,'udgetsi produces a set ot

recommendations which the

Committee presents to the

Senate, known officially as the

Budget Act.

Last year this committee
recommended a Budget Act
totalling over one-half million

dollars which was accepted by
the Senate

The time spent drawing up the

Budget Act is considerable.

Each individual budget is based

on first. whether the

organization fulfills a useful role

to the undergraduates of the

university, and second, whether

the organization, even if it does

fulfill this role really needs the

tunds it is asking for.

Since the money to fund these

organizations comes from a tax

paid by all undergraduates,
these two considerations are of

prime importance in reducing
the tax to the lowest level

possible

The impact of this committee
on each and every un-

dergraduate is easily seen in the

fact that last year Budgets
recommended a tax of S35,

which has to be paid before a

student may register for his

courses at this university.

As in the case of all Student

Senate Committees, both non-

senators and senators share

equally in the power and
decision-making process of the

Budgets Committee. This year
the committee has decided to

meet once a week on Thursday-

nights first semester and twice a

week on Sunday and Thursday
nights during second semester
until the Budget is completed.

The committee is working for

a March 1st deadline at which
time the Budget Act should be
ready for debate by the full

Student Senate.

Finance Committee

Serving as the financial

gatekeeper, to the many Student

Senate-supported organizations

and projects the Senate Ways
and Means Committee wields a

powerful •'check'' on almost all

of the Senate financial activities.

The Committee, although not a

fundamentally "legislative

body'
-

gains its influence

through access to all the

financial records of R.S.O.

groups.

All financial motions that are brought before the Senate must either

originate or be committed to the Finance Committee for approval of

feasibility, legality, and accordance with the Financial Policy Act.

Serving as the major legislative control of the Policy Act, the committee
is also responsible for maintaining an accurate account of alternations

to the Act.

The Finance Committee attempts to provide budgeted organizations

as well as non-SATF groups with category alterations, lines of policy

authorizations, and assistance with RSO procedures that allow them the

financial ability to realize their organizational oniectives.

By investigating the financial feasibility oi student tax expenditures

for a group. Finance acts much like the Budgets Committee except that

Financial appropriations all occur during the course of the academic
year and disseminate from a more limited category allocation.

Ways_ An d_ Means^ Keej) ing _Th e tab s_
formal financial statements and
R.S.O. records

Recommend future
action by the Senate on General
Senate Financial Policy

Act as liason between
the Senate and the various

organizations it supports
financially, informing them of

The Ways ana Means com-
mittee is specifically em-
powered to:

Investigate compliance
with the Senate Financial Policv

Act
Assure compliance with

the organizations internal

budgetary categorizations and
Senate approved "binding"
clauses

Evaluate the efficiency

of organizations based on their

policy changes. i

Activities Committee

In addition to reviewing and accepting every activity constitution on

campus the Activities Committee is responsible for ensuring that all

Recognized Student Organizations operate in accordance with RSO

policies In conjunction with this task, the committee undertakes a

vearly re-evaluation of campus-wide regulations and makes recom-

mendations to the Senate concerning needed changes.

The Activities Committee has taken on a new responsibility this year:

the Student Calendar Commission. The Commission establishes a list of

priorities for films and film series, which protects smaller groups from

being obscured completely by larger groups, yet gives the larger groups

ample opportunity to distinguish themselves.

The Commission also provides general approval for use of campus

function areas and facilities.

working on a new system of facilities round out the corn-
roommate selection for both fresh- mittee's list of priorities, a Hal
men and upperclassmen. directed towards making
A thorough review of all dining university life more comfortable

commons services, campus for students by serving their in-

housing units, and parking dividual needs and wants.

-N

Under the able guidance of Chairman Joe Ackerstein ( center I . the
Services Committee examines a variety of campus problems at its

PR: Linking Student To Senate
The Senate's Public Relations Committee, instrumental in publicizing

last year's "rent hike" demonstrations, has a goal of improving anc
maintaining relations between the Student Senate and the university

communitv at large.
, . . , ...._ ,».,.

brochure further explaining this

topic will soon be available in the

Senate office.

Student Govt.

Affairs

Making use of the campus
media. WML'A and the Daily

Collegian, the Public Relations

Committee has prime respon-

sibility for informing the students

of actions taken by the Senate, and
to promote better understanding of

those actions.

The committee promotes the

"education " of the student

population concerning the Student

Senate standing committees and

their functions. A Public

Relations-sponsored committee

Student Matters

A "more rational security

system" to relieve students of

"their constant paranoia" is one of

the changes the Student Matters

Committee sees needed to aid

students in campus life.

In an effort to "have a very

definite affect on student life" this

year, the committee is attempting

right now to reform the univer-

sity's judicial system and lift

restrictions regarding off-campus
liv ing.

According to Chairman Lee
Sandwen. "Students have to start

being treated as first-class citizens

of this community, adults able to

make adult decisions."

By recognizing that students are

often unable to affect change
within their community, the

Student Matters Committee views

itself as "a committee that thinks

the student matters."

It also supports increased
student involvement in running the

Campus Center to make that

building's governing board more
responsive to student needs.

The Student Government Affairs

Committee, which will be charged
with the responsibility ior in-

vestigating the feasibility of a

proposal for a University-wide

Senate, acts as the examiner of all

questions relating to the

"philosophy and structure " of

Student Government.
All amendments to the S'iA

constitution and the Student Senate
By-Laws must be referred to this

committee before enactment. '!

proper functioning of cla--

government under the Cll

Government Act faUs under the

purview of SGA. Furthermore 'he

maintenance of viable area
governments < review of con-

stitutions, etc.) through the
various sub-committees and acts
relating to same is a responsibilitv

of SGA.
The SGA is responsible for

conducting all Student Govern-
ment Association elections and
referenda, as well as all Senate
elections. Class Government
elections, and University-wide
referenda which the Student
Senate deems necessary.

The search for constant im-
provements in holding these
elections also faUs into SGA's
category as does the maintenance
of up to date files on newly in-

stalled and recently resigned
Senators.

SocialAction
The Social Action Committee is

responsible for initiating, funding

and/or executing projects dealing

with current social issues. Also, it

is responsible for co-ordinating

activities with the National Student

Association.

The NSA is a confederation of

some 300 college and university

student governments across the

nation. Delegates from the

member schools meet each August

at the National Student Congress to

exchange ideas, promote inter-

campus cooperation nationally,

and to elect its officers.

Faculty-Student Committees
In addition to the standing committees are joint faculty-student

committees and Faculty Senate committees open to students.
Several of these committees have vacancies, two of the more in-

fluential groups being Master Planning (considering both long-range
expansion and immediate university needs), and the Commission on
the Environment (dealing with environmental matters facing the
campus).
Other joint faculty-student committees with openings include the

Health Council, Student Affairs, and the Communications Board.

All Senate Standing Committee meetings are open to the university
community. Any undergraduate may apply for membership to a
committee. Non-senators share equally in the decision-making
process and exercise full voting privileges with senators. Ap-
plications and further information is available in the Student Senate
office.
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BOB DYLAN

"NEW MORNING"
INCLUDING:

SIGN ON THE WINDOW
IF NOT FOR YOU / THREE ANGELS

WENT TO SEETHE GYPSY / IF DOGS RUN FREE

TAJ MAHAL/GIANT STEP
including:

Take A Giant Step
GiveYourWoman What SheWants

Vbu're Gonna Need Somebody On Your Bond
j
KeepYour Hands Off Her/Six Days On The Road

JOHNNY WINTER AND
INCLUDING:

ROCK AND ROLL, HOOCHIE KOO
NO TIME TO LIVE /AIN'T THATA KINDNESS

PRODIGAL SON/LOOK UP

I

IGOTDEMOL'

AGAIN MAMA!

jaw? JOPtfrV

SLY & THE FAMILYSTONE
GREATEST HITS
I WANT TO TAKE YOU HIGHER

THANK YOU Falettinme Be Mica Elf Agin

DANCE TO THE MUSIC/STANDI/EVERYDAYPEOPLE
and more _

* *

—,....,, m

Compton & Batteau

In California
including:

Laughter Turns To Blue Silk On Steel
Honeysuckle Elevator Homesick Kid

<1

BOB DYLAN
SELF PORTRAIT

including:

Wigwam/ Days Of 49/Lihie Sadie
Copper Kerne/ Early Mornin' Rain

t

A 2 Hecora bet

The NewYork
Rock Ensemble

Roll Over
Including:

Running DownThe Highway/Traditional Order
G/avedigger Fields Of Joy/Don't Wait Too Long

THE GIFTO
• ;•;» 5WEATSTEA1

including:

Lucretia MacEvil ,'Hi-De-Ho
Somethm Comm On /The Battle

40.000 Headmen

.»Mi
Wry**

Jsl_JL±L£. If*'

including:

»m For The People/lnThe Country/The Road
It Better End Soon/Where DoWe Go From Here r

BIAAND EPIC RECORDS.

INCLUDING
DOES ANYBODY REALLY KNOW

WHAT TIME IT IS 7

QUESTIONS 67AND 68 /BEGINNINGS
LISTEN/LIBERATION /SOMEDAY

|
SANTANA/ABRAXAS

including:
Black Magic Woman Gypsy Queen

Hope You're Feeling Better
Incident At Neshabur

Mother's Daughter
FJ Nicoya

A

>

JERRY HAHN
including:

One Man Woman/Captain Bobby Stout

EaHy Bird Cafe/Thursday Thing /RambJin'

^s

w ,9WKAT*^
p-* including ^^^Tstv
You've Made Me So Very Happy *-ry

Spinning Wheel MoreandMore
God Bless The Child

ft

*3. «•%*'-•-' *r . i

INCLUDING:
EVIL WAYSiJINGO

YOU JUST DON'T CARE
PERSUASION WAITING

DIRECTIONS IN MUSIC BY MILES DAVIS

MILES DAVIS
BITCHESBREW

INCLUDING.
PHARAOHS DANCE

SPANISH KEY
JOHN Mclaughlin

MILES RUNS THE
VOODOO DOWN

SANCTUARY

I ww, inir i nayA

IREDBONE/POTLATCHincluding:

Light As A Feather / Elegy For Maggie / Alcatraz

lad News Ain't No News At All /Chant: 13 ,H Hour

MILES DAVIS
AT FILLMORE

INCLUDING
WEDNESDAY MILES. THURSDAY MILES

FRIDAY MILES/SATURDAY MILES

%

fiadfk^jaA & £kdbik
um <

tp>u tutadii
including

AreYou Ready?/When A Man LovesAWoman
Love, Love. Love. Love. Love 'Staggoiee

Monier, Why DoYbu Cry?

, i

Jarrving i uaiaen

TheDolprw ' »n GoodLovtn

^^^^^K^^^^^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K^^^^^KI^^ m

The Byrds
(Untitled)

including

Mr Tambourine Man
Eight Miles High Just A Season

Lover Of The Bayou CHe 'r ,' Mot

ir
T *A

"ig|i fi n
K'Qim jBtjff j V*

jr\.*^ 1

ftwT^f^ 4st£»te!
'1

iresign Theatre
Don't Crush That Dwarf,
Hand Ma The Pliers

SBsajsjHpjpjs>jsapjs>a

%3

Wlx*®
including:

tiki Tiki Tavi/ Clara Clairvoyant
Changes /Season Of Farewell

Celtic Rock

I HBBslsislsSsflHI

including:

I Child's Song/Wild Child/Old Man's Song
Drop Down Momo /Colors Of The Sun

ALKOOPER
Easy Does It

including:

Love Theme From "The Landlord "/Buckskin Boy
Brand New Day I Got A Woman /Easy Does It

JbfaCBb
V/ntadeV/o/eoce

including:

Cleo Fairweather Friend/Adelaide
Big White Cloud/Amsterdam

*%i»j

N

theRumbersbroth^
love, peace and happiness

Plus

LIVE AT BILL GRAHAM'S FILLMORE EAST
A 2 -Record Set At Special Low Price

including

Wake Up / Lefs Do It / Bang Bang
Wade InTheWater/ 1 Can't TurnYou Loose

l> f

t^ittei/ Kyw
- iZT^

including:

Big Bird/Lighthouse/Green Slice

Hornschmeyer's Islond/Crabfoot

iLJ

Don Ellis

At Fillmore
including:

Hey Jude Pussy Wiggle Stomp
The Magic Bus Ate My Doughnut

Rock Odyssey/The Blues

*°£o
'

INCLUDING:
YOU BETTER THINK TWICE

KEKPONBEIJKVIY
Hi INK Y TONK DOWNSTAIRS

ANYWAY BYE BYE/DONT LET IT PASS BY

REftTESTips
INCLUDING:

t

SUNSHINE SUPERMAN
WEAR YOUR LOVE LIKE HEAVEN

MELLOW YELLOW/ HURDY GURDY MAN

>/ ;*n<rs£ ^B» V il s^w
INCLUDING:

THE TRAIN KEPT A ROLLIN'
I-ITTLE GAMES IAIWTGOTYOU
DRINKING MUDDY WATER

JEFF'S BOOGIE

Mashmahhan
INCLUDING

J ASTHE YEARS GO BY/LETTER FROM ZAMBIA
IDAYS WHEN WE ARE FREE /GLADWIN /IF I TRIED

*£* *>

*Also available on Tape tA Specially Priced 2 Record Set.

V-'4'. --:'

/jSW.""/!^
; :
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Muhammed Ali is heralded by many to be the

greatest boxer in the history of the sport. And if you

don't believe it, just ask Ali. However, it is my sincere

belief that Ali is not considered by most of the people

in this country to be the greatest, for one very obvious

reason he is Black. America simply would not be

able to stand such a claim and at the same time keep

up with its racist image. It is not my intent, although

relative, to go into the racist attitude of this country.

Besides. I wouldn't want my local draft board to catch

wind of this article.

For Black people in every part of the country the

Dilemma of Muhammed Ali symbolizes with the

unleashing of every jab and right hand the easing of a

frustration known only to Black people. Ali may have

thought he was fighting a battle to retain his heavy-

weight status. However, he was also fighting a battle

for many of his people, who are trapped in a system

that neglects to bend for human beings.

In Ali's last fiasco the impact of his punches could

be felt by everyone glued to the historical event. For

white America, it hurt. For Black people the punches

were a series of battles being won in anticipation of

winning the war. As far as wars are concerned Ali has

yet to lose a fight (in the ring), although America has

tried desperately to stomp out this fad.

Ali has been sentenced 10 jam stripped of his boxing

license; and humiliated with the 'great white hopes"

feable attempt to defeat him with a computer. He has

been teased time and time again with promises of a

return to the ring. But for those of us familiar with

American history and the Black man. the unjustice

and hypocrisy used against Ali is not at all surprising.

Finally. THE RETURN; GOVERNOR DECLARES
DAY OF MORNING. Ali is again faced with the

"great white hope." RESULTS Ali in three. Then.

the big questions; IF Ali didn t IF Quarry could

have IF the fight had of The point; white

America will continue to look backward as long as

they continue trying to fool the NOW Black man with

his racist tricks. The Dilemma there is not going to

be a victory by the "great white hope'' in the ring as

long as All keeps his license. And sadly enough, the

Black man is not going to win the ultimate victory in

the boxing ring.

At any rate, here we go again another "great white

hope." My prediction Ali in seven.

All power to GOD
AvouthforONEWORLD

Szlosek Book Review

"Hard-hitting" Goose

tf^jjAi*, xe'

Communication
Administrators and directors should always be willing to listen to

-tudents and to admit that change is in oraer On December 2, in Wor-

cester Dining Commons, the Food Service Directors did just this Alter

itmner. the managers of all the Dining Commons, the Food Service

Director, and the representatives of several ot the dormitories got

together and really discussed, not merely talked, about some of the

problems regarding the Dining Commons.
The managers were honest and direct in dealing with the student

representatives. As of now. there are two meal ticket plans under

discussion, that of a ten meal a week plan, and that of a fifteen meal a

week plan. The managers also presented the students with statistics like:

fifty-five percent of those with meal tickets miss breakfast, about five

percent miss lunch, and about five percent miss dinner. Numbers such as

these, are important to know, so that one may understand better why the

directors do some of the things that they do.

Questions uch as having meat for breakfast, and on having an a la

carte br were raised, and are now under discussion. Sub

committees re established as of now. and will be working on changes for

nextsemes' ona study on serving brunches, onfood improvement, and

on revising meal tickets. They are to meet once a week with their

respective Dining Commons Manager, so as to establish greater com-

municatio? tnd then every two or three weeks, all the sub committees

will meet together to discuss what has been done
It is communication such as this, that will make the University go

forward onto more productive changes. It is interesting to note, however,

that not alJ of the dormitories, by any means, were represented. If people

think that change is necessary, they must be willing to come and make
themselves known, and help to work for it.

RUTH-ELLEN FLAX
Editorial Staff

SEXUAL REPRESSION IN MOTHER GOOSE
NURSERY RHYMES
by R. Mendel Rivers. Ph. D
This is an important literary document, especially

taken in the light of today's social problems as in

terpreted by every hack writer across the nation. The
author a well-known advocate of the "responsible but

free" philosophy toward sexual affairs, has in-

vestigated thoroughly the effect of childhood nursery

rhymes on the sexual attitudes of adults. By revealing

the hidden sexual meanings of the most innocent

appearing subjects. Dr. Rivers has revealed to us the

true basis for our innermost moral attitudes.

Perhaps the best way to introduce the unfamiliar

reader with the quality of this book is to present a

selection from one of its articles.

Dr. Rivers cites the epic work "Jack and Jill" as
setting the mood for the entire collection of Mother
(roose poems. It is a general overview of the subject,

rather than a specific case history of sexual

repression. Here it is then, as interpreted by Dr.

Rivers.

JACK AND HILL

Jack and Hill

Went up the hill.

To fetch a pail of water.

Jack fell down.
\nd broke his crown.
\nd Jill came tumbling after.

"this is a hard-hitting commentary on inequality of

sexual life in todays world Jack and Jill,

representing (respectively) the male and female
segments of society, are trying to climb the hill male
sex symbol) to fetch a pail female sex symbol of

water i symbol of fertilitv-for more complete treat-

ment, see T.S. Eliot. THE WASTE LAND).
Jack's tall is the failure of Man to tuitill his sex role

losing, or "breaking" bis crawa of sexual
supremacy I. As a result ot rui who is the
stronger character of this worK is left .vithout sup-
port, and this leads to her downfall soon afterwards.
Thus, the poem ends pessimist i.ilv vwth no hope left

for Mankind.
The artful symbolism and deep social commeri'ary

of this poetic work is reminisce- • ate T.S. Eliot.
and indeed, this work has been credited to his name
• see Rivers. WHO WROTE IT? Tripe Book Com-
pany. Certainly, the poem can at the \ery leas! be
described as an inspiration for I r works
"But no matter what the age oi this poem, its

meaning is especially important to toda] I world The
confused sexual roles represented in today's values
and fashions are revealed in the espt*. tally poignant
symbols of this work as the failure of Man in his role.

And the outlook for all the Jills of the world (in the
ranks of Women's Liberation! is verv dim. inde» d

LETTERS To THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carrj the writer's signature, address, and telephone

number all of which w ill be withheld upon request). The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication

The editors reserve the right toedit all letters

At Papa Bell's
"To stay, to go?"
- Here..."

'To stay, to go°"
- "Here.. I want to eat it here!"

"To stay, to go?"
- "To stay!"

"To stay." "Name?"
-"Driscoll."

"Bus. took..."

- No no. Driscoll."

"Bustock."
- "Okay. Bustock."

"Pay please.."

- •Here's five..take it out of that."

Brrring. clamp... "Two seventy more."

What 9 "

"Two dollar seventy more."
- "For a ginder and a pizza? You must have added

wrong. Add it again."

"One fifty, two fifty, two seventy more."
- "Waait a minute...give me that slip. See. ..you've

charged me for two
grinders I didn't order!"

"Yes sir, you orda."
- "I didn't order!!"

'Yes sir. you orda... see inside bag?"
- "I don't care what's inside the bag! I'm not payin

tor them!"
shrug.. "Okay... Here change."
- "You still short-changed me forty cents."
"

.. Huh?"
- "Never mind...''

"You want drink?"
- 'Your sister's ass I want drink!"

We got only Pepsi

MARK BRENNER

Collier

Flats

The following theory , as yet nameless, seeks to

organize the body of knowledge science has ac-

cumulated relating to tire flattening so as to provide

an easily assimilated comprehension of such

phenomena

:

1. The probability of a flat is directly proportional to

the quantity of junk in the trunk.

Corollary : if the trunk is empty and a flat occurs,

the spare is also flat. (The converse of this corollary-

does not hold: after completely unloading a heavily

laden trunk, the subject often ubserves a depressingly
unflated spare).

2. Flat tires occur in nice weather only when one is

dressed in good clothes.

3. In rainy weather and or. back roads, when a flat

occurs either:

a. the jack won't work, or

b. the lug wrench is missing, or

c. both
4. The lugs on the flat wheel are invariably and

inexorably frozen.

Corollary: they always unscrew the other way.
5. (Newton's postulate) What goes up won't come

down if it's a car on a jack.

Naturally this listing is incomplete; any em-
pirical cataloguing is subject to revision as new data
become available. Anybody interested in adding his

observations - in the interest of science - is invited to

do so.
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Don Glickstein

The Human Condition-Conclusion

My friend died last Wednesday, and I remember
Hamlet's dying plea to his friend:

"If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart
Absent thee from felicity awhile
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain
To tell my story."

And I write today because I selfishly want the world to

know my pain and my love, my sadness and my
dreams.
An artificial bone that can be totally assimilated

into the body - marrow and all - is being developed by
a Dr. Merritt, as is a pneumonia vaccine (Dr. Norman
Somerson's project).

There are amino acids in outer space, and a gene
has been made by a man - Dr. Har Gobind Khorana.

The temperature of the moon's core is between 800
and 1000 degrees Centigrade.
This coming February or March, a satellite will be

launched to fly around Jupiter ~ a two-year trip of

:>00.000,0(M) miles.

Under the direction of Dr. Louis S.B. Leakey, man-
made tools are being uncovered in California that are
estimated to be between 50,000 and 100,000 years old.

Today is the 834th day that Louis B. Russell of In-

dianapolis has been alive since his heart transplant

operation.

Mayor Lindsay opened the first methadone ad-

diction clinic in New York last week.
Philadelphia has established an experimental

program in affective education.

In front of us, endless possibility. Behind us, infinite

power. Why need we fear?

But all the Doctors Merritt and Somerson, Khorana
and Leakey;

And all the bone marrows, satellites, and hearts;

All of education and science, art and history,

medicine and psychiatry;

All of Man's knowledge did not prevent my friend

from driving into a concrete underpass on the Con-
necticut Turnpike at 92 miles an hour early last

Wednesday evening.

The Human Condition:

We are born, we live, we die. In everything we live

through, with all who we love, during all our times of

loneliness, we are not alone.

The Human Condition.

Campus Comment

Soliloquy

To the Editor:

"To be, or not to be..." is one of Shakespeare's best
known philosophical ponderings. It is from an era long
past, but still relevant today.

Here on this campus one need only consider the
sorry events of the last several months to see that we
could all stand some inner contemplation. We are not
a healthy community when theft, mugging, rape and
drug usage are prevalent. The recurring concert gate
crashing and the consequent trampling of one's fellow

students, underlines the need for immediate positive

action.

We have gotten into the habit of resolving our
problems by creating "committees" to "investigate''
and make "recommendations". We look for someone
or something on which to place the blame. Once this is

done to everyone's satisfaction we can tuck the
problem into a closet without ever really coming to

grips with it. This solves nothing and is the lowest
form of self-deception.

What can be done then? The dreary lament, "I am
only one person, what can I do?" has been used to the

point that further usage merely grates on the ears.

Rallying around cliches and catch phrases has served
only to stunt creative thinking and polarize people in a
negative manner.
To the concerned observer of our times, the answer

should be clear. Our college community and society at

large needs a reformation of major proportions. The
answer is simple; the undertaking vast.

It can be done, but each one of us must do his part.

For in any free society, that freedom carries with it

the responsibility to help maintain it. There are
existing vehicles for communication and change
which should be utilized. Know what your elected

representatives m the student, local and national

government are and express your feelings to them. If

the present forms and/ or leaders are inadequate, we
must work to replace them with more effective ones.

Bring group social pressure to bear on those in-

dividuals among us who steal, destroy, inflict injury

and advocate \.«... nee. Let them know their actions

are not condoned, but abhorred. They cannot operate

lor long without support; and to them silence implies

i onsent.

Perhaps the most effective means of easing our

problems, and certainly the simplest, is to have a

1 1 >nstant exchange of views with your fellow human
beings. Inform others of your opinions and listen to

what they have to say. Really listen and try to un-

derstand how the other person feels. In the com-
munication process, listening is as important as ex-

ponding.

A free democratic society requires the active

participation of all its citizens. If tolerated any longer,

apathy will become our epitaph. What are we waiting

for? There will be no one man rising out of the turmoil

with all the right answers to lead us to brighter days.

The responsibility lies on each of our shoulders in-

dividually.

"To be or not to be "is the question. We can all be

a force for making our world a better place or we will

simply cease to be.

THOMAS O.LEAVITT

Apology
To the Editor:

In response to the Friday, Dec. 4th letter of Kay M.
Raymond:
Just a short note to extend a sincere apology on

behalf of my ignorant sisters and brothers in the

heterosexual community. Hopefully we will all

someday understand that there is no Life, unless there

is Life for All: Not just in tolerance, but with en-

couragement to find one's own Life - with Love, in

Peace & Harmony - and Live it. Until such time I

would like to say that I admire your courage and
frankness and wish my best to you, the SHL, and any
other organizations that encourage a lull Life, free

from fear of social persecution.

Surely, if someone from the SHL were willing, an
article lor series of articles) aimed at educating the

heterosexual community would be appreciated.

SUSAN FUCILLO

JAaX*^ 1

The Fun City
To the Editor:

I am totally disgusted at the

amount of money being spent on
construction and "Awful Waffles"

while basic student needs are being

largely ignored. Not the least of

which is the parking problem.
On Friday, Dec. 4, at 4 P.M. I

discovered that my car in F Lot

was vandalized - a window
smashed, my tape player stolen, as
well as extensive damage to the

body. I managed to attract the

attention of a campus police

cruiser. After listening to my
story, the worthy officers did not

deem it necessary to get out of the

cruiser and look, they merely
nodded their heads in

acknowledgement of the crime.

But the crowning touch came
about 7 P.M. that night. Since the

thieves had left the door open and
my battery was consequently worn
down, I had to remove it and take it

to a service station. Along with two
other friends, I was removing the

battery and a cruiser pulled up. An

officer actually bestirred himself

to get out of the cruiser, and asked
one of us for quote "iden-

tification ". He merely looked
quickly at my school I.D. - never

mind my registration or even a
license. Maybe he would have
accepted my Mickey Mouse Club
membership card. He didn't even
listen to my explanations as he got

back into the cruiser and drove
away.
This is not to say that I am the

only victim of the increasing crime
on this campus. My loss is small

compared to others. Yet it in-

dicates that the problems of a 1970

city are being attempted to be
solved with the methods of an 1888

small town campus.
The moral of the story is: If you

have a half decent car and would
like to have it stripped, park it in F
Lot. Its the easiest touch for parts

and car thieves from here to

Chicago. Next to V Lot....

RICHARD L. BOMBARDIER

The Time Of Man
"ONCE THERE WERE TREES AND A RIVER
ONCE THERE WAS GRASS WHERE YOU STAND
ONCE THERE WERE SONGS ABOUT RIGHTS INSTEAD OF

WRONGS
ONCE THERE WAS THE TIME OF MAN"
About ten years ago, Glenn Yarborough popularized this song. It

was called "The Time of Man." The author of the song, Travis Ed-,

mondson, was predicting a time when man would have destroyed his

environment and would wistfully look back on the past as the "Golden
Age of Man." Certainly the author never expected his prophecy to

come to pass so quickly!

About 3,000 years earlier an old Hebrew sage put it like this

:

"There is a way which seems right to a man. but its

end is the way to death." (Proverbs 14:12)

Modern man has definitely chosen the way that leads to death:
... death of the earth.

death of plant and animal life.

death to other men in war.
death to himself from drugs, on the highway...

But what can man do if his best efforts bring so much death? Is there
any other way?

Is it possible that man's problem is man himself; that man himself
must be changed if ever there is to be hope of a solution to his
problems?

•teen hundred years ago another Hebrew saec said:

1 am the Way-yes, the Ti nth and the Life...
I say emphatically that anyone who listens to my
message and believes in God w ho sent Me has eternal
life. ..has already pass, d out of death into Life

"

(John I4:6;5:24)

His name was Jesus, and He nlso said:

"Look!! havebeen standing at the door and 1 am
constantly knocking. If anyone hears Me calling

him and opens the door, I w ill come in and fellowship
with him and he with Me." (Revelation 3:20)

Isn't it about time you and I quit the "way of death" and give Jesus a
chance? He claimed that if we open the door of our lives, he will come
into our lives and make us new creatures.
The door to which Jesus referred is the door of your heart - your will,

your intellect, and your emotion. Just as you can allow someone who
knocks on the door of your room to enter by saying "Come in!", SO
YOU CAN ALLOW Jesus to enter the door of your heart through
prayer. Why not ask him to come into your life right now? He won't
mislead you - if you ask Him to come in He will!

Campus Crusade for Christ
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'Superstar/A New Rock Opera

"A Mother With Her Two Children", an oil on canvas by the

nineteenth century American painter U.K. Snyder is part of the

current exhibit at the Herter Hall Art Gallery. This show, entitled

CONNECTICUT VALLEY AT HOME, A Hundred Years of

Domestic Art, consists of many objects from this area, many double

the age of the University. The exhibit will be on view through

December 22, 10:00 to 5:00 Monday through Friday.

byBOBGRAHAM
FineArtsStaff

"JESUSCHR1STSUPERSTAR".
DKCCA
The idea of dramatizing events

in the life of Christ is not a new
one. Recently it was tried again

somewhat differently in the "rock

opera" "JESUS
CHRIST SUPER-
STAR". This is not

a vehicle forChristian

dogma. It doesn't, as

most versions of the

Christ story attempt,

try to convert its au-

dienceto Christianity.

Rather its aim is to

divorce the listener

from previous beliefs

about Christ and tells this "greatest

story ever told" as a mere story.

Christ is depicted as a political

rather than religious martyr and a

philosopher rather than a prophet.

Theopera deals with thelast seven
days in the life of Christ, from
the ride into Jerusalem to the

Crucifiction ( the ressurection is not

dealt with, because of the thematic
purposes described above).
The composers, Andrew Lloyd

Webber andTim Rice have borrowe
from many music forms in creating

their score: rock, gospel and jazz

amongthem. Themusic is not really

new or inventive, many songs seem
echoes of others, and this leads to

a problem. This is that the music

seems dictated to by the old forms

insteadof being influenced by them

Webber and Rice obviously decided

that they had to write a "rock

opera" and therefore made many of

the passages seem operatic. The

opera has the effect of being made

up of different musical forms, but

its weakness lies in the fact that

there is no main hybrid of these

forms to make the

opera a solid work.

The result is, at times,

a seeming lack if con-

tinuity.

The lack of contin-

uity is also probably

due to the fairly poor

technical standard.

The recording il used

the 8-track tape ver-

sion for this review)

seems to have been pasted
together. Even some of the songs

have treated in this manner with

different parts having been
recorded at different times
("Gelsemane" is an example of

this). Also as some jump in as

others are fading out. This tends to

become pretty annoying. The
"mixing" also needs to have been
done better, and the "band" (made
up of individuals from other

groups) never sounds together, all

contributing to the opera's lack of

continuity.

The performances range from
rairly good to pretty bad. There is

a tendency for some performers to

start screeching suddenly even
though the music doesn't warrant
it. This screeching even often

works against the music. In

general the recording needs a good
director ; someone who can tighten

up the weak spots and make it a

coherant whole. Despite its flaws,

however, SUPERSTAR is still

interesting. Its attempt to convey
the story of Christ in an objective

manner and its music, though not

original and inventive, is still

entertaining.

FamedString Quartet
Performs Modern Works

The LaSalle String Quartet, in residence at the

University of Cincinnati, will perform a concert
Wednesday, at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium, UMass.
The event, the second of five concerts in the 1970-71

Chamber Music Series, is under the auspices of the

University's Fine Arts Council.

The LaSalle Quartet was formed at the Juilliard

School of Music and received that famed institution's

first degree in quartet ensemble. Since 1954 the

quartet has made 20 international tours, performing
concerts throughout Europe, India, Israel, Australia
and New Zealand, and Central and South America.
The LaSalle Quartet received a very high honor for

an American string ensemble recently when it was
offered an exclusive recording contract with one of

Europe's leading firms, Deutsche Grammophon. This

distinction reflects the continuous interest in con-

temporary music which the LaSalle Quartet has had

since its formation. While its repertoire is not

restricted to contemporary music, the ensemble is the

leader in this field and has recorded the works of such
famous avant-garde composers as Gyorgy Ligeti,

Earle Brown, Wolf Rosenberg and Krzysztof Pen-
derecki.

For its debut concert at the University, the LaSalle
String Quartet will perform Henry Purcell's "Three
Four-Part Fantasias"; Quartet, Opus 3 by Alban
Berg; Anton Webern's Quartet, Opus 28 and Pen-
derecki's Quartet. Reserved tickets are available at
the Fine Arts Council and are priced at $1 to

University undergraduates' $1.50 to University
graduate students and other students; $2.50 for

University faculty and staff and $3 for the general
public. Remaining tickets will be available at Bowker
Box Office one hour before the concert. A telephone
reaching both box offices is 545-0202.

Israeli Singer In Concert
December 8th, Hillel at UMass

is sponsoring a concert of songs

of many lands by the well known
Israeli singer Aviva Semadar.
Aviva is a Sabra who studied

music in Tel Aviv and Europe.

She made her concert debut in

Europe in 1964 and has con-

certized extensively throughout

Europe, Israel and the United

States. She has appeared at

many music festivals, on radio

and television, and has made
many recordings. She ac-

companies herself on the guitar.

Hillel is happy to present this

concert for its annual Chan-

nukah celebration. The public is

welcome free of charge. The
concert will take place in the

Student Union Ballroom at 8.00

p.m.

i
Roister Tryouts

Dave Van Ronk

Here On Friday

Tryouts for the Roister Doister

production "THE CHRONICLES
OF HELL" will be December 7, 8,

and 9 in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union at 7 PM.
Casting is open to anyone, no

scripts, will be used, all you need
bring is your imagination. Director

Bob Rotenberg is looking for four

or six women and ten men.
Also persons interested in

working lights, costumes, building

the set and other technical aspects

of production should come.
"THE CHRONICLES OF

HELL" was written by the

Twentieth century playwright
Michel de Glelderade and can be

described as a somewhat bawdy
example of Medeival religious

ceremony.

Dave Van Ronk, noted Green-
wich Village folk singer, will

perform two concerts at the
University of Massachusetts
Amherst campus Friday, Dec. 11,

and Saturday, Dec. 12, under the
auspices of the Fine Arts Council.

Reserved tickets to Mr. Van
Ronk's concerts are priced at $1.50

for University undergraduates; $2
for UMass graduate students and
other students; $2.50 for UMass
faculty and staff and $3 to the
general public and may be pur-

chased through the Fine Arts
Council Box Office one hour before
each concert. A telephone reaching
both box offices is 545-0202.

ISRAEL
* WORK in a kibbutz

it STUDY at on Israeli university

if WORK with new immigrants

SUMMER, SEMESTER, YEAR PROGRAMS

CONTACT:

JOINT ISRAEL PROGRAMS
72 Franklin Street

Boston, Mass.
542-3973/4

A division of the

Associated Jewish Community Centers

in cooperation with A Z.Y.F.

TRY OUTS
for the Roister Doister Production of

The Chronicles of Hell

By Michel de Ghelderode

DECEMBER 7, 8, 9 _ 7:00 p.m.

COMMONWEALTH ROOM S.U.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Anti-Poverty Programs

Discussion On "Focus
1

Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA's
•Focus" will broadcast a
discussion on "Poverty and Anti-
Poverty Programs in an Age of

Inflation."

Moderator Ken Mosakowski's
guests on the live 60-minute forum
are Donald Brown, Tony Buteau,
and James Collins, co-directors of

the western Massachusetts
division of Upward Bound; and
Fred Bemak and John Knox,
caseworkers for the antipoverty
program.

The Upward Bound office for

western Massachusetts, located at

205 Mills House on the UMass
campus, serves communities in

Berkshire, Franklin, Hamden, and
Hampshire Counties.

Topics to be covered during the

discussion include: drug abuse,

child care, welfare, and Federal
cutbacks in antipoverty programs,
as well as an examination of the

Upward Bound program and its

effectiveness as an anti-poverty

agency.

Tonight's program will also

provide air time for renewing the

'Drive to Alleviate Malnutrition,"

a fund-raising project sponsored

by the Committee on Poverty of the

Community Action Foundation.
Recipients of all funds raised will

be impoverished Blacks and In-

dians of the Kidgeville-four Holes

area in Dorcester County, South

Carolina.

Aptitude TestingDefended
ByAmherst CollegeDean

A prominent college admission

officer has defended the use of

aptitude tests to help determine

which students should be ad-

mitted. Dean Eugene S. Wilson,

director of admission at Amherst
College since 1946, has replied to

rising criticism of the tests in his

24th annual report to the nation's

secondary schools.

The limitations of the tests, he

argues, are due to improper
training of students who take them,

not to the tests themselves.

To the charge that the tests are

unfair to students from disad-

vantaged areas (because their

language is foreign to the ghetto),
he argues that, "The language of
the ghetto is not going to replace
the language of the world. The
challenge to our school systems is

to move the language of the world
into the ghetto.

"What a Scholastic Aptitude Test
may be telling us is that this

student has been shackled by an
irrelevant curriculun poorly
trained teacher; inferior
equipment, indifferent parents and
counselors who couldn't care less."

Dean Wilson believes the tests do
indicate accurately "which
students at the time tested are

Notices
BICYCLE CLUB
Bicycle Club will meet tonight at 8:30 in Rm

801 of the CC Important Meeting!

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLET COMMITTEE
Meeting tonight at 7 in Rm 173 171 of the C C

CAMPUS GOLD
There will be a regular business meeting

Tuesday, Dec 8th in Thoreau Dateroom at 7

p .
m

CCEBS STUDENT AFFAIRS
CCEBS Christmas Party, given by CCEBS

Student Affairs, tree refreshments and en
tertamment. Dec 11th at 9 p m Admittance
by ticket only, pick up free ticket in Rm 210

Black Cultural Center.

CLASS OF 74

freshman Class Executive Council ap
plicants and others interested should attend a

inei'tmgWed . Dec 9th , at 7 30 m Rm 174 176

of the C C

CUSP PHYCHOLOGY MAJORS
A meeting will be held Tues , Dec 8th at 8

pm m Rm 18 Bartlett Agenda: Christmas
party, budget, committee reports, and
discussions.

EX EXPLORER SCOUTS
Any ex Explorer Scouts interested in for

mmg a Campus group please call 6 7504 for

information

FILM MAKERS
Anyone interested m film making ac

tors actresses, writers, etc.. please contact

Pete Thiffault for info on new project at 665

2384 or Free U 545 0066

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will bea pledge meeting tonight at 6 in

Rm 81 1 of the C C Pledge exam will be given.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
It members of the club need a ride to the

weekly meetings please notify George Haileor
Robert Allaire 126 Buttertield 545 2418(9)

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Basic Ground School meeting in CC. Rm

807, at 7 30 p m Review & practice for Private

Pilot Written Examination ( Bi ing Computer
and plotter).

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
There will bea meeting tonight at 7 30 in Rm

175 of theC C for all those interested in talking

about drugs, mysticism and Baba

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, BOWKER — 8 P.M.

La Salle String Quartet

Deutsch Grammophon Recording Artists perform works of

Purcell, Berg, Webern arid Krzysztof Penderecki.

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1; Grad Students $1.50;

Fac/Staff $2.50

INFORMAL LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION
Tuesdoy, Dec. 8rh _ 2:30 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Free)

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11-12 8 P.M.

DAVE VAN RONK
Noted Greenwich Village Folk Singer and celebrated record-

ing artist!

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; Grad Students $2;

Fac/Staff $2.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL, 125 Herter Holl

(Remaining tickets ot Bowker one hour before event)

.Telephone 545-0202

NAIADS
Practice continuing on Tues. and Weds

Some individual groups will be practicing

•Arches' will also meet Mon. at6:30 in the pool

ORCHARD HILL
Interviews in Master's Office, Field House,

12 7, 12 8, 12/9, 12/10, noappointment needed

Just drop in Applications still in 402 Webster

and Master'' Office

PRE LAW
A representative from Syracuse University

is coming Dec 9th from 10 a rrto noon He will

hold a group meeting in Rm 231 of Whitmore

startingat 10 am Any questions call 545 2854.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Come to 43A Bartlett if you're interested in

presenting your research or attending a
symposium in clinical personality psychology
to be held here late spring.

SPANISH CLUB
Speak Spanish over lunch 1 Come to the

Spanish Table from 11.30 12.30 in Franklin.

All are welcome

LOST
Men s brown wallet lost in vicinity of S.U.

Wallet contains valuable papers.

One black notebook lost in Worchester DC,
Thursday, Dec 3rd (lunch) Please return to

Laura Nikan 318 Leach.

A g.rls' blue philhps bike with silver fenders,

generator, doublebaskets, front tire white

wall, rear all black if found call 6 7504

A greenknit pocketbook lost if found please

call 549 6032 and ask for Margie

A circular slide rule, brown plastic case, in

Goessman Tue».. Dec. 1st. Call 546 7761

l pamphlet in Spanish by Carlos Ibarguron

with 1930 date Very important Please call

Ed. 6 1039

CLASSICS LECTURE
P G Walsh, Reader in Humanity at the

Umv of Edinburgh will lecture on "Courtly

Love m the Carmina Burana Tuesday, Dec.

8th at 4 30 p m in the School of Business Ad

mm Rml20. Lecture is open to all

ready for an intellectual ex-

perience of some kind and which
need remedial work." To the

charge that Scholastic Aptitude

Tests unfairly measure only the

academic or intellectual aptitude

of a student. Dean Wilson admits
that this is what they were
designed to test.

"The other than-academically

gifted students, he writes, "have
often been unrecognized and
unappreciated by the marking and
testing measures of education and
by our curriculums - this fact is

not new. It should have been
known to educators at all levels

Unfortunately, our educational
system pushes this truism into the

background."
A rising sentiment among

counselors and admission officers

is that the tests should be used for

placement, not for admission.

Amherst's Dean Wilson answers
that admission to a given college is

placement.

"Institutions vary greatly in the

curriculums and in the academic
pace presented to their students,"

he writes, concluding that, "It is

the task of an Admission Com-
mittee to place in its institution

students who can meet with

satisfaction to themselves the

academic challenges presented."

Dean Wilson admits that if the

academic emphasis in college

programs gives way to ex-

perimental learning, the standard

tests may wane in usefulness. And
he welcomes experiments in open
admission.

But he adds: "Sooner or later,

however, reading, writing and
arithmetic will be introduced to

these students and at this point

Scholastic Aptitude Tests should

have a place as an aid to teachers

and counselors and not as a

stumbling block to students.

You might be happierat /Etna.
We think we might have what you're

looking for. Something 27 million people

depend on for security and a better life.

We'd like you to consider taking a sales

management position with /Etna Life and
Casualty. We have hundreds of broad-

gauge management positions, both in the

field and in the home office, that pay sub-

stantial salaries right from the start.

They all take creativity and hard work.

But the rewards can be very high. To
yourself. To others.

If the insurance business is still the

Overlooked Profession to you, it's prob-

ably because you haven't heard the whole
truth about it yet. How fast-changing it

has become. Or how sophisticated. Or
that it is where the greatest variety of

job opportunities are—today, insurance

probably takes more college graduates

than any other profession.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a JOBS-participating company.

We have jobs in all divisions of our

company. If you'd like face-to-face con-

tact with people we have many positions

that will give you immediate contact with

the public. If you'd rather deal with your
co-workers and other professionals, we
have those, too. Tell us your preference,

and we can work it out between us.

A brochure called "The Whole Truth"
goes into the specifics on sales manage-
ment as well as other opportunities. It'll

tell you how /Etna works, what it does,

and how you can become part of it. It's

an honest picture of an honest business.

Why not stop in at your placement office

and read it.

Today, one out of six Americans looks

to /Etna for insurance protection. You
might build a successful career helping
us help many more.

OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

LIFE& CASUALTY
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sPOfltS —at— ShorT'Es
NEW YORK (AP)-Fran

Tarkenton tossed two touchdown
passes in the fourth quarter
Sunday, giving the New York
Giants a 20-6 National Football

league victory over the stubborn
Buffalo Bills.

The Giants, battling to overtake
first place St. Louis in the National
Conference's Eastern Division,
snapped a 6-6 deadlock early in the

final quarter when Tarkenton
floated a nine vard scoring pass to

Clifton McNeil".

Tucker Frederickson scored the

insurance touchdown on a four

yard flip from Tarkenton with 6-1/2

minutes to play as the Giants
brought their season record to 8-4.

* • • • *

NEW YORK (AP)-Muhammad
Ali takes what he calls a perfect

test Monday night when he takes

on Oscar Bonavena, the bullish

brawler from Argentina, in a
scheduled 15-round heavyweight
fight at Madison Square Garden.
But the perfect test, in the minds

of most people, still awaits Ali-a

title fight with Joe Frazier.

Such a fight could come in

February and not only would it

answer the question of who is the

king of boxing, it also would be a

Tonight's Intramurals
BASKETBALL

4 8 30 Brigade vs. Studs

COURT TIME TEAMS •> 8 30 Bury vs. Wheels
1 6 30 Panther vs. Leopards ft 8:30 TEP "•" vs. Spacemen
2 6:30 Jaguars vs. Bruisers

3 6:30 Academics vs Seagrams 1 9:30 Wild Things vs Bulldogs

4 6:30 ABC vs. Volunteers 2 9 30 Browns vs. Machines

5 6 30 Ccebsvs. Alz 3 9 30 Boozers vs. Cult

6 6 30 Colonels vs Us
BOWL ING

1

2

1

•1

5

6

7 30

7 30

7 30

7.30

7 30

7 30

Bears vs. Maroons
Chestnuts vs. Hi lo's

Broncos vs Eagles

Fluid vs. Deacons
Moe vs Lances
Hoop vs. Squad

LANES TIME
l&? 6 30

38,4 6 30

58.6 6 30

7 8,8 6 30

TEAMS
Cougars vs Academics
Panthers vs Leopards

Bulldozers vs. Senators

Terrors vs. Crushers

POSITION VALLEY I&2 8 30 Position Play Central 3 vs 4

1 a 30 1 vs 2
3 8,4 8 30 Position Play Central 5 vs6

2 8 30 4 vs 5
7 8,8 8 30 Position Play Central 1 vs 2

Planning a Christmas Party?

Why not have it at the

CAMPUS CENTER?

A large variety of rooms, meal and beverage
services are available for any size group.

Call the Campus Center Food Service office
for assistance with your planning.

545-0418

SPECIAL: The nth floor is available on Monday and
Tursclay nights for groups of 60 or more for a dinner party.

promoter's dream. Estimates of an
Ali Frazier gross begin at $7

million.

"Bonavena is the perfect test for

me," said Ali on the eve of his first

fight in New York since he knocked
out Zora Folley in his final fight as
champion March 22, 1967, in the old

Garden.
Angelo Dundee, Ali's trainer,

agrees that the fight should answer
a question left unanswered when
Ali stopped Jerry Quarry after

three rounds in Atlanta six weeks
ago in his first fight since being
stripped of his title for refusing
induction into the Army.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS-Rosters for the

co-recreational swimming meet
will be accepted up to today. This

meet is open to all members of the

UMass community.
*****

TOURNAMENT TICKETS-
Basketball tickets for the

Springfield Hall of Fame Tour-

nament, to be held on Dec. 28, 29

and 30. and in which the UMass
basketball team is to compete, will

be put on sale sometime in the

middle of this week at the Boyden
ticket office, room 155.

Only tickets for Dec. 28 i the first

round of the tourney) will be sold.

These tickets will be good for the

St Michael's vs. Springfield game
at 7 p.m. All tickets are reserved
ones and will go for the prices, $2

and $3.

All students here at UMass are

urged to purchase their tickets in

advance; there will be 500 tickets

available at the ticket office next

week. Those who do buy their

ducats in advance will receive free

admission into the Basketball Hall

of Fame, a most beautiful ex-

position, homed in Springfield.

This free admission will only be
good through Jan. 1, 1971.

*****

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
TICKETS-Within the very near
future the athletic ticket office at

155 Boyden will be receiving from
Madison Square Garden (New
York City i an allocation of tickets

for the Feb. 27 basketball game.
UMass vs. George Washington
University. Price information
concerning these tickets will be
made available soon in the

Collegian sports pages.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE SERVICES

Pioneer, Tear, Garrard, PE, Artec.

Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers.

LP's. 8 tracks and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tf13-23

Skis — fantastic beginner metTJi.
skates, new men's 11, f8; clarinet,

antique sewing- machine, milk can,
hairdryer, shaver, elee. knife, three

reclining bus seato. WMgt tf!2-7

Hart Sklls 6' 9", Trrolea front toe

release, aluminum poles, very good
condition, low price. Call after 6
p.m. 549-6648. tfl2-8

MM New Home console sewing
machine and attachments, best of-

fer. Needed: box spring, fall sited.

inevpensUe. Call 549-6398. tflg-8

Mtandel PA. 2 columns with fonr
18" speakers each. One monitor
w/two 12's 200-wat RMS four chan-
nels w /reverb, $1600 new, seU for

$695. Call Berate 527-4192 or 527-
9640. tfU-8

Diamond Solitarie Engagement
Ring, 9/10 rt , white gold settine
Reasonable. 58G-1869 anytime

tfl'-H

Tvts fifteen inch snew tires for

thirty-six dollars and two fifteen

inch regular tires for twenty-fi»r
dollars. Call I.inda 546-5367. tfl.'-ll

Ski Boots. Ilenke Buckle, men »

size 8'/i or 9, $20. Call Bob 6-7V,'«i

tfi-;-n

Paid deluxe hotel accom. for t,

won In contest, Miami Bch, Palm
Itch, Lake Tahoe, Vegas or New Or-
leans, value $90 - $120. Come to
Puffton A ill . No. 251, for details,

after 0. Best offer. tf1"Mt

FOR SAH— AUTOS
67 Opel Kadette Bally Sport, ex-

rellent mechanical condition. Needs
body work. Asking $575. Call Kick
545-2690. tfl2-8

'64 Ford Falrlane, automatic, good
condition $350. CaU Patty 253-9357.

tfl2-9

l$«e VW execl. eond., $395. Call
tfll-9

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,

197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tfU-23

Knjoy your vacations, yoar week-
ends, your week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for

vnu. Theses toe. Professional serv-

ice. Reasonable prices. 584-6817
tfl2-23

Black light, Eove Eampa, Karma
Utnpi and Meditation Bulbs, and
Musical Instruments for creative ex-

periences. Call Creative Endeavor,
Greenfield (1-774-2831) for Informa-
tion^ 12-7

WANTED
Earn $2, male subjects needed for

Psychology exper. App. 1 hr. See
Nancy, Bart. 71. tflS-7

SOS — unfurnished apt. near
VMass. needed by 2 female grad
students by Jan. 1. Good references
253-7101

.

tfl2-8

2 desperate girls most get off
campus next semester. We need a 1
liedroom apt. near campus. Please
call either 540-9909 or 546-4374. If
you can help us. We cannot hack
the dorm much longer. tfl2-7

Female grad stuilent wanted to

share one bdrm garden apt. In
N ham. $80 month. Must like dogs,
(all Bonn! 584-7496 early morning or
late night tfl2-ll

ROOMMATES WANTED
To share apt. In or near Concord,

Mass (Waltham or Lexington) . Call
5I5-2642, ask for Dana, 210 Oreen-
mieh. especially for Concord Interns
still looking for apartment. tfl2-9

F roommate wanted to share Co-
lon la' Village apt. next sem. Own
bedroc.n. $75 50/mo. 253-7824.

____^ trigs

One or two roommates need Im-
medlately three bedim, apt. at Poff-
ton. Call Rick or Eee 549-41281

tflt-4

Roommates wanted for spacious 6
bedroom house In Conway, 12 miles
from Campus, own room, exceptional
\lew, lots of land!. $6» a month
Call Ren at 369-4026. tf12-»

Walk to f'ampns . Own bedroom,
share whole house, $90 per month,
*«0 per month each for two people.
Call Ron Wright 515-1326 (days).
545-3871 (nights) 12-7

Female roommate wanted to share
furnished apartment at Cllffslde
with 2 other girls. For next semes-
ter beginning In January. Call 665-
3521 anytime after 4:30 p.m. tfl2-9

APTaJlfMENT^WANTED
Three girls desire two - three bed-

room apartment In Amherst area.
Tall 546-8969 or 546-8971. tf!2-9

TRAVEL
FREEDOM! See England in peace

for only $529. A full 30 days of In-
dependent bicycle camping, includes
air fare, bicycle, and camping equip-
ment. Bicycle - Campers Interna-
tional, P.O. Box 13927, Cnly. 8ta..
Gainesville. Fla.. 32601. 12-7

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL — Rt. 5, Whately,
665-2*06. November 1 • March 31;
2 people $100 month, 1 person $75
month

.

12-7

EMPLOYMENT
Need money? Photographer wants

open-minded females to model. If
interested write: Artista, P.O. Box
302, Chicopee, Mass. 01014, include
iiihlress and/or phone. tf-12-11

VACATION
I heard you want to go to Bermu-

da. Well, I'll see what I can do for
you. Trips from $180 to $269. For
free Info call Jim Shane 549-6629 or
visit 340 Puffton VIII. Get your trip
"<>*• 12-2-4-7-9-14-16

WANTED TO BUY
Bike 26" English, 3 speed. Call

Steve at 323-7018 after 5 p.m. tfl2-8

TO SUBLET
1 bedroom well-furnished apt. To

sublet. Located near Smith. flfiO
month. No lease required. Call 584-
142* after 7:30 p.m. and before» !* P «*»• tfl»-8

FroshHoopstersWin,64-52

Dartmouth Is Victim
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter
HANOVER, N.H.-Last Thur-

sday, on the strength of a second
half spurt, the Little Redman
hoopsters downed the Dartmouth
frosh, 64-52. After a touch and go
first half, the freshmen performed
impressively in bringing their

record to 2-0. On the losing side, the

home team Indians, who won their

contest by some 40 points, were the

owners of a 1-1 mark.
After trailing 30-29 at halftime,

the Little Redmen settled down,
and overcame a game-long Dart-
mouth press to outscore their

opposition by 13 points in the final

:2o minutes.

The visitors held the lead only

once in the first half, and that for a

mere ;<<» seconds. A tip-in bv Al

Skinner, off of an errant foul shot,

resulted in a 2-0 lead for UMass.
But I he next five minutes were all

Dartmouth.
Greg Hannah, playing the back-

court for Dartmouth, started
pumping in the points, scoring six

of his game-high 23 to put the Little

Green ahead, 9-4.

UMass was headed towards foul

trouble, and the Dartmouth press
was giving the Redmen problems.
But what hurt the Redmen most
was the fact that offensive
rebounds were not being turned
into baskets, and if not for Skin-
ner's eight points early in the

game, it might have been a dif-

ferent story.

The foul problems cleared, as the

Redmen were called for just five

personals in the last 33 minutes.
But the scoring difficulties

lingered on. Four separate times
UMass crashed the boards, and
had two or three shots from in-

close, only to be denied. UMass
was getting their share of

rebounds, as indicated by their 55-

43 edge at game's end, but the

missed tip-ins were hurting them
dearly.

As the half ended, Peter Trow hit

for two quick hoops, and the five

point lead that the home team
enjoyed for most of the first half

had been cut to one, 30-29.

Basket trading was the name of

the game as the second half began.
Then with 15:39 left on the clock.

Rich Pitino hit Trow with a scoop
pass, and Trow connected, putting

UMass ahead 35-34. The lead was
short-lived though, as Billy

Raynor, Dartmouth's star guard,

Whether you con ski,

or not, join the

SKI

CLUB
MEETING TONIGHT

8 p.m • MAHAR

»A ski movie will be
shown

» Memberships will be
token.

($4 _ many benefits)

ALSO
* Don't forget to bring
in deposit for Interces-
sion Trips!!!!!

came back with a three point play.

But Raynor's play was to be the

Indians last moment of glory.

A Trow hoop tied it at 37, and a

Pitino pass to John Olson saw
Olson score his biggest two points

of the night, putting the little

Redmen on top for good. The lead

grew as a blocked shot by Skinner,

and then a Skinner steal resulted in

a basket by Art Levine, on a great

second effort.

With Dartmouth pressing madly,
the lead grew to 5041. Then with a

little over seven minutes left

UMass moved into a four corner

offense, one t hat is designed to hold

the ball for long stretches of time.

Although the Redmen used this

offense often in the waning
moments of the game, they did not

use it for more than a minute at

any one time. Coach Broaca ex-

plained the reasoning behind this,

saying, "The four-corner offense is

extremely effective, but we have to

be careful that we don't lose all

notions of scoring, as can happen if

it is used extensively. When you
lose sight of the basket, that's when
you can really get into trouble."

Six straight Dartmouth points

closed the gap to 53-48, but that was
the closest they were to get.

Switching back into man to man
defense, one of many defenses they
were to use against the Indians,

UMass stiffened, as Redman after

Redman went to the foul line for

crucial one and one situations.

Nine foul shots later, one by
Pitino, two by Olson, and six by
Skinner, gave the Redmen a 62-48

lead. The game ended on a fitting

note, with Skinner making two
more from the charity stripe for a
64-52 UMass victory.

The freshman's play appeared to

be of a much higher quality than of

that displayed in their first win.

Said Coach Broaca. "Anytime a
freshmen team plays away from
home it is very tough. Sub-
sequently, a win away from home
is quite difficult. Taking that fact

in*o consideration, and the fact

mat this win came against Dart-
mouth, this was a very satisfying

victory."

Broaca was pleased with his

team's performance, and Skinner,
who scored 19, and shipped in with
11 rebounds, drew this remark
from his coach, "This was by far
the best job that Skinner has done
for us."

Looking past Skinner's six of

nine, andTrow's nine for fourteen,
the team shot rather poorly. But on
the whole they looked a bit

smoother than in their opening
fray. Said Broaca, "I thought that
Pitino, Trow, and Olson all had a
good game, and if we can just get
steady performance's out of these
boys we should do quite well."

(Continued on page 15)

MESSIANIC JEWS
Offer free Kiltie Literature concern-
ing tlieir sreeevtl nnd beliefs. Write:
SCRIPTIKKS l>eut. (-388, 151

Prospect l>ri\e, strstford, Conn.,
0U497.

FOR

TOYS
and

GAMES
to 91've at

CHRISTMAS

A, J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer & Stationer
45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

Frosh Skaters Beaten
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Playing what seemed like two different games, the UMass freshman
hockey team l«,st its season opener, 7-4, at Orr Rink Saturday night to a
powerful I so what else is new? ) Boston College squad.

In the first period, the Little
Redmen appeared to be com-
pletely outmatched as the Eagle period lapses that resunea m ..fee

frosh ran up a score of 5-0 before BC goals.

Matmen Shutout Tufts
In Season Opener

UMass' Jim Connors put his team
on the scoreboard at 14:10 of the
period.

BC's goals in the hrst period
came at 1:45 when defenseman
Ralph Taylor tallied, at 3:01 when
center Ed Hayes took a good pass
from Joe Fidler. at 8 26 as right
wing Steve Operacx took ad-
vantage of one of several UMass
lapsts in front of the net and tipped
in the rebound of a shot by Rick
Lawson, at 9:51 on a similar goal
by tenter Ron Dunn, and at 13:40
on a power-play goal by left wing
Bob Cooper.

UMass finally answered back
when Connors, a center who played
well all night, took a pass from Jim
Coleman and put it by Eagle goalie
Tom Murray, who had sprawled
out of position

In the opening stanza, the
Redmen were completely out-
skated and out-checked and were
continually guilty of fatal lapses in

front of goalie Chick Rheault as the
defense failed to clear the puck
time and time again. This enabled
BC to score many of their goals on
rebounds.

The second period had UMass
looking like an entirely different

team They skated well, played
their zones well, and all-in-all

appeared to be the better team.
The solid play in the second period
culminated on a goal by right wing
Coleman at 13:38 on a pass from
Connors. Connors had control of
the puck in front of the BC cage and
waited until he saw Coleman
unguarded on the left side. He
slipped a perfect pass to Coleman
who had the whole left side of the
net open an: .in easily.

This tali\ i>» UMass remained
unanswered and Lh >core at the

end of iv. . i i>

I appeared as U the nome trosh

might be on tnea way to a
miraculous corm- irom-behind
vict try when ( oleman scored his

second goal of the nignt, unassisted

at 4 H) He threw the puck in front

ot the cage into a maze of players

and it del lee ed oft of a BC
detenseman by Murray.

It v\as not to be, however, as the

Redmen reverted to their first

LUHV DON'T YOU STOP
PRACTICING AND GET
YOUR SHOPPING DONE T

YOU'VE ONLY GOT
18 PAYS LEFT/

ADVERTISING AGENCY
needs young

aggressive man

with fiim or video tape
background to produce TV
spots. Good opportunity to
learn advertising business.

Call

R A. Usifer Associates

Springfield, Mass.

733-2206

MISS JULIE
Uy August Strindbert;

Directed by Jim CavanaUKll

Drama of conflicting passions ami
ntrong emotional Impact.

Starts Wednesday
at the Laboratory Theatre
Mount Holyoke College

South Hadiey
through Sunday, Dec. IS
students $l M; all ethers *•-' «"

For reservations call K«M*M. fmf.

MM from 1IM a.m. to 9:»» p. Ill

daily.

CURTAIN TIMK 8:15 P M

The first came at 5:35 when
Fidler blasted a rebound past

Rheault after the latter had
stopped Hayes on a breakaway. A
liitle over a minute later, John
Monahan benefited on a similar

situation as he took a rebound off of

a Dunn shot and, uncovered in

front, put it past the fallen Rheault.

UMass retaliated at 18:34 when
they put excellent pressure on

Murray which resulted on a goal by

Jim Riley. Assists went to Jim
Lynch and Joe Kiah.

It came much too late, however,

and the game ended with the

Redmen on the short end of a 7-4

score.

By BOB GANLEY
Staff Reporter

The UMass wrestling team,
boosted by four pins and two Tufts

forfeits, rolled to a 42-0 victory

over the Jumbos on Saturday af-

ternoon at Boyden.
The win was the 11th straight

regular season win for the Redmen
and the point total was one of the

largest in UMass wrestling history.

Leading the Redmen in the

shutout victory were juniors Clay
Jester, Kent Mignocci, Chris
Hodson and Dave Reynolds. Each
netted five big points with pins that

provided UMass all the points it

would need for victory.

Jester had the quickest pin,

dropping the Jumbos' Cherniak in

the first period to give the Redmen
a 21-0 lead at the time. Transfer
Dave Amato opened the scoring

with a forfeit victory in the 118 lb.

class. Reynolds took a 5-0 lead into

the third period before pinning

Georgian in the 126 lb. class.

Junior Barry Godowsky got

three more points for the Redmen
with a close 3-2 decision over Pike
of Tufts. Pike opened the scoring

with a takedown but Godowsky
escaped and got a takedown to lead

3-2 after the first period. The score

remained the same for the rest of

the 134 lb. match as neither

wrestler could take advantage of

the other.

Sheldon Goldbert continued the

Redman romp with a 14-0 victory

over Orchin in the 142 lb. class.

Brian Urquhart picked up the

second forfeit victory of the day,

this one coming at 158 lbs. to up the

Redmen lead to 26-0.

At this point victorv was assured
and the only question was how big

the margin would be. Kent

Mignocci scored a third period pin

over Yost after dominating most of
the match and heavyweight
Hodson polished off his opponent in

the second period. The other
Redman victories came from Ed
Carlson with a 4-0 win over Scalia
at 190, and a 4-3 win by Tom An-
drews at 177. Andrewes and Labuz
were tied 3-3 at the end of the
match, but Tom had one minute of
riding time to give him the margin
of victory.

(Continued from Page 14)

UAA A >s DARTMOUTH

G 1 P G F P

Pitino 5 4 14 McAuhtte 3 6

Skinnei 6 7 19 Raynor 4 2 10

Olson ? 4 8 Hannah 11 1 23

Brown u I Fahey

Lev me 2 1 4 Furbc 1 1

Boyles Piebes 4 8

Trow V 1 19 Eggleston 2 4

Totals. 24 16 64 Totals 24 4 52

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAM<

Throughout the history of the Ciiif-

ed States, only one Oemini has become
President. He was John F. Kennedy.
There have been only two Presidents
born under Aries: Thomas Jefferson
and John Tyler. There have been two
l-eo Presidents: Benjamin Harrison
and Herbert Hoover. There have
been more U.S. Presidents born un-
der xorpio than auy other zodiacal

sirn. The total is six: John Adams,
James Polk, Franklin Pierce, Jsmes
Uarfield. Theodore Roosevelt and War-
ren Harding

.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Some
agreement*, partnerships are subject
to abrupt chance. Exercise independ-
ence without appearing arrogant.
Chance with the times. Display natu-
rml leadership qualities.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Y.m
may find that you have greater free-

dom than imagined. Period of con-
finement ends. Tou are able to fulfill

some desires. Key Is not to rock pro-
verbial boat. Take sure, steady steps.
GEMINI (May U • June 20): You

neem Intent on getting involved, H.i

.

fuii without needlessly complicating
current situation. Romantla Inclina-
tions are emphasized. Forces are scat-
tered. Social activity dominates.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Tou

snaae free from lethargy. Tou find
ways of dealing with older individual.
Key is to be meticulous about details.
Check goals motives; review desires.
You may get promotion.
LEO (July 2J - Aug. 22): You could

start in one direction but quickly
change course. Tendency Is to lose va-
luables In transit. Guard against care-
less packaging. Relative's advice may
lack substance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Strive

for greater harmony ct home. Accent
on settling financial accounts. Seek
area of agreement with mate, partner
Unorthodox approach could result In

solid gain.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Moves

are quick. Your reactions will have to
be swift. People respond. Opportuni-
ty is present, but you will have to

sift through tinsel to strike it rich.
Much excitement on agenda.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Subtle

approach brings most constructive re-

sults. Don't betray a confidence In-
dividual who holds key to profit for
you Is observant. You only fool your-
self by any attempt at deception.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21):

You get favorable report which en-
ables you to fulfill some Innermost
desires. Break free from oppressing
situation. Don't brood about what
might have been. Aim toward future.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Security may appear threatened. But
this may merely be due to some quick
changes. Property Is Involved. You
are called upon to uphold community,
family Integrity.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
Short Journey may end as a wlld-goo?.>
ciase. Key !s to have vital lnforma-

:'. at hand. Don't trust to chance.
It prepared, current project could lead
to ;.restige, real gain.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): If

liexible, gain is Indicated. Otherwise,
^iu may have to retrace steps, i^p-

iiicaiiy, make some concessions In or-
I'-r to make major gain. Money situa-
tion fluctuates.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

V"U give of yourself, you seem in-
stinctively to know meaning of love.
Many are drawn to you with their
problems. -Try to understand that yrj
cannot carry every person's burder.
This applies especially during curr»ru
pwtai. You soon will have opportunity
to make progress In n»iv t i ! - f
(leaver.

Copyright liiT'i,

PEANUTS
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

i Greek letter

4 Pronoun

6 Rent

11 Clever

13 Clothesmaker

15 Member of

Parliament

(abbr.)

16 Let go

18 Parent (colloq.)

19 Supposing that

21 Narrow, flat

board

22 Chair

24 Courage

26 Mix

28 Devoured

29 Eagle's nest

31 Dinner course

33 Hypothetical

force

34 Great Lake

36 Want

38 Compass point

40 Gaelic

42 Waste matter

45 Collection of

facts

47 Girl's name
49 Small children

50 Part of harness

5? One opposed
54 Sun god
55 Prefix: not

56 Holds back
59 Preposition

61 Conduct onself

properly

63 Chief

65 Tibetan priests

66 Symbol for

tellurium

67 Fruit Drink

DOWN

1 Scottish cap
2 Desire with

eagerness
3 Guido's low

note

4 Southwestern
Indians

5 Trades for

money
6 Post

7 Dance step
8 Falsehoods
9 Prefix: not

10 Fruit

12 Chaldean city

14 Evaluated

17 Dines

20 Conflagration

23 Babylonian

deity

24 A state a(bbr.)

25 Weary
27 Regretted

30 Ireland

32 Saucy
35 Landed

property (pi.)

37 Entrance

38 In India,

master

39 Glossy paint

Answer to Friday'!- pu zzle
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41 Sicilian

volcano

43 Declared

44 Steamship
(abbr.)

46 Part of

"to be"
48 Tilting, as

a cask

51 Kind of cheese
53 Arrow poison

57 Girl's name
58 A continent

(abbr.)

60 Native metal

62 Exclamation
64 District

Attorney (abbr.)

1 7 3 4 5 .;.;.; 6 i 9 10

1

1

12 v \ 13 14

li 10 17 > > -. 18

:•; iio ?0 21 .
v .'.' -> 23
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1 30 31 !

1
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' 33
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1
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UMass Teams Eke Out Wins Over UVM In

Hoopsters Scared, 79-68
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

BURLINGTON, VT. -After
getting the scare of its basketball
life, the UMass basketball team
came from behind to tie an upset-
minded Vermont quintet in

regulation time and then went on to
down the Catamounts in overtime
79-68, before an "official" at-

tendance of 2540 fans here at

Patrick Gymnasium. The Redmen
are now 2-0 on the year while
Vermont slipped to 0-3.

Who would have thought that this

highly-rated UMass team would
have any trouble with a bunch of
Catamounts that had lost to Maine
by fifteen points? But this Vermont
unit gave the Redmen all they
could handle, and sometimes
more, behind an aggressive
defense and a well-disciplined

offense that at one point had the
home club on top by thirteen

points. UMass, on the other hand,
was harassed into playing a sloppy
floor game and shot a poor 38% in

the first half.

„»(1W-
Mike Pagliara

Heroes tor the Redmen in this

heart thumper were Julius Erving,
Mike Pagliara. Rick Vogeley. Billy

Greeley and Bob Dempsey. Er-

ving, though bothered by fouls the
entire contest, netted 27 points and
pulled down 14 rebounds, both
name highs Although he ex-

perienced a cold first half, he
heated up in the late going and it

his sical and iayup that finally

put the Redmen ahead with 1:50

lett

Pagliara was immense in the

owrtime period as he scored nine
of the team's fifteen points in that

span With backcourt mate John
Betancourt out of the game on
touls. Pagliara became the floor

leader and helped to settle down
the offense in the hectic closing

minu'

But it was the bench strenth of

the Redmen that was the dif-

ference > this one. When Chris

Coffin fouied out with 5:20 left in

regulation play. Vogeley came into

the game >nd nabbed seven big

rebounds as well as poured in

-even points In the overtime

having trouble getting organized
and began playing Vermont's slow
down style. This adjustment hurt
the generally fast-moving Redmen
and seemed to throw them off a bit

.

None of the Redman sharp-
shooters could hit from outside and
the bulk of the UMass scoring was
done on tap-ins and rebound shots

by Coffin, Erving and Ken
Mathias.

Rich Trela hit a layup at 4:21 of

the half to give the Cats their

biggest margin of the evening, 28-

15. UMass then began to move as
Erving hit a fifteen footer and a
free throw and Betancourt netted

five straight points to close the gap
to 28-23 with just over two minutes
left.

Trela hit two more layups which
were answered by a Pagliara
jumper and a Coffin tap-in with
just under a minute to go. Then,
with time running out, Erving
intercepted a Vermont pass and
raced the length of the court for an
uncontested hoop to end the
scoring for the half. UMass trailed,

32-29.

After Pagliara hit another
jumper to open the second half, it

appeared that UMass was back on
the track. But the Catamounts
were not about to give up so easily.

With Mark Miller rebounding and
scoring inside for the Catamounts
and Erving starting to hit for the
Redmen, Vermont was able to

maintain its lead for most of the
second stanza.

With 15:14 remaining, Erving
was hit with his fourth personal
foul, once again an offensive call.

This severly limited his mobility
and the 6'6 co-captain did not score
lor the next six minutes. During
this span. Vermont upped its lead
to ten 49-39 behind the scoring of

Miller and captain Tom Clay.

In the last ten minutes of

regulation play, the game got

extremely tight UMass scored
three straight hoops on rebound
shots by Erving and Vogeley and
an Erving layup from a Betancourt
steal With 9:13 left it was 54-51.

After Miller hit another layup at

6: 15 to put his side on top, the

vssMWa

Rick Vogeleyperiod he grabbed two rebounds
which wire turned into crucial Redmen started to move. Spurred
Redman hoops. on by a good-sized and spirited

lied till the gap left by UMass contingent of fans, the

Betancoui ieparture. Greeley Redmen came from a 60-55 deficit

and Den illed the void more to knot the count at 60-60 with 4:11

than ad iy Greeley, though to go. All five points were by Er-
the sm,. man on the court at ving on a fifteen footer, a rebound
V8, sna one of the game's and a charity toss,

biggest c >ms when UMass was Once again, however, Miller

ahead b\ one in regulation time, scored from inside to put the Cats
Dempse\ ame in in the overtime on top. Mathias hit a clutch jumper
period, utilizing his ball-handling from the top of the key to tie it

ability to break the Vermont press, again at 62-62 with only 2:45 to go.

and the senior guard netted four Then, for the first time since the

chanty tosses to ice the verdict, opening minutes of the game.
The game started slowly as UMass took the lead as Erving

UMass committed turnovers the once again stole a pass and
first two I mes it had the ball. This scampered downcourt for the hoop,
was to be indicative of the Red- But there was still 1:50 on the

man's play throughout the first clock.

stanza. Vermont took the lead at When Greeley pulled down the

16:48 on a Ray Ortiz jumper from rebound of a missed Clay shot with

eighteen feet, 5-4, and as it turned a minute and a half to go, it looked

out the Catamounts would not like the Redmen could hold on to

relinquish their cushion for about
:15 minutes.

Vermont started building on the

lead, scoring mainly on the
baseline jumpers
Deibert . Operating

ving. who was saddled with his

third personal at 10:57, two of

which were of the offensive

variety. Deibert was able to move
towards the hoop against the

careful Erving

win. But nothing was going as
planned for UMass. The Redmen
missed some crucial free throws
and with but 0:36 on the clock, Jim

of 6'9 John Ducey hit his only hoop of the night

against Er- to make it 64-64. Bob Dempsey's
desperation shot from 25 feet hit

the rim at the buzzer and the game
that was supposed to be an easy
one for the Redmen was sent into

overtime.

The extra period was all UMass.

Sailg ttdlrgtoi
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Overtime
Pucksters In Upset, 3-2

was fouled and made the free
throw.

The lead grew to three when
Mathias tipped in a Vogeley at-

tempt but the Cats came right back
as Miller hit two more layups to

put Vermont ahead, 68-67, with 3:40

to go. But the Catamounts would
not score again.

Pagliara netted a pair of fifteen

footers and two free throws to put
the Redmen up by five, 73-68. with
only 1:29 left on the clock. The
Catamounts were forced to foul

and Pagliara made two more free

throws and Dempsey added four
charity tosses to finally put the
game out of reach, 79-68. What
looked like an early end to the

Redman season was finally turned
into a precious victory.

The game, however, should
serve as a good lesson for the
Redmen. They can ill afford to take
anyone lightly as everyone will be
taking aim at the New England
champs As Coach Leaman said,

"They scared us to death. Thank
God for such guys as Vogeley,
Greeley and Dempsey."
Amen.
BASELINE BAN'TER-The of-

ticiating was nothing short of

atrocious though it should be noted
that the referees showed no
tavorites. They called them
terribly both ways...

During this period, UMass was Erving won the tap and Pagliara

Brian Sullivan

By DICK BACKER
Staff Reporter

Dan Reidy netted the actual
game winner at 12:01 of the third

period, but it was the stellar play of

Eric Scrafield and Dennis
Grabowski during the last 1:55 that

preserved the UMass hockey
team's win over the University of

Pennsylvania Friday afternoon at
Orr Rink.

With 1:55 left in the game Pat
Keenan was caught hooking and
set to the penalty box for the

remainder of the game. Coach
Jack Canniff sent out his penalty
killing unit of Scrafield,

Grabowski, Brian Sullivan and
Lowe beaUng the Penn attackers
to the puck in the corner, and
Scrafield blocking three shots, and
Grabowski flipping the loose puck
out of the zone, UMass was able to

contain Penn.

Wildcat defenseman, Hugh
Samson let a shot fly from the right

point at P.J. Flaherty. Flaherty
tied up the puck causing a face-off

to his right. The Penn coach
decided to pull his goalie in favor of

a sixth skater. When Scrafield

blocked a shot, Grabowski
outhustled a Wildcat attacker for

the puck and took a quick shot at

the open net. As the shot went
down the ice, the SRO crowd was
suddenly quiet, but when the puck
crossed the goal line everything
erupted with a standing ovation.

Massachusetts then killed the last

forty seconds and gained the first

Division I win in UMass hockey
history.

by STEVE MOSHER
Staff Reporter

The UMass hockey team thrilled

an overflowing crowd Saturday

night as the Redmen tipped Ver-

mont 3-2 in overtime. The win
gives the Redmen a season opening

three game win streak and a 1-0

Yankee Conference Record.

The win did not come easily for

UMass in an extremely close

game. The Redmen were ahead for

most of the game 1-0 and then 2-1,

but the Catamounts pulled a late

rally and dramatically tied the

game at two with just three

seconds left.

In the first period UMass finally

got its power play working as Pat
Wright of Vemont was sent off the

ice for tripping. Just a minute later

Al Nickerson scored the Redman's
first goal when his shot from the

left point was deflected off a Cat
defenseman and past goalie Dave
Reece. Don Riley and Bob Bar-
tholomew got assists on this goal

that came at 17:37.

The second period was a better

time for the Cats and they would
have been ahead one or two goals if

it were not for P.J. Flaherty's
acrobatics.

At 7:50 Brian Sullivan went off

the ice for a tripping penalty and
Vermont unleashed a great attack.

Flaherty made a great split save to

stop the Cats once, but he couldn't
recover in time as Wright poked in

a rebound just as the penalty was
up. Bob Marks had taken the initial

shot from 15 feet and Flaherty
stopped that one, but the rebound
came right out to Wright and it

was an easy goal.

The third framewas one in which
UMass scored early and then tried

to hold off the Catamounts. The
I Mass goal came at 2:29 when Pat
Keenan was on the spot to collect

Sullivan's shot. Jack Edwards also
got an assist, on a goal that the

Vermont goalie stopped three
times before surrendering.
With UMass up a goal. Vermont

finally came alive and completely

dominated the game. With seven
minutes left, Wright hit the cross
bar after Flaherty had made two
great saves. And with six minutes
left Bob Hodde and Tom Crane
broke in all alone on Flaherty but
somehow the junior goalie got his

arm on what looked like a sure
goal.

Things quieted down for a few
minutes, but in the last minute and
a half all hell broke loose. Vermont
started things by pulling its goalie
to create a 6 on 5 advantage. With
the Cats swarming all over the
UMass zone the Redmen lost

Keenan on a penalty and Vermont
had a two man advantage, and
then UMass lost Eric Scrafield
with just 29 seconds remaining.
With just tnree men on the ice for

the Redmen to stave off six Ver-
mont forwards UMass was looking
just to ice the puck and let the
clock run out. Vermont, however,
won the face-off and meticulously
passed the puck around until

Wright connected from about three
feet away with :03 showing on the
clock. Sam Simmons and George
Minarsky got the assists on the
goal that grabbed victory away
trom the Redmen.
The overtime period started

cautiously and the big crowd
started chewing on what finger-

nails they had left. Vermont got
one shot away, but it was saved
and the Redmen started a break.
Sullivan and Dennis Grabowski
came in on Reece from the right

side. Sullivan got off a weak shot on
the net. Reece saved it. but Reece
fell down and the puck slipped
under him and trickled into the net
to the utter delight of 99% of the
people in Orr rink.

The winning goal came at 1:11 of

the sudden-death period, and the
tensely fought contest was sud-
denly over.

ICE SHIPS-For the uame UMass
out shot Vermont 41-39. a figure
indicative ot the closeness of the
struggle.

Redmen Down Penn, 6-4

As Reidy Nets Winner
The game was an extremely

close checking affair, as both
teams like to use their size and
control the puck in the other's
zone. UMass simply out hustled
Pennsylvania but credit must be
given to Flaherty who was ab-
solutely tremendous in net coming
up with 35 saves.

Pennsylvania scored first when
Dietrich Gyetko's shot from the
right corner skipped over
Flaherty's pads at 3: 27 of the first

period. The Redmen appeared to

be a bit flat during the opening
minutes but came back to life and
dominated play for the final twelve
minutes of the period. With Chris
Larson out for elbowing at the nine
minute mark the Redmen began to

pressure the Penn defense.
UMass finally tied the score at

12:01 when Lonnie Avery took a
pass from Mike Waldron and let

one fly from the left side. The shot
beat the Penn goalie Tom
McQuiston high to his left.

At the eighteen minute mark,
Keenan stole the puck and broke
down ice on a breakaway. The
Wildcat defender managed to

overtake Keenan and pull him
down. UMass kept the puck in the
Penn zone with aggressive
forechecking. Keenan let a shot fly

pulling McQuiston to his right, but
Edwards was able to get the
rebound and put UMass ahead, 2-1.

The Redmen came out in the
second period the same way they
finished the first, flying. While
Penn was taking needless
penalties, UMass kept hustling and
outskating the Wildcats. Don Riley
increased the UMass lead to 3-1

when he stole the puck and quickly

put one past McQuiston at 2:44.
Alter the goal UMass seemed to
(alter Penn narrowed the score to
3-2 when the Redmen had trouble
clearing the puck from their zone.
Senior Tim Cutter intercepted an
attempted clearing pass and beat
Flaherty at 6:36.

Flaherty kept the Redmen in the
game during the second period
with his alert netminding. No
scoring was done and the period
ended with UMass hanging on to a
3-2 lead.

Pennsylvania continued to
dominate play in the third period
as they scored two early goals to go
ahead of the Redmen. 4-3. At 5:29 a
UMass defenseman was caught up
ice and Penn had a 2-on-l
breakaway. Tom Davis took Bill

MacBonell's pass tying the score at
3-3. Two minutes later, on the
power play, McNamee let a blast
go from the right point. Sam
Gellard managed to get his stick on
it and tip it by Flaherty giving
Pennsylvania a 4-3 lead. The
Redmen refused to quit. Scrafield
dug a loose puck out from a pileup
on a power play and scored the
tying goal at 11:25.

Thirty seconds later Keenan
stole the puck from Samson and
broke in on goal and dropped the
puck to his left. Reidy, busting in
from left wing, took the pass, broke
in alone and beat McQuiston
putting UMass ahead 5-4 at 12:01.
UMass continued to stifle the
Pennsylvania attack and took
home the victory on Grabowski's
insurance goal on Scrafield's fine
defensive play.
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Weather:

Mostly sunny,
highs in the 30's.

Chance of snow
Wednesday.
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION may have to impose a two-year ceiling limit on the number of student teachers it can handle. So, for the next two
years, only 900 undergraduates per year will be absorbed into the program. Some of the student teaching is done at Mark's Meadow School, right next
door to the School of Ed. (MDC photo by Barry Penn)

See Page Two for:

2 Year Ceiling On Ed Block Admissions

WMUA Antenna To Be Put Up In Dickinson

S. W. Dining Commons Boycott
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Student Teacher Freeze Predicted for 71-72

A freezing of the number of undergraduates admitted to

the "Ed Block"--student teaching-at 900 per year for the

next two years, and efforts to better allocate resources and
responsibilities for the program have been proposed by the

School of Education's Teacher Education Policy Committee
(TEPC).

In addition to the 900 student teacher per year freeze, the

TEPC recommended a reduction in undergraduate

education requirements for majors, and/or a "rein-

terpreting" that would permit more courses to fulfill the

requirements, the development of a non-certification major
in education, and the abandonment of formal courses in

favor of an individualized modular approach to teacher

preparation.

The proposals will be described to the School of

Education's Assembly in an open meeting this Thursday
between 11 AM and 1 PM in the Education Building's

Auditorium. The recommendations will then be submitted to

the policy-making School Council for a vote that will

probably take place before Christmas.

The TEPC also urged the establishment of a Teacher
Preparation Program Council, oriented toward un-

By DON GLICKSTEIN
Staff Reporter

dergraduate teacher training, and the reorganization of the

School's Teacher Education Center into a Center for

Teacher Educators-directed primarily toward graduate
students.

Other recommendations made by the TEPC include the

admission to teacher education programs decided directly

by the School, a staff increase in the School's Office of Un-
dergraduate Affairs, a School handbook and other written

material, volunteer advisors of faculty and doctoral can-

didates, development of reciprocal relationships with the

State colleges and public schools, and that a "committment
to undergraduate education be made a major consideration
in the recruitment of new faculty members".
The TEPC's recommendations were based on four points:

"A very small proportion of the total resources
available to the School of Education - personnel, space,
facilities, equipment - is currently allocated to teacher

education.

"A large number of undergraduate students - perhaps
more than 2,500 - are being channeled into a small number
of courses in a few centers to fulfill requirements. The result

is a shrinkage of options available to them, class sizes that

mitigate against individualized leaving, and massive
student loads for a few faculty members.

"In effect there is no program in teacher education at
present. Characterizations of what we are now doing in this

area range from "shoddy" to "plain bad".
"Contact with the School of Education under the

arrangements that now prevail has resulted in massive
disaffection among undergraduate students."

Should the School of Education fail to accept the
responsibility to undergraduates "genuinely and en-
thusiastically", the TEPC said that its recommendations
would not "make sense", and it would "reluctantly" support
the reduction in the number of undergraduates in education
from the present 900 per year to 200-300 per year. It added
that it believed that the School of Education should accept
the responsibility to undergraduates "not because the
situation demands it of us, but because the education of
those who will have direct contact with children in learning
environments ought to be our reason for being...We do not
wish to see the University of Massachusetts perpetuating
the fallacious but self-fulfilling bifurcation of 'teachers' and
leaders'."

Thatcher House Up For Renovation
By ELAINE JOHNSON

Staff Reporter

Thatcher house is getting its

face lifted, and soon. The
residents, who had enjoyed the

novelty of being one of the only

two male dorms in the North-

east Quad area up until this

semester, are now going to have

a modernized and beautified

place to call home.
The renovation of Thatcher is

scheduled to start during the

spring semester of '71. at which

time the residents will be moved
temporarily toCashin, one of the

new Northeast high rise dorms.

The residents, who were
originally to be scattered around

the campus, voted to move as a

group, and come back to

Thatcher when their home is

completed in the fall of '71.

The higher cost of living in the

new high rise dorm will only be

partially felt by the individual

Thatcher residents. They will

pay approximately thirty dollars

more per semester than what
they presently pay at Thatcher,

and the remaining cost, about

forty dollars more per student,

will be paid for out of a fund

from parking fines.

The residents have formed a

renovation committee of some
fourteen members who will

represent and promote the

wishes of the entire Thatcher
"family", consisting of about 145

people. Lenn Whitten, president

of the dorm, and Mark Doherty,

who is chairman of the

renovation committee, will meet
with the Advisory board to

represent the wishes of the dorm
members, in terms of the

specific changes to be made.
Aside from the usual struc-

tural renovation, which includes

new furniture, phones in the

students rooms, and the like,

there will be much attention

given to design and decoration.

They hope to achieve the type of

harmony and decoration evident

in Lewis House, the last building

in the quad to have been

remodeled.

Mark Doherty and his com-
mittee will have a major role in

this remodeling project. They
will meet on Wednesday to

discuss their ideas for color

schemes, furniture styles, and
other problems of relevance to

the project. Mark feels that this

project will be a co-operative
effort all around. He and his
committee work in coordination
with the Advisory board, and
also in co-operation with the
wishes of the entire population of
the dorm.

"This is not just a small group
effort," Mark explained. "All of

the proposals are voted on by the
house." In this way everyone
has the opportunity to share in

the planning.

The project seems to be well
planned, and the residents of
Thatcher seem quite optimistic
about making the temporary
move to Cashin at the slightly

higher price, in order to fix up
their "home."

With all this careful planning,

though, has anyone given any
consideration to the future plans
of Thatcher's ghost? It seems
not.

walk from one of the rec rooms on the Hill or Southwest into that of

Thatcher; the transition is like walking from a Beacon Hill apart-

ment into an apartment at the Columbia Point project. One of the

reasons why Thatcher is being renovated. ..now, if we could just get

around to working on the Point project....(MDC Photo by Ken
Stevens

)

Dickinson Loses, Antenna To Go Up
ByANNESTADNICKI

Staff Reporter
WMUA's transmitter and an-

tenna is going up on Emily
Dickinson House, according to

Glenn Elters, President of the

Student Senate.

He resolved to have an open

discussion with members of the

dormitory after he met with Dr.

Randolph W. Bromery and
representatives from WMUA and

Dickinson yesterday morning in

Bromerv's office.

"They'll have to decide for

themselves whether to move or to

accept the fact," said Elters of
those dormitory residents opposing
installation of the equipment.

Most members of the house are
resigned to the fact that the
decision has been made and will
finally be carried out after four
years, he said.

"If I hear pressing arguments of

reasonable principles that would

Southwest Hit By BombScares

EUROPE

Bos-Lon-Bos 6/12 8/14 9 $199.00
Bos-Lon-Bos 6/20 8/27 10 $209.00

Bos-Lon-Bos 7/6 9/7 8 $219.00

Bos-Lon-Bos 7/28 9/13 6 $179.00

Students International Summer Flights 1971

Fit. No. Route Depart Return Wka Price

019
029
083
037

Still few seats left on Amsterdam/Geneva Christmas Flight

Open to 5 College students, faculty, staff &
immediate families.

*AII non-stop Boeing 707 jets

*$25 deposit will reserve seat
* cancellation privileges
"available through our office

Eurail & Britail passes, International ID cards, Inter

European Student Charter Flights, complete travel

information.

Contact: STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

Telephone: 617 536-7863

give cause to investigate, I wil

,

"Elters added, "but so far there
have been no reasons of substance,
just personal objections."

No other findings were un-

covered in addition to the
engineering report sponsored by
WMUA previously.

It was again brought up,

however, that the transmittor

probably would cause interference

and Orchard Hill would not be able

to receive other stations.

By ROBERT SCHEIER
Staff Reporter

The week got off to a bad start early Monday morning for many South-
west residents when bomb scares hit six dorms in the residential area,
following an earlier wave of threats coming early Friday morning and
Saturday.

The first scare came at 4:45 A.M., at J.Q.A., followed by scares at
Patterson, Crampton, Washington, Adams, and Cance houses. Although
police through the dorms encouraging the residents to leave, not all of the
affected students decided to forsake their warm beds for the predawn
chill.

The current epidemic of incidents-which has hit Patterson, for
example, with seven scares in the last four days- has stirred interest in a
possible solution.

Steve Herman, head of residence in J.Q.A. Upper, says that "the
general consensus of opinion seems to be to keep a low key about the
entire thing. For the present, we don't know what else to do." Other
universities, such as B.U. and Northeastern, have tried plans such as
leaving it up to the students to decide whether or not to leave a threatened
building. However, as Mr. Herman says, "the more these schools do so
the worse the problem gets."

Take Out

• Open HI 2 A.M. •

UTICA CLUB

NITE
Film on Beer Brewing

_ Hot Dogs in Beer —
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It Pays To Advertise In The MDC
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the University campus, zip code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344
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Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during
vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943. Sub
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Boycott Planners Collect 600Signatures
by BETH GOODELL

Staff Reporter
Meeting late last night in a Southwest apartment, the organizers of

the "boycott of mandatory meal ticket" payments disclosed that
approximately 600 signatures have already been gathered in support
of the boycott.

The organizers yesterday set-up tables in the three Southwest dining
commons and began distributing fact sheets to the residents of South-
west and letters, which will be sent home to parents, in an effort to

gain widespread support for the action, which would delay payment of

the Board rates until at least January 27, 1971.

According to one of the co-ordinators of the action, "The ad-

ministration has already seemed to react very strongly to the

boycott. . They are seriously attempting to find constructive proposals
to deal with the student's grievances," he added.
The fact sheet being distributed describes how the mandatory board

payments limit the "Free expression of varying lifestyles."

"This is a chance for students to really do something instead of just

complaining about the quality of the food" said one of the students

organizing the boycott.

The fact sheet informs students that "the University can't touch you
until registration day January 27, 1971. That is two months they will be
out of your much needed money...After that the risk depends upon the

then present state of affairs and the number of people involved."

Allen Davis, Head of Residence in Washington Lower and one of the

Co-ordinators of the boycott, told the Collegian late last night, that

"the worst that can happen if the student withholds his payments and
the boycott ensues for the two months, will be that the students will

have to pay a late fee to register."

He stressed that students "will not be removed from the University

for non-payment."
The fact sheet and the letter being sent home to parents asking for

support of the boycott will be passed out in dormitories today. The
dining commons' petition tables will continue gathering signatures

todav and Wednesday.

LONG LINES, BAD FOOD, they get some people mad. Witness dinnertime at D. C #5.

What'II They Stick Up Next? New Community Paper

Springs Up In Valley
Out of the fertile imaginations of two former staffers of the Amherst

Student has arisen a new community newspaper called The Valley

Review.

According to Bob Nathan, one of the paper's co-founders and former
executive editor of the Student, the Review is aimed at the Five Colleges

and their host communities.
He said the Review is an attempt to get people to "talk back and forth

about their mutual interests."

Published monthly, the Review features regular movie, book,

restaurant and record reviews. It also contains a number of major
features. This month's issue contains a story on Science fiction as a

literary genre.

Nathan likes to think of his publication as a "magapaper." It has the

format of a newspaper and the content of a magazine. He said it is kind of

Nathan and his partner Henry Bromell are seeking material for the

Valley Review. Any manuscripts intended for publication can be sent to

them at 119 Bay Road, So. Hadley.

THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE IT'S NOT-First they built the fence. Then they chopped up the lawn inside

the fence. Then, on the day before Thanksgiving vacation, they started filling in the pond so they could

build a new bridge. Then they stuck a damn bridge across. Who knows what they'll stick up next! < MIX'

Photo by Steve Schmidt)

3 Lot To Get Stuck

The parking lot in front of Herter

Hall, affectionately known as "3

lot," disappears within a week.

Someone is sticking a building up

on the lot and you can't park there

is that's going to happen. So from

now on, all those with 3 lot stickers

will park in Haigis Mall and 12 lot.

And if you don't have a 3 sticker

and if Ferriter finds you where you

aren't

towed.

supposed to be, you'll get

MESSIANIC JEWS
Offer trrr Bible Lileruturr coneern-

iiiK their prerepts and belief*. Write:
SIK1PTIKES, l>ept. < -388. 151

Pro-i»e.t Dri\e, stratfortf, Conn.,

<Hi»97.

SENIOR SKIN FLICKS

(the skin on your face, that Is)

Jan grads and seniors going on the ed.

block — sign up NOW for your yearbook
portraits.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m., Index office, room 401,
2nd floor, S.U.

Spring Vacation In

BERMUDA
8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS

choose the week of your vacation

March 20 - 27 March 27 - April 3

April 3-10 April 10- 17 April 17-24

Vacation package includes: Round Trip Jet (from Boston

or N.Y.); Transfers To and From Airport in Bermuda;

Accommodations; Gratuities; and exciting array of "College

Week" Activities.

for further information call: 546-9793 or 321a MacKinnie

$190.from
all accommodations include maid service

The Maroon Keys Present

The Eleventh Hour Lecture Series

with

Prof. Michael Best
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

"AMERICAN IMPERIALISM:
A POLITICAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS'

December 9, 1970 7:00 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom
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In The Nation And The World
Defense Demands Mistrial

In Calley Court Martial

FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP)-Oneof Lt. William L. Calley Jr.'s former GIs

testified the officer organized an assembly line extermination of Viet-

namese civilians at My Lai. The defense, obviously startled, immediately

demanded a mistrial.

In legal arguments after the court martial jury had been sent from the

room, prosecutor Capt. Aubrey Daniel said of Calley

:

"His intent was to kill anyone that was there."

The testimony from Thomas W. Turner, 24, a University of Nebraska

student, was calculated to bolster the government's contention that

Calley premeditated themurder of 102 unarmed Vietnamese civilians at

My Lai March 16, 1968. The maximum penalty upon conviction is death.

Calley's civilian lawyer, George Latimer, sought a mistrial, telling the

judge. Col. Reid Kennedy:

"I think it's devastating. I think it's the type of testimony that's critical

to a man... if that evidence is permitted to stay, the impact of that

evidence is very, very prejudicial."

Latimer said Turner was testifying for the first time that groups of

Vietnamese were exterminated by Calley over an hour and a half period.

Moreover, the defense lawyer said, the witness had refused to submit to

defense interrogation before his witness stand appearance.

Turner's testimony involved a drainage ditch at My Lai, where he

estimated that 90 to 100 Vietnamese came under the sights of Calley's

M16 rifle at intervals during the 90 minute period. This appeared to

forestall any defense claim that the shootings were a spur of the moment,

unpremeditated sequence.

Earlier, Calley's former GI radio operator at My Lai said a white robed

monk in a posture of prayer was among the lieutenant's final targets that

day.

The witness, Charles Sledge, 23, Sardis, Miss., clasped his hands in

front of his face, pointed upward, finger tip to finger tip to illustrate how

the unidentified monk prayed for his life.

"The priest was saying. 'No Viet Cong,' and holding his hands like

this," Sledge testified. "Lt. Calley asked him a few more questions, then

hit him with the butt of his rifle in the mouth."

Q. What did the priest do?

A. He started falling back, doing this with his hands (again

illustrating). Lt. Calley took his rifle, and fired point blank into his face.

Q. What happened?

A. His head was blown off.

On cross examination. Sledge said it was possible the victim could have

been disguised as a monk, and could have had weapons concealed on

his person that he might have been reaching for while seeming to gesture

in prayer.

Farmer Resigns HEW Post;

Cites No Disillusionment

WASHINGTON (AP)—James Farmer, most widely

known Negro official in the administration, resigned

Monday in a manner obviously intended to discourage

speculation that there had been any break with the

President despite some past criticisms of Nixon

policies.

The outgoing assistant secretary of the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare, met for 26 minutes

with President Nixon at the White House. Presidential

press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler then made public an

exchange of letters and told newsmen Farmer is

leaving "on a very, very good basis" in his relations

with the chief executive.

Farmer's letter of resignation said he wants to leave

his post, effective Dec. 21, because of personal con-

siderations and added "I greatly appreciate the op-

portunity I have had during the past year and a half to

further this administration's efforts on behalf ot the

American people, particularly blacks and other

minorities."

Nowhere in his four paragraph letter did Farmer
indicate any disillusionment with Nixon racial policies

and, in conclusion, the founder and former head of the

Congress of Racial Equality, told the President "I am
available for whatever service my future com-

mitments will allow."

In his "Dear Jim" letter Nixon said he is accepting

the resignation with deep regret, praised Farmer's

work and said his counsel has not been limited to HEW
"but has been drawn upon and respected throughout

the administration. Although you are leaving the

official family, I look forward to continuing to rely on

you for advice and assistance in the years ahead."

Farmer did not have a major voice in shaping ad-

ministration racial policies and was not involved in

civil rights enforcement. His post at HEW concerned

department management and child development

programs.

Union Threatens Railway Strike,

Nixon Powerless To Intervene

WASHINGTON (AP)-Union
leaders told President Nixon they

will shut down the railroad in-

dustry in a nationwide strike

Thursday unless they win their

dispute over wages and working

conditions, informed sources said

Monday.
The four AFL—CIO unions in the

dispute will be legally free to strike

at 12:01 a.m. Thursday and said in

a letter to Nixon that unless they

reach a settlement, "We will

exercise that right."

Sources said virtually continuous

negotiations are getting nowhere.

A nationwide rail strike would

quickly cripple transportation of

passengers and goods including the

annual flood of Christmas mail.

The Post Office Department
already has advised Americans to

mail early because of the strike

threat.

Nixon has no further delaying

power under current labor law.

Some 4O0 union lobbyists plan a

major campaign on Capitol Hill

starting Tuesday to try to talk

members of Congress out of in-

THETA CHI

OPEN RUSH -TONIGHT 8 10

BEER

496 N. Pleasant St. — next to Newman Center

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We are now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

tervening with a special law.

Congress has enacted such laws
three times since 1963 to halt

similar nationwide rail strikes or

strike threats.

The four unions representing

nearly 500,000 railroad clerks,

trainmen, track maintenance
workers and dining car employes
have rejected the biggest wage
offer in rail history, which industry

negotiators have said is final.

Railroad negotiators, headed by

John P. Hiltz, adopted the

recommendations of a president

emergency board in offering a

three year package of wage hikes

averaging some 37 per cent, or

$1.32 per hour on top of current

average wages ranging from $3.45

to $3.60 per hour. The offer also

includes work rule changes
demanded by the railroads for

more efficient operation.

The unions demanded bigger

wage hikes plus cost of living pay,

improved vacations, holidays and
other benefits. The only fringe

benefit offered by the industry is

insurance improvements.

Ur.ion leaders said also the work
rules changes demanded by the

industry would eliminate

thousands of jobs, speed up work
for all employes and force many to

move from cities where they have

lived all their lives.
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Swiss Envoy Kidnaped
RIO DEJANEIRO, Brazil (AP)—Terrorist com-

mandos shot a bodyguard and kidnaped the Swiss
ambassador Monday in the 15th political abduction in

the Western Hemisphere since September 1969.

Residents who saw the two minute commando
operation on a quiet residential street said seven men
and a blonde woman took part.

Police threw up roadblocks around this seaside city

and announced hours after the abduction they had
picked up a man driving a car identified as one of

those used in the operation. He was not identified and
further details were not reported.
The witnesses said Ambassador Giovanni Enrice

Bucher apparently was not harmed, although the
boydguard, federal agent Helio Carvalho de Araujo,
was wounded by three gunshots.

In Bern, the Swiss government said it sent a note to

the Brazilian government demanding immediate
steps to obtain the release of Bucher, a 57 year old

bachelor and one of the most popular members of the

diplomatic corps in Rio de Janeiro.

He is a member of a family that owns a large resort

hotel chain in Switzerland and Italy.

Leaflets left at the scene of the kidnaping identified

the commandos as members of the National

Liberation Alliance which carried out three previous

kidnapings in Brazil. Its leader, Joaquim Camara
Ferreira, collapsed and died of a heart attack while

being taken into custody last month, police said. With
the loss of Ferreira the organization was believed to

have fondered and officials said then they expected no
more political abductions in Brazil.

The alliance staged the first of what turned out to be

a rash of kidnapings in the Americas, with the seizure

of U.S. Ambassador C. Burke Elbrick on Sept. 4, 1969.

He was freed in exchange for the release of 15 political

prisoners.

In three of this hemisphere's political abductions

three victims have been killed. Others have been
freed, including Elbrick, for the release of a total of 83

prisoners. Two victims remain in the hands of kid-

napers since midsummer.

Fed. Reserve Chairman Issues Call

For Anti-Inflation Measures
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Federal

Reserve Board Chairman Arthur
F. Burns said Monday night strong
new measures, ranging from
compulsory arbitration of big labor

contracts to a price wage review
board, may be needed to fight

inflation.

Burns, in a speech prepared for a

"Great Issues Series" at Pep-
perdine College, said President

Nixon's bid to role back oil price

increases was constructive but the

Fed. chairman added:
"If further steps should prove

necessary to reduce upward
pressures on costs and prices,

numerous other measures might
be taken to improve the func-

tioning of our markets."
Burns reeled off eleven possible

steps government could take in

living to keep prices and wages
from going up. He said the

President and the Congress could

determine best what will be

needed
Burns said the nation needs to

recognize the government now is

dealing with the twin problems of

persistent inflation and high

unemployment and "that the

Vietnam Troop Cuts

Announced

SAIGON (AP)-Reports from
Cambodia Monday indicated the

possible capture of a district

headquarters by Communist led

Unccs. There was virtually no

fighting in South Vietnam and

fresh American troop cuts were

announced.
The U.S. Command in Saigon

said 11,800 men would be cut from

the troop rosters by the end of the

year, reducing American strength

in Vietnam to 344,000.

The first reduction of 6,100 men
already has gone into effect, giving

soldiers with more than 10 months

service in Vietnam a chance to be

home by Christmas. Those with

less time in country have been

reassigned to other units, thus

reducing the number of

replacements being sent to Viet-

nam.
There were no reports of

significant ground action involving

American or South Vietnamese

forces since Sunday's Viet Cong

attack on government units in the

U Minn Forest, South Vietnamese

soldiers repulsed that attack,

killing two enemy at a cost of four

wounded.
The Cambodian command

reported losing radio contact with

a battalion of government troops

defending the district capital of

Peam Chikang, 37 miles northeast

of Phnom Penh. Contact was cut

off after a day of fighting, and it

was feared the Cambodian bat-

tlalion had been overrun by Viet

Cong and North Vietnamese units.

Communist led forces also

tightened their control on Highway

4, running south from Phnom Penh

to the Gulf of Siam, and engaged

Cambodian government units in a 9

1/2 hour battle at Prek Thnot Dam
on the Thnot River 40 miles west of

the capital.

classical remedies may not work

well enough or fast enough in this

case.

"Monetary and fiscal policies

can readily cope with inflation

alone or with recession alone. But,

within the limits of our national

patience, they cannot by them-

selves now be counted on to restore

full employment, without at the

same time releasing a new wave of

inflation."

Although the board is in-

dependent, Burns and Nixon often

confer on economic strategy.

Burns has been one of the

strongest supporters in the

government of direct federal ac-

tion to influence wage and price

boost.

He said liberalization of import

quotas on oil and other com-

modities might be needed, as well

as vigorous enforcement of an-

titrust laws, more federal training

programs to increase the supply of

skilled workers, and creation of

local efficiency councils.

Burns said a situation might call

for "compulsory arbitration of big

labor disputes in industries that

vitally involve the public interest.

"We might bring under an in-

comes policy, also, the establish-

ment of a high level price and wage
review board which, while lacking

enforcement power, would have
broad authority to investigate,

advise and recommend on price

and wage changes."

An incomes policy is a general

phrase covering use of direct

government pressure on wages
and prices. Up to last Friday,

Nixon has avoided even mild ap-

plication of such a policy.

Burns suggested tax breaks for

industry to stimulate plant im-

provements, suspending a federal

law establishing the prevailing

wages in the construction trades,

and changing minimum wage laws

"in the interest of improving job

opportunities for teenagers."

Late Night Pests
PlagueTalkShows
NEW YORK (AP)-Network concern over disruptions and uninvited

guests on late night talk shows has resulted in the posting of extra

guards when controversial guests are booked or when trouble is

suspected.

"You always have that fear-that someone is going to jump onto the

stage from the audience," sud one talk show spokesman. Another
said, "We have to have guards. It takes a lot of bread to stop taping or

cancel a show."
Every network talk show has had interruptions or uninvited guests.

Two such events in the past few weeks illustrate their concern.

Opposing factions of homosexuals threatened to break up the Dick
Cavett show the Friday after Thanksgiving. A leader of one faction

had been booked as a guest on the ABC show and a leader of another
faction had not been.

Members of the second group threatened in advance to breakup the

show unless they too were heard.

A compromise was reached at the last minute and both sides were
represented on the show.
"We had no problems," said a Cavett spokesman, "but we did have

plenty of studio security and policemen were on call in the vicinity."

On a talk show a few weeks ago a comedian walked onto the stage
and complained on camera that he couldn't get a booking on the show.

Instead of having guards hustle the man offstage, and erasing it

from the tape before air time, the talk show host let the man give part

of his comedy routine. It was then passed off as a planned stunt.

All three network talk shows were interrupted by black jazz

musicians who contended they were being excluded from television.

The David Frost show, which is taped here by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. for syndication, reported no trouble. But in London
about 20 persons including American Yippie leader Jerry Rubin took

over Frost's live show there Nov. 7. The youths shouted obscenities

and forced Frost and a guest into another studio to complete the show.

Afterwards, Frost said, "I suspect this has turned out as the most
powerful commercial ever for law and order."

IRS Claims Losses To Crime

SWANSEA, Mass. (AP)—The acting director of the Internal Revenue
Service in the Boston district said Monday that $1,075 billion in untaxed

money was funneled nationally by organized crime into legitimate

businesses this year.

Elmer H. Klinsman made the statement to a tax practitioners' forum

sponsored by the Southeastern Massachusetts Chapter of the Society of

Certified Public Accountants.

He said the money comes from such activities as loan sharking,

naracotics, prostitution and untaxed liquor and goes into 159 types of

legitimate business from real estate to night clubs.

BRIDGE ANYONE?

THE U-MASS DUPLICATE
BRIDGE CLUB

meets
EVERY WEDNESDAY

at 7:00 p.m.

in the

BACK OF THE HATCH
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Harvard Supports UFW
By STEPHEN HOLT,
Globe Correspondent

Harvard Administrative Vice
President L. Gard Wiggins has
announced that Harvard dining

halls will stop purchasing all

lettuce except that picked by the

Tinted Farm Workers.
The announcement came in

response to a recommendation by
Harvard's Committee on House
and Undergraduate Life. That
committee, made up of students,

faculty and administrators, made
its recommendation! last week
alter a student-organized boycott

against non-union lettuce virtually

closed down three Harvard dining

halls for several meals last month.

Wiggins' statement said that

'the migratory farm workers'

plight-too long neglected - is a

matter of intense human and

social concern. This is in no sense

an ordinary collective bargaining

dispute.

'Migratory farm workers do not

enjoy the legal protection for

Art Buchwald

Saving The Railroads
Washington-The question of what to do about

American passenger railroads is still very much on

the Administration's mind. There is no doubt that the

railroads are losing money on passenger business. If

they had their druthers, they would just stay with

freight. At the same time, the public's need for

passenger trains, particularly commuter trains, is

great.

What is the solution? Professor Heinrich Ap-

plebaum, who holds the Casey Jones chair of railroad

philosophy at Pullman University, has come upwitha

radical idea that could save both the railroads and the

needed passenger service.

Prof. Applebaum says the solution to the problem

can be found in large aluminum containers which are

now being used for freight.

These containers are placed on trains already

packed, and unloaded the same way. This saves

companies money in freight handling, loss due to

pilferage and breakage, and also saves time.

Applebaum claims there is no reason you can't use

the same containers for people.

This is how it would operate: Let us assume that 150

people are going to take the 7:30 a.m. from Green-

wich, Connecticut. When they arrived at the platform,

they would be placed horizontally in the containers.

(This would give everyone an extra hour's sleep to

New York.) The container would be insulated as well

as air-conditioned.

When everyone was squeezed in the container it

would be sealed. Then a freight train going through

Greenwich would stop and the container would be

hoisted on board a flatcar.

The same thing would happen all along the way
Commuters in containers at Portchester, Rye and

Larchmont would all be waiting to be picked up by the

Freight train.

When the train arrived at Grand Central Station, the

containers would be taken off by cranes and opened

on the platform, and everyone could go to work.

The reverse would happen in the evening, Ap-

plebaum said, except in this case, to break the

monotony, the commuters would be loaded in ver-

tically.

The beauty of the plan, says Applebaum, is that by

using containers, railroads could cut the cost of a

ticket from Greenwich to New York by $3.50.

They could also profit by the fact that they would not

have to buHd new passenger trains, and they could

eliminate the bar cars.

Psychologically, they wouldn't have to worry about

customer relations, as the commuter service would

be run by the freight department.

The big advantage of this is that once the railroads

were able to legitimately treat passengers as freight,

they would improve their service rather than try to

discourage people from using the railroads.

Applebaum says that, at the moment, the container

idea would only be practical on short runs, but he felt

that as time went on a method could be developed for

long runs to freeze people in refrigerator cars and
then thaw them out when they reach their

destinations.

The Department of Transportation, which is trying

to find a solution to the passenger train problem, has

expressed great interest in the Applebaum plan. A
spokesman for the department said:

"If nothing else, it could save the Penn Central

Railroad."

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles Times

Ed Bryant

Brent linger's Guerillas
This semester's political activity has been a far cry

from that of last semester. Last year there was
significant anti-war activity throughout most of the

year, and in the spring UMass took part in the nation-

wide student strike. When school resumed in Sep-

tember, there was a markedly different atmosphere
on this campus. Although the rhetoric of the strike had
it that we would stay on strike until the three demands
were met, no one realistically expected a continuation

of the strike this fall. The first major gripe anyone had
concerned registering for courses, an unmistakeable

return to business as usual.

There is one group on this campus which has of late

been attempting to arouse the community out of its

political sleep. The guerilla theater group, organized

out of one of John Brentlinger Philosophy classes, has

begun to give presentations. Their first took place in

conjunction with the appearance of a Dow recruiter on

campus. The second occured this past weekend, when
John D. Ill came to the Five College Community with

his offer of $25,000 for an environmental project. ( Both

presentations were pictured in the Collegian.) These
guerilla performances have been good thus far,

although the group's inexperience has shown through

in the area of audience participation, but in general

their shows must be reviewed as well done.

Aesthetic quality aside, however, the presence of

the guerilla theater is encouraging. In sharp contrast

to a rally of radical zealots screaming "Off the pigs,

all power to the people, right on," guerilla theater is

entertaining, not alienating. Guerilla theater is a

desirable alternative to the narcissistic rituals we all

went through in the old days.

The guerilla group does not want the community to

forget that the vague generalities of our "troubled

times" touch our lives. They try to show the inter-

relations of the problems and the problemmakers.
Industrial pollution is an inherent problem in an in-

dustrial society. If the system creates problems by its

very nature, one cannot expect that same system to

solve these problems. In addition they are trying to

battle the feeling of frustration felt by many in the

face of an overwhelming power structure. Everyone
has been told that you can't fight City Hall; now, when
it is so necessary to question all the City Halls of 1970

America, it is still as frustrating as it ever was.
Guerilla theater is good for the spirit; the spirit needs
all the allies it can get.

Some people are reacting unfavorably to the

Guerilla Theater group. Personally I enjoy their

performances, feel they are filling an important void,

and cannot help but thinking that they are good for

UMass. Let me explain this last.

Saturday night I went to the Underground movies in

Herter. During intermission the Guerrilla Theater
Group performed in the lobby. The ambiance of the

Herter lobby Saturday night was one of the most
pleasant sensations I have ever felt on this campus.
There was life there, life, something which is in short

supply around here. They are vital, they are real, they
are doing something, they are an asset. Agree with
their politics or not, can you disagree that this dead
campus does not need people who practice life? I

salute the Guerilla theater group. Peace.

Matt Tackeff
selforganization and collective

bargaining available to American
workers generally, nor the legal

remedies for securing recognition

and resolving questions of

representation."

Senior John H. Petrey, a

member of the student group
which organized last month's
boycott in support of the United
Farm Workers, said that he was
"very pleasantly surprised" by
Wiggins' statement.

"It's very important for an in-

stitution such as Harvard to take a

positive stand on an issue like

this," Petrey said. "This is the

first time Harvard has committed
itself in this way on a matter of

economic policy. In addition to its

direct economic effect on the

lettuce boycott, thejmove will free

people who have been working on

this issue at Harvard and allow

them to spend more time working

in the non-student community."
(Reprinted from the Boston Globe)

Come Back, Rocky!f

For those of you who haven't heard, the Five College

community had a distinguished visitor on Sunday.
Yup, it was none other than John D. Rockefeller III

and his checkbook full of surprises. It seems that

Rocky is on a national mission to "close the gap
between youth and the Establishment." In his opinion,

a few bucks for a progressive cause, such as

Ecological research, will strike a mortal blow at the

polarization which, as we all know, is pitting father

against son, mother again.c t daughter, with the oc-

togenarians and infants standing in the sidelines

calling each other dirty names.
Well, as expected, the Five College Committee tc

Protest the Defiling of Academic Virginity by

Rockefeller Dollars was out in full force to tell Rocky
where to go. The UMASS Guerilla Troupe, which

tickeled us pink when the folks from DOW dropped by

the other day, presented another theatrical jolly. Led

by John Clayton, of the UMASS English Dept, and

John Brentlinger, of the UMASS Philosophy Dept.,

both of whom are talented thesbianic moralists, the

troupe histrionically refused to accept Rocky's

money, which is sort of unusual, because Rocky was
planning to donate the money to ENVIRONMENTAL
research, not to English or Philosophical research.
Subsequently, the virtuous people from the Five

College Interim Planning Committee rejected
Rocky's offer, because, as every schoolboy knows, he
aquired his money by exploiting and oppressing the
"Third World" (so what else is new?). I wonder if the
environmental researchers who were to utilize his

money had any say in the matter.
Poor Rocky. Back to his Bar Barbor retreat he goes,

probably to repent for all of his sins. Meanwhile, the
Connecticut River will get even more polluted, and the
"Generation Gap" will expand into a civil war which
will inevitably destroy Western Civilization.

I do hope Rocky will reconsider his offer. I have
s me friends at the Craftsmans Guild who would be
simply overjoyed if Rocky offered them 25,000 dollars.
If the moralists don't want to get their hands soiled,
they should at least give the ungodly the opportunity
to do so.

David Williams

No Way To Get Back
Soft, silent snow slowly swirled

and fell, burying the bare, brown
earth. A solitary figure trudged
across the field by the pond, his

footprints weaving an erratic line

that was quickly covered by the

drifting and billowing snow.

Earlier he had been in a room lit

by a dim candle, the fragrant smell
of jasmin rising from a small brass
burner pervading the atmosphere
and stamping itself indelibly on his

brain.

Now he was alone and cold and
he was shivering underneath his

coat. Alone.

Twenty-two stories in the air he

had stood arm in arm with a person
he loved and they looked out and
say the gray sky suddenly vanish

in a veil of white. Laughing, they

lay side by side in the quiet room
and listened to the wind howling.

Now the wind was howling in his

ears much louder and the swirling

white was blinding him.
She had stood by the door-frame

with tears in her eyes, whispered
I'm sorry. And he nodded, looking

at the floor, and barely able to

speak, it's okay, it's okay.

His mind wandered over the

thousand little things they had
done together, how they had
walked by the pond in the spring

and watched the ducks and then

went and sat on a hill and watched
the sun go down. And later in each

other's arms they lay in bed and

talked and listened and finally fell

asleep, in each other's arms, but

those two crazy guys across the

hall went out and banged on the

window to wake them up.

His throat began to tighten and

hot tears queezed out of the corners

of his eyes. Damn, what had

happened'' I loved her.

Elevators weren't made to cry

in. People use them too much for

them to be that private. They gave
him a strange look and shrugged it

off. Stick around here long enough
and you see one of everything, I

guess.

But he had to cry or burst. Even
if the elevator was full of people.

What had happened?
The weatherman had predicted

snow and it gave him a cozy

feeling, sort of. Back when he was
a kid and it began to snow, he

would get up and press his nose

against the window and watch. The
snowplows with the extra
headlights would come down the

street, but he couldn't hear them
over the wind. And the next

morning was always clear and
bright and his father would wake
him up to go and shovel.

It was really blowing hard and
the snow had frozen to ice on his

scarf. He had forgotten his gloves

back in that still, still room. No
way to get them back now. What
had happened?
They just lay there and listened

and then it was time for him to

leave. Leave the room and leave

her life. He knew it was coming
before he ever went over there.

Why did he even bother? That's the

way it always goes. Too bad.

Snow, goddam snow. By the end
of a week it will be black and ugly.

Then it will melt and make mud.
Everything's made out of mud, not

this pure, white snow.

He didn't live far from that

peaceful room where he had left

most of his feelings, but it would

have been a long walk anywhere
that night.

Book Review

Campus Comment

Save The Bay!
Dear Friends and Fellow Students,

Our campus sits alone the northwest edge of

Escambia Bay, which empties into the Gulf of Mexico

at Pensacola, Florida. So far this year, Escambia Bay
has suffered over 60 major fish kills, each one of close

to or more than a million fish - food fish, sport fish,

'commercial fish', you name it.

These kills have been traced to industries and
municipalities just north of and on the bay, which have
been using the Escambia River and the bay for a

dump. One such industry is Monsanto Co., which, as

of January, 1970, was dumping into the river, and the

bay, the following wates:

10,000 lbs/day 5 day biological oxygen demand
3,900 lbs/day total organic carbon

1,875 lbs/day TKN
1,331 lbs/day nitrite nitrogen

1,104 lbs/day ammonia nitrogen & nitrite

421 lbs/day total phosphate
264 lbs/day ortho phosphate

One of Monsanto's most advertized and ecologically
deleterious products is Astro Turf, an artificial grass;
some of its other products are Arochlor (1250) com-
pounds and herbicides. Because our public officials
have been tragically slow to respond, and because
citizen initiated 'pollution control' legislation is being
successively weakened and stifled, and will have only
moderate success' if ever passed, we have con-
cluded that only economic sanctions can force the
industries involved to recycle their wastes and quit
using the Escambia River - the public domain - for a
dump.
We intend to take sanctions against all industries, of

which there are six locally, dumping into the
Escambia River and the bay. To establish our ef-

fectiveness, we have decided to begin by calling for a
boycott of Astro Turf, the Monsanto product that

depends most heavily on the college market. We
desperately need your support. There is nothing less

at stake than the bay itself - the bay which is a in-

tegral part of our biosphere, is essential to a balanced
environment.

It doesn't take much thought to realize that

Escambia Bay is about as important to you as it is to

us. By supporting our boycott you not only deny
revenue to an enemy of the bay, you also help assert,

for once, that our waters and our skies are not dumps,
and that even large industries must be held respon-
sible for their wastes.

- We ask that you put up with natural grass for a

good while longer
- We ask that you compell your friends and local

industries not to buy Astro Turf and other Monsanto

products
- We very respectfully and urgently request that you

obtain, through your student government and alumni

associations, a binding, official promise not to pur-

chase Astro Turf until Monsanto quits dumping its

wastes into Escambia River and Escambia Bay.
- We recommend that before you or your college

administration buy any other sort of artifical grass,

you determine that manufacturer is not, like Mon-

santo, using the environment for a dump.
We need your active responses to this appeal, even if

you have no need at your institution for Astro Turf.

Your support is urgently requested. Please send us

notification of your administration's primise not to

purchase Astro Turf as soon as it can be obtained

University of Florida

Environmental Action Group

Redirected Priorities

AMan forOurTim e s

The Godfather
Mario Puzo

The Godfather, a Fawcett Crest Book by Mario Puzo, introduces the

reader to an ordinary, 1945 type man known as Don Corleone. The Don
lives in New York, has four children, runs an olive oil import business and

is a member of the Mafia. And it is this last fact which totally prohibits

any normalcy within his life. His daughters wedding ceremony is turned

into a business meeting and attendance is of friendship to the Don. The

deathbed visit of a friend is a matter of compulsion and-compliance with

the unwritten laws and taboos of the Mafia. Any degree of normalcy is

destroyed by the Don's position in the Mafia.

The novel introduces its readers to a very powerful and well developed

character-Don Corleone. We see him living, dying, killing, deciding,

planning, scheeming, and he wins our respect with every move. Puzo has

been careful to win our simpathy by showing us a Naturalistic excuse for

the Don's involvement and position in the Mafia. We are all too ready to

accept what he is doing is justified and therefore acceptable. Much of the

interest in The Godfather comes through admiration and interest in the

Don. His style, his emotions, when they are expressed, his power are all

qualities to be envied and worshiped by the reader. Minor characters like

Johnny Fontane and Sonny are of little value to the reader except when

they enteract with the Don to whom the emphasis is always shifted. A
great personality development emerges and it is this quality ( like in John

leCarre's novel Small Town in Germany) that provides the page-turning

effect throughout the novel.

However, Puzo uses a highly descriptive and forceful style in his

writing. Unfortunately, this is not a style that can simply be "turned-on"

or "turned-off" at the author's discretion. Consequently, passages that

are in need, and benefit, from this style are successful but sections that

are more effectly left to the imagination are destroyed by the style of the

author's reporting. For example, the account of the death of Kartoum. a

$600,000 horse whose destruction served as a warning to a Hollywood

producer that Johnny Fontane deserved a movie part, would have been

more effective had Puzo expanded his skill as a fine author, which he is,

and utilized a less descriptive stule of writing.

Also, Mario Puzo, in an obvious attempt to expand his audience of

readers beyond those interested in historical fiction and the Mafia chose

to insert various passages most familiar to those readers of The Love

Machine and Valley of the Dolls type stories. This was an almost tragic

mistake by Puzo in an attempt to provide a wider interest range for his

novel. The section on Johnny Fontane is almost completely destroyed by

Puzo's insertion of The Love Machine type trash.

Despite its faults, and despite the mistaken attempt for an audience

expansion. The Godfather can, and will, offer any reader an enjoyable

and profitable experience.

To the Editor:

A concern for the wasteful spending of the American
economy today has initiated a nationwide college

campaign to reorganize spending priorities. The
ultimate goal of this organization. Perspective on
Priorities (POP), is to rechannel those needlessly

spent funds into a field which there has always been a

desperate lack of money - that of cancer research.

This is not a fund-raising drive, as the money
collected may be sent directly to any organization

concerned with cancer; the main idea behind POP is

that the nation's finances will be redirected toward an
area other than those connected with defense in-

dustries, the space program, etc.

The Christmas season is the
appropriate time for this national
movement, now that consumers
and manufacturers both are
spending massive amounts of

money to promote a "spirit of

Christmas" that has no meaning
for those children who are slowly
dying of cancer. POP asks that

students and adults all over the

country take a second look at Christmas, and give
their gifts to others in the form of a donation to a local
cancer chapter. This widespread redirection of
consumer spending will hopefully force both private
industry and the government to form a new "per-
spective on priorities."

Volunteers are needed on all campuses immediately
to coordinate the publicity for POP in their respec-
tive areas. For more information, contact.
POP Headquarters
Stonehill College

North Easton, Mass. 02356

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

numl)cr i all of which will be withheld upon request i. The limit is one
page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

ITie editors reserve the right to edit all letters.
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DVP To Bring LSD Researcher Here
By C. R HAMBERG

News Editor
Dr. Jean Houston, Director of the

Foundation for Mind Research in

New York City and pioneer LSD
researcher, will arrive at UMass
tonight for a full schedule of lec-

tures, discussions, and teaching
during her one-day stay.

Sponsored by Room To Move
Drug Drop-In Center and the

Distinguished Visitors Program,
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Dr. Houston's visit will include an

open coffee hour tomorrow af-

ternoon from 2:30 to 4:30 in the

Colonial Lounge and a DVP lecture

entitled "Evolution Now"
tomorrow night at 8:30 in the

Student Union Ballroom. Her

lecture will deal with some of the

mind research currently being

done to explain the expansion and

development of man's natural

capacities.

In addition. Dr. Houston is

scheduled to participate in a

Psychology 391-591 course on

•Altered States of Consciousness''

this evening, an informal training

session on psychedelic drugs at the

Drug Drop-In Center tomorrow

morning, and speak on "The Use of

Trance in Education" at the Center

for Humanistic Education

tomorrow afternoon.

She will also speak to a five-

college faculty seminar on "The

Role of the Teacher as a Spiritual

Guide" tomorrow evening.

Dr. Houston received her B.A.

from Barnard College and Ph.D.

from Columbia University. She has

taught on the faculties of religion,

philosophy, and psychology at

Columbia, Hunter College and

Marymont College, and The New
School for Social Research.

On the basis of her LSD research

she co-authored with her husband
Robert EL. Masters two books,

The Varieties of Psychedelic
Experience and Psychedelic Art,

as well as many shorter writings

on mind-altering drugs.

She is currently doing extensive

research in altered states of

consciousness without drugs,

evoking mind-body potentials,

creativity, accelerated learning,

subjective time, the psychology of

genius, eidetic imagery, visual

thinking, and the laboratory in-

duction of religious-type ex-

periences.

Recent articles in the New York

Times and Time Magazine have

examined Masters and Houston's

work on "altered states of con-

sciousness" making religious and

psychical experiences possible to

ordinary people. Using a variety of

non-drug stimuli such as guided

meditation, multi-sensory sound

and light environments, and
electrical stimulation of the brain,

these altered states have been

observed in hundreds of laboratory

experiments.

&**$
HOLIDAY GIFT

CERTIFICATES

RELAX

Enjoy a quiet, comfortable lunch at the

Top of the Campus

FINE FOOD
COURTEOUS SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL VIEW
sVLAD AND BREAD BAR
included in the price of every

entree or sandwich

RESTAURANT and C II B BAR
open Monday Friday — 11:30 • 1:30

CAit 413-733-5131

HILLEL CHANUKKAH CONCERT

AVIVA SEMADAR
Israeli Singer — Just toured in Europe

TUESDAY, DEC. 8 8:00 P.M. S.U. BALLROOM
Reception follows upstairs at new Hillel Center

FREE ADMISSION

COURSE EVALUATION
Forms can be picked up in 418C STUDENT UNION

WEDNESDAY DEC. 9

Draft Counselor's Corner

Drop II - S Now
By Gilbert J. Salk

Ramblings...

If you're interested in draft resistance, you've probably heard of

Father Daniel Berrigan. He and his brother joined seven other priests in

destroying Selective Service files in Catonsville, Maryland about a year

or so ago. After the trial, Dan went underground for a while. During that

time, he was scheduled to give a sermon at Smith College. Instead, he

sent a tape of what he planned to say. He talks about the Christian

necessity of resistance, and about being underground. A copy of the tape

will be played and discussed in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union

at Noon Wednesday, Dec. 9. There will be free coffee, tea, and donuts....

Is your lottery number over 195? Were you born before Jan. 1, 1951? If

you can answer yes to both questions, you have won the first round of the

lottery game. You should write immediately to your local board and tell

them that you wish to give up your deferment and be reclassified I-A

innediately, if not sooner. Upon receipt of the letter, the board is required

to place you in this year's eligibility pool, which ends Dec. 31. Send your

letters Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and keep a copy. When
the receipt comes back, staple it to your copy and save it. You will be

SAFE. Don't let paranoia stop you from doing this now. It's for real....

If, on the other hand, you have a low number, don't give up your

deferment. If your board has passed your number, you get stuck in

something called an extended liability pool, and you'll get called before

they start calling people in the new year's pool. See a draft counselor for

advice....

What about the future of student deferments? Let me exercise my own
paranoia for a moment and put myself out on a limb. In April, Dick Nixon
will stage another Cambodia, or something equally stupid. This will

result in campus demonstrations, disruptions, and riots across the

country. The Nixon Administration will use these as an excuse to take

away from students their draft-refuge. I predict that in June 1971 Richard
Nixon will announce that the Selective Service System will give no new
IIS classifications...

Did you know that there is a special deferment for some elected of-

ficials? Tis true! All State and Federal elected offices carry with them
an automatic exemption from the draft. Of course, most are far too old to

fight in the wars they send their sons to anyway, but it is interesting to

note that that their exemption is guaranteed by law. If you have no other

way to beat the draft, run for Congress or for State Rep. . .

.

Christmas is coming, in case you haven't noticed. Don't forget to send a

card to each member of your local board reminding him (sorry.

Women's Lib, but there are almost no women on draft boards) that the

word is peace on earth, good will to all men-even if their skins are

yellow, red. brown, or black. A picture of a Vietnamese peasant on a

cross might be appropriate. (They say that Christ is in all men. >....

Peace.

I reshman class Executive Council applicants

and others interested must attend a meeting,

December 9. 7:30 p.m., in Room 174 - 176

at the Campus Center.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS

SECOND FLOOR - STUDENT UNION

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, BOWKER — 8 P.M.

La Salle String Quartet
Deutsch Grammophon Recording Artists perform works of
Purcell, Berg, Webern and Krzysztof Penderecki.

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrade fl; Grad Students $1.50;
Far /Staff $2.50

INFORMAL LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION
Tuesdoy, Dec. 8rfi _ 2:30 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Free)

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11-12 8 P.M.

DAVE VAN RONK
Noted Greenwich Village Folk Singer and celebrated record-
ing artist!

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; Grad Students $2:
Fac/Staff $2.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL, 125 Herter Hall
(Remaining tickets at Bowker one hour before event)

Telephone 545-0202

Hughes Alive And Well,

In Full Control
LAS VEGAS (AP) Billionaire recluse Howard Hughes was quoted

Monday as saying he has fired two of his top executives and is in full

control of his giant industrial and financial empire. Hughes reported he is

feeling well, on vacation on the Bahamas.
Gov. Paul Laxalt and Dist. Atty. George Franklin said they spoke to

Hughes in a predawn telephone conversation and that he said he per-
sonally ordered the firing of Robert Maheu and Jack Hopper, the two top
executives in his $300 million Nevada gambling, real estate and mining
operation.

"He said he felt fine and had just gone there for a vacation," Laxalt
said of his telephone conversation with Hughes. "He was very concerned
about speculation he had been kidnaped and was not going to return
here."

Laxalt, who has talked to Hughes several times in the past, said there
was no question in his mind that he was speaking with Hughes.
"He is in the Bahamas at the Britannia Hotel," said the governor. "He

even joked about being on the ninth floor again."
Hughes, 64, who hasn't been seen in public for man years, secretly left

on Thanksgiving Eve the ninth floor penthouse of his Desert Inn hotel

casino, his home for the past four years.

The telephone call apparently ended a corporate struggle that surfaced
Friday when officials of the Houston based Hughes Tool Co., parent firm

of his $2 billion empire, fired Maheu and Cooper.

Maheu, 53, a former FBI agent long acquainted with Hughes, was hired

four years ago as chief executive of Hughes Nevada Operations. He had
refused to be fired last week, saying: "Hughes wouldn't do that."

Saturday, Maheu obtained a court order prohibiting anyone from in-

terfering with his control of Hughes' Nevada properties. The order was
still in effect Monday, with a hearing set for Dec. 14.

Franklin was asked if he felt Hughes was still boss of the organization.

"Absolutely," he said. "He's merely firing a couple of people that were
working for him."

Laxalt and Franklin said Hughes called them at 1:30 a.m., Nevada
time, and talked about an hour.

"He initiated the call. He indicated he wanted to talk to us," the

governor said. "He just wanted to clear up the misunderstandings that

have arisen in the press."

Chancellor Signs Treaty

With Poland
WARSAW, Poland (AP) -Chancellor Willy Brandt of West Germany

signed Monday a historic pact that recognizes the Oder Neisse line as

Poland's western border, giving this Communist country 40,000 square

miles of former German territory.

He then told West Germans in a radio and television address from the

Polish capital: :"The treaty should mark an end to the evil past, full of

pain and suffering.
" ...Nothing was lost that had not been lost long ago. lost not by us who

carry now and have carried the public responsibility, but lost by a

criminal regime-National Socialism."

The pact is aimed at normalizing relations between West Germany and

Poland, which lost six million citizens to Nazi aggression.

Brandt said the treaty should "build a bridge between both states and

nations. It is to open the way to reunification of families. And may the

frontiers divide us less than before..."

Wladyslaw Gomulka, Poland's Communist leader, looked on as Brandt

and Polish Premier Josef Cyrankiewicz, a survivor of Auschwitz, signed

the treaty at a 17th century palace in downtown Warsaw.

Brandt commented that such names as Auschwitz will long remind

both nations that hell is possible on earth and added: "Today nothing is

more important than the creation of peace. There is no alternative. Peace

is not possible without European solidarity."

For Festive

Holidays

BOOTS SHOES

BELTS - WALLETS *

TIES

FROM
> ,

'

K)Utt
8 Mala Street ^p^

M
m

Security Log
The following are selected entries

from the logs of the Campus
Police, the Residence Hall

Assistants, and the Security

Guards compiled by MDC Staff

reporter John Fitzgerald for the

period 1 a.m. Friday, December 4,

to 7 a.m. Monday, December 7.

December 4, 1970

1:47 a.m. Report of vending
machines being broken into in

Orchard Complex---officers
assigned to investigate.

1:51 a.m. Report from a Security

Guard of a male taking items from
a showcase in a Central Area
Residence Hall.

2:05 a.m. Bomb threat received

for a Residence Hall in Southwest
Area. Occupants evacuated and
officers assigned to check.

2:19 a.m. Received another bomb
threat for Residence Hall in South-

west Area. All occupants
evacuated, officers assigned to

check.

3:00 a.m. Report of a theft from
Southwest Residence Hall of. 43

dollars. Officers assigned to in-

vestigate.

3:37 a.m. Report of bomb threat

for Southwest Residence Hall.

Evacuation ordered and officers

checked the area.

4:06 a.m. Same.
4:21 a.m. Same.

6:00 a.m. Report of someone
removing hubcaps in Southwest

Residence Area. Person gone on

arrival of cruisers.

3:35 p.m. Report of vehicle parked

in Lot 10 with air let out of tires.

3:43 p.m. Report of a pail of

plumbing fittings being stolen from
a parked truck at Lincoln Apart-

ments. Officers assigned to in-

vestigate.

4:38 p.m. Report of theft of tape

decks from a parked car on

Thatcher Way. Officers assigned to

investigate.

4:59 p.m. Report of theft of stereo

speakers from F Lot. Officers

assigned.

9:37 p.m. Report of vending

machines broken into in South-

west.

9:37 p.m. Report of motor vehicle

parked in E Lot with rear window
shattered.

11:18 p.m. Report from Orchard
Hill Dormitory of vending
machines broken into.

11:42 p.m. Report of two front

wheels missing from motor vehicle

in F Lot.

1 1 : 57 p.m. Report of mattress fire

in Central Residence Hall. Fire

Department notified and cruiser

assigned.

December 5, 1970

5:23 a.m. Officer onpatrol reports

ice cream and milk machines
vandalized in Southwest Residence
Hall.

12:40 p.m. Report of a room
broken into in Southwest
Residence Hall.

1:03 p.m. Bomb threat for dor-

mitory in Southwest. Immediate
evacuation of building ordered and
officers assigned to investigate.

6:28 p.m. The same.
11:50 p.m. Report of man lying on
road at Fearing Street Extention.

Officers assigned to investigate.

December 6, .1970

Infirmary run from
Complex. Cruiser

12:39 a.m.
Northeast
assigned.

6:58 p.m. Report of bomb threat in

Southwest. Building evacuated.
7:27 p.m. The same.
10:58 p.m. Report of fire in trash

can at Central Residence Hall.

December 7, 1970

4:38 a.m. Received bomb threat

for Southwest Residence Hall.

Occupants evacuated and officers

assigned to investigate.

4:40 a.m. The same.
4:42 a.m. The same.
5;00 a.m. The same.
5:10 a.m. The same.

OH, BOY.' NO PHONE
ORDERS/ AND THERE
ARE ONLY 17 DAYS
TILL CHRISTMAS/

BLACK STUDENT'S
INFORMATION CENTER

needs a Staff

Contact: VERNON RHETT
either 117 Mills or 6-6243

Need you to work 2 hours a week.

ANTONIONI'S

BLOW
6-8-10 MAHAR 75^

Comparative Literature Film Series
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Amherst Gets New
Admissions Dean

Amherst College has announced that Edward B. Wall will succeed

Kugene S. Wilson as dean of admission when Dean Wilson retires June 30,

1971. Mr. Wall has been associate dean of admission at the College since

1968.

A native of New York City, Dean Wall is a graduate of The Phillips

Exeter Academy and Yale University where he obtained an A.B. in

English in 1956. Entering the Marine Corps after graduation, he emerged
with the rank of captain in 1959.

After a year of teaching at Searing School, Somers, NY., Dean Wall

rejoined The Phillips Exeter Academy as Admissions Officer for five

years. In 1965-66 he was assistant director of Admissions at Cornell

University, then became director of Admissions at Lawrence University,

Appleton, Wisconsin, until accepting the Amherst post.

Amherst has a student body of 1283 from 46 states, three U.S.

possessions and 19 foreign countries. Two-thirds come from public

secondary schools. As Amherst dean of admission Mr. Wall will ad-

minister a program that aims to achieve a diversity of interests, abilities

and backgrounds within a small college community.
The dean's wife, the former Mary Francis Jameison, is a 1960 graduate

of Mount Holyoke College. The Walls have three children.

Berrigan 'Underground' Tape to Be Played
Father Daniel Berrigan, one of

the Catonsville Nine, is now in jail

.liter being underground for
several months. A tape he
recorded while being underground
will be played in the Cononial
Lounge of the Student Union at
Noon tomorrow.

In it. Father Berrigan explains
why he helped trash the Caton-
sville. Md., draft board. The tape
takes the place of a sermon he was
scheduled to deliver at Smith
College, but was unable to give
because the FBI was waiting to

arrest him.

All those who feel that there is a
dichotomy between Christian
conscience and the practice of the

Church will find it interesting to

hear how Berrigan sees a
revolutionary imperative in the

Gospels.

The tape will be discussed, with
discussion to be led by Gil Salk. It

will be
The tape will be discussed, with

discussion to be led by Gil Salk. It

will also be replayed at 12:45.

Free coffee, tea, and donuts will

be available.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

(.reenfiel.l (1-:: 1-18311 I'-H

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE, Aztec,

FWMTi TDK, cassette and open reel

lap«, standard radio, Vtah speakers,

1.1'«, 8 tracks and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tfll-^3

Hart Skils 6' 9", Tyrolea front toe

release, aluminum poles, very good
condition, low price, vail after 5

l> in 510-6618 tfl'J-8

I sed New Home console (tewing

machine and attachments, best of-

ft-r. Needed: bos sprlnr, full sized,

incvpenshe Call 649-6308 tfU'-8

Standi-1 PA. 2 columns with four

IT' speakers each. One monitor
w/two tt*t 200-wat RMS four chan-
nels w/reverb, $1600 new, sell for

$695. Call Bernle 027-4192 or 527-

MUO. tf!2-8

Diamond Solitarle Engagement
King, 9/10 ct , white gold setting.

Reasonable. 586-1869 anytime.
tm-ii

Two fifteen Inch -now tires for

thirty-six dollars and two fifteen

inch regular tires for twenty-five
ilollurs. (all Linda 516-5367 tf!2-ll

ski Boots, Henke Buckle, men -

size 8>/z or 9, 920. Call Bob 6-7326

tf!2-8

Paid deluxe hotel accom for 2,

won in contest, Miami Bch, Palm
li«li, Lake Tahoe, Vegas or New Or-
leans, value S!>n - $120. Come to
Puffton > ill , No. 253. for details.

after 5 Best offer. tf!2-8

Stereo Equipment: Fantastic dis-

count on all merchandise — most
brand names — KLB, AR, Garrard,
etc.. Tapes, Records tool Call Steve
646-6115. 12-3-8

195 Head standards with Look bind-
incs. Diamond Rimr, Antique Set-
ting. Also Engagement and Wedding
Ring set. 64 Ford Galaxie, V-8 auto-
matic. Irene 545-2351 (days) tf-9

tf-9

SNOW TIRES, low prices top qua-
lity, cash anil curry. KT Flatten
lire* Outlet. Cowls Road, No Am-
ierst, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

tflV't

FOR SALE — AUTOS

WANTED

67 Opel Kadette Rally Sport, ex-
cellent mechanical condition. Needs
body work. Asking $579. Call Rick
646-2690 tfl2-8

'64 Ford Falrlane, automatic, good
condition $360. Call Patty 253-9357

tfl2-8

1962 VW excel, cond
546-6993

.

$395. Call
tf!2-9

62 Chevy automatic. 6 cyl , gooil

running condition. Call 253-7264 af-
ter 5:00 tfl2-10

1965 VW runs well, 2 new tires,

just tuned up, 24 nipc, fall in-p
sticker, asking $500 hut will talk.
Call Larry 586-0259 tfll-9

Going to Eurojie — must sell 67

Maltha* four on the floor, power
steering 284 engine, nice extras,

perfect condition, 2 new tires plus
Minus. S1700. Phone S46-9943 tfl'MO

Earn $2, male eubjeets needed for

psychology exper. App. 1 hr. See

Nancy, Bart. 71. tfl2-7

SOS — unfurnished apt. near

1 Mass needed by e female trad

studenta by Jan. 1. Good references

253-7101

.

IBM
Female grad student wanted to

share one bdrm garden apt in

N'ham. $80 month. Must like dogs

Tall Ronni 584-7496 early morntnr or

late night tf 12-11

I girls desperately need place to

rent /sublet In Jan. within 7 mile*

of IMass. Call Robin 546-5159 or

sher>l 516-5158 12-H

ROOMMATES WANTED
To share apt. In or near Concord,

Mass (Waltham or Lexington) . Call

645-2641, ask for Dana, 210 Green-

ough, especially for Concord Interns

still looking for apartment . tfl2-9

F roommate wanted to share Co-

lonial Village apt. nest sem. Own
bedroom. $75 50/mo. 253-7824.

tfi;-w

Roommates wanted for spacious 5

bedroom hoose In Conway, 12 miles

from Campus, own room, exceptional

view, lots of land. $60 a month.
Call Ron at 369-4026 tflg-9

Female roommate wanted to share

furnished apartment at Cllffslde

»ith 2 other girls. -For next semes-
ter beginning In January. Call 665-

3521 anytime after 4:30 p.m. tf12-9

APARTMENT^WANTED
Three girls desire two - three bed-

room apartment In Amherst area

Call 646-8969 or 546-8971. tf!2-9

EMPLOYMENT
Need money? Photographer wants

open-minded females to model. If

Interested write: Artists, P.O. Box
302, Chicopee, Mass. 01014, Include

address and/or phone. tf-12-1 1

WANTED TO BUY
Bike 26" English, 3 speed. Call

Steve at 323-7018 after 6 p.m. tf!2-8

TO SUBLET
1 bedroom well-furnished apt. to

sublet. Located near Smith. $160

month. No lease required. Call 584-

1420 after 7:30 p.m. and before

11:30 p.m. tf!2-8

RIDE WANTED
Needed: A ride to Florida for

Christmas. Mill help with driving

and expenses. Call Rachel evening
253-7715. tntH

FOR RENT

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tni-g.t

Enjoy your vacations, your week-
ends, yonr week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for
yea. Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices. 684-6817.

tm-23

No munirnl group is complete

xithnut sirens, bird calls warning
uhiMlm, and other wild sound ef-

fect" Call Creative Endeavor.

Apt. for rent — two large lieci-

rooms, up and down, two bath, 10

mln. from Campos. Squire Village,

call 665-3547, available Jan. 1..

tfl2-9

1 bedroom apt., unfurnished $130

per month Including utilities, V/t

miles from VMass. Immediate oc-

cupancy. Call days: 542-475D, Eve-

niiiRs: 253-2433

.

tf1M>

New Sugo rloof Apti.
IN SCXDERLAND

\ bedrooms, carpeting self-clean-

ing stove, frostfree refrigerator,

.ir-conditioning, utilities ncluded,

SIS5 mo. lease until August 31st.

or longer. Skibiskl Realtors, Rte

116. Sunderland. Tel. 252-7222
tflMI

Campus Center To Host Nursing Seminars
The Division of Continuing

Education at UMass will present
six weekend seminars beginning in

January for administrators of
nursing homes.
Each will begin Friday afternoon

and run through Saturday af-
ternoon, with sessions at the
Campus Center. Participants
completing all six sessions will
receive a certificate from the
Division of Continuing Education.
The first will be Jan. 15 and 16 on

"Effective Management for

Nursing Homes," given by Joseph
Litterer, Taher Moustafa, M. King
Deets and Victor Buell of the

U Mass faculty. On Jan. 29 and 30, a
seminar on environmental health

factors for nursing homes will be
given by Prof, and Mrs. Warren
Litsky and Prof. Barbara Turner.
"Personnel Practices and Labor

Relations for Nursing Homes" will

be given Feb. 19 and 20 by Harvey
Friedman of the UMass Labor
Relations and Research Center
and Jack Walsh of the UMass
personnel office.

UMass Department of Public
Health Chairman William Darity
will lead the discussion of "Rights

of Patients" March 12 and 13; the

fifth seminar on April 2 and 3 will

cover "Community Relationships

and Nursing Home Legislation"

and will be led by Dr. Jerome
Peterson, western Massachusetts
regional health director. Prof.

Charles Eshbach of the UMass
department of hotel and restaurant

administration will direct the final

program on April 23 and 24 on

"Food Management and Dietetics

for Nursing Homes."

Registration for individual
programs will be accepted but
those registering for the six

seminars as a block will receive

preference. The maximum
enrollment is 30. The registration

fee includes all program expenses,

meals, lodging and parking.
Further information is available

from the Division of Continuing
Education, 920 Campus Center,

UMass, Amherst, 01002.

Legalization Of Grass Urged

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.,(AP)—A Harvard University Medical School
professor has called for the legalization of marijuana for persons over a
certain age, to be sold as alcohol is, with a specific potency so the buyer
knows what he is getting.

At a luncheon on Thursday announcing the publication by Harvard
University Press next spring of his book, "Marijuana Reconsidered," Dr.
Lester Grinspoon said legislation would immediately put an end to "to the
costs and harmfulness of the present legal approach" of enforcing anti-

marijuana laws.

"If we allow the legalization of marijuana," he said, "there would be no
demand for hashish a stronger form of cannabis."

ANGEL FLIGHT;
There will ba a meeting tonight at 7 in Rm

210 Dickerson All members please come.

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
There will be an important meeting Wed ,

Dec 9th at 7 p.m. in E 17 Machmer

CHI DELPHIA
Tonight at 8 p m final rush tor Chi Delphia

All University Women invited to Delta Chi. 314

Lincoln Ave.

CRAFT CENTER:
Crocheting instruction will be available at

the UMass Craft Center tonight at 79 p.m
until Christmas vacation Bring hooks, yarn (&
pattern it you want).

Notices
FREE UNIVERSITY
Anti Mousetrap Consciousness Group

Grapevine 5 006

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a sisterhood meeting tonight at

6 30 in Rm 162 of C.C The Executive board will

meet at 6

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance will be held in the

C C Aud from 7 30 to 10 30 with review at 7 30

and new material at 8 and club level at 9 30

IEEE
IEEE HELP 141 will be at 1 25 p m Tues

afternoon Rm 309 Engineering Lab Bldg

The Only Seat Our

Pants Won't Fit

on sale this week only

JEANS
brown, black, purple, rose, It. blue

all styles, button fronts too.

all 5.95
DRESS BELLS all

7.95
reg. to $14.00

WEAR HOUSE
201 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Daily 10-5:30 Friday 'til 9

INTEGRAL YOGO INSTITUTE
There will be an open class >n Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting 8. meditation m the C C
Rm 904 908 from 5 30 to 7 pm Please bring an
empty stomach 8. wear loose fitting clothing

LARAL ECOLOGY
Aesthetics group will meet this Tuesday

Evening, Dec 8 at 7 30 p m in the Pierpoont

Lounge Bring your hands

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is Christmas Day at Bell

Telephone by Prof James H Hedlund To be
held 'his afternoon at 4 in Colloquium Room.
Arnold House Coffee at 3 30

NEWMAN CENTER
Today is a Holy Day of Obligation Masses

will be at 8:00, 9 15, 12 15. 5 00, and 7 30 p.m.

There will be a Living Rosary in tribute to

the Blessed Mother for the intentions of peace

throughout the world at 8 15 p.m in the

Newman Chapel

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY
An AdHoc Committee to develop a

Recreation Master Plan has been established

by the SWA Any person nterested in serving

or sorking on this committee please contact

Stephen Brown, John Adams 703 546 8671

SPANISH CLUB
Come to Spanish Table for dinner! It meets

from 5 6m Hampshire Commons All are

welcome

SRI CHINMOY MEDITATION GROUP
Meeting will be held m Rm 909 of C C. from

7 30 9 30 tonight All are welcome

WEBSTER FILM SERIES
"The Mouse that Roared" tonight at 7 and 9

p.m in Webster Lounge

LOST
Will the person who 'inos a brown porket

book please return the persenption glasses to

Margo 310 Knowlton or call 5 0796, or 5 0797.

A blue ski jacket with shoulder stripe at Hills

Bash, Friday mght wat *x>rrowed Please call

Mike at 546 93)6 to return

Army iacket with one pair of gloves and a set

of keys was lost at the Hills Bash, Friday
night Please call John Galiano, 420 Chad
borne

I gray notebook with all my notes for Psych
& Music was lost. If found please call Jane 549

6740

A silver keychain with 2 silver 8. 1 red key
was lost on walk before tunnel going toward
Southwest on Sat Night Necessary 8, sen
timental value please call Robin 6 8386.

Girl's brown alligator wallet Valuable
papers & ID Call Linda 546 7481

Girl's brown alligator wallet.

papers 8. ID Call Linda 546 7481

Vauable

FOUND
3 4 month black with white female puppy. If

yours please contact Ariane at 303 Lewis or
call 6 5458

4 keys found on double ring keychain in my
car blue Pontiac '68 giving ride from No.
Amherst to Cliffside Apts Call Mary at 545
2671 or 545 2675

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Alves, Calheno, Cerniawski

Named To AII-YanCon Team
Yankee Conference soccer

champions, UMass, placed three
men on the All-Yankee Conference
soccer team, as voted by the
Conference soccer coaches this

week.
Redman halfback Lindo Alves

was the lone unanimous choice for

the coveted all-star team. Joining

Alves were two of his teammates
who helped the Hedmen to their

finest soccer season ever, halfback
Augie Calheno and fullback Joe
Cerniawski.

Alves led the Redmen in scoring

Ibis past season with ten goals and
seven assists for seventeen points.

At the end of this past season he
was elected along with Calheno to

co-captain the soccermen next

season.

Sports Notices

TOURNAMENT TICKETS-
Basketball tickets for the

Springfield Hall of Fame Tour-

nament, to be held on Dec. 28, 29

and 30, and in which the UMass
basketball team is to compete, will

be put on sale sometime in the

middle of this week at the Boyden
ticket office, room 155.

Only tickets for Dec. 28 (the first

round of the tourney) will be sold.

These tickets will be good for the

St. Michael's vs. Springfield game
at 7 p.m. All tickets are reserved

ones and will go for the prices, $2

and $3.

All students here at UMass are

urged to purchase these tickets in

advance; there will be 500 tickets

available at the ticket office next

week. Those who do buy their

ducats in advance will receive free

admission into the Basketball Hall

of Fame, a most beautiful ex-

position, homed in Springfield.

This free admission will only be

good through Jan. 1, 1971.
*****

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
TICKETS—Within the very near

future the athletic ticket office at

155 Boyden will be receiving from

Madison Square Garden (New
York City ) an allocation of tickets

for the Feb. 27 basketball game,

UMass vs. George Washington

University. Price information

concerning these tickets will be

made available soon in the

Collegian sports pages.
*****

UMASS HOCKEY-There is no

charge to see the UMass hockey

team in action at Orr Rink. Next

home game is Dec. 11 against

Middlebury, with face off at 8 p.m.
*****

VARSITY M—The UMass
Varsity M Club will hold its second

luncheon of the winter season

tomorrow at 12:15 at the Newman
Center. Basketball coach Jack

Leaman will be the featured

speaker, previewing the 70-71

season. There will also be player

awards, a raffle for choice

basketball tickets, excellent food,

and the usual door prize.
*****

STUDENT HOOP TICKET-
S—Reserved seats for Thursday

night's UMass-Rhode Island

basketball game at Kingston are

now on sale in the athletic ticket

office at 155 Boyden. Tickets for

the UMass-UConn basketball game
at Storrs on Dec. 15 are also on sale

now at the ticket office.

Cerniawski was the heart of a
UMass defense that was con-
sidered to be one of the best in the
region.

Three more Redmen were given
honorable mention by the Yankee
Conference coaches. These were
goalie Bill Leary, a sophomore,
Rick Matuszczak, a senior, and
Duane Brown, also a senior.

sPopIS ShorT'Es
AP

IT'S UNCANNY
Astrology says your Astral

Twin, born at nearly the

same time as you, live lives

very similar to yours. Test

Astrology. Compare impor-

tant dates, events, interests

with 5 Astral Twins. Free

now only. Accompanying
material helps you compare.
Temporarily limited to 17

to 25 years old. Send name,

address, date of birth and

time, if known, to:

ASTRES
Box 18

Amherst, Mass. MOO'I

Lindo Alves

UCLA's powerful Bruins, riding

the crest of 23 straight victories

and four national collegiate

championships, were over-

whelming favorites in The
Associated Press' first major
college basketball poll ot the 1970-

71 season.

Sports writers and sport scasters,

in the voting announced yesterday

gave coach Johnny Wooden's team
21 first place votes and 456 points

to reaffirm the preseason
balloting.

The Bruins, No. 2 South Carolina,

and No. 15 New Mexico State, all 2-

this season, are the only teams in

the AP's Top Twenty to hold on to

their preseason spots.
*****

LIVERPOOL, England (AP)-

Bill Shanklv. manager of the

Liverpool team, has told his

players that soccer and marriage

don't mix.

"Don't get married in the soccer

season," is his advice to the team.

"Anyone who does isn't behaving
professionally ay far as I am
concerned."

Eight Liverpool players have
been married during the last 12

months. The team, which was
runnerup in the English cham-
pionship last year, is currently

eighth in the standings.
*****

NEW YORK (AP)- Lee Trevine,
the PGA Tournament Players
Division points leader for three
weeks, moved ahead of Billy

Casper as the Tour's top money
winner after a third place tie in the

Coral Springs Open.

Joe Cerniawski Augit C alheno

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAM

Taurus U associated with tht

throat . Natives of this kIkii must
gmtril uKuliiMt abuse of the voire:

excessive shouting, talking ot siiiK-

mu- When a Taurus person be-

comes tense, the first symptom
usually appears in the neck. Many
natives of this sign learn to control
the voice and use it as a musical
instrument. Some famous Taurean*
(in luile Perry ( uiiiii, Ella FitiBerald
and Kate Smith.
ARR1ES (March 21-April 10) I

Cycle is high; your natural qualities
of leadership shine. Welcome c>n-
taeta, challenges, opportunity to ba
more independent. Don't lean Ml
others. Assert yourself.
TAURUS (April Jij-May IB); Y..n

may find yourself working with
«roup promoting charitable project.
Some self-sacrifice Is necessary.
But long-range gain is the result.
Know this and respond accordingly.
CIDMINI (May .'l-June L.'i»: Accent

on fulfillment of personal desires.
Psychic Income becomes important
Means doing what you do to best of

ability is more important than
actual cash. Consider this when
making decisions.

CAXCER (June LM-July .'J>: Em-
phaata on career, standing In com-
munity. Co-operate In civic activ-
ities. He open to suggestions for

meaningful changes. You are due to

receive accolade from one In author-
ity.

I.BO (July 23-Aug. It) I Good lunar
aspect stresses Journeys, publishing
and advertising. Tour message gets
across to more persons. There is

.oldeii responsibility • but also greater
results.

VIRGO (Aug. LM-Sept. L'J): Concern
with financial matter could enme |ti

head. Involves matej, business part-
ner. Be willing to analyze Dip
• leep for information. Discard the
iUperficia

LIBRA ir-ept. 'Jl-iVt. 85)1 Spotlight
on marriage, binding agreements, spe-
rial relationships. Opportunity iii.iy

lie present, but be sure you know
how far you want to venture. Protect
future Interests.

SCORPIO (Oct. iia-Xov. »1)| A
work assignment nears completion.
In personal area, a relationship may
run its course. Key in all areas Is

to hold long-range view. Keep mo-
tives, goals, ambitions in propel
focus

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. I'J-Dec. Jl>:
Accent on dealings with children
others who may have ideas of their
own. Important to be young nt
heart. .Show that you are not w.-,i

iied to past. Look to future. lie

original, dynamic.
CAPRICORN' (Dec. JJ-Jan. ltl) •

Attention Is drawn to domestic aie.i.
home, property. Conclusion of im-
portant affairs is indicated. Bes'
to finish rather than to begin impol •

hUH projects. Secure positlnri.

AQUARIUS (Jan. Ju-Feb. 18): W. I

come chance for better comniunk-i-
tion with close relatives. Rec-olt
misunderstanding can be clarified.
May be necessary to make some con-
cessions. Sense of humor helps.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 50)1 Accein

on finances, personal poaWMiotu
Key Is to be aware of details. Wiult
appears Unimportant could prova
pivotal issue. Be a shrewd observe! .

Let others reveal their motives.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

when you do something, you do it

with big and grand gesture. There
is nothing petty about you. Organ-
izing comes naturally. ToUr view i*

lHrtfe in scope. Tou can perceiM
potential and take positive steps t"
reach it. You have embarked upon
new project. Some details have been
troublesome. But tparka f |o\«
and life have, jyniu-j and you ai<
ii'jtr \uy mutl] aware . .itid aliw

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Spherical body

4 Chapeaus

8 Slender

12 Sign of zodiac

13 Wolfhound

14 Part in play

15 Permit

16 Indecipherable

18 Later

20 Jump
21 Note of scale

22 Pronoun

23 Falsifier

27 High card

29 Through

30 Law:

intervening

31 Behold!

32 Cooling device

33 Ethiopian

title

34 Symbol for

tantalum

35 Lifts with lever

37 Mournful

38 Vehicle

39 Identical

40 Pigpen

41 Exclamation

42 Shakespearian
king

44 Checkered
design

47 Country of

South America

51 Music: as

written

52 Fruit

53 Heroic

54 Number
55 Gratuities

56 Amount owed
57 Before

DOWN

1 Spanish pot

2 Sand bar

3 Container

10
11

17
19

22
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
32

33
36

Filament
Everyone
Higher
Scoff

Three base
hits

Mischief

(colloq.)

Sick

Born
A state (abbr.)

Babylonian

deity

Chicken
Exists

Pilaster

Hind part

Mountains of 37
Europe
Girl's name 38
Dance step 40
Insane 41
Animal's tactile

organs 43
Beam
Prefix: not 44

A nj U V,sterd 1) 1 f uzzle

T AU u|s S P L 1 |
A srr. u T E r A 1 L o R

M e L i A s
' A

jBi ' L A T^| SJEJA !

kS|R 1 TBS T 1 - _•_ *

E

|A|E| R tJB LJTPlfl'

| r|i 1 Li E E

R
P

S eMe|r slip O sfs]
A N AllE TIT AH

'

c T 5
I

H A mie Ha n T 1 | R A
i "| E T A i N^ t
B E H A V E E A O E R

A M A 5 T E A O E

Band of

color

Modest
Satiated

Man's
nickname
Printer's

measure
Agreement

45 Roman
road

46 European
47 Likely

48 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

49 Opening
50 Penpoint

18

31

35

39

47

52

55

48

21

.-. 1 1

36

.-,,

49

19

32

42

13

16

$8

S5&

29

43

22

40

53

56

20

8s?X

?37

[MR"
•

±1

y,

50

17

'23

30

44

41

24

TTff"5

38

10

25

•^34

45

11

26

:iS
46

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Gymnasts Have Potential For Contender's Roll
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Staff Reporter
The UMass varsity gymnastics team will open its 1970-71 season with a dual meet against Southern

Connecticut State College on Saturday, Dec. 12, at Southern Connecticut. According to head coach Erik
Kjeldsen, "this years squad has the talent and experience to make for a strong team " Led bv co-
captains Scott Stover and Tony Vacca, the squad shows promise of becoming the best gymnastics teamUMass has ever produced.

the team has a number of out-
standing competitors.
Due to a new League ruling,

there has been a change in the all-

around event. Formerly, each
team entered two all-arounds and
three specialists for each event.
With the new ruling, each team will

enter three all-arounds, with the

Last season the Redmen com-
piled a 5-3 record, finishing second
in the New England Cham
pionships behind undefeateo
Springfield College, and placing
fourth in the Eastern In-

tercollegiate Gymnastics League
behind champion Springfield
College and perennial powers Penn
State and Temple University. Once
again, Penn State and Temple
appear to be the League powers.
Although Springfield has some

outstanding competitors returning
this year, they will have a problem
with depth, as they graduated a
large senior contingent last year.
However, they are still a for-

midable team that can challenge
any team in the League. This year
the I' Mass squad, with a nucleus of

talented, experienced gymnasts
has the potential to be a strong
contender for the League title.

Returning from last years squad.
I Mass has two all-around men.
Norm Vexler and Tony Vacca. who
were honored by being chosen as
members o r

the New England Elite
team, which recently defeated the

Canadian Elite team in an
exhibition meet at the New
England Gymnastics Clinic by a
score of 260-244. Vexler took third
place in the still rings event
against stiff competition, while
Vacca could not compete due to a
shoulder injury.

This years squad will be without
the services of Joe Reed. Frank
Dean. Joe Godwin, and former co-

captain Mike Kasavana, all of

whom performed well before
graduating. Despite these losses.

fiallg (Enllrgtan

Sp&tfo
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remaining two spots being filled bv
specialists. The all-around can-
didates for the Redmen are led by
Vexler and Vacca. Depth in this

grueling event is provided by
junior Len Aubrey, sophomore
Danny Spier, and freshman Rich
Seikunas.

With Kasavana and Godwin
graduating, vacancies have
opened up in the floor exercise
event. Candidates to fill these
spots include senior Bob Nelligan,
junior John Calabria, and
sophomore Jack Berner.

Ali KO's Oscar In 15th
NEW YORK (APi—Unbeaten

Muhammad Ali came alive in

the waining minutes of the 15th

round and stopped crude but
strong Oscar Bonavena on three
knockdowns in an amazing
finish at Madison Square Garden
Monday night.

Weary and desperately trying
to hold off the bull like rushes
and lunges of the South
American heavyweight
champion from Argentina, Ali

suddenly nailed the strong jawed
Bonavena with a solid left hook
i'

i
the jaw that dropped Oscar for

a count of six

The capacity crowd in the

(iarden roared as Ali followed

with a sharp right-left com-
bination to the jaw then again
felled the gutty Bonavena for a
count of four. As he was getting

the mandatory eight count,
Bonavena's corner tossed a

towel into mid ring.

But Ali unloaded another left

and right that felled the Soutl.

American again.

This immediately ended the

light under the three knockdown
rule at 2:03 of the final round.
The fight had been astonishingly
close until Ali's sudden thunder
brought it to a wild end.

Ali, who had held the heavy
weight title under the name of

Cassius Clay, had predicted he
would stop the cocky Argentine
in the ninth round.

"In nine he'll be mine,"
boasted Ali.

But at the end of nine, it was he
who seemed weary and worried.

Ali, weighing 212 pounds to

Bonavena's 204, had started fast,

boxing rings around the broad,
muscular 6 to 1 underdog.
Through the first seven rounds

he had piled up a big lead over
his plunging, charging shorter
rival. Bonavena was warned five

times for low blows by referee

Mark Conn and also hit low with
several other punches ap-
parently unnoticed by the
referee.

Conn took the first round away
from Bonavena for two low
blows although Ali had won the
round handily.

In the sixth round Ali followed
a left handed miss by a left hand
of his own that buckled Oscar's
knees. That was the best punch
of the fight until the wild finish.

Bonavena appeared to have
won the fourth round with his

chops to the body and head, and
nothing much more until the

eighth.

Then the chunky 5 foot 11

underdog began to score readily

with thumping lefts and rights to

the body and occasionally
clubbing right and left hands to

the head.

Ali, who stands 6 foot 3 and has
six inches in reach, had been
punching with good com-
binations earlier but now
couldn't hold back Oscar with
singly thrown jabs and hooks.
From the eighth on, Oscar

dominated the tiring ex-
champion. Ali jabbed and held
and tried to tie up Bonavena, but
the Argentine kept coming.

Ali, who had talked constantly
to Bonavena earlier in the fight,

cut the chatter as Oscar kept
coming forward.
The crowd of about 19,000 for

the international and nationally

televised fight had given Ali a
tremendous ovation and had
cheered him in the early rounds.
But in the late rounds, the

cheers were for "Ringo" and
there were boos for the
grimacing Ali.

The explosive finish put Ali in

line for a showdown title fight

with champion Joe Frazier
It will be a million dollar bout.

Practice for the co-
recreat tonal swim meet will be
available Tuesday evening from
7 to 9: 30 p.m. in the Boyden pool.

The co-rec meet will be held
Wednesday in Boyden pool

| starting at 7 p.m.

For those fans who won't be
able to make the trip to URI
Thursday for the UMass-URI
game, channel 10, WJAR—TV
will be carrying the game live

and in color from the University
of Rhode Island.

In the sidehorse event, senior
Rick Riley and Vexler should be
particularly strong. A solid third
score in this event will depend
upon the performances of Aubrey,
and sophomores Steve Scuderi and
Steve Nelson.
The still rings event should prove

to be a strong one for UMass.
Vexler and Vacca both have solid

routines. The performances of
Aubrey and sophomores Jay
Aronstein and John Oliver will

provide good depth in the event.
The long horse vault should

prove to be one of UMass'
strongest events. The Redman
vaulters will be led by Vacca, and
seniors Bob Henry and Ken
Perkins. Co-captain Stover, who is

recovering from a knee operation,
may rejoin the vaulters second
semester, as will Steve Cary, who
is an outstanding competitor in
both the long horse and parallel
bar events.

All of the Redman all-around
men have strong parallel bar
routines, and will form the nucleus
of this event. Additional strength
will be provided by senior Bob
Henry, and juniors Dave Genest
and Doug Salisbury.

The horizontal bar, the final

event, as well as the most spec-
tacular to watch, will be
strengthened when Stover returns.
Stover, along with senior Tom
Myslicki and Vacca will provide
the core for what should be a
strong Redman event. Doug
Salisbury will provide the
necessary depth for the event.
This years squad has the talent.

Gymnastic Coach Erik Kjeldsen
experience, and depth to become
the best team to ever represent
UMass. If they fulfill their
potential, and pull" together as a
team, they can win the League
title.

After Southern Connecticut, the
Redmen will host Army in their
first home meet on Saturday. Dec.
19 at 3 p.m. in the Boyden
Auxiliary Gym. Following this tht
earn will have a home meet
igainst Syracuse on Friday, Jan.
9, an away meet against Pittsburg
>n Friday, Feb. 5, an away meet
igainst Penn State on Saturday,

Feb. fi. i home meet against
Springfield on Friday. Feb. 12. an
away meet against Navy on
Saturday, Feb. 20. and will con-
clude their dual meet season with a
home meet against Temple on
Saturday, Feb. 27.

The New England Cham-
pionships will be held at Boston
State College on Saturday," March
I. These will be followed by the
EIGL Championships to be held at
UMass, March 11-13. Finally, the
NCAA Championships will take
place April 1-3 at the University of
Michigan.

Pucksters "Shoot" For Number Four
By DICK BACKER

Staff Reporter
The Redmen, hoping to extend

their unbeaten streak to four
games, travel to Williamstown,
Massachusetts tonight to tangle
w ith Division II rival Williams in a
7:30 encounter. During the
weekend UMass won two big
games, defeating Division I

powerhouse, Pennsylvania, 6-4,

and last year's EC.AC. Division II

'.i • •

T

P.J. Flaherty
champions, Vermont, 3-2 in
overtime.

Goalie P.J. Flaherty was in-

strumental in both wins. He con-
sistently came up with the big
saves and proved to be the con-
sistent leader on the ice that the
Redmen lacked last year.
Offensively, the Redmen appear

to be a much improved unit. Coat
Canniff has three solid lines, that
are capable of scoring and playing
an aggressive forechecking game.
The lines consist of sophomore Pat
Keenan, who already has eight
goals, centering for Dan Reidy and
Jack Edwards.
Penalty killer expert* Dennis

Grabowski centers for Lonnie
Avery and Mike Waldron.
Sophomore Don Riley centers for
the Red Baron, Eric Scrafield, and
Bob Shea.

Defensively, the Redmen may be
a bit thin in the depth department.
Al Nickerson. who had just
returned from a knee injury,
suffered a slight muscle puli
Saturday night and may not be 100
percent. Bob Bartholomew,
Nickerson's defensive partner, has
played a consistently steady game
every time out, something that has
been Bartholomew's trademark
throughout the last two years.
Spelling Nickerson will be

sophomore Bob Shilalie. The other
defensive tandem has junior Brian
Sullivan and sophomore Don Lowe
Sullivan has been the Redmen's

most effective puck carrier to date,
as he consistently is able to clear
the puck from the Redman zone.
Lowe is an aggressive checker

and very adept at digging the puck
out of the corner from the opposing
forwards.

last Night's

Intramurals

Dennis Grabowski

Williams is a fast team that
plays an extremely tight defensive
game. So far this year the Eplimen
have defeated RPI, who defeated
Cornell and lost to Bowdoin
College, 3-1, currently ranked the
number one team in division II.

Tonight's Intramurals

Basketball

Bears 64, Maroons 45

Chestnuts 54, Hi Los 19

Broncos 53, Eagles 29

Panthers 58, Leopards 38

Jaguars 56, Bruisers 38

Acedemics 45. Seagrams 22

Volunteers over ABC, wbt

Us 51, Colonels 41

Brigade 35, Studs 22

Berry 53, Wheels 37

TEP "B" 50, Spacemen 30

Bulldozers 64, Things 31

Browns 46, Machine 44

Cult 36, Boozers 25

Moe 48, Lancers 27

Squad 66, Hoopsters 58

Munchkins 78, Oxfords 33

Phantoms 46, Holes 40

COURT TIME
1 C 30

2 6 30

3 6 30

4 6:30

6:30

6 30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

BASKETBALL
TEAMS

Bodies vs Engineers
Conglos vs. English

Education vs Burners
Gotchas vs. Ind. Eng.

POSITION RIVER
1 vs. 2

4 vs 5

BKPvs. TEP
DC vs. KS

SPEvs SAE
APOvs PED
SAMvs LCA
ZN vs PMO

8 30

8 30

8:30

8:30

8:30

*:30

9 30

9:30

9:30

9:30

9:30

9:30

Flaming A's vs. Redwoods
Arrows vs. Barracudas

Trojans vs. Lovers

Stouts vs. TC"B"
EME vs. Herd

Canaille vs Jacks

SAM "B'- vs. Eyas
Smooth vs. Bucks

Eagles vs. Erudites

Beta "B" vs. Step

Heads vs. Nad
Yupvs. Lubees

BOWLING

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Partly cloudy,
highs in the 30's.

Chance of showers
tonight.
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Dining Commons Boycott

Still Slated In S.W.
See page two

Fusia Steps Down t****1**:**™*^^

*:

. mi

LANES TIME
1*2 6:30

34.4 6:30

TEAMS
Los-Team
BX Stouts

After a ten year career as I Mass head Football coach, Vic Kusia announced his resignation yesterday and said that he will
assume another job in the I Mass athletic department. For complete details, see stories on pages three and twelve. (MD( photo by
John K. Kelly III)
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Grad Senate Probes

Student's Death
By ROBERT S. MCDONNELL

Grad Senate Reporter
The tragic auto death of one of its members prompted Graduate

Student Senate discussion of a suitable memorial and traffic safety on
campus at its meeting Mon. evening. In conjunction with the Sociology

'x'partment, the senate is developing plans to honor the memory of Mr.
Frederick Drexler who represented that department as a senator. In

addition the senate expressed its concern for enforcement of speed
limits, increased lighting, and the development of long-range programs
to prevent recurrance of this type of incident.

The opening of the Day Care
Center, originally planned for
February, is now going to be
delayed because of refusal of the

administration to act on the
matter. The Day Care Center
committee made up of both un-

dergrads, graduate students and
faculty members had developed
specific proposals and the various

legislative and class bodies had
allocated sufficient funds, but the

matter has been bottlenecked in

the office of David Clay. It is not

known why this opposition has

occurred, but many student
parents now will not have use of

this service.

The parking problem on campus
again came up for discussion and
again little was resolved. It was
noted that the new garage is doing
poorly and that it will do better as
new buildings replace parking

lots. The senate was advised that

state funds andnot student funds

should be used to provide security

for parking areas and that this is

why parking fees are to be raised

in the future. Lastly, the residents

of Lincoln Apartments registered

complaints against commuters
who park their cars in that area.

The senate was told of the

progress of secure welfare rights

for eligible students. Publicity is

soon to be given to qualifications

and benefits and if necessary what
legal action individuals may take

to secure their rights.

The senate housing committee work,

reported on the development of a

standard lease for the North

Village complex. Deficiencies in

the present proposal were noted
and the committee was
unanimously instructed by the
senate not to accept any lease until

changes demanded are met.
Dr. Robert Gage addressed the

senate on the quality of health
care, insurance coverage, and
dental facilities, as well as other
topics. Extensive publicity for
these subjects is planned for the
future.

To develop a continuing line of

communications between the
senate and the graduate student
body, funds were allocated to start

a monthly newsletter. Plans now
call for a first issue to be mailed
around second semester
registration time and to contain
information of concern to all

graduate students.

In its last action of the evening,
the senate passed a resolution
calling for the establishment of a
joint faculty-student committee to

establish guidelines and
disciplinary procedures to deal
with faculty members who
misappropriate research of
students for their own use. Specific
instances of plagerism were noted
and it was the feeling of the
overwhelming majority of
senators that this was unjust and
hypocritical in view of the high
standards for which students are
held on the originality of their
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BOYCOTT STILL ON-Southwest Master John Hunt (right) and students hear Gerald Grady explain

why mandatory meal tickets are policy in Southwest. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman

)

Bromery D.C. Plan Slammed
Boycott Still Scheduled

By KAREN DEGRACE
Staff Reporter

The Southwest Assembly last night rejected an administration response to their call for an end to
mandatory meal tickets in that Residential College, and again voiced its support for a planned Dining
Commons boycott next semester.

UMass Business Manager Grady also brought the students
Gerald Grady, representing Vice

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,
told the Assembly that the ad-

ministration would offer South-

west students a series of dining

options.

They are:

la1. Ten meal tickets with a

carte breakfast.

2. All meals a la carte.

3. A la carte, or compulsory,

options.

4. Additional "special foods"

lines.

5. Revision in exemption policies

(current exemptions based upon:

senior; age 21; academic; em-
ployment, etc.).

6. Expanded use of dining
commons.

7. Alternative ways to finance

payments to the Building Authority

and the Commonwealth (currently

about 15% of the budget).

an administration statement ex-

plaining why meal tickets are

necessary in the overall payment
scheme of the residential complex.

It maintained:

Our policy changes are limited

and guided by such factors as

"mortgage payments", some type

of food service for about 10,000

students, changes in other
University policies, legal

obligations of bond agreements
and law, and student requests

During the past years, there have
been many changes, most of them
as a result of student participation

in the decision-making process.

We pledge our co-operation in

continuing this policy."

Southwest Master John A. Hunt,

speaking in behalf of Bromery, told

the students that they could not

realistically expect mandatory
meal tickets to be abolished
completely. And the students, in

response to this, issued the
following statement:

"The Southwest Assembly in-

forms Vice Chancellor Bromery
that it finds that the committment
of Mr. Grady's letter does- not meet
the needs of the students as
presented; and further that the

assembly re-affirms its stand as
presented (that the mandatory
meal ticket for all Southwest
students be abolished beginning
the second semester of the 1970-

1971 academic year) to support
those students currently
organizing a broad fee boycott of

the second semester board fee until

the University recognizes that the

compulsory board plan is no longer

acceptable to the students who are
forced to purchase it ; and further

that the University commit itself to

a dedicated effort to work out a
plan which is feasible both
financially and otherwise to bring
about the implementation of an
optional meal plan as soon as
possible."

SST GETS Second Wind

WASHINGTON (AP) -The House
gave the hardpressed supersonic

transport program at least a
temporary new lease on life

Tuesday when it refused to accept
the Senate's rejection of funds for

the 1,800 mile an hour aircraft.

It voted 213 to 174 against in-

I<ate Flick Friday at II :M p.m. — All Scats $2 00
' RIDE MISTEIt?" - adult and in color

structing its conferees to accept
the Senate action in striking from
a Transportation Department
appropriations bill a $290 million

item for construction of two
prototype models of the much
disputed plane.

The House passed version of the
bill includes the money so the
matter must be resolved in the
conference.

The size of the favorable vote
cheered SST proponents who have
been saying that a 20 vote margin
would put the House conferees in a
strong position in their argument
with the Senate conferees, whose
chamber voted 52 to 41 to delete the
money from the $2.5 billion bill.

Senate conferees still will be
under strong moral, possibly
irrevocable commitment to insist

on the deletion.
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Fusia Resigns From Coaching Job
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By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

Victor H. Fusia resigned
yesterday as head football coach at

UMass after a decade which saw
his teams compile a record of 59

wins, 31 losses, two ties, and four

Yankee Conference cham-
pionships.

His resignation was received by
Warren P. McGuirk, Dean of the

School of Physical Education and
Director of Athletics, late

yesterday morning. In accepting
the resignation, McGuirk said that

Fusia will stay at the University
and will assume administration

responsibility within the depart-

ment of athletics.

Dean Mc G lirk said, "Vic Fusia
has contr>~ted immeasurably to

the Univeisity's stature in football,

compiling an admirable record in

the past 10 years. After 25 years in

the rigors of coaching, he has

decided to move into a positon

where he can have more regular

hours and spend more time with

his family."

On the subject of a new coach

McGuirk added that a screening

committee will be formed im-

mediately to search for a new
coach.

When Fusia was reached for

comment he had little to say but

disclosed that he would tell more
about why he reached his decision

and what his new position will be

this afternoon.

"The new position hasn't been

completely defined," he said, "but

it will have a greater range. I hope

I can contribute to the whole

Milt Piepel, Fusia's defensive

backfield coach for the past three

years, has a quick measure of

what role Fusia played in the

building of the UMass football

program, saying, "An awful lot!"

Fusia is a native of Pittsburgh

and graduated from Manna t ten

College in 1938, where he was an
outstanding tailback for the

Jaspers.

He bagan his coaching career at

Rankin High School (Pa.) in 1946

where he lost only two league
games, in two years. He then

moved to Indiana High School

(Pa.) and climaxed three suc-

cessful seasons with an undefeated
team in 1950.

In 1951 he began a four-year stay

at Brown University were he
served as backfield coach. In 1955

he moved to the University of

Pittsburgh to serve as backfield

coach and first assistant.

During his six years at Pitt, th*

Panthers were rated as one of the

top independent college teams in

the nation and Fusia was accorded
much of the credit for the team's
success.

Consistant success has marked
Fusia's 10 years as Head Football

Coach at UMass. His overall

record is the best percentage wise
of all UMass football coaches.

It didn't take him long to build

UMass into a New England power.
His third year, 1963, saw an un-

defeated 8-0-1 team, followed by 8-

1 in 1964 and a berth in the NCAA
Tangerine Bowl.

He was voted New England
Coach of the Year in 1964 and the

Redmen were selected as New
England's top major team.
During the first seven years of

his coaching at UMass, his Red-

men were perennial League con-

tenders, compiling a 38-6 record
over the period including a record
15 consecutive league victories

from the second game in 1965 to

the middle of the 1968 season.
In 1968 his squad stumbled to a 2

8 mark, however, he rebounded his

team the next season to the tune of

6-3 slate.

This past season his Redmen
recorded a 4-5-1 record but he
commented so many times that he
didn't feel that he was coaching a

team with a losing record.

C.E.Q. Meets, Plans To Insure

Life Of Environmental Groups

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

byANNGURNETT
Staff Reporter

A meeting of the Coalition for Environmental
Quality held last night in the Campus Center decided

that CEQ's main function would in the future be to

exist as a resource center for facilitating projects

planned by groups of interested individuals.

The meeting, chaired by CEQ president Quint

Dawson, was called with the formal purpose of the

"preservation of environmental action groups."

Led by Dawson, the small group of approximately

forty people debated upon the accomplishments and
directive purposes of CEQ. A tone of despair and
disgust prevailed which was instigated by a

discouraging news letter written by Dawson which

spoke of the seeming futility of the CEQ movement.
According to Dawson, "Students have been apathetic

this semester We never got a firm grasp on that

feeling of common purpose, the feeling that together

we could accomplish something worthwhile."

However, some of the present members were not as

pessimistic as Dawson. Pointing out the many wor-
thwhile accomplishments of CEQ in the past, one
concerned student said "CEQ is what CEQ has done."
The group then moved into discussion of the extent

to which CEQ should be an active RSO organization.

According to Guy Ross, "Some of us are interested in

learning to live an ecological life style. However, this

may not be where you are all at. CEQ should be a
personal direction more than a legislated group ac-

tivity unless interestees warrant group actions."

The meeting then broke up into small groups
discussing various ecological projects to be pursued
by concerned students individuals.

CEQ will continue to operate as an umbrella
organization to advise, finance and guide independent
projects. Although discouraged, President Dawson
feels that perhaps goals will solidify and the

organization will once more have a purpose and a
meaning.

Astronauts Meet Moon Creature

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP) -

The Apollo 14 astronauts had a visit

from a "moon critter" Wednesday
- an armadillo that strolled onto a

make believe lunar surface while

the spacemen were collecting

rocks.

The creature provided several

laughs near the end of a long,

tedious training session.

Alan B. Shepard Jr. and Edgar

Mitchell were rehearsing for their

February walk on the moon in a

field carved with craters and lit-

tered with dust to simulate the

surface.

Suddenly, the armadillo wan-

dered out of nearby brush and

moved boldly toward the

astronauts.

"Hey, there's a moon critter,"

shouted Shepard as he bent over in

his spacesuit to retrieve a rock.

"You wouldn't believe this,

Houston." he laughed. He and

Mitchell were tied in on tthe

Mission Control Center in Houston
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via a communications link.

The armadillo darted about as

Shepard and Mitchell went about
their rock collecting, with
photographers gleefully snapping
pictures.

Mitchell noted one of their jobs

on the moon will be to collect a

football sized rock and suggested
the armadillo was about the right

size.

"Will it fit in the bag?" he asked.

But the training crew already
had a real football in a crater and
the astronauts packed that in a

bag and contented themselves with

photographing the creature as if it

were another rare moonrock.
Later, a television news crew

moved in to takp a closeuD of the

armadillo and Mitchell quipped,

"how the hell do you interview an
armadillo?"
The incident occurred near the

end of a four hour session in which
Shepard and Mitchell practiced
the first of two excursions they

plan on the moon. Most of the first

walk will be devoted to setting up a

nuclear powered scientific station.

Red Tape "Hassles"

Force Noodle's Closing
By IMELDA ROJAK

Staff Reporter
The Noodle, the student macrobiotic restaurant, is closing down

Friday, December 18 after a short existence. A board meeting was
held last night to discuss the future of the place.

Demian, the manager, complained, "I'm sick and tired of red tape.

It took two and a half months to get people committed to the

restaurant; some still aren't committed. I want to handle the whole
thing without having to go through RSO. S.U.G. is giving only half as

much money as we asked for. We still don't have use of the washing
machine or the frying machine. I've been working here twelve hours a

day, six days a week. I suggest we cut down the number of days the

Noodle is open and have a cooking class the other days."

Someone suggested "Why don't we run a macrobiotic lunch line in

the dining commons?" "Do you know what it's like trying to cook a
vegetable dish in a kitchen full of chops and meats?" countered
Demian. Others agreed there would be too much hassle.

Running the Noodle as an off-campus restaurant was discussed.
"We've already gone through the off-campus thing," replied Bob, one
of the Noodle staff. "The rent is like $350 a month. Besides there isn't

enough space in Amherst."

The final decision reached by the people of the Noodle is to close it

Friday, December 18. The food will be free until then, but donations
will be accepted to help pay the staff. "We can't have salaries so we
can't operate, "said Demian. "The whole reasonwe're closing is the
bureaucratic hassle; we can't operate as human beings."
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In The Nation And The World

"No Cease Fire As Long As U.S. Remains" Viet Cong
BOSTON (AP)-The Viet Cong

"cannot accept a kind of cease
lire which will justify the

prolongation of U.S. occupation
in South Vietnam and ...the

existence of Thieu Ky Khiem
administration," a spokesman
for the revolutionary guerrilla

government said in a TV in-

terview Tuesday.
"To propose a cease fire is

only to justify such an
unequitable situation," said Ly
Van Sau, a member of the Paris

Peace Talks delegation of the

Provisionary Revolutionary
(iuvernment of South Vietnam.
The interview and a number of

filmed portions were taped in

Paris recently for the Advocates
program and broadcast over the

Public Broadcasting Service.

The Inst in a two part

program, which includes in-

terviews with Viet Cong, other

South Vietnamese and
American diplomats, addressed
the question, "Should the United
States agree to a coalition

government in Saigon?" The
second part will be broadcast

Dec. 15.

Sau claimed the U.S. bom-
bings of North Vietnam on Nov.
21 and 22 aggravated "the

stalemate at the conference,

and threaten seriously" the

work of the peace negotiations in

Paris.

Filmed segments of the show
included interviews with Xuan
Thuy, North Vietnamese
Minister and his country's chief

delegate to the negotiations, and
Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh, foreign

minister of the Provisional

Revolutionary Government
PRG and its chief negotiator.

The PRG is the political arm
of the Viet Cong.

Interviewed on film by
Richard Falk, Milbank
Professor of International Law
at Princeton University, Xuan
Thuy said, "We have never
stated that we are opposed or we
accept international supervision

of elections" that would be held

by a provisional government.
"We are only opposed to the

U.S. demand that this Thieu, Ky,
Khiem administration be
allowed to organize general
elections in South Vietnam,"
Thuy said, "because such
elections will bring about
another puppet administration."

Falk appeared on the program
as the chief advocate for the
position that the U.S. should

accept a coalition government.
Kenneth Young, former U.S.

ambassador to Thailand, argued

against coalition and the

Communists' demand that the

U.S. repudiate the current

Saigon regime led by President

Thieu.

Ambassador Young, given the

opportunity to question Sau,

attempted" during a lively ex-

change to have the PRG
delegate identify particular

South Vietnamese groups with

whom the Communists would be

willing to work in a coalition.

Sau named only Troung Dinh

Dzu, a peace candidate of the

1967 election now in jail, and the

debate was cut short by the

moderator as Young pressed

Sau for more specifics.

Also appearing on the

program were Ngo Con Due, a

deputy in the Saigon govern-

ment's lower house and

publisher of a Saigon
newspaper; Don Luce, an
American Newspaper
correspondent in Saigon; the

Rev. Robert F. Drinan,
Massachusetts congressman
elect who advocates immediate
U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam,
and Eqbal Ahmad, a Pakistani
political scientist currently at

the Adlai Stevenson Institute in

Chicago.

Ahmad called President
Nixon's Vietnamization policy in

the war "the American
euphemism for mechanization."

Roger Fisher, professor of

international law at Harvard
University, served as
moderator.

Long Range U.S. Asia Plans Asked
WASHINGTON iAP) - Members of a Senate ap-'

propriations subcommittee demanded Tuesday that

the Nixofl administration disclose its long range plans

in Southeast Asia before receiving an added $1 billion

for foreign aid.

Secretary of State William P. Rogers said U.S.

economic aid to South Vietnam and Cambodia will

continue even after the Vietnam war ends but "we
have no intention of slipping into the mistakes of the

past" by becoming more heavily involved in Cam-
bodia.

Rogers and Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird

insisted that congressional approval of $155 million in

new U.S. aid for Cambodia would make possible

farther American troop withdrawals from Vietnam
after next Spring. But they failed to satisfy Sens.

Clifford P Case, R-N.J., and John O. Pastore, D-R.I.

Rogers and Laird asked for early approval of an
administration request for more than $1 billion in

additional aid this fiscal year - including $500 million

already authorized for credits to Israel and $535 in

new assistance for Cambodia, Vietnam and South
Korea.

I.ogers specified that U.S. aid plans for Cambodia
involve air attacks on Communist supply lines and

other assistance but "not military advisors or ground
troops."

Both secretaries said approval of the $255 million for

Cambodia - $155 million in new military and economic
aid plus $100 million to reimburse earlier assistance -

would make possible future U.S. troop withdrawals
from South Vietnam after the current target level of

284.V.00 is reached next May 1.

Rogers said, however, he sees no reason why the
United States should announce to the enemy what its

intentions are after that date.

But Case said the policy of withholding such in-

formation is wrong.
While President Nixon may be able to mystify the

enemy by withholding future U.S. plans, Case said,

"he is mystifying at the same time the American
people. He is mystifying at the same time the coun-
tries in Southeast Asia.

"We have got to have more sharing of information
with the Congress and the people. I just can't accept
the idea - don't ask us these questions."

"I don't think we should tell the enemy our plans,"
Rogers said. "No reason why we can't tell the
Congress.

Rail Leader Pledges

Strike Still Slated
WASHINGTON ( AP) Rail union

leaders cheered a colleague's

pledge Tuesday to strike no matter

what Congress does before the

walkout deadline of 12:01 a.m.

Thursday.
promises, not

is going to be a

strike,'' said

Dennis of the

'These are
threats. There
national rail

President C.L.

Brotherhood of
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Railway Clerks,

largest of the four unions which
represent 500,000 workers in the

wage dispute.

To cheers and applause at a

union session Dennis added: "If

I'm thrown in jail, I think you fellas

will keep the ranks firm."

In the Capitol both houses began
rush consideration of President
Nixon's request for legislated 45

day strike embargo.
On the Senate floor Majority

Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana
and Republican Jacob Javits of

New York joined in urging Nixon to

summon management and union
negotiators for another, nonstop
try at reaching a settlement
without a strike.

At the White House there seemed
to be no immediate interest in the

senators' suggestion. Press
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secretary Konald L. Ziegler said

that if Congress passed the 45 day
extension and the unions defied it,

the matter would be in the hands of

the courts.

Dennis was leaving no doubt for

the moment that the legislation, il

passed, would be defied. "We
wouldn't be any further along in 45

days in the issues that affect us.

Railway people have not had a

raise in 18 months and that was two
or three per cent. The railways

brought about this crisis. We did

not. They brought it about by their

stalling," Dennis said.

Nixon, in asking for the post-

ponement, said he would ask for

another if the first 45 days
moratorium did not work.
"This only encourages delay on

management's terms," Dennis
said. "It shows this administration

is clearly on the side of profit

taking railway management."
Dennis is reinforced in his strike

position by AFL CIO President

George Meany, who called on
legislators to reject the President's

request

.

Three times in the past seven
years Congress has halted
nationwide strikes or strike threats

with such special legislation after

exhausting remedies of the
Railway Labor Act. This is the

first time a union has said it would
violate such a special law.

Even so, in a parallel effort,

Dennis and other union leaders,

some 100 in all. trod Capitol

corridors asking congressmen to

reject Nixon's proposal. If they did

a strike would be legal.
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Appropriation Bills Top Year End Senate Schedule
By BETH GOODELL

Senate Reporter
Several measures of campus-

wide interest are on the agenda for
the final two Student Senate
meetings this semester. Among the
bills to be considered tomorrow are
two appropriations totalling $10,^00
and five motions dealing with: 1. a
revamping of the Fine Arts
Council; 2. institution of University
Special Credits; 3. development of
a better system of running major
concerts; 4. scheduling of a 12-

week summer session; and 5. the
ending of restrictions on housing;
to be considered in that order.

Bills scheduled to go onto next
week's agenda include ones on the
tax deductibility of tuition fees,

students being allowed to remain
in dorms over vacations, and
firearms on campus.
$2500 of the requested ap-

propriations will go to the Birth
Control Booklet Committee, if

approved. The money will cover
the cost of publication of a booklet

to be distributed throughout the
college community to counteract
what it considers to be mass
ignorance within the student

population concerning con-
traception, abortion, and venereal
disease.

Another bill moves the ap-

propriation of $7,950 to the Room to

Move organ izaiion. This money
would be used to continue the

operation of this drug drop-in

center run for students with drug-
related problems.

Dissatisfaction with the make-up
of the Fine Arts Council as it is

presently constituted is expressed
in a motion sponsored by
Treasurer Richard Verrochi. It

resolves that the Senate request
that the Board of Trustees
reconstitute the Council so that

students have more voice on it or

else call for the faculty and ad-

ministration to make a con-
tribution equal to that of students,

to pay for the program.
Students currently provide all

the funds for this cultural program
which gives a disproportionately

large voice to members of the

faculty, according to the
resolution.

The Academic Affairs Com-
mittee of the Senate is sponsoring a
bill instituting a system of awar-

ding special credits for academic
work. Credits would be given for

such things as independent study
off-campus, work at solving
campus problems, and short
reading sections. Fifteen units of

Special Credit would amount to one
regular University credit.

Senators John Hogan and Leo
Clark have placed a bill on Wed-
nesday's agenda charging two
Senate committees with seeking a
workable alternative to the present
system of running major concerts
on campus.
The committees are to work out

a more efficient and economical
system, to be reported to the

Senate on or before February 24, if

the proposed bill passes.

In response to the University's

plans for only one 8-week summer
session this year, Senator Mary
Silveira will move Wednesday that

the Senate recommend to the

administration that it expand the

session to 12 weeks so that summer
students can carry a full

semester's course load. Silveira

proposes this because "numerous
students have counted on a full

session to complete their academic

work."

Senator Lee Sandwen will

resolve that the Senate demand
that the Chancellor, through the

Housing Office, end all restrictions

on where students choose to live.

Sandwen wants restrictions

dropped so that anyone can live off-

campus who desires to because, as
the bill reads, " 'in locus parentis'

should have died 20 years ago" and
because "the University is sup-

posed to supply its students the

opportunity for an education and
not imprison them."
Due out on the agenda for

December 16 is a resolution of

President Glenn Elters recom-
mending the tax deductibility of

tuition fees up to the amount of $500

in any tax year. Elters cites the

financial handicap education
places on students, the majority of

whom work to pay for their

education and the essentials of life.

Such a tax deduction would further

Elters' aim of universal college

education.

Also on that week's agenda will

be an amendment to the act which
concerns usage of dorms during
vacations, which would resolve

that any dorm wishing to remain
open during any vacation for only

its residents would be allowed to do
so.

Such a plan would be contingent

upon majority consent of the house
residents and presentation of a

security proposal acceptable to the

area government and the area
coordinator.

The Senate will request that the

Chancellor allow the Flying
Redmen Drill Team to store and
use their deactivated rifles on
campus, if a bill sponsored by
Senator Robert Hall is passed at

next week's meeting.

Hall's bill considers these rifles

to be tools, not firearms, and states

its opposition to the presence of

any firearms on campus,
recommending that the ad-
ministration work toward the
gradual elimination of even the

firearms carried by the University

police force.

The motion further resolves that

the Chancellor obtain an off-

campus storage area for the

weapons of the University and
Stock bridge Rifle Teams.

UAW Approves Ford Pad; Strike Averted
DETROIT (AP)—Represen-

tatives of 166.000 members of the

United Auto Workers at Ford
Motor Co. Tuesday put their stamp
of approval on a new contract with

Ford. The nation's second largest

automaker promptly announced a

third price increase for its 1971

cars.

Ford announced late Tuesday it

had hiked the average increase in

the suggested retail price by an
additional $15. bringing the total

increase over 1970 models to $187.

Ford announced an $158 increase

in September and added $14 last

month.
UAW President Leonard

Woodcock said only three of 183

members of the UAW's Ford
Council voted against recom-
i lending the acceptance of the new
Ford pact.

The council acted after a five

hour session, which came a day
.liter Ford and UAW bargainers

announced a tentative settlement.

The pact now goes to the rank and
file for ratification, with a deadline

on local voting set for Dec. 15.

The proposed agreement could

raise the average wage at Ford by
roughly $1 an hour over three

years. One source said the pact

would cost Ford about $1.2 billion

over the same time span.

The contract followed closely the

pattern setting agreement won by
the UAW at General Motors after a

10 week strike this fall.

The union now turns its sights on

writing a new contract with
Chrysler Corp., smallest and
weakest financially of the Big

Three automakers.
Douglas Fraser, vice president

and director of the UAW's Chrysler

Department, said he would return

to Chrysler Wednesday to resume
serious bargaining on a new pact

for 120,000 union members.
Chrysler and Ford were given

temporary immunity from a strike

when their contracts with the UAW
expired Sept. 14, while the union

struck GM to win a pattern con-

tract.

Fraser said he believes a new
contract at Chrysler can be
wrapped up by the end of next

week. \'o strike deadline has been

set against the naton's No. 3 car

producer.

Like the GM contract, the Ford
pact will provide the average
worker with a 51 cent hourly raise

in the first year and a 3 per cent

raise in each of the last two years.

The current average hourly wage
in the industry is $4.02.

The worker also will have his

wages increased or decreased
according to the rise or fall of the

Consumer Price Ino x, and there
is no top limit to the amount of

money he can receive in this cost of

living allowance.

The contract will allow a worker
who has 30 years' service to retire

at age 58 at $500 a month, effective

Oct. 1, 1971. That person's early
retirement benefit would drop to

$450 monthly at age 62 and to $189

at age 65, when Social Security
goes into full effect.

The biggest snag in the Ford
bargaining was the question of

retroactivity of the basic pay in-

crease. The union wanted it all to

be retroactive to Sept. 14, when the

old contract expired.

The final compromise plan will

make 26 cents of the 51 cent first

year raise effective Sept. 14, with

the remaining 25 cents retroactive

to Nov. 2.

Woodcock said that "in the in-

surance field particularly" the

union had picked up a "most im-

portant item" that it had not won at

GM.
The union was not successful in

getting a company aid, dental care
program at either GM or Ford, but

it at least got a toe hold on such a

program at Ford.

Ford agreed to collect insurance
payments from workers paychecks

and to pay the insurer from them,
if the worker voluntarily join-

sura nee program.
The current hospital medical

surgical insurance plans at the Big
Three, which are financed com-
pletely by the companies, started
the same way-as voluntary,
worker financed programs-almost
30 years ago.

Workers at Ford also became the
first of the Big Three to get a paid
Christmas vacation, trom Dec. 24

to Jan. 4. Ford workers will get

that time off this year, but GM
workers won't get it until 1971

JOSEF VON STERNBERG'S

ANATAHAN
Tonight 7:15 and 9:45 Thomp. 104

'Along with IEAN VIGO'S 'A PROPOS DE NICE

Showing at 6:30 and 9:00

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS __ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

I :*k«- Out

• Open til 2 A.M. •

UTICA CLUB

NITE
Film on Beer Brewing

__ Hot Dogs in Beer —
THURS. 8 - 1

BRIDGE ANYONE?

THE UMASS DUPLICATE
BRIDGE CLUB

meets

EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 7:00 p.m.

in the

BACK OF THE HATCH

transcendental meditation
as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to expand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

NO introductory lecture

THURSDAY
DEC. 10th.

S.B.A. 1 16

8pm
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I've seen fire and I've seen rain

I've seen sunny days that I thought would never end

I've seen lonely times when 1 could not find a friend

But I alwasy thought that I'd see you again.

James Taylor

I was singing 'Fire and Rain" when I left my house

yesterday. As I crossed the street near SBA a minute

later, I heard a girl singing the same song. The
coincidence made me think one more time about the

song. Not only the lyrics, but the circumstances under

which it was written.

James Taylor and Suzannah were once lovers. They
had been separated for some time; he did not know
where she was or what she was doing. She died

without him knowing it. When, after a time, he found

out, he wrote the song. That's the song's background.

The lyrics strike me as particularly beautiful. He
expresses feelings I've personally felt many times. I

have seen sunny days that I thought would last

forever. Lying lazily on the beach with my girl,

secure in the warm sun and the soft sand and the

expansive beach, secure in the knowledge that we
loved each other. Lying there, it's impossible to

believe that there is even the slightest chance that

anything will ever go wrong with the essential

ingredient, the love between the two people. Back
then, I thought it would be forever. Now even the

Tony Granite

NewEnglandTowns
The economic plight of the town of Palmer, where the biggest industry

may soon fold up, is discouraging. The closing of the steel mill with its 650
jobs would be felt by all. Yet Palmer is not the only upcountry New
England town which has seen better days.
Long ago the rural town was nearly self contained. Hard working

farmers and their sons-for free labor-were its underpinning. There
were blacksmiths, wheelwrights, coopers, tanners and sawmill workers.
Each little water power source tended to have its small factory.

The prosperity of many places, if prosperity is the word, came to a peak
about lot) years ago. One may still see the dates on the brick fronts of the

"downtown village buildings. 1869. 1871, 1882.But by then the small in-

dustries had withered away, the young people were leaving for the cities,

and most local agriculture had been unable to compete with that of the

Middle West.

Textile mills kept many towns going, but a time came when the textiles

went South. Only a few weeks ago it was announced that the textile mills

of Harrisville, NH. only industry of a small village, would close.

Now, a la s. too many places in upcountry New England have a distinctly

seedy look The 1880 business block has been refurbished a little,

perhaps, but it has not been replaced The railroad tracks have vanished.

The water power is unused A traveler driving through is struck by the

number ot buildings which need paint.

Tins is particularly depressing, because the back country of New
England should naturally be one of the Lest places in the world to live. It

h.is woods, water, fish, game, skiing, scenery and clean air. The only

catch is that it tends to lack industries to provide wealth.
The blight is by no means universal. The college towns are bright and

bustling Some places have attracted manufacturing, some modern
houses are springing up among the Victorian mansions and it's a poor
place which hasn't a modern shopping plaza. The quietness is attracting

many who seek retirement homes.
With all that scenery and fresh air, there should be a greater measure

of material prosperity, too.

reprinted from the Boston Globe)

memory is somewhat faded.

I've also seen lonely times when there seemed to be
no one to whom I could turn. Times when I couldn't

take being by myself, and there was just no one with

whom 1 could be. When life's most important asset,

people, seemed out of my reach. Those are the lowest

times I know, when I can't quite see any reason to go
on.

Won't you look down on me Jesus

You gotta help me make a stand

Just gotta see me through another day.

So begins the second verse Sometimes Jesus can
help; Jesus doesn't seem to me to be enough though.

And a lot of people don't have any Jesus to turn to.

Sometimes there are only memories. Sometimes
there is nothing to give hope.

I've felt that way at times. Something has always
happened to bring me back. Once this fall it was the

knowledge that someone enjoyed what I wrote.

Sometimes memories have convinced me that things

would get better. The feelings have been real

however, and I wonder if people ever stop to think

what a genuine struggle it can be, just to make it

through the day. Peace.

Campus Carousel
FEEDING, HOUSING CONCEPTS REVISITED at

Louisiana State, according to a page one piece in THE
DAILY REVEILLE. They're talking about
eliminating compulsory housing and food plans and at

the same time, bless their ole Women's Lib hearts, the

student Committee on Campus Environment is also

seeking to equalize the rules for both men and women
students.

A huge hurdle to overcome in the matter of housing
is that the dorms have bond issues to pay off. which
means that sources of income other than student rents

must be found before any thawing of compulsory on-

campus housing.

It's a beginning, we say. How about converting
dorms into classroom or office space which the

University will rent from the Building Authority,

instead of construction of new ones with the tax-

payers' money?
*****

PUBLISH OR PERISH SYNDROM PERISHING AT
VC \L. according to a page one piece in Berkeley's
DAILY CALIFORNIAN.
The newspaper quotes UCal Prexy C.J. Hitch as

saying he expects an "easing"' of the p. or p. policy,

with implementation of new policy that calls for in-

creased emphasis on teaching undergraduates.
"Publish or Perish" is defined as the practice of

requiring prospective tenured faculty members to

publish scholarly research.

The policy has been enthusiastically denounced by
faculty and students at many institutions, and just as

enthusiastically implemented by administrators at

status-seeking campuses (Umass included).
*****

NIXON AIRPORT SHOW RIGGED is the headline on
an editorial in the Florida State FLAMBEAU. The
editors charged that police and Secret Service people

screened out students "'who looked the slightest bit

anti-Nixon were herded off into a specially roped off

section at the rear of the crowd" during a visit to

Tallahassee to campaign for former Gov. ClaudeKirk
i who lost the election, last month).
THE FLAMBEAU pointed out that at his airport

speech, Nixon said he did not believe there was such a
thing as a "second class" citizen.

*****

ABORTION ADS ABORTED AT BRIDGEPORT. The
editorial and advisory boards of THE SCRIBE,
student newspaper at UBridgeport. Conn., last week
decided to suspend ads for abortion referral services.

The action came after the University Attorney said

that "in his opinion" the ads violated Sec. 53-31 of the

state's General Statues. The student boards are now
seeking an opinion from the state's Attorney General.
The same action was taken at the University of

Massachusetts, last month, when the legal counsel
retained by Student Senate volunteered the opinion
that such ads are in violation of Massachusetts law.

*****
MEANWHILE. A CATCH HEADLINE appeared in

the ADVANCE TITAN of Wisconsin State U. at

Oshkosh. saying

Writings on the bathroom wall

a form of art enjoyed by all

*****

AND AT VERMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE, Craig
Forrest wrote an article which appeared in

PIONEER, titled "Writing Is Dead.
-

He says that "Writing is the root of all evil - provides
publicity for cultists, propaganda for revolutionaries,

information on abortions, mail-order catalogs for

guns, paper from paper mills that pollute, etc. etc."

And paper for writing comes from trees in the
forest, eh Forrest?

Carbuncle

Again, Academic Freedom
Riddle: When is a university free and not free at the

same time?
Answer: When its the University of Massachusetts.
There are those who claim that UMass enjoys

academic freedom. Certainly no one will deny the
claim that the University is more free than the

universities of the Middle Ages, Nazi Germany,
Stalinist Russia, or even our own McCarthy Era. But
having more freedom than these particular models
can hardly be called being free.

The supposed academic freedom of the University is

said to be contained in the right of students to pursue
any course of study they choose. But that choice is

obviously limited by what is offered. The University
has two full departments offering courses in the
military defense of the status quo but does not see fit

to have a department offering courses to examine and
challenge the basic assumptions of that status quo.
There is clearly more interest on campus in radical

critiques of society than in military science. That
being the case and if UMass has academic freedom
with the right of students to pursue any course of

study they choose, then why doesn't the University

have a Department of Radical Studies?

However the question of how much academic
freedom UMass has is really a moot point. The
University could have complete academic freedom
and still be the same old place: training military

officers in counter-insurgency techniques, doing

research for the Military-Industrial Complex, and

producing replaceable parts tailored to the

specifications of America's giant corporations. The
University could have complete academic freedom
and still continue to be held in trust by the "wise''

elders of the State of Massachusetts instead of being

self-governing.

Academic freedom is a vacuum that is filled by
whoever has the power to fill it. In the United States

power is wielded by giant corporations < 100 of these

corporations own nearly half of all U.S. industrial

assets) , so the content of academic freedom becomes
the needs of corporate America. Under the guise of

academic freedom, the University trains the officers

of the American military machine which protects the

foreign assets and markets of these industrial giants.

In corporate America, academic freedom is little

more than an ideological cover under which cor-

porations buy and control the university and its

faculty and student body.
UMass is free and not free at the same time. But

why expect anything else? America is free and not

free at the same time. Anyone can run for office but

only the rich get elected. ( I think it was Will Rogers
who said "The U.S. Senate is the best that money can
buy.") Everyone can vote but not to vote for the

Democratic or Republican Party is to throw your vote

away. All have Lee speech but some own television

stations and newspapers and others only soap boxes.

Herein lies the sham of free America and the free

University.

Campus Comment

Julius Erving
To The Editor:

In writing this, I am running two risks; one, of rewriting an old song
sung by many people in many places, and, two, of downgrading or hurting
some very good, close friends of mine in the basketball world.
My credentials are meagre. As a student at Holy Cross, I played Frosh

basketball, thirteenth man on a twelve-man squad, and only because I

had the coach on corridor. Despite me, the squad made its mark in

becoming the first undefeated Freshman team in Cross history.
However, as a long-time faculty member of the college, I was

privileged to have been a contemporary of some of the greatest players of

all time. I am speaking, specifically, of George Kaftan, Holy Cross' first

All-America, and of Joe Mullaney, Bob Cousy, Togo Palazzi and Tommy
Heinsohn.

Four of the above were bonafide, ist. team Ail-Americans, having
played during the Cross' Golden Age of Basketball, during the late

Forties, and Fifties. Their teams played the country's best, phenomenal
schedules, to crowds so large that home games were played in the Boston
Ga rden, thousands travelling forty miles down the Pike to see them play.

Kaftan coached at C.W. Post; Mullaney is with the Lakers; Cousy
coaches Cincinnati; and Tommy Heinsohn is with the Celtics. All four,

including Palazzi, were at one time or other members of the Celtics. At
this point I repeat: all good friends of mine.

There is no doubt in my mind that Julius Erving is gifted, and best all-

around player 1 have ever watched. Simply, because he does everything
well, has it all, and does well with it.. ..CONSISTENTLY. Analytically, he
seems to have Kaftan's great spring, Mullaney's ball-handling, Cousy's
wizardry, Pallazi's spirit and determination, and Heinsohn's gunning
eye, w hich made him high scorer with the Celtics a nd of the NBA.
Other than that, I can't say more for Julius. Better Players will come

along, they always do, but it will not be for a lorn;, long time. UMass,
consider this a great gift, having him around for a while.

Hats off to the team, they have brought the Bit-Time to the "country".
Hats off to Leaman, good coach, with all the intangibles.

FredMirliani

Student Teaching

To The Editor:

If you plan to get teacher certification, you have to student-teach; and
it you want to student teach, you better show up Thursday at 11 o'clock at

Mark's Meadow Auditorium, School of Education. If you don't, the odds
are that you will not get the chance to student teach.

The School of Ed. is planning to freeze its teacher training programs for

the next two years. Varied reasons are being given for this freeze, and
not all of them are so above board. For instance, M.E.T.S., an elemen-

tary teacher training program with the emphasis on self-discovery is one

of the programs in danger of being killed. The M.E.T.S. program
guarantees placement for its students, something the regular placement

program has been unable to do. M.E.T.S. is in danger of being ter-

minated because of personality conflicts between the field office and the

men running M E.T.S.. not because it is a bad teacher training program.

Everyone I have talked to in the program is more than satisfied with it

M.E.T.S. is just the kind of program that the School of Ed. should be

aiming for; yet. the program may be ended, cutting down by 50 to 100

spaces the number of people that will be able to student-teach next year.

Don't take it for granted that what is going on at the School of Ed. this

Thursday is for the benefit of undergraduates, and to better the School of

Ed. It just might be. that if you stay home this Thursday, you will be the

one to get screwed. Please show up.for your own sake.

Bob Brick

Rockefeller Jesus Christ, Superstar

To the Editor:

Reading the account of Five-

College students and faculty

rejecting John D. Rockefeller Ill's

offer of $25,000 for an en-

vironmental project, I was
reminded of G.B. Shaw's Major
Barbara who advocated refusing

money offered to the Salvation

Army by Undershaft and Bodger,
munitions and liquor magnates.
She does not want the support of

"drunkenness and murder" for her

good cause. Later in the play,

however, she is forced to observe:

I was happy in the Salvation Army
for a moment. I escaped from the

world into a paradise of en-

thusiasm and prayer and soul

saving; but the moment our money
ran short, it all came back to

Bodger: it was he who saved our
people: he, and the Prince of

Darkness, my papa. Undershaft
and Bodger: their hands stretch

everywhere: when we feed a

starving fellow creature, it is with

their bread, because there is no
other bread; when we tend the

sick, it is in the hospitals they

endow; if we turn from the chur-

ches they build, we must kneel on
the stones of the streets they pave.

As long as that lasts, there is no
getting away from them. Turning
our backs on Bodger and Un-
dershaft is turning our backs on
life.

Written in 1905, Major Barbara is

an attack on the problem of

organized charity. Obviously it

still speaks to us today. I am
pleased to be directing it for

University Theatre this coming
semester.

Sincerely,

Doris E. In ,nn son

\ssociate Professor

Theatre Area, Speech Dept.

To The Editor:

I would like to comment on Bob Graham's review of JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR which appeared in Monday's MDC. Mr. Graham's writing

shows a comprehension of the work's literary basis - however musical

criticism is definitely not his forte. First of all, he claims that the music
is not new and inventive but merely borrows from established musical

forms. The originality inherent in this music is not necessarily melodic,

as Mr. Graham seems to imply, but lies in the asymmetrical meters and
unusual orchestration. As for claiming that the composers "had to write

a 'rock opera' " and nance, many passages end up sounding operatic -

that's the name of the game, Mr. Graham. Another complaint is that the

work has no integration of musical forms - what Mr. Graham calls a

"hubrid". An examination of superstar 9and by this I mean more than

one or two listenings) shows this statement to be highly l.iaccurate.

There is almost a Wagnerian use of leitmotiv throughout the work which

provides a most vivid musical continuity. By being aware of various

themes and their alterations one can follow the story without any literary

references.

Mr. Graham goes on to say : "The performances range from fairly good

to prettybad." In thw November 9 issue of Time, Mr. William Bender

states: "Just imagine, listening to rock and understanding the words

too.. ..Mary Magdalene has been etched in memodically with Puccini-like

tenderness, and the rollicking minstrel beat under the Apostle's chant... is

a cakewalk of pure joy. The swinging gospel-rock music sung by Judas

brings him brilliantly to nagging, skeptical, near-paranoid life."

Mr. Graham also takes offense to the vocal "screeching' ' of some of the

performers. It should not have to be pointed out that in a work that is as

well thought out as this, nothing is left to chance. By this I mean that

whatever "screeching" does exist was specified by the composer. (An

example of this that comes to mind is that of Mime's screaming in

Wagner's Siegfried.)

As for judging the entire work by the medium on which his review copy

presented itself. I can only say that Mr. Graham has made a serious

mistake.

My final remarks are directed toward Mr. Graham's closing statement

that SUPERSTAR "...though not original and inventive, is still en-

tertaining." Whether or not this work is entertaining should not be a

criterion for criticism of it. This is not the ordinary run-of-the-mill rock

record aimed at the teeney-bopper consumer, but rather a serious at-

tempt to create a musical and artistic experience utilizing the medium of

rock. Follow the libretto and listen to it again, Mr. Graham!

Thomas F. Parker

Director of Classical Music, WMUA

Apology

To The Editor:

Last Wednesday an unfortunate incident occurred in Moore: a

homosexual was harassed by a group of students. This letter is an

apology. The names below include people who were involved directly and

indirectly, and people who weren't involved at all. The act involved no

forethought, so the development of the incident is a hard thing to

describe. What started out as a very uninvolved, impersonal (but ad-

mittedly unjustifiable) phone call developed into a situation where an

individual was ridiculed before a crowd for being "different". The

original call should never have been made and the incident should never

have occurred. We are sincerely sorry for what happened. We extend a

personal apology to the student involved, and hope he will accept it.

Stu Heller

Bob Garber
Dick Wentworth
Bob Boudreau

Sisterhood:A Growing Bond
A real friendship is developing among women

who are involved in Women's Liberation. Women
started meeting for mutual support a year and a

half ago and the people and meetings have con-

tinued to grow stronger. Sisterhood is more than a

Utopian ideology; it is an actuality.

There are many groups of people who are working
together for the humanization of this society, and
many good things are being done, but too often just

actions or analysis are argued about and real

friendship, trust, and acceptance does not develop

out of the action oriented movement groups.

I feel that Women's Liberation is different from
other groups because its advocates are deeply

concerned about developing true friendship bet-

ween women, and in destroying competition against

each other. One of the tremendous aspects of

Women's Liberation is that everyone does not think

the same. People are not ostrasized for talking,

acting, or believing different ways. People really

try hard to accept differences, to share their

opinions, emotions, and to act together. This is why
sisterhood is happening now.

Women's Liberation people are trying to get

better organized and be more available to people

who may be interested in finding out more about it.

Since news coverage is generally confusing, new
ways of communicating are being tried. One of the

ways of communicating is the new Women's Center

which has just opened up in Northampton (above

Pierce's Art store). When you walk into it, there is

an overwhelming feeling of love and happiness -

alsoworkandconcern--andtensionattimes. It is a

unique place because it is open for women to come,
relax, read, think, talk, or do whatever they like, by
themselves or with others, (call 586-2011).

Another way bf communicating to people is

through conferences. The all-night Teach-in on
Women's Liberation this Saturday and Sunday (1

p.m. Sat. Dec. 12 to 9 a.m.

Another way of communicating to people is

through conferences. The all-night Teach-in on

Women's Liberation this Saturday and Sunday (1

p.m. Sat. Dec. 12 to 9 a.m. Sun. Dec. 13) is a chance
for women to meet other women. There will be
workshops concerning the myth of female in-

feriority, atternative lifestyles, natural childbirth,

Third World Women, and Gay Liberation. Films,

slide shows, poetry reading, and a natural foods

breakfast are also happening. A Day Care Center
will be set up for the conference.

Menand women are questioning the sex roles that

they have been taught. Some of the aspects of the

traditional female and male roles are good - some
are bad. Women's Liberation is attempting to

examine what it means to be human - and
developing friendship is a big part of that process.

Women's Liberation
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CEQ Lecture

Milton Speaks On Alaska Tomorrow
John P. Milton, Deputy Director

of the International Programs

division of The Conservation

Foundation, will speak on

"Alaska: The Last Wilderness

Battle" tomorrow in the Campus

Center Auditorium.

Milton's address, which begins

at 8:00 p.m., is being sponsored by

the University's Coalition for

surveys throughout Africa,

Mexico, Central and South

America, the Galapagos Islands,

the Azores, Nepal, and Indonesia.

He acted as Executive Secretary in

1965 of The Conservation Foun-

dation's "Future Environments of

North America" conference, and

co-edited the volume of its

proceedings which was later

Specialist and Secretary for the

Organization of American States

in their conference on Renewable

Resource Conservation. He has

also served as a member of the

U.S. National Academy of Sciences

Research Council Subcommittee

on Conservation of Ecosystems for

the International Biological

Program.

"High School" Featured Monday

As Preview To New Film Series
As an introduction to next semester's film program, Free

University is sponsoring a documentary film, High School en Monday
night, in theCampus Center Auditorium. Before the film there will be

music performed by the New Music group. There will also be one or

two shorter. exDerimental films.

High School was produced and directed by Frederick Weisman, and

details the current state of our school system. Admission will be one

dollar.

This film program will be run in the spring semester, hopefully

three nights a week and will provide a permanent outlet for ex-

perimental films, as well as for progressive music and live en-

tertainment.

The goal is to offer a platform for anyone with talent, while also

showing the possibilities of film as art. Anyone interested in working

with this group may get further information at Free U, located in the

old Bookstore in the Student Union.

Environmental Quality and other published by Doubleday & Com- One of the recognized authorities

co-operating groups. pany. In the fall of that year Mr. on Alaska, Milton led in 1967 an

Milton has made ecological Milton worked as Technical expedition across the section of the

Arctic Wildlife Range. His journal

of the journey-Nameless Valleys,

Shining Mountains -was published

by Walker & Company last June.
Have coffee and tea

with USCC

!

at 7:30 p.m.

On Thursday, December 10th,

IN THE COLONIAL LOUNGE
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO MAKE
UMASS A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE

IN.

AS A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY

AND STATE COMMUNICATIONS COUN-

CIL YOU CAN WORK WITH THE STATE

LEGISLATURE, THE MEDIA OR THE
ADMINISTRATION. JOIN US THURS-

DAY AND BECOME PART OF THE
SOLUTION NOT PART OF THE PROB-

LEM.

NEW YEAR'S EVE
AT

The Top of the Campus

Choice of Dinners

Bottle of Mateus with dinner

Dancing

Champagne at Midnight

19.71 per couple
(plus tax)

Karly seating at 6:00 for dinner only.

Reservations Required

34.71 per couple

^

iiii hides a beautiful room in the Campus
Center Hotel for the night of Dec. 81,

1R*0. And when you arise on the New
Year, be our guest in the Concrete Cof-
fee Pot for Danish Pastry, Juice and
Cotter

(reservations taken
Mon. - Frl. 9 • 5
.all ."VI5-0II8)

lohn P. Milton

UMass Gives

To W. Mass
Boy Scouts in several Western

Massachusetts communities are
getting a holiday present of fresh

Christmas trees as a result of a

UMass-Hdlyoke Water Power
Company research project.

The present if over 2200 fresh-cut

Scotch pine trees grown on HWP
powerline right-of-way in a

research project directed by Prof.

William MacConnell of the UMass
forestry and wildlife management
department
The research seeks a way to

utilize and beautify the largely

wasted land under power tran-

smission lit>es by growing
Christmas tree crops on it.

"There are hundreds of

thousands of acres of such land in

New England and up to now it's

been mostly wasteland," Dr.
MacConnell explained. Christmas
trees not only produce revenue,
they make the land more at-

tractive and provide food and
cover for wildlife, he said.

UMatS forestry researchers
planted 68,000 trees on 68 acres of

11WP powerline right-of-way in

Chicopee, Holyoke and South
Hadley in 1963. They planted 12

varieties and this year about a
quarter of the Scotch pine trees

are ready for harvesting and were
made available on a cut-your-own
basis to Boy Scout units in the

THETA CHI

OPEN RUSH -TONIGHT 8 10

BEER

496 N. Pleasant St. - next to Newman Center

day f t] CfafOcMe &*-*,, P2*3

ACRES FREE PARKING

733-5131

°'joe
IS * HP-SMMTH. A TRtUNm

Hon
Holiday

Cinwna

rOTrMM

GROUP
RATES

Return Engagement

by Popular Demand

Mon. . f>j

•>:Mt

• - MM - .-,:»:,

o GREAT
MOVIE MAKING!

i of • mad
housewife

master cha'ge

Men-Fri: J, 7:30, 9:30

Sot. « Sun: Cant. 1:30, 3:30

5:10, 7:30, 9:30

© FINAL WKS!

"GO, RUN
TO SEE

m:.

Mon-Fffe 3. 7:40, 9:50
Sol. * Sun. Con*. 1, 3.-05,

5 K>, 7:40, 9:50

X-Mass Gift

Boy Scouts
three communities.

Seven Scout units took ad-
vantage of the offer, cut the trees

under close UMass supervision

over the Thanksgiving vacation,

and are offering the trees for sale

in their communities with all

proceeds to benefit Scout projects.

In addition, the UMass forestry

honorary society Xi Sigma Pi has
harvested 800 trees and is selling

them at lots in Amherst anc
Hadley. Proceeds will go to s

forestry scholarship fund at

UMass.

School of Ed

Open Doors

An open meeting of the School o

Education Assembly will be hel<

Thursday, from 11 a.m. until 1 p. it

in room 226-228 at the School of E(
All members of the School of E
community are invited to atteru

The meeting has been called f(

a presentation and discussion i

the proposals of the Teacht
Education Planning Committe
The proposals will be present!

and explained, and the communi
will have the opportunity to a:

questions, discuss the proposa
and offer opinions.

The Assembly meeting will al

provide the community with t

opportunity to address questions
the School's Dean.

DON'T JOST SIT

THERE! GET THAT
SHOPPING PONE!
ONLY 16 DAYS
LEFT, YOU KNOU)!

COMFORTABLE ROCKER LOUNGES

WANTED
Waitresses

&

Go Go Dancers

Part-time

For information

,
Call 323-9341

transportation if necessary.

Clouds, Nutcracker Make Holiday Fare

ARTS

. . . Freewheelin'

With Aristophanes

The Clouds-a pre-Socratic comic revel, with music-
will be presented by the UMass Theatre on
December 16, 17, 18, 19, in Bartlett Auditorium at 8:30

p.m.

The Clouds by Aristophanes was first performed in

423 B.C. in Athens and, as Aristophanic comedy
generally, prefigured freewheeling comic forms such

as Roman
Mime, Italian

Com media
dell'arte,

British music

hall and
American Bur-

lesque more
than the
situation and
character
comedy of

playwrites like

Plautus,

Shakespeare,

Moliere. and
Neil Simon.
The emphasis

is on broad farce, gross satire and often obscene

buffoonery.

The Clouds is a good-natured but penetrating attack

on intellectual pretention. Socrates, Athens' number
one intellectual, is portrayed as a humbug fool whose

major academic preoccupation is the intestinal tract

of a flatulent gnat. The Gods (Goddesses) are

capricious and more than a little dotty. Even the so-

called normal types--who hunger after sophistic and

philosophical learning-are decidedly sub-human,

preoccupied more with cheating, lying and obscenity

than with intellectual achievement.

This production is making every attempt to capture

the essential high spirits and ribaldry that was the

hallmark of Old Comedy. Direction is by Gary
Stewart, choreography by Janet Craft, music by Jay

McAuliff, setting by Jeff Fiala, costumes by Liz

Weiss, and lighting by Nicholas Scott.

Tickets for The Clouds may be purchased at the

University Theatre Box Office, or by calling the box

office (545-2579). Admission is $1.75.

Drug Drama Friday

A Readers Theatre production entitled "SHOT
DOWN: The Grand Magic Vitamin Experience" will

be presented this Friday and Saturday evenings at 8 in

the Studio Theater, South College.

This production is adapted with permission from a

NEW YORK Magazine article by Gail Sheehy entitled

"Speed is of the Essence". It is the grim, true story of

a girl's involvement with East Village drug scene.

Ballet in January
The Boston Ballet Company will

perform with the Smith-Amherst
Orchestra, William Wittig, con-

ducting at the (enter lor the

Performing Arts, Theatre 14,

Smith College, Northampton,
Mass. on January 6, 7, 8, and 9 at

1:31 p.m. There will also be a

matinee on the 9th at 2:30 p.m.

Two ballets from the repetoire

are featured in the program. The
NUTCRACKER (Suite) and
PETER AND THE WOLF set to

the Serge Prokofieff score.

Tickets for the performances are

available at the Smith College box

office.

Campus Groups

Sponsor Films
The CBS—T.V. documentary "Hunger in America"

will be presented Wednesday evening, December 9th,

at 8:00 in Tompson 106.

The film is a muckraking study of America's poor

and the conditions under which they live. It not only

paints a very realistic picture of intolerable living

conditions, but vividly depicts the gruesome aspects

of hunger and disease as suffered by poor people.

Testimony by the i>oor further demonstrates the

general ineffectiveness of federal anti-poverty

programs.
"Hunger in America" is being presented as part of

the Committee on Poverty's campus education

program. The showing will be open to the university-

community, free of charge.
*****

The French Corridor of the University of

Massachusetts is sponsoring the film "A Man and a

Woman" by Claude Lelouch, which will be shown in

the new Campus Center ballroom Fridav, December
11 at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

It will be the french version of "A Man and a

Woman" with English subtitles- for the cultural

enrichment of those who want a taste of exquisite

French theatrical production; in fact, the New York
Times called it "A beautiful and sometimes
breathtaking exposition of visual imagery. A free,

vigorous cinematic style. Incidents that have
poignancy and charm."

Poetry Today

A poetry reading featuring
Rosellen Brown, a National
Council on the Arts Selection

award winner lor 1970. and Donald
Junkins, director of the Master of

Fine Arts Program in English at

the UMass will be held Wednesday,
Dec. 9. at 4 p.m. in Herter 321.

"

Rosellen Brown will read from
her ne vly published award win-
ning volume, "Some Deaths in the

Delta," which she wrote after

three years working with the civil

rights movement in Mississippi in

the 1960s. Donald Junkins will

read from his new book, "And
Sandpipers She Said," which was
published last month, along with
"Some Deaths in the Delta," by
The University of Massachusetts
Press.

Mr. Junkin's other poetry books
include: "The Sunfish and the

Patridge" (1965), the "Graves of

Scotland Parish" (1969), and
"Walden, 100 Years After
Thoreau" (1969).

The program is open to the

public without charge.

Directed and adapted by Vincent

Bcann of the Speech Department,

the drama is a honest, analytical

look at the serious use, some ways
more dangerous than heroin, of

amphetamines by many in the

emerging counter-culture.

The article is also being made
into a film by MGM currently

being shot in New York with

Jacqueline Bisset. In a sense this

Readers Theater production is a

sneak preview of an interesting

new film.

TONIGHT
Country Blues

and

Urban Folk
by

PAl I„ UEBERT
FRANK TONOE

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
9:00 • Midnight

( lull Mt'iiiltrrs anil their (iui-t

(over -M)

Christmas in Europe $175

ROUND TRIP BOEING 707

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

open only to 5 College students, faculty

staff and members of their immediate family —
Limited Number of Seats Left

Routing D^ ns Returns

Boston/Amsterdam/Boston 12/21 1/5

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 MASSACHUSETTS AVE
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

617-536-7863

Cost

$175

11th HOUR LECTURE SERIES

featuring

Prof. Michael Best

l' Mass Economics Department

"AMERICAN

IMPERIALISM

A
POLITICAL

ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS"

DECEMBER 9, 1970 7:00 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom

Sponsored by Maroon Keys
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Education

Several Services Offered To Students
By CHUCK HALLBERG

Staff Reporter
Free Dope, There, I finally got

your attention. I mean it though.

This is where you can get free

dope- on education. If you are an
avid follower of this column, you
will remember that in my last

article < also my first), I stated that

anyone with any questions about

anything on education was invited

(urged? requested? begged??) to

send them in. I am reminding all

you out there in UMie land that this

invitation is still open- even if you
just want to try and stump our
resources. Also of course, any
group or individual engaged in any

sort of educational project is

likewise invited to use the column
to explain the purpose and goals of

your endeavor to the community.
Catch this- we even do the typing.

1 do not have any questions to

answer this week. However, there

are two projects that are hopefully

coming to maturity in the near
future which I would like to

acquaint you with. One is the

Course Evaluation Program and
the other is the University Special
CYedit Program.

First, the Course Evaluation
Program. Over the past eight

months an evaluation form, con-

sisting of twenty-four questions

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, BOWKER — 8 P.M.

La Salle String Quartet
Utsch Grammophon Recording Artists perform works of

Purcell, Berg. Webern and Krzysztof Penderecki.

Kcwrrved Tickets: I M L'ndergrads $1; Grad Students Si .50;

Far Staff S2.50

INFORMAL LECTURE DEMONSTRATION
Tuesday, Dec. 8th _ 2:30 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium (Free)

FRIDAY/SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11-12 8 P.M

DAVE VAN RONK
Noted Greenwich Village Folk Singer and celebrated recorrt-

ing artist!

Reserved Tickets: IM Undergrade $1.50; Grad Students Vi;

Far/Staff S2.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL, 125 Herter Holl

'Remaining tickets ot Bowker one hour before event)

Telephone 5450202

with optional answer space
provided tor department and
faculty use, has been developed for

use beginning this Fall semester.

The evaluation will be ad-

ministered in classes at the

University between December 9

and 23rd. The program is volun-

tary on the part of the faculty;

however, preliminary signs in-

dicate that more than 50% of all

courses will be evaluated.

After the administration of the

evaluation, a computer analysis

will be used to report the summary
data. The report will be returned to

instructors after the final exam
period. A publication of the results,

along with faculty comments, will

be available for students at that

time.

An important note is that

students must bring pencils with

them to class since they cannot be

provided. All responses to the form
will be anonymous, so expression

of true opinions can more easily

occur. Enquire about and en-

courage your professors to have

your courses evaluated. The more
courses that are covered the better

able the program will be to help the

community.
The second project you might be

interested in is the University

Special Credit Program. This will

be the first University-wide
program to provide credit for

different educatonal experiences

that would not be adequate for the

semester system. The Student

Senate (that hallowed body of

lascivious legislators) is scheduled

to consider this program during its

meeting on December 9, 1970 and it

is expected that it will support the

proposal and urge its im-

plementation by the Academic
Year 71-72.

The proposal itself outlines three

types of educational experiences

that it feels the program can
cover: reading credit, activity or

laboratory credit and topical

m V
• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

l Campus

1HERSTHADLEY LIN* -

i*k
« « *

\

t » * i

Double Feature!

JACK SANDY At
2 For The Price of 1!

-TOWERS / lfllrflA,?!
, WIHHWW 00

sasjpsjapaFa l i ><
JiVi X.

NighHy ot 7:15 & 9 _ Sun. Mot. 2

diary of a
mad housewife

;lnchard benjamin carrie snodgressj

:Hff
.« *i » i » >i 1 1 ,1 > -*-Nv:

2 Hits For The Price of 1!

GO!-FOR THE FURY, / A#k a
;
d

£
nof /**• the

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE FOR SALI — AUTOS

rionf*r. Tern-, Garrard, PE, Altec,

li-ti.r, 'IDE, rMMtta and open reel

l apt-, -t.uiiiard radio, I tab speakers,

l I' «. « tr.uks and other necessities.

Xmlitr^t Audio. tf 12-23

~
Itiiimond Solitarie Encasement

Itine. !• 10 <t , white Bold setting

Reasonable. 5»6-l86t» anytime
tm-u

Two fifteen imu snow tires for

iMlty-vb dollars and two fifteen

imh rwataf tires for twenty-fire

dollar*. ( all Linda 516-5361. tfli-U

1962 VW e\ecl.

546-«frn.T

eond , S395. Call

tflS-9

V<; II,. nl ktanrturds with Look bind-

in-.. I >,: ti.oii,] Mm, .Antique Set-

im-' VI- ii l.niruKi'mt'iit and Weddin*
Kim.- set, (, I lord Oalaxie, V-8 auto-
in.iiii Irene Mt-ON (days) tf-9

tf-9

»Mi\\ TIRE*, low prices top qua-
lity «a»)i anil MITT. KT Factory
lire* Ontlft. CnwN Kiiail, No. Am-
liir.t. barn txhind Mike's Cafe.

tfl?-33

Lilt- li.r liiiliil.i> » ; KinK-.. brace-
!,;«. < Ii -m, f;irrini:>. pins, neck-
l.im — all in ktrrttna sihrr! Hand-
in. id,' tn xmr iirdrr > i-ry lew pric-
<». ii," t .ill :.Yt- ;o" aftrrnoons.
w •(-krniU. liiulit* l'J-9

Mi*re nit I |ii,, ,• >nmii ampli-
I'lif, (. • .i,,l Im iiin .ir | 16*11 <i"

»pr.il.,r». piTliii < miililion Must
srM (,niiait ,l.n Marfcas 111 till.

tflMO

6? Chevy automatic. 6 eyl., good
runninc condition. Call 253-78*4 af-
ter .1:00. tflg-10

l!M!3 VW runs well, 2 new tires.

iiist tuned up, 21 nip*, fall Insp
sticker, askine S500 but will talk
(all Larry 5Wi-0.'50 tf!2-9

Going to Europe — must sell 61
M.iliiui. four on the floor, power
steering ?81 eiiKinr, nice extras,
perfect condition, 2 new tires plus
snows, S1T00 Phone 316-9013 tfl2-l*

1%.'> Mustang eonv ,

kiioiI engine, best offer

Mttt.
IfHi 4 Olds ss. hardtop,

I'B, radio, 4 new tires,

tender, runs well $ ->50

Joseph Mrtm.

sidesw ipeil

Call Rich
l*-!>

4 ,lr . PS,
dented rear

firm. Call

tfl'MO

til VI Notchback,
trans, up |toh ,%16-5'fOl

.

1300 new

5ERVICD

Ntroni; :i ft. I'.,.n < onstrictor com-
plete with cage and starter mouse.
Iinilile. iitlei tintiiitc pet. BO. over
v.'u Turn nt r.iii-tliiH tf12-10

To aril, one :( ft. \ 3 ft. refrig-
erator for KM or lies! offer. Ask for
(hip :m;;i-ioim fanwar, tfis-ia

skis! I pr. wood skis, Northland
••uprcme w /out bindings, new, ex-
eel, becimier set KMlcm <«ft. 4 in )

I,ma. iiti cheap! Call "Wheels"
(I.! Lewis. tS-"»l(iH tfl2-14

site 40-4'.',

tf12-11

Amherst Audio services stereo com-
ponents, tape decks for home or car,
191 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tf!2-23

Enjoy your vacations, your week-
eiids. your week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for
miu Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices. 584-6811.

tf12-23

.Not on l> the usual, but the un-
usual in the creative-self-ezpression-
tliroimh-iniish held Call MMM
and talk to our man on campus.
nr tall us direct at 1-7*4-2831

IM

WANTED

Nen skeepskin 10.1t

a (all IUM
sure WrV both in new cond .

each with •'(»• curd. I I nisphere cost

HM, now Sill: I "studio model, cost

S!Nt. xuirs lor Stat Both for $80

Itcst bu> arounil Will make deal

(ill ;.n;-!M>*l Ask for .lerry 1102

t; w. »»*M

Earn $2, male subjects needed for
psychology exper. App, 1 hr. See
Nanc-, Bart. 71 tfll-7

Female grad student wanted to

share one bdrm garden apt . In

N'ham, $80 month. Must like dogs
Call Ronni 584-1196 early morning or
late night. tf12-11

ROOMMATES WANTED
To share apt. in or near Concord,

Mas* (Waltham or Lejrmet-! . Call

545-2642, ask for Dana, 210 Green-
onrh, especially for Concord Intern*
still looking for apartment. tfl2-9

Roommates wanted for spacious S
bedroom house In Conway, 12 mile*
from Campus, own room, exceptional
view, lots of land. $60 a month.
Call Ron at 369-4026. tf!2-9

Female roommate wanted to share
furnished apartment at Cliffalde
with 2 other irlrls. For ne-rt semes-
ter beginning In January. Call 665-
3521 anytime after 4:30 p.m. tf!2-9

F roommate wanted to share 3

bedroom apt. in Puffton for Jan.
thru May, very inexpensive and
<iuirt. Call 549-6346. Ask for Lin-
da or Nancy. tf!2-15

One or two roommates wanted to
share a large farmhouse, located op-
posite Stop & Shop. Call 356-6762

tf!2-ll

Female roommate to share 2 bdrm
Piiffton Apt with 2 female grad*
Must be willine to share ltdni. Walk-
ing distance to school. Rent $64
(all 549-6138 tfl'.'2-ll

APARTMENT WANTED
Three girls desire two - three bed-

room apartment In Amherst area.
Call 546-8969 or 546-8971. tf!2-9

EMPLOYMENT
Need money? Photographer wants

open-minded females to model. If
interested write: Artista, P.O. Box
362, Chlcopee, Maaa. 01014, Include
address and/or phone. tf-12-1 1

VACATION
I heard you want to go to Bennu-

da. Well, I'll tee what I can da for
jou. Trips from $18$ to $269. For
free Info call Jim Shane 548-0629 or
visit 349 Puffton V1U. Get rear trip
now. u-2-4-7-9-14-16

RIDE WANTED

FOR RENT
\pt. for rent — two large bed-

riiiims, up and down, two bath, 10
miu from Campus. Squire Village,
call 665-3541, available Jan. 1,.

tf!2-9

1 bedroom apt., unfurnished $130
per month including utilities, V/t
miles from 1 Mass. Immediate oc-
cupancy. Call days: 542-4150, Eve-
nings: 253-2433. tfl2-10

Large one bdrm; old house in

country; big kitchen, bath; living

room w /bay window; lots of land:
available January 1. Call 584-8893
after 5. tf!2-10

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL, Rt 5, Whatrl.v
665-2008 November 1 • March 31; I
people $100 month, I person $15
month. 12-9

New Sugarloof Apts.

IN SINDERLAND
2 bedrooms, carpeting self-clean-
ing stove, frostfree refrigerator.

air-conditioning, utilities ncliided.

$185 mo. lease until August Mat,
or longer. Skibiski Realtors, Rte
116, Sunderland. Tel. MMtH

tflMI

LOST
I LOST MY BOG, YANG

She's tan like a lion and fierce

like a kitten. She's 6 1110s. old

and 2Vi' long. Because of a bad
family bkgrnd (her mom was a
tramp, her dad, a beggar) YaiiK
is neurotic w/suii idal tendencies
she has an appt. w /the line

shrink in 2 days and If she
misses it, she may kill herself
Help save a life. Stu at 23:t

3724. |?.i|

Seek Campus Reps

Neeileil : A ride to Florida for
Christmas Bill help wilh driving
ami expenses ( all |{a< hel rveninLs
!.Vt-3317. tfl2-fl

PERSONAL
II !,.;•; "1st Ertc » t Oebbie.

12*

Students or Campus Organisation,
sought to represent us oii-rampiis
for leasing and purchase or
tax-free ^«ars for use in Europe
by students and faculty Kuril
flat fee — big bonus earnings
potential. For application write:
IWr. Student Faculty Programs
fax-free cars for use in RHrape

555 Fifth Ave .

New York Fib 1*017

tflMI

seminar credit. It is my opinion

that the proposal has outlined a

program broad enough to suit

students' needs while at the same
time remaining purposeful to the

University. The proposal notes that

the program, which invites the

participation of faculty as well as

students, increases the flexibility

of educational experiences open to

members of the University com-

munity and it encourages the

development of a close student/-

professor working relationship.

Further, the proposal points out

that a catalogue of special ex-

periences could be published to add

to and broaden the area of

knowledge in the University.

Every student senator should

have a copy of the proposal. Check
with him if you want to read it in its

entirely

Well folks, that about wraps up

another excitement packed article

on the education scene at UMass.
Keep those questions rolling in to

the address below:

Education
Chuck Hallberg

Student Senate, Campus Center

FOR

TOYS
and

GAMES
to give at

CHRISTMAS
see

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer & Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

If you care

enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist

challenge...

It isn't easy, being a Paulist.

Bridging gaps between young

and old. black and white,

past and future. But it ;.v a

challenge.

The Paulist mission is to

people . . . individually

and in all the societies in

which they live

... to discover Christ

wherever he is acting

... to be attuned to the needs

of the present, yet to form

a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in

finding out more about the

Paulist priestly challenge,

write to:

Rev. Donald Q Campbell, CS.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist,
^athetg
Room 111

415 Wesf 59th Street

New York, IS.Y. 10019
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AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 in radio Room of

Engineer Lab Bldg Important plus auction.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr UK Misra of Univ ot Pittsburgh will

speak on "Protein Malnutrition and Lipid

Metabolism in Rats" at II 30 Thursday, Dec.

10th morning in Rm 252 ot Goessmann Lab.

Coffee will be served at II: IS a.m.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Ever toured an international airport?

Ground School meets 7 p.m. in Rm 802 of C.C.
for discussion & trip.

GORMAN HOUSE
Gorham e presently a co ed dorm and is

expanding its girls sections. Any male or

female interested contact S 2704 or 66521
before Dec 18th Please drop into our coffee

shop evenings.

GUEST LECTURE SERIES
Hotel & Restaurant Administration presents

The Travel Agent,, by Arnold C. Rigby of

Arnold Tours. Boston in the Public Health Aud
at 10: tO a m on Thurs , Dec. tOth

HILLEL
All those interested in programming for next

semester bring your ideas to a meeting tonight

at 6 30 m the fifth floor lounge of Coolidge

Hillel Friday Eve Dinner Dec 18th at 6

pm Make your reservations by tomorrow

Yesterday's article con-

cerning WMUA's transmittor

atop Dickinson House stating

that the transmittor would
cause interference and Or-

chard Hill would not be able to

receive other stations was
incorrect. All problems will be

rectified completely to satisfy

the FCC, which would not

allow this.

SENIORS
Graduating In dart, or going
on the ed block : Sign up now
for your yearbook portraits.

10 a.m. • S p.m., Index Of-

fice, S.U.

TODAY & TOMORROW

SKI

RAFFLE
IN MAIN LOBBY OF
STUDENT UNION

3 Prizes 25<

I

2x3 ft. Poster (black & white)

Send any black
& white or color
photo up to 8x10"
(no negatives
please) to:

RONALD JAYE Poster Service

P.O.Box 43
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Enclose cash, check or money
order (no C.O.D.'s) in the amount
of $3.50 for each blowup.

Original mateial returned un-
damaged.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 30
days for delivery. Add 45< for

postage & handling.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY .STATE. .ZIP.
121

IEEE
E.E. STtudent Faculty nite Engineering

Aud, 7 p m. tonight Topic of Discussion is

Personnel Policy Committee. Refreshments
compliments of IEEE

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Dr. I.H. Feng, Head ot Environmental

Engineering Dept. will speak on A New Ap-

proach to Ecology, Thursday, Dec 10 at 4:15

p m. in Colonial Lounge. All welcome.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Thursday night at 8 30 in Memorial Hall.

Bring yourself and your "thing" to do.

KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS BLAKTIYOGA
CLUB
Chant the names of God, in this age of

quarrel & hypocrisy there is no other alter

native for God realization. Make the ex

periment, chant Hare Krishna (God) with the

Blaktiyoga Club tonight at 7:30 in 204 Cance
House. 6 5024

Notices

N.C.S.

Tonighf s Coordinating Committee Meeting
pushed back to 7:30 la Rm 801 of C.C.

Everybody please attend important stuff to

be discussed This may be the last meeting of

the year, so let's make it a good one!

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Buses leavp Hasbrouck and Patterson at

6 30 p m All welcome.

OMICRON NU
important meeting tonight at 7 in Miss

Merchant's Apt.

ORGANIC SEMINAR
Prof Scott MacKenzie, Univ of R I. will

speak on Rearrangement of Disubstituted
Cycloalkanones this Thurs. at 11 : 15a.m. in Rm
152 of Goessman Lab.

PHILOSOPHY CLUB
Robert P Wolff of Columbia Univ. will

deliver a talk entitled On the Obligation to

Obey the Draft today at 4 in Rm 162 175 of C.C
All interested persons are invited.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR

Ultra person* nsiiillv rrivtfe a pri-

vate world nt I .nit us* On the iiu-i-

tive level, thin world la exprenaed in

art and literature. Without fantasy,
Ubra in Incomplete. Libra person*
ran be found In the theater, in puli-

lisliiiiK in areai) where beauty is IiIkIi-

liehted and the creative life ia domi-
nant.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19) : Hold

on to money, Avoid acts based on im-
pulse You may be scattering* your
forces. One close to you presses in

competitive manner. Key is to main-
tain even, steady pace.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You

may feel put upon, taken advantage of,

even persecuted ; this Is but tempo-
rary. Key is to act In mature, steady
manner. You now have much in com-
mon with Aries.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Con-

fine activities to routine which helps
promote lone-r.inge Interests. Put ideas

to work. Improve relations with those
who perform basic services Much of

what you seek is available.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22):

Events move swiftly. Best to atlck to

familiar around. Don't fall prey tn

some who disparage your family.
You actually receive needed support
from those who really are nt home
base

.

1-EO (July M • Aug. 22) : One who
jolts you into action may be ill-

informed. It would be unwise to Irri-

tate one in authority. This la not the
time to press your luck. Best to wait
niKl obsei-ve. Gather second wind.
VWtGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Think

through situation which haa created
dilemma. Running awry will not pro-
vide solution. Fulfill obligations. Keep
communication lnes clear.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22> : Ap-

cressive actions now could be costly.
Check facts. Protect valuables. Fin-
ish rather than begin projects. One
who has been taking advantage of you
makes vital slip.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Head-
strong action could defeat purpose.
Seek new avenues of expression. Stop
trying to oppose one who welcomes a
battle. Use brain rather than brawn— then you make progress.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Work with material at hand. Ob-
tain hint from Scorpio message. Some
attention is directed to health. Re-
member recent resolutions. Avoid ex-
cess. Stick to plan.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19:)

You could lose a friend If fillppant
about affair of heart. Means be con-
siderate. What appears funny on
surface could have serious undertones.
Know this — act accordingly.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 . Feb. 18):

Some in authority may want to put
you to test. Expect soma pressure.
Avoid panic. Deal with facts, not spe-
culation. Delay final settlement on
property affairs.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Some

ideas need further development. Steer
clear of argumentative relative.
Change of scenery would be beneficial.
You know where you want to go, but
path is likely to be blocked.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you always are willing to give bene-
fit of knowledge and experience. You
are the opposite of selfish. A recent
relationship is developing. Give It
time. Concentrate on your own goals.
One you have been carrying Is cap-
able of going It alone. Respond ac
rordinely.

Oyivrlght 1!»"o. rii Fo«
. Corr

PI AM IS

B. C.

RAF I

Three films to be shown Children of Exodus,

island m the Desert, Vacation F un tonight at 8

mRm 178 of C C All are welcome.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Important meeting tomorrow night to

discuss recent developments ah qay people
welcome For information call 665 2853 or 586
2811

U M O.C
Schoharie caving wknd, meeting Thursday

at 6:30 in Hatch. See bulletin board for in

formation on Christmas and intersession trip.

WOMEN S LIBERATION
Meeting at 6: 30 tonight in Rm 905 909 of C.C

Discussion of progress on Day Care Center and
final plans for Teach In to be held Dec. 12th

and 13th.

JMASS BAND
All bandsmen Christmas Party, Thursday

Dec 10th at 4:40 in the Old Chapel

LOST
A black wallet, important papers; lost

Friday night possibly near SPD. Please call

546 7737

Will the person who took my burnt orange ski

lacket at the H ills South Bash, please return it

toRobynat201 Knowltonor call 545 25IOor 549

6698 Please, it's cold

Blue velvet choker with large cameo lost

between Checkers and Southwest on Sat.

mght G'eat sentimental value Please call

Carole 6 8300.

FOUND
Girls gloves in Newman Library were found

Call Dave 5464406

Sum of money found behind Hampden
Commons. Call Bob 6 5479 for information

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Sacred image

Allowance for

waste

Label

Rant

13 Rockfish

14 Spanish for

"river"

1

5

9

12

5 Figure of

speech
6 Distant

7 Printer's

measure

8 Chinese pagoda

9 Handle

10 Three toed
sloth

11 Proceed
15 Man's nickname 17 Note of scale

16 Preposition

18 Mature

20 Conjunction

22 Epic poetry

24 Nobleman

27 At a distance

29 Sicilian volcano 2 P'*
may

Zl ZZ 28 Lease
31 Afternoon party 30 Hebrew

19 Earth goddess

21 FDR's dog

23 Break
suddenly

25 Declared again

26 Whips

; nswer tc Yesterday s Puzzle
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32 Europeans

34 Comfort

36 Conjunction

37 Swagger

39 Burnish

41 Indefinite

article

42 Speech
44 Wash lightly

45 Illuminated

47 Former Russian
ruler

49 The sweetsop
50 Fat of swine
52 Dye plant

54 Conjunction
55 River island

57 Go by water

59 Symbol for

tellurium

61 Mohammedan
name

63 Wolfhound
65 Unlock
67 Prohibit

68 Majority

69 Propositions

DOWN

1 Man's ni ,e

2 A state

3 King of Bashan
4 Ship's clock

musical
instrument

33 Command to

cat

35 Lamb's pen
name

38 "Lohengrin"
heroine

40 Preposition

43 A state

^6 Retinue

48 Laughing

51 Roman gods
53 Chinese mile

56 Scottish cap
58 Tennis stroke

60 Abstract being
61 Hebrew month
62 Note of scale

64 Behold!

66 Greek letter

1 2 3 4
rrr«
'/.':

5 6 7 8

::;

9 10 '

12
v>:

13
'.'.•;

14

15 17 « »

.-..•..
18 19

55? 2<w 21
* V V

:::
• A."

22 23 Kg* 25 26

27 28 X^2« 30 :^ 3 '

32 33 V.'34 35 w
37 38 ,'.*>' 39 40

41 42 43 44

45 46 *7 48
88

49

50

>E3

V* •

51 '& 52 53 88 54

56
r » « 1

57 58 59 60

61 62 » . « 63 64

."•V.

66

67 ^ 68 69
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Profiling Vic Fusia The Coach

His Record Speaks For Itself
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
What can be said about the UMass football coach who won 59 games

in ten years here, losing 31 and tying two? His accomplishments speak
tor themselves. Four Yankee Conference championships and all that

He built UMass into a winning 6-3 finish, that third loss a 35-30

lootball school. He resigned heartbreaker to Boston College.

Irom his head coaching post

yesterday. In his ten years, he

coached but two losers; the

latest <>i which was this past

fall's 4-5-1 aggregate. But
having eight winning teams in

ten years is what he'll be
remembered for. especially
when one considers that there

were only two winning Kedman
teams r.i the ten years before

Fusia came upon the scene and
only two winners in the ten years
prior to that.

To say he pulled the UMass
football program up by the

bootstraps is an un-
derstatement. Football was the

king on campus and gridiron

heroes were greatly admired
during the first several Fusia
years. Over the past few years,

the image of Redman football

has been a less awesome one
here at UMass, due to various

tactors.

In the past three autumns,
chants of "Goodbye Victor"

have eminated from the stands
at Alumni Stadium whenever the

team wasn't playing quite up to

the high expectations of the

experts in the audience.

It was easy for them to make
Fusia the target of their

trustrations. because it iseasy to

forget what a man has ac-

complished in the past; it is and
always has been the fashion to

expect a proven winner to never
talter.

Fusia did falter. He and his

l%8 UMass team had a horrible

season; they won two games,
they lost eight. Goodbye Victor''

N«>t quite. He forged a

comeback for the Redmen in the

following year as he bounced
UMass back from a 1-2 start to a

Even in that winning cam-
paign, which was marked by the

fourth YanCon title, Goodbye
Victor catcalls were heard, in

the second game against the

University of Buffalo. The
Redman won their first game
of this year, 49-7, over Maine,
and the fans expected UMass to

also fare well against Buffalo.

But it was hard to measure the

club's strength despite the big

romp over Maine, and it should

have been taken into con-
sideration that Buffalo was a

legitimate eastern football

power, a team UMass would
never have been on the same
field with had not Fusia pepped
up the grid program. Anyway,
despite the cynics, the Redmen
only lost by ten points, 16-6.

No more Goodbye Victor's

were heard for the rest of that

season, after all the team
started to win football games. A
few, yes a few, farewells were
sung during this year just past,

but the spirit of this team was
catching, and the defense was
great, and the fans generally

liked the team despite its losing

record.

But they didn't really like

Fusia. In the fast pace that the

American sports world has
gotten itself caught up in. they

didn't like his conservative,

grind-'em-out approach to the

game. They wanted the Redmen
to be more wide open in their

offensive approach to the game.
Fusia didn't. He often called this

type of football, 'Mickey Mouse
football ". and he was the coach,

and so the team played it his way
and won 59 games, lost 31 and
tied 2.

Judge not Coach Fusia by his

THE THRILL OF VICTORY-\ow-resigned head UMass football coach Vie Fusia (center) knew the
taste of winning as he will be remembered as the man who revived football at this college ( MIX skate
by Ken Stevens)

fiathj foUtgten

Sftonto
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outlook on the game. He should
be judged by his record. He was
the head coach. He was getting
paid for the job. It was his

worry. He had to map the

strategy to be used against all

the opponents, and in what other
way could he do it but his own.
Sure the great majority of

students at UMass at the present
time will remember him for two
losing seasons in the last three

years. But students of past

years, of classes already
graduated, will remember him
as the man who brought Redman
football out of obscurity and into

three Conference cham-
pionships, into the Tangerine
post-season Bowl in 1964, into the

number one position among
major New England colleges

also in '64, as the coach of Jerrv
Welchel, of Milt Morin.
currently one of the best tight

ends in all of professional
football and of Greg Landry.

who at last count had pulled the

Detroit Lions out of a mid-season
slump, by quarterbaeking them
to three victories in their last

four outings And is there any
reason why these fans from the

past are less able to judge
Fusia s ability than those of the

present"7 Of course not.

His ability to win is still there;
he almost guided the Redmen to

big upsets over this year's two
best N.E. teams. Dartmouth and
B.C. Hopefully he will always be
remembered as a winner, not
only by his closest contacts, for

that is assured, but more im-
portantly by the casual observer
and the average sports fan.

Vic Fusia: his contribution to

I Mass football should be judged
by his record.

Redman Hockey Team Stops Williams, 6-3
B) EDWARD BRYANT
and DAVID WILLIAMS

\\ ILLIAMSTOWN—Three quick
goals in a three-minute span
provided the winning margin as a

Hal Kedman sextet downed
Williams College. 6-3, here last

night The victory left UMass
undefeated after tour games.

The game, sloppily played by
both teams, was highlighted by the

sparkling play of UMass goalie

P.J Flaherty* Flaherty made 24

saves in preserving the victory for

the Redmen, many of them
brilliant

Both teams played sluggishly

from the outset. For the first ten

minutes, they exchanged the puck

without scoring. Williams got on
the scoreboard first at 10:29 when
Doug Morell. assited by Bob Sch-

midt, banged one home.
Brian Sullivan tied it up for

I .Mass with assists going to Paul
Riley and Eric Scrafield, at 14:34

The Redmen went ahead on Dan
Lowe's goal at 17:55. Mike Waldron
got the assist Pat Keenan ended
the scoring for the first period,

tallying at 19:08 on a pass from
.lack Edwards. The score was then

UMass 3, Williams 1.

I Mass had the advantage during

this loosely-played first period,

peppering Williams' goalie Jim
Munroe with 17 shots. Flaherty

was called upon to make just five

saves.

The Ephs outplayed the Redmen

in the second period. Williams got
on the scoreboard only once
however, thanks to the great play
of Redman goalie Flaherty. At the
other end of the ice Munroe had
only eight stops, none of them too
difficult. Williams' goal came at
8

:
47 with John Coleman and Morell

assisting Mike Segall. This made it

3-2 with one period to go.

In the final period UMass came
on to play its best hockey of the
night, which isn't saying too much.
After Dave Polk tied it up for

Williams at 6:50 on an unassisted

Sports Notices

Last Night's

Intramurals

UKl HOOP TICKETS-Tickets
for Thursday's UMass-U. of Rhode
Island basketball game (to be
played in Kingston. R I > are now
on sale at the Boyden ticket office,

room ISS. Student tickets for this

game are priced at $1.75. adult

ducats will cost $3.50 and each will

be available up until 2 p.m.
Thursday.

*****

I CONN HOOP TICKET-
S Pickets for Dec. 15's UMass-U.
of Connecticut basketball game (to

!-t played in Storrs. Ct.) are also

presently on sale at the Boyden
ticket office. Student tickets are
going for $1.25 and adult ducats for

HIM.
* * * * *

rOURNAMENT TICKETS—The
I'.dN <icii ticket office has yet to

u reive its allocation of tickets for

the Springfield Hall of Fame

Tournament (Dec. 28, 29 and 30),

but as soon as it does word will be
printed here.

*****

HOCKEY CHARGE-It is very
important that one remember that

all he needs as a student to get into

home UMass hockey games at Orr
Rink is his student identification

card. All non-UMass students must
pay the admission fee in order to

see the game.
*****

TODAY AT THE VARSITY
-The UMass Varsity M Club will

hold its second luncheon of the
winter season today at 12:15 p.m.
at the Newman Center and head
basketball coach Jack Leaman will

be the featured speaker. At this

affair there will also be player
awards, a raffle of choice
basketball tickets and a door prize.

BASKETBALL

TEP 66. BKP 41

KS over DC, wbf
SPE 42, SAE 38

PSD 70, APO 32

LCA 69, SAAA 38

PMD 54, ZN 38

Education 54, Burners 39

Gotchas 36, Engineers 26

Engineering 28. Bodies 23

Conglos over English, wbf

Redwoods 50, Flaming A's 27

Barracudas 42, Arrows 38

Trojans over Lovers, wbf

Steppers 43, Beta "B" 39

Nads 51, Heads 38

Lubees 63, Yup 27

Buckeyes over SAAA "B", wbf

Bucks over Smooth, wbf

Eagles 76, Erudites 28

TC "B" 42, Stouts 39

Canaille 39, Jacks 35

Duchies 37, Zoo 29

LOPSIDED SCORE OF THE NIGHT:

Rejects 109, Zoo 29

TOP NIP 'N' TUCK SCORE
Herd 41, EAAS 40

SCORE FROAA MONDAY:
CCEBS 110, All 36

goal, the Redmen exploded for

three quick goals, one of them a
fluke, to put the game on ice.

Don Riley's shot at 9:07 deflected
in off the skate of the goalie to put
the Redmen up at 4-3. Two minutes
later, Edwards drove home his
own rebound while falling. Dan
Reidy picked up an assist as the
Redmen upped their lead to two.
Twenty-two seconds later, Don
Riley tucked home a behind-the-
net pass from Bob Shea to close the
scoring for the night.

The final ten minutes were an
exercise in futility for Williams as
the Redmen were content to just
clear the puck. Both coaches
emptied their benches in the
game's final minute, and UMass
escaped with a lucky victory in
what was an off-night.

BLUELINE BAN-
TER—Commenting on the victory,
head UMass coach Jack Canniff
said, "We had one of those nights in

which we were fortunate. If it

hadn't been for P.J. we wouldn't
have won. "....Flaherty had 24
stops for the night, to Munroe's
30... Looking ahead the Redmen
face a tough Middlebury team on
Friday...The game takes place at 8
p.m. at Orr Rink...UMass is going
to have to play a much better game
against Middlebury if it is going to

remain undefeated. .Today the
UMass freshman hockey squad

travels to Yale for a 4 p.m. contest
against the Yale frosh....( Editor's
Note Many thanks to the two guys
who wrote this story for coming
through in the clutch in a desperate
situation.)

Tonight's

Intramurals

AL1-FRAZIER SHOWDOWN?
NEW YORK (AP)

Muhammad AH stood ready
Friday for a showdown fight

with heavy-weight champion Joe
Frazier whose stock was boosted

by Ali's showing against Oscar
Bonavena. It is just a matter of

where and when.

COURT
I

2

3

4

5

6

I

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

6

LANES
3&4

58.6

78,8

38,4

584

78\8

BASKETBALL
TIAAE

6:30

6:30

6:30

6 30

6:30

6:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7 30

7:30

7:30

8 30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8 30

8:30

8:30

9:30

9:30

9:30

9 30

9:30

9:30

TIME
30

30

30

30

30

30

TEAMS
Lions vs Heads
Cans vs. Colts

Trouts vs. Comancnees
Bulls vs. BX

Grovers vs. Bimbos
2nd Team vs. Scups

Squad vs. Moe
Lances vs. Fluid

Deacons vs. Gypsies

TKB vs. Bogarts

Team vs Turtles

F Boys vs. Racoons

Terrors vs. "C" Crushers

Lances vs. Fluid

Deacons vs Gypsies

Terrors vs "C" Crushers
Monuments vs. Bulldozers

Oxfords vs. 3M's
Munchkins vs. Phantoms

Collegian vs. Index

Oaks vs Pipers

Chipmonks vs Lemons
Panthers vs. Rams
Spacemen vs. Bury
Wheels vs. Brigade

Studs vs Tubes

Bowling

TEAMS
SPEC vs PSD
APO vs. PLP
BKP VS. SAE
PSK vs. PMD
SAM vs. TEP

DC vs. KS

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Partly cloudy chance of
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Wood Installed

In Boston Ceremony

Robert C. Wood receives the University's colors as he is sworn in as President. For complete details of ceremonies at all three

campuses see page 3. (MIX Photo by Gib Fullerton)
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Dr. Houston-. Midst of Consciousness Crisis

By DAVID CASTALDI
Staff Reporter

"We are in the midst of a crisis of consciousness

that we have been warned is coming" began Dr.

Jean Houston in a talk given last night in the

ballroom.

Dr. Houston, Director of the Foundation for Mind
Research in New York City and Associate

Professor of Philosophy at Marymount College,

spoke on "The Evolution of Consciousness Now".
We are faced with manifold problems, and many

scientists say there is a 20 per cent chance that we
will see the year 2000, she said. "I would give you a

50 per cent chance." There is no vision of the future,

and the response to this is despair and primitive

regressions, she continued.

There are those who are speaking out on a vision

of an authentic new consciousness, a state of

creativity, and a "turned on" world without drugs.

"If the new techniques become realized, our own
grandchildren will look down on us as nean-

derthals". "Consciousness is like a small, visible

tip of an iceberg, most of it is down out of sight"

.

Dr. Houston spoke of acouncilheld in Kansas in

April of 1969 which was attended by yoga experts,

zenmasters, hypnotists, mystics, and spiritualists

and others. All were interested in expanding human
consciousness, and they lived in isolation.

"Man has always regarded himself as "homo
labori"--man the laborer", she said. As a

manipulator and an exploiter he ultimately brings

ecological disaster on himself, she continued, but

there is hope that he is moving toward being

creative, or "homo ludens"-man the player.

The way is becoming clear for new images, new
definitions of reality, and the ability to infuse new,
richer meanings and structure in man's life, she
said. "There has been a tremendous leap in the

study of brain research and psycho-
pharmacology", that is, probing the capacities of

the mind and finding the best ways to put them to

use, said Dr. Houston. "Eighty per cent of the blue-

collar jobs today will be obsolete in the next twenty
five years", she said.

"Through physiological feedback training, people
can learn very quickly, and brain waves can ac-

tively be controlled, she continued. Dr. Houston told

of how the brain in experiements emits beta waves,
but some parts of the beta wave can physiologically

correlate with alpha waves, which create deep
relaxation and lack of anxieties She said the

feedback can allow for heartbeat, skin tem-
perature, and pain response control. "Some yoga
experts are able to endure sub-freezing tem-
peratures and not suffer discomfort or frostbite",

she said. A use of trance states can improve con-

centration, and it can accelerate the mind to much
faster thinking processes, she stated. In a learning

situation such as in music, what might take years of

practice would take only a few minutes because of

time distortions in the mind, she continued.

Imagery, creativity, and motivation are all

combined in genius, however, she said. "It is im-
possible to state what man's limitations are, in self-

healing, escaping time, in creative ability, memory
extension, and harmonious relationships", she
stated. "We need a psychonaut program, she said,

to put the first man in "inner space".

Dr. Jean Houston spoke last night in the ballroom on "The
Evolution of Consciousness Now". In her speech she said that man is

not only a homo labor but a homo ludens.

Installed At Boston Ceremony

Ski Club Holds Raffle
The UMass Ski Club is sponsoring a raffle all day today in the

Student Union lobby. First prize in the raffle is a pair ofKneisel
Magic 77 skis, second prize is a $25 gift certificate to the Ski-In shop
in Three Rivers, and third prize is a pair of all day-all night lift

tickets to Glen Ellen

All proceeds go to the Ski Club and will be used to finance ski trips.
Ski movies and equipment are being shown at the raffle table. Raffle
chances arc 25 cents each, five for one dollar.

At its bi-weekly meetings the Ski Club presents fashion and
equipment shows quest speakers, and movies. The club offers free
transportation and reduced rates on lift tickets for one-day. over-
night and vacation trips. Club members also receive a Newsletter, a
free one year subscription to Ski magazine, inexpensive equipment
rentals and discounts on at local ski shops.

'RadicalMan 'Author to Speak
The (iovcrnment Department is

presenting another colloquium
today Speaking will be Charles

Hampden-Turner, the author of a
provocative book, Radial Man.
Mr. Hampden-Turner is a

professor at Brandeis University

and director of the Cambridge

Institute, dedicated to the
psychological uplift of the ghetto.
The University community is in-

vited to listen to Mr Hampden-
Turner speak on "Radical Man as
Democratic Man." in room 164-165

Campus Center at 4:00 p.m. on
Thursdav. Dec. 10.

New DC Plan Next Semester
By LINDA A BALICKI

Staff Reporter

The institution of a ten meal planwith breakfast a la carte and the availability of meat on a cash basis
at breakfast starting second semester were the results of the Dining Commons questionnaire completed

policy was necessary rather than
having separate policies for each

a of campus. He also went on
to comment on the fact that the
change over the past 7 to 8 year
period from a compulsory 21 meal
seven day meal ticket through to
the forthcoming ten meal plan
indicates that "we are working to
satisfy the needs of the students."
He went on to comment that the
Food Services Committee is

working for the good of all students
in residence and expressed praise
for the student members of his
committee who are making
sincere effort to help solve the
problems of their fellow students.
His only regret was that an
estimated 70 per cent of the
students in residence do not
realize that the committee exists to
serve them.

Thursday, Dec. 10
S.U. Ballroom

7:00 & 9:30

Admission: 50c

last week by students.

Joel Stoneham. Director of Food
Services stated in making these
announcements that the ten meal
plan "is feasible and will un-

doubtedly be instituted in Sep-
tember 1971." He stated that this

would be in response to the

questionnaire in which a majority
of students indicated that they
would like to see breakfast made
optional on a cash basis.

He also stated that board rates
have not been fixed which include
this new plan but that these rates
will be recommended to Ihe
Student Senate no later than April
1st He stated that this rate would
in all probability all within the $240
category stated in the question-
naire.

Other responses to questionnaire
matters were generally that
students:

-do not consider freeloading a
problem

-do not consider cutting in line a

problem
-desired that cold plates be

placed back on the menu
-did not care for the preparation

of hamburgers, toast, griddle

cakes and scrambled eggs
-were not enthusiatic about the

quality of preparation of food

-did not consider environment to

be much ot a problem except in

Worcester Commons
-felt that the service was good
desired some revision in the

preparation of tossed salads

Stoneham stated that in the

cases of cold plates and salad
preparation that the service had
already taken steps to comply with
student requests. He also stated

that student opinions concerning
the frequency of some food items
appearance on the menu would be
taken into serious consideration in

the planning of future menus.
Stoneham stated that the ten

meal plan with a la carte break-
fast would be offered to the entire

campus including Southwest. He
stated that this across the board

Assemblymen To Meet
Southwest Assembly President

David Stanton and members of the
Dining Commons Boycott com-
mittee will meet this morning with
Vice ( hancellor Randolph
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Bromery in an attempt to secure
what Stanton referred to as a
"further University commitment'
regarding the compulsory hoard
plan currently under protest by
members of the Southwest com-
munity.

Stanton went on to explain in a
statement tor the Collegian
yesterday that the proposals
contained in a letter from UMass
Business Manager Gerald Grady
as read at Monday night's meeting
ol the Boycott Committee were an
"insufficient commitment.'' He
also stated that the students would
not be satisfied until 'the

University commits itself to a
dedicated effort to work out a plan
which is feasible financially and
otherwise to bring about the im-
plementation of an optional board
plan as soon as possible."

Commuters Voting in the

|Union today is taking place for

I the elections to the Commuter
jAssembly

at
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Wood: Must Solve Poverty, Ignorance, Discrimination
BOSTON - Costumed in scarlet

and purple robes, Dr. Robert
Coldwell Wood was installed as the
17th President of the University of

Massachusetts yesterday in simple
ceremony at the Statler Hilton

Ballroom.

Wood, who is the first president
of the entire three campus system,
told the assembled students,
faculty, and dignitaries that the

University "must play a major
role in solving the problems of

poverty, ignorance, and
discrimination" emphasizing that

traditions of scholarship, public

education and service are the

"strength and salvation" of the

University.

The ceremonial, gold medallion,

symbolizing the office of president

was presented to Wood by
Chairman of the UMass Board of

Trustees Joseph P. Healey,
directly after Gov. Francis
Sargent greeted the former
Chairman of the M.B.T.A. com
menting on the "awesome man
date" for higher education in

Massachusetts.

Following the reception and
luncheon at the Statler Hilton Wood
traveled to Worcester to be
received at the Worcester Foun-

dation by the Head of the new
UMass Medical School, Dr.

Soutter, and local dignitaries in-

cluding Mayor Welles of Wor-
cester.

In Worcester, Wood said that

because of the scarcity of funds

"both private and public the

entire national education system is

in trouble."

He pointed to the Carnegie

Commission report which ranks

Massachusetts "among the lowest

ten states in terms of the

relationship between public ex-

penditures for medical education

and per capita income." He
warned that the present number of

medical schools "cannot provide

enough physicians of higher
quality that this state deserves."
At the luncheon in Boston, Wood

spoke briefly of the importance of

the urban university particularly

in its relationships with the

surrounding communities.
Julian Bond, State Represen-

tative in the Georgia State
legislature, addressed the lun-

cheon audience of invited guests

saying that the "intellectual and
physical" violence will "flourish

until the universities develop
curriculum that stifles war, racism
and poverty" rather than one that

"programs people to control their

own social oblivion."

Bond, who gained national fame
at the 1968 Democratic National

Convention was invited to take part

in the discussion concerning the

future of UMass in Boston. Wood
had to leave the discussion early

for his trip to Worcester.

The charismatic Bond scored the

original goals of higher education

commenting that "it was hoped
that (education) would lead the

way to national power." He
warned that Universities became
the "national screening place to

put people in their places" instead.

Calling upon the wisdom of the

late WEB. DUuBois, Bond called

for education which would not just

include "techniques" rather

education which will produce
students who "can appreciate the

higher spiritual life of the world."

"Mobilizing university resources

of knowledge and skilled man-
power to change the way things get

done is the best way to create ef-

fective social change" Wood ex-

plained during his installation

speech, calling the knowledge and
skills that exist at the University of

Massachusetts, "one of the State's

great natural resources." He
warred against wasting or losing

this capability.

To assure effective solutions to

domestic social problems, the

university "can work with public

agencies to define critical issues

and develop realistic proposals,"

he told an audience of 900 persons

at the Statler Hilton, Boston.

President Wood cited several

areas in which the University of

Massachusetts is already involved

in community assistance: public

housing, drug rehabilitation,

education, mental retardation,

consumer protection, en-

vironmental control.

He revealed that the University

is developing a jojnt research

proposal with the Department of

Mental Health; is working with the

Department of Public Health on a

child health study; and has taken

the first step toward an urban
library program. Other areas of

University concern and com-
mitment are correctional systems,

government affairs, labor

relations and economic develop-

ment.

Admittedly predisposed to the

"old-fashioned idea of pluralism in

education as in politics," President

Wood declared that "Con-
temporary theories to the con-

trary, I aspire to no monolithic

establishment, no rule by an elite,

or tounter-elite, no single pattern

of institutional excellence."

He went on to point out that

"Within the universe of higher

education there are a variety of

valid tasks to be done that demand
the very best of human wit, and
energy and will.

"The idea that you're either

Harvard or a trade school has had
no real foundation since the

emergence of the great univer-

sities of the West and Midwest," he
stressed. "It is completely gone

today."

President Wood said the nation

and the university community
have been in a period of what
might be called "a volunteeristic

Parliamentary Maneuvering Makes 2 Meetings

Senate Considers Appropriations
By BETH GOODELL

Senate Reporter
In a brief meeting last night, the Student Senate considered, and then postponed, a motion to ap-

propriate $7,950 to the "Room to Move" Drug Center. This was the only major piece of business at what
was technically two separate meetings, the second of which adjourned at 8 p.m. to allow the Senators to
attend the reception for President Wood.

"Room to Move" would use most
of the appropriation as salaries for

18 staffers to be added to the

program. Currently, nine people on

the staff are running the operation

with limited hours. With a staff of

27, the drop-in center could then be

open on a 24-hour basis seven days

a week, according to the

organization. These paid staff

members would have participated

in a three-month training program.

The funds for "Room to Move"
now come from the University

administration, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education, the Class of

1973, and others. The center, used

mainly by University students, is

open to anyone who contacts it.

Debate on the motion will con-

tinue at next week's meeting. Some
Senators question whether the

Senate should expend funds to pay

salaries in an RSO group.

It was parliamentary
maneuvering which led the Senate
to hold two separate meetings. The
move to make the budget changes
necessary has to be brought up at

one meeting and then considered at
the next. In order to consider it

tonight, the Senate had to adjourn
itself and then reconvene. This

action followed the reading to the

Senate of a letter of resignation
from a Senator who had become
completely disenchanted with all

this maneuvering and inaction of

what she called "wishy-washy
liberals and hard- hat con-
servatives".
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approach to change - from paint-

ins in Harlem to Earth Day on
campus. "These exercises owe
much in spirit to the inspired use of

non-violent resistance to destroy
the remnants of public segregation
in the South.

"But," he emphasized, "as
applied to the stickier dilemmas of

how to end the war, preserve the

city, or upgrade the environment,
this approach hasn't really
worked."
President Wood called for an

"institutional approach" as the

real hope for change.
"The university as an institution

that represents both knowledge
and change, can work with other

institution* that need knowledge
and are receptive to change. This
process - properly undertaken -

can feed back to, and strengthen,

the university's own educational

and research capabilities, " he
said.

"As a land-grant university, we

inherit an historic commitment not
only to public service but to

equality of opportunity," President
Wood averted.
He asked that this commitment

be retained and that the power of

education be used "to break up the
old foundations - poverty,
ignorance, discrimination - that
prevent the genuine greening of

America.
Dr. Wood announced the ap-

pointment of a President's Com-
mittee on the Future University,
under the chairmanship of Vernon
Alden, Chairman of the Boston
Company, Inc., and former
President of Ohio University.
The Committee will be a "major

source of help, perspective and
guidance in our endeavors,'
President Wood said. Its mem-
bership will consist of students and
faculty of the three campuses,
alumni, the public, labor and
business, the professions arid the

academic community.

Wood Welcomed
AtCC Reception

President Wood was formally welcomed to the Amherst campus of
UMass last night at a reception in the Campus Center Auditorium.

In introducing Wood, Chancellor Oswald Tippo said, "If this were not
such a formal occasion, I think I might throw up my hands and say that
we made a terrible mistake because we can't keep up with this man."
He was referring to Wood's busy schedule during the day, a schedule

which saw him make major addresses in Boston and Worcester.
Wood's remarks centered around a $150,000 contribution by the Ford

Foundation to the CCEBS program. He said efforts will be made to obtain
funding for CCEBS on a regular basis from the state legislature.
Wood stressed that the program is good because it reflects the

responsibility of the University and its willingness to help those who most
need a college education.
Welcoming Wood on behalf cf the faculty, Professor Charles Page of

the Sociology Dept. remembered a younger Robert Wood as a man with
great energy. He pledged the support of the faculty to help Wood in his
duties.

Student Senate president Glenn Elters charged that the faculty of
UMass has been unresponsive to much-needed reform in education.
Claiming that the University's first responsibility is to the students
already enrolled, Elters said, "For too long students have been frustrated
by unpardonable resistance on the part of the faculty in educational
reform " He a lso ca lied for the adoption of an open enrollment policy.
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RobertWood Takes The Helm
Incited By Computer

Longshoremen EndWalkout
NEW YORK (AP) -Longshoremen who dislike the way a computer

system is handling dock job assignments tied up the ports of New York

and Puerto Rico on Wednesday, but agreed to return to work today.

deciding which pier in New York
or New Jersey they must report to -

the next day.

Mayors Lobby
ForPassage of
Employ. Bill
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP)-Eleven big

city mayors, concerned about
unemployment among returning
Vietnam veterans, agreed here
Wednesday to mount a personal
lobbying campaign to head off a
threatened presidential vote of the

$10 billion manpower training bill.

A House Senate conference
committee approved a version of

the bill Tuesday which would
provide $200 million immediately
direct to city governments for

hiring the unemployed in public

service jobs.

The total funding would be
spread over three years with the

money split between public service
employment and job training. The
bill is expected to win final ap-

proval in both houses shortly.

John Gunther, executive director

of the U.S. Conference of Mayors,
said the move by the big city

executives was the first step in a
new effort to push federal urban
legislation.

Rail Workers Strike
WASHINGTON (AP) - Picketing began Wednesday night in a nationwide railroad strike.

The walkout idled 54 freighters

throughout the port here and in

New Jersey, but the "rank and file

action," as the union termed it,

ended with an agreement to submit

the computer problem to

negotiation. The shippers called

the walkout an illegal strike.

The port here employs about

20,000 men.
The walkout had begun on a

small scale Monday at Ports

Elizabeth and Newark on the New
Jersey side of the harbor. It spread

Tuesday to 10 Brooklyn piers and
San Juan.

There were no picket lines, so

three West Indies cruise ships were
able to dock and sail without in-

terference.

Supervisory employes helped
carry the baggage of more than

1,500 passengers of the Nieuw
Amsterdam. Victoria and
Homeric.
Because taxi drivers were

already on strike in New York,

shipping lines chartered buses to

take passengers to and from the

pier and rail and air terminals.

The portwide walkout wws
precipitated by management
reaction to a partial walkout by
checkers- ILA members who
handle pier paperwork-earlier this

week.

The dockers were protesting a

new hiring system with a computer
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The first pickets appeared while

Congress and the White House still

worked on emergency legislation

they hoped would halt the walkout.

The first report of picket lines was
at Huntington, W. Va. Union of-

ficials in sseveral other cities said

they would start striking at 12:01

a.m. Striking began before
Congress completed action on the

proposed strike delaying measure,
which included an immediate 13.5

per cent pay hike for nearly 500,000

rail workers. A House Senate

conference committee worked on
the legislation.

With President Nixon waiting at

the White House to sign a no-strike

law, the Senate bill was rushed

across the Capitol for another vote

by the other chamber.
The House early in the day

passed a proposal extending the

deadline to March l, hiking the pay
of 500,000 railroad workers 13.5 per

cent immediately.
But the Senate version, which hit

the floor about 6 p.m., extended the

deadline to Feb. 6 and added a

section requiring the President to

report the progress of negotiations

to Congress 15 days before the

expiration.

Economists

Predict

Setback
WASHINGTON (AP)-A setback

of possibly 2 per cent in real

national output is expected by
government economists in this

quarter, followed by a strong first

quarter 1971 rebound of 6 to 8 per
cent.

They feel that the current drop,
interrupting a none too robust
recovery in the second and third

quarters, results wholly from
widespread plant shutdowns and
layoffs caused by the General
Motors strike.

Commerce Department officials

responsible for preparing the
quarterly estimates of the Gross
National Product said that, except
for the strike, the economy would
be extending the gains measured
at 0.6 per cent and 1.4 per cent in

the two preceding quarters.

Because of the anticipated sharp
recovery, administration officials

who hope to see full employment
restored by 1972 say they are not
seriously disturbed by the sag.

They hold that the full em-
ployment goal still is attainable,

defining full employment as
roughly a 4 per cent unemployment
rate, compared with the present 5.8

per cent.

spokesman reaffirmed the strike

call.

"The strike call still stands,"
said C.L. Dennis, president of the

Brotherhood of Railway Clerks.

His message was relayed to

newsmen through an aide who said

Dennis had been called to an
important meeting and could not

hold a scheduled news conference.

He did not elaborate on the nature
of the meeting.

President Nixon had asked a 45-

day delay, without any action on
wages, and later indicated his

opposition to any inclusion of pay
items.

It was not immediately clear

whether he would sign legislation

including such precedent setting

economic action by Congress.

The President asked only for a
delay until Jan. 23. The House
voted for a March 1 date while the

Senate Labor Committee approved
Feb. 6.

Both bills included the 13.5 per

cent immediate wage hike,

retroactive in part to Jan. 1, 1970,

and in part to Nov. 1, 1970.

Debate raged for nearly four

hours, with tempers fraying. At

least one senator-Democrat
Thomas Mclntyre of New Hamp-
shire-appeared on the floor in a

tuxedo.

The Feb. 6 deadline was unop-

posed by the Senate. But senators

angrily denounced the wage
lprovision saying that it was not

the proper business of Congress.

Others argued that requiring a

presidential report would mean
forcing the administration to tip

its hand in the event it had to come
up with proposals of its own.

An amendment by Sen. Clifford

Hansen to strike the wage increase

provision altogether was defeated

32 to 52.

An amendment by Sen. Winston

Prouty, R Vt., which would have

cut the increase in half was
defeated 37 to 46.

The Senate finally abandoned an
attempt to strike or waterdown the

reporting provision and the

legislation was passed and sent to

the House shortly before 10 p.m.

And while congressional action

remained incomplete a union

Kidnaped Swiss Ambass.

Hopes for Speedy Release
RIO DE JANIERO (AP)-Swiss Ambassador Giovanni E. Bucher sent

word from his kidnapers' hideout Wednesday saying he hoped Brazil
would soon make arrangements to free him. The government said it was
ready to negotiate as soon as the terrorists meet it demands.
The letter, authenticated by the Swiss Ambassy, said Bucher was in

good health "and being well treated." It was the first word from him
since he was snatched from a street by the terrorists Monday.
A terrorist communique, found in Rio Tuesday along with the letter

from Bucher, requested 70 political prisoners be allowed to fly to exile in

Chile, Algeria or Mexico in that order of preference. This is the largest
number of prisoners demanded to be freed in any single kidnaping in the
Western Hemisphere.
President Emilie Garrastazu Medici met with the ministers of justice,

foreign affairs and the three armed forces in Brasilia, the capital.
An announcement after the meeting said the government would be

ready to negotiate as soon as it received a handwritten letter from
Bucher and a list of prisoners the terrorists want freed.

The demand for a handwritten letter was made before the Swiss Em-
bassy confirmed that one in the hands of police came from Bucher.
The letter was released by the Swiss Embassy in Rio. It was stamped

"VPR" the initials of the Portuguese name for the Popular
Revolutionary Vanguard, a leftist terrorist group that said it carried out
the abduction.

William Roch, counselor at the embassy, said the letter was found
Tuesday night at a church in Tijuca* and that "its authenticity is

established."

Roch said the Brazian government had told him that it had not received
the first letter alluded to in the ambassador's note.

T told them I considered this letter as authentic and I hope that the
government will issue another announcement acknowledging it," he
added.

The terrorist communique, found with the letter, listed these other
conditions: -Broadcast of an antigovernment manifesto on all radio and
television stations at fixed hours for two consecutive days. -That the
pictues of all prisoners released be printed in the press, divided into four
groups. Immediate publication of all communiques by the press.

GRAND OPENING
L & M ESSO

RT. 9, RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

THURS., FRI., SAT., THIS WEEK

<* REAL LIVE
4* 480 lb ROYAL BENGA

x$S&
TIGER
• PEPSI
• CORSAGES
• UTILITY BAGS
• GIFTS FOR ALL

ROBERT WOOD'S FAMILY includes himself, his wife Margaret,
and their three children, Frances. Frank and Margaret.

SPEAKING AT THE
CEREMONY were Julian Bond,

right U.S. Congressman from
Georgia, and Governor Francis

Sargent. (MDC photos by Gib
Fullerton)

transcendental meditation
as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to expand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

2w introductory lecture

THURSDAY
DEC. 10th.

S.B.A. 116

8pm

Indian
silk scarves,

all sizes

Sculpture
groovy

Extensive
earring

collection

Candles in
every possil

shape and color

Rings of

handsome silver

Bath products.
shampoos, soaps,

and
bubble stuffs

Seven ways to catch your man (or woman) from

dangling conversation

tie her up in an Indian silk scarf

wear an earring-don' t wait for the telephone

make your own moonlite via candlelight

put a ring on his finger-not through his nose

Rodin made it -so can you

if none of this works, shampoo him out of your hair

or

just come and blow your wad on us

(In case you don't know us we're one of three unique
stores that creative people like to shop, homemakers,
students, business men, designers, and snuff-sniffers
people with special taste. It's your kind of store - come
see: Jewelry, pottery, candles, handbags, cards, art ob-
jects, imported gifts, pipes, papers, bath products - see
It all at dangling conversation one of three shops that's
making waves on N. Pleasant St. In Amherst. Discover us.
And if you have already, come see us again. ) Christmas
hours 10-9 from Dec. 7th until the night before Christmas.
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Stony Brook Professor

Lectures On Fisheries
Dr. J.L. McHugh, Professor of Marine Resources, Marine Sciences

Department, State University of New York at Stony Brook, Long Island

is scheduled to lecture in Room 203 Holdsworth Hall, University of

Massachusetts at 3:30 p.m. today.

Dr. McHugh will speak on "The
United States and International

Fisheries." The lecture is free and
open to the public.

He will speak on his experiences

as a U.S. Commissioner to the

Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission and to the In-

ternational Whaling Commission.
Prior to his 1970 appointment to the

State University of New York
Stony Brook faculty Dr. McHugh
headed the Office for the In-

ternational Decade of Ocean
Exploration, National Science

Foundation.

He has also served as Assistant

Director for Research, Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries, Depart-
ment of the Interior and from 1951

to 1960 was the Director of the

Virginia Institute of Marine
Sciences. He is internationally

known for his research on the

California anchovy and the

Atlantic menhaden fishery.

Black Corridor

Brothers, interested in living on

the black corridor in Grayson next

semester? For interviews and
more information contact either:

Phil PettiJohn, 409 Grayson, 6-6958;

Stokes Hall, 303 Dickinson, 6-6582;

John Davis, 400 Grayson, 6-6949 no
later than Monday-Dec 14.

{ParkingNews
Effective January 4, 1971, the

lot on the west of the

Engineering Lab Building will

Jbe reassigned as #6, restricted

parking.

i
All students assigned to area

m will be required to park their

cars in the lot west of the

Engineering Lab Building.

;
All students assigned to "N

lot will be required to park in the

lot north of the Engineering Lab
Building as of January 4, 1971.

Signs have been placed
allowing parking for staff and
faculty on the south side of

Fearing Street Extension.
< Under the Motor Vehicle rules

of the University, students are

allowed to park in this area

between the hours of 6:00 p.m.

and 7:00 a.m., and on weekends
from Saturday at 12:00 noon

until 7:00 a.m. the following

Monday

.

OPEN
HOUSE

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

THURSDAY
HAPPY HOUR Starts at 4:00

OPEN HOUSE Starts at 8:30

ALL WELCOME!

DAVE VAN RONK

i

I

Folk Singer and Guitar

B0WKER AUDITORIUM 8:00 p.m.

FRIDAY - SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11 & 12

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; Other Students $2; UM
Faculty/Staff $2.50; General Public $3

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

(Any remaining tickets at Bowker Box Office one hour before each

concert). Tel. 545-0202 both box offices.

Finehirsh Leads Forum

Exposes Spring Strike
A group of students will hold a forum tonight concerning the "Lessons

of the Spring Student Strike", in room 805 of the Campus Center at 8:00

p.m. The forum will be led by Sid Finehirsh, who undertook major

leadership and organizational tasks at our spring strike, speaking at

Washington, and various campuses, to further broaden the scope of the

strike.

The group issued the following

statement:

"Looking in retrospect at the

strike now, and the enormous
impact of that mass action, proves

the effectivness of the means and

methods used. The most im-

mediate effects of the strike action

was of course on the campuses
where the control of the university

was rightfully placed in the hands

of the students.

"At that time the institutions

ceased to be war universities;

colleges ceased to function in the

interests of business that thrive on

the exploitation of the student

community; our student union

building housed and was con-

trolled by an actual student union;

but most importantly the

capabilities of a mass radical

student movement were made
obvious.

GRAND PRIZE
WINNER 1966
CANNES FILM

FESTIVAL

And
a Man
aWoman

»»>>»»»>

1IUI) CLWH i&MOl

mi— mum r ma won

C. C BALLROOM
DECEMBER 11

7 P.M. and 9 P.M.

"The further reaching impacts
of the amazing impact of the

organized mobilization. The pull-

back from the Cambodian in-

vasion cannot be referred to

without the role of the American
student movement. The power
displayed by the student
movement further reflected the

amazing potential power of other

movements in unity.

"Because of the strength of the

movement, the impact was not

limited to national boundaries.

Demonstrations and actions in

support took place simultaneously
virtually globally. In foreign
capitals, such as Auckland, New
Zealand over half the senior class

mobilized to demonstrate in lieu of

traditional graduation
ceremonies. The media put aside

its habitual diary of any minute
government actions, and replaced

it with the actions of foremost
importance.

"The fact remains, that the

ability of a massive mobilization of

radical students has been
demonstrated, and cannot be

placed in the context of the past,

but must again be brought to the

forefront. The needs which called

for the spring student action

remain. The war continues to be

paid for by the public's taxes, lives,

and jobs.

"The economic and social op-

pression of third world people,

women, and workers continues.

The control of the universities has

returned to the occasional

meetings of the trustees. The need
for a coordinated mass student

movement cannot be ignored.

"For a complete look at the

student strike, its impact, and the

needs it presents, join us tonight in

room 805 at 8 p.m. in the campus
center."

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

MJkf%r

RED MEN

HOOP

ON

THE

AIR

WMUA

Sports 91.1 fm

with

IttJlJi^i ^kV ' w^BL Ken Horseman
ft

^RiQflBrSt£> ^r*">" -**».

Dave Melvm

DEC. 10 - URI 7:20

DEC. 12-UNH 7:20

Student-Owned TV Station

May Operate Next Semester
By MICHAEL DEVINE

Staff Reporter

A television station, completely owned, operated, and controlled by
students will begin limited operation on campus next semester. It will be
perhaps the first station of its kind in this country.
A fact booklet put out by the organizers of "Station X" states that a

comparatively cheap, flexible, and easy to operate technical system will

be set up using new standard half inch video tape. This system involves
photography-with a video tape camera and playback on an individual TV
monitor.

According to Al Dickinson, one of

the organizers of "Station X", a
student station will create an
alternative to the "sterile,
restrictive, and redundant" use of

television by the commercial
networks. It will also provide an
opportunity for students to gain
experience in using TV equipment,
as well as producing creative
programs.
The operation will be limited

until more money and equipment
becomes available. So far, money
has come from the Student Senate
and the Central and Northeast area
governments. Money has also been
promised by the Orchard Hill

government, and it is hoped that

more support will come from the

Southwest Assembly. The
possibility of funding from in-

dependent foundations is also

being explored.

Dickinson expects that the initial

operation will consist of single

monitors in each residential area,

as well as experimenting with

various programs.
The organizers of the station

hope that, with the advent of a

closed circuit cable on campus (a

proposal defeated by the State

Legislature, yet still being
promoted by the school ad-

ministration), the operation will

expand to a point where a student

can receive "Station X" in his own
dorm room.
The need lor a station of this

type, according to the organizers,

is obvious. On a campus this large,

a student cannot hope to know

everything of importance that is

happening. With a video tape

system, events can be recorded

and played back at a later date,

keeping the student body better

informed.

Dickinson hopes that the station

will someday be able to cover three

areas: 1. Special Programming-
films, lectures, documentaries,
etc., 2. News Programs- covering

campus and local, national and
international news on a daily basis,

and 3. Open Studios- available to

any student group to make special

interest or service programs.
The possibilities, according to

the organizers, are unlimited.
Programming could cover such
events as the basketball team in

action, celebrities performing on
campus, DVP speakers such as

Humphrey, Strom Thurmond, or

Rennie Davis, as well as an im-

portant Student Senate debate.

The programs could also

possibly cover in depth news, not

bound by censorship, restrictions

of time and format, or the social,

economic, and political controls

that hamper network TV, the

organizers said.

Because this station will be a

closed circuit operation, it will not

fall under the regulatory control of

the FCC or any other govern-

mental agency, they added.

The organizers feel that a

student TV station can be a viable

learning instrument, and will

spread to other large campuses in

the future.

Need Great

CHRISTMAS GIFTS?

LQOH
AT THESE!!!

GIFT SETS:

Emeraude - Elain - Imprevu - Intimate - Moon Drops -

Aquamarine - Windsong - Cachet - MacGriffe - Fern me
- Madame Rochas - Spring Flowers - April Violets

- Red Roses - White Lavender - Old English Lavender

- Chanel - Lanvin - Jean Nate - Christian Dior; Love

- Eau De Love, Lemon.

Repliauc, Shalimar, Eucssan, Casaque, Maja, L'air du

Tempi, Heaven Sent, Chantilly Faberge.

MAKE-UP:
Revlon, Bonnie Belle, Love, Yardley, DuBarry, Max
Factor, L'Oreal, Aziza, Coty.

MEN'S:
English Leather, British Sterling, Brut, Pub, Yard-

ley's, Pantene, Braggi, Bacchus, Eau Savage, St.

John's, Monsieur Rochas, Chanel, Nine Flags, Jade

East, Maustache.

AH at COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main St.. Amherst

TOWER
RESTAURANT
SPECIALS

For Couples

/

/ANTIPASTO (2 forks)
v

SPAGHETTI &
MEATBALLS

' PLAIN PIZZA

\
Bread and Butter

plus

2 Soft Drinks

S/

Also Pcpperoni,

Meatball, Mushroom,
or Linguica Pizza
add 50c per pizza

For Singles

ANTIPASTO

LASAGNA

\

\

$ H 49

All Items
Plus Tax

with Meatballs

Bread and Butter

plus

Soft Drink

PIZZA
PARTY

1 plain pizza

1 pepperoni pizza

1 meatball pizza

1 Tower Special Combo

FOR TAKE OUT

549-1115

all 4 for $499

HOURS:

Sunday thru

Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Friday and
Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 2 a.m.
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Satellites

The Faculty Senate today will consider two motions which, if passed,

would make the University an unmanageable and inhuman monster by
1980.

The first motion would establish a cluster of satellite campuses, located

in towns close to Amherst. These schools would themselves be four year

institutions, but would offer only introductory courses. The ad-

ministrations of these schools would be "semi-autonomous" with the

main Amherst Campus.
The faults of this plan are obvious. First, there would be a tremendous

duplication of facilities. Students at these "satallites" would have their

own living and dining facilities, their own laboratories and their own
classrooms located a five or ten minute drive from the main Amherst
Campus.
And in order to major in a subject, students would have to take upper

level courses at Amherst anyway.
This plan would only extend the ecological damage which the Campus

has wrought upon the Amherst area to the surrounding communities.
More of the State's small acreage of good farm land would be lost. And
the population balance in this corner of Hampshire County would be

further destroyed.

And even if one assumes that the way to expand the State's complex of

higher education institutions is to build more UMass buildings, than

surely satallites of Amherst is not the best idea.

If building is really the goal, than more money should be poured into the

growing Worcester and Boston campuses instead of forcing the Amherst
campus to strangle itself in concrete.

The second measure before the Fac-Sen today proposes that the

Amherst campus grow to 30,000 students -an increase of 1,000 a year for

this decade -by the year 1980. Arguments against this expansion scheme
have been brandished about quite often and most people know why this

plan is unfeasable.

UMass-Amherst is too crowded now. Courses are unmanageable, living

facilities are overburdened and the town is bursting at its seams. The
legislature becomes less interested in giving money to this campus as

each year goes by, and if the University system is to grow, that growth
clearly should be channeled into Boston and Worcester. To commit
Amherst to an arbritraty growth pattern now is absurd.

The Faculty Senate should defeat both of these motions today.

'Kememlrer The (rood Old Davs When
We Were "The Fuzz*?**

Sit Tight Till You Hear From Me

WASHINGTON -There was a time when every

Cabinet member of the Nixon Administration was
fighting to get in to see the President at the White
House.

But after Secretary Walter Hickel was granted an
audience with Mr. Nixon and fired on the spot, other

Cabinet officers have decided there is no need to see

the President after all.

Six months ago there were three or four Cabinet

officers waiting in line by the White House gate,

hoping to get a glimpse cf the President, just so they

could go back to their departments and say they saw
him.

But all this has changed.
The other day a Cabinet officer I know received a

telephone call from the White House. His wife an-

swered.

"It's John Ehrlichman. He says you asked a year

ago to see the President, and he thinks he can squeeze

you in on Thursday between 4 and 5
.

"

"Oh, no," the Cabinet officer cried. "Tell him I

changed my mind."
His wife transmitted the message and then told her

husband, "He says even if you don't want to see the

President, the President wants to see you."

"Tell him I've got to address a chamber of com-
merce meeting in Oklahoma on Thursday between 4

and 5."

The wife did this and listened "Yes, all right, we'll

be there." And she hung up.

"Where will we be?" The Cabinet officer asked in

fear.

"We've been invited to church services at the White
House on Sunday," his wife said.

"Call back and tell him we don't believe in God," the

Cabinet officer implored.

"Now stop being ridiculous. Surely if the President
was going to fire you, he wouldn't do it at church
services on Sunday morning."

Matt Tackeff

"You don't know how those people operate over
there at the White House. Two weeks ago they canned
six poverty lawyers while the choir was singing

Nearer My God to Thee.'
"

"Well, you can't very well refuse an invitation to go
to church services at the White House. Besides, if we
sit in the back maybe the President won't see us.

"

"All right, but let's pack and put our stuff in the

trunk of the car just in case," he said.

The Cabinet officer and his wife showed up at the

White House the next Sunday. Billy Graham was
reading from the Book of Job.

"Why then did you bring me forth from the wonb?
"I should have died and no eye have seen me.
"I should be as though I never lived;

"I should have been taken from the womb to the

grave."

The Cabinet officer whispered, "There, what did I

tell you!"
"The message could be for the secretary of the

treasury," his wife whispered back.

They looked around the room and saw other Cabinet
officers whispering to their wives.

Billy Graham continued.

"Are not the days of my life few?
"Let me along that I might recover a little

"Before I go from whence I shall not return, to the

"Land of darkness and gloom,
"The black disordered land

"Where darkness is the only light."

The Cabinet officer said, "It's either Romney or

me."
Att. Gen. John Mitchell started passing the

collection plate. As he handed the basket to the

Cabinet officer, he said quietly, "Sit tight until you
hear from me."
But as the choir sang "Glorious Things of Thee Are

Spoken," a task force from the White House had
already taken over the Cabinet member's office and
changed all the locks on the doors.

Was The P.O.W. Raid A Put-On?

>**er«UB.

My Government professor has
given an imaginative, yet highly

plausible explanation of the un-

successful helicopter rescue
mission at Sontay, No. Vietnam. It

is his belief that the raid was pure
stagecraft, engineered
cooperatively by the U.S. AND No.
Vietnam. After re-examining the

headlines at the time immediately
after the raid, I have come to the

conclusion that Professor Feit's

revelations are based on more than
pure imagination. If one meditates
on the following questions, the

picture will have more clarity: 1)

Is U.S. intelligence that bad that it

can't determine whether or not a

prison camp such as Sontay is

occupied? 2) Why were the

P.O.W. s removed? 3) Since
Sontay is well within the territorial

bounderies of No. Vietnam, and
since No. Vietnam does have a

network of anti-aircraft in-

stallations, why weren't the
helicopters (which are sitting

ducks compared to B-52's) shot

down? Did No. Vietnam really

attempt to down the helicopters? 4)

Would the U.S. conceivably at-

tempt to make such a raid if there

were a possibility of reprisals

against other prisoners?

After taking these questions into

account, the pieces of the puzzle

begin to fit into place. Conceivably,

the entire raid was planned in

advance with the mutual
agreement of both the U.S. and No.

Vietnam. The No. Vietnamese had
the camp at Sontay vacated, and
the U.S. helicopter column was
allowed to raid the vacated camp
and escape from No. Vietnamese
territory with little or no ob-

struction on the part of the No.

Vietnamese. The minimal
retaliation in the form of anti-

aircraft fire by the No. Vietnamese
was merely a little theatrical

make-up.
What then, were the advantages

of such a slick performance? What
did each side have to gain? The big

payoff for each side is obviously

the emotional propaganda warfare
each side would be able to wage
against the other. The U.S. was
able to brag about the daring and

fortitude of those who staged the

raid. Nixon could then intensify the

P.O.W. issue and take credit for

trying to solve that tragic problem
The emotional reaction from the

silent majority was immediate and
very favorable. On the other hand,
the Communists could use the
entire performance to accuse the

U.S. of "invading" their territory,

and it would give them the op-
portunity to boycott the peace talks

in Paris and charge the U.S. with
escalating the war. The Com-
munists were then counting on
emotional reaction that would
benefit their propaganda plans.

They had counted on a resurge of

the now fizzling anti-war
radicalization and protest which
had put the nation in turmoil last

year after Cambodia and Kent
State. The reaction to the raids

from organizations such as the

MOBE were noisy and emotional,

but short lived. The real benefits of

the propaganda warfare may yet

come to the surface. If Senator
Fulbright can get a full in-

vestigation of the raid, which
would be very embarrassing to the

administration.

If I were to give an Oscar for the

best actor in the entire per-

formance. I would be compelled to

award it to Sec. of Defense Melvin
Laird. So far, his performance has

received more applause from the

audience than has the acting of the

No. Vietnamese or, for that

matter, the one-line bit parts put on
by the MOBE and Co.

Meditations

Tolerance is a child of experience who has learned to play with broken

toys and found comfort in them. ..A creed is an empty cage of words-the

bird it would imprison flies forever free...Need is the mother and slayer

of beautiful dreams Finesse is a cat watching apiece of cheese in front

of a mouse hole... Imagination is a ship of fancy, her spars are hung with

stars and her sails are blown by winds of dream -her anchor is a thought

and her sea infinitude...Beauty is a mist that was kissed by a rain-

bow...Memory is a sea whose tides of though toss broken dreams

ashore... Meditation is the act of sorting life's rubbish heap for a lost

gem.
.
Time is an ax which strives to chop eternity into a measured pile of

kindling wood...

Larry Trillo

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone
numl>er tall of which will be withheld upon request). The limit is one
page and the deadline is 5 p.m the day prior to intended publication.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

Book Review

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The People Love It
Book Review

:

Love Story, by Erich Segal

Rich Harvard boy meets not-so-rich Radcliffe girl,

they fall in love; girl gets leukemia, girl dies, boy

cries. It is that simple. Yet, that simplicity is both the

weak point and the success story of Love Story, by

Erich Segal.

The book, essentially a very short story stretched

through printing techniques to book-size is

representative of short stories, but, not books. There

is no real theme, no real incidents, and no real

characters. It is these very facts, however, that make
the book as good as people seem to think it is. For, the

story is a universal one, everyone can relate to it. It is,

in essence, Romeo and Juliet at Cambridge, Mass..

The plot is so simple, the characters so undefined, that

you find yourself actually "being" one of the

characters. You supply all your own incidents, you

supply the characters, you supply whatever lesson

you have learned from life, and when the girl gets sick

and dies, you get sick, you feel the loss, your throat

tightens. You find yourself remembering that it is just

a book, and still you feel the pain. You, for all prac-

tical purposes, empathize an entire book.

Not much can be said for Mr. Segal's book itself, for

there is not much to it. He attempts, ever so slightly,

to lend credibility to his hero and heroine, using mini-

incidents to reveal their quasi-characters. If you view
the book objectively, there is not much you can say
about the characters. The universal theme of "love

lost" is similarly handled, with the girl (what's her

name?) sick, and then dead, all within ten minutes if

you read at a normal speed.

It is all rather like Peyton Place; yet, people love

Peyton Place, and wish that they lived there, and wish

that they were doing the things people in Peyton Place

are doing. And so, people will love Love Story, and tell

their friends to read it; for it is about everyone and no

one, or, at least what everyone wants to be about, and
no one is.

There is something good to be said about

melodrama and soap opera, the people love it; and
who is to say that an elaborate novel with intensely

developed characters and earth-shattering theme is

what is truly worthwhile, and therefore say that the

people do not know what to like.

Yes, and there is something good to be said for Love
Story.

BOB BRICK

Pre-Registration

Pre-registration day-go to Bartlett. Any advisors around? A list, huh?
Hmmm, let's see, 259. Knock, knock, knock. --Knock, knock, knock.

Nobody there. Lets see, 274. Knock, knock, knock. Ah, somebody's there.

Hi, are you Mr. Smith? Could you give me some advice? Yes? I'm in-

terested in secondary school teaching. What courses am I supposed to

take. You don't know!? Mrs. Jones on the fourth floor knows? Stairs-
more stairs. Let's see, here it is, Jones. Knock, knock.-- Knock,
knock, knock. knock, knock, knock, knock. KNOCK, KNOCK,
KNOCK, KNOCK, BANG, BANG, BANG.-I guess she's not in. Stairs-
more stairs. Dept. office. (20 minutes later) Look, you've gotta help me.
None of these advisors can. I want to find out what courses I have to take
to become a teacher. Mrs. Jones on the fourth floor is supposed to know,
but she's not around. She's only in her office on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday? But I've gotta turn this card in today! Try the Education Dept.?
That's on the other side of campus! Stairs-more Goddamn stair! Walk,
walk, walk. Education office. O.K. Can you tell me what to take if I want
to be a teacher. A list of advisors. Let's see Mr. Dufus. Are all you people
waiting to see Mr. Dufus? You've been waiting since 9 o'clock this

morning! Most of the advisors aren't in and those who are already nave
lines of people waiting to see them? ! Oh, no! To Hell with it, I'm going to

change my major to Business! More walking. Whitmore. Registration

office. Wow look at those lines! I'm quitting school! I think I'll join the

army. e@%#**%#!

TONY SARTAGATI
Editorial Staff

A Page On Death

What do you say about a book that dies on page one?

Oh, I don't mean economically; any one who reads

Time Magazine knows that Love Story has been

number one on the best-seller list, for quite some time,

and that its author, Erich Segal, is eating and dressing

quite well for it. What I mean by dying on page one is

that Love Story, right from the beginning, lets one

know exactly what it is: a coppy, soggy, sticky tear-

jerker.

Why, then, are so many people reading it? Well, for

starters, mothers push it into father's and daughter's

arms, and daughters push it into boy friend's arms,

and no one seems to be able to put it down. And why?

Because Love Story functions in the same way as a

soap-opera. One becomes wrapped up in the every day

lives of Jenny and Oliver as they push through the

trials and tribulations of a courtship which Oliver's

uppity parents oppose, as they push through the trials

and tribulations of married life while Jenny works to

put Oliver through law school, and as Oliver pushes

his way through the trials and tribulations of tears and

bitterness as Jenny dies of lukemia.

While Love Story functions as a soap-opera, one

does not have to read it with a flashlight while hiding

under the covers. This is because Love Story carries

with it a great deal of class ( it is number one on the

best-seller list, Ali MacGraw, that very chic star of

Good-Bye Columbus, is playing Jenny in the film

version (why does no one ever mention that Ryan

O'Neil of Pevton Place fame is playing Oliver?), and

the cover of the book is very chic and coordinates

beautifully with every outfit) and Love Story is very

sophisticated (it carries with it no illicit sex).

The point of this little jaunt, however, is not to

castigate the readers of Love Story, or their reasons

for reading it. It is to castigate Erich Segal, who has

done a good deal of writing, and who, I feel, should

know better.

Segal is not a very good writer of novels (critics who
have seen his films will contest the fact that he is

indeed a good writer of screen-plays). His sentences

are very short, and while there is nothing wrong with

this in itself, most authors who are noted for their

short sentences are also known for their ability to say

a great deal in them -Segal rarely does. Actually,

Love Story isn't really a novel at all. It is a film script

without camera directions. Many authors write

cinematically, such as Vonnegut and Updike, yet their

works create definite images. Segal's images aren't

very definite, and they are not all that exciting.

What offends me the most about Love Story is

Segal's emotionality and simplicity. He writes in a

manner reminiscent of adolescent short stories and

poems. One somehow gets the feeling that some one

could have done a much more effective job with the

plot Segal uses.

So, for all of you soggy-eyed co-eds, and all of you

tear-filled momsof America whom I have angered, for

all of the boy-friends, husbands, daughters and sons

whom I have turned against you, I am truly sorry to

have offended you. It's just that I'm getting even

because my mother shoved the book into my arms this

summer, and I just couldn't put it down.
JUDITH KATZ

Sf3*coit

Campus Comment

Black and3rd World Sisters

The WOMEN'S LIBERATION TEACH—IN being held on campus this

weekend need not be another in a series of irrelevant, frivolous oc-

currences with little to offer those of us who are not members of the white

middle-class segment of the university population. It is not however, the

responsibility of the majority of those women involved in the teach-in to

render it relevant and meaningful to us. Only by accepting that

responsibility as our own can we effectively extinguish the destructive

myths and stereotypes that have been perpetuated about us as Black and

Third World women, myths that we ourselves have often come to accept

as truth.

Our attendance at the teach-in is a vital importance. The recognition of

ourselves as an important revolutionary force, working not against men,

but with them in every capacity, is a necessary step to leaving behind the

apolitical and/or passively political roles traditionally assigned to all

women. And certainly at this point in time, neither apoliticism nor

passivity are luxuries we can afford, as women and particularly not as

Black and Third World women.
MAY WE COME TOGETHER!

PAULA ROSS

Down By The River

To the Editor:

Guerilla Theater is collective theater and this emboldens me to submit

some impassioned lines for possible inclusion in Prof. John Brentlinger's

skit dealing with Rockefeller's offer to $25,000 to Five College students to

help clean up the Connecticut River.

Say 'nay' to the scurvy funds!

They're tainted, we think

And 'tis better to have the river stink!

On second thought I withdraw my contribution-it is pretty awful. In

fact, I will make a deal with Prof. Brentlinger. I promise to stick to my
sculpture if he will stick to philosophy where his thinking, let us hope, is

not so muddy.
Robert Mallary

Professor of A rt

Super Bummer

To the Editor.

Bummer! The r-onstruction of the new Fine Arts Center is a super

bummer! More fences! More construction! More buildings! More
progress!

While some folks here are working on a, "University Without Walls," it

appears that there are others striving for a university of nothing but

walls. I am really bothered by the destruction of the pond and the

greenery around it by yet another absurd exercise of, "The bigger the

better," philosophy that is destroying our environment and our

humanity.

It has been pointed out that the cutting off of funds for development of

the SST is an historical precident in that never before has our government
stopped technological advancement for the sake of the general public. I

call upon the administrators of this university to show the same
humanitarianism and intelligence by doing the same at the University of

Massachusetts. Stop making bigger buildings and figure out how to use

the ones we've got now. Please.

BARRY RHODES
108 Lessey Street

Amherst, Mass.
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Traffic Problems Increase Accident Incidents

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS I I

Literally over tens of thousands

of students, faculty, and staff plus

over 15,000 circulating motor
vehicles on campus sums up
trouble for both pedestrians and
motorists.

The result of the increasingly

hectic UMass traffic has included

one pedestrian fatality on Com-
monwealth Ave. this fall and two
pedestrians seriously injured on

North Pleasant Street last year.

This is not to mention the

numerous auto collisions which
have become more and more
frequent on campus.
Despite the two serious

pedestrian accidents in recent

years, manyTampus officials

believe it is just good fortune that

has prevented more.
Possible solutions to the problem

of what happens when pedestrian

meets motor vehicle are nebulous

and numerous with no panaceas in

sight.

One critical area, the section of

North Pleasant Street which runs

through campus, may become less

hazardous if the proposed closing

of that area to non-campus traffic

takes place.

An estimated one-third of the

traffic approaching the campus by
way of North Pleasant St. does not

actually want to go to campus,
according to Professor of Civil

Engineering William Boyer. The
teacher of traffic engineering who
has done studies on the campus
traffic situation says that most
people in town and on campus
favor the closing of the busy street.

The problem is where to reroute

the traffic if it is barred from the

road.

One way to divert the traffic

would be by a realignment of East
Pleasant St. Conservationists in

this age of ecological concern
however, have opposed the
realignment because it would go
through a small pond in the area
according to Boyer.
Another way to handle the

diverted traffic would be through a
somewhat improved East Pleasant
St. However, improvement would
be hampered, Boyer says, by the

proximity of houses and trees to

the road.

Before settling on the closing of

North Pleasant St. to non-campus
vehicles, a variety of alternatives

were proposed.

One solution, the installation of

traffic signal lights, was found to

be impractical because about eight

areas are frequent crossover

spots and it would be impractical

to install lights at all sites. Other
possible solutions, tunnels,

overbridges, and fences were also

ruled out for a variety of reasons.

A situation now seen as hazar-

dous on North Pleasant St. is the

fence along the pond side of the

street. This, Boyer says, gives less

room for pedestrians from the

traffic.

Another area threatening to

pedestrians is where students
crossover to and from parking lots.

The 20 mph speed limit on
University Drive, thought
unreasonably low by some
motorists, is posted to prevent

accidents between pedestrians
going to and from F lot and the

campus says Sgt. Phil Cavanaugh

Pedestrians dangerously interacts with motor vehicles on a critical intersection on North Pleasant
Street.

Poor weather, duck and nighttime make pedestrians and hitchhikers
difficult to see and harder to avoid. MDC Photos

By

Gary Alpaugh

of the campus police. The answer

to the hazards to pedestrians going

to and from campus parking lots

may eventually have to be mass
busing of motorists from the

parking lots to their campus
destinations, Boyer says.

One critical area of motor
vehicle accidents has been
Massachusetts Avenue, says

Cavanaugh. He believes that the

lack of pedestrian traffic accidents

on this busy thoroughfare is the

result of good fortune. The tunnel

connecting the Southwest area

with the main area of the campus
has also helped in preventing

pedestrian accidents. Still, many
Southwest residents choose to

forego the tunnel and cross on

Massachusetts Avenue. The fences

by the Whitmore parking lot and by

Prince House were installed to

channel students into the tunnel,

according to Robert Ferriter, head
of the campus parking authority.

Excessive speeds are seen as a

major cause of traffic accidents on

campus, Cavanaugh claims. He is

quick to add however, that there

may be many factors contributing

to an accident. University roads,

he says, have a speed limit of 20

mph. Intersections by
Massachusetts state legislation

have maximum speed limits of 15

mph, according to Cavanaugh.
He sees a greater enforcement of

speed limits by police as a
deterrent to the dangerously ex-

cessive speeds. Motorists on
University roads are currently

picked up by police by clocking or
estimates. This is difficult on
Mass. Ave. because of many
crossover points between the
divided road, he says. Stricter

enforcement might result, he
believes, from the use of radar as a
deterrent to high speeds.

The most effective but perhaps
most difficult to achieve solution to

the problem of pedestrian meeting
motor vehicle, Boyer thinks, may
be pedestrian education. That
simply means people keeping their

mind on the traffic when they cross

the road.

Motorist's-eye view of a pedestrian. ..walking in street makes it

hard for the motorist to avoid an accident, especially on snow slip-

pery streets.

On Massachusetts Avenue pedestrians have been lucky.
Jaywalking students create havoc with cars on the wide, fast moving
road.

Students and. Motorists traverse North Pleasant Street with little regard for one Cars stopping for hitchhikers often complicate problems by forcing other cars to stop

another
or swerve toward oncoming cars in opposite land.

Money, Food Needed
For Dorchester, S.C.

By KERRY KELLEY
The UMass Committee on Poverty is starting to reorganize its cam-

paign to send food, money and clothing to the poverty-striken county of
Dorchester, South Carolina. Ken Mosakowski, committee chairman, is

hoping that more UMass students will get involved and help contribute
for the sake of the members of this southern community.
There is an urgent need for money for food and medical attention for

the non-whites in this area. There are people dying of illness and star-

vation, and the committee is trying to help before it's too late.

Dorchester County is basically

Draft Counselor's Corner

Draft Guide Bock Available
By GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter

Christmas is coming.

As a service, of sorts, there will be a draft information table set up in the Student Union sporadically

this week and next. For a do-it-yourself Christmas present, you can stop by and get answers to your

draft problems. Qualified counselors will be on hand to discuss your situation with you.

comprised of two smaller com-
munities - Ridgeville, which is

black, and Four Holes, which is

made up of American Indians. Ken
Mosakowski, in a recent interview,

explained that because of the

existing political system in the

south, the blacks and the Indians

are unable to meet with success in

legislative reforms.

An attempt is being made by
members of the community to

break this cycle of no-reform,

Mosakowski said. Mrs. Vicotria

Delee is hoping to someday defeat

incumbent Representative Mendel
Rivers. But until any success is

met here, he added, food and
medical attention must be given to

buy the members of Dorchester

County time until reforms are
made.
"Whatever money we can raise

will be a gain for the

people. ...moral support that

someone on the outside cares about

them..." he said. Many of the

families in this area have no in-

come at all, he went on to say. For
these, Mosakowski explained,

there is no way out... they can't get

jobs because they are uneducated
and non-white.

Last year the drive met with

moderate success over a period of

time, collecting $500 and 3 tons of

food. This year the Committee is

planning an intensive door to door

campaign in the dorms.

Mosakowski said that this is

most revealing of "student at-

titudes or lack of attitudes." But,

he said, there has been some
mention of the use of the Univer-

sity community chest as "a
possible means of expressing the

university's conscious." But the

committee is still waiting to hear

more about it, he added.

Mosakowski hopes that any
UMass students going to Florida

this year will stop in and see

Dorchester County for themselves.

As he and a co-worker. Ann
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diary of a
mad housewife

described it, Dorchester
is "another world." The
are living in makeshift

Nichols

County
people

shakes and bullet marks scar sides

of buildings and street signs.

These, Mosakowski explained, are
the results of raids on the towns by
whites protesting the civil rights

movement in the area led by Mrs.
Delee.

Ann Nichols remarked on the

contrasts in that part of the state

between beautiful southern
mansions and the shacks the

blacks and Indians are living in.

Both Mosakowski and Nichols

are hoping for more student
support this year for the project.

At the moment there are only

about 15 people working on the

committee, but many more are
needed. These student groups are
needed, Mosakowski believes, to

promote the reality in this country

that there are people starving to

death.

There will also be literature

available for you to purchase. A
book called Guide to the Draft can

Exec Council
Formulates
Winter Carni
At the Junior Class Executive

Council meeting on Sunday,
December 6, plans for Winter

Carni '71 were decided on. The

weekend will be held from
February 19-21, 1971. Events will

include: a carnival lasting from

Friday afternoon till Saturday

night in the Campus Center; a

movie to be shown throughout the

weekend; a Happy Hour in the 10th

floor cocktail lounge on Thursday
night; a light show and bands in the

auditorium on Saturday night

which will last until Sunday
morning; a Sock Hop in the

auditorium on Friday night, and a

poetry reading session with The
Last Poets, whose record is now in

the Top 10, on Sunday afternoon.

EUROPE
Students International Summer Flights 1971

Fit. No.

019
029
035
037

Route

Bos-Lon-Bos
Bos-Lon-Bos
Bos-Lon-Bos
Bos-Lon-Bos

Depart Return Wks Price

6/12
6/20
7/6
7/28

8/14
8/27
9/7
9/13

9
10
8
6

$199.00
$209.00
$219.00
$179.00

A

*A1I

'Open to 5 College students, (acuity, staff

immediate families,
non-stop Boeing 707 jets

deposit will reserve seat
cancellation privileges
available through our office

Eurail & Britail passes, International ID cards, Inter

European Student Charter Flights, complete travel

information.

Contact: STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

Telephone: 617 536-7863

For Your Gift Giving C
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/

HATS
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GLOVES
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GO' FOR THE FURY I _ , . _ I

FORCE AND FUN OF /, M ~ f '
I £ *

Belts & Wallets
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give you an excellent overview of

the system which is oppressing

you. One of the co-authors is Arlo

Tatum, head of the Central
Committee for Conscientious
Objectors (CCCO) and one of the

foremost draft experts in the

country. The book gives a clear,

easy-to-understand picture of the

Selectiv Service System and
provides thorough insight into the

various deferments and how to go
about obtaining them. Know your
enemy.
A good book for COs gives the

statements of nearly all of the

major religious denominations on
conscientious objection. If you
don't know what your religion has

to say about CO, this could be a
valuable resource.

The Draft Counselor's Manual
provides a broad view of the entire

system from a technical viewpoint.

Designed for the primary use of

draft counselors, it is probably the

single most used counseling aid.

Will also help you know your
enemy, but recommended for

those who have had some training

in draft counseling and who plan to

counsel.

There are lots and lots of

memoes put out by CCCO dealing

with almost every aspect of the

draft. Good information for your
particular problem. Stuff about

medical deferments, the lottery,

hardship deferments, CO, alter-

native service, etc. Idea! as

stocking-stuffers.

Soon, hopefully, the new edition

of the Handbook for Conscientious

Objectors will arrive. This book
has traditionally been the resource

and advice book for people seeking

I—O and I—A—O classifications.

This new edition will carry in-

formation about the impact of the

Welsh decision which further
opened CO to nonreligious ob-

jectors.

The table will be set up in the SU
Lobby today, and outside the Hatch
tomorrow and Wed., Thurs., and
Fri. next week. Stop by to wish us a

merry Christmas and to see if we
can get you an exemption for a

present.

If not, you can always give up
your draft card for Lent or ssolve

to stop co-operating with the SSS
for New Year's.

Peace.
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MOVIE MAKING!

r

.
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Mon-Fri: 3, 7:30. *:X
Sol t Sun: Corn 1:30, 3:30

S:X>, 7:30. 930

Q FINAL WKS!

"GO, RUN
TO SEE

IT!"

«*©»-r>i: 3. 7:40, *50
Sot. A Sun Coot. 1, 345,

5:10, 7:40, 950

COMFORTABLE ROCKER LOUNGES

Cv

A Film by Michelangelo Antonioni

Thursday, Friday, Sunday 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.

Hampden Commons, Southwest
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Films and Music Replace

HighSchoolOnMonday
As an introduction to next semester's film program, Free University is

sponsoring a series of documentary films on Monday night, in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

The movie "High School",
originally scheduled to be shown on

Monday night, will not be shown.

Instead, the film "Animals ", a

French documentary depicting the

life cycle of animals with a sub-

jective viewpoint of evolution and
creative camera work, will be

presented. Also shown will be two
tilms by Stan Brackage, entitled

Moth Light
-

' and "Reflections in

Black". In addition, music will be

provided by the New Music group

led by Ernie Provincia. Admission

is fifty cents.

These films will be sponsored by

Free University as an introduction

to next semester's film program.

Hopefully, the program will run

three nights per week during the

spring semester, and will provide a

permanent outlet for experimental

films as well as for progressive

music and live entertainment.

The goal is to offer a platform for

anyone with talent, while also

showing the possibilities of film as

art. Anyone interested in working
with this group may get further

information at Free U, located in

the old Bookstore of the Student

Union.

Alaska: Last Wilderness Battle

To Be Subject Of CEQ Lecture
John P. Milton, deputy director of the International Programs Division

of the Conservation Foundation, will speak on "Alaska: The Last

Wilderness Battle" tonight, in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Black Corridor

Brothers, interested in living on the black corridor in Grayson next

semester? For interviews and more information contact either: Phil

PettiJohn. 409 Grayson, 6-6958; Stokes Hall. 303 Dickinson, 6-6582; John

Davis. 400 Grayson, 6-6949 no later than Monday-Dec 14.

Mr. Milton's address, which
begins promptly at 8, is being

sponsored by the University's

Coalition for Environmental
Quality and other co-operating

groups. The program is open to the

public without charge.

Mr. Milton has made ecological

surveys throughout Africa,

Mexico, Central and South
America, the Galapagos Islands,

the Azores, Nepal, and Indonesia.

He acted as executive secretary in

1965 of The Conservation Foun-
dation's "Future Environments of

North America" conference, and
co-edited the volume of its

proceedings which was later

published by Doubleday & Com-
pany.

w
H

o

C/5

S

SWAP
REGISTRATION

TODAY

In the fall of that year Mr. Milton

worked as technical specialist and
secretary for the Organization of

American States in its conference
on Renewable Resource Con-
servation. He has also served as a

member of the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences Research
Council Sbucommittee on Con-
servation of Eco-systems for the

International Biological
Programs.
One of the recognized authorities

on Alaska, Mr. Milton led a 1967

expedition across the unexplored
section of the Arctic Wildlife

Range. His journal of the journey

~

"Nameless Valleys, Shining
Mountains" -was published by
Walker & Company last June. He
will augment his lecture with slides

of that Alaskan expedition.

John P. Milton will speak on

"Alaska: The Last Wilderness

Battle" at a lecture sponsored

by the I Mass Coalition for

Environmental Quality tCEQ)

10th Floor Campus Center

ANY TIME 5 - 7 p.m.

IT'S UNCANNY
Astrology says your Astral

Twin, born at nearly the
same time as you, live lives

very similar to yours. Test
Astrology. Compare impor-
tant dates, events, interests

with 5 Astral Twins. Free
now only. Accompanying
material helps you compare.
Temporarily limited to 11

to 25 years old. Send name,
address, date of birth and
time, if known, to:

ASTRES
Box in

Amherst. Mass Ohm:

or

lake Out

• OPEN TIL 2 A.M. •

UTICA CLUB
TONIGHT 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

See how it's brewed

HOT DOGS IN BEER

U. C. PTS. 40

CLARKS
MENTHLATED CHICKEN FAT

presents for your enjoyment

the

COMMUTOR ASSEMBLY

ELECTIONS
TODAY THURSDAY DEC. 10

in the Cape Cod Lounge

9 a.m. 'til 5 p.m.
I.D.s Required

•»#»».
" * + * .
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Security Log
The following are selected entries from the logs of the
Campus Police, the Residence Hall Assistants, and
the Security Guards compiled by MDC Staff Reporter
John Fitzgerald for the period 7 a.m. Tuesday,
IX'cember 8th to 7 a.m. Wednesday, December 9th!

December 8, 1970.

1:30 p.m. Information received from the Granby
Police Department of a valuable antique weather
vane stolen from the town. If found, please notify.

3:20 p.m. Report of a stolen wallet containing per-
sonal papers and 20 dollars from an academic
building.

3:55 p.m. Report of a theft of a purse from Residence
Hall in Northeast Area.

4:30 p.m. Report of a larceny from a motor vehicle in

F l^ot of tape recorder and tapes.

4:37 p.m. Another report of a theft of a tape deck and
tapes from a vehicle in F Lot.

0:23 p.m. Report from a resident of Southwest that

his telephone had been damaged while the student was
at dinner.

7:14 p.m. Bomb threat received for Southwest
Residence Hall. Residents were immediately
evacuated and officers assigned.

December 9, 1970.

2:32 a.m. Bomb threat received for a Sorority on
Nutting Avenue. Officers assigned to investigate.

Midnight, Dec 31, Set For l-A Reclassification Notice

Registrants wishing to drop deferments and be reclassified into Class I—A status to take advantage of

a year-end policy announced last month by the Selective Service System, have been given until mid-
night, December 31, 1970, to file for the reclassification. Such requests must be received by local boards
by that date or carry a postmark dated December 31, 1970 or earlier.

The announcement is contained In these cases, he will move to a

in instructions issued to local board

personnel by Dr. Curtis W. Tarr,

National Director of Selective

Service. These instructions alter

previous policy which stated that

the application had to be in the

hands of local board personnel

prior to a December meeting of the

local board.

In particular, the instruction to

local boards will be of interest to

men who hold high numbers in the

1970 draft lottery. Should a young

man hold a number higher than

that reached by his local board -

and No. 195 has been set as the

highest number which any local

board can reach - it is to his ad-

vantage to voluntarily give up his

deferment for a I—A classification.

SENIORS
Graduating In Jan. or going
on the ed block: Sign up now
for your yearbook portraits.

10 a.m. • 3 p.m., Index Of-

fice, S.U.

MISS JULIE
By August Strlndberg

Directed by Jim Cavanaueh
IMMN of conflicting passions and
ttrnnc emotional Impact.

Playing Now
at the Laboratory Theatre
Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley
through Sunday, Dec. IS
Students $1 00; all others $8.

M

For rc-rrvationn call 536-4000, ext.

!KMf from 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
daily.

CURTAIN TIME 8:15 P.M.

BEFORE
YOU
FLY. .

.

. . . take a Peter Pan to

Bradley International,

Airport.

FJBJFtr Ran.
The Lobby Shop, Student Union Bldg

UNIV. OF MASS.
Ttl. MS-200* or MMM

lower draft priority group on
January 1, 1971 with other mem-
bers of the 1970 first priority group
with unreached numbers.
While recognizing that young

men holding lottery numbers over
their local board "high" could

effectively limit their vulnerability

to the draft by being classified into

l-A by the year's end, Dr. Tarr

stated that "the law allows young
men to elect whether they will

apply for a deferment and those

young men granted deferments

should be able to drop them if they

desire."

i *
n +11

l
41

3 4
4 «4

2 t2

4 3 -1

1 2 +1

1
-1

1 2 *1

14 9 -5

1 «H

4 2 -2

5 3 -2

1
-1

1
-1

Compared To October

NovemberArrests Higher
By JOHN FITZGERALD

Staff Reporter

The following is a comparison of criminal arrests by the Campus
Police between the months of October and November 1970.

Charge No. October No. November Difference

Larceny—over $100

Larceny—under $100
Receiving Stolen Property
Possession Burglary Tools
Attempted Larceny
Malicious Destruction

Narcotics Violations

Assault and Battery
Armed Robbery

\ Disturbing the Peace
Drunkeness
Possession Alcholic Beverages

:

I
Operating Under the Influence

Motor Vehicle Arrests

Violation of Parole
Assault with Intent to Murder

Categories of criminal offenses for which no arrests were made
(such as rape, breaking and entering and lewdness) are omitted.

Total persons arrested in October was 21. Total arrested in

November was 31. This indicates an overall increase in arrests

when compared with October and November 1969 when a total of 36

arrests were made.

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA.

1

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most
spectacular runs in North
America. Great facilities. Fab-

ulous accommodation.
He also learned there's only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene? New chal

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

Want more info?

Well get it to youfast.
Canadian Government
Travel Bureau.
150 Kent Street,

Ottawa 4, Ontario,
Canada

17

VACATION NATIONI!*!

Canada
0218-05-0

Please send the free "Ski Canada" kit to:

Mr./Mrs./Mias

Address Apt No.

City

State Zip Code

HAPPY HOUR
Mon. - Fri.

11th Floor
(and 10th Floor Thurs. * Fri >
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Prof. Feng To Speak On Environment

Professor Tsuan Hub I
hairman of the (JMasi Knvironmeiital

Engineering Department, will discuss •pollution problems: Can The

Engineers SoK. this afternoon at 4 in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union ill be the guest speaker for the International Club.

Professor Feng has been active

m the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the Water Pollution

Control Federation, The American
Water Works Association, and
many other professional
associations. The Emphasis of his

research and consulting ex-

perience has been on water
disinfection and air pollution

control.

According to Keh Tung,
President of the International
Club, "We look forward to in-

creasing the involvement of the

International Club in issues of such

prime importance to the world

community " The discussion is

open to the University community.

Prof. Keng will speak on Coffee and lemonade will be ser-

engtaeers and environmental \ed.

problems today.

AUTO
INSURANCE

ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS
BUDGET PAYMENTS

We ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Alfred Shemwold says

6

"Practice on
Autobridge

instead of your friends!"

"If your bridge errors embarrass you, try

practicing all by yourself with the

AUTOBRIDGE board Your progress will be

painless, and very gratifying to you and all

your partners

BRIDGE MAGIC. Many bridge playe rely on magic

for their success. They try to sit in the lucky seats or to

deal with the lucky deck. If things don t go well, they

try sitting on a handkerchief. But in the long run you

have the same kind of cards no matter where you plant

your seat. You can do better with those cards by

working with your head. If you get a poor result with a

hand, look for your mistakes in bidding or play. When
your partner has made the mistake, try to recall

whether you led him astray or whether you could have

saved him. You will find it easier to work with your head

if you practice with AUTOBRIDGE hands. Playing one
or two hands a day will work like magic to improve

your game; magic that will follow you to any seat at the

bridge table.

FREE! Point Count
Bidding Guide.
Handy new version by Alfred Shemwold Write to Parker

Brothers. Inc.. Box #60-469D. Minneapolis, Minn. 55460.

(Offer expires March 31, 1971

x\ Is HIiiiH.*111 |'

AUTOBRIDGE Self-Playing Bridge Game

Salem, Mas

3 ,, ., Mwiiiaa. iwv.it

ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW
Display your art & crafts on Dec 13th trom

12 8 p rn in J Q A upper. 19th lloor For fur

tner information call 6 8S15

CHJpSS CLUB
There is a meetiny tonight in Rm 811 of C C

trom 7 II.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting will be held tonight at 6 in Geo.

Washington, 5th F loor All members requested

to attend

CRAFT CENTER
Instruction on crocheting will be given at the

UMass Craft Center tonight at 7 9 p m. Classes

will be given t.l Christmas vacation. Bring

hooks, yarn, patterns if you want.

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Meeting tonight at 7 30 in C.C Rm 16'

Discussion on "Comparison of American 8.

European Universities" led by Nick

Chnsman.

GOVERNMENT COLLOQUIUM:
Charles Hampden Turner, the author of

Radical Man will be speaking on "Radical

Man as Democratic Man" today at 4 p.m. in

Rm 164 165 of C.C The University Community
is invited

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE:
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting, and meditation trom 5 30

7 p m m the C C Rm VII 915 Please bring an

empty stomach and wear loose fitting clothes

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
Come Christmas carolling with us, Thur

sday, Dec 17th. Meet at Memorial Hall at 6:45.

Followed by a worship service in Farley

Lodge All Christians nvited.

MEN'S LIBERATION
Meeting for discussion open to all males

beginning at 7 30 tonight in Rm80! of C.C.

Notices
N E.S.:

Sunday at/ 30 pm ,n Rm 163 164 of the C.C .

a general meeting tor all people who are now
tutoring in the program. Evaluation, i

tation, credit, and improvements in the

program to be discussed See Friday's

Collegian for article

OPEN DOOR
The open Door pres. nts a multi dimensional

Audiovisual Experience Featuring: Student

made experimental films, Slide Show, tonigh'

at 7 10 p.m in Worcester Dining Commons

OUTING CLUB
Pre Schohairie meeting tonight 630 back of

Hatch Max will performing next Sat. Dec
19th in new room on Johnson. Should be good
times

SCUBA CLUB
There will be a meeting for all members at 7

p.m at WOPE Pool

SKI CLUB
Attention! This Friday is the deadline to sign

up tor the Switzerland trip. If you're still In-

terested, call: Bill Hamilton at 549 6950 or

John Newman at 549 6741 Also, the Ski Raffle

ends today

SPANISH CLUB
Come to Spanish Table and speak Spanish

over lunch Meets from 11.30 12:30 in

Franklin Everyone welcome

STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE:
Meeting tonight at 6 p m. in Plymouth Room

of SU There will be a report on the National
Anti war Convention in Chicago

TOP OF THE CAMPUS:
Campus Center Membership Photos taken

12 30 5 pm Mon Friday in Rm 802 Dec. 14th

thru 18th

YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIALIST LEAGUE:
Meeting tonight in Rm 168 of C.C. Very

important, all members please attend. All

others welcome.

LOST:
White knit wollen hat was lost either by the

pond or in Herter Hall last Monday morning,

Dec 2nd it was a gift so please return Need it

desperately Call Linda 6 6774

A pair of brown leather gloves during

preregistration Tuesday at Whitmore Please

call Al 6 5481 Thanks.

Men's black, fur lined gloves and a brown &

qreen mohair scarf lost in E Lab or

Engineering Bldg. It found call Mike 6 6271

Would the hitch hiker who got a ride in the

yellow austin on Monday afternoon, please

return my watch Please put it in the mailbox

326 Puffton I need it.

1 Advanced Accounting Text by Meigs,

Johnson, Keller was lost m Rm 112 of SBA,

Tuesday morning, Dec 12th. If found please

call 253 5684 or return to SU Lost & Found.

A light blue parka with gloves was taken

from Hills South Bash hnday night If found,

call Peter 546 9045

Eyeglasses and black case lost in or near

Newman Center, Sun. night Name card

probably inside Please call 253 7056 or return

to SU Lost 8. Found

A long, brown ski jacket at Hills Bash lost

Ret'.rntoSU Lost 8. Found or call 6 7526.

FOUND
A pair of mens eyeglasses were found this

past weekend in black case Go to Student

Union Lost & Found.

A pair of wire rim eyeglasses about one week

ago. in a black case. Found about 1 30 in

Thompson 106 Call Lynne 6 8023

THE OPEN DOOR
is sponsoring

A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL AUDIOVISUAL
EXPERIENCE

THURS., DEC. 10 WORCESTER DINING COMMONS
Experimental Films and Slide Show

71 -10 P.M. Price: 50c

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE. Astee,
1 ixher, TDK, cassette and open reel
tape, standard radio, I'tali speakers,
LP's. 8 tracks and other necessities.
Amherst Audio. tri8-M

Diamond Holltarte Encasement
Kin«. n/10 ct , white cold setting
Reasonable. 5*0.1869 anytime

___________ tria-n

Two fifteen inch snow tire* for
thirty-six dollars and two fifteen
Inch regular tires for twenty-five
dollars. Call Linda 546-5367. tf12-11

Snow Tires: 6S0\I.t. nsrd 1 »«•»-
son tm. cond ., w w studded, rim,
Incl . $40 Contact Bill Ollft-HKI.

12-10

Car radio. FM, stereo; perfect
condition, never iwed. $45. Call
MAY. 12-10-14

SNOW TIRES low prices top qua-
lity, cash and carry. KT Factory
Tires Outlet, Cowls Road. No. Am-
herst, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

tf!2-23

Stereo unit 4 piece Sanuk ampli-
fier, Garrard turntable 2 E'12 «"
speakers, perfect condition. .Must
sell. Contact Jay Mackay 253-9221

tf!2-lf>

Strong 3 ft. Boa Constrictor com-
plete with case and starter moase.
Lovable, affectionate pet. BO. over
$20 Tom at 516-7108. tflg-l ft

To sell, one 3 ft. x 3 ft refrig-
erator for $30 or beat offer. Ask for
Chip 369-401$ Conway. tflt-lo

Skis, 4 pr. wood skis, Northland
Supreme w/out blndlncs, new, e\-
cel, bet-Inner set 190cm IC ft 4 In l

lonr, very cheap! Call "Wheels"
313 Lewis, 6-5409. tfl'Mi
New akeeptkin coat, size 40-4?.

875. Call 549-6525. tfll-11

Sure Mies, both In new cond .

each with 20' cord, 1 Cnisphere cost
We, now $40; 1 Studio model, cost
$90. yours for $60 Both for $8n
Best bny around. Will make deal
Call 546-9074 Ask for Jerry 1102
o w. tm-n

Most sell — 3 mo. old Scott ste-
reo model 2511 amp. with Garrard
turntable. FM tuner. 2 S10 Speak-
ers, Scott 8-trark Tape Deck, retails
for $480. asking $3*5 See Jeff. 3ns
Thatcher. rf12-11

Solid body elee. mi tar, coed action
$25; Guild F__ Box w/Mosrlte In-
erds $10. Call 546-75R8 12-fo

FOR SAU— AUTOS
62 Chevy aatomatic, 6 eyl ." rood

running condition. Call 253-7264 af-
ter SAO tf!2-10

Going to Europe — must sell 67
Malibu, four on the floor, power
steering 284 engine. nice Oatfaa,
perfect condition, 2 new tires plu»
snows. $1700 Phone 546-9943 tfl'.'-IU

1964 Olds SS hardtop, 4 dr , PV
PB. radio, 4 new tires, dented rear
fender, runs well $250 firm Call
Joseph 546-9738. tf12-10

«• VW 10,000 miles, on fact, re"
built engine, new brakes, front end
tires, shocks, super heating system.
<!50 or best offer 548-0417 6-8 p m

12-10

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tf!2-23

Enjoy your vacations, your week-
ends, year week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for
yoa. Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices. 5*4-6817

tf12-23

Female roommate to share apart-
ment in Hatfield, starting .l.in 1

Call Karen 217-5513 evening*
12-10

Female tenants wanted — for de-
tails call 773-8263 after 5 pm.

tfl2-l».

EMPLOYMENT
Need money? Photographer wants

open-minded females to model. If
Interested write: Artlsta, P O Box
302, Chlcopee. Mass 01014, Include
address and /or phone. tf-12-11

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apt., unfurnished $130

per month Including utilities, i> .

miles from VMaas. Immediate oc-
cupancy Call days: 542-4750, Eve-
nings: 253-2433. tf12-10

3 room apartment, wall-to-wall
carpeting. Close to campus. $145
month. Immediate occupancy. Call
546-1474, all facilities tfl 2-1

1

1 bedroom apartment, spacious.
heat, electricity Included. Imme-
diate occupancy. Call 253-3718. $1X5
mo ?hly, Amherst. tfl.'-lt

Large one bdnn; old house In
coontry; big kitchen, bath; living
room w/bay window; lots of land:
available January 1. Call 584-8893
***** »• tflg-IO

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

Chalet near any ski area for New
Year's weekend for six people. Call
253-5769

tfl2-ll

•a) grad student wanted t»
share one bdnn garden apt. In
N'ham. $80 month. Meat Uke dogs
Call Bonni 584-7496 early morning or
**** "««• tflS-ll

Derderian's back, needs a place
off campus. Call Leo 546-639V i«-n

PERSONAL
New comedy team: Sno, Lo, Ho.

and Rn. 12-10

Paper on Russian History 800 to
1800 — 12— ngs. Reward. Call 253-
7251 anytime. tfl 2-11

ROrOMMATES'WANTED

STEHKO — EICO 40 w stereo
AM — EICO Stereo FM tuner, 2
KLH Speakers, all $260 or any part
thereof. Call l53-31!r? after 5.

tf!2-ll

Standel P. A. t columns with four
11" speakers each One monitor
w/two 12's 200 watt KM« four chan-
nel* \» /reverb, $1*M new. sell for
3t»5. Call Bernie .iS'Mlfje or 6¥7-
<HM - tfi*->«

F roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom apt. In Puffton for Jan
thro May, very inexpensive and
quiet. Call 519-6346 Ask for I.in-
da or Nancy

.

tfl2-15

One or two roommates wanted to
share a large farmhouse, located op-
posite Stop * Shop. Call 358-6762

tm-n
Female roommate to share 2 bdrm

Puffton Apt with 8 female grads.
Must be willing to share bdm Walk-
las distiuire to school Rent $61
Can 549-6458 tfm-n

New Sugarloof Aprs
IN SINDEKLAND

-' bedrooms, carpeting self-clem,
»'* stove, frostfrre refrigerator,
iiir-conditioning, utilities ncludeil.
*IH3 mo. lease until August 31 «f,
<>r longer. Mkibiskl Realtors, Rl..
'16, Sunderland. Tel. 252-7222

tf!2-14

Seek Campus Reps
students or Campas Organisations
sought to represent as on-campus
for leasing and purchase of
tax-free ,_irs f0P 0B€, |„ g^^p,,
by students and faculty Earn

. If. ~ W,t *•"• Mtnlnri.
potential For application write:
>«r Student Faculty Programs
tiv-free cars for use in Europe

»*» Fifth Ave.,
New York rity iM17

«'l*-l*
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UMass Cagers Highlight

Weekly Varsity M Group
By EARLE BARROLL Leaman admitted, "I still can't

Staff Reporter tell how we beat Vermont. We were
Head basketball coach Jack not ready for them and you can

Leaman, his assistant coach Ray blame me for that. With five
Wilson, and his two co-captains, minutes to go I called a time out
Ken Mathias and Julius Erving, with us nine points down We had
were the featured guests yesterday tried everything up to then and it

of the UMass Varsity M Club at the just didn't work. I looked to God
Newman Center in the second of and found no help. And then 1 saw
the winter sports luncheons. in the stands 500 UMass fans
Coach Wilson gave his scouting cheering for us to get going which

report on the Rhode Island Rams, gave all of us an inspiration After
the Redmen's opponent tonight and this we scored six quick points cut
said. "They're a team that likes to the lead to three, and got rolling

"

run, they fast break 75 percent of Leaman concludedhis comments
their offense, they're good of- by describing URI, "as a great
tensive rebounders, and they force offensive team, that runs better
their oponents to play their tempo than any team that we will play
of ball." this year."
He went on to say, "for the To beat the Rams he said, "we'll

Redmen to win they must rebound, have to play our tough defensive
play their own tempo of ball, and type game and try to discipline
play good hard defense." their offense with it."

Leaman was the next to speak Following this a film of the
and he centered his comments on second half of the UMass-St. An-
the Redmen, the Vermont game selm's game was shown, narrated
and tonight's game. by the head coach.
On his team he said , "We're a

young team. Chris Coffin and Mike
Pagliara are new and the people
who back them up on the bench are
inexperienced. Last year when we
were 5-5 everyone road us off, but

we came back. The season is long

and a good team is one that can
pick itself up from a down and
come right back."

Girls Gymnastics Capture Tri-Meet

Student Union Hosts Pool Tourney

RICHARD C DAVIES
Staff Assistant

UMass Girls Gymnastics Team
scored 92.35 points last Saturday
and easily won a three-way meet
with Montclair Y.M.C.A. and UM
JV's. Montclair posted 69.0 point

and UMass JV's 63.85.

The most outstanding per-

formance in the competition was
freshman Margie Combs who won
vaulting with 8.55, came in second

in floor exercise with 8.2, won
uneven parallel bars with 7.95 and
captured fourth place on balance

beam with 7.50. Linda Seikunas

won the floor exercise with 8.25 and
came in second in balance beam,
scoring 8.55. Anne Burmeister won
balance beam with the highest

score of the meet, 8.75. Barbara
Holt came in second in uneven
bars, scoring 6.75, and captured

third places in floor exercise (7.85)

and balance beam (8.05).

The highest scoring performer

on UMass JV team was Heidi

Armstrong, who placed second in

vaulting, scoring 7.70. Best per-

formance of Montclair Y.M.C.A.

team was also in side horse

vaulting, scoring 7.70. Best per-

formance of Montclair Y.M.C.A.

team was also in side horse

vaulting, where Carol Cirotti

placed third, scoring 7.60.
*****

The annual picket and three-

cushion billiards tournament will

be conducted in the Student Union
Games Area. Applications are
open to all University of

Massachusetts at Amherst full-

time students. The tournaments
will be conducted in men's and
women's pocket billiards and

men's three-cushion billiards.

Those interested must sign up by

Friday noon, December Uth. The
draw will be made up as soon as

possible to start the tournament.

Winners and runners-up are ex-

pected to represent the University

in the New England Region One
Association of College Unions-

International Tournament at the

University of Connecticut on
February 5 and 6, 1971.

Sponsor of this tournament is the

Campus Center Governing Board
and Program Council. Expenses to

the tournament at Storres will be

covered by this council.

Stop by the Games Area and

register for the tournament. The
particulars of the tournament are

posted in the Games Area.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

WANTED
Waitresses

&

Go Go Dancers

Part-time

For infomaticn

Coll 323-9341
1 1 uii>|i<>rtutioii if iiri t'ssarv.

THE

„ SYDNEY OMARR
f-enunl is probably the zotlinral sign

that has the most fun in life. These
persons are always willing to experi-
ment, to tra\el to learn and ten, h
these are the persons who are ani-
mated as n |. p.. seil to armored. Free-
dom of tin. unlit and action: that's the
k*l tor (.einini siome famous persons
born under this vital zodiacal sien in-
clude Dean Martin, Peitey l.ee and
Tom Jones.
A^IES i March 21 - April 19): Tot)

nia% not be able to Obtain as much :i>

>uu think you need. But bv maintain-
ing practical viewpoint jrou effect ul-

rar* of bo4c*t re-

quii« i ienu,
TAURC8 (April 20 - May _'•>>: On.'

- Dp) Dstnfl t unri may typem
extravagant*.Your own cycle is nigh.

., showboat — <lo what mu«t
in quiet, efficient manner.

Vou wll lain.

GEMINI (May -Jl - June 20)1 Misun-
v. ith ass<

worker, neighbor onlsai you are

niatic. Family member deserves m
he kept informed. Strive to under-

Itand one who i* ultrasensitive.

LANCER (June 2\ - July T2 1 : Rift

In friendship indicated unless you far-

facts a- they e\ist. Means discard ru-

-] i ulatlOA. 1 >un't cast fil '

tone. Strive to perfect techniques.

Don't rely on halfway measures.

LEO (July U3 - Aug. ttli You ai-

given vote of confidence. Accent on

career, ambitions, basic security. Tou
are provided opportunity to show What
>nu can do. Key is to rely on proven

methods.
VIRGO (Aug. -3 - Sept. S3)i Stres«

hi completion of projects. Keep over-

all view in perspective. Avoid tend-

ency to deceive yourself. Outcome of

event Important to you is revealed.

Act accordingly.
LIBRA (Sept. S3 - Oct. '.'J) : sV

i unservatlve where cash assets are

concerned. Means stick to what y< i

know. Taking unnecessary risks could

result in loss.

SCORPIO (Oct. U - Nov. ^l): Lie

low. Play waiting game. Permit mate,

partner to take initiative. Be a

-lnewd oliserver. Listen and learn.

Don't force issues. You gain by be-

ing receptive.

SAGITTARIUS iNov. S3 - Dec, 21):

Kee] medical, dental app
Improve relations with cb

\ short trip could prove in

sting, Ke.p communication lm.-s

I

CAPRICORN (Dec. -- - Jen. I»i

Your ev] ; i. ,i

it to beal to matati
if view . Applies especially iii ro-

mance area. Boms around you tend to

in eccentric manner..
AQUAKIl'S (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18i:

Surprise Is due which affects pi'"-

sef area. You can inak.'

changes which enhance standing In

community, Co-operate in civic pro-

jects. Don't lake any situation for

granted).

I'ISOES (Feb. 1!> - March L'0) : Set-

lie differences with family member.
Extend hand of friendship. Empiia.es
is on short journey. A visit could
prove profitable. Avoid tendency !•/

try being too many places at once.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have original ideas. You put them
10 work and are willing to break With
stifling tradition. You are bright, at-
tractive to opposite sex. You now arill

be able to settle down to steady pro-
uress.

Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

EUROPE
Round-trip DC-8 JET

from New York

For only $210* round trip,

Icelandic Airlines flies you di-

rect to Luxembourg in the heart

of Europe for best connections
to everywhere. Daily jets. No
groups to join. Stay one day or

up to 45. Fly Icelandic—for low-

est fares to Iceland, Luxem-
bourg, England, Scotland, Nor-

way, Sweden and Denmark.
Special fares for students and
groups remaining overseas more
than 45 days. Major credit cards

—or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;
then call your travel agent.

'Add $20 one way on Fri. and Sat.

|
To: Icelandic Airlines

i 630 Fifth Ave.. NY. 10020
I (212) PL 7-8585

i Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
1 Fares to Europe D Student

! Fares D
1 Name,
i

;
Street

! City

i State Zip

My travel agent is

ICELANDICa^nW
£ LUriJJJUJli

AIR FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

i Away

4 Hurry

9 Witty remark

12 Possessive
pronoun

13 Lubricated

14 Girl's name
15 Wooden pin

16 t )ic meter

17 Parent (colloq )

18 Mature

20 Boredom

22 Skin ailment

24 Harvest
goddess

25 Pierce

28 Capuchin
monkey

29 Abstract being

30 Prophets

31 Unclouded sky

33 Razor-billed

auk

34 Collect

35 Container

36 Rodent

38 Partner

3" Encountered

10 Strong wind

41 Symbol of

perfection

43 Vast age

44 Also

46 Book of maps

48 Dine

51 Vase

52 Blemish

53 Time gone by

54 Aeriform fluid

55 Brief

56 Openwork
fabric

DOWN

1 Dude
2 Regret
3 Associations

4 Stockings

5 River island

6 Slumbers
7 Gull-like birds

8 Paradise

9 Old World sea
10 Eggs
1

1

Youngster

19 Earth goddess

21 Employer

22 Conjunction

23 South African

fox

24 Number
26 Pertaining to

an area

27 College degree
(abbr.)

29 Bitter vetch

30 Bright star

32 Employed

33 Small rug

34 Part ol

"to be"

35 Basement

37 Symbol lor

tellurium

39 Having
dull finish

40 Proceed

42 Direction

43 Slave

44 River

boat

45 Anglo-Saxon
money

47 Three-toed

sloths

49 Mature
50 Small

child

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 ." . . - 10 1 1

12 13
.

' .

*

14

15 16 17

-'

18 19 20 21
'.'*"'.
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25 26 27
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:_29
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31 32 33

34 35
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36 :i7

38 39 40

41 42 43
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44 45 ."»".' 46 47 48 49 50
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54 '.'.',[ 55 56
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Redmen Meet Rhody In Clash Of Unbeatens
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN #RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor
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Ma
/s basketball team travels to Kingston tonight to meet the Rams ofRhode Island in a big Yankee Conference tilt scheduled to begin at 7.30 p.m. Although it is still quite

early in the season^ the outcome of this battle should have a lot to do with the final YanCon standings
Coach Tom Carmody has led his

Rams through their first three
games with little or no difficulty.

Rhody has downed Maine (110-82),

New Hampshire (86-73), and
Brown and appear to be a team to

be contended with this season
despite the loss of its two premier
players of 1969-70.

Both Bob Fultz and Claude
English, All-YanCon picks last

season and among the better

players developed in New England
in recent years, have graduated
and it was thought by many that

the Rams would miss them dearly.
Instead, Rhody is off to one of its

best starts in years.

Utilizing a fast break type of

attack, the Rams have become a
high-scoring unit as their early
season scores indicate. Among its

players, Rhody claims five men
averaging in double figures which
demonstrates the balance in its

attack.

The leading scorer is 6'5 forward
Nate Adger. The veteran Ram is

scoring over 20 points a contest and
tallied 27 against Maine and 21

versus Brown. He is also con-
sidered a fine rebounder.
Joining Adger in the forecourt

are Al Hazzard and Phil Hickson.
Hickson is a 6'4 forward who is

netting about fifteen a game
although he hit for 18 at Orono and
17 against Brown. A 6'7 center,
Hazzard has scored over 11 per
game with a high of 20 against the
Wildcats.

Another forward to be contended
with is Steve Rowell. Though only a

Bs% faU*Bten
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sophomore, the high-scoring
reserve forward is popping them in
at a 16 per game clip and he too has
hit twenty in the Rams battle with
intrastate rival Brown.

In the backcourt, Rhody has a
couple of veterans who make the
running attack work. In the age of

the big man, 5'5 Ed "Flea" Molloy
is somewhat of an anachronism yet

he is in large measure responsible
for the Rams success thus far.

Despite his size, Molloy has
managed to contribute 16 a game
for the Rams and has twice hit the

20 mark, against both Brown and
Maine.

Another one of Carmody s mini-

guards who will get a starting nod is

5'9 Dwight Tolliver. Though the
lowest scorer among tiie starters,

Tolliver has still managed eight

points a game.
This is the second of fourstraight

conference games for the Redmen
and each one is important if UMass
is too repeat as YanCon champs.
After its unexpected struggle with
Vermont many people might
wonder how the Redmen will do
against a club of Rhody's talent.

Coach Leamen, however, feels his

players are ready and mentioned
what he thought the keys to the
game would be.

"We have to stop their break.
They're a tough team to defense
but if we rebound we should stop
their break."
LAYUP LINES-The initial

Redman statistics of the season
were released yesterday and they
showed Julius Erving to be

Cartoon by Fred Rosenthal.

averaging 29.5 points and 18.5

rebounds per game. Though the
opponents so far leave a bit to be
desired, the talented Erving seems
off to another great year. Talk
about balance, UMass' backcourt
twins, Mike Pagliara and John
Betancourt, are averaging 14.5 and
15 points per game, respectively.

Betancourt has ten assists to
Pagliara s nine while Pagliara
edged out his backcourt mate in
shooting percentage, .529 tc
520...Overall, the Redmen are
scoring 88.5 per game to 65.5 for
their opponents. They also lead in
the rebounding category, 98-78.

Fusia Reflects On "Experiences And Compensations

4

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

The news of the resignation of Vie Fusia from his post as head UMass football coach, after ten years at
that helm, has had a good day and a half to soak in now Each has had his own reactions to thematterand the now ex-coach himself had some very interesting things to say concerning his decision

A visit was paid late yesterday
afternoon to Fusia s "office in
Boyden. a busy place at that time
as the man who also receiving
visitations from his players and

officially involves the promotion of
lootball and basketball, and the
programming of the radio and
t v

"

In this new role of the promotion
various telephone calls from well- of the two major Redman sports.

FINISHING WITH A SMILE-The above picture, taken after a big
victory of a year ago, reflects the mood Vic Fusia was in vesterdav
when he talked about his resignation. (MDC photo bv Ken Emery)

Tonne's Tilts

BASKETBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

POSITION GRANDEE
1 6 30

1 vs. 2
2 6 30 3 vs. 4

POSITION FRONTIER
3 6:30

1 vs 2
4- 6.30 3 vs 4

POSITION TROJAN
i 7 30

1 vs 2
2 7 30 3 vs 4

POSITION SPARTAN
J 7 30

1 VS. 2
4 730 3 vs. 4

POSITION ATHENIAN
5 7 30

1 vs 2
6 7 30 3 vs 4

SOUTH POSITION
1 8.30

1 vs 2

? 8:30 3 vs. 4

3 8 30 5 vs 6

POSITION PIEDMONT
4 8 30

1 vs 2
c 8 30 3 vs 4

6 8 30 5 vs 6

POSITION THREE X
1 9:30 1 vs 2

2 9 30 3 vs 4

3 1 30 5 vs 6

POSITION BALTIC
4 9 30 1 vs 2

5 9 30 3 vs. 4

6 9 30 5 vs 6

Sports

Notices

wishers and close associates. He
was in a relaxed, calm, pleasant
mood. He appeared to have
complete confidence in what he
was doing and what he would do in
the future.

He was asked, for what must
have been the umpteenth time in
the last 24 hours, what factors were
involved in his decision to vacate
the head-coaching position, and he
had a reply, "Well, there are many
factors There's 25 years of very
pleasant, cherishable experiences
and many compensations...How
lucky can one be

"

After a slight pause he added
this, "There always comes that
time when you have to hang up the
cleats and take these experiences
and add them to the total
program."
And that is what Fusia is hoping

he can do in what will become his
new post, that of "a staff associate
m charge of sports promotion."
He elaborated on his new job, "I

got one of those fancy titles that
seems to be permeating the entire
campus as staff associate", that

URI HOOP TICKETS - Tickets
for tonight's UMass-U.of Rhode
Ishnd basketball game (to be
played in Kingston, R.I ) will be on
sale at the Boyden ticket office,

room 155, up until 2 this afternoon.
Student tickets for this game will

cost $1.75 and adult tickets will go
for $3.50.

Last Night's

Intramurals

*****

UCONN HOOP TICKETS -

Tickets for Dec. 15s UMass-U.of
Connecticut basketball game (to
be played in Storrs, Ct.) are
presently on sale at the Boyden
ticket office. Student tickets are
going for $1.25 and adult tickets for
$2.50

More Sports

On Page 15

LAST NIGHT'S SCORES
Basketball

Lemons 34, Chipmunks 31

Panthers 66, Rams 27

Oaks 52. Pipers 46

Terrors 59, Crushers 15

Colts 38, Cans 27

Trouts 33, Comanchees 31

TKB 35, Bogarts 29

Turtles 35, Team 29

Boys 37, Racoons 24

Bury 55, Spacemen 21

Tubes 63, Studs 34

BX 33, Bulls 25

Bimbos 67, Glovers 39

2nd Yearn 58, Scups 26

Squad 59, Moe 41

F luid 69, Lancers 32

Gypsies 75, Deacons 46

3 Ms 40, Oxfords 28

Munchkins 68, Phantoms 33

LOPSIDED SCORE OF THE NIGHT
Bulldozers 75. Monuments 27

TOP NIP N' TUCK SCORE
Lions 48, Heads 47

football and basketball. Fusia
hopes "that the many experiences
I have will help me to substantial^
contribute

"

If one read yesterday's Fusia
stories in the Boston (.lobe and the
Boston Herald Traveler, he will
remember that this guy remarked
that ten years ago he felt UMass
was the finest school in the land
and that, at the present time, he
feels it is even a greater place He
was asked to say a little more
about this, and so he did.
Me explained his viewpoint by

hrst indicating that, before he was
ever contacted bv the I'M,
athletic department he had pretty
much made up my mind that I

wanted to stay at Pitt (the
University of Pittsburgh where
Fusia was the top assistant grid
coach before coming here) for the
rest of my life..."

However, he was interviewed for
the head football coaching job here
after the 1959 UMass season but
declined the offer for the job. This
place made him do a lot of second-
thinking about not accepting the
head coaching job for the Redmen,
and when the post opened up again
a year later, he readily accepted
the offer. From there on in as
Fusia puts it. "I fell in love with it

' Mass) and this has never
changed."

In pinpointing the cause of his
attraction to this college, he
commented, "Believe it or not.
it was the response of the student
body." He wanted to make it clear
that he was sincere on this point.
He said he welcomed fan criticism
tor he believed that a job as big as
that of a head football coach opens
itself up to criticism just by its own
nature.

He feels that it is the job he is
doing, not his own personality that
is the subject of fan criticism. He
said that a coach should accept
criticism as impersonal because
to Fusia's way of thinking, "You
want so much of that."
After talking at length about his

resignation and the things that
revolve about it. and about his love
for UMass, Fusia discussed his
players and what their reactions

have been to his stepping down
He related. "They have come in

in ones and twos and threes, and let

me tell you, I've received all the
compensation a man can receive
because of their sincerity... It

makes you think it was all worth
it."

The manner in which his gnd-
ders came down to Boyden to his
office, to see him. to" shake his
hand, and to hold good con-
versation obviously touched him.
for he remarked. "The purpose ot

the game is to win. no doubt about
that, but the job of the coach is to
add to the development of the
player and it the coach can feel

that he has added a little to the
development of the total player, it

makes it worthwhile."

Believe it. Fusia definitely felt

that his coaching experience here
at UMass was worthwhile because
the reaction by the Redman
football players to his resignation
made him feel that he had added
something to their total develop-
ment as players. This conversation
with Fusia was a bit abbreviated;
several players were waiting to see
him.
conversation with Fusia was a bit

abbreviated; several players were
waiting to see him.

SOME SIDENOTES-While on
the subject of UMass football,
some Redman gridders have
gooten recent recognition via
selection to the All-New England
and All-East football squads.
Picked to the former team's first
string was defensive end Jim
Kelliher, linebacker Joe Sabulis
and offensive tackle Bob Donlin
Making the All-East first team
were Kelliher and Donlin.
One of the phone calls Fusia

received today was from Boston
Patriot head coach John Mazur
The first thing Fusia had to offer to
Mazur was. i figured that all of
my luck ran out, and I hope it will
all go your way."

MDC
SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
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Fac-Sen Supports Plan

For 30,000 Enrollment
See Page 2

Sid Finehirsh speaks before an anti-war rally sponsored by Mobe during last Spring's student strike. Last night Finehirsh spoke again in an attempt to
analyze the effects that the strike had on the nation and the university. See story on page 2. ( MDC photos by Pat Lempart and Dave Bernstein

)

The Weekend

Women's Lib To Pull An Allnighter
Check out page 5

Delegates To Meet At SWAP
Special on pages 8 and 9
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Finehirsh Strike Analysis

The Strike Had Real Power'
ByJAMES E. GOLD
Thursday Issue Fditor

Sidney Finehirsh spoke on lessons from last Spring's strike last night before 15 in 804 Campus Center.
Among his topics were students' disillusionment with their power and involvement of workers since the
strike.

Last Spring's student strike was effectively used to close down the university as far as business as
usual is concerned, to restructure the University's power and to force President Nixon to withdraw
troops Irom Cambodia within the deadline he originally announced, said Finehirsh.

He pointed out that an un-

derlying assumption of these
results is that ".Nixon lies" and
that the ruling class will use almost
any means to stav in power.

The Strike itself had real

power", said Finehirsh.
r

l he
massiveness of the movement
showed this he said. The ad-

ministration 'hid for two weeks"
except for negotiating with student

representatives, he stated. The
entire University was run by the

democratically elected strike

committee, said Finehirsh. And
they were able to lead because
people felt that the strike com-

mittee represented them,"
Finehirsh added
Finehirsh said that students

misunderstood the power of last

spring's strike. He emphasized
that students were disillusioned

because even though the strike did

not end the war, it did have power
in its massiveness; over 15,000

participated here.

Finehirsh indicated that the

strike politicized many new people.

Although their ideas were often

naive, they showed an intuitive

understanding of the "American
corporate capitalist" system. He
used the examples of the march on

Students: Seen
But Not Heard

WASHINGTON I AP> - President Nixon invited several high school and

college students to his Thursday night news conference - but not to ask

questions.

Although most ot the students attended hoping to join in quizzing the

clue! executive most of them hoping to ask about how he plans to im-

prove communications with the nation's youth - The White House said

they had been invited as guests and observers, not reporters.

Though hesitant at first the 10 students lost their stage fright and stood

up shouting "Mr President." knowing full well he probably wouldn't

recognise them
The students, most epresenting their school newspapers and radio

stations, said they really didn't expect to be called on but would still like

.in opportunity to talk with the President about improving his com-
munications with young people.

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
-» \ » l IIDAY

Sliced Roast Beet Sandwich
on Sesame Roll -~—

—

French Fries
Colo Slaw $1.19 plus tax

Fried Clams /
French Fries W ^N- \
Cole Slaw >^Y J
Roll and Butter wW SI.15 plus tax

SINDAV
sirloin Steak A— ^y
French Fries ^^r~r^C
Tossed Salad

I N^
Roll and Butter V SI 53 plus tax

Chicken in a Basket \

French Fries
Roll and Butter si 29 plus tax

Served from 1

1

:M a.m. until 6:80 p.m.

local banks, the great Coke
boycott, and the proposed Wall St.

excursion.

In these projects, said Finehirsh,

students realized the need for allies

in the strike and the economic
pressures that needed to be ap-

plied. However, he added, it was
naive in that students don't have
enough power within themselves
but needed other sectors of the

society.

The mere threat of massive
power helped the movement.
Finehirsh said. Since "students are
not isolated in this country", but

are "connected with all sectors of

society through parents, friends.

Blacks, workers and during
summer jobs, students had the

power to bring in all sectors of the

society, especially the workers.
When Nixon realized this, he
brought the troops out of Cambodia
and did not send the National

Guard on to many campuses,
Finehirsh pointed out.

According to Finehirsh, the
strike has opened the eyes of some
workers. He pointed out that the

United Auto Workers have placed
signs around Detroit which say.

Stop Inflation-End The War
Now As Nixon keeps "attacking
the workmen's pocketbooks to

fight inflation ". said Finehirsh. the

more they will become politicized.

Finehirsh felt that another
student strike could possibly grow
out of the planned Washington
demonstration next April 24th.

This demonstration will be
organized by the National Peace
Action Coalition which includes

such groups as the UAW, Team-
sters. Letter-carriers, GIs, and
veterans

He also stressed the need of a
vanguard group which will lead the

movement, get out information on
the movement and lay the
groundwork for an eventual
socialist revolution. He said that

the Young Socialist Alliance is just

such a group and urged people to

join it.

WMUA Presents Redmen Hockey

Friday, December 11—Airtime 7:45

The

UMASS- MIDDLEBURY

GAME

with Bruce Glazer
and Larry Walsh

providing all the action

WMUA SPORTS 91.1 FM
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the unvers.ty campus :>p code 01002 Phones are S45 2550 (news), 5*5 0344

(Sports; and 54V UM fed
I

Second class postage pad at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weeMy Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday fans w.thm a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of V.arcn e. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943 'Sub

scr iption rates are J7 50 per semester, 114 00 per year

Of AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
TH€ FINER LINES Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAMONDS SOLD WITH USE

Of DIAMOND SCOPE.

A faculty member speaks at last night's Faculty Senate meeting.
The Fac-Sen endorsed the expansion of the Amherst campus to 30 060
students by 1980. (MIX' photo by Kd Fenwick)

Fac-Sen Endorses

Expansion To 30,000

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

Meeting in a special session to discuss long range planning, the Faculty
Senate endorsed to the Board of Trustees a plan to expand
IMass/Amherst to 30.1)00 students by 1980. The "cluster college"
proposal was discussed and tabled.

The Senate moved to accept the proposal of its Long Range Planning
Committee that this university expand from 20.000 to 30,000 students over
the next ten years The "threatening" nature of this motion in relation to
the state legislature was discussed. It was felt that, since the Board of
Trustees would have the final say on the matter, the Senate could not be
considered to "threaten" the legislature.

The feelings of the Senate were somewhat mixed on this issue.
Professor Barnard in particular raised a "trivial" point: he has to share
a telephone with two other faculty members. "Until the University can
supply its own faculty with adequate telephone service, it should not
expand." he quipped.
A motion by Professor Barnard to build safeguards into the process of

growth, including provisions for adequate housing and protection for the
environment, was not passed because it failed to provide for an agency to
decide what was "adequate." The Senate voted down a motion by
Professor Allan Hoffman to definitely limit University expansion a"t

M.UOO in 1980. "
K

The Senate tabled the "cluster college" proposal, which called for the
construction of a number of "satellite campuses'' to help handle
I niversity expansion. Many Senators felt that this sort of action would
create a low quality of education in the newly constructed campuses
Since the students of these satellite campuses would have to rely upon

this University for upper-level courses, and since this University
presumably has an obligation to the communitv colleges, the proposal
would moreover tend to lead to the elimination of a freshman class here
It was brought out that a detailed study oltheexpansion plans of the other
colleges in this area had not been made, and that the "cluster colleges"
might interfere with them.
The proposal could not be quickly passed over: the Long Range

Planning Committee had clearly established the need for growth and
some sort of plans must be made. The Senate will consider this new
proposal, made from outside the Planning Committee, when it again
discusses planning next vear.

This Weekend at

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
9 - 12

Dance and Listen to the Sounds of

The Endless Knights
with Miss Dorothy Dadmun

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR
50c Cocktails — 25c Beers

Kansas City Chiefs v«. Oakland Raiders

Color T.V.

DeckThe Halls

Six evergreen trees, decorated by students as part of the

Program Council's yearly Trim-A-Limb project, now garnish
various locations of the Student Union and Campus Center. The
Special Events Committee, which supervised the decoration,

purchased ornaments to embellish the trees which brighten the

hallowed corners of the lobby, TV room. Colonial Lounge, and
Hatch, in the Union, and the Coffee Shop and Student Activities

Office in the Campus Center. ( MDC photo by Da vid Bernstein >

Summer Session Slated

To Last Eight Weeks
This year's Summer Session will be eight weeks in length running from

June 28 to August 20. There is a total of approximately 290 courses open to

undergraduates this summer and a total of approximately 250 courses

open to graduate students.

The decision to have an eight week session rather than a six week

session was made in order to allow an average course load of 12 credits

rather than merely 9.

Last year the Summer Session offered a six week term at the beginning

of the summer, termed a "Senior Session". This was done to enable

seniors to pick up a few needed credits in order to graduate. Any student

interested in a similar arrangement for this summer should go to room

920 Campus Center
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Mi/ton BlastsExplo itation

OfA /aska AndMekong Delta
By LINDA BALICKI

Staff Reporter
"International Aid Agencies will

have to pay more attention to the

specific problems of the third

world areas they are trying to

develop." Such was the advice of

John P. Milton, a founder of the

Friends of the Earth at last night's

Distinguished Ecology Lecture
finale for the semester.

Milton commented that such
development by lobbyists in the

United States, Britain and Russia
showed no real concern about the

ecological as well as human
destruction and damage being
done as a result of economic
colonization and exploitation of

such areas as the Mekong Delta in

Southeast Asia and Alaska.
He stated that such projects as

the proposed Mekong Basin Dam
system and the Brooks Ridge
Pipeline in Alaska do not take into

consideration the feelings and
opinions of the people who live and
work daily in the area. He cited the

tact that the Eskimos were not

consulted with regard to the

building of the pipeline and that the

building of the pipeline would have
grave environmental and
economic consequences.

He went on to explain that the

shifting thermal conditions of the

Arctic could easily cause
breakages in the crude oil pipeline

which could result in a con-

tamination of coastal and river

areas and would result in a serious

decrease of fish reproduction. He
also stated that if the pipeline were
to be laid above ground as an
alternative plan suggests, that this

would interrupt the migration and
fawning patterns of the caribou

herds. Much of the economic base
of the region is grounded and
maintenance of the vast herds

which roam the region.

With regards to the Mekong
project. Milton stated that the

damming of the Mekong River
would result in decreased fish

spawning, would have serious
health consequences and would
force residents of the area to

migrate to the forest areas in

upper regions with the result that
they would be torced to adopt a life

style and pattern for which they
are not prepared. He also stated

that these factors when paired with
the rate of population increase

would result in increasing poverty
and depression within the area.

Milton proposed the exploration

of alternate forms of energy
sources such as solar or wind
which would not be of a pollutant

nature. He emphasized that in-

ternational aid agencies should
take steps to break off the atomic
energy circle. He also stated that

the United States should take steps
to curb its energy consumption so
as to allow the developing nations
of the workd the opportunity to

have the increased energy
resources which they will demand
in future years.

Postal Window Service!
Normal weekday window service will be observed at the :

I

Amherst Post Office throughout the month of December with :

\

the following exceptions: :

On Saturday December 12, 1970 and Saturday December 19,

: 1070 the window service hours will be expanded from their
\

: normal closing hour of 12 noon until 3 p.m.
No further expansion ot window service hours are con- •

: templated at this time.

The lobby will be open Sundays, December 13 and December
\

:
20, 1970 from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. for the convenience of lockbox
holders. Special delivery service will be provided on both of

I

these Sundays. •:•:•:

*i *<*

IXGMAR BERGMAN'S

SHAME
presented by SU Program Council

SUNDAY. Dec. 13

7:00 ft 9:00

SU BALLROOM

Admission 50c

DAVE VAN RONK

Folk Singer and Guitar

B0WKER AUDITORIUM 8:00 p.m.

FRIDAY - SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11 & 12

Reserved Tickets: UM Undergrads $1.50; Other Students $2; UM
Faculty/Staff $2.50; General Public $3
Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

(Any remaining tickets at Bowker Box Office one hour before each
concert). Tel. 545-0202 both box offices.
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Meets Press
On Railroad Strike

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon arranged to meet with
newsmen Thursday evening and
respond to inevitable questions

about the railroad strike, his

shifting attitude toward the

economy and a possible extended
cease fire in Southeast Asia.

Major television and radio
networks arranged to carry live

the 7 p.m. EST White House news
conference - the first Nixon has
held in 19 weeks and the 12th he has
held before a live national
audience in nearly 23 months as

President.

Nixon was up much of Wed-
nesday night awaiting
congressional action on legislation

designed to head off a nationwide
railroad strike which began at

midnight. In the face of
congressional action, however, the
walkout appeared to be dissolving

Thursday.
The President signed the special

legislation ordering the strikers

back on the job until March 1, but
complained the immediate 13.5

percent pay boost included in the
measure would worsen the nation's

sharpest inflationary wage price
spiral in more than 20 years.
He said any dictated pay raise

should be accompanied by
modification in union work rules to

increase productivity.

Nixon said because American
forces are steadily and rapidly

being withdrawn from South
Vietnam, "it is vitally important
that the President as commander

Yale Proposes New Plan

For Financing Tuition
Yale and several other universities are negotiating for private support

of a plan to allow students to finance their education on a long term basis -

perhaps 30 years - through payment of a percentage of their earnings
after graduation, a Yale spokesman said Thursday
Called the deferred tuition payment plan, it is designed as a new way to

eventually meet rising college operating costs without having to increase
cuition, already at record levels, the spokesman said in a telephone in-

terview.

The spokesman said "the Ivy League and some small private colleges
are actively involved with Yale" in finding support with private foun-
dations for the plan.

He said the idea of the plan is to offer students the option of financing
part of their educational costs on a very long term basis, perhaps 30
years. Graduating students would then pay a percentage of their annual
income to the university. The percentage paid would depend on the
amount of tuition deferred.

in chief take action" to protect the

troops that remain.

The President said also he must
insist upon continued recon-
naissance flights over the North to

make sure no such Communist
buildups occur.

Back on foreign affairs, Nixon
was asked why he did not consult

with Congress before going ahead
with the commando raid on a

prisoner of war compound near
Hanoi in North Vietnam.
The President replied there was

no consultation "because of the

high risk involved to the men."
Asked if he could ever see a need

for the use of ground forces in

Cambodia, Nixon replied: "None
whatever."
Asked if he has abandoned hope

for the Paris peace talks, Nixon
said "Not at all."

"We are going to continue the

negotiations as long as they will

and as long as there is some hope
for the prisoner negotiation,"
Nixon said.

He noted that Vietnam casualties

were down this week to 27, and said

the slowdown in the war should be
helpful in calming the nation's

campuses.
"Now it is time for labor and

management to quit furthering

inflation and start help fighting

inflation," he said. "It is a matter
of timeliness."

Asked whether he would be a one
term president, Nixon said he
"would let them speculate on
whether I will be a one term
president."

Court Order Forces
Rail Worker Return
WASHINGTON (AP)—The White House Thursday ordered priorities

for emergency shipments by air, ship and truck in the face of the

nationwide railroad strike, while a federal judge hauled union leaders

into court to answer a contempt complaint. A federal judge ordered
nationwide railroad strikers back on the job by midnight Thursday or

face fines of $200,000 a day. rest in collective bargaining.

Dennis. President of the Dennis said he personally
Brothehoodof Railway Clerks, at a believes "the trains will be running

by midnight."

Secretary of Labor J.D.
Hodgson, announcing the shipping
priorities at the White House, said
the strike was having an enormous
impact on the nation's already
troubled economy.
The White House, expressing

hope the strike would end soon,
said the shipping priorities were
aimed at speeding movement of
food, fuels, hospital and sick room
supplies, government personnel,
some mail and defense shipments
stranded by the nation's third coast
to coast rail walkout in half a
century.

news conference at the Labor

Department shortly after U.S.

District Judge John H. Pratt found

the union in contempt of court, said

his back to work order should end

the crippling strike.

Dennis said after the federal

court ruling: "I now order a return

to work on a temporary basis

pending settlement of this

dispute."

Dennis said the Labor Depart-
ment had assured him of speedy
negotiations under the special act

of Congress that ordered the

railroads to pay an immediate 13.5

per cent pay hike to nearly 500,000

workers involved and work out the

The Issues
WAGES

:
The four unions have rejected a railroad offer of 37 percent in

wage hikes spread in six steps over three years that would add a total of
$1.32 to the current top pay range of $3.45 to $3.60 per hour. The separate
unions have demanded pay hikes totaling 40 to 45 percent over three
years.

WORKRULES: The railroads have demanded work rule changes to

tighten efficiency and result in savings they said would allow them to

afford the wage increases offered. The unions complain that the

proposed work rule changes would result in elimination of thousands of

jobs, speed up the work load for all employees, and force many longtime
rail workers to root up their families and move to other cities because of

the proposed realignment of railroad divisions. Current rules require
frequent changes of train crews when crossing divisional lines.

A new album by the people
who discovered America.

Available at the Listening Post in Amherst.

Kr ishna R ite Attempts
To Form Linkage With God

LINDA A. BALICKI
Staff Reporter

Hare Krishna, a religious

movement aimed at the revival of

the love of God that everyone has
within them has begun to take root

on the UMass campus. Group
meetings are being held every
Wednesday and Thursday night in

204 Cance under the direction of

Lee Roth, the movement's leader

on campus.
Each meeting is devoted to the

chanting of the words "Hare
Krishna" and the study and
discussion of the vadic literature

scripts. According to Roth, the
continuous chanting is an attempt
to attain a state of nirvana, or
internal peace and can be done not
only in a formal service at-

mosphere but may also be chanted
at other times as well.

He stated that the informal
chanting would also be a means of

spreading the movement but more

NES To Review
SemesterActh/ity

The Northern Educational Service tutoring program will close out the

fall semester with a mass meeting of all the tutors currently working in

the program this Sunday night, Dec. 13th in rooms 163-164 of the Campus
Center at 7:30.

N.E.S. has undertaken a wide variety of activities this semester in

order to provide their tutees with an overall view of learning rather than

a strictly textbook method. They have many tutoring games and non-

school books in their office (104 CO to arouse learning in children in

different ways.
They also provided the Springfield youngsters with a chance to par-

ticipate in activities other than tutoring. For example, 40 youngsters

came to UMass to see a black players theater group perform ; UMass ran

a series of Halloween parties in each of the four centers with over 150 kids

participating; and many youngsters were taken to UMass football games
this year. Planned for the coming week are two activities: some 30

children will come to campus to hear former Celtic great Bill Russell

lecture and a Christmas party will be held at each of the centers a week
from tomorrow.
Information on these Christmas parties will be given at the meeting

Sunday. Also on the agenda for the meeting are discussions of the

problems of the program, tutoring work to be done within the

Springfield school system; the orientation program for next semester, a

presentation of new tutoring materials and an explanation of the modular

credit system currently being used. All students who are currently in the

program are urged to attend. An N.E.S. spokesman stressed that "our

tutors participation is the only way our program can become great."

importantly would become a

matter of consciousness and work
to replace material concerns. This

he said would be in accordance
with one of the primary aims of the

movement which is to try to move
people out of the birth-life-death

syndrome and give them a sense of

the real purpose of human
existence. He stated that each
member of the movement trys to

attain life perfection and that while

they may not achieve true per-

fection during their lifetime they at

least gain some blissfulness or

satisfaction.

According to Roth, Hare Krishna
takes on added importance as a

movement because of the modern
tendency for people to become less

devoted. It is felt that devotees will

gain benefit from the chanting

because of the full potency of

devotion which is contained in his

name.
Roth also stated that an open

meeting entitled "Krishna Con-

ciousness An Alternative to

Existentialism" will be held from 4

to 6 p.m. on Wednesday December
16, in the Club Room of the

Berkshire Dining Commons. Co-

sponsored by the Bhaktiyoga Club
and the Southwest Center for

Human Development, the meeting
will feature Jack Deaver and a

discussion of the vadic philosophy.

There will also be a play given

depicting the effects of the Hare
Krishna cult on a member of the

cult.

He also went on to state that the

Krishna rite also attempts a

linkage with God as well as a

knowledge of God. This knowledge

is infinitesimal as God is in

fintesimal and therefore the

movement places emphasis on the

fact that a person becomes self-

realized and realizes the

knowledge of God and of himself

from within.

GRAND OPENING
L & M ESSO

RT. 9, RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

THURS., FRI., SAT., THIS WEEK

^ REAL LIVE
<>**" 480 lb. ROYAL BENGAL

TIGER
• PEPSI
• CORSAGES
• UTILITY BAGS
• GIFTS FOR ALL

v

Women 's Lib All-Nigliter

UMass Women's Liberation will sponsor an all night teach-in on
Saturday, Dec. 12 beginning at 1:00 p.m. in the Student Union
ballroom. Free 24 hour childcare will be provided. Everyone is

welcome to attend the panel discussions, rock concert, and films.

The teach-in will begin with a panel discussion of myths that have
plagued the women's movement. Following the discussion will be
workshops, some of which are reserved for men. The New Haven
Women's Rock Band will be featured at 4:00 p.m., followed by a

karate demonstration.

In the evening Florence Luscomb, an early suffragist, will speak.

More workshops will follow, culminating in a discussion of the film

"Picnic" to be shown at 1:30 a.m. After the film there will be poetry

and music until dawn. The final event will be a discussion of the

prospects for the feminist movement. A natural foods breakfast will

be served Sunday morning.

A Film by Michelangelo Antonioni

Thursday, Friday, Sunday 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.

Hampden Commons, Southwest

First Anniversary Happening

DRUMMER BOY Announces New Lower Prices

LARGE CHEESEBURGER 19c

CHEESEBURGER 24c

FISH SANDWICH 34c

MOON BURGER 60c

BIG BOOMER 49c

DOUBLE HAMBURGER 38c

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 49c

Open 10 - 12 Sunday - Thursday
till 1 a.m. on Friday - Saturday

MUSIC and FILM
ANIMALS — DOCUMENTARY

JAZZ 1IV K
BRAKHAGB FILMS

50C

C C AUD.
DEC. 14 — 8:00 p.m.

N0RTHWIND
THE CRAFT SHOP

of Amherst

Mocreme Book
in stock

$2.95
Hardbound

Procion-M Dyes

V enetian Gloss Beads

The People'! Croft Coop

.'nil floor o\rr KUvortown
rc.ir riitr.imr off l.ouis" parkins lot
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"You've Got To Put Up Some More Money
Can't i^iiit While ¥o«*re Behind*

You

David Williams

Thirty Thousand Redmen

Problems, problems, we've got plenty of problems. The Faculty Senate

yesterday endorsed the Trustees' plan to expand the Amherst campus
population to 30,000. I hope they know what kind of a Pandora's box

they've opened.

Thirty thousand students Eleven hundred acres. And Trustee John

Haigis of the Building and Grounds Committee says that no one much
feels like building any more dorms because students complain about the

way the dorms are now.

The Fraternity-Sorority park idea has proved to be a big bust.

Potentially a good idea if you go in for that sort of thing, it didn't have the

financial support it needed to keep its head above water. Now some
development company has an option to buy part of the land up by the

Tillson Farm.
The Northeast Area dorms open next semester. Worcester Commons

isn't any further away from there than the Copper Kettle is from Orchard

Hill. But the kids in Orchard Hill want their own commons now. Perhaps

they could work out something with the people in Southwest who don't

want one (or more) of theirs. The problem with dining commons is that

we have to eat there or they'll get repossessed by the state. UMass' great

building sticker. Planning Director H.J. Littlefield, says the solution is to

turn one of Southwest's dining halls into a student union. That's a great

idea. Not only would we have a union where we could get a book or

something but! and I don't quite understand this, everyone wouldn't have

to eat in DC. *5 or *6 every day. Perhaps before people get too excited

about a boycott, a little investigating would be in order.

What we ought to do is look around and decide what we want to do and

stop fooling around and do it. Every time some kind of problem comes

up. the first thing you know it gets shoved off into some kind of committee

or other Be that as it may. short of usurping half of the town of

Amherst s land area. I don't see where another then thousand people are

going to fit

The Cynic Sells Out

Candidate Mark Silverman

Three and a half years of berating the foolishness of

student politics and calling student government

elections popularity contests run by the most

disgusting sort of people on campus - the self-

appointed student leaders.

Three and a half years of purposely ignoring all the

elections for Student Senate and class Government
and SUG board. Three and a half years of placing

myself on some level above the chronic ego-trippers of

student politics.

Three and a half years of this stoic morality all

gone.
*****

It began a week or two ago when these people who
live in the apartment below us decided that, for a lark,

they would run a slate of candidates for Commuter
Assembly and take over the most useless organization

this side of the Mortar Board. They got seven names
and then asked me if they could add my name to the

ticket What the bell. Goahead Eight people running

on a ticket for Commuter Assembly All of them living

at 33 Phillips Street. All ot them cynical of any kind ot

student election. All of them out of their minds.

Yesterday was election day. I'd forgotten about it

and just walked over to the Union, minding my own
business Then I saw this stupid sign which said "'Vote

for the Phillips Eight with my name on the bottom

Disgrace. Too late to turn back Might as well play

the role.

1 decided to call a triend of mine who has had some
experience in Student elections His name is Glenn

Elters and he is President of the Student Senate But

when I called his oftice and asked tor him. an ugly

voice shouted at me, "No, he ain't here ' Click So

much tor advice.

Vote The candidate has to vote tor himselt 1 knew
this from reading newspapers; you always see the

pictures of the candidates, with their wives on their

arms, trudging into the voting booths at 8:00a m.
So 1 walked into the voting place, picturing myseli

BS a young and somewhat overweight Dwight
Eisenhower trudging before the T.V lights to do his

duty. But there were no T.V. lights and just one

scrawny, student -leadensh kid sat at the table

Because I had never voted in any election at UMass
before. I was nervous. And this wise guy didn't help

things either What's wrong, first election, ha, ha."

I finally managed to get a ballot and saw my name
right up at the top. First place on the ballot. This

supposedly means 10% in additional votes in most

Art Buchwald

municipal elections. Whoopie. 1 might win. I started

to get all excited about this but as I was walking out of

the voting place, the scrawny student leaderish kid

said. "Hey, all of you guys really do live at Phillips

streets. ...we thought it was all some big joke."

Some big joke. Me, the great cynic, running for a

student leader office.

1 walked across the Union lobby and down to the

Hatch where I saw this guy named Paul Johnson who
said, "Hey, are you really running for Commuter
Assembly....! wouldn't vote for you if you were run-

ning against Ken Johnson."

Sitting at a table in the Hatch was Bruce Balboni,

who is the guy who resigned as Student Senate

President a year ago because student politics was a

meaningless waste of time. I just walked by him and
pretended not to see him.

By 2:00 a grand total of 18 people had voted in the

election. The Union lobby was jammed with people as

classes got out but no one even wandered by the

election place. I stood just in front of the ballot box
and decided I might as well campaign.
A dumpy looking girl with make-believe blond hair

walked over to vote. I introduced myself and asked
her to vote for me and she said that she would. As she

walked away, I began to feel sick.

On my way back to the Collegian office a friend

stopped me and said, "I saw you down by the voting

booth...are you going to write one of those sarcastic

columns about the stupidity of student elections?" I

just sort of smiled and walked away.
The Collegian office was delightful. "Ha. Ha,

Silverman's running for Commuter Assembly.. .can I

have your autograph'7 What are you going to do. ..win

and then dissolve the Assembly'' What are you trying

to do, write a Breslin piece?"

Then someone finally told me what the Commuter
Assembly is I telt worse. $12,000 out of tax money to
help the cause of commuter living. Right on.

I was emasculated into the great blubbering mass of
wasted energy which is spent each day bv the hun-
dreds of Student Leaders at UMass. 1 had spent hall a

day worrying about winning, or losing, a student
election. I would be a student leader in the true
elected sense by nightfall.

I would be able to play in Student Senate bridge
games as an insider 1 would be able to call Dean
Field Bill behind his back I would be able to wear a
tie and jacket to basketball games.

I was student leader over night I could play with
112,000 and feel important. I could justify not going to
classes to serve the students of the University. I could
now consider myseli an elitist I was a student leader.

Three and a halt > ears of berating the foolishness of
student polities and calling student government
elections popularity contests run by the most
disgusting sort of people on campus" - the self-
appointed student leaders.

Three and a half years of purposelv ignoring all

elections lor the Student Senate and class government
and SUG board Three and a half years of placing
myseli on some king of level above "the chronic ego-
trippers of stude-t politics

Alter three and a half years. I was back in 1950.

And Nobody Laughed
WASHINGTON - The last person to laugh in the

United States was Robert Ketchum on Monday. Aug.
:i, 1978. There was no law passed to prevent people
from laughing; they just quit voluntarily

No one knows exactly when people gave up laughing
in America. The Republicans claimed it was during
the Johnson Administration, and the Democrats said

it happened during President Nixon's term of office.

Putnam Toynbee. who in!U84~wrote "The Definitive

History of the '70s," claims the first culture group to

give up laughing was students.

"There's nothing toiaugh about," they said to each
other in despair. "Everything is rotten. The govern-
ment, the establishment, the system and life itself.

We're doomed to a plastic existence, and we'll be
damned if we're going to laugh about it. If we show in

any way we're happy, it will be a sign of weakness."
Toynbee points out that anything youth did in the

United States was eventually pickedup by the adult

population, and when young people stopped laughing,

older people started to emulate them.
Scowling became very fashionable in the "with it"

crowd. Articles began appearing in the chic

magazines that laughter was out. Pretty soon the

word had filtered to the hinterlands lhat anyone who
laughed about anything was a fool or a knave.
Advertisers, sensitive to the mood of the consumer,

canceled all comedy shows on television; the net-

works put outmemos ordering all laughter bleeped
from their programs, and newspapers dropped any
stories or comic strips which might produce n chuckle
for the reader
Toynbee says in his book that it was difficult for a

certain segment of society to give up laughing, but

these people did it privately in their homes, where no

one could see them.
A group of friends would get together, send the

children off for the night with relatives, and then
laugh for two or three hours amongst themselves.
There were certain key clubs where people could go

to hear a comedian or see a funny motion picture from
the past. But as the older generation started dying out
the clubs went bankrupt, as there were no young
laughers to take their place.

Laughter in public buildings was forbidden and
considered exceptionally bad taste. Anyone who
laughed in a restaurant or theater was asked to leave.

If someone attempted to laugh on the street or in a

park, he was met with stony stares and/or assaulted
by angry passersby.
The government contributed to the antilaughter

campaign by issuing pronouncements every day that

things were worse than they were the day before.
Toynbee claims the last person in the United States

known to have laughed in public was Robert Ketchum
who lived in Salem, Mass.
Ketchum was standing on a street corner when a

friend of his, Adolph Green, walked by and slid on a
banana peel. Before he realized what he was doing,
Ketchum burst into laughter.
An angry crowd gathered and grabbed Ketchum

and dragged him to the center of the square where
they tied him to a post, threw branches from trees at

his feet and burned him at the stake. All three net-

works covered the event, and the lesson was not lost

on the populace. Toynbee feels it will be some time
before anyone laughs in public in the United States
again.

Copyright 1970. Los Angeles Times

Campus Comment

D.C. Boycott
Dear Sirs:

On Thursday, December 10, 1970, my staff and I met
with representatives of the Southwest Assembly and a
student representative from Orchard Hill. Present
were Mr. David Stanton, Southwest Assembly
President, Mr. David Kuppenheimer, Service Com-
mittee Chairman of the Southwest Assembly, Mr.
Jesse O'Leary, Southwest resident, and Mr. Jon Bove,
Orchard Hill resident.

During the meeting, discussions focused on the
issues and concerns raised by the proposed student
boycott of the southwest dining commons. The student
representatives voiced two primary concerns: 1.)

that compulsory meal plans should not be used as the

only methods for paying off the bonds sold to construct
the dining commons buildings; and 2) that a com-
pulsory meal plan system be abolished for all

students.

My office is committed to addressing itself to in-

vestigate and effect ways of changing the present

mandatory board system. In order to change to an
optional board plan, there are at least two major
obstacles facing the University. These are policy-

legal-contractural restrictions and fixed financial

obligations. This office will begin to immediately hold

discussions with members of the administration,

students, the Student Senate Food Services Com-
mittee, and at a later date with the recently appointed

Vice Chancellor Campion.
Every effort will be made to resolve these two

major obstacles and implement any boarding policy

changes in time for the beginning of the 1971-72

academic yecr.

Sincerely yours,

Randolph W. Bromery
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Commuters
To the commuters:
We of the Party wish to express our gratitude for the

faith which you have expressed in us. We shall en-

deavor to improve the lot of the commuter, both as a

student and as a resident of the Pioneer Valley. It is

our hope that we will at all times have the advice and
assistance of our constituency. Our duty is clear, and
for the good of the constituency, and the community,
we dare not fail.

David W. Ducan
Richard D. Dinkin

Freedom?
I would like to very briefly comment on the confused

ramblings of a certain Carbuncle (too bad he lacks the

conviction to sign his real name) on the subject of

academic freedom. The author informs us that "the
content of academic freedom becomes the needs of

corporate America." Such a statement is only par-
tially true. Certainly, the university protects those
v iio orient themselves toward the corporate power
structure, but it also protests such dissenters as John
Brentlinger and Howie Gadlin. Academic freedom
also should have shielded Angela Davis, but the

University of California, for a number of reasons
proved incapable of resisting Ronald Reagan's
politicalization.

I would agree with Carbuncle that our corporate
structure and resulting warped priorities must be
changed radically and fundamentally. I would agree
that our freedoms must be expanded and that human
needs must come before corporate profits. I question
whether attacks on the civil liberties and academic
freedom of "counter-revolutionaries" serve any
purpose in effecting these changes.
To those who are interested in the subject of

academic freedom (from whatever perspective) there
will be a lecture and discussion on the subject Thur-
sday December 17 at 7:30 p.m. in Herter 231. The
guest lecturer will be Steve Kelman, a recent Harvard
graduate and the author of Push Comes To Shove, a

documentation of escalating absurdity at Harvard in

1969, following the University Hall confrontation, and
former national president of the Young Peoples
Socialist League.

Jack Clark
Chairman

UMass YPSL

Peace

A graduate school that's

more fire than smoke.
Only Honeywell offers a computer course

designed exclusively for college graduates.

Our postgraduate program for managerial

candidates.

No matter what your major was. If you can

qualify, you'll be ready to learn computers

from one of the world's top computer manu-

facturers and leading educators. Honeywell.

You'll find yourself ready for the fastest

growing industry around. An industry that

doubles in size and opportunity every five

years

Which could make your future pretty

bright. All you have to do to light the fire is

mail this coupon. Or call (617) 272 8100.

Home Address

, Admissions Officer - Postgraduate Studies
' Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
I 5 Old Concord Road
|

Burlington, Mass. 01803

| [J I would like additional information on
your program.

I would like to arrange an interview

on at .

(datt itime)

-~f-
Honeywell will call you to confnm this date and
time

Name

College Address

.Phone:

_Phone

Approved lor veteransj

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell

X

Homosexuality:Mental Ills

Or Sexual Orientation

How many gay people do you think you know? Because of the way
homosexuals are forced to live in our repressive society, you can
only guess. Even in the supposed "liberal" intellectual environment
that exists here, negative sanctions are so powerful as to cause the
vast majority of gay people to assume dual identities and to suppress
their own innate feelings in attempting to conform with straight

society.

To a gay person his sexual desires are natural. Gay people are not
sick. The classic study (Hooker, 1965) refuting the disease concept of

homosexuality involved matching 30 homosexual men with 30
heterosexual men for age, education and I.Q. and subjecting both to

a battery of psychological tests. Intensive analysis of these tests

showed that there was no inherent connection between homosexual
orientation and clinical symptoms of mental illness. The fallacy that

homosexuality is a personality disorder has been perpetrated by
some psychiatrists who project their own homosexual patients'

neuroses onto the entire gay population. This is clearly unsound,
since only maladjusted homosexuals, comprising a small minority of

gay people, undergo psychotherapy. Those who do need psychiatric

care usually need it because they cannot cope with the negative
societal sanctions against homosexuality (Curran and Parr, 1957).

The gay person's problem, then, is more sociological than
psychological. It is largely due to society's attitude toward
homosexuality, a consequence of centuries of male supremacy and
heterosexual chauvinism. This general attitude which privileges the
sexuality of certain people over that of others, sometimes referred
to as sexism, must be dispelled before all women and men, gay and
straight alike, can be truly liberated sexually and emotionally.

We of the Student Homophile League think this can best be
achieved through education, both of ourselves and of all society. We
propose to do this in two ways:

l By creating a supportive atmosphere of social comfort for gay
people in this area by encouraging the discussion and evaluation of
gay problems.

2. By presenting to the larger community the facts about
homosexuality and gay repression.

For those interested in further information on the disease concept
of homosexuality we suggest Martin Hoffman's psychological study,
The Gay World, which is available in paperback at the Campus
Center bookstore.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
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SWAP 1970 - Planning For The Future: Where Do We Go From Here?

What Is SWAP? When Did It Start?
The SWAP (Student Workshop

on Activities Problems) Con-
ference annually brings together a

selected group of approximately
200 students, faculty, ad-

ministrators, trustees and
legislators for an off-campus
weekend to discuss problems
facing the University. SWAP
provides an opportunity to ex-

change and promote ideas on all

areas affecting our community. It

is the purpose of SWAP not only to

discuss, but to serve as a catalyst

for future action and reform.

The first SWAP Conference was
held in 1959 and consisted of

representatives of major student

organizations, faculty, and ad-

ministrators. Such issues as

communications, student taxes,

residence hall and central student

government were discussed for the

first few years of SWAP'S
existence. With the significant

growth of the University in size

and complexity during the 60s, the

students involved in activities and

the faculty members and ad-

ministrators who were interested

in all aspects of student life

naturally tended to be more con-

cerned with broader issues facing

the University. The format of the

SWAP Conference, in accordance
with the concerns of the student

representatives of major student

organizations, was consequently

planned with these broader issues

in mind. Student autonomy, reform

of residence hall living, student

representation on faculty and
University committees, academic
reform, the student judicial system
and security were found among the

more relevant issues. (In-

cidentally, it was the result of a

SWAP discussion group that

ultimately led to, for example, the

abolition of women's curfews, and

the inception of 24 hour open house
which is a radical change from the

not too distant past).

The delegates of 1970 SWAP
(Student Workshop on Activities

Problems) Conference will begin

deliberations on Thursday,
December 10 and continue in

conference until Sunday,
December 13. After meeting in the

Campus Center on Thursday
evening, the group of students,

faculty, administration, trustees

and legislators will reconvene at

the Oak n' Spruce Resort in South

Lee on Friday where they will

participate in a series of study

groups, workshops, and panel
discussions through Sunday.

This year it was necessary for

students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators to apply to be a SWAP
delegate. Delegates were chosen

by a subcommittee of the SWAP
committee on the basis of their

expertise, interest and awareness
of the problems facing this

University. Among the obligations

of the selected conferees was
obligatory attendance at two pre-

SWAP meetings and attendance at

the full SWAP weekend Friday
afternoon December 11. through

Sunday afternoon. December 13.

Additionally, most delegates were
expected to serve on the Research
and Resources Subcommittee or

the Continuation Subcommittee
described herein and/or their

study/discussion groups beyond
the stipulated meeting times.

The format for SWAP '70 has
been designed to provide an op-

portunity for in-depth study of

pertinent problems with an em-
phasis on implementation of the

proposals and resolutions made by
the delegates. At a November
meeting all delegates met in

primary study/discussion groups

to which they were arbitrarily

assigned. Each of 18 Primary
study/discussion groups con-

sidered two "generally accepted

goals" listed below. The groups

were asked to clarify each goal,

elaborate on, and develop the goal

into an operating statement. The
Resources and Research com-
mittee of SWAP subsequently
accepted requests for background
materials which will be provided

lor each study group's use as they

reconvene on Friday and Saturday

of SWAP weekend. Initially the

study/discussion groups are in-

tended for brainstorming purposes

and ultimately will make use of

resource materials to develop
more concrete operating
statements. The conferees par-

ticipating in each study/discussion

group do not necessarily possess

significant expertise in the area to

be discussed, but will be working
with the knowledge of previous

developments in the area as

provided by the Research and
Resource Committee. After this

development, it is necessary to

consider the means - that the goals

might be achieved.

At noon Saturday, 12 December,
in South Lee, a report from each
study/discussion group is to be

submitted to the SWAP Com-
mittee. This report should contain

all specific proposals from each
group, including any foreseen
problems with them, and their

comparison with Current
University Policies and
Procedures. The report should be

written within a realistic context,

taking into account the

philosophical, political and
practical limitations of the

proposals.

With the completion of

study/discussion groups will be

dissolved. A new format of the

SWAP conference will emerge

Saturday afternoon; new Ex-

pertise groups will be formed.

Panels of experts will be assigned

to these groups, one group for each

of the several topics suggested by

the study/discussion groups.

SWAP delegates will select their

new group on the basis of their

personal interest in the topic being

discussed. During these meetings,

the priorities affecting the

achievement of the University's

goals should be ordered, and
proposals for policy change should

be made that will allow the

University to achieve its goals

more quickly and effectively.

On Sunday after dinner,

December 13, reports produced by

expertise groups will be presented

to a panel of broadly
knowledgeable resource people
who, by reason of their deep in-

volvement of various aspects of

University operations, will be able

to speak to particular problems
which have been foreseen in ac-

tualizing the statement of

philosophical goals. The panelist

will be:

Dean William F Field, Dean of Students

Joseph S Marcus Special Assistant to the

Chancellor Pubhc Affairs

John A Hunt Master Southwest Residential

College

Patricia Beharry Vice President, Student
Senate

Glenn Elters President, Student Senate
Oswald Tippo Chancellor, University of

Massachusetts Amherst
A William Plumstead Associate Professor,

English Department
M J Littlefield, Jr Director of Planning
Jeremiah N Allen Acting Dean, College of

Arts and Sciences

Richard Story Assistant to the Chancellor
John Olver State Representative

reports the

the

Primary

MDC Feature

A Puzzling But Rewarding Experience

:*>:

By Ian Lessof

Special to MDC
People often come back from

: SWAP puzzled. They can
: remember hard, long

discussions. They can
: remember interesting con-

: versations with other delegates
;. who turn out to be upset about

j the same things, to believe in

: the same things, and have
:• completely different ideas
: about what should be done and
: they can remember loud noise
• and laughing voices at a party

: late Saturday night. But it

: won't all come together with a

: memory of a productive

\ weekend. They are still puz-

: zled. Its not just the parties.

: Looking back at the records

j from previous SWAP Con-

: ferences. it's possible to see

: real results from SWAP
5 Conferences, it's possible to

:; see real results from SWAP
:• discussions -the most famous
|: in the drive to eliminate cur-

|:
fews for women which had it's

;: organizational start at the 1965

ijSWAP Conference. The

J:
program of individual con-

:•; centration < instead of a major >

: leading to the degree and the
:• policy which permits a student

:j to eat in any Commons line

: (instead of the one nearest his

|: dorm ) grew out of SWAP
:• discussion too.
:'

:
It's not just the parties. But

: people are still (often) puzzled.

;iThey spend the weekend in

:| serious discussion, write a

\. report pack up their stuff and
jcome back to Amherst. The
i; report, when it appears, says

: things like "We must do better

| in giving institutional

precognition to true excellence

i in both teaching and learning."

:-or "The concept of the

£ tripartite community must

|: become the real basis of a
: commonality of purpose. It

must never be interpreted as a
licence for unilateral action."

Is that what it was all for?

Well, anyone who's taken
part in a serious discussion

about University policy can tell

you that such statements are
deceptively simple, that for all

their obviousness once written

down, the discussions lying

behind them are intense,

serious and important.
Often SWAP reports will

continue with a list of

suggestions and ideas for how
the University might go about
achieving the goal which has
been hammered out in the

discussion of the weekend--"By
the expansion of the Honors
Program and the academic
program of the Residential

Colleges," or "By the
establishment of a joint Rules
Committee representing both

Student and Faculty Senate,"
pay
And reading over the

reports, these suggestions are
usually the valuable part-the
end of curfews and ( no doubt I

an example of how we might
"give greater recognition to

the capacity for individual

responsibility."' The SWAP
program for 1970 is designed to

concentrate on such
suggestions and to examine
both their feasibility and their

effectiveness more closely

than has been the case in most
groups in the past.

For this reason, SWAP 1970

begins with a long list of

"Generally Accepted Goals" a
phrase promptly acronymized
to GAG s for some reasons-
which have formed the basis

for discussions in the eighteen

Study Groups requested in-

formation of a factual nature

from the SWAP Resources and
Research Sub-Committee -the

list of questions was long and

intense. On Thursday af-

ternoon the members of each
Study Group received such
answers as could be found,
along with reports of April 10-

11 Study Groups from last

Spring which touch on the

subject of SWAP'S "goal".
Friday night the Study Groups
will begin seeking concrete and
practical suggestions for the
more effective achievement of

the University's goals. And on
Saturday morning, each Study
Group will prepare reports
describing the suggestions,
ideas, complaints and dif-

ficulties which their
discussions have explored.

Since SWAP begins with
"generally accepted goals,
though, the weekend
discussions should not take
place in a vacuum. And since
many of the officials (student,

Faculty, Administration)
responsible for running the
University will be present at

SWAP, it is possible to bring
the discussions into focus in

terms of current policies
relatively simply. All that is

needed is to bring the 75-100

suggestions from Study Groups
together with the 175-200

delegates to the Conference in

the right order. According to

Putnam Barber, Faculty
Advisor to SWAP who has been
working on the Programming
for the weekend with Ross
Benjamin, Richard Story and
Bonnie Jackson, "this is a

simple matter."
Your reporter confesses to

being both confused and weary
after bearing a full explanation
from the program sub-
committee of how this shuffle

will take place Saturday after

lunch. And he's sure it will all

work out for the best, that all

the "Resource Persons" will

gather in the proper "Ex-

pertise Groups" to be joined by
interested delegates to explore
the suggestions from the right
Study Groups. And this
reporter looks forward with
more enthusiasm to the sub-
sequent discussions than to the
mini-registration day that will

precede them.
Each of the Expertise

Groups will review reports of
University affairs-say with
Governance, or Security, or
Student Activities and, in turn,
draw up reports specifying
suggestions and ideas which
develop in their sessions. The
program committee expect
these reports to be both
detailed and practical, since
the exoertise groups will have
resou" ce people who deal with
their subjects on a day-to-day
basis and the benefit of the
Study Group work. These
reports will be reproduced and
distributed at lunch on Sunday,
so they can be presented to a
panel of distinguished mem-
bers of the University com-
munity ( see story elsewhere in
this section).

During the afternoon, this
panel will consider these
reports in the context of the
University's wide respon-
sibilities to its' student, the
faculty and the citizens of the
state. WMUA has made plans
to tape this discussion for
broadcast in the near future
The SWAP 1970 Conference

looks exhausting. Delegates
will come back this year, as
always, puzzled. This year,
though, they should be able to
remember what was said at the
Conference to bring back to
Campus not only new ideas and
needed information but also
concrete plans and proposals
for future action. "Where do
we go from here?" SWAP asks.
They may even find out.

:•:•:•:

•:•:•:.

S

SWAP Program
November 22, 1970

General Meeting of all SWAP participants; Study Groups meet
and consider two "Generally Accepted Goals" of the University
in order to request additional information (if required) from the

Research and Resources Committee of SWAP.
December 10, 1970

Registration for the Conference (at the Campus Center).
Distribution of Resources and Research materials. Social Hour.
December II, 1970

5: 30 Buffet Dinner at Oak n'Spruce (South Lee, Massachusetts)
7:00 Study Groups meet
9:15 Dessert & Coffee

Keynote Address-President
Robert C. Wood

December 12, 1970

8:00 Breakfast
9:15 Study Groups meet
11:30 Reports from Study Groups due
11:45 Lunch
1:30 Selection of Expertise Groups
2:00 Expertise Groups meet
5:30 Social Hour
6:30 Dinner
8:00 SWAP-Community Program
December 13, 1970

8:00 Breakfast
10:00 Expertise Groups meet
1:00 Reports from Expertise Groups due
1:30 Dinner
2:30 Panel response to Expertise Group Reports
5:30 Buses leave for Amherst

SWAP Committee

These persons have planned the

December SWAP Weekend and
many will be working on SWAP
continuation on campus. Questions

concerning SWAP should be
directed to them

Betty Pugh. Co Chairman

Dick Palomba. Co-Chairman

Jane Killinger. Secretary

Bob Nims, Treasurer

Doreen Doyle

Gigi Wallace

Gayle Krukonis

Debbi Krukonis

Bonnie Jackson

Judy Gill

Mike West

Debbie Pepyne

Linda Farney

Marcia Maloof

Ron Capaldo

Ross Benjamin

Don Trageser

Richard Story

Robin Brooks

Dick Beesley

Bob Harrington

Jean Umana

Jill Cochrane

Sheila McRevey

Jerry Scanlon

Jim Swartz

Mark Brenner

Putnam Barber

Don Tepper

BUSES
for student transportation

to SWAP
will depart from the

Campus Center Parking Garage
on Friday, December 11 at

2:30, 4:00 and 5:30 P.M.

Students must ride on -

the bus to which they were assigned.

Accepted Goafs Are SWAP Topics
GROUP NO. 1

1. "To sustain our great endeavor
we must encourage intellectual
ferment and creative dissent in
a world of ideas, for these are
the hallmarks of a great
university."

2. The numberous and various
activities in which members of
our community engage outside
the classroom walls are an
important part of the op-
portunity for self-fulfillment and
community service which is so
important to a university. The
support given to these activities

must be imaginative and
creative so that each individual
may participate as interest and
ability dictate while the needs of
the community are responsibly
met.

Putnam Barber Leader
Doreen Doyle Dan Fitzpatrick
Steven Sandler Helen Curtis
Patricia Beharry Allan Hoffman
Edward Bryant Doug Forsythe
Richard Simmons Dan Melley
Deborah Johnson Dennis Crowley

GROUP NO. 2

1. Means must be found to make
our academic procedures more
responsive to changes in subject
matter, technique, and in-

terests.

2. The numerous and various ac-
tivities in which members of our
community encage outside the
classroom walls are an im-
portant part of the opportunity
for self-fulfillment and com-
munity service which is so
important to a university. The
support given to these activities

must be imaginative and
creative so that each individual

may participate as interest and
ability dictate while the needs of

the community are responsibly
met.

Gayle Krukonis Leader
Richard Hanson Mary Dumas
Lawrence Woods Harry Schumer
Caryn Zahn Jack minefield
David Bartley L ;nda Farney
Janet Baum A |d ,e A nen
Steve Dimock

GROUP NO. 3
1. The members of the community
must define, establish and
maintain a system of security
that protects the individual and
communal rights of all.

2. The governance of the
University must become more
responsive to the real dif-
ferences that exist among its

members while giving greater
recognition to the essential
community of interest that
unites us.

Bonnie Jackson Leader
Maureen O'Brien jim West
Pat Flynn Robert Joyce
David Poisson Arthur Kinney
Benjamin Fieman Oswald Tippo
Ronald Holman Marcia Maloof

GROUP NO. 4

1. We must do better in giving

institutional recognition to true
excellence in both teaching and
learning.

2. The growth of complex
organizations and the in-

creasing variety of technical

specialties require that the

University provide each student

with a deep humanistic concern
coupled with a broad
technological competence.

Don Trageser Leader
Mario Umana Dot Burke
Charles Stuart Phyllis George
Richard Verrochi R IChard Garber
Kevin Kulakowski Joe Marcus
Phillip Cohen Jonn z ,j is

Kim Macaione

GROUP NO. 5

1. Particularly because of the
necessary institutional igidity

of a University, our planning
must strive to be both
imaginative and realistic.

2. The governance of the
University must become more
responsive to the real dif-

ferences that exist among its

members while giving greater
recognition to the essential
community of interest that
unites us.

Ross Benjamin Leader
Linda Allen Frank Mazzei
Tom Filmore stan Moss
Valerie Foster pau i Procopio
Ed Voci Evan Johnston
Paul Dudash d, c k Palomba
Ellen Coughlin JOhn Olver

GROUP NO. 6

1. Our community must seek
educational innovations which
promote a greater integration

between the scholarly work of

the faculty and the intellectual

needs of the students.

2. The special educational needs of

certain groups in the population
(blacks, or women) must be
considered in the shaping of the
educational policies of the
University at tne same time that
the task of transmitting the

common core of our culture is

not forgotten.
Jim Swartz Leader

Larry Moneta Bernie Bussel
Beverly Richardson Bill Mellen
Joan Pedi A Boat in
Chris Polomski Al Kamil
Ken Szczypien Belden Bly
Jerry Scanlon Alan Shaler

GROUP NO. 7

1. The growth of complex
organizations and the in-

creasing variety of technical
specialties require that the
University provide each student
with a deep humanistic concern
coupled with a broad
technological competence.

2. The special educational needs of

certain groups in the population
(blacks, or women) must be
considered in the shaping of the
educational policies of the
University at the same time that
the task of transmitting the
common core of our culture is

not forgotten.
Jill Cochrane Leader

Ann Lebrech Sam Johnson
Valerie Baldisserotto Or Abrams
Janice Gamache Dr. Venman
John Burke Mort Appley
Carol Collins Joseph Healy
Guy Lewis GR0UPN0 . 8

1. The concept and exercise of

ndividual responsibility has
never been more important than
it is today. Yet, as the

University grows both larger

and more complex, the oc-

casions for individuals to
exercise responsibility seem to

become more rare. Can our
community survive without
resolution of this paradox?

2. The concept of the tripartite

community must become the
real basis of a commonality of

purpose. It must never be in-

terpreted as a license for

unilateral action.
Judy Gill Leader

Chuck Hampton Margie Lenn
Henry LittleEd Fenwich

Sue Roundy
Joel Wilson
Wendy Bruis
Bill Coughlin

Claire Johnson
Bob McConnell
Brian Scott

Francis Hatch

GROUP NO. 9

1

.

The members of the community
must define, establish and
maintain a system of security

that protects the individual and
communal rights of all.

2. The concept and exercise of

individual responsibility has
never been more important than
it is today. Yet, as the
University grows both larger

and more complex, the oc-

casions for individuals to

exercise responsibility seem to

become more rare. Can our
community survive without
resolution of this paradox?

Richard
Jill Klein
Bob Dewsnap
Robert Goldstein
Marcus Buckley
Benjamin Visnick
Sheila McRevey

Beesley Leader
John Hunt
Don Junkins
Ann Maggi
Mrs G Rowland
W D Sargent
Diane Buckley

2

GROUP NO. 10

Residential and social spaces on
the campus should be com-
patible with the diversity of the
members of the community
while academic spaces should
be flexible enough to ac-
comodate a wide variety of
pedagogical techniques.
Particularly because of the
necessary institutionalrigidity of
a University, our planning must
strive to be botn imaginative
and realistic.

Mike West Leader
John Hogan Bill Hogan
Bill Abbott
Tom Merrigan
Kevin Maloney
Margaret Houghton
Bud Demers

Dave Bischoff
Joe Franks

Jim Allen

Mrs P Snowden

GROUP NO. 11

1

.

We must extend the resources of
the University more broadly
among the citizens of the
commonwealth while at the
same time honoring both the
commitment to excellence
which must guide a University
and the need for limitation on
the cost of providing a
University's services.

2. The special educational needs of
certain groups in the population
(blacks, or women) must be
considered in the shaping of the
educational policies of the
University at the same time that
the task of transmitting the
common core of our culture is

not forgotten.

Bob Harrington Leader
Rocky Hodgson Art Plumstead
Kevin Grennan Robert Woodbury
Bill Brown pe te Pascarelli
Dave Williams Bill Bromery
Terry Grmnan Betty Pugh
Tup Blackwell

GROUP NO. 12

1. We must do better in giving

institutional recognition to true
excellence in both teaching and

learning.

2. The concept and exercise of
individual responsibility has
never been more important than
it is today. Yet, as the
University grows both larger
and more complex, the oc-
casions for individuals to
exercise responsibility seem to
become more rare. Can our
community survive without
resolution of this paradox?

Richard Story Leader
Pam Pepper Jack H ,Dave Brennan Larrv Beth
Ronald Klein ,oa"d GeorgeEdward Accomando Fred Trov
Glenn Elters Mark Ros

Y
sof(

Dick Daves
GROUP NO. 13

1. Means must be found to make
our academic procedures more
responsive to changes in subject
matter, technique, and in-

terests.

2. Particularly because of the
necessary institutional rigidity
of a University, our planning
must strive to be botn
imaginative and realistic

Ron Capaldo Leader
Wanda Breedlove Ernie Beals
Elaine McGowan Dean Alfange
Roy DePerdue Guenter Lewy
Mary Burgwinkle Richard Howland
Diane O'Day G>gi Wallace
Russ Colvin

GROUP NO. 14

1. Residential and social spaces on
the campus should be com-
patible with the diversity of the
members of the community
while academic spaces should
be flexible enough to ac-
comodate a wide variety of
pedagogical techniques.

2. The rural location of the
University is a precious
resource not to be squandered in

hasty construction or
thoughtless concentration.
Provisions must be made for the
increasing size of the University
community and the growing
number of visitors to the
campus which will protect and
strengthen the natural
surroundings in which it is

found.
Mark Brenner Leader

Shirley Capecci William Kraus
Man Hull Robert Gluckstern
Brenda Rau Glen Gordon
Claudia Hamberg Gerry Grady
Mike Egan Carol Goldberg

GROUP NO. 15

1

.

The members of the community
must define, establish and
maintain a system of security
that protects the individual and
communal rights of all.

2. The rural location of the
University is a precious
resource not to be squandered in

hasty construction or
thoughtless concentration.
Provisions must be made for the
increasing size of the University
community and the growing
number of visitors to the
campus which will protect and
strengthen the natural

surroundings in which it is

found.

Robin Brooks Leader

Jane Killinger Bill Lasher
Mark Silverman Phil Cavanaugh
Phil Collazzo Jerry Allen
Rames Cassidy David Clay
Pat Lempart Pat Bourke
Tom Trotman Vernon Rhett

GROUP NO. 16

1. Our community must seek
educational innovations which
Eromote a greater integration
etween the scholarly work of

the faculty and the intellectual

needs of the students.
2. The numerous and various ac-

tivities in which members of our
community engage outside the
classroom walls are an im-
portant part of the opportunity
tor self-fulfillment and com-
munity service which is so
important to a University. The
support given to these activities

must be imaginative and
creative so that each individual
may participate as interest and
ability dictate while the needs of

the community are responsibly
met.

Debbie Pepyne Leader
Nathan Chandler pau i Bigelow
Leo Clark Sam Goldman
Nicholas Apostola Dallas Darland
Ronald Young Bill Connolly
Helen Way Norma Gluckstern

GROUP NO. 17

1. "To sustain our great endeavor,
we must encourage intellectual
ferment and creative dissent in

a world of ideas, for these are
the hallmarks of a great
university." (--John Lederle,
1969)

2. The concept of the tripartite
community must become the
real basis of a commonality of
purpose. It must never be in-

terpreted as a license for
unilateral action.

Jean Umana Leader
Pat Morris Katy G.lmore
d,,n Kort Joel Stoneham
Ron Rapallo Jonn Zahradnick
Bob Fowler Debbie Krukonis
B'll Field Frank Boyden
Richard Kofler Boo Nirm

GROUP NO. 18

1. We must extend the resources of
the University more broadly
among the citizens of the
commonwealth while at the
same time honoring both the
commitment to excellence
which must guide a University
and the need for limitation on
the cost of providing a
University's services.

2. "To sustain our great endeavor
we must encourage intellectual
ferment and creative dissent in

a world of ideas, for these are
the hallmarks of a great
university." (-John Lederle.
1969)

Don Tepper Leader
Jerry Burke Leon Barron
Den.se Magnell Robert Wood
Janet Sheppard T O Wilkinson
Suzanne Chamberlin Dick Hartzler
Ken Burnham Kevin Harrington
Randy Dahl Lynne McCoy

Continuation Brings

Issues Back Home
The continuation aspect of SWAP '70 is one of the most important

segments of this year's program. Continuation is an attempt at

bringing back to the campus the major issues discussed at the

December weekend in some form of an on-campus conference. Thus,
the major focus of participation will switch from a small, select

group to an open discussion of the entire University community.
Presently, the design of the continuation subcommittee is a

flexible one. The organization structure for an on-campus con-
ference will be decided by the continuation representatives who were
chosen from the 18 study/discussion groups set up during the
December conference.

There are many different ways to implement a continuation
program. Whatever the decided plan of implementation, the primary
emphasis is going to be on ACTION. Many conferences end in the
same circular frame of endless rhetoric. It is the aim of the con-
tinuation committee to alter this pattern to a program of con-
structive action.

SPECIAL SWAP
Pages Compiled

By SWAP Committee

And The Daily Collegian
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Heroin: Exposing The Myths
There is a lot of misinformation

and myth circulating "on the

street" about heroin. People tend

to consider it in extreme terms,

terms which either make them
emotionally unable to face the sub

ject in any rational manner or

emotionally unwilling to face the

real dangers and side-effects of the

drug.
For many people heroin is the

ultimate evil, the land of no

return. One of the strongest

arguments against marijuana, in

emotional appeal though not in

factual substance, is that it may
lead to heroin. "Shoot-up once and

your hooked." "Heroin destroys

your mind and your body."
"Heroin addicts are uncon
trollable criminals." "Heroin
addicts commit most of the sex

crimes." Sound familiar? None of

these statements are true.

Other people, knowing thai must
of the warnings against marijuana
and LSD have been gross distor-

tions designed to frighten users or

potential users are very glib in

down playing the dangers of

heroin. "If they lied to us about

pot, then all the talk about heroin

must be lies, too." "You'd have to

shoot-up everyday for a month to

get hooked." "As long as I'm just

snorting, I can't get a habit." You
guessed it -these people are kid-

ding themselves too.

Statistics about heroin are
paradoxical. Though up till now
close to half of all heroin addicts

have not lived past the age of

forty, either being dead or being in

prison for life (according to the

staff at the Drug Dependence Unit

at Yale University), there has as

yet been no conclusive evidence
produced that heroin in any way

^VWV^'W

ROOM
TO

MOVE

contributes to body tissue

pathology (it doesn't hurt your

body).

Heroin damage can be attributed

mostly to two sources: the 97% of

the contents of the bag which is not

heroin, and the dangerous life style

which has characterized heroin

addicts.

Heroin is usually cut with

quinine and milk sugars, but bags
have been known to contain such
things as talcum powder,
stricknine and crystalized battery

acid. Most heroin deaths which are
listed as "overdoses" are really

due to toxic materials in the

diluents (the 97% that's not

heroin).

It does occasionally happen that

by accident or by malicious intent,

a user gets a batch of heroin which
contains significantly more heroin

than usual. Shooting his usual

number of bags in a case like this

can cause death.

The "dangerous lifestyle" of

heroin addicts has several aspects

to it. Hepatitis, tetanus, and
related diseases are common
among addicts because few take

the precautions to use sterile

works. The pursuit of heroin can
become such an overwhelming
drive in an addict's life that he lets

himself in for all sorts of poor

nutritional conditions because of

bad eating habits.

The addict's other main problem
is supporting his habit. A ten bag a
day drug habit (higher than
average, but not uncommon)
would cost $30 in New York and

BEER
TALK
by Ed McMahon

In which the candid connoisseur

answers questions about

Beer, and the drinking of same.

DEAR ED: Every now and then,

I see guys putting salt in their

beer. What's it all about?

ALFIE

DEAR ALFIE: I'll tell you what

it's about . . . it's about to drive

me crazy! Now, I have nothing

against salt. On hard-boiled eggs.

Or french fries. But not in my
Budi.

Putting salt in beei, some say,

perks up the head ... or livens

up the taste . . . makes the beer

"drier." With Budweiser, though,

all salt can do is make it salty.

Because Bud is already just about

perfect.

So save the salt for the popcorn, please. We put heart, soui and our exclusive Beechwood

Ageing into Budweiser. All you need to enjoy it is a glass . . . or drink it right from the can,

if that's your bag . . .

Beer questions? Write: Ed McMahon, Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 721 Pestalozzi St., St. Louis, Mo. 63118

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC • ST. LOUIS « NEWARK • LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON • COLUMBUS . JACKSONVILLE • MERRIMACK

->...:.•

$100 a day in Amherst.

Addicts learn to "hustle." This

can mean stealing, pimping,

dealing, and anything else that can

support the habit.

Crime associated with heroin is

for money. The sex crime side of

heroin is pure myth. Male addicts

usually have little or no sex drive.

Junk is their woman. Female

addicts usually have sex lives only

in so far as it is related to sup-

porting their habits.

This has been a general survey of

the "traditional" heroin scene. In

future weeks we will be talking

about the heroin scene as it seems
to be developing on campus and in

affluent society in general.

Mentally Retarded

To Display Handcrafts

Beginning next Monday, Dec. 14th, tables displaying art, ceramics,

clothing and other handicrafts made by the mentally retarded from
Belchertown State School will be set up in the Campus Center.

All objects will be on sale and all proceedings will go directly to those

who made the articles. It is hoped that providing an outlet for the sale of

these handidrafts will stimulate interest in their production. Depending
on the success of these displays, a booth may be set up in the Campus
Center annually.

Members of the University are also urged to give the mentally retarded

small token Christmas gifts valued at approximately $1.00. For further

information students should contact Roger Lynch 546-8966, 406

Washington. Gifts may be brought to Mr. Lynch's room or arrangements
can be made to pick them up somewhere.

"

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
SATURDAY

Sliced Roast Beef
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw

Fried Clams
French Fries
Cole Slaw
Roll and Butter

SUNDAY
Sirloin Steak
French Fries
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

Chicken in a Basket
French Fries
Roll and Butter

Served from 11

Sandwich

:30 a.m. until 6:80

$1.19 plus tax

$1.15 plus tax

$1.35 plus tax

$1.29 plus tax
p.m.

1 1 » Mi wnfcr

.

*Q5ecHeart isa<londuc
Httnter
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SATURDAY, Dec. 12

7:00 & 9:30

^rchnlrok}- •fiom'Vamrt fl*H Sewn • \ra
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SU BALLROOM

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT

Brunch (11-2 p.m.)
Hot Apple Dumplings
Woffles with Butter & Syrup
Chicken o lo King
and more

Desserts are a la carte

Club Bar open 1-10 p.m

FEATURES SUNDAY
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Don't forget - Dinner is served from 5:30 - 9:00

Every Friday ond Sarurdoy night.

Buffet (4-7) p.m.)
Steamship Roast of Beef
(carved on the buffet)
Swedish Meatballs
Assorted Cheeses
and more

'Special prices for children

Poetry

Fidelity, Time, Exile
By CHRISTINE REYNOLDS

Fine Arts Staff
Wednesday afternoon Donald Junkins, Director of the UMass Fine Arts

Program in English, and Rosellen Brown, award winner of the 1970
National Council on the Arts Selection, read poems from their newly
published books.

Herter Auditorium was comfortably filled with people; tweed-jacketed
men brought their rich pipe tobacco to mediatatively favor the air. For
once auditorium seats allowed enough room for a tall person to stretch
out and comfortably settle himself. It has been lightly snowing; the
people were still alert from the cold, yet calmed by the soft light.

Perfect.

Donald Junkins was once a preacher and deerhunter; he probably
plans to be a congressman and lobsterman in the future. He chose to read
ten poems in chronological order from his book "And Sandpiper She
Said", which relates the break-up and reconcilliation of a marriage.

Mr. Junkins is a very intense person; his steady, forceful, precisely

spaced words were puntuated by his equally emphatic bodily gestures.

The poems involved children, gardens, fidelity, time, and other com-
ponents of his life that he shared with his wife. It makes one wonder-does
marriage make love stronger and more resistant to discord?
RoseUen Brown spent three years in Mississippi, teaching and working

m the Civil Rights movement, after which she wrote Some Deaths in the

Delta. Since then she has turned to prose, and lives with her husband and
children in Brookline, NY. I enjoyed her prose, Finger Painting, for it

was a collection of thoughts and incidents with more solidity to them than

a stream of consciousness. She spoke of a "hot, sticky, domestic day and
her ritual of the blues." She has felt the strain of being a wife/mother/-
writer, for she does not have the time to write lone works: she feels

terribly guilty whenever her daughter has diaper rash for fear that she
has not spent enough time with her, and yet her husband urges her to

write -so she will not feel unfulfilled and "bother" him.

Someone once said that there are two kinds of people in the world, those

that take things hard, and those who take things easy. Rosellen Brown
takes writing "hard". Her poems after the South are of exile, but not

protest.

"I have been alone in rooms seething with strangers-their

presence demanding my captured presence."

"In Rooms"
After the readings, while wine and buiscuts were served, and assorted

poets and listeners spoke to each other.

The Village At Bowker
Can't get to the Village this

weekend? Desperate to go? Well
the Fine Arts Council has found the

solution of your dilemma. Tonight
and tomorrow ail the atmosphere
and one of the greatest talent's of

the Village will transform Bowker
Auditorium into the unique world
of the Village Coffeehouse.

Dave Van Ronk, noted folk

singer, will perform two concerts

in Bowker on December 11 and 12

at 8 p.m. both evenings. Van Ronk,
the former bank messenger,
printer's apprentice, merchant
seaman and factory hand turned

folk singer, will make his first

appearance before the UMass
population. After an uphill climb
from obscurity in the New York
Coffeehouse circuit, he has
recently become in demand on the

American campus.
A recent review of his per-

formance at the U of Michigan's
Canterbury House found Van Ronk
to be "...unlike any there is. Most
peopie who have heard about Van

THE TIME IS NEAR
The Portrait Session For Jan. Grads

and Seniors Going on the Ed Block

Starts Monday.

SIGN UP NOW
Index Office, Room 401, 2nd Floor, S.U

Buy one UTAH AS-2A Loudspeaker at its List Price of

$59.95 and get the 2nd for a NICKEL

Sorry but you MUST buy the first, first.'

UTAH WD-90
consisting of 12" Woofer, 8" Mid, 3Vi" Tweeter

$120 *e pair SAVE $58
GARRARD SL55B Automatic Turntable

List $70.51 Have a $35 Magnetic Cartridge FREE.'

How Great is That ?

Amherst AudicT

Ronk casually know him for dirty

songs, and he has a reputation for

sometimes getting so drunk that he
is terrible. But Van Ronk's in-

credible genius lies in his voice: it

is the hardest, meanest voice in

folk music but which breaks apart

into the most beautiful, painful,

gentle tones I've ever heard."

Unlike a class of coffeehouse

performers who get on stage with a

whole repertoire to choose from

and grope their way through

random songs as they go, Van
Ronk plans his show to a great

extent - selecting songs which pull

the audience down, lifting them up,

set them on an even peel, bring

them down, up, medium again, but

then he takes chances.

sometimes I do a whole show of

funny songs, sometimes a whole

show of obscene songs". Of the

Michigan audience Van Ronk said:

"I told the audience I didn't feel

like tickling their geaetalice."

Van Ronk is the man who taught

guitar to Steve Katz of B, S & T and
Danny Kalb of The Blues Project.

Sounds as if the man may have
some talent. You can't afford to

miss him. Reserved tickets are
$1.50 for UM undergrads; $2.00 all

other students; $2.50 for UM
faculty/staff and $3.00 general
Public at the Fine Arts Council Box
Office, 125 Herter Hall. Remaining
tickets at Bowker one hour before

each concert. Telephone 545-0202.

MESSIANIC JEWS
Offer free l»il>le Literature foncern-

InK tlieir precept* mill beliefs. Write:
Sl'Kll'Tl KES, l>ept. (-.188, 151

Prowled Drivr, stratfurd, Conn.,

IMiJ'tT.

ANIMALS
FRENCH IMM IMENTAKV

and
3 FILMS l.y MUSMAOS

50c

C. C. AUD.
MON., Dec. 14 — 8:00 p.m.

CREATIVE SABBATH SERVICE AT H1LLEI

TONIGHT at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel Center, S.U.

NOT EVERYONE WEARS

OUR JEANS ....

JEANS
on sale this week

brown, black, purple, rose, light blue

all $5.95

DRESS BELLS all $7.95

also available . .

.

Corduroys, Jerseys, Shirts, Sweaters,

Frye Boots, and Belts

WEAR HOUSE
201 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

10 - 5:30 — Friday Nights until 9

r / *
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fine arts calendar
Music

OR-

DAVE VAN HONK
(See article on page 11)

l MASS SYMPHONY
CHE8TRA
The UMass Symphony Orchestra

under the direction of Ronald

Steele will give a concert next

Wednesday night, December n». at

8:15 in Bowker Auditorium. The
program will include Ives, The
Unanswered Question, Mozart,

Piano Concerto No. 12 in A Major
featuring Dwight Peltzer of the

music faculty as piano soloist. The
concert will conclude with

Beethoven, Symphony No. 'i in E-

flat Major, EROICA. «.

Movies
A MAN AND A WOMAN (Friday,

Campus Center Ballroom 7 and 9)

Winner of the 1966 Cannes film

festival, this romantic drama
combines exciting auto racing with

a sophisticated love story.

Directed by Claude Lelouch, it

stars Anouk Aimee and Jean-Louis

Trintrgnant.

ANIMALS. MOTHLIGHT and
REFLECTIONS IN BLACK
(Monday, C.C. Auditorium, 8)

The former title is a feature length,

French study of evolution by

viewing animal life patterns. The
latter two are two experimetal

films by Stan Brakhage. Also on

the program will be live jazz en-

tertainment.

BELLE DE JOUR (Saturday, Sage
Hall, Smith, 7:15 and 9:30)

Luis Bunuel erotic masterpiece

starring Catherine Deneauve as a

bored rich, beautiful young woman
who acts out her erotic fantasies.

BRAND X (Talkie, Northampton)
A second film by independent

young filmmaker Brian De Palma
in the style of his irreverant

GREETINGS. Funny, topical yet

somewhat of questionable taste.

BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER
KWAI (Monday, SU Ballroom, 7

and 9:45)

This internationally-acclaimed
film, directed by David Lean
(DOCTOR ZHIVAGO) concerns
allied troops held captive by the

Japanese in Burma.

COOL HAND LUKE (Monday,
Hampshire College, Academic
Building, 8)

Paul Newman gives another fine

performance in this story about a

victimized prisoner down South.

Arthur Kennedy and Jo Van Fleet

both give fine support in this

somewhat overly symbolic film.

DARLING LILI (Campus Cinema,
Hadley

)

Julie Andrews stars as a British

Music hall star who doubles as a

spy during the First World War.
This large musical directed by
Blake Edwards, with a score by

Henry Mancini, is one of the last of

its kind and rightly so.

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE
(Campus Cinema, Hadley;
Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield, Academy of Music,

Northampton)
A delightfully insightful look at the

harried existance of a

sophisticated New York housewife.

Carrie Snodgress should gather

some acting awards in her film

debut and Richard Benjamin is

brilliantly nasty as her obnoxious

husband.

By ROBERT NESTI
Fine Arts Editor

DYNAMITE CHIC KEN (Tuesday,
SU Ballroom, 7 and 9)

Another filmed rock and roll show,
this v»ne featuring such talents as

Jimi Hendrix, Joan Baez, Sha-na-

na, Lenny Bruce, John and Yoko
Lennon, and Allen Ginsburg.

THE HEART IS A LONELY
HUNTER (Saturday, SU
Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

A faithful adaptation of the

moving, beautifully written novel

of Carson McCullers. Alan Arkin

gives yet another excellent por-

trayal as a deaf-and-dumb man
who becomes the salvation of

many diverse characters.

IF.... (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

A student fantasy, or what happens
when the revolution comes to an
English public school. Acclaimed
as one best films of last year.

JOE (Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield)

Probably the most controversial

film of the year. The question is

whether this meeting of extremes
is legitimate or only expedient.

LOVERS AND OTHER
S-TRANGERS (Showcase
Cinemas, W. Springfield)

Gig Young and Anne Jackson head

a large and excellent cast in a

series of diverse vignettes all

dealing with the wide world of sex.

THE LAWYER (Campus Cinemas,
Hadley)
A low-budget film made in Boston,

about a young, liberal lawyer.

Barry Morse stars in a somewhat
unsuccessful attempt to make a

film in the BULLITT formula.

ON THE WATERFRONT (Wed-
nesday, CC Auditorium, 7 and 9:30)

Introducing the

fastest ladies
1

shaver

in the whole
wide world.

You know those timid little ladylike

shavers? Well, target them. Because the

•• Lady Norelco 20L is here.

And it's the world's fastest ladies'

shaver.

It has the biggest shaving head ol

all the ladies' shavers.

The largest active cutting area. And
an extra-thin shaving head to shave^

extra close and smooth.

Which means you can shave your

legs and underarms 40 to 50%
taster than with any other ladies

shaver in the world.

The new Lady Norelco is a
beautitul poppy red.

and it comes in a shiny black

case. And that makes it the

tastest. pretttest ladies' shaver

in the whole wide world. %t

The new Lady Norelco

?/cQtBlCO «• 1970 North American Philips Corporation. 100 East 42nd Sireel New York. N Y. 10017

Marlon Brando gives his finest

performance ir. this film whose

power manages to Rome through

despite its obvious age. Karl

Maiden, Eve Marie Saint, Lee J.

Cobb, and Rod Steiger all give

performances which all but rival

Brando's.

THE OUT-OF-TOWNERS
(Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

Jack Lemmon and Sandy Dennis

play a harried Midwestern couple

on a supposedly business-pleasure

trip to New York. The film boast a

script by master comic writer Neil

Simon.

SHAME (Sunday, SU Ballroom, 7

and 9)

The finale to this semester
Bergman series is one of more
recent and controversial films.

THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET
(Sunday, Thompson 104, 7 and 9)

Winner of the Academy Award as

Best Foreign Film in 1965, this

Czechoslovakian film deals with

the human relationship between a

woman who owns a dry goods store

and a carpenter who boards with

her.

THE STERILE CUCKOO (Calvin

Theater, Northampton)
Liza Minelli gives one of last year's

finest performances as a young co-

ed named Pookie, a female Holden

Caulfield, having her first

romance.

TELL ME THAT YOU LOVE ME,
JUNIE MOON (Amherst Theater,

Calvin Theatre, Northampton)

Marjorie Kellogg adapted her'

poignant study of three of society

misfits who brave the workd
together. Performances make this

one worthwhile as Liza Minelli

plays the acid-scarred Junie Moon.

UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE
(Thursday, SU Ballroom, 7 and

9:30)

Sandy Dennis plays a high school

teacher in this humorous adap-

tation of the immensely popular

novel of a few years back

Theater
CLOUDS
The second UT production of the

season is this bawdy adaptation of

Aristophanes' classic comedy. The
emphasis is on broad farce, gross

satire, and often obscene buf-

foonery as sacred institutions are

attacked with penetrating, biting

insight. Tickets may be purchased

at the University Theatre Box
Office or by calling the box office

(545-2579). Admission is $1.75.

and THEMISS JULIE
STRONGER
Two plays by Strindberg, the

former a modern classic, will be

performed in this student
laboratory production at the Lab
Theatre, Mt. Holyoke, tonight

through. Sunday at 8:15.

PETER PAN
The independent study group of

Amherst College presents the now
classic musical-comedy
(originally starring Mary Martin)

in an innovative and exciting new
production. Performances will run
December 11 through 15 at 8: 30,

with a matinee Sunday, the 13, at

2:30 in Kirby Theater, Amherst
College.

SHOT DOWN: The Grand Magic
Vitamin Experience
A Reader's Theater production,
SHOT DOWN. ...explores the grim
world of the amphetamine user in

New York's East Village. Adapted
by Vincent Brann. it shall be
presented Friday and Saturday
evenings at 8 in trie Studio Theater,
South College. Admission is free.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now occepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance.

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

From nine to midnight every Friday and Saturday Nfte
DANCING and ENTERTAINMENT

in the

Top of the Campus Club Lounge
Music by the Novae. Lynn Holoway sings for you.

Notices Mitchell To Speak
About Davis Case

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving from Whitmore at 12 45 Sat. for

State School Spend some time being a

"friend".

THE FRENCH CORRIDOR
A Man and A Woman, the grand prize winner

of the 1966 Cannes Film Festival will be shown
tonight at 1 & 9 p m in C.C. Ballroom

HILLEL
V.J. A. benefit movie The Pawnbroker on

Wed. at 7 & 9 p.m in Thompson 104.

Special Creative Sabbath service tonight at

7:30 p.m. in Hillel Center SU. Services

tomorrow morning at 10 a.m in Hillel Center

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE

Friday night Meditation and chanting from

6 7 p.m. in Rm 904 908 of C.C. Same room for

Monday morning Hatha Class 8 10 a.m.

Sunday night class 79:30 p.m. in Berkshire

Clubroom Please bring an empty stomach, a

towel & loose fitting clothes.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
For those who take the course Educ. 368

"Psy for High Education" hand in your paper

by Dec. 14th or Paul is not going to like you

Club will show the film The Bridge On The

River Kwai in SU Ballroom, at 7 & 9:45 p.m.

Monday, Dec. 14th.

MIRKWOOD
Mirkwood this Sat. night at 8 in Grayson

Lounge, Orchard Hill. Anyone who would like

to perform call Ken 6 7228

NEWMAN CLUB
Reminder: Need volunteers to babysit for

children of faculty and grad. students, Dec.

12th from 15 p.m. at Newman. Do your bit to

further Christmas spirit.

P E. MAJORS CLUB
Open meeting for all P.E Majors interested

in forming a majors club, today , Dec 1 Ith at

330 in WOPE Lounge. Let's get this dept.

going somewhere besides downhill!

SIMS
All transcendental meditators: Group

meditation, checking, advanced lectures.

Sundays 8 p.m. in Rm 174 176 in C C.

LOST
Men's black fur lined glejyes and a brown &

green mohair scarf lost in Elab or Main
Engineering Bldg If found please call Mike 6

6271.

A pair of black glasses on the case it says
East Greenwich Rhode Island, if found please
call Richard T. Griffith 5 2518 or 5 2519 at 207

Thatcher Hall.

A valuable gold bracelet lost in top of

campus center. It is 1/4 inches wide with
design Please call 545 1010 or 256 6228

FOUND
A man's ring found in Hills House call 6 9492.

A notebook belonging to Richard Misc was
found in Whitmore. Claim at Lost & Found SU.
A pair of black ski mittens found Dec. 10th.

at 10 a.m. in back of Hatch. Call 586 2708

PINNING
Andrea Chaput, '72 of 202 Brooks to Thomas

Kefor, '72 of 407 John Adams.
Holly Watts, '73 of lota Gamma Upsilon to

Bill Reynolds of U.S. Navy.
Patricia Holland, 73 of Field to Edward

Hmieleski, '72 of Westfield State.

ENGAGEMENTS
Ann Majchrowski, '71 of Chi Omega to Jim

Long of Beta Kappa Phi.

Marlene Braverman, '71 of Coolidge to

Richard Grosky, '72 of Lowell Tech.

Swami Venkatesananda

A LIVING SAINT

TODAY 2 p. m.

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Integral Yoga Institute

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S DELI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst
— In the Peter Pan Building —

EVERY NIGHT

6 - 11:30

This Week's Delivery Specials:

ITALIAN GRINDER

HAM GRINDER

Reg. Price

Special

Reg. Price

Special

LIVERWURST GRINDER Re
|

Pr
.

ic
.

e

Special

ECLAIRS Reg. Price

Special

YOO-HOO CHOC SODA Re
| ___fSpecial

CALL 253-9336

1.15
104

1.09

.99

.99

.89

.25

.19

.25

.19

Nil notii-r iiki\ ixiriil (went) live vMirds

Dpi(HI—, Ear noticei is 2 mi I'M on the

preceding da)

There is a one da) maximum lor all notices

Pirating*, and engagement! will appear on
Knilajs

Charlene Mitchell, Communist
Party candidate for president in

1968, is scheduled to speak
December 16, in the Engineering
East Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. The
subject of her talk will be "The
case of Angela Davis: Prosecution
or Persecution?".

Security Log
The following are selected entries from the logs of the Campus Police,

the Security Guards and the Residence Hall Assistants compiled by MDC
Staff Reporter John Fitzgerald for the period 7 a.m. Wednesday,
December 9th to 7 a.m. Thursday, December 10th.

December 9, 1970.

Note: On Wednesday, a male student from John Adams Tower was
arrested and charged with making one or more phoned bomb threats
against Southwest Dormitories last week. He was taken before Judge
Ryan at Northampton District Court and the care continued until

December 15.

9:45 a.m. Request from a Northeast Dormitory to take a person to the
infirmary.

12:25 p.m. Infirmary run from Thompson Tower.
4 : 10 p.m. Person apprehended carrying a five foot tree.

9:30 p.m. Report of a silver English bicycle stolen from in front of

George Washington Tower. Also, an Automatic-Mini-Eight Tape Deck
and Tapes were reported stolen from a motor vehicle parked in V Lot.

11:44 p.m. Complaint from a Central Dormitory of a group throwing
snowballs in the area.

11:55 p.m. Second complaint from Central Area.

Miss Mitchell is chairwoman of
the Black Liberation Commission
of the Communist Party, U.S.A.

She is also founder of the Che-
Lumumba Club, the C.P. club of

which Angela Davis is a member.
Angela Davis, a young black

Communist, was fired from her job

as assistant professor of

philosophy at the University of

California. She was recently
arrested on a murder charge
because she is the alleged owner of

the guns used in the San Rafael
Courthouse shootout.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO

SUAVE
DEBONAIRE

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, wS Garrard, T~ Aatec,
Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speaker*,
LP's, 9 tracks and other neceaslUes.
Amherst Audio. tfl2-23

Diamond SeUtarle Encasement
Bin*, 9/10 et , white cold setting.

Reasonable. 806-1969 anytime.
tns-n

Two fifteen inch snow tires for

thirty-six dollars and two nfteen
Inch regular tiree for twenty-five
dollars. Call Linda M6-5367. tf12-11

BNOW TIRES, low prices top Qua-
lity, cash and carry. KT Factory
Tirea Outlet, Covin Boad, No. Am-
herst, bain behind Mike's Cafe.

tf!2-23

Skis, 4 pr. wood skis, Northland
Supreme w/oot bindings, new, ex-
cel, beslnaer set lMem (6 ft 4 in )

lone, Terr cheap! Call "Wheels"
313 Lewis, 6-6468. tfl2-14

New sheepskin coat, else 49-42,

n». can $49-6629. tru-n
Bare Uc'i, both In new cond .

each with 29* cord. 1 Unisphere east
$60, now $40: 1 Studio model, cast
$99. years far $60 Bath for $S0
Beat bay around Will make deal
Call $40-9074. Aak for Jerry 1108
OW. tflt-11

Mast sell — 3 mo. old Scott ete-

reo model 2311 amp. with Garrard
turntable, FM tuner, 2 Sit Speak-
ers, Scott 9-traek Tape Deck, retails
for $480, asldaa- $326 See Jeff, 300
Thatcher. tflt-11

STKRBO — EH O 40 w stereo
AM — EZCO Stereo FM tuner, t
Kl.H Speakers. aU $200 or aay part
thereof. Call 253-3192 after 8

tflt-11

Standel P. A. 2 columns with fsar
It" speakers each. One monitor
w/two It's tdt watt BMS fear chan-
nels w/reverb, $1600 new, sell for
$»>95. Call Bernie 627-4192 or 527-

1HM0 tf!2-16

Car radio, FM, stereo; perfect
condition, never used, $15 Call
6-5472. 12-10-14

Dineo Leather Boots, new, men's
Hire !»' jl5 $18.00. Call Pete 646-6951

after 7 p.m. tfl»-l«

Nikkormat Ftn bodies 21, 50 III),
- studio camera, lenses, accessories
Almost new. Mami.va Super 23 sports
- studio camera, lenses accessories

New. All cheap. Call 253-9587.

tf!2-14

Gibson Juml>o 12-strinic guitar
.II.VR'N. e\cellent cond. Call after 6
732-8-aa. tf!2-14

Two 775x11 snow treads, Rood con-
dition, $25 00 Call 665-2681 after I

12-11

Head Competition Skis 6' 6", Ne-
vada hindi tiics w /safety straps. Uaod

only i»-i seasons by member of ski

patrol. Excellent condition. Must sell

$75. Call Don at 6-6151. tflt-15

Guitars, new and used, acoustic,
electric, classical, below retail pric-
es $60 and up most: $80. Accessories
alss. All factory rnaranteed an Cam-
pus. Call: 546-7072 or 646-6714 or
see at 800 Web. tflt-15

Used Furs — Capes, Jackets and
Coats (short and lone) all sices. Call
253-3998. tflt-17

Dynaco KCA - 80 amp, 40 watts,
rms per channel, continuous power,
6 months old, like new $170. Call
Earl (i-9120. 1410 Washington.

12-11

FOt SALI — AUTOS
1966 Ford Wagon, good condition

recent endue work, B t H, FM,
clean. Best offer. Call Bill 6-3438

tflt-17

1964 Valiant 4 dr. sedaa. 6 cyl .

atd. shift. Can be seen at Conrad's
Gulf, 388 Bins St., Northampton
Tel. 684-9741

.

tfl8-I6

1961 Chevy Belalr, fair condition,

will except any reasonable offer.

Call 6-9106. 12-n

5HYICP
Amherst Audio eervic

Female tenants wanted — for de-

tails call 773-8263 after 5 p.m.
tflt-16

EMPLOYMINT
Need money? Photocrapher wants

open-minded females to model. If
Interested write: Artists, P.O. Box
302, Chleopee, Maaa. 01014, Include
address and/or phone, tf-12-ll

FOR RENT
"T"Toom apartment, wall-to-wall
carpeting Close to campus. $146
month. Immediate occupancy Call
346-1414, all facilities. tflt-11

1 bedroom apartment, spacious,
heat, electricity Included. Imme-
diate occupancy. Call 263-3718. $136
monthly, Amherst . tfI2-14

Place within easy driving dist. to'
t'niv. Desire my own room bat will
share. Occupancy immediately or
sooner. Call Kick at 253-7116.

tf!2-l4

WANTED TO RENT

stereo 55
pooeats, tape decks far haase or car,

197 No. Pleasant St. 206-8133.

tnt-ta

Ehjsy you* vacations, your weak"
ends, raw week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for

raai. Theses tea. Professions! serv-

ice. Seasonable prices 5B4-68I7

tflt-23

Chalet near any ski area for Bra
Year's weekend for six people. Call
*S3*1». tfl2.l l

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Thick Sheepskin rues — all colors",

an ideal gift for a sensualist Call
732-8263 after 8. tflt-15

HELP WANTED
Weekend help reconditioning bus,

$2.00 per hour, Fri. eve and Satur-
day. Call 549-6181 or 233-7029. 12-11

WANTED PERSONAL

Female SO student wanted to
share one bdnn garden apt. In
N'ham, $80 month Mast Hke doss
Cell Bonn! 884-7496 early morning or
late night. tfI2-ll

Derderian's back, needs a place
off campus Call Leo 646-6396. 12-11

Paper on Busslan History 800 to

1899 — 12— pgs. Beward. Call 263-

7281 anytime. tf12-11

ROOMMATES fgtfg
F roommate wanted to share 3

bedroom apt. In Puffton for Jan
thru May, very Inexpensive and
quiet. CaU 349-6346. Ask for Lln-
da or Nancy. tf!2-15

One or two roommates wanted to

share a large farmhouse, located op-
posite Stop & Shop. Call 256-6762

tf12-11

Female roommate to share 2 bdrm
Puffton Apt. with 2 female grads
Must be willing to share bdm. Walk-
ing distance to school. Bent $64.
CaD 549-6458. tfl22-ll

Swamp Fox wears silk underwear.

__^ 12-1 1

New Sugar-loaf Apt*.

IX SI NDERtAND
.' bedrooms, carpeting self-clean -

Ing stove, frostfree refrigerator,
sir-conditioning, utilities ncluded.
$185 mo. lease until August 31st,
or longer. Sklbtskl Realtors, Rte
116, Sunderland. Tel. 252-7222.

Illll

Seek Campus Reps
Students or Campus Organisations
sought to represent us on-campus
for leasing and purchase of
tax-free ^ara for use in Europe
by students and faculty. Earn
flat fee — big bonus earnings
potential. For application write:
Dir. Student Faculty Programs
tax-free csrs for use In Europe

656 Fifth At*. i

New York City 19917

tflt-14

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT

Brunch (11-2 p.m.)

Hot Apple Dumplings
Waffles with Butter It Syrup

Chicken a la King
and more

Desserts are a la carta

Club Bar open 1-10 p.m.

FEATURES SUNDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Don't forget - Dinner is served from 5:30 - 9:00

Even- F '
' ond Safy '-

r ght.

Buffet (4-7) p.m.)

Steamship Roast of Beef

(carved on the buffet)

Swedish Meatballs
Assorted Cheeses
and more

'Special prices for children
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Wrestlers Bid For 2nd Win At URI
By BOB GANLEV
Staff Reporter

Coming off a 42-0 opening win

over Tufts, the UMass wrestling

team will be out lor win number
two of tne current season when it

travels to Rhode Island for a

Saturday afternoon meet. The time

of the meet is 2:00 p.m.
The Redmen have never lost a

wrestling meet to the Rams, with

the series being 8-0, including a 40-5

win last year. Rhody was expected

to be a much stronger team this

season but an opening loss to

Brown, 26-16, has caused coach
Homer Barr to wonder if the Rams
are as good as their buildup.

Barr figures that the meet will be

much closer than the Tufts

slaughter and expects the Rams to

be toughest at the middle weights.

•This meet will be more of a test

tor us than Tutts," the coach said,

and I hope the team gets a good

workout because we have Harvard

coming up."

The Redmen will have some
lineup changes as they go after

their twelfth straight victory. Nick

DiDomenieo has won back the 118

lb starting spot after losing it last

week to Dave Amato. DiDomenieo

has been a starter for three years

and enters tomorrow's match with

a 24 11 dual meet record. Another
new starter will be freshman Gary
Woods at 126. Woods will be

recovering from a preseason in-

jury and Barr will give him the

starting nod if he is ready. The rest

of The Redmen lineup will remain
the same Sheldon Goldberg will

wrestle at 142, Clay Jester at 150,

Brian Urquhart at 158, Kent
Mignocci at 167, Tom Andrewes at

177, Ed Carlsson at 190 and either

Christ Hudson or Carl Dambman
at heavyweight. Reynolds, Jester,

Mignocci and Hodson all won by

pins in the opening win over Tufts.

The teams' next home match will

be at home on Wednesday night

against Harvard, one of the best

teams in New England, and the

match will be held in the cage.

Sheldon (ioldberg

making his first varsity ap-

pearance after ousting veteran

Dave Reynolds in the wrestle-olt

Reynolds will probably wrestle

at 134 unless Phil Davis can make
weight. Davis, a senior, is

MUA Airs Hockey

l MASS HOCKEY ON THE
AIR—WMl A. 91.1 fm, will be

carrying all the exciting action

from On Rink tonight when the

I Ma*.s Redmen take the ice

against Middlebury College. Air

lime will be 7:45 and calling the

action will be Bruce Glazer,

Larry Walsh, and Roy
Oustafson.

JV Gymnasts

AtBoston State
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Staff Reporter

The UMass junior varsity

gymnastics team, the first jayvee

gym team to represent the school,

will open their season with a dual

meet against Boston State College,

at Boston, on Saturday, Dec. 12, at

1 p.m. Led by co-captains Bill

Henry and Phil Aubrey, the team is

composed of five sophomores and

nine freshmen.

For the past two seasons, the

Little Redmen have been un-

defeated, compiling a 6-0 record

each year. This year's squad,

under coach Jerry Calkin, hopes to

extend their winning ways against

teams from Boston State,

Springfield. Army, and Dart-

mouth, all of whom they defeated

last season. This years schedule

will also include a meet with the

University of New Hampshire, a

team that UMass has never faced.

This meet, along with Dartmouth,

should give the team their stiffest

competition.

In last years encounter, Boston

State bowed to the Little Redmen,
129-111. However, in the college

division of the New England

Whydoesn't

General Electric sell new ideas

tothe cities instead of

newgadgets tothe suburbs?
After thirty years or more ot

neglect, there's no question our cities

need help.

But what kind of help''

Will another thousand sanitation

men be the answer to dirty streets''

Will doubling the police force

finally bring crime under control?

Can new rent laws force

landlords to provide more low-

income housing?

•Ml the old, obvious ideas have

tried \\ hat's needed are new

ideas and new technological

developments.
General Flee trie has been

working on the problems or cities for

a numbei ot years now And in that

time w e ve ( ome up with some
things we think will help

Garbage

General Electri< research has

( ome up * itb what is probably the

most revolutionary idea in garbage

disposal in \ears. Our scientists are

working toward a process by which a

special strain of bacteria converts

garbage into a high-protein food

for cattle.

The process is still something of

a "laboratory trick," but it could be

in the pilot-plant stage in as little

as three years.

Crime

You might not expect a company

like General Electric to be doing

anything about crime.

But the fact is, GE has been

working with the Syracuse police,

looking tor a new approach to the

problem Our sc lentists there came

Up with a whole new concept in

polu e organization called "Crime

(Ontrol Teams.''

!n their first ^ear, these teams

were ( r edited with cutting crime

62% in one large, representative

neighborhood ot Suae use. And the

> one ept has since been adopted by a

number of other cities.

Housing

1 o meet the critical need for

new low-income housing, General

Electric is participating in the

Department of Housing and Urban

Development's Operation

Breakthrough

While GE has no intention of

going into < nmmercial home
building, we do hope to supply the

builder-developer with new products

needed to improve his efficiency.

We now have several design

prototypes of advanced, modular

homes that < an be assembled in a

matter of hours.

These are just a few of the new
ideas General Electric has come up

with to help cities at the same time

that we continue to improve

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

'gadgets' to help people.

We don't think our home
products are at all unnecessary or

frivolous. If they seem that way, it's

bee a use people have forgotten how
much they rely on them. To wash

dishes. To wash clothes. To keep

warm To keep cool. To entertain.

And on and on.

New ideas for the cities and

new "gadgets" for the home both

have the same end in mind, after all.

To help people live bettei

Why are we running this ad?

We're running this ad, and

others like it, to tell you the things

General Electric is doing to solve

the problems of man and his

environment today.

The problems < oni ern us

be< ause they cone ern you. We're a

business and you are potential

customers and employees.

But there's another, more

important reason These problems

will affect the future of this country

and this planet. We have a stake in

that future. As businessmen. And,

simply, as people.

We invite your comments.

Please write to General Electric,

570 Lexington Ave., New York, NY.

10022.

Championships, Boston State

placed a strong third. Dave
Montani, their leading all-around

man, took fourth place in the same
championship meet, and will be

returning this year to lead his team
against UMass, looking for a

victory.

Little Redmen team members
are : co-capt. Bill Henry, co-capt.

Phil Aubrey, Jim Battista, Mark
Cummings, Hick Dressier, John

Ayres, George Farnham, Brian

Hassig, Paul Henry, Chuck Sch-

wartz, Steve Soumerai, Jay
Thompsen, Tom Murphy, and Bill

Girouard

Frosh BBall

By FKED ROSENTHAL
Staff Reporter

Tomorrow night in the Cage at

5:30 the UMass freshman
basketball team will play the

Amherst trosh in a prelude to the

varsity game between UMass and
New Hampshire. UMass' frosh are
2-0 coming off a (>4-52 victory at

Dartmouth. For the Amherst frosh

it will be their first game of the

year.

Although UMass is not ex-

ceptionally tall, it will have a

definite height advantage going

into the game. Amherst will start

Mike Considine (60) and Jeff

Mondschein (5'9> in the backcourt

and Glen Farrell (6'4), Mike
Cardwell <6'3) and Fred Scott (6'2)

up front. UMass runs 6'5, 6'5 and
6'3 up front and 6' and 6'3 in the

backcourt.

UMass will be looking for

another good game from guard
Pete Trow who has been shooting a

remarkabble 63% (19 for 30) from
the field. The Redmen will also be
looking to forward Al Skinner for a

repeat performance of the Dart-

mouth game in which he scored 19

points and grabbed 11 rebounds.

WANTED
Waitresses

&

Go Go Dancers

Part-time

For information

Call 323-9341
Transportation if necessary

^ Eat In W
> or **

Take Out

DRAKE
Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

inheer^ith

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

Hoopsters at Home vs. Improved UI\IH Puckmen Host Raiders
After completing its first win-

ning season in eight years, the

rapidly improving New Hampshire
basketball team visits UMass
Saturday evening to meet the

Kedmen in a contest in the Cage
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

Wildcat Coach Gerry Friel,

formerly an assistant under Bob
Cousy at Boston College, is

developing a fine basketball

program at the Durham school and
the rewards are already being

realized. Coming off of a fine 12-11

year in 1969-70, the Wildcats ap-

pear to be even better this season.

Leading the way is 6'5 junior

Dave Pemberton who averaged

17.4 points per game last season.

He is not only the team's big scorer

but maybe the squad's top

rebounder as well.

Among the other returning

veterans to watch for are 6'2 junior

guard Dwight Peters and senior

backcourt man Brian Peters. The
former Peters managed 13.3 points

per contest last season while the

latter hit for 9.6.

The main problem that Coach
Friel is faced with is the same as

most other smaller college team's

must meet, the lack of a good big

man. The biggest of the Wildcats is

6'6 center Frank Davis who sat on

the bench all of last season. This

will likely be the major weakness

of the revamped Wildcats.

The schedule for New Hamp-
shire is far superior to that played

by previous Wildcat units. Such

opponents as Dartmouth, Boston

University and the usual Yankee
Conference foes make the 1970-71

New Hampshire schedule a very

competitive one.

However, building a good
basketball team is a slow process

and though the Wildcats can more
than hold their own against all of

their competition, they may still be

a few years away from being a

major basketball power in New
England.

•UMass-URI
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MIOOT VOIR OWN KI.KPIIANT ...

(villi ctimrrii. record (tie spectacle
and thrills of your 10-week profes-

sionally led exploration of 11 Afri-

can countries Khino, leopard and
I.ion Oeseri Bedouin and OMN
Pigmy. Join 25 other young men
and women departing New York to

London by YC 10 18th April 1071

Other departures October l!»*l

ttMt inclusive. Write for brochure:

slAIT TKWS-AFKIOA SAFARIS
•to Abbey House, 2 Victoria M .

London S W. 1, England
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By DICK BACKER
Staff Reporter

UMass takes on currently fourth

ranked Middlebury College tonight

at Orr Rink with the face off set for

8. Already this season the Redmen
have defeated Division I power
Pennsylvania, 6-4, and second
ranked Vermont, 3-2, in overtime.
UMass other two wins have been
against Lowell tech. 16-4, and
Williams, 6-3.

Middlebury, an essentially
veteran team, was the third ranked
Division II team last year. If the

Redmen can defeat the Raiders
tonight it will mean they have
already defeated two of the four

division two teams that are ranked
ahead of themselves. Remember,
the first four ranked teams are
invited to the E.C.A.C. playoffs.

Middlebury has good size up
front and excellent scoring
potential. Heading the list for the

Raiders is Dave Norton with 63

points (27 goals and 36 assists) in

two previous seasons
Other Middlebury player* t<;

watch are center Brian Iggulden,

28 goals and 34 assists, wing Rick

Kelly, 26 goals and 29 assists, wing
Jim Glynn, 27 goals anu 22 assists,

and wing John Boothrayd, 20 goals

and 29 assists.

Defensively captain Dave
Pierson heads a rugged, hard
biting defense. Piersons defensive
partner is senior Larry Dixon.

Coach Wendell Forbes' other
defensive pairing has senior Jim
Hurd and Tim Silver.

In goal for the Raiders is Fuzzy
Van Wart who has a creditable 3.68

goals against average.
The game figures to be a close

checking affair, with the Redmen
attempting to revenge last year's

loss to Middlebury.

PAG ON THE MOVE—Mike Pagliara (14) shows the bustle that

has made him one of the big additions to the Redman starting five.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMARR.

The Scorpio Ionian enjoys a battle
but adores the reconciliation In which
she ran reveal that all is reaUy lo\c
and kisses. These women are explo-
sive, hut loyal; they ran be stubborn
but generous. They are intense, vital

and throw off a kind of magneti-iu
whirh keeps them perpetually attrac-

tive to the opposite sex.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Be

sure directions are clear. Tendency Is

to confuse signals while in trans, i.

He receptive, alert. Put Ideas to woik.
Someone may be deliberately obscuriiit:

real Issues.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Gu.ir.t

valuables. Associate who advocate
K> t-rich-qulck scheme Is not well In-

formed. Steady course is best one.

I family reunion, home entertain-

ment.
UB.Nn.NI (May 21 - Juno 20): Cyrlfl

hlsti; opposition Is actually paper i .

er. Know this and proceed with con-

fidence. Mate or partner may bo hat-

l.iii ins illusion. Facts Indicate be t

course of action. Be self-reliant.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Y n
may bo restricted to certain are:i .

Key Is to quietly amass needed mai'-

rial, information. Work with group*,

special organizations. Member of op-

posite sex offers encouragement.
LEX) (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Friend*

may not act in usual manner. Be ren-

dy for surprises. Special relationship

is put to test. Better to complete ratti-

er than begin projects. Protect your

own Interests.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Pro-

perty values could be misrepresented

.

Do your own checking. Gemini Indi-

vidual Is apt to guide you construc-

tively. Be Independent and confident

.

Older person now seems to be out-of-

step.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Tru-t

hnuch. Heed inner voice. Gain shown
if you write, call, communicate. Ex-
press yourself. There Is no need to

hold ba':k. State your needs — from
indications, they will be fulfilled.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): So-

cial commitment might Interfere with

basic chores. Key is to find time for

work and play. Relative can help solve

dilemma. Message contains informa-
tion you require.

SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

What you see could be part of dis-

torted picture. Deception — intention:'

I

or otherwise — Is present. Know this

and proceed with caution. Be aware
of apparent minor details.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Some who share Interests express de-

sire for change. Bo flexible. One Who
passes rumors is not helping matters

.

Don't be lulled into false sense of se-

curity.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : Ro-
mantic Interests could hit some bumps
in road. Key Is to know difference
between major dispute and minor dis-

agreement. Control tendency to act
purely on Impulse.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Go

slow. Play waiting1 game. Some signi-

ficant facts are yet to be revealed

.

Know this — and exercise caution.
Applies especially to purchases, sale-..

See conditions as they actually exi't

IF TODAY IS TOUR BIRTHDAY
you are a natural teacher, with :in

affinity for languages. Tour sense nt
history Is strong; you are able to out-
line trends, cycles. You are also fas-
cinated with law and politics. If sin-
gle, marriage Is on horizon.
Copyright 1970, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle Answei to Yesterday . Puzzle

S
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12

14

IS

ACROSS

Crates

Tangled masses

Place for

worship
Require

Coniunction

Christmastide

17 Mixture
18 Afternoon party

20 Tibetan priests

23 Fuss
Dines
Leased
Printer's

measure
Decelerates

Mends
Tidings

35 Seasoning
36 Churrh

dignitary

Condescending
looks

Faroe Islands

fthirlwind

South American
.inimal

Pintail dues
Doctrine

Genus of

heaths
Resort
Pack away
Tissue
Near
Weirder
Negligent

Recipient of

nfl
Animal

24
26
28

29
31

33

39

42

43

45
46
48
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51

53
55
56
59
61

7

K

4
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1

1
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It,

It
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?/
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12

M

Pronoun

Latin:

I love

Festive

The Duke of

Brooklyn

Carries

Decrees

Mohammedan
prince

Make
amends
War god

Part of

(lower

Dilate

Small

valleys

Part of

meadow
Newspaper

iphs

Heavenly body
Balance

37

38
40
41
44

47

Remained at

ease
Send forth

Meal
Chairs

Sharp and
harsh
Philippine

Moslem

49

52

54

57

58

60

Toward shelter

Emerge
victorious

Wine tup

College degree
(abbr .)

Note of stale

Exists

62

DOWN

1 Breakfast

food

2 Part of

"to be"
3 Secret agent
•I Hebrew

month
5 Musical sign

.it Psalms
6 A state

..abbr.)

•
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UMass Rebounds From Errors To Beat URI In OT
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

KINGSTON, R.I. - UMass'
basketball team showed it was still

a young team last night but had
loads of character and stamina,

enough to defeat a very fine

University of Rhode Island quintet,

80-76, in overtime here before a
large Keaney Gymnasium
gathering

What a great ball game! Except

for a few stretches of time, it was
nip n' tuck all the way. The
Redmen made a lot of mistakes,

mistakes that will only disappear

as the squad grows in experience,

but this team won the game, yes,

won the game! It showed a lot of

determination and an ability to

bounce back from many costly

errors.

This tilt featured a very tight

first half, one in which UMass
managed a two point, 37-35 lead.

The Redmen controlled the game
for the first 12 and a half minutes of

the second half, as they stood on
top of a 82-52 edge with 7:34

showing on the dock. However, no
loam was to run away on this night.

The Rams came roaring back

and knotted the affair, 66-66, with

2 : 20 left in regulation time. Here is

where the action was at its best.

Julius Erving popped in a 15 foot

jumper and pulled down an en-

suing rebound to make things

excellent looking for the visitors.

After his rebound, he fed a

breaking Mike Pagliara who
missed a tough lay-up but who stole

the ball right back. The Redmen
were still in control and had a two
point lead, 68-66. in this late stage

of play.

In fact, two consecutive Rhody
fouls sent UMass' Erving and
( hris Coffin to the foul line for one-
and-one charity tosses. Both
players failed to connect on their

first shots, and the Redmen started
to really hurt themselves.

After Coffin's miss, UMass got

the basketball back and tried to

run out the clock Another URI
foul was committed. Pagliara

answered the situation with two
foul hoops. UMass was up, 70-66,

there were 29 seconds left and the

visiting guys looked home free.

But Dwight Tolliver raced the

ball up court and threw in a two

pointer just six seconds later.

Rhody needed a UMass mistake

and got it when Pagliara com-

mitted an offensive foul with 11

seconds to go. URI called time out.

With the fans going crazy, the

team worked the ball to one Steve

toilg (kUrgtan
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Rowell in seven quick seconds, and
this guy aimed a 22 foot archer that

broke the nets as he was falling

away to make it 70 all. A great

shot. The next play came in the

overtime period.

At the outset of this five minute

span UMass won the tap but

missed its first goal attempt. The

Gymnasts Open On Road At So. Conn.
By MICHAELCUSACK

Staff Reporter

With a meet at Southern Con-
necticut DState College, the UMass
varsity gymnastics team will open
its 1970-71 season tomorrow at 2

p.m. Prediction of the outcome of

the meet is difficult, as relatively

little advance information has
been received on the Southern
Conn, squad.

Last year the Redmen soundly

defeated the Owls, 158-151, but the

meet wasn't decided until the

horizontal bar. the final event.

However, the Owls are not to be
underrated, as they will present a

tormidable challenge. In recent

years. Southern Conn, coach. Abe
Grossfeld. has guided his team to

the top spot in the New England
Intercollegiate Championships, as
well as second place in the

N.C.A.A. College Division
Championships. Last year the
( )wls placed third in the New
England Championships, barely
more than a point behind the

Redmen. Although hurt by
graduation. Southern Conn, will

undoubtedly prove to be a strong

challenge.

Via graduation, the Owls no
longer have the services of Jim
Amerine. one of the top all-around

men in the country, or Jim
Vearwood. a first rate side horse

competitor who, last year, cap-

tured third place in the EIGL
Championships. This year So.

Conn, will be led by sophomore
superstar John Crosby, who is one
of the top all-around men in the

East. Depth will be the Owls main
problem as they face the Redmen.
Due to injuries, the UMass sqaad

will not be at full strength. The
Redmen will be without the ser-

vices of co-captain Scott Stover,

who is still recovering from a knee
operation, as well as Doug
Salisbury, who has an injured

hand. Questionable starters in-

clude John Oliver in the still rings

event, who has a strained shoulder,
and Danny Spier in the all-around

event, who has a bruised foot.

TAMING THE HORSE—Senior Rick Riley shows the strength and
coordination that is needed to master the side horse.

Despite these injuries, the Redmen
have enough depth to meet the
Owls with a strong, well-balanced
squad.

In the all-around event, UMass
will be represented by Norm
Vexler. Tony Vacca, and either

Len Aubrey or Spier. In effect this

year is a League ruling which
states that three all-around men,
instead of the usual two, will

compete in each event. Southern
Conn.'s Crosby will give UMass'
all-around men stiff competition
for top honors.

In the floor exercise event, Jack
Berner and John Calabria will

represent UMass. Hopefully, this

event will get the Redmen off to a
good start with an early lead.

On side horse, Rick Riley, a
gymnast with a great deal of

competitive experience, appears to

be the only one assured of a
starting position. The remaining
slot will be filled by Steve Nelson,

Aubrey, or Spier.

For the still rings event, Jay
Aronstein and John Oliver appear
to have the specialists spots for this

meet. Although only sophomores,
they both have performed well in

the past. If Oliver can't compete.

either Aubrey or Spier will replace
him.

In the long horse vault, the

Redmen will be led by Bob Henry
and Ken Perkins. This event
should prove to be one of UMass'
strongest.

Dave Genest and Bob Henry
have nailed down the starting

positions for the parallel bars
event. Their scores should make
this a solid event for the Redmen.
The horizontal bar presents

somewhat of a problem as
Salisbury will not be able to

compete. Tom Myslicki will fill

one of the specialist's positions,

with the other one probably going
to Spier.

In a practice meet held during
this past week, the Redmen
showed good potential as the

scored 151 points, which is about a
point higher than they scored in a
similar meet held last year just

prior to the season's opener.

Head Coach, Erik Kjeldsen, is

hoping "to do the best we can" as
his team seeks to start their season
with a winning performance.

Last Nighir's Intramurals
Basketball

TEP 37, KS 33 Hemlocks over Trojars, wbf
SAE 54, PLP 4S Heads over Beta B, wbf
PSD 43. SE 24 Bucks over Smooth, wbf

Herd over Cherry, wbt
BKP 42, TK 37 Canaille 74, Ems 34

PMD 54, LK 51 Stouts 42, TK "B" 27

ZN over PSK, wbl LOPSIDED SCORE OF THE NIGHT:
Education 47, Gotchas 37 Redwoods 55, Barracudas 14

Verners 45, Engineers 35 TOP NIP N' TUCK SCORE
Conglos 42, Civil Engineering 34 Lovers 40, Arrow* 39

Bodies 34, Chems 32

Redman Hockey
The UMass hockey team,

currently riding on a four game
unbeaten string take to the ice

tonight for a home encounter

with Division II power, Mid-

dlebury College. This is an
important game for the Redmen
and the face-off at Orr Rink will

be at 8 p.m. For details on the

game turn to page 15 for the

preview.

Kams ran back but their first shot

missed and Erving grabbed one of

his many rebounds that would be

very big in these tense moments.

Off of this rebound Erving

flipped a floor length pass to John

Betancourt who hit the lay-up and

was fouled. His two shots from the

line gave the Redmen a four point,

74-70, lead. The Rams answered

with a Nate Adger lay-in, but

Erving came back with a ten foot

base line quickie and the ad-

vantage was still four, 76-72.

Ed Malloy of URI brought his

team within two on a tough 15

footer. Here UMass turned the ball

over, only to get it back on a fine

defensive effort by Coffin, only to

turn it back over on a Betancourt

walk.

Things were tight, but a big

rebound by No. 32 drew a Rhody
foul. Erving went to the stripe and
sank both ends of a one-and-one

situation, to put the Redmen up by

four, 78-74, with only 50 seconds to

go

Molloy brought Rhody back
again. He hit a very difficult shot
in heavy traffic. Now the Redmen
had the ball, a two point lead and 36

seconds. They successfully forced
Rowell to commit a foul sending
Coffin to the line for another one-
and-one, with the clock reading
0:07.

Not to go against the pattern of

the game, Coffin missed and
UMass still had its heart in its

mouth. Betancourt, however,
settled things for good when he

stole a hurried Rhody pass under
the URI basket and was fouled.

Only one second remained,
Betancourt hit two shots, 80-76
count. A wild URI attempt failed
and the game was finally over
What a great game!

HOOP NOTES - UMass had 27

turnovers, but placed well enough

in spite of these to come out on
top...This was the second overtime
game in a row for the Red-
men...Last Saturday they defeated
Vermont in overtime, 79-

68...Erving led all scorers with 29

points. ..Betancourt haO ^...Er-
ving also led all rebounders with
24...Adger was the leading Rhody
scorer with 21 points. He also had 9

rebounds and played a p; 'at ball

game.

Trackmen Visit Yale

For Tri-Meet Opener
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
The UMass indoor track team

makes its way into the winter
sports scene tomorrow afternoon
traveling to Yale for a tri-meet
with the Bulldogs and Yankee
Conference rival UConn. The first

event will be getting underway at

12:15.

This year's track squad blends
fine individual performers from
last year's varsity and freshman
teams. Last season both teams
were able to match their opponents
first place for first place, but that

was as far as it went as both were
lacking in depth.

As of now the team will be
hurting in a few areas due to in-

juries to some key personnel in-

cluding middle distance ace Dave
Evans, and long jumper Dick
Dyer. Jerry Spellman, who last

season was one of the best in the
East in the hurdles will not be
competing until next semester as
he is currently student teaching.
But track is a long season and

Witt all injuries healed and with all

top-notch individuals blending into
one solid unit coach Ken O'Brien
sees this team being equally as
good if not better than last year's
squad as the season progresses.
O'Brien sees this year's squad at

full strength as "deeper in the
hurdles, the middle distances, the
long distances and the long jump,
and better in the sprints and the
high jump."
As for the meet tomorrow, this

will be the first time that the
Redmen will be facing Yale in a
track meet and it will also be the
continuation of one of the most
competative track rivalries in New
England between the Redmen and
UConn.

In assessing the meet, Coach
O'Brien, on the basis of past
performances rates UConn as the
strongest of the three teams in field

events. He rates his Redmen as
the strongest in the running events
and labels the Bulldogs as "the
unknown quantity."

In the dash Don Martin from
Yale is the number one man in the
meet as he is the IC4A 100 yard
champ and placed in the IC4A 60
yard dash. He'll get all he can ask
for from a group of very talented
Redman sprinters in the persons of
Walter Mayo, Ron Harris, Tony
Pendleton, and Kevin Rilley.
UConn has virtually a one man

team in the jumping events as
sophomore Ron Evans has jumped

6'6" in the high jump and 13 feet in

the pole vault.

The Redmen will counter Evans
in the high jump with two of the

best in New England in Cal Car
penter and Ed Shaughnessey, who
will also be joined by sophomore
Bill Hackler who set a freshman
record last season.

In the pole vault, Buzz Hiller and
John Kamb, both around the 13 foot

mark will represent UMass in this

event.

The weight events will be a three
man contest between Eddie Arcaro
of UMass, Art Paliwoda from
UConn, and Tom Neville of Yale.

UMass' Jim Graves and UConn's
Peter Lacallade, who have run

against each other many times in

the past, head the field of hurdlers.

Graves will be getting good sup-

port from sophomores Bill Landry,
Bill Clark, and Paul Wesockes.
The middle distance shapes up

as a one man race in the 600 with

Peter Hillmar of UConn the best in

New England at this distance, and
a close battle in the 1000 yard run

between Arnie Morse and Al

Mangan of UMass and John Cody
and Tom Derdan of UConn.

In the mile and two mile the only

competition that will develop will

be between Redman runners as

Ron Wayne and Rick Barry will

run the mile and Wayne will come
right back to double in the two mile

along with Tom Jasmin and Larry
Paulson.

The biggest problem for UMass
will come in the mile and two mile
relays where lack of depth will

hurt. Usually the Redmen will be

running only the mile relay, but in

running at Yale, Ivy League rules

that call for a two mile relay also

must be observed.

Coach O'Brien feels that his

squad is not strong enough at this

time to run two good relays, but by
the end of the season, the Redmen
could have two of the best relay

teams in New England.
As for the outcome of the meet,

one can only assume that it will be

close as both UMass and UConn
are pretty evenly matched and
Yale's potential is unknown.
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SWAP Delegates Focus

On University's Future
Details, page 3

SWAP '70

Representative Frank Hatch from Beverly (center) take part in one of the SWAP discussion sections held at the Oak 'n' Spruce

in South Lee this weekend. (MDC Photo by Ed Fenwick)

Trustee Sub-Committee Recommends

Co-ed Living For Freshmen

Page 3
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MDC Feature

Changing Thought Into Energy
David Casta ldi

Staff Reporter
Students International

Meditation Society (SIMS) often

sponsors introductory lectures on
campus about transcendental
meditation. Before understanding
the physical and mental effects of

meditation, it is perhaps helpful to

know something about the

philosophy behind it.

The technique assumes that all

activities in daily life depend on
thinking. To exist, some "field of

being" is basic to thinking, and this

"field of being" is the source of

thought.

If a thought moves or takes some
particular direction, it must have
energy. The source of thought is a

tremendous source of energy
which continually produces
thoughts which tend to move
toward areas of the greatest en-

joyment.
Those who practice tran-

scendental meditation believe that

the mind is a source of bliss, and
that life should be easy and lived in

its fullest potential. It is also felt

that by struggling to attain

something, the joy of attaining it is

lost, which may or may not be true.

In diving, the person takes the

right angle and falls. Similarly,

meditation allows the mind to take

the right direction and it goes from

awareness to the field of being

naturally, and without effort

The Mahareshi, who is the

original instructor of tran-

scendental meditation, once
compared the mind to the wave of

an ocean, and a thought to be like a

small bubble which rises up slowly.

When the bubble emerges to the

surface of the ocean, it is like a new
thought.

Scientific investigation of the

phenomenon of meditation has
found that the physical state while

meditating is a complex com-
bination of physiological changes.
During meditation, oxygen con-

sumption, carbon dioxide
elimination, heart rate, and
respiratory rate significantly

decrease while skin resistance

significantly increases. The
metabolic rate of the body is

reduced by nearly 20 per cent.

The body seems to be in a deeper
state of rest than while in sleeD. but

recorded electroencephalographic

measurements show that the mind
is awake and able to respond to

stimuli. These changes occur
together spontaneously, and
present a fourth state of con-

sciousness which is as natural to

the individual as the other three

states of consciousness- waking,

dreaming, or sleeping. Meditators

claim this state of "restful alert-

UMass Student Charged

With Bomb Scare Threats
A 21-year old UMass junior will appear in Northampton District Court

on Thursday on charges connected with a bomb scare in Southwest on
Friday, December 4.

He was arrested and charged by UMass police with reporting a bomb
scare and arraigned last Wednesday in Northampton where he pleaded
innocent to the charges and was released in personal recognizance.
The campus has been plagued by a rash of bomb scares since the

University opened its doors in September. University police said that 18

bomb scares were reported ruing the month of November.
The arrest last week was the first involving bomb threats this year.

Police would not comment on the circumstances surrounding the arrest

except to say that it came after intensive police work by members of the

department.
The latest wave of scares to hit the campus came last weekend in

Southwest. During a 12-hour period beginning Sunday evening and ending
before dawn Monday morning, there were seven bomb reports made to

University police. 1500 students shivered in the freezing cold while dor-

mitories were searched. Officials said that no incendiary or explosive
devices were found, but everyone living in Crampton, John Adams, John
Quincy Adams, Washington, and Patterson were forced to leave the

dorms.

Construction Closing Lot 3

nets" to be very refreshing

physically and mentally. The deep
relaxation provides a basis for

increased energy in daily activity.

One's susceptibility to common
diseases is decreased, and
research is now in progress to

assess the effects of meditation on

health, particularly as a treatment

for conditions produced by tense or

stressful living.

With proper instruction and
practice, anyone can become
familiar with subtle levels of

thought, directly contact the center

of creative intelligence, and
thereby unfold full mental
potential. The practice uplifts the

psychology of the individual while

developing the mind. One is able to

work more effectively without

stress or strain, and he gains a

better grasp of complex situations.

He is able to express himself in a

spontaneous and creative manner,
and since the technique establishes

contact with the inner source of

thought, all aspects of one's life are
improved.

The only requirement for

transcendental meditation is that

the person not have used
hallucinatory drugs of any kind up
to 15 days prior to the start of the

instruction. All participants are
asked to give a donation which
helps to set up S.I. M.S. centers and
provide for future instruction.

Training is on an individual basis

and given in four hour to an hour

and a half long meetings. The next
course will begin sometime in

February.

By TONY SANTAGAT1
Staff Reporter

By Friday. Dec. 18. parking lot »3

will be closed due to the con-

struction of the new Fine Arts

(enter, according to parking of-

licials.

\s soon as the construction crew
completes temporary walks, the

bridge across the pond, and the

installation of temporary lighting,

the lot. along with Ellis Drive

which runs from North Pleasant

Street to the lot will be closed.

Friday is the latest date by which

the crew expects to be finished.

The planning office disclosed

that the new foot paths will also be

put to use at this time and that the

present openings in the fence

around the sight will be closed. The
new pedestrian outes are described

on the map located in the Student
Union near the ticket office.

When lot «3 is closed, the faculty

and staff members who normally
used the lot will have their stickers

honored at Haigis Mall, between
Whitmore and SBA or in Lot #12

across from the mall, parking
officials explained.

Students with lot #3 stickers will

be allowed to park in lot #12.

SHHH!
Dear Secret Santas,

The University Store carries a full line of GIFTS
and novelty ideas for the person on your list. But
PLEASE keep it a secret.

P.S. Free Gift Wrap with purchase.
Free Gift Boxes with purchase.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Open: Mon.

Tues
Sat.

Convenient Parking

and Thurs.
Wed., & Fri.

8:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
8:45 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Campus Center Garage

NEng-Wide 'Community'

Goal Of Clearinghouse
ByTONYSANTAGATI

Staff Reporter

The old University Store has been put to use by a group of students

interested in changing the present form of higher education.

An outgrowth of the Free University City, The Clearinghouse is a

group of people who have as their goals a greater sense of community

among students in New England, an increase in the quantity and a

transformation in the quality of cooperation and intercorpmunication,

and a growing support within UMass for the kinds of learning and

interpersonal support necessary for constructive social change.

Clearinghouse, a part of the Free University of New England,

emphasizes interpersonal relationships among people who work

together for specific changes, a spokesman said. These changes are

all a part of a larger effort to build a community.

The representative from Clearinghouse explained that, "We have

learned that our work must be based upon reciprocity - that what is

built is what we create together."

The clearinghouse has many resources and programs available.

Among these are:

Cooperative, In-Service Workshops - Participants from one or a

number of campuses do a piece of work together (working one time on

one issue or problem ; developing a 'gig' and traveling from campus to

campus; exchanging people among similar projects), sharing

strategies as they plan and examining and evaluating that work

;

Media Van - a blue Chevy Step Van filled with video and audio tape

and film equipment to enable students to learn to document and report

their change processes in an immediate, and on-going way;

Rapid Response System - a growing, comprehensive, cross-indexed

set of files, with people learning to use them, for responding to

students who request information about projects and people in New
England;

Communications Grants - up to $300 (preferred matching funds) to

support communication and travel by individuals and groups who
want to learn from/with others in New England;

Field Staff - people who 'travel' on a sub-regional basis

;

Publications - project and contact name directories, handbooks,
monographs, and other important materials related to the process of

change.

North Village, the new modular housing for married students at UMass, will contain 72 families by
Christmas. Donald J. Pekley of Amherst is director of married student housing which includes the 290
one and two bedroom apartments of North Village.

UMass ProfPublishes "MinorMasterpiece
"

A minor masterpiece of classic

Greek literature has been
published in a new translation by
Dr. Warren Anderson, professor of

comparative literature at UMass.
The work is "Theophrastus : The

Character Sketches," with tran-

slations, notes and essays by Dr.

Anderson, published by the Kent
State University Press.
Theophrastus (370-287 B.C.) was a
Greek philosopher. The sketches
deal with human vices or foibles as
displayed in social behavior. Their
influence has crept into a wide
variety of Western writing.
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on
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Dr. Anderson is a Harvard
University Ph.D. who came to

UMass earlier this year from the
University of Iowa. His major
books include "Matthew Arnold
and the Classical Tradition."
University of Michigan Press, 1965,
and "Ethos and Education in

Green Music," Harvard University
Press, 1966. He has also published
a translation of "Prometheus
Bound" by Aeschylus and has co-
edited and contributed to a
collection of essays on Victorian
literature.
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Trustee Sub-Committee OK's Freshman Co-ed Living
By RICHARD HANSON

Asst. News Editor
South Lee - Gathered in the Game Room of

the Oak n' Spruce Lodge, the Student Life
Sub-committee of the Trustees voted
unanimously to allow freshmen in co-ed
dorms.
The sub-committee, chaired by Mrs.

Rowland, also heard Vice Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery outline the new
security measures being taken on campus,
including the installation of "flashing green
lights" on University Police vehicles and a
proposed "deficiency budget" to provide
funds for additional security personnel.
Bromery told the trustees and students

present at the meeting held in conjunction

with the SWAP conference, that he was
concerned about the creation of a "student

security system to protect students from
themselves" as well as to protect the

campus from outsiders. The flashing lights

are part of an effort to produce "higher

visibility" of security measures without

increasing the number of personnel
drastically.

The trustees voted approval of a plan

which instructs Vice Chancellor Bromery to

present the full board with recom-
mendations about the "feasibility" of

allowing dormitories to arrange co-ed

rooms on a plan other than the present

separation by floors. The motion instructs

Bromery to report to the board members
prior to the January meeting. The trustees

present, including Mrs. Rowland, Nathan
Chandler, Allen Shaler and Glen Elters
appeared to be in favor of allowing alternate
room proposals for the co-ed dorms
wherever practical.

Speaking about the security problem,
Bromery said that "the university is not
unique in this problem every campus is

experiencing security problems." One of

the biggest problems at present, according
to Bromery, is the amount of money which
the recent bomb scares have cost, fhe
police use approximately 12 hours of

overtime pay (time and a half ) on each
threat. Before the bomb scares became so
numerous, the money in the over time fund
might have been used for extra personnel.
Trustee Glenn Elters told the meeting that

the Faculty Senate has set up a committee
to study the Campus environment. The
committee will include 7 undergraduates to

be chosen by the Student Senate in the near
future.

The trustees met around a makeshift table
formed by putting two ping pong tables
together. The nets remained intact as
students and trustees, with an occasional
administrator, exchanged rather convivial
verbal volleys.

SWAP Considers The Future
By DAVID WILLIAMS
Tuesday Issue Editor

The future of the University

provided the central theme of the

Student Workshop on Activities

Problems (SWAP) at the Oak 'n'

Spruce in South Lee, this weekend.
Students, representing RSO

groups, campus governments,
fraternities, sororities, dor-

mitories, members of the faculty,

administration, and staff,

discussed topics ranging from the

parking problems on campus to the

ultimate size of the campus itself.

The format of SWAP '70 was
designed to provide an opportunity

for in-depth study of pertinent

problems with an emphasis on

implementation of the proposals

and resolutions made by the

delegates. At a November meeting
all delegates met in primary
study /discussion groups to which

they were arbitrarily assigned.

Each of the 18 study groups con-

sidered two "generally accepted

goals" of the University. The
groups were asked to clarify each

goal, elaborate on and develop the

goal into an operating statement.

The Resources and Research
Committee of SWAP accepted

requests for background materials

which were used by the study

groups as they developed concrete

operating statements.

The study groups were dissolved

Saturday when they submitted a

report containing all specific

proposals from each group, in-

cluding any foreseen problems

with them, and their comparision

with current University policies

and procedures. The reports were
written within a realistic context,

taking into account the

philosophical, political, and
practical limitations of the

proposals. *

A new format of the SWAP
conference evolved Saturday af-

ternoon: Expertise groups. Panels

of experts were assigned to these

groups, one group for each of the

several topics suggested by the

study groups.

Delegates selected their new

group on the basis of their personal

interest in the topic being

discussed. During the meetings of

the expertise groups, the priorities

affecting the achievement of the

University's goals were ordered,

and proposals for policy change

were made that would all the

University to achieve its goals

more quickly and effectively.

Sunday afternoon after dinner

the reports from the expertise

groups, eight in number, were

presented to a panel of broadly

knowledgeable resource people,

who, by reason of their deep in-

volvement in various aspects of

University operations, were able to
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speak to the particular problems

which were foreseen in actualizing

the statement of the philosophical

goals.

Following are capsule reports of

the work of the expertise groups.

The summaries are just that: some
of the reports run on for pages, this

list should by no means be con-

sidered complete.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 1

The work of this group centered

on the counseling programs
available for freshmen. It was felt

that the present system of summer
orientation is inadequate and must

be replaced. Alienation was also

brought up. Specific proposals

called for the establishment of

short courses given by academic
departments and administrative

offices that would give freshmen a

complete view of UM before they

became disillusioned.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 2

This group worked on teacher

evaluation, calendars, course
loads, and a new associate provost.

The group recommended a
trimester plan, mandatory teacher

evaluation, a four course load, a

seven year span to complete
requirements, dropping of all class

designations ('71, '72 etc.) They
also recommended an associate

provost to be in charge of

development of new programs, and
the adoption of the University

Special Credit Proposal.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 3

Group three called for the

development of a school of com-
munity education. Two programs
that could be worked on im-

mediately concern the Puerto
Rican ghetto in Springfield and-

Chicopee, and the Belchertown

State School. They also advised

that academic credit be given to

students involved in the programs.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 4

Buses and cars were the subject

of group 4. It was felt that it has

gotten to the point that the campus
won't absorb any more cars and
the group called for a bus system

that would serve to bring people

living in nearby apartment
complexes to campus. They also

asked that a close look be taken at

all academic buildings to see if

space is being utilized to the

maximum.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 5

Concerned with student affairs,

this group made a strong plea for

having extra-curricular activities

entered on a student's permanent
record. They also recommended
that monies taken from vending
machines and given to the Athletic

Council be given to the Dean of

Students' Trust Fund.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 6

Group six called for a committee
study of the role of the Board of

Trustees. They also urged that

more students be allowed on the

Board and that students have more
voice in choosing the board
members. The group also

proposed that students should be

held responsible for only those

matters in which they have
commensurate authority. This

recommendation, it was felt, would
result in a tightening of security.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 7

Working on basically the same
area as group one, this group also

called for better security. It made
specific recommendations about

the University police and asked for

greater self-policing on the part of

students.

EXPERTISE GROUP NO. 8

This group was concerned with

preserving a vibrant intellectual

atmosphere and to this end sub-

mitted seven pages of proposals,

too long to go into here. They did,

however, call for the replacement

of the tenure system, student

committees to evaluate faculty

members, the establishment of an
associate provost who would
professional recognition and
supervision for faculty engaged'in

experimental learning devices,

and a greater diversity in

Departmental Faculty Personnel

Committees.
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SWAPRatesa Cheer

Viewpoint

By DAVID WILLIAMS
It will probably take a little

while before we realize how
many actual workable ideas

came out of SWAP. The
proposals that were presented to

the panel discussion on Sunday
were of necessity taken mostly
off the tops of people's heads.
Some of them may prove in the

long run to be too costly, others

too awkward, some may en-

counter great opposition, but the

overwhelming fact is that
someone thought of them and for

this we should be thankful.

The days are long past when a

school like UMass is run by a
select few. A university as large
as this one has, in Chancellor
Tippo's words, "many different

constituencies" and these
segments of the population need
a chance to talk to one another
and see just what is on the
other's mind. It is only through
an interchange of ideas that any
kind of realistic picture of where
the University is going and what
it is doing will emerge. SWAP
provided an excellent op-
portunity for this to happen.
So now we have some very

concrete and real proposals that

will make UMass a better place
in which to live and learn.

Whether or not any of them will

ever be implemented is another
question that will be resolved in

the (hopefully weeks) months
ahead.

SWAP 70 involved a lot of

hard work on the part of the
people who ran it. Those of us
who were delegates were asked
to contribute brain-power but
someone put in a lot of hard work
to make the conference a suc-

cess. It would be impossible to

list all the people who helped but
five or six stand out in the

forefront. Betty Pugh, the
George Blanda of the SWAP
Committee, Dick Palomba, her
co-chairman, Bob Nims, Jane
Killinger, Putnam Barber, just

to name a few. These are the

ones who seemed to be
everywhere at once doing
everything. They're the ones
who helped the rest of us help
everyone.
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In The Nation And The World

Nader Blames Agriculture Dept.

For Lax State Meat Inspection
WASHINGTON (AP) - Less than

one third of the 50 States will meet
Tuesday's deadline for compliance
with a 1967 law requiring federally

certified meat inspection
programs.
As the deadline approached.

Agriculture Department officials

said only 14 states had met the

requirements - despite a one year
extension. But they ruled out an
immediate federal takeover of

inspection programs in the tardy
states - one remedy provided in the

law passed amid an uproar over
the wholesomeness of meat.
Those officials, contending it

would be unfair to force states to

move any faster, said final cer-

tification of the remaining 36 state

inspection programs could be
months away.
Consumer advocate Ralph

Nader called the department's
attitude a violation of the law.

The law originally gave states

until Dec. 15, 1969, to develop in

their intrastate red meat plants -

those which operate in only one
state - an inspection program "at
least equal to" the inspection

programs for the federally in-

spected plants which ship meat
from one state to another.

But only Florida, Maryland and
California met that deadline, so the

secretary of agriculture used his

discretionary power under the law
to give the other states one more
year to comply.
Since then the Agriculture

Department has certified the in-

spection programs of Alaska,
Arkansas, Idaho, Kansas, New
Mexico. Oklahoma, South

Carolina, Tennessee, Washington
and Wyoming.
Only in North Dakota has the

federal government moved in to

supplant the state inspectors. That
move, challenged in court, took
seven months from the initial

proposal to the actual start of

federal inspection. But officials

say they hope similar moves, if

necessary, will be faster because
of the legal precedents established

in the North Dakota case.

James K. Payne, federal state

coordinator, said the Agriculture
Department is reviewing
programs presented by 15 states.

The request for review is usually a

good sign that state officials feel

their programs measure up.

As for the other 21 states still

without certification, Payne said

the federal officials will move in

Wednesday and begin a review ol

the program.
Payne said the department in-

tends to complete its review by
Mid-January. Analyzing the
reviews would take a few more
weeks, he said.

About 15 per cent of meat con-

sumed nationally comes from
plants doing business only within a

single state.

Nader criticized the

Agriculture's basis for judging the

state programs. "It's been a
political decision on which states to

certify," he said.

But Payne said the department
considers specific criteria: the

number of inspectors per plant;

the amount of money budgeted as a

proportion of inspectors - roughly
$10,000 per inspector; the existence

Regional Organization

For Police Supported
BOSTON (AP) - Joseph Rosetti, regional director of the Federal Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration, said yesterday that local police
departments should be regionally consolidated for more efficient law
enforcement.
"Most police departments are doing the same kinds of things that

posses did years ago," he said. He said he did not support the concept of a
national police force, describing it as "the greatest threat to individual
freedom."
His agency is funding a pilot program in which the attorneys general of

the six New England states and the police commissioners of major cities

are working together as a group to fight organized crime.
Rosetti said in a radio interview that more than 95 percent of funds for

law enforcement spending are for salaries, while less than one percent is

spent for research.

He said more emphasis should be placed on programs to determine
causes of crime and ways to prevent it.

He said court calendars and other administrative procedures should be
computerized to shorten the waiting period between arrest and trial.

Rosetti was interviewed on WEEI's "Bay State Forum."
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Consumer Advocate Ralph
Nadar cites the Agriculture

Dept.'s lax attitude on meat
inspection as a "violation of

the law."

of a state authorizing law and
adherence to federal standards for

condemnation of meat. All the
states have at least passed the

authorizing legislation.

The immediate impact of the law
has been dramatic in some states.

In Washington, for example, the

number of intrastate plants
dropped from 70 to 39 with the

imposition of federal standards.
In North Dakota, only six of the

198 plants subject to inspection

under the new law were actually

under inspection until the federal

government moved in.

In New Jersey, inspectors
previously rated only sanitary

conditions in intrastate plants. In a

nine month period after state met
federal requirements, inspectors

condemned 123 cows and steers,

6,377 parts of slaughtered animals,

3,418 livers and 64,000 poundsof
processed foods like sausages and
hams.
Another law has imposed similar

changes in intrastate poultry
plants inspection, but the deadline

under the poultry act iss't until

Aug. 18. Payne said California,

Washington, South Carolina, New
Mexico and Missouri have been
certified and 14 states with a total

of 90 plants have asked that the

federal government take over
those inspections.

GOPConference Chairman

ThreatenedWith Removal

WASHINGTON (AP) - The conservative liberal split among House
Republicans has surfaced anew in a fight for one of the top jobs in the

GOP leadership.

The conservatives are out to remove Rep. John B. Anderson of Illinois

as chairman of the House Republican Conference on the grounds he is too

liberal.

They have put forward Rep. Samuel L. Devine, an ex FBI agent from
Columbus, Ohio, to challenge Anderson at the Republican caucus Jan. 18

just before the new Congress convenes.

Devine, 54, who has served in the House 12 years, has not made a for-

mal announcement of his candidacy but he notified Anderson last week he
was going to oppose him, and his supporters are busily at work trying to

line up votes.

"We've got them," says Rep. William L. Dickinson of Alabama, a
leader of the Devine forces. "We're going to win."

Anderson, 48, who was once regarded by the conservatives as one of

their own but who has become more liberal during his 10 years in the

House, also is soliciting support and thinks he can withstand Devine's
challenge.

There have been rumblings of discontent among conservatives ever
since Anderson became conference chairman two years ago. They put up
a candidate against him at the last minute but he won, 116 to 56.

As chairman. Anderson presides over the monthly meetings of the

conference, which is composed of all House Republicans. His is the third

ranking job in the GOP hierarchy behind party leader Gerold R. Ford of

Michigan and GOP whip. Leslie C. Arends of Illinois.

"When th e House Republican leaders sit down there at the White House
we want them to speak with a conservative voice," says Dickinson in

explanation of the move to replace Anderson.
Anderson, who is also one of five Republicans on the House Rules

Committee, has angered the conservatives by a series of votes in the
Rules Committee for civil rights bills, the administration's family
assistance plan and consumer legislation.

Devine, a husky former college athlete who still referees football

games, has unquestioned conservative credentials. He and a circle of

friends behind his candidacy form a hard core conservative bloc that has
been trying for years to move the Republican leadership in the House to

the right.

Devine had first planned to run for the position of vice chairman of the
conference, which was left open when Rep. William C. Cramer of Florida
gave up his House seat to run for the Senate.

But when Anderson cast the lone Republican vote in the Rules Com-
mittee recently for a bill that would have created a consumer protection
agency, Devine shifted his aim and decided to go for the chairmanship.

It will take 91 votes to win in the caucus if all Republicans show up, and
Dickinson claims Devine alreadv has 75 committed to him.

Flag-Wearing Student
Jail Sentence Changed

AMHERST -For most college
students, writing an essay is a
homework assignment-to Robert
Kingman, it is freedom from a
year's jail sentence.

Kingman, a 20-year-old Amherst
College junior from Wayzata,
Minn., had been fined $100 and
sentenced to a year in jail for
wearing the American flag on the
seat of his Bermuda shorts.

Last week, Judge Samuel Levine
heard his appeal in Hampshire
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County Superior Court and instead
of the jail sentence ordered
Kingman to write an essay on the
history of the American flag and
"what it means to millions in this

world."

A friend had given the shorts to
Kingman with the flag already
sewed on. He had worn them
around the campus a couple of
times and no one said anything.
But when he wore them to an

Amherst shopping center last May,
three cruisers and five police of-

ficers were sent to arrest him for
misuse of the flag.

Kingman says he had not in-

tended any disrespect and says
that if anyone had told him the
location of the flag was offensive,
"I think I would have taken it off."

Commenting on his unusual
sentence, Judge Levine said, "He
had no record whatsoever. I

thought it would be punishment
enough and would remain with him
a long long time and he would
never forget what he had done."
Kingman must read the essay to

the next naturalization session in
Northampton in two months. In
addition, he will distribute
American flags to the new citizens.
The $100 fine still stands and
Kingman is on probation until he
graduates.

Kingman is pleased with Judge
Levine's finding and calls it "fair
and reasonable."
As for the shorts -which are still

impounded -Kingman would like to
get them back "if it can be done
gracefully" -but the flag will
definitely be removed.

Khrushchev: Kennedy Backed Down In Cuban Crisis
NEW YORK (AP)-Nikita S.Khrushchev contends it was

President John F. Kennedy-and not he-who backed down
in the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, according to the final

installment in Life this week of "KhrushchevRemembers."
It says the Soviet missile rattling preserved Cuban com-
munism as an example for other Latin Americans.
By this account, Kennedy appealed through an "almost

crying" Robert F. Kennedy for Khrushchev to order the

missiles removed because he feared the U.S. Army would
overthrow him as president and take power.
Kennedy did not go this far in his account of the Cuban

missile crisis "Thirteen Days" but did say the President's

great problem was with his military advisers who wanted
war. He said one member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

wanted to drop nuclear weapons on Cuba, and another
wanted a preventive war on Russia.
Khrushchev is quoted as saying Soviet millile power in

Cuba was enough to destroy New York, Chicago and other

industrial centers, as well as Washington.
The reminiscences- claim a complete victory for

communism in the crisis because Khrushchev obtained

from the U.S. government assurances there would be no
attempt to invade Cuba.
This final installment in Life of extracts from the book

"Khruschev Remembers" to be published by Little,

Brown and Co. next Monday, also touched on the 1955 Big

Four summit meeting in Geneva where the reminiscences

say Khrushchev met "that cur. ..that sinister man," John
Foster Dulles; Vietnam and China; Berlin, and the

defection of Stalin's daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva, now
Mrs. William Wesley Peters.

Life has declined to say how it obtained the

reminiscences. A note bearing Khrushchev's name was

distributed by Tass last month in Moscow denying he had
turned over any memoirs or reminiscences to a foreign
publisher. Informants in Moscow say the account may be
Khrushchev's taken from tape recordings.
Some have attributed obvious flaws in the reminiscences

to the faltering memory of an old man Khrushchev now is

77.

This installment contains one error. Khrushchev is

quoted as telling Kennedy in 1961 he helped him get elected
by withholding the release of U2 pilot Francis Gary
Powers, who was shot down in the Soviet Union in 1960,

until after the election so "that son of a bitch Richard
Nixon" could not claim he could deal with the Russians.
Shortly after Kennedy's election the Russians announced

the release of two U.S. Air Force RB47 pilots who had been
shot down on Soviet soil. But Powers was not released until

early 1962.

"Khrushchev Remembers: Part IV" says the Kremlin
was pleased at the way the forces of Fidel Castro threw
back the Bay of Pigs invasion in April 1961, but the
leadership was concerned that another one might succeed.

"I want to make one thing absolutely clear : when we put
our ballistic missiles in Cuba, we had no desire to start a
war. Our principal aim was to deter America from starting
a war. ..We wanted to keep the Americans from invading
Cuba, and we wanted to make them think twice by con-
fronting them with our missiles. This goal we achieved-but
not without undergoing a period of perilous tension.

"We had installed enough missiles already to destroy
New York, Chicago and the other industrial cities, not to

mention a little village like Washington. I don't think
America had ever faced such a real threat of destruction
as at that moment."

President Kennedy issued an ultimatum for the Soviet
Union to remove the missiles and Ilyushin bombers. The
reminiscences say Khrushchev himself then initiated
direct exchanges with Kennedy.
There was an official exchange of messages between

Washington and Moscow but the reminiscences say an
unofficial exchange continued through Robert Kennedy on
his brother's behalf.

"Once when Robert Kennedy talked with Dobrynin, he
was almost crying, i haven't seen my children for days
now,' he said, and the President Hasn't seen his either. I

don't know how much longer we can hold out against our
generals."

In response, the reminiscences say, the Soviet Union
agreed to withdraw the missiles in exchange for
assurances from President Kennedy that there would be
no invasion of Cuba by the United States or anybody else.

An accompanying article in Life indicates Khrushchev
may have had trouble with his own generals and that this

could have led to his downfall in 1964. It is by Dr. A.
McGehee Harvey, director of the Department of Medicine
at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, who went to the
Soviet Union in 1969 to treat a member of the Khrushchev
family.

Dr. Harvey writes that during a luncheon with Khrush-
chev outside Moscow, he asked the former premier what
brought about his "retirement". He quoted Khrushchev as
saying the shooting down of Francis Gary Powers led
militarists to press for more military strength. "I was no
longer in full control," Khrushchev is reported to have
said. "I no longer had the ability to overcome that feeling."

Governors Criticize

Nixon At Annual Meet
SUN VALLEY, Idaho ( AP)-Some Republican governors gathering here

yesterday for their annual conference were openly critical of the Nixon
administration's role in the 1970 elections. Others, however, came to the

administration's support.

The GOP lost control of 11 statehouses in the elections.

A few governors were irritated by President Nixon's comments
discounting the role of governorships as a groundwork for the 1972

Presidential election.

There also was criticism of Vice President Spiro T. Agnew's style of

campaigning this fall. Two governors thought Agnew had cost the GOP
votes.

The discontent was expected to be discussed in an informal session

sometime during the three day winter Republican Governor's Con-

ference at this southern Idaho ski resort.

Oregon Gov. Tom McCall said several governors had expressed con-

cern to him about the President's comments.
Nixon was quoted as telling a post election Cabinet meeting:

"Governors by and large in this day and age do not play an important

role in Presidential politics."^^
A cross section of the RepubflBa governors surveyed by the Associated

Press before the meeting inABd many were reluctant to gauge the

effect of Agnew's campaigrfl^B
Massachusetts Gov. Francaprargent, who won a full term this year,

commented. "I do. however.»gret the vice president's unrestrained

rhetoric during much of the campaign. As a member of an administration

pledged "to bring this nation together,' the Vice President at times

widened the gulf." *
Michigan Gov. William G. Milliken, a narrow winner, thought Agnew

helped to unify Republicans in Michigan.

Milliken added, "But generally across the country, the vice president's

campaigning was a polarizing factor and contributed to alienation that

was costly to the party."

Gov. Ronald Reagan of California disagreed, citing GOP gains in the

U.S. Senate.

i definitely think Vice President Agnew helped the President and the

party with his vigorous campaign," Reagan said. Retiring Gov. Warren

P. Knowles of Wisconsin said,

"Many who disagree with him nevertheless respect his candor."

New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller said Agnew has helped to

"awaken the American people to the problems and the issues that con-

front the nation."

Mideast Roundup

Peace Talks Expected
As Fighting Wanes

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-Until
bloodied by the Jordanian army in

September, the Palestinian
guerrillas were a threat to peace
in the Middle East. Now, with
peace talks likely to start before

the end of the year, the guerrillas

are on the ropes, desperately

trying to buy time. Guerrilla

leader Yasir Arafat demonstrated
this Sunday by appealing to Egypt
and Syria to intervene in the

"deteriorating" situation in Jor-

dan.

In fighting there last week, the

Jordanian army swept into Jarash
on the main highway between the

Amman and the Syrian border,

flushing the guerrillas out of their

last major stronghold and scat-

tering their supply bases into hilly

olive groves north of the city.

In the past, such an army move
against the guerrillas would have
triggered off violence in Amman.
The fighting last week caused
barely a ripple in the capital.

Palestinians in the crowded
refugee camps remained inactive.

By the end of the week both sides

again had pledged to abide by
peace agreements they signed

earlier with an Arab truce

mission. But what is, in fact,

"deteriorating" in Jordan is the

guerrillas' position.

Arafat repeatedly has main-
tained that no Arab leader could

cross swords with his revolution

without risking defeat by the

fedayeen and a revolution among
his own people.

Yet King Hussein, who presented
the Arab case to President Nixon in

Washington last week, and
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt
are moving toward peace talks

without so much as a backward
glance at Arafat. In August this

would not have been possible.

Under the agreements an-

nounced last week, the various
commando groups and the

Palestine Liberation Army
maintain their identities while the

military command tres to work
out a unified strategy. Disputes
within the commando groups
continue.

In the meantime, the Middle
East situation appears to be
moving toward resolution.

Diplomatic sources in Beirut now
confidently predict the start of

peace talks and a second extension

of the Middle East cease fire.

During this extension, they say, the

Big Four powers will succeed in

reopening the Suez Canal and
getting the Israelis to agree to

more withdrawals over an ex-

tended period, leaving the most
difficult questions-Jerusalem, the

Golan Heights and the Straits of

Tiran-until last.

According to these sources, once
the canal is open the next stage
would be the return of Palestinian
refugees who fled in 1967 to a
demilitarized West Bank. This also
is worrying the guerrillas.

Prominent West Bank
Palestinians increasingly are
discussing such a state in

Jerusalem newspapers, whether it

should be a part of Jordan, semi-
autonomous or independent.
Hussein has promised the
Palestinians a referendum on this

question.

Twice this past week the
guerrillas warned West Bank
leaders not to let the rush of events
"force them into creation of a
truncated Palestinian state," as
the commando newspaper Fateh
put it Sunday.
But such statements seem to

have no effect on the West
Bankers. The guerrillas in-

creasingly are aware of one of the
major criticisms of their
movement since it emerged after

the 1967 war-a lack of support in

the occupied territories.

Possible Voiceprint Use

As Evidence Seen

LINDEN, N.J. (AP)-Are
voiceprints valid tools in the fight

against crime?

"The system is 99.65 per cent

foolproof," says Prof. Lawrence G.

Kersta, head of Voiceprint

Laboratories in nearby Somer-

ville. "And just as accurate as

fingerprinting."

A mysterious call to police

predicting an explosion at the Esso

Oil refinery last week has
generated new dialogue among
lawyers about the science of

voiceprinting.

Some courts have admitted
voiceprints as evidence in criminal

trials while others have held that

the technique is too new.

Kersta says that tests in which

the voice has been disguised by

whispering, putting marbles in the

mouth or muffling speech have not

fooled the spectograph
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TUESDAY
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Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

WEDNESDAY
Hot Roast Beef
Sandwich w/Gravy
French Fries

THURSDAY
Hot Baked Ham
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw

FRIDAY
Student Union Fishwich
French Fries
Cole Slaw

$1.10 plus tax

S .99

SI.25 plus tax

S1.10 plus tax

$ .99

Treat yourself at the Ice Cream Bar!
Sundaes, Banana Splits, Frappes, Cones

Served 11:30 a.m. • 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 • 7:00 p.m.

OH! SHIRT!
all packaged shirts on

SALE
this week only

Reduced to $8 each from up to $12
included:

ruffles

stripes

solids

geometries

body shirts

skinnies

flower prints

for sleeves to laugh up . . .

WEAR HOUSE
201 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Daily 10 - 5:30 — Friday 'til 9
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Wondering
Moving from Southwest's Pierpont House to Central's Greenough is

like moving from the corner of East 3rd Street and the Bowery to West-
chester County. You sell out to middle class materialism, and you leave
the urine, the sweat, the bloody scabs, the penetrating cold, the junkies,

the pushers and dealers, the vibrating jarring stereos, the psychotics and
neurotics, the loneliness, the permanent transients, the whores, the

identity crises, the touchy-feely, the vomited bathrooms, the talk of

"freedom ", the irresponsibility, the nerves, the noise, the tension, the

Babes, the malignant...you leave all these to the people who are least able

to cope with the City in which they live, and are least aware of how badly
they do not cope with it.

Like the New Yorker, a person living in Pierpont secretly looks forward
to the crises of City living that break the monotony of the person's bored
life. He enjoys the environment that constantly exposes him to people
while enabling him to keep relative anonymity. And the fear of boredom,
stability, and loss of incognito which accrues from a move to Greenough
is often a deciding factor in whether or not to make the change. It

probably turns out that the dull, lonely people who need to be entertained
cannot adjust to a home that is not Southwest.
For those who do move from the City, it's nice to have a clean toilet, a

television, a kitchenette and laundry machines. And it's a strange, but
good feeling to have an exhausting day and know that you'll be able to go
to sleep at 10 o'clock.

But the City still remains, and as you see the Southwest towers glowing
in the dark a mile away, you wonder if you've made the right choice.

LETTERSTO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

number tall of which will be withheld upon request). The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

What is Baha'I?

Ba.who!? If this is your immediate reaction to the

title of what you are now reading, I am now going to

hip you to what's happenin'.

A Baha'I is a follower of the Divine teachings of

Baha'u'llah. Ba...what!? Baha'Is believe Haha'u'llah

is the manifestation of GOD for this day. HE was
made manifest by GOD in 1863 and eventually mar-
tyred in 1892. Baha'Is, most definitely, believe that w?
are the creation of a Supreme Being. Baha'Is believe

HE has sent Divine messengers in the form of such
men as Moses, Zoraster, Krishna, Buddha, Jesus
Christ, Mohammad, the Bab and Haha'u'llah. The
spirit of these MEN are of GOD, therefore they are
one in the same. The physical appearance differ, but

the spirit is the same. The return is the spirit of each
manifestation. Thereby, when Baha'Is speak or write

about Baha'u'llah we are referring to all the

manifestations. Why are there messengers sent to us?
What is the purpose of these messengers? What is the
purpose of Mankind?
By first understanding the purpose of human

beings, it would be a lot easier to understand the
purpose of the messengers. Mankind should function
as a family. Believe it or not we were all created out of

love; we were all created spiritual beings; we were all

born with the potential to obtain the highest good,
which is spiritual servitude for one another. Yet we
abase ourselves! Recognizing Baha'u'llah means
recognizing the spiritual oneness of Mankind. The
spirit is eternal, yet we seek that which perish; we
allow ourselves to become deseased with racism, war,

hate. We seek liberation, but our thoughts are dictated
by our material existence. True liberation is detach-
ment from ourselves through spiritual means. We
allow our egos to lead us astray and doubt the
existence of a Supreme Being, which takes Faith only
to lead us to the spiritual path of Truth. We have
drifted and become veiled from that which we were
created.

The manifestations have been sent to us to release
us from our veils and prevent us from going astray.
They have appeared in every age with teachings for

man to follow. These teaching have been given to man
as a guide, according to mans own progression and
ability to understand. The spiritual teachings have
always remained constant throughout religion. Now,
we are in the stages of maturity, whereas man has
continued to advance technologically. Our world is

constantly changing, therefore religious teachings
have to change in order to progress. Baha'u'llah has
brought us the teachings for this day. The solutions to

all our ills have been clearly defined and ordained in

the world order of Baha'u'llah. The New World Order
has been unfolded and rests in the hands of the
Baha'Is.

I will close leaving you with this in mind. A very
important principle of the Baha'I Faith is the "in-
dependent investigation of Truth". Is Baha'u'llah who
HE says HE is? Do a little investigating and check this
"thing" out.

ALL power to GOD
A YOUTH for ONE world

Brazilian Revolution

Early last month, Brazilian military authorities
rounded up over 5,000 persons "suspected" of sub-
versive activites. This measure, they announced, had
frustrated a plan by the revolutionary National
Liberation Alliance (A.L.N.) to carry out abductions
in commemoration of the first anniversary of the
death of its founder, Carlos Marighella. Moreover,
with the killing of Mr. Marighella's successor -

allegedly in a police ambush - Brazilian military
leaders as well as foreign observers were convinced
that the A.L.N, had finally been defeated and that
political kidnappings in Brazil would not recur.
Last Monday in Rio de Janeiro, six Liberation

militants called that claim into question. Armed with
submachineguns, they kidnapped the Swiss Am-
bassador. Giovanni Enrico Bucher is the fourth
foreign diplomat in just over a year to be drawn into
the violent circle of military repression and
revolutionary retaliation that now seems to typify
Brazilian political life. True to scenarios already
established by this new breed on urban guerrillas, the
revolutionaries demanded and received a military
pledge to ransom Mr. Bucher by releasing 70
unidentified persons held on charges of terrorism and
subversion. This is the highest ransom yet asked for a
diplomat in that country. The astonishing fact in
Brazil is that the urban guerrillas, mocking
prophecies of their defeat, are more tenacious, suc-
cessful and widespread than ever.
Most analysts agree that the urban guerrilla

movement in Brazil arose mainly in response to the
systematic repression of human rights by the nation's
successive military governments. Since the armed
forces seized power in the April, 1964, coup, they have
rapidly dismantled every representative organization
of Brazil's once-flourishing, albeit imperfect political
democracy. Political parties were abolished, political
and civil rights suspended, censorship of mass media
enforced and voluntary nongovernmental
associations repeatedly violated.

Since December, 1968, when "hard-line" military
officers won out over moderates and decreed the Fifth
Institutional Act, arbitrary rule has increased. With
the abrogation of habeas corpus, police roundups,
arrests without warrants and imprisonments without
trial have become commonplace. In retaliation,
armed civilian rebellion, once the subject of
speculation, became a reality, while the widespread
use of torture against political prisoners occurs with
impunity. Early this month, the Brazilian Minister of
Education, Jarbas Passarinho, finally acknowledged
the use of torture by Brazilian security forces against
which Pope Paul VI and other world figures have
protested for more than a year.

Guevara, No

Military repression and revolutionary reprisal have
formed the backdrop against which the 15 or so
revolutionary organizations operate in Brazil today.
The oldest and most important is the A.L.N. , which

Mr. Marighella founded in 1967 after he broke from
the pro-Russian Brazilian Communist party (P.C.B.)
because of its unwillingness to use terror against the
Government. After a brief stint in Cuba, Mr.
Marighella returned home convinced that the then
fashionable Che Guevara-Regis Debray strategy of

rural revolution was alien to Brazilian conditions. In

proposing the urban guerrilla alternative, Mr.
Marighella insisted that the revolutionary movement
also remain financially and politically autonomous.
Bank robberies and armory raids were conceived
partly as safeguards against dependence on outside
forces.

The A.L.N.'s insistence on "patriotism and
nationalism" and its use of guerrilla war to make the
masses politically aware are at odds with the second
most important group, the Peoples' Revolutionary
Vanguard (V.R.P.), which was responsible for the
kidnapping of former United States Ambassador C.
Burke Elbrick and of the Japanese Consul. The V.R.P.
sees itself as an armed revolutionary vanguard whose
military victory will precede the establishment of a
popular government. Despite their differences, both
groups speak for the others in their basic premise of
seeking the armed overthrow of the present "military
dictatorship."

The new cadre seemed to be coming mostly from
large, urban university centers where military
repression has been most pronounced. A growing
martyrology has won converts; so has the hostility of
young revolutionaries towards conventional Marxist-
Leninist dogma. The collaboration of Marxist and
Christian students that grew up before 1964 has
continued and been strengthened in the guerrillas'
movement.
Revolutionaries also draw upon wider sectors of

Brazilian society for indirect support or sympathy.
Recently the Government accused priests and
brothers of the Dominican Order of aiding the
revolutionaries. If true, this means that some chur-
chmen now see their commitment to violent
revolution as a logical fulfillment of Vatican II's in-
junction to eradicate social injustice. Even the con-
servative church hierarchy has thrice warned the
military not to abuse the nation's patience. Looking
on, hoping to see the regime falter, are the old-guard
politicians, silenced since 1964 and eager to return to
power, and the thousands of involuntarily retired
military officers.

Certainly, the prospect that revolutionaries will
overthrow the military Government is most im-
probable. The Government enjoys the greatest
monopoly of power in Brazil's entire history. On the
other hand, each act of military repression has called
forth a corresponding act of revolutionary bearing. It

seems more and more unlikely that the official
predictions of the guerrillas' defeat will be borne out
any better in the months ahead than they have in the
weeks past.

(reprinted from The New York Times)

Campus Comment

Athletic Priorities

To The Editor:

Well, the controversy is over and the job was done

neatly. The old man is gone and I guess UMass is

right where it wants to be - in second place. Ad-

ditionally a scapegoat has been found. Yes, a nice,

neat, precise, way of ridding the school of its athletic

problems.

As most of you know Vic Fusia "resigned" as head

football coach to move into "athletic promotions" so

he could ' spend more time with his family". Also, as

most of you know, there is more to this thing than that.

No one seems to want to talk about the thing either.

I've been waiting for the Collegian to examine the

issues, and make a stand or statement of soir.e kind.

None has been forthcoming and there definitely is a

need for one.

Friction has taken place between the football office

and the upper level administrators of the Athletic

Department for good many years. For you see, the

Athletic Administrators are under the mistaken

impression that a school can carry on a semi-big time

operation with a small budget. As the calibre of

competition has increased the amount of funds has

decreased, and the system as well as personal

relations have been strained.

A football coach is in a peculiar position. He has the

pressure of his superiors on one hand and the pressure

of the sport on the other. All this heightened by the

personalities of each and every player the man
coaches. A coach must weave forty-five personalities

together into a cohesive unit geared for one thing -

winning.

Vic Fusia came to UMass to build the program. He

took a school that was the worst in New England to the
top (1964). The Yankee Conf., the bush league that it

is, became synonymous with Vic Fusia's teams. But
this true greatness showed later in his career. Faced
with cutbacks, upper level jealousy, and a tougher
schedule he still managed to win. His teams stayed in

games which by all rights they should not have
played, e.g., B.C. '68 and '70. He made teams out of

virtually nothing.

Don't feel sorry for Vic Fusia or his staff. They will

all succeed. The real losers in the issue are those who
have kept UMass in the Yankee Conference, those who
have tried to keep the man from going to bat for his

players, be it in eligibility disputes (Pierre Mar-
chando and Nick McGarry vs. YanCon) or legal

trouble (Art Harris). These are people who need the
sympathy. These are the people who want to fly first

class but can only afford a second class ticket. These
are the same people who will put the new Head-Coach
in a totally unbearable situation - if he wishes to win.
If he doesn't win, maybe he'll keep his job because
there are a lot of losers at UMass. It could be back to

the Dark Ages (not next year because there is a
tremendous nucleus of talent which the man
developed) in the near future.

There have been some greats and near greats here
under Vic Fusia: Landry, Welchel, Morin, Mar-
chando, Pena, Sarno, Carty, McGarry, Grasso,
Hulecki, Scavone, DeFlavio - the list goes even far-

ther than these people. But one does not have to have
been a great to have benefited from the coaching and
friendship of the man and his staff.

CRAIG LOVELL

Pick One from Column A
To The Editor:

The time is 10:00 A.M. on
Counseling Day and Carol Co-Ed is

speaking to her Freshman Advisor

about her requirements for fresh-

man year. Carol is an English

major and very confused about her

required courses. This is their

conversation.

"Now, Miss Co-Ed, what seems
to be the trouble?" the smiling

advisor asks her.

"Well, I was kind of confused

about my required courses for this

year," she answers.

"Why, we'll have that

straightened out in no time," says

the advisor, whose name is Harry
Courses. "Now what is your
major?"
"I'm planning to major in

English."

"Hmmmm. That could be a

cause for a few problems. You see,

I'm a teacher in the Architectural

Landscape Department and I'm

afraid I don't know much about the

English Department, but we can

get your University Core
requirements out of the way."
"O.K. What's first?"

"Good question. Well, first you
have your two courses in English

Composition, one speech course,

two courses in Masterpieces of

Western Literature, along with

three courses in Wood Technology,

one in Marine Biology, one in-

tensified Spanish course, a

Television and Broadcasting
course, a Math course in Fournier

Series and Orthogonal Functions,

and a History of the Carribean

course. These are all University

requirements so there is no way to

possibly get around them. Oh, I

forgot to mention the science

course in Mid-wifery, with two labs

a week in the Infirmary. I realize

there is not much freedom of

choice in these requirements, but

you do have three electives to take

any courses you want. Of course,

these must fill your "D" and "E"
elective requirements."

"Gee, these courses sound
interesting. What are my choices

for my electives?"

"Well, I also forgot to mention

your requirement in Wo.P.E. This

consists of four semesters of

Physical Education courses, and

you must pass tests in Class-

Cutting, and Basket-Weaving
before you can graduate. For your

Wo.P.E. choices you have Basic

AFROTC Lines

To The Editor:

The Department of Air Science released in-

formation today that they are now accepting ap-

plicants for the two year AFROTC Program. All

interested sophomores, male and female, and all

seniors who are applying to graduate school at the

University are eligible to apply. It is essential that

early application be submitted because of the

stringent entrance requirements and also the limited

number of quotas available for new entrants. You are

encouraged to visit the Department of Air Science to

discuss the program with a faculty member.

Paul D. Dufo, (apt., USAF
Ass't Prof, of Air Science

To the Editor:

Lines are an inevitable part of a university of this

size. They occur at many sporting events, at most
social events, and invariably at the dining commons.
They are a condition that becomes an ingrown reflex.

I've become resigned to the long waits, as have many
others. But there is a god given bunch who seem to

think that they don't have to wait with the rest of us.

Every where I go there are those that ignore the lines

and just crush into the front. This isn't too bothersome
in the dining commons as a meal is assured. But at a
movie where seating is limited, or a basketball game
where the seating is on a first come basis, it is really a
bummer to wait a long time and then not get in

because you've been cut out.

Cutting is an act of selfishness which should not be
tolerated. In a place of "intelligence" it should not
even happen.

JOHN R.WILLIAMS

R.LP. Noodle

To the Editor:

After carefully considering several forms for this letter, from the

outraged to the sublime, from the cynical to the crusading, I decided that

a candid statement would be most fitting: the closing of the Noodle will be

a sad loss to us all.

The idea was exciting, the food -well-prepared and satisfying, the

service-courteous, and the atmosphere was friendly and peaceful. About

the only thing missing was the excessive overhead and price mark-ups,

everpresent at its competitor establishments. Judging from the in-

creasing numbers of fellow students who gathered daily to share this

dining experience, it would appear that these sentiments are not unique.

I would suggest that if the student government sincerely hopes to be

more than a hollow caricature of its big-brother counterparts, it will find

a way to allow the Noodle to continue to serve the campus community and

the electorate.

LOU MANRIQUE

Hop-Scotch, Beginning Jump-
Rope, Intermediate Tree-Climbing
or Advanced Tiddley-Winks. For
your electives you can take any of

the following: Public Health 263,

Civil Engineering 140, Marketing
219, Chinese 120, Government 007,

or Polymer Science and
Engineering 6583/365/000. Of
course, you always have your old

stand-by: Men's Physical
Education."

"Well, I think I should consider

all the possibilities before I with-

draw from the University, so I

think I'll go over to the Ad-
ministration Building and see if I

can change my classification to

non-student before I turn 65. I'd

also like to see if the computer will

take back my student I.D. number
and give me a rebate on Freshman
Convocation. I don't want you to

think that irrelevance is the cause
of my decision, because I can see
where Polymer Science is

definitely relevant to Shakespeare.
Thank you for all your help."

"Anytime. Of course, you could
always take Russian instead of

Chinese but that's a flagged course

so you might have to take Hotel

and...."

DIANE
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Peace On Earth?

Christmas is the time of year when everyone traditionally talks

about "Peace on Earth." Yet this Christmas sees our country still

involved in a terrible war in Vietnam, and thousands are dying there -

as men kill men, women and children. Others are dying in "little"

wars in Laos, Cambodia, Thailand and Korea. Arabs and Israelis kill

each other regularly. Russians and Chinese are killing each other

along their mutual border. Is there any hope for peace among men?
A long time ago a man by the name of Paul wrote of men in general:

"They have no experience of the way of peace - for they know nothing

of peace, for a peaceful way they do not even recognize."

Men everywhere talk about peace when they want other men to stop

making war, but when they want something, they go to war to get it.

Chairman Mao says, "Our country and all the other socialist countries

want peace; so do the peoples of all the countries of the world." But he

also says, "The seizure of power by armed force, the settlement of the

issue by war, is the central task and the highest form of revolution."

And, "Every Communist must grasp the truth: political power grows
out of the barrel of a gun."

ELUSIVE PEACE
The shocking fact of human history is that men under the leadership

of men have always made war. And so the people long for peace while

it eludes them. The peace we look for today is just as elusive as ever. If

the United States withdrew all of its soldiers from Vietnam and every
other country, there would still not be peace. Even if we were to see

that happen and every oppressive force around the world disbanded,
we know that the peace for which the human heart longs would not

come that way. Husband would still fight with wife, boyfriend with
girlfriend, and roommate with roommate.
When Jesus was born, angels said, "Glory to God in the highest

heaven, and peace on earth for all thuse pleasing Him." And when
Jesus was preparing to go back go heaven, He said to His followers, "I

am leaving you with a gift - peace of mind and heart! And the peace I

give isn't fragile like the peace the world gives."

He promises that peace to all who invite Him to come into their lives

to be the ruling force. Then He promises that their new lives will

produce love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness and self-

control. People who receive Him become part of His eternal family,
knit together and given the role of being part of His plan in bringing
others into the family.

How does one receive Jesus? It's simply a matter of asking Him to

come into one's life. God is not concerned so much with out words as
with the attitudes of our hearts. If you have never asked Jesus into

your life, you can become a part of His peace program today

!

Campus Crusade for Christ

*
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Human And Emotions

Hold Van Ronk Viewers
By DON GLICKSTEIN

Fine Arts Staff

Dave Van Ronk, who gleefully molested an appreciative audience at
Bowker Auditorium last Friday and Saturday nights, is the Cookie
Monster from Sesame Street, Fat Albert, and Harry Belafonte poured
with some Bud into one, big, bellowing beer stein.

Speaking to him after the performance Friday, this critic was advised
by Van Ronk that one should down "a quart of whiskey, bronchial asth-
ma helps, and switch to Camels" in order to achieve an original Van Ronk
voice.

ARTS

Purists and followers of Judy
Collins and Joan Baez would shriek
at Van Ronk's hoarseness,
whispers, grunts, shouts, voice
cracks, and high notes. But if they
did. they would neglect to note the
control Van Ronk has over his
voice, his dynamics, and his
audience.

Amidst Van Ronk's apparent
anarchy of harmony at the con-
certs, there appeared an amazing
cohesion and feeling to the songs.
Van Ronk played with his
audience, brought it up with
humorous and "bawdy" songs, and
quickly left it staggering with soft
and even soothing blues and

ballads.

Van Ronk's comedy speaks for itself: "Leave me with your knife and
bring me a knife"... "unicorns are horny" ..."give me one bullet and
come back for me later". .."if somebody kicks that will be me dear, and if

someone gets kicked that will be you"... "when she saw what the elephant
had, she didn't want to come back to me "... "I ain't good-lookin' but I'm
hard to kill" ..."Bob Dylan promised me he would leave me his liver"...

But in between Van Ronk's barbs were songs that showed a part of the
man -comedians are, after all, reputed to be sad men underneath their
mask. Van Ronk made emotional use of crescendos, and in numbers such
as "Bird on a Wire", "Urge For Going", and "Think It's Going To Rain
Today ", he created a tension that communicated to his audience much
more than the lyrics and the melodies. The crescendo, not unlike
programmed learning of Skinnerism psychology, was ideally evidenced
by two Kurt Weill Bertolt Brecht songs including "Mack the Knife".

It was disconcerting, however, to feel that everytime Van Ronk began
confiding in you and revealing himself to you, he switched to that
damned, bewitching humor.
But a composite picture could be drawn by the end of the concert to

show that Dave Van Ronk was a human, unselfish, and feeling performer
of both high quality and integrity-a performer that this campus has
sorely missed for a long time.

Broad Farce, Gross Satire, And .

Aristophanes' The Clouds - a
pre-Socartic comic revel, with
music - will be presented on
December 16, 17, 18, 19, in

Bartlett Auditorium by UMass
Theatre at 8:30 p.m.

The Clouds is a good-natured
but penetrating attack on in-

tellectual pretention. Socrates,

Athens' number one intellectual,

is portrayed as a humbug fool

whose major academic
preoccupation is the intestinal

tract of a flatulent gnat. The
emphasis is on broad farce,

gross satire, and often obscene
buffoonery.

Tickets for The Clouds may be

purchased at the University

Theatre Box Office, Bartlett, or

by calling the box office (545 -

52579). Admission is $1.75.

Tickets will also be sold at the

door.

Socrates, pl.iyect by Roger
Tiberii (left) and Strepsidies.
played by Raymond Fletcher,
(right) in Aristophanes' THE
CLOUDS.

Films 70: Best and Worst

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now Accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

By Robert Nesti
Fine Arts Editor

The following list is something of

consensus of feelings by a
reasonably small cross-section on
campus. The films all received
good exposure in the Amherst area
during the last twelve months, and
are chronologically arranged:

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE
SUNDANCE KID
Paul Newman, and Robert

Redford play these two historical

outlaws who were among the last

in the Old West. It is a funny and
romantic film which parodies the
old western yet makes some
serious comments on the closing of
the frontier.

THEY SHOOT HORSES. DO.VT
THEY?
A novel which greatly influenced

the existential writers of this

century was made into a powerful
and brutal film. The setting is a
marathon dance during the
Depression and the film explores
the pathetic lives of some- of its

participants.

Z

A film about political repression
in Greece which had a great effect

on many students' lives, especially
in relation to the student strike.

Although the politics were
somewhat heavy-handed, it is one
of the most suspenseful and ex-
citing films of the year with
probably the best photography and
music score.

M*A*S*H
Although not the anti-war satire

some have claimed, M*A*S*H is

simply a very funny film. Done in

short vignettes, it's story of three

medics during the Korean War and
the manner in which they coped
with army life. The cast, headed by
Elliot Gould, was excellent and the

humor is irreverant as it explores
the absurdity of a bureaucratic
army.

WOODSTOCK
A documentary of the rock

festival. An extremely well-

organized, innovative film that is

entertaining despite its length and
potentially repititious material.

The over-whelming talent is only
enhanced by the photography
which utilizes wide and multi-

screen images.

THE BOYS IN THE BAND
"Show me a happy homosexual,

and I'll show you a gay corpse,"
says one of the characters in this

film version of the immensely
successful off-Broadway play. It's

about a birthday party, with a
twist, and is hysterically funnv
along with being an insightful look
into the problems of

homosexuality. It contains the best
acting of any film of the year.

CATCH-22
The long-awaited Mike Nichol-

Buck Henry adaptation of Joseph
Heller's anti-war satire. Unable to
capture the feeling of the entire

DVP PRESENTS ONE OF AMERICA'S GREATEST SPORTSMEN:

BILL RUSSELL

uGo Up For Glory"

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16 8 p. m.

S. U. BALLROOM
"I SHOULD EPITOMIZE THE AMERICAN DREAM, FOR I CAME, AGAINST
LONG ODDS. FROM THE FARTHEST BACK TO THE VERY TOP OF MY
PROFESSION."

book, the film rather focuses in on

Yossarian and his problem
relating to the absurdity of the

Second World War. Alan Arkin is

again excellent and is supported
ably by a large cast. It's a funny,
raw, and brutal film experience
which haunts the memory long
after seeing it.

DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE
Frank and Eleanor Perry again

come through with an excellent

film. This one about the harried
existance of a chic. New York
housewife with a debut per-
formance by Carrie Snowgress
that should bring her acting
awards in the coming months.
Richard Benjamin is perfect as her
bastard of a husband and
newcomer Frank Langella starts

his promising film career in fine

fashion as her moron of a lover.

AM) NOW THE WORST:
T HE 8 I It A W B E R K Y
STATEMENT and GETTING
STRAIGHT
College life, oh well. Hollywood's

view of what its like to be at schools
where politics are the student's
passion. False and degrading.

MYRA BRECKINRIDGE and
BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE
DOLLS
Twentieth Century Fox meets

the Sexual Revolution head-on with
perversion and Mae West. The first
is a castration of Gore Vidal's
funny satire in which Rex Reed
becoming Raquel Welch with only
one obvious difference. The latter
is Russ Meyer's junk piece that
even Jackie Suzanne didn't want
her name associated with.

HELLO, DOLLY and ON A
CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE
FOREVER
Barbra Streisand may single-

handedly bring on the death of
Hollywood as she is the showpiece
in both these twenty-million dollar
disasters. If anything they prove
her talent runs thin anywhere out
of the Bronx.

Getting Friendly

or Engaged?

40% OFF
on
DIAMONDS
FRIENDSHIP RINGS
JEWELRY
WATCHES 50%

RICHARD AMOROSO

549-1243
ororTE^

American Economics, Imperialism

Examined By 11th Hour Lecturer

"Spiritual Revolution"

Highlighting "Focus"

"Underdeveloped countries need
a social revolution. It is the only

real hope for breaking down the

existing barriers of economic
development," Professor Michael
Best of the University's Economic
Department firmly stated in a
speech here last week entitled

"American Imperialism: A
Political Economic Analysis."

In the opening of his speech
sponsored by the Maroon Keys
"Eleventh Hour Lecture Series,"

Best said he would attempt to

describe a number of issues

relevant to American imperialism

that present different kinds of

problems.

"Why are we so rich, why are

they so poor? Eighty percent of the

world's population uses 20% of the

world's output while the affluent 20

per cent uses 80 per cent of the

world's output," Best said.

"Economic imperialism is

economic domination."
He emphasized that the United

States economic system of cor-

porate capitalism dominates
underdeveloped countries of the

world.

He listed the U.S.'s instruments
of corporate control used to

maintain the existing world
economy. The first, he said, are
tariffs which prohibit competition.

The second is the expansion of

military bases around the world.

"Fifty billion dollars of military

aid is sent to Europe each year by

Asian Studies Meeting Tonight

There will be a seminar to discuss the future development of an
Asian studies program at UMass tonight in room 904 of the Campus
Center at 8:00.

"As a new program with as yet no majors of its own, Asian studies is

in need of more student input concerning present offerings and future

plans," said Professor Naff, head of the UMass Asian Studies

Program, in an invitation to all students who have "any interest in any
aspect of the Asian Studies."

Professor Naff told the Collegian that one of the purposes of

tonight's seminar will be to discuss the formation of a "student

committee Asian Studies, which would provide a premanent in-

strumentality for student participation in the development of the

Asian Studies Program.''

There will be a brief meeting of faculty involved in the Asian Studies

Program from about 7:30 tonight to prepare for the seminar.

the U.S. This is the most horrifying

aspect. It is militarization of un-

derdeveloped countries under the

name of anti-Communism," Best

claims.

"Foreign private investments,

Best said, drive out local

development."
The Agency for International

Development, designed to main-

tain presence of the United States

throughout the world for economic
reasons, has, according to Best,

manipulate loans to un-

derdeveloped countries to enable

the U.S. to profit from foreign aid.

Best described the fifth in-

strument of corporate control as

the international agencies that do
not attempt to break tariffs and
monopolies. Instead, un-

derdeveloped countries must still

pay back given loans, he ex-

plained.

A uthor Manchester Serving

As "FriendofLite" Trustee

A distinguished group of citizens, headed by author William Man-

chester, has agreed to serve as trustees of the newly organized Friends of

the Library, at UMass.
Formed to support the "enrichment of the total resources and facilities

of the library" the new organization is open to any individual, business

firm or group interested in assisting the development of the resources

and facilities of the University library.

The 28-story tower library, designed by Edward Durell Stone, will have

a capacity of 2 million volumes when it is completed in 1972.

Manchester, author and alumnus, has been elected President of the

Friends. Mrs. Lucy Benson, National President of the League of Women

Voters, is vice-president.

Trustees-at-large are: George Allen, publisher and vice president of

Fawcett Publishing Company, alumnus, Leonard Baskin, artist;

Charles Cole, former president of Amherst College; Winthrop Dakm,

Massachusetts Board of Higher Education; Fred Emerson, former

UMass Trustee; Robert Francis, poet; Emerson Greenway, retired

director of the Philadelphia Free Public Library, alumnus; Franklin

Patteron, president of Hampshire College, Frederick Troy, UMass

Trustee, alumnus; and William Troy, vice president of the Western

Publishing Company, alumnus.

Dean Mortimer H. Appley of the Graduate School is Faculty Senate

Representative, and Director of Libraries David M. Clay is secretary-

treasurer and a member ex officio of the directors.

Representing the alumni are Mrs. L. Francis Kennedy of New Hamp-

shire, Mrs. Gilbert Slovin of Worcester, and Miss Mary Jane Moreau of

Boston.

An undergraduate and a graduate student will be chosen to complete

the list of trustees and representatives of the Friends.

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S riFIIKiUT v l/LLI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst
— In the Peter Pan Building —

EVERY NIGHT

6 11:30
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CALL 253-9336

Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA's
"Focus" will broadcast a

discussion on the theme: "For a

Spiritual Revolution."

Ken Mosakowski's special guest

for the live 60-minute program is

Mrs. Elizabeth H. Backman,
professor of behavioral sciences at

Greenfield Community College.

Mrs. Backman, a resident of

Northfield since 1952, gained

74 Budget Passed
The Class of 1974's budget

($12,013) was passed at the first

meeting of the Freshman
Executive Council held Saturday.

President John Long presided over
the meeting.

The Council also decided to hold

a Christmas social for the elderly

of Amherst nursing homes, to have
Freshman Christmas carolers, and
to hold a small folk or rock concert

around February.

Notices

considerable notoriety when she
recently turned over her home at

88 Main Street to the Brotherhood
of the Spirit, a communal group of

young people. The house, reputed
to have been the first hostel in

America, at one time served as the

national headquarters of the
American Youth Hostel
movement.
Mrs. Backman is resigning her

teaching position at GCC at the end
of this semester to work full time
with the Opie Mountain Citadel,

which, according to her, is "a
fellowship of those committed to

spiritual quest for growth, unbound
by creeds and doctrines, open to

truth wherever it may be found,

concerned with the search of the

individual and his own growth, and
the rededication of all to the deep
inner solution of the problems that

beset mankind today."

Interested listeners are invited

to tune in on "Focus" tonight at

91.1 FM.

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLET
Meet with Student Senate. Finance Com

mittee tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm902, C.C

CAMPUS GOLD
Mandatory meeting tor all members at 7

p.m.. Wed, Dec 16th in Thoreau Dateroom to

elect officers, vote a constitution, and form
committees for encampment

CLASS OF '73

Attention all executive council members!
There will be an important meeting on Wed.,

Dec. 16th at 630 in Room 817 C.C. All mem
bers must attend.

COMP. LIT. FILM SERIES
'"Manuel, the Good" is going to be per

formed in Herter 231 at 8 p.m. on Dec. 15th. All

are invited, so why not?

DWIGHT HOUSE
Coed Dwight House needs girls for girl

corridor Apply Mon., Dec. 14th. or call Head
of Residence 5 0290

EX EXPLORER SCOUTS
Any ex explorer scouts or ex boy scouts

interested in forming a campus organization

please call 6 7504 for more information.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Pledges Board of Review will meet tonight.

Please remember your times.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
if anyone who wants to attend weekly

meetings and can't due to weather please call

George Haile 549 6677 or Robert Allaire 545

2418 (9) 126 Butterfield if you need a ride

HILLEL
U.J A benefit movie "The Pawnbroker"

starring Rod Steiger will be shown Wed., Dec
16th., at 7 & 9: 15 p.m. in Thompson 104.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 7 30 in Rm 911 915 of the

C.C All interested in drugs religion and BABA
are invited

NAIADS
Practice tonight at 6: 30 p.m for finale, Tues

'dry' run for floats & arches 4 30, Wed. regular

practice 4 30 6 important to attend. Emblems
are in.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Symposium in clinical personality

psychology late spring at UMass free

undergraduates welcome If you're interested

in attending come to 43A Bartlett before Dec
16.

RUGBY CLUB
Organizational meeting to be held Wed.,

Dec 16th at 8 P.M. in Goessman 259. Officers

will be elected and plans made for the spring

season. Newcomers welcome.

SBA SYMPOSIUM

"New Mass Auto Insurance Law"
Speakers Michael Dukakis (Dem. Lt. Gov.
candidate), Richard Hartzler (Prof, of Law,
UMass), David Carson (V P., Hartford Ins )

Wed , Dec 16that 3:30pm m SBA 120.

SPANISH CLUB
Come to the Spanish Table for lunch today

It meets on Mondays and Thursdays from
11:30 1230 in Franklin Com.

LOST
A sterling silver cross mechanical pencil

Its return is appreciated. Call 253 9066 and ask
for Lynn.

FOUND
Man's lacket found in 417 Crabtree on Dec.

4th.

No notice may exceed twenty-five words

Deadline lor notices

preceding day

is 2:00 P.M. on the

There is a one day maximum for all notices

Pinnings

Fridays

and engagement* will appear on

Bet you can't listen

just once . . .

INSIDE JEAN SHEPARD

TONIGHT
ind Tuesday and Wednesday and Thursday

11:00 p. m.

FCR 88.5 FM
STEREO
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Third-Place Track Team Performs Well
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

Competing without four of its top
performers, but coming up with a
fine first-meet performance
despite the lack of top personnel,
the UMass track team came out on
the bottom end of a tri-meet with
UConn, the meet winner, and Yale,
the host school.

The team scores stood at 54 for

UConn, 52 for Yale, and 31 for the

Redmen, but if one breaks down
the scoring and adds the possible

points that a Dave Evans, a Jerry
Spellman, an Eddie Arcaro, and a
Dick Dyer would have added if

they were present, then the scoring

difference between the Redmen
and their opponents is very small.

Frosh Cagers Are 3-0

With 90-53 Amherst Win
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Staff Reporter
Led by the passing of Rick Pitino and the rebounding of Al Skinner, the

UMass freshman basketball team raced past the Amherst frosh for a 90-

53 victory in th e Cage Saturday night. The win gave the UMass frosh a
record of three wins against no losses while dropping Amherst to 0-1 in its

first game of the year.

Looking back over the team
performance, a happy coach Ken
O'Brien commented, "I was very
pleased with the performance of

the team as a whole. We need some
work with the middle distance

men, the quarter milers, and a
couple of milers and two-milers

and we'll be ready to put it

together."

Individually, the names of Ron
Wayne, Rick Barry, Don Dunsky,
Ron Harris, Tony Pendleton, Jim
Graves, Bill Landry, Bill Hackler,

Cal Carpenter, Ed Shaughnessey
and John Kam stand out as the top

Redmen in this opening meet.

The little Redmen scored the

first seven points of the game on a
basket by Skinner, two by Pitino,

and a free throw by Skinner.

Amherst managed to keep close

though, on bombs by guards Mike
Considine and Jeff Mondshein. But
with 14:07 to go in the first half and
led by Skinner, UMass outscored
Amherst 11-3 over a three minute
span. Skinner had seven points

over this stretch.

At this point Art Levine took over
and started to heat up from the
corner. After a basket by John
Olson on a pass from Pitino, Levine
scored the next eight UMass
points.

This made the score 33-18 with
7:30 to go in the half. The two
teams played pretty evenly for the

rest of the period, and at the in-

termission UMass had a sub-
stantial 45-26 edge.

The UMass frosh opened up the

scoring in the second half on a

basket by Pete Trow on a beautiful

pass from Pitino. And over the

first six minutes of the second half

UMass outscored Amherst 14-7 to

take a 61-33 lead.

From here on the little Redmen
were never headed, and with 5:02

to go in the game and the score 74-

48, the game was all but over.

Tonight's

Intramurals

COURT TIME
I 6 30

BASKETBALL

BOX SCORE
UMass

Levine
Trow
Olson

Skinner

Pitino

Boyles

McMahon
McHugh
Heron
Brown

Total

G F

8

4

3 1

8 6

10 1

2 1

P

16

I

7

22

21

5

2

7

2

Amherst

Couch
Cardwell

Farrell

Mondshein
Considine

Cooper
Ritter

Goulsten

Medley
Furbush

Osburne
38 14 90

Total 21 11 53

6 30

6:30

6:30

6:30

6:30

7:30

7:30

7:30

7 30

7:30

7:30

8:30

8:30

8:30

8 30

9:30

9:30

9:30

9 30

9 30

9:30

TEAMS
Jaguars vs. Cougars

Seagrams vs. Leopards
Academics vs. Bruisers

Ceebs vs Colonels

Volunteers vs. Alz

ABC vs. Us

Chestnuts vs. Broncos

Maroons vs. Hi lo's

Bears vs. Eagles

Lancers vs Hoop
Deacons vs Moe

Gypsies vs Fluid

POSITION SOUTH TOWER
1 VS. 2

4 vs. 5

POSITION VALLEY
1 vs. 2

3 VS. 4

Browns vs. Elephants

Boozers vs. Bulldogs

Cult vs. Machines
Wheels vs. TEP"B"

Studs vs. Bury

Tubes vs. Brigade

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PC Astec,
Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, l"Uh speakers,
LP's. 8 tracks and other necessities.
Amherst Andlo. tfl2-X3

SNOW TIRES, low prices top qua-
lity, cash and carry. KT Factory
Tires Outlet, Cowls Road, N'o. Am-
herst, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

tm-23
Skis, 4 pr. wood skis, Northland

Supreme w/out bindings, new, ex-
cel, beginner set 190cm (6 ft 4 In )

long, very cheap 1 Call "Wheels"
313 Lewis, 6-5468. tflS-14

Mast seU — 3 mo. old Scott ste-

reo model 2511 amp. with Oarrard
turntable, FM toner, a S10 Speak-
ers, Scott 8-track Tape Deck, retails
for $480, asklni »3?5 Bee Jeff, 305
Thatcher. tf12-14

Standel PA. 2 columns with four
12" speakers each. One monitor
w/two 12's 200 watt RMS four chan-
nels w/ reverb, $1600 new, tell for
$695. CaU Bernle 527-4192 or 627-
9640 tf!2-16

Car radio, FM, stereo; perfect
condition, never used, $45. Call
6-5472. 12-10-14

Dinro Leather Boots, new, men'*
fixe 9VL-B $18.00. Call Pete 546-6951
after 7 p.m. tf12-16

Nikkormat Ftn bodies 24, 50 114),
- studio camera, lenses, accessories
Almost new. Mamlya Super 23 sports
- studio camera, lenses accessories.
New. All cheap. Call 253-9587.

tfl2-H

Gibson Jumho 12-strin* guitar
•T45-12N, excellent cond. Call after 6
732-8265. tf!2-14

Head Competition Skis 6' 6", Ne-
\ad» bindings w/safety strap*. L'seil

only l'/2 seasons by member of ski

patrol. Excellent condition. Must sell

87S. Call Don at 6-6161. tf!2-15

Guitars, new and used, acoustic,
electric, classical, below retail pric-
es $50 and up most: $80. Accessories
also. All factory guaranteed on Cam-
pus. Call: 546-7072 or 546-6714 or
see at 209 Web. tfl2-15

Csed Furs — Capes, Jackets and
Coats (short and long) all sites. Call
253-5095. tfl2-l7

CHEAT X.MAS GIFTS — Handcraft"
ed leather belts, beret, Swiss arni>
hats, Swiss ammo pouchrs. Priced
under retair. Call Rick, 549-62H1
after 5:00 or stop h.v Ml Fuffton
Villa cc. tfl2-l«

1!X!9 Lance Ski Hoots, size 9, ex-
cellent cond., $65, two wide oval
snow tires with steel studs and
wheels, used' for 500 miles $50. Call
5I.V2513, ask for Maryellen 218

tflg-13

Panasonic Tape Deck Radio Park
plus 2 speakers for sale $65 (cost

$105) — or for $1100 more, the 68
\\\ that it is in. Alter 3 p.m. call

Mij-3671. tf!2-1 5

Coldspot refriir.. 5 cubic It., holds
4 rases. Ice compartment $50 Call
•H6-6392. tf!2-l6

Motor-scooter Vespii-Allstate l.'.Vr.

rxri'llent condition, only *!Kt. in. 1

luliiif* Must sell now Call Hans
i" ..->. :«ts Piifftoi) VUtoe ti

FOR SALE — AUTOS
I960 Ford Walton, good condition

recent engine work, RAH, P*.
clean. Best offer. Call Bill 6-5438

tf!2-17

1964 Valiant 4 dr sedan, 6 cyl .

atd. shift Can be seen at Conrad's
Gulf, 388 King St , Northampton
Tel. 584-9741 tfl2-l«

60 VW 10.000 miles on fact, re-

built enrlne, new brakes, front end
tires, shocks, super heating system.
$250 or best offer. 549-0417 6-8 p m

12-14

1965 Mercury Comet, good condi-
tion, new tires, clutch, $350 or best
offer. 586-1016 or 584-2147 tf12-18

67 Chevelle fcs 396. 4 speed, posi,
new tires. Asking $1500 or beat offer.

1 bedroom apartment, unfurnished,
$130 a month Inc. utilities, available
Feb. 1. Call days 545-2238, ask for
Anne Stocking or leave note.

tfl2-H i

Puff ton Apt. snail iinnied , 1

bdrm, 156. We have some furniture
you can use if you need It, Incl. bed.
CaU 649-6533 or come 232 Puffton

tf!2-lt<

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Thick Sheepskin rues — all colors,

an Ideal gift for a sensualist. Call
732-8266 after 6. tflM.V

PERSONAL

(all 549-6974 tfl2-17

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tflt-23

Enjoy yoor vacations, roar wees>
ends, your week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for
you. Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices 684-6817'

tfl2-23

Black Light Lore Lamps, and
Meditation Bulbs, and Mnsical In-
struments for creative experiences
Call Creative Endeavor, Greenfield
(1-774-2831) for information . 12-14

Jesus Christ loves >ou! Find out
how you can know him at 8:00 Wed.
night, Dec. 16 Colonial Lounge. SI

tf!2-H ;

(ailing all trolls: reservations are
noiv being taken for the new bridge
across the campus pond. Great ac-
cess to Cub Scout and Brownie
nieetiiiEs. The Head Beagle 12-14

TRAVEL
h KKKDOM < SrP England in peace for

only $528. A full 30 days of inde-
pendent bicycle camping. Includes air

tarr, bicycle and camping equip-
ment Bicycle-Campers International,
P.O. Box 13927, Vnlv. Sta , Gaines-
ville, Fla. 32601. tfl'MI

WANTED
Photographer wants open-minded

females to model, no experience nec-
essary. If interested write: "Artls-
ta" P.O. Box 302. Chicopee. Mass.,
01014. Include address and/or phone.

^^ tf!2-18

ROOMMATES" WANTED

VACATION

One or two roommates wanted to
share a large farmhouse, located op-
posite 8top & Shop. Call 256-6762

tf!2-14

Female tenants wanted — for de-
talla call 773-8263 after 6 p.m.

tf!2-l6

I roommates wanted (m, f, or
both) to share apt. in Northampton
Cheap, available now. Call 684-6159.

tfl2-15

I heard you want to go to Bermu-
da. Well, I'll see what I can da for
you. Trips from $180 to $269. For
free info call Jim Shane 549-6629 or
visit 340 Puffton VIII. Get your trip
now. 12-2-4-7-9-14-16

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL, Rt 5, What.lv
665-2008 November 1 - March 31 ; 2

people $100 month, 1 person $75
month. 12-9

New Sugarloaf Apts.

FOR RENT
Place within easy driving diat. to

Fnlv. Desire my own room but will
share. Occupancy immediately or
sooner. Call Rick at 253-7116.

tfl2-l4

IN SINDERLAND
! bedrooms, carpeting self-clean-
ing stove, frost free refrigerator,
air-conditioning, utilities ncluded.
SIM5 mo. lease until August 31st.
or longer. Skibiskl Realtors, Rte
116, Sunderland. Tel. 252-7222.

tf!2-14

Special Situation — Room avail-
able for advance female grad stu-
dent. 1 mile Irnass. $253-2148. Call
after 6 p.m. m Mi.

We have spare in a house 5.5173
miles from campus that might meet
your need for an off-campus shelter
fall 581-93.18 for the petrifying de-
_<«"»• 12 II

Puffton Villate sublet, 3 bedroom
apt. $228 a month, apt. 233. Con-
tact Mark Toner nr Puffton Village
office Vi,i,i

t start* Jan I tflzf*

Seek Campus Reps
students or Campus Organizations
sought to represent us on-campus
for leasing and purchase of
tax-free ^ars for use in Europe
by students and faculty. Earn
flat fee — big bonus earnings
potential For application write:
Dir Student Faculty Programs
tax-free ram for use in Europe

IN Fifth Ave ,

firm York < ft) 100IT

ffl Ml

Wayne ran his usual well-run

double of 4: 19 in the mile and 9: 19

in the two mile. In both races he
ran well within himself, and made
his move with a quarter of a mile to

go.

Barry ran 4:26 in the mile to

place third and Dunsky clocked
9:49 in the deuce to turn in his best

time in this event for a first-meet

performance.
Harris and Pendleton took third

and fourth in the 60-yard dash.
O'Brien was very pleased with the

sprinters in the meet.
In the hurdles, Graves and

Landry placed second and third.

Graves' time of 7.8 seconds was
only three seconds off his best time
of last season, which he ran late in

the schedule. Landry turned in his

personal best time of 8.3 seconds in

this, his first varsity meet.

The high jumping trio of Car-
penter, Shaughnessy and Hackler
gave Ron Evans from UConn,
possibly the best high jumper in

New England, all he could handle
as each jumped 6'4" in placing

second, extending this event and
the meet well past the scheduled
time for it to end.

And finally Kam, although he
didn't place in the pole vault, did

vault 12 feet, a fine mark for his

first taste of varsity competition.

Scores are deceiving and this

was certainly the case in Satur-

day's meet. With the return of the

four performers mentioned
earlier, the continued im-
provement on the part of the entire

team, the Redmen will be a for-

midable unit when it really counts,

towards the end of the season.

sP0/?tS ShorTiEs
AP

UCLA wins again, so what else is new in college basketball?
Well, Indiana should have no trouble winning the Big Ten title, ac-

cording to Adolph Rupp, veteran coach of the University of Kentucky.
Rupp predicted the I.U. feat

Saturday after his unbeaten
Wildcats pulled out a 95-93 over-
time victory over the Hoosiers at

Bloomington.Ind. UCLA, the No. 1

team in the country.enjoyed a 95-75

romp at home against Tulsa. It

was UCLA's ninth in the Bruin's
latest winning streak, which in-

cludes a carryover of five from last

year. Their amazing won-lost
record is now 124-4 in their last 128

games.
* • • * •

ST. LOUIS (AP)-Cool Fran
Tarkenton rifled three touchdown
passes, as the New York Giants
took a share of the National
Football Conference's East
Division lead with the Dallas
Cowboys via a 34-17 triumph
yesterday over the St. Louis
Cardinals.

Tarkenton's aerials, good for 242
yards on 14 completions in 21 at-

tempts, lifted the Giant record in

the NFC East to 9^J to match that
of the Cowboys.

* » » » »

BUFFALO (AP)-The Baltimore
Colts won their division title in the
National Football League
yesterday by capitalizing on three
Buffalo penalties to post a 20-14

victory over the Bills on a slippery,
snow covered field.

The triumph gave the Colts, now
10-2-1, the Eastern Division crown

LACROSSE CANDIDATES
For all interested varsity
lacrosse candidates, there will
be a meeting in room 251 Boyden
on Wednesday at 4 p.m. The
spring schedule will be
discussed.

in the American Conference.
* • * • *

HOUSTON (AP) -Essex Johnson
scored a pair of second-half touch-
downs to break up a tie yesterday
as the surprising Cincinnati
Bengals defeated the Houston
Oilers 30-20 to nail down at least a
share of the American Football
Conference Central Division
championship.

* * • * •

MIAMI (AP)-Garo
Yepremian.Miami's bald-headed
marvel, booted two field goals in

the final two minutes yesterday to

beat the New York Jets 16-10 and
sweeten the Dolphins' National
Football League playoff hopes.
Miami, a paltry 3-10-1 last

season, improved its record to 9-4

under new coach Don Shula and
needs only to tie or defeat Buffalo
next week to enter the American
Conference showdown.

* * • • •

FREEPORT, Grand Bahamas
(AP)-Doug Sanders broke a three-
year victory famine with a playoff
triumph in the Bahama Islands
Open golf tournament yesterday
while Arnold Palmer's 15-year
victory string went by the boards.

*****

SESTRIERE.Itally (AP)-Henri
Duvillard of France won the
Sestrinere men's downhill ski race
yesterday completing a weekend
sweep by the powerful French
team in the opening events of 1971
World Cup competition.

More Sports

On Back Page

ANIMALS

Documentary Films

REFLECTIONS IN BLACK
MOTHLIGHT
by Brakhage

and
NEW MUSIC GROUP

JAZZ
sponsored by Free U.

50c

TONIGHT 8 p. m.

CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM

Hoopsters Win Two In Conference
To the left, UMass forward Chris

Coffin goes over Dwight Peters,
number 31 of New Hampshire, for

an offensive rebound in the first

half of Saturday night's 89-53

victory. Coffin played an out-

standing game, very possibly his

best ever for the Redmen. The
junior forward scored ten points,

grabbed 13 rebounds, and played
his usual outstanding defense. In

the background are (1-r) McKeen
Kessel, Ken Mathias, Frank Davis,
Julius Erving (half-hidden) and
Dave Pemberton.
Erving is shown on the right in

action against Rhode Island last

Thursday night. The UMass junior
forward is about to score two of his

29 points. UMass won the game in

overtime by a score of 80-76. The
win was a very important one as
UMass is now 3-0 in the Yankee
Conference with a big game
Tuesday against the University of

Connecticut at Storrs, Ct.

The Redmen will need solid

performances from both Coffin and
Erving as well as from the rest of

the team if they are to come away
with a victory against UConn.
(MDC photos by Gary Slickman.)

ADVERTISEMENT

Survival

at the Cage

We were stranded for three
hours outside in the freezing
cold night. Coming from in-

side, the sound of a basketball
bouncing off a hardwood floor
brought the freezing crowd to
a frenzy, thrusting them a full

six inches forward towards the
"reluctant coliseum". Throngs
of basketball Groupies were
exchanging statistics as we
watched in awe, the mass of

people about us. Suddenly,
without the slightest warning,
the waxing aroma of a ham
and Swiss cheese sandwich,
mingled with the curling steam
of hot coffee, struck our
olfactory senses. We turned
and faced an eminently happy
individual chovving down right

before us on a beautiful ham
and Swiss sandwich while quaf-

fing the hot coffee.

"Where d'ya get that?"

"Over at the Campus Cen-
ter," he replied between ob-

viously pleasurable gulps,

'You also get a package of

cupcakes, potato chips and an-

other sandwich along with a

great cardboard box you can
keep — for a pretty cheap
price, too!"

Before we could speak again,

we found ourselves carried in-

side.

After the game, we spotted

him again carrying the tell-

tale box, "Hey, how d'ya like

the game?"
"It was great! Especially the

Tuna sandwich I saved for the

last half."

THE CURRY HICKS
SURVIVAL KIT

Ham & Swiss Cheese Sandwich
Tunafish Salad Sandwich
Bag of Potato Chips
Package of Cup Cakes $1.25

and, of course, the proper con-

diments plus your choice of

coffee, soda or milk.

We issue them before every

home game at the Campus
Center Coffee Shop.

ADVERTISEMENT

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

SAGITTABIl'S men lore the out-
doors. These nien breath In fresh Hit
as some would chew delicious food
Many Sagittarius men are involw-it
In politics, the theater and medicine
These people, as a matter of fact.
often become concerned with too initio

projects at the same time. This wa-
ters down their efforts. They are
sympathetic and sensitive to needs of
others.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Em-

phasis on the end of matters secui-
ity. property, fiscal responsibility. In-
tensified relations with business Baas»
elates are indcated. Be thorough.
There Is no easy way — complete as-
sirnment.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Tou

can make moves which release you
from burden. Relative who weighs you
down should be made to realize you
have life of your own. Act accord-
ingly.

OEMIXI (May 21 - June 20): New-
approach required for financial tran*-
actions. Old methods will not suffice.
Tou will have to see with new eyes,
vision. Cancer Individual can provide
valuable aid.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Cy-
cle high; take Initiative. Co-operate
with Gemini Individual. Show that
you are capable of making and Imple-
menting key decision. Don't fail for
sob story.

LEO (July 23 - Aug?. 22): Accent
on hospitals, Institutions, places ct
confinement. Tou may be restless.
But you also will find It necessary to
take slow, sure steps. Rushing- now
will cause unnecessary loss.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Some

persons are willing and anxious tu
demonstrate friendship. Be receptive.
Treat family members as considerately
as you would strangers. Then ha;mon>
reigns.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 • Oct. 22): Ac-
cent on career, ability to utilize ma-
terial at hand. Make some changes
based on recent communication. Don't
trap yourself by being stubborn. Keep
mind open for meaningful changes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Good

lunar aspect promotes Journey which
results in valuable knowledge. Keep
communication lines clear. Make
plans aimed at enhancing security.
Stop procrastinating.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Scorpio Individual plays Important role

In current acUvity. Stress on money
nffectlng mate, partner. Check Insur-
ance premiums. Be sure you ars pro-
perty protected.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 1B> r

Public relations takes on new signi-

ficance. Many are concerned with
your actions. Partnership, marriage,
special agreement may be under un-
usual stress. Fulfill necessary obli-

gations.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Lie
low. Let others take Initiative. Show
that you can wait and plan. Avoid
permitting Impulse to dominate logic
Complete project which has great
bearing on future welfare.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Fa-

vorable moon aspect highlights ro-
mance change, variety, speculation
Attitude of confidence wins the day
No need to be backward, shy or doubt-
filled. Speak up and stand tall.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

you need form of self-expression for
recreation. Tou often take chances
Tou create adventure. Tou cannot be
limited by rules. Tou constantly
reach beyond law of probability. Tou
succeed where others have thrown In
towel. Tou have been through dis-
tressing petlod. Now, you make an-
other of your patent comebacks.
Copyright 1970. Oen. Fea. Corp.

7hA~ oUAS A GOOD fEAR..THAT WAS
THE SAME VEARTHAT6AINS80R0U6H
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

4

8
12

13

14

15

16

18
20

21
22
23
27
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

37
38
39

40
41

42
44
47
51
52

53
54
55

56

57

Obstruct

Ornamental
knob

Afflictions

Macaw
Healthy

Ireland

Weight of

India

A continent

Detested
Hardwood
tree

Exclamation
Through
Direction

Edible seed
Pronoun
Showy flower

Latin

conjunction

Hog
Hole
Cooled lava

Expel air

forcibly

through
nose
Drunkard
Shade tree

Edible

rootstock

Place

Indefinite

article

Fruit

Spanish pots

Amuse
Anger
Walk
unsteadily

Part of church
Drink slowly

Holds in high

regard

Openwork
fabric (pi.)

Make lace

DOWN

Sprint

Region

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
17
19

22
24
25

26

27
28

29
30
32

Girl's name
Edible fish

Greek letter

County in

Ireland

Hinder
Least firm

Lubricate

Silkworm
Ocean
Sun god
Babylonian
deity

Wooden pin

Near
Fur-bearing

mammal
British

streetcar

Nuisance
Sicilian

volcano

Strike

River island

Moves forward
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33
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Vessel
Conjunction
Mexican shawl
Join

Mephistopheles
Man's
nickname
Teutonic
deity

44
45
46
47

48
49
50

Number (pi.)

Solo

Clan
Period of

time
Recent
Golf mound
Suffix:

adherent of
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UMass' Basketball And Hockey Teams Continue Their Unbeaten Ways
. .

.

Skaters Stop Shots,
Hoopsters Take UNH

In Stride, 89-53
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN

Assistant Sports Editor

After struggling through two
consecutive overtime victories, the

UMass basketball team was finally

able to breeze to a win Saturday

night as it easily downed New
Hampshire at the Cage, 89-53,

More 4200 snow-covered fans. The
Redmen remained undefeated at 4-

while the Wildcats dipped to 1-4.

The game was close for about the

first ten minutes of play. However,

paced by the outstanding play of

forward Chris Coffin and the hot

hand of John Betancourt, UMass
was able to build up a 17-point

halftime bulge and then put it away
early in the second half.

fiatig <toU*g*"
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UMass opened the scoring on a
( ottin six looter at 19:45 and Frank
Davis, the Wildcat center, came
right back with a short hook to tie

the score Julius Erving, who had
another fine night with 28 points

and 18 rebounds, sunk a free throw,

but then the Wildcats ran off five

straight points to put the slow

starting Redmen behind by four. 7-

3. Scoring lor New Hampshire in

this spurt were Dwight Peters and
Dave Pemberton on jump shots

and Davis on a charity toss.

Coffin, author of eight rebounds

and six points in the first half,

brought the Redmen back to life on

a rebound hoop and Erving and
Betancourt began to connect as

UMass closed the gap to one, 14-13,

at the 11:26 mark.
UMass then proceeded to run off

seven points and actually didn't

look back for the rest of the way.
The burst began on a pretty ho«p
by Erving after a nifty pass by, you
guessed it. Coffin, and then Ken
Mathias connected on a Betancourt

feed. The junior guard then got into

the scoring act himself as he hit on

one of his many hoops from the

corner. Mike Pagliara ended the

skein as he sunk a pretty fall away
jumper from the corner, too, and
UMass found itself on top, 21-14,

with 9:21 to go.

Although the Wildcats kept
trying, they were simply out-

classed by the Redmen who started

to open up. Betancourt netted three

more long jumpers and a lay up to

pace UMass to a 37-21 halftime

bulge, and for all intents and
purposes, that was the ball game.

A GLIDE PASS - UMass" Julius Erving (pictured above) is not

about to throw a jump pass, for the pass he really threw came off of a

beautiful glide through the air. The ball went to a eutting Chris

Nichols, who fed it back to Erving, who scored a couple of more
points as the Redmen defeated New Hampshire, 89-.">:t. I MDC photo

h\ (lar\ Slickman)

Whatever doubt there was about

the outcome was ended early in the

second stanza as the Redmen
outscored New Hampshire 12-4 in

the opening minutes. Doing the

coring in this span for UMass
were Pagliara with three points,

Rick Vogeley with four, Coffin with

three and Erving with a couple.

With 15:21 to go, the Redmen led,

49-27.

Coach Jack Leaman then began
substituting freely as the UMass
lead fluctuated between 18 and the

final margin of 36 points. The
entire Redman unit saw action

which should prove helpful in some
of the more difficult contests that

UMass must face. Especially
impressive in this group were
Charlie Peters, who grabbed eight

rebounds in only five minutes of

action, and guard Chris Nichols,

who scored four points and picked

up a couple of assists in spot duty.

The prettiest play of the night

occured with just under ten

minutes to go as the Redmen broke

downcourt led by Erving. The
fantastic forward hit Nichols with

a pass underneath the hoop and the

quick-thinking junior returned the

favor as he passed to Erving all

alone for an easy two points.

The final score was 89-53 which
was certainly indicative of the

play.

LAY-UP LINES—UMass shot

an excellent 58% from the floor

while its opponent could only

connect on 34.5%... The Redmen
outrebounded New Hampshire by
the unbelievable margin of 56-18.

In other words, Erving collected as

many caroms as the entire Wildcat
squad. Coffin, playing an
aggressive game throughout,
collected 13 rebounds himself in

only 31 minutes of play. ..UMass is

now 3-0 in the Yankee Conference
and faces a tough battle Tuesday
night at Storrs against Con-
necticut.

BOX SCORES

UMASS

Erving

Coffin

Mathias

G F P
13 2 28

4 2 10

4 8

NEW HAMPSHIRE
G F P

Pemberton 2 4

Betancourt 7 14

Pagliara 2 3 7

vogeley

Nichols

Dempsey
Kesgen
Olsen

Provo

Totals

K esse

I

Davis
Cormier

D Peter*

Gregory
Fogarty

B Peters

Nechtem

Totals

2 2 6

2 2 6

4 2 10

6 2 U
2 2

1 1 3

1 2

2 2 6

20 13 52

AndMiddlebury, 5-2

39 11 89

By DICK BACKER
'

Staff Reporter

Dennis Grabowski scored two

goals, including the game's

eventual winner at 13:36 of the

second period, while P.J. Flaherty

stopped 27 Middlebury shots, many
on the spectacular side, as UMass
defeated the Panthers 5-2 Friday

evening at Orr Rink. The win

upped the Redmen's record to a

perfect 5-0.

Lead by such players as Dave
Norton, Brian Iggulden, Jim
Glynn, Grove Nicholas and Rick

Kelley, the Middlebury attack had

been producing goals at a six-game

pace. Friday night it was a com-

pletely different story for the

Panthers.

The UMass forechecking game,

one of the major reasons for the

team's success this season, was at

it's best. The Redmen consistantly

disrupted the Middlebury attack,

causing the Panthers into frequent

and numerous errors in their own
game. Except for the outstanding

goal tending by Middlebury goalie

Sal Adams the game would have

been a run-away in the first period.

UMass enjoyed a territorial

advantage from the onset. But poor

shooting, especially in front of the

net, plus Adams' outstanding goal

tending kept the game close. At

3:33 of the first period Brian

Sullivan hit Pat Keenan with a

breakaway attempt up the middle.

Keenan flew into the Panther zone,

but the puck eluded him and he

only managed a weak shot which
Adams quickly cornered up.

.Moments later Mike Waldren
missed a Grabowski rebound, as

Adams was down and out to the

left. The Redmen continued to

pressure Middlebury, but they just

couldn't find the net. UMass
missed two more golden op-

portunities at 7:41 and 8:25, but it

finally banged one home at 12:41

when Bob Shilalie picked up a loose

puck in the Panther zone, passed to

Lonnie Avery, who let a quick shot

go from the left corner. Adams
made the initial save, but he

couldn't control the rebound.
Waldron gathered the puck and
flipped it into the right corner for

the game's first score.

Middlebury never lost its pace
and came right back at the Red-
men. The big difference in the

game was that every time the

Panthers had a good scoring op-

portunity, Flaherty came up with a

big save giving the Redmen new
life. At 16:03, Norton split the

Redman defense but Flaherty

blocked the first shot, wing Jim
Glynn picked up the rebound, but

Flaherty recovered in time to stop

Glynn's shot.

The second period started like

the first, with the Redmen
dominating play and Flaherty

stuffing Middlebury's scoring
opportunities. During the opening
minutes Middlebury had three

good scoring opportunitites.

Flaherty stopped the first shot, and
Middlebury, over-cautious of

Flaherty's pressure, missed the

net on its next two opportunities.

P.J.Flaherty
(ireat in goal.

UMass scored its second goal at

8:45 when Keenan made a big play

on pure defense and hustle.

Knocked down near the front of the

net, he managed to get to his knees

and poke the loose puck to Jack
Edwards. Edwards circled the net

from right to left and hit the

streaking Don Riley with a perfect

pass. Riley took a quick shot,

beating Adams cleanly to the right

Again the determined Panthers

refused to quit. Going all out, they

began to press UMass in the of-

fensive zone. At 10:19 Flaherty

made a good play when he blocked

a screened shot by Middlebury's

Kellel from the slot.

Grabowski 's first goal and
UMass's third came at 13:36 when
Waldron stole the puck from Jim
Pierson in the UMass zone, flipped

the puck along the boards to

Grabowski for a breakaway at-

tempt. Grabowski flew along the

right side and unleashed a bomb
from about 20 feet beating Adams
to his left.

The Redmen began to play over-

cautiously during the third period,

but Flaherty again saved them
Knowles. Kelley and Parker broke

in on a three-on-one break, but

Flaherty again came out of his net

and made the big save. This lifted

the Redman spirits as Grabowski
scored his second at 4:21 when
Waldron stole the puck again and
fed him on a break. Grabowski
beat Adams on the same shot as he

had in the second period giving

UMass a 4-0 lead.

The game began to get sloppier

as Middlebury began to gamble
trying to catch up. At 17:55

Flaherty stopped Nicholas' rush by-

coming out of his net and cutting

down the angle. Middlebury
continued pressing and scored at

12:05 when Dixon beat Flaherty

high. Two minutes later Mid
dlebury closed the gap to two goals

when the Panthers scored on a

power play at 14 : 28 with Keenan in

the box for hooking.

UMass rallied and, for all pur-

poses, put the game out of reach
when Keenan scored at 16:21 on a

rebound, assists going to Reidy and
Edwards.

ICE CHIPS: The Redmen have
two games left before the holiday

vacation, both games are at home.
Tuesday evening they face

American International and
Friday night they take on Norwich.

Gymnasts Open With Win Over So. Conn.
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Staff Reporter
NEW HAVEN, Ct.—The UMass

gymnastics team opened its 1970-71

season here Saturday with a strong

team performance to soundly
defeat Southern Connecticut State

College, 156.55-149.00. The Redmen
won the side horse, still rings,

parallel bars and horizontal bar

events, as well as taking a total of

three first places, four seconds and
three thirds. The win was a

combination of outstanding in-

dividual performances and good

team depth.

The Redmen were led by senior

Norm Vexler, who won the parallel

bars event, tied for first place in

the still rings event, took second

place in the side horse event, and
finished a close second in the all-

around event.

Other outstanding UMass per-

formers were John Calabria and
Jack Berner in floor exercise, Rick
Riley on side horse, Bob Henry on
the long horse, co-captain Tony
Vacca on parallel bars and rings,

Jay Aronstein on rings and Tom
Myslicki on high bar.

In spite of Calabria's 8.6, which

was good for second place, and

Berner's 8.45, which netted him

third, UMass found itself on the

short end of a 26.10-25.35 score for

the first event, floor exercise. John

Crosby of So. Conn, easily took top

honors in this event with a score of

9.25.

Riley won the side horse event

with a score of 9.15, bettering So.

Conn's best effort by .7 of a point.

Vexler, with a score of 8.95, cap-

tured second place as the Redmen
completely outscored So. Conn, in

this event, 25.35-18.35. to gain the

lead, 50.70-44.45.

Vexler tied for first in the still

rings event with a score of 9.15.

while Aronstein was impressive in

scoring a 9.0, which was good for

third place. UMass increased its

lead by .7 as it won the event, 26.50-

25.70. The score at intermission
read UMass 77.20, So. Conn. 70.15.

In the long horse vault, So.

Conn., led by Crosby and
Ziniewicz, outscored UMass, 26.85-

26.10. Crosby led all vaulters with a
score 9.35. Henry was the high
scorer for the Redmen as he
captured second place with a score
of 8.90.

Vexler took another first place,

•coring a 9.15 in the parallel bars
event, as the Redmen won this

event. 26.85-26.10. Co-captain
Vacca took third place with an 8.90.

UMass now led, 130.15-123.10.

The Redmen won the final event,

horizontal bar, by .5 of a point.

Crosby took first place for the Owls
with a score of 9.40, while Myslicki
led the Redmen with a score of

9.10, which was good for second
place. The event score for high bar
was UMass 26.40, So. Conn. 25.70,

bringing the final score of the meet
to UMass 156.55. So. Conn. 149.00.

In the all-around event, the

Owls' Crosby won with an im
pressive 53.90. Vexler was the top

Redmen all-around, winning
second place with a strong score of

52.45.
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College Daily
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Weather:

Cloudy, highs in the

30's. Chance of

clearing.
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CLOUDS ARE WHAT DREAMS ARE MADE OF - A triple exposure gives an almost dream-like quality to a play rehearsal and a pile of concrete

pipes. Caught swirling and dancing in Bartlett Auditorium are the actors of Clouds, a University Theatre production, due to open tomorrow. A pile

of snow-covered culvert pipes provides a stark backdrop. (MDC photo by Lawrence Goldberg)

Participants React To SWAP
See page three
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Connally Replaces Kennedy In Treasury
TUESDAY, DECEMBER IS, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon announced in person Monday
that former Gov. John Connally of Texas, a Democrat, will replace David
M. Kennedy as secretary of the Treasury.

Kennedy, a Republican, is giving up his post Feb. 1 and will be named
the administration's ambassador at large, with Cabinet rank.

Flanked by Kennedy and Connally at a news briefing, Nixon hailed the
recruiting of Connally, a longtime friend and political ally of former
President Lyndon B. Johnson, as significant to relations between a
Republican President and Democratic Congress. He said it also means it

will be possible to present the country's economic programs both at home
and abroad as bipartisan efforts - bearing neither Republican nor
Democratic tags.

Presidential press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler was unwilling to say
whether or when other Cabinet changes might be coming. This is the
fourth shift in Nixon's cabinet since the President took office in January
1969.

Nixon called Johnson in Texas to inform him of Connally's appointment
while Connally and his wife were breakfasting with the President and
Mrs. Nixon at the White House Friday morning.
Connally served for a time as secretary of the Navy in the ad-

ministration of President John F. Kennedy and is a three term governor
of Texas. He was riding in the White House limousine beside Kennedy in

Dallas when the president was assassinated in November 1963 and
Connally himself was seriously wounded by the sniper's fire.

The Connally nomination will be submitted to the next congressional
session, which starts in January. And in the meantime, Nixon said
Connally will be receiving some back grounding on the upcoming federal
budget for the next fiscal year.

The President praised Kennedy as having brought stability in in-

ternational monetary policy. He said the Treasury chief "has served this

nation in a selfless, and, in my view an admirable and completely
dedicated way.''

Nixon's choice of Connally his first Democratic appointment to a
regular Cabinet post, was greeted with generally favorable comment by
leaders of both parties in Congress.

Quad, Central, OH Dorms

Can Open For Vacations
Residence Halls in the Central, Northeast and Orchard Hill areas will

be allowed to remain open during vacation periods with the consent of the
Area Co-ordinators after the individual dorm meets the following
criteria:

1. A written proposal must be submitted to the Area Coordinator, clearly
answering the following questions.

Who will the responsible individuals be?
- How will University Police and/or Security be able to identify those

residents who are staying during the vacation?
• How will the building be secured?
What was the process by which the House decided to stay open? What

safeguards were established for the property of those students that voted
against the Residence Hall staying open

- Is there a clear policy regarding guests and outsiders?
-What security is there for dorm valuables?
- Will the Head of Residence be there during vacation?
- What provisions have been made for night security?

2. A copy of the proposal, a list of those who are held responsible for the
residence hall, and a list of all those staying must be given to the campus
police, prior to the vacation period.
']. The dorm must be told of the written proposal and who will be staying.
4 Those who refuse to show an I.D. to campus police and/or security
guards will be asked to leave the campus.
V A list of those who are staying during the vacationmust be posted near
the entrance of the dorm.
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Connally Returns To Washington
AUSTIN. Tex. (AP) - The

national administration has
changed but some of the
problems will be the same when
Texas Democrat John B. Con-
nally returns to Washington on
Feb. l, this time as Secretary of

the Treasury.

Connally's nomination by
President Nixon, Republican,
follows a long period of service
as friend and political ally to

fellow Texan Lyndon B. John-
son, and as secretary of the
Navy under President John F.

Kennedy. Connally's
nomination is subject to con-
firmation by the Senate.

He is serving, by Nixon's
appointment, as a member of

the president's Foreign In-

telligence Advisory Board and
the President's advisory council
on Executive Reorganization.

Connally - healthy, wealthy
and still slim and handsome at 53
- is known in his home state as a
man who can talk money and
politics with the best of the East
Coast magnates. In the state,

and to a certain extent
nationally, Connally has been
recognized as a voice of con-

servative Democrat-
s, particularly among
businessmen.

There were published reports

that Connally actually helped

Nixon campaign in 1968, but he

denied them, saying he sup-

ported Democrat Hubert
Humphrey.
Connally has worked for and

with Johnson most of his adult

life, going back to 1937 when,
while still a college student,

Connally helped Johnson win a

job as Texas congressman. He
saw Navy duty in World War II,

then helped Johnson get elected

U.S. senator and joined the LBJ
staff again. In 1952 Connally
became attorney for the late Sid

Richardson, multimillionaire

Fort Worth Oil man, and soon
had first name friendships with

corporation presidents from
coast to coast. He un-

successfully nominated Johnson
for president at the 1956 national

Democratic convention. Four
years later, he managed a
nationwide Johnson for

president campaign. In 1964 he
again nominated Johnson for

president at the national con-
vention. In the 1968 convention
he successfully led an effort

against repudiation of Johnsn's
war policy.

Connally was picked to be
secretary of the Navy by
President elect Kennedy in late

1960.

As secretary of the Navy,
j

Connally built a reputation as an
|

efficient administrator. In his

new post, he still will have to

contend with red tape. He will be
involved in the economic effects

of the Vietnam war, a war that
was in progress when he was
Navy boss.

Connally quit Washington late

in 1961 to return to Texas and
successfully campaign for
governor.

He and Mrs. Connally were
riding with President and Mrs.
Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963, when
Kennedy was assassinated.

Connally was critically wounded
and spent many months
recuperating. He won re-
election in 1964, with one arm
still in a sling, and was re-

elected to a third term in 1966.

Basketball Great Russell To Speak
One of the most outstanding and

intriguing individuals ever to

compete within the realm of the

American sports world will be
featured here at UMass when Bill

Russell speaks in the Student Union
Ballroom tomorrow at 8 p.m. The
Distinguished Visitors Program
(D.V.P.) is sponsoring the event.

The 36-year old former Boston
Celtic basketball great devotes
much of his time these days to

giving talks at various colleges
and universities across the land.

Russell is widely recognized as a
socially-conscious man.
He gained his fame first in the

basketball arena. In college he was
the leader of a University of San
Francisco team that twice won the

championship of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(N.C.A.A.) This team also won 55

games in a row at one stretch, a

record that has yet to be matched.
After college he earned a star-

ting position on the 1956 United
States Olympic basketball team
and was instrumental in bringing
that team an Olympic Cold Medal.
His college and Olympic exploits

behind him. Russell next faced the

challenge of a pro career and
responded by playing the most
vital role in 11 National Basketball
Association (N.B.A.) cham-
pionships for the Celtics in his 13

years of play.

Over his last three professional
basketball seasons. Russell was
also the Boston head coach,
making him the first black man
ever to head-coach an American
professional sports team. The
Celtics won two N.B.A. titles with
Russell as their player-coach.
More can be said about Russell's

athletic achievements, but the

Joel Fort, M. D,

lectures on

YOUTH, DRUGS and ALIENATION

DECEMBER 17, 1970 — 8:00 P.M.
C. C AUDITORIUM

Sponsors: Room to Move
C.C. Program Council

intriguing side of this guy comes
from the valuable insights he has
had to offer on the present state of

society and the people who make it

up.

Russell is a black man who was
born poor, yet when he speaks he
speaks for and about people in

general. He has said, i should
epitomize the American Dream,
for I came, against long odds, from
the farthest back to the very top of

my profession."

He sees no simple solution to the
problems of racial discrimination
in this nation, but he offers this

challenge, "If someone could find
a way to make a profit out of better
race relationships, it (the racial

problem | would be solved in four
or five days, or a couple of weeks at

the most.''

Russell appears to have a
tremendous awareness of his own
person, and in regards to a role he
could play to make the U.S. a
better land, he has said, "This is a
great, great country -it can be even
greater... for this country to be as
great as it can be, I would die."

That's part of the man who
speaks here at UMass tomorrow.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
presents

FREEPORT, bahamas

$179
Deports: March 24, 1971 Returns: April 2, 1971
* round trip jet — Boston to Freeport
*9 days accommodations at the Freeport Inn

* ground transfers between airpoot & hotel

*goound transfers between airport & hotel

*$50 deposit holds seat — final payment due 1/24
'happy hour every evening: 5-7 P.M.
unlimited free drinks — live music

* hotel completely occupied by students

*great sun & surf

Open only to 5 College students, faculty, staff and
members of their immediate families.

Contact: STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115
Telephone: 617 536-7863

SWAP Delegates React Favorably
ByANNESTADNICKI

Staff Reporter
Reactions to the SWAP con-

ference held this past weekend in

South Lee were generally
favorable, according to an MDC
survey taken among participants.

Both organizers of the con-

ference and those who attended on
the whole felt that the weekend was
well planned and the study
material well prepared.

Putnar Barber, faculty advisor
to SWAP, said that one reason the

conference was a success was
because people did things twice.

He said that the back up people

prepared for contingencies that

never turned up.

Consisting of study groups which
prepared questions prior to the

weekend, general study groups and
expertise groups at the con-

ference, and final proposals of-

fered to a panel discussion group,

the format was considered ef-

fective, said Sheila McRevey,
assistant coordinator of student

activities. She added that the

discussion approach worked well

after some initial distrust among
the participants. It was her opinion

that had there been more time, the

"experts" in the groups could have

been more carefully assigned.

Dr. Dean Alfange, Jr. of the

Government department said that

me mtormal situation was im-

portant to the SWAP approach. To
meet with faculty, students, and
administration in a more social

atmosphere made the participants

more susceptible to a community
feeling and more receptive in

dealing with different problems
and their possible solutions, he
said.

It was good not to limit the

discussion to knowledgeable
people, Alfange said, because with

the study groups everybody
contributed and the result was
communication and expression of

a maximum number of points.

He added that the dialogue

established among the people
present was important, even if

nothing is done to follow up the

conference.

In agreement with that feeling,

Betty Hugh, co chairman of the

SWAP committee and President of

the SUG Board, said that the most
important thing that happened at

SWAP was the interaction qith

people. She commented on the

interest and attendance of

members of the Board of Trustees
and several legislators, also.

President of the class of 72, Juli

Ierardi. said that she felt the

legislators and administrators
were important to the conference.

However she suggested that the

wrong people went to SWAP; that

the participants were the same
figures who have been talking and
working with these problems for

years, and perhaps the same topics

are being brought up year after

year.

Most other participants agreed
that new ideas were suggested,
however. Among the issues most
likely to be effected could be the

extension of course evaluation to

university-wide level, the per-

manent recording of extra
curricular activities, and the
establishment of associate provost
positions, one participant
projected.

Mark Silverman, Managing
Editor of the Daily Collegian, said
that the chances for further action
on the proposals are higher this

year than in previous years.. He
explained that the continuation

fommittee formed at the con-
ference is the first provision of its

kind.

"This particular SWAP con-
ference has taken a lot of measures
to insure that its proposals are
acted upon than any previous
conference and because of this it

seems that this conference will

accomplish more than its

predecessors," he said.

He continued that nobody can

argue against the increased
communication between all groups

in the University, but he warned
not to be overly optimistic about

the two and a half days of

meetings. People must be prodded

to act on the recommendations
made, he concluded.

Faculty advisor concerning
continuity, Al Kamil of the

Psychology department, said that

the people on the committee would
think very carefully over the

proposals resulting from the

conference and then order
priorities among them. He said

that the representatives to the

continuity committee, o'.ie from
each expertise and study group,

will assure that work is continued

after the conference.

"The continuation program is

important.", Kamil said,
"

because such endeavors as SWAP
tend to make one come out feeling

good about the things that are

wrong but less likely to do
anything about the problems
because all the tensions are
released."

Implementation of the proposals

must come about through the ef-

forts of the people involved in the

conference, said Dick Palomba,
co-chairman of the SWAP com-
mittee. He said that thev are the

ones who know the rationale

behind the arguments for the

proposals. He implied that the

group will almost act as lobbyists

to bring about change in the

University.

Over-all concensus on the

organization of the weekend was
the credit of the SWAP committee.

Putnam Barber commended the

phenomenal Resource and
Research booklet compiled by

Judy Gill and Dick Story, with the

assistance of Rob Brooks and
Carol Fill. Sheila McRevey praised

the committee for its success in

terms of productivity, planning

and content.

Betty Pugh summed up the

feelings of all those consulted when
she said: "The warm feeling

resulting from the interaction and
planning together on the part of

administrators, faculty and
students was well worth the hours

of effort contributed by many
individuals. The biggest thing now
is not to stop acting as the SWAP
committee but to keep informed

and expand the ideas."

It will be difficult to reach a

concrete outcome until the

proposals are opened up to the

entire University but this is what
the continuation committee in-

tends to do, she concluded.

Women's Lib Teach-in Termed Successful
By JANE MITCHELL

Staff Reporter

An 83-year old suffragist from

Boston spoke at the UMass
Women's Liberation Teach-in this

weekend and. in so doing, tied

together five generations of

woman's continuing struggle for

liberation.

Florence Luscomb. wearing an

SMC anti-war button, spoke briefly

on the women's fight for the vote,

and told of attending her first

suffrage meeting with her mother

at the age of 5 to hear Susan B.

Anthony. She put her confidence in

us. the fifth generation of women
fighting for their liberation, to

successfully end the struggle.

Florence Luscomb was the

feature speaker at the all-night

women's conference held this past

Saturday. The Teach-in opened

when 100 people gathered to hear a

panel presented by five women
from the UMass community. Each

panelist related to a different

aspect of the women's liberation

movement in terms of smashing a

prevalent myth.
Claire Moriarty chaired the

panel; Eileen Wilkinson addressed
herself to the myth that all women
must marry and produce 2.4

children; Suzanne Mitchell
commented on the media myth of

the Holy wood /Madison
Avenue/Glamour Image; Paula
Ross spoke about the necessity for

Black and 3rd World sisters to

become liberated as women; and
Jane Roland talked on the myth
that Women's Liberation is an
apolitical movement.

In an effort to present the dif-

ferent aspects of the women's
movement, a karate demon-
stration and a women's rock band
were presented. The karate
demonstration was performed by

two UMass women, history

graduate students and green belts

in Formosan style karate. It was
explained that self-defense

training explodes the myth that

women are incapable of defending

themselves.

The New Haven Women's

Liberation Rock Band played
before an energetic and en-

thusiastic audience in the Student
Union Ballroom. They played
many of their own songs, with

some of their own lyrics, (for

example, "How're you going to

keep us down anymore, now that

we know your game...."). As one
woman commented, "It was so

good to see women playing in a

band, especially writing their own
songs. Most rock lyrics you can't

even call chauvinist -- they're out-

and-out misogynist."

Over 15 workshops were held in

the course of the day and night,

attended by women from areas
including Vermont, Springfield,

and New Hampshire. Some of the

workshop topics were: "The
Feminine Image". "International

Women Struggles". "Black and
Third World Women", "Gay
Liberation", "Childbirth and
Pregnancy", and "Is Feminism
Revolutionary''" Throughout the

Teach-in free child care was
available, and in the early morning
hours there were poetry readings.

a movie, and music. Nancy Rice
and several other women read
their own poetic works. A health

food breakfast, prepared by The
Noodle, ended the Teach-in.

As one of the women concluded,

"We met together as women to

realize our strength in unity. In

this, the conference was very
successful

"

PS. All women are encouraged to

attend this Wednesday's 6:00 p.m.
meeting in the Campus Center
( room number to be posted at CC
elevators).
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House Bans Obstruction of 'Radical' Blacklist

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House formally slapped a ban
Monday against the courts or
anyone else from obstructing
printing and public distribution of

its revised report on 57 alleged

campus "radical orators."

The House resolution prohibiting

court or any other action against a
House Internal Security Com-
mittee report, a substitute for one
which was enjoined from official

public distribution by a federal

judge, was passed 302 to 54.

An effort to kill the resolution

was defeated 301 to 55.

Chairman Richard H. Ichord, D-
Me), accused U.S. District Judge
Gerhard A. Gesell of supressing a

legislative report for the first time
in English and American history

and called on the House to "assert

and defend" Congress' power over

its own business.

"I have never considered this

report to be of earthshaking
significance," Ichord told the

House. "But the decision of Judge
Gesell is one of earthshaking
significance."

Rep. Abner J. Mikva, iD-Ill.),

said the action could force a

"disastrous" confrontation bet-

ween the courts and Congress -

with each trying to force its own
powers - that he said "statesmen
have been trying to avoid for 200

years."

But Ichord said the purpose of

issuing a new report on campus
speakers rather than seeking the

House ban against court in-

terference with the original report

was to avoid just such an action.

He said Judge Gesell, who called

the original report an un-

constitutional "blacklist" of the

speakers and prohibited its official

distribution, refused last week to

extend that prohibition to the new
report.

The motion to kill Ichord's

resolution was made by Rep. Louis

Stokes tD-Ohio), a member of

Ichord's committee.
Stokes said the purpose of the

report was to "stultify campus
discussion."

The resolution orders the U.S.

public printer and House
superintendent of documents to

print and distribut the report and
prohibits anyone from any act that

"restrains, delays, interferes with.

obstructs or prevents" that work.

It does not name the courts but

carries a provision that copies of

the resolution be delivered to

Gesell's and other courts.

The report identifies the 57

campus speakers as members or

supporters of militant,

revolutionary or Communist
organizations. It says the $102,668

paid them for 142 campus speeches
indicates the campus speaking
circuit is a significant revenue
source for promoters of

revolutionary and disorderly
activities.

Auto Insurance Rates

Ordered Increased
BOSTON ( AP)—The Massachusetts Supreme Court Monday ruled that

1970 auto insurance rates are "confiscatory and unlawful" and ordered

them increased by $13 million.

Insurance Commissioner C. Eugene Farnam was reported in Chicago

attending a national conference, and was not available for comment
immediately.

The high court in its ruling ordered Farnam to "forthwith fix and

establish fair and reasonable" rates that will be retroactive to Jan. 1.

The ruling ordered the commissioner in setting rates not to adhere to

the 1968 law that ordered the rates on compulsory insurance coverage

frozen at 1967 levels.

The decision was in a suit filed by 46 insurance firms. A spokesman for

the companies said he doubted if the higher rates could be assessed.

The Supreme Court ruling said he doubted if the higher rates could be

assessed.

The Supreme Court ruling said, "If compulsory insurance rates for 1970

remained the same as they were in 1967. the plaintiffs would sustain an

estimated aggregate underwriting loss of $13,205,600."

A spokesman for the insurance industry said it is doubtful that the

companies will "go after any additional premiums" for 1970.

The spokesman said it would "cost a lot of money to collect the in-

creases," and even if they were to be collected, the companies must wait

for the insurance commissioner to set rates.

He said it would be "impractical to go after any retroactive increases
."

Scientists To Become City Experts
HUD Plans Nearly Done

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Department of Housing and Urban
Development is in the final stages
of planning a campaign to train

and place thousands of unem-
ployed scientists as urban affairs

specialists in local and state
government.
The aim is to fill an existing

shortage of urban experts from the

expanding pool of scientists left

jobless by federal research cuts,

financial troubles of many
universities and slashes in space
and defense spending.

A HUD spokesman said Monday
final plans for the program should

be complete in the next few weeks.
There are strong indications it will

receive speedy White House ap-

proval, administration sources
said.

The government would use

money from existing programs for

special college courses and on the

job training for as many as 20,000

of an estimated jobless 45,000

scientists, the spokesman said.

It is believed that a physicist, for

example, can receive additional

training in a relatively short time
as an urban planner or systems
analyst. He then would be mat-
ched on a three year contract with
the city needing such a specialist.

Model Cities branch of HUD has
been successful with one small
pilot program attempting the
conversion of scientists for em-
ployment in its Washington office,

the spokesman said.

Cities which require specialists

for planning and operating urban
renewal in Model Cities programs
often appoint consulting firms
rather than fulltime employees.

At present they have no money
for extensive recruitment or on job

training of scientists for the new
disciplines.

The program would begin with

several thousand scientists in

such hard hit areas as Boston,

Wichita. Kan., and Los Angeles
and cost less than $5 million

initially, a HUD official estimated.

Such retraining for scientists

would be the Nixon ad-

ministration's first such a step in

carrying out its promise to plan a

smooth transition between war-

time economy and a peacetime
one.

The scientists would be paid on
some still undetermined scale

while being retrained. Their
salaries later would be paid by the

governmental units hiring them

My Lai GIs Psyched For Destruction
FT. BENNING. Ga. (AP) - GI

veterans of My Lai testified at Lt.

William Calley Jr.'s court martial
Monday that his superior officer

primed them emotionally to level

the Vietnamese village and destroy

everything within it.

"To me that meant women and
children and everything else," said

Elmer Haywood, Baytown, Tex.

"Viet Cong sympathizers can be

any of these. My impression was
that they were all to be killed."

But. like others who testified in a

similar vein, Haywood said he
couldn't recall any specific orders

to kill women and children. And
like the others, too, he claimed he
didn't kill any civilians, despite the

purported tenor of a briefing by his

company commander, Capt.

Is There a DYNAMITE CHICKEN?
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Ernest Medina.
"I didn't have any reason to."

said the tall, lanky Haywood. "I

just turned them over to someone
else and let them decide what to do
with them. They wasn't doing
anything to me."

Calley, 27, who was one of
Medina's platoon leaders, is ac-
cused of the premeditated murder
of 102 unresisting villagers during
a March 16, 1968 infantry assault
on My Lai. The maximum penalty
on conviction is death. One facet of

RUSSELL RAPS:

THIS IS THE GREATEST COLLEGE GENERATION IN THIS COUNTRY'S HIS

TORY BECAUSE IT HAS BECOME INVOLVED IN PEOPLE."

BILL RUSSELL
WILL SPEAK ON

SPORTS, RACE RELATIONS, TODAYS WORLD

"Go Up For Glory"

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16 8 p. m.

S. U. BALLROOM

his defense is that he only followed
orders during the operation.
The witnesses said Medina

briefed Charlie Company on the
eve of the search and destroy
mission. The captain currently is

undergoing the military equivalent
of a grand jury inquiry into his own
actions at My Lai.

"Destroy - that was the word,

"

said a former member of the
company, Gene Oliver Jr., 24,

Cincinnati, Ohio. "We were
supposed to level that place

"I remember a statement being
made that if there was one hot

round fired, we were supposed to

do away with it, level it. Medina
said there were to be no civilians
there at all."

Oliver, with blond hair and a
small mustache, was making a
return appearance as a witness at

the court martial. He testified

earlier for the prosecution during a
phase when the government
merely sought to establish the
location and condition of civilian
bodies found in the village.
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Muskie Stumps In Mo.,
Confers With Truman

It may be an Emu, but what the hell DYNAMITE CHICKEN'S not exactly the

film it's supposed to be either.

Dynamite Chicken Backfires
By BOB NESTI and DON GLICKSTEIN

Fine Arts Staff

Dynamite Chicken is a disgrace to the

American poultry industry, the movie
industry, and insults the intelligence of

any person over the age of four.

As advertised, the movie would seem
to be in the style of Monterey Pop or

Woodstock. But this advertising is

blatantly misleading, for in reality,

Dynamite Chicken is a trite montage of

every radical cliche in America today.

The advertising posters list many
controversial and popular figures

leading to the assumption that they are in

the film - one way or another. Well, they

are. You hear about two minutes of Jimi

Hendrix' "Foxey Lady". An anonymous
voice reads one poem of Leonard Cohen's

while the camera is focused on the album
cover of his second record. Al Kooper is

given twenty seconds in a recording

studio. Lenny Bruce's memory is

desecrated through an over-dubbed,

over-done parody of Bruce's LBJ
monologue from the Berkeley concert.

However, there is stinging social

commentary in the film. The camera
subtly pans from middle America's
Burger King to starving children in

Biafra. It skillfully shows the relation-

ship between Nixon and Agnew and
dying, bloodied soldiers in Vietnam.
And those tits! Never has so much

been offered by so many to titillate so

few. "Does she or doesn't she?" The
audience sure knows as they are bored,

but not stiff, by the endless succession of

bottomless crotches.

The Campus Center Program Council

was kind enough to give us a private

showing of the film, for which we thank

them. Originally, no review of the film

was planned, but upon seriously con-

sidering the deceptive advertisements,

we feel that it is an obligation to warn the

University community about this chicken

movie without a head.

KANSAS CITY (AP) - Sen. Edmund
Muskie, (D—Maine), testing Missouri's

political climate for a possible presidential

bid in 1972, dropped in for a chat with former

President Harry S. Truman Monday.
Earlier, Muskie strongly hinted to party

members at a breakfast in Kansas City he

would be a contender for the presidential

nomination.

At the Truman home in suburban In-

dependence, Mo., Muskie said he and the

former president discussed the Middle East

and politics and spent part of the 40 minute

visit reminiscing.

"It's always a pleasure to be with Mr.

Truman because he is so warm, so in-

terested and interesting," Muskie said. He
described the 86 year old Truman as looking

very well and most alert.

This was Muskie's third visit to the

Truman home. He related two pieces of

advice given him previously by the former

president: Always tell the truth and be

yourself.

In response to one of those at the breakfast

who said he hoped to be a delegate to the

1972 convention, the senator said, "If you

are, I'll be on your back."
He told his hosts the U.S. Senate vote

denying additional funds for the Super Sonic

Transport program should be viewed as a

symbolic shift in national priorities rather

than as an economy move.
Muskie predicted a restructuring of

national priorities with more emphasis on

domestic and national problems. He said he

and Hubert Humphrey who returns to the

U.S. Senate in January, have detected a

negativism throughout the country in their

travels.

President Nixon's failure to publicly

regard control of the economy early in his

administration, Muskie said, has been

viewed by labor and management as license

to seek higher wages and prices.

Muskie arrived in Kansas City Sunday to

receive the fifth Harry S. Truman award at

a meeting of the Israel Bond Organization.

In accepting the award, he announced he

will visit Israel next month. He gave no

details of the trip.

He said: "Israel's right to live as a free

and independent democracy must be af-

firmed. The United States must provide

whatever material aid is required for

Israel's protection and substance."

Senate Denies Raise ForAssistants

WASHINGTON (AP) - Members of the

U.S. Senate, who give themselves a $12,500

pay raise two years ago, decided Monday it

would be too inflationary to give their top

assistants a $2,300 a year boost.

By a vote of 51 to 33 the Senate struck out

of a $2 billion catchall appropriations bill a

provision that would have allowed senators

to pay one person on their staffs up to

$35,496.

The current ceiling is $33,176.

Sen. John Williams, (R-Del.), who
sponsored the amendment to eliminate the

pay raise clause, said that members of

Congress had made a "tragic mistake" by
raising their own salaries to $42,500 in 1968

Williams said the salaries of ad-

ministrative assistants had risen almost

$10,000 since 1967.

Sen. George Aiken, (R-Vt), agreed with

Williams and suggested that members of

Congress ought to take a 10 percent pay cut.

IM.E. Lagging On Pollution Spending

WATERVILLE, ( AP) A federal

air pollution control official said

Monday the New England states

are a long way from "spending
enough money to run good air

pollution control agencies."

"Fifty to 70 cents per capita is

necessary to finance effective air

pollution abatement agencies,"
said Donald Goodwin, director of

the division of control agency
development for the National Air

Pollution Control Administration

in Durham. N.C.

However, he told the New
England Legislative Conference on

Air Pollution that Maine is spen-

ding just eight cents per capita;

Hampshire. 10 cents; Vermont, 18

cents; Massachusetts, 19 cents;

Rhode Island, 18 cents; and

Connecticut. M

Goodwin said further that "state

and local control programs need a

budget of $14,000 $16,000 per em-
ploye to operate effectively."

Louis J. Poulx Jr., chief of the air

pollution control section of the

Connecticut Department of Public

Health and chairman of the New
England Staff for Coordinate \\r

Use Management, told the group:

"Air pollution is a condition

which knows no boundaries and
I don't think the solution can be
found on a widespread basis.

"I feel the intrastate rather than

interstate approach is best, with

the exception of some cities like'

New York, "Proulx continued.

During the morning session, the

legislators were advised that the

federal government may be
moving to toally prempt state and
local government standards on air

pollution abatement.

Dr. Joseph G. Zimmerman, with

the graduate school of public af-

fairs of the State University of New
York at Albany, said two in-

dications the federal government
is headed in this direction are the

national Air Quality Act of 1967

and the Air Quality Standards Act

of 1970.

"If state and local governments
fail to solve their air pollution

problems," he said, "it is

reasonable to anticipate that a

future Congress will authorize the

creation of federal regional air

quality commissions with power to

establish emissions levels."

Krishna Devotees To Meet

On Wednesday, December 16 from 4 to 6 p.m., an open forum entitled

"Krishna Consciousness: An Alternative to Existentialism" will be held

in the Clubroom of the Berkshire Dining Commons. Jack Deaver of the

Comp. Lit. Department and devotees from the Boston Temple of the

Krishna Consciousness Society will discuss vadic philosophy, and there

wiUrbe a skit on the Krishna Consciousness Society as it would pertain to a

member of the cult. The meeting will be held under the audpices of the

Bhaktiyoga Club and the Southwest Center for Human Development, a

clearinghouse for all events pertaining to human potential and
development. Anyone requiring assistance in promoting, planning,

scheduling, or executing such an event can contact the Center at 546-5189

or 546-5261.

SENIORS: 3 DAYS LEFT

!

SIGN UP IN THE NORFOLK ROOM FOR YOUR PORTRAITS.
Jan Grods and Ed. Block People ONLY

^f Kat In vf> or **
lake Out

DRAKE
• OPEN TIL 2 AM. •

UTICA CLUB
TONIGHT 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

See how it's brewed

HOT DOGS IN BEER

U. C. PTS. 40

OPfN
MEETING
TONtW
7PIA
CCft»|64
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T.V. Ground Rules
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nicholas

Johnson, a member of the Federal
Communications Commission,
urged Sunday that all political

candidates be given free television

time, equally apportioned.

IX'lving into one of his favorite

themes - the power of television in

politics - Johnson reviewed in

detail the use of television by
President Nixon, "the most
current example we have."

•'We need ground rules,'*

Johnson concluded, "as to when
the President can command TV
time ... when the opposition party

is entitled to reply ... on television

advertising ..."

As for political campaigning,

Johnson proposed these five

ground rules:

— "Television time should be

made available free to all can-

didates for public office.

Forbid Short Segments
- "This time should be equally

apportioned among all major party

candidates, and made available to

others based upon the votes
received in prior elections or the

number of signatures on petitions.

- "The purchase of any ad-

ditional political time on television

should be prohibited.
- "Candidates should be for-

bidden to use time in less than give

minute segments.
- "When political propaganda

films and advertising techniques

are used, such presentations
should be followed immediately by
time during which the candidate is

shown by the station in a setting

over which he has no control, such

as a debate, press conference, or

news interview."

(Reprinted from Springfield

Union)

Art Buchwald

The Enemy Cow
WASHINGTON -I have no intention of passing

judgment on Lt. Galley before his courtmartial is

concluded. But when I read that one of his defense

attorneys said that Galley had been ordered to kill

"even thing" in My Lai including livestock and

"every living thing" I became intrigued. So I sought

out a friend of mine at the Pentagon, and said

:

'Look, why would anyone be ordered to kill

livestock''"

"Those were Viet Cong cows," my friend said

defensively. "We knew for a fact that the cows at My
Lai had given milk to Viet Cong soldiers. Those cows

can't claim they didn't know what they were doing."

"But maybe they had no choice," I protested.

"Two weeks before we went into My Lai, we sent

helicopters with loudspeakers over the area, warning

everyone to get out. Those cows heard us, and they

refused to leave. Therefore, we concluded that the

cows were sympathetic to the Communist cause."

"What about the chickens and the pigs?"

"The same thing goes for them. Our intelligence

revealed that the chickens had been laying eggs for

the Viet Cong for years. They were red hens."

"What about the pigs?"

"The pigs were worse than the chickens. When we
went into the village, we found warm pork still

cooking in the pots in some of the huts."

"The only way Charlie could have got that pork was
from My Lai pigs. When our men realized where the

pork was coming from, they went berserk and decided

to shoot every pig in sight."

"But the ducks. Why were they ordered to kill the

ducks? They weren't even from My Lai."

"In a war, innocent livestock have to be killed. You
can't say to men going into battle, 'Kill the cows, kill

the chickens, kill the pigs, but don't shoot at the

ducks.'
"

it seems like such a waste of food."

"You people sitting back here in you comfortable

offices in Washington can say you should kill this or

you shouldn't kill that, but when you're out in the field,

it's different, you don't have time to ask Is this a good
cow or a bad cow? Is this chicken a local chicken or

was he brought down from the north to feed Charlie?

And that innocent-looking pig walking across the road.

What is he really thinking?'
"

"Then what you're saying is the only good cow is a
dead cow?" I said.

"You could sum it up that way. When we go into a

village, we assume everything on legs is working for

Hanoi. Sure you make mistakes. But it's still better to

err than to let a chicken got away and come back to

haunt you on another day."
"I imagine you can't spare dogs either," I said.

"When we say every living thing, we mean every
living thing. If you make exceptions, the example will

be lost on the Viet Cong. The one lesson we've learned
from Nam is to let every living thing know that if it

helps the enemy, someone is going to pay for it. I'm
sure after My Lai that the cows in other villages are
going to think twice before they give milk to Charlie."

Ed Bryant

Red Garter Room
Sometime in 1974, I may be ready to hear another

banjo. Until that future date, however, I feel confident

that the dose applied this weekend will be more than

sufficient.

The Red Garter Room at the Oak N" Spruce Lodge in

South Lee was the scene of a large part of SWAP 1970.

but what went on there will not be reported on by
anyone. As its name implies, the Red Garter Room is

the bar. They have waiters in striped vests, banjo
music, and framed photographs of the thirtieth

President, along with campaign stickers urging
America to keep cool with Cal. I guess that's what's
known as atmosphere. On Friday and Saturday
nights, most of the people attending the conference
repaired to the Red Garter Room for a little livation.

Say what you will about the American's ability to

enjoy himself as it relates to the consumption of

alcoholic beverages, but we had a great time in the

barroom. I don't think I would have been as relaxed
talking to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees if I

was totalling tea.

Getting to know people varies from easy to difficult

depending on the situation. All weekend long we were
being introduced to new people, many of whom were

meeting across the Line of Geriatric Demarcation. It

could have been awkward, but most everyone was
relaxed, in the Red Garter Room, a good time was
had by all.

Among the others things I learned there, is one
tidbit that I should pass along to the Residents of

Patterson House. If you don't know your head of

Residence personally, you should meet her. She's
great But if you have a boyfriend who likes to dance,
don't introduce him to Dot Burke. You may have a
hard time holding him.

One conversation I had this weekend that did not

take place in the barroom should be of interest to those
who feel the University is getting, or already is, too

big. Joseph Healey, the Chairman of the Board of

Trustees, is opposed to the proposed increase to 30,000

students. He feels we should look elsewhere for the

extra spaces which the future will require. If he has
his way, "Thirty Thousand Redmen" will never
become an actuality.

I would also like to add the Betty Pugh is one of the

all-time great people. She was tremendous all

weekend. Lastly I would like to thank everyone who
bought me drinks. I appreciated them. Peace.

Matt Tackeff

My Best Friend Is .

Since time immemorial, by virtue of its minority
status and non-conformity, World Jewry has been the

most convenient scapegoat of mass discontent. The
mcst vulgar manifestations of this anti-Jewish at-

titude, such as the programs. Inquisitions, massacres,
gas chambers and attempts to throw the Jews "into

the sea," have been ugly bloodstains on the history

books. Apart from the historical bloodshed, this anti-

Jewish sentiment also takes the form of viscious

propaganda, both blatant and subtle. The blatant

propaganda, which is easy to identify, usually at-

tempts to incorporate Judaism into some sort of in-

ternational conspiracy, whether it be the international

Communist conspiracy, the international Zionist

conspiracy, the international Finance conspiracy,
World Imperialism etc. Such notorious characters as
Julius Streicher, Father Coughlin, and Gerald L.K.

Smith were artists at this type of racist slander.

Today, however, the most prevalent form of anti-

Jewish propaganda is more subtle and sophisticated,

and is therefore harder to identify. This new type of

slander rarely makes direct reference to Judaism or

Jews, but seeks to superimpose the connotation

"Zionist" in place of direct references to Jews.
Zionism, which is a philosophy of Jewish self deter

mination which led to the establishment of the in-

dependent State of Israel as a Jewish homeland, is

denounced by the anti-Jewish propagandists as being

racist, imperialist, reactionary, colonialist, ex-

pansionist, bourgeois nationalist, fascist, exclusionist
(they have used every name in the book, and more)
and is made synonymous with the devil. When a Jew
is put on trial in the Soviet Union, for the crime of
requesting an emigration visa, he is villified in the
official press as being in collusion with international
Zionism. The Black Panthers, in their weekly
newspaper, often refer to prominent American Jews
as "Kosher Nationalists" and "Running dogs of
Imperialism." The anti-Israel propagandists have
long since abandoned the rhetoric which called for
driving the Jews into the sea, but now refer to the
Israeli Jews as Zionists, and reassure us that they
only want to destroy Zionism, since "some of their
best friends are Jews." Any favorable remarks about
the State of Israel (and if one visits Israel one will find
it difficult not to remark favorably) are denounced as
racist and Zionist. Zionism is the charge against any
Jew who refuses to conform to a non-Jewish en-
vironment. But the propagandists are clever to
disguise their anti-Jewish prejudices by referring only
to Zionism.

This new, subtle manifestation of anti-Jewish
propaganda, which seeks to villify Jews indirectly by
denouncing and falsifing the true nature of the Zionist
philosophy and the State of Israel, should be identified
for what it is: a sophisticated and well contrived
alteration of one of history's most primitive and
reactionary prejudices.

Campus Comment

Crackpot Realism
To the editor:

Letters and articles in the Collegian have contained
some negative responses to the guerrilla theatre
representations against Rockefeller and to the

rejection of the $25,000 seed money he offered for

research on some social problem in the Five College

area. Guerrilla theatre is directed not to those who are
oppressors but to the oppressed, in order to build a
sense of common community and an awareness of the

oppressive operations of those in control of the

economy. Rather than allow Rockefeller to be just

another speaker, we wished to present him as an
example of the way modern corporate businesses

cause social and economic problems while striving to

appear socially responsible and interested in curing

them. This was the point of this skit which the

Collegian columnist apparently missed but the rest of

the audience did not.

Doris Abramson suggests indirectly in a letter that

rejecting Rockefeller's money is unrealistic, by

comparing it to the action of Major Barbara in Shaw's

play of that name who at first rejects charity for the

Salvation Army from munitions and liquor dealers

and then is forced to accept it. Prof. Abramson has

missed the point, however. The Rockefeller money is

not rejected because it is dirty money but because it is

explicitly co-optive money. Rockefeller offered it in

his speech as a way to show youth and businessmen
can work together, and that the system can answer
the criticisms of radicals. This is a political act which
aims to deny the importance of the structural
criticisms of corporate capitalism that radicals are
offering. Taking the money is not simply taking dirty
money, it is taking a bribe to shut up. It's as if Major
Barbara were to renounce her faith in God in return
for money to the poor. If one believes that major social

problems can never be controlled until there is some
structural change in the system, then giving up this

money (a mere pittance compared to what is needed)
may be the only reasonable way to build up the sort of

awareness that can solve social problems in the long
run. Part of the problem with much of our present
thinking on domestic and foreign policy is that it is

"crackpot realism" (as C. Wright Mills called it);

that is, it assumes one should take the certain im-
mediate profits even if the result may be long range
disaster. Acpepting Rockefeller's pittance and the

general line of dealing with social problems it

suggests seems to me a good example of crackpot
realism.

Ann F. Brentlinger

Ass't Prof, of Philosophy

The Hour Is Now
Dear Editor:

People exhibit indifference towards the destruction

of our environment Most students have the concern,

according to surveys, but no action results. True, its

not close or immediate like the activities tax. or dorm
policies, but it is so basic, you'd think students and

academicians, if no one else, would be concerned

about the world we're living in. Even now, you can't

go out and catch fish without wondering if they are

safe to eat-mercury And fowl, how safe are they,

with DDT. or PVC, or something not yet recognized as

harmful. The world is becoming dangerous to man-
for man is fouling it.

The recent Sente vote against the SST was great, but

the fight has barely begun. Naional priorities result

from such decisions We should write our Senators,

now, on the SST. Remember, public policy should be

determined by the public, not the technologist.

Our children may never know a clear, free flowing

river. If we don't do something today, we'll have

dammed, heated, open sewers-the Connecticut isn't

far from that today. The Arm> Corps of Engineers is

planning to regulate the river by computer -shouldn't

we be glad for such "improvements" on nature?

Forget ecological considerations, it is feasable, so
let's do it. Again, who should decide, the engineer or

the public?

Sometime early in '71, fuel will be loaded into the

Vernon Vermont nuclear reactor, just up river, to

provide us with "cheap" invisable pollution. Beyond
the chemical mess we are making of our life support
system, now progress enables us to dump radioactive
wastes into our air and rivers, that's what the Vernon
reactor will be doing. Since the Atomic Energy
Commission is promoting this, it is advisable to be
indignant to your elected state and federal officials.

It is strange, monthly alarms about this, or that

environmental depredation, with little or no public

outcry over our increasingly fouled world.

Do you plan on living long?

Act! The need is great, the hour late, but all too few
are fighting.

Frank C. Olbris

Murphy's Law

To the Editor:

Mr. Collier's research on the subject of flat tires was
admirably summarized in his five point theory and its

corollaries. (MDC 12/7/70). But he only touches on one

small facet of a much more general law so far

reaching in its consequences that the Collier Theory

must, contrasted with it, become merely the Collier

Corollaries.

I refer, of course, to Murphy's Law. First published

some years ago in a noted engineering journal,

Murphy's Law states I and at this I'm sure Mr. Collier

will see the truth of my earlier comment). "IF

ANYTHING CAN GO WRONG, IT WILL." Murphy,
whose genius found daily occupation as an engineer,

drew several corollaries from his field: 1 ) Parts will

arrive with a speed inversely proportional to the need

for those parts. 2) Units of measurement will always

be expressed in their most unusable terms, i.e.

Furlongs per fortnight. 3) (more generally) If an

honest attempt is made to illustrate Murphy's law, it

will not work.
Several others have published research in this area,

notably C. Northcote Parkinson who, in a volume

modestly titled Parkinson's Law (Houghton Mifflin

Co. and Ballantine paperback), states: "Work ex-

pands to fill the time available for its completion."

Who has not felt the power of Parkinson's Law the

night before the term paper is due, and it is still being

written. Of particular interest in the book is a chapter

on " the Coefficient of Inefficiency".

A recent addition to this collection of works is "The
Peter Principle" which made the best sellers list. It

states: "A man will rise in an organization until he

attains his own level of incompetency." Rephrased,
"As long as you do the job well, they'll give you a

harder one. When you reach a point where you start

messing things up, you stay there." Corollary: "Work
is accomplished by those who have not yet reached
their own level of incompetency."

All of the above to perhaps give Mr. Collier, indeed

any of us, something to meditate on the next time the

task of changing a flat tire in the rain looks like it will

take all the time available to it.

George Deering

Get It Straight

Sir:

The Collegian has done it again.

The article on Professor Best's

lecture, "American Economics,
Imperialism, Examined by 11th

Hour Lecturer," MDC December
14, is appalling and a gross
misrepresentation of the facts. Its

author has attempted to write on a
topic he knows absolutely nothing

about ; much worse, he has not only

taken quotes by the lecturer out of

context but even managed to

garble the majority of them. For
the purpose of illustration: "Fifty

billion dollars of military aid is

sent to Europe each year by the

U.S. This is the most horrifying

aspect. It is militarization of un-

derdeveloped countries under the

name of anti-Communism, Best
claims." The fact is that most
European countries are not

regarded as underdeveloped;

actually, many of them give

economic and military aid of their

own. Also, of the federal budget in

1969 of 180 billion dollars, total

defense spending amounted to 80

billion. But apart from all this, the

author neglected to stress the main
points Professor Best was trying

to put across to his audience.

We suggest to the writer of the

article, and as a matter of fact to

anyone else interested in a good
treatment of the subject, to take

Best's course on Latin American
economic development to be of-

fered by the Economic Depart-

ment this Spring.

Xavier A. Bonilla

Christian Miczaika

(iraduate Students

DEPARTMENT OK ECONOMICS

Progress?

To the Editor:

Hidden Fineline, co-ordinate of

the Studen Groove Committee,
spoke to an overflow crowd of

fifteen in the Campus Center on
the results of last Spring's
"BlowOut".
He emphasized disillusionment

of the oppressed workers with the

mess they had to clean up when the

move to end their oppression left

the campus for the surf swept
beaches of the country. The ad-
ministration, it was noted, stayed
hidden in the Whitmore Bunker.
Their clever ploy of sending a man
in an Oz Tippo suit to appear at

teach-ins and meetings throughout
the state apparently fooled no one.

The entire University was run by
the democratically elected
"BlowOut" committee chosen late

one night at Yale. Some ten to

twelve thousand students got into

the movement by going home early

to radicalize their parents.

This effective use of student
power prevented anyone from
flunking out, thereby striking a
blow at the economic ' system,
since for the first time everyone
got all the credits they payed for

way back in January.
Fineline suggested that an April

24 peace rally could be turned into

another "BlowOut". In fact a

"BlowOut" should be held every
spring, after all once the basket-

ball season ends what else does

college offer?

Mark Johnson

Beware!

To the Editor:

GREENOUGH BEW ARE ! ! ! !

!

The Campus Crusader for Clean

Bathrooms and All-round Good-

Living, Don Glickstein, is on his

way. Unless you stay on his good
side (try finding it) he's libel to

libel you right out of existence.

Be forewarned! The lonely

permanent transient approaches!

Helplessly hoping he'll get out of

our sight, soon,

Name Withheld Upon Request
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NewTeacherTra in ingMethod
P roves To Be Successfu I

Bv K RAINSFORD
'

Staff Reporter

An experiment in a radical
form of art education for pre-

school children has been
claimed a success by the School
of Home Economics. Under the

guidance of Larry Frates,
aesthetics consultant for the
School of Education. Intern
Teachers of the Human
Development Nursery School
have been attending retraining
workshops concentrating upon a
multi-media approach to the
arts coupled with a reappraisal
of the traditional methods'
system.

"There has been too heavy an
emphasis upon a child's creating
products," Mr. Frates said in an
interview today, "And not
enough focus upon his produc-
tive thinking. It is, after all. the

process of thinking that

educators strive to develop. Too
many schools for young children

are paper-bunny-rabbit fac-

tories." Working on the
hypothesis that art is easy and
natural for the pre-schooler. Mr.
Frates believes that healthv

artistic impulses are repressed

by artificial subdivision of

aesthetic experiences into

painting, sculpture, dance and
music.

In the workshops he has en-

couraged teachers to allow their

children the freedom to move
easily from one art form to

another without guilt. Using a

theme suggested by the

supervisor, the children accept

responsibilities among them-
selves for carrying out aspects

of the theme. Mr. Frates pointed

out that children consistently

resist accepting such respon-

sibility if delegated by the

supervisor. "It's a question of

identity," he said, "A child seeks

his identity, but he will only

accept his own findings in un-

derstanding himself. He resents

a teacher who imposes activity

upon him." Referring to a recent

workshop session, he told of a

group of interns who were ex-

ploring one of paper media used
frequently by the children, "it

was amazing," he said, "when
their activities were highly
structured, thev sat at the tables

awkward, uncomfortable and
admittedly rebellious. But as
soon as they were free to do as

they pleased with the materials,

they found themselves sitting on

the floor like little children

happy as birds. It words for

adults just as much as for

toddlers."

The Nursery School has an
observation booth with one-way
glass windows so that the

children may be watched at play

without their being aware of it.

The system can be seen at work
with its remarkable results: At
the suggested theme "Parade"
by the supervisor, some of the

children began making paper
hats and uniforms, others
creating animals, organizing a

band and acrobatic displays.

The latter produced interesting

shadows on the walls and
without hesitation the children

began imitating animal shapes
in these shadows. They outlined

the shadows and made a game
out of trying to fit back into the

outlines. All of these activities,

Mr. Frates noted, are normally
difficult to encourage in children

Intern Teachers of the Human Development Nursery School are

subjected to some of their own medicine in a recent art workshop
stressing new teaching methods conducted by Larrv Frates.

and yet are of major importance
as a foundation for later healthy

social integration with others.

Many of the children are of

non-WASP backgrounds and he
said that they interact
"beautifully" together. The only
difference in behavior, he
stated, was that in drawing and
sculpture Oriental children
consistently employ the occult

oriental balance while Western
children use the traditional
European forms.

Janet Andrews, one of the
interns, said that the workshop
sessions had formed a new at-

titude in her towards art as

being more than just paper and
paint. Her co-worker Susan
Connors found the concept of the

multi-arts approach "exciting

and filled with practical ap-

plications." Helen Raff, also a

student teacher, stated that the

workshops clarified the needs of

children towards their creative

activities rather than
superimposing upon them the

unrelated needs of adults.

Mr. Frates' method will be

demonstrated at work in a

motion picture shown at 7:00

p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 16, in

the Laboratory School at

Skinner Hall. The public is in-

vited.

Ed School Program To Be Cited On TVI Nixon To Turn On Tree

The Teacher Corps project at the School of
Education has been chosen as the subject of a special
TV program as an outstanding Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW) educational program.

The program, "You and the Real Africa," was
produced by station WRC—TV in Washington, D.C.,

and is being made available to interested TV stations

and others through the station and through the

Educational Television Service of Bloomington, Ind.

Its subject is the model African studies curriculum
being developed by UMass in the Worcester Public

Schools with Teacher Corps support.

Teacher Corps is a national public school teacher
training program of NEW. A unique feature of the

UMass Teacher Corps program is that all 25 Teacher
Corps interns and five team leaders are former Peace
Corps volunteers who have worked in Africa.

They are doing inservice teaching in grades kin-

dergarten through 12 in Worcester schools "in-

tegrating Africa into the regular curriculum," in the

words of Cynthia Shepard who directs the project for

the UMass Center for International Education.

African materials are used in the teaching of

humanities and social studies. "We've tried to put

Africa into the regular program of studies to clear up
some of the misconceptions and stereotypes," Mrs.
Shepard explained.

"This is not a program of identity for black
students," she added, "it's an academic study of a
continent of people that has been neglected. What
we're saying is that white children need to be taught
about Africa as well as black ones."

The UMass interns will continue working in the

Worcester schools until January; then they are
scheduled to break up into six-member teams and
work until June in an externship program in a number
of school systems.

Two teams are slated to go to Florida and work in

newly desegregated school systems, using the African
studies approach to improve human relations.

Another team will go to Boston to teach African
studies to black students. Two will remain in Wor-
cester, one to form a team teaching unit for sixth

graders and the other to do teacher training in African
studies.

The interns will finish the two-year training
program in June and will receive master's degrees in

teaching from the School of Education.

HILLEL - UJA BENEFIT MOVIE

THE PAWNBROKER
starring Rod Steiger

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 16 THOMPSON 104

7:00 & 9:15 p.m.

Donations Gratefully Accepted

WASHINGTON ( AP)—When President Nixon turns on the lights of the

national Christmas tree Wednesday, A.L. Hart will be watching on
television like millions of other Americans.
Hart, an illuminating engineer from Cleveland, Ohio, designed and

supervised the lighting and has done the job for the national tree behind
the White House for eight years.

"It means sitting down some June or July to start planning," he said in

an interview.

How does he decide each year on the design?
"Whim, I think more than anything else; I have the sole respon-

sibility," he said. "Actually I have only a certain number of colors to

work with - blue, green, red, yellow, white and clear."

This year the national tree, a 78 foot white spruce from South Dakota,
has almost 6,000 lights, including 2.500 green ones. 2,500 blue ones and 900

yellow twinkle lights.

The 57 smaller. 12 foot trees nearby representing the states and
territories will have red lights with yellow twinkle lights, too.

In all. there will be almost 15,000 lights on all the trees, plus a special

top ornament, all donated by the General Electric Co. for whom Hart
works.

Hart designs a new top ornament each year. This year it's a teardrop
shaped wire sculpture enclosing a 250 watt lamp.
Last year the color scheme for the lighting was red and white. One

year, in 1967, it was big blue lights, with white and red lights strung
around like a popcorn string; in 1964 it was all red.

"I'm real pleased with the spruce this year," Hart said. "It has a real

nice shape, but most of the national trees wind up having a good shape."
He plans one final check on the national Christmas tree lighting the day

before the ceremony.
"Then." he said, "I go back home and watch it on TV."

Arms Race To Be Subject Of Colloquium

SBA SYMPOSIUM:
New Massachusetts Auto

Insurance Law
MICHAEL DUKAKIS - Dem. Lt. Gov. Candidate

(Author of the Bill)

RICHARD HARTZLER - Professor of Law, UMass

DAVID CARSON - V.P., Hartford Ins.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16
SBA 120

3:30 p.m.

Dr. Jeremy Stone, National
Director of the Federation of

American Scientists, will visit

UMass Wednesday for informal
discussions and an inter- depart-
mental colloquium. The
Federation of American Scientists

is a lobbying group which acts to

see that government decisions

involving sciences are made in a
sensible way. Two of the main
concerns of the FAS are the taming
of the arms race and the uses and
hazards of atomic energy.
Dr. Stone will meet at noon

Wednesday with interested
students and faculty in an alcove of

the Campus Center cafeteria.

Discussion on the topic "Science

and Washington - The Role of the

FAS" is planned. He will be
available for informal con-
versations tomorrow afternoon
from 2.30 to 3:30 in Hasbrouck 411.

At 4:30 p.m. Dr. Stone will speak
on the subject "Washington and
the Arms Race" at a joint

colloquium arranged by the
departments of government and
physics. The colloquium will be
held in Campus Center room 162.

Dr. Stone is a mathematician by
training and a scientist by position.

Before becoming National
Director of the FAS he served as an
assistant professor of political

science at Panama.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Fine Foods And Wines
Program To Be Offered

The Connecticut River is a laboratory for University of Massachusetts chemistry students as they
learn chemical analysis techniques by analyzing river water for levels of chemical purity. In the

foreground is Bette Bridges of Brockton. The others, left to right, are Diana Press of Ludlow, Joyce
M.i/in kouits of Douglaston, N.Y., Timothy Cutler of Springfield and Harvey Gendreau of Sudbury. The
project includes several chemistry classes at UMass and is being done in conjunction with the American
Chemical Society.

Chem Students Analyze
Conn River Waters

The Division of Continuing
Education of the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst has

announced a special program for

those who want to learn more
about fine foods and wines.

A course of six Monday evening

meetings beginning Feb. 8, 1971

will be given in cooperation with

the University's department of

restaurant and hotel ad-

ministration and The Top of the

Campus Restaurant, located on the

11th floor of the Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Center.

Cost of the program, which will

include six dinners especially

prepared to complement the wines
which will be discussed and ser-

ved, will be $<>5. It is under the

direction of Dr. Donald E. Lund-
berg, head of the department of

restaurant and hotel ad-

ministration and well-known
author and lecturer.

The first program will feature

wines of the United States, and
dinner will feature black bean
soup, deviled crab, wild rice with

mushrooms, cornbread with fruit

marmalade and maple mousse.
The second dinner will be devoted

to wines of Bordeaux, with home
style pate', beef bordelaise,

Potatoes Anna, baked stuffed

mushroom caps, and crepes with

lemon souffle filling.

The third program, Feb. 22, will

present wines of Burgundy, and
dinner will include puree of carrot

soup, braised pork chops with

cream and mustard sauce, green
string beans blanched and but-

tered, braised red cabbage in red
wine with chestnuts, and poached
peaches with raspberry puree.

Program number four will feature

Rhine and Moselle wines. Dinner
will be typically German, in-

cluding hot beer soup, roast duck
with apple and bread stuffing,

pineapple sauerkraut, potato
pancakes and almond layer cake.

Wines of Italy will be the subject

on March 8, with a dinner including

assorted antipasti, sauteed veal

scallops with marsala sauce,
braised peas with prosciutti, ziti

with tomato sauce and chilled

chocolate loaf. Finally, on March
15, wines of Spain and Poi Uigal will

be highlighted, with a dinner to

include cold fresh vegetable soup,

saffron rice with seafood and
chicken, mixed vegetable
casserole and dried figs stuffed

with almonds and chocolate.

Reservations for this program
may be made through the Division

of Continuing Education, at 545-

0905.

Amherst, Mass. Un-
dergraduates in chemistry at the

liuversity of Massachusetts are

taking a look at the Connecticut

River as a new way of learning

chemical analysis techniques.

It's part of a project co-

sponsored by the American
Chemical Society to ascertain the

ability of chemistry un-

dergraduates to undertake the

analysis of waters to determine

levels of chemical purity . It means
students analyze actual river

water samples to learn techniques

rather than being handed a

prepared laboratory sample.

Dr. Sidney Siggia of the

chemistry department administers

the program, assisted by Thomas
Zajicek. Ramon Barnes and John
Roberts of the chemistry faculty,

graduate students Ken Blessel and
Abbass Kamalizad and seniors

Francis Plankey and Alan Schuler.

"Its designed to expose the

student to the educational ex-

perience of using real samples,"

Communist Party Talk

To Defend Angela Davis

Communist Party Member to Speak on Angela Davis "The Case of

Angela Davis: Prosecution or Persecution?", will be the subject of a

talk given tomorrow night by Charlene Mitchell, chairwoman of the

Black Liberation Commission, of the Communist Party U.S.A. The

talk sponsored by the Young Workers Libeation League of Western

Mass. will be at 7 p.m. in the Engineering East Auditorium.

Miss Mitchell was the Communist Party's candidate for president of

the United States in 1968. She is also founder of the Che-Lumumba
Club, the C.P.U.S.A. club of which Professor Davis is a member.

Charlene Mitchell has spoken of the case many times and recently

appeared on nationwide television in defense of Angela Davis. Ad-

mission to the talk is free.

Dr. Zajicek explained. It also has
another purpose: it's part of a pilot

study by the American Chemical
Society to find out if students can
do satisfactory water analysis.

If so. Dr. Zajicek explained, the

society plans to set up a system
through which student analysis can
provide a broad picture of water
quality over the entire country.

Several classes at the junior and
senior levels have been taking
water samples at points along the
river from Sunderland to

Springfield. Students check such
things as dissolved oxygen,
acidity, conductivity and presence
of phosphates and other minerals.
They also analyze control samples
that contain known quantities of

contaminants as a means of
checking accuracy.

It Pays To Advertise In The MDC
New England's Largest

College Daily

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

What is the Blue Wall Cafeteria?

CHOOSE one of the following:

A An erroneous statement.

}: A flagellation of truth.

('
. A minstrel's tale.

D. An area in the Waffle offering great meals,

desserts, and the 2nd cup of coffee free.
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GRAND OPENING
and

Merry Christmas
from

PIZZA RAMA ! !

What a better way to say Merry Christmas

than with a Grand Opening.

Come in and try our delicious PIZZA (as

well as other fine Italian foods) and receive o

FREE QUART OF SODA with each Pino you

buy.

NOW AT

PIZZA RAMA
College Street

il mile below Amherst College going west on Rte. 9)

or phone 253-3808
(your order will be ready when you arrive))

WANT TO
PLAY GAMES?
Want to give a game

for Christmas^

The University Store

has a lage selection of

GAMES

and

PUZZLES

featuring

TARBOT FORTUNE TELLING GAMES

CRIBBAGE BOARDS

CARD GAME GIFT SETS

^B

- .:»*»

3™GAmES

3M SPORTS GAMES

3M BOOKSHELF GAMES

3M CARD GAMES

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

Open: Mon. & Thurs. 8:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Tues., Wed., Fri. 8:45 a.m. - 5 30 p.m

Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
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FGAF To SponsorLecture
On Academic Freedom

The Faculty Group for Academic
Freedom at the University of

Massachusetts will sponsor a

lecture by Steven Kelman, Har-

vard 70, on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

in 231 Herter Hall on the campus of

the University of Massachusetts.

The event is open to the public

without charge.

,

Steven Kelman will speak on

"The Student's Stake in Academic
Freedom". Kelman graduated
from Harvard summa cum laude

in June 1970 and he is the author of

Tush Comes to Shove: The
Kscalation of Student Protest, a

book that has been widely ac-

claimed by the critics. His syn-

dicated column appears in the

Boston (ilobe and he has written

for leading periodicals.

Mr Kelman is past national

president of the Young People's

Socialist League (YPSL), the

youth organization of the

American Socialist Party led for

many years by the late Norman
Thomas. The lecture is co-

sponsored by the YPSL chapter
and the Interim Organization
Committee of Students for

Academic Freedom at the

University of Massachusetts. The
public is invited to attend.

AM YISROEL CHAI
Volunteers to work on Chanukah Peace

Rally, go to S U 420 tor assignments. Creative

and busy work needed. Craftsmen and

marshalls needed immediately.

BAHAI ASSOCIATION
Bahai Fireside tonight at 8 in

Residence Apt MacKimmie House.

Head of

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
Celebrate the 197th Anniversary of the

Boston Tea Party Wed., Dec 16th in Room 007

MacKimmie. Bring your own tea.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Robert D. Boyd, a grad student will speak

on the "Some Biochemical Correlations

Between Tryptophan Pyrrolase and
Depressive Illness" today at 4 p.m in

Goessman Aud Coffee will be served at 3:45

p.m.

Look Out For DYNAMITE CHICKEN
TUES., DEC. 15 _ 7:00 & 9:00 SUB — 50c

OPEN MEETING
for

interested

STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFF

to plan tor

1971 Summer Program

TUESDAY, DEC. 15, 4:30 P. M
803 Campus Center

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

HHal «rll on »r lirtorr 1 !/ :» —
iliurttc sit, tHmiW. m4m, mul .II.. r.

iiimirrn rli.iir, mIm ''raided rut

I.H..D. lwakwhflv«-». M','-(H>I» . 1.-1J

1'iuiK.vr, 1 i'UC, UurrurJ, fl., *»«*«;,

1 iilier, TDK, UlwWl and «.y< D reel

lapti taaiMi radio, I'taii opeaker*,

l.i''*, H fucks and other neretwlttew.

Amhertrt Audio tfl2-x3

SNOW TIKES, low prices top qua-

lit* ca»li and carry KT Factory

Tires Outlet, Cowls Boad, >o. Am-
lierst, barn behind Mike'* Cafe.

tfl2-?3

Stitndel 1' \ I NkMM with four

It" speakers each One monitor

w/two li '* UM wutt RMS four chan-
nels w/ reverb, (1600 new, sell for

$695. Cull Bemie 5.'7-4192 or 587-

WtU tfUMo

Dillon Leather Hoots, new, men's

llM U',aB $18 00. Call Pete 046-6951

after 7 p.m. tfl2-l«

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Must sell on/or before l-'/iO —

IMM Mustanc coin . S1050 Free 8

i r;ii k stereo AM radio, bucket seat,

\.T., Power Meerlns. 289, snow
tires, ",19-0017 tfl2-l«

I960 Ford Wagon, good condition
recent engine work, B & H, P8,
clean Itest offer Call Bill 6-5438.

tf!2-17

1!MM Valiant 4 dr. nedan. 6 c>l.,
std shift . Can be seen at Conrad's
f.ulf, 388 Ring St., Northampton
Tel. 581-9741. tfl2-16

nes Must lease till Sept 1 Call

\l HMM tfFMii
Female tenants wanted — for de-

tails call 773-8263 after 5 p.m.
tm-lfl

2 roommates wanted (m, f, or

both) to share apt. in Northampton.
Cheap, available now. Call 584-6159.

tflg-lfl

1 or 2 people for house in South
lladley for nevt semester, own room.
•VColleee bus at Mt. Holyoke nearby.
Call N8-VN8 after 5. t«2-17

FOR RENT
1 !H«."» Mercury ( unlet, good condi-

tion, new tires, clutch, 8350 or best
offer. 586-1016 or 584-2147. tfl2-18

67 Chevelle SS 3!M>, 4 speed, posi,
new tires. Asking $1500 or best offer.

Call 519-6971 tf!2-17

I!m;1 <lie\>, evcelleiit inechanicnl
condition, can't afford to re-register

it C;:ll lony hi Tl I', 253-9971 or
'">.t-rM»ll tf!2-17

Bead Competition Skis 6* 6", Ne-
vada bindings w/ safety straps. Fsed
only V/i seasons by member of ski

patrol Excellent condition. Must sell

$75. Call Don at 'Hi Hi I tfl2-15

(uitars, new aud used, acoustic,

electric, classical, below retail pric-

es $50 and up most: $80. Accessories

also. All factory guaranteed on Cam-
pus Call: 546-7072 or 546-6714 or

see at 209 Web tf!2-15

I'sed Furs — Capes, Jackets and
Coats (short and long) all sizes. Call
.'53-5995. tfl2-n

f.KKAT XM.\s <.IFTS — Handcraft-

ed leather bells, beret, Srtitis army
hats. Swiss ammo pouches. Priced

under retail. Call Bick, 549-6281

sfter 5:fMl or stop by 256 Puffton

Ullage. tf!2-16

l!Hi9 Lance Ski Boots, size 9. ex-

cellent cond , $65, two wide oval

-now tires with steel studs and
wheels, used for 500 miles $50. Call

M.V'.'.M:!, ask for Maryellen 218.

tf!2-15

Panasonic Tape Deck Badio Pack
plus '.' speakers lor saie $65 ("ost

s|,v>) — or for $1100 more, tiie 68
\ \V that it is in. After 5 p.m. call

fill.V367 I

.

tf!2-15

Coldspot refrig., 5 cubic ft., holds

I cases, ice compartment $50. Call

546-6392 tf12-16

Motor-scooter Vespa- Allstate ISfce.

evcellent romlition, only $99, incl.

helmet. Must sell now. Call Hans,

i IQ nWlfJ. 318 Puffton Village. tf!2-16

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 256-8133.

tm-q
finjoj your vacations, roar week-

ends, your week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for
you Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices. 584-6817

.
tf!2-23

WANTED

i ft Black
ndlfion.

Light, cord. switch,

Photographer wants open-minded
females to model, no experience nec-
essary If interested write: "Artis-
ta" P O. Box 302, Chicopee. Mass..
01014. Include address and/or phone.

tf!2-18

4 girls need place to stay during
intercession. Will pay. Call 546-7506
or 516-7191 12-15

Must nave room for Spring Sem-
ester, prefer fiirn, efney. near I'll

Write John Harmon. 1861 Bertram
Bd.. HuntiiiElon Valley Pa. 19006.
Call collect 215-917-.'88Q tfl'.'-.'l

Casaette Player for car or home.
~.l?-.->008, PQ l.yt, Amherst 12-15

I need a kiln to fire ZV2 ' ceramic
piece Will pay 5H»-7?0.*> tf!2-17

ROOMMATES WANTED
Teniale I'liffton Yin. roommate

wanted — grail student preferred
simile room, rent negotiable. Call
•MfMlH.

1 1 ||

M:.i<- Private fu

tin.

Special Situation — Boom avail-
able for advance female grad stu-
dent. 1 mile I mass $253-2148. Call
after p.m. tf 12-16

Puffton Village sublet, 3 bedroom
apt. $228 a month, apt. 233. Con-
tact Mark Toner or Puffton Village
office. Sublet starts Jan. 1 tfl'lti

1 bedroom apartment, unfurnished,
s4:t0 a month inc. utilities, available
Feb 1 Call days 545-2238, ask for

Anne stocking or leave note.
tfl2-16

Puffton Apt. avail, imined , 1

hdrm, 156. We have some furniture
»oii can use if you need it, incl. bed.

(all 519-6533 or come 232 Puffton

_
tfl'Mli

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Thick sheepskin rugs — all colors,

an ideal gift for a sensualist. Call
732-8265 after 6. tf!2-15

RIDE WANTED
Bide needed to any point in Flor-

ida for fan, Will help with ez-
penses. Call t.ilila 256-6382. tf!2-16

WANTED TO BUY
Wanted to buy rebuilt engine for

!!><;<; VW bus, Call Anne 549-3753

i:-i5

PERSONAL
lesiis Christ lows you! Mild oul

bow miii can know him at 8:00 Wed.
niuhl, Dee. 16 Colonial Lounge, >l

mi: 16

A I oi I li.i: FOB T1IK
INDIVIIH U,
AND His

< BF.ATIVF, EXPRESSION
Mark Hopkins College

Box MM
Brattleborn, Vermont 0r>:»i)t

Ul '
i

Notices
BIRTH CONTROL LAWS REFERENDUM
The petitions are still valid and can still be

circulated over Xmas vacation. Please notify

mc of vour progress Elliott 69742.

C EQ
Yes, it's another CEQ OPEN MEETING in

C.C. Rm 164 at 7 p m Let's See how fast our

snail is running NOW! Go! Go! Go!

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting will be held tonight at 6 p.m Geo.

Washington Sth floor. All members required to

attend

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting tonight in Room 162

of C.C. at 6:30 p.m. Elections will take place.

The Exec Board will meet at 6 p.m.

GEFF
GEFF Film WAXWORKS is rescheduled to

show Wed at 8 p.m. in Thompson 104.

HEYMAKERS SQl'AKE DANCE CLUB
The regular square dance will be held from

7 30 10 30 in the C C tonight There will be
review at 730, new material at 8 and club

level at 9:30

HILLEL
U.J. A benefit movie "The Pawnbroker"

starring Rod Steiger will be shown Wed , Dec
16th at 7 & 9- is p.m. in Thompson 104

There will be a dreidel party in the Mil lei

Office. Thurs , Dec. 17th at 8 p.m

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is "The Four Color

Problem Visited and Revisited" by Prof. S

Jones Today at 4 p m m the Colloquium
Room, Arnold House Coffee at 3: 30 p,m

NOODLE
Come to our wake 1 3 8pm. Celebrate! Free

food We are eating up the profits.

RUGBY CLUB
Organizational Meeting to be held Wed ,

Dec 16th at 8 p.m in Goessman 259. Officers

will be elected and plans Tnade for the spring

season Newcomers welcome

P E DEPT
P.E Majors Christmas Party tonight at

7 30 9 p.m to decorate Lounge and tree,

students and faculty welcome.

PSYCHOLOGY
Christmas Party Monday! Dec. 21st in

Colonial Lounge at 8 p m sponsored by

CUSP All Psych undergrade , grads., &
faculty are invited. Refreshments & Christmas

spirits

R.A F.I

Strategy meeting for members and others

following Fri., rite services in S.U. 420 Call

Jim in meantime Peace

Prof. Elkins will speak tonight on "The
Development of Israel" as part of R.A.F.I 's

Distinguished Speaker Series Tonight at 8 in

C.C Rm 911 915. All are welcome.

SKI CLUB
A meeting will be held in Mahar at 8 tonight

so come. We will be having a Guest Speaker

and a movie. Also, Intercession Trips are

tilling up, so hurry.

SPANISH CLUB
Speak Spanish over dinner! Spanish Table

meets from 5 6 p m. in Hampshire Commons.
All are welcome

SRI CHINMOY MEDITATION
Meeting at 7 30 in C C Rm 909 tonight A

switch from transcendental All welcome

SS. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Meeting at 7 p.m tonight

C.C

n Rm 805 of the

LOST
One multicolored binder with notes for E.E

257 & 141 was lust at C C Book Drop, very
Impt tome Call Don 6 8858 or come to 418 N
Pleasant St Thanks

FOUND
A pairol mens prescription sunglasses lost

near WOPE Call Richard Griffith, Jr at 5 2515

or 5 2519 at 207 Thatcher Hall

A pair of men's tan leather gloves were
tound Claim at S U Lost & Found

Drug Expert To Speak
On Youth, Alienation

Thursday, December 17, Joel Fort, M.D. will speak at 8.00 in the

Campus Center Auditorium on "Youth, Drugs and Alienation." The talk

will be sponsored by Room To Move Drop-In Center and the Center

Program Council.

Dr. Fort is a world famous expert on drug use and abuse. He has been a

consultant on drug use and abuse to the World Health Organization, the

United Nations and the Peace Corps. He was the first to start a free clinic

for street people in Haight-Ashbury, dealing with a wide variety of social

problems including drugs, sex, suicide, and crime. In his book, The
Pleasure Seekers: The Drug Crisis, Youth and Society, probably one of

the best in the field, he dispells many of the common drug myths,

replacing them with accurate, factual information.

Pretties to Please

any Girl

Shoes

Boots

Slippers

or

INDIAN JEWELRY

or

HATS, GLOVES, HANDBAGS
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JVGymnastsWin Opener

Boston State Is Victim
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Staff Reporter
The WMass junior varsity

gymnastics team opened their

1970-71 season by downing
previously undefeated Boston
State College, 116.85-110.38, in a
dual meet held Saturday, Dec. 12 at

Boston. The Little Redmen won
four of the six events, in addition to

taking three first places, five

seconds, and two thirds.

Highlights of the meet included

performances by co-captains Bill

Henry and Phil Aubrey, Brian
Hassig, Rich Seikunas, Steve
Soumerai, Chuck Schwartz, and
Jay Thompsen.
UMass jumped to an early lead

in floor exercise as Henry took first

place with a score of 8.0, and
Seikunas captured second with a

7.75.

The Little Redmen, led by
Hassig, increased their lead in the

side horse event. Although Boyd
took first for Boston, Hassig and
Seikunas took second and third for

UMass.
Boston State won the still rings

event as co-captain Ferguson took

first, with Simonelli of State

placing third. Aubrey led the Little

Redmen ringmen with a score of

6.50, which was good for second

place. At intermission, UMass led,

55.80-52.45.

UMass dominated the long horse

event as Thompsen and Soumerai

Wrestlers Pin Rhode Island, 22-11

Intramurals

Jaguars 49. Cougars 28

Leopards 52, Seagrams 44

Academics 57, Bruisers 39

Colonels 31, Ceebs 25

Volunteers 61, Ml 52

ABC WBF Us
Chestnuts 41, Broncos 30

Maroons WBF Hi los

Bears 60, Eagles 24

Lancers WBF Hoop
Deacons 46, Moe 38

Gypsies 95. Fluid 31

Browns 49 Elephants 15

Studs WBF Bury
Brigade 45, Tubes 44

Crushers WBF Senators

Munchkins 33. 3 M's 20

Bulldozers 56, Terrors 34
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placed first and third, respec
tively. Dave Montani, Boston's top

all-around man, managed a
second.

Parallel bars were also
dominated by the Little Redmen,
as Seikunas and Schwartz took

first and second place for UMass.
The Little Redmen outclassed

Boston as they decisively in-

creased their lead.

The final event, horizontal bar,

was won by Boston State, as

UMass could manage only one of

the top three spots. Thompsen led

the Little Redmen as he took

second place. The final score of the

meet read, UMass 116.85, Boston
State 110.35.

The Little Redmen now have a
two month lay-off as they prepare
for their next opponent, Springfield

College. This meet, which will

open the Little Redmen's home
season, will be held on Friday,

Feb. 12 at 6 p.m.

By BOB GANLEY
Staff Reporter

Sparked by the last second
victories of Nick DiDomenico and
Ed Carlsson, the UMass wrestling

team downed the University of

Rhode Island, 22-11, on Saturday
afternoon. The win was the second
in two tries for the Redmen this

season and the 12th straight
regular season victory over the

past two years.

The meet was much closer than
the final score indicates and it

came very close to being a Ram
victory. DiDomenico was trailing

in his 118 lb. match, 6-4, after two
periods and the score remained
that way until the final minute of

the match. But DiDomenico irwhat
was called a "tremendous effort"

by coach Homer Barr, escaped
from his opponent and then with
three seconds left, scored a

takedown and came away with a 7-

6 victory.

Later in the meet, with the

Redmen leading 14-11, Carlsson
faced a similar situation. He
trailed 5-1 at the end of the second

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR

Leo in extravagant ttmU to u\«-r-

Jruuiutixe, can be a wonderful friend
but UHUally demand* wore than most
persons are willing or capable of giv-
ing. Women bom under Aries find Leo
men extremely attractive. The Leo
man i» dyuauiic, while the Leo wo-
man is always apt to be center stage.
.Natives of this sign are creative and
uble to intrigue with their flair for
the unusual.
AK I lis (March 21 - April 19) : Inn

on need to change. Status quo is nut
apt to remain. You will be with
young persons or those with youns
ideas, Many see you as leader. Yuu
can set example. Trust your own cap-
abilities.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Ac-
cent on security, finishing projects
which have direct effect on future.
Strive to enlarge horizons. Avoid the
petty. Plan ahead. Study special ma-
terial which makes you knowledge-
able.

(J-EMIN'I (May 21 - June 20): Mow
about; get feel of what's going on
uruund you. Display versatility.

.Neighbor presents idea which is work-
able. Uo lo it. Sties* independence,
in iglnallty.

CA.NCKB iJune :l - July 22): Guard
valuable. One who pretends to know
all answers actually is groping. Real-
ize this aud respond accordingly. Re-
cent effort is due to bear fruit.
LKO (July p . Aug. 22): Cycle

moves up ; there Is daylight. You can
see where you want to go. Key is' to
start. Indications favor new start,
added independence. Social contact re-
sults in fine proposition.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Hid-

den matters dominate. Behlnd-scenes
meeting may have direct effect on
you. There are doubts and some con-
fusion. Lie low. Wait for clouds to

clear. Soon you will bo in stronger
position.

LIBRA (Sept. 22 - Oct. 22): Mo-
ney from professonal efforts is high-
lighted . Friends help you fulfill some
hopes, wishes. Be ready for quick
changes. One who is Inquisitive re-
veals more than he learns.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov, 21): Your

ambitions come close to reality. Yon
make adjustments which result In su-
lid gain. Family member lends valu-
able support. Strengthen ties with
loved ones.
SAGITTARIUS (Xov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Avoid seeing situation through ro*«>-
colored glasses. Distorted picture re-
sults if you insist on being naive.
Realistic approach is a necessity.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) :

Powerful emotions seem to dictate vi-
tal moves. Settle financial difference*
involving attorney, partner. Live up
to money responsibilities.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Bet-

ter for finishing rather than begin-
ning projects. Excitement about spe-
cial agreement prevails. Maintain
poise. Let dust settle. Permit others
to take Initiative.

PISCES Feb. 19 - March 20): Stea-
dy pace gets results. New employ-
ment feature is accented. You do
best now by learning basic rules. B-
sure and then proceed. Avoid ex-
tremes. Stress moderation.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you tend to absorb knowledge. You do
best when you do what comes natural-
ly. You have knack for earning mo-
ney. You are attractive to opposite
sex and usually succeed when you de-
sire success. If single, matrimonii I

tats is due to change.
Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Corp.
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period and a loss would have
meant a tie score going into the

heavyweight match. But Carlsson

got an escape and a takedown and
two minutes riding time to win the

match, 6-5. If the Redmen had lost

these two matches, the Rams
would have been the victorious

team, 17-16.

However, DiDomenico and
Carlsson weren't alone in the

Redman heroics. After

DeDomenico's victory and losses

by Gary Woods and Barry
Godowsky, the Redmen trailed 6-3.

Sheldon Goldberg, a 142-pounder,

trailed 4-1 in the last period and he,

too, scored an escape and a

takedown to tie Catania of the

Rams, 4-4. Junior Clay Jester tied

the meet at C-all with an 8-4 victory

in the 150 lb. match which saw
Jester in command all the way.
The Rams went back into the

lead, 11-8, with a little help from
the referee, in the 158 lb. match.

Redman Brian Lrquhart had
seemingly held on for a 2-2 tie with

Gamon of Rhode Island, when he
was turned over at the buzzer and
the official awarded Gamon with a

reversal and a 4-2 victory, which
was not too well received by the

Redman supporters.

Kent Mignocci broke a 2-2

deadlock with a strong third period

to win the 167 lb. match, 6-2, and
once again the meet was tied, this

time 11-11. Tom Andrews put the

Redmen ahead to stay with a 4-1

victory in the 177 lb. match which
he led all the way. After Carlsson 's

heroics iced the win for the Red-
men, heavyweight Carl Dambman
finished off the Rams with the

meets only pin, at 1:05 of the

second period.

The Redmen will go from the

frying pan into the fire as they

return home for a dual with

Harvard Wednesday night in the

Cage.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Idle chatter

4 Reach across

8 Conjunction

1 1 Opening in

fence

12 Pitch

13 Devoured
14 Three-toed sloth

15 Click beetle

17 Trapped
19 Hostelry

21 Bone of body
23 Bushy clump
24 Former

Russian ruler

26 Prefix: before

28 Roman tyrant

31 Dance step

33 Native metal

35 Hurried

36 Symbol for

calcium
38 Bounds
41 Hebrew letter

42 Time gone by

44 Be ill

45 Ship channel

47 Gull-like bird

49 Writing

implement
51 Nobleman
54 Negative

56 Lair

58 Tiny

59 Looks fixedly

62 Vast age
64 Man's nicknarm

65 Worthless
leaving

66 Foray
68 Single time

70 Caustic

substance
71 Unmarried

woman
72 Damp

DOWN

1 Profits

2 Near

3 Article of

furniture

4 Denude

5 River in Italy

6 Girl's name
7 Tidy

8 Having less hair

9 Southwestern
Indian

10 Spread for

drying

1 1 Manner of

running

16 Conjunction

18 Electrified

particle

20 Short sleep

22 Cooked over

flame

25 Ethiopian title

27 Sea eagle

29 Knock
30 Number
32 Resort

34 Urge on
36 Household pet

37 Mature
39 Tear
40 Sodium chloride

Answer to Yesterday' s Puzzle
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43 Adorned
elaborately

46 Haul
48 Conjunction

50 Wants
52 Respond to

53 Erase (printing)

55 Fixed period

of time

15

57 Negative

59 The sun

60 Attempt

61 Capuchin
monkey

63 At present

67 Exists

69 Compass point
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Redmen Go For Fifth Straight

HooDsters Battle UConn In Conference Tussle
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
What has developed into a solid basketball rivalry will be resumed tonight when the UMass cagers

contest the hoopsters of the University of Connecticut at Storrs, Ct. Both squads will enter the fray,
slated to start at 8, with winning records as UConn is 2-1 and the Redmen are 4-0.

It used to be the case that UConn was a name synonymous with Yankee Conference basketball
championships as the Huskies won the league's hoop crown ten straight years from the 1950-51 season
all the way through the 1959-60 campaign.
They didn't stop there, however, of 14-9 and a tie for the YanCon

winning YanCon titles in 1962-63,

1964-65 and 1966-67, and tying for
the top in 1963-64 and 1965-66, both
times with the University of Rhode
Island.

UConn went into a basketball
slump in the two years following its

last outright title in 1966-67; UMass
and URI shared the crown in 1967-

kh and the Redmen won it all in

l%8-69 The Huskies needed a man
to lead them back and they found
one in the person of Dee Rowe, who

Daily ®oU*gten
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was head basketball coach at little

Worcester Academy from 1955-

1969. but who took over the UConn
head coaching reigns with narry a

hitch.

In the year before Rowe, the

team from Storrs recorded a 5-19

mark. He revived them to the tune

championship with the Redmen,
both teams compiling 8-2 league

marks.
And because Rowe has done such

a tine job with UConn and Jack
Lea man has led UMass to the top

of New England basketball, the

Husky-Redman match-up has
become and will continue to be a

great one.

Leaman helped build up the

rivalry when, in his first year at

the Redman helm, he gave the

eventual Conference champions a

couple of scares, losing by close

scores of 66-59 and 60-59.

Over the following two years,

I Mass drove the Huskies nuts with

four straight victories. The 1967-68

winter was marked by a two-point,

65-63, win over UConn on Bill

Tindall's last-second bucket, and a

56-44 victory at Storrs. the first

Redman away win at Connecticut

in 32 years.

During UConn's 5-19 year, the

two victories were easier, but

Rowe's Huskies ended the four-

game streak with an upsetting 88-

71 win a year ago at the Cage.

I Mass got back at this team later

in the year with 71-65, hard-earned
victory at Storrs. And the rivalry

should continue.

In tonight's big game, the

Redmen will likely face a starting

Husky five of 5' 11 Boy Boyd, 6'

Doug Melody. 6'4 Bob Staak, 6*5

Ron Hrubala and 6'6 Phil

Hoagland. This starting quintet

will depend upon the health status

of R<> rt Taylor, a 6'5 forward
wno >.• : id when UConn played

Boston University Saturday night.

Normally the Huskies play

Taylor and Ilrubala at the for-

wards. Boy and Staak at the

guards and Hoagland at center.

Against BU. they shifted the tall

Staak up front and filled his guard
vacancy with Melody, which they

can be expected to do tonight

should Taylor remain inactive.

Talentwise, these Huskies are

really good. Boyd is a pesty guy

with a good shot. He is a senior.

Boyd was N.E ,'s third best scorer

last winter as he wizzed 'em
through the nets at a 23.4 points-

per-game clip.

When Boyd's shooting is off, the

person who picks up the slack is

Staak, also a senior. He is probably

the best raw shooter on the team
and certainly among the best in the

Conference A consistent point

getter, he has averaged 17.0 and
16.4 ppg over the past two cam-
paigns.

Hrubala is another Husky senior

and the squads best rebounder. He
was fourth in N.E. in rebounding

last year, and chipped in for

UConn with 11.8 points each game.
Taylor, should he play, is the

solid-unsung performer. A junior,

he rebounds well and scores bet-

ween eight and 12 points every

game. Hoagland. the center, is

another senior, which speaks well

of the Huskies' experience. He
played mostly a backup role a year
ago but has always been depen-

dable.

Melody, a junior, played very

little as a sophomore, but he is

highly regarded at UConn.
Possibly the team's best defensive

player, he will be a key player for

the Huskies.

In compiling its 2-1 record,

UConn has won two games in

succession, over New Hampshire
(74-71) and BU i64-62>, after

slipping in its opener to Yale (94-

80).

UMass will probably go with the

starting five that has led it to four

victories and no losses, that being

John Betancourt and Mike
Pagliara in the backcourt and Ken
Mat bias. Chris Coffin and Julius

Krving in the forecourt.

There are no more tickets

available for this tilt, it is a sellout

However the game will be
televised on channel. WNHC-TV.

Pucksters Still Unbeaten

UMass Hosts Yellow Jackets In Quest For Sixth Win
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

The team is 5-0. It's the best

start ever for a UMass hockey
team Included in the record are
victories against four very
decent hockey teams--
Pennsylvania, Vermont.
Williams, and Middlebury. But
Coach Jack Canniff was very
reluctant to talk about the

victories. Instead he wanted to

look at the games ahead, par-

ticularly the game tonight

against American International

College at Orr Rink. Face-off is

at 8 p.m.
With the team off to such a

good start, some do not

remember, but most do not want
to remember the less than
fruitful hockey seasons of the

past. A good indication of the

way things were is clearly

manifested by the series record
against AIC which stands at 19-5-

1 in the visitor's favor. AIC is

unbeaten in its last seven games
against the Redmen with six

victories and a tie.

The Yellow Jackets currently
hold a 2-2 record so far this

season with victories against
Salem State, 5-3, and New
Haven College, 9-1, and losses to

Northeastern University. 6-4,

and Oswego, 7-5.

The visitors have ten retur-

ning lettermen from last year's

squad, with senior center and
captain Dave Forbes heading
the list. Forbes is leading the

team in scoring with eight points

in four games and needs only

two more points to place sixth

on the all-time AIC scoring list.

Junior goalie Roland Depew
has been outstanding at times in

the nets for the Yellow Jackets
despite his goals - against

average of 4.25. AIC generally

tends to play a wide-open game,
and subsequently Depew has
been quite busy in the cage.

AIC yesterday received
permission from the ECAC to

use freshmen in varsity contests

and plan to activate Mike
Zagula, a goalie and Bill Ket-

chum, a defenseman. Although
Zagula will not start, Ketchum is

expected to see a lot of ice time.

The starting line-up for the
visitors will have Depew in goal,

Bousquet and Collins at the

points, and Forbes centering for

Serino and Urquhart.
Canniff did mention a few

things which he thinks are
contributing greatly to his

team's success so far. One thing
he noted is the fact that many of

the juniors who played so much
as sophomores last season have
benefited greatly from the

experience. He also mentioned

that the sophomores are "all

having real good years and seem
to be jelling well together." The
factor he stressed most however
is the over-all hustle that the

Redmen have shown.
BETWEEN THE

BLUELINES There has
been only one shutout in the AIC-
UMass series which started in

the 1949-50 season. This occurred
in 1959 when the Yellow Jackets
beat the Redmen 8-0. The
record for number of saves in

ECAC play is 79 set by UMass
goalie Gene Masellis in 1957

against, you guessed it, AIC.

SPORTS NOTICES
NO UCONN HOOP TICKETS-

Tickets for tonight's UMass-U. of

Connecticut basketball game have
all been sold. The game itself is a

sellout
*****

HOLIDAY TOURNEY HOOP
TICKETS-Tickels for the
Springfield Hall of Fame
basketball tournament, in which
I Mass will compete on Dec. 28. 29

and 30. are now on sale for the first

two dates in room 255 Boyden.
There are two prices being asked
lor these ducats. $2 and $3. For the

28th. the first round of the tourney,

there are approximately 600

tickets still available. For the 29th

or round two, the ticket office has
2(>o tickets available.

*****

MSG HOOP TICKETS-Tickets
for Feb. 27's basketball game,
UMass vs. George Washington
University at Madison Square
Garden in New York City, will

probably arrive at the Boyden
ticket office sometime late this

week or early next week. More
information regarding these

ducats will be available in later

Collegians.
*****

LACROSSE CANDIDATES-For

all those interested in playing
varsity lacrosse, there will be a
meeting in room 251 Boyden
tomorrow at 4 p.m. The spring
schedule will be discussed.

*****

VARSITY M-The UMass Varsity
M Club will hold its weekly sports
luncheon tomorrow at 12:15 p.m. at
the Newman Center, and Jack
Leaman, head coach of the UMass
basketball team, will be the
featured speaker. At this affair,

Leaman will show films; there will

also be a presentation of out-

standing player awards, a scouting

report of upcoming Redman
basketball opponents, a raffle of

choice basketball game tickets and
a door prize. All are welcome to

attend; admission price is $1.50.

Balanced Frosh Meet Little Huskies
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter
Traveling to Storrs, Connecticut,

the UMass freshman basketball

team tips off at 6 p.m. tonight

against the Little Huskies. In the

prelude to the UMass-UConn
varsity contest, the Little Redmen
will be seeking to up their record
to 4-0.

UConn, presently boasting a 2-1

record, will feature two 6'2 guards
in the persons of Ed Harrison and
Pat Mullin. On the front line,

Larry Traster, a 6'6 center, will be

flanked by Gary Custick, 6'7, and
Cal Chapman, 6'5.

The Huskies, a team sited in pre-
season by Coach Broaca as "one of
our toughest opponents." have
defeated the freshman squads of
UNH and BU, while suffering their

only defeat at the hands of the Yale
frosh.

The Little Redmen, who looked
very sharp against the Amherst
frosh last Saturday, will need more
of the excellent balance thatthey
have exhibited throughout their
opening games.

This fine scoring balance is

headed by Rich Pitino, who is

averaging 18.3 points per game,
and followed closely by Peter
Trow, with a 16.7 average, and Al
Skinner, at 15.0 a game.
Offensively the frosh have

averaged 79.7 points to their op-
ponents 58.0. Tonight's game
should be a good test for that 21-

point victory margin, as the frosh
stray from the confines of Curry
Hicks for the second time this

year.

Tonight's

Intramurals

BOWLING
LANES TIME TEAMS
58.6 6:30

7 8,8 6 30

Lasvs BX
Team vs. Stouts.

Football Coach Screening Committee Named
A six-man screening • com-

mittee has been named to search

for a new football coach at

UMass it has been announced
today by Chancellor Oswald

Tippo.

George Richarson Chairman
of the Athletic Council and

professor of chemistry, will

serve as chairman. Other

members are: Warren P.

McGuirk, Dean of the School of

Physical Education and

Director of Athletics; David C.

Bischoff, Associate Provost;
Donald Junkins, associate
professor of English; Evan V.
Johnston, Executive Vice-
President of the Associate
Alumni ; and Peter Pascarelli of

Dorchester, Editor-in-Chief of

the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian.

Dennis Keating of Arlington
and John Hulecki of

Leominister, next year's football

co-captains, have been invited

to serve the committee as
consultants. Robert O'Connell,
assistant director of athletics,

will serve as non-voting
secretary of the committee.
The committee will screen

candidates for the position
vacated on Tuesday, Dec. 8 by
Vic Fusia, after ten years as
head coach.

New England's
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College Daily
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Weather:

Fair and cold,
highs in the 30's
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On The Inside:

Student Senators Speak on Class Governments
See page two

Defense Chief Laird Plans A Trip
See page three

Redmen WinA Big One, 74-68
See page twelve

Bromery Calls For Security Coordination
See page three

DR. RANDOLPH BROMERY, (right) meets with Northeast Area Coordinator Mike West to discuss campus security problems. See story on page
three. (MDC photo by Barry Penn)
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Revision Of Class Government

Planned Bv Senate Sub-Committee
ByBETHGOODELL

Senate Reporter

Class government is badly in need of revision, ac-

cording to three Student Senators who held a meeting

on the subject of reform last evening.

Senators Emory Rounds, chairman of the sub-

committee, Kevin Kulakowski, and Jim Bouin also a

class treasurer, met with the hope that people they

had invited from the class governments would help

them begin to redefine class government to give it a

definite role. None of those invited attended.

Right now. the Senators are working on decreasing

the amount of student taxes budgeted to each class,

with plans to reform the government system itself in

the future. They have proposed amendments to the

(lass Government Act which will cut the tax to no

more than $1.00 per class member per year for the

freshman, sophomore, and junior years, and not more
than $3 00 per member of the senior class. The classes

are getting $3, $2, $7, and $9, respectively this year.

If the proposed reduction in class budgets is ap-

proved by the Senate, the approximately $3600

maximum the classes would receive their first three

years would be spent running minor concerts ana
holding picnics. Seniors need the $3 per member to

pay for graduation expenses.

According to Rounds, class governments currently

serve as little more than program councils. Their

major function in recent years has been to schedule

concerts on campus. The Student Senate may soon set

up its own committee to do this, leaving class

governments with even less use for their funds.

Rounds said, "I think that class government is only

a shadow of the area governments." He foresees

giving the money taken away from the classes to the

area governments. Students lack a sense of class

membership but define themselves more as members
of their dorms and areas. The area governments
would put the funds to much better use, according to

Rounds.
The subcommittee on class government reform will

continue its work next semester when it presents its

amendments to the Senate. It also hopes to work with

the members of class governments to determine a

definite role for the governments to play on this

campus.

Columnist Kelman
On Acad. Freedom

The
other
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No feminine spray

can stop it.

The "other" odor. It starts in

the vaginal tract where no spray

can work. You can't spray it

away. And it's more offensive
than external odor caused by

perspiration.

That's the reason you need
Norforms" . . the second deodor-
ant ." These tiny suppositories

kill germs — stop odor in the va-

ginal tract for hours. Something
no soray can do. And doctor-
tested Norforms can be used as

often as necessary. They insert

easily, quickly.

Get Norforms protection for

the "other" odor no spray can

stop.

The second deodorant.
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STEVEN KELMAN

The I'Mass Faculty Group for

Academic Freedom will sponsor
a lecture by Steven Kelman,
Harvard 70, tomorrow night at

7 30 p.m. in 231 Herter Hall. The
event is open to the public

without charge.

Kelman will speak on "The
Student's Stake in Academic
Freedom". He graduated from
Harvard summa cum laude in

June 1970 and he is the author of

Push Comes to Shove: The
Escalation of Student Protest, a

book that has been widely ac-

claimed by the critics. His
syndicated column appear in the

Beaten (ilobe and he has written

for leading periodicals.

Mr. Kelman is past national

president of the Young People's

Socialist League (YPSL), the

youth organization of the
American Socialist Party led for

many years by the late Norman
Thomas The lecture is co-

sponsored by the YPSL chapter
and the Interim Organizational

Committee of Students for

Academic Freedom at I'Mass
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FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK
plus informative booklet! Write:
Norwich Pharmaca 1 Co.,Dept.CN-A,
Norwich, N.Y. 1381:. (Enclose 25c
for mailing, handling.)

Name,

Street.

City

State_ -Zip.

Don't forget your zip code.

WASHINGTON (AP)—Former
Secretary of the Interior Walter J.

Hickel's written request for a

meeting to brief President Nixon

last September on a just ended tour

of four nations was rejected in a

White House letter signed by an
assistant to an assistant.

The reply to Hickel's request,

delayed three weeks in the writing

and a month in delivery, bore the

name of Hugh W. Sloan Jr., staff

assistant to Special Presidential

Assistant Dwight Chapin, the man
who arranges Nixon's ap-

pointments.

The incident followed by five

months the now- famous letter to

the President which Hickel wrote,

as he later complained, because he

could not reach the President or his

top aids for what he considered an
urgent consultation.

In August, Hickel toured Arctic

areas of Canada and Alaska with

Jean Chretien, Canadian minister

of Indian affairs and northern

development; soon after, he visited

Finland and met with President

UrhoKekkonen, then went on to

Sweden and Norway.
On Sept. 11, Hickel wrote to

Nixon, calling the Arctic "the

storehouse of the world both in

resources and natural beauty."

The reply was dated Sept. 30 but

was not received by Hickel's office

at the Interior Department-four

blocks from the White House-until

Oct. 13.

"As much as the President would

like to be able to meet with you in

this regard, the unusually heavy

schedule which has been planned
for the coming weeks makes it

impossible for us to arrange an
appointment for you. However, the

President is most grateful to you
for making this offer and sends you
his thanks and warm good
wishes."

Hickel was not to see the

President privately until Nixon
summoned him abruptly on Nov.
25, and fired him.

Poetry Session Planned

The third in a series of Poetry Readings sponsored by the Master of

Fine Arts Program will be held tomorrow night at 7:30 in Memorial Hall

Lounge. Sydney Campbell, Stephen Herman and John Driscoll will be the

featured readers.

An open session will also be held to which members of the University

community are encouraged to bring their own work and share it with

others.

Further information may be obtained by contacting Bill Tremblay in

Bartlett 308C or by calling 5-1882.
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CHRISTMAS CHEER IN CENTRAL went over like a lead balloon as a Central Area Council spon-
sored tree-timming party drew about a dozen people. Those that came strung lights and things only to

discover that the plugs weren't put in, so the tree sat in darkness. < MIX photo by Steve Schmidt
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Campus Security Problems Worry Bromery
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor
"Flashing green lights" installed on the University Police

cars will give the campus security units "greater visibility"
said Dr. Randolph W. Bromery at the Trustee Student Life
Sub-committee meeting held during the SWAP conference
in South Lee last weekend. But, more than "greater
visibility", the biggest task of the University appears to be
the "co-ordination" of all the security units on campus.
The University has filed a "deficiency budget" to the State

Legislature which will provide for an additional police
vehicle, 4 new officers. 16 green uniformed security guards
and 10 transceivers plus a sum of money to provide over-
time pay .nd better dorm security. The immediate plans for
improving security will center around organizing the
confusing maze of the "over lapping" responsibilities and
uncoordinated actions of security guards, residence hall
assistants, student receptionists, Area Coordinator Security
people and University police on foot and in cars.

Meeting earlier this week, Sgt. Jerry O'Neil of the
University Police, Vice-Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
Assoc. Dean of Students for the Central and Northeast area
dorms, Michael West and Asst. to the Vice Chancellor
Douglas Forsythe, seemed to agree that with the funds
available for security at the present time, the only im-
mediate improvements which can be made are in the "co-
ordination" of the security forces presently available.

"In order for us to give the students the protection they
deserve, the students have to co-operate" emphasized
Bromery during the short conference held in the map room
of the UMass Police Station. Michael West backed Bromery
citing the results of a survey conducted in Orchard Hill

Complex which showed that only "one out of four" thefts

were being reported to the Police.

The discussion was set-up to explore some of the problems
facing the security forces on campus.
West proposed that "police sub-stations be created

somewhere on the eastern side of the campus, possibly in an
office in the Central or Northeast residential areas. He
pointed to the increased responsibility of the Area Coor-
dinators in security matters, saying that there is a "need to

organize security in the areas."
"We (the University) are still small enough to make do

with "what we have" responded Sgt. O'Neil to the proposal
"It would cost a fortune," he added explaining that a "sub-
station" would require at least five officers to operate it on a
24 hour basis.

Sgt. O'Neil was asked if he saw any "need" for a sub-
station: "At this point, No. "The security system "should be
flexible" he added.
The police do operate foot patrols in the residential areas

during the weekends, Sgt. O'Neil explained. Weeknights,
the Security Guards maintain patrols, but the Sergeant
remarked that the guards usually don't have adequate

training to be effective on patrol. Any increase in the

number of patrols would require additional manpower. "It

involves money," he said.

One step towards what Michael West called "getting
police involved in the areas" would be to have an officer

serve as a special "consultant" to the Area Coordinator.
Bromery said that the administration would have to

become more "flexible" in sifting through the "mass
confusion" of the night recept onists, security guards and
other security personnel. Bromery told the police to "fix

your people" and "we'll fill in."

The task of assigning security personnel to all the dorms
without fail every night was depicted as "impossible" by
Sgt. O'Neil. He recommended that the people responsible for
the dorm security (Area Coordinators, Security Guards and
Police) would have to meet and "work together."

West pointed out that the Central, Northeast an«POrchard
Hill Area Coordinators have received enough money
($10,000.00) to provide student night receptionists for every
dorm from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. for the remainder of this

semester. The biggest problem is coordinating with the rest

of the security forces.

Sgt. O'Neil commented that what the University needed
was some people to "sit down" and begin to plan for the
future needs of security on campus.

La ird To Visit So. Vietnam

,

Predicts No Pullout Problems
WASHINGTON (AP) -Secretary

of Defense Melvin R. Laird an-

nounced Tuesday he will fly to

Vietnam next month for a personal

assessment and said there is

nothing developing militarily that

would delay the U.S. troop pullout

timetable.

Laird told a Pentagon news
conference that he and Adm.
Thomas H. Moorer. chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, will leave

Jan. 5 for meetings in Paris with

IS. peace negotiators, then fly on

to Thailand and ultimately South

Vietnam. The purpose of Laird's

first visit to the war zone in about a

year, he said, is:

•To assess the progress of the

Vietnamization program, to assess

the military situation in Southeast

Asia; to assess the military

assistance programs; and also to

confer with Gen. Creighton W

Abrams on what lies ahead so far

as further troop reductions" are
concerned.

Under questioning, Laird said

"there is nothing developing
militarily that would cause us not

to meet or beat" the May goal of

reducing U.S. forces in Vietnam to

284,000 men.
He said a planning conference

will be held Jan. 4 in Hawaii to

work out details for meeting that

announced pullout objective.

The United States is slightly

ahead of its withdrawal schedule
and Laird predicted "we will be
below 340.000 at the time that that

planning conference takes place."

Pentagon officials say with-
drawals may be throttled down for

the next two months to be on the
safe side in the event the enemy
should launch a lunar New Year
offensive.

Laird said North Vietnamese
major military actions are con-
fined largely to Laos and Cam-
bodia. Infiltration rates for this

year will be somewhat below last

year, the defense secretary said
without expressing any opinion on
the significance of this.

Despite President Nixon's
assertion last week that the United
States would bomb North Vietnam
if there were a dangerous buildup
or serious rise in the level of

fighting in South Vietnam, Laird
insisted "there's been no basic
change in policy" on bombing.

In the past, the administration
has used other grounds for U.S.
warplane strikes against targets in

the North- enemy firing on U.S.
reconnaissance planes, serious
violations of the DMZ by in-

filtrators, or shelling of South
Vietnamese cities.

Foreign Students Required
To Take English Courses
At the beginning of each term, all entering foreign

students are required to take an English proficiency
examination administered by the Linguistics
Department. The purpose of this examination is to

determine whether a forjign student has need of

further work in English, i.e. whether he has language
difficulties which may impede his academic progress.
Students who score below a certain standard are
required to take a course offered by the Linguistics
Department under the title English for Foreign
Students (Linguistics 410).

The Linguistics Department wishes to call attention
to the fact that this course is open to all foreign
students (not just those who have been tested), and
any foreign student who is experiencing difficulty with
English (especially as regards his academic work)
should include this course in his curriculum. In the

Spring Term two sections of Linguistics 410 will be
offered as follows:

Section 1. 8:00 AM. MWF Thompson 819--Mr. Hatch
(School of Ed.)

Section 2. 4:00-5:15 TTh Machmer 201 --Mrs. Baron
(Linguistics)

Labs: 1. 4:40 TTh Bartlett B

2. 8:00 TTh Bartlett B
(The course is a non-credit course.) The English
Proficiency Examination for students entering in the
Spring Term will be held on January 23, from 10:00
A.M. to noon, in Thompson 106. For further in-

formation regarding the program in English for
foreign students, contact Adrian Akmajian,
Linguistics Department, Thompson 828 (5-0879).

GEFF FILM

WAXWORKS
re rescheduled ro

THURS , DEC. 17 — 8:00

THOMP. 104

Brothers of

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
IMPORTANT MEETING

December 17 at 7:30

to be held at the Lodge

PLEASE ATTEND

HILLEL - UJA BENEFIT MOVIE

THE PAWNBROKER
starring Rod Steiger

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 16 , THOMPSON 104

7:00 & 9:15 p.m.

Donations Gratefully Accepted

Undergrads Eligible

For Grad Courses
By ANN GURNETT

Staff Reporter
Although most undergraduates are unaware of it, they are eligibile

to enroll in graduate courses with the prerequisite being permission of
the instructor teaching the course. In order to get this permission,
however, a proficiency in the subject must be proven to the instructor.
According to Assoc. Dean of the Grad School, Arthur Gentile, most

undergraduates are oblivious to the opportunities open to them under
the auspices of the Grad School until they become upperclassmen.
"Some seniors enroll in grad courses," he said, "but all undergrads
should be made aware of their ability to enroll in grad courses of their
choice."

"Application of credit is a different matter," he continued. "Un-
dergraduates can apply credit earned in a graduate course towards
their bachelor's degrees if they wish. However, if they attend UMass'
grad school, they cannot apply graduate credit earned as an un-
dergrad and applied towards a bachelor's degree towards their
master's or doctorate degrees. "Similarly," he added, "if the credit
earned before graduation is extra credit and not applied towards the
bachelor's degree, it will be accepted as credit for a masters' or
doctorate degree."
Information pertaining to graduate programs offered next semester

can be obtained at the graduate offices in Munson Hall or by con-
tacting one of the Deans of the Grad School.

*

AUTO
INSURANCE
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BUDGET PAYMENTS
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insurance
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Westfield
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In The Nation And The World

Celler Report Links Douglas To CIA
WASHINGTON (AP) - Supreme Court Justice

William O. Douglas was linked in a congressional
report Tuesday with the Central Intelligence Agency
in one of the activities for which his House critics are
seeking to impeach him.

The report of the special House committee that

investigated Douglas indicates two men associated
with him in a Dominican Republic literacy project had
some connection with the CIA.

The connection is left unclear, however, because
CIA Director Richard Helms refused to deliver a
secret Memorandum bearing on the Douglas case to

committee investigators.

The committee has already announced its finding

that it feels no grounds exist for impeaching Douglas.
Its report, made public Tuesday, contains the

evidence on which the finding was based.

The 924 page report is filled with letters, govern-
ment documents, legal briefs and other material
winnowed from 500,000 documents the committee says
it examined during its five months investigation.

Chairman Emanual Celler, D-N.Y., in an ac-

companying statement, said, "I am sure all fair

minded people, after studying the material in the final

report, will agree there is no basis for impeachment of

Associate Justice Douglas."
The other two Democrats on the committee, Reps.

Byron G. Rogers of Colorado and Jack Brooks of

Texas, joined Celler in the majority conclusion.

One of the two Republican members, William M.
McCulloch of Ohio, declined to sign the report and the

other, Edward Hutchinson of Michigan, wrote a

minority opinion declaring witnesses should be
examined under oath in public hearing before the

committee reaches a final conclusion.

This is certain to be the demand of most if not all of

the House members who touched off the investigation

last spring. The Judiciary Committee, under Celler's

urging, stepped in and took over the inquiry to head off

an investigation by another panel selected from the

membership at large.

Rep. Louis C. Wyman, R-N.H., one of Douglas's
most persistent critics, has already announced he will

introduce a resolution at the opening of the new
Congress next month calling for such an investigation.

House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford of

Michigan, whose speech last April 15 formed the basis

for the Celler committee investigation, says he will

support Wyman's effort.

SSTPasses House,
Heads For Senate

WASHINGTON >AP>-A $210

million compromise to keep
development of the 1,800 mile an
hour supersonic transport alive

flew through the House Tuesday
and headed for a threatened
filibuster showdown in the Senate.

Senate apponents said they were
ready to launch weeks of talking to

keep the SST money out of a $2.6

billion transportation money bill.

The opponents, led by Sen. William

Proxmire, (D) Wis., carried

thousands ofpagesof congressional

testimony on the SST to the Senate

floor, ready to read it aloud for

hours on end.

The House passed the bill 319 to

71 and the only direct effort to cut

out the SST money was shouted

down by voice vote.

The leading House opponent of

the SST, Rep. Sidney R. Yates, (D)

111 . said the $210 million com-
promise-an $80 million trim from
President Nixon's request for $290

million-would only stretch out the

program and ultimately add $180

million to the SST's cost.

The added cost would raise the

taxpayers' share for developing

two SST prototypes to an even $1.5

billion. Yates said, twice the $750

million ceiling President John F.

Kennedy put on the federal money
when he approved the plane in

1962.

"This is yo-yo financing of the

worst kind,'
-

Yates said.

He quoted Secretary of Tran-
sportation John A. Volpe as telling

House Senate conferees in a Dec. 9

letter that anything less than $250
million for the SST this year
"would destroy the prototype
program as we know it today" and
obviously would increase the
government's cost.

But he told the House that after

the Senate killed all $290 million for

the SST two weeks ago, the $210

million compromise was the
maximum the House could get.

There will be a meeting of the

Freshman Class Executive Council

DECEMBER 16 - 7:30 p.m.

in Room 917

in the Campus Center

>HOOT VOIR OWN ELEPHANT ...
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Restrictions Eased On
Cambodian Involvement
WASHINGTON (AP)-A House-Senate conference committee

Tuesday eased some proposed new restrictions on U.S. involvement in

Cambodia while still another set of restraints became mired indebate

on the Senate floor.

In the latter case, backers of the restrictions conceded President

Nixon probably could not be barred as commander in chief from

continuing to orde: raids, rescue missions and even small invasions.

The joint congressional committee reached agreement on a $66.5

billion defense appropriations bill that contains a provision barring

use of U.S. ground combat troops in Cambodia.

It also restates a year old ban on use of such troops in Laos and

Thailand.

But at the insistance of House members the committee added a

paragraph saying "nothing contained in this section should be con-

strued as prohibiting the President from taking action in said areas

designed to promote the safe and orderly withdrawal or

disengagement of U.S. forces from Southeast Asia or to aid in the

release of Americans held prisoner of war."

On the Senate floor meanwhile, a set of much broader restraints on

U.S. aid to Cambodia ran into prolonged debate. Majority Leader

Mike Mansfield of Montana said he doesn't know whether the bill

carrying those restrictions could be brought to a vote before Congress

adjourns.

The bill on the floor would authorize $550 million in aid to several

countries with $255 million in military and economic assistance

earmarked for Cambodia.
The bill would prohibit use of U.S. ground combat troops or advisors

in Cambodia, states that approval of assistance does not commit the

U.S. to defend that country and would require the President to seek

congressional approval 30 days in advance of making any emergency
aid available to Cambodia.

The Senate early in the day rejected an amendment by Sen. John J

Williams, ( R ) Del., that would have applied these restrictions to some
$500 million already approved for aid to Israel.

Debate bogged down on an amendment by Sen. Mike Gravel, tD)

Alaska, that would strike out the $155 million in new Cambodian
money.
Gravel said that by approving new money the Senate would be

approving administration policies and that the only way to end the

war in Southeast Asia is to cut off the funds and bring the troops home

Springfield May Lose State School Aid

BOSTON ( AP) - The state Board of Education voted overwhelmingly

Tuesday to withhold $7.3 million in state aid to the Springfield school

system next September if the city does not move to correct racial im-

balance.

The board gave the city until April 1 to allocate $150,000 to move ahead

on school construction plans and to submit plans to eliminate school

imbalance.
Five of Springfield's 49 schools are adjudged racially imbalanced.
Springfield Mayor Frank Freedman told board members at the

meeting that if funds were cut off, "it would cause chaotic conditions.

"The affluent whites would move out and Springfield would become a
welfare city."

i
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Campus Center Auditorium
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InternationalClub ToShow
Chinese Self Defense

Practically all Oriental martial arts have their root in China. For
instance, it is interesting to note that three Chinese characters Kara
Te Do (Pronounced in Japanese), or Tang Su Do (pronounced in

Korean), mean the same thing: the way of Chinese Fist Fight. It is

also worth noting that things like Judo, Aikido or Boiitsu are in one
way or another a simplified version of a highly sophisticated Chinese
martial art. More precisely, Judo has its origin in Chinese Wrestling
and Aikido is derived from Chi-no. And the philosophy in both of them,
i.e. soft movement can outdo mere strength, or Yin overcomes Yang,
is based on the ideas of Tai Chi.

In Chinese, Kung Fu is a collective noun foi all kinds of martial arts.

It contains not only the arts and techniques of bare hand fighting but

also of various (classical) weapons such as sword, spear, chain, stick,

etc. Th° most elegant feature of Kung Fu training is not in its

sophisticated excercises, nor in its effecient fighting techniques, but

in its philosophy of self-discipline and sense of morality. The idea of

Kung Fu is to build one's soul through physical exercises in order to

live in harmony with the Universe. These sophisticated exercises,,

upon proper practice, become lethal weapon. One is not supposed to

use it on another person unless it is for defense of his own life or for

his country and family honor. Therefore, a Kung Fu teacher is highly

selective in choosing his students lest he passes this lethal technique

on to the wrong person. A student is trained to be very patient, patient

enough to take in practically any insult; for patience is the greatest

courage. He is also taught to be humble, for there is always more to

learn. And finally, upon leaving his teacher at the end of this training,

the student receives from the teacher a dagger which is to be used on

himself should he ever do anything immoral.

A brief talk and demonstration of Kung Fu will be given at the In-

ternational Club meeting at 4:00 p.m. this Thursday, December 17, in

Colonial Lounge, Student Union. Everyone is welcome.

KUNG FU—Chinese self-defense. One swipe of a well-trained foot or hand and a lot of damage can be
inflicted. Note the way in which these boards are splintered by one leaping kick.

Exchange Programs Outlined Tonight [index Goes Liberal
Tonight at 8 p.m. there will be a

meeting in Rooms 174-176 at the

Campus Center at which all

students -and all interested
members of the university com-
munity-are invited to hear about
and sign up for intercultural

communications programs that

will be offered during the spring
semester. These workshops are
being planned on the assumption
that there might be numbers of

students, US and foreign, who
would like to learn more about
each other's ideas, cultural
backgrounds, differences and
shared interests. It is also assumed
that it could be useful to in-

vestigate the ways that stereotypes

a particular cultural or national

group has of others impede
communication and interpersonal

relationships. Finally, it is the

belief of those planning the in-

tercultural programs that a special

effort should be made for the

foreign students who will arrive on
campus second semester to help

them understand their new-

cultural environment.
Involved in making plans for the

intercultural programs are a small
number of persons drawn from the

International Programs Office,

Center for International
Education, and Human Relations

Center. At the session in the

Campus Center they will outline

what the programs will consist of

and what they will aim at.

Volunteering to lead the programs
are Jacke Harris of the Human
Relations Center, Bob Pearson,

John Blacken. Dale Kinsley,
Raymond Giles and Walt Johnson
of the International Education
Center, and Ann Silva of the In-

ternational Programs Office.

Each program or workshop will

be limited in enrollment. Each will

have its own style and format.

Each will include both American
and foreign students. Both
graduate and undergraduate
students are eligible to participate.

If you are a foreign student at.

UMass. and want to share your
ideas on the U.S. and your home
country, if you are an American
student planning to go abroad next
summer or next year and want to

rap about what it's like to be a
foreign student, or if you are an
American student or foreign
student and want to exchange
views on why each can find it

difficult having real com-
munication with the other, come to

the Campus Center tonight at 8:00

and sign up to be in an intercultural

communications program in the

spring.

Goodell Announces

Christmas Hours
Christmas recess hours for Goodell and
Branch libraries

Wed. Thu , Dec. 23

& 24

Fn Sun . Dec 25 27

Mon Thu , Dec 28

31

Fn. Sun , Jan 13

Regular nou.s
except that all

libraries will close

at 5:00 p.m
All libraries closed

Regular hours
except that all

libraries will close

at 5 00 p m
libraries closen

Examination period s

hours to be announced I

ary

A new policy has been established regarding dress for the senior por-

traits by the executive editors of the 1971 INDEX. Formal dress, coat and
tie for men and the traditional drape for women, are no longer required.

Dress is left to the individual's personal taste. The INDEX editors

request some restraint, as wild attire detracts from the quality of the

portrait.

The pictures are being taken this week, December 14-19, in the Norfolk
Room on the second floor of the Student Union. All those students

graduating in January or going on the ed block second semester should
have meir portraits taken during this time. Portraits for all other

graduating seniors will be t aken during second semester.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

GAY
DOESN'T

MEAN ALONE
MAYBE WE CAN HELP

586-2811 665-2853

>.

On I'lie I'tr-t Du Of Christum*.

Mj True l.ove (i$k\r T» Me,
\ Honor «f WiiUh Oift. In \ Pe:ir Tree—

i

Clothiers

To Men
and Women
Since

%rsvm of Hffalalj, Jnr.

Amhrrat. iflanaatlmiirtlB

"tin The Vlllrtcr Common"
starting This Friday

Open Daily !>:00 • 9:00 (Sat. 9:00 - 5:80)

NEW YEARS EVE
AT

The Top of the Campus

Choice of Dinners

Bottle of Mateus with dinner

Dancing

Champagne at Midnight

19.71 per couple
(plus tax)

Early seating at 6:00 for dinner only.

Reservations Required

34.71 per couple

includes a beautiful room in the Campus
Center Hotel for the night of Dec. 81,

1970. And when you arise on the New
Year, be our guest in the Concrete Cof
fee Pot for Danish Pastry, Juice and
Coffee

* reservations taken
Mon. • Fri. 9 . S
call 5450418)
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Flying Hatchets
You have to laugh sometimes at the intellectual

elitists that permeate college campuses. You know the

type. They sign New York Times Anti-War ad-

vertisements, write ten dollar checks for Biafran

relief, read Partisan Review, wear their hair a little

long, and in their self-satisfied way, sneer, mock,

scorn, and try to destroy anyone who may be not so

cultured, or may not have the same ideas of what

culture is.

They are at work right now, trying to do a hatchet

job on someone who does not want to play their phony

game, who did something they thought not right, and

who has tried to do something for his whole com-

munity.
Charlie Keenan, station manager of WFCR. the

public radio station of Western Massachusetts, is

currently being subjected to an inquisition, sanctioned

by the Faculty Senate, because of a personnel change
he instituted. I am not going to discuss that affair,

although I have a definite idea of it, because I don't

think it's my place to talk about internal personnel

changes of any organization. I furthermore, don't

think that the Faculty Senate has any right to take up
the matter.
But I am going to gladly write about what Charlie

Keenan has done for WFCR and for the community. In

doing so, I will resist strong temptations to step into

the gutter of vicious personality assassination, which
Keenan's opposition has chosen.

WFCR used to be a little-listened to member station

of the Eastern Educational network. It was listened to

and directed solely toward those intellectual elite. It

was in effect, musak for the snobs.

But when Keenan was appointed a little over a year
ago, the network and the station were undergoing
change. For the network had changed its name

significantly to the Public Radio network.

The change makes no bones about the fact, that

since public radio is paid for by all the public, it should

be directed to as many parts of that public as can be

done.

That has been done. WFCR presently produces

'Que Tal Amigos ", which was going off the air, Pre-

Keenan, a program that is directed toward the large

area Spanish speaking populations, especially in

Springfield, Albany and Hartford. And the program
has been widely acclaimed, to the extent that it will go
on television in Hartford within the near future.

"Colors" a recently created program for the black

community, a program incidentally, that was created

over the strong objections of the departed liberal

intellectuals, has also been widely acclaimed and is in

the process of being syndicated for the entire Eastern
Network.
The station has offered jazz programs, serious rock

programs, children's shows, in depth news
programming. And with all this, it still has provided

over 70 hours a week of quality classical music
programming, the thing that is supposedly being

destroyed by the personnel change.

You could go on. But Charlie Keenan has instituted a
general change of atmosphere at WFCR, which has
resulted in extraordinarily good station morale, in-

creased listeners, and a solid commitment to the

community it serves.

As Keenan says, "We musy serve the whole com-
munity, and try to provide a voice for those many
segments of the community that previously have not

been heard. And I think we are only beginning to do
the job." -

But the hatchets are stilled bared and a person who
seeks to help a community must still duck the blade.

Carbuncle

Once Again Academic Freedom

Academic freedom is only a form whose content is

determined by power. In the United States where
power is mainly economic and this economic power is

the virtual monopoly of very few corporations which
are in turn controlled by very few individuals, the

content of academic freedom becomes the needs of

Corporate America. Under the regime of academic
freedom, corporations have the right to buy research,
thereby determining its direction, and the right to buy
students, a purchase usually called "recruiting ". In

the United States academic freedom has become the
ideological cover under which the university is con-
trolled by the corporate rich.

The fact that academic freedom functions to cover
corporate control of the university does not imply in

the least that academic freedom should not be
defended by radicals. Academic freedom is needed to

protect dissenters on campus. Such protection or
what Agnew might call the "coddling of radicals" is

the price the ruling class pays for its ideological
cover. It is a price, we must never fail to extract, if for
no other reason than our own self-protection.
What we have to understand is the difference bet-

ween form and content. The form, academic freedom,
we defend. The present content of that freedom,
corporate control, we oppose because it makes a sham
of our freedom. But to fight the corporate content of
academic freedom, we must find a power equal to
their economic power. Such power exists when

students and faculty act together as a mass movement
with the goal of establishing their own democratic
control of the university.

Let the May Strike serve as our example. Academic
freedom was preserved-the Young Americans for

Freedom were permitted without question to set up a

table in the Student Union defending the invasion of

Cambodia-but the content of that freedom was
radically altered. Students set up their own classes in

the form of strike workshops where they learned what
was relevant to them, not to the corporations.
Recruitment and ROTC, two of the main institutions

by which corporate interests are served, were stop-

ped. The University was run by a democratically
elected strike committee of faculty and students, not
by a Board of Trustees (For whom do they hold us in

trust.).

What made possible the radical change in the
content of academic freedom was the mass support
the strike enjoyed on campus. True, this radical
alteration of the University was for a bare three
weeks, but to make it longer, we are going to have to

build mass support not only on campus but off cam-
pus. That is the key to our future strategy: we must
create a movement which has such massive support
among students and non-students alike, that the
corporate perversion of our freedom will be ended
once and for all.

Happy Two Hundreth Birthday, Ludwig Von Beethoven

Today is Ludwig von Beethoven's two
hundredth birthday. It is fair to say that

awareness of this fact is directly traceable

to one man, a man who for sixteen years has
been of the brightest lights on the American
Landscape. Charles Schultz, creator of

Peanuts has made many people happy. To
me this is something for which America
owes the man the utmost thanks. I'd like to

devote my column today to Peanuts. I feel

safe to saying that Peanuts personalities are
by now very widely known. Stars of stage
and screen as well as daily newspapers
and countless books, they are truly a part of

our modern culture.

On the occasion of Beethoven's Birthday,

it seems appropriate to start with
Schroeder. I have to admire the artistic

dedication he displays. We generally see
Schroeder in only three situations: as a
peripheral jock on Charlie Brown's losing

teams, picketing to inform us as to how
many shopping days remain until

Beethoven's Birthday (the current figure is

365), or playing his toy piano. It is when
Schroeder is playing the piano that I most
enjoy him. Inevitably he must put up with an

unwanted audience, an audience consisting

of the most dislikeable person alive. Still,

such is his dedication to his art that he has
thus far resisted the temptation to belt her in

the mouth. Truly a gentleman and a scholar,

Schroeder.

The Van Pelt family provides a study in

absolute contrast. On the one hand there is

Linus. Linus is a fine example of the

Aquarius personality. He is intellectual,

kind, altruistic, truly one of nature's

noblemen. The wisdom Linus utters in a

week is more than most people can claim in

a lifetime. That he does not win the most
admired polls is as unjust as it is unim-

portant. It is no wonder that the others

cannot share in Linus' belief in the Great
Pumpkin. They lack both his higher vision

and his purity of soul. There are not many
men of his caliber.

On the other hand, we have his shrewish

sister. Lucy Van Pelt is the kind of person I

would cross the street to avoid. When she is

not bothering Schroeder, she is picking on

Linus, Snoopy, or Charlie Brown.

She is an obnoxiously disagreeable per-

son. Whether it be her insane jealously of an

obvious better in her dealings with her
younger brother, her wrath against seeing
spontaneous joy when she sees Snoopy, or
her know-it-all nosiness as relates to Charlie
Brown, this girl has demonstrated for years
that she is a royal pain. I don't like Lucy Van
Pelt very much. It's a credit to her parents
that they had another child after seeing
their first turn out like her.

The flying ace is a big one. Schultz' af-

fection for the "funny looking dog with a big
brown nose" is obvious. Snoopy is always
getting involved in long stories, whether he
be lost behind enemy lines, leading Wood-
stock South for the winter (a disasterous
venture of last month vivaled only by
Tricky's POW raid, or playing Walter Mitty
in the National Hockey League, Snoopy is a
shameless showboat who will ham it up at
the slightest provocation. He's cute, though,
so he gets away with it.

Woodstock, the little bird who hangs with
Snoopy, is a modern day Sisyphus. Life for

Woodstock is analagous to playing opposite

Deacon Jones when you're four feet tall and
weight fifty pounds. Woodstock is always
getting conked on the head when he goes out

for a pass. He had to WALK to Florida
because he's too small to fly. Yet he grins
and bears it: he's a great little guy (bird?).
Finally I come to everyman's Everyman,

the guy who could rewrite the Book of Job.
Peppermint Patty calls him Chuck, but to

the rest of the world he's known as Charlie
Brown. He suffers. His love affair from a
distance with the little redheaded girl is a
classic tale of the self-destructive nature of
shy people. His annual farce with Lucy Van
Pelt, in which she offers to hold the ball for
him to kick, then yanks it away in sadistic
ecstacy, is a continued triumph of hope over
experience. Yet Charlie Brown remains
ever optimistic, though life deals him one
cruel blow after another. We should all take
inspiration from Charlie Brown, for he is

truly a man of great fortitude. When our own
troubles get us down, we should think of
Charlie Brown. If you think you got
troubles...

Charles Schultz' characters make people
happy. I think that's great. Peace, Charles
Schultz. That's my column. Peace.

Campus Carousel

PROTECTION OF MINORITY GROUPS from
slander is taking group action at Brooklyn College. A
story in a recent issue of KINGSMAN tells about "The
Committee for a Group Libel Amendment" which is

circulating petitions for a referendum to amend the

Student Government constitution.

It reads, "No group or organization may libel,

slander, or defame any racial, religious or ethnic

group or incite to violence against them either through
publications sponsored by the group or through policy

or resolution endorsed by the group or through policy

or resolution endorsed by the group."

The trick is now for the petition to win signatures of

ten per cent of the student body for calling the

referendum, and a vote of one-sixth to pass it.

Ah apatny, where is thy sting?
*****

GRAFTITTI AT FRESNO STATE has been recorded

in the campus newspaper, INSIGHT, by one Behroux
Saba in a piece titled, "Student Sees Writing On Wall

In Men's Room."
Among the goodies he has discovered, "Eat it,

5,000.000,000,000,000 can't be wrong" and "Better

freak than Greek."

Also, F.S.C. (for Fresno State College) is taken to

mean, "Fire, Santa Claus", while another wit ad-

monishes, "Jesus Saves, Moses Invests."
*****

SHOPLIFTINGS A CRIME AT STONY BROOK,
where the State U. there has announced that any

student caught with the goods will be prosecuted

under Suffolk County law, rather than campus
regulations.

And there'll be "no exceptions," they say.

Honesty is the best policy for the customer who is

always right.
* » * * •

MEANWHILE, at UMass, the campus police made
their first arrest (at least the first made public) in a

long series of bomb scare telephone calls).

The campus newspaper and administrators had
teen remarkably silent about some 50 calls the emp-
tied classroom buildings, dormitories and offices

since the beginning of the school year.

And the only hint to the campus community in the

campus newspaper that the arrest had been made was
a cryptic one-liner that had appeared in the "police

log". The area newspapers made the announcement,
complete with identification of the student arrested on
the charge of "making a false report of explosives."

Managed news?
*****

THE COMMERCIAL PRESS of the area also reported
that some students sought refuge in local motels after

seven different bomb threats in two days left 1,500

UMass students "shivering in 18-degree temperatures
as police searched dormitories for explosive devices."

Better than panty raids?
*****

SPEAKING OF DISTURBANCES, residents of men's
dorms at Louisiana State have petitioned officials to

take measures to curtail disturbances that "disregard

the academic pursuit of fellow students," according to

a page one piece in the DAILY REVEILLE.
Because of noise in the area of three dorms, "it is

not feasible nor possible to engage in academic un-

dertakings to properly rest one's body through the

means of restful sleep," the petitioners said.

One solution offered is coed dorms, as one student

noted that girls often instigate panty raids by phoning

men and inviting them over.

Cherchez la fernme!
*****

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK came also from the

DAILY REVEILLE, which has a way of getting to the

point: "Euthanasia Supporters Back Abortion, Tulane

Prof. Says." And with friends like these who needs

enemies?

Campus Comment

Something Else

To the Editor:

Friends, freaks, and fellow students: Are you tired

of the kind of Christmas parties that wreck your mind?
Try something else. On Wednesday night, December
16, a 8 o: clock, a really together experience is taking

place in the colonial lounge of the student union. This

phenomenon known as College Life gives a view of

college life as it can be rather than as it is and can
really change your life. There will be entertainment

and a door prize. There will be students telling of a life

style that really works for them, based on a personal

relationship with the greatest peace candidate of all

time. There will be Boston University director Carl

Galyon talking about Christmas as fact or fantasy.

College Life is one Christmas party you can't afford to

miss.

DANA PHIPPS

Tickets

Identity Crisis

To the Editor:

In reference to Don Glickstein's editorial on

"WONDERING", I his next door neighbor took time

out from my drug pushing, shooting, pimping, and

urinating to write this letter. It seems that Glickstein

himself suffers from an identity crisis which is

common to many middle class adults. He views

himself above and aloof from people deviating from

his norm while not realizing that it is his failure and

others that causes many people to act in this way. I'm

speaking of the concept of interpersonal relations,

where people interact and learn to deal with others

effectively by recognizing their problems and ap-

prehensions and accepting them at a common level.

All the education in the world will not help people in

Glickstein's condition unless they can learn to ef-

fectively interact with others. So Greenough will

provide a new silver-lined home for the virginal, non-

urinating Don Glickstein, to retire in at 10 o'clock and

sleep peacefully forgetting about Project 10.

KENNETH E. BOYCE
248 Pierpont

To the Editor:

I have recently received another parking ticket. I

parked in a certain lot knowing that it was illegal and I

take responsibility for my offense. But what I cannot

accept is the lack of logic and appropriateness behind

the formation of some parking regulations. I am not in

disagreement with the whole set up for allotting

certain places for certain cars. I do object to the law's

neglect of personal needs and daily necessities for

getting around this huge campus. I commute by car to

school and I have classes and meetings at different

locations on the campus, yet I am allowed only one

parking sticker. This means I can only legally park in

my registered place (at the School of Education) and
if I want to use the Boyden gym I have to drive all the

way to campus, park my car a mile away and ap-

proach Boyden by waiting for a campus bus; then

reverse the process to get home or elsewhere. This is

bureaucratic and theoretical thinking and it wastes

my personal and private time. I strongly object.

I would be more than willing to talk traffic officials

about making certain regulations more reasonable.

For example most cars do not move around campus
during the day. Their owners only have business in

one area. Why not experiment with 'stationary' and

'mobile' stickers whereby commuters and others who
need to move around daily can do so. Even allowing

only two stickers for mobile people would greatly

improve the situation. There are probably enough
such people to allow open parking spaces to occur

every hour during class time (8:00 to 4:00) in every

parking lot. I know when I park illegally now that it is

relatively easy to. find places to park; I find 10 to 20

empty places in most lots, if not more in the larger

areas.

Since this is an educational institution, isn't this the

place for seeking personal and reasonable solutions by

negotiation and experimentation?

Sincerely,

RICHARD AMMON
Humanistic Center

School of Education

Prep Schools 'Money Tight

GILL - A plan for future operation of the Northfield and Mount Hermon
Schools was outlined this week by administration officials in advance of

the trustees meeting in January.
Two Companies

Howard L. Jones, president, said the report to the trustees will

recommend separate dormitory coeducational campuses as has

previously been discussed. The proposal calls for 150 girls to live on the

Mount Hermon campus, and the same number of boys to live at Nor-

thfield. Special halls have been designated for the purpose.

The plan foresees an enrollment of 1050 students for the 1971-72

academic year, a decline of about 100 from the current figure.

Tuition is projected at $3750. Tuition at Mount Hermon presently is

$3500 and at Northfield, $3600.

Financial aid, which amounts to nearly $1 million this year, will be held

at the same per capita level. The payroll is expected to be reduced by 20

per cent. Normal attrition will take care of part of the reduction, but it

was agreed there will be some hardships.

It has been agreed however, that no staff member will be asked to take

a pay cut. Jones agreed that it reflects a form of "recession," stating

costs keep rising while applications are down.
Receptions Planned

He said the reduction is an effort to take positive planned action to seek

out the kind of student "we can serve best."

He also said that in January and February there will be 24 admissions

receptions held in various New England cities. If the measures taken are

effective, it may be possible to revise the estimates.

Arthur H. Kiendl, headmaster elect of the combined schools, an-

nounced numerous staff appointments. In closing he expressed optimism

for the schools and for other independent schools with resources and
ability to adjust to "new situations, new demands and the rigors of the

present economy."

Honoring The Flag

To the Editor:

The Collegian article of Mon., Dec. 14 dealing with the Amherst College

student arrested for wearing the American flag on the seat of his pants,

reminded me of a recent article in the Boston Globe which described the

arrest and sentencing of Martha Meyers, an Arlington High School

student who had burned an American flag during a student demon-

stration last April.

Both students were fined and sentenced to jail terms. Both cases were

appealed and new sentences issued: the Arlington girl was asked by the

judge to "show her courage"~to march to Harvard Square carrying the

court's 15 lb. flag. Martha accepted the "challenge". The Amherst
College Junior accepted his new sentence also: he is to write an essay on

the history of the American flag and "what it means to millions in this

world" - and then must read this essay to the next naturalization session

in Northampton.
In both articles, the attitudes of the condemned toward their unusual

punishment were never fully disclosed - only their superficial

acquiescence was reported. But it is the sentences, not the sentenced that

most concern me.
The courts, which are at the center of our national experience, reflect

the way in which our institutions attempt to impose an obsolete,

repressive value system upon human energy that can be dealt with in no
other way, given the terms of the institutions themselves. To suppose that

such forced proclamations and hollow "Honor America" rhetoric wiH in

any way improve the respect for and love of an America which for many
has become an object of scorn, here and all over the world, is not only
naive, but frightening. This behavior forces the assumption that by
"honoring the flag" we are dealing with the institutions that this flag

symbolizes.

This error tragically echoes in our schools. Rote learning rarely
heightens consciousness.

JUDITH DAVIS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and telephone

number (all of which will be withheld upon request). The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.
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It's Not Too Late To Reclassify
By Gilbert J. Salk
Staff Reporter

Let's cover the lottery one more
time, even if it has been discussed
several times already. Judging
from the great number of questions
I've been getting about it, things
are still very unclear. Please. Save
this, bring it home with you during
vacation, and show it to your
friends. It might save a life.

First, the following material
applies only to those who were born
before Jan. 1, 1951. You had a
lottery number assigned to you in

December of 1969, and are eligible

to serve you priority year in 1970
(this year).

If you are I—A and your number
is not called by your local board
before midnight, Dec. 31, 1970, you

have completed your eligibility

year. There are two conditions

which you must fulfill.

First, you must be I—A (or I—

O

or I—A—0). It is not too late to be
reclassified Technically, you have
been reclassified as soon as your
board receives a letter from your
requesting that your deferment be
dropped and that your
classification be changed to I—A.
Thus, you are eligible whether or
not the board meets to formalize
your reclassification. Be sure to
send your letter Certified (not
Kegistered) Mail, Return Receipt
Requested. Keep a copy and staple
your receipt to it when it comes
back. This will be proof of the date
when the board received your
letter.

Second, your number must be
higher than any the board has
called for this year. No numbers
over 195 are being called; your
board may not have gotten that

high. Check it out. If the highest

number your board has called is

189, and your number is 190, you
are safe. You should immediately
write to your board requesting

reclassification. This really means
immediately ! Don't play any wait-

until-the-lasf-minute-games. You
don't gain a thing, and Christmas
mail slows things up. The board
must receive your letter no later

than Dec. 31 for you to be
reclassified.

What happens once you're
reclassified? You can, if you wish.

request your II—S back when you
register for second semester. In

any case, you are automatically

put into the second priority pool. In

order for you to be drafted, the

board must first call all 366

numbers in the 1971 pool, then
i- -turn to where they left off this

year and work up to your number.
The odds are that the numbers will

not go over 300 next year, so you
are obviously safe.

Some important points: You do
not have to be I—A for a full

calendar year-1 day is sufficient

as long as that 1 day is Dec. 31. You
do not give up any chance for

deferments by playing the lottery-
if you qualify for them, you can get
them at any time. The draft call

can not suddenly be increased for
December. Boards meet only once
a month (most will meet this week)
and they already have their calls
for this month. The number they
reach at this time will be the top
number they reach for 1970.

If any of this is not clear, please
get draft counseling before you go
home for Christmas. Draft
Counseling Services has an office
on the second floor of the Student
Union, and will have a literature
and info table set up outside the
Hatch the rest of this week. Use it.

Peace.

BEST BUY ANYWHERE

MDC Classifieds

Security Log

The Arts and Performance Committee
of Mount Holyoke College

presents
The Oxford and Cambridge Shakespeare Company in

HAMLET
by William Shakespeare

directed by Jonathan Miller
"a stimulating and intelligent production"

—Michael Myer
One performance only in Western Massachusetts at

Mount Holyoke College on JAN. 8, 1971
in Chapin Auditorium at 8 p.m.

TICKETS ON SALE at Mount Holyoke College Labb Thea-
trc Box Office Monday - Friday (Dec. 14-18) & Mondav -

Friday 'Jan 4-8l K>:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.
Phone NM MM, ext. 596 for reservations.

Tickets: SI, <S3. s»

The following are selected en-

tries from the logs of the Campus
Police, the Security Guards, and
the Residence Hall Assistants
compiled by MDC Staff Reporter
John Fitzgerald for the period 1

a.m. Friday, December llth to 7

a.m. Monday, December 14th.

December 11, 1970.

12:41 a.m. Report of a transistor

radio stolen from a room in the

Southwest Area.
3:02 a.m. Report of a larceny of a
radio from a car in Lot.

10:10 a.m. Report of a purse
snatcher in Thomson Tower.
3:27 p.m. Report of money theft

from a Southwest dorm.
10:05 p.m. Report of a wallet stolen

from a room in the Southwest
Area.

December 12, 1970.

2:46 a.m. Report of person in

Orchard Complex breaking win-
dows.

3:20 a.m. A Southwest Residence
Hall Assistant was told that a
female resident was on a "bad
trip" upstairs, but could get no
further details.

3:40 a.m. Two males from the
Drop-in Center were admitted to

the dorm by the Head of
Residence.

4:00 a.m. The Campus Police
were admitted into the dorm on the
same call.

11:22a.m. Report of breaking and
entering from a Central Area
dormitory.

7.00 p.m. Report that a motor
vehicle had hit a fence guard
around a light pole in F Lot. No
damage to light pole.

December 13, 1970.

2:27 a.m. Report of a male hit by a

motor vehicle on Fearing Street.

Cruise assigned to assist Amherst
Police.

5:00 p.m. Three persons ap-
prehended cutting trees in Stadium
Area.

7:58 p.m. Report of a bomb scare
for a Southwest dormitory. Im-
mediate evacuation of the building.

Officers assigned to investigate.

9:03 p.m. Another bomb threat for

the same Residence Hall.

December 14, 1970.

12:17 a.m. Report of the theft of a
purse from a Northeast Residence
Hall room
2:00 a.m. Report from a Nor-
theast Residence Hall of a
suspicious person outside the
building.

5:06 a.m. Report from a South-
west Residence Hall of a suspicious
person inside the building.

Tonight at 8 in the S U Ballroom

BILL RUSSELL

Talks About Today

"Go Up For Glory"

DON'T MISS THIS SPEECH BY ONE
OF AMERICAS GREATEST SPORTSMEN.

«i

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16 8 p. m.

S. U. BALLROOM
• A DVP PRESENTATION

A Treat For Schroeder
r&

Film Fare

The CIVlass Symphony Orchestra performs its opening concert of
e season tonicht.

Today is the two hundredth anniversary of

Beethoven's birth.

In honor of the occasion tonight at 8:15 the

UMass Symphony Orchestra under the direction

of Ronald Steele will perform as their featured
work Beethoven's Symphony No. 3 in E-flat

major "Eroica".
Long considered one of the most monumental

and powerful symphonies ever written, the work
broke all eighteenth century traditions as it

almost single-handedly opened new vistas in

music.

Also on tonight's program will be Charles Ives,

"The Unanswered Question." Ives was long

neglected Twentieth century American composer
whose recent revival of interest has placed him
in the forefront of American composers.
Dwight Peltzer of the Music faculty will be

piano soloist in Mozart Piano Concerto No. 12 in A
Major, K.414, also on tonight's program.
The orchestra is made up of students of the Five

Colleges and the concert is open to the public

without charge.

the season tonight

School ends a week from today. The following is a
quick review of some movies that are now playing or

will be opening in Boston for the Holidays:
FIVE EAST PIECES
Jack Nicholson's new film, in which he demonstrates
he is truly a fine actor. The story of a troubled young
intellectual who goes to work at an oilfield. Playing at

Abbey Two.
M*A*S*H
If you still haven't seen M*A*S*H, it might well be
worth your while to do so this vacation. Donald
Sutherland as Kawkeye Pierce, Elliot Gould as
Trapper John Maclntyre, and Sally Kellerman as
Hotlips Houlihan give great performances. One of the

funniest movies in years. At the Charles Cinema.
WUSA
Adapted by Robert Stone from his novel "A Hall of

Mirrors", this film stars Tony Perkins and the
Newmans. An alcoholic disc jockey sells out to a
fascist Ne Orleans radio station, where the patriotism
is thicker than the accents.

WHERE'S POPPA?
George Segal and Ruth Gordon are the stars of Carl
Reiner's "black comedy". It's hard to get rid of

Momma, but Sonnie boy tried his best, to no avail.

CC MusicRoom OpeningSoon
ByPATSUPRENANT

Fine Arts Staff

Music, slides, and movies will be available to

students next semester in the Music Room located on
the concourse level of the Campus Center.

Music ranging from classical to hard rock will be on
tile along with speeches of the Distinguished Visitors

Series and any underground work the Campus Center
can obtain. Students will also be able to listen to their

own records and tapes. Twenty-eight stations with

head phones will be the arrangement. Here students

have eleven channels from which to make a selection.

According to Thaddeus Debrowski, Technical
Supervisor of the Campus Center, "because of the

limited twenty-eight stations, we will have to develop
some kind of scheduling in an effort to accomodate
everyone."
There will be four stations per round coffee table

w ith chairs that match the decor of the building. Lawn

chairs and lights will be set up during the summer in

the court yard connecting the reading room and music
room.
A high brightness screen where area photographers

and students can show their slides and films will be set

up. According to Debrowski, "The slides and films
will be shown to intensify the sound stimulation."
According to the original specifications it was

proposed that students be able to tape their own
music. "But we are not sure now whether the
equipment allows for this," he said.

Concern for the security and safety will be critical

due to the expense of the equipment. The room will be
completely staffed by students, and there charge for

admission.

"If students have any suggestions for title selection

of tapes drop them in the Campus Center suggestion
box," Debrowski added.

Get the Point?

COLLEGE

Colonial Lounge

8:00

Tonite

Christmas - fact or fantasy
or "The Birthday of God."

CumpiiH CruKailr for <liri«,(

For Tonight

CHARLENE MITCHELL
Chairwoman of the Black Liberation Commission,

Communist Party, U.S.A.
Communist candidate for the presidency in 1968

speaks on

"The Case of Angela Davis:

Prosecution or Persecution?"

Engineering East Auditorium

Admission Free — AH Welcome

7 p.m.

What's the difference between Luncheons

and Dinner at the Top . . .?

It is the difference between Day and Night

Dinner at the Top. Quiet music. Candle-

lit tables. Fine food.

SB A SYMPOSIUM
New Massachusetts Auto

Insurance Law
MICHAEL DUKAKIS - Dem. Lt. Gov. Candidate

(Author of the Bill)

RICHARD HARTZLER - Professor of Law, UMass

DAVID CARSON - V.P., Hartford Ins.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 16

SBA 120

3:30 p.m.

®SMITH-CORONA
The University Store now offers the cc iete

line of Smith Corona Electric Portable Typcx iter.

All special types and keyboards are available I

special order.

IS YOUR HANDWRITING IN TROUBLE?
You may rent u Smith Corjna electric

portable.

$5. 00 per week (7 days)

$15.00 per mjnth
$50.00 per semester - new semester

rentals start Jan. 15th. All consecutive rentals may
be applied toward purchase.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Open: Mon. & Thurs. 8:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Tues., Wed. & Fri. 8:45 cm. - 5:30 p.m.

Saturday 10:00 - 2:00 p.m.

M
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ALPHA SIGMA PHI

There will be a meeting Thursday, Dec 17th

at the lodge The Christmas party and ex

change will be discussed

APPLE CORPS
The Christmas Banquet, which was to be

Friday, Dec. 18 on the 10th Floor ot the C.C

has been cancelled We tried but we couldn't do
it

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting Dec 16th at 7:30 p m in Rm 134 of

Hasbrouck Lab. Dr Wm. Dent will present

talk on Quasars and Polsars trip to Ob
servatory after meeting Public invited.

BIOCHEMISTRY:
William Saner, a grad student will speak on
Schuophrenu a Biochemical Approach" at

11 30am, Thursday, Dec 17th in Rm 252 of

Goessmann Lab Coffee at 11 15 am.

COFFEE SHOP

Specials

Holiday Pancakes —
Home prepared minced meat added to our pam ak«>

and topped off \v/a delicious rum hard sauce.

.70

Mushroom Omelette —
Sliced cooked mushrooms enfolded into our omelet! •

served w/buttered toast and .jelly.

.75

An USUAL —
Hot soups, made fresh every day by our soup chef, are
mailable for a Quick, hot meal.

Ooen 7 a.m. • 2:00 a.m.

Notices
CHEMISTRY CLUB:
Meeting tonight at 7 in Rm 51 of Goessmann.

Discussion on Grad schools, summer jobs,

regular iobs with faculty and grad students.
All welcome

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Ground school will meet We will talk. We

will learn We will be there at 7 p.m. or else

GEF I

Note Bene: Geff Film WAXWORKS will not
be shown Wed nite but will be shown Thur
sday night at 8 in Thompson 104.

GUEST LECTURE SERIES:
Hotel & Rest Admin will present Tourism in

Massachusetts, Ernest Lucci, Director of

Bureau of Vacation Travel, Dept of Com
merce. Massachusetts at 10: 10 am Thursday,
Dec 17th m Public Health Aud.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB:
Dec. 17th, Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Colonial

Lounge of the SU, a culture program will be
presented by the Chinese students. All

welcome

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaves from Hasbrouck and Patterson at

6 30 All are welcome

^ Kat In \+> or 2i
Take Out

DRAKE
• OPEN TIL 2 A.M. •

UTICA CLUB
TONIGHT 8 p m. to 1 a.m.

See how it's brewed

HOT DOGS IN BEER

U. C. PTS. 40

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

A.T., Power Meering, 289, snow
tire«, 549-0047. tfl*-ll

riuneer, Te%t, Garrard, FE. Altec.

I i-.li.-r, TDK, ca»»ette and oyeu reel

i.t|>r, ntundnrd radio, I tab ayeakert,

l.l*'», t) track* and utber oeceaaltLea.

Amherst Audio. tfUJ-13

SNOW TIRES, low price* top qua-
Ut> , co»li c.-t urrv KT Factory

llres Outlet, Cowls Koad, >'o. Am-
hern, I.am behind Mlke'i Cafe.

tfl*-83

£tandt'l I' A. ! columns with four

It" ci'ertker* each. One monitor
« two l.o .'00 watt RM> four chan-
nels » rrierh, $lb0u new, hell for

*OM. t nil Bernie Mf-ttM or B*7-

1*10 tflg-16

Junto Leather Boot*, nc«, men'*

4ar !''jH Ml N Call Pete 546-6U51

alter 7 ii in tfTMtt

l. sell Furs — ( ape*. Jai kets and
< nitt- i«Uort and law) all liara, Call

a»-amn. ttu-i'

7.KEAT XMAS (.11 1> — Handcraft-
ed leather l>elt«, beret, thriai »rm>
hiit -, !»\\i-» ammo pouches. Priced

under retail. Call Kick, 649-6>81

litter .VliU or -.tup bv '>5« Puffton
\illBEf. tflj-ltj

Coldspot refri*., 3 eaUc ft., holds

I ca«es, ire compartment $5#. Call

M6-ti3H'! tflZ-16

Motor-scooter Vespa-AIUtate ttSce.

excellent condition, onl> *!'!», incl.

iielmet. Must sell now. Call Hans,
B» Wiili 318 Puffton Village tf 12-16

>KI» — Head 'MM's, .Marker bind-

incs, 'HO cm, i: re.it condition, S80
tall (;-:oti(;. tfi2-m

Iti.iinond enticement riiie, sinmre

nettteg, yellow gokl band, sellint

tor jo dollars. Call ItHWH or 545-

Mtt. Dana Phipps, 210 t.reenoiiKli

tf!2-I7

Closeout sale on a II Classic 19f>8

Itarrai uilas P.S., nuto., pol> class

tires, etr. Bluebooks for over $1<>IMI,

need SUJO for bus ride home. This
ear has heart. Leaving Friday. 51!)-

0347 tfia-17

render (>uitnr for sale. Statocas-
ter I (iood condition $1541

(all -ne 51(i-(il.V.' tftt-11

Will the people who W€Tt inter-

ested in Ihimiie my boat (and an>-
one else interested in a S'iO pet

-nake.) please contact ine in the

mornings or e\enimes, Tom in .'tit;

Webster at 6-7108. Ul Ml.

Hart metal skis, Ii' ft" (203 rm),
w/stepin bindings. Kieker boots, size

Id',, all in e\ com), (all 546-5450

tf!2-17

>kis used only one season, excel-
lent i ond , 1!)3 im w/bindings

;

pole- iuel (all HMM eves.
tf13-18

MKKOKM\T FTN. Bodies Nik-
kor M*M (1.4). i;« (2.8) lenses
tiller-; accessories. Almost new Ma
iity it super S3 Sports-studio Camera,
lenses, accessories "Sew. nil cheap
tail •., .-.::-!>.-.87

.

MlS-11

FOft SALE— AUTOS
IINi.'i .Mustang rom economic (i

o I , ;t speed, good tires, 2 studded
-nowlires Itrn-oiiable. Call ftaVSMl

tlTM?

Must sell on/or before 12/20 —
I'ii.i; Mustang eonv . $1030. Free 8

ir.uk stereo \M radio, hurket seat.

1!>«6 Ford Wagon, good condition
recent engine work, R * H, Ps,
lean Best offer Call Bill 6-54.18

tf!2- l7

lf)«4 Valiant 4 dr sedan, 6 «1 .,

st'V shift. Can be seen at Conrad's
("If, 388 King St

, Northampton
Tel 584-9741 tfl«-18

1963 Mercury Comet" good condl-
tion, new tires, clutch, $350 or best
offer 586-1016 or 581-2147 tf!2-18

•1 Chevelle SS 396, 4 speed, posl,
new tires. Asking $1500 or best offer.
Call 549-6971 tfl2-17

(male, temale or married couple.)

tfl'MII

FOR RENT

****** Chevv, excellent me< hanical
i miilition, can't afford to re-reglster
it Call Tony at TKP, MS-WT] or

•all. tfl"-l7

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant St. 236-8133.

iflt-tJ

Enjoy yonr vacations, your week-
ends, >onr week nights. FU trpe
and/or revise anything written for
yoa. Theses too. Professional aerr-
Ice. Reasonable prices 584-0817

_^___ tf!2-CT

WANTED
1 Lead Guitarist-singer wanted for

rock and roll hand. Call 349-3643 or
310-6876. io.i 6

Photographer wants open-minded
females to model, no experience nec-
essary. If interested write: "Artls-
ta" P.O. Box 302, Chlcopee. Mas*.,
01014. Include address and/or phone.

tm-i8
Students to work, guaranteed $3.50

Itr. Inquire In Room 178, Campus
Center. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thurs.

tfl2-l1

Must have room for Spring Sem-
ester, prefer furn, efney, near CM.
Write John Harmirtt, 1861 Bertram
Rd., Huntington Valley Pa. 19006.
Call collect 215-947-2880, tfl2-21

I need a kiln to fire 3Vfc' ceramic
piece. Will pay 546-7205. tf!2-17

Tutor wanted — statistics 12T.
Will pay well. Call Grant, 224 Ham-
lin or leave message. tfl2-18

Couple wanted to share a room In
large house in Hadley $50/per per-
son. Call 584-9338. tf12-17

ROOMMATES WANT1D
Male - Private furn. room In large

house, Northampton, $44 plus utili-

ties. Must lease till Sept. 1. Call
Al 584-8262. tf!2-16

Female tenant* wanted — for de-
tails caU 773-8263 after 5 p.m.

tfiz-ie

1 or 2 people for house in South
Hadley for next semester, own room.
5-College bus at Mt. Holyoke nearby.
Call 530-7689 after 5. tf12-17

1 roommate wanted (in, f.) will

have own bedroom in two bedroom
Int. at Cllffside Apts. Call at 345-

102$ or 665-2861. ask for I^e.
HI2-18

Rooniniate wanted to share beauti-

ful house with 3 other grad students.

1 mile from campus. Call tO-TWl

Special Situation — Room avail-
able for advance female grad stu-
dent. 1 mile I mass. S253-2148. Call
after 6 p.m. tf12-16

Puffton Village sublet, 3 bedroom
apt. $228 a month, apt. 233. Con-
tact Mark Toner or Puffton Village
office. Sublet starts Jan. 1. tf Cliff

I bedroom apartment, unfurnished,
M .id a month inc. utilities, available

re*. 1 Call days 545-2238, ask for
Anne stocking or leave note.

tfl'.'-H i

Puffton Apt. avail, imined , 1

hdrm, 156. We have some furniture
•im can use if you need it, incl. bed.

Call 549-6533 or come 232 Puffton.
tfl'-'-16

Large double room in spa. ions

Inline with students, close to campus.
At ail ,ian. I, call Bsf IMI,

tfl2-18"

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to any point in Flor-

ida for Xmas. Will help with ex-
penses, (all C.ilda 236-6382. tf12-10

Ride or riders wauled to upper
Michigan Christmas (all Linnea
-'36-6 18 ? tf!2-17

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONY MOTEL, Rt 5, Whately
MB WW November 1 - March 31; 8
people $100 month, 1 person $75
mouth 12-16

RMr needed to Knoxville Tenn.
„r saufli of Washington after Jan.
1 Will -bare driving and expenses.

• all «•' H. tfl ' 18

VACATION
1 heard you want to ito to Benna-

da. Well, I'll see what I can da for
>ou. Trips from $180 to $289. For
free Info rail Jim Shane 549-0829 or
visit 340 Puffton V ill Get your trip
now. 12-2-4-7-9-14-16

PERSONAL
lesus Christ loves 70a I Find out

liow you ran know him at 849 Wed.
night, Dec 16 Colonial Lounge, si

tf!2-18

WANTED TO RENT
Needed: Room to rent, desp., start-

ing job l>er. 28. near Amherst Nurs-
ing Home (Inlv. Drive). If possible
plea-e call Maureen 546-9654.

12-16

A COLLEGE FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL
AND His

< REATIVE E \PRESSION
Mark Hopkins College

Box 8260
Itrnttleboro, Vermont 05.101

til
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ORGANIC SEMINAR
Prof Kenneth K Anderson, University of

New Hampshire will speak on the

Stereochemistry ot Sulfur" in Rm 152 of

Goessmann Lab on Thursday, Dec. 17th at

HIS a.m.

OUTING CLUB:
There are no trips this weekend Instead we

will have Max doing her thing Sat night on the

3rd floor of Johnson

PALESTINE SOLIDARITY
Prof. Leila Meo will speak on "The Middle

East Crisis, Alternate Peace Plans" today at

8 p.m. in Km 901 of C.C. All are invited

SCUBA CLUB
There will be a meeting Thursday, Dec 17th

at 7pm for all members at WOPE pool.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting Thursday night, Dec 17th. These

meetings provide an opportunity for gay

people to meet and relate to one another.

Liberate yourselves. Call 586 2811 or 665 2853

WOMENS LIBERATION
There will be a meeting of UMass Women's

Liberation m rm 904 908 al 6 p.m tonight All

interested women are invited This meeting
will be to decide on next semesters action

found call Pete at 6 6515. Believe lost in

Worcester Commons

A green knitted pair of mittens were lost in

C C store on Monday. Please call Donna 6

8459

A pair ot light leather mittens with home
Knitted brown liners. These mittens were a

recent birthday present Lost in vicinity of SU
Call 586 1654 after 330 Don't give up. Thanks

Will the person who took my black fur coat

from Goessmann please return the scarf. It

has sentimental value 549 0225

Man's Raincoat, sweater, and a pair of ski

gloves were lost at Farley Lodge last Sat.

night, Dec 12th it found please call Vin, 6

8916, 2208 John Adams

Light blue mittens with white trim were lost

in Wash Tower If found call 6 6442

FOUND
A slide rule was found in a brown leather

case m the Hatch, Friday, Dec. 11th. Claim in

SU Lost & Found.

One cat, gray with white paws was found in

Southwest area. Call 6 7706 by Sat if you wish

to claim

Dukakis To Be In SBA Colloquium
Michael Dukakis, Democratic candidate for Lt. Governor last

November, will be the featured speaker at an SBA colloquium entitled

"A Critical Review of the New Massachusetts Auto Insurance Law"
today at 3:30 in room 120 of the School of Business Administration.

Dukakis is known as the "father" of the insurance legislation.

Also speaking will be Richard Hartzler, professor of insurance law at

UMass, and David Carson from the Hartford Insurance Company.
Hartzler will speak on the working of the present legal system and Carson
will review criticism directed at the new law.

Following the speakers a question and answer period will be held. The
program is open free of charge to the University community.

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

I LflmpusT
y 25€>-6<*|| >*

AMHERSTHADLEY LINE-

DOUBLE FEATURE! 2 for the price of 1!

i i i i imX

Nightly ot 7:15 & 9 _ Sun. Mot. 2

diary off a
mad housewife

richard beniamin carne snodqress^^^r^^ .........m WW .... „^ ^^-^-^^ ^-^. .^» . .
f t y ^ ^

DOUBLE FEATURE! 2 for the price of 1!
A

At 9:00 \ . . . ,,. At
I Liza Minneili 7:00
5ufl v Vterilel

UKKOO ~
COMING — "5 EASY PIECES"

V

GIFTS EXTRAORDINAIRE

FRAGHANCES

FOR MEN FOR WOMEN
THE UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Center

Open: Mon. & Thurs. 8:45 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Tues., Wed., & Fri. 8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Wrestlers Host Strong Crimson
By BOB GANLEY came in second place.
Staff Reporter UMass coach Homer Barr is

The undefeated UMass wrestling definitely concerned with Harvard.
team will face its first big test of

the young season tonight when it

hosts Harvard in a 7:30 encounter
The meet has been moved to the

cage to accomodate the expected
large crowd and will be preceeded
by a JV meet beginning at 6:00.

Harvard brings a 2-1 dual meet
record into the contest. The
Crimson have recorded wins over
Virginia, 23-H. and Franklin and
Marshall, 20-16, while their only

loss has tome at the hands of

William and Mary. The Crimson
have also won the Greater Boston

Wrestling tourney, over such
schools as BU, BC, MIT, Nor-

theastern, Tufts and Brandeis.

Harvard wrestlers won nine in-

dividual championships out of ten

weight classes and the tenth man

Intramurals
BASKETBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS
POSITION NORTH CENTRAL

1 6 30 1 vs 2

2 6 30 3 vs. 4

3 6 30 5 vs 6

4 6 30 Cans vs Trouts

s 6 30 Head vs Cult

6 6 30 L ions vs Comanchees
POSITION WEST

1 7 30 1 vs. 2

2 7 30 3 vs 4

3 7 30 5 vs 6

4 7 30 Grovers vs. 2nd Team
5 7 30 Beta Chi vs Bimtos
6 7 30 Bulls vs. Scup
1 8 30 Bulldozers vs Terrors

2 H 30 "G" Crushers vs Senators
POSITION NATIONAL

4 8 30 1 vs 2

S 8 30 3 vs 4

6 8 30 S vs 6

1 9 30 Chipmonks vs Maples

2 9:30 Panthers vs Pipers

3 9 30 Rams vs. Lemons
POSITION ATLANTIC

4 9:30 1 vs. 2

5 9 30 3 vs 4

6 9 30 5 vs 6

BOWLING
LANES TIME TEAMS
18.2 6 30 Position: 1 vs. 2

3&4 6:30 Position 3 vs. 4

5 8.6 6 30 Position 5 vs 6

1 8,2 8 30 KS vs SAM
38.4 8 30 TEPvs PSK

5 8.6 8 30 PMD vs. LCA

They have the advantage on us

because they have wrestled more
times and are probably in better

shape," the coach said. Barr also

feels that the Crimson will be

psyched up for the meet because
"they're considering us as their

biggest meet in New England this

year."

Barr rates the Crimson even
with Yale, but behind Princeton in

the Ivy League and on even par
with Springfield as far as New
England teams go. This should

mean trouble for the Kedmen since

Springfield has been number one in

New England wrestling for about

21 straight years.

The leading Harvard wrestler is

Mark Fowler at 167 lbs. Fowler
should prove to be an interesting

opponent for UMass' Tom Young
who is making his first start of the

year after winning the New
England championship last year

Barr said that the Redmen must

win in the lightweiehts because

THE NORTHSHORE'S
'

LARGEST SELECTION
OF

BELL BOTTOMS
Styled Expressly for

YOUTH

BLUE JEAN BELLS
All Sizes in Stock

Siddhartha
25 middle street

DOWNTOWN NEWBURYPORT

this is where Harvard is

the weakest.

Last year the Redmen beat
Harvard, 26-13, but this year the

final will probably be much closer

and may even be reversed. Barr
feels that the first four or five bouts

will determine the trend of the

match and hopes the Redmen can
get out in front early before

Harvard's heavier wrestlers take

to the mat.

Kent Mignocci has moved down
to 158 lbs. to make room for Young
in the Redman lineup. Dave
Reynolds has moved back to 126

lbs. and senior Phil Davis will

make his initial appearance of the

year at 134 lbs. after recovering

from an injury. The rest of the

lineups are:

WT Harvard
118 lbs Galeski

126 lbs Monswhich
134 lbs Henson
142 lbs Peters

150 lbs Coleman
158 lbs Mogneau
167 lbs. Fallon

177 lbs Starr

190 lbs. Scanlon

Hwt Tripp

UMass
Nick DiDomenico
Dave Reynolds
Phil Davis

Sheldon Goldberg

Clay Jester

Kent Mignocci

Tom Young
Tom Andrewes
Ed Carlsson

Carl Dambman

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
'By SYDNEY OMAJUt<

TJie l.li.n woman seldom rompro-
mines on principle*. She seeks to be
lair to as many ways as possible —
she refuses to so against her own
Iwliefa. This makes it difficult for

her to please too many persons. 8onn
rlaim she is overly sensitive. But ithr

also is sensitive to the needs ot

others. She can be gracious and gla-

morous. >!«• seldom is coarse. Gemini
men find her physically attractive

>he often marries men born under
Aries.

ARIES (March 21 • April 19) : Not
i-u good for speculation. Conserve
lund*. Consolidate gains. Fresh point

ot view proves helpful. Romance Is

very much In picture. Stress original-

ity. Shake off one who leans on you.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Avcld
tendency to permit impulsive actions

to create dilemma. Think before you
act. Caution should be keynoted. One
who offers to share knowledge Is sin-

cere. Respond accordingly.
GEMINI (May 21 • June 20): Hold

off on unnecessary Journeys. Avoid
trying to be at too many places. Rel-

atives may be argumentative. Main-
tain sense of humor. This could be

your greatest asset now — act ac-

cordingly.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Fol-

low through on plans. Otherwise, you
could suffer financial reversal. Be
aware of details. Check policies, ap-
pointments, special accounts. Care now
prevents future problems.
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Cycle re-

mains high but, Irritant from past
reappears. Be flexible. State needs in

forthright manner. You don't have to

give until It hurts. Know this and
conduct yourself accordingly.
vrRGO (Aug. 23 • Sept. 22): Fever-

ish activity will not replace careful
planning. Throwing caution aside re-

sults in delay needless expense. Key

is to measure moves. Reunite with
family member. It will benefit you.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Don t

get caught in middle of dispute among
friends? What starts as Informed

debate could end In shambles. Woiu
to wise should be sufficient. Take no
unnecessary chances.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Plen-

ty of action Is featured. Ton get

things done. Tou receive dividends foi

past efforts, investments. Member of

opposite sex pays meaningful compli-

ment. Go all out — nothing halfway.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21).

What you thought was hidden may lit

exposed to harsh light. Be prepared.
Undercover activity is not favored.
What you do do openly. Finish speci-

fic area of ultimate goal.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 • Jan. 19)

:

Tou may be tempted to overspend.
Key Is to take stock. Know what it

is you really seek. Otherwise, youi
search could prove costly. Check with
mate, business partner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) :

One In position of authority takes ac-
tion to aid your cause. Circumstance*
turn your way; door of opportunity Is

opened. Act In manner which depict

,

confidence.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Tou

receive encouraging message from
afar. Travel aspects are stimulated.
Write and advertise. Make known youi
views. Help one who has been good
to you In past.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you tend to make life compllcateJ
for yourself. Now you have chance \ ;

clarify matters. You will be release

l

from heavy pressure, obligation. You
get a rare, econd chance. You can
start with clean slate. Do so. Don't
attempt to hang on to past. Look to
a brighter ftrtnre.

Copyright 197'.', Gen. Fea. Corp.

PEANUTS
I SHALL CELEBRATE IT
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Sports Notices
HOLIDAY TOURNEY HOOP

TICKETS-Tickets for the
Springfield Hall of Fame
basketball tournament, in which
UMass will compete on Dec. 28, 29

and 30, are now on sale for the first

two dates in room 155 Boyden.
There are two prices being asked
for these ducats, $2 and $3.

*****

MSG HOOP TICKETS -Tickets
for Feb. 27's basketball game,
UMass vs. George Washington, at

Madison Square (garden in New
York City, will probubU arrive at

the Boyden ticket office sometime
late this week or early next week.

More information regarding these

ducats will be available in later

Colk-gians.
*****

LACROSSE CAN-
DIDATES—For all those in-

terested in playing varsity
lacrosse, there will be a meeting in

room 251 Boyden today at 4 p.m.

The spring schedule will be
discussed.

*****

VARSITY M-The UMass
Varsity M Club will hold its weekly
sports luncheon today at 12: 15 p.m.

at the Newman Center, and Jack
Leaman, head coach of the UMass
basketball team, will be the

featured speaker At this affair,

Leaman will show films, there will

be a presentation of outstanding
player awards, a scouting report of

upcoming UMass basketball op-

ponents, a raffle of choiei

basketball tickets and a door prize.

All are welcome to attend; ad-

mission is $1.50.
*****

RUSSELL SPEAKS—Former
Boston Celtic basketball great, Bill

Russell, will be speaking tonight in

the Student Union Ballroom at 8.

This event is being sponsored by
the Distinguished Visitors
Program

Crossword Puzzl<
ACROSS 6 Printer's

1 Snake
4 Besmirch
9 Resort

12 Babylonian

deity

13 Conveniently
near

14 Pronoun
15 Glossy paint

17 Feeble

mindedness
19 At present

21 Hit lightly

22 Region
24 Rodent
26 Warning device

29 Origination

31 Soft food

33 Owing
34 Conjunction

35 Dine

37 Resinous
substance

39 Sun god
40 Man's nickname
42 Ship channel
44 Burdened
46 Periods of time
48 Canine

50 Foreman
51 Cheer
53 Retinue

55 Walloped hard
58 Adorned
61 Fruit drink

62 Forgive

64 Youngster
65 Bow
66 College

officials

7

8

9

10
11

16

18

20
22
23

2b

27

28

30

32

36

38

41

measure
Annex
Hindu peasant
Formed
Wooden pin

Exist

Protective

ditches

Flap
Bark
Lessen
Part of

step
Hindu
cymbals

Entices

Inclines

Embrace

Crony
(colloq.)

Cushion

Hut

Mended with

cotton
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43 Small
child

45 Give
47 Sink in

middle
49 Part of body
52 Flock

54 Academic
subjects

55

56

57

59

60

63

Prohibit

Fuss

River in

Scotland

Game at

marbles

Dutch town

Parent (colloq.)

67 Female sheep 4q

DOWN

1 Man's
nickname

2 Unit of

Japanese
currency

3 Second-rate
horse

4 Lean-to

5 Pertaining to

the cheek

12
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22 23
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Hoopsters Earn 74-68 Verdict Over UConn
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

STORKS, CONN. -In a tense,

tight basketball contest, before

4,447 loud tans, UMass defeated the

University of Connecticut, 74-68, to

remain unbeaten at 5-0 and to take
over sole possession of first place
in the Yankee Conference, as the
Kedmen now stand 4-0 in league
play.

Two very big players for UMass
were its co-captains, junior Julius
Erving and senior Ken Mathias.
Erving was the dominant figure in

the game, grabbing many
rebounds and keeping a steady
hand on the overall movements of

the Redmen. His totals for the
night were 27 points and 20
rebounds, making him the games
top boardman.
And Mathias had his biggest and

best game of the young season. His
main contributions to the win came
in his rebounding as he latched on
to 11 caroms, many of them in tight

situations. He also tallied 15 points,

most of them on under-the-basket
hoops.

Also playing important roles for

the winners were the junior guards
Mike Pagliara and John Betan-

court. They have developed into

quite a tandem after playing two
pressure games, against Rhode
Island and here tonight, in the last

three Redman outings. Not to be
counted out are Rich Vogeley and
Chris Coffin. The later was his

usual aggressive self on defense,

but when he got into foul trouble,

Vogeley was there to fill his shoes
and make some big baskets.

For UMass, it was a wonderful
team effort.

For UConn, one name really

stood out. Bob Staak. He was the

game's high scorer with 32 points

and was amazingly hot for the

Huskies. Also performing well for

UConn was Bob Boyd who scored
23 points.

Staak was shooting great over
the first three quarters of the

game. It was when he cooled off,

although ever so slightly, that the

Redmen captured a late four point

lead that they were able to ride to

victory.

Over the last six and a half

minutes of the game, UMass' lead
seemed to fluctuate between two
and four points. It was a two point
66-64 edge with 1:49 to go. Mathias
was at the line for a one-and-one

situation and made the first. His

second shot was missed, but Er-

ving grabbed the rebound and was
quickly tied up for a jump ball.

UMass won the ensuing toss-up

and attempted to work the ball

around and eat up time. However,
Erving put up a hasty 12 footer. It

fiailB taUngm
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missed, but Mathias went high for

a clutch rebound. The Redmen
called time with 1:13 showing on

the scoreboard clock.

11 seconds back into the action

Erving was fouled. He was faced

with one of those crucial one-and-

one situations. He hit for two and

the Redmen were up by five, 69-64.

The Huskies played over anxious

ball from here on out, allowing the

visitors to ice the game from the

charity stripe. Five UMass free

throws could only be answered by

two Boyd baskets, and the contest

ended on a 74-68 count.

In the early going Erving, Coffin

and Mathias were playing the best

for the Redmen, offsetting the

offensive power of Staak and Boyd.

Neither team could look over its

shoulder, it was just plain nip 'n'

tuck.

By half time the UMass back-

court had come alive, and Vogeley
had hit a key hoop in Coffin's

absence. The Redmen held a 35-32

lead at the half.

The second half was a carbon
copy of the first, still it was a team
effort by UMass that made the

difference. Staak just couldn't

keep up his outstanding pace, and
the Redmen earned a very big

victory.

HOOP NOTES-Right here a tip of
the hat must go to Jack Leaman,
head coach of UMass...He brought
a team that starts four juniors into
a foreign arena against a team that
starts four seniors and one that is

known for its terrific play at home,
and he came away with a very
important win. ..UConn is now
second in the YanCon as its mark
is 1-1. ..Mathias' 15 points were
second best for UMass...Staak shot
50%, 14 for 28. Boyd was second
high scorer for UConn with 23
points. ..Leaman will be the
featured speaker at today's
Varsity M Club luncheon, and this

should make it an interesting af-

fair.

BOX SCORES

UMass
Erving

Betancourt

Paghara
Mathias

Vogeley

Dempsey
Austin

Coflm

Totals

i

10

I

4

I

3

p

8

u
is

9

I

I

UConn
Boyd
Staak

Melody
Hrubala

Hoagland
Vaughn
Parsons

Totals

C,

'0

'4

2

1

|

t

F P

3 23

4 32

I 1

1 5

3 5

2

28 12 69

26 22 74

Skaters Come To Life In Middle Frame To Top AIC, 9-5
By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Dan Reidy and Pat Keenan
combined for a total of 12 points
last night as the UMass hockey
team made it six in a row, 9-5,

against American International
College before another large
gathering at Orr Rink. Reidy
had two goals and three assists,

and Keenan scored four times to

go along with his three assists.

The Redmen were somewhat
flat in the first period, par-
ticularly in their passing. They
found themselves behind at the
end of one after a Reidy goal on a
powerpla> had been countered
with two quick goals by AIC late

in the period. Bill Ketchum tied

the game for the Yellow Jackets
and Chris Serino put them ahead
at 19:3ii when his backhander
found its a ay past P.J. Flaherty.

In the second period it was
virtually all UMass. They put
the pressure on AIC goalie

Roland Depew right from the

opening face-off of the second
frame and tied the game when
Reidy scored his second goal at

3 : 30 in a flurry in front of the AIC
net with Depew apparently
screened on the play. Keenan
picked up his first assist on this

goal.

About five minutes later Chico
Shea went in alone on Depew,
and his rather weak backhand
trickled through the sprawling
goalie's pads. This put the home
team ahead 3-2.

AIC once again came back to

tie it, however, on a beautiful

play. Winger Clem Morrison
came down the right side with
only Brian Sullivan back. He
faked the shot and made both
Sullivan and Flaherty commit
themselves then fired a perfect

pass to Paul Pacific streaking
down left-wing, and Pacific
drilled it into the open left side.

UMass then tallied twice
within 25 seconds, the first goal

coming on a good individual

effort by Keenan as he skated by
defenseman Kevin Collins and
slapped it by Depew, and the

second when Dennis Grabowski
threaded the puck into the far

corner.

Late in the period, Flaherty
suffered an injury to his

collarbone when he absorbed a

blast from the point. He finished

out the period but sat out the

third with sophomore Peter
Erickson replacing him.
Jack Edwards increased the

UMass lead to 6-3 at 3:44 of the

third period when he put a
backhander by Mike Zagula who
had replaced Depew. Zagula
was hindered by his defenseman
in front and could not be faulted

on the goal. Reidy and Keenan
again figured in the scoring as
they both picked up assists on
Edwards' goal.

A good wrist-shot by Morrison
hit the top corner of the cage
past Erickson at 9:16 of the

period to bring the Yellow
Jackets within two goals.

Keenan made it 7-4 less than a

minute later on a powerplay goal
with Edwards and Reidy getting
the assists.

A shot by Wes McKee
somehow got through Erickson's
pads after he was set up about
fifteen feet out by Wally Stupak
and Morrison.

It was the second hat-trick of

the year for Keenan as he lit the
lamp for the third time in the
game at 12:21 on a powerplay
goal with Dave Forbes in the
penalty box for AIC with a
charging penalty.

This made the score 8-5 and set

the stage for Keenan's fourth
goal of the night at 14:27. A shot

from the point by defenseman
Don Lowe had bounced off the

side of the AIC net, and Keenan
was there to knock in the

rebound

BLUE — LI NE BAN-
TER...One of the highlights of

the night was a fight of some
length and vigor that broke out
in the stands late in the third

period. If you bother to keep
score on such things, the men in

blue won 2-0 as they enjected two
fans. ...The Redmen skated
fairly well in the last two periods
and held the territorial ad-
vantage for most of the game as
is clearly shown by the fact that
AIC managed only 19 shots on
net against 45 by UMass AIC
was plagued by disorganization
throughout the game. They were
especially sloppy on powerplays
as UMass scored five goals with
the Yellow Jackets shorthanded.

Three Senior Trackmen Best Ever To Compete For UMass
B> MARKVOGLER

Staff Reporter
Track is one oi those sports

which does not receive the wide fan
appeal, oi say football, basketball,

or baseball. The athletes who
compete in the various events
know this for a fact and welcome
any spectator support that might
come their way So regardless of

how small the following .na> be,

satisfaction is derived from
knowing that the element of in-

terest exists.

Yet in the case of the UMass
tracksters in recent years, the

conditions imply haven't en-
couraged fan participation.
Although bolstered with such
phenominal senior standouts as
Ron Wayne, Eddie Arcaro, and

Frosh Hockey

The UMass freshman hockey
team gained its first victory of the

season over the weekend with a 4-1

win over the UConn freshmen. The
record for the Redman frosh now
stands at 1-3.

Leading the way for the Redmen
were Tom Lyons with one goal, Jay
Connors with a pair of goals and
Hob Edward with his fourth
lamplighter of the season.

The game was marked with

many penalties and UMass skated
.-liMii-manned for much of the

game.
John Binkosky and Charlie

Sim iden split the goal tending

duties for the Redmen and both

game up with fine efforts.

Dave Evans, the team has not been
equipped with a track and has
been lacking in facilities. Con-
sequently this solid trio of record
holders has never known the

cheers of fellow UMass students.

In view of the situation head
track coach Ken O'Brien offered

these remarks: "These three guys
are probably the best ever to

perform within the circles of

UMass track at their own
respective events. Despite playing
hard for the Redmen and setting

individual records as well, they
have never had the opportunity to

compete in front of their class
mates."

"In factwe haven't had a track to

run on, indoor or outdoor, for the
past five years. It's remarkable
how these boys have accomplished
it all without the benefit of one. But
this year for the first time we'll

have a brand new track which is

adjacent to the varsity baseball

field. Our initial home meet is

scheduled for April 11th and finally

it will allow some people a chance
to view what these athletes are
doing."

Wayne and UMass Cross
Country have no doubt become,
synonymous when reference is

made to this past fall. The harrier

sparkplug was unbeaten in dual
meets, smashed six course
records, captured both the Yankee
Conference and New England
Crowns, and finished 48th in the

Nationals. Besides this the club
captain paced his mates to YanCon
and NE titles, with this much going
for him there needn't be any ex-

planation as to why he reigns

supreme in his distance specialty

on the track scene.

"Ron is probably our most
seasoned performer, declares
Coach O'Brien. "He's establ sned a

model of team leadership through
example and has done it through a
quiet, internal confidence. I think

that's a mark of all good distance

runners.

"He has been one of our leading

scorers consitently for the last two
seasons and this has been a result

of doubling and sometimes trip-

pling in dual meets. I'd say that

he's able to do this week after week
because of his complete dedication

to running which elaborates on his

workouts 365 days a year, twice a
day maybe."
Wayne, a product of Brockton

High, accumulated seven letters in

his schoolboy span, competing in

track, cross country, and
basketball.

Asked if he intends to continue

running upon graduation Wayne
responded: "As for my future once
I leave UMass, I've been invited to

join the University of Florida track
club. It's members, who are
among the best in the country,

have been in the Olympics and
have been National AAU champs
themselves.

I feel this would be an excellent

opportunity to continue my
education grad school wise and
increase my running on a higher

level."

Just as the lineman of football

goes unnoticed, track's big boy
doesn't get much notoriety either.

Although his 74 points were tops on

the varsity squad a year ago,

Arcaro still looms as the
unneralded member.
As O'Brien puts it: "I guess you

could call Eddie the unsung herofor
the success of the UMass track
team. At a school that has been
known traditionally as a school of

runners, he has set records in the
throwing events that have gone
unnoticed.

"In pursuit of his goals in track
the strong man of the team often
finds himself shoveling off the shot
put circle infront of Boyden in knee
deep snow. His year round training
and dedication was rewarded last

year when he placed in three
different events at the YanCon
meet."

Arcaro, who excells in the shot,
discus, and hammer throw,
cultivated a skill in track in three
campaigns while attending
Medford High.

The three year veteran com-
mented that he never experienced
competing in a home track meet
since his sophomore year in high
school adding: "That new track is

certainly going to be a boost to our
program. Before we had to work in

separate practice sessions, and
when you got on the bus to go to the
meet you didn't know half the
guys-this wai aally a hinderance.
But things will be different this

spring. The track should help
bring us together and make us a
better track team."
Hardluck hampered Evans is

perhaps the finest middle distance
runner ever to put on a UMass
uniform. And if he manages to put
together an injury-free year, he,

like Wayne, could be assumed as a

national class athlete.

O'Brien is confident in Evans"
prospects this year, but also
realistically reflects his career
course.

'Although he holds school
records as well as being a member
of three of the record breaking
relay teams, I think he has yet to
meet his potential. Each year that
he has run has been cut short by
injury

"Last year he was on the way to
his best success after placing 4th in
the IC4A 1000 yard run. But he then
substained a severe ham string
pull which sidelined him for the
spring campaign."
A graduate of Masconmet

Regional High (Topsfield, Mass.),
Evans combined eight letters in
cross country and track.

Evans best describes track as an
individual sport. "You're forced to

rely on yourself almost com-
pletely. It developes a sense of

individuality and independence. If

you are at all going to be suc-

cessful, you have to have these

things. It's individual ac-

complishment that keeps you
going."

THE RECORDS
Spring Track

880 yard run 1:51.4 Dave Evans (1968
16 lb shot put SO' 11" Ed Arcaro (1970)
discus 155'6" Ed Arcaro (1970)

Winter Track
mile 4 09.4 Ron Wayne (1970)

2 mile 901 7 Ron Wayne (1970)

16 lb. shotput 52' 9" Ed Arcaro (1970)
1000 yards 2 12.1 Dave Evans (1970)
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Dukakis Explains New Insurance Law
ByANNESTADNICKl

Staff Reporter

Michael Dukakis, Democratic candidate for Lieutenant Governor last November, explained the

new Massachusetts "no-fault auto insurance law" at the 37th annual colloquium series sponsored

yesterday afternoon by the School of Business Administration.

Associate Professor Richard Hartzler, of the UMass business law department, and David

Carson, Vice President and Actuary of the Hartford Insurance Company, were also featured

speakers.
small claims and underpaymentBackground on the legal

system within which the present

techniques for settling conflicts

between individuals involved in

automobile accidents was
provided by Professor Hartzler.

Dukakis told the group just what

the bill means, while Carson

offered various criticisms

charged against the new law.

The basis for the law of

negligence was the assumption

that every individual acts with

no risk to the property -of others,

and all others are expected to

act likewise, Hartzler said. He

explained that this principle is

used to place blame on a person

in an auto accident, which is

necessary if the injured party is

to collect under the old system.

"Every person can control his

behavior, and he is negligent if

he fails to act in control,"

Hartzler continued. He said that

to prove that fault exists one

must rely upon the courts.

Legal representation in auto

negligence is a very lucrative

field, Hartzler declared. He said

in cases of severe injuries and
losses, Hartzler concluded.

He said the discrepancies

were due to the outdated system

of compensation developed 200

years ago, at a time when 90% of

the litigation in court were land

disputes.

Dukakis explained that the

basic protection insurance of the

new no-fault bill that he
"fathered" compensated on the

basis of economic loss, paid by

one's own insurance company,
rather than proving an in-

dividual at fault.

"The advantage of such a

system is that the involved

people don't pick the threshold

at which the others can be sued,

he said. The new bill bases

threshold on the amount of

reasonable medical and hospital

expenses, he continued. Com-
pensations up to $500. per in-

dividual, with a total of $2,000.

can be collected from the vic-

tim's own insurance company it

was explained.

The $500. maximum is not
that with the burden on the

plaintiff to prove fault, one needs expected to be taken advantage

a lawyer, and this involves the of because 80% of personal in-

high costs contingent to quality juries donH amount to greater

representation or outside set-

tlement.

The system of placing blame

on individuals in order to collect

has resulted in overpayment in

than $200. Dukakis said. He feels

certain, however, that medical

and legal associations will make
efforts to inflate expenses.

"No matter what the

deficiencies and drafting dif-

ficulties are, it seems clear that

never again in this State will we
return to the litigation system,"

Dukakis concluded, "because
the 45% increase in the in-

surance cost would not be ac-

ceptable."

He added that the bill had
saved motorists seventy-five to a

million dollars.

The fact that the federal

government would impose a

system if the state did not act

effectively also makes a return

to the old system unlikely , stated

Dukakis. The legislature would
only correct inadequacies, in the

case of the Supreme Court

finding the bill unconstitutional,

he said, rather than reject it.

Carson outlined the various

criticisms towards the bill

listing three different stands.

"Virtually no insurance
systems agree that the torte

system is right," he said,

"because it is obvious to those

who attempt to work in it that it

is overburdened and ex-

pensive." He said there are

those who believe the no fault

bill to be wrong, though.

Some critics support the

concept of no fault but believe

the compromises are still too

close in principle to the torte

system, he continued.

Carter said he fears that these

Michael Dukakis appeared at UMass to explain the new no-fault

auto insurance laws last night. After his speech, he checked out the

Hatch and chatted with friends. ( MOC Photo by Tim Fagan)
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two groups of critics may
eventually unite to oppose the

third group which wholly ac-

cepts no fault, but believes the

bill to be burdened with ad-

ministrative handicaps, such as

provisions for unusual claims.

Following the presentations of

material about the no fault in-

surance bill, discussion was

opened to the audience. Most

debate centered about the need

cost of insurance in general.

Of interest to students would

be the inquiry concerning the

rates of college-age drivers as a

result of this law. Carter said

that the rates would decline, due

to lower claim costs, but a

higher proportional rate would

be maintained because the

group is still involved in more
accidents.

Walgren Trial

ContinuesToday
The trial of Eric Walgren, former UMass student, continues in Superior

Court today at 2:00 PM.
Walgren was charged with disturbing the peace, trespassing, and

assault and battery stemming from incidents last Spring in the in-

firmary.

One day last May, Walgren visited Geri Laventis. a friend who was

admitted to the infirmary in an emergency case. He first left the building

without incident about 6 PM when informed by an officer tnat visiting

hours were not in effect and he would have to leave. At 6:45, 15 minutes

after visiting hours started, Walgren received a visitors pass to see Mrs.

Levantis. A police officer then issued a trespass order requiring Walgren

to leave University property within 30 minutes. Charges were pressed

when Walgren refused to leave on this second order. He says he felt at the

time that he was there legally "in that lawful conduct can't be made into

crime by a policeman."

Walgren claimed that the assault charges, added 2 months after the

original charges, were based on his placing his hand on the shoulder of a

nurse while calling the police officer a pig.

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, and Dr. Thomas McBride will appear as

witnesses for the defense at tomorrow's proceedings. The nurse testified

today.

Summing up his feelings on the case, Walgren said "I'm being

prosecuted not for any crime that I've done, but for my political beliefs

against the war. The University is prosecuting me in order to intimidate

me from exercising my first amendment rights to organize against the

University."

Walgren also cited attempts before the trial of District Attorney Gnfe

and Chancellor Tippo to make a deal because the Administration freely

says they don't want me there."

Bruce Balboni. a former

President of the Senate, sat

back and relaxed as he

bemusedly watched the

proceedings of last evening's

Student Senate meeting.

MacKIMMIE WANTS YOU...
IF YOU WANT -

an upperclass mens residence with stress

on the individual responsibility and inte

grity of its residents. The dorm is divided into

two sections — a Quiet Wing where quiet

hours are observed 24 hours per day, and a

Traditional Wing where quiet hours are ob-

served Sunday - Thursday from 7:00 p.m. un-

til 10:00 a.m. and Friday-Saturday from 1:00

a.m. until 12:00 noon. At all times, considera-

tion is maintained lor other residents of the

dorm.

[f you would prefer this type of living

experience, next semester, come to the

||<ad of Residences apartment in MacKim-
mie I louse on Thursday, Dee. 17 at 3:30 p.m.

We re looking Forward to seeing you.

Senator Jack Little tried

last night to have the Senate

appropriate $500 to the UMass
Craftsmen's Guild to use for

operating expenses. The
motion was sent back to

committee for further study,

as to who is to be paid a salary

by the Guild.

Senator Bill Abbott (left) was joined by a member of the "Room to

Move" drug center in explaining to the Senate the function of the

center and how the $7,950. appropriated by the Senate last evening
would be spent.

Senate Highlights

MDC Photos By Tim Fagan
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Society's Mistake: Not Dealing With Issue

Russell: Raps Lack Of Participation
By DEBBIE FLAHERTY

Staff Reporter

Bill Russell who led the Boston

Celtics to 11 championships
rejected his label as a basketball

player last night and spoke on

everything from Vice-president

Spiro Agnew to marijuana last

night in the S.U. ballroom.

Classifying himself as "a man
who plays basketball" rather than

"a basketball player," Russell

claimed that one of the biggest

mistakes society makes is "to label

and dismiss without dealing with

the issue."

Russell, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitor's Program,

advised students to think and

participate, stating that thinking

without "participating is a

tragedy'' while "participating

without thinking is a danger."

Throughout his speech, Russell

emphasized togetherness and

responsibility.

"Things are not right for anyone

until they are right for everyone,"

he said.

"No citizen is free," he added,

"unless all citizens are free."

"You and I are part of the

establishment ...just by being

alive," the former player-coach

said.

"We are all responsible for every

person who dies in Vietnam."

"We are all responsible,"

Russell continued, "for every kid

who goes to bed hungry."

The response he suggested was

acting "out of enlightened self-

interest."

In travelling about campuses,

Russell said he looked for

"patriots," but not the type "with

bumper stickers on his car

Volkswagen saying America, Love

it or Leave it."

"I want someone to say '1 care

enough to expose myself to per-

sonal danger.'
"

Russell noted that two months

after the U.S. put men on the moon

in less than their ten year time

limit, President Nixon, ("a guy

who watches football games"),

stated he did not believe in instant

integration. This, he said, was

despite the over 15 year lapse since

the 1954 Supreme Court ruling on

school desegregation.

Turning to the drug issue, the

former Celtics star pointed out that

there has been a drug problem

among the poor for many years.

The problem has become

prominent, he claimed, because

the same dope peddler that was in

the poor areas now entered white

suburbia.

In rejecting drugs "including

alcohol," Russell said "1 am not

opposed to getting high. I get high

on people."

Three new draft regulations

were offered by Russell who

claimed that in nineteen years one

has "not lived or loved enough to

go to war." Draftees should be at

least forty years of age, and earn

at least $10,000 per year, he

suggested. Top draft priority

would be given to those running for

and elected to political office

under his proposed regulations.

Prejudices, the black athlete

said, are part of having tastes and

normal human characteristic.

"Having them," however he said,

"is one thing while the "reactions

to them are something else."

While rightist organizations such

as the Ku Klux Klan and

Minuteman have stored weapons,

Russell pointed out, only the Black

Panthers get killed.

Although "into a lot of things"

including Black Power, Russell

denied hating whites. "Hating is a

full time job," he added, claiming

that the opposite of love is not hate

but indifference.

On the welfare issue, Russell

classified the oil depletion

allowance, agricultural subsidies,

and the SST (supersonic tran-

sport) as parts of welfare.

He noted the bad image of

welfare recipients and pointed out

that the majority of people on

welfare are whites. Ten cents of

every welfare dollar, he said goes

to the recipient while the

remainder are administration

costs.

While Mississippi's Senator

Eastland gets paid $17,000 per

month in agricultural subsidies,

people complain about the eight

dollars per month which a poor

child on welfare gets for food in the

same state.

Education he cited as the

"foundation used to think for

yourselves." Turning to student

athletes, Russell said that a school

should not admit anyone who it did

not want to participate fully in all

aspects of campus life.

"This is the greatest generation

of college students," Russell said.

BILL RUSSEL1 talking "with" not "to" an overflow crowd.

(MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

If Vice-president Spiro Agnew's

alma mater University of

Baltimore, had higher standards,

the nation might have had a

bricklayer, Russell jabbed.

Agnew, Russell quipped, was "the

first guy to go on a panty raid and

come back with a jock strap."

Russell stated, however, that

Agnew has "done more for religion

than Billy Graham," because now

more people are praying for the

president.

On a more serious note, the all-

time NBA center, said "this is the

most important time in the history

of this nation because we have

reached a saturation point in

material goods."

"We've shown we could con-

sume... it is now time to show not

how to make a living but how to

live," said Russell.

He concluded by advising the

audience to have respect and be

happy.

He reminisced only briefly about

basketball including briefly

remarks about some memorable

moments in coaching.

Having self-respect and being

happy were suggested to the

audience by Russell in concluding

remarks.

Senate Freezes Senior Class Funds
By BETH GOODELL

Senate Reporter

Senior Class funds were frozen

by the Student Senate last night,

because of what Senator James
Bouin called "illegally con-

stituted" spending by the class of

71 Executive Council.

Bouin. also the Treasurer of the

Senior Class, presented the motion

which will temporarily stop any

member of the senior class from

spending the class money.

The Senate also appropriated

$7,950. for the "Room to Move"
drug drop-in center, passed an act

setting procedure for dorms to

remain open during vacations and

approved a proposal which will

enable students to receive modular

credits for a wide variety of studies

and activities.

A motion to provide funds for a

"birth control booklet" was
postponed for ore week.

In light of the recent controversy

concerning major concerts, the

Senate charged the sub-committee

on Class Government to develop a

better system for running them.

The freezing of Senior Class

funds was called for by Senator

Bouin because the Executive

Council of the class, which does the

spending, is "illegally con-

stituted." According to the act

which regulates class government,

the Council must have 50 members

on it. At this time.. according to

Bouin. only 44 Seniors are

technically on the Council, and

only 15-20 have been attending the

most recent meetings. He pointed

out that this small number of

students is appropriating

thousands of dollars and doing this

without "any real constituency."

Of the $70,000 budgeted to the

class this year, Bouin said, "I don't

want to spend any money." He

reported to the Senate that he has.

through his jurisdiction as Cto»s

Treasurer, tried to freeze the funds

on his own. He said that he has,

however, received word that

money is still being spent, in spite

of various measures he has taken

to stop such action.

Several Senators posed the

question of whether the Senate

could legally freezethe funds of a

class. A move to commit the

motion to freeze the budget to two

committees of the Senate for one

week's study was defeated. The

motion then passed which freezes

the funds until it is demonstrated to

the Senate that the manner in

which the class' money is being

spent is legal.

The Senate spent three hours in

regular business prior to dealing

with the Senior Class funds. It

appropriated $7,950. to the "Room
to Move" drug center, to be spent

mainly in paying the salaries of 18

people. Opposition was voiced to

the payment of salaries to mem-
bers of a student organization but it

did not prevail.

Currently, 10 staff members are

on salary at the °?nter, with their

salaries paid for out of $20,000

given the group by the office of the

Dean of Students. $6,750 of the

funds appropriated last night will

pay the salaries of 18 staffers at the

rate of $1 an hour for a 25 hour

work week, for 15 weeks.

In other action, the Senate

supported a proposal for the

establishment of a University

Special Credits program, as drawn

up by the Academic Affairs

Committee of the Senate. The

Senate unanimously supported the

plan which will enable students to

receive modular credits for a wide

variety of studies and activities,

and it urged that it be implemented
in the academic year 1971-72.

By adding a new section onto a

recent Senate bill concerning the

use of dorms during vacations, the

Senate made provision for any
dorm which wishes to remain open

for only its residents. The earlier

bill had dealt only with dorms
being used during vacations by

outside groups. The new section

allows students to stay in their

dorms "provided that the house

presents a security proposal

(approved by a majority of its

residents) to the area co-ordinator

for his approval at least two weeks
before the vacation period."

Opponents of the measure un-

successfully argued against its

bypassing of the Area Govern-
ments when it comes to con-

sideration of the security proposal.

The Senate also last night

charged its Student Government
Activities subcommittee on class

government to seek "a workable
alternative" to the existing groups
which run the major concerts on
campus. The subcommittee is to

develop a better coordinated and
more efficient system, to be
reported out by February 24, 1971.

The committee compiling the

birth control booklet is checking its

legality at this time. The Senate

was informed that there is a

possibility that as much as 80% of

the planned material is illegal.

The Senate was still meeting at

the Collegian's deadline.
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65 North Pleasant Streot

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THE FINER LINES Of CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAAAONOS SOLO WITH USE

OF DIAMOND SCOPE

IPO Nurtli Pleasant St.

Tel. £W-<iW±-
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ATTENTION:

DAVE VAN R0NK FANS

A full interview with Dave (Van Ronk Style) will be

broadcast on this Thursday's "CYCLEBREAKER" at

6 30. Dave talks with the "Cyclebreaker" staff about

his career, where he's been, The Village, Communists,

Mr Middle, Clouds, etc. Segments of the Saturday

night concert will also be played.

Tune in WMUA 91.1 on your FM
this THURSDAY NIGHT at 6:30

TONIGHT
CHILDREN'S
CHRISTMAS

PARTY
PRIZES — GAMES — MOVIES

All the children of the campus community are invited.

SU COMMONWEALTH RM. — 7 to 9 p.m.

presented by the S U Program Council
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In The Nation And The World
Draft Counselor's Corner

Senate Passes Measure

Limiting Aid To Cambodia

American assistance after cracking through parliamentary readblocks

°f£^U°!£tfS to 22, it passed and sent to conference a (MU
mUhon foreign aid authorization bill after rejecting 61 to 33 a move by

Si Mike Gravel, D Alaska, to delete $155 million of the $255 million for

^GravefTndien. J. W. Fulbright, D Ark., chairman of the Foreign

RelSs Committee, abruptly dropped delaying tactics agamst *e aid

measure after Sen. James B. Allen, D Ala., seized the floor in a

rrUamenUrV thrust and served notice he would force a vote on a move

tn table-and thus kill-Gravel's amendment.

'^e have alerted the public to what is going on," Grave told a reporter

in explaining why he decided against further delaying tactics.

Enactment of the aid measure eliminated one possible barrier to ad-

journment o tiie 9lst Congress which goes out of office legally on Jan.
3^

J

TutTeats of filibusters-extended debate in senatorial Parlance-still

hune over at least three other measures: the Department of Tran-

sport^ ^^ bill containing $210 million for the supersonic

Sport tte $66.6 billion defense money bill in which Senate House

conTeS watered down a Senate ban on U.S. combat ground roops for

Laos, Cambodia and Thailand; and the massive Social Security trade

welfare bill.

Defense Cutbacks
Foreseen ByLaird
WASHINGTON <AP> - Congressional cuts in the defense budget will

force additional base closings, manpower reductions and ship
>
layups

early next year and be more severe than previously planned, the Pen-

tagon said Wednesday

Also On Civilians

Army SpiesOn Senator

that they disagreed with domestic A spokesman said the Army is

Ervin a North Carolina Democrat

who heads the Senate sub-

committee on constitutional rights,

said his information was supplied

by a former Army agent who was

assigned to political surveillance in

Illinois.

"The Army investigated those

men during their campaigns for

office and while they were in of-

fice," said Ervin.

Ervin disputed earlier claims by

the military that investigations of

civilians were limited to those who
demonstrated a penchant for

violence or other illegal conduct,

it was enough," he said in a

statement, "that they opposed or

did not actively, support the

government's policy in Vietnam or

policies of the administration, or

that they were in contact or

sympathetic to people with such

views."

Aside from Stevenson and

Kerner, Ervin said, the Illinois

target list of the 113th Military

Intelligence Group - with

jurisdiction over the Midwest

included Democratic Rep. Abner

Mikva and a host of state and local

officials, political contributors,

newspaper reporters, lawyers and

church figures.

Kerner, now a federal judge,

headed the presidential com-

mission on violence which sub-

mitted a report that stirred some

controversy.

Body Countof310
ReportedAtMy Lai

Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird announced spending will be

-lashed $800 million during the

next six months.

The action is being taken. Laird

said, to make up for the $2.1 billion

trimmed from defense appro

priations by House Senate con-

terees which agreed Tuesday on a

|66 ti billion bill.

Pentagon officials said the $2.1

billion will mean a reduction in

actual spending of about $800

million during the remainder of

the 1971 fiscal year which ends

June 30.

The first cuts will be in the areas

of operations and maintenance and

will mean among other things

fewer ship steaming days and

fewer air flights because this is

where it will have an immediate

impact, these officials said.

"These cuts will increase the

risks to our national security,"

Laird declared in a statement read

to newsmen by Pentagon

spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim.

in addition," Laird said, "it will

be necessary. ..to go forward

promptly with additional man-

power reductions, additional

civilian job reduction, base

closings, and reductions

throughout the country, and we

will also need to reduce further the

number of Navy ships."

Friedheim said specific cases

and numbers would be announced

in January and would be in ad-

dition to cuts previously scheduled

but not vet announced as part of

the Pentagon's long range

economy moves to meet a budget

squeeze.

Since the Nixon administration

assumed office in January 1969. the

Pentagon has closed or reduced

operations at 849 bases worldwide.

The civilian payroll has been

trimmed by 271,000 to 1.6 million.

The armed forces have been

slashed from a Vietnam war peak

of 3.5 million to about 2.9 mdlion,

the figure originally planned for

June 30, 1971. it is now obvious we

will go below that figure,'

Friedheim said. The reported

figure is 2.7 million.

The Navy has sent nearly 200

ships to scrap or mothballs,

reducing the fleet to 704 ships as of

Nov. 30 from almost 900 two years

ago.

FT BENNING Ga. ( AP) - A witness testified at Lt. William L^ Calley

Jr s court martial Wednesday that Capt. Ernest Medina reported a body

count of 310 at My Lai. after invoking a cease fire by announcing the

party's over, that's enough shooting for today."

This was about noon on March 16, 1968. said the witness. Thomas J.

Kinch, 24, of North Cape May, N.J. He also quoted Medina as exhorting

his Charlev Company troops in a pre My Lai briefing:

•When I come through the next day, I don't want anything living but

C Is
"

Callcv 27 is on trial on charges of the premeditated murder of 102

Vietnamese old men, women and children during an infantry assault by

Charley Company on My Lai. The defendant was a platoon leader under

Medina. Maximum penalty on conviction is death.

The defense contends, in part, that Calley at My Lai simply followed

orders of superior officers, including Medina. The latter currently is

undergoing the military equivalent of a grand jury investigation into his

aC
Kinch

S

awea4ns
a

squad veteran of My Lai, testified Medina received a

call on his radio while moving through the village during the assault. The

witness did not hear what was said to the captain but quoted Medina as

replying "I don't know, I'll have to call forward and find out.

After a subsequent call, the witness said, he heard Medina announce

the cease fire over the radio. Then. Kinch said, he and Medina moved

forward until they came to an irrigation ditch just east of the village,

containing 30 to 50 bodies of Vietnamese civilians. All of those deaths

have attributed by the government to Calley.

Earlier Calley's former platoon sargeant Isaiah Cowan, came to his

defense, telling the jury he never saw the defendant shoot any Viet-

namese civilians at My Lai. However, the witnesses admitted he didn t

see much of the lieutenant at any time that day.

"During the operation at My Lai, did you see Lt. Calley shoot any

civilians
" Sgt. l.C. Cowan 37, a defense witness, was asked.

"No sir, I did not." replied Cowan, a veteran of nearly 18 years of

As he went through My Lai with the 1st Platoon, Cowan said he saw only

about five dead Vietnamese - in contrast to the 102 Calley is accused of

murdering.

gravely concerned by the reports

and is looking into them. He added

that Army policy emphatically

prohibits collection of information

of the type reportedly gathered in

Illinois.

At the White House, presidential

press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler

said in response to a question, "It's

inconceivable to me that that

would take place. We certainly

don't condone it."

Air Pollution

Abatement Bill

Approved
WASHINGTON (AP)—A House

Senate conference Wednesday
night approved the most com-

prehensive and toughest air

pollution abatement bill ever

considered by Congress.

In its final form, the measure

includes firm deadlines ordering

the auto industry to reduce noxious

exhaust fumes by 90 per cent and to

do it by 1976 at the latest or face the

shutdown of production lines.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D
Maine, author of the Senate ver-

sion of the bill, called the con-

ference report "by far the toughest

pollution measure ever submitted

to Congress."'

The final version, hammered out

in days and nights of closed door

sessions, is a complex measure

that includes these major
provisions:

—It allows citizen suits, filed by

any individual or group, against

polluters, against the ad-

ministrator of the new En-

vironmental Protection Agency
and against pollution caused by the

United States government itself.

—Sets national standards for all

new stationary sources of pollution

such as factories.

—Gives the government the right

to inspect a suspected polluter's

property and to subpoena his

records.

—Gives the government the right

to require a polluter to install at his

own expense pollution monitoring

devices and compels him to report

the recorded emissions.

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
(ROM AMH1RST FOL10W RT. 9 10 WARE (APR0X.

15 MIIES) TURN RIGHT 0M RT. 32 WARt CEHTtR

.MAIS 1 MILE OH RT. 32. ...50,000 SO. fT. OF SAVINGS!

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG f
.SAVINGSFORGUYS'NGAiS"'

BELL BOTTOMS

BODY SHIRTS

BOOTS
TAPES
EVERYTHING!

,_ OPEN _
\W 'TIL MIDNITE Mmat

THERE'S NOTHING

foical

Gifts for Christmas

IsEE THESE OPTICAL SPECIALTIES:

BINOCULARS
MAGNIFIERS

SKI GOGGLES

SUN GLASSES

Miscellaneous Trivia

LONG ON HUNGER

SHORT ON CASH

GET

HALF A GRINDER

AT

BELL'S PIZZA

DISCOUNT DEPT. STORE

PHILLIP PLAZA

ROUTE 32, WARE

at

dOh
\t, Main St

GUILD OPTICIAN

Tel. 2537002 Amherst

Holiday

Bazaar

Students' Display of

Crafts

for sale

Berkshire Clubroom S.W

DEC. 19 & 20

Sot. & Sun.

1 . 10 p.m.

A Few Christmas Thoughts
by GILBERT J. SALK

Staff Reporter

Christmas rushes

For those of you who missed the

Berrigan tape last week, it's

happening again Tues., Dec. 22 at

noon in the Colonial Lounge,

Student Union. If you heard it last

week, get the word to your in-

terested friends.

Do you want to be able to help

your friends and brothers solve

their draft problems? There will be

a Counselor Training Program

offered in February by Draft

Counseling Services. Watch this

column early second semester for

details. But think about it during

vacation.
There is draft counseling

available on campus. Draft

Counseling Services has an office

on the second floor of the Student

Union, in Room 418E. Stop by to

rap sometime....

This is the last column this

semester. If you enjoyed it -or even

read it for that matter -let me
know. It's a strange thing not

having any idea whether you have

an audience or not...

Is there anyone who'd be in-

terested in seeing a regular column

on alternatives? Stuff on farming,

education, cheap living, staying

alive and out of the system? Write

me if so...

That's it, I guess. Have a good

Ch-istmas. Make stuff instead of

buying presents. Give money to the

Panthers or CCCO or somebody in

relatives' names as presents to

them. If it's not to late, tell your

folks to get a live, replantable tree

which can be donated to your park

dept. or transplanted in your yard

after Christmas. Ecologically

sound idea. Think about Christ,

Buddha, or, for that matter,

Richard Nixon in Vietnam
shooting at people when you hear

"Peace on Earth" and ask yourself

why in Hell you should go...

For New Year's make a

resolution to stop finding excuses

for not doing it (no matter what
your particular "it" might be) and
DO IT. Stand up for your today.

Peace

Youth And Drugs
ExpertToSpeak

Today, Joel Fort, M.D. will

speak at 8:00 in the Campus Center

Auditorium on "Youth, Drugs and

Alienation." The talk will be

sponsored by Room To Move Drop-

in Center and the Center Program
Council.

Dr. Fort has an M.D. from Ohio

State University and is a world

famous expert on drug use and

abuse, public health and social

reform. He has been a consultant

on drug abuse to the World Health

Organization, the United Nations

WestfieId StudentsProtest
Off-Campus Living Rules

President Nixon Vetoes

Manpower Training Bill

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon voted Wednesday a $9.5 billion

manpower training bill. He said it would relegate large numbers of

workers to permanent subsidized employment

WESTFIELD - Westfield State

College students are still disgrun-

tled with what they consider a lack

of communication with the ad-

ministration, and picket lines are

scheduled to be set up again this

morning.

The main problem, as it has been

for several months, has been the

refusal of the administration to

Anti-War

Meeting
Tonight

The antiwar group on campus,

the Student Mobilization Com-

mittee, will meet tonight in the

Plymouth room, second floor of the

Student Union. "The recent

massive increase of the bombing

and the invasion of North Vietnam

underlines the extreme need for

such a group on campus" said a

group notice.

Tonight's meeting will be to

discuss the spring program and to

organize committees to act on the

proposals. SMC welcomes

everybody.
Members of the Student

Mobilization Committee attended

the National Peace Action

Coalition conference held two

weeks ago in Chicago. Pamphlets

telling what was proposed there as

well as the SMC brochure which

describes the movement on

campus are available in the SMC
office.

allow off-campus living for the

rapidly growing college.

One student spokesman Tuesday
night said that the issue was
supposed to have been resolved

prior to the Thanksgiving recess,

and now it appears that it will be

after Christmas. He noted that

there are going to be problems at

the college with accommodations
for all who want to enter, and the

students want a decision now, and

have been relatively patient.

There was a Student Life

Committee named, which included

students, faculty members, and

members of the administration,

yet there has been no decision on

the main problem of off-campus

liv ;ng.

tickets will start again this

morning in front of Parenzo Hall,

the main administration building.

There was no indication late

Tuesday as to how many students

would be involved, nor how long

the picketing would last.

THIS INTR6PIP PILOT
AND VOU, TOO, FOLKS,

HAVE ONLY 8 PAYS
LEFT t'OR SHOPPING

Nixon objected to the form of the

measure, not the amount of money
involved, saying it "only per-

petuates and extends the

deficiencies in our manpower
programs."
The bill passed the Senate 68 to 13

and the House approved it last

Thursday 177 to 159.

Among other things it would

have authorized $200 million im-

mediately to stem rising unem-
ployment by creating thousands of

public service jobs. Separate
legislation appropriating the funds

would have been required.

In an effort to head off a vote,

Senate and House conferees at the

last minute trimmed $2.5 billion

from the amount authorized.

The bill earmarked $2 billion

altogether for public service

employment. After the initial $200

million, spending would have risen

to $400 million next year, $600

million in fiscal 1973, and $800

million in 1974.

Backers contended the program
would create 40.000 jobs this year

and up to 300,000 by 1974.

In his vote message to the

Senate. Nixon called for a new bill

with sound manpower reform,

with a family assistance program

and federal state local revenue

sharing.

Secretary of Labor James
Hodgson said, however, that

passage of a new bill is "less than

likely" in the brief time remaining

in this session of Congress.

Nixon said his chief objection

was that the bill provided "as

much as 44 per cent of the total

funding for dead end jobs in the

pubhc sector."

"Moreover," he said, "there is

no requirement that these public

sector jobs be linked to training or

DREIDEL
PARTY

HILLEL OFFICE
TONIGHT 8:00
Refreshments

K* Bat In
yf^ or ^*

lake Out

DRAKE
• OPEN TIL 2 A.M. •

UTICA CLUB
TONIGHT 8 p.m. to 1 o.m.

See how it's brewed

HOT DOGS IN BEER

U. C. PTS. 40

THE WORLD GROWS

MORE THAN ENOUGH FOOD

BUT NOT ALWAYS IN THE RIGHT PLACES

It you have a degree or experience in agriculture

you can help people grow the food they need in th

PEACE CORPS in:

Brazil, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, India, Panan

Peru, Nepal, Chad, Niger, Dahomey, Sierra Leone,

Swaziland, Afghanistan, Micronesia, Ethiopia,

Upper Volt*, Korea, Philippines, Bolivia, Colombia

Guyana, Iran, Kenya, Botswana, Morocco, Chile,

Thailand. Malaysia, Tonga, Senegal, Jamaica,

Venezuela.

For information on programs beginning this summ<

see the PEACE CORPS liaison on campus or:

CONTACT: Peace Corps (617)223 7366

408 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210

the prospect of other employment
opportunities. WPA type jobs are

not the answer for the men and

women who have them, for

government which is less efficient

as a result, or for the taxpayers

who must foot the bill."

Nixon said such a program

would be a reversion to remedies

tried 35 years ago.

Senator Gaylord Nelson, Wis.,

chief sponsor of the bill, said he

sees no point in trying to over ride

the veto.

The Senate might vote to

override, he said, but the House

would not since it passed the

compromise version of the bill by

only an 18 vote margin, far short of

the two thirds needed to override.

and the Peace Corps. Dr. Fort was

a defense witness in the trials of

Lenny Bruce and Timothy Leary.

He is now on the faculty of the

University of California at

Berkeley (School of Social

Welfare).

Dr. Fort was the first to start a

free clinic for street people, The

San Francisco Center for Special

Problems, in Haight-Ashbury,
dealing with a wide variety of

social problems including drugs,

sex, suicide, a,nd crime.

In his book, The Pleasure

Seekers: The Drug Crisis, Youth

and Society, probably one of the

best in the field, he dispells many
of the common drug myths,

replacing them with accurate,

factual information.

In a Playboy article, advocating

the legalization of marijuana, Dr.

Fort said: "I am sure. ..that in -a

truly open, liberarian and decent

society, nobody would be inclined

to any kind of drug use.

But, meanwhile, I must
protest...against the bureaucrat

who stands with cocktail in one

hand and cigarette in the other and

cries out that the innocent

recreation of pot smoking is the

major problem facing our

society... he would be doing us a

true favor if he forgot about

marijuana for a while and thought,

a few minutes a day, about such

real problems as racism, poverty,

starvation, air pollution and our

stumbling progress toward World

War Three and the end of life on

Earth."

TAsAre Offered
TeachingSeminar
Any teaching assistant con-

cerned about the quality of his

teaching should be interested in the

Graduate School's new weekly

evening seminar series on college

teaching. The first meeting is

Thursday, December 17, 1970, at

7:30 p.m. in room 228 Herter Hall,

to discuss topics of interest to be

covered in the spring semester.

All graduate and undergraduate

TAs, part-time lecturers and
faculty are welcome. Also, por-

table videotape equipment will be

demonstrated. TAs are en-

couraged to have their classes

videotaped and evaluated by

another TA. Taping is voluntary

and entirely confidential.

This program is run by three

experienced TAs, Bill Delamarter,

Psychology; Sandra Hartzog,

Botany ; and Terry Krumm, School

of Education. Their office is

located at 206 Munson Hall; phone

5-0868 or 5-0666.
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Voice Against The Empire
Dear people, please listen and understand. 1 am not

trying to hit you over the head and I do not want to

attack any individuals. I do not want your automatic

allegiance. What I want is to communicate with you

and for you to communicate with me. We can learn

from each other.

1 would like to present a view of the world whicn

does not often get adequately explained. It is the view

that America is a wealthy empire that has been built

and continues to exist from the exploitations of people

throughout the world. That in reality when American

monies or troops are used to quell rebellions or in-

surrections in Africa, Asia, and the Americas, we are

not protecting these places from totalitarianism, i.e.,

communism, but rather, we are protecting our vast

economic interests. So that when U.S. troops go into,

for example, the Dominican Republic or Korea it is

declared a 'police action" by our "leaders". So that

when these "leaders", the ruling class (big

businessmen, generals, politicians, etc.) say that we

•lost "China and how tf Vietnam goes we might also

lose the rest of Asia, they are really talking about their

empire.

What we mean by imperialism is U.S. big business

exercising economic and political control over "un-

derdeveloped" countries in order to reap maximum

possible profits from their resources and people

Increasingly cince World War II, the largest I

corporations have found it necessary to invest abroad

for the better rates of profit available there.

Currently investments in Asia and Africa and Latin

America are returning profit rates four times as high

as those in Canada or Western Europe. As U.S. News

and World Report put it back in 1954 in an article

entitled "Why U.S. Risks War in Indochina:

It's the key to Control of All of Asia,"

••One of the world's richest areas is open to

the winner in Indochina. That's behind the

growing U.S. concern.. .tin, rubber, rice, key

strategic materials are what the war is really

all about. The U.S. sees it as a place to hold at

anv cost."

America's foreign policy makes sense only if we see

it for what it is - blatant attempts to crush anything

which has the potential for revolution, for becoming

an uprising against America's economic, idiological,

and racist denomination of most of the world's people.

Revolution is a threat to America's "free world"

empire, an empire which manipulates the internal

affairs and resources of third world nations to satisfy

the greed of babylons few large corporations.

America's hysterical anti-communist crusade is a

defense of an economic empire. The U.S. is fighting

for freedom, the freedom to exploit the third world.

Of course, volumes could be written about Western

capitalist imperialism. Many of you must disagree

strongly with what has been said here. But if you do

disagree, don't just call me an asshole. Know why you

disagree. Don't callow in ignorance.

Matt Tackeff

Academic Freedom vs. The Strike

The time has come to lance the Carbuncles!

My articulate colleague, Mr. Carbuncle, has slickly

glossed over the complex realities of our modern

technological society in his analysis of the form and

content of academix freedom. In any such analysis, it

must be pointed out that academic freedom is not a

"cover" for the corporate establishment, nor a sham,

nor an insurance policy which covers us against the

evils of political repression. Academic freedom is a

vital element of any society *"hich seeks »o maximize

the free proliferation and development of the human

intellect. Mr. Carbuncle's analysis of the relationship

between the power structure and the content of

academix freedom leads us into a stone wall. He

seems to ignore the fact that in order to permit in-

tellectual development, the power structure must be

restrained from abusing its power and arbitrarily

restricting educational diversity. The fate of

academic freedom rests ultimately on the conduct of

those possession power. In this context, the govern-

mental power structure has exercised great self-

control. In other societies, such self control is vir-

tually non-existent.

Last spring, in opposition to the governmental

power structure, there developed a counter power

structure on almost all campuses in the form of a

"strike" against the U.S. military campaign against

the Communist sanctuaries in Cambodia. This

counter power structure, in comparison to the

governmental one, exercised little or no self control.

Students who opposed the strike were ostracized or

intimidated. At Brandeis University, to cite one

example, professors who refused to vote for the strike

on the campus referendum were threatened by

strikers with physical violence. Boston University had

to close several weeks early because of the continued

threats of violent disruption. Several thousand

strikers threatened to storm the Massachusetts State

House unless Governor Sargent agreed to lower the

State House flag at half mast. At this campus,

students who chose to go to classes to receive an

"irrelevant" education were harrassed and jeered. If

such intimidational tactics were initiated by the

governmental power structure, there would be cries of

"fsscisrn !

**

Mr. Carbuncle seems to feel that the corporations

are perverting academix freedom. I would like to

know when any capitalist has threatened to close

down the MOBE office or deny anti-war activists their

rights to coordinate their workshops and demon-

strations. Have any strikers received threatening

phone calls? Don't ROTC students or those who wish

to do business with recruiters have rights? Or are

they just irrelevant slobs? Does Oswald Tippo make

bomb threats to strike committee members?

To sum up, the content of academix freedom under

the board of Trustees as compared to academic

freedom under the strike committee is like comparing

the Enlightenment to the Dark Ages.

Roller Closeup

Witness to suicide

Fact: there are over 3 billion animals on

this planet that think they are human

beings The trouble with Vanessa

Redgrave is that she looks like she bites.
.

In

choosing quotations for what was said about

Christmas, many inappropriate remarks

turned up but were nevertheless interesting.

One came from Geoffrey Chaucer-"Your

bags won't be filled with two aces but with

six and five. . . for your chance. At Christmas

well merry may you dance."

Chaucer, the old rascal, was talking

about shooting dice. Indeed the

language may change, but the

desirability of rolling an eleven and

the undesirability of snake eyes, was

asapparent then as it is today. ..Bud

Collier died last year... In your

stars - if you are a Sagittarius, you

will be clamped by a Capricorn

today.... "The Kumjian Kaper" is

the next film at the talkie: It depicts

a pair of sneakers that didn't go to

church one Sunday. ... Nan and

Belina are knitting gloves for the

town crier Paul McCartney

has bought another penthouse, this time

underneath rudolph the reindeer's turds.

"No one will find me and my family and

Apple will not find me called a Truce...

Agnes Moorhead chewed out Tony the Tiger

for not finishing his cereal... So your

children will have a better understanding of

what really happened in Bethlehem, why not

present your Nativity scene in the same

sequence as it happened 1,970 years ago. Set

up the empty manger in the stable with the

cows and a few sheep etc. and let the rest of

the cast follow. You'll be amazed at the

actual antiquing because it is so simple.

There is a bit of a knack to rubbing the paint

off, so it is suggested that you start with the

camels, donkeys and lambs until you've

perfected your talent By the time you get to

the more important figures you should be a

measter. With the oil paint, you need to rub

very lightly - just enough to see the original

color coming through the stain. On the

acrylics, you'll have to rub harder because

the paint will peel off in little patches, much
like rubber cement... Request: One at-

tractive girl to act ir a film I am making.

Must be completely openminded. call me,

Larry Trillo, at my number 546-5000 after 11

before vacation .... Jeremy Bentham ad-

vanced various arguments in favor of the

view that the general happiness is the

summum bonum... Walter Matthau is

disgusted with success, will spend his last

penny for an island next door to Aristotle

and Jackie... Chuck "Rifleman" Connors

will manage an Angel farm club in the

Pacific Coast League next season. A first!

his wife will become the first female

scout... Don Rickles has finally made it. He
has a book in the Umass library. ... Jean

Shrimpton has signed a 1.5 million dollar

contract with the Bumble-bee Tuna com-

pany, letting them use her name on their

new canned-shrimp product--"Jean

Shrimpton's Tangy Shrimp" in vegetable

oil.... Minnesota Fats is rotting in a panama
city jail for stealing a walking stick from a

blind man. The victim, Manuel Hoda is in

fair condition... "My hogs are like

pyramids, but my slaves do it because they

want to"-Kahlil Gibran.... George Harrison

has another hot 45 in the waxing. One side is

for Christmas called simply "Santa Clod".

The other is sort of an old Lennon-

McCartney melody, this time with Mike
Bloomfield and Chicken Hirsch and the

Plastic One Band called "How Does It Feel

To Be One Of The Welfare Boobs?" Sheb
Wooley is dating Laura Nyro. Their wedding
will take place on the Johnny Cash show this

March... shoobeedoo ba ba da...

Campus Comment

Day Care
YouAre The Crown of Creation

And You've GotNowhere To Go

To The Editor:

Day Care is one of the most important economic and political issues

that the women's movement has chosen to act on. Free, twenty-four hour

centers can play a large part in releasing women from their confining

role in the home. Women are usually expected to take care of the

children. The children's needs orient a woman around home activities

and limit her opportunity to get involved in other interests. The third

world woman who is alone and forced to work to support her family has

neither time to herself nor time for her children. Day Care Centers

provide a place where parents can leave their children while they work,

go to school , or take free time for themselves

Day Care Centers can be a more reliable and safe place for children

than with baby-sitters or in some homes. Centers are licensed by the

state and must meet rather strict requirements to gain certification.

Staff members must meet prescribed requirements about experience and

education. Centers must provide a ratio ol 1 adult to every 10 children.

The concept that Day Care Centers should be free of charge is im-

portant. The entire society should share in the responsibility for raising

children; that should not be the burden of two people who bear them.

Society is beginning to respond to the needs of the elderly and must be

prodded to look after the needs of its children. Some of these needs are

tor good food, companionship, and plenty of attention. These needs can in

part be met now by Day Care Centers where some meals are provided

and there are persons trained in child development who are concerned

about children. Day Care must be regarded as a right for all, rather than

a privilege of the rich.

At UMass, Women's Liberation has decided to try to coordinate the

efforts of past groups and the graduate Student Senate to develop a large

scale movement for day care on campus. At present, the group is in-

volved in doing research on the issue of day care and on existing centers

in other places. One group of women has worked out a questionnaire to

find out what the needs of the university community are in terms of day

care: what people's attitudes toward day care are; and what experience

people have had with day care. Efforts are being made to find sources for

funding a center that would place the responsibility squarely in the lap of

the university, but without creating too much of a tax burden. There are

a large number of people qualified for staffing a center - university

graduates, undergraduates who have to do field work with children, and

the parents of children who would want to be involved in the center.

Within our community we have the resources to meet our own needs - all

we have to do is DO IT!

Day Care is one of the topics discussed at the Women's Liberation

meeting on Wednesday nights at 6 in Campus Center.

DALE LABONTE

ROBBIE CHAPIN

"YOU ARE THE CROWN OF
CREATION AND YOU'VE GOT
NO PLACE TO GO"
Those are the first lines of the

Jefferson Airplane song "Crown of

Creation." The song continues

with these lines:,

-IN LOYALTY TO THEIR
KIND

THEY CANNOT TOLERATE
OUR MINDS.

IN LOYALTY TO OUR KIND
WE CANNOT TOLERATE

THEIR OBSTRUCTION!"
The question is: THEN

WHAT???
I think of my sister Marjorie.

She knew that she, like everyone

and everything else, was "the

crown of creation" and yet she
" had no place to go

.

" She knew this

in her very bones because she had

religious mystical experiences

with - and more importantly -

without drugs She knew how holy

the world was and how fine it was

to be alive.

Yet wherever she went in the

American capitalist system she

was not tolerated. She found it

hard to get enough money to eat.

When she was in Boston she

happened to be on HemenwaySt.

the night that the Tactical Police

Force attacked a block party and

beat men, women, and babies. It

was like history repeating itselt.

Chicago '68...They even went into

buildings to destroy the property

and beat people who had nothing to

do with what was going on out in

the street And she was in the

center of it, begging the police not

to hit a pregnant friend.

She finally split out to Texas this

August because she heard that it

was such a fine place to be. Her

friends told her that the cowboys

were like freaks themselves with

their bright clothes, big hats and

boots. They said that everyone

was really friendly there.

So the password was "Go West

young girl...." And she did.

She left in search of a Social

Utopia where she could start a

combination commune and
vegetarian restaurant for all the

good people in the area. She was

incredibly happy there for a few

weeks. The land was beautiful.

The people were great - a dream
come true. Then the Nightmare

came....

On August 16, 1970, Marjorie

Carol Zelman was killed in Austin,

Texas. She was swimming in a

lake at sunset and a boat hit her in

the head, killing her instantly. The

police said that it was an accident.

Yet there was an anonymous phone

call to the police saying that if you

want to know who killed Margie

Zelman go see th<s man ...The

caller said that he had heard the

man bragging to some people

about how he had killed a hippie.

When he took a lie-detector test,

he said that he had not taken his

boat uut the day before. This

showed up as a true statement

The police did not oven examine

his boat in their "thorough"

examination.

I don't know whether or not he

did intentionally kill my s'ster. If

he did, he killed someone l.<- did not

even know. Perhaps he did it

because of how she looked - i.e.,

like a "freak".

I believe that if he had had a

chance to speak to her he would not

have done it. Instead, they would

have become good friends because

she was so beautiful....

I am not bitter. She had a very

full life. You could say the life

force in her overflowed.

The question is not one of fear,

hatred, paranoia and revenge. The

karma of that is just more of the

same. The moral cycle, or karma,

would only continue, as the rock

thrown into the water creates

larger and larger circles.

For me the question is : how can I

keep her spirit alive?

Her smile was the physical

manifestation of her happy holy

spirit. She expressed her joy

through her facial expressions.

Poet Michael McClure says that

'The spiritual is the real physical

acts which the body makes."

So she "dropped" her body and

her spirit floats freely now. How
can I keep it alive on earth?

It seems that I can do it only by

keeping her joy alive in my mind

and the minds of other people.

Please help me do this.

Chasidic Judaism says "Praise

the Lord with joy The only sin is

sadness
I think of the lines from Crosby.

Stills and Nash:
"Fear is the lock and laughter,

the key to your heart."

But most importantly I think ot

the marvelous lines from the In-

credible String Band who played

some of her favorite music

(because of its holiness and

purity):

"Caught inside of Hitler's jail

and All I can do is smile...."

BOBZKLMAN

I K'lTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's signature, address and telephone

numlier (all of which will be withheld upon request) The limit is one

page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended publication.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

Winners Of Contest No. 8

Detour Constructionof the Fine Arts Center has created a major Problem for those

who wish to walk across the campus. The confusion Is heightened because there are

still some entrances to the site open, while others are now blocked by fences. The

dogs on the left discovered that you can't from 3 Lot to Herter Hall any more.

People have just discovered a fence making the Ellis Drive route impossible between

the Student Union and SBA. Above we see that the fence has been lowered tem-

porarily. When it is restored we recommend that you cut between Mem Hall and the

Chapel.
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Record Review

Lennon Is All Together

In "Plastic Ono Band"
By LANCE KK1DY

Reviewer

John Lennon'. Plastic ono band, Apple Records ^^a
! n̂^n

}^
Win is a beautiful expositional recording. It is John Lennon s iirst

^restricted lull album, is a series of reflective personal vignettes and a

I iussa Illustration ,n structured relat.v.ty and meaning. It's a too obvious

album, oftentimes deceptively so. ^..i^k- «..hlime
When you experience this, be attuned towards the ridiculousl> sublime

andOBVIOUS. Now. John Lennon means exactly what he Mysthough he

avs it vers subtly .and how )!'. '."Yes Now ..You see. I found out ill

some ways, he ain't no guru whom your eyes can see through

When you experience this, be This is such a fine display of a

attuned towards the ridiculously human that 1 now believe in more

than ever before. "Oh. ...my love

), Oh. ...my love!!"

John Lennon unites, you to look

and listen of him. and closely. I

have hence come to comprehend

and begin to appreciate more fully,

and in a third dimension, the at-

titudes and perceptions of a truly

thoughtful, religious, peaceful, and

beautiful Being... ( Human Being).

Instant Karma kiss me right on

nay face.

Soviet Union Missile

Buildup Leveling Off

WASHINGTON <AP>-The
Soviets may be leveling off their

buildup of long range missiles after

a successful five year drive to

overtake the U.S.

Cautioning it is not yet certain

what the development means, the

Defense Department said, "there

are some preliminary indications

that the Soviet Union may have

recently started slowing

somewhat'" construction of huge

SS9 missile complexes.

'
'University Without Walls

'

'

Plann ing Begun A t UMass
everything possible to keep the process at UMass an open one.

sublime and OBVIOUS. Now. John

Lennon means exactly what he

says though he says it very subtl)

(and how)!!! "Yes Now You

see 1 found out in some ways.

he ain't no guru whom your eyes

can see through. 1 seen NOW.
THAT. 1 SEEN THIS 1

know." (You'll have much
fascination with T FOUND OUT",

just for starters'

This is an extremely coherant

album. As was with "Sgt. Pepper".

only more so. every piece of

material Lennon communicates

tits very, very nicely into his whole

experience. This album is a

manliest work of art.

1. personally, advise a good set of

stereo headphones. Then dig what

he actually says and counterpoint

this in conjunction with what he

has written on the lyric sleeve (and

don't neglect his audio

imagery like the church bell

tolling at the very beginning). If

you take all of these com-

munications and non-

communications in the context of a

lucid whole, you'll apprehend a

tlood of innuendo and obvious

EUROPE
Students International Summer Flights 1971

Flt jfti. Rout« Depart Return Wks Price

BosLon-Bos
Bos- Lon Bo»
Bos-Lon-Bos
Bos Lon Boh

8/1?
6/ 20

?/?8

8/14

9/13

S199.00
S2O9.00
S 119.00

SI 79.00

The group hopes to keep the

University Community informed

and to continually stress that any

point in time is an entry point. Both

during the planning process, and

later, if and when the program is

under way. any time people wish to

make new inputs the group aims to

create a welcoming atmosphere

for their ideas.

As initially conceived by

members of the Union for Ex-

perimenting Colleges and

Universities (the initiating

organization \ the UWW Program

seeks to meet the needs of a broad

range of students by providing

highly individualized and flexible

approaches to learning in the

community, on campus, and

GI Bill Allows
ForeignStudy
The Veterans Administration

reported yesterday more than

11.000 persons trained under the GI

Bill outside the borders of the 50

states during fiscal year 1970.

Veterans earn GI Bill

educational benefits if they are

discharged under other than

dishonorable conditions after at

least 181 days of continuous active

military duty, any part of it after

Jan. SI, 1955.

They also are eligible if

discharged because of a service-

connected disability.

VA urged veterans living in

foreign countries and interested in

educational benefits to apply at the

nearest American Embassy or

Consular otfice-or to the VA
regional office in Manila, if they

live in the Philippine Islands.

statt kOpen to ."> (oll«'U«- students, facult>

immediate families.

All nonstop Boeinff 107 Jets

>?:> deposit will reserve seat

cancellation privileges

^available through our office

Eurail A. Britail passes. International 11) cards
•

Inter

European Student Charter Flights, complete travel

information.

Contact: STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

Telephone: 617 536-7863

around the world

Some key features of that initial

conception include: inclusion of

students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators in design and
development, a broad mix of

resources for teaching and lear-

ning, flexible time units, a broad

age range (16-60 and older), and

use of adjunct faculty.

Also featured would be an ex-

tensive Seminar in the Field

program incorporating faculty,

adjunct faculty, and students,

procedures designed to maintain

continuing dialogue between
students and faculty, design of

special seminars and related

programs to aid students in the

development of skills necessary for

learning on one's own, opportunity

to participate in the programs and

make use of the resources of the

other 16 UWW institutions.

Once these programs have been

developed, concern would center

on cognitive and affective learning

with periodic evaluation by
students and their advisors. There

would also be the expectation that

each student would produce,

before applying for his degree, a

research study, a work of art. a

community service, a publishable

article or book or some other

noteworthy and valuable con-

tribution

Some students, faculty members
and an administrator went to a

regional planning conference at

Roger Williams College, in Rhode
Island On returning to campus
these people began talking about

the possibility of a L'Mass

Program within the UWW
framework both with individuals

and through two presentations as

part of modular credit week

("Something Else Seventy").

The concept has been faced with

several difficulties. First, the

resources to develop such a

program are to come from a series

of grants still being negotiated with

the Office of Education and two

foundations, so funding still is not

definite Second, the exact nature

of what a UMass version of the

UWW Program could be is wide

open to what those participating in

planning create and successfully

negotiate.

UMass participation in the

program comes by virtue of the

School of Education participation

in the Union for Experimenting

Colleges and Universities. If the

funds come through for the $70,000

developmental grant that is being

sought for each participating in-

stitution, that grant will be ad-

ministered through the School of

Education.

Every effort will be made to

allow the program to belong to the

entire University Community. A
large public meeting for the

purpose of answering questions

that will hopefully serve to involve

a greater segment of the campus
population in the developmental

process will be held after the break

for Christmas vacation.

Anyone interested in par-

ticipating in a planning seminar

lor the spring semester should

gister for Education 299/599.

Also, program information will be

made available at FINE, (the

Free University of New England)

located in the Old Book Store, in

the bottom of the Student Union

For information, contact the

School of Ed at 5-0815.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile

insurance

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

peA£ T£ACVl-TH^ THING

TONITE
at the

S'l

upma
I •

The year's

#1 best

seller

picks

you
up
and
never
lets

you
down.

THE
CLEAR SKY

(h
Starring Academy Award Winner

SANDY DENNIS

Thursday, December 17

Vdmission: 50c

SU Ballroom

7:00 & 9:30

9 til close

Security Log
The following are selected entries from the logs of

the Campus Police, the Security Guards and the

Residence Hall Assistants compiled by MDC Police

Reporter John Fitzgerald for the period 7 a.m.

Monday, December 14 to 7 a.m. Wednesday,

December 16.

December 14, 1970.

3 40 p m. - Report of a larceny from a Residence Hall

m the Central Area of a portable, Royal typewriter

I value 50dollars ) a radio and a hot plate.

5:05 p.m. - Report of a hit and run accident in

Parking Lot N.

5 : 15 p.m. - Officers on patrol report a left front wheel

missing from a truck in Lot E.

5:46 p.m. - Report of a theft of a coat, scarf and hat

from Goessman Lab.

526 pm.- Complaint of larceny of skis, value 200

dollars, from a parking lot in the rear of Orchard Hill.

December 15, 1970 _ .. _.

12 14 a.m. - Received a bomb threat for a bouthwest

Residence Hall. Immediate evacuation ordered and

officers assigned.

4:00 a.m. - The lounge of a Central Area dorm was

found with broken furniture and trash thrown all

around.

4:50 a.m. - Officers on patrol report two rear wheels

and a radio missing from a vehicle in E Lot.

6:27 p.m. - Request from a resident of Southwest to

take a person to the Infirmary.

9:03 p.m. - Report of a phony ten dollar bill passed in

the Southwest Complex.

December 16, 1970.

12:20 a.m. - Request from a resident to take a person

from Southwest to the Infirmary.

12:10 a.m. - Officers on patrol report two persons

apprehended for larceny of a chair and tray from the

Campus Center.

12:35 a.m. - Report of four males carrying a metal

boat which was believed to be stolen from Campus.

Officers assigned to investigate.

2:18 a.m. - Report of an attempted robbery near the

Student Union. Officers assigned.

6:30 a.m. - Request from a resident of Southwest to

take a person to the Infirmary.

SWAP Seeks To Involve

University Community
"Continuation of SWAP, on campus could prove to be one of the most

important parts of this year's conference." said a SWAP spokesman.

"Expertise groups from the conference are to become the focal groups

for continuation and action," he added

Polite/la NamedTo Journ-EducationComm

Now that SWAP, is to be

brought to the campus, its main
goals are involvement of the rest

of the University community
and implementation of refined

proposals by carrying them
through the proper channels.

The continuation committee

itself proposes to be an

organizing and facilitation force

for implementation of the

proposals of the S.W.A.P. ex-

pertise groups. Expertise groups

have been strongly urged to

continue to meet back on

campus until proposals have

been finalized The continuation

committee proposes to work

with the expertise groups in

organizing hearings open to the

entire community so a broader

scope of ideas may be used to

finalize proposals. A tentative

date for the hearings has been

set for Wednesday, February 10,

1971.

After the open hearings the

expertise groups along with any

new members will formulate a

list of priorities. The con-

tinuation committee will make
certain the lists do not overlap

and combine any overlapping

proposals. It will then be the task

of the expertise groups with the

help of the S.W.A.P. con-

tinuation committee to carry

the proposals through Univer-

sity channels with all due speed.

The next meeting of the

continuation committee is

Sunday, December 20. The
committee is open to anyone

who is interested.

nr Dario Politella of UMass has been named to a three-year term on the Committee on Education for

Journalism by E rational Association for Education in Journalism (AEJ). The announcement was

made tto wieJ by AEJ President Wayne A. Danielson, dean of the School of Communication at the

University of Texas.

The committee is made up of ten

nationally-recognized journalism

educators who will be cooperating

with representatives of the

American Newspaper Publishers

Association in establishing new-

standards of education for jour-

nalists.

Politella is one of only two ap-

pointments made this year. He is

tho only educator named from New

Nixon May Call

Congress Back

WASHINGTON (AP)-The White

House announced Wednesday
President Nixon will act quickly to

call Congress into special session

should it adjourn before its Jan. 3

expiration without acting on

legislation he deems vital.

Press Secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said Nixon made that

known at an unannounced break-

fast meeting with House Speaker

John W. McCormack.
Ziegler said Nixon would call a

special session should Congress

attempt to quit before its legal

term runs out without ^cting on

the family assistance program,

funds to continue developing a

supersonic transport, increases in

Social Security benefits, remaining

appropriations measures and "a

trade bill which deals only with

textiles."

England . Other committee

members are from the University

of Kentucky, Iowa State,

University of Georgia.

Washington, Illinois, Kansas,

Oklahoma State, Arizona and

Rutgers.

A member of the UMass English

Department faculty since 1965,

Politella has taught journalism

subjects at Syracuse U ,
Kent

State U. and Ball State U. in In-

diana. He has been a professional

newspaperman, magazine editor

and writer, television writer and

public relations

New York City.

practitioner in

Program Council Notes Event-Apathy
The Campus Center Program Council ^et again Monday to discuss

past and present events. The Special Events Committee cited its failure

to advertise properly and great apathy among the campus community n

the faflure of Trim^-Limb. It was noted that most students simply

ignored the Christmas trees that were plaeed in the Campus Center and

the Student Union.

The Craftsman's Guild placed a

At UMass, he teaches writing for

the mass media and acts as con-

sultant to the student publications

staffs.

request for $10,453.00 for setting up

a craft center complex in the

Student Union. Action was delayed

until Monday because of budget

changes and chairman voting

procedure.

The Chess" Club was allowed to

rechannel their budget in order to

invite the members of the In-

ternational Chess Club to UMass
next year for their annual tour-

nament.
The rest of the meeting was

concerned with the involvement of

the committee chairmen and the

budget for the coming year.

SIGN UP
SENIORS: LAST CHANCE

PORTRAITS.IN THE NORFOLK
Jan Grads and Ed

ROOM FOR YOUR
Block People ONLY

Si

FREE PARKING
CAMPUS CENTER GARAGE

for

C. C. BAttBER SHOP PATRONS

top Hours. S a.m. - 5 p.m. Mon. -

8 a.m. - Noon Sat.

Phone 549-1789

LARGE BEER
FROM 9-10 TONIGHT

then sing with

MICHELLE MARQUIS
and her friends (girls)

EVERY THURSDAY NITE AT

The NEW MEADOW INN
RT. 47 — PIZZA — SUNDERLAND

BROTHERS OF

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

There will be an

IMPORTANT

MEETING

7:30 p.m. - THURSDAY, Dec. 17

at the LODGE

. . . author or the PLEASURE SEEKERS

. . . drug authority

JOEL FORT, M. D
lectures on

Youth, drugs and alienation

DECEMBER 17, 1970

C. C. AUDITORIUM

8:00 P.M

Sponsors:

Room to Move C.C. Program Council

HAPPY HOUR
Mon. - Fri.

11th Floor
(and 10th Floor Thurs. & Fri.)

- J&
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Keep Christmas Trees Safe
Asks Fire And Safety Office
Christmas Trees look nice, but they can be fire hazards in your room. The Fire And Safety Office has

released the following message about Christmas Trees in dormitories-

Notices

Christmas Trees

1-When selected, the Christmas

tree should appear freshly cut. The

needles should be felt to make sure

they are attached firmly.

2-Keep the tree outdoors until it

is to be set up.

3-When the tree is set up, it

should be placed in the coolest part

of the room, away from stairways,

passageways, exists, radiators,

heaters, fireplaces and any other

source of heat.

4-Saw the tree trunk at an angle

and stand it in water. A tree stand

with a large water container in

which the trunk can rest should be

used. Most trees "drink" water

fairly fast, so the water container

should be filled daily. Keeping the

tree moist is the most important

safety factor.

5-Only electric lights should be

used to decorate the tree, never

candles. The lighting sets should be

checked before they are placed on

a tree. Those with frayed wire

should be discarded. Only light sets

bearing the label of the Un-

derwriter's Laboratories should be

used. The lights should be turned

off when no one is in the area.

6-Electric devices should be set

away from the tree. A spark from

the device could ignite dry pine

needles.

7-When the needles start to fall,

the tree should be taken down
immediately and discarded out-

doors. All trees should be be

dismantled before December 21,

1967 (Christmas Vacation).

8-Christmas trees are not per

mitted above the street floor in any

dormitory

Wax Candles

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

" RES* Teac, Garrard, P*. AmUfi,

Fisher, TDK, cassette Mid open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,

LP's. 8 tracks and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tfUf-SS

SNOW TIRES, low prices top Qua-

lity, cash and carry. K.T Factory

Tires Outlet, Cowls Boad. No. Am-
herst, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

IflHI

Hnjoy your vacations, year week-
rnds. year week nights. 1'U type
and /or revise anythine written for

job Theses tee. Professions! serv-

ice Reasonable prices. SM-0817
ttu-a

WANTED

Vsed Furs — Capes, Jackets and
(.'oats (short and lone) aU sizes. CaU
m-s995. tng-n
"

.-SKIS — Head 3*>'8, Marker blnd-

incs, 310 cm, great condition, 984).

Call 6-7066 tflg-18

Diamond enKag-ement rins, square

getting, yellow sold band, selling

for M dollars Call M4-261* or 515-

.*«43. Dana Phippa, 210 Greenongh.
tflg-17

Must sell on or before 12/«0 —
Dinette Set, Dre»»tr. >ofa and Chair,

Xvlnn Braided Kuic, (oval). Book-

shelve*. 540-0017. tf12-18

KsM
i ond..

350 Tape Deck,

I17.'> new. Call

3 heads, good
Bob 548-B6W

tf U-S3

(loseout sale on a II Classic 1968

Barracudas PS, auto ,
polj glass

tires, etc Blueliooks for over $1600,

need $1350 for bu* ride home. This

car has heart l.eawng Friday. 549-

H547. tflg-17

Fender (iuitnr for sale. Statocas-

trr model (.mid condition $150.

(all >tr\e 5t<i-tilV: tfl'i-17

Hjrt metal ^kis, <i" 9" clCi cm),
v\ <.f«-pin liindiiiK-.. Rieker boots, riM
10' ., all in e\ <und Call 54ft-."l."><>

tfl'i-17

lent

pole*

s u-i(l only
iunil , 195

in.l (all

one season, exrel-

rin w/bliiala>si

•W.KMU rres,
tflt-18

Photographer wants open-minded
females to model, no experience nec-

essary. If Interested write: "Artis-

ts" P.O. Box 302, Chleepee. Mass..
01014. Include address and/or phone.

tfl2-18

Students to work, guaranteed $Tm
hr Inquire In Boom 178, Campus
Center, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thurs.

tf!2-17

MustTuTverooni for Spring Sem-
ester, prefer forn, efney, near CM.
Write John Harmon, 1861 Bertram
Rd., Huntington Valley Fa. 19006

Call collect 215-947-2880. tf!2-21

I need a kiln to fire 3%' ceramic

piece. Will pay 646-7205. tm-M
Tutor wanted — statistics 121.

Will pay well. Call Grant, 224 Ham-
lln or leave message. tf!2-l8

Couple wanted to share a room In

large house In Hadley $50/per per-

son. Call 584-9338. tf12-17

R06MMAtES WANTED
1 or 2 people for house In South

Hadley for next semester, own room.

5-College bus at Mt. Holyoke nearby.

Call 536-7689 after 5. tf!2-17

1 roommate wanted <m, f.) will

haTe own bedroom in two bedroom

Apt. at Cliffside Apts. Call at 545-

09M or 665-2H61, ask for Lee.
tfli-18

Roommate wanted to share beauti-

ful house with 3 other grad students.

1 mile from campus, (all ?53-7001

(male, female or married couple.)

tflMM
MKKOKMXT I IN. Bodies Mk-

kor M :50 (1.4), IM It.*) lenses;

tillers; mrpssories Almost new Ma-

nlya >ui>er ;.t tperts-MtasBs Casserai
lenses, iniessories New. all cheaii.

(all M»WW, tfli-17

s.ki» — Head S.Ml's. 1*0 cm with
Marker hlwdlWKS. n»eil anil une

sun coml rendition. Most s.ll In—

Icire Vila-. MM Call Ted at ">IS-

2 females to share
a |it. available lao 1

..15-0781 or 665-2H45.

two hedronm
Call Betels

tfl'J-Sl

Konmniate wanted
laite. Call 5ir>-fi«J0.

Tuffton Vil-

tf!2-2:i

FOR RENT

WKtS after

(t'i:t7

II no answer call 519-

mt-n

ski boots.

I.est utter

"cable s.\stem"

(all 5lt;-5J4l

Will the people who were inter-

ested in bu>ine my Boa (and any-

one else interested in a $20 pet

snake), please contact me in the

mornings or evenings Tom in 37fi

Webster at 6-710*. 12-1'

T.aree double room hi spacious

home with students, close to campus.
Avail. Jan. 1, call 549-6335.

tflMH

RIDERS WANTED
I am going to Pitt, P.A. weekend

of 20th. Am looking for riders to

share expense. I own an economy

car. Call or leave message for Chris

115 Butterfield, 5-2418 or B-2419.
12-17

FOR SALE — AUTOS
I fMi.'i Mostane eonv. economic 6

rrl . !l speed, good tires, 2 studded

snow tires Reasonable. Call 665-3547.

tf!2-17

Must sell to buy Xmas presents:

IM.t Pswtiac (atalina. Reasonably

priced Call Karl 519-6849. tf!2-23

Must sell, going overseas — 69

MOB -C.T 17,000 mi., disc brakes

n\erdrive. AM-FM. wire wheels ex-

.ellent . onilition. $2,100.00. 546-5470
tf12-21

all pow-
tf!2-21

LOST

Where lighted wax candles are

permitted, all precautions must be

taken. Lighted candles should not

be handled or carried by persons

using net or gauze-like fabric for

dresses or costumes. If loosely

woven costumes must be worn,

they must be flameproofed. When

used for table decorations, a sturdy

holder shall be provided.

Evergreen Branches

1-Freshly cut branches may be

used for table decorations only.

2-Electrical artificial evergreen

wreaths bearing the fire-retardant

label may be used for window

decorations wherever permitted.

Decorations

The use of ordinary combustible

materials for decoration is not

permitted. Use only non-

combustible materials or

materials that have been fire

retarded and bear the Un-

derwriter's label on the wrapper.

Loose hay, straw, leaves, resinous

evergreen branches or brushed

rayon materials are not to be used.

Fire Retarding Christmas Trees

No fire retarding treatment yet

tested on full-sized trees has

convinced the Underwriters'

Laboratories that any relaxation of

the usual precautions to prevent

ignition of Christmas trees is

justified. Some treatments are not

only ineffective in preventing the

spread of flam", but also liberate

large volumes of smoke and fumes

beyond those given off by un-

treated trees.

CHESS CLUB
The chess club will hold this week's meeting

tonight at 7 in Rm 811 of C C All university

players are welcome!

C E Q
Open meeting "The Ecological Christ

mas" Free coffee and cookies Tuesday, Dec.

22nd. at 7 p m. in Colonial Lounge

CRAFTSMEN'S GUILD
Crocheting class CANCELLED for Thur

sday (today). Sorry. Come next Tuesday from

7 9 p m in the Craft Center

1!MU; Bonneville Wagon,
ee. air conrt 549-6084

Must sell on/or before 12/20, 1966

Miistaiie Conv.. $1050 Free 8 track

stereo AM radio btlcket seats, A.T.,

Power Steering, 289 snow tires

549-0047 tf12-18

I „„t — „ n e pair of li-lit leather

...it'.us willi l.ri.un liners These
• Miitens were a recent birthday pres-

ent. Will pay $5 reward Call 5H<>-

10,11 II miii miss us Please keep

If,visa tfl2-18

RIDE WANTED
Ride or riders wanted to upper

Michitcan Christmas. Call Mnnea
»H IMI tf!2-17

Desperately need ride to Florida

rinlit alter \inas Call John 6-7624

UK :«I2 Mill share expenses and
driving 12-17-21

1966 Ford Wagon, good condition

recent engine work, BAH, PS,

clean. Best e.ffer Call Bill 6-543$.

tf12-17

1968 Mercury Comet, good condl-

tlon, new tires, clnteh, $350 or best

offer 586-1016 or 584-2147 tfl2-1S

«1 CheTelle RS 396, 4 speed, posl,

new tires. Asking $15*t or best offer.

Call 549-6974. tf«-17

19«1 Chevy, excellent mechanical

. ondition, can't afford to re-reglster

it Csll Tony at TEP, 853-9971 or

253-9041

.

tflt-17

a^T FURNISHED ROOMS

VACATION

CUSP PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

The last meeting of the semester will be held

today at 8:30 p.m in the Psychology Lounge

(across trom main office). Cheers!

EDUCATION HONOR SOCIETY (KAPPA
DELTA PI)

New members invited tonight to Rm 174 in

C.C. at 7 p.m. Guest speaker will be Rhody
McCoy. School of Ed ., Grad. Student

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Prof Richard Peet of Clark Univ will lee

ture today at 8 p.m on VonThunen's

Agricultural Location theories as applied to

modern US. All are invited to Rm 163 173 of

the Campus Center

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Opening meeting of new seminar series on

college teaching, for graduate TA's, Part time

lecturers, and faculty to discuss spring

seminars, tonight at 7 30 p.m in 228 Herter

Hall.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting, and meditation from 530
7 p m. in Rm 911 915 of the C.C. Please bring

an empty stomach and wear loose fitting

clothing.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The Chinese students will present 2 culture

programs (1) Folk song (2) the Chinese Art of

Self defense, at 4 pm today in Colonial

Lounge. All welcome

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Come Christmas carolling with us Ionian' at

6 45pm Meet at Memorial Hall. Carolling

followed by a worship service in Farley Lodge.

All Christians invited

MDC
Collegian Photographers All equipment

must be returned before vacation.

OUTING CLUB
Toby Climb Sunday from Hatch at 10: 30.

Steve 8. Max will be giving a performance Sat.

at 730. See bulletin board for details Love.

SPANISH CLUB
it you enjoy speaking Spanish, come to the

Spanish Table for lunch! It meets from 11 : 30

12 30 in Franklin Commons.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE
The Student Mobilization Committee will

have a meeting today at 6 p.m. in the SMC
Office, Plymouth Room, SU to discuss spring

actions 8. committee work

SU PROGRAM COUNCIL
Children's Christmas Party will be held

today trom 7 9 p.m in the Commonwealth

Room of SU All Campus children are invited

Kide needed to Knoxvllle Tenn.
..I smith of Washington after Jan.
~ Mill share driving and expenses,

(all (i-li.'ll. tfl2-18

Alfred Sheinwold says

"Practice on
Autobridge®

instead of your friends!"

If your bridge errors embarrass you, try

practicing all by yourself with the

AUTOBRIDGE board Your progress will be

painless, and very gratifying to you and all

your partners
."

BRIDGE MAGIC. Many bridge players rely on magic

for their success. They try to sit In the lucky seats or to

deal with the lucky deck. If things don't go well, they

try sitting on a handkerchief. But in the long run you

have the same kind of cards no matter where you plant

your seat. You can do better with those cards by

working with your head. If you get a poor result with a

hand, look for your mistakes in bidding or play. When

your partner has made the mistake, try to recall

whether you led him astray or whether you could have

saved him. You will find it easier to work with your head

if you practice with AUTOBRIDGE hands. Playing one

or two hands a day will work like magic to improve

your game; magic that will follow you to any seat at the

bridge table.

FREE! Point Count

Bidding Guide.

Handy new version by Alfred Sheinwold Write to Parker

Brothers, Inc., Box #60-469E, Minneapolis. Minn 55460.

(Offer expires March 31, 1971)

lleriiuiiln. X days, 7 nights of

s|.iinu vacation $180 - $269 for

mire into. Contact Rich Marcit in

.••mi I Kl.> IKK MS-TIM. tit! -21

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services sterea esW

punents, tape decks for home of ear,

191 No. Pleasant St. 2M-8U3

% ( (II I K(.l. I OK THE
INDIVIDUAL
AND HIS

( Ki: VI'IVK KXPRESSION
Mark Hopkins College

Box 8260

rtmttfcfcsra, Vermont 053)11

tll>-2l

X.

[m 1 Airtot>ridcje 1 m

[I l^w^; 3
|5L liliilHl

1*" *-- *l^llll

AUTOBRIDGE Self-Playing Bridge Game

/&Alr-/t>*K^~*M'

Y S A
There will be an informal discussion tonight

at 7 p m m Crabtree Lounge with members of

the Young Socialist Alliance All are invited

LOST
Indian art and public opinion notebook was

lost in the vicinity of DC #5. Please call Steve

6 7741

Long, brown ski jacket was lost Please

return to SU Lost & Found or call 6 7526.

A pair of gray tinted prescription eyeglasses

in a blue leather case was lost on Sat night,

near lodge by F lot. Urgently needed Call

Toots 6 8236.

Anyone who might have inadvertently

borrowed my EE 147 257 notebook please call

6 8858 or return to SU Lost 8. Found

Intercultural

Communications

All students, foreign and
American, graduate and un-

dergraduate, are urged to attend a

discussion and sign-up session on

intercultural communications
workshops to be offered next

semester. 8:00 p.m., rooms 174-176

Campus Center. Sponsored by

International Programs Office.

Center for International

Education and Human Relations

Center.

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 HOOF •

rtmnpusT
\_^ 25«>-4>*ll

AMHIHSIHAOlf Y LISiL-

1 &OUSIC FtATUKCmm 2 for riie pries of 1

'

At 7 — Sun Mot.

^*Sw^ i
— —

—

^"N.oVly at 7.15 t 9 _ Sun. Mot

*» diary of a
mad housewife

nchard benjamin came snodqress

I DOUBLE FEATURE
At 9:00 I

2 tor the price of 1!

Lizd Mnne& 740
Ths

Salem,

'

Huskies Fail To Unbeaten Redmen $Po/?tS ShorT'Es
AP

mini

THE NORTHSHORE'S

LARGEST SELECTION

OF

BELL BOTTOMS
Styled Expressly for

YOUTH

SUCXS JIMS"

il

BLUE JEAN BELLS

All Sizes in Stock

Siddhartha
25 middle street

DOWNTOWN NEWBbRYPORT

Redmen Romp.. .Slick backcourt ace, John Betancourt flaunted

with Husky defense at Storrs Tuesday night as Coach Leaman's

Cagers walked off the tartan surface with a clutch 74-69 win (upper

right). Other half of the dynamic duo, Mike Pagliara, drives toward

the hoop for 2 of his 14 points. The young Redmen have really come

of age with four straight YC triumphs as UMass.. 5-0 overall, streak

to New Kngland hoop supremacy. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

BOSTON (AP) -Bobby Orr, the

Boston Bruins' spectacular, 22

year old defenseman who won four

major awards in leading his team

to the Stanley Cup last season, was
named Wednesday Sports

Illustrated's 1970 Sportsman of the

year.

"Thank you, thank you, thank

you-this is a great honor." Orr said

as he received a Grecian amphora
at a luncheon held -by the sports

magazine.
"Bobby Orr was an obvious

choice," said Sports Illustrated

Publisher Oick Munro. "It

probably was the easiest selection

we've ever had.
*****

DALLAS ( AP) -Dallas
linebackers Chuck Howley and

Dave Edwards have a total of 21

years in professional football and

they're living proof it takes ex-

perience to play the game even in

strength sapping mud.
For their heroics in the rain and

cold last Saturday in an important

6-2 National Football League

victory over Cleveland, the

Cowboys were named The
Associated Press NFL defensive

players of the week.
*****

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-The

Philadelphia Phillies, in a move to

obtain hitting power, dealt pitcher

Grant Jackson and two other

players to the Baltimore Orioles

Wednesday for outfielder Freed,

1970 Most Valuable Player in the

Triple A International League.

In addition to Jackson, lef-

thander with unlimited potential,

the Phillies gave up minor league

outfielder Sam Parilla and utility

man Jim Hutto, who played out-

field and first base.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR<

Crossword Puzzle

KVaneeline Adams was ilif most fa-

mous of American astrologers. In the

1930s she went to court and battled to

legalize the practice of astrology in

New York. She won after analyzing «
horoscope which proved to be that

of the judge's son.

ARIES (March 21 - April 10): Ac-
cent on how you relate to young per-

" sons. Be receptive. Sensitize yourself

to trends. Someone Is trying to tell

you something. Apply knowledge. I?f

villinc to learn new techniques.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) : Con-
centrate on basics. Avoid the flashy.

Evaluate needs. Take Inventory. Build

on solid base. Environment Is due to

Changs, Travel plans accented.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Ob-

tain hint from Taurus message. Over-
come temptation to scatter efforts

Look ahead to ultimate goal. Check
details. Be willing to wait for right

deal.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Bene-
ficial change results In addition to

possessions, profits. There is apt to

be back-and-forth exchange with rela-

tive. Key is to protect position. Don't
t-'ive something for nothing.

LEO (Julj 9 - Aug. 22): Harmonize
family relationships . You break
'hrough lop: jam. Accent originality

Independence. Be confident. Tou have
more support than other might Ima-
gine.
VTRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Much

appears to be Illusion. Avoid pre-

mature decisions, starts.

Mence now can mean a
Know this and raspond

II
nM *.-!f-.i>><'ept!on.

LIBRA fSspt. 23 - Oct

A llflle pa-
gTeat deal,
accordingly.

22): Spot-

light on emotional attachments. Noth-

ing se«>mg to occur halfway. Full com-

mitment is a necessity. Make decision

involving member of opposite sex.

Some desires due to be fulfilled.

SCORPIO (Oct. 28 - Nov. 21): Ob-

stacle can be removed if you are will-

ing to finish assignment. Keynote Is

completion. Don't walk away from
apparent conflict. One In authority

will lend helping hand.
SAGTTTARruS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Be sure communications are not gar-

bled. If you don't know, ask ques-

tions. Answers will be forthcoming.

Key Is to try new tactics. Accent on

new starts In different directions.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Dig deep for information. Pool ef-

forts with Sagittarius Individual.

Quest rof Information will succeed.
Be ready to accept valid advice.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Make wise concession to mate, part-

ner. Permit others to express views.
Key Is to be versatile. What appears
delay or setback is but temporary.
Play waiting game.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Be

moderate. Going to extremes now
would be error. Accent on pets, basic
chores. Relative in transit could bring
.significant BHsMIti Onr> close to you
could overlook important detail.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you have received chance for fresh
start. Now you can begin building for
more secure future. Recent alliance
should prove beneficial You usually
know what to do. Key Is to do w)-nt
you feel sbouH be dene.

'

t !1W, •"• !-.'. ('.

PEANUTS

ACROSS

1 Spurt forth

4 Additional

9 Knock
12 A state (abbr.)

13 Fall into disuse

14 Man's name
15 Gentler in

nature

17 Ridicules

19 Sign of zodiac

20 Shouts
21 Hold on

property

23 Pronoun
24 Temporary

shelter

27 Be mistaken

28 Away!

29 Enthusiasm
30 Cooled lava

31 Fruit drink

32 Inlet

33 Symbol for

tellurium

34 Remain erect

36 Seed container

37 Golf mound
38 Trial

39 River island

40 Small lumps
41 Plague

43 Man's nickname
44 Has

confidence

in

46 Caprices

49 Chapeau
50 Weird
52 Confederate

general

53 Organ of

sight

54 Begin

55 Dine

DOWN

Spread for

bread

Man's name
Higher

Butter

substitute

(colloq.)

Sailor (colloq.)

Horsepower
(abbr.)

Chemical
compound

Actual

Washed
lightly

Skill

Dance step

Lair

Extreme

8

9

10

11

16

18

20 Still

21 Smallest
amount

22 Angry

23 Tint

25 Famed
26 Woody plants

28 Unusual

29 Succor
31 Poker stakes

32 Decay
35 Clever

Answer to Yesterday' s Puzzle

AS Pi
1

S MIE A R

1
S P A

B E H AN p v H E R

EJN A mIe L r> O T A 6 t

H^ i o
A
D A YssslT A f

fc

A R|E Ira J MB E L L

B iIr T Timp^APm P u L

A SB S UlPssslU AC K A
NT ED A T«L A P fc

I1r La s p oigUb s S

MiR A|H T|R A 1 NP
B A N G|E P o RN A T E

A P E R EjrVA 1 T

1
T A P

N O P [PElAN 5 & VM

17

e|

36

37
39

40
42
43

Baker's
product
Mexican dish

Item of

property
Trouble

The sweetsop
Allowance for

waste

44

45
46

47

Definite

article

Beam
Evergreen

tree

New Zealand

parrot

Place

Sun god

by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

i2- n

I NEVER MAKE A PEClStON WITHOUT

CONSULTING iW 5EA6LE f3^\RP.'

B. C.
by Johnny hart
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Carlsson Rescues Wrestlers Again
.»?!*~?

W
ByBOBGANLEY

I f Reporter
For the second time in less than a

week, sophomore Ed Carlsson led

the UMass wrestling team to

victory as the Redmen defeated

Harvard last night in the Cage, 22-

13.

With the score 16-13 in UMass'
favor and only two matches left.

Carlsson was faced with a must
win situation. This was almost

identical to the situation he faced

at Rhode Island last Saturday and
he responded in similar fashion.

Harvard's Dave Scanlon led 2-0 in

the second period before Carlsson

made his move. He scored an
escape am! two takedowns to one

escape for Scanlon and he led 5-3

after tw ds.

The third period saw only one
point scored by Scanlon on an
escape, but it was filled with

drama. Neither wrestler could

bring the other down and as the

buzzer sounded, Carlsson walked
off with ictory. The win put

the Reo head, 19-13. an in-

surmoui lead with only one

match left.

The meet proved to go just as

I Mass coach Homer Barr
predicted. He felt the Redmen

Gymnast/cs Win

Ovei S.Conn.St.

Girls C.unnastics team posted

a decisive victory over Southern

Connecticut State College last

Friday in New Haven. The final

score was I' Mass 95.70, Southern

Connecticut 85.35.

Anne Burmeister took two

firsts, scoring 8.15 in floor

exercise and 8.20 in balance

beam.
Last week's high scorer,

Margie Combs, won uneven bars

scoring 8 .05. came in second in

vaulting and second in floor

exercise Junior Barbara Holt

won side horse vaulting with

8 4o. highest score of the meet.

Captain Linda Seikunas cap-

tured second place on the

balance beam and third in floor

exercise.

BASKETBALL
Panthers 54. Pipers 26

Lemons 59, Rams 34

Academics 52. Panthers 36

Jaguars 46, Cougars 36

Boozers 76, Leopards 38

Bulldozers 55, Terrors 28

Crushers over Senators, wbf

Colts 43, Heads 39

Lions 75, Comanchees 46

T routs over Cans, wbf
Turtles 42, Bogards 39

Boys 31, PKB 25

Racoons and Team, df

Bury 37, Wheels 26

Tubes 42, Brigade 40

Spacemen and TEP "B", df

Stouts 40, Canaille 34

Bulls S3, Scups 46

Bimbos 59, BX 28

Second Team 53, Glovers 44

Bailg todb&IS11

SflonU
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would have to pile up the points

early and then hold on for victory

and this is what they did. The
Kedmenled 14-0 after the first four

bouts and it appeared as if it would
be a rout. But the Crimson came

roaring back with three wins and a

draw to set the stage for the

Carlsson heroics.

As has been the story many
times before, the tough Redmen
lightweights got UMass off to a

flying start. Nick DiQpmenico
brought the large crowd to its feet

with a second period pin over
Harvard's Mark Galesky. It was
the only I Muss pin of the night and
put them on top, 5-0. Dave
Reynolds upped the lead to 8-0 with

a see-saw victory in the 126 lb.

match. Reynolds came up with a

strong third period to top Steve

Mongolich. 11-7.

'

UMass got a big lift in the 134 lb.

match in the form of a great effort

by senior Phil Davis. His opponent
was Josh Henson, son of an
Olympic wrestling champ, and
Henson entered the match un-

defeated in 8 appearances. But
Davis was the aggressor in the

early going and held on in the third

period for a 9-6 win. This was
Davis' first match of the season

after an injury and he turned in an
inspiring performance.

Hoop Stars Highlight

Local Dinner Affairs
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor
Yesterday was quite a day for

luncheons that featured sports

figures. At 12:15 p.m. it was the

weekly Varsity M Club luncheon at

the Newman Center with head
basketball coach Jack Leaman and
several members of the 5-0 Red-
man squad. A little later on. it was
a 6: 15 dinner-type affair especially

prepared for a Bill Russell who
couldn't get there until about 7:45.

A good-sized crowd made it to

the Varsity M affair to get some
inside looks at the undefeated
cagers and their coach on the af-

ternoon after their big victory over
UConn at Storrs, Ct., a win that

gave them undisputed possession

of first place in the Yankee Con-
ference.

The two starting Redman
guards, John Betancourt and Mike
Pagliara, were given seats at the

head table and were both called

upon to talk about the team. Each
of them stated that they thought

UMass was still a young club and
one that hadn't played up to its

capabilities as of yet.

Betancourt made it clear that the

Redmen were looking forward to

the challenges that are in store for

them the rest of the way, and he

pointed to the Boston area teams
as the squads UMass is anxiously

awaiting to go up against. Pagliara

put in a plug for the spirit of this

present crop of Redman hoopsters,

saying, "We all have this one thing

in common; we all want to win."

Also on the Varsity M tab was
Leaman. who talked about the
Redman successes over the past
week, which included three vic-

tories in the YanCon, over Rhode
Island, New Hampshire and
UConn.

In citing the wins over URI and
UConn. both achieved on away
basketball floors before boisterous

home fans, Leaman remarked,
"They showed that they could play
under pressure." The head coach
agreed with his guards when he
termed the Redmen as a young
team, but he reassured, "Every
game we get a little bit better..."

About Tuesday night's win over
the Huskies he had this to say, "I
think we won it with a five-man
effort," and added on behalf of the
Redmen 's winning attitude, "I
don't think anybody on the floor

had any thought of losing..."

Available for this segment of the

Varsity M were basketball films

from the second half against

Connecticut, played only a matter
of hours before, but ready for the

enjoyment of all present.

The later eating affair was great
because Russell was present,
although he couldn't make the

dinner on until late, his presense
was definitely felt. However,
because of a lack of time and space
right here. Russell and the

presense he extends will be
discussed in tomorrow's sports

pages.

142 pounder Sheldon (ioldberg

put the Redmen ahead 14-0 with a
5-1 win over Pat Coleman, another
one of Harvard's undefeated
wrestlers. The match was a typical

Goldberg bout, a cat and mouse
affair, which saw his opponent
completely frustrated at the end of

the contest.

It was at this point that the tide

began to turn. Clay Jester got
caught on his back in the 150 lb.

bout and was pinned in the third

period. Then Harvard's undefeated
Mark Fallor proved his buildup as
the team's best wrestler, defeating

Kent Mignocci, 16-4 and all of a
sudden the score was 14-8. Each
team picked up two points in the

167 lb. match as Tom Young and
Harvard's Tony Raynor battled to

a 1-1 tie.

The Crimson continued to close

the gap as Rick Starr topped Tom
Andi ewes, 3-1, in the 177 lb. match.

This narrowed the score to 16-13

and the Redmen had to count on

Mr. Carlsson. After he iced the

victory, the other half of the

sophomore dynamic duo took the

mat in the person of Carl Damb-
man. Dambman brought the

crowd up early with two near pins,

but couldn't put away Tom Tripp

and held on for a 12-10 win.

Redmen notes: The win was the

third of the season for the un-

defeated Redmen and dropped

Harvard's mark to 3-2. It was also

the 13th consecutive Redmen
victory over the past two seasons

and second in two tries with

Harvard...There was a fine crowd
in the cage but many left after

UMass built up the early lead and
weren't around for the spectacular

finish. The large crowd obviously

inspired the Redmen, as did the not

so impartial introductions of

announcer Bob Willman.

UP 1'IIKKL "Jumping Julius" battles for control during Tuesday
night's UConn affair. Erving had another great night against the

Huskies with 27 points and 20 caroms. (MDC photo by Gary Slick-

man)

Frosh Overcome Early Jitters To Post 4th Straight 78-65 m
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

STORRS, CONN. Overcoming
early game troubles, the Little

Redmen swept the victory number
lour over a talented Connecticut

freshmi ,uad 78-65. The
Tuesday night crowd saw their

freshmen te-<mdrop to a 2-2 mark,
while the visiting Redmen
remained undefeated due to some
excellent shooting from both the

field and the line.

In varsity type fashion, the frosh

started slowly, but so slowly that it

looked as if they were going to be

blown off the court. Three suc-

cessive times the Little Redmen
came down and turned the ball

over. Each time UConn hit from

the outside, and before UMass had

gotten used to the green floor, they

were down 8-0.

The eight point bulge held

through most of the first half, as

two UMass spurts brought them
within three, only to see Cal

Chapman, UConn's fine forward,

hit for a couple of hoops and
rebuild the lead. But Chapman,
the game's high scorer with 24,

could do little about the third

Redmen surge.

It began at 5:30 of the half, when
Peter Trow hit on a foul shot, his

first of 12 of that night. Two
beautiful plays by All Skinner, the

freshmen's first half standout,

brought the score to 29-27, as

UConn quickly called time out.

But nothing could cool off the

freshmen, as a Skinner steal set up
the Redmen score that put them in

the lead to stay. It was a John
Olson hoop, and the 31-30 score was
the closest UConn could get for the

'ast 23 minutes.

The scoreboard read UMass 37,

UConn 31 at halftime, climaxing a

15-2 streak for the visitors that

covered the final six minutes of the

half.

The second half picked up right

where the first half left off, with a

couple of Redmen hoops. Finally

UConn hit a field goal, breaking a

10 minute drought, but by that time

the visiting frosh held a 40-31 lead.

UMass kept the spread near

seven points, but fouls started

hurting them. First Olson was
replaced, then Skinner, and things

tightened. But Rich Patino, with

some of his customary slick

passing and excellent floor play,

kept the Huskies at bay.

Defensive maneuvering
highlighted the closing minutes of

the contest, as UMass showed their

1-2-2 and 1-3-1 zones, after having

used their man to man defense

throughout the first half.

UConn, who had been in a man to

man defense for the greater por-

tion of the game, started to press

with seven minutes to go. The
Huskie press forced UMass into

their four corner offense, one
which they had used against

Dartmouth, their first opponent

away from home. The four corner

offense was working well enough,

but for every easy layup that the

Redmen earned, a turnover would

halt their progress.

Thus with 4:20 left, the Little

Huskies were very much alive,

trailing by six, 61-55. It was then

that a magnificent tip-in by Olson

upped the lead to eight. The basket

was quickly countered, but Olson

was there again, taking Trows
pass and converting, to give
UMass a 65-57 lead, and for all

intensive purposes the ballgame.

With the Huskies trying madly to

get back into the game, UMass
made free throw-making their

business. Three times, in a space
of 50 seconds, Trow went to the line

for one-and-one situations. All

three times he came through.
Trow's sixth foul conversion put

the frosh out ahead 74-63, and 47

seconds later the 78-65 final gave
them four in a row.

PERSONAL FOULS Said
Coach Broaca, "I'm very pleased
to win, its always nice to beat
I Conn ' And at UConn too The
Little Redmen shot a remarkable
57% from the field, and an even
more impressive 91% from the

line But fouls rid the Redmen
again as the front line of Skmner-
Olson-Levine picked up 13 fouls

amongst them The win again
exhibited the freshmen's fine

balance as Trow, Patino and
Skinner all took game honor's for

the frosh with 18 That makes
two victories at home and two
away, who knows what lies

ahead?????

I* V
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Carlsson Rescues Wrestlers Again
ByBOBGANLEY
Staff Reporter

For the second time in less than a
week, sophomore Ed Carlsson led
the UMass wrestling team to
victory as the Redmen defeated
Harvard last night in the Cage, 22-
13.

With the score 16-13 in UMass"
favor and only two matches left,

Carlsson was faced with a must
win situation. This was almost
identical to the situation he faced
at Rhode Island last Saturday and
he responded in similar fashion.
Harvard's Dave Scanlon led 2-0 in
'he second period before Carlsson
made his ;;. ; e He scored an
escape and two takedowns to one
escape for Scanlon and he led 5-3
after two periods.

The third period saw only one
point scored by Scanlon on an
escape, but it was filled with
drama. Neither wrestler could
bring the other down and as the
buzzer sounded, Carlsson walked
off with a 5-4 victory. The win put
the Redmen ihead, 19-13. an in-

surmountable lead with only one

match left.

The meet proved to go just as
I' Mass coach Homer Barr
predicted. He felt the Redmen

Sailg (KoUrjten
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would have to pile up the points
early and then hold on for victory
and this is what they did. The
Redmen led 14-0 after the first four
bouts and it appeared as if it would
be a rout. But the Crimson came

roaring b. ek with three wins and a
draw to set the stage for the
Carlsson heroics.

As ha been the story many
times before, the tough Redmen
lightweigh s got UMass off to a
flying star. Nick DiDomenico
brought the arge crowd to its feet
with a second period pin over
Harvard's M irk Galesky. It was
the only UMass pin of the night and
put them >n top, 5-0. Dave
Reynolds upj ed the lead to 8-0 with
a see-saw victory in the 126 lb.

match. Re> nolds came up with a
strong third peripd to top Steve
Mongolich. 11-7.

UMass got a big lift in the 134 lb.

match in the form of a great effort
by senior Phil Davis. His opponent
was Josh Henson, son of an
Olympic wrestling champ, and
Henson entered the match un-
defeated in 8 appearances. But
Davis was the aggressor in the
early going and held on in the third
period for a 9-6 win. This was
Davis' first match of the season
after an injury and he turned in an
inspiring performance.

142 pounder Sheldon Goldberg
put the Redmen ahead 14-0 with a
3-1 win over Pat Coleman, another
one of Harvard's undefeated
wrestlers. The match was a typical

Goldberg bout, a cat and mouse
affair, which saw his opponent
completely frustrated at the end of
the contest.

It was at this point that the tide

began to turn. Clay Jester got
caught on his back in the 150 lb.

bout and was pinned in the third
period Then Harvard's undefeated
Mark Fallor proved his buildup as
the team's best wrestler, defeating
Kent Mignocci, 16-4 and all of a
sudden the score was 14-8. Each
team picked up two points in the
167 lb. match as Tom Young and
Harvard's Tony Raynor battled to
a 1-: tie.

The Crimson continued to close
the gap as Rick Starr topped Tom
Andi ewes, 3-1, in the 1771b. match.

This narrowed the score to 16-13

and the Redmen had to count on
Mr. Carlsson. After he iced the
victory, the other half of the
sophomore dynamic duo took the
mat in the person of Carl Damb-
man. Dambman brought the
crowd up early with two near pins,
but couldn't put away Tom Tripp
and held on for a 12-10 win.
Redmen notes: The win was the

third of the season for the un-
defeated Redmen and dropped
Harvard's mark to 3-2. It was also
the 13th consecutive Redmen
victory over the past two seasons
and second in two tries with
Harvard...There was a fine crowd
in the cage but many left after
UMass built up the early lead and
weren't around for the spectacular
finish. The large crowd obviously
inspired the Redmen, as did the not
so impartial introductions of
announcer Bob Willman.

Gymnastics Win

Over's. Conn. St.

Girls Gymnastics team posted
a decisive victory over Southern
Connecticut State College last

Friday in New Haven. The final

score was I" Mass 95.70, Southern
Connecticut 85.35.

Anne Burmeister took two
firsts, scoring 8.15 in floor

exercise ana 8.20 in balance
beam.
Last week's high scorer,

Margie Combs, won uneven bars
scoring 8.05. came in second in

vaulting and second in floor

exercise. Junior Barbara Holt
won side horse vaulting with
8.40, highest score of the meet.
Captain Linda Seikunas cap-
tured second place on the
balance beam and third in floor
exercise.

Hoop Stars Highlight

Local Dinner Affairs

BASKETBALL
Panthers 54, Pipers 26

Lemons 59, Rams 34

Academics 52, Panthers 36

Jaguars 46, Cougars 36
Boozers 76, Leopards 38

Bulldozers 55, Terrors 28

Crushers over Senators, wbf
Colts 43, Heads 39

Lions 75, Comanchees 46
Trouts over Cans, wbf
Turtles 42, Bogards 39

Boys 31, PKB 25

Racoons and Team, df

Bury 37, Wheels 26

Tubes 42, Brigade 40

Spacemen and TEP "B", df

Stouts 40, Canaille 34

Bulls 53, Scups 46

Bimbos 59, BX 28

Second Team 53, Glovers 44

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Yesterday was quite a day for
luncheons that featured sports
figures. At 12:15 p.m. it was the
weekly Varsity M Club luncheon at
the Newman Center with head
basketball coach Jack Leaman and
several members of the 5-0 Red-
man squad. A little later on. it was
a 6: 15 dinner-type affair especially
prepared for a Bill Russell who
couldn't get there until about 7:45.
A good-sized crowd made it to

the Varsity M affair to get some
inside looks at the undefeated
cagers and their coach on the af-
ternoon after their big victory over
UConn at Stores, Ct., a win that
gave them undisputed possession
of first place in the Yankee Con-
ference.

The two starting Redman
guards, John Betancourt and Mike
Pagliara, were given seats at the
head table and were both called
upon to talk about the team. Each
of them stated that they thought
UMass was still a young club and
one that hadn't played up to its

capabilities as of yet.

Also on the Varsity M tab was
Leaman, who talked about the
Redman successes over the past
week, which included three vic-
tories in the YanCon, over Rhode
Island, New Hampshire and
UConn.

In citing the wins over URI and
UConn. both achieved on away
basketball floors before boisterous
home fans, Leaman remarked,
"They showed that they could play
under pressure." The head coach
agreed with his guards when he
termed the Redmen as a young
team, but he reassured, "Every
game we get a little bit better..."

About Tuesday night's win over
the Huskies he had this to say, "I
think we won it with a five-man
effort," and added on behalf of the
Redmen 's winning attitude, "I
don't think anybody on the floor
had any thought of losing..."

Available for this segment of the
Varsity M were basketball films
from the second half against
Connecticut, played only a matter
of hours before, but ready for the
enjoyment of all present.

Betancourt made it clear that the
Redmen were looking forward to
the challenges that are in store for
them the rest of the way, and he
pointed to the Boston area teams
as the squads UMass is anxiously
awaiting to go up against. Pagliara
put in a plug for the spirit of this
present crop of Redman hoopsters,
saying, "We all have this one thing
in common; we all want to win."

The later eating affair was great
because Russell was present,
although he couldn't make the
dinner on until late, his presense
was definitely felt. However,
because of a lack of time and space
right here, Russell and the
presense he extends will be
discussed in tomorrow's sports
pages.
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Frosh Overcome Early Jitters To Post 4th Straight 78-6R
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O I ** \J \JBy STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

STORRS, CONN. Overcoming
early game troubles, the Little

Redmen swept the victory number
four over a talented Connecticut
freshmen squad 78-65. The
Tuesday night crowd saw their
freshmen team drop to a 2-2 mark,
while the visiting Redmen
remained undefeated due to some
excellent shooting from both the
Held and the line.

In varsity type fashion, the frosh
started slowly, but so slowly that it

looked as if they were going to be
blown off the court. Three suc-
cessive times the Little Redmen
came down and turned the ball

over. Each time UConn hit from
the outside, and before UMass had
gotten used to the green floor, they
were down 8-0.

The eight point bulge held
through most of the first half, as

two UMass spurts brought them
within three, only to see Cal
Chapman, UConn's fine forward,
hit for a couple of hoops and
rebuild the lead. But Chapman,
the game's high scorer with 24,
could do little about the third
Redmen surge.

It began at 5:30 of the half, when
Peter Trow hit on a foul shot, his
first of 12 of that night. Two
beautiful plays by All Skinner, the
freshmen's first half standout,
brought the score to 29-27, as
UConn quickly called time out.

But nothing could cool off the
freshmen, as a Skinner steal set up
the Redmen score that put them in

the lead to stay. It was a John
Olson hoop, and the 31-30 score was
the closest UConn could get for the
last 23 minutes.
The scoreboard read UMass 37,

UConn 31 at halftime, climaxing a
15-2 streak for the visitors that

covered the final six minutes of the
half.

The second half picked up right
where the first half left off, with a
couple of Redmen hoops. Finally
UConn hit a field goal, breaking a
10 minute drought, but by that time
the visiting frosh held a 40-31 lead.

UMass kept the spread near
seven points, but fouls started
hurting them. First Olson was
replaced, then Skinner, and things
tightened. But Rich Patino, with
some of his customary slick
passing and excellent floor play,

kept the Huskies at bay.

Defensive maneuvering
highlighted the closing minutes of

the contest, as UMass showed their
1-2-2 and 1-3-1 zones, after having
used their man to man defense
throughout the first half.

UConn, who had been in a man to

man defense for the greater por-

tion of the game, started to press

with seven minutes to go. The
Huskie press forced UMass into
their four corner offense, one
which they had used against
Dartmouth, their first opponent
away from home. The four corner
offense was working well enough,
but for every easy layup that the
Redmen earned, a turnover would
halt their progress.

Thus with 4:20 left, the Little
Huskies were very much alive
trailing by six, 61-55. It was then
that a magnificent tip-in by Olson
upped the lead to eight. The basket
was quickly countered, but Olson
was there again, taking Trow's
pass and converting, to give
UMass a 65-57 lead, and for all
intensive purposes the ballgame.
With the Huskies trying madly to

get back into the game, UMass
made free throw-making their
business. Three times, in a space
of 50 seconds, Trow went to the line

for one-and-one situations. All
three times he came through.
Trow's sixth foul conversion put
the frosh out ahead 74-63, and 47
seconds later the 78-65 final gave
them four in a row
PERSONAL FOULS Said

Coach Broaca, "I'm very pleased
to win, its always nice to beat
UConn." And at UConn too The
Little Redmen shot a remarkable
57% from the field, and an even
more impressive 91% from the
1,ne But fouls rid the Redmen
again as the front line of Skinner-
Olson-Levine picked up 13 fouls
amongst them The win again
exhibited the freshmen's fine
balance as Trow, Patino and
Skinner all took game honor's for
the frosh with 18 That makes
two victories at home and two
away, who knows what lies
ahead?????
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Weather:

Friday, highs in the 30s.

Weekend fair some
variable cloudiness.
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Over the pond and through Haigis Mall-A horse drawn wagon makes the best of Thursday's snow
storm. The first big storm of the year immobilized traffic and led to the cancellation of numerous
classes and events among them Joel Fort's lecture on Drugs. Youth and Alienation. (MDC photo
Stephen Schmidt)

Weekend Weather Will Be Variable:

"Clouds" To Mass In Bartlett
See theater review on page 10

"Clear Sky" Will Appear in S.U.
Check out story on page 2
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Trustees May Name
Barnard As Ombudsman

English Professor Ellsworth Barnard will probably
be named the University's first Ombudsman at the

Board of Trustees meeting in Boston Monday, the

Daily Collegian learned last night.

A search committee, operating under Faculty

Senate authority since last Spring, recenly submitted
the name of its top choice to Chancellor Tippo and he
is reportedly ready to ask the Trustees for final ap-

proval Monday.
Barnard's name, generally known to be at the top of

the selection committee's list for sometime, was
mentioned privately by several informed sources last

night.

When contacted by the MDC, Barnard released the

following statement explaining his conception of the

office.

I would think that one main function of the office

would simply be to supply information about where a

person can go to get his problem dealt with; and when
necessary, to cut the administrative red tape and

break through the bureaucratic barriers that are

By ANNE STADNICKI
Staff Reoorter

inevitable in an institution as large as UMass.
Secondly, where there seems to be a persisting

grievance, I see the Ombudsman's job as bringing

together the opposing parties and trying to get them
to settle the matter voluntarily. If concilliation fails,

however, it will then be his duty to make a specific

recommendation, and to do his best to see that the

recommendation is carried out. The resolution passed
by the Faculty Senate is intended to give the Om-
budsman real authority and Chancellor Tippo has

assured me of his firm support. (This does not commit
him to approve of every recommendation that I may
make!)
The services of the Ombudsman will be available to

all members of the student body, faculty, ad-

ministration, and professional staff. ( Members of the

non-professional staff are represented by unions and
have their own grievance procedures. ) There will be
a central office, probably in the Student Union which
will be open daily during the week.

CEQ Multi-media Show
Scheduled ForWeekend
Friday, December 18th, the

Coalition for Environmental
Quality will present a multi-media

show featuring the rock band
"Clear Sky."

A photographic slide show and
light show will be part of the

presentation. There is no ad-

mission charge for the 9 to 12 p.m.

show in the Student Union
Ballroom.

The "Clear Sky" band members
have varied and experienced
backgrounds and all presently are

students at UMass. The lead

guitarist was a studio guitarist who
worked with Joe South and Billy

Joe Royal in their recordings. The
drummer comes from "Brillig"

and the bass player comes from
"Scorpion". Both of these groups

have played in the area before. The

Lost:

St Bernard answering to lady has name tag, call Collegianui wi it*** v- ».^"V4nib vv iuuj nuo name: tdj

please am trying to go home, Lawrence Goldberg.

HATCH WEEKEND SPECIALS
SATURDAY

Sliced Roast Beef
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw-

Fried Clams
French Fries
Cole Slaw
Roll and Butter

SUNDAY
Sirloin Steak
French Fries
Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

Chicken in a Basket
French Fries
Roll and Butter

Served from 11

Sandwich

:30 a.m. until 6:30

SI.19 plus tax

SI.15 plus tax

SI.55 plus tax

SI. 29 plus tax
p.m.

second lead guitarist and the lead

singer have been in various rock

groups for the last six years. The

type of material that "Clear Sky"

plays ranges from "Crosby, Stills

and Nash" to the "Rolling Stones".

The slide show is unique in that it

uses two slide projectors focusing

on one screen creating an infinite

number of multiple and single

images. Most of the slides were

taken in Martha's Vineyard and

the Connecticut Valley. There will

also be slides from the C.E.Q. Raft

Trip down the Connecticut River.

This will be the first time that the

elements of a rock band, a slide

show, and a light show have been

put together on the UMass cam-

pus. Please do not rip off the hand-

made yellow, blue and green

posters until after Friday the 18th

as they are hard to make and are

reusable.
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&$ It's a beautiful tree and it sure would brighten your cell. Atty.

j:j:j:j Richard Rowland warned students that arrests for shoplifting
j:

:::•:: and ripping off Christmas trees have increased significantly in j:

j:?:j the last few weeks. ( MDC photo by Steve Schmidt

)

%Don 't SpendXmas in Jail!

I
1

I

Student General Counsel Richard M. Howland has warned

students that arrests for shoplifting in area stores, arrests for

the stealing of Christmas trees and ornaments, and the taking of

evergreens growing on private property have increased

markedly in the past several weeks.

Attorney Howland says, "Students should know that

shoplifting offenders are being arrested at an increased rate.

And they should also know that public Christmas displays are

not sources of evergreens from peoples yards is also an of-

fense."

With Christmas vacation just around the corner, Howland
urges students to be more mindful than ever of possible results

of the above actions.

m

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now occ opting applications for 1971 automobile

insurance

CC Governing Board

Plans Vacation Housing
The Campus Center Governing vacation.

Board met last night to discuss It was decided that housing

student housing in the Campus would be on a first come first serve

Center Hotel during the Christmas basis at $2.50 a night, with the

Governing Board absorbing the

remainder of the cost.

COLD?
Warm up to a

HOT OVEN GRINDER
or a

STEAMING PIZZA

BELLS
To Stay, To Go, or Free Delivery

253-6801 - 253-9051

Room sign-ups will be taken by

the normal procedure, through the

Dean of Students office.

The Governing Board also

decided that the ninth floor

meeting rooms of the Center would

be open on a twenty-four hour

basis during the final examination

period. Free coffee will be

provided.

The Building Committee
reported that three color television

sets will soon be placed on the first

floor concourse.

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-274?.

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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Office o» the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student un.on on

the Un.versity campus, no code 01002. Phones are 545 2550 (news). 545 0344

(sportsi. and 549 1311 (editor)

. Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday trough Fr.day during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods; three or four t,mes a weeK following a vacation or

exam penod or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943. Sub

Sinptionratessre$7 50per semester , S14 00 per year.

Would you like to

Write about drugs?

Research

Original Writing

General Editing

The Five College Student Coordinating Board
(FCSCB) is sponsoring a book on drugs and drug
usage ... to be begun second semester — this year
. . . possibility of receiving credits for your work . . .

for further information, call

Jerry 6-5391, Susan 6-8387, Manny 0-7521

jj Eat In W
K1 or ^*

Take Out

DRAKE
Restaurant

HOT ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

Hot Dogs

steamed

in beer with

Sherry flavored

sauerkraut

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

Kelman:"Academic Freedom Puny

In Context Of World Problems"
By DAVID CASTALDI

Staff Reporter

Many of us see academic
freedom as being so basic, that we
have a feeling of exasperation, and

we feel like yelling when people

bring it into question, said Steven

Kelman, a 1970 graduate of Har-

vard, and author of "Push comes
to Shove: The Escalation of

Student Protest."

Kelman, who is also past

national president of the Young
People's Socialist League, spoke

on "The Student's Stake in

Academic Freedom", sponsored

by the UMass Faculty Group for

Academic Freedom.

"For many of us, academic

freedom has taken on the

character of an axiom", said

Kelman, who spoke on academic

freedom from two aspects: 1. the

student's stake as an individual,

and 2. the student as a member of

society, a more humane, con-

cerned role.

"In dictatorship countries,

people our age suffer the most in

processes of indoctrination", he

said. Those in power always

believe that the last generation has

failed to see the great, new,

wonderful ideas that have come
along, and each new generation

that comes along receives the

Alleged Bank Robbers

Arrested In Southwest
Two persons, neither of them UMass students, were arrested in

Southwest yesterday by F.B.I, agents and campus police in con-

nection with a New York City bank robbery.

William Trusty, 18, was arrested as he left the Kara Mia

restaurant just outside of S.W. at 5:40 p.m. yesterday by F.B.I,

agents led by special agents James Hanley of Boston and Walter

Brady of Springfield.

Robert Earle, 20, was arrested two hours later in a Patterson

dorm room by seven F.B.I, agents and campus police. Both were

taken to Springfield and are now awaiting extradition to New York.

They are accused of holding up a Queens NY. bank on October

16, 1970 with three others. $54,858 was taken and one bank employee

was injured by a shot from a sawed off shotgun. The three others

involved in the holdup are currently in custody of NY. police.

The pair is also wanted for the September 24, 1970 robbery of

another N.Y. bank.

"most loving concern" toward
attempts to indoctrinate young
people to the new regime, he

continued.

Kelman brought up the question

of what life would be like in a

university where academic
freedom does not exist. He then

made reference to Nazi Germany,
Communist China, and the

autocratic rule in Greece. Topics

for term papers would be ex-

tremely limited, "browning up" of

instructors, such as we know today

would increase, and students

would be subjected to courses in

ideological indoctrination, he said.

It is "not a 1984 vision", and the

question of academic freedom
seems to be affecting professors

mostly, though it has reached

students somewhat, he said.

Kelman thentold of a professor at

the University of Chicago who
asked each student to describe his

political philosophy at the start of

the course, with the implication

that it would influence his future.

"I think we do have to realize the

right of persons to not be interested

in politics, we would become aware
of this if we were in universities

where over politicization occurs",

he said. "The case for students'

interest in academic interest is

utterly overwhelming, there is

nothing to gain and everything to

lose", he continued.

Research may be going on that

students find repulsive, and may
bring up the "which-is-more-
important-argument ", like: "sure

Speaking on academic freedom last night in Herter Hail, Steve

Kelman, columnist for the Boston Globe, told his audience that the

flexibility taken for granted by students is not so established as it is

widely assumed.

Requiem For The Noodle
"We need a place that smells

good, that is quiet, friendly, warm
and relaxing; we want to bring

people into closer contact with the

process of making food."

So said Demian concerning the

Noodle, the once and future (?)

macrobiotic restaurant which is

ending its struggle with

capitalism, disinterest and RSO
today. Dec. 19th. Food will be

served free of charge, a policy

which has been in effect for the

past week in an attempt by Demian
and his staff to eat up the profits."

Almost from its conception, the

Noodle ran into problems. Funded
originally by a grant of $300 from

Program Council, which went

towards the purchase of food, ads,

and a pressure cooker, the

restaurant ran into financial,

sanitary, and management
problems.
Program Council funded the

By ANN GURNETT
Staff Reporter

Noodle as a three week trial

restaurant. At the end of the three

weeks, Demian went before SUG
board in an attempt to secure

additional funds to keep the

restaurant open and have salaries

for the four full time workers and
the two part time helpers.

He also asked for use of the

Hatch dishwasher to comply with

sanitary regulations, extra room to

accomodate the dinner hour rush,

and more kitchen space.

However, his attempt to cir-

cumvent RSO delays by going

through different channels failed;

SUG board financed the Noodle for

the period ending December. 18th

under a non-renewable funding

plan and told Demian to petition

RSO if he wished to continue his

enterprise.

Upon considering the hassles of

operating through RSO, the

operators of the Noodle decided to

retire from the business world. As
Demian said, "Our next move is to

rest. Seek more answers. It's no

shame that the Noodle has ceased

present operation; it will be a

crime if nothing better arises."

there should be academic freedom,

but what about people starving in

India or what about the war in

Vietnam?
"Academic freedom becomes

puny in the context of world

problems", he said. "First it is

necessary to consider that if

academic freedom were abolished,

whether radical change would

occur", he continued. "Those who
have control in society are those

with the most power... in such a

power game, those who favor

dissenting against (the former)

are bound to lose", said Kelman.
Freedom, particularly

academic, is in the favor of those

who have less power, and it is one

of the few ways to attempt to check

abusive power, he continued. If

academic freedom were abolished

tomorrow, war research and
counter-insurgency would go on,

and SDS would not go on, he said.

Eliminating academic freedom

would not slight the injustices that

go on around the world, indeed the

whole experience of modern
history suggests that a society

without freedom particularly

academix freedom, is likely to be

profoundly unjust, Kelman con-

tinued.

The situation becomes worse the

more advanced the country is,

since the lack of free universities is

harmful to the production of

technicians, and just "yes-men and
lackeys" are the »sult, he said.

Kelman then bpoke of "in-

tellectual skepticism", the belief

that there is no such thing as ab-

solute truth, and that there should

always be free debate with

decisions made on a democratic

basis.

We should protect our own
academic freedom, and "once we
have gotten this done, we can go to

the concrete work that can be done

in the political arena." he said.
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In The Nation And The World
"iQue Tal. Amigos?"

North Vietnam Negotiation Offer

Rejected By US In Paris Talks
PARIS (AP) - North Vietnam offered Thursday to

negotiate a cease fire in South Vietnam if the United
States suggests any "reasonable date" for the com-
plete withdrawal of all its forces.

Xuan Thuy's proposal to the 95th session of the
Vietnam peace talks was a modification of an earlier
demand for complete American pullout by next June
30.

U.S. delegate David K.E. Bruce reiterated that the
United States refuses to agree to any such arbitrary
withdrawal on Communist terms. He again proposed
a cease fire so as to 'resolve the other issues in an
atomosphere free from the use of force."
Thuy said he considered the United States to have

rejected the June 30 deadline, fixed by Mrs. Nguyen
Thi Binh, head of the Viet Cong delegation, last

September.
if the United States is not willing to accept June 30,

1971, as the date for final withdrawal of all its troops,
then it should suggest another reasonable date," Thuy
said, in that case, we are immediately willing to
consider the American suggestion."

Thuy and Mrs. Binh indicated that North Vietnam
and the Viet Cong were prepared to give American
troops safe conduct out of South Vietnam in return for

a commitment to a total and unconditional with-
drawal.

As long ago as May 14, 1969, President Nixon said he
refused to fix any advance date for the total with-
drawal of American forces because this would
"completely destroy" the prospects of a settlement at

the Paris talks.

In the same speech, the President said he was
prepared to reach a tacit understanding for with-

drawal of North Vietnamese forces that would spare
Hanoi the loss of face of having to admit publicly that

it was pulling out.

The President has consistently rejected demands
from Hanoi or from peace advocates in the United
States that American forces should completely with-

draw from South Vietnam in the absence of a similar
withdrawal by North Vietnamese forces. Bruce made
it clear that this remains the American position.

Army Denies Spy Allegations
WASHINGTON (APi-The Army

strongly denied Thursday ever

spying on Illinois members of

Congress, saying such allegations

'are without foundation in fact."

Secretary of the Army Stanley R.

Resor said that after a preliminary
check i can state that neither

Sen. Stevenson, Rep. Mikva nor

former Gov. Kerner are or ever

have been the subject of military

intelligence activities or in-

vestigations related to political

activities."

The denial came in response to

charges made Wednesday by Sen.

Sam J Ervin. Jr. D N.C., that

Army agents collected intelligence

information on Sen. Adlai
Stevenson III. former Illinois Gov.
< >tto Kerner. now a federal judege.

and Rep. Abner Mikva. All three

are Democrats.
There were reports by a former

Army intelligence agent that the

military also gathered data on
several other Illinois political

figures, but Reser's statement was
limited to Stevenson, Mikva and
Kerner.

Pentagon spokesman Jerry W
Friedheim said allegations con
cerning other individuals would

have to be checked out separately.

Resor declared that had any of

the activities been carried out they

would have been in violation of

Army policies.

The White House issued a

statement opposing domestic
spying and presidential press

secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said

"It will not be done under this

administration."

In the wake of Ervin's
statement, it was learned that the

Defense Department recently

rescinded a memorandum telling

military intelligence agents how to

spot potential subversion at an Air

Force base in Texas. It ordered

the rules revised and then reissued

them, but since has dropped the

directive entirely

Resor said his denial that the

Illinois men had been subject to

surveillance was made on the basis

of preliminary reports and said

the investigation is continuing.

With regard to Kerner,
Resor said, the Army conducted a

background investigation in

connection with his military duties

but the last entry in his file was
made in 1952. Kerner was an of-

ficer in the National Guard and

this type of investigation was
routine, Resor said.

"I want to reaffirm the Army's
desire to continue its full

cooperation with Sen. Ervin and
other members of Congress who
share my concern that there must
be no abuses whatsoever of

military intelligence respon-
sibilities." Resor said in his

statement read to newsmen by

Friedheim

Berrigan 'sFriendsIndicted

ForHarboringA Fugitive
PROVIDENCE (AP)-Lay

theologian William Stringfellow

and Poet Anthony Towne, who
said they befriended the Rev.

Daniel Berrigan because of his

'uncommon conscience", were
indicted Thursday by a federal

grand jury on a charge of

harboring the anti-war priest

when he was a fugitive.

Two hours later, Stringfellow,

a 42 year old attorney, and
Towne, also 42, attired in sports

coats and ties, surrendered to

the U.S. marchal and pleaded
innocent at their arraignment
before U.S. Dist. Judge Edward
W. Day.
They were released in $2,500

personal recognizance each.
Through their attorney, the pair

declined comment to newsmen
after the arraignment.

The maximum penalty upon
conviction of harboring a

fugitive is five years in prison

and a $5,000 fine.

Father Berrigan eluded
authorities for five months after

he and his brother. The Rev.
Philip Berrigan, were con-

victed April 9 of destroying
draft records in Catonsville,

Md. They are now serving three

year terms at the federal prison

in Danbury, Conn.
i don't fear prosecution."

Stringfellow said after Father
Berrigan's arrest "1 know we

are in jeopardy but everybody

is in jeopardy in this country."

Towne and Stringfellow said

in a statement following Father
Berrigan's arrest: "A Christian

does what he must do as a
Christian. Father Berrigan is

our friend and is always
welcome in our home. Any visit

from him is an honor for us
because he is a priest of un-

common conscience, he is a
citizen of urgent temporal
purpose and a human being of

exemplary courage."

The indictment alleged that

the two harbored the priest

from Aug. 7 to Aug. 11.

Stringfellow, a native of

Johnston. R.I., moved to Block
Island three years ago from
New York because of ill health

and had been collaborating with
Towne on a number of books.

Stringfellow relied on a cane at

the arraignment.

The Berrigan brothers were
recently accused by FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover of

being ringleaders in a plot to

kidnap a high government of-

ficial or White House Aide.

Hoover told a Senate com-
mittee the group wanted to hold

the official as ransom for an end
to U.S. bombing in Vietnam and
release of so-called political

prisoners in the United States.

Pentagon Issues Directive

To Curb Racial Discrimination
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon issued new get tough directives Thursday to rub out racial

discrimination which a top official warned threatens the combat effectiveness of the armed services.
Problems between black and white GIs have reached a critical point with 'the level of frustration and

anger among blacks" higher than anticipated, declared Frank W. Render II. the Pentagon's chief civil

rights officer.

Acting on recommendations
made by Render following a tour of

U.S. bases in Europe, Secretary of

Defense Melvin R. Laird
authorized the removal or transfer
of civilian officials and military
officers "who fail to produce
satisfactory results " in dealing
with racial discrimination.
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Laird armed base commanders
in the United States with power to

declare off limits apartment
houses, stores, taverns and other
establishments that discriminate

against blacks and other minority

group servicemen.

The new directives also call for

the setting of quotas and
timetables to increase the numbers
of minority group members in

Defense Department jobs and the

application of sanctions for non-
compliance against defense
contractors under existing Pen-
tagon equal opportunity
regulations.

Beginning next year, Render
said, servicewide education
programs in race relations will be
given to all military personnel
from generals to recruits.

Render, a 34 year old Negro,
headed a 15 man Pentagon team
which toured Air Force and Navy
facilities in England, Spain and

Italy. However, most attention

was given to Army bases in West
Germany where there have been
several violent clashes between
blacks and whites.

In one incident, black soldiers

tossed a grenade into an officer's

mess occupied by whites.

At Mannheim and Karlsruhe
small cores of alienated blacks
were found who could not be
reached.

"They angrily told us that they
had no reason to be fighting in a
white man's army and in a white
man's war" and only wanted to

return to the United States with
guns and ammunition, Render
said.

In a 17 page report, the Render
team said "the most single

overriding factor" was the failure

of commanders to exercise their

responsibility and authority in

facing human and racial problems.
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TV Show Aimed at Spanish Speaking Community

Imagine yourself living in a
large American city. The evening
news is on TV: the film clips are
familiar, the announcer's voice has
the measured tones of

newscaster's everywhere, but
there's just one thing wrong - you
don't understand a word he is

saying. You see, this city is in

Latin America and English is a

foreign language here.

Now add to your initial

disorientation the societal effects

which derive from the language
barrier itself: discrimination at

every turn, constant alienation,

and a critical lack of information in

virtually everything outside your

immediate experience. What you

then have is an idea -- a weak
abstraction at best, but still an idea

- of what Spanish-speaking
citizens experience every day in

the United States.

What they share is a common
disaffection born of long years of

hardship and discrimination, and
the mainstream of American
society has reciprocated with a

singular lack of interest in the

increasingly serious plight of this

segment of the population.

The failure to communicate lies

at the heart of the problem, and so

pioneer attempts to open the

channels of communication are

I nder charter to the L Mass Marine Station, the Peggybell heads

into (iluucester Harbor on a trip to measure salt content, tem-

perature and other factors relating to the circulation and pollution

level of the water.

UMassMarineStation

Opens In Gloucester

Although workmen are still putting the finishing touches on the

laboratory building, the UMass Marine Station in Gloucester is

already in business.

With the 10-member staff operating out of temporary quarters,

work has already begun on marine research supported by the

UMass Water Resources Research Center, the Atomic Energy

Commission and the National Science Foundation.

At the same time, a $35,000 remodeling job is in progress on a

laboratory, office and classroom building that will be the station's

permanent home. Located at Hodgkins Cove on the Ipswich Bay

side of Gloucester, the site includes two buildings and a large

granite pier that can accommodate ocean- goingvessels drawing 18

feet of water.

"Our main research interests are in a subject we call primary

production,*' explained Prof. Charles S. Yentsch, Director of the

Marine Station. The term refers to the photosynthetic process by

which marine phytoplankton begin the ocean's food chain.

Studies in this area have direct application to pollution

problems,Prof . Yentsch explained. "These things begin to react to

pollution very quickly and are good indicators. If you begin to add

excess nutrients, for example, you begin to see changes in the

phytoplankton and these changes stand out loud and clear," he

said.

The UMass marine station is designed as both a research and a

teaching facility with a resident student body. The ultimate

mission of the station is to provide a marine research facility not

only for the University but also to serve marine-based enterprises

throughout the state via research and extension programs.
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noteworthy for the basic changes
they may precipitate in the lot of

minority groups. One such effort is

presently underway at the School

of Education's Media Center at the

University of Massachusetts.

After several months of plan-

ning, the Media Center, one of

whose stated goals is to use its

resources to benefit outside

communities, has announced final

plans for production of a weekly

television program in Spanish.

This program would serve the

needs of the more than one quarter

of a million Spanish-speaking
citizens who live in New England
yet currently lack any effective

television source of information in

their native tongue.

Present plans call for weekly

broadcast of a half-hour program
over one of the regional outlets of

the Public Broadcasting Service

(educational TV), with expansion

to other stations throughout the

country a possibility in the future.

Juan Caban, a Media Center

faculty member and producer of

the television program, is working

with area broadcaster Julio Torres

to develop the show's distribution.

The title of the program, "Que Tal.

Amigos?" (What's Happening,
Friends?"), has been chosen to

capitalize on the popularity of the

daily radio program that Mr.

Torres and his wife Sonia Vivas

have been presenting for the past

year.

Originating at WFCR in Amherst
(Five College Radio), their

popular half-hour broadcast is

carried by FM stations in Boston,

Albany, and Waterbury, Conn.,

and they are thus well-known in

Spanish-speaking circles
throughout New England.

A seasoned professional with

nineteen years of broadcasting

experience behind him, Julio sees

the move to television as the

natural extension of the functions

of his radio program : "Our show is

regularly followed by a great

number of the Spanish-speaking

people in the Northeast. For many
of them it is the main source in-

formation, of entertainment, of

education about their common
cultural heritage. The desire to

provide access to TV for these

people on a regular basis is only

natural."

Juan Caban, producer of the

planned enterprise at the Media
Center, agrees: "The need is there.

Now, with the combination of the

Center's production capabilities

and Julio's broadcasting ex-

perience, that need can be
fulfilled."

The proposed format of the

program is flexible and will in-

corporate interviews, news, and
entertainment geared to Latin

American tastes and points of

view. Since 80% of the 250,000

Spanish-speaking people in New
England are of Puerto Rican
origin, the program is directed to

them, although the essential point

is that the content is designed to

appeal to a Latin American

project as part of a larger effort

with which the School of

Education's Media Center is

concerned. Thus the Center is

working with Maria Reyes of the

Puerto Rican migrant workers
office in Boston on plans to expand
its operations to the field of

television.

In addition, members of the

Center's staff are planning a

project with Miss Reyes' office to

bring mobile drama troupes to

migrant workers' camps, a plan

Julio Torres, Maria Reyes and Juan Caban. of the School of

Education Media Center discuss the new weekly television program
designed to help New England's Spanish speaking peoples.

audience and thus will include

news and features from all of Latin

America.
An integral part of the program

will be public service an-
nouncements and features of

topical interest to the Spanish-

speaking community, a service

which in large part accounts for

the considerable measure of trust

and respect which Julio commands
among his radio audience.

In the past, Julio's concern for

the situation of his countrymen has

ranged from personal involvement
in the plight of migrant tobacco

workers in the Connecticut Valley

to the giving of detailed in-

structions concerning continuing

education programs for members
of minority groups. It is hoped that

encouragement and information on

such topics as health care,

educational assistance, work
programs, and the like will be even
more effective with the addition of

the visual medium of TV.
Mr. Caban sees this television

that will provide new means of

expression by appealing to

workers in terms of their own
cultural experience.

This sort of direct and clear

communication, Mr. Caban
stresses, is a crucial step in helping

to forge a sense of identity, a sense

which helps to break the relentless

syndrome of alienation and
desperation so common to the

Spanish-speaking members of our

society.
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"Spiro VihI I Have Been Doiii" EverythingWe Could

For Campus Unrest

Peter Pascarelli

Who Speaks ForHumanities

It's been a long two weeks since the deadline for nominations by faculty
and department heads to the last remaining position in the Chancellor's
Cabinet.

One day soon then, will come the casual announcement that So-and-So
has been appointed as "Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs."
And if the administrative cards fall according to recent pattern, the

Technocrats will be served.

Kor there will still be no one at the upper levels of University ad-
ministration to spt .>. "the Humanists on the campus.
Consider the fact - V ' every top-level appointment since our Botanist-

Chancellor took office iast June has gone to a type scientifically-oriented

by virtue of training, academic discipline and disposition.

The Acting Provost is a physicist.

The Vitce - Chancellor for Student Affairs is a geologist.

The Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Affairs is an engineer.
The V ice-Chancellor for Public Affairs is an engineer.
So. who will speak for the humanities?
The decision will be regurgitated by the computer during the Winter

hiatus, no doubt.

And Technocracy will again be served.

LKTTKKS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces .ind must cany the writer's signature, address, and telephone

number tall ol which will be withheld upon request). The limit is one

|Mtff ami the deadline is 5 p.m the day prior to intended publication.

Hie editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

For the longest time it seemed as though last

semester never ended. The strike gradually wound
itself down and people drifted away from campus.
There was none of the tense final exam fever which
traditionally marks the end of semesters here. Things
just slowed down, and stopped.

It was well into June before anyone really realized

what had happened last May. The strike had come and
had taken away the rationale for academic work.

School stopped on May first and people drifted away
during the two weeks that followed.

And the Summer came and people got jobs and went
swimming and forgot about the strike and the war and
the panthers.

By the time this semester rolled around people
looked on the strike as some distant and past event
which everyone lived through. It was like looking

back on 1967 when the Red Sox won the pennant or on
the Convention in Chicago in 1968.

But the war still continued and the panthers still hid

the universities reopened, none the worse, or better,

for the experience.

And then came Thanksgiving and now its Christ-

mas. Exams begin in two weeks or so and then the

semester will end in it's normal manner. There will

be no strike committee meeting lasting until dawn, the

only people marching in Dickinson hall will be ROTC
cadets and the faculty will be able to grade students as
they always had, with no concern for special policies
and directives.

The students of this chool. like the students at just

Art Buchwald

about every other school in the country, have gone
back to their prestrike academic lives.

But this semester was more calm than even the
semesters preceeding last Spring. Nothing happened
at UMass. There was a Dow chemical demonstration
and a Rockefeller demonstration and both of these had
guerella theatre shows. But nothing happened.
Students didn't even worry about ope'n house or coed

dorms or rent hikes. There was some talk for a while
about getting a new Cage and there was violence on
campus when students knocked down the Cage doors
at a Homecoming concert. But nothing happened.

It was the semester when everybody just rested.
They were tired of the great wave of concern and
fashionable radicalism which swept them into the
strike last Spring. No cares. No concerns Just getting
up at 9:05 on Monday for Botany.
Next semester will probably not be much different

from this one. Sure, more exciting things may happen
Second semesters always get more demonstrations

than first semesters do; students get tired of studying
by March and demonstrations are more fashionable
than softball games.

But by the time next May rolls around the students
of the University will just settle down to finals again,
dropping any cause w hich they might have picked up
during the Spring.

One year after the Great Strike of the Youth Culture
the students will remain unchanged, the nation will

remain unchanged. The war will continue and
Richard Nixon will begin to think aboul 1972.

How They Merged St. Nick
WASHINGTON -Although there was a great deal of

excitement at the time of the merger of Santa Claus
and the conglomerate of Consolidated Consortium
United, it did not work out as well as everyone had
expected.

If you recall, a press conference was held at the
North Pole where Harley B. Dickens, the chairman of

the Board of Consolidated, announced that his

company had bought out Santa Claus for $150 million
worth of Consolidated stock, which was then selling at

$144 a share.

Mr. Claus was reluctant to sell the operation, but his
wife had insisted. "You're getting old and you have to

think about your security when you stop working," she
said.

Dickens told the press there would be absolutely no
change in the Santa Claus operation, and it would
continue as it had in the past. Santa Claus would still

be in charge, and the only thing that CCU would
contribute would be top flight management,
resources and efficiency. Dickens pointed out that
since CCU was a worldwide company, more children
would benefit from Christmas than ever before.
"We a re not changing the image of Santa Claus," he

said. "We'll just be streamlining it."

After pictures were taken of Mr. Claus and Mr.
Dickens, the chairman returned to New York and for
several months Santa Claus continued to operate as he
had done in the past.

But one day a CCU systems analysis expert
reported to Dickens that he made a study of the Santa
Claus setup and he had several suggestions as to how
to improve it.

"The idea of children writing individual letters to
Santa Claus is time-consuming and wasteful It takes 10
elves working eight hours a day to open and read all
the mail. This is wasteful and inefficient and requires
overtime to fill all the orders.

"I therefore suggest that we make all children write
to Santa Claus on computer cards, checking off the

toys they want. We would put a warning on the cards
that any child who bends, folds or mutilates a card
would be automatically cut off Santa's list."

Dickens okayed the idea, and although Santa Claus
protested vigorously that it would take the personal
touch out of Christmas, the chairman assured him
that Consolidated would run a large advertising
campaign explaining that the computer card would
actually make writing to Santa more fun.
A computer complex was installed at the North Pole

and several gnomes were hired to feed it.

Unfortunately, a few months later, while Santa
Claus and his elves were hard at work, the Con-
solidated stock started slipping. From $14 a share, it

went down to $10, Dickens ordered economies. First
he depleted the work force in Santa's toy shop by 50%.
Then, instead of a list of 100 toys for children to choose
from, he cut it down to three.
He announced "regretfully" that because of the

state of the economy, there would have to be a han-
dling charge on every parcel delivered more than 30
miles from the North Pole.

Once again, Santa protested, but to no avail. The
Consolidated stock was now selling at $2 a share, and
Dickens telexed Mr. Claus. "Get rid of the reindeer

'

This was too much for Santa Claus, and he took his
life savings, $2,500, and offered to buy back his own
company. By then Consolidated had filed for
bankruptcy, and the creditors were happy to take
anything they could get.

"We were millionaires on paper." Santa said to his
wife as he put the last touches on a doll house. "But I

stopped believing in myself."
"I was wrong, Santa," Mrs. Claus said tearfully

"Better you should work for yourself and die with your
boots on."
The first thing Santa Claus did before making his

deliveries this Christmas was to load the computer on
his sleigh anddropiton Harley Dickens' home.

Campus Comment

High Cost of Calls
To the Editor.

As the students' attorney I must express my per-

sonal concern at the number of spurious bomb threats
still being received in the Southwest Area. As the

Collegian recently reported, one young man who
allegedly made such a telephone threat has been
apprehended and faces the distinct possibility that he
will be sent to the Grand Jury & ultimately answer to

charges which, if convicted, might require him to

serve ten years in the state prison (c. 269 Mass. Gen.
Laws sec. 14) or one year in the federal penitentiary

( 18 U.S.C.A. sec. 837 (d) plus lesser punishments and
fines.

In this posture it seems quite clear that whatever
the Campus Police are doing by way of investigation

and apprehension (which by its very nature we
cannot fully k.iow), it is quietly and relentlessly ef-

fective. Regardless of the view any individual may
have regarding making bomb threats as pranks or

whatever, it strikes me that since the police quite

obviously can apprehend persons suspected of this

particular offense, and since my own evaluation of

the views of Southwest Area residents involved
suggests that they are pretty fed up with the whole

business and are not likely to conceal an offender for

very long, its a pretty foolish (perhaps, stupid) type of

activity to engage in.

In cataloguing the rather foolish and unnecessary
activities that some people seem motivated to engage
in, this is one of the real losers. Since that particular
activity has engaged the attention of the United States
Congress, a violation necessarily involves the F.B.I.,

which unwelcome spector I would personally prefer
not to be investigated by for such an unproductive and
ill-considered undertaking.

It is neither my function nor desire to preach
morality of any student's personal behaviour or his

predilection to commit criminal offenses if that be his

aim. I do not do so here. I do want to simply point out
that the cost of any such phone call may be
ridiculously high in terms of the sanctions imposed
and the anticipated legal fees which may run to some
thousands of dollars.

I do hope that those who are inclined to indulge
themselves in this way will consider the total in-

vestment that such a call represents.

Richard M. Howland
General Counsel

DearM isin formed
To the Editor:

Since I was substantially misquoted in an interview

with reporter Kerry Kelley last week ("Money, Food
Needed For Dorchester, S.C.," Daily Collegian. Dec.

10, 1970, I offer herewith some factual corrections.

In the first place, the UMass Committee on Poverty

is not "starting to reorganize its campaign to send

food, money and clothing to the poverty-stricken

county of Dorchester, South Carolina." The Com-
mittee this year has not supported the drive as a

body; in fact, at its meeting of Tuesday, December
15th (after Miss Kelley's article was printed), the

Committee voted 8-7-1 to declare a "moratorium" on

the drive and withdraw use of its name because of

alleged "ambiguities" concerning the drive. From
this, one should assume that the project was, and is,

being actively supported only by individuals acting

from individual concern.

Second, Dorchester County is not "basically

comprised of two smaller communities -Ridgeville,

which is black, and Four Holes, which is made up of

American Indians." Even a casual glance at a South

Carolina road map will verify this.

Third, I am not chairman of the Committee, having
resigned that position in September to work as
campaign manager for F. James Gensheimer, who
made a strong but unsuccessful bid for the office of
State Representative, First Franklin District.

Fourth, I never said anything about using the
University community chest as "a possible means of

expressing the university's conscious (sic)" in the
Dorchester County drive.

Other facts, of less importance, were distorted in

the article, and I would advise Miss Kelley to be more
careful in future attempts. She did emphasize one
fact, however, which I judged to be worthy of men-
tion: that in this country, with its trillion-dollar gross
national product, there are poor people-thousands of

poor people -slowly starving to death. Our fund-
raising drive is aimed to provide food and medicine
for only one of many crisis-areas in the U.S. Con-
cerned individuals may address donations or inquiries

to: "Dorchester County Relief Fund" in care of: Ann
Nichols, B-3 Emerson House, 546-7234.

Kenneth R. Mosakowski

Honesty Is Better, But . .

.

To the Kditor:

Dormitory Residents:

Due to a phasing out of night receptionist security

personnel, the protection of life, limb, and property

has appreciably decreased all across campus. In

recent months, students have been subjected to

assaults at knifepoint, robberies at gunpoint, loss of

property, and late night bomb threats. These incidents

have resulted in an unprecidented deterioration in the

overall quality of residence hall life, and many
students have been anxious to know how we can
reestablish normal living conditions. Some residence

halls have already responded by locking their dor-

mitories as early as seven o'clock on week-ends , but

these initiatives cannot at present be funded.

In January a $167,000.00 deficiency budget request,

a part of which will go to increased student and adult

night receptionists will come before the state

legislature. If this budget request is passed, we can all

look forward to more secure dormitory living. But
this bill may not pass unless you and your parents

support this legislation by telephoning or writing

appropriation committee. Rep. Anthony Scibelli,

(Dem. Springfield), whose address is as follows:

Chairman House Appropriations Committee, State

House, Boston. Massachusetts.

Tell these legislators how badly we need increased

security, and urge them to support this bill.

Northeast Student Affairs

To the Kditor:

As the member of the Faculty
Senate who, at the request of a
constituent, introduced the original

resolution calling for an in-

vestigation of the dismissal of the

Callads from their positions at

WFCR. I should like to comment on
Peter Pascarelli's remarks under
the heading "Flying Hatchets."

WFCR
Mr. Pascarelli deserves praise

for defending a person who he

thinks is being unfairly treated.

This is the way many people feel

about the Callands.

Mr. Pascarelli is also right in

assuming that the policies of

WFCR are a matter of concern to a
wide community of listeners,

although this community cannot be

precisely defined. The issues in the

present case appear to be basic,

and the members of the WFCR
community are entitled to know
the facts. It seemed that the only
way to get at them was through an
investigation by an impartial
committee.

Ellsworth Barbard

If I am sick, I am happy.

If I am happy, then you are happy
because I am happy.

If you are happy because I am happy
because I am sick-then

you are sick to think that I am happy
when I am sick.

inspired by R.D. Laing

539 B.C.

Writing Is Dead
I think writing is dead! Not just

lying there numb or tired, but truly

dead - spiritually, physically, and
emotionally.

Perhaps this is for the better,

though, for writing may be one of

the main causes of the downfall of

humanity. This shows how im-
portant writing is; as writing dies,

so does humanity.

Pollution, murder, abortion,
cults that usemurder to reach their

desired ends, revolutionaries - this

is what our world is made of.

Writing has contributed a great
deal to it.

Writing is the root of all evil.

Without writing would
revolutionists be able to spread
propaganda? Without writing
would cultists get the publicity

they want? Without writing would
women know of abortions and how-

to go about getting one? Without

writing would murderers be able to

buy deadly weapons through mail-

order catalogs? Without writing

there would be no need for paper
mills that pollute our streams and
skies, would there?

The answers are easy.

It all started a long time back
when that revolutionary, Gut
tenberg, had to go and make a
block printing press. Since then the

world has been going straight

downhill. Just look back into

history and you'll find examples of

the downfall.

The Magna Charta, the

Declaration of Independence - or

how about all those papers the

early revolutionaries of our
country wrote? Even that great

British writer William
Shakespeare wrote of death,
murder, and treason. Now we are

told to read him, but all he does is

fill our heads with ideas.

Samuel Clemens wrote of

skipping school, stealing, and just

plain mischief. It's gotten even
worse today, though. Look around
you. Isn't it terriblo? Bob Dylan,

John Lennon, Simon and Gar-
funkle, Burt Baccarach, and Hal
David ; what a line-up that is ! All of

them writing about love, peace,

and raindrops falling on your head.

Things that are really dead.

I must confess that I contribute

to this mess, too. Take a look at this

theme; what a mess? If I hadn't

had to do it. I would have had a lot

more free time. I would have saved
ink Most important, you wouldn't

have had to read this and suffer

through 300 words.

I truly pity you. Writing is dead.

( Reprinted Vermont Tech Pioneer

11/20/70)

StigmaAndTheHomosexual
"Free, in other words, exiled among the living. I have made myself a

soul to fit my dwelling. My cell is so sweet. Let me therefore live

between these walls for a man's lifetime. I can continue to die until

my death, amidst all these widowers. Lamps, washbasin, regulations,

broom. And the straw mattress, my spouse.

Jean Genet, Our Lady of the Flowers

In order to understand the homosexual personality, it is important to

grasp the concept of stigma. Stigma results when there is a

discrepancy between one's virtual and actual social identity. A deeply

discrediting attribute which deviates from the norm constitutes a

stigma, and it allows people to reduce, in their minds, the stigmatized

individual from a whole and usual person to a tainted, discounted one.

It is important to realize, however, that no characteristic is inherently

stigmatic. Stigma results when a given attribute comes into conflict

with the social expectation; with what society defines as normal. Since

stigmatized people internalize the same social rules and expectations

as normals, they also have a negative reaction to their stigma. In

American society, homosexuality is a stigma and spoils the

homosexual's social identity. It cuts him off from society and from
himself so that he stands a discredited person facing an unaccepting
world.

The homesexual has two options in managing his spoiled social

identity or stigma. He can openly assert his homesexuality and ex-

perience negative social sanctions, or he can learn to "pass." Since

the homosexual in a heterosexual society is different, he becomes
more acutely aware of the imbeded and routine norms operating in

society. He must learn these rules well in order to "pass," or he opens

himself to the negative mechanisms of social control employed by

society to maintain social order.

The consequences of possessing a stigma are many and varied. The
initial realization of one's difference can be shattering. It throws the

homesexual into a whirlpool of confusion where he must learn to swim
quickly in society's waters or drown. Society's negative social sanc-

tions of guilt, shame, and anxiety are so effective, that the initial

awareness that one is homesexual is excrutiating torture. Even more
devastating then rejection by others is rejection by the self. Usually,

one realizes his sexual identity during adolescence, a time in which
one affirms with joy his growth and integrates his personality. For the

homesexual, adolescence is a time of needless pain, confusion, and
disintegration. Instead of experiencing the joy of an emerging
sexuality, the homosexual must cower in the loneliness of his dif-

ference.

After the initial, cataclysmic anxiety of realizing one is homosexual,
the process of "passing" must be perfected. This requires a thorough

knowledge of the social rules and a developing expertise in

manipulating these norms. Unless one is completely open about his

homosexuality, there is always a consciousness that one is playing

roles and switching the masks at the appropriate times. Thus, in the

present American society, the homosexual is unable to assert his

authentic self without experiencing either self-inflicted or societaly

inflicted negative social sanctions.

Since most of the difficulties homosexuals experience result from
the social reaction to their stigma, homophile organizations attempt to

give the homosexual a social context in which to experience his

authentic self freely. They also attempt to provide the homosexual
with an atmosphere of mutual suppor. where he can begin to remove
the debris of personality destruction created by society. Loneliness,

guilt, despair, alienation and persecution are all phenomena which the

homosexual must come to grips with. For the homosexual, these

organizations provide a means of coping with the often deafening

silence of the spheres.

Student Homophile League
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Hi Ho Silverbus!

Free U Bus To Return
Silverbus may be returning from Houston soon. The 1960 International

Harvester bus was converted last year by eight students in the College of

Arts and Sciences as an experiment in exposure education.

The bus went as far south as Cuernavaca, Mexico last year but blew its

engine outside Houston on its way back to Amherst during the Strike.

Sponsored by Free University its occupants sought to encounter and
participate, observe, analyse and record culture and counterculture,

political events, national and whole - earth trends.

Other programs sponsored by free University which are aimed at

bringing people together include University Without Walls, Credit-

bargaining, Counter-classes, Cooperatives, Cosmic stuff and Kam Sutra.

Free University is interested in and promotes anything that you want to

learn, anything you want to teach.

NES Christmas Party

To Round Out Semester

-r
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

I Cflmpus

>
/ 256-6411 "~

1HERSTHAOLEY LINE -

The final special event of this

semester for NES. tutoring will

occur this Saturday. A Christmas
party is planned for the
Springfield centers.

All tutors and interested parties

are invited to participate. A
Student Senate bus will provide the

transportation and will leave from
the lobby entrance of the Whitmore
Administration Building at 12:45

P.M. tomorrow.

^M„—

.

OF AMHERST
253-7615

65 North Pleasant Street

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
THt FINER LINES OF CHINA,

CRYSTAL AND SILVER

QUALITY JEWELRY

DIAAAONDS SOLD WITH USE

OF DIAMOND SCOPE.

Activities for the party will be

centered around decorating each

center and the singing of carols.

However, the main emphasis will

be to have a good time, which
means tutors will come back
exhausted.

Although the Christmas party is

the last special event, tutoring will

not end until December 22, 1970.

Therefore, the buses running to

Springfield will not be making the

trip next Wednesday. A finals

schedule has not been worked out

yet for buses but the Centers in

Springfield will be open.

Tutoring for the Spring semester

and a new orientation will probably

start once again during the first

week of February. The new year
will bring a concentrated effort to

deal specifically with problems
and methods of tutoring. There is a
plan to have a day when all the

colleges involved in the tutoring

program will meet and have a
brainstorming session.

With these new plans in mind, we
hope the students at the University

of Massachusetts look to the next

semester with equal excitement
and hope. Also, to the student body,

we of N.E.S. wish you a Merry
Christmas.

Security Log

Nightly at 7:15 & 9 _ Sun. Mat. 2

R diary of a
mad housewife

Anchard beniamm came snodqressji
;

':

' _j£^-i ' ' '

---'-- .—. i. - r i i %4^
DOUBLE FEATURE! 2 for the price of 1!

M9:0°
X L.zaMinneil, 7*0

^v«^

COMING "5 EASY PIECES"

ROOM TO MOVE
(Drop-in-Center)

Expanded Hours

SUNDAY, DEC. >0

until noon, & 7 p.m. • 11 p.m.

MON. & TUES., Dec. tl-tt

12 noon • 5 p.m.
& 7 p.m. • 11 p.m.

DEC. 22 at 11 p.m. • JAN. 4

there will be a 24 hour ans-

wering service at 545-0400

Open 21 hours a day
during finals

The following are selected en-

tries from the logs of the Campus
Police, the Security Guards and
the Residence Hall Assistants

compiled by MDC Police Reporter
John Fitzgerald for the period 7

a.m. Wednesday, December 16 to 7

a.m. Thursday, December 17.

December 16, 1970.

8:10 a.m. - Report from Campus
(enter of fire alarm sounding in

the Campus Garage. Amherst Fire

Department notified.

H20 a.m. - Report frozen water
pipe at Campus Center causing
alarm to sound.

11:20 a.m. - Report from a female
that her coat was stolen from
Morrill Science Center.

:518 p.m. - Report of a person
possibly passing counterfeit fifty

dollar bill at Cashier's Office in

Student Union.

6:06 p.m - Report of theft of snow

tires from an E Lot motor vehicle.

6:38 p.m. Report of theft of a

wallet from Orchard Hill area.

11 .20 p.m. Report of a theft from
the Orchard Hill area.

December 17. 1970

12:10 a.m. - Report of a larceny

from a Central Residence with the

'wo .suspects believed to still be in

the dorm. Officers dispatched.

12:20 a.m. - Report of a larceny of a
purse in Campus Center.

12:50 a.m. - Officers on patrol

report two rear wheels missing
from a motor vehicle in F Lot.

»; :22a.m. - Report of a parked car
hit by a snow plow in Lot 2, minor
damage done

IN A SWEAT ABOUT
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING ?

fy/yunpion $weatsl\irt$:

allactioiiandno§weat
* or T-SHIRTS

* or JACKETS

* or CAMPUS CASUAL WEAR

* or MATCHING JUVENILE WEAR
in all popular styles

IT TAKES A LITTLE MORE
^M^

f
T MAKE A

CHAMPION PRODUCTS! INC.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

University of Massachusetts

Convenient Parking Campu6 Center Garage

Grass: Why Not Make It Legal?
Editor's Note:

This article is part of a weekly
series dealing with such topics as
drug research, the "drug culture",
drug addiction, drugs and religion,

altered states of consciousness,
and the use of drugs in other
cultures such as the American
Indian. This series will be spon-
sored by Room to Move, but will

encourage readers to react to the
articles by mailing or bringing in

questions, rebuttal, original
statements, or interesting excerpts
from various publications, c/o
John Uunphy, Room to Move,
Student Union (located in the old

barber shop across from the post
office). The hope is that this series

will become a medium for an
ongoing exchange of views on
drugs and related uses.

With the possible exception of

speeding (highway), marijuana
smoking is certainly the most
widely committed crime in the
United States today. Despite ex-

tremely severe penalties against
its use, an estimated twenty
million Americans have smoked
pot at least once.

The dilemma we find ourselves

currently embroiled in is the

question of prosecution of

"criminals." Should all offenders

be arrested and carted off to jail

with the rapists, robbers and
murderers or is our society to

adopt a very lenient stance as

regards this rather significant

minority in American Society?

Certainly most would agree that

the penalties are much too harsh
and should be lessened, while

varied portenders of the future talk

about the legalization of "mother
nature." As with other things, time
will tell.

For now, let us consider the two
foremost agencies which will have
a great deal to do with the courses
of action taken in dealing with
marijuana: the medical profession
and law enforcement agencies.
Seeing that smoking grass is a
perplexing situation for these two
big brothers to oversee, the focus
will be on the problems presented
relative to the smoking of
marijuana.

For the medical profession it

seems that this weed, which was
used in faraway China in 2737 B.C.,

for who knows what, has presented
some rather pressing problems.
With all due consideration, it

seems fair to state that the medical
profession in general and the

American Medical Association in

particular, have based their ob-

jections to marijuana on what they

do not know about it rather than
what they do know.

The AMA describes grass as "a
dangerous drug and as such a

it might be pointed out, originated
in the 1930's through strong lob-
bying efforts by the liquor industry
for reasons which are only too
obvious.

A s alluded to previously, there is

a trend at present within law en-
forcement agencies to sort of look
the other way when confronted
with the casual user of pot. Thus
we have witnessed the birth of so
called "free zones" where grass

public health concern," while tne
National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) believes that, pending
further study, marijuana "must be
considered a risk to the mental and
physical health of users." It seems
then, that given certain legalistic

realities, the medical profession
given certain legalistic realities,

the medical profession is engaged
in some sort of stalling action at

the present time.

The legalistic realities spoken of.

may be smoked without fear. On a
grand scale Woodstock seems to

have led the way for the campus
and the festival, while the other
bastion appears to be the middle
class living room.

If, then, marijuana use is ac-
cepted to such an extent, then why
not rationalize the situation and
make it legal?

If, then, marijuana use is ac-
cepted to such an extent, then why

not rationalize the situation and
make it legal? Simple! According
to a recent poll, about 165 million
Americans, all with enough
problems of their own, feel, "un-
comfortable with the thought of
altered states of consciousness."
And that, gentlemen, is the opinion
of the majority.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

RGBS RS KHBBt HI SE5
Planer, TDK. caaaette and open reel
Up*, standard radii., Utah apeakrr*.
IJ"». 8 tracks and other oeceaalUra.
Amherat Audio. tfia-il

Collegian Photographers:

All equipment must be RETURNED
by December 22nd

SNOW TIKES, low prlcet top Qua-
lity, cash and carry. KT Factory
Tlrea Outlet, Cowls Boad, No. Am-
herst, bam behind Mike's Cafe.

tru-ta

SKIS — Head 3C0'g, Marker bind-
ing's, 810 cm, great condition, $80.
CaU 6-7066. tfU-18
Sony 350 Tape Deck, 3 beads, good

rood., J175 new. Call Bob 646-06S*
tf 12-S3

Skis used only one season, excel-
lent cond., 195 cm w/ binding*;
pole* Inel Call 253-3665 eves.

tf!2-18

Skis — Head 320's, 180 cm with
Marker bindings, used only one sea-
son good condition. Must sell be-
fore Xinas, «80. Call Ted at 540-
6039 after 6. If no answer call 549-
0937. tfl2-21

Zeuith TV, 19 inches, also car-
tridge tapes 8-tratk, also lad>'s ti-

Kure skates, size 6 pnd men's skates.
size 9, stuffed cliuir mil braided rux.
Must sell before It/tt. 519-0047.

tfl2-18

Fair of Lang Pro Ski Boots, last

year's model, only used once, size
8' j which is good for in ... -

in'., foot. I simlly $114, will sell for
hest offer. Call Diana ti-8092 ttli-44

1 Bureau SJ, •,> stuffed chain, si
each, rug (ix(i, ideal for dnrin, m.
iltile hrd S'.'ci, all items picked up
l.eforc l.ird and bed on the 23rd. fall
253-7851 12-18

rOt SALE— AUTOS
Must sell to hu.v 5mm presents:

1964 Pontlac Cataliua . Reasonably
priced. Call Karl 519-6849. tf 12-23

Must sell, going overseas — 69
MOB -GT 17.000 mi., disc brakes
overdrive, AM-FM, wire wheels ex-
cellent condition, $2,100.00 546-5470.MM

Leaving country, must sacrifice

1970 MOB conv, excel, cond., low
mileage, asking $2150. Call 1-208-

3365 after 5. tf!2-23

1966 Bonneville Wagon, all pow-
er, air cond. 519-6084 tf13-21

Must sell on/or before 12/24), 1966
Mustang Conv., $1004). Free 8 track
stereo AM radio bucket seats, AT,
Power Steering, 288 snow tires.

549-0047. tflg-18

1965 VW Hug, runs well. Must
sell before Xmas, $400 or best offer.

Call Larry 586-0259. 12-18

1965 Mercury Comet, good condi-
tion, new tirea, clutch, $350 or beat
offer. 588-1016 or 684-2147. tf12-18

67 Ohevrlle 88 396, 4 speed, poal,

new tlrea. Asking $1500 or best offer.

Call 549-6974. tf!2-17

1961 Chevy, excellent mechanical
condition, can't afford to re-register
It. CaU Tony at TEP, 853-9971 or
253-9041

.

tf12-17

thusiasts needed to help organize
campus club. Call evenings 253-2002.

tfl2-23

ROOMMATES WANTED
1 roommate wanted (in, f.) will

have own bedroom In two bedroom
Apt. at CUffside Apts. Call at 545-
0928 or 665-2861, ask for Lee.

tf!2-18

2 females to share two bedroom
apt. available Jan. 1. Call Estela
545-0781 or 665-2645. tflg-21

llooinmate wanted Puffton Vil-
lage. CaU 546-6020. tf12-23

FOR RENT

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services stereo com-

ponents, tape decks for home or car,
197 No. Pleasant 8t. 256-8133.

tfl2-23

Enjoy your vacations, your week-
rndo, your week nights. I'U type
and/or revise anything- written for
roa. Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices. 581-6817.

tflt-29

WANTED
Photographer wants open-minded

females to model, no experience nec-
essary If Interested write: "Artls-
ta" P.O. Box 302, Chlcopee. Mass.,
01014. Include address and/or phone.

_______—,

tf!2-18

Must have room for Spring Sem-
ester, prefer furn, efncy, near l.M
Write John Harmon, 1861 Bertram
Kd., Huntington Valley Pa. 19006
Call collect 215-947-28—. tfl2-2I

Tutor wanted — statistics 12L
Will pay vveU Call Grant, 224 Ham-
lin or leave message . tf12-18

Radio control model airplane en-

Large double room In spacious
home with students, close to campus.
Avail. Jan. 1, call 549-8335.

___^ tfl2-18

Pioneer1 Valley Apt., Sunderland,
two bedroom, 6 miles from Campus,
available Jan. 1, $115 1110. Call 66.V
3143 anytime. tfl2-23

LOST
Lost — one pair of light leather

mittens with brown liners These
mittens were a recent birthday pres-
ent. Will pay S5 reward. Call .">*<;-

MM. If you miss us. Please keep
tr>inc. tf!2-l8

FURNISHED ROOMS
Uide needed to Kitoxiille Tenn.

or >outh of Washington after .Ian

7. Will share driving and expenses
(all 6-6211. tfl.'-18

VACATION
Bermuda, 8 days, 7 nights of

Spring vacation $180 - Mi for
more info. Contact Rich Murgil in

room 1102 JFK 546-7788 tfl ;-21

A COLLEGE FOR THE
INDiVIDCAL
AM) III-

CREATIVE EXPRESSION
Mark Hopkins College

Box 8260
Brattleboro, Vermont 05.101

tflMj

TOP OF THE CAMPUS RESTAURANT

r^g*>^

Brunch (11-2 p.m.)
Hot Apple Dumplings
Waffles with Butter & Syrup
Chicken a la King
and more

Desserts are a la carte

Club Bar open 1-10 p.m

FEATURES SUNDAY
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Don't forget - Dinner is served from 5:30
Every Friday and Saturday night.

9:00

Buffet (4-7) p.m )

Steamship Roast of Beef
(carved on the buffet)

Swedish Meatballs
Assorted Cheeses
and more

Special prices for children

DID YOU KNOW THE SALE

IS STILL ON?
it is

AMHERST AUDld
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Notices "Clouds" Ceiling Is
loW

APPLE CORPS
Watch lor the mysterious bonfire and carol

sing Mon Christmas Banquet at the Campus
Center is cancelled We tried but we couldn't

do it

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus from Whitmore Sat at 12 45. No bus '

I

alter mtersession, look lor notices.

CLASS OF 72

Exec Council meeting, Sunday. Dec 20th at

8 30 p m m Rm 165 169 ol C C

CLASS OF '74

Old Folk's Christmas Party today irom 230
4 30 at the nursing home on Univ Dr Carswill

be leaving Irom the parking lot m Iront ol

Worcester DC and Kennedy at 2 15. All in

vited.

FREE UNIVERSITY
Anything you want to teach, anything you

want to learn Now compiling catalogue of

learning experiences &. hot stulf.

HANUKKAH PEACE RALLY
Volunteers needed lor Monday's rally (8

p.m.) Leatlet distributors, marshals, mar
chers, telephone squad, musicians Come to

SU 420 or SU 424 Sat 10 am 4 pm, or Sun 2 pm
4pm

NATIONAL DEFENSE LOAN NOTICE
Grad Students with Natl Defense Loans ll

you are receiving your degree at the end ol the

fall semester, you should have an exit in

terview' with a rep ol the Cashier's Ollice, in

order to have your rights and obligations

explained Call Rm 215 toarrange an interview

before 1 15/71

N E S

The N E S. Tutoring bus will not be running

to Springfield Wed . Dec 23 rd

OUTING CLUB
M4. Toby climb after Max's part> jet in

Hatch Sun at 10 30 My humble apologies to

Maxme for all previous insults You know we
love you Peace

NOODLE
Last day to celebrate our wake! Free eats

3ish Sish

PEOPLE
Need 30 people lor an as yet unstructured

economics course You will plan Curriculum
Ranging Irom immorality ol Economics
System to Socialism to Propagation of present

class system Call Frank 206 Butterfield

PSYCHOLOGY
Ail Psych faculty, stall, grad, & undergrad,

maiors invited to Psych Dept Christmas

Party To be held (Dec 21stlat 8 p.m. in

Colonial Lounge SU Relreshments

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Or Peter Eimas. Assoc. Proi. ol Psychology

at Brown U will speak on "Speech Perception

m Infants ' Monday, Dec 21 at 4:30 p m. in

Herter 231 Coffee at 4 p.m in Bartlett 35.

REVELERS
All those interested in going Christmas

Carolling Sun. night, meet at SOT. at 7:30

p m. Bring your cars and friend

LOST
A black notebook with no name was taken by

mistake from Campus Center Store ll lound

please call Elaine 546 8181. I need the notes lor

I ma Is

A pair ol wire rimmed eyeglasses in a navy

bluecase was lost II lound call 6 8154, please, I

can't see

PINNINGS
Joyce Favaloro, '74 of Coolidge to Fred

Bitters, 71 ol Washington.

Leslie Rand, '72 ol J.Q.A. to Al Huberman,
72 ol Sigma Alpha Mu
Mary Mason, '73 of Mary Lyons to Paul

Fougere, 71 of Hamlin.

Deborah Nadeau, '71 of Melville to John
Carter. '71 ol 1039 North Pleasant Street

ENGAGEMENTS
Carol Giroux, '71 of Leach to Jim Rich ol

John Hopkins. Bologna, Italy.

Janice Smith, '71 of Leach to Danny Golden
Dt U S ARMY

Janie O'Connor, 73 ol Leach to Jon Lees, '73

ol Brandos
Laurel Milch, '71 ol Leach to Lee Forrst, '70

ol Delta Chi

Gina Poleio, 71 of Leach to John Bigelo, '71

of Norwich University.

Mary Beth Kelly, '71 of Tri Sigma to Bill

Vigneux, '71 of Alpha Phi Omega
Gayle Johnson, '74 of Thoreau to Lawrence

Johnson, '74 of JFK
Faye Goldstein, '73 of Dickinson to Ronnie

Klein, '72 ol B U
Kathleen Sangster, 70 of Groton Long Point,

Conn to Steven Wax, '71 of Northampton

By JOK BYRNES and BOH NEST1
Pine Arts Staff

Wednesday night the UT
production of CLOUDS opened and
most of it just floated above the

audience. The adaptation of

Aristophanes' classic is infused

with references to make it relevant

to its 1970 audience. It doesnt
work, and despite some excellent

individual performances, the play

fails to achieve its goal.

The action takes place in Athens
in the time of Socrates and con-

cerns the conivings of Strepsiades
in trying to evade paying his debts

through the use of Socratic logic.

The plot rambles too much,
especially in the first act which has
the tendency of boring its audience
until the entrance of Stephen
Driscoll and Stephen Schnetzer
about an hour into the production.

The second act is better, but one
conies away with the feeling that

he just watched a cartoon not

having seen the feature.

There is much additional
material added to this production
which makes it both confusing and
out-of-focus. Much of the social

satire evades the viewer, the bits

about the Kennedy's for example,
and some of it's overdone.

The play is hardly bawdy, more
often than not it's caught up in its

own wit which seems only to amuse
a limited audience. What is funny
in the script, such as Socrates and
his extracurricular interest in his

students, is only vaguely hinted at.

The character of Socrates wavers
from a brawny he-man to a
screaming queen, as the director

obviously has difficulty in defining

this character.

What salvages CLOUDS and
makes it worth seeing are some of

the most original and entertaining

performances seen on this campus
in a long while. Donna Rossini,

chorus leader of the Clouds,

Goddesses of Heaven, is the girl to

watch as she holds this production

together. In an amusing spoof of

the Gods, she plays the role of a

dumb flooze with a Brooklyn ac-

cent, she never seems static and

intrigues the audience into eagerly

awaiting her every line.

The previously mentioned duo of

Stephen Driscoll and Stephen

Schnetzer, as Sophistry and
Philosophy respectively, give most

of what substance there is to the

first act in their difficult debate

between the Old and New ways of

Education. Driscoll is more than

convincing as the shrewd,
sniveling, effeminate pederast
whose every gesture seems fitting

to his obnoxious character.

The subchorus has perhaps the

most difficult aspect of the

production to work with, yet
handles it well. How Tom Leek
keeps his facial distortions for the

length of time he does is just plain

mystifying - Ned Daly will

probably walk around this campus
for the next semester looking like a
fish out of water.

The female chorus of Clouds are
effective thanks to the fine

choreography of Janet T. Craft.

John Warchol is again excellent

but unfortunately he is once more
type-cast in a small character
part. He brings the needed humor
to a comedy with far too few comic
moments. Unfortunately the rest of

the cast does little to enhance the
production.

Gary Stewart has once again
done a fine job but even the best of

direction can not hide the flaws

flagrant in the script. He uses Jeff
Flail's imaginative, thrust-stage
set to all its possible advantages.

However in utilizing it some
movements are contrived and
meaningless. Unlike most UT
productions, the lighting is

stagnant.

The costumes are perhaps the
best aspect of the play in catching
the intended, bawdy atmosphere.
Liz Weiss uses bright yellows,
reds, and oranges and an assorted
collection of free-flowing phalli
which bring more life and humor to

the production than the script

could ever achieve.

The original music score by Jay
McAuliffe, more mediocre than
original, causes one to leave
Bartlett whistling favorite musical
numbers -all from other shows.
The score is bland and imitative to

the point of embarassment and the
music at times has the effect of

slowing down the proceedings
rather than enlivening them.
Although some of the lyrics are

adapted from the translation,
someone wisely allows them to go
without credit. It would seem that
with all the liberties taken with the
original script, the banal lyrics

would have been eliminated.
Actors must be the most un-
derstanding creatures on Earth to

bravely stand on a stage and,
unflinching, mouth lyrics like
these. CLOUDS, hardly the
production anticipated to be, does
contain some interesting and funny
moments and may be worth seeing
for some performances alone. A
good deal of the satire is vague as
thii adaptation attempts too much
with too little coming across.
Perhaps the play is best described
through a malicious description a
character uses for another cast
member's phallus: presposterous.

Christmas

Last year when we pushed the American Heritage

Dictionary as the perfect Christmas gift on the Today

and Tonight Shows, it rose to the top on the Best Seller Lists

This year we're doing exactly the same thing

Which should have exactly the same results.

^
(7 95. Ji2 50deW
Houghton Mifflin Company

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Now Available at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
at $2.00 off publisher's list price

THUMB-INDEXED EDITION NOW $6.95
A GREAT CHRISTMAS IDEA!

Gymnasts Face Army In Home Opener
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Staff Reporter

The UMass varsity gymnastics team will open their home season as they host a challenging Army
squad tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the Boyden Auxiliary Gym. The Redmen, who opened their regular season

last weekend with a 157-149 triumph over Southern Connecticut State College, hope to extend their

winning ways against the undefeated Cadet squad.

Sports Notices
HOLIDAY TOURNEY HOOP at the Boyden ticket office. The

Army began its season Dec. 15 by

scoring 137 points in a win over the

University of Pittsburg. The
following week, with an improved

team effort, it defeated the Mer-

chant Marine Academy by scoring

146 points. With their continuing

improvement, the Cadets will give

the Redmen stiff competition.

For Army, Amidon, Rutherford

and Leger share the all-around

honors. Cadet coach Frank Wells

is faced with a situation where
none of his all-around men are

strong in all six events, but Ar-

my has a number of outstanding

specialists who pose a real threat.

UMass will go with basically the

same lineup it used to defeat So.

Conn. Representing the Redmen in

the all-around event will be Norm
Vexler, Tony Vacca and Rich

Seikunas. Coach Erik Kjeldsen

will be relying on strong routines

from John Calabria in floor

exercise, Rick Riley on side horse,

Jay Aronstein on rings, Bob Henry
in the long horse vault, and Tom
Myslicki on high bar, all of whom
were outstanding in last week's

win over So. Conn.

TICKETS - Tickets for the

Springfield Hall of Fame
basketoall tournament, in which

UMass will compete on Dec. 28, 29

and 30, are still on sale for the first

two dates (28th and 29th) in room
255 Boyden. There are over 250

tickets left for each date; the

prices being asked are $2 and $3.
*****

Frosh HoopstersHostAIC
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Staff Reporter

After winning four games in a row against no losses the UMass freshman basketball team will battle

the American International College frosh, who are 3-2, in the Cage tonight at 6 p.m.

Led by a very balanced scoring

attack the little Redmen will be up
against a very quick team from
AIC. To date the UMass frosh have
four players averaging in double

figures: Rick Pitino ( 18.3), Pete
Trow (17), Al Skinner (15.8) and
Art Levine (12). Also, center John
Olson has been averaging 9.8

points per game.

In five games the AIC frosh have

beaten Westfield State, Springfield

Tech, and So. Connecticut, but

have lost to Bryant and Stratton,

and Leicester Junior College.

Against Leicester AIC's 6'4 center

Skip Thompson, probably the best

player, scored 27 points. The other

four starters for AIC will be guards

Clarence Cooper and Dan Could

and forwards Gary Gradzicki and

John Wrzesien.

The little Redmen will be hoping

to keep out of the kind of foul

trouble they got into in Con-

ADVERTISEMENT

Survival

at the Cage

We were stranded for three

hours outside in the freezing

cold night. Coming from in-

side, the sound of a basketball

bouncing off a hardwood floor

brought the freezing crowd to

a frenzy, thrusting them a full

six inches forward towards the

"reluctant coliseum". Throngs
of basketball Groupies were
exchanging statistics as we
watched in awe, the mass of

people about us. Suddenly,

without the slightest warning,

the waxing aroma of a ham
and Swiss cheese sandwich,

mingled with the curling steam
of hot coffee, struck our

olfactory senses. We turned

and faced an eminently happy
individual chowing down right

before us on a beautiful ham
and Swiss sandwich while quaf-

fing the hot coffee.

"Where d'ya get that?"

"Over at the Campus Cen-

ter," he replied between ob-

viously pleasurable gulps.

You also get a package of

cupcakes, potato chips and an-

other sandwich along with a

great cardboard box you can

keep — for a pretty cheap

price, too!"

Before we could speak again.

we found ourselves carried in-

side.

After the game, we spotted

him again carrying the tell-

tale box, "Hey, how d'ya like

the game?"
'It was great! Especially the

Tuna sandwich I saved for the

last half."

THE CURRY HICKS
SURVIVAL KIT

Ham & Swiss Cheese Sandwich

Tunafish Salad Sandwich
Bag of Potato Chips

Package of Cup Cakes $1.25

and, of course, the proper con-

diments plus your choice of

coffee, soda or milk.

We issue them before every

home game at the Campus
Center Coffee Shop.

necticut. If UMass can keep up the

kind of play it has shown in its first

four games it should be able to

come away with a victory.

MSG HOOP TICKETS Tickets

for Feb. 27s basketball game,
UMass vs. George Washington U.,

to be played at Madison Square

Garden in New York City, have not

yet arrived at the Boyden ticket

office. Word of their arrival will be

made available in the Collegian

sports pages.
*****

PROVIDENCE TICKETS -

Tickets for the UMass-Providence

College basketball game, to be

played at PC. on Jan. 23 (during

intersession) are presently on sale

price of these ducats is $2.25.
*****

FROSH HOCKEY - UMass'
freshman hockey team has an
away game today against the

Harvard freshmen. Game time is 4

p.m.
* * * * *

SWIMMING - UMass' varsity

swim team will be in the water

tomorrow in a meet against

Central Conn. It is an away affair

that gets underway at 5 p.m.
*****

IN THIS CORNER - A special

feature-type story concerning Bill

Russell's presence on campus
Wednesday was to have been

written for today's sports pages.

However space limits such an

endeavor until hopefully Monday.

More Sports On Page 12

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM*

HMM children tend to adopt the

habits of companions. This beiue so,

it m imperative for parents of the

Utile Pisces girl or boy to keep close

watch ou friends. Pisces is quick to

lean over in direction taken by asso-

ciates. Without appcariuK meddle-
some, the wise parent of a Pisces

youngster sees to it that good influ-

ences are available for children to

emulate. Otherwise, problems bould

and the Pisces child can be trapped

in a dilemma between what is whole-

some and what is destructive.

ARM (March 21 - April 10): Avoid

rxertlac undue pressure on those who
perforn special services. Light touch

wins your way. Build solidly for fu-

ture expansion. Don't rush. Study
terrain.

TAURUS (April 20 • May 20) : Good
lunar aspect coincides with creative

endeavors, relations with children,

other loved ones. Give and you also

will receive. Be ready for break-

through. Decide on special relation-

ship.

UEMIM (May 21 • June Ml Stick

to what is familiar. This is no lime

for radical innovations. Older family

member deserves attention. Heed voice

of experience. Strive to put serosa

idea with clarity, precision.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You
move about — there is change in ba-

mc pattern. Relatives make overtures;

teunion is indicated. Be diplomatic.

Someone is about to present you with

pleasant alternative.

LEO (July Bl - Aug. 22) : Take care

with finances. Mistake to wear rose-

colored glasses. There seems to be a

catch in money proposals. Be cautious

in this area. Then you will avoid un-

necessary waste.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Mys-

t. i y clouds waft away, leaving open-

ing for real opportunity. Take Initia-

tive. Make inquiries. Stress greater

independence. Invest in your talents.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) You

find that what you have been seeking

is likely to be ultra-elusive. Accent
on mystery, hidden matters, the end
Of special activity. What you seek is

already at hand.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

:

Friends play significant role. You can
make new start toward greater In-

dependence Accept social invitations

Pounce on opportunity for happiness,

fulfillment. No more delay.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

You can be at right place at right

lime. Key is to check authoritative

source Take advantage of any fore-

knowledge. False modesty does not fit

in with current scheme of affairs.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 10):

Accent on communications. Publish,

write and advertise. Break through
red tape. Consolidate travel plans.

Look ahead. Stop brooding about past.

Concentrate on current opportunities.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):

Settlement indicated In legal affairs.

What seemed a roadblock is cleared.

Know tliis and don't sell yourself

short. Key is to check investment pos-
sibilities. You will obtain what is

needed.
PISCES (Feb. 10 - March 20): Ac-

cent on marriage, partnership, rela-

tionship of a permanent nature. Know-
ing this, don't involve yourself in

games. Stakes are high — and for

keeps. Take it Blow and easy. Wait,
observe.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are capable of helping people out
of their difficulties. However it is

not too often that others actually aid
you. Thus, it behooves you to be more
discriminating. Don't take for grant-
ed that motives of others are beyond
reproach. Contact made last year has>

led to situation which has demanded
time, attention and money. Last Octo-

ber, you began to see situation with
greater clarity. Now, base actions «jij

what you learned.

Copyright l'JTo. Gen iv i. Curp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Heavy cord

5 Toward shelter

9 Music: as
written

12 Wild goat

13 Bundle
14 Existed

15 Chop finely

17 Votes

19 British

admiral

21 Gaelic

22 Spoken
24 Initials of

26th
President

25 Golf mound
26 Metal fastener

27 Church
services

29 Paid notice

31 Perform
32 Conjunction

33 A continent

(abbr.)

34 Exist

35 French article

36 Expert

38 Edible seed

39 Tiny amount
40 Compass

point

41 Mast
42 Ireland

44 Cylindrical

46 Bauble

48 Bellows

51 Sunburn

52 Actual being

54 Real estate

map
55 One,

no matter
which

56 Solar disk

57 Discover

4 Outdo
5 Hebrew

month
6 Toils

7 Verve

8 Lamprey
9 Took

solemn
oath

10 Makes lace

1 1 The caama
16 Spanish

article

18 Dregs
20 Heavenly

bodies

22 Semiprecious
stone

23 Grain

25 Rip

27 Protective

ditch

28 Scoff

29 Region

30 Loved one

34 Begs

JE T
1

O the]*
1

R A P

A L A APS E 1 R A
M 1 L E r! T AU N T ,5

L E o Y E L L 5

L 1 E nJI H E R T fc N 1

E R iR o u T A R O O R
A A A P EHR 1 Al T E

S T A iNPMP.O dB T E E

T LE S T A 1 rm^ A O 5
T E A S E T O rV\

T1 R U 5 T s ^ R E A K S

H A T

1
E E R i E

1
L E E

E Y E * T A R T E A T
IB

36 Attitude

37 Sleeping-

sickness fly

39 Salty

41 Mine
excavation

42 Girl's name
43 Country

of Asia

44 Trial

45 Teutonic deity

47 New Zealand
parrot

49 Knock

50 Pigpen

53 Printer's

measure

12

15

AX/ AlA

22

26

31

35

388
* i,

23

19

I T I

™

39

7
I-.-.-;

36

27

32

20

24

17

37

40

TT9-S

28

33

25

18

21

41

14

34

38

10

S
8

29

1

30

ADVERTISEMENT
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Redmen Have Memories Of Last Year For AIC Tilt

By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Although it occurred almost a year ago, UMass basketball coach Jack Leaman is not likely to let his
charges forget what happened last December 19th. For on that date, the Yellow Jackets of American
international College dealt the Redmen one of their most discouraging defeats of the season, /3-72

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUjf MaanattfUBtttB

But this is a new season and AIC
is a much different club than the
unit which upset UMass a year
ago. New head coach Hilton White
does not have the talent nor the
experience that his predecessor
Bill Callahan had on his squad that

went to the NCAA nationals.

Gone from the Yellow Jacket
basketball scene are such stars as
Greg Hill who averaged 24 points
and 19 rebounds a game in 1969-70,

Mike White, Bob Rutherford and
Alan Bush. The loss of these key
players has been quite evident in

the performance of AIC thus far.

Coming into the UMass tilt, the

Yellow Jacket have a 3-3 mark
against some mediocre com-
petition. In its most recent outing,

AIC nipped Southern Connecticut,
76-70, on Wednesday night.

The only real veteran returning
from last year's NCAA squad is

captain Tom Doyle. AtS'llhewas
the team's top backcourt reserve
and has emerged as the team's
leader in 1970-71. Considered an
excellent defensive guard, he can
also be damaging offensively as his

21 points against So. Conn, attest.

Joining the veteran Doyle in the
Yellow Jackets small but high-

scoring backcourt is sophomore Al
Alvarez. He scored at a 15.3 points

per game clip as a freshman and

netted 21 in the Yellow Jackets last

victory.

In the pivot for AIC is junior

George Kastrinakis. Although he
managed to nab 10.8 caroms a
game last season, he was a bit

lattg GtoUrjten
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disappointing at times and the
Yellow Jackets will need more
from the 6'6 center if they are to go
anywhere. Evidence of this is the
fact that when he pulled down 18

rebounds, his team was able to
defeat a tough So. Conn. unit.

Helping out up front are the
forwards, Steve Washington and
Forrest Bateman. Washington is a

graduate of Westchester Com-
munity College and his ability to

adapt to the Yellow Jacket style of

play will have a lot to do with AIC's

success. At Westchester, the 6'3

junior averaged over 20 points per

contest. Bateman, a 6'3 senior, has
little experience and is a sign of

AIC's waning basketball fortunes.

Beyond these five, the Yellow
Jackets have little to offer. John
Clendenin, a 6'6 senior forward,
and John O'Hara, a 6'7 junior

forward, could add some much
needed rebounding help up front.

But after these two, the AIC bench
has little to offer coach White.
The Redmen, coming off of an

excellent win over UConn should
be more than ready to exact the

revenge for last year's upset.

After encouraging performances
at both Rhody and Connecticut,

UMass basketball fortunes are
looking better than ever.

A win in this one would be doubly
sweet for UMass not only because
it makes up for last year's heart-

breaker but also since a Redman
win here would tie the UMass
record for consecutive regular
season victories of sixteen. The
Redmen won their last ten games
of 1969-70 and have captured their

first five this season. The old

record was set way back on

•p-iv
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Weather:

Mostly sunny today with
highs in the low 30's.
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Cartoon by Fred Rosenthal
January 16, 1935 and culminated a LAYUP LINES - In a recently
winning streak begun back in released New England basketball
February of 1933. poll, the undefeated Redmen were
Coach Leaman will likely go with placed in third position. Leading

the same starting five that has the poll was likewise unbeaten
done so well so far. That would Holy Cross followed by perennial
mean that John Betancourt, Mike power Providence. Considering
Pagliara, Chris Coffin, Ken the play of these two units thus far.
Mathias and Julius Erving would the Redmen will have their hands
be on the court for the opening tap. full if they are to repeat as New
Game time is at 8 p.m. England champs.

Skaters,
Grapplers
InA ction

Two of UMass' undefeated
winter squads take to the wars of

competition this weekend as the

hockey team takes on Norwich
tonight and the Wrestling team
travels to New York U tomorrow
for a quadrangular meet with
N.Y.U., Gettysburg, and West-
chester State.

The skatemen are riding a six

game winning streak into this 8

p.m. encounter with an always
tough Norwich team.

The grapplers take a two match
unbeaten record into their meet.

Tracksters M eet M ore Ivy Tomorrow At Brown
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter
The UMass track team finds

itself, for the second week in a row,
in the confines of the Ivy League
when it travels to Brown for a dual
meet tomorrow with the Bruins
with the first event set to begin at 2

p.m.

To date Brown sports a 2-0

record with victories over Boston
University and Northeastern, the

second place finisher in the New
Englands in both indoor and out-

door track last year.

The Bruins are strong in several

events, but as coach Ken O'Brien

has indicated they are strong in the

same events that his Redmen are
strong in and here is where the

meet will be decided: in head to

head confrontations in these
common strong events.

Coach O'Brien went on to say,
"the winner of the meet will be
decided on who runs hardest
tomorrow."

The hurdlers, sprinters, jum-
pers, and distance men comprise
these confrontations. In the hur-

dles Brown will match Robbins and
Miller against the UMass tandem
of Jim Graves and Bill Landry.

In its first two meets Brown has
been able to sweep the sprint, but

the Bruins will have their hands
full with the strong Redman
foursome of Walter Mayo. Ron
Harris. Tony Pendleton, and Kevin
Filley. O'Brien calls the sprint
"the key event in the meet."

The high jump pits two Bruin
high jumpers who have cleared
6'4" and 6'2" against the trio of Cal
Carpenter, Ed Shaughnessey and
Bill Hackler, who cleared 6'4" in
last weeks season.

The distance events, the mile
and two-mile, feature Cosgrove of
Brown who has run 4:17 this year
against Ron Wayne and Rick
Barry in the mile and Bob Enright
and J,oe Pluta, who have run under
9:30, against Wayne, Barry, and

Larry Paulson in the two mile.

These are the men and the events
who will probably decide the

outcome of the meet.

In this the second meet of the
season coach O'Brien points out.

"in a first meet, mistakes are
expected to be made, but in this the
second meet, we'll know who wants
to compete."

He concluded by saying, "this
meet comes in a good time in the
schedule. With us being at almost
full strength it will give us a real
good idea as what to expect from
the team. After the meet we'll
know what we have to work on
after vacation."
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Today's News

Unbeaten Cagers

Show Their Stuff
WITH THE HUSKIES ASIDE—The UMass basketball team scored

a very fine victory over UConn the other night, 74-68, and these photos
depict some of the key action. However, the Redmen have put this big
win in the backs of their minds as they prepare for an important game
against American International College tonight. Back to those photos,
at left is UMass' number one reserve, sharp-shooter Rich Vogeley,
who is driving for a key bucket against Husky competition. At right is

Ken Mathias (42) of UMass latching onto one of his many big
rebounds, much to the displeasure of UConn 's Bob Boyd (15). The
middle picture shows heads-up guard John Betancourt (right) tying
up the Huskies' Bob Staak in the late stages of the contest. (MDC
photos at left and in the middle by Bob Mangiaratti) (MDC photo at
right by Gary Slickman)

5-Colleges Accept

Rockefeller Gift

page 3

Children, aged 6-10. from the Northampton Welfare Office were the guests of the Brothers of Phi
Sigma Kappa at their annually-sponsored Christmas party for underprivileged children held last
Saturday afternoon. Toys for the party were donated by the Bradlees in Northampton with food supplied
by MacDonald's Hamburgers. Brother Jay Sylvester (above) is pictured as he played Santa Claus for
the day. Chairmen of the event were James David and Allen Chandler. (Photos bv Steve Schmidt.

)
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IMew Cornm rttee Formed

To Evaluate Teachers

page 3

Hoop, Hockey Teams

Remain Unbeaten
page 12
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OUNG STOCK

BEET

HOW OTHERS SPEND THEIR I'MASS LIVES—They're not students here, nor administrators. They don't take courses or pull allnighters. They don't go to
patties on Saturday night and they cant try out for Redman athletic teams. But they're as much a part of the I Mass campus as anyone else around here.
The animals pictured on this page live in barns in the northwest area of campus and have to eat oats and grain and hay. Having accepted their lot in life they
are z non-vioient stock, which is probably why they are not oftened photographed like this. Anvwav. it's great to see how another half lives. (MDC photos by
Steve Schmidt)

COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS:
ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE RETURNED TO THE MDC BY

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 22.

"Voices Of Hunger" Titles

This Week's "Focus" Broadcast

9hr 4UasarlflMrtt« flaitg Qolltqian

• ILY COLLEGE no floor of the Student Union on

'

i 0344

Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA's
"Focus" will broadcast "Voices of

Hunger" -- a presentation expected
to contrast sharply with the sights

and sounds of last-minute
preparation for Christmas
festivity

The 60-minute program will

. interv

UMass campus in November. 1969,
to appeal for help on behalf of
impoverished blacks and Indians -

many suffering from severe
malnutrition - in the Ridgeville-
Four Holes .irea of Dorchester
Count v S C
The i), which will in

midt of Emerson House, hopes to
raise at least $1.0(10 by Christmas.

All funds collected will be wired
Mis Delee and used for the

purchase of large quantities ol

high-protein nd medicine*
•1 hunt.'-

Rockefe I le r G rant Accepted
By Five- College Students

By ROBERT SCHEIER
Staff Reporter

The controversial $25,000 grant

offered by John D. Rockefeller III

to students from the five-colleges

for ecological work has been ac-

cepted by the group.

The decision, made last week,

will not be formally announced by

the group until January, after a

planning meeting. Although no

specific reasons have been given

for the decision, spokesmen for the

group have cited questions such as

whether or not the offer was an

exercise in "cooptation" or

"cooperation."

When Mr. Rockefeller offered

the money December 6, he said the

purpose of it was to show that

students and older people could

work together in solving major

problems, but the students felt that

"major questions" had to be

considered and discussed before

they agreed to the plan. When Mr.

Rockefeller appeared on campus

to offer the money, he was greeted

by a demonstration and a skit

showing his alleged role in shaping

foreign policy through his in-

dustrial holdings.

The grant would be used by the

committee to form a student-run

corporation which would identify

one environmental problem in the

Connecticut Valley and work to

solve it.

The acceptance vote was taken

Wednesday by members of the

Five College Student Interim

Planning Committee, according to

Richard Bemish, director of public

relations.

Eric Walgren Given

Three-Month Sentence

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER

In Rockefeller's proposal the

corporation would be non-profit

and would consist of various

leaders from the valley who would

seek solutions to environmental

problems.

When Rockefeller came to

Hampshire Dec. 6, he was greeted

by a 20-minute "minor" demon-
stration by the "guerilla theater"

which satirized Rockefeller for his

complicity in activites such as

involvement in the shaping of the

cold war and determining the

country's foreign policy by use of

the Rockefeller Fund and related

charities.

At the ceremonies, students told

Rockefeller that they wanted more
time to study the implications of

the offer, thus, rejecting the grant,

at least, temporarily.

Franklin Patterson, president of

Hampshire College, said at the

time, the students rejected the

offer because they felt serious

questions existed and were seeking

an open discussion.

Eric L. Walgren, 31, of Gulf

Road Belchertown, was sen-

tenced to three months in

Hampshire County Jail after a

superior court jury found him
guilty of three counts stemming
from an incident at the UMass
imfirmary last Spring.

Judge Samuel Levine, of

North Adams, imposed the Jail

term after a jury of 6 men and 6

women found Walgren, other-

wise known as "Eric the Rat",
guilty of trespassing on UMass
property, causing a disturbance

at the infirmary and assaulting

a nurse on duty there.

The defendant Walgren chose

to act as his own counsel.

Vice-Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery was subpoened by
Walgren to testify for the

defense. After the trial Bromery
called the sentence "un-
fortunate."

Judge Levine sentenced
Walgren to concurrent three

month terms on the "simple

assault" and disturbance
charges. He also placed him on
probation for two years and as a

condition of probation, ordered

Walgren to stay off the UMass
campus and the campuses of

"any other institution of higher

education in the Com-
monwealth."

Walgren was found innocent of

a charge of battery.

Walgren, a 1965 graduate of

Amherst College with a degree

in art and a graduate of Rutgers

University Law School, acted as

his own defense attorney in the

three day trial. All the charges

against him weremisdemeanors

The defendant testified he
went to the infirmary to visit a
friend who was a patient there

and that he "had words" with

members of the hospital staff

and campus police when they

told him to leave. The simple
assault charge stemmed from
when Walgren said he tapped a

nurse on the shoulder to get her

attention to ask her about
governing visiting hours.

\

ERIC WALGREN
Walgren described himself as

a semi-professional artist,

specializing in wood cut and silk

screen prints. In addition he said

he was an "ordained minister"

of the Universal Life Church.

Walgren said he is presently

self-employed as a carpenter

and house painter.

He also faces a charge of

escape from Hampshire County

District Court that stems from

the same incident at UMass.
Court souces say that the charge

may be dropped.

Walgren indicated he would

appeal the sentence.

Teacher Evaluation

Studied By Committee
Bank Robbery Suspects

Fail To Meet$100,000 Bail
By LINDA A. BALICKI

Staff Reporter

Teacher evaluation: is it desirable campus-wide? How should teachers

be evaluated? How should the results of an evaluation be used? These are

some of the major questions which the recently appointed faculty-student

committee on teacher evaluations will seek to answer in the coming

months.

According to Terence Burke, chairman of the committee, the com-

mittee was formed out of the growing recent concern over the quality of

undergraduate education at large universities such as UMass. Modeled

upon a similar committee set up last year within the College of Arts and

Sciences, the committee will seek to explore all facets of the objectives

and means of teacher evaluation.

In attempting to do this, Burke stated that the committee will be faced

with deciding whether or not there is any one form of teacher evaluation

which will be satisfactory to all segments of the community. A primary

consideration in this facet of the committee's study will be the fact that

teaching techniques, situations and demands vary from one department

to another and even more so from one individual course or instructor to

another.

Burke commented that the great variety of views and departments

represented on the committee would be an asset in finding a means of

teacher evaluation which is satisfactory to all while still preserving the

objectives of a teacher evaluation system.

He stated that the current student-teacher evaluation and the presence

of its coordinators. Thomas Filmore and Charles Hallberg, on the

committee would prove to be important in determining student

and needs as well as the value of student evaluation of teacher per-

formance.

He also cited professional colleagues and administrative study as other

means of teacher evaluation which the committee will be concerned with

before it makes its final recommendations on April 1st.

Burke also stated that the committee would also be concerned with the

proper use of evaluation findings so that they might benefit the whole

community-students, administrative and faculty as well.

"I feel that if we can come up with reasonable recommendations, that

they can be used as a sound basis for the improvement of campus activity

particularly in the areas of teacher self-improvement, administrative

decisionmaking and student guidance."

Committee members, in addition to Burke, Filmore and Hallberg,

include Theodore Bacon, Jeffery Eiseman, Harold Hartzler, Allen Ivey,

Richard Kofler, Terry Krum, Harry Schumer, Jeanne Sherrow, Ian

Thomas and Robert Wilson.

Two New York City bank rob-

bery suspects described as "Black

Panther" Party members by
federal agents and police failed to

meet $100,000 bail set before a U.S.

commissioner in Springfield.

On Campus
Robert H. Earl, 20, and William

H. Trusty, 18, both of New York

were arrested at UMass on

Thursday. They had been staying

with two girl students in Patterson

dormitory for women for five days,

police said.

Commissioner Paul A. Tam-
burello of Pittsfield conducted the

hearing in the Federal Building in

Springfield. The youths are
charged with robbing a branch of

the Chemical Bank of New York of

$60,000 on Oct. 16.

Tamburello was interrupted

several times during the hearing.

"You have no right to judge me,"
Trusty said at the close of the

arraignment.

He also questioned whether it

would be possible for him to be

tried by a jury of his "peers."

Tamburello ordered Trusty to be

silent.

No attorney represented the two
at the hearing. Tamburello advised
them of their right to counsel at the

Dec. 23 hearing. They are being
held at Hampden County House of

Correction in Springfield.

The two were arrested Thursday
night in a raid by Federal Bureau
of Investigation agents and police

on Patterson House.

The two girls, whom police would

not identify, told officials that Earl

and Trusty had attended classes

taken examinations and used

gymnasium facilities, while on

campus.

during the raid in a state of ex-

citement.

The residence hall supervisor
said there are 342 girls in the

dormitory.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Earl and Trusty had been
described as "armed and
dangerous" but no weapons were

reported found in the dormitory

room.

Sources in Patterson said women
from throughout the low-rise

building in the Southwest Complex
rushed to the second - floor room

Financial Aid
Financial Aid Applications for

Scholarships, Loans, Grants,

and Work Study for Summer
School 1971 and the 1971-72

Academic Year are now
available in the Financial Aid

Office, Room 239, Whitmore.

All applications must be filed

by March 1. Whether or not aid

has been received previously, a

new application must be filed

each year.

Trusty countered,

freedom of speech."

'I have

The hearings were continued

until Dec. 23, pending the arrival of

certified copies of the indictments

charging them. At that time, court

official said they can waive or fight

extradition.

The 5 college student Coordinating Board

is sponsoring a book on Drugs and Drug

Usage to be done 2nd semester this year.

There is a good possibility of receiving credit

for your work. For further

information call —
JERRY 6-5391

Susan 6*8387

Manny 6-7521
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In The Nation And The World

SubcommitteeReviews
Arms Placement

WASHINGTON (AP)-A Senate subcommittee says there are in

dications the Nixon administration is reviewing the placement abroad

of U.S. tactical nuclear weapons.
And, in a report released yesterday the subcommittee said the

Soviets may move to "break out of the nuclear ring that has been

drawn around them."
The Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee, headed by Sen. Stuart

Symington, (D) Mo., a former Secretary of the Air Force, spent 22

months studying American security agreements and commitments
abroad.

Commenting on the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, in which the Soviet

Union deployed and later removed missiles 90 miles from the U.S.

mainland, and on reports that Russia is building a submarine base at

Cuba's Cienfuegos Bay, the report said:

"We must assume that the Soviets, as they view our placement of

tactical nuclear weapons in countries far closer to their borders than

Cuba is to ours, will seek to break out of the nuclear ring that has been

drawn around them."
The subcommittee said the U.S. government has stamped such a

high security classification on the review of nuclear warhead

deployment that no one could discuss it with senators.

This, said the subcommittee, is "obviously absurd and is used to

cover up questionable policy and practice, is unconstitutional and

against the best interests of the United States."

Deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons on foreign soil has aroused

deep concern in the Soviet Union and Red China but is not generally

known by Americans, said the subcommittee.

The report urged Congress to keep a close watch on U.S. political

and military commitments, and criticized what it called U.S.

agreements to hush up aspects of military assistance programs which

might prove embarrassing to other countries.

Po lish Officials Resign
A fter ' Bloody Rioting

# #

WARSAW (AP) - Communist
party leader Wladyslaw Gomulka,
President Marian Spychalski and
three other top officials resigned

yesterday following bloody rioting

in parts of Poland over govern-

ment imposed price increases in

essential goods.

Radio Warsaw announced that

Eduard Gierek, former first

secretary of the party in the coal

mining area of Katowice, had been

named to replace Golumka.
The broadcast said Gomulka quit

because of illness. He will be 66

Feb. 6.

Gierek told the nation in a

television broadcast the party

"must always keep a close link

with the working class and with the
whole nation."

Gierek said the nation's new five

year economic plan -- due to have

started in January - will "have to

be reconsidered."

He added: "We will consult the

working class."

The radio also announced the

resignations of:

Boleslaw Jaszcuk, the

economic czar.

- Zenon Kliszke, considered the

Communist party's idiologist.

- Ryszard Strzelecki, regarded

as a close associate of Gomulka.

Around the time of the an-

nouncements of the resignations, a

broadcast from Szczecin said

workers in the shipyards of that

riot torn city agreed to end their

occupation of two main shipyards.

Earlier broadcasts reported a

return to normal in the Baltic tri

city area where the riots started

almost a week ago.

Reports outside Poland said

Soviet troops and heavy artillery

were moving toward the Polish

borders.

Gomulka had been the first

secretary of the Communist party

since 1956, after a comeback from
a Stalin era purge. He was thrown
out of the party in 1949, arrested in

1951 and released at the end of 1954.

The Communist party news
paper Trybuna Ludu indicated

earlier that a party struggle would
result from rioting. It said the

outbursts "must be come a serious

lesson for the whole party."

Homewa rd Bound G Is Delayed

Christmas Travelers

Harassed In E. Berlin
BERLIN (AP) - East German

harassment of Berlin access

continued yesterday ' despite a

protest by the Western allies to the

Soviet Embassy in East Berlin.

The protest was lodged Saturday

night when the HHARASSMENT
BEGAN BECAUSE OF A West

German political meeting in West

Berlin The meeting opens Mon-

day.

Both the Russians and East

German Foreign Ministry had

protested the meeting of Social

Democratic party federal and

state parliamentary leaders. The

Communists contend West Ger-

many has no rights inside isolated

West Berlin.

Western border officers said

traffic was light early Sunday and

that delays were not long but

stretched as the day went on and

traffic swelled.

By nightfall. Western boraer

officers reported serious delays of

two of the three main Berlin access

roads. At the main autobahn en-

trance point into East Germany,
Helmstedt, a line of trucks more
than half mile long stood waiting as

well as cars by the hundreds.

Waiting times to get processed

were running up to five hours and
more.
The main point of interference

again was opposite the West
German border crossing point at

Helmstedt. Officers said the East

Germans were flashing green for

go lights for only a minute at a

time.

A newswoman arriving in Berlin

late Saturday night said she had to

wait five hours just to cross into

East German territory and then

another hour to be processed by

East German border guards.

SAIGON (AP)-More than 300 Americans GIs who
have finished their tours of duty in Vietnam were
delayed yesterday night in returning home for

Christmas because the South Vietnamese government
refused landing clearance for a Boeing 747 jumbo jet

at Saigon's Tan Son Nhut Air Base.

The Pan American jumbo jet-the first ever

scheduled to land in Vietnam-was at last report still in

San Francisco awaiting instructions. It had been

scheduled to bring tons of Christmas mail and
packages to Vietnam and carry about 35- GIs home.
William R. MacElhannon, director of Pan American

World Airways operations in Vietnam, said the 747

was chartered by the U.S. military command and had
been due at Tan Son Nhut Sunday night.

"There was a question by the South Vietnamese
government of the feasibility of landing at Tan Son
Nhut," he added. "The runway is long enough, but the

shoulder is eroded and the condition of the shoulder

does not meet Federal Aviation Agency criteria for

this type of operation.

"There was also the question of air traffic control,

whether or not they could clear the facilities properly

without disturbing other things."

Tan Son Nhut handles both military and com-

mercial airliners.

"From our point of view, there's no question we
could do it," MacElhannon said.

"The problem is still being worked on. Everyone is

trying for a solution. We may try to bring the 747 in at

Bien Hoa Air Base or Cam Ranh Bay." Bien Hoa is 15

miles northeast of Saigon, Cam Ranh 190 miles

northeast.

A spokesman for the U.S. Command said he had no

information on it.

South Vietnamese officials were not immediately

available for comment.
Officers at the 90th Replacement Battalion at Long

Binh, 12 miles northeast of Saigon, said there is a

backlog of GIs who have completed their tours and are

waiting to get home.
One officer said the battalion was running from half

a day to a day behind in shipping men home and a

major problem was the Christmas rush

Some men were not leaving until two days after

their normal retation date.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We are now accepting applications for 1971 automobile

insurance

They Start 'Em Early In Texas

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

RELAX

Enjoy a quiet, comfortable lunch at the

Top of the Campus

FINE FOOD
COURTEOUS SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL VIEW

SALAD AND BREAD BAR

included in the price of every

entree or sandwich

KESTAI KANT >uid CLUB BAR
open Monday • Friday — 11:80 1:30

ARLINGTON, Tex. (AP)-'The Hoot Owl"
frowns on bad candy, breakfast cereals, dirty

movies, insensitive adults and people who frown

on "The Hoot Owl."

It endorses Halloween and hamburgers, zoos

and toys, most kids, the Dallas Cowboys, pro

football team, certain civic projects and people

who subscribe to "The Hoot Owl."

The Owl, you see. is a newspaper produced "by

kids. ..for kids. ..about kids."

It is unencumbered with conventional editorial

policies, fears no one, leans heavily toward

"good" news and "violates every rule of good

newspaper management."
It's got a lot of things going for it. Un-

fortunately, money is not among them.

But what other publication has a 6 year old

managing editor, a movie critic who reviews

only "g rated" movies and a "roving editor"

who must get his mom's okay to go roving.

Can a sports editor anywhere boast of a Little

League batting average of .633?

And where else would a special features editor,

at 15, be a year away from retirement?

That's The Hoot Owl, a tabloid produced twice

monthly by a seven member staff, 10

correspondents, a "silent publisher" and a

shoestring.

Staff members draw $5 monthly. Correspon-

dents once received $1 an item but this practice

was abandoned as rank commercialism.

Contents range from columns to stories about

two-headed snakes, youth activites, tree houses,

pets, dinosaurs, records, fashions and sports.

There's a comic section, a peewee TV guide, a

"fun page" of puzzles and games and an

editorial section.

The Owl has been published since August by

Dane Edwards of Arlington, who supervises,

edits, writes when necessary and rides herd on

his youthful staff.

His son, Joey, is managing editor and the

author of a travel column, "Journeys with

Joey." Joey can read and print, but writing is

not one of his strong points.

He dictates his column to Debbie Hatfield,ll,

the society editor.

In its brief lifespan, The Owl has campaigned
vigorously against carelessly produced,

potentially dangerous candy; nutritionless

breakfast cereal; ineffective youth programs
and destruction of an historic logcabin.

In an editorial calling for preservation of the

116 year old cabin, Sarah Cunningham, 15, senior

staff member, wrote: "I think it should be

restored and moved... to preserve some history

for kids like you and me."
The cabin was spared, prompting a

congratulatory telegram fron Gov. Preston

Smith.

In an attack on inferior candy and un-

wholesome cereals, roving editor Lonnie Ginn,

12, observed: "I know we're only kids. We spend
dimes and nickels. But we should not get items

that endanger our health. I've stopped eating

candy."
The newspaper claims a paid circulation in

excess of 3,000, with subscribers in 11 states,

Canada and Germany.
But at 10 cents a copy, an annual subscription

rate of $2.20 and advertising procedures that at

best are unorthodox, The Owl is anything but

financially healthy.

Kids, churches, theaters showing children's

movies and certain youth oriented groups may
advertise without charge. A recent edition had
two paid ads.

Hamburgers, soft drinks and shoes for Job
Corps workers have been traded for advertising

space. The ads must be aimed at youngsters.

"The Owl," says Edwards, 34, a former
contributing writer for the North American
Newspaper Alliance, "is highly impractical,

very idealistic and definitely unprofitable."

Edwards said he started the paper as a hobby
because kids needed a vehicle to express their

views, a publication with which young readers
could identify.

The Owl is assembled after school hours in a
converted garage at his home and printed

without charge by the Arlington News Texan.
But it has not captured overwhelming support of

the business community and its future is cloudy.

Edwards says the operating capital has been
wiped out.

"We're not going under," vows Janie Ed-
wards, Dane's attractive wife and a kind of

denmother for The Owl staff. "We don't know
how we'll continue, but we're not going under."

Russian Repression Growing
As Soviet Congress Nears

MOSCOW (AP) - Growing
political dissent in Soviet science
and the arts appears to be in for a
severe test as hard line Kremlin
ideologists prepare the populace
for the biggest propaganda show in

five years - the Congress of the
Communist party next March 30.

The buildup is gaining
momentum with a series of
pronouncements and intimidations
that could end in the crippling of

what remains of organized dissent

in Soviet society.

In the past week:
- A visiting American physicist

was expelled from the country
after two brief conversations with

Dr. Andrei Sakharov, one of the

leaders of the semi underground
Committee for Human Rights.

- Two of the most outspoken
political dissidents were sum-
moned by the KGB secret police

and warned to stop their "anti

Soviet activities" or face long

prison terms.

- One dissident activist was
warned he will be "beaten up or

killed" if he tries once more to

evade his plainclothes "tail" in

Moscow.

- A press campaign branded the

dissidents "rascals and
schizophrenics" and referred to

some unnamed foreign
correspondents as "enemies of the
people."

- Minister of Culture Yekate rina

Furtseva publicly berated an
American correspondent for

"poking his nose into our internal

affairs" when he asked a question

related to the case of disgraced
novelist Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

Diplomatic observers have
concluded that these developments
are not coincidental, and probably

are inspiredfrom the highest level

as part of the preparations for the

party congress.

Experienced observers believe

further that the tightening of

control, which traditionally

precedes party congresses, could

be used as a convenient excuse to

silence dissenters who have not yet

been locked up in insane asylums,
sentenced to labor camps or exiled

to remote regions of the country.

The expelled physicist, Dr.
Wayne J. Holman of the center for

theoretical studies in Coral Gables,

Fla., told the U.S. Embassy before

he left the country that he had had
only two talks with Sakharov. the

most prestigious of critics inside

the scientific establishment.

Dr. Holman was working as an
exchange scientist in the Institute

of Theoretical Physics, headed by
Dr. Vitaly Shelest, in Kiev. Dr.

Shelest is the son of Pyotr Shelest,

a Kremlin Politburo member and
thus one of the most powerful men
in the Soviet Union. Young Shelest
is an advocate of broader contacts
with foreign scientists and
technicians. Whether he in-

tervened in Dr. Holman's case
could not be learned.

Both talks dealt only with the

physics, Dr. Holman told the

embassy. Sakharov apparently
has not been punished.

Sakharov's committee was
formed this fall and just 10 days
ago took in novelist Solzhenitsyn,

winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for

Literature. Membership is

believed to total less than a dozen.

One of the committee organizers,

also a physicist, already has been

warned by the KGB to be ready to

"bear full responsibility" if police

judge its activities to be anti

Soviet.

Hughes Empire Run
From Total Seclusion

LASVEGAS, Nev. (AP) -

Howard Hughes ran his billion

dollar business complex with the

help of five assistants, on hand day

and night. But the man who
headed Hughes' Nevada
operations had never met his boss

face to face.

The seclusion in which Hughes

has cloaked himself for two

decades was well known, but its

extent was made somewhat
clearer during a two week power

struggle, in and out of court, for

control of the billionaire's Nevada

holdings.

Since moving here four years

ago, Hughes had remained isolated

in a penthouse apartment above

the Las Vegas Strip while Robert

Maheu spent $300 million of

Hughes' fortune acquiring casinos,

hotels and land.

During this time, Maheu said in

court, he communicated with

Hughes solely by telephone and

written messages ferried back and

forth by the five male assistants.

Hughes' messages, scrawled on

yellow, legal size paper, always

went back with the messengers.

From statements in and out of

court, this picture emerged:

Like many other top people in the

Hughes organization, the five aides

are all Mormons and have been

with Hughes from six to 20 years.

They neither drink nor smoke and

lead outwardly serene existences

in nondescript homes throughout

the city, qualities that apparently

appeal to Hughes.

The five assistants work in eight

hour shifts, with seldom more than

one off duty at a time. While

Hughes - now believed to be in the

Bahamas after a secret departure

Thanksgiving Eve - was in Las

Vegas, many people could get to

the other rooms of Hughes' ninth

floor retreat in the Desert Inn

Hotel, but only the assistants could

enter the three room inner sanc-

tum-two bedrooms and a living

room - where Hughes lived.

Following Hughes' departuro,

the 10 man board oi directors oi

Hughes Tooi Co. fletf in from

Texas and fired Mall

Fighting Iheii I

said he has a personal
arrangement with Hughes which
Hughes alone could terminate. He
obtained a court order preventing

the tool company takeover.

The two week courtroom battle

that followed ended Saturday when
state District Court Judge Howard
Babcock ruled the company could

dispense with Maheu and run

Hughes' affairs in Nevada.

Samuelson: Battle

Against PricesWorking

WASHINGTON (AP) - Dr.Paul

A. Samuelson, 1970 Nobel Prize

winner in economics, said

yesterday he believes new steps

taken by the Nixon administration

against inflation are working.

But he added he doesn't feel the

steps are big enough.

The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology professor has been a

strong critic of President Nixon's

economic policies in the past. He

said yesterday, however, that "I

like better what I have been

hearing coming out of Washington

in the last month or two."

Asked if he thinks the ad-

ministration could do better than it

is now doing, Samuelson replied

"Yes. I think for example an

opportunity was lost in the

beginning of 1969 to use

Presidential leadership to back up

fiscal policy, to back up monetary

policy.

Samuelson recommended
earlier that Nixon turn the

spotlight on labor unions and in-

dustries that fail to hold the line

against wage and price increases.

He said Sunday he would

recommend also compulsory
arbitration of disputes that effect

the national welfare but added

"there must be a focus of public

policy from Congress, from public

opinion, from the President .that

settlements he in the public

interest

Love is

. . . toothing bin i the

morning after the

>iii>bt before.

More Aid Requested

By Egypt From USSR
MOSCOW (AP) - Vice President Ali Sabry of Egypt led a high level

delegation to Moscow yesterday to request increased military and
economic aid from the Soviet Union.

The announcement of his arrival by Tass coincided with a fresh Soviet

pledge "to give all round support to the U.A.R. in its struggle against

Israeli imperialist aggression."

Almost simultaneously with the news of Sabry 's arrival at Moscow's
Vnukovo Airport, Tass said a senior Communist party emissary in Cairo

had "reaffirmed the Soviet Union's steady resolve" to back the Egyp-
tians.

This seemed to confirm what diplomatic sources have been forcasting

in recent days - that Sabry and his delegation will get pretty much what
they want during their eight day visit.

Accompanying the vice president were Foreign Minister Mahmoud
Riad, Minister of War Muhammed Fawzi and Aziz Sidki, minister of

Egyptian oil and mineral resources.

The Egyptian visit took on special importance in view of two ap-

proaching deadlines. First, U.N. mediator Dr. Gunnar V. Jarring is due

to report to the Security Council Jan. 5 on his mission to negotiate a

Middle Erst settlement. Exactly one month later the current cease fire

expires.

Arab diplomats in Moscow say they expect Israel to rejoin the Jarring

talks in New York before the end of the month to avoid being condemned
in the report for breaking off the negotiations.

The Israelis began boycotting the talks last September, charging that

Egypt, with Soviet aid had violated the standstill agreement by installing

new anti aircraft missile sites along the Suez Canal.

Sources here said Sabry, Riad and the other delegation members would

decide with the Russians on a diplomatic course of action to counteract

the effect of Israel's resuming its seat at the U.N. negotiations.

But more important for the Egyptians, the informants said, was the

impending end of the cease fire, which Cairo says it will not extend unless

Israel consents to a timetable for evacuating occupied Arab territories.

Failing this, the Egyptians feel they need still more armament to

prepare for a possible resumption of hostilities, the informants added.

Sabry is expected to be received by Communist party chief Leonid J.

Brezhnev and Premier Alexei N. Kosygin, men he knows well from his

frequent trips to Moscow during the rule of the late Egyptian president,

Gamal Abdel Nasser. Sabry is considered to be "Moscow's man" in

C«iro.

The Israeli Cabinet met Sunday and postponed once again its decision

on returning to the Middle East negotiations.

An official announcement reported only that "a political discussion

commenced and will continue at the next Cabinet session."

24 Hour Ceasefire
For U.S., Viets

SAIGON (AP) - South Vietnam
has announced its troops would
observe only a 24 hour cease fire

for Christmas and New Year's

Day.
U.S. officials said American

forces would honor the same truce

period.

The Viet Cong announced two

weeks ago three day cease fires for

Christmas and New Year's Day
and a four day stand down for Tet,

the lunar new vear that falls this

year at the end of January.

The Saigon announcement,
which was expected, made no

mention of a truce for Tet. Sources

said the government plans a Tet

truce but will not announce it until

shortly before the holiday, pending

intelligence reports on possible

enemy buildups.

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
troops launched their biggest of-

fensive of the war during the Tet

cease fire period in early 1968.
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Carbuncle

Polish Power
Real freedom must have both form and content- its form must be in-

dividual free expression and its content democratic control of the

economic resources of the society. In the United States we have only the

form of freedom. While individual expression is relatively free (except

for Black Panthers and Angela Davis), the minority control of the

economic resources of the country makes the form of freedom nearly

meaningless. The small minority, who own the industrial and financial

corporations of the nation, use their wealth to buy free expression turning

it into its opposite: controlled expression. Since mass circulation

newspapers and TV stations involve huge expenditures of cash, the

means of communication are virtually the monopoly of this economic
elite making individual free expression impotent.

In Poland, there exists neither the form nor the content of real freedom
in spite of the fact that the workers of Poland with the aid of the Red
Army smashed minority control of the economic resources of the country
after World War II. This contradiction is only understandable by un-

derstanding the nature of the political bureaucracy which took power,
also with the help of the Red Army, in the midst of the revolt against the

old ruling class.

The power of this bureaucracy is their control over the state apparatus
of Poland. They do not own the economic resources of the country but
control those resources through their control of the state. However since

they do not own, they do not reap profits on investments as does our ruling

class Since they do not accumulate profits, that is monetary purchasing
power, they can't simply buy free expression or purchase the means of

communication as does our ruling class. Thus they can't control the

content of freedom if they allowed the form of freedom to exist. Hence
they can't allow the form of freedom toexist and still remain in power as
does our ruling el;>

They justify their control of the state by designating themselves the

representative! of the Polish workers and peasants Thus there can be no
greater threat to the very existence of the bureaucracy then when
workers meet m shipyards and choose their own leaders. Nothing could

say more dramatically to the bureaucracy: "You are illegitimate

usurpers of our political rights. '* The Poles succeeded in ridding them-
selves of their economic ruling class. The time is overdue for them to deal

similarly with their political ruling caste. All power to the Polish

workers!

The 1970 ScrapAwards

The Walter Hickel Surprise of the Year Award goes
to the University Store for providing free gift-

wrapping paper and ribbon to students.

The Campus Center Program Council receives the

76th annual Ken Johnson Trophy for its unsurpassed
agility this past semester to waste students' money by
sponsoring such winners as "Awful Waffle Week" and
"Dynamite Chicken".
President Robert Wood wins the title of "Mr. Heart-

in-the-right-place" for his teaching of an un-

dergraduate course.
The Campus Center is unanimously elected the

Ugliest Building of the Year.
Southwest s log cabin is given the prize for Most

Improved Building of the year.

Dean Dwight Allen is congratulated for his ob-

noxious shirts and his write-up in Time magazine.
The Herter Hall Fine Arts Gallery is commended

for its consistently high quality exhibitions.

Richard Nixon is honored with the title

"Peacemaker".
Charles Goodell is dubbed the Man of La Mancha of

1970 for his integrity and tragicism.

Muhummad Ali earns kudos as the Fighter of the
Year. In 1971, Congresswoman Bella Abzug and

Louise Day Hicks will vie for the title march to be held
in Washington.

New York City is given special commendat on for

being the Most Exciting and Most Dangerous city in

the world, with the exception of Saigon.

The Parkway Program in Philadelphia, where
UMass student teachers are internum. receives a
citation for being in existence, and for its services to

UMassAmherst, to Philadelphia, and to education in

the United States.

For the first time in twenty-five years, the College

Spirit relinquishes its beer in favor of touchy-feely-

mushy-meherbabalooza-commune-with-nature groups.
The Best Cliche of the Year goes to "viable option".

Runner-up is "community".
Bob Dylan retains the respect of everyone for his

new album, "New Morning", which shows us that
things are not as bleak as they look.

And finally, this writer will receive the Third An-
nual Spiro Agnew Foot-in-the-Mouth Award for saying
things that no one else can understand. All are invited

to attend the ceremony which will take place on the
Penn Central Railroad on New Years Eve. underneath
a gross-looking Christmas tree.

Life is too short to be sad. ..Have the best of 1971s!

Roy Jones

Still Waters

P...for the privilege of loving and being loved

E...for the ease it gives the soul & the mind
A... for the answers in your search to find yourself

C... is the calm you feel if you like what you find

E...is for everlasting

May This Love Never Cease...Peace! !

!

The road to inner peace is a long, long, long road.

And quite often one finds it very difficult to travel that

road without being distracted by the superficial and
limited things of this world. We are all only human,
therefore, we are all subject to various trials and
tribulations. These trials and tribulations are good
because they strengthen us and enable us to look

toward each other for assistance. We need each other.

If we are not able to withstand the tests and dif-

ficulties ourselves and fail to turn to our brothers and
sisters for help, we slowly sink into a state of

remoteness. Of course there are times when our
brothers and sisters are unable to help us. So, what do
you do? Your loaded down with all these unbearable
problems and no one to turn to. Well, you can do one of

many things; commit suicide; push them aside and
maybe deal with them later; cop out altogether by
indulging in some of those superficial things I men-
tioned earlier; or you can ask for spiritual guidance
through prayer. I believe praying is one of the facets
that leads us along the road and enables us to see light

in the darkness.

"Peace be upon him who followeth the Right Path."
To travel the road of peace, it is said one must go

through stages. "The Seven Valleys" will allow us to

take leave of ourselves and reach unto the ocean of

"nearness" and "union". The first is the Valley of

Search. "The steed of this Valley is patience; without
patience the wayfarer on this journey will reach
nowhere and attain no goal." There upon, the

wayfarer enters into, the Valley of Love. "The steed
of this Valley is pain; and if there be no pain this

journey will never end. In this station the lover hath
no thought saved the beloved, and seeketh no refuge
saved the Friend. A lover is he who is chill in hell fire;

a knower is he who is dry in the sea." If the wayfarers
journey be confirmed he enters into the Valley of
Knowledge. "He will come out of the darkness of
illusion to the guiding light of the fear of God." If then
it be the will of God he shall come unto the Valley of
Unity. "In this station he pierceths the veils of
plurality, fleeth from the worlds of the flesh, and
ascendeth into the heaven of singleness. Peace be
upon him who concludeth this exalted journey and
followeth the True One by the lights of guidance " He
shall then enter into the Valley of Contentment.
"Although to outward view, the wayfarers in this
Valley may dwell upon the dust yet inwardly they are
throned in the heights of mystic meaning; they eat of
the endless bounties of inner significances, and drink
of the delicate wines of the spirit

.

" After experiencing
pure contentment, he thereupon enters the Valley of
Wonderment, indeed, Brother, if we ponder each
created thing, we shall witness a myriad perfect
wisdoms and learn a myriad new and wondrous
truths. One of the created phenomena is the dream.
Now there are many wisdoms to ponder in the dream,
which none but the people of this Valley can com-
prehend in their true elements." After being endowed
with the wonderments of this Valley the traveler
cometh to the Valley of True Poverty and Absolute
Nothingness. This station is the dying from self and
the living in God, the being poor in self and rich in the
Desired One. Poverty as here referred to signifieth
being poor in the things of the created world, rich in
the things of God's world. For whatever the creatures
have is limited by their own limits, and whatever the
True One hath is sanctified therefrom; this utterance
must be deeply pondered that its purport may be
clear."

I have only scarcely described the Seven Valleys,
but if you are sincere in your search for the "an-
swers", I am certain you will come upon the Seven
Valleys again in detail.

All power to God
A Youth for One World

\L^ tU^-^oMo

Campus Comment

The Clouds Cleared . . .

To The Editor:

The Byrnes and Nesti review of The Clouds is

caustic indeed, but they persistently attack the very
qualities for which the play should be praised. They
deplore the banality of the music and its lyrics, though
these seerr J appropriate in conveying the intended
"divine vulgarity" of the chorus. To their credit, they

do praise the chorus' fine performance, but without
recognizing that it was at its best when galvanized by
the music and lyrics. I felt the whole effect of the

musical interludes was integrated - everything
contributed, and remarkably well in my estimation.

They similarly attack the "stagnant" lighting,

though satiric comedy should emphasize the light of

day - the glare of truth divested of the spectrum of

colors which is primarily justified in evoking mood.
Self-conscious lightning is far too common in college

productions, and for once I was thoroughly grateful

not to be distracted by rainbow effects.

Most inexplicably, they also criticize the charac-
terization of Socrates for its inconsistency switching

back and forth from "a brawny he-man to a

screaming queen," though Roger Tiberii, who played
the role, can hardly be accused of having tested this

range of experience to any appreciable extent. In

general, he exquisitely overplayed his role in a con-

sistent and believable fashion. They additionally

complain that his "extracurricular interest" in the

"thinkery" students was only "vaguely hinted at,"

but I doubt that anybody in the audience had much
trouble understanding the homosexual innuendoes.

Again, our intrepid reviewers deplore the effort to

update the satire with references to Chomsky, Agnew,
Eisenhower, and a host of others. I concur that these

modern allusions didn't altogether work (because
they were somewhat randomized across the political

spectrum), but the effort was certainly in the spirit of

Aristophanes. In fact, if he himself were the director,

he would have gone a good deal further in extending

the comparison. Byrnes and Nesti claim this updating
resulted in an esoteric satire which would amuse a

limited audience only. Quite the contrary, the

dominant theme in the play was of a generation gap
exacerbated by a "thinkery" (i.e., college), with

implications clearly relevant to our problems today.

How can this satire have "escaped" their un-

derstanding? What particular "thinkery" have they

been attending all these years?
Finally and most absurdly, they attack the plot

itself, the specific responsibility of Aristophanes, for

(1) rambling too much, (2) not really being bawdy
enough, (3) seeming more a cartoon than a feature

length movie, and (4) in general simply because they

find it boring. Holy Kazoola! Here is it clear they

naively attack the play because it doesn't fit their

preconceptions - because it isn't what it was never
intended to be. Their entire dramatic education

seems to have been with comedy subsequent to

Menander, and at that probably excluding the

Brechtian epic theory of gestus anticipated by
Aristophanes. Even the bawdiness which unac-

countably disappoints them must be understood to

have been more or less Athenian (quite enough for my
own Puritan tastes) - a modern Broadway orgy would
have been hazardously anachronistic.

The ultimate failure of Brynes and Nesti, however,
was their inability to sit back and enjoy the wealth of

proto-Menippean comic episodes, both low and high,

as these evolved with apparently aimless spontaneity.

There was also enough coherence to satisfy their

analytic demands, but it had to be discovered through

the act of laughter and in the spirit of the per-

formance. This is the task with Aristophanes, and
perhaps, most fundamentally, with all comedy. For
myself, the swift and imaginative momentum of this

particular production completely overwhelmed all the

minor problems which might be picayunishly argued
into the dead of night. Two hours passed as quickly as

a cartoon. I quite agree , but this must be understood

as the highest praise. Aristophanes was put to musical

comedy, regaining for the chorus the ascendancy it

deserves, a remarkable feat indeed for a modern
production. It was Busby Berkeley gone berserk, a

thoroughly enjoyable evening.

EDWARD JAYNE
Assistant Professor of English

On The Way To The Dorm
To the Editor:

A funny thing happened to me on
the way to the Dorm. Last Thur-
sday night about eleven thirty as I

was walking back from studying at

Herter hall I was approached by
two guys in the tunnel near south-

west. They stopped me by an ex-

change of small talk regarding
buying some dope (a familar line

of southwest) and they proceeded
to rip me off for my long winter

coat. The act in itself is an act of a

fuckin pig. Any brother or sister

that will rip off another brother or

sister is exemplifying disrespect,

disregard, and lack of concern for

another human being.

The loss of the material
possession didn't hurt as much as
being faced with not being able to

defend myself from such un-

desirables. I've worked hard at

turning the other cheek and trying

to be a nonviolent person. I don't

like hurting people, nor do I like

taking from others. I can un-

derstand the frustration
deprivation type thing but man you
are hurting your own t;ind.

There have been a great deal of

rip offs in southwest and other

parts of the campus lately. These
acts hurt because it's showing that

even though most of us are trying

hard to get things together among
ourselves, there is a small segment
of people who just don't give a

damn about what we are trying to

do; and are more concerned with

selfish, unthoughtful and unkind

actions.

R. HARVEY

Art Buohwald

Don't Ask

WASHINGTON - President Nixon was asked at last

week's press conference why he didn't release a top

secret report on the SST that the White House had

commissioned. The question was asked because it is

believed that the report was unfavorable to the SST.

The President replied he had no objection to the

substance of the report being made public. The

problem was that when reports are made for the

President, they're supposed to be held in confidence.

That's what Mr. Nixon said.

Max Lindbergh, a friend of mine who is an aviation

consultant, believes he knows what is in the report.

"It has nothing to do with the environment," Max
told me. "The report says the reason we shouldn't

build the SST is that by the time it comes off the

assembly line there won't be any places left for

Americans to go."

"I don't understand," I said.

"If we start on the SST now, it will be ready by 1979.

Most scientists agree the SST is not a practical plane

to fly over land because of its sonic boom. Its only

value would be in flying over water, from one con-

tinent to another, in less than three hours. Therefore

the success of the plane will be dependent on tourists,

and there is some question as to how many tourists

will be flying by 1979."

i still don't understand."

"Well, for one thing, South America by then will

probably be off limits for American tourists unless

they're willing to be kidnaped by Communist

guerrillas.

in 1979, we 11 be in a trade war with Japan because

she dumped all her television sets in the United States.

The Japanese will retaliate by refusing to let us dump
our tourists in Tokyo.

"Chiang Kai-shek on Formosa will ban U.S.

tourists because we wouldn't let him attack the

mainland of Red China. And Red China will refuse

tourist rights to the United States because we wouldn't

let Chiang Kai-chek attack the tnainland."

"What about Australia?"

"Australia will turn down SST tourist flights

because we put a high tariff on wool, and Hong Kong

will do the same because we won't let any men's suits

into the United States."

"India?"
"India won't be talking to the United States because

we gave fighter planes to Pakistan."

"Pakistan?"
"Pakistan won't be talking to the United States

because we gave tanks to India."

"Surely South Vietnam will let us fly Americans to

Saigon."

"Yes, but we won't find any American tourists who
will want to go there."

"There is always Europe," I said.

"Hardly. The British will boycott the United States

because we won't allow the Concorde, which they built

with the French, to fly to the United States. And the

French wont allow tourists to land in France because

that's the way the French are."

"What about West Germany*'"
"West Germany will be mad at us by then because

we pulled 10.000 American troops out of NATO."
i imagine the Soviet Union will give us problems

because they have built an SST of their own."

Not because of that, but because Life magazine

will ha\c published the memoirs of the deposed chief

of state, Premier Alexei Kosygin."

"What are the chances of an American tourist

business in the Middle East?" Max shook his head

sadly. "Don't ask."

Copyright 1970, Los Angeles Times

Many Things
To The Editor:

There's some things a person has no control over; some things he just

can't change. Like the weather. When I arrived at UMass last January
from the sunny Southwest, and found myself plopped down in one huge

snowbank, I was distressed. I turned blue at the thought of snow; I cursed

the snow and cold weather as I walked to and from classes, shivering in

my cumbersome clothing and strange feeling boots.

But now, although the snow falls again and it's just as cold outside,

there's a big difference in me. I've learned not to fight it. No longer do I

dread going outside; I've learned to move with it; I no longer move
against it. I even felt tinges of excitement as the first snow tell this

semester. I walk much more freely now ; no more stiff, calculated steps.

Sometimes I run and slide down the walkways on my ski-feet, something I

was afraid to do last semester.

And then there's some things a person just thinks he can't change. I

used to think that for as long as I chose to go to school, I was condemned
to the learning process on which our higher education system is based. I

used to bitch and moan about boring professors, impersonal lecture

classes, dry, ill-written text books, personal alienation. Early in October

of this semester, I began working to change things for myself. I've helped

to write an educational proposal which will allow me to live and learn as I

want to. Next semester I will be one of a group of 15 students living on

Nantucket Island pursuing independent studies of my choice.

Writing that proposal and making all the arrangements to insure it will

actualize itself has been a lot of hard work. But every ounce of energy

and every bit of time I invested was worth it for I've learned something

very important: to take responsibility for myself, to define what I don't

like, to seek alternatives and to choose one that I think will meet my
needs. And I believe that you can do something about some of the things

that are bugging you. But don't wait for someone else to do it for you - it

seldom happens that way. You're alive and can be freer than you think

you can. But it's up to YOU. Work for yourself to change what you don't

like. Become committed - to yourself. The rewards of your effort will

equal your inputs.

The Beatles wrote:

And in the end
The love you take

Is equal to the love

You make
And love, my friends, is many things. DONNA HINES

Born To Fly
Once upon a time, there lived a

caterpillar who wanted to fly.

Every morning, he would crawl
down to the Clear Pool, look at

his reflection in the water and
sigh, "I hate being ugly and
having to crawl! If only I had
wings!"
As he was busily munching

milkweed leaves one morning,
he hit upon a solution. Dropping
the tasty leaf he had been saving
for dessert, he began to crawl up
the stem of the tallest milkweed
in sight. Reaching the top of the

plant, he crept out on a swaying
leaf, took a deep breath, and
jumped. Seventeen sprained
ankles later, he limped back to

his milkweed leaf, bruised but

undaunted. "Well," he muttered
to himself, "by the process of

elimination, that theory's out."

One night soon afterward, the

caterpillar began to think he
really was flying! He was rising

above the milkweeds, even
higher than the fenceposts by the

Clear Pool, into a completely

new and'dazzling world - and his

heart beat faster and faster until

suddenly ... he woke up, and it

was all a dream.
His dream only sharpened his

longing to fly. That very mor-
ning, as he was crawling along

the dusty path, he mused aloud,

"I wonder if someone could

teach me how to fly?"

"It's not just a matter of

learning, you know," replied a

strong voice above him.

"You must be born the fly,"

the voice came again, and this

time the caterpillar spotted the

butterfly who was speaking.

"I suppose you mean wings!"
cried the caterpillar, defen-

sively. "Well, that may be very
well for you to talk about, but

you're a butterfly! And just

because I'm a caterpillar, and
don't happen to have any
wings..."

"Neither did I." interrupted

the butterfly. "I used to look

exactly like you do now, but I

became so frustrated about
being ugly and worming my way
along through the dust that I

finally quit rebelling and did

what I knew I was created to

do."

"What was that?" the
caterpillar asked suspiciously.

The butterfly smiled into the
caterpillar's apprehensive eyes
and said firmly, "Build a
cocoon

"

Waving his antennae im-
patiently, the caterpillar
disagreed. "I'm not talking
about superstition," he insisted.

Metamorphosis is just too far-

fetched for me. It's a nice

theory, if it keeps you happy, but

nobody knows for sure if it's

true!"

"Well," suggested the but-

terfly, "It's a theory until you
try it out. Then you can know."

"Tell me what happened to

you, first," said the caterpillar,

cautiously. "What did you do in

there?"

"To be honest," admitted the

butterfly, "I was afraid I might
die in that cocoon. But all

those crazy things I had tried to

help make me fly hadn't helped

one bit, and I decided to at least

give this thing a fair chance. I

really didn't do anything - it was
all done to me, once I entered
into the cocoon! It was just as if

the old me - the caterpillar me -

had become completely unglued,

and then out of all my raw
materials was built this new me -

with these glorious wings! And
I've been flying ever since."

The caterpillar was silent for a
long moment. Suddenly he
blurted out, "I don't believe it!

You couldn't have ever been a
caterpillar! The whole thing is

make believe!"

The butterfly sat patiently

through his tirade and then
replied, "You will believe what
you want to believe," he nodded,
"Just remember that you were
born to be a butterfly?" And
with that he flexed his brightly

colored wings and sailed upward
out of the caterpillar's sight,

effortlessly borne on a fresh

breeze.

For minutes the caterpillar

stared at the empty sky. Finally,

he turned and crawled over to

the Clear Pool and stared again.

Then slowly, deliberately, he
made his way around the pool to

a shaded crevice, where he
began to spin a fine, silky

thread. And the faint wind
drifting by could only pick up the

awed, repeated whispers, "Born
to be a butterfly! Born to FLY!

"

In a few days we will celebrate
the birth of Jesus of Nazareth. It

has been said of Him, "If any
one is in Christ, he is a new
creation; the old has passed
away; behold, the new has
come." Jesus Himself offered to

give man a "new birth."

You can experience this new
birth right now by inviting Him
to come into your life, forgive

your sins, and make you what He
wants you to be. Jesus said,

Behold, I stand at the door and
knock. If any one hears my voice

and opens the door I will come in

to him." It's for real!

Campus Crusade for Christ
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rChanukah Peace March
Scheduled For Tonight

"I

A peace match commemorating According to a spokesman from
Chanukah, the Hebrew Feast of the UMass chapter of Am Yisroel

Dedication, will take place tonight Chai, a national Jewish youth
at 8 p.m. in front of Hampshire organization which is sponsoring
Dining Commons in Southwest. the march, the holiday of
The Menorah, Torch of Peace, Chanukah celebrates the third

will be lit on the south side of the century B.C. revolt of Jews
Campus Center later to culminate against King Antiochus of Syria in

the march, followed by a reception protest of oppression.
in the Student Union. By converting his realm of
Chanukah begins officially at diverse nationalities into a

'sundown Tuesday. March powerful comogeneous kingdom,
lorganizers said they picked the Antiochus hoped to gain security
•Monday evening date to assure as against both Egypt and Rome. He
I large attendance as possible, since issued a decree that all the peoples
'many students will be leaving f his empire conform to the
jUMass early for their holiday Hellenistic Culture by serving
•recess. Grecian gods and "becoming
| Two UMass administrators are Greeks." It was especially im-
ischeduled to speak at the campus portant for him to Hellenize the
•center ceremonies. They are Vice- province of Judah in order to feel

jChancellor Rudolph Bromery and secure against Egypt.
Dean of Students William Field. All the peoples of the kingdom

ProgramManager
AppointedA tWFCR

Arthur R. Cohen of Amherst has been appointed manager of

programming at radio station WFCR (88.5 FM) according to Charles F.

Keenan. WFCR general manager.

Mr. Cohen will be in charge of all the programming for the non-
commercial public radio station located on the UMass campus. The 34,000

watt station, which broadcasts to an audience in a six state area, is a

cooperative effort of Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith
Colleges and UMass. Its programming covers the areas of music, news,
culture and public affairs.

The new manager of programming graduated from UMass with a B.A.

degree in history. He has worked as a music announcer at WHYN—FM in

Springfield and as a member of the film crew in the news department of

WNAC—Channel 7. an ABC affiliate in Boston.

He joined the staff of WFCR in September 1969 as the news director,

and was appointed manager of the news and public affairs department in

July 1970. At WFCR. he developed two daily news programs: Newshour
at 5:30 p.m. and The Evening News, heard at 10:30 p.m.

Mr. Cohen is a native of Sharon, Mass.

Mental Health CenterNeeds
StaffFor "Half-Way House

i

i

accepted and obeyed the edict
|

except the Jews. Antiochus.

therefore sent a strong army to I

Judah to root out the cult of the.

Jewish God with force, and to!

eliminate the observance ofi

distinctive Jewish laws and ways.

'

A small victorious army of the|

Maccabbees (Hasmoneans) then

forced the Syrian government to

recall the Antiochus decree
|

against the Jews and to re-

,

establish Jewish religious I

autonomy. And when imperialist i

Syria became weakened, the

Hasmoneans took the opportunity I

to erect a new independent Jewish '

Kingdom in Judah.
Chanukah stands for two ideals:

first, for the achievement of |

religious liberty and secondly, for »

the national development of the '

Jewish people. I

Future Of Craft Center

To Be Discussed In SU

A meeting to discuss the future of the new craft center in the Student

Union will begin at 8 p.m. tonight in Room 328 of the Union.

Richard Collier, Chairman of the UMass Craftsmen s Guild, which has

been planning and operating the craft center, explained they hope that

the area will become a drop-in workshop.

He added that they will be offering courses in various crafts and

facilities will be provided for photography, leatherwork silver

ceramics, candle-making, and batik, with a supervisor there who would

be capable of lending help to people when needed.

The secondary part of the craft center, a sales outlet, is already partly

functional. When completed, it is intended to provide a central area

where UMass craftsmen can display or sell their products, where sup-

plies for craftsmen will be readily and inexpensively available and

where members of the community can go for advice, or to purchase

handcrafted items created by their fellows.

Attempts to provide enough funds so as to have the work area func-

tional by second semester have run afoul of committees and lack of time

Also the Craftsmen's Guild as yet has no money for the equipment it

wishes to provide, and the theft of some craft items from a display case

has dissolved the small amount of money that had been accumulated to

help with administrative expenses.

Educational Discrimination

Of Women Being Investigated

ii

A "half-way house'' for ex-

patients in the Holyoke-Chicopee

area wiH b » established shortly in

Holyoke. according to Dr. Joseph

Havens of the Area Mental Health

Center. A search for a director and
an appropriate site is now under

way.

The plan is to use a partially or

wholly empty apartment, rooming
house or hotel, and gradually in-

troduce the expatients to the

community as they are ready for

discharge. The house would have

living facilities and room for social

activities for the residents.

The home would be in charge of a

resident manager or couple
familiar with the readjustment

problems of the expatients, who
would be provided with an apart-

ment and with a modest living

allowance. They would have the

professional advice and support of

members of the Mental Health

Center staff.

Dr. Havens is now seeking a

resident manager and couple, and
invites inquiries from interested

persons in the area. For further

information, call 534-3361.

Reprinted from the Boston Globe.

The Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination (MCAD)
plans to investigate and take legal

steps to halt discrimination
against women by educational

institutions, particularly graduate
schools.

Mrs. Glendora Putnam,
chairman of the MCAD, said the

commission will use some of a

$42,000 Federal grant to study the

level of discrimination against

women in higher education. She
said the MCAD knows that it exists

as a local and a national problem.

She said the study would determine
just how educational instituions in

Massachusetts discriminate
against women.

The legislation is one of three
bills filed by the MCAD for the 1971

legislative session, to provide
increased protections of women's
rights.

The bill would prohibit
discrimination against women in
housing and related mortgage,
insurance and bonding. The bills

also seek to eliminate
discrimination against women in
public accommodations, in
educational instituions and in all

employment practices.

Mrs. Putnam said the changes
requested in the fair employment
practices law would eliminate all

the exemptions for women. Under
the present law, women cannot
apply for jobs involving heavy
lifting or working extra hours.

"Those exemptions were good in

the 1880s when they were
protective," said Mrs Putnam,
'but today they are restrictive for

women. A woman should be able to

decide whether she wants a job
involving heavy lifting or extra
hours."

The MCAD's legislation to

protect women's rights in

education would prohibit

discrimination against women in

the state's fair educational
practices law, which at present

does not provide a specific

protection for women.

Mrs. Putnam said MCAD in

November received a $42,000
Federal Grant to develop an
"affirmative action program to
get women employed in areas
where they have not been accepted
in the past." Part of the program
will be an investigation of the
college and graduate school ad-
mittance practices for women in

the state.

The bill concerning women's
rights in the housing area has

Undecided about the perfect gift? A University Store Gift Certificate solves your problem ond lets you be

perfect.

gift cerUMcfte

St
N? 3002

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER — UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS — Convenient Parking Campus Center Garage.

several lacets. It calls for equal

treatment of women in the pur-

chase of a house, insurance and
bonding services, the granting of

mortgages and the rental of

housing.

Mrs. Putnam said: "Earlier this

year we received an opinion from
the attorney general that the

limitation was in violation of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964

"So we have been acting in areas

of housing and public ac-

commodations and education.
These bills would simply change
the state law so that our purposes
conform to the Civil Rights Act."

Library Course

Still Offered

The UMass Division of Con-

tinuing Education has announced
that the credit program in library

science, offered in cooperation

with the School of Library Science

and the Division of University

Extension of the University of

Rhode Island, will continue in the

second semester.

Mrs. Vlasta Greenbie, of the

Hampshire Interlibrary Center at

UMass, will teach Library Science

502, library administration. The
course will meet from 9 to noon on
Saturday mornings beginning
February 13 in Room 613 of

Goodell Library at UMass.
Cost of the course will be $90.

Information and registration
materials may be obtained from
the Division of Continuing
Education, 920 Campus Center,

telephone 545-0905.

ROOM TO MOVE
(Drop in-Center)

Expanded Hours
SUNDAY, DEC. 20
until noon, & 7 p.m. • 11 p.m.

MON. & TUES., Dec. 21-22
12 noon • 5 p.m.
& 7 p.m. • 11 p.m.

DEC. XX at 11 p.m. • JAN. 4

there will he a 14 hour ans-
wering service at 545 0400

Open »4 hours a da\
during finals

A check for $4,000 is presented to Chancellor Oswald Tippo, (left) and Kenneth G. Picha, dean of the
UMass School of Engineering, (center) by Donald Thibodeau of the Esso Education Foundation.
Thibodeau, an alumnus of UMass, received his master of business administration in 196:5. The grant is

for support of experiments and innovations in chemical engineering.

"Small College" Atmosphere
Emphasized At Santa Cruz
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. - In a

Redwood forest, one of the

University of California's cam-

puses gives students the feeling

they are attending a very small

college where they can do

whatever they wish.

One thing they don't wish for -

and don't get - is letter grades. At

Santa Cruz, you either pass or fail.

Something else the students are

happy to do without is the tramping

between the huge lecture halls of a

place like the huge University of

California campus at Berkeley.

which has 27,500 students. Santa
Cruz has less than 3,500 and even
they don't study en masse.

The way this is done is to scatter

and secluded five independent,

residential colleges, with 650

students each, through the forest in

a system resembling that of

England's Oxford and Cambridge
Eventually, Santa Cruz will have

25 colleges.

A student's primary com-
mitment is to his own college, but

he takes courses in the other

colleges and studies science in

Exam, Intercession Food Service Hours
The Food Services hours of operation during exam period and in-

tercession will be as follows:

Hatch: Closed 3:00 p.m. Dec. 23 -Jan. 3, 1971. Regular schedule Jan

4 - 12. Closed Jan 13 - 25. Regular schedule Jan 26 onward.

Cafeteria: Closed 2:00 p.m. Dec. 23 - Jan 3, 1971. Regular schedule

Jan 4 - 14. Lunch only Jan 15 - 25. Regular schedule Jan 26 onward.

Coffee Shop: 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. Dec. 23 - Jan 2, 1971. Regular

schedule Jan 3 and Jan 9. 24 hour schedule Jan 4 - 8 and Jan 10 - 12.

8:00a.m. -7:00p.m. Jan 13 - 25. Regular schedule Jan 26 onward.

Top of the Campus: Dec. 24 Lunch only: Eggnog Party 11:00-4:00

p.m. Closed Dec. 25 - 27. Dec. 28 - 30 Lunch only. Club bar 111:30

-

6:00 p.m. New Year's Eve Party Dec. 31. Closed Jan 1 - 3. Regular

schedule Jan 4 onward.

large central facilities.

Instead of receiving a letter

grade, a student gets a written

essay from his teacher on what he

has and hasn't accomplished.

Nobody is required to keep

dormitory hours, and some dor-

mitories are coed. Many students

are devoted to vegetarian diets or

organic foods, so special counters

are set up for them in cafeterias.

Students are encouraged to think

up their own courses of study.

Some have even gone to India to

learn yoga, and one youth studied

Mark Twain by spending a quarter
term taking a raft trip down the

Mississippi.

By the only available measures,
the system is working. The drop-

out rate is half normal, Santa Cruz
students have a high rate of suc-

cess in obtaining admission to

graduate schools, and last year
they were seventh in the nation in

their number of Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships won.

P q
YOU'D BETTER HURRV.'
ONLY 4 SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT, YOU KNOU) .'

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

^» Eat In yf
> or *

lake Out

DRAKE
FISH & CHIP NITE

Mon. 4:30 - 9

POPCORN NITE

Wed. 8 - 1

HATCH WEEKDAY SPECIALS

MONDAY
Hot Pastrami on Rye
French Fries
Cole Slaw

TUESDAY
Bowl of Hot Chili

Tossed Salad
Roll and Butter

WEDNESDAY
Hot Roast Beef
Sandwich w/Gravy
French Fries

THURSDAY
Hot Baked Ham
on Sesame Roll
French Fries
Cole Slaw

FRIDAY
Student Union Fishwich
French Fries
Cole Slaw

$1.10 plus tax

$ .99

$1.25 plus tax

$1,10 plus tax

$ .99

Treat yourself at the Ice Cream Bar!
Sundaes, Banana Splits, Frappes, Cones

Served 11 :S0 a.m. • 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 • 7:00 p.m.

Lowell Tech Students

Punishments Reduced
LOWELL Lowell

Technological Institute's appeal

board reduced the punishments
yesterday for seven students found

guilty of violating the school's ban
on drinking in dormitories.

The penalties against two were
reduced from expulsion to

disciplinary probation. The appeal
board also ordered the students to

make a public apology to Dean Leo
F. King Jr., who leveled the

punishments the students con-

tested.

Five other students who had

received suspensions or probation

from King were assigned to work
20 hours for the dean in February.

King had disciplined the students

for their participation in a beer-

drinking incident Nov. 17 in

Bourgeois Hall.

Another student, Joseph
Toomey, editor of the campus

weekly, acted on his lawyer's

advice and did not appear at the

appeal board hearing. Toomey,
who was punished with probation,

has maintained he was covering

the event for the student
newspaper.

Summer Session

Credit Load
Two vital questions being asked

about the Summer Session's new
eight-week session, are 1) what the

"normal" load will be and 2) what
exceptions will be allowed,
because of the new 2.0 graduation
requirement which goes into effect

with the class of 1972.

Dean Tunis and the Board of

Admissions and Records have
stated that as long as a student has

60 credits earned in his previous

class, the new 2.0 requirement will

not apply. This means that

students will not have to jam their

schedules with twelve and fifteen

hour loads this summer simply to

graduate by the end of August.

Notices

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Ground school 7 p.m in C.C. Bring com

puters and plotters and mind and body and

soul and etc

DINING COMMONS
Hard to get up in the morning? Try breakfast

at the dining commons in the center Hard to

get down, hard to keep down That's the way
we like it Breakfast at the Dining Commons in

the Center!

GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL
DEFENSE LOANS

If you are receiving your degree at the end of

fall semester, you should have an "exit in

terview" with a representative of the

Cashier's Office, in order to have your rights

and obligations explained Call or stop at the

NDSL Office in Whitmore (Room 215) to

arrange for this interview before Jan. ISth.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB
There will be a vote on possibility of

acquiring the CCA for the March 13th open

dance, tomorrow All Members should attend

for this important vote

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
There will be a meeting tonight in 801 CC, at

/ 30 to discuss drugs, religion and Baba and a

trip to the Meher Spiritual center in So.

Carolina

N E.S

The N.E.S. Tutoring bus will not be running

to Springfield Wed , Dec 23rd

COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
All equipment must be returned to the MDC

office by Tuesday, Dec. 22.

THE OPEN DOOR
Merry Christmas and/or Happy Chanukka

to everyone indiscriminately!!

U M O.C.

Meeting tonight, 6 30 in Rm 165 of CC Sign

up sheets are up for Gerry's Christmas trip,

Cathy's New Years Party, Gerry's in

tersession trip, Louisiana, and Carties

Christmas trip

PSYCHOLOGY
All Psych faculty, grad & undergrad majors

invited to Christmas Party. To be held tonight

Dec 21st at 8pm in Colonial Lounge of SU
Refreshments 8. Christmas Spirits.

SKI CLUB
There will be a meeting tonight at 8 in

Mahar We will be having a Guest Speaker and

the movie "Moebius Flip" its Dynamite so

don't miss it! Also, bring back your skis. There

will be many day and night trips after in

tersession

SKI PATROL
There will be a meeting today for all

members of the ski patrol in the C.C. Rm 170 at

6 30. All members must attend.

SCHOOL OF NURSING—STUDENT PER
SONNEL COMM
Come to the Christmas Party! Dec. 21st and

2nd from 3 5 p.m in Conference Room 4th

Floor Morr. Refreshments.

LOST
Indian Art and Public Opinion Notebook was

lost m the vicinity of DC «5. Please contact

Steve 6 7741

Ethics Notebook (green cover), if found call

Pete at 6 6515 Believed lost in Worcester

Commons
I lost a red crochetted hat & white gloves in

Bartlett last Thursday night if found call

Laurie 6 8373 Please my ears and fingers are

cold

Lost one red shoulder ba>i Thur Eve, Dec

17th between 6 7 p.m. while thumbing in your

carlo Southwest Please call 546 8279 Thanks.

Lost in EE 141 Lecture: One loose leaf

notebook, qrey vinyl cover Please leave it in

the EE Dept Office or call collect 1 863 44V4

A pair of brown rimmed qlasses without a

case was lost. If found call 6 6955 or come to '06

Grayson, please.

FREE UMASS DELIVERY SERVICE
from

RAPP'S DELI
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst
— In the Peter Pan Building —

EVERY NIGHT

6-11:30

This Week's Delivery Specials:

Reg. Price
ITALIAN GRINDER

HAM GRINDER

Special

Reg. Price

Special

LIVERWURST GRINDER Re
£

Pr
.

ic
f

Special

ECLAIRS Reg. Price

Special

YOO-HOO CHOC. SODA Re
§

Pr
.

ic
,

e

Special

CALL 253-9336

1.15
1 04

1.09
.99

.99

.89

25
.19

.25

.19

r
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Fr. Cagers Rap AIC, 98-65, For 5-0
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Staff Reporter

Despite a poorly played and rather sloppy first half the UMass freshman basketball team soundly

defeated the American International College frosh, 98-65, in the Cage Friday night. The win was the fifth

in a row for the UMass frosh against no losses ; AIC dropped to an even record of 3-3.

In the first half Al Skinner kept

the Little Redmen in the lead with

some fine rebounding and hustling

defense. The freshman forward

scored 16 of UMass' 36 points in the

opening stanza. Most of Skinner's

points came on offensive rebounds

and steals resulting in

breakaways.
The lead fluctuated between four

and ten points for the UMass frosh

as Roberto Irizarri kept AIC close

by scoring 18 of his 24 points in the

first half.

The Little Redmen could not

seem to get their fast break going

in the first half as a quick AIC team
hustled down the court on defense.

Several times Rick Pitino brought

the ball down on a break only to

slow down and set up a play. And at

the half UMass held a slim six-

MORE SPORTS

ON THE BACK PAGE

point lead, 36-30.

However, the second half was a
different story. The UMass frosh

opened up with two baskets on good
passes by Pitino, one to Art Levine
and one to John Olson. And, over

the first six minutes of the second
half the Little Redmen played

excellent defense, forcing AIC into

several bad shots. UMass out-

scored AIC 15-14 over this stretch

to take a commanding 51-34 lead.

After this UMass was never
headed, and with six minutes to go
in the game and the score 77-49

reserve guard Dennis MtHugh
replaced Pete Trow for the Little

Redmen. McHugh proceeded to

score 12 points in the last six

minutes.

UMass coach Pete Broaca
wasn't terribly pleased with his

team's overall performance
although it did manage to win by a

very substantial margin. 33 points.

Pitino, besides scoring 21 points,

had 13 assists topping his previous

total of 12 against the Amherst
frosh. Skinner had 28 points and 22

rebounds, both season highs for the

6'3 forward.

FROSH FACTS

Sports Notices

PROVIDENCE HOOP
TICKETS-Tickets for the UMass-
Providence College basketball

game, to be played on Jan. 23 at

Providence and during in-

tercession, have been sold out at

there had been 100 of these ducats

movement stuff

day-core center

veneer*mot
intro 35mm
chanting

youth people

juvenile discovery

food cooperatives

massage bodytime
ecology

guerrilo theatre

alternative

graphics

music jams

women's lib

bicycle

organic farming

university without walls

astrology

gay liberation

cosmic stuff

grapevine

vocations for social change

cybernetics

soul

free media

info flow

baba

norman o. brown

blues harp

laing

videotape

counter-classes

mcLuhan
survival stuff

allocated to UMass, but they were
all purchased in one day.

*****

HOLIDAY TOURNEY HOOP
TICKETS - Tickets for the

Springfield Hall of Fame
basketball tournament, in which
UMass will compete on Dec. 28, 29

and 30, are still on sale for the first

two dates (28th and 29th) in room
255 Boyden. The prices being

asked are $2 and $3.
• * * * •

MSG HOOP TICKETS - Tickets

for Feb. 27's basketball game,
UMass vs. George Washington U.,

to be played at Madison Square
Garden in New York City, have not

yet arrived at the Boyden ticket

office. Word of their arrival will be
made available in the Collegian

sports pages.

UMASS FG 1-T PT AIC FG FT PT
Levine 6 1 13 Wrzesien 1 3 5

Skinner 11 6 26 Gradzicki S 3 13

Olson 4 1 9 Thompson 7 2 16

Pitino 9 3 21 Inzarry 9 6 24

Trow 4 8 Cooper 2 1 5

Boyles 2 4 Gould

Heron Bill

McHugh 4 4 12 Bressette i 2

McMahon 1 1 3 Hyman
Brown
TOTAL 41 16 98 TOTAL 25 IS 65

IOiwght's
Intramurals

BASKETBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

POSITION LOW RISE

1 6:30 1 vs. 2

2 6 30 3 VS. 4

3 6:30 5 VS. 6

POSITION AMERICAN
4 6:30 1 VS. 2

5 6 30 3 VS. 4

6 6:30 S vs. 6

POSITION INDIAN

1 7.30 1 VS. 2

7 7:30 3 vs. 4

3 7:30 S vs. 6

POSITION MOUNTAIN
4 7.30 1 VS. 2

J 7:30 3 vs 4

6 7:30 5 vs 6

POSITION SOUTH TOWEf
1 8 30 1 vs. 2

7 8 30 3 vs. 4

POSITION EAST

1 9:30 1 vs 2

3 9 30 3 vs. 4

3 9:30 5 vs. 6

POSITION PACIFIC

4 9:30 1 VS. 2

s 9:30 3 vs. 4

6 9 30 5 vs 6

2
fa

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALB

vO

lO

Pioneer, Tea*, Osrrsrd, PE, Aatec,
Fither, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers,
I-P'a, 8 tracks and other necessities.

Amherst Audio tflJ8»£3

f.NOV? TIRES, low prices top qua-
lity, casL and carry. KT Factory
Tires OuUet, Cowls Boad, No. Am-
herst, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

tfUg-23

155 HI Tape Deck, 3 heads, good
<ond„ $173 new. CaU Bob WC-6G29

tf 12-24

skis — Heud IWa, 160 cm with
Marker bindings, used only one sea-
son good condition, siilal sell he-
tore Xium, J*0. Call 'led at 51K-
' y.v.i after 6. If no answer call 510-
<>!»37 tfli-21

Pair of Lnng Pro Sl.i Boots, last

year's model, only tibfd once, sizt

H'-i- which Is good for 9>/2 •

10' '- foot. Usually $114, will sell for

best offer. Call Diana 6-8092 tfl2-2:<

2 KXH spkrs *80, firm — EirT.

stereo tuner and amp, $40 ea. Mush>
call 253-3192. tf!2-23

True Temper skis, fiberglass with

new Nevada toe and heel $129, $240

value, 1 set Scott poles, new $19., 1

pair Lange Flo Stan, boots, $190.

size 9'/2 , fits up to 10''2 . call Lou at

519-1311 - 545-2550. tf!2 23

Squirrel mldl-coat, exc. cond., fit*

up to siie 10. CaU B. Kates, 5-2002

after 10 a.m. tf!2-23

GE sound system, 60 watts, peak
power, separate speakers, am-fm re-

ceiver ear-phones, fifty albums, In-

rlud. Harrison's latest, aU for $225,

$350 value Leaving country, must
sell. Jim OX, 256-6851. tf12-23

POl SALE— AUTOS
Must sell to buy Xmas presents:

1964 Pont lac Catalina. Beasonabb
priced. CaU Karl 549-8840. tf!2-23

Must seU, going overseas — 68

MOB -OT 17,000 ml., disc brake*

overdrive, AM-FM, wire wheels ex-

cellent condition, $2,100.00. 548-5470.

tf!2-21

Leaving country, must sacrifice

1970 MOB eonv, excel, cand.. law

mileage, asking $2150. CaU 1-268-

3365 after 5. tfU-23

1966 Bonneville Wagon, all pow-

er, air cond 549-8084

.

tf«-21

87 CheveUe 88 396, 4 speedTposi.

new tires, 325 hp, aU stock, was
SI 500, mast, must sell by Jan. 1 for

$1300. Call 594-6874 "-21

SPtVICB
Amherst AasTia sei riuea stereo cam-

ttoneata, tap* decks for home •? car,

IW7 Na. PVaaant ft. 288-8133.
*Tl9-t3

fdajBT yaw Ts>caH«r>«, rw» »«•*-

and/or revise anything written for

rou. These* too. Professional serv-

ice. Reasonable prices. 584-6817.

tna-23

WAWTB)
Must have room for Spring Sem-

ester, prefer furn, efncy, near UM.
Write John Harmon, 1861 Bertram
Rd., Huntington Valley Fa. 19006

Call coUect 215-947-2880. tf!2-21

Radio control model airplane en-

thusiasts needed to help organize

campus club. CaU evenings 253-2002

tfl2--g3

Juniors and Seniors earn $2 - $2.50

hour, compiling simplified tax re-

turns prior experience not required

but helpful. CaU Mr. Tick at 256-

U619. tfl2-23

R06MMATES WANTIP
2 females to share two liedroom

apt. available Jan. 1. CaU Estela

545-0781 or 665-2645. tf!2-?1

Roommate wanted Puffton Vil-

lage. CaU 546-6020. tflZ-.'s

FOR RENT
Pioneer Valley Apt., Sunderlan..

two bedroom, 6 miles from Campus
available Jan. 1, $145 mo. Coll IBS

::143 anytime tf!2-

•

One furnished room, 3 miles from

I'M $60.00 a month, kitchen priii

leges if desired. Call 549-3764.
tf 12- !

:

VACATION
Bermuda, 8 days, 7 nights 17

Spring vacation $180 - $269 for

more Info. Contact Rich Margll in

room 1402 JFK 546-7788. tfl2-'M

A COLLEGE FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL
AND HIS

CREATIVE EXPRESSION
Mark Hopkins College

Box 8288
Brattlebero, Vermont 05301

tfl2-21

ends, roar week !tr> a. * VM

FURNISHED ROOMS
COLONS MOTEL, Bt 6, Wbately
(J65-2008 November 1 - March 31; 8
people $100 month, 1 person $75
month.

12-J1

PERSONAL
T* the Bastards whs sUpped me

the counterfeit $1$ — thanks. Mer-
ry Christmas. 12-

^

Dear Stewie, Have a Merry Christ-

mas and P.S. I love you. Concomit-

antly yours, Esmarelda. tfXH

HIDE WANTIP
Desperately need rid* t* Florida

right after Xmas. Call Joha 6-7fl»4

JFK 308. Will obar* expense* and
HvIsj*. lt-Fr-tt
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Russell's Presence Easily Felt

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

There's something about Bill Russell that is great. It's hard to put into

words but the man just has something about him that sets him apart from

other people, and it's not his height.

Here is a keen and perceptive person, one who spoke at UMass last

week and did not lay down directions in which his audience should take

itself, but offered personal advice, urging (but only urging) those who
attended his talk to think and participate.

In the real person, Russell has a way of coming across to one who
listens to him. The experience of watching and listening to him in person

is quite a bit different from that of seeing him run up and down a

basketball floor on television and help the Boston Celtics win another one.

His presence is easily felt. Before his b p.m. speech of last Wednesday,

he was to have attended a dinner at the Campus Center, an affair slated to

get under way at 6:15 p.m. Among those invited to this dinner were

UMass basketball head coach Jack Leaman and his co-captains, Julius

Erving and Ken Mathias.

Because of complications, Russell couldn't make the supper on time. In

fact he didn't arrive on campus until about 7 : 15, at which time word was
received that he was in Southwest. Upon the reception of this information,

a few select people, including Erving and Mathias, drove off to pick him
up.

The picking up party, with Russell, got back to the Campus Center at

about 20 minutes before eight, at which time the presense of this man
filled up the small room on the tenth floor, where all the eating had been

done.

Russell walked into the space, took a quick glance around at the 20 or so

people, and uttered a simple,... "Hello." For a few seconds, no one was
able to reply; all eyes were focused on Russell, and his presence was
dominating, yet no one could find an appropriate thing to say to him, until

Warren P. McGuirk, Dean of the School of Physical Education and
UMass' athletic director started to rap with Russell about his college

basketball days.

The ice was broken, everyone sort of settled down, and Russell had a

couple of cups of coffee as he talked at ease with those present concerning

any subject they wished.

Russell informed all that he was so busy hopping around the country to

give talks at colleges and universities, that he hadn't even had time to see

a pro basketball game this winter. He said that he spends even more time

traveling by air now than he did when he was with the Celtics.

(Continued on Page 11)

Need Great

CHRISTMAS GIFTS?

LQQH
AT THESE!!!

GIFT SETS:

Emeraude - Elain - Imprevu - Intimate - Moon Drops -

Aquamarine - Windsong - Cachet - MacGriffe - Fernme
- Madame Rochas - Spring Flowers - April Violets

- Red Roses - White Lavender - Old English Lavender
- Chanel - Lanvin - Jean Nate - Christian Dior; Love
- Eau De Love, Lemon.

Replique, Shalimar, Eucssan, Cosaque, Maja, L'air du
Tempi, Heaven Sent, Chantilly Faberge.

MAKE-UP:
Revlon, Bonnie Belle, Love, Yardley, DuBarry, Max
Factor, L'Oreal, Aziza, Coty.

MEN'S:
English Leather, British Sterling, Brut, Pub, Yard-
ley's, Pantene, Braggi, Bacchus, Eau Savage, St.
John's, Monsieur Rochas, Chanel, Nine Flags, Jade
East, Maustache.

AH at COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main St., Amherst
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Gymnasts OverhaulArmy
By MICHAEL CUSACK

Staff Reporter
The UMass varsity gymnasts upped their record to 2-0 as they downed Army, 155.10-140.45, in a meet

held Saturday afternoon. The capacity crowd was with the Redmen all the way as the Cadets were
overpowered in every event.

In This Corner

In placing at least two men in the

first three places for each event,

the Redmen swept all six first

places, as well as capturing the top

three spots in two events, parallel

bars and rings.

Once again, Norm Vexler cap-

tured individual scoring honors for

UMass as he won the still rings and
horizontal bars events, and placed

second on side horse and parallel

bars. His efforts easily won him top

all-around man honors, as he
scored 49.10 in the all-around

event, to leave Army's nearest

competitor, Jim Rutherford, 6.5

points behind.

Although Vexler was leading

scorer, the meet was characterized

by a number of outstanding per-

formers. First places were taken
by Bob Nelligan in floor exercise,

Rick Riley on side horse, Bob
Henry in vaulting, and Dave
Genest on parallel bars.

Danny Spier and Jay Aronstein

tied for second on the rings, while

Tony Vacca, a strong all-around

man, placed second on high bar,

and captured third places in floor

exercise, Rick Riley on

Danny Spier and Jay Aronstein

tied for second on the rings, while

Tony Vacca, a strong all-around

man, placed second on high bar,

and captured third place in floor

exercise, vaulting and parallel

bars. Rich Seikunas, the third all-

around for UMass, turned in a

steady performance as his score of

45.90 netted him second place in the

all-around event.

Nelligan won floor ex with a

score of 8.65, followed closely by

Army's Doug Radzieski's second

place performance of 8.60. Vacca
also was right behind the leader, as

he scored an 8.55, which was good

for third. Though they led by just

half a point, this event saw the

Redmen jump to an early lead they

would never relinquish.

In the side horse event, UMass
outscored Army, 25.85-21.90 to

increase its lead to 51.15-46.70.

Riley won the event with a score of

9.2, highest of the meet. Vexler

placed second with a score of 9.0.

Vexler easily won first in the still

rings event as he bettered his

nearest Army opponent by 1.3

points. UMass dominated the event

as sophomores Speir and Aronstein

tied for second with scores of 8.5.

The Redmen scored 26.15 points in

COME TO A
MEETING!

SKI

CLUB
MAHAR 8:00 TONIGHT

• Guest Speaker
"Moebius Flip"

• Last day to bring
in deposits for

Intercession

Trips!

Getting Friendly

or Engaged?

40% OFF
on
DIAMONDS
FRIENDSHIP RINGS
JEWELRY
WATCHES 50%

RICHARD AMOROSO

549-1 243
oretTE^

the event, as the score at in-

termission read: UMass 77.30,

Army 68.80.

The long horse vault proved to be

Army's strongest event. Led by
Rutherford's 8.65 vault, which was
good for second place, it scored

25.60 points. However, UMass won
the event by a quarter of a point, as

it was led by Henry's first place

vault of 9.05, and Vacca's third

place score of 8.5.

UMass simply overpowered
Army in the parallel bars event.

The Redmen enjoyed their highest

event total of the afternoon as they

scored 26.40 points to bring their

lead to 129.55-117.15. The Redmen
swept all three places as Genest

took first with a 9.05, Vexler placed

second with a score of 8.70, and

Vacca captured another third with

a routine that was scored at 8.65.

The final event, horizontal bar,

was won by Vexler with a score of

8.8. Vacca took second with an 8.4,

while Pillasch of Army edged out

Myslicki of UMass by a tenth of a
point to take third. UMass scored
25.55 points in the event to bring the

final score of the meet to: UMass
155.10, Army 140.45.

The Redmen were impressive in

their home opener. They won a
total of six firsts, four seconds, and
three thirds, as well as taking the

top two spots in the all-around

event. Army could muster only two
seconds and two thirds throughout
the entire meet.
The Redmen now face a month-

long layoff from competitive ac-

tion. In their next meet, they will

host Syracuse on Friday, Jan. 29 at

7:30 p.m. in the Boyden Auxiliary

Gym.

(Continued from Page 10)

He commented that he didn't know if or when the Celtics would of-

ficially retire his number six. He was also surprised to learn that the no-

dunking rule in college basketball is now being enforced during the pre-

game warm-ups.
About the no-dunking subject Russell had a lot to say. He thought that a

stuff shot is an extremely tough thing to pull off during the course of a
game, and that when it is, it is not particularly dangerous to the safety of

the players involved, nor the rim or the backboard.
He labled the rule "racist", stating that it was formulated by men

whose athletic backgrounds include, more often than not, schools like

Kentucky and North Carolina. In mentioning these two schools, Russell
asked anyone if he could name the number of black players who play
basketball for these schools. No one answered.
Russell was congenial overall. As 8 pm. approached, the dinner affair

broke up and the big man headed for the Student Union Ballroom. He
wished coach Leaman continued success with the UMass basketball
team. Then came the speech.

Again Russell's presence filled the confines of the room he was in, as an
attentive audience heard him speak intelligently about the subjects that

occupy a lot of people's minds these days. He had some tremendous in-

sights to offer on people in general, and these should not go unremem-
bered.

Although "great'' is a label that can be attached to one person only as
another person sees fit and no one can really say whether a man is

"great" or not, Russell deserves some sort of recognition for the part he
plays in this world as a human being. He's just got to be "great", or
something close to it.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR.

The Scorpio 111:111 enjoin intrimie
You may be able to convince him .win
are right, hut first he will tease, in-
veigle and even threaten. For Scorpio,
it is somewhat of u came or contest

.

• live him plenty of crcilil. state jour
indebtedness, hut stick to principles.
He'll come around.

AiRiKS (Mareh SI - A|»H1 i0j: Li.-

!<>w. l'l;iy waiting nine. Date* to

mate, partner Or 1 ! 1!.'. Fam-
ily conference is in order. Strive |.>

e\|,re-s true iswltrUCS; you will be liap-

i.ier aa a result.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 2o): Moil-

.iate activities. Renew relations with
u-workers, others who have mutual

interests. Stress diplomacy. Be avail-

:.l'le. Keep Health resolutions, includ-

nu; diet.

OHM1X1 (May Dl - June 10): Good
fur establishing rapport with children,

other loved ones. Break through bar-

riers. Uive of yourself. In return,

there will be greater self-satisfaction.

Basic change is in order.

CANCKR (June H - July 21!): Com-
plete transaction Involving home, pro-

perty. Domestic situation is high-

lighted. You must put relationship tu

test. Kind out truth where you be-

ksasTi where you are going.

IjEO (July \ii - Aug. Z2): Accent
on short journeys, visits from rela-

tives. Ideas need developing. Brief

theme can be expanded. Don't try too

much at once. Scattering efforts re-

sults in delay.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Intui-

tion can result in addition to posses-

sions. Heed inner voice. Others may
mean well, but it must be your style

which is emphasized. Message will be-

come increasingly clear.

LIBRA (Sept. 2,1 - Oct. 22): Stress
M appearance, personality. Daughter
not only is tonic, but will sway others
to your point of view. Be dynamic.
Kvpress yourself in artistic, individual
manner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21):

What appeared to be a handicap can
tie transformed into asset. Realize
tliis and act accordingly. Obtain hint
1 1 "in Libra message. Work In con-
junction with group, organization.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dm. 2D:

Rmphasla on friendship, hopes and
wishes. Change, travel and variety
are featured. You arc stimulated and
.\uu inspire otlieis. Loved one re-

discovers your cliarnia.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Aim toward goal. You will get mate-
rial requirements. You may be sur-
prised at backing received from family
member. Be gracious, but don't be
overly modest.
AQUARIUS (Jan 90 - K.-h. 18): You

an- aljle to delve deep — within your-
self. Personal philosophy of life ex-
pands. You become more sure. You
realize that doubts have a place but
can be overcome.
riSCES (Feb. 1!) - March 20): Le-

gal complication could temporarily
mar progress. Be sure of facts. Bene-
fit from experience of others. Stick to
conservative course. Older person de-
serves to be heard.W TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are bright, active, fond of travel,
publishing and writing-. You have un-
dergone some significant experiences
and now are fn better position to con-
solidate gains. Change of residence
or a home of your own appear* to
!>•• upcomiiiK.

("
1 rrlslil '7", On, )••• a, Ctor*.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Brimlesscap

6 Supports

11 Fruit

12 Charge with gas

14 Man's
nickname

15 Measure
duration of

17 Periods of time

18 Moving part

of motor

20 Plunges

23 Likely

24 Pertaining to

the ear

26 Jumps
28 French article

29 Pertaining to

birth

31 Plug

33 Black

35 Portico

36 Buccaneers

39 Articles of

clothing

42 Indefinite

article

43 Ghastly pale

45 Woody plant

46 Cyprinoid fish

48 Deep sleep

50 Weaken

51 Unit of

Kalian

currency

53 Heavenly body

55 A continent

(abbr.)

56 Seaman
59 Glossy paint

61 Approaches
62 Coins

DOWN

1 The bully tree

2 Printer's

measure
3 Rodent

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

16

19

21

22

25

27

30

Wife of

Geraint

Dravidian

Parent

(colloq.)

Note of scale

Native metal

Brazilian

estuary

Metal fastener

Prize (colloq.)

Chemical
compound
Night before

(Pi)

Bishop's
headdress

Dines

Blemishes

Conspiracy

Eject in a jet

Tree of

forgetfulness

Answer to Fr iday's puzzle

R O P E AL E E S T A
1 e. E X S A L E W A 5
M 1 N c ¥ B A L L O T S

N E L S O" E R 1 s E
O R A Lt R| TE £1
P 1 N m0

mJa"

S^ lis
Aj|
Rl

A D
A
L

E

C T Pi A R E
El SIT iE_ P E A

1

B
R

1

E

T
T
S
E
JLW S
Wet P

E
A R

R ST R 1 N K E r
E

R O A
T A N E S s P L A T
A N V A T1

eJn' E S P Y
21

32 Couples

34 Roman tyrant

36 Buckets

37 Native

American

38 Drinks slowly

40 Plagues
41 Part of flower

5J55J

44 Lavished
fondness on

47 Great Lake

49 Hindu queen
52 A state (abbr.)

54 Male sheep
57 Conjunction
58 Rupees (ab»-«-

'

60 Pronoun
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An Unbeaten Pair DMass Basketball At 6-0 Hockey At 7-0
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GOOD PAKE—In the photo at

right. I Mass' John Betancourt
uhishes a pass away from an
unevpecting Tom Doyle (20) of

American International College in

the Kedmen's easy 93-40 victory

o\er AH Friday night at the Cage.
The win gave I Mass a perfect 6-0

record while the Yellow Jackets
slipped to :i-4. < MDC photo by Gary
Slickman)

AIC Takes It On Chin
As Cagers Romp, 93-40

By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

Employing a tenacious defense, strong rebounding on both the offensive and defensive boards, and a
consistent shooting performance the UMass basketball team ran off the first 15 points Friday night and
was never headed as it soundly thumped an outmanned American International College basketball unit,

98-40, before 4200 howling UMass fans at Curry Hicks Cage.

The pime was decided in the

first six minutes as the Redmen
went on their wild 15-point burst

before the Yellow Jackets could
get untracked.

Mike Paghara got the show
rolling with a short baseline jump
>h»»t >2 MTonds into the tilt. John
Betancourt cashed in a hoop off a

Chris Cot tin steal to put the Red-
men up 4-0 at 18:32. Coffin then
came back with a free throw for

the fifth Redman point.

Then Julius Erving made his

presence known with an un-
believable drive from the foul line

that sent the crowd in a frenzy. He
was fouled on the play and banged
home the charity toss to complete
the three point play.

L'p to this point AIC was throttled

on every offensive trip down the

court. It wasn't getting the good
percentage shot, and when it

finally managed to get one off

Erving, Coffin and Ken Mathias
were in good position to sweep the

hoards and start the fast break that

virtually ran the Yellow Jackets
off the court.

At 15:45 Pagliara made his

M'cond bucket of the evening off a
fast break. On the next two plays
Krving threw two of his patented
court-length passes, the first to

Pagliara who shoveled the ball to

Mathias for a score, and the
second one to Betancourt who went
in all alone for an easy lay-up.

With around 14 minutes
remaining in the first half and the

score 15-0, AIC called time out to

talk things over. Up to that point
the Yellow Jackets could not cope
with the tough Redman defense.

AIC scored its first two points

after its time out when Steve
Washington hit a short jumper at

13:57. Washington was the best
Yellow Jacket on the court on this

evening as he scored 11 points, the

only AIC player to hit in double
figures.

For the next ten minutes play-

became sloppy as UMass was free
wheeling it up and down the court,
with little resistance from the
opposition.

It wasn't until Erving went to the
bench with his fourth foul of the
contest with 4:41 left in the half,

that the Redmen settled down and
played their tough brand of hoop
until half time.

With Erving out of the line-up.

AIC was still only able to get one
bucket until the hall as Mathias,
Coffin, Betancourt, Pagliara, Rich
Vogeley and then Charlie Peters
tightened things up and made the

last few minutes of the half for AIC
very difficult.

The half came to an end with
UMass going to the locker room
with a commanding 42-23 lead.

The second half saw the first half

played over again as the margin
kept mounting for the Redmen. At
16:21 coach Jack Leaman began to

clear his bench as Peters came in

for Mathias, who had done a fine

job keeping AIC's big man George
Kastrinakas out of the action for

most of the game.

Betancourt and Coffin exited a
few minutes later, each having
played his usual solid game on both
ends of the court. Pagliara's
evening of basketball came to an
end in favor of Bob Dempsey, and
Erving left the court with just
under five minutes to play.

Now the fans had a look at the
subs, and as coach Leaman pointed
out after the game, he had never
seen his young players shoot so
well.

With Peters, Vogeley, Chris
Nichols, Dempsey Sam Provo,

Tom Austin, Bill Kesgen, Chuck
Olsen and Bill Greeley rotating in

and out of the game. UMass went
on another surge in the closing

minutes outscoring AIC 20-

2,giving the final score of 93-40.

BASELINE BABBLES-The
Redmen as a team shot 55.4% from
the field and 73.3% from the

charity line... AIC's shooting was
very poor as it hit only 25% from
the field... Erving led all scorers
with 31 points in 30 minutes of

action... Betancourt had 12 points

and his backcourt partner
Pagliara had ten...Peters saw his

longest action of the season playing
18 minutes and doing a fine job,

scoring seven points and pulling

down six rebounds... Erving also

led all boardmen with 18

rebounds... In the turnover column
the Redmen had 19 to keep their

season average in tack. ..This

many turnovers can be credited to

the easiness of the contest for the
Redmen...On a final note, the
Redmen committed only 14 per-
sonal fouls as a team.

Norwich Is Loser In 0T
AsPuckstersWin, 6-5

By STEVE MOSHER
Staff Reporter

It couldn't have been any closer , but the UMass hockey team won its

seventh straight game without a loss Friday night, at Orr Rink, beating

Norwich 6-5 in overtime.

Jack Edwards was the hero for the Redmen as he banged home the

winning goal with just eight seconds left in the overtime of a game in

which the UMass team was lucky to win.

The Redmen, taking to the ice for the sixth time in fourteen days, were
obviously ragged for such a rough stretch against some fine opponents.

Yet the jam packed Orr Rink crowd gave UMass that added incentive as

the home team jumped off to a quick 3-0 lead in the first 1 1 minutes.

Edwards opened up the UMass scoring at 2:23 with a goal from Pat
Keenan. This first score was on a power play, just five seconds after

Wilder Parks had left his Norwich teammates for a few minutes in the sin

bin for interference. Keenan wasted no time winning the face off and
dropped it back to Edwards, who put it in the net for the score.

The Redmen added their second goal when at 9:46 Keenan took a pass
from Dan Reidy and shot the puck past Norwich goalie, Jack Steverman.
Just two minutes after that, UMass made it 3-0 as Bob Shea scored from
Don Riley and Brian Sullivan. Goalie Steverman had been slightly less

than impressive this opening period as the Redmen took just six shots and
three of them went in the net.

Norwich finally got untracked and tallied twice before the end of the
period to make it 3-2. Doug Howard scored from Jim Grip and Jim Tait at

16:58. And just 21 seconds later Howard scored again, this time from Leo
Scarry. UMass goalie, Bruce Crawford, playing for the injured P.J
Flaherty, seemed a bit unsure of himself on those quick goals but seemed
to gain confidence as the game progressed.

In the second period the teams traded goals and the Redmen held on to

a one-goal lead, 4-3, entering the last frame. As far as shots on net go, it

was the Redmen's best period. After a poor opening twenty minutes
(Mass six an d Norwich 14) the Redmen tried a bit harder and got nine
shots to Norwich's eight.

Norwich tied the game at 7:50 when Tom Cadigan banged in a loose
puck. Scarry and Steve Toomy got assists on this goal that Crawford had
little chance to stop.

But the Redmen got a bit inspired and forced the play in the Norwich
zone for several minutes before it paid off with another goal. Lonnie
Avery netted the fourth goal for UMass with assists from Don Lowe and
Dennis Grabowski. The goal came at 16:21, and it looked like the Redmen
had turned the tide and were on their way to another win
The story looked brighter at the start of the third period when Don Riley

got UMass that insurance goal at 5:48. Shea and Eric Scrafield got
assists, and the Redmen made the mistake of trying to rest on a two-goal
lead

Norwich came storming back, and less than two minutes later a two-
goal lead had been wiped out. Norwich scored at 6:31 as Cadigan got his
second of the night Scary and Howard added assists to that plav. The
tying goal came 52 seconds later at 7:31 when Don Mountford scored with
assists credited to Jim Marr and Mike Forrest.
That was all the scoring for the period as the count was frozen at 5-5, but

IMass had two great chances near the end of the period when Norwich
had to serve penalties on two different occasions. The last penalty to
Chris Donavan at 19:23 carried over into the overtime, and even then
UMass could not penetrate often enough to test goalie Steverman.
During that last period Norwich really enjoyed a shot advantage as it

tested Crawford 13 times. UMass got away just six tries.

In the overtime Norwich constantly brought the puck to the Redman
zone, and it was obvious that UMass was tired and playing cautious
UMass was waiting for the big break. It got two chances for the break as
penalties, were called against Norwich at 2:08 and again at 7:12. But the
Redmen wasted these opportunities and mounted no serious threat at all.

By the time that last penalty was over just 50 seconds remained in the
overtime and the crowd had just about reached the end of its fingernails.
But finally IMass came alive and played good hockey. Several mad
rushes resulted in frustration, and when it looked like the Redmen would
have to settle for an inglorious tie at 5-5, Bob Bartholemew latched onto
the puck and slapped it over to Keenan who in turn relaved it to Edwards
who dramatically and suddently ended it all.

Once again the UMass juggernaut had done it again and now the team
could rest on its 7-0 record for a month and a half before taking to the ice
again. The next hockey game is Jan. 30 at Colby.
Goalie Crawford should be applauded for an excellent game in which

his team was outshot 45 to 24. Crawford made some excellent saves
throughout the game, especially in the overtime session when Norwich
outshot UMass 10-3.

As was said before, UMass rests until January 30 when the Redmen
begin the road trip that will tell them if they are really a great hockey
(earn this year. For in seven days UMass has to play Colby, Bowdoin and
Merrimack, three pretty good sextets, all away from friendly but chilly
confines of Orr Rink. Those three games will be what people like to call
the true test of champions.

UMass track team lost a heart-breaking meet away at Brown
University on Saturday, 58-51. The highlights of this tough loss to
Brown will be presented in tomorrow's sports pages.

Fine Showing For UMass Grapplersjake 2nd In Quadrangular
The UMass wrestling team made

its finest showing ever outside New
England but had to settle for

second place in Saturday's New
York University-sponsored
quadrangular meet in New York.
The Redmen saw their mark of 15

dual meet wins in a row come to a
halt by powerful West Chester
State of Pennsylvania.
Before the fatal blow however,

victories 14 and 15 were recorded

liver Gettysburg College and a

uwgh NYU team that was 10-2 last

year and undefeated so far this

year West Chester was also 10-2

last year and runner up to Temple
in the Middle Atlantic Conference a

year ago.

The quadrangular was run like

three dual meets, and scores were
kept as such. UMass defeated

Gettysburg (from Gettysburg,
Penn.) 21 11. defeated NYU 20-18

and lost to WCS 22-12. NYU also

lost by a close score to WCS, and
Gettysburg was winless. In-

dividually UMass won 16 bouts,

lost 13 and tied one.

As against Harvard last Wed-
nesday night, it was the UMass
lightweights who did most of the

scoring. Through the 118-pound

class to 158 the Redmen were
definitely the best balanced team,
losing only three bouts in 18 tries.

However the heavyweights could

only come up with three victories

in the last four weights, out of 12

tries.

Several individuals showed
outstanding performances for the

day. At 118 Nick DiDomenico and
Dave Amato combined for three

wins, and probably the key win in

the victory over NYU was turned

in by DiDomenico, when he bested

the NYU grappler 5-2. This guy
was previously undefeated in dual

meets and had lost 1-0 in the Coast

Guard tournament, both times to

N.A.I.A. champion, Pease of East

Stroudsburg.

Sheldon Goldberg at 142 and Clay

Jester at 150 also won all three

bouts, while Phil Davis lost only to

West Chester's J. Schmidt, who is

also an N.A.I. A. champion. UMass'
Brian Urquhart lost only to his
NYU opponent, in the 158-pound
division.

At 126 Barry Godowsky lost two
decisions but collected an im-
portant forfeit for his New York U.
opponent. Kent Mignocchi, back in

the 167-pound class, had things a
little tough as he could win only one
decision, over his Gettysburg rival.

He was pinned by NYU after
taking the initial lead in the bout.

Mike Duffy, wrestling his first

varsity bout as a freshman at 177,

was pinned by NYU after taking
the initial lead in the bout.

At 190 Ed Carlsson lost a
disputed decision to NYU,

decisioned his WCS opponent, and
then lost another close decision, to
Gettysburg. Heavyweight Carl
Dambman ran into better-than-
usual heavies as he ran into NYU
national junior college champion,
as well as the Coast Guard tourney
champ, and he got pinned in the
first period. Against WCS Damb-
man met a 265-pound rival and was
pinned in the second period, but he
bounced back in his last round for a
solid decision over Gettysburg.
The Redmen now have 41 days

off before resuming their schedule
against Yale on Jan. 30 at Yale and
Springfield College at home on
Feb. 2.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Cloudy, cold.

Highs in the 20's.

Chance of light

snow.
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TRUSTEES SQUASH

FRESHMEN-COED MOTION
See page three

MARCHING IN THE COLD. About forty well-chilled marchers participated in last night's inarch from Southwest to the Student Union. The march was in

honor of the Spirit of Chanukah, the Hebrew Feast of Dedication. (MDC photo by Barry Penn) See story on page three.

MDC Offers Some Reflections
See page three

Craftsmen Guild Thriving In Union
See page two
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Please Put A Penny
In The Old Man's Hat"

By DAVID WILLIAMS
Issue Editor

Christmas is without doubt the
most depressing time of the year.
It all starts around the end of

Thanksgiving and begins to build
until about a week from the big

day By that time everyone has
been duped into believing that the
whole Christmas present-peace-on-
earth deal is what Christmas is all

about. And by two days after the
25th they realize they've been
hoodwinked by that fat man in the
sky, Santa Claus. But do they
care?

Christmas used to be a good time

for me. We used to live in my
grandmother's house when I was
little and she has one of those big

front rooms that isn't used except

for Christmas and wakes. Since no

one ever died in my family, we just

used it for Christmas. My father

and my brother would go out

somewhere to buy a tree and the

whole family would help to set it

up. It used to be a big ritual and we
looked forward to it every year.

The only reason I look forward to

the Yuletide now is because I get

out of school for a while. My

LONELY, BUT PROBABLY HAPPY. But then no one ever asks
them. (MDC photos by Lawrence Goldberg)

parents haVe only two out of four

of us living with them now and my
brother has gotten too dynical

about everything to enjoy
Christmas. He has just realized

that things aren't as rosy as the

guys who sell toys on TV would
have you believe they are. My little

sister, she's only 10, is probably
still under the influence of candy
canes and promises of happiness

that can never be fulfilled. I sup-

pose that's the only reason
Christmas is fun any more. I get a

kick out of watching her.

Spend a lot of time around the

combat zone and downtown Boston
and you get to recognize a lot of

people. There's a nun who sits on

Winter St., or somewhere near

there, and begs ; there's a blind guy
with the white dog lying at his feet

who plays the guitar for money;
there was the little man on the

scooter, he had no legs and had to

push himself around on a little flat

scooter, but he died; and there's

the guy w ith the white hair and the

two canes with his arm strapped up
on some kind of board who always
yells at people. He yelled at me
one day and started to follow me
and I tried to get away from him. I

was scared of a lonely, but

probably very bitter, man.
Christmas is a lot of stuff and
nonsense.

I went to a "'prestigious" prep
school on Malboro St. for a couple

of years and spent a lot of time
around Boston while I waited for

the train in the afternoon. I used to

walk through the Common and see

the bums stretched out on the park
benches in the hot September
sunshine. They used to come up to

me in Copley Sq. in the mornings
when I'd gotten off the subway and
bum dimes off me. Sometimes I'd

give them the dime and sometimes
I wouldn't. But when I walked
away the heels of my twenty-dollar

shoes would go click, click on the

sidewalk, in mocking derision of

the poor guy's paper-thin and
beaten black shoes. My expensive
sports coat would keep me warm
against the winds howling down
Boylston St. while small groups of

tired, dirty men would gather in

the South Station subway to keep

warm.

But you can't look at these guys

for too long without feeling

something. I started to realize that

when I was walking across the

Common one day with my father

and some grubby old guy came up
and wanted twenty-two cents to

catch a train to Pawtucket or

someplace. I'll never forget the

look that crossed my father's face

when that happened. He's worked
in Boston for over twenty years

and he's seen a lot of bums.
If you want to get away from

bums, you couldn't have picked a

better place that Amherst. This is a

comfortable, stable town and
there aren't any bums. No bums to

look at, no one to feel sorry for at

Christmas. It's as simple as that.

Bums have their pride though.

They don't want people to feel

sorry for them. They want to make
it by themselves What does it

take 9
1 saw a bum on a sidewalk in

New York last February while I

u;is down for a weekend in the big
city, and I almost started to cry
My buddies and I gave the guy
every cent we could spare. Was
that enough'.' When they used to

come up to me in the Common or
Tremont St. and ask for money and
I gave it to them, was that enough"
What did they want from me.
anyway

"

I doubt that I'll go out of my way
to be nice to any bums this,

Christmas. But I refuse to get
sucked into the whole cheap,
tmselly. red and green plastic,

show.

Is that enough?

Guild Center Offers Outlet For Creativity
By LINDA A. BALICKI

Staff Reporter
Silver earrings, belts woven and

leather, buckles, hats, pocketbooks
knitted and crocheted, the
products of creativity.

Working with your hands, giving

of yourself, exhibiting the creative

spirit innate in any man, producing

that which will appeal to the

creative spirit of others: the

satisfaction of creativity.

A place where people can come
and express themselves; where
they can escape from the anxieties

and pressures of the society in

which we live and truly be them-
selves; where they can become
part of what may be called "the

antithesis of modern bureaucracy
and anonymity": the UMass
Craftsmen Guild Center in the

Student Union.

Organized for students by
students, the Crafts Center seeks to

provide a place where craftsman
or would-be craftsman may come
to work, learn and exhibit, share or

sell their creations with others and

gain a sense of personal
satisfaction from doing so.

According to Richard Collier,

Chairman of the Guild, the Center
hopes to be able to acquire the tools

and equipment necessary for such
crafts as leatherworking,
glassblowing, pottery, knitting,
crocheting, jewelry making and
wood carving and sculpture so that

interested students may come to

the Center and use the tools

without expense. The Center also
hopes to conduct lessons in the

various crafts so that those in-

terested in discovering an avenue
for self expression will be able to

discover where their true talents

and capabilities lie.

At present, the Center which has
been in existence since
Thanksgiving, is serving primarily
as an outlet for the sale and display
of the creations of its original

members. It is currently facing

financial difficulties due to lack of

subsidation from either the Student

Senate or Student Union Governing
Board and are also faced with the

responsibility of repaying
exhibitors whose crafts have been
stolen from the display case
situated outside the Center located
in Room 328. Collier stated that the
Center has made repeated

requests tor funds from both the
Student Senate and Governing
Board if only to obtain funds for

salaries and insurance coverage
for the articles placed on display.

He also estimated that the Center
is seeking in the area of $5000-8000

to pay for the equipment which
they need. It had been his hope that
the Center might be in full

operation by February, but the
delay in financial backing may
force a postponement until Sep-
tember.
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Trustees Refuse Freshmen Admission To Co-Ed Dorms
By BRIAN WHITE

Staff Reporter
BOSTON Despite a recom-

mendation from Mrs. Rowland's
Sub-committee on Student Life, the
Board of Trustees yesterday
refused to allow freshmen in Co-Ed
dorms while meeting here at the
Parker House,

Avoiding what Trustee Lorenzo
D. Lambson called "liberal"
tendencies, the Board voted 7-6 to

defeat the motion which originally

had received the unanimous ap-
proval of Student Life Sub-
Committee.

In other business, a proposal
raising the Graduate School fee

from $.50 to $2.00 was approved
along with an endorsement of a
new addition to the Infirmary and
extra funds for campus security.

Vice Chancellor Randolph
Bromery and Chancellor Oswald
Tippo spoke well of the record of

the coed dormitories. Bromery
noted the increased security and
the lessened property damage
associated with coed dormitories;
Tippo remarked that he had visited

Butterfield and Greenough, and
had been very impressed with
what he had seen there.

Bromery spoke for the proposal
to allow freshmen into coed dor-

mitories, saying that requiring

parental permission for freshmen
under 21 should be an adequate
precaution. It would be
"unreasonable", he stated, to turn

away a 25-year old veteran of

Vietnam from a coed dormitory
simply because he was a fresh-

man. The non-coed dormitories

are taking in an increased number
of freshmen, some consisting of as

much as 95% of freshmen students,

and these dormitories have a poor

record, he added.

Student Senate Treasurer
Richard Verrochi, noted that

freshmen often need the kind of

guidance that living with up-

perclassmen can provide. He
spoke of dormitory life as a source

of education, in that dormitories

bring together people of diverse

backgrounds, and are often used as

centers for university courses.

"The center of education in the

University is changing," he said.

Trustee Lambson said that there

was a tendency to try to act in a

"liberal" manner; automatically

acting to make students happy. He
opposed the motion.

A motion was made to defer a

vote until a future meeting. Mrs.

Rowland observed that when the

motion had originally come up, in

September, 1969, she had voted to

defer, but now she felt that it was
time to vote; she added that now
she was entirely convinced of the

wisdom of the motion.

The Trustees endorsed a

proposed addition of several
buildings to the Infirmary, which,

it was stated, would not "com-
pound a felony" aesthetically. One

Trustee who favored the motion
stated that the buildings were "not
a bad solution" to the problem of

increasing the facilities of the

Health Services without creating

an eyesore.

Speaking on security, Dr.
Bromery noted that there had been
about 60 bomb threats this year at

UMass/Amherst. One suspect has
been arrested, he stated, who he
felt had probably called in a threat

when intoxicated. Another person
is suspected: "We know who he is

and he knows that we know"; at

present there is not enough
evidence to arrest him. A con-

viction would mean 10 years in

prison, Dr. Bromery said, and this

should be enough to give any
reasonable person pause before

calling in a threat.

Bromery noted the problems of

traffic (14,000 parking stickers

have been issued), outsiders
(UMass students are apparently
harboring criminals), and internal

security (students).

Security problems inciude the

limited capacity of auditoriums
and arenas. UMass now has a
winning basketball team -- and,
with a student body of 20,000, a
stadium seating 3,000.

Dr. Bromery saw protection

from outside intruders and the

development of internal security

measures on the part of students as
especially important. The main
thrust of security measures will be

AT THE BOARD of Trustees meeting held yesterday at the Parker
House, the decision was reached not to allow freshmen to reside in

co-ed dorms. Trustee Pumphret voted against the motion, while

Trustee Gordon voted favorably. Also present was Planning Director

Jack Littlefield. (MDC Photo by Ed Fenwick)
to provide highly visible, highly Legislature will approve the
mobile deterrent factors for deficiency budget request which
protection of the campus. the Board of Trustees endorsed.

It was hoped that the State

Fall 70 Finds Life Simpler
B\ ANNESTADNICKT

Staff Reporter

"People are talking about
personal associations, trying to

identify the simpler things about

their lives and clarifying them in

their minds," said Dean of

Students William Field in an in-

terview yesterday afternoon. His

remark was characteristic of the

comments noted in an MDC survey

of the 1970 fall semester.

Among those consulted in the

survey were Dean Field and
Michael West, of the ad-

ministration. Gerald Gradv. Jos-

eph Frank and Richard Hartzler of

the faculty, and various students.

Dean Field said that in general

students appeared to be working

toward their goals individually

rather than through group con-

frontations He offered the drug

center on campus as an example of

what he called a "renewed em-
phasis of people privately doing

things to help other people for only-

personal reward."

Richard Hartzler. Professor of

Business Law, emphasized this

aspect of the semester, also. He
said that his students have been

very appreciative of opportunities

for social action. He sees personal

satisfaction as the guiding factor in

the actions of many students this

year.

"Rather than solve problems

through political action students

have preferred to attack problems

directly through social action

agencies, becoming involved

politically only if those agencies

are," Hartzler explained.

He sees the Continuing

Education program as an im-

portant concept developed during

the semester, also. Challenging

tradition to force rethinking is

important, he said.

"By whatever means they find

available, students at the

University are educating them-

selves far more than the faculty or

any program is educating them."
Hartzler said as a general com-
ment on the semester.

Associate Dean of Students
Michael West commented that

people want to work within the

system this semester. He said that

students are approaching their

problems with talk and non-violent

action.

"People can perceive an at-

titude, a sense of hope, that en-

courages them to work through the

system" said West.

He attributed the attitude to the

individuals who have been in-

stalled in the University this year,

namely Dr. Wood. Chancellor
( Jswald Tippo, and Vice Chancellor

Randolph Bromery. Expectations

rise when the students trust the

administrators, he explained.

West sees decentralization, more
authority, and decision making
power allotted to the residential

areas, as issues in future

semesters. He identified the

positive gains in co-ed housing as

portenders of this.

. "The only depressing thing about

this semester is that the

Legislature and the public don't

seem to understand what the

University is really about." West
said. Misrepresentations of the

goals and programs at the

University have sometimes hurt it,

he said.

Gerald Grady, UMass Business

Manager, said that this semester

has been a period of study, both

academic and private, about
national and campus issues.

Comparing this semester to the

activity that the Strike caused last

year, Professor Joseph Frank.

Head of the English Department,
said that the students seem more
disillusioned with political activity

on campus than apathetic.

"Washington is not responsive to

student demands," Frank said.

"The strike proved that."

He offered that as the reason

students seem to talk more than

effect political action on campus
this semester.

All administrators and faculty

personnel interviewed agreed that

the ideas arrived upon at SWAP
and the new Individual Con-
centration Major program were
forward steps made this semester
concerning curriculum reform and
academic flexibility.

In the words of Professor Frank
TMass is a great University and
has the potential for becoming
greater."

Professor Hartzler's sentiments

on student involvement in drafting

codes such as student judiciary

codes that are guidelines for the

whole University reflect what all

those interviewed felt as very

important to th e University. He
said that UMass is "way ahead in

sensitivity to student needs and
desires and that is what moves a

school forward."

Student response to the fall

semester 1970 was not as favorable

as that of the faculty and ad-

ministrators.

Most comments were concerned

with issues that personally affect

the student: bomb scares, dining

commons, frustration with the non-

action of the administration on

issues such as security, and the

general boredom of a so-called

"non-active" campus.
More favorable and in

agreement with the faculty and

administrators' hopefulness was
the view that this semester has

been one of reflection. A great

majority of the students in-

terviewed felt that searching for

their own individuality was a

major effect of last year's Strike on
the students this semester.

Generally it was the concensus
among the students interviewed

that this semester's student at

UMass was concerned more with

problems that affected him per-

sonally than with the national

issues that guided activity last

semester.

Peace March Held In

Spirit of Chanukah
By DAVID CASTALDI

Staff Reporter

The Spirit of Chanukah, the Hebrew Feast of Dedication, radiated

warm friendship amongst a small group of about 40 peace marchers
despite the stinging cold and bitter winds, last night.

The group marched slowly from the pyramids outside of George
Washington, through Southwest, and past the library to the south side of

the Campus Center, singing celebration songs, and gathering people

along the way.
The march was not only to celebrate Chanukah. which begins at sun-

down today, but was also a plea for peace and a protest against the in-

justices of war and oppression.

When the group arrived at the terrace on the south side of the center.

Rabbi Cohen spoke briefly about the meaning of Chanukah. and his desire

that all men be able to live in peace.

Chanukah stands for two ideals: 1 ) the achievement of religious liberty,

and 2) the national development of the Jewish people. Dean F^ield arrived

and also spoke briefly, saying that he was pleased that the group could

come together in friendship on such a cold night.

Each of the eight candles on The Menorah, the Torch of Peace, were lit,

and the group, huddled and shivering, then danced the traditional Jewish

dance. Later the group gathered in the Hillel Office of the Student Union

for a reception.

WORKS OF ART-Just some examples of the art-work that can be found in the (raftsmen's Guild in
the S.U. (MDC photo by Gary Slickman) ° ,n
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What is the Blue Wall Cafeteria?

CHOOSE one of the following:

A. An erroneous statement.

A flagellation of truth.

A minstrel's tale.

B.

C.

D An area in the Waffle offering great meals,

desserts, and the 2nd cup of coffee free.
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Harassment Continues
In East Berlin

BERLIN ( AP) - East Germany intensified its harassment of Berlin
traffic Monday to coincide with a meeting of a West German political

party group in West Berlin.

The Soviet news agency Tass carried a Moscow report of a Soviet
protest, presented the Western allies in West Berlin, against the
meeting by the Social Democratic parliamentary leaders.
The party is that ot West German Chancellor Willy Brandt, who is

due in West Berlin Wednesday to spend Christmas with his family.
Tass said the Ruasians had told U.S., British and French missions in

Berlin that sponsors of such political meetings in West Berlin will have
to bear all possible consequences.
An allied source said this was the same Soviet protest brought to

West Berlin last Friday by a Soviet liaison officer from his East Berlin
Embassy.

The allies responded to that on Saturday with a protest of their own
that stated Soviet condoning of the East German stop and go tactics on
the Berlin access ways could harm the prospects for success in the

four power dialogue on Berlin. Those talks resume in January.
The allied protest was repeated in Bonn Monday by West German

government spokesman Conrad Ahlers. But he said it was the East
Germans who were disturbing the four power talks. He added that

Bonn remained ready to negotiate a Berlin traffic agreement with
East Berlin.

It was the second time in three weeks that Russian protests have
made explicit Moscow support of East Germany's hard line against

West German political activity in West Berlin, which the Communists
claim is a separate political entity.

But it was the first time that autobahn harassment, which started

Saturday, had accompanied such a comparatively low key session.

Western border officers said the harassment had spread to most
access roads connecting to West Germany, 110 to 250 miles away,
depending on which route is taken.

They said because of expected harassment, car traffic was
unusually light. Trucks, which must haul goods, again were hardest
hit with waiting time to cross into East Germany running up to nine

hours.

The East German stop and go tactic is simple. Border guards put

their traffic lights on red, then flash green for as little as 30 seconds at

a time and Western vehicles must scury to get through before the light

goes back to red.

Smokers, Catch Your Breath

WASHINGTON (AP)-Per capita
cigarette smokin" increased in

1970 for the first time in four years,

partly because of stepped up
promotions by manufacturers, the

Agriculture Department said
Monday.
A report on tobacco use showed

that per capita puffing averaged
4,030 cigarettes- 20 1.5 packs-
compared with 3,993 for each adult

smoker in 1969.

The department's preliminary
estimate last September was for an
average of 3,960 cigarettes per
capita this year.

The new estimates represents
the first per capita increase since

Americans smoked an average of

4,287 cigarettes in 1966, up 29 from
1965.

Total output this year was

estimated at 575 billion cigarettes,

compared with 557.6 billion in 1969,

the report said.

"With new brands and a final

push in radio and television ads
before the 1971 advertising ban,''

the report said, "cigarette
manufacturers substantially
boosted sales in the second half of

1970.''

Radio and television cigarette

advertising will be outlawed by

new federal regulations beginning
Jan. 1.

There was no estimate on 1971

per capita smoking, although the

report said "cigarette use may
change little in the year ahead,

even if smoking health publicity

diminishes" because of state tax

increases and advertising
restrictions.

The MDC ceases publication for

the year tomorrow. Next edition:
Jan. 27.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
presents

FREEPORT, bahamas

$179
Deports: March 24, 1971 Returns: April 2, 1971
* round trip jet — Boston to Freeport
*9 days accommodations at the Freeport Inn

*ground transfers between airpoot & hotel

*goound transfers between airport & hotel

*$50 deposit holds seat — final payment aVie 1/24
* happy hour every evening: 5-7 P.M.
unlimited free drinks — live music

* hotel completely occupied by students
*great sun & surf

Open only to 5 College students, faculty, staff and
members of their immediate families.

Contact. STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

Telephone: 617 536-7863

Berrigan's Friends Deny Hiding Him
BLOCK ISLAND, R.I. (AP) - Peet Anthony Towne

and Dr. William Stringfellow Monday denied that they

harbored or concealed the Rev. Daniel Berrigan when
he was a fugitive, and said they did not hinder

authorities when he was arrested.

"Our hospitality to Daniel Berrigan is no crime,"
the writers, both 42, said in a joint statement each
read at a news conference in their six room house on
this island off the Rhode Island coast.

They denied that "we have done anything to conceal

him," contending Father Berrigan had no need to be
concealed.

Stringfellow, a lay Episcopal theologian, and Towne
were indicted last week on charges of harboring

Father Berrigan Aug. 7-11 while he was being sought

by federal authorities to serve a three year prison

term for destroying draft records at Catonsville, Md.
At their arraignment they pleaded innocent and

were released in $2,500 personal recognizance each.

They called the news conference Monday to make a

statement on the indictment. They contended it is

"our Christmas greeting-especially to Daniel and
Philip Berrigan, to all prisoners of conscience and to

all Americans who wish to be free."

The Rev. Philip Berrigan was also convicted in the

Catonsville case and is serving a three year term as is

his brother Daniel in Danbury, Conn., federal prison.

Town and Stringfellow acknowledged that "at a

certain time and in a certain place we did relieve,

receive, comfort and assist" Father Dan Berrigan

and "we did offer and give sustenance and lodging to

him.

"We did not harbor or conceal him. We did not

hinder the authorities. We are not disposed to hide

what light there is under a bushel."

Town, attired in a hunting shirt and slacks, and
Stringfellow, wearing a sport coat, and slacks, read
their indictment returned by the federal grand jury in

Providence last Thursday and then read their reply

before answering reporters' questions.

Asked if they believed they were possibly breaking

the law by having Father Berrigan as a guest Towne
said they looked up the law later and thought they

were innocent

"Because we are innocent," they said in the

statement, "we believe that we would not have been

indicted but for the pervasiveness of the spirit of

repression that has lately overtaken the nation. In that

respect we consider that whatever happens to us will

in truth be happening to all Americans." Calling the

Indochina war "vainglorious," they called for an end

to it and to violence.

"But more than that," statement said, "the war
enterprise must be dismantled and the military

predominance in our society must be reversed."

Supreme Court Approves
18-Year Old Vote

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Supreme Court approved 5 to 4

Monday allowing 18-year olds to

vote for president and Congress.
But in another 5-4 split the court

disapproved lowering through
federal action of the voting age for

state and local elections.

The decision on the 1970 Federal
Voting Rights Act came as the
justices recessed for the holidays.

The law's 18-year old provision
takes effect Jan. 1.

Minutes after the ruling was
announced Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, <D) Mass., said he would
move for a constitutional amend-
ment to lower the voting age to 18

in state and local elections.

About 10 million young citizens

will be added to the electorate in 46
states and the District of Columbia
by virtue of the court ruling.

Hawaii had a 20-year minimum
and Georgia, Kentucky and Alaska
already permitted 18-year olds to

vote.

The court approved also, 8 to 1 , a
provision of the law that abolishes

residence requirements of more
than 30 days for voting in

presidential elections.

It unanimously approved
Congress' suspension of literacy

tests for five years throughout the

nation.

The main question before the
court was whether a simple act of

Congress, rather than an amend-
ment to the Constitution, could
require the states to lower the
minimum voting age.

Justice Hugo L. Black cast the
key vote as the court came up with
its answer.

On national elections. Black
lined up with Justices William O.

Douglas, William J. Brennan Jr.,

Byron R. White and Thurgood
Marshall to form a majority and to

approve what Congress had done in

the 1970 law
Hit Black left this group and

voted with Chief Justice John M.
Harlan. Potter Stewart and Harry
A Blackmun to strike down the
reduction in the minimum voting
age for state and local elections.

Harlan dissented alone from the
approval of Congress' abolition of

residence requirements of more
than 30 days for presidential
elections.

Sen Birch Bayh, (D) Ind.,

chairman of the Senate Judiciary
subcommittee on constitutional
amendments, said he doubts the
current Congress will have time to

approve Kennedy's amendment
before its term runs out Jan. 3. But
he said he looks for action in the
new Congress starting in January.
He said he expects the voting age
to be reduced to 18 in state and
local elections either through a
constitutional amendment, which
must be ratified by three-fourths of
the states, or by state legislation.

Without such action, the prospect
of having two classes of electors
raises some obvious operational
problems for which state and local

officials had no immediate an-
swers.

One possibility-an expensive one-
might require two sets of voting
machines at polling places, one to

record the presidential and
congressional choices of the 18 to 20
year olds and another for those
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entitled to a vote on all offices.

Sen. Sam J. Ervin, Jr., (D) N.C.,
who led the fight against lowering
the voting age by legislative rather
than constitutional means,
denounced the court decision as
proof "that the American people
are being ruled by a judicial

oligarchy."

In the court ruling, Justice Black
reasoned that the Constitution's
Article 1, Section 4, giving
Congress the authority to alter

the times, places and manner" of

holding congressional elections
authorizes Congress to reduce the
minimum voting age to 18.

But, Black said, "it is obvious
that the whole Constitution
reserves to the states the power to

set voter qualifications in state
and local elections."

Douglas, Brennan, White and
Marshall took the position
Congress could fix the voting age
at 18 for both federal and state
elections under the 14th Amend-
ment. This guarantees all citizens

equa' protection of the law and
gives Congress authority to

legislate to protect the rights and
privileges of citizens from state

encroachment.
On the other side stood Burger,

Harlan, Stewart and Blackmun.
Harlan said the framers of the

Constitutions intended the states to

keep for themselves, as provided in

the 10 Amendment, the power to

regulate elections. Burger.
Stewart and Blackmun concluded
Black had misinterpreted Article

1, Section 4.

They said Article 1, Section 2 in

the 17th Amendment both
prescribe that states use the same
qualifications for national elec-

tions as they do for the state
legislatures.

"The Constitution thus adopts as
the federal standards the standard
which each state has chosen for
itself,"' Stewart said. He
suggested the justices in the
majority were influenced partly by
what they thought as citizens
instead of a strict reading of the
Constitution.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Five Colleges

Flies Again
Mrs. Barbara Burn, Director of International Programs, has an-

nounced that there will be Five College charter flights to Europe again
next summer. Eligible to participate are students, faculty and staff of

the University of Massachusetts, Smith, Amherst, Mount Holyoke and
Hampshire Colleges, and members of these persons' immediate
family.

The flights offered are: Boston-Paris-Milan June 17 - August 26,

$250; Boston-London June 15 - August 25, $216.50; Boston-London June
15 August 12, $248; Boston-New York-Madrid June 16 - August 26,

$250. To sign up contact the Office of International Programs, 229
Whitmore, telephone 545-2710. Interested persons should sign up as
soon as possible to ensure getting on the flight they want.

Mrs. Burn's office also offers other information on travel to Europe,
summer study programs abroad, and work abroad. Among the many
programs available are living with a family in Finland and earning a
small wage by teaching them English, living with a family in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, for four weeks next summer, and participating in

work camps.
In announcing next summer's flights to Europe, Mrs. Burn has

stated that these flights are the only charter flights to Europe next
summer officially sponsored and authorized by Five Colleges, Inc.

Cambodian Soldiers Attempt
To Clear Supply Highway4
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia

(AP)—Cambodian soldiers
marched down Highway 4 south-

west of here Monday to push an-

tigovernment forces away from
the vital highway to the sea that

has been closed for a month.
With supplies, especially

gasoline, running critically low in

the capital, the government
mounted a top priority campaign
to reopen the lifeline to Cambodia's
only deepwater port at Kempong
Som, formerly called Sihanouk-
ville.

Cambodian bombers, guided by

Thai air force spotter planes,

pounded the rice paddies and
swamps along the sides of the high-

way to drive the Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese back into their

mountain strongholds.

Sporadic gunfire could be heard

throughout the area, about 45 miles
southwest of Phnom Penh, but

there were no indications that the

Communist led forces were trying

to defend positions in the valley.

Repeated ambushes and harassing

attacks have kept the road closed

since Nov. 20, and the government
troops swept both sides of the high-

way in an effort to get traffic

moving again. (On the northern

front, a prisoner of war was quoted
as saying the commander of a Viet

Cong division was killed in an
allied bombing raid two days ago.

Lt. Gen. Do Cao Tri, commander
of the South Vietnamese 3rd
military region, told Associated
Press photographer Dang Van
Phuoc that the body of the enemy
field commander had not been
recovered.

The Viet Cong general was

identified as Muoi Tri, who led the

Viet Cong 5th Division in bitter

fighting against American forces

in South Vietnam before the allied

raids into Cambodia last spring.

The 5th Division later was reported
to have pulled back into western
Cambodia, where it set up a
command post in" the ancient
temple ruins at Angkor.
No major fighting was reported

in South Vietnam.
The U.S. Command in Saigon

announced that American troop
strength in Vietnam dropped
another 4,500 men last week, to the
lowest level since Oct. 22, 1966. A
spokesman said there are now
339,200 U.S. troops in Vietnam,
4,800 below the authorized ceiling

of 344,000.

Survey Shows Women Feel Lottery Unfair
By DAVID CASTALDI

Staff Reporter
A survey taken of 100 students on

their attitudes toward the draft,

and possible alternatives to it,

showed that more women than

men feel that the present draft

lottery system is unfair.

The survey was an attempt to

obtain a sampling of campus
opinions, and the writer chose

names at random out of the

Student Directory, usually taking

the first and last name on each

page.

Each person chosen was phoned,

and if the student agreed to par-

ticipate, he or she was asked to

give his graduating class, age, and
major department if he had one.

The student was then asked 11

questions to which he could answer

"Yes", "No", or "Undecided".
Non of the questions asked had a

right or wrong answer, all were
matter-of-opinion questions.

A total of 52 males and 48 females
were surveyed. Of the women,
there were three freshmen, 21

sophomores, 17 juniors, and 7

seniors Ages ranged from 18 to 21

accordingly. Twenty-seven were in

Arts and Sciences, 9 were in

Education, 6 in Home Economics, 2

with no major department as yet,

and Physical Education, Nursing,
Business Administration, and
Agriculture all had one in each.

Of the men, the survey included
three freshmen, 19 sophomores, 14

juniors, and 16 seniors. Ages
ranged from 18 to 26, but most fell

into the 18 to 21-year-old category,

according to graduating class.

There were 33 Arts and Sciences
majors, 7 Business Ad-
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ministration, 6 Engineering, 3

Phys Ed, 2 in Agriculture, and 2

with no major department as yet.

Ninety-six out of 100 students felt

that a man should not be drafted to

fight in a foreign civil war, or to

fight for ideas he believes to be
wrong, and 99 out of 100 students

felt that a man can be opposed to

the draft and not be a traitor to his

country, and one person was un-

decided.

Eighty-one out of 100 students

felt that a man opposed to the

draft, but unable to qualify as a

conscientious objector, should not

be forced to leave the country or be
tried in court. Of the 13 who did not

feel as such, most believed that a
man should not be forced to leave
the country, but should be tried in

court. Six students were un-
decided.

Sixty out of 100 students felt that

the present draft lottery system is

not fair, with more women than
men considering it to be unfair.

Amongst males, the tally was 24

•fair", 23 "unfair ", and 5 "un-
decided ", but amongst females it

was 8 "fair", 37 "unfair", and 3

"undecided".

Sixty-nine out of 100 students felt

that the draft discriminates
against the poor, including low-

income minority group members,
those in rural areas, and those

unable to afford the costs of

college

A slight majority (54 out of 100)

felt that student deferments are
fair, with a few more women than
men believing so. Only one female
senior out of seven felt that they

were fair, however. Amongst the

males 26 felt that college defer-

ments were fair, 23 felt they were
not, and 3 were not, and 3 were
uncertain. Four out of seven SBA
majors, and four out of six

Engineering majors that were
surveyed considered them to be

fair.

A slight majority of students (53

out of 100) also felt that women
should not be eligible for the draft.

Despite Women's Lib, 28 out of

the 48 girls surveyed felt that

women should not be eligible, and
one was undecided. Three out of

three freshmen, and 13 out of 21

sophomores said "no", but only

two out of seven senior girls felt

that they should not be eligible.

Amongst the men it was close.

Twenty-two said "yes", 25 said

"no", and five not saying
anything!

Most students, (84 out of 100) felt

that members of local draft boards
do not know all aspects of the draft

law, and are not qualified to

determine who is a conscientious

objector and who is not. Fifteen

students were undecided.

Seventy-one out of 100 students

favored the immediate abolish-

ment of the present draft system in

favor of an All-Volu.iteer Army,
such as urged by Senators Brooke
and Hatfield. Eleven out of 14 male
juniors favored such a system, as

well as 5 out of 7 SBA majors, and 4

out of 6 Engineering majors.

Also, 74 out of 100 students would
favor the immediate abolishment
of the present draft system in favor

of Universal National Service,

such as proposed by former
Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, whereby men, and
perhaps women later on if the

system proved to be effective,

would be required to spend bet-

ween six months to a year per-

forming some service in the
national interest, such as
V.I.S.T.A., as an alternative to

military service if the person so

desired.

More women than favored such a

proposal, with 39 "yes", 8 "no",

and 1 "undecided", as compared to

35 "yes", 14 "no", and 3 "un-

decided" for the men.
It is also interesting to note that

18 out of the 19 women who felt that

women should be eligible for the

draft, were in favor of Universal

National Service.

Congressional Seniority

To Be Attacked By JVCEC
WASHINGTON (AP) - Plans to find and finance candidates to run

against some of the entrenched senior members of the House were an-
nounced Monday by the NationalCommittee for an Effective Congress.
The private political action organization is preparing now for an

assault on the seniority system in the 1972 primary elections, with
anywhere from five to 30 members of each party the likely targets.
The target list was not disclosed but the NCEC said it would consist of

"obstructionists" in key positions of power who are interested mainly in
preserving the status quo.

"In all cases, defiance of change is the watchword," said an NCEC
statement announcing the campaign.
The.NCEC has been in existence 23 years, during which time it has

provided campaign help to selected candidates of both parties and
worked for congressional reform.

It reports distributing $930,000 in the 1970 elections, which helped elect

35 House winners.

Its success in backing 16 successful challengers to incumbent members
was a factor in the decision to attack the seniority system through the
primaries.

The committee said it already has begun a study of voting patterns and
population characteristics in some congressional districts that will have
new boundary lines as the result of redistricting plans required by the

1970 census.
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Cathie Perkins

WASHINGTON—Every man has one big dream in

him that keeps him going for al! of his life. My dream
is quite a simple one:

I'm taking an airplane from Las Vegas to Paradise

Island in the Bahamas, and sitting next to me is a

gaunt, thin man with a moustache. He is wearing a

white shirt open at the collar, an old sweater, an un-

pressed pair of slacks and tennis sneakers.

"Hi," I say in my dream, sticking out my hand, "my
name is Art."

He refuses to shake hands but mutters, "My name is

Howard."
"Howard what?" I ask, trying to be friendly.

"Just Howard," he snarls. "Now if you don't mind. I

have private detective reports to read."

"What business are you in, Howard?"
"A little bit of this, a little bit of that. I buy and sell

states," he said.

"You mean estates, don't you?"
"I said states, and I mean states." He is becoming

angry again.

I try to get on his good side. "You seen any good
movies lately'.'"

"The only movie I've seen lately is The Outlaw'
with Jane Russell."

"Oh? How did you like it""

"I think it's one of the greatest films ever made,"
Howard says.

"So do I," I tell him.
"You do'.'" For the first time he smiles,

"Yes, sir. It's been 20 years and 1 still can't get Jane
Russell's performance out of my mind."

1 can see Howard is starting to warm up.
'

I was hoping they'd show it on this flight," he says

confidentially.

"Wouldn't that be something," I say.

We have nothing to talk about for a few minutes and
then I say , "What do you think of Las Vegas?

'

'

"It's a nice place to own, but I wouldn't want to live

there." he replies.

"That's a good one," I say, slapping Howard's knee.

"Where do you stay in Las Vegas?"

"I have the choice of many hotels, but I usually stay

at the Desert Inn on the top floor because I like the

view."

"Do you gamble?"
"Sort of, but I never go near the tables," he says.

"That's a good idea," I say. "Stick with the slot

machines and they can't hurt you."

We lapsed into silence again. I notice Howard is

writing notes on yellow legal-size pads. Then he

crushes up a page and starts all over.

"Having trouble?" I ask.

"I'm trying to fire a guy, and I don't know how to

say it in a nice way."
By this time our plane is landing in Nassau. While

I'm gathering up my things, Howard dashes off the

plane 1 notice he has left his briefcase behind.

I try to run after him. but he has already jumped
into a limousine.

"Howard, Howard." I yell, "you forgot your

briefcase
"

"I don't need it, "he yells as the limo pulls out. "You
can have it."

I open the briefcase when I get to my hotel room
and, to my surprise and joy, find $100 million, all in

new 1,000 dollar bills

Tony Granite

Campus Carousel

Someday Is Never
"We boast of the freedom enjoyed by our people above all other

peoples. But it is difficult to reconcile that we boast with a state of the law
which, practically, puts the brand of servitude and degradation upon a
large class of our fellow-citizens, our equals before law."
This quote could be written today in 1970 with little change in degree as

to the harshness of its accusations. Yet it was stated by Judge Harlan in

October 1895 during a law case fighting for the desegregation of train

cars. It would be difficult to explain the "progress" of three-quarters of a

century of recognition of all tones people as equal to the parents of an
injured black child in Lamar, South Carolina. On March 3,1970, this

child's bus was stoned and battered with ax handles, chains, and bats,

and finally overturned by one hundred white parents. The bus was
driving to the newly integrated Lamar High School.

The Plessy versus Fergusen decision concerning the lawfullness of

separate but equal public facilities in 1896, was "not overturned until 1954

in Brown versus the Board of Education. In this case, the Supreme Court

awarded a decision stating that if a school is separate, it is impossible for

it to be equal. If it took fifty-eight years to rewrite our laws, how many
years will it take for us to rectify years of discrimination? Always to

promise "someday."

BIRMNG BOOK SALE? To eliminate a surplus of

some 50,000 (count em) books, the Oklahoma
University Press recently held a week-long super
sale, according to the OKLAHOMA DAILY.
And the price was right, too: 50 cents each, or "all

you can carry out in one load for $5.00.

"

It's better than burning, baby.
• » *

»

YA SIRE YA GOT THAT? DEPARTMENT: a
headline in the PIRATES' LOG of Modesto (Calif)

Junior College reads, "Student Information Center
Opens In Student Center; Info Available."
What else?

* * * *

SOLUTION TO THE DRAFT is offered in a syn-
dicated column by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro
appearing in Worcester (Mass) Polytechnic Institute

TECH NEWS. The deck under the headline,
"Mastering the Draft", appears as "Have You
Considered Divinity School?"

Saints above!
* • » *

$25 or 10 DAYS IS THE COST OF BOOZE on Min-
nesota campuses. The MANKATO STATE DAILY
REPORTER reminded its readers that Sect. 624.701

of Minnesota Statutes Annotated says "Any person
who shall introduce upon, or have in his possession
upon, or in, any school ground, or any schoolhouse or
school building, any spiritous or malt liquors, except
for experiments in laboratories, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, the minimum punishment whereof
shall be a fine of $25 or imprisonment for ten days in

the county jail."

The killjoys!
* * * *

MEANTIME, AT LSU, a men's housing counselor
committee says that legalization of booze in the
dormitories there "would not be detrimental to the
educational purposes of the University."
THE DAILY REVEILLE reported that the com-

mittee though "some benefits would result from
revised regulations" including the fact that "Students
would not be forced to go on all nighters' in order to

Campus Comment

get a drink."

Ah, the thirst that builds in a lad!
• * * *

MORE HFLP FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AT LSU is

also reported in THE DAILY REVEILLE, which
reveals that the University's incinerator has been
retired in favor of using it as a garbage compactor.
The bundled trash is then transported to a land-fill

swamp area that is being built up for future use.

Where there's a will, there's a way.

VD IS EPIDEMIC at Berkeley, according to a report
in THE DAILY CALIFORNIAN. Seems that the year
1968 saw a 70 per cent increase in reported cases of
venereal disease among young people, with an
average of 26 cases a month being logged in area
hospitals during the first ten months of 1970.
With 100,000 cases of gonorrhea tallied in the entire

state, can the campuses be far behind?
* • »

BIRTH NOTICE IS TOP HEAD OF VIDETTE The
last issue for 1970 of THE VIDETTE of Illionois State
U. at Normal was anything but normal, last week.
Printed in blue ink, with a four-color print of a lighted
Christmas tree gracing almost half the page, the
student newspaper bannered the Christmas story.

A Child Is Born In Bethlehem.
The deck read, "Town joyous with news of Hebrew

savior's birth." Anc the jump head read, "Birth of
Hebrew savior attracts 3 rich foreigners."
Written by Rich Limacher with a Bethlehem

dateline of Dec. 25, the led paragraph said, "Most of
this town's residents and several thousand visitors
here to register for the census ordered by Caesar
Augustus stayed up most of the night and are active
this morning. They are proclaiming the birth of 'their
savior', or 'Messiah', according to a leading Hebrew
spokesman."
Surely, it's the biggest story of the year.

* * • *

(Continued on page 9)

Security Checks
Dear Editor:

Last Thursday, December 17, 1970, there took place
two security checks in Field House, Orchard Hill

complex. There was one at 4 P.M. and one at 4 A.M.
At 4 A.M., as residents of Field, we awoke to three

individuals entering our room. One of these persons, a
student residing in the dorm, was standing in the

middle of the room. Our house mother was at the door,

apparently directing the procedure. This proved to be
a quite upsetting experience from two standpoints.

First of all, we didn't know who was coming into our
room, and secondly, we felt they had no right en-

tering our room.
We believe the security check to be an infringement

on our rights as residents of Field dorm for the

following reasons:

1. No one has the legal right to enter another's room
without consent.

2. The employment of scare tactics to force people to

lock their doors is not legitimate.
3. 4 A.M. is not a reasonable hour to conduct a check,
thereby disturbing residents.
4. The residents were not informed of the security
checks.

5. It is up to the individual whether he wants to lock his
door or not-when he's occupying the room or not.

Alternative procedures should have been devised to
inform the residents of the reasons why doors should
be locked when the occupants aren't there or when the
occupants are sleeping. Corridor meetings could have
been called and signs could have been posted.
This incident serves to magnify several problems

one faces in this university-there is a lack of com-
munication, there is a lack of privacy, and there are
infringements on our basic rights as individuals.

DEBBIE HOPKINS
JOANNE PEDI

When a woman coraes to grips with her traditional social rote aa a
s^sfcrivesexual abject shefaces a very arduous task. I think that she
^jmehowhas toreconcile the "evil seductive whore" in her with the Holy
Earth Mother which is also very much her. II these poems are read in

order, you the reader, will experience the long

ofawoman as she attempts to deal with the

which hopeftitiy resides in tjjeJ^pwwL Tl

spiritual is the real phy>H<aTacts which
suggest that for ttejmwto&tlt'* that is this"

woaaati - the journe/must be resolved in this

LIKE SIjNW^HT/SUR80UNTJ YOU YET G
FREEDOM?'

ie Man With the Beautiful Eyes

In his eyes I can see

All the beauty of his

All the things he is tonme.

He understands without even hearing.

The man with the beautiful eyes.

All I remember are those brown eyes

Ami those sensual lips, (not for kissing,

Not for telimg silly lies).

His body strangely pure, love life missing,

The man with the beautiful eyes.

All the things his body doesn't say

His soul does, through those brown

Most magnificent eyes. He's a godly

About him: apu i love' that man,
The man with the beautiful eyes.

way

Sex Ballad

I was a virgin

Until a fat black stallion raped me
In the sunlight in the fields

And the hills I couldn't see.

1 was human
Until 1 saw I was animal

And had hungers
And that thinking wasn't all.

J was Wendy
Until Peter Pan outgrew mother,

And my breastfeeding,

Then Peter made love to his brother.

I was a mermaid
And pregnant by the sea.

The sky and the winds delivered

My fiafc4*eaded baby to me.

:»nce I was fertile

Until somejsne decided I shouldn't

;

They got me the Pill.

I'm" the Earth Mother who couldn't.
~"

i

I was a drag queen
For a fake-Cockney baby,

Very attached terns mother.

He was a lesbian when he laid me.

1 was my father's mistress

In my dreams in his dreams.

Once I awakened to the touch

Of his hand, and my screams.

I was a sadist

Until my masochist died,

Then I squeezed his blood

Out of my chains and cried.

Yes, I was a whore
Until my body went out of business

And 1 didn't excite anymore.

And my customers went away sexless.

Nature

The old familiar

Moves my soul.

The air is clean,

Carries the scent of

Exhiliarating, pure.

It cleanses me.

The land is

A hazy emerald.
Misty blue hands suspen
The water, like crystal

Washes the pebbled beac

And the urge...,

The old familiar urge,

Animalistic and beautiful,

Courses my veins.

The grass is inviting.

The sky
Is dusky.

If you were but

To touch me,
I'd give so willingly;

Because instinct tells me
"It's warm. Things are grow'

"Your urge is right. Yield."

On My Eighth Man

On my eighth man
As he entered my heat

I loved him passionately

And I loved him spiritually

Simply because he was
A male lover, not a male animal.

After seven fruitless unions

I reaped a harvest of love

And knew why mama said,

*Sex is the ultimate

"Fulfillment of love,

"Not an end in itself."

Marc Was A Saint, Too.

Dear man, I always wanted

To be pretty ana nice.

Please baby, burst forth...

Lick me with flame,

Again. Touch me with light.

Make me like a candle,

Dripping thick hot liquid drops

On your lap. Carry me.

Water in a bad vessel.

Drink me. Do you need me
Like you need water?
Even if the vessel is bad?

Make me like a blanket. Use me
To cover you, close like skin...

I am a hypo stuck in your arm.

oh shoot it

^tarbursts, lighted

in your eyes.

t me, a bloodsoaked towel.

from my crease,

blood. Drink my blood,

i wafer.

He lilts th

And torn

I begin

All I can th

Is physiea

God's lips Wares! softly

My unwortW^uth and breasts.

His hands press on my hips,

And inevitably He finds my womb.

His body is omnipotent,

And every part is perfect.

Pressing into me
He almost splits me open.

His body rises and falls.

He is like a magnificent stallion.

Carrying me to eternity.

And all of God is coming, coming.

A flower blooms within me.

I can feel it as it grows.

I relax completely and enjoy

The entirety of the sensation.

I he finally, utterly exhausted.

God has fulfilled me at last.

Ode to ait image

You are
My God
Because
You're real

And you're strong.

But even
The strongest

Are mortal.

You're not
Down on paper
Like the gods
Before worshipped.
You're still cool

ecause you're camp,
you swing,
know?

something

nut
To Tomm\

be shining

gfre-&U#u
Sweet, SHJml and my cr^&^p' """"**-^

IVfy-sombervlover, blue.

My love 1 lon& to have you

And baoy, love vou too. ._/_^-

t^.ymr eyesMje pdojs of blackness.

Your armk toy place of rest

?*mr.:ti&W|n? madeK rose> U
and YmtoV^oSjC: ihside' my^ferpif.

So love I lonffHto^'KJvVvou

And baby/

My moutjrHi

My wi>mo^HQ^p^rbh*ar<

Pure hm3^>M^^t!9m\ce %

A transfusion of me by you.

So love I long to have you
And baby, eat you too

in one person *

God
My love,

My hope.

Why?

Profound!
And small,

Only small,

But such
A universe

Lies in one
Human being.

Make do
With what you have.

There's more

rjHust be.

me the way
live

iy.

11 find

4y faith

Someday;
But when I do,

You won't be
Worthy
Even of

A sainthood.

* •
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The Byrds
(Untitled)

including:

Mr. Tambourine Man
Eight Miles High Just A Season

Lover Of The Bayou Chestnut Mare

The HITS

And The

HEAVIES

INCLUDING:
YOU BETTERTHINK TWICE

KEEP ON BELIEVI

Y

HONKYTONK DOWNSTAIRS
ANYWAY BYE BYE/DON'T LET IT PASS BY

C 30102

ARE

The Firesign Theatre
Don't Crush That Dwarf,

Hand Me The Pliers

ON

C 30007 CS 1058

including:

Big Bird/Lighthouse/Green Slice

Hornschmeyer's Island/Crabfoot

Columbia Epic Records

All of these hit albums

are available at Hie

LISTENING

POST

in Amherst, Mass.

PHappying maiden

including:
'

The Dolphins/Soapstone Mountain/Good Lovin
Do You Remember The Sun?/Essence Of Now
•"r- s > -

Multi-purpose Dam System Meets Opposition
AMHERST-"It is the feeling of

this sub-committee that the study

report does not clearly sub-
stantiate the need for a new system
of multi-purpose dams in the

Connecticut River basin."

In a report acclaimed by the

Connecticut River Basin Citizens

Review Committee and en-

vironmentalists alike, a sub-

committee of that citizens group
has recommended that no further

multi-purpose reservoirs be
constructed in the valley unless a

need has been clearly established

pending thorough investigation of

alternate possibilities.

This was one of several sub-

committee reports presented
Tuesday at the third meeting of the

citizens review committee, which
has been given 90 days to review a

nine-volume report of the Army
Engineers for the future control of

the river.

Proposed by Conte
The review committee was first

proposed by Congressman Silvio 0.

Conte and was adopted by the New
England River Basins Com-
mission.

NERBC Chairman Frank Gregg
appointed 28 persons representing

the four-basin states, and creation

of the committee was announced
formally Sept. 30.

During the meeting Tuesday the

committee heard five area
scientists speak against the Corps
proposal which includes more than

200 dams and a number of pumped
storage projects.

The subcommittee on Water
Supply, Water Quality, Flood
Control and Commercial
Navigation remarked additionally

in its report:

"In spite of considerable study of

the report, the group has no clear

understanding as to why or which

new large impoundments are

essential, what alternative

measures are feasible and what
sacrifices will berequiredin terms

of environmental quality and
personal income.

Lose Opportunities

"Opportunities lost, such as
stream fishing, hunting, farming
and forestry, wildlife habitat, and
tourist attractions-scenic
overlooks, gorges, cascades and
falls-should be considered as part

of the over-all "costs" of the

project if they are to be replaced."

The report notes: "In conclusion,

the sub-committee strongly agrees
that any rational basin plan must
provide for effective floodplain

management as an integral part of

the plan and any construction' of

dams large or small should be
based on their need with reference

to and in conjunction with ac-

complished floodplain zoning."

In making recommendations to

the overall report which will be
concluded Jan. 15 and then sub-

mitted to the Water Resources
Council, the sub-committee stated

that "active programs of flood-

plain management should be
undertaken with all possible haste

in all areas of the valley where
there exists the possibility of flood

damage and-or expansion."

Floodplain management was
most prominently recommended
by scientists in their morning
presentation as an alternative to

the construction of numerous dams
and reservoirs.

Dams Destroy Ecosystem
Scientists additionally charged

that such projects would mean
additional development of the

floodplain, thus laying the scene

for a disaster when a flood comes
that cannot be held.

It was also maintained that such
projects would destroy the river

ecosystem in addition to increasing

urban blight along the river valley.

In other recommendations by the

sub-committee, the members said

that "The federal, state and local

governments should undertake at

once a program for the acquisition

of key lands in the flood plains to

safeguard their storage capacities

and to provide recreation and open
space areas near metropolitan

centers."

The subcommittee also advised

"that in some cases the above
agents undertake programs to

remove existing enroachments
where serious danger to life is

involved."

Members suggested "In a few
instances, existing dams should be
modified to provide larger
reservoirs for flood control

protection, in preference to con-

struction of new impoundment
structures."

In earlier testimony to the

committee, Prof. R.M. Schuster of

the University of Massachusetts
had indicated that water held

behind dams for a period of 3 or 4

weeks would contribute to the

complete destruction of plant life

in a basin below the level of the

water.

The subcommittee additionally

recommended that "no large new-

multi-purpose reservoirs be
constructed unless the ac-

complishment of all above alter-

natives establishes a clear need."

Another suggested effort was
"that small watershed programs
be scruitinized for integration into

overall flood control plans. There
is considerable concern in the sub-

committee over possible ecological

impacts of small impoundment
projects. The sub-committee
recommends that no action be
taken until more information is

available and can be evaluated."

Emphasis on Land .Management
In a final recommendation the

sub-committee advised that "more
emphasis be placed on .land

management measures: protec-

tion of high elevations from
development; zoning against

development where indicated by
climate, slope, geology, or ex-

posure; wise land use practices in

forest and farm; and practices to

minimize dangers from practices

in forest and farm; and practices

to minimize dangers from erosion,

pollution, and rapid runoff on land

suitable for development."
Day Lee, of Deerfield, and a

member of the sub-committee on
Water Supply, Water Quality,
Flood Control and Commercial
Navigation, commented Wed-
nesday that an additional report

would be forthcoming from the

sub-committee on the major
proposed dams.
Lee noted that these reports

would be compiled in a final report

of all the subcommittees on or
shortly after Jan. 15, when the last

meeting of the citizens review
committee is held.

G.R. Higgins of the sub-
committee on power reported to

the citizens review group that "The
desirable goal would seem to be
determination of the optimum mix
of the power sources for proper

balance of the technological and
ecological factors."

Higgins reported that it has
become evident that the needs of

the basin need no longer be mat-
ched closely by electrical

generation within the water shed.

Power from Canada and tidal

power from the coast were among
possible sources discussed by the

entire committee.

Notices
FLYING REDMEN.

Soc. 101 The flying Redmen are unable to
print notes for the final exam due to lack of

support from the Soc. Dept

COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS:
All equipment must be returned today

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB:
The regular square dance will be held in

the CCA from 7:30 1030 tonight with
review at 7:30, new material at 8 00 and
club level at 9:30.

LOST:
Dear thief, please give back my EE 147

257 notebook you borrowed last Monday
DroD it off at SU sometime today I need it

badly. Love, Den
I lost a green knapsack at the Drake last

week. I need the papers in it. Call Cathy 584
7472.

FOUND:
A gold watch ,in Cance Music Room.

Owner call 6 5006. Must be able to describe
fully.

A gray tiger kitten, 3 mos. old, near
Amherst center. Call 253 7778.

A girl's watch at Haigis Mall. Call 628
3364

Found at SWAP Conference 1 sports
jacket & tie Call Don at 545 0333.

(Continued from page 6)

» * * •

EX STUD ED OFF TO HANOI,
says the DAILY CALIFORNIAN.
The Berkeley campus press an-

nounced that a former editor-in-

chief of the newspaper left for

Hanoi, Den
.. 3, with a delegation

from the National Student
Association. They were to sign

"peace treaties" with students of

North and South Vietnam, as or-

dered earlier this year by
delegates to the NSA national

convention in St. Paul, Minn.

DC must have scooped the

nation's press on this one, since

even that "newspaper of record,"

The New York Times, seems to

have skipped coverage of the

event.
* » * •

PARKING IS A PROBLEM at the

University of Wisconsin at

Milwaukee, judging from recent

coverage in THE POST. They
gave front page coverage to a 13-

student group which is protesting

parking tickets given out by town
cops.

They call themselves the
''Student Committee
Revolutionizing Everything
Without Excessive Demands."
The reader can figure out the

acronym.

Don't Spend All Your Money

This Christmas, Yet!

SUPER

STARTS JAN. 4th
AT

Amherst AudicT
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Gowdy Selects Erving On Second All-America Team

*::

m

Julius Erving, of UMass
basketball notoriety, has just

recently received probably his

biggest publicity boost. One of

the biggest and most likely the

best monthly magazine on
sports, SPORT, has chosen
Erving as a preseason second-

team all-American. The citation

came in an article in the

January issue of SPORT entitled

"Curt Gowdy's College
Basketball All-America".

Obviously the selections were
made by the former voice of the

Boston Red Sox and present top

sportscaster foi the National

Broadcasting Company, Mr.
Gowdy. He compiled three
dream teams, a first, second and

third-team all-America, and he

listed many honorable mentions.

His first team comprised
Sidney Wicks of UCLA, Artis

Gilmore of Jacksonville, Austin

Carr of Notre Dame, John Roche
of South Carolina and a surprise

sophomore, George McGinnis of

Indiana. Gowdy feels that if it

wasn't for the emergence of the

super soph McGinnis, Erving
would have won first-team
honors. Regardless of that, the

following is what Gowdy had to

write about Erving?
"Had we not made an ex-

ception for the exceptional
sophomore, Julie Erving of

Massachustts would have been
our first-team choice at forward.

As it is, he surely will become
the Redrnen's first basketball

Julius Erving

All-America. A remarkable
success story, Erving was 6-3-

1/2 when coach Jack Leaman
recruited him. Leaman thought

Erving would reach another inch

in college. But the junior has

sprouted to 6-6 and Leaman now
thinks his young star will grow
another two inches before

graduation.

"As a 6-4-1/2 sophomore,
Erving was the only major-

college player besides Gilmore

to average over 20 rebounds a

game. And he averaged 25.7

points a game despite taking a

moderate 19 shots per contest.

("He could have scored 40 a

game if we wanted him to,"

insists Leaman.) Erving picked

up valuable experience while

traveling with a U.S. Olympic
development team last summer.
He was named MVP in three of

three European tournaments."

Erving has gotten accolades in

other publications and he has

been previously voted highly on

pre-season all-America lists, but

getting such raves from a

magazine the calibre of SPORT
and from a man as highly-

regarded as Gowdy is something
else, it should help him get more
of the ink he deserves from other

national publications that have
previously treated him with less

accord. Only Curt, he's more
often addressed as Julius, not

Julie.

m

w
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Student Ski Card System Lowers Rates For Collegians
Thousands of college students

will be skiing at special rates this

season, thanks to the Student Ski
Association, and a young graduate
engineer and famous sKier, Kim
Chaffee.
The Student Ski Association has

designed a program to bring down
the cost of sxiing, thereby enabling
college students around the
country to ski more, or take up this

growing winter sport. Says
Chaffee, older brother of Olympic
skiers Suzv and Rick Chaffee, and
himself a former college ski racer:
"As an undergraduate at Harvard
and later as a graduate student at

Berkeley, I saw how disheartened
college students were over the high
cost of skiing. So, last year I set out
to do somtning about it." That
something is the Student Ski
Association.
Chaffee admits that the

Association's college rate program
and Student Ski Card system was
inspired by the airline youth fare
card concept. "Through our
national Student Ski Card
program." says Chaffee, " we are
now able to provide college
students across the country anda
large selection of prominent ski

areas offering special low rates on

lift tickets, lessons, rentals and
lodging." Last year Chaffee signed
up 34 ski areas around the nation,
all granting half-price skiing to his
first year membership of over
8.000.

This season the number of North
American ski areas participating
in the national SSA college rate
program has climbed to over 100,

with additional areas entering the
program each week. Areas like

VYaterville Valley, Glen Ellen,
Mount Snow and Jay Peak in the
East; Mount Telemark, Schuss
Mountain and the Playboy Club in

the mid-West; and Aspen

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Tea*, Garrara, PB. A«te«
FUher, TDK, cateette and *p«o reel

tape, Htandard radio, Utah apcakrr*.
II'-. H track* and other n t en—

t

ttpn.

Amhrrat Audio. tf12-13

MNOW TIKES, low priMf Up qua-
lity, cash and carry. ET Factory
Tlree Outlet, Cowl* Road. Mo. Am-
hrrat, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

ttl»-%3

ISf M Tane Drok, 3 head*, sood
Mi, $175 new. (all Bob M6-9629

tf 12-23

Pair of lane Pro Ski Boots, last

-rnr'H model, only used once, olxe

H'j which Is sood for 0V4 -

Hi' - foot. Usually $114, will sell for

atsa offer. Call IMana 6-8092 tfl?-?3

; KI.II spkrs SXO, firm — BS
«tereo tuner and amp, $40 ea. Mushy
vail 253-31!)? »12-23

True Temper skis, fiberglass with
new Nevada toe and heel $123. $210
value, 1 set Scott poles, new $19., 1

pair Lance Flo Stan, boots, $190.
»ice 9' '., MM up to 10'". call I.mi at

'in-1311 - 545-2550. tfl2 2.1

Squirrel roldi-roat, exc. eond , fits

up to Mize 10. Call B. Kates, 5-200','

after 10 a.m. tf!2-21

i.K sound B.VHtem, 60 watts, peak
power, separate speakers, am-fm re-
reiver ear-phones, fifty albums, In-

• luil. Harrison's latest, all for $225,
S350 value. Leaving country, must
sell. Jim OX , 256-6851

.

tf12-23

Christmas puppiro, pure bred bor-
der rollies, intelligent hardy $40.
MLVatM. tfl.'-M

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Must sell to buy Xmas presents:

l!»«l Pontiac Catallna. Reasonably
priced. Call Karl 319-6849. tf12-23

Leaving country, must sacrifice

1070 MGB cony, excel, cond., low
mileage, asking $2130. Call 1-268-

.'(365 after 6 tfU-23

FOR RENT

SERVICES
Amherst Audio serrtoee stereo rotn-

ponents, tape decks for home or ear,
I'll No. Pleasant M, 236-8133.

rfi;-»a

Enjoy your vacations, roar week-
ends, yonr week nights. I'U type
and /or revise anything written for
you. Theses too. Professional serv-
ice. Reasonable prices. 684-6817

tm-23

WANTED
Radio control model airplane en-

tliuslasts needed to help organize
campus club. Call evenings 263-2002.

tfl2-23

Juniors and Seniors earn $2 - $2.30
hour, compiling simplified tax re-
turns prior experience not required
but helpful. Call .Mr. Tick at 236-
6619. tf 1 2-23

Wanted part-time secretary for en-
vironment student group (C'KQ) next
-eiiiewr, J'/hr . 17 hrs./wk. Open
to an» one Apply Immediately in
-indent Activities, Campus Center
.->»5-.'331 tm_2S

ROOMMATES WANTED

Pioneer Valley Apt., Sunderland,
two bedroom, 6 miles from Campos,
available Jan. 1, $143 mo. Call 666-
:«I43 anytime. tf!2-23

One furnished room, 3 miles from
HI $60 00 a month, kitchen privi-
leges if desired. Call 349-3764.

tf 12-23

3 Room Cottage on Lake Metaco-
met in Belchertown, no more than 2
people allowed. $160 per month. Call
Uhfield 628-4401. tf!2-23

Apt to sublet $100 /mo. Inc. all
mil , furn., heat, parking lot, foil
kitchenette, loc. West Hatfield on
K 5, 11 mi. from UMass. Fantastic
sunrise*, good country. Call 384-
1!>13 12-22

We have space fur two girls in
.i house 5 5173 miles from Campus
that might meet your needs for an
,>tt -Campus shelter. Call 384-9338
for petrifying details. 12-22

Room for rent in Puffton Village,
available on January 1, 1971. Rent
.tpprnv 70 per mo. For additional
information call 349-6696 tf12-23

PERSONAL
Attention: Walla-Wallns, Merry

< hristma* to all and to all a kooiI
time You slu.v us. Love, Karen anil
l.uri Walla-Walla 12-22

Roommate wanted
late. Call 516-6020.

Puffton VII-

tflt-23

Walk to campus, share our house.
own bedroom $90 per month for
two Call Ron Wright 349-3871 (eve-
nings) males and /or females 12-23

Happy Holidays to the Penthouse
from (lob 201! 12-22

PFsiM — fan too prove blondes
hava more fun? Merry Xmas! Love
Mickey Mouse and Co. Vt-tt

"rTde wanted
Kiilc to Miami or vicinity needed

t.,r ;i -iris around Lin. 13. Ifeaae
..ill "il!j-ij043 if you van help

tfl2-.'3

©Iti? fotglisiT fttb
presents

Charlie Bradshaw
Tonight (Ladies Night)

For a Christmas Sing Song
9:30 til close

®fo> iEngltfiJj Pub
15 E. Pleasant St. Amherst

Highlands. Jackson Hole, Squaw
Valley and Alpine Meadows in the
West, make this a very extensive
college ski program.
Nearly all these area, says

Chaffee, grant $1 off the all-day lift

ticket every Saturday and Sunday,
and holidays (including holiday
weeks), plus HALF-PRICE
tickets during the week (half the
weekend lift ticket price). Many
participating areas (nearly 80%)
also provide college students with
half-price rates on ski school
lessons and equipment rentals
during the week on an availability

basis. The Association's staff is

currently signing up lodges in ski

country that will grant 25% savings
to Ski Card holders during the
week.
The Student Ski Card program is

open to undergraduate, graduate
and professional school students of
any age. High school students,
faculty and students' wives and
husbands who are not in school are
as yet not eligible. In. order to

qualify for the special student
rates at any of the participating
areas, each Student Ski Card
holder must present his school or
student ID card along with the Ski
Card. Proof of school attendance is

not required when ordering a Ski
Card through the mail.
Typical savings on a two-dav ski

trip during the week (non-holiday
week) can net a college student
over $17 with the use of a $4 Student
Ski Card from the Student Ski
Association. With most major ski
areas charging over $6 for an all-

day lift ticket, plus $6 for complete
rentals and $4 for a ski school
lesson, it's easy to see how
half price skiing through the
Student Ski Card can save many
times the small $4 cost.
As part of the Student Ski Card

program, the Student Ski
Association has begun publication
of a national skiing news-
magazine-The STUDENT SKIER.
Distributed on college campuses
and mailed to all Ski Card holders,
The STUDENT SKIER features
stories and articles on various ski
areas in the SSA program, pointers
on how to go skiing on a student's
budget, plus listings of ski areas
lodges and ski shops granting
students discounts.
A nationwide Student Ski Card

promotional campaign is now
under way on nearly 1,000 college
campuses in North America.
Students at many colleges will find
posters and application for Ski
Cards on campus bulletin boards.
Ski Card sales are also handled by
fellow students, working as SSA
Campus Representatives.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 28, 1970 JANUARY 25, 1971

BOYDEN GYMNASIUM

BOYDEN HANDBALL & SQUASH
COURTS"

BOYDEN POOL-

WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION
POOL

BOYDEN BOWLING ALLEYS

BOYDEN WEIGHT TRAINING ROOM

CURRY HICKS TRACK JOGGING

Unavailable, due to final
examinations and registration

Monday through Friday
9 00 AM 4 30 PM

Monday throuah Fridav
12 Noon 3 30 PM Co Ed Swim

Friday Family Swim-"
7 00 PM 9 00 PM (Except Jan 1. 1970)

Monday through Friday
January 4 January 15
10 00 AM 10 30 PM
January 18 January 25

10 00 AM 4 30 PM
Monday through Friday
9 00 AM 4 30 PM

Monday through Friday
9:00 AM 4 00 PM

Reservations required at all times! Reservations must be made m person at the Equip
ment Window, located in the Boyden Lockerroom, starting at 9 00 AM No telephone or ad
vance reservations will be accepted
- Women are advised touse some form of non slipping footwear to and from lockerroom

••• Supply own towels and bathing suits. Parents must accompany children
•••• at 50c per line. Bowling shoes will be provided free upon presentation of student or
faculty staff l D Cards

Up Your Alley Boutique

5&A Main St.

(Next (s Aabaehsti Hardware)

Tremendous
Pre-Christmas Sale!

JEANS and PANTS
for GUYS and GIRLS

$499
Famous Men's Wear Maker

Values from $12 to $18

sPo>?ts SVlorT'Es
Sports Notices

HOLIDAY TOURNEY HOOP
TICKETS - Tickets for the

Springfield Hall of Fame
basketball tournament, in which
UMass will compete on Dec. 28, 29

and 30, are still on sale for the first

two dates (28th and 29th) in room
255 Boyden. The prices being

asked are $2 and $3. These tickets

will be available, should they last,

through Monday, Dec. 28 at 4:30

p.m. The ticket office may be able

to secure 200 tickets for the third

date of the tourney on either day,

tomorrow or later. Word of their

arrival will be printed here should

time permit it.

*****

B.U. HOOP TICKETS - The
Boyden ticket office has not

received any allocation of tickets

for the UMass-Boston University

basketball game of Jan 21.
*****

MSG HOOP TICKETS - Tickets

for Feb. 27's basketball game,
UMass vs. George Washington U.,

to be played at Madison Square
Garden in New York City have
been sent to the Boyden ticket

office, but as yet have not gotten

there. Once again, word of their

arrival will be made known in the

Collegian sports pages, should

time permit.
*****

THERE WILL BE no free play at

Boyden on Wednesday, December
23. The new schedule will take

effect on December 28.

*****

THE FAMILY SWIMMING
PROGRAM normally held on
Friday from 7-9 p.m in the WOPE
pool will not be available on

December 25 and January 1. The
program will resume on January 8.

Is our image
slipping?

Some people may have us
wrong. It's possible.

For instance, we Paulists

are known for the printed

and the spoken word. Books,
radio, and TV. The glamorous
world.

But there is another, bigger
world in which the Paulist

moves . . .

A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer

material and spiritual relief

to migrant workers.

An area known as East
Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."

A Newman Center on a

troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a

judge but an understanding
ear and a mediator.

Being a Paulist isn't easy.

Being a Paulist isn't glamorous.

It's better.

For more information on
Paulist priestly spirit write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, CS.P.
Vocation Director

^Paulist , -
cFatheig
Room 112

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 1
A019

(AP)-The one two punch of

UCLA and South Carolina con-

tinued to dominate the major
college basketball rankings, but
there was a wholesale juggling of

the rest of the field.

The Top Twenty basketball
teams; with first place votes and
total points on a 20-18-16-14-12-10-9

etc.

1. UCLA (26) 579

2. South Carolina (1) 498

3. Marquette (2) 452

4. Jacksonville( 1

)

396

5. Penn 268

6. So. Calif. 253

7. Kentucky 247

8. Kansas 229

9. Drake 220

10. Western Kentucky 185

11. Indiana 173

12. Tennessee 113

13. Villanova 89

14. Notre Dame 77

15. St. Bonaventure 48

16. Purdue 28

17. tie Oregon 25

North Carolina 25

19. St. John's, N.Y. 21

20. New Mexico State 20

LAS VEGAS <\P (Baltimore,
Oakland. Detroit and Minnesota
are favored to win this weekend's
National Football League playoff

games, Las Vegas oddsmaker
Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder said

Monday.
In Saturday's game, Baltimore

is a six point choice over Cincinnati

in their American Conference
semifinal while Detroit is picked
by three points over Dallas in a

National Conference semifinal.

Oakland gets the nod by seven
points over Miami in the other AFC
semi while Minnesota is a seven
points over San Francisco in the

other NFC semi, in Sunday games.
*****

Boston i AP)-A check of National

Hockey League records disclosed

Monday that the Boston Bruins'

eight consecutive victories

represents their longest winning

streak since the 1938-39 season, a

year in which the club won the

Stanley Cup.
The Bruins seek to keep their

streak going in a meeting with the
Red Wings Wednesday night in

Detroit

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY CMAWt

V (iemlni is very often late fur up- I.IliRA (Sept.
iiiiiiii ment * Itilt the wtiitinit is al

must worthwhile because of the wiile

NMMN of evuse* which are offered.

If mhi are lookiiiR for a precise inili-

\iilual, always on time, you are not
looking for Gemini. These persons are
(haneeahle and seldom adhere to

niiiiire. They like to make and break
their own rules.

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Ma-
iii.il affairs are subject to sudilt-n

change. Your public image also un-
.l.i tins somewhat of a radical tran-

sition. Friends now are eccentric and
~lillllli.ll ing.

TAUROl (April H - May 20): Your
routine is subject to quick change.
Appointments are made and cancelled.
1 me in authoritative position pulls

^iiin^s in erratic manner. Hold fast

In principles

C EMI XI (May 21 - June 20): Love
ma> show m.my tares You could be
i .night ill dilemma. Key is to know
when a relationship has run its

rtntrm. Applies to business area, too.

Ai l accordingly.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Mo-
ney to secure position, property is

spotlighted. You will have to deal
with third person. Turn on charm.
display independence without being ar-
nigant. Hreak through resistance.

LEO (July n - Aug. 22): Dispute
puacenilw relative could result in

short journey. Youi hopes, desires
.re subject to transformation. Trust
hunch. One who is insistent may ac-
tually be doubt-laden.
VIRGO (Aug. 2;i - Sept. 22): Fi-

ii.inces are not stable. But you could
click for profit — if unorthodox tac-
lldi »ra utilized. Sress the new. A
different approach now pays divi-
dends. Know this nnd act accordingly.

Oct. tt)i Cy-
cle hiuli: Uranus-moon conjunction in
.'mil sign creates attractive compell-
ing appearance. You are going places
and doing things. Personal magne-
t.sm sour*. You win major points.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - .Nov. 21): As-

sociation with hospital. Institution,
place of confinement is stressed. You
ne impatient. You tend to skip de-
tails. But do not overlook essentials
Time your maneuvers.
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):

Meddlesome relative may create some-
what of a problem. Key is to turn
nther cheek. It takes two to quarrel.
Maintain dignity. Friendly attitude
will bring desires home.
'APRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):

Individual with tools to help you makes
appearance. This is no time now for
modesty. Don't play down your po-
tential. Stare case in authoritative,
confident manner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2n - Feb. 18):

Your thoughts Jell: you put it all to-
gether. Results are highlighted. You
complete projects. You receive acco-
lade. Accent is on rewards for past
and current efforts.
PI«C!BS (FeK ]!» . March 2<'l : The

unknown Is featured. Don't expect
the expected. Unusual events lend spice
to your life. Accent willingness to
investigate, to dig deep for im
tion. You will be compensated.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have made domestic adjustment
You are learning the meaning of
meditation. Patience now is your great
ally. Recent physical setback will
prove temporary. You arc on yourway to remarkable comeback In many
a leas,

Copyright 1970, Gen Fea. Co '!
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FroshHostB&S,
Vie For Sixth Win

By STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

Sporting a 5-0 record, the Little

Redmen hoopsters face Bryant &
Stratton tonight at 6 p.m. The
fourth home contest for the fresh-

men will feature a 2-3 Bryant &
Stratton squad with two out-
standing performers.

Ted Hathaway and Tommy
Smith will lead the visitors into the
Cage tonight, and Hathaway, a
guard, has to his credit a 42 point
performance this season to
establish a school high.

In its five contests Bryant &
Stratton has faced Leicester, St.

Anselm's, Becker Junior College,

Dean Junior College, and Stonehill,

and have eme-ged victorious over
St. Anselm's, 67-46, and Dean

Junior College. As the sole means
of comparison, the UMass frosh
defeated St. Anselm's by a mark of

85-69, in their first game of the
year.

Averaging over 84 points a game,
the Bryant & Stratton squad has
broken the 100-point mark twice
this season. The Little Redmen
have averaged 83 points a game,
but have yielded only 60, while
their opponents have given up 80

points per fray.

The Liddle Redmen hope to

reproduce the 50% field goal

shooting that they have displayed

thus far, and smoother play in the

way of turnovers and fast breaks

will also be key factors for the

frosh in stopping Hathaway and
Smith.

Crossword Puzzle Ai.swer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Abstract being
4 Country of

Europe
9 High

mountain
12 Fabulous bird

13 King of birds
14 Confederate

general

15 Thoroughfare
17 Injury

19 Globe
2: Press for

payment
22 Barracuda
24 Goddess of

healing

26 Places

29 Conducted
30 Member of a

fraternal

society

32 Latin

conjunction
33 Sunburn
34 Offspring

35 Symbol for

tellurium

36 Sorrow for

sins

39 Chinese
pagoda

40 Allowance for

waste
41 Latin for

"God"
42 Ship

43 Man's
nickname

45 Go in

47 Sea nymph
50 Repast

53 Native metal

54 Putoff

56 Guido'f high
note

57 Marry

58 European
59 Noise

DOWN

1 Bitter vetch

2

3

4

5

Negative
Diatribe

Prophet

Fashioned
after

Symbol for

silver

Sick

Want
Places in line

Sign of

zodiac

Writing
implement

Dine

Girl's name
Hasten

Slumbered

Man's name
25 Abrogated

27 Sum
28 Move about

furtively

7

8

9

10

11

16

18

20

22

23

BE R E T

!E

[PRO P 5
B
A
C

ANA SJ A |er A T E
l| T 1 M E R A S
A.*! D 1 |v E 5 A P T

Eo T 1 CpUE A P s L

N A T A L 1- T o p WE R
E B O r7 5 T OA

P

A
1

M
R A T E S 5 u 1 r|s

L U R I D " t]rs E E
Alpi D El S OP O

L 1 R A s T A R S A
L

i
A 1 L O IR E N AME
N E ARTS D I ME Si

30 Obese
31 Man's

nickname
33 Name
37 Approached
38 Born
39 Twisted
42 Chicken
44 Wooden pins

46 Weary
47 At present
48 Before

Condensed
moisture
Man's name

52 Hurried
55 Symbol for

iron

49

51

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 2Z

( INTO THE TEETH OF
V T^E STORM'

'2 n

B. C. by Johnny hurt
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Harriers Narrowly Defeated By Brown, 58-51
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Kditor

Keeping a considerable number
of UMass students from taking an
early exit home for the traditional

holiday festivities is an 8 p.m.
basketball game at the Cage
tonight and one that could be a

good one as the undefeated Red-
man cagers tussle with a 5-2

Holstra University squad.

Although each of UMass' three

home contests thus far this year
nave been runaways for the
Kedmen I with UMass defeating St.

Anselm's 98-63, New Hampshire 89-

r>:5 and American International

( dllege 93 40-—for a lopsided
overall count of 280 points for and
only 156 points against at the

Cage), words of caution have
preceeded tonight's appearance of

the Flying Dutchmen.
Most of the concern has arisen

from the knowledge that Hofstra
owns a big win over Temple
University on the latter's home
court, an overtime affair whose
final count was 74-72. The
significance surrounding this

victory comes from the fact that it

was Temple's first home-floor loss

in 18 years. There is a qualifier to

this point, and that is that the Owls
play a lot of their home games at

the University of Pennsylvania's
Palestra, these tilts not being in-

cluded on the 18-year record.

outside of the Temple topple.

Hoftra's other four wins have come
against lesser knowns. The Flying
Dutchmen have outpointed Wilkes
College, 89-75. Southampton. 60-57.

Sacred Heart. 91-88, and Drexel
University, 74-61. Not many of

these decisions are impressive,

especially the ones over
Southampton and Sacred Heart.

Hoftra's losses have come to

Hider College, 79-73, and Akron, 75-

67. Hofstra is a Middle Atlantic

Conference team and currently

leads the eastern division of this

league with a 2-0 record.

The most interesting of the
Flying Dutchman starters is one
Quinas Brower, a 6'6 junior for-

ward from a familiar place,
Roosevelt, N.Y., home town of the
Redmen's Julius Erving. Brower
went to Roosevelt High School just

like Erving, and went out for the
school hoop squad just like Erving.
Unlike Erving, Brower didn't
make the team, getting cut by Ray
Wilson, nov one of UMass'
assistant basketball coaches.
Anyway, Brower has reversed

his basketball fortunes, has made
the Hofstra team, and is one of its

starters, currently averaging 11.9

points and 12.1 rebounds a game.
This guy is a good jumper and has
worked a lot with weights to build

up his strength. He will probably
perform the center taps for the
Dutchmen tonight.

The big pointmen for Hofstra are
Rich Link, a 6'6 senior forward,
and Dave Bell, a 6'8 junior center.

Link has had high-scoring nights of

29 and 27 against Rider and Temple
this winter. His average overall is

15 4 He is mostly noted for his

prowess on defense.

Bell is the number one Flying
Dutchman scorer. He averaged
20.5 points last season and is going
at a 18 ppg clip so far this year. His
best games have been 24 and 22

versus Rider and Drexel. A great
shooter, his field goal percentage

fiailg (toUrgtett
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of .584 was eighth best in the land
last year.

In the backcourt are juniors Bob
McKillop at 61. and Jim Pugh at
511. McKillop is an excellent
ballhandler who is averaging an
even 11 points thus far. Pugh is a
carbon copy of McKillop, except he
doesn't score as much. Rated
Hofstra s best dribbler in many
years, his scoring average is only
5.6.

A couple of other Flying Dut-
chmen who will see action are Al
Wolfson. a 6'3 sophomore guard,
and Tom Kelleher. a 6'4 junior
guard Both are averaging about
six points this campaign.

In countering Hofstra, UMass
will go with the starters that have
brought it this far along the un-
beaten path, that being front-
courters Chris Coffin, Ken Mathias
and Erving. and backcourters
John Betancourt and Mike
Pagliara.

, :

A DISQUALIFICATION AWAY-l Mass r—III Tom Pendleton
(left) and Kevin Filley (right) were denied victor) in the 50 vard
dash against Brown when the officials failed to disqualify a Bruin
runner who had apparently false started twice. (MDC photo b\ Bob
Mangiaratti)

By EARLE BARROLL
Staff Reporter

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - A split second decision in the 50 yard dash kept
the UMass track team out of the winners column for the second straight
week as the Redmen were defeated. 58-51. by Brown University here on
Saturday
The decision in question happened in the finals of the dash when it

appeared that a Brown sprinter had false started for his second time,
which should have resulted in his disqualification. However, it went
unnoticed by the Brown officials, who were the only ones at the meet who
didn't notice the false start, and it resulted in a ten-point difference thaf
would have given the Redmen a three-point victorv.

With Hofstra Tonight
arrine this roarh Kpn 0'Rri«»n Arcaro ant thp RpHmon nff »« o .... . .

^^ _Barring this, coach Ken O'Brien
was very pleased with the per-

formances of his trackmen. They
showed improvement over last

week's performances and stayed in

the meet all the way until the next
to last event, the mile relay, where
it took the heptagonal quarter mile
champ to overcome a Brown
deficit on the final leg to bring
about a Bruin victory.

Individually Ron Wayne, Rick
Barry, Larry Paulson, and Eddie
Arcaro turned in yeoman per-

formances for the Redmen.
Wayne turned in a gutsy triple,

winning the mile and two mile in

times of 4:23 and 9:29 and then
came back after the two-mile with
only a half hour's rest and ran a
1 :57 half mile on the third leg of the
victorious two-mile relay team.
Barry ran a difficult double,

coming in second in the two-mile in

9:32 and also coming back only a
half hour later to run a 2:01 half on
the second leg of the two-mile
relay.

Paulson finished second in the
mile in 4:24 and finished up the
meet anchoring the two-mile relay
team with a two minute flat half,

holding off a strong bid by his
Brown rival with a powerful
stretch run over the last quarter
mile.

Arcaro got the Redmen off to a
good start with a victory in the 35-

pound weight throw, and then
came back to take a second in the
shot with a toss of 49' 6".

Other winners for the Redmen
were Jim Graves in the hurdles,
Ed Shaughnessey in the high jump
and Dick Dyer in the long jump.
Graves defeated two Brown

hurdlers, who has previously not
been beaten by the opposition, in

posting his winning time of 5.9

seconds.

Shaughnessey jumped a per-
sonal best of 6'6" in his winning
performance, and Dyer leaped
21'4" in his first competition since
recovering from a leg injury

Those who performed well
although not winning were
Emerson Hiller who took third in

the pole vault, Bill Hackler, also
third in his event, the high jump,
and the three sprinters, Tony
Pendleton, Ron Harris, and Kevin
Filley, who came within a split

second of sweeping the dash
First places were fairly evenly

split between UMass and Brown as
the Redmen took seven firsts and
the Bruins six. The bulk of the
UMass points came in the
distances, the sprint, the jumps,
and the weight throws.

In freshman competition the

UMass frosh took Brown to the
final event, the two-mile relay,

before bowing, 56-52,to the Bruin
frosh.

The freshmen showed a
tremendous improvement over
last week's performance at Yale
and O Brien was very happy with
this.

Donald Hartford and Steve
Crimmins were double winners for
the frosh. Hartford taking the long
jump and pole vault and the latter
winning the hurdles and high jump.
Doug O'Connell and Rich

Sevigny finished one-two in the
mile, Mike Teasdale and Gene
CosteUo finished one-three in the
600, an d Roger Nasatka and Joe
Frontiero took two three in the
two-mile

1< asdale and CosteUo also ran
legs in the victorious mile, relav
team.

Both the varsity and the fresh-
men have over a month off before
their next scheduled dual meet
against Dartmouth on February
10. at Hanover. In between these
tricksters will be competing in
some of the major track meets in

the East, including the BAA in

Boston and the K of C meet in New
York City.

Frosh Pucksters Drop Fourth
Fall To Harvard In OT, 4-3

IOMTION (OLNTS-lMass hoopsters Charlie Peters (50) and
Hick \ogeley m> opposition their AIC opponents George
Kastnnak.s <:,<» and John OHara (30) for a rebound in last Friday
night s romp over the Yellow Jackets. Peters, in a substitute role
scored seven points and collected six rebounds. Vogeley has become
ti.e Kedmen i sixth man and has come in some crucial situations this
s ason most notably Yermont. and collected some key hoops and
..hounds in the Kedmans undefeated campaign. Tonight, UMass
plans host to the Flying Dutchmen of Hofstra in quest of its seventh
straight victory. The Redmen have won sixteen consecutive regular
m ..v m tilts and «ill set a new I Mass record with a victory tonight
(MIX photo by Gary Slickman)

UMass' freshman hockey team
lost its fourth game last Saturday,

but it came at the hands of a tough

Harvard frosh squad and in

overtime, 4-3. The loss gave the

Little Redmen a mark of 1-4.

Harvard's record moved up to 6-

as this freshman squad is con-

sidered to be among the best of its

kind in New England. In drawing
Harvard into overtime, UMass
played an excellent game.
At the end of the first period the

score was knotted at 1-1, the Little

Redman goal being scored by Jim
Lynch. In the second period, the

Harvard frosh pushed ahead by
two, 3-1. UMass had one answer in

this stanza, a Tony Lyons score on
assists by John Knox and Jim

Coleman.
Holding the strong Harvards

scoreless for the rest of regulation
play, UMass was able to tie things
up in the third period as Gene
Sullivan tipped in a Lynch slap
shot, and the contest was destined
for OT.
The overtime segment is ten

minutes long, and Harvard needed
nine minutes and six seconds of it

before it could notch the victory.
UMass coach Russell Kidd was

extremely pleased with his teams
performance and feels the team
will show definite improvement the
rest of the season as it has most of
its toughest opponents behind it.

About Saturday's Little Redman
performance, he commented,

"They played a real gutsy game,
the whole bunch of them."

Chick Rheault, UMass' goalie,
made 32 saves in this tilt, a very
good night. His rival, the Harvard
goalie, had 23 saves.

The undefeated Redman
basketball squad will be playing
in the Hall of Fame tournament
in Springfield beginning
December 28. A preview of
UMass possible opponents will
appear in tomorrow's MDC. Also
appearing will be brief looks at
UMass' intersession foes, Boston
U. and Providence.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Light snow,

changing to rain at

night. High's in the
lower 30's, warmer
and clear Thur-
sday.
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Senate Prexy Donahue

Named To Two UM Posts
Story, page three

MOVING OUT—UMass students by the thousands left campus Monday and yesterday, and by nightfall tonight the campus will

be nearly empty. But some students won't be going home for Christmas this year. For more on this story, see page three.

(MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

Howland Hits Co-Ed Decree
Details, page three
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Angela Davis Moved

To Calif. For Trial
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP) - Angela Davis, militant black intellectual

charged with murder and kidnaping, was taken toward California
Tuesday in a secrecy shrouded extradition flight from New York in a
California Air National Guard plane.

Hei destination, the heavily guarded Marin County Jail, is on the third
floor of the same rambling building where a Superior Court judge, two
convicts and an accomplice were shot dead last Aug 7 during an escape
attempt.

The state charges that Miss Davis, 26 year old former UCLA philosophy
instructor and avowed Communist, conspired in the plot and furnished all

four of the guns used in the break.
Arrested in a New York motel Oct. 13 with a male companion, she lost

her fight aeainst extradition Monday when U.S. Supreme Court Justice
John Harlan refused to intervene. Her return was arranged swiftlv and
with extreme security precautions.
She was removed from the Women's House of Detention in New York's

Greenwich Village at 3:05 a.m., EST and placed in one of a fleet of cars
containing law officers.

The cars drove off in different directions, apparently to confuse
possible pursuers. The car containing the prisoner went through the
Holland Tunnel under the Hudson River, where all westbound traffic has
been stopped.

It sped to McGuire Air Force Base, 12 miles from Trenton, N.J.
There the party boarded a four engine propeller plane of the California

Air National Guard, which took off at 5:30a.m., for the slow flight back to

California.

Alerted long before dawn, the Marin County Sheriff's office set up
elaborate precautions for her arrival.

A National Guard information officer in Sacramento said the flight was
made at the request of the Marin County district attorney's office but was
logged as a training flight.

Miss Davis and Ruchell Magee, 31, a San Quentin convict who was
wounded in the Aug. 7 gun battle, are under indictment for murder,
kidnaping and conspiracy.

Superior Court Judge Harold J. Haley, 65; convicts James D. McClain,
37, and William Christmas. 27, were killed in the attempted break from
Haley's courtroom, along with Jonathan Jackson, 17, who brought the
guns into the court Under California law, Miss Davis can be charged
even though not present at the scene.

-Problems Predicted For

18-Year-0ld Vote Law
By the Associated Press

Election officials in state after state said Monday they foresee
problems in the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling that 18 year olds may
vote in federal elections but that Congress has no power to order states
to lower the voting age. too.

One official predicted that separate elections would have to be held
for state and federal officials. Others said separate ballots would be
issued to the 18 year olds. Still others said action would be stepped up
to bring states in line with the federal law and thereby enable 18 year
olds to vote in all elections.

Many voter registrars said they would have to revise their records
so as to keep separate lists, one of voters eligible to vote in
presidential and congressional elections and the other list to be of
voters eligible to vote in state and local elections.
The Oregon Atty. Gen. Lee Johnson, who had argued before the U.S.

Supreme Court against lowering the voting age to 18, said: "Congress
has an obligation to rectify the imposition of an intolerable ad-
ministrative burden upon the states. As result of the court's decision,
states will now have to hold separate elections for national officials
and state and local officials...This will be administratively difficult
and will result in considerable cost to the taxpayers."
The high court upheld the provision of the 1970 Federal Voting

Rights Law giving the vote to 18 year olds in presidential and
congressional elections. But it said, tco, that Congress has no power to
order the states to allow 18 year olds to vote in state and local elec-
tions.

However, Oregon is one of the states that will try to bring its law into
conformity with the federal regulations. Secretary of State Clay
Myers said he will ask the legislature to ask for constitutional change
to permit 18 year olds to vote in all elections.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS
We ore now accepting applications for 1971 automobile
insurance

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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Office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on
the University campus, up code 01002. Phones are 545 2550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor).

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8, 1879 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub
scription rates are $7 50 per semester, $14 00 per year

IT AIN'T THERE—The now it's there, now it isn't saga continued this week, as the guard to the
Union's main gate was lifted. The Bear has disappeared and reappeared three times in the past three
years. (MDC photo by Steven H. Schmidt)

Manson Women Ousted From Court
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Charles

Manson's three women codefen-

dants at the Sharon Tate murder
trial were dragged from court

Tuesday, shouting and resisting

bailiffs, after interrupting closing

arguments. The prosecutor swore
and swung at one.

The second ejection of the day
for the three long haired young
women came at a session marked
by strengthened security
measures, and searching of

spectators and newsmen. Sheriff's

desputies declined comment on
reports the judge had received a
telephoned threat.

The three women had been
readmitted for the afternoon
session after being bounced for

disruptive conduct in the morning.
Defendant Leslie Van Houten

arose as Deputy Dist. Atty. Vincent
Bugliosi for the second day

reviewed testimony and evidence
for the jury. Facing jurors, the 20

year old brunette said: "Ladies
and gentlemen of the jury I have a
defense to put on."

'Wait a while, Wait a while. Wait
a while," Bugliosi shouted. "Take
the stand if you want to testify."

The judge ordered her out and" as
she left she shouted at the

prosecutor, Tvebeen trying to do
that take the stand and you know
it." The defense rested its case
without calling any witnesses.

When Bugliosi resumed,
discussing testimony by Barbara
Hoyt, a former member of Man-
son's hippie style family, defen-
dant Susan Atkins, 22 arose and
cried, "Ladies and gentlemen of
the jury, Barbara Hoyt is sup-

posed to have had LSD."
The judge ordered her out, but

she fought and kicked deputies,

flailing her arms. As she passed
Bugliosi's podium she reached for

his notes.

He swung his arm at her, not
connecting, and said: "You bitch."

After Bugliosi resumed for a
third time, defendant Patricia
Krenwinkel, 22, screamed at
spectators, "You people and your
greed have tried to make us a
product." As she was dragged out
by two bailiffs she yelled, "You
people are going to be eaten up by
your own lies,"

Manson, 36, ejected during the
morning session, did not return to
court in the afternoon.

The judge called attorneys to the
bench for a conference, then
Bugliosi resumed his argument
with the defendants listening \ia
loudspeaker in adjoining rooms.

Nixon Decision Due On Pollution
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon is expected to disclose soon
whether he will sign the toughest

air pollution bill ever passed by
Congress, a measure so sweeping
it could affect the life style of every
American.
The betting on Capitoi Hill seems

to be that Nixon will approve the

far reaching and politically

significant measure even though
he does not approve all of its many
provisions.

The protection of public health is

the guiding philosophy behind the
final version of the bill, finally

cleared by Congress last week.
The economic and technological

feasibility of achieving that goal
purposely has been given second
place at best.

Largely inspired by Sen. Ed-
mund S. Muskie, D Maine, with
many provisions requested by
Nixon, the bill has a set of legal

teeth that could cause the closing

of polluting factories, shut down
auto production lines, cause the

banning of cars from congested big

city areas and send willful

polluters of the air to jail.

It might even result in clean or
cleaner air-someday-hopefully in

this decade. The bill that is now at

the White House awaiting the
President's signature is the com-

promise product of a three month
long House Senate conference.

It goes further than the
President wanted in several
respects. The most significant of

these is the bill's most disputed
aspect: The setting of an absolute
five year or else deadline for the

production of the first clean cars,

automobiles that would emit 90 per
cent less noxious pollutants than
present new cars.

The bill allows a one year, once
only extension of the deadline to

Jan. 1, 1976 and orders that it be
granted only if the auto industry is

able to prove that after a good faith

effort, it has not been able to

produce the needed technology.

Fire Forces Evacuation
An overheated cable leading to a heating unit caused a smoldering fire

in the horse barn late last night forcing the evacuation of all the
Univers..y horses kept there.

UMass police and Amherst Fire Trucks responded to the minor blaze at
approximately 10:40 p.m. Amherst sent three engines.
The horses were lead to the adjacent Grinnell building during the

evacuation. Some of the horses were tied to the fence, where they stood
nervously with cold feet.

The fire was located in the crawl-cellar of the barn. Several rubber
buckets were utilized by three of the thinner firemen to douse the
smoldering hay and timbers.
The quick response of the police and fire units apparently prevented the

flame from bursting into a major blaze.

Most political observers believe
a presidential veto is unlikely on
legislation concerning so volatile a
political issue. Such a course would
result also in an explosive con-
frontation between the President
and Muskie, the Democrat who is

now the frontrunner to capture his
party's 1972 presidential
nomination.

The bill calls for spending about
$3 billion over three years to
finance the government's an-
tipollution drive and lend impetus
to state and local efforts. And it

gives weight to the effort to quell a
new kind of pollution of the air:

Noise.

''••'.
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including professional fitting at

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton

Donahue Named To Two UMass Posts

L

State Senator President
Maurice A. Donahue has ac-

cepted two positions at UMass-
Director of the new Institute for

Governmental Service, and
Commonwealth Professor of

Practical Politics-President

Robert C. Wood announced
today in Boston.

The appointment as Com-
monwealth Professor was made
on the recommendation of

Chancellor Oswald Tippo, and
Professor Glen Gordon,
chairman of the Department of

Government on behalf of the

Department. The Institute

directorship is a University-wide

appointment.

They become effective

January 15, 1971, after the

Holyoke Democrat's term as

Massachusetts Senate
President expires.

The University's Institute for

Governmental Service -unique

in the Commonwealth-has been

established to study and help

solve the problems of municipal

governments throughout the

State.

"Senate President Donahue
will bring to both positions a

lifetime of effective service and
practical experience in public

affairs, "President Wood stated.

"More important in my
judgment, however, are his

demonstrated interests in

changing and improving public

services, and his keen analytical

ability in making public policy

work These qualities assure an
effective marriage between
academic knowledge and
practical application that will

benefit the State and its

citizens," he said.

In announcing the creation of

the Institute, Dr. Wood, who was

named 17th President of the

University May 13, 1970, and
inaugurated earlier this month,
said, "Its principal purpose is to

help public officials in the

Commonwealth solve pressing

problems that now confront

them."
He emphasized that "Along

with its teaching and research
obligations, the University,
supported by state funds, must
make an effort to provide ser-

vices to the citizens of the state.

"The knowledge of the
University can be of great
benefit in aiding government
agencies in the development of

programs for better health,
welfare, transportation, and
environment," President Wood
said.

Plans for the Institute were
undertaken last year by a
Working Committee of the

Trustees, chaired by Robert
Gordon, with representatives
from the campuses. * The
proposal of the Committee was
approved by the UMass Board of

Trustees in August, 1970.

It will operate on a University-

wide basis. Apart from a core
staff, it will draw participants
from all three campuses in

Amherst, Boston and Worcester.
"I believe the Institute " can

focus the activities and interest

of members of the University in

serving the public," President
Wood said.

During his 20 years in the

Senate, Senator Donahue has
sponsored many major bills in

support of education that were
enacted. Among these: Willis-

Harrington Commission on
Education, establishment of the

UMass Boston campus and
Worcester Medical School, State

scholarships for needy students,

Commission to improve voc-
ational education, study
programs of urban school
systems, and extend educational
facilities in Massachusetts.

He holdp an A.B. from Holy
Cross College, and a Masters in

Education from Springfield
College. He has taught in the

Holyoke school system, and has
lectured extensively in high
schools, colleges and univer-

sities, and at educational and
governmental seminars.

Senator Donahue has served
as Representative from the 12th

Hampden District (1949-1950),

Senator from the 2nd Hampden
District (1951-Present), Senate
Majority Leader (1961-1965), and
Senate President (1965-

Present).

Howland Leads Campus Criticism

Of Board's Housing Decision
By RICHARD C. HANSON

Asst. News Editor

"One may contemplate whether the federal

government should continue to provide supportive

funds to a state institution which practices

discrimination according to sex and class (without

relationship to age)", said Atty. Richard M. Howland
yesterday in reaction to the Board of Trustees'

decision not to allow freshmen in Co-Ed dorms.

The Trustee action has caused considerable reac-

tion within the Amherst community, most of which

will be held in strict confidence. One top administrator

did point out however, that the Trustees Sub-

committee on Student Life, chaired by Mrs. Rowland,

did approve the freshmen co-ed proposal

unanimously, and that Mrs. Rowland stated publicly

after the vote last Monday, that she was "distressed"

about the Board's rejection. She is expected to bring

the motion to the Board again at a later date.

One administration source observed that the

meeting was well attended, giving the conservative

side of the Board a slight edge. "The two trustees not

present at the meeting were liberals ", the source said.

The Student Senate hired Howland found himself

"troubled" with the decision because of the "legal

implications of such segregation practiced by a duly

constituted State authority."

Howland questioned whether the Board is not in

violation of the "equal protection clause of the 14th

Amendment."
"The action of the Board of Trustees does not ap-

pear to me to be justifiable by any (legal) standard or

rigorous test, but rather seems to be motivated by
anachronistic and puritanical fears which are con-
sistent with neither the times, the culture nor the
present state of the law," Howland said, emphasizing
that the principles involved in the 14th amendment
mean "that each and every man and woman is en-
titled to being treated absolutely evenly with every
other person."

"It makes you wonder about the quality of an
educational institution that practices 18th century
moralistic segregation." Howland mused.
A usually reliable authority, said that the Board

may be a little inaccurate in their use of the term
"freshmen" in co-ed dorms. "The convention of using
the term freshmen for the entire first two semesters is

just a convention," he argued, "A student entering the

secohd semester of his college career is, should be
designated a ""former".

This, he pointed out, would allow students who have
been in the University one semester to live in a co-ed
dorm.
Student reaction to the vote was mixed but was

mostly unfavorable. "Not allowing freshmen in Co-ed
dorms is about the stupidest thing the trustees have
ever done" blasted one student who wished to remain
unidentified.

A head of residence in one of the Co-ed dorms of-

fered "the Trustees don't really understand the

problems facing a freshmen when he comes to the

University." The freshmen have to be allowed to

"develop" freely at the University.

New North Vietnam Prisoner List

Released To Senate Committee
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

North Vietnamese government
released Tuesday the closest thing

so far to an official accounting of

all American prisoners held

captive in their country.

The list, which Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D Mass., said was given

to his representative by North

Vietnamese diplomats in Paris,

contained 368 names of Americans
captive, dead or previously

released.

The list was supplied also to a

staff member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
making it the first time such in-

formation was given directly to

official representatives of the

United States government.
In the past, such lists have been

released through antiwar groups in

this country, and the government
has refused to accept them as

official.

Pentagon sources indicated the

latest listing, if authenticated upon
receipt here, might be considered

official.

The list, given to Washington
lawyer John E. Nolan Jr. , who flew

to Paris for Kennedy, and to James
G. Lowenstein. a staff member of

the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee sent by Chairman J W.
Fulbright, D Ark., apparently
contained no new names.

Cora Weiss, the America pacifist

through whom the earlier lists

have been released, said in New
York the new list contained the

same names as those given to her

last summer and in a supplement

last Nov. 13.

"The heavy news is that it s

final," said Mrs. Weiss, who said

she received a copy of the same list

given Nolan and Lowenstein.

EUROPE
Students International Summer Flights 1971

Fit. No. Route Depart Return Wits Price

I

019 Bos Lou -Bos 6/12 8/14 9 $199.00
029 Bos-Lon-Bos 6/20 8/27 10 $209.00
085 Bos Lou -Bos 7/6 9/7 8 $219.00
087 Bos-Lon-Bos 7/28 9/1S 6 $179.00

Open to 5 College students, faculty, staff &
immediate families.

*AI1 nonstop Boeing 707 jets
*$25 deposit will reserve seat
•cancellation privileges
•available through our office
Eurail & Britail passes, International ID cards. Inter
European Student Charter Flights, complete travel
information.

Contact: STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

Telephone: 617 536-7863

600 Foreign Students

Face UMass Holiday
There are 600 students at UMass who, unlike almosteverybody else on

campus, will not be traveling home to celebrate the holidays.

From 60 Countries

They are the 525 graduate and 75 undergraduate foreign student who
attend UMass from 60 different countries around the world.

Because many will be lonesome away f.*om family and relatives, the

UMass foreign student office has suggested that local families may want
to invite a foreign student to their home to share holiday companionship or

a festive meal.
"If some family or church or other group would like to invite one of our

students to their home, they can contact the foreign student office at

UMass. I know they would be delighted to accept," said Mrs. Ann Silva,

community relations coordinator for the foreign student office.

Prince House, which accomodates about 100 foreign students on the

campus, is a quiet and sometimes lonely place on Christmas Day, she
added.

The majority of foreign students at the university live off campus in

Amherst or in communities throughout Hampshire and Franklin
counties, according to Arthur Beatin, the UMass foreign student adviser.

Host Program
A host family program, where foreign students visit socially with

about 150 families in the area, recently staged a holiday party for student

but no other formal celebrations are planned, Mrs. Silba said.

For some of the students Christmas Day will be spent quietly in a

dormitory room reading a textbook or preparing for a final exam, she

added.
There is no international center at UMass and most facilities on the

campus are closed up tight during the vacation period until after the first

of the year.

The foreign student office also runs a "loan close" where foreign

students can borrow small appliances.

A number of foreign students have agreed to speak or present slide

shows about their native countries and even perform traditional music

of their land before club groups and schools, Mrs. Silva said. A foreign

students speakers bureau handles arrangements.

Mrs. Silva said many of the students would welcome the opportunity

to visit at an American home away from home during the holidays.

A 15 MILE RIDE TO SAVE!
FROM AMHEIST F0UOW IT. 9 TO WARE (APR0X.

15 MILES) TURN RIGHT ON RT. 32 WARE CENTER

..KAIS 1 MILE ON RT.I3J....50,000 S0.IET.I0E SAVINGSI

FAMOUS NAMES AT BIG
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N
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•BODY SHIRTS
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TAPES
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Silverman - Williams Report

Larry Make Fit

Three and a half years of listening to the stupid accent. Three and a half
years of puking every day. Three and a half years of listening to the
supercilious psuedo-sophisticates from Hatfield, Pittsfield, and Goshen.
Three and a half years of Western Massachusetts diarrhea.

» » • * •

The shack in Palmer is on the wrong side of the tracks. Inside the hero
squats, gazing away from the light boards and dreaming of the hour when
Margaret will have typed her last and Henry takes the pages to offset
upstairs.

This is the true American, the unpretentious family man putting in his
eight and then some. Master of the unseen art, he works while others
sleep. Pretension and make-believe is not his style; he's honest and
happy and proud. Western Massachusetts is not worthy of him.

« « *

The intellectuals among them come to the bucolic campus in Amherst.
They go ou» from the tobacco farms, the Caldor sales desks, and the
construction sites, to learn the trade in their new-found professions:
poultry management, fashion design, and general business. They are the
cream of the boondocks crop. They grew up listening to Harry Robator
and John Quill and their culture came from Frank Friedman. They laugh
at the cynical liberals from the big cities, sneering at the fact that they
can write as well as print.

They laugh at us, the cultured eltis from inside the 128 belt, the saviours
of Mother Massachusetts. They laugh. They, who live so close to New
York that they can't even pronounce "car'' correctly. Kevin White would
laugh them out of his office. Ted Kennedy refused to acknowledge their
existence.

And so they will sit this Christmas, eating a home-grown turkey while
the snow gets deeper and deeper around the house.
They are so stupid they eat yellow snow.

Ed Bryar>t

Take It Or Leave It

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23, WO
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Gotta get down to it, soldiers are gunning us down
Shoulda been done long ago
What if you knew her and saw her, lying dead on the
ground
How can you run when you know?

Neil Young
I get a strange feeling whenever I hear "Ohio" in

the Hatch. The song, concerning the slaying of four
students at Kent, is about last May, the Strike, most of
which I spent in the Union. I had never spent much
time in the Union before the Strike, so for a long while
the two, Union and Strike, were one in my mind. It

was as if, while sitting in the Hatch, someone had
taken amoment,immortalized it, and slipped it in as
background for the future. The Strike is over, that
seems clear; America has succeeded in quashing the
enthusiasm generated last May. A lot of people retain
the spirit, though, and the song gets played all the
time. With the buildings sandblasted, the Strike T-
shirts tucked away under sweaters and winter coats in

"he cold weather, the fall semester ending without a
single major disruption, "Ohio'' in the Hatch is the
last major reminder on the campus of those glorious
days when the campus came alive as it never had
before. If they take "Ohio" out of the jukebox, I hope
it's after June. 1972. I want it here at least as long as I

am.

ludicrous example, like the war in Vietnam, or the
very real, persistent level of people walking around
the campus in their own particular shells, I have tried
in whatever way I am able to encourage everyone to
get together with people. I've had some feedback this
semester that has been encouraging, at least on a
personal level. But what I try to say, Paul McCartney
said much better in his song, which just happens to be
my one favorite song. Listen to it again sometime
soon, and try to understand. Without love and un-
derstanding we can progress no further in the
development of human relations. The twentieth
century may be a wealth of technological progress
but in terms of human progress, we are trailing sorely
behind. When everyone is willing to accept, to salute
every other person's humanity, then we can as a race
feel proud. Until then, listen to the song, and see if it

doesn't say something to you.
**•****••*

And any time you feel the pain. Hey Jude. refrain
Don't carry the world upon your shoulders
For well you know that it's a fool, who plays it cool
By making his world a little colder—Paul McCartney
One problem we all encounter that I've tried to deal

with this semester has been the lack of good feelings
passing among people. Whether on the level of

To my friends, a thank you song, for being kind to me
—Livingston Taylor

Sunday night I found out that two of my good friends
were leaving school next semester. This did not shock
me too much, as I've grown used to seeing my friends
pack up and leave to look elsewhere for whatever thev
may be seeking. I'm sad at their loss, however for the
selfish reason that I will miss them beimj around I

hope they find whatever is missing here wiien they go
As for myself. I remain here, sometimes feeling in
control of my own search, sometimes feelings lost
unanchored, sustained only by a belief, or a rage
against the possibility of disbelief.
So long, Kindly Old Doc' Maloof. So long, Cindv

Frankenfield. I hope you'll come back to see me, and
more than that. I hope it's good wherever vou'eo
Peace

Louis DiMonaco

We All Hide In Different Places
This semester has resounded

with all the enthusiasm of a
enamel house . I'll say it again.
This semester has resounded with
all the enthusiasm of a charnel
house.

I'm well aware of the fact that
nostalgia turns to fantasy in a
matter of minutes, and that very
few people are interested in fan-
tasy unless, of course, it is their
own. But in spite of the bad name
of nostalgia lately, I would like to
publicly thank a few real people
who have made this semester, if

not genuinely nutrious, at least
digestible.

First I'd like to thank Peter for
not stepping on my toes and for
lending me five dollars, thus
making it unnecessary for me to
steal five dollars and spend ten
thousand dollars getting a contract
on him. And next, Mark for con-
tinually yet subtlely reminding me
that 1 have, pound for pound, the
looniest staff on the newspaper,
and for restoring my faith in
mankind by deciding to become a
rummy after graduation. And also
I'd like to thank Mark for not
writing his column tonight so I

have to fill in fourteen column
inches of this garbage. A thank
you goes out to Tony Granite for his
consistency and Art Buchwald for
always writing his own headlines,
even though they suck. Thanks to
Dave Williams for driving me back
from Bradley Field after spending
four days in Minniapolis, although
I'd like to kill him for driving to the
airport so I had to go to Min-
neapolis for four days. Also thanks
to Matt Tackeff and Carbuncle for
giving me two people I could fire.
Thanks to Arthur Musgrave for
allowing me to work more than two
hours on the Collegian. Thanks to
Rick Hansen for being there when I

needed someone to hit.

Thanks to Don Glickstein for
providing me with the means of
getting rid of a bad lunch, namely
Monday's editorial pages. And
thanks to Larry for giving me
something to wrap the remains of
the lunch in, namely Monday's
editorial pages.

Thanks to Carolyn for the
Leamington Motel and Maggie for

her all night sauna. Thanks to Jim
Gold for doing to Thursday's
breakfast what Don Glickstein
does to Monday's lunch. Thanks to
Cathie Perkins for good advice and
for not reading my play. Thanks to
Dr. Dick for smoking all of my
cigarettes, neglecting the poetry
page, bumbing me out in the Drug
Drop In Center, and for being a
really mellow friend. Thanks to
Don B. for insulting me and driving
me out of his condemned house,
Mike K. for forcing me to go to
Mexico, Jim C. and Jeff K. for
sanity in times of stress, Larry
Trillo for convincing me that one
man's madness is another man's

newspaper. Lance for listening,
Prof. O for really teaching French
well, a rare occurrence in the
French department, Prof. A. for
Kubal Kahn, Prof. R. for an ex-
cellent job on King Lear, to Len
and Joyce for a chance to relax and
for introducing me to Constant
Comment.

I used to think these things were
unimportant and I still think this
things are unimportant, but they
help pass the time. And I've
learned that time is a human plot
to hijack our one and only primal
sympathy.

ODE To The Collegian

Every morn at nine-oh-five
I shake my tired frame alive
And to some quiet post I strive

I read each line with baited breath
Pleasantly awaiting death
Chewing on my crystal meth
As I read todays Collegian.

It isn't that I hate the news
Or disagree with others views
I shudder that I'd dare refuse
To read the days Collegian.

I save the last page to the end
You see, the crossword is my friend
My senses I will try to mend
After reading the Collegian.

You really do a "bang-up" job
I guess I'm just "an effete snob"
As I burst into a aching sob
From rtading the Collegian.

There's but one thing that I could wish
To take the Dining Commons dish
Of rotten meat and smelly fish
And wrap it up in the Collegian.

K.V.M.

Campus Comment

Spears And
To the Editor:

As one of the persons involved in urging an inquiry

into the scandal at WFCR, I would appreciate an
opportunity to reply to Mr. Pascarelli's sneering
attack against us.

Before launching his attack, Mr. Pascareiii might
usefully have followed the elementary journalistic

practice of interviewing both parties to the dispute

and not just one. He might then have learned that the

only hatchet wielded was by Mr. Keenan in firing Fred
and Diana Calland, winners of national awards for

their work at WFCR. He might also have learned that

the hundreds upon hundreds of people who asked for a
reconsideration of the firing represented a cross-

section of the community, not the few "snobs" and
"intellectual elitists" he fancies, echoing the

benighted rhetoric of Spiro Agnew.
These people included students, teachers and ad

ministrators, workers, businessmen and housewives,

scientists, hippies and newspapermen, doctors and
ministers. All shared a concern for justice and an
appreciation of the high quality programming of

WFCR, created over the past four years largely by the

dedicated work of the Callands and an earlier station

manager Al Hulsen.

Failing to check his facts, Mr. Pascareiii was ap-

parently deceived by Mr. Keenan or some of his

employees into taking credit away from the Callands
for their accomplishments and transferring the

laurels to Mr. Keenan. Thus the editorialist implies

that with Mr. Keenan's arrival about a year ago,
wonderful changes were introduced (over the ob-

jections of the Callands) which greatly increased the

variety of the station's programs and appealed to

hitherto neglected sections of the community. During
the past year, we are told, "the station has offered

jazz programs, serious rock programs, children's

shows, in depth news programming." Indeed it did--

but all were introduced before Mr. Keenan arrived.

Permit me to correct the deception practiced on our
editor by citing some facts from which he was
discreetly protected. In jazz programming, the

Callands supplied us with the Real New Orleans
series, Marc Hanrez series, Bill Hasson's and Jim
Bourne's. In Rock, the Callands supplied us with
Cabbages & Kings and the Hunti-Pauli series. The
Callands also brought to the station the series entitled

Popular Music of the Sixties. In children's programs,
they offered the weekly Children's Hour. For in-depth

news, Fred Calland initiated the evening News Hour,
expanded the 10:30 news program, brought in the

Foreign Press Review and the Louis Lyons Newscast.
Moreover, as Director of Programming, Fred Calland
arranged for the nightly Jean Shepherd show, the BBC
World Theater, the satiric Goon Show. He obtained the

weekly program The Drum, a series especially

directed towards the black community. He also

enabled listeners to hear the concert by the Society of

Black Composers.
Diana Calland. as Production Manager, had among

her varied duties the production of the weekly
program Five-College Forum, which included
relevant information on public and cultural affairs.

She was also responsible for the program on Human
Sexuality, which is now being distributed nationally.
An impartial outsider (or a reporter who had not

had the facts kept from him) might conclude that the
Callands were indeed energeticaiiy engaged in trying
to serve the diverse interests of the community. All
they happened to insist on, out of respect for the public
and the ideals of public radio broadcasting, was that
the programs be of high quality. For this they would
seem to deserve commendation rather than censure.
As for the "Que Tal Amigos" series for Spanish

speaking listeners, Mr. Pascareiii was again ap-
parently misinformed by Mr. Keenan or some of his
employees that it was going off the air, and, by im-
plication, being driven off by the Callands. The con-
trary is true: Fred Calland labored manfully to get the
program funded initially and then to keep it funded.

Both the Callands, as part of their duties, and as
the only professional broadcasters at the station,

helped to train students and other personnel in the

demanding techniques of high-quality broadcasting.

They helped to train, for example, Arthur Cohen who
now, after less than a year and a half of experience at

the station, is replacing Mr. Calland in the major post

of Director of Programming. For Mr. Cohen ' to

allow a reporter to receive misinformation about the

Callands, besmirching their reputations, makes one
wonder (to say the least) about his sense of gratitude,
of Programming. For Mr. Cohen to allow a reporter to

receive misinformation about the Callands,
besmirching their reputations, makes one wonder (to

say the least) about his sense of gratitude.

Indeed the bedrock issue is not the firing of the
Callands, nor the heartless way in which that firing
was effected.

Nor is the issue the fact that Mr. Keenan had no
experience in public radio and had never managed a
radio station before. Nor is the issue the strange
compulsion which Mr. Keenan or some of his staff

apparently have to discredit the Callands andspread
ugly rumors about them. The bedrock issue is the fate

of a station which had been one of the best in the
country and had reflected credit on the University. In
the few months since the Callands were relieved of

their duties, the quality of the station's broadcasting
has declined in a variety of specific ways.

I doubt that Mr. Pascareiii was shown any
of the letters complaining of this rapid decline into

mediocrity. But if he doubts that such a deterioration

has occurred, then I challenge Mr. Keenan to poll the

listeners on the matter. The Committee for Fair Play
at WFCR will gladly pay all mailing expenses for such
a questionnaire, which could be prepared impartially

by the Faculty Senate Committee currently in-

vestigating the situation. I trust that the editor will

support this effort to discover the public's real

opinion.

Respectfully,

Arnold Silver

Associate Professor

& Co-Chairman of Committee
For Fair Play at WFCR

Give Yourself A Lift

Rejoice, Rejoice

To The Editor:

On Thursday evening I received a phone call from my academic ad-
visor informing me that the faculty had voted me out of the clinical

psychology graduate program. I respect their position to the same extent
that I respect the boorishness of a pig, the whitoness of chalkdust, and the
divinity of a spiritual master, and wish to utilize this forum as an avenue
of clarification to my friends and students who are daily analyzing the
psychic impact of ivory tower scholasticism upon their holy life styles of

loving.

The reason given me was a "fundamental disagreement between my
conception and style of clinical intervention and those of the faculty." In

making their decision, as I was informed, the faculty reaffirmed their

favorable evaluation of my skill at completing research, my performance
at a level of professional intellectual adequacy, and my intuitive sen-

sitivity to clinical problems and what is really happening between people
behind all the bullshit.

Two examples of this disagreement were cited me over the phone: 1.

last year I invited a model who was paid to serve as a patient in a training

session to picture the ghost of his dead father in an empty chair, and 2.

this year I invited the clinical faculty to themselves experience a modeof
therapy under discussion at a clinical case conference by actively

assuming the roles of therapist and patient.

At issue is not my professional adequacy but rather how I interact with

people. I am very direct. So much so that people who have encountered
me know that I don't take any bullshit and therefore frighten a lot of

people who come to me with the intent of mutual ego masturbation. If I

weren't so up front in all my relations I would not be so successful in the

Gestalt therapy sessions that I lead at my commune and at school under
the auspices of the Integral Yoga Institute, whose faculty advisor and
Hatha Yoga instructor I have been appointed.

Ergo, Q.E.D., if you are an up-front Yogic Gestalt therapist ready to

confront anybody and everybody including your teachers then you are
assuming a modus vivendi which is not only "in fundamental
disagreement" with the graduate program in clinical psychology but

which probably also scares the shit out of it because it reflects to them the

perfectly paradoxical reality that they are unable to themselves lead the

lives of liberation which they have through their societal roles of healers
nominally assumed to guide others in how to lerd. My dismissal from the

program is a constipated excuse put forward by the faculty in lieu of

talking with me directly and facing themselves squarely by meeting the

demands I have placed upon them to be real when with me. They did not
accept my invitation to be personally present to discuss my evaluation,
and the only power with which they can manipulate students, viz., the
bestowal of the Ph.D. of fame and power to shit on other people's heads,
has been null and void with me ever since I tasted the honey of

Enlightenment from Swami Satchidananda and other great living saints
this summer.
Once I realized that liberation was more together and worthy than a

Ph.D. I realized that I had no external enemy in the entire universe ex-
cept my own potential for evil. I am eternally thankful for this lesson in

Being, and hope that others who learn of my story, without any crappy
pretenses at martyrdom, may in some way learn how to better deal with
the crisis of conforming their life styles to harmonize with the power of

love and truth which the hallucinary idols of preposterously powerless
mis-educational institutions have farted on our heads. In Gestalt
therapy, as soon as you work through a crucial split in awareness, you
open up to the beautiful vision that your "problem" is an illusion. Would
that all the poor students getting diarrhea over finals could realize that
we are living in the most spiritually advanced moment in the history of

man. If you have eyes and ears you will easily see that in two years the
University will not be functioning, society will not be functioning, the
weather and the polar ice caps and the axis-tilt of our planet will not be
functioning. The political crisis in our nation and the ecological crisis of

our planet are all blessings in disguise to warn us of the insolubility of

Truth. How can I worry about losing the Ph.D. when the grace of infinite

Truth and Love is showering upon us all right here and now?
I rejoice, I rejoice, for I have no choice.

OM SHANTHI
Sudharman Gene Sherman

104 Belchertown Road, Amherst
253-9608

To The Editor:

There is one great disadvantage to living in one of

the Southwest towers - the elevators. One or more of

the elevators in Coolidge breakdown at least once a

week. When they are all operating they often operate

poorly, stopping between floors or not stopping at the

floors at all. For a few days one week, one of the

elevators was stopping halfway between the lobby and
the second floor, causing its occupants to jump four

feet to the floor.

Not only are the elevators an inconvenience, but are
also sometimes a hazard. Two Saturdays ago, as one
of the elevators approached the ground, we all heard a

hissing sound and looked around to find flames

shooting out of the control box. Luckily the doors

opened, but what would have happened if they nad not

opened, and the flames did not stop? If I had been

standing back a few inches, I would have gotten burnt.

Three elevators for about 648 residents is bad

enough, but when the elevators do not work or are not

even safe to be in, it is a lot worse.

All the elevators in the towers get a great deal of use

and therefore should constantly be checked out. A
good time to start is during Christmas vacation when
noone will be in the towers. We should not have to

think twice before stepping into an elevator.

Nancy Babcock
1306 Coolidge

You Lose Some, You Win Some

To The Editor:

Do you suppose that, through your columns, a word
of appreciation might be given to at least two students
- one, "Sandy" by name - who last Thursday night,

December 10, came to the rescue of an accident victim
in the garage area of the Murray-Lincoln Center.
These two young people offered very prompt and

knowledgeable assistance to a person who had fallen

in the garage. They alerted the right people, provided

an escort to the Infirmary, and generally brought

order out of confusion.

It was the feeling of the visiting group of

professional people from Northampton that these

young people are perhaps truly representative of the

majority of students at the University who never get

any publicity, either good or poor.

Dorathea M. Nagel
(The accident victim)
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UMass News Roundup

UMass Researcher Heads UMass Pollution Team
Prof. Bernard B. Berger.

director of the UMass Water
Resources Research Center, is

serving as moderator of the

Connecticut River Basin
Citizens Review Committee.

The committee's job is to

conduct an independent citizens

review of the massive Report of

the Coordinating Committee for

the Connecticut River Basin, a
nine-volume comprehensive
study of the 11,250 square mile

basin, together with a plan of

development for the water and
related land resources.

Six years in the doing, the
study is a product of federal,

state and regional represen-
tatives working cooperatively
under the broad supervision of

the coordinating committee.
Establishment of a citizens
committee to review the huge
study was first proposed by
Congressman Silvio Conte of
Pittsfield.

The group includes 28 men and
women representing a cross-

section of interests in the four-

state river basin. The group and
its subcommittees are now
holding periodic review
meetings which are open to the

public. Target date for com-
pletion of the review is Feb. 1,

1971.
*****

Weed control researchers
from the University will present

the results of their research at

the 25th annual meeting of the

Northeastern Weed Society Jan.

6-8 in New York City.

The participants from the

University are Robert M.
Devlin, Robert W. Yaklich, D.E.
Robinson, Jonas Vengris, JR.
Havis, and Dean W. Wiegers.
Devlin and Yaklich are from the

Cranberry Research Station in

East Wareham, Havis and
Vengris are from the depart-
ment of plant and soil sciences
faculty, Robinson is a graduate
research assistant and Wiegers
is a former UMass graduate
student.

*****

Dr. Dario Politella of UMass
has been named to a three-year
term on the Committee on
Education for Journalism of the

national Association for

Education in Journalism. The
committee, ten nationally-

recognized journalism
educators, will cooperate with

representatives of the American
Newspaper Publishers
Association in establishing new
standards of education for

journalists. Dr. Politella

teaches writing for the mass
media and acts as consultant to

the student publications staffs of

UMass, including the MDC.

Dr. Caxton C. Foster,
professor of computer science at
the University, is the author of
"Computer Architecture," a
new book in the Van Nostiand
Reinhold company's Computer
Science Series.

The 220-page volume begins
with four chapters of general
background in the field, then
turns to a detailed consideration
of computer design aspects and
problems. The two final

chapters are concerned with
some of the nonstandard ap-

proaches to computer ar-

chitecture.

Dr. Foster has been a com
puter scientist at the University
of Michigan and the Goodyear
Aerospace Corp. He directed the

design of UMASS (Unlimited
Machine Access from Scattered
Sites), the time-sharing system
for the UMass-Amherst CDC
3600 computer.

*****

Professor George E. Kirk of
the UMass history department
will give the Joe Patterson
Smith Lecture at Illinois College
in Jacksonville in April.

His talk will be "Arab
Nationalism and Israel, 1960-

1970." Professor Kirk, director

of graduate studies in the UMass
history department, did his

graduate work at Cambridge
University. He teaches courses
in ancient history and Islamic
civilization.

*****

Dr. Lester C. Van Atta has
been named associate dean for

research ,and professor of
electrical engineering at UMass

according to Dr. Kenneth G.
Picha, dean of the UMass School
of Engineering.

The former assistant director
of National Aeronautical and
Space Administration's Elec-
tronics Research Center in

Cambridge, Dr. Van Atta
received his M.S. degree from
Reed College in Portland, and
Ph.D. from Washington
University.

An extensive researcher in the
areas of high voltage
engineering, antennas and
microwave components and
systems, he has been affiliated

with such institutions as
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the Naval Research
Laboratory, Lockheed Missiles
and Space Co., and Hughes
Aircraft Co. microwave
laboratory.

More recently Dr. Van Atta
has been studying the ap-
plication of science and
technology to environmental
problems. He has been an ad-

junct professor at UMass in the

electrical engineering depart-
ment since 1969.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PH. Artec,
Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, Utah speakers!
LT'i, 8 tracks and other necessities.

Amherst Audio. tf 12-23

SNOW TIRES, low prices top qua-
lity, cash and carry . KT Factory
Tires Outlet, Cowls Road, No, Am-
herst, barn behind Mike's Cafe.

tf!2-23

Noi.j ;ttO Tap*- Deck, 3 heads, good
cond., $173 new. Call Bob S46-6629

tf 12-83

Pair of Lang Pro Ski Boots, S3
year's model, only used once, size

8'i which Is food for 9V3 -

lo". foot, equally $114, will sell for
Ik- : offer. Call Diana 6-8092 tf12-23

2 KI.H spkrs 180, firm — Hco
stereo tuner and amp, $40 ea. Mushy
call 253-3192. tf!2-23

True Temper skis, fiberglass with
new Nevada toe and heel $128, $240
value, 1 set Scott poles, new $10., 1

pair I ante Flo Stan, boots, $aM,
•Jm 0>/2 , fits up to 10%, call Lou at
519-1311 - 846-2860. tf!2 23

GE sound system, 60 watts, peak
power, separate speakers, am-fm re-
ceiver ear-phones, fifty albums, In-
rlud. Harrison's latest, all for $228,
$350 value. Leaving country, most
sell. Jim OX, 288-6881. tfl»-2a

Christmas puppies, pure bred bor-
drr collies, Intelligent hardy $4*
233-5292

.

tf!2-23

"FOR SALE— AUTOS
Must s; 11 to buy Xmas presents:

1904 Pontlac Catallna. Reasonably
priced. Call Karl 849-6849. tf12-23

Leaving country, must sacrifice
19*0 MGB cony, excel, cond., low
mileage, asking $2160. Call 1-268-

3363 after 6. tf12-23

uirls. Will have own room,
have car. Call Mary 649-6625.

Mast
12-23

SERVICES
Amherst Audio servloes stereo osnv

pooents, tape decks for hone or oar,
19] No. Pleasant St. 286-8133.

m$-t$
Enjoy your vacations, your week-

ends, your week nights. I'll type
and/or revise anything written for
yon. Theses tt*)< Professional serv-
ice Reasonable prtoes. 684-6811

tfis-es

WANTED
Radio control model airplane en-

thuslasts needed to help organise
campus club. Call evenings 283-2002.

,

tf!2-23

Juniors and Seniors earn $2 - $2.50
hour, compiling simplified tax re-
turns prior experience not required
bnt helpful. Call Mr. Tick at 286-
«619 , tf!2-23

Wanted part-time secretary for en-
vironment student group (CEQ) next
semeser, $£/hr., 17 hrs./wk. Open
to anyone. Apply Immediately In
Student Activities, Campus Center.M6-2361. tfl2-23

ROOMMATES WANTED

Roommates wanted! -Tan. to May
SUI per month Includes utilities. Call
after 7, 6C5-3034. l?.g3

FOR RENT
Pioneer Valley Apt., Sunderland,

two bedroom, 6 miles from Campus,
available Jan. 1, $145 mo. Call 665-
:tll3 anytime. tfl2-23

One furnished room, 3 miles from
I'M $60.00 a month, kitchen privi-
leges if desired. Call 649-3764.

tf 12-23

5 Room Cottage on Lake Metaco-
niet in Belchertown, no more than 2
people allowed. $160 per month. Call
Awhfleld 628-4401. tfl2-23
Room for rent In Puffton Village,

available on January 1, 1971. Rf„t
approx. 70 per mo. For additional
Information call 649-6696. tf12-23

To sublet for Jan., 1 bedroom apt.
Puffton Vll. $166/mo. Come or leave
message at No. 353. 12-23

PERSONAL
Chr.'s James quit playing with my

mind. Please contact me. JM 6-8906
12-23

RIDE WANTED

Roommate wanted
lage. Call 546-6020.

Puffton VII-

tfl2-23

Walk to campus, share our house.
nun bedroom $90 per month for
two. Call Ron "Wright 549-3871 (eve-
nings) males and/or females. 12-23

Wanted — 2 roommates (m, f) to
share house in Leverett with three

Ride to Miami or vicinity needed
for 3 girts around Jan. 15. Please
caU 549-6043 If you can help.

m2-23

FURNISHED ROOMS
-

COLONY MOTEL — Bt 5, Whate-
ly 6U--2O08 November 1 - March 31;
2 pe,.,le, $100 month, 1 person $75
':-""» U-*3

Allen Heads

White House Panel
Dean of the School of Education,

Dwight Allen, has been a par-
ticipant in the White House Con-
ference on Children this past
week, and was chairman of the
forum, "Confronting Myths of
Education"

As the Conference ended. Time
magazine ran a profile on the Dean
and the UMass-Amherst School of

Education.

The Conference on Education
has been held every 10 years since
the administration of Theodore
Roosevelt.

This year, major discussions
centered around the establishment
of day care centers and a "child
advocate" to act as a protection-
type agency for children. Allen's
own forum discussed the creation
of "alternative", innovative
schools in every American school
svstem.

"Frenzy at UMass", the title of

Time's article, appeared in the
December 21 issue in the
Education section. It gave a brief

background of Dr. Allen's life and
a history of the changes that he
brought to the ed school in

Amherst.

Generally favorable, Time does
however say that the School of Ed
is currently showing "signs of

tripping into some of the in-

tellectual vacuity that marked its

pre-Allen days." The story also
mentions that this past summer,
the State Auditor's Office found
discrepancies in the School's
bookkeeping. The article ends by
quoting an anonymous professor.
"Dwight Allen promises more than
he can deliver...but he always
delivers more than you expect."

Up Your Alley Boutique

56*72 Main St.

(Next to Aubuchon Hardware)

Tremendous
Pre-Christmas Sale!

JEANS and PANTS
for GUYS and GIRLS

$4^9
Famous Men's Wear Maker

Values from $12 to $18

Co^d^^ 7*o ^er

JUST 2 SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT,,. HURRY?

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-in Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

N otices
EDUCATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY:

12 new members were inducted last Thur
sday evening

PINNING:
Sharon Wiles, 71 of Crabtree to Fran

Paquette, 72 of Hamlin

W i^K -»<*r*
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Amherst-Northampton Joint Planner Urged
city planner with off H it shnrwi ;»c „i« ...:»u >.„ ^...j ..._. .... .. . r, __.._ MmSharing a city planner with off it it shared its planner withNorthampton and-or having Northampton.

UMass of pay half the cost of a
planner were two possibilities

discussed this week at an Amherst
Planning Board meeting.

He stated that if the Board
followed this suggestion, it would
be able to hire a more competent
planner. He also reminded the

Ted Bacon, member of the board that it should keep the door
Board, said that because of the open for consultations with the
rapidly growing population in the University as to how that in-
area, it would be appropriate for stitution might be able to help pay
the University to exert some the cost of hiring a planner
responsibility for the funding of
planning in the town.

He said the University was
partly responsible for the large
growth in the Amherst population.

The University should pay about
50 per cent of the cost of hiring

planners for the area, he stated.

Should Cooperate
"The University should

cooperate with the towns and not

necessarily tell them what to do,"
Bacon said.

Mrs. Nancy Eddy agreed, saying
that any planner regardless of who
paid him, ultimately should be
responsible to the town.
Regarding a $10,000 allocation

for the services of a part-time
professional planner, Bacon said
Amherst probably would be better

Students

Sign Pact

With Hanoi
PARIS (AP)-An American

student delegation just returned
from Hanoi said yesterday it had
signed a joint declaration of peace
and solidarity with student
organizations in North Vietnam
and South Vietnam. The students
hope to use it for antiwar sentiment
in the United States.

The delegation included 15 from
Washington, Oregon and New
Hampshire. It traveled under the

auspices of the United States
National Student Association.

David Ifshin, former student
body president at Syracuse
University, said the delegation was
organized to carry out a mandate
from the August congress of the
organization to explore the
possibilities of a "peace treaty"
with Vietnamese students.

The students arrived in Hanoi
Dec. 4 and returned to Paris
Monday. One of them, Douglas
Hostetter of the New School for

Social Research in New York City,

went to Saigon for eight days and
later joined the other students in

Hanoi. Out of the total, there have
returned to the United States. Ten
of the students appeared at the

news conference to explain what
they had accomplished.
Ifshin said in a statement: "As a

result of our discussions we have
reached agreement on the terms
for peace in Vietnam and we have
declared that we are not at war.
"Although precise contents of

the declaration will not be released
until a national youth conference
in the first weekend in February,
we would like to announce now that

all parties agreed that the most
basic preconditions for peace are a
commitment to the complete with-

drawal of all U.S. forces, and with-

drawal of support from the
illegitimate Thieu Ky Khiem
regime.

These conditions must be met
before peace, independence, self-

determination and sovereign
neutrality can be restored to the

people of South Vietnam."
These conditions are the same as

the demands of the North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong delegations

at the Paris peace talks to get

negotiations started. They refuse

to deal with President Nguyen Van
Thieu, Vice President Nguyen Cao
Ky and Premier Tran Thien
Khiem.
The students said they did not go

to the sites of recent American
rocket attacks in the Hanoi area
and did not ask to visit any
prisoners of war.

Ifshin said they "felt the prisoner

issue had been raised by the United
States as a diversionary issue. . .We
went to Vietnam to end the war so
the prisoners can come home."

The $10,000 allocation for the
services of a professional planner
on a part-time basis was one of two
charges from the original 1971

departmental budget.
The first change was $4,000 to

$2,000 for professional consulting
services. Some members of the
board argued that more
professional services were needed
since the board has lost some of its

staff.

Create Committee
Bacon suggested to the board

that it should create a regional
planning committee.

He stated that the Connecticut
Valley region is already ap-
proaching such regional planning,
and cited the example of the Mill
Valley sewage project, which
includes Amherst, Hadley and
Pelham.
Whitney, chairman of the

Planning Board, stated that the
1970 final budget had called for

expenditures totaling $8,310.

Since the estimated final ex-
penditures for 1970 total only
$7,543.75, this leaves the board with
about $800 as yet not spent.
Whit' j proposed that this $800

surplu . be spent for the services of
Charles Downe, who has informed
the Planning Board that he will be
pleased to work on subdivision
control regulations.

Charles Downe was hired by the
board to do the master plan in 1969.

Downe is planning tentatively on
doing the proposed assignment, and
will require a fee of $800 to $1 ,000.

Bacon made a motion
that the board use its remaining
funds for 1970 to hire Charles
Downe to revise the subdivision
control regulations as necessary.

No Opposition
The motion was approved with

no opposing votes. Whitney stated
that he would write to Downe about
this assignment.
Also present at the meeting were

Edward T. Waskiewicz and Miss
Catherine Pylypetz, who requested
i ezoning of their properties on the
northeast corner of University
Drive and Northampton Rd. from
neighborhood residence to limited
business. Waskiewicz and Miss
Pylypetz complained that the
planned extension ci University
Drive to Snell St. will isolate their
respective properties and will

deny them easy access to Nor-
thampton Rd. and University
Drive.

Waskiewicz remarked that, after
the traffic lights and traffic island
were established at the in-

tersection of University Drive and
Northampton Rd., he would have
only 10 to 12 feet of property left in
front of his home.
Waskiewicz said that the

Department of Public Works had
informed him that the agency
wanted to insure that people would
enter traffic streams only ac-
cording to traffic patterns, and not
from across the corner.

This regulation will make access
to the main thoroughfares very
difficult for Waskiewicz and Miss
Pylypetz.

Whitney moved that the board
look into the matter of drawing up
a petition to ameliorate the
situation facing the two residents.
The motion was approved.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAKR

The Taurus individual la more sensi-
tive than is apparent on the surface
Vou ret your way with these persons
l>y beint diplomatic. If you use forc«-
>ou ask for and receive plenty of op-
position. The Taurus native is fortu-
nate in a financial sense for Hms*
!>orn under Aries. Those born under
Capricorn find the Taurus person ph>-
m rally attractive. Some famous peo-
ple born under Taurus Include Glenn
Ford, Barbra .Streisand anil Orson
Welles.
ARIES (March 21 - April 10): Em-

phasis on financial transactions. You
have more responsibility. Others rely
on your Judgment. Time for superfi-
cial attitude is finshed. Facts are on
the line. Pace them. Act accordingly
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Be

positive of legal arrangements. Other-
wise you Invite delay and needless
expense. Improve public relations. Be
aware of Image. Mate or business
partner needs and deserves more at-
tention.

GdSMINI (May 21 - June 20): New
prospects are highlighted. Maintain
steady pace. Avoid excess. Accent on
how you handle Job opportunity. In
personal area diplomatic approach
serves best with Taurus relative.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22) : Good

lunar aspect highlights creative ef-
forts, love, relations with children.
Tender, loving care Is requisite. As-
sociate seeks your advice. Give It;

avoid overbearing attitude.

LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Obstacle
may be Illusory. Proceed with confi-
dence. Tou can expand acquisitions.
Build for future security. Avoid one
who Is careless — with your money.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Bo

tidy In sense that you pull loose ends
together. Be willing to square accounts
Depend upon yourself. Others are apt
to be at loose ends. Know this and
act accordingly.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Be
fair and you will be rewarded. Means
a little giving will result in plenty of
receiving. Message will be clear.
Throw off foolish Inhibitions. Tou ar<>

playing game of life.

SCORPIO ((Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Tou
come to life In more ways than one— and more so than usual. Key is

to find method. Organize energies. Dis
cover constructive outlet.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Discard the superficial. Look deep
within yourself. Answers will bv
forthcoming. One who is moody may
actually be trying to tell you some
thing. Mysery could be resolved.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Don't permit false pride to block pro
gress. A friend could provide key
Permit associate to help you organize
special drive, project which has hu
manltarian goal. Be selfish for over
ail good.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Eccentric notions could be costly
Avoid brush with professional supe
riors. Some who should feel secure
may resent acta of Independence. Tou
are going to make some solid advanc-
es.

PISCES CFeb. 19 - March 20): Rely
on Inspirational drive to get out oC
trloky situation. Negativism now will
insure defeat. Positive thought, ac-
tion pulls chestnuts out of hot area.
Proceed accordingly.
IF TODAT IS TOUR BIRTHDAY

It is time you learned to work crea-
tively with others. As of now, begin
to think In terms of pleasing loved
ones. Gift list should be designed to
eliminate outmoded feuds. Tou've had
your fill of being lonely, neurotic ami
self-sacrificing. Tou now can push
open a door to greater fulfillment.
Welcome ch.-nce for happiness. If sin-
gle, marriage Is on horizon.

Copyright 1970. Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Seize

5 Collection of

facts

8 Grate harshly

upon

12 Ceremony

13 Seed
container

14 Girls name

15 Manager

17 Conceited

18 Hereditary

factors

19 Sea nymphs

21 Gratuity

23 Prefix: not

24 Arabian
garment

27 Accused

32 Genus of

frogs

34 Lubricate

35 Comfort
36 Inflammatory

swelling

39 Church
bench

40 Also
41 Pinch
43 African

apes
47 Spruce

(colloq.)

51 Comb, form:

pertaining

to soil

52 Harvesters

54 Devastate

55 Vast age
56 Merriment
57 Prefix:

along with

58 River in

Scotland
59 Prophet

DOWN

1 Intoxicating

liquor

2 Mature

3 Solar disk

4 Bnmlesshat
5 Likety

6 Midday
7 Heart

stimulant

8 Exact

satisfaction for

9 Turkish
regiment

10 Skidded
11 Shallow

vessels

16 A continent

20 French for

"king"
22 Extended
24 Part of circle

25 Exclamation
of disgust

26 Southern
blackbird

28 Inlet

29 Short sleep

30 Compass point

31 Condensed
moisture

33 City in

Pennsylvania

37 Cry of derision

38 One of

Columbus's
ships

42 Sharp pains

43 Brewer's yeast

12

15

18

32

36

43

51

54

57

44 45

5'3

16

19

22 ?T?2T

33 m
40

27

37

34

52

55

58

28

46

41

W
53

44 Chills and fever

45 British (abbr.)

46 Plumlike fruit

48 Prefix: distant

49 Woody plant

50 River in

Belgium
53 Compass

point

1

20

W
38

47

m

8

14

17

35

-^
42

56

59

29

39

48
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Redman Cagers Are 7-0 After Topping Hofsta, 87-60
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Overcoming a listless first half,

l Mass romped to its seventh
consecutive basketball victory, at

the Cage last night, over Hofstra,

87-60, in an unusual game played
before 4000 onlookers. The Redmen
are unbeaten while Hoftstra now
stands at 5-3.

Sails (Mbgtan
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BOX SCORE

UMASS G F P HOFSTRA G F P

Erving 9 9 27 Kelliher 6 4 16

Coffin 4 3 11 Pelts

Mathias 3 1 7 Bell 3 5 11

Betancourt 10 20 Pugh 3 3 9

Pagliara 7 2 16 McKillop 1 2

Greeley Doyle 1 1

Vogeley 1 2 4 Wolfson 3 4 10

Peters 1 2 Brower
Dempsey Link 3 2 8

Austin Ingram 1 7

Totals 35 17 87 Totals 21 18 6!'

Unusual it was, too, in many
ways. Hofstra, in its trip from New
York lost a few ball players on the

way, among them starters Rich
Link and Quinas Brower. These
two forwards didn't appear until 12

minutes had elapsed in the game
and didn't see any action until the

second half. As it turned out, they

should have stayed home.

Under these circumstances, the

Flying Dutchmen had only three

regular starters on the court at

gametime. Despite this disad-

vantage, Hofstra played a tough,

slow game and kept UMass
somewhat under control. When
Link and Brower finally entered

the lineup, the Redmen heated up
and turned a low scoring nail-biter

into a Redman breeze.

Much of the credit for this one
must go to the fine UMass back-

court of Mike Pagliara and John
Betancourt. The junior aces
combined for 36 points, 28 of which
came in the crucial second half.

They ran the offense extremely
well, leading the Redman fast

break and setting up their team-
mates numerous times for easy

hoops underneath.

Up front for UMass, Julius

Erving and Ken Mathias were
outstanding. Erving had another

excellent night garnering 27 points

and 17 rebounds, while Mathias

scored seven points and dominated
the boards for a period in the

second half, finally finishing with

12 rebounds.

The first half was tight all the

way. Despite lacking height and
experience up front, the Flying

Dutchmen played a calm cool first

stanza, simply biding their time.

They opened up a five-point bulge

early, 10-5, behind the inside work
of center Dave Bell and Tom
Kelliher.

The Redmen began to liven up as

Erving made his presence felt with

five straight points to knot the

count at 12:42, but the spirited

Dutchmen kept plugging away.
Kelliher connected on two more
hoops, and field general Jim Pugh
added a 15-footer as Hofstra tried to

pull away once more . But once

again, UMass' junior co-captain

took control and the Redmen took

the lead for good, 19-18, on two
Erving charity tosses.

But it wasn t that easy Although
the Redmen held onto the lead,

they were unable to extend it as

Kelliher annoyingly continued his

inside scoring. By halftime,

Hofstra trailed by only six, 34-28.

With Link and Brower moving in

the second half, things looked bad
for UMass. Betancourt and
Pagliara got hot hands and
Mathias controlled the boards and
the Redmen just ran away with it.

By the 12:11 mark, UMass led by

sixteen, 55-3f, and it jus* kept

building. T'.e fast break was
working \> perfection as the

Redmen picked up layup after

layup against the hapless Dut-

chmen press.

ABOVE THE CROWD—UMass' Julius Erving (32) goes the

highest of anyone for this tap-up attempt in action from last night's

87-60 Redman win over Hofstra. Also in the photo are (1-r) Rich

Vogeley (UM), Tom Kelleher (H). Bob Pelis (H), Ken Mathias

(UM) and Dave Bell (H). (MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

With substitutes playing the final

five minutes, the lead continued to

build, and at the final buzzer the
undefeated Redmen were vic-

torious again, 87-60.

LAYUP LINES - In yet another
oddity, Hofstra, the visiting team,
was dressed in white, the
customary color for the home club.

This was due to a loss of equip-
ment...Once again, the Redmen

shot well from the floor as they hit

for 58.3% to a poor 38.9% for

Hofstra. UMass dominated the

boards again too, this time winning
the battle 44-26.... Erving had nine

assists to go with his other stats. ..It

was the 500th win in Redman
basketball history and the
seventeenth straight regular
season victory.

Freshman Hoopsters Edge B&S, 57-56
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Staff Reporter
For 28 seconds the UMass fresh

man basketball team played
fantastic defense to hold on to a

slim 57-56 edge and come away
with a victory over Bryant and
Stratum in the Cage last night. The
win boosted UMass' record to 6-0

while Brvant and Stratton dropped
to 2-4.

With 2:37 left in the game Rick
Fitino hit a 20-foot jump shot to put

the UMass frosh in the lead 56-55.

Both teams then traded free

throws to make the score 57-56 with

a little over a minute left in the
game. UMass then went into a four
corner offense, but with 28 seconds
left a pass went astray, and Bryant
and Stratton had the ball with a
chance to pull out a victory.

After a time out, UMass came
out with a full court press and
played real tight defense for the
final 28 seconds, forcing Bryant
and Stratton into a desperation
shot that bounced off the rim and
into the corner. There was a
scramble for the ball as the buzzer
sounded. The referee, standing
over the play, waved his arms

indicating that no foul had been
committed. And the game was
over.

In the first four minutes of the

game Bryant and Stratton raced

out to an 11-2 lead paced by 6'3

forward Ted Hathaway and 6'

guard Tony Smith. All UMass
could muster during this stretch

was a corner shot by Pitino.

Led by Pete Trow and Art Levine
the Little Redmen fought their way
back into the game and tied it up
21-21 with 6: 21 to go in the half. But
the key play during this span came
with 14:07 left. UMass was down

by six points. Al Skinner grabbed a

defensive rebound and dribbled up
the court to his right. He then

threw a jump pass to Pitino at the

top of key who slapped the ball

underneath to Art Levine. Levine

put in a beautiful reverse layup
and was fouled. The 6'5 forward
converted the three-point play to

pull the Little Redmen within three

points. 10-13.

High scorer for the game was
Hathaway for Bryant and Stratton

with 28 points. Levine led UMass
with 19 points; Pitino had 14. John
Olson led all rebounders with 14.

The real highlight of the game
though was the Bryant and
Stratton cheerleading corps, which
reminded one of one's high school
days.

BOX SCORE
UMASS 3 F P Bry't & Strat. G F P
Levine
Skinner
Olson
Pitir-o

Trow
McHugh

Total

19 Hathawa/
7 Campbell
8 Frazier
14 Franklin
9 Sm ith

Mason
Mc I ntosh

12

1 1

3 1

23 11 57 Total

4 28

3

7

4 1 13

1 1 3

1 2

24 8 56

Some Big Games In Store For UMass: Tourney, BU And PC

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Although most UMass in-

tercollegiate teams will be inactive

for the next five weeks or so, the

Redman basketball squad will play

either four or five games, one of

which looms very important.

The UMass cagers will be one of

the eight entrees in the First An-

nual Hall of Fame Holiday
Basketball Tournament to be held

in Springfield next Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday (Dec.

28th, 29th and 30th).

In the first round, or day, they

will face B'airfield University.

Should UMass defeat the Stags, it

will play at least two more games
in the tourney, moving into the

semi-final round on day two, and
the championship round or the

consolation round (to decide the

third and fourth place teams) on

DEC.28
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TOURNEY TABLE—Above is the three-day diagram of the Hall of

Fame Tournament, as concerns how the winners can progress from

the first round (Dec. 28) to the title game (Dec. 30). On Dec. 28, the

Valparaiso- L.I.U. game will start at 1 p.m., the A.I.C.—Colgate

game will start at 3 p.m., the St. Michael's-Springfield game will

start at 7 p.m. and the UMass-Fairfield game will start at 9 p.m. On

Dec. 9, the game represented by the lower box will start at 7 p.m.,

while the game represented by the upper box will start at 9 p.m. On

Dec. 30 the title game will start at 9 p.m.

the 30th., or third day.

If the Redmen lose to Fairfield,

they'll play again, against one of

the other three first-round losers.

Should they lose again here, they

will be eliminated. However,
should they win, they will be given

a shot at fifth place in the final

tourney standings.

This is a double elimination

tourney. The champion will have

to have won all three of its games,

the runnerup will be 2-1, the third

place team will also be 2-1, the

fourth place team will be 1-2, the

fifth place team 2-1, the sixth place

team 1-2, and the seventh and
eighth place teams both 0-2. The
latter two teams will be the only

ones to play just two games. A
tourney table on how the winners

can progress to the title game can

be found elsewhere on this page.

After the Hall of Fame affair, the

Redmen take time off for exams,
but during intercession they have a

tough contest against Boston
University away on Jan. 21 and
what could be a super game (the

one that looms very important)

versus Providence College at

Providence on Jan. 23.

Provided UMass plays in three

tournament bits, it will have had
five more games under its belt

before returning to the Cage, and
its home fandom, for a tussle with

Fordham on Jan. 2.

The following is a round-up of the

teams UMass will have to en-

counter in the next few weeks,
including Fairfield, BU and PC.
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY:

The Redmen's opening round
opponent in the Springfield classic,

the Stags have a 1-3 record which
they will take with them when they

face UMass. The three Fairfield

losses have been to strong op-

ponents Boston College 59-56,

Providence 84-54, and St. Joseph's

College 89-67. Top Stags include 6'6

senior Mark Frazer, the captain,

and 6'2 sophomore George Groom.
The coach of Fairfield is Fred
Barakat, in his first year.

THE OTHER SEVEN TEAMS
IN THE HALL OF FAME
TOURNEY: Colgate University,

Long Island University,
Springfield College (which UMass
defeated last year 82-76, and one
which the Redmen play on Feb.

16), St. Michael's College,

Valparaiso University and
American International College

(which UMass has already beaten
this season, 93-40, on Dec. 18).

BOSTON UNIVERSITY: Here
is a team the Redmen really

outpointed last winter, 103-68, at

the Cage. BU's record is presently
1-3 as it has really missed the play
of graduates Jim Hayes and Marty
Schoepfer. All of the Terrier
returnees are non-double-figure

scorers, they being Bob Mc-
Namara, Rich Taylor and Tom
Taylor. BU has a couple of fine

sophs in Jim Garvin, a 67 guy who
averaged 20 rebounds as a fresh-

man, and Vic Gathers, a 5'10

guard. Boston U. was expected to

get off to a slow start, but its talent

should push it towards im-
provement over the second half.

The Terriers will be tough on their

home floor. BU is coached by
Charles Luce, in his fifth year.

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE:

Here's the big game, against the

team that may hold the number
one ranking in New England when
the Redmen arrive at Alumni Hall
to face these potent Friars. Still

the number one basketball name in

N.E., PC hit bad times for a couple
of years, but the Friars appear to

be back to their old form, one that

saw them consistently win over 20

games a year and receive ip-

vitations to post-season tour-
naments. Back from last cam-
paign's 14-11 PC unit are these
names, Jim Larranaga, Ray
Johnson, Vic Collucci, Don Lewis
and Gary Wilkins. Each of these
five averaged in double figures a
year ago, with Larranaga s 16.3

leading the pack. Add to these
veterans a group of promising
sophomores up from a 21-3 frosh
squad. They are Ernie
DiGregorio, Fran Costello, Nehru
King and Charlie Crawford.
Currently PC's mark is 5-1.

DiGregorio is currently the top
Friar scorer with a 16.8 average.
Providence is coached by Dave
Gavitt, in his second year.

• * « • «

To say the least, these four or
five games represent an important
segment of the season for the 7-0

Redmen as they look to repeat last
year's rise to the top of the
N.E.college basketball circle. Out
of all the games though, that
Providence tilt should be really
something.
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READY FOK AC T.OVOne of the new Northeast norms opened its doors to students for the first time yesterday. More more, see storv on

page two. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)
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New Grid Coach Named* Hoopsters Stand Ac 11-1

See pages 13-20
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First Northeast Dorm
Finally Opens Door

STANDING HIGH <>\ l\SMA\ LANE, the dorm is a semester

late in opening. IMOC pholo t» Ste\e Schmidt)

Black Quits Georgia Post

Because of Tokenism
ATLANTA. iAP» An

educator who took a $10,000 per

year salarv cut to become the

highest ranking Neg'-o in Georgia

state government says he once quit

a state job because it was just

tokenism
"

in those days in the North,

said Dr Tom Jenkins. 43. "they

had a few of these little token jobs

to pass around That was in

Massachusetts

I got one and didn't like the

feeling I quit after six months I

think they called me deputy

research commissioner"

Jenkins, vice president of

Georgia State University, was

sworn in Monday as a $22,300 per

year member of the Pardons and

Paroles Board for a seven year

term
He was appointed by Gov

Jimmy Carter, who has promised

to wipe out discrimination in

Georgia Carter succeeded Lester

Maddox as governor earlier this

month

i hope to help the governor

break ground," said Jenkins in an

interview Tuesday i may be

wrong but I believe we deliberate

too long on things " He said he is

aggressive and believes in

moving."
Jenkins mother is a retired

elevator operator and his father is

a waiter He was raised in Hun

tington. W Va and Boston and

worked as a railroad redcap while

attending Boston University Law

School
Jenkins-dean of the law school of

Florida A&M at the age of 28.

President of Albany State College

in Georgia at 39-says appointment

of a Negro to the paroles board was

long overdue

Of the 8.448 inmates in Georgia

prisons. 5,174 of them are black

The board on which Jenkins will

sit paroled 1.342 persons during the

lait fiscal year and 759 of them

were black Georgia's black

population exceeds two million

Bus Service Boosted

ByANNESTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

William If. Cashin Hall, the first

of three towers to comprise the

new Northeast residence halls,

opened its doors to 468 students this

week, according to H.J. Littletield.

Duet-tor of Planning.

-This is the first step in creating

a different tvpe of residence hall."

he said, it is part of a planning

program to enlarge the number of

options available to students."

The three towers collectively

will house 1.404 students. Lit-

tletield said. He added that con-

struction would be completed on

the remaining dorms prior to the

Fall 1971 semester

Architect John Carl Warnecke

designed the complex in

collaboration with the building

committee, appointed from the

University community. Littlefield

explained

The total cost will amount to over

ten million dollars, he continued.

He added that the construction was

funded by the UMass Building

Authority.

Dedication ceremonies, in honor

of the late William II. Cashin. will

be held at an as yet unspecified

date, he said Cashin. who died in

i%9 was a former trustee and

member of the UMass Building

Author itv. according to Richard

Shanor of the UMass News Office.

Basically, the dorm differs from

the present dormitories in the

physical components of its set-up,

Littlefield explained. He said the

clusters of single and double rooms

are a radical change from the

usual double room pattern, as is

the student/lounge ratio.

By design kitchen facilities

were not included i.i the suites,"

Littlefield continued He said the

buildings were located to allow

students to use the North Com-

mons
North Commons did not have a

sufficient number of residents to

use the service to its fullest

capacity previously, it was ex-

plained Littlefield added that it is

not mandatory for students in the

new dorm to buy meal tickets,

however
He commented that plans for

future dorms to be built in the

same style but with a kitchen in

place of one of the bedrooms in the

suite were set aside because of

inflationary costs

No parking facilities are

available at the new dorm, ac-

cording to students.

it was anticipated that parking

plans would have to wait until the

completion of the North Pleasant

East Pleasant connection road."

Littlefield answered

He added that parking would

••Getting the bathrooms into the suites was a problem." said

planning director Jack Littlefield. but everything is •*«"••»!
dorm s first residents have moved in. (MDC photo by Gib Y ullerton

»

probably be expanded behind the

School of Education, but said that

he didn't know when
Declining to comment on what he

would have done differently in the

dorm. Littlefield preferred to wait

for the students' reactions He did

say that he felt the suites were a

fundamentally good arrangement.

In planning there were certain

aspects to keep under con-

sideration once the building

committee placed the suite

arrangement as number one

priority. Littlefield explained.

The total area had to be limited,

he said He outlined the problems

concerned with student versus

overall square footage.

He mentioned that bedroom

space had to be reduced to allow

for the living and bathroom areas

Priority trade offs in which the

floor lounges were eliminated

account for the major differences

in the programmed areas of the

dorm as compared to the present

dorms, he added
Another consideration was to

keep costs in line, Littlefield

continued. He said the plumbing

for the bathrooms ran high in

costs.

Getting the bathrooms in each of

the suites was another important

aspect, said Littlefield.

in the future we must find even

more alternatives," Littlefield

projected. He said that more

•different'" dorms should and

would be built to offer a greater

choice to the students

He offered smaller dorms,

apartments, or house like

fraternities or sorrorities as

examples of possibilities

"We can also take existing

residence halls and develope

different life styles in them,"

Littlefield continued "We can take

and change options within the

dorms we have."

• The Five College Co-ordinating

Board has announced increased

weekend bus service in the Five

College area for second semester

on a trial basis, beginning Friday

January 29. 1971.

Additional runs have been

scheduled to alleviate the over-

crowding on the first and last runs

that developed on Friday and

Saturday of first semester, ac-

cording to Cheryl Winter, Vice-

chairman of the co-ordinating

board
Buses will leave Smith College

and Mt Holyoke at 7, 8, 10. 12 pm
and 1 am on Fridays, and at 2, 5, 7.

8, 10. 12 pm and l am on Saturdays

Arrival at UMass will be at

twenty minutes past the hour and

departure from the Waiting Station

across ffom Morrill Science

Center will be at twenty five

minutes past

The additional service is being

funded bv $3600 collectively

contributed by four of the five

schools involved, said Miss

Winter Hampshire College was

not approached for funds, she

explained.

"What students don't realize is

that money from their student

activities fees pays for the bus

service, and they should take

advantage of it," stressed Miss

Winter
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MONTREAL <AP>- Paul Rose, on trial for murder

m Canada's first political kidnap-killing, chose

Tuesday to act as his own lawyer and argue in support

of a motion to quash the charges against hirn

It contends that a fair trial is impossible because of

news coverage of events surrounding Octobers

political kidnaping crisis, particularly the coroner s

mquest on the strangling Oct 17 of Pierre Laporte,

the Quebec labor minister

Representatives of Montreal news media were sent

subpoenas ordering them to appear with copies of

their newspapers or tape recordings of broadcasts

made in the first week of January.

The motion, drafted for Rose by jailed lawyer

Robert Lemieux, contends that widespread publicity

had made it "absolutely impossible" to select an

impartial jury to give the accused a fair trial

At the morning session Tuesday, Rose decided to act

in his own defense, but with lawyer Pierre Clou'.er as

an adviser "to teach me the language and the rules of

Cloutier a bearded and longhaired young lawyer

who wore sunglasses in court, agreed to act as Rose s

adviser and immediately asked permission to sit

beside him in the prisoners dock

Permission was refused, but Justice Marcel Nichols

said he could sit in a chair beside the dock. Prosecutor

Jacques Ducros added office space would be made

available so the two men could consult privately

Rose picked his legal adviser after another fruitless

attempt to get Lemieux to represent him.

Justice Nichols ruled Monday that the detention of

Lemieux, who awaits trial Feb. 1 on charges of

seditious conspiracy and membership in the outlawed

Quebec Liberation Front, renders him unavailable as

q leivvvcr

The judge explained the ruling again, and at one

point asked Rose not to try his patience.

"Don't you think you're trying mine?" Rose

retored. "I've been held incommunicado for two

weeks. Your patience is short."

Nichols then pressed Rose to choose a lawyer or

proceed alone, and Rose singled out Cloutier.

Rose and three other men are charged with non

capital murder and kidnaping-both punishable by life

imprisonment-in the Laporte strangling. The Crown is

proceeding first with the murder charge against

Rose, a 210 pound former teacher

Being held for trial Feb 8 are Jacques Rose, 23

brother of Paul; Francis Simard, 23, and Bernard

Lortie, 19.

Admin. CC Move Stalled
By RICHARD C HANSON

Asst. News Editor

An administration attempt to

acquire office space on the 9th

floor of the Campus Center for

the President and the

Secretary of the University

was stalled by the Student

Union Governing Board, after

administration spokesman
David Clay tried to initiate the

acquisition during Christmas

vacation.

Originally. Clay had been

attempting to find the space to

house the office of new
system's wide Treasurer,

Kenneth Johnson. The
Executive Committee of the

SUG Board (Student Union

Governing Board ) decided in a

specal meeting on January 6th

to reject "any plan which

would have the Treasurer's

office move to the Campus
Center."

The Exec Committee, in a

letter to Chancellor Tippo,

dated January eighth, said that

the decision not to welcome

Johnson to the CC was due, in

part, to the space limitations of

the CC, moreover, the Com-

mittee found -particularly

objectionable" the proposed
• presence of Mr Johnson".

because of what they

characterized as -strained

relations with the student body

over a number of issues."

"...there are other ad-

ministrative officers whose

presence in the Campus Center

is more desirable, i.e. Dean of

Students Office," the Com-

mittee added.

The full Governing Board

was called to an "emergency

meeting" by President Betty

Pugh on January 10. At that

meeting Clay, who is special

assistant to the Chancellor,

told the Board that the ad-

ministration wanted to place

President Wood's Amherst

office and the Secretary's

office in the Campus Center,

instead of the Treasurer.

At the January 10 meeting.

Clay explained the ad-

ministration's position and

pointed out to the Board that

-legally, the Governing Board

can only act as an "advisory"

body and that its decisions

could be "overruled by the

Chancellor, by the President

and bv the Board of Trustees.

This attitude, on the part of

Clay, concerned the members

of the Governing Board deeply

Betty Pugh told the MDC that

Clay's referral to the Board as

an
*

advisory" group raised

questions about "what power

the Board has

SLG BOARD PRESIDENT
Betty Pugh called the con-

troversy a "communications

breakdown." and said she

hoped the whole situation

would be cleared up soon.

i MIX photo by Steve Sch-

midt)

Miss Pugh claimed that the

Administration had known that

they needed the additional

office space since "last July
'

She called the whole con

troversv "just a matter of

communication" lOno section

ut the transcript from the

January 10 meeting with Clay

tells why the administration

didn't bring up the matter to

the Governing Board directly,

before students had gone home

for vacation Clay, who
allegedly contacted the

manager of the Campus Center

before the students of the

Board were back from

Christmas vacation, explained

that he "had considered calling

Betty (Pugh) during the

vacation to tell her that these

discussions were underway")

As it was the members of the

SUG Board only heard rumors

of the Treasurer's proposed

move.
At the January 10 meeting

the Board went "on record" by

rejecting the use of the Campus

Center "for Administrative

offices'' and claimed op-

position to the use of any

student funded space for

University Administrative

Junctions.

The Board "informed" Clay

that "should the University

Administration desire to

furthur request space in the

Campus Center, the proper

channel of approach is the

Space Allocation Committee of

the Student Union/Campus

(enter Governing Board."

The administration took the

Board's advice and on January

15, Clay met with members of

the Space Allocation Com-

mittee in the Whitmore Coffee

Shop at which time the Com-

mittee passed a motion which

would "table administrative

requests for ninth floor office

space until such time as

eligibility for such space is

clarified." This motion will be

presented to the next full

Governing Board meeting to be

held this Thursday night.

January 28.

The Administration is not

expected to succeed in their

attempts to find space in the

Campus Center because of

what Governing Board

member Larry Woods claimed

was the low priority for

outside groups", which the

administration qualifies as

•Student groups have

number one priority ", ex-

plained Woods, "the ad-

ministration would fit into the

number fon/Viority group
"

A Governing Board Finance

Committee meeting, which had

been scheduled for last night in

Whitmore to decide how much

the Administration would pay

ii the\ were to use the Campua
Center office space. was

cancelled lor undisclosed

reasons

Job Market Is Down,
ButOpeningsStill Exist

No one ii Wring anybody* "Unleai you** or better forget the

getting a good ml-' Kinploynu.nl recruiters are jus going

;Ui» m"motion* "The Macement Service ia interceted m helping

onTeng neeS and scientists The* and other like comments can be

heard rom those near graduation who aspire to portion* they fed are

m,m their unJvanrity education AI ol these statements are

talse

In National Ratings

Grad School Fares Well

Howevei the present year d

present a much different job

market from the past decadi

ording to the placement office

1
1 is no question but that

employment ia down, the demand

i<>i college graduate! is not what it

u>, been, hut jobs are available

n though m less numlx-r- I t

one large linn who interviewed

about to 000 students to hire 886

graduates in 1969. about 10.500 to

hire Ml in 1970. hopes to interview

only about aJM this year to obtain

425 graduates >

The same firm stated "bright

new college graduates does not

necessarily mean only those with

high grade point averages we

employ graduates from the full

range"
In 1969 and 1970 about 535 em-

ployers scheduled recruiting dates

at UMass and about 80 of these

cancelled their dates for a variety

of reasons This year to date only

338 employers scheduled

recruiting dates at the University

and 61 of these have cancelled,

most of whom cited poor economic

conditions and low need for new

employees as the reasons. In-

cluded in the above figures are 67

school systems who have

scheduled recruiting visits to the

University of Massachusetts for

this vear versus 146 the previous

vear indicating that the market for

new teachers has fallen con-

siderably also.

Yet employers are hiring people

in all ranges of academic endeavor

albeit not in the quant.tes of

yesteryear. What does

for those wno work at the job ol

netting a job. tor those who have

been counseled concerning career

plans, tor those a ho read the

voluminous career literature

available in the Placement

Beading Boom as well as in the

I inversus Library and depart

ment libraries, and lor those who

know what they want to do within

the range of what i> ..callable, and

for those w ho take advantage of the

on campus interview

Seniors and graduate students

who plan to complete their studies

should make sure that credentials

are on file in the placement office

regardless of future plans, be it

marriage, military service,

graduate school, job. or whatever

We cannot help you if you have not

made the effort to talk with the

placement staff, discuss your

career plans, and generally take

advantage of our services.

Undergraduates, too, are en-

couraged to visit the placement

office to discuss future plans and

possibilities, to read about careers,

to learn what jobs have been at-

tained by previous graduates in

their discipline

While guaranteeing positions for

no one, the placement office can

provide you with career literature,

career counsel, career

requirements, current job market

information, teacher certification,

actual referrals to employers, on

campus employment interviews,

plus a complete file of graduate

school catalogues and graduate

school requirements, and also

information concerning certain
yesteryear What

_

doesJ p

'

rerequis,te examinations such as

mean for the stud
^
n
i7,?n means the Federal Service Entrance

^*!22^onnc^ttSS^rl! Examination, and other Federal.

See News Happen?

Call 5-2550

The l Maaa Graduate Sen

tared extremely well •» nal

wide ratings of graduate programs

conducted bj the American

Council on Educatia rdingto

port released m Washingtoi

I'll.

oftheUnive

[, j,
among

. country tare being

judged to be among the toptwentj

departments in their res|

fields These were the Pt> D

program In German ottered

cooperative!) with Amherst Ml

Holyoke, and Smith Colleges, and

the program in botany, one «>i the

oldest in the University

Also listed as Mipcriot Ph D

programs and the year the> were

ibliahed were English and

hiatory, ttlt; government. I960;

psychology, 1953; sociology. 1961.

human development. Mt; en-

tomology. 1902; microbiology and

molecuiar biology. 1914.

physiology and chemistry. lHlo.

population biology and zoology

1956; geology. 1961. and

mathematics. 1965

The report, based on a survey of

130 institutions offering graduate

studies leading to the doctorate,

was written by Kenneth D Koose

Vice President of the ACE and

former dean at the University of

Pennsylvania, and Charles J

Anderson.
According to Graduate Dean

Mortimer H Appley. when the last

such survey was made five years

ago only four of the University's

doctoral" programs were included

These were in bacteriology-

microbiology, entomology,

psychology, and zoology Each of

these programs received a higher

rating in this year's survey.

••Much of the improvement

reflected in the report is at

tributable to the recruiting of

highly qualified faculty, par

ticularly In the last few years The

University has grown in reputation

as well as in size as scholars have

been attracted to the faculty from

all over the world." Dean Appley

said. . .

Although pleased with the high

ratings obtained by the Umversitv

of Massachusetts. Dean Appley

expressed some concern that the

ratings are not sufficiently current

to reflect the rapid, recent im

provements at the University In

the 18 months that it took to

prepare the report, the I Diver-

sity's programs have improved to

vl point wiieie many other

departments might well have

higher ratings

ih. i m.is> Graduate School

permanent!) established in ihi^.

when it vas still Massachusetts

NU..I College i'ut the first

not granted until

i g metamorphi

,„,.. , is well exemplified
• in i960. onl> three

p
i

..

.

; *ii\ wh. i

" toratei

were granted in 19K " according <<>

Dean \ppie\

In IMS, •'hen the earlier ret

was published tlM

luate students ai

University In 1 1
1*

- intervening live

rs. that number has man

doubled to

present Despite tins incr<

, hoot still receivt

tunes .is man) application- as

iliable

» VI Sill "i"- 1
'

UMass Denies Charges

OfNot Helping Draft
UHaSS was named in a list

released b) Selective Service

director Curtis W Tarr as one ot

three schools in Massachusetts

which refuse to cooperate with

local draft boards seeking in

formation on students

In I statement he submitted to a

special Congressional sub

committee on the draft. Tarr

complained that UMass MIT and

Harvard report changes in a

student' status only at the student s

request He lamented "the in

creased reluctance of colleges and

universities to cooperate with us in

these matters

A UnJversrty spokesman said

last night concerning the

allegations made l>> Tarr ll<- B

wa% off base Were v<

cooperative But we wont become

(
M rt ot their office

He went on lo M) that the law

daaa net require the university to

notify the draft when someone

enroils or when they leave school

The responsibility is on the student

to contact the board

However. UMass will tell a draft

lioard if a student is registered or

not if the board calls up and asks

Cambodia Gets More U.S. Aide

WASHINGTON <AP> - The

United States will speed the

delivery of planes and helicopters

to Cambodia to replace equipment

destroved in last weeks Com-

munist attack on Phnom Penh

airport, the Defense Department

reported Tuesday.

Pentagon spokesman Jerry W
Friedheim said this is part of the

$255 million in aid provided for

under the military Assistant

Program approved by Congress

last year
Friedheim said the aircraft

would include Huey and Chinook

helicopters, C47 transports and

single engine T28s. propeller

driven planes used in close air

support for ground troops The

Huevs can be used as gunships or

as utility helicopters while the

larger Chinooks are generally used

to haul troops and supplies

•We are expediting the delivery

ol some aircraft already

programmed, and these aircraft

will be of a capability similar to

those destroyed and are a part of

the congressionally approved

Cambodian military assistance

program." Friedheim told

newsmen.

Urgent Need for Sociology

101 Study Guides!! i

SELL YOURS FOR

at The I niversity Store, Campus Center
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In The Nation And The World

Act On Leftover Bills,

Nixon Tells Congress

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon asked Congress Tuesday

to enact quicklv 40 administration bills that languished in 19<u. But

he deferred explicit appeals for action on two of his main targets:

increased Social Security payments and welfare reform

In his first special message of the new year, Nixon acknowleged

some of the 40 measures have been revised this year 'to meet

legitimate concerns expressed by members of the Congress.

One of the major proposals in the package would provide $1.5

billion by mid 1972 to school districts facing racial desegregation

Pr
Anothe

S

r would raise taxes on airline passenger tickets to help

finance anti-hijacking efforts. .

•I believe
" said Nixon, "that the items of unfinished business 1

propose today merit the prompt and careful consideration of the

Congress. I believe they are good measures.

The presidential message did not encompass all the items ne

failed to get from the 1970 Congress.

The President said he will submit separate messages later o

cover strikes creating national emergencies; Social Security

amendments, bail reform; aid for higher education, reform of the

draft and steps toward creating all volunteer armed forces.

N.xon cited also-but did not list among his 40 submissions" one

expeciallv urgent item of unfinished business which I proposed to

the 91st Congress: welfare reform " He said:

in fairness to the taxpayers, to the communities and also to the

children, we can afford to delay no longer in discarding the present

system and replacing it with a new one.'

House Republican Leader Gerald R Ford of Michigan said all

the Nixon proposals are meritorious and Congress should move

S

*Bul\touseSpeaker Carl Albert, D Okla .
seemed to be given

somewhat different priority, saying he has assigned to a combined

Social Security welfare reform bill the No. 1 position among more

than 2,000 measures already introduced

The anti-hijacking finance measure would add one half of one per

cent to the current 8 per cent federal tax on airline tickets The

present $3 departure tax on international flights would go to So.

Mills Scores Nixon's

Revenue Sharing Plan

I

WASHINGTON (AP> - President

Nixon's plan for sharing federal

revenues with local governments is

wasteful, unfair to areas most in

need and likely to force a general

tax increase. Rep Wilbur D. Mills.

I) Ark . told the House Tuesday

Mills chairman of the House

Ways and Means Committee which

will* consider the $16 billion tax

sharing program, reserved an hour

of House time for a detailed

criticism of the plan

It amounted to his reply to

Nixon's State of the Union address,

much of which was devoted to

promoting the idea

In an obvious effort to counteract

pressure on congressmen by

governors and local officials. Mills

listed states he said would gain and

those he expects to lose under

various possible ways of im-

plementing the program

His conclusion

if the purpose of revenue

sharing is to meet the needs of our

economy today, then revenue

sharing is a poor and wasteful

means of attaining these ends

Under any of the formulas that

have been developed so far. sub-

stantial funds are given to states

and localities where there is little

or no need, as well as to those

where there is need."

The most likelv effect of sharing

revenue, he said, would be to raise

federal taxes If this were done, he

said available information

suggests that the distributional

effects of revenue sharing would

hurt most the urban states where

we hear most about the need for

revenue sharing.''

Illinois. Ohio. Pennsylvania and

New York would be among those

hit. he said.

One of the strongest cam-

paigners for revenue sharing is

Gov Nelson Rockefeller of New-

York.
Mills criticized mainly the

portion of the Nixon proposal

calling for distribution of $5 billion

a year with no strings tied.

Nixon suggested also that $11

billion more be shared with the

stipulation that the states use it in

specified general areas like

education. They would develop

their own programs All but $1

billion of this $10 billion would be

diverted from present specific

categorical federal aid programs.

Mills indicated some sympathy

with the block grant approach. But

he also said the likelihood of $15

billion federal deficits "at least

should flash a caution light for us to

go slow with these proposals for

giving away federal revenues
"

Health Lottery Urged

By N.H.Congressman

Diplomats Worry Over

Mid-East >fi

By The Associated Press

Western diplomatic sources at the

United Nations expressed concern

Tuesday that chances of extending

the Middle East cease fire beyond

Feb 5 may be in jeopardy

They pointed to the lack of

progress in the peace talks
JJ"

ween Israel and its Arab neigh-

bors

access to all religious and

historical places in the Arab sector

of Jerusalem to all concerned."

They said Jordan consistently

barred Jews from visiting holy

sites in Old Jerusalem before the

1967 war that drove out the Arabs

And they said the pledge was part

of the 1948 armistice agreement

Jordan presented its plan to the

U.N. Security Council in New York

on Monday Israels Cabinet is

considering its reply.

WASHINGTON (API Kep

Louis C. Wyman. R N H.
proposed Tuesday a national

lottery, with monthly drawings

and distribution of tax exempt

prizes, to raise money to fight

crime and pay for health,

education and welfare

programs
Wyman. whose state was the

modern pioneer in government

backed sweepstakes programs,

entered legislation to create a

national lottery commission to

keep national drawings honest

and produce hundreds of

millions of dollars of additional

revenues each year to help

finance federal and state

governments."
The bill would outlaw numbers

betting except in a national

lottery, and would require at

least 40 per cent of the money

received in the lottery to be

distributed to the public in

prizes

Not only would such national

drawings "go a long way in

reducing public financing of

organized crime in the numbers

racket, because they can get a

better break with the govern

ment drawings, but the proceeds

will themselves help fight crime,

lund health, education and

welfare programs and produce

revenue to fight inflation.'

Wyman told his colleagues as he

introduced the bill

States which permit lottery

stamps to be sold at post offices

within their borders would share

from 5 to 15 per cent of the gross

proceeds on a formula weighted

between population and the

income from sales in that state.

Wyman said

Death Seen For Manson
This was underscored by Israeli

government sources in Jerusalem,

who called Jordan's peace plan a

wa'ered version of Egypt's plan

Israel finds both unacceptable.

Officiall reported Israel had sent

its reply to Egypt's proposals to the

United Nations

The Israeli sources scoffed at

Jordan'! pledge to guarantee "free

Jordan also demanded that

Israel withdraw from all Arab

territory and proposed the Big

Four of the United States, the

Soviet Union. Britain and France

help to guarantee the peace.

Israel wants the boundary

question bound up in the peace

agreement and it opposes any Big

Four intervention in the Middle

Fast dispute.

SU PROGRAM COUNCIL

presents

Bob
and

LOS ANGELES (AP) The

prosecution, seeking the death

penalty for Charles Manson and

three women followers convicted

in the Sharon Tate murders, said

Tuesday it will seek to show at the

sentencing trial that Manson and

Susan Atkins committed other

crimes.

The defense, which rested its

ease in the seven month trial

without calling witnesses or

presenting evidence, said the

defendants will testify if they wish

The defendants were convicted

of murder conspiracy Monday At

the penalty trial starting Thursday

the state under California law is

allowed to present evidence about

other charges or trials in which

defendants have been involved

The same jury that returned

convictions after the seven month

trial will decide between a death

penalty and life imprisonment

( oprosecutor Stephen Kay told a

newsman the state will present

evidence that defendant Susan

Atkins. 22. helped kill a musician a

tew weeks before the August 1969

slayings of Miss Tate and six

others

Kay said the state will offer

evidence that Manson shot and

wounded another musician a few

days before the Tate killings, using

the same gun used on some of the

Tate victims

The jury is entitled to know the

background of the defendants to

help them make the very hard

decision on whether to send them

to the gas chamber." Kay said.

Chief defense attorney Paul

Fitzgerald said he will try to in

troduce confessions to the Tate

killings bv others, seek to show

that the state suborned perjury by

prosecution witnesses, and call

Iriends and relatives of the

delendants to testify to their

character.

The defense may call as a wit-

ness Linda Kasabian. he said.

Mrs Kasabian. a one time

member of Manson s hippie style

family, was the state's star trial

witness, telling of seeing two

killings and hearing screams of

other victims She was granted

immunity for her testimony

Carol
and
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and
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BOB ACKERMANN

Plays »he turn of the century

J>iano roll ragtime of

Scott Joplin, Joseph Tanib.

.lolly Boll Morion, H. n
Mincer, and many others

at the

JOLLY BULL
Restaurant

KT ,9 HADLEY

Walk throuKh the dining

oom and discover the bn,

omfoH.ble Oyster Bar.

ou'll b ghul >.>u «Hd.

Looking Ahead

Tuition- Expansion

Cloud UM Horizon
By RICHARD C.HANSON

Asst. News Editor

Robert Coldwell Wood had just been installed in the Ballroom o

the Statler Hilton in Boston. The crowd, dotted with important

politicians, educators and newsmen, moved to a smaller reception

hall to Kreet and wish the new president the best of luck. The

champagne was being dished out by elderly waiters wearing

Bt

Near tiwierving table, one of the top administrators from the

Amherst campus found himself standing next to a student.

•And what do you think of all this, today"', he asked con-

'°The student, drink in hand, puzzled a minute and then confided:

•I think its a pile of crap!"

uaiti imc thvm AWAY - Numerous complaints about treatment by Andersons towing service over

R. Kelly lll>

Senate Tow Truck Seen

Answer To Anderson s

A bill for a student owned and

operated tow truck, to come before

the Student Senate on February

10th. could lower the rate for

towing cars illegally parked on

campus, according to Senate

Treasurer Richard Verrochi.

Co-sponsors of the bill are

Senators MacNutt. Woods,

Verrochi and Elters.

The bill outlines a policy for use

of parking fees and fines to sub-

sidize the on-campus transit

system and to purchase and

operate a tow truck, Verrochi

explained
Andersons Texaco, a towing and

ByANNESTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

road service, presently does all the

towing for the University police,

said Verrochi He added that

Anderson charges the maximum
rate for towing allowed by state

law, twelve dollars during the day.

The twelve dollars plus the $2 per

day ••storage"' fee plus the fine for

the ticket amounts to a very high

bill for the student whose vehicle

has been towed, Verrochi said

A student owned and operated

tow truck could tow for l"ss than

the maximum rate, since it is not a

profit making organization.

Verrochi explained Storage in the

c ampus Center garage at the usual

rates would decrease the cost also,

he added.
Purchase price of the tow truck

would amount to about $12,000,

Verrochi estimated. The fees

would gradually pay for this and

maintenance and the student

drivers, he said

An amendment to the bill

provides for negotiations with the

Campus Center Governing Board

about the garage, he continued

"If we can do this we can put a

stop to Anderson." Verrochi

declared.

Town Residency Snafus Shown
•__!._ _. i,«.MaH -'Vmir Voting Rlgl

The Amherst Board of

Registrars have announced that

students must be self-supporting

and live here all year in order to

register to vote in local elections

"Being here all year round is the

first question in addition to age. of

course." said Esther Dimock the

Amherst Town Clerk, adding that

even if students live here most of

the sear he or she will not qualify

,t the student spends his summer

vacation at home
We have to determine legal

residence and I don't feel students

« ho hate to go home lor vacations

uho don l pay rem all yaw round

qualify." emphasized Dimock.

•The Board >ol Registrars- feels

the same wa>

\ student may qualify to vote if

he or she can prove self support

Anvone who is dependent upon

the* parents lor over halt ol all

living expenses or whose parents

declare as ...» income tax deduction

eannot register

I have talked with clerks at

Worcester and Cambridge and

their policies are the same as

ours." said the Amherst Town

Clerk. , .

Governor Sargent has declared

Januarv as Massachusetts' -Youth

Voter Registration Month", urging

•all citizens of the Commonwealth

to take cognizance of this event and

participate fittingly in its ob-

servance
Sargent made his proclamation

on Beaeon Hill January 11 saying

that "the functioning of a

democratic society is dependent

upon the active participation of its

citizens."

Sargent noted that citizens iy

j tatl or older are eligible to vote m
state and local elections

The State maintains that a

student can register in the com-

munitv where attending schools if

he maintains his legal residence

in that communitv A leaflet

headed 'Your Voting Rights in

Massachusetts" states that an

individual must prove his

residence to the satisfaction of the

local Board of Registrars

Robert Weiner. chairman of the

Hampshire County New Voters

Committee, disagrees with the

town's standards, saying "school

h as legal an occupation as any

other Am student who's here nine

months a vear has the right to

data it as his legal residence.

Weiner. a graduate student at

I Mass. is heading the committee

in an attempt to register newly-

qualified voters in the area

•Traditionally, one third ot the

youngest eligible voters register

and onh one third ot those

registered vote, laid Weiner \

massive voter registration drive is

our tust priority " Anyone who

want to help in the drive can call

Weiner at S3 2835, or write to him

at Si Rolling Green.

*****

Last semester, if given proper consideration, will soon fade into

oblivion and be looked back upon only to add fire to some scholar

analysis of the present day campus scene.

However last semester was recorded, as it was, by one class o

UMass students who examined the campus by jotting down what

others were saying. The idea was to give a subjective living history

of the people who are more or less the University community

The preliminary results, not yet thoroughly analyzed, portray the

campus as "a bloody dreary place to live."

This semester will begin to show the extent to which a change in

administration will affect a University. Wood has had experience

in the "public" arena of legislative moods and monies and will

probably work the University's future goals into politically sound

areas like "public service" and "community" responsibility. His

inauguration speech did little to encourage those who set the

University up as a tower amidst the dregs of society.

What will concern those most involved with public higher

education in Massachusetts this year is the possibility of raising

tuition far beyond the present token sum Tfca—W 8ata»l

President Harrington (D-Salem) seems determined to push a bill

which would add about another thousand dollars to the tuition.

Chairman of the Board of Trustees. Joseph P. Healey says that

the University will fight any tuition hike, but others on the board

and in the legislature will be relieved if the inevitable hike can be

kept to a minimum in these economy conscious times

Most educated guesses put the future raise at about $2-300 but a

sta e that ,s ,n a vfrtual crisis over money, should not be counted on

to place education before anything EfrtdaBCQ, the «af a

Republican Federal government would like totrim*£*•*
The *igns of expansion will continue to flood the I*«*£*»

ne, dorms entering the planning stage to take care ofa eilmg

for the Amherst Campus which »dl probably set at 25.mm students

Plans for new dorms, which will be announced sometime next

ueek wiU be different than those built over the **«**£«* '""

dYeations are that they will be small, probably around fifty students

per Sand, if costs don't run too high, might have the.r own dining

f8

The dorms being opened in the Northeast area of campus will be

condemned by student in the coming year The single rooms are

aboutTdamped as the triples in Southwest There •sone put**

area large enough to hold about fifty people for each dorm which

holds 430 There ,s only one three burner stove and compact

refrieerator for the whole dorm. ..,_*. ...,.

What might really bother some of the residents is the act that

there w,U not be anv additional parking lot facilities until North

Pleasant St .s closed down and "M" lot is expanded Compound

this with the Amherst snow removal regulations which ban over

night parking on Eastman Lane which runs in front of the new nine

St

ThetsuTwhich will probably place the University '"to its most

awkward position will be exclusion of freshmen from co-ed dorms

When the Board voted 7-6 against allowing freshmen to live in

dorms thev destroyed the hopes of not a few administrators ad

hu-rallv thousands of students who had been^convinced tha he

Trustees would find the wisdom to overcome what must Ik- c UM I

tit of morality based upon political caution

The most Jrush.ng aspect of the boards decision o MOM on

campus wat the delay last December', negative vote pi * on the

,*« hih.v of all decisions concerning the dormitory rn.mat.ng

!r,,m Amber* and not the Statler Hilton meeting roam ot tht

Trurteoi

Cops ' 'Guilty
'

' In New Bedford
* . , . I , t InlKiWIll

HUSTON AP Atty (Jen

Robert H QuilUI Ndd Tuesday that

I small number ol police of

ficers" were guilt> ot "excessive

and abusive treatment of

members ot the black and Spanish

c-ommumtv during racial

disturbances in New Bedford last

summer

(juinn, in a rep rt followim

five month invest., 'am", into

disturbances, i

pattern «»t abu ivc ti ati

Moreover.' Um report aid

is clear thai the poli

engage in IN

virtuall) in ev< instance t><

protected from accountabili

FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL

(40 students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible.

Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits.

Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel.

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

UP YOUR ALLEY
56V2 Main

(Next to Aubuchon's)

Repeat Performance

TREMENDOUS SALE
Guvs & Girls <fc/L QQ

JEANS & PANTS W"* ^^
Famous Maker reg. $9-$18.00

ALL SIZES
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Deferred Admittants

New Frosh Program
Bv DON GLICKSTEIN

Staff Reporter

People who usually come back early from intersession are.confident

and busy. Perhaps they live off campus, perhaps they just had o get

away from hoimTsome have jobs, some like the peace and quirt that a

near-deserted campus provides. For 140 new freshmen, admitted under

S?"dcta?3 admWns" plan. UMass-Amherst last Sunday evening

was a place for initial confusion and hopeful enlightenment. For the first

time in more than 15 years, new students entering in mid-year attended a

freshman orientation program. „ =. -— aliened
After registration and a general meeting, the freshmen «"""**""

counselors^ met in small groups to have some of heir ££*»•»
swered. The next day. Monday, the students ate with their counselors at

the Top of the Campus and the Campus Center ^fetena For dmner.

fifteen faculty and administrators joined ^vjjg-f* ££%J
Students William Field and Vice-Chancellor ^iidolph W JF^St
Earlier in the day. the freshmen participated in « <^™ 7^fJJ'Jg
period with various administrators from the Dean of**^™*%£
Student Activities Office, the Counseling Center, and the Health Services.

For entertainment on Monday night. kori^ltoPK^JggW
a free movie. The Session ended on Tuesday with presentations by

Goodell Library and a tour of Campus. .

&S2 Hamilton, director of New Student Programs and a member of

theCounseling Center staff was encouraged by the response to the

Pr
Th^program was a beginning in helpingMj*"^*

}̂?
become integrated into the University community. We were especia yS SSffacultv and administrative staff participated >

"formaly

with the Jew students, and we hope they will be interested and involved m

the 1971 Summer Counceling Program.

Cont. Ed. Has Courses.

From Computers to Writing
..-*• i ...:.u mnotinac thrpp The deoartment of SDeech offers
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computers witrT Israel

chemistry, creative writing and

the culture of Africa are a few ot

the areas to be covered in the

spring courses of the University of

Massachusetts Division of Con-

tinuing Education.

There are 58 credit and non-

credit courses in all, and they will

be given evenings starting Feb. 8

in Amherst, Greenfield, Pittsfield

and Springfield. A brochure listing

all courses, schedules, fees and

other information is available from

the Division of Continuing

Education. 920 Campus Center.

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst 01002, 545-09C5.

"The wide range of courses is

designed not only for those who

need credit courses to further their

with meetings three The department of speech offers

Wednesday evenings in March. A a variety of courses ranging from

second special course, on East Introduction to the Theater

Asia Today will meet for three through a course in television to

Wednesday evenings in April. Mass Media in Society. In

The department of anthropology sociology, besides an introductory

is offering five courses in Amherst course, students may take courses

and one each in Springfield and in Urban
,
Sociology Criminology

Greenfield The Springfield course, and the Sociology of Religion. A

Problems in Anthropology, is new course this semester is the

sDecially designed for classroom elementary course in Statistics,

teachers and is available for which is used as a base for most

graduate credit. Of special interest other statistical courses in the

on the Amherst campus is a course University

in the Cultures of Africa.

The popular course in

Educational Psychology will be

repeated this semester. A new

course is Group Leadership,

stressing methods and foundations

for leadership of groups. The

SSSSZSRSXiZ.those department o^nghsh offers two

with specific interests," explained

Dr William C. Venman, con-

tinuing education director.

The department of history, for

instance, is offering two short

programs of three meetings each

The first will be a discussion of the

emerging nationalism of the Arab

peoples and their confrontation

courses in poetry, one on con-

temporary poetry and one on

creative writing. There is a new

course in Literature and Film. The

geography department offers three

undergraduate courses in Anglo-

American. Southeast Asian and

Urban Geography.

New this semester are two

courses in Spanish, Oral Spanish

on Wednesdays and Thursdays,

and Spanish Masterpieces in

Translation on Tuesdays.

UMass continuing education

courses are open to high school

graduates and those with General

Educational Development (GED)
certificates. The classes meet
evenings from 7 to 9:45 p.m. unless

otherwise noted, at the University

campus in Amherst and in Com-

munity College buildings at the

other three locations. Registration

ends Feb. 2.

DM <»l Hm da Vinci models which will be exhibited at the

I imnsitN of Massachusetts from January 14 to February .*» is shoun

here at an earlier exhibit Diagram accompanying the model is a

copy of an original manuscript page found in Spain in 1965 by I Mass

I'rolessor .loirs I'ttcus. — n
—

THERE IS STILL PLENTY OF

OUTDOOR WINTER FUN LEFT, SO

GET YOUR SUN GLASSES (prescription

or Piano) NOW!!!

If you have hi^h powered lenses, we can put

i«.,ed metal covering over your white lenses, turn-

ing your regular glasses into FANTASTIC sun glass-

V will see terrifically, and look like a million

bucks iot Mr. Magoo)

We have CONTACT LENS SOLUTION

,.,•/ SUPPLIES from nil major manufacturer*.

(.ive us a try on

GOLD FILLED FRAMES (gold eye wires)

and list the money you will save to go skiing.

Our stock is the "greatest"!!!

at

56 Main St. Amherst

GUILD OPTICIAN

The few extra steps to us at Don Call can save you

a bundle.

Conductor, Muscian Brieff

Tabbed WFCR Music Chief
WFCR. the Five College FM

radio station at the University of

Massachusetts, has appointed a

new music director, Frank Brieff.

who brings a distinguished

background in music to WFCR.
He is the host and producer of

Music in the Afternoon." to be

heard Monday through Friday

from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. This is a

network program broadcast

Music
His professional experience

began with the New York City

S) mphony Orchestra in 1938. By

1939 he was conducting the City

Orchestra in addition to playing

the viola and conducting programs

m the scries "Invitation to Music

lor the Columbia Broadcasting

astern
From 1943 to 1948. Mr Brieff

WGBH in Boston and played viola with the Guilett Strung

WAMC in Albanv It will begin Quartet which he himself formed

Monday Jan 4
' »* Danielle Guilett. The quartet

In addition to being the host and performed in many cities across

producer of the afternoon music the United States and overseas,

program. Mr Brieff will advise and made recordings tor the Vox

WFCR on its classica' music and Concert Hall labels,

programming m general. He will Mr Brieff also played
I

with the

also do interview programs with NBC Orchestra in New \ork City

musicians under Arturo Toscanim from 1948

At 88 5 FM. WFCR is a non- to 1952. . . .

commercial public radio station He is presently the conductor of

which broadcasts to a six-st^te the New Haven Symphony Or-

area It is a cooperative effort of chestra. and has been with the

Amherst Hampshire and Mount orchestra since 1952^ This or

Holvoke Colleges and the chestra has recorded for the

I n.versitv of Massachusetts. Odyssey label of Columbia records

Mr Brieff is a 1933 graduate of and premiered Gustav Mahler s

New York Universitv who spent Lumia " in the United States Mr

the summers of 193l' and 1932 in Brieff is also responsible for the

Pans studying composition under discovery and the first per

Boulanger and Hewitt fonnance of the missing "Blurmne

In 1934. Mr Brieff did Movement" of Mahler's Symphony

postgraduate work in French and No 1

German at Columbia University. While conducting the New Haven

and in 1933 studied conducting and Symphony Orchestra, he con-

violin at the Juilliard School of currently conducted the Bach Ana

2nd Semester Sale
% PRICE OFF JEWELRY
Ha PRICE OFF CLOCKS
Vz PRICE OFF LIGHT MACHINES

dangling conversation
Vz PRICE OFF PANTS
Vz PRICE OFF POSTERS

Superficial Smile
Vz PRICE OFF BLOW UP
Vz PRICE OFF ART OBJECTS
Vz PRICE OFF GIFTS
Vz PRICE OFF CHAIRS

Border of our Lives
All on N. Pleasant St. Open 10-5

Group in New York City, a group

that has recorded for both RCA and

Decca records.

Mr. Brieff has been the guest

conductor of the Symphony Or-

chestras of Rochester and Buffalo.

NY. San Antonio. Texas; and

Fountainbleau, France. He has

also been guest conductor of the

NBC Orchestra, the CBS Sym-

phony, the WOR Sinfonietta. and

the Naumburg Sinfonietta.

Mr Brieff is married and has

three children He speaks French

and German in addition to some

Italian and Spanish.

2 SBA Profs

Chosen Best

A student group at the University

of Massachusetts in Amherst has

given the 'best professor"

designation to two School of

Business Administration faculty

members in an effort to stress the

importance of college teaching

The Graduate Business Club

polled students in the master of

business administration and

master of science programs at the

school to determine the two faculty

members who demonstrated

outstanding classroom per

formance. Most often mentioned

were George W Sheldon, in

istructor of general business and

'finance, and Arhtur Elliott

Carlisle, associate professor of

management.
According to spokesmen for the

club, the project to honor teachers

was begun because of a "strong

and sincere feeling that professors

should be compensated more for

their performance and rapport

with the students they instruct

than the traditional rewards for

research and publishing

Students were asked to name as

"best professor" someone they

thought motivated students,

projected an interest in teaching

and students, and showed clarity in

his presentation.

The poll in no way implied

faculty research and publishing

are unimportant, the pollsters

said, but was an attempt to weigh

"each aspect of education properly

so the student will derive the most

benefit."

In addition to the winners,

special mention was given to:

Parker M. Worthing, assistant

professor of marketing; Wynn A^

Abranovic, professor of gfn.
eral

business and finance; and Milton

K Deets, assistant professor ot

general business and finance.

Nun Charges Wiretapping

In Kissinger Kidnap Case
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)-A nun charged Tuesday

that the federal government tapped telephone calls

within the Roman Catholic Church in the United

States and in Rome.
Sister Jogues Egan claimed in a preparedstatement

that the calls were the basis of her being named as a

coconspirator in the case against six persons charged

with plotting to kidnap presidential adviser Henry A.

Kissinger and blow up underground tunnels in

Washington.
Sister Jogues, 52, New York City, did not say what

made her believe that calls had been bugged.

However, she was before a grand jury investigating

the alleged plot for an hour on Jan. 15, and it is

possible that telephone calls were mentioned in the

questioning

She has refused to testify before the grand jury even

though she was granted immunity from prosecution

Monday by US District Court Judge R. Dixon Her-

man.
Sister Jogues was recalled before the grand jury in

midafternoon Tuesday. She told newsmen she in-

tended to decline to answer most of the questions she

would be asked.

Joseph M. Jovnt of Silver Springs. Md., reported

y

an elevator operator in Washington. DC.who had

access to kevs to the underground tunnels, made a

brief appearance before the grand jury.

Sister Jogues" lawyer distributed

statement to newsmen Tuesday morning with six

reasons why she would refuse to answer most

questions asked by the grand jury. One was:

"The evidence on the basis of which I have been

named as an unindicted coconspirator, subpoenaed to

testify and asked questions was secured by illegal

wiretaps. , .

in addition, all or some of the telephone com-

munications monitored by the U.S. government in-

volved communications within the Roman Catholic

Church of America and, specifically, between my
provincial headquarters and the offices of the church

in New York, Rome, and throughout the United

States."

She would not answer questions about the

statement. Her lawyer, Jack Levine, said the phone

tap in Rome was a continuing one at the headquarters

of the order to which Sister Jogues belongs. It was not

a Vatican phone. Levine said. He did net say how long

the tap was operated, nor by whom.

The six defendants in the case will be arraigned in

U S. District Court here on Feb. 8. They are Rev.

Philip Berrigan. 47. now serving a sentence at Dan-

bury. Conn., for destroying draft records; Eqbal Ah-

madn. 40. a Pakistani graduate student, the Revs_

Neil McLaughlin. 30. and Joseph Wonderoth, 35, both

Catholic priests, and Anthony Soblick, 30, a former

priest, all from Baltimore, and Sister Elizabeth

McAlister. 31, South Orange, N.J.
er JOgues lawyei u»i"">"iu - — — __ ._

Politella Aims to Please
The Ides of March heralds the

appearance ot a unique volume

subtitled An Exegesis Oa the

Ftimn Games Students Play With

Words and Pictures, by Dr. Dario

Politella. associate professor of

Enguth and journalistic studies

h?re.

The Illustrated Anatomy of

i ampus Humor, its main title, is a

collection of 120 pages of text,

cartoons and photographs sup-

porting the author's contention

that humor on today's campus

results more from innocence than

inspiration

"With the demise of the racoon

coat and the debut of the

microskirt; and ever since

swallowing goldfish became passe

and chasing coeds into their dor-

mitorv rooms has become the new

life stvle of Joe College and Betty

Coed the only real hint of true

humor on the campus, these days,

reveals itself m the pages of your

tavonte campus newspaper." Dr.

Politella says

Published by the Commission on

lie Freedomsand Responsibilities

ot the College Student Press in

America tCFRCSPA), the book

will appear on local book dealers

shelves March 1.Y Proceeds from

.ales Will support publication ot a

series ot handbooks by CFRCSPA

tor college editors, to Ik* called The

Anatomy of (ampus Journalism

Series

Dr Politella has been collecting

humorous headlines, typographic

errors double-meaning phrases

and art work trom the campus

press tor more than IS years. As

rounder and editor of The

ClllllrtT Journalist, he shared his

findings ot humor for eight years in

a column called Double Takes."

And 'as founder editor of a new

quarteiiv journal. Syllabus,

covering the campus journalism

scene he reads some 250 college

papers a month to find the stuff of

humor.
A total of 139 campuses are

represented in The Illustrated

Anatomv of Campus Humor

Dr Politella has gained national

recognition in the campus press

field as a writer, editor and lec-

turer He has won awards from the

UatTonal Council of College

Publications Advisers. the

Associated Collegiate PrOM 0**

the Southeastern United States

Student Government Association

MDC
Classifieds,

Best Buy

In

Western Mass.

Dr. Dario Politella

^
AMHERSTj . 7:00 & 9:00

. Sot. - Sun.

ot 1:30

JK
A ALLNEW*
>t< AM.KTUK * 'Zp

UflUrfHOMT> '

CharHun
Heston

•

/^^Ui B^ Robards

William Shakespeare*^
Iw TV II M J ^Chamberlain

Nixon To Trade
Aid For Support

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Nixon administration is dangling the

promise of 80 per cent more federal aid for elementary and secondary

schools to win support for the educational component of the President s

revenue sharing plan.

Instead of the current $2.9 billion flowing from 100 different aid

programs, there would be $5.1 billion under general revenueshanng and

under five consolidated school assistance categories, administration

officials said Tuesday.
.

Sone $2 billion of the $2.2 billion increase, the officials conceded,

represents that portion-40 per cent-of the Presidents proposed $5 billion

general revenue sharing pool which states and local governments would

use mainly for public school aid.

The remaining $200 million would be new money added to the present

$2.9 billion education aid ticketed for the restricted use, $11 billion

revenue sharing pot. .... . _u
As outlined by administration education officials, the states would

share the $5.1 billion on the basis of population alone. Thus the big states

would get the largest share.

Rather than the present 100 sometimes overlapping, special purpose

aid programs under 75 legislative titles, the President wants five broad

categories of elementary and secondary education spending: com-

pensatory; impact aid to districts with large numbers of federal em-

ployes vocational, handicapped, and equipment and facilities.

"Federal bureaucrats would no longer approve specific projects, one

official said. "They would be freed to provide technical assistance to

states and cities. . ..... ... nnt
"Were framing guidelines to assure that spending decisions will not

just be transferred to state bureaucrats," he continued

•We want citizens in open forums to decide the spending priorities true

participatory democracy and citizen power."

Introductory Music Courses

To Be Offered This Spring

Thv department of music at

I M; ss has announced three new

coui ses to be offered to the public

through the Division of Continuing

Education this spring

•Introduction to the Recorder"

will be offered on Monday nights

by Mrs. Joanne Tanner. This

popular baroque wind instrument

is enjoying a revival of interest and

is easy to learn to play.

Prof John D'Armand will teach

"Introduction to the Voice" on

Monday nights This course is

designed to teach the fun-

damentals of singing, including

tone production and breath control.

The University s new electronic

piano studio will be used on

Tuesday evenings for "In-

troduction to the Piano" taught by-

Mr William Harry.

The new courses are designed to

meet the needs of anyone in-

terested in acquiring the basic

essentials necessary to self-

expression in music. Prior ex-

perience in these areas is not

required, nor is the ability to read

music a prerequisite. Each course

will include elementary music

fundamentals. Class sizes are

limited to twelve in order that

attention to individual problems

may be maximized.

Each course meets fifteen times

for one hour a week at 7 p.m.

beginning the week of Feb 8 Cost

of one course is $35. plus between

$5 and $10 for materials.

Registration information is

available through the Division of

Continuing Education, 920 Campus
Tenter

I NOW
At

COLLEGE DRUG !

!

FAMOUS NAME BRAND

TREATMENT
SPECIALS

MAX FACTOR
DUBARRY

REVELON

SAVE from $1 to $3
on

MOISTURE LOTIONS, ASTRINGENTS,

CLEANSING CREAM and CREAM
MASQUE

NOW
at

COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main St.

herst
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Frustration At End

Malawi Program Over
The rniversitv has ended a six-year educational project in agriculture

\T%£S! has
P
d0ne highly commendable work in Malawi but un-

our I'mversi >^has "om
J

W

explained Gilbert E. Mottla.

S&Sfi of !heSw, Project for the Universe's College of

Agriculture
village farmers to the

university level, UMass people

have been working in Malawi

since 1964 helping to develop the

country's great agricultural

potnetical under a contract with

the U S. State Department s

Agency for International

Development.
The contract officially ter-

minated last Nov. 30 and has not

been renewed despite urging from

the Government of Malawi and

UMass. Main reasons are the

drastic across-the-board cutbacks

in the U.S. foreign aid budget and

shifts in U.S. technical assistance

priorities in Africa along political

lines, according to Mottla.

This leaves the five million

people of Malawi with many areas

of need The country has almost no

natural resources and minimal

industry It is therefore dependent

almost entirely on agriculture as a

source of national income. \ei

much of Malawi s agriculture is

still in a primitive and unscientific

stage m „
Scientific plant breeding is all

but unknown Fertilizer, at $6 per

bag. is too expense for the

average farmer to buy Hand
methods still predominate and

plant diseases flourish.

"Malawi is a plant pathologist's

dream - every disease you can

think of can be found there." said

Joseph Keohan. the last UMass

staff member to serve in Malawi.

He ended a two-year tour of duty

this past fall as a senior lecturer in

biology at Bunda College.

UMass people helped develop

Bunda as the agricultural college

unit of the University of Malawi.

Keohan is one of seven from

UMass who taught at Bunda

College, which was established in

1966 and graduated its first

diploma class three years later. In

1971. Bunda expects to have 50 in

the graduating class. This is

remarkable progress in four short

years, but. as Mottla puts it. "it

takes at least 10 years to develop a

viable college specializing in the

moder agricultural sciences.

Those of us who know Malawi and

her needs are, therefore,

frustrated because UMass was not

furnished sufficient funds to

complete the job."

•BIT TIIK CROWD will want a corpse." sa>» Real Tremlor

,pla%ed bv Janel Schmuckal on floor) in a rehearsal of

CHRONICLES OF HELL at Bowker Auditorium on the I Mas*

( amous l:l$P.M.Februar% :». ».:». 6. Also seen, left to right Thomas

fMMiiri David O'Neill. Mark Kelleher. Floyd Bai'e>.

Roister Doisters Ready

For Chronicles of Hell

\ pte) of bizzare realism, will be presented by Roister Doisters on

Februan MAi to Bowtor auditorium at 8: la
j, utIlltMll

( hroimles ol Hell/ bv the twentieth century Flemish plavw right

M.che
d

' helderode. sets out to display the corruption and carnal, of

^fourteenth centur> Roman Catholic Church, but soon ,t ,s evident that

the author has more in mind

llM play deals with the

machinations of the deceased

Bishop Jan en Kremos grotesque

priest* and household staff They

are gathered in the evening at the

Fpiscopal Palace preparing to

offer the last rites for the Bishop,

who lies in state before them

Relieved to see him dead.

Sale on

at Wear-House
FOR TWO WEEKS... JAM. 27 -FEB. 6

• Leather Belts - hand made by local craftsmen all 5.95.

• Shirts - long collars, body fit, many colors and fabrics,

4.95 and 7.95 - values to 16.00.

• Jerseys - selected long sleeve jerseys 3.95 - val. to 7.00.

Relieved to see rum uwu, u «. uuun.iw. , -

grasping and depraved household the proscenium arch will not be

can hardlv wait to bury their disappointed

shepherd ' But the city's Scene designer is Doug as Cox,

no ace surging outs.de the *,th costumes by Paula C<£

pXee and the spirit of the prelate Tickets may be purchased a the

Resent complications that result Bowker Auditorium box office

C a bizzare conclusion Reservations may be made by

The production, under the calling 545-2043 or 545-2149 Ad-

direct.on of Robert L. Rotenburg. mission is $1.50

emphasizes a mixture of fantasy.

realism, and Artaudian imagery. . ,__ «n
vet retains the poetic language so i + Sweaters — all sweaters, lull and vest styles are ou
characteristic of Ghelderode s

style There are many elements of |

•performance theatre" evident in

the production. Yet those in the

adience. who prefer the safety of |

regular price.

SU PROGRAM COUNCIL

presents

Bob
and

Carol
and

Ted

SV Ballroom

50c

and

Alice
7 & 9:30

Tonight

• Jeans - purple, brown, black, It. blue, rose, button fronts

too — all 5.95

• Dress Pants - all 7.95, values to 14.00

AND JAN. 27 - JAN. 30 ONLY

!

WIDE WALE Cords - Checkmate Brand

by far our most popular all 9.95

originally 13.50 and 14.00

plus
all other cords and Jeans (blue too) not already on

sale are 10% OFF on Jan. 27-30 only.

and for those of you who read the Collegian daily, we are

running additional specials at even more ridiculously low

prices!

with coupon only

BELTS Vl price

on Thursday, Jan. 28 only!

with other purchase of 6.50

201 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Daily

10-5:30

Mon.-Sat.

BAD BUY GOODBYE
OUR FIRST CLEARANCE SALE JAN. 27th - 30th
I II IK rlK3l vLCHIiniivb ^-»- —

n •*• f~ .^r.l^ndke - close outs, salesmen's samples, demos, one of a kind, original

Legitimate savings on illegitimate merchandise - close ouin, m
list price too high, etc.

AMPEX MICRO 95 (1)

cassette stereo recorder ^^^^
changer w/speakers. Orig. List2$&§57

$129.00
Fisher model 35 100 watt(4)

AM-FM stereo compact system com-

plete with pickering magnetic cartridge

in BSR changer and Fisher's famous

XP 60 B speakers. List 399.95

$50.00
worth of LP's of your choice

Garrard SL95B

Record Changer

Demo with new 35.00 cartridge and

full factory warranty. List"J§!L5QC

$83.00
Aztec Loudspeakers

45% OFF
Petites Acoustic Suspension

m . _ .
t $82.00 the pair

150.00 a pair List W***—w r

Coquette Acoustic Suspension

1 10.00 pair List $6 1 -OO p3 1
I"

Most Aztec's are in sealed cartons and all carry

a 5 year guarantee

Automatic Radio 8-track AM-FM

Stereo reciever with speakers

Orig. LisOSfcSS-- $86.00
Ampex Micro 7 (2) Cassette Recorder

was once world's smallest portable.~5^^~-

$40.00
Standard AM-FM Stereo Phono

Receiver with Speakers

Lisas' now $88.00
Standard Cassette Deck TR 178DK

^6ft95-^Tested as a best buy under 260.00

now $149.00
UTAHWD-90 Loudspeakers (Demos-6)

12" woofer 8" midrange 3tt" tweeter. Orig. List §£9&<?

$90.00 the pair

Craig 2704 (1) Cassette (Professional)

$6000 Amherst Audso

Ensemble tk202 receiver w speaker

Orig. List^893SC

$30.00
A super stylus for a super turntable.

Pickering XV-15 400 E (2) Magnetic Cartridge is yours

for a penny with PE 2038

Brand X Blank Cassettes

decent tape at a decent price

O60's 99/ ea

C-90's $1.49 ea

Capitol - Apple - Blue Thumb

George Harrison Triple LP

James Taylor Apple Album

All Grand Funk (5 LP's)

All Day Thumb Sucker

John Lennon

8 TRACK & CASSETTE

All Capitol - Apple 4.85 ea.°

EXAMPLE —
JOHN LENNON 6•* 1Ist

GEORGE HARRISON two tapes

$6.59 ea.

^>*,.«7>i ea.

n^, j,j c«t.

$1.49 ea.

3.49

4.85 eft.

9.70

ALL BEATLES 4.85 eftch tftpe

Pioneer, EPI, Harmon
Karoon, Teae, Attec, PE,
Garrard. TDK Tapes,

Grado, Pickering

127 N. Pleasant St.
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-

UaUlt (EnUpgtjin h Ain' t Worth It Anyway
+J ***"»***—* p„mhiino S from our leaders in handouts Witness the rape .

>,udrn. imon IMMnM) of MMMchu.rtU U*W* M.«
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John Sullivan
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John Mullen

ISSUE btiTOR
..' i

SPOS
DARKROOM

SffJK.^tS.'SCSSSSSltRSSU -^
v.ews of t^e w ters

The Board And
Co-Ed Freshmen

Rumblings from our leaders in

the legislature and some of our

loaders on the Board of Trustees

indicate there is a strong

possibility of a tuition increase for

next year. The main reasons for

this sentiment can be considered

under anv one of the following,

l The state university should do its

part to help ease the state's

financial burden
> The state university is becoming

the haven for snotty, rich kids who

go here to save money

1 Stick it to those academic snobs

and long haired perverts.

The reasoning of all this tends to

escape me For taking the reasons

in order, they are lacking in logic.

\ot that some trustees and some

legislators could ever be accused

of being illogical

The statement that the state

untvertit) should help ^ tf»te, that

ranks Wh nationally in per capita

state aid 'o higher education ,

relieve its financial burden seems

a bit ludicrous The state

university has done its part for

years in "taking severed budgets,

depleted programs, and meager

handouts
This plus the fact that a

wholesale rise in tuition would

raise around $35 million which is a

drop in the old bucket compared to

what the state needs to balance the

budget all makes the first reason

pretty flimsy.

Number two assumes that

I' Mass is a cheap place to go. Yes,

the in state tuition is but a mere

$2(K) But the cost ot going to

UMass Amherst is approximately

$1610 which makes I/Mass 19th

highest nationally among the

country's 89 land grant institutions

in total cost per student. And the

UMass living costs are the fifth

highest in the country among the

same 89 land grant institutions

And the i Mass tuition is ap-

proximately at the national

median for m state students And

finally, wasn't the whole, ongina

purpose ot state universities and

colleges to give Ion cost quality

education to its state residents who

could not at lord private schools

Finally the third It may be the

most plausible College students

and faculty are not held m high

esteem by the minds that rule.

Witness the rape of California's

proud state system. Legislators,

always with an eye to the ballot

box, will want to pacify the local

yokels screaming for scalps, and

use the tuition hike as one means.

The trustees are harder to

figure. Maybe they have an eye to

their boss, the Governor. But it

doesn't seem to figure that they

who always remind us over and

over and over that they have the

best wishes of the university at

heart, wish to hike tuition and thus

insure that their university will

exclude everyone who can't afford

to pay private school costs. And

have the university pay for the

state's financial blunders.

For the university doesn't get a

cent from tuition, it all goes to the

state. Meanwhile we will have a

state university which prides itselt

in being a cross section of the state

and will be made up of only the

affluent 10%
But just worry about the lf%

They pay the campaign con

tribiitions' don't they, esteemed

and august general court

'

When IhC Board ... IrUStCCI met on Dec M.they broke "hat ... the pas

l,,| been an understood measure ol Luster protocol-lhev overturned

,„',,. „, ihelr own si.b-c•ommillee 's recommendations and relused to allow

hn-slnn... to live in I o-K.d dorms. The Board will get a chance to

,,•consul., the proposal at its next meeting triday

The Student I ile Mih-sommitlee. chaired bv Mrs Oeorge K. Borland.

xoteel unammoush m fel I letting Kreshn.cn in Co-hd <""»«*
me.ti..- at the s.w \ .iv conference in Decssnhsr. sa the has.s of glowing

;; i on.,m-.H.at.o,.s Iron. Vce-Chancell.., Bandolph \\ .
Bromery and

several students and administrators.

\t that meeting, it was pointed out that the most important single ex

periencc a t Mass undent has is living in s darmHsry. The statist's

M .ulcmic lib- is centered around his living quarters; and the students

attitude* and outlook towards the l.meisitv are shaped by the en-

vironment in which he or she lives

l*e-Kd dorms at t Mass have changed the campus profoundly Dor

„, l rV d ,. a,e is less than in the traditional unisex dorms. Ihe same

, to es vvlncl, were once merelv a place |S sleep are now called
A

ZZ i, dVeSI ,
.solat.on o. on-can.pus litinu •«.. siudents outside ...

the » .. I .1 exnei ience .* thus broke*

onsnle, what the exclusion Iron, to-HI dorms means to rreshnen

Nvlu ,
,,,. , (llll s,,nu ... the rigor, oi empus fife; ihev are segregated ...

...s.nnen^e,., , - there is ....b .tac, wit., ;*£"*^;2
lM .s, hi, side on . ampus is ,1, ,1 .hem. despite the lac

.
lha. .Lev wan.

,o l.v r ... • 0-1 d dorms and .lieu paren.s ,|o not mind

,„, ,.„.„,, ...steil I .gk ... ... arb.t.a.v .as.,.,.., when .. irgUCd that I

, ,,..,„...., wlm .s p., haps a M v.-;,, old .„,„> v e.e, an should no. be

„. ,1 the same In..,, experience grated ... ., II ,.-... -old sup.,.,.....
.

.•

\\ hen Ihe Board defeated ihe t ..I .1 plan l.v .. : 6 . .... I
.
ester I ami.

.so., called Ihe rre*man ptaa s Wberal trend n* ....as.-morai

'
,.,.,o„.,h/..«.o„ .s suppor.ed **) l.v ov er-reac ..v e psMth •! I aut.on on the

""Ufa, nope,! that Ihe trustees will reverse their stand and accept the

, M-shn,,.. t old propos.,1 this I Mdav ... Banian, and therein al low all

•Undent* the right ... i boose wi.a.ev er l.v log condsthms the) wish. I he I ..-

Kd plan .s ..... a .p.est.on ... "liberal t. mis ,1 b a re, .able means by

;;|U | ,; „„. { im ers.tv CM l.um..m/e ..sell a hit and help Freshmen .„|,„M

to liv Mg al a n.os. . • ...» al .line in then l.v es

David Williams

Soft Parameters Win Again

Sr-U*^ &™

Every time they start digging up

the campus, they cite some ob-

scure study that, they claim,

allows them to do it

But we know better

It all started about a couple of

sears ago when they were all

sitting around bored with nothing

to do .lack the Builder was sitting

in I corner playing with an Erector

set and muttering to himself. "No,

that'll never do It d sink within a

month when all ot a sudden he had

a blinding, inspiring thought

He) gang! Want to play

Monopot)
'

A doud ot smoke on the other

tide oi the room emitted •> cough

and ihen a )<>lly voice said,

Humph That's terrific idea

Jack I'll get Bill to get the board

Mori, you get the junk <»tt the labh

\li, »• call Jerr) Up and see it he

*•;mts to play, ^ David, vou run

and s,r il all the pawns

come over

Thai S how it started

Ihe players, clockwise around

ihe table, included .lack the

Builder, David the Bookworm,

Bandolph the Bock. <»/ Ken I*

Mike w . Mori John H from the

Trustees and. representing the real

money 00 campus someone

named Brand

Jerr) refused to plav and nobody

bothered to ask Dean hi eld

i >k -aid Ot, "who rolls first?

David, you're the youngest Why
don 1 vou kio

David puked up 'he dice and

threw a nine

i. he counted oft

Take a chum
The card read There is already

too much mass <»n I ampus Vou

get to dig some up
David leaped out Ol bis chair.

kissing Ihe little card At last at

l.tst he said

.lack the Builder reached up and

pulled him back into the chair and

said. Don t get so excited 1

haven't tolled yet

Jack picked up the dice and

cupped them in his hands "Come

on baby (iive me a break
-

' and

Hung them onto the board

Big eleven he screamed and

counted off eleven spaces He

landed on the space marked Park

Avenue". He rubbed his hands

with glee and said First chance I

get I'm building a hotel and

making you guys pay through the

nose

It was supposed to be Bandolph

the Bock's turn next but Ot sent

him off on an errand so he picked

up the dice

He leaned back in his swivel

chair and blew a smoke ring which

tloated across the room and landed

in John lis face John If began to

sneeze and his eyes began to water

Oz threw the dice with a whip-like

motion of his arm
Hmmph Preposterous, he

snorted Bill, on the way in. pick

up those dice in the desk, will

you he shouted into the other

office

Bandolph the Bock slid back into

his chair and took his turn It came

up lour and tour was Whitmore.

Bandolph sat back contentedly,

knowing lull well what that meant

All Oi a sudden a tight broke out

between Mori and Ken < »/ jumped

up and shou.ed. II you don t cut it

out I'll put my cigar out m the

nr hand' and the two

quieted don n

Ken P w.is next He rolled an

, inht which he counted oil and

found himsell on Marvin Gardens

David sighed and said Nuts

Mori shouted al Ken "You back

stabber. I wanted to build there.''

Oz told him to be quiet or to get out

of the room
The game dragged on far into the

night The room filled with cigar

smoke, they loosened their ties and

finally took them off They rolled

up their shirt sleeves and took off

their shoos

When the sun came up there

were only two people left in the

roam who were conscious »>/ and

Jack the Builder

Well.' said Jack "looks like

we ve beaten them
sure does.' grunted Ol "What

do v ou think w e ought to do w ith the

place now that we own it?'

Jack iH'gan to laugh, a dl

s.itislv ing. contagious bell) laugh

Uipmg the tears from ins eyes

be chuckled and said. What do

vou mean w.

PLANMMi'KM GOOD is our business. Notice the way hiwhfcb

the damn students can I walk in this area."tttehing the WMMg »
there does the trick. Then ram in some mud. heavy trucks. 8"

feaslMItt) studv going, get the money and get out. They never-naww

what was coming. We slipped that one right by em. (photo courtesy

I Mass news bureau)

Campus Comment

Howland Explains

Legal Matters

^AlSoufre^ders return lo the exigencies of life off-campus at Amherst,

vavme new legal matters merit their attention.

A^voeTson paying a security deposit after January 1. 1971 is entitled to

its Su'rnXfSdurtions authorized by law, within thirty days after-the

awful termination of the tenancy. Failure to make return within the time

pacified subjects the landlord to liability or twtea tt» U***
wrongfully withheld, i.e. all of the deposit or the lawful balance. In-

cidentally such amount is subject to five percent interest under certain

circumstances which should not be of great concern to students in most

cases The law is found as Chapter 666 of the Laws of 1970 and is cited as

Section 15B of Chapter 186 of the General Laws of Massachusetts.

Debts for most ordinary purposes must be collected only by methods

and practices that are 'fair and reasonable". Communication of a threat

to take action that the creditor does not intend to take 0.-does
.

ncrt
:

Uke

£

the usual course of business is an unfair practice. An unfair PJJ«JW
makes the Attorney General legally angry and a great manyg****
Penalties mav result. The law is found as Chapter 883 of the Laws of 1970

Snd appears as Section 49 of Chapter 93 and Chapter 93A generally of the

General Laws of Massachusetts.

There are some students that may be interested in a Nebraska case

Thompson v. Board of Kegents of the University of NchrSOfca. PocketJto.

io Page 154 .District Court of Lancaster County. November 25. 1970)

which declared a Nebraska statute unconstitutional in part The^un-

constitutToiTportion provided that no person shall be deemed to have

established residence in Nebraska during the time of attendance at a

^institution of higher learning no matter how genuine and long-

continued the actual residence in the state may be. The issue was over

naVrnem «'non-resident tuition The plaintiff registered to vote in

NebrSa registered his car there, paid income and sales taxes there and

,^w nS a homfthere The plaintiff was required to pay out-of-state tuition

forThis firltsernliter but was refunded $1374.50 because he should no

tavJ bee? required to pay non-resident tuition for any subsequent

semester very truly yours.

RICHARD M. HOWLAND
General t ounsel

Monsanto In Self-Defense

To the Kditor:

We have learned that a letter

dated Nov 11. 1970, trom an

organisation called -Responsible

Knvironmental Action Program'

... Gonzales, Fla . was published in

<mr newspaper. And we teel your

readers should know Monsanto

Company's position on this matter.

It is apparent that the writer did

not have a complete understanding

ot the present state of pollution

control al our Pswamls, Kla..

plant. For example, as of last

September has than i jht cent of

the BOD generated by plant

operations was discharged into the

Escambia River This represents

I reduction of over H per cent m
total BOD generated by the plant -

the equivalent ol tertiary treat-

ment. Tertiary treatment is a

third stage waste treatment

svstem practiced in only a very

tc-w places in the United States

todav The other categories of

pollutants noted in the letter were

similarly reduced

The figures quoted in the letter

were thOSt winch appeared in a

report of a federal hearing held

Jan 21 and 22. 1970. at Gull Breeze.

Kla. We objected to these figures

at the time principally because

thev did not take into account the

condition Of Ihe waters in the river

prior to use bv our plant In effect,

the pollution statistics quoted from

this report were not limited to the

portions actually contributed by

our plant

It is surprising to us that a plant

"Man, They're Really Getting With If

(2X97' -fe^-CHK^l-^^ *<~

that has done so much and spent so

manv millions of dollars to abate

pollution since its completion 17

years ago has been the target of so

much ill considered, uninformed

and unfair criticism.

The plant had a lull time

pollution control technical stall

prior to the advent ot this general

practice in industry. The plant

built one 0. the first secondary

paste treatment s> stems m the

nation devoted exclusively to in

dustrial waste When we tclt that

this method of abatement might be

inadequate, the plant mproved its

waste removal techniques through

more and better technology, and

today produces an effluent that has

more than 98 per cent of the

oxygen-challenging BOD removed

Those who would criticize our

treatment of wastes should

familiarize themselves with the

tacts.

The letter mentions AstroTurt

This product does not contribute to

em ironmental problems because

scientists say the supply of oxygen

,s so vast as to be virtually

inexhaustible The fact is that this

kind of artificial turf eliminates the

need for lawn and garden

chemicals

In summarv. we feel the people

involved in writing the letter,

although possibly well-meaning.

were misguided
Monsanto Company

Office Code MK

SJI V Lindbergh Blvd.

St. Louis. Missouri 63IW»

Bromery Welcomes Semester,

Looks Forward To Changes

,Kd Note: The- U.llowing is a message from Dr.

Randolph VS. Bromerv. Nice t hancello. lor Mud,..

Aft airs to the stmbnt bod> . upon the beginning of the

new semester..

Western Mass. Defended

To the Kditors:

Thank Heaven for the little

blessings bestowed upon us poor-

Western Mass folk! imagine the

esteemed Daily i ollegian editors

from Near Boston >It is true that

any town or city in The East to

adequately described by the

phrase Near Boston, is it not .)

using us as the subject of one of

their editorials in their December

23rd issue.
,

....

Now. a month later. I am still

amazed at this objectivity shown

bv the Eastern Massachusetts

residents. But one thing does

puzzle me. How is it that this elite

class of Near Boston can give up

the perfect conditions of that

Cradle of Civilization to come to

the University of Massachusetts in

the Western Wilderness'' Surely

all of these people were accepted at

schools in • The East, weren t

Janice Western

I would like to take this cpportun.ty to wh*J*
,,na«e officers, Senators and a II students a vew

hanov prosperous, and productive New \ ear I took

;rward
P
vvX Ereat anticipation to working closely

wth vou n he reorganization of the Office of Student

AffaiW the development of a new and innovate

dining commons programs, and a more diverse,

meaningful, and responsive dormitory living ex-

^IrSlect the above changes in the life styles of

students on this campus. I w.ll need the advice^

e«.neration and support of all of the members of the

StXf^ate the^ithweat Assembly, the student

bcxiv and other members of the campus canmun^

ifwc are successful. I can envision a real and conv

ule^e decentralization of authority within the Office of

studenlAffairs in order to be more rapidly responsive

to thT needs of students. I also envision non-

ompulsorv varied dining common programs and a

w"dl var.etv of dormitory life styles designed

sDCc.ficallv to fit the varied needs and desires of in-

drvmuals .dents and student groups. Many opt.onsin

dnng accommodations will be explored w.thtn open

and clearly defined budgetary and physical

1 mitatons We should consider dining options

rangmgTrom slightly higher cost table service - a la

a

arr?estaurant type facilities to relat^Py ^nex-

nensive meal plan cafeterias with a menu that in

dudes regulardiet. soul-food. Spanish-American and

o her varied iood choices In addition to the current

Co-ed Dorms Residential Colleges. "Quief dorms,

dormiton H ? ng could include many other optional co-

eS single se'x life styles. In this »^*»*»*
could select a unique living experience ra her than a

^
institutional type room in an amorphous rwutome

hall Those persons not compatible with a particular

residence hah life style could elect to move to a dor-

mitory that more closely f.ts the.r expectations,

desires personalities, and academk pmurams

I lurther envision an effective responaible, and

participitorv campus securit) program designed to

utter better protection lor all members of our campus

community It WO are engaged in achieving our in

dividual academk goals and the deveiopmenl ol i nan

living learning experience, we must design « VWBDie

internal and external security program Of wh,ch all

community members assume i rcspo.Mbiiity As

part of this new campus security program. I am

proposing the establishment of a I'ol... Community

Kelations Institute which could help integrate a viable

security program into our academic and social

communitv .......

f we are lULLSSSflll m effecting needed positive

changes in our own I n.vors.ly Community then the

experiences and knowledge obtained trom this effort

can be applied to solving some of the problems we w ill

lace when we attempt to improve the communities in

which we live alter leaving the University FOr this

effort to succeed, we must develop a renewed sense ol

individual responsibility and concern lor our fellow

human beings Internally, this must include a

massive and cornprehewive campaign against drug

RbuSC and the breakdown of internal dormitory

^Tnis^vear can mark the beginning of change and

innovation by focusing our collective efforts and

abilities to modify our own campus environment I am

dedicated to opening up this institution rather than

shutting it down This could be the start of a new

experiment in a living and learning experience on a

large enough scale that it could have a profound effect

on the College and University communities

throughout the Commonwealth and the country Our

collective potential energies can be utilized to effect

prositive changes in our university community and

modify our environment This can be the decade of

change I am ready to proceed immediately but need

your continued and renewed support

RANDOLPH W. BROMERY
Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

page
all letters.
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Five College Board

Aids Study Abroad

l'akislan «Mck -ufferMl a tidal »•» faster '«'"">; '"
• |>hmi K Uctmte. Air force, of

Ld Mr Svleiue ROTC- .ho "^"^^lE*-! cSSLr Tippo: .harMoM. Burns.

ROTC Aids Pakistanians

The Five College Academic

Policy Advisory Board has ap-

proved the establishment ot a Five

College Committee on Overseas

Programs to explore possibilities

tor cooperation in overseas study

activities and related fields.

The committee, set up in

November with one member from

each ol the live institutions, has

met twice already and is actively

digging into questions ot pooling

information on overseas study

programs so that students at a I

five colleges can have as much

information as possible on which

to make decisions about studying

abroad
Bv comparing experiences on

.vacating the work of five college

students in foreign programs and

iniversities. the committee hopes

o make it easier to estimate the

academic credit a student might

earn through different kinds of

study abroad programs.

A live college file has been set up

containing comments of students

who studied abroad on their ex-

perience; the file is presently at

the International Programs Office

of the University but is available to

all five college students and

faculty.

In the future the committee

plans to consider the possibility ol

five college overseas study

programs, for example, in Africa.

The l Mass. representative on the

committee, Mrs. Barbara B. Burn.

Director of International

Programs, would welcome any

comments and suggestions from

students, staff and faculty at the

university, on programs and ac-

tivities that the new committee

might consider or support.

Contributions totaling S-. 165-^
have been sent by a group of ROTC

students to Pakistan for the relief

of flood victims in that country

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

\t the request of the students.

I Mass Chancellor Oswald Tippo

sent the monev to Senator Edward

M Kennedv and asked that he

forward
"

it to appropriate

Pakistani officials

Soon after the cyclone tidal wave

disaster hit East Pakistan in

November, students of the Army

and Air Force ROTC began a

month of door to-door solicitations

in residence halls They also set up

a donations table in the Campus

Center and advertised their

campaign on local television and

two campus radio stations-

NY Ml A. and WFCR which is

operated by the Five College

network

In his letter to Senator Kennedy,

Chancellor Tippo said the donation

to the people of East Pakistan was

one result of the ROTC student

campaign "Another result. ' he

said, -is a feeling of thankfulness

that students and others of us here

at I' Mass feel at being able to give

some aid and perhaps some

comfort in a time of disaster
"

Library Hours

REGI CAR HOI RS

Monday through Friday

Saturday
Sunday

EXCEPTIONS

Sundav. February 14

Monday. February 15

830 a.m. -1200 midnight*

8:30 am -10:00 p.m.

200 p m.-1200 midnight'

CLOSED
2:00 pm -12:00 midnight

SPRING RECESS
Saturday, March 20 8 30 am 5:00 p m
Sundav .'March 21 CLOSED
Mondav Friday. March 22-26 8:30 a m.-5:00 p.m

Saturdav. March 27 CLOSED
Sunday.' March 28 Resume regular hours

WALL

Sunday. April 18

Monday. April 19

CLOSED
2:00 p.m. -12:00 midnight

•Generally, services other than Reserve cease at 10:00 p.m

Notices

Noteverybodywho
is interested in figures

gets off atWall Street.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Welcome MCk Ground School members who

wit be at meet.na tonight wth computer* and

plotters at 7 p m .n Camous Center

INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE
Sconce Technology, and Sooety Envir

Science 386. Ween ft, Aerospace Engineering

386. Psychology 186 w.H meet .n SBA 116 on

Tues Feb ?nd at 4 p m

N E S TUTORING
Anyone interested m tutoring .n Spring! ield

or other areas come to the meeting Jan 28th at

; J0 p m M Room 163 ol the Campus Center

FOUND
,

,

Man s weddng r,ng near West exper.mentai

m R ng has m^ais and date engraved

Call Edith AAarnert b 27»1, Goessman Lab

Room 101 or 253 7819 atter S p m

LOST
Black elephant h.de wallet lost Monday m

Student Un.on Please return to 6 5321 ID

enclosed

It nou have a liking for figures, finance

and money, i€tna Life & Casualty might be

a way to both job satisfaction and

success.

II you haven't thought about insurance,

mavbc that's because you haven't heard

the whole truth about it.

For example, because our business

has become so sophisticated, we have one

of the largest computer installations in

the country.And, il you think of insurance

in terms of premiums and settlements,

you'll be surprised at how deeply /Etna is

involved with stocks and bonds, equities,

and real estate.

K you're analytically-minded, there are

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

and a jOBS-participating company.

many careers open to you. As an actuary.

accountant, computer programrneror

securities analyst, for example. In these

positions and others youll be helping

27 million people who depend on /Etna for

security in a shaky world. We have a

reputation for not letting them down.

A brochure called "The Whole Truth"

spells out how /Etna works, and the many

specific opportunities we have for people

of all talents. It's an honest picture of an

honest business.

Why not stop in at your placement

ollice soon and read it.

You could doyoursclf-and many

other people-a lot of good.

OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

MINUTES
AWAY
VIA NEW

You mightbe happier atyEtna.
V^L

,.~,.n m von As an actuary, ^

—

*S

ACRES FREE PARKING

cX It S •IVfiOAll tO W SMIO 733-5131

LIFE 8. CASUALTY

tipresiwff*

GOLDEN
AGII

MSC0UNTS

SCHOOL

GROUP

BATES

HlKBtlofl

thru

Entertoinment
|

WE
HONOR

& HELD OYER!

... * -LOVE STORY'

? A IS A PHENOMENON!
»r

Ah MacGraw Ryan ONeal

TODAY AT 2:00

3:45, 3:30

730. 9.40

GP

Q FINAL WKS!

A BLOCKBUSTER!

2 BI6GEST

BONDS OF ALU

SAT -SUN: 1.30, 4:15

7 00. 9 50

S*on Conntry

Z~~^thuTs: 1:30-7:00 OP)
FM. SAT, SUN
TMUNDM8AU: \O0-tW-9i$
IIVI TWICE: 3:20-7:40

COMFORTABLE ROCKER LOUNGES

Search Committee Selects New UMass Grid Coach.

MacPherson Succeeds Fusia
A six-week search last week with

the announcement of Richard

•Dick" MacPherson. an assistant

coach with the Denver Broncos

professional football team, as

UMass' 18th head football coach.

The selection by a university

search committee and Chancellor

Oswald Tippo s appointment

culminated screening procedures

tor the post vacated by Vic Fusia.

who retired Dec. 8 to assume an

administrative post.

MacPherson is an affable 40-

vear old native of Old Town, Maine

and a 1958 graduate of Springfield

College, where he was an All-New

England center and linebacker

and recipient of the Springfield

College Scholar-Athlete Award. An

Air Force veteran, MacPherson

earned a masters degree from the

University of Illinois, where he

also served as assistant freshman

The coach then came to UMass

in 1959 and was head freshman

coach for two years. He left a big

impression on campus during the

two years, and has maintained

close friendships in the area.
*

MacPherson. in 1961. went with

then UMass coach Chuck Studley,

to the University of Cincinnati,

where he was a top assistant

coach. During his five years at

Cincinnati where he helped recruit

and coach such stars as Cincinnati

Bengal quaterback Greg Cook and

Baltimore Colt placekicking hero.

Jim O'Brien

From Cincinnati. MacPherson

moved to the University of

Maryland, where he was assistant

coach under Lou Saban. When

Saban received a lengthy contract

to coach the Denver- Broncos,

MacPherson went along with

Saban to the pros and has been

defensive coordinator and top

assistant. The Denver defensive

unit is one of the youngest and

poetntially best units in pro foot-

ball today.

The Redman coach will have a

great act to follow in the successful

record of Fusia. Fusia won five

Yankee Conference titles ifour

outright, one disputed), in ten

years and the coach had only two

losing seasons in the decade.

The Screening Committee for the

new head coach consisted of

Chairman George Richason, who is

also chairman of the Athletic

Council and head of the Chemistry

Department, Dr. David C.

Bischoff, Associate Provost and

Assistant Dean of Physical

Education. Warren P. McGuirk,

Dean of the School of Physical

Education and Director of

Athletics, Donald Junkins,

Associate Professor of English.

Evan Johnston. Executive Vice

President of the Associate Alumni,

and Peter Pascarelli, Editor-In

Chief of the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, plus Advisory Members

of the Committee. John Hulecki

and Dennis Keating, co-captains of

the 1971 football team. Bruce

,,.», u ivn r «_r\PTM\S-lMass newly-appointed head football coach Richard "Dick- Mac-

Cochrane. Associate Dean of

Students and former UMass
football great, and Robert

O'Connell. Committee Secretary

and Assistant Director of Athletics.

MacPherson was the choice from

\ V w~ v ia fr»»* ••• - w — --—

around 80 applicants and over a

dozen of candidates interviewed.

He has already assumed duties,

and is busy trying to catch up in

recruiting.

The new coach will

irilllll nr»i."B ,»»...—-.-

assistant coaches, and right now it

is not known how many will be

retained from the present staff

The announcement of some of the

assistants will probably be made

later this week

Redmen Are Best In Hall Of Fame, Upping Mark To 10-0

UMass Nabs Holiday Tourney
By JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

SPRINGFIELD While UMass
basketball opponents
Providence College and Holy

Cross were competing in the

ECAC Holiday Festival Tour

nament in New York City's

Madison Square Garden with the

likes of South Carolina, Western

Kentucky. St John's and

Manhattan. the Redman
hoopsters found themselves in

the eight team field of the First

Annual Basketball Hall of Fame

Holiday Festival Tournament in

Fairfield in the first round of the Hail ol r a ^
Springfield, put together three *£*£*'££ ™

the Redmen
went away with the ^«***^£?2£ Fairfield. St.

the Springfield College

Memorial Field House with the

likes of Long Island University.

Valparaiso and St. Michael's

t Mass entered the tourney

with a 7-0 slate and exited in 10-0

Mvle. copping the crown after

defeating Fairfield University

% 82 on Dec 28. St Michaels

College 94 59 in a semifinal

game on Dec. 29. and Colgate

University 79-67 in the cham-

pionship game on Dec. 30

The Redmen were the

favorites throughout the three-

da v affair; in fact the tour

nament was moulded around

UMass and its superb junior

forward Julius Erving. Neither

did the team nor Erving let

anyone down, as the 6 6 Redman

co-captain swept most valuable

player honors.

UMass picked up two spots on

the all-tournament squad One

went to Erving. the other to his

co-captain counterpart, senior

Ken Mathias. who played very

strongly.

The Jack Leaman coached

contingent did not play the kind

of basketball in the Hall of Fame

tourney as it is capable of

playing, but the Redmen did put

forth a solid^nough effort to win

the thing

Three men were scoring

standouts for UMass at

Springfield, as Ervings tourney

average was 30.7, Mathias'

average was 17.7. and junior

guard John Betancourt tallied

an average of 13 points for the

three tilts. Juniors Mike

Pagliara and Rich Vogeley

owned 8.7 tourney scoring

marks, while Chris Coffin,

another junior, chipped in at 4.7.

Rebounding was a two-man

affair for the Redman cause

with Erving averaging a high

25.3 and Mathias a solid 12.3.

Both Ervings scoring and

rebounding marks were holiday

highs among all the players in

the tournament fold

UMass' margin of winning

W m WW 20 points, as the

Redmen outscored Fairfield, St.

Mike's and Colgate at an

average of 89.3 to 69.3. From the

floor the Redmen's shooting

percentage was 45. 1 for the three

days as compared to their op-

ponents' 33 4 From the foul line

l Miss was 65 1. but its op-

ponents were slightly worse at

63 5.

outside of Erving and

Mathias. who earned the two

positions on the all tournev

team. LIU's 6'8 junior Walter

Jones was a selectee as were

Colgate seniors Nick Scaccia

and Don Ward Not a single

guard won an all tourney berth

Scaccia and Ward, at 6'6 and 6'4.

are both forwards, as are 6'7

Mathias and Erving.

The following is a game

by-game wrap-up of the Hall of

Fame tournament:

DEC 28-UMASS vs. FAIR

FIELD: Although UMass went

on to win this game 95-82. there

was much doubt right before the

contest that the final spread

would be 13 points or even that

the Redmen would win.

The reason for that doubt was

an ailing Erving It was learned

just prior to gametime that the

junior was being hampered by a

pesty flu bug, and it showed

when he took warmups with the

team He just went through the

motions and looked very

sluggish in doing so Erving even

took to the bench while his

teammates were still warming

up. His being below par

physically appeared to affect the

entire squad, as the entire

pregame drills were run in

listless fashion.

But the Redmen had enough of

something to jump out of an

early 7-0 lead in the first two and

a half minutes They would

never lose the lead for the

remainder of the contest. With

about nine minutes to go to the

half UMass was confortably in

front, 23-10.

By ha Iftime the score favored

the Redmen, 43-26. Ervings play

didn't suffer a great deal, as his

stats at intermission were 11

point and 14 rebounds. For

UMass. Mathias and Betancourt

had 11 andten first half pbinti

respectively.

In the second half Erving

played even better, although the

Stags of Fairfield were able to

make a run at the Redmen very

late in the game Seven minutes

into the half UMass was on top of

a 20-point, 59-39. lead and could

afford to coast

Over the next eight minutes

the Redmen had only lost three

points of that lead and had a Stag

Eg the horns. 81*14. with just

over fiv*» minutes to play At this

point Fairfield made its move,

slicing the lead to eight points.

84-76. in a matter of two minutes

time A~i
However. UMass responded

bv outscoring the Stags 11-6 the

rest of the wvy for the final 95-82

count.

The game was marred by too

many quick whistles. 54 per-

sonal fouls were called The

Redman record climbed to 8-0,

Fairfield s dropped to 1-4.

In other first round games, St.

Mike's defeated Springfield, 92-

72 to move into the semis

against UMass. Colgate nipped

American International College

88 86. setting itself up for a semi

final match against LIU, which

swept by Valparaiso, 73-52.

•ox scone

UMiU FG FT 8»T Fairfield

Ervino.

Bet net

Pagi«are

CoHin
Math<as

Auitin

Vogelev

10

?

1

1

7

S

78

18

10

S

17

16

TEAM 33 78 85

Brown
Fr*ier

Groom
Kelly

Romano
Bowen
Barnes

OuMy
O'Oon'i

Foley

TEAM

FG FT PT

3 1 *

3

1

*

4

7

6

I

4

I

2

78

II

15

14

13

10

4

4

87

DEC. 29 -UMass vs. ST.

MICHAEL'S (Semi-final

Game): UMass defeated St.

Mike's. 94-59, to advance into the

championship round, as Erving

collected 30 rebounds, sur-

passing his own Redman record

of 28 in one contest, and scored

33 points.

Just as the score indicates, the

Redmen had little trouble with

the Purple Knights from Ver-

mont. The lead at halftinie was

-4?«-;-4£ci4ng-s-17 rx>'nts.a.nd 18

rebounds paced UMass in this

period.

Continued on page IS
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B vm OF TIIF BO IMMMMI llllr- Ken Malht.s I It) and Redman forward Rick Vogelev

/ \l n ; ved a?eboundstirm,sh with Providence s Nehru King .far right
.

and Ray £-*»<£
hftl hoM,l,.uT abihtv lo rebound cyen.y with the taller Redmen was a big factor ,n the rr.ar upset

win last Saturday 'MIX photo b> (iary Slicktnan

»

THE LOSGAWAITED

WINTER

IS NOW IN PROGRESS...

Featuring our regular quality clothing at

drastic reductions from our . .

.

• MEN'S SHOP •LADIES' SHOP

SKI - SKELLER SAVINGS UP TO 50%

.

IbanhAmericaro

of

AmlirtBt. iBn«»Ml)tt6fttB

a4t

25-1 Ain't So Bad
By PETER PASCARELLI

Editor-in-Chief

It was the odd coincidence Saturday for both UCLA and UMass to be

knocked from the unbeaten ranks among the nation's college basketball

teams Both were defeated by superlative performances by a guard.;

UCLA by Notre Dames Austin Carr. and UMass by Providence s Ernie

DiGregorio Both were defeated on rabid enemy courts. Both were

defeated on television.

There the similarities end. between UCLA and UMass^

The Redman loss to Providence was the type of defeat that can wreck

team morale, and get a team muttering to itself for weeks to come

CMass had struggled from behind all night, and with 18 seconds left, and

victory in its hands, it missed three shots all by inches.

But UMass morale wont be wrecked, for thjs team has too much

character, and guts, and ability, and too much Jack Leaman to let one

loss hurt it And the fact that the game was headlined the next day as a

Providence upset of Massachusetts, shows how far UMass basketball has

come This is the Providence of Len W.lkens. Jimmy Walker, NIT.

tame, etc . etc . whose win over UMass, on the Friars* home court, was

t6

The RediZTare into the meat of their schedule, with their next three

games the b.ggest of the year right now. Tonight, they P»ay national-

ranked Fordham. Saturday Northeastern, which has won ten straight.

and then Tuesday, its down to Worcester and Holy Cross Nufi said.

Then in another week comes that old nemesis Boston College, with

Connecticut. Rhode Island, Syracuse. George Washington, and the rest to

°
UMass basketball is the b.ggest thing on campus right now It is

probably one of the few things on campus that virtually everyone has

some interest in The Redmen did not back into this interest, they have

^The Providence loss is not enough to hurt what this team has ac-

complished the past year and a half The NIT., three successive v ankee

Conference titles, and a strangehold on a fourth, 21 straight regular

season wins, nation wide attention, and the loyalties of a complete

student body __. ...

UMass has the ability to win the rest of its games. This is not an idle,

partisan pipe dream This is instead a realistic possibility. Its backcourt

has been outstanding, especially in the past two games, with John

Betancourt and Mike Pagliara scoring 35 points between them Saturday.

against the taller Friars. The frontcourt has been bolstered by the con-

sistent rebounding of Ken Mathias. the improving Chris Coffin Rick

Vogelev a deadly shooter in substitute role, and of course, the finest

basketballplaver ever to play for a New England college. Julius Erving

And both the frontcourt and the backcourt will be bolstered by the

presence of Tom McLaughlin, a transfer who becomes eligible against

Northeastern, and who will be a valuable and versatile performer. Vir

tually all of the remaining have helped in some way at some time, and

can be counted on to do the same the rest of the way

Yes the Pro- dence loss was a tough one It can t be forgotten But a

team with this much ability and this much to play for wont be hurt by it

Neither will a team that is coached by what has to be one of the finest

hoop mentors anywhere. Jack Leaman.

Besides, a 25-1 record isn't all that bad.
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UM Sweeps Fairfield, St. Mike's, Colgate & Titlc
Continued from page 13

Throughout the game Erving

looked like his old self, and it was

readily apparent by his per-

formance that the flu bug had

stopped bugging No. 32.

On the whole it was not a strong

Redman performance. Nineteen

turnovers tell part of the story,

another part is told by the com-

petition; St. Mike's is a team that

lost to Holy Cross earlier in the

year by something like 70 points.

Because it turned into a lopsided

affair UMass coach Jack Leaman

was able to play all 14 of his squad

members. Mathias was second

leading Redman scorer with 12

points. It was a poor Redman
shooting night, only 40% from the

floor.

Erving's previously rebounding

high of 28 came a year ago in

games against Providence College

and Maine UMass' season mark

was now 9-0. A big factor in the

onesided outcome: the winners

outrebounded their foes, 8 81-45. In

the other semi-final tilt. Colgate

advanced to the championship

game by outpointing LIU. 97-86 In

the two consolation semi-final

matchups. Valparaiso defeated

Alt'. 78 61. and Springfield sent

home a tine Fairfield team. 89 83.

BOX ".COKE

•

P.ia lara

• n J

voo<

-

FT

3

1

1

PT

33

6

V

St Michaels
f G FT

h,i!/*no 2 7

Oil)Ju»

Slraword

3

•

I

3

1

C

PT
6

7

IS

6

•>

»

I

.

and 24 points respectively, and the

game's two best rebounders, with

20 and 18. The two Redmen tallied

32 of UMass' 38 first-half points or

the equal of the whole Colgate

team, which trailed at the half 38-

32.

The Red Raiders were the

tourney's sleepers and sliced the

thin six-point halftime edge even

thinner during second-half action.

The Redmen were not out of the

woods until the very end.

Betancourt, who had not had a

very good tourney and who had a

lousy first half against Colgate,

helped lift UMass past the Red

Raiders in the second half. His

basket with about ten and a half

minutes left in the affair gave the

Redmen but a one-point, 54-53

advantage
However he accounted for eight

of the next 13 UMass points, as the

Redmen streaked out ahead, 67-58.

with about six minutes remaining.

A little later on it was a Betancourt

steal that produced a key hoop for

the eventual winners, who went on

to take the whole shebang in decent

style.

Betancourt scored the great

majority of his 14 points in the

second half UMass outrebounded

its opponent 59-37 Along with

Betancourt both Erving and

Mathias scored in double figures in

the second half, sinking 13 and ten

SPOILS OF VICTORY - Members of the UMass basketball team accept the championship trophy from

one of the officials (dark suit in foreground ) at the Hall of Fame tournament at Springfield. UjM>HgM

are Bill Greeley. Ken Mathias. Mike Pagliara (14). Chuck Olsen. Tom Austin. Sam Provo, Julius Fr-

ying. Bill Kesgen and Rich Vogelev. < MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

points respectively.

In two consolation affairs. LIU

topped St Mike's, 87-81. for third

place in the final tourney stan-

dings, and Springfield nipped

Valparaiso. 54-49. for fifth place

BOX SCORE
U/V.ass FG FT PT

IS

DEC it) I MASS VS. COLGATE
iChampionship Game*: Behind a

couple «>! excellent pertormances

l,\ us co-captains Living and

Mathias CMass l>eat Colgate. 79-

i,7. to win this tirst Hall of Fame
tournament

Erving and Mathias were the

game's two beat ictwia. wHfc 3i

MacPherson:
'UMass Will

BeA Winner'
i onlinued from page -«>

MacPherson lays it down when

he affirms, The most important

part ot this program is the

recruitment ot the student-

athlete

He <lesi.es the participation ol

the non-athlete students in his

program in their role as tans "I

believe m students I want them to

(.<• ,, part ot it
" Me hopes that

students will attend not onl> home

nltv hut those away as well

'Wherever we go. 1 want it to be a

home game

"

Erving

Ma»h>as

Vogeley
Bet net

Cctt.n

P.igli-»ra

Greeley

Austin

Di'mpsey

TEAV

14

8

I

5

'J

3

u

u

u

31

24

I

14

;

i

i

o

79

Colgate FG FT PT

Ward
Cronm
Scaccia

Lebel

Bingham
Mackay
Goens
Carlson

TEAM

7

3

8

4

8

30

Id

6

17

'0

16

67

HOOP NOTES The tournament

director was l,ee Williams, who is

also the Executive Director of the

Naismith Memorial Hall of Fame
in Springfield, into which Bob

Cousy. Bob Petit and Abe Saper

stein were recently in

ducted Persons who had tickets

to the lirst round of the tourney

were allowed to tour the Hall of

Fame Iree of charge.. Two of the

outstanding highlights of the Hall

ot Fame are 'Pistol Pete s saggy

lOCks", both of them Each game

the Redmen appeared in was a

sellout 2«.o<) is capacity I as a lot of

people from the Springfield area

came to get a look at Mr Er-

ving. ..He didn't let them

down This tournament was

originally created with hopes of

having it held in Springfield's new

civic center, hut that place is still

under construction and won't even

be ready in time for next year's

Hall of Fame affair That tourney

will be held in AIC's place. Butova

Memorial Cymnasium. and the

field w ill comprise AIC.

Springfield College. Ball State,

Bucknell, Morris Harvey,

Usumption College. Boston

University and St Peter's

College. It was strange to realize

that UMass actually was playing a

team. Colgate, in the finals that

trailed an AIC team for most of its

tirst round game, eventually

winning the game by only two

points. 8886. and that was in

overtime Recall that the Redmen

have already defeated AIC this

year, by an unbelievable 93-40

margin George Groom, a I 1

sophomore, was Fairfield's best

ballplayer in the Stag Redman

affair. Vogelev had hil season's

high of Hi points in that lirst round

win over Fairfield. These three

games in Springfield w itnessed the

emergence of Sam Provo as a key

substitute at guard for

t Mass BUI Pattison. a 81 junior

forward, was St Mikes best

plaver against UMass scoring 15

points. 14 in the first hall Colgate

is a class aggregate, one which

entered the tourney at :t 2. lelt at 5-

:{, and proved its mettle, especially

in its semi tinal victory at the

hands of talented I. II squad..

Three players come to mind when

one talks "about Colgate they are

Les Bingham, a (.1 senior guard.

Ward, a (i 4 senior forward and

Nick Scaccia. a 6'6 senior for-

ward These three scored 16. 18

and 17 points cespe< tively in the

title game with the Kedmen The

tournament championship was

I Mass second holiday crown in as

many vears. the Redmen having

nabbed" first place in last year s

Gem City Tournament at Erie,

Pennsylvania

Hi

man

And MacPherson looks tor

campUi unity, asserting. "As a

campttSW« should win together, as

a campus
together."

we should lose

Tying things together, the coach

has stated, "I'm not a great coach

and 111 never say 1 am I need

talent. 1 need an excellent staff

and I intend to have both. Give me
those two things ..and I'll have

them and UMass will be a win

ning team."

And a linal tidbit for thought

Irom Mr MacPherson. -Football

is a serious game and a fun game
And the tun in football is winning

That s what I want. ..to win
."

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

To Be Back
In Action

P5
l Mass 7-o hockey team, in-

t hiding lack Fdw ai (Is <top> and

i»at Kceaaa teenm*. will be

back in the swing of things with

an awa> tilt against < olby on

Saturday at 7 p.m.

SHIRT -SLACK -JEAN SAl E

40% OFF

FAMOUS BRAND NAMES «*» to S9.00

PARAPHERNALIA

&1 N. Pleasant St. \mherst
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Redmen Take Eleventh Straight

UMass Sluggish In BU
itdcMCTRIN _ ..._ ..A l.v Torrier. The Bl
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UMass Loses First

Win, 77-63
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN

Assistant Sports Editor

BOSTON After a 22 day y-off,

the l Mass basketball team

dumped the Terriers ot Boston

University despite a sluggish

performance before a turn-awa\

crowd of over 1500 tans at Sargent

Gym on January 21, 77-63. It was

the Redmen's eleventh straight

victory of the season without a

defeat while the Boston elub

slumped to 2-8.

The last UMass game before the

BU affair was way back on

December 30th when the Redmen

downed Colgate m the tmale ot the

bombing which eventually led the

Hodmen past the upset-minded

Terriers . .

The lust halt was surprisingly

close all of the way. UMass got a

break beiore the contest even

darted as HI' was charged with a

technical foul for dunking during

warm-up drills. The free throw

was missed but IMass got the ball

and Julius Krving. who bad a rare

o|| night, connected on a 10 looter

to put the Redmen on top

I'Mass jumped ahead. 10-4. at

16: 13 on a three point play by Chris

Coffin from an Krving feed.

tercepted by a Terrier. The Bl

player drove for the hoop and put

the ball in but was called tor a

charging foul in the process. When

the referees disallowed the basket.

a Terrier assistant coach

B U Game Stars

me v uiiiii ••"••• *•• — =
,

—•-- tu,, looked at this point as if the Kea-

" a\"' XL2"*£55 he ™"ou\d,cn
P
paMe,aU Bu. Iefbreak adversely jiteiua uw

minutes aler. ihe

Redmen ».«» "JV^ hlgh of ,4 shrink to »*1 halftime margin.
I'aghara had acareermgn w «

obv ,ous that this was not one
points as he netted eight of nine '^"D

;!°^tter efforts But as

Km, the floor and e.ghl
<

o ten f m «™%£Z™ boys played,

the charity stripe. He «-onn«.ieu ^ .

D iaVed well. Senior

,or seven crucial points early m the the^^rner^ playea

second half as the Redmen ran of James lam wa

ll^V^g§£?£ SKhbS "in the fin* half.

Also outstanding for I Mass was wiu. £\
f th contest

.oniorco-eaptainK^Math^who ^^'^18 minutes left to

was the game I leading^e^der ca ^ ^^

tfRS*
Heroes in I Mass win over the Terriers of Bl ajft Mike

PaghaTa Teft» for the Kedmen and James Garvin (right) for

B
pa°,L?aV.aved perhaps his finest game in a I Mass uniform.

Ihe iuntor guard missed only one field goal attempt all night and

I -m HZtt tere a name high. He led the Redmans second half

£! KK SS. 4S - Piously tight battle and locked up

1^1ZZZ£2£$^« ^e game. He scored 23 points.

,6 in the £rt h«" • and pulled down ten rebounds. In a game in

IVichtMasl Julius Krving was the main drawing card. Carvm

proved that he too was a very talented ball player.

Computers!
Sales, Systems Support, Engineers, Programmers-all get involved at RCA.

We believe in lots of

interlace- people work out

their problems together.

We call it "total systems

architecture."

In our Computer Sales and

Systems Program you

receive ten weeks of formal

training that provides you

with a broad knowledge of

the field of your choice-

Sales or Systems.

Engineers can choose a

Rotational Program for a

broad overview of the

company or direct

assignment to the area of

your skill.

Other benefits are that we

are not a narrow specialized

corporation. We are

technologically diverse.

human and highly

concerned with the future.

Also we are a total

communications company

that includes defense and

commercial electronic

systems, electronic

components, and solid state

devices of the most

advanced kind.

If you are majoring in

Computer Science.

Electronic or Mechanical

Engineering, or have a

strong interest, regardless

of your major, in Computer

Sales and Systems, we
would like to talk to you.

Contact your College

Placement Director, or write

directly to RCA College

Relations, Dept. E, Cherry

Hill. Camden. New Jersey

08101. We are an equal

opportunity employer.

On Campus Interviews

February 24, 1971

ItC/l

vociferously objected and BU was

hit with a technical foul.

From that point, the Redmen ran

of! eleven straight points. When

the spree was over the score had

the Terriers behind, 52-35. and this

cushion was enough to last the

Redmen who needed everything

they could get in this one. The lead

fluctuated between ten points and

the final margin of 24.

With the way IMass played, it

was luckv for the Redmen that the

opposition was Boston U. rather

than some of the clubs I'Mass must

lace in the coming weeks. Ihe

Redmen were still, for one more

game anyway, the only undefeated

team in New England

LAMP LINKS - Erving. on his

•off night" onlv had 22 points and

16 rebounds. In his only Boston

appearance of the season, the

junior star only netted nine of 25

field goal attempts and seemed to

be bothered by the lay-off more

than some of the other players...

A

least 400 fans were turned away at

the door and reportedly about 41) of

them had tickets. Campus police

had a hard time clearing the en-

trances Coach Jack Leaman once

again was victorious over his alma

mater Leaman. it was revealed in

the game program, has the most

points for a Terrier backcourtman

,n a season and a career in BU

history He also ranks as the fifth

leading all time scorer with 961

career points

WMUA
On The Air

As the UMass basketball team

returns to Amherst. WMUA will

return to the air to cover all the

action beginning tonight as the

Redmen take on the highly touted

Rams of Fordham
Doing the play-by-play will be

WML A Station Manager Ken

Horseman Color will be added by

Dave Melvin Air time will be just

prior to the 8 p m tap off time.

WMUA will broadcast the

remainder of UMass' hoop tilts as

well as selected hockey games.

Erving Chosen

By YanCon
IMass

-

Julius Krving has been

selected as the top frontcourt

plaver of the week in the Yankee

Conference for his performances

in the Redman's battle* with

Boston University and Providence.

Vermont > Ka\ Ortiz and Rhode

Island! Steve Unwell were chosen

.is the top hackcourt and

sophomore players

Krving. a li'ti junior forward,

scored 41 points and grabbed M
reboundi while puking up i<»

,,ssists in im.iss victory over BU

and Toss to Providence.

i lit i/. who stands OOl) 1't,

connected on M <>t 15 ,|,,1(l noul

attempts and Sol ofreethrowa for

28 points, while also getting six

rebounds and live assists, .i-

Vermont upset Fairfield, IS-74

Roweli. who will Ik> remembered

by UMass tans tor his shot which

sent the i Mass i Hi game into

overtime, scored X\ points .is the

Rams lost at West Virginia. HiT-'.H)

FOR I

DIAMONDS

'

at

MODERATE
PRICES

Come to

WINN'S

JEWELERS
31 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Redmen Fall In Thriller To PC, 73-72
II'murmured over the turn of straight hoops, all from fifteen feet

S^ttSSuUS SSM P".S Friars haeX on

5SSSS sS^SEES 2K.«s»srAS

shot «5 It went in and then out the fun started,

seconds ticked away

By BARRY RUBKNSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - In one of

the most exciting games the

UMass basketball team has played

in a long time, the Redmen were

dumped from the ranks of the

unbeaten, 73-72, in a fiercely fought

January 23. UMass now stands at

ill, and the Kriars are 10-3.

If one word could sum up the

UMass feeling about this game it

would have to be frustration. In an

unbelievable turn of events, the

Redmen were handed a golden

opportunity to pull an almost

certain defeat out of the fire, but as

it turned out it was all for naught

The situation was straight from a

Hollywood B' movie. With 0:42 on

the clock, Ernie DiGregorio, who

was unbelievable throughout the

game's leading scorer wit

££' ne.S TwoTee' throws m loss o, the year
points »«~"'f" ,

- The name had

again. As .

there was a scramble for the

rebound and it ended up in

the hands of Erving right in front of

the basket. But he too failed to put

it in.

This time the ball was batted out

to the right side where Paghara

scooped it up and fired. The Ball

bounced off the rim and before the

Redmen could retrieve it. the horn

had blown and UMass had its first

LAYUP LINES - Leading scorer

for UMass was Bentancourt with

20 Erving, who only converted six

of 18 field goal attempts, had 19

points and 17 rebounds while

Fagliara had 15 points.

BOX SCORE

give the Kriars a seemingly safe

lead of four, 73-69.

With one foul to waste,

DiGregorio then bumped Mike

Pagliara and when the junior

guard hit the charity toss.

Providence once again had the

ball with only 37 seconds to kill on

the clock.

If events to this point had been

exciting, they got downright

dramatic from here on With
i
the

Kriars attempting to freeze and the

Redmen going for the steal.

Providence center Ray Johnson

was left alone underneath the hoop.

He took the pass, hesitated a

second, and then went up for a

seemingly uncontested layup

But Ken Mathias came from

nowhere and made a phenomenal

block of Johnson's shot and both

sides scrambled for the precious

loose ball. In the ensuing melee.

Jim Larranaga rammed Paghara

sending the junior backcourtman

to the line for one-and-one. since

the Kriars were now in the penalty

situation.

With 0:20 on the clock, UMass

had one. maybe two. free throws

but were trading by three points

73-70 UMass fans were hoping that

one of two things would happen^

Either Pagliara would net the first

free throw and miss the second

with a teammate grabbing the

carom, or he would sink both and

UMass would try to steal the in-

bounds pass
Either way, Pagliara had to

make the first With the pressure of

an undefeated season on his back,

the classy guard not only con-

nected on the first but the second

as well The score: Providence 73.

UMass 72 with 0:20 still on the

clock.

The press was on Despite the

fanatic efforts of the Redmen the

Kriars managed to get the ball into

DiGregorio. the team leader and.

most important at this point the

best ball handler. UMass hopes

looked dim. But somehow the great

guard was forced into a corner and

boxed in by Mathias and Paghara^

To the disbelief of a vast

majority of the audience

DiGregorio was called for an of

fensive foul, and with 0:18 left the

Redmen actually had an op-

portunity to win. UMass took time

out to talk it over.

During the interlude, the crowd

The game had been a close affair

throughout. Providence led at

halftime, 40-33, mainly on the

bombing of DiGregorio who

seemed unstoppable. But UMass

was getting some scoring from its

own backcourt as Betancourt and

Pagliara were both on the mark

The Redmen closed the gap to

three. 44-41, with three minutes

gone in the second stanza as

Bentancourt banged home fou

UMass
Bet'n'ct

Pagliara

Cott.n

Ervmg
Mathias

TEAM

FG FT P

V 2

6 3

1

6 7

3 2

27 II

20

15

2

19

8

72

Providence FO FT P

Colucci 1 ° 2

DiGreg iO 13 7 33

Lewis *

Lar n ga

King
Coste'lo

Johnson

TEAM

I 3

6 2

\

3

M 15

U
5

14

2

6

73

BETANCOURT FOR TWO
IMass guard John Betancourt

tossis in a bucket as Providen-

ce's Don Lewis and Krnie

DK.regorio (til look on.

Providence nipped the Redmen.

73-72. (MDC photo by Ciary Slick-

man i

Here's a great op
to fail.

For School Supplies

(DESK PADS, LAMPS,

NOTEBOOKS, PENS,

STATIONERY)

SEE

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer & Stationer

45 Pleasant St.

A<r!""?r<;r

Along with an even better opportunity to make good

a„h ft wnni take vou vears to find out which

wXTyou 10 ffin ^al ,obs W„h real responsibility

Ano real proj*j£^^^^ yQu „ke banking or not

JK2SK!T on

6SR ^cellence. £
O^hcy.'Uram Please add your name to<£*£*^
placement office. Or write C R. Claus, Vicerrowj

M.dland .s willing to g.ve you the responsibility.

And the rewards that go with it.

Our Representative Will Be On Campus February 8, 1971

MARINE MIDLAND BANK1 NEW YORK
MARINE MIDLAND BUILDING 140 Broadway, New York. NY 10015
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Touching Upon The Redman Sports Scene . .

.

Hoop Heroics, Naming Of Coach Make The News
A ...... . _,_ r :_i ii ,<..„.. tim«».i winning one. losing lour. th<

By JOHN SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

I Mass athletics, and some of the figures

associated with it. has propped up in the

sports news a lot in the last five weeks, or

since students attended their last fall

semester classes just before the break for

the holidays, finals and intercession.

Pertinent to most Redman sports

followers was the continued brilliant play of

the I Mass basketball squad, which won the

Hall of Fame tournament in Springfield,

defeated Boston University 77-63. and had

its perfect 11 record dented a bit in an

excellent contest with Providence College

that the Knars won by a single point. 73-72.

Coach Jack Leaman's Kedmen were

ranked as the number one team in New

England in last weeks United Press In-

ternational polls. With the loss to number

three-ranked PC, it's anybody's guess which

squad will get the number one nod. Each

team should The poll is released on Wed-

nesdays and represents the voting of NE's

emenw
U>t it be known that this L Mass hoop

squad turned in a whale of an effort against

the Knars on PC'i home floor, before PC's

home tamlome. and on one of Providence.

H l > television stations. WJAR-TV,
* »

Abo oi major concern to UMass sports

buffs wai the naming of Vic Fuaia i sue

ior as head Redman football coach The

man selected is Richard T)iek" Mac

Pherson, who leaves an assistant coaching

job with the Denver Broncos ot the National

Kootball League to take over the UMass grid

reins.

This MacPherson is an amiable person,

-

UMass officially "named" him a little over

a week ago. last Tuesday to be exact. On

that day MacPherson met twice with

representatives of the press, once in the

morning here at the Campus Center and

then later in the afternoon at 5 at Dinty

Moore's Restaurant in Boston.

At the latter affair he rapped with the

Boston scribes, and left quite an impression

with them The man from the Boston Globe

later wrote that 'MacPherson. ..he's

people ". and the Boston Herald Traveler

representative noted that he •doesn't talk

like an ordinary coach
"

He really is a fine man to talk to When

one is introduced to him. he is friendly and

makes it a personal point to remember that

person's name, no big thing but then again

it's not many a person who does that.
*****

Another UMass sports figure who made

some news was former Redman and present

Detroit Lions quarterback Greg Landry

Before first semester classes had let out.

this voung man, who ran the UMass offense

in 1985, «6 and 67. had led the Lions of the

NFL to five straight victories and a berth in

that leagues play -oils against the Dallas

Cowboyi
The Lions were edged by the Cowboys in a

defensive To say the least'' battle. 5-0.

Landry had had day at the Detroit helm.

but the story doesn't end here He received

little criticism lor his plav in this affair but

rather a lot of big boosts for a job well done

and his potential has been labeled unlimited.

A fine example of the regard in which

Landry is held comes from the following five

paragraphs quoted from The Sporting

News:
"The Lions revolve now around breg

Landry, the quarterback of merely 16

professional starts in three development

vears. .
*

It was Landry who rallied the Lions as far

as Dallas, and it was his first poor day which

damaged them there. But he was the least

experienced and youngest quarterback in

the playoffs and fie is a young man of ex-

treme wisdom and savvy

Dallas has been here in the playoffs five

times said Landrv. This is our first time.

Looking into our backfield and receivers

area, none of us has played more than three

or four years Detroit has got an offense and

a great defense.

We're going to be back here next year, if

not in Dallas, somewhere.

Joe Schmidt already has designated

Landrv the Lions' No 1 quarterback for the

start of the 1971 training camp. Schmidt

also would like to retain Bill Munson, who

almost rescued the game for the Lions when

landrv was benched for the first time."
* * * * *

I Mass football lost a 1971 opponent when

it was recently announced that the State

University of New York at Buffalo had

dropped its entire football program due to

lack o! money
The Redman had played Buffalo five

times, winning one, losing four, the most

recent being Oct. 3's 16-13 affair at Buffalo.

Generally speaking, the students at that

school aren't rabid college football fans as

can be seen in the fact that the UMass-Bull

contest of Oct. 3 was Homecoming Day for

Buffalo and it drew a mero 5000 fans,

UMass has yet to find a team to replace

Buffalo on next fall's schedule.
*****

Yet another UMass football figure made

sports news when William "Dub"

Kesperman. a Redman defensive line coach

the past three vears under Fusia, was

named just Monday to the same position at

Dartmouth College.

Kesperman had been in charge of coor-

dinating UMass' defenses, and one will

recall that the Redman defense was the

team's evident strong point the past two

years.

Kesperman is the second assistant coach

that new Dartmouth head man Jake

Crouthamel has hired since taking the post

vacated bv Bob Blackman, who exited with

most of his staff to pep up the football

program at the University of Illinois.

Crouthamel has commented about

Kesperman. "Massachusetts has always

had an extremely tough defense 1 think

we're fortunate to have Dub joining us.'

Kesperman. Sl\ is I 1956 graduate of Duke

University, where he lettered in football and

baseball. He waa a two way guard on the

Duke grid team that won the 1955 Orange

Bowl bv defeating Nebraska. 34-7. He was

1 oulinueil on paue l!»

High-Flying Cagers Roll Along

\ < i:t. \in \m » up "i the

hit should gs here \m i M;« ss

basketball reach lack I < imaa

.i.hi. is IuImis Ervisg. Ken

vi.ulii.is. I. .Ini Betanconrt, Mtkr

, ,, ., .mil l lu is ( ollin

\,s Rich Vsgeley, Tam
\iisiui. Boh Denfwey, gam
I'imo. Bill (.ireUv. and Ihe ml
..| On Bedmaii lump squad and

i t
v .,ssist;ints ho boosting this

tram to snch aa sntsUndtag

si.ui with II win-, in itv first U
Ksssn
Presented here is some ol the

k«\ action that n» paved the

v*;i\ lor the Kedmen At lell is

Krving shooting auainsi

Providence College, and counl

ban many Friars surround him.

The) are Mr > Krnie Dil.regorio.

H.i\ Johnson. Vie ( olucei. Nehru

King and l>on Lewis

The photo at right shows

Mathias < 12) in a rebound tussle

against ( olgate in the title game

of the Hall of Fame tourney.

Below Betancourt looks to ad-

vance the ball against Fairfield,

also in play from the tourney.

I M IK photos bv t.arv Slickmani

11 Wins... . . . 1 Loss

*;.

L

**

Beantown
Papers

Press UMass
(Continued from p. IK)

also an All-Atlantic Coast Con-

ference second baseman in 1955.

SPORTS 'N' SORTS - No longer

should UMass basketball fans

complain of lack of coverage by the

Boston media. ..That city's

newspapers and television stations

now recognize the Redmen as an

excellent hoop unit and Julius

Krving as a super player...

A

perfect example can be found in

yesterday's Globe where a writer

discusses some of the aftermath of

the U Mass-PC tilt: "The UMass-
Providence game proved three

things: 1. UMass is one very good

basketball team that will get better

when 6-4 transfer Tom
McLaughlin is eligible Friday; 2.

No one can leave John Betancourt

and Mike Pagliara alone (oh, if

they were only 6-2! I ; and 3. Don

Lewis, who did the defensive job on

Julius Erving and blocked a couple

of his shots, is one of the best

defensive guards in New
England. UMass gets a toughie in

Fordham Wednesday at

home. The Sports Illustrated Jinx

Dept.: S.I. writer Sandy Treadwell

was up to do a story on Erving,

only to have Julius hurt his ankle

Friday and play perhaps his worst

game of the year."...

The team got a big headline in

the Herald Traveler the morning

after it played Boston University

last Thursday...The Globe also ran

a very complete story on that

game, plus a preview on the

Providence game.WBZ-TV in

Boston filmed part of that BU
game and also did a pre-game

interview with Erving. ..No

complaints...

Frosh Hoop
Team Hosts
Westfield
By FRED ROSENTHAL

Staff Reporter

Tonight, after a layoff of about a

month, the UMass freshman

basketball team (6-0) will host the

Westfield State JV's. The game,

which will precede the UMass

varsity game with Fordham, will

be played in the Cage at 6:00.

On paper the Westfield State JV

team appears to be a very capable

opponent. It has been averaging

close to 90 points per game to about

80 for UMass. However, the UMass

frosh have given up only 60 points

per game as opposed to 80 for

Westfield State.

A few palyers to watch on the

Westfield State JV team are John

Gibbons (61). Tom Daviau (6'4)

and Don Byron <6'3> Byron is

their leading scorer with 22 points

per game
The Little Redmen have shown

exceptional balance in their first

six contests with four players. Rick

Pitino. Pete Trow, Al Skinner and

Art Levine, all averaging in double

figures. Also center John Olson is

averaging 9.3 points per game.

MDC
CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
•Jl MO A. W»f. *W •*

...million, tot detail* call: »«'
"pit—n»M 7:«7-«713 after 0*t p.i"^

R06MMATES WANTED
entitle rooii.mute wanted to »lmrp

l..misli«l apt In Amhenrt, *!>*•
sin« < nit l.imla 5I9-«.':W «""
|i m. Vn.t.m.- *undn> or Monday

\V tinted: Female l<> share ni>» •

with two other,. All appliances |..o-

li.leil. iiritate room. Kent eW,."
.....nth furnished (all aMer !> — « '-

Mi'.\ (Cliffsiile Apt, . sunilerla.nU
1"* # " -"

BOOKS
\\v l.iiv imeil hook, nnd re -ord* —

Ul.il, URM Hook-, (in the allrO

Up-To-Date Redman Hoop Stats

;oliu* Erring
John Betancourt

^VUm Bagliam
Cm Ma thins
v.x&h vognley

Carls Coffin
Cfe*?li* Peters

MU9 Proro
Tom Austin
ill Kesften

, ofe ltonpsey

Oxr\s Nlobols
CVniolc Olsen

^33 &wsl»y

9THSS
Oprjononts

G PG

12 13$
12 71
12 U9
12 ft
12 33
12 29
7 h
6 S
9 $
6 h
11 1
$ 2

S 2
10

12 3*
12 301

FGA PCT

277 «U87
Dili »U93
107 .li58

72 oU58

*1 &9
12 o333

13 o38£
10 o$00
10 oltOO

6 <,167

,250

3 o667
2 oOOO

809 olt87

779 .386

ft m
6h 86
26
1*9

27
25
19
5
1
3

9

1

33
6L
U.
32
28
6
1

3
1
15
o

3

PCT

„T88
o766
659
o7Pi
^679
o833
KO0
10CO
1000
o600
•000
•000

o333

108

io«

15
38
21

KEB ATE PF

?U6 dQS 25
U 0o9 37
19 lo6
129 10*8

55 Uo6
5
3
0o0
1*8
lo0
0.3
Ooli

0o6
0.2

229 313 o732

170 260 o65u

70
25

16
6
It

2

3
2
51

6Uk 53o8 217

U23 35.3 2la

3
2

7
7
h
1

3

AST PTS

55 33U
61 163

U7 UU7

35 135
13 91
21 77
8 13
k 11
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM*

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Last Issues Pu«le

TaTsTf

Leo M «ond ot the chase, ot adventure and

speculation This 'S perhaps the most

colortui of the zodiacal signs There >s

dash, intrigue and showmanship Weak
areas are the oact* and heart Leo should

avoid Mting heavy obiects unless con

d.tioned to do so These are the actors and

theatrical producers Nothing <s apt to be

no hum around Leo. at least not tor very

lonq
...

ARIES (March 71 April 19) Be recep

live Fnends utter suggestions which could

save money Professional endeavors may
require financing in personal are*, you

gam new understanding ot loved one

TAURUS (April 20 May »> The more

versatile you are. the better goal is withm

reach Accent on achievement, general

standing Sense ot humor now proves great

asset Travel connected with business is

good
GEMINI (May 71 June M) Chech details

connected with special communications.

io«.v range protect What appears to be a

m.nor matter could evolve into maior

discrepancy Know this respond ac

cordingly „ ,.

CANCER (June 21 July 23) Vow could

make right move where money is c«v

cerned Key >s timing and confidence Get

mate, partner tog.vr yov ireen l.ght Avoid

petty bickering Apply yourselt

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Study Virgo

message Make amends tor recent con

tractual error Be sure that family member
understands motive Seek harmony You

learn now by careful observation

VIRGO (Aug 2JSept 221 Progress may

be temporarily slowed Avo.d any tendency

to brood Don t sledge hammer vours'i

w,th l should have' or .I only Do what

must be done m cool, etf.c.ent manner

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 2?) A*»oC'»^
with one who attracts you >* emphas.ied

Make up your m.nd about relationship

Delay now could create dilemma ReaMie

this and respond accordingly Money >m

proves
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Face ob

stades what appears immovable is ac

tualty about to move Plan accordingly

Weight or burden .s removed You will have

more freedom Patience is essential Vou

are going lo win
SAGiTARRiUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Take

.n.liat.ve Give full play to ideas Test >n

vent,ve qualities One whoismlnguedw.il

pay meaningful compliment You get

needed encouragement Cycle moves up go

'°CAPRlCORN (Dec 22 Jan !) Review

earning capacity, bank account Some who

seem to know .t all are actually uncertain

Meed your own counsel inner voice has

way ol directing you Listen to N.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb IB) Emphasis

on personal desires, new starts, significant

contacts Add to wardrobe Brighten

surroundings Accept social .nv.tation

Break out of rut do something different

PISCES (Peb 19 March 20) Steer clear

ot scrapes with law Trying to hide tacts

could backfire Be frank, forthright There

are some delays, but they prove temporary

Visit one who is confined to home, hospital

IF TOOAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you can

be forceful, erratic, very determined very

lew persons can predict your actions

because you often surprise yourself You

are throwing off old influence*, you are due

now tor greater independence Start proiect

wriich had been delayed Encourage new

relationships

(To fmd out more about yourself and

astrology, order Sydney Omarrs SO page

booklet The Truth About Astrology Send

b.rthdate and SO cents to Omar Booklet.

iname of your paper). Bo« 3240. Grand

Central Station. New York. N Y 10017 I

Copyright 1*71. Gen Fea Corp

1

4
6
11

13
15
16
18
19
21
22

Macaw
Prefix: with

Entire

Habit

Cooks in oven
Man's nickname
Egg dishes

Exclamation
Note ot scale

Matures
Conjunction

lV

EVEfsV0N£ H£I?E AT uJOffM 5CM0OL

& OUITE Frvl£N0LM\.THE FOOO IS

ONLY FAIR. AMP nf HAVlE TO 6ETW
TOO EARLY BIT I'M NOT COMPLA1NIN6

N3r

24 At this place

26 River islands

28 T.erradel

Fuegan Indian

Muse of

poetry

Plumlike

fruit

Printer's

measure
Atiedion
Paradise

Compass point

Part of church
Girl's name
Prefix three

Unit of

Italian

currency
Command to

cat

_ Girl's name
52 Plunges
54 Teutonic

deity

Near
Scoffed
Symbol for

tantalum
Individual

A state

65 Odor
66 Compass point

Goal

29

31

33

34
36
38
40
42
45
47

49

50

55
56
59

61
63

6
7
8
9

10

12
14

17

20
23
24
25
27
30
32
35
37
38

39
41
43

Grapple
Torrid

Kiln

Legal seal

(abbr )

Gaseous
hydrocarbon
Preposition
Mephistopheles
Hawaiian
wreaths
Spoken
Exclamation
Pronoun
Short tacket

Soft drink

Egg-shaped
Lampreys
Manifest

Keen
Strip of

leather

Pens
Great Lake

Box

46
48

51
53
57

Latin

conjunction
Pronoun
Dress
protector

The caama
Withered
Prefix: not

58

60
62

64

Prefix:

down
Conjunction

Roman
Catholic

(abbr.)

Earth
goddess

67

DOWN

High card

Part of boat

Conjunction

Unconsciousnes

Greek letter Distr. by t'nited Feature Syndicate. Inc. t'

TM0MBM *£ ARE i0lNc5 ON OUR

RR6T f&D TKlP..AS u)E &KD*
4AV 'IT SWOUL0 K A LARK

!

'
uuILL

ujftifE MME LATER ...P.5. THEY „

HAVE SOME CUTE CHICKS WERE

THAT vOCOPSTOCK"

«
by Johnny hart

B. C.

IP UKB Tc PU*Z A
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THE WIZARD OF ID

" FKSM THie DAy
FcTfVVVARD I SHALL-
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It 's Fordham At The Cage At 8
ByEARLEBARROLL

stall Reporter

For the Hret halt of this

basketball season the surprise

team in the Kast has been For

dham University which has taken a

complete about face in its

basketball program to go from a

medicare team last year to not only

one of the best in the East, but also

latin GoUtftoi

SponU

VOLOVEXCVMI 'SSUE74

,ED'-
ANUARV

one of the best teams in the nation

as the latest wire polls have in-

dicated.

Tonight at Curry Hicks Cage this

new look'' Fordham team will be

supplvmg the opposition for the

IMass Kedmen in the second

semester home opener with tap-oti

set for 8

Alter a 10-15 record last season

Fordham went looking for a new

roach and came up with Richard

Phelps the then chief assistant at

the University ol Pennsylvania

and architect of the Quakers' surge

to the top of the Ivy League and

also to a position of national

prominence
It \sas said on a recent ECAX

basketball game ot the week that

•Phelps has brought excitement

back to New York City basket-

ball
"

And excitement is the word as

bi> Rams have run up an im-

pressive 12-1 record to date and a

national ranking ot ISth best in the

nation in the UP1 poll this week.

All of this has been done without

the big man. the tallest starter for

Hoop Results To Date

RESULTS? -*T«nk»e Conference

rjff 98 StoAnaelm'e 63 (h)

79 Verwmt * 68 U) ot

80 Rhode Island * 76 (a) ot

89 New Hwnpehire * S3 00
7U Connecticut *

93 AIC
8? Hofstra

95 Fairfield

9U StoIflLchael'e

79 Colgate
77 Boston Uo

72 Providence

a) Hall of Fbjbjb To

a) •

(a)

(a].0
73 (a)

the Rams is (i'5". What it has been

done w ith is the defensive genious

ot its coach and a consistent of-

Icnse led bv its ail-American

candidate Charles Yelverton.

The Rams have been throwing

many defenses at its opponents

including its now vaunted press

which has enabled Fordham to run

up impressive victories this

season over Vale, Columbia.

Syracuse, Princeton and Holv

Cross Watch for this Fordham

press

Yelverton is the spark tor

Fordham At 6'3" he can play

either at guard or forward and uses

bis excellent jumping ability as the

Ram's best rebounder He's been

averaging around 20 points per

game with bis fines* effort comina

in the Finals of the Kodak Classic

where he scored 4ti points in

leading the Rams to the title.

Ken Charles and Ceorge Zam
betti play tne front court for the

Rams Charles is a 6'H" sophomore

and last year led the freshman

team in scoring with a 27 8 point

average At S*5" Zambetti is the

tallest starter Due to an injury he

sat out last season, but this season

he has been one of the mainstays

in the Fordham hoop success

In the backcourt will be Bill

Mainor and John Bunk Both men

are IT' and extremely good

shooters from the outside. They

are also tough defenders in the

pressing defense.

on the I Mass side, the Redmen

are coming into this encounter with

an 111 slate.

Coach Jack Leaman will be

going with the same starting five of

JuliUS Frvmg. Ken Mathias. and

Chris Coffin up front with John

Betancourt and Mike Pabhara in

the backcourt.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

Olfjr flajtarlpttttt*

SatUr (ttfllbgtatt i

r ^ Wm +J A 'MI AMD MSPONSIUl ~ «»

Weather:
Variable Cloudiness

today, high in the teens.

Clear and cold tonight,

temperature ranging

from -5 to «5.
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Central Area Work Week

Set For Spring Vacation
JL *-/ See Pase Three

t OWFCTIMi ON THK HUEAK-I Mass' Chris Coffin is about to

take in a long pass in fastbreaking action from the Hodmen's one-

point loss to Providence Chasing after Coffin is PCs Jim I-aranaga

r'-,» while in the background are PCs Nehru King CM» and I Mass

John Itcta.uomt I 10 > and Julius Krving « 32>. I MIX photo by t.ary

Slickmani

Co-ed Dorms:

Less Damage Than Male
See Page Three

MDC Interview:

An Opportunity, Not A Challenge...

MacPherson Wants To Keep Up UM'sWinning Ways
,in m I I IV \n UacPhereon realties that made known i>> the end ot .he

Tenant-Landlord Rules
See Page Five

i oa

last

pla

: is Bditor
, id football

MacPherson
tl . fob

htm not with
• with J

li«- calls it .. fa

. ; unity' ami
Fusia :

wmnm. lion

In Ol

; . mity

tan nelp. i winning

prom

.

Mai . - •

>inr , :

;, rip tin- I Mass

ram on its wa) He

has said l Know I can i>e a

winninf h I know lean wm
I hat - how I think and feel

Thai - how m> teams will think

and feel

And in order to keep up the

Fusia tradition, the winning

tradition MacPherson plans

umhitiouslv sock out the athletes

and COa< lies he leels he will

Med He ha the reputation ot

being an excellenl recruiter, and

be has commented, "I've don*'

recruiting and I'm good at it I

want the best l»>ys in this state,

hut we don't have to have them

all. )ust our share
"

He has said, "I hope to be an

ambitious recruiter This is the

state university and it's part of

my job to take eare of the

players in this state/'

T hope to get my share of the

best in Massaehusetts first and

then New Kngland second."

MacPherson does not plan to

look very tar beyond the six -

state region, having stated. "We

have enough good local talent to

get the job done I'll go after

that talent."

In welcoming players into his

program, the new coach

vill-'just he honest and try to tell

ithletes what a great school

IMass is. I know the school

because I've been dose to il as a

student and 1 was Ml assistant

there for two seasons

other \K football schools ha.

the lump on him as tar

litinfl local talent IS •

hut strong!) feels that a

h a new >tatt and a new

advantage other p

might! Setting an

earliei -tart

\ fornn

here it y<
' ~"

havii the Unrver

cities ot Cincinnati and

Maryland, MacPherson who has

en in similar situations to his

present on ures in
stall m a new situation I.

always been well received h>

prospective student athletes

We have never suffered in

the first year ol recruiting,

because ot our new attitude

even though are started late.''

While the Yankee Conference

and its Ji> formula" ruling will

restrict his recruiting ambitions.

and MacPhereon knows this, he

,s willing to live with the

Yankee Conference restrictions

and was well aware of them

when I took the )oh

The head mentor has nothing

harmful to say against the

( onlerence. but rather has these

words to otter "I tirmly believe

m the Yankee Conference, and

as long as the athletic program

believes in it. I will too I'm

tuned to it I'm a New

Knglander. 1 really, really look

forward to playing the Oronos.

the Durhams. the Kingston-

s and the great challenge of

Boston College."

As for rounding up a staff.

MacPherson wants to fill six

positions and has the very six

men in mind he wants to fill

them with One man has already

been confirmed, that being

George Flood, head coach and

athletic director at Union

College who will take the post ol

offensive assistant Knowledge

ol the remaining live figures and

their respective duties should be

week
MacPherson will carrj the

program along its winning path

IM ,t h> stressing defense, not bj

-nig ot t> nsc but by

phasizing strength in all pha

the game He reiterates

don't wan' anybod) to think tint

Fm .i defensive genious or an

offensive genius., m order to be

a winning football coach, l thmk

that we have tO •«! COW

•,t in .ill are. is

MacPhereon who was ••

defensive assistant ot Leu

ban's at Denver ot the

National Football League,

ndons the label ol defensive

icti in coming to IMass.

commenting. It I ^ 1S a

defensive coach, then I don't

thmk I would be qualitied to l>e a

head coach
"

In qualifying his desire to field

a Redman team that is strong in

all an-as. he has said. I want to

have the l>est offensive, defen-

sive and kicking games around

I can't do it alone This will

come Irom m\ players and my
assistants We II have a good

team, well versed in basics and

we II be mean and tough
"

The coach continues. "I'm a

people man. ..if I have the Greg

Landrys. the Milt Morins and the

Fred Lewises, then I'm a great

offensive coach If I have the

Bernie Dallasses, the (Bill)

DeFlavios, the <Jim> Kellihers.

then I'm an excellent defensive

coach.

"There are a lot of games won

and lost by the specialty teams.

We've got to emphasize this,

because this all evolves into field

position, which is the name of

the game .to football." And.

thuslv MacPherson gives his

insights on offense, defense,

specialty teams and the name of

the game
This man wants more than

talent. He wants to develop a

spirit ot togetherness, not only

among the Redman teammates

Campion

Assumes

Duties

See Page Two

Registration

New Coach Dick MacPherson

It was the usual lines in

Hoyden t.ymnasium as un

dergraduates received last

semesters grades and this

semesters class schedule < MIM

photo b> Steve Schmidt!

but among the I'Mass fans, and

between the players and the

fans.

He is looking for the student

athlete, the many sided in

dividual who accepts a football

scholarship not to play the -nor'

and get a free ride, but to utilize

the university and what it has to

offer in order to establish

himselt as someone with a

personality and a sense of what

he's doing and where he's going.

Continued or page i.*>
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Campion Assumes Admin. Services
•*"

Bv RICHARD C. HANSON
Asst News Editor .. ,

.u„,w,hwi between *e ^burs^

£rB°TS!rK*«8sa ». ,

:
o,v,

business head ot the New York with public education, having

served as Chairman ot his home
Times, has been "taking over" the

administrative responsibly tor

most ot the fiscal and support units

on campus, since January 11

The lean M year old Campion is

the second Vice Chancellor to he

appointed Hie new office ii just

beginning to shape up. with un-

matched deskl borrowed

equipment and telephone book*

stamped 'Provost " Campion,

interviewed during what appeared

to be a hint of the busy days to

follow assimilating the confusing

maze of institutional beaurocracy.

remarked that -even his

secretary" waa spirited from the

Provost's oitice

His desk is piled with data

outlining IMass operations,

pamphlets describing things like

the Long term Disabilitv Income

Program tor the University of

Massachusetts An engraved

desk pen set, with a small clock

served si momento trom the

New York Times 1W8-1970" On

the wall are pictures of his wife and

live kids all grown up now
'

lampion left his Bronxville. New

York home desiring to find a "New

England College town" to get away

trom the headaches of New York

City UMasa ottered him a chance

to realize his 'ideal place"

Campion explained that he

•believed in the value of the

educational community and had

as

school board

In a memorandum, introducing

Campion to the rest ot the rest ot

the University, chancellor Tippo

stated that 'in the next few weeks'

there will In1 I need to "work out

the precise relationships between

Mr Campion's operation and the

Student Affairs area" headed by

Vice Chancellor Randolph W
Bromer)
Campion indicated that he

wanted to work 'closely with

Bromery who was the first person

he met on campus
Bromer v. when asked about his

relationship to the new Vice-

Chancellor for Administrative

Services commented that he

wouldn't get involved in the "nitty

gritty of running things", but

would insist upon having "policy-

making control in those areas

which involved students, such as

dining commons and residence

hall>

As a matter of policy" Campion

explained, there will be "free and

open discussion of policies." He

expressed the hope that

reasonable people with a given

set of facts can have reasonable

answers You can't make fiscal

decisions, without considering the

reactions of those affected", he

added echoing ideas which Dr

Bromery has harped upon since
lUCailOIldl luiimiuiuti »..- . - w .

ntellectual interests" himself In the position of Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs was first created

My problem is to get to know

the people around here and

establish a working relationship".

said Campion
Dr, Bromery envisions "working

closely together" with the new

Vice Chancellor and any other

Vice Chancellors to be appointed in

the future. According to Dr

Bromery "The Chancellor (Tippo*

wants all the Vice Chancellors to

assume certain responsibilities.

hut not exclusively
"

"I will not be part of a four flued

administrative set-up" asserted

Bromery, wary of the tendency ot

administrative' beaurocracies to

develop along •rigid'' lines

Bromerv wants to be able to over-

lap into different areas as the

needs develop

Dr Bromery bared his optimism

tor the future functioning of the

University, saying that "if the

students can shut the University

down then we can run it."

Vice-Chancellor Campion will

have responsibilities for the

tollowing areas: receipts; ac-

counting for state and non-state

tunds. procurement, personnel;

administrative data processing,

physical plant, auxiliary en-

terprises (food services.

University housing. Campus
Center i ; and the legal office. As a

result, the following individuals

will report directly" to the new

Vice Chancellor: George Norton;

Gerald Grady. William Maus;

I

Thomas B. t ampion has been taking over his responsibilUies as

the new Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services. I MIK photo by

(.ili Kullertoni

Francis Teahan. Thaddeus Los.

Charles Hampton Sydney Myers;

Donald Pelkey; and Robert

Mishol

Long awaited in many circles

around campus. President Wood

has designated Kenneth Johnson

as " Treasurer of the System.

reporting directly to President

Hubert C Wood Vice-Chancellor

Campion will have responsibility,

according to Tippo's Memoran
dum. for systems wide services in

administrative data processing.

Iiscal afairs and procurement

Senate To Consider
Housing, Birth Booklet

By BETH GOODELL
Senate Reporter

The Student Senate could not muster a quorum last evening for its first

meeting scheduled since December 16 Items on this week s agenda will

be considered first at next weeks meeting .._-

Among the measures moved up to next week are two concerning

campus housing regulations, and others ranging from a resolution to fund

a Birth Control Booklet to an act concerning a Prisoners of War treaty.

. me measure concerning housing calls for the end of all restrictions on

where students choose to live Sponsor of the bill. Lee Sandwen. stated in

the bill that the University is supposed to supply its students with the

opportunity for an education and not imprison them

, concerning housing is a resolution that the Senate charge its

student Matters Committee with the investigation of the current

procedure for assigning singles. Sponsor Kevin Kulakowsk. calls.the

present system unclear and unfair " He wants a campus-wide priority

-em to be established in time for spring room choosing

( .ting mass ignorance within the student population concerning

contraception, abortion, and venereal disease", a Birth Control Booklet

( nmmittee is asking the Senate to appropriate $2,500 If the Senate

passes the measure, the money will go to cover the cost of publication of a

book!-; to lie distributed throughout the college community

Another measure moved up to next week's meeting is a request that the

Board of Trus' onstitute the Fine Arts Council, The Council is

lunded solelv by students, but according to the sponsor of the bill.

Treasurer Richard Verrochi. members of the faculty have a

disproportionately large voice on the Council He wants students to have

theTotal voice on the Council or else have the faculty and administration

share in the COSt of the program

Firearm- are once again the issue ot another bill before the Senate^ It

,s a request thai the Flying Redmen Drill Team be allowed to store their

deactivate * '-ampus and allow the team to drill on campus The

measure also Senate! support of the policy of keeping all

, irearrris of -commends the eventual elimination of even

the firearm- ol -ity Police.

One other resolution moved from tonights to next week's agenda would

direct the University s Student Government Association, through the

President of the Student Senate, to sign the petition of the Committee of

Students for Humane Treatment of Prisoners of War.

Conlon Named Fact Finder

Involving Springfield Firemen
By JIM GOLD
Issue Editor . _

B^conS^ awa £-
^sss cuTofs»an^ - *-«—- - kn™ for h,s

involvement as arbitrator of the Ch.copee Teachers' dispute two years ago

Dean Conlon communicated his Springfield in recent weeks has

been racked with labor disputes.
acceptance of the "fact finding

position yesterday Reached at his

home last night he explained that a

tact finder" must submit to the

disputing parties several

recommendations from which a

settlement might be reached

The meetings with Conlon and

the disputing parties will be

delayed for an indefinite amount of

time while he disposes of other

obligations and business

The Springfield firemen's

dispute centers around the sire of a

pay hike which the firemen want

the most serious of which ended in

a court injunction against a police

"work-slowdown
"

Dean Conlon is one of three

l Mass professors who regularly

act as "fact finders" and ar

bjtrators for the Massachusetts

Board of Conciliation and Ar-

bitration

The others. Professor Tim
Bornstein and Professor Stanley

Young, both of the School of

Business, tirst became involved in

arbitration through the

collaboration of the School of

Business and I^bor Center here on

campus and the Regional Ar

(titration Conference which had

been held on campus annually for

the last live years

Dean Conlon described the work

he does in the field of arbitration as

an extension of the University s

requirement that professors must

fulfill teaching, research and

service obligations Conlon views

Ins role in labor disputes as part of

his service" obligation

Hip **«««rij*t*rtt§ Sailg <tn\lt*i**

Ofdceof the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second tioor <* the Student Union on

"trie w^ftr**' M**«WteSl" fntS* t>MKU m Mt> UN fRSMh KOK*-

(sport* I. and M9 Utl (editor)

Second claw pos'age pa d at Amherst, the daily COLLEG.AN publishes »•*•

t.mes weekly Monda, through Fr.day dur.ng the academ.c year except durng

vacat.on and exam per.oos three or four time* a week toliow.ng a vacat.on or

exam penod or when a hoi^ay »ans arftftM a week Accepted for ma.ing under the

autnooty of the act of March 8, U79 as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub

*C r>pt.on rates ares* SO per semester. *14 00 per year

DC May Plan

Macrobiotic,

Organic Food Lines

In response to recent student

requests for n.acrobiotic and
organic food lines in dining com-

mons. Asst Director Arthur

Warren has set a meeting on

Thursday. February 4 at 6 PM to

determine the interest and

feasibility of such a line.

Warren said in a interview that

there is nothing holding up such a

line as long as enough interest is

shown by the students. "I'm

studying up on it myself," he said

Warren said that several

students have called and said that

many are interested. The meeting

will help determine just how many.

Two diet lines were started last

semester after student requests

were made for it. Warren said that

these lines, located in Worcester

and Hampden .Commons, were,

"going well for a while" but that

interest in them seems to be

fading.

Warren invited students to

contact him at his office in Wor-

cester Commons < 545-2472 1 if they

have questions or cannot attend the

meeting

NES Plans Orientation;

Must Meeting For Tutors

Spring semester will bring closer coordination of tutoring in Springfield

with the planned orientation

The program will begin with a mass registration meeting Thursday

(Jan 28. 1971) at 7 :30 pm in the Campus Center in room 163.

All those wanting to tutor should attend this meeting. The starting date

for tutoring will be announced Information concerning the scheduling o

the bus and pickup points will be passed out.

The tutoring program essentially tutoring program in general is the

planned meeting of tutors involved

in the NES program from other

colleges. There is also the op-

portunity, if enough interest is

shown, that students could work

with Springfield youths who have

been suspended from high school.

Another educational activity will

be discussed concerning tutoring

high school youths who could care

less about high school, hate

teachers.

Therefore, the floor is again open

to the student body at large. If you

are interested in education and

personal involvement in

S tringp' H or in other closer areas

l .'end t firs! rrx ting "Give

s a f ind t for a da

<eh i*w ofb • leal lor R life

begins with this first meeting

Modular credit forms and policies

will be discussed along with the

orientation schedule and tutor

participation in that orientation

Last semester's tutor evaluatioi

of the orientation proved tha

workshops were the most effective

and interesting way to get a point

across. This first meeting of new
and OLD tutors will determine the

success of the whole orientation

because it will be the tutor who will

' run the AorksHo'ps.

All tutors planning to work in the

NES program must attend; the

program cannot work without

involvement on the part of le

tutors.

Other new items concerning is

semester's orientation and ' ie
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Task Force Sets Up Work Week
ByANNGURNETT

Staff Reporter

A student-administration task force from the Central Area dismayed at

the "neglected" condition of most of the Areas residence halls, has

presented a solution to the Administration in the form of a Work WeeK

to take place over the Spring vacation, March 22nd-26th.

This action was, according to the

students, prompted by the "failure

of the administration to witness the

great needs and alleviate the poor

living conditions existing in the

Central Area. The general

neglect" they continued, "has in

part been attributed to the fact that

the physical plant does not have a

work force large enough to fill all

work requests.

Southwest and Orchard Hill

Areas remain the touring grounds

tor visitors and as such must be

constantly maintained, while

Central Area dorms, at the bottom

of the priority list, fall into

disrepair Another major factor

has been the lack of funds.

In some cases," they added,

•years of neglect may mean that

these dorms w ill not again attain a

livable standard until they are

renovated."

Another area of contention was

created when, in 1970. Mills house,

which has renovated in 1%8 with

tunds from the Residence Hall

Trust Fund Account, was given to

tlie Black students ol I Mass as a

cultural center

The money used in this

renovation could have been spread

out to make general repairs for the

entire area but was concentrated

on the Mills project because it was

felt that there was a greater need

for a dorm which would also be an

area center for offices and

recreational facilities.

Students of the area did not have

a vote in the administration's

decision to convert Mills into an

academic building but were

verbally assured that they would

be compensated for the loss of the

renovation money.

This fall, $30,000 was allotted to

the Central Dorms as a partial

payment for Mills House. The

Central Area Council was again

verbally assured that at least

$60,000 would be forthcoming over

the next two years. The first

$30,000 was not used for dorm

repairs but rather for much needed

rurniture for student's rooms.

The aim of the "Work Week" this

spring is to make the physical

repairs which can be neglected no

longer Students and staff of the

Central Area hope to work in

conjunction with the ad

ministration and the physical plant

in order to facilitate

realization of common goals

I

C <» J

from Rationale and proposal for Work Week. < MDl Fhoio d> ««

The labor force for the Work

Week would consist of sixty-five

students from the Central Area

working with the area main-

tenance crew and a supplementary

crew trom the physical plant under

the auspices of the Area Coor-

dinator's Office. Total estimated

cost of the project is $17,170 The

total savings to the University for

utilization of a student work crew

has been estimated at $8,000.

However, according to one ad-

ministrative source there is

uncertainty if there will be any

money available for the project

The matter will be reviewed by

both Vice-Chancellor Campion and

Vice-Chancellor Bromery, each of

whom received letters detailing

the project from the student

organizers.

W money usea ... ««-
,izalion of eommon goals —— • " —

^

. •

Figm^Sbow Damage Less In Co-ed Dortmtortes
*—* .. \

-*
f.f thu nun

Bv ANNESTADNICKI
stall Reporter

Co-ed dorms incur fewer

damages than do male dorms,

according to statistics provided by

Herbert E. Potter. Assistant

Housing officer

The ligures compiled by the

Physical Plant lor the Housing

office showed much higher

damage costs in the all-male

dontll Mich a> Baker. Brett and

I ,|ls South in the Central Area

than in the coed dorms Brooks

Butterlield. Greenough and

Wheeler Potters statistics

totalled $395 27 and $465.16

respectively in the months of

October and November 1970 for

Hist these three male dorms

compared to the $121 77 and $107 «
accrued l>> 'he four co-ed

residence halls

Hie onlv exception to the

dec leased damages in co-ed dorms

MM German house. Potter said.

Uststam Area Coordinator for

Central. Margery Lenn. justified

the still high damages following its

conversion to co-ed residence by

pointingout its huge size She said

thai in a dorm as large and in such

I state of disrepair as Gorman

even the presence of females does

not prevent damages
Females in the dorm definitely

have a favorable influence on the

male residents." Marcus^Juckley.

Head of Residence in Chadbourne

claimed
He cited various instances when

the presence of a mere female

visitor calmed disturbances that

could have led to damages.

In most coed and female

dorms we have, there is a greater

Mate of community, which is the

reason thev don't have as many

damages." Margery Lenn ex

plained. .

She pointed out that the dorms

that are consistently damaged

have no built in security using their

own people in the dorm The co-ed

and female dorms have worked out

their own security systems, she

said.

Bucklev said that little com-

munity action concerning external

security or any group action could

Ik- achieved in his all-male dorm

because of an influx of new people,

especially freshmen He felt that

Chadbourne's 63% freshmen oc

cupancy. many of whom had

parental permission to live in a co-

ed dorm, was isolated from par-

ticipation in too many areas

People are as mature as their

surroundings. Buckley said, "and

the concentration of all these

males who have been excluded

Irom traternities and co-ed dorms

brings out their worst traits."

Freshmen are often away from

home for the first time and are

used to better surrounding, he

added They show a lack of respect

lor the poorer furnishings in the

Central area and at first assume

that if a bad piece is broken it will

be replaced with a new one. he

continued He said a Ireshman in

the mature or semi-mature en

vironment of a co-ed dorm would

react less destructively.

Marv Ann Noseworthv . Head of

Residence in Baker, was in

agreement with Buckley's con-

clusion that upperclassmen

provided a greater awareness

and are steadier than freshmen in

general ". She thought going co-ed

would create a better atmosphere

lor freshmen and damages would

definitely drop, also

Environment is the key to

decreased damages in dor

mitones." said Michael West

Associate Dean ol Students lor

Central Area He saw coed dorms

M catalysts in creating a more

avorable environment

To decrease damages Miss Lenn

said that there must be more

support lor physical repairs, an

increased security system

utilizing students in the dorms, and

an increased programming lor

sense of community within the

dorms
I can't say that when there are

treshmen. there are UtcretsSOd

damages, but when there is a male

house, already mdisrepair. I think

there are probably more

damages," she stated

ligures Irom the physical plant

reports also support Miss I.enn's

statement For the academic yetU

ltd To :n Southwest damages

totaled $12,151 tO The total for the

entire east side of campus was

$7,02365

A comparison ot the numl>er <>!

co ed and male dorms in each area

accounts for the higher total in

Southwest The ratio ol male

dorms to coed dorms in Souths

is much greater than on the rest ol

the campus

Donahue
To Teach
Gov't. 221
Former Senate I • len

Maurice A Donahue, who »hi .

semester will he the Wal I

Saltonstall Visiting Lecturer ii

hepartment of Government will

offer a course in The Practice <

Xmerican Publics. The cour

<,ovcrnment221andwillbelmute

to two sections of 25 students »
(.overnment 221 is a two credi

rourse and will be g.ven on Mon

days and Wednesday ttt:tt a.m

and 10:10 a.m. in Machmer W
Interested stude- may sign up

for the course ot. COttfM chang«

day. today at Boyden Gym.

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

s^^^^

CLIP THIS COUPON

on Friday, Jan. 29 ONLY

all packaged

SHIRTS
4.95 values to 12.50

with additional purchases of 6.50

WEAR HOUSE
•101 N. Pleasant St.

Xmherst

ie.
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New Haven Oil Spill

Now Showing Results

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP)-A federal environmental official studying

the effects of the massive oil spill in New Haven Harbor said Wednesday

that although there has been no evidence of damage to aquatic life, the oil

™ite possibly could have some toxic effect" on the shellfish population.

Al Bromberg, head of the

Three Give Testimony
In Bomb-Kidnap Hearing

nun

Madison, N.J., branch of the

Environmental Protection Agency

EPA, said scientists would have to

wait until spring, when shellfish

come out of hibernation, to

determine whether the oil would

have a significant effect on them

Nothing indicates any damage to

either shellfish or finfish," said

Bromberg But he added that

biologists who have been

examining the effect of the oil on

shellfish in the area still must

conduct an "oil analysis" to learn

whether "any appreciable con

eentration of oil" exists in their

flesh

Shellfish burrow into the bottom

of the harbor in winter to hiber

nate. he said, but with the arrival

of spring, they once again filter

thew food from the water and pass

the harbor's water through their

systems Most damage to the

shellfish begins occurring at this

time, said Bromberg
The oil slick was deposited

Saturday in the channel of the

harbor by the 685 foot tanker Esso

Gettysburg owned by Humble Oil

Co. The tanker struck bottom,

rupturing its holds and spilling

some 386,000 gallons of light home

heating oil into the water.

The oil that escaped floatation

equipment placed around the

tanker drifted onto Long Island

Sound, forming a slick 12 miles

long and several miles wide just off

the beaches and rocks east of New
Haven
On Wednesday, gale force winds

churned up water in the Sound and

ie harbor, and much of the oil

either sank, dispersed or

evaporated Bromberg said he

would be "very surprised" if

portions of the slick were still

visible Thursday.

The Coast Guard said one of its

helicopters was standing by to

survey the extent of the slick if the

weather cleared, but by late af

ternoon. the helicopter still was

grounded
"New Haven Harbor really has

some beautiful sets of oyster

beds," as well as some clams,

Bromberg said Ingestion of oil by

the shellfish in the harbor, he said,

migl.'. give them an oily taste after

they are harvested-even though

the oil would not make humans ill.

Four biologists from Needham,

Mass ,
brought a portable

laboratory to the Coast Guard

station here to gather samples of

water, sediment and marine life

for a study of the spill's effect on

the ecology of the harbor

A Jesuit priest, however, balked at testifying, saying he was duty bound not to disclose information given bin,

in confidence. . —-* i^rnrP me Brand jury. When they emerged they said they had

answer^'SSStttff'o/S'wl^on^sUni5L the jury recessed for the day, wiU be

recalled Thursday.

quash the subpoena, and to direct

Bromberg said the scientists,

members of the Regional Response

Team investigating the en-

vironmental consequences of the

mishap, will measure the amount

of chlorophyll in the water samples

to determine the extent of damage

to the harbor's aquatic life

The Jesuit, the Rev. .1. William

Michelman of Baltimore, vice

principal of a school for black

youths, also said he was being

harrassed because he was a

character witness at a bail hearing

last week for three of the six

defendants in the bomb-kidnap

plot

The six, including antiwar priest

Philip Berrigan, are accused of

conspiring to kidnap presidential

adviser Henry Kissinger and blow

up the heating systems in five

Washington, DC, buildings on

Feb 22

Father Michelman asked U.S.

District Judge R Dixon Herman to

the grand jury to limit the scope of

its inquiry.

"No priest of any regularly

established church or religious

organization who, while in the

course of his duties has acquired

information from any person

secretly and in confidence, shall be

compelled or allowed without

consent of such person to disclose

that information in any legal

proceedings before any grand

jury," the priest said in a petition.

Herman set a hearing on the

request for Thursday morning

Indicted in the case are three

Roman Catholic priests, one for-

Nixon Revenue Bill To Split,

Avoid Ways, Means Committee
WASH1NGTON-Pres,den, a.^^CBKSt'SSttS£££&2Sl

""" STSKS'S—*S
separate bills-most of them bypassmgChairman wdburM Us andithe H^^?Sd.y-a d a(ter Arkansas guaranteeing a person w!ll not be

mer priest now married to an ex-

nun, a Pakistani graduate student,

and a nun.

All are free in bail except Father

Berrigan, who is serving a prison

term for destroying draft board

records. The government contends

he masterminded the plot while in

the Lewisburg Penitentiary near

here.

Sister Jogues Egan, 52, of New
York City, one of seven persons

named as coconspirators but not

charged, earlier this week refused

to testify before the grand jury

despite a grant of immunity and

was found guilty of contempt of

court She was ordered jailed until

she agreed to testify or for the life

of the grand jury which could last

another 16 months

Jack Levine. attorney for Sister

Jogues. said he would ask the 3rd

LIS. Circuit Court of Appeals in

Philadelphia to set aside the

While Ehrlichman argued that

"basic assumptions" advanced in

the Mills speech "are not well

founded," the real news in his

remarks at a White House press

briefing went to the heart of the

administration strategy

Cold Slows
Boston Building

Demolition
BOSTON (AP> -Construction

workers braved numbing cold and

high winds Wednesday to begin

cutting away hanging debris and

rubble from the 16 story building

where sections collapsed on

Monday.
The bitter cold prevented

workers with torches from spen

ding more than a half hour at a

tn.ie cutting the steel reinforcing

rods holding concrete fragments

The work is in preparation for

digging into the rubble collected in

the structure basement seeking the

bodies of four men missing in the

collapse

2nd Semester Sale
Vz PRICE OFF JEWELRY
Vz FRICE10FF CLOCKS
Vk PRICE OFF LIGHT MACHINES

Many people in and out of

Congress had assumed that

Nixon's proposals for a $5 billion no

strings attached revenue sharing

fund plus a separate $11 billion

kitty to be set aside for spending in

six specific problem areas would

be submitted as a package and

would be referred first to the

committee Mills heads

Not so, said Ehrlichman. The $11

billion portion of the program will

be divided into six separate

measures, each covering a

restricted area of proposed sharing

of federal revenues with state and

local governments.

These areas are: urban

development, rural development,

education, transportation, job

training and law enforcement

Ehrlichman said each measure

would go to the congressional

committee most directly con-

cerned such as those handling

education and transportation

matters
He said the administration will

follow this course so its recom-

mendations will be studied

carefully by the committees most

experienced and best staffed to

handle the specifics.

Ehrlichman acknowledged,

however, that the $5 billion portion

of the revenue sharing program

would have to dear the hurdle of

the Ways and Meaas Committee

ii i

'

i
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prosecuted on the basis of

testimony was unconstitutional

and that despite the judge's pledge

to protect her she could be placing

herself in jeopardy with the

testimony.

Granted immunity Wednesday

after a brief legal argument were

Patricia Rom. 27. and Zoia Horn,

52, both librarians at Bucknell

University in Lewisburg, and

Joseph M Joynt. 35. Silver

Springs. Md . an elevator engineer

engineer who works for the

General Services Administration

in Washington

M;lls has promised thorough

hearings on this-adding that he

hopes to kill the Nixon plan.

In his House speech. Mills was

most critical of the $5 billion part of

the package that Nixon says will

help initiate a "new American

revolution."

Even if the administration is

able to bypass the Mills committee

and win authorization for the $11

billion section, actual funds to

carry out that part of revenue

sharing would have to clear the

House Appropriations Committee,

headed by Democrat George H.

Mahon of Texas

So Does Wholesale Prices

Economy Turns Upward
WASHINGTON (AP)-The nations sluggish economy is showing signs

of bounding upwards, but accompanied by the biggest wholesale price

hikes in a year, the government reported Wednesday.

i find myself on the whole reassured by the figures." said President

Nixon's chief economic adviser. Dr Paul McCracken But organized

labors chief economist. Nathaniel Goldfinger. called it "more of the

same." But the report was at least

A Commerce Department report partially dampened by

that leading economic indicators preliminary Labor Department

showed big gains in new orders of

durable goods, housing permits

and common stock prices in

December cause another ad
ministration economist. Dr.

Harold Passer, to predict that

"The economy will continue to

expand in the months ahead."cpai —

dangling
Vz PRICE OFF PANTS
Vz PRICE OFF POSTERS

Superficial Smile
Vz PRICE OFF BLOW UP
Vz PRICE OFF ART OBJECTS

Vz PRICE OFF GIFTS

V% PRICE OFF CHAIRS

S.U. Program Cou

presents

Border of our
All on N. Pleasant St.

Lives
Open 10-5

CACTUS FLOWER
with Goldie Hawn

figures showing a broad range of

wholesale prices for food and in-

dustrial raw materials jumped six

tenths of one per cent this month,

sharpest rise since January 197th

The report said when seasonal

factors were figured in, the rise

situation is st£U» corttiiwation of

rising prices aed rather wide

spread softness In sales, produc

tion and employment," said the

AFLCIO's Goldfinger, whose labor

organization has been highly

critical of Nixon economic policies

The government reports

highlighted the difficulty of

Nixon's stated objectives of

spurring renewed economic

growth without adding fuel to the

worst inflationary spiral in some 20

years.
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Laws Explain Tenant-Landlord Rules

(Kd. Note: The following are listings of sections of

Massachusetts General Court Laws Chapter 186 concerning

tenant-landlord regulations. Tliey were compiled by Student

General Counsel Richard M. Howland. Mr. Howland hopes

that the laws may answer some student-tenant questions,

but he also reminds students that he is available to any

students with problems concerning tenancy.)

Section 1 1 . "Upon the neglect or refusal to pay the rent due

under a written lease, fourteen days' notice to quit, given in

writing by the landlord to the tenant, shall be sufficient to

determine (end) the lease, unless the tenant, at least four

days before the return day of the writ, in an action by the

landlord to recover possession of the premises, pays or

tenders to the landlord or his attorney all rent then due, with

interests and costs of suit."

Section 12. "Estates at will (including tenancies without

leases) may be determined (ended) by either party by three

month's notice in writing for that purpose given to the other

party ; and, if the rent reserved is payable at periods of less

than three months, the time of such notice shall be sufficient

if it is equal to the interval between the days of payment.

(The Supreme Judicial Court holds that this interval means

that it must end on a "rent day" which is the day when rent

is customarily paid e.g. the period for a monthly tenancy

where rent is regularly paid on the first of each month runs

from any first of the month after notice is received to the

next first of the month so that if such notice were given on

the fifth of the month, even if the rent had not yet actually

been paid, the interval would be fifty-five days, or

thereabout Prescott v. Elm. 61 Mass 346 ( 1851 1 ;
Currier v.

Barker.68 Mass 226 (1854); Yoffe V. Krasnow Wool Stock

Co 322 Mass 211 1 1948) ; I -Drvvit Auto Rental Co. v. Shaw.

319 Mass. 684 1 1946" ; Connors v. Wick. 317 Mass 628 1 1945).)

In case of neglect or refusal to pay the rent due from a

tenant at will, fourteen days' notice to quit, given m writing

by the landlord to the tenant, shall be sufficient to determine

the tenancy ..."

Section H Any lessor or landlord of any building or part

thereof occupied for dwelling purposes, who is required by

the terms, expressed or implied, of any contract or lease or

tenancy at will, to furnish water, not water, heat, light.

power," gas. elevator service, telephone service, janitor

service or refrigeration service to any occupant of such

building, or part thereof, who wilfully or intentionally fails

to furnish such water, hot water, heat, light, power, gas.

elevator service, telephone service, janitor service or

refrigeration service at any time when the same is

necessary to the proper or customary use of such building.

or part thereof, or any lessor or landlord who wilfully or

intentionally interferes with the quiet enjoyment of any such

leased or tenanted premises by the occupant, shall be

punished bv a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor

more than three hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for not

more than six months."

Section 15. "Any provision of a lease or other rental

agreement relating to real property whereby a lessee or

tenant enters into a covenant agreement or contract, by the

use of any words whatsoever, the effect of which is to in-

demnify the lessor or landlord or hold the lessor or landlord

harmless, or prelude or exonerate the lessor or landlord

from any or all liability to the lessee or tenant, or to any

other person, for any injury, loss, damage or liability arising

from any omission, fault, negligence or other misconduct of

the lessor or landlord on or about the leased or rented

premises or on or about any elevators, stairways, hallways

or other appurtenance used in connection therewith, and not

within the exclusive control of the lessee or tenant, shall be

deemed to be against public policy and void."

Section 15A. "Any provision of a lease or other rental

agreement relating to residential real property whereby a

lessee or tenant enters into a covenant, agreement or con-

tract, by the use of any words whatsoever, the effect of

which is to waive the notices required under the section

eleven or twelve, (notice to quit for non-payment of rent,

etc. ), shall be deemed to be against public policy and void."

Section I5B "No lease relating to residential property

shall contain a provision that a lessor may. except to inspect

the premises, to make repairs thereto or to show the same to

a prospective tenant or purchaser, enter the premises

before the termination date of such lease A lessor may.

however, enter such premises in accordance with a court

order or if the premises appear to have been abandoned by

the lessee No lessor shall require a security deposit

equivalent to more than two months rent, nor a charge of

more than the purchase and installation cost for a key or

lock, now any interest or penalty for failure to pay rent until

at least thirty days after such rent shall have been due

•A landlord of residential real property who holds a

security deposit pursuant to this section for a period in

excess of one year from the commencement of the term of

tenancy'shall. beginning with the first day after the ex-

piration of such year, pay interest at the rate of five per cent

per year payable to the tenant at the end of each year. The

landlord shall, within thirty days after the termination of the

lease or tenancy, return the security deposit or any balance

thereof, after deducting the amount of any damage caused

by the tenant, or any person on the demised premises with

his knowledge or consent, reasonable wear and tear ex-

cepted, and less any unpaid rent If the landlord wilfully

fails to return to the tenant such deposit or balance thereof,

as aforesaid, he shall be liable in damages in an amount

equal to twice the amount of such security deposit or

balance thereof plus interest at the rate of five per cent from

the date when such interest was last paid or became due

"Any provision of a lease in violation of this section shall

be deemed to be against public policy and void."

Section 18. "Any person or agent thereof who threatens to

or takes reprisals against any tenant of residential premises

for reporting to the board of health ... or to any other board

having as its objective the regulation of residential premises

a violation or a suspected violation of any health or building

code or of any other municipal by-law or ordinance, or state

law or regulation which has as its objective the regulation of

residential premises shall be liable for damages which shall

not be less than one month's rent or more than three month's

rent, or the actual damages sustained by the tenant,

whichever is greater, and the costs of the suit, including a

reasonable attorney's fee.

"The receipt of any notice of termination to tenancy ex-

cept for non payment of rent or of increase in rent or of any

substantial alteration in the terms of teanancy within six

months after making a report or complaint of violations or

suspected violations of any health or building code,

municipal by-law or ordinance, or state law or regulation

which has as its objective the regulation of residential

premises shall create a rebuttable presumption that such

notice is a reprisal against the tenant for making such report

or complaint."

Chapter 151B contains important provisions regarding

discrimination in housing or employment on the basis of the

race, color, religious creed, national origin, sex. age. or

ancestry of any individual. The Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination enforces these prohibitions and can

be applied to by any person who has knowledge of such

discrimination whether or not he or she has been personally

discriminated against Incidentally, oral inquiry into the

subject in anv way, is a violation.

In the Amherst area there are many forms and methods ol

redress for tenants' grievances It is suggested, but no

necessary, that if a student tenant has a problem with his

landlord that he consult with this office in order to select the

most appropriate remedy There is no charge for such

consultation by a student. Any tenant may also complain ol

his landlord to the Amherst Landlord Tenant Relations

Council. Town Hall. Amherst, in writing with a copy to the

landlord and there is no charge whether or not the student

consults this office beforehand

Suits for recovery of security deposits, when necessary

may be maintained in the Small Claims Division of the

Hampshire Countv District Court at Northampton

Assistance can be obtained from this office as well as

referral to local legal counsel where indicated It is not

always necessary to have a lawyer to prosecute a claim in

the Small Claims Court.

The Amherst Landlord Tenant Relations Council is

preparing a comprehensive booklet which hopefully will

cover tenants' rights and responsibilities more thoroughly

than this letter can.

Women Voters To Sponsor

Candidates Night Monday
Amherst voters will have a

chance to hear and question the

candidates for major town offices

at the Candidates Night sponsored

bv the Amherst League of Women
Voters This lorum will take place

on Monday, at 8 p.m. in the

auditorium of the Junior High

School.

Donald Freeman, announcer on

radio station WTTT, will be the

moderator for the discussions,

which are planned to take place in

three groups, with brief presen-

tations by the candidates followed

by question periods.

The first group will consist of the

candidates for town moderator.

William F. Field and Gerald J

Grady, and the candidates for

trustee of the Jones Library.

Barbara Carpino and Robert D
Hawley.

The four candidates for School

Committee seats, Rhoda

Honigberg, William C. Atkins.

Robert T Fischer, and Robert C.

Chisolm. will make up the second

group.

The final group will be composed

of the candidates for selectman.

Michael Sullivan, Nancy Eddy.

Ben Surner Jr. and Norman
MacLeod

The Candidates Night program

will be televised live on station

CATV, Channel 8. which can be

received only by viewers with

cable television To get the most

out of this opportunity to hear the

candidates, voters are urged to be

there in person and to ask the

questions that most concern them

DaVinci Working Models On Display

Working models of mechanical designs by Leonardo da Vinci will be on display at the I Mass Art Gallery

Herter Hall, from Thursday to Feb. 5.

Thp exhibit will be oDen to the public from 10a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

In unrestrictedSftto ISlass-Amhenrt from International Business Machines Corp
.
the models were l,u

by IBM^orfiS to da Vine, sketches found ,n 1965 by Jules Piccus. professor of Hispanic languages and

literature at UMass.

Prof. Piccus was studying

Spanish medieval poetry in Spain

when he bacame interested in the

lost manuscripts. He searched

through many ancient manuscripts

until he found the missing da Vinci

sketches.

The sketches and da Vinci

descriptions on which the IBM
models are based show da Vinci's

preoccupation with power tran-

smission and the transformation,

regulation and control of motion by

pulleys and gears Some of the

designs show refinements ol

existing devices, others illustrate

mechanical principles

<Lu/s "Bunuelb r7Masterpiece of"Erotica!

BELL'S PIZZA
WESTERN MASS.'

BEST!!!

Open 1 1 a.m. to 1 a.m. &

—til! 2 a.m. on Fri, & Sat.

Free Delivery of f'mo

256-8011 253-9051

REFRIGERATORS
WALNUT COVERED - 5 YR. GUARANTEE

FREEZER COMPARTMENT - ICE CURE TRAYS

2 Cubic Foot _ $ 72.00

2.3 Cubic Foot — % 75 00

3 Cubic Foot — $ 82.00

5 Cubic Foot — $100 00

CALL GARY — 1609 J.F.K. — 546-7833

Gf«t»H«t ""CI
'• AMI SOni f'ltiof Bv «UHt»- M «••**: MM fcMMi l| lUB WWW

CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM

Jonuory 29, 1971 7, 9, 11 P.M.

DOUBLE FEATURE

FREAKS
Friday Nite - 8:00 Thompson 104

J—

Ride the High Country

Friday Nite - 9:30 Thompson 104
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veTdear fnends, here we are again...eicles. rosy

ch'eeks spring semester crisp, laughter and the

sweet aroma of hashish brownies baking its tne

season for merriment, unbounded exhuberance. and

icnnwine smiles wrapped in scarfs and silence.

Wh ItX; season for skiing and tobogganing and

ice skating for philosophizing and meditation tor

though* upon though* of love, upon thoughts of this

life that is to each of us, tor

the season of numbed fingers and temperate hearts

cold feet and calm faces, wool turtle-neck sweaters

and wind-blown hair, wet boots and aimless carefree

stares in portraiture, for

It's the season... the season..

The season of the scul.
.

And it's also spring semester, State University.

Amherst, Massachusetts, well Hot Shit.

Concrete classrooms are currying favors bending,

bending to rapture in the ass of the Witless computer,

incarnate, channeling energies in a responsible,

respectable, veddy-veddy adult manner mattering

precious little to anyone, especially so if you re one of

those swimming the channel; but then again, one

mans rut. as the Doktor of Time once said, is another

man's groove and whom gives any righteous tuck

dn>
*Phallic Ladies, pristene Gentlemen... it has

always been time to use our heads, and none the less

always than the immediate now -but how Let us

consider our topic: the individual tribesman m
classroom Can the University help us to use our

heads" Oh. strain, oh trauma, o most anguished

idiocv The answer to this question is a function ot

what you want, naturally (indisputably, irrevocably),

obviously What do you-you-what do you want

.

The university, and, for that matter, every aspect of

the educational system of which we are products

,dic ») is paid for by "adult" society to train

voune people to keep the same old games going

,,'e responsibility to a 1925 reality, steel-hard

manhood, ultrafeminine womanhood, racism, con-

summate consumerism, etc. etc. etc.). .in other

words, to be certain that you do not use your (your. I

brothers and sisters, this concretized, austere, and

bloodv institution ar d all educational institutions are

set up to tacitly anesthetize you. to hypnotize me. to

put us all into the wide-eyed dreamland of deodorant

role plaving. extremely well planned spontaneity,

societal <not tribal' fuctionality. artificial respec-

tability and obscenely repressed sexuality that s

nimt 'freshmen women (Never freshmen girls),

tucking obscenely repressed, obscenely fucking

repressed sexuality, and all because the games they

plav that thev are subtly attempting to bend and

shape us to play, because the games they play are the

games of a generation that has grown old without ever

having grown up .

* these games have no room for people people, only

metal men and eggshell women
Because these games are the games of a generation

with a widespread lack of religion-please notice that

this is what they accuse us of a lack of religion with a

sick dread of death, with a sick worship of the tern

ooral and material, sickly gothic masks of duty to TV
cardboard personalities enacted for you in every

living room and bedroom in every middle-age mid

die-class, middle-American home, here in Babylon^

and isn't that just nice now, dearie'' That s a good

little nirl now step and fetch it, good little boy. now go

and beat' off in the closet., we'll watch just to make

sure you do it right now,

Dough swell, 1 think I'm having an organism, my

dear"

Did^vou tSer wonder what happened, what ever

happened to Mr. Barbara Stanwyck" Maybe he just

B
°"G.ve

8
the baby the formula, dearie, I'm a little dry

this generation."

nob DAW DOO ...UAH!

As 1 said people (and I use the term in smiling

confidence)', we are faced with a very eunuch

suuanon here 111 go out on a very short limb.and say

that their monolithic, frozen empire is in the final

st ies of decay, and they're exerting maximum

pressure upon us. both to sustain the empire and to

S ve them psychological assurance that their cultural

existence ^justified Very sad. both for them as

well as for us. So....what can we do about educational

na cosis" How can you (meaning us) how can you

leam to use your head" Well, a good place to start..,

Tlre the come-on that says "Keep coming. Come

on Its going to get better. Something great is going to

haoix^omorrow if you be good today." Brothers and

£s Z is a cholesterol-encrusted lie. As a matter

o established fact, it gets fWU.^*•

suburbs The American dream becomes nightmare

Acute indigestion. Good. ..Boy.

VVhvXmld we take" Why should we take ,t" These

fruits' orooffered to us are radioactive. Shiny on the

outside Teering on the inside Sweet to the eye ashes

the taste Worth Such great worth. If you predicate

our St upon images. There are few things more

aoDet zing Kan. more succulent than, taking a crisp

£3g
.a hearty bite out of a firm, cnsp plastic

apple De fucking-hcious. And good for you. too.

LEFT OFF
For an education, drop out.

For a reality sandwiche. Drop Out

FUR THE LOVE OF GOD. DROP OUT.
* • *

Drop out. Ill say it again. Drop Out And again

Drop Out. any way that you care to. in any form, to

anv degree I pun intended), any way that you care to

tor innumerable ways are available. Drop

Out Everyone has choice, but it s only you that

ca never decide Remember. .

icicles" It's the season for warm bread abaking. and

for white and red and rose wines, for the touch of a

hand on a shoulder, lor lips upon necks, tor iridescent

eves at ease within the dewy gaze of another lover of

humanity in self, of others... of Mothers together

warmlv shrouded in wool wrappings, ecstatic within

the symphonies of silence man.fest in smiling

subliminal appreciation; wrinkle free laughter

Don't you know, the day. it was on it s way. but this.

th.s very. hour, (and I mean right now. you know.) is

held and held here, in this very today. Today is the

sunrise of the rest of your life Isn't that great

Isn t that simplv. ecstatically wonderfuL

Winter is the very season of the soul. So heap your

hearth high, stoke your soul it's a frozen world

outside

of love.

a tribal Wizard

54. ..40. ..Or Fight!

Never do business with Budget Rent A Car because their cars do not

have clean ash trays They're not number two and they certo nly doM

»rv verv hard But speaking of people who try very hard, the Elrn Street

SgeS?wm protably'tTadcThe righto to their first draft choice to Denver.

Denver will then draft Manty HaU in a spectacular deal

^Watch much early morning television" Well, here are jl
£*5*J

TK^^TfiWStt Richard Nixon.no; the

/iegle? H^ s me thank you. But his youngest daughter, Zelda has the

.out again and cant make the junior prom on Thursday night She was

Sg toU escorted by former Attorney General Ramsey Clark eldest

son Happy They are both fine, and please don't ask anymore.

Finally
PL Leominster Register reported in its P.M. edition yesterday

that Jed W.ll.nghogen will probably be appointed <^w Sa^nt s

gardner by Aprilfirst It is common knowledge around Beacon Hill that

the Chief Executive wants his carrots sprouting early th.s year. Robert C.

I amb is not the name of the next Secretary of Defense

Thome voting man. the poster read in the post office and complete

,ootnoteTfo,' semester term papers are available, for a limited time only

l^the FHchburg Jail. call (617) 970-9910. night or day for details. Call

°"
'.l that is about how ,t should be for the rest of the Congressional

rj there .s absolutely nothing Bobby Sherman can do about it.

Howard Neilson

David Williams

He's Gotta Make A Livin'

President Nixon aUowed Glenn Seaborg, head of the

Atomic Energy Commission, into the throne room the

other day because he was getting worried.

Seaborg arrived in a dust-covered Jeep, fresh from

the Nevada testing grounds, and was quickly ushered

into inner sanctum.

Nixon was sitting at his desk, his eyes red from

weeping and his expansive brow wrinkled into an

exquisite pattern of worry. ^aaA
"Tell me again what the bomb will do, he begged

Seaborg was momentarily stunned. After all, this

was the President, wasn't it? This was the man who

had the guts to go on nation-wide TV to tell the people

he had no idea who was fooling around with his

campaign funds; this was the man with the iron nerve

and steel edged will who risked ridicule in the eyes of

the public by trying to beat George Murphy, and lost

What was bothering him?

Nixon motioned Dr Seaborg into a chair

•The reason I brought you here." he began with a

stammer, "I, well, that is. Pat *nd I have been doing a

•ittle linking lately about what would happen if they

eet mad Know what I mean?" I mean, somebody

could get hurt around here. Can you understand

that""
Seaborg began to nod and looked at his hands with

embarrassment.
Here, look at this." Nixon offered him a sheaf of

paper "It's the budget for this year. Turn to the

Defense Dept section and look at page four and tell

me what you think."

The good doctor thumbed through the massive

document until he came to the Defense Dept. section.

He turned to page four and began to read about the SI

billion that Nixon requested for ABM's and Safeguard

missile systems to protect the capital.

"I don't know quite understand what you want me to

tell you, Mr. President," he said.

Nixon slumped lower in his chair and sighed, "Just

tell me it'll work. Tell me 111 be safe. That's all."

Seaborg said. "But no one knows that for sure, Mr.

President. They have only just begun to test them." So

far. they appear to work. But no one can guarantee

that."

Nixon gave him an impatient flip of his nana

"That's all you dumb scientists ever tell me," he

snapped. "What this country needs is someone with a

little bit of nerve, someone who can take charge an*

get things done quickly and efficiently."

Seaborg stared at the dark jowled figure leaning

over the desk in front of him Nixon was sweating and

he was breathing hard.

Seaborg got up and slowly walked to the door. He

turned the knob and then swung found to face Nixon.

"You said it, Mr President, I didn't
"

Campus Comment

BCBC Bows Out
Te the Editor:

Due to unforeseen complications, the Birth Control Booklet Committee,

per se must, at least temporarily, postpone work on the panphlet.

Because Boston University had published a booklet containing referra

information, we had mistakenly assumed that such an act was legal.

However, after much consultation with Mr. Rowland, we simply had to

face the fact that though publishing educational information on abortion

and birth control is legal, "advertising" persons or places that give out

such information or help one procure either of the above is illegal
:

illegal

to the extent that, if prosecuted, the chairman of the BCBC could be

sentenced to i years in prison. Now, we don't know exactly how or why

Boston University escaped legal action, but as a state institution, we

reallv can't risk it .

Contrary to the data published in the Collegian on December 17th 80%

of what the booklet would have contained is not illegal -in fact, only one

page of the booklet would have been so. i.e. the page with referrals.

However the main difference between our booklet and others on this

campus dealing with birth control was to be the referrals, which the

BCBC considered of the utmost importance. Therefore, till next semester

at least, all work on anv sort of booklet has been ceased.

We on the BCBC would like to thank the Student Senate, and expecially

the two senators sponsoring our bill, for their efforts; we apologize for

anv hassle we put them through We would also like to thank those dorms

that planned to contribute towards the publishing of this booklet We hope

that this letter has clarified our situation somewhat and that you un-

derstand Perhaps February will bring better days for the BCBC.

Birth Control Booklet Committee

Rocky Racoon

To the Editor:

1 was led to believe that the 5 college planning committee intended to

bring the question of accepting the Rockefeller grant to the entire

community to resolve the deep questions raised by accepting such a

urant Bv arriving at their decision alone, the committee has followed the

same soft of elitest process which enables men like Rockefeller to control

'

Initially the grant seemed verv attractive to me. as an ecology student

Some of "the projects which came to my mind were a study to gain

evidence to halt the army engineers plan to destroy part of the valley,

studying and controlling air and water pollutionin this area of rapidly

expanding population, or designing an ecologically sound transportation

system for the area But we must look beyond our isolated valley and take

into account the overall environmental and social harm done by ne

American corporate system. Will this system be perpetuated by the

favorable publicity Rockefeller receives from making this token.

Iieneficial grant' Initial reports in the Amherst Record and Boson

Globe make h.m out to be the "great white father »
Converse^

.

«"ill the

fact that students rejected money help make people aware that students

have high ideals which they are sincere in sticking to. and are not just

passing through a fad of rowdy, pointless, radicalism" Perhaps..iti its

utile wav this will gain sympathy for the radical movement and hasten

the eventual downfall of America's repressive institutions

If Rockefeller is sincerely concerned about the problems of today, he

could put a major dent in their solution by cleaning up his own house

_

Standard Oil is one of the major air. land and water l?"^*/* *?"
Chase Manhattan Bank supports the racist regime in South Afnc» The

tax-free Rockefeller foundation money 'about $50 billion) puts the tax

burden on our own parents Rockefeller interests support a large part of

Z-involvement in Vietnam, etc.. etc Rockefellers computerized ad-

visors have calculated that by supporting studentsseek.ngm.^ nge^

he II knock the wind out of the radical movement which recognizes that

ZZSEZ such as his business empire are the *&+**»£**
the improvement calculated risk that a study by students in this isolated

area won't endanger his own interests (a similar study by students in

New JerseySt indict Standard Oil tf am flattered that he thinks of the

"adlcalsfurnfmovement as a real threat to I**"*"*£*£
cessarv to buy them off This makes me very optimistic that the major

sStaJ^hange needed to better the plight of man and his environment will

Ste pLce in my lifetime, if we stick to our ideals and educate others

Ro?keeller has won the first round, but the fight ,s not over yet.

LFEE, Fits, Pb6,

FfctGfcT€

\NHY DOKT *e

Ql6' 1T.-

I Wanna Kill . . . Kill

Letters To The Hditor

l etters to the Editor must be typed, double spaced, at Slaty

soaces and must carry the writer's signature, address and

eTephone number (all of which will be withheld upon reques »
The

hm? is "ne page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended

p\?b ication The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

Ever take a draft physical" If

you haven't, you should try it The

"process is amazing It all begins

with a sharp straight officer

gentleman calling role "Adams,

Samuel-Adrian. Harold Zeffer.

Michael Alright, if you're not here

give a shout, (a little hidden

chuckle here)" From here you are

herded up to the third floor Mr.

LIFER walks in "I've been in the

service for 30 years ..." He then

goes on to read off some in-

structions in a noticeable illiterate

fashion Dr Kildare then walks in

all dressed in white I didn t know

whether to swoon or puke. Since

neither is in accordance with army

regulations, I ignored the scene.

The doctor proceeded to inform us

of our rendevous with the medical

examiners; none of which made

any sense We were then shipped

out for our medical examination.

Its funny how vividly I

remember the stripping room'

Yes, we promising draftees were

commanded to disrobe to our

B.V.D.'s. "Strip to your panties"

went the demanding phrase.

(Another chuckle here-quite a

humorous crew they have there. I

We were then corralled into the

weight and height room- station 1

Oh yes there were lots of stations

and they all had their own little

private inquiry into a specific

function of your body. Station \

was the urine station. It was in this

station that one of my brighter

companions retorted. "This must

be a pissy job." Station 5 jabbed

yen with a needle and 7 made you

tough while he held your life in his

right hand

This will shock you so be

prepared. You get a free lunch -yes

FREE Except that you re so

physically mutilated that you

can't look a» the mystery meat

they serve you -let alone eat it!

From the dining box you are driven

into a classroom The mental

aptitude test awaits you I can see

why army intelligence found their

recent HOW raids successful

The shrink is the next stop The

questioning begins. "Do you take

drugs" Do you like boys" Would

\ou like to stay out ol the military"

Are vou emotionally disturbed
"
" I

replied in the positive on even

count A quick check was scratch

across mv paper I was

phychologically fit for the armed

service

The rest was rather dull -a lew

more quick stations then you sign

out Sardined in a bus on the wiy

home I was glad it was all just lor

fun I regained my stud«nt

deferment the next week
l^rry Komanovltch

V^i
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Pre-Civil War Study

Wins UMass Prof Award
Y " §*»3. -JELr E^*2rSS »n» are not Press, had entered (MkM

Fund Raising Drive

Held For S.C. Blacks

UMass historian who wondered

which pre-Civil War Northerners

violently opposed anti-slavery,

wrote a "book about it and earned

an award from the American

Historical Association.

Assistant Professor Leonard L.

Richards is co-winner of the AHA
prize for the best book of the year

on American history.

A teacher of the Jacksoman

period, he was concerned with the

kinds of Northerners who formed

mobs to fight the abolition

movement. His researched an-

swer is the title of his award-

winning book. Gentlemen of

Property and Standing: Anti-

Abolition Mobs in Jacksonian

America."
Prof. Richards, a soft-spoken

man of 36 years, also asked: "Why

were Northerners so hostile to

organized anti-slavery' "Who

were the most zealous anti-

abohtionists. and what motivated

them".'" and "What were the

Northern anti-abolition mobs

like''"

His answers are sometimes

surprising He found that a

general assumption of many

people is not correctly applied to

the anti abolition mobs. Those

mobs were not -primitive.

emotional, and spontaneous

response! of the poor and

desperate," he says. According to

the author, the opposite was often

true How can one call spon-

taneous, mobs that assembled at

church meetings with bags full of

rotten eggs'? Or with a band
'

Some of the larger mobs. Prof.

Richards writes, were unorganized

and tended to get out of hand,

perhaps because they were large.

Hut these mobs, he contends, were

more anti-Negro than anti-

abolition.

Anti-abolition mobs usually had

,t M.-nse of organization, and well

designed purposes Their leaders

\M-re often "scions of old and

socially dominant Northeastern

families Prof. Richards writes.

Even so. their names are not

among those readily recognized by

most people today - names like

Joseph Graham. Joseph S. Bates,

and Julien Neville, all

businessmen and merchants.

The author prefers to write about

Press, had entered Gentlemen for

the American Historical

Association award, learned of his

win the day before Christmas. He

shared the $5,000 prize with

Francis S. Hackney of Princeton

who wrote a study of the transition
The author preters to write auuui vmiu wmica ^IUUJ «. — »——

-

lesser-known people in history, the of Populism to Progressiva in

"little folk." One of his current Alabama

projects concerns the "little folk'

involved in anti-slavery activity in

the North. In this his second book,

Prof. Richards will explain which

geographical areas were strong

anti-slavery areas, and why.

Dr Richards, who was unaware

his publisher. Oxford University

Leonard Richards came to

UMass as assistant professor in the

fall, 1969, from San Francisco State

College. He earned his Ph.D. from

the University of California in 1968,

with Gentlemen as his thesis. He

and Mrs. Richards and their four

children live in Amherst.

\ssistant Professor Richards wrote a book about Northern Anti-

Xnolilionists in Pre-( ivil War days, and found some surprises. He in

turn was surprised to win an award for it.

An ad-hoc group of UMass

students has raised over $500

during the last six weeks on behalf

of impoverished Blacks and In-

dians in the Ridge-ille-Four Holes

area of Dorchester County. South

Carolina. According to U.S.

Census Bureau figures, the region

is one of the poorest in the South,

with high unemployment and in-

ferior educational conditions

causing some 8,000 non-whites to

subsist below the poverty line.

The fund-raising drive is being

spearheaded by Ann Nichols, '72,

and Sally Schmidt, 71, who are

roommates on Emerson House's

Spanish corridor.

According to Ken Mosakowski. a

graduate student in education who

is serving as press contact for the

group, which calls itself the

Dorchester County Relief Fund,

the success of the drive is due

largely to extensive publicity

through the media of radio and

newspapers. Mosakowski has sent

press releases about the drive to a

number of local newspapers and

radio stations, which have shown

"a high degree of cooperation" in

publicizing the project.

Paula Pavelcsyk. 72. another

member of the group, has volun-

teered to carry the message of the

drive into her home community of

Havdenville by distributing a

leaflet m her neighborhood and

among the parishoners of local

churches.

Responses to the students' ap-

peal have been both discouraging

and heartening A fund-raising

letter distributed to some 800

University professors and staff

members on December 18th netted

the Fund barely fifty dollars

Then, on January 5th., the group

received a personal check for $175

Irom a couple in Miami. Florida,

who apparently had heard about

the drive on the radio

The students have decided to

continue the drive through the

winter months Contributions are

being wired directly to Mrs Vic-

toria Delee. founder of the Dor

Chester County Freedom
Association and long-time civil

rights leader in South Carolina. All

funds collected will be used to buy

high-protein food and medicine to

combat widespread hunger and

disease found among the poorer

families in the Ridgeville area.

Other students participating in

the drive include Arlen Brunson,

73; F. James Gensheimer, 72;

Janice Herlihy, 73; Joanne

Medwid, 73; and Judy Tripp. 72.

In a recent Daily Hampshire

Gazette interview with Woman's

Page Editor Betsy Goldman

(UMass 70), Ann Nichols offered a

viewpoint which may well speak

for the motivation behind the

Dorchester County Relief Fund,

it's easy to talk about changing

the system," she said, "but it's

another thing to actually help

people."

Taxpayers

Delay

Own Refunds
Refund checks to thousands of

taxpayers have been delayed

because taxpayers are failing to

properly identify themselves, the

IRS revealed today

IRS said taxpayers are forget

ting to peel off the pre addressed

name label from the front of their

return and place it on the top of the

Form 104U The name label con-

tains information necessary to

process the return such as tax

payer'! s<* ial security number and

address

IRS advises taxpayers that their

signature or signatures at the

bottom of the Form 1040 is not

Milticient identification because

hundreds not only have the same

name but similar addresses. Use

of the name label enables IRS to

properly identify the sender and

process the refund speedily.

Notices
CHESS CLUB
By popular demand tt>e chMi club move*

back »o the Np* Match every Thursday 7 11 10

P V lor second semester Start* tonight All

are welcome 1

MIRKWOOO
Th*re s another .ncrecMjIe MiRKWOOD th.s

Saturday January JOth at » p m .n Grayson

Lounqe (Orchard M.ll) Call Ken at 6H24 .t you

*,sh to perform (An types entert j.nment

wanted' I

NEWSPAPER RECYCLING COMMITTEE
Meet<nq tor all members of CORES

paper Rr-cycimq Protect IC E Q

tonight at P P m outside the C E O office

Anyone interested W yyelcome Por .n

formation call Lynne Edwards at 2SJ9878

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Someone please contact Kevin at the Senate

Ott.ce about Budget Leave number «. name >»

not there

HAF I

Very mportant meeting, to reorganue and

. ons.der educational materials received irom

London and AJC Sunday. Jan 31st at I p m n

Room IS* o« Hills South

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
F.rst meeting o» the semester tonight at 7

pm mCC AM gay people encouraged to come

to discuss protects and social actvt.es

/ERO POPULATION GROWTH
Monthly meeting tonight at 7 30 p m m

/v' ght Hrfli Common Room Sm.th College

welcome

HILLEL
Sleigh ndc tonight Meet at Hillel Office, SU

at 7 p m

S.U. Program Counril

presents

CACTUS FLOWER
with Goldie Hawn

S.U. Ballroom

7 & 9:30

Tonight

50c
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Physics Dept. To Offer

New 'Intermingled' Courses
t^ .__» _ .!._» „ *-* «on hotter none wil

According to the physics dept.. Nuclear subtle _ ef-

fects on the environment is becoming one of the im-

portant facts of life. A nuclear balance of terror

dominates world politics and threatens the life of us

all. Yet students have too little opportunity to learn

about these serious nuclear age problems and their

relation to the approaching strain on the global en-

vironment.

These are problems to which science is relevant but

in which technical realities are of necessity in-

termingled with social and political considerations.

In response to their need, several members of the

UM/A Department of Physics and Astronomy are

offering courses addressing these problems. The

courses being offered are designed for non-science

majors
?5ar as there ,s a gap of misunderstanding and Inglis •**£»•

presumption that a citizen can better cope with the

political environmental and social problems posed by

nuclear energy if he has a background of un-

derstanding what an atom and a nucleus are and how

they contribute to the way nuclear power plants and

weapons work and what they can do. Thus the course

is a mixture of physics and engineering and biological

effects and political and diplomatic challenges; a

wide range of topics from the meaning of force and

energy to the need and problems of disarmament.

This semester the course will be given in two sections,

both at 9:05 AM, one for students who have not had a

course in physics or a closely related science and

another section for those who have, so that the physics

material may be covered at an appropriate place and

level for each group. It will be taught by Professors

Guest Speaker To Discuss

Father
f

s Role In Childbirth

'Father Participation in the Childbirth Experience" will be discussed

at UMass next week by John S. Miller, M.D., an expert in childbirth

education.

distrust leading students to avoid science altogether,

the courses are an attempt to bridge this gap and to

Hive undergraduates a more informed appreciation of

the technological society in which they live. None of

the course offerings have prerequisites in science, the

background material being developed in the courses

themselves

Six faculty members will be engaged in this effort

this coming spring, with the following courses being

ottered .

(a) Orchard Hill 268: 'Strategic Weapons and

World Order." A course discussing the role and effect

of strategic weapons in international relations.

Nuclear warheads, mounted on intercontinental

missiles and guided by computers, symbolize a class

of weapons which make international problems and

policies different from those which most world leaders

regard as traditional In some cases it may be that the

weapons determine policy rather than the other way

around An appreciation of these weapons then

becomes an integral part of policy making.

,b> Physics 117: "Nuclear Energy - its Physics and

its Social Challenge " This course is based on the

To Southwest 390: "Nuclear Technology and the

Environment." This course examines the impact of

nuclear technology and man's environment. Effects

on the physical environment, the biological en-

vironment, and the world political and social en-

vironment will be examined. Attempts will be made to

discuss possible future accumulated effects. Em-

phasis will be placed on topics which are most in-

teresting and pertinent to those enrolled. Op-

portunities for various types of active participation in

directing the course will also be stressed. This course

will be taught by Professor Kofler.

(d) Orchard Hill - "Problems in the Air. Taught by

Professor Ford. A scientific study of the problems of

air pollution intended primarily for the student with

little or no scientific background. Guest lecturers with

expertise in various fields will discuss some of the

relevant topics.

The intent of these courses is not to train people as

scientists but rather to provide them wi'h sufficient

information to function as informed citizens in an

increasingly complex world.

The lecture will be given

Tuesday, at 8 p.m. in 163 Complex

at the Campus Center. Sponsors

are the UMass School of Nursing,

the Pioneer Valley Childbirth

Education Association, and the

Childbirth Education Association

of Greater Springfield.

A second lecture, sponsored by

the same group, will be presented

Wednesday, at 8 p.m. at the Schine

Inn, Springfield. The topic will be

"Parents and Professionals:

Partners in Childbearing."

Dr Miller, a consultant for the

International Childbirth Education

Association and the La Leche

League International, is a

graduate of the University of

California Medical School,

completed his residency in

stetrics and gynecology at

University of California Medical

Center. Dr. Miller is chairman of

the department of obstetrics and

gynecology at French Hospital,

San Francisco, and has a full-time

private practice.

delivery, he is a member of the

American Board of Obstetrics and

Gynecology and the American

College of Obstetrics and

Gynecology

The lectures are open to the

public without charge.

He
ob-

the

The author of "Childbirth," a

manual for pregnancy and

Dr. John S. Miller

•tociai v. iitiiicii(,c. !., v.w— —

Winter Parking Rules Explained
^T !_..* rrmtnA in V l.n» IMnrirp of SI

To facilitate snow removal

operations, the following overnight

parking regulations will be in ef-

fect immediately, and until April 1.

1971

Lot #1 (Whitmore), the Police

Station lot. and the Infirmary road

and Infirmary parking areas will

be plowed first Overnight parking

in these areas is prohibited

Lots *10, 11. 12 and 13 will be

plowed second People who are

assigned to any of these lots and

who wish to park overnight must

park in a cluster in lot «10, and be

prepared to move their vehicles to

lot *11 while snow removal crews

are plowing lot «10

There will be no overnight

parking in lots #12 and 13.

Overnight parking is also

prohibited in Areas #2, 3 lHaigis

Mall ) . 4, 5, and 6. Vehicles parked

in these areas will be towed when

necessary People who work the

night shift in the Campus Center or

who park their cars in Areas #2, 4,

5, and 6 during the night for other

reasons should make
arrangements in the Campus
Center which will allow Police and

snow removal crews to contact

them when plowing is to be done

Vehicles parked in F Lot must be

moved when necessary to facilitate

plowing These cars should be

moved to V Lot. Notice of snow

removal policy in F and V Lots will

be announced.

Overnight parking in N Lot is

prohibited; vehicles will be towed

when necessary.

Cars parked in M Lot overnight

should be parked in a cluster in the

WEST end of the lot, and moved as

necessary to facilitate plowing

WFCR Presents 'Colors'

The varied shades of ideas and experiences that make up the black

experience are presented on "Colors," a new program heard Tuesday,

Thursday and Sunday evenings at 7:30 p.m. over public radio station

important service to the white

community A source of news and

information for blacks to blacks, it

also has a message for whites It is

one more step towards budding

bridges from the ope community to

the other, according to the

producers.

At 88 5 FM, WFCR broadcasts in

a six state area and is a

cooperative effort of Amherst

Hampshire. Mount Holyoke and

Smith Colleges and the Universitv

"Colors" is one of several

programs produced by members of

the Black Mass Communications

Project at Amherst through

WFCR.
interviews, and "rap sessions.

"Colors" brings to the listening

audience a reflection of the at-

titudes of the blacks to the

American experience.

As "Colors" fulfills a much

needed service to the black

community, it provides an equally

Commuter Meal Ticket Available

Commuter and Off Campus Meal

Ticket Available

In an effort to serve the

University Community more fully,

a five lunch meal ticket is to be

offered by the Food Service

Department These tickets may be

purchased at the Food Service

Central Offices in Worcester

Commons for $6 50 per ticket of

five lunches The tickets are valid

for any dining commons for lun-

:hes Monday through Friday, and

need not necessarily be used up in

any one week but will be vaud

throughout the semester. They are

transferable and not refundable

The ticket entitles the holder to the

same service as for other meal

ticket holders most important the

option of seconds Lunch hours are

from 11:00 A.M. to 1:45 PM
It should also be noted that

commuters and off-campus

students may purchase a full meal

ticket for the semester at the

present rate of $265.00 This ticket

includes three meals per day.

Monday through Friday for the V
week semester.

YOU DUMB?
in case you didn't know . .

.

WEAR HOUSE
has corduroys in

1 i-

D. W. Griffiths

styles:

WAY DOWN EAST

8:00

TONITE - MAHAR

zipper front

button front

hi rise

low rkefpfc*

mid rise

slash podcet

4 pocket

3 pocket

wide wale

pinwale

ij brushed cord

and they're 1 0% off
until Sat., Jan. 30 only

available at 201 N. Pleasant St., Amhc <*
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New Student Pay Procedure Coming

As a result of the increasing number of student

employees over the past several years student and

faculty requests, and further efforts of the University

Personnel Office to better serve the University

community, certain changes effecting .student em-

Dlovees' pay periods to become weekly instead of bi-

weekly and paycheck distribution to become depart-

mentalized rather than centralized are being im-

plemented in the near future

The pavcheck issued to student employees, at the

Cashier's Office in Whitmore Administration Building

on February 5. Iffl. will be for the two week period

ending January 23, Iffl. Accompanying this paycheck

will be a card listing the name and location of the

department where his future checks are slated for

distribution If the information on this card is in any

way erroneous, the student should return the card to

Mrs Klizabeth Broadhurst in the Personnel Office no

later than 12:00 noon on February 8. 1971 and ap-

propriate corrections will be made. If for «ome reason

a student employee is not receiving a paycheck on

February 5. 1971. he should contact Mi-Geraldi

^
Miller in the Placement and Financial Aid Office to

ascertain where his future checks are scheduled for

^T^rpTyxhecks issued to student employees on

February 12. 1971 will be received at the departmen

n wnlchthe student ,s employed This paycheck will

be for the work period January 24. 19,1 through

February 6. 1971 Ha student ,s employed by more

than one department, he will receive only one check

each week for tne total amount due him for work

performed in all departments in which he is em-

ployed. If he wishes his paycheck to be sent to another

department in which he is working other than that

Srtment to which it is scheduled to be sent he

snEdd bring the card received at the Cashiers Office

onFebruaryV 1971 to Mrs. Elizabeth Broadhurst in

the Personnel Office by 12:00 noon on February 8. 1971

to have the chance made.

Vac-h Friday, thereafter, tne student employees

paycheck will be received at the Apartment in which

he is working and will represent the work period of he

w^k immediately preceding that week in wtachlte

pavcheck is issued. For example the paycheck

received on February 19. 1971 will be for the JO*
neriod February 7. 1971 through February 13, 1971.

Tac.l.tfes"are available to cash student employee

paychecks at the Cashier's Office in Whitmore Ad-

SmstraUon Building and at the Business Office,

second floor. Student Union Building

Not onlv will these new procedures eliminate the

current inconvenience to students who must wait in

lenethv lines for extended periods of time to receive

hefr pa checks but will also result in student env

nlovees 'receiving pav for work performed at the

eldest pSbll time rather than waiting from two to

four weeks for such payment

The patience and cooperation of all student em-

ployees will ascertain that this long awaited transition

will occur smoothly and with little confusion.

an llanniean (right), president of Pi Beta Phi Sorority,

rece,
" tKSX award of£ PanheHenic C ounci. for the sororUy

achieving the highest average at the I niversity of Massachusetts.

Beverle" KicharLn (left). PanheHenic Council president, presents

Ihe silver trav award.

Pi Beta Phi Wins Award
The annual award by PanheHenic Council to the UMass sorority

achieving the h.ghest average of all members and pledges during the

vear 1%9 70 was w on this year by Pi Beta Phi sorority

The announcement was made at

Sigma Kappa sorority at a coffee

hour and a workshop for

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA.

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most

spectacular runs in North

America. Great facilities. Fab-

ulous accommodation.

He also learned there s only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Aprds ski.

Want a new scene? New chal-

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

\ *
«'

"^r

'

**

Want more info ? Canadian Govarnmant

Well get it to youfast. SftlSSSi
Ottawa 4. Ontario.

Canada

I

17

VACATION NATIONIM

0218-01-1

Please Band tha Iraa "Ski Canada »! to:

I

I

Mr./Mra./Mlaa

Apt. No.

Stata
Zip Coda

scholarship chairmen of all

sororities.

Pi Beta Phi achieved a house

average of 3.213 for the year

Lambda Delta Phi was runner up

for the honor with I 059 Alpha Chi

Omega ranked third with 2 994

The all University average for the

year was 2 69 and the all-sorority

average 1 97.

The presentation ol I silver tray

WU mads t>\ Beverley Richardson

Oi Jamestown. R 1 .
PanheHenic

president A workshop discussion

on ways in which sororities ran

promote intellectual and cultural

interests was ted *>> .)<>anne Kn/.ie

Ol Sigma Kappa, chairman of the

evenl

This is I landmark >ear for Pi

Beta Phi sorority It opened its DC*

residence at :wa North Pleasant St

at the beginning oi the fall

Mfnester

.loan Kannigan is president of Pi

Beta l'lu. Cynthia Whales li

scholarship chairman Mrs
Donald Topper is president of the

Corporation and Mrs VY Brian

((Connor is chairman ot the

Alumnae Advisory Commit'

Kvery
Wednesday and Thursday.

Evening
K • 12

BOB ACKERMANN

plavs the turn of the cntury
piano roll ragtime of

Scott loplln. Joseph I^mh.
Jelly Koll Morton. H. It.

Mincer, and many others
at th.

JOLLY BULL
Restaurant

KT. *9 1IADLEY

Walk throimh the diiium

ro.im and discover the bin

< omfortahle Oyster Bar.

\<m'\\ be Rla<l > oU dld -

MDC
CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
•«1 MO. A. $*M.9». Very «ee*

. unditlon. Far detail* call: Weal
*prlncfleM 731-87U after •*• p.in.

tn-ts

Two rare ansera Peruvian Oalnri

utc*. Must be aeea ta be appre-

ciated I Call *-7*aa and aak foi

K«tti» or J»nna. »-«>

trtMMAtt* WANT1P
Femala reemajata wanted ta ahara

furnish** apt. la A»»b*™*' •?£?*«
SIM. CaU UJnda M9-«239 after «

p.m. An>tlme Bandar ar Maoday.
Mai

Wanted: Femala ta ahara apt.

with twa other* All appUancea pro-

tided, private room. Beat PS a
month fumiahed. CaU after S — •*»-

:wm (CUffalde Apta.. 8<M,€<l,taDd
J-.t8

BOOKS
We buy used book* and eeearde

MMtt Llaht Booke, On tha »u«>
8
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MrsKjeldsen
Selected

As Gym Rep
Mrs Kitty Kjeldsen. women's

a\ mnastics coach, has been chosen

as the official IS gymnastics

representative to travel with the

Kussian World Championship

learn during their upcoming trip

lo the United States

The choice was made by the

I nited States (iymnastics

Federation, the governing body of

Ihe sport in this country

The Kussian men and women

gymnasts, best in the world, will

travel to the states during the week

ol Feb 3 for an international

competition against IS teams at

Pennsylvania State University on

Feb r» and I this year Tickets for

the competitions were sold out

within 24 hours of the start of the

advanced sale, and the event itself

will be covered by major I B

television networks

Mrs Kjeldsen will meet the

Kussians in New York and will

travel with them during their stay

in this country
t

Linda Serkunas

Margie Combs
Preparing

For Their

Toughest Match

GirlsGymnasts

Get Ready

For Saturday
UMass1

tiirls Gymnastics team

will start its "second season" with

a meet against state championship

vmca team from Marblehead,

Mass. on Saturday at 1 p ni at the

Boydefl Auxiliary Gym. Admission

is $1. or student identification card

Both varsity and JV members

i/iU be teatured on the mixed team

competing against the toughest

opponent to date The JV girls.

coached by graduate student Kuth

Morse, and varsity team, coached

|,\ Mrs Kitty Kjeldsen. have spent

the greater part of the intersession

training for the upcoming com-

petitions The loss of two top

competitors. Barbara Holt and Sue

White, has weakened the varsity

line-up somewhat but the girls are

still hoping to come through un-

defeated this year

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW-

THE

210
EUROPE
Round-trip DC-8 JET

from New York

For only $210* round trip.

Icelandic Airlines flies you di-

rect to Luxembourg in the heart

of Europe for best connections

to everywhere. Daily jets. No

groups to join. Stay one day or

up to 45. Fly Icelandic-for low-

est fares to Iceland. Luxem-
bourg. England, Scotland. Nor-

way Sweden and DenmarK.
Special fare* for student* and

groups remaining overseas more

th.n 45 days. Maior credit cards

-or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;

then call your travel agent.

'Add $20 one way on Fri and Sat.

Anes individuals want action most ot

the time and throughout the day This is a

!,re sign and natives are dynamic, direct

and can be domineering These are the

pioneers, the leaders If it is a wallflower

you want, look elsewhere Ares wants to

be first can be headstrong and also >S a

qreat t.qhter tor principles Persons

born under Sagittarius are physically

drawn to Anes, while Pisces trnd natives

of this sign fortunate in a linanoal sense

Anes >s drawn to L.bra and often becomes

involved with Leo M looking tor a natural

leader, look tor Anes
. •

ARIES (March 21 ApnM9) Your plans

may lack sohc base Know this realize

pat.ence >s now your great ally Refuse to

oe pushed ushed. torced Restrictions

M .ll work .n your tavor

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Fnendsare

not apt to come up with very good money

adv.ee Meed your own counsel Be

cautious Double check an propositions

farfetched schemecould be costly Revise

"
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) You are due

for change, possible travel and plenty of

variety One n authority is confused

S»«er clear of argument H v.se, you get

*hat you want But don t «c untataa*

CANCER (Junell July 22) Steady pace

s necessary Obtain hint Irom Anes

message Avo.dany tendency to skip over

bas.c chores Family member is super

sensitive Guard against hurting relative

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Mixing business

with pleasure not advisable now Emotions

tend to d.m log.c You are .ntngued by

mystery Actually someone may be

pull ng wool over your eyes Protect

yourself m clinches

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) L>e low

Obtain hint trom Leo message Get

money s worth Stick to quality

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) L.e low

Obtain hint from Leo message Get

money s worth Stick to quality Forego

so called bargains Familiar paths are

H**t short cuts are expensive Act ac

tordinqly
LIBRA (Sep, 23 Oct 22) You may be

on uncerta m ground Some do not want you

to expand They would rather keep you m
designated spot, pigeonholed Key is to

break loose without losing old allies

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Avoid

extravagance Temptation .5 to throw

caut.on as.de Be careful A new ex

penence could throw you off pace Be

ndependent, not arrogant Study Leo

message „ .

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Rely

on aid offered by older experienced m
d.v.dual Trying to go it alone would be

error Key .s to co operate effort Check

property values Don t permit impulse to

dominate logic

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Hold off

on trips, letter writing You tend now to be

slightly confused about ultimate goal Get

second wnd Obtam h.nt trom Sagittarius

message Tolerate restless relative

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb li) Friendly

advice now could turn out to be costly

Check facts, figures before entering into

any agreement Some red tape is

eliminated But you would St. II be wise to

*
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Written

notification of change may cause revision

of plans Be flexible Show professional

superiors that you can handle emergency

situation Fulfill obligations

IF TOOAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY what

was recently started now will begm to

develop Applies to personal relationships,

professional endeavors You have or.g.nal

deas you are at your best when setting

pace Opposite sex finds you intriguing

You are jnventive, active and capable of

bemg a 'eader

(To find out who's lucky for you m
money and love, order Sydney Omerrs

booklet. Secret Hints for Men and

Women Send b.rthdate and SO cents to

Omarr Astrology Secrets, (name of your

paper). Box 3240. Grand Central Station.

New York. N Y 10017 )

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

crosswor
ACROSS

1 Rodent
4 Hostelry

9 Resort

12 Time gone by

13 Puff up
14 Sunburn
15 Harbinger

17 Habituate

19 Tear

Answer to Yesterday's Pu«le

20 Tangle

21 Foray

23 Nahoor sheep

24 Sicilian volcano

27 Coniunct on

28 Period of time

29 Urns
30 Preposition

31 Goal

32 Pronoun
33 Coniunction

34 Prepares for

print

36 Cut of meat

37 Exist

38 Dispatched

39 Place

40 Roster

41 Candle
43 Pronoun
44 Looked at

intently

46 Names
49 Be mistaken

50 Singing
voice

52 Cloth
measure

53 Aeriform

fluid

54 Wear
away

55 Declare

8 Mother of

Castor and
Pollux

9 Long legged

birds

10 Moccasin

11 Emmet
16 Help
18 Vision

20 Vessel's curved

planking

21 Evaluates

22 Positive pole

23 Everybody's

uncle

25 Approaches

26 Item of

property

28 Underworld

god

29 Vigor

31 Essence

32 Chapeau

35 Buries
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36 Pronoun
37 Passageways
39 Hebrew

festival

40 Illuminated

42 Man's
nickname
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" UM Bows To Fordham, 87-79
Bv JOHN SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

Falling behind too far too early

the UMass basketball team lost to

Fordham University, 87-79,

although it kept coming back,

never making it all the way due to

its own costly errors before a large

Cage contingent of 4500 last night.

It was the Redmen's first home

loss in over a vear. or since Dec. 16.

1%9 when the culprit was the

University of Connecticut by 88-71.

UMass record is now 112. while the

nationally-ranked Rams moved up

a notch to 13-1.

The onlv lead the Redmen owned

in this one was a 2-0 advantage 26

seconds into the action, their only

two ties came at 2-2 and 3-3 in the

very early goings Fordham was

able to establish some strong first-

half leads, and when UMass made

its runs at the Rams late in that

halt and throughout the second

hall, it was Redman miscues that

slowed the Redmen down

I Mass turned the ball over 19

turn's to the \ Jailors' tune Much of

the story ot the game is told right

ttu "
1
'*'

u If

Approximately hve and a halt

minutes into the game and the

Redmen were down 13-6 as For-

dham's Ken Charles already had

nine points. He was to end up with

22. After about ten minutes of first-

half plav, the Ram advantage was

24-13 due to the hot hand of star

Charles Yelverton, who had nine

points up to this point and who

would finish the game with 30.

Five and a half minutes later,

with 5:34 showing oh the clock,

Fordham rode two Charles free

Bailfl toUrjtan
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throws to a 36-19 advantage, its

biggest of the contest. That lead

was duplicated a few seconds later

when Yelverton matched a Red-

man hoop with one of his own and

the score read 38-21.

At this point. UMass got down to

the business at hand and cut the

Ram lead to ten, 46-36. at the in-

termission break. Extremely poor

shooting plagued UMass in that 20-

minute stretch (the Redmen shot

38.1% from the floor), but im-

proved shooting would be the key

to the home team's comebacks in

the second half.

Julius Erving had a low-scoring

first half, seven points; the night,

however, was only half over.

The Redmen let Fordham score

four points in the first two and a

half minutes of the second canto.

but held the Rams to that total for

another one and a half minutes,

and the home team started to peck

away at the lead.

Two John Betancourt points,

three from Ken Mathias and six

from Erving set the stage for an

Ei-ving-to-Chris Coffin breakaway

that netted a key basket and

brought I Mass within one at 50-49.

In two minutes time the visiting

squad built its edge up to five. 54-

4'.. and tor the next couple of

minutes the Ham advantage

fluctuated between three and five

points i >vcr the next six minutes.

from when then- \%as 12:03 left in

the tilt to when there was 6:01,

Fordham built up another hefty

lead, this one a 14 pointer. 77-03

But the Redmen climbed back

Back-to-back three point plays b>

Erving and Rich Vogeley. two

Kr\ ing foul hoops and a long-range

lump shot by Betancourt brought

I M.i>- within lour. 77-78, with 3:41

to go
After Yelverton and Erving

traded baskets, il was two fouls

committed by the home gu\s that

gave the Rams a golden op-

portune to ice the atfatr. The first

foul sent' John Burik to the line for

I one-add one. he canned them

both tor a 81-75 count with 3 03

remaining The second foul saw

Bill Mainor also hit both sides of a

one and one for 83-75 with 1:54

showing on the clock

I Mass made up for the four

points lost on fouls after Betan-

court put in a shot from the floor,

followed bv two Erving hoops from

the line, making it 83-79 with 1:18

left A Fordham turnover just

seconds later gave the Redmen a

big break, but a quick Fordham

steal resulted in a Charles lay-up,

dashing UMass" hopes of pulling its

tine rallies through The Rams

were up 85-79 with one minute to

go One half minute later Mainor

.•nded the scoring for the night with

a couple of more charity hoops. 87-

79

A

FINGERTIP*-! Mass and Fordham plavrrx rant* l»r I ..bound i<«

ac..on ..on, last right*. W-70 COS**. *.... >jj~**» * *j£gj
l .-ft to rich! th.x sre Ken Charles lF>, Ken Mathias < JM>. Csartes

Yrtvert2 IK>! Rich Vegelej lUM>, George lombetti <fr >
and Julius

Erving dMi. (MIX" photo b> (.ar> Slukman

Redman plaver ever to cross the

1 nou point threshold Yelverton.

at I I showed some tine moves and

sharp Shooting N«> <>"<* particular

area or tiling sticks out as the

reason tor I Mass two losses in

succession, the other coming last

HOOF NOTESOI the Redmen's

If turnovers, ten came in the

second half when less mistakes

were necessarv if the comeback

was to work Vogeley played a

strong game The junior forward,

in substitute roles for Coffin and a

fouled-out Mathias. played some
real smart ball, scoring 11 point

- Erving realty came through in

that second half The junior star,

who was a mere two-for seven

trom the floor in the first half, sunk

six of 12 in the second and all 11 of

his attempts from the foul

line Betancourt was sub-par to

his performance the other night

against Providence. Although the

junior guard scored well. 18 points,

his floor play was off as his seven

turnovers indicates With his 30

points Erving raced 8th place in

UMass career scoring, surpassing

Peter Bernard, a 64 graduate His

total is 1007. as last night's per

formance made him the eighth

Saturday to PC 73-72 If anything,

the two defeats result from a

confusing combination of little

things, things that a young team

and its hard-working coach can

discover and correct in the days

ahead

box score

UMass
•

CoO.n
Math, as

Bet net

Pag ir*

vogiv
Greeley

Peters

TEAM

FG FT P
B U 30

3 4

Fordham FG F T P

6 10

3 It

6

. It

n n n

Ye.'v'tn

Charles

Sol vn

Mainor

Bun*
Zambett,

Pipich

Vvoy't >ci

TEAM

13

•

3

3

I

4 »
6 32

1 13

4 10

10

7

33 31 17

\ MIOKTIK-I Mass' Julius Erving goes high above the Eordham

opposition in a tap-in attempt from last J^gTiSwS
ulaxers in on the action include Tom Sullivan (25). John Bunk

ffl S».h\an> and Bill Mainor <2I >. Awaiting a P™'""?™'" 1

is l*Mass Mike Pa*liara 114). (MOC photo bv (.ary Slickman)

Pro Sports Scoreboard

Frosh Cagers Bop Westfield

NBA
Now York 116.

Milwaukee 131

Cincinnati ns

Cleveland MB

Atlanta 108

Boston 1 3«

Baltimore 113

Portland 104

ABA
V.rgin,a176.

Fiondians 117

Nat.onal Hockey Leaque

Boston New York 2

P,ttsburgh3.
Toronto 1

Freshman Basketballers

Face BU Away Today

Bv FRED ROSENTHAL
Stafl Reporter

In what could be one of its

toughest encounters of the year the

UMass freshman basketball team

will battle the BU frosh in Bis

Sargent 'tlymnasium at fi:00

tonight. UMass will be seeking its

eighth victory against no defeats.

The BU freshman have beaten

Northeastern Brown and

<h; mberlayne Junior College and

have lost at UConn That UConn

ireshmanteam lost a close(game to

the UMats frosh 7W5 after run-

ning off the first eight points of the

game.
BU s best player is a 6'4 forward

from Fredrick. Maryland. Kenneth

Boyd. Bovd scored 30 points

gainst UConn The other four

starters for the little Terriers will

be guards Steve Dabney 1 511 )
and

Albert Cofer (CO), forward Loins

Bosley (6*2), and center Curtis

Bolder) <6'6>.

UMass's coach Pete Broaca

expects to have a tough game in

Boston due partly to the long layoff

between semesters "We've had

only three practices after a layoff

,,i a month and a hall

By FRED ROSENTHAL
Staff Reporter

Showing effects of a month long

layoff, the UMass freshman

basketball team came back from a

poor first half to easily defeat the

Westfield State JVs, 97-72, in the

Cage last night. The w>n was

UMass' seventh in a row against no

defeats.

The Little Redmen played very

poorlv in the first half with Rick

Pitino trying to be just a little bit

too fancv. After the 6'1 guard

settled down tne frosh frontcourt

proceeded to get themselves into

toul trouble with Al Skinner

picking up his third personal at

12 42 and Art Levine picking up his

thud at 843
Coach Pete Broaca shuffled

reserves. Craig Boyles, Peter

McMahon and Dennis McHugh in

and out of the lineup, but no one

was able to do a consistantly good

Another thing which seemed to

hurt the Little Redmen in the first

half was the fact that Pitino was

not getting the ball on the fast

break Several times UMass

forwards got -abounds and at-

I

,,,,...
'

te up the court

themselves only to turn the ball

over. Coach Broaca later stated

that it was Pitino's responsibility

to make sure he got the ball after

the rebound.

The one goon thing in the first

half was the overall play of 6'3

guard Pete Trow who kept UMass
in the game with his scoring and

rebounding At the half UMass led

by only one point. 37-36.

In the second half the Little

Redmen turned around and got

their fast break going to outscore

Westfield State. 17-6. over the first

four minutes of the second half and

take a 54-44 lead.

Partly responsible for this

outburst was a full court press with

Skinner playing a guard on

defense With less than a minute

gone and UMass leading 40-36

Skinner tipped a Westfield State

pass in the backcourl and Pitino

grabbed the loose ball. He then fed

Skinner for an easy two points.

The UMass frosh put on another

scoring outburst at 13:15 with the

score 61 50, as they scored eight

straight points over a two minute

stretch

Trow was the leading scorer and

rebounder tor the ' - •
1 1 1«

- Redmen

with 27 points and 13 caroms.

Pitino had seventeen assists which

tops his previous total of 13 against

AIC The leading scorer for

Westfield State was forward Don

Byron with 24 points

Bo* Score

UMass
Plaver

Lev me
Skinner

Olson
Pitino

Trow
Mc. Huqh
Mc Marion

Brown
Boyles

Heron

Totals

Westfield State

G F P
3 6

6 I 13

B 4 30

6 1 13

13 3 J7

3 1 5

3 1 S

1 3 4

1 3 4

41 1597

Plaver

Daviau
GiDbons

Bvron
Glea son

Mn
Rucks
Tucker

NunnaHy

Totals

G F P
3 3 8

6 3 14

10 4 34

4 6 14

1 1 3

1 1 7

3 3

37 18 73

UMass football coach Dick

MacPherson will meet with all

candidates interested in coming

out t SpTi
r football 'rills at 7

p m lods ••' '' tlen

I

New England's &k* kths1MlM«*

Largest

College Daily Satlu QtaUtgtan i
r ^ Wm

SskJ A rifl AND MSFONSIgLE ^ '«**

Weather:
Mostly sunny and not

so cold. Highs in the

20s. Chance of snow

Saturday.
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J

SUG Board Role

Up For Evaluation
See page 3

Judge Blasts Kent

Grand Jury Report
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Oz Outlines

New Schemes
Bj ANNEGURNETT

Staff Reporter

\ snecial meeting of the Faculty Senate was called Thursday afternoon

-,. " h . e est o chancellor Tippo to d.scuss motions submitted by the

Hu cSttee concerning the size of futureMMJ
underBrad enrollment ratios, the College Cluster concept and the growth

?aVe3enroumenl stabilization cutoffs to be estabhshed at the Amherst

MK "pl^^onX'oncept of possible enrollment stabilisation,

sau that auin u ormal Board of Trustees meeting held in December, he

B ard showed a 'strong mclmat.on to^j^"^ *
,„Hont hnrfv it 23 000'' within a few vears He added that he was noi

Paired",, tu'rthc; growth" but would like the stabilization to occur

%aVCs?'VSSSlNS meeting was JUst a discussion -
no

^^^s&ZttT**^™ *^^ *****
the plan It *U propoaed that the size of the freshman classes be

restricted so that junior tranafen from state and junior colleges might

continue to he admitted, in keeping « ith present University policy

When it was pointed out that this would cause an merease >n the size ot

luniorsemor losses ol up to 50%. it *a« further proposed that the

Serstcamp^s might eventual^ specialize in upperdass and graduate

programs lea\ ing the hulk ot undergrad programs to be handled by state

and junior colleges lh.> proposal was not readily received by the

majority ol those present , . p ,

Hussion -1 the Cluster College concept was presented by Prof.

Vi
.

LU
.

iu . crol0g> dept According to this plan, satellite campuses

>iablished within a ten to fifteen mite distance trom the

Ahich would remain the central campus

*ould consist of 2. to '.-students at most and

,lh Liberal Arts coUetf Students seeking

mailable at the.r campuses would transfer to

• »t in their mnior ve
, c

oposal was to g.ve the students the advantages of

.1 college like Amherst and the size ot the I mversity

p ! shortcommgs ot the proposal, spec.tically the lack of lunds op-

Po i On trom the state legislature, and the tact that the administration

le ot the three campuses, killed the measure?
which, as

elter Tippo put it -didn't have a ghost of a chance of getting ap-

'•

nought up w as a motion to establish a grad-undergrad enrollment

by opposition from Chancellor Tippo who said it

rtunate to establish such a ratio w ithout first considering

in graduate programs, the supposed surplus of Ph-

- .,,,1 expansion programs w.thin the I n.yersit>

: Brogan brought up a motion to establish a ^tults senate

, lommittee Si ResSemtel colleges, which was passed after much debate

• progress beyond that point

Government Pressures

Striking British Labor

s5bk«s=Ss^^

Western Massachusetts
Narcotics Arrests Jump

NORTHAMPTON -Narcotic

arrests have doubled during the

last yearand the Amherst area has

been the scene of a concentration

ot LSI) type drugs, while the

Springfield area has a heavy

concentration of heroin. Joseph A

Delva. head of the Western

Massachusetts narcotic division of

the state police said Wednesday

Arrest! ranged from 209 in 1969

to 425 last year as ihe result of a

five member state police narcotic

team based at the Northampton

Barracks
In l%9. arrests were made for

every violation of the narcotic law

including illegal use of heroin,

amphetamines and other harmful

drugs

In 1970. most arrests were of

large dealers, and wholesalers of

narcotics

Those arrested in Western

Massachusetts last year ranged

trom a 15-year-old Holyoke

marijuana user to a 39-year-old

Northampton man who was using

heroin. Delva said

The greater Amherst area,

according to Delva. has the

greatest concentration of LSD and

marijuana Arrests have also been

made tor illegal use of cocaine.

Some 12.000 LSD tabs were

seized last February in an Amherst

raid which resulted in the arrest of

three persons The drugs, taken

trom a North Pleasant Street bar.

were valued at over $45,000, state

police said

Springfield, has a concentration

ot the heavy -type drugs, such as

opium and heroin, Delva said

( ither high concentration areas,

he said, besides Amherst and

Springfield are Holyoke and Pitt-

sfield Even the small

valleytowns. have been the scene

ot large arrests. Delva said

Large arrests have occurred in

the Hamptons north, south, east

and Westhampton. West
Springtield. Deerfield. Turners

Kails and I-ee

According to our records.

arrests have occurred throughout

the Pioneer Valley with the ex-

ception ol two small Berkshire

Count) towns ot Mt Washington

and Florida. Delva said

The narcotic team has seen a

definite use in heroin during the

past vear. although, it is not a

popular drug A few years ago.

according to Delva. there was

virtually none in the valley.

The job. as Delva sees it. is

primarily enforcement of the

narcotic laws with secondary

duties of instructing other state

police officers in the criminal end

of drugs, and the Narcotic

Speakers Bureau
The bureau, which is made up of

members of the narcotic division,

speaks before civic groups in

Western Massachusetts on

assignment from headquarters in

Boston These talks are designed to

keep people informed on current

trends in the field of drugs

;..»i |s\k\IN
\. tedPresi Writer

LONDON W Plagued by

roubles the government

warned Thursday it will w

Me||
.md tax

ions which it M Wh
zing strikes

u !: Ith idminiatration

spurred b> < nationwide po

.... and'tteup ol
'• owned

airline will announce the move
• tl% probably i

It «
from ti

,,,., ieaoV and opposition

viators

The postal strike is entering its

, with mounting evidence

,,t disruption to business and

I hardship It prolonged

. «d to bankruptcy tor

llci firms operating on small

margins and unable to collect their

bills

All operations ot British

• an Airways were halted at

London Mrport as a strike ol

inics and maintenance went

third da)

Workers in both fields want

higher pay. more than the

. rnment is willing to gi\e

At present strikers receive

jal welfare benefits

d on family size The> are

eligible ior rebates of part a in

conn i previously collected

under withholding nil-

Sow after a year in which

strikes lost U million work da

the government has resolved to

end mte Tory leaders h

railed the premium tor strik-

The strike picture at London

Airport was dismal, with idle Bea

planes blocking parking apron- \

lew llights got awa> trom Man

ehester and Birmingham airports

after the planes were serviced by

supervisor) personnel

In Liverpool, leaders ot l.HlNi

dork workers who have i.een on a

wildcat strike lor three weeks met

management to debate a dispute

over movement of men trom one

dock to another according to need

Thirty one ships are tied up

Area Colleges Offer

Female Studies Program

{Jljr flataarlpiiirtti flatlg <£oll*tjta«

Of( . * mt DAIWV COLLEGIAN are on IM second floor o« 1M Student Unon on

ampus fW code 0100J Pt-ones are MSIStt 'news,. S45 0344

sports) and W? IJ1I edtor,

Second C.«W* pact „• Ar-ers, -he DAILY COLLEGE »«r«WI

„eel,l, V, Ml - r«*l I t Mv dor nq mt academ.c year e.cept durng

.. ,„ „n d *W Mf.ods -ee or toor - -es a *ee* fo'.ow ", a .ara-

- per.od organoid..- »

W '"*"'"• *"" "

,rtfy«fm«Kl - ie7v^ amended By -ne act o« June tl. I»'3

\- ' ('• \U 00 per year

Female Studies, a new field akin to

seeks answers to very basic questions

Although the educational in

stitutions inthe\alle> have not yet

addressed themselves to the need

mi .1 roordinated or com

prehenslve Female Studies

program, tour ol the institutions

have begun to oiler courses

relating ipeeificaiiy or generally to

women
Ten w ill Ik- ollered lor the Spring

semester They are as follows

English 182. Prof Lee Ed-

wards. 'Virginia VV'oolf."

University o I

Massachusetts. Tuesday

I Thursday 2:30-3:45

English MOs. Prof James

Fllis. 'Daughters and

Ducats.' Mt Holyoke

College. Tuesday 2:<H)

3:90.

Economics 202b. I'rot

Robert Averitt. Pro

Seminar: Women in the

American Economy.
'

Smith College. Thursday

1 06 S 50

Fco & Soc 103, Prof

Margork Diilders, In-

trodUCtor) Sociology

Section oil Woman.
Mi Holyoke College

the Black Studies programs so promisingly begun in American colleges,

about women and their past

Tuesday and Thursday
't oo 10 15

Sec Sc ssmSTicii Prof

Gayle Hollander. Soviet

Political Lite. Section

nt COttrse deals with

Soviet women i. Hamp-
shire College. Monday I
Wednesday 10 00 11:00.

Sociology 22-ib. Prof. Jan

Dizard. "Sociology of the

Family. Smith College

Wednesday & Friday
1:40-2:50

Government :{o:ib. Prof

Susan Bourquc and Prof

Jean GroaholU, Seminar

in Public Opinion and

Pressure Groups Sex

and Politics: The Impact

ot Sex on Power and
Influence in Society."'

Smith College. Tuesday.

3-5.

History XXh, Prof David

Allmendinger. "The
W omens K

i
g h t s

Movement in Al a.

Smith College 1 1 -da

7:30-9 "

Psychology 270b,

Leo na rd Bi<

and Female,"
College. Wed
Thursday. &

12 on. Thursd.iN

"Male
Smith
nesday
Friday

11:00

Latin T'.xi Prot Anne Parry.

Women in Latin

Literature. " I'mversity

ot Massachusetts.

Wednesday 7 oo9 :so

The benefits of studying

historical and modern women
include discovering and assessing

their contributions to cultures,

dispelling misinlormation about

the female hall of the population,

and instituting a sense of sell

worth among us.

The goals are sort truth from

myth concerning the abilities and

distinctions attributable to women
now and in the past, and to ensure

thai women are free to extend

themselves as tar as individual,

instead ol sexual, restraints allow

m
her

I ii

r c •.ition. or tor

SUG Self-Examination
ByLINDAA.BALICKI

Staff Reporter

The Student Union Governing

Board last night moved to accept

an Administration proposal con-

tained in a letter from Vice-

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
that a task force be established to

"review and establish more
clearly the responsibilities of and

relationship to the University

administration and SUB Board".

The proposal came in the wake of

recent discussion concerning an

administration proposal for space

on the ninth floor of the Campus
Center for President Wood and the

Secretary'. It was this recent

discussion which has raised the

question of the role of SUB Board

with relation to the University

administration.

The task force, which will be

composed by appointed members

of SUG Board as well as Vice

Chancellors Bromery and Cam-
pion and Associate Dean of

Students Daniel Fitzpatrick was

greeted by SUG Board President

Betty Pugh as a step towards

determining the answers to

questions which have long plagued

the Board as to its true role in

affairs on campus
In other discussions of the task

force proposal, it was noted that

the Coverning Board Finance

Committee which had been

scheduled for Tuesday and then

cancelled had been called off by

David Clay who at the same time survey

withdrew the Administration's

request for space.

In other action the Board moved

to approve a proposal for the

reduction of Parking Garage Fees

to ten cents per hour or $1.60

maximum per day. This would also

include a $10.00 charge for students

per month and fifteen dollars for

non-students. The proposal will be

taken up at the Board of Trustees

meeting today in Boston, and, if

approved will go before the

Building Commission on Monday

for final approval.

The Board also moved to table to

the Building Committee a proposal

made bv Miss Pugh that a random

poll or survey of students be made

to determine student reaction on

such topics as the location of TV's

in the Campus Center, the use of

the tenth floor of the Campus

Center as the location for the

proposed Kath skeller and the

proposed location for the 'Green

Monster", the fountain given as

class gift by the class of 1970. Also

their opinions concerning Food

Service in the building and the

proposed Play Area to be erected

on the lawn in front of the

Cafeteria.

The Play Area as proposed by

Food Service Committee Chair-

man Bob Nims would be modeled

upon that which now exists near

Skinner Hall. The proposal was

tabled to Food Service Committee

lor investigation pending the

results of the proposed random

In other business, a motion was

approved to extend appreciation to

members of the Food Services

Department for maintaining the

Coffee Shop for 24 hours

throughout the exam period.

The Board will hold its next

meeting next Thursday at which

time it will consider space requests

by such groups as the Student

Long Range Planning Committee,

the Student Homophile League,

UMass Craftsmen Guild and the

Ombudsman.

The Student Union Governing Board questioned its own role and its relationship to the •***£«**
al last niuhts meeting, after a discussion of the administrations proposal far space in the ( .impus

Center !uaskTo7ce ol SI <• Board members and administration representatives will further cons.de,

the problem. (HOC photo b> Steve Schmidt I

DC Boycott Fizzles

Under Admin. Pressure
BvANNESTADNICKI

staff Reporter

The threatened boycott of the

dining commons in Southwest was

cancelled when the administration

cautioned students that they might

(petted from the University tor

,„.n payment ol their bills, said

Jesse O'Leary head ot the boycott

committee
Recommendations for students

to pa) their board bills « ere placed

es in the commons alter it

wai explained thai the University

ruling about Ireezmg records

would Ik- by passed tor more

drastic measures, he said

The boycott was based on the

premises that nothing is im-

possible, and in as big a place as

the University problem can be

handled if we get the backing of

enough authority.' he explained

Faith had to be placed in the

administration because the

committee did not want to risk

jeopardising students academic

standings, he continued

Joel Stoneham. Director of

University Food Services, said he

knew of only one student w ho could

not register because he did not pay

Ins board. The student was allowed

a deferred payment and he

registered alterwards. he added

We are cognizant of student

attitudes, and we want to offer as

many services to the student as we

can. he said

He outlined feasibility studies

that the food services committees

are working on. The weekend

restaurant and the now defunct

diet line were two results of at-

tempts to meet student demands.

he said.

•I am positive we will see

changes as of September 1971. but I

cannot sav what those changes will

be,'* saidStoneham when asked if

the mandatory meal tickets policy

would be amended.

Me said that the Food Services

would be going to the students with

the financial possibilities

sometime in April

Allen Davis, member ot the

Boycott Committee, said that I

minimum concession ot at least

allowing Southwest residents the

same exemptions as the real ot the

campus over l\ or I senior was

promised as a result ot the

diseussions with Dr Randolph W
Bromery, Assistant to the Chan-

cellor and Douglas R Forsyth.

tHOffrif Director of Guidance

and Counseling

II no action is taken to improve

the situation he said further

organization would be necessary

He added that the emotional

support of students would probably

Ik* greater after a non fulfillment

ol promises and the next boycott, il

there was to be one. would be et

fective in spite of threatened

rulings

The committee is now in

vestigating other possible uses tor

the dining commom facilities,

considering the possibility that one

Of more eomnions would close it

meal tickets were not mandatory.

1 >.i\ is said

O'Learj added that the com

mittee la attempting to get

I
vemptions tor students by

recommending them to

professionals who can provide

acceptable excuses lo the Food

Service!
Publicity fOf Bromery I

statements about dining commons

is expected to hold or to shame him

into keeping his promises, he said

Gov't Dept. Plans

Summer Internships

H> BETHGOODELL
Stati Reporter

The Department ol Government has announced that it is attempting to

organize a Washington summer internship program for interested and

qualified students The goal ot the program is to place students ;r,

summer jobs m the executive agencies and m the offices ol

Massachusetts Representatives and Senators

Internship program! ol this kind governmenl withanabovi

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-in Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Nixon Pledges To End
Draft This Summer

Congress to enact reforms to bring the nation closer to an all volunteer

Af,
Noone knows precisely when we can end conscription.

;
Nixon.said in

! snecial message to Congress But. he said The objective of ttds ad-

mSration is to reduce draft calls to Zero. subject to the overriding

considerations of the national security.

Nixon urged Congress to increase the pay of servicemen bv $1 S biHion

especiallv in the lower enlisted grades, initiate a test pr^grsm oTSDecM

pav incentives, and expand recruiting, medical scholarships and ROTl

nroarams to make military life more desirable.
P
Xse\.g7slative proposals. Mxon said, 'would move up substantially

closer to the goal of an all volunteer force.

Htao! asked Congress to extend induction authority only for two years

to Julv 1 1973 The normal extension period is for four years.

• We shah make everv endeavor to reduce draft calls to zero by that

time carefully and continually reexamining our position as we proceed

TaddM^n cattadier legislation to change the present draft law

U
\ru

k
^d':"s

<

n
q
e

U
d^a ^S^L undergraduate student defer-

ments be phased out and divinity student exemptions be eliminated

He aL'Sed for a uniform national draft call by lottery numbers to

ensure relatively equal liability by the lottery numbers throughout tht

provide first-hand experience

which can be useful both to »up»

plemenl courses in political

-t ience jimI to evaluate different

career possibilities For several

years universities a< i
>»ss the

country have been operating

programs similar to this

According to Stanley Bach. c<>

ordinator Of the internship

program, "atanosi ever) member
,,i the Massachusetts

Congressional delegation has

expressed interest in our plans

Although it is too early tor firm

commitments, we expect that most

ot them will accept one ol our in

terns in their Washington offices

We are also exploring the available

opportunities in the federal

bureaucracy, and we should know

more about that in the next lew

weeks
Students who are interested in

spending next summer in

Washington should contact me as

soon as possible. Mr Rach said

1 suppose the ideal candidate

uould be | junior, majoring m

academic record and will.

background in \merican natwi

politics, who can write i learlv

type Bui other stud. i.

Mime ol these . i.dei I

'Adenine 1.. Uppl) I" "

we will nominate students i<

individual positions nth

, gses students will appl- lire< tl

hut we will do some | imina

screening here

'We have only mode-

tor this coming summer
then try to expand Ihe program i

future years it there is enou

interest on campus ami ennui

opportunities m Washington K<

students who are mten '• d

politics and pubh< i'oIma ihn

Lean excellent opp< rtunity to hot

learn and act Ol lal prohl

this year. howe\< r is that n

members <>l I a *'iH not b-

able to pay lull salaries

interested student? graduati

and undergraduah should see Mi

Bach in his office HO Thompson

or Mr Kric Kmhorn. loH Thomp
son

J

,lat

rurge favorable congressional action on these proposals to re.orm the

draft and make it as nearly ta.r as we can for the time it is needed, he

said

Ads Are

Good.
M DC Classifieds
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In The Nation And The World

Judge Rules Kent Report

Bordering On "Criminal*
I'LKVELAND. Ohio iAP> - A

federal judge struck from the

record Thursday a special grand

jury report on violence at Kent

State University, saying it could

•irreparably damage ' the rights

of 25 indicted persons, mostly

students.

I S District Judge William K
Thomas also declared the report

bordered on criminal accusations

against 23 unnamed Kent State

1 acuity members, who the grand

jury did not indict but said shared

the blame for the violence.

He refused to throw out the 25

indictments, saving there was no

basis to stop prosecution, and

refused to convene a three judge

panel to rule on constitutionality of

OMo'S anti not law

The jur\ . convened in the wake

el disorder! at Kent State last May

4 in which tour >tudents wore shot

to death, returned most of the

indictment* on not dial

Thomas said the plaintitts gave no

evidence the law was un-

constitutional.

Former Gov. James A. Rhodes,

who sent National Guardsmen onto

the campus to break up rioting,

ordered the grand jury probe.

The shootings, which also

wounded nine persons, came in a

confrontation between students

and National Guardsmen
Thomas, in a 51 page

memorandum, said the special

grand jurv went beyond its powers

and violated its oath of secrecy in

producing the report

•The grand jury is an accuser of

crime, not a trving body." Thomas

said, adding that the report upset

the teaching atmosphere at Kent

State He said it leveled charges

•bordering on criminal ac-

cusations " against 2;} faculty

members who opposed the

Uftocnrf of National Guardsmen

The jurv indicted 25 persons 23

of whom" have been served with

warrants and said the Kent State

administration had 'festered an

attitude of laxity, over indulgence

and permissiveness
"

The report charged that

students. "observers '

•cheerleaders" and the 23 faculty

members who circulated a

statement May 3 against the guard

presence all shared blame for the

shootings

Thomas ruling was made on two

suits joined in his court, one by a

group of students and another by

faculty members who contended

that the report endangered their

jobs.

He said the jury violated its oath

of secrecy in asserting in the report

that witnesses before it had "fairly

represented" events at Kent and

that the witnesses 'indicted an

effort at complete impartiality
'

Monkey Misfires!

Ita^ago Sunday, has turned out to be less of a ser.sat.on m

"Sr-SEThJ St" o,the heave. g£ a chance a,

romance with an amorous female chimp named Maggie wno

shared Hani's cage for three months

Thais the report from Hams keeper and would be ma

chmaker at the Smithsonian's National Zoo where Ham-still

heathy and hale-has been in retirement and residence since

19
??-M on lan 31 1961 that Ham, wearing diapers and rub-

1 Jp^t r^tofamel-the nose ofa Redstone rocket

Pi Soured within a one ton space capsule, he was lobbed 155

& mdelmgh and 20 miles out oVer the Atlantic Ocean at speeds

M up toX mUes an hour His feat paved he way for Alan

: * : shenard John Glenn. Neil Armstrong and all the rest.

*8 HW, would be Cupid-Bernard Gallagher, supervising

:

k^ of t^oo streataVssayshest.il has hopes that Ham

wXlso get o Hhe launching pad as a Don Juan and become a

Tall' man There's no question about his physical capacity to

'^ow H l/2
g
vea,"oti. Ham ,s four feet tall and weighs about

,20 founds a foot taller and three times heavier than when he

hlasteS oft fr.>m the then Ca^CanaveraU^

I
m
w

I
1

m

I

m
a

m
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America Accuses Soviets

Of Intimidating Newsmen

Apollo lTNears Blastoff

ahead Thursday in a near perfect countdown toward moor ^ timism surrounding the flight

Sundavs blastoff to the moon
„r-naratinns was a forecast of good weather at launch

i '. . . , .u_ ~ - ; l.....^t..i- rru'Upt

WASHINGTON Al' 1 The State

Department accused Soviet

authorities Thursdav of allowing a

campaign aimed at intimidating

American journalists JournaliM>

are said to be onablo to get news

from the Soviet citizens.

la I tollow up to protests lodged

t>\ the American ambassador in

Moscow Mate Department Press

Officer Robert J McCloskey

referred to two incidents in which

t S. newsmen were assaulted by

unknown assailants

McCloskey >aid the Soviet

i -reign ministry, in receiving the

American Embassy protests, had

given no explanation so far con

cerning the assault m a Moscow

itreel Tuesday on Associated

Press Correspondent James R

Peipert or the roughing up

Saturday of Washington Post

Correspondent Anthony
Astrachan.

He said the only response Irom

the Soviet Foreign Ministry was

that it would look into the matter

Peipert was pushed and kicked

and had his glasses broken by

. ral unidentilied men
\>trachan said he had been forced

back into his tar when he got out to

pick up a Russian lnend He said

the Russian was seized

third straight launch of the Saturn S booster rocket

Alter the oxvgen tank explosion of Apol'° 1,} tnat

imperiled its crew and forced cancellation of its moon

landing. Kapryan added, "it has got to be a perfect

mission." . ,.

While the three astronauts worked in trainers, the

launch team made Unal adjustments to the command

module Kittv Hawk and the lunar module Antares,

easterly in knot breezes.

The Apollo 14 astronauts Alan B Shepard. Jr

Fdgar D Mitchell and Stuart A Koosa spent several

hours Thursdav in spacecraft trainers, practicing

critical maneuvers such as the lunar orbit, the

descent to the moon's jagged Fra Mauro region, and

the start back toward earth

w
using I

awk and tne lunar imiuuir www^

Television Ban Butts
Tobacco Ads Into Papers

,. „ m ,.ors ,rP unknown because -tobacco the ban. there were tl

From the man who made the Wild Buneh

Ride the High Country

'PrrfcapN Mm saeel eeetefji N .stern ever mad«"
— I.upii Pi« k

Cigarette makers are

. substantial share of the

meaty formerly spent on television

commercials to increase ad-

vertising m newspapers,

magazines and billboards and to

underwrite sporting activities

What's lefl over is being banked or

reinvested

Fxactly how much of the I

million spent annually on

television and radio is being

diverted into other media is

unknown because » tobacco

manutacturers consistently refuse

to discuss promotion plans for fear

ot tipping off the opposition

EM one estimate is that the in

dustrv will spend about $90 million

less this year on advertising than

in U«7"

Cigarette advertising has more

than tripled in some rnaga/.mes

since commercials were banned

from the air Jan. l In the January

McCall's tlie last issue out before

(plojlng after Freaks)

TONITE MAHAR 9:30

2ni Semester Sale
CE OFF JEWELRY

4P> GEOFF CLOCKS
b P) CE OFF LIGHT MACHINES

Hanging conversation
Vi PRI< E OFF PANTS
\2 PRK E OFF POSTERS

Suuerficial Smile
«i PRICE OFF BLOW UP
V% PRICE OFF ART OBJECTS

% PRICE OFF GIFTS

Vg PRICE OFF CHAIRS

FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL
Brandeil Universitv/The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, 1971

< 10 students from 25 universities enrolled in 1970)

Juniors and Seniors eligible.

Four courses/ Hebrew not required/Earn 16 credits.

Coat: *2(>00/Tuition. room, board, round-trip travel.

Some financial aid available.

Write today for information/application deadline

March 1st.

'

THE HIATT INSTITUTE

I'.KAN'DEIS UNIVERSITY

Waltham, Massachusetts 02151

the ban. there were three pages of

cigarette advertisements In

February it jumped to 10 pages

Cigarette advertising is once

again blossoming out in

new -papers, where it is principally

concentrated on the sports,

television, stock and women's

pages
Newspapers eel only about $u

million in cigarette advertising

revenue in IWO, but this year the

Bureau Ol Advertising oi the

American Newspaper Publishers

Association estimates it will rise to

between >"><> million and sw
million

robacco advertising m
magazines last year totaled about

million, and in 1^71 the

Magazine Publishers Association

estimates I M per cent mere.,

A tiood percentage ot the new

money in magazines is being spent

m women magazines Besides

McCall's, Uedbook. Family Circle.

Cosmopolitan and Ladies Home

Journal all report increases

one new direction cigarette

promotion is taking is in sports

Liggett & My i'is has been into

automobile racing lor several

years with its LAM Continental

,ooo in the Sports Car Club of

America professional series

Border of our Lives

All on N. Pleasant St.

On Saturday, Jan. 30 ONLY

all

Dress Pants
M AC original values

4.yO to 14.00

with additional purchase of 6.50

WEAR HOUSE
J01 N. lMeasant St. Amherst

Student Senate

Book Loans
are now

AVAILABLE

in the

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center
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Speed: Cramming and Crashing
This article is part of a weekly

series dealing with such topics as

dmg research, the 'drug culture",

drug addiction, drugs and religion,

altered states of consciousness,

and the use of drugs in other

cultures such as the American

Indian. This series will be spon-

sored by Ream to Move, but will

encourage readers to react to the

articles by mailing or bringing in

questions, rebuttal, original

statements, or interesting ex-

cerpts from various publications,

c/o John Dunphy. Room to Move,

Student I'nion (located in the old

barber shop across from the post

office i. The hope is that this series

will become a medium for an

ongoing exchange of views on

drugs and related uses.

Speed is the group of drugs

classified under amphetommes. It

includes benzedrine, dexedrme,

and methedrine (in ascending

order of potency). Benzedrine and

dexedrine are usually taken in pill

form and are most commonly

referred to as diet pills. They come

in many potencies themselves and

may be mixed with a tranquilizer

to ease the nervousness induced by

the drug. .

Methadrine can be snorted in

crystal form or shot up. This is the

most dangerous use of any speed

Exchange Programs
Seek Applicants

Applications are now available in the Admissions Office, Whit

more Hall, for undergraduate students interested in going on

exchange either semester of next year The participating in-

^iffinois

5

State University. Montana State University, Paterson

State College. Portland State University, University of Alabama

University of Hawaii, University of Massachusetts. University o

Montana.'Universitv of Oregon. University of Idaho University of

New Mexico, University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, and the

G
?tostuSent applying for an exchange should be a sophomore.

The exchange would be for his junior year. The student must have

at least a 2 5 cumulative grade point average. Students who are

interested in participating in the program («r nex\year must

complete an application and return it to Mr Loder. Office of the

Registrar no later than March 15, 1971

The short term affects of pill use

are increased and prolonged and

can result in death.

Most often the use of diet pills on

campus occurs for a one to two day

stint for an exam, write a paper, or

just for fun. Although this may be

beneficial, realize that you will

probably be nervous, irritable and

bitching at almost everyone who

looks at you cross-eyed. It's not

easy, but try to remember that

most bad vibes occur because of

the drug.

If you are going to speed, try to

take multiple vitamins with iron

and extra vitamin C. eat a little if

you can. and rest your body even if

"your mind can't rest. Showers and

stretching ease muscle tension and

gum chewing releases some of the

excess energy

The effect of speed is a feeling of

high energy and competence - of

being on top of the world and

digging talking about that or

anything else. Often, nights spent

speeding with a friend to study turn

into rap sessions and usually no

studying' gets done.

Another danger of using speed in

study is that writing may have

gaps* of logic Still, a lot of cram

ming can be done in one night with

speeding to pull you through.

Usually, the longer you speed,

the harder you will crash Although

lor some, the crash may be

relatively easy, for others it can

become a painful (in the mind

sense) experience - crying for no

reason at all, depression, and

extreme irritability.

The crash sleep works, for

others, smoking a little grass to

ease themselves down and help

them fall asleep is a common
method. A mild tranquilizer or a

mmzzizamfi^i^i

AAni)0 I
* harm SFTd d0

IV1U U& \ and the mind cause

zmi^ixammaiX^ the worth of the li

result of the drug and usually

wears off after sleeping.

Speed is not good for your body.

Prolonged use causes lesions of the

frontal lobe of the brain which may
also result in severe hallucinations

tthe Meth-Monster)! Other results

are dried skin and rotting teeth. An

increased heart rate and lack of

sleep causes low resistance to

disease and heavily taxes the body

A tolerance is also built up in

speed; that is, the more you speed

the more speed you need to get off.

This tolerance builds up very

quickly.

Speed is one of the more

dangerous drugs to get into. The

lantacies and high of speed make it

one of the easiest drugs to become

psychologically dependent on But.

does to the body

one to question

high.

hot Mv Bubble'' bath relaxes

muscles" and usually helps one to

fall asleep

While you are speeding, your

mouth will be very dry if you

smoke cigarettes, you will

probably double the amount that

vou usually smoke Temporary

sexual impotency may occur as the

MDC
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Institute Will Explore

Police-Campus Relations

French Dept. Presents

Foreign Film Classics

The Office of Community
Development and Human
Relations announced today that it

will sponsor a "Police - Campus

Relations Institute" during

February and March of the Spring

term
The purpose of the institute is to

provide an opportunity for campus

police, students, administrators

and lacultv to explore in depth a

number of'vital issues that involve

police campus relationships, such

l 1 he special problem of police

relations with students

2. Police image, the problems M
rumors, carrvmg of lirearms

| Communication problems.

securit) on campus setting

» Police campus relationship

problems around drugs, alcohol

attitudes toward authority, student

altruism, etc

A special planning group corn

posed ot students, police, facult)

andstafl members ol the Office d
Community Development and

Human Relations met (luring

November and December to

develop the right wee* program

which will also include a two da\

intensive workshop The institute

will meet m The Campus Center

,ach Monde) aftetnoon from i:S*

t) , 4::{o pm beginning February

1st. , ...
This institute is one of several to

be sponsored bv the Community

Development and Human

Relations Office which functions

Ottl ol the Student Affairs Office

TheCDHR Office has lour full time

stall members and seven part time

staff Their purpose is to foster the

development ol a humanistic

BELL'S PIZZA
MOST DELICIOUS HOT

OVEN GRINDERS AND
THE BEST PIZZA IN

WESTERN MASS.

Free Delivery of Pi"o

256-8011 253-9051

climate in the University with

specific emphasis on the

residential areas

Originally known as the Office of

Staff Training, the CDHR office

still has major responsibility for

the training of dorm counselors,

the inplementation of other

training programs throughout the

university using the laboratory

method, and the encouragement ol

community development through

the training ot residence nabs

leaders The Office ol CDHR is

located in 235 Whitmore

offering .

As already announced, the first

film to be shown is Roger Vadim's

Las Liaisons dangereuses. based

on the Laclos novel The six other

films are: Therese. 1^ Symphonie

pastorale. Le Journal dun cure de

campagne. Zazie dans le metro. Le

Feu Follet and La :H7e Section

Of the six. the first three are

relatively well known since they

are based on novels that have

earned a place for themselves

either on their own merits or

because of the reputation of their

authors The last three, are less

well known in this country, hut in

France this is not the case Both

Katie and Feu toilet, although

written as novels '>> different

authors, were both adapted to the

screen i>> Nen Wave director

Louis Malic

The last film to be shown. La :H7e

Section, won the Venice and

Cannes film festival awards in

1965. but has never been released

commercially in this country One

of the most powerful antiwar

movies ever made, it tells of the

destruction ol a French patrol

behind Vietmmh lines at the close

of the First Indochina War
Made bv Pierre Schoendoerffer.

who has also made the best film

study of the current Indochina

War. the Fmmy and Oscar award

winning Anderson Ptatooa, this

lilm is a veritable masterpiece and

is. interestingly, based on a novel

ol the same name also written by

Scnoendocrffer French 390b will

be taught b> I'rolessor o Connell.

lor three credits, meeting on

Tuesda\ and Thursday at 1 !<>

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
I or Information concerning these chartered Jet lights

510 p.m. Steve (549-6111), Brian (549-3963)

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to I College Students. Faculty. Staff

and members of their immediate family —

APO - GSS

BOOK EXCHANGE
Hu\ used hooks - sell your old ones

Commonwealth Hm.

. Fri. l(M s * lt - 1(M

FREAKS

TONITE
Grotesque"

8:00

Lupu Pick

THOMPSON 104

Charlton

Heston

•
Jason

1
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TT """^^ s^ Roha rds

William Shakespeare's
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the Board should »>' coimradulated.

''".I'

V, 'U
., ,..,1 ..rtmnl Hit InivriMtv has M obligation to Junior

"
7, : . UM.li. «»uld suHl lh« Junior ( lass *W% and
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WASHINGTON -The president, whether he likes it

or not is the trend-setter in this country, id when tie

speaks in superlative it is no surprise that everyone

starts picking up the habit

I imagUie the first time we knew we had a President

who pulls out all stops was alter our astronauts

landed on the moon The President was quoted as

,d>

This is the greatest week in the history of the world

since the creation."

Then last week, before he gave his State of the Union

speech, the President called it "The most com-

prehensive, the most far-reaching, the most bold

program m the domestic field ever presented to an

American Congress."

This kind of talk cannot but affect all American

families . .. ...

For example, the other night, just as our family sat

down to dinner, mv wife announced. T hope everyone

has washed his hands, because I have cooked the

greatest meal ever served in the Western Hem-

1SP

'riut s good. 1 said, -because I've had the hardest

day aayOM has ever had since Gutenberg invented

the printing press

It, 15 vear old daughter said. "We had the worst

teat in school today smce the Spanish Inquisition

•How did your football game go"" 1 asked my 17-

\ ear -old son .. j „

•It was the most magnificent contest ever waged in

mtramural sport." he replied. T made two of the

most unbelievable catches tn the history ot the game.

And what did you do today '
I asked my 14 year-

old daughter .

I had the greatest Coca-Cola Ive ever drunk in my

lib

My Wife served the pot roast. "I hope everyone likes

it because its the most expensive pot roast any

"\\v Inn*, TtllkiTa HaVf To Mirk Tn«rtlin
'"

^v,^ru

butcher has ever sold."

It is truly delicious," I said. "And it explains why

we have the highest food bills of anyone on the

Eastern Seaboard."

My wife took this as a personal criticism. "I can t

help it if were living in the highest inflationary period

in modern times ."
lU. tt ,.

My son saved the day by asking, "Can I have the car

tonight?"
What for? 1 asked.

•Tin going to the greatest movie ever made.

•What's the name of it?"

"1 forget

Mv 15-vear old daughter said, "Someone has to

drive me to Jodvs birthday party. Its supposed to be

the grandest partv ever given in the nations capital.

My 14 year old daughter said, "Then how come you

were invited?"

My lVvearold daughter said. "Ihats the most

insulting thing anyone has ever said to me. You can

take off m\ best blouse right now.

Shut up" mv wife said, "and eat your Brussels

sprouts I'm sick and tired of preparing the most

fantastic meals ever served in this country, and

having vegetables left on the plates."

Your mother is right." I said. "Besides. I hate to

hear lighting during the most momentous banquet I

have ever attended in this dining room."

Mv wife said Alter the most delicious apple pie

uivone has ever tasted. 1 want everyone to help me

vuih the largest pile of dirty dishes Ive ever seen.

There were the loudest screams of protests ever

uttered by an American family but no one could

*nie*n we all went into the living room to watch

President Nixon give his "State of the Union" speech

which Nttv On John Mitchell described as the

most important document since they wrote the

Constitution."

Requiem For A Noodle
Or

How To Stuff A Wild Noodle

\ word at aate areai yea* late

fricaJrj aeigaaerhaai vegetartaa

i isiiimant I

i ti. * 'J -

Purpose ot the Noodle To Mate

i Health) Plan- For People To Kat

some t'ood places around here

have all atmosphere like talking

through thin crisco. • We need a

place that smells good, that is

quiet, tnendly. warm and relaxing-

we want to bring people into closer

contact with the process of making

tood Connect them to the action of

making/ eating/ becoming you are

what you eat" Talk of

macrobiotics, perhaps Talk of

\oga diet When was the last time

vou read a label on a package of

food you were going to put into the

temple of your body that holds the

(iod of you"

Originally we got $500 from

Program Council I bless em I to buy

lood. and ads for a 3 week trial

restaurant the loan from PC
has been returned .

> Everybody

digs it -we get 150 people to feed

dailv Many volunteer to help

wash and cook the vegies -not so

manv to wash dishes 'Why don't

we use plastic coated paper plates

like the rest of the campus''

Besides the ecological garbage,

eating on plastic is as aesthetic as

a lurlined urinal .
. We got much

help from Elaine Parker who runs

the catering kitchen we use The

Union's CUStodial "stall has also

been <>i great assistance

So we're I SUCCesS, business

boom- We change our hours so we

ran CUt our uorkdav Irom 12 hours

down to in How much loud do you

order not knowing whether the

place will be around m a moi.th?

Finalh we I*1 ° k "'um
-

studen '

Union Governing Board and Food

Service to go another leu weeks

Questions like, who is responsible

for governance ot the Noodle

never -ecu. to get answi

- and delays

What it boils down to i- >ou can't

run l business under the

bureaucratic structure ot the

ttered studem organization it

tit-tves fundi and Iractiotiah/t-

activities and has too god damn
manv tucking meetings

Problem> with K SO 'It's .«

drag. I know to list the lot. but

they're real): i> hso wants all

income deposited Freeze Buy

everything aa purchase orders

All businesses we deal with ask lor

cash and will not sell anything

otherwise Alternative system is to

get a cash advance," that is.

came to the rVS.O. office, get few

signatures and then go to the bank

We make purchases daily Wasted
valuable time and can't do that on

weekends anyway 2> Menu prices

it present make enough to cover

lood. equipment and accessories,

plus only 12 needed for salaries

for 4 lull time and 2 part time staff

Any ideas where the rest can come
Irom

-

' (S.U.G. eraciouslv offered

us one week's worth of salaries. 3 >

We requested an extent and

unused fry machine a month ago

Irom Food Service Not in sight

Also requested a washing machine

or use ol the one in the Hatch

downstairs < to save our ruff

dialled hands and comply with the

health inspector s need for

sterilization i Not in sight mot to

be confused with 'out of sight'.

The entire workings of R.S.O.

seems to be to committee to death.

over study and fragment Enough
oi the bitch and moan

or

NOODLE COME HOME
Meeting with tin- Noodle st.m

the uncertaint) ol our situation

prevailed, so we decide to urn- free

food during our last week, literati)

oat up the profits, ,h Mitchio Kusihi

to possibly tome to l M to i.ilk

about Just vOiat is macrobiotics
am u.i \

I HI;RI:il K\ OF Till. NOODLE
\nv suggestions where'' Ofl

campus would take a minimum

initial investment ot at least Souno

lake over a dining commons

Serving more than 2t*> people

makes the whole thing far too

impersonal What about several

kitchens in various dorms'.' What

about Kosher, what about Chinese.

Indian, etc ' What about whar
our next move is to rest. Seek

more answers. It's no shame that

the Noodle has ceased present

operation, it will be a crime if

nothing better arises

In the meantime let us talk,

come together, do some Yoga, T'ai

Chi center ourselves, body and

mind, and do everything with a

sense of wonderment and friendly

plav
f .

lx»t us make love with our friends

and life

Deaaiea

i PS Deepest thanks to Bob, Don,

( allie. Maureen. Augie. Myrna and

Kavmond and the dozens of others

who freely gave of themselves >

Keep Those Cards

And Letters

Com in' In

Letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixtv

spares and must carrv the

writers signature, address, and

telephone number tall of which

will be withheld upon request..

Ite Irmii is one page a"'L the

deadline is :» p.m. Ite da) prior

to intended publication. The

editors resei \e the i iuht I" *dll

N letters

The Morality of Grades

I taught a philosophv course for the first time last

semester and I am not sure about the morality of

grades What are the effects which grades have upon

people 9 What kind of a system does grading help to

perpetuate?

If there is a Nuremberg Trial for damage to people s

spirits will I be guiltv? 1 don't want to say that "I was

just following orders." Can I honestly take the

responsibility of accepting the educational Establish-

ment's system of rewards and punishments.

Some of my friends who are leftists have asked me

many times "What gives you the right to judge

people-the right to hold this power over their lives

Another argument which I keep hearing is that the

crading system conditions people to desire the grade

as a goal-instead of the process of growing self-

awareness and change which continues through the

whole semester and hopefully throughout your whole

life. How can you grade this subtle process-and if you

can do so. Should you do it?

What I want to know for myself before I commit

myself to the System is: Can grades teach you

anvthing worthwhile Or do they just teach you to

look for approval from others, status, and ego trips

rather than self-satisfaction?

I myself am in a very ambiguous position. I am a

lerad") student and a teacher. (Actually these roles

are very funny because as long as we are alive we are

all always teaching and learning.

As a student 1 know how grades have been used to

manipulate me by enticing me to work or by punishing

me for a personality conflict between myself and the

ipitrhpr

The problem is that being a teacher I must grade

I U Mil) It' . -

I don't know the answer to my problem yet. As with

other moral dilemmas it will take time and a great

deal of self-searching and ultimately some trial and

error.

Since I have been teaching an ethics class I have

been trying to resolve it in terms of certain moral

1

Tteway from authority is. They tthe trustees,

deans, other teachers, parents, grad schools,

businesses and conditioned students) say 'GRADE^

so I will Its the will of society and the way things are

set up Besides I'm not killing anyone and I will do

well (monetarily within the system) So I guess it s

okay Ml accept the system.

The Utilitarians such as John Stuart Mill and

leremv Bentham have a formula based on happiness^

U saTs Act so that the results give the greatest

i. mnlness for the greatest number

TcS g ve evervone "As". .1 am not being paid

for mv teaching 1 just want to be doing it. 1 1 had a

paying job and 1 did that I would almost surelv be

tired So I would be a martyr.. ... c
.,

From the point of view of Marxism, it would be said

that the system of education corrupts us all A

Marx s would sav that the educational system trains

us to K SSSSttvS so that we can fit right into the

eapdahstic economic system. We compete with each

other for grades rather than helping each other leam.

This is because there are only so many As to r,e

given ouLjust as there is only so much money around

The system says "Get what you can in this dog-eat-

dog world." This encourages cheating- which seems to

be one of the implicit values of the capitalist system.

Marxists believe that the economic system must be

changed before there can be real changes in the

educational system. This is because they understand

the educational system to be a part of the super-

structure which reflects the basic economic relations.

They think that until we revolt against the capitalist

system and replace it with socialism, our education

will continue to be oppressive.

Finally let's look at Jean Paul Sartre's theory of

Existentialism. I have learned a lot about the process

of making a decision from reading Sartre.

First of all. he says that my act will be defined by

other people's reaction to it. For instance, other

teachers may call me immoral or insane or a

revolutionary if I do not accept the system as it exists^

Some other people might call the same act moral and

praiseworthy. So I must act in a social context where

other people define what I do and who I am.

If I go to someone for advice I cannot say that he

told me to do such-and-such and therefore I am not

responsible for my actions because I was only

following his advice. This is because when I go to

someone I more or less know what his advice will be

beforehand and I have chosen to listen to him If I go to

a student or a teacher for advice it is pretty obvious

what each one's response would be. So I see that no

one else is responsible for my decision. Only I am

responsible for what I do. 1 am the one to praise or to

blcime

I am responsible for the effects which my actions

have upon other people, whether they help or destroy

their lives. . .

Finally I can't not choose Either I choose to give

grades or not to do so-although I hope that if I choose

to do it that there will be a way that I can do so as

humanely as possible, such as letting people grade

themselves.
,

,

So here I stand, free and responsible, attempting to

create myself through my actions-trembling on the

brink I am afraid to jump and unable to stand still.

I want to leave you with a quote from a very fine

paperback by a psychiatrist named R D. Laing. which

deals with the thesis that society drives people mad

that schizophrenia is not caused by heredity but by an

insane society The book is called "The Politics of

Kxperience."

"A child born todav in the United Kingdom stands a

10 times greater chance of being admitted to a mental

hospital than to a university, and about one fifth of

mental hospital admissions are diagnosed

schizophrenic. This can be taken as an indication that

we are driving our children mad more effectively

than we are genuinely educating them Perhaps it is

our way of educating them that is driving them mad

ip KH>
(Mondav the Collegian will print a long excerpt

from a book called Student As Nigger' by Jerry

Farber It will offer further proof of the damage

caused bv the present grading system. >

Campus Comment

The Bot's Brother

Saturday night, some of my friends and myself took a little tour of some

of the recently constructed buildings on campus. None of them were

sensible or worth the time space or money put into them. However, one of

them struck us as the largest piece of technological trash to be erected in

a long time. This building as most of you can guess is the Campus Center.

Some of its lovely features are: a wonderful Coffee-Shop where you can

pay more for the same things you get in the Hatch down the hal
,
a though

I must admit you do get to sit in a cork-walled room and use plasticware

which hasn't been disposed of if it ever will be, then there s the red

carpeted music room where there's no music, a great ballroom if you like

expensive closet space for 500, or so people, upstairs or the escalator to

be correct there's the wonderfully carpeted bookstore where you pay full

price on items you're supposed to be getting a 10% discount, little private

rooms everywhere in a student funded building, hotel rooms and con-

!e?ence rooms in a student funded building, a multi-thousand dollar

marble table for the board of trustees to sit around anc pan more

buildings like the campus center, a cafeteria that few students if any use

a Top of the Campus bar and restaurant that no one under 2 can use to

drink at and few can afford to eat there, and there's the staircase or

emergencies only that locks you in it except forthedoor at bottom which

mforms you that if you use it you set off the fire alarm system even if

here s no fire, but there's no other way out so you have to use ,
«dyou

come out on the slate covered terrace where every other slate n* broken

from less than normal use and above you is another cork covered ceiling,

outside thatTs and then not last and not least is the concrete pillbox or

wha ever^t-is with the sliding steel window and the shiny marble top

whfch has no use but I'm sure they'll find one since they made it even if

Thev didn t havVa purpose for it when they designed it, but then again

why should they its our money. ^^

b> BOBZKIMAN
c/o Bleeding Bose

oi J

The Dawning of Illumination

Is Often Times Blinding

Thmking over the beauty of the holiday season which has waned.
.

1

began to search for the true meaning of Christmas. Christmas, w.th its

promise of peace and goodwill. And I've often wondered why so much

rheterfc and forced emotion inundate the Christmas season It seems to

me that all this talk and feeling should amount to something that last,.foe

whole vear through But the trouble is. it has amounted onlv to a wild

catharsi?and expression of emotions that have been hiding deep with,

n

he"ouTsrhuma
P
n beings Oh. surely. ^J^^^SSKSSi

ih!s whirlwind of talk and superficial smiles at t hnstmas But 1
waniea

T^eZgior someone^ Christmas because I know frorrimy sum

experience that at every Christmas time there exist so man> poor, suf

taring anguished, and crying people but these are people we hardlv ev e

1,''
they crawl oil into a corner to celebrate Christmas m Hi laden*

"mv concern for these people brought me to a table that was set up ill the

StWumUJnton I walked up to the table to see what was gotag on I

3d that at this table very vibrant things""^^""2
where the action is The people at the table were collecting lor Blacks ana

rndTnltafoe^our Holes area m Dorchester County. South ( arohna

Uunousl vVstarted discussing poverty with the. ..Hectors and I joined the

L TV. stands now there are less than ten students in this group

w Inch was originally an Ad Hock organization and is now re erred te as

me Itarcheite? County Relief Fund I knew by the sincerity ofteeirfacej

hL these were hard-working, dedicated people sitting at the Table o

lte£eSheToor There was aroused in me a deep sense of chanty, and I

"£
yoTlfo h^thaTsame sense of chanty- Being an idealist. I hke to

beheve^hat all people do have within the walls of their minds a sincere

d^re to^e and to love Perhaps you don't have the time to be part of anS saltan hke the Dorchester County Belief Fund, but whenever >chi

gefthe cha°nce. respond to your inner sense of chanty by making a poor

lonely person smile, or by insulating despair with hope Let the light of

happiness shine on those less fortunate than you ^^^
PaulaJ.Pavelisvk

PLNGLISH

For Vet's Only
All you fine, upstanding ladies, gentlemen and junkies who worked for

the ed^orial department last semester and still wish to continue flinging

whatever it was you flung should drop by ye ole Collegian office sometime

within the next five days.

Ml the people who have done or are in the process of doing a book

review should contact Ed Bryant or at least call the office if you are still

interested and even if you're not

Now all vou organizations, and you know who you are. who have

written weekly columns in the past must contact the executive editoi

within one week or else your position will be given over to the Pagan

Party for a Popular Parecea.

So' Larry Tnllo. Kov Jones. Gus S . Nick N .
Kosana T. wherever you

may be. somebody from SHU. Campus Crusade, and anyone else I migm

have left out. come in and write so I won t have to.

Those people who haven't worked for the editorial de|

want too must wait, but don't worry many are called but mon

chosen
,

.
,

\lso Maggie where are you" And Stephanie and Kathj

pla) ing that tunny Italian card game and join the Poker lb before

KM) late Ah ha'
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Weekend's Best
BvKOBKKTNESTI
Fine Arts Editor

BELLE DE JOUR
Campus Center Ballroom, 7, 9. and

11)

A highly elegant, smooth por-

nographic film about a bored

housewife who partakes in various

erotic fantasies. Directed by

Spanish director Luis Buneal, the

film and its star Catherine

Denueve have won awards at

several international film

festivals.

EAST OF EDEN (Friday.

Saturday. Hampden Dining

Commons, Southwest. 7:30 and 10)

Etta Kazan directed this film

version of John Steinbeck's novel.

It is the turbulent story of the

relationship between a father and

his two sons, and contains ex-

cellent finely -drawn performances

In James Dean. Julie Harris.

Iteh in Douglas, and Jo Van Fleet

FACES 'Monday. Merrill Science

Centt-r. Amherst College.)

The American marriage is

brutally examined by John

-a votes as he explores in a

cold, analvtical manner the failure

of a middle-class, middle-aged

relationship Often difficult to

tollow or understand, its power

comes from the depressing mood

the film evoke-

FIVE EASY PIECES (Campus

Cinemas. Hadley)

A most enjoyable film Jack

Nicholson stars as a clever,

educated dropout of a musical

family who returns home after

years of wandering. Lyrical in its

"texture and brutal in its truths, this

film won the New York Film

Critics Award as Best Picture of

1970

Movies
(Friday because it was banned in this

Rock

The Dream Is

FRIDAY, JANUARY 79. 1971

Over
country for some thirty years. It is

a typical melodrama which takes

place in a carnival freak show and

was considered too morbid and

shocking for its time. The last film

of master horror film director Tod
Browning C'Dracula"), it is

frequently discussed but rarely

seen.

Five E»*i Plecw

POGTUGHT PARADE and GOLD
DIGGERS OF 1MB Talkie.

Northampton
I vhefl things not rough

the> sang and danced a

ks director and

choreogi Buabj Berkelj

FOOTLIGH •' ringing

and ' i*ne) with

Hub) Kr.-lcr and

Dich Powell '.<»|.D D1GGI
Powell with Adolphe

Monjou Alice Brail;. I>..rnth\

:ul Ramon and Routa ami

simpK hundreds ol nubile fool

loot , mj ladi-

FREAKS
\ legendary iilm. mainly

Tora. Tor a, Tora

HAMLET (Tuesday. Maqhar. 8

and 10)

Laurence Olivier's highly-

Freudian interpretation of

Shakespeare's drama.

JULIUS CAESAR (Amherst

Cinema, Amherst)

A new version of Shakespeare's

historical drama features an all-

star cast A strong and vivid film

starring Charleston Heston, and

Richard Chamberlain

LOVE STORY (Showcase

Cinemas. West Springfield)

Erich Segals jogging all the way

to the bank with his royalties from

both book and film Reviewed

elsewhere on page

THE MAKING OF BUTCH
CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE
KID (Thursday. SU Ballroom. 7 &
9:30)

How this incredibly successful

comedy-western was made is

shown in this interesting and en-

tertaining documentary.

THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT
ampus Cinemas. Hadley I

A bravura performance by

Barbra Streisand as a hooker who

hooks bookish George Segal in a

generaB) agreeable, sentimental

m'\ comedy

THUNDERBALL and Vol ONLY
LIVE TWICE Showcase Cinemas.

Weal Springfield

Jame* Bond and girls and much

violence comprise this vcr> boring

piece <>i American culture from the

mid sixties TORA! TORA
i oRA! Showcaae Cinemaa H

Springfield

\ film disaster which ably equ

the •'. i! depict

million wen! mto this, believe it or

not, for the cardboard sel and

phone) backdrop seem left over

Iron, Kodan The Jap..

Wily and the Americans are sch

mucks in this boring tilm which

will do to Twentieth Centur) Foa

what Pearl Harbor did to the

United States

By ROBERT KELLY
Fine Arts Staff

T was the Dreamweaver
But now I'm reborn

1 was the Walrus

But now I'm John

...The Dream is over''

—God - J. Lennon
(Copyright l970Maclen (Music)

Ltd (U.K.)

JOHN LENNON/PLASTIC ONO
BAND

iR Starkey, K.

Voorman, Yoko Ono)

Apple Records -

SW 3372

John Lennon
seems to have ac-

complished the

impossible in having

a genuinely personal

record with Phil

Spector at the

Producer's chair. It

seems that Mr.

Spector only got a

short piano solo to

heap his embellishments

The record is given "For Yoko

with love, from John'' and it

carries with its love a musical

flashback of Lennon s life with

heavy influence from his primal

therapy sessions in California. He

cries for his dead mother, shows

his pain and feels it the hardest:

"No one can harm you

on.

Feel your own pain" - 1 Found Out

(S1-C3*)

The record is simple in its

musical structure, but complex

and revealing in its lyrical form

(Not a new Lennon talent as the

semantically puzzling 1 Am The

Walrus shows.) Lennon sings

sadly, and condescendingly of the

Working class hero and then

perplexes you with the line:

"If you want to be a hero well just

follow me."
(Working Class Hero

- S1-C4)

In the same song

M r

.

Lennon
shocked the neurotic

minds of AM radio

with the foreever

forbidden but widely

used adjective
"fucking'' ( a cuss is

always good for

reviews). John
declares void the

thoughts of Hare
Krishna. gurus,

dope, Jesus, Zimmerman, and the

Beatles in his eyes, and quietly

determines that:

"I just believe in me
Yoko and me -And that's reality

(.ml S2-C5

In the line of earthy Lennon

effects you get one "cookie", a full

set of San Francisco church bells

ringing, and an amusing explosion

in subsitute for a better song en-

ding. The explosion is (according

to Lennon's Hype interview by

Rolling Stone magazine -the in-

terview is very hype, not the ex-

plosion) reminiscent of Guy
Fawlkes Day.

Lennon shows very little ac-

complishment on the piano, but

makes up for his shortcoming with

his excellent guitar work and

imaginative chord structures. His

voice is reminiscent of "Hide Your

Love Away", and occasionally

sounds as though his vocal chords

are made of a highly elastic

cement compound.

Overall, This album is a guided

tour of John Lennon/Yoko Ono the

inseparable, remarkable in its

simplicity and honesty, and

beautiful in its experience:

"Just a boy and a little girl

Trying to change the whole wide

world
Isolation

The sun will never disappear

But the world may not have

many years

Isolation"

ISOLATION —John Lennon
(S1-C5)

Love Story, a Review

Is Crying Banal?

Theater
I HI CHRONICLES OF HELL
Religion* ritual is blended

realism, fantasy and 'living

i-v techniquea in this play

which displays the corruption and

carnality ot the Fourteenth cen-

tury Roman Catholic mind.

Directed by I Mass senior Robert

L Rofenburg, this drama is the

annual Bolster Doister production

and will be presented February .5.

4. 5, ti m Bowker Auditorium at

K : 15 Admission is 11.50 and

reservations may be made by

calling MMQ43 or S46-214*.

THE LOWER DEPTHS
Maxim Gorky's famous drama is

a study of a motely crew's pathetic

existence during the early part ot

the centurv in C/.anst Russia This

production, the senior thesis

proiect ot Amherst senior Josh

Karter will be presented this

Friday Saturday, and Sunday

evenings at 1:30 in Kirby Theater,

Ambers! College.

TKYOITS
The University Children s

Theatre will present its second

production of the season this

March, ALADDIN AND THE
WONDERFUL LAMP by .James

Morris
Tryouts for ALADDIN, which is

under the direction of Dorothy

\ldrich. will be held February 3, 4.

... from 7-0PM in Bartlett 119

Callbacks will be held on February

l Scripts and further information

are available in Maehmer 401 and

everyone is welcome.

Auditions for the operetta

(anld's production ol THE
THREE FENNY OPERA will take

place this Sunday, Monday.

Tuesday. Februarv 13 in the

Student I nion

TryoUtS tor the male roles in

THE PRIME FOB MISS JEAN
BRODIE will take place today at

ii and 7:30 at the Laboratory

Theater Mt Holyoke

Bv DON GLICKSTEIN
Fine Arts Staff

Lately, there are people who have become so taken

with the rhetoric of anti-apple pie. motherhood, and

flags, that thev have begun to lash out at and mock all

sentiments arid values, not questioning whether they

are legitimately old-fashioned, or whether they are

universally accepted ones that happened to be

cherished by our fathers and will be revered by our

children

l,o\e Story has been

criticized for what some

have called -mushy, cliched

triteness'' This description

is adequate for plastic

critics, but for a person who

retains his humanness. the

movie contains emotions and

. ings ot not only a white

middle class romanticist

tradition, but of conditions of

all men
The strength ol Love Blerj

h.s In its perfection oi cliche

not only the contextual

cliche, but the production

one

it the WASPishneas n
Oliver Barrett 111 the SOB
seems overdone, if the

sarcastic witticisms of the

Cliffie, Cavilleri. are too

perfect, it Kyan O'Neal's

Preppie is a bit too Hahvahd,

il the "Preppies" and

(htties . "bitches" and

dammits stereotype a

passe vernacular, if. in a

word. Love Story is just a

little corny, it is because

other movies manifest our

society's cliches in terms of

over-exaggeration: William

Compton, in Joe. for

example, doesn't merely

exemplify the silent majority

kills his daughter. Love Story is attacked as a mushy

movie because it does not exaggerate; father and son

are reconciled in the end. Jenny and Oliver appreciate

the niceties of Central Park West, Oliver doesn't

break into Tiffanies to steal money tor the hospital, no

one commits the ultimate sin against the establish

ment bv turning on Arthur Hiller. the director,

steadfastly refuses to use any exaggerated shock or

surprise, noslow-motioh death scenes, no sensational

sea scenes, he relies solely on his ability to make the

audience identify with his cliche of life, love, and

death .. . .

Rather th«m have the camera identify with solely

one character. Hiller leaves his protagonists from

time to time and lingers on the aftermath of scenes.

When Oliver storms out of Dean Thompson's oil ice or

stalks out on his lather, or when Oliver 8 roommate

he goes beyond and

complains, the audience remains with the secondary

character for a few seconds Given this momentary

breather to mull over events, the viewer projects

himself into the situation The result is empathy:

-How do I feel about it?"

The unabashed traditional use of focus and lighting

also contributes to Hiller's cliche. Just as the slow-

motion camera has become the 'tried- but-true"

technique for violent death scenes, so Hiller

capitalizes on dimly-lit hospital rooms, com-

munication by facial

gesture, aerial panoramas of

Boston's Northeast Ex-

proamraQ and a background

theme pla>ed at the right

dramatic moments.

Ryan O'Neal was i perfect

Oliver Barrett IV it only

bci ause he W9M so typical <>t

wh.it l law student j<>ck looks

like I would have preferred

to see someone like Liza

Minetli or an anglicized

Sophia Loren play Jennifei

not because \h MacGraw
ad performance

I indeed, in places. < pecially

in the last hall-hour ol t
1

••

movie, she was trul>

cellent but because Ah

MacGra* ,s to° '-'"ky ant '

has »oo much of a cultured

accent to stereotype the

daughter of an Italian

banker on scholarship

ideally I Indeed, because of

her stylish, but emaciated

tigure. she looked more ill at

the beginning of the movie

than on her death bed.)

|,o\e S»or> will either be

adored or despised,

depending on whether or not

one believes that a man
should be allowed to cry. and

a woman to hold a door open for a man, and whether

or not one believes that there is such a thing as

'Love", or whether there are only '•meaningful

relationships" It could have been a stronger film, but

in an age when Joes murder their daughters. Jean

Brodies kill their pupils and Butch Cassidys and

Captain Americas and Bonnies and Clydes and Ratzo

Kizzos all die with social symbolism. Love Story is a

refreshingly unheavy reminder that most people are

but human

<iits is a breath mint
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SATF Budget Guidelines

- M— S?„^ ; «« nt anv campus conferences that

The following guidelines, set by

the Student Senate Budgets

Committee, are to be followed by

all RSO's, Class Governments,

etc., in drawing up their group's

budget:

1. The prime consideration of the

Committee is reviewing each in-

dividual request will be based on

whether the organization fulfills a

useful role to the undergraduates

of the University and whether it

really requires the funds it is

seeking.

3 Non- funding of any

organization that is involved in

blatant political activity (Under

the Board of Trustees ruling, this

means any organization which

endorses candidates or works for

the election of any candidate;

organizations which are opposed to

certain policies but do not endorse

candidates are not included under

this restriction)

4. • Non-funding of salaries an-

d/or compensation

campus conferences that is).

6. Non- funding of weekend

meals for undergraduates who are

off-campus because of duties

connected with your organization.

7 Compensation for weekday

meals missed for undergraduates

who are off-campus because of

duties connected with your

organization at the current Dining

Commons rate of $4.45/day for all

three meals.

8. Non-funding of administrative

Non-funding of any religious any organization (either elected or

organization or any organization appointed)
„rtnfor<mrPs or

[ Textbook Annex Hours

JAN. 29

30

31

FEB. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

FEB 8 28

9.00 9:00

9:002:00
CLOSED

9:009:00

9:009:00
9:009.00
9:005.00

9:005:00
9:00 1:00

CLOSED

FRI.

SAT.
SUN.

MON.
TUES.
WED.

THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

d/or compensation wrw-
j umess students are

dergraduateswr^hold^monsin 9*^**—
committee is

willing to consider exceptions of

the above if the group can make a

strong case for receiving extra

student money.

The deadline for submitting

request for hearings is February

1st. All organizations are urged to

contact the Chairman for dates as

early as possible. The Committee

is working under a deadline of

March 15th., at which time the

entire Budget Act will be presented

to the full Senate. All hearings will

be conducted between Dec. and

March 1st., with meetings being

held every Sunday and Thursday

One week prior to a group s first

hearing, a description of the

organization and the necessity for

Senate funding, two copies of its

budgets request, and a list of

members in the group with an

estimate of now many people it

benefits, should be submitted to

Budgets' Chairman Kevin

Kulakowski.

WEEKDAYS900 5.00

CLOSED SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
SATURDAYS900 1:00

' Tollution Probes

Aid Ecology Study

ren^X^imSital stresses by creating specialists to untangle the

mess but rather to create informed citizens and teacher.

Tollu ion probes'' are a central feature of the course. UMass en-

vironmental scientist Haim Gunner, who originated the course thu» term

exDlains Pollution probes this way: "We have asked the students to

ehtter thrives in groups and have asked each group to go out

tfenttfylotTpSLSJJ>B« in the community, diagnose it and

nresent a brief in which a socially responsible remedy is proposed^
P
The fi?st students to take the course started this past September and

YZSRSSSi heir pollution probes. Here are some of the resets.

One group made a noise pollution survey at two UMass dormitories and

came fpXh results that are being considered by University housing

a
Tnother

a
duia depth study of solid waste disposal, rejected recycling as

economicaUy unfeasible and concluded that incineration is presently the

only solution to the disposal problem.
n «,riniltural

for Environmental Quality Control.
ecolocv of the

Another result of the course is a research project on the ecology mum

Mdl S ver ui tne north end of Amherst. A group in the class has submitted

Research proposal to the National Science Foundation on the changing

riv^olog
P
yTd1r the effects of pollution. If funded, the students will

The°A« course ,s combined with regular

, *t^Z^J^%™* togive the students what Dr. Gunner

calls "a vocabulary of current environmental stress

t is denned to work in two ways-as an introductory course.for em

vironmentel specialists who will continue in more advanced study and as

a course for the undergraduate who simply wants to know what en-

virontaT stress is all about. The pollution probes help students

cTfrTt the social realities and become very quickly
,

jware that aij

kind of environmental change involves social choices. Dr Gunner said

Notices

See News Happen?
Call 5-2550

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bu* leav.09 for State School. Saturday at

12 4S P rr> from Wh.tmor*

CENTRAL AREA
White awareness f.tmaod rap session THfc

HERITAGE OF SLAVERY Sunday. Jan 31st

at 7 30pm m GreenoughlOV F>rst ma senes

AM welcome!

FREE UNIVERSITY
Silver bus mechan.es People who know or

want to learn mechanic stuff Come M or CM
Free U S«S 0066

FRENCH IORRIOORS
Movie Belle de Jour starring Catherine

Oeneuve is showing Friday. Jan 79 at 7. ». 8.

U p m at the Campus Center Ballroom

HILLEL
Den supper this Sunday at 6P m ,n the Hillei

Center Folk s.ng to follow br.ng your gu-tars

Fr.day n.ght services tonight at 7 30 p m M

the M.llel Center. SU Saturday morn.ng

services M Millet Center at 10 a m

NAIADS _
Check your schedules for practices starting

Monday important

'

NEWMAN CLUB
Meet people at the Happy Thmq Sunday,

jan IM at 8 pm .n the HWtMfl Center

Social lounge Bnng a tr.end or two'

RAF I

Executive Committee meeting w.th vsit.ng

al guest, refreshments this Sunday at I

p m m IS* Mills So

T Al CHI
Workshop m T ai Ch. meets Mondays and

Wednesdays at * P m ,n the Pierpont v

Space For mformat.on call Dem,an S4» 1655

usee
Meeting tor all members, and interested

people Sunday. Jan 30th at i P m in the

Colonial Lounge

WMUA
All present and prospective members of

WMUA News are requested nay. commanded

to attend a second semester organizational

meeting on Wed. Feb 3rd, at 7 30 pm
Meeting will be held in or around WMUA'S

Studios

ZOOLOGY 101

The labs will begm Monday, Feb 1st

LOST
Girls gold cameo pinky ring lost If found

please contact Chris Burchill, 406 N Pleasant

St or Call IGU

FOUND
A gold watch m Cance Music Room before

Christmas Owner call 6 S004 Must be able to

describe fully

PINNINGS
Judith Warnock. of Easthampton to Kenneth

Emery 71. Of 303 Baker

Mane Fontoni 73. of ??0 Puftton to Cory

L.»wier 71, of Hatfield

Donna Parsons. 74, of Salem State College

10 Norman jarvis. 7«, of Grayson

Ann Joyce. 72 of F.eld to Tim Henderson.

70. of USAF. Colo

Darlene Dacko 74. of Cooi.dge to Wayne

Baker. 73, of Kennedy

Diane Janv.er, 73. of G S S to George Gage,

71. ot MacKimmie

ENGAGEMENTS
Pamela Griffm. of Coolidge to John Coiims,

of Amherst

Sandra Lucey, '73. of Mary Lyon to R.chard

Batoiomeo. 71. of James House

M Chr.st.ne Partridge, 73, of JQA Lower to

Earl D.on Jr . 72. of Bristol Community

College. Fall River

Rosalie we.dman, 73 of Cooi.dge to James

Foley. 71 Rolling Green Apts

Susan Dav.s. 71. of F.eld to Andrew

Chlebus. 71. of Brown Un.w

Paisley Schm.ck. 73. of Ch, Omega to

Ronald Rossetti. ". of Lambda Ch, Alpha

MINUTES

AWAY
VIA NEW

HELD OVER!

ACRES FREE PARKING

i?^^ tt J tivitoAii to w vmo

MARRIAGES
valer.eSano. 71. of M.am. Fia to Kenneth

Stevens. '70. Miami, Fla

Mar.or.e Baldw.n. 72 of Wheeler House to

John Mullen. 72 Of the MDC

inn iilum mif

llurr is .i ,.!.. il.i> m.ivniuni I.T ..II noli. e>

nmmm mi mmmmmmx *.n •war "n

Krtdayi

GOlDfN
ACEI

MSCO0NTS

SCHOOt

WtOUP

urn

EmcitlM
thru

{ntert»irimtnt

WE
HONOR

master cftarjtc

™ •

"'LOVE STORY'

IS A PHENOMENON!"

3 m
NiMacfraw- Ryan Meal

Q FINAL WKS!

A BLOCKBUSTER'

\

TODAT AT 2 00

J 45, S 30

730. *40

GP

A 2 BIGGEST

BONDS OF ALU

SAT SUN I 30 4 15

7:00 9 50

S»o» Co"««nr

MONTMUts 1:30 7:00 Cp
FBI, SAT SUN

1 THUNDfMAU I OO 5 »-» 55

1IVI TWICI 3 K>-7 40

COMFORTABLE ROCKER LOUNGES

Welcome Back
TO

Fun City!!
COME DOWN TO SEE US FOR THE

Sound8 Around
AT

Radio Shack

I

318 College St. (Rte. 9)

1 mile east of Amherst College

From nine to miHni9ht erery Friday and SoHirdoy Nite

DANCING and ENTERTAINMENT
in Hm

Tap of the Campus Club Louttfe

Music by the Hey Brooklyn

Lynn Holowoy sings for you

L_ .
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Gymnasts Return To Action
J ™._- .._-._r~~.~j d~^-~~„ ,.,;ii ho Dave Genest and Cary w

Bv MICHAEL CUSACK
Staff Reporter

After a five week layoff, the

UMass varsity gymnastics team

will resume its schedule tomorrow

night when it hosts Syracuse

University, beginning at 7:30 p.m.

in the Boyden Auxiliary Gym. The

meet will be the first for UMass

since they defeated Army last Dec.

The Redmen defeated Syracuse

last vear, 149.8-96.5, but

tomorrow's meet promises to be a

closer encounter. This year,

Orangemen coach Paul Romeo has

a stronger squad which boasts

several outstanding specialists.

Syracuse's Tony DeSteffeno, an

outstanding sidehorse competitor,

has been a finalist in the Eastern

Championships for the past two

years. George Salter, Syracuse's

top ring man, finished third in the

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic

League Championships last year,

and qualified for the NCAA
Championships.
These performers, along with

all-around men Pat MacDonald

and Gary Cushman will provide an

experienced nucleus for the im-

proved Syracuse squad

The undefeated Redmen will be

seeking their fourth straight

victory. With several seasoned

gymnasts becoming eligible this

semester, the squad should prove

to be the strongest yet. Steve Cary,

an outstanding competitor, will be

returning on parallel bars and long

horse, while John Walsh will

become the second specialist on

sidehorse. Co-captain Scott Stover,

who was out first semester with a

knee injury, will be competing on

the high bar. His return should add

considerable strength to this event.

The rest of the lineup will be

basically the same one Coach Erik

Kjeldsen has used thus far.

In the floor exercise event, Jack

Berner and John Calabria will be

the specialists representing the

Redmen. Both have been con-

sistent performers all season.

The sidehorse event will be led

by senior Rick Riley, who has been

one of the top scorers for the

Redmen all year. Walsh will be the

other specialist.

The specialists in the still rings

event will be Jay Aronstein and

Dannv Spier. Though only

sophomores, both have shown their

capability in the past.

Dave Genest and Cary will be

competing as specialists in the

parallel bars event, which should

prove to be a strong event for the

Redmen.
Bob Henry and Cary will

represent the Redmen as

specialists in the longhorse vault.

Tom Myslicki and Scott Stover

will compete for the squad as

specialists in the horizontal bar

event.

In the all-around event, UMass

will be represented by Norm
Vexler, Tony Vacca, and Rich

Seikunas.

The Redmen are looking for a

strong team performance as they

prepare for the all-important Penn

State meet next weekend, at Penn.

A strong showing tomorrow night

will give the squad a boost in

morale as one of the highlight

meets of the season draws near.

Due to the performance of the

Russian National Team, which will

be at Penn State Feb. 6, the

originally scheduled away meet

between UMass and Penn State

has been changed from Feb. 6 at

8:00 p.m. to Feb. 5 at 2:30 p.m.

Wrestlers At Yale

For ' Second Season

>rovea ayracu-t: atjuaw — r- . ..

FroshHost Dartmouthl

ByBOBGANLEY
Staff Reporter

The UMass wrestling team

begins its "second season"

tomorrow when it travels to New

Haven to meet Yale University.

The Redmen haven't wrestled in

about forty days and it has hurt

them in more ways than one.

Normally a forty day layoff

would hurt the performance of any

team, but it especially hurts

wrestlers. Each one must keep his

weight down during the long break

and this has caused some lineup

changes for the Redmen.
The layoff also cost the Redmen

the number one New England

ranking. In early January, the 5-1

Redmen were ranked number one,

but due to the long layoff, they are

presently ranked behind un-

defeated New Hampshire. Brown

is ranked third and Springfield

fourth and UMass has a chance to

climb back on top with wins over

Yale tomorrow and Springfield at

home on Tuesday.

Yale is a fairly strong outfit and

may give the Redmen trouble. The

Eli tied Springfield, 17-17 on

Tuesday, and UMass coach Homer
Barr describes Yale as being

consistently strong all the way

down the line. He has made
several lineup changes due to

weight problems and injuries.

Dave Amato will wrestle at 118,

Dave Reynolds at 126, Sheldon

Goldberg has moved down to his

normal weight at 134 as has Clay

Jester at 142.

Brian Urquhart is at 150,

sophomore Steve Del-Maestro is

making his varsity debut at 158,

flu-ridden Tom Young is at 167,

Mike Brauner is at 177, George

Zguris is at 190 and Carl Dambman
at unlimited. Barr is hoping that

Young and Brauner will be able to

move down a weight for the

Springfield meet with Ed Carlsson

moving in at 177.

The Redmen have not lost in New
England for nearly a year and will

have a chance to avenge that last

loss in the Springfield meet. But

first the Redmen must get past

Yale Barr said "Were not in

great shape yet, but we're in good

spirit" and he hopes the second

season starts out as well as the first

one did. when the Redmen beat

Tufts, 42-0. way back on December

5th.

By STEVE FERBER
Staff Reporter

For the first time this season, the

I Mass trosh will be hosting a team

thev have met before In tomorrow

night's 5:30p.m. contest, the Little

Redmen will meet a Dartmouth

freshmen team that they defeated

in their second game of the season

by I score of b4-fi2

Led hy Billy Kaynor. who has

scored over 40 points twice, the

Dartmouth trosh hold a 7-2 mark.

losing their other game to the

Providence treshmen A pressing

rue has been one ol the keys to

their winning w»y», and the

•mouth press wai one ot the

mam reasons that Dartmouth

the onlv team ever to lead the

I Mass frosh at the half.

In their first meeting in Hanover.

Ravnor was held to a season low of

eight points, and Greg Hannah, his

backcourt partner, provided the

scoring spark with 23 points. On the

UMass side of the slate. Peter

Trow and Al Skinner led the Little

Redmen. with Skinner doing an

exceptional job off the boards

Looking as if they've overcome

the effects of their 34-day layoff.

the Little Redmen will be looking

to continue their winning wayi

nst a Dartmouth squad that

has comeofl ot i resounding »-49

win over the Hoi) Crostflrath Foul

trouble and turnovers are still

plaguing the Little Redmen. and

nst the pressing Little Green

these t actors will lie ot the utmost

importance.

Back In Action ..

.

Pucksters On Ice At Lolby
The UMass hockey team, un-

defeated, and currently ranked

number one in Division II stan-

dings, travels to Waterville. Maine

hoping to make the Colby Huskies

its eighth straight victim of the

season tomorrow night. The

Redmen have not played a

scheduled game in 43 days, their

last contest a victory over Norwich

Universitv . December 18th. at Orr

Rink
The Redmen resumed practice

January' 18th, but despite the

double sessions daily. Coach Jack

Canniff is slightly worried how the

long lay-off will effect the team's

timing under game conditions.

Canniff won't know his definite

line up until tomorrow s final tune

up practice at Orr Rink.

Sophomore sensation Pat

Keenan is the leading scorer in

Division II with 15 goals and 11

assists, while linemate Jack

Edwards is number fourth

The next Redman home game
won't be until February 10. when

thev face the Huskies of UConn.

Listen for

the sounds
of love . .

.

Where do you hear them?

In a plea for help from

surname who needs it? In a

dialogue between students and

the Establishment? In a talk

session for a marriage on-the-

rocks? At a Catholic M;\ss

conducted in an Episcopal

Church?

You'd be surprised

The sounds of love are

everywhere — anyone can

hear them. If they listen.

The Paulists listen. But.

like everything in life, the

things that matter most are

the hardest

It isn't easy being a Paulist.

But then, the best things in

life never are.

If you are interested in

more information about the

Paulist priesthood, write to:

Rev. Donald ( . Campbell. CS.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist . _
cpathetg
Room 114

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

MAKE AN

APPOINTMENT

WITH OUR

DOCTORS
Jack Edwards P. J. Flaherty Pat Kernan

Urgent Need for Sociology

101 Study Guides!!
SELL YOURS FOR

65*
at The I niversitv Store, Campus Center

NFL Draft-P. 12U

Cliff's Notes are written by

scholars who Know how to help

you study Authors (predomi

nantly Ph D s) are carefully

selected for their knowledge of

a particular play or novel plus

ability to interpret its plot and

characters so they will be

relevant to your literature course.

This careful attention to quality

has made Cliff's Notes the most

used study aid on college

campuses nationwide (Pick the

title you need today you'll find

it holds the key to efficient

use of your study time )

$1 at your bookseller or write

JJliff&Nore^

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE BOOKS

•61 MO A. »IIM> U0. Very «o«l

...million, tor detail* C»U: \»e»t

xprlnaf I. Id 1:17-2113 after 6^H» p^
33* Head 0.f».. *cott Poles, Ty-

rol Boot*, Salamon lUiidlnxa. All in

e»r. cond , worth OT». *ell for

-i ." ir best offer. 5lti-»"4».
tf'£-*

We buy used books and records —
White Ilrht Hooks, (In the alley)

tf.VI5

PERSONAL
To Joan who rode the bus from

li.».tnn to Amher.it: plea«e call Joel

ut K-77IW LIS?

Saxon Cello made about 1MMJ. e«-

rrllent condition, lante MMM I

„r I bows nnd hardease, W©0. tall

nm <«n> m-im- i*»ve yoor
,r,° 1

if not In.
"-' ,

TRAVEL
' sTl l>KNTS INTKRN ATIONAI. of-

fers chartered Jet fllchts to HAN-
n\|- In sprina and ECHOPE In sum-
mer For details call: Steve 54«MJlll

»r Hriait MfKMI
l-"!9 2-2-1-5 9 11 It

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR SALE — AUTOS

INCENSE
Oils . . Powders . . Sticks

MIZAURS
MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

hRIDAY, JANUARY 2°, 1971
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II

r finale roommate wanted to share

furnished apt In Amherst, •PPro*
fl

fioo (all Mnda M9-6239 after 6

it in. An>tlme Hunday or Monday.
* tfl-29

WANTED
M •lilted- T.irU to |i;irti. ipate In
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»

For School Supplies

(DESK PADS, LAMPS,

NOTEBOOKS, PENS,

STATIONERY)

SEE

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer & Stationer

45 Pleasant St.

Amherst

New Face Joins Redman Lineup
ByMARKVOGLER

Staff Reporter

Chances are that he wont
receive the red carpet treatment

that adorned him at Tennessee.

But one thing's for sure If transfer

student Tom McLaughlin stacks up

to what the UMass athletic

department estimates, hell cer-

tainly incite a warm welcome

from the frantic fans who fill Curry

Hicks Cage. And that, my friends,

is equal to any southern basketball

reception.

McLaughlin, a sophomore who

stands at 6'4, becomes eligible to

play for the Redmen this semester.

A year ago he paced the Tennessee

freshmen club in scoring,

averaging better than 17 points per

outing. In recognition for his all

around ability as the team's top

performer, he was feted with the

Blue Chip award.

However, due to transportation

costs and contributing cir-

cumstances, the Bronx native was

prompted to reconsider his

educational plans In so doing he

preferred a school much closer to

home Among the eastern colleges

that he placed an immediate in-

»' .est in was L'Mass.

Coach Jack Leaman reported

that McLaughlin was recom-

mended to him by Holy Cross

mentor Jack Donohue who was

being assisted by Tom's brother

Frank at the time It has been the

Crusaders policy not to accept

transfer students McLaughlin

visited L'Mass. took a liking to its

campus, and decided to transfer

Now he's content to stay where he

is and seek a well-rounded college

education.

The newcomer noted how his

tormer college just about bent over

backwards in convincing him that

it was the right place to go. The

prepaid airplane trip to Tennessee

and. of course, the weekend stay on

campus, compliments of the

college, was nice in itself Being

swarmed at the ramp by

photographers with Chicago Bulls

star Tom Boerw inkle as an escort

further spiced the occasion But

things were a bit overdone when he

was granted complete weekend

rights to a 1968 Toranodo. sup-

plemented by an attractive

prearranged date- not to mention

the billboard posting Welcome

Tom'' greetings and then the

television interview that followed

Tom best recalls: -Its like

nothing that happens in the east It

just goes to show how much em-

phasis they put on sports I was

really awed bv all of this, but as far

as I'm concerned they take it much

too seriously

Before. I thought that basketball

was the only thing I was going to do

in life But now. I've laid it up and

have begun to realize that there

in> other things of greater im

portance which should be

^tressed
"

Leaman says that Mclaughlin s

size will enable him to play both

the Iront and the backcourt.

He s •• very fine basketball

player.'
-

-asserted the coach "We

figure and hope that he II make a

major contribution to our squad

MCOOd semester He can defend,

rebound, and shoot with con-

siderable proficiency so he will

definitely add something to the

defense of our New Kngland

championship

I think the type of young man he

is both on and off the court, he'll be

a definite asset to our program.

And anybody w ho works as hard as

Tommy does has to be successful

in whatever he pursues."'

Asked a month ago whether he

foresaw a possible starting berth

for McLaughlin in the Redman

line-up, Leaman replied: "I'd say

it would depend entirely upon how

the team is playing. Right now it

would be mighty tough to break

into the starting team. But who's to

say how things will be like a month

or so from now. I think he has the

talent to presently help us out as

either a starter or substitute. But

it's tough to answer. We'll just

have to wait and see how things are

going in January."
McLaughlin finds the at-

mosphere at UMass more ap-

pealing than he had experienced as

a student-athlete elsewhere: "The

main thing I really like at UMass is

that I don't have all that pressure

on me that was at Tennessee and

high school-scoring points,

grabbing rebounds, being the all-

Tom McLaughlin

American boy. It's given me time

to think where I'm going and what

I'm going to do in life."

One thing that continually

bothers Tom is the negative at-

titude of the fans towards the of-

ficial. Refering to the AIC game,

which the Redmen won handily,

McLaughlin looked back on a

common incident. "We were

heading toward the locker room at

half time and the officials were

walking behind me. This one kid

chased after them, screaming in

retaliation for Julius Erving's four

fouls. I stopped and told the kid to

leave the refs alone, that these

guys are just doing their jobs and

are liable to make mistakes."

"I feel this one instance just goes

to show that officials and athletes

are human. They're not machines

and they're going to make
mistakes. You just have to accept

them for what they are."

The youngest in a family of male

athletes. Tom, just as his three

brothers before him, as a

schoolboy standout in basketball at

Fordham Prep. Likewise, he at-

tended college on an athletic

scholarship.

Walter, the elder of the

McLaughlin brothers and now 38,

holds the distinction of having

quarterbacked Fordham's last

grid outfit. Vince Lombardi was

the backfield coach of that team.

A tragic automobile
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
OMAM & \

LIBRA (Sept 23 0(.t 22' New approach

to work methods is needed Be creative m I

outlook Realue there .s no need to be

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

took the life of Jackie McLaughlin

who as a freshman for St. Louis

University, had a bright hoop

future on the horizon at the age of

18 (1955) During the same season

head coach Kd Hickey had

manuvered St. Louis into the

national top ten rankings.

Kranky, a 23-year old Fordham

alumnus <1%8>, had pro

possibilities and was drafted by the

New York Knicks of the NBA. But

after the 6'3 captain had guided his

mates through a 17-9 campaign and

into the NIT, he decided to hang up

the sneakers and get involved in

the coaching circle. He is presently

an assistant coach at Fordham.

Their dad's brother, Albert, a

NYU grad whose pastime bag was

baseball, played with Lou Gerigh

in the Yankee organization.

McLaughlin becomes eligible

today and will be available for

action as the Redmen take on

Northeastern at the Cage

accident _ tomorrow night

Answer to Yesterday's Puz/le

Aquarius .nd'vduals can overcome odds

to approach pont of great opportunity

Crossing that pent, however, often is

another matter it M the challenge which

mtngues Aquarius Loss of interest or

ooredom can invade at crucial time* It is a

task to keep Aquarius interested Inspiring

leadership is necessary Some famous

natives of this s.gn include Jack Lemmon,
fcrme Banks and Fran Tarkenton

ARIES (March 21 April 191 Be quiet

w.thin Solution to emotional problem is at

hand &ve subconscious tree play There

are restrictions, but you can nde with tide

Don't try to force issues Go slow, easy

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Fr.end

makes amends tor recent slight Be

qracious If receptive to socal invitation.

you gam Mopes and wishes can come closer

to fulfilment Exude charm
GEMINI 'May 2t June 20) Gam M

dicated Appi.es especially to personal

ambit.ons. career matters Gft received

from one who may have appeared m
different Str.ve tor greater family har

mony
CANCER Uune 21 July 22) Good lunar

aspect h.ghl.ghts tournevs education

ability to syntneS'/e knowledge Keep

communication i.nes open Be analytical

Restore self esteem
LEO (July 23 Aug 221 Some specai

services, tasks must be performed

Otrterw.se. you could experience setback

Do what is necessary Maintain steady

pace vou are rewarded for applying basic

principles

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) What you took

tor qranted could come to end Be ready

w.th alternatives Not wise to press luck

Let mate, partner set pace Be wllmg to

listen and learn

Dogged down with outmoded concepts Leo

individual could show you the way
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Good lunar

aspect pomts to change, creative activity,

relationships with children Member of

opposite sex may issue ultimatum Let

inner voice be your guide

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Vou

may teel details are tiresome This could be

true But be.ng meticulous, observant and

thorough now is necessary tor personal

welfare Realije it and act accordingly

CAPRICORN iDec 22 Jan 19) There

now is more Ireedom of expression Your

.deas find more receptive audience You

must, however, take care to make position

crystal clear Some tend to misquote,

misinterpret
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb l«> Bright

•dea can be transformed .nto money

making one Take time to develop concepts

income potential is greater than you m.ght

,magme Know this and act accordingly

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Or
cumstances now favor your special efforts

Make contacts, take initiative Emphasize

originality, independence Have faith m
your own, unique abilities Don't imitate

Be an innovator

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are mtu.t.ve. a natural teacher and a

person who possesses magnetic qualities

On negative side, you are moody On

pos.t.ve level, you are sensitive and

creative You seldom do anything halfway

Vou can be a writer, a creator But you

cannot be happy unless you are. m some

capacity, creating a part of your time More

happmess due much of it through new

voc-al contacts By March, home en

v.ronment will be different

1 Skin ailment

5 Goddess of

discord

9 Hog
12 Entrance

13 Coin

14 Period of time

15 Preposition

16 Above and
touching

18 Coniunction
20 Note of scale

22 Appellation

of Athena

24 Knocks
27 Haul

29 Organs of

hearing

31 Permit

32 Rants
34 Strip of wood
36 A continent

(abbr.)

37 Worships
39 Jumper
41 Note of scale

42 Partner

44 Penned
45 Perform

47 Mountain
lake

49 Is mistaken

50 Walk

52 Dip out

54 Babylonian

deity

55 Vessel

57 Supercilious

person

59 Preposition

61 Man's name

63 Toward shelter

65 In bed

67 Insane

68 Unmarried
woman

69 Be borne

DOWN

3 Negative

4 Period of time

5 French lor

"school''

6 Amend
7 Preposition

8 Pigpen

9 Part of flower

10 Prelu: not

11 A state (abbr )

17 Symbol for

tantalum
19 Teutonic deity

21 Shakespearian
character

23 Sea in Asia

25 Pie-ced

26 Looks fixedly

27 Theater
productions

28 Microbe
30 Cook slowly

33 Chair

35 Rabbit

38 Pierce
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40 Read with

profound
attention

43 Wipes out

46 Warm
48 Baseball teams

51 River in Italy

53 Behold!

56 Scottish cap

58 Prohibit

60 Poem
61 Printer's

measure
62 Note of scale

64 Chinese
mile

66 Prefn:
twice
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Redmen Host Tough NU
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN

Assistant Sports Editor

After dropping consecutive

games to top teams, the UMasi
basketball team taees another test

tomorrow evening at the Cage

when it entertains the Huskies ot

Northeastern at 7:30 p.m. The

Redmen will be attempting to get

back on the winning track after

disappointing losses to Providence

and Fordham For the Huskies, the

game will present an opportunity

to revenge last year's 90-62

thrashing at the Cage

Northeastern may well he the

surprise team in New England

Relying main!) on Boston area

talent Coach Dick Dukeshire. one

ot the most successful coaches in

the area has put together a well-

disciplined, hard-nosed unit which

can give an> tram trouble

At the time ot this writing, the

Huskies stand at 10-3 with a school

record otten consecutive victories

alter opening losses to Boston

College and Boston Universit)

Since that time. Northeastern has

run rough-hod over its opposition

and among its accomplishments is

iheScranton Hobday Tournament

championship
The mam difficult) that

Dukeshire faces is the problem ot

,n> college basketball teams

these days, lack ot height. The

tallest Husky starter is only 6*4 but

this hasn't seemed to bother the

team thus far. In its first twelve

games. Northeastern holds an

unbelievable IM 2M rebound

advantage over its opponents The

Huskies also rank tilth in the

fatUj Mifln

Sp**t*
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country m team defense, limiting

their opposition to only S3 points

per game
In Northeastern I disciplined

style, the Huskies only average 52

shots per game However, they

have converted on :,i"„ ot these

which is pretty good tar ens hall

club.

Dukeshire emphasizes hustle,

team play and aggressiveness and

generally employs nine or ten men

trying to keep his team fresh and

tire out the opposition. This

Strategy has proven successful

over the years tor Dukeshire who is

in his thirteenth season

Among the starting live players

tor the Huskies will probably be

captain Kevin Shea. H'4. Jim

Mo\le\ . t.'4. BUI Moore, ti'2. Jack

Maheras, 6*2, and Haul Me
Donough, 64 Shea is the floor

leader on the team while Moxley is

the best shooter Individually

though, the Huskies aren't

especially frightening. As a team

the) can be murder

Joe Lawler. t>'7. Jack Niven, »•':*.

stu LaFramboise, ti'.">. and Mark

.lelhson. 6'2. will all probably see

plenty, ot action against the Red

men. In fact, every Husky player

could get into the game That's the

way Dukeshire likes to play it.

Last night the Huskies battled

the No g mu ill college team in the

country. Assumption In case you

missed it. Assumption bombed

Holy Cross on Saturday So the

next two games are big ones tor

Northeastern, a team which has

the same goals as I Mass. namely

a No l in NK rating and an NIT

bid

With these

Saturday eveni

MOC Castas* By Fred Kosenthal

up as an important battle for both

things in mind, clubs

ng's contest shapes

Pats Pick Plunkett I

i

ni:\\ \<»KK \H The Boston

I- iinuts said Thursday they would

trade Stanford quarterback

Plunkett. their No t pick in

National Football Leaf

drati but did not rule out a deal

their other quarterbacks Joe Kanp

and Mike Taliaferro

Billv Sullivan, president ot the

Patriots said the club turned down

IT otters lor the No 1 pick, the last

just five mmutes before the

start o; the draft

li. declined to say who made the

last oiler but said it was "oneol the

better clubs latent wise ind

too much ot a revision

Irom their previous otter

Plunkett. who had expressed a

desire to pla\ with a West »

m said it will be great to play

with Boston

The Heisman Trophy winner

H-d the news ot his V
selection at the Downtown Athletic

i lub where he received the trophy

on ;

„

The draft mm si ;»

midtown hotel

l fed honored to he picked

tirst the beaming quarterback

aid I just reel great about it

"

Sullivan said the Patriots' only

untouchables were Hlunkett and

Phil trtsen last year's first round

pick Irom Utah state who missed

the entire season with an injury

Sullivan said the decision to draft

Plunkett was made by Coach John

Vlazur. and the quarterback's

brilliant play in the Rose Howl

against JhioStatewasa key factor

in the decision Plunkett com

,>letcd Juot 10 passes ffl lids

In sunford*i jt it victor) user

Ohio State

'Before the Hose Howl we telt

our beat tH«t was a trade to

strengthen our team at several

positions said Sullivan, noting

I'at riots need help at

linebacker, tight end. cornerback.

Aide receiver and possibly

defensive end

Notices
There will be an important

meeting ot all members ot the

MIX sports statt on Monday

evening. February 1 at 7 pm All

reporters, day editors and others

must attend so that assignments

can be straightened out ;t anyone

cannot attend they should get in

touch with the Collegian ottice

sometime before the meeting
* • •

WMl A sports has cancelled the

I Mass Howdoin hockey game

from its radio broadcast schedule

and has added in its place an

important Division II contest

between the Redmen and Vermont

at Vermont on February 15th

Trackmen Return To Action

At B.A.A. Meet In Boston
B) EARLEBARROLL

Stall Reporter

Prior to mtersession the I Mas-

track team had its difficulties in

Mining points in the middle and

long distance events with any

degree of consistency in its tirst

two dual meets With a long lay-off

trom the rigors of dual meet

competition ahead the competitors

in these events set as their ob-

jective improvement in their

performance!
\s the practices became more

strenuous the results began to pay

ott as in successive weekends

Redmen middle and long distance

runners set a four mile relay

record at the United States Track

and Field Federation meet at

Dartmouth and won five straight

heats in the I two yard run at the

Vale Invitational Practice meet

against some ot the top performers

trom the New Kngland and

(ireater New Vork City area

With these results, the objective

has hopefully been reached and

tomorrow night the Redman
tracksters will put their im

provement on the line in the BAA
games at the Boston Garden

Kach year many of the in

dividual performers in the country

and the best college teams in the

region come to the Garden to put

on one ot the best indoor meets in

the country This event is also used

as i qualifying meet for the K on
meet next Saturday at Madison

square Garden.

Condi Ken O'Brien is hoping to

have his improved mile and two

mile relay teams qualify along

with some individuals who will be

competing in the field events

Jerrv Spellman. who makes his

return to I Mass track tomorrow

evening alter a semester of student

teaching will run the lead-off leg in

the mile relay He II be followed in

order b\ Steve Levine. who has

turned in the fastest relay split

times on the team. Al Mangan. and

freshman Mike TensdnJe.

The two mile relay will feature

John Maloney . who set a freshman

loon vard record at Vale, running

lead off. followed by distance BOSS,

Ron Wayne and Larry Paulson,

with Dave Kvans. fully recovered

from an early season injury,

running the anchor leg

Between Maloney. Wayne and

Paulson, during intersession. they

won lour 1000 yard races and set

one school record and one meet

record.

JB individual field competition

Jim Graves and Bill Landry will !*

m the hurdle field It was last year

in this same meet that Graves ga\ I

tirst notice of his excellence in this

event as he went to the semi finals

Ron Harris and Tony Pendleton

carry the Redman colors in one of

the fastest 50 yard dash fields in

recent years.

Fd Shaughnessey will be com-

peting in the high and long jump

events, in which he placed last

vear He II be joined in the high

jump by Steve Cnmmins and in the

long jump by Dick Dyer who has

been the best I Mass performer in

this event this season.

In the shot put and weight throw

I Mass will be represented by

Fddie Arcaro and Barney

Schneider Arcaro is rounding into

the shape that made him one ol the

best collegiate weightmen in New

Kngland last year.

So w ith their improvement on the

line and a chance for both

achievement at the BAA and a

place in the K of C field next

weekend UMass performers

should make themselves known in

tomorrow night's meet

„d the decision to dratt at Vermont on r enruary i .-,».. «'—'^- "T". " ^TnT T* • 1

Ouarterbacks First Three NFL Picks
5£ ^wv„„k,kts .,.*. K.a.n». MNDWGO Leon Bum, Long "ft*""-* »*"2;£ d'rT^nT

The following is list ot the

pla\ers dratted in the tirst round

by the National Football League in

it's annual college draft:

BOSTON Jim Plunkett. Stanford

NKW ORLEANS Archie Man
ning Mississippi

HOUSTON Don Pastormi. Santa

Clara

BUFFALO J.D. Hill. Arizona

Slate

PHILADELPHIA Richard

Harris. Grambling

NKW YORK JETS John Higgins.

Kansas
ATLANTA - Joe Profit. Northeast

Louisiana

PITTSBURGH Frank Lewis.

Grambling
GREEN BAY John Brockington.

(»hio State

LOS ANGELES Isiah Robertson.

Southern University

CHICAGO Jot Moore. Missouri

DKNYKN Marx Montgomery.

Southern Cal

Vernon Holland.

Jack

Pena Selected By Browns
It came as little surprise

yesterday when it was announced

that I'Mass loot ball star Bob Pena

had been dratted by the National

Football League in its annual

draft The fi'li. 240 pound guard was

selected in the fourth round by the

Cleveland Browns ot the American

I not ball Conference and was the

second player in New Kngland

picked Pena is resident ot West

1-almOUth and is a member ol

I ambda CW Alpha fraternity

Tabbed by former coach Vic

Funis as the best guard in the

Fast . Pena let lew people down in

ins performances last season He

was ;>n All Yankee Conference

selection as well as being named to

many All New Kngland and All

Kast" squads He could not be

reached for comment last night

The first NK player selected was

Boston College running back Fred

Willis who set numerous school and

New Kngland records in his

career The Natick native was also

picked in the fourth round by an

AFC team, namely the Cincinnati

Bengals
Also drafted in the fourth round

Irom New Fngland was another

Yankee Conference star. Yin

Clements ot CConn The fi'3. 20ii

pound running back was nabbed by

the Minnesota Vikings

s.\N DIEGO
Beach State

CLEVELAND Clarence Scott

Kansas State

CINCINNATI
Tennessee State

LOS ANGELES
Youngblood. Florida

ST LOU IS Norm Thompson.

Ctah
OAKLAND Jack Tatum, Ohio

State

SAN FRANCISCO Tim Anderson.

( ihio State

BALTIMORE Leonard Dunlap.

North Texas State

KANSAS CITY Elmo Wright.

Houston
NEW YORK (HANTS Ralph

Thompson. West Texas State

DETROIT Bob Bell. Cincinnati

BALTIMORE Don McCauley.

North Carolina

MINNESOTA - Leo Hayden. Ohio

State

DALLAS Tody Smith. Southern

TRADES
Los Angeles sent linebackers

Myron PottiOS, Jack Pardee, and

Maxie Baughan along with

defensive tackle Diron Talbert.

running back Jell Jordan and

guard John Wilbur to the

Washington Redskins in return for

.inebacker Marlin McKeever. the

Redskin s No 1 and No 3 picks this

year and their third through

seventh picks next year

Minnesota traded tackle Steve

Smith and their No. 2 i 6 choices

this year and their No 3 pick in

1972 to Philadelphia for quar

terback Norm Snead
Philadelphia dealt their No. 2

pick in this draft and two choices

next year for Detroit's third string

quarterback. Greg Barton

Green Bay traded quarterback

Don Horn to the Denver Broncos

tor defensive end Alden Roche The

teams also switched first round

draft positions

Green Bay also reacquired

quarterback Zeke Bratkowski

from Minnesota.

Los Angeles traded away a

second round selection this year

and an undisclosed pick next year

to Green Bay for Travis Williams,

a running back The Rams also got

Green Bays fourth round pick

Buffalo swapped Bill Enyart, a

running back, and a tenth round

pick to Oakland for Alvin Wyatt, a

defensive back and a third round

choice

Frosh Lose, 61-58
B< )STON Employing a full cour

press, the Boston University fresh

man basketball team forced the

UMass lrosh into several turnovers

late in the game to salvage a 61-58

victory last night The game.

whkh was played at Bis Sargent

Gvmnasium. was I'Mass' first loss

ot the vear against seven wins

BU led most ol the way until with

IS minutes left in the game UMass

center John olsen put the Little

Redmen ahead with i tree throw

m 37 With 13:21 left. UMass was

dealt a crucial blow as Al Skinner

fouled out of the game
At this point BU hugged UMass

into turnover after turnover with a

pestv lull court press, and with

7 56 to go BU regained the lead. 49-

4K The UMass frosh regained the

lead. 52-50 at 1:31 on a lay up by

Art Levine But they could not hold

the baH ind Bl > 'it ahr id to s;ay

with two nnm ea left, 5' M

New England's

Largest
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Weather:
Sunny and very cold.

Highs in the teens.
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Health Services: Feast or FamineIth services: reasi or ramine g~>\

Student Poll Initiates Change
( Editors Note This article is the first of a five-part series compiled

by Barry Averill, Assistant Director of the UMass Health Services.

The series deals with recent changes in the Health Service prac-

tices prompted by student surveys over the past two years.

)

By BARRY AVERILL
Special to the Collegian

•Why does it take so long to

ee a doctor in this place?'"

•Why can't patients come
through here in a steadier flow-

it's either feast or famine. Last

year these and other questions

were common on the part of both

students and physicians.

The un happiness with the

system led to a novel approach

to responding to the medical

needs ot the student population.

Faced with having to provide

care for 19.0O0 students in a

building designed for 10.000, the

Health Services staff turned to

the academic departments of

Sociology and Industrial

Engineering to solve the waiting

time problem.

The project began with

anal\sis of returns from student

questionnaires in December 1968

and February 1970. which asked

students about their perceptions

ot the problem In response to

the questionnaires, minor
changes were made in Sep-

tember 1969. but the more

significant changes came about

as a result of the systems study

I >ing data from these studies

and other analysis of patient use

of Health Center, Professor

Edward Rising of the Depart-

ment of Industrial Engineering

constructed a computer model of

the operation With this model

different suggestions for

scheduling physicians' time,

arranging appointments, etc.,

could be tried and one selected

which seemed to offer the best

solution.

A novel feature of this study

was an analysis of the feasibility

of establishing a Nurse-

Practitioner Clinic, under the

direct supervision of a

physician, in which many
patients with minor problems,

not necessarily requiring a

physician's time, could be

treated Another innovation was

the development of a com-

puterized appointment system

which would enhance the Health

Services' ability to provide more

scheduled patient visits.

Finally, there was thorough

review of the criteria for

satisfaction on the part of

physicians involved in the

medical care process, a project

carried out through detailed

interviews with each physician.

Those involved in the study,

which began in the Spring of

1970. include, in addition to

Professor Rising. Doctor Robert

Gage. Director of the University

Health Services; Barry Averill,

Assistant Director; Doctor

Thomas McBride, Assistant

Director, Professor Eugene B
Piedmont and George Gross,

Medical Sociologists; Robert

Baron and Erik deBruijn, In-

dustrial Engineering Graduate

Students; Thaddeus T. Los.

The infirmary will see changes as a result of the project to solve waiting time prob.ems. (MDC photo

bv Steve Sehmidt

»

^^^^ under the direc t

Infirmary Visiting Hrs. Revised
The Health Service encourages patients to have visitors,

especially in the case of prolonged confinement to the Infirmary

Students have requested longer hours for visiting. In response to

student requests for longer visiting hours, the hours will be ex-

tended for the month of February If this trial period is successful,

it will be extended for the rest of the semester

Visiting hours are;

Week days: 6:15 - 8:15 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday: 3_15- 4:30p m ;
6:30-8:00pm

Associate Director of the Ad-

ministrative Data Processing

Center; and Jane Zapka, Health

Educator. A critical ingredient

was a high degree of cooperation

of the medical and nursing staffs

of the Health Services.

Following the study, a number

of changes were put into

operation during the fall of 1970

Probably most important was an

improved scheduling strategy

for physicians which was ac-

complished by varying the

appointments in relation to the

number of students expected to

walk in seeking medical care

On days when more walk-ins

were anticipated, fewer ap-

pointments were scheduled, and

vice versa. This his helped to

level off the number of students

seeking medical attention at any

time, reducing the severity of

the peak periods when waiting

times were consistently the

longest.

The Nurse-Practitioner Clinic
Saturday and Mmqav s

_
ia •*>» p " » >" 5tfSCS I

»« "«»•» —
.

"Focus" On McGovern's Campaign |

Tonight at 10 P.M .. WMl'A's
"Focus" series returns, with

moderator Ken Mosakowski
departing from his usual format of

debate by controversial guest

panelists.

The bulk of tonight's program
will instead be devoted to com-

mentary on the budding campaign
of Senator George McGovern <D-

South Dakota), who on January

18th announced his candidacy for

the office of President of the United

States

The program will feature ex-

cerpts from some of the senator's

Colonial

Wed Feb 3,

Lounge Student Union

1971 from IPM to 4 30 PM

*^£&M

\

major speeches on the Senate

floor, and a comparison of

McGovern's voting record with

that of Senator Edmund Muskie of

Maine, who is also a leading

contender for the Democratic
Presidential nomination in 1972.

The program will conclude with

a brief segment of commentary on

President Nixon's stated proposal

to "end the draft" by mid-1973, as

announced last week
Those students with draft lottery

numbers below 195 are especially

invited to tune in tonight at 91.1

FM

supervision of a physician. This

clinic, staffed by four full-time

nurses, provides high-quality

service to a large number of the

walk-in patients who come in

each dav without an ap

pointment*. This enables the

other physicians to spend more

time with patients with more

complex medical problems.

Establishing the automated

appointment system made it

possible to make available up to

fifty
* per cent more ap-

pointments than had been

available previously.

In creasing the number of

available appointments, in-

creasing the time patients are

able to spend with the physician,

and enabling the Health Services

to absorb a 10 per cent increase

in outpatient activity within an

already severely overcrowded

facility have been immediate

direct benefits of the systems

study

Even this success, however, is

qualified, and the problem of

j long waiting times is not com

pletely solved. Indeed, since

peak periods of epidemic illness

cannot be predicted, there may
be periods when the waiting time

is even worse than at present.

To increase patient

satisfaction and decrease

waiting time. Mr. Averill urges

students to make appointments

in advance as often as possible

rather than taking a chance on

walking in. The operating

principle of the Health Services

has remained unchanged
throughout: to provide high

quality comprehensive health

care, and to do this in a con

fidential and personal matter

Emphasis has been placed on

reducing patient waiting time

without increasing costs,

primarily by using available

personnel and facilities to best

advantage
In articles which follow, each

of these changes will be ex-

plained in greater depth

Reactions to these changes, as

well as other suggestions, are

solicited from all students at any

time

UMass History Profs.

Have Works Published
Four from the UMass history

department have had new books

published.

They include Professor Ar-

chibald R Lewis, "The Islamic

World and the West AD 622-1492"

by Wiley; and Professor Lewis U.

Hanke. "Aristotle and the

American Indians, "reprinted in

paperback by the Indiana

MODELS WANTED
We are looking for

Undergraduate co-eds

5ft. 7in. - 5ft. 9 in.

Size 8 or 10

Co-sponsord by Campus Center Program Council

and Modern Bride Magazine

An Invitation to People Interested in:

UNIVERSITY
Without Walls
To come to:

the first TOWN MEETING of this term.

MFET EACH OTHER
SHARE what has happened so far

where we are now
what this opportunity can offer us

what we can offer

BRAINSTORM
possibilities

what to do next

iTO
>TO

• TO

&tjr flaasarlpiflrtlft flatlg (BoIUgtan

I
..AN are on the second Hoor of »ne S'uOent Union on

N 100? Phones iri SiS 2S50 new, \ S45 0344

AT

THE CAMPUS CENTER

University Press.

In addition. Richard H. Minear.

associate professor, is the author

of "Japanese Tradition and

Western Law." published by the

Harvard University Press, and

Milton Cantor, associate professor.

is the author of "Max Eastman."

published by Thwayne Dr Cantor

is editor of a second book. "Black

Labor in America." published by

Negro Universities Press

Professor Robert A Potash of

the history department has been

recognized by the Conference on

La tin American History for his

book. "The Army and Politics in

Argentina, 1928-1945 " He received

honorable mention in the Herbert

E Bolton Prize competition

Five history department facult>

members participated in the M
nual meeting of the American

Historical Association in Boston

Professor George Kirk and

Associate Prolessor Mario dePiUis

chaired a session. Protessot

Robert McNeal and Assistant

Prolessor Jane Loy presented

papers, and Professor Dean

Albertson was commentator at I

session

RM: 162 & 175

WED., FEB 3, 1971 7:30 p. m.

BEADS
Seed . . Crow . .

\Vood<n
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Study On Smaller Dorms Planned
•» ..... „__»„:„ en r^mninn was recently appointed Agricu

ByANNESTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

The Board of Trustees voted to

conduct a feasibility study for a

program which would provide

housing for students in small

capacity residence halls by the fall

of 1972, at the monthly Board

meeting last Friday at the Statler-

Hilton in Boston.

Highlighting the meeting were

fee reductions for Stockbridge

students and the parking garage, a

first public introduction of the new

Vice-Chancellor, and a trustee

resignation.

The proposed additional

residence halls are based on the

Sasaki Housing Survey, which was

informally studied by the Board at

the special meeting in Hyannis. Six

hundred students would be housed

in dorms built to contain 50

students each.

Completion of the dorms within

an 18 month period would be

possible. The flexible program

would allow more time for future

long-range housing needs to be

studied in more detail

Chancellor Oswald Tippo in-

troduced Thomas B. Campion for

the first time at the meeting

Trustee Lyons Leaves Board At Age 73

By RICHARD C.HANSON
Asst. News Editor

Louis M. Lyons, one of the

most respected journalists in the

Boston Area, will step down

from the Board of Trustees

February 22 at the age of 73, to

allow for what he calls a

"freshening of the blood."

"I hope that in my place a

more contempory member will

be placed," he said with firm but

gentle conviction.

Trustee Lyons has nearly

completed his seven year term

on the UMass Board of Trustees.

He was appointd by Gov.

Peabody at just about the same

time he resigned as curator of

Harvard University's Nieman

Foundation for journalism. The

well known Lvons will continue

to anchor
* WGBH-Boston's

nightly news commentary.

During his term as the Board

of Trustees, Lyons was a friend

of the Student at UMass He

pushed for Co-Ed dorms and

acted as a "liason" between the

Board and students while ser-

ving as Chairman of the Board's

Student Life Sub-committee.

"I tried to find out what the

students had in mind and

communicate it to the Board"

explained Lyons in an interview

the day after the Board of

Trustees presented him with a

citation for "distinguished

service.' followed by standing

applause by his fellow Trustees

with whom he shared "good

tellowship and consideration"

tor some of the most active

v Imis C Mass Trustees have ever

faced.

i have a great deal of con-

fidence in the Board and in the

tuture of the University.

commented Lyons, praising the

"excellent" President Wood, the

individual Chancellors and the

autonomous development of

the separate campuses.

Trustee Lvons forsees a tuition

increase up"to$400lK> for in-state

student; $6 700.00 for Graduate

students and "a little bit more"

than that for out of staters

No question that there is

Trustee Louis M. Lvons announced his resignation from the Board

to make room for a "freshening of the blood." (MDC photo by Kd

Fenwick. >

increasing pressure to move

tuition up.
" said Lyons adding

that the present mood would not

approve a tuition hike which

would prevent anyone from

getting an education."

Lyons continued saying that

he felt Senate President

Harringtons bill to increase

tuition sharply didn't have the

support to pass He did point

out that Edward Moore.

Chairman of the State Board of

Higher Education, also, has

sided with those who wouldn't

mind seeing the tuition for

UMass "substantially higher
"

Concerning the relationship of

the Trustees to the separate

campuses Lyons warned that

"the Trustees should not in

tervene in Administration
- "

affairs but that the Board should

try to understand what is going

on" in matters which come to

the Boards attention

In the future. Lyons forsees

the eventual appropriation of

funds for a University Law
School He would like to see

continued development and

strengthening of the State and

Community College system.

There have not been any

names mentioned by either the

Governor or University advisors

as to who will replace Trustee

Lyons Later in the year.

Trustee Gordon will also step

down from his seven year term.

If Louis Lyons has any

hesitations at all about the

Trustees they lie in his ap-

prehension about the age of

many members of the Board He

regrets not being able to attend

the next meeting when the

Freshmen in co-ed dorms issue

will be re considered But he has

confidence in the present

Chairman of the Student Life

Sub committee. Mrs Rowland,

who. by his own version, he

"persuaded" to take over the

position.

Poetry Readings

The Jones Poetry readings

continue Tuesday evening at 7

p m with two local poets

reading their own works Bill

Moebius, a professor in the

Comparative Literature
Department and Bill Tremblay,

a graduate student in the

English Department will be

reading from their own com-

positions.

The readings, are held at the

Jones Library in Amherst and

are open to public Refresh

ments will be served.

beta kappa phi

TO GO

TO STAY

or

TO FREE DELIVERY

it has to be

BELL'S PIZZA
256-6801 253-9051

It all begins with a hand-

shake and an introduction

. . . Then, before you know
it. you're a pledge ...

There's the annual football

game against the brothers

... The brothers win. the

referee is paid off. and the

pledges learn a little more
about the fraternal bond

... At the end of the

pledge period, you're close

enough to beat anyone ...

And you're initiated bro-

thers ... Then, there are

quiet moments alone with

vour date after a big week-

end ... Frantic final min-

utes before a Homecoming
float is ready to roll ..-

And. at house meetings, a

chance to make decisions

that shape the fraternity's

future ... On the intramu-

ral field, a discouraging

loss ... But. win or lose.

you still seem to walk

away a team • • But

there's a lot of hard work

to fraternity, too ... Work
spent fixing up the house

for a parents' weekend . .

.

Work to constantly im-

prove the values of the

house ... Academic suc-

cess . . . Maybe a house of-

fice ... Or a pinning ...

And then graduation ...

Somehow when you leave

you seem to understand

what words like this can't

express ... The fraternity

idea ... It's something

more than floats, parties,

exchanges, house meet-

ings, athletics and acade-

mic achievement. There

are no words for this, just

experience ... And the

fraternity experience ends

as it began .. With a

handshake.

Time:
Mon.

Wed
Thusr.

9:00

7:00

9:30

Come tee for yourself.

.

RUSH

Ploce

New Locotion

INFORMAL 401 N. Pleosont St.

Campion was recently appointed Agriculture.

Vice Chancellor for Ad- Concern was expressed by the

ministrative Services. Board about the academic

The resignation of Louis Martin progress of the first-year medica

Lvons of Cambridge opened a students at Worcester. Also at

position on the Board of Trustees. Worcester, the trustees approved

Appreciation for his contributions the appointment of Dr. Donald

was expressed bv the Board. Tipper as Professor and Chairman

Effective February 8, 1971, the of the Department of Microbiology

Board approved decreasing the Recommendations for recipients

parking fee at the Campus Center

garage to .10 per hour from the

previous rate of .25. On a long term

basis students will be able to park

for $10.00 per month.

Receipts have been only 10% of

of honorary degrees at graduation

were approved by the trustees but

no names were released.

It was noted that the late ap-

proval was due to the more com

plicated system and more com-
neceiLHS nave unu v>i.»j •«.-« — r -»-- . . .

exDectations, the Chancellor said, prehensive canvas employed this
cApcvicuv ,

,c».i«ionic wprp involved in
after a review of the first 100 days

of operation. The Board had

suggested the downward revision

of the daily rate in the garage.

A reduction of the physical

education fee for Stockbridge

students was also voted The fee

was set at $10.00, as compared to

the customary $20.00. because

these are two year students.

Sabbatical
' leave recom

mendations for UMass Amherst

and Boston were approved at the

meeting.
Of 106 recommendations for

promotions at Amherst. 86 were

approved, also Most rejections

were postponements, rather, on

the basis of premature submission.

according to Provost Gluckstern.

The Board passed Selective

Merit Increments, 1971. for the

Amherst Boston and Worcester

campuses
Guidelines used in setting the

-alary adjustments were "service

of one and one-half years before

consideration, a ceiling of $1600 in

most cases, and a tODDine off of

certain administrative salaries."

There was a consensus among

the committee members that in

flationarv factors had perhaps

affected the academic salary

profile

year. (Students were involved in

the choosing for the first time this

vear. >

President Wood said that the

Trustees did not merely rubber

stamp the suggestions, but really

studied the nominations carefully

Phase II of the plans for the

Graduate Research Center was

voted upon at the meeting. The

proposed change for the two towers

remaining to be built to function

primarily as office space was

approved
Plans lor addition to the In

firmary in Amherst and the

acquisition of the Post Office

Building in Worcester were also

approved
Frederick S Troy, Chairman of

the Trustee Committee on Faculty

and Educational policy, proposed a

review of several pacific aspects

of the current academic policies at

t Mass and 'how they are

working He said there had been a

breakdown in essential com
munication at «ome levels

The Board also approved a

contract with the IS Forest

Service to establish the En-

vironmental Forestry Research

(enter at the UMass Amherst

campus It will focus on forestry

research primarily m relation to

The appointment of Harvey people and the environment rather

Swados as professor of English tnan wood production aspects

was approved also

Approval was given to John W
Denison who was named director

of the Stockbridge School and

assistant dean of the College of

Eventual plans call for the

erection Of a Forest Service

building, but the research unit will

be housed at first in Flint

laboratory

See News Happen?
Call 5-2550

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5/THOMPSON 104/7 P.M.

"An Experience In Revolutionary

Aesthetics ... The American Underground

Film
M

Twelve new films representing achievements in humor,

psychedelia, satire and explorations of fantasy.

TUE., FEB. 9 & WED., FEB. 10/BOWKER/ 8 P.M.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIC
Leon Kirchner, Conducting

Piano Soloist, Murray Perohia

Program includes works of

Haydn. Elliot Carter, Stravinsky and Mozart

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17/BOWKER/8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet
Yona Ettlinger, Clarinet Soloist

Program includes Brahms' Clarinet Quintet and

works by Mozart and Tal

For complete ticket and program information contort

Fine Arte Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 5450202
"!^«
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Indochina Roundup

_

HoThTMinh Trail Hit Hard
SAIGON (AP)-The U.S. Air Force sent as many

as 30 B52 Stratofortresses over the Ho Chi Minh

Trail in southern Laos yesterday with up to 900 tons

of bombs to drop on major North Vietnamese supply

points.

The sustained aerial campaign, now in its 114th

day, showed no signs of letting up. The Trail is the

No. 1 objective of the U.S. Command, since other

routes to South Vietnam are closed to Hanoi's

supply convoys. »

Between 300 and 400 smaller combat planes joined

the eight engine B52s in around the clock raids on

the 200 mile network of jungle trails.

Secretary of State William P. Rogers told a

Washington news conference Friday that North

Vietnam was building up large supply stockpiles in

the southern Panhandle of Laos, apparently for

attacking South Vietnam.

But Western military sources in Vientiane, Laos'

capital, reported Sunday that they know of no ex-

traordinary North Vietnamese buildup in the

Panhandle
"We have noted an increase." one Western

military officer said, "but it's no bigger than we

expect in the dry season." The informants

reports of more than 50.000 North Vietnamese

soldiers in southern Laos are "grossly

exaggerated" American intelligence estimates

that there are between 40,000 and 50.000 North

Vietnamese in Laos. But the sources said no more

than half are in the southern region bordering

Cambodia and South Vietnam.

North Vietnam accused the United States of

having bombed villages north of the 17th Parallel

just Monday through Friday.

A communique by the North Vietnam government

said that "during five continuous days, from Jan. 25

to Jan 29, 1971 , the American imperialists have sent

planes of various types, including B52's, to drop

explosive and pellet bombs over the village of

Huong Lap, north of the 17th Parallel, in the

demilitarized zone." The zone divides North and

South Vietnam
The communique also said that "the American

Air Force made indiscriminate bombings over a

number of communities in Quang Binh Province on

Jan. 27."

Quang Binh Province is 55 miles north of the 17th

Parallel.

in tne ary season, inc iiiiuiinanu» »»« _ —

...As Congress Ponders Use

Of Cooper Church Act
*'..... , . . fHi — oH. Ii iiki> WP

WASHINGTON AP> -Hints of

expanded IS action-possibly

air support of a South Viet-

namese drive into Laos-

coincides with congressional

realization of the inherent

limitations of restrictions voted

on the American role in Cam
bodia.

But backers of the month old

Cooper Church amendment,
conscious of its limitations, are

counting on public opinion to

prevent Cambodia-or Laos- from

turning into a new American

Vietnam
So does the Nixon ad-

ministration, even as it strives to

take the maximum military

action throughout Indochina

within the Cooper Church limits.

Still there is talk of an effort to

expand the amendment that

forbid* the use of US around

combat troops or military ad-

visers in Cambodia
Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield said Saturday the

expanded IS role in Laos and

Cambodia would increase

chanCCfl <>t passage for the

McGovera Hatfield amendment

to pull all IS forces out of

Indochina by Dec 31 It lost 55 to

39 last year.

Secretary of State William P

Rogers, more than any other

administration official, has cited

the role of public opinion-and the

fear of a negative domestic

reaction surpassing last spring's

furor over Cambodia-in explaing

why the administration won't

send combat troops into Cam-

bodia
The political imperatives are

such that this administration

cant get involved this way

because we wouldn't have

popular support, because we
wouldn't have congressional

support." Rogers told the

Foreign Relations Committee in

December. He was explaining

why the administration would

Mt repeat May's dispatch of

S ground troops into Cam-

bodia.

This week, after secret

testimony to committee
members worried about the

implications of expanded U.S.

air action in Cambodia. Rogers

told reporters a new Vietnam

there is impossible

Rogers scotched also, at least

for now. the suggestion by Sen.

John C Stennis. D Miss, that the

Cooper Church Restrictions

might have to be eased.

Apollo 14 Launched
Docking Hitch Solved

SL—•TSSWSC and spaaed toward Z moon o„-

anfhe
^^,

a
,

^

h!;urs

^

intoXSurouble developed as the command ship

aSted'toE?r*5 tS >"nar lander, carried in its third rocket

St

The capture latches tailed to work properly and the ships were unable

to lock together
,truesled with the problem at the command

sh^cTtrlwWl^^oHcSnder AlanB. Shepard Jr and lunar
shiptontroiswnuen^.

u atch(Mj quietly.

"We better back out of here and think about this one, Koosa saia alter

'l.n'S'sSonl.ry'.Rost reported. 'Okay. Houston, it held for four

seconds and it didn't stay.'
m,»/.iw.ii

w „3h. able to flv the lunar module to a landing on the moon An

rlte'm^n. howe'ver. would call for the astronauts to conduct

scientific experiments from orbit of the moon.

^ mally aTter the combined spacecraft are on their way to the moon

.u ,'ILI Snarate the command and service module, turn around

&£^2^*S ^;una
^
modfnt

T
h
h
e
e

slB°
craft must

d^n^
automatically when the probe head centers in the lunar module receiving

a

Fng
r

mee
S

rs at Mission Control immediately started studying the

problem Experts working next door to Mission Control began studying

lt&mSAS -alternate solution to achieve the Unking up

wouW b? to retract a probe, bypassing the capture latches, and then

attemDt to engage the "docking latches

Tte MiSure latches-a preliminary securing action-were the problem

OnlvVol 12 docking latches would need to be engaged to effect docking

module and the lunar lander finally linked up firmly on the fifth try^ The

r^ptrt brought cheers in Mission Control Had the ships been unable to

dock there would have been no moon landing.

The astronauts Roosa. Alan B Shepard Jr. and
I
Edgar D. Mitchell-at

one pVnt had suggested the possibility of solving the docking problem by

bringTg the docking probe into the spacecraft for repairs This would

ha "e required them to don space suits and go into the void of space.

•I m sure you're thinking about the possibility of going hard suit,

hnneina the probe inside and look at it as we are. said Shepard

Eon ControTstarted analyzing the possibility of fixing the problem

from outside the craft, but asked the astronauts to try docking one more

time Then bypassing the balky probe, the linkup attempt w orked

Followmg instructions from Mission Control. Roosa retracted the probe

which faded He then inched forward and pointed the spaceship into the

TunaV module docking collar The main docking hooks engaged and

cheers rang out from space and from Mission Control

Do you wont o cold stay in Bermuda,

a hot time in NASSAU?or

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE
Inexpensive, luxurious accommodations and meals at

the Flaggler Inn, also available.

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

-Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —
Routing

Boston/ Nassou/ Boston

Deports

3/19

Returns

3/26

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

5 - 10 pm. Steve, 549-6111; or Brian, 549-3963

10 am. - 5 p.m. Students International (617) 536-7863

WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon sent the new Congress

Friday a record $229 2 billion

spending budget for fiscal 1972.

unveiling massive back to back

deficits he said will fire up the

nation's slow paced economy
Casting aside his preelection

Deficit Budget Aim
Perking Up Economy

advocacy of budget balancing.

Nixon wrapped his new spending

program into a "full employment
budget.'' pegging federal spending

at the level of revenues which

would be expectable in times of

high properity.

The budget for the fiscal year

Roister Doisters

present . . .

michel de ghelderode's

CHRONICLES OF HELL

Featuring: A mythical anti-christ in acts of vaudvillian

buffoonery and Artaudian imagery.

ALL present will be BLESSED by a bloated AUXILIARY

BISHOP, attended by a gay, curly locked PAPAL

NUNCIO the flesh-eater CARNIBOS, and the soul

crusher KRAK-KRAK KRAKENBUS.

AT BOWKER AUDITORIUM

8:15 p.m. — February 3, 4, 5, 6

Admission $1.50

DELTA CHI
Disillusioned with Campus Life?

Come and meet the Brothers ond discover for yourself

how a Fraternity can add a new rewarding dimension

to on otherwise one-sided living experience.

TONIGHT 8:30-10 p.m.

at 314 Lincoln Ave.

Call for transportation at 5-0195 or 5-0156

that begins July 1 carries a red ink

figure of $11 6 billion Aside from

that. Nixon disclosed the deficit for

the current fiscal year will reach

$18 6 billion, the second highest in a

generation

The heavier pace of federal

spending enabled Nixon to step up

proposed budgets for defense,

health, welfare, antipollution

programs, reorganization of the

government, and his top priority

plan for sharing federal revenue

with state and local governments

Budget receipts in 1972 were

estimated at $217 6 billion, up $23.4

billion from the current year

In presenting a budget aimed at

expanding the economy. Nixon

adopted an economic technique

used but not advertised-by some of

his Democratic predecessors

RECORDS

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

LARGEST

RECORDING STUDIO

:

New Antpex 4 Track Recording System

8-track Cartridge ' Duplication
Tape Duplication

• Records transferred to Tape or Cartridge
• Custom Phonograph Records and Album Jackets
• Individual Demo Records
• Original Songs Publisher (B.M.I.)

W G RECORDS
377 Walnut St. Ext. Agawent, Mass. 01001

Tel. 736-0693

N«r*«n»t»«. M«t — S14-M1S
. UT lt

|UTOMI»ICUI»»
TUESDAY NIGHT IS adm ,ssion and mt oniy

GUEST
NIGHT

1.00
«0» TOUk GUIS'

mm n* «• j"55 V!"
(«.n.Hl until Mnr.li it

Preview Showing

HOW TO MAKE
A WOMAN

FEB. 5

7:15 — 9:30

$1.00

Campus Center Aud.

Don't Come Alone!
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UMass Building Authority

Given Housing Study Task
The UMass Building Authority will conduct a

feasibility study to provide housing for 600 single

students by the fall of 1972, following up the Board of

Trustees' January 29th vote of approval.

John W Haigis, chairman of the trustee committee

on buildings and grounds, proposed the study, which is

based on the Sasaki Housing Survey.

One concept to be studied will be of small residence

halls with capacities of approximately 50 students

each. The idea is to provide an opportunity for small-

group cooperative living.

A survey of students last spring indicated that many

preferences for housing would be served by such an

arrangement.
This program takes into account projected housing

needs as well as student preferences as expressed in

the report. ,. .

The type of residence being proposed would be

adaptable to cooperative living if this seemed

desirable at any time in the future.

Cost objectives of the project will be approximately

$6,100. per student, excluding costs for kitchen and

dining facilities. Several alternatives to the dining

facilities will be considered, including a kitchen and

dining area in each of the 50-student houses.

The small size of the proposed dorms would permit

them to be completed within an 18-month period,

according to H.J. Littlefield, Director of Planning.

From the questionnaire submitted to students last

spring, the UMass administration learned that many

students are satisfied with their off-campus housing

which features small-group, cooperative living with

kitchen facilities available. The Trustees study

request is an attempt to broaden the variety of

housing options available to students on campus.

An advisory building committee of students and

staff will participate and comment on the study to the

administration.

Present student housing includes dormitories with

mostly double rooms and dining in separate buildings,

and the newest dormitory set-up of cluster - double

and single rooms for five to eight students, a living

room and a bath.

Summer Counseling Jobs Open

Applications are now being

accepted for counselor or group

leader positions for the 1971

Summer Counseling Program.

The program will operate from

June 7 through July 31, 1971. Ten

sessions for fall-entering fresh-

men will be held, along with two

special swingshift sessions and

three programs for transfer

I

students.

Training sessions for the thirty

selected counselors will be held

during the latter part of the

Spring Semester and the week of

May 31 through June 4. All

positions require residence in an

assigned residence hall for the

two-month period.

Qualifications for counselor

positions include interest and

enthusiasm for working with

incoming freshmen, successful

work experience, positive at-

titude towards University life,

willingness to follow University

regulations, and to attend

training sessions during the

Spring Semester.

Interested and qualified up-

perclassmen may obtain an

application from the Counseling

Center, 243 Whitmore. Ap-

plications must be returned to

the Counseling Center on or

before February 19, 1971.

Salle Hamilton

Director of Programs
for New Students

Nearly 100 Students Join

NES Ranks This Semester

By BETH GOODELL inside Bowker for the bus where

Staff Reporter the bus driver will check to see if

Campus leaders of Northeastern anyone is waiting. Thebus which

EducTKonal Services (NES), a will start operating Monday af-

storefront tutoring service ternoon, leaves the University at

orjerated in Springfield, Thursday 2:45 and 6:15.

evlnm? explained their program Coordinators briefly explained

to nearly 100 students, registered the program to the students, most

hem and announced a change in of whom are new to the service

heh- bus schedule They described the atmosphere of
th

Tut£ returning from last the four storefront centers in

semester especially, should make Springfield and told of the

notedTfSmmm location of the materials and funds available to

services bus stop on campus The students. Funds are included in the

actual tutoring.

Names of the prospective tutors

who signed up Thursday evening

will be sent to the Springfield

centers to be matched to names of

tutees. according to the subject

and age of student the tutor wants

to help. Tutors should receive their

assignments within two to four

weeks Before that, they can, if

they desire, visit any of the

storefront centers in Springfield.

NES operates on campus from

an office in Room 104 of the

services bus stop on campus I ne siuoenu, r ««»« «*..«.«.«.« .. -
c t T tors snoukl can

bus will now be departing from the organization » *^or tanrt SETSUts if they cannot

Peter Pan bus stop between the

parking garage and Bowker

Auditorium Students can wait

Security Meet Asked

MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet

Union said yesterday the time is

ripe for holding a European

security conference and that it

should be called without delay.

"The results of numerous
bilateral contacts which have

already taken place show that

sufficient prerequisites have been

created for holding an all

European conference and there

are no reasons for delay in calling

it or advancing any preliminary

conditions," said a statement

carried by the Soviet news agency

Tass.

any materials or projects students

might like to plan, according to the

campus organizers.

Two sheets of instructions and

suggestions were given to the

prospective tutors to help them

plan what and how they will teach

the youngsters, to whom they are

assigned on a one-to-one basis.

Three orientation programs have

also been scheduled to further

guide students in relating to their

tutees. They will be held on the

Sunday evenings of February 7 and

21. and March 7. at 7:30 in Room
163 of the Campus Center.

Any student wanting modular

credit through the School of

Education for his tutoring must

attend these three sessions Five

modular credits will be given for

attending the orientation sessions,

and 15 modular credits for the

there at 545-0575 if they cannot

make it to Springfield on a day

when they are supposed to be

tutonnu _____

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Hampden Restaurant Offers

Atmosphere , Varied Menus
By LINDA A. BALICKI

Staff Reporter

As vou walk in the playing of soft music and a cheerful greeting from a

hottedsli^
arrived at UMass' newest weekend dining spot, the Hampaen

Hpst ritirsnt

A friendly, congenial atmosphere surrounds you as a studentwaitress

takes your order and serves it with prompt and courteous speed. All

around there is an aura of gracious, relaxed dining^

Originating from an idea by Richard Ellis, Manager of Hampden

Dining Commons, the Hampden Restaurant is an attempt to provide

University students with gracious though inexpensive alternative or

weekend meals. Its use of student hostesses and student waitresses helps

to give one a feeling of friendly welcome.

The menu, which is varied though complete, serves as another plus for

the new eatery. Geared to satisfy a range of tastes including that of a

gourmet or a gourmet at heart, it is promptly and delic.ously prepared to

taste and specification. . ., h
As one leaVes, one cannot help wondering why such an eating establish-

ment of this variety has not been stated before on the UMass earnpus The

cheerful parting "Come again' ' is an invitation which wil undoubtedly be

acctpted many times more by those who take the time and the op-

Dortunity to visit this delightful place.

Located on the second floor of the west side of Hamden Commons, the

Hampden Restaurant is open from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 5 to 8 p.m.

Saturdays and Sundays.

Jazz Workshop Tonight

The UMass Jazz Workshop will the improvisational workshop, as

hold its first meeting of the sem- well as plans for future per

ster tonight at 7:30 P.M. in the Old formances will be discussed.

Chapel Auditorium All interested are welcome, but

In addition to running down some previous members are par

new material, details concerning ticularly urged to attend.
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FREEBEER
But do you need the Social Crutch?

Sigma Phi Epsilon

RUSH

OPEN INFORMAL

TONITE

7-9 p.m.
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You can, if you know how to go about choosing a job,

landing a job, and doing a job. Cape Cod employers need good

Summer help, and thousands of college students need Summer

jobs. We're not an employment agency, but our brochure, "HOW

TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE" provides the answers to all sorts

of questions concerning Cape Cod Summer employment.

Act now, and you may be the early bird. Wait a month,

and you may have to wait another year.

For our brochure. "HOW TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE"

send $1.00 to:

CAPE COD CENTRAL
WEIL El III. MASS. 02667
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THINKING OF MOVING OFF CAMPUS...

but still being closer than Southwest or Northeast? Think-

ing of living in an informal, friendly atmosphere as compared

to the atmosphere of a dorm? Do you want a bigger room;

one that you can do something with? Do you want better

meals on a seven day basis? We also have an active intra-

mural program with participation in all sports.

All this, plus a better social life, is offered at an equal price.

Is there a catch?

We don't think so.

Please come to see us at

TEO
at 418 North Pleasant St.

OPEN INFORMAL SMOKERS:
Mon., Feb. 1 - 9:00 p. m.

Thurs., Feb. 4 - 7:00 p. in.

Mon., Feb. H - 7:00 p.m.
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DeGrace

Yesterday was not a very good day. and while it is

generally held that ones personal vendettas should

not be bandied across an editonal page, the MIX is

the onlv outlet suitable for recounting yesterday s

horrors. Besides, I'm the managing editor

Anvwav. it began yesterday morning when I in-

nocently 'got dressed and attempted to go into towTi to

buv a newspaper. We live on the third floor of a D.H.

Jones slum special, with only one staircase struc-

turally semi-safe. Well, it seems the 2nd floor neigh

bors were in the process of moving a chair down tne

stairs and thev blocked the staircase for 15 minutes^

This doesn't'seem that upsetting in print, but it just

set the tone for the rest of the day

Once I finallv got to the front door I tound that the

glass top of the metal stormdoor was broken, ltiis

especially bothered me because I didn't notice that it

was broken until I put my hand through it

But this small problem aside. I walked out to find

the driveway and back yard completely taken over by

:a7 pI'tKinV'^h G^eii Bnan wh,.e the motor division of Free University and its sud-

james Goldman. JohnF.t^aldT^ony ^^ Roadarte. A gian , sllver bUS ( OngnallV

named "silverbus" by its owners I
was anchored to the

back of the house. And there, right out on the trorit

lawn, blocking my car from the street, was the

Koadarte van . .,

Free University, that loosely knit group of all

purpose alternative culturettes, had taken by eminent

domain mv driveway In their expressly non l.near

fashion they had communicated with me They had

made me understand that I would have to drive my

ear over a snow bank in order to get into town.

Finallv I limped into Augies, which is not the sanest

of places on a Sunday morning Therein, a ranking

I Mass administrator was munching on a C lark bar

and buying a N V Times, a Springfield Kepublican.
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roer Ed Dohert, Brona IMW Fred W.Shak. Vark vog

. ii Cusack Metawampe

and a Boston Sundav Advertiser. (He reads the Times

for news, his wife likes the Republican's society

pages and he likes the Advertiser's comics).

Not io be outdone, 1 bought a Herald and a Globe

Beading these two newspapers left me with two

lasting pieces of information.

1 Johnny Bucyk is the key to the Boston Bruins'

power play, and

2 The U.S. is launching another moon shot today,

which means that television viewers across the nation

will have to put up with Cronkite. Reasoner and

Vanocer interrupting their programs for the next

week There is little else significant about the event.

This series of events brought me into the early

stages of the afternoon. My roomate and his friend

were hungry We decided to go to Bell's for lunch

(Cue the obit.)

Now everybody knows why going to Bell s is a

definition of masochism, why that restaurant (pardon

the word i is something special. So it goes without

saying that I did not enjoy either the reading of my

number ifive odie oh) or my meatball grinder

But 1 have learned to tolerate this much in three and

a half years The one saving grace is the knowledge

that my car could always wisk me away from Bell's, in

the nick of time Yesterday, even this failed me.

Mv car wouldn't start. And I was marooned m front

ol Bell's I called the Collegian office but they were too

busy to pick me up I finally got back, hoping that

someone would just tow the damn thing before Mr.

Bell would realize it had been ditched and before he

served it to someone as a hamberg pizza.

That left me in the Collegian office, taking out my

frustrations on a typewriter The day would be

finished off by working on today's MDC So laugh,

you've already paid for it.
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.;il«- •t Thing
WASHlNGTON-TlM toughest thing Teddy Kennedy

[aces tor the next two vears is trying to figure out who

\oted tor him and who didn't when he was defeated for

Senate whip The final count in a secret ballot was 31

votes tor Bvrd and 24 votes for Kennedy ^ et when

reporters took a poN after the caucus. 26 senators said

they had voted for Teddy. Its obvious that out of the

'« two senators were whistling Dixie

The big question that will haunt Kennedy is who

were the two senators who said they voted for him but

didn r While Teddy sits during the long Senate

debates, his eyes will be searching, ever searching,

trying to find a Judas on the Senate floor

In the cloak room, the Senate dining room and even

the washroom he will never know if the senator who

hands him a towel had given him the Byrd

When crucial votes come up on the floor and a

colleague says. "Teddy. I voted for you for whip." how

will Kennedy know he isn't talking to a Sen Benedict

Arnold?
One solution would be to make all 26 senators who

said they had voted for Kennedy take a saliva test

But the Senate is a club and the first rule is never to

question another club member's word If Teddy asked

the 26 to swear they had written his name on the

ballot, he would be questioning their integrity and

that's one thing no senator wants to be questioned on

Another solution would be for Kennedy to have a

supper at his house for the 26 senators and wait to see

which two senators kiss him on the cheek

A third solution would be for Kennedy to offer

amnesty to the two who secretly voted for Byrd. while

professing to vote for him He could announce that if

thev stepped forward and revealed themselves, he

would torgive them, and take both of them along with

him on his next trip to Pans
Friends ot Kennedy have tried to console him by

telling him that the gap in how senators voted and how

thev said thev voted, was really Sen Byrd s problem

It Bvrd got SI votes and only 29 senators own up to

having voted for him. two senators are playing both

sides of the street And how can you be a Senate whip

it vou can't get an honest count from your own party

But at the moment this is small consolation to

Teddv Every time he attends a fund raising dinner

lor aSenate "friend and watches him eat his chicken

and peas, the onlv thought that will run through his

head is "Did he or didn't he 9 " followed by "And if he

didn t. why did he say he did?"

The worst part of Kennedy's defeat, after knowing

that he was betrayed, is that everyone has said that

this hurts his chances for being a presidential can

didate in 1972 Since Teddy has vowed time and time

again that he is not a candidate, it's impossible for

him to deny that his loss has hurt his chances

All he can say is "Since I am not a candidate for

President, my chances for getting the nomination

have not been affected by Sen Byrds victory

"If I really wanted to be President, which I have

repeatedly said I don't, then I certainly would not

have let a junior senator from West Virginia beat me

out of a position that everyone agrees has never really

had any importance to someone who aspires for the

highest office in the land." .

But for the moment, all Sen Kennedy can do is asK

for a desk on the Senate floor which will guarantee

that his back will be against the wall.
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The Policy of the Press

A crudely-letterd sign taped to the wall adjacent to a

desk in the Collegian's business office warned: No

Abortion Ads. Next to it, a reprint from the Min-

neapolis Tribune headlined "College Paper

Suspended for Abortion Ad". No abortion ads is a

policy of the student owned and operated paper of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
• * *

The Collegian is the most influential medium on

campus. It is a monopoly, owned by the Student

Government Association of more than 16,000 un-

dergraduate students, legally supervised by a

Publishing Board of faculty, students, and ad-

ministrators, run by a core staff of approximately 25

to :*5 unpaid students, 7 paid editors, and two full-time

secretaries, and financed by the Student Activities

Fee and advertisers. The Paper's policies are

established by six students -the Board of Editors

The Paper's policies. What, if any. are the

responsibilities of a "free and responsible press" to its

diverse and multitudinous owners and interested

parties''

In the past years, the Collegian has been accused ol

being a laboratory' for journalism majors, an in-

forming medium, a tool of the administration, a

catering service for special interest groups, and a

politically biased paper (both left, middle, and right).

People have said that it has spineless leadership, that

it leads too much, that it has censorship, over-

permissiveness, that it is not run by policy, but by

personal whim Members of the administration,

faculty students, and the taxpayers and Legislature

of Massachusetts have attacked it and been attacked

by it Personalities have clashed within the Paper,

individuals from the community and campus have

complained of being slighted; at the same time, the

Collegian has won awards and has been praised and

thanked sincerely by individuals and groups who have

benefitted from its services. Men have been injured by

it and helped by it.

Like an amoeba, growing in a vast watery world,

with its protoplasm and ectoplasm randomly cir-

culating in an amorphous body, splitting once here

and reproducing itself, spliced again by the

microscopist s probe to have its vital juices spill out

while the nucleus remains intact, so the Collegian has

grown in an accelerated sprawl It has tried to cater to

Us constituent without asking 'which con-

stituent'
v"' and without rationally studying the needs

and desires of that mythical body Editorially, the

explosive unthoughtout .
unplanned growth has

ereated questions of priorities: the printing of Art

Buchwald and Herblock or students' letters, deparb

ment and communitv nohces that are or are not of

general interest, local sports or national sports. .>

College events or better coverage of University

programs, pinnings and engagements, cooperatior

witn interest groups of the left, middle, and right.

New editors of the Collegian will be elected by the

staff early this month. The questions they must an-

swer are complex, and how well they are answered

will influence the actions of all the University.

The first questions that will face the editors are

those of overall goals and guidelines for a publicly

owned paper. Policies for letters-to-the-editor, for

news releases and for the use of the Paper's resources

must not only be established, they must be articulated

and publicized to the University and its community.

The editors must decide who they are publishing for

and to whom the Paper should be directed to -the

taxpayers of Massachusetts, the student body, the

administration and the Trustees <who ultimately

approve the Student Activities Fee), the faculty.

While affirming new policies, the Collegian must

encourage professionalism within itself -headlines

which call the police "pigs", for example, are in-

flammatory and irresponsible.

As the Collegian is partially financed by a com-

pulsory tax. it is incumbent upon the new editors to

find out what the Paper's owners want. This might be

done through a questionnaire And the questions

should not onlv ask what changes can be made in the

Paper, but whether or not the Paper should even exist,

at least in its present compulsory form.

The line between a free press and a controlled one.

especially with a publicly financed press, is a misty-

one Not only should it be responsive to its con-

situency. it should guard its independence and never

abdicate it role as a leader

The new editors must decide how much they want

the Collegian to be an agent of constructive change

They must decide on whether or not there should be

direct student and staff input in the formulation of

policy Most important, the new editors must decide

whether or not the Collegian, the largest student daily

in New England and the voice of the largest public

school in the State, should take a lead in protecting

freedom of the press. Last year, student papers of

smaller schools were censored by their Ad-

ministration and censured by the Legislature Three

years ago. UMass-Amherst's Yahoo was lorced to

cease publication There has been continuing con-

troversy on the use of obscenities in the Paper And, as

noted before, the current illegality of abortion ads is

not challenged The new editors must either take a

stand for freedom ol the press, or they must publicize

their rules ot censorshhip and explain them to the

public

"Always remember ". the sign in the window of an

office building near Madison Avenue and 52nd Street

read 'who vour customers are We do " Twenty

(H-ople passed hinridly by the window betore one

stopped and looked

(DADDY Sfi/D I SHOULD

COME. TO COLLSGE
1 70 F/NO nrsfif. OUT
\rVE SEfAf SO 3USY
VtAVM AGMD T//1B

7mI //MM7 ///IP ft

CM//CE TO lOOKf/^-^

\

Learning and "Guts"

To the editor:

How many of we Ed majors have

had to contend with such remarks

as •'You re an Ed major"' What a

gut ' major!" or "Oh, pass-fail

courses'' You ve got it eas>

'

It appears that because ot the

pass fail system. Education

majors are constantly being

knocked down Many students who

are not in the field of education tail

to realize that we Ed majors ex-

perience a great deal of learning

and we do work to obtain this

knowledge but not lor a grade

Many students wno have this at-

titude toward Ed Majors are tlHMM

who have taken an Ed course lor

just an easy "P Sure, it is not

hard to pass with a P' but what

have they learned probably

nothing We Ed majors eertainly

reah/e that it takes a real mature

and responsible student to Ik- able

to handle a pass tail course; to

lea in because we want to learn, not

having to l»e pushed along by a

grade
Bobbi Saltus

Veni, Vidi, Greeky

To the editor. . .

In recent vears. fraternities have become increasingly less poputal At

one time a fraternitv member was regarded with great respect merely

because ot his membership m the organization roda) fraternit)

members are regarded, for the most part, as ultra conservatives andas

coming under the general category ot Animal" The term animal in this

instance, referring to one who drinks beer and then beats up girls little

kids or old ladies, whoever happens to cross his path I irst

Freshmen upon first entering the dormitories, are ad\ised ol the

animalquaht.es inherent in every Greek and. from then on. they show no

interest in fraternities unless they have a friend in the Creek System

This tradition of telling incoming freshmen of the evils of fraternities has

been passed down through the years, so that four years from now today s

Ireshmen will be telling tomorrows freshmen that Creeks are animals

and that fraternities stifle individualism, but nobody actually knows what

the Creek System is all about except for its members

The pledge period, a controversial matter in itself, is one ol the major

objects of cribesm in connection with fraternities The pledge period

Reserved as a trial period during which the pledge could show that he

was worthy of being accepted In most houses today, the pledge period is

one during which the pledge gets to know the brothers and the broth. fS

get to knot h.m Physical hazing, paddling etc has been omitted in most

houses, and the pledge period has become a time for people to learn how

to relate to one another ,, ,. . , .

Fraternities, contrary to popular belief, do not tfttfj"***^
Although new members are elected by present members, the major

criterion is how much a pledge wants to join the house not how athlet.che

is how good a student he is. how good-looking his girl is. how much beer

he can drink, or whether or not he even drinks beer Thus, each house is

made up of many different types of people

The reputation of Greeks as animals has been blown out of proportion to

ridiculous lengths Certainly the Greeks can be no more immature than

those who take part in the massive panty raids and snowball fights which

have been known to occur m Southwest and the other residential sections

'

AltL
C

u
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traternities can no longer claim a 24-hour open house policy

as an advantage or any of the other things that fraternities once had and

dormitories did not. there are still many advantages to fraternity life.

Similar to living in an aprtment. joining a fraternity gives one the op-

portune tochoosewithwhom he will h\e Some say that dormitory life

is an experience in learning to live with jieople. however, there are some

people whose personalities simply clash, and this Mil of experience can

onlv he one in learning how to live miserably

Fraternit) life is an experience in learning to live with people I he

pledge period tends to bring members dose together and form a bonding

force whiGh is sometimes called brotherhood By being closer to others in

ihis way, Creeks acieve .. itsipei understanding ol people and lean' how

to better relate to others

Fraternity membership also gives one a sense « identity, particularly,

on i campus as large as that ol U Mass where student is more apt to

umber than an individual Belonging to a fraternit) allows om

to belong to an institution within an institution and giv< idenl a m

mI being moi ethan a numbw .
ol being a P \kt of the i m>

\nj . n find out more aboil fraternity life by con

Functions held everj semestei tnd talking to membt

ery rewarding expert! >. and no one should go I

without at least finding ttheGreek

;v te above is a res

- 1, ;

'

!
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STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE - CAMPUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

Effective February 1,1971
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LIST OF STOPS

1. Prince Hou»e

2. Patterson House

3. "F" Lot

4. Boyden Gym

5. Campus Canter Way

6. "6" * "H" Lot

7. Crad. *«s. Center

8. School of EducatN
(Southwest Cnly)

9.

10.

II.

12. Hills North

13. Chadbourne Houia

14. Dickinson KouSe

15. Fraternity Perk

16. Cashln House

17. WOPE

18. School of Education
(Orchard Hill .only)

I

(Southwest Cnly)

Ellis North \_
Hasbrouck Leb.->£

Ellis South J

(Orchard Hill on I

19. Ellis Worth "\

20. Hasbrouck Lab V"

21. Illll South J"
22. JiA-tfhltmore

'return to geraoe

return to garage

Clip This Coupon

ON TUESDAY, FEB. 2 only!

Jeans
4.50

rose. It blue, block, brown, purple

with oddirionol purchases of $6.50

WEAR HOUSE
., k „, „ , c» Amherst

n. Pleasant M __———

-

Campus Bus Resumes Operation
*. . . „ : h„ ™„.„ ,s Published complete timeubles are avail*

The campus shuttle buses

sponsored by the Student Senate

went into operation Friday mor-

CLEAN LIVING

S U BALLROOM

$1 00

Proceeds tor Campus Chest

"is -'PS??.*. Urgent Need for Sociology

101 Study Guides!!
SKI. I. YOURS FOR

at The I niversitx Store. Campus Center

WEIGHT „
WATCHERS

NEW MEMBERS ACCEPTED AT ALL TIMES

AMHERST
V F W

457 Vjin Street

WeJnodov
7 00 p m

Call 732-6613 S3.50 Registration -- $2.50 Weekly

) ou ma\ join an\ clrtss *l «">' M***

You can start losing today...

theWEIGHT WATCHERS way.

ning on the route as established

earlier this fall. Schedules above

have been posted at most stops and

FEB. 5

8 p.m.

"GET MORE IN"

BERMUDA
FOR 8 DAYS OF SPRING VACATION

includes —
Pan Am Eastern

round trip jets

barbecues

beach parties

boat cruise

BEER

cabs to and from hotels

tipping

ONLY

$180 -$269

Send $25 to reserve

YOUR place or coll:

Richard Margil

206 Cashin St.

AMHERST

546-5953

Ask for it, you may get it

complete timetables are available

at the Campus Center Information

Desk and on the buses. For bus

information, call 549-6184.

The only change in the existing

route vnllbe the addition of a stop

at Cashin House in the New Nor-

th* est Complex. This will cause

slight changes in the existing time

table but by no more than two

minutes at any stop.

As in previous semesters, the

Student Senate Transit Service will

operate a special late evening

shuttle service to the University

Store Booksale at the Physical

Plant Building This bus will

originate at the Physical Plant

every half hour from 6:00 P.M.

until" closing at 9:00 P.M. tonight

through Wed (Feb 3> night

on January 26. representatives

ut the I imersity and the Student

Senate Transit Service presented a

request to the Amherst Selectmen

lor permission to operate an ad

ditional shuttle route from V Lot

near the Alumni Stadium to North

Village b) wa\ of Fearing Street

and North Pleasant Street.

If this request is approved and if

I he Student Senate grants ad

(iitional lunds to operate this route.

service will l>egin as soon as

•qpbjmaal is read> Service is not

expa led to be able to begin

operation prior to February l.">.

Hit i

TEACHERS
NEEDED

Opportunities for bcuhmini;

and r\p«ri«Mi< ed « andidates.

private schools, roast ft*

.oast. Also publlr schools

in the northeast. Especially

sciences, math. lanRiiajjrs.

Writr today for particulars.

School

Service Bureau
Post Office Box 278K

Windsor, Connecticut 06O9.*»

Tel. -'03C88 6409

Student Senate

Book Loans
are now

AVAILABLE

in the

Student Senate

Oflice. Level 1

Campus Center

Book Distribution Point

Centered At UMass Library
..„ u__i.„ .._„ u„:_~ ..._i:_. ^ c m ;iiinn uniiimnrnvp savine svstem were Boylan

Ski Workshop Offered
• 4 A— A L_td.**A ...ill lllftllflt

About 600,000 books are being

distributed to the 28 state-

supported institutions of higher

education by UMass in a special

project for the Massachusetts

Board of Higher Education.

The operation, funded by two

special legislative appropriations

to the Board in 1969 and 1970,

Notices
CENTRAL AREA
Film and rap session BLACK HISTORY.

LOST STOLEN OR STRAYED? narrated by

Bill Cosby Tonight at 7 30 p.m in Van Meter

Basement. 9 30 pm in Hills Lounge All

welcome!

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB

There will be an important meeting con

cermng the useot the Campus Center Aud tor

our March 13th dance

N E S

The tirst NES COORDINATING COM
MlTTEE MEETING ot the semester will be

held Monday at •> 45 p m m Room 811 ot the

Campus Center All interested should attend

PE US GLIDING
GLIDING COURSE .s cancelled Drop cards

and new course add.tions through general

phys Ed Ott.ce Boyden ?09

SIGMA KAPPA
Come and see what you can create Arts &

Cratts night All university women welcome

ton.ght at 7 30 p m Come casual

SIMS
There will be group meditations every

Sunday at 8 p m m the Campus Room 174

SKI CLUB 31J

There will be a meeting tonight at 8 p m M
Mahar Memberships w.ll be taken Also.

ntormat.ononFeb Ind night trip and Feb 6th

day trip will be given

STUDENT MOBILirATlON COMMITTEE

The SMC will meet m Room 174 o» the C C

Tuesday. Feb 2nd at 8 p m The tilm "Con

irontation at Kent", a documentary of the

clash betw students •> Natl Guard at Kent

will be shown Everyone is welcome

SUG BOARD
SUB Board building Committee Meeting this

Tuesday F«* i"d •' ' ",Hrn,77o,me

c

C

WINTER CARNI QUEEN
Nom.nal.on papers for Winter Carn, Queen

must be returned to R SO by S P m Fr.day.

Feb Srh.

LOST
Gold cham I ink bracelet was lost on Jan

7»th it has sentimental value Please return,

call S46*7I3

To the person who has my tiger kitten,

named JB and lost during finals Please take

good care of her If you're kind hearted enough

to return her. please do to 22* Gorman P S

she loves donuts

Gray cable knit scarf lost at M ikes last Wed

evening Call S4» JWS I found

Girls cameo p.nky r.ng lost Please contact

Chris Burchiil. 40» N Pleasant St orcaiuGU

FOUND
Girls watch at Ha-g-s Man found before

Christmas Call 628 33*4 after s»

totaling $4.5 million, will improve

the collections of all libraries in the

public higher education system.

The UMass library agreed to be the

central purchasing and processing

point for books destined for

libraries at all 28 schools.

Dr. Edward C. Moore, Chan-

cellor of the Board, said the Board

has filed a request for another

appropriation for 1971, and hopes

this will become a continuing state

project. The 28 state schools still

need more than three million

volumes to reach minimum
standards set by the American

Library Association.

The first books were selected

from Books for College Libraries, a

book that lists 57,000 titles essential

to four-year colleges. More recent

selections were made from tapes

listing books that have been

cataloged by the Library of

Congress since 1969. The

University library, using com-

puters, prints out the selection

lists, combines the selections from

the 28 libraries into one master list,

and places the orders. Computers

are also used to keep up-to-date

records of what books the colleges

have received from those they

have ordered, and to produce

catalog cards and book labels.

Chief designers of the time-

saving system were Boylan and

James Kennedy, an associate

director of the UMass library, who

worked in cooperation with the

chief librarians of the other state

institutions.

UMass was chosen as the book

center because of its computer

capabilities, according to Patrick

McCarthy, Deputy Chancellor of

the Board of Higher Education,

who is overseeing the project.

Nationwide attention has been

drawn to the experimental project,

which has developed a successful

way to bring the libraries of a

number of institutions of higher

education up to standard. New
Jersey officials have visited the

UMass library to discuss ways of

setting up a similar project.

The Board estimates savings in

the millions of dollars for the

several projects, through handling

each book centrally The savings

are made through ordering and

processing many copies of the

same book at a time, through use of

computers, and through the larger

discount realized through large

bulk purchasing Another benefit is

that book dealers and publishers

have been much more reliable in

filling mass orders than when

libraries order one or a few copies

of a book at a time.

A 5-College ski touring

workshop, open to the public, will

be held at Smith College next

weekend. (Feb. 5, 6 and 7). There

will be a small registration fee.

Registration and an introduction

to cross-country skiing will be at

7:30 p.m. Friday. (Feb. 5), in the

Field House on the Smith campus.

A movie, "Quiet Skis," will follow

At 9 a.m. Saturday, (Feb. 6),

Eastern Men's Cross-Country

Coach, Steve Williams will

demonstrate technique and lecture

on waxing at the Field House.

Group instruction and tours at

Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary,

Easthampton, will follow. There

will be a square-dance that night at

Amherst College. On Sunday.

(Feb. 7), there will be more tours

at Arcadia.

Equipment may be reserved for

rental at Eastern Mountain Sports

in Hadley.

Winter Overnight Parking Rules

The Parking Office has outlined basic regulations for overnight

parking during the winter months. To facilitate snow removal on

campus, the following procedures will be in e feet.

1 All cars legally parked overnight in lots #10-11-12-13 will parK in

the «ofot Please be prepared to move vehicles when snow

remolal vehicles are working. Please park as close together as

TlSfiegaUy parked cars in number 2 lot will park in the small

section adjacenuo Fernald Hall. People engaged£*£"""*
or work in Morrill Science can park adjacent to the Faculty UuD

3 All legally parked cars in Mlot overnight will group together

under the lights in an orderly manner.

4 All storage lots, F, V. E, O. H. will be plowed as soon as

physically possible. Dorms will be notified when snow removal w ,11

take place if necessary. ^^^^^________

TAKE A LOOK AT THE OTHER SIDE.

There ore over 1,000 Greeks ot UMotfi.

What the hell, maybe you should be one of them.

Come on down to our

smokers
during the first week of classes.

February 1 Monday 10 p.m.

Februay 3 Wednesday 7 p.m.

February 4 Thursday 10 p.m.

otter UMass B-Ball

February 8 Monday 7 P»"

PHI SIGMA DELTA
358 No. Pleasant St.

Corner of Fearing St and No Pleosant St.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

M.i«. Head O.S.. >«ott •""•"•v •£
r.,l I-.....U, Mlftimm |U»«llu«« * *
. ». . .»•<! . worth *t.'3 >r»l tor

xl ... nr lir»t oflrr. 5<t'-»"*».

ll.rf Mud l!«l T>rulia »tr|. in

h..ill,i.li hoots, »lie U, poles. P» rk»

rtc Itrst «ffer». Bn»a 31tl WfJHh
..Ml".!. "' *

>«,\on Cello made about 1»M>«. ri-

rllrnt condition, larte tonejoloa I

ur i bows and taardca**. $W0 t*'>

» l.n, (617) 8M-7910. L*«Te lour no

if eat la.
"''*

" liwd fur., co»U. «••"«•••„ •'""•"

,„J j.rkrt.. $15 to M» All atof-

( all 2.-13-SM6.
"*•"'

null— Htrirx-d swratrr and Ut
l. Iiii' «oHt, ulm*r "M*«-t mr In th«-

IIhi.Ii tonitr at 7. V»r »•* in P«xh
IOI ut !>:UJ.

'-'-'

"FOR SALE — AUTOS
" Must m-II «J7 TK4A IRS. ni»n>

nr» narta. r«crllrnt runnln« conili-

lion. best offrr. Call: M9-6U9. l>a»«;

—If no answer leave meaaafe at

>I!MW6« Al "' '•

til fhevrolet
i .11 :.»t;-i ih:

auto. Good . ..ml

tfi-l

HOUSING FOR SALE
H»»<; Mobile Home on lot

WANTED
"Wanted: OlrU to partlclpatfa in

HllinTT Ma*. Call Derek *» **
only M«-M19 ut -

BOOKS

We buy uaed booke and "*•'*• ~
white LUht Baoka. (la the aUer)^

PERSONAL
Will the «lrl »he aat near

Ihe basketball «ama «»*
le at
rite.

Clean Livin
S. U. BALLROOM - $100

Feb. 5-8 p.m.

40 £*

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

velopment.

and feci a sense of belonging.

COME SEE WHAT Wl HAVE TO OFFER AND WHAT YOU CAN C0NMUI*

DONT BE AFRAID TO WALK RIGHT IN!

118 Sunset Ave.

. In Pel

In ev*el. eond., ceaipletefy

turn . Inrludin* wall to wall carpt .

tart color TV. air cond . «**
«asher. louplee only, tall <»-»*••

,,.ail Imniediatrly. tt.-t

LOST
Last — pair of larce. tan. roaai

trained tla-sea. Thur. , Jan SSj be-

tween Southwest and F lot. M
tt-5l«s1 Reward. gg

RIDERS WANTED
fomtnutinr lr»m ftttafleld Tue.

and Thar. If >ou alaa ha»e a car.

«e can alternate drhln. If yaa

lont. »oy can ride, frier 6-91M.
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MONDAY, httJKUMKT I, IT/ I ^^
Gymnasts Rout Syracuse To Remain Undefeated

_ .i i. „:„« v . . t .,m>i I T*aam v

By MICHAEL CUSACK
Staff Reporter

The UMass varsity gymnasts

continued their winning ways as

they soundly defeated Syracuse

University, 155.25-134.70, Friday

night before an overflow crowd in

the Boyden Auxiliary Gym. Their

win upped their record to 3-0, an

undefeated slate which the Red-

men would like to keep intact next

weekend when they face perennial

power Fenn State in a crucial

meet.
Superior Redman strength and

depth were evident throughout the

meet as UMass took five out of six

firsts, swept all six second places,

and placed third in four events. In

addition. Redman all a rounds took

the top two places in that event.

Leading the Redmen again was

senior Norm Vexler. who placed

second in three events, side horse

rings, and parallel bars, as well as

winning the all-around event. Co-

captain Tony Vacca also turned in

a strong performance as he placed

second in floor exercise and

vaulting, and captured third place

in parallel bars and high bar His

efforts netted him second in the all-

around event

First place winners for the

Redmen were John Calabria in

floor exercise. Rick Riley on

sidehorse. Steve Gary in vaulting,

Dave Genest on parallel bars, and

co-captain Scott Stover on high

bar. Other outstanding performers

for UMass included Jack Berner in

floor exercise. Jay Aronstein on

rings, and Tom Myslicki on high

bar.

In the first event, floor exercise.

UMass jumped to an early lead

that didn't change hands

throughout the course of the meet.

The Redmen swept all three places

with Calabria's 9.1, Vacca's 9.0,

and Berner's 8.7. High scorer for

Syracuse was Gary Cushman with

an 8.1. The score for the event

read: UMass 26.8, Syracuse 22.3.

UMass' Riley, who is undefeated

this season, posted a 9.1 on

sidehorse to lead all scores in that

event. Vexler's 8.4 took second

while McDonnel of Syracuse was

third with an 8.25. Though the

Redmen took first and second in

this event, they must come up with

a strong third score if they are to

be successful in their tougher

meets which are coming up

UMass scored 25.1 points in the

event to 20.6 for Syracuse, bringing

the running score of the meet to

51.9 to 42.9 in favor of the Redmen.

The still rings event saw the

Orangemen capture their only first

place as George Stalter easily won

the event with a score of 9.35.

highest of the meet. However,

relying on the 8.9 and 8.8 score of

Vexler and Aronstein. the Redmen

won the event total, 25.0-23.65.

increasing their lead at in-

termission to 76.90-66.55.

Though UMass was sub-par in

their vaulting, they took the top

two places with Gary's 9.0 and

Vacca's 8.5. Mark Guancial of

Syracuse scored an 8.35, which was

good for third. Again, the Redmen
won the event total, 25.60-24.40,

widening their lead to 102.50-90.95.

The Redmen swept the top three

places in parallel bars with Genest

winning first with a score of 8.9.

Vexler was second with an 8.75,

while Vacca andCary tied for third

with scores of 8.4. High scorer for

Syracuse was all-around Mc-

Donnell with an 8.35. The event

score was UMass 26.05. Syracuse

22.85, bringing the running score of

the meet to UMass 128.55. Syracuse

113.80.

In the final event, high bar. the

Redmen again swept the top three

places. Stover, returning to

competitive action after a knee

operation, won top honors with a

9.2. Mvslicki placed second with an

8.85, while Vacca was third with an

8.65. UMass scored 26.7 in the event

to 20.9 for Syracuse, bringing the

final score of the meet to UMass

155.25, Syracuse 134.70.

The undefeated Redmen travel

to Pennsylvania next weekend for

two meets. Friday afternoon, Feb.

5 at 2:30 p.m., the Redmen will

meet heavily favored Fenn State.

Saturday afternoon, Feb. 6, the

Redmen will meet the University

of Pittsburg. The original schedule

has been changed to accomodate

the Russian National Team, which

will be performing at Penn State.

The next home meet for the

Redmen will be Friday, Feb. 12

when the Redmen will take on

defending league champs,

Springfield College. Due to heavy

spectator interest, the meet will be

held in Curry Hicks Cage, begin-

ning at 8:15 p.m.

The Un- fraternity

Individuals in Brotherhood

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Crossword Puzzle

Students'

Education*. System

LECTURE

NOTES
Tran»c-riptlon Service

for Spring. 1171

We provide new, profes-

sional transcriptions of each

semester's courses. We do

this because the content and

structure of universly cours-

es change each semester.

Subscriptions to lecture

note* are available lor the

following courses

:

\iillirn|Mtl««> Wi
\iithr..|.«il"i > • ••
\.tr.iin>iii> M
tlolH.i> IO
lt.il a n< IfM _,
I ..iu|.»rati«r Uleratarr •••I

.,.arai.»r Mlrntlncr *•
I* Mii.itiii - I "M

>*••••»•«"" I "!*

Kilu.atlMt ?»•

i;«»rrnmr«l ••"

tiatrpnmrnl MM
Hl«t»r> l"l

||l.l«r> I*
lli-t..r> Ill

Human l»e»rl«|i"«r»l '-'••

Mi, r«l>l»l«r> I '"

l'liil«»»l>h> I"}

riMafca "•'

r-« .•* !• • •
*''

|>«« rhalao '•'••:•

|VMhiil»r» •;*•

IV><h«l"K> ">"

IV« i -Inline* '"I

r~> • 1 1,,ino MS
mwMmu •.'"»!

/ Ill • 1*1

/miln<< l:CV

We will also transcribe

lecture courses with enroll-

ments of 199 or more, if re-

quested by a majority of the

students in the course.

Subscription fees:

COURSES
with two 50-minute lectures

per week:
Mi |mt half semester

COURSES
with

Hirer :>o minute lectures

or

two 75 minute lectures

pet week:

ffcM per half semester

Subscription orders will be

taken in the

STUDENT UNION LOBBY
Room 3«

H

Otl Resist ration Day and

thereafter, office telephone:

Office hours;

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

The L.bra woman It akin »o a finely

tuned, sens.t.ve .nstrument She M 'he

opposite ot crude or cruel Th.s woman ,s

fortunate .n money matters tor V.rgo men.

m physically attracted to the Aquarius man

Her planet is Venus and she has deep ap

prec.ation ot beauty, the arts Her tastes

are expensive Dot she a) worth ,t

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Accent on

financial attairs Collect and pay debts Get

an accounting, check inventory Be

thorough m handling ot details Careful

attitude now <t a requisite and an asset

TAURUS (April 20 May 70) Cycle moves

up your (udgment is now more apt to be

accurate Assert needs Tell others what ,t

.s you want then you get action Adhere to

rules without being an automaton

GEMINI (May 71 June 70) Family

member takes you mto confidence Be

patient, sympathetic, but remember

obi.gat.ons to others and yourself G,ve

a.dup to a point Message will become

° CANCER (June 71 July 23) Accent on

tr.ends hopes. wishes Separate

meaningful relat.onsh.ps from those which

are wasteful, frivolous Be analytical

analyze your own motives Ga.n greater

self knowledge
LEO (July 73 Aug 77) Relations with

var.ouSoM.oals.sspotl.ghted Government

order could have direct effect on you Keep

up w.th the times Be aware of regulations

You can obtam significant benefits

VIRGO (Aug Sept 77) Good lunar aspect

coincides w.th .ourneys. publishing,

distribution of v.tal information Clear

communication Imes Be ft touch w.th

relatives at a distance

LIBRA (Sept 2JOct 27) One who .s

concerned with the occult may seek favor

Be .ndependent Refuse to be bull.ed

physically or psychologically Creative

urges surface Give them full play

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 71) Emphasis on

marriage, partnership, legal agreements

There are unusual situations, persons to

cope with mamtam calm attitude Time is

on your side Respond accordingly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 72 Dec 21) You

nave more freedom Accept social .n

v.tat.on Spread influence There is no need

now to be restricted Express yourself You

are due for pleasant surprise from unusual

source
CAPRICORN (Oec 77 Jan 19) Accent

the positive Set t.ne example for young

persons Shake off tendency to orood

Welcome chance tor change, travel,

variety Creative approach gets results

AQUARIUS (Jan 70 Feb IS) Get frame

of reference m focus Put ideas 'o work

Endless delay can only result m setback

Check property values Study long range

commitments
PISCES (Feb 19 March 70) Write

travel, investigate Be active Obta.n hint

from Aquarius message Relative needs

comfort, reassurance Be available But

make clear that you do have a MM of your

own to live

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, original and basically m
dependent You lead rather than follow

You will be doing some traveling, even

campaigning for a cause Your world will

be bigger You will be better as a result

Happy days are here again

(To I nd out more about yourself and

astrology, order Sydney Omarr s SO page

Booklet The Truth About Astrology Send

u.rthdate and SO cents to Omarr Booklet

(name of your paper i. Box 3740 Grand

Central Station. New York. NY I0OIM

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Sacred image

5 Incarnation of

Vishnu
9 Devoured
12 Fruit of pine

13 Wife ot

Geraint

14 Decay
15 Printer'*

> easure

16 Departed
18 Music, as

written

20 Saint (abbr )

22 Pinochle term

24 War god

27 Solar disk

29 Unwanted plant

31 Emmet
32 Fragile

34 Unusual

36 Earth goddess

37 More complete

39 Essence
41 Alternating

current (abbr )

42 Prepare tor

print

44 Ethical

45 Negrito

47 Simians
49 Fleet of ships

50 Please reply

(Fr abbr )

52 Seasoning

54 Chinese mile

55 Lubricate

57 Go by water

59 Compass
point

61 Greek letter

63 Dillseed

65 Wild revel

67 Turt

68 Seed
containers

69 Sagacious

DOWN

1 Froien water

2 Builds

3 Preposition

4 Recent

5 Renovate

6 Deer's horn

7 Note of scale

8 Paid notices

9 Macaw
10 Preposition

11 Latin

conjunction

17 Printer's

measure
19 Symbol tor

tantalum

21 River duck

23 College official

25 Metal plates

tor printing

26 Made of steel

27 Proceeding

28 River in Africa

30 Apothecary's

weight

33 Mother of

Castor and
Pollui

35 Short |acket

38 Tears

40 Mountains of

Europe
43 Plagued

46 Evade
48 Narrow, flat

boards

51 Greek letter

53 Note of scale

56 Once around
track

68 Base
60 Organ ot sight

61 Postscript

(abbr )

62 Coniunctton

64 Negative

66 A state (abbr i

HAMC YOUR BLANKET iN THE

(JA5H 15 LIKE FINDIN6 OUT VOUR

rV-iGiiATKfrT 6JKS FOR

THE WEEkENP'

FISH THAT ^t^AK£
vVHATO <^C

e+TAT APT c7

THAT J*.

. WS. Al

p,CH MAS- •

ALL. C LP &TO&
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by Brant parker and Johnny hart

Y<?u Just

FACE in IT?
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Ailing UMass Dumps NU ,
61

-47

Bv BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

With two flu-ridden starters on

the bench, the UMass basketball

team made a few changes and

coach Jack Leaman pulled a few

suprises to down a pesky Nor-

theastern five before 42U0 fans at

the t ago Sauiiddv night in what

seemed like a slow motion ball

game, 61-47. The Redmen are now

up to 12-2 while the Huskies lost

their second straight, dropping

them to 10-4.

For the average UMass
basketball fan. it must have

seemed strange seeing the local

heroes play an entire contest with

both Mike Pagliara and Ken

Mathiat on the bench. Due to

illness neither was able to see any

action against the Huskies

although the two were dressed and

ready if things got too tight.

But thanks mainly to an All-

American who has started every

game of his varsity career and a

sophomore transfer who had never

even played a varsity contest

before, things never really got out

of hand
Julius Erving. everybody's All-

Amencan. silenced a few skeptics

and returned to form against the

Huskies as he netted 28 points and

pulled down 26 rebounds After

suffering through a few poor

shooting nights, the junior leaper

hit for 10 of 19 attempts from the

Satin goUtgtan
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BOX SCORE

UMASS NORTHEAST'S
f& FT P FG FT y>

Ervng 10 a n WOK ley 4 V II

Coftm 1 2
Man a* 1 3 1

vogeiey i t 3
N-ven I 1 4

Bef net 4 6 u Moore I 1

McL gn 7 u Stiea 4 J II

Demp'y Lecy 1 1 1

McO qh I 4
Peter* 1

Jell'n
Austin 1 1

Total IS 17 47
Total 73 14 Al

floor and it seemed like he grabbed

every rebound in the first half.

Most people have come to expect

this type of heroics from Erving

The man who made the difference

in this battle was Tom
McLaughlin, transfer from

Tennessee who just became

eligible to plav on the day prior to

the game. With an unbelievable

displav of poise, class and real

talent." McLaughlin played all but

one minute of the fray and netted

14 points, ten in the second half,

hitting on 7 of twelve attempts, and

made about 4000 quick friends in

the process He also put on a great

defensive show blocking two shots.

Northeastern played its usual

deliberate game on offense, as the

score indicates, and its grabbing,

scratching, clawing style on

defense For about the first 14

minutes of play, the Redmen had

trouble with both.

I Mass was only able to net one

field goal, an Erving tap-in, in the

first seven and a half minutes of

plav as the Huskies broke, or

rather crawled, to a 9-5 lead After

Erving tipped in another. Jim

Moxlev. the Huskies high scorer

with 17 points, netted one. Rick

Vogeiey. who started in place of

Mathias. scored from fifteen feet.

The Redmen kept narrowing the

lead behind the shooting of

McLaughlin and John Betancourt.

Senior guard Bob Dempsey, who

has seen only limited action this

season, came into the ball game

with about nine minutes left in tne

half and really got the club

moving . .

McLaughlin scored from ten feet

and Betancourt connected with a

Dempsev feed as the Redmen

finally moved into the lead at the

4 13 mark of the half. They never

trailed again. Outscoring the

Huskies 16-4 in the last seven

minutes, the Redmen took a

comfortable 31-22 edge at halitime.

The second half was all Erving

and McLaughlin. The duo ac

counted for 26 of the teams 30

points in the second stanza anu

simplv dominated play. Each time

the score got close. McLaughlin

would score from outside or Erving

would lay one in.

At the 9:01 mark, McLaughlin

netted a layup but was called for an

offensive foul Coach Leaman

complained too vehemently, ac-

cording to the official, and was hit

with a technical foul. When he

continued to argue, the referee hit

him with another one. Moxlev sunk

the two technicals and the foul shot

and when captain Kevin Shea hit a

jumper. UMass led by only three,

44-41

However. McLaughlin scored

from twelve feet and Erving

dropped a layup and a free throw to

give the Redmen some breathing

room. 49-41. which lasted the rest

of the wav The final excitement of

the contest came when

McLaughlin dribbled downcourt

and hit Erving. of course, for an

TWO FOR TOM-HUting for a pair of h.s ^SSZSSTiS^SL
Noreastern is UMass" newest hoop hero. Tom McLaughlin mUT*
soph transfer was immense in his first tilt for the Redmen ,n the.r»
17 win. (MDC photo by (iib Fullerton)

easy layup with a great pass and

the co-captain was fouled. Erving

completed the three point play and

the game was iced with 3 40 to go,

55-45.

McLaughlin received a huge

ovation when he left with one

minute to play He could make a

big difference" for the Redmen the

rest of the way. starting Tuesday

night at Worcester

LAYUP LINES - Chris Coffin

played a strong floor game with

eight rebounds and five assists..

Northeastern shot a horrid 29% in

the game with Jack Maheras and

Shea the leading culprits at 2 for 11

and 4 for 14, respectively.

Frosh Drop Green Again, 84-74
L

1 y±!f^JtZi *L . u,« Kidman lead Second UMass gave up the ball two mc
Bv STEVE FKRBER

Staff Reporter

Committing only eleven personal

touls the Little Redmen glided

past the Dartmouth frosh for the

second time this season The 84 74

victory put the Little Redmen back

on the winning track from which

thev had been derailed last

Thursday night by the BU frosh

The ten point win also marked the

sixth time this season that the

Little Redmen have won on their

home court, as last Saturday

night's contest left the frosh at 8-1

for the year

While dropping Dartmouth to 7-3.

the UMass frosh were led by Al

Skinner who scored 25 points in an

excellent all-around effort Billy

Raynor, Dartmouth's star guard,

had a 24-point night, but the key to

the contest was the free throw line

Thirty times the home team let

one fly from the free throw line,

and 22 times the ball found its way

in Dartmouth, on the other hand,

only had 11 chances, and their

eight points from the charity stripe

was the biggest of UMass pluses

The contest began with a quick

Dartmouth spurt, with UMass

turnovers quite plentiful. With

leads fluctuating between four and

six, the Dartmouth frosh stayed on

top until, with minutes to go in the

half. Art Levine hit from the corner

for a 34 -33 Redman lead

later. Levine connected for two

free throws and the home club was

never headed

A nine point halftime lead

dwindled late in the second half.

UMass would appear ready to

break the contest open, only to

have Raynor close the gap with

some quick hoops Turnovers were

the key here, as numerous

violations and sloppy passes killed

the Redmen, and. if not for an

excellent game in other depart-

ments, it might well have been

Dartmouth on the winning side

Despite the fact that they were

outrebounded by the margin of 44-

33, the Dartmouth frosh managed

22 more shots than there coun-

terparts, and only the abundance

of turnovers could account for this

strange statistic.

Often UMass would build the

lead to ten, when a turnover would

interrupt their progress and turn

the game back into a nip and tuck

contest Twice late in the game,

turnovers nearly proved

disasterous as with just under

eight minutes left a beautiful tip-in

by Skinner put the score at 66-56 in

Seconds UMass gave up the ball two more

times and a Greg Hannah basket

made it a six point difference and

the Little Redmen had a lot less

breathing room
Then the cool Rich Pitino put it

away, as he looked left and

whipped a pass to his right side

underneath the basket to John

Olson. Olson converted and with

less than two minutes to go the 77-

68 lead was insurmountable.

In rebounding from their first

loss of the season. Rich Pitino

displayed some brilliant passing,

shooting passes to Olson and

Skinner inside, and feeding Peter

Trow on the outside. If Pitinos 13

assists weren't too much for the

Little Green, there was always the

Redmen's shooting percentage

Skinner's 10 for 15 evening was just

one of the contributing factors to a

55% shooting night for the UMass

frosh

Despite the fact that the teams

were never more than 11 points

apart it seemed as if UMass had

control throughout the game.

Everytime Dartmouth would

streak to within five, either

Skinner would convert a tino

Recreation Schedule
BOYDEN GYM Monday Through

NASIUM

Note Gymnasium
not available on

March 18. IV ana ?0
' oo

°

Friday

4 30 PM 6 00

Saturday
Sunday

PM
and

n d a y

Wednesday FridayBOYDEN HAND
BALL «. SQUASH
COURTS' Fa™"Y «™* W Noon

' "
Nnte staft only

See new Open. 3 30 PM 5 00 PM

' OPer'" * 30 PM 10 I, PM
Tuesday and
Thursday

Faculty and 12 IS PM 1 00 PM
statt only

3 45 PM S IS PM
S IS PM6 4S PM

BOYDEN
BOWLING
ALLEYS'-

WUMhMb
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
GYMNASIUM

Through

PM

Monday
Thursday
4 30 PM 6 00

Friday

4 30 PM 10 30 PM
Saturday

liii
PM

'"if PMonday ana »-rioay

PM 10 00 PM
Except Friday.
March S. 1971

Saturday

1 00 PM 4 00 ^M
CURRY
JOGGING

HICKS
TRACK

*

Open
Faculty and
staff only

Open 6 45 PM 10 30 PM

Open

Saturday
Sunday
9 00 AM 4 30

and

Boyden

Poor-

ThroughMonday
Friday

Faculty and 12 Noon 1 00 PM
Statt only SUNDAY
Coed swim i qq _PM_3_M|_-E^

Tuesday andWTdTn^^^^^
auxillary
gymnasium
Coed Use ot gym
nastic apparatus and

trampoline will be

permitted ,

" •• •

favor of the home squad Suddenly pass or tip-m a rebound, or Trow

the score was 66-60 as Raynor's two would drive the baseline or Levine

baskets were the direct results of would hit from the out

Redman turnovers Then with 3:34

left in the game and the score 73-63.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
POOL

Coed swim

BOYDEN WEIGHT
TRAINING ROOM

Thursday
7 00 PM 9 00 PM
Note This activity

will terminate on

Pebruari

frTda

Swim
7 00 PM 9 00 PM
Saturday

I 00 PM 3 OÔ PM
ThroughMonday

Friday

4 30 PM 10 00 PM
Saturday and
Sunday
1 00 PM 5 00 PM.

Monday Throuqh

Friday

8 00 AM 3 00 PM
Eicept when area <s

being used tor

classes or varsity

practice

Reservations are required at ail times

on weeKdays and may be made one day m
advance Example Make reservation tor

Thursday on Wednesday, tor Monday on

Friday Reservations must be made >n

person at the INTRAMURALS OFFICE

located m Room 215 Boyden. starting at

B 30 am No telephone reservations will be

accepted 1

WEEKENOS Court reservations are not

necessary on Saturday and Sunday, as a

new procedure has been adopted, whereby

one or more courts will become available

every 15 minutes Time schedule and rules

are posted at each court and are also

available at the Intramurais Office and

Equipment Cage
Women are advised to use some torm

ot non slipping footwear to and from

locherroom
Supply own towels and bathing suits

Parents must accompany children

•••• at SO* per line Bowling shoes will be

provided free upon presentation of student

or faculty/staff i D cards

Peter J Graham Associate Director of

Intramural Activities

iartmouth frosh stayed on !* ww_r7-^zr-^n-«* __ ' °° PV* p^—i>- „
with minutes to go in the Redman turnovers. ThentwH*

i3J4
«

—— - T«ffOfTinfflk
Levine hit from the corner left in thegame and the score 73-63 A , TJ A A lntXamUraib

Trackmen Display Fine Talent At BAA ' — -
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

BOSTON-Intersession's crash

training program showed
promising results here Saturday

night as the UMass track team

came away with one relay victory,

a second place relay performance

and three fine individuals efforts at

the BAA. games at Boston

Garden
In the mile relay the team of

Jerry Spellman, Steve Levine.

Mike Teasdale and Al Mangan took

top spot in their heat against

Providence, Springfield.

Merrimac. and Central Con-

necticut. Their winning time of

3 U 4 gave them a victory margin

of some 35 yards.

The Redman quartet of John

Maloney, Larry Paulson, Ron

Wayne, and Dave Evans came

within three yards of victory in the

College two-mile relay. Colgate

was the winner in this race as its

anchor man held off a late Evan's

surge on the last turn for the vic-

tory.

In this race UMass defeated such

top rated relay units as Maryland.

Georgetown, Dartmouth, and Holy

Cross. Top time splits were turned

in by Evans and Wayne who ran

156.1 and 156.3 for their half

miles.

Individually Wayne. Ed

Shaughnessey and Dick Dyer

turned in the big performances.

Wayne competed in the New
England half mile run and came in

fifth in a strong field in the time of

1:56.7. For the evening he ran two

strong races over this distance.

Shaughnessey came in second in

the high jump with a leap of 6'4"

tying the top mark for the evening

but missing first place on fewer

misses. Last year he also placed in

this event.

Dyer placed fourth in the long

jump with a jump of 2111"

Winning this event was Maurice

Gliton of Maine at 23' In next

month's Yankee Conference

championship these too will be at

each other again in this event

On a final appraisal coach Ken

O'Brien was very pleased with his

trackmen's performances. He felt

the two freshman, Teasdale and

Maloney, showed good poise and

maturity in their first big com-

petition at the Garden

O'Brien will have to wait until

the middle of this week to find out if

any of his athletes qualified for this

Saturday's K. of C. meet at

Madison Square Garden. In the

meantime, the entire team will be

preparing for their first dual meet

of the new year at Dartmouth on

February 10th.

COURT TIME
1 7 30

3 7 30

4 7 30

6 7 30

8 30

8 30

8 30

8 30

BASKETBALL
TEAMS

Redwoods vs Panthers

Academics vs Lions

TEP vs PSD
Turtles vs Nads

Bury vs Bimbos

Stouts vs. Munchkins

Civ Eng vs Education

Conglosvs Burners

Extra DeFlavio, Weiterlen, Stipe*

Hockey' Wrestling

In Tomorrow's MDC

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QU|r MasfuxttfUBtttB

iatltt (fciUtgbm
r ^ ^^ ^y A Fill AND RISPONSIBLI ^^ '"*

Weather:
Very cold, highs in the

teens.
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PILES OF
more paper

PAPER-Thafs w
to buy more

v„u takevour books made of paper to a Ruy outside the Bookstore and trade them in for

hat makes the world Ko round-paper. \osx ****** DOORS V **

books. <MDC photo by Steve Schmidt)

.Student Feedback To Be Used On Legal Reform
^j Li^viv. ^ page three

• Faculty Fellows Run Into Trouble

What
Are
They ?

See

Page

Two
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S,i^^Sh5v^DisTOntent, Suggests Remedies
^U J . . ._ , ,, a ao-45 minute delay, ita minute delay. 30% after^a 3MW

changes have b«en operatj

i Editor's

second of

compiled
Collegian

Note This is the

a live-part series

tor the Daily

The series deals

with recent changes in Health

Service practices prompted bj

the results oi student surveys

over the past two years i

The changes recently In-

stitued at the University

Health (.'enter i Infirmary I

such as telephone doctors'

appointments are the direct

outcome oi an accumulation of

dissatisfaction from hoth I lis

stall and its student patients

This dissatisfaction centered

upon the frequent long waiting

tune to see physicians Too

Often the student patient

complained that by the time he

sat down in the doctor's office.

justifiably annoyed, and for

(it her reasons, so was the

physician already harassed

with a too heavy workload and

a procession of disgruntled

patients

Evidence to substantiate the

extend and sources of the

problem was collected via

three student opinion

questionnaires. The first,

voluntarily completed by

students in the Health (enter

Infirmary) waiting room, was

done in December of HHiH and

then again in February 1970.

The third was a campus wide

random sample of all I'Mass

students both those who had

^m\ nad not used Ihe infirmary

These surveys, like the entire

out patient project, were

conducted with in-

terdisciplinary cooperation

Mis Jane Zapka. health

educator on the UHS staff, was

largely responsible for

executing the surveys The

Office of Institutional Studies,

in Whitmore Hall, sponsored

the campus wide random
sample and helped with the

data processing, and Dr.

Eugene B. Piedmont of the

Department of Sociology

served as Consultant

The 400 plus respondents to

the second voluntary out-

patient questionnaire showed

that nearly 80% of the patients

who had used the UHS did so as

many as ."> times per semester

Some 10% had used the ap-

pointment s\stem (as it then

operated), and «o% found it

preferable to •walking-in" and

waiting for a turn Better than

half felt a 15-30 minute wait

was reasonable'
-

and over

another quarter were tolerant

i a 30-45 minute delay tin

terms of the average private

physicians' regular office

practice, such waiting times

are verv common I
Kight ot

ten students felt they had been

dealt with courteously, while

between 0040% were satisfied

with the treatment ad-

ministered, and 65% had even

received satisfactory ex-

planations of their treatment

And, quite significant for the

future of health care in

America as a whole, only Hi"..

were nol willing to l>e treated

by a competent non-physician

practitioner

The most common complaint

was that the waiting time was

too long (54% felt that the

waiting time was not

reasonable in previous visits

or. alternately, that more

physicians should be available

the random sample of all U.

ol Mass students, conducted in

April 1970, revealed pretty

much the same picture. Of the

OH respondents c57% of those

contacted i, 80 percent of all

students had used the UHS
during the past year. 70% as

out patients About 28% of

patients were seen after a 15-30

minute delay. 30% after a »|60

minute wait About 4
;

b

regarded their wait as too

| ()Ilg hut understandable,

while nearly equal percentages

saw it as "not too long' < 14 ()

and unreasonably long

,„;..,, Well over hall 158%)

said they "would be willing to

tolerate" a 15-SO minute wait,

and another 10% a 30 45 minute

delay Fifteen percent thought

they should be seen within Id

minutes An almost equal

proportion (30%) cited, as their

major complain, too long

waiting time and limitations in

the range of services provided

For example, many students

wanted dental care, eye glass

prescriptions, and birth control

information

since Staff physicians'

dissatisfaction was an im-

portant in instigating this study

and changes, an attempt was

also made to guage the nature

and extent of their concern

Thorough, and often lenghty,

interviews were conducted

with each of the 12 staff

physicians late in the Summer

of *l'»7t» by George R Cross

also a medical sociologist in

the Department of Sociology

Now that the various
changes have been operational

for 2 months, part of its

evaluation will consist of re-

interviewing the physicians
Kind perhaps nurse prac-

titioners too). Their feelings

and opinions will be compared,
using the changed out-patient

system as the critical in-

dependent variable.

In the same way, the two
earlier student surveys will be

re done. Later this month
student patients in the waiting

room will again be asked to

complete a form, and in the

Spring semester another
campus-wide random sample
will be drawn. As with the

physician interviews and the

engineer's work sampling
studies, the "before-after"
comparisons will determine

whether or not the system

changes will be continued and

in what form.

This interdisciplinary ap-

proach to solving a pressing set

of personal problems from an

organizational perspective is.

according to Dr. Piedmont, the

direction of things to come in

•health care delivery''

research.

Apollo Halfway < Ecuador Tells U.S.
A uiL'UIMCTnM \I> kVnaHnr !ishmt> VeSSelS.

To

SPACE CENTER, Houston AP
The Apollo 14 astronauts flashed

past the halfway point Monday of

their quarter million mile voyage

to the moon, with doubts dispelled

that a pesky docking apparatus

would block their lunar landing

The spacemen. Alan B Shepard

.li Kdgar D. Mitchell and Stuart

\ Koosa. awoke from a day long

deep onlv a few hours after of-

tic ials announced that a spacecraft

docking problem had apparently

elcared itself.

Mission Control engineers said

the problem with a docking

mechanism that failed to work

properlv Sunday had apparently

worked' itself out and space of

t ic ials nave a go ahead for Shepard

and Mitchell to guide the Apollo 14

lunar module down into the for

bidding Kra Mauro lunar highlands

Friday
> polio 14 sped past the half way

mark at Tim pm EST. The

spacecraft was then 125.350 miles

Irom both the earth and the moon,

and was flying through space at

about 5.200 miles per hours.

The astronauts retired about 7:50

a n KST Monday morning after a

difficult 19 hour day They awoke

about 6 p.m. KST and reported

they felt refreshed.

Although the world was kept in

suspense on whether Apollo 14

would land on the moon, there

apparently was no doubt in the

astronauts minds when they

settled down tor a 10 hour rest

period early Monday.

At a news conference Monday.

Mission Director Chester Lee

hrmlv announced an extensive

analysis of the docking mechanism

uncovered no problem now but

failed to explain why it did not

operate properly Sunday He said

the mission would continue as

planned.

( ha.rman of the Student Senate Budgets Committee, Kevin

Kulakowski. has announced that all student organizations must

submit their requests for next years budget to him by Friday.

February I, if they want any funds for next year

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For Information concerning these chartered Jet flights

coll: .

5-10 p.m. Steve (549-6111), Brian (549-3963)

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to 5 College Students. Faculty, Staff

and members of their Immediate family —

WASHINGTON (APi-Kcuador

demanded Monday night the with

drawal from its territory of the

United States military mission

In a note signed by Kcuadorian

foreign minister Jose Maria Fonce

Yepez, Kcuador said the action

was taken in retailiation for what it

termed coercive measures*'

adopted by the United States two

weeks ago in the lishing rights

conflict

On Jan 18. the United States

announced suspension of military

sales to Kcuador and threatened to

suspend economic aid following a

series of seizures of American

Hub Fire

Drives Many

OutOf Homes
BOSTON (AH i -More than 200

persons were driven out of their

homes in 8 degree weather Monday

night by a fire which swept through

a row of brick tenement houses in

the crowded North Knd of Boston

Little flame was seen but dense

clouds of smoke filled the neigh-

borhood on Salem Street not far

from the North Station

An American Red Cross official

said between 150 and 200 persons

found shelter temporarily in a

Knights of Columbus hall near the

fire scene, and an undetermined

number of others were taken to

other shelters. No injuries were

reported.

About a half dozen buildings

were involved in the fire. Most of

them were four or five story brick

structures

Dozens of fire trucks blocked the

narrow streets and with hundreds

of spectators crowding in, a

massive traffic jam developed.

tishing vessels.

Ponce Yepez described the

action as characteristic of the

bitter imperialistic tradition of the

United States
"

Ponce Yepez. who is here for an

organization of American States

meeting on ways to combat

terrorism in the hemisphere, said

the demand for withdrawal of the

I S military mission was con

mined m a note given to the U.S.

government at 6 p.m. Monday.

The Kcuadorian action came one

day after a special meeting of OAS
foreign ministers passed a

resolution calling on the IS and

Kcuador to work out their dif

ferences in the fishing rights

Withdraw
dispute through negotiations

Kcuador which claims a

territorial limit of 200 miles from

its coast, has seized and fined 17

American fishing vessels since

Jan 11 The U.S. position is that all

waters beyond 12 miles are in

ternational territory.

This was the second time in the

past 20 months that a Unitzd States

military mission has been evicted

from a Latin American country as

a result of a fishing rights dispute

Peru, which also claims a 200

mile limit, ousted the American

military mission in May of 1969

following its seizure of several

American vessels.

GIs Mass Near Laos
WASHINGTON <AP> - Sen.

(.•orge Aiken quoted the State

Department Monday as saying

t S and South Vietnamese troops

have been massing on the Laotian

border "for a large operation we
might be undertaking

"

Aiken said he was assured no

US soldiers would cross into Laos.

Aiken, senior Republican on the

Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, said he was told of the troop

buildup Friday, but said the

mystery operation has been
shrouded since by what he called

"the tightest censorship since

World War II."

In Moscow, Soviet Premier
Alexei N Kosygin was quoted by

Tass as saying "an outrageous

invasion of the southern provinces

of Laos is underway."
The Soviet news agency quoted

the government newspaper Iz-

vestia as saying an invasion of

Laos had been carried out by South

Vietnamese.
Aiken's statement was the first

I S acknowledgement by an

American official that a massive

offensive in northwestern South

Vietnam might be underway.

The Vermont senator's report

was followed by Senate Republican

Leader Hugh Scott's statement

that no U.S. troops would be

allowed to cross the South Viet

namese border.
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UNIVERSITY
CHORUS

(Music 162 - 1 credit)

OPEN TO ALL

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

First reheorsol tonight

Cottage C

For info phone

545 0532 or 5450624

Here's What They Are
Mickey Mouse ears on a police car? Surely you jest.

Nope, its no joke. It's all part of Vice-chancellor

Bromery's plan to make the police more visible in an

attempt to tighten security on campus Terrific, you

say? Maybe not. When the photographer asked for a

demonstration of the flashing green lights, he was told

they didn't work. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt.)

(iMMcpnTtN /£oktact\

Hfwsy Wll KINOy ARMENIAN

POWER

MM North IM.isitii St., %11.lt.-r~fNorth PtfMM. St.

Tel. ^.')<i-f»lfii.

(NOAH'S ARK)
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Opinion Invited On Legal Reforms
^ta"^ P^ , ,, . subjected to any disci

JL „ ..,»,r~P-r»nMir'L'i nnhep officers, continued J
_. _ • . u ..» u*ByANNESTADNICKI

Staff Reporter

Student commentary will be

invited concerning the proposal

to reform the University legal

system after the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on Judicial Review-

submits its draft to the Student

Senate, according to Attorney

Richard M. Howland. Student

Senate Legal Counsel.

The proposal has not yet been

adopted, but still remains in the

planning stage, Howland said.

He hopes to bring the final

committee draft of the Con-

ciliation and Discipline Act

before the Senate this week.

Explaining the proposed

extension of the Student Court's

jurisdiction, Howland said that

the act would allow a police

officer the option of having any

adjudicatements referred to the

General Court rather than the

Northampton district court,

prior to arrest in the case of a

misdemeanor.
•If an arrest is necessary, the

option is not the student's hut the

police officer's,'' continued

Howland.
He said that the act would in

effect be a request to the

University police to voluntarily

offer the opportunity to send the

offender through the University

judiciary rather than to the

Hampshire County District

Court in Northampton.

•Once the words of arrest are

pronounced, however, the case

must go to the district court,' he

emphasized.
The proposal would be a

beneficial measure for UMass
because offenders would not be

subject to a criminal record, and

could not be fined or confined by

the University, Howland said.

He added that it would apply to

all individuals on the campus

grounds, the staff, faculty,

administrators, students and all

outsiders.

Howland explained that there

is no philosophical requirement

that courts must be resorted to,

in the concerned cases.

A person has a right not to be

subjected to any discipline

except a judge, but he may
choose another discipline, such

as the University judicial

system," he said.

It is in the interest of the

Commonwealth to resolve dif-

ferences, settle disputes and

cause behavior to be reasonable

to the public, he continued. The

proposal would offer a different

course to resolve differences

without violence, he said.

Rowland is one of eight

members appointed by the

Student Senate. He listed the

other members as Randy Dahl.

of the administration, Sam
Goldman and Dick Hartzler of

the faculty, and Henry Bouffard,

Sally Norris, Bob Rochford, and

Rick Verrochi, of the student

body .. u
Two or three weeks will be

allowed after the Senate ap-

proval to allow the entire student

bodv time to express a favorable

or disfavorable opinion and

make suggestions. Howland

said.

Attv. Richard If. Howland

Sen. Byrd To Oppose

Elimination of A.R.C.I
WASHINGTON ,AP>-Sen Robert C. Byrd. (D W Va >. Senate

Democratic whip, assailed Monday the Nixon administration proposal to

eliminate the ADDalachian Regional Commission program.

w,U \TgorK oppose any efforts to abolish the Appalachian

^^c^R^^S.'^^ that an>' such effort
"would *

President Nixon's aides have said that his revenue faring program

wad? involve terminating the Appalachian program and similar

regional development programs. ...._„ , D„ K1 ;„ u.v.rWs

Chairman Jennings Handolph. <D W Va.
.
of the Senate £***<£>

Committee, already has expressed his opposition to he idea and has

announced that he and Sen. John Sherman Cooper. (R Ky.>. v. ill in

tXe leg.sSt.on th.s week to extend the Appalachian program for four

^tondolph also has announced hearings on the bill Stmrtfg Feb.S,^

Rvrd said the ADDalachian program was a new concept in federal state

rJ2£M^^ "ve years it has been operating and

hasn't vet had time to realize its full worth.

Manv imDortant projects, such as highway construction are un-

derway orIX plannmg stages, and it would be foolish, m my judgment

t.i.-ivini>«> signals now " he said in a statement.

Bodies Still Missing

In Brighton Disaster
mmttm I AP >- Workers Monday continued efforts to locate three other

men trap^J> a building which collapsed nine days ago in the Brighton

"SlTbody was recovered early Monday. It was taken to the city morgue

«u^^^^^
condominium under construction collapsed at 2000 Commonwealth A*e.

Thev were identified last week as James Cingolam 26. ofQuinc> uraco

DtariMS^f Roslindale; Michael Papasedero, 29. of Dedham. and Daniel

T,
S^Uo°ns

4

ofl^Mi while concrete was being poured on

*^J£SZ2uS*~ which had been forced to find housing

JSSSmYbSSm of disrupted utilities, returned to their homes Sunday

Faculty Fellow Program

Mav Overcome Problems
The Faculty Fellow Program, in

operation since the creation of the

Residential College program, has

become a foundering ship as of

late Designed on the same basis as

Faculty Fellow programs in

operation at Ivy League colleges,

notably Yale, the program ran into

problems from the start.

Although none of the problems

encountered was enough to cause

major difficulties, they ac-

cumulated in number and

magnitude until, this year, the

program itself was on the brink of

nonexistence.

The program was begun

simultaneously w ith the opening of

the Orchard Hill dormitory

complex. Although these dorms

were not planned as residential

college, they were ultimately

considered as such.

According to Prof. Howard
Brogan. the lack of foresight in

planning has been one of the major

drawbacks in the successful

operation of Orchard Hill as a

Residential College.

The Faculty Fellow program

itself was modeled after those in

operation at Yale, with minor

differences." he said " At Yale,

each student is required to belong

to a residential college, each of

which has its own Dining com-

mons, Hall facilities, fellows,

activities, and insignia-each

college even has its own corn-

By ANN GURNETT
'

Staff Reporter

mencemenl exercises. This

results in a strong bond between

students and fellows of the same

college.'"

i had hoped we would progress

in this direction." Brogan con-

tinued " However, one of the

failings of our program is the

diversity of goals of the faculty

involved. Some fellows want Or-

chard Hill to become an

autonomous college; some, in-

cluding myself, would prefer a

semi-autonomous status, with the

advantages of both a small private

school and a large university. Also,

dorm preceptors and counselors

have failed to recognize the vital

part faculty fellows can and should

play in the operation of a

residential college."

"Many of those who would make

the residential colleges, the Hill

and Southwest, semi or completely

autonomous, would also plan a

liberal arts-oriented curriculum

which would inherently discourage

science majors." he continued

•There has also been talk of

making some courses compulsory,

which would make it virtually

impossible for science majors to

participate in such a program."

The possibility for new blood to

flow through the veins of an old

project has arisen lately in the

form of a motion presented to and

passed by the Faculty Senate The

motion, proposed by Prof Brogan.

calls for a restudy of the entire

Faculty Fellow- Residential

College idea bv a board consisting

(,! mx faculty, two administrators,

three undergraduates and one

graduate student This committee

would be established by the

Faculty Senate and would be

•charged with recommending tc

the Chancellor any administrative

changes which seem desirablt

because of the expanded functior

of these units...and the develop

ment by this administration ant

faculty of each college of i

distinctive curricular as well as co

curricular program, recom

mending to the Chancellor th<

additions and adaptations to th«

Physical Plant necessary t«

carrying out these programs, ant

terminating the Committee!

supervisory role at this point.

It is possible that this committe«

can through major reforms. giv<

the whole idea of residentia

colleges a new complexion

However it is up to the students, n

the final analysis, to decide if the}

really want a Faculty Fellov

program.

Adoptions

Successful,

By Singles

Satisfying

When News Breaks -

Call 5-2550

MILL VALLEY. Calif (AP)

Raymond F Jurasin is a 34 year

old" bachelor school teacher who

found he "liked the kids so much he

hated to see them go home." So he

got the idea of adopting one.

Now he has 2 year old David and,

if all goes well, the adoption will be

permanent in a year.

•I've wanted a child for a long

time but have been too busy

teaching to get married," said

Jurasin J .U |K«
"I've been registered with the

San Francisco Department of

Social Services for three years, but

they were not able to find anyone

forme." he went on

"Then, four weeks ago, a friend

told me of a boy available in the

Riverside area

Id already heen approved in

San Francisco, so I went down and

signed up and brought him back.'

The boy, David Rhodes Jurasin,

had a black father and a white

mother. Jurasin said, adding, "I

had specified I wanted a hard to

place child."

Adoptions by single persons have

been legal in California since 1965.

*7
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WANTED!!
Water Pollution Fighters

Earn $100 - $400 per month

Spare Time

Equal Opportunity

For interview call 253-3897 between 6-8 p.m.
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Nixon Economic Message

Aggressive, Confidents
WASHINGTON (AP> - President

Nixon pledged to Congress Monday

to cut inflation sharply, scale down

high unemployment, and bring

economic prosperity to the nation

by mid 1972. .

,

He said his administration would

achieve these goals with a great

economic leap forward this year

and with an attack on inflationary

forces in the economy without

turning to wage price controls.

i mtend to use all the effective

and legitimate powers of govern-

ment to unleash and strengthen

those forces of the free market that

hold prices down." Nixon said in

his annual economic message.

He promised - with cooperation

from the private sector - to bring

•full prosperity without war, full

prosperity without inflation."

The 1972 targets, set out by his

Council of Economic Advisors in

the report, are these:

- An unemployment rate 'in the 4

I 2 per cent zone." Nixon earlier

had set a goal of reaching full

employment, defined as 4 per cent

joblessness, by mid 1972.

Unemployment in 1970 started at 3

1/2 per cent of the work force and

woundup at 6 per cent.

. An inflation rate that is

•declining to approach the 3 per

cent range," as measured by the

price rise yardstick of the Gross

National Product. In 1970, inflation

by GNP standards reached 5 1/4

per cent, highest in 19 years.

A tremendous $88 billion leap in

output of goods and services in

1971 bringing the GNP up to $1065

trillion, a figure higher than many

economists have predicted.

Nixon coupled his forecasts with

his strongest rejection of wage

price controls or guide lines to

date

i do not intend to impose wage

and price controls which would

substitute new. growing and more

vexatious problems for the

problems of inflation." he asser-

ted

Neither do 1 intend to rely upon

an elaborate facade that seems to

be wage and price control but is

not."
, . .

As to what he will do to check

rising wages and prices, Nixon

pointed his finger to the past.

He noted that he tried to bring

down oil. lumber, copper and steel

prices by increasing - or

threatening to increase - their

supply in the marketplace.

And he pointed to his call for

labor and management in the

construction industry to come up

with a voluntary plan to hold down

wages and prices. That call was

made under the threat of govern

ment intervention.

"The key to economic policy in

1971 is orderly expansion." Nixon

said. 'While continuing to reduce

the rate of inflation, total spending

and total output should rise as

rapidly as possible to lift the

economy to full employment and

full production."

Connally Denies Accepting

Private Foundation Funds

GambrelT Appointed

Russell Successor
.,~» «. <api David H Gambrell, chairman of the Georgia

~=^5£S«iar Jimmy carter ,o M1

'"L^reularteTandir state officials planned to fly to Washington
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and
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an honor graduate of Harvard Law School

' 'New Navy ' 'Old Story

WASHINGTON iAP> - John B

Connally Jr denied Monday he

violated the Texas Constitution by

accepting at least $225,000 from a

foundation while governor He

isked for a new Senate hearing on

his nomination as Treasury

secretary so he can publicly rebut

a story suggesting he did wrong^

The Finance Committee win

reopen the hearing Tuesday.

Connally told Sen Wallace r

Bennett. <R Utah) he earned fees

as executor of the estate of Sid K

Richardson who died in 1959.

Connally did not say now much

He spread the fees over a 10 year

period, Connally told Bennett, to

minimize the tax impact He said

since his services occurred before

he became governor he did not

violate the constitutional

prohibition on outside income from

corporations or persons

Bennett said he did not ask

Connally the total amount received

as executor The senator said he

assumed it was $75,000 a year At

10 years, that would make Con

nally's fee $750,000 or about 1 per

cent of the Richardson estate.

From all indications, after

Tuesday's hearing, the Finance

Committee will go into executive

session, question Connally more

about his finances and then vote

overwhelmingly in favor of his

nomination.

Connally took the offensive as

senators began demanding aswers

to questions raised by a New York

Times story Monday about the Sid

K Richardson Foundation's

payment of $225,000 to Connally

between 1966 and 1969

The newspaper contended

Connally had consistently denied,

in answer to reporters' queries

while he was governor, that he got

compensation from anyone or any

foundation or performed any

services outside his job of

governor
At a two hour, 25 minute Finance

Committee hearing last Thursday,

no one asked Connally about his

ties to Richardson, a millionaire

oilman who hired him in 1951 and

whose estate he helped administer

The Richardson Foundation got

most of its $86 mi'lion in assets

from the estate in 1962

After reading the Times story.

Senate Majority Leader Mike

Mansfield suggested the com
mittee might want to reopen its

hearings

Sen William Proxmire, (D-Wis )

who earlier sent his own in-

vestigators into Texas to probe

Connally's finances, set forth

specific questions he wants Con-

nally to answer before the Senate

debates his nomination

Proxmire said he wants to know

if. as the story stated, Connally

received compensation from the

Richardson Foundation in 1966

which might have violated the

Texas Constitution

'These issues raise very serious

questions." Proxmire wrote Sen

Russell Long. (D.Lai chairman of

the Finance Committee, who

already has said he will vote to

approve Connally

0080NAOO, Calif >AP> The

oldest living officer in the U.S.

armed forces, retired Adm
Richard H Jackson, says the "new

Navv with its long hair and

beards isn't really very new at all

Jackson, who will be 105 in May.

said: its always been a new'

Navy For instance, beards and

longer hair were popular when I

was a young officer It's kind of a

cycle I think we fitted in our time

and the Navy fits in theirs today

That s the way it should be
"

Young people don't have his

unqualified approval, however.

"They think they know it all. but

a lot of old salts around know they

don't." he said it takes a lot of

years to learn the difference

between opinion and experience
"

Jackson was born the year

President Lincoln's assassination

at Florence, a farm town in nor

thwestern Alabama He entered

the Naval Academy in 1883 at 17

and after graduation served two

years as a midshipman on the USS
BOSTON and USS TRENTON.

In »89 aboard the TRENTON he

led 20 seamen into the yards to

form a human sail as the ship

foundered in a hurricane off

Samoa, allowing it to be beached

instead of sinking with great loss of

'

a few months later, he placed

25th in examinations for a com

mission as an ensign But there

were only 23 vacancies Jackson

entered the University of Virginia

Medical School and won a degree

in one year

But the Navy hadn't forgotten his

heroism It persuaded Congress to

pass a special act commissioning

™
During the Spanish American

War Jackson commanded a coal

burning torpedo boat engaged in

numerous minor skirmishes over

two years

Jackson retired in 1930 His

health is frail, but his eyes still

sparkle, he has most of his hair and

a flourishing mustache He eats

three squares a day and has a

nightly nip of brandy Jackson

lives in a comfortable two story

house across the street from a golf

course in this San Diego suburb He

watches a lot of television

favorites: underwater adventure

shows and travelogues

Send a LoveBundte
forValentine'sWeek.

Why squeeze a lot of Love into just

one day? .

Order a LoveBundle to arnve early.

It's a unique arrangement designed

to stretch Valentine's Day into a week.

Because the flowers will last.

A special Valentine. Only at FTD
florists. At a special price.

Usually available at >| / **M 1
„ lew than 1X».«^V^

THETA CHI
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Draft Counselor's Corners Mobe Plans Open Meeting

Deferments And Who Qualifies

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

(Editor's note - Beginning this

week, this column will appear each

Tuesday and Thursday in the

MDC)
"

As more and more young

Americans become concerned

about the cancerous growth of

militarism in the United States, the

question of alternatives to serving

in the armed forces assumes

greater and greater importance.

Men are seeking ways to avoid

supporting the abhorrent war

against Vietnam, and both men

and women are disturbed by the

disruption and channeling of their

lives caused by the Selective

Service. Draft Counselors Corner

will provide information about

alternatives through general in-

formation and by answering

questions submitted by readers.

Note: We recognize that the draft

dot s as much to disrupt the lives of

unmen as it does the lives of men

Therefore, a special effort will be

made to provide information for

women also.

STUDENT At best a temporary

deferment As long as you are

regularly enrolled as a full-time

student 'and making satisfactory

progress, you qualify for a l-StH>

for high school students or a IIS

tor college students deferment.

You may retain this deferment

until you either graduate, with-

draw." -r fall behind in your

studies Generally speaking.

graduate students are no longer

eligible lor IIS deferments

MEDICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL There are two

deferment classifications L-Y and

IV F The IV V is a nearly per-

manent classification meaning

that \ou are not qualified for any

•ervice H |S becoming in-

creasingly difficult to obtain a IV

Y The I Y means qualified for

trvke only m time of war or

national emergency. It is usually

given subject to a six-month or

annual review Main people with

medical histories which do not

interfere with their daily lives

qualify tor 1 - Yin-cause the rigors

,,l military training and duty may

aggravate the condition If you

think \ou may qualify for a I-Y

consult your doctor and a qualified

would cause extreme economic,

physical, or emotional hardship on

dependents or other members of

your family, you may qualify for a

III-A. The fact that this deferment

is not requested more frequently

than it is points up the blatant

racism of the SS in practice. I

would guess that a large majority

of core-city draftees qualify for III-

A deferments. Draft boards,

required by law to place a

registrant in the lowest

classification for which he

qualifies, never follow proper

procedure in determining hardship

when it is indicated on the

classification questionnaire.

SOLE SURVIVING SON - If you

are the sole surviving son in your

family, and your father or one of

your brothers died as a result of

"military- related injuries, you are

IV-A and may not be drafted.

MINISTERS AND
MINISTERIAL STUDENTS If

you are a full-time divinity student

or a practicing clergyman, you

qualify for a IV D Some legal

interpretations as to who qualifies

for a IV D are yet to be made (The

law requires that a minister must

spend at least 100 hours a month

practicing to qualify. As yet. the

law does not believe, apparently,

that one can serve God unless one

is wearing a collar » This is an

area still open to challenge in the

higher courts.

OVER AGE If you're over 35,

you are V-A, over age To all

practical purposes, you are over

age once vou have your 26th bir-

thday There are some exceptions,

but "in general, life begins at 26.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
This is not a religious or pacifist

deferment People with religious

and/or pacifist backgrounds are of

course eligible for the I O or 1-A-O

classifications, but others may also

qualify The law provides CO
status for those opposed to par

ticipation in war i Note: it does not

sav opposed to wan for religious,

moral, philosophical, or ethical

reasons My experience is that

nearlv everyone who takes the

time "to think about it is a con-

scientious objector tin fact, it

seems to me that the Selective

Service attacks the problem back

wards Those who want to serve in

the military should be asked to

request status as conscientious

the military, but must work for two

years "in the national health,

safety, or interest." Never request

CO status without first consulting a

draft counselor.

These are the major legal

alternatives provided by the SSS.

If you want more information, or if

you don't qualify for any of these

deferments, see a qualified draft

counselor. You may also want to

consider some extra-legal alter-

natives.
NON-REGISTRATION

Legally, you should register with

the SSS within five days after your

eighteenth birthday. Failure to do

so carries a maximum sentence of

5 years, but in practice you are

usually given the alternative of

registering late The advantage, of

course, is that the SS does not have

your name. Consider, however,

that most schools automatically

report your academic status to

vour local board, and if the board

Richard Nixon said last June, "The only American activity in Cam-

bodla will be air missions to interdict the movement enemy troops
;

and

material where I find that it is necessary to protect he
^«*ffffig

of our men in South Vietnam." But on January 21st Associated Kress

reported that "American advisers and South Vietnamese officers were

[rave mg and periodically setting foot on the ground despite Pentagon

assertions to the contrary." And on January 24th the New York Times

yetSeTthat Arnerican officials have disclosed that they were using a

broad range of U.S. air power there including logistical support and

hXopte?lunships" despite the fact that Nixon himself vowed last June

to employ no U.S. logistics support or troops in Cambodia.

A sDokeswoman for the Student Mobilization Committee said today that

•DecJuSSS is unlikely to blunder intof^^^ET?.
of U.S. escalation of the war in Southeast Asia as he did last

t
tpr ng

,

it is

ud to the Antiwar Movement to expose American military activity in

Cambodia Laos, and Thailand as well as in Viet £». and to bu.l ^an-

tiwar actions this spring that will force the administration to withdraw all

U.S. troops immediately."

To p.an these ««.«^""^£^££1%
the clash between students and National Guardsmen last May. will be

shown.

Massive demonstrations to bring all the troops home immediatelyrtave

been scheduled in Washington, DC. and San Francisco on Apr, 24 h by

the National Peace Action Coalition, a coalition of antiwar groups

hroughouUhe United States. Claire Moriarty ,
chairwoman of the-UMass

SMC said today "It is significant that group* from tH *«??
vour local board, and if the board SMC said today "K «3f^^^^^^T5a^and G.I.s,

85 that you're not registered,! ^er^^^ Movement, have

, onsult your doctor and a quam.™ -m~- —-
d

draft couneelar ^.«£*?*« fSZESZEZS* training
beetl able to "arrange physical or

psychological reasons for

disqualification This works, but

it i not I good idea to rely on such

outg without adequate preparation^

HARDSHIP II being drafted

that their conscience and training

require that they kill people I The

I-A-O cl issification is for those

willing to serve as noncombatants

in the m litary. usually as medics,

the 1-0 is not required to serve in

could be a hassle. The com

plications are similar if you get

busted for anything. Generally,

non-registration is not a viable

alternative for people moving

within middle class institutions.

RESISTANCE - This includes

resigning from the SSS by retur

ning your draft card, refusing to

report for induction, ripping off or

trashing local and state boards,

and similar methods of non-

cooperation and interference. You

should expect to get busted and

sentences can range up to 5 years,

so you should have a clear idea of

exactly what you hope to ac

complish. whether the resistance

method vou choose will achieve

your goal, and whether it's worth

trading time in jail for.

EMIGRATION Canada and

other countries have been

reasonably friendly to American

political refugees seeking escape

from the draft or the armed forces

The moral, emotional, and

tinancial questions raised by

emigration are very complex, and

we will devote considerable space

to this in the future. However, one

simple tact is that emigrating

More vou must report for in

duction is not a crime, and it leaves

you tree to return openly to the

States to visit friends and family

Questions to this column should

be addressed to: Gilbert J Salk.

c/o Draft Counseling Service RSO

«395. Campus Center. Amherst.

Mass IIHHI2 No personal replies

unless accompanied by stamped.

sHf addressed envelope and $1.00.

Free, draft counseling available

418E Student Union

iiii-r-ition Movement, mac* <mu nmu »»^. .v. „. ..-,- . .

Srn^induTerent or even hostile to the Antiwar Movement have

aTreadv pledged their support and active participation in the April 24th

demonstrations For the first time we are the majority

Plans for local antiwar actions include a demonstration at the

Springfield Induction Center to end the draft which is scheduled for

reconsideration by Congress this spring.

Job Hunt Starts

For Veterans

WASHINGTON (AP) -Employers

and cities across the nation are

responding to a campaign to find

jobs for veterans, drive officials

said Monday.
Progress was reported at a news

conference called to announce the

formation of a 100 member ad-

visory committee in the jobs for

Veterans program
Chairman James F Gates Jr., of

Chicago, and Secretary of Labor J

I) Hodgson said the advisory

committee includes members of

President Nixon's Cabinet; federal

officials, business men. and

representatives of veteran, labor

and minority groups

dates said local task forces are

being formed in major cities and

the services of 2.400 federal em
plovment offices and 70 veteran

assistance centers are being used

to link veterans with jobs.

Letters have been mailed to

900,000 employers asking their

cooperation, Hodgson said.

Of the first 30.000 cards returned

in response to the letters, it was

reported. 40 per cent of the em-

ployers indicated interest in hiring,

and training veterans.

'The nation has an obligation to

these veterans." Hodgson said

'Many of them do not know how to

get jobs and job training because

they have been in service

"They must be helped to get johs

and promptly. ' he added "There

is universal acceptance by the

nation that we must find em-

ployment for these men. Dates

said, "and we have need of their

skills
."

MDC Classifieds Pay

Bats PIZZA
MOST DELICIOUS HOT

OVEN GRINDERS AND
THE BEST PIZZA IN

WESTERN MASS.

Free Delivery of Pi«o

256-8011 2539051

Winter Corni QUEEN
Nomination papers due bock

at RSO by 5 P.M.

Friday, February 5 •
/

N
\

The U-Mass Duplicate Bridge Club meets this and every

Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. in the back of The Hatch. Tell

your friends. Come alone or with a partner.

"There will be no »J Mi or W*s.k* support in CmbodU. M*..ll- >• I'M«
j

M. more MBpk than ever MM the war *"«*? I

«e iMlnvruhatUmmansayv ust ask any soldier. N*
„

withdrawal.

)

SMC MEETING
Filra:"Con*ronfation At Kent"

8 pm Room 174 Campus C »
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Local Ecology Groups To Combat Vt. Nuclear Plant

By DAVID CASTALDI
Staff Reporter

Members of local conservation

and environment groups met

Sunday in the Student Union

Ballroom to discuss a plan of ac-

tion for dealing with the problem of

the Nuclear Power Plant in Ver-

non, Vermont
Co-sponsoring groups included:

Save New England*. Connecticut

River Ecology Action Corp.

C R E A C I and the Coalition for

Environment Quality (C.E.Q.).

Mr Larry Bogarl of the National

Anti-Pollution League spoke on the

health and safety hazards created

by such nuclear power plants as

the Vernon. Vermont site. Mr

Bogarl q noted Dr John Goffman of

the New York City Council, and

author ol Population Control

through Nuclear Pollution", in

saying thai such a power plant

anywhere near New York City was

•insane ". and that such a power

plant would cancel out all public-

health advances made over the

p.ist quarter century

Mr Bogarl appealed to all

Citizen! oi New England to

challenge the legality of such a

plant in view of its poor location

and the possible hazardous effects

ot radiation, and air and water

pollution He spoke of a citizens

group on Long Island that recently

discovered that the Vernon power

plant was without any previous

operating history and was without

adequate testing of its component

and svstems.

"Adequate safety testing cannot

he done, he said, and the AEC

.Atomic Energy Commission) has

spent millions for research in

testing the integrity of such

systems but it will not be until late

74 or 75 before tests will be able to

completely check the safety of

such power plants" There have to

be fantastic precautions because

we re dealing with fantastic

poisons, and no matter what

precautions are taken, an accident

could always happen, he con-

tinued All concerned citizens

should question whether or not

such a plant is necessary,

desirable, and what the long-range

effects will be. said Bogart.

According to a fact sheet issued

by Save New England", the

nuclear hazard of power plants is

related to the siting of power

reactors for the generation of

electricity The radioactive ef-

flue.its and fallout from the

operation of these nuclear plants,

together with the water-heating

effects of the reactors are a

genuine cause for public concern.

A nuclear reactor operating for

anv particular length of time

constitutes a danger to people and

property in the surrounding

vicinity

The accumulation of immense

amounts ot radioactivity in the

reactor core constitutes a potential

radiation threat since one high-

power reactor operating lor OM
\ ear burns as much nuclear fuel as

would be consumed in the

detonation oi more than 1000

Nagasaki A -bombs

Following the passage of the

Atomic Energy Ad <>t iw;>4. New

England was singled out as a

logical market for nuclear power

because of its distance from the

Appalachian coal fields

In 1970. 10 major reactors ot

untested size and design were built

in addition to one small plant at

Rowe. Mass. which began

operation in 1962. Plans are to build

17 more units in the next 10 years.

(General Electric and

Westinghouse account for 78% of

all nuclear power plant

because Rowe was a small unit,

it was inadequate and plans were

made for the formation of new

plant sites. Reactors become a

threat to environmental safety

when thev are clustered together

and are built four or five times

larger than the Rowe plant

Precautions are taken to prevent

the escape of deadly radioactive

ashes, when fuels are being used,

but engineers maintain that there

is always a possibility for release

unless all reactors are located deep

underground. Such a precaution

has not been taken in the case of

any of the 104 reactors being built

Since the cancellation of large
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reactors originally planned for the

outskirts of Boston, utilities have

stepped up their commitment to

nuclear power in other parts of

New England. Mr Bogart feels,

however, that these public utilities

will not enter into any sort ot

"agreement to assume respon-

sibility for possible damages which

may result from such sites as the

Vernon plant.

A proposal to build a large

reactor at Seabrook. New Hamp-

shire has been deterred because of

citizen opposition and increasingly

unfavorable economics Utilities

are. however, going ahead with

plans for nuclear plants at Ip

switch, and Salisbury, Mass

Rome Point. Rhode Island, and

Lake Champlain. Vermont.

Citizens concerned about the el-

lects of radioactivity on ecology

have organized to oppose any new

construction and to see that

standards are enforced in the case

of plants now under construction

Nuclear plants necessitate

pumped storage hydro-plants for

emergency backup and as an

energy sponge to store power

generated during periods of low

consumer use. Such pumped
storage plants threaten to pollute

the Deerfield and Connecticut
River Valleys and Salisbury, Mass.

area.

Mr Bogart contends that the

AEC does not have to make a

decision concerning the safety of

large nuclear power plants. This

responsibility rests solely with the

owners of the plant, and AEC is

only a government regulating

agency that attempts efforts at

safety but is without a system of

•checks and balances". Fur-

thermore, he doubts the possibility

of AEC refusing to grant an

operating license for the Vernon

plant.

A coaliton of about 30

organizations, however, will

petition the AEC to postpone the

public hearing on the license. They

are also working for support to

present a court case against the

operation of the Vernon plant and

there are hopes to form abroad,

workable base for future action

against such plants which threaten

our ecology.
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A summer at
Southampton College

is also a summer
HP at Southampton.
A summer at Southampton College is to your

academic credit, with small, informal classes taught

by Southampton's bright young faculty and by

renowned scientists, artists and educators.

And after class . . the beaches, boating, golf, theatres,

art colonies and more, much more.

All you could want from summer is at Southampton.

Two 5-Week Sessions Two 4-Week Art Workshops

July 6-July 30
August 2-August 27

June21-July 23
July 26-August 27

Director of the Summer Program,

SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE
Southampton, N.Y. 11968 • (516) 283 4000

Please send me Summer Program bulletin.

I am especially interested in:

G UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Social Science, Humanities, Natural Science, Teacher

Education, Business Administration

GRADUATE COURSES
Professional Education, Social and Behavioral Science, Liberal Arts

GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN HUMAN ECOLOGY

SUMMER ART WORKSHOPS
Painting, Sculpture, Ceramics, Graphics, Film

COLLEGE LEARNING INSTITUTE FOR COLLEGE BOUND STUDENTS

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP ir Basketball. Tennis. Wrestling, and

COURSES in Sailing, Swimming, Water Skiing

Name

Address

City

~
I

State -Z'P-

Debris Spotted

In Search For

Downed Plane
BURLINGTON, Vt <AP»

Officials coordinating the search of

Lake Champlain for a private jet

with five men aboard missing since

last Wednesday reported the

discovery Monday of some

unidentified debris and two or

three small oil slicks on the west

side of the lake, southeast of Port

Kent, N. Y.

Authorities hoped to gather

samples from the slicks to

determine whether they were

composed of jet fuel.

The debris turned up in infrared

photographs taken of the lake

Sunday by two Air Force Phantom

jets from Shaw Air Force Base,

S.C.

A two man submarine was ex-

pected to arrive Monday night to

aid in the search. Another two man

sub was reported enroute from

Florida, but wasn't expected to

arrive until Wednesday.

Bitter cold continued to hamper

the search Monday, and officials

feared that might interfere with

operation of the submarines. Much

of the lake now is solidly iced in.

and whether a submarine could be

towed to the lake's center for

launching was uncertain.

The plane, a twin engined

Aerojet Commander, was owned

by Cousins Properties. Inc.. of

Atlanta, Ga . which has vast real

estate interests. The firm is in

charge of a local urban renewal

project, and those aboard the

missing aircraft had been in

Burlington on business associated

with that project

A Little Bit of Old Boston

A vie. of UK <„„„.«*«*•. - Bosons <>.d «, H.H is par. „. .he pW.. exhibit tote **•£*•»>

in the Art Itoont of the Student Inion. The exhibit is a study ot the no. tlos.d

photographer William dirt.

Man's History Presented

In Acclaimed Film Series

The famed "Civilisation'' film

series will be shown locally, free to

the public, starting at 7 p.m.,

Tuesday, February 2. at Hamp-

shire College, and at 7 p.m.,

Wednesday, February 3, at

Amherst College. The 13-film

series is being provided by the

National Gallery of Art in

Washington. DC. and sponsored

bv the National Endowment for the

Humanities and Xerox Cor-

poration

The series was done by Kenneth

Clark, an Englishman who
travelled more than 80,000 miles

documenting the events, ideas, and

arts of Western man. Produced

originally for the British Broad

casting Corporation.
•Civilisation'' has enjoyed great

popularity at the National Gallery

and. last fall, as a series on

National Educational Television.

The first of the films, "The

Frozen World.'' will be shown in

the Main Lecture Hall of Hamp-

shire s Academic Building on

Tuesdav. February 2 This showing

will be repeated the following

evening. Wednesday. February 3,

in Buckley Recital Hall. Music

(enter. Amherst College. All

showings are at 7 p.m., and all

films are about an hour long.

Thereafter, successive episodes

in the "Civilisation" series will be

shown in pairs, with each pair of

lilms presented at Hampshire and

Amherst Colleges on successive

Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

February 9 the program is "The

(ireat Thaw" and "Komance and

Keality"; February 16 includes

Man -the Measure of All Things"

and "The Hero as Artist"; and the

tinal program of the month

features Protest and Com
munication" and "Grandeur and

nt>edience
"

Comp. Lit Film Series

Leaver's Delights
Sixteen European and American film masterpieces will comprise this

semesters Comparative Literature Film Series Series subscription are

available at S4 tor any eight films, or by single admission of
75J.

The series begins this evening with Laurence Olivier s HAMLE 1
.

1 JIM

acclaimed and controversial film takes a highly Freudian interpretation

of Shakespeare's classic. It will be shown in Mahar at 8 and 10.

The scries will continue the rest of the semester as tollows

February 9, Alt Sjoberg's MISS JULIE. Strindberg's socio-sexual

drama of a woman's symbolic downfall. Mahar. Hand 10.

February 16. Viscontis THE LEOPARD. A film of baroque opulence

concerning revolutionary Sicily during the last century It features Burt

Lancaster Alain Delon. and Claudia Cardinale. Thompson 104, K and 10.

hebruarv Z2 tgmar Bergman 's THROUGH THE CLASS DARKL1

The first part of the "Silence of God" trilogy. It is the stark, simple stor)

about lour individuals, their "silence" and search tor meaning Mahar, a

and 10. ,, , ...

February 23. Igmar Bergman's WINTER LIGHT. Part two ol the

Silence ol Cod" trilogy. Mahar. 8 and 10.

February 25. THE SILENCE. The concluding portion ol the "Silence ot

God" trilogy Mahar. 8 avi 10.

March 16 THE TRIAL. Orson Welles directed bis own adaptation ol

Franz Kafka's novel. The film concerns a man who is arrested and tried

for reasons he cannot comprehend Anthony Perkins plays Joseph K

with Welles. Jeanne Moreau and Romy Schneider Thompson 104. 8 and

10

March
'

' WOMAN IN THE DINES Two men. one woman, in the

desert. An Oriental Existential allegory of a passion trap Mahar. 8 and

l

°April 6 SONS AND LOVERS. D.H. Lawrence s autobiographical novel

about a young mans emergence into manhood Mahar 8 and 10.

April 13 The Royals Ballets ROMEO AND JULIET. The greatest

ballet film ever made, with Rudolph Nureyev and Margot H»nte>n

M
Apnl 2o

an
igrnar Bergman's HOI R OF THE WOLF The nightmare

vision of the tortured artist Thompson 104. 8 and 10.

April >7 M.chaelangelo Antonionis BLOW-UP Art VS. life, real t> xs

.magVnation death and sensuality, just a bit of everything with Lavid

Hemmingsasaboredphotgrapher Mahar 6.8andlo
.,,,,„«»

Mav 4 Federico Fellinis h 1/2. Fellinis artistic su.nma Mane lo

Mastroiann. as the Artist in search of himself Anj.uk A.niee as his
.

•

Sandra M.lo as the Mistress, and Claudia Cardinale as the Muse Maha.

9

Mav 11 SIDDENLY LAST SIMMER. Joseph Mankiewicz s sdap

tation of Tennessee Williams parable of purity and corruption incs

homosexuality, cannibalism and poetry Katharine Hepburn and

SiSbtSi Taylor compete over a corpse s reputation lor the benefit ol

Montgomery (lift Mahar. 8 and 10.

Subscriptions will be available at the door throughout Y ebrua. >

Director
9

s Film 's Highlighted

Cmemung will present over the next three weeks . series of the most esteemed films by the great American

director Josef von Sternbera
d

, <Justifiab iy ranked with the

Sternberg. the leading rae *>
J" Hollywood greatest films ever made

representative of the Germanic "^S^™*™^™ DISHONORED H93l» Witt

film tradition during the Thirties, extra Sternberg s ami^uous. i*
p||)

has slowly achieved recognition as first sound film V******™
I ,e nch as a self-consciously role-

the unexJelled master of the visual S urges to cal . U* only perfect Die r ,c ^^ ^

FEB i: THE Tl IE ANGEL other efforts, the film mocks itself

, ,930? with "mil Jann.ngs and All showing will be ,n Thompson.

Marlene Dietrich (R 00 PM.) room 104

»ge Critics of the day had

difficulty accepting his highly

stylized acting, cryptically ironic

dialogue and austere plots What

they failed to realize was the extent

to which he subjected all facets of

filmmaking to the expressions of

his creative vision

Even Fellini. the currently

outstanding pictoral stylist, cannot

match Sternberg's sustained and

fluid visual unity - Fellinis films,

by comparison, break up into a

Andrew Sams, writing in Film

Culture, summed it up thusly

"The critical sentiment in the

Thirties was that films were

supposed to be short, snappy, and

to the proletarian point Von

Sternberg was thus considered

slow decadent, and self-indulgent,

and gloriously ambiguous Marlene

Dietrich was judged too rich for the

people's blood This was a time for

bread, not cake Today. Von

Sternberg and Dietrich look more

dazzling than ever while most of

the cinema of the bread lines looks

excessively mannered Time in-

variably vindicates form over

topicality, and poetry always

outlives journalism

FEB t THE SHANGHAI
EXPRESS (19M) with Marlene

liietr.ch 18:« PM' Jh» >J|
collaboration of Sternberg and the

legendary Ptotographer^ee
Garmes (others were morocco

and DISHONORED). Sternberg s

most successful statement of his

fatalistic conception of love

UNDERWORLD 1 1927 »
with

Georte Bancroft hlmP.m.)..Ben

Hecht's script helped make this the

first great gangster film.

FFB 1» MOROCCO 1 1930) with

Carv Cooper and Marlene Dietrich

'ho.. PM .1 Dietrich s first

American film, it also established

Cooper as a romantic hero

Perhaps the quintessential Stern-

^thf'Tast command UW)
with Em.l Jannings .10:00 P.M.*.

Out imwisfers challenge ix t.. successfully wear

them all. at .me time or another, thes ritual be

adaptable and versatile and are expected It. iccin

plisb all the simple .nd complex tasks that happen

during I typical day ol a Br.ghams sandwich simp

managei m spite ol this most of them lose it ..and

tmd .t pays very * H (S 10.000 to $20,000 average

manager's salary).

Britain's operates iff* HO ice cream and sand-

wich shops in the southeastern New England area

and will be adding 25 more this year More bright

people are needed to help us continue this fantas-

tic growth rate.tMr. Randall Smith

^^ will be visiting your campus on

•p FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5

^->. Why not see your PlacementDirector

to arrange an interview?

30 MM St.. Arlington. Mass. 02138

An hqnal Opportunity Implmir

<0>«:

•-,-.

WEIGHT* _„

WATCHERS.

NEW MEMBERS ACCEPTED AT ALL TIMES

AMHERST
V F.W

457 Mam Street

Wedneido^

7.00 p m

Call 732 6613 U50 Registration - $2.50 Weekly

You may join any class at any time.

i
— »0Q0< '*

You can start losing today...

theWEIGHT WATCHERS way.
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New Trustee

\- or the past seven vears Louis Lyons has been one of the L nivers.ty s

most active most sincere and most visible trustees, and h.s departure

from the hoard this month will be hard to take. But as Governor Sargent

gets ready to appo.nt a new Trustee, he should take several things into

consideration , .., .._

First the nominee should be one with whom students can identify^Mr

I vons has proved that age is not necessanly a barrier to understanding,

hut th. Governor should realize that, in most cases, it is difficult for a

man n his mid-Mi to be considered a friend by students.

The Governor s last two appointees. Trustees Abrams and Shatter are

considered b\ most students who know them as the most approachable

and most understanding of any board members Both o these men are

youthful Motfss.onals. who appear as though they actually value student

'^The'l.nvernor should look tor a man with the qualitites displayed by

these men Mr Lyons, trustee Crowley and Trustee Troy when he looks

for a .nan who has some common ground with students. He should look

men who SW not so captivated by their own success that they find

hstrnm^ difficult He should look lor a man who can laugh at himsell

and tor a man w ho doesn't demand pertection from students.

\boveall Governor Sargent should appoint a man who. while aware ot

th.-' traditions «.l American higher education, be neither ruled by nor

bound m them Rather, he should DC a man responsive to today s students

Bnd an innovator in creating a more rewarding education for the students

the Commonwealth ,, .__,

The ne* university, the University of Massachusetts in the 1970s.

inn<* be led by mend sogtt vision and deaf;Mrs For toe ™J*§*
row to expand and to prm ide S more rewarding and tult.ll.ng education

fo, )ts students, it must have human leadership

The Lniversitj deserves a solid committment on the part ot the

Governor to make has search for a new trustee more than a backroom

political payment

WASHINGTON - It is now clear to everyone in

Washington what President Nixon s Game Plan tor

1

It was all decided at a top secret meeting of leading

RepuMVan str?to<Tjsts in. Bebe Rebozo's basement at

Key Biscayne. Everyone spoke his mind.

•Its obvious." one Republican pol said ^at-
tacking students, white very popular with the elec-

torate, does not produce votes."

We also know that permissiveness and por-

nography are not the gut issues we thought they

were." another strategist said.

•We damn sure cant raise the law and-order

problem after being in office for four years.

'And we know the Southern strategy laid one of the

big eggs of all time."

•We've got to come up with something that the

people really feel strongly about
"

•But what's left?" someone asked in desperation.

•Gentlemen." a party member said, "we have

taken a survey and we have discovered the one thing

that bothers the American people more than anything

else."

What is it?"

"The U.S. government
"

'The government?"
That's correct. The people are even madder at tnt

government than they are at their own kids They

blame the government for everything that is wrong in

the country. Wall Street, labor, the farmers, the

ethnic groups and even people in civil service are sore

at the government."

Are you suggesting Nixon run against tne

government'" ...

''Exactly 1 propose we attack the government with

the same vigor we attacked the Doves, the in-

tellectuals and Sen Goodell Our game plan will be to

prove to the American people that the government is

look \t li Thin Way, Hill — You're Huudlinf

Our Moat Serioua Trouble Spot"

not responsive to the needs of the people."

"But we are the government," someone protested.

•At least, we will have been the government for four

vpsrs

•Ali the more reason to attack it. If we say the

goWiaueaHs-M good, there isn't a person in this

country who will not support us."

We'll need a slogan. What about Power to the

People"'"
•That's an inspiration.

"We could call for a revolution," someone said

excitedly.

"Can't you just see Agnew going out across the

country making chopped meat out of the

bureaucrats?"

•We could hold anti-government demonstrations

with Bob Hope, John Wayne and Frank Sinatra."

•Billy Graham could organize a march on

Washington ."

••We could have Ronald Reagan burn his Social

Security card."

"Martha Mitchell could stage a sit-in at the Pen-

tagon." _,

"The possibilities are endless, gentlemen. Then

we're all agreed that the strategy for 72 is an all-out

attack on the American government''"

Thar* wasn't a dissenting voice in the room

President Nixon, who was waiting nervously in the

next room, bought the idea immediately.

A few weeks later he fired the first salvo wl en he

said in his State of the Union message, "Let's face it

Most Americans today are simply fed up with the

government at all levels. They will not...and should

not continue to tolerate the gap between promise and

performance " Everyone in Bebe Rebozo's basement

smiled
Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times.

Madness In Their Method

Last Friday. 1 wrote an article

dealing with my own moral

dilemma about the grading

system I do not know whether it is

moral tor me as a teacher to give

grades
The Following article is Irom a

hook called Student \s Nigger by

Jerry Father. He makes a very

jtersuasive case for abolishing

grades completely I strongly

recommend the book to everyone

who wants to understand what the

educational system is doing to/for

them.
Please give me some feedback,

pro or con, on my essay and this

article Write to me at the paper

c/o Bleeding Rose, Bob Zelman.

It's not what you're taught that

does the harm but how you're

taught. In fact, for most of your

school life, it doesn't make that

much difference what subject

vou're taught

The real lesson is the method

The medium in school truly is the

message. And the medium is,

above all, coercive. You're forced

to attend. The subjects are

required. You have to do

homework You must observe

school rules And throughout,

you're bullied into docility and

submissiveness. Even modern

liberal refinements don t really

help. So you're called an un-

derachiever instead of a dummy
So they send you to a counselor

instead of beating you It's still not

your choice to be there They may
pad the handcuffs - but the hand

cuffs stay on.

Which particular subject they

happen to teach is far less im-

portant than the fact that it is

required. We don't learn that

much subject matter in school

anyway in proportion to the huge

part of our lives that we spend

there. But what we do learn very

well, thanks to the method, is to

accept choices that have been

made for us. Which rule they make
you follow is less important than

the fact that there are rules. I hear

about English teachers who won't

allow their students to begin a

sentence with "and ' Or about

high schools where the male
students are not permitted to wear

I T-shirt unless it has a pocket I

no longer dismiss such rules is

merely pointless The very point to

such rules is their pointlessn-

The true and enduring content of

education is its method The

method that currently prevails in

schools is standardized, im-

personal and coercive What it

teaches beat is itselt. If. on the

other hand, the method were in-

dividual, human and free, it would

teach that It would not. however,

mesh smoothly into the machine

we seem to have chosen as a model

for our society

It's how you're taught that does

the harm You may only study

geometry for a semester - or

French for two years. But doing

what you're told, whether or not it

makes sense, is a lesson you get

every blessed school day for twelve

years or more. You know how
mallcapable we humans are. And
you know what good learners we
are - how little time it takes us to

learn to drive a car or a plane or to

play passable guitar. So imagine

what the effect must be upon our

apt and impressionable minds of a

twelve-year course in servility.

Think about it. Twelve years of

tardy bells and hall passes; of

graded homework, graded tests,

graded conduct; of report cards,

GPA's, honors lists, citizenship

ratings; of dress codes, straight

lines and silence. What is it that

they're teaching you? Twelve
years pitted against your
classmates in a daily Roman
circus The game is Doing What
You're Told. The winners get gold

stars, affection, envy; they get A's
and E's, honors, awards an ege
scholarships The losers get
humiliation and degradation. The
fear of losing the game is a great
fear; it's the fear of swats, of the

principal's office, and above all the

fear of failing What if you fail and
have to watch your friends move
past you to glory? And, of course
the worst could happen; you could

be expelled Not that very many

kids get swats or fail or are ex-

tolled But it doesn't take mam
tor the message to get across

These few heavv losers are like

levered heads displayed at the city

gates to keep the populace in luu'

Ind to make it worse, all of this

pressure is augmented by those

countless parents who are ego

treaks and competition heads and

who forcibly pass their addiction

on to their kids The pressure at

school isn't enough; they pay the

Uds for As and punish them for

D's and F's.

But can vou feel any of this lan

vou understand what has been

done to vour mind? We get so used

to the pressure that we scarcely

are conscious of it without making

some effort. ,

Why does the medium of

education affect us so deeply while

its purported content - the subject

matter - so often slips our minds

7

This is partly because the content

varies from year to year while the

form remains more or less tne

same; but also because the
_
form -

a structure of rules, punishments

rewards - affects us directly in a

real way, while the subject matter

may have no such immediate

grasp on our lives. After all, donit

we tend to learn best what matters

most? Under a coercive system d

isn't really the subject that.mat-

ters; what matters is pleasing the

authorities.

Keep Those Cards

And Letters

Com in' In

letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request).

The limit is one page and the

deadline is I p.m. the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters.

Snow And More Snow
Campus Comment

"Snow fall is expected to taper off during the

weekend" was the forecast of the weatherman.

"The troop withdrawal program is expected to

continue and most of our troops will be withdrawn

from Southeast Asia within the near future," Sec.

Laird declares.

Rushing inside the protective walls of the dor-

mitory, I-stopped to kick my shoes against the wall to

knock some of the snow off. Some other people came

into the dormitory after me and 1 saw them doing the

same thing. I stopped to examine this minor incident.

Somehow I could not explain to myself why I was

becoming a little uneasy.

Still uneasy, I came to my room and rid myself of

some "extra coating" that I had put on to protect

myself against this gastly weather. Surely I was more

relaxed when I was stripped to my indoor clothes, but

I still could not explain why the feeling of uneasiness

arose in the first place. I was desperate for a possible

explanation. If the question had been why was the

dining commons food so bland, I would not have

worried so much about it. But this was another

matter.

I hate this weather, I concluded. Why do the seasons

have to change in the first place? Why do I have to put

up with it? The answer to this was not as simple as the

first question, but none the less, to some extent, the

inevitability of the human condition seemed to make

its point stick. And I had to accept that if I choose to

live in Amherst, I had to take the weather as it is.

There was Nothing I could do about it except to

prepare myself for the changing conditions and to

keep a close watch on the weather report assuming of

course that its forecasts remain forecasts. But what

happens if the forecasts don't take into account the

unforeseen events or if the bad weather condition

warnings come too late to remedy the damage it has

done, or if forecasts did not come true at all?

My unconscious, I think is smatter than my con-

scious mind. I realized that I bought not only summer

and winter clothes but also an umbrella, snow shoes,

ice skates, and a portable radio to listen to music

outdoors when the weather permitted. My un-

conscious may be smarter than my conscious but it

could not explain that in an endeavor to free myself

from physical, political, social and cultural, self

imposing limitations, why had I forgotten to take this

aspect of my freedom into account? In fact the dic-

tatorship of the changing climate on my behaviour,

was unforgiveable. I thought the awareness of this

phenomenon was worth spending the time, essentially

because my unconscience had been reminded once

again to keep its eyes open against creeping "in-

fluential factors" that may hamper the development

of my "ethical sense" and my sense of reality.

My uneasiness persisted but lessened to a degree. I

tried to look for contentment in chance by turning on

the radio. The familiar voice of the newsman said:

"Mr. Nixon was asked at his recent news conference

as to how much desent will he tolerate in his party

considering the systematic plan to keep Goodell out of

the senate, and the firing of interior sec. Hickel?

"Mr. Nixon replied that I encourage dissent in my
administration and we need such people in the

Republican Party."

My uneasiness was sparked off again but this time it

was a pointer towards my previous uneasiness. I

jumped to my feet in a sense of urgency.

A weekend has passed and my freedom is still being

"snowed in", and yet my original calm response to

weather changes was not different in essence, than

Nixon's casual mention of the government policy

towards dissent. and at this time it is still snowing'

in "free-land".
KHALIDK MIRZA
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F Lot Bot
Recently I had a guest from home come up to visit me. Not being a

student at this school, and seeing more than forty empty spaces in the lot

next to F lot, my friend unknowingly violated the parking regulations of

our school by occupying one of them.

Now white I have never questioned the right of the campus police to

ticket or tow cars when they become an obstruction or a nuisance to the

well-being of our campus community, and while I do acknowledge that

they have a difficult and thankless job to do, I was rather upsei and

confused by the seemingly illogical action of ticketing a car which was

neither a nuisance nor an obstruction, especially since the car belonged to

a guest.
, ,,

Perhaps the rationale is that the new garage isn t doing so well

financially, but I couldn't very well afford to park a car there for three

days. The rates may be low to some, but to many students, including

myself, they are prohibitive.

In any case the rationale is not the truly acceptable one of preventing

the overcrowding of F lot because anyone who lives in Southwest knows

F lot looks like a desert on most weekends Why charge a guest five

dollars to park on a desert? Now I'll offer to pay the ticket because I d be

much to embarrassed to let my friend bear the burden. Please stop

ticketing F lot on the weekends. It serves no purpose but to hurt people

like me.

STEVEN J. (iONSALVES

Gay Minority

To the editor:

Within the past few weeks, members of the newly formed Amherst

chapter of the Gay Liberation Front have become increasingly visible on

the UMass. Amherst, and Smith campuses as well as at some of the local

off-campus hangouts. We are becoming more open because we can no

tenger justify 5 ourselves meekly accepting the artificial sex roles

^ThTincTnTproTptmg the writing of this tetter occurred Saturday

night at the Drake when some of us. after dancing together, became

aware of the intensely hostile reaction of a few onlookers Such reactions

are by no means uncommon, although generally just discreet laughter a

the expense of the faggots will suffice to "prove" that you re not one d

'Kemember this, all you super-masculine queer beaters The most

hostile of vou are invariably the ones most insecure about your own

sexual identitv; why else would you be so threatened by homosexuality

well that's your hangup, not ours We're gay and we re prrnnl We wdl

have no part of vour sexist, role oriented social structure that uHimaU ly

oppressed only gay people and women but everyone But "<^ »'

we allow ourselves to be excluded from any activity or denied any right or

privileges tor no reason other than being ga>
, ... ,,,

Gay people mav be a minority . but a very substantial minority We wdl

no longer stand lor the intense oppression WC have suffered tor thousands

ot vears Wew.ll be ourselves ue will be natural, we^ ,

|

,

;'»ii, >
.

X|M ,

The Draft

T
°A

l

c

h
vn?!

i

m!oht alreadv know the Selective Service Act of 1969 will ne up

tSjuUoa^uT^ An organization ,s being formed in Amners

S^eUU^^
setective alternative service to the draft Recently, at the University of

Nebraska President Nixon stated that as a means of "enlisting be

222S and idealism of young^^^{1^ig^S^
Peace Corps and VISTA into a new super agency and

)
those wining^io

Sve the? hves and their energy can work at
^SSLZJfSJS.

wardlvennedy^Senator Edward Brooke, and Congressman Margaret

suttesUonsTlnd^fficts. If you are willing and wanting to help please

Cs1u7Sl»SS or come see us behind the Mobil station up town at:

SAD
Room #4, 159 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass

LARRY ROMANOV1TCH
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UM Faculty Roundup
John W. Denison of the UMass

veterinary and animal sciences

faculty has been named director of

the Stockbridge School and

assistant dean ot the College of

Agriculture here.

The assistant professor of

veterinary and animal sciences

will replace Dean Fred P. Jeffrey,

who retires Feb. 21 after a 27 year

career at L'Mass

The Stuckbridgc School has a

two-year curriculum emphasizing

technical education in such sub-

lets as animal sciences, ar-

boriculture and park management,

wood utilization and nine others. It

has 623 students and is the oldest

and bestrated institution of its kind

in the country.

Dr Denison is a 1950 graduate ot

the University of Maine with M.S.

and Ed D degrees from UMass.

He joined the University faculty in

1961 as an instructor in poultry

husbandry. Before that he owned

and managed his own commercial

poultry farm and worked as a

poultry specialist for Wirthmore

Feeds „ . u J

He received the Stockbridge

School outstanding teacher award

in 1966 and was honored that same

year by the Stockbridge Alumni

Association with an "S" award for

his contributions as a teacher and

advisor to students.

At the University he has been

vice-president of Alpha Zeta

honorary fraternity, wrestling

team coach, advisor to the Animal

Science Club, a faculty fellow in

the Residential College Program, a

member of the University

Calendar Coordinating Committee

and the Stockbridge Advisory

Committee, as well as a number of

other University and community

activities.

Harvey Swados. outstanding

author and commentator on

society, has been appointed

professor of English here.

Prof. Swados has been a visiting

professor of English since Sep-

tember at UMass and will continue

to teach courses in creative

writing. A graduate of the

University of Michigan, he has

held academic positions at Sarah

Lawrence College, the State

University of Iowa, San Francisco

State College, the University of

Oregon. Columbia University, and

State University of New York at

Buffalo.

His latest novel, "Standing

Fast" iDoubleday), concerns a

group of American radicals from

the era of Hitler and Stalin up to

the assassination of President John

F Kennedy. A review in the "New

York Times" says the novel is "a

document of such accuracy and

integritv and compassion that we

should not only buy it and ponder it.

but we should as well, as a result,

feel ashamed of not having lived

Other books by Professor

Swados include: "Out Went the

Candle." 1955. "On the Line,"

1957. "False Coin." 1960; "Nights

In the Gardens of Brooklyn," 1961

••A Radical's America," 1962;

•Years of Conscience-The

MiKhrakers," 1962; "The Will."

1963 A Story for Teddy and

others." 1965; "The American

Writer and the Great Depression.

19A6; and "Radical At Large."

1968

The newly tenured professor has

received several honors, including

the Guggenheim Fellowship,

Sidney Hillman award, fiction

award from the National Institute

of Arts and Letters, and a grant

from the National Endowment for

the Arts. He is also listed in "Who s

Who In America."

"The Craft of Dying" is the title

of a new book by Dr. Nancy Lee

Beaty, assistant professor of

English at UMass.
Published by Yale University

Press, the 175-page volume

examines the cumulative in-

fluences of Renaissance, Refor-

mation, and Counter-Reformation

upon the gospel of reconciliation

preserved in liturgical tradition. It

is subtitled. "The Literary

Tradition of the Arts Monendi in

England."
Dr Beaty is a graduate of

Wellesley College and Yale

University. A native of Rye, N. Y.,

she joined the UMass faculty in

1964 after serving as principal of

the Thes/niki International High

School in Thessaloniki. Greece.

Forestry,Environment

Center Established
A pioneering center for research on forestry and the urban en-

vironment has been instituted at UMass.

The Board of Trustees has approved a contract with the U.S. Forest

Service to establish the Environmental Forestry Research Center at the

Amherst campus. It will be the first such unit of its kind in the US and

will focus on forestry research primarily in relation to people and the

environment rather than wood production aspects.

US Representative Silvio Conte (R. Pittsfield), a strong supporter of

this type of research, was a major force in obtaining the unit for the State

1

The
r

effect of forests, parkland, greebelts and indivual trees on the

aualitv of life in predominantly urban areas will be a major concern.

r" search is planned in such areas as the effect of forests on air pollution

and noise abatement, the recreational and aesthetic aspects of forests,

and the genetic improvement of tree species for urban use according to

Prof Arnold D. Rhodes, head of the UMass department of forestry and

"""^'research will be UMass forestry faculty, Forest

Service staff and UMass graduate students. The unit will be
j

organized

along the lines of the federal-state Cooperative Fishery and Wildlife Units

now oneratine at UMass Amherst.

EvenTua plans call for the erection of a Forest Service buudmg._For

the present plans are underway to house the research unit in Hint

Laboratory, using space formerly occupied by dairy and animal science

^TTc'ont^ct'isThrough the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment

Station the agricultural research facility at UMass. The center 1S^being

set up under the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station of the U.S.

Forest Service in Upper Darby. Pa.

UMass Cops Kodak,

DuPont Grants
E I. duPont de Nemours and Co.

and the Eastman Kodak Company

have announced grants to UMass.

The duPont company has

granted a total of $7500 under its

1971 aid to education program, in

grants of $2500 each to the

chemistry, chemical engineering

and polymer science and

engineering departments.

A $6500 unrestricted direct grant

to the University has been made by

the Eastman Kodak Company. The

total is based on years of service

and years of academic work by

UMass graduates that have joined

Kodak.

Will you graduate with a BS or MS
degree in CIVIL or STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING?
Put your talents to work as an intelligence

research specialist at Defense

Intelligence Agency

[

f

The Defense Intelligence Agency

is a unique, independent organi-

zation responsible for gathering

and interpreting information to

meet diverse intelligence require-

ments of the Department of De-

fense. The nature and scope of

our mission create unusual, chal-

lenging opportunities for grad-

uates in civil and structural en-

gineering with interests in the

application of their education to

the needs of intelligence research

and analysis.

At the bachelor's degree level,

starting salary is $10,528: indi-

viduals with applicable experi-

ence or an MS degree or higher

may start at $11,855 to $13,493

Salary increases are frequent,

and you will enjoy the broad

liberal benefits of Federal em-

ployment including generous

vacation and sick leave, insur-

ance and retirement programs,

You will also have the chance to

participate in a comprehensive

study program, at DIA expense,

leading to advanced degrees.

All applicants for DIA positions

must be U.S. citizens and are sub-

ject to thorough background in-

quiries and physical examination.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS SOON!

Visit your placement office now
to arrange an interview with DIA

representatives If you wish, you

may write DIA for additional in-

formation.

defense
intelligence
agency
Civilian Personnel Division

The Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301

An equal opportunity employer

If you care

enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist

challenge...

It isn't easy, being a Paulist.

Bridging gaps between young

and old. black and white,

past and future. But it is a

challenge.

The Paulist mission is to

people . . . individually

and in all the societies in

which they live

... to discover Christ

wherever he is acting

... to be attuned to the needs

of the present, yet to form

a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in

finding out more about the

Paulist priestly challenge,

write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist
cpathetg
Room 111

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

UMass Offering Special Opportunities For Viet Vets

UMass is offering special op-

portunities to Massachusetts

veterans from the Vietnam War
period who want to enter the

l' Diversity.

The help includes special con-

sideration in admissions areas and

granting transfer credit for some

service schooling or experience.

T Mass Amherst now enrolls more

than 1100 recent veterans as un-

dergraduates, or more than seven

percent of the undergraduate total

in Amherst.
The biggest aid to veterans in

Mining admission to the

T Diversity is in the use of the

scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT)

scores of the College Entrance

hvi initiation Board Experience

luis shown that SAT scores are

valuable in selecting top students

ami hi identifying those at the other

extreme who cannot do college

level work. There is a large group

in the middle, however, whose

success can onl> l>o predicted by

other lactors It has been found

thai veterans, because of their

maturity, motivation and ex-

perience are able to compete wiih

other I Diversity students

academically, even when their

college hoard scores are 100 points

lower than the average student.

Average sat atarea Car high

school graduates admitted to

I .Mass Amherst approximate 550

id both the math and verbal areas,

according to David P Lawrence.

uaodate dean ot admissions, who

works closely with veterans 'We

have found that veterans who score

within 100 points of the average

high school graduate are able to

conrcete successfully with the high

sd.ool graduates. " he added

Another area of accommodation

for veterans is in overlooking poor

grades obtained prior to military

experience. "The degree of

maturation that takes place in the

service motivates most veterans to

be successful even though they

may have had undistinguished

academic records in high school,"

Lawrence explained. "We apply

this even to those who have had an

unsatisfactory experience at

another college before their ser-

vice If they can score 450 on their

SAT s we will give them an op-

portunity."

In addition, the University ac-

cepts for transfer credit courses of

the U.S. Armed Forces Institute

(USAFI), that are basically

comparable to UMass courses, if

the student obtains a grade of C or

letter. It is also possible for a

veteran to receive credit for ser-

vice schooling through the College

Level Examination Program
(CLE. P.), sponsored by the

College Entrance Examination

Board.
Massachusetts veterans are also

encouraged to try the community

college route to a UMass degree.

"Any Massachusetts veteran who

completes a two-year liberal arts

program at any one of the

Massachusetts community
colleges and is recommended by

that college will be granted ad-

mission to UMass as a junior with

full transfer credit." Lawrence

explained.

Another benefit to veterans is the

tuition waiver, provided under

Massachusetts law. Any veteran

whose home of record was

Massachusetts when he entered

the service is entitled to apply for

tour academic years of tuition

waiver at anv Massachusetts

supported institution of higher

learning.

Veteran status, as presently

defined at UMass, includes anyone

who served 180 days continuous

active duty, any part of which

occurred after January 31. 1955. or

anyone released from active duty

after that date for a service-

connected disability.

The program does not bar

veterans from outside the state but

actually admits very few. Those

from out of state are not en-

couraged to apply unless they are

superior in academic background

and test scores.

Parking Proves Problem

Near New Dorms
All students, staff and faculty in the new Cashin dormitory and

Thatcher Way areas. We are requesting your cooperation in facilitating

tluMnovement of heavy trucks on Thatcher Way and the access roadway

^InThenew cashin Dorm area there ,s no parking allowed within the

dormitory area We may be forced to tow illegally parked vehicles to

ahow ac?ess to delivery and service vehicles Please stay out of this area

all times Temporary- parking is available at Tilson Farm

In the Tha the • Wav area construction work is taking place Again we

,re luring that a 1 vehicles be parked on the side of Thatcher Way

awav?rom the dorms ! east s.de of Thatcher Way I .
as posted, and to keep

,h

We°mt:^rrced\o
,

lor^gally parked vehicles to allow access to

dehvenand service vehicles. Please help us keep the areas clear so

campus work can proceed smoothly.

It's Back To The Boats

In New Bedford Strike

NEW BEDFOKD, Mass. iAP> -

New Bedford fishermen will be

back at work on the seas Tuesday

following an agreement between

their union and the Seafood

Dealers Association.

Austin P Skinner, secretary-

treasurer of the New Bedford

Fishermen's Union. said

agreement was reached Monday-

after fishermen and boat owners

•flatly wouldn't accept' an earlier

proposal offered by the dealers

during the weekend.

Fishermen and boat owners have

been tied up for nearly three weeks

in the dispute over the size limit of

vellowtail flounder, weighing and

unloading practices, and new

weighing system.

The new agreement proposes a

three quarter pound size limit on

yellowtail flounder, scheduled

meetings on a monthly basis

between the dealers and fisher

men. the sale of yellowtail by count

and location of catch, and a search

for a scale beneficial t > to the

weighing and unloading of fish

?:•

Students"

Kdurational System

LECTURE

K0TES
Trai*»<ri|>tion Service

tor print;, >»'« l

\\,. provide now. profes-

sion.il transcriptions of each

emester'a courses. We do

;hiv because the content and

structure Oi universiy cours-

i hange each semester.

Subscriptions to lecture

not«-s art- available for the

following courses:

\nllir»tH>l»K« !•»

\nlhr«|M»l»«» •••

latMMHW !•'!

r. .i m> la*

% —aaiatli ' l.ormiarr rai

I MMaawaMa* l""»'"f' !
*'-

1-4 iiitMtnn » I

i imwmii » I

Mimiiwi m
l.«i\rnillie»l I""
l.oirmiiirlll l-W

fSMafl !•'

batata '"
Matan I'll

1 1 -i until l»r«rU|int«>"

Mi, r.il.i..l..i> I ••

iimI.~oi.Ii> l»1

I-I...S. - Ml
l'.,.4i,.l»«< W
r«>rhalM> tKI
r.wii«i««> **a

iv>rh«i«K> an
i'„,hi.i«t> aai

I ... I...I..O 1*3

Mui«u«) tta
t.mmUtm* 1*1

/«ol»«> l«

We will also transcribe

lecture courjes with enroll-

ments of 150 or more, if re-

quested by a majority of the

students in the course,

subscription fees:

COURSES
with two 30-miimte lectures

per week:
$3.00 per half semester

COURSES
with

three so-minute lectures

or
two 7S minute lectures

per week:
$3.50 P**!" half semester
Subscription orders will be

taken in the
STUDENT UNION LOBBY

Room 318

on Registration Day and

thereafter. Office telephone:

545-2683

Office hours:
Monday - Friday

10 a.m. • 330 p.i.i.

If you support and

want to help build

he mass movement

against the war in

Vietnam, the strug-

gle of Block and

Brown people for

set {-determination,

the growing move-

ment lor women's

liberation, and the

light lor sociolism in

the United States

-

then you belong in

this country s largest

and fastest growing

rodical youth orga-

nization.

Join

WHAT IS THE
YSA?

A PANEL DISCUSSION with members

of the Young Socialist Alliance who

are active in the Anti-War, Black

Liberation, and Women's Movements

THURSDAY, FEB. 4

8 PM. CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 174

When fifty people are committed

to the ideal of Brotherhood, social

life comes easy.

Phi Mu Delta
Invites you to meet the Brotherhood

at our chapter house in Fraternity - Sorority Park

WEDNESDAY 7:30 Informal

THURSDAY 9:00 Informal

Call for rides 545-2163 253-9034 549-1076
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ANGEL FLIGHT
There will be a -neeting tonight at 7 p m .n

D.cKenson 210 This to very important All

Angels please attend

BARBERSHOPPERS
Looking tor bass tor first tenor to till the

quartet, that sang at Mirkwood and Melville

last semester Call Ron Rapalio 253 9668

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLET COMMITTEE

Meeting ot the BCBC m. Room 803 of the CC

at 7 p m Wed . Feb 3rd

CENTRAL AREA
Films Her.tage o« Slavery 7pm at Brett

House 8 30 p m m van Meter. Black M.story^

Lost. Stolen or strayed, 8 15 P m m Brett, 10

p m .n Wheeler All welcome

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Alter regular testimony meeting, slides on

B.enn.ai College Meeting will be shown

Everyone mv.ted tomght at 6 -15 pm ,n Rms

911 VIS ot the C C

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Groundschool wni meet? pm m the C C 'o

try and t.n.sh up oetore forever

ENGLISH DEPT
The Jones Poetry Readings w.ll present

Bill Tremolay Grad Student m English,

readmg »*e.r own wo. ks, ton.ght at 7 Hi Jones

Library Ambers'

I NGLISH DEPT
. Rhetoric ot F.im tan sections)

80 Tuesday Feb 2. !«?' 7 30 n 102

Thompson

Notices

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting in Rm 165 of the

CC ton.ght at 6 30pm E»ec Board including

appointed officers at 6

HEVMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB

The regular square dance will be held m the

C C Aud tonight

HISTORY DEPT
There will be a meeting of the Student

Faculty Liason Committee on Feb 3rd (Wed )

at 7 30 p m m the 6th Floor lounge of Herter

Hall Plans will be made tor the second

semester All members are urged to attend

,FC 8. PAN HEL
GREEK FORUM After the basketball

game on WMUA Phoned Hi questions will be

answered by fraternity and soronty

representatives

MENTAL HEALTH
Therapy group tor couples will be held

weekly beginning Tues Feb 16th at 4 6 pm

II .nterested call Mr S.ddan at Mental Health

S45 2337

NORTHEAST COMMUNITY COUNCIL

A Ra.sm in the Sun' will be shown ton.ght

a , j 3D p i«i Ml me Blue Room at Worcester

D'hTtg Commons

PE 185 GLIDING
Gliding Course s cancelled Drop cards and

new course additions through general Phys

Ed Office Boydeti 209

CUSP PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

The INK! meeting w.n be ton.ght at 8 p m ,n

waiting for him toend the war?

don't hold your breath

COME TO THE

Student

Mobilization

Committee

MEETING

FIU* 'CONFRONTATION AT KENT

43A Bar.ett. (CUSP OFFICE) We're sending

letters to all psych majors and need help

addressing envelopes

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY

General business meeting Feb 4th. at 7 30

p m m Society Library, for election of new

officers All members urged to attend

SCROLLS 0O4 908
Meeting ton.ght at 6 15 p.m. in Rms. 904 908

ofThe C C VERY IMPORTANT! Attendance

required Whist Party Feb. 7th.

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
university Chorus (Music 162) open to all

students First rehearsal Tuesday at 7 p m

Cottage C For ,n.o phone 545 0532 or 545 0624

WOMENS LIBERATION
Womens' Liberation w.ll meet Wed

.

Feb

jrd at 6 p m m the Womens' Center (Free

University Room the old bookstore across

irom the Hatch) to discuss the politics of

UMass Womens' Liberation 8. to plan actions

tor the spring

L

About a month ago. a pa.r ot wire rimmed

glasses m navy blue case were lost if found

please call 6 8154

A Packet of registration cards belonging to

Ted Beauva.s was lost Please call 536 7689 m

So Hadley

Would the person or persons please return

the trophies taken from Chadbourne House No

questions will be asked

Lost at the cage during Saturdays

oasketoati game a cream colored scarf with

brown bars Call Mark 6 8860

A Man s gold mit.ai ring w.th the m,t,ais S N

Adhesive tape on the back U found please call

6 8439

G.rl s silver watch lost Jan 31st ,n South

west Call 546 8516

Night School Registration

In Final Week
Rpp-istration for the spring semester of UMass evening classes is in its

fiSSS? tteSTv rionrf Continuing EducaUon has announced.

ReSat on will continue until Tuesday, Feb. 2, w.th classes to begin

„Ka
v?Ph The evening program offers 58 courses, most of them

Tt^SS^^^iZ^BSi -me at Greenfield, PiUsfie.d and

SP
The

gf

evening program offers courses in a wide variety of
:

fields m-

tSSSswKsass
information abont courses can be obtained bm •*££>» <* c°-

tinning Education, 920 Campus Center. The telephone is 545-0905.

New Course Developed

In Surveying, Construction

As a result of his course in house

planning offered last semester in

the academic extension program

of the Division of Continuing

Education Prof. Curtis A Johnson

of the department of agricultural

engineering of the College of

Agriculture has developed a new

course in surveying for building

construction.

The course is designed to cover

the principles of surveying and

their application to building

construction, site evaluation, site

preparation, soil cut and fill

computations for landscaping,

terracing, drives and walkways,

and locating and laying out of

MDC Classifieds:

footings and foundations for

buildings. Students will learn the

use of the level and transit, how to

prepare drawings, and how to

transfer information from

drawings to the job.

Registration forms and in-

formation are now available at the

Division of Continuing Education.

920 Campus Center, or students

mav call 545-0905.

The one-semester, three-credit

course will begin Saturday. Feb.

13 and will be held Saturday af-

ternoons. It costs $85 and is open to

anyone in the construction field

interested in learning new job

skills

Marketplace

of

L»»l mr this m*n »rorm«e<l I" onhdraw the »•»*>» »»* ** **

n|kt into Cuntadu tnd «hile he keeps Ulkin. hi» planes

are hombtftt WIsmH Asia more than ever finis mm h» rath «

•rotfr«««mrt»n

II the I < f<rt a* o» Valium the American pruone.-

aaaM loUom fM lt« m*i «« the PO»i « » e«n..

the mtr |

He win. to ta.e lorfou*. tws old prnmne to e«d the dralt Hut

a» t'ontrns prepares u> contMwe military coMcnpUoa »h«h

eipires \tm June mr haven t lorgotlwi

Too** more people than ever oppose the .a' I

bel.*se what thts man vi.s Just ash a« •> I

, tvanre tu oriamre the *nti»ar nvajontv In torre immediate with

dra«al

II

Wednesday Night Coffee House

•it

Top of the Campus
(11th floor Compuf Center)

Continuous Entertoinment ttorH ot 9:00 P.M.

NO COVER — NO MINIMUM

*AII Ages ore Welcome

Only Top of the Campus Club members and their

guests over 21 may drink oleoholic beverages.

Western

Mass.

8 pm ROOM 174

TUESDAY FEB. 2,1971
-

DO YOU ENJOY PERFORMING?

TIRED OF PERFORMING WITHOUT GOOD

PA EQUIPMENT?

ANYONE IS WELCOME TO SHOW THEIR TALENT!

contoct Ed ot 549-1418

between 4 and 7 P.M.

Student Senate

Book Loans
are now

AVAILABLE

in the

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

FILM SERIES SPRING, 1971

Feb. 2 -

Feb. 9 -

Feb. 1 6 -

Feb. 22 -

Feb. 23

Feb. 25 -

Mar. 16

Mar. 30
Apr. 6

Apr. 13

Apr. 20

Apr. 27

May 4

May 11

Olivier's HAMLET (Mahar 8, 10:30)

Sjoberg's MISS JULIE

Visconti's THE LEOPARD
Bergman's THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY

- Bergman's WINTER LIGHT

- Bergman's THE SILENCE
- Welles' THE TRIAL
. Jopan's WOMAN IN THE DUNES
- Lawrence's SONS AND LOVERS
- Nureyev in ROMEO AND JULIET

- Bergman's HOUR OF THE WOLF
- Antonioni's BLOW-UP
- Fellini's BVi
- Tennessee Williams' SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER

Greek Schedule of Events
Fraternity Smoker Schedule

Week of January 31

Feb. 5

Friday

BETA KAPPA PHI

DELTA CHI

PHI MU DELTA

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

PHI SIGMA DELTA

KAPPA SIGMA

PI LAMBDA PHI

Sorority Schedule

ANY 8 FILMS — *4

75< ot door

Subscription* ovoiloble ot the door through February
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Recreation Schedule
BOYDEN GYM Monday Through

NASIUM

Note Gymnasium

not available on

March 18. Wand 20

BOYDEN HAND
BALL 8. SQUASH
COURTS" faculty and

Note s,aM onlv

new°Pcn

reservation

procedures

l rtiuity and

staff only

Open

Friday

4 30 PM 6 00 PM
Saturday and
Sunday
I 00 PM 5 00 PM
Monday
Wednesday Friday

12 Noon 1 2S PM

j 3U PM 5 00 PM
5 00 PM 6 30 PM

6 30 PM 10 15 PM
Tuesday and
Thursday

12 IS PM 1 00 PM

BOYDEN
BOWLING
ALLEYS'"

WOMENS
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
GYMNASIUM

CURRY
JOGGING

HICKS
TRACK.

J 45

5 15

PM 5 15

PM 6 45

PM
PM

Open

Boyden

Pool"
Faculty and

staff only

Coed swim

BOYDEN
AUXILLARY
GYMNASIUM
Coed Use ot gym
nastic apparatus and

trampoline will be

permitted

WOMENS
PHYSICAL
FDUCATION
POOL

Coed swim

BOYDEN WEIGHT
TRAINING ROOM

6 *j PM 10 30 PM
Saturday and
Sunday
» 00 AM 4 30 PM
Monday Through

Friday

12 Noon I 00 PM
SUNDAY
I 00 PM 3 00 PM

Tuesday and
Thursday

7 00 PM V 00 PM
Note This ac -

wii terminate on

February 18

Friday" - Family

Swim
7 00 PM9 00 PM
Saturday

\ 00 PM 3 00 PM
Monday Through

Friday

4 30 PM 10 00 PM
Saturday and
Sunday
t 00 PM 5 00

Monday Through

Thursday
4 30 PM 6 00 PM
Friday

4 30 PM 10 30 PM
Saturday

3 00 PM 10 00 PM
Monday and Friday

6 30 PM 10 00 PM
Except Friday.
March 5. 1971

Saturday

I 00 PM 4 00 PM
Monday Through

Friday

8 00 AM 3 00 PM
Except when area is

being used tor

classes or varsity

practice

Reservations are required at all times

in weekdays and may be made one day in

advance Example Make reservation for

Thursday on Wednesday, tor Monday on

Friday Reservations must be made m
person at the INTRAMURALS OFFICE

located m Room 215 Boyden. starting at

8 30 AM No telephone reservations will be

acceptt-d'

WEEKENDS Court reservations are not

.sary on Saturday and Sunday, as a

new procedure has been adopted, whereby

one or more courts w.n become available

every 15 minutes Time schedule and rules

are posted at each court and are also

,oie at the mtramurals Office and

Equipment Cage
Women are advsed to use some form

of non supping footwear to and from

lockerroom
Supply own towels and oath.ng suits

Parents must accompany children

at SOc per I'"* Bownnct shoes will be

provided tree upon presentation ot student

ry staff i D cards

j Graham Associate D rector o«

• '

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENib

| mo. og. IV & compl*'*" ol oi i»o»i l »•<>' of 10 i*4*

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

tup ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

dl. AtUnf.c SUUt «nd Canada.

INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES conc.rn.nq .umm.r .mploym.nt a. H.ad

Coun...or. Group L.ad.r.. Specials-. G.n.ra. O il

Writ*, Phone, or Cat! in Person

Association of Privato Camps - Dept. C

Mo.w.H M Alexander, I—«M D.f.ctor

,S3W..t42ndS»r..t, OX 5-2656, N.w York 36, N. Y.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

~»U«. Head U.S.." Scott P.lea. T»-

r,.l Hoot*. B»jMi.n Btnain— .
All In

nc cood , worth *K» Sell for

«isa or beot offer. •—-1*S.

—ll.rt Stnd I'M TrrolU atep Jo
KoUUrh boot*, alae 9. pole*. »•»»•

etc Bet* offer*. Bra* 3l» !»••»»

.,-K!c>r
"*•*

"l »rd fur*, coau. rape*, atalea.

Md jaekeu, $15 lo 94*. All atgatj.

on iMo-atwa. tf*-'6

«.\V<*1'1I Amp w/»pkt». aro/fm

tuner $15«. comM MM metal kki»

w/p«lr» «nd r»l.le Mnd 2t»1.j»^
^

""Hriil Ski*. (.omp<t ). l*«k »•""-

inf.. *r«t Pafri, llarrrrafter » »ki

rark. prior $1— Call Olm at B*^
5*94.

«•» beot offer C.U. »«*"•• f^j—If no aaawer leave me—ea*
M9-4MMM Al

M fhevrolrt auto,

tall WtMWI
Good eatad.

tft-3

fl 1 alron wdan. 'if mlea per «al-

lon. roo.1 on oil. bodr I" «••• «"—

'

< ,11 Tom Mni«M anytime. C*""^:
xt.ll IMI

HOUSING FOR SALE
»i4fi MoMIe Home on let il.aMfc

hM .. In ru*l. reoa" . «*»Pj^''
turn . In.ludlne wall ta wall ear»«j

dant color TV. air
t̂t
>£**g

»a»her (copies eol». CaU *a>3a«T,

.tail Immediately

LOST

fWM model m stereo -*•>•
«0 watt am/fm ateree receiver with

automatic turntable on top Two .-

KM lM»k»helf apeokem. IV*
J'***

old. e^cellcnr condition. Anklnr; »--•'

,;-Wi. l!!l
5
.

Robert* 7ie\ tape recorder and

Lafayette preamp Roberta S- afca-

no Inputa for turntable Prakti. a

F\3 3 mm camera. Tea^ar lena, Al-

pe» meter. I SO flanh .
Cheap. < »»

MfrfW. __ "zS.

\nipe« 1I.-S0 tape rlecH worth $W5.

will -ell for »IV». Tall MaW^
"

Ski Bootn: llenke Buckle. al«e M-
11 /M, ...III for »«<». wl» "ell for *10

\K» Nikon photomlc FTN. chrome.

ur/M mm 5/Waanj caae /"l^'alon.

manual *'.'.',. Tall Don MIMM*"
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TRAVEL

Gmpplers Salvage Tie,

Pin Catches Yale, 17-17

Bv BOB GANLEY
Staff Reporter

The UMass wrestling team had

to come from behind in the last two

matches to salvage a 17-17 tie with

Yale on Saturday afternoon. After

jumping off to an early 9-0 lead, the

Kedmen lost the next five bouts

and trailed 17-9 going into the 190

lb. match. However. George Zguris

won a crucial 4-3 decision with a

minute of riding time and then

by a forty day layoff. Dave Amato,

Dave Reynolds and Sheldon

Goldberg all won decisions to get

the Redmen off to a good start, but

things then turned sour. Clay

Jester and Brian Urquhart lost

tough decisions and then a pin and

iwu more decisions put the Red-

men behind. But Zguris and

Dambman came through in the

clutch and preserved the Red

mens undefeated record in New

the upcoming UMass-Springfield

meet should be.

The results

118 Dave Amato (M) decisioned Drake Lamert

.(Y> 6 3

126 Dave Reynolds IMl decisioned Bob Penner

(Y) 8 5

,34 Sheldon Goldberg (M) decisioned Alan

Yamashita (Y) 7 1

142 Terry Brown (Y) decisioned Clay Jester

(M) S 2 _ „

150 Dave Chan (Y) decisioned Brian

Urquahart (M) 4 3.

158 Chris Legq pinned Steve Delmaestro (M)

6 01

167 J Spenderlow (Y) decisioned Tom Young

(Ml 8 2

177 Alan Gaby (Y) decisioned G Skylett (Y) 4

3

Unl Carl Dambman (Mi won by pm I 45

minute ui i»uu«j "•"- —- —
,

WMUA PresentsRedmen bports

BB - pair of l*r«e. BT^aB
framed ilaaoea. Thar. , iMH be-

tween Southweat Mil F W. CaU
h-.MBH. Kewurd. ^^
—I o«.t — Men'" pair of a'aw»ei« in

bla,k caM- under aaja»_gl.« M»«
Hurimr Kortlham aame ^ed. nirJit

t i. ll .lay H-I0K:i. Keward. tf.-«

RIDERS WANTED
C««mudn« from HttafVid Tuea

and Thura. If tou alao hare a car.

»f cm alternate dHrtoa. " »•"

daai-t. »eo can ride. Peter «-•»*•

(it Chert tun, orlftlnal owner SS.aaa

,,,(1,-,. excel cond l>lck Kyan RW»-

n, M v i" _—
<;nitara — acotwIlcTclaattlcal. elee-

in.. new «ith «uarnnteca_ 3» - *
,,,., cent off on Ouild"«. Mnat below

retail Tan he aeen on Campii-.

Trade* aKo Will deliver Mil »
'. it?? or r.lfi-fi'U

1 aft VW head-. 40 hp. nerer uaed

Htter valve job Alan earh ffaaajj_^m
bur. Make offer. Call Dave 54«-«n ,l

sTl DfeNTH INTERNA I iONAL a^
fere chartered jet fU«hta U NAf»-

SaW In apHn« and ElKOPE hjawat-

mer For detail. c»UI: Stere M9-61M

• Brian MH-3963 ^^ g „ „

RIDE WANTED
"
Hide wanted from l-oname.dow to

I „.«« and back everyday. V*ill I ">

or t«ke turns drivin*. tall Bath,

5«i?-H»MVt
tf*-9

PERSONAL

Iten furniture, aofa. rhaira, rock-

er 1 end tuliei. coffee table, aofa

. o'nvertt to tied, need* cover, racuiini

cleaner, "*betlnnd canisti-r model.^ 1

year old. evcellent condition, $'*5

I'lmnc No lii;.V3lii) tf?!t

WANTED
Wanted: (aria to participate In

Satanic Mm. I'all Derek from 1-9

only Mfl-M19
""
"free cute kitl>

„t SHi-HHtil

rienne call Alan
tfi-.l

BOOKS
aVa buy u>^d hooka and retorda —

White U.ht Buoka. (In the aUer)^

FOR SALE — AUTOS
i ~Zn~ih TK4A 1R8. manr

m-w parte, eaeellent runnln« condl-

IVople intere-ted In atartlnn moTe-

,,,,,,,'for Kamsey "y*/''"1*?'.

call Steve Kurt* 3?3-7B»:t. tf-'-S

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted -,,/,

""""'"

.„.t. in Amnerat Erhu Hill ava.l-

immediately. Call anytime. John **>•

itnt. 11=:*

~F Roommate to ahare nouae with

3 rrnil atudenta. Feb. 15 - t™'™^
«?.-, a month. 1-arce faam 1b law
Ih.uhc. clow lo Cnlreraltr. \an Met-

,r l)r Phone 'Mn-tVWt. JUL1
HELP WANTED

"Help wanted - «Jr'»
'»

'"'iVii
the Bo.»on Globe In the dorm, (all

M«-fU?H after 5 p m. UI-L

SENSITIVITY
F.«,M-rimental aen-»tl*»ty workohop.

Vcollerte imrticlpatlon In ""*'"'

lurned experience of honeaty. earlna.

.rust. aelf. Meetlnc Thura^ n»te

l.i, 1. (ampita Center. Umlt K,
ru r,i'M!i?a

V«_«

Redman
Basketball

»* fa"

UMass
vs.

Holy Cross

Tonight at 8 p.m. the Redmen of

UMass take on the Crusaders of

Holy Cross in a battle which will go

along wav in determining the No. 1

team in New England WMUA will

cover all of the action starting at

7 50 p.m. Ken Horseman will be

doing the play-by-play and Dave

Melvin will add the color.

The next game on WMUA will be

probably Thursday evening when

the Redmen take on Iona at the

Cage Air time is 8:05.

Voice

Of The Redmen

%:

John Blake thought safety belts

were a drag.

I^V

%

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

aV^T

love is

w
\

V£*>

What* your excuse? #&
Advertmn« contributed tot the public tood KQ

, . . not minding
when be musses

your fabulous
hairdo.
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Sports Notices I Rugby Club Begins Fourth Year
* _ . -,..- .-—*— k.«~ arMdimted. The team looks Holv Cross. Amherst and Willian

The Intramural Department

sponsors a tiiaduate-Kaeulty-Staff

Division in Intramural Athletics.

Thus far, the departmental

response has been fairly good.

Departments represented to date

include Civil Engineering.

Chemical Engineering, Industrial

Engineering, Education, English

and Chemistry

The 1M department would

welcome greater departmental

participation during the Spring

Semester Annually, a trophy is

awarded to the overall top Grad-

Fac team at the end of the year.

Civil Engineering is now leading

the race.

Upcoming events are as tollows.

IN EMS ENTRY DIE
Squash Friday. February 5

Volleyball Friday. February 5

Monday. March

8

be kept in storage However

personal articles not claimed as ot

February 22 will be donated to

charitable institutions.
» * *

RUGBY CLUB-There will be a

meeting for all players-veterans

and newcomers-Wednesday, Feb.

.5 at 7.:H) p.m. in Goessman Lab

Room 259. It is important that all

attend.
* * *

The UMass Rugby Club begins

Us fourth year this term with a

general meeting Wednesday,

February 4. The ruggers finished

the fall season with a winning

record and look forward to con-

tinued success. Graduation at mid-

year depleted some strengths of

the club. Mike Bull, the sensational

center half has returned to

England. Wing forwards Fnsbee

and Devir and wing Alan Brown

have graduated. The team looks

towards new recruits to bolster the

weakened positions.

The spring season features a trip

during spring vacation through

Virginia to play Washington and

Lee. Old Dominion, and the

University of Virginia.

The ruggers open the regular

season against the Hartford

Wanderers on April 4. During the

spring they will play among others

Holy Cross. Amherst and Williams,

closing the season with the New

England Tournament, again to be

held at UMass on May 17-18.

Veterans and newcomers are

invited to the meeting to be held in

Goessman 258 at 8:00 p.m. on

Wednesday. February 4. Features

ot the meeting will be a discussion

of spring activities, election ot

officers and a rugby film.

Swimming
Soccer
Badminton
Softball

Horseshoes

Friday. March 19

Friday. March 5

Friday. March 19

Friday, March 19

For all additional information,

contact the Intramurals Office, 215

Hoyden Building
» *

All graduate students, faculty

and stall monitors who have not

renewed their Recreational Ac-

tivity Cards for the Spring

Semester bv February 15. 1971 will

have their "basket /locker contents

removed All personal articles will

GIRLS' HOOP-The UMass girls

basketball team will take on arch-

rival Springfield College today at 4

p m in a match to be held at the

Women's Physical Education

Building All are welcome.
* * *

VARSITY M-The UMass Varsity

M Club will hold its weekly lun-

cheon at the Newman Center at

12-15 p m. on Wednesday, Feb. 3_

Featured guest will be head

basketball coach Jack Leaman

There will also be a raffle ot

basketball tickets and a door prize.

nd wing Alan orowu -r-—-—# •

^^^

Coed Skiers Set To Open
The UMass women's in

tercollegiate ski team has begun

its preseason conditioning

program for the 1971 competitive

season The intercollegiate team is

preparing for a tough conference

meet schedule which begins with a

racing clinic on Saturday.

February 6, 1971. The remainder of

the season includes the following

races

:

Saf

Sun

Saf

Feb V nAiflers.ll

Feb 27 ftftiffersMl

March 6 yft/aferv.He Valley

Slalom

G ant alom

Gianf iialom

The UMass coeds compete in the

New England Women's In-

tercollegiate Ski Conference

, WTSC i with Mount Holyoke

College. Wheaton. Radcliff,

Bradford. Simmons. Wellsle\ a id

Boston University. This years

captain is Bona Lee F.ske and the

team advisor is Miss Kathy ( lark

J.
Edgar Hoover

claims the YSA "is

today the largest and

best organized youth

group in leftwing

radicalism"

For once he's right.

Find out more about

THE Y0UKG

SOCIALIST

ALLIAKCE

Come to a panel dis-

cussion with YSA

activists from Black

Liberation, Women's

Liberation, and the

Anti-War Movement

8 P.M.

Thurs., Feb. 4

Campus Center

Rm. 174

Sun Feb
Sal Feb
Sun Feb

7 Stratfon

13 Wldcat

U Wildcat

V.tn Slalom

Slalom

Giant Sialom

Crossword Puzzle
An er to Yestt-rd.iv s

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
13

SYDNEY OMAR*-

The Sag.ttanan can be *oeiab'e.

agreeable, out *ants to create pol .cv and be

one who .s caned upon to e»pia.n and d.rect

l( you want to Keep .1 Sag.ttanan as a

tnend. as* advice Noting please*^ tr»*

nat.ve more than being able to e.plam and

.each Some famous persons oorn onder

Sagittarius mclud* At Kanne. fi-P W.lson

and Emiyn Woi ai-s

ARIES (M-rch 21 Apr,. .91 Hold on to

valuables One who smgs s.ren song does

not have vour -nterests at heart Be

receptive Make changes Real ne your own

*orth Bu.ld self esteem

TAURUS (April 20 Mav 20> You cannot

mrow oft respons.b.l.tv There are com

m ,,men,s which you must fulfil, ^a-.y

members mav "v to force issues Don t let

anyone impose Mt) w.ll on you _„,_._
GEMINI (Mav 31 J«"e 2C f^«" w «

n.dden meanings » md out why people^act

,he way they do Don t b. M.edm.o .:om

piacency You do have a m.ss.on Ma,or

pr.ni.pie* You w.ll ^e add.t.ona

?e*£onsib...t.es You can M«d.e them Bu'

youaiso shouM be compensated for effort*

Know th,s act HM vou know rt.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22' F mi*h pro.ects

A,Jf«To emature starts Be w,..ng to test a

re'at.onsh.p Put a stop to wshfu. thmK.ng

One who constantly take* advantage of vou

should be put >n place ,„.„,.
v.RGO(Aug 23 Sept 22' Take a chance

oo your ab...t.e* Shake oft <«"•'«»"«.

y^u need •* not a* tar off as '"•"«
mag.ned Ut.llW Pas' e.per.ence Open

communication lines

uBRA(Sept 23 Oct III L-eio* Wav

*a ,i,nq game Relative who w.shes shoul

LIBRA (Sept 230ct 22. L,e .ow Pjav

*a.tmg game Relative who wh,nes snou d

M newed but do set l.m.t Means refuse to

t Accent on gett.ng oppos.ng

forces to co operate Act accordmgly

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21' Be versat.le

some of your .deas are ready for greater

envelopment One who seems out of reach

expresses .nterest Grab opportun.ty Make

small sacrifices tor greater gams
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21. Some

bas.c requirements take more money than

anticipated Read oetween the ime* Don t

be caught short study L bra message Get

expert advee Take notnmq for granted

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22Jan 19, Good

,unar aspect comedes «t» «"~*^'^
connected w.tn ch.ldren specu a^on You

come out on top after a tryng t-me Keep

tne ta.fh Creative appraoch overcomes

r>and,cap ... uu„a »

AQUARIUS <Jan 70 Feb 111 ""•'

appears to be wegnt on your shoulders m«y

turn out to be asset Wh.te elephant could be

of actual value Get expert appraisa '»ou

"ave plenty but ,t may not be obv-ou*

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) You get

what vou want bv utNUtol wr.tten word

Sont attempt to substitute supertical.tv

^-thorough undemanding See through

....n an jiprt aware and sincere

^F TODAY",S^OUR BIRTHDAY you

should cultivate aPPrec,at,on*or rhythm

Tnd mus.c Many persons •'•-'•'T »° *~

and you can eas.iv be spoiled You love

.n ,on you a-so are winng to a-d others

oaftam goals Recent flurry of con.uvon^s

,w.ng to be replaced by some ».««•

vances Bv Apr., vou should be more

comfortable m tmanc a. area
w „,„.„

Totnd out wno s lucky for you '" money

and love order S,dnev Omarr s bookie.
_

Secret HK.fl lor Men and Women Send

,ate aoo SO cents •• Omarr Astro ogv

Secrets, 'name o« your paper
,

Box 1240

Grand Central Station New York N v

,00 '

copvrght 1971 Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS
Cleaning
device

Swamp
Farm animal

Period of

time
Nerve
network

1 Reverence

> Sailor (colloq.)

j Turkic

tribesman

; Communist
B Golf mound

Greek
marketplace

2 Fencer* *word

4 Baker* product

5 River m
England

!8 Part ol circle

•9 Lubricate

10 Pomtle**

|| Big man
i3 Cut* ol meat

34 Shade tree

35 Hurried

36 Ocean
38 ln*ect

39 Wager
40 Make* lace

41 Sum
43 Equality

44 Hawaiian
wreath

46 Lessen

48 Anger

51 Time gone by

52 Measuring
device

53 Lamprey
54 Emerged

victor iou*

55 Ram and

hail

56 Music a*

written

DOWN
1 Encountered

2 Anglo Saion

money
3 Taking part

4 Partner

5 Macaw
6 Sell to

10
11

If

;l

22

23

24
26
27

29
30

32

33

consumer
Platlorm
Courageous
person
Inn* in

the East

Be m debt

Marry
Spanish
article

Hindu queen

Note ol

scale

Musical
instrument
Fruit seed

Beginning
Compass
point

Number
Electnlied

particle

Singing
voice

Unit of Latvian

currency

' ICiolNMf- A >.v."
j

•

•

~~

1

c. oImJe pMri -
I

eJmIBvvTe W1t
J ^ Ah

We l| |H i
-

I
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v -.

—

-
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•

i

• J < ^B • m 1-

A i i r B_
' H A p ( M

VTTWl,- - ,-

[H

d [ajjIlM -j

s]i M
•

G y]
fc

j

34 Symbol for

magnesium

35 Tell

37 Coniunction

39 Contuiion of

voice*

40 Symbol lor

tantalum

42

43

44

45

47

49

Scottish caps

Saucy

Ordinance

The sell

Goll mound

Soak
50 Gutdo's high

note

'
I ALMJ5T BROVeHT A 6lRL

HOME TO MEET fOV BUT ^t
&N Off lAilTH A fTUPlP OWN

' \TS HARP TO CMPETE uJlTH

A ®m. ..NOT ONLV FRJMTrtE

5TANPP0INT Of 100&, BUT

AL^O W0RMUJl5e
"

Biteesx weRTief** ha^

Been e*ue+ir >" A ^'^
CcrWrADAL,. WHAT^HALur VC<

THE WIZARD OF ID mwnK

far

by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Redmen Battle HC Tonight
Bv BARRY RUBENSTEIN

Assistant Sports Editor

Tonight it Worcester

Auditorium, the I Mass basketball

team faces perhaps its most

challenging battle of the season

when it takes on the Crusaders of

Holy Cross at 8 p.m. The CTOM

stands at 12-4 on the year while

Redmen are 1

Besides the tact that the

Crusaders are one of the best

OS in New England. I Mass will

be taeed wil problem in this

muter The Redmen will

bably be without the services oi

or co-captain Ken Mathias who

not tulh recovered from 'he

illness which kept him out oi the

Northeastern game. It is e\

niely unlikely that the »i? for-

ward will see an) action at all.

Mike Pagliara. the other flu

victim on the team, has recovered

somewhat and will play although it

is not known how much. All of this

adds up to a giant-sized problem

tor coach Jack Leaman. When

(faUtgta"

Sponte
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Alter that it's anybody's

Jim Schnurr
asked whom he would start against

the Crusaders, he leaned back in

his chair and somewhat op-

timisticallv said, 'John 'Betan-

eourt) and Julius Erving" will be

out there

gut"

With this in mind, the Holy Cross

game looms even more important

tor the Redmen Even with a lull

complement of players. I'Mas*.

would have its hands full with the

Crusaders With things as they are

the game should be a real battle

Holy Cross presents the Redmen

with a lot of problems. The Wor-

cester team is a balanced, deep

unit w hich can hurt its opponents in

several areas, and can score a lot

of points. The Crusaders are

averaging over 86 per game and

>eored 138 against St. Michaels.

Leading the Crusaders is co-

captam Bob Kissane. The 69 All-

Amencan candidate is playing as

well as ever although his stats

might indicate differently. He is

onlv averaging 17 8 points and 10

rebounds per game but this drop

from last season is easy to explain

Kissane is supported by a better

all around cast then he was a year

ag°
. . A

The main addition is 6 6 forward

Jim Schnurr I Mass fans will

remember Schnurr from the way

he demolished the Redman frosh

last year. This season he is per-

forming just as well for the varsity

as he is scoring 12.2 point and

grabbing 105 caroms a game
"
To support these two, the 1 ross

has three more players averaging

about 10 points per game They are

co-captain Jack Adams, forward

Stan Grayson and guard Kevin

Stacom. All are starters Adams is

the team leader and floor general

and lias started ii4 of Holy Cross' ti.')

games since he Joined the

Crusaders

Grayson is best noted tor his

defensive ability For this reason.

Grayson will be covering Ervmg

and" this match-up should have a

great deal to do in deciding the

outcome oi the game Stacom is

another sophomore who broke into

the starting unit and is an excellent

outside shooter.

lf that starting five sounds im-

posing. Holy Cross becomes even

more so when you consider who

they have sitting on the bench. For

openers there is a kid named

Buddv Yenne who three years ago

led Massachusetts schoolboys in

coring with a 37.7 average. Last

lineup bv Stacom Another back-

court man available for action is

sophomore Bruce Grentz. the

team's best dribbler.

Helping out up front are 6'8 Gene

Doyle and Don Sasso Sasso was a

starter last year but has been

hampered by injunes and had an

operation just prior to preseason

practice. He is recovered now,

however, and could play against

I Mass Dovle also ran rampant

against the UMass frosh last

season and he too has stepped into

an important varsity role.

With so much balance, depth and

height, the Crusaders should be

tough to handle, especially since

the game is to be played in Wor-

cester However, the game is one

that the Redmen almost must win.

With a loss to Providence already

in the backgrond. UMass can

hardly afford another NE loss if

they are to retain their No. 1 in

New England ranking given them

by UPI.
LAYUP LINES - Contrary to

popular opinion, the game will not

be televised.

•ourt) and Julius i Lrvingi win nc O O
Colby Stops Pucksters, 8-Z

•* ~. i . «tw>n ovnlnrioH MulcahV Wl

Hob Kissane
tftai he scored 17 per game but he

has been pushed from the starting Matmen Host Chiefs

For NE Supremacy

A much improved Colby College

hockey team snapped UMass'

winning streak at seven games

with a decisive 8-2 win at Colby

Saturday night The loss gives the

Redmen a season record of 7 1

while Lolbv brought its record to 4-

< olbv has benefited greatly from

the eligibility of forward Steve Self

who has scored 15 goals in the 10

games which he has played, in

eluding a hat trick against the

Redmen Another evident im

provement in the Colby squad is

the switch of former forward

Dennis Pruneau to defense where

he is doing an excellent job

Dan Reidy opened the scoring for

UMass on a powerplay goal as he

took a pass from Al Nickerson and

flipped a backhander by Colby

goalie Scott Ryerse.

sPo/?ts
ROCHESTER, N. Y. <AP)

Brooks Robinson, outstanding

player of the World Series with his

glove and bat, was named Monday

night as winner of the 21st annual

4 Hickok Professional Athlete of the

Year Award.
The 33 year old third baseman of

the baseball champion Baltimore

Orioles won by a large margin over

another veteran. 43 year old

George Blanda. quarterback of pro

football's Oakland Raiders.
• •

(AP)-Kred Lorenzen. one of the

south's all time racing greats, has

signed to drive a 1971 Plymouth to

be entered in big stock car events

for this year by Andy (iranatelli

and the SIT (orp.

(iranatelli. who also owns the

cars assigned to Mario Andretti or

Ihe I'SAC championship trail, said

Lorenzens first start in the

Darning red Plymouth will be in the

Feb 14 Davtona :>««».

*

NEW YORK (AP)The

Philadelphia 76ers' Ice Man-

pressed into the dressing room

bench, jabbing his body with

cologne and powder

The home team then exploded

tor eight straight goals before the

Redmen were able to retaliate with

a meaningless aoal by^Fra n.

v*£H
Dan Reidy

Mulcahv with only 18 seconds left.

Colby got goals from John

Bowey. Dave Williams, and Bill

Callahan in the first period to take

a 3 1 lead at the end of one.

Dan Fitts scored the only goal of

the second period for Colby with

Self and Mike Lemoyne each

picking up his second assist

Self then scored three goals in

succession in the third period The

first came on a breakaway after he

had stolen the puck from Bob

Bartholomew Twenty seconds

later a Self slap-shot from the blue

line somehow eluded P J Flaherty

in the UMass nets Lemoyne got his

third assist on this goal.

Self completed his hat-trick

against goalie Peter Erickson who

had replaced Flaherty Lemoyne

again assisted

•1

Then someone mentioned his

20 000 point accomplishment in the

National Basketball Association

and Hal Greer smiled. It was the

first time some had seen Hal smile

since the yearbook picture was

taken.
• •

»

NEW YORK (AP)-The

York Rangers, battling Boston for

first place in the National Hockey

League's East Division, obtained

right winger Bruce MacGregor

and gave up defenseman Arnie

Brown in a five player transaction

with the Detroit Red Wings

Monday.

NEW YORK (AP)-The New

Frosh Hoopmen At HC
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

With an injured floor leader, the

UMass freshmen travel to Wor-

cester to face the Holy Cross frosh

tonight at 6:15. The visiting Little

Redmen will face a Holy Cross

squad that has recently been

defeated by the Dartmouth frosh.

93-49, the latter being the fresh-

men's latest victim.

Rich Pitino. the freshmen's

backcourt star, injured his right

hand early in the Dartmouth

contest last Saturday night. In the

last few days his finger has swelled

and although not broken he was

unable to practice either Sunday or

Monday. Despite his injury, Patino

will play and will join teammates

Peter Trow, Al Skinner, Art Levine

and John Olson in their bid for

victory number nine.

The Little Crusaders feature a

70 center, John Budris. Alongside

Budris will be Jim Maley at 6'5,

and Macom Moulton at 6'4. The

backcourt duo will consist of 6'1

Dan Gunn and 6'0 Dave Ma pp.

Despite the fact that the Holy

Cross frosh have had a poor

season, and appear easy victims

for the visitors, the UMass frosh

have had hard times in Worcester,

going 1-4 over the past 5 seasons.

Something might well be done to

close the season series tonight.

Bv BOB GANLEY
Staff Reporter

The basketball team may be in

Worcester tonight, but Curry Hicks

cage will be anything but silent as

the biggest wrestling match of the

vear in New England will on tap at

8pm, when the UMass Redmen

host the Chiefs of Springfield

College. The Redmen are ranked

number two in New England, but

that will change if they win tonight

Springfield is currently 4-5-1 and

ranked number four but both are

deceiving.

The Chiefs are undefeated within

the six state region, with easy wins

over MIT and Dartmouth and a tie

with Yale. The losses have come at

the hands of Ashland, 16-17, Penn

State 6-32, Courtland, 14-19. East

Stroudsburg, 7-28. and California

Poly, 0-38 Cal Poly went on to

knock off national powerhouse

Oklahoma, Ashland was third in

the college nationals last year, and

Penn State and East Stroudsburg

are both among the top teams in

the eastern part of the country.

Springfield's other victories have

come over Cornell, 24-10, and CW
Post, 34-8.

.

Coach Homer Barr is trying to

round his Redmen into shape for

tonight's important meet. The

Redmen are 5-1-1 and have the bulk

of their schedule ahead of them.

Barr was not at all happy with the

team's 17-17 tie with Yale on

Saturday, but attributed the

sluggishness of the team to a 40 day

layoff "We weren't in shape

against Yale and we still have a

couple of weight problems, but 1

am expecting a very close meet

tonight," Barr said. "This is

without a doubt the biggest meet of

the season for us and I know it is a

big one for Springfield," he con-

tinued. "They have a tough team,

but they have certain weaknesses

and I hope we can capitalize on

them.
Barr wouldn't elaborate on the

weaknesses of Springfield, but he

did say that it was mandatory for

the Redmen to win two out of the

first five matches if they hoped to

have a chance.

If there are still any doubts of the

strength of the Chiefs, let it be said

that they have won the New

England championship for twenty

straight years and this years team

is no exception. Mickey Lint and

Steve Gaydosh are defending New

England champions, while Tom
Pollard won that honor two years

ago. A fourth champ, Bob Meyer,

has been knocked out of the

starting lineup by sophomore Ray

Ferraira who won the freshmen

New Englands last year. Other

wrestlers to watch are Stan

Southender and freshman Doug

Leroy.

Coach Barr will start almost the

same unit which tied Yale on

Saturday. The only exceptions are

Ed Carlsson at 177 frosh Tom
Gartland at 150 and either Tom
Young, Kent Mignocci or Mike

Brauner at 167. This may be the

most important match in the

history of UMass wrestling, and

the Cage is being used to ac-

comodate the anticipated large

crowd. If you want to listen to the

hoop game, bring a radio, but

remember, the basketball team

isn't the only number one team to

play in the cage this year.

Starting lineups:

Weight Springfield

m Bill Metts

Ray Ferraira

UMass
Dave Amato
Dave Reynolds
S Goldberg

Clay Jester

Tom Gartland

Brian uruhart
Young,
Mignocci or

Brauner

Ed Carlsson

George Zguris

Carl DAmbman

134

142

150

158

167

177

190

unl

Tom Pollard

Steve Gaydosh

Stan Sothender

Mickey Lint

Doug Leroy

Craig Stone

Bill Pendlebury

Ross Pollard

Football Team To Announce New Coaches

For Details See Tomorrow 's MDC

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Mostly sunny, highs in

tin- 20's. increasing

cloudiness tonight, lows

in the tees*; chance »f

snow Thursday
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Town Blocks Voting For

Most University Students
See story, page three

How Cold

.

.

.
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Hoopsters Take Big One
Cross, 60-58

Details, page sixteen
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Students Shape UMass Future Today
: ~„„ ...;il Kq mnrn ihi liwi tnliv Tho st

ByBETHGOODELL
statt Reporter

Long range planning tor the

Universit) has become the lull

time occupation erf four un-

dergraduates this semester.

Compensation in the form Oj

salaries has just been granted

them and thev are now attempting

to gel University Special Credit tor

their efforts.

The task before these tour

students is, as they describe it.

the development ot a philosophy of

education tor this I Diversity.

"

Along with several other students,

they belong to the Student Senate

Ad Hoc Long Range Planning

Committee It was set up last

semester b> the Senate m response

to student dissatistaction with a

Long Range Report written by the

Faculty Senate.

Chairman of the student com-

mittee, and one ot the full time

members to lie compensated, is

Nick Apostola A sophomore, he is

a senator from Greenoufh. The

other lull time members, also

sophomores, are Brett Senator

Dan Stearns. JFK Senator John

Stevens, and Lee Lehto, a non-

Senator.

In justifying the committee's

request tor compensation.

Senators Stearns and Stevens

compared their task with that of

the Faculty Senate when it was

preparing its report last year. A

number di faculty members were
-

released trom teaching duties to

handle their project tor two

semesters The students also want

to be able to work exclusively on

their planning report

The entire ad hoc committee is

involved in the semester's project,

but in the past month and a half the

members say they have tound that

lour of the most active must work

tull time They have now been

budgeted up to $2500 trom the

Provost's Office to be spent from

February 1 to June 1 The funds

will pay "the salaries and expenses

ot the lour statt members and a tull

time secretary This will not cover

the expenses ot printing the report.

however The committee plans to

i
, |ues1 funds tor printing from the

UMass Committees
Need More Students

H\ AWKSTADNU'KI
Staff Reporter

\n urgent need tor at least titty more interested students to in

volve themselves on University committees has developed, ac-

cording to Student Senate Vice President. Pat Beharry

she made the announcement yesterday in conjuction with a p ea

lor three students to fill the semester-long vacancies on the

Universitj s master planning committee Numerous other con.

mittees desperately require student expertise and ideas ^ said

some knowledge in the planning Held is recommended .01 to

,naster planning positions, but honestv. integrity and a sincere

interest and desire to help are the onl> qualifications for most

openings, >he explained

There is a growing respect tor the student voice in all aspects of

the campus, and this makes participation even more meaningful.

mid the Vice-President.

She emphasized how important involvement is to the Com-

munications Hoard, the Faculty Senate Student Affairs t omm.ttee.

and subcommittees ot Student Senate standing committees Non-

senator participation is welcomed and vital to much of the Senate s

activity, she said . .

No ureal demand is made on the students leisure time claimed

Miss Beharry A committee such as Master Planning might involve

two or three hours per week.sh. estimated^

Manv students don't realise BO* much they have to offer the

University
." she continued The) dont know how great a con-

tribution their opinion . .

She said that mam students probably want to work but don t

Know where to start or to whom to Co No student should be ap-

prehensive aln.ut approaching am member of the student Senate.

she said Questions are step, toward solution of probiems. she

1

^
VomVnitteex ..re lust the place to air a cntieism or sati,t> an

interest Miss Beharry said

She offere I
example Director ,.t Planning Horace J L.t-

lIKields committee on the building oi luture doimitones This is a

vital part oi a student > lite si 1 hertb an opportunity for

-led student, 10 pasi judgement on uhat type ot

",,;; „ilt or even .1 there should be any more con-

'"-h.'-'.momm.tv ot a large ln.vers.ty makes ,t easy not to be in-

lSy for stud. devetepe the idea that they dont

him. she continued That this was not true at all was btf

°Si

t

udent

r

'g.»vernmen! provides the ureatest oppe.tun.ty to affecl

. 1 ,,,. :

-

, j Miss Beharry said. She said that one untortuna e

me 01 tin, situation was that the same people tended to

ecome involved on the various committee.

This sear she has tried to avoid such a development but it has

resulted in the ureal number ot vacancies now open on the com-

mittee, she said,

1 would rather see a position vacant than filled by someone who

doesn't care." she added
she continued, Too few students accept the responsibility tor

making decisions, as well as carrying them out.'

Pointing oul her own satisfaction achieved in working lor ana

with the University and other students. Miss Beharry said every

student should be so tort-mate a, to experience involvement

She declared 'hat ,0 many starts can be made even d the

,tuden! is not around to witness the result ot his efforts

What car. be done this Spring could have a great impact on the

Universitj ihe continued, expressing op-

timism at w hat student action can and has accomplished

, omb 1 ng the fresh input ol volunteers, and the seasoned ex-

periei l sp» fie field ol
• student

I
results in the I niversity

munitv now. ; ; President s

The Judicial review and reform committee was pointed to as a

[me example ol stu It ' istrative effort! A. cood per-

soective on the issue v eved said Miss Beharry,

^perspective is tl in involvement " she em-

phasized. Student «ood perspective on what

affects thei

Student Senate. The Ad-

ministration has no money left in

the printing budget.

The tour students are still at-

tempting to get Special Credit lor

their efforts. They say that Mr.

Putnam Barber is giving them

each three credits through

Sociology :58(i. They also hope to get

.., .. .credits from Mr Howard

Gadlin in the Psychology

Department. Mr Samuel Goldman

ol General Business and Finance.

and Mrs Miriam Chrisman of

History. Kach student would

receive 12 credits in this way and

take one other regular semester

course

The students expect their report

to call tor more changes than the

Faculty Senate's did.

Committee members Stearns

and Stevens characterize the

Faculty Senate's Long Range
Report as good but just

"pragmatic", dealing with

specifics instead of generalities.

They would like to include more of

philosophy' in their report.

hoping that a more com-

Kelley Drops

18 Thousand
In Three Yrs.
i;<>>!"\ \P The admitted

plann.'. .' :>•• 8 42 tWO cash rob-

, .. In armored
!*.s test ii led Tuesday that

tie dot's not know » hat happened to

about $8 .»•»" 'i the money.

John .. led" Kelley of

\\ Btertow n, a ho has pleaded guilty

to his par 1 in the robbery, testified

in Superior t ourt that he received

000 lor payment to a former

Brink - employe who allegedly

aided Ihe bandit-

The former Brink s agent. An-

drew DeLeary. 32, ot Saugus also

has pleaded guilty in the case

Kelley said he took the 190,080 to

his Watertown home and had

continuous possession of the money

until he gave it to DeLeary

DeLeary had said he received

only S41MHX) or $43.nun

Do vou know what happened to

the other $7,000 or SHiMK)"" detense

Atty Ronald J Chisholm asked

Kelley

He said "No

prehensive one will be more
viable " They feel there is a need to

promote an atmosphere conducive

to change instead of making
recommendations for specific

changes

There will be four stages to the

committee s efforts. First of all,

there will be a period of research

l"ne cominiUee wiii be doing a lot

ol reading and will interview-

numerous authorities in the field of

education, as well as investigating

legal issues involved such as the

technicalities of faculty contracts.

Thev will be in close touch with

people at all levels of the

University and of the state school

s\stem throughout Massachusetts

and New England.

The second stage will consist of

iormulating a philosophy of

education which would answer the

question of Why does the

University exist"'" This is where

they teel the Faculty Senate failed;

the students interpret the faculty's

report as an acceptance of the

status quo as its academic

philosophy. The students want the

University to "change with the

times" instead of remaining at the

status quo.

In the third stage, the committee

will be faced with formulating

recommendations to change the

University according to the

philosophy it is developing Stearns

and Stevens foresee the general

nature ol these recommendations

as dealing with "flexibility and

innovation, encouraging change

tor the next ten years
"

The committee s final step will

be to write a formal report of the

semester's investigation

philosophy, and recommendations.

It will technically be addressed to

the Student Senate but is directed

to the University community as a

whole, according to Stearns and

Stevens.

The committee expects to

complete its work by the end of the

semester but may not be able to

print its final report until during

the summer.
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FINE ARTS COUNCIL WO/71 SERIES

events
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5/THOMPSON 104/7 P.M.

"An Experience In Revolutionary

Aesthetics ... The American Underground

Film
•»

Twelve new films representing achievements in humor,

pswhedelia. satire and explorations of fantasy.

TUE., FEB. 9 & WED., FEB. 10/BOWKER/ 8 P.M.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIA
Leon Kirchner, Conducting

Piano Soloist, Murray Perahia

Program includes works of

Haydn. Elliot Carter. Stravinsky and Mozart

Bridal Fair on Tap

Models will be chosen toda) lor

the Fifth Annual Bridal Fair in

the Colonial Lounge, trom l no to

i jo this afternoon. The Bridal

Kairwill be held Tuesday March

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17/BOWKER/8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet
Yona Ettlinger, Clarinet Soloist

Program includes Brahms* Clarinet Quintet and

works bv Mozart and Tal

For complete ticket and program information contact

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

The fraternity allows for the wants and needs of the

individual student and provides for personal identity within

the living experience. Before you decide from heresay, make

a conscious choice.

PHI SIGMA DELTA
358 North Pleasant St.

comer of Fearing St. -»»»<• *or,h »
,
i«'asal,t sl

d.

OPEN SMOKERS
(INFORMAL)

Wednesday, Feb. 3 7 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. I 10 p.m.

Monday, Feb. $ 7 p.m.

Town Blocks Students From Voting
"Fearful of a student takeover of

town government, Amherst
election officials are refusing to

register students as voters at-

tending three institutions of higher

learning in the town", reported

veteran political observer, Neil

Perry in yesterday's Greenfield

Recorder.

According to Perry's article

"similar action is being taken by

election officials in cities and

towns throughout the state ". But,

some towns, including Holyoke,

students are being registered,

wrote Perry.

"The Amherst action could

prompt a court suit by students to

secure local voting rights granted

by Massachusetts voters in a state-

wide referendum last November,"

continued Perry who works as a

staff reporter for the Greenfield

Recorder.

"We consider college students

dependents of their parents,''

Amherst Town Clerk Esther

Dimock said this week. "If they

wish to vote, they should register in

their parents' place of residence."

Mrs. Dimock said she will enroll

only college students who are

vear round" residents.

I nder recently enacted federal

and state law, 18-year olds are

allowed to register and vote in

federal elections and 19 and 20-

year olds are permitted to register

and vote in local and state elec-

tions.

But state law is "unclear and

vague" on residency requirement

as applied to college students,

according to Atty. Richard

Howland of Amherst, counsel for

the '.Mass Student Senate.

Its like the old South.' Atty

Howland complained. The

standards for registering voters

are tlexible and subject to different

interpretation by local officials.

There are no guidelines and local

registrars are denying students the

right to vote by applying their

individual interpretation of the

law."
Adding to the confusion is the

spectre of more than 20,000

students enrolled at UMass and

Amherst and Hampshire Colleges

in Amherst with the potential

power to outvote the less than 5,000

registered voters in Amherst af-

fairs. .

"We really need help on this

one" Amherst Town Manager

Allen L. Torrey said. "We have

checked with our town counsel, but

hopefully guidelines will be

established aoon, either by the

courts or by the state legislature.

Throughout the state, town

clerks and registrars have applied

different standards in registering

full-time college students.

As in Cambridge and Worcester.

Greenfield officials have refused to

register "non-residents" attending

Greenfield Community College

unless they are older and out of the

service."

"We consider those who go to the

(ommunitv College as transients,"

Town Clerk Josephine Y. O'Connell

said this week. "While they are

temporarily in college here, their

legal residence is considered to be

with their parents
."

The criteria, according to Mrs.

oConnell, is whether a college

student intends to "continue to live

in Greenfield."

But in Holyoke. Registrars

Clerk Andrew Stathis said his

office registers Holyoke Com-

munitv College students who

satisfy the legal age requirement

and the state's six months

residency rules More than 2(H)

students under 21 have registered

to vote in Holyoke since Jan. 1,

Stathis added.

The Secretary of State's office

acknowledged Monday that

state election laws are unclear.

•It's a matter of intent," a

spokesman said. "If the local

registrar determines that a student

intends to make that town his

permanent home, the student can

be registered to vote. Otherwise,

the student is considered a resident

of his parents' community and

should be registered there."

David E. Matz of Amherst,

chairman of the Amherst branch of

the American Civil Liberties

Union, said he has been in contact

with Atty. Howland, but added that

no decision to challenge Mrs

Dimock in the courts has yet been

made.
Complicating the Amherst issue,

according to Atty. Howland, is the

fact that while Mrs. Dimock has

publicly announced she will sot

register "non-resident" college

students, some students have been

registered when a request to

register was made
"She announces the standards,

and then does not always apply

them." Atty. Howland said "This

effectively discourages students

who would normally go to the town

hall to register " He added that

approximately 40 students a da>

have gone to the Amherst town hall

to register to vote

The legislative committee on

election laws, under Rep Allan

MeGuane. I) Greenfield, and Sen

James F Burke. D Plymouth, has

discussed prospective changes in

state law to provide guidelines tor

registrars. Chr MeGuane told The

Recorder
We have had negative

legislation tiled this year which

provides that college students who

TIIK VOTING SXAFl Evea the above citi/en. were he at Mass

student who's parents lixed. say . in WW*** < »lif»"i". would not be

allowed to vote in an Amherst election. The elect.on law .n-

Uipretation by the town is now being debated.

live in dormitories not be per-

mitted to vote locally, while

students living off campus, and

listed in the town street list, be

permitted to do so." Chr MeGuane

'

He said his committee is now

uorkmg to achieve uniform

guidelines tor election officials,

..ddmg he believes the pouei to set

voter requirements should real

« ith the state legislature and not m

local registrars offiCCf

New England Governors Boost Revenue Sharing

WASHINGTON tAP> Four New

Kngland governors urged support

Tuesday for federal revenue

sharing

Led bv Gov Francis W. Sargent

the state chief executives told

members of the New Kngland

congressional delegation at a

meeting thev wanted to display

bipartisan support for the general

concept and worry about specifics

later ..

To a man. the governors said

they have taxed their constituents

almost as far as they dare in a

losing effort to provide the services

demanded by the peop^
They said the federal goverm

ment. with its vast resources and

ability to operate at a deficit must

come' to the states' assistance

Most every state in the nation

has a populace that is really fed

right to the teeth with local

propertv taxes." Sargent said.

Gov Thomas Meskill. a onetime

mayor and a former Republican

congressman from Connecticut,

said "the cities have gone about as

lar as thev can go Property taxes

in some cities are reaching the

point ol confiscation
."

He said he inherited a $250

million debt from the previous

administration and must erase it

by the end of the current fiscal

vear. June 30.
'

Gov Frank Licht of Rhode

Island said "if we do not get some

relief the crisis will move onto

disaster proportions

Kicht. a Democrat, said a study

showed that between 1950 and 1967

mils 47 per cent of the increase in

major state taxes was due to

economic growth and 53 per cent

resulted from legislative enact-

ments.

Gov Kenneth Curtis of Maine, a

Democrat, was the other state

executive at the meeting, held in

the Capitol Several members of

the regions congressional

delegation attended and most

voiced qualified support of revenue

sharing

However Rep. William D
Hathaway. I) Maine, said he op-

poses revenue sharing and Rep

James A Burke. D Mass in

dicated his displease with the idea,

claiming the federal government

cannot afford it He said the states

would have to be w ilhng to give up

some other form of federal

assistance before getting any bloc

grants under a revenue sharing

proposal Rep Fernand J St.

Germain. D. HI. told the

governors that under a revenue

sharing proposal some states

would actually get less than they

are now getting from the federal

government
What do you do when your state

is losing money in the program"* he

asked
Sargent said he hoped any

revenue sharing plan would

allocate money on the basis of

current expenditures as well as

population Under such a formula,

he said, the New Kngland states

would generally fare well

Curtis appeared the least

desperate ot the tour in painting a

bleak fiscal picture

He said that il revenue sharing is

not approved he might settle lor I

compromise under which the

federal novernment would assume

g larger part ot I state s welfare

*',,S,>
i A .

All the governors stressed that

welfare costs and education are the

most pressing state needs

GOV! Walter Peterson ol Ne*

Hampshire and Deane < Davis of

Vermont were not present Sargent

said the> also support the revenue

sharing concept

1
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Spacemen Roll Toward Moon
JL ^ .u l»kJ . mmmk turn- rocket into lunar

SPA< E CENTER, Houston lAP)

The Apollo 14 astronauts awoke

chipper from a daylong rest

Tuesdav night and with a ery ut

•Jolh good!" sped on straight and

true for .m arrival Thursday in

lunar orbit and an exploration the

next day on the moon.

The astronauts. Alan B. Shepard

Jr . Stuart A Hoosa and Edgar D.

Mitchell, reported from space that

they had each seen bright, flashing

1. grits in the darkness of their

spacecraft shortly before they had

gone to sleep

The bright flashes were thought

to be caused by cosmic rays that

can penetrate the walls of the

craft, pierce the astronauts' eyes

and contact the optic nerves

Scientists have said such rays are

not strong enough to cause harm

I think we have seen only three

types of flashes so far." said

Mitchell. He said one was

verybright, such as a super star,

another « as a streak, and the third

was reminiscent of lightning

Hashing in behind clouds
"

The astronauts were asked by

scientists before launch to study

the cosmic ray phenomenon!

Other astronauts who have Mown to

the moon and back have also

reported the flashes, but no one

before has attempted to make any

observation of them

A busy workday awaited the

spacemen

The flight plan called for

Shepard and Mitchell to open a

tunnel in the lunar module. An-

tares attached to the command

ship. Kittv Hawk They then enter

Antares and check out its system,

making sure its ready to land on

the moon on Friday morning.

Earlier, before they began their

rest period, the astronauts looked

back in awe at their mother planet

and said they already saw ahead

the brownish gray texture of the

moon
Mitchell looked for long minutes

at the earth, receding behind him.

and told Mission Control, "It's

most inviting and magnificent a

view
"

Tm very glad we have earth as

a home planet," he said. "I hope

we can keep it so it is inviting."

Mitchell picked out several land

areas, including India. China and

Australia, and then turned into a

weather forecaster.

•Is there still semisizable

tropica! storm off the east coast of

Australia'' Mitchell asked. "I

seem to be seeing about half of a

very large circulation of air

mass."
Later capsule communicator

Fred Haise. also an astronaut.

reported there was indeed a weak

cyclonic storm west of Australia.

The astronauts started a sleep

period shortly after 10 a.m. EST

Tuesday and were scheduled to be

awakened at about 7 p.m. Earlier,

an astronaut aboard the fleeting

craft looked toward the moon.

"How big a moon are you seeing

there." asked Haise.

"Sort of a half." said an Apollo 14

crewman. "And for size it appears

about like an orange held just short

of arm's length."

A few minutes later, he added,

"The moon starts to take on a little

bit of brown and grayish colors

about this point as opposed to being

so very bright as it appears from

earth. You can start to see a little

bit of texture."

A 10 second rocket burn Monday

night changed the Apollo 14 flight

plan slightly and assured it of an on

time rocket into lunar orbit at 2:01

a in Thursday. The lunar landing

is scheduled for 4: 16 a.m.. Friday

Mission Control said the burn

Monday was not as precise as had

been planned and Apollo 14 will be

slightly outside the predicted point

of arrival in moon orbit. This was

not considered a problem,

however, because later rocket

firings will refine the flight path

Apollo 14 fleeted moonward at an

ever decreasing speed as the

gravity pull of earth clutched at the

spacecraft. The speed will con-

tinue to drop until the moon wins a

gravitational tug of war with earth.

At midday Tuesday. Apollo 14

was clipping along at 2.200 miles an

hour. Its speed was dropping by

about 50 m ph. The craft picks up

speed Wednesday night a few

hours before it whips around the

far side of the moon at 5.503 miles

per hour.

Nixon Wants Cost Reform
For Medicare Program

_. ... ..^„_.„« nianc fnr medicaid and been soaring
WASHINGTON iAF> The Nixon

administration wants to insert new

cost sharing provisions in

medicare and medicaid to shift

more of the miltibillion dollar

burden to those who benefit from

the programs.
While officials decline to provide

specific figures at this stage, it is

expected savings in government

spending could involve in excess of

1300 million on medicare alone

vretary of Welfare Elliott L.

Richardson told the House Ways

and Means Committee Tuesday the

administration would like to "limit

expenditures of federal medicaid

fundi to those lor whom they can

be most effective and are most

needed .

•Accordingly, we will be

proposing the introduction of cost

plans for medicaid and

medicare." Richardson said in

closed door testimony which was

made public

During a break in the session.

Committee Chairman Wilbur D.

Mills. D. Ark . told newsmen it

appeared possible that the ad

ministration's proposals might

involve greater expense to patients

under both programs, but that

Richardson had not clarified the

point

one purpose of the changes.

Richardson said, is to eliminate the

abrupt cutoff of medicaid when

family income reaches a certain

level

He said the administration

thinks it is possible significantly to

reduce the total cost of medicaid,

which, along with medicare, has

been soaring

In addition to cost sharing,

Richardson proposed other

measures to cut costs

Incentives to the states to use

outpatient services rather than

hospitalization where appropriate,

and to limit price increases of

nursing homes and similar ser-

vices.
- Help for them to develop better

systems of surveillance, claims

processing and review

- Further incentives for the

states to use full care health

maintenance organizations that

emphasize preventive medicine.

Authority for the secretary to

set limits on charges and better

systems for disallowing excessive

increases in doctors' fees

Postal Hike Announced
With Eight Cent Stamp

SSSKSyK put the maib on a sound financal bas,s for the

X J3S£.S?£«. increase in reguUr first class££
there would be a one cent hike .n the cost of a.rma.l stamps, an

Eventual doubling of newspaper and magazine rates, and a one

third increase in rates for advertising.

da
s?nce the proposal went to the rate commissi Mondayjhe

ear "est date for m increase is May 11 - 100 days. However, postal

ifficSb saTd the temporary increases are likely to go into effect

*'°Asst nSLiatTf— James W. Hargrove, wjo outlined the rate

package at T news conference, said the proposals w, 1 a low the

postal service to "operate on a sound financial basis for the first

time in many years."

•ord.nalv we will be reduce the total cost oim«m.-.u. „„..«»*,...

;ng the introduction of cost which, along with medicare, has ; | .
I
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Laird Slams Volunteer Army
V rA *— X^ m m

__,._ f ...,rA rmv would consist primarily problem." he said "We will have

Water Pollution Fighters

Earn $100 - $400 per month

Spare Time

Equal Opportunity

For Interview call 253-3897 between 6-8 p.m.

WASHINGTON < AP> Secretary teer Army would consist primarily

of Defense Melvm R Laird of blacks and other disadvantaged,

reiected Tuesday the idea that minority citizens.

Kline sobers* in an all volun- "This will not be the major
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problem." he said. "We will have

a well rounded, well trained

military service" if Congress

provides sufficient pay and

education incentives.

He estimated it would cost an

additional $5 million a year for

servicemens salaries if the nation

is to attract and keep sufficient

volunteers so the draft can be

ended safely.

I^i ird gave his views before a

skeptical Senate Armed Services

Committee as he presented the

administration's plea for a two

year extension of the draft and 30

"per cent pay hike for lower grade

enlisted men as part of the plan to

eliminate the draft by mid 1973.

Committee Chairman John C.

Stennis. I) Miss . said going into

the marketplace to compete on a

salary basis for men would attract

a great number of "dropouts,

misfits, ne'er do wells, whatever

you want to call them
"

Nations "Confused"

Over U.S.-Laos Action
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Confusion mounted yesterday over what is

happening in Laos amid claims from both sides

of the Iron Curtain that South Vietnamese

troops with U.S. support had invaded the little

kingdom through which Hanoi tell*K» tun-

neling supplies to battlefields in South Viet-

^In Moscow. Premier Alexei Kosygin said

South Vietnamese troops had invaded Laos and

charged that the United States "is still ad-

vancing down the road of aggression.

He said "new reports coming in today have

shown that South Vietnamese troops with the

support of their "American masters spread the

military actions in southern Laos.

•The peaceful public of the whole world

protests angrily against this new American

venture." Kosygin declared at a luncheon in

[honor of visiting Syrian strongman Halez

'

Japan's Kvodo News Service reported from

Saigon that 4.000 to 5.000 South Vietnamese air

borne troops parachuted into southern Laos on

Monday, but there was no substantiation from

[any other source.

The Japanese news service claimed that the

paratroopers were supported by U.S. planes

and helicopters and would try to cut North

Vietnamese supply routes in Laos. Kyodo said

well informed sources in Saigon asserted that

the US Air Eorce was assisting in the

operation, but that no U.S. ground troops were

participating.

The dispatch said between 7.000 and 20,000

enemy troops were reported to have infiltrated

into southern Laos recently, and that the South

Vietnamese would be operating for a week or 10

days on the Bolovens Plateau-95 to 125 miles

south of the former U.S. Marine base at Khe

Sanh in northern South Vietnam.

Laotian officials in Vientiane, as well as

foreign diplomats in the Laotian capital,

speculated thai a South Vietnamese invasion of

the country could trigger a coup and a military

response from Red China.

Foreign diplomats said the Red Chinese

might feel their security threatened by a South

Vietnamese invasion into Laos, which borders

the Chinese mainland

In Washington, Secretary of Defense Melvin

Laird refused to comment on reports that

allied forces had launched a massive assault

against a Communist buildup in the border

area of south Vietnam and Laos.

But he declared that no U.S. ground troops

have been sent into Laos and pledged that none

would be sent, in keeping with congressional

structures.

Meanwhile, the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee called on the Nixon administration

to tell about military operations near Laos, and

said it has invited Laird and Secretary of State

William P Rogers to testify about the situation

as soon as possible.''

^^T^^7hoT7hs\ -Nations across the globe »er«- "con-

fused yesterday be reported U.S. troop movement near the Laotian

boarder

U.S. Food Aid Funds
Used For Weapons

connedMntStary ass.stance for Korea and South Vietnam.

*to££^*S3fZ* N. Irwin, test.fy.ng before the

Senath5ou£ Economic Committee, sa.d the conversion, were

maTwdh
U

US permission over the past s.x years from local

TSaE32^,t!M 5 the period ^70 *>uth

Vietnam converted $446 million in Food For Peace funds for

military purposes and Korea got $221.3 m'»>on
,

f„plnf.a i

The money derives from the sale of*!~5**«*«%
t̂

currencies Irwin said the money can be used for anv purpose tna

Z rieTving country sees fit. consistent with its wellbeing and

St

Scn
lV

W.ll.am Proxm.re. «D-Wis.» the committee chairman,

notmg that such funds are not subject to the usual congress.onal

aUta^rv^S^dstS.ty reasons it should

JLv^J!**S rather than to pervert Food For Peace

l

°Sen G^ Mctiovern. ,MD > the first director of the Food

Kn IV urogram, testified Congress must move quickl> to

.lolidatc Tp*rov,s,ons of existing law'^^^jff&
assistance to other nations to improve its ability to supervise me

programs properly

Fulbright, Senate Press

Nixon For More Details
WASHINGTON iAP> - The

Senate Foreign Relations Com-

mittee, frustrated at having to rely

on news accounts for information

about a reported US backed of-

fensive in Indochina, asked the

Nixon administration Tuesday for

a report as soon as possible.

Chairman J W Fulbright. iD

Atk ) said Secretary of State

William P. Rogers and Secretary

of Defense Melvin R Laird were

being asked to appear "in public

session if they will, in the near

future or if not. in private session

to clarify what our policies are.''

Fulbright announced also plans

for what could become the com

mittee's most far ranging public

hearings on Vietnam since the

Johnson administration

Administration officials

senators and war critics would

testifv on ways to end the In

dochina conflict at hearings which

Fulbright said might start later

this month
For the moment, senators were

tinding it difficult to comment on

the reported push by South Viet

namese troops, backed by U.S. air

power, in the northern party of

South Vietnam and in Laos

There are these straws in the had invaded Laos and said the
inert arc

United 9a/m ..
|S stln advancing

W,

-In Tokvo Kvodo News Service down the road of aggression.

'

reported from Saigon that 4.000 to Kosygin said new reports Tuesday

rSSi South Vietnamese showed the South Vietnamese with

paratroopers jumped into southern

Laos on Monday, but there was no

substantiation from other sources.

•No comment.'' said a Pentagon

spokesman Kyodo said the

paratroopers were supported by

U S planes and helicopters and

would try to cut North Vietnamese

supplv routes.

The Soviet news agency Tass

quoted Premier Alexei N Kosygin

as saving South Vietnamese troops

the support of their "American

masters spread the military ac-

tions in southern Laos
"

- Secretary Laird was on Capitol

Hill and was asked. "What's going

on in I^ios and in Vietnam what

can vou tell us, sir'

Laird replied: "We had a very

pleasant hearing this morning

before the Senate Armed Services

Committee on the extension of the

draft lor two years

Connally Gets

Comm. Nod
WASHINGTON (API - The

Senate Finance Committee gave

13-0 approval Tuesday to the

nomination of John B. Connally as

secretary of the Treasury, acting

after the former Texas governor

testified earlier government

service cost him nearly *5°°,om

The action apparently ensured

easy Senate confirmation for

Connally who would become the

onlv Democrat in President

Nixon's Cabinet. The vote was

originally announced as 11 to but

two other senators recorded their

votes later.

BELL'S PIZZA
MOST DELICIOUS HOT

OVEN GRINDERS AND

THE BEST PIZZA IN

WESTERN MASS.

Free Delivery of Pi«o

256-8011 253-9051

POLYMORPH FILMS

Preview Showing

FEBRUARY 5 — 7:15 & 9:30

HOW TO MAKE A WOMAN
$1.00

CAMPUS CENTER AUD.

MEET THE FILM MAKERS!

DELTA CHI
Are you interested in something besides studying oil

week and getting high on weekends? Do you consider

yourself open minded? Visit us tonight at 8:30 at our

house ot 314 Lincoln Ave , and see how worthwhile a

fraternity can be

We look forward to meeting you.

For transportation call 5-0195 or 5-0156

JOSEF von STERNBERG'S

SHANGHAI EXPRESS

with Morlene Dietrich

TONITE THOMPSON 104 8:00 75*

Also von Sternberg'. 1927 silent feoture Underworld

9:30.

Colonial Lounge Student Un.on

Wed Feb 3, 1971 from IPM to 4 30 PM

MODELS WANTED
We are looking for

Undergraduate co-eds

5ft. 7in. - 5 it. 9 in.

Size 8 or 10
Co-sponsord by Campos Center Program Couon

and Modern Bride Magazine
'-
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The appointment of a University Ombudsman will be officially

announced within the next week. The following .s the formal

proposal which created the position, and is printed by the MDt in

an effort to explain the functions of the office.

Duties of UMass Ombudsman Explained

I. TITLE
There shall be one or more

Ombudsmen at the University.

II APPOINTMENT
The Ombudsman shall be ap-

pointed by the President of the

University upon the recom-

mendation of a joint selection

committee consisting of three

faculty members appointed by the

Secretary of the Faculty Senate,

two undergraduate students

appointed by the President of the

Student Senate, one graduate

student appointed by the President

oi the Graduate Student Senate.

and the Dean of Students. The

Ombusman shall be a faculty

member at the University and

>luill receive appropriate released

lime from other duties to enable

him to adequate!) perform his

functions it circumstances

warrant, a student co-ombudsman

imi\ be appointed and an ap

proriate salary established only

students enrolled on a full-time

sis at the Universtt) shall be

eligible lor this position It a

student is appointed his

jurisdiction shall be determined

total) b) hunsell and the Om-

budsman
The ombudsman shall be ap-

pointed for I term ot two years. In

case of a vacancy in the office, a

successor shall be appointed to

, two year term connecting

upon the date <>1 his appointment

No Ombudsman may serve more

than two consecutive terms in

office.

The Ombudsman shall oe

removed only upon a two-thirds

i2/3> vote by the Faculty Senate.

Student Senate, and the Graduate

Student Senate, each meeting and

voting separately

III. STAFF
The Ombudsman shall be

provided with the necessary staff

and services to enable him to fulfill

his function.

IV FUNCTION
The t unction of the Ombudsman

shall be to assist an> petitioner in

the procurement of • just

settlement ot a grievance All

members of the Universtt) com-

munity are expected to cooperate

with the Ombudsman in the

discharge oi his did

\ PROCEDURES
Ever) complaint or grievance by

a petitioner to the ombudsman

shall be submitted m writing.

It in the course of his duties it

appears to the Ombudsman that

under existing channels there is an

adequate remedy or right of ap-

peal, or if it appears that, having

regard to all the circumstances of

the case- any further action is

unnecessary, he may in his

discretion refuse to pursue the

matter further.

If in his opinion the subject

matter of the complaint is

frivolous, or vexatious, or is not

made in good faith, or the com-

plainant has no sufficient personal

interest in the subject matter of the

complaint, the Ombudsman shall

not be required to investigate the

complaint.

In any case where the Om-
budsman decides not to investigate

or further investigate a complaint,

he shall inform the complainant of

that decision and shall state his

reasons theretor in writing

Every investigation by the

ombudsman shall be conducted

with due respect tor the privacv

and reputation of others

No person shall be entitled as of

right to be heard by the Om
budsman, except that before any

report is issued, persons or

organisations adversely affected

b\ such report must have been

afforded opportunity to be

heard.

Wednesday Night Coffee House

et

Top of the Campus
(11th floor Campus Center)

Continuous Entertainment starts ot 9:00 P.M.

NO COVER — NO MINIMUM

•All Ages are Welcome

Only Top of the Campus Club members and their

guests over 21 may drink alcoholic beverages.

DO YOU ENJOY PERFORMING?

TIRED OF PERFORMING WITHOUT GOOD
PA EQUIPMENT?

ANYONE IS WELCOME TO SHOW THEIR TALENT!

contact Ed at 549-1418

between 4 and 7 P.M.

If you support and

want to h«ip build

th« mas* movomant

against the war in

Vietnam, the strug-

gle of Hack and

Brown p«opU for

solf-d«t«rmi nation,

the growing move-

ment lor women'

s

liberation, and the

fight for socialism in

the United States- '~*

then you belong in •
—•*

this country's largest m

and fastest growing

radical youth orga-

nization.

\l REPORT!
The Ombudsman shall issue a

report in every case where, after

making any investigation, he is of

the opinion that the decision, act,

or omission which was the subject

matter of the investigation:

a. Appears to have been

contrary to written rules; or

b. Was unreasonable, unjust,

oppressive, or improperly

discriminatory, or was in ac-

cordance with any rule that is

unreasonable, unjust oppressive,

or improperly discriminatory, or

C. Was based wholly or partly

on a mistake of fact or in-

terpretation of rules.

The ombudsman may

recommend that:

a. The matter should be

referred to the appropriate

authority for further con-

sideration; or

b. An omission should be

rectified, or

c. A decision should be can

celled or changed; or

d Any practice on which the

decision, act, or omission was

based should be altered; or

WE CHANGE

WITH THE TIMES
That's why we can say, "It is hoped that each

girl who pledges to Lambda Delta Phi will realize

that most of its history Is still to be made and is theirs

for the making."

Come and see us during rush!

e. Any rule on which the

decision, act, or omission was

based shou'd be reconsidered; or

f. Reasons should have been

given for a decision; or

g. Any other steps should be

taken.

The Ombudsman shall report his

opinion, and his reasons therefore,

to the appropriate organization or

person, and may make such

recommendations as he sees fit. In

any such case he may request the

organization, or person involved,

to notify him, within a specified

time, of the steps that it proposes to

take to implement his recom-

mendations.

If within a reasonable time after

issuance of the report, no action is

taken which appears satisfactory

to the Ombudsman, he may send a

copy of his report and recom-

mendaUoOJ to the President of the

I niversity.

The Ombudsman shall in any

ease inform the complainant of the

result of the investigation and

recon mendations
The ombudsman shall submit a

written report at the beginning of

May of each year to the Faculty.

Graduate Student, and Student

Senates, to the President of the

Iniversity. and to the Board of

Trustees of the University on the

general functioning of his office

Copies of this report shall be made
available for general distribution.

In addtion. from time to time he

shall issue such other reports as he

may determine necessary.

Coll 549-1219

for information.

r
\ 1

WHAT IS THE
YSA?

A PANEL DISCUSSION with members

of the Young Socialist Alliance who

are active in tSe Anti-War, Black

Liberation, and Women's Movements

THURSDAY, FEB. 4

8PM CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 174

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

love is

...flipping every

time you think

about him.

i
«*»-»

Student Senate

Book Loans
are now

AVAILABLE

in the

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center
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UM Infirmary Clinic Under Study
, Editors Note-This is the third of a five-part series COmpUgdfoTtt*Dei*

Collegian The series deals with recent changes in Health Service

practices prompted by the results of student surveys over the past two

*
When something is too small to see. too big to examine all at ******

complex to completely comprehend, it is often helptul to build and study a

model to learn more about it. . . ..

\ systems analysis team has done just this m connection with he

outpatient clinic at the University Health Services. In this case the

model* wee* built on a computer

The results of this modeling have

provided more appointments tor

students and more time with the

physician without increasing

ppreciabiy the time the student

pends waiting to be seen

The analysis team included

Edward J Rising, Ph.D.,

i releasor "t Industrial

Engineering, Robert Baron.

Graduate Student in Industrial

Engineering, Barry Averill,

\ssistant Director of the Health

Services, and Robert (iage. Ml).

Director. University Health Ser-

vices This team working with a

Kacult\ Research Grant trom the

Graduate School, constructed a

simulation model of the outpatient

department of the Health Services

as it operated last year. After

studying tha model, the team came

up with several innovative ap-

proaches to scheduling physicians

so walk in patients could be seen

etween scheduled appointments.

The new ideas were shared with

members of the staff of the Health

Services who made several ad-

ditional suggestions. All the ideas

looked promising. Therefore, a

new simulation was constructed

incorporating the new ideas This

enabled the staff to identify and

select the scheduling strategy that

made the most appropriate use of

the professional staff within the

limitations of the present building.

Following the studies, con-

siderable time and effort was

expended in adapting the facilities

to accommodate the new ap-

proach and to implement the new

system during the fall of WW
"The improved system permit*

the Health Sen ices to offer 50%

more appointments to students at

times when student walk ms" are

the lightest This approach tends to

I alaace the number of students

requesting to see a physician at

any given time, which uses the

physician s time more efficiently

and keeps the waiting time from

rising prohibitively during nor-

mallv busy hours

Unfortunately, because of

inherent space limitations, the new

astern cannot eliminate the

waiting time entirely. Continued

UM of the appointment system b>

students for non-acute illnesses

and examinations will help keep

the waiting time as short as can be

, xpected until the new addition to

the Health (enter is completed

The system * still under n-

-st, nation and Ihe team ptani to

continue to work actively in

developing solutions to these and

other problems as they arise. "We

are glad that our work has shown

results so soon, but we still have a

great deal to learn, and a great

deal to do", explains Protessor

Kising. •Efforts ot this sort are

becoming more important since

modern medicine is moving

towards more group practices in

organized clinical settings.

The use ot computer simulation

modeling as a tool in decision-

making has great potential in

improving methods ot health

delivery care here as well as in

other components ot the health

care system. "Further benefits

will accrue to the students as

additional facilities are available .

state* Mr. Averill. "Use of this

technique will help in planning the

necessary expansion of the

University's health program

without the substantial increases

in costs which have been ex-

perienced elsewhere in the health

tield
"

ducted recently. IMDC ph»lo b> David Bernstein)

Component au Jour

$14400
Automatic Radio AM-FM Stereo Receiver and Cassette

Recorder deck, built in Speakers included too!

List $239.95

WEDNESDAY ONLY

AMHERST AUDIO

t

M»f*a««»»o«. M— — SS4.S4H
IUT ONI VfCVtAR

TUESDAY MIGHT IS tMmiwtNMtOMi
GUEST
NIGHT

1.00
KM tOUl GUIS!

II

„ 1
..""I >'• r • ,, •'

Every
Wednesday and Thursday

Evening
8 • H

BOB ACKERMANN

niavs the turn of the century
P,a

p?ano roll raK t me of

Scott Joplin. -loseph J-am*.

.I.llv Koll Morton. H. "
Mincer, and many others

at the

JOLLY BULL
Restaurant

KT. rt
IIADLEV

Walk throw!. the
««JjJ

„S and dlM-»v.;r *he by;

Oyster nar.

^oii did.

When fifty people arc committed

to the ideal of Brotherhood, social

life comes easy.

Phi Mu Delta
Invites you to meet the Brotherhood

at our chapter house in Fraternity - Sorority Park

I

r«»<»

comfortable
You'll be Kh»d

WEDNESDAY 7:30 Informal

THURSDAY 9:00 Informal

Call for rides 545-2163 253-9034 549-1076
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I hereby resign from the Daily Collegian. Edward

abdicates again.

The world will little note nor long remember what I

said here Nevertheless, it has been important to me,

and by logical extension. I at least harbor the illusion

that some one else reads what I write. It is to those

people who have read my stuff regularly that 1 ad-

dress mvself today. Hi, readers.

1 could have quoted at least a thousand more songs,

including some from the Top Ten. I haven't run out ot

songs to quote, or of opinions, or words. I ve just run

out of columns.

It has meant a lot to me. people telling me they liked

what I wrote, people telling me they didn't like what

wrote people sitting in the Hatch, reading what 1

wrote as I walked by. people writing me letters about

what I wrote. Even people asking why I didn t write,

when that occured. The people in the Daily Collegian

office have been friendly, and have been friends. At

one point 1 even started to get into journalese.

Having a column in the MDC has been occasionally

an ego trip, and for a long time it was a satisfying

feeling. The feeling, however, is gone. After this

column. I'm gone.

Before 1 go, I should like to thank everyone who

deserves thanks. I'd like to mention Peter Massa and

Jackie Parmentier. Right after this, I hand in my

soapbox, so I'll run the risk of boring people, and wax

philosophical one more time in print. If you will in-

dulge me, then, a capsule version of the Ed Bryant

philosophy, and then will you please walk me to the

corner
Granted, there is a lot of crap in life. Nevertheless,

life is worthwhile.

Dropping the walls is worth it.

People have a tendency to cheat themselves. Don t

cheat yourself. „
Bobby Orr is good, sure, but Reggie Leach will

make everyone forget whatshisname.

I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be. But

we have our similarities.

Take New Guinea, Madagascar, and Kamchatka on

your first turn, and you've got the game.

If I have but one hour to strut the stage before I am

heard no more. I don't want to do it sitting around on

Every person has within him the strength to endure

anything he/she encounters.

Thou shall not kill.

That's about it. Waiting is Goodbye.

Choppei
Tony Granite

Campus Carousel
CHRISTM \S \T nimftrl consisted of two history

profs suggesting that parents of their students give

[heir siblings a trip to England and six hours of credit

while they 'wander among the ruins of Stonehenge.

stand above the White Cliffs ot Dover, search for the

Loch Ness monster, and enjoy a Shakespearian play

at Stratford-on-Avon."

The class of 1950 was never like this

MM) MAG. WHERE ARE YOU. is the cry heard on

the UMaine-Orono campus, these days, as the head ot

the special collections division of the college library

seeks out the material as a 'valuable sociological

studv of satire
."

• • • * *

*****

MS \\WHILE. AT OK U. a new kind of education is

being plumped by t le OKALHOMA DAILY. ItsfuH

page tv schedule is titled. "Weekly Boob-Tube

Guide
."

• * * *

M 10 UK HKRE WE COMB... the latest wrinkle in

student irons I they've already hire their own lawyers i

is for students to retain their own lobbyists.

Thev re doing it in California, where six of the nine

student governments of the University of California

svstem have retained a full-time paid lobbyist to

represent student views at the State Capitol

This wrinkle resulted when students tallied some .->0

bills with direct relevance to University students were

introduced in the State Legislature.
*****• • » • •

+r*e *<oLJtxtL.

MORE TROUBLE FOR StlAs turned up in Maine,

earlv in the school year, when a former class officer

was charged with embezzling class funds of $500 But

during a probable cause hearing, the judge refused to

bind the case over to a grand jury, according to a story

in the MAINE CAMPUS.
• • • « •

I \I)Y BIRD IS SACS on the campus of her alma

mammy. UTexas. This time, as a Regent for the

University System.

LB reputedly brings to the campus a voice of

moderation.'' according to the DAIL\ TEXAN The

newspaper has been feuding with the retiring

chairman of the Board of Regents. Frank Erwm. for

the last year

TENURE AGAIN... students at UWisconsin-

Miiwaukee are up in arms over the rejection of tenure

for an econ prof by his department, this winter, ac-

cording to the UMW POST
An ll-man executive committee voted nay. ana

proponents claimed they had thus rejected a "s> mbol

of teaching." According to one champion. No other

teacher has won more than two awards for teaching in

their (sici lifetime, and (he has) won three in one

Ah publish-or-perish syndrome, where is thy sting

DRINk INYONB OYER 21? At the Fresno (Calif)

State campus. INSIGHT ( their newspaper) is fighting

a spirited fight to win dorm drinking for those of age.

Their argument: "The adult student who lives on

campus should have the same adult privileges he

would have elsewhere."
* • • • •

MFWWHILE. at Central Michigan U.. their LIFE

reports the suspension of four students charged with

violation of the University Code of Student Conduct

which prohibits the possession, use or distribution of

any narcotic or legal drug.
' • • • • •

\M) i\ DENVER, the CLARION reports that a new

organization called "Students for Campus Ecology

has initiated a campus-wide project that would allow

students to quit talking about their environment and

do something about it.

The main recommendation of a seven-page report is

that building additional bicycle racks would en-

courage students to use bikes more and cars less.

But will they like it?

• » • • •

Forgotten Laughter, Forgotten Prayer
t*^ ^"^

.. . n itv.rn ;ntnt)u>wnrlH wp daretur (as if God did B

B\ \\ H. UDEN
II sou are thinking about making the

world better tor the future, what kind of

knowledge about the past will you need

This can vary I think that at this particular

ix)int in history, the things we have to study-

and here we need the help of historians-are

the various European revolutions, starting.

let us sav. with the Papal Revolution, then

coming on to the Reformation, the English

Revolution, the American Revolution, the

French Revolution, the Russian Revolution

Those things have to be studied, we can

learn from them. The rejection of the past. I

think, is all nonsense

I must sav 1 agree very much, about

tradition and the past, with a remark by

Chesterton, when he says. "Tradition means

giving votes to that obscurest of classes, our

ancestors. It is the democracy of the dead.

Tradition refuses to surrender to the

arrogant oligarchy of those who merely

happen to be walking around ."

I think that a lot of people have fotgotten

two of the three worlds I think essential for

ife A number have forgotten how to laugh -

and by that I don't mean the Voltanansm.le

of reason I mean belly laughter, which

shall talk about in a moment as the spirit of

carnival -and how to pray.

If I talk about prayer. I think the

petitionarv side of it is purely a preliminary,

superficial thing, because it is quite in-

voluntary. Naturally, we are always asking:

CM I marry the girl I love'' Can I sell my

house' or whatever. But a prayer really

begins at the point at which one listens to a

voice I am not going to argue with people

about this; I would call it the voice of the

Holy Spirit, you could call it the inner light.

The only things you cannot call it. you

cannot call it reason, and you cannot call it

the superego, because the superego could

never sav anything new.
* * *

Here we are. mortal, born into the world, we

must die, and this applies to everybody, so

that there is a mixture. This is what

laughter also implies, because laughter is

both an act of protest and an act of ac-

ceptance.

There is joy in the fact that we are all in

the same boat, that there are no exceptions

made On the other hand, we cannot help

wishing that we had no problems -let us say.

that either we were in a way unthinking like

the animals or that we were disembodied

angels. But this is impossible; so we laugh

tecause we simultaneously protest and

accept
* * *

* * *

On the other side is what I would call

connected with laughter as I think of it -the

spirit of carnival, as exemplified in the

Saturnalia, in medieval carnival, and the

Roman carnival brilliantly described by

Goethe in February of 1776. In the world of

the vita activa there is no question of

equality. There is a special kind of equality

in the case of prayer In the case of carnival,

there is complete equality.

Essentially, what is carnival about Here

the great writers about it are Rabelais and

Dickens It is a common celebration of our

common fate as members of our species

It seems to me, for example, that the

hippies are trying -and quite rightly because

this tends to disappear in a technological

civilization -to revive the spirit of carnival

Unfortunately, it will fail. I think, insofar as

they reject the active life of work in bet

ween

.

Trying to think about what changes have

come about through astronomy and physics

in our position in the physical universe, I

look at it this way. It is true -and from a

Christian point of view this seems to me
essential -that it is absolutely right that the

physical universe should exist etsi Deus non

daretur (as if God did not exist). It has to be

purged of all kinds of polytheism, which is

then expecting, on the earth, God to do for us

what we are supposed to do for him Just as

Adam was put in the Garden of Eden to

dress it, we are here to look after the

universe By that I think that one has to help

the universe realize goals which it cannot

realize itself.

If I want to use an analogy, I say that in

regard to the inorganic universe. I see our

relation rather like that of a sculptor. No

sculptor whom I have spoken to thinks of

enforcing his forms on nature. He thinks: T

lay bare. I realize in a stone, a form that is

latently there
"

I think we might have a decent world it it

were universally recognized that to make a

hideous lampshade, for example, is to

torture helpless metals. And that every time

we make a nuclear weapon, we corrupt the

morals of a hast of innocent neutrons below

the age of consent

W.H. Auden is a poet, playwright and

essayist. These comments are excerpted

from a seminar and appeared in the The

Columbia Forum.

(Reprinted from the New York Times)

In Case Of Accident

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Campus Comment

Glickie

A DEIWL1 POLICY?

YEArl, guT WHAT

A WAY TO GOT/g^fS*^

I,u to ?he vagaries of the weather this time of year or other less

.able reasons, there seems to be an escalation of motor vehicle

i U smns of both single and multiple varieties. I would appreciate your

calling your readers' attention to some rather simple rules in the event of

'V'^the care o« any injured person being very mindful of other

vehicles hat won t know you have had an accident ^y^™"*""
, tie Manv people get hurt after accidents worse then they do in thenv

Clause someone to summon assistance if required while the injured

are attended to.

i Summon police, it required .

U t s neces>a.v to move vehicles for the protection o others un-

,lud i u toll v .ng cars do so If not. wait until police have looked at the

n o, 1

\
" rmont for instance, if you move your car you may lose

In r.It U, recover irom the other party But sacrifice that possibility

i t meone else can get hurt because you leave the car in the street

^J^Z£*Z2£Z* wha, happened
.

7 VlZ tons" have calmed down, at home or whatever, call your ,«•

TS »,;;;:
!5£V2S *2=2 -xMS.

romnrod. wtthtW ask,nB your msurancc company f̂ >*"r
/
a"> e

.

r

Kn
" tL£^SE5S3 proper* mJ^f^^.

Second. ,o. down ^"'"'"n.TiTSr"£ r dLmage and assess

S5&ttte&52£2X£ an/yonr lawyer

Hit-hard M. Rowland

General Counsel

To the editor:

Right on. Don Glickstein. There

i's"'Biways" cur liitcKcctual snob

readv to pounce on "Love Story.'

or "Mary Poppins " They seem to

think thev have a monopoly on

taste, simply because they look

down on the "masses." It takes

guts to stand up to them. I salute

you.

When all is said and done, what

really counts is that you put on a

good show.

Sincerely.

Pablo Fanques

Nickie
Et Cum Spiritu Tuo

To the editor:

Congratulations to Bob Pena and

Nick McGarrv. who were chosen in

the NFL Draft by Cleveland and

Boston respectively I was glad to

.,•«• Nick get drafted even though

he wasn't allowed to play this year

You people at I'Mass have a lot

to look torward to Next year you 11

have two I'Mass stars in the Super-

Bowl Greg Landry and Nick

McGarrv Right on. guys

Respectfully

.

Randy Vataha

PS. Nick, be sure you tell

Plunkett his hair looks good on the

day of the game He throws best

when he's happy

Temporary I D. 's

To the editor:

Having just re entered the

University after several years I

was quite happy about the warm

and helpful meetings I received

Irom my advisor Dr William

Kandall. I continued to receive

polite and efficient handling of my

affairs all through registration and

course changes The new friends I

encountered at the Hatch re-

inforced my thoughts about

students; all were sincere and

helpful

All glad tidings were shaken

S..turdav night as my wife and I

tried to* attend the Northeastern

game. I was not admitted as a

student because I had a temporary

I D The man at the door said

•temporarv I.D.'s float around

here by the hundreds ' I then

presented him with my drivers

license which has my picture

displayed. Still no go More than

twenty-five others were turned

away "from this game because ot

the same reason. My questions

are: why with other proof of

identification aren't these tern

porary I.D.'s accepted at the

games'? Whv hasn't this situation

been rectified before
1

? Why does it

take 6 weeks to get a permanent

1 D ? This process could be ac

complished in five minutes per

renewal of driver licenses

I am an undergraduate paying

fed for support of University

teams If it is University policy to

,ssue temporary I.D.'s for six

ueeks which aren t viable why not

taster service on permanent cards

nn\JL'

We enjoy sports and don t want

to be held back for a useless green

card called a temporary ID
Hopefully.

Bill Ihsrn

N0U>, SMITH, '

gjAMT THOS^"

lp t
eoo servr

(Nto Lto* **

fcjA.PP.Tt©HAC~

We Are All Feminists

Onh a couple of vears ago very few people even knew what the

J,
n

dVmS. meant (except that i, had smnethinu to do wUh

I.- in-Paul Sartre's -girlfriend"). But today the Women s

£££. Movement £ in a very real sense, a househohi worjL

Feminism is discussed on the women's P**"* j^£Sl
"

maim- newspapers. Professors are not quite so malaniiy

51.^'before. Abortion laws job discriminate and

. hilHt in* iiractices are everv where under aliacK.
1 h

M i , s tne media has Uonued the f,minis,™">»^ «£
„r outraueous or lauRhable. PLAYBOY exen thinks it s sexy But

^uTL mos? significant is that feminism is ---and growing

r S "
f'led in New York i,v alone around three demands free

l^nt"- ourhl^.nmni[v controlled chi.dcare. equal pay for

•uu" work and free abortion on demand. The liminUl ! •
hat da> amassed thousands upon thousands of women Ihrounhout

„ i,h the Women's Liberation Movement.

These women have joined the Women's Liberation > ov^".™
belauseZ" hale men. but because they hate the mst.tut.ons that

EAe depr ved them of adequate birth control .nformat.on and

a Elw- deprived them of abortions, thai have deprived

can bv hook or more accurately by crook get *nf*MJf they are

ree of childcare worries, they still have to fontend with *£*
that their college education will earn them only IH% »f the ways o

us wouM be free to chiK.se what we want to make of our lives. As it

a •„ -jv Klark women on welfare in New * ork i uy >

:;r,;";. h n i .. :

l

::;r,, --Sirsss-r-S:
:„,:;,: tzi S* ».- •» female %•• ...«».,«. .« <„m .

Hounded if the woman is Black or «a> .

le to heuin to free ourselves - liberation is not something

J I, -men at the university have fornud a Women's

bentio, mroup to discuss the problems that confront us as

* m ,e „ an <\ to dA.se solutions Lvi. v woman who has ever had a n

m in everv woman who has ever been raped or assaulted.

; Toman who has ever lost a job because she is a woman.

,cx object everv woman who has ever been patted on the head or

,, c • o. whistled at by some cretin simply because she is a

ihui is everv woman is nvited to come to the first

Omen's I£ a'^ mcetin* o, this semester. It will £!£*£
women s center -in the Kree University, where the «****£
used to be. at «:«<» pm, tonight. Wednesday Feb. S. W« ""' ,M

uslg the pontic's of' Women s Liberation and what we . -xpee

iron, the Women's Liberation Movement m genera. . d Imr
,
ih.s

.roup this semester specifically. Bring suggestions .^uumnls.

..uestions. Bring your friends. Bring your sisterv
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Meditators Meet Minds in Mahar
ByDENISEMAGNELL
Monday Issue Editor

"An Introduction to the Prin-

ciples and Practice of Tran-

scendental Meditation" will be the

topic oi a SIMS- sponsored lecture

hi Mahar Auditorium tomorrow

:•„,_; i at 8:00 p.m.

The featured speakers ot the

lecture will be the regional co-

ordinator ot SIMS. Joseph Clarke,

and another SIMS representative.

1 Miil Goldberg.

SIMS the Studenti International

Meditation Societ) . is a non-profit,

educational organization *hich

iches transcendenu atioo

both through group <»nd personal

instruction

Viewed b) Mr i.oldbtrt- as

-progress in self-develoi ment

which any man ran practice with

no intellectual abihty or partial

beliefs required", lw

that transcendental meditation

"expands the conscious capacity of

the mind, relieves deep-rooted

stresses and strains...offers very-

deep rest to the body ..generally

makes lite more enjoyable
'

Transcendental meditation,

d <mi the premise that "no man

has a right to suffer," has been

ottered us a course labeled the

"science "t creative intelligence"

at mam tiniwrsititcs and colleges

across the nation including

Stanford University of Colorado

presently', the University of

i aliforms at Berkeley. Goddard

Al Harvard and Vale the course is

still in the proposal- Stages Not

red under the auspices of any

rticular department, the course

usually 'aught on a one semester

the physiological

he meditation are being

tudied UCLA

the other three (sleeping, waking,

dreaming) in heart rate,

respiration rate, and brain waves.

Tt indicates a state oi restful

alertness, with the body resting

and the mind alert." he added.

Bv taking time to meditate twice

I day, morning and evening, he

[eels that transcendental

meditation can he utilized "not as

an escape,

cement."

but as an enhan-

Goldberg is one of 360 students of

the Mahansh Mahesh Yogi of

India, founder of the Movement,

who recently completed a 3-month

course, the first of that time length

to be taught by the Mahanshi m the

U.S. Prom there the students

travel to all parts of the country

spreading the teachings of the

Maharishi.

Providing instruction only at the

International Academy of

Meditation in India prior to last

summer. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

will be in the United States until

next winter. At this time there are

several thousand members ot the

Society, a great many of whom are

Americans.

in he utilized "not as <«—"-»

Seniors Quizzed Ignorant

Of Class Budget Freeze

According to Goldberg, it Is

thought to represent a tourth

state ot consciousness unique trom

i. suits *>! the recent quest ion-

. rendum completed

i« 1200 students on Registration

i that most oi the

ondents are unaware of the

tad that senior class funds have

n frozen nor that the senior

class officers are responsible for a

total budget ot $70,000.

Meatball Is a SigEp!

Are You?

! he Questionnaire, which was

sponsored bv the senior class ol-

ticers also' showed that while

seniors do not favor the present

concert tormat on campus, the

majoritv showed a tavorable

response towards a Pree Spring

concert.

Seniors also indicated that while

l!ie> were not interested in

becoming involved in making

decisions concerning class

government that they do favor

Alumni m: igaSUSS, those who were

not in fa\ or of class governments

do strongK favor an approximate

S5.00 refund for unnecessary

overtaxation.

Seniors uere also asked to in-

dicate the number of people who

. felt should represent the 3,300

members of the class in the han-

dling of the S70.000 class budget.

The greatest number of seniors

indicated that they felt that a

representation of between 33 to 60
government that tney qo iavui repre^nuujo.i m ^ ^^.. ^ ,~ -~

class sponsored scholarship funds, people would be an adequate and
«_- : r»^.. r-iocc r:ift .inri the fair rpnrt-^entation Other num-
Senior Dav. Class Gift and the

Speakers Program. The majority

also indicated that they had par-

ticipated in the class elections and

felt that class governments were

most inportant in the Senior year

In addition, the majority felt that

while they did not favor the $5.00

alumni tax paid for receiving the

lair representation Other num-

bers favored were 5 to 15 people or

16 to 32 people.

Representatives of the class

indicated that the results were

favorable an substantial in in-

dicating the feelings and opinions

of the members of the Senior class.

MDC Classifieds

Tickle

Your Wallet

have a gift for people—helping

tiding them-.ttna would like you

•cr taking an administrative posi-

i us.

Lsurance? Because insurance was

to help people solve problems.

na? Because we have an excellent

doing just that. Today, 27 mil-

look to us for a more worry-! tee

i
that number is growing rapidly.

/tt . ;,asavanctvol administrative jobs

open today, both in the held, and in the

home i Mice. Jobs that pay substantial sa -

aries right from the start. They're chal-

lenging jobs in a fast-growing company.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

and a jOBS-participating company

1:

then
to l

tior.

w
invc:

Wh\
recor
lionr
life.

We suggest you read the /Etna brochure

•The Whole Truth" that's in the Placement

Office. Cover to cover, it's an honest pic-

ture of an honest business.

There's a special section in it called "Ad-

ministration and Service" which will give

complete detailed descriptions of jobs for

vou Some will have you dealing with

firms some with the public, some with in-

dividuals. But all put a premium on versa-

tility, sound judgment, and the ability to

originate and'carry out plans and
programs.

Coming with -Etna could give you an

excellent chance to help thousands, even

millions of people. Including yourself.

OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

=F*.C.ASUALTY

GET MORE IN"

BERMUDA
FOR 8 DAYS OF SPRING VACATION

Price includes —
Pan Am Eastern

Northeast EOAC

round trip ;ets

<rom Bost-n cr

N.Y./Berrruda

barbecues

beach parties

boat cruise

BEER

cabs to and from hotels

tipping

ONLY

$180 -$269
Send $25 to reserve

YOUR place or call:

Richard Margil
206 Cashin

AMHERST

546-5953

Ask for it, you may get it
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Nigerian Ambassador Opens

Black Art Center Sunday

Objects selected lor exhibition

will be illustrative ot a particular

period and technique, and will

reflect the powerful imagery and

charismatic qualities oi black art.

Like most university art

galleries and museums, the Black

Cultural Center Art Gallery will be

dependent upon linaneial

donations and works ot art in order

to expand its collection One of the

notable works now in place in the

gaiter) Is Bambara sculpture

donated by Uagmar Keutlinger.

( urator of the Herter Hall Gallery,

University Of Massachusetts

In addition, the gallery has also

..reived a notaMe collection of

vfrican sculptures from the Afro-

American Studies Department

Mr I Mrs Kobert K. Colt «»i

v.mherst, and other donors who

I e s e r v e i n d i v I d u a l

cknowledgemenl but wish to

remain anonymous

The Black Cultural Center Art

Gallery at UMass (formerly Mills

House i will be offically opened on

Sunday, February 7. The guest

speaker at the opening ceremony

will be His Excellency Joe lyalie,

the Nigerian Ambassador to the

United States.

The gallery is on the first floor of

the redecorated southside of the

center On the same floor as the

gallery, is the slide projection

room and the office of the gallery

stall

The gallery will be used for the

exhibition of an extensive

collection of Afro-American and

African arts and crafts from all

periods. In this capacity, it will

serve | dual purpose of fulfilling a

cultural need of the Amherst

community, and in offering

students ;md scholars in the five

college area works of art of a high

qualit) within a museum setting

The first exhibition will feature

works of sculpture, painting.

fabrics, fabric designs, drawings,

and selected artifacts from several

African states.

The exhibition it co-sponsored by

the Afro-American Studies

Department and the Black

Cultural Center and will be opened

to the public on Monday, February

8. and continue to February 28

from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. daily.

There will be a definitive eatalog

available written by the faculty of

the Afro-American studies

Department ol the I diversity after

the exhibition.

CC Garage Drives
Prices Downward

i ampus Center parking garage

rates have been slashed across the

board in an effort to inerease the

occupant) levels of the structure

which has l>een open since last

Mummer
The hourly rates tor all ears,

legardless ol their ownership will

be reduced horn $.25 for the first

hour and $.15 for each additional

hour to $ loper hour next Monday

Monthly student rates will fall

Iron $14.01 to $10.00 and faculty

rxrv

^X*tT 5 tlVMDAU tO
•^ _ WW

fa-** P2*3 ^
m

mast«charc)ft

IOCKEI LOUNGE COMfOtT

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER JOHN WAYNE

'RIO LOBO"

JOHN WAYNE

.MS TiSS Tilt

Sot.- Sun:

1-3-5-7 20-9' 2

5

"ONE OF THE YEAR S

10 BEST!

3:00-3:45

530-7:30
9:40 \X-S\V\

AliMacGraw $&£
Ryan O'Neal

GP

Mon-Fr, 215. 7:00, 9:40

Sol. * Sun: 1:30, 4:1S

7:00, 9:50
(.

Gin CERTIFICATE FOR YOUR VALENTINE

beta kappa phi

„ all begins with a handsale and an introdueUon..
.
Jhen.

before you know it, youie a P"-"^' Tne brothers win,
football game against the pothers

&^
the referee us paid off. and the piecjg

about the maternal bond... At tne en ^. initiated

you're close enough to beat
*"?2f^iomemtS alone with your

brothers... Then, there aie quiel:m°men
hoforo a

date after a big weekend... Man < "'^
d
m

a( ,1()US0 m(M „.

Homecoming float is ready or°' •

h thc fraternity's
inga, a Chance to maje cleusions 1

n P.
ouraging , ss. .

.

future... On the intram rat iwi,
. tearn ...

Hut. win or lose, you
i

at > "?™ £°
f

*
irnitv. 'to.,. . . Work

But there', a lot of hai .1 work to n an
» >k(im , _ Work

,,*-n1 fixing up «he house [or a P»"™J hoUse ... Academic
„', constantly mprove ije \ alues oi tne m

plnning... And
cess... Maybe Jw*»^f"

hen
,

*vou leave you seem to

then graduation... Bm"**"" whence u^ prrS s . . The tra-

underatand whs won > gg *^JJ lnaJ floats, parties,
lermtv idea... It S sonic in no, i

aeadem r achieve-
exchanges. House ^^^•^^^tix^ence .. And
„„.,„. There are no wo I

tr»l».
m

' •

Vi , h ,i;u
.
(1 .

the li.nrrnils experience ends M It OBfJ»n

>liake.

Come see for yourself

Time:

Mon.
Wed
Thusr.

9:00

7:00

9:30

RUSH

INFORMAL

Place

New Location

401 N. Pleasant St.

Oxford Slots Left

There may always be an England, but will it ever be more ac-

cessible than this summer? The UMass Oxford Summer Seminar

savs "no- and is still accepting qualified applicants to prove it.

And these are definitely not limited to English majors.

The cost is $850; this includes round trip air fare 3 nights in

London, tuition, room & board at Trinity College. Oxford. Tickets

are also provided to a theater scene that encompasses

Shakespeare ballet, and the best of the contemporary productions.

There is a limited amount of financial aid available. Success ul

applicants should contact the Financial Aid Office in Wh.tmore lor

an evaluation of their needs. In addition, they may request that

their needs be brought to the attention of Mrs. Barbara Burn.

Director of International Programs. Mrs. Burn has funds ap-

propriated by the Student Senate to help UMass undergrads who

study abroad in programs providing degree credits.

rates will dip to 115.*.

Don Wykiski. ot the Campus
Center urges all season ticket

holders to contact him to make

necessary adjustments and ex-

tensions

According to Wykoski the oc-

CUpancy levels m the parage have

"been rising nicely . but. in order

to meet projected levels the

management of the Campus
Center decided to institute the

decrease in rates.

Winter Ciirni QUEEN

nomination papers cine back at

RSO office In 5 P.M..

I < liniaiv 5.

Continuing SALE at

Wear-House
;

h™ *
MORE MEW SPECIALS - JUST ADDED

o o O

o o o

9

Special selection of cords, values to 14.00 - now $6.95

Special selection of leather belts - all hand crafted,

values to 10.00 - now $3.95

Solid color dress shirts - long collar - were $9-$10 now

$4.50 in colors navy, plum, chocolate, gold and rose

Wear
201 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

10-5:30 daily

transcendental meditation

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to eapand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

1st introductory lecture

MAHAR AUDITORIUM
THURS., FEB. 4th

8 P.M.
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Major Issues Discussed

By WFCR News Series
... . •' , .•_.. • o...... lii'ivirtmiwit : John

1 Culturmatives

jChanging Life Styles

Seven live Wednesday night

broadcasts over radio WFCR
188.5PM) will bring public

discussions oi Vietnam, en

viroament, and world peace into

living rooms from Feb 10 to March

31 as I Mass presents another

Great Decisions program.

i he program 'isTTeTng' sptFTisufed

bv Apple Corps, a student group

from the Orchard Hill residence

complex, and each ot the 7::U) p.m.

Wednesday sessions will be in the

Noah Webster House lounge, with a

live audience

Great Decisions is a public-

opinion program ot the Foreign

l\>iic> Association, a national non

partisan, non-profit organization

founded in i^ih to inform the

public on international efforts. In

the discussion study booklet are

opinion ballots which may be sent

to Congressmen or the Secretary

ot State.

Professors from the Five-College

area will be moderators and

panelists lor the seven forums.

Questions will be welcomed from

the live audience which is urged to

obtain copies ot "Great Decisions

1971," study material tor the

H Kenton,
department;

department; John
I Mass government

John Fitzgerald. UMasi graduate

student, and Kussell Johnson,

secretary ot peace education of the

American Friends Service Com-

mittee in Cambridge.

Feb. 17 "The Middle Kast

"Sessions mi ii.«. N. ..I
1

. Webster- Confl ict

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

CULTUKNATIVES is a new weekly column which will deal with some

Of my ideas about how to create and support alternative life styles. If you

teel at all trapped by the dominant culture in America today some of the

I
, il.J, settlement ideas and information presented here may help you dec.de how you can

House library weekday evenings or

by phoning Valerie Foster at 548-

imi or 1 'rot Luther Allen at .">4.">

1782 Prof. Mien ot the CMass
government department. will

moderate all but the first

discussion

Dates and topics:

Feb to- 'Vietnam. Laos, and

Cambodia: Which way to peace

and when?" Moderator: Terence

Burke, I' Mass geography

department, panelists: Luther A.

Allen. I' Mass government

possible'" Panelists: N. Gordon

Levin. Amherst College American

studies; Leila Meo. UMass
government, and John A.

Petropoulos, Amherst College

history

Feb 24 -'Latin America and the

United States How can we im-

prove hemisphere relations'."

Panelists: Lewis I'. Hanke. I Mass

history. Robert Marque/. Hamp-

shire College Carribean Studies,

and Howard J. Wiarda. I Mass

government

breakout and start living your own life.

The I -Mass Duplicate Bridge Club meets this and every

Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. in the back of The Hatch. Tell

your friends. Come alone or with a partner.

obviously. Neither I nor anyone

else can tell you what you should

do -that decision is yours to make
tor vourself. But the problem tor

many is that they either do not

know that there are any viable

alternatives or that they feel it is

impossible to really live a style of

life which is truly rewarding. I

hope that CULTURNATTVES will

encourage people to think some

more about what their potential is.

about how oureducational.

economic, military, and social

institutions all conspire to limit the

uses to « Inch we put our potential,

to achieve that potential.

I feel very strongly that the thing

that makes most of our ideas for

change "impossible" is our belief

that change is impossible. We
don't do enough to try to change

our personal environments. The

Here's an exciting opportunity.

USE YOUR FOREIGN
LANGUAGE CAPABILITY
(French, Portuguese, Spanish)

in overseas positions

with the Defense Intelligence Agency

The Defense intelligence Agency

(DIA), a unique, independent organi-

zation serving diverse intelligence

requirements of the Department of

Defense, now offers a number of un-

usual and attractive overseas assign-

ments as Bilingual Research Aids

Positions are open in many parts of

the world, and you will have your

choice of area to the extent possible.

Your work will be a combination of

administrative, clerical and support

functions, requiring a foreign lan-

guage capability in French, Portu-

guese or Spanish

You need not be completely fluent in

this language, but you must be able

to speak, read and comprehend at a

reasonable level of proficiency. If

required, refresher training will be

given in those areas which are below

acceptable proficiency

OTHER REQUIREMENTS include a

college degree (any major) and the

ability to type at least 40 words per

minute or increase to that speed

with some additional training All

applicants must be U. S. citizens, 21

to 30 years of age. with no depend-

ents, and will be subject to thorough

background inquiries and physical

examination. Civil Service status is

NOT required.

SALARY. BENEFITS AND
GROWTH POTENTIAL
Depending on academic level and

experience, starting salary will be

from $6,548 to $7,294 (GS-5 & 6),

PLUS a living quarters allowance or

free housing. Assignment to certain

areas also brings an additional cost

of living allowance or overseas differ-

ential

Benefits are broad and liberal, includ-

ing generous vacation and sick leave,

home leave, and insurance and re-

tirement programs.

Assuming that your performance is

satisfactory, you will advance from

entry level to the GS-9 level at one

grade intervals each year. When you

return to the U.S. after one tour (2

years) or more, you will be converted

to the professional Intelligence Re-

search Specialist occupation You

will also have the opportunity to par-

ticipate in a comprehensive academic

study program at DIA expense.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS SOON!

VISIT YOUR
PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW
... to arrange an interview with DIA

representatives If you wish, you may

write DIA for additional information.

defense
intelligence
agency
Civilian Personnel Division

The Pentagon
Washington, DC. 20301

An equal opportunity employer

first change that has to be made is

an internal one. We have to believe

that we can do the things we set

out to do. Then "no*' is not an

acceptable answer. We insist upon

knowing why not, and the reasons

become things • which can be

argued down, circumvented, or

ignored. They can be dealt with

People talk about buying land,

for instance. However, they

usually don't do it because they

don't have the money and can't

raise it But suppose you are one of

those people. Do you have five

friends who also want to buy land

but don't have the money? Suppose

you all agree to save $1000 this

summer. Suddenly you have $5000.

which will buy a whole bunch of

acres in Vermont.
After that, money becomes even

less of a problem. Houses can be

built from scrap lumber ripped off

from construction sites. Or you can

put an ad in some papers offering

to tear down old barns for cheap.

You get paid and have free wood.

And barn beams make much better

frames for houses than a lot of the

stuff you buy new.

If you're hassled by not knowing

how to build a house, do not

despair. The key word is access,

and it is easily available. If you

haven't discovered The Whole

Karth Catalog or The Mother

Karth News yet. get on the stick.

Whole Earth is a digest of access,

summarizing books, magazines,

tools and almost everything else

you will need to build your alter-

native, be it a house, free school,

well, commune, food co-op. or

whatever Opening any issue of it is

like being five years old on

Christmas morning again It's a

total, self-contained trip -a Sears

catalog for nonconsumers.

l.ocallv. you can buy copies of it at

the White Light Bookstore in

A inhere

The Mother Karth News tells you

how to use the stuff you tound in

Whole Karth. and how to make do

without what you don't have It

turned me on so much when 1 saw

im lirst issue of it that I sent away

for whole bunches of them to push

mvselt So > ou can get copies from

me. < If vou don't like me. it's also

carried at White Light i It's heavy

on recycling, human systems,

orgames. life support It's good

enough to almost make up for not

having any imagination, and if you

do have an imagination

In the coming weeks.

( TLTl KNATIVKS will deal many
different aspects of cultural

alternatives If you're into it and

want to rap, or if you want Mother

Karth News, stop by the Draft

Counseling Office in 418K Student

Union You'll have to take your

chances because draft counseling

comes first, but if we're free, we'd

enjoy sharing ideas.

News Briefs

Phi Sigma Kappa will hold

informal smokers on

February 8 from 8:30 10:00,

February 10 from 6:30 7:00

and f-ebruary 11 from 7 8:30

p.m. instead ot the days and

times which appeared in

Monday's Collegian.

F-ive College Courses

February 5, 1971 is the

final day to register tor Five

College courses for Spring

Semester 1971.

n rrrtpin
The Boston Philharmonia under the direction of Leon Kirchner will be heard in concert Feb. Ml at »

PM in Bowker Auditorium. The program will include works of Haydn. Klliot Carter. Stravinsky, and

Mo/art.

Albums: Short Takes

Jerry, Joe (and other delights)

Fine Arts Council Notes

Films,MusicThisWeekend
The second in a series of films entitled "Experiment in Revolutionary

Aesthetics " The American Underground Film" will take place in

Thompson 104 this Friday evening. February 5 at 7. The current series o

films has been organized by Professor (hales Eidsvik ol the Department

ol English and is an antholugv of the interests, modes, and genres ot this

immensely popular media. The response to an earlier series of un

derground films was great and the public is advised to purchase tickets

early Unreserved tickets for UMass undergrada will be $1. And others

will bell 50and may be obtained al the Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herter Hall 5454202 Tickets also will be available at the door.

The tilms to be shown explore the fields of humor, psychedelia, satire

and fantasy. Thev include -The Critic" by Ernest Pintott; Two by

Rene Taylor; "Timepiece" by Jim Henson: "Now That the Butfalo s

Cone" bv Berton Gerlshfield; "Chinese Firedrill' by Will H.ndle and

The Bed" by James Broughton. In addition a group of animated films

will be shown.
* * *

By DON GLICKSTEIN
Fine Arts Staff

The Jerry Lee Lewis Gospel

Album, Jerry Lee Lewis, Mercury

SK 61318 Gospel should not make
one sleep, even if it is country

gospel. Gospel should be spiritual,

emotive and should force the

listener to get off his pew to praise

the Lord. In a word, Jerry Lee

Lewis sounds like a first year

drama student who is an atheist,

acting the part of a sick preacher

shouting in vain, "My God's not

dead!"

The Man Who Sold the World,

David Bowie, Mercury SR 61325

This is an important album (he, he

he) with profound lyrics (e.g.

"Weil. I said hello and I said hello

and I asked Why not?' and I

replied 'I don't know ") and

noteworthy melodies bordering on

the atonal.

Tea For The Tillerman. Cat

Stevens. A & M SP4280 "Where do

the children playaaa?" Cat

Stevens sings in a voice that is

reminiscent of both Neil Young

and James Taylor Tea is a

pleasant album that could have

been improved had not Stevens'

voice and a choir been dubbed in

places. At times, the crescendas

are anomalous to the esoteric

lyrics Whereas Dylan and Brel

run the spectrum of human con-

ditions. Stevens speaks ks of his

own identity crisis This is fine for

the artist and his close friends, but

it is not universal; and that is the

difference between a - classic

album and a mediocre one

SISYPHUS, Cold Blood. San

Francisco Records SD205 So many

groups today sound so much the

same because in the mix of genres-

rock . soul. folk, blues -a band's

distinctiveness and uniqueness is

somehow lost Cold Blood is no

exception to blandness Lydia

Pense. the female vocalist, seems

to have lost some of her excitement

Irom the first album, and her

singing-screams makes one ap-

preciate Janis Joplin all the more

The rest of Cold Blood sounds like a

Blood. Sweat, and Tears type

group tight and solid, but in no

way sensational.

Joe Speaks, soundtrack from the

movie "JOE". Mercury SRM 1

607, music by Bobby Scott

Comedy is tragedy, and it cer-

tainly is a tragedy that this comedy

album was released. Consisting of

the three songs of the movie and

miscellaneous words of wisdom

from the crude mouth of Peter

Boyle, Joe Speaks is a compilation

of every obscenity and cliche of the

silent majority Some people can

exaggerate the subtleties of cliches

and make them sound aesthetic

and profound -Erich Segal is

currently an outstanding example-

but Norman Wexler, the script-

writer of "Joe" is not as gifted. As

a result, Joe Speaks, after the

initial laugh. becomes a

monotonous niece of plastic 'Hey

the grossness of the movie's

sensationalism, replete with "fat

asses", "goddams", "hells", and

"fucks". The song "Where Are

You Going " is a pleasant near-

imitation of Hair's "Where Do I

Go", although IT is sung by Bobby

Scott, who tries his handest to

emulate Brook Benton and

even Nat King Cole. Hey Joe, the

album, is as bad as "Joe", the

movie.

The UMass Music Faculty Recital Series resumes activity this

February 7. Sunday, at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium with a public recital

featuring soprano Dorothy Ornest

Miss Ornest, a well-known musician in this area and a member ot the

Music Faculty, will perform the complete song cycle by Franz Schubert

"Die Schone Mullerin '. She will be assisted at the Piano by Kstela

Kersenbaum Olevsky , also a music department faculty member

"Die Schone Mullerin" is a cycle of twenty songs based on texts by

Wilhelm Muller, a contemporary of Schubert and a leading German

Romantic poet. The difficulty of this work has led to its infrequency in

concert programs.

r sv

Stone &Webs
interviewers

on campus
Feb. 19, 1971

about the prom-

ise of a career for you in design

engineering with a company that

has long been in the forefront of nu-

clear and thermal power development

that has designed and built chemical, petro-

leum and petrochemical plants all over the world. ^

Lul S IdlK about a training program that lets you

work alongside top design engineers, that gets you per-

sonally involved in actual projects to sharpen your skills

in your engineering specialty.

LBi S 12IK about an excellent employee benefit program, in

eluding a generous Tuition Assistance Plan that puts the vast, h.ghly

\

'J rated educational facilities of the Boston area at your disposal.

'
LBi S |3IK about you your special interests, goals, aptitudes.

Lfit S tfllRi See your Placement Office soon for an appointment with Stone &

Webster's interviewers when they visit your campus.

IF you're more interested m construction engineering, we have a comprehensive train

program for you, too.

^v STONE & WEBSTER Engineering Corporation

225 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 02107

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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FOR SALE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3,1971 W FDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Freshman Coffee Hour Get to Know each

other Thursday from 7 9 p m m the Colonial

Lounge CoMee & donuts served

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meet.nq tonight at 7 30 p.m In Room 134

Hasbrouck Discussion ot Feb 9 10 Lunar

Eclipse, followed by a trip to UMass Ob

servatory All welcome

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

College Lite Jerry Nave speaking tolk

singer, professional tenn.s player trom Boston

S,ngmg and talking about Becoming a Real

Person Open to everybody Colonial Lounge

tonm*' •« * p m . .,

CENTRAL AREA
F.lm BLACK HISTORY LOST, STOLEN

OR STRAYED 7 Brooks at 7 p m ,
Butterfield

at 9 30 p m Last chance to see an excellent

Mm All welcome

CLASS OF 74

Class ot 74 Exec Council Meeting Thursday

n.qnt .it 7 30 p m .n the Campus Center Room

I6S

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB

very important meeting tonight' Discuss.ng

tnps and future operations at 7 30 pm in Rm

SOS 809 C C

FREE UNIVERSITY
Persons interested m informal get togethers

.neither creative wr.rmq or mySt'OSm and the

occult can can Wayne a' >84 8196

No tices
HILLEL
Exec Board meeting tonight at 6 30 p m in

the Millet Office All are invited to attend

Nomination papers tor next years officers

are now available, at the Hillel Office

lN TERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

All IV members please come to the Planning

Meeting. Feb 6th at 9 a m ,n Rm 811 ot the

CC will be discussing SCC, meetings, socials.

etc and need your help

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
Welcomes the University Community to a

discussion of contraceptives A Speaker from

JWTtMNr Mwun-ttrvCeu « •*- *••* ""*

discussion tonight at 7 15 p.m m 406 N

Pleasant St

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus will leave Hasbrouck 8. Patterson at

6 30 tonite

PE DEPARTMENT
Men and Women Maiors mvited to get

together with faculty Thursday. Feb 4th at ^

8 J0 p m ,n WOPE Games 8. tun Relax at the

Top of the Campus from 9 p m on

P E 185 GLIDING
Gliding Course is cancelled Drop cards and

new course additions through general Phys

td Otf.ce Boyden 209

RUGBY CLUB
. t,nq tor ail persons interested IB spr.ng

rugby

SIGMA KAPPA
Old fashioned ice cream Parlor Make your

own Sundaes All Univ women invited tonight

at 7 30 p m . 19 Allen St 256 6887 See you then'

SIMS
SIMS is sponsoring a film Maharishi at

Harvard, which will be shown in the Student

Union Ballroom on Wed Feb 3 at 8 P m All

are invited

WMUA
A reminder that WMUA NEWS will hold a

meeting tonight All those interested in star

•ii/- or r.int, ninpo .n news should be there The_

meeting will beheld in or around our studios ai

7 30

LOST
Husky shepard 6 mos old pup Answers to

Jason Contact Judy 72 Pufton Village 549

1352

Lost at course change m Boyden. 1 blue plaid

hat 8. 2 beige mittens Please call Susan 549

6763. after 5 p m its cold out

Eiem Linear Algebra book taken from

Phys Plant Name on the book Please call

Mark Goodell 317 Baker

Swanson A ppointed

Famed Cytologist

Named UM Prof.

FOUND
Black check book outside of Coolidge

Denise 546 8031

Call

Dr. Carl P. Swanson an in-

ternationally known cytologist, has

been named" professor of botany at

UMass.
Dr. Swanson is not only one of the

world's best known names in

cytology, the branch of biology that

deals with the living cell, but is also

ur.v of-tU ptaatwi hMlw wptcti

of cytology dealing with radiation

and chemical mutation.

He will join the UMass staff in

September of this year to aid in the

development of interdisciplinary

courses relating science to

technology and the humanities,

participate in some honors courses

dealing with problems of science

and society and teach cytology and

genetics.

He will work in particular with

the outstanding chemical

oceanographer Dayton E Carritt,

who has just joined the UMass

CHRONICLES OF HELL

Bowker Audiroriur

8:15

Feb. 3, 4, 5, 6

Reservotions coll

545-2043

or

545 2149

A Tragic Comedy by the father of the Avant-Gard

MDC CLASSIFIED
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faculty as a professor in the

marine sciences program. Both

will coordinate development of

interdisciplinary courses relating

to man and his environment. Dr.

Swanson concentrating on the

teaching aspects and Dr. Carritt on

research.

. Dr Swanson is a native of Rock-

port and a 1937 UMass graduate.

He was awarded an honorary

Doctor of Science Degree at the

1957 UMass commencement. He

holds MA. and Ph. D. degrees

from Harvard University.

He was awarded a President's

Fellowship to Woods Hole while a

senior at UMass and held a Thayer

Fellowship, an Austin Teaching

Fellowship and a Sheldon

Traveling Fellowship at Harvard.

He was named a Guggenheim

Fellow in 1954 and a Fellow of the

American Academy of Arts and

Science in 1960.

Dr. Swansons textbook

Cvtologv and Cytogenetics'' is

recognized as the authoritative

text in the field. Several of his

other books have been translated

into other languages, including

German, Italian. Japanese and

Hindii. He has served on the

editorial boards of several im

portant biological publications and

is author or co-author of over 70

books and other publications

He has been a member ot the

Biology Division at Oak Hidge

National Laboratory and a con

sultant to the National Science

Foundation s Genetics Panel and

to the study section panel on cell

biologv ot the National Institutes of

Health Dr Swanson has been a

\iMling professor at the Univer-

sities of Texas, Indiana and New
Hampshire and at Washington

State Universit>

Air Force
Landing

Amherst. Mass The depart

incnt ot air science is now in-

terviewing I Mass students lor

admission to its two year program

leading to a commission in the

United States Air Force.

Male and female students who as

ot September 1971 will have two

wars of academic study

remaining are eligible to apply

The two years can be un-

dergraduate, graduate, or a

combination of both

t areer opportunities exist in

thing, the sciences, engineering,

research and development,

management. computer
technology, education and in many

other fields that correspond to

university studies While enrolled

each student will receive financial

assistance of $50 per month tax

free

Flight instruction is provided to

those who apply and can qualify for

pilot training One may obtain a

FAA private pilot's license by

participating in the flight in-

struction program Deferments for

graduate study are normally

available.

Interested students should

contact the department of air

science in Dickinson Hall or call

545-2437 for additional information
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Govt. Prof
On WMUA

Oil Wednesday night at 6:38

I'M the members of the staff of

Editorial Viewpoint will speak

with Prof George Sulzner Of the

Political Science dept at the

University concerning President

Nisons State of the Union Ad-

dress and its implications lor the

future. Editorial Viewpoint is

broadcast weekly on WMUA-FM
at »i::vi I'M very Wcdnesd ly

night ' ' I FW

Sports Notices
The Intramural Department

sponsors a Graduate-Faeulty-Staff

Division in Intramural Athletics.

Thus tar. the departmental

response has been fairly good.

Departments represented to date

include ( 'ivil Fngineering

Chemical Engineering. Industrial

Engineering, Education. English

and Chemistry.

The IM department would

welcome greater departmental

participation during the Spring

*Seme~SteT. Anuawstly;^© trophy

awarded to the overall top Grad-

Kac team at the end ot the year.

Civil Engineering is now leading

the race.

Upcoming events are as follows

February 22 will be donated

charitable institutions.

EVENTS
Squash
Volleyball

Sw imming
Soccer
Badminton
Softball

Horseshoes

ENTRY DUE
Frida) . February 5

Friday. Februarys
Monday. March 8

Friday. March 19

Friday, March 5

Friday, March 19

Friday. March 19

• all additional information,

contact the Intramurals Office. 215

Boyden Building.
* * •

All graduate students, faculty

and staff members who have not

renewed their Recreational Ac-

tivity Cards tor the Spring

Semester by February IS, 1971 will

have their 'basket, locker contents

removed. All personal articles will

i>e kept m storage However,

personal articles not claimed as i.t

RUGBY CLUB-There will be a

meeting for all players-veterans

and newcomers-Wednesday, Feb.

:t, at 7::*0 p.m. in Goessman Lab,

Boom 259. It is important that all

attend.
* * *

VARSITY M-The UMass Varsity

M Club will hold its weekly lun-

cheon at the Newman Center at

h±M pirn, on Wednesday Feb :v.

Featured guest will be head

basketball coach Jack Leaman.

There will also be a raffle of

basketball tickets and a door prize.
» * *

HOCKEY TICKETS-Tickets for

varsity home hockey games are on

sale at the Boyden Building for $1.

There will be no sales at Orr Rink

They must be purchased in ad-

vance for friends, tamily and

guests There will be no sales at

game time. Students will be ad-

mitted by their I.D.'s on a first

come first basis until capacity has

been reached.

* » *

INTRAMURALS-Rosters are

to due in the following sports:

Feb. :} Squash and Volleyball

Feb. 4 Co-rec Volleyball

Feb] 5 Wrestling

Anyone intersted in officiating

intramural volleyball please sign

up in Room 215 Boyden.
* * *

GARDEN TICKETS - More

ducats tor the U Mass-George

Washington game to be played at

Madison Garden on February 27

are expected in the Tjeket oftice m
the Bovden Building shortly' The

first allocation of tickets has

alreadv been exhausted.

VOICE OF THE REDME.VWMl A will broadcast the UMass

Merrimack hockev name live from Merrimack on Feb 5. Bringing

>o» all the action uill be Bruce <da/e.. l.air> Walsh and Ro>

(.ustafson. Air time is 7:45

Footbalir€vuches Await Board OK

Intramurals

BASKETBALL
COURT

1

3

4

6

COURT
I

3

J

TIME
7 30

7 30

7 30

7 30

TIME
8 30

8 30

8.30

TEAMS
Bears vs Panttiers

Bulldozer* vs Lions

PMD vs TEP
CCEBS vb Nads

TEAMS
Re.ectsvs Bury

Snutty svs Munctikins

GYPSYS vs. Cult

UMass head football coach Dick

MacPherson is in the process of

submitting six names to the

Chancellor Oswald Tippo and the

Hoard of Trustees lor final ap-

proval tor these men to take

positions on his coaching staff.

Within the week a couple of these

positions will be tilled with the

remaining coaches to be an-

nounced as soon as approval has

been reached probably some time

next week
The MDC sports page will have

the stories on these appointments

as soon as they are announced.

J.
Edgar Hoover

claims the YSA "is

today the largest and

best organized youth

group in left-wing

radicalism

For once he's right.

Find out more about

THE YOUKG

SOCIALIST

ALLIAKCE

Come to a panel dis-

cussion with YSA

activists from Black

Liberation, Women's

Liberation, and the

Anti-War Movement

8 P.M.

Thurs., Feb. 4

Campus Center

Rm. 174

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAAR«

- •< iff «»»•» 0«

.ncnron.city oetween planetary

pos • ons and mundane events Tnat * rn,

oet.n.tion Most d.ctfonar.es agree. Du

editorialize tnaf astrology is a pseudo

soence o ,s m opmon tnat dictionaries

snouid def'me "Ot ed tori

ABIES iMarcn II Apr.l 19i V.S.ts from

reiatves may be featured Dme out oreaK

routine Stress versatility entertammen

Lvave details to otnors Mane loved one

TAURUS (April 20 May J0> Be cautious

n t.nanoai dealings Take stock of

valuables Refuse to tall for schemes Be

pract.cal See situation m reanst.c light

i.m,. « on vour side Be patient

GEMiNi ,May 21 June 20. Cycle n.gh

c.rcumstances turn ,n your favor Take

.n.fiat.ve Stress •**•'•"" "'*??"
personality Be ndependent without be.ng

arrogant Emphas./e or.g.nal'ty

CANCER (June 21 July 22> Don ' reveal

fl .l vou »now Keep some th.ngs m reserve

Bo ou.et with.n v,S!t .nd v.oual who may

oe temporar.ly handicapped Make con

cession to lamiiy member
C

LEO .July 23 Aug 22, Show spec .a,

tr.end you do appreciate unusual efforts

t , press vourselt Romance * on aqenda

,M play to creative processes Young

person deserves specal recognitorW
v?RGO.Auq 23 Sep. Ol »"*l%lu

p, 0lcct cou.d demand attention Fulfil.

oOl.gat.ons Put'ng th.ngs off now means

"m? and money at later date T,e up loose

ends Follow 'hrough on hunch

i
i PR A S."' 23 0" 2? '"•""O lunor

• conc.des w th IMM *»en .hough's

,
places, persons TM ,m

med.ate is postponed tor the potential l-oo*

ueyond tne sup- I
™» tor Potential

SCORPIO (Oct 230NOV 21' You can

oreak through oarner wrvcrmas been

tempting you Be sure you really want to

pene'rate mystery Means don I ask lor

more man you can handle

SAGITTARIUS 'Nov 22 Dec 21r You

rece.ve news which helps clarify legal

s.tuat.on includes marnage. P"'"£»"£;

co operative effort You gam now through

"X o. pat.ence Accent pubhc rela.-ons

relat.ons
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan l»i Avo d

oe.nq upset by c.a.ms. demands "•••'"''»

m. mber Accent diplomacy The more

..ng you are to be receptive, the better

.or all S'ress budget requirements

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb <« S'OP

broodng ^<3 ou' creative process to work

use imagination ,n construct-ve manner

Dor. » reiect opportunity for mean.ngfui

changei 0m .ou care tor returns com

plir>-

PISCEb Feb !» March 201 Property,

home possessons of solid or last.ng nature

are h.ghlghted Recall promises -iade 'o

o.d-r moviduai Keep your word By do.ng

so you do mucr- to nsure future success

'.PTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

versat >e w.th a f.ne sense of comedy You

can undergo pi-r.ods of P'«*« r« •£
,e ..ctor.ous You «*<* dur.ng ' mes

oTcr^.s You are due now tor favorable

change travel and romance
...oh' 1971. Gen Fea Corp

1 Moccasin
4 Small bottle

9 Pigpen

12 Period of

time

13 Big

14 Afternoon

party

15 Package
17 Hold in high

regard

19 Tolls

21 Sailot

(colioq i

22 City in Russia

24 Seed
26 Intertwine

29 Name
31 Fruit seed

33 Resort

34 Symbol (or

tantalum

35 Paddle

37 Short sleep

39 Conjunction

40 Greek letter

42 Vat
44 Jargon

46 Tattered

cloths

48 Label

50 Irritates

51 Possessed

53 Classify

55 Sculptured
figure

58 Standards of

perfection

61 Possesses

62 South
American
animal

64 Bishopric

65 Emmet
66 Kind o( beer

67 Goddess of

healing

DOWN

Vigor (colioq )

Macaw

Rug
Entreaty

Meeting rooms
Prefix: not

Mature
For fear that

Cubic meters

10 Golf mound
11 Sweet potato

16 Musical
instrument

18 Scottish cap

20 Soak up

22 Aquatic
mammal

2i Lasso

25 Emerge
victorious

27 Ghost (colioq )

28 Male deer (pi)

30 Dme
32 Chinese

pagoda
36 Wheel track

38 Self esteem

41
43
45
47

Ternlied
Container

Lubricant

Posed fo'

portrait

49 Dirt

52 Colorless

54 Hebrew month

55 The urial

56 Sunbuf
57 Guido

note

19 Hawaii.ii'

wrejtn

60 Weight of

Imlui

63 Symbol I"
silver

a1 .
1

i »
•

8 •

:••:•

y
12 13

*
- •

i*

15 16 x
17 18

1

'.• •-
'

19 20 21
.

2? 23 24 25 26 1)

H
29 30 ;::.]

31 32

33~

JJ

34

40

' '
-

35 36 • 1

1

37 J u

41 1
. . 42 43 • • 44 45

45 47
•> .

48 49 50

!

51 52 5 3 54

55 56
5' 58 5V 60

61 6? 63 r 4

55 66
_ I

l*
7

T • i
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Erving Keys 2nd Half Sur
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

Worcester Paced by ;m un-

believable .second halt per

tormance by Julius Erving, the

UMass basketball team won its

biggest game ot the season by

downing "The TTtfcSRterT xA Ho*y

cross last night in an exciting,

tense struggle before 3300 tans at

Worcestei Auditorium, 60*58. The

Kedmen are now 13-2 while Holy

cross slipped to L2-5

Erving. UMass' All-American

co-captain netted 25 second-hall

points 132 for the evening), pulled

down 18 game rebounds and was

early the difference in the

i , mtest At one point, he scored six

msecutive L'Mass hoops.

He was hitting consistentl> fi

both corners as well as driving tor

the hoop It he was devastating

enough on offense and rebounding,

also stole numerous passes and

turned 'hem into eas> UMass

baskets

Tom McLaughlin, in his second

Redmen start, came through again

with a big hall When his scoring

was needed m the tiist Stama. he

pumped through 10 points In the

second halt, with Erving having

the hot hand, he passed ofl and

tried to set up his teammate

it is impossible to leave anyone

OUl in this one .lohn Betaneourt

and MikePagliara ran the off<

perfectly, and Chris Coffin nal

Hi rebounds against the taller

Crusaders To make it simple.

everyone did ins job beaut dully.

The t ust half was close with the

Cross on top most ol the way The

Crusaders broke quickly, jumping

ahead IM with less than live

minutes gone behind the shooting

~tf~guoc<(l~t<Mk~Adams LTMps*.

sliced the gap to tour. »-5, on hoops

bj Erving and Betaneourt and the

(foUrgtan

SponU
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lead see sawed between tour and

si\ points lor about the next in

minutes
Doing the brunt ot the I Mas-

scoring was McLaughlin, who was

being guarded by ti'K forwards Jim

Schnurr and Clene Doyle Bob

Kissane had six points m this

period lor the Crusaders

With the Croat ahead 25-18 uith

Matmen Pinned
By Springfield

B> BOBGANLEY
fl Reporter

Springfield College once again

proved itseU the .lass ot New

•land wrestling last night as it

knocked ofl its nearest competitor.

\ Mass bs a 27-1 score in lurry

Hick- CagJ 1 Mass was never

really in the meet as it could Old)

manage one cm and a tie in the

first eight matches while

Springfield ias rolling to H-S

lead
ill no doubt lift the

imber one ranking in

esptte their now

,•!,! wrestles .1 tar

lc than the number
imen and this

ht.

,11 decisions in the

bes before Sheldon

bta to take the mat

Imen on the board

money in the bank

<i won an «\is\ M
... the Springfield

The \ ict<

Chiefs to a

Ne« Engla

record

tougher si

two rank*

proven la

The Chi

lirst tw>.

Goldberg
and get t!

Goldberg
tor I Ma
decision

lead to 6

Howevi
Redmen
pin. and

sue •

•he 11111

CM.
The Redmen made an attempt to

make the score respectable with

Kd Carlsson getting two points

with a 11 draw and George /guns

winning a lopsided decision Zguns

came out like a tiger and com-

pleted dominated his opponent

with seven minutes riding time en

route to a l
» victory

This narrowed the score to 22 H.

hut the Chief's Boss Pollard

« rapped things up w ith a pin in the

heavyweight match

The Redmen are now ,V2 I on the

season with the bulk ot the

schedule ahead ot them They will

have U) be content with lighting tor

the number two ranking in New

England until the> get a chance tor

revenue at the New England

tournament the lust weekend in

March

lust over tour minutes to go. things

began to break tor the Kedmen.

t offin netted a pair ot charity

losses and McLaughlin. Erving

and Betaneourt scored consecutive

hoops to put the UMaSS boys on top

tor the first time ot the game. 26-25,

\U'h_ojjJv. l.;>3 to go

Doyle tapped in a missea

Crusader shot with 0:35 left and the

halt ended with the Crusaders

ahead b\ onlv one. 27-26

It was McLaughlins shooting

and Erving's rebounding which

had kept the Redmen m the contest

thus tar Though much the shorter

team the Redmen amazingly

enough managed to outrebounci the

Crusaders in the first stanza 21 19.

Thai tact explained the closeness

ol the contest

As close as the first halt was. the

second was even tighter No team

led by more than six at any point

and with l:l,'i to go the Bedmen

held a slim two point edge

With.;. 40 on the clock Cott'in was

fouled b> Kissane and sank a pair

ol clutch tree throws to make it r>8-

54 .schnurr made a charity toss,

but Hiving seemed to ice the

verdict with an eight toot bank shot

at 1:29

Kissane came right back with a

three point play and with a minute

to go it w as tin ;>8 But the Cross got

the ball back twice more on CMass

miscues tint could not put it in the

hoop With 0:02, Holy Cross had the

ball out ot bounds but Kevin

Stacom'l shot from mid-court was

ott the mark and too late, and the

Kedmen had the ball game.

What the Kedmen lacked in

height and depth they made up for

in simple desire With everyone

healthy they should be in good

shape lor Vermont, lona and the

guys from Chestnut Hill

118 BMI Metts (S) dtovoned Dave Amatc

9 1

m «»v Ferrari IS) dec.S'Ooeo Duncan lnn*s

MS?
1 jj She'don Goid&erg ><Wi deo«- -ne Ed

I
1

143 Steve Gaydosn s deovoned Ciav Jester

Mi 7

1 JO Stan Sothenden IS) pnned Tom Gartiand

M J 01

151 M'Chev L.nt (Si decs oned Brian UrQUhart

• 3

16? Doug Lerov IS) de>->»'Oned »•« Braoner

9 I

177 Steve Chambers is. and Ed Carisso'

t.ed 1 1

190 Gcorqe Zgur .«, M deoS'Oned Doug Mayer

90
UNL Hoss Pollard Si pinned Carl Damfcman

! 4*

XN IMMENSE PERFORMANCE by I Mass All American Julius

Friing paced the Kedmen to a crucial M4I w in over holy I ross. The

Is In teft I Mass ,n undisputed possession of first place in Ne»

Kngland.

Celtics Fall To Philly

a p«l;,yvictory over the Celt.cs ,n Nat.onal Basketball Assoc.at.on game

^Boston nadrallied from a 68-59 deficit ,n the tnird period to take a 75-71

U
' Mter Dave Cowens made a pair of free throws to start the fourth period

IhJSSr. ran off ten more points to boost^^^^g*
the gap to 104-100 with 1:02 remaining, but Philadelphia s Hal Ureer

made tour free throws to wrap up the game for the 76ers

BdW Cunningham scored 31 points for Philadelphia, which lifted its

second place margin over Boston in the NBA s Atlantic Division to four

uaVnes Cowens topped the Celtics with 22 points and gathered 28

rebounds.

- is as close as the

get A decision, a

more decisions in

he score 10-3 and

out ot reach for

UMASS
BF PTS
i 8

1 J

13

B

I

Holy Cross

H f- PTS

s

Q

23 U M

Adams

Grayson
urr

IIS

9

7

17

I

1J

J

Little Redmen Shooting Too

Much For Crusaders, 82-65

I -amural Results
Haskell

TEP
B'Dozt

Panthe
Ceebs 6

ars 37

13

Gypsies 15

s 61, Bur) N
,<», Munchm- •

all

Bf LC
:,. Oxfords

Panthers (i

Piepul Named Coach,

A.D. At Amer. Int.

SPKi I IELD (AP)-Milt

Piepul l Mass Assistant

Kootba 1 coach, who has spent

his last I
ears as an assistant

coach, was named head football

coach i uesday at American

International College.

Piepul, a former All American

fullback at N«'t re Dame, suc-

ceeds (iavton Salvucci. head

football coach at A IC since 1995

who was fired after last season I

2 i) l record.

Piepul, S3, also was named

William Callahan, who resigned

last October.

lie played one season with the

Detroit Lions of the National

football League before joining

the coaching staff at Dartmouth

College, where he was a back-

tield coach for 12 years

He served the next 11 years as

an assistant at Brown University

before joining the statf at Holy

Cross in ISM He has been

defensive backfield coach at the

UMass since 1968

By STEVE FERBER
Stafl Reporter

so. i ess in the foul • p irtment

-.tied itselt last as the

Little Redmen hoop n out

idiedtheHol) Cross lrosh82

victory, only four fouls

. called on the I Froah in

minutes ot the game

I ouls were plentiful in the last five

hectic minutes, but the came was

no contest then

The score was tied Just once, and

Bt 13:09 of the first half. Al Skinner

broke that tie Rebounding a

missed freethrow. Skinner scored

l basket for a 15-13 Redmen lead

Two more of Skinner s team-

leading 24 points went in moments

later, as the Little Redmen were on

their way.

Then with less than five minutes

in the half, the visitors ran off 10

unanswered points, building a 28-25

lead to thirteen points. This streak,

which featured a beautiful hoop by

Peter Trow off a Rick Pitino pass,

put the game out of reach for the

Little Crusaders.

Shooting 13 per cent trom the

lloor in the lust halt, the Redmen

stayed sharp in the final 20

minutes The home club ne> er did

find the range trom the outside

and this in turn led to spurt- ol tour

and nix points tor i Mas • in the

second hall

As the lead grCU 10 62 41 Willi

more than to minutes to go. Dave

Mapp >t Hoi) 'ross was the sole

Crusader able to score against the

iteamen. His second halt hoops

were the biggest reasons the

visitors' bulge never exceeded 21

points.

But trom the start UMass out

classed their opponents, and

although the scoreboard rarely

showed it. the Redmen were never

in danger of defeat.

With Pitino's ailing hand, his

passes were still on target.

Whipping passes underneath to

Trow and Skinner time and again,

the freshmen earned easy layups

and made the Crusaders work that

much more

Holy Croat
1

'enter John Budris

scored only two points as he saw

limited action due to a tirst-halt

injury in defensing Budris and

dapp the Redmen omplo>> d three

different defenses, a one two-two

and one three one /one. and a man
to man i I up The latter was the

most eii« live and the one most

frequent! used

Although thes. three delenses

worked m il. rebounding, usually a

Kedmen attribute, was a problem

lor most of the game With the

Little Crusaders shooting from far

outside, they often got two or three

at the hoop

But settling down as the contest

wore on the Little Redmen out

offensed and out defensed the

home squad in building its record

to 9-1 and its winning streak to two.

HOOP NOTES: Foull again

spelled the difference... the four

corner offense was also seen in the

second half by the Red

men another line shooting night

l>\ the Little Redmen.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

OHir flbtflflarlptftttB

latlu (Hflibgtatt^^ ^^ ^J A «H AND BISPONSIBU ^ "tSS

Weather:
Partly cloudy and

cold tonight lows 5 to 10

degrees Increasing

cloudiness and chance

ol snow tomorrow.
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Senate, USCC Fight

Tuition Increase
See Page Three

Dr. Barnard

Named

Ombudsman
See Page Two

Photo b> OS*) Alpaugh)

Women f

s Lib

Seeks

Political

Definition
See Page Two

Russians Say U.S. Invades Laos

Laotian Communists Say U.S. Troops Massing

U.S. Government Says Nothing
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Ellsworth Barnard Named
As University Ombudsman

*

X* *

Women's LibAttempts

Political Definition
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WEEK WE Wll L TALK \B<

THE POLITICS OF WOMEN -

tKNESTADNICKl

......„.« ff
.i Sssasjass

Um position of Umvemtj OmMflsman aw

the < hanceUor's office
pw-idant Robert C Wood upon

K ,. n;(;,, was appoints to te post m*
! . listing of three

the recommend Jwt g^J^Sdutte student

"luutt^'' rthrt
1969 the Ombudsn

two years Barnard has

luties immedial

Hi tone mail . -

...• would simp);

nformatton about wrhei

p his probk

th

Where '

•'

. job .1- bi

; the opposing par- -

the

aid Tipp*

all

, i nbudsms
- » 0|

ent that the support

or ,
L'ommunitj

tunction with maximum «•

fectivem

rne services of the Ombudsman

are available to all members of the

body, faculty, ad-

listration and professional

staff

During the week of l ebruar> ttn

Professor Barnard can be reached

Bartletl Hall ( telephone <-

H is hoped thai soon a

suitable office can be arranged lor

hin- ui tin- Student Union budding

... some other central location

where students can reach him

convenient!)
\«>w thai he is appointed same

ot the functions ot his oit.ee include

the following as taken irom the

tormal propo-,. of his ap-

IJ
15

MDC
Classifieds

POWERFUL
U,„u.n s I it, has |«« .unction* al I Ma- one of Kducation and

Do vihi have 73 close friends?

We do!

Sigma Phi Epsilon

l

Kusli altci

tortile s ciami'

Call for rid

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

0lp ftaasartpMfttt fiailg (Kolltgtan

m ce c
•s '.

__E

• mei MM* •

.aca 1 o" *r a -

f„a^ e*'<*> ° r '

sc r,pt.oora
,«« r«*'

-

. .-. - '. - • I I I

... ^ a r. g ^oe' •-?

• --: Iv8

»a'

FOR THAT

Special Person
SEE THESE

VALENTINE SPECIALS

MY SIN

ARPERGE
f

FABERGE
TIGRESS

WOODHUE
APHRODISIA

INTIMATE

WINDSONG

COME SEE
At

College Drug

erhoqd

\

4 Main St.
Amherst

Dr. Ellsworth Hainan'

Ombudsman
point tnent:

The Ombudsman shall be

provided with the m tail

and i«n tees to enable him to fulfill

his t unit ion

The timet ion of the Ofttbudsfl

shall be to assist am petitloi

procurement of •• .
, ' 1>

'

ment of .1 griei 11

rs of the University ci

n»umt\ are expected to co

with the Ombudsman
discharge al his duties

. r v complaint or gnew, .

a petitioner to the Ombu H

shall Ik- submitted in writ

It in the course ot his duties l1

appears to ine Ombudsman tin

under existing ehannels there is a;

adequate remedy or right of ap

peal, or 1! it appears that .

regard to all the circumsta • I

the ease. any further action B

unnecessary, he may in his

discretion refuse to pursue the

matter lurther

I! in his opinion the sub

matter ot the eomplaint Is

frivolous, Of vexatious, or m
made tfl good taith. or the com

plainan) has no sutiicient per.-

interest in the subject matter of

complainl the Ombudsman shall

not be required to investigate th.

complaint

III am ease where the Om-

bud man decides n<»t to investigate

or lurther investigate a complaint

bafl Inform the complainant of

thai deeision and shall state bis

reasons therefor m writing

Every investigation by the

nmoudsman shall Ih> conducted

with due respect tor the prr

and n putation of othe

No person shall be entitled as m

right la be beard by the Om
hudsmaii. except that before am
report is issued, persons Of

organizations adverse!)

b) such report must have I

afforded in opportunity to b

heard

The 1 imbudsnian shall report his

opinion, and bis reasons therefore.

to the appropriate organization <>r

person, and may make such

mmendaUoni as he sees tit In

au\ Mich ease lie ma> request the

organization, or person involved^

lo notil) him. within a specified

time, of the steps that it propose- 1 I

lake lo implement bis recom

mendations
It within a reasonable time alter

issuance of the report, no action is

taken which appears satisfactory

to the 1 Mnlmdsman. he mas send a

copy ot his report and recom

mendations to the President of the

University

The ombudsman shall in an)

case inform the complainant of the

result ot the investigation and

recommendations
The Ombudsman shall submit a

written report at the beginning

\ia\ of each vent to the Faculty

Graduate Student and Student

Senates, to the President oi the

I niversitx and to the Board EH

Trustees ot the I iuvetsity on the

general functioning of his office

Copies of this report shall be made

available for general distribution

In addition, from time to time he

shall issue such other reports as he

mav determine necessary

Budgets Also ConsideredIS /\lSO ^OIIMUCICU ^^ , . T*> J.J.1

Senate, USCC Prepare For Tuition Battle

By BETH GOODELL
Senate Reporter ..-_,

The Student Senate last night organized a campaign to combat a proposed tuition hike at the University and

J^SSi^lS^SSm. The operation will include a letter writing campaign and some intensive

lobbying in the Legislature by the University and State Communications Council ( USCC )

.

then reads it on the Senate floor
In other action, the Senate also

fought out its first round of battles

over the approval of budgets for

student organizations. Last

evening's encounter was over the

Coalition for Environmental

Quality's budget, which made a

statement to the Senate voicing

The Senate as a whole can refuse to

fund the organization and strike its

budget or can propose amend-

ments to it The Budgets Com-

mittee itself then considers the

amendments and makes the

changes only if it approves.

of assigning single rooms in dorms.

Details of action taken on these and

other measures at last night's

meeting will be included in

tomorrow's Daily Collegian.

sssmSkb sss^fl-^tsrs
of their budget by the Senate's

Budgets Committee.
Measures passed by the Senate

included one demanding the end of

all restrictions on campus housing

and another recommending that

tuition fees be made tax deductible

tor University students. One other

bill passed by the Senate makes

available to students the option of

having cases of misdemeanor tried

in the University's General Court

instead of the District Court of the

Commonwealth.
In considering a proposal to

revamp the Fine Arts Council, the

Senate voted that the measure

needs more consideration and

postponed it for two more weeks.

The State Legislature has before

it at this time over 20 bills con-

cerning tuition increase for next

vear. which call for hikes ranging

irom $200 a year to $700. Treasurer

Kichard Verrochi is convinced that

the Legislature will definitely

approve some increase for next

vear. and fears that this increase

will be so large as to prohibit a

significant number of student from

continuing their education Along

with Judith Gill of USCC. he

therefore sponsored the resolution

last night which calls for an im

mediate start to the campaign

against an increase of any amount

greater than $100.

Through Verrochi and Gills

motion, the Senate appropriated

$2tW0 for the printing and mailing

of letters to the parents of all

students attending the University,

asking that they contact their

respective legislators to request

that they oppose the tuition in

creases proposed The Senate also

requested USCC. directly involved

in communication between the

University and the legislature, to

begin an intensive lobbying

campaign in the Legislature op

posing the increase t'p to $:UMi was

authorized to USCC for this pur

pose
Student Senate officers are

directed bv the bill to fully coor

dmate and carry through the

program and join in the lobbying

efforts All efforts will be made to

include all members of the

University in the campaign

What appears to be happening

is the Commonwealth is hurting for

money and it's turned to the

schools and colleges to improve the

situation '. Verrochi reported on

the Senate floor He presented

figures taken from a recent survey

made bv I professional firm that

projects the number of students

who would be forced out of school

by proposed increases in his

detense of opposition to a tuition

increase

According to projections of tne

survey, a $200 increase in the year

1971 72 would force out 873

students, and a $400 jump would be

the death knell for 3492 students in

the state svstem $100 alone would

be tenable*, according to Verrochi

The letter writing and lobbying

campaigns are rushing to reach

parents and Legislators by March

15 when House Committee starts

hearings on the University's

The Student Senate itself is faced

with the problem of approving

budgets at this time; in this case, it

is the budgets of student

organizations Approving a budget

is a complex procedure in which

much of the work is done by a 9-

member Budgets Committee

headed bv Kevin Kulakowski

In a
* hearing with each

organization, the committee works

out the details of each budget, and

again presented to the Senate in

combination with all other

budgets. A two-thirds Senate vote

is required to make any change in

this version.

The Coalition for Environmental

yuality tCEQ) is now in the

process of presenting its budget

requests. The Budgets Committee

cut its $12,290 request by around

$r>ooo, leaving a total some $2000

less than the budget granted for the

current vear. At last evening's

meeting, CEQ President Quint

Dawson read a statement ex-

pressing respect for "the com-

mittees zeal in protecting student

tax funds" but also strong op-

position to the committee's

procedure, and chagrin for the lack

of expression of environmental

concern on this campus.

Thev object to the power the

Budgets Committee has and stated

that it feels that the committee

members present at its hearing

were unrepresentative of the

Senate or the Student body, and

that thev made arbitrary decisions

on topics they are unqualified to

judge
Budgets Chairman Kulakowski

defended his committee, and said

that he knows it is 'going to make

I lot of enemies, but no friends

He stressed that anyone can still

come to the Committee's hearings

to propose amendments which w ill

be dulv considered.

The right of students to live any

where they choose was demanded

bv the Senate last evening Sponsor

of the bill calling for the Chancellor

to end all restrictions. Lee Sand-

wen, said that students are being

treated as second class citizens as

long as housing restrictions are

placed on them ." His bill charges

President Glenn Elters to meet

with the Chancellor to finalize

plans lor the ending of all

restrictions tor the Fall semester

of 1971 Sandwen expects this

meeting to produce some very

important results in ending

restrictions

The Senate was still in session at

the writing of this article Still on

the agenda were measures dealing

with firearms, and the procedure

XV a

1

Senator l.arrx Wood <abo\e» presents the WCCfclj report o! Mudenl

(.overnment Xffairs. a committee to which he belongs. Senate

President Wean filters and Secretary Katb) Uwieadi listen frees

the platform behind him. * MDC photo b\ <.ar> Mpuuga. I

I isteninn to Student Senate debate, this Senator <lelt» 1 rochets to

help pass the time, knitting and 1 rot hetinu are common at lenglhx

Senate meetings. ( MIX photo b> (iar> Alpaugh.i

GroupFormsToChange
Draft Alternatives

%^s%z%ti*wsars s - .—
native to the draft

u,.,.r under the direction ot

the student I nnon
,,„.,,..,.

,m before I ongn
uruh ii,.. Talffthrf Service Act of lWi'i » oming up im«»

When fifty people are committal

to the ideal of Brotherhood, social

life comes easy.

Phi Mu Delta
Invites you to meet the Brotherhood

at our chapter house in Fraternity - Sorority Park

THURSDAY 9:00 Informal

Call for rides 545-2163 253-9034 549-1076
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In The Nation And The World

Laotian Invasion Still Undetermined

blackout on news of what was or was not going on.

The Soviet Union, mentioning the

situation tor the third day. said it

M rough denounces the armed

intrusion ol the tinted States and

SaiiCon puppets into Laos.

The Pathet Lao. the Communist

movement in Laos, did not go that

far It broadcast that U.S and

Smith Vietnamese troops were

massing on the South Vietnamese

border for a major operation in

Laos
,,„ Monda) the Soviet premier.

Moxei \ Kosygin said ' an

itulrageous invasion « ttu>

MNlthern provinces ol Laos is

under wa> He followed that with

ii similar statement Tuesda)

imWednesda> the Soviet agency

l m earned a statement saying.

[ mud States ruling circles are

conmletclv responsible tor further

uggravation ol the situation in

I au> ..iuI »iU ire Indochina

Hi,' situation in Indochina has

ureutlv aggravated in recent day.

Pass asserted " Reports say that a

considerable number of Saigon

group troops supported by U.S.

armed forces invaded Laos. U.S.

planes every day make massed

raids on the territory of Laos.

Heavy Bombers. B52s. take part in

these raids

I S'aTr support ihe Pathd Lao

said nothing about this but added

that the Thai battalion reinforced

two other battalions from Thailand

already operating there.

The South Vietnamese reported

Wednesday they had begun a

second incursion into Cambodia by

V.
"i.\

NORTH
^VIETNAM

^Dongha
I Quangto

'PW e/TV2»-

ese ruds sn«iiumiuiii«n>»«>" •

Wednesday s reports coincided 10.000 troops supported by US. air
VHtl"1

•
K

. ~t o .« Ma *r, nut pncmv bases
with a Saigon announcement of a

new incursion by South Viet-

namese forces into Cambodia.

The Pathet Lao statement

reporting a massing of U S and

Saigon forces asserted they would

operate in conjunction with troops

trom Thailand. The Pathet Lao

said Thailand had sent a battalion

to the Bolovens Plateau in southern

l.aOs

None ol the enemy broadcasts or

statement* bj Laotian officials

supported a report by Japans

K\odo News Agency that 4.000

,.000 South Vietnamese troops

landed on the plateau Monday with

KSCKS««»«« SSCSSWWSWMSCS^K**555

Senators Blast

Secrecy, Escalation

n . . se operation* Wedm-sday. while others denounced the I S

KSS5 Sh Totuame:* drive »*• ^mbodia as a new

TSSl^ttSl.*. Manful o, Montana and his deputy

Smi Kobert I Bvrd 4 We* Virginia, enticed the stereo

Surrounding operation* lear the Laotian border

s,is Kdmuml S Muske. IV Maine ami r rank l hunh IV

„,. lho saidthe new attack ,r*u Cambodui «»jdqu«^.bout

he idmmistration s intention; and criticized Secretap ot Stau

lh ,

'

It gers for not »elli.:g the Foreign Kelat.ons t onv

mi,u" .,, ad cl session la t Thursdav about impending

^ISmmittee. meanwhile said ,. had not reived an answer

.. „s invitation .or Rogers and Secretary ot ^««jjjehrta H

I lirdtotestih about developments in Laos and ( ambodia

Ma. .,1.1 ialking with reporters. ^d
\
h'^TTLZZi

,s , real.ng a very d.lt.cult situation and a certain amount ol

lUDrehension of what is in the offing
"

i,si,ke getting u»v information form the Russians the

,,,,;,„ th. Japanese he said referring io foreign press

! t.,H„,s of a U S hacked south Vietnamese strike at Communis,

.tiDuh bases « southern Laos .

Bvrd the new assistant Democratic leader, accused the ad

,„!!,", ration o. inexcusable bungling hi bl.Kk.ng information

,.„ the operation from Uongreea ami the people

A Reiver

is a
rascal.

Steve McQueen 'f.

is the head

Reiver.

power to clean out enemy bases

and help speed the withdrawal of

American troops from South

Vietnam
If the report of a massing along

the border of southern Laos is true,

the South Vietnamese incursion

raised the possibility of a pincers

movement against North Viet-

namese supply bases and lines in

Cambodia and Laos.

The US Command has placed

an embargo on operations in the

northern part of South Vietnam

near the Laotian border This

embargo did not apply to the South

Vietnamese incursion

In Washingron. administration

officials said the embargo would be

lifted soon They said the first word

of maneuvering on the border with

l.aos would come from Saigon.

In London. Foreign Secretary Sir

Alec Douglas Home told

Parliament his latest information

mm that no South Vietnamese

lorces had entered Laos

ked about the Kyodo report.

U Col. NguvenTuyen. spokesman

lor the South Vietnamese Defense

Ministry, replied As far as I

know, there are no South Viet-

namese troops in Laos Up to now.

I have no information about that I

cannot confirm or deny it

The I S Command in Saigon has

declined to make any comment

Laotian spokesman in Vientiane

mimed more concerned with what

was happening in the north than in

the south, where they have said the

enemy might launch a drive,

possiblv to dominate the plateau

Sisouk said North Vietnamese

led bv fire tanks captured Muong

Soui.108 miles north of Vientiane

The North Vietnamese rarely have

used tanks

The town is considered a key to

the strategic Plain of Jars to the

southwest, and its fall might clear

the way for attacks on other im

portant points near the plain

Sarovone •

THAILAND/

V?
I ^ V7 Attopeu

/ SOUTH
I VIETNAM

A *
Z v BOLOVEH

. f >• PLATLAU

\llied assault was said to be continuing near Khesanh (IV

Washington officials denied reports that Saigon troops were

airlifted to Boloven Plateau in Laos <2>.

Revenue Sharing

Opposed In House

t3Z%SS%fc*^JZ~Z revenue,. Rep John

W Byrnes of Wisconsin
His philosophical objection, he

said, is to the principle of allowing

one governmental body to spend

revenues another levies taxes to

raise..

-The basic discipline on spen-

ding todav is that the authorities

Republican have to go to the taxpayers for the
:•: • r i„ »ir« ., .11 ihrnw what little

Byrnes said afterward he still

opposes on both practical and

philosophical grounds President

Nixon s proposal to turn over to the

state and local governments, with

no strings tied. $5 billion of the

federal tax take.

Bvrnes. senior

member of the House Ways and

Means Committee, met privately

with John D Ehrlichman, Nixon s

staff chief for domestic affairs, and

other White House spokesmen

Serened a^^a^Sa* revolutionar^m in government

members P°,,cy
'

T would like to go along with the

President ..." Byrnes said later "I

don t find myself in a comfortable

position

•But I cannot accept the

assumption that Uncle Sam can

perform the miracle of the loaves

and fishes I don't think he has nAminwivn
been endowed with that power." unprecedented crisis of wintertime

.. .-u _„....m r ho has .a.>..in<- 1u1u.1T siiDulies. the nor-

funds We will throw what little

discipline we have out of the

window when we remove the onus

of taxing from the pleasure of

spending
•This would be a radical.

Northern U.S.

Suffers Cold

Power Shortage
WASHINGTON <AP> In an

Byrnes told newsmen he has

three major objections:

•The revenue simply isn't

there We are going to have to

borrow $47 billion in the next two

fiscal years-some of it from the

government's own trust funds, the

rest on the market-to run the

government

electric power supplies, the nor

them United States has been hit by

19 voltage reductions in 21 days-

and officials say more could yet

come. , _,

According to Federal Power

Commission data, the crisis began

in New England on Jan 14 and

mushroomed until it reached as far
•vernment musnroomeu umn » ic««-..^»- — •—

•I can't accept the assumption south as Virginia and as far west as

• u„- ihoi onnnnmii' ornwth is rhwiiuo The trouble struck eight

Steve McQueen
in

The Reivers"

I,.-. Ilr l'..IH/.-t I'- / V%... IM ^*W \ V
V.>.H«V\,II,.. I

\ V*^ ftt j X-i^.
^

either that economic growth is

going to give us a surplus unless

there is some radical change in

spending That s growing also, in

excess of the normal growth of the

economy
"I can't accept the assumption

that only the states and localities

have fiscal problems The federal

government is under just as great

pressure for spending, if not

greater

Chicago The trouble struck eight

times in the power pool serving all

New England

MDC
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Egypt Agrees Upon

Ceasefire Extension
Kgvp. has agreed provs.onally to extend the Middle East cease fre

one month extension.
military sources in Tel

While the decision was being taken in Cairo, m i wi y
{

Aviv said Kgyptian war planes flew over Israeli military positions a.ong

the Suez Canal for the third time in as many daya.

shooting halt at an emergency session of Lgypt I Parname

sday evening.

HouseDemocrats Unsuccessful

In Seniority System Attacks

WASHINGTON tAP) - Tradition oriented House Democrats rejected

We^ne day an effort to remove a 72 year old southerner from j.com-

mittee chairmanship after shouting down two other moves to dilute the

power of congressional seniority.

Astronauts Get OK
For Lunar Landing

^rything looxs good." Miss,on Control said after M.tcheH conducted•>*££«*£ -J ^SS -IS
had been giving a low voltage reading

The party caucus voted 126 to 96

to retain Rep John L McMillan of

South Carolina in the District of

Columbia Committee chair-

manship he has held for 22 years.

Younger liberal members had

sought his removal, asserting he

runs the panel autocratically and

has no real concern for the needs of

the predominantly black city of

Washington

Southern support in

presidential elections.

the 1972

The vote quashed the attempt by

liberals on the conservatively

dominated committee to win

election to the chairmanship of

Kep Charles C Diggs Jr., a

Michigan Negro

"As of now, the ascent batteries,

especially No. 5, is go," said

Mission Control.

Mitchell transferred power from

circuit to circuit, putting pressure

on the battery that had been giving

a low voltage reading. The tests

indicated that there was no ap-

parent problem with the battery

itself.

There was no immediate ex-

planation of why the battery

voltage reading was low.

Astronauts Stuart A Roosa and

Alan B. Shepard remained aboard

the command ship. Kitty Hawk,

during the tests.

The astronauts were asked to

make the tests shortly after they

awoke from a daylong rest period.

A ground controller said there was

no real concern, but that the tests

would 'make everybody feel a

little warmer down here
"

Shepard and Mitchell reported

the low voltage early in the day

when they entered the lunar

module
The readings themselves were

not considered serious enough to

affect the lunar landing But of

ficials at Mission Control sought to

rind <»ut the reason for the ab-

normal voltage level

Had the battery been lound to be

defective, Mission Control said it

would not allow Shepard and

Mitchell to make their planned

descent onto the moon.

Even a faulty battery, however,

posed no danger to the astronauts

as long as no moon landing was

made.
As Mitchell started clearing the

tunnel to go into the lunar module,

he told Houston: "We've reached

that point where we're running

downhill very rapidly toward it."

The space craft was then 235,000

miles from earth.

Shortly before that the

astronauts fired the command
ship's rocket for 7 of a second to

put the craft on target for lunar

orbit early Thursday The firing,

lowered Apollo 14s closest ap-

proach to the moon to the planned

t;7 miles.

Experts on the ground spent

most of the day studying the

battery situation.

Mission Control said the battery

is one of two on the ascent stage of

Antares. the lunar module These

provide electncalpower for the

cratt while it rockets the

McMillan s supporters coun-

tered that the critics are just men

embittered bv ideological dif-

terences with the chairman,

especially his opposition to home

rule for the District now ruled, in

effect, by Congress.

Indians Protest

Plane Hijacking
- Prime Minister Indira Gandhi led her nation

^"Indian airliner a Fokker Friendship F27. was hijacked to Lahore

Ja
The largest of many protest demonstrations sported throughout the

counter burred in New Delhi More than 1.000 students there tried to

c»nrm thp Pakistan High Commission, or embassy .

entrance of the walled Pakistani compound and then retreated q"'^'>

The^u-craft was hijacked while flving over the Indian portion of Kash-

B McMillan were defeated MiUs ^gHSfaaSfaWg
told his fellow l*mocra£ it wouM ^^^dta refused and on Tuesday, the brackets set fire to the aircraft

be seen as a slap to the ace to P ^ ^^ a mWm do„ars
Southerners and the *oum anu

would cost the Democratic party

Earlier Wednesday the caucus

handilv defeated attempts to limit

length of service by all Democratic

committee chairmen to four two

vear terms and to prohibit any

representative 70 or older from

serving as chairman.

The McMillan vote followed a

plea bv the powerful Ways and

Means Committee chairman.

Wilbur Mills of Arkansas, to retain

the chairman or risk losing the

White House to the Republicans in

1972.

If McMillan were defeated Mills

Apollo

Television
Timetable

SPACE (ENTER. Houston

AP The three major American

networks will televise virtually

all high points of Apollo 14s

moon excursions Friday and

Saturday

The Apollo TV Timetable,

Friday ' lunar landing

NBC, %'M am 4 :io am
ABC. { it) a m 4 10 am
CBS 4 no a m 4 :M am

Friday's moonwalk ABC. H 4.S

a in i <n> pm NBC. 8 40 a m -

t im p m
CBS I 00 a m 2 00 pm

Saturday'! moonwalk

ABC, S :n> am io 00 am
NBC ~> oo am lo:to am
CBS, 1:31 am io no am
Saturday s rendezvous and

<hx'king

ABC. :\ (Mi p.m :< 4."> pm
NBC. t 00 pm -until docking

CBS, l M p m until docking

Examinations Prove

Galley Is Normal

Vi \SIIIN<;TOS (API A brain wave test administered to Lt William

CMtoMMM Reed Army Medical renter here proved normal.

astronauts from the surface of the

moon and back to a rendezvous

with the mother ship.

Officials said the battery was

giving a reading of :M>.7 volts, three

tenths of a volt below the normal of

:!7 The second battery W the

ascent stage was normal.

Space engineers could not

determine at once whether the low-

reading resulted from a laulty

gauge. A test was developed to

provide a better view ot the bat

tery's condition

"H the situation stays as it is, we

will attempt the landing." Flight

Director MP Frank said

But he added We have to have

both batteries to commit to I

landing II the battery has egraded

to a point where we have no con

lidence in it. then that would be a

no go situation

The battery reading was

discofered while Shepard and

Mitchell tested the lunar module

systems. Frank said

Space agenc) officials said the

astronauts would have to again

turn on Antares electrical

systems The suspect batter)

would be isolated OH a circuit and

current drawn trom it to see what

WOUM happen to the voltage

Meanwhile Apollo H rips ever

taster as it nears the moon It

whips around the lunar backside

earl) Thursday at .V><»:1 miles \h-y

hour and the astronauts tire a

rocket at 2 01 a m EST to slow the

cratt and settle it into the moon's

gravitational embrace The pull of

earth's gravity had slowed H t<» ;»

speed <»i IJsl m p h

Four hours later in ;i 8B b> 195

mile orbit, another rocket firing

pushes the spaceship t«» within II T>

miles <>i the noon surface the

lowest and riskiest command ship

,,rbit ever attempted

This low orbit sets the stage tor

Shepard and Mitchell to cast oil in

Antares toward the moon's sur

lace

They lire a rocket thai sends

them plunging to a 1 l»> •' m ESI

landing Friday in I rugged

mountain valley

Shepard and Mitchell will

separate Antares from command

shipKittv Hawk at II 50 pm EST.

Thursday, and swoop toward the

Fra staure highlands The) will

skip past NO feet high ridges to

land amid auto si/ed boulders .m.l

craters

During :t4 hours on the moon

Shepard and Mitchell will twice

wafcthe moon's surface becoming

the tilth and sixth humans to step

on the black lunar dust

transcendental meditation

Informal Smoker

Drop In
at

Zeta Nu
totiite, Thursday, 7-8:30

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation « a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to e-pand h.s

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life

1st introductory lecture

MAHAR AUDITORIUM
THURS., FEB. 4th

8 P.M.
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Princeton Physicists Claim

May Harness H-Bomb Energy
J By BRIAN SULLIVAN

AP Science Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - Princeton University physicists reported Wednesday that recent experimentsjnean it

„n v I
•

i os hie to demonstrate before 1975 that it is scientifically feasible to harness the awesome e,e,g> ot

nui\ in |ki>muk lum •F.L.m.L <i-i..nt iw iiriui eon d come t hen or
the hvdfogen bomb

II so, they said, in another 1

5

years the nation may see an

electric power generating plant

operating ov.~ thermonuclear

fusion-the physical process going

on in the sun and the stars.

A thermonuclear power plant

would use hydrogen as fuel, a fuel

that can be found in inexpensive

abundance in the means Further.

a hydrogen plant would be com

pleteh sale, the scientists said.

and pollution tree

The report to the annual meeting

oj the American Physical Society

came from i>r Don Grove,

physicist in charge of fusion ex-

periments .a Princeton, and Dr

John M Dawson, head ot the

theoretical group at the school

The Princeton group lias been

working with an experimental

device called the Tokamak.
modeled alter a device built by

scientists in the Soviet Union,

where intensive fusion research is

.. .. ,,.
. The Russian* have

made significant advances m the

field

drove told a news conference

that recent experiments on the

Princeton Tokamak have verified

the work done in the Soviet Union

and have begun to find out what

features of the Tokamak make it

work better than am previous

device

Now, Grove said. Princeton lias

a proposal before the Atomic

Energy Commission to build a

second generation" Tokamak
that might prove the scientific

feasibilit) ot fusion power The

machine could be built by the end

ot 197:5. Grove said, and the

Hemophiliac's Operation

Termed Successful
CHICAGO I kP The first hemophiliac to undergo open heart surge.)

li,l from a hospital Wednesday lbs doctor sa.dteop.ra

success means that hemophilia victims now can undergo an> deucatt

turgery, including heart transplants plained that the coagulant is made

by freezing plasma, drawing off

the precipitate, allowing it to thaw

to refrigerator temperature, and

then bringing it to solution at room

temperature prior to use

We injected Jyrch with 190,000

units ot AHG before, during and

alter the operation The globulin

was made from about 2.oon pints ot

blood and took several months.

Rabiner said.

Jyrch also received blood daily

alter the operation.

Warren C Jyrch. 50, an ac-

countant, underwent surgery Dec

IS in Michael Keesc Hospital. A

detective \alve connecting the

aorta and the left side ot the heart

was replaced by an artificial valve

in a 7 1 2 hour operation.

The usually delicate surgery was

compounded because Jyrch

suffers trom hemophilia, a

hereditary disease that prevents

blood from coagulating Doctors

prepared .)>reh tor surgery by

injecting him with a recently

developed ant lbeinophiliac

globulin A I hi

The odds wore vuth him all the

ua\ said Dr S Frederick

Rabiner, head ol the hematology

team that joined in the surgery

Rabiner and the heart surgeon. Dr

F< into) K Brockman. joined Jyrch

at a news conference prior to his

ifli

Techmcalh Kabmer said, "it

was impossible to operate on a

hemophiliac before the develop

ment ol AHG
Dr Judith Poole ot Stanford

developed the process about five

Kabmer said He ex-

scientific proof could come then or

in i;»T4

The new Tokamak would cost

about !>4 million, (.irove said.

The kev to a thermonuclear

reactor is a physics problem to

show in the laboratory that it is

possible to take a plasma, matter

in a charged gaseous form, and

heat it enough, make it dense

enough, and contain it long enough

to produce a thermonuclear
reaction that would work in a

power reactor

In the fusion process, four atoms

ot hydrogen, the simplest of the

known elements, fuse into one

atom ol helium, releasing energ>

This is what happens in the sun

and stars and makes possible the

hydrogen bomb
The difficult) is in containing the

plasma The Tokamak is I

doughnut shaped device using

magnetic fields to contain it.

u for .safety, (irove com-
mented: "It is absolutely im
possible to have a nuclear ex-

plosion in a lusion power plant

There are absolutely no

radioactive byproducts, no hot

fission ashes to be carted away
"

As a result, he added, "a tber

monuclear plant could be located

right in the center of the city

Conventional nuclear power
plants, which release radioactivity

to the air and heated w ater to lakes

and rivers, produce energy when
atoms ol heavy, radioactise

metal such as uranium are split

This is the principle of the atomic

bomb

J^ I

I Best 's Termination |

|| according to a leaflet distributed by the ('omnut.ee to Defend
gg

1 M
The

B
pamphlel said that Dr. Best is be.ng given a terminal ||

1 a,"tra
:;\^!;;

,

m
,

ior

,

tbe

i

group could be reached but the ban- §!
W. JJJ '^Sm^t the-hsS of .be.Kcoj)oimcs Department is m
M ^ngThate^^'nred" on the grounds o. "insufficient ||

I Cr

Df
V
BesTt^Ses a course ,n begmnmg economics and §f

*$ . i'..i.Hn iom,cs Because he includes a discussion ol the m
P !I n II -mplex. the ommittee believes the actual

gg
M roas^ol h,s termination is failure to conform to a con-

gg
833 servative view according to the pamphlet^ mM s, said thai over 95% Of the one hundred and forty gW students approached in Ins introductory economics course a

gg
i he end oast semester considered Dr best "an excellent g*
%&. eacher" Those students were also quoted as saying his

ggm bourse was extremely interesting and relevant to today |W "m one a ho would like to protest the termma ion. especah :**

m studen s who have had Best as a teacher. IS asked o sign the *

M oelmon in the office »t the student Mobilization (
ommittee.

£v Seated on the second floor of the Student I nion

m Teg nip. Iso asks, ha, letters be sent to Dean Alpbange. in

ffl the Department ol Social anil behavioral Sciences South

®& College He is reviewing the terminal contract and will make

M the final decision, the leaflet reported

Meeting Set To Determine

Organic Food Lines In DC
In response to recent student

requests lor macrobiotic and

organic food lines in dining com-

mons ASSl Director Arthur

Warren has set a meeting today at

t, I'M to determine the interest and

feasibility ot such a line

Warren said that several

students have called and said that

man\ are interested The meeting

will help determine just how many

Two diet lines were started last

semester after student requests

were made for it Warren said that

these lines, located in Worcester

and Harnpdcn Commons, were

going well for a while" but that

interest in them seems to be

lading.

Warren invited students to

contact him at his office in Wor-

cester Commons IMS-2472' if they

have questions or cannot attend the

meeting.

Chess Exhibition

Thursday, 7:30 p. m
New Hatch - Student Union

Dr. Stephen Jones, USCF Chess Master, will

play all comers at the same time. Bring your

own set.

No Charge!

I
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Postal Rates DueTo Jump
M tSHINGTON The United States Postal Service announced proposed

new rates that would substantially increase the cost ol mailing letters

postcards commercial mail, books and. especially, newspapers and

magazines

r
I r«

The new rates requested bj the

Postal Service would raise the

price ot B first class letter trom 6 to

K cents. I postcard trom ."> to 7 vents

and air mail trom 1Q to 11 cents

The cost ol second class mail,

which includes newspaper* and

magazines, would increase by an

average ot 142 per cent However,

the new rates tor second class mail

would be phased in over five years

The rate requests were sub-

mitted Monday to the Postal Kate

Commission, winch must approve

them However, if the commission

does not take action within M
days the Postal Scr\ ice can put

temporary new rates into effect.

provided they are no more than

one-third higher than the old rates

James W Hargrove assistant

postmaster general, said Tuesday

he would be "pleasantly sur

prised if the commission took

action withmg M days and said

that the temporary rates could go

into effect around May 15

The higher rates are expected to

provide the Postal Service with

additional revenues of Si 4~> billion

in the fiscal year ending June M,

11172

Hargrove noted that the Postal

Service w ill be required to cover its

own operating costs under the

provisions ot the Postal

Reorganisation Act

Under the act. the Post Office

Department will be converted into

the United States Postal Service, a

semi independent public service

corporation sometime this year

probably in June

Hargrove sain ai a briefing for

newsmen Tuesday that the

requested higher rates did not take

account ol possible wage in

creases Additional increases

would be needed it the postal

unions receive higher wage set

dements, he asserted

said

mail

im-

In reply to a question. In

that the" higher rates tor

would not produce any

provement in the ctticiency ol mail

sen ice

The increases in rates are to

catch up with costs incurred in tin-

past . not for improvements in the

future." be said bond issues will

In- made ItO raise money lor

Improved service, he added

BEAD WORLD
III A South I irst Street

San Jose. ( tiliforiiiH

MEADS LEATHER
FINDINGS

Km catalog of a warehouse
ot Ideas for making lovely

j.-welry lor profit or gifts.

Send tor yours today. En-
( 'lose 25c for postage and
handling. 50c for first class

oi Canada.

I
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Corni 71

winter corni QUEENS

nominot.cn popers due bock at RSO office, by 5 P.M, Feb. 5

GET

Something

4 Special -

FOR THAT W
Special

Valentine
FROM

Winn
Jewelers

31 S Pleasant St., Amherst

HOW TO MAKE A WOMAN Feb. 5
7:15 & 9:30

$1.00

Campus Center And.

NES Tutoring Orientation Starts Sunday

'Hie Northern Educational Service Spring semester tutor orientation

* ill begin this Sundav at 7 : 30 in room 163 of the Campus Center This will

be the first session of a series of three that will continue every other

Sundav into March. .

This Sunday's session will set a pattern of workshops and role playing

that will be "an educational experience in itself while making tor a

semester of excellent tutoring. All old tutors are invited to attend while

the m 1
. itation to the student bodv to tutor remains open.

While N E S is a Springfield based tutoring program the coordinating

,.;,.; •• at the University feeis a responsibility to the community at

efore students Interested in tutoring high school students who

"not cope with classroom life can attend this meeting and sign up tor

;nis type of volunteer service.

The "tutoring of these troubled Students will take place during regu,

school hours at Amherst High School. This type ol tutoring can best :>e

J.scri i »ed as instruction to achieve specific behavioral objectives through

any method the tutor and tutee can manage. This is an excellent op-

portunity to work in a highscnool that is excellent Iv equiped with modern

learning tools.

The orientation session this Sunday will hopefully prepare the tutor tor

his or her tirst session in Springfield. The program will firsj start will

small group discussion centered around the questions tutors have about

' L*t orinti

Then the group will go into a Youth Tutoring Youth experiment where

tutors imagine themselves as a potential tutee. Continuing this exercise

will go into actual role playing of the tutors first session in

- • uigtield.

I! interested students are reminded that if they plan to receive

modular credit that they must attend those sessions. Tutors who have

attended the last orientation do not have to come but if they want to see it

things have gotten better orientation-wise they are invited to compare

notes trom last semester We could also use their help,

other points of interest The busses to Springfield will be running next

* k tor all sessions It should be noted that the pickup point has been

moved to in front of Flint Laboratory which is across from Bowker

Auditorium located in Stockbridge Hall, next to the parking garage. This

lbs the place where fVter Pan picks up studetts Busses leave at -J:4o

and 6:15 p.m Monda\ thru Thursday.

Blast Ice In Attempt

To Search For Plane
MTRl iv;TON Vt <AP> Crews began dvnamiting a mile long path

throuih the a e to Burlington Harbor Wednesday m an attempt to free a

s,,rch .or a private jet with five men aboard presumed

Lake Champlain.

Thomas Cousins, head ot the

company thai owned the twin

. ned iet said the barge would

sophisticated sonar rig

underwater around Shelburne

Point, where the plane is believed

to have crashed Tons of rock salt

also were betin spread to melt the

ice dynamited loose

The lake is frozen from shore to

there, but the ice is thin enough in

deeper parts ot the lake to allow

the barge to maneuver il it can get

I

st the harbor breakwater, a mile

II shore Ice in the harbor is

more than a toot thick; beyond the

reakwa'.-r it is onl> three or lour

itches thick

The plane, owner by Cousins

oerties ol Atlanta, Oa .

disappeared Jan 2." minutes after

t
'

ofl from Burlington In-

ternational Airport in a bod snow

storm.
Planes have searched the lake

and shoreline ever) day since the

plane disappeared

Aboard the jet were Oeorge (i

Nikita. the pilot. Donald L
Movers. Copilot. Handy Williams.

vice president ol Retail Planning

Corp., I Cousins division, and

Frank Wilder and Kirtn Windsor,

consulting engineers rotated by

Cousins
Wilder was from .Jacksonvi'le

KUi .. the others from Atlanta The)

had been in Burlington on business,

and were returning to Atlanta

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

lutoi inn sessions like the one BbevC ar- one ot the aims ol NFS. !*< Spri„ :
.

>. •mester ... ientul.un

Nixon Requests New Law

To Forestall Major Strikes
ByNElLGILBRIDC
AP Labor Writer

WASHINGTON lAPl Ot,ng a threatened

nationwide railroad walkout March 1. President

N.xon renewed Wednesday his urgent request to

Congress for the first new law in a quarter centun to

forestall major strikes.

•The urgency of this matter should require no new

emphasis by anyone,' Nixon said in a reminder of

December's oneday national rail strike that Congress

• ted until March 1 with a special law

Secretary of Labor J D Hodgson said, however, the

White House has no hope that Congress will enact the

proposed new law in time to head oft the March 1

strike threat of r.earlv Somumu rail workers

We are hopeful ol resolving that one b>

bargaining."' Hodgson told newsmen at the White

But NiXOO -aid the current wage dispute Oi tour

AFL-CIO unions emphasizes the need tor broad new

legislation to deal with national emergency strikes in

railroad, airline, shipping, longshore and trucking

industries

Spokesmen for organized labor and the railroad

industry Indicated they would mount still opposition in

Congress against the law

Nixon's proposal, almost identical v. ith one he made

and Congress ignored last year, would abolish the

Separate RaUwa) Labor Act covering rail and airline

labor disputes and bring them under coverage oi the

Taft Hartley Ad now covering other industries

Nixon's bill would give the White House three new

options to deal with transportation strikes threatening

the national interest

The tirst would allow the president to extend tin-

present Tait Hartley today cooling ofl injunction lor

an additional 30 days
Or. the president could appoint a special board to

determine whether to permit a partial strike and

partial operation in a nationwide dispute In

railroads, thai would mean letting unions strike

certain lines but leave others operating for ss lot g a^-

1HO days

If there were no settle Is nindustr)

Aidestnkei-rlo. -
il «• further action bj Congrea

i special law < ouW result.

The third option would permit the president to

appoint a neutral panel lo i^pos.- as a final solution in

a labor dispute tl i las offei I
• ithi Iheunion or the

management, on the theotry that the two -ides would

move •. loser together to avoid losing too much il tin-

other's last otter wore accepted

This procedure would reward reasonablene*

therein facilitate negotiation and settlcttU nt. Nixon

told Congress \ president cuuM invoke only one < t

the three options in an) single dispute

Fraternity Rush is designed to give students an opportunity

to see and discuss the various characteristics and develop-

ments of individual houses and the Greek system in general.

We feel our house has the variety of people you need and

deserve.
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Informal Smoker 10 P.M. after

UMass B-Ball

PHI SIGMA DELTA
358 N. Pleasant St.

Corner of Fearing and No. Pleasant St.

Call for Rides 545-0192

THE DEALER IS COMING
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unoergrVduate newspaper * the un.vers.ty of Massachusetts The St.tf s respons.oie tor ts

content 'nd no .acuity memoers or admm. on read I tor accuracy or approval pror -o

""unseed ed-onais ^epresem the vews o. N* paper deeded upon Cv a ma,or t y vote o. the

eotor ai ooard They do not necessar ,y refect the v .ews o> the MoH* adm.n.s-rat.on o

iCen'oo^asawh'oie S.gned edtor ais columns rev ,ews and ie.^s represen- the personal

vew« ot the *.' ters —

Write On,
Moms And Dads
I.. paraphrase ««-n Necee

1 and clean cut adnhafcli olse its***. " rh«'

VlaruMK \U Sade is to chastilx. as Massachusetts is to public higher

edit, ation I'he .at and sovereimi commonwealth ui Massachusetts is

ii ,s, iitlx t'Uh in per i apila aid to higher education.

Ilu.s i'l is with i onstn nation and wonder, but not surprise, that >e SM

pu.N.v.rsot the public protection, the austere and random ucncral court.

mm ins receptive to ideas tor raising the tuition ot I Mass and all stale

higher education institutions.

\uw idealism amum.nts tat ts and limires si ream out with truth that

a tuition hike is at best a misguided blunder and at worsi stupid. \nd the>

Will be documented and argued walled and quailed lor the next months to

lome Kill what is the onlx thing that really, really matters to our i<en-

llem. not the lenislalixe persuasion* Ve». VOTES. VOTES. VOTES.

1 1. ..I is wh\ the student senate i .solution ol last night, to aulhori/e a

sum ol nionex lor mailing to the parents ol all undergraduates a letter

m ghlg them to w rite their legislator opposing the tuition increase, makes

>ense

I e-islators are oh\ iouslx ready to stiek il to students with the excuse

ili.il Ihr stale is m Imancial throes ol menopause when actually its the

le-islature s own bunkum and spending, like on their own pax raise

(.ranted its a hard job to lead the leaderless. elothe the naked, leed the

Inue-i \ and MM ew Ihe students, but a pax hike'.'

x.nwax. we are not going to gne the idealistic arguments against the

tuition hike right now This editorial is urging a huge and emotional

response to the Senate resolution lor voles make legislators tic and xotes

make legislators lock. \nd a large response to the senate measure will

make legislators realize that contrary to their thoughts, the parents of

I Miss students aren't rich, are hard pressed to pax their bills and that

public edit, alioi. should be the x erx best at the lowest possible cost

We sax hear. hear, student S«.,iate.

WASHINGTON -Science is now fiddling with animal

sporm banks It is already possible through deep-

t reeve methods to save the reproductive ingredients of

a great bull for several years, and then, by artificial

insemination, to produce a calf whose father may

have long gone on to that great cow pasture in the sky

Lucy Kavaler in the New York Times has suggested

that if there are now banks for animals, we should

start thinking m terms of human beings. She suggests

that the reproductive ce'ifs Th great men could be

frozen and banked for future generations.

Miss Kavaler forsees a time, in the not too distant

future, when a man and wife would be able to go down

to their local test tube bank and select the child ol

their dreams.
So do we
It is the year iZtnii and a couple walks into the First

National Pest Tube Bank of New York They are

ushered into an icebox where the vice president,

bundled up in a sheepskin coat, asks them to state

their business

The wile says, i would like either another Artur

Rubinstein or a Jasha Heifetz."

But.'' says the husband, "he should be able to

throw a football like Joe Nainath."

The vice president lays, •Wore all out ol Artur

Rubinsteins, Jasha Heifitzes and Joe Namaths The

last of them went in 19% Could I interest you in a

Norman Mailer or an Erich Segal""

The husband says. 'It you don't have a Joe Namath.

what about a good linebacker'*"

The wile says, 1 want my son to lie a professional

man Max be a doctor You don't have a Jonas Salk

sample abound, do you"'
• No. I'm sorry." the vice president replies I'he

last genes ot Jonas Salk went in 1987
"

I tell you what. ' says the husband, "if vou ha\e a

MWeU. It's Pretty K«volutioiiarv For Us*

good golfer like Arnold Palmer, we'll take it."

Not so last," the wife says. "Golfers are a dime a

dozen I would like perhaps a little artistic genius.

Maybe a Pablo Picasso or a Chagall."

"Wait a minute." the husband says. "The Martons

got a Picasso 20 years ago, but instead of him painting

pictures, he became a Communist and got married

three times."

"Well," says the vice prsident, "there is no
.... .. ...t,.,. that your offspring will not inherit all the

characteristics of the person you choose."

Don 1 1 know it." the wife says. "The Kaisers had a

I)r Edward Teller offspring and he married a

daughter who came from a Gen. Patton strain, and

now all they want to do is make war instead of love."

The vice president studies a list. "Would you con

aider a politician for a son" We're having a sale on

John Lindsay

"Not on your life, the husband says. "Anyone who

wants his son to be mayor of New York has to be

crazx

i wouldn't l>e adverse lo an Onassis type child."

the wife says At least we wouldn't have to worry

about security in our old age
"

The vice president says. "We ve been sold out of

( inassis lor 20 years Why do you think there's such a

glut m oil tankers these days""

The husband says. "Maybe we should try for a

basketball player '

Hie w ite savs angrily. "I'm not going to produce a 7-

toot giant just so >ou can go to Madison Square

Garden three mghts a weak."
Ihe vice president says. "You people are going to

have to make up your minds
"

The wile says. All right, give us a Ralph Nader. He

may not get rich, but at least he'll always tell us the

truth '

Dubois And Trotsky
At the beginning ol the Mb. century most com

mentators welcomed the new century with predictions

ol a era ol unparalleled progress tor humanity Their

optimism was based on the nearly thirty years ol

peace and prosperity in Kurope Irom 1871 to I960

Naive faith In the continued power ot scientific

progress was one of the fruits ol the industrial

revolution

Two commentators at the turn of the century saw

thmtis differently W.E.B DuBohi in the United states

w rote "The problem of the 2oth century is the problem

ot the color line Leon Trotsky in Russia predicted

the new century would be "the Age of Permanent

Revolution Subsequent events from ItH leave no

doubt which set of prognostics tors understood the

spirit ol the coming century

The naive taith in progress by 1914 had run into the

hard reality of world war If that debacle was not

enough to shatter the optimist s illusion, civilized

humanity decided to repeat the bloody venture on a

larger scale in 19:18 Besides international blood let

ting the Jttth century has been punctuated by mass

murder, race riots, pollution, and the threat of a war

to end all wars along with the human species Looking

back Irom 1970 makes the former faith in an age of

progress in this century look at best as a sad delusion

and at worst as a cynical mockery

Against the optimists dreams, the predictions of

DuBois and Trotsky stand out in bold relief as the

description of the century in which we live The

problem of the color line erupted thrmigh the shabby

veneer of America under which it lay covered I except

for Ivnchings -legal and otherwise) through most of

the first half of the century By 1964 however. Marcus
i ,,irvey was no longer just an historical accident, but

the historical predescessor to Malcolm X
The color line broke into history not only in America

but throughout the world with a wave of anti-colonial.

nationalist revolts The color line broke into history in

Asia when the yellow people of Vietnam lead by Ho

(hi Minh confronted succesively French and then

American imperialism with their succesive front

men Bao Dai. Diem, Ky and Thieu The color line

broke into history in Africa when the Black people of

ihe Congo had by Patrice Lumumba confronted

Belgian British American imperialism with their

tront man Moist) Trtwmhr The problem of the color

line has broken into history Irom Sharpeville. South

Africa to Watts. California

The color line erupting into history was also the

. onlirmation that the 20th century would be the Age ol

Permanent Revolution Trotsky s insight was that in

an imperialist epoch the same issue around which the

American Revolution was lought national in

dependence and liberation-takes on deeper

revolutionary sigmticance

In 177*i the propertied class led the fight for national

liberation and used that struggle to establish their own

social dominance. In the 20th century this once

revolutionary class which is predominantly Anglo

Kuropean becomes vitally threatened by the very

same demand national liberation they once used

against the old regime The national liberation of

oppressed people at home and abroad whose countries

and communities are owned by the Anglo-European

ruling class becomes a threat to the very existence of

that class and their Moise Tshombe front men
In order to satisfy the demand of national liberation

in the 20th century'the oppressed people of the world

must take control of the resources of their own

countries and communities That is the national

liberation movements which are true to their goal

must go on from national revolution to socialist

revolution Thus the revolution becomes permanent

starting with national liberation and not ending until it

has established socialist democracy.

Thus we see the "independent" nations of Africa

under constant social tension because these neo

colonial states cannot satisfy the demands of national

liberation Black nationalism has not spoken its last to

these bourgeois regimes for the problem of the 20th

century the color line-is the motor force of the Age of

Permanent Revolution
Sid t inehirsh

The Avacado Delight
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Snow don s secret may have been

that man is matter, and the fact is

that even if man is matter, man
doesn't matter, so what does it

matter" That's it' It matters! I

can't get it together and Lou has

had it The same it It's it that

matters. And more often than not

they won't let you have it You
can t buy it You wouldn't even

want to It just comes That'j the

secret of it It just comes And
where it comes from doesn't

matter It comes Irom man and he

doesn't matter even though he is

matter, according to Snowden
well then, consider the

pomegranite Its round, lirm. fully

packed and very, very droit <as

opposed to gauche i What might be

the sigmticance of this, you might

well of curiousity ask" Well, being

of perfunctory inclination, it would

most apparently appear to

represent a well-adjusted

banana then again, what might

appear to

x ours in affectation.

Kottin Appell

resident fruitcake

Letters To The Editor

Letters to the Kditor must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writeCs signature, address, and

telephone number tail of which will be withheld upon request). The

limit is one page and the deadline is ."> p.m. the day prior to intended

publication. The editors reserve the right to edit all letters.

It's The Second Half
Of The Cruise

To the editor:

Current controversy raging over my reluctance to

have the Students' Educational System tape record,

edit, and provide transcriptions of my lectures in

Comparative Literature 201 and 202 needs coherent

clarification My reluctance is not an obstructionist

effort to minimize, negate or frustrate student rights;

it is not an effort to stifle the Students' Educational

System itself.

When approached six weeks ago by a representative

of the System, 1 told him I would discuss the proposal

with my colleagues in the Program of Comparative

Literature. I did so, and we came to the following

conclusions:

Literature by definition deals more with in-

terpretation than with fact. Even textual analysis is

usually more subjective than objective. Literature

can be examined only in terms of subtlety and nuance.

The reduction of literary interpretations to anything

less than the professor's full remarks necessarily

removes precisely the nuances and subtleties that

validate literary criticism as a discipline, leaving a

set of basic cliches of Readers Digest sophistication.

Any such editing or reduction therefore destroys the

very subtlety and nuance which is, personally, my
goal in the classroom

I understand that, in courses of a more objective

nature where basic definitions are more concrete,

such transcriptions of basic givens might be very

helpful

My entire approach to teaching, even in the large

lecture situation, consists in making something

happen concerning literature between me and the

mind of every individual student. He is. I hope, cat-

ching the nuances and subtleties, interpreting my
interpretation, reevaluating his own thought in terms

of what I have to say on the subject matter. Even in

the large lecture situation. I consider that something

highly personal is happening in the classroom My
students are. of course, the best judges of whether or

not this does indeed happen.

1 think therefore that any attempt to reduce,

through editing, certain complexities imposes an

interpretation on lectures which is not necessarily

valid As far as I am concerned, personally, any such

reduction destroys the very kind ot cnfcal con-

seiousness I am trying to develop in the classroom It

lurther depersonalizes, dehumanizes the classroom

What has upset me considerably is that the System

informed me bv telephone. Monday afternoon, that it

would tape. edit, transcribe and distribute my lee

tures with or without my permission, in spite of

departmental policy.

What the Systems' organizers do not understand is

that, above and beyond the suspect morality of such

an operation, there are legal complications of serious

import for all concerned. In conversations with deans,

the provost's office and university legal counsels, I

have discovered that iriefe is an* axtual legal

precedent, in California, which might be investigated.

"Common law copyright" prohibits the reproduction

and sale of lecture materials without the permission of

the lecturer.

I am sorry that the System has chosen to make an

issue of this matter. Handled more delicately, w ith the

consent of the professors concerned, it could provide a

real service, perhaps, to students and faculty alike.

Handled belligerently, it can only cause scrutiny of

the System itself, which is probably operating con-

trary to "common law copyright" laws.

Has the System realized, for example, the im-

plications of its editing ot lectures? If I. for example,

quote the critic Ernest Jones on Hamlet and if the

system edits the lecture to make it appear that Mr.

Jones' remarks are mine. I can be sued by Mr Jones

on copyright grounds, even though I myself have not

published anything, but have been "edited" by the

System? This is just one concrete example of the

problems that can arise if such matters are handled

haphazardly.

All in all. I cannot understand, on moral terms, why
the system would insist on covering courses whose

professors object, on reasonable grounds My above

remarks on the nature of literary criticism and my
own ideas on what should happen in the classroom

constitute reason enough. I think, to validate my
reluctance

In all good faith. I wish the System well, if it can

provide a service to students in certain disciplines

where editing and reduction do not destroy the very

discipline it seeks to clarify

I have explained this in deatail to my students in

Comparative Literature 201 and 202 Quite frankly. I

do not wish to be depersonalized by a tape recorder I

believe firmly enough in the individual sensitivity of

every individual student in my classes and in their

power of interpretation.

I urge the System to continue, with written per

mission from professors involved, so that it may
protect itself from scrutiny which might invalidate it

entirely on legal grounds
Sincerely

.

j.UKW. DEAVER
Comparative Literature

AndYouKnowHe Hates To Loose

To The Lance:

I just got through reading your editorial printed in

the January 28th issue of the Daily Collegian and I just

had to write to you. May I ask you just what are you

living for" You condemn the educational system,

religion, and life in general Just why are you so

dissatisfied" Nothing on this earth is perfect

everything has its faults, that much I must agree But

honestly is your solution the real answer" Is drop

ping out <to any degree) really the sensible thing to

do" Just what will it accomplish" The way I see it.

only you. yes only you. will feel its results; and they

wont be pleasant for the administration and the

generation you condemn so heavily couldn't care less.

Just what can you do without an education or without

laws Oh yes.I know vou'll find a place on this earth

and lear vour "perfect life full of sexuality and

freedom where no one will "dictate" your life But big

deal' I can find that much right here on this

university Is that all you want out of life" If it is, I

feel sorrv for vou You don't know what you re

missing For the first time in my life I have found life

really fantastic and even with all its faults, I m not

about to cop out life you to try to find something tha

doesn't exist I still see hope in our educat.ona

system but just how can we possibly improve it it

everyone takes vour way out" We, as a student body,

should organize ourselves and work toward im-

provement within the law. but a lot more than what is

presently being done I know its a slow process bu

how quick will vou get results by dropping out \ ou 1

never get enough students to go along with you to get

any results as there is a huge waiting line of more

deserving students trying to get in who will find your

place even before vou move out of your room 5>o

please open your eyes before its too late \oure

right, education is a gift, one of the greatest gifts

anyone can receive. I don't know about you but I m
working my way through college as my parents were

never guen this gift and thus cant afford to send me.

So don't take it for granted if you do have it easy for

you'll lose it and never be able to regain it The good is

much deeper, and the evil much smaller than you

think So. please, for your sake and the sake of those

who agree with you, take another long, hard look and

work toward betterment instead of taking the easy

way out. .

You were quite correct at the beginning of your

editorial It's the season for skiing and tobogganing

and ice skating, for philosophizing and meditation, for

thoughts upon thoughts of love, upon thoughts of this

life that is to each of us. for .... ....
Patricia Mekal

< EDITOR'S NOTE: The following are some thoughts

by the author upon the above response)

In light of the response to my late column. Miss

Mekal. it seems to me that I should clarify my in-

terpretation and subsequent usage of the term

"dropping out". When I composed the script, I at-

tempted to posit the term as an allusion for taking a

metaphorical step backwards, taking some time, and

taking the trouble to see beyond, beneath, and aside

from the boundaries of eyesight, all in relation to the

relative realitv in which we. as (Godlike creatures in

hairless apes' bodies (not being primarily students)

find ourselves every day or our lives, wherever

geographicallx. physically, or emotionally we might

discover ourselves lo be. From all of this. I was

merelv attempting to elicit an increased (or initial)

awareness of the spiritual component in human

existence, mutually related bothto(iod (Whom I truly

believe of >, as well' as in relation to the god in each of

us. taken collectively through our individual and

unique realizations of the self.

Yes, and in answer to your question. Pat, as to what

am I living for? well, this, to me, is quite a long

story, certainly unfeasible in light of the prohibitive

restrictions inherent in anv column or editorial, and

certainlv applying so at this Mickey Mouse

newspaper, but please suffice to say I have

( hosen life.

the wizard

Campus Comment

Land-O-Goshen
l0
Every

h
nving being has within him the desire to love. Practically,

however, we see that this loving propensity is being frustrated in so many

ways Even on an individual level true love in which both the lover and

the beloved are completely happy through their loving act ,vities
;

is a
i

rare

and at best temporary occurrence. Attempts to ove all
I

humanity are

even more difficult and even if accomplished would still be imperfect if

one did not also love every living entity.

The spiritual master of the International Society for Krishna ton

seiousnesc, His Divine Grace A.C Bhaktivedanta Swam. Prahbupada.

describes that the missing link to loving every living entity is the

knowledge of where to repose our love so that everyone is happy_ Srila

Phahbupada lurther explains that our loving propensity expands as a

vibration of light expands and we do not know where it ends. This loving

propensity can be fully satisfied when it is reposed in the original

Supreme Personality of Godhead, Lord Krishna (Sanskrit name for God

meaning the most attractive person).

The Krishna Consciousness movement is dedicated entirely to teaching

the science of how one can love all of the living entities by learning how to

love the ultimate object of love, Lord Krishna.

According to Vedic scriptures, the literary incarnation of God written

down 5.000 years ago. and also Lord Chaitanya. Krishna Himself ap-

pearing as a'devotee 500 years ago in India, the easiest and most practical

method of learning to love (log in this age ol quarrel and hypocrisy is by

chanting the names ot God. which have the same potency as God Srila

Prahbupada comes in a direct disciplic succession irom Lord Chaitanya

and he simplv requests that we water the root of the tree ol life by lear

ning to love God through chanting of the maha mantra I great chant lor

deliverance): Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare

Hare/Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare

Serious students who would like to try this sublime and easy process ol

purification of our consciousness or awareness ol God through chanting

Hare Krishna and through an in depth study of the cream ot \edic

literature The Bhagavad Gita. are invited to participate in a one credit

honors colloquium sponsored bv Southwest and Cance House A disciple

of His Divine Grace well versed in Vedic literature will lecture on various

aspects of the Bhagavad Gita, followed by questions and answers ec-

static chanting of the maha-mantra. and distribution ot Vedic lood

preparations The course will meet every Monday at 5:30 p m starting

February 8 lor approximately 1 1/2 hours The meeting place will be the

Cance House main lounge For more information call Lee Both. MfrMM

204 Cance
, , _ .

Ll.ee Both

104 Cance

Land-O-Lake
To The Editor: ^ u .

I question that the group which calls itself Selective Alternatives to the

Draft has thought of all the alternatives

I leave it for each to decide whether a Selective Sen Ice System which

has the power to disrupt a mans life for six years, and to send him to kill

and be killed, is an appropriate manifestation of the treedom we all live

under.
,

,

,

SAD as I understand its views, is for a system which could disrupt a

person's 'life for a while, but would let him serve his country either in the

military or sav. in VISTA Two flaws in such a system disturb me Hirst,

it affirms the government's right to interrupt a person's lite lor a while

and force him into a job he may not like But second, and more mi

portant it maintains that service can be both forced and useful \N rule I

cannot speak for the military, my year as a VISTA volunteer causes me

to question such a view Even mv most dedicated co workers had serious

doubts about their effectiveness, and I can only conclude that, in almost

all cases, forcing unmotivated people into VISTA would only lw a waste of

time and money. . -
There is, of course, another alternative to the draft that of nortratt

and this alternative avoids both the flaws noted above.
Walters. Suer

e\ -VISTA

AflR?WU/f

Happy Birthday Steph
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New England Air Service YSA Panel To DlSCUSS

Cut Due To Slow Business Four Areas Of Action
MANCHESTER N.H AP) -Northeast Airline* has cut Ito jet

D i&senger service between northern New England and the Great Lakes

from mx to four round trips a week because of stow winter dusimsi

The airline said the cutback, which went into effect Monday, will last

rhrouah April 'The new service reflects the e> tremely low load factors

experience* >ver the routes during the winter months " a spoki
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NEWS HOTLINE
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$? The making of

w9incH enssmy
a HIlD THE •*

synonncE kid"
An on ?* set documentary narrated by George Roy Hill,

WHiiaffl Goldman, Paul Newman, and Robert Redferd

on the same program

1 HI IPIC
TH/U NEVER N*S

.
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Women's Liberation nd Socialist

Claire Moi chairwoman -The oldest wra

aT\;\faar5T KobBaatton ^ernr-ef-eppi
ietyisthe •

Lhenseol .
me. •

.

i ha

•It the CAB does not wake up

soon to the need for local ah ser-

vice in New England, he said

the agenc) will doom our area i

nom)

i otton suggested carriers

petittve areas where too man)

planes have the same destination

foi seven
lership and organizational

responsibilities in major

demonstrations and the May
Strike, will speak on Ann war.

ers has been active in

. tent organizations at

rsitv tor several years

| will be -peaking about black

, Thin; World Liberation.

anne Mitchell from L'Mass

Women's Liberation will be

. iboui the Women's

Libert tton Movement
.

, Roland will be speaking

Of a

which the vs.\ is baaed
in, .Mug is .. statement

released bj the group.

The YSA '- a i.iulti-national

revolutionary socialist youth group

working tor a Socialist America in

.i Socialist world We aw

S ciabsmasiheonl) alternative to

the existing system and U* eon-

equeitl by-products <n ex-

ploitation povertv. wars of

tggresaton, oppression of national

minorities, and the subjugation ot

women The speakers in tonight's

forum Will discuss areas ot work

combat to eventually eliminate

M oppressive by-product >

rhe YSA supports the Btasa

antiwar movement, and works

active!) to build mass demon-

strations on the basis of the Im-

mediate Aithdrawal ot all IS
troops in Southeast Asia.

The YSA detends the struggles

for sell determination for all

..rud minorities The Chicane,

Afro-American Puerto Kican. and

\ativc Americ i

present

most exptoi '"on ot

l nited states population W<

•hat the formation <t In-

dependent political parties for

. the Chicane I i R

da Party in Texas and

i olorado. is key in the develop

mem ot struggles lor National Sell

Determinal The- :ties

provide opposition t<i the

Democratk ind Republican

parties which have betrayed the

inten the people

S.U. Ballroom

50c

7 & 9:00

Tonight

blitutions ui Capiuliatu Seen

from the fundamental base ot the
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restrictions of employment
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|
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I
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,
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Draft Counselors Corner

Work OnDefermentsNow
By Gilbert J. Salk

Staff Reporter

The major news today is that it is of utmost importance to begin

working on determents NOW Avoid the graduation rush But first a

brief word lOT two from our sponsor.

Several people have requested that there be another training program

for draft counselors Due to the overwhelming popular demand, the

course Will be repeated It will begin next Thursday. February 11 in 8W-

H(« CC and run for a total of four weeks. U will RM et eacn I hursday mgin

from 7 ix» pin to 11:00 p m
There will be a charge of five

dollars to cover the cost of

materials, but there are some

scholarships available No need to

sign up - just mark it in your

calendar and come. The life >ou

MVC may be your own or, your

rother's

Word -2; Group CO counseling

w ill begin again today. It will meet

.
- ir} Monday and Thursday from

1:00 to 4 (Hi on a comewheri-voii

can leave when you-must basis.

Meetings will be in 106 CC Anyone

curious about the conscientious

objector position or m the prot

ot applying lor a I-O is welcome to

attend

And now. back to our program.

If you expect to be out ot k chool

in June fa any reason, this is the

time to ^tart thinking about what

you are going tedoabout the draft.

ikes lime to prepare a strong

ie forany kind of deferment, and

in most cases \ou will need the

assistance ot a draft counselor.

CC a number of people will

probebl) manage to conveniently

Seminar on

Control
ESP.

'TMI

MNt Mind CoMrol »itl b« conductmo. • ipocitl !•">•« of loc»i»rtw

MtnilMM on »ht ccnicioji control of ontt own br«m w«.*i. ttctnt

rjbcJtion. h*v, dttcrlbtd brjm <•««•! 41 * now »y»»«iT. for num«n

dtvolopmont --..

Tn.i n#« Scitnflfic |r««kthrouq« do*li with th» coniciowi contro'

o' ont v own brinwovov «oit«rchon h«»o d«monitr«t»d th*t w.th

Aiph< Tran.na • oorton c*n «l.ftMn«to Annoty. Tontion. «nd Wjltrj

MM thty could onhinco conct«tr«tion «w«ron»n <nd rtc*ll h

f*ct. Alpha control it oicjUtinq tho o«p*n\ion ot Human potontial do»»lop

mtr* *t a fantaitic paco. _, M . ...

Thor. aro four principal brainwa.at Iho ••»« Wa»«, a»»ociatod w.th

tha outor conjfioui lo»«lt. physical activity, an.ioty. ttnsion ate Tha Alpna

Wa»« aticciatad with inn«rl»»oh of mantal acli».ty tranquility, mip.ra-

tio- creativity concantration. ES». accalarattd haalinq procou. rnamory.

l«.-ninq and many othar phanomtna Th» Thota Wava. ralatad to dtapar

load ot meditation, concantration and potentially avan qraatar laarnmq

and racall capabilitiat And finally tha Oalta Wava, attooatdd with daap

i t»o or total un;onciou»nat». . _.

Silva Mind Control utinq Mantal Eiarcnai hai luccotifully tra.nad

thousands ot individual* to turn tha Alpha-Thata Wave on and oft at

will and than practice applications of this aicitinq now tachmqua for

davaiopinq a superior way of Me
Not only can you improve I O but a person trained w,th tttit tec»-

n.que can easily learn to control certain areas of lha autonomic system,

indudinq heaHbeat. respiration body temperature pa.n, tU Tha imph

cjtiont of Mrh kind ot traininq with regards to h.alth and disease are

staqqermq

LEARN SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES
O-e you ha.e mastered the techniques of Mind Control you can

Tctally Helai .lytime you desire, banish insomnia, aniiety teision, have

greater artistic ability: enhance your learninq capacity, have more vitality

a-d e^erqy be more successful <n your business aid personal life, elim-

njte bad habits and create qood heb.ts; cont'ol you' weiqht, smok nq

.'-• improve your self-confidence and assurance: eliminate feari and

become a truly happy, effective person You II learn techniques to help

rour loved ones in dramatic and eftectiv* ways lecome a better student.

parent, employeeerruDloyer; a more effectivt problem soWer, and much,

rruch more . .

Our students learn techniques to become more senvt -e to the feel-

'os and emctional .ttitjdes of others To become more intuitive learn

>, develop controlled E S .». and clairvoyance and e>ery day pra.lical

applications of the so-called Eitra Sense!

Attend one of these special seminars and leem how Alpne-Tnote

brain wave control it beinq used. "The qreatast learninq concept devised

by man

forget they are faced by the draft

until the last month of school,

counselors « dl be swamped. If you

wait until then, your personal case

will not receive the attention it

deserves Si be good to yourseil

Do it now

It \ou have any kind of medical

problem! see a diatt counselor to

discuss whether it can lead to a

medical deferment and how to gi>

about documenting it properly. It

is seldom enough to walk into the

AFEES tor you* physical and

expect the e\ammers to spot your

problem, ihey are notoriously

blind, You have 1 1
pies of

letters and other documents from

your doctor • ^ fving that von

do. in •• W nraees on your

teeth or i • one leg

It you arc a conscientious •>"

lector (i.c given a clMfcce you

would prefer not to kill anybody) it

takes time to write out your an

swers t»
: the questions on the SSS

Form 150 :iid to gather support

letters You should disiu^s your

e with a draft counselor lor

advice < irtit and en-

couragement
It you don't have any u.. out.

you should definitely see a coun-

selor as • you finish reading

this column He o she car help

\ou discover alternatives of which

you may have been unaware

fact of the mattei is ihat almost

everybody has some valid alter

native to becoming cannon fodder

m 1 im .
Overseas

Diplomatic Corps Ibg it

Free draft counseling is

available irom Draft Counseling

Services in »ihK student Union

(2nd Floor* or from the Valley-

Peace (enter in downtown
Amherst I se them

Add six point para

Questions to tnts column should be ad

dressed to fXtfWfl I Saih. co Draft Coun

sclmg Servers «SO »SM. Campus Center

Umv of Mass , Amher -,t. Mass Oion?

Free personal draft coi.nseling available

Draft Counselnq Services J18E Stuoent Union

2nd floor

DATK TtMK
Mtmday. Feb. 8th 8 P»i

LOCATION
904 - 908 CC

TO GO

TO STAY

or

SILVA MIND CONTROL INTERNATIONAL

TO FREE DELIVERY

it has to be

BELL'S PIZZA
256-6801 253-9051
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American Youth Mobile,

Experimental Films
gjlow poor Voting Record

thp second in a series of film entitled "Experiment in Revolutionary

A.'Jthet.cs The American Underground Film" will take place in

honmson Auditorium -104 at the Amherst campus of I'Mass on Friday

,?,r February 5 at 7:00 P.M. Sponsored by the UMaas Fine Arts

\ k.I the current series of films has been organized by Professor

res Fidsvik of the University's Department of English and is an

, t holonv of the interests, modes and genres of th.s immensely popular

, ..
d

-i The response to an earlier series of underground films was great

. . .

,
V.L BKblio^ MiM.fd to purchase tickets well in advance. Unreserved

^aSGmm undergraS will be Si.uu and others.will be $1.50 and

,v he obtained by contacting the Fine Arts Council Box Office 125

lerter Hah u-1. o45-0202. Kemain.ng tickets will be available at the door.

The uroup of films to be shown on this occasion explores the fields of

,„,mor p^ehedcl.a satire and fantasy and will include -The Critic by

•ncstPintoft: 'Two- bv Kene Taylor. "Timepiece by Jim Henson.

•Now tl a the Buffalo s Sne" by BertOO (Jershfield; "Chinese r irednll

hv Wil Hmdle and "The Bed- by James Broughton. In addition a group

distinguished animated films a ill be shown including "Snow White by

ttE her; "Amazing Colossal Man' by kids in the Yellow Ball

kl)Tlav" by Kll.ot Noyes. "Queer Birds", a Czech import.

$aSno" by Carmen 1) Avino; Lapis" by James Whitney and

Spider Elephant"-

WASHINGTON (API-American youth
™»^<*fi£*<

™re m°blle

counterparts of a decade ago. But. as voters, they re shirkers.

Thev also make up a sizable 19«9 and 1970

Roiters, Police Clash

In Northern Ireland

BEI FAST. Northern Ireland (APi-Teen aged rioters threw bottles of

aid br ck and other missiles at British troops Wednesday in a street

I ash uched off when soldiers searched for clandestine arms in a

Roman Catholic district

Troops replied with rubber

antiriot bullets, water cannons and

baton charges. Seven persons were

..nested and one soldier injured

A number of teen aged girls were

among the crowd who set tire to a

bus and truck and used them as a

barricade Troops pushed the

vehicles aside and scattered 2oo

persons who faced them

Protestant workers in an iron

foundry in the Springfield Road

irea joined in the lighting briefly

after stoaea crashed through

foundry window

i

A military spokesman said the

eearch lurried up some political

leaflets but no arms
Repeated rioting over the past

two years has resulted from

religious and political differences

in this British province

Man) Protestants believe

Catholic Militants are ready to try

b\ tone to unite Northern Ireland

with the predominanth Catholic

Irish republic to the south

Catholics claim the Protestant

majority in Northern Ireland has

denied them equal opportunity in

jobs, housing and voting.

Munitions

Building

Destroyed
BRUNSWICK, t;a <AP> A

devastating blast and tire leveled a

concrete and steel munitions

building Wednesday at a Thiokol

Chemical Corp plant

More than 25 persons were

killed Estimates of the number of

injured ranged up to 100

Dorothy Peeples of the police

department in nearby Kingsland.

>.nd The last count we had at

least 29 known dead and they're

>till I mding bodies."

The blast started a huge blaze

that consumed the remains ol the

building where magnesium trip

flares were being manufactured

lor use in Indochina

The blase spread to three other

buildings and at least 108 wooded

acres ol the isolated area about 2d

miles south of Brunswick near the

communities of Woodbine and

Kingsland.

chunk of the nation's civilian labor

lorcc-and their incomes are rising.

a fact not ignored by the country I

businesses.

The Census Bureau sketched out

Wednesday us every"" Hr-year

profile of the nation's young bet-

ween .iges 14 and 24.

Youth between 14 and 24 now

comprise 20 per cent of the

population, compared with 15

percent a decade ago, and 40

million now are in that age group.

The population now is younger.

\uth a median age of 0.1 years,

compared with 29.5 in I960.

But the figures indicate the new

law lowering the voting age to 18 in

federal elections means politicians

will have a difficult job in getting

voung Americans to the polls.

In the November 1968

presidential election, only :» per

cent of the 18 to 20 year olds voted

in states where they could cast a

ballot for the nation's leaders
• For all states.'' the report went

on. only 51 per cent of the persons

21 to 24 \ ears old reported that they

voted as compared with 70 per cent

of the persons 25 years and older

From March 1969 to March 1970.

the report said. 10.3 million per-

sons between 14 and 24 moved.

Those 22 to 24 years old are

especially mobile-45 per cent of the

persons of this age moved between

Prof. MacDonald Assumes
English Dept. Position

Dwighl Macdonald. literary journalist and s,nce 1951 a columnist lor

The New Yorker magazine, will be a veiling professor of fcngl.sh Inis

S

Tu
n
ldlTac"an

l

und
a
e

S

r

5

gradua,e couree on the polilieal novel and

conduct a graduate seminar on Edgar Allan Poe

T'rol Macdonald has been prominent on the Amencan hterary scene

smce he was an editor of Fortune magazine from 1929 to lW.He has

beln film critic and political columnist of "Esquire and editor and

uTbhsher o^ "Politics /\\ graduate of Ph.ll.ps Exeter Academy and
J

,

ate

Un.versitv Prot Macdonald has received an honorary doctor of tetters

^^Z*5Z**. "Dw.ght Macdonald on Movies" (Itg*

•detected Poems of Edgar Allan Poe" .1«5>. "Apinst the America"

(^,0 Essays In Mass Culture ' .1962.. "Massculj
l & Midcult .1961».

p.rodies An Anthologv From Chaucer to Beerbohm - And After

, mS Memoirs Of ^^Revolutionist- IMfffl, "The Ford Foundat.on

! IS!! The Hoot Is Man" 1 1953. and "Henry Wallace: The Man and The

Nhth' < 19481.

CLASS of74

The report showed American

youth are more apt to get a more

extensive education than they did

10 vears ago

Among voung adults who would

have reccirtlv -completed their

schooling 78 per cent of the whites

and 58 per cent of minority persons

were at least high school graduates

in 1970 In 1960. the figures were 64

per cent of the whites and 39 per

cent of minority descent

Ten per cent more ot the male

high school graduates and nine per

cent more of the women high

school graduates went to college in

1970 than in 1970.

About 94 per cent of young people

between ages 14 and 17 were

and less prone to marry than their

enrolled in school, compared with

9i» per cent a decade ago The

percentage of 18 and 19 year olds

enrolled was M per cent last year.

38 per cent in i960.

Of 7.4 million college students.

192,000 were Negroes, a 110 per

cent increase in a five year period

In 1990, 84.9 per cent of men

between 18 and 24 were single, but

in 1970. it was 67 per cent In I960.

40.5 per cent of the women were

single, but the 1970 ligure climbed

to 47 7 per cent

Of the 8 2 million between ages 20

and 24. 95 per cent were in the labor

force, 22 per cent in the Armed

Services and 13 per cent were not

working.

Exec Council

Meeting

TONITE 7:30
Room 165

CAMPUS
CENTER

Important - All Welcome to Attend

eocass lounge comfoti

ACADEMY AWARD

WINNER JOHN WAYNE

RIO LOBO"

ONE OF THE YEARS
K> SESTI"

2:00-345 ^TC

AliMac6raw y^£:
Ryan Heal "^

ffr*\i^

BASS WIIJUNS* ere for doing things.

People notice the way you look. And move in

hand-.ewn Bass Weejuns. Only Bass makes

genuine Weejans the soft.

casual wit
'

'
occasii

Con

/ffafikatf
SHOES
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ExecutiveDevelopment

SlatedFor March-May
Executives from firms throughout New England will attend five two-

day sessions of the Senior Executive Development Program March 17 -

May 14 at the I'Mass.

Egypt Remains Silent

On Post-Ceasefire Plans
Egypt announced Wednesday it had decided on its course of action after expiration of the Middle East cease

fire but refused to say what that course would be

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

13

The program is designed for

company officers and division

general managers who wish to

broaden their management skills

and explore approaches to solving

new types of problems facing

corporate management.
It will be presented by the C enter

for Business & Economic Research

of the School of Business Ad-

ministration at the University.

Cooperating sponsors are the New
England (.as Association, and the

Chambers of Commerce ol

Greenfield, Greater Northampton.

Pittsfield, Greater Springfield.

Holyoke. Worcester, and Northern

Berkshire.

Class discussions will be led by

UMass School ol Business faculty

members with business

management and consulting ex-

perience and backgrounds in

executive education programs
Each ot the five two-day sessions

every other week will begin with

lunch Wednesday and end with

lunch Eridas with all sessions in

the new Murray I> Lincoln

Campu> Center
Topics to be discussed include

Management ot Human Hesour

Marketing. Managerial Ac

counting. Finance and Financial

Controls. Quantitative Analysis

Common Sense and the Computer,

t orporate Planning, Managing in a

Changing Environment, and Total

Management
Executives from manufacturing

firms, utilities, and service in-

dustries are eligible to attend

Applications should be submitted

ho later Than Feb. 22. Further
information may be obtained from

the Center for Business &
Economic Research. School of

Business Administration. I'Mass.

The armies of Egypt, Jordan and

other Arab states were on alert,

and Israel shored up its defenses

along the Suez Canal. But sources

in Beirut. Lebanon, and elsewhere

in the Middle East remained

hopeful that the six month truce

would be extended when the

deadline arrives Friday midnight

along the Suez Canal and the River

Jordan.
Cairo radio said Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat will make
known his government's decision

at an emergency session of Egypt's

parliament Thursday evening.

Egypt's public position has been

that it will not renew the cease fire,

unless progress is registered aT the"

Middle East peace talks going on

under the auspices of U.N. special

envoy Gunnar V. Jarring in New
York.
But Egyptian leaders have in-

Computers May Find Cancer
ATLANTA Ga (AP)-At some future date a doctor might sit at a computer console and type in the medical

history, physical desription and preliminary examination data of a woman suspected of having breast canter

And the computer, moments
later, might type back a number-

sa\ 63 WOT the doctor

The number would mean the

patient has a 82.5 per cent chance

of having breast cancer The

doctor then would know he must

proceed with an extensive

examination that would include

biopsy and X rays

Tentative plans for such a

computer service are being

mapped at Emory University and

13 other medical schools under the

guidance ot l)r Robert L. Egan. a

protessor in radiology at Emory
But whether the service is ever

intitiated at a cost approaching

$54X1.000 annual I) depends on

whether lunds are found to un-

derwrite it

Mon , Feb 8th — Tues ,

7 and 9 P.M.

Feb. 9th — Wed.,

— S.U. Ballroom

Feb. 10th

Sponsored by S U Program Council and Ski Club

feSKI
MOVIE I
NOT THE FIRST- JVST THE BEST.
•Ski Movi« I" it not th» »ir»» rfU movi« lf» ju»t tht b.O II i» MCitinc,,

comical or»d beautiful It i» o fcaturt from Summit Film*, products of

the film fo.tivol winnor* 'Ski tho Outor limit*. ' and "Tho Motbiu*

F,ip "
A SUMMITMACGILLIVRAY FREEMAN PRODUCTION

The National Institute of Health

and American College of

Uadiolog> indicated considerable

interest when they provided

I10MZ7 in planning grants

Egan. known in medical circles

for refining the X ray detection of

l mast cancer, says the need for

such a service is critical He points

out that only 7.000 radiologists in

the country are capable of

detecting breast cancer and the

disease kills 28.000 women an-

nually

The American Cancer Society

•ayi breast cancer is the leading

cause of death in the female aged

40 44 and one out of every 19

women will contract the disease.

"II follows that new and
radically different approaches to

diagnose, treat and prevent breast

GE Disappointed

In Loss OfContract

To Swedish Firm

PITTSFIELD, Mass (AP)-A
General Electric Ob spokesman

laid Wednesday he is disappointed

that Northeast I tilities Corp has

•wanted I contract for the largest

power transformer it has ever

ordered to a Swedish firm.

Northeast said the Swedish firm.

known as "ASEA," bid $775,000

while (.. E submitted a big 13 per

cent higher

The HB.WI kilovolt transformer

will be installed at Northeasts

Millstone Point plant in Con

necticut

The G E spokesman said, "on

this order, we believe we were very

competitive as an American
supplier

"

Introducing
ournew.
improved
warning:

By Act of Congress I

above warn-

rettesrr M • sa'e

in the United States on

November 1 1970

US DEPARTMENT OF Hf A "••

EDUCATION ANDWI

cancer are needed." he said.

•Routine screening of the

general population for breast

cancer with our present means is

almost impossible task." says

Egan.

dicated that, even without a truce

extension, Cairo would not order a

resumption of fighting, unless

Egypt is attacked. Israel has said

it will not fire the first shot if the

truce ends.

CVtflO radio said Egypt's position

was decided upon Tuesday at a

meeting of the Higher Defense

Council headed by Sadat. The
president relayed that decision

Wednesday to the Central Com-
mittee of the Arab Socialist

Union—ASU-Egypt's only

political party

The broadcast said the com-
mittee discussed Sadat's report,

taking into consideration possible

repercussions that Egypt's course

of action might have domestically

as well as in the Arab world and

abroad.
Israel has already agreed to

prolong the cease fire and Jordan

has served formal notice it will

follow Egypt's suit either way on

the issue

Hotel, Restaurant Admin.
Receives New Grants

A grant of money for use as an emergency aid found for students and

also for the start of a development fund has been received by the

I lepartment of Hotel and Restaurant Administration at the UMass. from

Robert Sage. President of the Fenway Motor Hotels. Boston. An-

nouncement of receipt of the grant has been made by Dr Donald E.

Lundberg. Head of the Department
Mr Sage heads a firm that

operates several motor hotels in

the Boston area, and recently was
elected president of the Greater

Boston Hotel and Motor Inn

\ss«>ciation.

Dr Lundberg pointed out that

the usual money available to a

universit> department is highly

restricted to current operations

and is always less than needed for

the orderly development of an

academic department Also, there

is no provision in the usual

allocated funds to meet emergency

needs of students, and available

money for that purpose from other

sources is scarce

In the case of Mr. Sage's grant,

the money provides an

unrestricted fund for students in

the department who need

emergency aid and also is

available for use in development of

the department.

Dr Lundberg cites this grant as

an example of how people and

firms in the industry can assist the

Department of Hotel and
Restaurant Administration in its

mission of training young people

lor an industry which now em-

braces all the services needed by

people away trom home, including

travel, transportation, feeding,

lodging, and rental of cars and

other equipment

O'Donneil
Shot In

Worcester
WORCESTER. Mass <AP>

Warren F O'Donneil. brother of

former White House aide Kenneth

P Donnell. remained in critical

condition Wednesday at City

Hospital after being shot in the

back in a restaurant Tuesday

night

Police said O'Donneil was shot

with a pistol when he tried to foil a

holdup attempt by two masked
men at a lounge section of the

Coach and Six restaurant in

Worcester
O'Donneil. 40, of Worcester,

underwent emergency surgery and
was placed in the intensive care

unit

His brother Kenneth was an aide

to President John F Kennedy and
after Kennedy's assassination

remained in the White House
assisting Johnson

Come to o Pi Lambda Phi OPEN
SMOKER, you con only GAIN

OPEN SMOKERS
Wed., Feb 3 — 14 Elm St.

Fri., Feb. 5—14 Elm St.

We're young and growing, GROW with us.

For rides coll: 253-7625

THETA CHI

OPEN RUSH
(Informal) 8-10 P.M.

496 N. Pleasant St.

\c\t In N.winuii Onlrr

Aid To University Health Services

i Editor's Note-This is the fourth of

a five-part series compiled for the

Daily Collegian. The series deals

with recent changes in Health

Service practices prompted by the

results of student surveys over the

past two years. >

Pauline Farineau, R.N. had four

years experience working with a

busy general practitioner in Fit-

chburg before her husband,

Robert, returned to complete his

college education. As an office

nurse she had practiced the usual

role of preparing patients for

examination, giving medication,

and explaining the details of

treatment prescribed by the

physician who employed her. When

she moved to Amherst the

University Health Services was

able to attract her because of a new

Nurse Practitioners Expand Roles
. j „_i. -r /•„-,.».. i .«..^;« L. mi Mima- ir.iiionK uhn rnme each dav evaluating

program with an expanded role of

patient care responsibility--a

nurse practitioner. Polly and three

other nurses are now part of the

new nurse-practitioner clinic at the

University Health Services.

Nurse-practitioners are one of

the latest developments in

American medical care designed

to meet the crises of physician

shortages which are becoming

more acute throughout the

Careful studies of nurse-

practitioner programs have shown
that nurses with special training

can successfully diagnose and

treat certain minor medical
problems and that patients are

well satisfied with the care they

receive. The survey of UMass
students conducted this past

spring, indicated that the vast

majority of students are willing to

be seen and treated by a competentIIO'l V il V (.1 I I I'll ""f, »•v %•* »--— — — — »-„ .-— -j — r

country Successful programs at medically trained practitioner who

the Massachusetts General

Hospital and elsewhere have
demonstrated that nurses can

carry on many of the functions that

have been traditionally performed

by physicians These programs

have enabled physicians to spend

more time with patients who have

more complex medical problems

was not a physician. In fact only

16% of the students surveyed in-

dicated they would have an ob-

jection.

During the past several years the

outpatient clinic of the University

Health Services has had increasing

difficulty in providing service for

the large number of "walk-in"

U.S. Gives Air Support

To Viet Cambodia Raids
SAIGON ( AP)-About 10,000 South Vietnamese troops have launched a new campaign in Cambodia with full

II S air combat support to clean out enemy border sanctuaries, Saigon officials said Wednesday night

The operation has been in full swing for about a week but no major fighting has been reported soar.

tK officials reported the drive would provide a fresh screen for American troops now being W »«M™W^J
Vietnam and would pave way for an announcement by President Nixon in April of additional cutbacks beyond

those already disclosed

Others saw the move simply as

an opportunity for Lt Gen. Do Cao

Tri, an aggressive field com-

mander, to deliver new blows to

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong

forces.

Tri led the major South Viet-

namese incursions into Cambodia

last May and June that destroyed

enemy bases and were credited

with speeding an earlier phase of

American troop withdrawals from

the war zone U.S. ground troops

took part in that operation but are

now barred by Washington

legislation from entering Cam-

bodia

One official said the South

Vietnamese are going back

through sanctuaries bordering

South Vietnam's 3rd military

region "to be sure we haven't

missed anything that would en-

danger the withdrawal of U.S.

troops
."

Tri commands the 3rd military

region, which includes Saigon and

11 surrounding provinces, and

shares 231 miles of border with

Cambodia About 20.000 US
combat troops are being with-

drawn from the 3rd military region

in the next three months This will

leave only about 5.000 U.S. combat

troops plus support forces in a

region once the pr,me respon

sibility of the Americans

About 7.500 South Vietnamese

troops already in Cambodia were

joined by 2.500 fresh troops sent

across the border

Officials said the Unitd States

was providing full helicopter

gunship. medical evacuation

helicopter and logistics support

They also are providing B52
Stratofortresses and tactical

fighter bombers as required, they

added
Elements of three North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong divisions,

although in Cambodia, are within a

few days striking distance of Tri's

3rd military region

Tri apparently is trying to keep

the enemy off balance until the

rainy season begins in June, when
maneuvering and supplying is

difficult The rainy season extends

until next November and thus

would buy time for thousands moi e

American troops to withdraw

Officials said the South Viet-

namese would move up to 20 miles

across the border on the new drive.

The allied commands in Saigon,

without saying which side held the

initiative, reported stepped up

fighting in South Vietnam's nor

thern and central sectors for a

third day
Most of the action involved small

unit, guerrilla type clashes or

enemy shellings of U.S. and South

Vietnamese bases

U.S. B52 heavy bombers and

smaller tactical bombers kept up

the incessant pounding of the Ho

Chi Minh trail in southern Laos

They extended their saturation

bombing through its 117th day in

the effort to stem the flow of North

Vietnamese men and munitions

through Laos to Cambodia and

South Vietnam
The allied military commands

reported seven ground actions in

the northern sector of South

Vietnam in the last 24 hours, three

of them around the provincial

capital of Quang Ngai. 75 miles

south of Da Nang
American and South Vietnamese

forces claimed killing 75 Com
munist command soldiers in the

seven encounters, and reported

their own casual ties as 10 South

Vietnamese wounded
Also in the north, headquarters

of the U.S. Americal division at

Chu Lai. 50 miles south of Da Nang.

was hit by 15 rockets A U.S.

Marine position nine miles nor-

thwest of Da Nang. was struck by

mortar shells U.S. casualties were

listed as four wounded in the two

barrages

patients who come each day

without an appointment.

The Health Services took the

complaint of "Why do I have to

wait so long for a minor problem?''

seriously and has tried to help

solve this problem with the nurse-

practitioner clinic. The nurses in

the clinic were selected on the

basis of past experience in working

in positions of greater respon-

sibility. Some have worked in

intensive care units of emergency

departments, some were night

duty emergency nurses, others had

experience as head nurses in large

hospital wards. These nurses were

trained during the summer in a

special seminar program that

focused on the diagnosis and

treatment of medical problems

common to oi.r University com-

munity-infectious disease, in-

juries, respiratory disease, and

allergies. Their work in the nurse

practitioner clinic is directly

supervised by one of three

physicians who is available at all

times to confirm their diagnosis

and to teach new methods of

treatment.

Dr Thomas McBride. Assistant

Medical Director of the University

Health Services, supervises the

program for the group.

The Health Services staff, with

the assistance of Mr Lee Rosen

berg. Graduate Student. Depart

ment of Industrial Engineering

are in the process of carefully

evaluating the program both from

the patient's point of view and the

approval of the medical staff.

Early indications point to con-

siderable satisfaction - from
patients seen by nurses. The nurse

practitioner clinic has helped keep

the overall waiting time from

increasing for walk-in patients and

has enabled the medical staff to

see many more patients than in

previous years. Also, there ap-

pears to be an increasing number
of patients with less serious

medical problems who are

selecting the nurse-practitioner

whom they have seen in the past

As for the nurse-practitioners, they

feel that they are using their

training to the fullest and are

enthusiastic about the most

satisfying of rewards -diagnosing a

patient's illness accurately and

treating the patient successfully

When Polly Fahneau's husband

receives his degree this spring, she

plans to go back to work for the

same general practitioner in

Fitchburg but r.ot just as an office

nurse He has heard of our nurse

practitioner program and plans to

have Polly continue in her new

expanded role as a nurse

practitioner with his private

patients We hate to lose her but we
leel that we will have changed

things a bit lor the In'tter outsidr

the University as well as helping l>>

provide In'tter care to our own
students during the past year

DELTA CHI
The feeling of belonging ... being respected for

what you are The eomradery and resulting deep friend-

ships. The chance to work together in service projects

and athletics. Great times ... parties, exchanges, meet-

ing new people Learning to live with many different

individuals The opportunity to be elected to a respons

ible office, to contribute to something you value hiRhh
These are a few of my impressions on what Delia Chi

is. It has been the most rewarding and educational

experience of my life. Come and see what Delta Chi

could mean lo vou. We look forward to meeting you

t0mgh *

WILLIAM SAWYER
Rush Chairman

9-10:30 P.M.

314 Lincoln Ave.

l>on't hesitate to call for ridrs «t

5 0195 or 5 0150

H»r**>imwf*. M«« — WM»
ttn*v Mirui it

IUT oni iicm»»
TUESDAY NIGHT IS tDMI u, N and P»t omt

GUEST
NIGHT

1.00
10* tOUl GUIM

Fraternity-Dorm

You'll Find the Answer - Eventually.

Think about it!

Sigma Phi Epsilon

I In. ml "'••' <••'•

hI unlit *•'•!» '-'»

Tot iitc after game

Hush - Informal

9 Chestnut St.

Call tor Rides

5-0070

253-9212

WANTED!!
Water Pollution Fighters

Earn $100 - $400 per month

Spare Time

Equal Opportunity

For interview call 253-3897 between 6-8 p.m.

1

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For lnt.rm.llon rontrrntoiK Ihwo rh.rtered Jot **
call:

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863

- Open only to I CeHrflC Students, Faculty. Staff

and mrmteer* <f H«4r immediate family —

UP YOUR ALLEY
56% Main

(Nrvt to Aunoi linn's)

SSL~'-~ —

Repeat Performance

TREMENDOUS SALE
Guys & Girls <SiA. QQ

JEANS & PANTS ^P^T . +'+•'

Famous Maker reg. $9-$18.00

ALL SIZES
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Enrollments for the remaining

sessions of the UMass Seminar

Series for Nursing Home Ad-

ministrators are still being ac-

cepted by the l/Mass Division of

Continuing Education.

The remaining five sessions will

be Feb. 19 and 20, Personnel

Practices and Labor Relations;

March \2 and 13, Rights of

Patients; April 2 and :i. Com-

tnunit) Relationships and

Legislation; April 23 and 24. Food

Management and Dietetics; and

May 21 and 22, Effective

Management. Each begins on

Friday and runs through Saturday

afternoon.

Information about the seminar

scries, which has been approved

for reimbursement by the Rate

Setting Commission, is available

from the Division of Continuing

Education. 920 Campus Center,

545-0905.

T. Ronald

Getty Goes Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD ( AP)-A new producer in the movie business is named J. Ronald Getty. Yes, he's one of THOSE

^Tne'son of billionaire J. Paul Getty occupies an office at Warner Bros, and he has his hand in aU phases of

several productions. Odd casting. He doesn't think so.

an MGM release starring Raquel

Scholarship For Jersey Students

smith Jersej Suburban City

Panhellenic will award the

Gregory Phelps Scholarship" toa

sororitv "active" in a National

Panhellenic Conference sororit)

The applicant must be a New

Jersev student who resides in

( antdVn, Gloucester, »>t Bssstfc

Burlington Count)

The scholarship is granted after

considering the financial need,

M-holarship. character, and

i

"—™
"

potential ot the student In the past

six years, sororit) women were

granted over $2,500 in scholar-

ships

Please note that the deadline lor

submitting applications is March

19, i
l»Tl

Nanc) H Young. Mrs BnosL.)
Scholarship Chairman

613Croydon Drive

Chern Hill. New Jersey OtOM

• "I've always been interested in

the creative arts." said the tall,

solidly built Getty, 42. "In the

Getty Oil Co.. before we sold off our

West Coast marketing business, I

was home office marketing
manager, and 1 got involved in the

advertising and sales promotion.

We had some very successful and

creative campaigns
."

Now he has turned his interest to

the making of motion pictures, but

he insists that he is no dillettante-

l don't believe investing in

hobbies.' he commented in a

manner reminiscent of his oilman

lather.

The younger Getty is investing

his money and outside financing as

well-in a series of films with

partners Leon Fromkess. a

veteran producer, and Richard

McDonald, a businessman.

Their first effort was "Flareup."

Welch, that Gettv expects to turn a

good profit. Recently the company

completed "Zeppelin, a Warner

Bros, release with Michael York

and Elke Summer. It's an aerial

spectacle of World War '., filmed in

England. Malta. Germany.
Ireland. Scotland and Wales.

Just finished is "Shelia." a

modern love story concerning a

white high school boy and a black

J. Ronald Getty is a graduate of

the University of Southern
California, married with three

children He has been in charge of

marketing and manufacturing in

Europe, Africa and the Middle

East for Gettv Oil.

S.l'. Ballroom

50c

The making of

"butch cflssmy

RRDTHE
sunnnncE kid

99

An on Bit Ml documentary njnjtod b* George toy Hill

Wiiium Goktrwv Paul f*r»w*v Sfl **** K**°r4

III! IIM<

I II \l M \ I K U V»
Chart— LauaMon • mat iwrwocabia performance

* a e»ev-«a«tBrt raconaf/uctlon

of • wmW mttoon-GeMm Mm
lii.»»'ll o*f »"*y yean eoo

7 & 9:30

Tonight

Pipes

of

Peace
tor family use

***** *****$,
9 E Pleasant St

Amherst Mass

%.• Kl t'i \Tih('i' i l Tower-

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE WANTED

Hkle, Head. OS. ftrott relea, Tr-
rol Beeta, HaUtmon Blndloct AU In

tm. cend., worth $328 Sell far

flM ar beat after. &44-87M.
tft-4

""White Star W Skle with Nereda
l.tnduise, twa yeara old, fj<*

1 '«'n '

•nape, coat $2W, aakios flM. Call

3.»3-7W anytime. tr*-a

~ Hart Btnd 19* T>rolla otep Id

Knlflarh boom, alae 0, polea, parka

m». Beat offera. Brad 31S Waah
;>K>S4. **-*

t'lM-J fure, roato. rapea. atelee,

and Jacket*. $18 to $*•. AU altee

(all 8<U-BWO\

«......! a«ed onowmhoM \l»e art of

>»rirht* « nil «-?M«.1 or «-W»lS^_tf?-1»

finitar or piano entertainment

nunled Call Jerrjr at M«-«eVI« from
'. p m to 9pm tf** l>

l.nnkinr for fen»ule roommate for

four bedroom ranch houoe, twa ml
from campua. tran«portation aTall-

il.le if intere«ted Call 5IS-CT**
tf2-»

BOOKS

MAN»riI Amp w/apha.
tuner $IM, combl «••
w /polea and cable bind

tal akla
tm-rm

tft-8

WnT-

VTe bui u»ed booka and reearda —
Uhlte I4«ht Baaka. (In the alWl^

FOR SALE — AUTOS
H Falcon nedan. M mle

Ion. caad an all, bodj I*

rail Tom 4*n-7«o« anytime,

(IM

mleo per eal-

sood ahape
Granbr,

tft-4

"Head SUa. (cotnpe ), Laak
Inco, Hcot paleo. Barrcrafter a

rack, pHce flaw. Call Olen at

MM.

l<HEI Bambler cenv . needa ear*

work/ new front end New »aew

tireo. A mechanic'* apeeial $«• *»-
-twi

Ml

Roommate wanted — • rm. apt.

pn Xmhernt. 1 min walk from eanin-

ii* W? M a month (utllltleo Includ-

ed) Call 34<Mr?!.1. aok for Jeanne
or B*telle __»

Roommate* wanted M or F, Puff-

ton, own fonioned raom. Call 548-

tfrl.T *fg-»

HELP WANTED
~ Help wanted — flrla to deliver

the naatea Olabe in the derm. Call

(WHQ7H »fter 6 p m. tf2-«

Stndenta - Hoabanda and Wltet;
wark part-time ar fall In year own
Imvineaa In year own home. Earn-
Im potential flrat year $lnO0 In-

teot l bear to talk ta Da. Call M9-
MM

tftd

Flaher model 185 oteceo •'*«*•
in watt am/fm aterea recelyerwltai

automatic turntable an tap. Tw<

nay bookahelf opemkera. 1V4

old. eieellea* condlUon. Aaklnc

n-943t.

Ampe- 1»8« tape deck warth

will aell far $18« Call M9-4SM

1<xn Ko\er TC
I. Hon. call MM 1 91

|»W.% Merrury
tion. new tireo

excellent can-
after «. tf«-»—

-

isr

l>e*t effer.

IfkSl Renaol
camper ar
tion,

< omet. re—
and clutch, $3M or

S49-136* tni
Truck

«2 aa for approx. one hour. Wont-
ed: female eubjeet for poycholocr
experiment eoncemed with phyololo-

irleal reactivity and loudneeo per-

ception. Sim op at 15 Bartlett Hall
t-4-9

tft-l

Ryan M»-
tfM

09 Chevy van. orlainal

nilleo, e«eel rand Dick
t«93, "1-9 p m.
""

1 aet VWT»eadaT"4d hp. never •_•
after valve Job Alee rnrb. ''•"J*

3

hna. Moke effer Call Dave M«-B»_4,

Panel Tmek Tar

utility. Kunninc eendl-

needo oome work, new batterj,

eitra tlree. Many parte. Beat offer

i-vtt-aaot *-*

RIDE WANTED
fcide 8533 from l^emmiendew "ta

I maoa and back everyday. WIU pay

or take turne drivlna Call Kathy

HMMS. Wlr*

PERSONAL

TRAVEL
~ RTCDfWTS WTBatNATIOTtAI. af-

fere chartered] iet flUhta ta NAS-
SAC In uprim and KUROPB In anm-
wier For detalla call: Steve MMM

MISCELLANEOUS

?>en fornltnre, aefa. chalra, raeh-

er « end tahea, coffee table, eefa

mnverta to bed. needa cover. •e°",m
. leaner. Shetland canlater model. 1

near old, excellent condition, *20

flione No «e.V3H9 vfS-a
—

t • xWPF.R — PHH P»rd van, r_ia

Mell. equipped with bed, eink. elaaet,

..ipiioard. llitht. tim Can be eeen

H i farmhouoe directly arroea from

«top * Shop. Amherat or call Jim

Hcott Stereo

\H Speaker*.
«t oell. «?W

i; p

Amp, Scott Toner,
Oarrard Turntable.
Call 2M-I1M after

tft-8

skio and Boot*; brand new Bpald-

ine Kpoxy 81» cm okllo, onrlnal caot

>IH<». will oell for bent offer Aloo

llrir'lina boot*. n*ed one oeaoon. Call

! VI 7700. !_L

""MovlniT to Bo*ton? Our four bed-

room ho..*e U half an hour
j

weot

„ f Kn*ton. J"«» off Rt 2 If fJJ
,ike -pace. lUht and tree* «'»"'"*-

i'iw
"*"

People Intereeted] hi otartlna inerr-

n,ent for Ramoey Cl^/areaddent.

rail Steve Kurtl 383-7—». ****

Heeklnc aineere retotiaMhlp with

unattached airl, na nnelea. CaU Dan

at 9-91*1 n*ter 7 p.m. H*7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted — furnlehed

apt. In Amherat Brha HUI •T
_J_L

Immediately: CaU anytime. '•"»»•_
>37» ZH
Female raommate wanted to ohare

fuml*hed apt. In Amherat. Call l.ln-

da 5l9-«?39 after 6 p m., »»™m
_

Sunday or Monday. *"'"

" rVmah» roommate wanted to anare

« bedrm haoae In Nhmtn. Own rm
Rent $.W mo. phia Dtllltlea. Call

Tnpp 5-«t41 or M4-747* after 5.

Roommate wanted, male or couple.

< onwav. It mile* from Campno on

Rt llfl Call B-WUB between * _•_
5 A*k for Store S-4

MODELS — FEMALE — OLAMOI R
Internationally knewn photo«rapher

of beautiful women will be Inter-

viewinc Thuroday only at the Stu-

dent Center For more Information

call M3-M4* M

1 bedroom apt.
549-4)491 after 6
Immediately

FOR RENT
Pufften
Friday

Vlll. Call
Available

tft*

SERVICES
Available ta care for children or

for hooaewark — either Mon. - Frt.

til 11 am. and Fri afternoon*, or

Mon - Thum. evening. Call ClmU
M*-*m, . 52?

RIDERS WANTED

Notices

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC WIPVO
Mectmq Meeting tonight at ? p m m Radio

Room .n Engineer LaD Bldg. All welcome

P S To the person who puts m the notice* for

ARA The reason your ads haven t been getting

in is because there * a 2 p m deadline I type

them then, and usually no later

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr M (-ourn.er of the Natl Institutes ot

Health will speaK on isolation and Charac

.'.onot RNACiStrons trom E Coli today

at n 30 a m in Rm 252 of Goessmann Lab

(fee will be served at 1 1 IS a m

Budget committee meeting to be held tonight

rt l I p ." n Rm 177 Ot the C C All C A f

groups p lease he prompt

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Unless decided otherw.se last night, there

will be ground school tonight at 7 p m .n C C

to discuss f- A R S

FREE UNlvE ks.T Y

VVe are putting together our catalogue ot

courses whole eartn L Mntasy stuff Come m
,

• ,c>u have anything to share S0066

-Ml Free U learning e*

Ber.ence survival sk.iis Home vegetable

. ng Alden P TuMle. Thurs 6 30 9 p m m
106 F rencn Hail

PE IIS GLIDING
Gliding Course is cancelled Drop cards and

ourse additions through general Phys

Ed Office Boyden 20»

of the C C

slructions

Arrangements made tor

T Y CHRISTIAN
I N T E R V A R S I

f ELLOASHIP
•pie please be in C C 815 Sat at 9 a m

important decision making session on

tor th.s semester

p r .,
• -iq .-very Monoav and Thur

>tarfng today .n C C 175 trom 4 5pm

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
Un.v women to our Coffee

. Ton.gh' 7 15 pm at 406 N Pleasant St

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
| 'onight at 7 30 p m

)} of the C C lor anyone .nterested m
I BABA rel g on and drugs

MUSICALS
Irr. . Sunday afternoon at 3 'h

ounge Brng all music

STAMP CLUB
Monday Feb 8th there will bean Auction of

Club material m Room 344 ot the Public Health

Bldg at 7 30 p m Judging ot 1970 U S Com

memms also interested visitors welcome.

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN
For all students interested >n forming a

campus organization working m support of

George McGovern tor President There will be

a meeting at 7 30 p m . Wed . Feb 10th In Rm
004 808 ot theC C For further into call 665 3901

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 7p m m the C C Items to

oe d.SLussed include new 0rgan.7at.0na1

structure, the Free Un.v gay center, social

. ties

STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOC
Educ Undergrads the SNEA will have an

organizational meetmq Mon Feb 8th at 7

p m m the Ed Aud

UMASS BARBERSHOPPERS

Looking for a bass or lirst tenor to Ml the

quartet that sang at M rkwood and Melville

last semester Call Ron Rapaiio 253 9868

LOST
Stolen trom Berkshire Commons. PROPER

PEASANTS. Anthro book Please call Sue at

S46 5077 I need it A you cant use it

SHAKESPEARE The Complete Works was

taken trom Hampden Dming Common along

wth several notebooks Please return to

Hampden No questions asked

Blue vinyl key case lost

7354

Call Adr.enne 6

Kl PATROL
Meeting ton n (V iris 804 806

A sterling silver ankh ( cross w a loop on 'op

aboct 3 long was lost somewhere betw SBA.

the CC and EOPE Wed morning It has

sent "ue Please contact Debbie or

In*, Rm 209 Mary Lyons • found

Black wallet lost m Puffton area Jan 29th If

tound in John McLaughl.n 253 9843 or Ron

Pasek f>6S 3254

FOUND
Found before Christmas, a gn s watch at

H.tg.s Mall I ast not.ee can 628 3364 after six

Found n my VW gloves of Psych Maior who

thumbed to Worcester Sat afternoon (Jan

30th i C.i 1 1 Cheryl 546 1245

beta kappa phi

We aren't asking you to LIKE it

But just to come take a LOOK at it.

Come see for yourself what the Greeks are

all about.

"" Commuting from oran«e Monday

Wedneoday, Friday, need a lift.

Kim. «17-M 1-6*32

Time: Thurs. 10:00

(after b-ball game)

Place: new location

401 No. Pleasant St.

Informal
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BOSTON i.M >!

- The Boston \Wd

Sox ->c» ici Wednesday the> have

given manager Eddie Kaako a

raise for the second year of his two

yeai contract despite the club's

disapj ointing third place finish, 21

games behind the pennant winning

Baitimore Orioles, la t season.

-We said originalh that if he did

a jiLH»i job we'd raise the figure in

Ihe second year. general

manager tHck O'Connell said at

the team's final winter pre.-..

luncheon "We think he did a good

job
"

The tied Sox also announced that

15 of [in » players on their roster

have signed their contracts for

hit-
rhe list includa it game

winner Ra> • nip. who was the

team' i
top pitcher for the third

in a row, .\n^ Luti Aparicio.

obtained from the Chicago White

>,i\ ; a winter tr I

1 1 • onneil saidCulp got a raise of

Notices
Hut KEY TKKKTS Tickets tor

.,:> ' v home hockey games are on

sale it the Boyden Tick"! Office foi

$] There wilj be m> >ales at Uri

Kink Tickets must be purchased

ace ior friends, family and

i

• no sale

idents will be •

irst

basis until

: ity has been r sd

ire due.

ttM I Mass George

Washing* •

B me w !;t " Pla > tHi '
Madi Square Harden on

February 1~ are expected in the

Ticket Office in the Boyden

building shortly The first

allocation of ticket- has already

been exhausted

There are still reserved seat>

available lor both the Iona and

Vermont basketball games this

week. Iona plays Uftlaas tonight

while the Kedmen host Vermont

Saturday evening a» the Cage

Tickets for these games ma\ also

he purchased at the I
-yden Ticket

(Ml ice

WMUACovers
Hockey

WM1 A 191 l Wl' ,A
'
:1 broadcast

the roUwing UMa > ^ames

lor the remainder of the season:

DATE OPPONENT AIKTIME
Feb 5 At Merrimack

: 19 \\ . -r-iionl

Feb .;, At \ l;

March 6 Merrimack
Descrwinfl afl ol the action tor

the Voice of ttM Keitnu-n vmII be

Bruce (Uazer. Larry Walsh and

II- \ liusta!

an unspecified amount. He said the

Red Sox just picked up Aparlcio's

contract, since he already had

signed with Chicago for 1971. but

that lie understood the star short

stop also was given a salary hike

alter his banner 1970 season.

The general manager added thai

Aparacio will accompany his old

Chicago team to his natii •

Venezuela for a pair of exhibit

games this spring which he had

arraigned before being traded, but

that contrary to earlier

speculation, he would not play in

the games. He said the Red Sox

had made the decision, and that

Aparicio had accepted it

The other players announced as

already signed were pitchers Hob

Bohn, JackCurtis CalKoonce. Bi

Lee, Jim Lomborg inck Milis K( ..

Tatum and Gary Wagner: catchers

Carlton Fisk and Bob Mon
tgomery; infielder Doug Griffin;

and outfielders Ben Oghvie and

Jarvis Tatum
m •> *

Los ANGELES (AP) "It will be

quite interesting," says UCLA
basketball coach John Wooden, "to

see how OUT team will react to the

underdog role for the first time in

a long, long time."

For the past lour years, the

Bruins ol l'( LA have ruled as

champions in the national

collegiate ranks. But on Saturday

nigh'', when they face the Trojans

ol S.aii hern California, the Bruin:-

don
- have the better record.

•\ stand 15-1, having lost to

Nou.' Dame, while I'SC hasn't

been beaten in ih games. Yet

smen by a 2-1 vote favor UCLA
..m Saturday night in collegiate

basketball s most important clash

so far in the current season.

Both cIuls ire 4-0 in Pacific 8

conference play md it's the con-

ference winner who goes into the

NCAA title tournament

I.OS AM.KLI S< AP)« It will lie

quite ktieretlsng." s i«> s itr*
basketball coach Mm Wooden. 'He

m»> how our team will read to the

MHatrdog rale far Ike fsral tune in s

lonn. Ions; time."

For the past four years, Ike

BratM of UCLA have ruled as

Champions la the national

collegiau ranks But on Saturda>

night, when Ikes face the Trojans

ot Southern California. Ike Bruins

don't have the better record

GirlGymnasts WinSqueaker,

MarbleheadYMCA Is Victim
The UMass Girls Gymnastics

Team, composed mostly of JV

members with some Varsity

gymnasts lending tnc.r support in

w< aker areas, barely won over the

Marblehead YMCA girls gym-

nastics team last Saturday

A capacit) crowd watched the

young Marblehead team leap into a

2-point lead alter the first eve-.!

which *-as won by Sue Matsu from

Marblehead. who scored B.7. Linda

Seikunas placed second and

Michelle Baker from Marblehead

third

l Mass girls more than made up

tor me loss in side horse faulting.

Margie Combs won the vaulting

evet a 9 D, highest score in

the meet She was followed bj

Matsue and Linda Seikunas. Alter

the second event, I Mass vvas

leading tt 86 to M 00

On the balance team, Mar-

blehead girls came through again

capturing 2 out of 3 urst places.

Anne Burmeister won the event

m ith a score of B 3. At the end of the

third event. UMass lead ha I

dwindled to 1 point

On the uneven bars. UMass girls

had some bad breaks and the final

outcome was uncertain until the

last routine The event was won b)

Burmeister, followed closely b>

Matsu from Marblehead
When the chalk cleared. UMass

mixed JV-Varsity team had K8 r."»

points and Marblehead YMCA
8? .

Due to the international gym-

nastics meet al Penn Mate this

weekend, UMass girls next meet

has been rescheduled There will

be n ' competition on Saturday

Feb 6th The next meet for UMass

girls will been Friday. Feb. 12th . t

t im p.m

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
js^-—— by SYDNEY OMAM

Crossword Puzzle

Juci s flDno- /.**'

, 0) . r pc-CO v*| iar«a w«

i lloor ana work H
jaiiy are iovai to • l

...,0 com: u-i t/ They Jd 'nos'. .v., v.—
: The Cancer oorn car u'.'

mental ana. ver, otte<- too av<r* to

•orqive error* made dy tarn.:, -nemoer

Cancer often marries Capnco'r
oii.sicailv ara*.- to >corcc and is "ockv n

i nanciat areas tor Gemin.

A«iES iMar^h 21 April 19 Moid

.% Oont comma yoorseit n a

tane special c»re m tratt . Contr:

pulses Take t,me to analyze b'cnt tacis

and str.ve tor addt.onai ^iw-i'iton

TAUWUS iApr.1 20Ma Money
matters may oh n state o« contusion Mod
oO on enpenv^c comrnamer's. Cor

servat .e coyrv should be advocated 0"^

*ro advised n past couid make reap

pejrance
GEMINI iWv, 31 juneJOi t m»» rather

is^n t)«sq,n proiacta P'ent» ot pressure

Hoidot* on m t at nu contacts Do n deep

to •naini.nr position legal advice may
. ewed arw rev sea

•. i -
|
,c 21 Juir 22 m a>*f

Romemoer resolutions

„ .ppomtmenti,. af f»ercs"

«r.oie< lit, or. One oorn under L-.o s jo ng

,.iu son i-^ng ot oenet t

LEO 'July 23 A-g BI some trends are

lotting out upon Ane-" t. armor.y Be

,,iDl..- . - :o operat.v,

Cancer bo'" nd . oua. Snare knowledge

You actual;, An. i«-»rr ^. teachng

v;RGO'A.j 2J Sopt .

::' Forces teno -o

, Err.pnflSiS m on home

,teps lakan tor future securty «.ey s to

Dreak oose trom erne wr-o i**ns too heav. 1

y

come nc-easmgiy clear

7 4."ip.m.

7: lftp.m
S:4Sp n.

llapm

>r 0rr, A, ^ messac -

1JOSSO

t ould : ••-f Leave notn.ng to

CAanct • •"portan-

SCOIPlO Oi-

iml vo-rseii opposed ov one wttfl I "vino
•

.

. • • .

or contested

DM 21 A. oa
• js" M*ek < BM '•"' "ome oase Retuse to oe

• w potent.a RNliia you do no'

. nfor-na'ion

CAPRICORN.
..cess stwa iome associates

somt con

,s Dut hc cr ncipiSS

• -OO ta' trom COurs*

AGUARiUSUan 2: - Sti'centro.

ro.\ S essentia' Emot :ns run h a- de*C

Don > • • n *-*cor.ty

-r or opeosifi.- se« -5^'J br pulling

sooi

pi(CI • C W Varc^ M Ace"a -

pnasc has endec -^ynotrt!!
- *v oe

. . *j-d d.rect *Oor> Tms

• -OOAV IS YOUR Blfc-MC

,-. -o be

*crupt 1
• v, -onest You are J

domes' t ad -,r c h*'

resi«.

•

.«, (at ,CK <\ money

we order Sydney Gmarr s booklet
Seno

idie and -

-,an t - ot .Our paper . Bo» UH.
C.rar ^e*" vpr *

1301'
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PFANLTS

AIL

STEREO

NEEDLES

$1.99

Today Only

Amherst Auditf

7WOODSTOCK

!

ACROSS

1 Dance st«p

4 Equality

7 Secret

agents

1>> Falsehooc

:3 Numbe'

whii-h g^

i*mi;,

lb Snake
Jm- who
discredits

:fc B •

mollusii

20 Blemish
21 Weird

:3 rVnl.nt

Cuid

24 Fish e_us
?7 Foreigners

29 French 'or

•father

30 Sprinkles

32 Christian

ieslivj.

34 Is in debt

35 Star in

Gemini
37 Man's

nicknam»
38 Eiperimental

room (coiloq )

39 Worthless
matter

42 Hejdot
Catholic

Chu'ch (pi )

44 Pam
45 Untangled

49 Cravat

50 Condiment
51 Before

52 Goa'

53 Sma 1

1 stoves

Si Stitch

55 Fre'-c-

of the

DOWN
1 Locate

2 Passageway
3 Parted

4 Seed
container

5 Dillseed

6 Keep

7 Lower part

of leg

8 Offspring o

A'yan .nvader

•1 C-^g'and

9 lnte'r.ationa'

lyibbr >

' e se"
y\.: .•'

If J ' in <

MWTl <P' )

hejlmg
24 Disavuwed
2; Nit'.e

26 Without end

I poet 1

20 Flee

29 Itching disease

ol skm
30 Eme-ged

victorious

31 Rey>"'rirr>

33 U
Siamese
current y

36 White poplar

IPD
38 Is tond ot

40 Glisten

41 Pa»s attention

louth American

rodent

43 Witheied

45 Employ
46 Man's

nickname
47 Hurry

48 Condensed
moisture

I'

3

is

JD

j:

i">

.-.. 16

T?

3^

1

'

*4

^i-S»*^3*- .

/ A

l'r itad Feature S> ',

40 41
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Student Senate

Book Loans
are now

AVAILABLE

in the

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center
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Redmen Must Be Ready vs. Iona
ByEARLEBARROLL

statt Reporter

Coming ofl of what head coach

lack Leaman has called "a greal

Win at Worcester", the I'Mass

hoopsters return to Curry Hicks

cage tonight tor an encounter with

[one College with tap-off set tor B

M yesterday's Varsity M Huh

luncheon assistant coach Peter

Broaca in assessing this game said

that this will be a tough game tor

the Redmen as far as mental at

titude is concerned Coming oil ot

three big games in a row there is

alwavs that chance lor a letdown

feeling and the Redmen will have

to counter this to come out on top

against the upset -minded Gaels

Iona is a New York City team

which means they come ready to

pU) The) realize that a win for

ttuUtgtan

SpOHt*
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them would be I hig plus tor their

season ami anything is go tor them

this evening

They possess as their forte a

balanced attack with four players

in double figures in scoring, and a

tough, stingy defense which ranks

15th in the nation.

As for their floor play the C.aels

like to move all over the court on

both offense and defense. During

the course ot the game forwards

move to the backcourt and guards

move to the trontcourt This

switching has posed problems for

their opponents as it has caused tor

mismatches resulting in errors.

Art Wiggins is the top Iona

threat, scoring at a 19 point clip

and averaging U rebounds per

contest as a fc-4 forward He'll be

joined up front by 1*10 center

Bernie Sochia whose stats read 10

and in for points and caroms.

Ban") Hart, at til mans the third

trontcourt position but will also see

action in the backcourt in the

Gaels' switching manuevers He is

averaging II points and 10

rebounds
In the backcourt Joe Mazella and

Bob Grenntn will be starting with

Quinn also seeing a lot of action

These three Will he rotating all

over the court during the game

trying to create mismatches

Mazella is the top scoring threat of

the three averaging 16 points per

game
For the Redmen Julius Frving

ami John Hetancourt are the only

sure >tarters lor the game Coach

Leaman will make the decision on

the other three starters prior to the

^ame on the basis ol yesterday s

practice and the physical condition

„i both Mike Paghara and Ken

Mathias

VARSITY M At yesterday 8

luncheon ot the 1 Mass Varsity M
Club basketball and particularly

the Hoh Cross game was the

center of attraction Besides coacn

Broaca s comments, head coach

Leaman and two stars ot the

Crusader game. Tom McLaughlin

and Chris Coffin also had words tor

the large gathering

Leaman WSSl noticeably happy

over the win and gave his rather

cadid play by play ot the game

films that were made ready tor the

luncheon bj the hard working film

team
McLaughlin was lauded b\ his

coach for Ins tirst two efforts as a

Redman Commented Leaman: "I

told Tom last week that Id slowly

work bun mto playing shape by

playing him eight or nine minutes a

name tor the first tew contests But

who would ever ot thought fhat he

would be playing 79 out of 8t>

minutes ot fine basketball in his

first two contests.'

McLaughlin took time to thank

the coaches, the players and the

tans lor making his lust two games

the success fhat they were He

concluded by thanking a couple of

members ol the team for catching

the flu!

Leaman cited Coffin as the

unsung hero of the team 'He

hasn't gotten the recognition that

he deserves, noted the coach "He

does a great job on delense and

Mcrtficas offensive glory for the

role that he plays in delensmg the

toughest lorward on the opposing

team and crashing in on the of-

fensive boards."

Skiers Sweep Two
.. . . a l-i..1„™ !•»«• i ii lil— illi>r l»'.'l

( Ol I

I ( ln>ll(l:

Itednn

loin

"M.ll HI

hits i in BOARDS-* h.is ( nitin gee* ap tor m »i fees
.

"tlUlross .The«-H..r« i
,rdha.ll..M-.,o,..«l •" «

, .„. ,„, u,s« win of the year. Ate* pictured are: £R»

SSL) .Mi. Jim Schn«n 124). Boh Kte«m* and Hem.

Fr h Hoopsters Host

hamberlayne JC
B\ i ROSENTHAL

Reporter
record the I Mass

,ketball team will

pears to be I rather

berlayne Junior

I no the game will

,n the Cage tonight at

rlavne Junior College is

forward Gerald Morris

rv Two other players

Bob Nitty (5' 10) and
- 16*0) both from New

dmea will start the

ej have started all

Kick Pitino and Pete

hack court and Al

Intramural
Results

Bulldozers • Panthers 40

CCEBS 78. *tr«»I W
Smitty'S 48. &VP' « **

Bears WBF. Lions

Hotdh
Ireshmai

battle wl

weak I

College I. .

be played

S:W
Cham*.

led by I

Irom K<

to wat«

Wayne
Jersey

The Lit

same U v

season «

Trow in

Skinner. John Olson, and Art

Levtne up Iront

The LMass frosh continue to

show fantastic balance in both

•coring and rebounding All five

starters have scoring averages in

double figures with Skinner setting

the pace at 17. Trow and Pitino are

both averaging 15. Levine is

averaging 13, and Olson 12 Besides

averaging 15 points per game

Pitino has also averaged over 10

assists

Two players Skinner and Olson

are both pulling down over 10

rebounds per game and a third

Trow is grabbing close to 10 while

spending half of his playing time in

the backcourt.

Tonite 's

Intramurals

For the urst time in two years

the I Mass Ski team made a clean

sweep ot the tirst racing weekend

ol the season Fur the past two

years the Boston College Slalom

on Saturda) and the Worcester

I'olv Tech Ciant Slalom on Sunda>

have proven to !*• the toughest

meets for the Redman skiers Last

weekend was a different story

Saturda) was the Boston College

dual slalom Two separate courses

«rere set and each member ot the

s,\ man A team was to have one

run «m each course Seeded I irst for

the team was senior .Inn Lattimer

Lattimer tired through the first

course with the fastest time on the

mountain at SJ 8

\e\t to run was a sophomore.

Gordie Speed Speed had fine tune,

posting a <
l'H Ted Martin was

third to run and he kept the Bed

man hopes alive with a fine 38 x

Havingone ol the best days of his

racing career lor the team was Jim

Gray who posted a 38.6 With the

course getting progressive!)

slower Lean) Curran made a line

run o! .10 2 and Chuck Walker,

skiing on a badly deteriorated

course, finished in 42.4.

At this point the Redmen were in

tirst place by the small margin of

only one second The second run

wrapped the meet up lor the team

however
lattimer and Speed turned in

two more fine times to widen the

Kedmen's lead Martin, skiing well

on the upper part of the course,

hooked a gate at the bottom and

fell Gray turned in a time good

enough to give him a third place in

the meet and Curran clinched the

meet with a 42. 3 giving the Red

men a 17 second winning margin

over its nearest competitor.

Northeastern

Sunday was the same thing all

over again for the skiers. Speed

was seeded first and turned in

another one of his consistently fine

runs Lattimer recorded the fastest

tirst run in the C'.ant Slalom by a

lull second and a half John Gray

having Ihe beat weekend of his

career, had a time that kept him

with the leaders Curran and

Walker, the two most dependable

team skiers had good team runs_

Skiing last tor the team. Ted

Martin was having one ol his linest

ram when he crashed one gate

from the linish line

Igajn at the hallway point the

skiers were leading the meet The

amazing consistency ol the Bed

man skiers during the second run

won the meet toi them Speed

posted another excellent time

which produced one ol his finest

team performances to date

Lattimer. alter leading the first

run. went after the win on his

second run but hooked a gate and

I el I

John Gray took over Irom

Lattimer and posted a time good

enough lor a second place in the

league and his best performance

ever as a Redman skier

This left the pressure on Curran

and Walker Curt an skied the

course well and turned in a tine

time Walker, probably the fiSCSt

clutch skier on ihe team. WOB the

meet lor the Ke.lmen and picked

up the team's first place ' trophy

and started the Redmen on their

wa\ to an undehated season

Basketball Playoffs

. , Teams
Court Time

; 3 Bulldozers vs TEP

4 7 30 CCEBS vs Sm.ttys

6 7 30 Gyps.es vs Reiects

Anvone interested in of-

ficiating intramural volleyball

please sign up immediately in

Km. 215 Boyden.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

OIIjf tfa*uarlpt*rtt0

latitt (fMtojfan
4 m ^^ W gs^/ A IIff AND MSPONSIill ^ *****

Weather:

Freezing rain. Changing

to rain Friday and

Saturday. High's in 30's.
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Students Rally In SW
In Response To Busts

Stories on page 3

Socialist Alliance

Defines Purposes
See details page 2

Two SenatesExamine

Increase In Tuition
Faculty Senate, page 3

Student Senate, page 2

Apollo Ready

To Land
Story on page 4

MAKING HIS PIKCK-An excited Richard Dinken of Philips

* iJttl . Catherine in Hampden Dining Commons last night what

.Ik". itJf turn to page three. I MDC photo by (..b r ullerlon

»

SPK
Street

the bust itself, turn to page

ft \| KKK HACKS SKIKKS I huck Walker led the Kedmen Skiers

to a first place finish in the meet at Wore ester Poly Tech last Sunday.
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Senate Debates

Students Face Increases

Bs BETHGOODELL
Senate Reporter

l Mass students are fairb certain to face rati Jncreaeea in^at

hlll .
, {ll , , 1H , t Llll -,. M„,-iaitt ami Snsaas* MttcfceM were the I, alu.ed sptaktri .1 last « -In * first

a.,,1 it* aim* \.m week's fores* »UI lealarc Rokerl Gattaws •*• will saeaa so UK cs*reai MM
iipiiNins MlM I'hotu l»\ t-ib KullertoiK

YSA Characterizes

Liberation Movements
B> LINDA A BAL1CK1

St ill Repot

Explanations of the Young

Socialist Alliance activities in the

anti war movements and

Women s Liberation marked the

nes oi Young Socialist

i forums held last night

ell. Claire Moriarty,

lane Roland were the featured

sp \ rs in the VSA'S attempt to

• •It and its PCtioM

, Mitchell oi the I M •

s Liberation Movement,
emedthenw ••men' as the

l ] revolutionary

nt and stated that it will

thorough reorganization o:

ll„ md economic system

in • Shea
and

pai •• «r«>i reap • a* the

: it ion ol in the

Si . M: Mitchell

continued by saying that while

women I been regarded as

lorce which divided 'he

working cl > Women's
Liberation seeks to unity the labor

force

She pointed to the demon-
-M.it ions and demands put torth

August 26, 1970 aa one oi the major

steps taken i>> Wumen's Lib and

the YSA to litrther the ause <t

women tong the demands

made at that time were abortion on

request. 24-hour chtkl-carc -

vices tor worttin I '" !

employment, • •
; "" •

dn(1

cultural opportunil

In explaining the YSA'l in

volvement in antiwar demon

»tratio Cl - Moriarty.

cochairwomai of the l Mass
student Mobilizatmr I ommittee

pointed to the aignificafl e which

accompanied the May Strike which

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For information roncernliu; thes, chartered Jet flights

call:

3-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to I CaHefC Students. Faculty. Staff

and members of their immediate family —

occurred in 1.154 campuses last

spring She pointed out the fact

that it was a completely new form

of anti war demonstration in that it

wa> massive in scope; that

students acted as •detonators" to

th<- anti-war movement and that it

showed Nixon exactly in his true

•t, Ml the u I

»he wf" qb to sav thai lor this

spi . g - planned mass den

>tr. ion there bave been whole

m , ithered which will

rj mt .:• the United

Staie> into tne anti-war movement

It a ill be thi-s demonstration which

wih end the \ar in Vietnam and all

Southed

Jane Roland, in speaking about

me socialist program on which the

y>,\ |9 based, stated that the

Socialists envision sodetj as

political democracy she went on

to idd th it while the political

condition in thecountry is teas than

ptrfe< it wUI lake

,:i to maki the chansjra

Boceasar
In a i - ission iH-riod latei It

area stated thai the YSA is I rml)

opposed to I S tVOOpS in th. Mid

and that it supports the

Palestinian Liberation Movement

completer.
Tt.. second in th'- serscs of

forums a ill take place next

Thursday sfhen Kohert Galloway

will speak on the Polish uprising

current!} takma place

U^, ^„ - h - semper bilis next year, it became apparent a,

e hiesdat e en.ng . meeting oi the Student Senate Plans lor totting

t he mci-eascs were made at the meeting and a bill was passed which m l

help m'uU^'s Mnancallv bv makmg the* u.t.or payments tax dedu-

treasurer Richard Verrocbi announc«d al the vgmn.ng ol the m etiag

, ha here Botng hi be a telephone rah -creas, ,cxt year and also that

^k m em n -ase IS verv possible I
said th il the i.« oi the ooosts

n \TZ Ve.cen deTermmed Student input .s rieeded mitteea to

m est ma e the proposed mcreases. and Verroch is asking for i olunteers.

Th, h •

l ran mcreSe facing students is that ot a tuition hike
l

> errochi
Thethtrdrau •'

;

L
': * ma(k. bv a professional firm in-

SEST i

" -^ 1 . !or chSdvantaged siudeL at the University

cou d i h \ .pedSr bv any sizable jump m tuition. The 1/4 at the student

oc^fwhich ctrrenU) bomes from the lowest economic st. .us could be

"SSSSilS SSlStt promised to make a.a^.e . m^
\. rroeni sj.

)in . liu ...,| ..ia
t)Ut that even with a suable increase.

srstuS \;iSsttSmi** £& ««^ **« *-
"neVaS alwavs promises a lot ot aid but only comes up with about .

*$££ Ila^Wood"minded students that they should wnte to then

sta^eSlatori themselves 12000 is beam spent on a campa.gn to induce

MreflUto^t^^rUe et.ers. but students too should be able to exert miluencc

on t "m leg tors Students can remind their representatives that they

will be votmg in the next election now that the Massachusetts voting age

h
?)ne^maStoost ior students may result trom the passage Wed

nSv of a measure calling for the tax deductibility of tu.r.o: payments

Wich^a State iniversity is coordinaUng a national program to^have

student governments pass bills recommending the tax deductibility of

tuUion iS upZthe amount of $500 in any tax year. A lobbying program

is being set up to further the cause in Washington. VL

Deaver Opposes

SES Lecture Tapes
B\ JD4GOLI
Issue Kdito

'Professor- should - "

students at* repres ntatioi

their lectures," said George

Cheah, head of Ike Student

Educational System, m an MRC
interview Tliursda> responding to

.t letter il the Collegian b> Pro!

JacK Deaver ot the C'omp Lit.

Dept. opposinc taping of his lec-

ture

"We do not want to go into court

to determine the legality" of tne

system, i beah said He teeis that

Deaver denies the student a media

•1 receiving a lectUfl

P:ank Baglione. also o! SK>
BJ 1 that Deaver - lectin

are not tH-m^ taped and retunds lor

students subscribing to them were

started I uesda>

Cheah teels that when a

professor refuses to have bis

lectures taped, he is implicitly

saying thai 'H a student can't get a

lecture verbally, too bad ' S E s

provides another media to

asaimilate a lecture ." he said

According to evaluations by

students. C heah added. the> say

tbe> can now listen to the lecture

without worrvinc about scribbling

ou miss

,! is gone

POTTERY
Mugs . . . T. Pots

Cookwore

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
Next io Amherst Tower

BELL'S PIZZA
WESTERN MASS.'

BEST!!!

Open 1 1 am. to 1 am &
till Z a.m. on Fri. & Sat.

Free Delivery of Pt«o

256-8011 253-9051

atjr fl«B9«rl|t»rttai flat'.g CoUf^tan

Ofl.ceof the DAILY COUtfOlAK I I < "oor t» m« S'^ac • Ul»*n on

the University campu? /p code u!00? Phones are 545 iiiO ,ne*&,. 545 0«4

sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amners- the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes tive

t.mes weekly Monday through F-day during the academic year except Juring

vacation and nam periods. IhrM or tour t.mes a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday fails within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8. 1«7» as amended by the act of June 11, 1943 Sub

scr.pt.on rates are $7 50 per semester, iUOOperyear

WE CHANGE

WITH THE TIMES
Tnor's why wc con say. "It is hoped that toch

girl who pledges t, Lambdo Delta Phi w I rtolixi

tnat most of its h'story is still to be mode and is the.rs

for the mokmg."

Come and see us during rush!

Coll 549-1219

for information.

down note 'Il

something in the nir

forever,*
1 he declared student-

are penalized for lack oi tbitit) in

note taking

rheah has made a personal

investment in the system He leel

that it is providing I solution' to

the arcruiic system of the hig

it.- unginalh. ti' could have

graduated two \ears agf> out

dropped out to work to get nv«

Hart the >yst. m S.KS is now

lust starting to break even and

expands when a profit is react

Cheah said he hasn t don-

anything wrong ve- and that

Deaver should have waited

, have done i- .irgue over the

phone, it argument is not per-

mitted, this is not a place of highe-

education

Cheah thought that Deaver is

violating the students* academic

freedom hy denying the right ol

any interpretation availabk

"Our purpose is not to of-

fond we ;ir»- confronting an oM
rchak social laa to revive better

communication in an institution ol

higher learning
'

.since SI. S is competing
u'.iinst Xerox and has their cost

down to ippraximaieij .>c

page, I guarantee that our

motives .in n t profit he said

This ;s s chance tor the faculty and

.idministration to snow trust in

students attempting to solve the

educational process Cheah con

eluded

GET

Something

4 Special ~
FOR THAT W
Special

Valentine
FROM

Winn
Jewelers

31 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Busted Students Arraigned
By RfCHARD C.HANSON

Asst. News Editor

'Additional charges" based on

evidence from police lab reports

are expected to be brought against

some of the 22 persons arraigned in

Northampton and Greenfield

District Court yesterday on nar-

cotics charges.

The charges, according to Dean

of Students William F. Field will be

for possesion of "hard narcotics."

A total of 10 people were arrested

in Pierpont. Washington, and

McKimmie Dorms early yesterday

morning in a series of raids in-

volving 21 University Policemen

and 6 State Troopers, acting in four

teams, each led by a University

Police Sargent.

Five of those arrested on campus

were students, 3 were former

students and 2 were officially-

deemed "non-students" by

University officials All but one are

out on bail.

The raids, according to Dean

Field, were not directed at those

using marijuana, but were in

response to growing pressures to

act against what Field ca

•commercial traffic in

drugs
"

John R. Judge, 25, and Helen P.

Judge, 22, were charged with

unlawful possession of a narcotic

drug, being present where a

narcotic drug was kept, and

conspiracy to violate narcotic drug

laws.

Their case was continued to Feb.

hard

In other State Police actions 10

people were arrested at the Mt.

Toby apartments in Sunderland.

Five, of those arraigned in

Greenfield District court, were

UMass students

A married couple in Nor-

thampton, also students, were

arrested in their apartment on

Market St. during a midnight raid.

11.

John Judge was held in lieu of

$500 bail and Helen Judge was

released on her personal

recognizance.

Police reports indicated that

warrants for the busts were ob-

tained after a month long in-

vestigation.

Arraigned in Northampton

District court yesterday as a result

of the campus raids were: Roy A.

Pinn, 19, of East Boston, a former

UMass student charged with I

counts of possession of thorazene

and marijuana, $1000 bail; Jeffrey

Segal. 19, a UMass student on one

count of possession of marijuana.

$500 bail; Dale Averill, 19, charged

with presence where narcotics are

kept, released in personal

recognizance; Harry J Llee II. 18.

a UMass student charged with

unlawful possession of marijuana

and presence where it is kept, $500

bail; David T. Gragowski. 20. a

UMass student charged with

possession, presence and

possession with intent to sell

marijuana. $1000 bail; Charles E.

Yates, a former student 20.

charged with unlawful possession

and presence of marijuana. $1000

bail; Robert Z Nemeth. 19.

charged with 5 counts, possession

of hashish, presence where hashish

is kept, possession of marijuana,

presence where marijuana is kept

and larceny of less than $100 ( found

with a Campus Center cushion

worth $50), $1000 bail; Timothy

Patterson, possession and presence

marijuana. $500 bail; William

Comstock, 20, charged with

possession of hashish and presence

of same, $1000 bail; Brian

Framson. 18. possession and

presence-marijuana.

All were ordered to stand trial

February 11 in Northampton
District Court.

At the Greenfield District Court

Judge Sidney Cooley set Feb. 26 as

the trial date for the 10 arrested at

Mr. Tobey Apartments, Sun-

derland. All denied the charges

and all were released in personal

recognizance.

Their names, addresses and

charges follow. William B. Mat-

thews, 20, and Helder M. Palomba.

21. Mt. Toby, possession and

presence; Jay Roberts, 19. Red

Gate Lane, Amherst, John J.

Paltrineri. 20. Brian M. Cook. 19,

and Gabriel I. Imperator, 20, all

Mt. Toby, all possession and being

present; Bradford P. Brousseau,

20, and Floyd A. Thompson, 19, Mt.

Toby, being present; and Richard

M. Desousa, 20, and Alfred J.

Chabios, 20, Mt. Toby, possession.

The University and State police

who made the arrests on campus,

did their work between 4: 00-5:30

A.M. yesterday morning.

Fac-Senate To Discuss

Changes In Teaching Style

Action Planned After

Hampden Meeting
\ crowd of about 300 angry and scared UMass students gathered

last night in the Hampden Dining Commons to decide on a course ot

action to follow after yesterdays drug busts in Southwest.

Cindy Frankinfield. a former counselor m Pierpont. coordinated

the gathering and expressed the opinion that she wanted to get

petitions started around campus asking the University^ ad-

ministration to do something about lowering the charges or having

them dropped against the people busted

'Eire Moriartv of the UMass Mobe called for a mass rally today

,n support of the' Southwest Eleven In a subsequent vote her idea

was defeated narrowly. . _._ M .. —
,, „.„«.

After some verbal gymnastics and some heated argumenttit^was

decided to circulate petitions calling for no more drug busts and the

disarming of campus police

The meeting broke up shortly afterward

Maine Man Snowed

By BRIAN WHITE
Staff Reporter

Chancellor Oswald Tippo began

yesterday s meeting of the Faculty

Senate by announcing the first

meeting of President Wood's

Committee on the Future

University Members of the

Committee include Sociology

Professor Gerald Piatt, and the

Collegian's Editor-in-Chief. Peter

Pascarelli.

On March 12 the Committee will

discuss issues including the

organization and content of

teaching, changes in life style of

teaching and learning over the

next decade The University

community is invited to par-

ticipate

Chancellor Tippo disclosed that

the University's Treasurer,

Kenneth Johnson, has chosen to

move from a compus-oriented

position to a Systems Affairs

position

Prof Irving Howard, the

Senate's delegate to the Board of

Trustees, reported on certain

University- related bills which

have been recently proposed

Among them was a series of bills

related to campus unrest, in-

cluding several designed to punish

violent dissent with dismissal from

the University.

Professor Howard noted that the

legislators were seriously con-

sidering a tuition increase tor

universities in the Commonwealth;

the increase would especially

affect out-of-state students, which

now constitute about 7% of the

University population, and thus

might alter the composition of the

University,

A Senator reported that bomb

scares in the University had been

rasticallv reduced He knew of

only one during the entire linal

examinations penod-and he said

he had received no response to this

The Final Report ol the

University Academic Grievance

Committee. presented by

University Ombudsman Kllsworth

Barnard! was accepted The

Report dealt uith grievances and

marking policies ol last years

Strike

N COteraaj * gathering of the Faculty Senate t.n.k nolr ol the initial

nuetinu of President Wood s (ommittee on the ruluie t niversity

i MlM photo b> Kd Kenwick'

IOKSMMCV Maine < AP> - "I got a right to have a road." said Kenneth

S^^^^^^S^m^m about seven percent of

%!T&£*S2« Commissioners say they w,I. decide in a few

s©SSTs5WtSsslMW35
mi^:x;%s:^»-«- so™,» a »«*
a
1
d ^^Savmo^GrHaV^S Smith was mlormed upon moving

Jg&32E££lSZ& .o Plow .he road ,n .in,, because

taxpayers couldn't afford the cost.
_______

Wont to eorn some bread? Wont to eot some?

Applications available

at the S.U. lobby center,

or inin the RSO office,

See Any News?

Call Us At
5-2550

BEAD WORLD
I |f A South FlrRt Street

San Jo*e, California

BEADS • LEATHER
FINDINGS

For catalog of a warehouse

of ideas for making lovely

jewelry for profit or gifts.

Send for yours today. En-

close 25c for postage and

handling. 50c for first class

or Canada.
L

Student Senate

Book Loans
are now

AVAILABLE

in the

Student Senate

Office, Level 1

Campus Center

Campus Center.

JOIN IN THE

WINTER CARNI

CARNIVAL
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In The Nation And The World

Moon Walk
SPACE CENTER, Houston < AP)

The Apollo 14 Astronauts sped

around the moon Thursday in a

tight orbit just 7.2 miles above

some of the rough lunar moun-

tains.
. ,

.

Their lunar lander was poised tor

a plunge Friday to a moon valley

guarded by rugged peaks and auto

sized boulders.

Navy Capt Alan B. Shepard Jr.,

Air Force Maj. Stuart A. Roosa

and Navy Comdr. Edgar D. Mit

ehell rocketed into lunar orbit

early Thursday Then the

astronauts dived to a low orbit that

placed their spacecraft just 40.000

feet above the moon mountains,

some of which are three miles

high
After preparations were com

pleted for final tests of the lunar

lander, Antares. the astronauts

slept through the day Thursday

aboard the command ship. Kitty

Hawk
The two craft, joined nose to

nose sped at 3,400 miles per hour

in a long oval orbit 68 miles high

and 10 2 miles low

The barren beauty of the moon s

vast emptiness earlier brought

forth such descriptions as "fan-

tastic," "stark'and "incredible"

from the usually quiet astronauts

Shepard and Mitchell, also ex-

pressed an eagerness to descend

the final 10 miles in the lunar

Shepard and Mitchell were to

cast off in Antares at 11 50 p.m.

EST Thursday Next was four

hours of tests for the moon lander

in orbit while Roosa began his 40

hours of loneliness aboard Kitty

Hawk , ,

After two orbits of separate

flight, Shepard and Mitchell fire

Antares' descent engine and begin

a long, arcing fall, threading

.nountain peaks to the ancient r ra

Mauro valley.

The astronauts

dangerously close to

mountain peaks and crater ridges

during their daring descent. Their

flight path carries them over

landscape soaring up to 8,000 feet.

During their 33 1/2 hours on the

moon, the spacemen will make two

moon walks of four to five hours

each, becoming the fifth and sixth

humans to step on the black lunar

soil.

The moon walks will be carried

live and in color by three television

networks, but much of the

astronauts' work on the moon will

be out of view of their television

camera
On their first walk, the

astronauts will establish an atomic

powered science station which is

expected to operate for a year or

more after they leave

h Science experiments to De leftbrush Science experiments tol)e left on

moon the moon include a mortar

package which will fire four rocket

grenades into the moon's surface

months from now.

Starting at 5: 38 am. Saturday,

Shepard and Mitchell hope to make

the longest hike on the moon yet

attempted. From start to finish,

their second lunar trek will cover

about 1 1/2 miles.

Shepard and Mitchell are

scheduled to blast off from the

moon's surface at 1:47 p.m. They

will fly toward a quick rendezvous

with Roosa. aboard Kitty Hawk in

a 46 by 72 mile orbit.

Apollo 14 zipped into lunar orbit

Thursday only a few hours after

the astronauts and Mission Control

had cleared up a subnormal bat-

tery reading whjch had puzzled

and worried experts.

Allied Troops Reach

Laotian Frontier

Sagnd^
r

d^si?n'
g
o°;(uX action was up.o .he White House.

the biggest of the war. was made

under cover of a new blackout

which blanketed the northwest

corner of South Vietnam for six

days. This was lifted Thursday.

The offensive was part of a

massive two pronged sweep of

nearly 50.000 allied troops ad-

vancing under a umbrella of

American and Vietnamese bom-

bers and helicopter gunships. To

the south, the second push by close

to 20.000 South Vietnamese troops

spokesman.

He said the South Vietnamese

units closest to the Laotian frontier

were deployed at Khe Sanh.

Army engineers also opened

Route 9 to the Laotian border

Thursday and posted a sign about

600 feet from the frontier which

read: "Warning. No U.S. personnel

beyond this point."

President Nixon is expected to

announce in April further with-

drawals beyond the current
to 20.000 South Vietnamese iruuH» u.-™

-yJ.,,

,

American
h- dr,ven deeper ,„.o Cambod.a. program^«-....'££*™

nicy ica't.

Color Telecasts

Feature Al And Ed

the moon's ancient Fra Mauro highlands

Americas third moon landing team will spend 33 1/2 hours in the

mou™unous%i Mauro area and more than a third of the time a camera

wil 1 beVecordmg the adventure for television viewers on earth.

The th^ majo "S networks will relay the drama into homes across

thlnationalTd viewers around the world can tune in via communications

"Eve telecasts, for the first time in color, begin Friday morning and

continue, off and on, through Saturday afternoon

ma^MM craw, from the landing machine the,.call

Antares at ^53 am EST and descend to the lunar surface for a four to

fiV

ShJSJdwSll SSJe one with red arm bands on his white spacesuit

I"Ke,rPredecessers of Apollo 1 1 and 12. they w,U erect an American

flaa and set about deplaying a variety of scientific experiments.
f,

T
g
he astronauts wilfchmb back ir.the »""- lander for a rest period and

other activities, then begin a second moonwalk at d. 38am Saturday

They also ran into minor op

position.

The Saigon military command

denied that the South Vietnamese

force massed in the nation's north-

west corner had jumped off into

Laos, despite invasion charges

trumpeted in Communist capitals

and elsewhere Saigon refused,

however, to say whether such a

threat would be made.

U.S. leaders insist no American

ground forces will go into Laos in

any case, but say unrestricted

American air power would be

available.

The Communist led Pathet l-ao

insisted that U.S. and South

Vietnamese troops had invaded

southern Laos. Hanoi radio quoted

them as calling on their forces to

defend their homeland

The 20,000 South Vietnamese

troops deployed on the Laotian

frontier were supported by about

9.000 Americans who moved into

such kev frontier bases as Khe

Sanh and Lang Vei. both scenes of

heavv fighting earlier in the war

There are no ARVN Army <>l

Republic of Vietnam troops in

iji v»u,» **• » ••

troop strength to 284,000 by May I.

The total is now 335,000

Some observers also saw the

push as an effort to keep the North

Vietnamese from mounting dry

season offensives, by blocking the

Ho Chi Minh trail and thus

preventing troop and supply

buildups in South Vietnam and

Cambodia.
Coupled with the South Viet-

namese drive into the Cambodian

sanctuaries area, the two of-

fensives would, if successful, roll

back the North Vietnamese forces
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WASHINGTON <AP>

Nationwide tests for mercury

poisoned fish give tuna a higher

final passing grade than had been

expected but 87 per cent of the

swordfish are flunking out half-

way through their exams, the

government reported Thursday

Stocks of tuna now on American

markets are below the government

set danger level for mercury

content, with the equivalent of

roughlv 15 million eight ounce cans

having been recalled or held off the

shelves as a result of a six week

testing progr-m by the Food and

Drug Administration and the tuna

industry. FDA said

The agency announced tests

involving more than eight million

cases of imported and

domestically packed tuna

discovered that 3 6 per cent was

over the 1.8 parts per million

mereurv safety guideline used by

the FDA
These final figures show "the

problem of mercury in tuna is less

serious than had been feared

initially.*' said FDA Commissioner

Charles C Edwards Original

sampling had been done in the

most suspicious lots of tuna, he

added
About 87 per cent of the 297

swordfish sampled thus far. about

midwav in the testing program,

exceed that mercury guideline.

FDA said. The agency plans to test

(167 swordfish

The swordfish industry has been

asked to withhold voluntarily all

uncleared shipments, but the FDA
stands ready to use its seizure

authority if necessary the agency

said.

Suits Await
FemalePages
WASHINGTON <AP» - If girls

show up as pages in the Senate this

year still a matter of weighty

debate thev are going to have to

,ir.ss like boys "We had a long,

exhaustive discussion of the

,ssue " Chairman B. Everett

Jordan D N.C., said after a closed

meeting of the Rules Committee

which reached no decision on

whether to let girls be pages

In a break \uth tradition. Sens

Jacob K Javits. R NY. Charles

II Percy. R HI and Fred R

Harris. L) Okla . have announced

Refaction of girl pages.

Rut the appointments to the

>.,.%<) a \ear jobs 1W l 't' inS hcld UP.

awaiting clearance by the RttHI

Committee.
Jordan told newsmen some

committee members are opposed.

some are undecided, and all are

concerned tor the welfare and

safety of the girls

However. Jordan said the

committee members agreed that if

girls are appointed, they will have

to wear dark suits with long

trousers and white shirts with long

sleeves like the boy pages

Jordan said committee members

are concerned about where the

girls uould live, what kind of

supervision they would have, and

the hours they would keep

AM
TheCoed Fraternity

Come see how JAM hoi mode Coed work.

OPEN INFORMAL RUSH FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Monday, Feb. 8, 1971 - 7:30 - 9:15

387 N. PLEASANT ST.

CALL 545-0845 FOR RIDES

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosr. t St.

Northonv 4on
5B6-27 >

B- r. I St.
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Revenue Plan
To Aid States

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon told Congress Thursday

his $5 billion a year general revenue sharing plan wouId grow

automatically to $10 billion by 1980 and "set our states ana

l0

The Presidents special message gave only a few details of the

plan previously undisclosed, including the $10 billioj.figure an

antidiscrimination provision and an incentive for state and oca.

governments to work out for themselves how they would divide

fheTr share of the money. The plan would allocate a portion
>

of

federal tax revenue to states and localities to use generally as they

W
This Nixon said would put more power in the hands of govern-

ments tha\

X
a?emost responsive to local needs, reduce pressures^

higher propertv and sales taxes, create new jobs in state local

governments, funnel new talent and energy to state-^al govern^

ments and reduce competition between military and domestic

^Se" final analvsis. the purpose of general revenue sharing is

to set our states and localities free-free to set new priorities free

£

meet unmet needs, free to make their own mistakes yes. but also

free to score splendid successes which otherwise would never oe

realized " the President said. ..

The plan aces a rough go in Congress, where major aspects have

been denounced by Rep Wilbur D. Mills. D. Ark., and JohniW.
been denounce^ > p ^ ^ chairman and ranking

Republican on the House VVays and Means Committee, which will

C

°Repubhca
e

n Sen Howard Baker of Tennesse. who plans to submit

the^anuSalo" bill next Tuesday with*£?^$5%
Thnr«tav some attempt might be made to bring it up tor a \oie in

t^e Senate^?b£3!ed in the House. Under the Constitution, the

^nong'detiN made'publ, for the first time Thursday was

\ *ons $10 billion figure He said the plan would grow

a omaticaily to that su*m by ,«o ^™*™^rZ£Z*
permanent appropriation of 1.3 per cent of the nation s constantly

growing personal taxable income

'

'Vital To Security
9 9

Laotian News Blackout Ends

Catholics Reject

The Term"Heresy"

WASHINGTON (AP) - The

strictest and strangest news

embargo of the Vietnam war ended

Thursday, leaving the Nixon ad-

ministration's credibility facing

possibly its severest challenge and

the American public still in doubt

over U.S. intentions in Indochina.

For six days, Americans used to

their daily newspapers and hourly

newscasts were left to depend on

speculation at home and accounts

from the Communist and other

world press while U.S. newsmen in

Saigon waited for the military to

lift its cloak of secrecy.

Until it did, the news blackout

and speculation that fed on it

created alarm, uncertainty and

confusion.

The Nixon administration

contended the news balckout was

vital to the safety and security of

American troops.

Indeed, Saigon newspapers

began printing as early as Monday

reports of an imminent allied in-

vasion of Laos.

Shortly after the news blackout

was lifted Thursday, Secretary of

Defense Melvin R Laird defended

the embargo in a talk to a high

school student group at the Pen-

tagon The movement of U.S.

troops and other forces near the

l^aotian border 'was accomplished

without a single casualty at-

tributed to enemy combat,'' Laird

said without giving any indication

whether the operation would carry

over into Laos.

The embargo, he said, was

imposed by Gen. Creighton

Abrams to protect American

lives'' and it was removed when "it

achieved its objective

Im not going to second guess''

Abrams. the US commander in

Vietnam, when the top general

bases his action on the safety of the

men under his command.
However, Laird's explanation

left several questions unanswered.

Specifically, what was so special

about this operation? Last spring

President Nixon personally briefed

the nation on details of the U.S.

South Vietnamese incursion into

Cambodia.
Why was it necessary to continue

the embargo even after details

were widely reported in foreign

capitals?

Was the embargo used as a

device to suppress information

normally available to

correspondents in Saigon from

personal sources even before it

was officially announced?

Did the U.S. command in Viet-

nam MACV use the embargo to

invite speculation and cause the

enemy to misjudge the actual

events?

The six days of frustration for

newsmen in Saigon and

Washington began Friday af-

ternoon, Jan. 29. with the issuing of

an official "callout" by the U.S.

command information office to all

news organizations based in the

South Vietnamese capital

The announcement said:

"All military operations in

Region 1 are embargoed im-

mediately except for those

operations contained in the MACV
release.

"A briefing is scheduled for 1800

hours tomorrow night. Jan. 30. at

MACV headquarters, in which

allied military operations and

press coverage will be explained

in detail. .

"The embargo will remain in

effect until further notice ajul will

be lifted as soon as military

security permits. Your cooperation

solicited. This announcement

constitutes part of the embargo

and is not for publication.''

Contrary to established practice

in which operations and em-

bargoes have been announced

simultaneously, the U.S. command

this time announced a blackout

without saying what was going on.

Its last statement, embargoing the

embargo, sought to head off

speculative stories that something

big was under way.

And as the stories began ap-

pearing under Washington and

other datelines, Saigon's

frustrated newsmen were warned

repeatedly that the embargo was

to be rigidly enforced, and so was

the embargo on the embargo.

At the daily briefings in Saigon,

officials gave details on the

progress of the operation, but

refused to discuss the embargo.

m the process has informally put

•heretic

The electric chair is no more,

said a Vatican official who ex-

plained Thursday the Vatican s

new policv for disciplining

theologians and teachers whose

works are found to be erroneous

In other eras the Roman Catholic

Church had heretics tortured or

burned at the stake

The Czech reformer John Huv

for example, died at the stake in

1415 after being condemned as a

heretic bv the Council of Con

stance. Much more recently,

heretics were punished with ex-

communication
Now explained the Msgr Joseph

Tomko ol the Vatican s

Congregationfor the Doctrine of the

Faith the severest punishment an

unrepentant theologian can un-

dergo is being blacklisted as an

author in error and expelled from

his teaching post

The Czechoslovak monsignor

also outlined procedures for

dealing with scholars whose

teachings do not jibe with orthodox

Catholic teaching

l If an error is flagrant and

obvious, the Doctrine of the Faith

Congregation simply in forms the

theologians bishop The bishop is

to invite the scholar to correct his

thinking .

- If the man's works contain

onlv a likely or possible error, the

congregation appoints two experts

in the field to study the con-

troversial point

Should the experts concur that

an error was involved, the

ilienge oasu. * imiv.. ..—.....- _ .

aside the terms "heresy and

theologian will be invited to Rome

to explain his thinking, hear the

evidence against his view and

suggest ways to limit the damage

done bv diffusion of his teaching.

He also will be assigned a

theological advocate who will help

him defend his position

Ultimately, the Pope himself

must approve the judgement of the

congregation regarding any order

to a theologian to conform to or-

thodox teachings

The difference between the new

and old uays of handling cases of

doctrinal error lies in a provision in

the congregation's recently

adopted norms for more con

sultation with bishops of a given

theologian and with the theologian

himsilt before arriving at a

judgment
The norms themselves issued

Thursday avoid the terms

her«-s\ and heretic" and do not

speak of an sanctions against

recalcitrant theologians

\sked about these matters.

Msgr Tomko said he preferred the

term "doctrinal error" to heresy

and indicated that no more formal

edicts of excommunication would

be issued against offensing

theologians who refused to change

their view

Fedenco Alessandrini. the of-

fical Vatican press spokeman.

traced the term "heresy" to its

Greek roots and explained that the

word originally meant "a choosing

of a position." he added: "There

are words that have their period

and then pass out of use

Nixon To Up News Conferences

mO^SSJS& reporters iS expec.ejHo*.>«*-*<>£
informality of his oval office, according to Herbert

spokesman for the President

But there may be a delay until

late March before Nixon hits the

road for a personal tour promoting

his programs at four regional

meetings with news media

executives.

And Nixon may turn away from

prime evening time radio

television sessions with the press

unless there is some important

matter pending. Instead, Klein

predicts, Nixon may shift to noon

or I p m times for broadcast news

conferences.

The President has been

criticized for the infrequency of his

meetings with the news media and

Klein explained his boss' views in

an interview

He feels they are necessary He

reiognizes he needs more news

conferences But he wants to do it

at times when he can be pretty

candid about things and not appear

to be dodging
."

The longest period between

Nixon news conferences was from

last July 30 to Dec. 8 Klein said

news conferences had been

planned in that period but events

came up that prevented them

As tor the forthcoming trips.

Klein said the President's ability to

reach the people with his message

mav be "the key to whether he gets

his programs through a reluctant

Congress."

Tuesday, the Japanese news

Agency Kyodo reported under a

Saigon dateline that 4,000 South

Vietnamese paratroopers
assaulted the Bolovens Plateau in

Laos. Izvestia, the official Soviet

newspaper, charged Laos had been

invaded by South Vietnamese

troops commanded by U.S. of-

ficers. Both accounts were picked

up by American news services

Still, the Nixon administration

continued its silence.

Irritation between Congress and

the administration reached a peak

Wednesday with West Virginia's

Bvrd accusing the government of

"inexcusable bungling ' in opening

a credibility gap Republican

supporters urged patience.

Shortly after noon Wednesday,

White House officials indicated the

embargo would be lifted

•relatively soon."

Hours later, noon Thursday in

Saigon and midnight Wednesday in

Washington, another '*callout"

from the MACV information office

announced the embargo would be

lifted at 3:30 a.m. Washington

time, ending six days of the

strictest and most widely evaded

news embargo in the Vietnam

war's 10 year history
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SENATE BY ELECTIONS
Nominations for vacant StnuYnt Senate seats may be picked

up on Level 1 of the Campus Center now.

A list of vacancies will be posted.

Nomination papers are due February 12.

Elections will be February IS.
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Resembles Airline Systems

Appointment By Comp
JT IT

. L . . ... ... stud\. the new syste

i Editor's Note-This is the last of a

five-part series compiled for the

l»ail\ Collegian. The series devils

with recent change* in Health

Service practices prompted l>> the

llts nt student surveys ever the

past two years. I

Most students know that to ob-

tain an appointment with a

physician at the University Health

Services, they merely have to dial

5-0057 The appointment clerk

arranges the appointment with the

physician the student wants, at a

tune w hen the student can see him.

What students do not knou is

what happens at the other end of

the telephone. This year, for the

first time, the appointments are

made with the aid of a computer

much like an airlines reservation

system Now via telephone, the

student reaches an operator who

has a Cathode Kay Tube display

that resembles a television screen.

When the student inquires for an

appointment, the physicians

schedule is displayed showing the

openings available on the date the

student wants

II the Mudent has no physician

preference and would like to see

the first available physician, the

first available appointments are

displayed By typing in the

student's name on the keyboard.

the operator -assigns" the student

to the appointment period he has

selected. The computer then up-

dates its appointment lists with

this appointment period assigned

to this student Then it is ready for

the next inquiry

In past years the appointment

clerk tumbled through page after

page in her appointment book as

she searched column after column

ot appointment times Meanwhile.

the student waited patiently in

front ot her desk or at the other end

ot the telephone Eventually the

students schedule and the doctor's

available appointment periods

would be reconciled and an ap-

pointment would be made.

The process was tedious, time

consuming, and successful only

about 75% of the time. Ap-

proximately 30% of the patients

desiring appointments could not

find the openings that they needed.

In an effort to bring better

service to the students, the speed

and precision of the computer has

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1*70/71 SERIES

events
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5/THOMPSON 104/7 P.M.

"An Experience In Revolutionary

Aesthetics ... The American Underground

Film'
»»

Twelve new films representing »chievements in humor,

psychedelia, satire and explorations of fantasy.

now been harnessed to this task.

Operating much like an airline

reservation system, the computer

has an accurate up-to-the-minute

picture ot the appointment periods

for several weeks in advance for

all physicians at the Health Center

(Infirmary).
Contusion and mistakes are kept

to a minimum, and in addition, the

computer prints out reminder

notices which are mailed to the

student three days before the

appointment is scheduled

The computer also prints out

lists of appointments by hours of

the day for each physician and an

alphabetized list for the medical

records clerk so that the student's

health records will be in the hands

of the physician when the student

arrives to see him. Finally, once

the appointment time has passed,

the record of its occurrence is

destroyed in keeping with the

longstanding University Health

Services policy of keeping student

health affairs strictly confidential.

The design of the computerized

appointment system was

pioneered by two graduate

students in Industrial Engineering,

Robert Baron and Eric deBruijn.

under the direction of Edward J.

Kising. Professor of Industrial

Engineering. After additional

Talk To
The World
For 1^
MDC

Classified

study, the new system was

programmed and placed into

operation by Thaddeus J. LOB,

\ssociate Director of the Ad-

ministrative Data Processing

Center and Barry W Aver, h

tssistanl Director of the Health

Services.

Baron and deBruijn began by

developing and installing an ap-

pointment svstem on the teletype-

time-sharing system operating on

the CDC 3860 research computer.

This was an ideal teatbed for

solving initial problems in systems

analysis and programming

However, the teletype, as an input

output mechanism was slow, noisy,

and inconvenient So they turned to

the promise of the Cathode Ray

Tube terminal as a possible an

swer
An experimental model of the

appointment system, using the

IBM 360-41) administrative com-

puter system and cathode ray tube

terminals was developed

r

Thaddeus Los and Barry Averill.

This model proved to meet all of

the requirements of the system

within a cost that was comparable

to the existing manual system

Therefore, under the direction of

Mr Averill plans were set in

motion to place the system into

operation beginning this fall

The computerized appointment

system now in operation, "is a

pioneer application of con

\ ersational computer use for

duling in the medical world -

and certainly the first in any

University Health Service", ac-

cording to Dr Edward J. Rising,

Professor of Industrial

Engineering. The project is an

excellent example of a voluntary

interdisciplinary cooperative

effort of the University Health

Services, Administrative Data

Processing Center, and the

Department of Industrial

Engineering

^^fff^fj-j-j'^^i^yiiiiitiiStm^'

Moon To Eclipse Tuesday
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. tAP> A total eclipse of the moon will

occur next Tuesday night and will be visible throughout North

America, weather" permitting, the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory said Thursday.

The eclipse actually will begin at 12:52 ajn. EST. Wednesday

The moon will be entirely within the earth s shadow from 2:03

a m. until 3:26 a.m.. the observatory said.

Phases of the eclipse, caused when the full moon passes

through the earths shadow, will continue until 4:37 ajn. when

the western edge of the moon clears the earths shadow com-

pletely.

Mitchell To Perform
Folk Mass At Smith
„ . :._. Tt»u n„ an "Ampriran Folk Mass

An Episcopalian priest. The Rev

Ian Mitchell, and his wife will offer

at

TUE., FEB. 9 & WED., FEB. 10/BOWKER/ 8 P.M.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIA
Leon Kirchner, Conducting

Piano Soloist, Murray Perahia

Haydn.
Program includes works of

Elliot Carter. Stravinsky and Mozart

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17/BOWKER/8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet

Yona Ettlinger, Clarinet Soloist

Program includes Brahms' Clarinet Quintet

works by Mozart and Tal
and

For complete ticket ond progrom informotion context

Fine Art* Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 5450202

LAST TWO WEEKS
Roister Doisters

present . . .

michel de ghelderode's

CHRONICLES OF HELL
Feotur.ng: A mythical anti-christ in acts of vaudvillian

buffoonery and Artoudian jmOMfy.

ALL present will be BLESSED by a bbated AUXILIARY

BISHOP, attended by a gay, curly locked ™KAl-

NUNCIO the flesh-eater CARNIBOS, and the soul

crusher KRAK-KRAK KRAKENBUS.

AT BOWKER AUDITORIUM

8:15 p.m. _ February 5, 6

Admission $1.50

7» at

Hills

8

CLEAN LIVING
&

THE WILDWEEDS
presented by

THE CLASS OF 73
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"American Folk Mass'

Smith College Sunday (Feb

11:30 am in Helen Hills

Chapel.

The public is invited to attend the

event Those wishing to bring

guitars and banjos to the service

are to meet at 10 am at the chapel

to read through the music

The Mitchells will also present a

Sunday afternoon folk concert.

•Songs of Love and Protest.'' at

the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre

in the Center for the Performing

Arts on the campus at 4 p.m There

will be a small admission charge

After several yers of ministry in

Chicago and in a Navajo Indian

parish. Father Mitchell decided to

concertize professionally, aided by

his wife, and to continue his

ministry that way Billed as Father

Ian and Caroline Mitchell, they

have traveled to colleges,

universities and churches in this

country and abroad, presenting

programs of folk music in concert

and in worship services.

The 'American Folk Mass" is

the first of several liturgical works

in the folk idiom composed by

Father Mitchell It was presented

in the Washington Cathedral in

1964 and subsequently recorded by

the Northwestern University

Canterbury Choir Its popularity

led to other recordings and to the

beginning of a full-time musical

career for them.

Iyalle Lecture:
Nigerian Politics
His excellency the honorable Joe

Iyalle, Nigerian Ambassador to the

United States, will discuss recent

political development in post-war

Nigeria Sunday at 12 o'clock noon

in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union, it was announced

by the Department of Afro

American Studies yesterday

Ambassador Iyalle will visit the

Amherst campus as a guest of the

Black community of the Univer

sity.

Prior to his current appointment

Iyalle was Minister of Foreign

Affairs in the Lagos government

The Ambassador will also

discuss the political situation in

Africa in general.

Following the meeting Iyalle will

Open the nailery of African Art.
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Room To Move

In Case Of Arrest: Legal Procedure

this article is part of a weekly

serieii dealing with such topics as

drag research, the "druu cufeusre",

drug addiction, drag! and religion,

altered states ol consciousness.

and the use of drugs in other

cultures such as the American

Indian, this series uill l>e spon-

sored b> Kooni to Move but will

encoiirauc readers to react to the

.nicies l>\ mailing or bringing in

ijuestions. rebuttal, original

statements, or interestinu excerpts

free* varieas publications, e/a

MM Dunphx. Kooni to Move.

Student I nion (located in the old

liarhcrshop across from the post

•ftice) 'I he hope is that this series

will become a medium for an

•ageing! exchange of views m
tragi and related uses.

Too many people art- unaware of

the legal procedural during and

ollowtng an arreat. The fallowing

ointa, hopefully will help get a

her ot sister out ot jail and help

to eliminate the contusion which

usually follows a bust.

The most important thing to

remember is do not say any thing to

the officers or anyone else, do not

answer questions whether or not

you are advised Of >our rights. A
police officer must have a warrant

or your consent to search your

room. If he receives your consent

he does not need a warrant Don't

resist and don t give consent.

Second, call s lawyer the firsl

opportunity the> give you It a

graduate or undergraduate student

is arrested, on any charge, he or

the may call the Student lawyer.

Mr. How land -since \ou are

allowed only one phone call, use it

tor him at 5450739 or A* 0341 al

nights. holidays and n

emergencies al 549-M17 Vou
should give vour name, where you

are being heW and the charges

only.

Do not disc. 181 K Wl i

phone vith Mr. .
,•> a d im

anyone else The hing ibout

'anything . ou -a. • 13 e I > Id

against 5 >u happens m

will probabl) be nor. helpful to

both dr. Howland and the persoi

arrested, if Mr. Howland is the

first person called. He will call a

friends or relatives for you Most

important is the fact thai he can

t>egin the neces ,t. legal

protection for you, utu.i you get a

lawyer to cover the case

'.1'er arrest C Mial n

shots, tinner printing. ..n-' gt 1 ei

questions audi as age residei

follow This information

somef mi f use

.is iiui't ma «-

fed to Washington and *ept

i.i .»• Mere.

The

arr

after you an
be arraigned at

UM Faculty Round-Up
[)r. Rohan L. Gluckstern,

*• Provost, hai announced

•ut , tion ot 89 tacultx and

« promoted iron, associate]

lessoi to professor were: David

Rtore; agricultural ami food

Maim B Gunner.

Utal sciences: Joseph

..ni rid soil science

Anderson, vetennai J

tmal science! ; George
aw, art .lohn H Hicks,

und Arthur \N

; stead English; Thomas
irer French. Wmfred E A

nharri Stephen B. dates, and

i ranklin B. Wickwire. histor>

ephContinO, music Thomas M
Fraacr, anthropology, Lewis C

near, government. John \S

Itahoe and Jeanne Phillips

,,,„g\ .
Vincent M

i.evilacqua. speech: Edward N.

Rolls Gold
Runs Red

LONDON iAP>- Rolls Royce

craahad into bankruptcy Thur-

sday
The giant of Britain's aerospace

industry, developed from its start

as a maker of cars for millionaires,

went into receivership and the

government moved to nationalize

most of the wreckage to safeguard

the country's defenses and in-

ternational commitments
The crash was blamed on a

commitment to build 6O0 engines

•
1 the Trisiar Jet protect by the

Lockheed company in the I nited

Stati> Development costs have

oared and the Rolls expects to lose

18 million in the deal.

Kolls Royce employs 90.000

persons and is the West's third

largest maker of airplane engines

The end ot the 66 year old

company as an independent force

developed swiftly during the day.

Kolls lirst asked the London Stock

darket to suspend dealings in its

-hares, then announced to a

stunned nation it was going into

receivership.

Other shares on the market lost

millions ot dollars. Hardly one

other company escaped un-

scratched as financial circles

reacted in dismay to the collapse

Westhead. biocnemiatrj John F

Brandts, chemistry .
Gregory w

Webb, geology; Helen K <ullen

<uld Samuel S. Holland.

mathematics; and John J Brt

and MortonM Sternhaiin physii

^so promoted to protessor

Here: Robert L Rivers general

bush am e •' * - E
' anks. ell II

rank E. Karat

:id enginec Of ' '

lerchant, and

family economu 1

Promoted from assistant

profsaor to at professor

were. James W « ailahan and

Donald R. Marion, agriculture and

food economics Irving E.

iX'moranville. Cranberry Station

Albert L Wrislex . hotel and

nitailtaal management Edward

K Knapp, agricultural' ad

ministration. John F Townsend.

art Roberts W French Paul L

Marian, Richard w Noland, and

Frederick W Turner. English:

Sarah H. Sturm. Italian: Eric It.

lieekman. German. Nancy D
Munn and Donald A I'roulx. an-

thoropologx . William E. Connolly

und Robert A. Shanley. govern-

ment: Sheldon Cashdan and Alice

Eaglv. psychology James Young,

speech. John H Nordin.

biochemistry. David L Mulcahy.

botanv; Howard Stidham.

chemistry: Stanley t Holt,

microbiology. William J Mulhn.

physics: and Mindaugas S.

Kaulenas. zoology

Also Frederic B. Finch.

management; Meyei w" Belovii >

general bus,

m

ii Monroe am; Parker M W
thinn. marketing Thomas E

Hutchinson, Richard Konkek and

Earl Seidman, education. Ramani

Mam. G Ubert Russell Carl v\

-on Jon <• McG wan and

: kl] nii. ' mhoh/
.. •

1
• :

1 1 I

.

d ood • •

n > oti

. itvironnM ntal arts l eth A

t?] rke. nursing: E i» n Gerl

romen s 1 hj • •- ll education and

Howard W Peters, puniic health.

rhosc promoted Irom instructor

'0 tsststant professor were lona

Mae Reynolds, veterinary and

animal sciences Susan Parks and

Sidney Porttf, art. Jane M Lo)

aim Mary Wickxvire. history .

U..!ter (hesnut and Man E.

liarter, music Alfred M Wynne,

chemistry. Robert A. Lew.

mathematics. Masha Kudman.
education. Maurice <i Broeky.

Carleton L. Beal. and Julius

liundersheim men's phxsicai

education

Library staff members receiving

promotions were: James S

.sokoloski to staff associate; Susan

Hrvnteson to Librarian IV. ana

Gerald C. Chang to Librarian III

Robert L. vVoodbury and Fan
Seidman were promoted to the

position of associate dean in the

School of Education

i-,i.r.< •: u ' bej ta^e the

charges again u. the bail, and

he date of '• hearing. It

sometimes a le to stick (Nil

he night in jail there is a chance

•iat the bail »e lowered the

ext day whh n ortant since

otten your fine vill end up mat-

ching the amoui he bail. The
law 5

• 1 would ' «• able to advise you

best in a situation like this,

however

Personal recognizance has bet 1

happening lately: this means yi

. • oul • yourownword Tint 1

or determining factors for thi-

ul\ are 1 if you are a resident

»i< state: ; if your pareni n

«

v- if you hav«

sign*

are •

" ni)

ce ti • ment is over,

h ,-all

a bondsmati <
ail

e vered The nearest bond-

man, Wi William \ Hurley, js in

ingiieid and is liate d n !( e

pages .. • c "Bonds Baii.

Elm Street, . 1188. He charges

the amount of bail for

. el! and puts up the bail so you

are tree A "responsible " person

sign for you and -bow

. . that he has the

collater - the bondsman, in

VOU split .<'tore the cast I

it your decision is to remain in

jail to appeal lor a reduced bail,

means that you go lo Phe

Superior ('out the next day ttie

judge, DA around or not \p-

pearance here is very important 11

hi have .' friend in jail who •

Ooiilg lung, it is up to you

take him the stra 'est clothes

you can find as soon .. - 1 oesible. H<

ibviou \y can t get 1 1 he's it

ail, anil clotl •
' '

iv the

all \OU

( fnce .. • »>ut 01 jail, do 1 < 1

ilk to people except your lawyet

..bout the case Anyone ran

subpoenae tc agau

they do not icert

than to show up in 1 uui

lis .v:ii
'

lave

|X ... .; ISt VOU ' II •' \

* anl tu
:t

' igthen t

More information call I

Move 15 04011

FRIDAY NITE
vr THE

SEE

JACK VERONESI'S

BLUES GROUP

9:30 til close

COME IN AND DANCE!!!

WINTER CARNI QUEEN
nomination papers due back

at RSO office by

5 P.M. today.

Girls will be contacted next week.

/T\

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT AT Qtyp iEttgltal? fub
DINNER SERVED 5 TIL 10

Prime Ribs of Beef

$3.50 BAKED POTATOE - HEARTS OF LETTUCE - HOT ROLLS & BUTTER

$4.50
PUB CUT

tv t>&
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WASHINGTON - Word from Cambodia is that U.S.

military teams assigned to check on American

military aid will be dressed in civilian clothes and

attached to the U.S. embassy at Phnom Penh. It has

been made perfectly clear that these military teams

are not advisers and that they are not violating the

"sprit of the law" of the Cooper-Church Amendment.

If things continue the way they're going. Cambodia

may soon have the largest American embassy in the

world I would not be surprised to read the following

dispatches from this part of the world.

Phnom Penh. Cambodia, February 12 - Hve-

hundred commercial attaches arrived here today at

Phnom Penh airport U.S. Ambassador Emory

Swank explained to reporters that trade with Cam

bodia has reached an all time high and he needed the

extra personnel to negotiate tariff agreements witn

Cambodian officials.

The 5U0 commercial attaches, all carrying brief

cases and wearing identical seersucker suits, mar

ehed the 5 miles from the airport in double time, led by

the U S commercial attache band

Phnom Penh. Cambodia. March 5 - One-thousand

I SIX employees were flown in to Phnom Penh last

night to beef up the 500 commercial attaches that were

assigned to the American Embassy last month

An American spokesman explained that the USl.A

was stepping up its information activities for school

children in Cambodia . and that the 1.000 new cm

ployed would all be assigned to the new CSIA library

which was being built underground on the outskirts ol

the capital _. . ,

Phnom Penh. Cambodia. April 30 - hive-thousand

cultural affairs officers were airlifted into this

< ambodian capital today On hand to greet them were

Ambassador Kmorv Swank and Premier Lon Nol

The cultural affairs officers, all carrying violin cases

were lined up on the runway and reviewed in a jeep by

Premier Lon Nol.

After the review, the chief cultural affairs officer,

••Bull" Thorndike, told Lon Nol "No country deserves

culture more than Cambodia and my men are here to

see that you get it. And well stay here until the dirty

job is done." .

Phnom Penh. July 12 - The State Department has

broken ground for the largest U.S. embassy building

ever constructed The embassy will comprise a 5,000-

acre complex and the main building, shaped like a

pentagon will be able to accommodate 50,000

American embassy employees now working in

Cambodia.
.

The State Department explained that the reasons

lor expansion were the unusually heavy demand for

visas and passports as well as the increase in embassy

diplomatic communications.

-We tound." said Ambassador Swank, "our former

two storv chancellery was not large enough to handle

all the embassy's business The new building will

allow us to expedite tourist requests as well as have a

place where we can hold exhibits showing the

American way of life."

Phnom Penh. Cambodia, November 13 - A U.b.

Marine guard detail composed of 100.000 men and

officer! was landed in Phnom Penh today.

Secretary of State William Rogers revealed the

increase in the Marine guard detail was needed after

two Cambodians had broken into the embassy PX and

stolen three Janpnese cameras

He believed the new security measures would

discourage anv such thefts in the future.

He told reporters, "The security of a U.S. embassy

is the first consideration of this country and as long as

1 am secretary of state I will see that our brave

diplomats have all the protection they need."

Verbal Gymnastics

1 realize that the University is growing and that

mmcc the student body increases faster than the

physical body of the University, certain problems

arise which we stue'ents must get used to. These are

not necessarily major crises but rather little things

Let me give you an example.

I got up early this morning, about 8:1j I think, ana

crawled out of" bed I slipped over towards my win-

dow still somewhat in a daze, and brushed open the

mangy grev curtain to get some view of what the

liv ingwere doing. Crash. I couldn't believe my eyes

There they were, thousands upon thousands of them,

all fellow students, being herded onto the Southwest

highway headed towards campus Then I realized

what was happening. They were all heading for my

cl<iss
*

I jumped into the clothes that were still on the floor

from the night before and. forgetting all about the

hygiene habits 1 had been taught in my youth « sorry.

Ma i. tore out of my room Hasbrouck never seemed

so far

Breakfast, at this point, was out of the question. It

was already 8: 30 and with the class scheduled to begin

at 9:30, 1 wouldn't be able to get in if I stopped to eat

My heart was pumping a beat or two ahead of my
walking pace as I weaved cautiously between my

competilors.

Bv the time I reached the old Chapel. I started to

pull' ins wallet out of my pocket so that I could get my

ID ready tor the pol«ceman who was always al tne

door If only everyone would stop pushing. I thought,

we'd all get in But I knew better

Finally I reached the last push, the doors of the

Auditorium About ten feet from Eden. I realized

where the expression "so close and yet so far came

from It just didn't seem that the mass of humanity

could all fit into that dinky-little hall. As we glided

through the double doors ten abreast 1 1 don't think my

feet ever touched the ground), the realization came

that I was inside and a sensual feeling of spiritual

cleansing swept through my body. I had reached

Nirvana. , .

Once inside, a mad scramble for seats ensued but.

having been a regular Cage visitor. I used by ex-

perience to slide into an empty chair at the end of a

row The ordeal was over

After about fifteen minutes the show started For

some unknown reason. I somehow felt a bit disap-

pointed and cheated as if something was missing

Then it hit me. Julius Erving wasn't there.

Barry Rubenstein

I Hate You

MklTj CftUtve #3
1 came late 1 looked to the back

of the room (as *s natural) for a

seat in relative obscurity

However, since every obscure eye

in the obscure seats of the

relatively obscure back of the

room was making me feel less

obscure than was comfortable for

mv self-consciousness. I decided

without too much thought to

transport my physical being-in-

the-world to the front of the room,

and allowed myself to be judged

with my back turned

Unfortunately. 1 had not arrived

in time to miss the roll-call So, I

sat on the edge of my chair in tense

anticipation waiting silently in a

relatively obscure manner for my

name to be announced, whereupon.

I would squeak out a •Here*'" and

politely and sheepishly correct my

bearded prof in the pronounciation

of my name.
like a young boy about to be

tested in a trial of bravery. I sat

mv face burning red. my hearbeat

ready to smash the walls -I never

heard my name.

I relaxed. Then I tensed aganv

Was I in the right class'' What

section is this" What time to it"

But, why the hell am I so nervous"

To my utter disgust the professor

asked to see the hands of the people

whose names were not called. I

raised my paw like the little puppy

I felt I was at the time

He asked me why.

Why what"
vVhy he didn't have my name.

Probably because, sir, 1

registered for the course late and

haven't received the good news,

yet jo
Did vou file an orange card"

Suddenly, some jerk (also sitting

in the front of the room) jumped

from his stall to proclaim:

"YOU DON'T EXIST WITHOUT
AN ORANGE CARD!"

Cliche. Overused and assinine. I

am a person. I am my own, in-

dependent tat least in my mind)

being I WAS before I ever knew

what orange was If all people are

orange cards, then anyone who has

never gone to college never

existed, and everyone who
graduated no longer exists. And if

all students in college are orange

cards -burn them.
Nick Nikorczuk

Campus Comment

Free Spring For Life Festival

To The Editor:

Do you enjoy free concerts? The sentiment of the

student body seems to reflect a positive attitude

toward this approach to entertainment. We all know-

that concerts cannot any longer be held in the Cage.

Cage concerts were never what a concert should be

anyway. Many people could not get inside. Nobody

inside was comfortable. There are individuals on this

campus that believe that we can initiate a new concert

program. Spring is the time when life starts afresh,

when new life begins to grow. It is a time of

celebration, of bacchanalian delights. The idea is to

have the concert's) free or you can contribute toward

the expense if vou want. There are groups on the

Campus that collectively, could contribute up to

$50 0»K) We could have a series of weekend concerts or

one hell of a big bash. They're free. They're outdoors.

If enough people contribute a dollar or so as they

come to the concert area, we could probably

quarantee this to be a successful yearly thing. A buck

is not much for a whole day of music and will make

things go more smoothly. We do not feel that this

concert system is feasible if everyone wants big name

bands. The contracts on big groups for outdoor gigs

are ruff. It would probably be our rough luck if it

rains With big bands half the country would be here.

There are a lot of local bands (Clean Living) or

Folkies (James Taylor) or near-big bands (Poco) that

can be gotten easily and will give great shows. We

really think that the idea will work. If you think so too.

call one of the numbers below or come to 418c Student

Union and ask for me.

tall:

Chuck 545-2645

Lheith 54»-«i«7

It Boggles The Mind
To The Editor:

It boggles the mind the paper machinations ot tne

American Way
IV ue collar worker; despise white collar workers tor

the differences in pav
;
join unions, scream for the $

thev want die bosses raise prices do cover the profit

los^ to their own pockets) just-a little more than the

salary increase covers, thereby causing the actual

buying income of everybody to go down; and,

realizing that, everybody yells for more $.

Meanwhile, for whatever reasons, inflation whittles

the dollar-value down to 40-odd cents, the cost of living

continues to rise, along with taxes levied to pay the

salaries and building costs that go down and up.

respectively, and what happens is the more you

make: the less you make. So chalk off he

money/work get-wbat-you-pay-for idealism of the

Protestant ethic. .

Then to cap it oil some bunch of grocers in New

York (where else'M hate the returnable bottle

program (specifically i*/Coke bottle) because "I

S« t make anything on it anyway. (New Wk
Times. February 2. 1971. p * I

One little glimmer of

sense blubbering to a watery death because one lit tie

wad of Good Lite eekafl keeps what is classically

called good sense in tne also classic hip pocket, where

poor Sense becomes too-often- too-soon-too-much

flattened from the average increase in avoirdupois

which is generally found to be in positive correlation

with increased $$$.

Even we muddled liberals get tired of the "good

folk for whom •good" is synonymous with "me" One

becomes verv tired of legitimate efforts at legal

change. One" even gets tired of illegal attempts at

change especially with the polarization that always

results. Actually .one gets tired of having to deal with

the problem at" all. and wishes, quite rightfully, to

retire to the comfortable world of managing to keep

one s own mind straight

So. we have it The one concern with an established

record of results modified into: the Goody-Two-Shoes

Mafia! Grab the grocers by the $13.95 necktie and

mutter i through clenched teeth, of course) Take da

bottles. Buddy, or we knocks ya block off/

Guaranteed results within a week. We pay for

everything else. I'm pretty certain wed pay for

results.
, . .

....

In short, gentlemen and others, if this is indeed Life,

all this around us. we are all pretty stupid tor being

here
(Mrs.) Patricia Emerson (Class '68)

Hell On Earth

A letter in Wednesdays Collegian and a subsequent call to the ticket

office at Boyden regarding identification at University sponsored sports

events deserves a reply and a definitive statement on the position.

Bill Ibsen an undergraduate student wrote that he was turned away

from the Northeastern University Basketball game because he had a

temporary identification card. Mr. Ibsen was not turned away by any of

us His wife however, who is not a student according to student in-

formation computer files probably was turned away. She is not a student,

does not pay the $30 athletic fee which each undergraduate pays and is

not entitled to free admission. We do not remember Mr. Ibsen personally

but we do remember turning away a few people who were the spouses of

bona-fide students.

Temporary identification cards are a dime a dozen. That is w-ny we

insist on some identification which proves that the person bearing the ID.

is in fact its rightful owner As each of us check IJJ.1 we are often

badgered bv friends of the person without proper identification to give

the kid a break." In light of the capacity crowds in attendance at each

game it is our duty to see that only fee paying undergraduates with

Properly validated I.D.'s are admitted without charge. Each graduate

student" each person with an unvalidated ID., and each person with

someone else's ID deprive a fellow student of the seat he has already

oaid for Maybe if each non-fee paying person paid full price for his

ticket, we could eventually have the new facilities for concerts and

athletic events which students were clamoring for just a few short

For
S

the
g
sake of those students seeking admission to future athletic

events, we remind each person to check his ID to make sure
.

,s

properly validated. This insures us that the person has not dropped out ol

So! or graduated SWING SHIFT FRESHMEN should obtain

validation st.ckets in H»7 Hampshire House before the next event they

w.sh to attend GRADUATE STUDENTS should buy a ticket if the w,sh

to attend It all students are to be served we must adhere to our police,

Please show positive identification Thank you
^ ^ h iugerald

V\immI\ Cook
Paulleddv

student Uefcere<

Sick Of Getting Booked
To The Editor:

( )ne of the more unpleasant tasks that face everyone

with the beginning of every semester is that of getting

required texts. In the student's jargon, this means

getting screwed. Take a case in point - my case

Because of financial difficulties in paying for my new

books. I was forced to part with an engineering text

that cost $13.30 when new. and since the student book

exchange is too slow. I was forced to go to that beady-

eyed vulture outside the bookstore. He offered me

$3 50 and when I hesitated, he added an additiona

5<* Needless to say. I still thought that I might get

more for it elsewhere. As it turned out. I got the same

offer from the bookstore This little incident got me

interested in how this university provides books for its

students, so 1 dropped into the MIT Co-op one

Saturday Imagine my surprise when I found Mil s

prices 10 15% lower than UMass'! The point of all

this is: why cant this school have a co-op like M I T

Whv cant used books be sold at a reasonable price

i After all the book I sold was subsequently marked up

to $10 00 quite a considerable profit. I would say.)

Why cant the student senate investigate the accounts

of "our" store, and see just how much of a -discount

were getting I'm sick of getting screwed, and I m
sure a lot of other people are too.

KIGENEG.KELI.* <3

£CT\UTV CHG£QO<F 4K+

The Wire In Time

Alak'

Time is a concept by which we measure our friends

Lite Hows fore through aft in spherical helixes

and wanderers in time find each other in complimentary swirls

flowing around each other with hands joined

ever eager for exchange

Trails travelled forward, inessential solitude

dying to fathom the questions

of which they are the answers

so came together for a while

and frolic in the unbounded instincts.

the state of their being sublime and touch experience

through the rubbings of noses.

the sparkle of an eye.

mirrored through the images which are bodies

reflections upon a spark inside

that is present, but don t know why

Why, I remember tomorrow will be another day

for us to become each other and other

days, other times, yes. are not to be cared upon

right now

Right now didn't last long enough

...it became then while we were asleep.

but we were with me in my dreams, weren't you?

Yes ...flowing currents of vibrant consciousness

intertwine

on their ways to wherever they met again

No teai i it's fine

You is. I are never ever the same

but we are the same, now in time

it's fine, fine loves

LANCKRKIDY

>fr
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Visual Aids Help Teach Deaf
reaching basic concepts to the

deal is a little easier these days

thanks to the Northeast Regional

Media (enter for the Deal

The center, one of lour federally

iponsored centers in the country, is

trying various ways to use visual

media tor the deal Tor one

current project, the tenter is

making overhead prelection

transparencies with vocational

messages tor deal persons who do

not aiwa\s have the vocabulary to

understand these concepts 'hmugh

printed or linger spelled *ord.

ideas I

• the ransparendes

:ome from Mr Stanley Patrie,

cational advisor who un-

derstands '.illy the problems in

communication between the

hearing and the deal Mr Patrie

s been deal since an attack oi

spinal meningitis when he was nine

I ,,r~ old.

Mr. Patrie works with ^luphic

irtisi John McLaughlin who puts

ihe deas ii topictoral form rhese

sons on i

• le< hmcal asp< etsol

. mai ucation nclude one

led i r< l i- ,,v ^ - u ^

child •

,,., Iarg< manufacturing business.

parency ihows the

, .
-

; . nd

!d a

n the >nd

a. ..ran.

plover must lei his em
ptoyees ran-

luted

er* «'t

K Mth
t a ji

toe

im-
ituQents

freeze age onus

i

-

When this phase of the viedia

Center- work is through Mr.

Patrie will have helped produce

about 20 to 25 lessons ap-

proximately 200 transparencies.

for use especially with students in

grade school and high school.

when he came to the Northeast

Regional Media Center tor »he

Deal iNKRMCD), in September.

Mr Patrie .nought a degree from

Gallaudet College in Washington.

DC . the only liberal arts college

for the deal in the United Mates:

three IN ol teaching

photography at Louisiana State

vhooi for the Deaf; two years of

teaching al ;he Ohio State School

for th e Deaf; and 27 years of

teaching science at the Rochester

N \ School for the Heat

His understanding >n difficulties

in teaching trom the hearing world

in-hearing persons corrw - also

trom having attended Ohio state

University and the I mvewitj I

Rochester \\ each he "made .t

dea a neighboring studei l

He lid the <in\iiv to and from

class i . _ hbor to< k »be

last •

The transparencies be

with tlu \ERMCD tie a ~

A-hou '
i

'• !
'' a the

!• trans; arencM

bj the I i nter include one et 01

guage arts and ->ne

. . .

| ning o educational

apted for the deal

\KKv schools

the nd Mr
cies will aid in I

the ning gap"
«i eat ing

|

•

i, : ute m in

,,.
.

d M i

... re the parents ol three

children, rtoneoi whom is deaf. All

.
, u. : ed sign language before

earned to talk, but thi^. id not

hurt their verbal language

bilities Stanley is an Air Force

captain, tiob is an electrical

engineer, and Carole is an in-

ter pre' er for the deaf. All are

college graduates.

A federal contract of $240,000 this

year tunds the Center through the

UMass School of Education. The

Center has been operating tor five

vears with Um University's Audio-

visual center and the School of

Education cooperating tor the

benefit of the Media Center

Raymond W> man is director, and

Nathan S. Wlej is associate

director.

The Media Center conducts

research experimentation
demonstrations, and presentations

concerned ^ah applications <>i

media to the education ol 'he deal

Special attention being given to

the o- erhead projector which

Itilixes the vocational tran-

sparencies In ;he NERMCD

region re England.

Delaware, District of Columbia.

Maryland, ^ew Jersey, New Nork,

and Pen ania other media

-enters 1 01 the «• I are at the

Univers
s

oi Tenneaaee the

University ol Nel :aska, and the

I niversi- \eu Mexico Each
has its : • 'v - television,

movies pr r immed in

structiot

Messanic Expectations

To Be Topic At Smith
Shemarvahu Talmon. guest proiessor at Harvard University in the

Near Eastern languages department, will speak at Smith College on

Messianic Expectations at the Turn oi the Era.

r,
l

"n,:r:,r;:;;':.; ; s^s^Sftai £££ ..«. - ««. <
••„,

,
•. *, »«. - ....

i nWersH) <»f fctassei Results '» Uaherel

Mass Port Director Calls

For Expansion OfLogan

The lecture will lx? at H p.m.

Monday .Feb. K in Wright Hall on

the Smith campus Sponsored by

the Department of Religion, the

event I
s- <>pen to the public

In 1947 and I9M he served as

director ol education activities in

illegal immigrant camps in

Cyprus. He served as a captain in

ihe Israel Defeuee Army trom 1948

•o l'>4't

Dr Talmon -tinned <it the

Hebrew I k-ersitj of .Jerusalem

there i;« ed Ph.D. in 1958

He has v,., ed as instructor, lee

urer ass ant professor and

chairm; the Universit) 1

Departmer ; Bible studies. As

r*i«Mo Mir km rou

mllCi.l 10

STORY
NOMENON!"

%
-TIMf-

TODAY

300
3 45

5 JO

730
940

senior lecturer m tttt, he was the

editor of lextus. the annual of

the i Diversity bible project

< ..rural secretary ot the 1967

.see..mi World Congress ot Jewi>h

Studies in Jerusalem, he was

chairman of the bible section of the

1%1 Third World Congress In 1WH.

as head of Haifra University

College he became chairman ot

the cun icuhun committee of bible

Studies Israeli schools and a

member ol the organizing com-

mittee ot the Fifth World Congress

nt Jewish studies

In addition to numerous
published papers. Dr, Talmon has

icted as visiting lecturer at Leeds

University in England. Tel-Aviv

University, Harvard University,

and as visiting and Golding

professor of bible studies at

Brandeis University

BOSTON Ai'i The director ot

the Massachusetts 1'ort Authority

called tor expansion ot Logan

International Airport Thursday

and the establishment ot a second

commercial airport in the state,

despite a task lorce report calling

tor a montorium on airport ex-

pansion
Edward King, executive director

Of the Port Authority, said after a

two hour meeting with Gov
Francis W Sargent that he could

see the MPA 'pushing for a second

airport' as well as pushing for

expansion of Logan.

Sargent met with members of

the MPA todiscuss the report of his

intercity transportation task torce.

which is expected to be released

next week
The eight member task torce

was created by Sargent last August

to review a report by the

Metropolitan Area Planning

Council which called for a second

airoort tor the Boston area.

The MAPC also recommended

that Logan be expanded, a

recommendation which Sargent

rejected.

Noting that one halt of the air

•r.itfic which leaves Logan is

bound for points within 209 miles of

Boston. Sargent also had charged

his task iorce with "determining if

there are other alternatives to

continued expaasion of air routes

and airports as the sole method for

providing intercity tran-

sportation."

The report, meanwhile, which

has beer n Sargent's possession

for about week, warns of adverse

environni' tal effects if there is

any rt expansion. a

spokes! 1 • • tor S.ngent said

The spokesman also said .Sargent

has received a telegram from Sen

Edward M Kennedy, I) Mass

who said he would support any halt

to airport expansion.

Bedau To Present Lecture

On Church Reparations To Blacks

•Compensatory .Justice and the Black Manifesto" will Se the topic of a

lecture at Smith < ollege Tuesday 'Feb 9>.

Tufts Cni\ersit\ Proiessor Hugo A. Bedau a U give ae lecture in a

meeting of the Smith College Philosophy Club at H p.n m Seelye Hall,

room 10, on the campus The event is open to the public.

The lecture will examine the ethical and philosophical ssues posed by

Mack leader James Foreman s recent dema: •: Of American churches

that they pa\ reparation for what he saw as
;
istu- inflicted upon

black people.

Bedau taught at Heed. Princeton. Dartmoi. :. and Harvard, before

teaching at Tufts, where he is now chairma of the department of

philosophv He has long been interested in politic I philosophy, and has

published many articles in the field. He has editui two books, •'The Death

Penalty in America " and "An Anthology and < iience: Theory

and Practice
."
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Polymorph Films

Preview Showing

HOW TO MAKE

A WOMAN
FEB. 5

7:15 & 9:30
$1.00

Campus Center Aud.

Meet the Film-Moker5

—
1 AMHERST

1
\' K;i?'-<l Film

s«.\v *:on ;»:»to

\\ itine«* S«t. - Sim.
:u 1 :M

MARRY NOVAK PRESENTS

7<$e Sccnct SekJive*

FROM THE DIRECTOR WHO OAVE YOU

THE NOTORIOUS DAUGHTER Of FANNY HILL

STUART LANCASTER ANTOINETTE MAYNARD

LATE SHOW FRIDAY AT 11:30 P.M.

•X" SCISSORS GIRL "X" Adults $2.00
(not pari of regular Friday program)
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Weekend Mag
By
Fine Arts Kditor

A IN

UN-
i Friday,

EXPERIMENT
REVOLUTIONARY
AESTHETICS
THE AMERICAN
HERGROUND FILM
Thompson 104, 7).

The second in the series of un-

derground films sponsored by the

Fine Arts Council The films to be

shown explore the fields of humor,

psychedelia, satire, and fantasy.

BROKEN BLOSSOMS (Sunday.

Thompson 104, 7 and 9»

[iW Griffith's last outstanding

film, made in 1920. The story

revolves around a Chinaman's love

for a mistreated girl and his caring

lor her Lillian Gish and Richard

Barthelmess star in this poignant,

romantic tragedy

ILOSKLY WATCHED TRAINS
(Wednesday. February 10, Merrill

Science Center. Amherst).

A critically - acclaimed film in the

naturalistic tradition of recent

Czech films. It tells of the coming

of-age of a young railroad at-

tendant during World Warll A

humorous, revealing, and poignant

drama

DRACULA (Friday. Mahar

Auditorium. 6:30 and 9:30).

Can we say anything new about

DRACULA? Don't count on it! It's

biting social commentary is

something you can really sink your

teeth into. Although somewhat

anemic in plot, Bela Lugosis

performance bleeds the audience

of all emotion A person feels an

emotional stake in the film for its

cryptic nature will keep the

audience enbalmed. A note

though, there will be no necking

during the performance.

HORSEFEATHERS (Saturday,

Amherst College, Merrill Science

Center).

A Marx Brothers' Comedy, part of

the Amherst Classic Comedy
Series.

HOW TO MAKE A WOMAN
(Friday, CC Auditorium).

This Friday the Free University of

New England - Clearing House is

presenting a preview presentation

of the new film HOW TO MAKE A

WOMAN It will be shown at 7.15

and 930 in the Campus Center

Auditorium with an admission

charge of $100. HOW TO MAKE A

WOMAN is a filmed version of the

Boston based Caravan Theater

production which was developed

and performed around Boston over

the past few years. More than a

satire, the play is a strong

clarification of the roles women
play in their relationships with

men. It views the conditioning

aspects of our society in male -

female role playing and clearly

shows in dramatic form the sub-

tleties of such relationships.

This will be the first time the in -

production film will be shown to an

audience. The filmmakers

themselves, Al Fearing and Mary

Anne Weinstein, will be present

as Mark Silverman commented:

"A pint of tears, a quart of

manure.'' Read the book, it's the

quicker way to digest this updated,

bitchy version of "Camille" with

Ah McGraw looking as if she had

just got over scurvy, and Ryan

O'Neal perfecting hli soap-opera

schmuckie style.

THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT
(Campus Cinemas, Hadleyi

\ dirty Pygmalion". Barbra

Streisand as' a hooker wanting an

education, and George Segal as her

bookish Henry Higgins A kind of

u x corned) which depends on its

excellent performances more than

its script.

THE REIVERS (Sunday. Student

Union, 7 and 9)

Steve McCjueen is a lyrical, funny-

adaptation of William Faulkner's

1905 Mississippi The story's about

l \ oung boy's trip from the country

to the city and. as with all good

memories, it is warm, free-

wheeling, and happy.

RIO LOBO (Showcase Cinema,

West Springfield).

A new John Wayne western,

directed by Howard Hawkes. A

good film of its type, if you happen

to like the tvpe. otherwise the sight

of the aging, flabby Wayne on a

horse is less than aesthetically

pleasing.

TRISTANA (The Talkie. Nor-

thampton).

The latest film of the Spanish

director Luis Buneil. It is

something of a highly sexual,

gothic horror story with Catherine

Deneuve and Franco Nero and the

ever present personality of the

director.

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
(Campus Cinemas. Hadley).

The masterwork of American

director Stanley Kubrick. Epic in

scope and technically brilliant, it.

given the correct circumstances,

can prove to an overwhelming

expe nence. 2001 takes film to

limits where it approaches a

complexity of the written word.

From An Inferno. .

.

To The Lower Depths
The Chronicles of Hell

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
BABY JANE (Friday, Mahar.

6:30 and 9:30)

A black fairy tale about Hollywood,

no film since 'Sunset Boulevard''

deals as aptly with the dreams and

reality faced the has-been actress

Bette Davis gives a performance

equalling her finest as Baby Jane,

the former child star, and Joan

Crawford is fine as her crippled

sister Robert Aldrich directed

this strange tale with a compassion

which makes it human, and less a

mere, grisly joke

By BOBGRAHAM
Vine Arts Staff

One of the problems of modern -.Want-Garde" experimental theater

,s at ts meanings and themes can be entirely lost on an audience, more

amilar^ith a traditional type of theater. In order to fully appreciate

such a plav an audience must often be used to concentrating deeply upon

whatever is going on upon the stage. The audience doesn t have the ad-

vantage o! the script before them, here they can go over an obscure

passage to pick out the subtleties and nuances missing in production.

Unless the audience is prepared to the peculant.es of an -avant-garde

nlav it can be a dissapointing experience.

Modern playwrights and directors have espoused many theories ot how

•in ludence will or should, react to what the) are attempting to do

I nforfuna telv theories look nice on paper, but they don't always work

outrecht for instance, did not always produce the objectivity
r
he

desired People tend to sympathise with Mother Courage A symbol may

bVcliar to an author or a director, but unless the viewer is familiar with

the author's previous work, the meaning is lost.

Tlise thoughts occured to me as 1 watched the opemng pt-rformance ot

the Rotter Doister production of THE CHRONICLES OF BELLI_COttW

see "hat the plav was carefully directed, directed in fact with attention to

modern drama Although I could appreciate the technical execution the

E^fe^seemed confused and bewildering. Those sitting around me

seemed\5> share a imiliar attitude, no one seemed to exactly know what

wS going on before them When the end came and the house lights came

on. people sat ,n their seats waiting for something more to happen

The plav is concerned with the events surrounding the
i

dea h and

ressurition of Bishop Jan in Eremo. His V^*^^^
lecherous groveling maniacs who were against their former opener.

The Zod of madness is reflected effectively in the set created by

DouaSsCox The makeup, uncredited. distorts the figures of the

Scters making them grotesque One of the^^™»™S£
the plav was the opening announcement of the Bishop I death w ith actors

delivering lines from the aisles.
i.ohtino

The play is not, however, without its technical flaws The lighting

designed bv Andrea Newman, is often effective .especially during the

ResurrectmnV but at other times simply strains the eyes. There is a large

ba^ueftabte down center in back of which most of the action was played

The table covered up action, and made it hard to concentrate on the

IcTor^VtehZ
5^ Most dissappomtmg was the play" lack of 'shock when

fheTcrmt called for it The groveling of the cast, the words 'enema and

^r^KlK shocking when the play was written, but they seem

m
A
d

eo^i
ay
rev,ew I feel should not be concerned so much with saying

whethTa P ay ,s good or bad. but should try to recreate the viewers

exoerTence with the play If this review seemed sporadic and ^fusing, it

I*b£au£*1Experienced the play as sporadic and confusing It-demands

^ hour and t^v minutes of deep concentration by members of the

aud'ence ami I found S hard to do so'l would recommend this play, her,

onlv to people who have an interest in theater and are willing to think

rather than be merely entertained.

THE PRIVATE LIVES OF
ROMEO AND JULIET (Amherst

Cinema. Amherst)

An X-rated affair, which won some

award at the Cannes Film

Festival. Some years back it

would have gone unnoticed, or as

an important art film, now it's just

camp.

THERE S A GIRL IN MY SOUP
(Campus Cinema, Hadley)

Goldie Hawn and Peter Sellers star

in this version of the mildly suc-

cessful Broadway comedy of a few

seasons back.

THEY SHOOT HORSES .
DONT

THEY? (Saturday, Sage Hall.

Smith 7:15 and 9:30)

A most powerful film experience.

A dance marathon during the

height of the Depression is used as

a metaphor of a drab, depressing,

hopeless universe. Jane Fonda

received the New York Film

Critics Award as best Actress and

the film won the National Society

of Film Critics Award as best film

of 1969 Michel Sarrazin, Gig

Young (who won an Oscar) and

Susannah York are featured

TOM JONES (Thursday, Student

Union. 7 and 9).

Tony Richardson directed this

bawdy, free-wheeling version of

Henry Fielding's bawdy, free-

wheeling novel Albert Finney is

perfect as the scoundrel of the title.

This film should not be missed for

it's a hilarious, rauncy ex-

perience of the seedier side of

Seventeenth Century English

genteelity.

TORA! TORA! TORA! (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

Pearl Harbor, a day which will live

in infamy etc., etc., etc. With

twenty-million-plus tied up in

tacky sets which seem left over

WOMAN IN LOVE (Academy of

Music. Northampton).

Ken Russell's ripe adaptation of

D H. Lawrence's novel. It is a

brilliant and unusual film which

captures the emphasis of the novel

The performances are uniformally

excellent; Glenda Jackson

received the New York Film

Critics Award as best actress, and

is well supported by Oliver Reed.

Jenny Linden, and Alan Bates

completing the two sets of lovers.

It is a feast for both eye and mind

A word of caution, it may lead you

to read the book to fill in the

structural problems director

Russell could not handle

The Lower Depths

Theater

THE CHRONICLES OF HELL
The Roister-Doister's annual

production This year the modern

drama by the Flemish playnght

Michel Ghelderode At Bowker

Auditorium, Friday and Saturday

evening at 8:15. Reviewed

elsewhere on the page.

I, WOMAN
A Readers Theatre Production on

Women's Liberation This Friday.

Saturday, and Sunday evenings at

815 at the Laboratory Theater,

Mt Holyoke College

By CHRISTINE REYNOLDS
Fine Arts Staff

Last Fridav night, The Lower Depths, by Maxim Gorki was faithfully

presented at Amherst College, directed by Josh Karter The producnon

apUv dehvered a futile view of life that didn't quite know why it existed.

The plav takes place at the bottom of life, a slumlord's cellar housing a

shiftless criminal assortment of Russian characters They are society a

reJecU pMPk poisioned bv oppression Their life consists of incessant

qu^reis^dre^ms of rebirth that never cu.mmate A catalys.arrives

in the form of an old man. with comprom.s.ng words of conso ation. but

Ss "truth" and 'hope" were relative to the situation He leaves the

cellar but the peopleare incapable of adapting his words to their own

ft

7rWl production was a good interpretation of Gorki s intentions^

The sauallid setting murky lighting and drab, tattered costumes visuahy

o££ed£TauSence for the b* tal dialogue At times, though, the

screaming became so intense that the words were lost in the uproar

The major characters were complete and convincing Lynn Jaffe. tl*

dylnl woman suffered with great skill, and Kenneth Hoxs.e vehemently

delivered the anguish of an Actor losing his memory

Music

\nne Weinstein, win uc Hicacui i*.^~j ~~»~ — --

and following each performance from a Thirties amusement park,
ana ioiiowiub^ vy . __tim, whirh is s »j »ed at best
will answer questions and listen to

comments from the audience

LOVE STORY (Showcase (mama.

West Springfield).

Erich Segal's gilded romance or

and acting which is stilted at best

TORA, TORA, TORA is unique in

film history, a major film disaster

of a major historical disaster The

Japanese finally have their

revenge.

THE BOSTON PHILHARMONIA
.The Boston Philharmonia under

the direction of Leon Kirchner will

perform two concerts, this

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings

The program will include

Stravinsky's Concerto for Strings

(1946); Haydn's Symphony No 92,

"Oxford"; the Suite Minotaur by

contemporary American composer

Elliot Carter; and the Mozart

Piano Concerto No. 25, K 503

Soloist in the Mozart will be

Murray Perahia. one of the

country's leading piano soloists

and winner of the Kosciusko

Chopin Prize Tickets on sale at

the Fine Arts Council Box Office.

Herter Hall.
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Notices
INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE

Monday n.qM from 6 30 7 30pm m Rm 917

ot the C C there will be an open meeting tor

. everyone Help us decide when and where our

meetings Will be held Come and learn what

lYI is all about

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Coffee Hour at Prnce House Mam Lounge at

8pm Sun night, Feb 2nd All welcome

HILLEL
Sabbath Eveserv.ces tonight at 7 30 pm Ml

the H.Mel center Sat Morning Serv.ces

tomorrow at to a m

APPA KAPPA PSI

informal smoker tor all undergraduate

Bandsmen interested .n lO.n.ng KAPPA

KAPPA PSI it will be held ton.ght at 7 30

pm ,n Old Chapel Audtorium

MOON WALK
The C C w.H open early for Saturday Moon

walk Doors at the East and West ends of the

second floor of the C C Concourse will open

Saturday morn.ng at S 15 am Any Student

,_,s!e<j ,n watching the Apollo M Voon

.v.iit. I welcome

OF PSV' fOLOGV
Or S Jay Sa nuels. Assoc Prof Dept of

Educ Psycn from the Univ of Minnesota .s

rold.ng a coiioqu.ua Mon FeO 8th at 4 30

p r" • s-n :ji Herter Hall Also n attendance

Or Murray Gamer Prof Of

\ Y U

SIGMA OELTA TAU
SDT s r ush p. rty has been changed to Feb

5 30pm There .s also a party Wed the

10th All interested girls are welcome to come

SIMS
There will be qroup meditations ever*

Sunday atspm .n the C C Room 174

STUDENTS FOR McGOvERN
Organ, jat ona' m»e'.nq Nttl Wed . Feb 10th

«OOm 804 80S Of the C C For

more nto can 6»S 1W

usee
There will be a meeting for all members and

mterested people (students, faculty, ad

mimstrators) on Monday, Feb 7 at 8 p m in

the Colonial Lounge

WHIST PARTY
Whist party back of old Hatch' Sunday, Feb

7th at 7 30 p m

Y P S L

Young Peoples Socialist League will meet

Tues Feb 9at7 30p m mRm SOloftheC C

Election of executive committee, discussion of

lettuce boycott, plans tor march Members

please attend, others welcome

LOST
1 brown hiking boot was lost Feb 1st at the

norm entrance to John Adams It found please

call 6 8826

Hamlet call with my Hist of Psych and CM

talk on your Sknner Please hurry need book

badly Susan 6 5230

Please return my J56 Itrom Whitmore) It's

rent money and I N get evicted otherwise

Please send to Hoomis Apt E. Easthampton

Mass

_ young male German shepherd Black with

orown legs, silver stomach No collar Name
Toby call 2S6 63«2

Red wallet somewhere on campus. Mon .

Feb 1st H found please call 586 1649

Would whoever accidentally took a pan of

grey and brown mittens and matching knit hat

tnd.c imports, inc tag) from the

Physical Plant wed . Feb 3rd please return

them to Mary 322 Field (66772; Great sen

~'at value

l pa.r of wire r.mmed glasses n a l.ght blue

case on jan 2nd t would appreciate anyone

I nong such a case to call Paul at 549 6060

ENGAGEMENTS
jo Ann Smarelh. 72, of Dwight to Lt. Her

bert Barnes, ot the U S.A.F.

Joanne Perakis, '73, of Thoreau to John

Grant, 72, ot Kennedy

Marion Fitjpatnck, 71, ot Sigma Sigma

Sigma to Aaron Mclnturff, '70, of MIT Kappa

Sigma.

Carol Wismeski, 72, of Sigma Sigma Sigma

to Dennis Kimgelhofer. 73, of Puffton Village

Cathy Koehler, 73. of Dickinson to Stephen

McEiroy. '72, o* Conwav, Mass

Sally Roberts, '71. ot Shelburne, Mass to

Ronald Phillips. 73, of Toccoa Falls B.ble

institute

Nancy Grabowski, '71, of Patterson to Sam
Stahlman, of So Hadley

Joanne Stern, '71. of Sigma Delta Tau to

Mark larussi, '72, ot Lambda Chi Alpha

Carla M Davis, '74, of Coolidge to David

Emery. '73. of Washington.

Julie M Guinen, of Fall River, Mass to

Joseph D Argo. '72, ot Kennedy Middle

Cathy Masciarelli, 73, of Lowell Tech to

John Mattsen '73, of John Adams
Susan Stickel, '73, of Coolidge to Stephen

Hebb, '73, of Kennedy Middle.

Machnik, '68 of the U. S.A.F.

Pamela Klein, '71 of Haydenville to Paul

Wonsek, '70, of Haydenville.

PINNED
Barbara Howard, '72, of Sigma Sigma Sigma

to Chuck Roy, '72, ot BU

MARRIAGES
Phyllis Snow, '71, o» Coolidge to Edward

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Senior Officers Let Off Lightly

In Coast Gurard Defection Incident

misuiNfiTOM (APl-The two senior Coast Guard officers involved in the return ot a defecting UttyMtaJKKi*5.W *. cutter captain on the scene was too severely punished, the

*$S%£1St&SSSU* accompanying puh.ica.ion ot the House

Foreign Affairs subcommittee report on the incident.

It occurred Nov. 23, 1970, when without court martial.

The Vigilant's commanding
Ralph E. Eustis,

FOUND
Money found identify and claim at Rm ill.

Morr.H Center North

ATTN B.u Chase. Bo* 82* Leverett I have

.our sunglasses Found them ,n the Hatch.

Feb 3rd Call Bev 6*760

PlNNINGS
Patr.cia A Preston, of Somerv.iie to Paul

Cedrone 72 of SAM
Susan Benoit of New Bedford to Lar<-»

Aphonse EdmundSO" 72. Of SAE

dy Hachner 73 of Brooks to Andy

Frechette. 72, of Brooks

the Coast Guard cutter Vigilant

and a Soviet trawler were moored

together near Marthas Vineyard.

Mass.. for discussions of fishery

matters.

Simas Kudirka, a crewman on

the Soviet vessel, came aboard the

Vigilant intending to defect. A

protracted series of com-

munications with Coast Guard

district headquarters, involving

also the State Department,

followed.

Under instructions from district

headquarters, Kudirka was

returned to the Soviet ship. Wit-

nesses said other crewmen came

aboard the U.S. cutter, beat the

seaman and took him away by

force.

After investigation. Rear Adm
William B Ellis, the Coast Guard

district commander, and his chief

of staff. (apt Fletcher W. Brown,

W«t alhmed to retire immediately

officer, Cmdr.
was given an administrative letter

of reprimand and reassigned.

1 think Ellis and Brown got out

very light indeed,' Hays said.

"They were both only a few

months* from retirement. Their

only punishment was to retire a

few months early."

He said he thinks Eustis was "too

badly punished" by being given a

reprimand
i don't think, the way the

system works, his future in the

Coast Guard is very rosy." Hays

added
He said of Eustis. "He1 was the

one man involved who said, in

effect, i don't want to send this

man back 1 am afraid of what will

happen to him. Please don't make

me send him back
'

The report itself said, "Cmdr.

Eustis was caught in an untenable

position."

"The State Department, had a

casual attitude about the

situation." according to the report.

Lit Translation
All graduate students with

an interest in literary tran-

slation in both its historical

and practical aspects are

invited to participate in a

seminar held Mondays and

Wednesdays at 3:35 in

Thompson Eighth Floor

seminar room.

Inquire immediately at the

office of the secretary, 545-

0929, or call Professor An-

derson or Moebius at 545-0891

or 545-0882.

3 Graduate credits are

available upon successful

participation in the seminar.

DRUGS and BLACKYOUTH
In the ghettoes of America Hard drugs - Heroin, speed, cocaine - have decimated one generation of black youth.

Few of us are without a relative or close friend who has been messed over by drugs. The larger socrery appears

unwilling or unable to solve this problem. So we must deal with it.

This tragic pattern must not be repeated here at the University. It is our responsibility, to ourselves, to each

other to our communitv - to see that it does not. And we must do this before we have a crisis.

The only way to prevent drugs from becoming a serious problem here is for the entire community to unite and

deal with the issue. In helping our brother we help ourselves.

BLACK COMMUNITY MEETING

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8th

SB A, 120-8:00 p.m.

Starting Monday-Feb. 8

New Low Rates

The Campus Center Garage

1(V Per Hour

JsrO
f^

e PttuwBf* UN UM

No Stickers Needed Garage Open to Everyone

New Monthly Rates: Students $10.00

Faculty and Staff $15.00

CUT THIS AD AND POST IN YOUR DORM
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Frosh Hoopsters Host

Host St.ThomasMore

McLaughlin YanCon Soph of Week
O .__._____ .. »„„ u„„i„.™...t man rebounds as Maine lost to Ho

By STEVE FEKBER
Staff Reporter

Led by Frank Tracey. a 6'6

center, St. Thomas More will

enter the Cage tomorrow night

to face the streaking UMass

frosh, who boast a 10 1 record.

A new addition to the Iresh-

mens schedule. St. Thomas

More comes into the 6 p.lH

contest with a 7-6 record Of-

fensively they have been

averaging in the low To s. while

keeping their opponents near

and below the 70 point mark in

the majority of their games

Reggie Kothwell. at ti'5. is a

questionable starter, and if he

action tomorrow, he will

provide the "ther half of the one

two punch tor St. Thomas More

rracey, their number one man.

has -cored over 20 points

numerous times, and twice has

scored 32 points In one of his \\l

point performances he shot a

spectacular 65% from the floor,

and if anyone will give the fresh-

men trouble tonight, it will be

Tracey.

In the backcourt Bill

Gallagher will lead the team, as

he provides the spark behind St.

Thomas Mores great ability to

run the ball.

Last year's squad posted a 25-2

record, but most everyone

graduated from that team. Left

from last year's starters is

Tracey, and it remains to be

seen how effectively the Little

Kedmen can nullify this big

man's scoring power.

In seeking to extent their

undefeated streak at home to

eight, the I Mass frosh can look

for more of the fine shooting that

lias enabled them to emerge

victorious in their first seven

('age contests

Tom McLaughlin, UMass' super

transfer, has been named the

Yankee Conference sophomore of

the week for his play in the Red-

men's wins over both Northeastern

and Holy Cross. The 6'4 soph was

called into immediate action due to

the illness. of two of his teammates

and responded with efforts of 12

and 14 points in his first two varsity

starts

Picked as the top backcourt man
of the week was guard Al Vaughn

from UConn. Vaughn, a 6'2

sophomore, scored 53 points in two

games for the Huskies. He hit 9 of

15 field goals at Fairfield and 13 of

24 at Maine for a 22 for 39 streak.

Nick Susi, a 6'6 junior center

from Maine, was selected as the

top frontcourt man of the week. He

scored 29 points and grabbed 39

rebounds as Maine lost to Hofstra

before upsetting UConn. Susi

snared 26 rebounds in the 112-99

win over the Huskies.

Other nominations included:

Backcourt - Paul Bessey (Maine),

John Betancourt (UMass) and Ray

Ortiz (Vermont); Frontcourt -

Julius Erving (UMass), Bob Staak

(UConn) and Mark Miller (Ver-

mont).
tans. _.

Coach Barr Honored As Top Wrestler
KjUWW ±SWI i **

u,hfnhp was weak from a bout wit

Homer Barr, UMass' successful

varsity wrestling coach was

named as the all-time best

heavyweight wrestler at Penn

State in the recently published

Penn State Year Book

From Clearfield. Pa., Barr had

an army of Central Pennsylvania

followers. He won every dual meet

until his final match at Cornell

when he was weak from a bout with

the flu He placed three times in

the nationals and won two eastern

titles.

WMUAPrese

Redman
Basketball

TONIGHT!
Whatever

PLUS:

Happened to

Baby Jane?

6:30 and 9:30 Feb. 5

Mahar Auditorium

75c

The Original Version

"Dr. Jcckyl and Mr. Hyde

UMass

Vs.

Vermont

<»

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. the

Redmen of UMass take on the

Catamounts of Vermont at

Curry Hicks Cage. WMUA will

coverall of the action starting at

7 20 p m Ken Horseman will be

doing the play-by-play and Dave

Melvin will add the color

MDCCLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

White *tar f» *ki. »"•« *';."•

.i.ape, co.4 *!«•. MUM $1W. CaU
il.'.t-TMl* anninie. tf -- B

V*r4 turn, roaL. rape*, atole.,

•nd Jacket.. $13 to $*• All •If*

rail ..'3.1-awo ttt-19

HANSm Amp w/»pk». »«»i/'m
funer $15*. comnl 609 meUl nkl.

u/polet and cable bind. 2W-77W

""ILher nto.M 125 stereo »r»x*m.

40 wntt am/fm »tereo rereUer with

automatic turntable on top Two i-

«ar honk-heir speaker.. l«*j rear*

..I.I. excellent condition Aaklnf $-25

, ,, n ._,
tf<-9

i,rf« \ meclianlr'n ..pedal $50 .1*3-

:m;l tf -- H

|V: K<ncr TC-'IOOO. exrellent ron-

,l,ii..n. mil :.W.--'I91 after 6 tf'-'-*

in*.-, Mercury Ciimet. Bond rnnili-

i...n. nru tire* and elutch, $.150 or

t.r.l offe r. r>»0-1triW tf? S

~iA Che\y ran, orltlnal omier 25.000

mile., eleel cond Dick Rjan 549-

1*93. "-9 p m "*•»

~Mn»t ..ell •(.! tlliNniobilr before

\|.ir.h Cunt afford to |niv Insiir-

C.ooil rnmlitinn. 4 new tir.>.

.man drnt in side *ell for *l H it

h~*i wttrt < nil MNM4 "ft" .

RIDE WANTED

In* potential flr»t year $1000 In-

tent 1 boor to talk to o». Call 549-

tit-."

Need lead guitar and drummer mi-

>,„, fern. Must hare patience and he

v illlrtK to practice hard. Call Bin

t.riffln or Dave. Rm ltt. Butterf.eld

..45-241H or 545-2419. '**
Nerd Interested people to work for

:» recreation plan for Southwest Ini-

tial meetuiir Sunday 2:30. John

%dam«. 3th floor. Questiona 5lh-

twni Stephen *'a

TRAVEL

\mpe* 1430 tape deck worth »293.

„il| sell for $150. Call M»-4»S4.

1 set VTT heads. 40 hp. neTer oaed

srter valre Job Also earb. from 'A3

„, Mske offer Call Dave 546-8914
T2-4

l>.-n fiirnlttire, sofa, chairs, rock-

rr 2 end tabes, coffee fable, sofa

. ..nverts to bed. needs cover, vacuum

. leaner. Shetland canister model. 1

»ear old. excellent condition, $3
I'h.-ne N o 0W3-34I9 m 'B

f \MTFR — 1904 Ford van. run*

.veil, equipped with bed. sink, closet.

,.„.!mard. ll«ht. $300 Can be seen

in farmhouse directly across from

M.,p * Shop. Amherst or call .Jim

'3«i-t;lB2

.

_
iUatl stereo Amp. Scott Tuner,

\R Sneakers. Oarrard Turntable,

must sell. $!00 Call 250-8138 after

fl_p m «"•"

Mnsinc to Boston? Our four bed-

room house Is half an hour west

of Boston, .lust off Rt 2 If *"<•

like space, light and trees call 549-

vv*. tf^i"

s.ui« _ Kneissel ?00 cm Nevada -

C.P, look step-in blndlnrs, brand new.

very clieap Call 233-9T.2 T_3

Hl.l. wanted from l.onKinmdow ta

I mm and buck rvenday Will pay

,,r take turn* drliln* tall KtlM
MMM ___!ll

Hide wanted from SprlnallelJ" o

to I Masa and bark MtW •'J™J;
«ill pay. Leave message for Sherry

•t 549-1 584). J'79 i0

~\7c7l ride to Wirrnier «.r Rte l»
IMa Fri e,e Will snare eipen-c

l>od> NMtl*. ______—s4.iiSS"Frida>s and /or weekend.

« ,11 l»iane r.lfi •iV-.H or Uee M*^***,,

""STIDENT8 INTBHNATIONAl> of-

fers chartered jet »»«hts to > i»-

H*C in sprln« and FA' ROPE In aonv

ti.er For details call: Steve 519-133.

" B,1M •»""{.» 2-2^-5 9 11 12

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apt . Pnffton Vill Call

M<t-o«9l after 6 Friday.
Immediately. tf2-3

SERVICE-

WANTED
Cood used anawshoes Ala© aet af

weights Ca II 8-9833 or fi-981 8 J f2-14)

_
Guitar or piano entertainment

wanted. Call Jerry at 549-0848 from

3 p m. to 9 p m. tf2-3

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate "•nted -_,forn'"|»^

•pt In Amlterat Echo «•«»•"
Immediately*. Call anytime. John 2M-

8370. 11—?

I enisle roommate wanted taahare

S bedrm house In Nhrotir Own rm
Rent $35 mo. plus otllltlea .

Call

Tupp 8-2041 or 584-7472 after 6^

i.ooklna- for female roommate for

fonr bedroom ranch house, two mi.

from campus, transportation avail-

able If Interested. Call M»-67Mm.g

" Roommatea wanted M or F. Poff-

ton. own furnished room. Call 549-

3993.
,

i!_±
Female roommate wanted to ahare

apt. In Puffton VU,. approv. $80

monthly. Call Hharon 849-4)753.

vTailable to care for children or

for housework — either Mon. - Fn
lil II am. and Frl. afternoons, or

Mon - Tliurs. evenlmts. ( al

:, Hi-8929.

RIDERS WANTED
tf2 3

< oiniiiu.iny from Oranae Monda.'.

Wednesday, Friday, need a lift.

Hon. »n-344-fi832. tf2-3

INTERESTED PERSON

starting model airplane club --

R/t. C/L F> indoor. Call 253-200!

o r 549-1130 eveninlts. ___ tf.'-' l

REWARD $25.00
" For Informailon leadlna to the r^--

tum of trophies taken ''«""_ t
,

h "'

l.ourne house. Call Marcua Buckle>.

.V23«4). Er

PERSONAL
P_<nla Interested In starting move-

menT^r^RTmaey Cl.rk/prealden,
s

caU Bt«— Korta 323-7693. tf.-S

BOOKS

—We buy u»e4 boo— and record* —
White IJa-h* Book.. (In the tAJw^

Roommate wanted — Pu'" "
J.

1 "-

litce. Have own room. Call 040-

wio. tf5-9

Two roommatea wanted for house,

..\vn room $15 month plus utilities,

tome to 4 Darrel Ave, Granny.
tf? a

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1TELP WANTED

"lMM Rambler conv^.

lork. new front end
needs carb.
»w anow

Students - Husbands and Wlveaj
work part-time or full In yoor own
business In your own home. Eam-

CONSIDERING ALAS-A?
Accurate, comprehensive bro-

chure about opportunities In con-

struction, oil. fishing and can-

neries, others.

Send $2 00 cash or money order

JOBS 12* ALASKA
P.O. Box 1565

Anchorage, Alaska W501

Seminar on

Mind Control

and E.S.P.

ITM)

of loctursi/
SiWo Misd Control will bo conducting. • .poctol loriot

,.-is.r, on Na) con,cios. control ol on*', own aegaa wave.. Men
publication. a«-| ds.cribad bra.s w.v.i M • now .y»tom for kgajM

doioiopmsnt.

tta Wavs, atioci<t*d with

tact. Alpfi

mint jt • UnUitic pace.
Thoro ors lour principal br*inwa»ot: Ins -

•ho outor con'ciou. I.v.l. phy.ic.l .ctivity, an.i.ty. ton..oo otc Th. Alpha

W*. a.'cciatad with innarJovoU of mont.l acl.v.tv. tranquibty. in.p.ra-

Has iri tWty. conc.ntration. E S.» .
.cc.l.ralod h.alin, pr^mm. mmmn.

I.a-nino and many oth.r phonomona Tht Thota Wave, rolatod to dstpsr

"al of m.ditation. conc.ntration, and pot.ntial.y .von fMJmi**
and r.call capabiliti*. And finally th* OoH. Wa.o, a.«>c.at*d -.th d.op

(l**p *r total unconcioainoti. .

Mr*. Mind Control. u».ng Most.) E..rcii*. k.. .»cc*«lully tram.d

of individualt to turn tho Alpha Tkota War. on
, _

*ad off
thousand! o» inoiviouan >• mn »—» ----»—»—_ —
will and th.n pr.ctic. application, of thi, o.ct.nq n*w t.chn.qu. for

but • p*r«*n train*d with thit t.ch-d.v.lopinq a iup*rior way of lif.

Not only can you improvo IP
niqu. can ***Jy l.arn to control c.rtain area, of th. autonomic ,vit.-

^cludinq h.aHbeat. r..piration. body t*-p.r.t.r.
t

p..n. .tr Th. kwafi.

cation, of th„ kind of trainin, with r.qard. to h.alth and di.e.i. .r.

'

LEARN SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES
One. you ha». ma»t*r.d th. t.chniqu*. of Mind Control you can

Totally »•!« anytim* you d.tir., bani.h intomma, *"«'*ty. t.m.on. ha».

qr.al.r arti.tic ability; .nh.nc. your Lamino, capacity; ha., mor. ».tal,ty

and *n*rqy b* mor* tucc.uhjl is your butm.tt «nd p.nonal lit*; *lim.

nat* bad habit, and cr.at. qood habiti; control your wt.qht imokmq^

«tc impro». your i.lf-confid.nco *nd auuranc*; *liminat« t.an and

b.com* • truly happy, *f(.ctiv* p*r»on You'll l**rn t*chmqu.« to holp

.our lov.d on.t in dramatic and offsetiv* w»yt $*como a b.tt.r itud.nt.

par.nt. *mploye*-*mj*>loy*r; * mor* *ff*ctlv* prob!*m lolv.r. and much.

Our itud.nt, l*arn t.chniqu.i to bocomo mor* i*n,iti»* to the fool-

inq, and *motional *ttitud*» of oth*n To b*com* mor* intuitiv.. l.arn

to d.v.lop controlled £.$.». .nd cUirVoyanc* asd *».ry day pr«ctic*l

applicationt of th* »o-call*d Eitra Soni*l

AM.nd on* of th*i* ipocial »*minar« and l*ar« how Alpha-Th*t*

brain w*v* control ii b*ing ui.d "Th* «r**t*<t l**rninq conc.pt d.v.t.d

by mas."

DATE TIMK
Montluy. I>b. Mth 8 p.m

LOCATION
904 • 908 C.C

SUVA MIND CONTROL INTERNATIONAL

cPiHAY. FEBRUARV .... 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Gymnasts Face Penn State

In Important E.I.G.L. Meet
Trackmen At K.ofC.

B% MICHAELC1 SACK
Staff HeporVT

Penn State \ nivertit: will tx» the

site ol this afternoon's -lash bet

we< Eastern Intercollegiate

Cm; astics League p -vers Penn

State >nd l
T M- ,s ^ Bo I the Red-

mei ':id th<- Nittair Lions are

mui« ated this w • This

cru< • "• t nw-'i't will be»r 1 1 :io p n\

instead of the original] scheduled

date and time, w at.. Feb. •> at 8:00

p m The schedule wai lianged to

enable the UMasa-Peni St. meet to

becoi :• par' o: ;i spec il weekend

ol R mnasl at ' no state

ieatii mg i ie Rui n Cham
pionship Tean

II. I l M IS CO ch Erik

Kjei ensays 'We are going down

then todottie Hsrtj can The

potential is th- - stick with

Pent II the way dow the line, r

could be anybody s meet" This

war team il
; ht' strongest that

UMass gymnastics has ever

produced," m,( thev have not

i,..ii..M-dthei: full poteii'ial thus iar

thUseason n thej are to have any

chance of downing Gene Whet

gone Nittarr. Uoftt they must

surpass their best shov ng to date

, ,. h K> sen v ill go with

aim »t the same Uneup used to

iroui; e Syracuse I ni^ wrsity in the

Redmen's last outtng. The only

exception will be in tne long horse

vaulting event where freshman

Jay Thomsen will replao Bob

Henry, who sustained a broken

wrist' during the past week ol

practice.

Penn State coach Whettstone

who is also coach of thi- U.S

National Team, has a number ol

lineups he can use to tace the

Redmen In all probabiliU he will

use three established stars in the

alUround event; Bilh Mitchell.

Tom Dunn and Marshall AveOBf

the sophomore sensation who was

a member o: the World Game
Tean In the event that Dunn goe

as - specialist instead ol al all

around he will be replaced by

freshmanTim Kreust who shows a

promising future.

I vnn not only has a numl>er o!

outstanding all-around men. but ia

well staffed with specialists. Bob

KtH-nig will be trying to beat the

Redmen s Rick Riley on sidehorse.

as both i ompetitors are undefeated

this season.

Alter today's meet with Penn

State, the University of Pittsburg

will best the Redmen tomorrow at

3:00 p m Pittsburg coach Warren

Niger has some good gymnasts,

out will have trouble in putting up a

team that will be able to defeat the

Redmen Past scores this season

indicate that Li Mass should be

victorious in this meet, but

whether or not this will be the case

depends on bow well the Redmen

perlorm after ther encounter with

Penn
Pittsburg does have one out

standing gymnast, Lowell Meek

who is defending EIGL champion

in flow exercise Tt.t Redmen

n.,ve several outstanding floor ex

competitors, all Of wnom would

like to defeat Meek.

Mter these two meets the

Redmen return home to meet arui

rival Springfield College on Fri.,

Feb UatH 15 p.m. The meet will

be held in the Cage

ByEARLEBARROLL
Staff Reporter

Tomorrow night at Madison

Square Garden eight members of

the UMass track team will get a

taste of big time track when they

compete in the Knights of

( olumbus meet, one o; the most

prestigious indoor meets of the

season

The Redmen will be lielding two

rela\ teams ior this meet, the mile

an two-mile, and will be com-

peting against teams with calibre

not tound in the New England area.

In the mile relay, senior Jerry

Spellman, sophomore Steve

Levi an-! freshmen Miwe

Teasdate and Gene i lowiH be

i
Held against Virginia, Temple.

I- oidham and I ( onn

The two m.k relaj team o:

freshman John Maloney. and

seniors Ron Wa/m Paulson

^nd Dave Evans Is in whal coach

Ken O'Brien has termed a "loaded

heat
,

These lour will be lacing the

likes ol Colgate, which deieated

them last week a! Boston Garden-

NY I Seton Mall. Fordham
Maryland and nationally ranker

Villa nova
In this meet coach O'Brien is

looking lor improved times for

both teams, tor the younger run

ners like Teasdale, Costello and

Malooej to gain confidence iron

running againsi tough competitioi

and for both units to gam some son

Of eastern and possibly national

recognition Irom their per

[ormances
.«. meet ol this sort in which th«

Re Im •> will be up against national

competition prepares all the

runnei - involved ior the remaindei

ol the \"vv England brack season

Th< Redmen will continue then

drive to the New Englands ne\

Wednesday when the) travel t.>

Dartrnouthforadualmeet with the

Indians

.

ON THE AIR - WMUA (91.1

FM will cam tn I Mass-

Men,mack nockey uame live

tonight at 7:45. Hadhng the

broadcast will be Bruce Glazer.

Larrv Walsh and Roy Gustafson

SM-M1S

•«i is ,i»!Sfi".« ""o«.

GUEST
NIGHT

1.00
ran T*vt cut"

,; r,„ c .1 .. I'l *l«* '""
•' M-rl. :

Over vour

tlenltiin

literature?

^J'"--.*^^mM

x<mf
> are /

lifesavers
i

A..ys ,iv || v
<|P.|I>>' .
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Redmen Trounce 92-51
ByEARLEBARROLL

Staff! Reporter

Fashioning what could be called

a slow methodical killing, the

UMass basketball team trounced

[ona College, 92-51. last night

Let ore a crowd of 4000 at Curry

Hicks (ago Tin- win upped the

Redmen to 14-3 on the season with

the loss dropping lona to 8-6.

The tempo tor this game was

evident right from the start to keep

the Redmen from opening up and

in so doing keeping itself in the

contest

Well, as the score indicates, tnu

backfired as the Hodmen, with

some nift> outside shooting and

stingy defense ot its own. turned

the tables on the Gaels and moved

awaj slowly but surely in what had

to be the most lackadaisical tirst

halt oi the season to go into the

locker room at halftime on top. 38-

24

When the second half began it

was assumed that lona might pick

its ot tense up to try to get back into

the game But instead it reverted

to its first halt plan, the Redmen

kept the pressure on. and with

coach Jack Leaman shuffling his

players m and out of the line-up.

the Redmen pulled further away to

their convincing victory

In his now tamihar roll. Julius

Erving led all scorers with 29

points and also hauled down 17

rebounds many resulting in fast

breaks uith the end product easy

lav ups tor his mates

Tom McLaughlin furnished

himself another solid performance

with six points, five rebounds and

another tough defensive job

(Ml*!

Sp&tt*
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holding bis opponent to practically

nothing statistically.

Once again the backcourt duo of

John Betancourt and Mike

Pagliara proved themselves to be

still the most underrated back-

court in the region Pagliara had

one ot bis finest games scoring 10

points and assisting on seven other

hoops with Bentancourt hitting tor

four points and keeping his ad-

versary on offense out of the ac-

tion

In this game every Redman got

to see action and it was actually

these subs who opened up the final

margin With the chance to play

they shot the eves out of the basket

and were fairly tough off the board.

Bob Dempsey. Charlie Peters

and Rich Vogeley were the chief

culprits in the final undoing of the

Caels Dempsey had another in a

>tnng of fine performances with 8

points and a few crowd raising

breaks down the court

Peters had seven points in 11

minutes and Vogeley was perfect

on the night with four for four trom

the field and two for two from the

foul stripe for ten points.

For lona. Art Wiggins was the

standout with 18 points in his 40

minute stint Harry Hart and Joe

Mazzella also hit for double figures

with 11 and 12 points respectively.

SET SHOTS-On the evening the

Redmen hil 53.2% from the field

and 813% from the charity

stripe. ..In contrast lona could hit

tor only 30% from the floor and

7\% from the line CMass com-

mitted silly U fouls and bad a low-

turnover "total of 13... lona was

called on 22 foul violations and the

Redmen took advantage of this

trom the line Over the past three

garnet the Redmen have held their

opponents to an average of about

V2 points per game And don't

forget, Tuesday night at the Cage.

Boston College comes to do battle

with the Redmen Wednesday

night B C defeated Rhode Island.

86-80 Be there!

UMass F& F T

Erving 10

Co»»m 1

McL gl " (

B tanc t 2

Pagi ra S

Math, as

Peters 2

Dempsey 2

vog ly 4

Or*eley 1

Austin 1

Kesgen I

Totals 33 76

BOX

P
29

2

6

4

10

2

7

I

10

:

5

S

92

SCORE
lONA FG
Wiggins '

Qginn

Socria

Grmnon
Mart

Maria
Collins

Tongian
Riches

Galiick

Coste to

Carolen

FT
4

2

I

Totals 20 11

p
II

4

2

11

12

2

2

SI

Frosh Romp Too, 1 01 -56

ByFREDROSENTHAL
Staff Reporter

The Little Redman basketball

team jumped out to a 9-2 lead in the

tirst five minutes and were never

headed as they raced to a 101-36

victory over Chamberlayne Junior

College in the Cage last night The

*in boosted CMass' record to 10-1

Al Skinner opened the scoring for

the CMass frosh with a free throw,

and then Kick Pitino fed John

Olson and Skinner for two more

baskets « ' Mass took a quick 3-0

lead at IT M Steve Brown put

Chamberlayne Junior College on

the scorebo rd with a short jumper

at li:M
But the Uttli Redmen were just

warming U 'Her the next eight

minutes thev outscored Cham

berlavneJ. "r. 21-7. to take a 26-9

lead at 8 Pete Trow and Art

Levine each scored six points

stretch with Pitino

VCral assists At 12:55

tjuard drove into the

sed off to his right to

tier faked inside and

niickly toward the

during this

collecting ••

the flash> i

key and pi

Skinner

then spu

baseline where he found the basket

unguarded Two points

CMass continued to pour it on for

the rest of the half and at the in

termission they held a solid thirty

point edge. 31-21.

The onlv suspense in the second

half came at the end of the game

when the CMass frosh started to

close in on the 100 point mark

With 29 seconds to go and CMass

leading 97 34 Chamberlayne Junior

College had the ball Reserve

guard Larrv Heron stole a pass at

midcourt and dribbled toward the

basket He missed the layup but

was fouled The 61 guard calmly

sank two free throws to make the

score 99 r>4

After Chamberlayne Junior

College scored its last basket with

seven seconds left. Dennis McHugh

started upcourt for the Little

Redmen With one second left he

was fouled bv Brown As the crowd

went wild McHugh sank both ends

of a one-and one tomake the final

score. 101-36.

DOUBLE DRIBBLESFor the

first nine minutes of the game

Chamberlavne's only offense was

6' 3 forward Steve Brown Brown

scored all of thie first nine point-

l l Mass' scoring was acain well

balanced with six players. Skinner,

Olson. Levine.Pitino, Trow, and

McHugh hitting double figures

Pitino also hit double figures in

assists with 10...UMass' second

unit outhit on seven of eleven from

the field Chamberlayne Junior

College was called for three

technical fouls. Two were for

hitting the backboard and the other

was called on coach Jim

Power Al Skinner led all

rebounders with 16

BOX SCORE
Chamberlayne

WHATEVER GOBI IP CMass star Julius Erving (321
i

teaches

|„„a s Bernie Such. (55. a little lesson in physics as he block, one «f

the many shots he stuffed in the Redmens 9251 romp over the Gaels.

(MOC photo by Gary Slickman)

Pucksters Hit Road
For Crucial Tests

, , i ^ n

UMass
Player

S* 'finer

O son

Tro*
Pitino

Heron 1

McHugh 2

McMon 1

Brown 3

BOvlPS <

G F

5

«

Jjn.or

Piav*r

Witty

Smalls

ryvtcnell

Guo,l>a

Noel

Brown
. ,,,,. I

Carlson I

Elliott I

More*
jetterson I

Coe

& F P

2 4

1 13

2 •

10

4 10

7 4

2

7

1

1 1

Total 33 3S 101 Total 77 13 S6

ByBRONASIMON
Staff Reporter

Merrimack and Bowdoin hold

the key to the CMass hockey

team's quest for a Division II

playoff berth this weekend, as the

Redmen's tight schedule sends

them to North Andover for

tonight's match against

Merrimack, starting at 8 p.m . and

to Brunswick, Maine tomorrow for

a game against Bowdoin. with

face-off time at 4 p.m
Coach Jack Canniff expressed

the importance of this series, "All

three teams are trying to get into

the playoffs Merrimack is tough;

Bowdoin Both teams have great

SpU > MJH.IS.tY «/«»•-

Catamounts Bring Back OT Memories
4*k _ __ - .>..!,„. I Ka cAocrtn a SI

ByEARLEBARROLL
Staff Reporter

Way back in the first week of

December an out manned
University of Vermont basketball

team put a scare into the UMass

hoopmen by taking them into

overtime before falling to defeat.

Tomorrow night these same
« .((amounts come to Curry Hicks

Cage to do battle once again with

the Redmen with tap- off set for

7:30

What Vermont has lacked in

ability it has made up for with

discipline on offense and a rather

wild, scrambling, board crashing

defense Vermont head coach Art

Locllt has been cited many times

.is one of the top hoop mentors in

New England and he always has

his team ready to play

The Catamounts were certainly

readv to play in early December

and tomorrow night should be no

different They come into this

contest with a record of 6 wins and

8 defeats and they realize that a big

upset over the Redmen would

make the season a success

regardless of their final record.

The Catamounts have a starting

five of Ray Ortiz and Jim Ducey at

the guards, Mark Miller a center,

and Tom Clay and Richard Trela

at forwards

Miller is one of the top reboun

ders in New England and also

scores well from inside In the first

contest he was very instrumental

in getting the ball off the boards on

both ends of the court and con

tributed 16 points offensively.

Clav and Trela scored 11 and 10

points in the first contest Clay is

the captain of the team and is a

smooth performer from his corner

position Alternating with the two

at forward will be 69 John Deibert

who scored 13 points and pulled

down six rebounds in the game at

Burlington.

CMass will counter with the

same starting live that crashed

lona last night That means the

starters will be John Betancourt.

Mike I'.igliara. Julius Erving,

Chris Coffin and Tom McLaughlin

depth and good balance
"

Presently in Division II stan

dings. Vermont is leading, with

Bowdoin, CMass. and Merrimack

bunched together in second, third

and fourth places Each of the

three have lost only one Division II

game.
.

"Both Merrimack and Bowdoin

have such depth.'
1 explained

Canniff. that it's hard to pick out

any single star players that we

have to mainly concern ourselves

with. We're concerned with their

whole squads
"

Last year at Orr Rink the

Redmen split against these two

teams, beating Merrimack, 4-3.

and losing to Bowdoin. 2-0.

Canniff sees no changes in his

starting line: P.J Flaherty at goal.

Brian Sullivan and Don Lowe on

defense, and the front line of

Dennis Grabowski. Lonnie Avery,

and Mike Waldron

"We have to rebound from

Saturday's loss against Colby." the

coach emphasized "This weekend

will be a great test on our position

in the Division, and on our

stamina, where we have to travel

to Maine after tonight's game, and

be able to drive against Bowdoin

tomorrow afternoon."

The game against Men-mack

tonight will be broadcast on

WMUA, air time at 7 45 p m.

Sports Notices

BOWLING The Bo>den
bowling alleys will be open this

weekend during the following

hours: Friday, 4:30 to 10:30

p.m,, and Saturday, from 4:00 to

10:30 p.m
VOLLKVBALL-Anyone in-

terested in officiating in-

tramural volleyball please sign

up in room 213 Boyden

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Hl|f flaflflarlTitjrtttf

^ Wm ^J A 'MI AMD RfSPONSIBLE ~ "«SS

Weather:
Cold, snow, rain, clouds,

hail and mud.
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Bulletin

S. Viet Troops Invade Laos

Seepage three

~XSsvzzsx*z****^^

Nigerian Official

Explains Program

As Mills Art Show

Opens On Campus

See page three

... . ,h, sh.,» sponsored hs H.e Black Cultural !>»>« in Mills House. The Nigerian

VB&Z&BZ!******^^
SCCSsCCiSSSS*55****5®*2****

iZggZg&ZZ&tS&Z^^
^gv^g^gg^fe^^gaigg^ssssg&a^^s^^i^v^^

Blacks Meet On Drug Abuse Today
1

Story on page ten
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Best Joins Students In Fight For His Job
•^

- —» —

*

\i;hir»h is whv the nc

By ANNE GURNETT
Staff Reporter

Economics Professor Michael

Best joined the ranks of his own

students yesterday, as he spoke

out against his departmental

colleagues who failed to renew

his teaching contract.

Best, who has been teaching

for three semesters, was notified

recently that his teaching

contract was a terminal one, to

end next year. This an-

nouncement caused confusion

among the students whom he

taught, many of whom felt that

he made his lectures more

relevant to today than most

University faculty

Best cited three underlying

reasons for his dismissal:

1. 'the nature of headships;"

the fact that the power in the

Economics Dept is con-

it-ntrated in one person, ap-

pointed from an administrative

rather than a scholarly angle.

2 the role that the faculty

plays in the University eom-

munitv; as Best defines it, the

responsibility of the faculty to

motivate the student, using

relevant curricula and ap-

proach;

3. within Economics, there is a

conflict over scope and methods

of analysis - also, within the

entire area of Social Studies,

extreme compartmentalization

of disciplines, i.e., Economics,

Sociology, and Political Science

has left hanging some of today's

most basic problems, none of

which are claimed by scholars in

any of the former categories

The Economics Dept. gave as

the reason for Best's dismissal

"insufficient creative resear-

ch-
Countered Best, T was not

aware that it was essential for

me to publish in my first year.

Instead, I concentrated on

developing a teaching style

which would bring to my
students a practical awareness

of the uses and applications of

Economics I personally feel

that I don't have the time to

engage in research of the

Michael Best

traditional 1930-50 economic

type which I don't believe to be

compatible with the nature of

the University.

Of the nature of the Univer-

sity, Best said "1 see a new

University community,
presently in "initial stages but, if

the University is to survive as an

institution, a new faculty must

evolve, as have new students,

with roles different from those of

today. I feel I am one of this new

breed of faculty, and, pompous

as it may sound, it is the men of

my genre who are going to be the

professors of tomorrow. Un-

fortunately, now me and mine

must suffer."

"There is a tendency in the

Economics Dept. today to deal

with problems in a strictly

theoretical, mathematical
sense, " Best continued. "There

is a lack of understanding of

today's problems and the new

methods of analysis required to

solve them."
When work is done on new

methods of analysis too long

neglected, developing new

"conceptual frameworks," it is

a difficult but necessary task, he

said. In terms of the reward

system for a new faculty

member, this type of research is

not as profitable as is the old.

traditional method of analysis,

which is why the new methods

have taken so long to develop, he

continued.

"Now that they are ready to be

adopted, the old school

economists are afraid to use the

new methods, and face the true

problem of today. This is,

basically, why I am out of a

job," Best said.

There is a group of students

who are circulating a petition in

the hopes that public opinion

might keep Best a faculty

member for a little while longer

until he proves his absolute

worth to the Economics Dept. of

this University. Best expressed

thanks for their efforts but

added, "I myself will remain

and try to do all I can in my own
defense. However, I hold out

little hope that either I or the

petition can do anything in the

face of such opposition."

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1*70/71 $1*11$

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

TUSS., Mi. » » WED., FEB. 10 — • P.M.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIA
Leon Kirchner, Conducting

Murray Perahia, Piano Soloist

V J
.

r- *
n.P \\ \\ l-While most people just eat in the Hatch, last Thursday it uas more than just a land-

mark .« hungrj EZ^. i 5* Steve ..ones defeated sixteen challengers ,n a chess marathon.

tMDC |>li»l» l>> st,*\e Schmidt*.

WEDNESDAY, FE». 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet

as? ass? &sr»»*srtzJrjmi
Joseph Tal

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Chaikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminol". February 18 & 20 — 8 P.M.

New York in Progress, February 19 — r.wi.

Daily Workshops. Master Clares and Lecture Demonsim-

lions open without charge to ticket-holders.

Girls ! Remember the

l

?
Good Ole Days i

Sliding, cocoa, hot fire, laughter! All in one

night - come to Lambda Delta Phi dressed

warm, with a tray (if you have one) and ready

for fun 7:00 Mon., Feb. 8.

Call 549-1219 for a ride

389 N. Pleasant

For complete ticket informotian:

Fine Artt Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

(or Bowker one hoar before event)

9tp flisairlpiflrtti Bailg (Bolltfttan

OM.ce of -he DA,L v COLLEG.AN are on me second floor of the Student Un.oo on

Jun.erv.v ca~puv i.p code 0,002 Phones are HMSSI .news). S<5 0344

(ioorfs). and S49 Mil (editor

I

Lond Cass postage paid at »*««, the DA.LY COLLEGE publishes ,.v.

JZ weekly Monday through Fnd.v during the academic year except durmg

vaCat,on and exam periods, IM. or four „mes a weeK ....en. a vacation or

I!am oenod or when a honday fails *.*«. a wee. Accepted for mamng under the

iJor fy oTtne act of March .. ,.„ as amended by the ac, o, ,une U, ,943 Sub

sc r iption rates are *7 50 per semester. IM 00 per year

Education Undergrads

SNEA Offers Free to Members

$100,000 liability teaching insurance

Periodicals containing Ed info

Senior Handbook (Mass. School info)

PLUS MANY MORE BENEFITS

First Meeting 7:00 P.M.

MONDAY, FEB. 8th

Ed Auditiorium

Chess Champ
Swamps 22

In Big Match
By MAX1NE FORWARD

Staff Reporter

Twenty-two persons played

chess last week, sixteen of them

won. three lost and three tied. All

of them played in the Hatch

Thursday night and all of them

went away at least slightly

bewildered by a guy named Steven

Jones, who is a United States Chess

Foundation Master

The players set up their boards

and Jones traveled from game to

game, moving a pawn here and a

bishop there When everything was

over only UMass Sophomore

Robert Corwin. Grad Student Alan

Serteman and Amherst College

Professor Peter Marshall had

outsmarted Jones. Junior Mark

Ordung. Senior Ray Gaudette and

;. Deerfield Academy student, Sam

Wardhall, managed to tie the chess

champ
Spokesmen for USCF say that

the most interesting game was the

one between Jones and Gaudette,

which went down to the wire. As

the contest finally ended, only a

couple of kings and a pawn were

left on the board.

Chess Club members at UMass
play with each other each Thur

sday night in the Campus Center,

room 811, from 7:00 until midnight,

and would welcome other students.

MDC Classifieds

S. Viets Move Into Laos
SAIGON i API -President Nguyen Van Thieu an-

nounced Monday that South Vietnamese forces have

entered southern Laos to attack North Vietnamese

bases along the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

The South Vietnamese embassy quoted President

Nguyen Van Thieu as saying a number of troops

jumped off against the "supply and infiltration net-

work of the Communist North Vietnamese in Laos."

The statement called the invasion a limited

operation to cut off Communist supply lines from the

north.

Thieu said the invasion is not an expansion of the

war but "an action taken to help end the war in

Vietnam and restore peace in this part of the world.*'

The South Vietnamese president said it is known

throughout the world that North Vietnamese built the

Ho Chi Minh Trail to move into the south weapons,

soldiers and military material.

They have established in that part of the Laotian

territory vast military and logistic bases in order to

wage the war of aggression against the Republican of

Vietnam,'' Thieu stated.

Tf this situation is allowed to continue, the North

Vietnamese Communists will stubbornly go on with

their war of agression against the Republic of Viet-

nam. Laos and the Khmer Republic.'' he said.

The embassv statement made no mention of U.S.

support of the "invasion. However. U.S. officials have

said repeatedly no Americans would cross into Laos.

but that unlimited U.S. airpower would be available

anywhere in Indochina to protect withdrawing GIs.

"This is not an act of aggression of the Republic of

Vietnam against the friendly nation of Laos," the

statement said. "On the contrary, this is an action

designed to stop the North Vietnamese Communists

from expanding and perpetuating their aggressive

potential."

Thieu, in a "message to the Vietnamese people,

soldiers and cadres,'' said the attack is against

Communist bases along the Vietnam Laos border in

Military Region 1.

U.S. and South Vietnamese troops began massing

along the border Jan. 30, in an operation on which the

U.S. Command in Saigon imposed a news black out.

The blackout was lifted last Thursday morning and

U.S. officials said the operation had not ended.

There was general speculation during the blackout

period that South Vietnamese forces were poised for

an invasion of Laos to interrupt Communist

movement along the Ho Chi Minh Trial.

Thieu, in his statement, said South Vietnam

"always respects the independence, neutrality and

sovereignty of the King of Laos. I also solemnly

confirm that the Republic of Vietnam does not en-

tertain any territorial anbitions whatsoever con-

cerning the territorial integrity of Laos, nor do we

ever seek to interfere in the internal politics of the

Kingdom of Laos.

Nigerian Speaker Helps Open

Mills House Art Festival
By DEBBIEFLAHERTY

Staff Reporter

Nigeria is currently undertaking

a three faced program for the

assimilation of the Eastern

province, according to Michael

Ononiaye. chief economic officer of

the Nigerian delegation in

Washington, D C
These achievements. " he said,

are not as publici/ed as the fic-

tions published during the war"
Ononiaye spoke at press

conference in the student Union

yesterday in place of the originally

scheduled Nigerian ambassador

who was unable to attend due to

illness

The economic office iong with

JO Oche. cultural atl -he. ..'re

on campus yesterday for the

opening*)! an \hibition of African

arts and craft! at Mills House

Black Cultural Centery which runs

all month
Programs •mJertaken by the

Nige ...i government include those

lor the relief, can <>t the poor,

rehabilitation, and resettlement of

the people He pointed out

however, that much still remains

to Ih> done

Hatch Host

To Scrolls'

Whist Party

162 persons played whist in the

Union last night, in the back of the

Hatch. Some of them won, some of

them lost, it's a natural thing,

according to Scrolls president

Wanda Breedlove.

A door prize of four tickets to the

Campus Cinema was won by team

29: Rob Willington and Ken Canty.

The tournament was played in

three rounds; 75% of the players

went out in the first round. A series

of elimination rounds brought the

number of contestants down to

eight people. First prize of 25

dollars was still unawarded as of

late last night. Second prize was

slated to be 15 dollars, third prize

was five dollars.

The programs, he said, are

keeping with an attitude that

Nigeria must provide the condition

and atmosphere for everyone in

the country to fulfill their poten-

tials.

Nigerians are the best keepers

ot Nigeria." the economic officer

claimed. The nation is applying

everything it has to be right by its

own people, he continued.

Ononiaye welcomed the op-

portunity to speak on campus
saving ihat they are "not often

allowed to give the Nigerian point

oi \ lew

The picture of Nigeria portrayed

b\ news media in the United States

Informal Smoker 7 p.m.

PHI SIGMA DELTA

358 No. Pleasant Street

Comer Of Pearlnf ;m<l North Pleasant St.

Call lor Rides 545-0192

Astros Call For
End To Viet War

SPACE CENTER, Houston (API -Heading back from the moon, the

Apollo 14 astronauts conducted science experiments Sunday and ex-

pressed the hope that the space program might contribute to peace on

earth

"We're reminded as we look at that shimmering crescent that is ear-

th
" said Apollo 14 commander Alan B. Shepard in a telecast to Mission

Control "that we still have fighting there. We are reminded that some

men who have gone to Vietnam have not returned and that some are still

being held there as prisoners of war.

"It is our wish tonight that we can in some way contribute through our

space program to better understanding and peace throughout the world.

The astronaut made the comments at the end of a telecast, which was

not broadcasted live nationally, in which he, Stuart A. Roosa and Edgar

Mitchell demonstrated manufacturing techniques which they said "could

benefit all the peoples of the world."
. . -

These techniques hopefully will be able to use the weightlessness of

space to produce cast metals, medical vaccines and electronic crystals ot

purity higher than possible on earth.

Several of the experiments worked as predicted. Small bits of metals

were cast in a kind of smaU blacksmith shop in space and electronic

crystals were formed. ,

The astronauts spent most of Sunday relaxing from their lunar ad-

venture as their space craft sailed ever closer to earth. Mission Control

allowed the spacemen to sleep 10 hours and they woke up reporting they

felt "really fireat
"

•We're all in excellent shape, "said Mitchell, the first to awaken. "Tell

the flight surgeon to sit back in lis chair and have a cup of coffee^

Everything's fine." Mitchell, She ird and Roosa began stirring around

in the spacecraft about 11 a.m. EST. Mission Control had let them sleep

late because of their long work day-almost 24 hours-on Saturday.

During the demonstration, Roosa narrated some experiments which

showed how weightlessness overcomes some of the manufacturing

problems caused by the gravity of earth.

is often "not just unfair, but

grossly incorrect," he said in

response to a question

Speaking on the Nigerian oil

supply. Ononiaye said that

Nigeria, which produces 1.5 million

barrells of crude oil a day. is the

tenth largest producer of crude oil

in the world Its oil has the lowest

sulphur supply in the world, he

said.

Nigeria opposes the British sale

of arms to Africa. Ononiaye said in

response to another question. "We
hope and pray that everyone will

follow the path of reason and

ret use to sell -rtns to South

Africa
"

WEIGHT
WATCHERS

MDC Classifieds

<2? o

\ ASTROLOGY
1 **

>

>

A 12 WEEK DISCUSSION SERIES

register at the introductory meeting
s?

Wednesday, February 10

at 7:00 P.M.

in C C. 165 &f <

<%

NEW MEMBERS ACCEPTED AT ALL TIMES

AMHERST
VF.W.

457 Mam Street

Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Call 732 6613 *3.50 Registration - $2.50 Weekly

You may join any class at any time.

You can start losing today...

theWEIGHT WATCHERS way.

Sponsored by C. C Program Council

CORRECTION
SIGMA DELTA TAU

CHANGE IN RUSH SCHEDULE

TUES., FEB. 9 _ HAWAIIAN LUAU
WED., FEB 10 — VALENTINE'S PARTY

ALL WELCOME
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In The Nation And The World

US. Bombs Allies,

Calls It A Mistake

vSmeselSops massed for a possible drive into Laos, kllhng s,x

and wounding 51 field reports said Sunday.

The accfdent marred a claim by South Vietnamese headquarters

ofl second major success over North Vietnamese troops in a drive

with
^ American combat air support through eastern'Cambodia

Sldauarters claimed 119 North Vietnamese were killed wi h the

help I

i

S^helicopter gunships near the Chup rubber plantation

for a two dav toll of 210 enemy dead.
.

A US Command spokesman said the bombing accident is under

in

wUnSses
n

said the U.S. fighter bomber apparently «J«*vingtO

auack No th Vietnamese positions on the Laotian side of the border

She duster bomb dropped prematurely on the forward positions

^^X^^S^SAcZwry unit on the Laotian bord j.

The accident occurred about dusk Saturday as the South et-

namese troops were preparing their night b.vouatS«je of the

bomblets hit an armored ammunition carrier loaded uith shells

and other explosives, triggering night long blasts

The South Vietnamese airborne division involved is part ot a

20OQ nian task force awaiting word whether to enter Laos ,n an

effort to cut North Vietnam's supply network.
V .v«n-Q

The -go or no go" decision is said to be President Nixon s.

because such an operation would require massive US air support.

Some South Vietnam*** reconnaissance units have crossed the

frontier according to reports, but Saigon headquarters continued

to denv Sunday the presence of any of its forces m Laos.
Reports of South Vietnamese troops and convoys jamming H gh-

wa> toward Laos during the past 24 hours increased speculation

that a thrust into Laos was near. Despite rain and low clouds. UA
helicopters flew 742 troop lift missions, many for the South V let

™™
major fighting has been reported in the operation code

named Dewev Cam-on IL since it began under tight security Jarv

Although some U.S. units have come under rocket and mortar

aU
The

k

U S. Command said its casualties from combat were one

killed and seven wounded, and a spokesman said four othir

Americans among the 9.000 taking part have^diec fronrinon ho.lite

causes, including accidents. Enemy combat losses were put at 29

k,

s?utnV,etn:mrh
r

e1dquarters has put a news embargo on its

segment of the operation and has made no announcements.

News Happens Fast

Report It

Call 545-2550 ,_

Mon , Feb. 8th — Tues , Feb. 9th — Wed., Feb. 10th

7 ond 9 P.M. — S.U. Bollroom

> red by S U Program Council and Ski Club

movie: i
NO THE FIRST- JVST THE BEST.
^fc, M * I" H no. th. fir*, ski m.v„. W% h* Ih« b.it I» .* .KCf.ng

.„, . ,ol wIlNMfl "Ski HM Oo.t l-m.., ond Th, Mo.b.us

flip
"
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s To Weigh Ban
On U.S.-China Travel
^^ *"—•

„. . _ ^ i i i „ u„«, ........ i irv nf state that "t

WASHINGTON (AP> -Secretary

of State William P. Rogers must

decide soon whether to lift

restrictions on travel by

Americans to Communist Asia and

Cuba and he's getting conflicting

advice.

Manv advisers think Rogers

should" at least lift the long stan-

ding ban on travel to Red China

Others want the embargo con-

tinued as is. Still others favor

keeping onlv North Vietnam and

Cuba off limits to U.S. travelers.

Rogers must decide by March 15

because. under present

regulations, the restrictions will

expire then if he does not act to

keep them in effect The Nixon

administration has been extending

the ban six months at a time since

it took office.

The official travel restraints

actuallv are more symbolic than

real. U"s courts have struck down

government attempts to enforce

them, and American dissidents

have been going to Cuba. North

Vietnam and elsewhere in defiance

of the State Department policy.

And the Communist countries

which have been keeping

Americans out are unlikely sud-

The State Department long has

granted special permission to such

persons as newsmen and scholars

to go to Red China, for instance,

but Peking has admitted very few.

Still, the symbolic significance of

the State Department's off limits

rules is such that Rogers would

make no change without White

House approval.

Passports issued now to

secretary of state that "travel to,

in or through the following coun-

tries and areas is restricted: Cuba,

Mainland China, North Korea.

North Vietnam."

Some senior State Department

officials say the entire restriction

should be lifted because it is

unenforceable, and U.S. citizens

basically should have freedom to

travel where they choose.

Jungle Trail Seen

Likely Laotian Target
SAIGON (APi-The most probable target for any South Vietnamese

invasion of Laos is a jungle region known on allied intelligence maps as

Base Area 004 .

Seventy-five miles south of the northern terminus of the Ho Chi Minn

Trail at the Mu Gia Pass, Base Area 604 is one of several major supply

•choke points'' on the network that winds 300 miles southward into

Cambodia and South Vietnam

The biggest town in the area is Sepone. also called Tchepone. which

straddles Highwav 9, about 30 miles west of the Laos-Vietnam frontier

where a massive buildup of allied forces has been underway for a week.

The Ho Chi Minh Trail once was likened by Gen. Creighton V\ Abrams.

the U.S. commander in Vietnam, to "a giant serpent that swallowed a

P1

As infusions of fresh military supplies are made into the northern end

at Mu Gia and other mountain passes on the North Vietnamese Laos

denly to open their doors to U.S. border, thev move southward in large clusters-by truck convey, bicycle

citizens even if the secretary of and on foot-from one base area, or "choke point," to another

state were to lift U.S. restric- The supply flow, sources say. is managed by a division sized Norm

turns tV%
Vietnamese"army unit known as Group 559.

Amencans carry notice from the
(

mmm______————

—

MDC Elections

All All Staffers Must Attend

Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.

Bristol Room, Student Union
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FINDING LIFE DULL?
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR ENVIRONMENT

with DEEP COLOR Latex Points

only $2.75 per quart, $8 per gallon ot

SHUMWAY'S
PAINT & WALLPAPER STORE ^^.^

320 College St
256-6753

Open daily 8 o m -6pm, Thurs. • Fri
.

til 8 p
.

m

.
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WANTED
All Sfniors to Sign Up for Index Portraits

rSNOI TH! ;OFFIC
MAKI-;

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS __ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St. 10 Brood St

rfhorrrv Wesrfti
.

Residence Key To Voting Eligibility
I'Mass students' attorney and General

Council Richard M. Howland told WHYN
news last week that the problems

surrounding student voter registration in

the town of Amherst are "a symptom of a

much larger issue that has been in

existence since the advent of our highly

mobile society."

Here is the text of what Howland said:

"De facto disenfranchisement occurs

time and again when families move from

place to place. The most mobile group is

also probably the youngest - the student,

the junior professor, the junior executive,

men and women in the migratory in-

dustries, servicemen, to cite a few.

"The lowering of the voting age sud-

denly swept a vast number of this mobile

group into the electorate. The problem of

many millions of people became glaringly

visible. The real question that Amherst

faces, along with the Commonwealth and

the nation, is what a voting residence is.

"Clearly the criteria, whatever it finally

is, should be simple, direct and clear. No

Registrar should be placed in the position

the Amherst Town Clerk now finds herself,

of establishing the criteria for the im-

portant right of registering to vote. Ob-

viously, if the question is left to each Town

Clerk, there will be differences that may

result in preventing a person who ought to

be qualified from voting.

"The present controversy also involves

such a resultant problem. When a student

leaves home for college and university he

simply does not intend to return home for

the purpose of living his life. Visit, yes, but

permanently, no. Obviously some students

may intend to return home, and they

should be permitted to vote there if they

wish.

"The majority of students intend to go on

to someplace else after graduation, but as

much as any professor, junior executive,

or other apparently acceptable voter, the

student intends to live in the community

where he attends school a vast majority of

the time prior to graduation. It is there

that he spends his money (indeed

education is the industry of the Pioneer

Valley), rents his dwelling (dormitory or

apartment or house), contributes to taxes

directly and indirectly, occasionally gets

arrested, thrown in jail and tried by the

District Attorney. The issue isn't where a

voter's money comes from, but where he

spends it. A student, who chooses to

inquire, will discover that that place he is

most concerned about is the community

where his college or university is located.

After all, a University is a student's home.

"I cannot think that a thoughtful person

can support the idea that the particular

four walls in which a responsible in-

dividual lives affects his ability to vote. A

dormitory is simply a rather poor and

inefficient apartment house. The crux of

the question of voting is where you live, not

what you live in.

"I think that the towns of the Com-

monwealth should reverse their resistance

and welcome young people to their rolls. If

the student states that this town, any town,

in which he spends nine or more months

annually is the intellectual home of his

choice, it should be flattered.

"I further believe that the traditional

tests of change of domicile have been

legally met: the student has physically left

his parents' house, he doesn't intend to

permanently return, he intends to stay

where he has arrived. What stronger test

of intent can there be than a person's

personal statement of desire to live and

participate in the local affairs of a par-

ticular town.

"As a matter of fact, according to the

Amherst Record yesterday, two UMass

students who are registered to vote have

placed an Article on the Town Meeting

Warrant to inquire into the University's

relationship and contribution to the

lowering of the local taxes That seems

responsible and community- oriented to

me."

Discussion Series To Preview

With Talk On Natal Astrology

The subject of Natal Astrology

will be the topic of a weekly

discussion series that will be of-

fered this semester. The lectures

will be presented by Mr. Fred

Boyajian of Amherst, a graduate of

UMass in a weekly series of 12

weeks duration. These lectures

"Focus" Spotlights

On Drug Busts

Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA'S
Focus" program will probe

circumstances surrounding recent

"drug-busts'' by police at Amherst

College and UMass, and in Nor-

thampton and Sunderland.

The Amherst College raid took

place at an Amherst fraternity

around 11 P.M. January 12th, and

resulted in the arrest of several

students, mostly blacks. The raids

at the University and apartments

in Northampton and Sunderland

occurred early Thursday morning,

February 4th. According to a news

story in Friday's Daily Collegian,

"a total of 10 people were arrested

in Pierpont. Washington, and

MacKimmie Dorms ' Thursday

morning "in a series of raids in-

volving 21 University Policemen

and 6 State Troopers, acting in four

teams, each led by a University

Police Sergeant."

University students arrested

after the raids have been

unavailable for comment, but

Amherst student Shelton Joyner

has agreed to appear on WMUA to

discuss the implications of the

Amherst College "bust" with

"Focus" moderator Ken
Mosakowski.
Victims of the drug raids at

Amherst, UMass, Northampton,

and Sunderland, and any other

concerned parties, are invited to

call in their comments tonight at

545-2425 or 545-2876.

are designed on an introductory

level to clear up some of the

mysteries and misconceptions of a

subject which dates back over 4000

years as one of man's oldest

sciences. Astrology does not at-

tempt to stand by itself, but rather

to present a complete picture of the

universe which integrally ties in

astronomy, math, physics, biology,

philosophy, & theology.

Astrology studies the correlation

between human experience and

behavior to extra-terrestrial

events. It attempts to demonstrate

that man's heredity and en-

vironment have a much broader

foundation in the solar system. It

provides many logical reasons for

the individual differences in

human feeling and action beyond

the realms of psychology; e.g..

Why do two people have a similar

laugh? Why are more twins born

under the sign of Gemini than

under any other sign*' Why are

more crimes of passion committed

on days of the full moon?
The lectures will include an

outline of the history of astrology,

its current practice, theory, and

applications; the study of the

Zodiac, signs, planets, houses, and

aspects; the calculation of birth

charts; and the fundamentals of

interpreting selected charts

This series will begin on Wed-

nesday, Feb. 10 at 7 00 p.m. in

room 165 of the Campus Center.

Any interested students may
register for the series at the in-

troductory meeting. This program

is being sponsored by the Campus
Center Program Council.

Physics Colloquium Thursday

To Feature Berkeley Prof.

The next Physics and Astronomy Colloquium speaker at UMass will be

Dr David Rank of the University of California at Berkeley, lecturing on

High Resolution Spectroscopy in the Eight and Thirteen Micron Win

dow" Thursday, Feb. 11 at 4 :30 pm. in Hasbrouck 126

Tea at 4 p m in Hasbrouck will precede the lecture The program is

sponsored by the physics and astronomy department and is open to all

interested persons.

Do you wont o cold stay in Bermuda,

or a hot time in NASSAU?

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE

Inexpensive, luxurious accommodations and

the Flaggler Inn, also available.

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

-Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty,

members of their iimmediate families —
Routing Deports

Boston/Nassau/ Boston 3/19

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

5-10 p.m. Steve, 549-1357; or Brian,

10 am. - 5 p.m. Students International (617)

meals at

Staff and

Returns

3/26

549-3963

536-7863

SIGMA KAPPA
presents

Sigma -pore Fling

Oriental Night Club
FLOOR SHOW!

Tomorrow Night

February 9, 1971 — 7:30 P.M.

N.i reservations necessary

Control Your

Own Life!

Be an individual! We offer a unique, personal

life style unequalled anywhere else. (As far as

we know, but we're open to suggestion.)

Today we're calling ourselves Phi Sigma

Kappa and we open our mail at 510 North

Pleasant St. Stop down for one of our smokers

and see what Greek life is like.

OSK
Monday, Feb. 8th 8:30 P.M.

Wednesday, Feb. 10th 6:30 P.M.

N.I.T. Films will be shown

Applications for winter Olympics

and snow sculpture contest are

due back at RSO by 5 P.M., Feb. 15

CALENDARS
Organizations wishing to hove their event appear on the

Campus Center, Program Council Calendor, in March, please submit

your event, in writing, to the Campus Center Program Council Office,

Rm. 101 Student Activities Area, or mail to Program Council, RSO.

316, Campus Center.

Deadline on submissions is February 12.
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W \smngton - Everyone seems to have his own

theory as to how we can get out of Vietnam. Many

critics are quest miming President Nixon's strategy ot

winding down the war by enlarging it.

Prof Heinrich Applebaum. who works at the in-

stitute tor .he Study of Undeclared Wars, has been

highlj skeptical of the Presidents secret plan I
.» get us

out of Vietnam

"Nixon's big mistake," said Applebaum. is that

he's withdrawing the wrong troops
"

•1 don't understand,
-

'

1 said

•He is pulling out an average ot 3.000 ground

combat troops a week. That sounds good on paper.

BUI the men he is withdrawing are lighting men.

'What's wrong with that"''

The professor went to his blackboard. We know

that tor everv American fighting man in \ietnam

there are nine men to support him behind
I
the hnes^

These include soldiers who work in the PX. the Of-

ficers' elubs. the supply depots, special services, and

the post ottices.plus cooks, chaplains' assistants and

public information specialists.

"

Applebaum wrote on the blackboard For each

fighting CI the President pulls out. he leaves^behind

nme soldiers who are not equipped to defend them-

selves When the President justifies all the things he s

doing to protect American lives, he is really talking

about the support troops who are expected to remain

in Vietnam after the fighting troops are pulled out.

What s the solution
9 "'

Well" said Applebaum. " once again the

President has all his priorities fouled up^ If he really

wanted to pull our American troops out of V letnam he

would withdraw the support troops first and the

fighting men last."

But that would mean closing the PXl and the of-

ficers clubs," I protested.

Right on," he replied "The sooner we close

thePXs officers' clubs, movie theatres and public

relations offices, the sooner all our troops will be

forced to leave Vietnam. No American Army ean

remain anywhere without the amenities of life."

"It's awful risky ."

•look " said Applebaum. 'the President says he

wants an orderlv withdrawal of all troops from

Vietnam What is more orderly than lirst with-

drawing the troops who cant fight? The fighting GIs

must stay behind to protect the rear.

"Once the support troops are out. Nixon can start

withdrawing the combat troops."

it makes sense on your blackboard,' I said.

its the onlv solution," Applebaum said. "The

more combat 'troops Nixon withdraws, the more

danger there is to the noncombat uoops. and even-

tually the President will have to do something very

stupid to fulfill his promise of protecting American

bovs
."

.

'•Would the Pentagon go for it? 1 asked.

•They have to All the trouble the Army is having in

Vietnam with its own troops is being caused in the

bases well behind the lines. That's where all the

fights, pot smoking and fragging of officers is taking

place If you close the rear bases and send those Gls

home, morale will pick up 100%."

•Does this mean you wouldn't send Bob Hope over

to Vietnam any more?" I asked.

-I'm afraid so. If the President knew he couldn t

send Bob Hope to Vietnam, he'd have all of our troops

out of there by Christmas."

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times.

Don Glickstein

The Critic

W t> Want You To Have AIM lie Information Pot§iMe

About The Moon And Things Like That*

i

I

It is popular in our times, to react against intellectuals, against those

wtotnS* against perfection These reactions have "o^
been detrimental to the evolution of our culture-witness tne

e?ahtanan.l of our courts and legislatures, which has generally been

aP
X

l

crd?of
y
thT Arts, however, owes no one any spirit of freedom and

eauah v A crStic is not a reviewer ot a commentator or a politician but a

Xcriber a person who looks at the civilizations of the living and what is

remembered of the dead, honors those men and works that have touched

his humaSss. his strength, his frailties andP^» '* *™,edge

,nd \rt of those greater than he for those who aspire to immorta 1
ty

V, uperative enthusiasts chastise critics, saying that it doesn t matter

the audiences like Led Zeppelin or Love Story or Steven Stills however

1 ve BLme?feels. Certainly, there is legitimacy to this argument An

audiences immediate reactions to an artist are important but the cntic

replies and audience lacks the perspective and the discriminatory

^ThTrrdic ,s either loved or hated, for he either makes a person feel that

Jt^W^VXSSSm that no one will mourn five years

a?teThTs
g
death But in the end. only the critic's love, the Art itself, sur-

vives.

letters to the Kditor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the writer's

signature, address, and telephone

number (all of which will be

withheld upon request). The limit

is one page and the deadline is 5

p.m. the day prior to intended

publication. The editors reserve

the right to edit all letters.

, 7 , *hh^f^E>i^<=> <=^

Attention

Kik Santaquida please stop by the office and pick up two photos

that belong to vou. Thev will be on the Kxecutive Editors desk until

Wednesday. The same goes for .1.1. Robadue. Dave Stevens and

vour cartoons. EVERYONE WHO II AS TAKEN Ol T ABOOKf OR

REVIEW PURPOSES PLEASE RETURN THE BOOK WITH OR

WITHOUT Tllh REVIEW. mirnLOUISDiMONACO
Kxecutive Kditor
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Campus Comment

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

UMies and No. 41 A Big Plus

This letter is addressed to all the advocates of fair justice who attended

Thursday night's basketball game against Chamberlayne Junior ( ollege.

"
ittcndedthc game but could not stay tor the varsity game because I

: v J Llled by the croud My disgust was directed at those people who

Scuted and embarrassed number 41 . You remember him. He was the

"iS Who couldn't shoot well, was a lot bigger than his teammates and

nj errible posture. He was also the player who has teel.ngs just like

vou and does not like to be ridiculed any more than you do. Only some

,!pc did not realize this Because he was different in appearance i, cm

her players on the floor, he was the target lor every insult and

n , on possible. When he went up for a rebound the crowd

c med, whether he made it or not. If he took a shot he was applauded

, ridicule' if he made it. and was cruelly laughed at ,f he missed. He

nould not do anything right in the opinion of these bigots.

U is hard to believe that in a university whose students advocate

Jualitv to all and scorn prejudging that this situation took place t r is

,t Is this really surprising or is it typical for a mass of humanity to look

lor a scapegoat to humiliate. , .

I oncer how vou will feel if sometime for some reason you find that

vou ire hi a group and that you are the different one - grossly different.

Maybe everyone will ridicule you as you did to number 41

^^^ ^ ^^
William H. Rapp

Te the «'ditor:

The Collegian's more than kind

reference to me in the editorial of

February l requires a word of

appreciation. Let me also join you

as to the quality of Governor

Sargent's appointments to the

board, and what you expect of him.

I had this in mind. too.

But if Women's Lib doesn't get

after vou. it will be more your good

luck "than good management, in

tailing to mention the quality of the

three women on the trustees.

Student leaders have special

reason to appreciate the un-

derstanding and cooperation of

Caroline Rowland as chairman ol

Student Affairs. Mrs. Knowles

contributes on the whole range of

board matters from her broad

experience and good sense. Mrs.

Snowden. beyond her high personal

qualities, has brought a new-

awareness and a line of com-

munication with the Black com-

munity. They add up to a big plus.

Cordially,

LOL IS M.LYONS IS

Our Campus Store

T
°Jke everyone else at UMass. I am presently experiencing the

frustration of buying and selling textbooks. Today was the day I finally TJa|.r] TVatT^
imagedThe courage to go down to the plant. After searching a number tTlQICL 1>dXC&
ofSSS and finding only half the books required torjmy courses I made

my way to a checkout line. An hour and a half after my arrival. I left.

•nne DaDerbacks richer and $43 poorer.

The hollow sensation I acquired earlier when emptying out my wallet

hAd not vet abated when I ventured down to the campus center to sell my

id iZks Once there. I was told I would receive 50 per cent of the books

due after 10 percent had been deducted from their original cos -

nrovuimg thev are still in use A quick glance in his manual told the

shv >ck fhat my books were no longer being used He then offered me

SI V( b>. *» worth of books As the books were no longer of interest to me

",

nIn omer market was available. I accepted. Later in the day I

chanced to meet a friend currently enrolled in the course 1 had just sold

mvhnnksfor Sure enough, the books are still being used

Wed m "dax oi suffering through intimidation and exploitation has

come to an end Unfortunately, there are thousands of unsuspecting

students awaiting similar fates
( ;rossman

To The Kditor:

In Friday's article dealing with

the Southwest drug busts, you

quoted Dean Field several times.

He is cited as saying that the

charges will be for the possession

of "hard narcotics" and that these

busts were not directed at those

using marijuana, but rather were

in response to pressure against the

•commercial traffic in hard

drugs " Yet all but one of the

Southwest victims were arraigned

for possession of tor in the

presence of) marijuana or hashish.

Can somebody please explain

this
1

?

Mark Khrlich

Lost Dreams

In Person"C m,dn,gh, dreary. .
have^^^1^°^

V^2£2££2S™.2 .orgotten. ., ,s *- we reca.led

that jazz. I'd like to quote something from h. Aiexanaer mpp

i Hiu iii.in in a Free Societv : An American History :

W^i e the earlv sen ers m the New World shared a common religiouswmmmunstable. u„d,s<m|UKhed b> p,et> • '^ A^«^thern apathy loward

Sfĝ bSonrThe"v'Snia 5S£«. typical ««£ New

s££ u iSy ereated .he siluaUon of the
**J-»|*J£"»

a"d

slavery, which has been projected into what we call ndjm Urtiy.

What does all this have to do with the*2S^S^{%2rt^
what is the American Dream- My interpretauon ot i s that Amer,^m b

j »« w~ n, (Voat Mpltinc Pot into which all races ana creeas are

^^ot^^^^^^^ haS happen
l
d t0 thlS ,0

i

V
f
ly

Team. S^tlirelo^ missed that thar message that weJusUry

to live and work together as a great nation. *•*"£££* * r°te

about the failure of the Great American Dream a half centuryrago.

And to go back further into the past, we Ĵ?£ssMMt£
American Indians, our first true Americans, were

' "^^Xethese
have been portrayed Was the white™"J^f^£S
"savaees'' to Christianity, when the Indian tribes had their own beautiiui

religion a iSighm tased on human need, human unity, and on an affinity

for ES™ ™
iS what is the powerful w hite man}^^M^oL

The American Dream states that all people in America bedatltftoUM

countrv and that no one race should dominate another Let us maKe a

on ntraTed Sit to reach out and hold the hands of our counjryme

n

Then there might exist a dim hope that the Great American Dream will

succeed PALLAJ.PAVKLCSYK

To the editor:

In reading both sides of the SES

controversy. I find the remarks of

George Cheah very disturbing. He

seems to be entirely missing the

point of what Deaver is trying to

say Deaver never said that the

SES program wasn't helpful and

efficient systems of getting more

information to students His point

was that for a course such as his. it

can't work.

As a student in Comparative

Literature 202. I feel that he is

absolutely right. Every lecture of

his is a performance Certainly

there are plenty of facts and

•correct ideas" one could write

down, but his words, his way of

speaking, his excitement all

present his ideas in such a way that

one really begins to know and to

understand the character or

person about whom he is talking

One begins to see the influences,

the questions, the pain and the

passion that reach toward the

deepest part of another life. And it

isn't just one life; it is many. And

sometimes they are ones own

questions of which he speaks, and

sometimes it is one's own passion.

This. I feel, is a real "revival of

better communication in an in-

stitute of higher learning'' Note

taking and editing and w hatnot just

don t seem to apply to the vibrancy

of it. In this particular case, they

miss much to much to make it

worth it

NAMEWITHHELDBl
REQUEST

Vive La Causa
Manv^Dle are confused about the tangled situation of the current

LeS Bo^St TheStowing is a brief sketch of how the Boycott began

ana the current status of the Farmworkers efforts at Unionization.

After d was clear that victory was near in the grape struggle, Cesar

ChavS pacifist Farmworkers Union leader, asked Salinas growers for

union representation elections. On July 27, 1*70 the UFWOC endedits five

vear struggle with the table grape industry. Giummara Bros^ 1 1 ,000 acres

ofgr?pes"ame under contract on the 29th. but the recognition came on

the 27m It was expected that the union would plan to prepare

organization of the California citrus industry next. However, on the 27th,

thfday for the "celebration" over 30 vegetable growers in Salinas an-

nounced their recognition of the Teamsters as the union to organize their

ag
i

r

n

C

Aug:st
l

Ce°s

r

a
k
r

er
chavez and workers "marched to Salinas " to call a

setocVivf! rik? against growers that signed with the Teamsters^ By

AUSystll the Western Conference of Teamsters agreed to meet with the

UFWOC The catholic Bishop's Committee also attended to mediate

negotations On August 12. 1970 a jurisdictional pact was signed between

VTWot' and the Teamsters whereby the Teamsters would rescind

contracts wTth growers in exchange for UFWOC respect for Teamster

urisd.cUon On August UFWOC called off its strike against firms that

had signed with the Teamsters to allow for a 10-day "Moratorium

By August 24 no growers had rescinded a Teamster contract and

Wdliam Gram.' Director of Agricultural Organizing of the Western

Con er^nceof Teamsters stated his union^TT^fZZ^
with growers in early August. Picketing by the United Farmworkers

would be considered a violation of the jurisdictional settlement

The Teamsters agreed to a contract with Interharvest which called for

an averagTwale of $185 while later, the UFWOC contract with In-

ferharvest ca lled for an average wage of $2.15 and missing from the

hamster contracts were clauses concerning bans ?n pest.c.desjinion

hinng halls, union labeling, no profiteering on labor camp food, no

d
1n

r

D^cemD?r Chavez was jailed most of the month for failing to obey an

in ucSiTgalnst the Lettuce Boycott grown by Bud Antle Corp a sub-

Xv of Dow Chemical Corp. and whose land they lease^
from Dow^

grretta King and Ethel Kennedy appeared at vigils seeking for Chavez s

^helasUew months ,t was learned that the Department of Oef«
lettuce purchases of this last quarter from Antle increased from under

% to :£)% of the total purchases DOD purchases rem companies that

had signed contracts with the UFWOC dropped Antle's price to the IX >

this last quarter averaged 16.06 cents/lb while DOD purchases front ill

suppher'averaged 53 cents/lb The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports

thit wholesale prices averaged 12.9 cents/lb. ...».- „
ThusmThe Lo

P
s Angeles and New York City areas much of the Boyc.U

ac ivU.es have been directed toward the military bases where the Antle

tottuceTs distributed Picketing by farmworkers outs.de the bases and

eafleTmg bv sympathetic GIs within the bases have occurred Cesar

Chavez and the UFWOC on behalf of the Farmworkers Union have f led

sudagainst The Bud Antle Corp , Melvin Laird the Department of

Deens
g
e a^d several Commanding Generals for violating the civil rights

of farmworkers by their attempting to "break the Lettuce Boycott

Chavez has asked $45,000 per farmworker in thesu.L

Presently the iceberg ' not rommame, boston, chickory) lettuce

Boyc^"s directed primarily at the two largest companies fighting the

UFWOC Bruce church which sells Lucky and Ked Coach brands (Red

OsaSto handTed by Stop and Shop, and Bud Antle Corp that markets

vegetables labeled Bud. Rick. Anco, Jade. Buddy Boy, and Rex.

TfWOC contracts have been signed with Interharvest which markets

ChTquita. Blue Chip. Pasco. Eagle Eye. Kin^|Phi
Nunes Brother King

ritv Amieo Eagle Favor. Hawk Eye and Gold Star, I resh I ict, a

division of Purex Corp sells Prime. Ram, Sun Blush, and Three Crown

DArngo Brothers sells Green Head. Andy Boy. Page Boy and Carousel

H the Aztec Eagle and the Farmworker AFL-CIO Union Label is or, te

ettuce wrapper or on the shipping crate, then we should buy this lettuce

Besides refusing to buy non-union iceberg lettuce, concerned people

could help by getting the institution in the area to order union lettuce;

write Sop and Shop. 393 D Street. Boston, Mass 02210. write

Congressmen asking that they be vigilent for lobbying by powers who

would want Congress to legislate against the Farmworkers prevej.ting

Then their strikes and boycotts Rather we should request from

Congressmen that they initiate legislation that would guanm e, he

Farmworkers rights to collective bargaining and of specifying working

conditions and benefits. ,.,..,, rTTitre
BOYCOTT NON UNION LETTUCE/REFUSE scam LETTUCE

SALADS /WRITE LETTERS
( Chavez will be on the Merv Griffin Show Feb. 5,6. or 7 th I ^ ^

Amherst
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Starts Today

New Low Rates

The Campus Center

104 Per Hour

Sr
^

C WURIBUS vHhin

No Stickers Needed Garage Open to Everyone

New Monthly Rates: Students $10.00

Faculty and Staff $15.00

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By RUSSELL C. MUNDY
Fine Arts Staff

Lot there be no mistake about it,

film, movies, the cinema has

arrived on campus with a

vengeance. True, in 1968 a

Bergman festival played to

standing room only, and 1%9

Hashed moments of Chaplin,

Antonini, and even John Ford, but

the '70-71 season is an ex-

travaganza even Cambridge might

admire.
When once Dick Stromgren s

Sunday night's Film Study series

was the sole flickering interest for

film buffs on campus, now there is

barely an evening in which

something of interest isn't being

shown somewhere. Several

departments including the Media

(enter in Education. Mass Com
munication in Speech. English, and

Comparative Literature approach

at least one aspect of film through

£
MOVIES Afilms CINEMA

. il. » _. ii:~. .,„,...., .. ,ii rprw>»tpnlv fir

course work.

Perhaps more visible than the

formal course work focused on film

are the programs sponsored by

independent organizations across

the campus. The Southwest
Assembly brought Renoir's "The
Grand Illusion" (1937) and Truf-

faut's "Jules and Jim" (1961)

among others, the Orchard Hill

Sunday night series included a

varied program of documentary,
experimental, and established

classics, not to mention "The
Hustler."

Surely the most noteworthy
program of the semester past was
produced by the Art History group

in the form of the German Ex-

pressionists Film Festival. I'm

not sure that most of us were

prepared for the cerebral tragedy

of Lang or recognized the debt

owed Murnau's prowling camera,

but perhaps next time... This

spring the Art History group will

devote its attention to the works of

great American directors. Last

week, for instance, D.W. Griffith's

"Way Down East" (1920) was
shown at Mahar (to an audience of

ten), as well as von Sternberg's

"Underworld "(1927) and "The
Shanghai Express" (1932). The

latter seems not to have aged well

;

the sounds and movement of the

train as the heart of the film are

probably taken for granted by a

modern audience. Attention is

drawn instead to the unlikely

relationship between the in-

souciance and ambiguity of

Marlene Dietrich and the oaken

postures of Clive Brook. Even if the

film totters a bit in our jaded 70's.

it remains vintage von Sternberg.

The images on the platforms have

an extraordinary density- or-
chestrations of movement and

lighting with sound overlaid that

repeatedly draw tne viewer into

the scene.

We need a fish-eye lens to cap-

ture all of the local action and even

then some distortion exists. I would

not ingore for instance the much
maligned Student Union series that

brought a series of lesser known
Bergman films or the many in-

dividual efforts that produced

recently "Belle de Jour" (1967) of

the Bogart festival during finals.

A new column in town like a new

kid on the block demands a quick

assessment of the past and then a

dash into the future. It is my hope

that the few sketchy remarks

above satisfy the ghost of films

past and that hereafter energy will

be directed toward films in the

future I propose to preview rather

than review; I will presume to call

attention to a film that is to be

shown locally, placing it briefly in

historical context and commenting

upon its ideas and the specific

cinematic means for the working

out of those ideas. I expect to brand

a film "good" or "bad" or partly

both and then explain why. I expect

disagreement and discussion and

comments directed to me at the

Collegian resulting in a genuine

film forum. A forum will only be

far- reaching if it is begun before

the campus showing. I recommend
that groups producing films during

the semester get in touch with me.

News, developments in any aspect

of film will be regularly worked
into the column.
Coming Attractions:

"The
Magnificent
Ambersons" llerter J »

•Miss Julie" Mahar 2/9

"Women in Cinema II 2/8*2/9

Love
'Beauty and Amherst i/il

the Beast College

Philharmonia Returns

With A Varied Program
_• >t *_ I » * ... . n ,u 1 i it t 1 1 / 1 I

44 of
ft

Amherst. Mass -The Boston

Philharmonia under the direction

at Leon Kirchner will be heard in

concert Feb. 9-10 at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium on the

\mherst campus of the L'Mass.

Appearing under the auspices of

the University's Fine Arts Council

Celebrity Series, this visit to the

University is the second for the

I'luharmonia during its six-year

history

Leon Kirchner is considered one

of America's leading composers,

pianists, conductors and

educators He won a Pulitzer Prize

in composition in 1967, has been

Walter Rosen Bigeiow Professor of

Music at Harvard University for

many years, and is considered one

of the* most articulate spokesmen

in the country on the subject of

music Last year. Mr Kirchner

accepted the offer to become music-

director and conductor of The

Boston Philharmonia. that unique

ensemble specializing in works for

chamber orchestra and utilizing

some of the finest musicians in the

Greater Boston area.

Joining Prof. Kirchner and the

Boston Philharmonia for their

concerts at the UMass will be the

exciting, young American pianist.

Murray Perahia. The program on

these occasions will be Haydn's

Symphony No. 92 ("Oxford");

Elliot Carters "Minataur;"

Stravinsky's Concerto for String

Orchestra, and a Mozart concerto

for piano and orchestra.

Reserved tickets for these

concerts are available from the

University's Fine Arts Council Box

Office, 125 Herter Hall, telephone

545-0202 Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Box Office one

hour before each concert

ByDONGLICKSTEIN
Fine Arts Staff

We're not really different. We share the same

visions, are frustrated by the same realities We put

ourselves through the same anguishes that were

afraid to admit to each other What does it matter that

we feel loneliness and love, ecstasy and despair, joyful

hysteria and screaming depression"' What man en-

dures, woman endures; in our age. never are we

alone.

I. Woman, performed over the weekend at Mt.

Holyoke's Laboratory Theater, was more than a

shallow , cliched, women's liberation guerilla theater.

It was a cartoon and a museum, a pantomine and a

book, a reader's theater that utilized a multitude of

techniques in order to reach its audience and enable

the women to articulate their feelings and the men to

understand them.

Compiled and directed by Daphne Reed. 1. Woman
was a collection of vignettes and readings, having no

plot, only a theme. Occasionally, especially in the

first act. the readings were long and required an

extended concentration that many people were unable

to give. While most of the readers performed ad-

mirably, some were immobile, and were not equipped

for the dif(iculties of reading essay type pieces But

these minor failures were more than overshadowed

during the last act. when the troupe stopped trying to

out read each other and began to complement each

other in what became an excellent revue

"What Have You Done For Me Lately"' ". one ot the

more outstanding scenes, was painful to watch To

sav that it told about the horrors ol present abortion

laws is not to give it justice, lor the technical sym

lH)lism of it - the black and white, male and lemale

casting, paradoxes, and antithesis, the violence and

brutality, the pain of all men and women went lar

beyond whft! the written word can say

Women's Liberation is not a precursor ol a new

society . but a result of that new society The changes

the Movement effects will be political a mere

movement will not alter the way human think I.

Woman is less of the Movement than of the Arts, and

in the long run. the Arts will succeed

ANTIQUES
Beaded ••ft . .

Clothing . . . Jewelry

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
»xt to AmhrrM Tower

NOW is the TIME
Are you dissatisfied with your Campus Center 5

Do you want new and better programs*

Do you want to feel useful ?

BEAD WORLD
|I9 \ toatll I irvt street

»»n Ion*'. California

HFMis I.KMHK.K
FINDINGS

catalog of i wareho
ol ideas for making l"-

,. , in for profit or gl»s

Send for your* today
,

j->. t-.i postal

handling. 50c foi lira! claw
tnada.

JOIN THE CAMPUS CENTER

PROGRAM COUNCIL

If your answer is Yea to any, or all of these questions then.

We have re-formed and we need people with ideav

Your Campus Center needs you.

Aoplicotiont ore in R.S.O 101 and outside the

Student Activities Area of the Campus Center

JOIN TODAY!

Compus Center Program Council

KAPPA SIGMA
INVITES ALL I EIMEN !

*

INFORMAL SMOKER - 9:00 n. TONIGHT

*« i
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Academic Affairs Committee will hold a

meeting Wed . Feb 10th at 5 30 p m in 164 Of

the C C

HELP A CHILD
H,lp Tn Sigma serve Sick and crippled

,„ s.-c their n.splav table in front of the

University Book Store this week

HEYMAKER'S SQUARE DANCE CLUB
There will be an important meeting Tuesday

at 7 30mtheCC Aud concerning the election

of a new secretary

BHAGAVAD GITA COURSE
Honor Colloquium tor one credit m the

Bhagavad G>ta as it It taught by one of the

Knshna devotees will meet Mondays at

p m starting tonight In Cance House

Lounge ,S W > S.gn up at meeting or call Lee

tttH

N E S

Coordinating Committee meeting Monday

at S 45 n Room 805 of the C C All interested

should attend

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Northampton volunteers begm another

• Feb 10th Buses leave

rouck and Patterson at b 30 All are

welcome

Notices
OUTING CLUB
Meetinq tonight m Room 165 ot the C C

bulletin board tor details

See

PSYCHOLOGY
Dr S Jay Samuels, Assoc Prof of Educ

Psych attheuniv of Minnesota 8. Dr Murray

Gian:er Prof of Psych at N Y U will hold a

colloquium today at i 30 p m m Room 231

Herter Hall

SIGMA DELTA TAU
S D T s rush has been rescheduled for Feb

vth at S 30 p m There is also a party Wed .
the

10th All interested girls are welcome to come

STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION
Education Undergraduates the SNEA will

have an organ.jational meeting Mon Feb 8th

at 7 p m in the Ed Aud

LOST
A sterling Silver ankh (cross with a loop on

top about 3 long was lost somewhere betw

SBA the C C and WOPE. Wed morning. It

has sentimental value Please contact Debbie

or Lydya. Room 209 Mary Lyons M found

STUDENT SENATE
BI - ELECTION

VACANCIES

1 seat unless noted

1

.

Cance

2. Cashin - 2 seats

Commuters - S seats

A. Fidel

5. Fraternities

6. JQA - Upper

t

.

John Adams - Upper

s. James

9. Leech

10. Tlioreu

11. Sororities

NOMINATION PAPERS AVAILABLE ON
FIRST FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

DUE FEB. 12 - ELECTIONS FEB. IS

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
» ill I»ihii- :,|..i,V.M »r !>«•.• .!'. MM

Ift-U

I .. il fart, mot", cnpr», •tolr».

»nU )avkrt». *13 to |4» All alien

t aii -,'M-awa. „
m l 6

i wirlK — HHil Ford tod. run*

u.ll. ..,inin.icl mth beil. »lnk, cloaet.

itiphMrri, IIkIH. SOW). Con be mem
nt nirnilK.u.e directly arrow from
Mop .V ••luiu, Au»lier»t or call Jl<»

:jO-»7» J tti-*

~
MoTlFiit to Ito-tun? Our four l>ed-

roum lu.u-e It Imlf »n hour vr-t

..f Huston, jii*t off Kt. 'i. If >ou

lik.' purr, littlit mid trreo call 841'-

:tt.;n tfa-lB

WettinclioUM- four "peed atereo

l.lioiiotrai.h built in ptSfctfSi kuoil

oiidition SC'ii. < .ill Hon tMMMMi
r\i*miiL* tr, -10

ROOMMATES WANTED
l.ookiiie for frniale roommate for

fmir l.iilroom ranch kltir. t«o ml
from rNVMi tran»portation avail-

;»i.le If Interested tall Slft-fiTIo

1 1 --n

Young male German Shepherd black with

brown legs, silver stomach lost No collar

Toby call 254 639?

One brown leather purse m vicinity of C C

Valuable contents Belonging to Winona Lake

Contact at this number 549 0827

A red wallet somewhere betw Orchard Hill

& Mahar Aud Ivia infirmary) Wed , Feb 3rd

Please call if found 66783

Toby is lost A young, tnsky. loving, male.

German Shepherd It you see him please call

Zo at 256 6392

Will the kind person or persons who

borrowed Chadbourne's trophies Please

return them We will not ask any questions

FOUND
Money, identify and claim at Room 111.

Mornll Center, North

Skis and poles Will be returned to owner

giving despcription Call 65272 (for Anne) or

65270 (Bonnie )

Female roommate wanted to share

unt In Puffton VII., appro*. **«

(Mattel) < ill Mmroii 519-0733
2-5-8

Roommate wanted — Puffton VII-

l.ice II.iw o«n room.
i.i. Ill

tf5-il

WANTED

Two riionimntri wanted for home,
own room «.!.% month plua utilities

tome to t Parrel Ave, Granny.
tf?-H

HELP WANTED
• noil mH snoHxhoen. Alao art of

,, .i Llit, full »-!>»:» or 6-!Wl» tf.'-IO

'! mule* with in«atinlile aennuoii*

ili-irr* need inuneilinte rompanion-

rMv Women — call •-Wt-Ifi 15 after

I p in. if:-!i

BOOKS
Tie bu» u»ed hooka and reeorda —

White l.Uhi Hook.. (In the allex)
tfB-18

Need lead eultar and drummrr mi-

nus eeo». Mtmt have patlenee and !>••

Milling to praetlre hard. Call Hill

l.riffin or Dave. Urn 1?«, Butterflehl

.-.t.V.MIH or .-.IVJ UO tfg-W

KNfM appro* one hour Want-
ed: female mihject" for pnvrholoev

experiment eonrerned with phv»lolo-

iriral reactivity and loudneai per-

.eptlon. Slttn up at 75 Bartlett """

INTERESTED PERSON

FOR SALE — AUTOS
"

IfWS.l Knmlder < on\ , needs earh

work, new front end. New anow
tirr«. A merhnnle'a »peelal $50. 323-

tcmii tfi-i

Mn«t sell '•;.' Oldamobile hefore

Mnreh. Can't afford to pay Insur-

ance Good ronditlon. '. new tires.

mall dent In side Well for $125 or

i,..»t offer. Call BlO-Wlf. after 5

p m. tf2-!2

RIDE WANTED

Vartin* model airplane club —
K/< . ( '/I,. FF indoor, tall 253-200!

or $19-1 IS* evenings
. •___?

SPECIAL EVENTS

The shoe-in Is roniinK to 1 Took
Plure in the Alley.

There's

Nothing

Cool

About

The
Hotline -

5-2550

MDC

1

Black Community Meets

On 'HardDrug 'Misuse

A general community meeting of the UMass Black Community

has been called lor its faculty, staff and students for 8:30 p.m. this

evening. The meeting will take place in room 120. School ot

Business Administration.

This meeting arises out of the growing concern of black faculty

and students over the increasing appearance of "Hard Drugs in>

the University community.

The meeting is not intended to represent any kind of punitive or

police action on the part of the community. Johnetta Coles,

associate Professor in Afro-American Studies told the Press. It is a

community need to find out exactly how widespread the use ot

these drugs are and to find out whether it is the feeling of tne

community that we collectively can and should take some initiative

for controlling and treating this problem before it becomes a major

factor in the community."

All organizers of the meeting stressed that the meeting was

merely an exploratory one to see what measures might be taken by

the Black community.

"The history of addictive drugs and the national black com-

munity is interesting". John Wilson a black honor student pointed

out "1 can remember back in the middle 50's there was a youth

culture in the black ghettoes -- the so called fighting gangs

Various agencies spent a lot of the time trying to break up these

nangs and failed. Then suddenly the various communities were

riddled and saturated with dope. In less than two years the gangs

had disappeared. Just think of what those highly organized

militant gangs would be doing now in a time of heightened political

consciousness in the general community."

The planners of the meeting feel that "addiction and education

and political action" are incompatible. "If there are students

among us who are unfortunate enough to have heroin habits, then

we must find them and arrange for help for them. We must also try

to see that drugs are kept out cf our community so that no new

students develop this habit. Ah people who want to help, or who

have opinions and suggestions arc asked to attend the meeting.

ATTENTION ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN

this semester

THE NATIONAL SERVICE SORORITY
of

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
is coming to your area of campus

Tues., Feb. 9

Thurs.. Feb. 11

Tues.. Feb. 16

7:30-9:00

7:30-9:00

7:30-9:00

Southwest

Quad

Orchard Hill

Exact location ot eack rush to be announced.

EVELYN W<
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills

We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Compuf Center Room 909
7 p.m. or 9 p.m.

Tonight, Feb. 8

Tuesday, Feb. 9

Wednesday, Feb. 10

Classes begin Feb 11 and 16

at 7:00 p.m.

For Further Information Contact

DAVID CICHON — 586-0945

Jililnc l"riilH> . .in'1/nr <\- eh«n<f!
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Frosh Overcome St. Thomas More, 77-59
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

As impressive as they've ever

been, the Little Redmen hoopsters

pulled away from St. Thomas More

early in the second half on their

way to a 77-59 win last Saturday

night. The Cage crowd saw a tight

contest for the first 20 minutes, but

in the end it was all UMass.

St. Thomas More, with an ex-

tremely verbose coach, kept things

close in the first half, employing a

man to man defense throughout the

opening period. From the 17:11

mark, when St. Thomas More

gained the lead, until 8:20, the

Little Redmen trailed in a seesaw

type contest. At one time the lead

grew to eight points, but the

Redmen quickly cut down the 18-10

deficit with two quick hoops, as Art

Levine and Rich Pitino provided

the scoring punch.

With the Little Redmen em-

ploying a press, and a 1-2-2 zone

defense, they managed to even the

score, and after temporarily

taking the lead at 25-24. they took it

for good moments later when John

Olson hit two free throws for a 27-26

Redman margin.

Al Skinner continued the surge

making one of his patented

rebounding-scoring maneuvers as

he went right over a St. Thomas

More forward, grabbed the

rebound and laid the ball back up

and in. The Redmen were on their

way.
Led by Pitino's sharp shooting,

the home club kept moving. Two
long outside jumpers by the 61

guard put the Little Redmen on the

long side of a 36-30 score.

Then with just three minutes to

go in the first half. UMass set up a

double pick at the foul line as the

ball whipped around from Pitino to

Skinner to Peter Trow, the latter

Tuesday's MDC
•PennSt.-164.30

UMass-1 55.25

• McGarry, Pena,

Marchando

hitting from the top of the key.

This beautifully executed play,

which found no opponent within 10

feet of Trow, produced cries of

anguish from the St. Thomas More

coach. His sarcastic remarks of

"Look at this, look at this," rang

out through Curry Hicks and gave

a perfect account of the ease with

which UMass was working the ball

against the visitors.

With the final 20 minutes upon

them, the Little Redmen held a

slim 40-36 lead, but the host

ballclub had no intentions of being

caught from behind.

Two minutes into play, Pitino

faked out his defender, and

proceeded to draw Levine's man
out to guard him. Quickly seizing

the moment Pitino flipped the ball

underneath to Levine and two

more points went up on the

scoreboard. UMass 46, St. Thomas
37.

Then the backbreaker came
midway in the period, as UMass
started a fast break. Pitino

rebounded and found Trow

downcourt. Trow drove down the

left side of the lane and flipped the

ball over to Skinner. As the two on

one fast break evolved, Skinner

set-up as if to shoot, but at the last

moment he shoveled the pass back

to Trow and the ensuing three point

play put the game away.

Throughout the second half of

action UMass used a four corner

offense, one that forces the op-

position to come out from their

zone coverage in attempts to steal

the ball, and prevent a freeze.

Twice the offense turned the trick

as Pitino to Skinner passes

resulted in two easy lay-ups, but

the best was still to come.

With a little over 10 minutes

remaining, St. Thomas More
decided not to press the four corner

offense. Instead they seemed

content to wait in their zone, a most

interesting strategy, considering

the fact they were trailing by

fourteen points.

So Trow threw the ball to

Skinner, and Skinner to Trow, and

back and forth the ball went for

over a minute, when finally Pitino,

getting tired of standing around,

called for the ball, and Trow let

him join in the fun. Finally St.

Thomas More came out of their

zone defense, but not before the

crowd had gotten its thrills from

Skinner and Trow's passing antics.

At 11-1 (8-0 at home), personal

fouls have been the Little Red-

men's latest key to success.

Committing a season low of four

personal fouls, the freshmen
allowed St. Thomas More only

three points from the charity

stripe.

With consistency abounding, the

Little Redmen's 77-59 performance

failed to produce a long streak of

domination. Instead the freshmen

kept edging away with short spurts

here and there, as they outshot,

outrebounded and outpointed their

opponents, in dropping St. Thomas
More to the .500 level on the year.

FIELD GOAL GARBLE - The
Little Redmen continue to show
fine scoring balance as their five

starters are averaging within

seven points of each other, and all

in double figures.... At halftime,

one of the truly fine performances

was put on as the Amherst Boys'

club showed UMass fans how
basketball was meant to be

played... Pitino had seven assists

and continues to dazzle UMass fans

with his slick passes.

BOX SCORE
UMASb
Levine

Skinner

Olson

Trow
Pitino

Brown

Total

r-GFT
3 3

9

3

S

II

1

P
9

19

M
II

24

?

32 13 77

VER'T
Tracey
Roqowski

Gomes
Perry

Gallagher

Total

FGFT P
7

II

7

3

14

23

15

1

6

28 3 59

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

TEACHERS
NEEDED

Opportunities for becinniiu;

and experienced candidates,

private schools, coast to

coast. Also public schools

In the northeast. Especially

sciences, math, lanicuaffes.

Write today for particulars.

School

Service Bureau
Post Office Box 2T8K

Windsor, Connecticut WH95

Tel. 203 6886409

AM o» us are concerned with the tuture

thafs where all o» us will be tomorrow, the

day atter, next week, the rest ot our lives

Astrology helps us detect trends and cycles

which, m turn, help us to perceive the tuture

* • •

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Accent

beauty, tine gestures and romance Avoid

individual who is coarse m language and m
other ways Stress sensitivity Member ot

opposite sex makes feelings clear Ex

citement

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Loosen some

bonds Assert needs ndependence One who

has been restricting you needs to be told

tacts ot lite could be parent or individual

who takes you tor granted

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Stress ver

saMity Avoid wild qoose chase Refuse to be

tempted by one who >s basically a schemer

Check detals Thorough approach prevents

embarrassing situation Act accordingly

CANCER (June tjuly22> Money comes

through development of ideas Put what you

know on paper Protect interests Check

credit ratings Refuse to give without

receiving anything m return Be realistic

LEO (July 23 Aug 221 Cycle high take

mtiative Stress purchase ot items that

bring pleasure Break through red tape

Express independence of thought, action A

new start will pay dividends

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Vou become

recipient of secrets People now tend to

tontide n you Keep confidences A clan

destine meeting seems to be on agenda Get

needed privacy Being alone s not same as

being lonely

LIBRA (Sept 230ct 22) Accent on how

to achieve desires Key M willingness to

accept responsibility Lunar aspect is

favorable you draw right people to you at

nght time Feelings are intensified

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Emphasis on

ambitions Some may have to be discarded,

other desires can be fulfilled Deal with those

at the top By pass middleman, secretary

stick to principles all the way

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Good

lunar aspect highlights travel, learning,

ability to perceive future trends Fresh

viewpoint appears to be a necessity Stress

originality Build self confidence

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19 Estates

wills, insurance polices these are now in

picture Unusual experiences, responses

dominate Be wiling »o analyze yourselt

What appears a necessity may not really be
essential

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb l») Stress

versatility Any tendency to be stubborn now

could upset del.cate relationship Marriage

and partnprsh.p are emphasued Improve

public relations Express self >n meaningful

way
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) vVhat ap

pears a conflict could actually be an asset

Be perceptive if you have a pet qive II

attention One who s argumentative H

suffering from inferiority complex Respond

accordingly

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

creative, productive, have natural knack tor

business management You are at home with

money and know how to use it You are

breaking from old patterns This M good

could lead to new. meaningful relationsh.|

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Prohibit

4 Fuel

8 Insect

1

1

Transaction

12 Poker stake

13 Grain

14 Teutonic deity

15 Hindu cymbals

17 Simpler

19 Soak
21 High

mountain

23 Cushion
24 Brother

ot Jacob

26 Exist

28 Direction

31 Man's name
33 Anglo Saxon

money
35 The urial

36 Hypothetical

force

38 Hermit
41 Printer's

measure
42 Plunge

44 Cry ot cow
45 Youngster
47 Hard of hearing

49 Pigp*n

51 Small children

54 Rodent
56 Lamprey
58 Also

59 Sponsor

62 Coal
64 Note ol scale

65 Be in debt

66 Couple

68 Verve

70 Man's
nickname

71 Short |acket

72 Plaything

5
6
7

8

9
10

11

16
18

20

22

25
27
29
?0
32
34

16

37

Preposition

Devoured
Jump
Newly married

women
Organ ot sight

Without end
(poet)
Withered
Cooled lava

Carpenter's

tool

Chinese
pagoda
Advance in

rank
Employ
Silkworm
Pronoun
Sunburn
Limb
Unit of

Siamese
currency
Unusual
Expire

A
C a'

L__T|0|DH H
A
A
1 L

M
1

P
3 a__a

T
5 6

6 M BlLlE o C
TA EMS T E p V E SP '. £!> ka
I (_ E RT 1 N E N,rj

RIAS 1
T A n a T A k

f- tIa. i u £. r TI__1A N VI

ra A H__£ME|
. E ' EkT _) u V A E

1

<3

5 L E 1
T E]R A ! E

M A T Or\ K T C t- E
N_ E T -, M V t [5 M i

•

39 Dawn goddess

40 Dine

43 Separated

46 Speck
48 Distant

50 Long tor

52 At present

53 Without delay

55 Drink heavily

57
59
50
61

63
67

69

Chinese mile

Vessel
Reverence
Man's
nickname
Encountered
Maiden loved

by Zeus
Behold!

DOWN

Reveals

Man's
nickname

Openwork
fabric

Kind of hly

1 7 3 4 5 6 9 10

1

1

m 12

_ ___
13

14
'': IS 16

. . i

17 18

19 jo ' -:

•.-..

21 22 23

___;__-

24 25
:::

26 27 '
.

'
. , 28 29 30

r——-i

'!!"
• i

32 :; 33 1*
.-.- J,

' « «
i5

36 37
_:____

39 40 lyy 41

4? 43 I:-:
:

44 T?V4'...
v...\.

46

47 48 49 50 m 5' 52 53

> >'

54 55 :"]

___
56 57

___

58

59 60 61 :::_ t:
* »

.

63 '.*.*. 64

63 BE 5 67
• i

69

70 m 71 ':•:•: 72
::; :;'.;
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Casers Roll, Icemen Stall

RedmenC
ByEARLEBARROLL

Staff Reporter

Turning Vermont's game plan

into Catamount errors, the UMass

basketball team assumed control

right from the start and coasted to

an easy 86-51 victory at Curry

Hicks Cage Saturday night before

a crowd of 4000.

As was expected the Catamounts

tried the same early game tactics

that they used so successfully in

the first" meeting between the two

teams two months before. With

their inferior calibre of player this

was their only prayer.

But this is two months later and

the Redmen were waiting as all the

shuttling of players in and out ot

the line up and the intentions of

getting early fouls on the Redmen

went tor not as I' Mass put i to

Erving, Tom McLaughlin, Chris

Coffin, John Betancourt and Mike

Pagliara plaved its cool during the

early moments letting Vermont dig

its own grave and then put the

finishing touches on with nifty

outside shouting, control of both

the offensive and defensive boards

and for final measure probably

their most effective press to date.

At half time the score stood at 42

24, the verdict already in. with the

second half more of the same with

the Redman bench getting into the

picture for the second game in a

row
Erving led all scorers for the

umpteenth time with 26 points and

also had 20 rebounds for his night's

work.

Coffin and McLaughlin put in

solid performances from their

Vermont right from the start and corner positions, especially in the

dashed anv of its hopes with a first half as Coffin had seven points

uul assault that vaulted them and 10 rebounds and McLaughlin

Sit . commanding lead by the had 10 points and five rebounds ,n

haliwlis poim of the first half. the first twenty mtougtol ***£
lpp,ng

P
the,r record to 13-2. the For the evening t otfin s stats

Redman starting five of Julius read nine and

<&oU*8ian

Spante
*.
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By DAN KAMAL
Staff Reporter

Billerica and Brunswick, Maine -

- Playing what has to be termed

two crucial games in a span of 17

hours, the UMass hockey team

earned a 2-2 tie against Merrimack

College Friday night and absorbed

its second loss of the year against

Bowdoin College, 2-1 on Saturday

afternoon. Both games were hard-

hitting, well-executed contests in

which the Redmen showed a

marked improvement over the

disappointing performance against

Colbv College a week earlier. The

loss" against Bowdoin leaves

UMass with a 7-2-1 season record

McLaughlin. 14 and six.

Pagliara turned in an out

stanriine 35 minutes of basketball

m the c

8
ontesT and the applaudets and a fourth place berth ,n Division

he received upon leaving the game II ECAC standings.

oeaTt ouibesides hta 10 ^ints Before a JM*gn "£**£
and eight assists his defense was College crowd ofjabout 200 aUhe

stingy and his leadership was Merrimack \alle>Jorum^ both

Omental ,n the early Redman J-wereabJ ragged mthejirst

"Twelcome surprise for this maintain a sustained offensive

past Flaherty who appeared to be

looking for the pass.

The third period featured some

hard hitting and good two-way

hockey. Both teams had excellent

scoring opportunities, particularly

UMass on another power play

around the six-minute mark. Once

again, however. Finch thwarted

the Redmen, especially Keenan

who was robbed by the Warrior

goalie at least four times during

the game
The home team then started to

force the plav as it attempted to tie

the game. The tying goal did come

at 16: 20 as Merrimack center Steve

O'Neil broke through the UMass

defense at center ice and skated in

me was the return to form of

Ken Mathias who furnished his

finest outting since his return to

anv lengthy action. His return will

he a big boost to the Redmen in

then coming encounters.

Playing his longest stint of the

tenon Bill Greeley hit on four of

five shots for eight points, three of

Ml shots from the downtown

range
lor Vermont, its record now

tending at 8-10, Mark Miller and

Jim Duce) were the only spots in

the rather impotent Catamount

attack, as they accounted for

almost half ot their teams points.

I \i,K COMMENT UMass shot

only 43% from the floor and 63%

from the line Vermont managed

to hit on only 3S% <>t its attempts

from the floor and 86% from the

charit) stripe. In rebounding the

Redmen had an overwhelming

advantage oi 80 to vr and at times it

appeared Erving and company

A.re having rebound drills at the

expense of the < atamounts For

the first time this season the

Imen were under double figures

in turnovers with nine. Ii one puts

tnr spective then the

final margin la 00 surprise In

( ,t!„ kend hoop action ot in-

teres! to I Mass h(mp tans. For

dham defeated Boston College in

overtime, M-50, at B C and

a horn the Redmen play

February 22, upset 12th ranked

LaSatte, 75-88 at Syracuse

BOX SCORE
UMASS f& FT P VERMONT

Kick Vegeie) I Ml goes high to pop to. two aver

N,rnonrsl.iVrn-.v The «in oxer LVM left the Hedmen wftte

,

V^,"lr.1 n, Smkee cirferenee pia9 and boosted the.r season to

15.2. (MDC photo h> Boh MangiarattP

Trackmen Place 4th
.l «„_« • n— ^^l;»

nq

McLduqMiTi
Bf'ancourt

Paqi'ara

Vfl1h:JS

Voqeley

Off
Austin

Dempsey
To'ais

n 4 26

t i 9

6 7 14

3 6

3 4 10

3 1 7

3 4

4 8

I 7

37 l? 86

Ciav

Treia

Ducey
on./

Wyld
AsMord

nann
Ppredy

Total*

FGFTP
J I 5

5 10

3 5 11

3 6

2 7

1 1 3

I 1 3

I 1

1 1 3

19 13 SI

drive.

Donnie Lowe had the first real

scoring threat for the Redmen

when his blast from the point on a

power play was kicked out on a

good save by Merrimack goalie

Pat Finch
UMass then opened the scoring

at 9 20 when Dan Reidy cominp

down on left wing took a prett>

pass from Pat Keenan and lifted a

backhander high above the fallen

Pinch Jack Edwards also

assisted. Just after Reidy's goal.

1-j Flaherty made an outstanding

stop of a Jim Colburn shot, and

l Maaa retained the lead at the end

of the first period. 1-0.

The tempo picked up in the

second period, which was marked

by a number of small scraps

I Mass had a man advantage at the

1:28 mark of the period when the

Warriors Dennis Gcryl was sent

ofl tor charging The Redmen

really put on the pressure during

the 'two-minute advantage, but

Finch put on an unbelievable

display ol goaltending and

frustrated the visitors on

numerous occasions during the

power pia>

However, about five minutes

later, the Redmen again had the

advantage as Merrimack's Fran

Johnson went off tor elbowing.

Then with only about 20 seconds

^one in the power play. Al

Nickeraon did a good job of keeping

the puck in the Warrior zone and

passed it along the left-wing boards

to Reidy. The junior forward then

centered it. and Keenan was there

to tinish off the play with a

backhander past Finch. This gave

I Mass a 2 -« lead

Merrimack cut the lead in half at

the 14:">7 mark when Mike Roy

took a pass from Tom Pallotta,

taked a pass and then slid a shot

right along the ice to the near side

Brian Sullivan

all alone He made a nice lake on

Flaherty, caused the Redman
goalie to make the first move and

commit himself, and then slid the

rubber disc underneath him.

I Mass made a desperate effort

to regain the lead, but Finch was

again in. udihle as he literally took

away goals trom Kirn.ui and

Reidy. and the game went into

overtime
Merrimack, unlike the three

previous periods, dearhj had the

advanti |
e in the overtime session

Flahert vat .lied upon to make

a number of good stops in order to

keep hi^ team .n a tie He i

particularly impn stive on s i

on o'Neil who took stmt from

point-blank rai i

The ten minute overtime period

ended without an) scoring, and the

tense, exciting match ended in a

deadlock

ICE CHIPS Finch was clearly

the difference in this contest as he

continually stopped good UMaas
-coring threats Don Rite) played

Ins usual hustling game as he WM
all over the ice. ..the defense team

of Lowe and Brian Sullivan did a

particularly good job Redmen
followers got a scare at the end of

regulation time when Merrimack's

Al Portelance blasted a shot past

Flaherty just after the buzzer...

Redmen
By EARLE BARROLL

Staff Reporter

New York, NY Unable to

assume good position in both lead

off legs of the mile and two mile

relays the UMaas trackmen found

their trip to Madison Square

Garden a little rocky as they were

only able to place fourth in the two

mile relav and out of contention in

the mile relay at the Knights of

Columbus meet here Friday night

In the two mile relay, freshman

John Moloney tound his first trip to

Madison Square Garden to be

awful rough as he was knocked

from the track by an opponent only

a lap from the completion of his

opening leg This mishap resulted

in a big deficit tor the Redmen

which they were not able to close in

the remaining three legs

Seniors Larry Paulson. Ron

Wayne and Dave Evans used up

all of their energies in the first 660

yards of their 8H0 yard leg and m so

doing faded near the end widening

,he deficit they had earita made

up This was a result ot the first leg

deficit

Wayne had the fastest time split

of the group covering his half mile

in 1 56.6. Evans was next in 1:58

with Paulson at 1:59.

In placing fourth this quartet

was only four seconds off the

winning "mark of NYU. Their

time was 7:56.

The mile relay was decided on

the first turn when Jerry Spellman

was only able to get sixth place at

this earlv point in the race. As a

result this race turned out to be the

same type of up hill battle that the

two mile team faced.

Competing along with Spellman

were Steve Levine, Mike Teasdale

and Gene Costello Their time of

3:33.3 was the slowest UMass mile

relay time of the year and was

unsatisfactory for coach Ken

O'Brien.

In the next two dual meets at

Dartmouth and Northeastern he'll

be watching closely at both the

varsity and freshman mile relay

units in an effort to pick the four

men to make up the best team for

the Yankee Conference cham-

pionships at UCoun February 20.

Sa.urday af.ernoon .he chased .he puck Tift the Bowdoin N«g£l*^£h«r-.
.Mass hockey .earn took .0 .he ice corner. .0 the lef. of >'"'<*'"*»", ™» ^.ter. Bm .he KM

..*,,». a 8Md Bowdoin .earn. The He cen ered a p.ss
?
«*-« «*£ »££ game .

>«.

Redmen played very well, but

suffered their second loss of the

season, by a score of 2-1.

In the first period the Polar

Bears started out like a hurricane

at full force They forced the play

into the UMass zone and quickly

scored at the 0:46 mark. Mike

Waldron of the Redmen went

behind his own net with the puck.

Then he intended a pass for Don

Lowe, which was intercepted in the

UMass slot by Bowdoin's Jim

Block. Block wasted no time in

putting the puck behind P.J.

Flaherty for an unassisted goal

and a 1-0 lead.

There was no more scoring in

this first period, as the Redmen got

themselves untracked and held

Bowdoin scoreless for the

remainder of the period. Flaherty

had 12 saves, while Bowdoin

goalieTom Hutchinson had nine.

The Redmen caught fire in the

second period and tied the game

At the 7:58 mark Brian Sullivan

the slot, who fired a backhander

along the ice to beat goalie Hut-

chinson and knot the score at 1

apiece This goal, Waldron's third

of the season, came on the UMass

power play, as John Taussig was

sitting in the penalty box for a

tripping infraction.

UMass skated well and outshot

Bowdoin in the third stanza, but the

final tally was registered by the

Polar Bears. At 9.20 UMass wing

Jack Edwards was sent off the ice

for holding. Thirty-eight seconds

later the Bowdoin power-play

found the mark. With UMass

setting up in its penalty-killing box

defense in front of Flaherty.

Bowdoin sent Jim Burnett into the

slot inside of the UMass box.

Defenseman Bob Hall passed the

puck from the left point into

Burnett, who put it by Flaherty s

glove side for a goal. However, the

Redmen never gave up. With a

little over a minute left to play in

the contest. Coach Jack Caniff

Bowdoin won the game. 2-1.

In this final period UMass played

shorthanded twice, while Bowdoin

had to kill just one penalty. The

Redmen totaled 7 penalties in the

game, while the Polar Bears in-

curred five. Flaherty blocked 8

shots in the last period, for a game

total of 29 saves, while his coun-

terpart Hutchinson stopped 10

UMass shots, for a game total of

twenty-six.

One of the deciding factors late

in this game was that Bowdoin kept

stationing two defensemen in front

of its goal, plus a third man at

times, and they succeeded in

blocking many UMass scoring

attempts.

FROM THE BACK OF THE BUS
Against Merrimack and Bowdoin

the Redmen faced some tough goal

tending, as they took 66 shots on

goal. but scored only 3

times.. Next UMass hockey game
is Wednesday at Orr Rink against

Connecticut.
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Central Area Notes

Clean-Up Coming
By C. ROSS STUART

"

Staff Reporter

H the phrase. "The Student As Nigger- can be applied to students

a, a„, particular time Of place, then the ^*]*!»$™£j*"
and the students who live there are tti application. The cent™

Area is tlie Harlem the Watts, the Roxbury, ot the University
'

The Central Area is in the worst physical condition ot all the

'T'he Central Area pets the smallest cut of the money pie

When the University, as "The Man ' show, the rest of the world

what it has. it does not show off the Central Area, instead it beams

with pr.de at its glistening cement monoliths, or phallic symbols,

depending on your particular hangup.

The Central Area is refusing to be a ghetto any longer. The> are

refusing to continue taking the shit end of the stick in things like

etuurs renovations, and appropriations. The Central Area is going

to grab that stick, shake the shit off it and pull itself out of the

'"Sr Week is now the cry to be heard from the bowels ©four

beloved alma mater From the secret enclaves of the diabohc-a

( iffice ot Student Affairs of the Central Area, the mysterious plan to

harness the incredible forces of the Physical Plant and the

bui eaucracy of Whitmore. has emerged. This devastating plan w ih

do more to change the physical being of the Centra Area than any

plan any other mere mortals have ever conceived It will shake the

very fibres of the powers that be Never before has man ever

witnessed such a coming together of brute know-how deter-

mmation to improve an environment, and confidence of over-

coming red-tape systems, such as are embodied in the Work WeeK

proposal of the Central Area.

Spring Vacation will be the scene ot a truly remarkable en

vironmental revolution. The mind is staggered by visions of hordes

,,t painters earpenters, electricians, repair men. swarming oyer

every inch of the Central Area. Just ponder for a moment the

results of this soon to come revolution. Think for a moment abou

toilet stalls with doors, doors that work, about light fixtures that

work about walls that are not cracked and peeling, about faucets

that work, about rugs and floors that are clean, about door locks

that actually lock. All these and many more wonderous delights

will be there for all to behold.

All of this will happen right in the Central Area

Hand picked troops, the elite working forces, of the Central Area

will do battle with the corrupt forces of dirt, malfunction, disrepair,

and neglect during the week of Spring Break They shall -
emerge

victorious for their cause is based on a most noble ideal, that of self-

improvement.

Nixon, Press In Cahoots-SMC

According to a statement made

by the Student Mobilization

Committee, the New York Times

the Boston Globe, and other

prominent newspapers and news

stations have collaborated with the

Nixon Administration to create the

longest, most severe news blackout

since World War II.

Despite these efforts to keep the

American public ignorant of the

recent massive escalation of the

war in Southeast Asia." said SMC
spokeswoman Claire Moriarty.

••we do know that 20,000 South

Vietnamese troops have invaded

Laos. In addition there are 20.000

more South Vietnamese troops

stationed on the border between

Cambodia and Laos and y.uoo

American GI*S or. the eas'err

border ot Laos ready to invade.

Also. US bombing of Laos which

continues around the clock is a

clear violation of the 1954 Geneva

Ac cords which the US then agreed

to abide by.'"

The SMC contends that because

Nixon is unlikely to make another

public announcement of US
escalation of the war in Southeast

Asia as he did last spring, the anti-

war movement can t afford to

passively awaid a cue from
Washington.

•Students at this University and

across the country must act

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

CLAIRE MORIARTY

decisive!) to say no to the

escalation of the war. according

10 SMC statement

The National SMC has called

demonstrations, rallies, and teach

ins across the I'nited States this

week to demand immediate with

drawal of all US troops from

Southeast Asia. The response of

students at this University to this

most recent escalation will be

decided at a mass meeting of the

SMC to be held in room WU of the

Campus Center torgght at K p.m
Everyone in the University is

urged to attend

Five Choppers Downed In Laos

Carnival Planned
For Winter Carni
Since the ban on concerts in the Cage, the Winter Carni Committee has

come up with an alternative idea : they plan to hold a Carnival

With permission from the SUG Board, the Committee will let students

organize run and staff a booth for two days during Winter Carnival

The individual student or student group may retain all profits made

from the booth, which will hopefully offer for sale candles, ceramics,

paints, leather goods, and jewelry. Also, in keeping with the idea of a fair,

students are invited to set up games and the like.

The Committee plans to sponsor arts and crafts demonstrations, penny

arcade with pinball machines, a trainride. and other attractions from

cotton candy to grinders. Prizes will be given for the best-decorated

Applications for these and similar projects are available now in the

Student Activities Office.

All students have been invited to the Carnival.

SAIGON »AP South Vietnamese

troops driving into Laos en-

countered light resistance, but

enemy gunners shot down five U.S.

helicopters, killing four Americans

and six South Vietnamese, field

reports said Tuesday.

The American deaths were the

first reported in the thrust into

Laos that was launched at dawn

Monday by South Vietnamese

armored troops and infantrymen

seeking to chop up the Ho Chi Minh

trail

U.S troops who remained on the

Vietnamese side of the border in

the northwestern corner of South

Vietnam to act as a rear guard also

came under attack, the U.S.

Command reported.

It said two Americans were

killed and 15 were wounded in an

ambush northeast of the Khe Sanh

combat base and a fire fight eight

miles to the west. Enemy losses

were not known.

Field reports said seven

American helicopters were lost in

the first day of the push into Laos-

five shot down and two crashing

They said all of the fatalities

were from one of the choppers The

crewmen aboard the others were

rescued
The helicopters were either

carrving South Vietnamese troops

into battle or were flying gunship

support

I S. officials promised tliat no

American ground troops would

participate in the Laotian attack

but said the South Vietnamese

would receive lull air support from

American helicopters and tighter

bombers.
Saigon spokesmen said the South

Vietnamese had pushed six miles

into Laos Field reports, which are

often more up to date, said the

troops had traveled 10 miles and

set up a fire base to provide ar

tillers support as the torce headed

west toward Sepone.

North Vietnam, in a broadcast

monitored in Tokyo, said the new

operation "conducted under the

US. Command is an open armed

aggression against Laos"' and a

•very dangerous act of war
."

Inventors Show Their Stuff

NEW YORK iAP»-Some of the worlds latest technology and newest

products-ranging from an automobile seat belt that massages you while

you drive to an automatic back scrubber went on display Monday at an

international patent exposition

Exhibitors from 22 countries, showed off samples of new products

technology, processes and inventions in both consumer and industrial

fields The private show was for the benefit of businesses interested in

acquiring the rights to the products.

Most of the American exhibits were devoted to consumer products

These included the seat belt massager. designed to tone up midrifl

muscles while keeping the driver alert and awake during long road trips,

and the pulley operated back scrubber that attaches to a bathroom wall

for a dailv scrub or invigorating backrub

Other exhibits included a new paint dispenser which stores a supply ot

paint in the handle of a roller brush, a combination steam bath cabinet

and shower constructed to lorm part of the bathroom, and a plastic

device which can be attached to any conventional vacuum cleaner to

wash carpets and upholders
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READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills

We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.
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Teacher Evaluation Guides Ready Next Spring

ByANNESTADNICKI
Staff Reporter

Teacher evaluation guides

will be made available to

students prior to pre-

registration for the spring

semester, it was announced by

Chuck Hallberg. assistant

director of the Teacher
Evaluation Committee.
The booklet will list the

results of the evaluation last

semester and offer an ex-

panded version of the course

description booklet, he said.

Thomas Fillmore, director of

the committee, termed the

evaluation a success in spite of

the group's Mack of direct

experience." The number ot

unforeseen difficulties that

arose mainly concerned
methodology.he explained.

It was estimated that 90°», of

the results had been returned

to the professors involved in

the evaluation. Hallberg said

that approximately 700 sec-

tions were covered.

"The only way to get into a

class to evaluate it was by

request of the faculty mem

TedGets His
License Back

BOSTON (AP)-Edward M.

Kennedy. D— Mass.. has received

a new driver's license to replace

the permit that was revoked for

one year following a July. 1969.

accident on Chappaquiddick

Island, the Registry Of Motor

Vehicles reported Monday.

\ Washington secretary

drowned m Kennedy's car when it

went ofl i bridge into tidal poll m
the incident.

Kennedy took the required tests

at the Plymouth office of the

Registry ol Motor Vehicles No* 13

and was given a license the same

da) i4 ording to Registrar

Richard E McLaughlin.
\ u.-ek after the accident which

killed Mary Jo Kopechne a former

retar) to the late Sen Robert F

Kennedy, lD.-N.> the

Massachusetts senator pleaded

guilty to a Charge <>l leaving the

scene Of OP accident

Judge James A Boyle sen

tenced him to three months in jail,

suspended lor one year on

probation Mis license to drive was

revoked for a mandatory one year

period.

LONDON <AP> The defendant

cut through the formalities in a

London magistrate's court

Monday
Fulling himself erect, he told

the court : "The way I feel at the

moment I'll plead guilty to

anything.''

He was fined $2.40 for being

drunk

her" Fillmore said. This ex-

plained why only 50-60% of the

class attitudes were expressed,

because that number of

students were in attendence at

class on the particular day the

forms were distributed.

Continuing, he said that a

professor does not have to give

permission to be evaluated.

Outside the classroom
evaluation forms could be

distributed to students entering

or leaving the class.

Facilitating the student in

course selection is the primary-

purpose of the course

evaluation guide, according to

Hallberg The form was a

worthy method of determining

teaching ability, he said.

•one of the numerable ef-

fects that I predict is that the

quality of teaching has to

improve in the long run as a

result of the evaluation,"

Hallberg added
There are possibilities that

professors may be hurt or

there will be low attendence in

the classes of poorly rated

teachers, but Hallberg said he

CHUCK HALLBERG

is not overly concerned with

this aspect.

"We don't view the situation

negatively, because it is

positive criticism," he went on.

"Low evaluation is indicative

that the teacher ought to

review his methodology."

Optical scanning by a

computer counts the

evaluation results, Hallberg

explained. He said that a 3%
estimateof error was provided

in the computation also.

One problem the committee
laces in the compiling of the

description guide is the fact

that many teachers don't know
which courses they will be

teaching next year, because

their departments don't decide

until after registration,

Hallberg said. His complaint

was that this deprives the

student of the opportunity to

choose his intructors.

Along with the evaluation

there may be included memos
from professors in ex-

perimental courses, explaining

exactly what those courses

involve. Hallberg added A
comparative cross-analysis of

all the courses evaluated will

also be published at a later

date, he said

Marshall T. Spriggs and Tom
Fillmore compiled the

evaluation form this past

summer and narrowed the

number of questions to twenty

four after submission to

various professors for validity,

said Hallberg The Academic

Matters committee ot the

Student Senate made budget

requests for the undertaking,

he continued.

Fillmore said twelve

thousand dollars was ap-

propriated to the group

"Self sacrificing tools'"

accurately describes the

evaluation committee of six,

according to Fillmore He said

that two general interest

meetings failed to net any

volunteers and that the real

job, ifevaluation is to continue,

if to guarantee participation.

Fillmore's rather ominous

warning about the future of

teacher evaluation was that it

might have to be taken over by

the administration if students

were not willing to work.

SenateDovesCondemn
Indo-China Escalation
WASHINGTON tAP (Senate doves Monday attacked the South Viet-

IIO IIM PC drive into Laos as a widening of the war But initial reaction

generally was muted compared to the protests that followed the I S

move into Cambodia last year.

The United States declared in a policy statement that the strike * Inch

is being supported by l S air power, is a limited operation and "not an

enlargement of the war
."

State Department press officer Robert J. McCloskey said the I nited

States would like to see a new international conference called to make

peace in Indochina He said also the Nixon administration is considering

making a report to the tinted Nations Security Council on the South

Vietnamese drive against Communist position in Laos

Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield said a failure b) the South

Vietnamese to cut enemy supplv lines could create an extremely serious

situation and tone i reversal of i 8 policy of withdrawing troops from

.southeast Asia

Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott said This is a movement to

interdict supplies and insure orderly withdrawal ot American forces snd

to protect American lives
" He said it "is no expansion ot thewai

Rut Sen Edward M Kenned] D Mass ,
told newsmen the Laos drive

"violates the spirit if not the letter of the amendments that passed the

Senate
"

Sen Hubert H. Humphrev. d) Minn j said the implications an

enormously dangerous tor both the I'nited States and South Vietnam as

well as for the Kingdom ol Laos and other countries of Southeast Asia

Humphrey said "this invasion represents a stepping up instead of a

toning down ol the war

Italians Dig Out
After Major Quake

TUSCANIA, Italy AP -Italian

authorities rushed health experts

and medical supplies to devastated

Tuscania Monday to try to avert an

epidemic of ty phus or other disease

BS B result of the quake which hit

the medieval hill town, killing at

least Jo persons

Health Minister Luigi Mariotti

dispatched three health inspectors

to the town ot 12,008 inhabitants.

,i long with a team oi chemists

bacteriologists and engineers to

study the damaged water system

and insure the furnishing ot

potable water to the population."

The ministry said the health

situation elleved under

control in Tuscania and "does not

100, Bt present, for

worry
Rut it ordered the immediate

dispatch Of antibiotics, anti typhus

vaccine as well as blood plasma

and other drugs

Rescue squads e\ traded the

bodies <>t young boy and an

elderly man !rom the rubble,

bringing the death toll from

Saturda) night's quake t<> 20

\ government official estimated

damage to the city's monuments,

churches and must-urns at $800,000

and said the cost <>! restoring what

is reparable could go much higher

Damage to nonhistone sites has

been estimate.! at mole tha

million

President Giusepj »nd

Premier Emilie < olombo toured

the debris strewn medh
quarter and visited some ol the 139

injured persons in hospitals

MDC HOTLINE 5-2550
i

SENSITIVITY GROUP

This weekend, February 12-14, Friday 7:30 p.m. - Sunday 4:00 p.m.

Within each of us is the power to grow; to be
"f*******?

In everything we do. This weekend, the New England
I

Cen

duct an experience In personal growth based ™ %™KI
sltlvlty training and co author of the classic TGROIP

Throne h the development of the TORI experiences (Trust,

discovers his potentiality for more open, honest and satisfy

vlronment evolves, each person becomes Increasingly mor

Is stronger, more lovable and possesses a greater potentl

TORI Is called the "Intimate Community."

REGISTRATION: All registrations must be made by

mall with the full fee enclosed. Fee: $20 00 general.

$10.00 students. Limited to 200 participants. Send to:

New England Center. P.O. Box 575,

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

TIME: Frldav 7:50 p.m. • 11:00 p.m., Saturday 9:30

a.m. - 10:00 p.m.. Sunday 9:50 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

PLACE: Marks Meadow School Gymnasium. School

of Education. University of Massachusetts. Amherst.

Massachusetts.

e to better relate with others; to find greater satisfaction

ter for Personal and Organisational Devolpment will con

philosophy of Or. lack R. Glbh. one of the pioneers In sen

TTIEORY ANO LABORATORY METHOD.

Openness. Realisation and Interdependence), the participant

ing relationships with others. As a warm, supportive en-

e responsible for his own experience. Thus he discovers he

al for Jov than he had previously thought. For this reason.

Name .

Address

City. Sta

Phone .
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In The Nation And The World

Viets Continue Drive Into Laos
. . ___i„»«L. frnm SUDDOI

SAIGON (AP> - South Viet-

namese forces drove 10 miles into

southern Laos Monday and set up a

fire base about a third of the way to

their apparent objective - a key

supplv junction on the Ho Chi Minn

Trail' field dispatches reported.

They said the forces advancing

across South Vietnam's northwest

border met only light resistance.

But h««vy antiaircraft fire

greeted the "initial waves of air

borne troops and four IJv
helicopters were reported snot

down Two others crashed because

of mechanical difficulties, the

dispatches said, but the crews of

all six were rescued

The American helicopters either

ferried South Vietnamese troops

into Laos or supported their ground

operations No IS. ground troops

were involved, the U.S. command

said. ,. .

The South Vietnamese fire base

was reported established on High

wav 9 which leads to Sepone. about

Hi miles west of the frontier and

believed to be a center for the

transshipment of supplies and men

down the 300 mile Ho Chi Minh trail

from North Vietnam.

Sepone apparently is at least one

of the objectives of the drive that

got off at daybreak Monday with

South Vietnamese troops waving

and laughing as they crossed into

Laos.

IS helicopter gunships crews

reported destroying rice and other

supplies as well as antiaircraft

weapons in the operations area.

About 140 U.S. helicopters took

part in the initial assault.

The incursion, called Operation

Lam Son 719. brought North South

Vietnamese hostilities into the

third of the Indochinese countries -

a little more than nine months

after the allied drives into Cam-

bodia. . _
4

.

But the United States and South

Vietnam insisted this does not

mean an enlargement of the In-

dochina war.

This was disputed by the Soviet

Union. Red China. North Vietnam,

the Viet Cong and to some extent,

according to informants in Paris,

the French government.

Britain voiced its support for the

operation, agreeing with the

United States that the North

Vietnamese are to blame for the

situation in Laos, which nominally

is a neutralist nation Australia.

Cambodia. Thailand and South

Korea all expressed approval

The U S. State Department said

the drive by the South Vietnamese,

with U.S. air and artillery support,

is not an expansion of the war

because "the territory involved

has been the scene of combat since

1965."

The first phase of Operation Lam

Son - or Green Mountain - ap-

parently was confined to one sector

of southern Laos - a nation a little

smaller than Oregon - and the

announced aim was to interdict the

Ho Chi Minh trail, something six

years of bombing by U.S. planes

"has failed to accomplish.

The widely heralded offensive,

expected for 10 days or more, was

undertaken "to help end the war

soon and restore peace in this part

of the world," according to

President Nguyen Van Thieu's

announcement.
In a message to his people. Thieu

promised the operation would be

limited both in time and territory,

although he did not define either

hmit.

He declared "that when the

limited operation ends, the armed

forces of the Republic of Vietnam

Harrisburg Six Plead Innocent

withdraw completely from

Laotian territory
"

A few hours after Thieu spoke, a

leader of the pro Communist

Pathet Lao in Vientiane. Laos

capital, declared that Communist

Laos into a graveyard for South

Vietnamese troops.

But on the first day. South

Vietnamese commanders reported

onlv light and scattered ground

contacts with North Vietnamese

units and said they took only a few

casualties.

Saigon headquarters did not

announce the number of troops

that crossed into Laos in

helicopters and armored vehicles

along Highway 9. Field reports

estimated the total at somewhere

between 4.000 and 8000 before

nightfall, with more to follow in the

next few days.

The South Vietnamese had

massed 20,000 troops along the

Laos frontier in the nor

thwestcorner of South Vietnam.

Some are expected to remain

behind at rear bases.

In addition. 9.000 American

troops are participating m the

operation as a blocking force inside

South Vietnam

The U.S. Command repeated

that no American ground troops

would enter Laos

The United States promised to

support the Saigon forces with the

entire range of air power from
bombers to medical evacuation
helicopters and with frontier ar-

tillery guns firing into Laos.

In Washington, State Depart-

ment spokesman Robert J. Mc-

Closkey said the operation will

protect American lives during

continued U.S. troop withdrawals

from South Vietnam.

McCloskey said the operation

would be kept within the southern

Laos panhandle and in the region

of Sepone.

Defense Department officials in

Washington said the strategic goal

behind the drive is to keep the

enemy from mounting an offensive

while the United States is turning

over its role in the war to the South

Vietnamese.
The Laotian premier. Prince

Souvanna Phouma, issued a mild

protest against the South Viet-

namese drive but declared that the

primary responsibility for the

situation rested with the North

Vietnamese because they have

been using the Ho Chi Minh trail

for years.

Souvanna was officially in-

formed of the invasion by the South

Vietnamese ambassador in

Vientiane on Monday afternoon,

hours after the drive had begun

HARRISBURG. Pa (AP> The

Kev Philip Berngan. imprisoned

antiwar priest, and five other

persons pleaded innocent Monday

to charges of conspiring to kidnap

presidential adviser Henry

K.sMnger and blow up heating

tunnels in the nation's capital

Tight security prevailed through

the federal building as the 47 year

old .losephite priest was led by

iederal marshals before Judge R

Dixon Herman of US District

Court _
Father Berngan. a Roman
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Catholic, was brought here in

handcuffs from the federal

correctional institution at Dan-

burv. Conn He is serving a 3 1/2

year term for destroying draft

board records

Berngan had spent the night in

tail in a nearby Bloomsburg. not

far from Lewisburg Federal

Penitentiarv where he was first

impnsonedlast summer and from

where the government claims he

masterminded the alleged plot to

kidnap Kissinger

Those who sought admission to

the tiny courtroom needed special

passes' Access to the stairways

was restricted and identification

*tt needed to get on elevators^

Uniformed guards checked

everyone entering the building,

and all had to walk through a metal

detector in search of hidden

weapons.
Besides Berrigan. the defen-

dants are Eqbal Ahmad. 40. a

student at the University of

Chicago's Adlai Stevenson In-

stitute for International Affairs;

Sister Elizabeth McAlister, 31.

Upper Montclair. N.J, a member

of the Religious Order of the

Sacred Heart, the Revs Joseph

Wenderoth. 35. and Neil R
McLaughlin. 30, both of Baltimore,

and Anthony Scoblick. 30. a former

Josephite priest in Baltimore

Scoblick is the son of a former

Pennsylvania congressman

All six waived reading of the

indictment handed down by a

federal grand jury here last Jan

12 Thev earlier claimed the

charges were fabricated and part

el a deliberate effort to destroy the

peace movement in America.

Judge Herman told their lawyers

he would give them 60 days to file

motions

T will set a trial date later, he

said

Witness Claims Linda

Asked Her To Kill

LOS ANGELES iAP> - The

state's star witness at the Sharon

Tate murder trial once asked her

to "go out and do some killings." a

loval member of Charles Manson s

hippu? style family testified

Monday
•Catherine Gypsy' ' Share, 28,

indicated that the invitation was

made a few days before the August

19H slayings of the actress and six

others

The star witness was Linda

Kasabian. a onetime family

member granted immunity from

prosecution for her account of the

killings Mrs Kasabian has said

that she thought robbery was the
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only goal when family members

headed out the night of the

slavings

Miss Share, testifying for the

defense at the penalty phase of the

trial of Manson and three women

followers, was cut off after her

remark about being invited to do

the killings. The judge called

attorneys to the bench to discuss

the lineof questioning by Manson s

attorney. Irving Kanarek.

Miss Share said the remark was

made at the clans ranch com

mune with herself. Mrs Kasabian

and defendant Leslie Van Houten.

21. present

Thev were talking about Bobby

getting'arrest and how it wasn't his

lault and how they wanted to get

Bobby out of jail because they had

put him there." she said.

Bobbv is Robert Beausoleil. who

since has been convicted 01

murdering Malibu musician Gary

Hinman Witnesses have testified

that Miss Van Houten was in love

vuth Beausoleil in 1969 and that

Mrs Kasabian once was pregnant

!i\ him
An early prosecution theory in

the case was that the Tate slaymgs

uere to divert suspicion from

Beausoleil in the Hinman case, as

they were carried out in similar

style, with bloody scrawlings on

walls.

Marlfiie Dietrich — <iar> Coojmt
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Apollo Readies for Home

Apollo 14

night Profile

Midcoursc

correction

Feb. 7,

1:37 P.M.

Tr*ni««rth insertion

Feb. 6. 8:38 P.M.

Ascent from moon

Feb. 6, 1:47 P..'A.

Rendezvous and docking

Feb. 6. 3:36 P.M.

Tronslunar

insertion

Jan. II,

6:33 P.M

SPLASHDOWN
Feb. 9

4.04 P.I

Transposition

and dockmj

Jan. 31,

6:54 P.M.—9 P.M.

T,mts are Eastern Standard

Lunar module touchdown

Feb 5, 4:18 A.M.

Burn to circularise

CSM orbit

Feb. 5,

:09 A.M.

Lunar orbit

insertion

Feb. 4.

1:59 A.M.

Descent orbit

insertion

Feb. 4.

6:14 AM

ABOARD l ss NEW ORLEANStAPMhe Apollo

astronauts spent most ot Monday trimming their

spacecraft for the Mazing re-ento Tuesday into the

atmosphere of theearth The weather is expected to

be near perfect in Apollo I4'i splashdown area

Tuesda)
The spacemen carefully stowed the boxes and

Itagfi ot moon rooks gathered during their lunar

adventure \s the\ did so. the space agency an-

nounced that refined estimates ot the total amount

,,t rock nou placed the lunar treasure at % pounds

!•.,, her the estimate was loK pounds, hut offlt :ials

s iid thai tailed to take into aecount some ot the

packing material the astronauts weighed with the

rocks while on the moon _______

Here is the Tuesday timetable leading to Apollo

14 s splashdown in "the South Pacific-all times

Eastern Standard

7 2:< a ;n -End eight hour rest period.

12::>o p m Final midcourse correction d needed

5 p m Kitt> Hawk spacecraft separates from

serviie module
:? .in p.m.Kitty Hawk enters tour minute radio

blackout as it enters the earth's atmosphere at an

altitude ot 400,000 f<

A p m -End ot radio hlackout.

iS p m Drogue parachutes open

:< p in Main parachutes open

4 IH p in Splashdown in south central Pacific

south ot American Samoa

U.S.TroopsWithdrawn

FromTheKoreanDMZ
SEOUL (AP)-American troops will be withdrawn from the

demi tarized zone facing North Korea, and South Korean troops w.ll

guTrd the 151 mile frontier under a U.S. plan to cut American troop

strength in Korea from 62.000 to 42,000 by July. «_____
™e cannot expect the United States to station its forces forever m

Korea
"
said President Chung Hee Park in announcing the redeployment

•We now stand at a new turning point in our continuing struggle for the

attainment of a self-supporting economy and self-reliant defense

Sere will be no change in the composition of the guard at the armistice

village of Panmunjom. which lies 30 miles north of Seoul ins.de the DMZ.

It infrudes tte Americans, other U.N. troops. North Koreans and per-

sonnel of the Armistice Commission.

The US 2nd Division now guards 18 miles of the zone along the JBth

Parallel, including the corridor to Panmunjom A South Korean

spokesman said the 2nd Division would be placed in reserve. The U.S. 7th

*™JW&*W** had reaffirmed that the pu.lout would not

affect the mutual defense treaty signed in 1954. He said the United States

would 'fulfill faithfully its obligations" under that pact

At least half of the 20,000 U.S. troops earmarked to go have already

Spokesman for the State Department said in Washington recently

that no decision had yet been made for additional withdrawal of

American forces in the fiscal year beginning July 1

State Department officials noted that Vice President Spiro T Agnew

had envisioned complete withdrawal of U.S. forces over a five year

period depending on the speed of modernization of the Korean armed

tS Nixon administration announced last year a five year moder-

nization plan for South Koreas military Congress has approved the first

vear's outlay of $150 million.
, .

Amencantroops have been serving under the United Na ions fla

D

Korea since 1950, when North Korean troops thrust across the mh
Parallel and invaded South Korea.

Belfast Explodes As

Young Girl Dies

Clip Joints Hard Hit

\KW \<>UK AP Anthony

t'aUone, barber for 40 >ears.

looked glumlj al the tour empty

i hails n his once flourishing shop

and summed up his troubles in two

words long hair

Ihcv used to come every two

weeks." he said 'Now it s at least

(WO months Some don't even

come at all. anymore They tust let

it grow, grow and grow

Vallone. who used to have three

men working with him but now

operates alone, is located 00

Manhattan's west side

-But it'i happening all over the

country." said Frank Romano,

advertising director of the trade

publication Men's Hairstylist and

Barber's Journal "long hair is

killing the barber the kind of gu)

Who uses electric clippers

There is another side to the

picture, however

Says Romano: "Show me the

kind ot barber who gives the kind

ot hairstyle men want nowadays

and I'll show you barbof who'"

making money
Those barbers who converted

their shops into "salons

specializing in styling as well as

modish decor are doing tust tine

Not so for the traditional one

Romano said latest industry

estimates are that 2.4(H) barher

shops closed down in the United

States last vear. or 2 per cent of the

total number of 120.000 shops

High rents are another, though

relatively minor, factor blamed for

barber shop troubles Some shops

were forced to close when it came

time to renegotiate leases in cities

and others moved to new suburban

areas.

Romano and barbers in-

terviewed put much of the blame

for the long hair trend on women
Wives coax their husbands to

sta\ in style, said Nick Caleca

who has had to let one of the five

barbers In his Bronx shop go.

A trend tor men to patronize

women's beauty parlors also ap-

peared in many places

Lots are going to women's

beauty parlors. said Matthew

Adinolfin, president of Local 231

which covers Washington and its

suburbs "We're netting pretty

hard hit Quite a lew shops are

closing

Getting with the trend, the

barber shop in Chicago's Palmer

House Hotel hired a woman
manager who has put colorful

COStumes on its barbers, decorated

the place with tlowers. serves tree

coffee and has converted to styling

Business is letter than ever.'

said a spokesman

<i—to.»Tt\ /contact\

MP* \ ) \»Ll KINOy

David Assigned

To Navy Cruiser
WASHINGTON lAPl - President

Nixon's son in law David

Eisenhower has been assigned to a

guided missile cruiser and will get

special training as a navigator, it

was disclosed Monday in Navj

orders announced at the White

House
David joined the Naval Reserve

at the end of January 1970. takn g

his oath at an informal White

House ceremony and went to

Newport October 24 for an IH week

officer training course there

MDC
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BELFAST Northern Ireland

,
\\>- >tmg and submachine

^un fire exploded in Belfast

Monday night alter s British army

scout car ran over and killed .1 I

. ,u old girl playing in the Street

Four other children were

wounded when submachine gun

bullets sprayed a street in a nearby

district,

British forces dug in for what

thev foresee as a prolonged and

bloody battle with guerrilla gun

men determined to end the par-

tition of Ireland and bring largely

Protestant province under control

ot the Roman Catholic republic to

the south. Military authorities

believe the weekend of rioting in

which at least six men died is only

the beginning of a new and

grimmer phase ol street warfare

invoking the outlawed Irish

Republican Army

In the latest Bellast Street

lighting. B furiOUS crowd of J<»»

attacked three British military

vehicles near the Catholic Now

Lodge Koc.d section alter one ot the

cars crushed the girl beneath its

« heels

An Army spokesman •
said a

crowd of children was play mg on a

street corner when the girl leaped

Irom the curb into the path of the

car. leading I slow moving

military patrol.

A military police car Stopped to

help the child, the spokesman said

but the army vehicles fled when

the quickly growing crowd at-

tacked with curses and yells

Within minutes, mobs formed in

11e.11 In ( athohc districts setting

cars and trucks ablaze and

blocking two streets with

kirncades made from flaming

vehicle
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Consumers Will Spend More, Save Less

WASHINGTON lAP> Many

government and private

economists believe consumers will

spend more and save loss this year

But some are skeptical and Raj

Presidenl Nixon's economic goals

will be in jeopardy it a high savings

rate continues

Americans in i
(.»7o saved more

than 7 per cent of their disposable

personal income, exceptionall)

high by historical standards, as

inflation, unemployment and

sluggishness plagued the eeononn

I think the savings rate is going

to conn' down. >aul Dr. Harold C.

Passer, Assistant Secretarj for

Kcommic Affairs in the Commerce
l>. partment. "I think it will be

beading in the direction of 6 per

cent by the end "t the year

For all ot 1971, he said, the

sa\ ingS rate should average a little

above 6 per cent compared w ith the

liiTo average ot 7.3 per cent

With the economy expanding and

business getting better, many

economists say consumers should

be using up their huge supply oi

savings at a taster clip.

Ifconsumers should, loosen up. it

will make Nixon's goal ot economic

recovery easier and help him

reach the objective ot a $1,065

trillion (iross National Product

this year

But, econimists say. the prospect

ot heavier consumer spending is b\

no means certain They say the

-awng* rate is attected by many

changing and hard to measure

factors, such as warfare in In-

dochina and the Mideast, and the

mood ot the countr>

•A high savings rate reflects

inflation, rather low consumer

confidence that is determined by

Mich things as international events

and high unemployment'' Passer

said. "1 think we'll see some mi

provement on some ot them."'

In 1969, the savings rate was t'»

percent. It climbed steadily in 1970

in one three month period reached

•The main point. said one

pnvateeconomist.isthat it is fairly

clear that in order to come

anywhere close to achieving the

over all economic forecast in the

economic report, there will have to

be a dramatic tall in savings m
1971

"

'Kitty Hawk' Continues Home,

Astronauts Clean Up Craft
SPACK CENTER, Houston AP \&Ho H

astronauts packed away their moon treasure Monday

and tidied up the spacecraft with a vacuum cleaner

the> prepared mr splashdown in the South Pacific

fuesday
, ,, ...

Man u Shepard Jr . Edgar n Mitchell and Stuart

\ Roosa worked much of the day stowing the 108

pound- ot rock gathered during their lunar adventure

ami trimming their command ship

Newsmen submitted questions to Mission Control

tor rela\ to the astronauts tor a teleused news con-

erence Monday night
.

The astronauts alio tied down an ho pound docking

nechanism thev are returning lor engineering

tnalysis The apparatus tailed five times ihortl) after

launch Jan 31 and experts on the ground are anxiou>

•o find out win

hollowing instruction- trom Mission Control, the

pacemen secured the docking probe m a lower

quipment ba> of their crafl

When it came to the point about all the rope tying. I

- glad l m flving with two sailor- -aid Roosa an

xu -

| ,, Shepard is a Nav> captain and

Mitchell a Naw commander.

The astronauts make their scorching reentry

Tuesday into the earth s atmosphere and splash down

at 1:04 p m. KST in the South Pacific They took star

sightings to tune up their navigation and used the

vacuum cleaners on board to remove any moon dust

tloating in their craft.

Mission Control awakened the crew from a 10 hour

i est period and Mitchell, the first one up. said he had

trouble rousing his crewmates

•There's some grumbling going on over here about

getting up," he said, "but I think they'll be around in a

minute
Capsule communicator Fred Haise reported to the

crew that at the astronauts' homes the temperature

dropped to freezing during the night, a rare event in

Houston
Man. said Mitchell, 'have you moved Houston to

the North Pole already
"'

The spacecratt had left the moon Saturday and

Started a long climb up a gravity hill toward the earth.

238.000 miles awa\ . it.- speed slowly dropping to a low

of 2,260 miles per hour

Civil Rights Struggle

Continues With Changes

Ml \NT \ 6a i AP> "There is a different feeling when you go

mm these olaces now." said John Lewis. "You don't think about

what mulht happen to you if you're killed. That time has passed.

\o\\ there are other concerns.

The words came slowly and quietly from Lewis as.he reflected on

the violent earl) years of the civil rights struggle in the South.

ewis m faded, sweatsta.ned dungarees and work shirt, was a

i -.mili-iV linure during the period as the national chairman of the
V

,s S udent Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Succeeded

b he nulre militant S.okely Carmichael in the spring oi 1966 he

faded into civil rights oriented foundation work in New \ork The

uusmced Lewis a figure on the national scene during the 60s. is

Z a largelydeskbound executive who heads the Atlanta based

Vt^:tK goals now, but differently/' said Lewis

It ook the other and now it takes this. When 1 was in Mississippi

d nnTthe summer project ot 6L about 23^000 btadypeople were

registered to vote That tigure is now about 286.000 and black

ix'onle are holding office." . _
^The ; \ear old graduate of Fisk University, a native of TW
\la took part in the first test sit ins in 1959 in Nashville, Tenn

.

and

tew months later at C.reensboro. N.C. He was at the meeting in

It . leigh N C . in April I960 when SNCC was estabhshed as the

result tf a suggestion from the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Kg envisioned SNCC serving his own Southern Christian

1 eadersh.p Conference as a youth corps - but the activists of SNC ( \

Lewts among them, swiftly struck out on their own. moving

guerrilla like through the Southern countryside.
g
Lewis was also on the first "Freedom Rides" in the spring of

1961 He was beaten bv a white mob in Montgomery, Ala., during

one of them, and was saved when a white official stood over him

with a pistol and warned his attackers away. His face was

mangled, bruised, and he suffered a concussion.

In March 1965 he was among more than a score of persons

bloodied bv highwav patrolmen trying to halt the Selma to Mon

tgomerv march. He spent three days in a Selma hospital.

There were more big campaigns and Lewis was at the head of

them But the SNCC split on tactics and Lewis, always a scholarly,

introspective man. was ousted by supporters of Stokely Car-

michael. who felt that the nonviolent tactics of Lewis were no

longer viable.

Lewis left the staff a few weeks later.

Todav savs Lewis. SNCC exists only on paper and in the memory

of those who worked within it. Some of its leaders have turned to

teaching, others have lost touch with Lewis and the others.

Carmichael now lives in Africa.
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New Low Rates

at The Campus Center Garage

c
^

Per Hour

e ^nlurlle^
, UH VH

No stickers needed - Garage open to everyone.

New monthly rates: Students $10.00

Faculty and Staff $15.00

Placement Office Services

Available To All
American University Women ToMeet

ByJANETPEAKLMAN
Staff Reporter

This will be the first in a series of articles sponsored by the Student

Senate Services Committee on the Placement Office on campus. What

services can it provide for you? It has counseling services-Here, un-

dergraduates as early as their freshman year can go to the Wacemen

Office to help them decide on a career and a program of study for that

career Once registered there in your senior year it helps plan
i

jod

compaigns. I.e. finding an opportunity to perform in the career you have

selected It refers registrants to part-time, summer-and tuU-

time employment jobs. It serves as a reference and credentials source for

interested employers. How does it do this?
mmmMt^m

Its two principal tools are the career library and he counselors

available. The career library contains general career information and

specific employers who are seeking help and what kind of employees they

are seeking There is information of graduate schools here and even on

the mechanics of job-hunting itself. The Placement Office is there to help

all students inquire into careers and find jobs

As for members of the senior class, if you have not registered in the

Placement Office please do so as soon as possible for your own good

Interested employers will go here foryour credentials and if you are no

registered vou mav lose many important opportunities Employers art

coming on campus to interview students as well. Sign up for an ap-

pointment at the Placement Office.

For all those who are wondering what all your courses can add up to. in

terms ot a future career, why not go talk to somebody who knows and is

waiting to help vou? Placement Office. Room 239 Whitmore.

A meeting of the American Association of

University Women. Conn. Valley Branch, will be held

tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at the First Congregational

Church. Amherst, to discuss the topic: Day Care: A
Kev To Managing A Family And A Career Too.

The meeting will center specifically on the problems

of setting up a day care center on a university cam-

pus. There will be* a panel discussion followed by a

question and answer period. The panelists are

requested to make a ten minute presentation of their

chosen topics in order to allow time for questions.

The panelists will include Dr David Day, Prof, of

Early Childhood Education, School of Ed., UMass.,

Amherst Dr. Evelyn G. Pitcher. Prof and Chairman

of the Eliot-Pearson Dept. of Child Study. Tufts U.;

Mr. Terence Dumas. Lecturer on Human Develop-

ment, UMass, and Miss Susan Widland, spokesman

for the student proposal to set up a day care center at

UMass.

Also participating, in the capacity of resource

persons, are Dean Joseph Sol Marcus, Administrative

Asst. to the Chancellor, Mr. Felipe Consuegra,

Chairman of the Graduate Student Senate Day Care

Comm., UMass, and Mrs. Florita Mortlock, former

president of the' Conn. Valley branch of the A.A.U.W.

and area state representative, who will act as

moderator.

The meeting will be chaired by Mrs. Erma DeBoer,

branch president.

Lettuce-Lovers Unite

To Help Strikers

The Committee on Poverty has formed another committee dedicated to

Men* that only union lettuce is served in University Dining Halls and

Te^bwUwN n Schmitt. the group claims its first priority is to check out

whether or not union lettuce is being served They are planning a con-

frontation with the Food Services people about this

U nor. umon .ettuce is being served, they say they will take the matter

before the Student Senate.
. A .~ .»,«

Vnyone wishing to join with the Committee on Lettuce is invited to the

organizational meeting tonight at 8 :U)in801 Campus Center.

MDC Elections

All All Staffers Must Attend

Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.

Bristol Room, Student Union

ADYLAN MASTERPIECE.

"It came on the radio in the late

afternoon and from the first note it was right.

Bob Dylan bringing it all back home again.

"Then New Morning' [title song] came

on. Like an early mist. So clean, so sweet. 'This

must be the day that all my dreams come true.'

What a love song! What a message to all of us

blinded as we are by paranoia, grimly trying

to see through the murk and the smoke and

the blood. 'So happy just to be alive

underneath the sky of blue . .

.'

"God it's beautiful ... it is the most

reassuring thing that has happened this year

of the bombings."

—Ralph J. Gleason, Rolling Stone

"Put simply. New Morning' is a superb

album If poetry can be a story that must

be sent by telegraph, then this is certainly one

of Dylan's foremost achievements as a poet.

Words, music, singing, piano work, all of the

highest order.

"It seems almost superfluous to say that

this is one of the best albums of the year, one

of Dylan's best albums, perhaps his best. In

good conscience, all I can really say is get it

yourself and prepare to boogie."

—Ed Ward, Rolling Stone

Bob Dylan"New Morning."

On Columbia Records »

andTapes
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Kronomir Report? I Thought He Was

Talking About The War"

EXPAHSIOM

Because Norman Mailer wrote a book about it, the

Apollo program has raced beyond its original bounds

ofKientifS nationalism and has firmly entrenched

itself as a part ot the contmously growing American

tolk culture. So much part of the nations spirit i can

now matter of factly touch upon the smallest detail of

Americana as it moves along; and thus attenUoni

nays to the hum-drum nuances of American though

and culture has become the most endearing aspect ot

Apollo's citizenship .

This ability to concern itself with the everyday and

still remain' noble was displayed again Sunday as

Man Shepard and Ed Mitchell took a leasurely stroll

across the surface of the moon. It was, afterall. a

weekend afternoon, and Shepard was not about to go

without his round of golf So he snuck away from the

office put down his sachel of rocks, and took out his

six iron After a couple of practice swings, he exploded

from a sand trap and sent the ball into some distant

crater Me was immediately hailed by the television

networks, who even managed a slo-mohon replay ot

"lUs'tois touching upon the fabric of American

society that makes the astronauts so endearing. It is

Shepards golf swing. Frank Borman's evening

readings from the Bible. Wally Shirras comedy

routing and Neil Armstrongs emharrasmgly humble

sentence fragments that makes the nation love its

spacemen „

.

Human, loving. God-fearing Americans ride oft into

space no different from the millions who watch them

on television, they are not the superhero s of another

nation No these Astronauts are the same as the rest

of us -with the same hopes, fears and notions of reality

that we all share

And as thev sped earthward the other day. after

rekindling that fire on the moon, they spoke on

another of the nations pet topics, discussing in their

spaceship the same thing which is bantered back and

forth in livingrooms across our land They spoke of the

War in Vietnam and of how they hoped it would end

soon Perhaps not as dramatic as the golf swing or the

earlier troubles with their magnitomiter (to which

John Chancellor commented 'maybe they should just

kick the thing"), this discussion brought the

spacemen right into the hearts of all Americans.

These great and noble fellow citizens, millions of

miles in space, want the War in Vietnam to end How

noble how beautiful, how perfectly American. Here

again the astronauts have proven their knowledge of

the American spirit, their feel for the American

conscience and their instinct for the American talent

of saving the right thing at the right time.

But these men. like our President, are Americans,

and perhaps we should now expect this exacting

perfection from them For, just a few hours after the

astronauts called for an end to the War, the President

acted in honest and informed good faith by not issuing

a statement as South Vietnamese troops invaded

Laos
Our President felt it in good taste not to comment on

in extention of the war into yet another IndoChina

country, obviously not wanting to rile up the ugly

American temper which is so embarrasmgly

misdirected whenever it does surface.

So the military will cautiously slip deeper and

deeper into Laos" just like, a year ago, it slipped

deeper and deeper into Cambodia First the

helicopters to support the Vietnamese, then the planes

to support the helicopters and. finally but assuredly,

the ground troops for. say 30 days, to clean out those

festered enemy bases. Another year another country.

But this should not really concern anyone of us. For.

after all the military are Americans too. and tney

know what is acceptable in our all-pervasive

mythology of ourselves.

For we are the nation of Apollo and, our folksyness

.side we are the leaders on earth as well as in space

Perhaps we should just accept supreme manifest

destinv our enevitable mission and dedicate that same

Apollo effort to wiping every gook off the face of the

Earth

Sing It Again, Sammy!

Eldorado?
Reprinted Holyoke Transcript

2/8/71

The potential power oi the youth

VOtC is \i\idl\ demonstrated in the

town "l Amherst where the vast

majority <»l the approximately

211.1100 students are eligible to vote

This could well mean the town's

regular 5,000 voting populace

would i>e swamped in I local

election

Should the young men and

women decide to register in

Amherst rather than their home

localities, and under current law it

seems they can do so legally, we

would have the first youth-run.

organized community in the

nation What they might do with

their power boggles the

imagination, and would most

certain!) make tor interesting

observation Local legalisation of

marijuana? Abolition ot the towns

police force" Truth in politics''

There is " 1>( » ,ri( ' P*'sk >

possibility that the sudden rise m
voting population would mean the

addition of more state represen-

tatives and senators And youthlui

members of the Legislature might

not be that appealing to the

politics-as-usual boys in Boston

Negative legislation has already

been tiled to the effect that college

Students who live on campus could

not Ik- registered in the college

community This might resolve the

matter, but it is also possible the

courts might think otherwise, and

thus the spectre still haunts the

political establishment in areas

with a high density of college

students

Letters It the Kditor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request).

The limit is one page and the

deadline is ."» p.m. the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters

Town and University officials have indicated that

there is a great deal of confusion concerning the ap

phcable residency laws ol Massachusetts, the

University and the town The reason wh> everyone

reters you elsewhere tor answers to the question is

that no one knows the answer or. at least, no one

agrees with whatever sage or seer does

To clarify the issue. residence" means

domicile" sometimes. It is equally clear the

domicile" means residence" -less often Against

this solid framework consider the following

proposition.

Domicile is that singular geographical unique

identity that every mortal always has with a fixed

point in earthly space Residence customarily means

that place where your head mot some other part ot

your anatome unless your brains are located there i

rests at night Usually that means "last night '. but

may mean "tonight, and. it neither of those serve.

tr> 'most nights" or "most nights, most recently and

again soon ."

If you have 'residence" clear, let s look at

•domicile." 'Domicile is sometimes called your

•permanent residence ". your "legal residence and

even your "voting residence As a matter of legal

tact, it is and it isn't, depending About the satest

way to use the concept of domicile is that at birth its

the same as both your Mommy and Daddy Up until a

few years ago they both had the same one, but today,

even the) may be different even though they are

married and living together Assuming you don't have

that hassle, you can start the problem. All anybody

knows about' domicile is how to get rid of one. its a lot

harder to acquire a new one and remember, you

always have one To get rid of a domicile you must

first leave it. Since you haven't legally left it until you

get to the new one. or almost, you must really leave it

a great deal vou must not intend to return to it - at

least not to live at it < figure that out I Then you have to

get to the new domicile and intend to stay there But

you don't have to intend to stay there forever. Some

"people hold that vou have to intend to leave and ac-

tually leave your old domicile, intend to have a new

domicile in a real place and you must arrive at it -or at

least make a darn good try at it Since you seem to be

required to arrive at the new domicile in fact, in order

to keep the concept functional you can be a Phillip

Nolan, without a country, and yet have tailed to lose

your previous domicile

I hope the loregoing answers all questions anyone

has about the problem we have in answering your

questions regarding residence and domicile The

straight answer in every case depends upon the

reason sou are asking the question and the Cir-

cumstances pertinent to that issue In the face ot all

this complexity, try these easy rules

1 Residence where vou are staying right now

unless yen are accepted as a guest or visitor. >,ou

don't have to have a residence.

2 Legal Residence - where your family lives ana

whefC vou regularly go home" to until >ou are old

enough la vote or are emancipated, orphaned.

disowned, or. 1 suppose, a fugitive It is also where you

vote but see below i. register you car. pay for you

msurance. register for the draft, get inducted frorm

act a passport at or from, get born, die and do lots ot

other things You are entitled to have a functionally

infinite amount of legal residences" but they are all

inextricably bound to particular reason for having

:$ Voting Residence this is easy its where a voting

Registrar Bays vou live Any test employed does not

depend, in Massachusetts, on any statutory formula

except, wherever it is that you have it you must have

had it for six months prior to the election in which you

mtend to vote, or thirty days for federal elections

Vou don t necessarily have one of these if you are in

\mherst You might in Holyoke. Cambridge, or

Springfield, but not in Worcester either.

4 Tuition Residence - Massachusetts seems to I eel

that this is the place from which you apply to go to trie

University If its in Massachusetts you are called a

•resident" II vou apply from outside the state you

are called a 'nonresident" nothing you do seems to oe

able to make you a resident" short of waiting Bi

least four years In Nebraska this was held an un

constitutional prohibition i Collegian 1/27/71 > at least

it vou buy a house, pav a lot of taxes and vote.

5 Permanent Residence a combination ot legal,

voting and. sometimes, tuition residence and you

appear to have an infinite number of possibilities.

6 Intent - most of the confusion seems to revolt

around the idea that for any given purpose youan

only supposed to have one of whatever it is and int

person judging whether or where you have it or no

uses different evidence to determine the answer an

which turns on the question of: "For this PurP°*

where do vou intend to be found"" or something hki

that Incidentally, of all the evidence and tests inai i

am familiar with there is only one that is consistently

and systematically avoided they never ask you

Richard M Rowland
General Counsel

Campus Comment Gus Szlosek

Life Or Death
^^ _AlM . I . ... ..,,. I I... iiixii \S i -i,.i ,ii.l Hit I

The Great Strike

To the editor:

You're taking a course in History? In Thermal

Dynamics? Don't just take it? Witness it. It's 100 miles

from Amherst, in New Haven. History and Thermal

Dynamics. The state is trying to kill Erica Huggins

and Bobby Seal. The state is trying to cool out the

voices of dissent. These are Black Panther voices, so

the threat is death.

You can go any day of the week and see it. Be there.

It is frightening, but it's real. It is alive and breathing.

Laotians, Vietnamese and Cambodians are exploding

and bleeding 10,000 miles away on television. You can

only guess about the lies you are told. The state is

trying Bobby and Erica, to kill them, 100 miles from

here and you can go down and see for yourself. For

yourself you've to go down, . if you are to un-

derstand, be a witness, be alive, be there. Or stay

caged in your seat of ignorance.

The Courthouse, in New Haven, is off the green. It is

a white building decorated by a facade of pseudo-

Roman paste-on authority marble. In front of it stand

archaistic cut stone pillars, made to look as if they

supported the structure, but which in fact ate

disconnected from the structure and standing only to

support themselves.

If you get there around 9:00 they will let you in to

stand in line for the 32 public seats in Court 15. (That's

right Court 15 It looks more Roman, more ancient and

legitimate, like the Roman numerals on the clocks

that don't work in the building.) In Court 15 they are

still choosing the jury. Erica and Bobby are there.

Charles Gary and Catherine Roraback their lawyers

are there. Jury selection is the state's attempt to

make the execution look fair and legal. It isn't even

legal The Jury is the states weapon and only people's

witness can loosen the state's authority over it.

You stand in line until 10:00 when they open the

doors Before you can go into the room, you have to be

searched. They have women to search the women, and

men to search the men: official non-sex. They pat you

down and try your body, looking for Jonathan

Jackson's gun, looking for George Jackson's spirit,

looking to put you in your impersonal place.

The people sit in the back of the court. The judge sits

in the front. In the center of the room at a large table

sit Charles, Bobby, Erica and Catherine. At another

table, behind them is Markel, the state's prosecutor.

All around sit court functionaries. They only people

who talk to each other, or touch each other are the

ones at the defense table and the ones in the back of

the room. Everyone else looks objectively on,

maintaining official postures.

The state is trying to kill Bobby and Erica. They are

trying them, to kill them. They are trying them for

being BAD NIGGERS, for getting out of line. You
come see. You come look at the state's line. I want you

to come down and see your state on trial. Your state

against your sister and brother. It is you. True. It is

US on trial: life or death
GARY TARR

CEQ-Where Are You?
To the Editor:

Rumor has it that youth in general and college

students in particular have a deep set concern for

environmental quality UMass students have

something going for them. They are fortunate enough

to have a vehicle through which they can express their

concern -the Coalition for Environmental Quality.

Now let us consider just what CEQ has going for it.

It has a handful of interested and dedicated people,

stimulating lecture programs, and alas, limited

finances. Also. unto, tunately. CEQ has received

hterallv no response Irom UMass students, which has

inevitably resulted in a lack of manpower to support

CEQ inspired projetits

If the students are so concerned about their en-

vironment, where are they? Are they so intense about

their studies that they forget about the crisis going on

all around us'' Are they merely armchair activists

who blame the establishment for our environmental

troubles ? CEQ has certainly gone to a lot of trouble to

avail itself to the students, but the lack of response is

disheartening and the apparent lack of interest is

down right discouraging

Where do your priorities lie? CEQ is there to aid

student involvement in environmental projects Get

involved and get on down to the CEQ meeting tonight

Room ({• H>2 7:00.
( .oergia Forlier

They '11 Do It Every Time
To the editor: .

In regards to the present controversy over he

refusal of the administration to re-hire Prof Best 1

would like vou to know that the vast majority of the

students who took Economics 125 feel that the course

was relevant to them There are very few professors

that can match that claim Damn it. you students are

paving for vour education and when you haye a

teacher who* exposes the economic fumbhngs of our

govt., don't let him be silenced for not publishing. This

is just an excuse for firing someone who teaches!

Even if you haven't taken Prof Best's course help

abolish the publishing requirement in support of a

relevant education If you let them fire him they'll do

it to anyone that favors education
KOBSIIEEHAN
Economies Major

Now Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf

To the editor: .,„„,
In vour editorial of February 2. 1971. entitled NEW

TRUSTEE you urge the Governor to replace Louis

Lyons with a trustee who will provide the University

with the "human leadership" with which "students

can identify." This suggestion is commendab e and

we can only hope the Governor will listen to it It is.

however, less commendable to assume, as the

language of the editorial suggests the Collegian ap-

parently does, that >uch leadership can come only

from a man Since humans are both male and female,

it would be merely reasonable to urge the Governor to

look for either a man or a woman who displays the

Qualities you describe. In fact, since approximately

half the students at this University are female and

since at the present time, only three of the trustees

are women, it would have been more just, and indeed

more consistent with the stated objectives of the

editorial, had the Collegian urged the Governor

specifically to find a woman rather than a man to

replace Mr Lyons, however generally the editor may

have intended the term "man" toj*W^J*^
Dept. of English

On April 7. 1971. Spiro Agnew.

astride his White charger Hurtling

Invective, led his elite corps of

speech writers into Perth Amboy,

New Jersey, to put down the

boycott against local barbershops.

On April H. 1971, the Oreat Strike

began.
At UMass, the first action was a

student call for all 'Passing"

grades. Unlike the 197(1 Strike, the

Administration refused to

negotiate, and called for total

class attendance. This is when the

fighting began.

The first incident was the

throwing of a water balloon from a

high-rise in Southwest. It was

widely reported to have splashed a

smalf amount of water on a UMass

co-ed. This action was denounced

by members of the State

Legislature as "vile barbarism",

"savage radicalism". and

"rampant anarchy". Several

represenatives called lor an im-

mediate assault on the Amherst

campus "to put down the

rebellion". Soon Spiro Agnew

supporters and readers of the

Boston newspaper accounts of the

incident crowded the streets of the

state capital, demanding all-out

war on the Amherst campus.

Several hardhats actually planned

to hijack a planeload of nuclear

bombs for the assault on UMass.

but satisfied themselves with an

assault on a I Mass Boston co-ed.

I Mass students countered by

mobilizing campus defenses. The

School of Education and "F" Lot

were established as remote "Early

Warning" outposts. Dormitory

residents were organized into

fighting units. Cars were converted

lo tanks, armored with the

toughest substance known to man-

-Dining Commons steaks.

At this point, •conservative"

elements on campus staged their

"counterrevolution". Whitmore

provided the ideal tort for this

group, having been patterned after

a Medieval castle, situated atop a

hill, and being generally inac-

cessible to students The

drawbridge from the direction ol

Metier Hall was destroyed to

prevent invasion or desertion.

\t this point, the danger of at-

tack from outside the campus was

minimized. as the Slatr

legislature decided its business

was lea important lo be disrupted.

Namely, another pay raise for

themselves.

But battle lines were already

drawn on campus. Sides were

taken, buildings were seized, and

battles were fought. Students in the

PfcysiCS Department immediately

set about creating a :»iMi-mcgaton

atomic bomb for use against the

enemy. The Chemistry Depart-

ment began work on a combination

nerve gas/armor-piercing acid.

The Botany Department con-

tributed booby traps consisting ol

man-eating plants. There was

some question of whose side these

students were on. but the question

was irrelevant after the creation of

the Ultimate Weapon. This was

called the "Dining (ommons
breakfast". The mere sight of this

caused severe abdominal pains in

the victim, tearing eyes, and

eventually, total paralysis. The

horror generated by the in-

troduction of this weapon led to a

unanimously -approved total ban

on weapons research by the

warring UMass factions.

Bv this time, the English

Department had taken over Mahar

auditorium, and turned it over to

the "Left" students. This was set

up as a siege tower for use against

Whitmore. being already designed

in the form of a gun turret.

NOTES ON HUMANITARIAN
SIDE OF THE STRIKE:
Despite the intensity of the

fighting, agreements were reached

and kept. The (age was declar d a

demilitarized zone, having already

been the scene of destructive

fighting in the Fall, 1970 Concert

Wars. And the first warm days

brought an uneasy truce to South-

west. In this case, the residents of

.ILK tower proposed the truce, to

allow sunbathing on the roof of

I hoi ran
*****

The last major engagement of

the Strike was the Dining Com- «

mons Siege. Several regiments,

spearheaded by the First (iorman.

surrounded the "Copper Kettle" in

Central area, and allowed no food

to enter. There was some question

as lo the strategic value of this

building, but it was selected as a

target after this group failed an

attempt lo scale Ihe Cliffs of Or-

chard Hill.

In any case, those inside the

Dining (ommons were soon forced

lo surrender. There are conflicting

reports on the cause of this. Some

say these mside were starved into

submission because no edible food

was kept inside, some talk of an

epidemic of Dining (ommons
Jello. The most reliable sources

report that a broken tape player

kept repeating the same
demoralizing music that students

had been subjected to while eating

there. In any case, leadership of

those inside was virtually

nonexistent, since all those

in Authority were out to lunch

the attack was launched.

The Strike ended with the first

major injury One student reported

to the lulirmai y early in Ihe Strike,

with a small cut on his right index

finger \lter two weeks spend in

Ihe waiting room ol the Infirmary,

and another three day s ol intense .

tare, the student emerged The

sight ol this empty shell of a for-

mer human staggering about

campus on his crutches linally

broke the spirit ol the student

lighters. \n armistice was im

mediately signed, and most

students left campus Soon, onlv

roving bands of looters disturbed

the tranquility ol the \mhersl

campus, along with sporadic

pee«3 raiders Lven these weic

gone by the time Boston

Legislators chose their lighting

lories, and Hi.iMMi sex-crazed Boy

greets descended on the I Mass

campus.
In the end. of course. I Mass w js

closed down by the Massachusetts

Legislature, and converted leethaff

uses. There was talk ol a con-

version to a prison farm, hut this

was universally denounced as

inhuman, and the idea had to be

abandoned. Legislators agreed

that the buildings were unfit to

house criminals.

Linally. the overall setup of the

I Mass campus suggested an

answer, and the one proud I Mass

campus was converted to a

combination plastics factory and

state dump.

When
To the editor:

The recent drug busts in Southwest and the response

for the "Southwest 11" represent only one thing; that

the drug users and pushers of this campus are not

martyrs, but merely poor losers.

It seems strange to me that those who break the law

and blatentlv advertise their violation should seek

sympathy, band-wagon protests or classifications of

martvdome for their stupidity. They are quite simply

"sitting ducks" and those who protest in their behal

are in reality protesting for themselves, in fear that

they might be the next "victims". In this situation, the

police cannot be blamed They are merely doing their

jobs. The blame must remain with the violators

The Southwest 11 are not martyrs. They are lighting

for no cause and have accomplished nothing In

reality they are merely spoiled children They choose

to advertise their illegal acts, yet cry when they're

caught. The Southwest 11 and their protestors are not

victims of the establishment, but rather victims of

their own lunacy
K t RTZMAN

Pandora 's Milk Carton

( Ac* upon some time, way back when men were men and women

were women, there lived in the ivy-colored halls of sexual

degeneracy a round up-stooping lass named Fandora She was big

tor her age but she still resembled in physical appearance a skinny

underfed Camel filter, however, not to be deterred by anything

short of the plague. <or a reasonable facsimile thereof' Pandora.

wringing her hands in unbridled fecundity, she skulked up behind

Iconoclastes, her arch-enemy and the local travel agent BSB,

drooling with a perverse lustful dullness in her eyes she

<TO BE CONTINUED. SADLY >

I«m K\ ROCOCO
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Think CO-You May Qualify

DRAFT COUNSELOR'S CORNER
Bv GILBERT J. SALK

If you are opposed to the war against Vietnam, or

opposed to the draft, or opposed to killing or op-

posed to war in general, you should consider the

possibility that vou may qualify for classification as

Conscientious Objector. This is especially true if

vou have no other legal alternative to serving in the

armed forces, but should be considered even if you

qualify for some other deferment.

The only wav to tell for sure that you are or are

not a CO is to consult a qualified draft counselor It

is not true that vou must be a pacifist, a Quaker, a

regular church-goer, or sure that you would not

have fought in World War II to be a Conscientious

Objector So don t simply assume that you are not a

CO and stop thinking about it. Talk to a draft

counselor. Excellent advice may be obtained from

Mrs Frances Crowe of Northampton, one of the

best counselors in New England Her phone number

is 584-8975 Or vou can visit Draft Counseling

Services on this c"ampus in 418E on the second tloor

of the Student Union Or stop in at the group CO

counseling sessions in 805 CC on Monday and

Thursday alternoons.

CompLitPromotesTtvo

Conscientious Objector was a freak-a board dealt

with only a handful each year. Now. boards must

process several applications at each monthly

meeting This has helped move the board to view

the CO as the genuine classification it is. Since a

major determining factor for a I-O is sincerity, a

request for a 1-0 from somebody who already has

some other 'out'* carries a great deal of weight with

board members Thus, if you are out of the draft

because of a high lottery number but request a 1-0

anvway, it may make it easier for the guy behind

vou. who has no other outs at all, to get recognition

as a CO.

The final political pins is thai having received a I-

O. you almost automatically become a missionary.

Too many people never try for a 1-0 because they

think it'simpossible to get. When you get into a rap

about the draft and mention that you have a I-O, it

will show others that it is possible to obtain and

maybe encourage them to seek it themselves, thus

putting more pressure on the draft and starting a

whole new cycle.

I feel that it is important for a Conscientious

Objector to seek recognition of his status even if he

is entitled to other deferments The other deter-

ments mav be obtained at a later date and there

are both personal and political points to be made b>

seeking a I-O

The political points are simple. First, you are

declaring vourself and making a statement about

vour personal beliets Vou are directly confronting

the members ol vour local board with moral

questions about what they are doing The ef-

fectiveness of this illustrated by the fact that draft

board meml>er resignations have increased over

the past two or three years in direct proportion to

the increase in 00 applications. It seems obvious

that these men are being taced with moral decisions

which thev had not previously considered. This puts

1 a great deal of internal pressure on the system. I

Each request for CO status legitimizes the

position m the eyes of the board Four years ago a

The personal plusses mav be even nu.re im-

portant For most people, it requires a great deal of

introspective thought to answer the questions on

the CO form. This usually means that for the tirst

time you are really considering what >our values

are. where you got them, how they affect you, and

where thev are leading you It's a trip into self

understandin Almost everyone I've seen go

through the CO process comes out with greater self-

awareness and confidence, because he has forced

himself to question who he is, where he's going, and

why. and for the first time has some semi-solid

answers for himself.

So think about it It takes time and effort, and can

!*• one of the most frustrating experiences you've

ever had But the advantages, even if I am guilty of

romanticizing them a bit. are real Can you dig it°

Peace

Qv,«t.oc> to IM* to'um-. incut; De idCrwica "O G-lbert j Sal*.

l0 Draft Counsels Serv.crt RSO .395. Campus Center. U-.v of

V*, 1Vi .
Amherst Mass 01002

F^e personal draft coun>ei.ng available Draft Counsel ng Ser

vices 418E Student Union 2nd floor

The Program in Comparative

Literature announces the ap-

pointment of Professor Frederic

Will to a professorship and Mr.

David Lenson to an assistant

professorship.

At present, Frederic Will is

Professor of English and Com-

parative Literature and Chairman

of the Program of Comparative

Literature at the University of

Iowa. He also directs the widely

known Iowa Translation

Workshop. After taking his doc-

torate in comparative literature at

Yale in 1953, he taught at Dart-

mouth. Peon State, and Texas,

where be WS* a founding editor of

Arion. He will bring with him to

UMass his journal of poetry in

translation. Micromegas.

Mr. W'li has held two Fulbright

grants and also ACLS and

Bollingen fellowships. His

academic publications include six

books and fifty articles; he has also

published .hree volumes ol his own

poetry and two book- length

translations from Modern Greek.

He will be leaching in such areas

as the classical tradition,

nineteenth-century aesthetics, the

literature of the Enlightenment,

and Marxist literary theory.

David Lenson graduated from

Princeton ;i> l%7 at the head of his

class. He :s now completing his

dissertation for he Ph.D. in

Comparative Literature. He holds

the Jacobus Fellowship, awarded

to the most outstanding student in

Princeton's Graduate School Mr.

Lenson's 'caching at UMass will

reflect his special concern with

poetry, tiagedy, and the modern

novel. An active poet, he also plans

to work creatively in the tragic-

genre.

WINTER

CARNI

CARNI

FEB 19 20

OHSeriesOn ForeignPolicy

Slated To Begin Tomorrow

Great lwc-ismns: 1*71. a series of seven Wednesday oven.r« forums

.„ncerm»B lomgn policy will beRin tomorrow, februarv 10 in NoahMS l

Cr<C^>rehard Hi.,, .he .£. v.Udea. wi.h

curSCes'eoneermngfmenean tar^gpoHcj. Og. .0 .he H*.
the forum will also be broadcast live over WK R iffi.5 f M
Th^s week's oanel will discuss the topic "Vietnam, Laos ind ( am odia

Which waTt^aci and when" Moderator for ita panel" '^e^rence

Bu ke of the Department of Geography and penHteU wiU include^Luther

Allen of the Department of Government. Jot* FHlfcyald
j
GgOJaate

Student UMass and Russell Johnson of the American Friends Service

C(S= a^med from the live audience «-,?£«£
mortal! are available for $1.50 at the Noah ^^STJuSi
weekdays, evenings or by phoning Valerie r oster at ,46-6862 or Luther

A
\ther topS in the series will be: February 17 The Midle Ea>t Con-

flic Feb 24-Latin America and the U.S.. f&*jf~J**±*t
vironment. March 10-Communist China and the lb and March 17-

Dissent. Public Opinion and Foreign Policy.

do a booth

run a game

take in someone

sell your wares

make some bread

eat some bread

pinball

silver

pottery

merry-go-round

you-name-it-

you-can-do-it

winter carni

carni

WANTED:
College men and women for man
agement positions .n government.

Must meet physical requirements

Financial aid available for in

college trainees, or applicants

can enroll in special training

course on graduation. Stateside

and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

8

C

Applications for tables

at RSO - all entries

in by Feb. 16th

questions • J. FOLEY

253 - 2779

Here's a government position with a

real future for both men and women

An officer's job in the Air Force. A

management level job in anybody's

book. Certainly, there's no better

way to get the experience and tr /lin-

ing needed for executive responsi-

bility.

If you have two years of college

remaining, you could find yourself

earning an Air Force commission

while you learn, through the Air

Force ROTC two-year program.

Along w.th college credits and a

commission, you'll receive$50each

month as a student And upon grad-

uation, that management position

we promised will be waiting for you.

If an advanced degree is in your

plans, you'll be happy to learn that

the Air Force has a number of out-

standing programs to help you fur-

ther your education.

If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission

through the Air Force Officer Train-

ing Program. It ,s open to all college

grads. both men and women, who

qualify.

Check it out. You'll find that the

Air Force is one career that offers

something for everyone. Nearly 430

different jobs, ranging from aero-

nautical engineering to zoology,

with almost everytn ng else, includ-

ing flying, m between. But whatever

your duties, you'll soon discover

that the Air Force will let you move

just as far and as fast as your tal-

ents can take you.

So look ahead 3nd let your col-

lege years pay off for you with a

managerial position in the U.S. Air

Force. Just send in this coupon or

write to USAF Military Personnel

Center. Dept A. Randolph AFB.

Texas 78148. and getyour postgrad-

uate career off the ground.

scnjh

USAF Military Personnel Center

Dept. A
Randolph AFR Texas 7P148

Please send me more information

on;

Officer Tra.ring School

- Air Force ROTC Program

nave »nr.

. pnnl)

|
AOrPESS

C'TY STATF Z.P

DATE QFGO»p_JAJPON_

•jCH'-'-L

I understand there is no obligation.

Find yourself in the
|

United States Air Force
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Open Theater Next Week

No they are not playing Chess, rather THE OPEN
THEATER perform a scene from TERMINAL, one of the

plays thev will perform while in residence on campus next

week. Along with performances in Bowker. the troupe will

take part in workshops, seminars, and master classes

throughout the week.

The Open Theatre Ensemble, co-directed

by Joseph Chaikin and Roberta Sklar, will

be in residence at the Amherst campus of

the UMass Feb. lt>-20 under the auspices of

the Fine Arts Council.

The Open Theatre is recognized as one of

the country's most exciting off-off Broad-

way ensembles, and its productions of such

works as •Terminal'' and "Serpent'' have

met with public and critical acclaim.

During its five-day visit to the University,

the Ensemble will perform three 8 p.m.

programs in Bowker Auditorium. Thursday

and Saturday. Feb 18 and 20, the Ensemble

will perform "Terminal" and on Friday.

Feb. 19, there will be an open rehearsal of a

nameless new work.

Mel Gussow, writing in The New York

Times, has characterized "Terminal" as

"stunning horror". In Mr. Gussow s words:

"'Terminal' deals with appearance and

reality, exteriors and interiors of life and

death, all those generalities that most so-

called serious theatre claims to concern

itself with, and seldom does, except

superficially Under Chaikin's direction, the

Open Theatre has created a horrifying,

unnerving and moving artistic esperience."

An important part of the week-long

residency by The Open Theatre Ensemble at

the UMass will be its daily workshops,

seminars and master classes which will be

open without charge to those purchasing

tickets to any of the evening performances.

Full information on these sessions and the

evening performances may be obtained by

contacting the Fine Arts Council ticket

office. 125 Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202.

Chronicles Reconsidered

Hell Ain't HalfBad

Acclaimed Pianist Appears

With Philharmonia Tonight
Twenty-three year old pianist.

Murray Perahia. will be featured

soloist with The Boston Philhar-

monia during its two-day visit to

the University. The Philharmonia

will perform concerts tonight.

Tuesday. February 9 and

tomorrow evening. Wednesday,

Feb 10 at 8 (Hi P.M. in Bowker

Auditorium under the direction of

the noted composer-conductor-

pianist educator, beta Kirchner

Mr. Perahia is a protege of

Rudolf Serkin. the great pianist,

and has concertized frequently at

the Marlboro Music Festival in

Vermont. He is the winner of the

coveted Kosciusko Chopin Prize.

Mi Perahia is scheduled to per

form Mozart's Piano Concerto No

25. K Mt. The Philharmonia's

program will also include Haydn's

Symphony No. 92 i "Oxford" >.

Minotaur Suite" by con-

I .

•

•i i

.J

Rent your own refrigerator
$25 for the semester-

Dormitory •<• '•"' «•»»« it utad to Dt Not «m«n you can

rwjvc • MINI KOOL REFRfGERATOR-ftutfad with 2 cub<

foat of aoodiaa-rnht in your own room Notninf'i itoppma,

you Not ft* tchool (fttay approval Not tht wt IM
:

».ti

not" in-can wm do doubt* duty art and tabfel Certainly

not tha pne* (|u*t • faw omtt • dav-and you aplit that

„,th your roommottl Sal Tha foot Gat • MINI KOOL. and

aatailtMr

Compact (only 20 1 17 I If) but Spacious (notch

op to M—"I—SP<

Coat* tuft pannwt • day ItpM fha com with • room

mate) -and 75% of rantal appfcat toward purchaat

Good looking (walnut Mylinf) and Varaatita Imafca.

•c* cube* in 45 minutat)

Unwaroty approvad. troubta fraa (raplonad withtn

24 noun if unit fail*)

Fraa pickup and dalwary.

CALL

253-2494

minj/fjfoo!

A $10 deposit is required lor eneti Item rented

— it's refunded with interest when itnm is re-

turned clean and complete.

CALL
(-2494

By JUDITH KATZ
Fine Arts Staff

The University of Massachusetts

has been consistently treated to a

series of substanceless plays

during the one and one hall years I

have been here There have, of

course, been exceptions, among

them Waiting For (;odot. Danton's

Dralh. and to a certain extent. The

donit It is for this reason that I

fed Robert Rotenberg deserves a

great deal of praise for attempting

to do something as substantial as

Michel Ghelderode'S Chronicles Of

Hell.

There is always the hazard in

plays ol this nature that audiences

will" not understand Their answer

to this is all too frequently

boredom There is also the hazard

that, because the play is not light

and jolly, and because there isn't a

little song and dance routine, the

audience member may feel that he

shouldn't understand it, even if he

is reasonably sure he does, and

again become bored

The Chronicles Of Hell, despite

this fault, was a very pleasant

change from meaningless drivel. It

was theatre for art's sake, rather

than purely for entertainment

Now don't start getting all up in

arms and calling me an in-

tellectual snob. This is not true. I

enjoy an evening of meaningless

drivel as much as the next person

It is only that with a play like

Waiting for (iodot or The
Chronic Irs of Hell I am asked to

think. And at a place like the

University ol Massachusetts, this

somehow presents itself as a novel

and exciting experience.

temporary. American composer.

Elliot Carter and Igor Stravinsky's

Concerto for String Orchestra

Reserved tickets for both con-

certs are still available by con-

tacting the Fine Arts Council

Ticket Office. 125 Herter and any

remaining tickets will be available

at Bowker one hour before each

concert.

Pinter Play

At Smith

Harold Pinters modern masterpiece. THK HOMECOMING, will be

performed at Smith College at 8 p.m. on Feb. 12, 13. 14. M and 21 as the

second plav in the Theatre 14 Series.

THK HOMECOMING, written in 1965 and originally performed by the

Royal Shakespeare Company in London, concerns a family of men in an

old and slightly seedy house in North London. They are: Max. the aging

but still aggressive patriarch; his younger ineffectual brother. Sam and

two of Max's three sons Lenny, a small time pimp, and Joey, who

dreams of being a successful boxer. ..... o. ,

.

Into this sinister vet comic atmosphere comes Max s oldest sonleddv

and his wife Ruth who come back from America after a six year stay to

visit the family. The play continues with the relationships becoming less

and less subtle until the true nature of the family finally emerges

Tickets for THK HOMECOMING are available at the Theatre Box

Office, weekdays from noon until 5 p.m. Admission is $2 (Mi. students

$1 50. or by Superticket

mm 3

WEIGHT®
WATCHERS

NEW MEMBERS ACCEPTED AT ALL TIMES

AMHERST
V.F.W.

457 Mam Street

Wednesday
7 00 D.m.

Call 732-6613 S3.50 Registration — $2.50 Weekly

You may join any class at any time.

You can start losing today...

theWEIGHT WATCHERS way.
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BBC Influence

Felt On U.S. TV
NEW YORK <AP>-Since the inception of public television in this

counirv in the earlv 1950s at least a quarter of the programming has had

"gEUSStt Corp. has provided a mjcleus^f program^

MoreSficant v. BBC has provided a huge share of the Programs and

MriTS ha™ had the greatest impact and drawn the biggest

"SrvSl!^XPse-me Street' is. of course, an American

oroouc Bu Outside of that and Julia Child, the TV cook, the only hits

Kave blende BBC produced 'Forsyte Saga. « Civilization and the

^Xuord^lT^'denfoTpBS. said. The most obvious thing has

beXttST BBC Scenting one of the world's best broadcasting

s ems. has brought a substantial audience »o public tetev,s.on

•

-Sesame Street and Julia Child do as well or better, but BBC does

Pr;;m^;:!^a^a^bv"h 1ch American public television has ob-

JneS a ir a\; product at a low cost But it also serves to emphasize

tiuXwSS problems that continue to plague public Revision

TWnUre PTV network programming budget is only about $20 million

or about what commercial television spends in pnme ..me programming

ta

fflTWnt«. director of the international ^vision of NET sa.ci.

•lets lave it we don't have the money to produce 2o dramas with

\ I er e iiuhors We have to took elseuhere BBC obviously isn t doing

1 so ,ts the American authors who get short changed

\ ,
,

'

, sparked in HoUywood when the Mobil < Ml ( ,v announced

moStob^XX It would put up H»m tor «he 31 part -Masterpiece

'

' ih^'rai. unioni said it wai unfair to spend the mem) on production in

EiuSand .t a time when Hollywwood movie economj «ru depressed and

n"many craf! memSS. we?e out o, work The Motion Picture Pension

FundthreatenedtoseUit821.0005hare»of Mobil stock

But Mobil pointed out that it was not paying for new production, but waa

buying -how- previous!) aired on BW

Skull-capped Student

Returns To Class

I \1I RIVER MASS -\P A 12 -war-old student at Morton Junior

ii.nl, School James Pepper, returned to classes Moodaj after a legal

!,,in said the principal could not interfere with the practice oi weanng

'"peppcrti,. il Jewish, »•. sent home last Wednesday by school

Principal Man..- Mup.ro. tbo I Jew. tor wearing the yarmulke. a skull

can worn l>\ BOme Jewish men

Shapiro contended an) one entering a public building should remove his

U

But a legal opinion hied Saturday in the Office ot the city ^Porat.on

counsel ruled that -choolauthont.es had illegal!) suspended the youth

ause he was tearing the cap

Virginia Beat

Joins Faculty

The Nutrition and Eood Department of the School of

Home Economics has announced the appointment of

Miss Virginia Beal to the Eaculty effective with the

Spring semester of 1971.

Miss Beal is a distinguished nutritionist in the area of

infant and child nutrition and prior to her appointment

here was assistant Clinical Professor of Pediatrics at

the University of Colorado. She has acted as consultant

in her field to Harvard University, the University of

Oregon. Columbia University, and the National In-

stitute of Health. She is a member of the American

Institute of Nutrition and the American Dietetic

Association, as well as being a Fellow of the American

Public Health Association.

Miss Beal has written innumerable articles and

other publications and delivered several papers at

International Meetings.

\
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MISS VIRGINIA BEAL

l>,vid Manrimie left jots down data »hile his father Louis Manrique operates high shear priymer

estsrsea wMe >tm « ansar at lihiral Regional High school.

Father, Son Team Up OnHomework
.

"
. . . .i__ __i.._ n - ^,. w.rw-o iind Hr»aron Mis son will enter th

The educational paths of Louise

Manrique and his son David have

intersected in an unusual way this

year at l Mass.

Both are students, the elder

Manrique doing graduate work at

I4MIB
All Seniors to Sign Up for Index Portraits

M\KE APPOINTMENTS NOW AT THE INDEX OFFICE,

SECOND FLOOR. STUDENT UNION
If you don't have your Index yet- pick it up now.

the polymer science and

engineering department and the

younger taking undergraduate

courses He is enrolled as a special

student through an arrangement

hv the University and Amherst

Regional High School, where he is

,i senior

•I came to UMass primarily

because of its strength in my area

-

polvmerscience." Louis Manrique

explained He is a polymer chemist

on educational leave Horn the IBM
Compaq) to work for a master'

UftfySoupS

Comparative Literature

F.lm Series presents

All Sjobere/s

MISS JULIE

Stnndberg's drama of one woman's symbolic

downfall - fuel for the Women's Lib fire

TONIGHT
Mahor 8 and 10 75<

Film Series subscriptions

(any eight films - $4)

available at the door

GOtDK HMD
nnismins

- ^
J
i»W«fNCt ".

1 AOMIN IN LOVE

degree His son will enter the

University lull time next fall as a

Ireshman.
Mr Mannques field is high

shear v i s c o m e t r y - 1 h e

measurement of behavior of

polymers and similar materials

when stressed in a parallel

direction The study has ap
plication in plastic manufacture

and in the How behavior of some
liquids David expects to major in

theoretic;! I physics His other

interest is the conservative

political organisation YAK Young

Americans for Freedom
"We've not «i prett\ good

arrangement," the elder Manrioue

commented "When he has dii

ticulties with chemistry I help him

out and when I hav<- dilln ulties in

higher mathematics he helps me
out

"

The Manrique' family lather,

son. two daughters and Mrs

ManriOJUC live at the University's

North \illage married student

housing area.

Wednesday Night Coffee House

ot

Top of the Campus
(1Mb floor Campus Center)

Continuous Entertainment storts ot 9:00 P.M.

NO COVER — NO MINIMUM

* All Ages are Welcome

'Only Top of the Campus Club members and their

guests over 21 may drink alcoholic beverages.

DO YOU ENJOY PERFORMING?

TIRED OF PERFORMING WITHOUT GOOD
PA EQUIPMENT?

ANYONE IS WELCOME TO SHOW THEIR TALENT!

contact Ed ot 549-1418

between 4 and 7 P.M.

Notices
CAMPUS GOLD

Very important meeting Wed . Feb 10th at 7

p m ,n Thoreau Date Room

CEQ

Open HI—MlH 7 p m C C 162 Slide show and

discussion ot spring activity

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB

Ground pounders meet in C C at 7 p.m with

f a r' S to become enlightened

Congradulations Gmny & Chuck

&AMMA SIGMA SIGMA

There will be a meeting tonight at 6 30 p m

,n Room 168 170 ot the C C Exec board will

meet at 6 P m

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB

The regular square dance will be held m the

C C Aud tonight at 7 30 to 10 30 p m

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Stamed glass conversation will be held m

C C BIS every Tuesday. Wednesday, and

Friday trom 4 Spm, except this Wed it will

be m C C 803

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Come see what Our House ' is all about

Tomght at 6 30 Kappa Kappa Gamma. 32

Nutting Ave Also. Wednesday N.ght at the

Movies .Feb t0that7pm Call tor rides

MAROON KEYS

There will be an important meeting Wed

evening ,n Room 433 James at 7 p m It there

are any conflicts please contact Richard

Simmons at 67604

MENTAL HEALTH

There will be an important meeting Wed

MENTAL HEALTH

Therapy group «or couples will be held

weekly, beg.nn.ng Tues . Feb 16th at 4 6 p M

it interested call Mr S.ddaii at Mental Health

S4S7337

SKI CLUB

Tr,p to Bromley on Monday. Feb 15th ino

classes) S.gn up and information g.ven

tomorrow U 4 p m ,n the R S O ottice or can

(9) S4V669S

Tonights tr.p to Mt Tom will leave

nasbrouck at 6 45 and Southwest (Hampden

DC. at 6 30 No tickets are needed tor

m.-mbers iust show up

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN

Organizational meeting Wed . Feb 10th at

7 30 p m in Room 804 808 ot the CC For

lurther into call 665 3901

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH

All ordained clergy in the ULC will meet to

d.stuss church activities tor the spring

i*«r ,n the Hatch I 30 Wed night Feb

10th Amen

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Gamma Sigma Sigma announces its first ot

IhrM rush parties A tolk smg will be held on

th. 5th Floor ot JQA tonight Any questions

please call Jean at 66867

ZOOLOGY DEPT

The Zoology Dept Student Faculty L.a.son

Committee will hold a "bag lunch" meeting for

tac , grad students & undergrads tomorrow at

12 1.30 p.m m Morrill Science Center Rm 349

The Committee urges all interested Zoo

maiors to attend

SIMS

Checking for all Transcendental Meditators

Tuesday February 9 15 pm Room 168

Campus Center

LOST

i blue pla.d hat &. 2 beige m.ttens m Boyden

on course change day Call Susan 549 6763 alter

S p m Viease, people, its cold outs.de

Mans '71 UMass r,ng somewhere m S W

Name .s engraved mside If found, please

contact Phil. 215 J Adams. 68611 Great

sentimental value

Taken from Engl Thursday a green

pocketbook Please return what you dont

want l have none left of all you got Can Jane

S84 67l3torarrgts Mail tome (Claybrook Rd .

Sund i. or leave in my Gunn Mailbox

Sandy from Putfton ( New London) I left

my gloves m your car Please call Mark at

68860 Thanks

Russian textbook left M Chenoweth 224 last

Fr.day about noon Call Steve Holochuck at

52304

i ve lost the book that Susan gave me The

Phantom Tollboth Please return rl when you

nave finished reading H Can 65444 Leave

message for Allan Thanks

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SIBIIS

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

TUES., KB. 9 & WED., FEB. 10 — B f.M.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIA
Leon Kirchner, Conducting

Murray Perahia, Piano Soloist

asses ^rhjss®sxjtt SS&

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet
. . »„.. r-iarinpt &. Strings, Yona Ettlinger,

ESS? S^^St^&tSrSinA no. i hy

Joseph Tal

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 1620

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Chaikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminol", Februory 18 ft 20 - 8 P.M.

New York in Proorett, Februory 19—8 r M.

nniiv Workshops Master Classes and Lecture Demonstm

lions" o^Sout charge to ticket-holders.

For complete ticket informotion:

Fine ArH Council, 125 Merter HoM,

- Trlephono 345-0202

(or Bowker one hour before tvent)

Two GarnerSears-Roebuck Scholoarships
• 1 ........1 ..... *.•*!» itii j^

Two UMass students majoring in home economics

have received $400 scholarships from the Sears-

Roebuck Foundation.

Mrs Jane F. McCullough, scholarship committee

chairman for the School of Home Economics,

presented the scholarships to Linda Keech of Turners

Falls, and Barbara Feingold of Mattapan

The scholarships are made available by tne

Foundation to students who have decided to undertake

careers in home economics Preference is given to

students entering teaching or planning careers as

home economists in urban or rural poverty areas

Linda Keech. right, is the daughter of Mr and Mrs

Robert C. Keech of Turners Falls, and a graduate ol

Pioneer Valley Regional High School. Northfield Slu

is a member of the class of 1973 at the University and

is majoring in home economics education

Barbara Feingold. left, is the daughter ol Mrs

Martha Feingold. 240 West Selden St., Mattapan. is a

graduate of Girls Utin School. Dorchester, and a

major in human development in the class of 1 97<

Best Buy North of Of Chicopee

,

MDC Classifieds

FOUMO
Tortoise shell qiasses found <n Eogr Aud

Hth ai 9 OS Please can 67<»S after 7 p m

Sterling Silver Charm near Craotree To

claim call 311 Mary Lyon

AM
The Coed Fraternity

Come see how JAM hos mode Coed work.

OPEN INFORMAL RUSH FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1971 - 7:30-9:15

387 N. PLEASANT ST.

CALL 545-0845 FOR RIDES
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New Challenges Await Former UM Grid Greats

ByMARKVOGLER
stait Reporter

Former high school heroes love

to Bit and boast about their bone

crunching days on the grid iron

Those one stop higher, who made it

in the collegiate ranks, fight

nostalgia by reminiscing the good

old Saturdaj afternoons

Although the weekend game is

temporarily gone lor former

L'Mass greats Bob Fena. Nick

McGarry. and Pierre Marchando.

Bob Perm

there's no tune tor talk For with

two being selected in the annual

National Football League draft,

and the later m the shuttle as a tree

;t a newer challenge lias

toned which could spur them

on to greater heights • the

challenge ol professional football

so move over Greg Landry and

\iilt Morin Vou maj have corn-

pan) shertlj

To evaluate the factors which

enabled All Yankee Conference

nuard Bob Fena to be drafted b>

^ eland Browns in the fourth

round, it might be wise to take a

glance at the numerous honors that

showered him this past season

Besides being voted a front line

berth in the conference on offense,

the hard-nosed performer received

the following recognition: I'PFs

All New England i first team). Mr
Zs ALL NK < first team), Kodak

All America (second team), All

Fast team not confirmed as yet),

VPs ALL NF (third team). APs
AH America for small colleges

honorable mention), varsity M
award winner tor the season on

offense, and Allan Fond award
recipient-emblematic ot the out-

standing player on the I Mass

squad.

A graduate of Falmouth High

M.isjv where he lettered in

football and tiasketball.Pena went

on to build a name tor himself on

the grid scene ot Dean Junior

College a brilliant defensive end.

the team captain was lauded by his

mates two successive campaigns

as the club's MVP. Me was the only

player in the east to be selected to

the All America Junior College

feam tor both seasons

Upon transferring to l Mass. he

was converted to offensive guard

and complimented the shift in his

first year by nailing down second

team All VanFon honors. UPI'S All

\F first team . All Fast .second

team . Mr Z's All NF second

team and AF s All NF third

team
In view ot his reactions to being

dratted and his intentions of giving

it another tr> on the turl. Fena

commented
l was expecting to be dratted,

out I honestly didn't think I'd go m

the fourth round. I was quite

pleased with my selection. 1 an-

ticipate anybody that gets drafted

has the potential to play. It's

probably the top percentage of all

college players that are in the

professional ranks right now."

Football has been a full time

thing for me. Next to the family

and the very few that are close to

me, football is the number one

thing in my life. It's been my life

time goal to play in the pros. I've

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
I ,.r information « I mini; the*e (-ImrtertMl j>t flights

dill:

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— <»>. n «»•»'> ,0 •"' ( ""• ~« Students Faculty. Staff

and ni»-rnluT> of llieir in»m»-dial«* family —

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

l •,<it fur*. ro»t». c»p*«. atolre,

•nil Jackets. ,15 to •«« All »ltf»

Call J183-5W0 ttt-19

Mu\ln« to Button." <»ur four liril-

r.,i,.ii lioiw In half »n hour «•-«

nf Ho.ton, Ju»l off Kt * If >ou

lik.- IMN, llKtit and Irrrn c»ll *»:»-

e.r.-H
tf - 10

\Vr«tlnchuu»e four »|ired »t,rrn

|,li»noKr»ph built In »pi-»krr«. «..<>d

• ..nililiim $10 tall Ron 6IH-*"H
^

" Ko.tiemtl Mrnl.. skit nitli M>l<«-

mm •>•»• <*<«-H<-n» mnilitnin. Sl«

, ,.i .,.»! SI'NI iif". Iie»f offrr 0\«T

. ... i ,11 MMM3U «!*• «:«»0 P m
„r l.rtur.- II :IHI it m If .-11

Mn.r -«. I'lTM Mf.lt <"n\ . rx-

ll.nt i "T,.| . in» r.n« uflrr m-
iited < ill 1 -.•••*- <*•'• mttft '< l> «i.

ti '
I

ROOMMATES WANTED
Kimiiimrtti' unntrd — Puff ton \ll-

Uir ll>t\r own room. Call MS-
ISM* t»-9

; |,r..|.lr to liw with t nlhrrt in

.111. ill Iioii««- in Itrl. Iirrlnwn Krnt
in. lull, t ln;it iinil rl«r at BM JM
j,, r |..r»nn t imic tu room WV! of

,1.11 l.il.rnrt Iwtw rrn I nml
tf .•-!•»

HELP WANTED

lt.i> nun runt. tff>
I nil W;ir«- JXiV.V.H".

kooiI condition
tf.'-lO

" i . irnir.l model sl.T.'B. mahoenn*
,,,,,., ,|„.t cnxrr. M'lIK Sure far-

in.l-r. inr E*eel < »nd Mu«t wll

,,r„r sit* < nil tSS>tSS«i Brmlr
tfM©

» Oil fur nppros one hour Vtnnl

nil frnmli' t.ul>j>ctn for p»Trholo«>
^iprrlmrnt rnnr,m*i1 with phjsloln-

«i< nl reactivity nml loudnr** prr-
. pptiun Slim np at "5 Bartlctt Hall

2-1-9

"Tnterested person

Mini .ViO Ttipp Itr.onlpr with own
,,.,,. nml »|.kN Call StS-UfW. «">•

tllll^
tf'.'-lli

WANTED

Martin* niodrl alrplanr club —
«/r, < I.. IT Indoor Call ?53-?0«2

or5t9-ll3«l p\rnin«« tf?

"^SPECIAL EVENTS

t. null u»pd »now»hora. Al»o art of

wp|»hia fall «-'W.l.T or 6-W1H tf.'-lO

• ni»lr« with In-atlablp arnauoun

ili'Hlrm nred Imnipdiate rompanlon-
-iilii Womrn — call «3-CT15 aftrr

ft p m «fJL?

\ u,\\r of u-^il I"' •knt.". ifrninlr

.i/P li). fall Itpv r.l!»-«'i,i ttMit

Thr Shop-In U rotiiinr t» 1

rioie in thP AIIp> .

Cook

Ift-ll

BOOKS
GIVE AWAY

Wp bar o»ed book* and rprorda —
Hhiu M»hl Boeka, <ln thr «£>

fToVl 3

Tp\lbook« for Anthropoloiri ml.

h» FriPd and Hork. hNo amnl <
»*<-

Ituilip- H*<f Prlrr "'"** '" Kr,'',,

...ndition fall or km « %*""
., fl ni to 4:30 p m for •»»•""'

Mnrjl 5-;.V»0 """"l

FOR SALE — AUTOS

KITTF.>> to Iip si^P :h\.i>, four li

wpfk obi. Iioutclirokpn kittpn» < nil

Mi.Vt.'Ci Btur ii p ni MfM«)»»
w.-.kfiiiK ;in>tililP. tfj-ll

ROOM TO RENT
n„« ii rhiiiips st . I*. »w-

,,KH. S<i-. ppr mo >*|.lit ut.htlp-.

tharp tiiiilitirt Spriout -tuilpnt on-

l>, irrn.l pritprrrd fall »flrr 6 P m

ii .i ...t In nidr. »*rll f"r * li!i nT

p ni.

LOST
Irirndly Tobv i, lost Ho »

miiiiik dark mnlp, t.prtnan Sli.ph.r.l

Reward offprpd. Cnll -, .v;-»i30'.»

Nick McGarry
surrounded this idea as a childhood

dream Mv next ambition is to

start for the Cleveland Browns

next vear on opening day '

1 expect a tremendous

challenge, but a challenge that 1

think 1 can meet, otherwise 1

wouldn't have dedicated my whole

life to a game."

PfSM expressed gratitude to the

entire coaching stall which gave

him adequate assistance and

encouragement along the way. "i

hold Coach Kusia in high esteem

M) relationship with him has been

nothing but rewarding and I

consider him head and shoulders

over atl) man I've met in football
"

The Redman team had high

hopes tor Pierre Marchando.

whose -ervice on the opposite side

oi the interior line would have

supplemented the power ol Pena

nicely Hut when it was discovered

last spring that he had not

projected a 1.6 cum in his fresh-

man year, he was slapped with the

biggest letdown in his life and was

proclaimed ineligible. The sad

point about it is that Marchando

has since been progressing nor-

mally at the university and never

knew beforehand that such a rule

even existed.

Convinced that he couldn't be

inactivated for a year if he were to

plav pro ball. Marchando joined

the Hartford Knights of the

Atlantic COoast Football League

where he emerged as one of their

toughest linemen.

He was under contract with the

Knights at the time of the draft, so

he was bypassed completely.

However, opportunity knocked for

him as a tree agent. Two clubs

currently negotiating terms with

Marchando are the San Francisco

Wen and the Boston Patriots.

As | tour sportsman during his

schoolboy days at Cambridge
Latin, he accumulated seven

letters.

Although deeply disappointed

over not being able to play out his

senior year for the Redmen,
Marchando admits that he is at a

bigger advantage having played

with Hartford and being tabbed a

tree agent.

•I think my chances are pretty-

good As far as going into a

training camp is concerned. I think

I'm a little ahead of the gang

because Of the Hartford experience

where I was exposed to the pro

offensive and defensive systems

and I played against a better

quality of player on the overall

This should give me a head start

T feel I have the physical at-

tributes to make it It also depends

upon the team I choose to play for

This is an ace in the hole for

mysell I get to select the team

that I want to play for. So I'm

going to shop around and find out

which team needs the most help on

its offensive line
"

After being posed the question of

his desire to play for Boston,

Marchando responded: "I'd really

like to play for the Pats. It's

definitely closer to home and my
family. But that doesn't mean I'm

going to shut down any other of-

fers. I'm at the point now where
football isn't that much fun

anymore. I'm in it for the money
now as well as the enjoyment of the

game. It's a business now. Since

it's going to be my living I must

SKI
BROMLEY

with Hie

SKI CLUB
MONDAY

Co»»: $7:00

FEB IS (No Cro.se* )

$1.00 Deposit

For info & to sign up see:

Grant 224 Homun or Gre* (9)549-6695

or

WED, FEB 10 11-4 RSO Office

Pierre Marchando
treat it as such.'

Marchando made notable

mention of thanks to Coach Fusia

and his coaching staff, citing

George Karras in particular

Coach Harras developed me from

a fullback who couldn't block into a

prettv good offensive guard."

His status as the Boston Patriots'

15th round draft choice doesn't

seem too impressing in itself. But

considering the circumstances,

Nick McGarry thinks it's all worth

the while.

Cream of the crop as a YanCon

pits receiver in his junior year, the

first team selection proved to be an

instrumental cog to Vie Fusia

S

1%9 championship machine He

was voted All New Kngiand by one

poll

But McGarry, like Marchando.

tell victim to the axe on las'

spring's 1 ii eligibility ruling which

dated \\a\ back to his Ireshman

year lb too i- acadernicaH)

stable av far as gi ados go Hence,

he has been absent from the iieid

tor an entire Mason The

question ark thai must be dealt

with is wb the) • l<»t time will

inhibit hi: playing ability an)

An All Stater in both toot ball and

basketball lor his high school in

Arlington Virginia, he attended

Columbia Prep school before

coming to L'Mass

T think with Boston I have a

I airly good shot. asserted

McGarry. I have a better chance

with them then with any other club,

because their tight ends aren't that

good in comparison to the rest of

the league
."

Because of the year layoff. I'll

(Continued on Page IB)

ub —
.3-2002

tn-o

The U-Mttl Duplicate Bridge Club meets this and every

Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. in the back of The Hatch. Tell

your friends. Come alone or with a partner.

1

Theta Chi -Open Rush-Tues.

(AFTER GAME)

Open Minded?
THE GREEK SYSTEM IS BEING QUESTIONED. THE BROTHERS OF

THETA CHI WOULD LIKE TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS. DON'T
FORM AN OPINION UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN BOTH SIDES.

496 N. PLEASANT ST
Next to Newman Center
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Ski Movie I Plays At Union
Fresh air, blue sky, and freedom

are in the mountains. Skiing is fast

becoming the nature lovers

number one excape. Learn what

skiing can offer \ou. Ski Movie I

From SummH Films offers you the

opportunity to escape and enjoy.

Enjoy Ski Movie I or. Monday.

Tuesday and Wednesda> Feb. 8, 9

und Ut. and escape to th? Student

l nion Ballroorr at 7 p m. and 9

p.m. for 90 minutes o? the best

footage from Summit Films ot

Denvei Colorado, plus a dune

buggv movie.

It excerpts and expands

sequences previously introduced in

such award winning films as The

Moebius Flip, The Great Ski

Chase. Ski Racer, and Ski The

Outer Limits. Ski Movie I is a

potpourri of all the crazy hap-

penings that didn't fit the sponsor's

script, but most important of all, it

includes miles of exciting current

action that only Summit has

viewed.

Ski Movie I is advanced. It

dwells within the new limits to

which today's skier has taken the

sport. Greater speed, more
aggressive mogul skiing, ac-

celerated turns, jumps, flips and

an attitude which treats ice cliffs

and gigantic crevasses as if they

were home slope bumps.

Ski Movie I is different Summit

has avoided the standard ski film

structure. Many scenes show

skiing teats never seen before that

are tied together with an artistic

arrangement of dazzling visuals

which command the viewer's

attention.

The pure beauty and excitement

of Ski Movie I makes it excellent

entertainment for everyone, skier

and non- skier.

Pro Football Lures Redman Trio
(Continued from Pa"*' 14)

be a bit rusty and it w ill take a little

longer to get into the >wing of

things. But because Bot-ion works

out at L'Mass. I figure thai I'll get a

more decent looking over

•'Plus the fact that when I get

into good shape- and get out there,

my attitude is such that I feel I can

make it anyway. It is something

that I want, something Ive wanted

for a long, long 'ime. And now that

1 have the shot at it, I'm going to

make the most of it."

Finally the desire to excell, that

self urgency to be good. All of

them have been ideal in this

respect. All three have been very

coachable. They've been a credit

to the university and it's been real

nice in playing a small part in their

football life."

For Pena, Marchando, and

McGarry. their football futures are

not automatic. They only have

their feet half on the threshold of

greener pastures They'll have to

prove themselves over again at the

respective camps they head lor.

The trio plans to work out together

before each splits his separate

way.

ONE MOKBIl S FIJP-Hermann (.oellner. a wellknown sM-rtll

suintist. performs his amanng Moebius Flip, a somersault coin-

oinmg a full ^-degree twist. More feats of this sort can be seen >n

The Number One Ski Film. Ski Movie 1.

Extending credit to lis team-

mates and coaches, McGarry
singled out Fusia and Bill Carty.

•Coach Fusia was just great all the

way through. I thank Bill 'arty for

having helped me with the dif-

ferent techniques of defensive end.

He gave me a lot of confidence in

myself, confidence that drove me
to success."

Asked to size up the chances of

either one or all going pro, former

head football coach Vic Fusia

commented:

"I can't size up their chances.

But I think they're all possibles

Now for what makes a possible in

the pros, the following factors are

essential. One, ability is

necessary. The pros wouldn't be

thinking of them if they thought

otherwise. Secondly is size, and for

their particular positions, their

size is almost perfect."

Then there is speed. I think that

both Bob and Pierre have excellent

speed for their position In fact,

both of em can run as fast as most

fullbacks in our league.

For a receiver I like Nicks

hands. His hands are as good as

anyone who I've ever coached and

that includes Milt Morin, Mike

Ditka. Bill Carty, and Bobby

Meers. And I don't slight any of

em because they were all out-

standing.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNETOMAM'

Crossword Puzzle

i

4
9

12

Sag.ttar.us .s an ideahit At times, ideals

outrace reality Many t.nd it difficult t

toily comprehend the goals o» these natives

Much of the time. Sagittarius improvises

the rules are not restricting For Sagit

tanus. restrictions are not binding and a

maior hey is the open mind and the open

road Some famous persons corn under

Sagittarius include Frank Sinatra. Ramsey

Clark and Connie Francis
• • •

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Stress on

changes, creative act^ity. relations with

children FuM moor now accents speoa.

.nvestments, schools Remain flexible

Accept social invitations. Romance

beckons
TAURUS (April JO May 20) There are

some blocks to progress These can also be

interpreted as challenges. Stick to accepted

procedures You are being observed by one

m position to grant aid

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Unusual

concepts, studies are featured You may be

consulting relatives, neighbors There is

flurry of activity Finish one thing at a t.me

Avoid scattering your efforts

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Check with

family member Strive for maturity, un

derstandmg and domestic harmony Money

situation enters picture Compromise You

cannot have it all your own way
LEO (July 23 Aug M) You can gam

recognition for special creative endeavor

Key is to see persons, situations as they

actually exist Take off rose colored

glasses You 9«f exactly nothing for

nothing
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept «) P«*« com

mitments catch up you should not try to

evade responsibility Oeal with older, ex

per.enced individuals Don't be afraid to

ask lor help Many are on your wde m
controversy
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Full

mghi.ghts part of chart related to hopes

*,shes. friendships A special relationship

,s pot to test Some sacrifices are

necessary But you can achieve goal if

persistent

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 2)1 New outlook

,s a necessity Be daring m that you are

willing to break from tradition Member of

opposite sex offers encouragement Real

advancement is m the pictore

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21' You

are better able to express thooghts Many
respond to yoor soggestions Key >s to know

what it is yoo really need Qoiet reflection

could provide valuable answers

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Some
who are concerned with the occult may
attempt to confuse you Stick to facts Get

money agreements m writing Deal with the

here and now
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb !•> Obtan

hint from Capricorn message Be

meticulous about details affecting legal

decisions One who is intemperate could

create problem know this take necessary

precautions
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) You may

have to perform special duties You are not

tree to make immediate changes Realue

this and ride with the tide You are building

for future advantages Keep the faith

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have a quality which draws others to you

You would make fine physician, nurse you

excel m field where teaching and healing

are requisites You are. this year, going to

learn what it means to co operate This is

due to relationship which started a few

months ago You asked for more ex

citement You got '» Now. you pay price

and it could be worth it.

( To find out who's lucky for you in money

and love, order Sydney Omarr's booklet.

Secret Hints for Men and Women/' Send

birthdate and SO cents lo Omarr Astrology

Secrets, (name of your paper). Box 3740.

Grand Central Station, New York. N v

10017 )

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp
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ACROSS

Edible seed

Tall structure

Policeman
(slang)

Part ot

circle

13 Growing out of

14 Anglo Saion
money

15 Algonquian
Indian

Mends with

cotton

Recent
Harvest
goddess

20 Partners

22 Weapons
24 Affirmative

25 Newspaper
paragraph

28 Gratuity

29 Through
30 Massive

31 Group of

ships

33 Walks
unsteadily

34 Assumed name
35 Soak
36 Sign of

zodiac

38 Army meal

39 Article of

furniture

Bundle
Inheritors

Suf1«:
adherent of

Hawaiian
wreath
Wants
Electrified

particle

Possess
Waterway
Room m
harem
Supplicate

Muddled
56 Openwork

fabric

DOWN

3 Performing

4 Spreads for

drying

5 Tierra del

Fuegan Indian

6 More temperate

7 Small stoves

8 Remainder
9 Configuration

of the stars

10 Native metal

11 Animal's foot

19 Postscript

(abbr)
21 Ireland

22 Near
23 Firearm

24 Still

26 Artist's stand

27 Mountain
(abbr.)

29 Footlike part

30 Obtain

32 Comfort

33 Communist

|i 14
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Redmen Host BC In "The Gam
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
Assistant Sports Editor

The day has finally arrived

Tonight the UMaSS basketball

team hosts the Boston College

Eagles at the Cage at a p.m. in

what can onlj be termed a revenge

match The Redmen are 15-2 and

the Chestnut Hill boys are 12-7.

It was just over a year ago that

these same Eagles dropped the

Redmen, 83-76, at BC in a game

mat I'Mass thought it should have

won The loss, possibly the low

point ot what turned out to be an

outstanding season, served to

seemingly recharge the Redmen

as the) went on to win ten eon

secutive games and end up as the

New England champs.

Somehow though, the BC game is

always a big one for UMass,

regardless ot the sport, lhe

Eagles, being big recruiters and

possibly the most well-known and

respected team in New England

-..present some sort ot Special

challenge for UMass
on top of all this, the Redmen

have had little luck with the Eagles

„t late I Mass has not defeated

Boston College in basketball since

1964 and the Eagles lead the

overall series. 12 4 The Redmen

-imph don't seem to play their

-i hall against the Eagles

Although onl) 12-7 on the year.

don't let BC'S record tool you

\mong the opponents that the

Eagles face are St John s.

LaSalle. Canisius which beat

Providence and Davidson

< onsidering common opponents

between the two clubs, Hi' has

defeated Providence, UConn and

Rhode Island and lost to Holy

Cross by two and Eordham in

overtime The Redmen have

deleated I Conn. Khody and Holy

Cross while losing to Providence.

l)V one. and Eordham. In this

respect anyway, the game looks

about even
Any discussion of BC basketball

has to center around captain Jim

O'Brien. The Ail-American guard

CoUr^ian

SptnU
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is one of the finest players in the

country as well as the spark that

makes the Eagles go When
linen is on his game, which is

$ ot the time, the Eagles are

tough to beat He is not only an

excellent shooter and ball handler.

he also set the Madison Square

Garden Hobday Festival record

lor assists last year when he

collected Hi in one game Bnen is

the ke\ to BC

Joining hi in in the backcourt is

Bob Smith, mainly considered a

defensive specialist and ball

handler His main job is to set up

O'Brien. Another strong guard tor

the Eagles is Hick Holus. a 6T

transfer from VM1 who averaged

33 points per game there as a

freshman.
I'p front, the Eagles have Pete

schmul. ti'7. Frank Fitzgerald. 8T
and Greg Sees. 6'5. Schmid netted

2i points against Eordham and can

be tough otl of the boards. Sees is a

good shooter and Fitzgerald is

effective inside The Eagles have

been hurt bv the loss of Via Costello

who sustained a foot injury and is

doubtful for the I'Mass game
Also, the Eagles have a couple of

other 6'7 men on the bench who can

do the job. Their names are Dave

Freitag and Tom Anstett. both

members of last year's frosh unit.

So the Eagles have some depth up

front.

Coach Chuck Daly has molded

these bovs into a fine basketball

team Though not blessed with the

height and overall talent that

marked BC under Bob Cousy. Daly

has none the less continued BC s

winning ways in basketball.

The game shapes up just as

ever) BC-UMasi encounter does.

dose There is just no way ot

knowing or predicting how the

thing will turn out as the emotional

factor is always so important in

this battle It "should be a game

worth watching

For I Mass Coach Leaman will

go with the same starting line up as

he used against Vermont. That

means that John Bentancourt and

Mike Paghara will start in the

backcourt and Tom McLaughlin.

Chris Coffin and Julius Erving will

be up front. Leaman also

speculated that Ken Mathias, s

rounding into shape after his

illness, will be in the game early

and often.

So the game has arrived, a game

which in some ways seems a

season in itself. With both clubs

looking towards an NIT bid. the

game may be just that.

Coast Guard Nips Matmen
. ... .„ i_»_ :_ »u_ ~11 Jllllaa t ,>i1 till' 1 hll'

;yrfyf-f-w^ ? ??^r^?rr»^^agg!'^^rgg?g**assgggSig{a:^
!

Remember...?

Doubting The Redmen\

Heights" The unter of the article it came from is unknown, but

, appeared on Monday. Nov 30, IWO and was a reaction by he

writer to s story that appeared in the game Pf^"***
l Mass BC footbaUtilt That Ctorj was a preview ot the Redman

basketball season The writer ot the paragraph below seems to

eel thai I Mass shouldnt bear the label ot defending New

England basketball champions, even though, yes(even though.

the Redmen were rated the number one team in N E last >ear by

he United Press International I PI and presently have in their

possession the plaque that designates them as such. Nothing

more need be said It la recommended here that one read the

paragraph and react to it as he ma\

those ol nou who read the t Mass name prolan, must teel that

„m bi 'geM score is Net le ec settles with Ike Mass. tgges. H<

iravehto Maker* for a name wah the • Oefeadiag New Eagiaad

i hampton" Redmee m Penman I. That's salle a dam, to. .,

u .Jim '„,.„ has,, t beaten Bt shtCC I9M. They ought to play a

schedule oi comparable toughness beferc making such seii-

n, oi lan.alions. It .1 he ake to see a large contingent of Fans make

the trip to l Mass to, that name to watch the Daly men stick it to

thus.- hums. Fixing and all.

. —,~T^r»»>»>»>>a«gaaaaatT^

Gymnasts Bow

Bv MICHAEL CT SACK
Staff Reporter

The I'Mass varsity gymnasts

suffered their tirst defeat of the

season as they bowed to a powerful

Penn State team. 164.30-155.25.

I ndefeated Penn lead by only 8 of

a point after the first event, floor

exercise, but the Nittany Lions

continued to pile up their lead

throughout the course of the meet

Penr. State was overpowering as

they look first in every event and

swept the top three places in two

events, sidehorse and still rings.

UMass could manage only three

third and two second places State

also won the event total in every

event but long horse vaulting,

which the Redmen won by I mere

.1 of a point

Top honors for I Mass went to

Steve Carv who tied for second in

both the ionghorse and parallel

ban events other outstanding

performers lor the Redmen were

,'la\ Thomson, who tied for second

with Cary in vaulting. John

Calabria, who placed third in floor

rcise. Tons Vacca. who cap-

tured third in vaulting, and Scott

Stover, who was third on the high

bar All around Norm Vexler

turned in a good performance as

he scored 50 40 points in the all

around event to place second in

that total.

In tloor exercise, the Nittany

Lions jumped to a 27.50-26.70 lead

behind the performances Calabria,

who took third for the Redmen.

scored a 9.05 He was followed by

Vacca s 8 85 and Berner's 8.80.

The next event, sidehorse. saw

I Mass collapse as the Nittany

Lions out scored the Redmen. 27 »i.V

24 r> Led by Aveners 9.40. Penn

State swept the top three places

Vexler was high scorer for I'Mass

with an 8.8.

The still rings event saw Penn

State again sweep the top three

places as they increased their lead,

bv outscoring I Mass, 27 65-25 45

Stale s Mitchell won the event with

I | 40. followed by William's and

Dunn who scored 9.15 and l.ll

respectively The score at in-

termission read: Penn State 82.80.

I Mass 70 4o

The Redmen opened up the

second half ot the meet by winning

the even! score for long horse.

27 35 27 2.Y Penn State's Kreust

won the event w ith a score of 9 .35.

lollowed by Cary and Thomsen of

I .Mass who tied tor second at 9.15.

Mitchell of Penn State and Vacca

of I Mass tied tor third with scores

of 9.05

The next event, parallel bars,

saw the Nittany Lions enjo; their

best scores of the afternoon, as

they again outscored the Redmen.

27 80 25 :>n Dunn of State won the

event with a 9.45. high score of the

meet Carv of I'Mass tied with

Mitchell ot Penn State for second

with scores of 9.40 and 9 10

respectively Third place went to

Stover ot I Mass who had B M6
The even! score was Penn State

2t.4.-). UMass 2». oo. bringing the

final score of the meet to Penn

State 164 tt, CMass 155.25

The loilowing afternoon the

Redmen travelled to the Cniver

sitv ot Pittsburg and barely came

awav with a 141.85.126 40 win. The

Redmen did not meet Pitt with a

full strength team, as evidenced by

the fact that going into the last

e\ SSA, the Redmen were leading by

a mere I of a point

The Redmen were not

ps\chologically up for this meet

after having been beaten by Penn

State What should have been an

easv win almost turned out to be a

disastrous loss, a loss which they

could ill afford, as they still have

several toagh opponents to meet.

lo
.Mill UdlWUMWH "«t «' ' __

Mighty Penn State

B\ BOBGANLEY
Staff Reporter

The I Mass wrestling team

continued to have problems with

|| middleweight wrestlers and it

(1 ,st the Redmen dearly as they

dropped a close 18-17 decision to

i oast Guard on Saturday The loss

dropped the Redmen record to 5-3-1

on the season and they are still

looking lot their first win since

before Christmas

The final score gives every in-

dication as to the closeness of the

match. The lead see sawed back

Notices
WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS

Intramural basketball is about to

begin Sign up now in your dorm or

pick up roster sheets at the in-

tramural office, room 1<*. WOPE
Deadline: Friday, Feb 12

• * *

VOLLEYBALL Roth nuns and

co-rec volleyball start play

tomorrow- Ail managers are asked

to check with the intramural office

about scheduling

All wrestling rosters aiv due D>

it. ion todaj

and forth for the first four bouts

and then Coast Guard forged

ahead only to have the Redmen
close last and come within a hair of

victory Eor CMass. Dave Amato
and Shelly Goldberg won two of

the first three matches, but the

Polar Bears countered with a pin

and a decision to lead 8-6 going into

the 150 lb match. This has been a

costly weight for UMass this

season and once again, the form

held up. The Redmen suffered a

pin. their third pin in a row at this

weight, and Coast Guard widened

the lead

Jim Godkin came from behind in

the third period with two points on

tiding time to salvage a 4-4 tie at

138 and the Coast Guard lead

remained seven points A loss at

167 opened the lead to 18-8 and the

Redmen were faced with the

prospect of needing a pin and two

decision in the last three weights

to win

This was nearly accomplished by

What roach Homer il.nr called his

'tM'
'

CMass" The trio of Ed Carlsson.

George Zguris and Chris Hodson

put their opponents on their backs

a total of nine times, but none could

get the pin and the Redmen
comeback went by the boards.

Carlsson won 16-2 with three

predicaments. Zguris won 9-4 with

two predicaments and Hodson won

13-2 with four predicaments This

totalled a score of 38-8 for the three

bouts and it was a frustrated group

of Redmen that came back to

Amherst.

Grappling holds ...The loss will

no doubt drop the Redmen lower in

the New England rankings. UMass

was fighting for number one ten

days ago. but two losses and a tie

have knocked them out of the top

five. Goldberg continued to be one

of the few constants on the team.

Shelly has won his last three

matches by a combined 19-2 score

Injuries and weight problems

continue to plague the team and

cause coach Barr to juggle the

lineup. Eamihar names such as

Nick DiDomenico. Dave Reynolds

and Brian Crquhart are out of the

lineup due to injuries and coach

rr is hoping they rec<

quickly in time for the tourney.

Others such as Tom Young. Mike

Brauner, Clay Jester and Carl

Dambman are having problems

getting into a hot streak, which is

so important in the demanding

sport of wrestling The Redmen

hope to get back into the winning

habit when they host the UConn

Huskies tomorrow night.

Fr.HoopmenFace BC
,_- i ;_„ ;« c'fi M.irnu'C

By ERED ROSENTHAL
Staff Reporter

Playing what Coach Pete Broaca

has called its "toughest opponent

of the season" the UMass fresh-

man basketball team will host a

much taller Boston College frosh

team m the Cage tonite at 6:00. The

CMass frosh are 11-1 going into the

game
BC will start two very capable

guards in Jere Nolan <6'0> and

Dave Ulrich <6'2>. Nolan is an

excellent ball handler and passer,

and like CMass Rick Pitino will

consistantly hit the open man with

precision passes.

Up front the Little Eagles will

start three out of the following four

players Dan Kilcullen (§'$), Mark
Raterink (6*6), Steve Reid '0'b>.

,.nd Herrick Lengera (ft)) They

can also bring in 66 Maruice

Walker off the bench.

Manv Cage fans may remember

Herrick Lengers from last year's

Rockwood Academy team which

defeated the UMass frosh in

overtime last year

BC has height and depth. UMass

has the shooters According to

Coach Broaca the Little Redmen

will "need a great team effort.

They must box the taller Boston

College forwards off the boards

and they must play great defense

Intramurals
Basketball

bus Championship

CCEBS 51. Bulldozers ii

I' '.rn.ly

HMD 54, PSD il

New England's

Largest

College Daily

9U)f afufarlpmtta

SatUt Gtalbgtan^^^^W ^7 A FRII AND *fSPONSIBLE **r HWtt

Weather:
Hail in the Eoothills.

Warmer, highs in south-

west Snow by night.
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200 Rally With Mobe;

Ready To March Today
J Story, page three

M i rtNCJ XCiXINST THE INVASIOVAbout Ml t Mass students heard Mobe member

Amherst. tMDC photo by Kd Fenwick)

Laotion Push Continues
See page four

(laire Moriarty explain the details of tomorrow's plained man-l. ktfe

Laird Explains Role
See page three

Earthquake Rocks L. A.

Details, page five

Redmen Down B.C.,85-77

Story, page sixteen
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Senate Set To Debate Own Salaries

By BETHGOODELL
statt Reporter

\ major issue lacing the student

Senate at tonight's meeting is the

question oi whether or not Senate

officers should start being paid

salaries. The motion before the

Senate resolves that compensation

he given according to the tollowmg

schedule: President--$15u per

month, and Vice President and

Treasurer $12."> per month. The

Secretary is already a paid em

ployee oi the Senate

Senate President Glenn Klters.

relatively confident that the

measure will pass. sa>s that the

pavment ot salaries "is m keeping

with a trend tor protessionalism in

student alt airs Why shouldn t

student government be as

professional and as organized as

the University administration"

Being an officer Oi the Senate is a

rulltime Job, according to Klters

He reports that he spends 30 t"

hours a week in Senate busini

which leaves him with little time

for studying or holding a part time

job

Recognizing this, the Senate last

year amended its constitution to

allow the President to be a noli

student during his term in oft ice it

he so desires President Klters is

enrolled as a student

Two objections to the later)

proposal, as expressed b) various

Senators center around the

questions ot whether any salaries

should be paid and ot whether the

retroactive clause ol the bill should

be included

Siime Senators and their con

stitu.nts object to the payment ot

cause n would, in their

minds, -corrupt the positions

ause students might run tor the

iHiices largel) tor the sake «»t the

monev

Strong objections have been

made bv some that the bill has

been presented at the wrong time.

The resolution calls tor the com-

pensation to be retroactive to

November l. tWO so that the

current officers will be paid tor

most ot their terms in office. Op-

ponents have said they -don't like

the idea ot people voting them-

selves the money."
These Senators sa\ they support

the principle of paying salaries but

think the measure should be in-

cluded in the Budgets Act later in

the semester This would make the

motion a request tor funds to pay

the next set ot officers, who will be

elected in April, and not the

current officers

Those Senators opposed to

making the salaries bill effective

retroactively expect to make
amendments on the floor to

remove the retroactive clauses.

President Glenn Elters

discredits the lust objection that

students will run for the offices for

the sake ot the monetary com-

pensation He contends that of-

ficers will be elected on the basis of

their merits The payment of

salaries will open up the positions

to more students only because

more of them will be able to afford

to work fulltime as officers

Klters toys the measure has in

mind those students who must

work at parttime jobs to afford to

stay in school These people could

not' currently serve as officers

because they could not hold down a

lob and also devote sufficient time

to fulfilling the duties of their of-

tices To Klters. this means that

mori' competent people will run for

office rather than leSS competent

In studv ing the concept of pa\ mg

salaries to Senate officers, the

senate Activities Committee

conducted a survey of precedents

set on :>o other college campuses

The report of the committee, to be

presented to the Senate this

evening, is a collection ot results

received from the la colleges and

universities responding to the

surves

IS of the respondents now

compensate some or all of the

Officers Of their student govern-

ments Payments range from $100

a year at some schools to a salary

of $3800 a year for the President of

the student government at Forida

State I niversity.

The University of Maine pays its

student President $1,000 a year and

five other officers a sum of $2t)f>u.

Two of the schools not paying

salaries have university senates

instead of student governments,

and the other three not paying their

officers report that they are

considering the idea.

The resolution before the Senate

tonight calls lor the appropriation

of $2100 to cover the salaries for the

months of November and

December 1970 and January

through May 1971. This would

place the salaries proposed for

I 'Mass officers in the middle of the

range of those reported by the

other schools.

The salaries resolution requires

a simple majority of the vote to

pass A bill proposing salaries was

defeated last October in the

Senate. The motion made at that

time was in a form that required a

two thirds vote for passage and

was defeated very narrowly. The

present motion calls for the ap-

propriation of funds to be made

from a different category, so that it

requires only a majority.

Classifieds

Like
You.

Wednesday Night Coffee House

ot

Top of the Campus
(llrh floor Campus Center)

Continuous Entertoinment starts ot 9:00 P.M.

NO COVER — NO MINIMUM

* All Ages are Welcome

•Only Top of the Campus Club members and their

guests over 21 may drink alcoholic beverages.

MDC Staffers:

MDCStaff Elections]

TONIGHT
6:30 Bristol Room

Student Union

All Staffers

Must Come
DO YOU ENJOY PERFORMING?

TIRED OF PERFORMING WITHOUT GOOD

PA EQUIPMENT?

ANYONE IS WELCOME TO SHOW THEIR TALENT!

contact Ed at 549-1418

between 4 and 7 P.M.

9lp flasaartptftrttt flatlg (ColUgtnn

OOce ot the DA,L Y COLLEG.AN are on ft* second floor o» the Student urvon on

,he un,ver 4l .y campus, i.p code 0100J Phones sr* 54$ J550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 fee! I

Second Cass posMqe pa.d at AmMTftt, the DAILY COLLEG.AN pubises ft*

,,mes w-oki, Monda, th-ouo* I -day dur.nq the academ.c year except dunnq

vacat.o.. and exam ptrtoM » -ee or tour I m« a woe* foiiowng a vacation or

exam per.od or /.hen a hoi.day UHM a Mn ( *pek Accepted tor ma.i.ng under the

authority ot the act ot March 8, 1879 as amended t>v the act ol June U, 1943 Sub

Str.ptiOn rates arrS7 50p»r semeste- SU 00 per year

Mon , Feb. 8th — Tues , Feb. 9th — Wed., Feb. 10th

7 and 9 P.M. — S.U. Ballroom

Sponsored by S.U. Program Council and Ski Club

MOVIE I

MDC Classifieds

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

Flip
A SUMMIT-MACGILLIVRAYFREEMAN PRODUCTION

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycl Camprrs Int'na'l.

Box 13927, Gainesville, F|a 32601
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Students To March Against War
By RICHARDC.HANSON

Asst. News Editor

Sprawled on the slate floors of the Campus Center C°ncour
n
seJ^'n

approximately 200 people deeded to call for an anti-war fe^***™
orrthe Amherst Commons today, the sixth anniversary of the first anti

demonstration held at UMass.war
The demonstration will start at

;* :U) p.m. near the Student Union

and will move to the snow-covered

Commons where groups from

other colleges in the area are

expected to converge

Student Mobilization Committee

organizers had called the meeting

last night to begin the

•mobilization" of as "many people

as possible" in reaction to what

Claire Moriarty of the I Mass SMC.

called Nixon's escalation of the

war into Laos

The meeting was moved Irom

the small conference room on the

Mh floor to the main level of the

CC after the crowd had spilled into

the halls Irom the room at the top

ot the campus
Several alternate proposals,

including the 'blockade" of all

entrances to Westover Air Force

Bate, were discussed and rejected

by the group, which had been

gathered together on short notice

by SMC fivers which called for

•"immediate withdrawal from

Southeast Asia of "all" LIS. troops.

The group decided tentatively to

hold "continuation" meetings later

tonight, after the Amherst Com-

mons demonstration. Several

persons at the meeting, including

Sid Kmehursh of the SMC steering

committee stressed the im-

portance of "building the anti-war

movement to include the trade

unions, blacks, chicanos and

others" outside of the academic

community
Competing with the constant

banter of the saortscaster

broadcasting the I Mass

basketball game from speakers in

the ceiling, the group debated lor

an hour the alternatives to holding

the Amherst Commons demon-

stration Defeated or ignored were

proposals to hold an "educational

meeting" at a UMass facility in-

doors: demonstrate at the Nor-

thampton draft center; join a

demonstration in Springfield;

commit some kind of "civil

disobedience"; and hold the

Amherst Commons gathering in

the evening

One veteran of demonstrations

from California, privately ex-

pressed the feeling that the group

WSJ going a bout "organizing the

wrong way.
"You've got to get the student s

shit together before doing

anything." he said, recommending

that the group would do better

calling a meeting to organize on

campus, followed by a dorm to

dorm leafleting with "in-

lormation".

At the beginning of the meeting

one student argued that demon-

strations just arent "impressive"

and that he was "sick of mar

ching" Sid Finehursh countered

saving that "as long as the Viet-

namese are marching", after

years of war. the anti-war

"movement should continue to man

the streets.

Another tall, pallow-faced.

young man stood up during the

meeting and told those assembled

that the anti-war movement has to

work towards more violent—not

violent more dramatic demon

•„„SK,M.AB.>l T„K.MOV>1KU.OSS^^^J^^S^^^^X
last nights rhetoric.

strations" if it is to have an effect

on the national policy in Southeast

Asia.

Claire Moriarty. who acted as

•partisan chairwoman" during

most of the meeting informed those

who attended, that the National

Student Mobilization Committee

will be holding a conference at

Catholic University in Washington,

D.C starting February 19.

There is also a march

Washington planned for Apri

Laird Defends U.S.
and

on

24

Camp
To

r us Group Plans Aid

Calif. Lettuce Strike
Bv DAVID CASTALDI

£,,„; th. sl"lma» and S.nu M.™ Teamrtm m .—. « rt.mpm«

the field

action on the present lettuce boycott

tfter the boycott «»t California

(trapes came to a successful

conclusion last summer, the

i nited Farmworkers Organizing

Committee lUFWOC was asked

h% lettuce worker- to represent

them, and the lettuce growers in

the Salinas Vallej ware ap

preached and asked either to

recognize the union or allow free

secret ballot elections among the

lettuce workers, according to a

tact sheet issued by UFWOC
The growers signed secret, >

voar contracts with the Teamsters

without consulting the workers and

without calling for ratification of

the contracts Cal Watkins. per

M.nnel manager lor Interharves. a

subsidiary d United bruit, he

largest lettuce grower in the

country, admitted in court

testimony that his company had

sunuested to the other growers the

idea of substituting the Teamsters

,„r the UFWOC The growers then

called a Teamsters local to teel

„ut" the possibility of signing with

them and the I year contracts were

signed.

On August 24 a

Valleys walked out ot the tields in

protest oi a uolation ot their right

to choose their own union Since

then. With the intervention ol Ar L

CiO President George Means
.

a

pact has been signed between the

UFWOC and the Teamster-.

guaranteeing that each will protect

the other's traditional territory

The teamsters have announced

that the) a ill not enforce the ."> year

contracts and have offered the

growers recision agreements The

growers have refused to accept the

recisions and have instead ob-

tained court injunctions on the

basis that the strike is the result ot

a lunsdictional dispute This

prevents the UFWOC from

engaging ineffective strike ac-

tivities because the union is not

strong enough financially to risk

the consequences of any violation

the court order.

UFWOC plans to boycott all non

union lettuce, and the growers.

their bo»es as union lettuce and air

advertising then produce si

union " to the chain stores and the

wholesalers UFWOC teels that

their dispute is not with the

Teamsters but with ttst lettuce

growera Who have managed to put

the unionma difficult position The

boycott applies to all lettuce irom

California and Arizona that does

not bear the Farm Workers label a

black Aztec eagle The boycott

does not applv to lettuce from other

states or varieties ol lettuce other

The committee on campus,

headed bv Jack Clark. Alwin Sch

midt. and Paul Sheinkopf. plan to

show their support for the striking

workers by setting up a table in the

student union in order to collect

signatures for petitions to remove

all nonunion lettuce from the

dining commons and presenting it

to Mr .Joel Stoneham. Director of

Food Services

wMinMfrmty lAPi Secretary of state William P Rogers

combat role in Vietnam

But they lett ,n doubt the question oi • hen all U.S. forces would be with-

drawn „_,_._ \rm ,. ( i Services Committees in

Laird told the House and Senate ^^^^^^^^ and will

;»tt^KSfflSKS •.... •

troops b\ May 1.

»,,,,„ .nftrtm to newsmen alter a closed hearing before the senate

to ni\c 8 more precise date

Rogefi said das U S pnliC) contemplates a withdrawal o. ill ot OUT

forces even.ualK trom South Vietnam
„.„ itl)OUt residual

JZVttJttSSEVEZ
act to that

i, .i„. ra.mi't officers both armed with n

,he twin appearance* >> t tab ,k k i ^ y ^

'7
nrd added howver that some lo.onn U S ground troops are being

^^^wkuD^oonsibilities* ...South Vietnam. Rogers said lb* Ho

I'h, Mmh . raSCrtarg'e, o, the latest thrus, is the chok. p I •
the last major suppt) route available to the enemj

Hist isn t true

He said that over the past twoyearscasualties are down, ah* sorties are

down and the cost ol the war has been halved

"There is practically no combat in Vietnam now. he said

•The onlv conclusion I can draw HI the Ures.den. made clear we are

„pca,gml s,n a uas,econs 1(h,.n,l
r;

national mten-s

rL-ign Relations Chairman . I V> Fulbr.ght.

questions about it

I) Ark "I have gmvS

general strike
i
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The University has two vacancies on the

Five College Student Coordinating Board
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In The Nation And The World

Viets Press Into Laos

v'.AIUll MILES

»*rr, s„»th Vietnamese Ireepi wrept tale southern Laee Man-toy.

,-,„. n,os, probable target b Sepone Stat, Department pee* u

It be,, J Met i*ej said h,s undnstatulin.. k that the nperat.on ...

!!,..:,; ,..,- I S .s suppUm* an support to the^ "MM-M
„m,ps »ill he limited to MM in Laos between IWh and I .th pa. all. I

Sd M- tr.ba« troops repelled an attack b> StU. **»»»"*
s.!ppers near Sam Thon* in central Laos. In I ambod.a. hea>>

li»htiiiti wai ..port.-.! uithin M miles of I'hnom I enn.

SAIGON i MP) South Vietnamese troops and tanks

Dressed westward across branches ol the HoChi Minn

trail in southern Laos Tuesday behind enemj forces

retreating under the furious lash ot l S air powei

At last reports, the main column in the second day ot

the operauon had proceeded about 12 miles inside

Laosllong Highway 9. slowed b> I A bomb>cra era

in the road and bad weather that suddenh closed in

Thev also were halting to seite munitions caches

Helicopter borne troops set up a lire base IS miles

west ot the Vietnamese border.

\head ol the South Vietnamese. 25 miles deep into

Laos lav Sepone. heavily bombed and almost

deserted. It is a main transshipment point on the trail

and a North Vietnamese Operating base

Operating in front of the South Vietnamese, t s

helicopter Cobras attacked enemy supply depots 15

miles inside Laos. Frontier reports said the I obras

hit at least one oil dump and an ammunition storage

area, causing large tires and some explosions

Field dispatches said the South Vietnamese had set

up two artillery tire bases inside Laos, one ol them 19

miles west ol the border.

These reports said IS cargo helicopters air lilted

five 106mm howiUer* and half I dozen mortars along

with ammution and other supplies tor the new tire

I )'l St 's

South Vietnamese officers said their intelligence

reports indicated that the North Vietnamese troops m

the operation area are mostly young and ur.tra.ned

and that the main force veterans were deployed in

Cambodia. . .

The object ot the South Vietnamese incursion is to

cut the Ho Chi Mmh trail, the last major supply route

of the North Vietnamese to Cambodia and South

Vietnam, and to smash bases

Field reports indicated some South Vietnamese

troops probablv reconnaissance units, may be in the

Sepone area, but Saigon headquarters reported the

base had not vet been taken Sepone has a dirt airstrip

and South Vietnamese engineers are expected to

rebuild it. , ,

A South Vietnamese field commander said he ex-

pected his troops to push on westward along Highway

^during the next 10 days toward Savannakhet. on the

western border of Laos, thus snipping off all the

branches of roads that form the Ho Chi M.nh .rail

While the North Vietnamese were putting up little

resistance in front, some units were striking at the

South Vietnamese lifeline farther east in South

Vietnam
North Vietnamese launched a sharp attack against

a I S position northwest of Lang Vei and less than a

mile from the Laotian border About 9.000 U.S. troops

are acting as a blocking loive lor the 20,000 South

Vietnamese troops entering Laos.

The South Vietnamese m Laos were moving under a

IS air umbrella U.S. tactical combat planes had

been living KXMOO missions daily against the Ho Chin

Mini, trail and other targets m Laos

Military spokesman said this action had been

stepped up 20 per cent since the South Vietnamese

incursion.

In addition to the tactical air effort, Strategic Air

Command B52 heavy bombers are supporting the

South Vietnamese

The eight jet Stratotortresses (lew about 50 sorties

in support ot the South Vietnamese in the first two

days ot the push into Laos, concentrating their strikes

north of Highway ;» A sortie is one (light by one plane

Each B52 bomber carries up to 30 ton ot explosives

In Washington. Defense Secretary Melvm K. Laird

said the South Vietnamese drive in Laos is on schedule

and will enable the tinted States to meet or better its

plan to withdraw 50,0M more troops from South

Vietnam by May 1

The c"en«ve schedule, however, received a tern

norarv setback Tuesday when unexpected rams swept

into the northern end of the South Vietnam Horn the

south China Sea This cut severely into IS. helicopter

airlifts Forecasters said the rams would end l»>

Wednesday.
\bout :5(Hi miles south ol the Laotian operation, a

parallel westward drive into eastern Cambodia h>

another torce ol 2o.ooo South Vietnamese ran into

fierce resistance

North Vietnamese forces deployed near the town ol

Snuol live miles inside Cambodia, launched three

attacks against the advancing South Viet namese

Snuol is '.Hi miles north ot Saigon.

In the ensuing battles. 73 North Vietnamese were

killed Saigon headquarters reported. The South

Vietnamese took loss of 10 killed and 42 wounded

Farther west, where South Vietnamese forces have

speared 36 miles into eastern Cambodia, fierce forest

tires raged in the huge Chup Rubber Planation.

South Vietnamese and North Vietnamese forces

have been heavily engaged here and the fires were

t>eheved touched off by allied air strikes The F rench

owned plantation covers 75 square miles and is the

largest in Indochina.

\ dispatch from Vientiane, the capital of Laos, said

the North Vietnamese were putting more pressure on

the major base at Long Cheng. 79 miles to the north,

despite the incursion into southern Laos.

Long Cheng is headquarters for (Jen Van Pao s Meo

tribal army southwest of the Plain of Jars.
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Series
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Call 5-2550
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TONITE Thomp. 104 8:00

Also Von Sternberg's 1928 Fliek
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I
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for Feb. 22-26

and March 1-6
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Earthquake Blasts L.A
Agnew Sent To City,

Nixon:"Disaster Area
LOS ANGELES ( AP I A powerful

earthquake staggered Southern

California yesterday, leaving at

least 24 dead and forcing the start

of evacuation of as man as 250.000

people because of a leaking dam.

Nearly five hundred people were

treated for injuries at various

hospitals in and around Los

Angeles. Seven of the fatalities

were caused by heart attacks.

Property damage was extensive

as walls collapsed, streets buckled

and caved in and windows were

shattered in the heavily populated

areas around Los Angeles, the

nation's third largest cit)

In Washington. President Nixon

issued a formal declaration ot a

major disaster, opening the way

lor help tor the stricken area trom

more than a dozen government

agencies Vice President Spiro T.

Agnew will go to the area Wed

nesdav tor consultations.

The heaviest loss ot lite was at

the Veterans Administration

Hospital at Svlmar, at the western

end of the hard hit San Fernando

Vallev. There. 11 bodies were

found and l« persons were injured

m hen two aging buildings collapsed

into ruins , .

Tail buildings swa>ed in

downtown Los Angeles when the

quake hit at 1:01 a.m. PST. just at

dawn Windows shattered and

MM older buildings collapsed in
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showers of bricks and plaster.

Rescuers were searching for

persons possibly trapped in

damaged buildings.

The quake registered 6.5 on the

Hichter scale, according to ex-

perts. The scale grades anything

over 7 as a major quake. The quake

center was in the San Gabriel

Mountains. 10 miles from the San

Fernando Valley.

It was* followed by hundreds of

aftershocks, the most severe of

these being a 5.5 tremor which hit

several hours after the first.

Plans to evacuate families near

the dam, at Van Norman Lake in

the valley's west end. were

revealed in Sacramento by Gov.

Ronald Reagan, who also issued a

declaration ot disaster before

thing to the scene.

He said that 250.000 persons

would !>e moved out because of

leaks in the earth fill dam It holds

.,7 billion gallons of water, the

cRy'i largest store.

By 4 p.m. PST. hundreds of

famine* were already taken away,

authorities reported The valley

has a total population of 1 .3 million.

Two of the dead were found at

olive View Sanitarium, a new $23

million complex a mile from the

veterans hospital, where walls

collapsed.

Two others were killed when a

freewav overpass collapsed at

Svlmar, another died in a bridge

collapse at New hall and another in

the collapse of a roof at a skid row

mission in Los Angeles.

A photographer in a helicopter

living over Los Angeles and the

vallev a few hours after the quake

reported most ot the scores of fires

touched off bv the initial shock

under control BUT SAID THERE
IS WIDESPREAD
DEVASTATION TO BITLDINGS
A tCOM of destruction right out of

.i war.*' he called it.

He saw giant cracks in the walls

of the threatened dam. w ith chunks

ol cement as large as buses tossed

around, a smashed water tower

oozing liquid dow n a hill, fractured

Ireewavs and crumpled over-

passes." and at the veterans

hospital a roof flat on the ground

.*#&P^-

NmtTMlttlTWN V<M.K*WWKN

Midnight MISSION

S21»s

, „v a, nvf-Ai ih.iivi v R VTIIOl \KK I)E \TH- Rubble from a partially collapsed buildup at ihe

man was killed in this mornings strong earthquake.

Anatomy of An Earthquake: A Report

\KW YORK <AP>-There are

forces within the earth, in certain

well defined regions, bending and

straining the earth's crust

When the strain becomes too

great the earth's crust snaps, or

moves That's what happened

Tuesday in California.

This is the way the Rev Joseph

Lynch, director of the Seismic

Observatory at Eordham

I niversitv in New York, describes

an earthquake a sudden movement

of a portion of the crust of the

earth

The precise nature of the forces

causing earthquakes are not fully

understood. Eather Lynch says.

but he suggests they could be

thermal currents." flowing heat

energy perhaps 500 miles deep

within the earth

The US Geological Survey has

estimated that 80 per cent of all

earthquake! occur in the so called

ring ol tire.'' a belt surrounding

the Pacific Ocean. The surve> layi

a catastrophic earthquake strikes

about once a year Bit more than a

million quakes are recorded each

year, most beneath the sea.

While the California eartquake

Tuesday was centered in the San

Gabriel" Mountains, the best known

source of concern for residents

there is the San Andreas fault. I

S09 mile fracture of the earth ex

tending Irom north of San Fran

cisco into Mexico.

\n earthquake is a readjustment

of the earth's crust to the pressure-

around it So is a landslide or ;

snowshde on a sloping roof.

And the pressures continue to

build upon the San Andreas lault

geologists sa>
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Spacemen Land
After Moon Trip

J _i_ L-i l ., nA 1U

ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS
iAP»-The Apollo 14 astronauts

splashed safely into the South

Pacific vesterday. back from the

moon with man's most important

lunar treasure

Astronauts Alan B. Shepard Jr.,

Stuart A Roosa and Edgar D.

Mitchell returned to earth with

scientist's alread> hailing their

nine daw 1.15 million mile lunar

voyage as the most successful of

man's three moon landings.

We're all tme in here." said

Shepard, seconds after the craft hit

tin' water.

"Welcome home." the carrier

radioed
Thank you. sir.'Yame the quick

reply

Three huge orange and while

parachutes blossomed within sight

ot this prune recovery ship and the

spacecraft dropped smoothly

toward the warm Polynesian

waters

Shepard and Mitchell were back

trom a 33 1/1 hour visit to the

moon, a visit that will provide data

to science for years While there

they set up an atomic powered

science station which is already

giving out information. They also

gathered geologically valuable

rocks Helicopters were deployed

to bring the astronauts to the

recovery ship

Shepard said m a news con-

ference from space the mission

was 'a smashing success" and

scientists on earth agreed

Lee R Scherer. director ot

Apollo lunar exploration, said.

We are extremely pleased with

the scientific job they did
'

Although Shepard and Mitchell

tailed to reach the rim of a wide.

deep crater as planned, scientists

said they apparently came close

enough
The moonwalkers collected 9j

pounds of rock which may include

samples dating from the very birth

oj the moon 4.6 billion years ago.

They gathered the rocks from the

Fra Mauro highland region that

may have been blasted from the

moon's bedrock by the impact of

some ancient meteorite.

More than UK) scientists will

receive the rock samples, and the

studies of the age. composition and

magnetic properties ot the

material should give clues as to

how the moon and perhaps the

solar system itself were formed.

The astronauts also set up a

moon science station, which is

already sending valuable data to

earth" Scientists have so far

received hours of readings from a

seismometer left at Fra Mauro. An

observatory has already bounced a

laser beam off of a reflector set up

on the moon by Shepard and

Mitchell

In a brief news report Tuesday.

Mission Control told the astronauts

of an earthquake which smashed

buildings and highways in the Los

Angeles area.
• Sounds like the San Andreas

tault is kicking up again." said

Shepard.

The earthquake also broke

communications briefly with four

stations tracking the astronauts

toward their splashdown

The stations affected were

Hawaii Guam and Canberra and

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pieosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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„., COMMANDER BPE U^AIa. B. ***** *,S^J^g."^Jut^S
jus., M, throat microphone M he^^.J^^^^S^ Tex. Me is flanked b>

nigh, bet* eea the homebound spaceship and th,
SchriTS

his <ello» astronauts. Stuart A. Uoosa. left, and hdgar I). NkM.npl.
„ __ „„:~„. ;«,»... Ioqp th*> moon highlands

Carnarvon in Australia. Com
munications were resumed within

five minutes when telephone

circuits were rerouted.

The astronauts face 18 days of

isolation on earth. They will ride in

the mobile quarantine facility, a

trailer like isolation van, halfway

around the world and then go into

another isolation facility at the

Lunar Receiving Laboratory at the

Space Center near Houston

scientists fear the moon highlands

m here Apollo 14 landed may harbor

bacteria not found on the flat lunar

plains where the other two lan-

dings were made
The rocks will also go into

quarantine at the Space Center

Scientists there will open the boxes

and bags containing the moon

material in chambers sealed

against the outer world

Some of it will be placed in a rich

growth medium in an attempt to

nuture any unseen bacteria living

in the lunar soil.

The astronauts will be released

from quarantine on Feb. 26

Samples of the lunar material will

later be released to selected

scientists all over the world

The $400 million moon mission

required the full complement of the

space agency's engineering skills

Time after time Mission Control

and the astronauts worked
Houston B,ls of the material will be ex-

l£ \£SL "
to protect earth posed t.

,

m '«'/^^S=^£=cS gLA2£SW! SfSfflyrtH
om*so" Apollo u and Apollo 12. hot matenal for any evidence of hfe

Rail Strike Looms Larger
WASHINGTON API The rathraj clerks union

Tuesday threatened to renew a nationvide rail

shutdown at 12 01 a m. March 1 at the expiration ot an

emergency BO da) postponement ordered by

uSSTpreaidenl C L Dam* wM h.s MMM tick*

sdten and Other clerical workers would waft out then

unless a new agreement is reached

Such a walkout WOtlM mean a total shutdown ot the

nation s railroads it other unions honor the clerks

picket lines, as the> did during a 24 hour lour union

sink*- last December
However Dennis ottered to make exceptions toi

military g.HKis. paaaemjer trams and coal shipments

10 electric utilities II. ateo Mid he had indications

some western railroads might block the industry s

historically united lront and sign individual

agreements with the clerks

Dennis accused the rail industry of backing oil from

previous otters on wagH and job sccunt> and o!

failing to pay about hatf his men back pa) owed under

the Us percent retroactive pas increase I ongreai

ordered in delaying the December strike

The renewed strike threat braugh no comment ir<>m

the White House or trom the National Railway LahOT

Conference, which bargins lor the industry

distant Secretary ot Labor w .1 Uaer) Jr who

has been workine wth both sides m the protracted

dispute said thiaugh a spokesman he remained

hopeful a >tnke can bo averted

in the inur unions that struck last December the two

smallest representing trackmen and dining cai

workers, reached tentative agreements last I hut

day
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EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills

We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

Campus Center Room 909

TONIGHT — Feb. 10

7 p.m. or 9 p m.

Classes start tomorrow, Feb. 1

1

or Feb. 16 at 7 p.m.

For Further Information Contact

DAVID CICHON — 586-0945

Ward Nets Pinicle

Of Amherst Collegians

HKKKlliW I FAVFS PKISOV-Rev. Philip Berrigan. left, a Roman Catholic priest, wearing,baad-

term in federal prison at Danbury

Dr. John W. Ward, professor of

American History at Amherst

College since 1963. was
unanimously named by the board

of trustees as the 14th president of

Amherst College yesterday.

Ward, 48, will succeed President

Calvin H. Plimpton who announced

last June that he would retire at the

end of this academic year.

A member of the faculty at

Amherst since 1963, Ward was

graduated from Harvard in 1947

and earned his MA. and Ph. D.

degrees at the University of

Minnesota. He then taught from

1942 to 1963 at Princeton Univer-

sity, where he was professor of

history and chairman of the

program in civilization.

Dr. Robert Wood, UMass
president, said he was delighted to

welcome Ward to Amherst, and

looked forward to a continuance of

a close relationship the university

has enjoyed over the years with

Amherst under Plimpton.

And Chancellor Oswald Tippo

said. "I would like to offer my
congratulations to Dr Ward on his

appointment as president of

Amherst College, and look forward

to continued cooperation with him

in the five-college program in the

years ahead.'*

The author of two books and

manv articles in his field, Ward

has twice been awarded the John

TO HEAD AMHKKST--
Ainerican History scholar

John William Ward, above,

has been named Amherst

College's Nth president

succeeding Calvin II. Plimp-

ton who retires in June. Ward

is IK.

Simon Guggenheim Memorial

Foundation Fellowship and in 1963

was a fellow at the Center for

Advanced Study in Behav.oral

Sciencees at Stanford. Calif

In 1967-68, he was a Fulbright

lecturer in American History at the

University of Reading, Berkshire

England, and is currently serving

as a Phi Beta Kappa lecturer

Champlain Pulp In Doubt
MONTPELIER. Vt (AP)-AUy

Gen. James M. Jeffords aban-

doned plans Tuesday for a court

battle with the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers over the discharge of

effluent into Lake Champlain by

International Paper Co.'s new pulp

mill in Ticonderoga, NY.
'Because of a federal executive

order issued in December, we have

no basis for a suit," Jeffords said

He said Vermont will fight IPCs

efforts to secure a federal pollution

permit for the mill. Jeffords had

planned to sue the Army engineers

for allowing the pulp mill to

discharge effluent into the lake

without a pollution permit,

required under the Federal Refuse

Act An executive order issued in

December gives industries

discharging waste into waters

under federal jurisdiction on or

before Dec. 23 until July 1 to

comply with the act.

At first, Jeffords said he

questioned whether the IPC mill

was actually in full operation

before the cutoff date, but he

acknowledged Tuesday that this

would be difficult to determine.

Company officials said the new

plant started full operations in mid

December It had a New York state

permit plus a letter from the

engineers stating that a pollution

permit would be issued as soon as

the necessary paperwork was

completed.
Vermont officials have

requested a public hearing on

IPC's permit application and say

they will oppose it until assurances

given that discharges from the mill

will not downgrade water quality

in the lake.

Meanwhile, Jeffords still was

awaiting word on whether the U.S.

Supreme Court will hear an earlier

suit filed by Vermont against IPC

and New York

GREEKS

WHO NEEDS THEM?
MAYBE YOU DO . . .

Phi Sigma Kappa
OPEN SMOKER TONIGHT

Feb. 10th 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Stop down before the Him key Game
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1 lures Something Wrong About This"

(£)<»7l

The Revolution Of Myth

What is the state of the revolution today9 Has it

moved from the college campus to the city
f"*"J"

it changed form from the peace marches of the sixties

to the bombing of the seventies'' Is there indeed a

revolutionary movement in this country today

.

These are but a few of the many hundreds ot

questions being asked by tens of thousands of

educators, legislators, presidential advisers jour-

nalists, and F.B.I, agents concerning the revolution in

this country today. Most of them agree that there does

exist such a movement or several such movements

which they believe to be afoot in the land. But for the

most part, they disagree on the form and the location

of the movement (s>.

Most of the confusion which surrounds these

questions revolves around the obscure definitions

(and there are many) that Americans apply to the

term •revolution
1

' The Weathermen of mostly pre-

1970 fame was seen by the FBI. as "a revolutionary

conspiracy" shortly after the infamous Chicago

Convention of 1968, and the Weathermen Organization

last year m a belated retort attributed to the \oung

Americans for Freedom many of the aspects found in

the Hitler Youth Corps of the 1930s

The Webster's Seventh Collegiate Dictionary

defines revolution as "a sudden, radical, or complete

change " After reading both the Weathermen s and

V \F s party platforms, and related literature. I found

mvself more confused over their alleged

i evolutionary natures than I was when I merely

iollowed their escapades via the skim coverage that

the New York Times gave to them.

Right off one runs into the very formitar.e problem

of determining what a sudden change is and what it

involves. It is something that occurs in a split second.

an hour, a year' And what of the term ••radical

What is a radical change" The problem should be

obvious. Working within the structure of a highly

relative and subjective termonology. it is near irri

possible to find agreement not even through the

several centuries o'd democratic process of the

compromise. .

The lact that appears most obvious to m- is mat

none of the above mentioned groups or any of the

above ground, easily assessable, unrestricted

membership groups are really totally revolutionary in

nature They may indeed think themselves so and

employ a revolutionary rhetoric and party platform.

hut the fact remains that revolutionary they are not

All of these groups, even though they sincerely

intend to be revolutionary, are actually reactionary.

They adopt liberal and benevolent causes and take up

certain issues against certain others, but this isn t

revolutionary, its reactionary.

All one need do is look at the many diverse areas

that these groups porport to be involvement in. The

Black Panthers attack racism among other things

including the police. The Weathermen attack the

military-industrial complex. The Student MOBE
attacks the war in Southeast Asia. The YAF attacks

SDS They all go after the symptoms and sometimes

each other, while the causes behind these symptoms

elude them completely.

In accordance with the definition, true

revolutionaries are very impatient (sudden), very

extreme (radical), and they must desire and fight for

a complete change of the political and/or social

system now in existance. An organization which is

merely anti-racism, anti-war. or anti-industry is not

revolutionary; it is reacting against a particular

social and/or political condition in society. A true

revolutionary wants the consistance of the whole cake

changed, not just the icing.

Indeed these kinds of organizations have much in

common with the nineteenth century benevolent

societies They are merely latter day abolitionists,

prohibitionists, and peace seekers. In fact, the

benevolent societies of the nineteenth century were

often called revolutionary by their contemporaries

But they were hardly such. Much of what these groups

accomplished was badly needed in that society. They

lorced this model democratic nation to stick closer to

its Utopian ideas nievely set down by the founding

lathers ideas which today are still very much Utopian

and almost as unattainable. The results of much of

this internal dissention lead the country into the Civil

War but that was hardly a revolution It was a sec

tional rebellion between two factions within the

country brought on by pressing sectional issues

(slavery, internal improvements, tariffs, etc.). It was

certainly not an attempt by an organized

revolutionary group to affect "a sudden, radical, or

complete change.'"

Today as in the 1830s. organizations are pushing

for improvements and reforms in society. Some of

them today as in the past, stage mass rallies and

inarches, and others, today as in the past, resort to the

gun and the bomb in attempting to meet the same

ends The effects of such activity on the nineteenth

centurv can be seen in history The effects of this

same activity today will definitely become part of a

latter day history Most students or observers of

current trends in society find it hard to foresee a civil

war or a revolution in our near future. Perhaps we are

living in the first era of recorded history where a total

socio political revolutionary reform will evolve not

naturally or through blood shed, but through relen

tless and steady social and political pressure brought

about by these very same groups which so roman

tically deem themselves revolutionary.

Campus Carousel

It looks Like The Merry-go-round Has Stopped
11/ l^UUf^O i-'^f *• '-"^ *S.° „,._ic «M,h » hovfripnd restrictive Mormc

< wires ( \ltni SKI. may be

coming to a lull stop, after making

i lie circle of college campuses,

during the last semester A new

editorial staff takes over these

pages, tomorrow And their notions

ol what the readers want may

differ markedly CAMPUS
CAROUSEL will continue only if

there is overwhelming demand So,

demand'
* •

KUti.TY TENURE is UNDER
MIACK on many campuses

i including the Best situation at

I Mass) And it is making banner

headlines at Berkeley, where the

DAILY CAUFORNIAN has been

coming to the defense of the UCal

faculty against attacks by

Governor Ronnie Reagan In a

State of the State message to the

I egislature. last month, the

CJovernor said that "The original

and legitimate reasons for tenure

no longer exist. Tenure has become

haven for the incompetent

teacher It should be altered to

include a system of merit pay

which provides real incentives for

.uality teaching. This should not

e precipitous; a judicious, sen-

sible phase-out would be a real

service to all concerned...

Some quoted reactions from the

faculty: "A reign of terror which

existed on many campuses before

tenure was adopted'' is what one

History prof foresees He adds.

It s better to live with a few in-

competents on a faculty than to

live with a terrified faculty.'

A Drama prof says: "Tenure is

absolutely essential to protect the

academic freedom of the professor

from the politicians."

And the California Teacher's

Association says it 'vigorously''

opposes the Governor's stand.

* • •

MEANWHILE, in the great state of

Texas, the chairman of the

University of Texas Regents.

Frank C. Erwin. Jr., told a meeting

of the United Press International

Managing Editors that There is

no such thing as faculty autonomy

at a State university. ..Authority

comes from the top
"

The page one story in the DAILY
TEXAN also quoted Mr. Erwin

I with whom the student newspaper

has been conducting a year-long

leud ) as saying that the faculty has

nothing to do with the respon-

sibility of governing the Univer-

sity

All of which should come as some

surprise to some
• • •

FLABBY FACULTY are doing

something about it Texas Tech U.

according to the UNIVERSITY
DAILY THERE
A Faculty Staff Physical Fitness

Program instituted last semester

attracted 70 faculty for hour long

(during lunch, of course) workout

sessions.
• • *

SllDIDE. a subject which has

been taboo in other generations,

makes the headlines at Northern

Illinois U The campus newspaper,

NORTHERN STAR, recorded

eight suicide attempts reported to

the NIU Health Center, last Fall

This average of one a week for

the campus put NIU on a par with

other midwest colleges and

universities During a one-year

period, the report said, 42 suicide

attempts had been reported at

NIU. Overdose of pills accounted

for 33 of the attempts; slashed

wrists for 9.

Here are some other statistics:

the Suicide-Attemptee is most

likely a female underclassman who

took pills to "solve" an in-

terpersonal problem, such as

quarrels with a boyfriend.

According to mental health of-

ficials, "The low number of suc-

cessful attempts in relation to

attempts is attributed to a feeling

of ambiguity on the part of the

student - it is not a wholehearted

attempt."
• • •

ELIMINATE "D" GRADE and

below is the way they're thinking

at Central Michigan U., this year.

According to the CENTRAL
MICHIGAN LIFE, a student-

faculty committee is recom-

mending a grading system of

ABC/no credit. The result would be

elimination of academic probation,

but a recording of repeated

courses.
• • •

TEASER PIECE for this column

comes from the OKLAHOMA
DAILY, which carried this

headline over a three-column

story, recently: "Sex prior to

Marriage increases in college

coeds."

Citing statistics of a Purdue U.

prof that a ten-year period showed

increased activity from 10 per cent

to 32 per cent in 1968 among college

women of a western U.S. univer-

sity which "represents a highly

restrictive Mormon culture," the

story revealed also that a

university in Denmark recorded an

increase of sexual activity from 60

to 97 per cent.

From the ridiculous to the

sublime?

• * •

WHICH IS WHERE THE
CAROUSEL comes to a

screeching halt on the campus.

TONY GRANITE

Letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request).

The limit is one page and the

deadline is I p.m. the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters.

right to edit I

Campus Comment

Don't Let It Get You Wet

To the editor:

This is kind of personalized, but try to dig it anyway.

I've been out of the college scene for three years and I

just returned a semester ago. I have weaved in and

out of campus organizations, I have faded in and out

of people's lives looking for the hope I expected to find

in an academic community. In all my weavings and

fadings I have come to realize that if what we do and

are here is the hope of the future world, that world is in

a lot of trouble.

From dope smokers to beeries to straights, from

radicals to pacifists to conservatives, from the Hatch

to the Concrete Coffee Pot to the Newman Center,

there is a creeping disease of despair and rigidity.

Violence among ourselves. We claw at each other's

guts hoping we are right, demanding our way as

better.

The choice is oiten between pea brained students or

pea brained administrators. In this sea of fraud and

power struggle, an individual is lost and despaired

into silence. The fucking revolution nor the System

won't work because no matter what we claim to be, we
have seen power and lusted after it. There will be no

change except in rhetoric or appearance, Machiavelli

would be proud of us.

All of this is prompted by a verbally violent con-

versation between a student of the revolution and one

of the establishment, overheard in a place where such

insanity should not occur, a place where freedom and

gentleness should grow. I went in smiling, believing I

really had found a corner of the zoo where beauty

grows. The only smile left now is for the Snake who

conned us into believing he is the enemy.

-God. judge us that we might be spared our own

condemnation.
Jackie Letalien

(Dickinson House)

It's Only Water Dripping

Gus Szlosek

Cleopatra's Asp
And it came to pass that in the land of Am-Herst was established the

Ewe of Mass. And lo! The chariots of the people were fruitful and

multiplied, even unto the overcrowding of streets. And so the hand of the

Man said. "Let ushave the Parking of Lot". And there was the Parking

of Lot, and many said: "F— Lot, which is nigh unto the Southwest"

And the people said, let us not have the Parking of Lots, for they seem

so near and are yet so far ( to walk through the Storm of Snow )

.

And the people did not use the Parking of Lot, and so still was there the

overcrowding of streets.

And so there came unto the Ewe of Mass a great Plague And It was

called the Son of Ander, whose machines of destruction struck terror

unto the hearts of the bravest of charioteers.

And the curse of the Son of Ander was thus: that whosoever should

trespass against the Laws of the Man, his chariot should be taken even

from the Ewe of Mass, and cast unto the depths of the A. Garage And a

sum of gold should yet be taken from the transgressor, that ere he should

receive yet again unto his hands his chariot, he should lose even unto his

purse. ,

And it came to pass that the people of the Ewe of Mass grew weary of

the Plague and said, let us have an end to this Terror. And there came

•into the land a prophet, caUed the Student of Senate, speaking even of an

end to the Plague of the Son of Ander. And so said the Student of Senate:

"Let us even create our own engines of destruction, to relieve the over-

crowding of streets while yet destroying the excess of Profits of the Son of

Ander And the people made a joyful noise unto the Student of Senate,

for the evil Plague was even to be destroyed. But yet the tale is only

begun, for thus begins the Battle of the Tape of Red

To the Editor:

During the student strike last spring thousands of

students pledged themselves to leaving school this fa

to work in the mid-term elections. The war was sti 1

continuing on schedule when we came back this fall,

vet the student enthusiasm from the spring never

carried through the summer. The elections were

disappointing, to say the least. Now we are invading

Laos and our campuses remain quiet. Why has tne

mood of the campus switched to selfishness and

depression when it was once one of compassion for

ones fellow man'' OK. perhaps you felt the political

svstem has become so bureaucratic that any of your

time spent on a campaign would have been a waste

And perhaps you are right. But is there not a need for

some commitment, political or otherwise, by the

members of our university community to restore

social justice within our society" For those of you who

haven't quite completely given up on politics, I might

remind vou that next year well be electing a

President. The New Hampshire Primary, the first of

the many primaries throughout the country, is barely

a year away. And just maybe there really is a man
that we can trust somewhere out in that "nasty" area

known as politics. In 1963. George McGovern,

speaking in the Senate, condemned American in-

volvement in Vietnam. This has been generally

acknowledged as the first time any Congressman

spoke out against the war on the floor of the Capitol

And he has continued to speak out-not only on the

war. but against the draft, and for increased aid to the

poor, as well as on the many other issues facing our

nation On Jan. 18 George McGovern announced his

candidacy for the Democratic Presidential

nomination George McGovern cares enough to

commit himself to bringing this country back

together. Do you? Organizational meeting-UMass

Students for McGovern. Tonight Feb. 10. 7:30 P.M.

804-808 CC.
Douglass Teschner '71

Find Someone Who's Tripping

To the editor:

I know where my friend Andy is now I was so

worried when I didn't receive his usual weekly letters^

"Viets Continue Drive into Laos" that tells me why 1

haven't heard I read about our continual involvement

in south east asia. and I just feel so tired inside I kept

believing that if man could never love all men. he

could at least tolerate differences But suddenly

everything is black or white, stop or go. love or hate^

How' do we people hope to achieve peace'' by war^

apathy" distrust, or lies" Oh God. the absurdity and

the games we play Todays" Collegian also stated that

some of the major news papers such as the New York

Times and Boston Globe have agreed to tell the public

and avoid the recent issue of our increased in-

volvement in Laos.

It is so sad. Our country was founded on so many

beautiful idealistic dreams: Equality, freedom of

speech and press, pursuit of happiness Somewhere

along the line we people lost our purpose for being. I

hope that enough still believe in those ideals to con

tinue to strive for the principles We don't have all the

time in the world-if we continue to avoid what is

happening around this world we will only aid to its

ignorance.

I know where Andy is now I only hope he makes it

°me
NANCY E. SCHUMAKER

304 Brooks House

Dick Mulvey

Slowing Down
I'm tired of getting dumped on. I'm tired of getting pushed and pulled in

this mass hysteria which calls itself a university environment I m tired

of the run-around, the senseless, mind-fucking run-around that keeps

things moving in this fantasy world of babbling, paranoid encrusted

intellectuals Sometimes, when I feel myself involved in thewhole mess. I

even become tired of myself and my "friends ". This is what I ve become

lately -tired, spiteful, nervous, pressured-pursued by the petty horrors of

everyone's discontent, a discontent and uneasiness fostered by the in

fertile barren wasteland of the spirit that characterizes the outpourings

from those who'll proudly and senselessly affirm their roles in this un

together non-community. Holy Moses, I have been deceived! I am a Jerk.

You Say It's Your Birthday?

I'm tired of working for a mass audience, of coming in five nights a

week for three hours for a mass audience, of editing for a mass audience.

of listening to the discontent of a mass audience Who do you think had to

read all those obnoxious letters to the editor over the past year If you

only knew how nauseating they sometimes were; how angry, how lonely,

and how sick sometimes And you should read the one^ I didn't print Ah,

who cares? I've had it. I've decided to run out my life among the unknown

wisemen who mumble in damp corners. "Ah, LIFE, when it's good its

not so good, and when it's bad. it sucks."
L. DiMonaco

And You Will Be All Set

To the Editor: - - .- .__

The reply by the "Ushers" over my chagrin con-

cerninn my ID problem necessitates a rebuff

stated in my previous letter that the "man at the

door refused me admittance. This was my point I

never attempted to gain free admittance for my wife

I realized it would have cost ^e $3.00 for her but I

understood that students were admitted free

1 have since contacted Mr Rufe. Financial Manager

who assured me that my ID. should have been

honored because I offered collaborating proof of my

identification .

My only reason for writing the Collegian is to help

eliminate the possibility of this situation arising

Bill Ibsen (1973)

Pandora Gets Her Oats

L

"—""mmm—m~~"~~~~~
IT™" K«..ir, fl rradle Pandora seizing her opening, immediately

When last we saw Pandora she was having ^^J™ ^ recIintng iCOnoclastes with all the

trouble with her skulking. Iconoclastes hearing
,

he J£^£J^gg Wlt
g
h a new master cylinder.

characteristic sound of sweat dripping from behind I^ss,°n£ Icon0clastes. taken aback

him whirled with graceful ease and «^d »a
.

t

n
e'y The

'""^to BE CONTINUED. SADLY)
ascertaining the whole awful truth, offered Pandora

a navel orange and set down for a game of cat s

LAMORT
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UMass Adds New Faces

Tabler, Durgin To New Slots

William iv Tabler of New York

City, internationally-known in

hotel design and architecture, lias

been named an adjunct professor

in the department ot hotel and

restaurant administration at

UMass in Amherst.

He will be at Amherst for two

days each semester for the nexl

four years and participate in

classes and seminars, providing to

students the latest information and

insights from industry, according

Dr. Donald E Lundberg, head of

the department

Mr Tabler is regarded as the

loading hotel-mote) architect in the

world loda> He heads William B

!,, ,1-r Architects, whose ^ ar

chitei-ts and other Staff have

deMji ied more hotels than any

nth i group in the industr) This

l Ull , has completed architectural

plan* lor more than 1650 million in

hotel construction around the

worli-from the Hartford-Hilton

Hotel :i Connecticut to the Hotel

Karachi Inter Continental in West

Pakistan
He is a graduate oi Harvard

University, and the Harvard

Graduate School ot Design and has

been a registered architect since

<\n and a registered professional

engineer -nice H*47

ommenting on the ap

point ment. l>r I.undberg pointed

ml thai the addition ot Mr Tabler

to the teaching statt will

strengthen the department in the

hotel and restaurant engineering

a, and will also provide an

international aspect that has not

previously been available to the

University's hotel and restaurant

administration maj its

rhe neu laculty member will

Aork with Df Stevenson Fletcher

,,i t Mass m hotel and restaurant

engineering Dr Fletcher holds a

imnt appointment in food and

itgrtcultura) engineering and hotel

..iid restaurant administration
• •

Harold C Durgin. University

Conference Coordinator at the

University for the past 12 years.

has been appointed to the Division

ot Continuing Education as

assistant director tor programs.

The Division of Continuing

education encompasses con

ferences seminars, short courses

and evening classes tor both

academic and non-academic

credit. Beginning this week 21

subject areas trom accounting to

anthropology to speech and

sociology will be taught at

Amherst.' Greenfield, Pittsfield.

and Springfield More than ti.'.

conferences are registered to be

held in the near tuture. ranging

trom the National Astronomical

Societ) and National Association of

Mutual Savings Banks to the an-

nual State Highway Coherence

and the Massachusetts Association

ot AssesM>rs.

Croups this summer will vary in

size trom 25 to over 2.imh>. with

most ol the activity being held in

the new Murray D Lincoln

Campus Center.

Mr Durgin is President of the

Rotary Club of Amherst, a

member of the American Society

oi Association Fxecutives and a

member of the Kducation Com-

mittee for that organization. He is

also Vice chairman of the Hamp-

shire County American Bed Cross,

chairman of the Amherst Unit of

the Salvation Army and a Director

ot the Amherst Community Chest

A former resident of Springfield.

Mr Durgin uas active in civic and

church organizations in that

communit)
• • •

Dean Mortimer H Appley of the

Graduate School has announced

the appointment of Dr. Pat W
Camerino as associate graduate

dean tor research and chairman of

the Research Council. Dr

Camerino replaces Dr Samuel

>eelv in these posts

His major functions will include

consultation with members of the

academic community with regards

to the administration of research

proposals and awards, liaison

between the University and

granting agencies and. in general,

supporting and expediting

research programs and activities

within the University.

Dean Camerino has been with

the National Institutes of Health

for the past five years as a

scientist-administrator. His most

recent position was as assistant

director of the Division of

Research Resources. Prior to that

he was program director and

branch chief of the National In-

stitute on Arthritis and Metabolic-

Diseases

A graduate of Kent State

University. Dr. Camerino received

his Ph. D. in biochemistry from

CorneU University. Before joining

the National Institutes of Health.

he was on the staff at Oregon State

University and at Dartmouth
Medical School. In addition to his

Graduate School post, he will hold

the rank of associate professor in

the University's department of

biochemistry

Dr. and Mrs. Camerino and their

three children will reside in

Amherst

Tftff
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£WIFT

6 lbs. for only $1.50

12 lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50,

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters, 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(next to Tho Tower)

11 £ PLEASANT STREET

Prof. Prentice Rand
Dead At Age 82

Frank Prentice Hand died Monday night. February 8. 1971 in Maitland.

'"

He uas horn in Worcester. Mass.. November «. IMS. He attended school

in Monson Academy, Worcester South High School, and ( ushmg

Wadoim was graduated trom Williams College in 1912, and earned an

M \ degree at Amherst College in 1915. He later attended summer

sessions at nine universities in the United States and in England He was

awarded the honorary degree of L .11.1). by Williams and by the

'\lieMeachmg lor one vear at the University of Maine, he joined the

English Department at UMass and continued to teach m that department

for forts six sears, the only interruption being a year in the United States

\rmv during World War I From LW3 until 1955 he was head of that

department and trom 1948 until 1955 he was acting-dean of the School of

I iberal Ms For a tew yean he was chairman of the Committee on

Course of Study in the Graduate School. During the summer of 1929 he

taught at the University of ( Megon For a number of years he was Ceneral

Manager of the Academic Activities Board, and he directed exactly fifty

Roister Doister plays. ert . ...

For I ifteen years Urolessor Hand was editor of The Signet of Phi Sigma

Kappa and tor three vears he was national secretary of that fraternity.

He was briefly a director of the College English Association. He was a

trustee ot Cushing Academy. Amherst Academy I
•emeritus '.and the

lones Library. For several years he was moderator at the first

congregational Church After his retirement in I960 he summered in

\mhcrst and wintered in Winter Park. Florida, where he was an active

member of The University Club and president of The Friends of the

Winter Park Library. He contributed to the amenities of Amherst by

virtue of his paintings, carved birds, and masks.

Professor Rand was the author of the following books: (. arlingtown

« 1918 1 John Kpps 1 1921 . with Dan F Waugh. Crumpled Leaves from Old

lapan <1W>, Phi Sigma Kappa -a History .1923). Dot tor Ben of Butter

Hill 1
1923i Sidney 1 1925 1. Our l.adv dishing 1 1925. 1950). In the Octagon

1927 | Yesterdays el Massachusetts State College 1 1933). Heart • Town

IMS), The Village of \mherst-a Landmark of Light 1 19.58). The Story of

DavMGraySMUKS), Cushing Academy MfrHV (IMS), Wordsworth s

Mariner Brother I
191* . The Jones Library in Amherst 1 1909)

Professor Hand is survived by his wife. Margarita Hopkins Rand.

Burial will be in Wildwood Cemetery, at a later date

More People Read MDC
Classifieds Each Day

Than Any other thing in

or around the University.

So, blow your wad,

Buy a Classified

AREA EAST
Judiciary

SELECTIONS

We arc looking for interested, concerned individuals to serve

on the Area East Judiciary. All who live to the north of

North Pleasant Street (on the side with Morrill) are eligible

to apply. Underclassmen especially welcomed. 15 minute

interviews will he conducted on Feb. 18. Pick up applications

in Student Senate Office or call Bob at 6-8904. Deadline is

5:00 P.M., Feb. 18.

1 Draft Counselors

Training To Begin
A new training program for

those wishing to become draft

counselors will begin tomorrow at

7:00 p.m. in 804 C.C. It will be open

to all members of the University

community and other interested

individuals.

Although a fee of five dollars will

be requested to cover the cost of

materials, subsidies will be

available to those who need them

The course is being sponsored by

the Draft Counseling Services at

UMass. and will be taught by DCS
Co-ordinator Gil Salk.

Salk, who also writes the twice-

weekly Draft Counselor's Corner in

the MDC, has received training

from the Valley Peace Center in

Amherst, Committee for Non-

Violent Action, in Voluntown,

Conn . and at the Central Com-

mittee for Conscientious Objectors

in Philadelphia

Materials used in the course will

include the Draft Counselors'

Manual, Handbook for Con-

scientious Objectors, various

Selective Service forms, and other

literature prepared by the Draft

Counseling Services.

The course will run for four

consecutive Thursday evenings,

each lasting 3-4 hours depending on

the material covered and questions

jisked

This will give prospective

eounselors between 12-14 hours

total training time, including some

role playing. At the end of the

formal training program, trainees

will be expected to do some

eounseling under supervision in

order to check their grasp of the

material and refine their

techniques.

Draft Counseling Services points

out that only those who have a

serious interest in counseling

should plan to take the course.

Those who are simply curious

about their own individual options

under the draft would do better to

seek personal counseling and

advice from DCS in 418E on the

second floor of the SU. or from

some other source.

Those people who are interested

in the draft counselor training

program but are unable to attend

due to schedule conflicts should

contact Draft Counseling Services

to make other arrangements.

W \l KING ON WATER After the snows and the rains and the thaw, ye olde campus turned mtoNew

FnVand* largest College pool. Walking to classes resembled drowning and left students dreading the

thought thatLn it will oVMarch and the UUlefield Mud Slide will reappear. (MDC photo by Gib

Kullerton •

J

Glenn Slaps Viets

WantsWarEndedNow

UM Students Fight Power Plant

A coalition of antipollution

groups has agreed to meet at the

University of Massachusetts

Friday to map out plans against

the proposed Vermont Yankee

atomic power plant on the Con-

necticut River in Vernon. Vt.

The new group, the New England

( oalition on Nuclear Pollution, was

organized Saturday at a meeting in

Krattleboro. Vt
Its chairman is Mrs Esther

Poneek of Putney, Vt.

With the help of acteattflc ad-

visors from the university and

Marlboro and Bennington

Colleges, the group hopes to per

-uade the Atomic Energy Com-

mission not to grant a permanent

license to the Vermont \ankee

Nuclear Power Corp to operate

the $135 million plant, which is

scheduled for fueling tins summer.

and the first test runs in the fall

The group claims to have $10,500

pledged for its fight, and is seeking

an additional $20,000 to assure a

full-scale battle

The controversy centers around

the water to be discharged into the

Connecticut River.

Vermont Yankee is building a $6

million cooling tower to abate

effects of the heated water on the

environment
The AEC plans to schedule a

public hearing sometime this

spring on the granting of the

license.

n
"0HM'-H

(PUT IT

BUDS + MAN

BRIDGEWATER. Mass. (AP>-

Former astronaut Col. John Glenn

said Tuesday that he was opposed

to using American air power or

ground troops in Laos saying he

was "100 per cent against widening

the war.''

Glenn commented on the war in

Southeast Asia in answer to a

question before approximately

l 500 students and faculty mem-

bers at Bridgewater State College

He spoke on changing technology

as part of the college's lecture

series.

"When Americans are shooting

at someone, it is combat." Glenn

said, adding that during World War

II and the Korean conflict, his

aircraft was shot up IS tunes and

"I thought I was in combat

He said that if American aircraft

are used over Laos and shot down,

ground troops would have to be

used to seek the downed pilots

"We can be DOgged down tor M
more vears lighting a guerilla war

with conventional warfare. he

said . .

Glenn said that "to militarily

solve the war we would have to

occupy the entire country Vietnam

Mid ibis would take 2 l/l million

men "

TOGETHER)

Thurs.
Feb. 11
12- 2

FREE COFFEE
COLONIAL
LOUNGE

The U-Mms Duplicate Bridge Club meets this and every

Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. in the back of The Hatch. Tell

your friends. Come alone or w ith a partner.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1*70/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

TUES., FEB. » * WED., FEB. 10 — B P.M.

BOSTON PHILHARMONIA
Leon Kirchner, Conducting

Murray Perohia, Piano Soloist

•souses b.%shsb*b &ff

AM
TheCoed Fraternity

Come »e* how JAM hot made Coed work.

OPEN INFORMAL RUSH FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1971 - 7:30-9:15

387 N. PLEASANT ST.

CALL 545-0845 FOR RIDES

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — B f M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet

as? «sr££ rsvst*»ptb
Joseph Tal

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Choikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminal", February IB It 20 — 8 P.M.

New Work in Proqres*, February 19 — 8 P.M.

Daily Workshops. Master Clares and Lecture Demonstra-

tions open without charge to ticket-holders.

For complete ticket information:

Fine Art* Council, 125 Herter HoM,

Telephone 545-0202

(or Bowker one hour before tvent)
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River Review Comm.
Boosts Diversion

Scheme For Conn.
The Connecticut River Basin Citizens Review Committee has

recommenSrersl of nver water mto Quabbin Reservoir for use m

"%?r££™>& w,s announced by the^^T^^
final presentation meeting completing its th

;
eemo"th

of

st"d
r

y
fie

°f f^.
prehensive plans for the river basm. proposed system of large mult.
pr
im Ir naees of recom- purpose dams is not substantiated

JSo«f. Tiff commUtee tC.«prt.

a

tU,ctad.he;h,ghest

project, it»P'"1
•

xll w ..i..,.,, h% Stephen Schmidt)
Aversion idea i»da>. IMIK photo lep

ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING
TOP OF THK-CAMl'l S MEMBERSHIP PHOTOS WILL BE TAKEN ACCORDING 1U

SCHEDULE: ...,,. R0OMM8 ll '2

fHURSDAY ^
FRIDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

^o to posted in elevators and in coat room_

ROOMMl

KOOMKtK)

10

11

11-5

11 2

11 1

11-2

11-1

11-2

favored the controversial river

water diversion, but added several

reservations. They included the

right for waters to be returned to

the river basin when needed in the

valley, diversion only at times of

heavy water flow, and close watch

on environmental effects.

On another controversial issue,

the citizens' team sharply

questioned the feasibility of con-

structing 200 new dams in the

Connecticut River watershed,

railing lor much more information

on Hood control and the effects on

the environment.

The most hotly contested

proposal tor a new dam is the

Deerfield Meadows dam on the

DeerfiekJ River in the Conway

area The IS Army Corps of

Engineers report, which the citizen

Uroup has been reviewing, called

for the largest and most expensive

dam at that site But the com

inittee savs severe environmental

damage would follow construction

ot the $41 million dam.

In general, the committee's

report savs the need tor

priority" to essential waste

treatment plants planned for area

waterways.
Following Tuesday's public-

presentation at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst, the

committee's findings will be

reviewed tor three months by the

New England River Basins

Commission, which will also

consider the views of the governors

ot the four basin states and the

heads oi affected federal agencies

before submitting its final review

to the National Water Resources

Council on May 1.

The entire package will then be

transmitted to the President and

Congress tor implementation of the

recommended water and land

resource programs

The citizens review committee

was created alter a suggestion

from Rep Silvio Conte, K Muss

who thought the citizens' voice was

needed
The committee moderator was

Bernard Berger. director of the

I Mass Water Resources Research

Center.

Believe None oi What You Hear

And All of What You See!

Come See.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

OPEN SMOKER

eport says me otvw >"• * ^.^

Pecan Surprise Cops

Pillsbury Bakeoff

Tonitc

7-9 P.M.

For All Freshmen *: Upperclassmen

9 Chestnut St.

Refreshments

For Kick'* 5-0070 or 253-9212

HONOLULU (AP)-The wife of a

Snohomish, Wash., maintenance

man won Pillsbury s $25,000 Best of

Bakeoff award Tuesday with a

recipe she calls "Pecan Pie Sur-

prise Bars."

Mrs. Pearl Hall, who has a part

time job decorating cakes, said she

entered the recipe because "It

takes only 30 minutes to fix."

The cake and frosting entry uses

butter flavor cake mix as an

ingredient.

A breakfast treat won $10,000 tor

Mrs Diana Deis of Salinas. Calif.,

in the Refrigerated crescent dough

division Her "Coconot Crescent

Danish Ring'' is made from

crescents filled with crushed

macroon cookies, sugar, butter

and almond flavoring

Mrs. John Serice. New Orleans

won $10,000 in the new refrigerated

biscuit division with chicken filled

biscuit dumplings, simmered in a

cream soup vegetable mixture

The other $10,000 award went to

Mrs Rita Glomb. Whitehall. Pa.

whose "ring of Coconut Fudge

SENSITIVITY GROUP

This weekend, February 12-14. Fr iday 7:30 p.m. - Sunday 4:00 p.m.

sltlvlty trUnlnic and co author of the classic iw
»^ii„tlon »nd Interdependence), the participant

1* stronger, more IwMi MJ_|IH"jW |» «T

Cake" with baked in pockets of

cream cheese, coconut and

chocolate chips won the flour

division first prize

For the first time in bake ott

history beer was an ingredient in a

prize winning recipe Coupled with

Swiss cheese, beer flavored a

kneaded, braided, loaf bread to win

$2,000 for Mrs. Julia Hauber a

mother of seven from V> infield.

Kan., in the flour division.

Refrigerated crescent snack

sandwiches filled with mustard,

ham and shredded cheese won a

$2,000 award for Mrs. Marsha

Kramer of Columbus. Ohio.

Individual apple pies featuring

biscuit crusts coated with cheese

flavored corn puffs earned the

$2,000 runner up award in the

biscuit dough division for Mrs.

Judith A Reynolds, Edinboro. Pa.

The other $2,000 went to Mrs. Veta

Sutherland of Koniphan. Mo., with

"Coconut Choco Swirl Cake" in the

cake and frosting division.

A new $1,000 award for the "Best

Consumer Value" receipe went to

an Iowa State University home

economics junior. 20 year old

Claudia Lvnn Stafford, from Litch-

field Park. Ariz, her "Beefed up

Biscuit Casserole" was judged by a

computer to have the best

nutritional balance along with the

best cost per serving and per gram

of protein of all 100 recipes

Is stronger, more hiv»im»- .fy,...^
TORI Is called the "Intimate Community.

REGISTRATION: All reglHtratlons must be made by

New England Center. P.O.Box 515,

Amherst. Massachusetts 0100-

TIME Friday 7:S0 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.. JMwiay 9:30

JSf. . 10:00 p.m.. Sunday 9:50 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

M \CE: Marks Meadow School Ol"^"i^JSfJjtf
of Education. I nlvcrsity of Massachusetts. Amherst.

Massachusetts.

| Name

Address .

.

I Clt>. State

I

j
Phone

Newly appointed Ombudsman

of the University. Professor

Ellsworth Barnard, will be the

special guest at a Student Senate

Coffee Hour this Thursday af-

ternoon from 12-2:00 p.m. The

University community is invited

to the Colonial Lounge to meet

informally with Professor

Barnard.
The Ombudsman's function is

to settle the grievance of anyone

at the University. At the coffee

hour. Professor Barnard will

answer any questions students

might have concerning his

duties or the channels available

to him in his problem -solving

role.

The Student Senate Public

Relations Committee, sponsors

of this event, is considering

sponsoring a series of coffee

hours.

/EDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 10, 1971
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Audubon Air Expert

Slates CC Talk Tonight
Ur. James MacKenzie,

research associate with the

Massachusetts Audubon Society.

particularly concerned with

problems of air pollution.

nuclear power, population and

technology assessment will

discuss the topic of "Power and

the Future'' in Rooms 162-175.

Campus Center, tonight at 7:45.

Dr. Mackenzie's talk is the

first m the series of

Distinguished Kcologists Lec-

tures scheduled for the second

semester at the University of

Massachusetts under the

auspices of the University's

Coalition for Environmental

Qualit) and cooperating groups.

Dr. MacKenzie holds a PhD in

nuclear physics from the

University Of Minnesota. He has

been a research associate at Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory

and spent two years at Argonne

National Laboratory working in

I he field Of low energy nuclear

physics Since .%8 lu has been

an instructor at the Mass. In-

stitute of Technology, and he

still maintains an office and the

title ol visiting scientist at MIT

He s currently studying power

need- and their true en

uroniicntal costs, preparatory

to lea ling Audubon efforts in

educiii ng the public to better

Culturnatives

About Values And Such

James MacKenzie

understanding the issues and

choices confronting them in this

area.

•With the ever-increasing

population the problems of

pollution, growing power needs

and Unite resources are

reaching crisis proportions.''

says Dr. MacKenzie. He brings

welcome expertise to CKQ's
el tort and the University's to

ileal with these crises.

By GILBERT J. SALK
Staff Reporter

It seems to me that, if people are

going to deal seriously with

cultural alternatives, there is a

distinct need to examine many of

our old values. My personal belief

is that one of the most cruel hoaxes

being perpetrated today is the

insistence on using dollars as a

means of determining cost. There

is | distinct need to awaken to the

fact thai any monetary unit of cost

is artificial, and, although con-

venient, is a luxury we, the

travelers on Spaceship Earth, can

no longer afford. We must begin

calculating cost in ecological

terms.

A few simple examples will point

out the urgency of such a change.

At present, the cost of coal is

calculated by adding the wages of

workers mining the coal, expenses

involved in the purchase and

upkeep of machinery, tran-

sportation, and profit margins of

all the middlemen along the way.

Simple, no? However, you have

only to view the skeletons of

mountains ravaged by strip-

mining to realize that the present

cost of coal is totally unrelated to

its ecological cost. Mountain

streams become polluted,

poisoning farmland and animals

i wild as well as domestic.) Game

cover and mating grounds are

utterly destroyed. These and other

environmental factors make coal,

in reality, one of the most ex-

pensive fuels in existence.

The cost of war goes far beyond

the annual defense dept. budget

Bodv counts are an integral part ot

that'eost. (I don't count American

bodies vs. Vietnamese bodies, by

the way -1 count human bodies-I

count the bodies of my brothers.

More painful, but certainly more

honest I In Vietnam, defoliation

may well have utterly destroyed

the ability of the land in the south

to support the lives of the people.

We won't know for sure for several

years, but if you destroy trees over

that extensive an area, there is no

wav you can avoid changing the

climate to some significant degree.

Our cities cost a certain dollar

amount to build, maintain, sup-

port, protect. But what about the

psychological cost of jamming

people in so close that they are

poisoning the very air they

breathe, are deafening themselves

by the combined noises of their

own life-support functions, are so

deprived of privacy that neurosis

and near-psychosis is the rule

rather than the exception? What is

the cost of building thousands upon

thousands of floors of heated, air-

conditioned, well-lit offices which

MDC ELECTIONS
6:30 TONIGHT. STUDENT UNION

are vacant 15 hours per day -and

weekends -while -Blacks, Puerto

Means, Indians, Chicanos, and

poor whites are either freezing or

sweltering in ill-lit cold-water

tenements with poor or no plum-

bing?

What is the real cost ol an

automobile when you calculate the

damage of exhaust emmissions,

the rusting hulks on our roadsides,

the way we are totally insulated

from our environment, and each

other, as we whizz along"
7

How much richer would we be if

we refused a job doing paperwork

and paving $15,000 for a chance to

make "and sell-what? whatever

expresses you as an individual:

candles. macrar.ie, silver,

woodcarvings. furniture, clothing,

tapestry, inventions, yourself as a

handyman-on your own time,

when vou want to work, bound only

by your own needs and the needs of

those in your community For

some, perhaps, not richer at all

But I suspect that the ecological

gain for most of a feeling of self-

worth would be incalculable. It's a

pity that our structures are such

that we are taught to put no value

at all on such things, because it

would destroy our usefulness as

cogs in the machinery of progress

as defined by a gross national

product which is truly gross.

in the coming weeks, CULTURNATIVES
will deal with many different aspects of

cultural alternatives It you re mto it and want

to rap. or if you want Mother Earth News, stop

by the Draft Counseling Office in 4I8E SU 2nd

floor You'll have to take your chances Because

draft counseling comes first, but if were *ret.

we'd entoy sharing ideas

All Staffers Must Attend

New Low Rates

at The Campus Center Garage

C
^ Per Hour

tr mm** VN Vfl

No stickers needed - Garage open to everyone.

New monthly rates: Students $HU)0
Faculty and Statt I15.UU
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Hidden Moon Shocks Instruments Today
• i : iim Unfortunately

Today the moon will pass

through the earth's shadow and,

u ithin minutes, the temperature at

the two lunar sites where in-

struments left by Apollo 12 and

Apollo 14 are operating will drop

radically.

Some experts estimate that

where it is noon on the lunar sur-

face during tins total eclipse, the

drop will be as much as 200 degrees

Fahrenheit in from 10 to 30

minutes

The resulting •thermal shock

ma\ cause lunar rocks to crumble

and gas to escape from within the

moon, some oi which may be

detectable with the instruments

there

However, scientists monitoring

data from the moon will keep their

lingers crossed, lest the shock also

damage the instruments them-

selves It will be the tirst time that

the instilments will be subjected

to a total eclipse

The sudden shutting off of

sunlight is expected to have a wide

range of effects. One of them.

presumably, will be to bring the

Soviet vehicle, Lunokhod 1, to a

halt in its wanderings across the

Sea of Showers. The vehicle is

powered by sunlight.

It was announced in Moscow

yesterday thai the vehicle, now 323

yards from its landing stage, had

resumed operations after waiting

out another 14-day lunar night

Tomorrow's eclipse of the moon

will be visible, where skies are

clear, throughout the continental

United states and Canada.

While the earth will begin to

reduce the amount of sunlight

reaching the moon before mid

night, this entry into the earth's

•penumbra will not be

noticeable
According to the American

Museum lla\den Planetarium, the

moon will
'

begin entering the

umbra, where all sunlight is shut

off from part of the lunar disc, at

12:52 A.M.
Totality will begin at 2:03 A.M.

and last until 3:26 A.M. The moon

will leave the umbra at 4:37 A.M.

and the penumbra at 5:42 A.M.

The instruments from which the

most dramatic results are ex-

pected are those designed to record

any traces of a lunar atmosphere

and measure the out-flowing solar

gas. the solar wind All except the

Apollo 12 atmosphere-measurer

are operating.

In fact, the Apollo 12 solar wind

device, known as a supra-thermal

ion detector experiment, or SIDE.

has proved extraordinarily sen-

sitive.

Although more than 100 miles

from the Apollo 14 landing site, it

recorded exhaust from the lunar

module descent engine as the

astronauts landed last Friday

It detected the exhaust trom

their takeoff Saturday and

followed their ascent into lunar

orbit until they reached a height of

College Lifers Meet Tonight

Another "College Life" will be

held tonight at 8 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union. -College Life" is an in-

lormal. weekly program sponsored

hy Campus Crusade for Christ.

Dick Sandquist from Springfield

will be sharing his new philosophy

and stvle of life.

Last Wednesday nigbt. sixty-

students heard three members of

the Springfield College gymnastics

What The Heck

.

Buy a Classified

team and Jerry Nave, a pro tennis

player from Boston, tell of how

their relationships with Jesus

Christ have affected their lives.

Nave, also a talented guitarist,

sang some folk songs for the group.

Today, college students have

little interest in organized religion,

but still feel a need in their lives for

something else. "College Life" is

open to all to come and explore

another meaning to life, its

members say.

more than nine miles.

Dr. John Freeman of Rice

University in Houston said this was

comparable to detecting the

exhaust of a small jet engine 100

miles away.

Dr. Freeman is in charge of the

SIDE observations.

Normally, as the sun slowly sets

on the moon, the drop in tem-

perature is gradual. But if sunlight

is shut off when the sun is high in

the lunar sky. the drop is rapid

and. Dr. Freeman said yesterday,

"you're surely banging something

pretty hard."

Sudden shrinkage of the lunar

surface may release pentup gas

that can be detected by the in-

struments, he said. It may also

crack and crumble some larger

rocks.

In fact it appears that the

thermal shock of total eclipses

may play a role in breaking up

such rocks, much as the freeze-

thaw evele cracks rocks on earth

It will not vet be noon at either

the Apollo 12* or 14 sites, but the sun

is high enough in the sky for the

surface temperature to be neanng

its maximum Two partial eclipses

occurred last year, but the tem-

perature drop at the Apollo 12 site

was only about 108 degrees.

Unfortunately. a severe

magnetic storm occurred at the

same time and it was difficult to

separate the effects of that storm

from those of the eclipse.

The total cutting off of sunlight

will also bring to an abrupt halt the

interactions between solar

radiation and the lunar surface.

These interactions are far more

intense than on earth, where the

surface is blanketed by an

atomsphere that cuts off much

solar radiation.

Hopefully, some of these effects

will also be observable.

As in other lunar eclipses, the

lace of the moon will not become

completely dark since some light is

iH'iit around the earth by the at-

mosphere Since the blue com-

ponent ot sunlight is scattered by

the atmosphere I making the sky

blue i primarily red light reaches

the moon at this time and it

assumes a dull red glow during

totality

Lunar eclipses are not so rare as

those of the sun and at least one

can be seen each year from most

places on earth The next, in

August, will be visible in Asia and

the South Atlantic. One will be

visible from the United States next

Jan. 30.

Notices
BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr Fong N Chang from the B.ochemstry

Dept of Unv o» Penn w.H speak on the

Topography ot the E coli Rbosome " at II 30

am Thursday. Feb Hth n Room 252

Goessmann Lab Coffee wll be served at n 15

a m

FREE UNIVERSITY
Energy need tor free garage. Coop Media &

Food, F.lm Festival. Free Theatre. Little K.d

act.vit.es Come n or call S 0066 Free you

N E S

Buses tor Springfield are leavng from >n

front ot Bowker at 2 45 and 6 15 Tutors trom

last semester who are continuing should start

gong aga>n

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Buses leave Hasbrouck Lab «. Patterson at

6 30 tonight Old volunteers urged to return

All welcome please come

R A F I

A presentation on the Soviet foreign policy m
the Middle East wh.cn will be followed by me

ral discussion on the current Soviet

Israel crrM r or further .nfo call 549 3564

RUGBY CLUB
Meeting at 1 30 p m n Goessman 2S»

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
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-, ;;:t't aftrr •» p m. ^eekdio^
i. . . Li'tiiN nn>time. tfi-tl

ROOM TO RENT
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"Mu-t

SPECIAL EVENTS
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-,P»-I1II after 3pm A-kitiK W*»^

The l»hoe-ln la comlna to 1 Cook

Place In the Alley.
,f_-i?

RIDERS WANTED
tu.lent conimutlna- daily for Spfld

in car pool, tall
ii IfMl

SCROLLS
Meet ng tongnt 6 15 p m ,n 917 ot the C C

Please attend Spr ng plans will be formalized

STRENGTH TRAINING
Op.-n.ngs are available nSect 10, Tuesdays

, ,, J0 ,,
i room 20? M Montague

House to s.qn up

LOST
I pair o' wire r mmed glasses n a light blue

•tl i need 'hem badly and

*n > afford anott •«' PIMM cai, Pa^l 54» 6080

A pa-' nmed. antique framed
"

found can SAfly f>6'83

. .-n irom Univ Store one r ack 4 subiect

noteooot. Contans Zooi Mt, CaMt 123. Psych

101 S> Rhetor. c 240 notes N found call Mariyn

Pyn;sPW / 120 Mary Lyon

A tan ( .ection notebook ,n l.brar* name and

phone nu.nber on cover ran Danny 65048 my
academ.c lite >s at stake

A black puppy w th brown eyebrows

.n. -pherd span.el maybe pregnant, green

1 1 1, no.s tag on collar Answers to Lee Call 546

5232 or br,ng to P.erpont office

I GB Harr.son ediX'On of COMPLETE
SHAKESPEARE in Franklin DC Please

return to D C office, or call Pam at 66468 No

questions asked

Men's 'ortoise shell qlasses n brown case, if

found please can 549 3539 Chuck

f OUND
Black key case with several keys m vicn ty

of Mahar Call Paul 545 0845

Found outside of S U 1 oil company credit

card, belonging to Mr Ray Caldwell Call 584

6169 n qhts

v.i-he- to part
l>..n at TII-"iH«ii» alt

KAPPA SIGMA

INVITES ALL FRESHMEN & UPPEBCLASSMEN

TO AN

INFORMAL SMOKER -9:00 p.m. TONIGHT

70 BUTTERFIELD TERRACE
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UM Skiers Victorious,

Remain In First Place

ECAC, YanCon
Select Erving

This past weekend, the UMass

ski team traveled to Dartmouth,

N H for a Giant Slalom hosted by

Amherst College Saturday, and a

Downhill hosted by UMass on

Sunday The experienced team

captured first place both days and

their standing was boosted by 10

seconds to help widen the gap

'between first and second place by a

strong 40 sec.

In the Giant Slalom on Saturday,

co-captain John Gray fired through

the course not only to capture first

place for the team but also first

place overall in the league. His

leadership and skill set the pace for

his teammates to follow.

Skiing second for the team,

Gordie Speed, in his usual fine

form, put in a stupendous run to

strengthen the teams position, and

placed second for the team and

third overall in the league.

Ted Martin, having a little

trouble with a shoulder injury,

nonetheless dazzled the spectators

with his silver racing suit as he

captured third place for the team

and ninth overall

Co-captain Jim Latimer, after

having a record time first run,

encountered some difficulty in the

upper part of the course, and

wmb'I able to finish the race.

This left all the pressure again on

Jerry Curran and Chuck Walker It

was up to them to finish the now

rutted, well used course to enable

I Mass to walk away with the title.

Curran finished the course with an

excellent time to place fourth for

the team and clinch the first place

team standing lor the day. Chuck

Walker was only mere seconds

behind Curran to strengthen the

teams position. Northeastern was

the nearest competitor with

Amherst holding third place.

Sunday's Downhill saw an

equally impressive race by Coach

MacConnell's boys. The course

was hard, fast, and dangerous, but

the training and skill of this first

place team could not be stopped.

Unfortunately though, UMass lost

three of its best skiers, John Gray

was disqualified because of a gate

conflict. Gordie Speed had dif-

ficulty with his binding, and Chuck

Walker had to forfeit the meet

because of sickness. However, the

team was not to be discouraged

Iticl.t on K.h.I. I
In the ZajtWl Slioppine Center

A WARNING
•Trash" is anT-rated film.

S« one under the axe of 17

will be admitted.

Trash" is. in m> opinion, not an.

erotic or "sex him."

I believe "Trash" is a very

good, sometimes great, movie.

I know that it is not a film for

»\er> one. that some people will

be offended by its htrong

languajca and/or strong image*.

I wish to raiise" ">.»

discomfort and want only fo

inform the movie-goer

: ini <v Ml
I M lu\i\c

Western Ma*i

I lie.ltl'IIH III

« ,|ll..l

;
'. ~ nl

ll.tllr~jB.lr..

TRAS
( iiH-ma 2

Can
an
owl

lUrtn

Slm.und
Infurv

Segal

K

• ••'

The Owl
and the

Pussycat

and Jim Latimer, recovering from

the mishap the day before, cap-

tured a first for the team and third

in the league. His excellent per-

formance was followed by runs of

equal importance by Curran who

placed third for the team, tenth in

the league, and Martin who placed

fourth for the team and 12th in the

league.

Mark Fisher, filling in for

Walker, proved invaluable to the

team, not only was he skiing in

Walker's position on the well torn

up course, but because of dif-

ficulties encountered by some of

his teammates, the race was up to

him. Finishing with a winnning

team, he placed second for the

team and seventh in the league.

Sunday the scoreboard again

read UMass first, Northeastern

second, and B.U. replacing

Amherst for third The UMass ski

team put out another real fine

performance.

Julius Erving was honored twice

this week for his excellent all-

around performances in UMass'

last three wins by being named

both to the All-ECAC team of the

week as well as being selected once

again as the Yankee Conference

top frontcourt player of the period

The »'ti junior forward scored 87

points with 55 points as the Red-

men beat Holy Cross, 60-58. Iona,

92-51. and Vermont, 86-51. Erving

scored 27 of his 32 points in the

second half at Holy Cross to spark

the Redman win and became the

sixth UMass player to go over the

1100-point mark with 1122.

Also selected by the YanCon

were URI's Dwight Tolliver and

Vermont's Jim Ducey.

Tolliver, the top backcourt man,

scored 30 points with seven assists

as the Hams lost an 86-80 thriller to

Boston College before making their

conference record 4-1 by defeating

Vermont. The 510 guard scored 23

points against the Fugles

Ducey, the top sophomore
selection, scored 38 points in three

games as Vermont topped Adelphi

before losing to URI and UMass.

He scored 19 against Adelphi and

hit 10 of 14 field goals and 18 of 19

free throws in the three games.

Other nominations were: back-

court-Paul Bessey (Maine), Bob

Boyd (UConn), Mike Pagliara

(UMass) and Brian Peters (UNH);

frontcourt-Nick Susi (Maine), Bob

Staak (UConn), Nate Adger (URI)

and Tom Clay (Vermont); sophs-

Pete Gavett (Maine), Steve Rowell

(URI) and Tom McLaughlin

(UMass).

I Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

ACROSS

ly SY0NET OMAM.

A Virgo woman, when she decides to

press a point, is almost impossible to

d.ssuade it is best to either co operate with

this woman or torget her Some lamous

jvom.'n norn under Virgo include Sophia

Loren Lauren BacaM and Greta Garbo

AHiESiMarch2l Apr, I 19) Some money

dft.sons are delayed due to lack ot com

plete mtormaton AyOid being discouraged

..t.cal individual Break through red

tape Get tacts, not fiction

TAURUS (April 20 May 201 Apply past

nee to current activities Get trame

•.rence nto locus Older individual

should not be permitted to completely

dominate Not wise to be subservient

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Tie together

loose pnds especially where family

relationships are concerned Stress

diplomacy You can give and receive love

Adiustment .n domestic area is indicated

CANCER Uune 21 July 22) What to do

about budget, financial requirements

these are emphasized Debt can ne

, i you w.ll have to be real. six in

to take persons lot

ly ?3 Ajg 22 ) Cycle remains

suits trom recent efforts

is now can be qrr.n.-r ,o

lies Bas.c <hores snouid not

• •• ice mus.c as it •

. .o iMuq ZJS.pt 22) One close to

,ouma» t>e elusive, nor. direct Key .s to get

ai truth w tnout appear. ng to be probing

« out you are capable to

•
,

|
orrlnql.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Strive to en

.ouragenew contacts Get nd of primitive

conceptions Be aware of current trends,

events Some of your fondest wishes can

now be tullilled

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Accent on

ambitions, career, relations with those in

authority Ris/ above petty actions, details,

rumors Do'what you know .s right

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2D Good

lunar aspect coincides with lourneys. ad

d.t.onai knowledge, communication with

those Mar Be flexible Keep mind open to

• onstruct've suggestions

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Use

natural talents to find out where you stand

applies especially to financial dealings with

partner, mate Check polices, payments

,ind ta» returns Get your ta.r share

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Accent on

how to handle special relationship Be

positive Doubt should be taken as valid

s.qnal lor delay Avoid one who nvoivees

you m legal h, i.nks Stick fo proven course

PISCES tl-'-b 19 March 20) Finish what

you start Avoid snort cuts Stfck to wha«

you know Bas.c methods result m ultimate

,,.ss r>«tt*rtc« and pers •• tw"
.its Act accordingly

II TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

as and at

., ,nto realities Yo>

i.appy tollowmq the crowd You

usually create your own policy and set your

...ii be accelerated
therenowwillbe
maces atio

glul cont.i

1 Crony (colloq.)

4 Make amends
9 Greek letter

12 Anglo Saxon
money

13 Seagoing
vessel

14 Base
15 Stage performer 11 Reverence

17 Angry outburst 16 Quotes

19 Chopped tinely 18 Bone ot body

21 Transgress 20 Noise

22 Food program 22 Apportioned

3 Alighted

4 Fish sauce

5 Weary
6 Preposition

7 Openwork
fabric

8 Goddess of

discord

9 Kite

10 Bushy clump

23 Bury

25 Chart

27 Number

28 River ducks

30 Plunge

32 Nothing

36 Cheer

38 Kettledrum

24 Obscure
26 Choicest

29 Finished

31 Girl's

nickname
33 Golf mound
34 Near
35 Title of

respect

37 Fruit seed

39 A state (abbr ) 41 Hold back

40 Conducted
42 Stroke

44 Part of

lacket

46 Allowance
for waste

48 Cut of meat

50 Prohibits

51 Scottish cap

53 Toil

55 Declares

58 Baggage
carrier

61 Greek letter

62 Vapid

64 Before

65 Desire

intensely

(slang)

66 Sword

67 Parent
(colloq.)

DOWN

1 Seed
container

2 Macaw

43 Hindu
cymbals

45 Separated

47 Make lace

49 Shade tree

52 Army meal

54 South African

Dutch
55 Secret agent

56 Definite

article

57 Music: as

written

59 Period of

time

60 Communist
63 Hebrew

month

r» ; .tr. by I'nited K-:itn- ^- '
'

•

' ^
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UMass Sticks It To B.C. 85-77
By BARRY RUBENSTEIN

Assistant Sports Editor

lis been a long time coming but

the waiting was well worth it as the

UMass basketball team 'stuck it

to
'

the Eagles ot Boston College

before a jam-packed assemblage

of 44IK) tans at the Cage last night in

what Coach .lack Leaman called

"the tuggcst game ot the year". 8:V

77 The high living Kedmen are

now lii-2 while RC slumped to 12-8^

\\ hat can you say about this one"

i Mass si ayed w ith the Eagles for a

good part ot the game even though

things really weren't going well for

the Kedmen In the end. though.

when the decision was a question

the Amherst lads had more than

enough to put the ball game awav

As far as stars are concerned,

the Firsl name that comes to mind

is Ken Mathias Seeing his first

reallv substantial action since the

Fordiiam game, the senior CO-

captain came through with an

effort that Leaman could only

describe as "fantastic" and

•great In the lust halt, when the

Eagles were dominating the

boards. Mathias entered the irav

and turned the carom contest in the

twine club's favor

| ur final Stats. Mathias ended up

with It. points I six ot nine Horn the

i loot and ten rebounds, but what

he did tor the Kedmen can not

im'i-elv be measured in figures !!»

t.,ok some of the rebounding

pressure oft ot tin- shoulders ot

Julius Krving and opened up the

whole l Mass attack

A- toi Krving, he didn't do too

k„||\ himself Although he sul

irred a cold shooting first hall live

i»l iH held goals', he tame back in

the crucial second period to control

the boards and hit some important

hoops overall he had 24 points and

it, rebounds, which, though not

overl> impressive lor him. proved

more than enough to do the job

I,, town the list. John

Aim seems to pull the

hit: elloi ..ut when the team reallv

gunned in -•" points in

c|ud |
unc clutch one and one

,
., in ih<- waning moments

ul n tie Mike Pagliara

„,, .. kcourtman, did .ill right

... with eight point-

To round out the squad, Chris

Coffin and Tom McLaughlin did

their |ohs when they had to. Coffin

had nine points and five rebounds

in only IH minutes of action before

fouling out and McLaughlin had

eight important free throws.

The stars weren't limited to one

side however. Jim O'Brien, a super

ttnUtgtan

SpattA
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ball player, had 28 points, ten

assists and a team high of eight

i
.bounds and what more can you

ask ot a guv '

II he isn't one ot the

best guards m the country then he

put on a great act last night

Leaman summed it up hv saying

that he was the best hackcourt kid

we've had to defend all year

From a statistical point ot view,

the game was won at the tree throw

line The Kedmen shot an in

credible ».7% from the chanty

stripe, hitting ;"> ot :•» attempts

including some pressure laden

tries in the last five minutes

titer the lust eight minutes ot

play, the game was elose all the

way w nh The Eagles building up a

20-12 edge on O'Brien's sh«»oting

eye and Living having trouble

tting urKracked, the outlook was

ominous lor the Kedmen Mathias

began to pull hisduboutol the hole

,,n,i at ; SI ot 'be period. Living

scored ona Pagliara reed alter the

two had combined on a steal to put

I Ma- on top •

Vm « ostello. w ho had eleven first

halt points for the Eagles, was

bombing from all over the court

and Ins scoring kept BC on top tor

most of the first stanza. The half

ended with the Kedmen down by

three. 44-41.

The second half was more of the

same with one slight alteration.

Living was beginning to dominate

the boards That was the signal for

I Mass to move.
The Kedmen were playing well

in the second half but were just not

able to pull away. Whenever they

would pick ujp a three or four point

lead, the Boston boys would come
right back with a Frank Fitzgerald

fifteen looter or an O'Brien bank

shot. This was the story for the first

thirteen minutes of the period.

Betancourt sank a pair of free

throws with 4:36 on the clock and

UMass had its biggest edge of the

evening. 73-68 When Erving made

a beautiful layup on a pass from

Mathias. the Kedmen looked in

firm control but such was not the

case.

Pete Schmid scored an easy hoop

tor the Lagles and victory, which

the home fans were waiting to

celebrate, was yet to be secured.

Even Betancourt s four more free

throws couldn't do the job as

O'Brien and Fitzgerald answered

with hoops to make it 79-75 with

ii 47 lett Erving and Pagliara

combined lor three free throws,

however, and that sealed the long

awaited verdict O'Brien scored on

a layup and appropriately enough.

Mathias ended the scoring with a

three point play Final score.

I Mass. BS. BC, 77.

LAYUP LINES BC shot 51% for

the game while the Kedmen
managed only 41%. The Lagles

turned the tables from the charity

stripe however as they shot only

58% As Leaman said alter the

game, the win makes us the

leading contender lor the NIT in

\eu England". Amen

BOX SCORE
T P

• 70

8

'6

% »i

Frosh Drop Eagles, 8 7-6 7

B) I REDRUSENTHAL
Stall Reporter

\ttei falling behind early in the

uan I M.iss freshman
basket!.. ill learn came back tO

defeal the Boston College frosh H7-

I

the Cage last night The win

boosted l Mass' record to 1J 1

while BC dropped to k-4

With 14 l to play in the first halt

Ihe Little Kedmen trailed 1.V7 .is

6*5 Din Kilcullen scored nine

points for the BC frosh in the early

poings Then, over the next three

minutes I M.iss outscored BC. 10

I

At 13 .14 John olson started the

surge with a three point play as he

was louled while putting in a layup

on a pass Irom Kick Pitino With

ll 17 showing on the clock Pitino

picked up a loose ball at about

midcourt and dribbled down court

all alone for an easy two points

Moments later Pete Trow picked

up another BC fumble, dribbled the

length ot the court, and then fed Al

Skinner who made the score 17-16

UMass
With about four minutes to go

Skinner helped the Little Kedmen
boost a one point lead into a seven

point lead by scoring six straight

points including two on an un

believable baseline drive. And at

halftime LMass held a solid nine

point lead 3l»-3u

BC tried to fight back early in the

second half; but with the I Mass

Irosh playing great delense and

Olson and Skinner doing a gre.it

lot) on both boards the Little

|{ 'dmen held on

The UMass trosh finally broke it

open with about seven minutes left

in the game while BC'S Irosh were

employing a half court press With

Olson plaving in a high post

Little Kedmen passed

around until linallv Skinner got

open undernearth <»ison hit him

with ,i pass and the LMass trosh

had a to >1 lead

Lor the rest Of the way it was all

I Mass as BC committed foul alter

tool trvmg to get the ball And

down the stretch the Little Kedmen

hit on in ol 11 tree throws

LMass put icing on the cake

when, with about N seconds left

and the score HI »>4. Skinner

grabbed a defensive rebound and

passed out quickly to Pitino The

61 guard dribbled up the court and

while looking to his right flipped a

tKMince pass under his legs to

Skinner on the left for an easy two

points

At this point Coach Pete Broaca

cleared the bench and the reserves

gave the capacity crowd one more

thrill as Peter McMahon tipped in

a Dennis McHugh shot at the

buzzer
HOOP NOTES Coach Broaca

called this victory "the best team

effort of any team of mine in ten

He added that it was John

Olson's best game ot the

against tough competition

vear

.The

l.ntle Kedmen outrebounded their

much latter opponents by a 45 23

margin with Skinner and OlSOfl

setting the pac with 14 apiece

Pitino and TrOW, the LMass haek

court scored 33 pomts between

them Trow had 13. Pitino had

IH Pitino also had in assist

s 1 Mass shot 54% from the floor

UMASS
Player

Levne
Sk.nner

Olson

Trow
Pitino

Boyle*

HiTOn

Brown
McHuqh
McMahon
Total

BOX SCORE
BC

O F P

? 6 10

4 74

• 16

3 15

8 11

1 7

2

78 31 17

Player

Rat It

Dunn
Lenegrs

Nolan
Kiln
Walker

Red
Grant

Mc Laugh

Total

& t P

3 1 •

10

4

12

3 77

4

7

31 S 67

I P IN THE UK • Thai seems to be the storv in this picture as four

player* titled lor a rebound in last nights l*"**^7^"" ST
me, the Lagles of BC. In action in this photo are. from hit to

.
.ght.

D^ets£2 • I, ,. Ken Mathias , i,m. Vin C;Me..«. I'nm I, Laughhn

and I rank FttSfertM <M>. «MI>Cphot»b> GSTJ SliekmaiH

Trackmen In Action

vears

Ky EARLEBARROLL
Stall Reporter

The LMass track team returns to

dual meet competition this af-

ternoon traveling to Dartmouth for

a I p m encounter with the In-

dians Dartmouth is the third Ivy

League school the UMaSS
tracksters have faced this season

and will probably be the toughest

of the three

Last year the Kedmen were only

down by four points going into the

last two events, the mile and two-

mile relays, but were unable to

come up with a win in either one.

With the competition for today's

meet expected to be nip n' tick

down to the end the relays could

once again decide the meet and

this year the Kedmen will have to

win at least one and preferably

both to come out on top.

To date Dartmouth and the

Kedmen have had only one com-

mon foe, that being Yale The

Indians defeated Yale. 59-50 while

the Redmen were defeated 54-39

But this can be no barometer as the

Redmen have been putting it

together since mid-semester break

Football Coaches Named

the ball

LMass yesterday named two

eoaches to fill positions on the

Redman football team

Named to the coaching positions

were Robert Pickett, an assistant

coach at the University of Maine

tor the past five years, who will

serve as defensive coach in Dick

McPherson's stall and (leorge

Hood, head football coach at Lnion

College for seven years who will

become offensive coach for the

Kedmen
\ native of Augusta. Maine.

Pickett was an outstanding athlete

at t onv High School and then at the

University of Maine where he

plaved quarterback for three years

Iwfore graduating in 1959. His high

school coaching experiences in-

clude successful tenures at

Laconia (N.H.) and Portsmouth

lN.H.) High Schools before he

returned to his alma mater in 1966

as freshman football coach and an

instructor in physical education A

year later he was promoted to the

varsity coaching staff.

Flood, a 1953 graduate of

Springfield College served in the

United States Marine Corps for two

yean being discharged as a 1st

Lieutenant returning to his alma

mater for his masters degree

which he completed in 1956

A native of Peekskill. N. Y .

Llood lettered in both football and

baseball during his undergraduate

davs at Springfield In addition to

his seven years at Union he

coached football, wrestling and

baseball for two vears at Lox Lane

High School I ML Kisco. NY), and

has seven successful years at

Rome (NY i Lice Academy
where he produced two undefeated

football squads and three con

terence championship teams.

and are on an even keel with

Dartmouth on paper

Resides the relay, the key events

that may lead up to the grand

finale, will t>e the dash and the

hurdles Last year LMass swept

the dash and is looking for a

repeat

In the middle distances LMass

has had its problems in its first two

dual meets With the return of

Dave Evans in the 1000, and with Al

Manga n moving down to the 600 the

Kedmen should be improved in

these events.

In the distance events, probably

the two best units in New England

will be meeting Last fall Dart

mouth won the N E cross country

championship and UMass came in

second so some bitter rivalries will

be renewed.
Running for the Redmen will be

Ron Wayne, Larry Paulson, Tom
Jasmin, and Don Dunsky For

Dartmouth Tom Shiland and Eric

Potter will be their opposition

Dartmouth has always been

known for its strengths in the

weights events and this year is no

different as Bill and Ed Moody

have thrown over 53' in the shot

and around the same in the 35

pound weight UMass will be

counting on Eddie Arcaro to score

well in these events

Jumping competition should

provide some of the closest com

petition of the meet. Cal Carpenter

and Ed Shauaghnessey have both

jumped well this season and will be

facing George Leach of Dartmouth

who has jumped 6'4'\

Dick Dver and Shauaghnessey

will be in the long jump against

Eddie Spike and Tom Johnson of

Dartmouth and in the pole vault

Johnson, who has cleared 146".

should have this event all to

himself.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

ulijF fltaaflartpsflttta

latin fltoUwriatt i
^*~** W^+J A FREE AND IWONSI.lE ^^ MESS

Weather:
Mostly sunny today

with the highs in the

3u's. Increasing
cloudiness tonight, low

in the 20s. Cloudy

tomorrow with flurries

changing to showers

likely.
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MOBE Sponsors

March, Rally
.

•

it 15 people marche I fi «n U* Si -

•

windii ' waj through >

ral nsored by tti Stu

M<
•• in order toprotesl ui« j rec

I the step-up in bombings The gri i A'hich

, trched up Stre A ^o North

d on the \mherst Common al about 4:13

iken included Bob Zelman Mike Besl vi \".\'. -.-..-- Economics

pj-oi will be leaving at the end of trw m becau»

idequate research", Claire Moriarty tnd Kevin O'toole, ol

the L'Mass SM
The group plans to read a telegram to President Nixon expressing their

opposition to his recent escalation ol the war. and all thu.se present were

en< ouraged i»> si^n

Systems Treasurer

May Get Shifted
ByANNESTAONlCKl

Sews Editor

itu Systems Treasurer's Office ma) be moved from it- current

location in Whitmore A" m rustraUon Building toa prefabricated unit at a

announced yesterday by the staff assistant to the Director

Planning Paul \\ Mea I

He said thai ippropriatio

amounting to two million dollar*

a r< re e •••i front -tie state

during the eurren fiscal

capital outlaj to build classrooms

and other necessarj units These

appropriations were to finance ><

' ot lM».(M»i» gro-s squan feel ''

space, h- expiamed, among which
in an .Tea provided lor the

red ol th<- three sites

, >se<l move " thfl area

which the old conservation
Imilding nc upied at the hase of

the hill where the Chancel:

bouse I- located, he said It is north

.id. tli.
•

hi. is,

• ' .in '".

also a'- added
consul'

in rosse field

mnasium and i est

MiOs >e and Bar !• tt Malls, arid <;

I'M .III, ii. to tl

on.

When utilized

; sufficient!] and where the

tup.. ilkra the *

struction are the inns- mportant

points lo be coatei

Responding I i querte wh> the
s. stems office was chosen to n

l tie move. Meade saitl it wai
tjuestion ol spa needed m
Whitmore The >' logical aroup
to move out ot WhitnMN
Systems staff, which involves 01

r nit fifteen people he explained

He went on to sa> that the ac

counting department would
remain in the present office.

Meade said thai the total i

building was uncertain at this

time Mte six week bidding

period with kg of the

March 1st ud tney would ki

the coal pei sq

bui •

but actual hiss and at lembij
;

depends on the btddei pi

i an inn. i He tbouj

dimen i .n> b ould i cmim • lose U

leet b) .">>. the huili.

thri

.

Introducing

FOOT

LONG

FRANK
Regular Price 45c

Special Anniversary

Price

39'
^ Feb 12-13-U

ICE CREAM
Campus Plaza Route 9 \
Next to Zayres' and Sfop & Shop ^

9Ip M*BS*tbu*ttt* flailg Colltnta*

Officeo« the DAILY (.OulE&iAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus j.p code 01002 Phones are 5i5 2S50 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 Mil (M4Wr!

Second class postage pa d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Fr.day during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls w.thm a week Accepted for maM.ng under the

authority of the act of March 8 1879 as amended by the act of June ll, 1943 Sub

scription rates are $7 50 per semester, tu 00 per year

Anti War Rally -

Students march from
the Union to gain
support for rally at

Amherst Commons.
Once there, (above)
the group stood around
and listens to speeches
protesting recent
escalation of the
Southeast Asian war.
They finally decided to

send a telegram to the

president. (MDC
Photos by Steve Sch-

midt)

Rest looms

Hon is law entrance u» ih« rest ream <»i Ike t asanas i enter garage.

Ilawevei . this boot Hear la Ike pedesti iau walkJag Umard ike deer*

heart the rrpasassag of si^ns. mays*. <\iih phase i»\ Carj

Upaagh.i

-vu»*»
w£RM»r«*

INTENSE EXCITEMENT!

Next to Amherst Tower

CC Garage

Occupancy

Increased

By PATTI SUPRENANT
Stafl Reporter

' i:- pu- Center garage i».

most tripled due i

I i ;
<•.!-" in p .. king gai

pru
Uomnv the Mrs- :i.i. ;. -. •

nvered prices, ;.: I ; transient
• and t; month!) reset » d i

: the lacilities

average amount <>i • a

lacilities ii

the decn 00 and the utaj

m is uhu ill; i": :'.vi ha

iginalh the , • m -

23< for tie. tii si ii.i'ir and 13c fot

each additional houi The lowered

es hav< been id al nx
;

hour, witM new monthl) r ites ol
x

ii»i students and IIS t« r faculty and
stall

•Halt <>i the 140 available
monthly reserved spaces have
already been --.m.i said Donald
WitkowsJci head ol < ampus Center

Accomodation* "Rental of these

reserved spaces can be made at

the (ampus Center hotel lobby

Contract negotiations are now

underwa) to discuss the repainting

ol the graphics in the garage.

The change aid make the sign>

pedestrian oriented , There will be

a highlighting of the background
.aid an enlargement ol the letters

on all signs In addition stop signs

in strategic places and an electric

tilled to capacity'* sign on the

entrance to the garage will be

installed

ALL ADS (DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED)

MUST BE IN BY 200 P.M. THURSDAY,

FEB. 11, TO APPEAR IN TUESDAY, FEB.

16, ISSUE. (Monday, Feb. 15, is a Holiday.)

GET

Something

<f Special ~
FOR THAT fat

Special

Valentine
FROM

Winn
Jewelers

3 1 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Senate Officers To Receive Salaries
ByBETHGOODELL

Senate Reporter
The Student Senate last evening

voted to start paying its officers a

monthly salary, retroactive to

November I, 1970.

Attempts to amend the bill to

remove the retroactive clause, to

pay salaries to committee
chairmen and Senators, and to

restrict paid officers from holding

another paying job were made but

all failed.

Most of the Senators opposed to

compensating the officers ex-

pressed their opposition by
proposing numerous amendments.
They expected the Senate would
approve the compensation, so they

stated they wanted to make the

motion less disagreeable. After

two hours, the Senate decided by a

1J3-18-4 roll call vote to accept the

original resolution which will pay
the President $150 per month, and
the Vice-President and Treasurer

$125 per month.

In passing the measure, the

Senate recognizes that "Student

Senate officers should be expected

to devote an exceptional amount of

time to the duties of their elected

offices; and that Student Senate

officers should not be expected to

be any more affluent than the

average student ", in the words of

the resolution sponsored by
President Glenn Elters.

Elters and other supporters of

the measure stressed how time-

consuming the offices are if they

are to be well executed. They
reported that payment of student

government officers is a growing

trend among colleges and
universities. They see this

measure as opening up the offices

to people who are highly competent

in running student affairs, a job

Incoming more and more complex

as the University continues to

grow Qualified students would not

be financially restricted from
becoming officers because they no

longer have to hold outside jobs

An amendment was proposed but

defeated to remove the retroactive

clause of the bill. One Senator

argued that if the Senate were

Hoing to pay this year's officers for

past months in office, then it should

.ilso compensate last year's of-

ficers and those of vears before

Opponents to this idea pointed out

that this year's Senate is

responsible for budgeting for this

fiscal year and not for past and
future years.

Questioned by a Senator, the

three officers reported that they

"have run up debts during the

period covered bv the retroactive

clause." Following this testimony

and other arguments, the Senate

defeated the amendment which
would have removed the

retroactive clause.

Another attempted amendment
would have restricted a paid of-

ficer from holding another paying

job, the argument being that if an

office is so time-consuming that an

officer must be compensated, then

he should not have time to work

elsewhere.

It was countered that the Senate

should not try to legislate the

personal lives of its officers.

President Elters told the Senate

that he does at this time hold a

consultant job in the evenings. He
said that if he wants to give up his

personal time, then that's his

business.

Agreeing with this. Senator Nick

Apostola said that if we have

enough faith to elect a person to

office, then we should have enough

faith in him to decide whether to

hold a job. And remember, we
always have the ultimate recourse

to impeachment." The amendment
was then defeated, so that officers

can still hold other jobs.

Another amendment made
unsuccessfully would have led to

the payment of $75 per month to the

chairman of each of the Senate's

standing committees and $5 to

every Senator for each meeting

attended. Arguments against this

amendment again pointed out the

time factor involved in being an

officer of the Senate. Treasurer

Richard Verrochi told the Senators

that when they considered paying

the chairmen and themselves.

You should compare the amount

of time you're putting in with that

of the officers As to whether or not

you deserve remuneration, it's up

to you."'

Further attempts were made to

change the bill by Senators who
thought the proposed ap
propriation of $2100 to cover the

salaries should be spent on other

uses or that the rates should be

either lowered or raised. Verrochi

argued against any changes,

saying the original amounts were

adequate. He called the debate and

series of proposed amendments a

filibuster. The Senate then passed

the salaries measure.

Immediately following the vote,

Senator Albert Olmstead called for

a popular referendum to be

organized by the Senate. The

Senate defeated a motion to go into

special business to consider the

proposal.

Senator Robert Waters then went

to work organizing a referendum of

his own. He plans to have signature

sheets circulated calling for a

referendum. He says 25% of the

undergraduates must sign for

there to be a referendum
organized.

Late Senate Action

The Senate voted overwhelmingly last evening to abolish the

class government system at the University. The resolution sets up

a number of committees which will fill the void thus created and

which will operate through the Student Senate Details will be

included in tomorrow's Collegian.

Former Senator Bill Perkins,

(below i head of the Student Senate

transit service, addresses the

Student Senate. explaining the

need for the Senate to purchase a

highvv;i\ type bus. $1:1.000 was
appropriated for the purpose at

last evening's meeting. The new
bus will be used for off-campus

trips made bv student

organiiations.

Senator Larry I .i«l(t. (left) urges

the Senate to "deal with realities"

in considering paying salaries to

committee chairmen and each

Senator. He fears the Senators

would be "Wringing their own
necks" if thev approve any more
salaries al this time

MDC Elects

New Officers
The stall ol the Massachusetts

Daily Collegian unanimously

elected Richard C Hanson as

Kditor-in Chiet and David I)

Williams as Managing Editor.

Also newly elected were John

Mullen. Business Manager. Anne
Stadnicki. News Editor. Barry
Rubenstein. Executive Editor,

and Earle Rarroll. Sports Editor

The elections were approved by the

publishing board, all positions

becoming effective immediately

Mark Silverman, out going

managing editor, nominated Peter

Pasearclli. out going Editor in

chief, to the position ol Editor

Emeritus

Accepting his position. Hanson

expressed gratitude for "the help

thai l have received from Mark
and Peter lor preparing me for the

responsibilities ahead

Mr \l\ iii < lukle. Technk al

Advisor to the Collegian com
mended the services ot Silverman

and Pascarelli -m^ tailed this pasl

year "the smoothes! I have seen in

the six years I've been associated

w ith the paper

Metawampe Wants You!

He doesn V care ifyou 've never worked on a newspaper before.

He 'll teach you what to do. Ifyou 're interested in working for

the most exciting and satisfying organization on campus, come

see us anytime. Or come to the big pow-wow

Wednesday at 7.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

<,--€0.*t,\/£0»<TACtY
*m»TioN mm lens m
RCPAIM J \>Ll KIHOy

MA TC MUSS
unction

or
I FASHION »IC«T

r*AMtS

WIRE

FRAMES

LOTS!

Vj4mJwr>Jt CVticdl^kcpr*
i!».-, North plaint *•« Immm*

Interested In Planning

5 COLLEGE EVENTS?
The University has two vacancies on the

Five College Student Coordinating Board

Selections will be held

WED., FEB. 17 7:30-10:30 P.M.

803 Campus Center

Appointments are requested but not required

For appointments and information coll

SUSAN
JERRY

68387
65391

THURSDAY NITE

AT THE

SEE

JACK VERONESI'S

and friends

9:30 til close

COME IN AND DANCE!!!

Ilyiljsssissssslsl
winter carni sponsors

winter Olympics and snow sculpture contest

applications due at RSO by V

\

5 p.m., February 15 * ^
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In The Nation And The World

1500 US
Off Coast

^Marines Landed

Of S. Vietnam
SAIGON \1' The United States has placed a

landing iorce ol L.5U0 Marines armed with artillery

tanks ofl south Vietnam's northern coas.1 to

thrust in
possible North Vietnamese

the Laos incursion, it was learnea
ioi

milliter a

retaliation

1

'^Vietnamese forces penetrated
"JJ»»»?

southern Laos on Wednesday and «'^
t
^™£

vtwms supply center oi Sepone, apparent!) against

little resistance ,
... . ,

,.,„,,. tested Leatherneck! oi the 3rd Division,

^hoVrlJS along the DMZ until "^withdrawn

Prom South Vietnam in 1969. are reported standing o.l

lhf> northern coast on ships Oi the 7th r leet

"^V
h
scommand said it would have no comment

^La« operation raised fears of a niaawy^orth

viwamese attack against l 8 troop. **g***
dm/ and Vice President Nguyen ( ao K> said Soutn

I u/naniese h.rces might .made the North to CUl ol.

the nwinv's rear supplv bases

,,0,eheved.o have elements,., three divisions

„,!!;;; North Vietnam u.th.innarehmg distance o. the

''s.'.ne a n.a.n ,ran>sh.pnn,it point and operations

J (lll ,,u .

, 1( , rin Minh trail, was the firs major

obtecm-eof the drive into Laos It had been bombed

SvYlland reported almost de^rtedjarl^

large ammunition dumps on the dine to Sepone

In other development-

\ smith Vietnamese helicopter carrying tour

civilian news photographers was shot down Wed

nesda\ over the Ho (hi M111I1 trail in Laos, apparent 1>

killing them and seven other persons aboard Among

them were three ol the best known com hat

photographers Indochina war Henri Huet. 43, ol The

\ssociated Press; Larrj Burrows, 44, d Life

Magazine, and Kent Potter, 24. Oi United Pie* In-

ternational .

The Cambodian government said Premier Lon Nol

is ill and doctors have ordered him to suspend all

official duties temporarily A source close to the

premiers brother said the Cambodian leader was

expected to be absent from his duties tor about a

month Mini—, d
In Washington. Secretary ol State William P

Rogers said U S troops remaining in Vietnam after

M i\ 1 will be assigned outside the comhat area

don't want to sa\ they will he totally out ot a comhat

rote.' he told newsmen, -hut lor all major comhat

assignments the) will be out

The South Vietnamese reported that alter reaching

Sepone the deepest penetration in the three day old

offensive. South Vietnamese engineers began

rebuilding the town's abandoned dirt austnp

"i ; ."um pV; "»r.. ... *. ....>.'.......•..'» '»«•• » '•"»« i"nB
w«

,1.. ,Ur\ IU. MIA Mil.

GIs Seen Undisturbed

ByWideningOfWar

•^rttissasss m >» -»•»» *- •*••• * sa 'd °,her

Americans there echoed his view

, „ , m rroit . 11 UH INMDI I UMMte^i \ tetm««. *«j I- •*• lined so tor Hrhaj at Me

MipfHHl has. Mond.iv .dH.ut H> miles ins.de Laos.

After May I A # f

U.S. Troops To Be Ass/^we^

Owte^e 0/ Comfca* Area
WAS IINGTON <AP) -Secretary ot State Willi. P. Rogers said Wednesday IS

V ,etnam alter May 1 will be ass.gned outs.de the combat area

troops remaining in

•I don't wanl losaj they will be

, llt;1 |K out ot a comhat role he

,old newsmen, 'hut tor all major

combal assignments they will be

Dllt

Kogers gave this response unde

questioning prompted by word

trom the White House Tuesday that

, , to <" ,,KI American combat

troop* would be remaining

Vietnam as o4 May 1. the date when

total L s military strength there is

tO he reduced to 2H4.0O0

other I s informants indicated

that the number of fighting men

still on hand m the Southeast Asian

nation would number IWi.OW or

more Just what the count is

depends on how one defines func

lions

Abba Eban Calls On Egypt

To Lift Ceasefire Deadline
Israeli Foreign Minister Abba

Eban called on Eg>pl Wednesday

ta |,tt Us 30 das deadline on the

latest Middle East cease lire and

urged it to take a second look at

Premier Gnlda Meir s Sue/ (anal

proposals before turning them

down. . .

Eban told a news conference that

the March 7 limit imposed by

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat

does not create the proper at-

mosphere tor free and fruitful talks

on the complex issues at stake.

The foreign minister said Cairo

snokesman Mahmoud Hale/ acted

prec.p.tatedly OH Tuesday in

asserting that Mrs Meir had

turned down Sadat's proposals for

renntming the Sue/. < anal
rC
ffiIbo rejected Mrs Heir's

(o;;;trrproposal
that Israel and

Egypt agree to a mutual cutback ot

their forces along the canal The

de escalation suggestion ot Israel s

premier had been viewed hy many

as a bid to meet Egypt halfway on

its demands for a partial Israeli

pullhack before opening the canal

again
•The Kgyptian government is

now in a position as I result of

recent Israeli initiatives to move

the situation positively forward."

Khan said

He said that Egypt could help

current Middle Kast negotiations

along by naming Israel specifically

in any peace proposals and

beginning talks on reopening the

Sue/ (anal with less stress on the

mihtarv aspect and more on its

service to international shipping.

lingers said the mam tab of the

remaining troops would bf to

protect American forces, so at

times they might Ik- involved in

lighting il these foTCCI BTC at

tacked Hut the policy is to have the

South Vietnamese carr) the major

combat role, he said

The secretary ol state spoke .it

an unscheduled news conference

when he official!) opened a new

press room at the State Depart

men! He named it the McCloskey

boom alter the Department's

longtime spokesman. Hubert J.

MeCloskev

Tate Witness
Tells Jury

Of Threats

bos ANGELES <AP> Susan

Atkins, who confessed Tuesday to

killing actress Sharon Tate, told a

|ury Wednesday she was

threatened w ith the gas chamber if

she didn't testify before the county

grand lury

Speaktllg calmly, the slender. 22

year old brunette said her grand

"jury testimony -wasn't Ireely and

voluntarily given because I had so

much pressure coming Irom so

many different places".

appeared unperturbed

BDOUt the latest widening o! the

Indochina war Their role* as to

he mostly m support ot the South

\ ietnameac invasion force

In addition, there seemed

among main Gls to Ih' a

quickening of morale, perhaps

bet -use they were out and

moving around, rather than

sitting around at Quang Trior in

their tire bases along the

demilitarized zone dividing the

two Vietnam*
Most Americans questioned

UUd the) fC* the move to invade

Laos was sound militarily and

that I S participation was

instilled

\ lew Americans in the 1st

brigade .'dh Mechanized

Division said they hoped the

South Vietnamese ' make out

,,ka\. hut the mam theme that

ran through their conversation

was. Tm glad it's them, not

lis
"

The same attitude had

prevailed Irom the moment that

the American part of the

operation began Jan M, with a

massive move toward this

formerly abandoned combat

boot on a mountain plateau in

western Quang Tri Province

There was apprehension lor

Khe Sanh was known as "bad

Charlie country and the

vanguard I S elements feared

they would DC greeted by North

Vietnamese mortars

on the eve ot this operation, a

platoon leader took his men to a

special Roman Catholic Mass at

the Quang Tri base chapel

There was a long waiting line

lor telephone calls to the United

States on the special military

radio system The men were not

allowed to tell their families

about the operation, but one

explained. I )ust wanted to tell

mv wile not to worry regardless

ol the news in the next tew

days
The division, which is

providing more than half ot the

tUHNi Amencks involved, has I

primary mission of watching the

demilitarised /one and takes

most ol its casualties by mine

blasts rather than pitched

battles with the enemy
The men had been confined to

the Quang Tri Army base, a

bleak complex ot buildings with

lew ol the conveniences tound at

larger installations, and at

outposts along the DMZ and the

western piedmont

In the dry season, they choke

on dust ; in the monsoons they

hog down in mud.

Sen. Aikens Proposes

New Asian Peace Plan
WASHINGTON 1 API Sen George d Aiken proposed Wednesday th*

the Southeast Asian nations undertake a new effort to bring peace 10

Indochina by convening their own international conference, if

The Vermonter who is dean of

senate Republicans said the

prolonged war and accompanying

political conflict have made im-

possible any solution by the

American President and Congress,

even assuming they could agree on

something

He told the Senate •Congress

will rightlully rebel" at repeated

administration requests at six

month intervals "lor large sub

suites for Indochina without any

new Justification."

iii railing lor a conference, he

said "the day has passed when the

major problems of Asia can be

settled in some European city,

where the Soviet Union and the

Western powers enjoy a protocol

status far in excess ol their real

influence

The time has come for nations

to recognise that lormal peace

among the parties m Indochina will

onl\ come as I result of agreement

among themselves, he added. "It

cannot he imposed by others."

Secretary of State William P.

Rogers gave tacit endorsement to

Aikens proposal when he told

newsmen that the United States

would welcome almost any sort of

international conference set up lo

bring peace in Indochina But he

said Communist parties to the

dispute have rejected suggestions

lor such conferences in the past

Aiken suggested that New Delhi.

India, could "replace Geneva as

the place where Asian problems

are discussed and. hopefully,

resolved." and that participants

could include Indian, Japan.

Communist China and the Soviet

Union
T cannot believe that Hussia has

of late had a vested interest in

keeping up the conflict in In

dochina," he said

L.A. Feels Aftershocks Of Quakes
I.OS ANGELES 1 AIM -The toll of dead continue to rise and

property damage mounted into the hundreds of millions Wed-

nesday as Southern California continued to quiver from af-

tershocks oi Tuesday's devastating earthquake.

Workers searched the rums of a veterans hospital where the

bodies of 27 patients and employes had been found. They said 13

persons still are missing In all/authorities tallied 46 deaths, nine

by heart attack More than 1 .000 persons were injured.

Fears ot a rupture in the cracked dam of the city's largest

reservoir eased as the water level I ell. due to draining. The 80.000

persons evacuated from the area were not allowed to return but

officiate said only a powerful new shock could cause trouble.

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew , sent here for consultations and an

inspection tour alter President Nixon declared California a

disaster area, arrived lor a helicopter look at hard hit areas with

Gov Ronald Reagan and Mayor Sam Yorty.

Attention centered on the VA hospital at Sylmar in the west end ot

the San Fernando Valley just in miles from the quakes center.

Some 250 workmen probed the steel and concrete ruhble ot two

collapsed three story ward buildings

Well over 100 patients and employes were inside when the 6:01

a m temblor shook the 45 Near old structure apart scores were

mimed an I additional scores trapped For nearly 24 hours moans

and cries came from victims trapped alive Many injured were

extricated and flown bj helicopter to other hospitals

Vuthontl - said there was little chance ot additional survivors

Utershocks bv the hundreds emanated from the region oi the

(,uaki s center in the San Gabriel Mountains 26 mites north,w< s

en or more fairh strong ones kept the area jiggling Wednesday

but caused no new damage Magnitudes ol the stronger shocks

were around i on the Hichter scale compared with 6.6 for the I

Authorities began the massive job easing damage most of

H w ilhm a W mile radius ol the quake's center.

Los ingetes Count) estimated damage to publi< facilities at

million It had no estimate of damage to private structures but said

the toll would be high The city ma* a preliminary estimate of 1188

million lor homes and businesses plus additional "tens ot millions

tor puhhc facilities The Californi« Division of Highways reckoned

$15 million damage to state roads, much of It attributed to collapsed

bridges and freewa) overpasses

Utilities suffered damages estimated in the tens ol millions. A

eilv spokesman said there have been nearly 2.500 requests lor

building inspections and more than loo structures have been found

unlit for occupancy

OVteu/ Mil - DEPT.STQR
pri:es

• ffetilS
. jacsit

sidkw \i K CLOSED iFTER los ANGELES QUAKE Policemen close off a sidewalk after

eai th.iuake damage to a downtown LOS Angeles department store early Unlay The jolting temhlor was

tell over miles of southern California, but damage was worst 111 and around l.os Angeles Several oeatlis

were reported.

AstrosReturningHome,

Health Reported Good
ABOARD ISS NKW ORLEANS <AP>-The Apollo 24 astronauts.

described as "perfectly okay. " cruised across a remote stretch ol the

South Pacific Wednesday toward Samoa and an airlift home

pi \\ WTIW \lt UriON Xntiwar leaders met in Lafayette Park near the XVhite House, left, to

discuss their news , onlerence and plans for rallies to protest the South Vietnamese incursion into Laos

KrOSi left are llavid Dellinger. David Ifshin and Ronnie Davis.

Boston Protest Draws 4,000

BOSTON i AP' Sporadic incidents of violence broke

out Wednesday afternoon as a crowd of about 4.000

persons left an anti-war rally on the Boston Common

and marched nearly two miles to Northeastern

University , . . . ...

The generally peaceful march, which bottled up

rush hour traffic along several of the city's main

arteries was marked by isolated instances of window

breaking and rock throwing, but police reported no

arrests or injuries.

The ranks of the demonstrators, swept by icy winds,

thinned rapidly after the procession paused at t op ey

square then moved on Less than 500 remained by the

time the procession broke up at Northeastern^

Windows in at least two banks were smashed during

the march, and police said more glass was smashed at

the Hemenway Hotel in a disturbance shortly after the

march ended Police said one officer was struck by a

r

°The rally called to protest the incursion of South

Vietnamese troops into Laos and the continuing L^.

involvement in the Indochina War. drew about 4 000

people to a site on the Common in front of the State

"Groups of several hundreds of demonstrators

marched to the rally from locations in Cambridge and

Hoston without incident.

Shakers called for withdrawal of U.S. troops and

oresenteTwhat thev called a "declaration of peace

behreeii the people of Massachusetts and Southeast

Asia

There were few police at the rally site, all of them in

routine dutv uniforms, but riot equipped officers and

units ot the Tactical Police Force were stationed at

various points along the march route afterwards.

In Amherst, some 50 students from local colleges in

the area held a brief rally on the town common to

protest the war
In Hanover. N.H . Dartmouth College president

John Kemenv and his daughter. Jennie, a high school

senior attended a rally on the college green with

about 200 Dartmouth students and faculty members

Following the rally, petitions were distributed

calling for an immediate halt to American in-

volvement in Southeast Asia.

Kemeny did not address the crowd

In Concord. N.H., about 200 pei"sons -
mostly

students from area colleges, rallied for about an hour

at the State House Plaza A peace banner was hoisted

on an empty flagpole

After the rally, the demonstrators marched to the

Federal Building, where about 130 held a sit-in for

about an hour at the Army recruiting office State and

local police looked on No arrests were made.

In Montpelier. Vt.. about 150 persons, mostly young,

rallied in front of the State House, distributed leaflets

and staged an anti-war play The leaflets called lor an

immediate IS and South Vietnamese ceasefire.

There were no incidents or arrests.

Astronauts Alan B. Shepard Jr

Edgar D Mitchell and Stuart A

Koosa underwent extensive

medical examinations inside the

trailer like isolation van where

thev are quarantined The van is

secured on a deck of this prime

recovery ship

A space agency physician. Dr

William R. Garner, said the

.istronauts were "medically

perfectl) okay and no major

medical problems have showed

up
The astronauts are isolated with

another physician. Dr William

( arpvntier. and an engineer, ft H

Culbertson.
Carpentier started a long series

of medical examinations and tests

shortly after the astronauts guided

their command ship Kitty Hawk to

an on target landing MT7 miles

south of Samoa on Tuesday

The astronauts will remain

quarantined to prevent the spread

of any moon germ they may have

brought back from the lunar

Mystery Girl

Identified
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)

Mvstery Girl." whose nude body

was found propped against a tree

in coastal Wells last month, has

been identified as Miss Constance

Corcione, 20, of Lynn, Mass .
the

attorney generals office reported

Wednesday.
Asst. Atty Gen Richard S.

Cohen, chief of the criminal

division, told a news conference

the girl was identified through an

artists sketch and description

distributed throughout New
Kngland by the news media

He declined comment on who

made the identification and if there

were any suspects

A medical examiner had ruled

the voung woman died of

asphyxiation induced by a severe

beating about the lower abdomen

surface They will remain aboard

the isolation van. called a Mobile

Quarantine Facility MljF until

earlv Thursday morning

The spacemen then will put Ofl

isolation garments and lace

masks, walk across a ship deck

cleared Of other people, and board

a helicopter They will be flown to

Pago Pago. American Samoa.and

there get into an MQF aboard an

Air Force C141 jet transport.
The transport will lly the

spacemen to Ellington Air Force

Base, near the Manned Spacecraft

Center Arrival is expected about i

a m EST Friday

From the airport, the astronauts

will be transported by truck

aboard the MQF lo Ihe Lunar

Receiving Laboratory, where they

will remain in quarantine until

Feb 26

Kitty Hawk, the command ship

of Apollo 14. was plucked from the

Pacific shortly after the astronauts

arrived aboard The spacecraft,

blackened from its scorching
return to earth, was secured just in

front of a door of the MQF'
Culbertson entered the spacecraft

through a plastic tunnel from the

MQF and labeled boxes and bags
holding the 95 pounds of moon
rocks gathered by Shepard and
Mitchell

Half of the moon material will

arrive at the Lunar Receiving

Laboratory Thursday, ahead of the

astronauts, and the rest s ex-

pected on Friday
Scientists believe the Apollo 14

material may be the most im

porta nt yet collected on the moon

During their long stay in the

Lunar Receiving Laboratory at the

space tenter. Shepard. Koosa and

Mitchell will spend hours talking

with other astronauts, engim

and scientists about their nine day

i ki million mile voyage
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Draft Experts Dehumanizing Force
**

.
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By GILBERT J. SALK
A couple of quick flashes

If any of you are interested in

learning enough about the

Selective Service System to help

counsel your brothers, Draft

Counseling Services is offering a

counselor training course starting

at 7:00 tonight and running for four

consecutive Thursday evenings.

There is a five dollar charge to

cover the cost of materials, but

there are subsidies for those who

are short on cash Just think -if you

pass, you wont have to read this

column any more. How's that for a

bonus. Come to 804 Campus
Center

Looking for some relevance from

church? You might want to try out

an experimental service being

offered at 12:15 this afternoon in

the old Student Union Bookstore

near the Hatch. It's called Jesus

Christ Revolutionary. You might

dig it.

I want to say a few things about

my philosophy as a draft coun-

selor. If you've been reading this

column with any regularity, you

must know that I am extremely

partial to the Conscientious Ob-

jector position. This is in part

because I am a pacifist, but there

are other reasons as well.

My personal opposition to the

draft as an institution is based on

the simple fact that it exerts a

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet
Brahms' Quintet for Clarinet & Strings. Yona Ettlinger

solols?: Mozart Quartet K.575 and Quartet No. 1 by

Joseph Tal

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

0PEM THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Chaikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminal". February 18 & 20 — 8 P.M.

New York in Progrew, February 19 — 8 P.M.

Daily Workshops. Master Classes and LeetuK Demonstra-

tions open without charge to ticket-holders.

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 & SATURDAY, FEB. 27 — 8 P.M.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET
Extra - Seminar and Jazz Workshop

Open Without Charge to Ticket-Holders

For complete ticket and program information contact

Fine Artt Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

STUDENT SENATE
BI -ELECTION

VACANCIES

1 seat unless noted

1 . Canoe

2. Cashin - 2 seats

3. Commuters - 8 seats

4. Field

5. Fraternities

6. JQA - Upper

7. John Adams - Upper

8. James

9. Leech

10. Thoreu

11. Sororities

NOMINATION PAPERS AVAILABLE ON
FIRST FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

DUE FEB. 12 - ELECTIONS FEB. 18

dehumanizing influence on nearly

every registrant. Even those who
never get drafted have their

choices limited to some degree by

the fact that they carry a draft

card around. Many of you are

probably in school because it

represents a temporary respite

from the draft. If you've ever

considered leaving school for a

semester or two, you've had to

confront the problem of losing your

student deferment.

Most of you were, or will be in

July, glued in front of a radio or TV
on Lottery Night to see what your

number would be. (Ever read a

short story called The Lottery?

Look it up. ) Before job deferments

were ended, people chose carreers

on the basis of deferable oc-

cupations. Folks get dangerously

overweight to beat the draft, or

otherwise threaten their health.

Mental Health will tell you that the

draft is a major contributing factor

in student anxiety (real, not just

faked for an upcoming physical.)

The worst effect of the draft, of

course, is on those who go in and

missing limbs, or

or psychologically
come back
paralyzed,
destroyed.

So my primary purpose in draft

counseling is to get people free of

that destructive system. I put a

stipulation on it, however. I

consider self-destruction and/or

dehumanization to be nearly as

bad as the draft itself, so I insist on

using outs that are honest to the

integrity of the individual involved.

If he has a legitimate medical

problem, fine. I will gladly help

him document it and use it to get a

I-Y or IV-F. If he has a legitimate

hardship situation, I will help him
present that to his board so he can

get a 1 1 1-A. The same is true for

any other deferment. If a coun-

seled has more than one course of

action. I'll help him understand his

choices so he can make the best

decision.

The important point is that I

want to make it possible to make a

decision free of the influence of the

draft to as great a degree as I can
manage To try to restore a small

degree of choice, if you will. My CO

bias, then, is primarily due to the

fact that every CO statement is an
individual testament of belief. It is

honest, thought out, and personal,

and it forces the entire Selective

Service System to stop and pay

attention to the individual as an
individual. It takes you out of your

role as a computer card and lets

you be a human being for a while.

Try it. It's fun. Peace.

Questions to this column should be ad

dressed to Gilbert J Salk. c/o Draft

Counseling Services RSO »394, Campus
Center, Umv of Mass, Amherst, Mass

0100?

Free personal draft counseling available.

Draft Counseling Services, 418E Student

Union 2nd floor

WMUA Presents Show
Thursday night...

WMUA ...George Bernard Shaws
.Man and Superman will be
presented at 7:30 P.M. The first in

a series of dramatic presentations
by WMUA-FM 91.1 F.M.

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For Information concerning these chartered Jet flights

call:

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open wily to 5 College Students, Faculty. Staff

and members of their immediate family —

love 25
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
invites all University Women

to view

W.C. FIELD FLICKS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11

7:00 - 8:30

LOOK AT YOURSELF
l>i >i>u think mlli-gr Hfe has more to offer than jutl going to class and sitting aroinul in uselrss ichivoisjOoii with

people von really do not know?

Have you ever thought of the idle hours wasted when something meaningful could have been done!*

We think we have some of the answers: for ours is an entirely different concept of what it means to be Greek.

We, the Iwother* of Alpha Phi Omega form our live* around the ideals of:

Leadership

Fellowship

Service

In the end, these are the only lasting qualities.

We could be "pulling your leg" in this ad. It would take an hour of your time to find out for certain.

The Brotherhood of

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
cordially invites you to an informal smoker

TUESDAY, FEB. 16 AT 7:00 P.M. IN MEMORIAL HALL

[Nixon Seeks Aid]
!lnPollutionFight
WASHINGTON AI' President Nixon sent Congress Wednesday a

u hopping package of legislation needed to attain his environmental

^OUiS.

rhe bulky proposals more than a dozen bills on three pounds ot paper,

with a few others ^:ill awaiting delivery included a $6 billion request to

fight water pollution and new programs to combat ocean dumping and

noise. They would implement the wide ranging environment program

proposed bv Nixon in a special message two days ago.

Most ot Nixon's proposals center Protection Agency could ban

UMass Fraternity Award
Scholarship To Teacher

on two main concerns: preventing

and reducing water pollution, and

environmentally beneficial use ot

the nation's land.

As promised in his fiscal 1972

budget. Nixon asked Congress to

increase federal aid for con-

struction ol municipal waste

treatment facilities iron $1 billion

this year to $2 billion a year for the

next three years, with greater

federal discretion to send the

money where it is most needed, in

general Ihe big cities.

A companion bill would establish

.in Environmental Financing

Authority la underwrite municipal

band issues with federal bonds to

raise municipal matching funds.

Another bill would expand
existing lederal state water quality

Mandards from coverage of in-

terstate waters to virtually all U.S.

waters and bring them under

lederal guidelines Citizens could

sue for compliance.

Matching that effort is a bill to

triple federal aid to state and

regional water pollution control

programs
To protect the oceans, coastal

waters and Great Lakes, Nixon

proposed to ban waste dumping in

such areas without a federal

permit. The Environmental

dumping of specific substances

considered dangerous to the en-

vironment or human welfare.

Land use legislation included one

antipollution bill, calling for state

or lederal regulation of mining

operations Other proposals

concerned actual uses of land: a

major new bill would call for state

or federal certification of power
plants and transmission lines.

UAIaai Chapter of Phi Delta

Kappa, an international fraternity

has awarded its annual scholarship

of $150 to Mr Pierre P. Barrette, a

chemistry teacher at South Hadley

High School. This amount is

matched by the recipient s school

system to make the total amount

$300.

The checks were presented to

Mr. Barrette by Mr. Gerald Hoar,

Superintendent of Schools of South

Hadley, and Dr. Thomas Bernard

of Mount Holyoke College who is

president of L'Mass Chapter of Phi

Delta Kappa. This scholarship

cash award is for the immediate

implementation of an innovative

educational idea.

Mr Barrette's project, ^

Mediated Interaction Visual

Response System MIVRS) was

selected in competition from ap

plicanta in Western Mass. The

project involves using student

operated overhead projectors to

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

U Mass Chess Club

Chamionship
starts THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11 - Tonight

Registration: 7:00 P.M.

New Hatch — Student Union

$2.00 Entry Fee - NO USCF membership required

Trophy prizes to winners in

various categories.

Bring your own set and clock.

CLASS OF 74
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING

FEBRUARY II, 1971

6:00 P.M.

Room 805 - 809 - Campus Center

Attendance is mandatory,

I nitor learning. By- proper

switching, .he leacber can observe

tmd assess individual student

performances and consequentially

;;pply a variety ot curncuiar

strategies

Full range of undergraduate and

graduate courses, special institutes

and workshops Residence halls available

2 sessions June 28— July 30 and

August 2—September 3

(day and evening)

Phone (5161 299 2431 or mail coupon.

Summer Session Office

C W Post Center
Greenvaie. L.I . NY.. 11548

Please send me Summer Sessions information bulletin

Undergraduate Graduate Day E*«

CP

r, .

Address

.

City .SI ,'e. .*'P

if vvting student, which college.

—

•-

Martha Mitchell will

do a belly dance at

her booth —

what are you

doing?
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February 10,1965

„„,, ,n„.h.,ls who marched "to Amherst center in protest against I .S.

^^SSTlM^ memherv representatives of the *•**•«

Prtnil and *ssber«t »•*«" «" ied P,acards c""" 1
*

f

?
r a "

h

N
„"namcsc ur...!)^ a sleet Stel-n. there were D participants, said

^tS^VSv^i 1-2^^ -re straight forward and

„.,.„„„.. will, (he idealism ot a struggle jus. underway :
Is the.e a >

,, h valid ...son to. the deaths of hnndreds »l )*«*»"_»*
..Lis o. Vntnamese ... t«el advocate nent, a. settlement o. the

.....mprohle,. as, he o„l> morally and politically *»»'«»'*!»"

,,„. (,|le-.an .an no editorial about the protest march The g.ea

„.,,:,,,: I the das .»•. adding to a Collegian editorial

J;;;;';,!£ , „,. ..... .„.c changing aVtaete." There were two lette,s

to the editor timed concerning the ma. eh.

, In at. .. Student named Kohert \\ lopp told the campus that the

d, hu. I a.lets ... the Stud.,,! I nion should no. be ...owed*«*
^s wee detrimental to l.eedt.ms he po.nted out I he othe. tetter

\„lt.iircx dcle.id sour right losas it hit.

, . ,- n npus outhurs, to support the students and .a I > « •

wen :,ss , then moral ind.-.nation at an .m.nt.ral nul ta.>
.

•

:;,,',,„„, ... .,„ ...,m,hv corner o, the world H..nk hac* people. KM
we., vou thml-.nu that storms February day.

. « « «

Ws ,,.., ....out ..... people marched to the *^^C£"™£
,„ . , ; . ecent mxas.on o. Laos by \me. u an-suppo. ted South \ let-

;;V;,;,.^.s ...as eold. he commons, ase.n.keduith recent snous

Six tear* lo the dai ho... the li.sl ant.-wa. protest o.> campus

, he politics and foreign policy o. a nat.on base never been a SU

,„ „ .....I, IV , „aps the greatest les>on ., the last ita >,-ars ,s th I >.

.H.lili.s ami i.ol.c.es are p.oloundl> amoral. And sl.ll alte.

Im'u. ..on' l.'ns hetueen !he ...s, march and vesterda^s there a.e

some people «ho haxe not stopped marchmn

NN r , ,|| ... this t niv ersiU communitx to search ,ts sou alout the mm n

,, , , , s. „,h,,.s, Vs.a. It is vou. tnonies and ,..,,., "M^f&tTlte
, M ,ves iron, 15 .J S.rato.o. tresses Ue are all mcscapahlv ...d to th.

i.lH.t.s o. .he nation MrC li\e in.

U seems unfortunate, to me at least, that publish or

nerish is the cry heard all over a university campus

Ivhen deans and department heads go^^^
This l* not to say that any deans or depart im-nilu^ds

are alter Mike Beat's scalp, because I reaUyjdon^t

know who is doing u. but what Idotaow ij iha t hew
i

m

[ad losing h.s job. And l think that I Wa^Uktenh.

and Prol Besl himaeU deserve, it not an explanation.

which Best rightly merits, but also an apotogj

I never took an economics course, nor Jo I ever

intend to. But l would be remiss in my «H^b
»J^

as a student il 1 d.dn't register my outrage ove H

terminal contract All I can ask is why? 1
1

ve sp ken U

several former students of his; they had nothing but

pra.se for him Also. I've seen the letters and h

circulars that people have shoved under my nose to.

me to comment upon. —... i_^
When Best was interviewed in the MIX off.ces las

week he sa.d the University had told him his contract

wasn't being renewed because of a lack ol «flCMBt

creative research." Best has been here lor three

semesters and leels that his teaching comes first Ht

is more interested in contemporary economics than

in say the Stock Market crash of 1929. He leels.he has

succeeded in reaching a vast majority of his students

and Ins students evidently feel he has too. So again, I

ask . no, demand Why "'

But to turn to other matters.

The groundhog that peeps out of his hole on

February 2. named Punxatawney Phil by his

devotees, predicted six more weeks of winter. Nor-

mally this wouldn't bother me as I don't really care

what the weather is like I'm agreeable to just about

anything that falls out of the sky. but I could feel over

the weekend the first hints of jacket weather.

Everybody has his own ideas about spring-time.

Mine were carefully nurtured and developed during

m\ early davs because my parents were anxious for

me to be aware of things around me. As soon as the

snow cover was gone, we would go off for long walks

in the woods, just looking at things and watching The

one thing that remained the strongest in my memory

about those walks was the smell of the earth slowly

drying out from the snow. Sort of a fresh, stuffy.

sweet smell; the smell of the earth.

I att week on Orchard Hill, leaning out of a window

early in the morning. I could smell that smell again

Too* bad it snowed, 1 was beginning to feel like Tom

Kush who got the urge for goin'.

Tuition : The Real Issue

Reprinted Allston Brighton Citizen Item. 1/21/.1'

Massachusetts residents who have children in state-

supported colleges and universities and those who

expect to within the next decade, would do well to keep

an eve on the State Legislature m the coming months

There is a good deal of sentiment on Beacon Hill to

raise the tuition at community colleges, state colleges

and the University of Massachusetts It is our opinion

that although some increases are obviously required.

rash action bv the Legislature in a penny-pinching

year could do serious harm to our states public

educational system

Considering the straits of private universities, the

increasing costs of higher education and the new

premise that nearly everyone must have a college

degree in order to -get ahead" in this world, all ot us

must pin our hopes to a grow.ng and vibiant sta e

educationals) stem Is more money needed in order to

ouip the state colleges for this challenge' I Ibvtously

But "should tuition income serve as a major con

tnbutor to the needed growth'' Absolutely not

The State Board ot Higher Kducation last rndas

released a report on the level ol tuitions at

Massachusetts Institutions ol higher learning.

comparing them with national figures According to

the study the median ou.lav for tuition and tees lor

students in colleges belonging to the Amencan

\ssociatfon of state Colleges and Universities has

increased from UN m Iff! to «M in IfW. In

Massachusetts, the median charge lor tuition and U

has risen Horn O00 in t«1 to $250 in 197" So

Massachusetts can still be considered a sort ol

bargain in state education circles

However some proposals before the Legislature

mas make this bargain something else again

Senator David Lockeoi Wetteste) thinks that tuition at

state institutions should Ik- raised trom the present

$200 per vear to $7<ki But. the Mate Board ol Higher

Education studs . casting ahead to the 1*75 W school

sear round that lust a $HMl tuition increase would

divert IMitt \oung people from the state system lor

economic reasons What elfect would a $500 increase

base on the number ol young people planning to enter

the state system next vear. or the year alter that

The plan supported by the Senate President. Kevin

Harrington ol Salem, is keyed to an increase b> wa) H

a sliding scale Harrington wants to appl> a

"means test to students and charge them, according

to their ability to pay . up to 1 level equaling the cost to

the state per pupil Keports we have read in the daily

press show .ommunitv colleges with a per pupil cost

5 $1 m state colleges with $1.41:5 and all composes

0l 1 he I inversus ot Massachusetts at $2,543 We would

like Senator Harrington to shoss how practical such a

means test would be with tuitions reaching these

levels considering the tact that the state study claims

14 per cent ol state college freshmen came from

families in the lowest income quarttte (quarter
-

'
1 and

onls If per cent came from the highest quartile.

Obviously, tuition increases of some kind are

needed in our state system The state study says, "if

tuition is thought of as representing some fair share

ot the per student cost of public education...the

percentage of such costs covered by tuition has

declined from 13.6 per cent in 1960 to a 1970 level of 14

per cent Projecting costs to 1975. the percentage

would be 9 per cent of such costs covered by tuition

,nd 7 per cent in 1980 In order to maintain even the

'..resent 14 per cent, share of such costs, tuitions must

be raised to at least $320 by 1975 and $390 by 1980.

However the studv also said that student tuition and

lees in state colleges have not been set as equal to any

fixed percentage operating costs Instead tuition

.barges have historically been set at low levels o

encourage college attendance by students who could

not at lord it otherwise

That's the nub of it. to us Before our state

1 cgislature tixes anv new tuition rates for its system

of higher education, it should decide what the mission

ol this system is Is the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts m the business of education merely to

accomodate people who cant afford private colleges

or is it sincere!) interested in raising the potential ot

its citizens'! DOCS Massachusetts operate a public

college system simply because that is expected of any

state these .lass or d.>cs it seek to provide the very

I .est at the vers lowest cost"

Massachusetts has always been quite impressed b>

itsell and its educational institutions I nfortunately.

the educational institutions that have inspired this

pride base all been privately founded and un

derwritten Such backward pros lines as Michigan.

Illinois Washington and California didn t have a

Han ard giving them rellected glory -so they had to go

10 work and build their own excellent state

educational ss stems Now. Massachusetts is playing a

catch up game, while the private colleges slide fur

ther and further out ol reach of the average citizen

The men on Beacon Hill who seek to adjust state

college tuition levels this year have a ,,naiu' u
J

l

problem ol no mean proportions on their hands But.

as the) seek the solution, we strongly suggest they

remember this state s tragic error over the past three

hundred sears ot leaning too heavily on priva e

educational systems This states first responsibility

is to its young people, and they need higher education

desperate!) They should not be turned away by public

education, because it has already been shown that the

private school will not. and can not. take them in.

Next time sou meet vour local representative or

senator, ask him what HIS feelings are on public

higher education Listen to him carefully, because he

was he and his colleagues on Beacon Hill vote on tne

slate college tuition issue may go well beyond dollars

and cents, right into the philosophy of education in

Massachusetts

Is Anybody Out There?

As sou know il you read the other

pages ol this publication, the

Collegian has just undergone a

change in leadership Since the

new editors are obviouslv lacking

the experience ol then-

predecessors, certain problems

necessaril) arise Among the more

important ol thesefor tins group is

determining what to print

This is especially a dilemma tor

the editorial page since it is that

body ol the newspaper which

should reflect student thoughts and

opinions Therefore, we are urging

you, the readers, to let us know

what you think about the things you

read in the paper, are they good,

bad. indifferent-whatever, To do

this )ust drop by the ollice. leave a

note, or call It's your paper and

wed like to make it what you scant

it to be

Letters to the Kditor im.s. b«

tsped. double spaced, at si\ts

spaces and must carry the

writers signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will he withheld upon request).

The limit is SSie page and »h«'

deadline is I p.m. the das pi mi

lo intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all le.ters.

Campus Comment InDefenseofMikeBest

Feather-Bedding Anyone)

To The Kditor:

ours is a nation tor belter, a system) predicated on

the principle ol leather -bedding. If business were

reads gotten down to. if industrial efficiency

techniques were applied to the machinery of govern-

ment, to the organization of business itself, easily

some W% nt us tou,(i l)e out ol vvork
-

II is easil >'

reckoned that 80% ot jobs that exist aren't needed

anyway Look at the educational system - a student in

~th grade English bored doing the same things he was

m bt "m the 6th and most likely 5th grade, so that

he will 'learn'
-

them well enough to do them again

next sear.

Walk down anv dime store (if you can lind one,

these days of the 5< bubblegum) aisle, and note the

mans brands, duplications all of each other's mass

nroduced shoddv goods, most of which will never lind

their ways into the homes of even the most unwitting

consumer. This is our luxury!

Without the overproduction and inefficient uses o

time manpower and resources that exist, easily halt

the garbage men and janitors, not to mention the

sanitation engineers, could retire to more interesting

employment I except in Chicago, where it is rumored

that garbage collecting has more than its share ot

political influence 1 ....
If cars were made. 1. to order, 2. well enough to last.

.{ in proportion to the need in any given year, and 4.

with minimal thought to competition and idiotic ad-

vertising, one company, maybe two working com-

fortablv would certainly suffice to meet the nation's

desires not to mention its needs. Solutions and/or

substitutions are not difficult, even for this meager

mind Take the secretary, holder of a position (like

the office of vice-president) based on the theory of

back-up" and *c&%-work. All those letters could

certainly be scribbled longhand by the writer

himihen self, undoubtedly reeking havoc upon

established grammar conventions, but certain to cut

the typical correspondence gobbledygook ;
and put-

ting time and convenience in proper perspective.

Computerize the filing, let the husbands buy their own

Ahh feather-bedding! The unions know; they

protect some of the top feather bedding award can-

didates .recall the railroads). Even air tran-

sportation. Flights less than one-third full flapping

over the countryside, which inordinantly mean sooner

or later a rise in consumer prices, or otherwise those

same air companies would no longer be able to make

those 1/3 filled flights, any more than the car com-

panies or the appliance companies, or the grocers

would be able to do all the things they do too much of in

the first place. .

And then the Common Man. poor guy, is led to

believe of the 'goodness." the "righteousness of his

working a "civilized" 9 to 5, because that s the

American Wav! FOR WHAT--""-"? Its already

been done, around the corner, down the street, across

the nation Would it not be better to romp out.

discover, enjoy the separateness the uniqueness

defined bv one's own sensitivities, that Proffers, and

to work at things which meld more readily with the

need to accomplish to be real in an otherwise

plastic/cracked world9

Patricia M. Kmerson 1 Mrs. >

T
°As'a'for^CTstudent of Professor Michael Best I feel it both important

and^cS^tospeak in his behalf in this open.letter Lt™uhd be an

miustice to this entire University as well as to Professor Best it UK

issues leading up to and encompassing his terminal reappointment were

allowed to remain solely in the hands of the administrators.

lis my opinion that the principal function and obligation of this

University is to provide for the education and specialization of its

s udems W have come to a point at which we must decide whether we

want pretend that we are taught by faculty who have no frame of

re e ence and therefore teach purely from an objective standpoin
t
or we

must admit and realize that every faculty member has a viewpoint which

he must incorporate within any honest and useful presentation con-

cerning h Held Professor Best does not hide his frame of reference in

economic terminologv, nor does he overlook that which he disagrees with

andTSs reinvent to his field. For this he should be commended, not

"Tw'asTo'rlunate to have Michael Best as an instructor in gnomics 125

and I'm certain that many others pin myself in relating that it was in

?ormaUve and awakening* I accept him as an excellent teacher as a

Supposedly his weakness lies in the area of scholarly research. This

opmion however, was derived from what I feel to be '"complete

materials and possibly with unfavorable btejjt ™«»**^
•oDDortunitv cost" was involved, meaning that the University couio

oEboena^u^
Best's stead I an not overly familiar with his research, but I do not leel

t

B
h?t we may define his potential as'^-^^^ thpSh°or
controvercial opinions concerning his dissertation. The pubhsn °r

Perish" concept seems to be all too true here, and I cannot accept token

publication as proof of scholarly ability.

I can however accept Professor Best as an excellent teacher. He and

hi kind ^ necessarv for our time. We cannot become hung up on

^^J^^r^^rZ£ for facts. To allow Professor Best to

leTve the University of Massachusetts without devoted opposition is

unacceDUble Ttebf*«.es of this that 1 ask the head of the Economics

L^rtmln to give Te University further explanation and consideration

uVtWerior proposal of dismissal I also ask interested students to sign

the petition to keep Professor Best and/or contact m.

ULC Searches For Experiences

To the Kdilo* ;

Throughout the history of Western Religion the

various churches, representing the various religions,

have assumed a responsibility for interpreting lor the

individual the universe around The individual was

generally believed incapable of directly relating to

God .mature or death To not accept the church

dogfl *as to not accept the church which was to not

accept the religion, nor Cod

The Universal L.le Church is not interested in

assuming such a weighty responsibility Thousands ol

yean ol existence has not helped man understand

what Happens to h.m after death The secrets of the

universe nave remained secrets, the I Lt believes

thai each individual can best relate to his surroun-

ding m his or her own private way. We believe in a

dogma tree church, open to any and all people from

Hindus 10 existentialists Faith is private, action is

what '..reetlv affects your fellow man. so if a Hindu

believes it wrong to strangle bab.es and an existen

t.al.st bel.es es ,t wrong to strangle bab.es. where do

they disagree'' .

The I ICL is a social religion We preach the conv

munity. ritual, mysticism, altruism, the tribe, and

action reaction ami interaction among all brothers

and sisters. We preach a community with all the

potential differences of individuals accepted and

allowed and respected

God is not necessarv to the church \ ou may relate

to a feeling of God and you may relate only to your

own phvsical existence.

\nd we wish to synthesize East and West, he ex

per.ence of all mankind. Neither Jesus, nor Budda.

nor Muhammed. nor Calvin or Luther nor Billy

( irabam can be singled out .
pointed to and have sa.d of

them He! He had the answers'" Accept them all.

think' of them all and come to your own private un-

The ULC finally, preaches a search for experience,

life action this is why we believe the Hindu and he

existentialist can live side by side. The existentialist

can join the Hindu's mystical experience and come

out of it with a unique feeling about it. a
1
feeling just as

meaningful and beautiful as before The Hindu can

reel the despair and anguish of the existentialist and

come out with a new. unique blend of East and West.

\s long as we all love, think good thoughts, ex-

ner.cnce. be sensitive toothers, we can be individuals.
^ A I Alessi

Kev KrikFilsinger. I LC

T
°I am writing m support of Dr Michael Best. Economics 125 was one of

the best courses that I had last semester, not what 1 would have expected

In™ a basic course in Economics I've talked to ****** ***«
students alreadv who have signed the petition now in the Student Mobe

office in the Union, and student support for Mike Best is very strong If

the administration fires Dr. Best, they will do so in clear opposition to the

students Every student and faculty member on campus should per

tonally demand'an explanation from Dean Alfange in South College to

justify Dr Best's dismissal
Nick Saakvitne

Walk For Hunger, Walk For Peace

*| ttlH? difficult to comprehend the recent actions taken by the

Economics Dept. against Prof. Best He has shown m »da*~ tg
education for the student is his primary goal If his interests

publishing game are subordinate to his desire for I working relationship

vuth his students, then he should have that privilege.

DeparCents must dec.de whether or not " creative research is to

he pn/ed above conscientious teaching It is unfortunate that the

Umvertds s desire for a national reputation must sacrifice its supposed

reason for being education ^ ,,opovskv

Have sou ever wondered about the fact Iha more

than two billion people m th.s world will never be able

,0 develop to their lull potential'' Have you ever been

concerned enough and then frustrated because when

sou think ol the hungry, the malnourished, the

ulderate. the people who because o. the acciden^

^

birth have been destined .0 remain hopeless!)Rocked

into . life of misers with little if any chance o

b^ing^rS^and then askedI why. what cm. I

do and then come up with nothing

We the road back to righting these wrongs is

obvious! going 10 be hard and long bu -ant .0

brum to the attention of the students, faculty and

dmmlstr^on ol CMass what is going to be tap-

nenina on the weekend of May I & 1 which just may

5a someUnngwhich will be able t".^rt thirds
>

on

the right course On that weekend, millions o people

n nufre than ,0 nations will participate in w ha |us

may be the largest outpouring ol humai -urjor »n

what is called the International Walk ror lKstiop

men! Weekend. . . ... 4(M ,

Mere in America, there will be something Ik 100

500 Walks including Wata m every major dtyinlthe

country. Here in Ma -achusetts there are already 32

defm.2 Walk, with ^^^^^
nal nal publicity c< ugn >s simuu

,he networks and wire services will be giving ex-

tensive coverage lo th.s worldwide effort

U vou were in this area or maybe in the (»rtater

Boston area last spring maybe you have already

beard about the Walk For Development program

under the auspices of the American Freedom Prom
'

mge Foundation Just to refresh some memories

If sou th,nk back to just pr.or to the Na lona Student

Strike about a rather small band of 282 people

Walking S miles through the rain maybe you have

hVardaliout ,t Well that Walk ^™*»L'£
although that it .s not a huge amount that it II save tne

world or anything like that, but it did provide for the

extension of the Amherst ABC (A Better Chance.

nrog am and it did help build a Peace Corps school in

K and Peru, but it did something This coming

Monday night February IS at 7:90 In Boom BH-815 ot

,1 m us Center, we will have the organizational

•e , g'ior this sears Amherst Walk for Develop-

ment We Will further explain the Walk, show a film

which deals with the Walk and get things going

Anybody il invited to attend, regardless of age tor his

s (o bea community event For more mlormat on.

you can call Moe at 6-9826. Sue at 6-S275 or Mark at 6-

DEVELOPMENT The New Word ror Peace.

Moe Hmlenslein

The Hip Bone's

Connected To The . .

.

To The Kditor: . f .

In the course of our daily hatching, it came to the attention of tsvo

aspiring anthropologists that the grim reaper pictured on page 9 of the

Feb loth edition of the Collegian suffered from some gross anatomica

delects Certainly the grim reaper cannot be a modern man as evinced

bv his robust sufk-r orbital torus He is by far unique with an extra

lengths sternum to which are attached an unbalanced number ol ribs It

is alsoesident that the left radius is not articulated properly We woul

be most curious as to this individual's bipedal locomotion, considering

that the right fibula is lateral, as is proper, while the left fibula is medial

It is also from the cultural evidence associated with bun thai we are

questioning his great antiquity Anthropologically speaking we quest i<

this fellow's evolutionary significance In the true tradition of Piltdown

man. we I md the grim reaper to be a hoax
„,...,„...

loll. 1 I. HOIS

Christine Farce
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Program Council Considers

Playground, Entertainment
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on Wednesday, February '•. the

Campus Center Program Council

held a>- tirst meeting of the -prin^

semester, Howie Bresner, co

chairman of Special Events,
reported that contracts for two

plays, to he presented this

semester, have heen mailed.

An Astrology course, taught by

Fred Boyajin, will be offered

Ingrid Belitsky. co-chairwoman

ol Special Events, reported that

the SUG Board was interested in

building a playground on the land

between the campus Center, the

Student Union, and HashroiKk

The consensus was that the amount

requested would probably be used

tor a more important program.

John Perkins and Marc Klfman
reported that the registration

dances were only a partial success.

Marc is looking into the

possibilities of all-night shows with

inexpensive entertainment to be

held in March.
The possibility of a more ef-

ficient system of distributing

Program Council Calendars was
discussed. John Cardile. Public

BEING CHECKED Former Texas Congressman GMTfl Bush

weal before th«- Be—It Foreign Relations ( omniittee to answer

questions on his qualifications to bOCOOM I B. ambassador to the

I n mil Nations.

'Glimmering Object
'

May Be Missing Plane
GLENS FALLS. NY. < AP A Civil Air Patrol sighting Wednesday of a

"glimmering object" in a densely wooded area north of Whiteface

Mountain has prompted a ground search on speculation the object could

be •weekuge ot a missing plane.

The plane, a private jet owned by

an Atlanta corporation, carrier!

t THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNER ! Best Picture
BEST MUSIC SCORE

live persons when it disappeared

from radar screens Jan 127.

Wednesday 'l sighting was
passed off by CAP observers .is

any of KM) possible different

things." But one spokesman said

ski patrols would be flown in to the

area Thursday morning to conduct

a search on the chance the object

could be the missing plane.

Relations Chairman, will advertise
each month to find out which
organizations wish to have 'heir

.•vents published on the calendar.

The Crafts Center is requesting

$10,000 to expand and increase

volume. It will be difficult to

allocate hinds for the center, but

an attempt to do so will be made.
Most ol the campus wishes the

Program Council to sponsor more
activities. I' is difficult to do so

however, with such a small
membership

Shepard

Goofs
In Golf

LONDON <AP' Moon golfer

Alan B Shepard Jr. got a gentle

rapWednesday from the Koyal and

\ncient. the ruling body of golf in

Britain.

The K and A sent him
congratulations tor his golf

exercise on the moon and also on

Apollo 14 s success

Then the R and \ suggested:

Please refer to rules of golf on

etiquette.

"Before leaving a bunker, a

player should carelulU fill up holes

made bv him therein
"

Tonight

7 c\ 9:45

USTMMCOUM » *mo MUSTS 10HH «ll»«

Ballroom

50c

THE SUN IS A COMIN'
so

SEE US FOR

SUNGLASSES
(PRESCRIPTION OR PLAIN)
BEFORE YOU START SQUINTIN' !!

also

TRY OUR SELECTION OF

WIRE RIMS (EYE WIRES)

don call
GUILD OPTICIAN

". Muin M. KM *«rj Amherst

fxIPO©
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High Fuel Prices May Cause

Increase In Electricity Bill

WASHINGTON (AP)-Final

figures on swollen 1970 fuel prices

paid by electric utilities indicate a

growing trend toward higher

electricity bills for the nation's

consumers.

A nationwide survey, compiled

by the American Public Power

Association, shows that electric

utilities in all regions of the

country paid soaring prices for fuel

oil, coal and natural gas to operate

their generators. In many cases,

an Associated Press spot check

shows, the higher costs have been

passed on to customers as rate

increases, or will be passed on

soon.

Most of the utilities involved the

survey are municipally operated

electric power departments. They

have been hit harder than many
privately owned power companies

because they frequently are

prohibited by law from negotiating

long term fuel contracts and

therefore are more susceptible to

fluctuations in fuel prices.

Industry and government of-

ficials say it is impossible to gauge

at this time just how much rising

fuel bills have cost in increased

electric bills, but many of the in-

creases have been great enough
that customers are complaining.

"The average rate increase here

has been $2.10 a month and our

customers aren't taking it very

well at all," said Ludovic Long,

superintendent of electric utilities

in Preeport, N.Y. Freeport's fuel

oil costs rose 162 per cent in the last

seven months of 197<> from $2.02 to

$5.62 a barrel.

"It's ridiculous," Long said in an

interview. "You might as well buy

gold." Long said he was told

earlier by several oil companies

that prices were going up because

of a severe shortage of fuel oil.

"Now they're telling us-now that

the price is way up there-that there

isn't too much of a shortage any

more," he said. "But they say we'll

be paying these prices for at least

five years."

The Glendale, Calif., Public

Service Department was hit with

fuel oil price increases that hiked

prices to 252 per cent of what they

were a year ago. So far, according

to Assistant General Manager

Howard Gulick, consumers'

electricity rate increases have

been held to 6 to 7 per cent, but

more are in the offing.

In Vero Beach, Fla., the

municipal utility has no fuel ad-

justment clause, but is considering

invoking one. City Manager James

Pride says 1970 fuel oil costs were

up 30 per cent and natural gas

prices up 20 per cent.

"We haven't got the legal means

to pass it on in utility rate in-

creases, so we've just had to eat it"

Pride said. "But if these increases

continue much longer, past July,

we'll have to ask for a fuel ad-

justment clause. We can't eat these

costs forever."

Bailey Suspended
Attorney F. Lee Bailey was

suspended Monday from

practicing law in New Jersey

for one year. The New Jersey

Supreme Court at Trenton

took the disciplinary action

after hearings of misconduct

charges. Bailey, 39, was ac-

cused of attempting to

publicize in the press charges

against the prosecution in the

DeFranco-Kavanaugh murder
cases.

Attorney F. Lee Bailey
J

Almost

Entrepreneur

Jailed In

New Jersey
NEW YORK (AP)-A New Jersey

financier was sentenced to two

years in prison and fined $50,000 in

"federal court Wednesday for

conspiring in an elaborate scheme

that won him control of a $50

million conglomerate.

Lewis L. Colasurdo, 55, of

Hammonton, N.J., was sentenced

by Judge Dudley B. Bonsai

Another defendant, Everett A.

Wharl. 40, an accountant of Lenox,

Mass., was sentenced to a year in

prison and fined $30,000 He for

merly lived in Short Hills. N.J

Two other defendants-Michael J.

McLaney, 50, of Miami, Fla., and

Anthony Cipo, 57, of Hammonton

vera given $10,000 fines, suspended

sentences and two years probation

Bonsai permitted all the

defendants to remain free and

delayed payment of the fines

pending appeals

They were convicted Dec. 14 on

charges of conspiring to use the

assets of Crescent Corp. to get

control of the conglomerate for

Colasurdo and others Colasurdo

allegedly got 32 per cent
.

of

Crescent's stock for $6.5 million,

giving him control by permitting

him to appoint four of the seven

directors.

The indictment alleged that the

defendants made deals including

sale of a 25,000 acre blueberry

patch in New Jersey to Crescent

through two sham corporations,

thus diverting $2 million to

Colasurdo. who used it to buy

Crescent stock.

SENIOR

PORTRAITS
Sign up now
for Fob. 22 26
and March 1-6

INDEX OFFICE
Second Floor

Student Union

WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.

Edmund Muskie, D Maine,

Wednesday applauded what he

called Presidet.t Nixon's laudable

goals to protect the environment

but said the President's budget

doesn't contain the cash to meet his

otherwise praiseworthy objectives.

Commenting on the President's

recent environmental message,

Muskie said he welcome's Nixon's

"warning that the program he is

proposing will require some ad-

justment at all levels, by the in-

dustrial and business community

and by Americans as individual

citizens."

But, he said. "I am disappointed,

however, that the President's

budget requests for environmental

programs will not be adequate to

implement these otherwise

laudable goals or to meet levels

authorized by the Congreee last

vear.

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA
mil* v

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most

spectacular runs in North

America. Great facilities. Fab-

ulous accommodation.

He also learned there s only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene'.' New chal-

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

Want more info ?

Well get it to youfast.

Canadian Government VACATION NAJK)N|W
Travel Bureau f* OI^SIbtI^I
150 Kent Street OCil ICIvJG
Ottawa 4, Ontario,

17 0218-02-1

Please tend the Ira* "Ski Canada' kit to:

Mr./Mra./Miaa

Addraa. ** "°

City

State Z'P Codt

raw
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Amherst Clarifies Position

On Student Voter Registration
^^ #

u i MtMinir (l) A citizen nineteen y<

To ^ar up a.™ misconceptions pterin thrirhome town.. ^ er eigntc
up a tew misconcepti

on student voter registration in

Amherst the Town Clerk's office

announces the following.

i The Town Clerk's office has

never made a statement that

ftmherst does not register

students. Hundreds of graduate

students and a lew undergraduate

students have been registered m
the past.

2 The general statement on

student registration from this

Office lias been that most un-

dergraduate students should

The statement that ap-

proximated forty students a da)

have tried to register to vote in this

Town Hall is grossly exaggerated.

this office has probably not had

forty students under twenty-one in

all try to register since the age was

lowered to eighteen and nineteen,

not including, of course, those

students whose parents live MB

Amherst;
• 4 There has been no change

whatsoever In the interpretation of

voter qualifications, which are:

Wvwnski mm bail a!
»""'"

.m-ued t.x l S.marshal*

1 " ,lU,,nl *""" Lfwe Wvzanski on charges el

mill'

MilitantForum To Discuss

Recent Polish Uprisings
. . i.„. .,l,,fY«iii>nU s.

Bronx Welfare Families

Given Winter Vacations
NEW > - -BK .API A number ol Br«x f««uU« « «SS^?2^S

,„.,„ expen«. WCBS tedto report- Wed^d.

Robert Gallowaj member oi the

Socialist Workers Party, and

student ol Eastern European

will lead tonights toruni

sponsored b> lh< Young Socialist

Uliance The recent uprisings ot

Polish workers students, and

housewive: h led to the

misting <>i GUI Ulka continue

todw This situation portends

.n'u.il and

economic developments, Mid a

forum statement The torum will

present a Marxist analysis of these

events and their implications with

respect to the Soviet Union.

Western Capitalism, and most

significant!) Poland itselt

Korum invites all to iom tonight

at B p M in Room M In the

Campus Center

rhus far. four trips involving

about 150 weifai

been made to such v. inter resorts

is Pine Hill. \ "> Killington. \t

and South Lee. Mass the report

said

The program, earned out Dj me

Bronx Model ernes Agency,

ginall> was scheduled to

provide BOO persons with winter

weekends for a total cost <n 130.000

according to CBS. it has been

temporaril) halted for budget

review, the project is funded bj

the Federal Mousing and I rban

Development Corp

WCBS quoted Hugh Lewis.

program director, as saying me

project was designed to bring

families together and that reports

„„ t he results ol the trips have been

•tremendous
Sleigh riding, tobogannmg. ice

skating, hiking and skiing said

I ewis are experiences "that black

tnd Puerto Hican tanuhes don t

in inaccessible iu\ur>

A spokesman for HID noted that

one purpose of the Model Cities

program is to enhance op

portunittes in slum and blighted

areas
He said it appears that fundi tor

the summer camp program were

used adding, "We don't know the

details, and we're trying to find owl

exactly what happened

Dartmouth Students,

Faculty Protest War

HANOVER, Ml. i APi About

mhi Dartmouth College students

and faculty members, including

President John Kemeny. par-

ticipated in a rally Wednesday

protesting UA support of the

south Vietnamese invasion into

Laos . .

.

Kemeny. accompanied by nis

daughter" Jennie, a high school

senior, did not adress the crowd

years of

igo or older tor eighteen for

federal elections!

i2) Six months residence in

Amherst, and this obviously means

continuous residence.

(S) Intent to remain in

Amherst the year round as a

relatively permanent residence.

In interpreting residence the

policy followed pretty generally

throughout the Commonwealth -

and by actual check with the

college cities and towns of

Springfield. Greenfield, Nor-

thampton. Worcester and Cam
bridge, is that the official

residence ot most undergraduate

students is with then parents who

claim then, as dependents. In court

eases 'domicile has been

determined to mean 1 1 1
Presence

and 12) Intent, and the court has

said that dt claration of intent ma\

be examined Mere removal from

a place is not enough to establish

residence elsewhere

Signed

Esthers. Dtmock

Clerk, Hoard oi Registrars

Mohawk
Negotiations
Suspended

WASHINGTON lAP L-

Negotiations between Mohawk and

its striking pilots remained

suspended today while the two

sides tried to agree on what issues

might be arbitrated.

The APL CIO Airline Pilots

Association said it is awaiting an

answer to the unions rejection

Tuesday ot the company's offer of

binding arbitration on eight issues,

further negotiations on a con-

troversial scope clause and speed

development of a back to work

plan.

New Low Rates

at The Campus Center Garage

<5 ^
A^ Per Hour

e pm/Rieiw VNhfM

No stickers needed - Garage open to everyone.

New monthly rates: gg£S* sl5 .00

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Smith To Lecture

On Jewish Beliefs

Edism." atSmithCdlege lonlghl .1

»

in WrigU Hall Audttortam.

tia titled "Alternatives for the'?'*:

subcommittee to arge passage oi a 12.75 billion pubMc service w Thom . |s vMnmir9

ssatrs^iSSKar££ ass."-*kseka k» .,».,.„„,.,
._

\l» Wlrephoto)I W wirepnmii' . XT
Mercury Contamination Getting Worse
lYlCl^m J

^v^**v*~~
mercury based• ... ...,.-,. ...ltnr-p :md urued that sun- "•* "

^ . ,i.„ ««<>«.: ai

\KW BEDFORD. Mas- AI

The level o( mercury con

lamination in marine lite is going

t gei worse unless something

drast,c" is done, a prominent

oeeanographer waraad Wed

nesday
i

•

i,| \u' ban or minimise

iKricuttural and industrial uses ot

mercury, levels are almost certain

t0 to up in marine organisr

.aid i»r John M Hunt, a senior

Ktentist and chairman ot the

chemislr) department at the

Woods Mole Oceanograph in

stitute

In a Speech prepared tor the

annual meeting of the Nea
Bedford

Seafood Corp Dr. Hunt called lor

Ihe .l.nunished use .! mercury i

agriculture and urged that sub-

stitutes for it be found in industry.

The mam causes for increased

mercun pollution ot the oceans, he

said are the used mercun in the

industrial electrolytic preparation

o) chlorine and caustic soda, the

use Oi mercury as a tungicide in

agriculture and the use of mercun

in marine paints.

Kightv per cent ot commercial

leads sucn as wheal oats, and

t,arle\ are treated with rnercurj a>

a tungicide. Dr Hunt said. The

same compounds are also used to

spra\ lawns, contributing to

inercurv contamination both in the

seas and m livestock and wildlife."

he added

l'he use of a mercury based

fungicide to protect the greens at

tin. Woods Hole Golf Club probably

caused the contamination that

forced authorities to ban shell

fishing in Qttisaet Harbor in

Falmouth. Dr. Hunt noted.

•At least halt" of the mercury

pollution in the oceans, however

comes from industrial chlorine and

caustic soda plants, he said

The government should make

inercurv eltluent restriction >«>

tight Dr Hunt suggested, 'that

such industries are forced to

discontinue the use of mercury in

the process Substitutes lor

mercury are available, he said, at

slightly' higher cost.

T"1
',*ttffiB&t££^*Xw^ by the B'«i

b, Time Magaane as one of ' «.«». d, « coueg

teacher

V soecal.st in Far Kastern philosophy, he taught at Harvard^and

Laboratory.

i a„ "- «nd Society " "New World of Philosophy,"
His bootemdude:^r^Mc^^and -TheConduct of Inquiry."

•American Kth.cs and 1 ubl.c Policy anu i

Browsing
Other events in the sertoSwUIbe^ £«£*'^J?£,£ Danz .

K2 °n ^^^^^Sm^^^^vn, Israel

u'lll^kl^lsrael^a^el for new lafe-Sty.es: Opportunities and

Challenges."

Keb IS it K um m Wnght Hall Auditorium on the S.mth campus.

KabI,, Art hur Given, the founder ot C havurat Shalom tellou ship oi ,>eace.

n.v.ish rrlifioiis commune in Boston, will speak

M ; en K » on n Wnght Hall Auditorium on the Smith campus

A o i n s'l . »er t « n A .leu.sh Point o. View, fill be presented by Dl

in V
essKsnann.auth<,randt.d,«..rot-TheJeu 1

>hN»H.c.a.or
lrudt we«B«°J™"

h Browsing Room on the Smith campus In

a New Jewish l'heolog>

Financial Aid AppUcations Available

Financial Aid Applications for

Scholarships. Loans. Grants, and

Work Studv for Summer School

1971 and the 1971 11 Academic

Year are now available in the

Financial Aid Office, Room :

Whitmore AH applications must

be filed by March l. Whether or not

aid has been received previously, a

new application must be tiled each

vear

Join Us in Our 4th Anniversary Celebration

jvWii
PRIZES/V/l \ \

if A Year's Supply of Ice Cream

• 6 Months' Supply of Ice Cream

• Free Sundaes for a Year

Just come in and register'

ICE CREAM —j xi
.

SHOPPS (AVVeek^dWo^rland of Values

Campus Plaza
Route 9, Amherst

Next to Zayres" and Stop & Shop

You're invited to jo.n us at our Weekend

Wonderland of Values in celebration of

our 4th Anniversary. free balloons

free prizes... fantastic values

this Friday Saturday and Sunday

and try a Foot Long Frank

Mon.Th«r.6.30AM.-10 00PM

Fr , & So. 6 30 AM .o 12 00 PM

Sunday 8:00 AM to 10 00 PM

Friday

Fresh Breaded

HADDOCK
DINNER

Reg Price $1 25

French Fries

Cole Slaw

Roll & Butter

Half Gallon

Ice Cream
Pre-packed

Reg Price

$1.35

Saturday

Our Own Famous

STEAK

SANDWICH

it

Served on a

torpedo roll

Reg. price

99c

It

It

FREE

Hot Fudge Sundae

Buy one Sundae at our

regular low price, get

second SUNDAE FREE

Sunday

FREE

French

Fries

With purchase of

Hamburger or

Cheeseburger

FREE

ICE CREAM CONE
Buy one at our

regular low price.

get second CONE FREE!
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Chess Team Captures
.

New England Championship
_ „ ° ,n,„mBi™Khin this nast weekend at secured the title, and the 4 1/2 to<

By JANICE TROUT
The University Chess Team

easily walked away with the New

England Intercollegiate i

Championship this past weekend at

Worcester Poly Teeh. In a field of

tune select teams, including a

school from Maryland. UMass

GSS Explains Pledging
•A Gamma Sig Pledge is

someone who wonders if she s

forgotton her Pledge pin or a

meeting somewhere says Gamma
Signa Sigma She's someone who

kidnaps a sister tor a party later;

she's also someone who cares

enough about her campus and

community to serve whenever

railed upon, according to GSS.

She holds hands at the Blood-

mobile, ushers at I'niversit>

Theater productions, opererates a

Loan Closet tor foreign students.

visits the aged. Unity in Service is

her motto, friendship, service,

equality are her ideals, they say.

Pledging is a time of learning,

serving, planning raids and being

awoken at 6:00 for breakfast in the

Hatch, said the release. It's a

chance to make lasting friendships

and learn the satisfaction of

helping someone. This semester

open rush parties will be held

Thursday, Feb. 11, 7:304:00 in

Know Hon Main Lounge and

Tuesdav. Feb Hi, 7:304:00 in Field

Mam ' Lounge. GSS invites

University women to attend.

__ NOW AT UMASS —

THE

OMBUDSMAN
— HE TALKS

_ HE WALKS
— HE THINKS

He'll be drinking coffee

Thursday, Feb. 11

12-2 Coloniol Lounge

secured the title, and the 4 1/2 foot

trophy, by the end of the five

rounds of competition on Sunday.

UMass and Clark University

were considered the pre-tourney

favorites, with the latter having

the edge. Right from the start,

however, UMass seemed deter-

mined to defeat all as they swept to

a 5-0 lead after the first round,

leading Clark by a full 2 points.

UMass stalled a little in the second

round by scoring only 2 1/2 points,

however the team came back

strong. and completely

discouraged the rest of the field in

the third round of the day by

scoring 4 1/2-1/2. In so doing. Bill

Kelleher of UMass crushed Clark's

expert Jim Lane and so dishear-

tened the Clark boys that they

withdrew from the tournament.

The final two rounds on Sunday

were walkaways for UMass.

Barrv Cohen of UMass became

the 1971 Individual New England

Intercollegiate Champion. Fine

performances were also given by

Kobert Corwin. Alan Searleman.

and James Shepard. This quintet is

one of the strongest teams UMass

has ever fielded

CEOTo Show Film
'The Time Of Man'
The Coalition for Environmental Quality (CEQ) has scheduled a

free public showing of the popular film "The Time of Man," in the

Campus Center Auditorium, tonight at 7:30 p.m.

The CBS color documentary, produced in co-operation with the

American Museum of Natural History, examines mans

relationship with his environment- where he is headed -and why.

By examining the relationships of various animal species to their

environments and the cultures of primitive tribes, leading

authorities reconstruct millions of years of evolution

The "Time of Man" message is simple and powerful -if mans

time on earth is to be endless, he must maintain the environment

that sustains him. ^^_____

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Mov.e The Silencers at / a. v 30 P m m

Mahar Feb 12

AMHERST WALK FOR DEVELOPMENT
Orqannat.onal meeting tor this year's

May «th Walk m 811 815 ot the C C at 7 30

pm Monday. Feb !5th All .nv.ted to at

lend Development The New Word For

Peace

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST 8. IN

TERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Combined prayer meeting will be held

every Monday and Thursday m the C C ,

Room 811 815 Irom 4 to 5 p m

CEQ
C E Q Open meeting Elect.ons Open to

entire Umv Community F .lm The Time of

Man previewed C C Aud 7pm tonight

CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club meets tonight in the New

Match at 7 p m All are welcome

Notices
COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB

Junior Birdmen meet at 7 p m m C C to

crow somemore Lets get ready tor the

exam

CVSP PSYCHOLOGY
A meeting will be held tonight at 8 P m m

the lounge across trom the Psych office

Please come

FREE UNIVERSITY
DENING COURSE
Home Gardening Course

French Hall 106

HOME GAR

7 p.m tonight

MDC CLASSIFIED
.. m ........... <

FOR SALE
I »rd fur», coatn. capr*. atnlr*.

and jacket*. *13 to f40 •*» •"»•

t all j.vt-atwa tf - •' "

KotsIkimi Mrala «ki< »Mh >••><.-

mi. hi Tor-. . \..-llrnt londition. ,'K'

i ,..i sI'mi new, l'«—t i'ffi-r otrr

KM « all BMMB13 uftT f» M P f»

,,r before 11 : '»» n m tr.'-ll

~»„„» :,M) I »i» It.i.ir.l.r with own
,in,. ;,n.l h|.k» (all .".I' "I'; hm>-

ItiiM-
„

tf '" '

>»ki link* — "ill Hi all fteiil.ir

.,/.- , .ir- t<» k- on to , iir mill In. k«

-ki. in Itr.iml n,» > "»t >.:n Will

..ii t„r s:» r.iii sw-awn " "

sirri'i> otul Nikon l"TN l..irnr.l

I iiriiiil.l,-. "mi Matt amp. H> in -prnk-

. r. dual imiT. nr« mrtriiler MM
i, ..ill,-. MM < iiiwr.i "it" VI nun

H I anil n mm f .' H len» S3WI. hath

,T,,!!rnt ...n.litinn tall MMMJ
Mwrly

J
tf.'-l,

|)mi i, ill I -I" n I I M Tun-

rr — amp i« rebuilt. Monnplionio at

•I w«tt« rni< *:.%. E»r -.-.I- .'art.-i

tfMI

•i niilr« from < ampuw. *I5 monfli

utaa iililitii-i Cull Media Center.

MVIWi. n.k for Wolfmann before

-,
1 1 in tf.'-l'.'

""
ll,...i.iin.ite « anted, own room in

: t.ilrm apt . Sunderland. ••£""3
,t m.r..\ «H-. a month tf.-l.

Kmmmatr or laawwalra MM
I-, ,,,,„„ Mll.ii.-e H.ne own room

ALL ADS (DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED)

MUST BE IN BY 200 P.M. THURSDAY,

FEB. 1 1, TO APPEAR IN TUESDAY, FEB.

16, ISSUE. (Monday, Feb. 15, is a Holiday.)

( ,n .rii.,.'«. if.'-ii;

•«;, riru Tliifii" TNi-trr.. tl 'a, h

I II \«*nrlate«. 4M> Market «trret.

*m fl—itati !Wii *»k T,,r "i"' 1',
.ale rutr*^ tf .'-l <

\i\itnr F lit HVMM mm 100 m
lm« with Nikon \ilaptrr ami r«»'

\.lii|.tiil.le to other rum'f" *•'" °°

•.sr. I TM! <f ; •
'

'

Hire w lieeN — brand nr«, for

In. i. mill M(. \ H "•" «»> no"

MM TKt »M» rurtain- - toil

ill-r H t4l

HELP WANTED
""

| M >., Prof- with .1 >r ohl «<>n

.,..-, I «i!t.r/hini»rkrrprr *. afts/wtJ

n„ !,.«,, h.wk Mii-t ha»e own

iranM»artatlaw -tuHrnt «ifr |M-r.

.,,,.- i ..ii tu-ani . sJ'
Wanted Immnl — lu> in female

.nnl^nt f..r child care. «rwln«. etc_ .

I he «,,k Will pro\idc apt-like

h. . om In return — no hoard — in

HltrartiT* area. 5 ml from nmpu.
Hrbtt MMt]tl jftjWW ***J

•

~"M7!r» winlcil to fill position* at

i ...r.l lcwi»h f'amp in t onn for

nu.rr information > all Onil »t M-
„r Kill :«t Mfi-notlfi after 1 P m

"special eventT

llir >hnc-ln la comln« ta 1

l-U.e In the Alley

Cook

tf2-12

GIVE AWAY
WANTED

Will lt.-\ w lm found m> awSlajaara

hi The Hate* plenne mail them t..

,„,. t »» It to l.cerrtt Kill ClaMr

MIIFN- to he Ri»e awaT, four «

week old. hou»ehroken klttena
i

tall

,...-,- i.•(<• after « P m x*eckda>^

neekeaHti nn>time

TRAVEL"

BOOKS
WTe ^uf naed booka anfl recorda —

White Uaht Booka. (In the ""^

-It DENTS INTERNATIONM. of-

t,r* chartered Jet fllrhta to N \>*-

«i%r In nprlna and Ft 'ROPE In mm-
inrr for ilrtaiN cull: *tc»e 6I0-1X.7

,.r Krian M»-TOfi^ ..„...,
1-29 2-J-t-S 9 It 12

FOR SALE — AUTOS
"~WuM '

nell <: nldnmoblle before

Miirch t an t afford to par trmur-

,.n,e Oood condition, 4 f»IW Wik
..mil dent III fUir ^\\ for $l» or

i.r.t offer t all MMilf after 8

f in
''*

Wii.t sa< lfilO Mt-K «onv ,
rx-

reilrnl i I . fMW "»» .-ffer ac-

, ,,,i.,l t nil I- Mat :nn.-, nftir 5 ».tn.

in. -~1 nirl ,iii~:.iiO. t ilr , fii«tor>

rehnilt :mi \x. \l. P». tnii.l body.

..nl» •.T..OOII null, on inciiif I nil

,l'i llll iiltir "i p in \~kiiiK s:tix»

IfJ-ll

SERVICES
It. ilc the color of >oiir rooni.'

I v|..rienc.d painter, all material*

.ni.pli.ll Profe^ionnl <|ii:Oit> Wttf-

..in the «"»t Irw e-tnnii'-. fall

:. u ..
m
.:'i'< - "' •

I ilin .l.».l.ipinir. t» per rent off ot

I,. I |.ri<i |ii..«iint on

I ..ii tirorji' >;-n;t"H tf'MIt

Wralagleal f hart done with pro-

i ,— ioiiiil aeeitraejr, aaat, natati «om-

l.ir.Hiw Call Pbiii BW-3ti1 e»e ;ir-

l.r 7 lor ii ppt Price* arr tf.'-f:

RIDERS WANTED
I'M,.-, lo.il I hrl.ine »/« VH. auto

H ,„. r iili". i»kini; tlW t ill :if-

i.r :. pm im-mil _ '•':"

IJH.tl (
:
h. > > r.i»>a>ne. new enciiic

.M ellelll loliililion Call H6*-3ffitl

If2-16

•»tiident commutinc daily for Spfld

MMm to part, in car pool

Don Hi IStHatM sift ti tf;

FOR RENT

"'
, [ p„..ti,i. Com .

*.'.'*•. iiutmni-

,,i,ili, IW.1 lord \ ii tori :i. iiiifoniii-

,, iiuiirr Hleirim: SMIMI. nftir :. p m
.,,ii_j .yt--.T»HQ [****

ROOMMATES WANTED
• people to live with :( othiM In

small Houae In *£""•?** »u,
„„.,u,|„ heat »nd el.c .it *•*•
,.r ..eraon Come to room 8M of

r:.,

r

„deT. Ilhrar, between 1 nn,,
f^

~WaWFenmle-r^rSnTaf.- wanted.

, MNMM available In lar<:e ranch.

s rooni npt la atiMH nt Ballhta

lirrrtt in Amweral, available March
i : tall '.'.vi-:»i:i tf-;-i-:

*i,,„|, rl.nil. inoilcrii. nil clcitric. I

mum, iitifurnish.'.l. married rettplea,

MIV Pioneer Villc> \pl* < Bit »>i.">-

I'.ii", evenlnaa, '-'*'

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
There will be an open class in Hatha Yoga,

breathing, chanting, and meditation

Tonight S 30 7 p m Please wear loose fitting

clothing and have an empty stomach

PROGRAM COUNCIL CALENDARS
Deadline tor calendar inserts Friday.

Feb I2th Anyone wishing to place an an

nouncement must do so in C C . .
R S O Room

101

REVELERS
There will be a brief meeting of an

Revelers m the Newman Center Cafeteria at

6 30 P m Attendance is extremely im

portant

SIMS
Checking for all Transcendental

Meditators Friday, Feb 12 from 4 8 p m
,n Room 168 of the C C Advanced lecture 8.

group meditation 8pm Sunday, Feb 14th

Rm 168 C C

SKI PATROL
The Ski Patrol will meet at 6 30 p m. m

Room 165 ot C C

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Gamma Sigma Sigma mv.tes you to its

valentine Rush Party tonight m Knowiton's

Mam Lounge Everyone is welcome

LOST
Green suede wallet lost IDs belonging to

Mar.orie Dagostmo H tound call 253 2090

Thank you

M>ssmg from Varsity Basketball Locker

Room One NIT watch Any information call

665 4060

Lost 8. desperately needed, one red buxton

keycase on t <b 10th if tound. please call 5

7305 and leave a message

FOUND _^
Cnangepurse w.th t bills 8, change tound

Vh near the Southwest entrance to

Morrill Call 546 6280

Money found Saturday n.ght claim at

campus police

a small black puppy found M Puttton

Village Has a red leather collar Call

Roberta 549 1306 or see Blake Apt 402

Putfton

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l.

Box 13927. Gainesville, Fla 32601
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PORTRAITS

PERSONAL
in.-

Iti.if.

>.|.ll|ll,l\ coiiEraliilatcH >oii

Ml
t.oii.L' to London or Anisl.ril.i.n

iiiiini; ili<- March ttvmfl tall

.i'i;
ii

Make appointments now

for Feb. 22 thru 26

and March 1 thru 5

Index Office

Second floor

Student Union

9 a m. - 5 p.m weekdays

/// utm (Inn I liti\t tji'tir .'liiiU'X tjel.-pul; it up /"*»'

[Gymnasts Featured At Varsity M\ sR0/?tS
' BvEARLEBARROLL out ol a possible ten. Witn Fenn dividual championship in his

"

so or suit.- .^corinc the total that thev did specialty. Stover had his knee

T
ByEARLEBAHROLL

Sports Editor

Head L'Mai jjyrfl coach

Kjeldsen was h (eatun
.

• al tht UMast Varsity M
Cluh iunoiv r yesterday at the

man <-V ; -

u dsen en • a the lar^i

prehensj> e

Tiin raformativi ht into the

,)i gymna rtic I arouph hit

coxnmei film ol his

.:*,-.; lasts .'• comp i and

ion and mswei period n

conveyed ' :

I

r ' it :

probabl) n« b m to thou

,, i,
\

•<.

.

I tin tens

Kjeidsen has been st the helm of

UMass gymnastic ior seven

years He pointed out that in his

ins: few yaam hare the Radmen
were struggling at thi bottom ol

the tough Eastern l; tercoUegiate

Ltii^ui' tha: they an .1 member
ii reccni years hi- squad ha>

been gauiing in the standings and it

things no as the) .-tumid in tht

remaining meel I gymnast;-

could place second in the final

lea^..t standings behind Fenn

State which defeated the Redmen
th^ (last weekend.

On the meet v.ai. Fenn state

Kieuisen said thai '.'cnn State I

pom; total of 164 was the htflheal

total ?hat he had heard ot in the

countrj this year A total of IS
pturii is what must U anis shoot at

.is tint means in each event a team

has three men who have scored

nine points ir their periormance

out o! a possible ten. With Fenn
suite scoring the total that they did

the) nave to be considered as B

threat tor the National title

For the remainder o: the season

Kjeidsen points to this Friday

mght s encounter with defending
league champion Springfield I

very important for his team This

is the biggest gymnastics rivalry in

New England and will make lor an

excellent met.: Due to the crowd

that is expected the meet will be

held in the Cage
Before the film \\as shown

Kjeidsen presented one tormer

team captain and two of hia

present seniors on the team. Mike

Casavana who captained the

Uedmen last season and who is

presently working on his doctoral

degree in business at UMass was
cited by the coach lor his

assistance this yeai in helping the

team during practice.

Scott Stover was given praise by

Kjeidsen for his outstanding work

on the high liar and the coach felt

he would be a threat tor the in-

championship in his

Stover had his knee

operated on the first week in

\ ember. In his first meet th:s

year on the 29th of Januan h^

scored 9.2 on the hign bar

Norm Vexler was lauded bv his

- oach i one <>'- the top all around

men in the E.I.G.L. league Vextei

competes in all six events and ne

pointed out that in the coarse of a

season he will do t>0 or 70 routines

in dual meets and nut in four or five

times more work in practice to

ready himself for this demanding

event.

During the film, questions were

taken irom the floor and in the

process Kjeidsen gave just about

the entire story of the sport in its

modern form.

Next week basketball is the topic

ior the Varsity M with head hoop

coach Jack Ueaman as the special

guest along with a few of his stars

The luncheon begins at 12:13 sharp

and gets out by 1:15. The public is

welcome to attend these in-

teresting luncheons.

AP
CLEVELAND l a ;erai

grand jury investigJ • itional

Football Lea. (rations

recessed tor the duration of the

month atte; hearii testimony

Wednesday " ifalman,

forme: own. I I
.delphia

Eagles
Die prob • the An-

titrust D'v; Justice

Bepartmeri ember,

and had ,iu.- reconvenes Monday
alter a 24 <.L>' rec< •

Wolman. 43, ownei o the Eagles

iron. 1964 until May 1989, declined

to comment to newsmen on his

appearance before the jurors. He
said be did not knou whj he was

called or what th»- iu;\ is in-

vestigating.
* * »

\K\\ YORK IAP 'The National

Invitation Basketball Itmrnament

linals will be played Saturday

March 27 at Madison Square

Garden iasiead Sundaj Maim
js i: was announced Wednesday.

The shift was made t-> conform

with NCAA regulations prohibiting

the playing «>• ans game aite- th -

NCAA's rotlegt division eham*
pinnsiiip name, sei Ml March 27.

PHILADELPHIA lAP)-V,

three weeks ol work and near!

rounds Oi sparring already or U '

heavyweight champioi Jo

'

Frazier has orought his weight

down from 220 to 215

Frazier said Wednesday he

hones to weigh 109 tor his

scheduled IS round title tight

March 8 against Muhammad All at

Madison Square Garden in Nev

York.

The unbeaten champion weighed

2tt4 1 ft when he knocked out Foster-

in Detroit tor his 27th straight

victor \

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

I ranh

WARNING
~T« an \-ratt^T iTlm.

No one under th«- ;.'i' of 17

nill be admitted

•'Tta*h"iv in m> npininn. not an-

erotic or *'«e\ him
'

I believe Tra«.h" is a er>

jrotid. sometimt » £r»:l mo>ie

I kno* th.il it i> no * film for

fMT>one. that -ume people will

be offended by its alr»nK

lanfruafft and /or ttroni; imajre*.

1 wish to cans* no m*
disrttmfort and wani onl> to

inform th. movie-porr

A Gcinn- p.-r«,on r*a"> an ,ioundance of

•j<j! -unoW A1 times. Gerrnn

•00 many proiL-cts at once

These natives must 'rv to avo.a scatter.nq

• i- art. the or.qnt persons

an naKe BO'Ch

•a in property evaluation,
• -, pnotoyrapher, they are on

-.ak.aoie as dea people

-q i ampa

AH .t 19 irr.portan*

• Those *ho osuai'v

. .
.

.

>epend oi tow o*" iudq"ienr

son- Don t deiav
rms

BUS Apr.: 20 May Ml
• - - Get money s a

- .-.i .nto erremeo

,, „ Ml it-na vaiu.v. •

F . ude cont d

vMNI '.May 21 Jul is on
ior. t oe n

|<HJ or ruVted Accent .s on hu. Idmq
Property evaiuat.or

— d at cor

:: juiv ;.

tonie •

,.i n eun .

red 'ap*

Auo 23 W'«i' app.-

jre,e.r appeai

. ivertiw iet of

nq and capan

VIH
B. ai . •

.nces torn in

vou» oppos '•'>" 'S apt to oe of

, . i Proci

LIBWA Sept 23 Oct 22 Don r a'

to concral vital information Stand ta"

Adh.-re to prttKtartaj « -wara >s due- vou

qam qreater recoqnit.on One whj .»u

vocates qft rich ou en ..hem. it uO t>ase

SCORP'O 'O'-t 23 Nov 21 Bemq
.in rt^uit m s~, BreaK

from tradition is md.cated SliC* to your

own btylc «• -a'lves mean A<eii but may not

1 kfiov. 'his am Kt •<

SAGlTTAPiU . 'Nov 22 Dec 2! AvO'd

.p^io testwtci
.ant y«. I

*"•»'

,rs tu tje n-ino' errO 1- B' on top Ot

opportune, Accen' on WMt **•**
pr.-^'O'

CAPRICORN : ,aej

pun Dssect plans look tor loooholes

,es to attua I »W "<•*

rfOI P.-coive real potentt*!

AUUAWIUS Jan 20 FeO 18 An ap

inship a •

,.. n ,. .red if you oose
1

'

pur a

• turf AvO'd'oc
• • | rational- ;at ons H-

;
. . .

I pre^oqn.t »p A' pr-

Bui bv O •

•

.. r s sea'

Copvr of if/71. G-n F-ea Corp

1 Everyone
4 Young < ow
8 Uncon-

sciousness

12 Inlet

13 Spoken
\i Sfm-

p

recious

stone

\b Skill

16 Pierce

18 Wash
20 Danisr

isianrj

21 Babylonian
deity

22 Unit of

Siamesi
currency

23 Memorandum
27 Pronoun
29 Exist

30 Lawtu

31 Spanish
article

32 Emmet
33 Household

pet

34 Measure ot

weiuM (abbr.)

35 African

antelope

37 Noci

38 Fdib.t seed

39 Fma !

40 Chapeau
41 Cooled lava

4. Condescending
look

44 Change
4 7 PrOftaCO*

51 Peno-1 of

time

12 vVinghke

53 Communists
54 Insect egg
55 Forbids

56 AooC, plant

57 Golf mound

DOWN
Desf-
dwelif
Unit of

Italian

currency

3 Second of two

4 Contend
5 Ens*
6 Woolly

7 Group of

ships

8 Crowr
9 New Deal

agency (init.)

10 Small rug

11 Beverage

17 Initials of 26th

President

19 Exclamation

22 Skill

24 King of

Bashan

25 Story

26 Mediterranean
island

27 Part of foot

28 Girl s name
29 Conjunction

30 Ordinance

32 Deer s norns

33 Temporary 44

bed 45

36 Conjunction 46

37 Trade 47

38 Evident 48

40 Vital organ

41 Mans 49
nickname

43 Teutonic deity 50

The caarra

Great Lake
Evaluate

Idle talk

Guido's high

note
Girl's

nickname
Dutih towi-

1 2 3 4 5 6"l7 ;>,'

1
:::

^

8 9 10 11

1? '""*'.

>!•.
13 • 14

15 .v. 16 17

5518 19
•..

". l-'y.- ?1 :•::

"

23 24 25 26

27 28
j >yj29

31 32 -•;3: 34

33 36 r-TT- 37
.-.

.

|

3? 5S 4i
i

41 • •

• . •

kila.

42 43
>:

:

:|"
1

—

45 46

47 48 49 M
i

51

52 ','.'*
**•*'.'*r

55
::" 56 yy.

t

5 '
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Drub UConn, 11-1
•M^r M~ \*M. *<* ^^

,1M..i ri/ backhand shot Ut'iiis

By STEVE MOSHER
Staff Reporter

Only a standout performance by

UConn's goalie John Santucci

prevented the UMass hockey team

from pulling off another Lowell

lech fiasco last night at Orr rink.

But even a Jerry Cheevers could

not have stopped the Redmen from

an 11-1 rout.

Santucci was the only adequate

player on a simply horrendous

Huskie team as he came up with an

incredible til saves off 72 I Mass

shots. The Redmen seemed

content for two periods just to play

a bit better than their non-existent

opposition Their passing was off

and their rushes often resulted in

bad shots. When they did make the

good play. Mr Santucci made the

save Alter two periods it was still

a bockej game with UMass ahead

I (i But in the final frame, the

floodgates opened and the Redmen

got seven goals to one for L'Conn.

I Mass opened up the first period

with goals at 4:21 and 5:55. The

tirst of these was scored by Dan

Keidy as he put in Ins own rebound

after Al Nickerson had set him up

in front of the net This goal was

scored with goalie P.J. Flaherty on

the bench tor a delayed penalty,

and the extra I'Mass attackman

was just too much for Santucci.

The second goal, and the eventual

game winner, was notched by

Brian Sullivan as he got a great

pass m front of the net from Dennis

drabowski.

Later in the first period Eric

Scraffield scored from Fran

Mulcahy and Bob Shilalie to up the

score to 3-0. This goal came at 9:09

and was the result of a good second

effort by Scraffield.

The rest of the period was spent

in killing off penalties. For six

consecutive minutes I'Mass played

shorthanded, but UConn's
miserable offense managed just

two shots on net. and those were

from outside the blue line.

In the period I'Mass outshot

i Conn -- to I.

The Redmen continued to apply

the pressure in the second period

as thev got 21 shots off to just five

tor the Huskies. But Santucci

committed grand larceny against

several I Mass scoring bids and

the Redmen could only score one

goal

Santucci robbed Paul Riley.

Lonnie Avery. Dan Raidy, and

Brian Sullivan from sure goals

before Sullivan made a beautiful

rink long rush to score an

unassisted goal at 15:13

Later in the period Santucci

made the play of the game when he

made two quick saves against Fat

Keenan on his doorstep

Filtering the third period, the

game was still up for grabs, but

latin feUtfitn
*^ a mm **m •^•^sae ^n»

Donavan made a good unassisted

rush and rammed the puck through

Santucci 's pads for goal number

seven Twenty-seven seconds later

Faul Riley scored from Bob

Bartholomew and Fran Mulcahy,

but only after Santucci had stopped

Mulcaliv's screeming slap shot

from ten feet. And just sixteen

seconds after that. Mulcahy set up

Scraffield for the Redmen's ninth

goal of the game and third in the

space of just 43 seconds.

backhand shot. Reidy and Ed-

wards got assists on the 11th tally.

UMass took eight penalties in the

game to five for UConn, but

several of those were rather cheap

calls by the officials. It didn't

make much difference against a

team like UConn which truly lived

up to its now 2-9 record.

The win moves the Redmen to an

8-2-1 record and snaps a three

Now UMassgame winless streak

must get ready for two more tough

games. On Saturday, they travel to

At the midway point of the period Northeastern to play another pack

' *
i r
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Keenan got UMass ahead 5-0 after

just 39 seconds with a goal from

Reidy.
Then came the flood At 7:49

Keenan scored again from Don
Lowe as he made a beautiful fake

on Santucci and slipped the puck

into the empty net. At 9:33 Charlie

John Kiah replaced P.J. Flaherty

in the goal and soon he was to

receive the only scoring bid UConn
made all night. At 12:00 Ashley

Atherton and James Begina

somehow managed a two on zero

breakaway. After a couple of

passes, Begina took the shot and

Kiah stopped it. but Atherton had

an open net in which to put the

rebound
For the next five minutes, both

teams seemed content to just run

out the clock, but there was

another Redman uprising as

UMass scored two quick goals at

17 20 and 17:46. Charlie Donovan

got the tenth goal from Lowe and

Don Riley. And Keenan finished off

his hat trick for the night on a nice

of Huskies. But these Boston

Huskies are of a differentbreed and

pose a definite threat to UMass. It

would really be something if

UMass could beat Northeastern, a

division I team, and then take

Vermont on Monday.
The Vermont game, at

Burlington, shapes up to be a key

game in UMass' quest for a playoff

spot in the Division II playoffs.

The three stars of the night went

to Sullivan, Santucci, and
Mulcahy. The 72 shots UMass took

on net could well be a Redman
record, but in any case that's a lot

of pucks Santucci had to stop to

earn his number two star.

id the extra UMass attackman unassisted goal at Id: 13. '"" l H • i-
" =~ <

Matmen Pin UConn I
Track Team Rocks Dartmouth

* r ± Wis I r V*s * r * *'»•'
o..ir.\Mi K-UAHHOLL .knI . ,.n„^ n^ nn thP Indians' second, and third respective

By MARTY KELLEY
Staff Reporter

After waiting patiently since late

December lor victory number six,

the I Mass wrestling squad simpl>

unleashed an awesome display of

power and finesse en route to a

humbling IM whitewash over a

napless University of Connecticut

tram at the Boyden Auxiliary (iym

last night

\,,t smct December 19th

erdicl ov i NYU in a

quadrangular meet, had UMass
successful Since that time.

Coach Homer Bair'l lads have

dropped in the New England

ratings via tosses to Coast Guard,

Springfield and a deadlock with

Yale But las: .tight the grapplers

aidru b) a lorteit in the early

going, completely obliterated the

Huskies tor a 6 3 1 over .ill mark.

The visitors after forfeiting the

lu-st three of tour matches found

themselves hopelessly pinned t<> a

del ii it Dave Amato 118>,

Da\. R< ynold • •"'" i
'

la >

all won their battles

contested !><>n bines pit

>;ick \ nold lo the mat at th<

irk , . i i ul a> the Redmen

romped to their earl> 2fl point

bul]

iiir Huskies remained off the

'.nan l rquharl

i Reynolds • I on point- in the

.• issue m th*

bracket With Chambers sitting

on a slight J J edge going into the

inal heat Urquharl busted loose

Mth a decisive reversal al the

minute mark tor a *-3 advantage

Hie scrapp) Redman hung en in

the final two minutes tor a pair ot

riding points tor a B4 I'Mass

bulge

In B close middle weight bout in

the 158 lb class. Jim Godkin made

a first period takedown stand up

for a 41 decision over Carl Rider.

Soph Kent Mignocchi tired his foe

early in the second session for a

strong pin at 3:52 of the match.

The second pin of the night gave

I Mass a hefty no margin with the

heavyweight to come.

Ed Carlsson UT7>. George
'/guns '190. and heavyweight Bill

Sroka al preserved the blanking

with easy triumphs Carlsson

toyed with Mark Mevin for only

1 52 seconds as he made the Huskie

quick pm prey The shutout now

lucked brighter a< Zguris took the

mat against 1'ete Champayne.

Champayne looked tough in the

early going but Zguris, alter a

icoretess first canto, exploded (or

seven points and a near pin in the

second period for a 7-2 lead The

junior from Shirley. NY went on

to win 12 -' as did Bill Sroka over

Jim t cinowitl in the final match of

the meet Sroka could have bee n

the goat, but he protected a

stomping with a three team point «-

1 \ ictory

The former defensive end gar
.•d two take downs tor a -J i

,, (1 going into the final

Sroka hung on

easil) .is i Mass i ompletel)

subdued UConn witha feu tow

embarrassment to the tune ot \: u

The Redmen completely out

... nd Connecticut in probably

one of the easiest meets in Homer

Barr's cart

Tin grapplers will return to the

mat this Saturday as I'Mass hosts

a quadrangular meet Competing

for top honors will be Western

Maryland, Monmouth. Wesleyan

and Trenton St

By EARLE BARROLL
Sports Editor

HANOVER. N H Doing

everything it needed to win a close

meet plus a little extra due to good

performances by the entire team,

the I'Mass track team won its first

dual meet of the season, rocking

Dartmouth College. 70-38. here

\esterday

The Redman team that per-

lormed at Dartmouth yesterday

was certainly not the same team

that ran and was defeated earlier

in the season at Yale. L'Conn and

Brown This team that performed

yesterday was an improved, new

look team, with noticeable im-

provement in the calibre of per

formance in all events in the rout.

From the very first event the

outcome was evident as Eddie

Areata silenced the participant

Dartmouth tans a ith second places

in the shot and weight throw, both

coming OB his last tosses in each.

i his set the tempo for the meet as

Area to broke up what looked to be

i sure Dartmouth sweep
\. kI >>iine tin mile and Ron

Wayne and Lam Paulson took out

their vengeance on the Indians'

distance runners who defeated

UMass in the New Englands by

placing first and second.

The long jump was more of the

same as the Redmen took first and

second on leaps of 21' 11 1/4" by

Dick Dyer and 21'2 3/4" by Ed
Shaughnessey Last year the

meet between these two teams was

decided in part on the results in the

hurdles when Dartmouth took the

first three places. This did not

happen yesterday as Jim Graves

and Jerry Spellman remembered

last year and placed first and

second.
The next two events, the 1000 and

800 yard runs, have been problems

for the Redmen in the earlier

meets Yesterday this was also

wiped from the past as Al Mangan

and Steve Le\ ine took second and

third in the 100 and Arme Morse

placed a close second in the Woo

The only event which resembled

last year's meet was the .">n yard

dash when again the Redmen
wept the race Ron Harris. Tony

Pendleton and Walter Mayo all

Finished in 5.5 seconds in first.

second, and third respectively.

Bv this time in the meet I'Mass

led by 10 points and with Wayne
still to run the two-mile,

Shaughnessey still to high jump
and with the relays still to be run

the meet was all over.

Wavne won the two mile with

Tom" Jasmin second

Shaughnessey won the high jump
and the mile relay learn of Harris,

Spellman. Graves and Levine was

also victorious

Add to this a victory by John

Kamb in the pole vault and the

final score of 70-38 is completed.

Coach Ken Bnen was pleased

to say the least His Redmen
showed in this meet the im-

provement that they have worked

for since mid-semester break

With the Yankee Conference
Championships in a couple of

weeks, the Redmen are rounding

into the shape needed to win it all

UConn which earlier in the season

deteated IMass. is the host and

this time the llusk.es will find the

visitors m re formidable thai, they

were earlier in the n seen.

Frosh Puckmen Bow To B.U.

Fr. Trackmen Lose
HANOVER. N H The L Mass

freshman track team did not fair

as well as the varsity as they were

debated by a strong Dartmouth
freshman squad. 73-32. here

yesterday

Dartmouth got off to a fast start

Notices
UMASS HOCKEY ON THE.

AIR - WMIA. 91 1 will be

carrying all the exciting action

from Vermont Monday night.

Eebruary 15. when the UMass

Redmen take the ice against

Division II leader University of

Vermont. Air time will be at

7 15 and calling all the action

will be Bruce Glazer. Larry

Walsh and Roy Gustafson

INTRAMURALS Anyone

interested in officiating in

tramural volleyball please sign

up immediately in room 215

Boyden.

as it swept the first three positions

in the shot put and followed this up

w ith a first and second place in the

weight throw This performance in

the weights put the Indians in a

commanding lead which they built

up through the remainder of the

competition.

In all the Dartmouth frosh were

able to take first place in ten events

while the UMass frosh could only

muster three firsts.

Standouts for the Redmen were

Roger Nasatka. Steve Crimmins,

Dave Osborne, John Maloney and

Doug O'Connell Nasatka won the

two-mile in his personal best time

of 9:38.0. Crimmins and Osborne

took one-two in the high jump with

leaps of 5'10.

Maloney ran 2:18.5 for a second

place in the 1000 and Doug
O'Connell followed Nasatka to the

line in the two-mile in second

place The Redmen also won the

two-mile relay

B\ BROW SIMON
Stafl Reporter

There were two freshmen games
played last night at Orr Rink the

Little Redmen lost the tirst. and

won the second I ntortunately. the

tirst and second names were

really three periods ot the

scheduled match against the

Boston University Ireshmen. and

the overall scoring gave B.U. the

laurels. .">-2

For two periods, the Little

Redmen played rather tloppily.

losing many passes to B.U.

skaters, and taking shots into

defenders. These mistakes, as well

as a good B.U. defense and a

slacking UMass defense op-

portuned B.U toa4-0lead
The game was christened after

one minute and 33 seconds had

passed, by visitor Dave Wisener,

with a quick, unassisted goal on

frosh goaltender. Charles Rheault,

the only point-action of a period

make up of mostly volleying and

change in possession of the puck.

The second period saw three

scores by B.U., two of which were

short-handed, a humiliating

situation for the UMass frosh.

B.U.'s Rich Brugman took an

assist from teammate Allan Judge,

and tipped one to Rheault's left at

10:27.

After judge went off for delay of

the game, B.U. scored again, at

13:57, with the help of some luck

and a deflection off a UMass frosh

leg. Brugman got credit for the

point, and Wisener the assist, with

only five Bostonians on the ice

Two minutes later. Judge was

sent to the box again, this tune tor

high-sticking Wisener bounced a

puck Off Rheault's chest that

caromed into the nets at 16:57.

But when the Little Redmen took

the ice at the beginning of the third

period. Ui change for the «tter

was amazing Pinpoint passim and

tremendous drives OH net sparked

goals by frosh Leonard Lyon from

James CUieillUUI Jt 4:43 and by

Geoffrey Gill unassisted at 18:44

Intramurals
1 Tonight's II Last Night's \

Volleyball

Terrors 7. Colts 1 6 30 ASP vs ZN

Si-n*tors over Crushers, wbt 7 6 30 PSK vs PMB

Panthers over Lempons, wot 3 6 30 LCA vs SAM

Seagrams 7, Cougars

Academics 7. Bruisers

i

i

6 30

6 30

APO vs SAE
ATGvs SPE

Stouts 7. Smittys 1
6 6 30 PSD vs PLP

Jumping Jacks 7. Deacons

BX 7. Eagles

Browns over Jocks. wbt

;

B

9

6 30

6 30

6 30

DC vs BKD
TCws TEP

Eagles vs F laming A's

Browns 7. Smokers 10 6 30 Maroons vs Cans

Team 7. Munchkins

X plus 7 7. Flats
1 7 30 inter Ed vs Education

Leven 7, Mistits
3 7 30 Gunners vs Burners

VoMies J, Vlooms
3 7 30 Bombers vs. Cougios

Busters 7, Cult
4 7 30 „ Prince vs Crushers

Ems 7, Second Team 1

S FF vs SAE
Hies 7. Selohssa 1

A 7 30 TKE vs. Fleas
Zeroes over Beadledons, wbt

1 7 30 Sextet vs. Lovers
Civil Engineering 7. Bodies 1

I LT vs Cans

9 7 30 IT vs IDS

1 8 30 E Franksters vs Boys

7 B 30 Kunditesvs Sigmas

Co Rec Volleyball 3

i

B 30

8 30

Jacks vs Dildoughs

Bucks vs Hurts
KSCO over Tnaps, wbt

Super Stores 7, LCO 1 B 30 Hockers vs Canaille

Canines 7. Funnies 6 8 30 Oxtords vs Gutts

ACS 7, Limes

Lemons 7. Deacons 1 9 30 Gaksvs Pipers

Rigotun.es 7. B and B 1 2

3

9 30

9 30

Hi lo's vs Briga

Redwoods vs Hemlot
II-

ks

New England's

Largest

College Daily

2!!fF 4b.»arfytS0ttt0

latlu (jtoikgtan
^ 0^7 A fltll AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ *»

Weather'.

Cloudy, mild, highs in

ins Chance of snow

today «>r tomorrow.
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Senate Abolishes

Class Government

Faculty Senate Calls For

Innovation, Diversity

f ^IDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ByBETHGOODELL
Senate Reporter

The Student Senate Wednesday evening abolished the current system

of class government at the University by voting overwhelm..^ o

rescind the Class Government Act of 1970. An entirely new systen of

committees was established to replace the class officers and executive

councils of the tour classes, effective February 22 1971

.

Sponsors of the- bill were Senate Vice President Patricia Heharrv and

Sophomore (lass President David Poisson

The basic premise behind the motion is that, in the words of the

resolut.on. "the concept, as well as the practice and functions of class

government are outdated; the officers of the class serve no real function

as recognized representatives of their respective classes ;
and the class

executive- councils have not existed or operated in the manner prescribed

m the class government act of 1970."

The Heharrv Poisson measure established the following committees in

||eu ot the abolished system? n University Concert Series, whose func-

tion will be to organize and coordinate all popular concerts i.e.

Homecoming, Winter Carnival, Sendoff. etc.; 2) Seniors Committee.

whose function will be to coordinate, and be funded for. the Seniors Day

program. Commencement, Alumni Tax. Class Gift. Scholarship Fund.

etc

\n amendment mtroduced by Senator Larry Woods was added to the

bill to define the composition and operation of the two committees which

will operate as subaccounts of the Student Senate.

With Wood? amendment added, interim Concert ^nes and bemors

, oimuttees were established for the remainder ot the academic v ear

l,r:o.7l. or until permanent committees are established by egislaaon.

e Interim Concert Series Committee will consist of the lb class «.

tue so 1M71 72 73 and 74 The Chairman will be elected trom among he

Irea' u,v, s TliJquorum .or a meeting will be 7 members Members of the

.las i rutive councils mav serve in non-voting capacities

Ite liferim Seniors Committee w ,11 consist o. the officers of the class

01 l«T71 Interested Seniors mav serve in non voting capacities

The Interim Concert Series Committee will be custodian of the funds of

,»u hw s 7 2 7S and 74 The Seniors Committee will be custodian ot

'^ t'u I Those sections ot the Financial Pohc.es Act ap-

e h e 1 elas governments will be applicable to the interim conv

,'
. except for the foUowing change: all debts incurred hjrthectos

governments be.ore February H, 1971. will be covered b> the Concert

Series Committee _ ... m „ >\ u ,,< t u\

The funds managed by the Concert Series ( omm.ttee will l>e used

>nlel> lor concerts and expenses related to concerts

Funds managed »» the Seniors" l omm.ttee will be £%******
following purposes in the foUowing amounts: scholarship tunds--so»

n

Senior Dal -$to!wO: Martin Luther King Lecture Sfg^W. Ctaeeof

7i coalition tor Environmental Quality Lecture Ser ^- $1
J
HM

; ^
Uumn. Tax 117.630 Am money not transferred to the Alumni

Association* .11 Ik- transferred to the Concert Series Committee account

should no permanent legislation supercede this bill by May 12. 1971. any

funds remaining in the accounts managed by the two committees will he

rrozen until such time as a permanent Concert Committee is established

which will receive the tunds

Senator Karen Mac Null tailed in an attempt to amend the measure so

that it would not go into effect until accepted by a vote of the student bod>

\M it stands now. the resolution is an emergency act which becomes et

lective Penman 22. 1971

The Faculty Senate last night

moved for a" commitment to in-

creased diversity in both academic

and living programs and supported

a motion which would place

responsibility for innovative and

experimental programs under one

administrative head.

The Senate also moved to con-

duct a study to determine the effect

of the transfer student program on

the under graduate mix.

The motions came during the

course of a special meeting called

to consider the recommendations

of the Rules Committee concerning

the Faculty Senate Long Range

Planning reports.

In discussion concerning in-

creased diversity in academic and

living programs it was noted that a

need existed to insure students a

broad variety of opportunities so

that students might satisfy their

own individual needs. It was

pointed out that there are at

present 40 students currently

enrolled in the Bachelor of In-

dividual Concentration Program.

In conjunction with this, the

Senate also felt the need to com-

bine the handling of such existent

innovative programs as Honors,

CCEBS, Residential Colleges and

the Bachelor of Individual Con

centration and the initiative for

new ones should be constituted in

one position which would serve the

needs ol the entire community in

this area and serve as coordinator

for these programs. It was noted

that there now exists plans for the

establishment of such a position

within the organizational structure

ot the University that has been

recent lv proposed in the Long

Range" Planning Committee

Report
In other action it was also

requested that there be a thorough

By LINDA BAL1CKI
"

Feature Fditor

review ot graduate and un-

dergraduate admissions polities

be conducted with due regard to

the University's mission as a

public university in pursuit of high

quality education. It was noted that

in hearings before the Academic-

matters Committee, the proposal

that the University become a

Lower Division-Upper Division

course of study was not favorably

greeted. It was felt that the

University could better serve the

needs of its students by remaining

a four year institution.

Profess** \rthur Plniltrsd chairman of the Academic Matters

Committee explained some of the committees rSCSmSSISil>lm«

concerning innovative programs and transfer students to the

FaceJtS Senate (MDC Photo by Kd Kenwuk)

'

'A Fair Hearing^
Ombudsman's Premiere

.... n ...,.„. a it m anvone about anything " declared the new University ombudsman. Ellsworth Barnard

.
'T»S hlw vesterdav in the Colonial Lounge todiscuss his new position and meet with the students.

a
'la™7d"s caret'ng^ne e"ass wtch ,s one .gin, „, the usual load, in order to be available to students, he

..KElltaS in room» of the rampus Center, te.ephone 5082.^he added^

Helping students to learn where students to experts if he would be

unable to help them

Interested In Planning

5 COLLEGE EVENTS?
The University has two vacancies on the

Five College Student Coordinating Board

Selections will be held

WED., FEB. 17 7.30-10:30 P.M.

803 Campus Center

Appointments are requested but not required

to go. whom to see and how to go

about alleviating their difficulties

is part of the job. as Barnard saw

A few students have come to

him. but many don't know why

there is an ombudsman, he said.

He explained that he would help

cut through the confusing red tape

in mam eases, and could refer

Prepared to go to the Chancellor

it he teels it is necessary. Barnard

said he will make recom-

mendations giving his reasons for

supporting or opposing an action

and otherwise "operate on his

own
'

"I mustn't allow people to think

I'm always <»n the side of the

For appointments and information call

SUSAN
JERRY

6 8387
65391

V

Sip ftaiaarlpsirtl* flailg <E0.U9.nn

OH.ce of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Un.on on

the Unwervty campus i.p code 0100? Phones are MS 2S50 mews). 545 0344

(sports), and 549 13) i (editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

t.mes weekly Monday through Fnday during the academic year except dur.ng

vacatton and exam periods three or four times a week fodowmg a vacation or

exam penod or when a holiday falls w,th,n a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act ot March 8. 1879 as amended By the act of June »», 1943 Sut>

scr .ption rates are P 50 per semester. *t4 00 per year

Tired of giving your sweetheart the

same old chocolates for Valentine's?

tf.
Surprise her with a real treat . .

BRING HER TO

Hampden Restaurant

FOR LUNCH OR DINNER

THIS WEEKEND

1

he went on Kvershody has got to

Ik* convinced they will get a fair

hearing from me."
He said that students should try

to get organized to solve their own

problems and bring pressure on

the administration themselves His

services are offered to help people

start committee-

T\ pical grievances that might be

brought to him concern meal

tickets, grades, or residence halls.

Barnard staled
••! took the job Iwcausc I thought

there was a real need for someone

to do this. Barnard said He ex-

pressed hope that his office would

Ik> I mi< < ess in aiding the students

He telt that students have a great

deal of power it they ftt together,

and he can help them direct their

efforts toward their goals.

HOURS:

Saturday, Feb. 13

Sunday, Feb. 14

Valentine's Day

t

Lunch- 11:30-2:30

Dinner- 5:00-8:00

Lunch -12:00 -3:00

Dinner- 5.00-8:00

i #
Kiitram e - Southwest Door - Hampden Dinim; C .minions

J „

Comedy Spectacular
"*

PETER SELLERS
The Mouse that Roared

W. C. FIELDS *
* The Great Chase

LAUREL & HARDY
* The Music Box .

FRIDAY, FEB. 12

Thompson 104

6:45 and 9:30

Only 50<? YES!!!
NK

^^^^—wws. ..» ^1J'^agaaaaag^g&&^^^^^a»3agga=S^^

Dead U.S. Soldier Wears
Viet Uniform In Laos
.... V^V^_auTr^o reoorted drive, including fighter bombers and belie;

NEW YORK (AP)-ABC Radio reported

Thursday that a dead American soldier wearing a

South Vietnamese uniform had been evacuated

from inside Laos. ,

Both ABC and CBS radio networks earned

reports that American ground troops were taking

part in the invasion, some in South Vietnamese

"^Washington, Pentagon spokesmen continued

to deny that any American ground combat troops

are involved. White House press secretary Roland

L Ziegler said that "our policy is and will continue

io be that there will be no U.S. combat troops or

"5wEiT tata** were asked about news

reports that American soldiers had been seen in

£ despite US. claims that no Americans
>

would

participate in the South Vietnamese ground

^e sources said the reconnaissance teams had

been aerating in Laos for years and they were

continuing their work.
,MitflBS anv

The U S Command declined to discuss any

operations on intelligence gathering, buta

spokesman said again: "There are no ILS. ground

combat troops in Laos. There w.U be no U.S.

ground combat troops inside Laos^
choppers downed since South Vietnamese troops

The U S. Command said American«W»
droJTmto Laos five days ago.

are flown into Laos to recover downed helicopters

but ETara protected by South Vietnamese troops

Son the ground only long enough to rf*d£

shne to the downed aircraft to lift it out ine

spokesman added that all efforts would be made to

ScS American crewmen shot down over Uj.
The United States has promised the South

Vietnamese fniMlS_ air support m the Laotian
' • vMU 11 1""""

drive, including fighter bombers and helicopters

for gunships, medical evacuation and troop htts_

ABC newsman Howard Tuckner reported he had

seen what appeared to be an American bathing

with two South Vietnamese soldiers 25 miles inside

Laos. South Vietnamese riding with Tuckner said

the man was a "Gl adviser."

"When we tried to jump off the vehicle to speak

to him he ran off into the bush," Tuckner

reported

He said that soon an American helicopter came

in to pick up some American bodies. He said the

pilot/who was on the ground for 30 minutes told

him he was waiting to pick up the bodies of four

helicopter crewmen who were shot down.

The South Vietnamese unexpectedly brought a

fifth American body, wearing the uniform of the

South Vietnamese airborne troops, Tuckner

rC

CBS Radio news reported that U.S. helicopters

flving South Vietnamese troops into Laos

sometimes carry American Special Forces of-

ficers some in South Vietnamese uniforms.

US headquarters in Saigon, reported also

Friday the loss of eight more American helicop-

ters to deadly antiaircraft fire in the Laotian

campaign, bringing to 12 the number of allied

Busted Students Face

Additional Charges
ByANNESTADNICKI

News Editor

Additional charges have been brought against four persons J™***
last week" drug raids on campus, it was announced yesterday by Sargent

Phillip Cavanaugh of the campus policy
passion of a

M^ffiSLSKS ^mful drug t£ Methglend.0-^«5S o? hashish, h
g
e %^^iJl!X"

drove into Laos five days ago.

Ten of the helicopters were American, with 10

U S soldiers killed, two missing and six wounded.

Two South Vietnamese helicopters were shot down

and the 15 persons aboard, including four

newsmen, were reported missing and presumed

dead.

The arrests were not made until

today because charges could not be

filed until the confiscated con-

traband was analyzed by Western

Massachusetts Public Health

authorities, according to

Cavanaugh.
Police officers can not be sure ot

the content of evidence in most

cases, he said. He explained that

this accounted for the wait for

certified copies from the Food and

Drug Administration.

Arraigned in Northampton

District court yesterday were:

David Gragowski, a UMass

student, on two counts of

possession of a narcotic drug

(hashish and LSD); Charles E

Yates, a former student, on two

counts of possession of a narcotic

drug (morphine and LSD) and one

MDA) and intent to sell (MDA);

and William S. Comstock, for

possession of a narcotic drug

(LSD) and possession with the

intent to sell (LSD) , and possession

of a harmful drug (MDA).
Sargent Cavanaugh expressed a

concern that students feel the bust

was for grass and hash. He said

that it was specified to the Dean of

Students that arrests for "hard"

drugs could not be made until the

evidence was certified.

All ten cases have been con-

tinued to Thursday . February 25th,

unless the defense attorneys

request a continuation, according

to Cavanaugh.
He said Judge Ryan would

preside over the district court

proceedings.

He also reported that with the

exception of two of the accused, all

drug ( morphine and LSD ) and one ««££££- represented
count of possession of a harmful tne ae

£"^ yesterday The
drug ,methamphetam,ne-amn ^Xwere no? represented have
barbital) ; Robert M. Nemeth, Jr

^J™.^*
"

b |ic defender, which
a UMass student, on one count o JjgJ^SS* them by the
possession with intent to sen &

i^hencyclidine. referred to as court, he said.

By JAMES GOLDMAN
Staff Reporter

The election of new officers and

the screening of the documentary.

•The Time Of Man", highlighted

last nights CEQ meeting. Three

incumbents were reelected to the

CEG Chooses New Officers
VJJ—^V-J \J11VVUW __ kaU nawson also retained an and rate

post of president, treasurer, and

outreach coordinator. The vice-

president, resource coordinator,

and project coordinator are ser-

ving as officers for the first time.

Quint Dawson, a senior, was

reelected president. He corn-

campaign to halt

Vermont Yankee

Plant at Vernon,

the expansion of

CEQ's education resources will be

the main focus of his new ad-

ministration

mented that

work on the

Atomic Power
Vermont and

Dawson also retained an

executive post in the New England

Coalition on Nuclear Pollution

This organization is presently

fighting the issuance of an Atomic

Energy Commission permit for the

operation of the Vernon Power

Plant.

Frank Olbris. a former CEQ
coordinator, was elected vice-

president. A newcomer. Mick

Hinman was elected to the post of

treasurer.

Hie Swardon. a graduate student

in environmental design, was

reelected resource coordinator As

resource coordinator his

responsibilities will include

establishing and maintaining

contacts in the community and

advising the steering on available

research materials

Reelected to the post of outreach

coordinator is Stan Mikelk Public

relations, community education.

and retention of speakers, films,

and conferences for future CEQ
meetings will be his major

priorities.

Marty Blustein, a graduate

student in the physics department,

will assume the post of project

coordinator Blustein has been an

active foe of the Vernon Power

Plant. His new position will include

organizing projects and advisiong

the steering committee

The possible appearance of

Senator Edmund Muskie. D
Maine, was revealed after the

regular meeting adjourned An

optimistic member stated that

early Mas ! the target date

Though plans still remain "in

definite". negotiations are

presently underway between the

Senator's ^tatt and CEQ it was

also noted that the Senators

honorarium was beyond CEQ'l

financial capacity

CHARGE

TICKETS

Minut*. from yoo vio now BT.91 E«pr...wo^

A2*
${»*"»*

wl\ elected entourage From left to

inator. Frank Olbris. Vice-

No MDC
I This Monday

FREE W71 STUDENT TRAVEL GUIDE

Jnriitik

I

n**R

mtt
H.HOPt

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK

for ADVENTURE

r*Sf^>

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 dav tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l

Box 13927. Gainesville. Ha 32601

Material =KlbbutZ
DiscoveryTours
Ca<ab.«a »»» aiotemaM a< .«ter«a»ta«al aa«a«fur. «*

Mad.ftrrox.ax «aa.».or. arcKo.oloa.cal a\at. •'•"'"« •gJZT u.l. S~'..'lo..a f-'a«a.

tam.Ui atui J 1 -.a»t al l-repaaa c«r»»ra aid .-• C«..c. ».>¥
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon-Kosygin Sign

Ban On Ocean Atomics
WASHINGTON iAP> -President

Nixon and Soviet Premier Alexci

N Kosvgin joined Thursday in

voicing hop* that a new treaty to

ban atomic weapons from the

ocean floors will be followed by

progress toward curbing the

nuclear arms race between the two

superpowers.
Nixon spoke at a State Depart-

ment ceremony at which t>2 nations

signed the new seabeds treaty. He

referred to the U.S. Soviet

strategic arms limitation talks-

SAl.T resuming in Vienna March

IS and said:

"We certainly hope that they will

make progress

1 can assure all of those

gathered here." he added, "that

we seek, as does the Soviet Union

and other nations, an agreement

there which will reduce the danger

of nuclear war which hangs over

the world and reduce it by con-

trolling the nuclear arms both as

far as the Soviet Union is con-

cerned and the United States."

In Moscow, Kosvgin told a

M«bed treaty signing ceremony:

•We would welcome an

agreement in the field of limiting

strategic armaments
"

The U.S. Soviet strategic arms

talks have made little progress so

tar since getting under way in

Helsinki in 1969. A major obstacle

is a dispute over whether U.S.

nuclear weapons based in West

Kurope for the allies' defense

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

It's find out time 1 Time for you to find out the role

you might play in the company that has designed

or constructed over 8 billion dollars of fossil fuel,

hydroelectric and nuclear plants.

There's never been a more exciting time to join

Ebasco. Forecasts call for electrical power

systems 3 1
2 times the size of our present

national systems As an engineer at Ebasco

you'll be in the forefront of this activity. Ebasco

engineers always have been.

See your Placement Director soon to arrange a

Q&A session with the Ebasco representative on

the above date. If this is not convenient, write to

College Relations Coordinator. Ebasco Services

Incorporated, Two Rector Street. New York.

New York 10006. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

SERVICES INCORPORATED
A Boise Cascade Company

Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV.

March 5, 6
Quolificotion tournament ro determine

UMott Representative!

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17fh — 7:00 P.M.

Campus Center Bottom Floor

Room 168-170

should be included in a U.S. Soviet

limitation.

Diplomats so lar have found ii

easier to negotiate arms bans

covering areas where weapons

races are not already off and

running. This was true of the first

major international disarmament

pact after World War II, the ten

year old treaty outlawing military

activity in Antarctica, and of

subsequent accords banning

nuclear weapons from outer space

and from Latin America.

The seabed treaty is the product

of two years of U.S. -Soviet

negotiations at the Geneva
disarmament parley. It does not

prohibit nuclear missile firing

submarines, but it does bar the

emplacement of stationary mass

destruction weapons on the ocean

floor and its subsoil, as well as

facilities for such weapons.

The treaty is to take effect when

ratified by 22 nations, and well

over that number signed in parallel

ceremonies Thursday in

Washington, Moscow and London

L

There Will
Be No MDC
Monday
Feb. 15th

dream...

He dreamed that

( aption for this radiophoto received in Warsaw. Poland. Tuesday,

from Hanoi. North Vietnam, says it shows "the Lao I eople s

Liberation army is ready to wipe out the agressors.

Laos:

He could be an instrument of

! s peace

Where there was hatred he

could sow love

Where there was injury, pjrdon

Where there was doubt, faith

Where there was despair, hope

Where there was darkness, light

Where there was sadness, joy.

The Franciscans

still follow his simple,

challenging way.

If you are interested in learning

more about the Franciscan

brothers and priests write to:

Fr. John M. Felice, O.F.M.

TheF^^
T^/TMsTstreS
New York, N.Y. 10001

Heavy Fighting
Yet To Come

SAIGON <AP> -South Vietnamese officers said Thursday the heavy

lighting m southern Laos is yet to come It may come soon.

Field commanders reported they expect major engagements m the

vattwi around Sepone. where sizable contingents of North Vietnamese

regulars are believed deployed.

South Vietnamese troops reached Sepone Wednesday in the deepest

penetration so lar of the westward drive into Laos, now in its fourth day.

Sepone was a major supply depot and transshipment point for the North

Vietnamese on the Mo Chi Mmh trail

It has an abandoned dirt airstrip and South Vietnamese arm>

engineers are try ingto repair it tor helicopters and plains

sutar in the is backed offeoaive, advancing South Vietnamese troop

have met only scattered resistance on the ground But North \ wmameae

antiaircraft fire has taken a serious toll in allied nelicoptei i

The allied commands haw confirmed tour helicopters shut down since

the offensive started Monda) Thej withheld reports on a number ot

others on ground such new. might Jeopardise rescue operations or

comhal action still m progress

Newsmeii.it the operation Iront reported at least six more helicopters

have been dou ned in Laos or dose to the i rentier in the pasl two da) -

South Vietnamese Held officers report the North Vietnamese troops

encountered so tar appear to DC nmstl> green, young soldiers I he) ex

pert to collide soon with seasoned regulars in or near the \alle\s that Ian

out from Sepone

Associated Press correspondent William C Barton, reporting from the

forward base at Khe Sanh, said he observed two trucks carrying South

Vietnamesedeadand wounded returning from Laos on Highways

Barton said Vinerican and South Vietnamese positions along Highwa> 9

and near the Laotian border are being shelled continuously by enenn

gunners
Vs the offensive in Laos went ahead, there was a tresh deplosment <>t

allied troops at the eastern anchor ot the Demilitarized /one to guard

against a North Vietnamese thrist tn counter the Laotian operation

\ U S Marine landing team Of 1,500 men was off the eastcoast in ships

read) to help 3.0S0-5.OM South Vietnamese meet a possible North Viet

namese drive across the tone

K\ had raised the possibilit) ot |ust such an eneim drive in a tpeei n

earlier this week He said We must toresee that the North V letnamesr

might cross the Ben Hai River to attack South Vietnam
"

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For Information concerning these chartered Jet flights

call:

3-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff

and members of their Immediate family —

MOVING? Coll Truck U for local and long distance

moving, inexpensive - fast door-to-door.

Student run.

Coll Bob Corry at 546-7130 for details.

Bianco To Examine Smmtoxto.

Cuban Communism Student Guards ttjectwe
The United States is "asleep" to

the threat of communism, ac-

cording to Dr. Ernesto E. Blanco.

The Distinguished Visitors

Program will bring Dr. Blanco to

campus next Tuesday February

16th. He will speak on "Cuban
Communism*' in the Student Union

Ballroom at 8: IK) P.M.

Born in Havana, Cuba in 1922,

Dr. Blanco was at one time

Director ot Research for the Cuban

Revolutionary tiovernment He
has a strong background in

education, having taught at the

Havana branch of Villanova

University, the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and

Kennselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Moreover, Dr. Blanco has

presented over a dozen

professional papers and con-

urences dealing with engineering

and educational subjects

Dr Blanco has testified on

communism before the United

States Senate Committee on In-

ternal Security and on campus

disorders before a committee of

the Massachusetts General Court

A first hand observer of Com-

munism in Cuba, Dr. Blanco

claims that his background in

education and the fact that he has

lived in both communist and

capitalist societies are responsible

for his strong

beliefs.

It has been apparent to administrators of the university for a long time, and increasingly since Sep ember

that the Security procedures effective in the past simply would no longer work. The problems encountered at

UMass are the same as those encountered in a large city, according to Assoc. Dean of Students. Mike West

anti-communist

Dr. Ernesto Blanco, a

strong anti-communist, will

speak on Cuban Communism
Tuesdax. at S:«M» P.M. in the

S.l . Ballroom.

"Formerly, security consisted of

adults stationed in each dorm,

acting as security guards, who
were paid out of the trust fund.

Since this was essentially supplied

from room rent fees these security

positions here eliminated to help

keep down the cost of room rent for

this past semester. The result was

$22,000 worth of damage in the first

six weeks of school in the form of

personal losses, property damage,

etc Obviously, things couldn't be

allowed to continue in this way for

the rest of the year."

Part of the solution arrived at

was to transfer the Security dept

from the Treasurer's office to the

Office of Student Affairs. This was

accomplished mainly through the

initiative of Vice Chancellor

Bromery, who was recently ap-

pointed Vice Chancellor in charge

of Student Affairs.

Under this new leadership, a new

security program has been

evolved. Measures taken include

the use of the campus police, who
patrol residential areas in car and.

on occasion, on foot; Security

Guards, patroling in and around

dorms on foot; a residence hall

assistant, an adult who sits in the

lobby of a residence hall from

approximately 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.,

and student security guards, who
patrol certain dorms during the

same hours as do the residence hall

assistants.

The student security project was

lunded by approximately $35,000,

$20,000 of which was given to area

coordinators; $8,000 to South West

and $12,000 to the other residential

areas on campus.

In operation for about one

month, the program has proved to

be a successful deterrent to

security problems. For instance,

as cited by Dean West, damages in

the Northeast Area in the month of

January amounted to $37, a fourth

of what they were in December. In

the Central Area, where the

program is just now being adopted,

January damages amounted to

$800 as opposed to Northeast's $37

The solution to the security

problem is running into funding

problems, however. In order to

continue the Student Security

program, the Legislature will have

to appropriate $40,000 to the

university The worth of the

program lias been proved in actual

use; it is now up to the university,

the Legislature, and the powers

that be to decide which is more
desirable stopping the destruction

in the only way found effective or

living with it

Students Organize For McGovern
i in Wednesdav evening. 22 students met in the

Campus Center to discuss groundwork plans for

organizing UMass Students for McGovern. in

cooperation with McGovern For President

headquarters, at 201 Maryland Ave.. N.E.,

Washington. D.C ^ .

The meeting u as organized by Douglass Teschner

a senior majoring in forestry, and Kenneth

Mosakowski. a graduate sludent in education

Teschner worked last year in the campaign of Gerry

Studds who lost to Congressman Hastings Keith < R

12th District Mass > Mosakowski worked in the

campaign nl UMass student F James Gensheimer.

who ran unsuccessfully for the office of State

Representative, 1st Franklin District.

During the two-hour informal meeting, discussion

centered on the problems of procuring office space,

disseminating information about Senator McGovern s

candidacy, and fund-raising Following the meeting.

an attempt to obtain office space for "UMass Students

lor McGovern" in one of the dorms proved fruitless

The group is tentativelv scheduled to meet again

next Wednesdav at 9 P.M. in the Campus Center

Further information may be obtained by calling 66d-

3901.

Make News Happen

Join the MDC
Recruitment Meeting

Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

(Room to be announced)

HEY, BIG SPENDER
(Save a lot of dough with me)

FRIDAY thru MONDAY

ALL $4.98 list records- $3.09. $5.98 list records -$3.99, $6.98 1
ist records- $4.29

Standard 30 Watt Amplifier . J^nSn
1 Pair of Utah AS-2A Bookshelf Spkrs. $ 109.90

1 Garrard SL55B Automatic Turntable $ 59.50

1 each Base and Dust Cover $ H-00

1 Grado FCE Cartridge * 35.00

$305.35

NOW $19900

Pioneer SX 9000 with built in reverb

170 watt R.M.S. Receiver $499.95

PE 2038 Automatic Turntable

with Dust Cover $143.00

2-EPI201 LoudSpeaker $398.00

1 Grado FCE Magnetic Cartridge $ 35.00

$975.95

Pioneer SX440 Receiver $199.95

PE 2038 Turntable with base and cover $143.00

2 - EPI Model 50 Bookshelf Speakers $100.00

Grado FCE Magnetic Cartridge $ 35.00

$477.95

NOW $40900

NOW $899-00

Pioneer SX990 Receiver fSS^S
PE 2038 Automatic Turntable $143.00

2 - EPI Model 100's

(an amazing loudspeaker) $178.00

1 Pickering XV15 - 400E Cartridge $ 49.95

$670.90

NOW $57000

AMHERST AUDIO
197 No. Pleasant St.
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Hollow 'Honor'
Th« Nixon administration lied to the AmericanP^**" -a**
||„. resort iron. \B( news correspondent Howard Tut ker w huh

;1| ,

,* ,
° onfirms the presence of I nited States P-*™***™

, K I- bright the present^-WJ^^S^^^^S
precipice. \nd still. Nixons liars continue to insist that there are no I *
combat hoops or advisers in Laos."

I ast night'* network news broadcasts disclosed that a dead American

t. I mi ., south \ ietnam.se uniform was seen being evacuated from Laos.

Wcording t» the reports. Americans in South Vietnamese uniforms have

lMTII ferried into Laos ever since the Laotion incursion began.

I lus latest deceit on the part of the Nixon administration raises dead

serious m.csi.ons on all levels, including the constitutional effectiveness

, M law s « huh the 1 '.ingress of the I nited States duly passes. The presence

„i ...-omul combat troops in Laos is a clear violation of the t ooper-C hurch

lull passed last Near after the I nited Slates decided to invade C ambodia

IVrliaps ihe most important consequence of the disclosure is that it

shows ho* nncontrollable the L.S. military and their political coun-

ie. na. ts are Nixon feels confident in % iolating the sovereignity of another

„.„,„„ and is absolutelv arrogant about flaunting the intelligence of the

\iiierit-aii people lie must think the American people stupid to direct his

spokesmen to denv what is now public knowledge. _.
The \merican people will prove themselves stupid if Mxon is allowed

to continue his blatantly illegal and patently dishonest conduct of

Xmeric an troops in Southeast Asia.

We call upon the Xmerican public to demand an end to the practices of

the N.xon administration. We urge people to take steps which will once

„„l far all time show to those in government that the will of a people, as

expressed through massive opposition to the U.S. involvement in

Southeast, cannot be flaunted and ignored continually.

\s public distrust of the government escalates and the short fuses to

the powder BCg ol massive opposition of a people to its leadership

smolders closer to the flash point, we publicly plea for the forces of

government to relinquish their arrogance and dishonesty; to withdraw

\n.erican troops from Laos and all of Southeast Asia; and to ultimately

change the direction of I nited States foreign poh*> wn,cn a,,ous Rood

men to uo to their death for the hollow "honor" of a President.

WASHINGTON In order for President Nixons new

economic game plan to work, the United States must

increase its gross national product by 9% to 11,065

billion ahe ital.es are mine). That is to say. this

country must produce that amount ol goods ana

services in 197 1 whether it needs to or not.

Now it isn't enough to just produce that amount ot

goods and services Someone has to buy them.

Unless Mr. John Q Consumer becomes a tag

spender, all Mr. Nixons economic hopes lor tne

countrv will go down the drain

It is "tor this reason that the President has set up I

Commission on Wild Spending to see that ever)

American does lus share to meet the |M« billion

t.NP goal tThe italics are yours if you wish).

The plan is to swear in several hundred thousand

tederal marshals to go around the country and per-

suade people to spend more money than they ve ever

spent before.

This is how it would work:

•Mr. and Mrs Moore, my name is Coleman and I m
trom the UGNP."

ItiNP" . , . .

•Yes. it stands for up the gross national product.

Our IS Army civilian files on you indicate that you

haven't bought a new car this year
."

••Oh. tnat's easy to explain. We have a car already

and it's in good condition.''

Mr Moore, we don't care what condition your car

is in. When you don't buy a car. you're stabbing the

President's economic blueprint in the back

•We are
''

, . .

•Yes. you are Do you consider yourselves loyal

patriotic Americans'

Ol

Ol course

Then why haven't you bought any furniture lately"'

jewelry or luggage or color television sets or

snowmobiles or dishwashers or hot pants'.'"

"Well, you see. Mr Coleman, we're getting on in

years and we try to put away a little money in the

savings bank each week..."

•Suppose everyone squirreled his money away in

savings accounts What kind of a free-spending

country would we have then?"

You re shouting. Mr. Coleman."

"Ol course. I'm shouting. For every dollar you don't

throw away in 1971. there's a Russian laughing in the

Kremlin."
"But we have everything we need."

Don t ever sav that, Mrs Moore Don't ever, ever

say that How many times have seen Love Story'?"

"Once."
"Well, if we're going to make our goal, everyone

will have to see it three times. How many vacations

have you taken this year?"

"One You see. we don't have much..."

No excuses Do you realize because you've only

taken one vacation "the Boeing Aircraft Co. is going

broke?
"Please. Mr Coleman, you're making us feel so

bad What can we do?"
"Go down to the savings bank tomorrow morning,

withdraw everything and spend, spend, spend Eat,

drink and consume or tomorrow the GNP will die."

"All right, if you say so."

"Thank you. Mr and Mrs Moore. President Nixon

will be very relieved."

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

Barry Rubenstein

Barnard's Burden
*"™r mrm." TT 7T j „< .u„ ,i«n« .v.i.L.hl,. tn the student bod'

On February 1, Professor Ellsworth Barnard of the

English Department was appointed as the Univer-

sity's first Ombudsman The action was taken, it

seems to improve student-administration relations

by making another mode of redression available to

members of the campus community w ho feel that they

have been maligned in some manner

On the surface, the concept is laudable. If the

Ombudsman can relieve some of the bureaucratic

inanity that now exists, or even if he serves as a

clearinghouse for information concerning the

procedural methods available for the rehevance of

problems, then in some way he will become a useful

member of the University community.

However if the Ombudsman is to be truly effective

certain questions will have to be answered, questions

concerning his power, his efficiency and indeed his

allegiance The answers to these questions will go a

long way in determining the untimate success of the

( imbudsman.
Professor Barnard, as the first Ombudsman, drives

his power irom the President of the University by

whom he is appointed It is true that recom

mentations tor the appointment are made by a joint

selection committee composed of faculty, grads and

undergraduate students Yet final say still resides in

the oil ice of President Wood Professor Barnard must,

in the initial davs of his term, establish himself as an

independent agent if he is to deserve any credence at

all

If the ombudsman tails in this area, there are op-

tions available to the student body According to the

proposal which created this office, "a student co-

ombudsman may be appointed" if circumstances

warrant This, however, is not necessary unless

Professor Barnard is unable to establish his own in-

dividuality Also, the Ombudsman may be removed

upon a twothirds vote by the Faculty Senate,

Student Senate, and the Graduate Student Senate,

each meeting and voting separately" This is

suggested merely as a last resort

The success of this agency will also be dependent

upon the services put at his disposal In the proposal

these are described as those "necessary, to enable

him to fulfill his function" It is hoped that this is the

case yet with an eye on the situation in other

University departments and agencies, a bit of skep

ticism is duly warranted

The idea here is not to chastise or deride the Om
budsman before he even begins but instead to offer

some lood for thought about the office and its im

mediate responsibilities As was previously men-

tioned, the concept has a great deal to offer and can

serve as an extremely useful part of this University.

The responsibility for the program's success lies

solely on the shoulders of Professor Barnard who

must establish his own power and usefulness just as

the American Presidency was in large manner shaped

l>> the term of George Washington or as any office is

by its first occupant The challenge is his

II the Ombudsman laus in wis <"«, nicii"^«K

/ Confess In The Name Of The...
.J

, .. .u^.^v, *_ rieorouslv defend his ac- your landlord, your informer, you Fo.

I.i the editor.

The following observations have

been prepared through the

collective thought and painstaking

reserach by several attorneys that

have represented University

students in the past Due to the

i
.impulsive desire on the part of

certain defendants to confess,

which has had serious effects in

Pioneer Valley Courts recently,

these attorneys felt that some of

the artistic and esoteric techniques

had been neglected in fashioning

the Complete Confession

Immediately upon arrest:

1. Demand your rights-

particularly the part about

remaining silent You may shout

this demand in the event the officer

tails to hear you (it heightens

tension >

2. While the officer reads your

rights to you, beat him to the

punch. You are. after all, an

educated man or woman.

:j. Some afficiondos hold that

confessing at this point so rattles

the arresting officer that he fails to

get it all down properly and they

prefer alternative methods. If you

choose this particular moment to

confess, purists demand that you

fall to your knees and beat your

breast while declaiming your

sundry sins. (For instance
:

"Of-

ficer its not just the grass you

have' found in my pockets, you

cant imagine the amount of hash

and pills under my pillow in the

third room on the left through the

door at my apartment which is

at...).

Upon being booked:

1 It helps to refresh the officer's

awareness of the Constitution, so

repeat your demand for "your

rights "It is helpful at this time to

waive your phone call and refuse

the aid of a lawyer

2. There are two schools of

thought on how to succeed at this

juncture:

(a) Blurt and Bawl: This

requires some breast

beating, knee bending and,

very definitely, tears. The

purpose is. obviously, to

demonstrate contrite heart,

your faith in the police and

justice as received in jails.

You can enhance your fine

or jail term or both by

blurting out as much in-

formation as you have

about your sinful ways in

the event the police fail to

charge you with a criminal

act recently committed.

Throw in anything you think

might be helpful

(b) Rod and Reel: This is

a more intellectually

satisfying procedure which

helps to pass the time as

well as restore faith in your

human fraility Usually the

sportsman admits to a

fraction of the charges and

then undertakes to

rigorously defend his ac

tions with particular at-

tention to those reasons why

his conduct was reasonable

and should not have sub-

jected him to arrest This is

"reeling ". As one "reels"

he tends to add charges that

he is willing to admit to in

order to demonstrate the

stupidity of the law he is

charged with breaking A
good "reeler" keeps this

going for a very long time,

even right up until he is

arraigned, before he gets

the "rod" or "shaft".

Since neither breast beating or

kneeling is required, older and

more mature people prefer "Rod

and Reel" to "Blurt and Bawl"

After release; and for friends of

defendants:

Somehow the thrill of the chase

and the great desire for self-

flagellation provokes friends of the

accused and even the accused

himself (after the police or court

unwittingly lets him go before

confessing) to telling all in the

safety of the public eye. There are

many preferential mediums for

this such as radio, television,

stage, newspapers, et cetera The

important thing to remember is to

state clearly all defenses planned

for later use so that they may be

recorded in shorthand or by taping

devices. Tell someone you love,

too-your parents, your friends,

your landlord, your informer, you

will be gratified to see them all in

court under subpoena when you

are finally brought to trial.

A popular new wrinkle includes

detailed claims of police inef

ficiency together with hurling

sundry invectives at police of-

ficers Some hold that they drop

the charges In other cases they get

angry and uncooperative In a few

cases, not limited to the South, they

shoot and the need for a trial is

eliminated In any case, the ac-

cused awaiting trial has greatly

enhanced his chances of getting

convicted and "doing time".

For those w ho are arrested in the

future the preceeding thoughts are

shared with sympathetic heart.

Those who choose the anachonistic

technique of doing what their

lawyers tell them to do will listen

quietly to their "rights", call their

lawyer, tell the police officer their

name and thereafter keep
respectfully but firmly SHUT UP.

(If the police don't know-

something, like your adress, you

won't be paid for helping )

RICHARD M. ROWLAND
General Counsel

It's Your Page
In the last day or so, the

Collegian office has been
somewhat deluged with calls

inquiring about the policy of the

new editorial page concerning

Campus Comment. For this

reason, some explanation seems
necessary.

In the next week, the new
editors will be attempting to

formulate some policies to go by

for the year. What these policies

will be will in a large part be

determined by the responses

that they receive to what is in the

Collegian now. The same holds

true for Campus Comment
There is a wide range of things

that can be included on the

Campus Comment page Poetry

and creative writing are among
the items that at one time or

another have appeared in this

section Whether or not they are

included again depends in no

small way upon your reactions

and responses.

Also, the pages are not

necessarily limited to including

just the items that have ap-

peared in the past If you have

an idea for something different

which you think would find a

home on the Campus Comment
page, please let us know.

We have our preferences and

prejudices but the Campus
Comment page is yours. We're

still listening.
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Campus Comment

Why March?
r

°Nice day for a parade, isn't if What, you haven't heard? No, it's not a

national holiday, vou Dildo' Its a protest march. Yah. protest What

or'" Man. don't you keep up with the news" Were going to protest the

smith Vietnamese invasion of Laos Laos L-A-O-S. There s a

very important supply route in Laos, they call it the Ho Chi Minh Irail.

The North Vietnamese use that supply route to bring ammo into Cam-
,'

i, a i aos and South Vietnam. Why" ! Hey. what are you. a reactionary

, something" Well, as 1 was saying, that lackey. Lon No 1. he s that

running dog who calls the shots in Cambodia, it seems that he won t

.errnit the Communists to use the port of S.hanoukville to ship supplies

nt() South Vietnam That was a real bummer thing to do. And then last

soring you remember last spring, don't you" Last spring N.xon invaded

, he North Vietnamese sanctuaries in the Cambodian fishook and he

broke into the North Vietnamese caches and stole all the supplies they

'i stored up Now that the port in Cambodia is sealed up. and all the

I pi es taken out of the fishook. there's only one way left to bring sup-

onSfrom North Vietnam into foreign soil for their troops to use And

', s, rough Laos via the Ho Ch. Minh Trail What's it all about"!

un n hats win we re marching today, harebrain" Were protesting

h ac that those motheriuck.ng South Vietnamese are trying to block

ha, supply route If they do that, do you know what will happen f The

N , Vietnamese and VietCong wont have any ^myn.tmn with wh ch

,, hunch a major offensive in South YietNam and Cambodia, and the

n • can Imperialists will be able to withdraw their troops without

^•U.ng shot aC What"! We re demonstrating to keep the Ho Chi M nh

rr Uoeni that's why. Bov. vou are far out If that trail is closed, the

N , h Snamese and VietCong wont be able to wage their war o

x na 1 liberation Why wage a war" Hey man. what are you. some sort

i^SSvStatttMtSto demonstration wont change anybody s

*"* I v£.!th Vietnam but it's great publicity" Our two committee

Zinnen M. Shaman Shlepind^liss ?enta Shmenta. might even get

their pictures on the front page of the Collegian. ^^^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

What The Senate Did

He Likes The Idea

Bn the time most readers see this letter, they nvi

not onlv be aware of the passage of a senate bill

calling lor the payment of senate officers, which was

nassed bv a vast majority of senators, but they will

ateTbe aware of a referendum to repeal this bill wUch

was started, among others, by senators Waters, HaU,

and Olmstead It is most interesting to see this

crusading trio looking out so deerly for their con-

stituenls
8
when you consider that when

i
they were on

the senate floor they each offered amendments calling

in one way or other for the payment of all senators

Fortunately wiser heads prevailed and only officers

who put in an unusual amount of time. I amounting to 3

individuals) were given any form of compensation^at

all" One must question the motives of these three

Se

But°now lets look at ourselves; the students who

cheer lor the basketball team that stopped
i

B C and

All- American player who will no doubt lead our team

,o .ts second straight NIT tournament. We sure do love

being big time in sports" But we are a big time

I'mvers.tv" Yet although we have a well-payed ad-

ministration, we rebel at the idea of compensating our

student administration on the grounds that it should

be voluntary, even though we pay the president of our

university who is also here because hr, too, volun-

teered. In fact, we are one of the last major univer-

sities in the country to pay lor our student leaders.

Why didn't all of the suddenly irated students com-

plain when the editor of the Collegian, the Manager of

WMl A. or the Room to Move workers tall of whom

volunteered) started receiving pay for no more work

than the senate officers do

It's time to wake up out of our dream worlds and to

realize that certain difficult tasks must be done at a

mamouth institution like ours, and those doing this

work must be compensated. We must stop the tan-

trum-like effort of those individuals circulating the

referendum to prevent compensation of the senate

officers and we must vote not to repeal what is

classified as S137 and we must not allow the three

senators in question to sulk because we refused

compensation for all senators, because no senator

works nearly as hard, or has nearly all the respon-

sibilities as the three officers in question. By the way.

I am not an officer. I do not feel that 1 deserve any

form of compensation, but obviously, I am in an im-

partial position to realize that the three officers in

question do.
Bruce Bernstein. Senator

Snow-Shoveling Comes First

In Sickness-

Or In Health ?

xveral Mt«n rt— H have appeared ,n .ho MX
|

f'«» ^,J
n \

lhinB thai Ihf suhjec-l It now in Iho opon and no longer tmsneo up in

are willing to accept the homosexual; especiallv in these days wnen love

regardless of its form > is at such a premium ^wnpss . ,t is

Man) people are now aware that homosexuality »****»£„ £
merely a preference If there is any sickness. ^?;

n
" ^^

homosexual s attempt to cope with society (a society which restricts his

^^^^&^£™'~ -en able to adjust to

^La^rme^r^exua, is a very ^nah—
g £

mneral society. Ihe resuu. sociriv ju^
___ tlLJlJ itll

homoph.le movement on the basis of a small sick minority

STS rtx'ua'nTOTgfc«-»"£ •£55"""" '

"
mako no. wttk my chick H pubhc lo prove my sexua *"".'>.

„„

^Shansn^
heterosexuals to prove their v irihty ny wearing v

like Jocks
anything as long as it isn't crammed

I am willing to accept just^^ Jomosfxual has suffered a lot in our
down my throat. I am aware that the hom^osex ^
present and past '^J^J^j^^b^bMZmmlTm
&)^a^^^^jSt is what the s,ck

rSfSKy=Sempathy for the sane homosexual
lam^Sa7o^e with persecution

asbeautifulasm.ne ivl donnhink that^ «£ ^
and not getting certain jobs'because i g ^^ % wqM n
something the homosexual has to deal WOT every y

W^^^.^^^ B^^^^^t»» is coming

^s:iz^^sxssxsrJBA&*. « we

are allowed to.

Happy Valentines Day and Peace
NAMEW|THHELDBY REQUEST

To the Editor:

While we were studying Wednesday night the

Student Senate passed a bill to renumerate the

President. Vice-Pres . and Treas of that body for

their .exceptional amount of time (devoted) to the

duties of their elected offices."

Now maybe that doesn't sound too catastrophic to

some of vou. but to some it will mean that the money

WE WORKED FOR last summer, last Christmas and

mtercession will be used to pay $400 collectively to the

Student Senate officers each month. By making

payment retroactive to Nov 1. 1970 the Senate will

have sapped $2100 from OUR money

To put this in perspective, imagine the ice-slides at

the ends of the Campus Center Covering ap-

proximately 1300 square feet, they could be cleared in

about 12 man-hours Assuming payment of $3 per

man-hour, the appropriation is sufficient to pay to

have this ice cleared 58 TIMES this year and 88

TIMES in each subsequent year

Proponents of the bill will suggest that payment to

these officers will give them more time to devote to

their duties' apparently implying that this will help

them to do their jobs better To them, we heartily

contend that they cannot, in good conscience, sub-

scribe to the belief that Richard Nixon is doing any

better job under the impetus of his salary increase.

They will suggest that OTHER schools pay their

officers. A quick review of their 'supporting' (?)

statistics shows that, of 18 schools replying, only :» pay

more than the UMass appropriation, and only 7 pay

more than $500 per year (The UMass appropriation is

$1200 for the Pres . and $1000 for the other two of-

ficers .) And. too. if everybody else jumps off the

Golden Gate Bridge does that make it right for US to

do so" , . .

We think not; and we think that the aforementioned

Senate appropriation is a gross misuse of STUDENT
funds We urge the members of the STUDENT BODY

to petition for a referendum on this question, and to

overturn Wednesday night's Student Senate vote

Daniel J. Slosek '7-'

Marvellen .1. Henderson '7:1

With Tongue In Cheek,No

To the Editor: .

I am most happv to see that the Student Senate has

finally gotten around to what I feel could soon become

their most important function -paying themselves It.

in fact, the paving of Student Senate officers is the

growing trend that the Student Senate tells us it is, we

should consider ourselves lucky that we have a Senate

with the vibrant concern to safeguard the University

from falling behind the times and becoming an-

tiquated I am. however, much disturbed by this talk

of not making the salaries retroactive from last

November as most of the senators took their offices in

good faith and must not be cheated out of what is so

obviously their just desserts Nor do I like the thought

of restricting senators from other paying jobs since

this is almost forcing them to spend a disproportion ite

amount of time on Senate matters Finally. I feel t lat

while the decision is a step in the right direction, it is

perhaps a bit conservative I would suggest a bib to

divide up. at the end of the year, all unappropriated

Senate funds among the supporters of the bill (non

supporters will obviously be disinterested) Only in

this way can we attract to the Senate the high minded,

clear thinking individuals that the Senate so

desperately needs^ MarkR.I-eeper

Co-op Bookstore

T
Theresa way you ean do something about the bookstore- You can join

the Bookstore Suocom,H.tee of the SUldent Senate-£-*-«££
.. ,«„ fl «,i»h the bookstore why and how it can be remedied we are in

vestKng the SSSSTy of making the bookstore a student owned
I

co-

onerah vc'with some new priorities or setting up a student advisory board

S*3te££^ We need interested people<*^^E^
these oriorities through price comparisons with Amherst stores, surveys

L^torther sdSEte find alternatives, etc Here is your chance to

iTelpnotJust complain If you want to volunteer notify me^^^

letters lo the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number fall of which

will be withheld upon request).

The limit is one page and the

deadline is S p.m. tho day prior

to intended publication The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters.



A Magical,

Mystery Tour
A lot of people s«M t ripping in Bowker Auditorium Thursday night. No,

not on acid on music. The Boston Philharmonia, conducted by Leon

Kirchner. was the extremely capable guide of this magical mystery tour,

luring the audience's minds down, around, up, and over, touching on an

infinity of concepts, ideas, and images.

The' program included four selections. The Oxford Symphony by

Havden Suite from the ballet The Minotaur" by Elliot Carter, Concerto

tor*String Orchestra in G D Major by Stravinsky, and Mozart's Concerto

lor Piano and Orchestra No. 25 in C Major. Each of the selections was

capable by merits of its own personality, of establishing a mood or

planting aii idea, and then providing nourishment for its growth. One of

the most effective examples of this was the atmosphere during the sec-

tion of The Minataur" depicting a battle between the Greek Theseus and

the monster Minotaur The entire audience breathed a collective sigh of

ivliet at the end.

Perhaps the most beautiful piece was the Mozart concerto. This in-

cluded piano music, superbly conveyed by young pianist Murray

Perahia One single melodv ran throughout the entire concerto, tossed

around like a ball in a game of catch between the orchestra and the piano

The piano in its simplicity and the power of the strings and wind in-

struments created an amazing contrast

This review is being written from the point of view of a musical peon,

ignorant of the principles of music theory or and the styles of the various

composers But a listener does not have to be any more educated to ap-

preciate llavdn than he does to appreciate Crosby. Stills, and Nash or

Miles Davis" The Boston Philharmonia. with a little help from Mr Kir-

chner. proved that well

China Night Scheduled I

In the middle of Winter Carnival

Weekend. Feb 20. 1971 at 8:00 p.m.

the I Mass Chinese Association

will sponsor China Night in the S C
Ballroom Featured in the

testnities will be the Lion Dance.

the Chinese Nrw Years Dance.

Chinese tolk dancing and singing, a

musical rendition on the violin with

a piano accompaniment and a

short movie will be shown. In

addition, there will be a display of

martial art. includiing Kung Fu

and Chan Shou Refreshments

consisting oi Chinese pastries will

be served during the evening

Since Winter Carnival concerts are

banned, China Night should prove

to be an economical and enjoyable

replacement.

The Chinese Association, con

sisting of about 200 members, is the

largest club of its nature on the

I Mass campus The Association's

purpose in introducing this bit of

Chinese culture to UMass is to

break the cultural barrier that

exists between Americans and

Chinese in the hope that by doing

so new and close friendships can

arise between Chinese and

American students at I'Mass and

between peoples as a whole

Reservations may be made at

the S I Ticket Office There will

!h- a nominal fee of $1 .00 per person

to cover the costs of refreshments.

3 * ^>^
*s>

£

6 lbs. for only $1 .50

1? lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50,

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters, 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(next to The Tower)

1 1 E PLEASANT STREET
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This sketch by Fiber! Weinberg is one of 145 works to be exhibited at the University of Massachusetts

Art (iallerv in Herter Hall from Feb. 1 1 to March 5.

Profile: Howard Hawks

An American Director
By RUSSELL C. MUNDY

Fine Arts Staff

It is alleged that there are but

three admirers of Howard Hawks
in Western Massachusetts, and the

first two successfully remain
anonymous. Long the least un-

derstood and least appreciated

director of Sarris' pantheon.
Hawks and his recently completed
western. "Rio l.obo." at

Springfield's Cinema Three signal

a squaring of accounts is in order

~

a reckoning anew
Time magazine pointed out last

week that Hawks has enjoyed

enormous success in a variety of

genres. Though ordinarily-

remembered for his westerns, he

has been equally adept with the

musical, ••(ientlemen Prefer

Blonds' ii953). the meldrama.
The Big Sleep" U946> and "To
Have and Have Not" (1944), and

the gangster film, "Scarface"

il932' While the long line of his

memorable films is striking, so too

is the absence of innovation. In the

course of forty-five years of

feature film direction. Hawks has

contributed not one single original

idea to film making Moreover, his

ureal successes have followed

similar works by others. "Scar-

lace'" for instance followed

•Public Knemv" ( 1931 > and "Little

taesar" (1930), and "To Have and

Have Not" followed "Casablanca"

1
1942 1. "The Big Sleep" owes a

good deal to "The Maltese Falcon"

(1941).

For many a discussion of Hawks
is over at this point. He is

dismissed as a journeyman only,

unoriginal and imitative. There is

more to be said however. Hawks is

interested exclusively in telling a

story. Form and technique beyond

the straightforward run the risk of

causing distraction. Is it film

heresy to suggest by comparison

that the opulence of von Sternberg

and Welles will be dismissed in the

future as wondrous examples of

mannered groppmg for an easy

and unobtrusive film language? Is

Hawks' unobtrusiveness any less

than a triumph of Joyce's dictum

for the artist to refine himself out

of existence And is not the

transparence that Susan Sontag

calls the "most liberating value in

art today"?
Mis work is out of touch with the

times in more than one way There

are no over-riding symbols in his

work like Peter Fonda s motor-

cycle Even Jean Luc Godard, the

man who believes now that all film

is essentially political, would be

dg^UMMk
winter carni sponsors

winter Olympics and snow sculpture contest

applications due at RSO by V \
5 p m., February 15 v A

hard pressed to find anything but

the broadcast political quality in

Hawks' films. In a period beset

with thematic significance Hawks
goes on merely telling his stories.

All of this is not to say that there

is no continuing fiber that holds his

work together On the contrary,

few directors in Hollywood have

been as free to do the work of their

choice as Hawks. And Sarris does

not include him among a pantheon

of auteurs for nothing. Separate or

collected his films express per

sistently values of an America
slipping past. His characters rise

or fall because of what they

presume to do. There is none of

Antonioni's impotence in Hawks
In a decidedly masculine world his

heroes are judged by their actions

in the face of bitter opposition.

There is no decadent self

consciousness about Hawks' ex-

plicit conviction in the values of his

work None of the decadence of

"There was a Crooked Man" in

which the western genre.

America's unique contribution to

film via an indiginous soul that

includes Fenimore Coop and Bret

The original. untrampled
American soul -its puritanism, its

resourcefulness, its bawdyness,

despite criticism for the right and

from the left, gleams variously in

several recent westerns. ("Two
Mules for Sister Sara". "The Wild

Bunch". "Butch (assidy, rhe

Ballad of (able HagStt**), but

nowhere more consistently or

more lucidly than in the westerns

of Howard Hawks ("Hoi Hi\er".

•Kl Dorado ". "Bio Bravo". "Bio

l.obo").^M
A man called "Horse".

becomes an Indian warrior
in the most electrifying ritual ever seen!

Sunday, Feb. 14 RICHARD HARRIS as

S.U. Ballroom AMAN CALLED HORSE'
7 & 9:30

50c

Weekend: A Valentine's Day Massacre
ByBOBNESTI
Fine Arts Editor

Films
A MAN CALLED HORSE (Sunday,

Student Union, 7 and 9)

Kichard Harris as a British

aristocrat captured by the Sioux

Indians and made to prove his

manhood within their culture. An
accurate and exciting adventure

story.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
(Friday, Amherst College.)

The classic film version of the fairy

tale by the French artist Jean

Cocteau.

THE BLUE ANGEL and
DISHONORED (Thompson 104,

Wednesday. 8)

Two films both starring Marlene

Dietrich and directed by the Eirck

von Sternberg THE BLUE
ANGEL is a classic film which

brought Marlene Dietrich into the

limelight.

CARRY IT ON (Talkie, Nor-

thampton)
A warm and sensitive study of

David and Joan Baez Harris. It

follows in an unassuming, simple

documentary style their last few

months together before David

entered a federal prison on a draft

evasion conviction. Joan sings

thirteen songs, which is reason

enough for seeing the film.

DOCTOR'S WIVES (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

Dyan Cannon (Alice of "BOB AND
CAROL AND. ..fame) and Richard

Crenna (remember Luke in "The

Real McCoy's) team in this

adaptation of Frank J. Slaughter's

novel. This film is directed by

George Schaeffer. the man
responsible, some year's back, for

some excellent Hallmark Hall of

Fame television specials.

I AM A GROUPIE (Academy of

Music, Northampton)

Yes. faster than a speeding bullet,

more powerful than a locomotive.

able to take on small buildings at a

single bound, yes 1 am a Groupie. A

Groupie, strange visitor to beds oi

t anions rock and roll stars who go

there with powers and abilities far

!>e\ond those i>t mortal women

Yet, A Groupie, disguised as

maybe the girl next-door, who is

committed to a never ending battle

lor dope, good times and an

\inerican (or perhaps British »
lay.

THE LEOPARD Tuesday.

February Mi. Thompson 104. 6 and

\ isconti's stunning account of the

revolution in Italy during the last

century Burt Lancaster. Alain

Delon.and Claudia Cardmale head

a large, excellent cast in this

colorful, opulent pageant

LOVE STORY (Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield)

Erich Segal's cinematic and

literary answer to Roth's.

PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT. If

given a choice, I would take little

Alexander's high aims over this

little tale of love - and death

(complete with moral) any day.

What do you want, anyway, a good

movie or good taste? It is the

perfect film for the "nouveau

riche" (and others) for the Ali

McGraw dies gracefully and Ryan

O'Neal wears nice sweaters.

THE MOUSE THAT ROARED
(Friday, Thompson 194, 6:45 and

9:30)

A delightfully funny film. What

happens when a tiny country in

Europe declares war on the

USA—then wins (or at least cap-

tures its most important weapon).

Peter Sellers, in a bit of comic skill

only he could master, plays three

roles; that of the prime minister,

the grand duchess, and the

heriditary field marshall. A clever

hilarious spoof.

THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT
(Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

What happens when a prostitute

sets out to get an education. She

uses her vocation as her tuition, so

to speak, and hooks an aspiring

novelist. Barbra Streisand and

George Segal are the couple who

put the Famous Writer's

Correspondence School to shame.

A funny, vulgar film.

western -comedy, teaming Mae

West (as Flowerbelle) and W.C.

Fields ( as Twillies ) . It is their only

film together and isn't what it

could have been but is nevertheless

an enjoyable film.

THE SILENCERS (Friday,

Mahar, 7 and 9:30)

Dean Martin as Matt Helm, a

comic James Bond-type spy who

works to foil the plans of the

sinister "Big O" organization.

Enough girls and gimmicks for

even a glutton for this sort of film

THERE'sS A GIRL IN MY SOUP
(campus Cinemas, Hadley)

Peter Sellers on the make, Goldie

Hawn on the taken, in this rather

tacky and not-all-that-funny film

version of the mildly successful

Broadway play of some seasons

past.

THERE WAS A CROOKED MAN
(Amherst Cinema, Amherst)

A lively, well-directed, purely

entertaining romp through the Old

West. Kirk Douglas and Henry

Fonda, well-supported by a

colorful bunch of old pros plot an

elaborate break from a escape-

proof prison. Satire becomes

confused, occassionally, but it is

still an enjoyable film experience.

RIO LOBO (Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield)

Howard Hawkes again teams with

John Wayne (as they did with

HATAR1 and RIO BRAVO) for

another fine western. The problem

with Wayne, though, is that the

man and the myth somehow get

confused and the legend becomes

ludicrous.

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE
(Saturday, Merrill Science Center.

Amherst)
Miss Flower Belle Lee has been

run out of town by a group of lady

vigilantes where, on a train midst

an Indian raid, she meets Cutberth

J Twillies, a surveyor of novelties

and notions. They are married.

This is how this improbable

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

SENATE Bi Elections

PAPERS DUE

TODAY

MATT HELM

IN

THE SILENCERS
DEAN MARTIN - STELLA STEVENS

MAHAR AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY, FEB. 12

7 P.M. I 9:30 P.M.

50<

THE STREETS
of Music, Nor-

WILD IN
(Academy
thampton)
What would happen if the children

of America took over. Christopher

Jones and Shelley Winters are

featured in this film brought to you

by the makers of BEACH
BLANKET BINGO and SATAN'S
SADISTS.

TRASH (Campus Cinemas,

Hadley

)

Andy Warhol produced his first

totally-commercial effort in this

film about life in the East Village.

Warhol protegee Paul Morrisey

directed star Joe Dalisenderro as a

young man leading a rather

"frustrating sex-life. Holly

Woodlawn as his wife (in a very

loose sense) gives a fine comic

portrayal and is able to keep you

guessing throughout Truly, not for

the weak or the naive for it is quite

explicit Warhol's answer to "The

SensuousWomen ".

week. On Tuesday and throughout

the rest of the week daily

workshops, master classes and

lecture demonstrations are

planned with the company and its

co-directors Joseph Chaiken and

Roberta Sklar. Next Thursday the

company will perform "Ter-

minal". "Terminal" according to

NY Times critic Mel Gussow, is a

•stunning horror" which "deals

with appearance and reality,

exteriors and interiors of life and

death, all those generalities that

most so-called serious theatre

claims to concern itself with an

seldom does, except super-

ficially." At Bowker Auditorium,

Thursday at 8:30. ($)

Theater
Music

THE HOMECOMING
Harold Pinter's play, originally

produced in 1965 by the Royal

Shakespeare Company in London.

The play concerns a family of men
in a relative seedy home in London.

Into their lives returns the eldest

son and his wife, back from

America where he had been

teaching philosophy. Here the

family relationship is explored,

developed, and defined It has been

hailed, by some, as Pinter's finest

play At Theatre 14, Smith College,

Friday through Sunday evenings at

8. <$>

THE OPEN THEATER
One of off-off Broadway's best

acting ensembles takes up

residence here on campus next

FLIGHT
In concert, Friday night at 8,

Grace Church Parish Hall. ($)

LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
One of the best of the young

singing -poets about today, at John

M. Greene Hall, Smith, Friday

evening at 8. ($>

TEL AVIV STRING QUARTET
The Tel Aviv String Quartet, with

clarinetist Yona Ettlinger, will

give a concert this Wednesday,

February 27, 1972 at Bowker

Auditorium
On the program will be works of

Mozart, Tal. and Johannes Brah

ms. ($)

New Art Works Acquired
Works of art acquired bv the University during 1%9 and 2970 will be 00

displav for three weeks fx>ginning Thursday. February 11. Irom .. to -

P M at the University Art Gallery in Herter Hall.

The 14") works by 111 artists will include contemporary drawings,

prints, paintings, sculptures, and pottery-w.th an emphasis on draw nigs

On exhibit from 10am to 5 pm Monday through Friday until March •>

will be pencil sketches, pen and ink drawings, oils, acrylics, lithographs.

and sinographs and sculptures in brotlM and aluminum

Uter the exhibit, the works will be integrated with others m the ait

acquisitions collection.

Is the U.S. asleep

to the threat of

Communism?
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ERNESTO BLANCO

THINKS SO
want to know why?

Come hear his speech on

"Cuban Communism"

Tuesday, Feb. 16 8 p. m.

Student Union Ballroom
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No tices Gymnasts Host Chiefs Tonight
w ... __ -.i „„-„n«i i\., a. tn Iwqw urwtatnr interest

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving from Whitmore 12 4S Saturday,

tor the Belchertown State School

BHAGAVAD GITA COLLOQUIUM
Bring your instruments to complement the

ecstatic chanting of Hare Krishna mantra

followed by lecture and discussion of

Bnagavad Gita This 1 credit seminar will

meet /VAon . Feb 15th at 5:30 p m in Cance

House Lounge (S W )

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

Party Friday night at Memorial Hall, 9 P m
Bnng records, guitars and yourselves IVCE is

invited to CCCs Leadership Training Course.

(30pm m C C on Friday

CHRISTIANS
There will be a Sunday worship service, Feb

t4th, in C C 162 175 from 6 to 7 P m All

Christians .nvited if interested m helping to

plan the service, meet at the back of the Hatch

Friday at 4 p.m

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
If you like horses come see the movie, "All

American Horse .wed Feb 17th at 7 30 p.m

m C C 172 174 All welcome

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
important meeting will be held on Feb 14th,

Sunday at 8 p m K) Prince House Main

Lounge All interested are welcome

MELVILLE COFFEEHOUSE
Sunday night Feb Uth at • P m All folk

enthusiasts and performers invited and

welcomed

NORTHAMPTON VETERANS HOSPITAL

COMPANION PROGRAM
Are you interested >n people' Be a volunteer

at the Veterans Hospital Moo evenings or

Thurs afternoons Call Bonn.e at 549 1705 for

mfo or nde

SIMS
There will be group meditations

Sunday at 8 p m. mtheC C Room 174

every

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN
Meeting to plan continued action New

people interested welcome Wed , Feb 17th at

v p m Room 805 of the CC For further mfo

call 665 3901

VETERANS FOR PEACE
if you re a vet You can do more to help end

the war m S E Asia by uniting than standing

alone An into Table will be outside of the

Hatch all day today for those who want to help

or ask questions

LOST
A 1970 Weymouth High School ring was lost

in Boyden Gym Feb 9th If found, please call

68702

Blue corduroy bag with black shoes inside

were lost m DC »7onFeb 10th Badly needed

Please call 68508 or leave message at 1704 JQA

Brown keycase with 2 VW keys were lost H

found please call Brad at 54* 5127

FOUND
A friend many thanks for returning the hat •>

mittens

PINNING
Susan R.gglesof Windsor, Conn to William

Brookman, 74, of Pi Lambda Phi

ENGAGEMENTS
jane Woodlock, '73. of Patterson to Arthur

BerzmiS. '71, Of MacKimmie
Carole Babcock, 71, of Puffton Village to

BUI Woodcock. 71, of Hill* South

Maureen Gmty, 73. of Western Conn to

Brian Hawthorne. 72, of Delta Chi

Mary Ann Adams. 72. of Thoreau to Gregory

Hueser. 72. of Wesleyan university

Wendy Wilson. 72. of Mary Lyons to Roland

Beiienoit. '72, of Brert

By MICHAEL CUSACK
Staff Reporter

The UMass varsity gymnasts

will try and move their 4-1 record

up a* notch when they host

Springfield College, tonight at 8:15

in Curry Hicks Cage.

Springfield is currently in second

place in the Eastern League with a

record of 5-1, while UMass is third

with a record of 3-1 in league

competition, 4-1 overall. What was

supposed to have been a rebuilding

year for the Chiefs is turning out to

be a highly successful one. Their

only loss came at the hands of Penn

State, a team that soundly defeated

the Redmen recently.

Last year, the Chiefs, under

coach Frank Wolcott, had an

undefeated season with a 7-0 slate.

They won the New Englands,

became Eastern Team Champs,

and finished third in the NCAA
College Division Nationals. The

loss of all-Americans Mike
Provencher, Dave Ellis, and Chuck

Sheibler, who was National rings

champ last year, has naturally

hurt the Chiefs, but they still

present a formidable challenge.

Springfield is led by all-around

Jeff Wiles, who is outstanding on

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALES im. SBB 555 a£I*V

•Dd Jackets. fU u HO All ataar

ctu Eaa-awo. **»-»<

Sony 060 Tap* Recorder with own
ninp and apka. Call 646-77M wi-
time. MMf

Stereo and Nikon FTN Garrard
Turntable, 50 watt amp. 10 In •peak-

era, dust caver, new cartridge and
needle. »1?0. Camera with 60 mm
fl 4 and 39 mm f .' 8 lena (300, both

rxerllrnt condition. Call M6-7141
Marty gg

"«*rrii-u Tlilru" Posters, t! each
III Associate*. 420 Market Street,

»an Franriaco Mill. Aak for whole-

sale ratea. «*'-'-"

Vivitur F 3.8 8.V?n.1 mm loom
lenn with Nikon Adapter and caae.

Vl.tntnMe to other cameras $110 00

.vw-n.-o tn-12

NVn portable TV. RpSl model. $M
— a loo: 8 track stereo tape derk.

Ki-ali-tii' model, excellent condition.

«*) fall; Bill .MfMW.M tr^-17

op.ililinc Kp«iX> "skis. MO cm. These
-sis arc brand new. have not even

Kill liimlinrs mounted. Original cost

IM Will sell for best offer Call

"WT.m M|
Mans fur coat for sole. Medium

» >.-. Monounto fil»er. almost new,
>m .•.• I'.'H ask for Tctcr ?-l

'

'

< iiiii|ilete set of t.rr;«t Hunks of

Hi,. Western World, hook i :ise in-

iinled Viry renionalile Phone llol-

,U. . ; i.:.' nfter_five. tf.'-lH

Waaaaa'a ataf I. Aapra *ki Parka,
lurk LriuMi with hell and homl. F»-
. ellent condition s.'O or best offer

< ill 310-1177 M '

Roommate or roommatea wanted.

Puffton Vlllaae. Have own raam
tall jfjMJIt, tre-M

Want solvent grail student to

share lurce house In Florence
• Northampton) with three other peo-

ple Own room, quiet . in rountrv

.

Willi doc SM-!r3ft3 after G t-Vi

HELP WANTED
•> BBS Profs with 3 >r old son

need Bitter/housekeeper 6 afta/wk.

No heavy hawk. Must have own
transportation Student wife per-

haps? Call 763-5874. tf£-12

""Wanted Immed. — live-In female

student for child care, sewing, etc .

I» hra/wrek Will provide apt-like

n. mm In return — no board — in

attractive area. I ml from campus
Mehta 5W-111?: 3I.V0JHW tVi 17

SPECIAL EVENTS'

The Shoe-In la corulna to 1 Cook
Place In the Alley.

tf2-12

TRAVEL
8TCDENT8 INTERNATIONAl. of-

fera chartered Jet fllrhts ta NAS-
HAC In aprtnfr and ECROPE In pom-
mer For detail* call: Steve 549-1357

•r Brian MB-3963.
1-29 t-J-4-5 9 11 12

SERVICES

WANTED
Will IS who found niv sunclassrs

in The Hatch please mail them to

me CO D. to l.cverett. Bill Chase
'.Ml

inn kl'V placers If joii have
,.|iii|>. and wniild like to plar. call

Joe fifi.V:».'83. or Neal HoVMM.
2-1 '.'

Two pleasure loving rottnes have
wine and sonr — want seductive,

adventurous women. :il!)-6378 M '

BOOKS
We huv used books and records

— Whitelixht Books (in the Alley)

N o tents! tfVl.'i

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Must sell 'CZ Oldomoidle before

March Cant afford to pay ln«or-

ance. Good condition, 4 new tires,

.mall dent In »lde. Sell for 1125 or

best offer. Call 549-3916 after 8

I ,„. tf2-12

Must sac l!i70 MOB conv.. ex-

rc lb nt cond., any reas. offer ac-

cepted. Call 1-268-3365 after 5 p m.
tf2-li

Hate the color of your room?
F.xperlenced painter, all materials

supplied. Professional quality with-

out the cost. Free estimate, fall

616-7776 *•*>

Film developing 10 per cent off of

list price. Discount on film, too

tall Qeorge 6-6078 tf2-18

Astrological Chart done with pro-

fessional accuracy, sun, natal, com-
parative Call Pam 646-5271 eve af-

ter 7 for appt. Prices arr. tf?-17

"~TYPTNO — Thesis, Manuscripts
Dissertations, Masters, In fact all

tvplnr requirements can be handled

through BANDY** BECBETAMA1.
SERVICE, dial 581-8006.

tf-mwf 5-11

FOR RENT
3 room apt. to sublet at Rolling

Green In Amherst, available M<iri li

17. C a 1 1 2.VV367I. «J 2lL'
~ ENTERTAINMENT
Comeih spectacular: The Mouse

That Houred starrins Peter Seller^,

plus Vv. 0. In hi*, lauril and

Hardy FUckO. Thonqison 101. Irid.n.

IVIirunry 1.*, 6:13 and 9:30 50c

I960 Chevy Blscavne, new enaine,

« ir.-ll. nt cotidition. Call 665-39'*6

__^____^_ tf2-16

1963 Pontiac Conv. $225, automn-
iiii.fi. 1953 Ford Vlctorin. automa-
tic, power steerinc $100, after 6 p.m
call 253-2980 tft-M

1'fJO Maverick, perfect condition,

less than 3,000 miles Must sell for

l.irtcr car $1fi00 or best offer.

Call 645-2116 after 7 p m tf2-!9

fil VW him rebuilt '61 enirine, new
< lutch. master cylinder, brakes, re-

cent tune-up. Have all receipts Body-

in decent condition, reliable trans-

portation $195 tall 6-0-.91 tfMti

PERSONAL
Captain Fatima and Crew are

so crime all friendly relntions with

(nptaln Teddy Boy and Crew, as of

now. A state of war shall f«J
1**

lieware. HI

LOST
One calico colored kitten in John

Adams, Tuesday. Please call Alan
at 516-8864 or come to 1812 John
Adams Immediately. Thnnks. 2-12

REWARD for return of black kit-

ten with blue eye», taken from
main home barn. Call 253-3 -•»)')

tf2-16

ROOMMATES WANTED RIDERS WANTED
Mole /Female roommates wanted,,

•• bedrooms available in lorse ranch.

9 miles from campus. Sl.l month

plus utilities. Call Media Center,

645-1599, ask for Wolfmonn before

5 D m. illl:
"lti.nmn.8tr wanted, own riiimim

2 hdrm apt , Sunderland. *f**)
approt $85 a month

floor exercise, sidehorse, parallel

bars, and high bar. Us two other

all-around men. Rich Martin and

Sal Scuderi. are both former State

High School Ail-Around Champs,

all of which indicates that the

UMass all-arounds, Norm Vexler,

Tony Vacca, and Rich Seikunas

are going to face some stiff com-

petition.

Springfield captain, Ed Datti,

who is an excellent performer on

floor exercise, long horse and

parallel bars, will be the top

specialist for the Chiefs in these

events. Other outstanding

specialists for Springfield include

Ron Brown and Andy Wahtera on

sidehorse, Jim Harvey on still

rings, and Tony Manzella on high

bar.

For the Redmen, Coach Erik

Kjeldsen will present the strongest

lineup possible in an effort to

topple the Chiefs. The underdog

Redmen hope to be be fully

prepared in time for the Chiefs,

their arch-rivals. UMass has the

potential to win, but whether or not

they will put it all together will be

seen tonight, beginning at 8:15.

Due to heavy spectator interest,

the meet will be held in the Cage

instead of the Boyden Auxiliary

Gvm.
Coach Jerry Calkin's undefeated

junior varsity squad will resume

competition tonight at 5 p.m. in the

Cage, when they host their coun-

terparts from Springfield College.

Co-captained by Phil Aubrey and

Bill Henry, the squad has been

working hard in hopes of extending

a winning streak of fourteen meets,

which spans three seasons.

At the present time, Len Aubrey,

Jim Battista, and Chuck Schwartz

are slated to represent UMass in

the all-around event.

Outstanding gymnasts for the

Little Redmen include Henry on

floor exercise, Hassig on

sidehorse, and Aubrey on rings and

parallel bars.

Following Friday nights action,

the Little Redmen will host Army

in a meet on Mon., Feb. 15 at 2:00

p m This meet, to be held in the

Boyden Auxiliary Gym, will

feature freshmen only, providing

spectators with an insight as to

what future stars UMass will

produce.

Jeff Wiles, who is outstanding on »-- —• - - -

Coeds Perform Well Over Past Weekend
. .. .«_• j : i si -* rkAtc (mm tho fln/vr anH fnill shots

By SHARON MILES
Staff Reporter

The UMass Women's varsity

basketball team lost a see-saw

contest to Northeastern Saturday

Feb 6, 44-42.

Northeastern led 15-14 at the end

of the first period, but UMass
battled back to take a one point

lead into halftime. 23-22

In the third period Northeastern

opened up an eight point lead, a

deficit UMass couldn't quite

overcome. The fourth period was

largely a defensive battle - UMass
held NU to two points, but it was all

for naught, as the team scored only

six points in that stretch. The last

minute, shades of Providence

College, found UMass taking 9

Wed., Feb. 17 "TORA - TORA - TORA"!S

shots from the floor and 2 foul shots

- and missing all of them
High scorer for UMass was Dolly

Lambdin with 13, followed by

Nancy Lindberg with 12 Pat Bash

and Leslie Barselaar were tops in

rebounds, with nine and eight

respectively.

UMass shot an unimpressive

21% from the floor (16 for 75);

NU's stats were a bit better - 30%

<17 for 55).

The UMass JV's fared the same,

dropping their tilt 49-38 NU JV's

essentially put the game out of

reach in the second period scoring

5 field goals while UMass netted

just four free throws.

Leading scorers for the UMass

JV's were Beth Fay with 12 points

and Joanne McGowan with 11 Fay

and Alice Cool each grabbed seven

rebounds.

The varsity's next game is at the

President s Tournament at

Southern Conn U on Monday Feb.

15.
• • •

Competing with eight other

schools, the UMass Women's Ski

Team earned second place overall

in a conference two run slalom

race at Wildcat Mountain Sunday

Feb 7.

GENOCIDE
What ore ARMENIANS

signaling from QUASAR

CTA 102? (Noon's Ark)

UiUa
fust think.

If it snows this weekend.

von can start building your

prize winning sculpture

tor \\ inter Carni.

TICKETS FOR THE WINTER CARNI MOVIE

"Gone With the Wind'
ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE S.U. TICKET COUNTER

75*
Move on down before they ore sold out

2 hdrm apt
apprnt . $JM ii

To and from Sonthhridftr, Mas*
dally. I-eavr at 1 a.m. Return al

5:30 p m. Call 765-9:117. Ml

ROOM WANTED
Room or apT — malr— n«..r

ramiMit. * or 3 other* In apt. OK.
V»ii-*33t Boh. "•'-

MUD
All Seniors to Sign Up for Index Portraits

MAKE APPOINTMENTS NOW AT THE INDEX OFFICE,

SECOND FLOOR, STUDENT UNION
If you don't have your Index yet- pick it up now.

QuintaneularMatMeet At UMass^ JP »_-,—«-u anA rw» n..*rri while Total points will also be kept anc
ByBOBGANLEY
Staff Reporter

Coming of an impressive and

very much needed victory over

UConn, the UMass wrestlers hope

to continue their winning ways

when they host an invasion from

the south tomorrow at Boyden at

11:00. The Redmen will be in the

quintangular meet along with

Monmouth, Trenton St., Western

Maryland and Wesleyan.

This meet, which will pit team

against team in a round robin type-

affair, could go a long way in

improving UMass' New England

ratings. The win over UConn came
as a surprise to none and in view of

the fact that Harvard knocked off

Springfield on Wednesday, the

Redmen could rise in the rankings

with a sweep over the weekend.

Early in December, when it

looked as though the Redmen
would be a serious contender for

number one honors, they defeated

Harvard, but a tie and two straight

losses last week hurt UMass'

chances.
The Redmen now stand at 6-3-1

with wins over Tufts, Rhode

Island, Harvard, NYU, Gettysburg

and UConn. The losses have come

at the hands of West Chester State,

Springfield and Coast Guard, while

the standoff was a 17-17 affair with

Yale.

Each team will wrestle four dual

meets during the course of the day,

and it will give UMass fans an

opportunity to see the entire team

in action. In addition to the starting

lineup, all of the Redmen wrestlers

will be on hand in case any of the

opposing wrestlers get injured.

Due to the fact that there will be

about 100 matches during the meet,

it is necessary that the home team

supply alternates in case of illness

or injury, and substitutions also

can be made between meets, so

this will give coach Homer Barr an

opportunity to see all of his

grapplers in action.

The 11:00 a.m. starting time is

also a necessity. Using two mats at

the same time, each team will

wrestle two matches and this will

probably end around 2:30. Then

the teams will break for a rest and

some food, and will return at 6:00

p.m for the final two matches.

The Redmen will have a bye in the

opening round and will probably

take the mats at about noon.

The meet will be scored as four

dual matches for the Redmen, as

well as four for the other teams.

Total points will also be kept and

an overall champion will be

determined.

Little is known about some of the

teams the Redmen will be op-

posing, and the Redmen have met

only one of them in the past, that

being Monmouth in a meet last

year which the Redmen won, 31-8.

Wesleyan is an average New
England team, but the other two

could be tough. Western Maryland

won the Mason-Dixon conference

last year and Trenton State is

undefeated this season.

Coach Barr feels the Redmen are

up for tomorrow's encounters after

suffering through a slump for the

past two weeks. He will start

Duncan Innes at 118, Dave
Reynolds at 126, Sheldon Goldberg

at 134, Clay Jester at 142, Peter

Rock at 150, Jim Godkin at 158,

Kent Mignocci at 167, Ed Carlsson

at 177, George Zguris at 190 and

Carl Dambman at heavyweight.

Also expected to see action are

Dave Amato, Barry Godowsky,

Phil Davis, Mike Brauner, Steve

DelMaestro, Chris Hodson, and

Tom Young Regulars Brian

Urquhart and Nick DiDomenico

are still nursing injuries and will

be unable to see any action

UMass,UConn Frosh

In Return Match
By STEVE FERBER

Staff Reporter

At home for the fourth time in

nine days, the Little Redmen go up

against the UConn freshmen in the

return match of a home and home
series. The 6 p.m. tip-off tomorrow

night will prelude a UMass-UConn

varsity game, as the home club

looks to extend its latest winning

streak to six.

Cal Chapman, a 6'5 forward, was

UConn's spark in the first meeting

of these two teams, and his jum-

pers from the corner will most

likely bother the Little Redmen
again. Although Chapman's game
high 24 points made him the

dominating Huskie in that game,

the backcourt team of Ed Harrison

and Pat Mullin, both 6'2, will also

be of primary concern tor the home
frosh.

The first encounter of these two

squads brings back memories of

the slow slow start of the Little

Redmen. They were down 8-0

before they recovered to chalk up

their fourth victory of the season

by a margin of 78-65.

With a perfect 9-0 slate at home
( 12-1 overall I , the UMass frosh will

go at it again with Rich Pitino, Al

Skinner, Peter Trow, John Olson,

and Art Levine. Coming off of their

finest performance of the season,

against the B.C. freshmen, the

Little Redmen will be in for

another firm test tomorrow. If the

past few games are an indication,

the Little Redmen will meet this

challenge most handily.

On Monday night the UMass
hockey team travels to Vermont

tor a game with the Division II

leading Catamounts. For all the

action tune in to WMUA 91.1 KM.

Air time is 7:15.

A WARNING
Trash" is> an X-rated film.

No one under the a«e of 17

will be admitted.

'Trasih" in. in my opinion, not an

erotic or "sex film."

I believe Trash" is a very

Kood, sometimes great, movie.

I know that it is not a film for

everyone, that some people will

be offended by its strong

language and/or strong images.

1 wish to cause *9 mm
discomfort and want only to

inform the movie-goer.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM <

Crossword Puzzle

A dog bom under Cancer may literally be

a"< how hound This dog lives to eat He is

easily trained, is loyal and affectionate

usually very good with children But the

canine born under Cancer must be given

plenty of exercise and never as much food

as seems to be desired The dog is sensitive,

hates to be left alone, suffers when parted

from master or mistress His appetite is his

weak point .f you spoil th.s animal by

overfeeding you will be ruining an excellent

dog Chech with your vetermatian

ARIES (Anarch 21 April 19) include

family member n making future plans

Accent is on travel, vacation, basic

preparations Moderation is key Don t

make promises you can't keep

TAURUS (April 20 May 70) In

volvements now are not halfway Be

prepared to handle surging emotions

Control impulses You will have to face

yourself m morning Response to affection

is high on agenda
GEMINI (May 31 June 70) Obtam hint

from Taurus Message Some wno art en

viousdo more than talk Show tnat you are

not without alhes Means delend your

nghts Get expert legal counsel, if

necessary
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Journey

could be disrupted Check safety devices

Exercise caution around machinery Avoid

excess speed F.msn rather than begin

LEO (July 23 August 22) You break

through restrictions Key is to express

yourself One who may appear distant .s

actually much interested Reaiue this and

proceed accordingly Put feelings on the

record
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Hunches are

accurate Pay heed to mner voice Older

individual expresses money concern

Message will bewithout overpaying
creasmgly clear

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 221 You could be

.mpatient with one who tells halt truths

,. of humor would be great ally Don't

take others or yourself too seriously

Refuse to sell yourself cheap
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Check

tendency to say and spend more than is

wise Conservative course now is difficult.

but may be necessary Dealings with

children are empahsized Don't mix

business and pleasure

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 211 You

find much m common now with Scorpio

,ndiv,dual Avoid lumping to conclusions

Accent on tuitiUmg ambitions and

obligations Meaningful change .s due

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan U) You may

have to see unusual source for needed n

formation You may be m midst o« family

controversy Key >s to remam neutral This

.s not easy, but probably is necessary

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Fr.end

ships are activated You tmd out where you

are going and why Pert.nent .nformat.on

,s disclosed Make most of t F.nanoai

d.lemma can be resolved Stop brooding

about it

PISCES (Feb i» March 20) Lie low do

plenty of i.sten.ng observing One
associated with legal procedures may play

prominent role Accept added respon

s.biiity Don t attempt to sidestep bas.c

fu'ev _. u
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

should be a convincing speaker, a Ine

conversationist Finish what you begm

Overcome tendency to have too many irons

,ntire Recent setbacks taught you valuable

lessons Road ahead points to happiness

Accept changes it single, marriage ft on

horizon
Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

Not hollow

Man's name
Mock
Kind of

limestone

14 Teutonic

deity

Greek letter

Retain

Recent
Canonized
person
Hawaiian
wreath
Break
suddenly
Periods of

time
British

decoration

(abbr.)

28 Weird
30 Sculptured

likenesses

Roman
tyrant

Epic poetry

Dissension

Dinner
course (pi )

Preposition

Icelandic

writings

44 Separate

45 Southwestern
Indian

Eel

fisherman

Falsehood

SO Articles of

furniture

52 Carouse

Parent (colloq

Three base hit

57 Glossy paint

59 Sedate

60 Swift

DOWN
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17
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22

23
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27

32

34
35
38

41
42

47

49

54

55

Cover
Roman date
Procrastination

Issue forth

Note of scale

Irritate

Son of Adam
10 Part of

lacket

Thick
Heroic

events
Cravats
Gives advance

notice

Snares
Fragment
Bend
Wear away

. Commonplace
33 Commanded
35 Unsureness
36 Buries

Small
valley

3
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26
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39 Prepared tor

firing

40 Take
unlawfully

43 Cut

46 Prepare for

print

48 Rocktish

51 Resort
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track
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Ho Host Hot Huskies
BvKARLEBARROLL

Sports Editor

Riding the crest of three con-

vincing wins in a row. the Huskies

of UConn will be gunning for the

upset when thev come to do battle

with the UMass hoopmen

tomorrow night at Curry Ricks

Cage with tap-off set for 7:30.

After a rather slow start in-

eluding a humiliating defeat at the

hands of Maine at Orono. UConn

has come back to avenge that loss

at Storrs, defeat Florida Southern

and trounce Colgate a couple of

nights ago.

This will be the second meeting

ot the sear between the two clubs,

the first being the hard earned

Redman triumph at CConn. 74-M.

m the middle of December

Regardless of the records the

Huskies and the Redmen have

always had tough games over the

years

UConn comes into this encounter

with a league record of W and an

overall record of M. The Huskies

reh mostly on the offensive punch

the\ ge from three sharp shooters

ia the names ot Bob Staak. Bob

Bovd and Al Vaughn.

UMass l »ns will remember

v.ak and Boyd from the first

-
1 im this veer as the two ot them

cured "••"» «>• UConn's€l points and

tune and time again hit on long

bombers to keep the Huskies in the

fraj *| n it appeared the Redmen

wen ii command of the game

Staak standi « and has been

averaging in the neighborhood of

22 points this season. Boyd, at 5'tl

had been in a mid-season slump

but has come out of it over the past

few games
Vaughn is the sleeper of the trio.

He's a sophomore and saw only

limited action in the first game

without scoring Since that time he

has developed into a strong outside

threat from his guard position. He

stands ti'2 and has scored 34 points

against Maine, and 19 against both

ttnUtgto"
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Kautield and Boston College.

These three will pose a problem

on ot tense due to the tact that they

shoot constantly from the out

side Thirty toot attempts are right

down their ally and if they're

hitting as was the case at storrs

UMass could have its hands full.

The other two starters for UConn

are 6*5 Ron Hrubala and 6'7 Bob

Resurgent Trackmen

At Northeastern

Parsons. Hrubala is the squads

tough man under the boards and

leads the team in rebounds as he

did last season. In the first contest

he scored onlv five points and was

kept in check by the UMass
front court.

Parsons, like Vaughn did not see

much action at Storrs. But he too,

developed rapidly and has been a

welcomed addition to the Huskie

front court.

On the bench UConn has three

solid reserves in Dick Gillespie,

Phil Hoagland and Doug Melody.

Gillespie is a 68 sophomore

transfer from William and Mary

and was recently activated by the

Huskies
Hoagland and Melody were

starters against the Redmen at

Storrs but have since been

replaced by Vaughn and Parsons.

On defense one can expect

CConn to press, play man-to-man

and zone if they have to. The

Huskies will probably try to get

fouls on the Redmen as so many

teams have tried this year.

They believe they can beat the

Redmen Winning is in their blood

and after their loss to UMass at

Storrs they'll be ready to give their

all when the battle begins.

For the Redmen coach Jack

l.eaman has not decided on his

complete starting line-up for the

game One position is yet to be

decided on and by the end of

tonight's practice this will be

resolved.

Commenting on the game and

the UMass-BC game. Latest stats

show Julius Erving still wav out in

front in scoring and rebounding in

New England with 27.9 points and

20 rebounds per game...Syracuse,

which comes to play the Redmen at

the cage on Monday the 22nd

defeated Army Wednesday night

:>7 -4ti to run its record to 13-

5. ..Don't forget the George

Washington game at Madison

Square Garden on the 27th of this

month Another 300 tickets have

been received at the Boyden ticket

office,

the atmosphere surrounding it

coach Jack Leaman said, "After

the big win over Boston College

everyone thought the season was

over" The nets were cut down and

the fans went wild. We're a little

tired after the win but I'm sure the

guys will be ready for this one

when Saturday comes.''

BASELINE BABBLY-In the

recent UPI New England rankings

UMass was still second behind

Providence College Holy Cross

was third and Boston College was

fourth This poll was taken before

Pucksters Face Tough Stretch
!.:__ *i„~ ,.„.i.„wi in lniversitv of Connecticut. Cc

B> EARLEBARROLL
spmts Editor

With the first win ot the season

under I

,|;
'

l XI -'" S ,r,uk

o Northeastern

tomorrow loi dual meet with the

alu - the first

i p m
Durum n - ten to IS years

I he rivalry een these two

ntenw as .my in

tuts provided for

v riight in-

i should be no

(jilteren ,h - boots have t •

roun ,>e shape since the

eai and both

in the number one

on
itcome would

•: be said

ihiii
•

. ,,! weaknes

or both team- oi:

ci uith the team

i ke> point here or

. oming out on top

i ,,i 'ii .

• •• years Nor

,!„,,, een either the New

England in I ot or outdoor team

champion track The Huskies

haveatwa) een known as a team

with good depth and outstanding

individual f» formers This vers

edition is th< same
In the itfht event- Nor

theastern h the finest group in

\ew England Its big man in this

event is Tom Sirois who won the

K lA championship last year in the

weight throw

The Redmen will have to balance

oil the power ol Northeastern in

the weights with their mile and two

mile runner- lead by Ron Wayne.

Larry Paulson, Tom Jasmin, and

Don Dunsky

lean

dividual I*

fomo

havi

I o pf( (III

nnposs

engt

ng one

that cai

(here prob.

Northeastern has fine middle

distance strength in the IM yard

run and the mile relay To offset

this Huskie power UMass will have

its spun trio ol Ron Harris. Tony

Pendleton and Walt "Mato and its

two hurdlers Jim Graves and Jerry

Iman All five ran very well at

Dartmouth with the sprinters

ping and the hurdlers taking

one I

The final confrontation ot power

offsetting power is in the pole vault

imp Northeastern ha-

the top collegiate pole vaulter in

igland in Jim CarrtaeUa

who has vaulted r> feet plus

ii. Kedmen will have Cal

( arpenterand Ed Shaughnessej in

the high jump to offset the Huskie

points scored in the vault

With most ol the preseeding

happening there has to be a critical

head on battle to break the meet

open and this will probably happen

•„ looo yard run or Ik* tonf

lump
In the 1 ihm» yard run Redman

Dave Evans, fresh off a 2:H

performance at Dartmouth will

have it out with his close rival

Ralph Bowman from Nor

theastern Both runner- are in the

top three or tour at this distance m
New England and should have

tight battle

I he loan lump will feature three

lumpen from each school who

have himped between 2\ and 22

teet

This is how the meet lines up It

should be as close as in the past As

far as motivation is concerned, the

Redmen will be |ust as motivated

as thev were for the Dartmouth

meet (Mass trackmen never have

trouble in getting themselves up

for Northeastern.

By DAN KAMAL
\sst Sports Editor

The UMass hockey team hits the

road to lace three of its toughest

opponents in the span of lour da> -

starting tonight at 8:00 against

Providence College, a Division I

team
The Knars, who sport I season

record ol 111 including an mi

pressivc 114 •» ovtM Vermont.

ire coming oft a win against

Merrimack College at Merrimack

%
Eric SerafieId

last Tuesday

\ predominantly Canadian

learn. Providence is also a \

physical cfctth that depends on its

size to intimidate the opposition

Symbolizing the size of the club is

leading BCOTCr, Rich Pumple. a »i 2.

206 center

On Saturday night, the Redmen

travel to Boston lor an Hiio game

against another Division I club,

Northeastern University The

Huskies pulled a major upset early

in the vear when they beat Division

I powerhouse the I'niversity of

New Hampshire Also included in

their overall record of 5-15 are a

win over Pennsylvania and a 7-1

routing of Merrimack
Probably the biggest game of the

weekend, as far as Division II

playoff hopes go. is a 7:30 p.m.

encounter against the I'niversity of

Vermont at Burlington. Vermont.

atter compiling a mediocre record

ol M in its first It games, has

improved its slate to 12 -5.

The high point of the season so

tar tor the Catamounts was I

major upset victor) over hevil)

favored Harvard University at

Watson Rmk in Cambridge last

.lanuarv • In that game. Ail-

American goalie l tave Reece came

up with w saves for UVM That

performance earned Reece an

award from Sports Illustrated

Magazine .

However , Reece is not the only

bright spot on this powerful Ver

rnonf squad Senior center George

Mmarskv is currently leading the

team m scoring with 28 points on 1

1

goals and 17 assists Mmarskv is

the second leading scorer in

Catamount history and needs only

nine points to become Vermont s

all time high scorer

Also pacing UVM'l attack are

sophomore forwards Pat Wright

and Fred Hunt who are right up

with Mmarskv in the race for team

scoring lead

Vermont is 10 1 in Division II and

has only one loss in the division in

the past two years That loss, of

course, was trie .VI over time loss

to the Redmen at ( >rr Rink early in

the season.

Despite the fact that his team is

coming off an 11-1 victory over the

University of Connecticut. Coach

Jack Canniff feels that the icemen

have not broken out of their recent

scoring slump He noted that the

Redmen got off an incredible of 72

shots on CConn goalie John San-

tucci and felt that the Redmen

should have lit the lamp more than

11 times

Paul Riley

ICE CHIPS Pat Keenan scored

two more goals Wednesday as he

took the lead among Division II

scorers Also figuring in the

l Mass bombardment were

defenseman Brian Sullivan who

has done a great job all year and

added two goals against CConn.

Eric Serafield and Charlie

Donovan who also had double

tallies, and Dan Reidy. Jack Ed-

wards and Paul Riley with

singleton scores ....UMass' high

scoring line of Keenan centering

Reidv and Edwards has totalled 7:?

points so far this season Keenan

leads with 18 -14-:*2. Edwards has 8-

13-21, and Reidy has 7-13-20.

I powerhouse the University oi coming mi *n *- *m~-g - - _^ -

Girl Gymnasts Compete Today

Basketball Tickets
SPRINCFIELDI MASS

TICKETS Tickets for Tuesday-

night's basketball game between

the UMass Redmen and

Springfield College at Springfield

are now on sale in the Boyden

ticket office at $2 per ticket These

tickets will be on sale until

Tuesday.
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

TICKETS-An additional 5(H) tickets

for the UMass-George Washington

basketball game on Saturday.

February 27. at Madison Square

(iarden. have been received at the

ticket office in Boyden Building

This is the second such lot of

tickets received for the game and if

these are sold hopefully within the

next week another lot will be forth

coming from New York and this

will continue until the last days

before the game

The I Mass girls gymnastics

teams are lacing a busy weekend.

The Varsity will compete against

the Newton Marblehead Elite

team this afternoon and the JV

girls will take on Braintree High

School on Monday
The Varsity, undefeated so far,

will face a stiff challenge and the

outcome is by no means certain

Most interesting battle for Ail-

Around honors should develop

between Lisa Cain from Newton

and Margie Combs from UMass

Both girls have competed before,

but under different circumstances.

Miss Combs. Colorado state

champion before coming to

I Mass, was narrowly defeated by

Miss Cain, then Utah state

champion, for the Regional

representative to the Junior

Olympic Championships last year

Later on. Miss Cain was injured

and Miss Combs did get her chance

to represent the region after all

Now, a vear later and both on the

East Coast, the girls will meet once

again.

The meet will be held at 3:00

pm in the Boyden Auxiliary

Gymnasium.
The JV team, with a 1-1 record so

far. will play host to the Braintree

High School gymnastics team on

Monday at 7:00 pm. in the Boyden

Ausiliary Gymnasium
Next Saturday, the UMass

Varsity will meet Salem State and

West Chester in a three way meet

at Salem State _.

This is a very big weekend for

UMass sports. Two of the most

important events will be the dual

gymnastics meet between

UMass and Springfield tonight

at the Cage and the Quin

tangular wrestling meet here on

Saturday. For the details see

pages K) and 11.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

flUjr flafltfarlpstrttfl
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Weather:
Cloudy, highs in the 30's.

Fair tomorrow. Highs

again in the :M)'s.
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'There is no diversity allowed in the hconomtcs uept.

'

ere is no diversity auoueu •« >»* — - j

Rumored Shakeup Puts Profs On Guard
Bv ANNGURNETT

MDC Staff

\lthough It's M accepted

aphorism that lightning never

strikes in the same place twice, it

seems that the Economics Dept

here at I Mass is going to prove

quite an exception to the rule

Since it was made public that

F.conomics Prof Mike Best was

lieing given a terminal contract,

uncertainty within the dept among

the professors has been growing

With ten people up lor reap

pomtment this year, the un-

certainty iH-gan 10 breed rumors ol

impending dismissals

No official action has been taken

vet to dismiss anv ol the remaining

Economics faculty However, as

rumors llv and tension mounts.

certain of the people up lor

reappointment have begun to

assess their own objectives as

economists at the University, the

University'! rob- as an institute ot

education, and the relevance ot the

Economics dept and what it

teaches in relation to the students

According to Economics Prof

Robert Hinckley. 'There is no

diversity allowed in the Economics

Dept here at the University All

that is allowed is the traditional

type of economics, however, the

rnethodology of the old economic

type is simply not adequate to

On The Inside:

Legal Studies To Be Centralized
o See page 5

SMC Speaker Advocates Wi^f^J

Bernadette Devlin Speaks Tomorrow
See page 2

solve the new problems laced b)

students and by the rest ol the

world The people in power m the

dept believe their narrow scope ol

economic knowledge to be the

absolute truth They refuse to meet

other people in the dept .
such as

myself, m ope" dialogue Their

absolute power is descended trom

the administration of the

University, where the concern is

less lor a good undergrad program

than it is lor personal ad

vancement and career success

Hincklev. a professor here for

lour years, is facing a dilemma not

unlike the one encountered by Mike

Best 1 refuse to waste time in

research irrelevant to the

problems laced by students today

The past four years that I have

spent teaching have been a con

Untied search for knowledge

outside of grad school, making It

impossible lor roe to publish
•

According to Hinckley, the lact

that the administration is so career

oriented has strong implications

lor undergrad education

Particular issues, such as the

problems in the Economies dept

are indicative of things basically

wrong m the University our

problem is just the top ol the

iceberg, the whole system is based

upon an incomplete view of what

Knowledge is. which leads to the

academic destruction of a great

number of undergrads and general

Chaos within the I 'diversity Most

students have no meaning lor

education What is needed is a

complete reform anew university,

which recognises as its biggest

obligation the education ot

student- Presently he con

tinned "the Umversitj only trams

students to perform a specific task

However, then problems no

beyond scientific rationale we

need to provide them with wisdom

OH which to form a basis lor then

personal lives ..iter graduation

Hincklev went on to explain that

he reels that the need lor change

lies not within the power structure

hut within the apathy ol the

students, winch is ultimate!) due to

the educational processes to which

they have been submitted We

must break out of this vicious

circle." he added 'Students must

hnd affirmation in life
"

The bead of the Economics Dept

has termed both Hinckley and Pest

as 'mediocre' teachers and

scholars, a claim which can be

proved untrue by looking at the two

mens academic records and by

talking with their students

•Such charges really don't

concern either myself or Prof

Pest." continued Hinckley I

myself have many options open to

me. as does Pest. I am sure

However, that's not what counts

what s important is that -indents

get a real affirmation ot their lives

That's what were fighting for. 1

am confident that what people like

myself and Best are arguing will

be accepted m the long run
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Bernadette Devlin To
Speak Here Wednesday

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Bernadette Devlin, youngest

member of the British Parliament

from Northern Ireland, will speak

at 4 p.m. Wednesday ir. Curry

Hicks Cage on the Irish Resistance

movement

The heroine ol the Catholic

movement in Northern Ireland is

being sponsored by the UMass
Distinguished Visitors Program

Considered the •Joan of Arc of

the Catholic emancipation". Miss

Devlin claims to care nothing for

Catholicism, but for socialism She

believes socialism will rescue

Northern Ireland from its quan-

daries

Miss Devlin is in the tinted

States on a speaking and tund-

uig tour Earlier this week in

Boston she told newsmen violence

• ,er country is the natural

outgrowth of poverty and govern-

ment oppression.

. * *rV&6
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BKRNADETTE DEVLIN
When she was onl> _*1 Miss

Devlin rocketed to tame overnight

with her lighting Maiden Speech

before a packed House of Com
moils

She is the third child in a

Catholic, working-class family of

>i\ children Her lather died when

she was nine, and her mother when

she was 19 She interrupted her

university studies to go into

Parliament
Miss Devlin's career in

Parliament has not been con-

ventional She is outspokenly

contemptuous of parliamentary

democracy, prefers action to

legislation, and. for helping to

organize resistance to police in the

Londonderry riots last August, has

been sentenced to six months in

prison She is at liberty, waiting lor

her appeal against conviction and

sentence to be heard

Given the key to New York City

by Mayor John Lindsay, Miss

Devlin left instruction to hand it

over to the Black Panthers. It has

been said that in Northern Ireland

the Catholics are Blacks who

happen to have white skin

Miss Devlin's appearance is

subject to last minute change

pending any departure from her

tour plans as a result of current

disturbances in Northern Ireland,

but a coffee hour is scheduled for 3

to 4 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge

tomorrow prior to the Cage ad-

dress

iXtj^^^&ZZ^^

Roses Are Red

Violets Are Blue

At This Time of Year

The MDC Needs You!
RecruitmentMeeting Love,
BristolRoom, S.U.

7 : 00 p.m. Wednesday The Staff
j^^;;;;^^^-w ?-? ?'>>^ > ^ ?r;iSg*^^ga^L^^^J^^'a 'i 'ti; ff I rrr~

EVELYN W<
READING DYNAMICS
Speed reading and study skills

We guarantee to triple your reading

ability or refund your tuition.

ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON AT

CLASS STARTS TONIGHT, FEB. 16

CAMPUS CENTER, Room 909, at 7 p.m.

For Further Information Contact

DAVID CICHON — 586-0945

Ck ss|iflefts
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There has been almost no
negative reaction voiced on
campus to the Student Senate's

abolition ol class government last

week Senators contacted by this

reporter say that there has been no

feedback from their constituents

and interpret this as either ap-

proval or a complete lack of

concern on the part of the student

body.

The only disapproval voiced by a

Senator was over the abruptness of

the method used by the Senate.

Senator Karen MacNutt, who said

she was "rather shocked by the

whole thing ". would have liked to

have had the action on the motion

delayed to allow Senators more

time to talk to their constituents

about it

Senator MacNutt pointed out

that the motion printed on the

agenda for last week's meeting

called lor only a revision of class

government, not a repeal That

measure would simply have
amended the Class Government

Act to limit the amount of class tax

to charge per class member The

repeal was acted on by the Senate

as a substitute motion which was

not publicized enough beforehand,

according to MacNutt

it was too quick a death for

something that's been part ol this

campus for so long."' in Senator

MacNutt s opinion She said there

didn't seem to be anybody in the

Senate opposed to ending class

government, but that she is sure

there are people on campus
against it. However, just as

numerous other Senators repor

ted. she has heard no response

Irom her dorm constituency.

Finders-
Keepers
HONOLULU <AP» A clean up

crew found an hours old baby boy.

cold but alive, stuffed in a waste

basket in the restroom of a Trans

World Airlines plane shortly after

it arrived Monday

Queen s Medical (enter reported

the baby in good condition

The babv apparently was born

aboard TWA Flight 74:5 from San

Francisco He was in a plastic bag

when the clean up crew found it

Police said they believed the

mother continued on from
Honolulu to Guam. Hong Kong and

Bangkok. Efforts were being made
to locate her

Don't miss it!

Saturday afternoon at the Pond

Winter Olympics
Speed Skating

Snow shoe Bare

Dogsled Race

Toboggan Run

Potvderpuff Hockey Game

12:30 Winter Carni »71
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Petitions Circulated On\ Law Courses To Be Centralized

SenatePayReferendum
..,....,.mimii(il/1 ..Inlminn < ilnrH.IV ifl 111)1 ;ilBvANNKSTADNfCKI
MDC Staff

Petitions to bring the pay rates

for officers of the Student Senate to

a referendum before the student

body are being circulated by

Senator Bob Waters of Gorman
House.
Waters, who is opposed to pay for

the officers, is working against a

time limitation for presenting his

motion
A period of five academic days is

allowed after the vote on a bill for

students to petition for a

referendum on a matter. Waters

said. Twenty-five percent of the

undergraduate student body must

claiming Saturday is not an

academic day. If Elters refused to

accept this argument, he said the

case would be taken for ad-

judicament to the General Court.

Tables will be set up Tuesday

and Wednesday in the Student

Union and Campus Center to make
the petitions available to students,

Waters went on. He added that it is

extremely important that time

sheets be turned in no later than 10

p.m. tonight, and absolutely no

later than 5p.m. on Wednesday, to

him in 435 Gorman or at RSO.

Waters explained that his motion

to raise the salaries and also to pay

the committee chairmen, made

sign the petitions within that period after the pay proposal was passed
.
r

. . .i i . w l ... .. .1.. , .not! mo-int tn n*> 'A

if the issue is to be put to the

examination of the constituents, he

explained.

Assuming that Saturday is an

academic day, he said that his

petitions must be presented to

President Glenn Elters by Wed-

nesday evening.

Approximately one thousand

signatures have been obtained at

this date, Waters continued. He
needs at least 3,800 to fulfill the

requirements.

Although he expects to have

enough names by Wednesday.

Waters said he could present the

petitions to Elters on Thursday,

last Wednesday, was meant to be a

ludicrous gesture.

An elected officer of the Senate

knows what he is getting into

before he is elected. Waters con-

tended, thus he should not become

involved if he is not willing to work

without monetary compensation.

"Too many groups on campus

have requested salaries," he said.

•Perhaps administrative jobs

should be paid, but not the elective

posts."

The time element is what we are

fighting in order to bring the issue

to the students. Waters em-

phasized.

ByANNGUKNETT
MDC Staff

A group of professors in the field of legal studies

has evolved the idea of coordinating all the law-

oriented courses offered by the colleges in the Five-

College area, compiling them in the course descrip-

tion booklet, and offering them to members of the

Five-College community in an attempt to interest

students and faculty alike in non-professional legal

education.

The group, including professors Ethan Katsh, Sam
Goldman. Peter d'Errico, John Borisgnore, and Dick

Hartzlerk teach law courses in this university under

the auspices of the School of Business Administration.

However, they are all of the opinion that this strictly

geographical classification is the source of much of

the misunderstanding which exists concerning

courses in legal studies.

As Borisgnore said, "The fact that we are housed in

SBA misleads students into thinking that we teach

mainly business law- the kind they took in high school

of junior college. This isn't so- the law we teach is not

as mechanistic as business law and does not require

rote memorization as does the other type."

education that any civilized man should have. We an

making a drive towards educating the campus in the

fundamentals of law
"

We have two objectives in mind, he continued. The

first is to bring profssors of the Five-College area with

a common interest in law or questions about the legal

aspects of their field together to discuss these legal

nuances. The second is to provide extensive legal

The UMass law program is designed more on a

lil>eral arts base than on a business-administration

format. There are over twenty law-oriented courses

offered by the university, scattered among the dif-

ferent areas of concentration Law programs have

been maintained at other schools strictly on a

graduate level, without concrete roots in the

university community. As a result, people to teach

undergrad law courses have been difficult to get and

have done, for the most part, a rather poor job.

Prof. d'Errico sees this problem as ending. "There

are a lot of singular people operating in the law field

Someone should put legal studies people together in

the Five-College area and we hope to do it.

"

The solution for the overall problem seems to be to

assemble all related legal studies and make them
available to interested students. A distant goal en-

visioned by all five professors is to have a kind of law

Center, where interested scholars and students could

convene and discuss the various aspects of law as an

important social phenomena.

While plans of establishing a Center for legal studies

remain in the future, the professors are hopeful that

students and faculty alike will avail themselves of the

services of the legal studies dept. as it exists and help

it realize its potential

Student Mobe To Meet
On Antiwar Offensive^^ *"*•. • ^„!T «•.... w:„ rt #„., .Kic «-....k,.iiH room 174 ol the Campus

Don Gurewitz. national

executive secretary of the Student

Mobilization Committee will speak

at tonight's SMC meeting at 8:00

PM in room 174 of the Campus
Center. Gurewitz is on a nation-

wide speaking tour to publicize the

antiwar demonstrations in

Washington and San Francisco this

April 24

The National Peace Action

Coalition has called for massive

demonstrations on that date to

demand immediate withdrawal of

all U.S. troops from Southeast

Asia. These demonstrations have

been endorsed by numerous an-

tiwar groups, as well as labor,

including the U AW and the

Teamsters; women's groups and

leading feminists. Kate Millett.

Cindy Jaquith. in addition

Congresswoman Shirley Chisolm.

columnist Pete Hamill. and Rev

Charles Koen of the Black United

Front for Survival of Cairo.

Illinois, have endorsed the April 24

antiwar demonstration

The spring antiwar offensive,

begun in this area by a five-college

sponsored demonstration held last

Wednesday against the "Allied"

invasion of Laos, will continue with

a national planning conference in

Washington this weekend,

February 19-21. The last national

antiwar conference held in

Cleveland last spring, attracted

some 4,000 antiwar activists from

across the U.S.

At the national conference in

Washington this weekend, to be

held at Catholic University,

students from across the nation

will devise a strategy for spring

antiwar activity. "It is planned as

the largest student antiwar con-

ference ever held in U.S. history,"

said one SMC spokesman Any
student from the University and

five-college community wishing to

attend that conference should

come to tonight's SMC meeting.

room 174 ol the Campus Center at

8:00 PM The SMC is organizing

transportation to and from
Washington. Everyone is en-

couraged to attend this SMC
meeting to plan antiwar actions at

this university in the coming

months Among the proposals is a

Connecticut Valley Antiwar

Coalition (CONVAC) meeting on

February 27 at the University

Antiwar groups and individual

activists from all over the Pioneer

Valley are being invited to that

meeting In addition a demon
stration at the Springfield in

duction center is being planned to

demand an immediate end to the

draft.

Lon Noi's Condition

Markedly Improved
HONOLULU AP I Cambodian Premier Lon Nol was reported to

be showing "slight but significant improvement" Monday at

Tripler Army Hospital

A hospital spokesman said the premier was out of bed and

walking with assistance A stroke a week ago resulted in partial

paralysis »>l his left side

I ami Nol arrived from Phnom Penh on a stretcher Saturday

Extensive tests and examinations were taken Sunday

The hospital spokesman said the 57 year old premier slept

soundlv Sunday night and would continue in a routine of physical

therapy with an emphasis on walking He has been fitted with a

brace lor his left leg to aid him in walking

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1*70/71 SIMS

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet

Rrahms' Quintet for Clarinet & Strings. Yona Ettlinger

sJiolsT: MozariT Quartet K.575 and Quartet No 1 by

Joseph Tal

LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS - DINNER

LUNCH
Mon. - Frl. H :SO • 2:S0

DINNER
Mon - Sat. 5 • 10 Sun. 12 • 8

NEVER ON TUESDAYS
Reservation* Recommended

5H4 2789

IJVE MUSIC & SONG
IN THE OYSTER BAR

WED. * THURS.
Bob Ackermann
sinRim? ragtime
FBI. & SAT.

Norrlne Jacobus &
Cliff Simons

siiiKhiK variety & request*

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Choikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminol", February 18 ft 20 — 8 P.M.

New York in froqrtn, February 19 — » r.M.

Daily Workshops. Master Classes and Lecture Demonstra-

tions open without charge to ticket-holders.

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 ft SATURDAY, FEB. 27 — 8 P.M.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET
Extra Seminar and Jazz Workshop
Open Without Charge to Ticket-Holders

For complete ticket and program information eontoet

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

6 lbs. for only $1 50

12 lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50,

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters, 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(next to Tho Tower)

1 1 E PLEASANT STREET
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In The Nation And The World

And It Doesn't

Just Say 'Mama'

that turns anybody's 8 vear old into an obstetrician.

The ch Id lust pulls down on a zipper running along the blue and white

trousers of the -future mama doll.- and out pops a baby. It is painless

d
Tho 'doll described by its manufacturers as the first of its kind in the

world, was unveiled at the Pans Toy Show.

•Us an educational toy. designed to demystify ehildbir h, £id An-

dree Gessel a spokesman tor Pintel. the manufacturer. Vve ve found

that about nine out of 10 people who've seen it think it s in good teste.

•The rest complain that it's not necessary for kids to know where thev

come from, but our attitude is that with men on the moon, you can t keep

saying that Jacques baby brother was left in the cabbage patch b> a

St

The ba^wtote father is not named in the sales brochure, fc.
;
a unisex

child which looks reassuringly like the sm.l.ng. blonde mother. She

wears a bright pink dolls maternity dress over her trousers.

once She cruel world, the little baby doll cries ,f you gaWjtt.

Mrs Gessel said that most children who played with the dolls con

JKSd , hc whole arrangement with^^S^SSKiS^M
adult who .s troubled by the notion The doll, which probablv will be

exported, sells tor $9

Kennedy Subcommittee

Pushes Nat. Insurance

WASHINGTON iAP)-Sen

Kdward M Kenned> I) Mass.. I

plans to use bis new post as

chairman ot the Senate health

subcommittee to press the i

[or a national health insurance

system
The subcommittee does not

have legislative jurisdiction

over Hi bill 10 create such a

system alreadj introduced by

Kenned)
Bui Kenned) feels he can

advance its prospects strongl)

b) conducting hearings in

Washington and at various

points over the nation

The senator said in an in-

terview he believes prospects

are reasonabl) good for passage

of his bill in this Congress, but

probablv not until 1973

Mine 1 tit- legislation involves

new taxes il falls under the

committee Jurisdiction ol Ways

and Means m the House and

Finance in the Senate

Neither panel is considered

like!) to approve any plan as

comprehensive as Kennedy's

However, Hep Wilbur I)

Mills. I) Ark.' Ways and

Means chairman, plans hearings

on various health care proposals

and says some legislation is

likel) to dear his committee in

late 1971 or early 1972

Mich i bill could become the

vehicle for Senate floor

amendment establishing

national health insurance

That is the way medicare, the

health program for Americans

to and over, first was acted on in

Congress
Vigorous lobbying by the

elder lv gave a final push to

medicare Sponsors of national

health insurance see the same

kind ot drive tor their plan

coming now trom the middle

class

The Kenneth bill already has

the sponsorship of one tourth of

the Senate, including several

Republicans

The Massachusetts senator

notes that the United States is

the only major industrial nation

without a system of national

health insurance or a national

health service

Instead, we have placed our

prime reliance on private en-

terprise and private health in-

surance, he said in a statement

at the time he introduced his bill.

1 believe that the private

health insurance mdustr> has

failed us It fails to control costs

It fails to control quality It

provides partial benefits, not

comprehensive benefits; acute

care, not preventive care It

ignores the poor and the

medically indigent
"

I'nder the senator's bill, every

person in the United States

would l>e eligible for benefits.

Meany Deems Pr
Controls 'Unfair

MIAMI BEACH, Fla (AP> George Meany. the

nations "Mr. Labor. " said Monday that any plans by

President Nixon to single out the construction in-

dustry for wage price freezes would be unworkable

and unfair. . . .,

I don't think this would solve the problem. I don t

think this would be fair.' said Meany. president of the

13.6 million member AFL CIO.

Meany spoke to newsmen a few hours after White

House emissary John T. Dunlop said a plan to curb

rising costs in the construction industry might be

considered but "H would have to apply to wages,

profits, bids, the whole thing.'*

However Dunlop. chairman of a government labor

industry committee, said it was not yet certain what

action the White House might take.

Meany also labeled as "gimmicks the ad-

ministrations revenue sharing program and a

proposal to consolidate the Labor Department with

other agencies in a governmental reform plan

Meany listed the AFL CTOs two top legislative goals

in Congress this vear as a national health insurance

program to cover all Americans, and a boost in the

$1.10 minimum wage to at least $2.

"Even $2 isr.t enough.'' Meany said.

He said the AFL CIO would go along with federal

controls on all forms of income if the President felt

them necessary and applied them nationwide rather

than to just one industry.

He said he was hopeful that the federal govern-

ment's recent easing of the nation's money supply

might begin to reduce the highest unemployment in a

decade, but that Nixon had so far failed to curb rising

living costs and joblessness.

T give him a great big goose egg," Meany said.

•You gave him a double goose egg last year, a

reporter reminded him.

•That's right, it's still a double goose egg.'' said the

7t> vear old Meany.
The climb in living costs eased to 5.5 per cent last

vear but combined with the 6.1 per cent hike the

"previous year added up to the worst two years of in-

flation in 20 years.

Unemployment has climbed sharply from 3.3 per

cent of the' work force when Nixon took office two

years ago to 6 per cent now for a total of 5.4 million

Americans out of work.

A.F. Sergeant Kidnapped
ANKARA. Turkey iAP> A small

band of Turks seized an Air Force

sergeant inside a U.S. military

installation Monday and fled with

him in an American truck after

shooting their way past unarmed

gate guards The airman was

released 17 hours later.

Set Jimmy Kay Finley. 24. an

air policeman from Fort Worth.

Tex . walked into his headquarters

unharmed at 9 p.m. and underwent

questioning by IS Air Force

inv estigatOCS. They gave no details

ot his abduction.

officials said the kidnappers

were believed to be leftist ex-

tremists, responsible for a year

long wave of terrorist attacks on

the IS military in Turkey, a

member Ol the North Atlantic

Treaty organization.

Turkish police launched a

massive hunt for the kidnappers.

The pickup truck used to make

the getaway in the 3:30 am ab-

duction was found with a flat tire

and its motor running on a road

about K) miles outside Ankara later

in the day There was no sign of

Finley or the kidnappers.

Finley was forced into the truck

while on guard duty at the

American installation on the

outskirts of Ankara.

Turkish police said at least three

men took part in the kidnapping

They entered the base apparently

undetected

There was speculation here that

the kidnapping may have been

pulled off by a group of leftists

wanted for two recent bank rob

Ixries in Ankara.

l.i-d by former Istanbul

University law student Deniz

(iezmis. this live man gang has

bean at large since being identified

as robbers of a bank Jan. 11 On

Feb 12 another bank was robbed

and bank employes also identified

the robbers as members of the

Gezmis gang Their total haul was

$ll.'4tt>

In Fort Worth. Finley "s sister,

Carolyn Davis, said he joined the

Air Force after graduation from

high school and planned to re-

enhst He was sent to Turkey in

October
He was devoted to the

military. ' the sister said

The kidnapping jolted the

American community in Turkey

"It's been building up to this.'"

said a IS diplomat of the kid-

napping and a spreading wave of

anti American violence in Turkey

American officials and soldiers

stationed here have become in-

creasingly nervous as bombs
exploded at US installations and

Americans have been threatened,

insulted and in some cases roughed

up by leftist extremists.

Crib Deaths Explored,

Answer Not Apparent
CHICAGO iAP)()n a recent

Saturday in Chicago, five ap-

parently healthy babies died One-

the son of I surgeon-had just been

examined by his pediatrician and

pronounced in good health

Currency Change Smooth,

Gr. Br. Goes Decimal
LONDON (API (ashiers fumbled, bus riders

missed their stops and small shopkeepers balked but

Britain shitted into its new decimal currency Monday

with surprising ease

•The changeover appears to be going more

smoothly in general than the board had expected.''

said Lord Fiske, chairman of the Decimal Currency

Board which had guided the move away from a 1.200

year old system based on the 12 penny cent shilling

Fiske said the public showed some surprise at the

smallness of the new halfpenny The coin is about the

size of the U.S. dime, and this seems tiny to Britons

used to nondecimal pennies 1 1/4 inches across

The board said a nationwide shoppers' survey

showed )? per cent found decimal shopping easy and

all had
cheerful

banks, angry scenes in the supermarkets

been predicted for Decimal Day Instead a

we're all in it together feeling prevailed Strangers

chatted on railroad platforms, comparing handsfull of

unfamiliar coins.

"A smile is going to cover up an awful lot of wrong

change today,'' a waitress commented

Business transactions were slowed but many banks

and stores that had expected a busy day were empty

Managers said customers appeared to be staying

home and putting off their first brush with the new

money until later in the week.

Three decimal coins a half penny 1.2 cent, penny

2 4 cents and twopence 4.8 cents piece went into

circulation, joining the fivepence 12 cents. 10 pence 24
- —•— I— _*!_«* t«nam l.o/UI in IILO frit*WMWraSMM ==?S35rA,BSttKS

the new money Forty seven per cent were opposed to

the smaller coins but the Board said this initial

criticism would pass

More than a billion nev half pennies have been

minted and the government is making more.

Shouting confusion in the subways, long lines at the

some time The old money will be turned in at banks

and melted down.

Officials say both the decimal currency - 100 new

pence to the pound and the 10 based metric

measurements being gradually adopted in Britain will

speed calculations.

He was being taken home by his

mother when he died The other

four were found dead in their cribs.

The babies all died of a disease

about which little is known It is

called "crib death'' or 'sudden

infant death syndrome," and only

accidents take more lives of

children from infancy to age 14 in

the United States.

An estimated 10,000 to 12.000 or

about 1 of 300 American infants die

of it each year. But accurate

statistics are not available, doctors

say. because police often attribute

death from the disease to suf-

focation or respiratory infection.

The figures are projected from

areas studied.

The disease has no boundaries,

however. About the same death

rate has been found wherever

studies were made, from Belfast to

Prague to Manila

The death of an apparently

healthy, happy baby often brings

more tragedy. Some parents

become wracked with guilt

feelings, believing they in some

way. perhaps through neglect,

have been responsible for the

baby's death

But medical authorities have

sought to reassure them, saying

there is nothing a parent can do at

the present time to recognize and

prevent the disease of the infant

Experts say police and coroners

often attribute death to suffocation

because the babies are found with

blankets over their heads or face

down on their pillows. But the

experts sav research has shown it

impossible for a healthy infant to

remain with its face stuffed in a

pillow

'Parents whose babies die of this

disease shouldn't feel responsible

for their deaths any more than they

would if the babies died of cancer,"

says Dr A B. Bergman, a Seattle

pediatrician and leading authority

on crib deaths

Bergman, affiliated with

Children's Orthopedic Hospital and

Medical Center and the University

of Washington, has been a member
of a research team, along with Drs

George Ray, a virologist, and J B
Beckwith. a pathologist, that has

studied crib deaths, so called

because most of them occur while

the baby is sleeping.

The pediatrician said in a

telephone interview that "a

minuscule amount of research

has been done in this disease, as

well as in childhood accidents.

'The point we want to get

across." he said, "is that it is a

real, definable disease-no longer a

mystery killer
."

Laos: 15 Choppers Lost In A Week
... . » u:-« ..i.,„,i corner of the

SAIGON (AP) -South Vietnam's

invasion force rounded out its first

week inside southern Laos on

Monday with its advance slowed

down.
Enemy gunners brought down

two more U.S. helicopters with a

reported loss of three men killed

and three wounded.
The losses brought to 15 the

number of American helicopters

lost in the Laotian operation. The

U.S. Command says eight

Americans have been killed, nine

wounded and two are missing. The

latest six reported casualties are

not included in that toll.

No significant fighting was
reported on the ground Monday
against what was described as a

slippery enemy. Field reports and

official accounts conceded the

going was difficult. The day's

advance was about a half mile.

Spokesmen cited rough terrain,

weather and th° finding of more

stockpiles of ai is and supplies as

the main factors.

"The discovery of so many
caches yesterday and today proved

we need to have time to search for

more caches before advancing

faster,'' a South Vietnamese
spokesman said.

At last reports Monday, the

vanguard of the 11,000 man South

Army To Pull Slot Machines
From Its Clubs In Vietnam

WASHINGTON iAP» The Army plans to ban slot

machines soon from its clubs in Vietnam. But

senatorial investigators still intend to determine how

the devices got there in the first place and whether the

millions of dollars put into them have contributed to

widespread corruption

In making its announcement late last week, the

Army said it is removing the more than 2,700 slot

machines from its bases in Vietnam because it is not

practical to maintain them in a war zone.

But some members of Congress see the machines as

the fount of a climate of corruption they say has

spread throughout the management of the military

services' annual H billion non appropriated fund

activities which are supported through sales to GIs

and their families

Slot machines generated more than $27.3 million in

revenue to Armv clubs alone in 1969. Hearings

opening before the Senate permanent investigations

sub committee Wednesday are expected to produce

more demands they be banished from all military

liases

Sen Edward .1 Gurney. »R Flai reporting to the

sub-committee on a trip to Vietnam last November for

the investigations panel, is the latest to make that

demand . .

"From Augsburg, Germany, in the early 1960s to

Vietnam in the early 1970s, the presence of one armed

bandits' has been an important contributing factor in

the corruption that we found," Gurney reported.

He said the potential of that corruption is more

profound than merely the stealing of slot machine

receipts or the temptation to steal.

-All too often the firms and individuals who, install.

service and profit from these machines are not the

sort with which the U.S. government should deal, he

d

It is reported Senate investigators have examined

also the relationship between slot machine salesmen

in Vietnam and a small group of senior U.S. officers,

some of them generals, who reportedly received free

entertainment, gifts, aid in locating residence of

base, trips outside the combat zone, and the favors ot

women

Vietnamese force pushing along

Highway 9 was about 15 miles

inside Laos. Small units of

reconnaissance teams have been

reported deeper inside Laos. While

the drive continued along the high-

way, other South Vietnamese

military forces were spread 14

miles to the north and six miles to

the south of the highway.

The latest supply stocks and

facilities turned up along the

branches of the Ho Chi Minh trail

included an enemy training center

of 400 small houses, large quan-

tities of ammunition and rice and

400 bicycles. The bicycle has long

been used by North Vietnamese to

move war supplies to the South.

Military sources said that

despite the relatively light contact

since the Laos campaign began,

they believe the enemy is capable

of defending the area if rein-

forcements are moved in from the

North These sources also said they

believe there will continue to be

movement of war material South

by detouring along other trails and

avoiding the areas held by South

Vietnamese forces.

The United States is supporting

the drive into Laos with the full

range of air power, and with troops

positioned along the Vietnamese

side of the border in the northwest

corner of the country. Officials

have maintained, however, there

are no American ground combat

troops in Laos and that none will be

sent in. To the east around the

Rock Pile in South Vietnam,

scattered fighting continued again

Monday. Field reports said 11

North Vietnamese had been killed

in these clashes, and that four

Americans were wounded. In the

South Vietnamese thrust into

Cambodia farther south, heavier

fighting was reported.

Government spokesmen claimed

75 enemy were killed in that

operation late Sunday in two major

clashes. South Vietnamese
casualties were said to have been

six men killed and 10 wounded.

A dispatch from Phnom Penh

said Cambodian troops clashed

briefly with North Vietnamese

forces close to Highway 7 in nor

theastern Cambodia. The Cam
bodian high command said

government troops fought a brief

battle on the outskirts of Tonle Bet

on the Mekong River. 47 miles

from the capital and also south of

Prey Totung, small town on High

way 7-scene of a major battle last

September
Inside South Vietnam itself, only

light and scattered action was

reported.

Migrant Blacks Better Equipped,

ShowQuicker Income GainThanWhites
WASHINGTON <AP> Black families moving from

the countryside to the cities are searching for jobs not

welfare checks and are usually better equipped to find

them than the blacks who remain behind, a new

lederallv financed studv sav s

In fact, the studv said, most black families show

almost immediate gains in their income over families

that stay l>ehind while most white familues take about

five vears to show economic gains

Migration is commonlv viewed as massive, mostly

rural m origin, and disproportionately black." said

the studv bv economist Richard Wertheimer II of the

Urban institute

Migrants are commonly viewed as poorly

educated, prone to unemployment, likely to be on

welfare likelv to not and rather unsystematic in their

choice ol destinations Virtually all of these im

press inns are false ,

Wertheimer said nonwhite migration from the rural

South has dropped from 145.000 a year during the 1950s

to 10,008 a vear in the l%os

In tMBC cities, notabh Chicago, net in migration

has ceased altogether, he said

( >ver all onlv about one third of the increase in

Nemo population in the nations central cities is the

result of in migration, he said The rest reflects

natural increase.

Most migrants are white, not black, the studv

pointed out. even though economic benefits come

slower to whites who move than to blacks

For example, a college educated black male who

migrates lrom the rural South to a Northern city is

hkelv to be earning $3,875 more within five years than

he would have earned had he remained in the rural

SOUth. . , . . r;..«

\ college educated white male would show a live

vear gam of 13.075
,

\ while male with onlv an elementary school

education would show a live year gain ranging up to

MOO while a Similarly educated black male would

show a live vear gain ranging from $Hoo to $1 ,400

The studv based on interviews with 30.000 migrant

households, showed also that the cities now attracting

migrants are generally the rapidly growing cities of

the West and the Southwest

China To Extend Aid
To North Vietnam

TOKYO . AP> - Communist China said Tuesday it has agreed to

extend additional economic and military assistance to North

Vietnam this year to help defeat the United States and its allies ,n

In

pe^mg
a
s official Hsinhua news agency, in a broadcast monitored

in'S "an agreement on supplementary economic and

imlitarV aid to be given by China to Vietnam in 197t was signed

hetween the two countries in Peking on Monday

l, gave no details of the agreement, which, it said, was signed bv

deiSt Premier U Sh.en nien of China and deputy Premier Le

Thank Ngh. o, North Vietnam. The latter arrived ,n Peking las.

Thursdav bom Moscow as head of a nine member North VM

mSZ££aS£S* North Vietnam had signed an agreement

onOuSeconomiC and technical aid and a protocol on <
h.nese

military assistance for 1971 in Peking last < let ,7.

T e announcement of the new aid agreement followed a < h.nese

-o r, en, statement on Saturday reaffirming Peking s promise

U g
i "the North Vietnamese- "all out support and assistance It

so declared that the South Vietnamese drive into southern La-

was a -grave menace" to Communist China and the t MM*
people absolutelv will not remain indilferent to it

Secret Documents Reveal WWI Feuds
^C*~XV^ *^ - well n.gh intolerable." The letter Kisenhower then allied com ^^ ^ ,

WASHINGTON <AP> Secret

wartime documents declassified

and made public by the State

Department on Monday throw new-

light on the allied relationships in

World War II. including President

Franklin D. Roosevelt s sharp

criticism of French Gen Charles

de Gaulle

The letter and other documents

also show:
Henrv L Stimson. Roosevelt s

secretary of war, accused the

British of being only lukewarm on

the planned D Day invasion of

Europe icross the English

Channel

Gen Dwight D Eisenhower and well n.gh intolerable/'
ot " '* •? ... . ^.—j_ii U..I1 il<« rirrilKPd de Gau

Secretary of State Cordell Hull

both suggested that the Italians be

offered some hope of peace with

honor after the war

The Roosevelt DeGaulle

disagreements came to light in

letters between the U.S. president

and British Prime Minister Win

ston Churchill

In a letter written May 8, 1943.

Roosevelt said. T do not know

what to do with De Gaulle

Possibly vou would like to make

him governor of Madagascar

Roosevelt's letter said De

Gaulle's "course and attitude i

also accused de Gaulle, later to

become president of France, of

stirring up trouble in Algiers.

Stimson. m a secret

memorandum to Roosevelt dated

Aug 10. 1943. said. T believe that

the time has come for you to decide

that vour government must

assum'e the responsibility o

leadership in this great final

movement of the European war

He said of the British: Though

thev have rendered lip service to

the operation, their hearts are not

with it." , ,, .

On the subject of Italy.

Agreement Reached In Can Strike

WASHINGTON 'AP' A representative of the

United Sted workers Union reported agreemen

reached today with the National Can Co. on the first

!lav o. a strike against three other can manufacturing

rompan.es with plants across the nation.

The union struck Continental Can C o Amer.can

,..,„ Co and crown Cork and Seal < at 12.01 am.

, \}v dime set earlier by rank and file stoelworkers

PaTFagan representative of the stedworkers in-

tenwtional office, said the agreement was reached

, Na tlonalCana«an lee,,ngM !
aUash.ngtonHoel.

lie said the agreement prov kfc> Im a tmn.mum ol $1

*K increase over OiFee years for the lowest paid

;',kers increases in pensions, mm o» living and

other benefits

Fagan said the strike is continuing at the other three

companies but that members of the union negotiating

committee are ready to meet with company

representatives at anv time.

Meanwhile the executive offices of American ( an.

Continental Can andCrown Cork released a statement

saving their representatives and representatives ol

National Can have been in continuous negotiations

w.th United SteelworKers ol America Mine early

January seeking peaceful settlement of contracts wiln

the tour companies w huh expired a! midnight on r CD

14

Fisenhower. then allied com

mander in chief, proposed before

the allied landing that Italy be

promised a "peace with honor

should she surrender

"During the period before in-

vasion takes place we should

constantly emphasize to the

Italians that a cessation of

hostilities on their part will be

accepted by the allies as evidence

of good judgement, entitling them

eventuallv to a peace with

honor Eisenhower wrote to the

combined chiefs of staff May 17.

1943

Hull, in a May 22 letter to

Roosevelt's chief of staff, agreed

it is mv opinion that the moment

is opportune to hold out to the

Italian people some hope or

assurance that their country will

survive as a nation after the defeat

of the Fascist government." Hull

wrote
Roosevelt and Churchill.

however, disagreed and this

telegram was sent to Kisenhower

Most certamlv we cannot tell

the Italians that if they cease

hostilities they will have a peace

with honor We cannot get away

lrom unconditional surrender

TEACHERS
NEEDED

Opportunities for bcginn'mic

and experienced randidutes,

private Hchools, coast to

coast. Also public schools

in the northeast. Especially

Hrlences. math. lan^ua^es.

Write today for particulars

School

Service Bureau
Fust Office Bo* 2THK

Windsor, Connecticut 06OB5

Tel. 803-688-6409

Join The MDC
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Modular
Hn donglickstein

MIX 'Stall

The abolishment of most courses

in the School ot Education and the

institution of a Completely

Modular Curriculum'" for the Fall.

1971 semester lias been proposed

by Dr. Dwight W. Allen. Dean of

the School.

If the Completely Modular

Curriculum (CMC) is approved,

students will attend educational

experiences that last anywhere

trom an hour to a year, and will

receive 'modular credits" that

will he converted at the end of each

semester to standard university

credit

To help finance the change to a

CMC, Dean Allen announced that

he is seeking aid from the Carnegie

Foundation in the form of a $30,000

grant for planning, and a $32,000

grant tor implementation of the

program.
In a memorandum to the

governing body of the School of

Education, the School Council, Dr.

Allen explained the rationale of the

proposal
One of the most glaring

deficiencies of current

education is its inflexibility

inflexible administration,

inflexible staffing patterns,

inflexible curriculum This

rigidity prevents education

from responding to the

needs of students and to the

needs of society. An

alternative to inflexible

curncular structures is the

modular approach."

Among the benefits expected trom

a CMC. the Dean said, are:

-Time flexibility for faculty who.

under the present structure, don't

have time for 'reflection" because

of split duties. Under the CMC.

faculty would be encouraged to

take three weeks off in the

semester as -uninterrupted time

for writing or scholarship

-Increased decision-making role

for students, who would be able to

individualize their education,

choosing onlv those experiences

that would be relevant to their

lives.

-Reexamination of course

material by faculty. Busywork

would be eliminated, because when

a subject was covered the module

would end.

-Students could sample units

wmthin courses more easily. For

example, to learn about the legal

rights of students, a person would

not have to take the entire course

m school law. but only the module

unit he was interested in.

Dr Allen emphasized that a

CMC would clearly not eliminate

the possibility of traditional

courses", and that a teacher would

be able to create 'modular ex-

periences" that met three times a

week over sixteen weeks. Allen

added, however, that such ex-

periences were contrary to the

spirit of the proposal, and he

wondered if a maximum per-

centage of traditional course

structures should not be

established.

Reaction to the CMC proposal

has been divided. Dr. Albert An-

thony, in an open letter to the Ed
School's Academic Affairs Com-

mittee, questioned the value of a

CMC He asked if modularization

was really an improvement, and

urged that more time be spent

trying to improve "what takes

place within the various time

blocks", rather than with the

structure of the blocks. Anthony

expressed doubt in the concept of

modularization, saying that the

School's present Modular Credit

Program has not been tested and

evaluated "in a way that one would

hope professionals would use these

terms." As to administration of the

CMC. Dr. Anthony pointed to the

School's "present performance in

administering relatively simple

tasks", and wondered if im-

plementation could be effective

Dean Allen himself agreed that

"the logistics of such a program

would be absolutely horrendous".

He proposed that an extensive

School catalog be published at the

beginning of each semester to be

supplemented by a weekly bulletin.

Other problems that would have to

be solved, according to Allen, are

effective registration and record

keeping, responsible advising, and

interaction with the rest of the

University. Questions have been

raised by Administration officials

about "quality control and

evaluation of faculty and offerings,

and Dr. Allen is planning a meeting

with the University Academic

Affairs Committee to discuss this

and other implications of the CMC.
In his message to the School

Council, which will vote on the

CMC proposal on Thursday,

February 25, Dean Allen concluded

his case by saying that the CMC "is

in keeping with our belief that the

time for this change is now; that

with the year and a half of ex

perience. the basic idea has been

tested and evaluated adequately."

An open meeting of the

Education Assembly to discuss the

proposal is scheduled for Thur

sday. February 18. from 9:00 AM
11:00 AM in the School of

Education Auditorium All faculty,

undergraduates and graduates are

urged to attend.

Five College Safaris Filling Up
.. ^%\ a. - 1m fj-hmn r»Ofc:AC

JOG OPENINGS >i0U/ ill J

YAH00 NEEDS f^EAS AW/>

gobies. Com ssiotis rod ads.
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Numbers of Five College students, staff, and faculty

are once again planning summer safaris in Europe

Reservations for the Five College Charter F lights

promise to fill up the flights in the coming weeks. To

ensure getting a seat on one of them, reservations

should be made soon. An information sheet and

reservation form can be obtained at the International

Programs Office. 229 Whitmore. University of

Massachusetts. .,

The four flights offered this summer will provide

more varietv than in previous years^ For the first

time a Five College flight will be to Madrid

Destinations for the other flights include London,

Paris, and Milan Roundtrip fare range from $216.50 to

$250.00.

The Five College Charters are only one of a number

of charter arrangements available next summer

However thev are the only charters officially

authorized bv Five Colleges. Incorporated Fares for

the Five College Charters are in some cases higher

than other charter flights advertised. This is because

the GFive College Charters use only regularly

scheduled carriers such as Pan American and TWA
The Five College Charters are sure to fly next sum

mer because they will carry not only Five College

personnel going to Europe with various independent

plans but also students and faculty going on Five

College summer study programs in Europe These

include two Smith College Art Seminars to beheld in

Amsterdam and Rome on Dutch and Roman Art

respectively Also using the Five College flights will

be give summer study programs offered by the

University of Massachusetts to be held at Oxford.

Madrid, Bologna, Freiburg, and Pau in southwest

France There are still a fesw places in the University

of Massachusetts summer study programs. In-

formation on them can also be obtained from the

International Programs Office

PLANNING ON GRADUATING?

Don't leave without having your INDEX PORTRAIT

taken . . . Sign up now in the Index Office.

Be part of it this year . . . bring some marshmallows.

Winter Carni Bonfire and Kickoff

Thursday night

7:30 p.m.

Senate Candidates

Information Meeting

Tonight Feb. 16

7:30 p.m. 805 - 809 Campus Center

Metawampe Lawn
that old, famous backyard of the Student Union

FIREWORKS

QUEEN FINALISTS TO BE PRESENTED

Do you wont o cold stay in Bermuda,

or a hot time in NASSAU?

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE
Inexpensive, luxurious accommodations and meals at

the Flaggler Inn, also available.

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

-Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —
Routing

Boston / Nassau / Boston

Departs

3/19

Returns

3/26

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

5-10 p.m. Steve, 549-1357; cr Brian, 549-3963

10 am. - 5 p.m. Students International (617) 536-7863

T UESDAY. FbBR'JARY '.6 '971
^^^

The Fine Art Of Owning A Car
Editor's iou- The following is an Columbia (6 monthi), California (1 (immediately M /'^P10^';
''.'.:„. vw, i«„ai ..«.„• if ni ov n in da vs if 16 or 20 Nebraska tatter end of current
explanation of the legal

technicalities of registering an out-

of-state tar.

Students who operate motor

vehicles in Massachusetts bearing

out of -state vehicle registrations or

who are themselves licensed out

of state may be in violation of law

it is not enough to simply register

with the parking office or the police

department as an out-of-state

student! I have received the latest

regulations from the Registry of

Motor Vehicles and will counsel

an) student who has a question

about his status as an owner or

operator with out-of-state license

or registration

The following rules apply for

persons from the states indicated:

Rules on your license to operate

YOU may continue on > our out-of-

state license to operate motor

vehicles without limitation of time

<»r purpose it you have a valid

license Horn Alberta 'students

only), Arizona (in most cases »,

Colorado 'unless employed).

( onnecticut District of Columbia

,»\cr 18 until I cense next expires).

I'londa unless employed or with

children in public schools). Idaho

unless employed i. Illinois.

Kansas (if operating \ehicle

registered in Mass or if owner or

member of owner's family in

Kansas registered vehicle-. Maine

..ver 17 1, Manitoba (in most

cases). Minnesota Mississippi.

Missouri. Montana unless em-

ployed). Nevada -unless cm-

ployed), New Hampshire. New

lersev lover 17), New York >
in

most cases), North Carolina, North

Dakota 'students only .
Ohio.

Oklahoma. Oregon unless em-

ployed). Pennsylvania. Quebec

students only). South Dakota

unless oil campus resident i.

rexas Washington and Wisconsin

students onl> i

Massachusetts licenses may
n.i\e to be obtained, within the

lime limit noted, it you have a

icense from the tollowing

itirisdiction or are employed:

Alabama itMJ daya), Alaska <90

lavs immediately it employed'.

\i i/ona in some cases Arkansas

Ml <l,i\s or sooner British

year if over 21, 10 days if lti or 20

years old). Canal Stone (90 days;

Colorado (H employed:. Delaware

(DO daya), District of Columbia lif

license trom D.C. has expired).

Florida til employed or with

children in public schools).

Georgia < it not a •visitor' '>,

Germany (I year with In-

ternational license). Hawaii (90

days'. Idaho (U employed). In-

diana 160 days), Iowa (if not a

•visitor"). Kentucky (30 days).

Louisiana (90 days). Maryland (90

daya, <30 days if employed).

Michigan '90 days), Montana (if

emploved). Nebraska (30 days),

Nevada of employed). New
Brunswick, New Mexico (90 days,

sooner if employed). Newfoun-

dland (90 days or sooner). North

Dakota (90 days in North Dakota

car. 30 days if not. students

exempt). Nova Scotia (90 days),

Ontario (3 months). Oregon of

emploved), Prince Edward Island

1 4 months I , Puerto Rico (60 days I

.

Quebec (3 months for non-

students). Saskatchewan (90

days), South Carolina (90 daysi.

South Dakota I if living off-campus

probablv). Tennessee (30 days or

sooner)! Hah «B0 davs. sooner if

employed). Vermont (6 months

unless vou commute daily or

weekly to Vermont). Virgin

Islands M days with permit).

Virginia 'f. months or less). West

Virginia (90 days* and Wyoming
i»n days),
Students must register cars in

Massachusetts if their cars carry

registration from these states

within the time indicated:

Alabama 'only if employed 30

davs'. Alaska ommediately '.

\ri/.ona I
immediately if employed

otherwise not). British Columbia

Ml emploved'. Canal Zone '90

davs. IS days .1 employed.

Delaware ommediately if em-

ploved . Florida 'immediately if

emploved or w ith children in public-

schools Hawaii when

registration expires), Kentucky

• immediately if employed tor 30

days Manitoba (immediately if

employed), Maryland (30 days if

employed). Michigan (im-

mediately if employed'. Mont

ploy

Nebraska latter end of current

registration yean, Nevada Ctil

current registration expires).

Newfoundland immediately if

emploved, 90 days otherwise-.

Nova Scotia (90 days, 30 days if

emploved*. Oklahoma (15 days if

employed). Ontario (3 months),

Prince Edward Island 1 10 days if

employed), Puerto Rico (00 days),

Tennessee <30 days if employed),

Itah 'immediately, if employed I,

virgin Islands <90 days), and

Virginia (0 months, immediately if

emploved).
In all cases liability insurance

equivalent to that required of

residents of the Commonwealth is

mandators and the policv must be

carried b\ >ou or in the vehicle.

The foregoing rules are

guidelines. They do not purport to

cope with every possible situation.

They vary significantly between

the states, particularly if you are

emploved Furthermore, these

extracts apply for regularly

enrolled or matriculated students

exclusively. No attempt is made to

extend the extracts to other per

sons since most states not men

tioned above have exemptions that

applv exclusively to students Any

out-of-state student who has

questions about their own par

ticular situation should consult the

Registry of Motor Vehicles or an

attorney. The same holds true for

non students with questions for

whom the foregoing rules do not

necessarily apply

All non-resident students with

out ol state cars are also reminded

that thev must register with the

campus OT town police and obtain a

sticker regardless ot whether they

plan to park on campus or not

KICIIAKDM.HOWI.AND
General Counsel

What do
BIiX RUSSELL

BERNADETTE DEVLIN

and

DICK GREGORY

have in common

DVP
Applications

Available
in the R.S.O- Office.

Campus Center.

Deadline for applications:

FRIDAY, MARCH 5

Afro-Am Week To Feature

Two Campus Programs
,„ KCOgnlUU of the sprit and substance fJ^jXVuS

American Studies will present two programs in observance ot A.ro-

A
on

r

S(Iav
!

febnSrv 16th ,n Mahar Auditorium at 8 pn, Professor

Pu^uSu^im^tpS* on The Kelevance of Black History to the

the Campus Center Auditorium at 8 p.m.. the Arthur Hall Dancers trom

^h^UnumgSra constant re-evaluation will also be stressed ,n

^rTarte^T Woodson a Black historian, is one of the men whose

de eVmmed e, ortsteacher and scholar will be ******
*J£J

his many works are included The Negro in Our ll.story and African

"Raiment 'of Afro-Americans m Amencan History has lor the

m, st nart been marked bv racist distortions or complete omissions It is

TfSfes £?3ZESHMSMKft
''Tc^numftheTelat.onship between the denial of the human qualities

culture and traditions become a negligible factor in UM i>t* ol tne woria.

on «t"sX development of a people were a.sc^ogmxed by Dr.

Woodson He wrote. "If you can determine what a man shall think, vou

will not have to worry about what he will do

Dr Woodson also founded the Association For the S ud> ot Mgr i

£

md H*orv He organized the annual Negro History Week during which

^SSmSLVSZ people m history were salvaged trom previous

omissions and racist distortions

over the years the work of the Association lor the Studv oi
. % i r i

\menc I i e a nd H.storv. through .is scholarly journals and annual

observance !!, A.ro-Amencan History Week has done much to set the

"TWcUETtigeuIeXdh scholars such as W E .B. Dubois. Franklin

Kr /ier Ib'X'r t Apthcker. E. Raford Login .
has supplied a bod

v
,1

^sk ,es!.a,crwh,c
P
h represents an invaluable contribution to the studv

ot Afro-American history and culture

ROOM TO MOVI

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WIEK

Gamma Sigma Sigma
announces its

Gay Nineties Rush Party
Tues., Peb. 16 — 7:30 - 9:00

Field Main Lounge
All Arc Welcome

AREA EAST
Judiciary

SELECTIONS

We are looking for interested concerned individuals to serve

on the Area East Judiciary. All who live to the north of

North Pleasant Street (on the side with Morrill) are eligible

to apply. Underclassmen especially welcomed. 15 minute

interviews will be conducted on Feb. 18. Pick up applications

in Student Senate Office or call Bob at 6-8904. Deadli- : "

5:00 P.M., Feb. 18.

line is

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KEN REISMAN
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Art Buchwald

An Embargoed Column
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Senatorial Cents

|„ a move designed to increase professionalism and competence on the

I, 'rslat.ve lexel.tht- Student Senate voted in bill fMSI to start paying it*

I!,?,'',, monthly salary, retroactive to November 1. 1970. We command

'^e officers in question, the President. Vice-President and Treasurer

are all called upon to devote an inordinate amount of time to their

• pe i e duties Besides functioning in their positions during sessions

, the S udent Senate, these officers are required, if they are to be at all

, , - tive. to attend meetings, conduct research, represen the Senate in

discussions with administrative officials and simply to influence people.

These are inherent duties of the offices.

Such responsibilities are not »nl> tiring but expensive as well, r or an

p,, son to fulfill all of these duties, he must be available at all hours and be

willing to give up many opportunities for advancement or ai

ronpUshn nt in other areas, areas such as part-time jobs. In other

J "da Senator, in some instances would be forced to choose between

seTv ing" he Student Senate and paying his wa> through school. We do not

leel this situation should be allowed to continue.

If the Student Senate is to attract officers of the highest caliber, then no

candidate should be eliminated for reasons financial or other wise. That

oconle of such competence are needed is self-evident.

'

The attraction of paving Senate officers has its disadvantages as well

however Questions might arise concerning the competence of those

people lured to the Senate by the illusions of an easy buck
P
The Senate, however, should at least be capable of seeing through the

f .cade ..I false devotion and determining the capability of its candidates

In the end. the controversv inevitably reaches the question of ad-

ministration - student relations I. the student body is to ™™£™
:

«
attain, an equal to those o. Mi administrative counterparts 'Hherw.s.

students, alrcadv muddled in a ma/e ot concrete, will be totall.v lost in the

struggle to. a useful and worthwhile educational experience. The

Senate's actions makes these resources available.

\\v \\
— Ground Control — Hello—
Control?— Control?— *

WASHINGTON--"W« regret that for security

manor* an embargo has been imposed on this column

lodav Are there any questions'"

Can you give us a reason lor the embargo on your

column"
- '

. ,

No 1 cannot. As a matter ot fact, you are not

authorized to reveal that I have placed an embargo on

my column Anyone violating this embargo will lose

his newspaper reading privileges for three months.

-Could you at least tell us what the subject matter ot

the column was going to be?"

It had to do with the war in Southeast Asia, but you

may not say that."

•What is the reason for the embargo.

T am trying to protect President Nixon's secre

plan to get our boys out of South Vietnam Anything I

could sav that might hurt that plan would raise a

credibility gap w ith the American people. But none ot

you is authorized to say that is the reason I placed an

embargo on this column."

•Could we assume that the column, if it had been

printed, would have had to do *ith the South Viet-

namese invasion of Laos, which could possibly

broaden the war at the time Pres.dent Nixon is trying

to shorten it'.'"

•You can assume whatever you want to, but you

cannot tell anyone that is what 1 planned to write.

'Would the column that you embargoed have had

anything to do with the Ho Chi Minn Trail"

'

•Voull have to ask the White House about that I am

not at liberty to discuss the Ho Chi Minn Trail with my

readers That, by the way. is off the record."

Does anybody in Congress know anything about

the column you planned to write?"

•Nobody in Congress knows anything about

anything any more I don't have to consult Congress

about what 1 plan to do concerning the_war in Viet-

nam ..and neither, by the way, does the President

What I have just said is not for attribution."

Has Secretary of State Rogers been informed of

the contents of the column?"

•He naturally has been informed about it, but he

doesn't make any of the decisions. Henry Kissinger

and his staff are now making all policy decisions on a

column having to do with Southeast Asia."

"Can we say that'"

•Not as long as the embargo is m effect. \ou can

mention Rogers, but you may not mention Kissinger's

name at this time."

Would the column have had anything to do with the

use of US. air power as well as close troop support of

our loyal South Vietnamese allies?"

Tt might have been mentioned. But I cannot tell

you for security reasons, how little or how much the

use of American planes would have played in the

overall theme of the piece."

•Can you at least give us a hint as to the thrust of the

column.'and what you hoped to accomplish by it"'

•It is the hope of everyone, including the President

of the United States, to get us out of Indochina as

quickly as possible. The column would have suggested

how we could do that."

•Don't you think the readers have a right to know

what your plan is"

'Not as long as Hanoi has access to American

newspapers. It is perfectly clear that any press

comment on an operation of this magnitude would

only prolong the war Our political and military

leaders know what they're doing or they wouldn't be

there."

"Can we say that?"

•Good God NO."
Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times.

Richard C. Hanson

Outcast And Outclassed
^"^

. ii. ...... i. .,.,.„! Iha u.-i trHv tlciUHU'

I'm in the 'Class of 1973" That means I'm expected

to graduate after doing four years here in ap-

proximately I 1/2 years If I don t graduate then, 1 11

be labeled a super senior ". and most people, being

class" conscious will look upon me as something of a

bad student, who probably spent a lot of time drinking

and otherwise flunking courses In short I 11 be an

outcast if President Wood doesn't hand me my

sheepskin in June 1973.

Uke everv other freshman last year. I was im-

mediately branded "73" and 27 1/2 years from now I 11

still be "73" As a freshman in the "class of 73 ,

I
was

expected to follow all the norms of being a freshman

This year I'm expected to have "Sophomore slump

Next "year I'll be called a "Junior" and I won t have

qualms about taking a "Junior Senior level only

course And then the w heels of University society will

turn me into a "Senior" and 111 have a "Senior pic

nic" and be able to get out of a meal ticket

1 realize how necessary it is for me to be

programmed through the University in four yeanr

The computer would bust a gut if it couldn t print out

•Class of 73 on mv records But. I still don t like it

One night in a place called the Red Garter Room. I

was sitting beer in hand, with Jack Littlefield. the guy

who makes all the University's mud. and usually

mumbles under his breath something about "soft

parameters Anyways 1 was telling Jack how

Pressured 1 felt by being called both a "Sophomore

and the (lass of 73 How 1 really didn't feel that a

University should impose a sublime pressure to be

tour year and out student

Jack stared contemplatively into his glass tor a

minute Then his lace lit up. "I've got it." he ex-

claimed proudly. "The Jack L.ttlefield 7-year en-

velope is what you need."

\h ears perked up as he began to tell of a plan which

would allow someone entering the University, the

option of entering directly from high school or waiting

He continued, the words flowing like the

waters of a stream during the Spring thaw
.
telling how

students could opt to take a year off w ithout suffering

from malicious peer pressure and how I'd no longer be

branded a "FRKSHMKN SOPHOMOHK JUNIOR

SENIOR." 1 would study as I wanted to without

worrying about being on the chopping block come

June'. 1973 Mv standing in the University would be

according to how many credits I had worked for and

not bv a notch in a four year belt which got tighter

every year I could be free of the unwritten rule ol

American higher education which put me into a "lour

year" educational institution

I thanked Jack for the inspirational words he had

spake
As I drained the glass in front of me and stood up to

leave, I still had a nagging feeling that, the University

would never change Caught up by a tradition, which

was probably inspired by some high school system in

old Boston. I knew that I would never be free of my
class designation

I swore though that I would see the "Jack Lit-

tlefield Seven year Fnvelope become a reality in mv

life-time That my kids will look back upon the last

\ estiges of the lour year institution and recognize how

"classist" it really was.

Recruitment
Meeting

Wednesday, 7 p.m.

Bristol Room

David Williams

Why I'm So Sleepy

„,-,, -M-«s *=-.&*-"-"

This is the third time I started to write my column

and three times I lucked out So this is it. If it doesn't

come out this time Is going to put in an MOC
recruitment ad, So read on

Surprise' This is an MIX' recruitment ad How

would vou like to get involved'' Now. right away

you've prnhablv stopped reading and said. Why is he

giving us the same old line'.'' And it is a line. Telling

someone that working for the MIX' gets you involved

is a lot of nonsense. Sometimes Sometimes you ac-

tually do get involved in something but only if you

want to Right now the staff consists of about 15 who

really involved in the MOC. The other two thirds ol

the stall consists of just marginal characters who drift

in and out of the office occasionally The trouble is that

we absolutely could not get on without them So not

only do we need more of them but we need more of us;

the involved ones

Now . maybe you think it's a little bit pretentious of

me to sav that l

;m a big deal around SU 407 There are

about 5 of us who can be found around the office at any

time ol 'he dav or night. Some days I'm here so much

that I wonder it I'm still sane. But you never despair

There are enough characters and crazy people

around here to make missing a food-fight in DC «7

worthwhile

But we need more staffers to continue. We need

writers i the editorial dent Is screaming for people) we

need people to work on the desk at night to put out the

paper We need photographers, d irk room people,

sports writers, reporters, copy -editors, you name it.

we probably have a shortage of them Like the ads

sav. "We have immediate openings for..." If you are

quick and have a good eye lor layout you can be one of

our night editors within a week We need three of

them Monday night. Tuesday night and Thursday

night are yours lor the asking The possibilities are

breath taking

Come and find out for yourself it you have nothing

earthshakmg to do tomorrow night Or if you just can t

wait, drop in the office today and ask someone to tell

you what's going on If you push them hard enough,

they'll tell VOU

Letters To The Editor
Worth 1,000 W^or^y [George Took Drugs?

"Ehr

To The Kditor:

I am incensed about the use of the photo that ap-

peared OB the front page of Friday's Collegian. A

distinct impression was given that the incident took

place in Laos and thai it was in some way connected

Jvith American combat troops. This is a gross and

deliberate misrepresentation of fact in a true yellow

press tradition.

The photograph in question was used completely out

,,l context and was printed with absolutely no

reference to its proper source. In actuality, the in-

cident pictured took place in Cambodia . the photo was

spirited from the February 1. 1971 edition of Time

magazine, page 25. The complete caption reads:

1 ike most wars, the one in Indochina has bred an

ilmosl casual brutality. At Mien, a small town nor-

theast of Phnom Penh v here bitter fighting raged two

months ago. West 'lerman photographer Dieter

1 udwtg was present when two Cambodian Patrols

,'eturned from forays into chest-high rice fields The

first patrol brought in a North Vietnamese prisoner

for interrogation (above <a second photo)); he talked

freelv alter the second patrol arrived waving some

grist* trophies - the severed heads of other North

Vietnamese troops Some of the Cambodians marked

their victory by cutting the livers out of the enemy

No side in the war has a monopoly on such horrors,

lhe Communists have committed more than their

shan- of atrocities At the My Lai trial in Fort Ben

ning Ga Radio Operator Robert van Leer told how

the Viet Cong dealt with one captured American

soldier Thev fitted a bird-cage- like device around his

head said van Leer, then filled it with live rats.''

If such deliberate misrepresentative measures on

the part of the Collegian editors continue, it will be

necessary to remove the word "responsible'' from the

masthead _ .
Arthur L. Lupien

KDIIORS NOTE: .

It was not our intention to distort or misrepresent

when we used Time Magazines photo on Friday s

Iron. page. I'- Stasaad I* us that the American public

has been duped long enough by the Nixon Ad-

ministration and that anyone who didn t cry out for

the „ar to be halted in some way contributes to the

atrocities of the Vietnam war.

W, were not Irving to link the picture specifically

with the storv inside, although the wa> it turned out

one.ouldverv easily do so We were simply trying to

shmk people, give them second Noughts abou

son,, thing which thev may never have thought about

Before. We wanted people to feel the weight of those

two heads anil to make them reali/e just what the

picture represents We feel we were successful.

Mud Slinging

T« The Kditor:

1 appreciate Barry Rubenstein's comparing me to

George Washington. Though it has been recently

alleged that George took drugs and padded his ex-

pense accounts, most people would agree that he

compares favorably with some more recent occupants

of the office.

It is true that the Ombudsman only has the power to

make recommendations, not to enforce them, and it is

inevitable that there will sometimes be honest dif-

ferences of opinion between the Ombudsman and the

authority to whom the recommendations are made.

We shall simply have to wait and see how things work

out

If I am confronted with too frequent failure to follow

my recommendations, I will of course resign.

1 don't think, however, that this will happen. I have

confidence in the Chancellor and in the administration

generally. It is right, as a general rule, to be skeptical

of innovations, especially if great claims are made lor

them I make no claims But trv me.

Kllsworth Barnard

Ombudsman

Have A Heart
To The Kditor:

We feel that the People have the right to know the

truth behind St Valentine's Day which has been long

suppressed by the Fascist pig press This is not late,

by the way. It is early for next year

We celebrate the holiday to honor the memory of

one of the first priests who committed an act of civil

disobedience. Valentinus was a priest during the time

when the Imperialist Roman empire was flourishing.

The emperor of Rome found that his army was

dw indlmg. The young men of Rome refused to fight in

his Imperialistic land-grabbing wars. They didn't

want Rome to set up their puppet governments all

over the world As a final measure, the tyrannical pig

king revealed his true nature by decreeing that no

more marriages could take place until his mercenary

armies returned victorious

The people knew that the law was immoral and so

they openly disobeyed lhe king. St. Valentinus

married many of the rebellious couples at the risk of

great personal danger

When the pig emperor learned of Valentinus' heroic

act he had Valentinus busted In jail. Valentinus

became friends • ith the jailer's daughter On the eve

ol his execution, he sent the little girl a message

thanking her for making his last days more pleasant

and telling her how much he appreciated her friend-

ship He signed the note. "From your Valentine

Thus we celebrate the brave act of the rebel priest

Valentine. What has been perverted into a day of

bourgeoi.s mush and sentiment by the evil greeting

card syndicate was originally the celebration of an act

against Imperialism It is a people's holiday although

the Government has tried to suppress that fact. So I

wish all my brothers and sisters a Happy Karly

Valentine's Day
PS. Just think if one of the Berrigan brothers lived

in those davs. it might be called St Berrigan s Day

Then you "could ask your lover "will you be my

Berrigan""
Love and peace are a state of mind

Dick Blake and Boh /.elman

c/oThe Bleeding Hose

To The Kditor:
, ,

. -

I am grateful to you lor publishing the letter Iron

Senator Bernstein, which impuned the motives ol

Senators ulmstcad Waters, and myself, for now your

readers have seen the caliber of the oppositions

Bernstein has violated an unwritten law ol legislative

bodies bv publiciv slinging mud at his colleagues.

thereby forfeiting our respect lie is correct in stating

that we supported the amendment to pay all Senators

We vere attempting to make the bill so onerous that

not even Bernstein could vote lor it I stated on the

floor ol the Senate that H it passed I would donate my

share to mv dorm government Bernstein was either

asleep or distorted this issue on purpose.

Senator Bernstein .orgets that he was elected to

represent the people, not crowned to rule over them

The onlv justification for democratic government is

the Mil of the psopk We a™ not sulking, as he im-

plies, but are going i the people fte curds are

stacked against us. I * we have one week to gather

lour thousand signatures Senator Bernstein hopes

that vou Will not hav . the chance to vote we hope that

vou -v ill Power, as the) say. tothepeopltv

Robert A. Hall. Senatoi

Letters To The Editor Or In 25 Words Or Less. .

.

Letters to the Fditor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature. ..ddress. and

te'ephone number .11 of which

« I be Withheld '" -1 request)

T e limi' • ->n r » nfl ,ne

deadline is 5 p.m the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters

The s tmie rules apply to

Editorial Points except that the

limit on these is 25 words No

prizes will be awarded or gifts

given out This is not a contest

It's simply a forum for those of

you who don't feel like writing a

whole letter or who don't know

more than 25 words

Editorial Points
United Press International

reported that the South Viet

namese Army m Laos captured

2001) Communist chickens and

ducks presumably infiltrating into

.-..uuh Vietnam for subversive

purposes Did you ever stop to

think that the anti American ac-

tivities which regular!) convene

around the campus pond, coincide

with the presence of our own towl

Flvmg south to Havana maybe''
»»•••••••••

K\er wonder who started the

imth that student! shouldn't get

paid for working on student ac-

tivities just because they're

students. Sounds like an insidious

attempt bv someone in the past to

keep student 01 uani/ation inef-

httive and ineflicient.

". We don't have to import chili

lor our spaghetti. " said Italian

premier Kmilio Colombo.

Last year the I niversitv land

capers spent lot Of time and

monev planting shrubs and grass

arsSSSi what used to be #'. lot in

front «»i Hector Hall. This year the)

dug it all ap again, DM »«>«• fver g< J

the leeling that iioImkIv is in charge

of things around here.
»»•••«•••»

The new office of System 'l

Treasurer Kenneth Johnson will Ik>

located in a "modular Unit" at the

base ol Orchard Hill, beta* the

Chancellors House in what one

administrator called privatelv. lbs

•underbrush '

• ••• ••»•••

When was the last time i

Collegian I rout page made \ou

want to puke

Queen For A Day

What Is Reality?

In the Kditor:

Matt Tackeff should spend less ol his time trying to

be clever and more of it trying to be realistic Realism

might require him to look at the very uglv tacts of

Vietnam. It might even make him address himself to

the basic and overriding considerations of this illegal

and unmoral war. i e . the right ot a people to

determine the quality of their own existence Sure.

Matt that s why we re there (inly the people over

there don't want our Democracy They would have

lK-en verv productive and better off under Ho Chi

Minh imagine better Bed than red white & blue or

The French learned that the Vietnamese people

didn't want them there We should have learned the

ante i>> now
\Miv inarch. Matt''

onlv lor the hope that the publicity generated D)

numbers will reflect itself in real poluv changes

The picture on Friday s front page is part ol the

reality v ou are making little jokes about Take a good

look at yOOT reality. Matt. I hope you don't like what

vou see

TO The Kditor.

As the nominee from Pierpont

House 'Project It) lor Winter

Carnival i/ueen. l experienced .•

number ol interesting encounters

worth sharing with the Iniversitv

community But before 1 do. I w ish

to express the reasons why I. I

male student, have made mvselt 8

serious candidate lor this position

Most importantly. I wish to

demonstrate to the campus
community the nature ol sexism on

this campus and in our society as it

manifests itseli in one oi our

cultural rituals Second, I wish to

show the kind ol discrimination

which occurs when a sacred and

routine cultural institution is

threatened By running lor Winter

(arni Queen." 1 hope to prompt

people to stop and apply critical

thought to a campus institution

which is in itself sexist and the sex

role stereotyping which occurs m
our society Tne institution ol

Winter (arm Queen decides what

qualities are admirable lor I

campus coed, judges and selects

from a group ol nominees, and then

parades that person as an object

This dehumanises women and

perpetuates a system of com
petitiveness and goal orientation

lor their own sake It stereotypes

women into a role in the same way

a little girl is handed a doll at age

two and socialized to be a "little

mommy" to the exclusion of all

other possibilities By socially

training women to assume inferior

positions and object oriented roles,

society can perpetuate an

inequitable and sexist social

system
\ brief description of the

screening proCCSS itself, howevei

will substantiate some of the

assertions I have made All ol

candidates are interviewed twi re

by a team ot three judges From

this large group ten candidates

are chosen and lhe live finalkts

are chosen !:om this group <>"

bothevemngs, the ju4ges consisted

of two men and one woman Also

on i M >th occasions, the two mak
nidges were from the athletic

department < andidates wi re

judged on beaut) poise i»<i

sonality, intelligence, etc and

assigned points on the basis of

performance in these areas

During mv interviews especially

on the second evening, I bad to

spend most of my lime justifying

and explaining m> reasons tor

running
Since I leel I u;is discriminated

against . and considered an in-

teresting, but not serious candidate

h\ the judges because 1 have

threatened a campus sacred

cow'' I intend to continue mv
( -andidacv m the form ol a write in

campaign I would appreciate the

support of those who sympathize

with my intentions, bv writing in

my name once the voting begins

Sex role stereotyping is as serious

a social problem as povert)

racism and imperialism and I

wish to bring to the attention ol lhe

University community this modern

method oi whoring women, and its

larger societal implications Peace

and love.

Jim l.aMacrhia
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Placement Office

Seniors Urged To Make Appts Now
ByJANETPEARLMAN

Mix Staff

(Editor's note: This is the second

in a series of articles on the

Placement Office, sponsored hy

the Student Senate Services

Committee.)
Job-hunting members of the

genior class are urged to fill out

forms and/or make interview

appointments at the Placement

Office for employment recruiters

coming to campus in the next few

weeks before spring recess.

Recruiters for education majors

will be coming to campus after the

spring recess

A weekly flyer called Placement

News, distributed to every dor-

mitory, social organization, and

academic department, may keep

vou informed as to who will be on

"campus and when they will be

interviewing Copies of Placement

\cws may also be picked up at the

Placement Office.

Specifically, groups seeking

employees are retailing

• 3 THEATRES UNDER 1 ROOF •

1:11
9:15We^aGirl ,

GOL0|[HAWN
mMyooup K petersellers

organizations iZayre. S.S.Kresge,

Lord & Taylor, etc.), insurance

companies I Continental, Kemper.

Mass Mutual), and miscellaneous

other companies searching for

students of almost any major with

primary interests in retailing.

sales work, or management.
For other liberal arts majors

there are government agencies

including the Social Security

Administration, the Farms Home
Administration, and the Bureau of

i he Census seeking employees

Those with library science

degrees may speak to the

representatives from Boston

Public Library and the Providence

Public Library who are looking for

library interns.

Nursing majors will want to

speak to recruiters from Peter

Bent Brigham Hospital. Vale New
Haven Hospital, the New York

University Medical Center, and the

New England Medical Center

The Placement Office is situated

in Room 239. Whitmore.

Hampshire Hosts
Women's Week

Starting on Valentines Day. Sunday. Feb. 14. Hampshire College wil

celebrate Women's Week

The idea for Women's Week originated with two Hampshire student:

who hoped to show films clearly illustrating where women are W^tMj

society From that beginning the idea was expanded to include speakers

panels, and seminars.

During December a group of Hampshire Women got together 10 talk

about pressures women face; in society and at Hampshire. The grout

was formed by members of classes which dealt with human sexuality.

Manv women at Hampshire have, since then, become increasing})

aware'of the need to get together, both with other women and also ir

mixed groups, to discuss the pressing issue of s-x roles A week devotee

to the topic of women was the outcome

Among the films to be shown during the week, many (such as Dames

How to Marry a Millionaire. Make Out. Beach Party, and several others

illustrate how the society views women, and consequently how womer

have been forced to view themselves.

The events are open to the public.

11

Barbra Streisand *

TheOwP 00 * 900 ^3&?*j
and the Pussycat

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Gamma S.qrr.a S.flma .nv.tes you »0 gay

r»WW» mm »f*V TlUKM F«* I6rh trom

I p m ,1 f eld s Mam Lounge Everyone

s welcome
Toi"gr>t«rom 7 »P m you are my ted to meet

:0 .n Angel Flight a sistemood of »u"

*nd tr.endsr.ip. Come to the Coion.ai

Lounge S U and i0.n ttvs unique group

ANGfcL FLIGHT
There yyill be a meeting tonight in D'O nson

210 Very important an Angel* please attend

Notices
AREA GOV T LEADERS

re yviil be a me«t.n9 o» the Area Gov't

A,u sory Committee to review the Area Govt

Budget m Rm I6» Ot C C Please attend im

portant

ASSOC DEAN OF STUDENTS
. i.i.it.ons are available tor Student

Personnel Sta" positions, for n««f year, in the

A«.so. students O'fice. 229 vVhitmore

m March is

<

_n new screen splendor...

The most magnificent picture ever!

DAVID SElZNICK'Spto^ionof margarlt Mitchells

GONE WITHTHE WIND

•Vs.

V.

* —

-

z
at
<

r-
Z

z

>
79

z

STARRING

i
Winner

of Ten
Academy
Awards

CLARKGABLE
m> •* VMEN LEIGH

LESLIE HOWARD OLimdellAVHMND
v»n» «»» av

A SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL PICTURE VICTOR R F MING • siwithowmo ©S MLTRCGOLDWYN MAYER n-JRA. STEREOPHONIC SOUND MUR0C0L0R mcm

FEB. 18
FEB 19
FEB. 20
FEB. 21

5 & 9 p.m.

11 a.m., 3 & 8 p.m.

2 p.m.

< U BAtltO^M

COMPARMIVE L'TERATUK. HL«
SERIES ,

Viscont,-. THE LCOPAHO vv.th Burt

Lancaster . aud.a Cart .ale. A.a.n Delon

starring * II oe Miown tanajM a' 6 & 9 p m n

Thompson

CVSP PSYCM WAJ&Rl
Ameet.ngw.HOehf.o'onglMatBp m m the

lounge across trom the Psychology Ottice

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
it you like horses come see the movie. Al.

American Horse'. Wed Feb 1 7th at 7 Mom
•2 174 Ot the C C All welcome

FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR
Dr Fergus M Clydesdale ot the Dept o«

F,K)d Scien. f & Technology here at the Un.v

mM . rro* at II IS a m m *m HI

,Ai-th Lab Top.c The Struggle tor Food

Th. Campus Community rl mvited

GAMAAA SIGMA SIGMA
There *.n be a meetng Ton.ght at 6 30 p m

,nRm !6Sot the C C £«<* Board w II meet at

6 p m There *.M be a rush party M Field «

r,,am lounge at 7 JO Everyone « urged to

attend

MEVMAKFRS SQUARE DANCE CUB
The regui «r sguare dance nviii be held m the

CCA tonight at 7 JO New members warmly

welcomed Br ng your friends and learn -o

square danre the Fun *ay

I Y I

A Series en The HfCW tor A i/aluab'e

Ph, losoph, yt L te * weehsl w.ll star! w.th

The Exploration ot the Underlying Threads o«

Oriental Philosophy on Wed . Feb 17th at 7 *

p rt, ,n » -v 72 Ot C C

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
is Mathematics tun' Come and you II »ind

out that ,t is Hasnell Cohen gives

Mathematical induction " today at 4 p m m

the Colloquium Room of Arnold House Cottee

at 3 30 p m

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 390

Seminar w.n be meeting on Tuesday nights

at 7 p m m Room N404 Morrill

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

The N E S bus w.ll run the 16th through the

19th and regular Monday thru Thurs tr.ps the

w*ek of the ttnd Any changes to this tutors

should check w.th the N E S centers M
Springfield

NORTHAMPTON VETERANS HOSPITAL

COMPANION PROGRAM
Are you interested M people' Be a volunteer

at the veterans Hospital Mon. evenings or

Thurs afternoons Call Bonn.e at S49 170S for

mfo & rides

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
?nd meeting I0S C C at 9 p m Wed .

17th New people welcome

Feb

LOST
Blue corduroy bag with black shoes inside m

DC «7onFeb 10th Badly needed Please call

68S0B or leave a message at 1704 JQA

Black puppy with brown eyebrows,

shepherd spaniel, maybe pregnant, green

Illinois tag on collar Answer to Lee Call S46

5232 or bring to Pierpont ottice

FOUND
VW car keys near F lot contact Pete at S46

9196

Girls black white knit ski cap found on

Bookstore bus Feb 3rd May pick it up at S U

Lost & Found counter

Toby the German Shepherd >s found Our

thanks to the many good people who helped us

look lor f n . ).f ItW 8. Bob

-IL

aade tomorrow
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Home With The Folks

Workshops and Seminars
Highlight Open Theater's

By DON GLICKSTEIN
MIX Stall

•Arse . •urinal", all of the

sexual innuendo* and the sarcastic

retorts seemed to bring the most

laughter Horn the audience. It was

an uncomfortable laughter that

sporadically interrupted the actors

in The Homecoming at Smith's

Theatre 14 over the weekend, a

laughter seemingly more induced

by the programs observations of

"pure, familiar, domestic farce",

•comic dilemma", and "comic

realism", than by the script and

the production.

Tension is created by the union of

comedy and tragedy. Frustration

is created by too much tension-

waiting for a conflict to resolve,

waiting for anybody to do

anything There were too many
things to laugh at and be disturbed

bv in The Homecoming: brothers

raping their brothers wife, lonely

people baiting each other's

loneliness, sarcasm at the frailties

of individuals At times, one's mind

wandered because of the effort

needed to concentrate on this

sustained tension, and if there was

a weakness in the play it was this.

there and while this is natural in

real life, in drama, this blocking is

stilt and boring, although it does

create the desired tension.

The Homecoming was, however,

a notch above usual college

productions, notably in its use of

British dialects, which were

consistent and natural. The set.

with its long, immense stairway.

"THE
HOMECOMING
was, however

a notch above

usual college

productions. .

.

i

\ daily series of workshops,

seminars", lecture-demonstrations

and master classes will be con-

ducted by members of The Open

Theatre Knsemble during its one-

week residency at the Amherst

campus of the I' Mass.

This engagement has been

.it ranged by the Fine Arts Council

and will give the L'Mass com-

mumtv and theatre buffs from

throughout the Connecticut Valley

in opportunity to acquaint

themselves with one of tht leading

off-ofl Broadway theatre en-

semliles now before the public

Leading The Open Theatre

Knsemhle in its visit to the

I niversit) *ill be eo directors,

Joseph tiiaikin and Roberta sklar.

||,e schedule ot activities tor the

group includes daily workshops at

;u a m Tuesday. Feb lti.

through Friday. Feb 1^. IB

Memorial Hall Auditorium In

addition, a daily master class by

dr ( haikm and I lecture-

monstratiot! by Mi» Sklar and

members ot the open Theatre will

in Memorial Hall DTI alternate

vs it 2 •" p m beginning

esday. Keb 16. and running

through Friday, Feb 19

\ master ticket entitling the

:.i lo attend all ot the above

mods will be ottered tree to

those purchasing a ticket to any of

the three evening performances.

The master ticket may also be

purchased by those not planning to

attend the evening productions.

The Open Theatre will perform

its highlv acclaimed production of

•Terminal" twice during its week-

long residency at the University

Performances are scheduled for

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m

Thursdav. Feb 18. and Saturday.

Feb 20. On Friday evening, Feb.

19. the group will give an open

rehearsal of a new work. Reserved

tickets for the three evening

productions and the master ticket

are now available by contacting

the University's Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall, telephone 545-0202

Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Box Office one

hour before curtain

The characters in the play were

too uncomplementary and

dichotomous: Sam, a lanky, pitiful

Stan Laurel-type, Joey, a bit too

much the country dolt, Teddy, the

weak, stereotyped doctor of

philosophy The overdone slapstick

was just as much the playwright's

fault as the director's, but subtler

characterizations might have

yielded less frustration. All the

actors seemed to pick their chair

or spot on the stage and stayed

and active, yet not distracting

black and gold walls, was also

noteworthy, although at times the

large stage made the cast appear

miniscule The Homecoming
provided the best and the worst of

slapstick and sadism, interest and

frustration.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

STUDENT SENATE

Bi Elections

Thursday — Feb. 18

Cape Cod Lounge

(utini.inc^ — Pratemitiw — Bororltieg

9 a.m 5 p.m

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK

for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tour* $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Infna'l

Box 13927. Gainesville, Fla 32601

UMM
11th floor

Campus Center

Wine?
Coffee

Cheese
Crackers

S-i

Pi

Pinball

Wizards!

Winter

Carni

Carnival

Feb. 19 & 20

will have

pinball

machines

CONCOURSE
CAMPUS
CENTER

TONIGHT

At 8 in the S. U. Ballroom

PROF. ERNESTO BLANCO

Former director of Reteorch for the Cubon Revolutionary Government

• Mid thill's id*-"'
1

Coffee House

Thursday, Feb. 18, 9 p.m

Kevin Maclsaac
on guitar

and
"Cricket Hill"

Winter Carni 71

\\

Speaks on

CUBAN COMMUNISM"

% DM' I'n <•nl JH'
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MOVIES _

cinema Playin' Hard To Get
IK ash. a review

iu KUSSELLC.MUNDY
M DC Stat

t

Not even the classroom tan do justice to

the generation gap this week Andy

Warhol's Trash is in town at the Campus

Cinema playing to standing room only

crowds ol the under thirties hut over

eighteen*
Whatever the final view ot Warhol ma)

be, there is no denying his genius for

creating the perfect balance between the

profane and the legitimate What else is his

I ampbell soup can, his eight hour un

moving, unblinking documentary of the

Kmpire State building, or his recent sex-

ploitation lilni>"

I: t si. is among other things, a neatlj

con ved put on aimed speciiicall) at the

suburbanite in Ciname 1 II. Ill everywhere

•s ,1 possible that Warhol conceived and

eated I'rasl' a- a syndicated purgation

broughout ththome rfthebravel Consider

s.iturda\ night's theatrics TfcereN .»
*
.in in

m v sun,., trash, and The <>\sl and t»»«'

IW>i-al 'an it be possible that he

isuahzed Irash caught between the ever

longer liawns •»! ilu- American movie

dilemma'' Did he deliberate!) create a

scene Saturda) night across America in

which an American public screws up its

resolution and in a fitful burst of self

revelation at the box-office ejaculates I

w.uit to see trash'

Compared with his earlier works rra*fc

lias .i conventional beginning, middle, and

end \n unmistakable intelligence has

ordered ihe sequences <»t the Rim so that the

,-n.i is quite an enlargement upon an

dent leal beginning because the

iinm the middle ol the film has provided

<\ txpLinalioii

Trash is unified by Warhol's latest super-

star, the body of Joe Dallasandro. Joe, like

Jack Nicholson in Five Kasy Pieces has a

problem that we are expected to understand

even if it is never fully explained Joe is. of

course, into heroin and is the only man in the

theatre who can't get it up. but I submit that

1

'Is it possible that

Warhol conceived and

created "Trash " as a

syndicated purgation

throughout the

home of the brave?"

Warhol is not primarily interested in heroin

addiction, although his camera dwells

dutifull) on the needle, nor in the potential

pornograph) of Joe's inability Twentieth

L-entur) impotence. e\en it less graphic, is

certainl) nothing new to our literature or

cinema
Warhol Utilizes drugs and sex - the tacts

ot life ol his New York demi-monde, much

as Antonioni uses them in Man L'p: to build

character and l>\ implication to uncover the

nun oluted sexual political-economic

malaise ot our times

While the title Trash ironically alludes to

the potential pornograph) ot the film, it also

describes Joe and his ilk as the trash of

societ) Beyond that, the title suggests that

Joe subsists on the leavings, the trash, the

garbage that society creates Our contact in

the film with that society is limited to the

five sequences that include the Playboy

world of the pneumatic dancer, the liberal

couple, the wealthy girl, the Westchester

kid. and the welfare agent. There is little to

he said for them; they outdo one another in

hypocracy. banality, acquisitiveness, and

superficiality No wonder Joe can't make it.

The bitter irony of theTilm is that Joe and

his girl are themselves caught in the values

of that society even while drowning in its

backwaters. She reacts much like any other

unliberated soul when she discovers Joe in

bed with her sister Perhaps more to the

point is her final refusal to part with her

silver shoes - the ones like Joan Crawford

used to wear in Our Dancing Daughters.

Trash offers no prescriptions, no

palliatives It ends as it began with Joe's

impotence A reluctant hero throughout, he

is not seduced by the plastic, sexual

theatrics of the stripper-dancer, nor by

Westchester kinkiness. He remains num-

bed, inarticulate, unaroused in the world of

swill around him

Despite the X rating. Trash is a con

ventionally lashionahle work belonging

structural!) and thematically with Midnight

t owbo) . Ka») Rider, and Five Eas) Pieces.

This is not to say however that it approaches

any of those films as a film; that is. in the

use ol the language and power of the film

form No, Trash is conceived as a theatrical

piece in which the actors play to the camera.

Rather than used the camera to expand our

understanding of the action, it is there as a

constant source of irritation, limiting the

action.

"... an incompletely

conceived but cleverly

packaged theatrical

piece that fails as

a film but rouses hell

out of its audience

Warhol's taste for recording reality began

with his Kmpire and Sleep and is traceable

through his current penchant for continuous

takes. It is paradoxical that his continuous

takes aimed at faithfully reproducing

reality result in frequent pans from palyer

to player, face' to face The pans and con-

stant adjustment of focus in close-up call

attention to the camera and undercut the

sense of reality (Unlets, the sex not

withstanding. Warhol's after Brechtian

distance I wouldn't want to defend that.) I

would rather defend Trash as an in-

completely conceived but cleverly packaged

theatrical piece that fails as a film, but

rouses hell out of its audience.

Tlu l -Mass Duplicate Bridge Club meet! this and every

Wednesday at TOO P.M. in the back of The Hatch. Tell

vour Friends. Come alone or with a partner.

LiTTll L*T'n LaR^V

Lecptc Lou its

CAMPOS CBNT& Mt>iTO£*0H

T- c if v'tv .Cc»C **lfe> **«$

2S2SZaZS25Z5ZS

Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV.

March 5, 6
Qualification tournament to determine

UMatt Representatives

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17th — 7:00 P.M.

Campus Center Bottom Floor

Room 168 • 170

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1*70/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet
Brahms Quintet for Clarinet & Strings. Yona Eulinger.

soloist: Mozart Quartet K.575 and Quartet No. 1 by

Joseph Tal

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Choikin & Roberto Sklar, Directors

"Terminal", February 18 & 20 — 8 P M.

New York in Progress, February 19 — 8 P.M.

Deity Workshops. Master Classes and Lecture Demonstra-

tions open without charge to ticket-holders.

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 & SATURDAY, FEB. 27—8 P.M.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET
Extra Seminar and Jazz Workshop
Open Without Charge to Ticket-Holders

For complete ticket and program information contact

Fine Am Council, 125 Heifer Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

Trackmen Fall Back Early
NU Coasts To Victory

ByEARLEBARROLL
IIDC Staff

BosTONTakmg a commanding

Hi 2 lead after the first two events

the Northeastern University track

team went on to thump the UMass

tracksters. 73-31, hereon Saturday,

doing into the meet the Hedmen

were hoping to come out of the two

opening events, the shot put and

long jump, only down by a couple

of points. However, this was not to

be as Eddie Arcaro was nipped for

second place by only one-quarter of

an inch in the shot and Rip Dyer

was likewise nipped lor second in

the long jump
This turn of events turned a

possible 10-8 deficit into a 16-2

deficit for the Redmen and from

hereon it was all Northeastern as

the Huskies used this opening lead

as their motivation for the

remainder of the meet.

In this meet not only did the

Huskies defeat the Redmen in their

weak events as was expected, but

they also defeated the Redmen in a

tew of their strong events with the

real clinchers being in the dash and

the hurdles, where Northeastern

runners were the first to cross the

linish line.

Individual winners for the

Redmen were Ron Wayne and Ed
Shaughnessy Wayne continued his

double-event winning streak as he

won both the mile and two mile. In

his mile victory he went out in the

lirst quarter in*! seconds, burning

out his opponents and coasting

from there on to victory

Shaughnessy took lirst in the

high jump with a leap of 6'6"

equalling his West mark of the

season and coming within one-

«m»T.ON jfSH tINS L
i-c.

t
°«nc» r i wuii pBBS J \4ti Kiwoy

quarter of an inch of the school

record. By the end of season with

the championship meets coming up

he should erase the record.

( it her performances of note were

turned in by freshman John
Maloney, sprinters Tony Pendleton

and Ron Harris and hurdlers Jim
Graves and Jerry Spellman.

Due to the sickness to 1000 yard

specialist Dave Evans. Maloney
was called into action in the varsity

1000 and responded with a fine

fourth place showing only a second

off the winning time against the

best group of middle distance

runners in New England.

Although defeated in the dash

both Pendleton and Harris were
timed in the same 5.6 seconds that

the winner Steve Hogan was
clocked in These two will get

another shot at Hogan. who was the

New England high school 100 yard

dash champ last year, in the New
Englands on February 27.

Graves and Spellman placed

second and third in the hurdles

behind Carl Sandy, and will also be

looking to the New Englands to

settle a score with him
In junior varsity competition.

Northeastern also came out on top

by the slimest of margins, 48-46.

Top individual performers for

the Redmen in this meet were

Steve Crimmins. Mike Teasdale.

Craig Ferris, Alan Wadsworth,

John Osborne, Mark Whalen, and

Barry Dwinnell

Crimmins turned in a yeoman
performance placing second in the

high jump and high hurdles and

running lead off leg for the vic-

torious mile relay team.

Teasdale and Ferris took two-

three in the 600, Wadsworth was

second in the 1000 and Osborne,

Whalen and Dwinnell were one-

two-three in the long jump.

The next track competition for

the Redmen will be next Saturday

when they travel to UConn for the

Yankee Conference Cham-
pionships.

TRACK TALK A new New-

England collegiate pole vault

record was set during this meet as

Northeastern's Jim Carisella

vaulted 1511'' to ecliose the old

record of 15'8" by Harvard's Steve

Schoonover . In another record

performance. L Mass cross

country rival from Springfield set

a record of 1.46:01 in the Silver

Lake Dodge 30 kilometer race

MM North 1'lrisinf M . »iiilnrsf

COME AS YOU ARE

For Your Index Portrait.

MAKE APPOINTMENTS NOW
FOR FEB. 22 - 26 AND MARCH 1 - 6

IN THE INDEX OFFICE,

SECOND FLOOR, STUDENT UNION.

*No dress code, wear whatever you like, no d ropes for

women.

If You Are Unsatisfied

with the available information on

- 5 College Courses

- The 5 College Bus System

- Cultural Events in the Valley

- Social segregation between the University and the Colleges

Join the

5 College Student Coordinating

Board

Selections will be held:

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17, 1971 - 7:30 - 10:30 p.m.

803 CAMPUS CENTER

Appointments are requested, not required.

For information and appointments call:

Susan 6-8387

Jerry 6-5391

YC Selects Mathias
UMass center Ken Mathias was

selected as the top frontcourt

performer in the Yankee Con-

ference for last week's action. The
67 senior co-captain scored 40

points with 24 rebounds as the

Kedmen defeated Boston College,

85-77. and ITonn, 89-67. He hit on 12

of 20 field goals. 16 of 18 free throws

and had 11 assists for his weeks

play.

Also named as the top backcourt

and sophomore players were Brian

Peters of New Hampshire and

Steve Rowell of Rhode Island

Peters, a 6'3" senior guard,

scored 22 points as UNH edged

Vermont. 77-76, in a YanCon game

and tallied another 22 more in a 78-

74 overtime loss to Dartmouth
Rowell. a 6'4, has been forced to

play center for URI. He responded

with 75 points and 40 rebounds in

four games and scored 28 in a loss

to 12th ranked Duquesne.

Other nominations included for

the backcourt: Mike Pagliara

(UMass), Paul Bessey lMaine),

Ed Molloy (URI). and Bob Boyd

(UConn*. For the frontcourt: Dave
Pemberton iL'NH), Nick Susi

(Maine), and Mark Miller (Ver-

mont) For top sophomore: Peter

Gavett (Maine). Al Vaughn
(UConn) and Jim Ducey (Ver-

mont).

Metawampe
Wants You

New Opportunities Offered

Tomorrow Night At 7 p.m.

FREEDOM
to choose the

£ WINTER CARNI QUEEN
L 1

>

of your choice ^
FEBRUARY 16-19 —

£ STUDENT UNION LOBBY '

DO YOU
CARE ABOUT
Your World?

Come Hear

Bernadette

Devlin
At the Cage

Wednesday, Feb. 17

4:00 p. m
— following on informal COFFEE HOUR 3 to 4 p.m.

COLONIAL LOUNGE, S.U.
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Chiefs Depth Tops Gymnasts

By MICHAELCUSACK
MIX" Stall

The UMara varsity gymnasts

suffered their second loss m their

last three outings as they were

downed l>\ arch rival Spnngtield

College, lS9.3fr 156.75. Friday night

in a meet held in the rage The

Chiefs, in upping their record to 6-1

dropped the Redman slate to 4-2,

The top three places tor each

event were tairly well divided

among the two teams, but it was

Springfield's superior depth which

enabled them to come up with the

ill-important third score tor their

higher event totals The Redmen

had outstanding performances in

ever> event, but tailed to realize

(heir full potential when and where

t was most needed

["op performers tor UMass were

Rick Kiley. Jay Thomsen. Stove

Carj Scotl Stover, and Tony

i Rile) regained his winning

,n as he once again took lust in

Ihe sidehorse event Thomson and

iar\ tied tor first in the kmghorse

,.vcnt while Stover won the high

iur event with a 9 ir>. highest score

,1 tin- meet Vacca enjoyed one oi

!,is better performances ot the

season as he placed second in both

aultiag and high bar. and won the

all around event with a total ot

\dditional outstanding per-

urmances tor the Redmen were

turned in b> Jay Aronstein who

! tor second on rings. Jack

lU'rner. who took third on floor.

indNorm Vexler. who was thud on

.idehorse. in addition to placing

and in the all around total with

-, die i'l •" D5

nn the strength ot Datti's tirst

place performance ot 9.2 and

Thompson's second place score ol

\) iia. Spnngtield found itself on top

ot a 27.05- 28 oo score alter the tirst

event, floor exercise The Redmen
were paced m this event by Bor

tier's third place score of 8.9

Sidehorse, which has not proved

to be a solid event tor the Redmen
in the past, held up surprisingly

well, as Spnngtield could gam only

I of a point The Redmen were led

on this event by Kiley s 9.1 and

Vexler's B.85 while high scorer for

the Chiefs was Brown, with an 8.95.

Spnngtield scored 25.85 in the

event to 25.75 tor I'Mass. bringing

the running score of the meet to

52 90-51.75, m favor of Springfield

At this point, the Redmen were in

i rouble, but they were still in the

meet It was the next event, still

rings, that started the Redmen on

their downfall

Paced by Houston's 9.1 and

Harvey's 9 0. Springfield outseored

I Mass by 1.75 points on rings.

26.90-25 15, widening their lead at

intermission to 2.90 points. 79. BO-

TH HO The sole bright spot tor the

Redmen in this event was the 9.0

routine ot Aronstem. which was

good to. a second place tie

The Redmen began the second

halt determined to make a

comeback, which they started to

do With Cary. Thomsen and

Vacca. UMaas >wept the top three

positions in vaulting, winning the

event total 27.25-26.55 This cut

Spring! ield S lead by 8 ot a point to

106.35-104 15 For a while. I'Mass

tan> had high hopes, but they were

shattered during the next event,

parallel ban
Springfield, alter not placing

well in vaulting, swept the first

three places on parallel bars,

winning the event total by a full

point, as they more than regained

what they had lost in the previous

event. Wiles led all scores with a

9.1, while Cary was high scorer for

LIMass with an 8.7. The Chiefs

picked up 26.90 points in this event,

compared to the Redmen's 25.90,

which left UMaSS on the short end

of a 133.25-130.05 score.

The final event, high bar. saw the

Redmen take the top two places.

and win the event total, but the

damage had already been done.

Behind Stover's 9.15 and Vacca's

8.9. I'Mass scored 26.70 points m
the event to the Chiefs' 26.05, but

the Redmen tell short, as the final

score read: Springfield 159.30.

I Mass 156.75.

The meet was closer than the

final score indicates. CMass

outseored the Chiefs in two

events, vaulting and high bar, and

lost the event total on sidehorse by

a slim 1 of a point In addition, the

Redmen took half of the firsts, halt

of the seconds, and half of the

thirds, as well as taking the top two

places in the all around event The

deciding I actor of the meet was the

inability ot the Redmen to come

through with the necessary three

scores tor a good event total in

each event

TMs Saturday at 1:36 p.m.. the

Redmen seek to get back on the

winning road, when they will be

hosted In Navy The Redmen

return home to host Temple
liuversity on Sat . Feb. 27 in their

final dual meet of the season

Surging Fr Hoopsters

Away At Springfield
By FRED ROSENTHAL

MDC Staff

Tonight the CMass freshman

hoopsters travel to the Springfield

College Field House for a game
with the Springfield College trosh

The l Mass frosh will go into the

game boasting a 13-1 record and a

six game win streak; Springfield is

7-3. The game, which precedes the

CMass SC varsity game, will begin

at 6:00.

Springfield's freshmen are a well

balanced team and Coach Pete

Broaca expects a tough battle. The

Little Chiefs play seven or eight

players including four very solid

guards in starters. Jim Ziogas and

Fran Aniello. and reserves. Chris

Coldson and Chris Connelly.

Up front Springfield College will

start forwards Peter Koola and

Don Pingree, and center Chris

Sullivan.

UMass will have a slight height

advantage overall Pete Trow

i6'3> and Rick Pitino i6'l» will

start for the Little Redmen in the

backcourt Springfield's guards

Ziogas and Aniello are 511 and 6'2

respectively The reserves.

You'd better reserve Saturday

Night and Sunday morning

right now.

This is where you'll be!

ot the

Festival of Balloons

The all night light show and bands

featuring

FEATHERBED
ond

2 more dynamite groups

to blow your mother mind ro.

JUST $1.00 CHEAP

Goldson and Connelly are both 5 It.

In the fronlcourt for CMass Al

Skinner (6*3), Art Levine (6*5) and

John Olson (6*5) will have a few

inches on Springfield's Don

Pingree 16'2), Peter Koola li'4)

and Chris Sullivan (6'5).

Individual scoring for SC has

been very well balanced and on

different nights almost every

pkiyer mentioned above has led the

team in scoring. The Little Red-

men have also had very balanced

scoring with the five starters still

averaging in double figures

Skinner boosted his season's

average to 19 with his 35 point

performance against UConn
Saturday night. The Freshman

iorward tell one point short of the

trosh scoring record for one game.

That record of M points in one

contest was set by Rich Vogeley

two years ago against Rockwood

Academy.
UMass guards Pitino and Trow

are averaging 16 to 14.5 respec-

tively Levine is averaging 13

points per game and Olson is

scoring at an eleven point clip.
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Sports

Recruiting Meeting

Tomorrow Night, 7 p.m.

i\iil MituUdHd
VOTE TODAY

WINTER CARNIVAL
QUEEN

Student Union Lobby

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
l «rd fori, co«t». r«i>»». •t»l»'»,

•nd JarkeU, fJ13 «<• *»» AU •ltr*

t »ll gM-5H>3 tft-U

Haaj .ViO Tape Krcordrr with own
nniD and *i»ki« Call r.MI-TTSfi an>-

time trjj-ia

>trrro and Nikon FTN Garrard
lurntnMr, ,V» Wiilt amp. lo In «pe«k-

rr«. iiu»t rover, new mrtridtre and
mrillr, *r.'0 «. uinrr* with 50 mm
fl I nnd 33 mm M « lrn« SitOO. both

. \. . Unit inndition tall 5tt*>-*UI

Mart> «"-"
••>, riru Thiru" PoMcr*. «? mi f»

t II \»«»o«latr«. tti Murket Mrert.

-an r'ranrWro mill \«k for nhole-

.»!< ralf« tf?-17

\ru pnrt.ililr T\ . Vitri innrlH. S«0
— il.ii: H frmk ItrrN tape drrk,

Ki-uli-tir in, ..1,1. rxcMlrnt condition.

om <all: BUI iHiMiWn tt^n

r.llialrtr "*t of tirrat Book*, of

thr WrMrrn World, hook n«f »n-

i hilled \>r« reasonable Phone Hol-

l ,.Ur KQ-tffl »fter _fl»e. tfl-l«

"
Mln..lto Kokkor U mm 1 lrn«.

<.,0 MT \"to Trlrplim 1\. *ll»;

Wr<.t»n Mwtfrff 1 - SW AH In e»-

. Hlrnt condition fall I>m» tk3-7*?tl

,>ftrr *••

3 bedroom ranch, pntio. hreeievtav

1 1 . earner, kltchrn with built-in

rctricrralor. own anil burner... pine

, it,inrt«. carpeted dining and lUinr

V. tnth>.. icllnr uitli m« wiinhcr

anJjrryrf . Call jW-WM, !**«
IU«lrr *iipcr l>1 \uto-Topcor l.en*.

I r.iil bellows full f. ir» Ml Hheel-
ef '* • ' '

Pioneer. Tear. Garrard. TV.. \tirr.

I !,b.-r. TDK. cainette and open reel

t.ipe. Munilitril r:idio. 1 tnh speaker-

I.P
-

«. » track* and other necessities

•"•- Amherst \udld*

malic 1933 Ford Victoria, automa-
te, patter »te*rin« $100, aftrr B p.m
^all .»53-*ng> tf8

;
I<

l!C:o Maverick, perfect condition.

Ie»- than 3,000 mileit Mu«t oell for

lurerr car tl<W0 or bent affer

t all 543-'.'ll6 after 7 P m tft-\ 9

lil VW hat rebuilt '«* MffaM, «p«v

, lutch. raaotrr »>linder. braken, re-

. ent tune-up. H»»e all receipt* Bodv

in decent condition, rellablr trans-

P»rtrtiion tt!>3 Call 6-9801. tf2-l«

V W sedan, a very Hnr running

, »r. b.id* is in cnml slmpe. mechani-
. ,0 ii.nil "f i.ir Is »ery c.ml »»
nriikes. snow tires and clutch ad-

m-imeiit. *IT."i or best offer 51fi-H"t»

t£Mj»

ROOMMATES WAKITD
Kimmmates. own room, 3 miles

fr,.m t nmpiis Old house but com-
i.,n idle S.^t plus utilities fall '.'Vi-

..;•«;_ tfM7
_

I .in lb- riiommnte wanted immed
i„ sbaie new apt with >ounc mar-

stiideul li*ine alone with hab>

.

1,1, hI locution with nil accommod.t-
I

si« it month (al MI-KII
tf.'-lft

HELP WANTED
—
U mi ted Immed - Ihe-ln female

.Indent for child rnrr, sewin*. etc ,

I | hrs 'week W ill provide apt-like

in nm In return — no hoard — In

attractive area, 1 ml. from campus
vleht a ,Mfl-lll?;_ f>I.V05tWt._ tf2 11
"

I

-
have holes in m> jeans and I

iiird someone In fix them. Call

Km .-il!l-3731 2-ld

SERVICES

Brand new 8-trnck stereo tapes.

« hicaeo. Beatles. Harrison, others

. nmpli-t list available *3 90 each.

: for *ll Contact Paul li-%130 nm
time after r. ,

!'L'
B

-kls Mead ' G *» ami "salamon
bindings. \lso. set of full Miller

i.in.linrs and *<aska boots, all In new
,ir e»c cond. Asklnr best offer

iironnd <Wt for ever«thlnc Mfi-H'IB.
tfM'l

Film developing, 10 per cent off of

list price. Discount an film, too

fall George 6-B97B «fg-l«

\wtrologiral Chart done with pro-
fessional arenrary, ann, natal, com-
parative Call Pam M«-S271 eve. af-
ter 7 for appt. Pricea arr. tf2-17

Xn.li/Amherst Audio' seniles aterrn
, niiiponents, tape ile. ks for home or

rar, 197 No. Pleasant St., •5tf-»l.'l3.

tf

LOST

BOOKS
We bii» used books and records

— Whin-light Books (In the Alley)

No te»ts! lfM5

FOR SALE — AUTOS
fjilMi fhev> Biscayne. new engine,

iiii-llrnt condition fall 0«5-392(i
tf'-lli

KRWARI) for return of Mark kit-

ten with blue oca, taken from
main horse barn. Call 253-3";09

tft-M

S7 Heward for return of blue
i nriltiriit hag with black shoes in-

side fall i»-HS0H or leave MOOMIge
ot PJtl l(>\ '.'-Hi

TO SUBLET

I9IS3 Pontiac fonv $2'i8, automa-

To sublet: fff apt , sT.'O ma .

ill utilities \tailahle IB Mur. b

( ill tit;-, ..Kilt tf ' !•

Frosh Outgun UConn For 84-71 Win
....... I . i 1.....I . , ... .1 ..K.,,1 »r> liv'O

By STEVE PERBER
Staff Reporter

Al Skinner. UMass t; ':$ forward

luid quite a night Hl« SS points

nut 12 rebounds) led the Little

Hodmen to victory over I he UConn

frosh by the score of H4 - 71.

Saturday night's contest at the

Cage saw Skinner hit an amazing

15 of 17 shots from the floor, as the

l Mass freshmen conquered

UConn for the second time this

season.

Again, for the umpteenth time,

Ihe Little Redmen outshot their

opponents, had more rebounds and

committed less personal fouls, but

despite their statistical

dominance, the game was not had

until 4 minutes were left in the

contest.

With the home Irosh employing a

12 2 defense they started quiekly

with a Rich Pitino basket, followed

|>> a Skinner steal, and subsequent

hoop. With less than one minute

gone the score was 4-0 Redmen, as

this early-game spread was to be

the widest margin between the two

teams in the next 14 minutes

Cal Chapman. UConn's out-

standing freshman, .kept the

Huskies moving and his fourth

bucket of the night at 11:04 moved
the visitors into a 23-19 lead.

Then the Little Redmen caught

fire. Art Levine tipped one in,

and Skinner popped from the foul

line Tie score. Then Peter Trow

collected his only point of the first

half with a free throw as the

Redmen rolled. Moments later a

Pitino to Levine pass moved the

Redmen up by three. Another

beautiful drive by Skinner, this

time off of a pin-point Pitino pass,

led to a three point play and a five

point lead.

Topping off the 12 point Redman
spree was another Skinner dandy.

Scoring his 14th and 15th points of

the game, Skinner grabbed the

rebound, head faked towards the

basket, went underneath one of the

Huskies outstretched arms, and

flung the ball upwards. Only the

fantastic amount of spin on the ball

could have enabled it to go in. and

the Redmen were ahead :U-23.

Rugby
Rugby practice will begin

tonight in Curry Hick> Cage at 7

p m Newcomers are welcome

For
STATIONERY

Hallmark
Eaton
Montag

A. J.

See

HASTINGS

stationer A. Newsdealer
45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

THINK
ABOUT A
CAREER IN

GOVERNMENT

TALK TO

Despite a huge first half of 23

points by Skinner, the Little

Redmen were up by a mere three

points, and the 42-39 halftime lead

was quickly evaporated.

At 17:25 of the second half the

Little Huskies took the lead, and

the seesaw began A Chapman
hoop, then a Skinner tip-in, and

neither team could pull out to any

substantial margin.

Three times the Little Redmen
moved out as if they would run

away from UConn. but a minute or

two later they would be less than

tour points ahead
Holding onto their slim lead, the

Little Redmen made their own

breaks as back to back steals by

Skinner and Pitino resulted in four

quick points

The consecutive steals seemed to

spark the home ballcluband at 6:32

the Little Redmen made their final

move. This time they were not to

be caught. With the score 64-61.

John Olson, in foul trouble for most

of the game, hit on a backwards

lay-up; the lead stretched to five.

Then Trow, an almost non- existent

1 actor in the scoring column, got

hot Pitino to Trow yielded two

more and a Huskie timeout was

called.

But the timeout proved futile as

an Olson to Trow pass ran it up to

70-61. The final blow came after a

I Conn violation. It was Skinner to

Olson to Trow, and Trows sixth

straight point made it 72-61 UMass.

By that time no comeback was in

sight, and the Little Huskies were a

mere 5-4 on the season. Their

victorious opponents settled to a 84-

71 win moments after Trows 5th

straight hoop and three

meaningless baskets by Chapman
at the game's close partially hid

the fact that the Little Redmen had

outseored their opponents by a

margin of 20-4 in a crucial five

minute period down the stretch.

UM-GW
Bus

Scheduled
The UMass student senate ha;-

made arrangements for at least

one Peter Pan bus to go to the

I Mass-George Washington
basketball game at Madison
Square Garden on Saturday
February 27. Tickets for the bus

will be sold at the Student Union

ticket office beginning around noon

today at $7.40 each. This is for

transportation only, game tickets

will be available at Boyden.

The bus or buses if there is a

large response will be leaving from
the Campus Center bus stop at 1:30

a.m. on February 27.

Slightly reduced prices are
available to groups by calling 149*

6184

WE'LL BE

ON CAMPUS
SOON

Contact your campus placement office

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMAM .

Ar,es is said lo be headstrong But these

nat.ves also are courageous They are m
ventive. natural pioneers not atraid to take

chances on their own abilities The Aries

person is mentally stimulated by Gemini and

physically attracted to Leo Aries is luchy m
a financial sense tor those >orn under

Pisces

ARIES (March ?1 April 19' Guard health

Avoid extremes Chech tendency to take

situations, persons lor granted Express

lppreciation to one who performs special

,er vices Welcome new contacts, challenges

TAURUS (Apr, I 20 May 20) Obtain hmt

irom Ares message Permit mate or

Business associate to set pace One who

teaches has som.ih.nq of value to offer

R.ai'/e this and be willing to listen

GEMINI (May 21 June 201 Stress ver

satihty Many of your natural dualities are

.ippreciated Some who doubted you now

ress regrets A pet or dependent needs

special attention Act accord'nqi»

CANCER (June 21 July 221 G've thought

to request made by young persons Be aware

ot various details Study tme print read

D-twien the imes Creative approach br nqs

l)e% t r ps,, its Mane some chanqes

LEO (July 2J Aug 22 A Cancer born

,ndv.dual plays significant role You are due

lor accolade from one who has withheld

praise Gain .nd'rated through wr tten word

Catch up on calls, correspondent

e

VIRGO Aug 23 Sept 22> Fmd out the

why of events investigate Don t be satisfied

, that somthng happened Got to the

heart ot mat'er Discover reasons Give full

pa. to 'rteilectuai cu r MM '•

LIDKA ;Sept 23 Oct 22) Avoid self

deception See people as they actually emst

Money opportun t v it present You can

obtam some genuine bargains Be per

ceptive Analyze your needs

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21! One you

respect returns the compliment Circle It

high, your ludgmenl is apt to be correct

Stress initiative and greater independence

Your efforts qan special reward

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22 Dec 2D One

who has been especially quiet now makes

presence and feelings known Emphasize

iow ki-y response Forc.ng tactics now could

create unnecessary dissension

CAPRICORN Dec 22 Jan 19) Accent on

desires, ab'i'ty to communicate with friends.

you may be surprised by touching gesture

Bl qiad A.thout becoming overly sen

ntai M-ssaqe becomes clear during

da»
AQUARIUS (Jan 70 Feb 18) Business,

honors reputation these are stressed You

qain needed cooperation One n authority

grants special recogn.tion Obtain h,nt from

capr.corn message

PISCES iFetj 19 March }0< Advertise

vvares let o'hers know what you have »0

niter Aicent on publishing con-

mcat ons Stress versatile. Mavt

alternative methods at hand Pun yourself

out of emotion rut

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

ntrospective. na>ie ability to nurse, teach

and interpret Ine po nts of law You »re not

M| to' others to tool, but you often fool

yourself You are due for grea'er

r.toqnt on A rela'ionshp s under

pressure If could end

Copyright 1971 Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Friday's puzzle

ACROSS

1 Rubbish
6 City in

Florida

11 Depended on

13 Monks
14 River in

Siberia

15 Mystery
17 Near
18 Sunburn
20 Eagles

nest

21 Devoured

22 Let it

stand

24 Bishopric

25 Without

end
26 Short

jacket

28 Urges
forward

30 Fork
prong

32 Mti

33 State

positively but

without

proof

35 Singing
voice

37 War god

38 Lubricate
. Clan

42 Deity

43 Bogs down
in mud

45 River in

Scotland

46 Symbol for

ruthenium
47 Feels

indignant at

49 Notary public

(jbbr )

50 Engage for

military service

52 Sofa

54 Dropsy
55 Spanish for

"father"

DOWN

3 Man's
nickname

4 Drink

slowly

5 Wife of

Zeus

6 Woody
plant

7 Goal

8 Parent
(colloq )

9 Talks idly

10 Showy
flower

12 Performs
13 Aviators

16 Raised

19 Irritated

21 Turned
aside

23 Labors

25 Ills

27 Compass
point

29 Negrito

s o L 1 :j e|l 1 A *!
E K 1 p t N* Aft B L k

e umo E LPT A Ej E P

w e ' P '
A i M T i E i

s SI A P V £ A B llv c

E "Fr ( t MS r A ri°L^ s
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G • Ti- E V E
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5
ti p L.

i

1
|

t
•j A Ml E L

| r A P
1

4

31 Self centered

person

33 About
34 Ireland

36 Device that

unlocks

37 Concur

39 Part of

camera

41 Indian tent

43 Tableland

44 Walk
47 Edge
48 Music: as

written

51 French article

53 Touchdown
(abbr )
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Falter

Second HalfSpurt Buries UConn
B\ EAKLEBARROLL

Mix' Staff

Pulling away midwa> in the

second hall with a 9-1 burst, the

(.'Mass basketball team went on to

suundlx dispose ol the University

, oiinecticui 19-67, before a

packed house ol 1200 at Currj

Hicks Cage Saturda) night The

victorv upped Ihe Redman con-

duce mark :<> 6-0 and their

ison record to 17 2 with l Conn

tailing to \ 4 in the conference and

hi mi the season

This was one ol those contests

il didn't allow lor the Rednu

i whole todispla) then- mil ta i

, i ( unt'S style of plaj caused the

({edition into their type o! pla>

i burst in the second hall

(goUrgtan

Sp&tU

. . E 8'

nlil> st in the hands

i Mas*
Iho opening minutes were spit

with Mike

I'agliara running the • *ell

Ihe n men up Iron!

trolling rds onboth.
Ivantage

,i th, tuation on the w oreboard

With
•

anutes into the Ir i> Erving went

.,ia ms point sprc opening upthe

bias* lead t<

I rum here on in to tin- hall both

earns exclianged baskets with the

kedmen ble to add one

more poml t.» the lead before

the locker room on lop,

V the second nab got underway

i win (Hiked up its shooting and

hm seven minutes had the

i Mass lead down to *9-46 It

. (hat the game was decide

he next two minutes the Red

men went on the 9-1 spree to open

ip and coast from lure on in to

. UIOIA

il*litin opened the »ui

with a short jumper Al Vaughn of

i Connanswi red with a freethrow.

but this was followed bj a Ken

Mathias -• tap-in, a

jumper .nun the corner l»> John

Betancourt, and three tree thrOWS

from Erving and Mathias

With the score 5*47, the Kedmen

had the game well in hand with a

last second goal tending charge on

l t onn making a prophet of the

Dunkel system as the Kedmen won

b> the tight score of HMH
It three lUri were to he named

lor this contest, the list would read

Mathias, Erving and I'aghara

Mathias. recently named the Yan

Con front court pltyi r of the week

for Ms performances against BC
and in this game was immense all

evening as he led all scores with 124

points, grabbed 14 rebounds and

assisted on se\en other hoops He

went to the hoop the entire game.

scoring II of his points in the

second half and was trouble all

evening off the oflensive boards for

the Huskies

Erviflg was his usuable m
timidating sell on defense and a

picture of consistaiuv on offense

He scored 2.\ points pulled down 22

rebounds blocked lour shots and

kept the UConn front at bay all

vening

Puckmen
CatamountComeback

Stops Skaters, 5-3

\\i> \\\ u Wi ia» - II seeass that Jssat about everysase Isivolved

h hiokiac m. the la»t break ac JuHsw Knrtag -nates .me ..t Ms

record break... . relNMMaN in S«4ard»> aight > *'•-•;: tfsanatag at

I i asm at the! age. i Mix pbatobj Mcb Mcllntyret

The I Mass hocke) team also

split weekend games with

Providence and Northeastern.

losing, b-1 to tin' Friars and

deteating the Huskies in over-

time. Details in tomorrows

MDC

Pagl ara played himself a whale

contributing 13 poi

[i assists .tmi running the of

tense smoothly the entire game
One cannot forget the defensive

performances turned in b> Chris

( oil in and John Betancourt and the

ime reserve roll turned in by Tom
McLaughlin Coffin had the rougl

assignment of defending against

Hob staak who scored 33 points in

the tirst meeting of these two

clubs Before fouling out Coffin

kept Staak in raps limiting him to

Dintsand forcing him to hit only

seven tor Jo for the night

Betancourt likewise had a dil

liculf assignment in guarding

igbn who was on a hot Mr».,K

coming into the game All Vaugh

vas able to show tor this battle

was eleven points and a case ol too

much Betancourt to cope with

McLaughlin Idled in tor both

Mathias and Coffin and scored

eight points in the process while

playing his usual strong game on

defense
For I Conn Bob Boyd the

talented backcourt man was high

scorer with 22 points He also led

the Huskie comeback that pulled

them within three points in the

second half Staak and Vaughn

were the only other Huskies to hit

double figures

BASELINE BABBLE Erving

became the fifth all-time leading

Kedman career scorer in this

contest and also became the

alltime leading rebounder with 904

and he still has over a season left to

plav Alter hitting only 41% in the

first halt from the floor. I Mass

picked up its shooting and finished

with 46% from the field ...I'Conn

was onlv able to muster :5fi% «
their shotlield goal attempts For

the second game in a row the

Kedmen were outstanding from

the tree throw line connecting on

;;,", ot their charity

tosses Syracuse, which playes

here on the 22nd rolled past West

Virginia. 102-90, on Saturday and

now stand 14-5 with eyes on the

NIT Should be some bat-

tle Remember, tickets are still on

iale tor the I Mass-George

Washington game on the 27th. at

the Boyden ticket office,

By DANKAMAL
MDC Staff

BURLINGTON. VT.-An
exuberant capaeil;. crowd ot some

1500 at Gutterson Field House gave

out with the lam. liar "were

number one" chant in the closing

seconds of the game, and that told

the whole ston as the University of

Vermont gamed a M win over the

I Mass hockey team.

Unable lo maintain an early

lead, the Kedmen absorbed their

fourth defeat of the season leaving

them with an overall record of M-l

and a Division 11 record ol 7-:M.

while the Catamounts of Vermont

are now 11-1 m Division 11 and 13-5

overall

l Mass broke out into a quick 2-0

lead on goals by I'at Keenan. the

first coming at 2:49 in a scramble

in front ofUVM goalie Dave Reece

and the second three minutes later

when the sophomore forward was

scr.t in alone b\ Jack Edwards,

laked Reece, and fired a shot that

bounced in off the inside of the goal

post

.lust before the second I Mass

tallv Vermont had apparently

scored, but the goal was nullified

When the referee ruled that P •'

Klahert) had covered up the loose

pink in' trout long enough tor a

lace off Then 10 seconds later.

Vermont scored a power play goal

with Donny Lowe in the penalty

box when a Brad Cooke slapshot

i ...in the bluelme ran right along

the ice and beat Flaherty who

appeared lo be screened

A minute later Keenan was sent

off with a ten-minute misconduct

a hen he voiced his opinion too

vociferous!) on another penalty to

Donny Lowe
Vermont tied the score late in the

(hi tad when I'at Wright walked in

alone after going around Lowe and

slid his own rebound past sprawled

Flaherty

The second period was scoreless

with both goalies coming up with

some line stops in furious action at

both ends

Ned Grant had the first of

numerous Vermont opportunities

early in the period but fanned on a

backhander with Flaherty out of

position.

Then at the eight minute mark

I Mass was on a power play but

was not able to penetrate Reece

On a subsequent UMass penalty

the Redman penalty killing unit of

Eric Scralieid. Dennis Cirabowski,

Bob Bartholomew, and Al

Nickerson did a particular!) good

job in not allowing the Catamounts

a serious offensive threat.

Late in the period Flaherty-

preserved the tie with an in

credible save on B two-on-one

Vermont break.

Any thoughts ot an overtime

game similar to the tirst meeting

between these two clubs were

dispelled it 1:58 when Sam Sim-

mons ted a pass out from behind

the l Mass net that bounced off

Flaherty's skate into the cage

Less 'than a minute later Ver-

mont's Kick Burns .entered a pass

to Rosa McDonald who had the

whole right side ot the net and

calmly lifted a wrist shot that gave

Vermont a 4-2 lead

Keenan brought the Kedmen to

within one <oal as he completed his

hat trick with a power play goal in

another scramble in front of

Reece. Reidy and Lowe assisted

UMass put on some good

pressure as it desperates at-

tempted to tie the game bu! Keece

was equal to the task each time.

Then with less than a minute left

coach Jack Cannift pulled Flaherty

from the UMass goal and Fred

Hunt droi a shot from center ice

into the open net

ICE CHIPS K-'enan had a

chance to tie the :ame late in the

thud period as ne kated in alone

on Recce with UMass short ban

ded, but the ail-American

( atamoun! goalie made a crucial

kick save

HoopstersAt SpringfieldTonight
As the I'M ass regular season

schedule comes closer to its end

and the Kedman record continues

to improve ea. h opponent until the

end gets its chance to add a prize

possession to its record bv

knocking off the Kedmen Tonight

„t Springfield College the I Mass

hoopmon put their record on the

line once again as they battle the

( hiettains in an K pin encounter at

the Springfield College Field

House
Seeking their seventh win in a

row and their 18th in 20 this season,

the Kedmen w ill be facing a college

which has perenially qualified for

the regional small college tour-

nament and appears on its way to

another berth this season as the

Chiefs sport a 13-7 record to date

Springfield is a well disciplined

club as it runs its offense well and

on defense it goes from a press to

man to-man to a zone if needed

Being a small team the Chiefs will

probablv come out against UMass

vv ith the press right off the bat as

they did earlier in the season

against Holy Cross

The player who makes

Springfield go is Dana Anderson, a

61 guard. He's a fine shooter and

moves well on the court In the last

seven games he has averaged 28 .2

points per game and has been

named to the All Fast Team of-the-

Week four times this season

Joining Andeison in the back

court will be Fran Stupakevich

who's been averaging nine points

per game to date and also is the

leading play maker on the club

lp front Springfield will have

Steve Waterman, a 8 2 leaner, and

Kith Hundley at the forwards with

ti'7 Jud Hunt at center Waterman

and Hundley are second and third

in scoring on the club hitting for

14 Band 11.1 points per game Hunt

is the leading Chieftain rebounder

with around ten caroms a contest

When a call to the bench is

needed the top reserve Will be Brad

Macomber who has seen action in

all 2(i Springfield games and

statistically is the second leading

rebounder on the club while

averaging seven points in his

reserve roll. In recent games he

has seen some action as a starter

but lor tonight it appears he will be

on the bench at tap-off time

For the Kedmen. coach Jack

Leaman v ill be probably going

with the same team that has

played BO well in recent games,

that being Julius Frving. Ken

Mathias and Chris Coffin up front

with John Betancourt and Mike

Fagliara in the backcourt

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Freshmen-Confusion Is TheirLot
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See page 5
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See page 14
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Abolished Officers

React To Ousting
ByANNESTADNICKI

MDC STAFF
Mixed reactions were expressed among the officers of the

resicUve classes to the Bill passed last week in the Student

Senate that abolished class government.

An MDC survey of the officers showed general approval, with a

f™g& over and it should have happened sooner."

declared Jim Bowin. treasurer of the senior class_

Bowin studied the problems of class government for two months

last semester, trying to find out how the s udc its felt, he said. He

conducted the poll at registration as part of^J** d t

Results of the poll allowed him to unireeze the ctaf* of ^budget

but proved to him that there must be another way to utilize me

,heSivTmy .housand dollars in my budge, 1 fee! ethically

unwind making decisions myself." Bwta.MM.

that the whole government system on campus neeu.

'"Su'.'^mXetnS, ,he pr „l I «•»* ' h^hl "*

with, she said IheSenale isnoi goms i n
becomes

concert fund 111 treeze our 'class of W tunas oe

HSksmsbawns**

^'aSd'poSrpresiden, o, ,he *.-£ £1"oU*

"li'.urlh'an continue what he .agg«la ludicrous sdua.mn

one ol the main ^^"' do^""^''
m ,, l« ,hal funct.ons

^TKKtaSWSWSS!— - -

S^SSKU »5S .aae a U» for RSO ,0

adjust, he added

jf. Benja
On Black History
^"^

ika rwniv n^nnlp who made aprac
By SANDY MITCHENER

MDC Staff

The Afro-American Studies Dept. in com-

memoration of Afro-American History week, spon-

sored a lecture last night at Mahar Auditorium by

Professor Playthell Benjamin, who spoke on the

relevance of Black History to the contemporary crisis

in American Society before 35 people The many

factors of the American crisis was described in four

particular categories. .

Professor Benjamin addressed himself to the

problems of the ecological deterioration, unequal

attribution of wealth, aggressive foreign policy, and

racist attitudes in America.

Speaking of ecology, Prof. Benjamm cited that

because little is known, it is quickly becommg a false

issue

The tact that the American population is growing,

and the wealth of this nation is channeled into the

interest of large lassiez fairre businesses, he said,

poverty still exists in a nation that is the wealthiest in

the world t . . , ..

Within the formations of nations we tind that tne

most important considerations were personal

property and personal liberty. Within the boundaries

ot personal liberties, economists of today lind it hard

to oppose business interests because, as Prof. Ben-

iamhT pointed out. Lass.ez Fa.rre attitude is so

£*plj rooted ill American ways that little can be

Pro. Benjamin cited Historian Frederick Jackson

Turner who believed that many of American ideals ot

democracy stemmed from the frontier American

experience and not European political ideals His

concern was for the preservation ot environment

Turner Prof Benjamin stated, said that the colonist

felt his environment was a threat to him. thus the

assault in the irontier environment and any or most

non white, nou christian, non European people tow,

Turne. explains, the destruction ot the Indian and the

enslavement ot Africans. This also justifies how

Americans can reason their present revolution in

China and the independence of many African [»«*»

Main historian believe. Prof Benjamin teels. that

Blacks were the explorers This can be seen mti*

studs of some of the religious beliefs of the Indians

Prof Benjamin pointed out that 'the Europeans were

the only people who made a*T>actice of discovery.

Racism has always existed among the European

nations or at least what could be described as a

Reeling[ of race superiority. These feelings weren t

found in classical Europe.

Describing the Black people as the casualties of the

rise of a second Europe, this being anything 1 hat was

non-white, non-christian and non-European. These

people were treated very differently. The rise of non

nS colonialism in the Asian and African nations was

climaxed by a successful revolution in China and the

independence of many African nations.S of the exceptions pointed out by Prof. Benjamin

was the South Atncan Republic, but he points out that

history hasn't been made there yet.

Slavery was another important issue discussed by

Prof Benjamin, who cited many examples m which

History nas proven many great Founders of

Democratic philosophy such as Lincoln andNJdperson.

Comparing the Abolistionist movement tofteo«

rights movement of the WW'S, he found tha main

Comparing the Abolistionist movement to the civil

rights movement of the IMO'S, he found that many

abol.st.on.sts wanted to run the organizations but

really wanted very little to associate with the Freed

Slave abolitionist.

Prof Benjamin pointed out his lack ot respect l«»i

founding lather Jefferson, who's editorial 'The

Declaration '. he praises, but because it was. amply a

propaganda speech and Jefferson also had slaves, it

was not written for the benefit of Indians and blacks

The civil war. cause ot mau> historical wort was

als„ cited as Prof Benjamin brought to light the

that Lincoln's major interest in the war was to

preserve the nation

Prof Benjamin cited a letter Karl Marx wrote to

Lincoln telling him that it would be very much to his

advantage to sign the Emancipation Proclamation,

and prevent European support. U) the Southern

states in an uprising

He closed b\ mentioned the particular groups which

are working 'to better conditions lor Blacks in this

country Playthell agreed with much of the pohc> ot

the revolutionary groups such as the »';>nthois and

Revolutionary Action Movement HAM but tell

that an alliance with whites in the struggle as elites

could only lead to a downfall»«m, u. ™...v ~. — "---
. KuroDeans were could onl\ leau 10 a wwm«n.

Prot Benjamin pointed out that the luiropedi^ r .

C* u 7

Communism-Cuba In BlancoSpeech
By ROBERT SCHEIER .r.stmrats. that Cubans have the right to sell

MDC Staff

Ernesto Blanco, former Director of All Research for

the Cuban Revolutionary Government spoke on

i uban communism in the Student Cnjon ballroom last

night before an audience of approximately ion people

m a speech sponsored by the Distinguished \ isitors

Program. . f

l)v Blanco a graduate of Ml T and a member ot

the advisory board of the Massachusetts Young

Americans For Freedom, confronted an audience

almost equally divided between those who came in-

tending to cheer h.m on or attempt to discred. him.

speaking on the state ot modern Cuba. Mr Blanco

attempted to dispel what he called Wjv t*»

Commun.st fallacies
" regarding the nation \\ h the

aid ol slides and statistics, he said that Batista, the

Cuban leader Castro overthrew, was totally m

defensible, except in comparison to the present

Communist regime He also quoted tathffesat-

tempting to disprove that Cuba is currently more

prosperous than before the Communist takeover, that

most of the detectors

r vviiiiiiuim.-" »—»- •

from the island are the— munists

ristOCratS, that Cubans have the r.ght to sell

determination, and other pro-Castro allegations

\lter citing the above conclusions. Dr Blanco gave

i„s explanation of how the present situation had come

..bout Me said that a hard core group ot Marxists

anarchists, and Fabian Socialists misled the gnat

majorit) ot uncommitted people, infecting the

universities, intellectuals, and newspapers first with

In response to questions, he said that he did nut see

,,ll attempts to change injustices in the country as led

b> agitators .1 was necessary to keep constant

vigilance that such movements did not become tools ot

the agitators He concluded by sa> mg that prog, i

without playing into the hands of agitators is the

challenge ol the tuture

During his speech, Mr Blanco was greeted with

sarcastic applause at several points, as when he told

,>t the Cubans seizure ot American properties shortly

after the revolution, and when he characterized man)

ol the college professors in this country as <
oin

Organic food Store To Open
| Field Cops Moderator Slot

\J I tzwvvr example brown rice sells at _

St? ..„. ..niversitv community but the
_
M,r,^\ „ m( .rr , ;1 i stores . si gflgft &M.

Bv ELAINE HANDEL
MDC Staff

A new co-op food store will be

organized by Free University

which will run it until a working

capital and enough people are

located to take it over Once it is

finally established, the co-op will

move into the center of town.

Arthur Cohen, one of the

organizers who worked at the

Noodle found people to be very

interested in organic food. There

seems to be an expressed en

thnsiasm. not only from the

university community but the

entire area, he said This is to be a

non student organization, he said

The only reason plans are being

worked through Free University is

because available people did not

show up at the dining commons

meeting through lack of publicity,

he added
The store is to be run on the idea

of the Berkeley co-op (also called

the food conspiracy). Cohen says

We want to go directly to the

consumer." The main intention is

to sell food as cheaply as possible

li

UJjmMM
PAT ond DICK

DO IT

(VOTE THAT IS)

SO VOTE TODAY
FOR

WINTER CARNK
QUEEN

Student Union Lobby

For example brown rice sells at

17C a pound In commercial stores

the mark up for expenses and

profit makes the selling price 2* to

W. this extra cost will now be

eliminated, he said.

Later an educational center will

be set up Advice will be given on

the preparation of organic food

how to incorporate it into the diet

and lots more information con-

cerning health foods

In a university community ot

36 ooo there should be about r,,0O0

potential consumers of these

inexpensive yet high quality goods,

he expressed

There is a poster in the rree

University listing the names ot

people on campus who are i^

terested Students may contact

them through this board.

For more information, call

Maureen () Donnell 369-4632 or Don

U)renson 584-S156
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Dean of Students William F

Field, riding a last minute surge

trom the outlying districts, swept

into office last night B! UnBeM
Town Moderator

Fieldsvntetotal.il 1218 was too

much lor his opponent beraW

Grady. I niversit) Busineai

Manager
(iradv amassed 1189 votes

F. Id has heen a town mei

member for the las! eight yta -
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CIA Leads Laotian Tribesmen
SAIGON - The Central Intelligence Agency is

leading :uwo U.S. trained tribesmen from Laos into the

Ho Chi Minn Trail to harass North Vietnamese troops

in the area, according to informed military sources

The report coincided with a US command an-

nouncement that at least 12 Americans were killed

yesterday in helicopter crashes including a loss ot a

bifl cargo chopper over Laos Military spokesmen

also said a US iet tired on a North Vietnamese an-

tiaircraft site tor a second consecutive day

Military sources said Kha and Lao Thung tribesmen

were moved into a refton west ot the Communist

suppiv junction oi Sepone, 27 miles inside Laos from

the Pakse area 110 miles to the south The guerrillas

have been recruited and armed and led l>> CIA agents,

the sources said

The guerrillas art being used for atl nst

•H Vietnamese units preparing to fa< uUi

pushing west along Higbwa

lid.

I pi c >l **** E. Sullivan report"

from Uuang Tri South Vietnam, meanwhile, that I b

Sarv Commander Gen Creighton W^ Abrams and

Gen ran Van Men. South Vietnamese Army hief of

i arrived for secret meeUngl « the Laotian

campaign

[Hey were met in yuang Tri h\ 1-t Gen J
j»

Sutherland and I.t Gen Hoang XUW Lam. joint

commanders oi the Laotian dr The) k>,t ,l
>

helicopter tor an undisclosed location.

Five t.ls were killed and I sixth was missing in the

crash ot I big CH *7 Chinook cargo helicopter sup

porting the South Vietnamese drive in Laos it was 'he

first Chinook lost in the Laotian offensive

It was the 15th American helicopter reported

destroyed in the campaign although American of-

t iters have said the number of copters shot down but

later recovered totals nearer 30.

Seven other Americans were killed yesterday when

i CHI Huey helicopter on a medical evacuation

mission crashed 12 miles southeast of Hue. The crash

occurred outside the area of the Laotian campaign.

Military spokesmen sa.d an PI* W1W Weasel

fighter-bomber earned out a protective reaction

strike against an antiaircraft missile site 21 miles

west oi the North Vietnamese panhandle i-ity«»t I >ong

Hoivesterda> is .miliary sources said the F105 hud

a .shrike missile when Ihe plane s electronic gear

indicated the North Vietnamej had locked on

nearby B32 bombers and was preparing to Hre

aid it was not known whether the 1 a

mis ged the communist antiaircraft site

Ph< e miles north ot where an F10B

similar attack Sund

ah \ietnai ops pushing through the Ho

Chi Mmh complex yesterday reported a clash that

killed eight communists and resulted m tour govern-

ment troops killed and 11 wounded.

The limited campaign in Laos U-gan Feb. 8 with

south Vietnamese troops crossing the border in an

effort to cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail and destroy com-

munist arms and supplies in bunkers that have

,rs of American bombing

i ommutuques Irom Phnom Penh said 200 Cam-

bodian villagers tormerly under control of the \ iet

Cong had turned themselves o\er to Cambodian

troops, despite continued communist presence in their

l i", miles east of the capital

Demititamvd Zone

SOUTH
V/f INAMESt
ADVANCE
SlOWtD DOWN

CAMBODIA

- :tD

SOUTH Vli TNAmi

mn M ooo woo
TO iAOS OPIRAUON

\vfcOSS

BO- \k

SOUTH
VIETNAM

V

r\*

\&T
4 •

r.ui UJ m, bodle. 1 w».mde.t and dead south ^;";:Z^^^Z Nonn
m Ke»tc » in Law rhr troops, taking i»..,t in the thrust tart* laos. wen Mmwmmm n.

. abort It miles west af the Vietnamese border.

INDOCHINA DEVELOPMENTS -Map indicates where the ?*>uth

\'irtnamesr advance inside southern Laos has slowed down Monday

\t last reports the vanguard of the South Vietnamese force PU^'"K

along llighwav » was about II miles inside Laos. The Cambodian

high command said government troops fought a brief battle with the

,n,niN on ihe outskirts ol Tonle Bet and also south of Prey Totung.

Five Aircraft Lost;

May Raid SAM Sites
s UGON I \V> The I S Command today announced the loss of five

an cralt in South Vietnam. Laos and Cambodia, and an increase in small-

unit lighting in South Vietnam. The toll was & Americans kdled. 22

wounded and one missing, the Command said.
__.«_,

C S military officials also warned there may be more American a r

strikes against surface-to-air missile SAM sites inside North \ietnam to

protest BS3 bomber, flying raids against the Ho-Chi Minn trail just inside

Laos The warning came after attacks Sunday and Monday on SAM sites

Farther south along the trail through the Laotian panhandle, there were

indications that the 11.000 South Vietnamese troops trying to cut Uie

network on the ground were bogging down due to stiffening enemy

resistance, heavy antiaircraft fire and poor weather limiting U.S. air

™So_5 Vietnamese headquarters in Saigon said the most advanced

column of troops had pushed about 14 miles westward into Laos at last

report Monday after eight days But Lt Gen Hoang Xuan Lam. conv

mander of the operation, said some reconnaissance troops were at

Chipone a key North Vietnamese transshipment point 25 miles west ot

the border The I' S aircraft losses announced today included:

-A big CH47 Chinook helicopter and an F4 Phantom fighter-bomber in

the Laotian panhandle The helicopter was shot down with five crewmen

killed and a sixth missing It was supporting the South v 'etna™ese

troops The Phantom, attacking the enemy supply trail, crashed due to

unknown causes and the two crewmen were recovered in good condition.

An Army till helicopter shot down in northeastern Cambodia, witn

one crewman wounded
-Two other helicopters crashed in South Vietnam with seven Americans

The U S Command said 10 other Americans were killed and 21 were

wounded in hall a dozen enemy attacks, three of them against units of the

B o man I S lorce in the northwest corner of South Vietnam acting as a

blocking force for the South Vietnamese in Laos

The IS Command said American helicopters have flown s,ew

missions into Laos in the past eight days These missions include gunship

attacks resupplv. medical evacuation, command and control and troop

lifts About 10 South Vietnamese helicopters are flying resupplv missions

compared to the hundreds of American aircraft.

Heavy cloud coyer and rain limited U.S. air support to the Souir.

Vietnamese today.

Militarj sources said the drive had not made as much progress as

anticipated

The South Vietnamese would not disclose how many hre support nasi s

they have set up in Laos, but Associated Press correspondent Michael

Putzel n ported from the northern front that more than half a dozen are in

operation ,

South Vietnamese headquarters reported a series ot small clashes

Monday and today, which indicated stiffening enem) resistance, ihe

increasing attacks on die Unei nan forces near Highway l
> on the \ let

nai dc also indicated that some North Vietnamese elements were

mo\ ing in an attempt to cut Off the Saigon lorces Irom the rear.
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Go-go Squadron' Cmdr.

Sacked On Pot Charges

SAIGON (AP) - A U.S. Air force

colonel with 28 years' service who

commanded an airlift squadron

was found quilty today of seven

marijuana charges. He was sen-

tenced to three years' im-

prisonment and a fine of $15,000 by

a general courtmartial of seven

colonels and a brigadier general.

Col. Gerald V. Kehrh, was

acquitted on one count, that he

asked a sergeant to obtain

marijuana for him last Sept. 15. He

was convicted of asking the same

sergeant and other enlisted men in

his squadron to procure marijuana

for him on other dates, of smoking

and possessing marijuana and of

giving it to men in his unit.

By not dismissing him from the

Air Force, the court left Kehril

eligible for pension upon

retirement. His length of service

makes him eligible to retire now.

The verdict and sentence are

subject to automatic review by

Gen. Lucius D. Clay Jr., com-

mander of the 7th Air Force, and

the Court of Military Review in

Washington. Clay ordered the

court-martial in Vietnam, Kehrh,

46, was commander of the

squadron at the time of the of-

fenses He could have received 35

years in prison and been dismissed

from the service with loss of pay

and allowances.

Kehrli showed no emotion as the

verdict and later the sentence was

read to him in the trial room at Tan

Son Nhut air base.

Although he did not testify

during the trial, Kehrli took the

stand after the verdict was read

and asked the board to consider his

record in setting his penalty.

"I have dedicated my life to the

best of my ability to the Air Force

and my country,'' he said.

Reading calmly and steadily

from notes. Kehrli reviewed his

school life in Portland, Ore., and

his military career. He said he had

been a Boy Scout and a member of

the 4-H Club.

His family now lives at Wilmar,

Minn.
. , _

During the five-day trial, five

sergeants and an airman who

served under Kehrli testified that

they had smoked marijuana with

him in his quarters or in staff car

enroute to a Saigon restaurant.

An Army intelligence officer, 1st

Lt. Peter C. Jackson, 27, of

Chicago, told the court that Kehrli

once told him he thought

marijuana was a "good thing''

because it helped him close the

generation gap with his men.

"Smoking grass won't hurt you

but cigarettes will," Jackson said

the heavy-set colonel told him.

The defense presented four

colonels and two other Air Force

officers as character witnesses.

Said one of them: "We had the

most go-go squadron in the Air

Force, and it was guys like Col.

Kehrli that gave you that go-go

spirit."

Ecologists And Natives

fight Pipeline Route
the pipeline, across Federal land,

WASHINGTON (AP)-The would violate the governments

Federal government is opening environmental protection law.

hearings on plans for an 800-mile ^y claim friction of the rushing

pipeline to tap the rich oilfields on
oU couid meU the frozen ground,

Alaska's North Slope, a project buckle the pipeline and flood the

fought by natives and en-

vironmentalists.

The Interior Department

scheduled hearings today and

tomorrow on an application by

Alveska Pipeline Service Co. to

construct the 48-inch-diameter

tube from the North Slope to the

warm-water port of Valdez on the

Gulf of Alaska

A related hearing will be held

tomorrow by the Senate Interior

Committee on claims by 55.000

Kskimos. Aleuts and Indians to

ancestral rights to much of

Alaska's land.

Alyeska officials say the native

land claims must be settled before

construction can start

The pipeline is blocked by two

temporary Federal court m-

juctions, one obtained by con

servationists and the other by an

Alaska native village in the

pipeline's path

The conservation group claims

buckle the pipeline and flood the

land with oil

In addition, the group contends,

the proposed pipeline would

disrupt migration of Alaskan

animals and destroy the native life

style, they say

The injunction granted the

native village is tied in with claims

before the Interior Committee

Official subject of the committee

hearing is a bill by Chairman

Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash > and

other senators, including Ted

Stevens tR Alaska) and Mike

Gravel (D-Alaska). The measure

passed the Senate but not the

House last session.

It calls for Federal payment of

$500 million to Alaska natives for

land thev claim. In addition, the

bill would provide up to $500

million in royalties for minerals

and oil found on the land and give

the natives clear title to 10 million

acres of land.

L
L A. Homes Condemned

In Quake Aftermath
.. -"— cnnlipcmail I limit l.ilhs who I

Zeros is

LOS ANGELES <AP> More than

1000 dwellings have been con-

demned because of the earthquake

and aftershocks that thundered

through the Los Angeles area

during the past week

The aftershocks, four of which

were felt Monday, caused only

minor damage, authorities said^

The latest shocks, from 3.5 to J»

magnitude on the Richter scale,

were centered in the San Fernando

Valley The quake itself was 6.6 on

the scale. ,

A Monday night tremor knocked

out electricity briefly in the

Granada Hills suburb A few

residents reported cracked win-

dows and widened fissures in

structures but no serious damage

We had no reports of serious

damage but a lot of people called

wondering if they should

evacuate, a police spokesman

said .
, t

•After each shock we get a lot ol

calls People are worried and that

last one shook us pretty good
"

Six emergency Red Cross cen-

ters were helping evacuees find

shelter after they left their homes

or apartments in the valley 10

miles north of downtown l,os

Angeles.

The Van Norman Dam in tne

north section of the valley con

tinued to hold It was badly

cracked by the big quake, but the

water level was lowered to reduce

pressure on the dam
Fiftv city building inspectors

surveyed damage Monday from

the quake that killed 62 persons

mjured more than 1 ,000 and caused

damage estimated as high as $1

billion.

Hugh (.illis. who is in char* •

Hod Cross shelter opriatiot

the shelters wore "one-stop set M

centers" where families gathi

before moving ta with friends <»

receiving niom-v for a wt«k

supply of food and motel and hot<

bills

'

Police warned residents whos

homes have yet to be looked over t

watch out for persons posing a

building inspectors They sai.

there were reports of imposter

charging $15 to $20 fees The city'

inspectors do not charge for th<

service.

Most dwellings designated a

unsafe will have to be demolished

said Harold L Manley of the cit;

Department of Building and Pubh-

Safety

Saigon To Request Peace Talk Shift

... .i n -i^
\<z~

helping her with

the shopping.

SAIGON-South Vietnamese
Foreign Minister Tran Van Lam
announced in Saigon today that he

will suggest in Paris on Thursday

at the Vietnam peace talks that the

location of the meetings be shifted

from the French capital to

Southeast Asia.

Lam was quoted by the official

Vietnam press agency as warning

the French government that if it

continued its "unfair activities"

South Vietnam might consider

severing diplomatic relations with

Paris.

The foreign minister, in an in-

terview with the agency was

evidently referring to concern

expressed by members of the

French government following the

thrust by South Vietnamese troops

into neutral Laos last week.

Lam said the South Vietnamese

government was reviewing the

question of moving the peace talks

to a Southeast Asian nation

He said the South Vietnamese

delegation in Paris would make

this announcement Thursday at

the talks

"If the other side agrees to

change the venue of the talks the

problem is easy," Lam said If the

Communist side does not agree,

the Republic of Vietnam will again

review the question."

The foreign minister pointed to

an attack by demonstrators on the

South Vietnamese consulate

general in Paris last week after the

Laotian incursion and said this was

a good time to propose a change of

site for the talks

South Vietnam had alread

carried out several acts of goodwi

towards the French governmen

but there was never a responf

from Paris, he complained.

France and South Vietna

maintain diplomatic relations

consulate-general level

There was no indication he

which Southeast Asian nation^

might have had to mind f«r t

peace talks
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Difficult

The class of 1971 is finding that

looking lor a permanent job this

year is hard work.

February is a peak recruiting

month, and the bulletin boards in

college placement offices are

plastered with announcements of

upcoming interviews by

prospective employers.

BIT WIDESPREAD unem-

ployment and a soft economy are

having an impact on a bumper

crop of college seniors seeking jobs

in engineering, teaching, industry,

and marketing.

"There is no question but that

this year will be the most com-

petitive for the graduates that has

been experienced in some time,"

Robert F. Herrick, executive

director of the College Placement

Council, said recently

He went on to note, however, that

"many indications now point to a

slow but steady improvement in

1971, suggesting that in college

placement and in recruitment

offices, neither apprehension nor

blind optimism are in order."

Nonetheless, a mood of ap-

prehension, if not pessimism,

pervades the placement offices of a

number of colleges in the Boston

area. . .

•A FEW YEARS AGO, job

hunting for a senior was like a

perpetual path through a rose

garden. We're at a juncture now

where it seems like a wasteland out

there to them," said Victor R.

Lindquist, director of the Office of

Career Planning and Placement at

Boston University.

"The general feeling here is uh-

oh," commented Ronald Dorman,

one of a number of young men

sporting suits and haircuts who

were waiting to be called into in-

terviews at Northeastern

University's placement office last

week.
Women seniors are saying that

they are being forced to consider

accepting secretarial positions.

And those planning to teach are

being advised that there are few

openings in metropolitan areas and

that they should apply for positions

in rural communities.

Gerhard W. Fichtl, a Nor-

theastern senior in chemical

engineering, was of the opinion

that "a lot of companies are

coming to recruit on a good-will

basis this year just to keep up face

for when there's a ^ood year."

jssasza
, -

j , , ,
,.

, i / j n r~***aaaagg»cagg«ags««

..... .....», i. t»i va i im \Tin\~Mrs Neuven Thi Binh. chief of the Viet Cong

bjeelivil* and suitable conditions for the peace talks .^tzzzzszsz******

STATISTICS RELEASED by

placement officers indicate that

some companies, seemingly not

concerned about saving face, are

not recruiting on campuses at all

this year.

The number of companies in-

terviewing at Boston University

this year is down by about 25 per

cent from two years ago and the

number of interviews with com-

pany representatives is off about 30

per cent.
,

George Donaldson, placement

director at Boston College, noted

that "companies which had dates

to interview here have said 'we're

sorry but because of the situation

we'd like to come in 1972 rather

than in 1971."

Northeasterns placement oftice

indicated that for the first four

weeks of recruiting this year there

were 123 companies, 202 in-

terviews, and 2013 students in-

terviewed. For the comparable

period last year, there were 198

companies, 387 interviews, and

3767 students interviewed.

CAUGHT IN A buyer's market

already glutted with thousands of

unemployed professionals, many

seniors are showing a certain

resourcefulness and flexibility by

choosing unconventional vocations

often in remote places.

"We're seeing a greater surge of

interest in social service ventures

and jobs outside the mainstream of

the market-place in ecology,

drafting counseling. small

businesses," said Dr. Gardner D.

Yenawine, director of vocational

counseling and placement at the

I niversity of Massachusetts in

Boston. .

At the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, "the students are

much more anxious than they have

been," according to Robert K.

Weatherall. director of placement.

But. he added, "many are quite

light-hearted because there are

different things they can think of

doing ...Students are willing to

think of the next year or two as an

apprenticeship in a firm that might

well be located in Dubuque. Iowa."

FOR THE SENIOR at Harvard

College, the search for jobs is no

less difficult. "In fact, it's more

difficult for Harvard guys,

because, except for those in the

sciences, they have not been

vocationally trained," explained

John B. Fox Jr., director of the

Office for Graduate and Career

Plans.

"They have had little op-

portunity to learn about

professions," and this, Fox said,

contributes to "a terrific sense of

despair."

One attractive alternative for

seniors shut out of a tight labor

market is graduate school. "A

larger number of our students are

looking for graduate programs. If

the job market picture were better,

that wouldn't be the case,"

Yenawine said.

Still, others are rejecting the

idea of graduate school. One

reason given is that in a time of

economic recession, scholarships

and stipends for advanced study

are less readily available from the

schools and from the students'

families.

FOX NOTED that the number of

Harvard seniors electing to go on

to graduate school dropped from 74

per cent in 1966 to 45.7 per cent in

1970. Part of this is because

graduate school no longer means

an automatic draft deferment.

Fear of being "over-

intellectualized" by some seniors

is also present

Alvah K. Borman, assistant dean

of cooperative education at Nor

theastern said that this year "the

bachelor's degree candidate may

have a better chance (for a job)

than the advanced degree holder

Industry needs workers; it doesn't

need thinkers just now

Most placement directors

concurred that the job prospects

are not bleak for all seniors

Would-be accountants and nurses

are given the best chances for

landing jobs -that will begin in

June.

But for a lot of other seniors

heading to classes today, the

question about future employment

is. as Lindquist said, "not where

I'm going to start but whether."

i Reprinted from the Boston Herald

Traveler)

Y'ALL BETTER

GIT YOUR HEADS

TOGETHER for the

GOOD TIME

MOUNTAIN

MUSIC of:

Jack Veronesi

and Friends

'5c straight -or-

>c if you wear white socks!

Also fcaturin:

V LITTLE LATIN
LARRY

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet
Brahms' Quintet for Clarinet & Strings. Yona Ettlinger.
soloist; Mozart Quartet K.575 and Quartet No. 1 by
Joseph Tal

TUESDAY.SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Chaikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminal", February 18 & 20 — 8 P.M.
New Work in Progress, February 19 8 P.M.

Daily Workshops. Master Classes and Lecture Demonstra-
tions open without charge to ticket-holders.

WINTER CARNI

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 & SATURDAY, FEB. 27 — 8 P.M.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET
Extra Seminar and Jazz Workshop
Open Without Charge to Ticket-Holders

For complete ticket and program information contact

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

w EDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1971
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'PowerOfTheFuture
DEL Lecture Tonight

Dr. James MacKenzie, ^^^^^^Kenzie,

research associate with the

Massachusetts Audubon Society,

particularly concerned with

problems of air pollution,

nuclear power, population and

technology assessment will

discuss the topic of 'Power and

the Future" in Rooms 162-175,

Campus Center, tonight at 7:45.

Dr. MacKenzie's talk is the

first in the series of

Distinguished Ecologists Lec-

tures scheduled for the second

semester at the University of

Massachusetts under the

auspices of the University s

Coalition for Environmental

Quality and cooperating groups.

Dr. MaeKenzie holds a PhD in

nuclear physics from the

IDiversity of Minnesota He has

beta r research associate at Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory

and spent tvu> years at Argonne

National Laboratory working in

Uw iield of tow energy nuclear

physics. Since 1%8 he has been

an instructor at the Mass. In

stitute ot Technology, and he

still maintains an office and the

title ot visiting scientist at MIT.

Me is currently studying power

needs and their true en-

vironmental costs, preparatory

Campus Carousel

'Round And'Round We Go

to leading Audubon efforts in

educating the public to better

understanding the issues and

choices confronting them in this

area
•With the ever-increasing

population the problems of

pollution, growing power needs

and finite resources are

reaching crisis proportions.

savs Dr. MacKenzie He brings

welcome expertise to CEQ 8

effort and the University's to

deal with these crises.

ByTONY GRANITE
MIX Staff

(ED NOTE! IS a result of overwhelming response to

the notice that CAMPUS CAROUSEL might be on the

brink of extinction, what will a new MDC staff coming

on the reader is informed that, at great expense to the

management »like for free). CC will continue its ride.)

* * * » »

SPEAKING OF TENURE way out in Iowa the

NORTHERN loWAN of the University ol Northern

Iowa (appropriately enough i reports in a page one

story that a State Senator is offering a bill to the

Legislature that would limit tenure of teachers to net

exceed five years."
*****

\l SO UP IV SMOKE is the sale of cigarettes on the

campus of Florida State I .
according to a page one

piece in THE FLORIDA FLAMBEAl
\s soon as the current stock of smokes is exhausted

in the campus store and in vending machines, no more

will be sold because, a University spokesman said

We are living to have responsible institutional

behavior.

"

The ban applies to all tobacco products

The store manager was quoted as saying that

•Cigarettes are probably the biggest loss leader ol

anv other product in the United State And a

University business services spokesman said mat

removing cigarette vending machines was decided

also because of the -increasing cost of products.

equipment and maintenance at well as vandalism
*****

Pollution Sources

Found By Carver

Charles E. Carver, Jr

HERE COME DE FUZZ ...to the campus of Bellar

mine-Ursul.ne College in Louisville, Ky.. that is.

where the Louisville Police will set up a new police

substation, at the request of the students.

It'll be the first experiment of its kind in the nation,

designed to bridge the communication gap between

students and local police.
* ** » * * *

Willi II REMINDS THAT at Central Washington

State College the CAMPUS CRIER there has in-

stituted a new column titled TOWN 'N GOWN.

It'll be a -serious " effort to cover city and county

news that affects the college as an institution of

students as individuals, the editors say.

The first column featured coverage ol ( ity< ouncil

action that will close down a local burning dump on

the banks of the Yakima River.

Shades of the ole Connecticut

!

*****

WORK LOAD PROOF? According to a resolution

passed by the faculty senate of the University of

l^consin at Milwaukee, all faculty at UWM must

submit estimates of hours worked per week

The forms provided do not identify the faculty

member. *****

PROMOTIONS. TOO? While students have been

commonly involved in agitating tor retention Of

tenure of their favorite faculty, they haven t olten

demonstrated for promotions.

Not until the champions ol an Art prof at Queens

College NY. bought a lull page ad m the PHOENIX,

titled SCANDAL AT QUEENS COLLEGE, rhe ad

noted that the Art pro! had served on the tacultv tor 33

years and had been passed over for promotion to lull

professor for u years. Two thirds ol the space was

devoted to a recitation ot the prof! record of teaching

and publishing
1 *****

HANOI I EXCHANGE* While the rest ot us were

vacationing in December, two California students

traveled to Hanoi to sign "peace treaties with

students of North and South Vietnam

The delegation of students was tunned by the

National Student Association to negotiate separate

peace treaties, as ordered by the delegates to NSA

I

national convention, earlier in the year

one delegate was the former editor in-chief of the

DAILY CALIFORMAN
*****

KICKER FOR THIS COLUMN comes via the

Associate Press wire. Headline on the story reads,

•British College Bars Hot Pants
."

And the dateline is Maidenhead, England

With the aid of a University

Faculty Research Grant, Dr.

Carver has completed an aerial

survey of various pollutional

sources in the Connecticut River

Basin from Brattleboro to

Springfield "The Pioneer VaUey is

one of the most beautiful areas to

fly over." said Prof Carver, "until

the discerning eye looks down and

begins to pick out with alarming

frequency evidences of man's

irresponsible rape of the land-

scape." , .

More than 150 colored

photographs were obtained of

burning dumps. belching

smokestacks, oil slicks, sewer

outfalls, auto graveyards, un-

sightly gravel pits, and industrial

wastes of every description being

released to the Connecticut River

and its tributaries. A rented Piper

Cherokee 180 was used by

Professor Carver, a private pilot

Alexander Lyall. an un-

MPC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Commuters

JACK SCHMELZER
for Student Senate.

He's concerned.

dergraduate student in physical

education at UMass and a flight

instructor, took the photographs

with a Pentax Spotmatic 35mm

single lens reflex camera with a

135mm telephoto lens at an altitude

of 1500 feet Kodachrome II film at

1/250 of a second was used.

The slides have been used for

educational purposes for en-

vironmental engineering students

in the civil engineering depart-

ment, and although they are

technically the property of the

University of Massachusetts, Dr

Carver has indicated a willingness

to show them to any group actively

interested in environmental

problems in the area.

3 Great Bands:

Boston's best; Boston's

Chicago

'GUNS and BUTTER"

they're dynamite

Holyoke's 0RT

Featherbed

Light Show

English Secondary Education

English Secondary *•**""
ke teach in secondary schools

Students who are planning to pwwwiii
bruary 17 at 9 AM in

should attend a meeting either on ^JSuSlSSSmk

For anvone who cannot ™«ke *ese
.

merlSua
'" "

and March 4. at 4

.1. at » AM in Bartlett 20:» and on Thursdays. I ebruary 25 ana

PM in Herter 205. JAMES LEHEAY

^^""^
CORRECTION

I Placement. __

i.

Correction

Bernadette

Devlin

Will Speak

4:30

At The Cage

Today

COME TO THI

DAILY COLLEGIAN

RECRUITING

MEETING

7:00 P.M. Tonite

in the

BRISTOL ROOM

(in Hie Student Union)

DVP

Brings Speakers To U Mass

If you care obout which speakers

ore invited, join DVP

Applications available in the

RSO Oftice, Campus Center

Deadline far applications Is March 5

FESTIVAL of the BALLOONS

C C Auditorium

8:30 p. m. Saturday
A

4:00 a. m. Sunday

one buck cheap

STUDENT SENATE

Bi Elections

Thursday — Feb. 18

Cape Cod Lounge

Umumttm - FratentHtet - Sororities

9 a.m. 5 p.m
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Student - Legislature

Link In Operation
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AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Plcoiont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

K „',SSIZ2SSZ&3L Ki!5i5 s ,
>•
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Deferred Admissions Gives

Class Of 1975 Early Start
( iiu' hund

(lass ol 7.*) have registered tor

spring semester at the l niversity

ol Massachusetts in Amherst

under the newlv lormed deferred

admissions plan The program is

an attempt to accomodate students

who might otherwise not lie ad-

mitted
The Ireshmen class this tall

numbered i.'iim students screened

trom more than 20.000 ap-

plication* This new program

admit- students lor second

semester when vacancies occur

from graduation, entering the

service, failures, and getting

married Deferred adm.ttants are

ahle to take ad\ antage of their free

tall semester to earn monev lor

school as well as attend com

munit> colleges tor prehminar>

eourses
Although the I mvcrsit> does

accept a small numher of new

students each spring semester this

in the lirst tune so large a numlwr

MDC
CLASSIFIED

ADS

(AN HELP YOU

SELL JUST

ABOUT ANYTHING

itrgam/ed plan

An orientation program tor

entering mid-year students was

provided prior to registration a

practice resumed alter more than

13 year* Its goal was to integrate

students into the I Mass com

lliuntt) . .md to answer i|UC*tlofIK on

the draft, intramurals and various

other student activities .student

activities Students had pre

registered m llecemher

New Ireshmen arrived a few

.lavs earlv M the semester and

were assigne<l to counselors and

small discussion groups I he next

.lav students dined at the Top id the

Campus and the Campus (enter

cafeteria and were joined for

dinner h> !."» tacultv members and

administrators, including Vice

1 haiuelior Kandotph w Bromerj

and Dean ol students William V

Field

Karher m the d<i)- students had

an opportunity to talk with various

administrators trom the t'oun

sehng (filter Health Services and

the Student Activities office

II

I. ibr.tr> stall and a tour ot the

i ampus closfil the sessitir. the da>

U-ton- reuistratioii

|m hided also in the orientation

itr«»ttram were transfer students

and in. SvMti^l Shittii s Ireshmen

who look then lust semester in the

-uiiiim-r had the tall semester oil

and returned m January

rarticipating Ireshmen will he

asked In complete evaluation

tonus later in the semester It is

ho|M(l that successful programs

1 an also Ite incor^u ated m sum
mil i ollllsehng

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Coffee House Thursday Night

11th Hoor CAMPUS CENTER

great entertainment
with

"Cricket Hiir
and

Kevin Mocltooc

winter

comi

winei , cheetet, eruckem, coHtu 9 P.M.

I -Mass Duplicate Bricluc Club meets this and every

ilucsday at 7:00 P.M. in the hack of The Hatch. Tell

friends. Come alone or with a partner.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE COMPLETELY ZONKED TOMORROW

THROUGH SUNDAY TO ENJOY

BUT YOU DON'T HAVE TO COME, EITHER

THURSDAY

"GONE WITH THE WIND

KICKOFF ond BONFIRE

COFFEE HOUSE

5 and 9Vz p.m.

7Vi p.m.

9 p.m.

FRIDAY

GONE WITH THE WIND

CARNI CARNI

SOCK HOP

11 o.m., 3 p.m., and 8 p.m.

3-12 p.m.

8-12 p.m.

SATURDAY

"GONE WITH THE WIND"

SNOW SCULPTURE JUDGING

WINTER OLYMPICS

CARNI CARNI

FESTIVAL OF THE BALLOONS

2 p.m.

10 a.m.

12V2 p.m.

11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

8V2 p.m. - 4 a.m.

SUNDAY

vonr I Menus "GONE WITH THE WIND 2 p.m
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MDC Close-up

The Plight Of The Freshman...I

Counseling Format Slated For Revamping
V> KJ 14/ tVO !• fV I *AZ » v

nnr , liniiv to meet faculty who were don't really have much con

_ &•£-*;«. «* »h„ir first two those who intend to attend summer portuml> to nun
w ith the University other than

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
Traditionally Summer Coun-

seling or Orientation lias been

v iewed as an opportunitj tor fresh-

man to become acquainted with

the physical surroundings and to

learn some of the basic in-

formation which they will need as

well as to fulfill the requirements

for pre registration. All of this

within two and a halt activity and

anxiety-filled days

In past \ears the program Iiun

cons sted mainly of a series of

testing, advising, informal

discussions or question and answer

periods led bj seemingly uncaring

or uninformed counselors In

addition there may have been a

residence hall tour or discussion

followed by a tour of the campus if

une i- luckj to have an ambitious

and dedicated counselor or a tour

and explanation ot Goodell Library

,i ,„„. ls fcenousl> interested or

imhitious enough to view the film

presented bj the library stall

:
,. irom these majoi programs

,i which may be optional or

uendedi then- iceas ol

unstructured time

Thus all too frequentl) in the

participants base come awa>

the program with the feeling

oi having gair d or accomplished

nothing more 'ban It* required

pre registration and ot having

Masted a lot ot time w' ch .bey

could have used in other ways

what attempts that have been

made to provide them with in

loi ination and insight >eemed to

them to be highly unsuccessful.

It is for these reasons that .salhe

Hamilton recently appointed head

ot the Summer Counseling

Program charged with

establishing a new and more ef-

l ii ie.it program leels the need to

devise a new approach to coun

sebng winch will hopefully be more

effective

Her present plan calls for

greater structuring of the ac-

tivities within the program In this

way she leels that those who are

irul) and serious)) interested in

finding answers to questions they

ma) nave when they come to

orientation will have the op

portunit) to do so It is also her

hope that the structuring will help

those who are doubtful but con

fused as to what questions to ask by

exposing them to a sene> of ac-

tivities which will help them to see

more clearlv the areas in which

the) may have doubts or questions

\ major lacet of the new

program will be less testing and

more planned activities both

recreational and informative in

nature Testing will be limited to

vulunlarv Advanced Placement

tests while activities will range

Irom panel discussions to mini

lectures designed to give the fresh-

man an introduction to the large

introductory course lectures which

i major portion of their first two

years in the University Also in-

eluded will be such purely

recreational events as volley ball

or concerts for those who feel the

need to acquire friends and meet

some of their fellow tresbman.

In this way there will be a

variety of activities to meet the

needs' ot a variety of interests"

was Miss Hamilton's explanation

for this phase of the proposed

program
Counselors will plan an im-

portant role under the new

program Because of the closely

structured format of the program

n is they who will have the most

contact and therefore the most

influence upon the new Ireshman

these who intend to attend summer

courses will not be chosen as

counselors She feels that this is

only right because of the influence

which the counselors will have

upon the freshman and their at-

titudes towards the University.

Another change will be an at-

tempt to involve more faculty in

the program both in formal and

informal activities. The need for

tins was seen as a result of a

questionnaire sent to 100 selected

treshman who took part in last

summers program Of the 23

responses received the majority

indicated a greater need for

academic advising and course

information. It is Miss Hamilton's

feeling that If the students are

portunitv to meet faculty who were

representative of many of the

departments on campus was

helpful to them. Miss Hamilton

also remarked that of those Spring

Semester freshman who have

come to her seeking advise and

help during the past two weeks of

the semester only three were

students who had come to campus

early for the program and who had

part'iciated in the activities.

She also noted that in response to

freshmen desire for more course

information that the Admissions

< Ml ice has agreed to send complete

course catalogs, descriptions and

requirements to all accepted fresh-

man no later than early May. This

will hopefully allow the freshman

THE FKFSHMFN MEE1 WOOD. TIPPO. AND THE FIRST LADY

According to Miss Hamilton.

Activities will he secondary to the

counselors and their relationships

and influence upon the freshman
."

It will be a major duty of the

counselors to provide the freshman

with the feeling that there is ac-

tuallv someone who they can turn

to who will be receptive to them

and show genuine concern for their

problems It is for that reason that

the UK) applicants for the 30

positions available for this sum-

mer's program will be carefully

informed and instructed so as to

guarantee the selection of only

those who are genuinely interested

m the program and what it is

trving to accomplish.

Major criteria in the selection of

this vear's counselors will be their

ability to recognize the problems of

the University and also the

possession of a positive attitude

towards coping with those

problems and seeking solutions So

.is to insure the complete attention

ot the counselors to the program

given the opportunity to become

more acquainted with faculty

members that they will have more

of an opportunity to learn about the

I diversity and feel that they are a

part of it.

The success of more faculty

involvement was evidenced by the

comments received from some of

the 200 freshman who enrolled in

the University for the first time

this semester These freshman

arrived on campus on January 24

and were given intensive orien-

tation in such aspects of the

University as residence hall life

and in particular in the procedures

tor Registration and Course

Change They had all been pre

registered in December
An important part of their

program included dinner at the

Top of the Campus where they

dined with 15 faculty members and

administrators including Vice-

chancellor Randolph W Bromery

and Dean of Students William F

Field. Those who participated in

some opportunity to look over the

courses and requirements and

therefore gain some idea of the

courses that they should pre

register for. It may also help to

give them an idea of

don't really have much contac

with the University other than th<

receipt of bills and grades am
what little students may tell then

when they go home concernin)

campus activities." He sees a nee<

for parents to become better in

formed in what the University i|

doing and the programs and ser

vices which it provides so that the;

can help their sons and daughter!

with whatever problems ma}
arise. He also feels that in this waj

parents will become mori

responsive to the problems of thi

University and will serve to guidi

the University administration as If

the tvpe of programs and policies

which they feel are necessary

Miss Hamilton also sees th

necessity tor a continuation

orientation m residence halls an

areas alter treshman have arrivei

on campus Counseling canno

solve all the problems-it only at

tempts to give them (the Ires!

men' some Inundation upon whic

to build."

It is her view that the varum

Area Coordinators. Horn

Directors and residence ba

counselors are better equipped an

informed to provide a continuin

program of orientation int

residence ball living, social lite an

outside act iv ities It is these group

which have the most contact wit'

the treshman once they arrnt

campus and therefore they are tb

doses! source trom which r

formation and advice can be o

tained

She suggested discussio

sessions within the dorms soooi

after the freshman's arrival oi

campus as a helpful way of in

traducing freshman to resident-

hall living. Although uncertain a

yet as to how orientation to othe

aspects of University life might b

continued she did point to sue

SWAP 70 recommendations a

possible establishment of a

orientation week early in Se

tember or the institution of a no

credit orientation course for th

first few weeks of the Fa
Hive iiicm *>• •*"-« "- —• .

... j„„
requirements of the University and semester as being possible idea

the departments and thus solve for ways in which counseling migh

many of the problems which ac

company course selection. In this

way it is hoped that the freshman

will gain some sense of control

over his own future and program

and will not feel that he is merely

being arbitrarily placed in the

biggest and most common courses

Dean Field in commenting on the

Summer Counseling Program as a

whole indicated his feeling that

there was some need for more

parental involvement in the

program s activities. He expressed establishment

the feeling that an upcoming series freshman and

of on campus discussions with

interested parents of this year's

treshman might prove helpful in

determining the needs and

problems of parents

thev will have to attend throughout. 5~lS3Sta-ECr=-»i prwam s.a.ed ,ha, Lhe op He commented that "Parents .University.

be continued once the freshma

have arrived on campus. In thi

way she feels that the freshmet

will gain some contacts am
relationships which will prov<

useful to him not only in dealinj

with problems which confront hirr

during his freshman yea

throughout his University careei

as well

It is Miss Hamilton's hope tha

with these changes and planne(

changes in rules includini

of a curfew fo

stricter rules foi

counselors that the Summe
Counseling Program will beconv

more effective and serve a mor<

useful purpose in preparing futur<

classes for their careers here at th

Game-Filled Days Highlight Winter Carni 11

Thursday. February 18 -

Winter Carni Kickoff and Bonfire—at 7:30 p.m. on

Metawampe Lawn (behind the SU). Fireworks and

presentation of the Winter Carni Queen candidates.

Winter Carni Coffee House-at 9:00 p.m. on the

eleventh floor of the Campus Center. Entertainment:

Kevin Maclsaac and Crickett Hill Refreshments:

wines, cheese & crackers, coffee.

Winter Carni movie: "Gone With the Wind" Two

showings at 5 and 9 p.m. in the SU Ballroom. Tickets

($1.00) will be on sale this week at the SU ticket

counter.

Friday. February 19 -

Winter Carni Carni-from 3-12 p.m. on the first and

second floors of the Campus Center. With games

crafts, foods, pinball machines, & a choo-choo train

for the kiddies. Prizes will be given for the most

original and best decorated booth.

Sock Hop from 8-12 p.m. in the CC Auditorium With

two live rock bands. Admission is $1.00—if wearing

white socks, 50*.

Winter (ami movie: "Gone With the Wind"

Three showings at II a.m.. 3 and 8 p.m. in the SU

Ballroom.

Saturday F«-bruar> 20 -

Winter (arm Carni-from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. on the

first and second floors of the Campus Center.

Snow Sculpture Contest -starting at 10 a.m Judges

will be visiting houses and dorms to select the win-

ners This v ear there are five categories of prizes

:

1) Grand Prize: best all-round sculpture

2> ' nusuality"

3) Best theme
4 B Bt des gn

5> U rgftSl

Winter Olympics-starting at 12:30 in the pond area.

There v. ill be t.ve contests:

1 1 speed skating - men only

2) snow-shoe race - snowshoes provided

I) dogsled race - five-man teams; bring your own

sled.

4) powder puff hockey game - basketballs

provided; bring your own brooms.

5) tobaggan run - by teams.

Also, the snow sculpture winners will bd announced.

Basketball game: URI at UMass—Winter Carni queen

will be crowned at the game.

Winter Carni movie: "Gone With the Wind" One

showing at 2:00 p.m. in the SU Ballroom.

Festival of the Balloons" -an all-night light show

with live bands.

Lasting from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. in the CC Auditorium, it

will star Featherbed and two other bands to be an-

nounced. Admission will be $1.00.

Sunday, February 21 -

Winter Carni movie: "Gone With the Wind" One

showing at 2:00 p.m. in the SU Ballroom.

Seated left to right are the five Winter Carni 71 Queen candidates: l.ynne Jones. Deborah l.anava.

Betty Sullivan. Karen Tharl. and Sandy Clark.

Want To Have Fun??

Want To Be Useful??

Want To Accomplish Something ??

Want To Earn Money(;*,)???

Join
The Collegian Staff!

TONIGHT
THE BRISTOL ROOM (S.U

at 7:00

in

J

TIIF D>70 FRESHMEN ( (INVOCATION
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The TV Blackout
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Learning TheGame
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l

V
, ,,,.„.„ iv , fiiirrx of anxelv. followed h\ the

Lilluhk-h mosl students eve«t«allj de\.-.opon their own.

know w I.. •• r and how Is get '« "•'»" lhe l n,v '' s,l >

WASHINGTON V week ago Sundaj New YorkCit)

.lackoul which caused all nine television

stations in the area iu go out for several hours, nus

created tremendous crises in families all over the

New York area and proved that TV piays a much

greater role in peoples lives than anyone can

imagine .„ . . „ ,, •

For example, when the TV went off in the Butkins

house in Forest Hills. Long Island, panic set in. bust

Butkins thought it was his set in the living room, so he

rushed into his bedroom and turned on that set.

Nothing

The phone rang and Mrs Butkins heard her sister in

Manhattan tell her that there was a blackout

She hung up and said to her husband, "It isn't your

set Something's happened to the top of the Kmpire

State Building."

Butkins stopped and said. "Who are you

I'm vour wife. Edith

••Oh." Bufkins said. -Then I suppose those kids in

there are mine." ,...«. „ ,

"That's right
" Mrs. Bufkins said "It you ever got

out of that armchair in front of the TV set. you'd know

who we were."
• Boy they've reallv grown." Bufkins said, looking

at his son and daughter. "How old are they now"

Thirteen and 14." Mrs Bufkins replied.

•I'll be darned Hi kids."

"Who's he" " Bufkins son Henry asked

It s vour lather." Mrs. Bufkins said

"I'm pleased to meetcha." Bufkins' daughter Mary

said shyly.

There was an embarrassed silence all around.

•I ook said Bufkins finally "I know I haven't been

much of a lather, but now that the TVs out Id like to

make it up to you."

How"" asked Henry

well let's just 'aik." Bufku said That's the bes

wa> to ^et to know each other.

What do vou want to talk about?" Wary asked.

"Well tor starters, what school do you go to?

"We go to Forest Hills High School." Henry said.

What do you know"" Butt. - said. You're both in

high school."

There was a dead silence

What do \ou do"" Mar\ asked

Tin an accountant." Butkins said.

I thought you were a car salesman. Mrs. Bufkins

said in surprise.

"That was two years ago. Didn't 1 tell you I ehanged

lobs"' Bufkins said.

•No. you didn't. You haven't told me anything tor

two years."

"Yup I'm doing quite well too. Butkins said.

•Then why am 1 working in a department store?

Mrs. Bufkins demanded.

"Oh are vou still working in a department store. It

I had known that. 1 would have told you you could quit

last year. You should have mentioned it. Bufkins

said.

There was more dead silence.

Finally Henry said. "Hey. ) M want to hear me pla>

the guitar"" ,

•III be darned. You know how to play the guitar

Say, didn't I have a daughter w ho played the guitar

'

"That was Susie." Mrs Buikins said.

"Where is she""

She got married a year ago just about the time you

were watching the World Series."

How about that"" Bufkins said very pleased YOU

know I hope thev don't fix the antenna tor another

couple hours There's nothing like a blackout for a

man to really get to know his lamily

Copvright 1971. Los Angelo Times.

Barry Rubenstein

So More Will Live

The Other Half Is You

i .* Wrd.u-dav night the Senate finally accomplished what it has long

w . rk» • ' k- a u the sole monetary power on this campus, and it

'

,t w.
'

• rd.ngU A «»rd about no more class government

1J^KE SS £ class governments^^K'SS

'"<"''
«ai-tiv.hi BtMwwvoneeto*. namei)

*>»*>£ •,

l ,

:

:;,i";;;n„„is„n,,s,, 1s,i,„ t .i,tm,k„o,a„, 1 »,

can get something done

.luli lerardl

President

Class of 197.*

It \ou read yesterdays

i olli-utan. you probably noticed

that the IS Army, in its infinite

wisdom, is removing 27(H) slot

machines from its clubs in Viet-

nam According to the Army, it is

not practical to maintain them in

the war zone and also it is alleged

that they are related to the

widespread corruption in Vietnam

Whether these things are true or

not seems immaterial What does

appear important, however, is the

Armv's apparent set of priorities.

With American forces continually

Incoming deeper and deeper in-

volved in the Indochina insanity,

the Army is worrying about

maintaining slot machines Their

reasoning is questionable

According to the Army. "All too

often the firms and individuals who

install, service and profit from

these machines are not the sort

my emphasis i with which the l S

government should deal It is

interesting that the upstanding

V S government should suddenly

set standards for its own dealings

after all that has happened in

Vietnam.
An easier solution to the pressing

problem ot slot machines seems to

have been overlooked by the Army

The obvious answer would be to

pull out American forces in

Vietnam, thereby eliminating the

problem all together. Indeed, if the

IS is withdrawing from In-

dochina as we are continually told.

then the entire move seems

ludicrous.

Vet with the war supposed.)

stowing down (if you overlook

Laos. Cambodia and Vietnam

.

then the \im> brass needs

something to occupy its time

Perhaps crocheting is the answer

campus unrest in general. The

effects of this are that the students

are forced to increase their

payment! to the University to

make up the difference. In reality.

it seems they are paying for their

actions in a more realistic sense

than thev had realized.

The logic that the benefactors

use in responding to the quest for

funds is impeccable The general

response is that they are not

willing to contribute to the

decadence and immorality that is

taking place on the college cam

puses today In actuality, most are

probably rationalizing their own

inability to pay or trying to

associate themselves with the

nobihtv of the American way

In the end. students are being

taxed for trying to save lives. If we

assume that the students are at all

effective in getting their point

across and ending the war. then the

administration might steal a

slogan from another ehant>

organization and tell its

benefactors that the more they

give, the more will live

The New Security

Another thing that everyone is

thinking about these days is the

monetary situation. This problem

has a somewhat special ap

pi .ation not only to tht l i iversity

but tolh* war and students as well.

It appears that many benefac

torso! the l'niversit\ and the term

1S used loosely, are now

withholding funds due to the ac-

tions of students in recent mo-

i.e.. the Strike, stu-'

rT)«> 7i -H^-f^B t_**erK

Letters To The Editor
Pardon Me, Would Thla Be A <;oo<l Time I o Ask

About Your Efforts To Impeach A Member

Ol The Supreme Court?"

Homosexuals Don't Always Agree

To "Name Withheld By Bequest":

I had mixed feelings about your letter to the Editor

,Feb. 12) about homosexuality. I was impressed by

vour obvious sincerity and just as obvious attempt to

be open and objective. I cannot agree however with

vour labeling radical homosexuals as "sick".

What many people may not realize is that there are

now two homophile organizations on campus. The

Student Homophile League and the Gay Liberation

Front.

The SHL. now a Recognized Student Organization.

has been in existence since the fall semester. Many

MDC readers have prdbably seen articles and ads

sponsored by SHL. Other students may have been in

classes or organizations that invited SHL members to

rap with them. The League is moving slowly to

educate the community and bring about acceptance of

homosexuality as a life style.

The GLF was organized about a month ago by a

group of SHL members in order to take more public

action for gav liberation I'm sure GLF will reply to

\ our letter, but let me give you a conservatives view

.

GLF was formed because they «as I see it» were

impatient with the rate of speed at which SHL was

moving Thev were appalled by the fact that most

SHL members were not willing to confront the public

with their homosexuality

I feel that SHL and GLF want basically the same

things but differ in the means or tactics to that end. 1

don t think vou understand that what you called

sick" were premeditated confrontation techniques

commonly employed by all more political bodies, not

just Gay Lib.

Though I personally do not feel liberation of local

bars or the Hatch is politically wise. I can well un-

derstand the reasoning behind such action. SHL oi

which I am an active member, is content to "stay in

its place" and work quietly for liberation. Which

means we don't publicly flaunt our homosexuality.

But all of us wish we didn't have to repress spon-

Honorable Mentions
To The Editor:

In regard to the recent acceptance of the Central

Area Work Week Proposal by the administration, a

few "honorable mentions" should be made.

The proposal passed by the "red tape ladder of

administrative successions." With the endorsements

of the area coordinator, the proposal went directly to

the Chancellor, Mr. Campion and Dr. Bromery and a

hearing on the proposal was set up for the following

week Previously proposals have taken months to

work through the channels and levels of appeal.

De-centralization may be working when student

proposals can gain recognition and support im-

mediately, if shown to be well planned and worked

out Mr Clay, assistant to the Chancellor Dr

Bromery. and George Norton. Director of the

Physical Plant, gave the Work Week committee a

very supportive and gratifying meeting. The proposa

was discussed and given the immediate financial

support necessary for ordering materials and hiring

students. Mr Clay said he was glad to see proposals

such as Work Week coming from the students This

may mean a bright forecast for more student and

student/administrative proposals to come

Our thanks to the administration

Central Work Week C ommittee

Central Student Affairs

Such A Nice Girl...
To The Editor: .„. . ...

It seems there is an idea milling around that

spending four years at one University is perhaps a

rather limited experience. Consequently, many

students are seeking to do some living and studying

overseas for a year One country that accommodates

many students with this desire is Israel

The largest stumbling block to this sort o adventure

is learning a new language and in Israel a foreign

student spends months in an Ulpan with intense

Hebrew language study They are months that could

be better spent

It seems to me strange that with all ^e uncommon

languages being taught at UMass and in the five

college area, there is absolutely no conversational

Hebrew course that one may take to fulfill a language

TanvTudents would like to correct that peculiarity

in the curriculum but lack the sufficient vehicle to do

so. The idea and the desire are here on Campus. If you

want the course, we can get it...together. Please call

me
Jeffrev Green

taneous expression of affection, such as holding hands

walking across campus. We wish we could have a beer

and dance in Amherst instead of going to Springfield,

Boston or New York.

The point is that homosexuals do not always agree,

action for change takes many forms and I believe

there should be room for all of them in our com-

munity.

The next time you meet a "radical" homosexual <as

you say they are pretty easy to identify) instead of

taking your unease home with you, I suggest you

confront them with your feelings. This, after all, is

what GLF wants - communication.

They are exposing their homosexuality (a very

risky thing to do) in an effort to get feedback, to open

minds, to increase understanding They don't want to

get beat up. They don't like verbal abuse. They're not

necessarily sick. They just want to talk, to you. Drop

into the Gav Lib Center in the Free U sometime.

PEACE TO YOU
Kav M. Kavmond

Don't Judge ABook.

To "Name Withheld By Request":

"You try so hard

But you iusI don't understand

Just what you will say

When you get home
Cause something is happening here

And you don't know what it is

Do you. Mr Jones?''

Boo Dylan, "Balla0 o« the thin AAan" Highway 61 Revisited

I would like to thank you for your letter and for

giving me this opportunity to explain my actions.

You say. "I am writing in regard to those who

haven't been able to adjust to society: the Sick

Homosexuals." In the society which you feel I should

adjust to it is considered feminine to be dependent,

yielding, generous, kind, comforting, emotional,

irrational, and reversible. It is "masculine" to be

independent, unyielding to the death, dominant, solid,

unemotional, rational, aggressive and competitive.

We have all been raised in this divided environment

and have been conditioned to play artificial sex roles,

expressing only those qualities that are socially

defined for our sex. These sex roles oppress all of us

because they are so narrowly defined and limiting.

You mentioned three times in your letter that you

were heterosexual ("I go for chicks'," etc.). at the

same time saying you don't have to go around

screaming you are heterosexual. By labeling yourself

that way. you are limiting yourself to a rigidly defined

role We of Gay Liberation Front refuse to accept

these socially defined roles. We are not

"homosexual" (a term developed by society to

describe certain behavioral roles), but rather we are

gay.
,

The reason that I sometimes dress in women s

clothing is simply that it helps me to bring out my
natural feminine qualities which society has forced

me to repress for such a long time.

One last comment You say. "I am not personally

guilty of any of this oppression, and I refuse to

apologize for being a heterosexual." Well, think about

it some more, honey.
Jake Hastings

Editorial Points 1

The Collegian's Associated

Press wire was put out of action

yesterday by a detachment of

the Chicopee Sanitation

department who, with the help of

a front-end loader, destroyed the

main carrier wire between here

and Springfield. What more

ignominious defeat for a

newspaper exists than to be

censored by the Chicopee

Sanitation department?

Strangely enough, the issue of

Freshmen in Co-Ed dorms,

which will be re-considered by

the Trustee's Student Life

Committee in Boston today, was

never an issue at other

Universities and Colleges.

Nobody ever saw a reason to

make the distinction in places

like California. In the Co-Ed

dorms at Harvard, for reasons

mostly traditional. Freshmen
ad^bJf^vejnJhejiorjTis

and Freshmen from Harvard

don't.

Rumor has it that ap-

pointments to the positions of

Vice-Chancellor for Academic

Affairs, Dean of the Humanities

Faculty and Dean of the Social

Sciences Faculty will be brought

for final approval at the

February 24 meeting of the

Board of Trustees.

There is a doll on the market

now that will give birth to a baby

doll and that kids can actually

play obstetrician with. What'U

they think of first-

Did you ever wake up in the

early part of the morning with

the feeling that you missed your

9 05 and find out that its only

6:13. Then go to sleep again and

miss all your morning classes.
•••••••••••

anvassing, Anyone?

Are You Lonely

At Night?

Want To Meet
New People?

Join The MDC
Tonight, 7 p.m.

To the editor

As an art major here at the

University of Massachusetts, I

have a major gripe along with 90%

of the other art majors here.

(Perhaps 90% is an un-

derestimate.) Speaking from

experience-I am not a senior-I can

safely say that the art facilities are

not growing with the rest of the

University. Each semester I have

tried in vain to take certain art

courses, finding to my dismay that

they were usually filled up, leaving

me, an art major, with no art

courses to take. The courses that I

successfully squeezed myself into

were terribly overcrowded

Because of congestion in the

classes, the facilities were

inadequate. Either one needs to

buy his own equipment I a potter's

wheel costs a mere $1,500.00), get

to the classes hours early, or use

aggressive influences What is a

nice, kindly art major to do? I feel

terribly sorry for incoming fresh-

men who hope to specialize in art

and consider myself very fortun ite

to have accumulated enough art

credits for my degree Believe me,

It was not easy

I sincerely hope that the

University takes heed and helps

remedy this situation. Too many

students make for half an

education for everyone except for

those majoring in mule technology

Doreen A. Dec

Watch Out, It's Catching

Letters To The Editor Or In 25 Words Or Less. .

.

Letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request)

The limit is one page and the

deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters.

The same rules apply to

Editorial Points except that the

limit on these is 25 words. No

prizes will be awarded or gifts

given out. This is not a contest

It's simply a forum for those of

you who don't feel like writing a

whole letter or who don't know

more than 25 words

To the editor:

With the Student Senate voting

themselves retroactive pay raises

these days, most students don't

know what to expect next. If the

•retroactive pay raise fever

catches on. we might see some of

the following:

1. The Dorm janitors, deciding

that they need a retroactive

decrease in the amount of trash

they dump, decide to pick up only

half of the trash in the trash rooms.

To make such a "raise'

retroactive, they would merely

replace a year's trash back to each

person's room. After this initial

return, they would only take half of

the deposited trash ECOLOGIST
TAKE NOTICE!

2. WMUA-The directors of the

station, having decided that they

need a pay raise, decide to play

music only one half of the time-the

other half of the time they'll just

talk (and talk and talk and...). To
make this plan retroactive

(remember: it's no good unless it's

retroactive), every disk jockey will

play the music portion of his show
backwards The disparity between

this and the programming to which

we are generally accustomed will

be almost totally indiscernible

even to the most discriminative

listeners

3. "COLLEGIAN staff votes pay

raise-retroactive work decrease.

"

For one year, the COLLEGIAN
will print "Little Orphan Annie.

Nancy, Dagwood, Winnie Winkle.

The Little Prince, and Mr.

Magoo" To save tim*- on the

paper, more editorials and less

news stories will appear Will

anyone notice?
Larrv Hurwiti
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World Wowed By

Warren's Waffle
By BOBNEST1
MDC Staff

Theatre here on campus has

been well, it's obvious how tar you

are rrom Broadway. s «»iu'

productions have

tertaining. even as much as est

ravorite dealer with the best

grass this side of Southwest, duty

old men staying at the ••heh-heh"

holtel trying to pick up mubile

young ladies at the Coffee Shop. All

together, this i-ast-of-thousands

drifting down and through these

WHAT IS THIS MAN LAUGHING AT? Only Marcel Breuer knows

J sure I or thrills and chills that vull leaxe you breathless w.h awe

d
'

H-echless with uonder. take a tour of the Campus Center

m,mh<L MS Vou II like it. (MIK photo by David Bernstein.)

lovable, yet they have been

missing a teehng of life. It's a

reeling vou get maybe some late

Saturday night watching an old

motor Bikie or Beach Party flick

between the Railroad Salvage

commercials on Channel 22. No

need to fret, though, theater is

alive and well and living, yes

living, at the Campus Center The

concrete marvel is the closest this

campus comes to 'living theater"

I T to the contrary).

It is an experience. Ever walk

through the Concourse at about tw

.

in the afternoon'' Here is a

production number that even

Busby Berkeley would envy;

starrv eved co-eds on the make.

halls make a crowd scene from a

Cecil B Demille film look like

your eight o clock class on Spring

Dav ^
Its moods are many, it can be

spectacular, it can be sublime. For

instance, picture the Hatch at

about six p.m. There you sit,

having another dangling con-

versation with someone you really

don't want to talk to but is. well,

just there. Or sitting alone at your

favorite table watching the Harch

lady fumble change into some poor

kid
:

s Coke, listening to Knock

Three Times'' on the barbled juke-

box, and staring at the sorority girl

across the way sprawling in her

seat while reading "The Sensuous

Woman It's almost a Iran

scendental experience, let me tell

you.

The cast is gargantuan and all

work well together towards the

total effect. There are some in-

dividual standout performances. A

recent and well needed returning

cast member) is the Cyd Charisse

..I BelchertOWn State Always

dressed in nitty brown and poised

in front Of the juke box. she OC

easionatl) breaks mto a frenetic

frenzy which would put a chorus at

the now lamented Old Howard to

shame
Backing her up on drums is the

young man with the drumsticks

His kinetic rhythms and oh so cool

mannerisms keep the groupies

panting tor more.

There are also the many groups

whose little comic routines add so

much to the show. The well

moaning religious groups who

Haunt themselves on innocent

passer hvs with nets woven ot

biblical sayings and spliced with

WASPish ingenuity Or. it you re

young, innocent, and wish you

weren't munch on some peanuts at

the Top o: theCampus while an

inebriated young executive tails all

over you with a line like where

have you been hiding all my life?'

The sets, designed by Marcel

Breuer, are stark and otter no

comfort despite the fact their cost

il now estimated at about twenty

million He often creates an at-

mosphere reminiscent of an old

Victor Mature biblical spec-

tacular The costumes, supplied

by the cast, exhibit the vast

onginalitv of blue denim from

Zayre's of South Hadley. Oc-

casionally a flashy number struts

by, supplied by Betty's Bargain

Boutique of Bayonne. New Jersey.

"Little field's Follies", the

shows affectionate title, has been

assured a long run. It has been

consistently standing room only

since its long-delayed and hardly-

awaited opening last September,

yet there is little enthusiasm from

its audience It seems the audience

is made of disappointed backers

who are in no position to enjoy the

absurdity of the show

Gary Burton Quartet

OnCampusNext Week

_n now screen splendor...

The most magnificent picture ever!

DAVID SELZNICKS^oDucnoNOf margaru mitchelCs

GOMEWITHTHEWIND
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Acariemy

Awards

CLARKGABLE
' VIVIEN HIGH

LESLIE HOW/MID OLIVIA deHAV1LLAND
AMI /NICK INTERNATIONAL PICTURE • VICTOR FUMING • ™niyho»mo

: MLTRO ffltffifl MAYERi^S. STEREOPHONIC SOUND ML TR0C0L0R mom

FEB. 18 — 5 & 9 p.m.

FEB.' 19 — I* a.m., 3 & 8 p.m.

FEB. 20 _ 2 p.m.

FEB. 21—2 p.m

S U. BALLROOM
75<

Thf I'Mass FiM Arts Council

continues its series of bringing

onto campus leading jazz en-

sembles with the two day visit of

the (iary Burton Quartet.

February X and 27. The group

will give two concerts and two

seminars.

A key feature of this program

is to provide the opportunity for

rtttrientfl r*nrl other jazz buffs to

participate in informal sessions

with these noted musicians

Both sessions will be open

without charge to those pur-

chasing tickets to either of the

Quartet's evening concerts.

Full ticket and program in-

formation may be obtained by

contacting theVine Arts Council

ticket office. 125 Herter Hall

Albums

Short Takes
By DON GLICKSTEIN

MDC Staff

Paranoid Black Sabbath, Warner Brothers WS 1887 Paranoid is to

musl" as Kenneth Johnson is to students, and both of them have lost the

Vou-r^Not Mone Dion. Warner Brothers WS 1872. Dion, singing Dion.

Melanie and L^nnon has arrived with a thoroughly unpretentious

a bum reUaxing and soothing .albeit his voice is grating at times

tnu what folkie with a complementary but not overshadowing backup

^up You re Not Alone is for those quiet evenings in the corner, sitting

by a ?ust,c"able with a gas lamp, a cupof hot chocolate, and someone you

l^eTkinToniate Slorv . Tim Rose. Capital ST-673. At times, his blues

; briilian but more often than not. Tim Rose is just anothervery hoarse

mger not bad enough to be discarded completely, not good enough to

h'ten to again and again Whv is it that so many singers with the

£tenta.£ achievement type themselves out of the running-On.>cuton

the album. Svmpathy". is notable because one can hear what Tim Rose

can do given a subdued, yet very electric accompaniment

Kingdom tome Sir Lord Baltimore, Mercury SR 61328. \ou are tne

master heVrache'. moans Sir Lord Baltimore. I refuse toMaud trite

lyric" screaming, and -heavy" groups with not one bit of talent or

mi.quenessv
Warner Brothers WS 1897 Something

ffie^nSSfo^gfi Mavbe its the band which sneaks up on

M-oustic iazz that soothes and melts into different moods. Most likely, its

1 ndv G vens the lead singer, who knows when to belt it out like early

Joplm. whento haunt like Gracie Slick, and when to be Candy Givens. An

<rr

C

ea!est Hits^enny Rogers and the First Edition. Repr.se 6437 The

First Kd.tionsmgs nice Ligs with a minimum of feeling and musical

innovation Top 40 all the way.

Hol% Mauick Graham Bond. Mercury SR 61327 The fact is ioiks. we reK£ century America, and were not going to meditate reality

wav I, Ma Sick ir.es to. yet cannot escape from the same old nffs^

?hythm and electrums This is an album that speaks of mag.ck and

TaVot cards, yet is unable to pull even a Tibetan hare fromJte hat.

UiHHtsmoke and Oranges. Paul Siebel. Elektra EKS-74064

Sknife <-m,sv. Haul Siebel. Elektra EKS-74081. The difficulty with

; untrv and countrv-folk is that the lyrics tend to be banal and the music

h™ absolutelv no relevance and relationship to the words Paul Siebel .s

Tbetter than average country-folk singer, but even he cannot escape

Iron lis nits. Like so many writer-singers. Siebel doesMittle just,ce to

h,s own work, although each of his albums contain songs that I m looking

forward to listening to again. Chips are Down on Jack-knife Gypsy

how direction ,n which Siebel can go It is a slow .lazy n.hil.st.c song

s 1 in what can only be called a combination of Sgt. Pepper s Beatles a

Broadway musical, and country steel guitar. Siebel has the potential for

Bed. \\ hite and Blues Image. Blues Image, ATCO SD 33-348.

More of the same. Alphonse?

Yes. Master, gobs of the same.

Fine Arts Isn't Fine

Enough Without You
7:00 Tonight, Bristol Room Room, SU

Paul Hannigan. who recently published a volume

of poems entitled LAUGHING, will give a reading of

his works this Thursdav evening at 8 in Herter 227.

Poetry Like
Chicken-Pox
Paul Hannigan, the acclaimed-young poet, will give

a reading of his works this Thursday, February 18, at 8

PM in Herter 227. Mr. Hannigan has recently

published a book of his poems entitled Laughing.

In this collection Mr. Hannigan reflects the laughter

of recognition and acceptance. He has the odd gift of

finding the commonplace in the grotesque as well as

he nearly universal ability of finding the grotesque in

the commonplace. Words are used to delight and

reveal truth in a tone that is witty and wry. Yet in a

sense his poems are a celebration and he may simply

^^C?ESU* ^t James Tate (who wUl

join the UMass faculty next fall) said, "These are the

kind of poems that won't go easy. They're like

chicken-poV after you've finished the book you notice

the little scars half of which you feel the better for

having the better for having the half you just stare at

and mutter: Who does this man Paul Hannigan think

he is anyway?' And then you think you hear him

laughing outside your window, Rasputin on one arm,

and Emily Dickinson on the other.''

Paul Hannigan was born in Cambridge Mass He

has been everything from a gas station attendant o a

stockboy in a supermarket to a research assistant to a

po?t the last of which he likes the best. He currently

' resides in Medford.

Music Faculty Member
Plans Recital Next Week

Fernande Kaeser, pianist, will

present a concert on Wednesday,

Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium at the UMass.

A member of the UMass piano

faculty, Miss Kaeser is a graduate

of the Conservatoire of Geneva,

where she was one of the few

pupils of the renowned pianist,

Dina Lipatti.

She was the only prize winner for

piano at the International Music

Competition of Geneva in 1951

Three years later she became the

only Swiss pianist ever awarded

first prize in the International

Music Competition of Munich.

Miss Kaeser has given concerts

in most countries of Europe, and

has performed with many
prominent orchestras including

L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande,

The London Philharmonic Or-

chestra, the Royal Philharmonic

Orchestra, the BBC Symphony

Orchestra, and the Stuttgart

Chamber Orchestra. Recently she

won the Beethoven Prize of the

Harriet Cohen International Music

Award.

Miss Kaeser's program will

consist of Beethoven's "Eleven

Bagatelles Op. 119,'' Bartoks

"Suite Op. 14," Bach's "English

Suite in G Minor," Mozart's

"Sonata in C Major K. 330,"

Chopin's "Fantaisie-Impromptu

Op. 66," and "Ballade in A Flat

Op. 47".

This concert, open to the public

without charge, is sponsored by the

University's Department of Music

in its continuing faculty recital

series.

A Terminal Case
Authentic off-Broadway theatrical experience of all sorts is being

SSssaswaisrS 32=35
tZTelmres da?hT workshops, seminars, lecture-demonstrations and

raVeTrss^lnVdUion to
P
th- evening performances ,n Bowker

Auditorium (Thursday. Friday and Saturday at 8.00 P.M.

)

Known internationally as one of this country's most exciting ex-

pSentai theatre groups. The Open Theatre Ensemble wdlb^

remembered by many for its stunning performance of SERPENT over

SetSSSial television network early this season. The ensemble will

ir^rm TFRMINAL" on Thursday and Saturday evenings and will do

fn?w work™ process baJed on human mutations on Friday evening

The company points out that Fridays performance is actually an open

rehearsal of a developing work

MDC Fine Arts Staff Wants You
|

STUNNING'" MAGNIFICENT!* BOim FEROCIOUS!

"AN ANTI-WAR MOVIE RUTHLESSLY CALLING FORTH

*S>
£

6 lbs. for only $1 50

12 lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50.

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters. 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(next to The Tower)

11 E PLEASANT STREET
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Mktg. Club To Show
Recruiting Process

K 100/ue SBA at 7:30. The theme for the program is "put your best

fo^t forward
' and will not only be of interest to seniors but to under-

cUssmen irT preparing and determining their choice of courses in the

coming semesters.

B ; un M. V MD. • VOt SPY. . SPY~>.e,nberS o.*'"«'£&^X'££21£
peace groups by Army intelligence. —===
Notices

ARMENIAN COURSE
A course .n the Armenian language n.story

and culture taught By Fr jeDed,.an o»

Spnngt.eld in Vachmer West 22 at 7 30 p m

Feb 18th

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

College L.»e Quarterback trom B U Sam

HOMO speaK.ng Gary Morns s.ng.ng students

tailing about Jesus movement how >t >i af

tectmgthe.r lives Open to everyone Refresh

ments

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Meeting ton.ght at 7 JO p m m Room 917 <*

the C C to decide on bids

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Meeting Thursday night at 9 p m at 33

Philhps St second tloor

EDUCATION HONOR SOCIETY

Kappa Delta P. meeting Feb Uth at 7 p.m

,n Room 80S 809 ol the C C Guest speaker

Robert White. Educ Placement Officer

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
it ,ou like horses come see the move. Alt

American Morse. Wed Feb 17th at 7 30 p m
,n Room 172 174 of the C C AM welcome

FREE CONCERT COMMITTEE
Important pre meeting ot the Umv Concert

,.s Com Thursday at 7 30 p m on 8th floor

Mr. Clark Edwards of the

Financial and Placement Office

will be the moderator for a team of

recruiters representing the major

segments of the business world.

Mr. Robert Stevens, recruiting

representative Carnation Com-

pany, EH. Thomas, Director of

employment Jordan Marsh, John

Pennington, marketing manager

Aetna Casualty and Surety

Company, plus a representative of

the Proctor and Gamble Cor-

poration will be the four members

of the recruiting panel. A question

and answer period will follow the

company presentations.

This should prove to be an ex-

cellent opportunity for those

already engaged in the recruiting

process to pinpoint mistakes

presently being made and to re-

evaluate the methods they are

presently using in order to put their

best foot forward. And for those

of the C C . top-cs mclude goals, dates, en

tertamers, S. other appropriate concert run

n.ng matters class officers ft. other interested

people please attend

HISTORY
The Student Faculty Liaison Committee

.nv.tes an interested students to a coftee hour

,n the 6th tloor lounge of Herter Hall on Wed .

Feb I7th from 11am to 3 p m

MAROON KEYS
There w.li be an important meeting m Room

433 James at 7 p m Wed evening Please

contact R.chard Simmons (67604) .f there M

any conflict

OMICRON NU
important Omicron Nu meeting

Room Bit of the C C at 7 p m
tonight

R A F I

Sovet Israel, conflict Topic per

secut.on of Jews M the Soviet union.

presentation and qenerai discussion Other

representatives of the oppressed nationalities

,n me Soviet un.on are urged to attend

Thursday the 18th at 8 p m m Rm 16S of the

C C

SCROLLS
Meeting tomght at 6 15pm ,n917oftheCC

ALL MUST ATTEND l« mere M • conflict

piease call Wanda S49 0095

SPECTRUM
To all old staffers, elections w.H be held

Thursday. Feb 18th ,n Room 175 of the C C a»

7 30 pm it is important that an attend

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Thursday. F«* '•'" NO BUSINESS! Just

music, dancing and friends For details call

665 2853 or drop M at the Gay L.b Center ,n the

Free Univ

ZOOLOGY DEPT
Student Faculty L.aisoo Committee wim

sponsor a bag lunch' get together tor faculty.

grad students and undergrads on Wed
.
Feb

Uth ft. every Wed thereafter until further

notice, m Morrill Science Center. Room 349,

trom 12 I 30 Zoo maiors bring a bag lunch ft.

meet the Zoo Dept

LOST - „,
3 mos old German Shepherd lost on Fr.day

Female, mostly black, no collar, name <s

Gretai Please contact Gary or Howie ft 416

Haml.n 545 2306 or 545 2307

l UMass l D card belong.ng to Rachel Yasui

(9879226>was tost Please drop off at Lost ft.

Found m S U if found

FOUND
A pair of mens wire rimmed glasses m the

poking lot of Tower Restaurant Fr. at

ternoon, Feb 12th after 3 p m please call

Susan 256 6i«7 leave message

Off*

ry Wednesday bnc MS* ^Uon and content wU1 be
combines jazz, rock, and "*__.

1

Winter Corn. 1971

VOTE TODAY
Winter Corni Queen/Student Union Lobby

WFCR Offers

Stereo Music
Late nights atWFCRare bringing

stereo music to your ears. Tonight,

and every Wednesday Eric

jamine combines jazz, rock

blues in a way to do nice things to

vour head. It starts at 12.30 and

goes until Eric decides to crash

On Mondays, the reigns to your

mind are held by Dick Poholek.

with an accent on jazz, Dick takes

over the station at 1145 right after

Jean Shepard, and goes until 3.00

a.m.
Friday nights at WFCR take you

to the magic land of Scusset Beach

with Ed McCabe. Each week Ed

takes you on a visit, between II 45

and who knows, to the special land

where your mind can run free

That's stereo music to blow your

mind on WFCR 88.5 FM

undergraduates who will begin

recruiting in the not too distant

future the program will provide a

valuable insight into the procedure

that will best enable them to secure

a desired position with a desired

firm. All are cordially invited to

attend.

Armenian Club

To Initiate

Language Class

An expanded program sponsored

by the Armenian Social Activities

Club will take shape tomorrow,

when A.S.A.C. initiates an Ar-

menian Language and Culture

Class on the Mass. Amherst

campus.
Under the leadership of

Reverend Father Nersess

Jebejian. of Saint John's the Divine

Armenian Church in Springfield

the first in a series of weekly two

hour meetings will be held in

Machmer west 22.

It is hoped that at the first

meeting the course's

determined.
Though non-accredited, the

course is seen as an active step

taken by this organization toward

the establishment of a complete

Armenian Course of Study within

the five college area.

All A.S.A.C. sponsored activities

are open to the Five College

Community and the public is

cordially invited to attend.

News 5-2550

„„ „„,,„„„, and «»< irnrcrot mmU, o, the BritishMM

Bernadette Devlin

will speak in the Cage

Today at 4:30 p. m.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 StRIIS

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17 — 8 P.M.

Tel Aviv String Quartet

ass?- ass?&sr»»*smMtre
Joseph Tal

TUESDAY-SATURDAY, FEB. 16-20

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Choikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

"Terminol", February 18 It 20 — 8 P.M.

New Work in Progress, February 19 — 8 P.M.

Dailv Workshops, Master Classes and Lecture Demonstra-

tions open without charge to ticket-holders.

follows an INFORMAL* COFFEE HOUR

in the COLONIAL LOUNGE

3 to 4:15 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 & SATURDAY, FEB. 27 — 8 P.M.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET
Extra — Seminar and Jazz Workshop
Open Without Charge to Ticket-Holders

For complete ticket and program information contact

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202

a \ ** La JU
Cnlrernatives ,-

Nuclear vs. Communal bamily
.... .i... i...., .u... i ...v. inmuTio i« shared, as are expenses

^I^lIlTrJpiMiur^i^Tu 5m oi uian> t.. be repaired oaring

t rniral tree's Werli Week.

Work Week Acce
The Administration has accepted

a $17.700 pn.posal from theCentral

tree Work \\wk Committee to

implement plans for the Student

work week for spring break which

serves the dual purpose ol giving

jobs to students while renovating

the Central Area

Speaking for the administration

were Dr Randolph w Bromery,

Vice Chancellor of student Affairs,

David Clay, Special Assistant to

the Chancellor, and George Nor

ton, Physical Plaid

The monej was guaranteed t>>

i la> With diSCUSSionS about

trees and justification for the

money The justification accepted

By GILBERT J. SALK
MUC Stall

We are all victims ol the myth of

the nuclear family. The traditional

mother -tather-2. 5 kids syndrome.

We're supposed to get married,

buy or rent a house or an apart-

ment, and consume, each in our

own little nucleus. There is some

obvious ecological waste involved

in this process, but that is the

subject of another column. Today

I'm more concerned about

alternative living arrangements.

The problem with the nuclear

family is that it outs a frequently

unbearable anv .nt of pressure on

its members Since 1 happen to be

a male, let me discuss it from a

males viewpoint. But please

remember that the exact same

problems apply to the female.

Suppose I'm married Societ)

then dictates thai 1 must turn to my
Wife to satisfy all Of my needs No

one person could ever do that, so

she is immediately put in an im-

possible position She may till my

cual needs to a reasonable

degree, but there are other factors

veil ! may be able to relax and

unwind alter a day's work with

her. but she may not share my ven

strong interest in politics or

-ports, or engineering, or hooks or

something) So this m-i-d is left

unlillilled

Alter a while, this unfulfilled ->s a form

need ma> begin to seem more and

more important Tension grows.

augmented by the tact that 1 am
leaving certain oi her needs un-

lullilled Fights start, leaving a

temporary bitterness which affects

our sexual relationship causing

lights about money causing lights

about the kids in school causing a

worsening sexual problem etc .

etc. until a divorce becomes a

major consideration She's

miserable. the kids are

emotionally insecure, my head's a

mess.
Change the scenario a bit. 1 tind

someone else who shares my in-

terest in whatever -it-is. He she

and 1 become close friends and

want to get to know each other

better. Then the frustration

becomes one ol conflicting time

commitments, and the same cycle

develops other scenarios

frequently lead to the same place

There are exceptions, granted, but

look around How main really

happy marriages do you know"

\o\\ consider an alternative \

group ol let people get together

roughly hall male and hall female

The) make a commitment to each

other similar to the commitment

two people make when they gel

married Suppose I m m such a

group Instead ol having onlv my

Wife to relate to I have nine other

people who can meet m> needs and

whose needs I can help fulfill This

,,t the extended famil)

children are the

responsibility, ol the entire family.

was the idea that Central Area

students' Residential Trust Fund

\( count money renovated Mill

a dorm which has since become an

academic building The material

and labor costs were gone over in

detail With Clay, and Norton ot-

tered lull personnel and plan

nmg coordinating support from his

office (Physical Plant).

Logs License Transferred!
Selectmen voted to transfer a

wine, malt beverages and common
victuallers license irom Roy

Rosenblatt, former part-owner and

manager ol The LrOgS on North

Pleasant Street, to Thomas C

Currier and Allied M Boyajian

who would operate the same
business as Quick Silver

Rosenblatt was arrested last fall

and charged with selling the

'largest amount ot marijuana

extract ever sei/ed m this stale.

federal narcotics agents said

lb- allegedl) sold 143 vials ol the

extract to a federal undercover

agent at a price ol $»•"> a vial

totaling more than $12,008

Income is shared, as are expenses

Sexuality may be expressed bet-

ween any consenting partners

Dependency relationships will be

diffused enough to allow fuller

individual growth.

II one member of the extended

family has a need to go outside the

family to till a need, this will not

pose as great a threat to the

family, for it is only one-tenth,

rather than one-half, of the family

moving outside of it. It is much

less likely thai one member of the

family will be -stuck" at home

with the children, for there is a

strong chance that several adults

will be home at the same time, able

to share the load and provide some

form ol stimulation other than TV
soap operas

There are. obviously, many
problems and unanswered

questions involved in this kind ol

living As with an) 'new" ap-

proach, it is impossible to give any

empirical evidence that such

approat hes will work There is a

,! deal oi room for ex

mentation, and many ex

periments are being conducted

I'd like to hear vour thoughts on

the general subject and get in

lot niation. ipts being made

to live some alternative family

one thing which might be ol

interest to some oi you A letti

received today We are looking

lor people interested m sharing the

expense of a 150-acre farm in <"a[>c

Ion < anada We are in

terested in an ecologically sound.

subsistence cooperative lifestyle

It » beautiful, cheap, and it's a mile

Irom the ocean II interested

contact Chris or Larry at 549 6796

163 Triangle SI Amherst

.-. ant

-'J^

St.

Francis

had a

dream...

He dreamed that

He could De an instrument of

God's peace

Where there was hatred he

could sow love

Where there was injury, pardon

Where there was doubt, faith

Where there w,< ' ir, hope

Where there was darkness, light

Where thrre was sadness, joy.

The Franciscans

still follow his simple,

challenging way.

It you ami'' "*

more about ,,n

write to:

Fr. John M. Felice. O.F.M.

The Franciscans

135 W. 31st Street

New York, NY. 10001

speed skating

snoe shoe race

dogsled race - no dogs allowed

powderpuff hockey game

toboggan run

pond area

12:30

Saturday

snow sculpture judging

Saturday morning at 10
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T V Gymnasts Win Seventeenth. In Row \Nottces
t

By MICHAEL CUSACK
MDC Staff

The UMass junior varsity

gymnasts stretched their winning

streak to seventeen meets with a

pair of wins over the weekend. The

I .ittle Redmen. who are undefeated

over the past three seasons, are

now looking to close out this season

with a perfect slate.

On Friday, Coach Jerry Calkin's

team edged the Springfield College

JVs, 125.40-123.30. They continued

their winning ways on Monday

when thev downed the Army
plebes, 117.W-101.10, in a meet tha'

featured freshmen only.

The Little Redmen had a tough

time in disposing of Springfield, as

their lead at intermission was only

8 of a point However, Springfield

begin to falter during the second

hall, while I'Mass performed well

enough to increase its .8 of a point

lead to 2.1 points

Th*. first event, floor exercise.

was won by King of Springfield,

who scored an 8.0 However,

brothers Bill and Paul Henry took

ond and third for UMass with

respective scores of 7 35 and 6.85

Springfield also won the top spot

ui sidehorse with the Smith's 8.2

routine, but UMass again took

second and third, with Aubreys

7.45 routine and Nelson's 6.75

score.

UMass had won the event totals

for the first two events, but

Springfield won the event total on

the next event, still rings. The

Little Chiefs took the top two

places, while high scorer for

UMass was co-captain Phil

Aubrey, who had a 7.45. which was

good for third place. At in-

termission the score read: UMass

62.85. Springfield 62.05.

The Little Redmen opened up the

second half by capturing the

longhorse event, as they won the

event total bv 14 points. Co-

eaptain Bill Henry led all vaulters

with an 8 4, while Battista took

third for I'Mass with an 8.2.

Led bv Chuck Schwartz and Phil

Aubrev. the Little Redmen
dominated parallel bars com-

petition, as they won the event total

by 1.4 points Schwartz was lirst

with l Tits, white Aubrey was

second with a S.4

The tinal event, high bar, was

won by Springfield, but it was too

late to overcome the lead the Little

Redmen had built. Battista led all

UMass performers in this event

with a 7.1, which was good for

second place. He also won the all-

around event with a score of 40.35,

while Aubrey of UMass was

second., with a total of 39.10. The

final score of the meet was: UMass

125.40, Springfield 123.30.

Using only seven freshmen, the

UMass squad routed the Army
plebes, 117.60-101.10. UMass took

eleven out of the top eighteen

places, as well as sweeping the top

three positions in the all-around

event

UMass was led by all-around

Rich Seikunas, who won the flooi

exercise and high bar events,

placed second on sidehorse, rings,

and parallel bars, and tied for third

in vaulting, in addition to winning

the all-around total with a score of

41.60

All-around Chuck Schwartz

turned in a good performance as he

won the parallel bars event, and

placed second on high bars as well

as placing third in the all-around

event. Jay Thomson, the third

UMass all-around had a good day.

as he won the long horse event,

placed second on floor and was

third on parallel bars, as well as

taking second place in the all

around total. The top UMas:

scorers were rounded out by Briar

Hassig, who led all competitors tc

win the sidehorse event.

The next meet for the Little

Redmen will be tomorrow when

they travel to Hanover, N.H. to

take on Dartmouth. The UMass

squad defeated Dartmouth last

year, but a much tougher meet is

anticipated this year.

Dartmouth is led by Tom Weigle

and Jeff Rogers, who placed first

and third respectively in the all-

around totals at last year's New
England Championships. They

also have an excellent ringman

freshman Mike Pancoe, who was

Illinois State Ring Champ last

year.

In previous outings, Dartmouth

has scored close to 130 points,

which means the Little Redmen
will have to put everything

together if they hope to keep their

undefeated string intact.

The Little Redmen w ill close out

•heir season on Wed., Feb. 24 when

they will be hosted by the UNH
Wildcats

SUNDANCE

WATER BEDS
187 MAIN ST.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

A truly sensual experience.

Come down and try it.

It s good tor sleeping and

other things too:

Open 11 a.m. • 8 p.m.

Mou. • Sat.

Consider yourself personally invited

to the

VARSITY M The UMass
Varsity M Club will hold its weekly

luncheon this afternoon at the

Newman Center at 12:15 sharp.

Featured guest will be head UMass

basketball coach Jack Leaman

who will also have a few of his

Redman players with him. A film

of a basketball game will also be

shown. There will be a door prize

and a raffle of basketball tickets.

Everyone is welcome.
• • • •

MSG BUS - The UMass student

senate is sponsoring a bus to the

UMass George Washington

basketball game at Madison

Square Garden on the 27th of

February. Tickets are now on sale

for $7.40 at the Student Union ticket

office. This price only includes the

price of the bus trip. Tickets for

the game can be purchased at the

Boyden ticket office. The bus will

be leaving from the Campus

Center bus stop at 8:30 a.m. on the

27th. If there is a large response

there will be more than one bus.

Tonight's

Intramurals

INCLUDES:
sturdy wood frame

Safety liner

fimiff supports

Guaranteed water
mattress

all for S99.00

ACADEMY AWARD
A

WINNER
BEST SUPPORTING

ACTOR ||ji

616 Y0UN6 •
-BEST
ACTRESS

-

JANE FONDA!"
—New York Film Critics

Court

1

2

3

4

5

6

;

8

9

10

1 ime
6 30

». .(.MiMiltWCCOiMIW
COLO" PANAVIS'ON

COMING FEB. 25

S.U. BALLROOM

7 & 9:30

50*

i

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

7 30

8 30

9 30

volleyball

Teams
hum Baggers

lOCktVt Browns

..ers vs 18

diLisers vs Cougars

bcaQramsv* Leopards

<s Chipmonks
rors

Colts vs Monumt-ots

Emsvs Cult

Busters vs 3M s

BX vs Deacons
Eagles vs Stouts

Smittysvs Jumping Jacks

Voldes vs Misfits

v looms vs Flats

x plus 2 vs Leven

Bcadledonvs Bodies

BC v Eng vs Flies

Selohssa vs Zeroes

LCO vs Funnies

Super Stores vs Tr.aps

KSCOvs K9S
Lemons vs Higatonies

Deacons vs ACS
Limes vs B and B

Bandittosvs Stoutees

Kopeta vs Jacks

Bountersvs Shots

WINTER CARNI

Kickoff and Bonfire

Metawampe Lawn

7:30 p. m.

fireworks

WINTER CARNI QUEEN FINALIST

WILL BE PRESENTED.

Tomorrow Night

PLANKING ON GRADUATING?

Don't leave without having your INDEX PORTRAIT

taken . . . Sign up now in the Index Office.

MDC CLASSIFIED
_ . -. ..• i- nirhtu nei
IVter 6-MM, «• l>wte, nltriU

FOR SALE
"

Htereo and Nikon 'fTN Qarr.rd

Turntable, M watt amp. M la. •»••*:

era, duit coTer, new cartrtfUe and

needle. $1««. Camera with 6» nun

M 4 and 35 mm ft 8 leaa $34*. hath

rtrellent condition. CaU »**-]»«

Martr. tft-17

•Srrleu Thleo" Poatera. f± eaeh

I -II Amtorlatea. 426 Market Street,

»an Franrlaco 94111. Aak for WMll
afj rate*. *"•'•

New portable TV, ^eara model. »«.

— alao: 8 track atereo tape ire*.

Kealifltlc model, eicellent coo*"'°";
atiO Call: BUI 649^8821 tf2-l '

~i omplete aet of Great Booka of

the Western World, book caae in-

cluded. Very reasonable Phone »•«-

>oke 833-2<nt after five. "*-"

3 hedraoni ranch, patla, '>***"***'"

iv„ caraice, kitchen with built-in

refrlcerator, oven and burners, pine

. liblnets, carpeted dinln* and living

l>, baths, cellar with new washer

and dryer Call 885-2S34. tf2-22

""hesler Super I>3 Atito-Topoor I-enfi.

4 rail bellows. Call Gary 214 Wheel-

•»r
*i* "l *

rionoer. TVar. Garrard, PE, Arte/.

KUhrr. TI>K, cassette and open reel

fane, Standard radio, Vtah speaker-

LP's, 8 tracks and other necessities.

s,.|- Amherst Audio*. tf

Brand new H-track Mereo tapes,

Chicacn. Beatles, Harrison, others

I implrl list available *3 99 each,

:< for ftl. Contact Paul 6-5130 an>-

ttme after 6. tft-1 8

*kls Head OS and Salamon
Mndlmrs. Also, set of fnil Miliar

Mndlnis and Saska boots, all In new
or ere cond Asklnc best offer-

around 186 for everything. BM-K7IR.

»ki Punts, lnilvs rrecn White Stan

ski pants, site 12. Worn twice. Call

.-.IfMSn.V 2-1.1

Hart Javeline Skis ,>05 cm, Reik-

er Boots, Marker bindines, new poles,

all nood condition, $70 5815-2768
tf?-18

tf2-18

CallUK Corona typewriter.

.orria«e. 875. excellent cond

Gears* afternoons or evenlnea *«•»;

im. *~"

Rosslmol Stratoa with hlndjnrs. ?16

cm. rood condition $85. Koflaeh bnc-

kle boots 815. Can 549-0838 ""j'"^

~Man»roi solid state stereo. e*«v

i ond. Good sound, new 8136. *-*«

SM Call 549-128? tf2-1«

Water Beds — V * 6'. Workman-
ship roaranteed. 86.1.06 Tff »',
nut at B-4 Gorman House Weekday-
from 11:06 to 3:36 or call "l>hartl

at 516-9534, ««-«

""Kara anitora blond Peruvian rnl-

nea pi* Alao 4 rlrla wonld like

rides down and hack Jo. Florida ever

Snrini break Will Tmare evpense

Call 6-7465 Kathy. *-«2

ned student livlnr alone with bahy.
Ideal location with all accommoda-
tions. 868 a month. Cal M«i-6:i3l

tf2-!6

KiHtniniate(s) wanted fir own
nmm in two bedroom apt at Mt
^iiL-«rloaf Call 665-3190 after «.

tf'-ll

HELP WANTED
Wanted tmmed — live-In female

student for child rare, sewing, etc .

I? hrs/week. Will pravide apt-like

accom. In return — no hoard — In

attractive area, 2 ml. from campus
VIehta 849-1112; 545-0566 tf2 17

SERVICES

BOOKS
We buy used books and records

— Whltellght Booka (In th* Alley)

No tcttal tf5-15

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Ift70 "Maverick, perfect condition,

less than 3,606 mllee Must Bell for

larser car $1600 or best offer

(all 545-2116 after 7 p m. tf2-19

(il VW has rebuilt '64 enrlne, new
i hitch, master cylinder, brakes, re-

.rnt tune-up. Have all receipts Body
In decent condition, reliable trans-

portation 8125. Call 6-9501. tf2-17

VW. aedan, m very fine runnlna

car, body Is In rood shape, mechani-
cal cond of car is very good. New
i.rHkrv, snow tires and clutch ad-
justment, $175 or best offer 516-8718

tf2-19

Film developing, 16 per cent aff of
1 1 -i price. Discount on film, too

Call George 8-8978. lft-16

tstrologlcal Chart done with pro
frowlonat accuracy, sun, natal, com-
parative. Call Pam 546-5271 ere. af-
er 7 for appt. Prices arr tft-17

Amherst Audio
1

aerricra atereo
nniponents, tape decks for home or
.»r. |f»7 No. Pleasant St., 286-813.1.^ _tf

TYPING — Thesis. Manuscripts,
l>i«sertatlons, Masters, In fart all

lulling requirements ran he handled
through SANTIYS sKCKKTAKIAl.
MHMir dial 581-8005.

tf-mwf 5-1

1

TO SUBLET
In sublet :

all utilities,

(all 665-:<«ill

Iff . apt
Availahl.-

$120 mo ,

15 March
tf2-l!)

WANTED

SH, _ Northland Wds. w/out

l.indlngs. new Will sell $22. Call

ROOMMATES WANTED
t Roommates, own room, 3 miles

from Campus Old house but com-
fortable. $50 plus utilities Call 25«-

«:t9«._ «'--''

Female roommate wanted Immed
to share new apt. with young mar-

National fashion magazine wants
freshman, sophomore or Junior girl

to serve as campus marketing repre-

sentative Hourly pay plus bene-

fits For information call l.inda nt

.'illi-ini after 7 tf2-IH

House Parents oir House MoIImj
« anted for K.A.T. Sorority, atarline

sept. '71 Contact Valla Kndrrs
or Mary I. on Dawson before March
It. 1971 253-9215 or 545-2735.

tf2-l!»

Redman Ski Team
Remains Undefeated

JNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUbt 1 is

\Matmen SweepQuintangukrMeet
n..nnn/!lM1 W\" . . ... . ...

ByNANCY MARTIN
MDC Stall

The UMass ski team in their

exceptionally tine form, made a

clean sweep of the races held at

Mittersill in N.H. this past

weekend. The course was ex-

tremely difficult and the weather

conditions made the course worse.

It was pouring rain, the course was

well rutted, and occasional patches

of fog made the viability poor.

The two run slalom was hosted

by Tufts University and proved to

be the most challenging race thus

far in the season.

Gordy Speed, skiing in the top

position for the team, charged

through the course to capture the

first place team position and the

second place league position.

Co-captain John Gray was

seeded in the second racing

position for the team, but because

of dug up patches in the course and

the seemingly endless rainstorm,

he had difficulty manipulating the

course and wasn't able to finish the

race.

The other co-captain, Jim

l.atimer. was next to tire through

the course because of an excellent

run. claimed a second for the team

and a third in the league.

Skiing in the fourth position.

Goober Curran. putting in a

tremendous time, clinched the fifth

place leaRue standing and a third

place for tne team His strong,

expert skiing ability led the

Redmen on l" an easy victory and

enabled him to accept the team

trophy

The course by this time was well

chewed up and the pelting rain had

not decreased to any visable ex-

tent The powerful Redmen had to

have four skiers tinish the race in

order to win Last to ski and

prooabh the most dependable

skier inthe league, Chuck Walker

tie* '•»«:' I
'' curse to secure the

win lor the teum and place fourtr

to: the tea 1 1 and tenth in the

leanii-

This entitled the undefeated

UMass team to yet another victory

and the honor of having four skiers

place in the top ten of the league

standings.

Ted Martin, usually right up

there with the winners, was not

able to compete this weekend

because of a bad case of the flu.

Meanwhile, due to the hazardous

weather and course conditions, the

Giant Slalom Sunday was can-

celled and will be held at a later

date.

To the other teams, this past

weekend seemed like just another

race, but to the UMass champions

it was a challenge answered with a

sure victory.

ByBOBGANLEi
MDC Staff

The UMass wrestling team, in

the course of one afternoon,

stretched its one meet winning

streak to five, as the Redmen

swept a quintangular meet which

they hosted last Saturday at

Bovden.
UMass won each dual meet

decisively as it beat Trenton State

31-10, Western Maryland 34-4,

Godkin had a decision and two ties,

and Kent Mignocci had two

decisions. Tom Young also

wrestled one match at 167 and

helped the Redmen cause with a 7-3

victorv. .

.

The Redmen were in no trouble

in any of the dual meets, as Amato.

Reynolds, Goldberg, Jester and

Rock won 17 out of the first twenty

bouts and Coach Barr's talented

weS««SH sisrss

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

The Redmen won 32 and tied three

of the forty bouts they wrestled in

combining for a total victory of 125-

28.

Leading the Redmen were senior

George Zguris, who won two

decisions and two pins, junior

Chris Hodson who had two pins, a

decision, and won one by forfeit,

and junior Sheldon Goldberg, who

had three decisions and a forfeit.

Junior Dave Amato also was a

major contributor with two pins,

one decision and a forfeit, while

sophomores Ed Carlsson had two

decisions, a forfeit and a tie for a 3-

0-1 record for the day.

The remainder of the team didn t

do badly either as Dave Reynolds

won a pin and two decisions, Clay

Jester had three decisions. Peter

Rock had three decisions, Jim

Zguris and Hodson won 11 and tied

one out of the twelve matches they

wrestled.

The four victories upped the

Redmen's seasonal record to 10-3-

1, as the team begins to look like

the one which was battling for

number one New England honors a

month ago. Goldberg continues to

be the outstanding wrestler with a

12-0-1 record, but he is getting

some competition from some

others. George Zguris is showing

the form which put him in the New

England linals lor the past two

seasons and has upped his record

to 8-0 Heavyweight Chris Hudson

is 6-0 Dave Amato is 9-1 and hd

Carlsson is 8-2-2. Dave Reynolds

returned to the lineup after being

out with an injury and upped his

season record to 6-1.

Coach Barr's grapplers go on the

road again this week, travelling to

Hanover, N.H. to face Dartmouth

and then across town Saturday to

meet Amherst, Tufts and UNH in a

quadrangular meet. This one is

tentative since Amherst and Tufts

may back out. Also, the Redmen

are trying to schedule a dual meet

with New Hampshire, currently

undefeated and ranked number

one in New England.

After that it's away to WPI,

home for BC and MIT, and then

away to Central Conn, before the

New England tourney at Lowell

Tech the first weekend in March.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

4
5

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

FORMER CAPTAINS
NIGHT-Thta Saturday night at

the UMass-Main< basketball

game at (urrv-HuK- Cage 23

tormer UMaas basketball

captains will he on land ior kaU

time festivities honoring them

on their contnbuti i to I Mass

basketball Some o; he captains

who will be present are Effl

Graven Bill 1 indaB 68. Joe

1 1 > , ind ast year?.

.,v Filer

Virqo can contuse and cause con

slemat>on Many claim they cannot live

without v.rgo and cannot live with a native

ot this sign Virgo has much in common

with Gemini Virgo can be restless, tern

peramental and irritating But Virgo can

also be indispensable and very tew can

equal that claim
• i

«

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Hold 0« on

money transactions Check tacts connected

with partnersho proposals Take N easy

Listen to what others say Refuse to Qe

forced into commitment
TAURUS (Apr. I 20 May 20) Obtain valid

n,nt trom Anes message What you take tor

granted m financial area may
erroneous Check details Be wary of one

wno makes mary promises Meed your own

counsel
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Avoid beng

too forceful Consider various possibilities

Be aware of details, subtle nuances One

you take tor qrsnted may be m rebelhou?

mood DipiO'-'tcy qams much
CANCER jne 21 July 22) Contro

tendency to base actions on impulse G.ve

log.c equal play Specifically, you have

urge tor change, travel and variety You

will qam greater self understanding

LEO (July 23 Aug. tl) Basic .ssuos

mmnate This >s time to face music What

•Mted now comes forth Includes

t, values, situation that emsts if

Area Be honest with yourseit

. ,Q (Auq 21 Sept 22) Delay (Our

..oid snap ludgments Check advee

oy relatives Neighbors may

See situations in
premature actions

realistic light

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22> Money .s m
picture But those you expect to co operate

may be ultraconservative Key >s your

willingness to wait, indeal.ng with mate,

partner, patience is your great ally

SCORPIO (Oct 23Nov 21) Cycle is

h.gh. out one who is idle makes misch.et

F.nish rather than begin Get rid
I
of burden

which is not rightfully your own New starts

serve to provide valuable lessons

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21! Vou

may not accomplish all at once. Out you can

make progress Key .s to appreciate assets

Build self esteem Don't be discouraged bv

envious associate

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) You may

not get an you want, but you do see light

Key is to consolidate past gams One who

has been m.ld m reaction now becomes

solid ally Appreciate this and show it

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Befiex.bie

m dealing with those m positions of

authority Say what you th.nk. but IMM
before you say it Accent on prestige, civc

activities, standing >n community

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20' You may

feel restricted Key <s to be receptive to

various viewpoints. You can learn You can

now break through m meaningful areas

Some promises will not be kept

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

due for new contacts and challenges You

are capable of handling delicate situations

Currently, you are extricating yourself

from one are., and getting nto another

1 Fuss

4 District

Attorney (abbr.)

6 Rants

11 Climbing
device

13 Kite

15 Indefinite

article

16 Musical
drama

18 Roman road

19 Ocean
21 Pertaining to

the ear

22 Compass point

23 Discovers

26 Take
unlawfully

29 Broad
31 Cure
33 Proceed
34 Paid notice

35 Falsehood

38 Change
color o*

39 Sun god
40 Prefix: not

41 Indefinite

amount
43 Dillseer)

45 Afternoon

party

47 Cancel
50 Roman gods

52 King of beasts

53 Greek letter

56 Unlock
58 Item ot

property

60 A state (abbr.)

61 Feel regret lor

what one

has done
63 Wiped out

65 Cubic meter

66 Saint (abbr.)

67 Possessive
pronoun

DOWN
1 Word of sorrow

2 European
3 Hypothetical

force

Railroad station

Nerve
network
Responded to

Man's
nickname
Profit

Go in

10 Observe

12 Note of scale

14 Initials ot

26th President

17 Opulent

20 Sum up
24 Lampreys
25 Declare

27 Monster
28 Vessel

29 Linger

30 Unemployed
32 Page of book

36 Electrified

particle

37 Strive to equal

42 Ancient Greek
district
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44 Brood of

pheasants

46 Clever

48 Is defeated

49 Lifeless

51 Arrow poison

54 Allowance for

waste

55 Helps

56 Conjunction

57 Footlike part

59 Symbol for

tantalum

62 Near (abbr.)

64 Spanish for

"yes"
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Svrinsfield Stuns UM, 63-62
^^ M^ C^a/ "i the Kedmen had the

-*V ^-^
I hoops. . , ... ,. _ ,.„„_. ,.,:.!

ByDANKAMAL
MDC Staff

SPRINGFIELD-In what has to

be the upset of the year in New

Kngland basketball, Springfield

College edged UMass. 63-62,

before a capacit) crowd of just

under 3000 at Memorial \ leld

louse

it was a combination m things

The Redmen were cold from the

Irec throw line, they were not

netting the second shots for the

most part as the Chiefs did a good

lob on the defensive boards and

the> were no! getting the good

ihots that the> normal!} do Bui

m the end. Springfield must be

given all dit in the world

Thej « mployed a deliberate

offense and a py defense to

perfection as thej con

tmualh prevented the visitors

from mounting their normal style

The game was close all the

wav. and it was »-30 l Mass a!

the halt The Kedmen committed

some costly turnovers in the tirst

stanza, and this combined WlUl

almost no offensive rebounding

hampered them Horn pulling

ahead The fad that they outshol

the Chiefs 53% to 38% in the haU

clearh shows the was Springfield

dominated the defensive boards.

In taet this and poor free throw

shooting were IMass' main

problems throughout the game as

the) outshot the home team 46%

to 36% from the floor for the

contest

.John Betancourt, Mike

Pagliara and Tom McLaughlin

each had eigM points to lead

I Mass in scoring at the end ot the

halt, as the Kedmen took most ot

their -hots trom the outside

Julius Erving had only [our

points on two Held goals in the

entire first stanza.

Springfield built up a seven

point lead midway through the

opening halt ami this turned out

•,,Ih' its largest lead ot the period

as the Kedmen began creeping

hack and threatened to pull av%ay

but never did

Led bv the outside shooting ot

Pagliara. Betancourt and

McLaughlin, the Redmen entered

the locker room with a tenuous

one point lead

Everyone in the house expected

the v isitors to play the basketball

the) are capable ot ami sub-

sequently blow the game open It

never happened
\ithough UMass started the

.econd halt with six straight

Oautetan
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points on buckets by having.

Pagliara and Betancourt that

made the score 37 30, they were

frustrating!) unable to pull awa\

period.

A lav up b) Steve Waterman,

who definite!) was the top star of

this game, made the score M-.V2

and indicated that the Chiefs

were not going to fold

Another LMass spurt with 8:19

lett in the game gave the visitors

their biggest lead of the night--ll

points. f>.V44 McLaughlin, who

finished the game with 16 points,

led this minor surge with three

hoops.

This is when Springfield began

the comeback that was to end in

the incredible upset.

Brad Maeomber scored on a

layup. This was followed by two

free throws, a layup and pop from

the corner by Waterman and

suddenly the Redmen were only

up by three. 56-52.

An Erving layup was followed

bv another Waterman bucket,

and Redman coach Jack Leaman

called timeout at this point

Nothing, however, was to stop

the Chiefs momentum, and with

Hi seconds left, although the

Kedmen had the ball and a one

point lead. 62-61, the lead did not

hold up.

Maeomber made the play ot the

night tor Springfield up to that

point as he stole the pass in trom

Pagliara and passed to Water

man The Sprmglield captain

then dribbled >r-nmd lor about 12

seconds before calmly swishing a

25 toot jumper that gave his team

the ballgame
IMass had two seconds in

which to attempt to tie the game.

A full court pass from

McLaughlin to Erving was tipped

out of bounds by Waterman, and

the Kedmen had the ball at their

end of the court with one second

left But a Pagliara pass into

Hiving near the hoop was bat

tered around, and it was all over

1 1( H >P V )TKS The Redmen

were atrocious from the charity

Ime shooting 22% on two for

nine... Erving started scoring in

the second half and ended the

game with 18 points and 2:5

rebounds . Waterman was the

whole stor> lor Springfield as he

scored 30 points; l>:nia Anderson

wastheonl) other chief in double

figures with 11 and Macomlier.

Fran Stupakevich aid Jud Hunt

combined for on!) 21 ..For

LMass Pagliara, Betancourt,

McLaughlin and Erving all

finished with double figures, but

Ken Mathia< wis tin onl) other

Redman scorer with five points
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Puckst^s Top NU In OT After Bowing To Friars
the SBHIMi i^LA^l

The I MasshOCkej team won a

breathtaking game Sdturdaj

night at the BostO Arena

beating Northeastern t luversitj

n overtime.

\l Nickerson was the hero lor

n as he -cored U

winning goal alter lust 1 31 oi

overtime Nickerson picked up

the puck at his own blue line and

skated to the red line Then he

took a -lap shot that COOtim*

rise until it hit M - goalie, John

Burke, on his '
inn and

deflected mt» the net Nicker

. B0 toot goal ended a game

that had it's share of Hukv playi

and just plain excitement

i m - coming off a rather

disappointing 8-1 leas to

Providence the night The

,:ie Of the most physical

teams in the E ist, h»sl

manhandled the smaller Kedmen

In ti < > win. cm.iss just

didn't plav very well

I Mass dominated the game for

the first two periods, building up

, , i lead And then N I staged a

rantic romeback in the final

period to tie the game

The Kedmen scored the game |

lust goal on a lluke I Mil Keidv

tried to -enter a pass to one ot his

teammates, but the puck hit Tom
["haver in the leg ami deflected

into the net past Dan Eberl>. who

plaved goal tor N I until he was

injured in the second period This

goal came ' with Don Lowe

and Brian Sullivan getting

assists

\t B:«l, Jack Edwards was

quick in the spot as he banged m I

loose puck that had bounced oft

the backboards Reidj had set up

Bob Bartholomew for I twenty

toot shot, but Bartholomews

attempt v\as wide and Edwards

happened lobe in the right place

at the right tune The Redmen

h»d ' lead, and the small

crowd everyone left after the

B l win satmed destined to

a at. h quite an upset

a' Eurnald got Nor

theastern back in the game with a

wicked dap shot from the left

wing into the right corner of the

net Kevin Delany and John

Boyce got assists on this goal that

drew \ A within one at 10:48.

LMass was ahead 2-1 by the

end of the first period. The

Redmen got this goal at 14:29.

lust nine seconds after Nickerson

came back to the ice from a two-

minute interference penalty.

I Mass took the face off in

Northeastern s end and really put

the pressure on Cat Keenan

realh made this goal as he

picket) up the puck behind the net

and circled around trying to stuff

it in ihe net Eberly stopped this

first trv. but was out of position

Alien .lack Edwards picked up

the loose puck and scored his

second goal of the game Bob

Sbilahe also assisted on this goal

In the first period. IMass out-

-hot the Huskies 14-K

The second period was all

I Mass Reidy. Edwards and

Keenan ligured in the first goal at

B:». N I had John Boyce in the

penaltv box serving an in-

I ME MAO II A ITKH-Sophomore sensation Pal K*?*^1

***
J"

his valla* bid to tie up Monday nights game at l\M by BB>

,;; an DavVKe,-ce Keenan scored a hat tried,.In «h,s game a*

pi" ;,'d a nig mil hi the M win. iMDC photo h> Ned iMffendale)

, l lean .\uu m« n •> > -*- r
(
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Fr. Carers Hold On, 74-71, Over Chiefs
» .. , , __ _ .__ t —, «.....„ (,, .. *....i ..ut nt the net 1 hen

Bv ERED ROSENTHAL
MIX Staff

SPRINt.ElELD After throwing

awav a 22 point half time lead the

I Mass treshman basketball team

had 10 come from behind to take a

74 71 decision over the Springfield

College trosh here last night

I Mass boosted its record to 14-1

while Springfield dropped to 7-4.

With 14 seconds lett in the game

and Springfield leading 71-70. Al

Skinner grabbed an offensive

rebound, put in a beautiful move

and drew a foul in the process.

The 6'3 forward converted the

three point play and UMass led

73-71 But it wasn't over yet

With less than 10 seconds to go

Jim Ziogan drove past Pete Trow

for what might have been the

game-tying lay-up, but John

Olsen blocked the shot and

Skinner grabbed the loose ball

and was fouled Skinner made the

free throw making the final score

74-71.

In the first half it was all

UMass as Olsen and Skinner

cleared the boards while Trow

was hitting from all over the

place.

Defensively the Little Redmen

forced Springfiled into taking all

outside shots and didn't let them

i»et any offensive rebounds

during the first stanza LMass

was called for only two personal

fouls. .

With about a minute to go in the

half and UMass leading by 16, 41

25 Art Uvin^cored^ixstraight

points, the last on a tap from

Uitino. who had six assists.

The second half was as lopsided

as the first only in the other

direction UMass came out on the

sloppy side and Springfield

capitalized on every mistake.

Springfield's backcourt man,

Chris Uoldson. had a lot to do

with the Little Chief's comeback

The .V 1 1 guard hit 20 foot shots. 25

foot shots, 30 foot shots and in fact

every shot imaginable

Goldson had 22 points in the

second half as Springfield closed

the gap With 2:50 to go in the

game the sharp shooting Little

Chief hit a 25-footer to tie the

score at 68 A minute later he hit

another one to give Springfield a

two point edge, 70-68.

Skinner led the little Redmen
with 30 points. 11 for 17 from the

floor

The Huskies tied the game at

12.50. Bill Cotter scored this goal

from Archambault and Scherer

With seven minutes to play it

seemed inevitable that Nor-

theastern would score again and

win the game. But somehow

UMass managed to regroup its

forces and stay in the game.

When Archambault missed an

open net with just four minutes

left, the Redmen came alive

again and just missed winning

the game on two separate

situations Pat Keenan was

robbed twice by Burke. The first

time Burke stuck out his glove

hand to deflect Keenan's shot

from five feet out of the net. Then

Burke had to face a I Mass power

plav during the last minute and 17

seconds of the game. Tom Thayer

a.,s m the box for tripping and

the Redmen made a last ditch

attempt to pull the game out of

the fire. And Burke managed to

rob Keenan near the end and send

the game into overtime.

In the third period, NU. out

shot UMass 13-9.

Starting the overtime period,

the Redman could look back on

three other overtime games

UMass had beaten Vermont,

Norwich, and had tied

Merrimack This time the past

did indicate the future when

Nickerson struck the fatal blow,

the Redmen had a 3-0-1 overtime

period.

The win was also the second

win of the year for UMass over a

division one team Nor-

theastern's 5-17 record is not very

good, but they play all the good

teams in the East and are usually

good for a close game against any

opposition They had previously

beaten UNH this year which

shows they can be really good

when they have to be

UMass is now 9-3-1 and one

more win for the year will tie

their best ever for total wins in a

season. The win could come

against Vermont, but at any rate

the Redmen have two "easy"

teams in Amherst and Holy Cross

to face.

terference call. Edwards took a

thirtv foot shot that Eberly

stopped But Keenan picked up

the rebound and passed across

the crease to Reidy who lifted the

puck into the left corner of the

net

About three minutes later.

Kberly and Edwards collided at

the goal mouth. Eberly injured

his leg and Burke replaced him in

goal.

UMass greeted Burke with a

powerful onslaught that resulted

in the prettiest goal of the game.

This fifth Redman goal was also a

power play goal. The Redmen
had a 3 on 2 breakaway going.

Reidy passed left to Nickerson

who batted the puck in mid-air

back to Keenan who deflected the

puck into the net

LMass also had the shots on net

advantage in the second period.

11-8.

The Huskies first goal came on

a powerplav Crawford Bell

scored from Paul Scherer and

L« Chaison at 4 : 56 on a shot that

broke through PJ. Flaherty's

pads.

Less than two minutes later it

was 5-3. Gene Archambault

scored a pretty goal at 6:20 as

Paul Scherer gave him a good

pass in front of the UMass net

Tom Thayer also got an assist

Then it was 5-4. At 9: 16 Kevin

Delany rapped in a loose puck

after Flaherty had stopped

Furnald's shot

Skaters Host Jeffs
By BRONA SIMON

MDC Staff

Two teams play on their home
ice tonight, as a much improved

Amherst College hockey team

faces the UMass Redmen at 8:00

at Orr Rink.

Riding on the best year they've

had in a long time, the Lord Jeffs

stand fired and ready to oppose

the Redmen after a very im-

pressive victory over Williams

College, 8-7, last Saturday. From
this side, UMass must recover

from the one-and-two record of

the past weekend, and on only one

full day's rest, as the season's

end schedules a bunch-up of six

close games.
Canadian-born captain Ted

Toombs. Amherst's high scorer

for the past couple of years, will

pose an immjnejU_jhreat_on_

UMass starting goalie P.J

Flaherty His momentum has

helped the Lord Jeffs become

more than the slight competition

against UMass for the "city of

Amherst championship".

Adding hustle to Toombs' hot

squad are John McKay, a for-

ward from Montreal, and Rocky

Shepard, considered by some to

be the best all-around skater.

With their backs against the

wall in this last stretch of mat-

ches, Redman starters Dennis

Grabowski, Lonnie Avery, Mike

Waldron on the front line, and

Don Lowe and Brian Sullivan on

defense must pick up for a much

needed win.

"We've got to get some goals.

We've got to start scoring," sums

up the game plan by coach Jack

a^ifittitt

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Continued cold, chance

of snow. Highs in low

20's.

A Working Class Hero

'Workers Don 't Want Money

By DON GL1CKSTEIN
MDC Staff

•We're not engaged in some medieval fight,

Bernadette Devlin explained to more than,2500

people at the Curry Hicks Cage yesterday. Were

involved in a world-wide struggle."

In a lecture sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program. Miss Devlin a member of

Parliament from Northern Ireland, related the

history of recent conflicts in that country and

clarified alleged untruths that "the democratic

press " has reported.

A major misconception that Americans have,

Miss Devlin said, was that the issues causing the

disturbances in Northern Ireland were basically

relgious ones between the Protestants and

Catholics. She said that the underlying problems

concerned themselves with the working class, and

with the "the kind of houses they have to live in the

SSseS lives they have to live" with high numbers

of unemployed, a housing shortage, poverty a

welfare system, and low wages. The MP reiterated

her position bv citing examples of poor, working

dass Protestants and rich, middle class Catholics

•Never once has a stick been thrown .she said,

for Catholocism. the Movement in Northern

Ireland was a socialist one. of. by and for the

'Tolence^s' another area that Miss Devlin

delved into. "I've never heard so much about it until

1 came to America", she stated

•Because I live in the working class", the twenty-

three vear old Devlin wittily, yet bitterly explained.

•I've never seen anything else but violence, but it s

not an undemocratic type of violence.

She then gave an example of the traditional

•democratic" type: "All the taxpayers °f

California buy guns, because President Nixon buys

euns You can rest assured that President Nixon

will never be tried before a court for con-

spiracy. ..Who's going to stand trial for the deaths of

working class children who die in the condition they

die in?" She added. "What I'm trying to do is

substitute peace"

The youngest member of Parliament, interrupted

sporadically by applause, cheers of "right on ,
and

clenched fists, described poverty in her country.

Five percent of the British population controls

eighty-five percent of all private wealth, ac-

cording to Miss Devlin.

•We do all the work, and you own all the wealth,

she said, but added. "We don't hate the five per-

cent We want our wealth back."
.. .....

The third child in a family of six. Miss Devlin told

of the working class' poverty. She said that he

average worker labors 40 hours per week at the

equivalent of one dollar an hour In order to feed his

household, the worker must put in 50 to 60 hours per

week British. American, and European industries

contribute to the situation because of their low

W
"There is no minimum wage law in Northern

Ireland according to Miss Devlin. Simplifying and

understating. Bernadette Devlin wryly sum-

marized. "We have this peculiar situation, they

have it all, we want it all."

Arriving late from Bradley International Airport,

Miss Devlin was unable to attend a coffee hour

which had been moved from the small-sized

Colonial Lounge to the Student Union Ballroom, in

order to accomodate more than 200 people^ She did

hold a ten minute press conference, where she

reemphasized her goals of economic, political, and

social equality for all women and men

•What we want", she said, "is an equal share.

At the press conference. Miss Devlin also ex-

plained that the money she earns from her current

lour of American colleges and universities would be

used to establish a "socialist research center in

Northern Ireland , f

Before traveling to the University of Hartford for

an evening speaking engagement. Miss Devlin

predicted To the Cage audience that there would be

So peace in Northern Ireland until the working

clasVasserted its rights to self-defense, survival,

and ownership. Speaking in the round, she con-

cluded. "It's not money we want-it s the power that

money produces".

BMAKINfl AT THK C AGF. >eslerda> afternoon. Bernadette

Uev.i^ aid she neveT heard so much about violence until *•!MM
Xmerica She told her audience about Ihe ••undemocratic violence

*T5£ up vsilh in her working class situation and how she has

neverseen anything else. (MDC photobv KdFenwick.
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DEL Speaker Suggests

Better Energy Use
B\ STANLEY OLSON

MIX Stat!

"Our econom) is based on

waste »»i energy rather than

thrift
' DEL speaker James

Mackenzie told an audience ot 50

ai • in' v ampus ( enter iasi night.

MacKenzie suggested ways to

make our use ot energy more

efficient, including solar heat in

homes, recycling of metals,

changes in the cost of electricity

and the abolition of the Atomic

Energ) Commission.

The noted physicist, a former

MIT professor and currently

research associate with the

Massachusetts Aubudon Society,

said that the current goal of our

society is unlimited, cheap

electrical power - the result of

both a rising GNP and an

inevitable scarcity of fuels found

in nature, like coal and gas.

Hut some source of power must

be used to generate electricity -

c-oul miners pay for cheap

electricity with their lives, he

said

Kxplaining that the direction

we are now taking is toward

massive parks of nuclear powcr

plants. he listed the drawbacks to

this policy.

The problem ot a nuclear ac-

cident at a power plant he called

a major issue" and said that the

dumping ol large amounts of

nuclear wastes would also be

required
•lint the limiting factor may be

climatic changes due to the

enormous heat we will be

wasting, he continued. Kven

though uu-ans ot producing

nuclear and electrical power

might be made more efficient.

the great increase in the total

amount >• power needed will tar

outweigh this, the scientist said.

MacKenzk proposed changes

in the cost tales ot electnciH

•iich would induce people to be

more thrifty with the power they

use the neu rates would be

Heating, Ventilation

Controlled By 'SD$'

JAMES MAI KKNZ1K

higher for most consumers but

still insure that the poor are not

denied the energy they require.

He cited the present low ef-

ficiency ot many of our products,

tor example uninsulated homes,

internal combustion engines and

electric lamps
Also he advocated solar power

tor heating houses which is the

one method of creating heat

which does not increase the

overall temperature of the at-

mosphere
The recycling of metals would

have two advantages, he said

lirst. these are scarce resources

which we may be unable to

replace and second, there is less

waste ot energy involved in re

using products than in making

them over and over.

Finalh . called for the abolition

ot the AK(*. on the grounds that

this exists only to promote the use

ot nuclear power Instead he

added, a National Knergy
Commission could be tormed to

plan lor lone-range energy needs

and consider all sources ot power

and their consequent •

ByLlNDAA.BALICKl
MDCStafl

Have vou evtf wondered how or who controls the

temperature in your room or the buildings where

vou nave classes? Or how the maintenance men

know where to look when a heating or ventilation

system breaks down? The Physical Plants own

version of the SDS is the key to it all

The Supervisory Data System located m the main

lobbv of the Physical Plant serves as the control

center for all environmental systems on campus.

Bv merely pushing a couple of buttons, a controller

can save thousands of dollars, many man-hours and

unnecessary inconvenience and discomiort to

countless people.

The present installation which has been six years

in design and development has a potential of han-

dling 25U buildings at 100.000 points. A point can be

anything from a single chilled water temperature

reading in an air conditioning system to a critical

fire alarm pull station, intrusion alarm, or an

elevator in distress.

The system works by means of a cable which

originates with the central control panel and then

enters the Power Plant. From then it loops its way

from Thompson Hall to ROTC on to the new library

and then to Bartlett. From there it proceeds to the

Cage and will eventually jump to the Police Station

and then Southwest. A similar loop covers the rest

of campus including the new Northeast dorms on

East Pleasant St.

Manned bv a staff of two supervisors and eight

operators who man the board in eight hour shifts. 24

hours a dav - seven days a week . the Honeywell

console was purchased at an original cot.i -.1

$100,000. At the time of us installation the system

was tied into Goodell library. Boyden Morrill

Science IV and ROTC. Other buildings which ha\e

been added include Herter. the Campus Center, the

Crad Research Center, Tobin Hall and the new

library. Buildings which will be added include

Whit more. Fine Arts. Hasbrouck Labs and Cold

Storage.

According to Peter Paradis, Chief Design

Engineer the system is designed so that a scan may

be made of the system in a building to determine the

nature of the problem. It may be even further

determined by use of a television screen which

didsplays the lavout of the building in question.

From that point it is easy to determine the machine

which is in need of service.

He went on to add that SDS attempts to have a say-

in the planning of new buildings so that the types of

control included will be the types which will fit most

easily into the system. He stated that in this func-

tion their recommendations often are dismissed by

the Building Authority or Building Commission who

have the final say over plans.

The system also includes a fire monitor with a

direct line to the Amherst fire department and will

upon completion of the new library contain a

meteorological recording unit capable of recording

outside temperature, relative humidity, barometric

pressure, wind velocity, and direction and rainfall.

-Also slated for future additions to the system are a

hot-line to the campus police station and civ<>

defense radio frequencies

Carni Queen On Ice

Bv STANLEY OLSEN
MDC STAFF

Food Services Director Joel

Stoneham said yesterday, "it

shouldn't be a problem'' for UMass

to boycott lettuce produced by the

two largest growers opposed by

Cesar Chevei'i Inited Farm
Workers
Stoneham was responding to

Jack Clark of the Lettuce Boycott

i ommittee a student tioup,

. t ing of the Student Senate Food

Services Subcommittee 'lark told

thf meeting that I thousand

sif .• urestave been gatheredon a

pe - asking University Food
.

... • • • nationwide

boycott

Although manj non CFW lettuce

growers have signed cofltraets

with the Teamsters' Union, the

boycott is directed not against the

Teamsters but against Bud Antle

and Bruce Church, two large

California lettuce growers who are

activet) fighting the UFW. Clark

emphasized. 'Bud Antle had

Chavez thrown in jail." he added

The boycott applies only to the two

growers and their brands, which

include BID. RICK. AMD. RED
t OACH and LUCKY.

Stoneham explained that the

lettuce served in the UMass dining

commons is bought weekly through

l( system ot open bids-the buyers

choose the best offer of price and

quality. UFW lettuce is often

unavailable in this ,.r> a ho added

but it will be selected whenever

prices permit.

UFWLettuce
He said he did not know of any

Bud Antle or Bruce Church lettuce

served in recent months and that

these products could most likely be

avoided without prohibitive cost

He assured the Committee that if

these brands were bought, they

would be labelled on the serving

line as lettuce opposed by the

boycott

Comparing the campus response

to the petition with the support ot

last year's UFW grape strike,

Clark said student response so tai

has been "very good
"

A meeting of the Lettuce Boycott

( ommittee lias beea announced t<>i

tonight in CC M4 at 7 p.m.. open lo

all students

ByBOBNESTl
,

MDC Staff

vi miunction to halt the Winter Carnival Queen Coronation is being

souuh tm'mornme .rom the UMass General Court by an ..Jgryu,

s member ot the Junior Class Executive t tunc il Rich Dinken is

lartttfftfai injunction for he teels the rights of write-in candidate J.m

L
T£3n

' WES Selection remittee has been quoted a,

\i rhi^ write-m ballots would ue declared invalid3 lo ot race i . selection not an election and wnteins

t

'

, evluvc invalid An on-the-record decision stating that nowrtte-

,s 1 be accepted was made by the Junior Class Executive round

,, iu..„\.erra and Junior Class President Julie lerardi.

"
, , m candidate LaMacchia said "I led I wa« JSSSS^SSbSi

on the has., ot nn sex in the interviews. I was considered mte.esMng but

not a serious candidate by the Judges
F*,rutive

Junior Class President Julie lerard. acknowledged the ExecuUV

Councd ruling on wnte-ms but said the Council will be meeting somefme

tfufev to make a final decision on the validity ot vote:,

She also U l\ that LaMacchia -went through trie same procedure as the

other nominees" and had been given a fair shake by the judges

TheTSueenl Committee handled somewhere ..round fifty nominees

^^ordmeTo Miss lerardi trom which the live nominees were picked

flSL's^^heet contained average lo better tnan average

scopes !JaU categories but Beauty; where LaMacch,, received two

yprns one abstention, and scores of eight and tr.e

f^r* aweed in principle with the reasoning behind the abolishment

of Winter Siva" Qm-en' bu, felt "there are people «* do think its

rplpvant" and their voice should be represented..

Th voting continues through tomorrow in the £bby ol the Student

n„£n VnuSo procedures concerning write in?, which are apparently in

effect now
,n

a
g
re
P
[h°at for the vote to be considered valid it must have a*

*%££ he tabuTated sometime between the close o,J^n^
and the coronation planned for Saturday night ai the UMass-URl

Basketball game A decision bv the General Court concerning the in

fuitS anf bT'the Junior Class Executive Council concerning the

validity of write-ins will be forthcoming
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SalarySenate

Issue On Referendum
By PAT KING
MDC Staff

The bill concerning the payment of Student Senate officers occupied

much of the business of the Senate at last night's meeting.

Enough signatures have been gathered on petitions to put the question

up on a referendum to the student body. There was also a debate as to

whether two other questions should be put on the ballot. The questions

3
l. Do you favor some form of monetary compensation for Senate of-

fleers'*

2. Do you favor some other form of compensation, such as academic

credit**

Senator Ladd then tried to strike the word 'Senate" from the questions

and add after the word "officers" the phrase "of student-funded full-time

organizations." This was defeated and the referendum question was

committed to SGA for a week.

In other Senate action a motion to reconsider the allotment ot $57b tor

the publication of the Conciliatorv and Judicial Act in the Collegian was

defeated This act is the basis for the new judiciary system. Budgets

were also discussed, and most were committed to be considered with the

entire budget.

Photo bv(;ib Kullerton)

Student Life Subcommittee

Defers Co-Ed Dorm Decision
J

. ,„:.._.,. ™ii,.v ma the ex- coed dorms as a part of the lite

\w ANNGURNEH
MDCStafl

\t a meeting Ol the Trustees

student lite [Subcommittee held

yesterday at the Statter Hilton

Hotel Chairwoman Caroline

Roland urged the Hoard to lorm

a general policv ot student lite

instead ot becoming mired in

specifics, as ve have been in the

past." .

Most ot the discussion centered

around the question of allowing

freshmen to reside in coed dorm

s Also discussed were the

definitive 'personalities

established in most dorms, the

improvements in Security since

the commencement of the

Student Security program, and

the overall improvements in lite

styles made available to students

of the University over the past

ten years

Committee Chairwoman
Koland opened the meeting with

the remark.

i feel responsible for pointing

the Trustees in the wrong

direction on the coed dorm

issue
" "Instead of looking at

them as a new life style for

students, we looked at them from

the narrow perspective of their

sinply being coed

At this point Mrs Koland

turned the floor over to Dr Wood

for comment
•There are two ways to view

the issue of coed living." said

Wood "First, as a campus

matter, one of clear interest to

University policy and the ex-

pression of Cni\ ei sity outlooks as

a whole, and secondly, as a

procedure ot the Administration,

which is sensitive to the desire of

the Trustees to be informed ol

University policies

At this point. Chairwoman

Koland announced that she would

not be present for the Trustees

meeting next week and added.

We should all look to the March

meeting of the Board, rather than

the February meeting, for

policies to be formed on student

life There should be less

pressure on the Board for quick

decisions."

The meeting then passed to

reports by Vice Chancellor

Bremen and Dean Field on

living styles ot the University as

far as ten vears back, and on how

conditions and attitudes had

changed since then

Dick Polumba gave a report on

coed dorms as a part of the life

style ot this University This

report raised quite a turor of

debate among the Trustees and

the other interested part:

present.

At one point. Dean ol ntt

Campus Women, Helen Curtis,

presented to the Board a

memorandum compiled by

herself from conversations and

interviews which stated fifteen

different reasons tor keeping

freshmen out of coed dorms The

resource! ulness of this bit of

research provided fuel for the

t lames of debate and kept the

discussion going strong for a good

twenty minutes.

It was decided that no action

would be taken on the coed dorm

issue till the March meeting of

the full Board of Trustees. At this

junction in the discussion, the

meeting was adjourned.
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SITTI\<; BACK-This one senator, at least seems to be fairly

relaxed as he listens to a point BSSafl made at last night s Student

Senate meeting. (MDC Photo b> Gar) Alpaughi
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In The Nation And The World

N. Vietnamese Attack Near Khe Sank

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SAIGON I
AP)-North Vietnamese troops attacked

an American position in rocky hills northeast ot Khe

Sanh and rain and low cloud* today prevented U.S.

helicopters trom flying in reinforcements.

At last report at dusk, the American troops were

still holding out after calling in artillery close to their

own pos.tions to keep back a North Vietnamese force

oi 200 or more surrounding the U.S. position

There was no indication whether the main North

Vietnamese force was still surrounding the position or

whether it had faded in the face of artillery and air

strikes into rocky hillsides and thick jungle un-

dergrowth in terrain broken by many ravines.

stream- and rapids

\n \rm\ spokesman at Quang Tn said contact had

broken offal midnight, but Air Force spokesmen said

sporadic contact continued after that The Air FJrce

spokesmen said bombing missions were Mown

throughout the day in support of the position

Fust reports said more than a halt dozen I S troops

had been wounded
The position under attack is located near the RocK-

oile halt a mile southeast of an artillery base named

Scotch and 10 miles northeast of the Khe Sanh combat

se The American troops are part oi 9.000 I S toi ce

, blocking force for the South Vietnamese

operation in neighboring Laos

earlier attacks on is positions around .scotch

killed six Americans and wounded seven

An \rm\ fill helicopter on a supply mission a mi e

southwest' of the Rockpile waa shot down and crash-

ded. but the crew escaped

[itan sources said the United States has stepped

up reconnaissance flights over North \ .etnam slightly

but nosignmcant enemy supply movement southward

has been detected .m«4*«
Meanwhile, the I S Command announced attacks

on antiaircraft missik 8 IM * toskk
i

North

Vietnam tor the thud successive day with unknown

Two US \a\\ tighter -bombers tired four strike

nusMlos ,uesda> a. two North Vietnamese P^ons
m miles north ot the demilitarized zone after the>

threatened an unarmed reconnaissance plane, the

command said.

other sources said one additional reconnaissance

night per das il being flown over North Vietnam

While this is a small number, it was pointed out that

reconnaissance jets can cover huge areas on one

photo taking run

The sources said U S reconnaissance planes have

been living 25 to 40 missions per day over South and

North Vietnam. Cambodia and Laos. But they would

not say how main are flying over the north dady.

The additional*!' light over North Vietnam was added

about the time l/.S and South Vietnamese troops

started massing in the northwest corner of South

Vietnam for the South Vietnamese push into Laos on

Feb 8
, J , ,

..

•We just wanted to take a good hard look and see if

there was any increase in their logistics effort or

whether thev were moving any MIGs southward,"

said one source "We wanted to make sure our in-

clination was more up to date all the time. We

wanted to reduce the time between the flights.

'On their logistics, we don't see any big significant

change Thev haven t moved any MIGs southward.

They're still in the Hanoi and Haiphong areas

The attack on the SAM site near the coastal city of

Vinh was the 14th uncalled protective reaction strike

this year on North Vietnamese missile sites, but only

the second occasioned by a threat to a reconnaissance

plane The other \1 have been against sites on the

other side of North Vietnam, along the Laotian border.

and those sites were attacked to protect BS& bombing

the Ho Chi Mm! trail

Lighting increased in the lo dav old operation in

Laos South Vietnamese forces tought three battles

before dawn Wednesday and withstood a loo-round

mortar barrage and ground assault on one of their tire

basi

Headquarters said 43 North Vietnamese troops were

killed in the three clashes and that i'.u South Viet-

namese sU ldiers were wounded, but none was killed

North Vietnamese farces also shelled two positions

..! American troops acting as a blocking force nor-

theast ot Khe Sanh on the Vietnamese side of the

border Thirteen Americans wer»» wounded, the IS
Command said.

South Vietnamese headquarters said the spearhead

„t its li.ooo-man force in Laos had advanced another

mile westward and is now 15 miles from the Viet

namese border Some reconnaissance elements have

been reported 25 miles inside Laos, around Sepone

The IS Command says there are no American

ground combat troops or advisers in Laos, but 11

Americans have been killed, three are missing and

light have been wounded in air support operations

across the border

The IS Command announced that a big Army

(1147 Chinook helicopter crashed and was destroyed

Monday night

*

Industrial Production Up

Economy Slowly Moves Ahead
WASHINGTON AP) The

nations economy inched ahead

sluggishlv last month, still not

responding to President Nixon S

ambitious expansion policies, a

new government report shows

Industrial production, one of the

first significant economic in-

dicators reported this year ad-

vanced by seven tenths ot 1 per

cent in January, the Federal

Reserve Hoard said Tuesday

\t any other tune, the gam might

have been signit leant But. the

hoard said, factory outpu! is still

catching up trom the knockout

blow of last tails General Motors'

strike

Kxcludingthe unseasonably high

18 per cent increase in auto

production, output of the nation's

factories showed continuing slack,

with declines in production of

television sets and other ap-

plicances. industrial, commercial

and defense equipment and

commercial aircraft.

A spokesman for Nixon's Council

of Kconomic Advisers said the

production index for January "is a

good figure It doesn't set the

world on fire, but it's a good steady

figure."

He said the most encouraging

signs are the auto production

snapback and stepup in steel

output, reflecting industry stock-

piling in anticipation of a strike

later this year

"Hopefully, these will spread

into other areas," he said

The administration is looking for

a dramatic jump in output in

March and April to realize its

prediction of an upturn in the

economy.

\lter pursuing tight fiscal and

monetary policies in fighting in-

llation last year. Nixon has or-

dered heavier federal spending

combined with easier money
policies trom the Federal Reserve.

to expand the economy this year

His primary goal now is to tackle

unemployment, currently at »i per

cent Nixon has predicted a 9

percent leap in economic activity

this year as measured by the (iross

National Product

The i
\pansionary liscal policy

(alls for back-to-back deficits

totaling more than $30 billion this

fiscal year and next. The ad-

ministration is asking Congress to

approve a near-record increase of

about $40 billion in the national

debt limit to make the heavier

spending possible.

The January industrial

production index indicated the

administration has a long way to

go before reaching the super-fast

pace Nixon has laid out for 1971

The index climbed to 165.1 per

cent of the 1957-59 average, 2 per

cent below the level prior to the

auto strike and still 5.4 per cent

under the peak reached in July

1969, when the economy was in

high gear
The Federal Reserve System

supplied evidence Tuesday it is

ready to assist the President in his

goal of expansion.

The system's Open Market
Committee, managers of the

government's $60-billion-plus

portfolio of securities, said it will

encourage money growth ex-

ceeding 5 per cent in the weeks
ahead.

The exact figure was not

diselosed The committee said

analysis by its staff indicates the

money supply and bank credit

will show somewhat faster

growth in the first quarter of the

year Money stock grew by 5 per

cent and bank credit by 9 per cent

in the last three months of 1970

Nixon's economic advisers say a

i per cent growth in the money

supply will be needed to reach the

administration's goal of an $88-

billion increase in out-put of goods

and services in 1971

Hampden Jail

Grievances
To Be Reviewed
SPRINGFIELD, Mass (AP) -

Hampden County commissioners,

handed a list of complaints ranging

from poor food to drafty cells,

have agreed to meet again with a

committee of county jail inmates

but set no date.

More meetings with the com-

missioners were one of the points

in the list of grievances submitted

Tuesday in the wake of a jail

disturbance Sunday morning in

which damage estimated at $20,000

was done during a three-hour

period.

Inmates destroyed toilets,

burned bedclothing and broke

windows, officials said.

Chairman William Stapleton of

the county commissioner said the

jail was insured against damage.

I S CHOPPER DOWNKD-South Vietnamese troops look inside

I S \rniv Medivat helicopter that was shot down Monday near

Snuol. Cambodia, while coming in to pickup South Vietnamese

wounded. Pilot was killed and co-pilot was wounded.

Egypt Agrees To UN Plan

If Israel Does Likewise
peace talks via him at the United

Nations in New York, and asked

their views on how to bring peace

to the region It also gave the

Swedish diplomat's ideas on a

satisfactory settlement, which is

understood to include Israeli with-

drawal from the Suez Canal and

the Sinai peninsula and stationing

of U.N soldiers at Sharm el

Sheikh, at the foot of the Sinai, to

safeguard Israeli shipping in the

Gulf of Aqaba and the Strait of

Tiran.

Passed on Nov. 22, 1967, five

months after the six-day war. the

Security Council resolution

provides for Arab recognition of

Israel's right to exist within

secure and recognized boun

daries;" an end to Arab

belligerence; Israeli navigation

rights in the Gulf of Aqaba and the

Suez canal

Bj THE ASSOli.VTKD PKKSS
Egypt has informed U.N. envoy

Gunnar V Jarring that it will

pledge compliance with the

Security Council's 1967 resolution

on the Middle East if Israel does

likewise, Cairo's authoritative

newspaper Al Ahram reported

today.

The reply to last week's peace

initiative by Jarring urged him to

obtain from Israel a pledge to

discharge the obligations con-

tained in the resolution,"' Al Ahram
said It listed them as Israeli with-

draw il from all territory occupied

in the 1%7 war. "a just solution to

the Palestinian problem'' and a

formal declaration renouncing the

use ol lorce. territorial occupation

and expansionism.

The note agreed to provide

Jarring a declaration of Egypt's

intentions and promised a pledge

to uphold responsibilities

stemming from the execution of

the resolution"' if the promise were

obtained from Israel, according to

the semiofficial newspaper.

Jarring's proposals asked for

declarations of intent from Israel,

Egypt and Jordan, holding indirect

Commuters

JACK SCHMELZER
for Student Senate.

He's concerned.

Humphrey • Gregory • Devlin • Gofmon • Blanco

DuBois • Russel • Houston • Packwood • Reischauer

Boiling • Comejo • Cox • Wolff • Houghton

Wiley.
and many, many more
have been a part of the

Distinguished Visitors Program

You can be a part of all this

Join DVP
Applications available in the RSO Offtce

NEW YORK-HOLDLP ENDS IN DEATH FOR SUSPECT-The body of a man iden ified as Michael

Bar^isXwTdTfioor of a New York City supermarket as police question clerk ,n background.

Pohce said thtT Barnes was one of two bandits who attempted to rob the store. He was shot to death

J£: saw. by an off duty New Roche.le policeman who came to the supermarket to see h.s father,

the store's manager.

Hospital Charges Rise

,

Expect $
NEW YORK (AP)-The national

average cost of maintaining a

hospital patient for one day rose

from $9.50 in 1946 to more than $81

last year, is expected to reach $93

this year and to top $105 in 1972 and

$110 in 1973.

Those are averages. Costs in

excess of $100 a day already are

reported in some hospitals, pricing

medical care beyond the reach of

millions. And some of the factors

responsible for past increases

seem to defy correction.

Making the picture more grim,

there is not only a shortage of

doctors but a maldistribution as

American Hospital Association.

"I'm an optimist,'' said Crosby

as he described "Ameriplan," a

proposal by the association for

restructuring the "delivery" and

financing of health services,

SuZasa«ab:.M main., through estahhshmem of

medical care Some facilities and health care corporations

Congress
Returns
To Work

WASHINGTON (AP) -Congress

returned to work today after a five-

day recess, short on business and

long on talk.

For the Senate, the agenda read

filibuster, as it has since the 92nd

Congress convened.

Neither Senate nor House has

any significant legislation ready

for action The House Ways and

Means Committee scheduled a

hearing today on increasing the

national debt ceiling from $395

billion to $435 billion. That may be

the first major measure to reach

the floor.

The Senate remains snarled in

the dispute over efforts to make

ending filibusters easier.

Foes of the rules change used the

filibuster itself to block a change

endorsed by a Senate majority,

and as a result there has been

marathon talk for nearly three

weeks
The first test of voting strength

in the rules battle comes Thursday,

with a roll call on a petition to cut

off the filibuster led by Southern

conservatives.

Nobody, including the 38 spon

sors of that petition, expects it to

succeed. But Sen. Mike Mansfield,

the majority leader and a

proponent of the rules change, said

there will be continued attempts to

lim ' the debate, and one of them

ma gain the two-thirds vote

nee isarv to stop the talk."" "

1
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services are duplicated while

others are unavailable.

Moreover, diabolical ingredients

in the present formula for medical

services seem to frustrate the

efforts of cost cutters.

Unlike industry, for example,

hospitals very infrequently obtain

lower costs by employing new

machinery. The machine might

improve health, but it generally

will require the services of new,

highly trained personnel.

Another example: Health in-

surance plans often encourage

unnecessary hospital stays by

specifying that work paid for must

be done while the individual is a

bed patient rather than an out

patient

And consider how wasteful it is

that the entire emphasis is on

illness rather than health, on

correction rather then prevention,

on remedies for ailments that

might have been avoided through

recipes for health.

So bleak is the picture that one is

impelled to believe that the future

can only be brighter Perhaps so

At least one man who believes the

corner has been turned is Dr.

Edwin Crosby, head of the

Such units would take respon-

sibility for the health of individuals

living in specified areas, providing

them with five essentials: health

maintenance, primary care,

specialty care, restorative care

and custodial care.

Although the functions of such

corporations are still related in

broad terms they would, in

general, be able to control

duplication of services in an area,

route patients to correct facilities,

coordinate purchasing. and install

cost-cutting incentives

Work would be contracted out to

doctors and institutions with an eye

not onlv for the best care but the

greatest efficiency The patient's

needs and the area's facilities

would be coordinated.

No such corporations now exist,

and in fact a federal law would be

required before they ever became

a realitv As invisioned. medical

schools", hospitals, insurance

companies or others involved in

medical care would develop the

corporations, with financing

coming as before from fees, in-

surance programs and govern-

ment aid

According To New Yorker

Panther Genocide
Charges Unfounded
NEW YORK (AP)-Widely reported charges that police have mur-

dered 28 Black Panthers in a national scheme to "commit genocide are

no[ supported by the ascertainable facts, according to a New Yorker

m
Edwa

n

rd j

rt

Epltein, the author who investigated the charges, says the

news media generally failed to check the "genocide" allegations made by

Charles R. Garry, chief counsel and spokesman for the Black Panther

Pa
-Even one victim of deliberate police murder would be too many, but if

twenty-eight Panthers had been murdered by the police in two years, as

Garry claimed and many publications reported, it might indeed

represent a pattern of systematic destruction," Epstein wrote.

He concluded from his own investigation that "there are two cases in

which Black Panthers were killed by policemen whose lives were not

being directly threatened by those men " The two victims were Bobby

Hutton in Oakland, Calif., and Fred Hampton in Chicago, he said

Garry made his charges in commenting to newsmen on the deaths of

Hampton and Mark Clark who were killed when Chicago police

f

raided *e

Black Panther headquarters in that city on Dec. 4. 1969 Garry
jg

quoted as saying Hampton and Clark were "in fact the 27th and 28th

Panthers murdered by the police" and that the deaths and raids were

"£ t and package of a national scheme by various agencies oi the

governmentto destroy and commit genocide upon members of the Black

P
E^in^d that Garry explained to him in September 1970 that he

chose the figure 28 "because that seemed to be a safe number
,

he added

thait he believed 'the actual number of Panthers murdered by the police is

mZT:^T: list of the victims. Epstein wrote, Garry could

supply only 20 names including 19 Panthers Of these, he reported, only 10

CTr^hMSt?heTdefendmg Panther leader Bobby Scale on

murder, kidnap and conspiracy charges, Garry said Tuesday that using

an inflated figure was justified if it called attention to "even one death of

a Panther slain by police without good cause

Epstein, reached at his Cambridge, Mass home. "'" '* '* "%*
a lawyer has some license to exaggerate In a sense it s the press that

sholdd be suspect of Garry I don't think it's his place to be historically

a

Tn
U
nis

te

article. Epstein discounted Clark's death in Chicago as evidence

of genocide because the Panther confronted policemen with a shotgun,

wh?ch aark had previously fired, according to federal grand jury

testimonyicaiiinw",; •

Ear Piercing Dangerous
BOSTON <SP> Two Boston

doctors say a study of the practice

of piercing ears shows it can be

dangerous, even fatal.

Dr Frederick H. Lovejoy, chief

resident at Children's Hospital,

and Dr. David H Smith, chief of

the facility's division of infectious

diseases, studied ear piercing

under a federal grant

They said girls and women who
pierce their ears at home could

cause infections that affect the

blood, liver and bones

Both recommended consultation

with a family physician whenever

ear piercing is being done and a

two week close watch on the ear

piercing after it occurs.

Yes, Rosebud, there

is a CARNIVAL on

the concourse of

the campus center

winter carni

carni

o
u

feb. 19 3-12 p.m.

feb. 20 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

* with Pink Cotton Candy!

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
APPOINTMENTS STILL LEFT FOR

SENIOR PORTRAITS, INDEX OFFICE, S.U.

ATTENTION:
Former N.E.F.T Y. and U.S.Y. Members

and all interested persons

EXODUS
S.U. BALLROOM — 7:00, 10:00 P.M.

SUNDAY, FEB. 21

8:30 P.M. - 12.30 A.M. Israeli Dancing & Singing

Cope Cod Lounge Refreshments

Sponsored by R.A.F.I.
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Draft Counselor's Corner

If You Choose Resistance
J i ™»rriv> and for a period longer thai

, HICAii0 FIUDGIO I Alia I AND—A stroller »Mh
lhri u .. h „ , OI ,.sl of lettered trees and shrubs ... Lincoln I aik

aZSchica^T. lake Michigan shoreline Monday. Ice formation*

a, ! .esult o. high naves meeting the shore and tossmg fine sp.-a>

high into the air to eoat the vegetation.

Off-Track Betting

New Revenue To Bring
BOSTON AP Kstimates of

what ofl track betting could mean

to Massachusetts in terms of ad-

ditional state revenue ranged from

$100 million to $20 million Tuesday

at I i.earing before the

legislature's joint Committee on

Government Regulations.

mt track betting is a realistic

meant ot obtaining needed

nue." Mayor Kevin H. White

saiti in testimony before the

committee
He said his estimate of $100

million is I conservative estimate,

based on studies at Massachusetts

Institute ot Technology.

A bill sponsored by White would

create three member off track

wagering agency, which would set

up betting parlors in communities

which adopt the act

White's plan was opposed by

Reps Robert .1 McGinn. D.

West held, and James A Adams.

R Westfield. who have jointly

sponsored a bill which would

authorize race tracks to establish

betting parlors.

Tote boards at the parlors would

be tied in with those at the race

tracks to tacilitate the computation

.it <>drts and payments
M\ bill provides that off track

betting would be an extension of

wagering at the tracks.'' McGinn

said The bettor would place his

bet under the same conditions as

exist at the track, the wagers being

recorded on the track totalizator."

McGinn predicted that his bill

would double the revenue we now

get from racing revenues.''

estimating that the state's take

presently is around $20 million

Further opposition to White's bill

was expressed by Clarence F.

king, legislative counsel tor the

Wonderland dog track in Revere.

who noted thai the bill is based on

the ofl track betting law in New

York
•Time and again, the New York

,tl track betting agency has an

nounced it would open lor

business." King said, "but it hasn t

gotten ott the ground and is $1d

million m the hole already"

King joined Rep Steve T t h-

mura D-Ludlow. Peter Norton of

the Massasoit Racing Association

and Robert Silca of the Bay State

Harness and Horse Breeding

Association in support of the

McGinn-Adams bill

Opposition to all bills on the

subject was voiced by John

Rassett. representing the

Massachusetts Council of Chur

dies, who suggested that the

committee favor a resolve for a

study of the subject.

Every extension of legalized

gambling, he said, has meant an

increase in illegal gambling

A bill, meanwhile, which would

authorize the state to take over the

financially plagued Suffolk Downs

race track was favored by Rep

Williams Q MacLean Jr. l>

Fairhaven. House chairman of the

committee
When private industry fails,

public agencies must step in." said

MacLean. noting that Suffolk

Downs netted some $11 million last

sear vet is still in the hole

By GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

There are a lot of people into

draft resistance these days. It's

generally a heavy trip, but I have

nothing but admiration for those

who make an informed, well

thought-out decision to resist. But

1 feel that it is essential that those

considering resistance understand

all of the ramifications of such a

choice.

The first reason for caution is the

legal penalties. Failure to comply

with Selective Service regulations

carries a maximum penalty of five

years imprisonment and $10,000

fine Although fines are rarely

lev ied and the average sentence is

about :i 1/2 years, you should

probably make your decision

based on the maximum possible

penalty

It you are considering

resistance, it is probably a good

idea to talk to some people who

have already none the resistance

route so you can get some first-

hand information about what goes

down It your trip is to go un-

derground, some advice on what

can get >ou busted or otherwise

blow sou. before you commit

yourself, can help immeasurably

Jail remains a very real

possibility tor resisters. and there

are sources ot information about

what that trip is like. Jail is never a

comfortable place to be. but if your

head is really together about why

you're there, it might be a little

iter to take (That's conjecture.

b\ the way So far. I've managed

to avoid it > . Two good books on the

jail experience for draft resisters

are available. One is We Wont Go

bv Alice Lynd It's a compilation

ot writings' by resisters in jail who

feel they made the right choice in

acting on their consciences and

refusing to cooperate with a

system they view as being im-

moral, coercive, and

dehumanizing. The other is In The

Service of Their Country Written

by a psychoanalyst who in-

terviewed resisters in prison, the

book shows more of what a bum-

mer jail can be. The resisters

seem less sure that they did the

right thing, and considerably more

uncomfortable with their jail

experience. The difference seems

to be in the reasons for resistance,

the depth of thought that went into

the decision, and the expected

results of the action.

I would strongly urge that those

considering some form of non-

cooperation read both books.

My own feeling is that resistance

as a w av of avoiding the draft, with

no other rationale, is a poor

method to use. In the first place,

the risks and discomfort are too

high. Being underground places

strong restrictions on your litestvle

for a period longer than the

restrictions placed by the Army or

the less real restrictions placed by

alternative service. A jail sen-

tence can keep you from ever

getting some kind of jobs. Close

friends and family may be watched

by the Feds. All in all, it's a hassle.

Resistance as an expression of

indiv idual conscience is a different

matter, however, because the

penalties assume a less important

role It is the making of the

statement of conscience which is

the vital factor. Put simply, get

your head together first, then

resist if that's your thing.

Peace.

Questions to this column should be ad

dressed to Gilbert J. Salk, co Dratt Coun

sehng Services RSO »39S, Campus Center.

Umv ot Mass , Amherst, Mass 01002

Free personal dratt counseling available

Dratt Counseling Services. 418E Student Union

2nd Moor

FINE ARTS COUNCIL W0/71 SHIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

THURS. - SAT., FEB. 18-20 — 8 P.M.

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Choikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

2 performances of acclaimed '"TERMINAL"
'

1 performance of New Work in Progress

Daily Workshops. Seminars, Lecture Demonstration

and Master Classes

FRI. - SAT., FEB. 26 - 27 _ 8 P.M.

GARY BURTON QUARTET

2 evening performances plus Seminar and Jazz Workshop

For complete ticket information:

Fine Artt Council, 125 Herter Hoi I,

Telephone 545-0202

(or Bowker one hour before tvent)

PLANNING ON GRADUATING?

Don't leave without having your INDEX PORTRAIT

taken . . . Sign up now in the Index Office.

GUNS and BUTTER IYou
are working

on your snow
sculptures this^

weekend, aren't you?

FEATHERBED
ORT ~~

Snow Sculpture judging

Saturday morning at 10

Prizes for:

ballons

light show

Saturday night till

Sunday morn

if you can make it

8% P.M. - 4 A.M.

CC Auditorium

and don't forget

WINTER
OLYMPICS

Saturday,

12:30, v

pond area

1) Best all around

2) Unusuality

3) Best theme

4) Best design

5) Largest

Carni 71

MOBE Leader Answers Questions

On Present Anti-War Movement
Don (lurewitz, national

executive secretary of the Student

Mobilization Committee, was on

\ npus Tuesday night to speak to

the local SMC. (While the Collegian

was unable for lack of staff to

cover the speech the following

interview was obtained from Bob

Northshield)

How would you describe the state

of the Anti-War Movement?
The developing escalation is

clearly beginning to end the

illusion that the Nixon ad-

ministration has been trying to

create that the War is winding

down. There is a deep suspicion

among people generally that there

is no end to the War in sight. We
think this means that there is

another explosion of Anti-War

sentiment developing and there

are explosive factors this time

which go beyond the student

movement. Specifically these

additional explosive factors are the

G.I.s, Third World people, and

working people generally.

Already GI.s are withdrawing

themselves from the War in South

East Asia. There has been the

growth of what the G.I.s call

•(ragging " ot officers. The ex-

piosiveness of the G. I. Anti-War

sentiment will mean massive

resistence by G.I.s the next time

Nixon tries to use them against the

Vietnamese people.

Anti-War feeling is very high

among Third World people-

Blacks. Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,

and Native Americans. We think

this Anti-War feeling can be

mobilized as demonstrated by the

Chican Moratorium which brought

40.000 Chicanos into the streets

demonstrating against the racist

nature of the War. Last month

there was a Black Moratorium

demonstration in California which

mobilized hundreds of Blacks

students at Riverside College. Also

the April 24th March on

Washington and San Francisco has

more Third World support from

groups like the Cairo Black United

Front than any similar demon-

stration in the past.

The May Student strike showed

the powerful mass anti-War

mobilizations are not simply the

product of what anti-War activity

is taking place on the surface but

are the product oi deep going

moods in the general population

which explode onto the surface in

the face of developments in the

War itself. To judge the Anti-War

Movement solely from the surface

activity is to make the mistake the

National Moratorium Committee

made in going out of business three

weeks before the May strike which

was of course the largest outburst

of Anti-War activity in the nation's

history.

We think there is a deep going

mood against the War which will

indeed explode into the surface as

the War escalates.

You mentioned April 24th, Could

you tell us more about it?

The demonstrations on April 24th

in Washington and San Francisco

will be a massive answer to

Nixon's escalations. We think the

major effort of the Student

Movement is to win other sectors of

society-GIs, Blacks, workers -to

the Anti-War Movement. All these

projects will culminate on April 24.

There is a national student anti-

War conference in Washington this

weekend. Could you tell us

something about that?

The conference will try to pull

the Movement back together and

pull the Moratorium spirit back

into the Movement and make plans

to extend that spirit into the

barracks, the factories, and the

communities of the country.

WESTLAND, Mich.-WHEELS TO KNOttl.ElH.E-Educator Bur

e, ,, ,, stland. Mich., ana his three daughters prepare to hit

,d in their quest for knowledge. Hradle* .
uho has a doctorate

ighe education, is dissatisfied with ^aditiona. classroom

. ,cSg and has planned a se^n-month od> Sse> hr»u«ho« t

ra

N2t

%

h

\m.rica lor his children as a kind of experimental school. Bradle>

uho is divorced, is holding his daughter Sandra. 7. and is resting his

hand on Shervl. 9. The third daughter. Susanne. II. is holding the

•nil\ pooch. ^^^

WINTER CARNI
Fri., Feb. 19

10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Featuring:

LITTLE LATIN LARRY
and his

L(X)PIE LOV1ES

JACK VERONESI & FRIENDS

75c Straight— or —
50c with White Socks

We guarantee a
little .something
for everyone.

Can Anyone attend the con-

ference?

Absolutely. We encourage and

want every anti-War activists to

come to the conference. It will be

at Catholic University starting on

Friday February 29 and going

through to Sunday. I'm sure the

local SMC will be happy to supply

anyone with more details and

information and transportation.

Housing will be free and food

cheap.

Logs
License
Hearing

Selectmen have been notified

that a public hearing on their

denial of a beer and wine license to

Roy Rosenblatt, doing business as

The Logs in North Pleasant St.,

will be held March 1 at 3 in the

Alcoholic Beverage Control

Commission office in Boston.

Selectmen have set Feb. 16 at

9:90 for a public hearing on the

application.to transfer the common
victualer license of Rosenblatt to

Alfred M. Boyajian and Thomas C.

Currier, who plan to change the

name to The Quicksilver

THURSDAY NITE

AT THE

denim bells

$5

SEE

^cen

103 N. Pleasant St. 10-5

JACK VERONESI

and friends

9:30 til close

COME IN AND DANCE!!!

WINTER CARNI SALE

at the

UNIVERSITY STORE

Friday Night - 6-9 p.m. ONLY

All pre-recorded 8 track tapes and cassettes

50% off list prices

Friday Store Hours - 8:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sale - 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. ONLY

All day Saturday — 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

All records 33% off list prices

All day Friday and Saturday - Red Tag Sale Items

20-50% off

Jackets, glassware, and ceramics

Reversible T-Shirts

Novelties

Watch for our booth on the main concourse of the

Campus Center!
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MDC Close-up

The Plight Of The Freshman...II

Freshmen In Co-ed Dorms.'
To a freshman, the prospects of

living in a residence hall arc at

once exciting and frightening.

For to him the residence hall with

its man) t>pes of people and

lifestyles, its noise and its in-

terpersonal conflicts and

relationships, while seemingly

uniting BS a place to call home

can and often is a source of

problems and concern tor a

major portion of the freshman

year.

In main cases a freshman 8

entrance into S residence hall is

the first real experience of living

away from home amongst

complete strangers. It is for some

the first time they have been

taced with the prospect of living

in and sharing the same small

room with one or sometimes even

two people who are not ol the

same family and who therefore

pose different and sometimes

difficult problems ot coexistence

The) are also besot with the

problems ot adjusting to rules

governing open house and

securit) as well as learning to

become considerate of and

concerned tor the rights of

others

Many of these problems

however can be eliminated or at

[east alleviated by the presence

o' upper classmen in the dorm

particularly those who serve as

counselors Unfortunate!) with

the trend toward oft campus and

Greek \\\ mg dorms are becoming

increasing!) composed by as

much as 88 per cent Ireshman

while the normal satisfactory

level i about ;tf per cent

In the absence of up-

perclassmen who according to

Dean of Students William Field

>erve SS examples, guides and

influences upon the freshman,

the ireshman are faced with the

added problem of governing their

own residence hall Because of

the lack ot the stabalizing force

which the upperclassmen provide

there is often widespread

distruction ruin and inadequate

securit)

It is generally felt by all con

earned that the upperclass dorm

counselors do exert a certain

amount of influence over the

Ireshman Often the counselor is

the tirst person whom a freshman

can and will turn to if he has a

problem The freshman's success

m solving his problem is

therefore often dependent upon

the counselors availability as

well as interest and ability

Besides this there is also the

obvious need for freshman to

have the aid and insight which

upperclassmen can provide in the

areas of social activities and

extra-curricular affairs

Widespread recognition of

these problems by students,

administration and faculty alike

has therefore resulted in fa

current attempt to gain Board of

Trustees approval tor freshman

to coed dorms as these dorms

such as Greenough and But-

tertield are seen as having at-

tracted some of the on campus

upperclassmen who would

otherwise have remained in what

are now the predominantly fresh

man dorms
Much of the controvt

surrounding this issue cent*

upon the desirability of having

ireshman in coed dorms and upon

the effect which a coed livi

situation would have upon the

freshmen
In commenting upon this, Dean

Field noted that when Greenough

tiled its petition to become

coeducational in April IMS,

Ireshman residency was not

included m the proposal not

because the\ the residents of

Greenough' did not feel it was

desirable to have freshman in the

dorm Bather it was their feeling

that they might gain quicker

approval from parents ad-

ministration and the Board of

Trustees it the stipulation was

made that meat under 21 would

require parental permission and

that freshman were not to be

allowed to live in the dorm

this special MDC close-up on

Freshman represents the efforts

I

of MDC Staffers Pat King. Kerry

|
Kellev with Linda Bahcki acting

as special editor. See

tomorrow's Collegian for Fart

ill
i the published rat lot

backing the unanimously Student

Senate endorsed proposal by the

then Student Senator Kich

Verrochi residents of Greenough

put forth the claim that a coed

dorm would be beneficial socially

and academically
According to an article ap-

pearing in the April 29. 1%»

edition of the Daily Collegian the

students maintained that

"psychological benefits will

result from the interaction of the

SOMS in one dorm in the present

state individuals act out the dual

role of psuedo-personalities

because ot the difference in dorm

hie and integrated situations. By

eliminating the necessit> of the

dual role individuals would be

more certain of themselves and

more comfortable with members
of the opposite sex

Furthermore, the students then

maintained that •academically

UN*** inM•—• -ch m tl» ... .bov, Sapp»«ll>«« tart ,he adJ»S.m«. 1 FmtaM

'» •*• "*' °r *-< *
Ml"

wa s rid.culous .hat .he ad-

1111MF SWEKT HOME*-These corridors and others like them are

expected io become the homes for Freshman new to the t n.vers, y.

Freshman are often now crowded into dorms that are mostly Fresh-

men Therefore they may not have upperclassmen around to

more viewpoints will be available

tor residents and coed living

would ease the study problems

which present open house

regulations cause."

In addition the students also

felt that •socially a friendly

platonic atmosphere is likely to

evolve " The article pointed out

students citing of Prince House

on Campus and a residence hall

at Trinity College where a coed

program" had then been recently

established with sixteen girls

from Vassar College as examples

of the atmosphere which could

evolve in a coed dorm
The ultimate goal of the

proposal at that time was to

create an ultimate community

one which is clearly represen

tative of the outside world. The

rationale further stated that the

University within housing policy

did not provide for that kind of

community.
on campus today there seems

to be some consensus of opinion

that freshman should be allowed

to live in coed dorms. Dean Field

commented that coed living was

a desirable thing because it was

the most natural and felt it un-

satisfactory that even those

freshman over 21 who may have

served in Vietnam are not

allowed to live in a coed dorm

Some indication of residence

hall directors response to the

question was seen in the com-

ment by Mrs. Schuster head of

residence of Dwight House "I'm

a great believer in freshman in

coed dorms." She feels that

adjusting is easier in a coed dorm

with its "homier atmosphere". It

is her feeling that students have

more of a feeling that it is really

their home.
atttfij |hat sjjejejyt

ministration would not even let

those freshman over 21 into coed

dorms
In addition she indicated that

she was very upset that area

coordinators and housing officers

don't have a part in the decision

to allow freshman in coed dorms

It is her feeling that they (The

coordinators and directors) know

and understand the life style of

the dorms and the students in

them better than the ad

ministrators in Whitmore
because they are in constant day

to dav contact with the students

and
'

their activities and

problems.
Students contacted who had

originally lived in traditional

dorms described coed dorms as

having "more sense of com
munity with an atmosphere in

which the individual student can

relate to others members of the

dorm like brothers and sisters in

a family or home type at

mosphere" One student com
mented that living in a coed dorm

was the best part of his

University experience more so

even than classes.

They also indicated that they

lelt the administration attitude

was w rong in its belief that a coed

dorm would be too difficult for a

freshman to adjust to. They felt it

would be easier to adjust in the

homelike atmosphere of a coed

dorm because it provides a real

and natural situation. One also

stated that it might be more
difficult to adjust to an all-male

or all-female situation.

Most indicated that freshman

should have the right to choose

between a coed and a traditional

dorm They felt that this would be

betterthanhavuTg^^Jde^t^le

forced upon them

In addition they also felt that

freshman could adjust to the

more natural situation because it

is easier to meet people of the

opposite sex in a situation in

which they wouldn't normally

meet them in an all-male or all-

female dorm.

At the time of the Greenough

proposal. study of major

college across the country with

coed dorms already in existence

by the then Provost Tippo in-

dicated that studies at those

colleges indicated improved

grades, less off campus living

and better social development of

students involved in the program.

When Greenough gained ap-

proval from the Board of

Trustees on September 22, 1969 it

was with the understanding that

steps including parental per-

mission lor those under 21,

permission of the then all-male

resident body and a meeting with

the parents of all the students

involved

As the time approaches for the

Board of Trustees to vote again

on the question of freshman in

coed dorms it appears to be a

consensus that the Board should

greet the proposal as the then

Student Senate Secretary Pat

Beharry described as "an ex-

periment in the communication

of living ". a natural step for a

progressive university.

Or as one student put it to

consider the fact that "it is unfair

to differentiate just because of

age or grade level. Freshman are

as mature as upperclassmen in

many respects and that is what

really counts."

Hill Offers Marxism Course
A one credit course on introduction to Marxism

will be offered by the Orchard Hill residential

College beginning on Monday evening Feb. 22 at

8 30 in the sixth floor lounge of Webster Dormitory

The course will relate some basic readings in the

Marxian revolutionary tradition to contemporary

national international problems. Registration will

take place at the first meeting of the class. V or

more information call the Master's office in he

Orchard Hill or 549-1089. The following is the

svllabus for the course.

"l The Individual and History.

A Do individuals make history?

B Does economics determine history?

C. What is the role of class on the historical

process?

II The Political Economy of Alienation.

A. What does it mean to be an "appendage ol a

machine"?
B. Is alienation irradicable.

III The Political Economy of Social Change.

A What makes social change possible?

B. The Russian Revolution. A Model for Social

Change?^ ^^ ma(je ^ Russian Revolution

possible? ., _ . „

2 What was the Bolshevik Party

} Whv did the Soviet Union degenerate

IV The Political Economy of Nationalism vs.

Imperialism.

V The Political Economy of Women.

A Are women oppressed?

B. What is the function of the family in the op

pression of women?
VI The Political Economy of \outh.

A The world-wide radicalization of youth.

B. What happened in France. 1968?

C. The Political Economy of the May Strike.

1970: A Marxist Analysis

D. Youth as a detonator

African Dance Troupe Performs Tonight

Mvrna 1-amb. Author of Women's Lib plays will appear tonight at

lac Campus Center to talk about her plays.

Myrna Lamb, Author,

To Speak OnWom. Lib

r ,mpu" oJZZm a. 8 PM Her major work The Mod *-«££
nmH.Ved bv JosiDh Fapp and performed by the New York Shakespeare

KcSr in W A < the first feminist play inspired by the current

omen's movement this plav became a center of cnttcal controversy

HTplay •ThatTave YouDone For Me Lately" was recently produced

at Mt Holvoke College in South Hadley.

Pathfinder Pre« has just women s libeption^rou^amund

The Arthur Hall Dance Troupe

will perform tonight in the Campus

Center Ballroom as part of the

WEB. Dubois Department of

Afro-American Studies'
recognition of Afro-American

History Week

Cyclebreaker

To Air
Speeches

Tonight on 'Cyclebreaker'' on

WMUA at 6:30 PM the full lecture

given by Bernadette Devlin will be

broadcast., plus remarks given by

her in the Colonial Lounge before

the scheduled lecture in Curry-

Hicks Cage.

At 7:30 PM. just after

Cyclebreaker" the lecture given

bv Ernesto Blanco Tuesday night

iii the Student Union Ballroom will

be broadcast.

Originating in Philadelphia in

1958, the Troupe was organized

specifically for the purpose of

acquainting Americans with

African cultural roots They have

since travelled internationally,

recently completing a tour in

Miami
The full company has a mem-

bership of forty, twenty of whom
will perform here at 8:00 p.m.

Thursday evening. Specializing in

West African dance, they are

accompanied by their own

musicians and singers

They have appeared frequently

on college campuses. Smith

College being <>ne of their local

stops last year

The group has been acclaimed

internationally, and should not lie

missed ^m

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

FREE UNIVERSITY
presents

SQUARE ROOT OF ZERO

a fantasy film of

two beatniks

Tonite & Friday

Thompson 104 8 p.i

only 25*

released The Mod Donna and

Scvklon t. Feminist plays by

Mvrna Lamb This collection of six

one-acts, and the full length

•musical soap opera,'" The Mod

Donna. do»*s not simply echo the

themes of the women's liberation

movement, but dramatizes its very

rage. The plays attack the

romantic myths of women as

mother, wife housekeeper and

plavbunny that form the foun-

dation-stone of American culture.

When the New York Shakespeare

Festival produced The Mod Donna

in May 1970. it became the first

musical of the women's liberation

movement, and the center of

controversy Time reported

•Playwright Lamb (is) a deft

lyricist with barbed wit and a no-

nonsense lucidity about con-

temporary man woman
relationships

" Natalie Gittelson.

of Harper's Bazaar, wrote, "The

whitest-hot indictment of modern

marriage, wives and husbands to

blister the .stage of 1970... it dared to

pull back the rug. exposing in

bittersweet, somewhat Brechtian

style, the corruption and mutual

exploitation that rots marriage...

While Clive Barnes of the New

York Times found the play a

• pertinent and stimulating of-

fering.'' John H O'Connor

claimed, in the Wall Street Jour-

nal, that it was "merely anti-sex.

Scvklon /, is a cycle of six plays,

including But What Have You Done

for Me Lately:, which has been

performed as street theatre by

the country The publication of The

Mod Donna and Scvklon Z will

make Mvrna Lamb's work more

widely available Not only will the

seven plays be an excellent source

for "consciousness raising"' in its

most dramatic form, but the

playwrights introduction is a

soliloquy in its own right. An essay

on marriage, it is one of the most

scathing indictments of that in

stitution to come out of the

women's liberation movement

I^mb is a native of Newark. New

Jersev. and a mother of two

daughters After her marriage, she

attended the New School for Social

Research and
.
* ^

University College and studied

drama with the Actors Mobile

Theatre. She has worked as an

actress, proofreader, and jour

nalist before beginning her career

as a playwright. At present she is

working on a "revolutionary

opera'' with the tentative title

Apple Pie.

Student Senate

Bi Elections

Today
Cape Cod Lounge

Commuters - Fraternities - Sororities

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

The Der Hied

is coming

Armenians

Gather
Tonight M* West 22

7?"

Winter Carni brings to you

Kevin Maclsaac and Cricket Hill

1

at the

COFFEE HOUSE
11th floor Campus Center

TONIGHT at 9
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Digging A Ditch
The Student Life Sub-committee of the Board of Trustees stirred a

welcome breath of fresh thinking vesterdav in Boston when Chairman

How land started the meeting off with a plea for the Trustees to start

thinking along general policv lines concerning the affairs of the Amherst

lampus instead of the totally inadequate present s>stem of tackling each

campus issue alone.

In the past, the Trustees have spent weeks arguing about whether

dormitories should ha\e open-house hours or whether one dormitory or

a.iolher should become toed. The ma)or emphasis of yesterday's

meeting signaled the beginning of what we hope will become autonomy

for our campus in matters of student life.

v|an\ of the Trustees present at the Statler-lliltor seemed convinced

t at the Trustees should establish 'general guidelines- apd then let \ ice-

t aanct llor Bremer) I older work out a realistic plan lor the campus.

• his line ol thinking gives hope for a welcome relief from the cum-

bersome and un realistic peattea of tne Board in the past of being, what

Mice t. or. Ion MCC called working board" sv:irironie. we feel, has

P.ndered the Beard's real .'Hectivcness in the past and has totalh

< sreuardrd the priWM B and alnlitv ol people het on campus, I ertamlv

the Beard slim.ai eel have hired a man ol Mce-l hancellor Bromei-v I

. :>du> onlv lo dictate to '.mi what is best tor the area in which he works

i'ltimatelv

The past polio ot the Hoard reminds us ot .» man who -ures h uilch

digger and in the process <»t showing him what -douid be none, aclt.allv

digs the dilch. I it.rdlv ihe Board has ll > MMtiasea, dug itself into a

ile. .

Pie( eUeg—M Ml ..iream WtpTM—4 u* l lewt N the r reshmen in I sea

I
„-„ issue- it did he gtSMfeStf Life . oiiimitte- U.si December. It s.

the Beard Will "iah, iiecisioti Ik |>«"-u. durum

, TO meeiuig. v\ r feel lhat the arguments pn leafed ll est!

. .ting and at »rev ions gatherings ol the Board are more than suff l< lent

ouvuue ,nv ..'sonable man or woman ol Us desirability hvea

t hancellor Tippo upports (he idea whoi. oil tedlv and without n-ser-

t alion. .

We hope thai the Board will approve the freshmen toed proposal

|«M cover, ne SSI 'he Hoard to seriouslv rettOU he lead of (hair an

I ou la fid in frCCtog tnemselves ol the unnecessary burden of "Mtrh

_er " lor the ,i.dividual campuses.

••^,.',r icaiiMl Crime, Rut We Donl Want To

Interfere Villi Private Kntfrpri^"

Mp a

WASHINGTON - Whenever something new hap-

pem in the war in Indochina. I always seek out my
dear friend Joseph Wallstop. the dean of the Hawk
columnists.

Lata last fall as the war was winding down Joe had

become more and more depressed, so I didn't know

what mood I'd find him in Happily, when I went down

to his war room located in the basement of his house. I

found him dancing a jig.

Joe,
-

'

I said, 'you're your old self again."

"They've finally listened to me." Joe said gleefully.

"I've wanted to invade Laos for four years."

"That's wonderful.Joe." I said. "It must be great to

see a dream come true."

T didn't think President Nixon had the guts." Joe

said. "But, thank God. he has finally bought my plan.

Hanoi will be on the ropes in a matter of weeks."

"I thought you told everyone Hanoi was on the ropes

after the Tet offensive
"

"They were on the ropes." Joe said "But they

didn't know it. I still maintain the Tet offensive was

the biggest allied victory of the war."

"Bigger than the invasion of Cambodia''" I said.

"Cambodia was different. In Cambodia. I wiped out

all the Communist sanctuaries that were supplying

the Reds in South Vietnam."

"But if you wiped out all the Communist sanc-

tuaries, whv did vou have to go into Laos 9 "

"Because, you idiot. Hanoi is hurting, so they're

sending everything down the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Once

I interdict the Ho Chi Minh Trail, I'll have the Com-

mies on the ropes again."

"Unless they think of something else," I said.

•Come over here." Joe said. He took me over to a

very large table which had a relief map of Southeast

Asia on it. He had flags all over it: green for allied

troops, red for Communist troops and blue for

American aircraft. He even had a miniature Sixth

Fleet which he could push around the table.

He put on his campaign hat and said: This is what I

want to do: I want to bomb everything in Cambodia

and Laos. That may force Hanoi to send their stuff

through Thailand.'

"Why. it's the old interdiction play." I said.

"Exactly. This will give me an excuse to invade

Thailand. Once I'm in Thailand, I'll give Gen

Abrams time to shape up the South Vietnamese army

so they can invade North Vietnam."

Joe moved the green flags across the DMZ.

"You mean you're going to invade North Vietnam?"

"What choice do I have?" Joe replied. "Once I

clean out the sanctuaries in North Vietnam. Hanoi will

be on the ropes."

"So they'll sue for peace'" 1 said excitedly.

"No. they won't." he said disgustedly "They'll ask

the Chinese to intervene."

"Joe." I said nervously, "You re moving the green

flags up to the Chinese border You're not thinking of

sending the South Vietnamese into China?"

Why nof" said Joe. "That's where all the supplies

are coming from."

A red phone in the corner rang urgently and Joe

picked it up. "Yes. Mr. President. You're doing fine.

June fine. Once you secure the Ho Chi Minh Trail, call

me back and I'll tell you what todo next

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times.

Gus Szlosek

Senate Salary Syndrome
TODAY'S DISEASE: The Senate Salary Syndrome

\i KGROUND This is a variety of the "Pay Raise

vundrome when annually affect! the Massachusetts

-•ate Legislature other local varieties ol this dreaded

ease have claimed as victims the officer! of the

LLEG1AN, and some oi the stalf of WML A. The

•t varietv the Senate Salary Syndrome) involves

plications -iich is the cerebral hernia. Us victims

.a' 1 the officers of the .student Set

iPTOMS: Incoherent speech characterized

repetition of certain kev words such as Hard .v»
•

Vlso fuzzv \ ision lapses in ability to reason prope:

image In extreme cases

.1 to loss ot authority

,i\H\KV KFFECTS: May attack the Apathy

enter of the student body, leading to a condition

a , a Situational psyche- The Apathv

tcr is generally very well .mmunized trom

uon. but has proved vulnerable to the secondary

..tection which necessarily accompanies everj

nreaK of tne svndrnme-Money I his causes

welling of the Student rax, a very paiiuui condition

tor the average I'Mass student. The natural defenses

of the student body have already been activated in this

case, m a condition known as Keterenuum Petitions
'

Petition of Referendum 1

.

REMEDIES: New techniaues available include the

use of the draft In this method the more dangerous

•Money infection is allowen to bypass the Legal

el, anu procede directh to the nands of the

i ifficen And of course graft hi >«*ss likelv to

affeel the Apathy Center

i. lerious enn imputation has !>een

recommended; 'hat is, dissolving the injected

pacific recommendations nclude:

LJissoive I Mass
. Dissolve the >tuuent Senate

Dissolve the .student Senators

Ihe latest rei ommendation h to dissolve the offices

Of ihe Senate, to tnere « ill be M ofAcci 1 10 be infected

i j the Senate Salary Syndron

MING NEXT WEEK histories in oral

diarrhea, foot-in-mouth disease, and the oread

student Senate Speech

Let Me Die In Peace

«i»7»"
>c*c

:,:s book Mans Concern with

Death, Arnold Toynbee has a lot ot

on to share with his readers

.'rning 'he subject of death.

tg ither things, he has i

. pertinent words to sa> about

war and death As a plea and also

* iatl to relate some thoughts of

.at thinker I am writing this

The words of Toynbee express my
own thoughts much better than I

i an myself, hence the quotations

The practice of human
lacrifice has been aban-

doned almost universally

tooaj except m the hi

bit ion of war. in -vi.ich

millions of young men have

been condemned to be killed

and to kill in our lifetime, as

a human sacrifice to the

deified collective human
power of a belligerent

nation.

War is not a spontaneous

vent for human natures

pugnacity. This pugnacity

is real, and war would be

impossible without it.

But it is important to realize that

war is an institution. The con-

ditions necessary for war, as

Toynbee says, are 1 1 1 "the surplus

of time, energy ami productivity

bove what is needed to stay alive,

nd 2 "mass discipline iind

docility ;iiso needed, he points

mt for large-scale productive

public works) One might wonder

ii I advocate an all-time consuming
agrarian cnmmunitv in which out-

does without large-scale public

projects To that 1 < an only say that

it is too late tor the majority of

people m the world. What must be

.lone, i! we must live with these

renditions ol progress and

discipline, it constant thinking

about OUT moral condition From
there we must each decide lor

ourselves what sort of lite we are to

live ' War is only one of many
symptoms and consequences ?f

man's moral failure

Nationalism has reached a

fanatic height and vith it goes an

increasing number of military

human sacrifices through these

games of power- politics.

The rulers of a state

murder (by proxy) the

soldiers of another state

with whose rulers they are

at war; and they do this at

the risk 'if expo

pui.

volunteered. to be wounded,

maimed, or killed by the

soldiers of 'he opposing

,irm\. whom their own
soldiers have been com-

manded to wound, maim,
and kill to the utmost of

their ability

But "murder v.ommitted under

orders b\ public authorities in the

collective mteresta of a community
has been regarded as a virtuous

•Hid noble activity..." I cannot

accept this rationalization

Toynbee touches on a main
point

Todnv a majority of

middle aged American
citizens appear to be as

willing as any Canaanites or

Aztecs ever were to

sacrifice their sons on

Moloch's aitar. The
question is whether the

rising generation of male
American citizens is going

to submit to being

sacrificed by coersion.

Are you going to submit? I am
not, I first need to live in Peace

. . Ici he In Peace. And that

i most.

Mark D'Angelo
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Letters To The Editor

In Defense Of Professor Best
To The Editor:

It has been often pointed out by diverse observers

that the number of students seriously concerned with

our social and world problems, though larger than in

the past . sti11 involves a smallish percentage of the

campuses.
.

At a time when many good men have voiced their

concern over the spiritual and moral crisis in which

our society is enveloped, Prof. Best has succeeded in

sparking new concerns and enthusiasm among large

numbers of students.

He has shown us, his former students, that mankind

can, should, and indeed must reorder its priorities if

our claim to a civilized existence not remain hollow.

He has further shown us that such reordering can be

based on a sound economic theory.

I hope that the committee, whoever they are, will

not take the bureaucratic approach of a routinized

decision based on the controversial publish or-perish

approach, but will instead consider the more im-

portant quality of professor Best as a teacher.

Books are necessary, they are the plans and road-

maps in our lives; but as life has become complicated,

so have many of the road-maps. Even more im-

portant are the teachers. Teachers are the in-

terpreters of books, they are our guides among them.

There is no dearth of good books readily available. But

we need good teachers, good guides. We need

especially those who, like Prof. Best, are un-

derstanding, who are available. New understanding

(call it awareness or consciousness if you will), sin-

cerity and that ability to spark an interest in a student

are more important than old sophistication and

glibness. I think UMass would be poorer without Prof

Best. I think it would be a moral crime to let go such a

teacher simply because a bureaucratic rule says so.

St a ii b-v J Krauz

"Where Did I Go Wrong <
5 5

To The Editor:

This is a letter of pure rage ino, there is a little

reservation on that rage I Outside the Campus Center

store today, I saw a group of people selling posters

prints etc Question: were they selling lor a so-called

-uood'" cause or for a certain percentage which goes

to the C C. or were they selling for pure profit? I Who

1S to say they cannot make a living? I Not me. They

were invited to sell posters I am pissed off because I

sold posters that I had made in the "tunnel" between

the C C and the Hatch and was told to leave There is

no anger on mv part at the print-dealers because I was

attempting to do the very same thing, i.e.. np off the

students, the "People", for a dollar per pos^r

Examine and compare quality/price/effort/psychic

energy/worth between what I had to offer and what

they had to offer I am not guilty of false modesty at

any rate There is. however, expressed rage on my

Burkian Logic

^he'elecleTofficials predicament ,s like that which

the artist must face in his everyday creative

processes The artist often must make the cho.ee

Keen umversal concepts of beauty and his
;

owrb

individual sense of artistic beauty. Sc.must the

politician often make the difficult choice between his

constituents' (public opinion and his ^.private,

professional opinion of what is best for the con

stituency he must represent.

The Student Senate has just recently had to make

such a decision We are acquainted with and have

SdM aU the facts, arguments and b.asses for and

against the payment of senate officers. The decision

made is well known to you all.

?t is our hope that all of you who are bothered by this

legislation, bothered enough to suggest referendum

ud I first soeak to your elected senator before you

decide to o^e w
y
hat we feel is basically sound.

rational, and thorough **~\
|„,1r

Nick Apostola. Senator

part, not at the man who told me to leave, but at the

students-protected-against-themselves-red tape-

insane-hassle-nymphomia that one just doesn't seem

to want to face or admit until it has crushed and

muddied your nose with its shiny black emotionless

boot Where did I go wrong*' What do I have to do. get

permission to sell posters where it should be

designated free space for such carrying on to begin

with. I don't mean to insult with this letter, only to

condemn. I will try to get permission as suggested to

me and bewail the fact that I was too stupid to realize

that I in my limited awareness, would presume that I

was doing something that was intrinsically wrong. I

am only in the wrong era. This all makes no sense to

me and perhaps it seems blown all out of proportion to

you, but that is O.K. 1 am just plain angry, you know

Yes, vou understand
Donald Lorenson

Liz Borden Returns
To The Editor:

Had a good course lately? Too bad There will be

even fewer good courses next semester! Why? Good

teachers are hard to keep The good ones wehave are

all too often let go Whv? Because the administration

and Department Heads consider the worth of a

teacher by what he publishes, how much research is

he doing, does he have any grants, how much publicity

is he getting" All these things help to give a school a

name and thus bring fame to the people who pull the

strings

The teachers who teach, whose primary concern is

you and I, who make themselves available at all times

to the students are the ones who are suffering They

don't get the raises, if they happen to be on tenure if

they aren't lucky enough to hold that status you can be

sure they never will So in the end we go to class and

listen to another teacher who could give a shit about

you or I. They care nothing about teaching as such

they are never available when we have a question A I

they live for is seeing their name in some periodical

There are good teachers and bad ones, and I wonder

who is best qualified to judge" Seen any Department

Heads sitting in on a class" We the students do oc-

casionally attend, even the boring ones The good

classes we make a mighty effort to get t0j But have no

fear energv will be conserved more and more in the

future. The teachers are getting the ax Were

receiving the wounds^ Paul X.Joy

Heart Transplant Heroic Decisions

To The Editor: „ . ._

I hate to "massacre' Messrs. Blake and Zelman s

image of St Valentine, but according to The Penguin

Dictionarv of Saints by Donald Attwater one of the

world's ieading hagiographers. St
_

Valentine s

"supposed" acts' seem to derive from those of Saints

Marius and Martha, who with their sons...were

martyred in Rome but were said to be Persians..

Attwater further comments that there .s nothing in

the legend of St Valentine which accounts for the

sending of Valentines on February 14.

If one were to check in Butlers laves of the Saints.

one would find similar information
,

Id be interested to know where Blake and Zelman

got their information.
,.,„vd Adalist

Editorial Points
Senator Gaylord Nelson

suggested that part of the

nation's 700 million acres of

public land be set aside to train

people how to treat and protect

the environment. The
University has picked up on the

idea and next semester is of-

fering a three-credit course

entitled Ecology 101. Smokey the

Bear is the instructor.
*****

Jane Fonda is entertaining the

idea of beginning a series of

stage shows for U.S. servicemen

in an effort to combat Bob

Hope's "corner on the market ".

If you had to compete with the

world's biggest entertainer,

what would you do"
* «v« * *

Britons have recently been

warned about decimal sharks in

the nation's stores since that

country decimalized If a fin is

$5. how much is a whole shark

No matter what you thnk

about Campus Crusade for

Christ, they serve terrible

cookies.
*****

When Springfield College can

beat UMass in basketball, it

makes one wonder if there is any

sanitv at all in sports.
*****

Labor Secretary James
Hodgson is rumored to be

planning to present President

Nixon with a proposal for a

short-term freeze in wage and

price increases to be imposed on

the construction industry.

Doesn I it seem that enough

people are freezing as it is?
*****

When two-year old kids start

displav ing peace signs, you may
have won the battle but you've

lost the war
*****

When was the last time the

Board of Trustees met here on

campus'' Perhaps they think its

too crowded.

V-
% •

Overt Discrimination

To the editor:

For the benefit of the segments

ot the University community who

have not as yet considered the

campaign of Jim LaMacchia for

Winter Carm Queen in a serious

Irame of mind, ve would like to

report a case of overt

discrimination by the sexist who is

in charge of the voting at the

Student Union

When friends and supporters of

Jim's campaign came to vote

sesterday they were not informed

of the correct voting procedures

lor a write-in candidate. When we

approached the voting table after

these people had left so that we

were not automatically associated

with Jim's campaign, one of the

attendants unwittingly explained

the correct procedure As he did

this, the "gentleman" who was in

charge of the booth and who on the

occasion of Jim's interview was

extremely sarcastic of the entire

campaign, kicked the chair of the

assistant and told him to "shut

up" This is only one example of

what is happening to those people

who find their own comlortable

chauvinist sex identity affronted

bv the liberation of other in

dividuals and how they retaliate

with their petty games
Liberation Now

'

( laire Bowes
Pamela Dovul

To The Editor:
,

The latest American venture into a neutral Laos

exemplifies the disheartening fact that the President

has no understanding of what Americans [eel and no

commitment as to what they want VS. thin the

cloistered atmosphere of the White House, his ad-

visors tell us that the war is being scaled down, thanks

to their heroic decisions In addition, the invasions

into Communist held areas will save lives Can Mr

Nixon convince the parents of those who have lost

sons that the war started by "the last administration

will spare lives" Does the President concern himself

with the fate of the Cambodian and I^otian citizens,

and Ihe threat he has imposed on them" His over-

whelming paranoia of world Communism will

logically lead to a strong and foreboding warning to

( hma that any actions taken by them will Ik? met by

U S force. „ _
,Mark Popmskv

A Devastating Blow

It appears as if the possibilities of the anti war movement have been

severelv limited on this campus The Budget Committee of the Student

Senate dealt a devastating blow to the Student Mobilization ( ommittee by

cutting their budget for next year in half - . ,.

There is a pressing need to have an organization that can perform the

daily functions of keeping open communication lines between the UMass

students and national antiwar groups To do this requires the main-

tenance of an office which serves as an information center for this

campus It takes money to operate an antiwar group Phone calls o

othTcampuses and cities as well as to people who could come here to

speak run up a bill of hundreds of dollars But. the most expensive task

that the Mobe undertakes ,s to reach the students themselves Using

thousands of leaflets plus the overpriced advertisements in he

(ollegian the SMC uses all possible means available to inform the

"•The Strike last spring showed that most students at UMass were in

favorof.mmed.atew.thdrawalfromSou.heastAs,a A™^ *]^
are giving up their time that others can't afford to give up. serving the

college commun.tv bv fighting for an ideal that the majority believes m

Within the next few days the Student Senate votes on the recom-

mendations of the Budget Committee I urge aB students to contact their

senators and request that the SMC funds be reinstated
Kev in It. U i ooie

Co-Chairman. SMC

A Little Dirt Never Hurt

Letters To The Editor Or In 23 Words Or Less. .

.

Letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, .it sixty

spaces and must caiTj the

writer's signature, address and

tel. phone number (all ot which

ail] be withheld upon request)

The limit is one page and the

deadline is ."> p m the day prior

in intended publication The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters

ihe same rules apply to

Editorial Points except that the

hunt on these is !:•> words No

prizes will be awarded or tfilts

given out This is not a contest

It's siinpK a lorum lor those oi

VOU who don't I eel like writing a

Whok letter or who don't know

more than - words

To the editor:

We ve been hearing a lot of erap

, n the ( sftegJaa concerning the

Economics Depf and the latest

campus head hunt I think it is

about time we got if from the

people involved m this episode

Since Ihe student body will be

affected in the short and long run

by whatever happens, the in-

dividuals who will make the

decisions should explain then

position and role In the mattei

lhe\ are the following

Chancellor Tippo

Provost Gluckstern

Dean Jerry Allen

Dept Head James Kindahl

All of the above have veto power in

the mattei
Also

Norman Aitken. Solomon

Barfcin, Mike Best. .Jim (ox.

Marshall Howard. Vernon Smith.

,md High Sorrenachein chair

mam of the personnel
committee

oi the Economies Dept

These men decide the fate Of

those five who are alleged to be

ready for dismissal students, gel

ir hands dirtj

adol. 'scent right to rebel against

authority and help letermine who

is going to bore yo rec I «

,.,.,. k Mak< lb< above men

responsible to

l-'iuie Itt'is
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New BU President Raps With Students,

Hits Dorms, Tenure; Calls Admin. Open

Boston University President

John R. Silber-in his first meeting

with the students-yesterday

described dormitory life at the

institution as a 'pretty good

substitute for decadence.'

He said rooms and hallways

were littered with garbage: linen

on beds was dirty; and acts of

voyeurism and exhibitionism are

committed in the dormitories.

Dr Silber said he felt the

students were -competing with one

another to see who could keep the

dirtiest" room.

He also told the students-about

500 of them who gathered in

Hayden Hail-that $62,000 in

materials was stolen from the

university bookstore last year and

projected the thefts would reach

$70,000 this year.

"Saying that his administration

•will be remarkably open and

remarkablv candid." Dr. Silber

wasted little time in getting the

point across to the students.

Unsmiling and firm. Dr. Silber at

one point spoke of the $274,000 the

university spent on campus
security last year and student

demands that the security force be

eliminated

The president also said

yesterday he would be in favor of

doing away with faculty tenure if

an adequate pension system were

introduced to protect those

professors who might lose their

jobs.

Silber responded to a student's

question on tenure with an answer

that he said was "not going to

make the faculty happy." Tenure

in effect, gives those who have

lifetime job guarantee.

institute a pension system like that

to the military services in which

men mav retire after a certain

number of years at a specified

percentage of their salaries.

Without such a system, he said,

•you'll never get the faculty to vote

to remove a man for in-

competence."

In his two-hour question and

answer session with some 700

students, Silber dealt with a

variety of issues ranging from the

university's budget to dispensing

birth control information.

Although student questions were

frequently pointed and the

presidents answers were

sometimes blunt, there was none of

the angry rhetoric that has

characterized meetings on many
campuses in recent years.

Tonight

is the night.

Silber said that the function of

tenure in protecting academic

freedom "ceased to be important

years ago" and that freedom is

now adequately safeguarded by

the •normal due process

procedure" m faculty hiring and

firing

But Silber went on to say that

•every decent social system has to

concern itself with people who

make a contribution and then dry

up." Without the protection of

either tenure or a substantial

pension a man who went to sleep

academically after 20 years" could

be. might be fired and could

•starve to death." he said.

Silber suggested that the only

way to get rid of tenure would be to

THE SUN IS A COMIN'
so

SEE US FOR

SUNGLASSES
(PRESCRIPTION OR PLAIN)

BEFORE YOU START SQUINTTN' !!

also

TRY OUR SELECTION OF

WIRE RIMS (EYE WIRES)
at

Meet you

at

the

AAetawampe
Lawn

dri
GUILD OPTICIAN

.<; Mam St. JYV7»Mi-'
Amherst

Bring a friend

Bring a
marshmallow

Bring yourself

ARE YOU PLANNING

MARRIAGE?

CATHOLIC MARRIAGE

COURSE
NEWMAN CENTER

U. MASS

Beginning

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18th

7:30 - 8:30 P.M.

Youve reached the po.nt of dec.s.on and

maybe th.ngs look a little contusing Have

you ever stopped to consider a career in

government'

7:30 P.M.

Bonfire

Fireworks

Make Your Winter Caroi

Weekend Complete

Visit

Hampden Restaurant

Queens

Warm Bodies

We build Federal buildings maintain the

National Archives provide the Government s

transportation and commun.cat.ons network

supply its needs and dispose of what .t

doesn t need We are the business arm of the

Federal Government

We re progressive we re diversified and we

care We re doing our part to combat a.r

pollution to help minority bus.nessmen to

rebuild cities

We're on the move'

Stop the confusion and go talk to the GSA

recruiter Ask about the opportunities at the

General Services Administration

r Campus Interviews
~1

L_

Februory 19, 1971

See your placement office .

Saturday Lunch

Saturday Dinner

Sunday Lunch

Sunday Dinner

11:30 - 2:30

5:00 - 8.00

12:00 - 3-00

5:00 - 8:00
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Nigerian Prof. At Amherst Tonight
Nigerian professor will speak on the recent

Biafran conflict in a free public lecture tonight at 8 in

the Converse Assembly Hall, Amherst College. He is

J.FA. Ajayi. Professor of African History at the

University of Ibadan.

The occasion is the inauguration of a series ot Black

Study Lectures for the Five Colleges. Prof. Ajayi's

topic is "The Historical Dimensions of the Nigerian

The visitor's pioneering books and articles on

African history have been published in England and

France. Prof. Ajayi is currently a member of the

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

at Stanford University and is internationally

regarded as a leading figure in African academic and

political affairs. During his visit to the Five Colleges

he will also visit classes in international relations and

government.
Prof. Asa Davis, chairman of the department of

black studies at Amherst College and acting chairman

of the Five College Afro-American Executive Com-

mittee, once taught at the University of Ibadan. He

savs that Prof. Ajayi, together with perhaps two or

three others, is chiefly responsible for the emergence

of African History as a full-fledged discipline. Prof.

Davis has expressed the hope that this campus visitor

will be able to contribute to the community's

awareness of Africa as an essential part of Black

Studies, as well as the wealth of courses that will be

offered in African and Afro-American Studies in the

Five Colleges next year.

Domestic Exchange

Application Available

Applications are now available in the Admissions Office, Whitmore

Hall for undergraduate students interested in going on exchange either

semester or next year. The participating institutions are:

Illinois State University, Mon-

tana State University, Paterson

State College, Portland State

University, University of

Alabama, University of Hawaii,

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
Revival meeting tonight at

Machmer

No tices
whatever you like) call Kean ® 67124 or Val ©

7pm in E 17 66862

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Or Carol Warner ot the Biology Dept at

Yale will speak on the -'Conformation of the

Antibody Molecule Upon interaction with

Hapten today al It 30 a m m Rm 252 of

Goessman Lab Coffee will be served at 11 15

BUDDHIST MEDITATION
The venerable Ctiau Khun Dhammasudhi.

• ,t,on master of the Buddhapad.pa

Temple. Surrey. England, will speak on

Wisdom 8. the Buddhist Way this Mon ^ eb

,. Ip.nn n H.d rtoom of Converse Hail

.
, st colirqe Tf • '• v.s.t Into call

586 U97

\NlbH LANGUAGE GRC
Organizational meeting tomqht at'p

Mrs Korpela's Apt .n Cashm Basemen'

dorms* For ... 3237507

nertown

lN T£RVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
,ng Fr,d*v RNial was Urtona' What

i mm to those who went' HHd Ml

Wmonal Hall at » p m

LETTUCE BOYCOTT GROUP
Meeting will be held tor all those interested

,norgan,l.ngaboytoMo! allnonUFW lettuce

,n this area tonight at 7 p m ,n 164 of the C C

All welcome

MARKETING CLUB
Marketing club meeting ton.ght at 7 30 p m

,n Room 100 SBA Presentation Best Foot

Forward 4 recruiters from Vaior ndustr.es

all .nvited to attend

/vMRKWOOD
Th.s Saturday at B p m. M Grayson Lounge

(Orchard H.ll) Anyone who emoys en

lertaning others (through music, drama, or

PSYCHOLOGY DEPT
Dr Jerome S Bruner, Prof & Dir of the

Center for Cognitive Studies at Harvard Umv
will hold a colloquium at 4 30 p m m Herter

Hall

SKI PATROL
Thursday night meeting will be held in Rm

l70oltheC.C at 6 30 p m Instruction

SOCIOLOGY
Soc 104 first meeting at 2 30 Friday, Feb

19th m Rm 227 ot Herter (not 223 or 224 i
Im

portant meeting urged everyone to attend

SPECTRUM
To all old staffers, elections will be held

tonight at 7 30 p m HI Rm 175 of the C.C It is

important that all attend

UMOC
Meeting Monday night Sierra Club

Snowshoemg Sunday Madnadnock party

Saturday Roger is m his usual plight and

would appreicate trip reports

WMUA
Tape of UMass Vermont hockey game

wanted by WMUA Sports Dept Call 546 9725 or

leave message wth WMUA

LOST
mqe purse was lost somewhere betw

University of Massachusetts,
University of Montana, University

of Oregon, University of Idaho,

Sua. Thompson betw 56 pm Feb 16th I

made it myself & it has immense personal

value Please return to the Media Services

office, upstairs m the S U
Brown & white woolhat outside John Adams

Please return to 1/16 JQA or call 546 8520 if

lound

University of New Mexico,

University of Wisconsin-at Green

Bay, and' the Grambling College.

The student applying for an

exchange should be a sophomore.

The exchange would be for his

junior year. The student must have

at least a 2.5 cumulative grade

point average. Students who are

interested in participating in the

program for next year must

complete an application and return

it to Mr Loder, Office of the

Registrar no later than March 15,

1971. Final selections, including a

list of alternates, are expected to

be completed by April 30, 1971.

FREE 1971 STUDENT TRAVEL GUIDE

ISRAEL

• Work in a Kibbutz

• study at an lsratdi University

• Work with New Immiurants

Sumner, Semester, Year Programs

Contact:

ZKEV KEGEV
Joint Israel Trojjrams

72 Franklin St.

Boston. Mass.

542-3973/4

or, on (anipus call

BKl'CE GOLDMAN
549-3939

418 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass.

featuring ^KlbbutZ JpJ

Discovery Tours
Comb*ft€ the eiotemertt o* .nte'^ottono' od«e"*u»e • "

luiftKoll* f«*o'0b"9 eipe"erce !<*• and work M o tdb

bu*i enpoy »lH*VW« »oum throughout l*'Oe< lecture* o«d wm^or* vu" d"d *u" on the

Med>t»rrafteon teothor* o'thaeoloqcal d>gi t—»»f »*t*rta.nfT<,- with ltro«h

iorml.ft plus 2 J *eefc% of fcufop^-o* cui'ure and of -.tr*ria<*d fiance

fcngiQnd 0«d ScOnd-iQ' O

CHOICE OF II OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS (22-60 DAYS)
WITH DEPARTURES THROUGHOUT JUNE. JULY * AUGUST

>EClM-

In cooperation with Associated Jewish Community Centers,

A.Z.Y.F.. and Regional Alliance for Israel (R.A.r.l.)

from *77§ - *
ALL INCLUSIVE
ItQXH HI! JtllMI hMI '•'•'

eVstours scholastic journeys
I 140 Avenue ot »he Amencoi
Ne« York N Y 10036

(212) 490-2040

Warm Up Your

Winter Carnival Weekend

at the

Top of the Campus
Thursday night beginning at 9:00

Cricket Hill featuring Helen

Wine, coffee, cheese and crackers

Dinner served from 5:30 - 8:00

Friday and Saturday nights beginning at 9:00

Hey Brooklyn featuring Lynn Holoway

Dinner served from 5:30 - 9:00
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Drinking At 18

In Mass. Urged

drinking age in Massachusetts to eighteen.

They argued that 18-year olds.

Prof. Pichanick To Lecture

At Colgate University
£<.: . ..,.,.h efforts are bv atomic hydrogen ;

who mav serve in the military and

vote in national elections, are

mature enough to have the right to

drink
, ._ .u

They also charged that tne

present age restriction of 21 is

uninforceable, hypocritical and

fosters poor drinking habits

because experimenting with

alcohol cannot take place in a

controlled atmosphere such M I

licensed drinking establishment.

lilt MEETING, held at the

Parker House, was called by the

Mass ichusetts Alcoholic Beverage

Commission ABC1 to discuss the

effects within the State and the

region 01 a bill the commission

filed which would make

Massachusetts the second state in

me nation to allow t»-year olds the

right to drink serve and sell

alcoholic beverage

The Re\ Victor I' Caliri, CS(

dean oi student affairs at Stonehill

College, read a statement b) Ins

college administration supporting

(he mio\ e to lower the drinking age

"We're keeping kids m a state «»t

immaturit; when they are

maturing earlier, physicalh

mentally. K ither Caliri said

Dr William F Field, dean of

students al I M ^uci

questionnaires given to incoming

freshmen indicated that 10 years

ago IU per cent had some

penence with alcoholic bevera

before college while more than 60

per cent admit to drinking ex

pener t>

Students aren't really making a

er this drinking age

he Uid "We ve gone through our

transition Though there is

probabl) a great deal ot drinking

on campus.' Dr Field said college

officials no longer consider

themselves "enforcen w the

drinking age law and do not con-

duct searches of dormitories for

alcoholic beverages aa was once

the custom
He s lUd it was hypocritical to try

to deal with college students as

BdultS and have a regulation that

treats them as children.

•ID LIKE TO (iKT it off the

books so we can put drinking in a

social context, so we can deal with

abuse rather than use." Dr. rield

Allowing the i8-to-2l year-olds to

drink in a bar "would take some ol

the mystique, some of the aura, out

of drinking.' and impose a certain

amount of social control, said

Milton .1 Walk, coordinator of

health education for the state

Public Health Department I

division ot alcoholism.

Professor Francis Pichanick of

the Depa.tment of Physics and

Astronomy at L'Mass will serve as

a visiting lecturer at Colgate

University. Hamilton. New \ork.

Thursday and Friday. February 18

and 19.

He will visit under the auspices

Of the American Association of

Physics Teachers and the

American Institute of Physics as

part of a broad, nationwide

program to stimulate interest in

physics.

lectures, informal discussion,

assistance to faculty members

concerning curriculum and

research problems in physics, and

talks with students will feature

Professor Pichanick's visit.

His present research efforts are

experiments in low-energy high

resolution scattering of electrons

by atomic hydrogen and the atomic

structure of helium.

STUDENT SENATE

BI - ELECTION

DORM ELECTIONS

TONIGHT
In your Dorm if needed.

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day lours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l

Box 13927. Gainesville, Fla 32601

Tonight!

WINTER CARNIVAL

KICK-OFF

7:00 p.m.

METAVVAMPE LAWN
by the Student Union

BASKETBALL RALLY
Team & Coach Leaman

FIREWORKS!

Presentation of

Winter CARNI QUEEN

Finalists

DO YOU WANT TO WORK AT
BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL?

DO YOU WANT TO BE MORE
THAN A VOLUNTEER?

Come to the Council Chambers

Student Union

Thursday, February 18, 7:30 p.m.

Girls like. do you
FUN
TRAVEL
FRIENDSHIP
SERVICE PROJECTS

?
Then you'll LOVE

Come to Colonial Lounge, S.U.

ANGEL FLIGHT

7-9 tonite

tranoendental meditation

as taught l>>

MAHARISHl
MAHESH
YOGI

Iijni8iii.il Hill meditation is a natural spontaneous toiii-

.u'nnvvl.i'f "Hows each individual to expand Ins conscious

mind and improve all aspects of life.

1st Introductory Lecture

Hampshire College - East Lecture Hall

Thurs., Feb. IS at 8 p.m.

and
2nd Introductory Lecture

SBA 120 - Friday, Feb. 19, 8 p.m.

MDC~CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE *vROOMMATES WANTED

~ Complete .ft of Oreat Hook. «f

the Western Werli. ,
b~*^*~Jfc

rludi-d. Very reenoneble Phone ll»i

yoke 633-267? a-fter fUe »*-! »

3 bedroom ranch, patt*tM££*£
til career, kitchen with built-in

rr?rlter«tor, oven and burner., plnr

roblnrt.. carpeted dining and lljAuk

iy, bath*, cellar with new WMkrr
and dryer. Call 64f>

L
ga3l.__«t«J.-'

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE. Axtr/.

r ii.hr r. TDK, ea«*ette and open rrri

tape, Htandard radio. Vtah •P***"*
l.p-o, 8 tracka and other neceeeltlr-

See Amherot Audio. '*

"Brand nrw 8-tmck atereo tape-.

( hlcaco, Beetle*. Harrwon. oth"-

con.plet 11.1 available $M !• e.e ..

I for f" Contact Paul b-MM an -

lime after 6 ;"'-

aVlo Head O ». and Halanjon

t.ladlnee. Aloo. aet of fu Miller

Mndlnes and Ma.ka boot., all In ne«

or eec cond AaktaJ *•*•"£
around «M for eTerrthlne &**- 1}'*,

"Mart Javeline *W« *»S cm, R'ik-

er Boot., Marker bindina., new pole,

all Rood condition, $70 5*6-3. W»

Female roomm.te wanted limned

to .hare new apt with youna mar
rled student llvlne alone with halo

Ideal location with all accommoda
Hon., 868 a month Cal !H!t-«3:tl

tn-m

sk |g _ NorthlHml UJ«. « /out

l.indin*.. new Will *ell WU < "II

Peter «-B«M. 41» I**** »» ^
"Meenesot aolid .tate stereo. e«.

, .mil Good wound, new *1M» *"*
>50 Call MM«g-__ "'••'*

"Water Bed. — V « «'• Workman-
.hlp auaranteed. BfiSM. J7*

onr
.

nut at B-« (iorm.n Hoiine Weekda>«
from 11 :M to 3:3. or call R'^.r.l

at MM88I "Mi
" Wire wheel* for Triumph SHi All

re* new «:«. aell 888. «*> cur-

tain. $3.1 Call 4ar after Sum. 323-

jair *•!?

Mn*t aell «4« Koflach hoot., tie.

«i»e 0, ». I»e.t offer, brand nen.

never uited : Maple l.eaf hockey .knle
with caae. alae ft. $13 or be«t offer:

unmatched pole, for W .kler $2.M»

Br.d A-H95I 'r;1 !>

ggg- \M/FM tuner. Kern, oo.l

l«Mi watt, recently recondlllonei

sion or be^t offer Call Tom «
•>....< momlnc. or after five tf .-1 l

KoiimniHtrt.) v»anied t"f •«
room In two bedromn iii>i nl ^l«

Sucarloaf. Call H$4W art.-r

tt.'-l!i

Female Koinniimle n anted »<•"

for Puffton Apt . furnl«l>^.l » all

MMgM after Ci p m i '-''

SERVICES
Film deYelopin*. M per cent off <>t

Hat price. Olacount on film. to.

Call Oeorae <-W78 tfSMa

Amherat Audio oervlce. .irre..

component., tape decka for home «r

car, 197 >o. Plea-ant St . -JOK-arti

PASSPORTS — JOB APPLICA-
TIONS S|»eclal vacation packaae. on

film and proccina everytliina pli<>

tocraphir You'll nave $ at l.an«-
Photo, at. ll«. so Amherst, ta>

314$;
t™-."*

We do maintenance and repair-

an V.W 'a, very reasonable rate-

Call Dick or Larry .-»B«-«;.V« Better

write It down. •*•"

TO SUBLET
~ Ta aubkM:
all utllllle.

Call twv:««ii

Eff apt
Available

•12. mo .

in Marib
irs-it

WANTED
National fashion macaiine wants

freshman, sophomore or Junior alrl

to serve aa rampu. markrtine repre-

sentative . Hourly pay pluo liene-

flta For Information call Linda at

546-1871 after 7.

Houae Parent, or House Motlief

wanted far K.A.T. Sarorlty, starting

Sept. '71. Contact Valla Endre-
or Mary Lou Dawson before March
!•». 1971 MMM or ftlS-'r;:!.-!

tl •: l!i

TRAVEL

BOOKS
We hii» u»ed book, and record.

— Whlteilrht Book. (In the Alleyl

No te*t.l ,fB-n

^Tl DENTs INTERNATIOWL ol

er. chartered jet tliehts to \\^^\l
in Sprlna from *m and It KOPF. in

Summer from UN. For detail, rail:

Hteve 519-1357 or Brian 5l!»-°.*»«:i

FOR SALE — AUTOS
""l97/*) Maverick, perfect condition

.

Ie.a than 3,000 mlleo Mint sell f«r

laraer car $1600 or best offer

Call 546-211 6 after 7pm tf'M "

V~W sedan, a very fine rtMMlna

car, body I. In «ood .hape, mechani-

cal cond. of car la very itood N^w
brakes, snow tire, and clutch »d-

Jiiitoient, $175 or best offer .Mfl-H7IH
tf!-l!l

Driver Trainees Wonted
The Student Senate Transit -iervici

which operate, the Campus Shuttle

Sy.tem I. now acceptinc applica

tlona for It. sprina trainine pr.i

gram. Form, are available in "»tn

dent Cnion Room 431. tl'.':

ROOM TO RENT
Immediately — II Phillips st

.

«...

riou. student only, male or female
Phone SI0-M78 after li M»

LOST

'till Ford Van. potbelly .«ovc. bunk

beds, cupboards, closet, carpet Mini

more, asklnic $100.00. Cull .Wi-nO'ir.

Ift-IM

Our doe is Inst — Salan. »iir '.

mo. old German sheperd is l»-t \

female, she is black with hrou n

marklnc- and a red collar Flea-

call 5HMi«!l "- '''
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Crew Continues Workouts-Sights Get On Olympics
.,.u. ... : ,v. u:, l„«... ,nH final!, untfl" elasS-HcIl ___

ByBRONASIMON
MDC Staff

While many may think crew has

stuped action since rhe colder

weather set in and IrtWf the river,

the UMass Crew Club has kept on

the move by continuing its year-

round program indoors, in room 9

of the Women's Physical

Education Building, a basement

noche shared with numerous

pipings and other cellar nor-

malities. Using various weight

lifting techniques, the oarsmen

have mainly been concerned with

individual strength building for

what seems to be a promising and

adventurous season.

A summer club rowing program

still in the formulizing stage, heads

the innovations and ideals of coach

Mike Flaherty and his oarsmen.

The U.S. Nationals will take place

this August (on to Copenhagen!),

and the Pan American Games'

trials will be in Syracuse, New

York at the end of the summer

(ditto to Cali. Colombia! ). Without

a doubt, though, the strongest force

involved in the perserverence of

crew members in their strenuous

winter workouts is the 1972

Olympic Trials.

Participation in this summer's

proposed program will depend on

jobs and housing available in the

Amherst area, as well as the

useable rowing equipment. Ten-

tatively, the training schedule will

feature embarking onto the water

twice a day in the smaller shells

•Although were playing

everything by ear. hopefully 12 to

14 crew members will be able to

stay up here to practice in the fours

and pairs," prophesized Coach

Kaherty. "By rowing in these

smaller boats, there's a better

chance of developing individual

oarsmen as well as the opportunity

of interclub racing for the feel of

Sports Notices

WOMEN'S BASKET-
BALL—Worcester State is the next

opponent for the UMass women's

basketball team The game will be

played at «:00 tonight at the

Women's PE Building. This

coming Monday the team will meet

Greenfield Community College in a

6:30 contest.

M8G BUS—The CMass student

senate is sponsoring a bus to the

UMass George Washington

basketball game al Madison

Square Garden on the 27th of

February. Ticket* art now on sale

lor $7 40at the Student Union ticket

oft ice The prire only includes the

price of the bus trip. Tickets lor the

game can '>e purchased at the

Bovden ticket office. The bus will

'.m? leaving from the Campu-

Center bus stop at 8:30 a.m. on the

27th.

competition. Also, we are hoping to

send some crew to the Nationals,

and, as lar as competition goes,

there's a better chance in a small

boat."

Kids from the Amherst com
munity will be given the op

porturiity to row this summer in

another tentative program.
Faherty and freshman coach Kurt

Betchick will supervise as eight

and 10 year olds try their skills at

balancing and handling the oars of

a single, that is, a one-man shell,

on the shallow waters of the

Campus Pond.

In the meantime, you will find 17

varsity and 21 freshman crew

members working out three times

a week, for two hours each time, in

that strange room filled with

strange contraptions. Four dif-

ferent types of weight lifting were

conceived to increase strength in

different muscle areas: the

"clean" lift of a weight to chest

level, the best exercise for overall

strength; the "back machine" in

which the exerciser sits in the

rowing position and pulls a bar

attached to weights; the leg press,

where one is on his back and lifts a

weight with his legs and finally,

an ironing board se'-up used to lift

poundage from a lying on the

stomach position.

Coach Faherty emphasized tha?

his training schedule is not part of

a body building course, but, rather,

a "power building" of his roweis.

Each man is already capable of

pressing his own weight, and in

some cases, much more.

"Kight now we're physically

stronger than last year. This

season we may even have an ad-

vantage of strength over our op-

ponents," said the coach of last

year's fourth place Dad Vail

finishers.

A simulated shall whose oar

pushes water around a large tank

is the most peculiar part of room 9.

Used only for practice of form,

each man spends only 10 minutes a

week rowing nowhere.

Faherty explained, "The feeling

of rowing on this set-up is too ar-

tificial, and does not allow practice

of balancing. The person rowing is

stationery while the water moves.

But it's very good for freshmen

who have never been in a shell for

the feel of the blade entering the

water

Any freshman 6'3" or over is in

vitei* to try out the apparatus. If

interested, get in touch with

Coachei Faherty or Betchick,

either in WOPE Room 9 on Sunday,

Tuesdav, or Thursday nights, or in

Boyden Room 211, phone number

545-2801.

Though crew is a team eflort,

and requires the one-ness of many,

it is fitting to mention individuals,

without whose individual strengths

and cooperation there would be no

crew program.
Newly elected co-captains,

seniors Tom Mone and Dave

Richard have five years of

collegiate rowing experience

between them. Juniors Bob
Weimer, a one-year varsity

veteran, Kevin O'Brien, the club's

strong man, Riek Jones, last year's

junior varsity stroke, and senior

Steve Malone round out the upper

classmen.
The butt of the club is made up oi

11 sophomores. Me! Slreim, Steve

Kinner, Tom Rurak. Doug

Thompson. Jeff Allen, Clay Morin

Haul Winchell. Billy Moran. Joe

Piela, Ted Fitzpatrick and Al

Flanders, whose age and en-

thusiasm help make I he crew's

iuture promising

Getting ready to return to the

Connecticut River, hopefully in two

weeks when the ice might be

breaking in Sunderland, a council

of crew members has declared

alcohol and drugs off-limits for the

utmost possibility of success this

season.

When sophomores Piela and

Moran were asked about the

decision, they replied they thought

everyone would take it upon

himself to follow the rule.

"Everybody's really psyched up

for the '72 Olympics.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMA««

Astrology oOen is valuable in deter

mining whether persons are compatible

So*.s?ys Dr Lee Seechrest. professor of

social psycholoty at Northwestern

University He made his findings reluc

tantly. he is not a friend of astrology I

recently debated with the good professor m
Chicago

• • •

ARIES (March Jl Apnl 19) You can go

tar if you stop downgrading potential Look

ahead refuse to be dismayed by petty

persons Forces are scattered You need

alternative methods, plans

TAURUS(Apr.l20May?0) Check details

which mav appear minor Key is to be

observant Money connected with estates.

co operative proiects '* spotlighted No one

it hkelv to give anything to you for nothing

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Check ten

dency to act completely on impulse You

need ddditiona information Dig for If

Don • take too much for granted One who

reaiU fares deserves special consideration

CANCER (June 21 July 22> Be careful

around anmais Pets could be fnghtended

bv quick, sudden moves Remember
resolutions concerning work, diet and

nealth Forgive cantankerous neighbor

LEO (July 23 Aucj 22) Losing your

temper could be costly Know this and

carefully survey situation Accent on

relations with members of opposite s*»

There It change travel, variety You will

ue act ve
VIRGO (Auu 73 Sept 77) Domestic area

cot id O' n somewhat of a turmoil Bi-

a*are o< property values Bus,nes-

prospects need 'lose observation Take a

chance on your won abilities You'll bo

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Relatives and

m laws could pose problems Key is to know

when a situation has reached climax point

Don't attempt to hang on to what has

passed Delay short trips Take care m
writing
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Caution is

key m financial decisions, transactions

Care now could prevent expensive

mistakes What seems to be a bargain could

be a scheme Proceed accordingly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2)

Partnerships, longstanding relationships

?re put to test Give full play to intuition

Learn by teaching share knowledge Cycle

high, you will meet and overcome oo

POS'tKX'

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22 Jan 19) Don t

neglec' essentials Avoid extremes Get

sufficient rest Check iOO requirements

On..' *ho ms sts on social whirl may be

misguided Pace yourself.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18 Fr.ends

may act m eccentric manner Money could

he involved Protect possessions Play

cards close to chest Means conservative

course s advocated Refuse to be ex

travaoan;
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Money

career these areas are accented There are

changes and a romant.c interlude also

may be m overall picture Co operate m
project which could elevate prest.ge

TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

navetrc ahmty to teach, nurse, to generally

aid those >n distress You art a natural

numan.tar.an Your views usually are

orogre'S.e Your most s qmfican* month

n l«:i is apt to be June
Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

1 Persian

fairttt

6 Scorches

11 Dtdfctta

12 Original

14 Man's nam*

15 Saat

17 Symbol for

tantalum

18 Noth.nj

19 Commonplace

20 Gratuity

21 Conjunction

22 Prop hel

s

23 Rent

24 Instruct

26 Badgtrttke

mammal
27 Painful

28 Hail

29 Urges on

31 Things

34 Spart

35 Journeys

forth

36 Latin

conjunction

37 Lamprey

3d Reveals

39 Resort

40 Spanish

article

41 Get up

42 Oillseed

43 Writing

implement

45 Rail at

47 Lavishes

fondness on

48 Breaks

suddenly

2 Bad

3 Fabulous
bird

4 Pronoun

5 Conceal

6 Gaiters

7 Great

Lake

8 Ventilate

9 Room
(abbr)

10 Sarcasm

11 Thick

13 Part of

jacket

16 Lease

19 Rips

20 Name
22 Disdain

23 Stops

25 Commonplace

26 Evaluates

28 Callings

29 Slumber

30 Skinned

31 Planet

32 Repulses

33 Declare

35 Falls

short

38 Kind of

cheese
39 Cut
41 Perform
42 Girls

name
44 Negative

46 Printer's

measure

BREAKING OUT
FOR THE

WEEKEND?
. make a getaway

in a Peter Pan.
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katers Crush Amherst, 1U-Z

BvBRONA SIMON
M DC Staff

Home games are beginning to

look more and more alike for the

lMass hockey team, as the

Redmen overpowered Amherst

Collage here last night. 10-2. A

dame characterized by superior

Redman hustle and offensive

power is reminiscent of last

Wednesdays drowning of the

visiting UCoon Huskies, with

tribute going to a mucn

harrassed opposing goalie

The major headline of the

night, however, was the new

seasonal scoring record set by

sophomore Pal Keenan

Keenan's one goal and two assists

bring his total points so far this

UM r to 44. breaking former

cha ipion Jim Ellingwoods high

1961-62 quantity of 41.

On a scoring binge. Redman

goall and assists were all well

distributed among the players.

Chico Shea, the man who had his

stick in most every play, scored a

hat trick. Eric Scrafield. his

usual scrappy self, made his

mark with two goals and two

assists; Don Riley and Brian

Sullivan both helped out on three

conversions, as well as a Reilly

beauty score.

In the tirst period, two early,

shortlv-spaced Amherst
penalties made possible two

separate UMass power play

goals. Shea shoved one through

Amherst goalie Paul Koulouns at

2 :i6 with help from Mssrs. Assist,

Riley and Sullivan. At 5:59. Jack

Edwards got a relay from Dan

Reidy and Keenan. with four

(goUrgtan

Sport*
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Lord Jells on the ice. rour"

minutes later. Amherst put on

one of its best of its few consistant

presses, to make the still

newborn game close, 2-1. Red-

men's lead. Team high scorer

Ted Toombs got the puck past

I Mass goalie P.J. Flaherty at

941. assisted by Louis Sorgi

When Scrafield scored the third

UMass goal at 12:23 in a shor-

thanded situation, with team-

mate Al Nickerson in the penalty

box for interference, the game's

top billing turned its lights on the

word Redmen. The next two

periods had the spectators' heads

all turned in the same direction -

looking at the Amherst protec-

torate.

Coalie Koulouris turned away

23 UMass shots in the second

period, to Flaherty's repulsion of

two Amherst attempts.

Scrafield, Keenan. and Shea

accounted for the three UMass

goals of the period. It was not

until 17:21 had passed that the

Lord Jeffs' Russ Ives and Rocky

Shepard put something together

w ith scorer Jonathan Longley for

their second and final goal.

Scrafield's was a dunker from

a sweep-around-the-nets pass

from Sullivan at 4:10, after Don

Riley's shot hit the horizontal

post for a near miss.

The backhanded unassisted

Keenan Goal was the pointage

that broke the record.

Amherst's main penalty sitter,

Thomas Theye, was off when

Shea connected on a beautifully

executed three-on-two maneuver

with Scrafield and Don Riley.

P J ON THE SAVE-lMass goalie P.J. Flaherty thwarts a bid by

Vermont's high scoring Fred Hunt with a pad save. Coming into the

action is Redman wing Eric Scrafield. Both I Mass hockey stars

were instrumental in last nights 10-2 win over Amherst College at

Orr Rink. (MDC Photo by Ned Diffendale)

The beginning of the third

period started Peter Erikson in

the nets for UMass. His total

number of saves was four, as

again the Redmen dominated

play by adding four more goals to

the 0-2 score.

The pressure on Koulouris was

tough Most of the time the Lord

Jeffs iced the puck to ward off a

heart attack of their goalie.

About every three minutes the

Redmen would score: Don Riley,

Shea. Mike Waldron, and Reidy

were the last breadwinners.

ties maur p««'u "- *-" => - .

Hoop Featured At Varsity M
Redmen To Be Ready For Last Six

Wrestlers Win

By EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

The I Mass Varsity M Club

held its weekly luncheon at the

Newman Center yesterday with

the teatured topic being Redman
basketball with head coach Jack

Leaman. assistant coach Peter

Broaca and co-captams Ken

Mathias and Julius Erving as

guests.
.

The subject matter mainly

centered on the Springfield game

with Leaman. Mathias and Er-

ving giving their impressions of

the contest, the many questions

surrounding the outcome and a

look at what remains in the

season after this defeat Broaca

gave his always indept scouting

report of UMass' next three

opponents with a film of the

Boston College game and a

question and answer period

following to wrap up the lun

cheon.
Leaman stated plain as could

be, We weren't ready to play.

We haven't played well in the

past few games and we got

caught We want to win the next

six games to be a team of tour-

nament qualjtv

The coach went on to say,

Since the B.C. game both the

players and the fans have been

tired When we got to Springfield"

I was told that 50 tickets had been

returned from UMass."

He concluded. "Mentally it's

hard to convince your players to

be ready It's also very hard to

tell your team they can be beaten

by an inferior product But this

Last Night's

Intramurals
Volleyball

Terrors 2, Crushers

Monuments 2. Colts I

Bruisers 2. Cougars

Seagrams WBf-, Leopards

Panthers 2. Chipmunks 1

Beta Chi 2, Deacons

Stouts WBF, Eagles

Smittys 2, Jocks

Team 2. Baggers

Browns 2. Jocks

Smokers 2, 18 l

Misfits 2. Volleys 1

viooms 2. Flats

Eleven 2, X

Cult 2. EMF
3 M's 2, Dusters

Co Rec

banditos 2, Stouts

Kopeta 2, Jacks 1

Bouncers 2, Shorts 1

Lemons 2. Rigatonis

ACS 2. Deacons

B plus B 1. Limes 1

happens in spots and this is why-

people go to the games."

Mathias was noticably con-

cerned about the game and said

of it. Tt has thrown a scare into

us We know now that we can't

scare anybody and we have to be

ready for each game. Our front

court was not in the game in the

tirst half as we were not moving

well on the court
"

Looking ahead to the

remaining games he added. "On

the blackboard in the locker room

is written 17 days until the end of

the season Most of the guys will

be back next year, but for me
these are the last 17 days of my
career at UMass and I'm going to

work my butt off in the next six

games."
Erving called the end result of

the game the saddest moment in

his basketball career. He went on

to day. "We got taken out of our

game plan Springfield is not in

our class as a team, we just didn't

execute our offense well. Now the

name is all over and we have to

put our heads forward for the

next six games."
Broaca described the next

three games for UMass as "three

big games as far as a post season

tournament is concerned. If we

stumble we'll go to New York - as

spectators.'

In this stretch the Redmen play

three opponents in four days;

Friday against Rhode Island

Saturday against Maine and

Monday against Syracuse with

all the games at home.

Broaca's reports went like so:

URI is a tough luck team. It's

center Hazzard has flunked off

the team which makes the Rams

I small unit. Its record coming

into the game will be 6-15. In the

conference the record is 4-1 Thds

the Rams have only one thing to

salvage, that being the YanCon

title and they 11 be ready to give

their all.

Maine's record is 7-10 with the

toughest thing about playing the

Bears being that UMass will have

no time to get ready for them

Maine is lead by 65 Nick Susi. a

junior, who's averaging 10

rebounds a game.
Syracuse has its eyes on a post

season tournament. The

Orangemen are 14-5 and have

beaten LaSalle, currently ranked

11th in the nation. West Virginia.

Army twice and took Penn,

ranked fourth in the nation, to

overtime before losing They are

lead by a 611 center, Bill Smith,

who is one of the best senior

centers in the east.

Next week the Varsity M Club

luncheon will be meeting again

on Wednesday at 12:15 at the

Newman Center with hockey

coach Jack Canniff as the

featured guest.

Using two forfeits and three pins,

the UMass wrestlers showed good

form in downing Dartmouth for

their sixth consecutive win. Since

the heartbreaking loss to Coast

Guard by one point, the Redmen
have shown dominating power

against its last six foes scoring 203

team points to the opponents' 32.

Duncan Innes. 126 lbs., and

George Zguris. 190 lbs., received

forfeits to get the team off with ten

points Dave Amato. 118 lbs .

stretched hiswon-lossrecord to 10-1

when he pinned R. Ryan in 2:28.

Barrv Godowsky. filling in for

ailing Shelly Goldberg, followed

with a 2:45 pin over R. Guv in the

134 lb division. Barry weighed in

at 126 bis.

Girl Gymnasts

Down Marblehead
University of Massachusetts girl

gymnasts had a busy weekend. On

Friday. Varsity was supposed to

meet Newton-Marblehead Elite

Team for a close competition.

However, only Marblehead girls

appeared on the scene, bringing

the message that Newton had to

back out of the commitment at the

last minute. Since UMass mixed

team (JV-s with some Varsity

help) had already met Marblehead

alone two weeks before, Friday's

meet ended up being somewhat of

a let-down. There was no spark in

the presentation of either side

UMass Varsity won, scoring their

lowest of the season, 87.85. Mar-

blehead did not perform as well as

the last time either, posting 79.15.

Sue Matsu, from Marblehead, won

vaulting with 8.8. Linda Seikunas

and Margie Combs tied for first in

Floor Exercise, scoring 7.75. Anne

Burmeister came first on the beam

with 7.95 and Margie Combs won

bars with 7 85.

On Monday night, UMass JV

team had a successful and spirited

competition with Braintree High

School. Judy Cardozo, competing

all-around for the first time, took

first on the balance beam (7.0)

and second places in the remaining

events. Chris Kopf won the floor

exercise, scoring 7.3. Vaulting was

won by Linda Nelligan from

Braintree and uneven bar honors

went to Marina Rodrigues, who

competed for JV in two events on

Monday. The final score was

UMass JV-s 68.40, Braintree High

School, 64.75.

Wrestling in the 142 lb. class.

Clay Jester stretched his record to

9-4 w ith a hard 9-5 decision over

Bob Elliott Clay needed two

takedowns and a near fall in the

third period to break open the close

bout In the 150 lb. class Peter

Rock never got started as he

dropped a decisive 12-1 decision to

S. Morelli. After no scoring in the

first period, Morelli opened the

bout up with an escape, take down,

nearfall and predicament in the

second period.

At 158 Jim Godkin took all the

honors for the fastest pin by

decking K. Loos in just 47 second.

This also stands as the fastest pin

of the season so far, and ranks as

the fourth fastest pin in UMass
history. The record for the fastest

pin is held by Clay Jester in the

1970 New England Tournament,

and it was accomplished in 31

seconds. Jim's record stands 3-1-3.

by himself in this division. He won

the freshmen New Englands last]

year and is an Ohio State Cham-

pion

In the unlimited clash Chris

Hodson lost by riding time to Dick

Pritchard Both wrestlers escaped

from their down position,

however, Pritchard rode Hodson

for a superior minute to pick up the

deciding point.

The Redmen arc home Saturday

afternoon against a good 6-1 New-

Hampshire team New Hampshire

replaced I'Mass a couple of weeks

ago in the number one position in

New England but since have

dropped in the ratings after a loss

to Central Connecticut. Saturday's

meet replaces a quadrangular

originally scheduled for Amherst

College. Amherst decided that they

would benefit more from their dual

meet with Tufts instead of a quad

involving UMass and New Hamp-

shire.

Tonight's

Intramurals

At 167 pounds Tom Young con-

tinued the pinning spree with a 1 :0

1 job over R. Kimball. This too

would rank in one of the ten fastest

pins in UMass history. Young's

record is only 2-1-1 as he is drop-

ping into the 158 lb division for the

New England Tournament.

At 177 Ed Carlsson with a record

of 8-3-2 ran into one of the strongest

wrestlers in New England in Ted

Thompson. Thompson is un-

defeated and seems to be in a class

VOLLEYBALL
COURT TIME TEAMS

| 6 30 PMOvs. LCA

2
ASPvS PSK

3
ZN vs SAM
SPEws PSD

5

6

7

8

9

APO vs ATG
SAE vs PLP
KSvs TEP
DCvS TC

Cans vs. Flaming A's

10
Eagles vs Maroons

1 7 30 Burners vs Bombers

2
Education vs Gunners

3
Inter Ed vs Conglos

PP vs TKB
SAE vs Crushers

6

7

»

9

Prince vs Fleas

LT vs. TT
Cansvs Sextet

Lovers vs Ids

\ 8 30 Erudites vs Heads

2
Jacks vs Boys

3
Dildoughsvs. Sigmas

4

S

6

1 Hockers vs. Tubes

Oxford vs Hurts

Suttsvs Canaille

9 30 Hi Lo's vs Lemons

1

1

Redwoods vs Pipers

Hemlocks vs Brigade

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Warm and sunny, in-

termittent earthquakes
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Heads May Roll As Boycott Gathers Steam

ByRENECOMPTOlS
MDC Staff . .
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Faculty Senate

OK's Picketing
Code Report

H\ JAMES H. MITCHELL
MDC Staff

In a 37 35 voU the faculty senate

.1 last night to recommend the

report outlined bj the Ad Hoc

Picketing Cone Comrni

Among other things, the

proposals in inc report would

prohibit student- from demon-

Mr ting within hallways that lead

to either classrooms or taculty

of ces.

In the discussion that preceeded

the vote, it was pointed out that this

iiijy be in violation of the Con

st it ut ion. This was countered by

the argument that a universit> is

primarily an institution tor lear-

ning and research. Picketing in

these areas would he distractional

to those engaged in educational

persuits. it was said.

In the Health Councils report,

chairman Robert W. (.age noted

that electrical appliances continue

to be a great tire hazard in the

dorms Most of the recent tires in

the dorms have been caused by

electric hot plates, he said

His comments led to the

recommendation that these ap-

pliances be banned from the

room- Since the report made no

provision tor enforcement of this

code, the discussion was tabled

until means oi entorcement are

worked out

In other business it was resolved

that classes in Hebrew, and

possibl) Arabic and Ureek be

incorporated into the classics

department rather than the

Hispanic language department as

. lousU recommended.

Queen Selection:

'Nothing to Say
'

ByBOBNESTl
MIX- Stall

: he case tor <m injunction to halt

the Winter Carnival ^ueen Contest

will ird too. by the

kiass General ( <n,i' Julie

irdi. Junta I m President.

en subpoenaed to appear

before the General Court and give

the Junior Class position eon

.nmg write-in ballots

At present no decision has been

made as i<»r the validity of write-in

ballots tor Jim LaMacctna When
asked it I decision had been made,

lerardi had no comment
she went on to sa) ihf telt the

( ifkgjis hasn't l>een impartial in

reporting the Winter Carnival

Queen issue. "The collegian nasn t

been very nice- to u- >aid at a

meeting of the Junior <

Executive Council.

Russell Vieira of the Queen
Selection Committee agreed. "The

Collegian hasn't been impartial

he said It hasn't given the Junior

Class a lair shake ' in reporting the

controversy

When asked the time the voting

booth will be open today, lerardi

reiterated time and again, "we
have absolutely nothing to say at

this time
"

The voting booth is situated in

the main lobby ol the Student

Union Voting hours have been

sporadic. The crowning of the

Queen is scheduled lor tomorrow

night at the UMass-URI basketball

game A mock coronation by

LaMacchia supporters is to take

place in the Cage Saturday night

along with the official ceremony

Tonight!
Friday night at 1:30 P.M. "The

Senate in Review" will be pre-

empted for a special production of

the Black Mass Communications

Project, recapping the events of

the past week. Black Liberation

Week. The Black Mass Com-
munications Project can be heard

three times weekly on WMUA 11.1

KM. from 7 to 10 P.M. on Monday.

Wednesday, and Friday nights

Campus Security Problems Reviewed

By JIM GOLD
,.:•; s

Mone\ ior additional personnel, a new director

of security, and all around cooperation are the

problem* facing the University police as they

administer protection of property, person and

handling complaints, according to several ad-

ministrators interviewed by the MDC.

The search for a new director of safet) security

is also underway, said Douglas Forsyth oi the

Chancellors stall, to replace Col Maichant who

retired recently. "The police, students, taculty

and administration must work together...we need

closer relations The support from students has

lieen good he said.

-According to James Fitzgerald, security office,

dormitories on this campus at present are

protected bv eight roving security guards, six

resident hall assistants, cruising officers, and

thirty-eight students on work study programs.

These are augmented by students hired trom

special funds to act as receptionists m some

dorms.
He said, the green uniformed security guards

roam the campus but have no police power The

security guards are assigned as follows: South-

west, one. Central two. Orchard Hill, one; and

Northeast two. with one extra for Cashin. On

weekend nights, more are used, said Fitzgerald.

The resident hall assistants are each stationed on

shifts in the lour largest girls dorms. Coohdge.

i Vdams, and Patterson m Southwest, and \ an

Meader in Central, said Fitzgerald. The work

study students act in different positions In the

dorms to which they are assigned

According to Forsyth, a "deficiency budget

bill lia< been tiled in the legislature which would

add funds to security. If passed, student

program- would be increased, protessional

security guards to be placed in dorms would be

hired and tour additional roving police officers-

would be added, while revising the present set up

to put more officers on beats, said Forsyth.

More police are needed on beats where they can

l>e seen he explained; this cuts the number of

assaults Praising the student security in the

dorms, Forsyth said it has been most effective

and is good tor students. Tt gets them involved

and also gives them an income." he said.

Forsyth expressed the desire to see two or three

security men in a tower. "With 41 buildings,

se\ en day s a week, that's a heck of a lot of people

to protect, he said.

Parking security still presents a problem with

several possible solutions. Forsyth pointed out

He expressed the use of lights, fencing, and ad-

ditional surveillance as answers to the problem.

Pay increases for all security employees are

needed, said Forsyth If you want good service,

II we expect good service, we must remunerate

it," he said; they are grade ten on the I niversity

pay scale .
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Univ. Concert Committee Meets

Plans Begun for Free Concert
An informal meeting of the "free

concert weekend*' and University

Concert series met last night in the

Campus Center

Some of the topics brought up

were: who has the right to vote,

where the concert should be held,

and the best time for having it.

Proposals were made to hold the

concert in the field near Bowditch

Lodge behind Southwest*, the

bowl or the stadium

The best time for the concert as

expressed b) the committee would

nmetime in the spring, perhaps

in April Due to the nature of the

concert and the volume of student.-.

expected, it is anticipated that the

concert would be held outdoors.

Money tor this concert would

come from all the classes funds

i
'71 "74

' with perhaps the Gil

co-sponsoring this major event

Forseeable problems of this

event are the University

authorities agreeing to such an

event, and the administration's

fear of a "small Woodstock on

campm
The general consensus was that

the groups that would appear at the

University should not be really

major groups, but rather semi-

tamous one- This idea was

proposed in order lo nullify the

idea that the whoi. count: y would

come to Amherst.

An idea tor the type at talent

appear yvas expres -^ vera:

Black students They leit tha'.

some Black talent would be ap

propnate art! n-eessary. to the

concert

All students are urged to attend

the concert series meeting in order

to express their ideas and opinions

ol the type of talent to appear The

next meeting will be held on

Tuesday at a time to be announced

Is our image
slipping?

Some people may have us

wrong It s possible.

For instance. *e Paulis:>

are known for the printed

and the spoken word. Books,

radio, and TV. The glamorous
world

But there is another, bigger

world in which the Paulist

moves .

A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer

material and spiritual relief

to migrant workers.

An area known as East
Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."

A Newman Center on a

troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a

judge but an understanding
ear and a mediator

Being a Paulist isn't easy.

Being a Paulist isn't glamorous

It's better

For more inlormation on

Paulist priest! spirit *nte to

Re*. DoaaM C. Campbell, CAP.
Vocation Director

cpaulist
„ -

cFathctg
Room 112

415 West S9tb Street

New York. NY. 10019

I

Remember

Today is

Monday

FINE ARTS COUNCIL WO/71 SHIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For Information concerning these chartered Jet flights

call:

3-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to I College Students. Faculty. Staff

and members of their immediate family —

THURS. - SAT., FEB. 18-20 — 8 P.M.

OPEN THEATRE ENSEMBLE
Joseph Choikin & Roberta Sklar, Directors

2 performances of acclaimed "TERMINAL"
1 performance of New Work in Progress

Dally Workshops, Seminars, Lecture Demonstration
and Master Classes

FRI. - SAT., FEB. 26 - 27 _ 8 P.M.

GARY BURTON QUARTET
evening performances plus Seminar and Jazz Workshop

For complete ticket information:

Fine Artt Council, 125 Herter Hoi I.

Telephone 545-0202

(or Bowker one hour before event)

Socialism Paired With Women's Lib

In Playwright Myrna Lamb's Lecture
By ANN GURNETT

MDC Staff

Playwright and spokeswoman lor the Women's Liberation movement

Myrna Lamb appeared before a small group of people last night in the

Bristol Room ol the SU and discussed woman's role in society, the myths

oi marriage and fulfillment through pregnancy, and the male chauvinist

suppression of women as artists and intelligent humans in their own

right

According to Lamb, the "nuclear family is the cradle of evil in society.

Women are like slaves on the plantation," she continued. "They brag

about their masters because that's the only important thing in their lives.

The woman is manipulated by man into becoming the tool of capitalism.

She provides a cheap way to produce a labor source to augment

capitalists She also provides the husband with the ability to assert his

masculinity and superiority by providing him through the marriage

contract, with an identification of his heirs."

Lamb attacked the literary and social worth of Love Story and The

Bcmmomi Woman, labeling them "criminal offenses against female

society."

When men are present," she continued, "women become passive,

silent and hopeful The female in our society is trained to be the family

hi \ icer. serving husband, children, and house, and to go no further.

ry woman is afraid in her soul that someone will find out that she is

• the "mystical female" that she is supposed to be."

Miss Lamb went on to flesh out her theories in light of her writings.

illustrating her talk with examples from some of her plays, notably Mod

: '(.una. >he spoke of the woman's task in society as being the rescue of the

world environmental . socially, and sexually. "Be willing to take

Its, she asserted "Women have to be citizens in every sense of the

Senate Bi-Election Results
The SUG Board also held its

imUUTS
elections last night Its results

,. i ,411 bm „i»c were: Bob Nims elected President.
Richard II staples

Jffl K)ein elec(ed vice.president.

\23n!!5L, *! K(xk > Hodgson elected Sec-
. ohn dauthier "

i> u . 4 1,^11 Treasurer
Robert Abbott

Edward B. Fogarty

Richard A Perlman
Chuck Halberg

.lack Lovely

Michael Chrobak

pormitories:

ineds I i Harry Hav < write-in)

.reau Maggie Houghton

Webster Jim Concannon

John Adams l Elliot Sherman

m Quincy Adams-Lisa Mandel

nee-John Nagle. Jan Ft Slick-

in

4un unreported

Field unreported

.lames-unreported

word. Disregard sex roles. Try to change government. Save the world

for vourselves."

Lamb also opened the floor to anyone to present the political policies ot

socialism and how it ties in with the Women's Liberation movement

Alter lengthy debate upon the socialist connotations inherent in the

movement. Miss Lamb departed for another speaking engagement at

Hampshire College.

PLAYWRIGHT MYRNA LAMB

I

aternitn

Kenneth Marchurs
Kick Pine

then Young

>n.rn

i oleen Roche

nr
•

Last Day

Vote for the Winter

Carni Queen of your

choice.

The queen will he presented

to the Campus.
at the Basketball Cam**.
Saturday Nlte

STUDENT UNION LOBBY

HOLD.NGSQUEKINGKISS.NGHUGGINGARMSAROUKDYOUANOJUSTPLA.NLOV.NG

LOVE 'N MUSIC BY

HEY BROOKLYN
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

February 19th & 20th and 26th & 27th
**

Top of the Campuses p.m.

BRING SOMEONE YOU LOVE TO BE WITH

^
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In The Nation And The World

Deeper and Deep
SAIGON (AP)-South Viet-

namese forces cut three major

North Vietnamese supply routes

through southern Laos and drove

back two Communist attacks in

eastern Cambodia, killing 116 of

the enemy, military spokesmen

announced today.

Heavy American air strikes

along the South Vietnamese-

Cambodian border, about midway

between the two ground drives, hit

at North Vietnamese buildups

threatening South Vietnam's

Central Highlands, and another d6

enemy were reported killed.

The strikes couia presage a new

South Vietnamese push into nor-

theast Cambodia About 2500 South

Vietnamese troops are massed 12

miles from the border

A spokesman for the South

Vietnamese -Command also an

nounced that l«.0fl0 Saigon troops

arc now operating in Laos, an

increase of sooo. and leoo fresh

troops have been committed to the

The battle fronts shaped up this

v\,iy

-1600 South Vietnamese

operating in Laos cut east-west

Kte 9 between the border and the

trans-shipment point of Sepone.

and Ktes U and 921 going south

Irom Kte 9

- 2500 5 'igon troops are in South

Vietnam's Central Highlands. 12

miles Irom northeastern Cambodia

and 2( * > miles south of the Rte 9

operation

—23.000 South Vietnamese troops

arc operating another 2110 miles

farther noulli <»n 100-mile iront.

blocking Highway* l and 7 leading

irom eastern Cambodia into the

southern halt oi South Vietnam

Spokesmen announced that three

more helicopters- and an F4

Phantom fighterbomber were

downed in Laos. Three of the

helicopter crewmen were rescued,

but there was no report on the fate

of the others.

The two fliers aboard the F4

were missing.

South Vietnamese spokesmen

said the forwardmost elements of

the Saigon forces in Laos had

advanced westward about two

miles and were now about 17 1/2

miles from the Vietnamese border

and about eight miles from Sepone.

South Vietnamese reconnaissance

units have been moving in and out

of Sepone since the -operation

began Feb. 8

Spokesmen in Saigon claimed

the going was slow because the

troops were stopping to search out

enemy caches, and rain and low

clouds were limiting US air sup-

port

in Laos, North Vietnamese

forces slammed four 122mm

rockets into the Long Cheng base

damaging the regional military

headquarters of Gen. Vang Pao. a

Defense Ministry spokesman in

Vientiane said

The spokesman, Gen.

Thongpanh Knoky, would not deny

reports that a Thai battalion had

been flown in Long Cheng to

bolster its defenses. Two batteries

of Thai artillery are known to be

stationed at the base which is

operated by the US Central In-

telligence Agency. Other source*

reported that as many as 2000

reinforcements have been.moved

into the area, bringing the total

under Vang Paos command to

about 8000 men.

More than 6000 North Viet-

namese are reported in the area.

A total of 19 US helicopters and

two fighterbombers have been lost

in the first 10 days of the

operation, with 24 Ami
killed, 5 missing and 16 wl

official spokesmen said tc

Pilots report a dozen

other helicopters have

down but have been recov^

The losses included 12 [

ters and two F4 Phantom
bombers downed in Laos ara

helicopters brought down
northwest corner of Soutl)

nam.

T lis acieuscs. *"" "-"» ——— _

Nixon Proposes Six-Pom

Medical ^ n"

\orth Vietnamese forces con-

tinued to put up stitt resistance,

Iwth in Laos and Cambodia, with

heavy antiaircraft fire thrown up

at the hundred! <>i US helicopters

supporting the drivM

Mitchell Denies
Wiretap Charge

WASHINGTON Attorne>

, ,, m.i .i I John Mitchell today

denied the use ol an> illegal

wiretap evidence in the 1

against Rev Philip Berrigan

Supporters ol Berrigan. indicted

on a charge of conspiracy to kidnap

presidential advisor Henrj l

Kissenger, have charged that

illegal wiretap evidence lormed

the basis ol the federal grand jury

indictment

I can ..-sure you. with respect

to the allegations that were made

by some ol these parties that ap-

peared before the grand jury with

respect to wiretapping that they

are absolutely, completely un-

true
" Mitchell said Wednesday.

A tape interview with Mitchell

was carried on a CBS-TV news

program.

A spokesman for the US Com-

mand said American helicopters

flew only 100 mission into Laos

yesterday, compared to more than

too a day earlier

There were indications from the

field, however, that stiffening

enemv resistance was also slowing

the drive, and that the South

Vietnamese were issuing in-

complete reports on their

caiuilttw

Mihtarv sources said the South'

Vietnamese are up against at least

tour North Vietnamese infantry in

l^ios and possibly a fifth, some

artillery regiments and a

significant number of rear service

units Thev gave no estimate of the

total number of troops. A North

Vietnamese infantry regiment is

supposed to number between 2500

and 2900 men. but often they are

below strength

The sources said the cutting of

Kts 9, 92 and 921 would seriously

reduce North Vietnam's supply

capacity

WASHINGTON tAP) -President

Nixon proposed today a six-point,

low budgeted package of health-

care proposals to insure adequate

medical care for all American

families through a vast expansion

of private insurance

reorganization of the medical care

svstem
In a 17-page message to

Congress, Nixon offered a com-

prehensive alternative to

Democratic proposals for national

health insurance by emphasizing

federally stimulated reforms of the

current medical care program

His initiatives ranged from new

legislation to require all businesses

to furnish employes com-

prehensive private insurance to

new federal backing for pre-paid

group practice arrangements

In addition. Nixon wants most of

the present federal-state medicaid

program for poor persons replaced

with a new program of federally

financed private health insurance;

elimination of the $5.30 con-

tribution by the elderly for sup-

plemental medicare coverage;

new arrangements for medical

care in isolated rural and big

ghetto areas; and major new

financial support to increase the

supply of doctors and other health

personnel.

The President said his plan for a

national health insurance part-

nership is designed to correct the

inadequacies of the present

svstem -not by destroying our

present insurance system but by

improving it
.**

Rather than giving up on a

astern which has been developing

impressively." he said, 'we should less expensive and less da

wo?k to bring about further growth way-to reform and rene

which will fill the gaps we have

identified."

The President offered this reply-

to influential congressional

Democrats who believe health care

should be nationalized;

T believe that our government

and our people, business and labor,

the insurance industry and the

health profession can work

together in a national partnership

to achieve our health objectives I

do not believe that the

achievement of these objectives

requires the nationalization of our

health insurance industry

Nationalization. Nixon said,

would mean 'that federal per-

sonnel would inevitably be ap-

proving the budgets of local

hospitals, setting free schedules

for local doctors, and taking other

steps which could easily lead to the

complete federal domination of all

of American medicine

That is an enormous risk-and

there is no need for us to take it.'

he said. "There is a better way-a

more practical, more effective,

nation's health system

Nixon included no over-

estimate with his message

cost of individual items mer

totaled $2.8 billion This cor

to cost estimates for the sw<

Democratic nationalization

that range upwards fror

billion a year.

The President placed

stress on requiring that

surance progrms. federal

private, allow recipients to

in so-called health mainte

organization

Such medical groups

enrollees comprehensive

ranging from prevention tr

hospitalization for a fixed

premium.
The President budgete^

million as planning and stj

money for a nationwide netwi

the maintenance organizatic

handful of these now exist, r;

from the health insurance

New York City to the

Permanent Foundation!

California

o toJo

FIVE BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

AWAIT YOU
Vote today for

WINTER CARNI QUEEN

The queen and her court

will appear at the

UM Maine game, Saturday night
j

1

Remember. *"*<

Today is the last day to vote ^_

So do it in the y

Student Union Lobby /

<uMf

Hillel Coming Attractions

Feb. H« Sunday morning Brunch with Dr. Leonard Ehrlich

11a.m., Hillel Center.

Feb 21 - 22° Hillel Elections. Hillel Center.

Feb. 26" Friday evening "Soul" service and dinner. Reserva-

tions will be accepted until Feb. 22. $1.50 each.

NEW «»U5ED CLOTHING

6£ MAIN ST AMHERST

Films, Movies
The Cinema

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ===== I

I
Weekend: JSot 1 he Best \

By BOB NESTI
MDC Staff

By RUSSELL C. MUNDY
MDC Staff

1939 was a very good year.

"Ninotchka," "The Wizard of Oz,"

"Stagecoach," "Wuthering
Heights," and "Destry Rides

Again," all of which continue to

live in the art houses and film

societies across the country, ap-

peared for the first time that year.

But with the release of "Gone With

the Wind" on December 14, 1939 in

Atlanta, a very good year became

a very big year.

Blessed (or burdened) with

But no one,

no movie,

before or since,

has stirred the

public as did

Gone With TheWind

television, it is difficult for us to

appreciate the relationship that the

American public once experienced

I
with the movies. The old movie fan

had an abiding interest in the

movie stars as they were in "real"

life the legends that grew up with

Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pick-

ford, Jean Harlow, and the last

great movie star, Marilyn Monroe

two years to get Clark Gable away

from MGM in order to cast him as

the dashing, irresistible rascal,

Rhett Butler.

The production was immense:

$4,000,000., 220 minutes of playing

time, three directors-George

Cukor, Victor Fleming, Sam Wood,

two screen writers -Sidney Howard

and Ben Hecht, five cameramen,

and coutless awards. To this day

the proper credits have not been

untangled. Lee Garmes for in-

stance did all of the camera work

and lighting up to Hie railway

scene and never received credit.

Speaking of technical produc-

tion: My own eagerness to see the

film again is salted with ap-

prehension. It is an epic on the

grandest scale and it requires a big

screen and brilliant color in order

to work its magic. The Student

Union has leased 35mm projectors

for the showings so the color,

breath-taking in its day, will at

least be given an even chance.

One hears a good deal about the

student activities fee: What does it

do? Where does it go? Whatever

the current answers some of it

should go to equip the Student

Union with first-class film

projector equipment. Comfortable

seats (Wait until you shift your

way through three hours and forty

minutes of "Gone With the Wind".

We may all be permanently im

Films

great movie star, Maniyn mum uc, We may au oe hiiiwmho •»

were as important to the public as preSsed if not disfigured) and even

.k^j, film.; in contrast today's mnrp imnortant. 35mm arc-light
their films. In contrast todays

television viewer is interested in

Bronson, the role, rather than the

actor who plays it. Joanne

Woodward was asked the dif-

ference between being a movie

star and a television actress. She

answered. "When I was in the

movies I heard people say. There

goes Joanne Woodward' Now They

say, 'There goes somebody 1 think

I know
. "

'

The public was informed and

concerned about its stars to an

extent that seems only absurd

today In 1925 the newly married

Gloria Swanson returned from

Europe and trained from New

York to Los Angeles while the

American public lined the tracks

stopping the train with shouts,

Glorious Gloria, the kid who

made good." But no one. no movie,

before or since, has stirred the

public as did "Gone With the

Wind" ,. „
Margaret Mitchell's sprawling

novel was released in 1936 and

became an immediate best seller

It was not simply a best seller, but

became one of a handful of novels

that was found on all America s

bookshelves Uncle Toms Cabin

was another One expects that

there are many, many copies ot

both on Amherst bookshelves

today
When the late David O. Selznick.

first-class, show-biz P™duce£
acquired the film rights to the

novel speculation about who might

pTay thTrole of Scarlet O'Hara

began with a vengeance^ Bette

Davis and Kathenne Hepburn

were the front runners until one

night (or so the story goes) during

the shooting of the burning of

Atlanta A young British actress

Vivian Leigh, visited the set and

Selznick saw her greer
,
eyes

against a background of Atlanta

aflame and Scarlet was cast that

nlght selznick waited not less than

more important

projectors.

If you saw the incredible drizzle

that purported to be "Charge of the

Light Brigade" at the Campus

Center Thursday night, you saw a

good example of an over-extended

that if the Student

Union choosed to

produce big films,

and I think they

should because

theirs is the only

budget that can

afford them, then

they should do

them up smartly,.

16mm print The pigment was lost

and the sound- the English ac

cents, incomprehensible. It seems

to me that if the Student Union

chooses to produce the big films,

and I think they should because

theirs is the only budget that can

afford them, then they should do

them up smartly.

"Gone With the Wind" will of

course be different for each of us

this weekend Where once it was a

definite portrait of a war-ridden

South, now it is recognized

nostalgically, bitterly too., in its

place among the heirlooms of

American legend. As the

Westerners rode into the sunset, so

too does the ante bellum South of

"Gone With the Wind."

This weekend the most widely

circulated, the most often seen, the

most profitable film in history will

begin with, "There was a land of

cavaliers and cottonfields in the

Old South" and end a civil war

later with, "After all. tomorrow is

another day."

ADAM'S RIB (Saturday, Sage Hall, Smith, 7:30 and

One'of the best of the Spencer Tracy - Katharine

Hepburn comedies. It's a battle between the sexes

with Hepburn playing a woman's lawyer defending a

case in which Tracy is the judge.
UqH iw i

BRFWSTER MCCLOUD (Campus Cinema, Hadle>>

A fantasy involving a young man who lives in the

Astrodome and who wants to fly. Robert Altman

assembled some of his MASH crew "eluding Sally

• Hot Lips" Kellerman) in this irreverent black

comedy which attacks nearly every aspect of

American life.

CHARLY (Sunday, SU, 7 and 9)

Cliff Robertson won an Oscar for his performance as a

mentally retarded man who was transformed into a

genius through a scientific experiment Based upon

the novel "Flowers for Algernon .

DOCTOR'S WIVES (Showcase Cinemas, West

one^hould indulge in an insulin injection before

seeing this maudlin bit of nonsense reminiscent of a

Lana Turner Sandra Dee drama.

DUCK SOUP and HORSEFEATHERS (Campus

Cinemas, Friday and Saturday, ID

Two of the finest Marx Brothers comedies^ DUCK

SOUP features Groucho as Prime Minister Firefly ot

Freedona, Harpo and Chico as peanut vendors who

become secret agents, and Zeppo rounds out the

quartet as Groucho's cohort and straight man.

Considered by Groucho their craziest film.

In HORSEFEATHERS Groucho returns to college as

a new president in this slapstick satire of education,

i-olleae life sports and love during the Depression.

SffllSr THE CURE. LITTLE RASCALS

(Friday Merrill Science Center, Amherst College)

Charlie Chaplin stars in two silent comedy classics

also on the program are some great Little Rascal and

Laurel and Hardy comedies.

GONE WITH THE WIND (Friday and Saturday. SU

K'i Ilroorn

'

Franklv 1 don't give a damn to spend four hours sitting

in a miserably uncomfortable seat in the Union

Ballroom watching probably a thirty year old print of

this film while a girl nearby heaves and sobs in rare

THE GUIDE Saturday, Mahar Auditorium 7:15)

A sensitive film adaptation of R.K. Narayan s novel

involving a romantic triangle.

I OVE MY . . . WIFE (Campus Cinemas. Hadley

>

Elliot Gould stars in this serious comedy about a

husband bored with his wife and finds his interest^
i
on

the side Brenda Vacarro co-stars in a fine per

tormance as his wife in a poorly-conceived role

I OVE STORY I
Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield I

I liked it!" Richard Nixon.

MY NIGHT AT MAUDS (Talkie. Northampton.

A highlv tauted French film. The official French

pntrv for the 1970 Academy Awards

PI1ANTOM OF THE OPERA (Sunday. Thompson 104,

Tte
nd

1925 Lon Chaney original. You've seen the

Sghtemng scene at least a hundred times; its when

Mary Prmben slaps Charley's mask onto the floor

exoosing a face which makes Quasimodo ooklikea

WmTer Carnival Queen finalist Much of its hokum,

excepting Chaney 'a masterful performance^

THE PRIVATE LIVES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES

(Sun-Tues Academy of Music. Northampton)

Bmy w?Wer-s satire on Arthur Conan Doyle s

detective Us jokes are rather strained such as

reduces about his drug-taking and his relationship

to Watson

THE REVOLUTIONARY (Through Saturday,

Academy of Music, Northampton)

Jon VoTght gives one of the best and most neglected

performances of the year in this Kafkaesque study of

^SJSSSStm GOD" TRILOGY (Monday,

Tuesday and Thursday, Mahar)

ThreeIdms of Igmar Bergman. It has been called one

of the most significant contributions to intellectual

cinema The first film THROUGH THE (.LASS

DXRKI.Y explored a family which slowly is going

mad. The second WINTER LIGHT is an ascetic study

of a Lutheran pastor living a dead existence. The

third and final film THE SILENCE explores this

theme further. „,.,..,.., .rh.^Aav
THEY SHOOT HORSES. DOVT THEY? (Thursday,

An emotionally-draining experience. Director SJAig

Pollack has fiimed Horace McCoys novel making it

perhaps, the most existential film ever made. Both

Jane Fonda and Gig Young won important acting

awards ta a large excellent cast featuring^Susannah

York and Red Buttons. Winner of the National Board

of Review's Best Picture of 1969.

TOKVTOKA! TOR.V. (Amherst Cinema, Amherst)

Pearl Harbor day, Hollywood style. The Japanese are

crafty the Americans buffoons, and the acting just

plain terrible. The special effects seem* to have

filmed in a War PinBall Machine with a Kodak Super

Eight home camera.

trxsh (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)™
Dallesandro and transvestite Holly Woodlawn

ptayte>ple next door you enjoy over now and

men for Vfew laughs. Andy Warhol produced h s

protegee Paul Morriseys first film which.s
someone's idea of a television situation comedy set in

he East Vllage Joes problems are quite explicit

or as hard as he tries, he cant in any way make .L

Hoilv Woodlawn gives one of the most touching per-

formances of the year in this the best Warhol-Factory

UHERE'S^POPPA? (Through Saturday. Academy

Music. Northampton)
,nmoHu

Cart Riener's slapstick attempt at black comedy^

George Segal as a man trying to cut the apron strings

of his lunatic mother (Ruth Gordon).

TheaterSSSe drama about the strange

relationships between four males andlaMJ man

continues throughout this weekend at Theater h.

Smith College ($>

more performances, tonight and Saturday
.

at Bowki r

TonightTy will perform^^^^^
and vet titled. Tomorrow they w .11 again epeat their

acclaimed production of TERMINAL. If)

Music

M \HHI \ AND THE VANDELI.AS

The Motown Recording stars will give a concert of the

Golden Oldie Sound' this Saturday night at 8 in

Chapin Auditorium. Mt Holyoke College. <$>

I'M I. PENA BLUES BAND
Tonight Buckley Recital Hall. Amherst College «$)

THE UNICORM. THE (iOROON AND THE MAN-

TICORE
, ..

American operatic composer Carl Mennotti wrote this

magic fable for chorus, dance, and orchestra

Saturday evening at 8: 15 at the Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College

Ul>* flaisarlfiMrtta flails (BolUtta'

(h student unior
"
J

Off.ceot the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor ot

^ S45 03" I

the Umyers.ty campus, l>f> code 01002 Phones are 545 2S50 (new

(sports), and W» 1311 (editor)
Di,sh«

* v *

Second class postage pa<d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGI ^ ^
times weeKly Monday through Friday during the academic y

aca ( 10r or

vacation and exam periods, three or four t.mes a week following ^^ ^
exam period or when a holiday falls withm a week Accepted for rr

„4J s d

authority of the act of March 8, U7? as amended by the act of Ju"«

scnpt.on rates are 17 50 per semester. 114 00 per year

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood
Westfield
562-3604

—i~
*\^ —*•-
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The Dragon: Symbol Of China SundayLecture Planner

S£? H.s took will be "Jesus is a Co-Conspirator•-Notes I

Reflections on the Berrigan Brothers,^ East Coast Conspiracy to &

Hl
5THoh^pSy Dn-eX of Development for the Putney Befaj

, ong acUve >n social and political affairs, he has headed a commuJ

oranSng effort in Boston and has been director of a national social A

£> .S x\ ieencv for the Unitarian Universalis! Association. He H

lieen1 v^veSIn civii rights programs in Selma. Memphis, Montgom,

- .ladelphia. and Boston, and he was one of three representatives of I

wh'tf^mmunity chosen by Black Unitarian Universalis to serve on

Black Affairs Council.
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Far Eastern Culture

Shown On China Ntght
. .. :__ j„„;«-«rl i..vtiv:il artivitv. It IS COloi

The UMass Chinese Club will

hold China Night on Saturday

February 20. at 8:00 p.m in the

Student Union Ballroom

China Night will be a totally

student-planned and student-run

program which will feature

Chinese folk dances, the Lion

Dance Chinese folk songs, a

performance on the Chinese

Vertical Flute, two short movies on

Chinese art and a painting

demonstration

A performance on the violin will

be given by Mr Paul Chang, who

has won a first prize in a high

school violin contest and also is a

member of All State Orchestra He

will play Handel's sonata #3 in F

for violin and piano, accompanied

by Miss Anita Sorell

There will also be a demon-

stration on Chinese Martial Art,

Kung Fu. It contains not only the

arts and techniques of bare hand

fighting but also of various

classical weapons such as sword.

spear, chain and stick_

(S »w»t VIA I 91 TO II

Originally an exercise designed

to train one's mind and build one s

soul in order to achieve self-

discipline and live in harmony with

the universe, the real beauty and

strength of Kung Fu does not lie in

them The beauty lies in the

festival activity. It is colorful,

joyous and boisterous and it

symbolizes bringing good luck and

sharing happiness together.

There will be $100 admission

charge to cover the cost of refresh

ments which will consist of such

\Ss

SJ-'s SrSrfE.- he ffl^fcau^"and Paslry as

«rsoiS ta kffiSMB— *'" =« "* Shrimp Ravioli SaoMa,

Krerwth lies in his belief of and Ma La cake Reservations can

living logttherm peace and love be made at the Student Union

The lion dance is a traditional ticket office

mgfcmjcafe

Qt*y-

D WALT DISNEY
..OOUCTIOK*

CbUKW

DYANi;ANNOrj
r.ABnCRENN/

1:30- :<:.'*

.v;t-7::0-!<:'0

CALl 413-733-5131

thi

<#V
SWn

1 Cook Ploce

In the Alley

3 SY tcU b<

Senator Bob "P»clcio©o<i

,C O .on

.»»

"Back Home Bargains'

BOOTS AND FUN SHOES FOR GUYS & GALS

fluJ d

Coffee hour, 2 - 4:30, Colonic I Uuitfle

gggwwacwmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmtfm

In new screen splendor...

Hie most magnificent picture

DAVID O.SEIZNICKS pwouctohofhuargaret mjtcheus

7T

..-

A - / ">&

STARRING

CIARKGABLE

VIVIEN LEIGH

LESLIE HOWARD
OIJVIAdeHAVlLLAND

A ScliNICK » in no •»
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'
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S.U. BALLROOM
75c

Feb. 19-11 A.M., 3 & 8 P.M.

Feb. 20 & 21 -2 P.M.

A "New Viewpoint" . ^^
Veterans Express Opposition To SE Asian W ar

The UMass chapter of Veterans

Against the War in Southeast Asia

will meet to decide the political

platform of the group tonight at 7

p.m. in room 175 of the Campus

Center.

Bill Staton, organizer of the

group stated that the purpose of the

group would be to show people how

Correction
The interview conducted with

Don Gurewitz, National

Executive Secretary of the

Student Mobilization Com-
mittee, which appeared in

yesterdays Collegian mistated

the date of the Student Anti-War

Conference. The correct date is

this weekend from Feb. 19-21 at

Catholic University in

Washington. DC

veterans, those who have seen

action in Vietnam as well as those

who have seen any prior service

are against the war and that they

favor the complete withdrawal

from Southeast Asia.

Staton also stated that the group

will attempt to go beyond that

which has been accomplished by

students by providing a new and

experienced viewpoint on the war.

Bernie Lougee. another

spokesman for the group, said the

program and some of the practical

activities of the group will be

decided upon at the gathering.

Consensus so far points to a

single issue platform calling for

immediate withdrawal irom
Southeast Asia, he said. Since the

group operates on the basis of non-

exclusion, he further explained

that anyone who identifies with this

basic issue will be welcome.

"These are veterans who fought

and are opposed to the war,"

Lougee said. "The job of the group
is to have a united effect, to show
the campus that there are more
than students and Communists
that oppose the war."

At least 80 members are ex-

pected for the meeting, Lougee

said. The estimation is based on

response and signatures taken at a

table located in the Student Union

this past week.

RAFI
invites oil interested persons

EXODUS
S.U. BALLROOM — 7:00 & 10:00 P.M.

Israeli Dancing, Singing

Cope Cod Lounge — 8:30 P.M - 12:30 A.M.

SUNDAY, FEB. 21

REFRESHMENTS

L

FlyingClubPromotesCarni

A biplane will be situated in Haigis Mall today from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

as part ot the Flying Club s publicity stunt to promote Winter Carni

Weekend and the Flying Club Raffle.

Take off if all has gone according to schedule, should have been at d: 30

a m from the Turners Falls Municipal Airport The plane, courtesy of

Pioneer Aviation, should have arrived by air on the UMass campus

between 7 and 7 30 this morning with pilot Woody Hobbs, a graduate

student in geologv. and Bob Burdock, of Pioneer Aviation.

Two approaches were planned for the landing of the craft: one run-

way" was the Massachusetts Avenue exteasion coming from the bridge

on route 116 and the other was the turnoff access road behind the soccer

field If weather was bad Hobbs said the flight would be cancelled

After landing the plane should have taxied down Mass Ave to Haigis

Mall. Baffle tickets for a trip for two to Nassau over spring vacation will

be available at the plane. „_.. »_
Students interested in flying or joining the flying club are invited to stop

by the plane Hobbs said. The club offers discount on renting planes and

flight instruction, among its other benefits he added.

Dues are $2 Lee Storcsund. president of the club will be happy to

discuss membership with interested persons at the next meeting on

March 1 it was announced.

_Tora!.

Tgfa!

LATE "ADULT" SHOW FRI. AT 11:45 P.M.

"X" "THE HEAD MISTRESS" in color

Not part of reg. program — Seats $2.00

WINTER CARNI 71 's

FESTIVAL of the BALLOONS
with

bostons best GUNS and BUTTER,

ORT and FEATHERBED.
STARTING SATURDAY NIGHT AT 8:30

Ending Sunday morning in time for church.

one buck cheap

CC Auditorium - it'll be dynamite
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MDC Close-up

The Plight of The Freshman ... Ill

Involvement Helps Eliminate Anonymity

There is a well known and widely

recognized adage which states the belief

that the only true way to adjust to a new

situation or environment is to become

involved in it and to take advantage of the

opportunities for involvement that it

provides

For I student enrolled in a sehool the

size of I Mass with its ever increasing

student body, its highly impersonal

classroom atmosphere and its large

dormitories there is a significant need to

become involved m an activity which will

add to a sense of belonging and self-

satisfaction There is an even greater need

to become known and recognized as an

individual amidst the mass anonymity

that pervades the campu.-

For a Irishman new to the campus, the

wnet\ ot activities is widespread and

diverse so as to alio* him the greatest

choice possible m determining the best

activit) which is best suited to him. his

major and his interests

Despite this treshman participation is

relatively low during first semester This

is usualK because freshman refrain from

becoming involved in activities until after

they have the •feel" of the University as a

whole and become aware of the op-

portunities open to them

This practice of waiting a semester

btfore becoming involved is recom-

mended to incoming students by the ad-

ministration according to Shiela McRevey

the Assistant Coordinator of Student

Activities This is done so that freshman

will have the opportunity to see what the

possibilities are actually open to them and

to judge what they are actually capable

Freshman do tend however to join or

become involved during the first semester.

If they do thev are usually in organizations

directly concerned with strong interests

carried over from high school

Membership however does tend to

become more pronounced and widespread

during second semester According to

Panhellenic Council estimates provided by

Betty Richardson President of the

Panliellenic Council interest in the Greek

life increases at this time as freshman and

transfers alike discover the pros and cons

ot dormitory life and begin to search for

realistic and satisfactory alternatives.

This is the result of the freshman's need

to broaden himself and his activities as

« ell as to come in contact with new people

As he does so he attempts to correlate his

choice of activities to his new interests

which are in large part brought on by

initial exposure to course material in his

major and some idea however vague of

what he intends to pursue after his college

career has ended

Kstimates of freshman participation in

activities for this years **«»"£
indicate however that this yea ^
man are making a significant attempt «
become involved ill the activities which the

various organizations on campus aie at-

tempting to provide them with.

Such participation vanes as an ex-

ceedingly high membership of 50 fresh

men out of 250 total members ot the ski

club.

Other organizations which currently

count a substantial number ot treshman

among their members are the National

Educational Service with approximately

100 members and 20 freshman serving as

Student Senators out of a total ot M

There is also significant freshman

participation in APO and Gamma Gamma
Sigma the service fraternity and sorority

respectively. Dorm government and

religious organizations such as Uillel. the

Campus Crusade for Christ and the

Newman Club

One outlet for freshman participation

will be the Freshman Class Executive

Council which will eventually be composed

of at least 50 people Additionally there are

various ad-hoc committees set up as

branches of the Executive Council which

have open membership These committees

could reasonably involve 30-40 more fresh-

man

As a comment upon the question of

freshman participation. Dean of Students

William Field noted that freshman should

In' encouraged to sample the possibilities

ot activities during the first semester in

order to gain an idea of the areas open to

them.

"There is no real reason why freshmen

cannot get involved in a certain extent

during their first semester, in that way
they can often help their own progress

towards adjustment to the University

otten too freshman can add new life to an

organization by providing new ideas and

initiative to the programs.

RIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 197) UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

And so it goes that the freshman this

year are Incoming more and more in

activities of an extra-curricular nature As

they do they become more and more in

volved in what the University is and also

Imd a sense of purpose for themselu-

This involvement is what will help them

to become more easily and rapidly ad

justed to the climate of the University and

will go far to eliminate some of the effects

ol the 'treshman syndrome.'*

This special MDC close-up on Fresh

man represents the efforts of MDC
Staffers Pat King. Kerry Kelley with

Linda Bahcki acting as special editor

Grad Students Assist Student Affairs Depts.
•Mutually benefiting" is Associate Dean of Students

Michael West's evaluation of the project in which six

. adu ite students from Springfield College are assisting in

the UMass student affairs department.

These students, majoring in Student Personnel, will be

\ una volunteer field work in the six residential areas of the

!.ampus for the remainder of the year. ....
Dean West commented that they are not here simply to do

1 ical work but that their assignment is to work under

each of the Area Coordinators in areas such as program

planning, role of counselors, to attend staff meetings, and to

participate in other areas contributing to their practical

experience.

Ken Burnham, the Assistant Hampshire Area Coor-

dinator, noted that in the office of the Area Coordinator one

tastes every imaginable problem of personal services. He

said "These students all come from a small college and have

little knowledge of the workings of a large university. This

makes him well-rounded."

Burnham said that the benefits to UMass include a free

person at the disposal of the Area Coordinator who can

devote a great deal of time to a particular problem. The

grad student can also give insight to the student perspective.

"He can relate the decisions of a small college to our areas

which are like small colleges in themselves," said Bur-

For the future. West mentioned, "The program could

conceivably expand into the ther departments < in addition to

Student Affairs) such as admission, financial aid, or

counseling and other aspects of campus life."

Tutor Orientation

Sessions Continue
The second of three tutor orientation sessions will be held this Sunday.

It will start at 7:30 P.M. and will be held in Room 163 of the Campus

tenter. All tutors wishing to receive modular credit for the orientation

must attend.

This Sunday's session will center around questions, answers and a

neneral discussion of video taped tutoring that occurred this week. On

h md to speak and add to this will be Center Coordinators and tutees from

Springfield The main speaker of the night will be Art Smith, who is the

center coordinator of the N.E.S. Main Street Center.

one technical addition to the N.E.S. program as it affects the UMass

( mipus is the opening of the N.E.S. Study Center in Winchester Square of

spnngfield. This is an educational program being funded by Springfield s

Model Cities Program.

The Study Center deals with Junior and Senior High School students

md needs approximately 100 volunteers to work as tutors with these kids.

'Tutoring will take place in the evening and a minimum of one session a

ucek is required.

The Study Center is well equiped with audio and video equipment so a

tutor and a tutee have unlimited educational alternatives. The center is

hrae has a relaxing atmosphere and shines like new. There is a young

staff to compliment this new educational alternative to the structured red

>e

\™voXerested in working in the Study Center can do so without any

ied tape The regular N.E.S. bus to Springfield which leaves from

KowkerAuditorium at 6: 15 p.m. Monday thru Thursday will be stopping

bv the Studv Center upon the request of the person interested. However, if

sou need red tape you can attend the orientation session this Sunday.

Nonetheless the real question is your involvement as a committed tutor.

TILT
winter carni

carni

feb. 19 & 20
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Lost In The Shuffle

Freshmen are confronted with many problems in their initial days at a

I niversitv which in no small manner relate to the future lives of these

individuals. However, as freshmen, these students are in a poor position

to solve these dilemmas effectively.

The major reason for this ineffectiveness is the freshman's ignorance

and isolation These University novices know little or nothing about

existing, both academically and socially, in a University of 20.000 human

beings and must individuallv discover means of survival.

However, freshmen reallv have no where to turn to get the answers that

lhe\ are seeking Placed in freshmen dorms and surrounded only by

people who have the same problems, they neither benefit from the ex-

perience or the advice of upperclassmen nor learn how to function

rationallv at the University.

The areas of interest for these freshmen are not such metaphv sural

ideas as the place of the individual in the I niversity community but m-

siead such practical things as course changes, culling classes exams.

etc. It is in these areas that upperclassmen are especially knowledgeable

ami mav be of the greatest aid.

Vet due to the prohibition of freshmen from coed dorms, this source of

information is not available to a high percentage of the incoming fresh-

men Thus. the\ must disco\er answers for themselves and many times

tmd themselves bewildered and lost in the bureaucratic shuffle, a

position not especiallv advantageous to top academic achievement^

Some m;.s have moral reasons for opposing the^lacement of freshmen

.,. cued dorms These seem petty, however, when compared to the loss of

time ami knowledge that the underclassman suffers by his isolation.

WASHINGTON -Somewhere in this great land of

ours there is a computer stashed full of information on

you Whenever you want a bank loan, a credit card or

a job. this computer will, in a matter of seconds, give

some total stranger almost every detail of your lite.

Unfortunately for most of us. the computer is unable

to discriminate between fact and malicious gossip,

and once the information is fed into it. it stays there

forever.

The other dav I was considering going into a car

pool with three other men. Hicks. Kroll and Anderson.

1 have known these men casually for years, but when

you join a car pool, you really want to know what

they're like

So I asked a friend of mine in the retail credit

bureau if 1 could use his computer for a few hours.

He agreed and I went down there and typed out:

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT HICKS. AL, WHO
LIVES AT 43 LOVERS LEAP TERRACE?
The computer started chattering: HICKS, AL,

BORN OCT. 23. 1925, BOTTLE-FED. BED-
WETTER UNTIL 7 YEARS OLD.

I typed back: FORGET ABOUT CHILDHOOD AND
GIVE ME SOME OTHER FACTS.

The computer replied: HICKS HAS A

DOMINEERING WIFE WHOM THE WHOLE
WORLD THINKS IS AS SWEET AS MAPLE SYRUP
WHENEVER SHE GETS MAD AT HIM, HE STARTS

BITING HIS NAILS.

I tvped back: I'M NOT INTERESTED IN THAT
WHAT'S THE CONDITION OF HIS CAR?
The computer paused for a few seconds and then

tapped out: HICKS OWNS 1957 BUICK CON-

VERTIBLE FOR WHICH HE IS STILL PAYING $80

A MONTH. IT HAS BEEN IN THE GARAGE 33

TIMES AND HAS COST HIM $1.500 1 REPAIRS.

TWO OF THE SPRINGS IN THE BACK SEAT ARE
BROKEN AND HE NEEDS NEW SNOW TIRES. HE

HAS THE CAR WASHED ONCE A MONTH.
It added: HICKS NEVER CHEATS ON HIS WIFE.

THOUGH HE THINKS ABOUT IT A LOT.

THAT'S ENOUGH: I told the computer. NOW GIVE

ME A RUNDOWN ON KROLL, H.G., WHO LIVES AT

1 LION'S DEN CIRCLE.
The tapes in the computer started turning tunously

and finallv stopped. The teletype began to chatter:

KROLL H.G.. HAD STRONG MOTHER WHO
DRESSED HIM IN SILK SAILOR SUITS UNTIL HE

WAS 13 YEARS OLD.
GET ON WITH IT: I typed impatiently.

HE OWNS 1970 MERCUR'* FOUR-DOOR SEDAN
WHICH HAS SPECIAL SILK SEAT COVERS. LIKES

TO DRESS UP IN HIS WIFE'S CLOTHES WHEN
CHILDREN ARE AT CAMP
THAT'S ENOUGH: I typed ?ngrily. WHAT ABOUT

ANDERSON, EL. 198 DOVER CLIFFS?

ANDERSON IS HAVING A BIG THING WITH A

LADY COSMETICS BUYER FROM LORD &

TAYLOR
WHAT ABOUT HIS CAR? I demanded.

THEY DON'T USE HIS CAR. THEY USE HERS.

I DIDN'T MEAN THAT. IS HIS AUTOMOBILE
SAFE FOR OUR CAR POOL?

IT IS NOW, BUT IF MRS. ANDERSON EVER
FINDS OUT ABOUT THE LADY BUYER...

THANK YOU VERY MUCH: 1 typed. YOU'VE
BEEN MOST HELPFUL.
DON'T MENTION IT. OH, BY THE WAY. WHEN

ARE YOU GOING TO STOP BEATING YOUR
WIFE?
Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times
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David Williams

Those Were The Days
Two dusty, grav old men sat hunched over crinkly-

paged, musty old" books in the basement of a 28 story

building Thev sat and slowly turned pages and picked

their noses, reliving their lost moments of glory from

vouth „,_.,
'

Well " said the older and grayer of the two. 1970

certainlv wasn' t a very good year, was it
9

I ™™n
that's the year that everything we knew and loved

began to disappear I remember how proud I was

when I became a member of the Homecoming

Committee But it didn't last All my grand dreams

turned to ashes."

T know what vou mean, said the other. He lifted

his head from the book, rather she lifted her head

from the book, and a small tear made a furrow in the

dust on her face as it coursed down her hairv cheek

"I put all my energy into that Carnival but people

just didn't care. They tried to mock us and make fun

of us Thev made me so mad."

She began" to blubber and weep disgustingly and her

companion felt uncomfortable

Tell me,' he said, "How did it happen to you?

Sniffling and sobbing, she told her story:

I was always fond of being right Even when I was

little and plaving in the sandbox with my little friends

I was alwavs right. If someone crossed me up. I would

get up. and" screech at them in my little girl voice, one

of those whiny. obnoxious ones, and then go home in a

huff to sit in my roon and plot their demise By the

time I reached junior high I was very adept at the art

of getting what-I-wanted-on my-own-terms

I had a ball in high school. I did everything that I

was told was worth doing. Class government,

cheerleader, necking with the captain of the football

team I suppose I was Little-Miss All-around.

Teachers let me out of work, my parents let me stay

out late, what a life.

"College was fun. too Just like high school but

everything was done on a bigger scale The captain of

the football team was bigger, the dances we put on

were bigger, the classes were bigger, everything was

bigger But I met the challenge. In the swarming

masses of humanity I managed, in my own inimitable

style, to make myself heard loudly and clearly, of

course.

"Of course," said her captive audience, shifting his

weight from one elbow to another, "But do go on.

"

"Thank you. said the old lady. T certainly shall."

"Everything went fine for a lew years That is, until

vou guvs started having trouble Then all the concerts

were cancelled In one fell stoke, our livelihood was

threatened I began to have nightmares. I began to

dream of armies of people who were good and who

loved and who sought justice and equality My grades

began to slip. I developed an ulcer worrying about

developing an ulcer But we had one utst chance and

we weren't going to blow it if we had to stoop to every

low. nasty, back-stabbing trick we knew.

"A champion of justice came forth, challenging the

five beauties we had selected to reign over the Car-

nival. We told him he couldn't do it. but he just

laughed and said I'm doing it. aren't I?' The people of

the university rallied around him and it began to look

as if the people, the peons I should say. it began to look

as if they were fed up w ith the ruling class. Let me tell

vou. 1. was worried.

So what finally happened9
' asked her weary

listener.

Well, we were ignored Everyone turned out to

vote for this guy who was trying to make a mockery of

us And he did it, curse his bones. We were the biggest

laughing stock on campus. Those peace freaks, those

equality for everybody jerks, they crowned this guy at

the basketball game All kinds of queers and fags

came in and crowned him! The crowd went wild

cheering and the poor girl who got elected nearly died

of shame. I don't blame her.

"Neither do I," said her now bored and tired

listener "I don't blame anybody, there s no sense to

it. it must be part of growing up and being human, but

I do wish you'd shut up.

"

In Defense Of The Landlord

S 6*oae

Lately, there has been much talk

ol unfair landlord practices, and an

undesireable housing situation in

the Amherst area. The most

frequent complaints appear to be

unjustly high rents, and scarcity of

apartments. Let us be fair with

ourselves for a moment and see

whether the landlord really is the

fat cat he is often depicted as

being.

The landlord, like any other

reasonable businessman, seeks to

derive the greatest return on his

investment. Generally speaking,

tor a given area and type of con-

struction, this return is relatively

fixed by natural market forces If

rents are too high, vacancies will

appear, and if set too low, expenses

will approach the level of income

and let s not overlook the fact that

expenses such as taxes, utilities.

and general maintanence spiral

year after year.

One of the most influential

market forces is of course the

quantity of housing available. The

lower the quantity, the higher the

price for a given demand, and vice

versa. If the real estate market

operated like any other commodity
market, the gap between supply

and demand would quickly be

filled. The real estate market is

peculiar in this respect though, in

that it is very sluggish to respond

to an increased demand such as we
have experienced in Amherst.

There are several reasons for this

sluggishness

First of all the demand must be

recognized by investors as real and

persisting, a demand worthy of

tying up money for a long period of

time II if is. plans must be drawn.

Later comes the uquisition of land

and arrangement! far a loan I

at this point dm • nttrw

be in n
i

recoil!; /«•• i.

this period rents may have risen to

what seems to be an unfair level,

which it is really not, considering

the scarcity of this commodity.

It must he understood that it is

exactly this high level of income,

and return on investment that

provides the incentive for more
housing to be built, which will in

time alleviate the shortage. If the

market is tampered with by such

devices as rent control, the

situation w II only grow worse.

Expected income on apartments

will be lower which means a lower

rate of return, and investment

money will consequently flow to

other sectors.

In conclusion, let us not be too

hasty to Indict the landlord for a

problem created rasically by the

rapid gitw h o» the University.
-t o.ne can't be built

Jim Mitchell

"
• • off to the zoo

99

The Swan Was Taken Inside For The Winter

At the school I go to at UMass

in western Mass.

there is a pond in the middle of the

campus

with an island for the ducks and

this one big swan,

and there's goldfish there too

besides.

September went and by the end of

November

it grew very cold

and even started to snow.

Then one day I was walking by

with my
hands full of books and a girls

shoulder

and looked at the island for that

one big swan

but he was gone and nowhere on

the pond

And I stood there but couldn't

respond.

Just walked away till I bumped

into

a construction worker I they were

putting up a

new library). Asked him "Where

the hell are the scenic fowl?")

He looked into my face and wryly

scowled:

"The swan was taken inside for the

winter. Yesterday afternoon)

a crew of about four maintenance

men went out with nets,

scooped up the birds then into a

van and off

to the zoo."

I thought of the swan and knew

that he'd survive

and be back in town.

Whitmore Building Is A Riot

Whitmore building is a riot

I'd give a scale model of one

to my grandmother on halloween

-I'd put it on a pedestal

and think it's obscene

-I'd talk to it, walk with it,

make sure it's clean behind the

ears...

But full scale it reeks

of a far loftier heritage,

It's science fiction what goes on

in those walls

Even the drug addiction

in the bathroom stalls.

Whitmore building is a riot

It passes the fitness test.

The person in back of

the large sharp silver desk

is Madame Defarge.

I lost my id. card

-now I'd better confess.

". . . tallest in the world"
The New

Our campus has a real old

bunch of knowledge

i in a quaint 3-story brick "villa" in

the

heart of the whole thing

Where dust instills me with a

sense of having wandered

through centuries of cancelled

weather.

Victorian writers are my favorite

and they got lots of those packed in

this close

But what will I do when

Library

the new library opens the tallest

one

in the world at UMass in Amherst

when

all the old books are just a

drop in the bucket

in spacy well lit rooms?

The past evaporates, the books

have become

cold stoned artifacts

and forever I remain an un

dergraduate

on an intellectual scavenger hunt

"...clean behind the ears"

L

Poetry by

Larry Trillo

Photos by

Steve Schmidt
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Students ' Questions Solicited By Drug Center

In the last few weeks a lot of

people on campus have been

getting into PCP. but as yet we

haven't been able to get much of a

line on what it is or what it does.

Much of what we've been able to

find out about it is either not very

useful or not very reliable.

regscsaaagiSCE^sssgs^E^^*^^85

Room
To

1

Move
Samples of grass and parsley

which we have had analyzed have

contained PCP. We've also heard

that it comes in a small pmk and

clear capsule with white powder in

it. The chemist who does our

analysis calls it phencyclidine or

sernyl.

As best we can tell it's used

commerciallv as a horse

tranquilizer. It seems to be very

strong and very fast acting. One

source tells us it has a paradoxical

amphetimine-halueinogen action

twhen a down acts like an up>.

Another source says it slows people

down almost to the point of coma

We're going to keep checking on

the pharmacology of PCP. If you

have some experience with it and

would like to help everybody

become more knowledgeable

about it. please get in touch with

us. Write, call, or drop by and

leave a note for Paul or Sandy, c/o

Room to Move, Student Union.

Some questions we need more

information on are: How much

does it take to get off? What's the

high like? IF vou've had a bad time

with it. what was that like? How

long does it last? Are there any

after effects'' Anything else you

know about it would also be ap-

preciated. When we get some kind

of picture about PCP we'll put it in

this column

We'd like to make this column as

relevant to the needs of the people

as possible. If you have any

questions or comments about

drugs or anything else you want to

send us. please use the names

listed above and send them in.

We'll include anything that's sent

in some way in this space if we can.

Also. George Peters (who

started the nation's first LSD

rescude service in Chicago) will be

speaking in the SU Ballroom next

Wednesday (February 24) night at

8 p.m.
Peters did the first espenments

with niacin in treating acid

bummers and with monosodium

glutimate in treating STP bum-

mers. He has also been respon-

sible for opening crisis centers in

several cities.

The lecture will be open to the

public. All interested are urged to

attend.

W M U A
91.1 FM

A love story

that begins with

an incredible
experiment!

A less than ordinary man
is turned into a

genius. He awakens

to an exquisite

love experience, but

at an impossible price for

SEE

CHARLIE!!
from 4 to 6

at our

Sunday, Feb.

HAPPY HOUR
from 3 to 6

at

2ty* EngHfiJj Jltth

*

S.U. Ballroom ',JSS^StTZ« CLIFF ROBERTSON. CVtfM CLAIRE BLOOM

7 & 9:30

50c

WINTER CARNI SALE

at the

UNIVERSITY STORE

Friday Night - 6-9 p.m. ONLY

All pre-recorded 8 track tapes and cassettes

50% off list prices

Friday Store Hours - 8:45 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sale - 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. ONLY

All day Saturday -- 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

All records 33% off list prices

All day Friday and Saturday - Red Tag Sale Items

20-50% off

Jackets, glassware, and ceramics

Reversible T-Shirts

Novelties

Watch for our booth on the main concourse of the

Campus Center!
b

1

LOOKING FOR

SOMETHING EXCITING

TO DO FRIDAY NIGHT?

LITTLE LATIN LARRY
and

his

LOOPIE LOVIES

Plus:

JACK VERONESI & FRIENDS

Campus Center Auditorium

Fri., Feb. 19 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

\ Pv

i /

vV^

75c straight

50c with white socks

6>i

WINTER
CARNI
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B FA PAINTING MAJORS
There will be a meeting tor all B FA

Painters and prospective Painters Mon., Feb

22nd at 12 15 pm in Clark 202 All B.F.A.

Painters are urged to attend

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Do you have some extra time this weekend?

How about sharing it with someone at the State

School Bus leaves from Whitmore at 12 45 on

Saturday

BUDDHIST MEDITATION
The venerable Chao Khun Dhammasudhi,

Meditation master of the Buddhapadipa

Temple, Surrey, England will speak on

Wisdom & the Buddhist Way" Mon, Feb

22nd at 2 P rn in the Red Room o» Converse

Hall, Amherst College This is a rare visit

into Paul 586 1497.

UMASS CHESS CLUB
The club will meet tonight at 7 p m in the

Hatch Second round of the tournament will

also resume Come to play or watch

prepared to remove your shirt Rub your

neighbor

Classes starting in dance movement and

body awareness Tues evening at 7 p m in

Pierpont Lounge.

I.C.I E

IEEE STUDENT FACULTY night Dr

Scott speaks. Topic Biomedical Engineering

Time 7 p.m., Feb 23rd at Murray D Lincoln

Room 174 176.

MENTAL HEALTH
Marriage Counseling Group meets weekly

on Tuesdays from 4 5:30 p.m If interested call

Mental Health Office (545 73371

MICRO TEACHING CLINIC
Clinic begins for this sen,ester on Monday,

V eb 22nd First meeting will be held m the

Marks Meadow Cafeteria

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
A reminder to all NE S Tutors Thesecond

orientation session is this Sunday (Feb 21st)

at7 30pm in Room 163 of the CC

CHINESE CLUB
Chinese club will hold China Night in the S.U.

Ballroom at 8 p m Sat night Feb 20th

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Meeting of the Commuter Assembly

Executive Committee will beheld Feb 22nd at

10 pm at 33 Phillips St , Amherst Apt .2

FOLK ENTHUSIASTS
Coffee house m van Meter Study Lounge

Saturday at 8 30

FREE UNIVERSITY
Massage Workshop folks who signed up or

are interested m this body massage workshop

please come to Rm 169 m our beautiful campus

.enter Sunday at 7 p m Br.nq towel and be

PEOPLE'S CHURCH SERVICE
There will be a worship service, Sunday at 6

7pm m the C C 162 175 Focus will be on the

New Testament Christian Church What was it

like? All interested are welcome, planning

meeting tor service to be Fri at 4 in Hatch

Back

READING STUDY CENTER

Registration tor Reading Study lm

provement course Tues Feb 23rd in Rm 163

164 of the C C at 7 p m Course will meet for 5

weeks Tues 8, Thurs evenings 7 8 15 p m

Notices
SIMS

All transcendendal Meditators checking on

Sunday 4 8 pm group meditation at 8 pm
Tapes of Mahanshi's lectures will be played

Room 168 of the CC.

SKI CLUB
Today is the last day to sign up for

tomorrow's ski trip to Pico Pike If you still

want to go, notify Joe, at 1315 Kennedy, or call

6 7819

UMOC
Meeting Mon in Room 165 of the C C at 6 30

pm Greylock

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
All humans and other life are invited to a low

nass to become aware ot their membership m

ihe Universal Life Church bring your minds

Sunday at 2p m in Rm 174 of the CC.

usee
There will be a meeting for all members and

other interested individuals at 8 p m. Sunday,

Feb 21st in the Colonial Lounge

WMUA
WMUA station meeting on Feb 25th will be

discussing constitution. This is a mandatory

station for all WMUA people Meeting starts at

usual time

LOST
Notebook Child Development lost very

important Dave Desiardms Leave at Lost &

Found Thanks

Wallet lost between SU & Hampshire

House Please call 256 6844 or 5 0082 and ask

lor Cari Thanks

One pair of gold rimmed glasses lost Call

Ralph collect 1 774 2575

A white suitcase with clothes, and other

personal items was lost on the road towards

Route 202 Call 546 5930 Please

THETA CHI
8:00 - ?

BAND

OPEN HOUSE
Friday. Feh. 19

i

t/*
£WIFT

6 lbs. for only $1 50

12 lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50 f

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters, 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(next to The Tower)

1 1 I. PLEASANT STREET

FOUND
A sum of money was found outside ot the

Union Wed night Call 6 8069 8. identify the

amount 8, enclosed receipts

Andreom, '72, of Melville, to

71 of Rensselaer Polytechnic

PINNINGS
Colleen J

Michel Daze,

institute

Christina Chambers, '72, of Melville, to

James Laverty, '73, of Westfield State College

Anita Noah, '74, of JQA to Jay Sandler, '73, of

TEO

ENGAGEMENTS
Dotty Damon, '72, of JQA Upper to Andy

Phillips, 70, ot Cliffside Apts

Georganne Cron.n. '71, of Sunderland to

David Waterman, 70, of E Bndgewater

Diane Pernne, '71, ot Tenent. N.J to Bob

Cain. '70, ot Texas A8.M

Susan J Oremland. 71. of Patterson House,

to Ralph Bornstein. '69, of Newton

Christine Manlich, '73, of Emerson to George

James, 71 of Pi Lambda Phi

W.lma Barker, 71, of Boston Univ to Brad

Eagerman, Grad ,
Sunderland

EAT FOOD

CO-OP
Natural foods

Co-operative
At/Near Whlsle.

Sign up in Free U
Call Don 584-5155
Maureen 1-369 4632

Make Your Winter Carni

Weekend Complete

Visit

Hampden Restaurant

Saturday Lunch

Saturday Dinner

Sunday Lunch

Sunday Dinner

11:30 - 2:30

5:00 - 8:00

12:00 - 3:00

5.00 - 8.00

-\

the director
IS BACK
AGAIN

I* Up

PEOPLE!

SARRIS. ANDREW
ONE OF THE TEN BEST FILMS

OF THE YEAR-Brewstf r

McCloud" is the first American

film to apply an appropriate tone

and style to the absurdest follies

of our times. Its humor is cool

and modern but never silly.

— Village Voice

CRIST. JUDITH:

THE SECOND BEST FILM OF

THE YEAR We'd like to urge you

to see. above all. BREWSTER
McCLOUD. Robert Altman's

dazzler that outdoes his

M : A S' H.

_ New York Magazine

"The most liberating

wild, comic critique

of contemporary

society since the

marvclously mad
eomedies of

the 1930's
—Newsweek

• fit)VW • SALLY KELLEHMAN MICHAFL MURPHY

Now Playing!

Cinema I

7:15 & 9:15

I Com pus
4

f /Ttteinab V
AMHERST-MADIEV LINt-
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Varsity "M" Club Beneficial To UMass Athletics
*/

. . • :.: t„ hwMlM 1 WilS Olie Of its I

Bv MARK VOGLER
MIX' Staff

Whether be it breaking bread

with athletes and coaehes at a

weekly sports luncheon, spon-

soring spectator buses for road

games, distributing programs for

the fans convenience, inducting

UMass athletic greats into its very

own hall ot tame, or just plain

publicizing I'Mass sports through

a variet) of channels, you can rest

assure thai the unheralded efforts

ot the Varsity "M" Club are at

work.

A booster organization formed

over 50 > cars ago for the support of

UMass athletics, it was revitalized

in 1%:> and has since become an

integral part of the rapidly

progressing sports scene at the

University

Residing President Jim

Mulrahy, a 1966 alumnus and a life

ins ir .nee >alesman. reports that

the club has enjoyed a boom in

membership since Us awakening

'year with an increase trom 7<i to

'400 He credits the huge expansion

primarl) to the lifting of the

restriction on non -varsity I'Mass

letter winners. Admission is now

open to anyone who wishes to

support the University's athletic

program, men or women. UMass
alumni or not. The admission lee is

ten dollars a year

,rt luncheons occured four

yean ago tor loot ball And the

assistance ot lormer head grid

mentor Vic Fusia proved so sue

iful last year that the affair WM
converted to an every week basis

Under the directorship ot Harold

Gatslick this past campaign's

football luncheons averaged ISO

people per week
Bus arrangements tor the away

games have met the appeal ot the

ilir hard Redman followers with a

hard) demand Having already

made transportation available tor

the l Conn. I Rl. Providence and

Holy Cross encounters, the \ srsit)

M" 1- currently sponsoring a bus

tnp to Madison Square Garden for

the L'Ma George Washington

contest to >,> neld I

Mulcahy asan8 1

nd 16 page pamphlet.

Aith this -

>oKlet And we

hopet . .1 the toll HI 2"

II

I

The Hall of Fame, begun in May
of IMS to honor the greatest of

I Mass athletes, has certainly

instilled a feeling of pride and

tradition in those who have ac-

tivelv partaken UMass sporting

events The third annual Hall of

fame banquet will be held May

2lst in the Worcester Dining

Commons.
•The best thing we do is sending

out the newsletter, declares

Muleahy. it's strictly UK) percent

Dick Bresciani work."

Lauding the lormer Collegian

Sports Editor and member of

Kappa Sigma frat (class of '60),

Mulcaln asserts -Dick is the

heart and sole ot the Varsity "M"
Club He is the tellow that the

various presidents and officers

reh on Without him the Varsity

\i" would be a nice idea, not a

reality. He's been interested in

l Mass athletics a long time and

has been deeply devoted."

Bresciani is the assistant sports

information director and holds the

office ot secretary in the Varsity

M organization.

other services performed by the

booster club in the past have been

giving recognition to deserving

athletes in the form of awards, also

pre season alumni basketball

games were held Two Alumni vs

varMty grid matches took place

before the pros forbade them

The banners which hang proudly

from the ratters of Curry-Hicks

(age were purchased by the club

at 1200 apiece and were tormerly

dedicated to the University on

•Banner Night" last December

12th Emblematic of the NIT and

NCAA berths and last year's New

England Crown the Varsity M
hopes that they are the first of

many more memories to drape

from atop.

The club has also gone out ot its

way to attire our student athletes

in maroon blazers when they're on

'be mad.
Tomorrow night has been set

aside tor one ot the biggest up-

coming events <>t the season The

Varsit) "M" will initiate -Former
Basketball Captains' Night " when

all the Redman captains irom Ray

Ellcrbrook 70 dating back to

derick C Peters '07 return to

campus The program lor the

ning will feature pictures <,i all

ard coui I

What does \Iulcah) sei uidhope

lor the future oi the Varsity M
,!. Well, here s bow he puts it

Personally I'd like to see the VM
Club absorb 10,000 members like

IPTAY i"I Pay Ten A Year",

Clemson University). I'd also like

to see us raising $500,000 a year for

the support of UMass athletics

through the cooperation of

Memorial Hall and the

developement office at Whitmore.

We have 15 varsity sports and we
would like to be able to do much for

ail of these sports. For the student

athlete participating in any sport

devotes as much effort, dedication

and time as does any athlete in any

other sport. We would like to give

them all equal support, and this

takes a great deal more money
than what we presently have.

We certainly are not at a high

point in growth We've just begun

and it's going to take many years

and hard work from many people

to do the things necessary for this

program. Hopefully the coaches

and athletes who have graduated

will rally behind support groups for

their individual sport-such as

Friends of UMass football, Friends

(.1 l Mass Basketball. Friends of

I Mass Baseball, etc ..."

Head basketball coach Jack

Leaman and Former Head
Football mentor Vic Fusia offer

nothing but praise for the Varsity

M club and its countless con-

tributions

Leaman: i think that it's a

much needed organization that's

starting to thrive under the

dynamic leadership of Jim
Muleahy And it should be an omen

ot good things to come in UMass
athletics.

^J- T^rCfS are no
guaranteed to prevent plague

pregnancy, distemper, or other

common illnesses. They are

handsome medallions. Each is

individually handcrafted with your

own ancient Zodiac Symbol Get

yours by sending three bucks (plus

tax) to QUEEQUEG. Box 695,

Falmouth, Mass. 02541. (It helps if

you also send your name, address,

and birthdatc.

)

Because we're not in a position to

have a big newspaper or radio

network handy, a club of this type

will aid in increasing the univer-

sity's image throughout the state

anil New England area. This is

probably the chief aim connected

with the athletic department at the

University of Massachusetts."

Fusia: '"I'm quite fond of it

because 1 was one of its founders.

And anything you're fond of you

hold in high esteem. But its growth

has been spectacular and its deeds

manv. And I'm sure it will go on to

greater heights. I suggest that

everybody and all become a

member of this worthwhile

organization."

Naia is Prepare ForUM Show
**

I Paatka hrvl lim» till' \.ll.'ids

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

ih, Maiads Aquatic Art

Clu! rticipated in two

regional ventions oi Aquatic

chronised swimming.

lb,. 1 ot October 30, 1970, a

lecture demonstration and ;i

entation oi .1 selected com
position was given to an annual

Convention ol the Association ol

Synchronized Swimming for

College Women at Genesco. New

York The club's advisor. Miss

Kster Wallace, presented the

lecture demonstration assisted by

I Ann Schooley. Debbie Deitch.

Barbara l^uinn. Corrine Grunwald

and Joyce Perry The girls then

participated in other workshops on

various aspects of synchronized

swimming.

pool For tin first time, the Naiads

will give a !"•' iai performance on

Sunday, March 7. lor high school

students as well as the regular

Monday night March k. per

formancc tor the University

children The show promises to

have a variety of themes ranging

from the ever present encounter

groups, to interpretations of poems

and paintings The Naiads

choreograph and direct their own

1 ompositions with the a stance of

Miss Wallace

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l.

Box 13927. Gainesville, Fla 32601

• • • *

The International Academy of

Aquatic Art held its Eastern

Symposium at the State University

of New York at Oneota, November

13-14. 1970 The Naiads par

ticipated in land and water

workshops and presented their

selected composition for

evaluation Attending the Sym

posium with Miss Wallace were

Misses Schooley, Deitch, Grun

wald QuinnandBurrell. As well as

participating in two international

conventions, the club travelled to

Adams. Mass. to present a lecture

demonstration to high school

students.
» * * *

This semester the club will be

preparing compositions to be

Performed for the University, free

of charge. March II, 12 and Win

Se Women s Physical Education

DONT BE
APPOINTMENTS

SENIOR PORTRAITS,

LEFT OUT!
STILL LEFT FOR

INDEX OFFICE, S.U.

Jack Veronesi

and

Friends

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
FRL, FEB. 19 10 P.M. - 2 A.M.

75c straight

50c with white socks

Also Featuring:

LITTLE LATIN LARRY & CO.

MDC CLASSIFIED
. b..._...« I ..II I'J.-..!I'M1

FOR SALE
"MitHrlonf

.1 bedroom ranrh, paHo. Iirw»»»'.
I' . Karate, kitchen willi built-in

refrigerator, oven und burner*, pint"

abtnrU. carpeted ditilnif and llwna
". bath". re'Vir with new wtnh"
,',„;i irjref CM MHW.. tft-«

rinii.rr. TVac. Garrard, I'K.. Aitr/.

I i»li.T. TDK, ca»«ette ond oprn reel

i -mn.liir.l radio. I tab hpeakern

l I' ... H trark* and other neeet»»ltle»

It** \mlierat Audio .

tf

~ skU Head (> B~ ami !»»laiiion

blndlnn AKn, -t i.f full Miller

binding* and saska boots, all In new

„r MC <ond AsklnK beat offerf— **»» tor rver.TthinB :.I«1-H7I8

f I '» " I J

< all 665-3190 after «.
tfg-19

female Konmmate wanted now
i„r Puff ton Apt., furnished. Call
,t!i-i.7l.1 after 6 p.m. tt-M

\».mted — ? male roommate*, fur-
iii-hed apt In Hartley (SO month.
• tail Mur.li 1 SM-77IS. tft-tl

SERVICES

Water Beda — V * «'• Wnrknmn-
sliip WWilli, m.tt Try one

out nt It- 1 tiorinun llmi*e \Veekda>*
trom II 90 to 3:30 or rail Richard

HI 'I-,!

|

V Zenith TV, name >our price

rail ti rnfni »«'--'-

MiihI sill sin Koflach boota, tie.

si/.- !i. S'l, he»f offer, brand new.
n,\.r ii-rtl; Maple Leaf hockey •.knto.

with ca»e. fclie P. *I3 or beat offer;

unmatched poles for Bfi akler $-..W
Itrad ti-8!>5l tf«-l!»

\mhernt Audio aervlcea frtereo

• oiiiponentv, tape decks for home or
>>ir. 1H7 No. rieasant HI., C56-H133.

___ ir

TVPINO — Thesis. Manuscripts.
Dissertations, Masters, In fact all

t»plnr n-<inlrementa can be handled
ihromcli •.\M»^••s sFCRKTAKIAI.
sr-KVICE. dial 38I-804S.

tf-mwf 5-11

l'\vs|HKI» — JOB APri.UA-
iions >»,„., hit t,nation parkaara m

1 1 lm and processlnc every thine pho-
lasrapMr lou'll »*\<- $ at I.anr »

rinilo. Ki lid. !»o. Amherst. 253-

|||g tf3-18

TO SUBLET
To sublet

:

• II utilltlo
< ill 665-3611

Kff apt
Available

, $120 mo ,

15 March

.

tfa-ia

H.ott ;U?T Receiver. 1

xivi Call Mike 253-7:11
yr. ol<U

tf2-2l
WANTED

<itereo AM/FM tuaer, Kenwood.
100 watt. recently reconditioned.

SlOO or lieat offer Tall Tom 253-

'HMH niornlnts or after five. tf2-19

RCA Ktereo In walnut cabinet with
speakers, recently and completely ad-
justed New needle. Asking $50 or
best offer. Call Sheryl, 422 Knowl-
ton 5-2510 or B-2811 tf2-22

BOOKS
We buy uaed books and records

— TThlteliKht Books (In the Alley)

No temta! tf5-15

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1070 MBYerlck, perfect condition,

lesa than 3,000 miles. Must sell for

larger car $1600 or best offer

I all 545-21 16 after 7 p m. tf2-19

—
V"W sedan, a very fine running

.ar, body la In food shape, mechani-

cal cond. of car Is Tery food. New
brakes, snow tires and clutch ad-

justment. $175 .or best offer. 540-871$
tf2-1!>

Hl/SlNgM* ITNANCK BOOKS
"anted — Weston and Brlgham
'Managerial finance"; Van Home
llnancial Mgnit Policy"; Blennan

miiI Scmidt "t'apltal Budgeting
Decision';: Mayer "Financial Anal of
lineal Alternatives". Call Shepard.

.-. 19-1 231. 2-19

House Pa renta or^ House MM
wanted for K AT Sorority, starting
Sept . '71 . Contact Valla Endrea
or Mary l.ou Dawson before March
It, 1971 253-9215 or 545-2735.

'

tf2-19

TRAVEL
-TI DENTS rNTERNATIONAl. oT-

ers chartered Jet flights to NASSAU
In Spring from $99 and EUROPE In

•summer from $195. For details call:

sieve 549-1357 or Brian 549-3963.
_tf2-19

Driver Trainees Wonted
The Student Senate Transit Service

w bich operates the Campus Shuttle
system is now accepting applica-
tions for Its apring training pre-
grant. Forms are available In Stu-
dent Cnion Room 434. tf223

•63 Ford Van, potbelly stove, bunk
beds, cupboards, closet, carp** nd

more, asking $100.00 Call 256-6095
tfg-19

7li«7 Vff Imported model, fastback

style, e*c. cond. Best offer, fall

56 1-3878 ttt-23

~~
1969 Camaro 307 V8 auto., excel-

lent cond Call Ueo after 6, 253-

<m\ tw-ta

1070 llaracuda 383, vinyl roof, pow-
er steering, power brakes, automa-
tic trans., wide oval tires, radio,

I 1.000 mles, asking $2900 00, 6 mos
old Call 646-9312. \t2-14

•64 VW In e». cond., $600. Oletni

.-,32-434 1 af ter 5. >•
61 VW $400 or best offer. Bob

586-0746 after 5. lft-«3

ROOMMATES WANTED
Koommate(s) wanted for own

room In two bedroom apt. at Mt.

LOST
Our dog is lost — Satan, our 6

inn. old German Sheperd Is lost. A
female, she la hlark with brown
markings and a red collar. Please
nail 581-6621. if.' 19

PERSONAL
Freon P. snndos saya to get your

old lady over to the sock hop. 2-19

Amanda delivers Friday, Febru-
ary 19, 10 - I a m. C.C.A. 2-19

Watch Dirty K.I eat socks Fridio.
11:30 p m CCA. 2J9

SPECIAL EVENTS
—

See Hey Brooklyn with l.ynn Holn-

iray perforin nt the Tup »f *he

< iimpiis 1 rl and *>ul . nights al

!MHl t nine early lor dinner! 2-19-,'ii

Freshman Hoopsters

Face Busy Weekend
Trackmen Travel To UConn
For YanCon Championships

__ - - - -'iii a.:_— r^jj:_ a un„ _.. *« i

»

.-.A ,».. . .^. in iV\£\ Id-ivIU^ %' 1 1 1 \

By STEVE PERBER
MDC Siulf

For Ihe first time Uiis. season the

Little Kedmen hooptters will be
hosting teams on consecutive
nights. An unueteated Maine fresh

man team enter s th*> Cage tonight

at 6 p.m., while tomorrow night's

5:30 game will feature Northern

Kssex, a two year college.

Over the past three seasons the

Maine irosh has pui together a 34

game winning streak. In compiling

this streak the Little Blackbears

took 11 straight games in their

1%8-y season, after dropping their

season opener. I^ast year's team
was 14-0, while this year's 9-0 club

will be facing the Little Redmen
tonight.

In the past week Maine has

beaten Bowdoin by a 76-65 margin,

and bombed Maine Central In-

stitute 95-39.

Unlike past years the Maine

Ireshmen do not have any one

stand out performer, as their fine

balance is one of the primary

reasons for their continued suc-

cess.

Northern Kssex. Saturday's

competition, comes to Amherst

with a great lack of height. As of

last week they held an 8-5 mark.

Sports Notices
MSG BUS-The UMass student

senate has made arrangements for

at least one Peter Pan bus to go to

the UMass- George Washington

basketball game at Madison
Square Garden on Saturday.

February 27 Tickets lor the bus

are now being sold at the Student

I nion ticket office at 7.40 each.

This is for transportation only,

game tickets are available at

Boyden ticket office.

The bus or buses if there is a

large interest will be leaving from

the Tampus Center bus stop at 8:0

a in. on February 27.

Slightlv reduced prices are

available by calling 549-6184
• * •

WOMEN'S BASKFTBALL-The
I Mass woman's basketball team

returns to action on Monday when

it meets Greenfield Community

College in a l:M contest.

UMASSGKORGE WASHING-
TON TICKETS Tickets for the

l Mass George Washington
basketball game at Madison

Square Garden on the 27th of

• • •

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING-
Opening round matches for in-

tramural wrestling will be

published in Monday and

Tuesday's Daily Collegian
* • •

FORMER CAPTAINS NIGHT
Tomorrow night at half time of the

UMass-Maine basketball game, 23

lormer captains of UMass
basketball will be on hand to be

honored at the festivities for their

contributions to UMass basketball

Among those who will be present

are Em Grayson 17. Bill Tindall

68. Joe Disareina '69 and last

years Redman captain Ray
Filerbrook.

but their problem tomorrow will be
rebounding.

Northern Essex's tallest man is a

mere 6'3, and it remains to be seen

how well they will be able to

counter this seemingly drastic

height disadvantage.

After Tuesday night's scare at

Springfield, the Little Redmen
return home with a 14-1 record, and
two wins over the weekend would

enable them to maintain their

undefeated string at home to 12.

Maine, who will be tilling the

vacancy created by Greenfield

C.C. on the frosh schedule, lines up
as the tougher of the two opponents

this weekend In their quest for

better competition Maine, just

recently, picked up UMass and

B.C. for their freshman schedule.

The "better competition" will be

there for Maine, and it should be

interesting to see which streak

stavs alive.

Bv ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

The UMass track team will be

traveling this afternoon to the

University of Connecticut's

Basketball Field House for the

Yankee Conference Cham-
pionships, which will start at 9 am
tomorrow morning The Redmen
will be attempting to regain the

title that they lost last year to

UConn.
Coach O'Brien predicts another

two way battle between UMass and

UConn, in a meet that but always

provided much excitement in the

way of strong competition and new
records. This year's competition

should be no exception as at least

six records will be in danger of

being broken.

Last year's meet was decided by

seven points and this year's

competition might even be closer.

The first events to go off will be the

weight events, and the Redmen

will be counting on Eddie Arcaro to

pick up points in these events.

In the jumping events, the most

crucial battle could be in the high

jump where Cal Carpenter will

attempt to defend his title against

Ron Evans of UConn Ed
Shaughnessey, who jumped second

in this event last year will also be

jumping for UMass.
Rip Dyer will be UMass's

favorite to unseat last year's

champion Bob Clinton of Maine in

the long jump. Shaughnessy and
Mark Robinson are also capable of

breaking into the top 5 for the

Redmen in the long jump
The dash, one of UMass's

strongest events, will feature

Walter Mayo, Ron Harris and Tony
Pendleton, eacn with a chance of

winning the title. Running for the

Redmen in the hurdles, will be Jim

Craves and Jerry Spcllman who
will fry tf» defr:d last year's winner

Pete Wilkens of Rhode Island.

The 1000 will be I wide open race,

with Dave Evans of UMass the

favorite, and Arnie Morse and

John Maloney both capable of

finishing in the top 5. The Redmen
will be counting on Al Mangan and

Steve Levine to score in the 600.

Leading UMass in the distance

events w ill be Ron Wayne, who will

double in the mile and two mile,

and should be the favorite in both

races. Backing up Wayne in the

mile will be Larry Paulson while

the other Redman in the two mile

will be Tom Jasmin. Paulson and

Jasmin should place high in their

respective events.

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer

School, a fully accredited

University oi Arisona pro-

gram, will rrtJer, July 5 to

Aupust 8. ait. folklore, geo-

graphv, history, political sci-

ence, language and Mera-
ture courses. Tuition, $160;

board and room $155. Write
Dr. Juan B. Rael, Office of

Summer Session, University
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
85721.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Astrology surpasses age. class and
economic barriers The young and the

senior cituens are interested in the subject.

iust as are the rich and the poor, the high

and the mignty and the low and the lonely.

l h s .-, not so strange Each and every one

of us has at least one thing in common we
were all born under one of the 12 zodiacal

signs And ail of us. rich or poor, are con

cerned with ourselves and those close to us

Astrology helps provide needed answers lor

an

ARIES (March 71 April 19) You get push

m right direction There is added incentive

Goals which seemed tar now come closer

You gam access to material which helps

vou to achieve objective

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Investment

potent. al is emphasized Check with mate.

business associate Be flexible enough to

listen to unusual point of view Settlement

obtained m legal, partnership affairs.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) . A friend who

needs your Signature may oe persistent Be

positive of you' own security Refuse to

commit yourself to speculative schema Do

nore listening than talking

CANCER (June 21 July 22i Br alert

employees, those who ser/e yo>i «>

various copaci.es enter picture II you

want assignment handled corre, fly you

may have to be on premises

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Affections are

stimulated You find good outlet tor

creative urges Accomplishment is

keynote Study Taurus message Accent

on how you deal with ctvldren, opposte sen

viRGO tAug 23 Sept 22) Past ac

complishmenfs come to tore Have pride

wthou' being foolish Me»rts realne

memories will not accomplish current 'ask

Property matters reguire immediate ai

tention

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

iBKA >Sept 23 OC 22' Now con'actj

PFAMTS

are exotmg. but may not prove too

productive Means evaluate needs Taking

short trips may be tiring and unnecessary

Be independent Refuse to be coerced

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Your m
tuition could provide solution to money

dilemma Key is to be meticulous about

details, signatures Study Gemini message

Avoid actions based on overanxiety.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2D Young

person encourages you to be creative

Social activity is stressed You meet people,

go places Romance >s m picture Ex

citement is highlighted Relax and be

tnendly.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) What you

may feel is an immediate necessity may

actually reguire time to open Know this

and permit negotiations to proceed You

will not have it all your way. but you do

qam
AQUARIUS I Jan 20 Feb 18) Member of

opposite sex plays prominent role

Sociaine Give and receive pleasure Avoid

oeing fixed M views Permi' full play tor

n'l'iiprtua cir.osity Ask guest ons

PISCES iFeb 19 March 20) Invest time.

money in program w.th helps you attain

•loals Additional t»rr,ily responsibility

could dictate new trend Unusual

relationship is featured w 'h occupational

superior

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

versat'le. with wide range ot interests and

talents You should not submit to

i.mitations f-or you. the sky can be the

limit Currently, you are stimulated by

travel, new social contacts However, you

should avoid being drained of assets.

financial or otherwise Be willing to ex

pernnent .n various areas You will be

traveimg and if sngie. could soon be

married
Copyr.ght 19/1 Gen Fea Corp

5o.VtETlM£S I Arts MY££lF,
" \e THIr HOUR lv£AL LIFE. 01? Ir

THlrJUfT A PILOT FILM?''

ACROSS

1 Mature
4 Sedate

9 Witty remark

12 Hostelry

13 Climbing
plant

14 Macaw
15 Kill

17 More
benevolent

19 Helped

21 Mourntul

22 Omen
24 Yellow other

26 Saucy

29 Mental images

31 Soft food

33 Greek letter

34 Compass point

35 Decay

37 The sun

39 Pronoun

40 Idle talk

42 Negative vole

44 Goddess of

the hunt

46 Killed

48 Golf mound

50 Ship's bottom

51 Cheer

53 Scoff

55 Extras

58 Negated

61 Chapeau

62 Repulse

64 Gutdo's high

note

65 Organ of

sight

66 Trinkets

67 Transgress

4 Winter
vehicle

5 Wearies

6 Cooled lava

7 Writing fluid

8 Platform

9 More insane

10 Native metal

11 Sailor (colloq.)

16 Unit ol

Yugoslavian
currency

18 Short sleep

20 Plunge

22 Warbles

23 Standard of

perfection

25 Spanish plural

art tele

27 River in

Germany
28 Sum
30 Offspring

32 Seed
container

36 Make lace

t>

p E r\ 1 1
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38 Compare
41 Chastise

43 Affirmative

45 Eagles' nests

47 Armed
conflict

49 Finished

52 Medicinal

shrub

54 Lampreys
55 Pronoun
56 Remuneration
57 Bishopry
59 Man's name
60 Man's

nickname
63 Parent

(colloq.)

DOWN

Goal

African

antelope

Anger

1'
7 4 5 6 7 a

'"::•;

- 1AA

9 10 1 1

12 '.' 13 14

15 16 17 18

£v. 19 20 21

„ .-*'.

22 23 24
h
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i

26 27 28

29 30 " '.
*
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37 38
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61 62 63 64

65 66 07
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Redmen Face Tough Stretch

\Rhody Tonight;Maine Tomorrow

Syracuse On Monday
*S

, .
, , , -«-»- ,..,„,, i,,- un front, iust th

By KARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

It wore thinking about

placing after March fourth, we

better be ready." These were the

words of head coach Jack

Leaman yesterday U his Red-

man hoopsters readied to face

their toughest stretch of the

season in number of games in

number of nights, a stretch that

will probably decide the length of

the UMass basketball season.

With the hoops of a post season

tournament still in (he balance

the 1 .edmen are at home for three

games in four nights against two

conference rivals Rhode Island

and Maine and one of the hottest

teams in the east. Syracuse,

which also has its eyes on a

tournament.
Tonight the action begins at

Curry Hicks Cage as the Rams

from I'Rl take the court for an 8

p.m. encounter with the Redmen

Going into this contest Rhody

sports a record of 4-1 in the

conferance and only 6-15 overall.

With onlv the conference title left

for the Rams to salvage they'll be

readv to give it their all

Down the stretch I'Rl has

played vers tough opposition and

coming to the Cage will not awe

the Rams One can expect them

to press the Redmen all over the

court as they're a very small, last

team having lost their regular

center who flunked off the team.

In the backcourt will be the

mini-guards. 5*9 Dwight Tolhver

and ,V5 Ed the ilea'
-

Molloy The

onlv word to describe these two is

peaty. They're always moving,

going for the ball

In the frontcourt will be Nate

Bathj <W*fjan

Sponto

VOLUME XCVIII, ISSUEB9
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 18. 1

Adger. li 5 at center with 6'4 Phil

Hickson and 6'4 Steve Row ell at

the forwards.

All five Rhody starters are

hitting in double figures with

Kowell leading the way with 17 4

points per game with Adger right

behind at 16. T.

Although L'RIs record is poor

and although it lacks the big man

up front, just the idea of playing

I Mass is enough to psych the

Hams up. UMass will have to be

read)
Tomorrow night Maine comes

to town with one of the biggest

teams UMass will see this

season With four starters 6'5 or

better the Bears can be expected

to crash the boards on both ends

The toughest thing about

playing Maine is the fact that

there's no time for the Redmen to

prepare. The Black Bears are not

a disciplined team and like to

play a wide-open type of

basketball. The result is they

throw many shots at the hoop and

if they're hot they can be trouble.

Leading the Maine attack is 6'6

Nick Susi. a junior center, who is

one of the top rebounders in New-

England and earlier in the season

scored 26 points and pulled down

SI rebounds in one contest to be

named Van Con player of the

week.
Susi will be joined up front by

juniors Mark Johnson and

John Sterling both 6'5 and both

very strong off the boards

UUU1US.

In the backcourt will be Paul

Beasey and Pete Gavett. Bessey.

.VII. is a junior and the field

general of the Black Bears

Gavett is tall lor a guard at 6'6

and is one of the finest

sophomores in New England.

Reserves Bruce Stmtson, 6'6,

Bill Havnes. 6'6 and James

Jones. 64 will probably all see

action

Maine will be coming into this

game with a record of 7-10 A win

over the Redmen would make its

season a success. The Bears will

be ready. The Redmen will have

to be ready

For UMass. coach Leaman has

made one change for tonight's

starting lineup. Tom McLaughlin

will be starting in place of Chris

Coffin up front He will be joined

by Julius Erving. Ken Mathias.

John Betancourt and Mike

Paghara
Rich Vogeley will also be

seeing extra action behind

McLaughlin m tonight's game,

coffin will play behind Mathias

and Dempsey and or Greeley will

tee action if there needs to be

more movement in the back-

court

Two must games in two nights

Bath opponents will be up. The

Redmen will have to be ready

HOOP NOTES Monday i

sports page will have the preview

on Syracuse...Wednesday night

the Orangemen defeated St.

John's are now 1505. In the

latest New England basketball

poll Providence is still number

one with UMass second, eight

points back, followed by Holy

Cross and Boston College... Er-

ving is ranked third in the nation

in rebounding i2().l> and 11th in

scoring (27.7).. The Redmen
rank sixth in team defense (63 7

1

ninth in field goal percentage and

fourth in scoring margin (17.9)

..Half time of tomorrow night's

game will teature 23 former

UMass hoop captains who will be

honored for their contributions to

UMass basketball. ..UMass-

George Washington tickets are

still on sale at the Boyden ticket

ol lice. This season is still ahead

for both the Redman hoopsiers

and the fans

Skaters Host Boston State

Wildcat Grapplers
At UM Tomorrow

B\ BROW^MON
Ml )( Staff

Properly scneduled. allowing

(Mass sports fans to attend both

the hockey and basketball games

tomorrow, the Redmen skaters

tace Boston State College at 2

pm at orr Rink

Boston State and a sensational

goaltender named Steve Wolfe

will ride into town after their

contest at Norwich tonight

Sophomore Wolfe, a native of

hockev town Melrose, has an

incredible average of 1.66 goals

per game scored against him this

vear He will prove a tough op-

ponent for the Redmen. who have

never earned a victory over his

school in all the years the teams

have met. Boston State did not

play UMass last season, but in

the two previous years they beat

this campus' squad very soundly

Although Boston's record is

nine wins. 10 losses overall, and

eight and eight in Division II. it

ins they have improved over

the season, proof being their 9-5

upset win over Merrimack last

Saturday Merrimack had beaten

Boston twice earlier this year. 2-0

and 6 2. With a main deficit of

inconsistancy, their near .500

record gives the Hub City citizens

a 50-50 chance in the games

against Norwich and UMass this

weekend.
Coach Jack Canniff expressed

his hopes of more Redman
showing like the Amherst game
where scoring was well

distributed among the players

'Our problem is that we've

been having only one line doing

the majority >t thi coring in this

second se ;son" the Keenai. line

i Pat Keenai.. Dan Reidy. Jack

Edwards) Not counting the

UConn or Amherst ^ames. of the

23 L Mass -oals scored by for-

wards since mtersession, 16 were

by Keenans line.' tabulated

Canniff. ".scoring has to spread

throughout the whole team
"

Boston State's high scorers this

season, center Craig Cullen.

wings Ray Malley. Jack

Crowley. Bob Harris and John

Ready are the competition to face

starting goalie P.J. Flaherty, as

the Redmen attempt to win their

first against Boston.

ICE CORRECTION: Keenans

total point is 43.

By BOB GANLEY
MDC Staff

The UMass wrestling team will

be gunning for its seventh victory

in a row tomorrow afternoon, when

it hosts the tough grapplers from

the University of New Hampshire

UNH is currently in a mild slump

after winning its first six meets

and being ranked number one in

New England However, the

Wildcats had a break for exams

and haven't been the same since.

Central Connecticut put the first

blemish on their record with a 28-8

victory last week, and then the

Coast Guard made it two in a row

with a 22-12 win on Tuesday. Thus

the Wildcats are 6-2 and will be out

to knock off the Redmen and

regain some of their lost prestige.

For the Redmen, it will be a case

of trying to continue to jell as they

have been in the last two weeks.

The Redmen have upped their

record from 5-3-1 to 11-3-1 during

that period and none of the meets

have been close at all Coach Barr

is expecting a very tough meet

with the Wildcats and a win is

important if the Redmen are going

to make a strong bid in the New
England tournament

Barr will go with basically the

same lineup which has been doing

the bulk of the wrestling during the

hot streak Dave Amato, Dave

Reynolds. Sheldon Goldberg. Clay

Jester, Peter Rock, Jim Godkin.

Kent Mignocci, Ed Carlsson.

George Zguris and Carl Dambman
will wrestle for the Redmen.

Both teams have beaten Dart-

mouth and both have lost to Coast

Guard se the match should be

pretty even. There .will be no

preliminary JV meet and the

varsities will go at it at 2:00 in

Boyden.

Gymnasts Travel To Navy
|

By MICHAEL CUSACK
MDC Staff

The UMass varsity gymnasts,

coming off a tough loss to

Springfield, seek to regain their

winning ways tomorrow when

they will be hosted by the U.S.

Naval Academy. Coach Bill

Savering's Midshipmen,
currently 2-3 in Eastern League

competition, have been im

proving steadily all season, and

could prove to be a challenge for

the Redmen.
The Navy squad, a powerful

team last year, lost a number of

outstanding gymnasts via

graduation This year, they have

had some trouble filling the

ranks, but can still present three

good scores in each event.

Leading the Midshipmen are

all-around men Ash and Getzlaff

Getzlaff is a strong performer on

floor, while Ash will challenge the

Redman vaulters in the

longhorse event.

Navy's strongest events could

prove to be sidehorse and rings.

What was reputed to have been

the top sidehorse team in the

nation last year has been altered

due to the loss of two seniors, but

Navy certainly remains capable

in this event. Sidehorse

specialists Worthington and

Swanson, score 9.0 or better.

With Klein and Schmor on

rings, Navy could battle UMass
for tophonors in this event. Other

notable specialists for the Mid

shipmen include Rightmire on

floor, Lanzer and Oswald in

vaulting, and Spalding on

parallel bars.

Redman coach Erik Kjeldsen

will go with some necessary

changes in his lineup.

Representing JfRffc** in the al1 "

around will bT^orm Vexler,

Tony Vacca. and Danny Spier.

Due to injury. Tom Myslicki and

Steve Cary will not see action this

meet, but should be ready for the

Temple meet. Doug Salisbury

will compete on parallel bars and

high bar, while Len Aubrey will

go as a ring specialist.

WMUA ON THE AIR-This Sunday night on Sports Talk Ken

Horseman and Dave Melvin will have as their guest, freshman

hockey coach Russ Kidd. Air time is at 10 p.m. Horseman and

Melvin will also be broadcasting all three UMass basketball games

this weekend on 91.1 fm. Air time for tonights game with Rhode

Island is 7:50. Tomorrow night's game with Maine will be aired

starting at 7:20 and Monday night's encounter with Syracuse will

begin at 7:50. For all the action tune in to WMUA.

/VPO 2. ATG
SAE ?. PLP
PSD 2. SPE
KS 2. TEP 1

DC 2. TC
PSK 2, ASP
SAM 2. ZN 1

LCA 2, PMD 1

Maroons 2, Eagle* I

cool Cans 2. Flaming As 1

Last Night's Intramurals"^ CJ volleyballVolleyball

Int Ed 2, Conglos 1

Gunners 2, Education

Bombers 2, Burners

TKB 2, PP 1

SAE 2. Crushers

Prince 2. Flies

Seitlet 2, Cans

Lovers 2, Ids i

TT 2, LT

Erodites 2. Meads

jacKs over Boys. *W
Sigmas 2. Oildougns

Hockers 2, Tubes l

Hurts 2. Oxford

Canaille 2, Suits

Hemlocks 2, Brigade

Lemons 2. Hi Lo's

Pipers 2. Redwoods 1

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Up afla00arlps**sl0

aV/ A Fill AMD RISPONSIBIE ^ PMSS

Weather:

Cold and clammy,
Highs in 30's. Chance of

snow
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MDC Review

Scratch A Freak,

Find A Greaser
By DAVID WILLIAMS

MDC Staff

Oh. for the good old days, the fifties.when ^^y80^.
3?^^^

redhpstick were a way of life, when more Cnsco was sold to teenage

*£,* tebaStoSi fifties, when Chubby Checker and Elvis Presley

were the rage.

No chance, vou sav

"

,

Well vou missed Winter Carni weekend, an epic of sorts presented to

the students by the band of perpetual adolescents who will always be

class officers at heart.

But how could they do it. you ask?

Listen children, and vou shall hear...

he absurdities began on Tuesday, first day of balloting for Winter

CM Oueen J,m LaMacchia of P.erpont decided tha tiepanted o te

the Queen not for the reasons that everyone else ran. but to fulfill some

'd
^tedT1he Gyration Front and the StudentHomophUe

League, he quickly became a front runner as *^te ""^^
ballot box to write his name in. However, this travesty of justice almost

didn't materialize and indeed, hasn't yet.

When the polls closed on Wednesday, the ballot box was full to
»

over-

tlowing The president of the Junior Class, Julie lerardi decided to

transfer some of the ballots to a safe in the RSO offices in the Campus

Center.

Unwillingly aided and abetted by Russell G^V.era. treasurer of the

Class of '72. the two opened the box, after Russel carried the box

through every back door I could find in the Union .
and counted the

ballots Not surprisingly, they found that LaMacchia had a substantial

lead. This as Miss lerardi testified at a General Court hearing Friday

afternoon, 'was something to sweat about."

Meanwhile, back at Pierpont. Richard Dinkin. a friend of LaMacchia's

was getting excited about reports that Winter Carni voting booth people

were apparently confusing voters on purpose as to voting P"fedures^He

decided to take the case to court on the grounds that LaMacchia was

being denied a fair shake at the Queenship on account of his sex.

The General Court of the Unitersity of Massachusetts met Friday af-

ternoon at 5 o'clock in the 9th floor of the Campus Center to consider a

oetS ?aken out by Dinkin. After two and a half hours of protracted.

X SecItestSwiy often bordering on total absurdity, the
:

Court an^

naSeadtt was ready to make a decision. About nine that night they had

made up their minds.

Reading a decision that not only seemed to treat the squabble 1
between

iuaain&du«-vi
seemed to reflect the

£^vew"? ,£! ase. Robert Rolchord intoned that elections for

VVnkT Carn. Queen will be held this week, write-ins will be counted and

The Queen wurfeign during the weekend of February 27-28. w.th her

duties being dissolved as of Monday morning. March 1.

.,„,,:., „n nnicklv with the weekend's festivities....

Friday
8
nTgh found L ttle Latin Larry and his Lup.e Lou.es ,n the

(amDUS Center Ballroom. This had to be the high point of the weekend,

and W'mter Carni Committee is to be commended for presenting a show

^touched the hearts of many at UMass. Seriously though, for the first

Umem^a long too long time/someone came up with a weekend for the

masses, a weekend that brought out the best in all of us.

Saturdav saw the freaks who had stepped out of character for Latin

Larry reCert back to sitting mutely in front of a thundering, vibrating.

"figSS. C*l£hrt» Ort. Featherbed and Guns and Butte, will

go down ,n history as the best cheap concert the campus has ever seen.

Again Winter Carni deserves a hand.

It ^ridiculous to enumerate every event and say a kind word about ,L

Let ,t suffice to say that Winter Carni Committee did a bang-upjob If we

never have a major concert again but. instead, a few of these well

planned cheap riots, well be better off for it.

Sociologically speaking. its very doubtful that anything like Friday

ni Srmln of the general population into beer swilling, chain

we.chii bobbing and throbbing greasers could happen as »Eg"^
without massive doses of mescaline or something added to d.n.hg com

mom milk In a way that's really too bad

Memories of Winter Carni will be treasured and held dear 1 ike hose of

Woodstock ; a sort of bittersweet remembrance of an enjoyable but ne r

t„ be repeated festival. If I linger too long on Friday night, forgive ,

hut I'm. long thought that todays treaks owe more o» a debt to tlu

greasers <>f yesteryear than they are willing to admit.

.lack Kerouac, Japhy Ryder, Dean Moriarty freaks are <^™ded

„„„, iheU men MoViartj was an actual person named lack ( assad.

and he knew Ken Kesev and the Merr> Pranksters who practical)

feSv tney '"" was carried to us natural conclusion: the Beat

feneration gave wax to the Love Generation.

,,: » an>hod> is interested, Nancy Butler of H4Cpolid

,,,', „;„,. were 5,710 M&Ms m the jar Then were i 77- Na *s to

them now

•A I ITTLE DAB WILL DO YA-" Little Lalin Larry entertains greasers and freaks alike Frida>

nighl in the Campus Center Auditorium. A splendid time was had by all as the Latma.rres and

Latinettes put Dick Clark to shame.

&

MADAM PRESIDKNT-Julie lerardi awaits the verdict at the

I Mass General Court proceedings last Friday nighL The court

voided last weeks Winter Carni Queen election and ordered a new

election this week. <MDC photo by David Williams)

IT KKKLS S<> GOOOOD-
Kveryeae not into the swinu si

ihinns. it leessi. Even the

un sin ions Hatch Dancer

sported a new coat lor the

festivities.

ITSTiNKSiXTllKRK'THOof I'M'ayi i a whiff of the air 'smoke) pourin

erfROTaarte*porUbfehall-Wochei apian w «. Mix pfcoto by Demlan

>

l the i> >i '
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Sen. Packwood On Population

Sponsored Tonight By DVP
Senator Bob Packwood (R-

Oregon) will speak Monday at

8 p.m in the Campus Center

Auditorium on -Population

Explosion " The lecture is

being sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors'

Program
Great grandson of William

',{ Packwood, Oregon Pioneer

and member of the Oregon

Constitutional Convention of

18f>7. Hob Packwood was

himself elected to the U.S.

Senate in 1968. M only age M
he became the youngest I S

Senator in the 91st Congress

In 1970 Packwood was named

to the Commission on

Population and American

Future by President Nixon.

He introduced legislation

which would limit to two the

number of children which

eould be declared as income

tax deductions in March of

1970. The measure will become

effective as of .January l. 1978,

In April Of last year Pack-

wood also introduced a

National Abortion Act to

legalize abortion nationwide

The Senator was educated at

tin New York University

School Of Law, 1967, HA. and

Willamette University, Salem.

. iregon, 1954.

\ coffee hour open to the

public will he held Monday

trom 2 to 4 :30 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge

UMass PhysEd Offers

Specialized Activities

Board Of Higher Ed Votes

Oppose Tuition Hike
J- *•

. „i ... oil »hoir i-hiMrpn in college. Proiecti
To

The board of Higher Education Noted in a long

awaited decision Friday to oppose any 'ncrease^he

I20Q per year tuition now paid by the , 4.000
>i
udent*

enrolled in Massachusetts public colleges and

1„SSu£ tuition, it said, would -danger Us

commitment to building a public higher^cation

^vstim open to all students who can benefit from it.

I acuon of the board came as something of a

surpnsV since it had been expected to recommend a

dSESd .he tuition Legislative pressures or even

larger increases are reported by some observers to be

stronger this vear than in the past

"hough the board, a coordinating and planning

bod* tor the states 27 colleges and universities has

, au hontv to set tuition itself, its recommendations

rarrv considerable weight with the trustees of the

Sul Whether the board will be able to forestall

egislaUve efforts to raise tuition is an open question^

Sward ( Moore, chancellor, said he did not regard

the hoard's action as a change of mind but rather an

outgrowth of careful study of enrollment figures and

,h, possible effects of a tuition increase on future

^prtntod out that a recent board «P°"f
ored.^y

h , (| revealed that 44 percent of the public college

students from the Boston metropolitan area come

trom the lowest 25 percent of the income bracket

arc numbers realize, he said, that most of the

expected future growth in public higher education in

J state must come from the low -income groups

the middle and upper classes now send

i
their children to college. Projections call

lor 142.000 more students in public colleges and

universities by 1980

\ recent tuition study done for the board estimated

that raising tuition to $400 would bar 3200 to 4700

students, or about 5 percent of the current enrollment,

from college. .

The motion adopted yesterday said that even the

vMKi-current tuition, together with fees and room and

board charges, 'serves as an economic barrier

preventing equal access to the public system for a

great mam students.

"

When the'state provides enough scholarship aid to

ensure that all qualified students will have access to

college, the board said, it will reconsider its opposition

to a tuition increase.

Moore pointed out that, while Massachusetts is the

ninth wealthiest state in the nation in terms of per

capita income, it ranks 50th in per capita spending on

public higher education.

It is unrealistic to assume that one of the richest

states in the nation cannot pay its education bill.' he

^Chancellor Oswald Tippo of UMass Amherst

brought the Board's decision a little closer to home.

said Tippo." I don't want to speculate as to the effect

the Board's decision will have on the decision made

concerning tuition increases to be formulated by our

own Board of Trustees As of now. the matter isn t

even on the Trustees' agenda, but it will probably be

brought up sometime this spring
."

You don't have to be an athlete to

enjoy physical education - at least

at UMass.
offerings in physical education

include the traditional calisthenics

and basketball, squash, or lacrosse

games; but they also include

horseback riding, yoga, gliding

and many such specialized ac-

tivities

Gone are the days of segregated

classes. Most physical education

classes at UMass are coed, and

groups of sweat-suited young

ladies and men jog around Alumni

Stadium together or attempt pas

de deux in ballet class.

After yean of repetitive exer-

cises in "some high schools, many

students are less then enthusiastic

about taking physical education at

the college level. So. UMass gives

students the opportunity to ex-

periment with different forms of

physical activity, according to Dr.

David C. Bischoff. associate dean

of the School of Physical

Education At UMass. students

arc- not made to feel that strength

and endurance alone are basic

requisites tor success in physical

education courses

•We are trying to expose

students to activities they can use

tor the rest of their lives." says Dr.

Bischoff "Everyone needs a

creative way to use leisure time in

later years," he adds.

•In" offering students the

broadest possible range of ac-

tivities, said Dr. Bischoff. "the

University can accommodate

interests from traditional

vollevball and badminton to scuba

diving, archery, horsemanship,

yoga and fencing. Some people

prefer being active, while others

shy away from heavy physical

exertion Therefore, it would be

unwise for us to say some activities

are acceptable in physical

education, and others are not
'

According to Dr Bischoff, "Motor

skills, such as those needed to land

a glider, are very important in our

daily living, and yet they don't

require great strength."

More and more students are

signing up for physical education

courses not just as requirements,

but as electives. according to Mrs.

Ethel Purnell. coordinator of the

general physical education

program at UMass Un-

dergraduates and graduates find

special interests in the program,

and foreign students gain insights

into sports and related activities of

Western culture

Several courses that typify the

new look in physical education are

being offered for the first time this

year. One is Aikido, a Japanese

form of martial art that requires

little physical strength, but much

'

mental concentration and a force

called "ki" I breath of spirit >.

Throws and falls are used not to

hurt the opponent, but to avoid his

attacks. Once "ki" has been

successfully developed, Aikido can

be used as a form of self-defense.

The coed classes provide real-

life situations for the boys who are

at first apprehensive about

throwing their female classmates.

"The boys treat us as if we'll

break." remarked one coed. "But

hv exerting our ki' we can be of

equal strength."

A less strenuous way to fly

through the air is to enroll in the

UMass gliding program, offered in

conjunction with Pilgrim Airport

in Hatfield.

The dual-seat, motorless ship is

simple to operate. Two rudder

pedals and the stick are used to

maneuver the ship, and once

released from the Piper Super Cub

at about 3000 feet, the student and

his ship soar silently at 40 miles per

hour for 20-25 minutes.

Beginners are apt to be nervous.

\^ one student put it, "You have a

tendencv to overcontrol until you

realize that you are flying the ship.

Then suddenly the apprehension

disappears
."

Concentration, important in

gliding, is also essential in yoga, a

very popular course at UMass.

Through breathing exercises,

basic postures and relaxation, the

student learns to increase the

control of his body, muscle

flexibility, endurance and

strength.

With opportunities to participate

in a wide variety of activities,

students no longer enter UMass

dreading the prospect of physical

education.

TEACHERS
NEEDED

Opportunities for beginning

and experienced candidates,

private schools, coast to

coast. Also public schools

in the northeast. Especially

sciences, math, languages.

Write today for particulars.

School Service

Bureau

Post Office Box 278R

Windsor. Connecticut 06095

Tel. 203 - 688 6409

because ie middle and upper classes nu>* ~
f O

Want A Summer Job."

Start Looking Now
nunt nffirP rPOOm- ... • fl „ ,-...-,,r-t r\The Placement Office recom

mends that all students start to

think of summer job possibilities

now Some are available through

the office Every week in

Placement News, a weekly flyer

distributed to all dormitories and

groups on campus, these job

openings will be listed. Interested

students should ask in the office

about the desired position An

appointment for them will be made

with Mr fcmery.

The possibilities are nation-wide

and diversified For example

there are job openings for junior

chemical engineers in Cleveland.

, ol)s in "Hamilton Stores' in

yeUowStone Park, resort help m
Southampton, Uwig I*knf and

torest products research jobs in

Madison. Wisconsin Also in the

office is a (older containing -ill

camp employers request, or

|en ,
workers that the

Placement office receives.

Swimming instructors, counselors,

art and crafts people are needed

The Placement Office strongly

urges each student to seek summer

employment early. If the student

is searching in his home area, they

suggest the student start during

the spring recess and explore

every possibility. .

Some resort people come
recruiting in April. Students

should keep in touch with the

Placement News listings of all

these opportunities.

Questions? Placement Office,

Room 239, Whitmore
Janet Pearlman

MDC Staff
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FREEP0RT FLING
IN THE

BAHAMA ISLANDS
DURING COLLEGE WEEK

MARCH 21 - 29

ONLY 9189* SS !*£?
Includes:

• Round trip jet with champagne, meals.

• 8 days at the Freeport Inn.

• Spacious air conditioned room — some with

kitchenettes.

• FREE "HAPPY HOUR" every night.

FREE BOOZE 5:30 - 7:30, Band 6 - 8.

• Facilities for swimming, sailing, water skiing,

golf.

• Many clubs, casinos, pubs, discoteques.
• Based on 4 per room.

JET ONLY FOR $99

Send $25 deposit to

JOE MALETZ
1513 JFK

or call 546-7819 for info.

Checks payable to Student Tours

Retiring Stockbridge Dean Feted
By BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Staff

Retiring Dean Fred P. Jeffrey

was honored at a dinner Thursday

night for 27 years of service to the

University as an administrator,

teacher and scholar.

Dean Jeffrey retired yesterday

as associate dean of the UMass
College of Agriculture and director

of the Stockbridge School. The
dinner was given by Stockbridge

School seniors and attended by

approximately 400 well wishers

including students, faculty and

friends who wished- to express

appreciation to the Dean.

The main speaker at the

testimonial was former UMass
President John W. Lederle. Other

speakers were I!Mass Amherst

Chancellor Oswald Tippo. Dale

Sieling, t irst dean oi the College of

Agriculture and new director of the

U S Army Laboratory in Natick;

Luther lianta. UMass poultry

husbandry professor emeritus;

Richard Foley, animal science

professor emeritus at UMass;

Norman Lawton. Stockbridge

School Alumni Association

president; Andrew Uyenson.

president of the Stockbridge senior

5 and .James Allen, director of

Mass alumni affairs

In their tribute to Dean Jeffrey,

the Stockbridge School seniors said

"By straightforward and sym-

pathetic advising, you have

directly influenced over :1000 of our

lives, and have made time to

teach and do research."

Dean Jeffrey was graduated

from Pennsylvania State College in

1M2 and received his M.S. degree

from UMass two years later when

the school was still known as Mass

Agricultural School. Shortly after

he received his masters degree for

his work in poultry genetics, the

college underwent a shift in names

to Mass. State College.

He then went to Rutgers

University where for 9 years he

was associated with the Poultry

Department of that school.

During the war years Dean

Jeffrey returned to UMass in 1944

and became head of the Poultry

Department, a position which he

Phi and Sigma Xi.

According to Dean Jeffrey, the

enrollment of Stockbridge has

increased since he came here in

1944. When he became Dean,

Stockbridge had a little over 400

people enrolled, he said. Today the

two year school has 625 students,

Management, have since been

added and have great popularity,

he said.

"These courses offer proof to the

fact that Stockbridge has moved
from a school stressing productive

agriculture to one that is involved

in teaching the various related

/•/»

Retiring Stoekbridge Director

testimonial dinner Thursday n

held for 9 years. He was named to

the post of Dean of Stockbridge and

Associate Dean of the College of

Agriculture after a reorganization

of the school in 1953.

Dean Jeffrey has served on a

wide variety of administrative,

faculty and "student committees

He is a member of the agricultural

honorary Alpha Zeta. and of the

scientific honoraries Phi Kappa

Fred P. Jeffrey, left, is presented w

ight.

he went on.

Dean Jeffrey said he had wit-

nessed many changes in Stock-

bridge since he first came to

I Mass Recalling his earlier years

here, he stated that in 1945 there

was only one program of any great

size. Animal Science. Three other

programs. Arbor and Park

Management. Turf Management

and Restaurant and Hotel

ith appreciative plaque during a

tields ol agriculture. Dean Jef-

frey declared.

The change in housing for Stock-

bridge students was also witnessed

by the Dean. He said that

previously Stockbridge students

were required to live "in town".

Three dorms were set aside for

them later I Berkshire, Hampshire,

and Hampden, now offices and

classrooms) and today these

students reside throughout the

campus, which Dean Jeffrey saw

as a good thing.

Male/female ratio has also

changed in the last few years,

according to the Dean. He said

that for years a few girls were

enrolled in the floriculture and

animal science courses, but today

many pursue careers in laboratory

animal management. It was noted

that the girls were not from farm

areas but from large urban

regions.

Many students in the University

with non-agricultural majors are

pursuing courses of interest that

are offered by Stockbridge. Jeffrey

s; id He added that organic gar-

deners, and members of com-

munes have attended fruit and

vegetable courses at UMass.

Peso Jeffrej will still maintain

an office in Stockbridge Hall,

where he will work with .1 Robert

Smyth on poultry plummage
genetics Those at the dinner

presented the retiring dean with a

green house for his home, where he

can continue working in his area of

interest, breeding and hybridizing.

he said

Students ot Stockbridge. when
interviewed, had nothing but the

highest respect and praise for the

Dean.

Replacing Jeffrey as Dean of

Stockbridge is John W. Dennison

and filling the position of Associate

Dean of the College of Agriculture

is Dr Ernest M Buck

A coffee hour sponsored by Dean
A. A. Spielman and the ad-

ministrators of the College of

Agriculture was held in the

Colonial Lounge yesterday af-

ternoon to again honor the Dean.

Allen Proposes Ed. School Shakeup
When Dwight Allen came to the

University of Massachusetts four

years ago as dean of the School of

Education, he began a series of

innovations which have attracted

national attention.

Last week, Allen proposed the

establishment of what some
educators have called the ultimate

direction for all progressive

changes in higher education: the

abolition of all traditional

classroom courses, a change which

would create a school of education

based solely on independent study.

Allen predicts that the school

council, the body responsible for

approving all innovations in the

School of Education, will approve

the plan at the end of the month

But. while most of Aliens in-

novations have been welcomed

generally by most School of

Education staff, his latest plan has

met mixed reaction, both within

the School of Education, and in the

University community at large.

Under Allen's plan, students

would take a series of independent

study projects, for which they

would receive a number of

modular credits. Each 15 modular

credits equal one traditional

University graduation credit, and

120 graduation credits are needed

tor I bachelor's degree.

But there would be no traditional

three hours a week classroom

courses which students in all other

schools at UMass will still be

required to take.

In other words, a School ot

-Education student could take 15

modules of credit the same

graduation credit value as one

traditional course) for. say. ob-

serving a high school class once a

week.

Allen, who said that he is seeking

a Carnegie Foundation grant of

$62,000 to plan and implement the

program, listed four major ad-

vantages of his program:
- Time flexibility for students

who, under the present structure,

don't have time for "reflection"

because of their heavy traditional

course load.

- Increased decision making

responsibilities for students, who

would now be able to "in-

dividualize*' their education,

taking only those educational

experiences which they feel are

relevant to their own lives and

future plans.
- Reexamination of course

material by faculty. Busy work

would be eliminated, because w hen

a subject is covered the credit

module would end.

- Students could sample different

kinds of courses more easily and

therefore, would be exposed to

more varied kinds of education

Allen said that the plan does not

rule out the possibility of

classroom courses - a student and a

faculty member could choose to

meet three times a week in a

classroom - but the program, he

said, eliminated the "jail-like

aspect" of learning experiences in

higher education.

He explained. "One of the most

glaring deficiencies of current

education is its inflexibility in-

flexible administration, inflexible

staffing patterns, inflexible

curriculum. This rigidity prevents

education from responding to the

needs of students and to the needs

of society.. ..and an alternative to

all of this is the modular ap-

proach."
But one School of Education

facultv member disagrees with

Allen." Dr. Albert Anthony said in

an open letter to Allen that he

doubts the value of the modular

program.
He said. "More time should be

spent to improve what goes on

during the various course blocks,

rather than with the structure of

the blocks themselves."

And several School of Education

students have called the new

program "confusing," and "im-

practical" for students in other

University departments, wishing

to take an elective course in the

School of Education

"Modular credit courses meet at

various times and usually require

more meeting time than normal

classes...thus it would be difficult

for a student taking other

university courses to fit a modular

course into his schedule
."

But these same students said

that the plan would allow students

and teachers to spend more time in

academic areas they were in-

terested in. and said that this alone

might outweigh any drawbacks the

plan might have

New England Center
for Personal and Organizational Development

will offer

Wednesday. February 24. 8 p.m.. Mark Meadows Ovm. I M.

COME TO VOIR SENSES
An evening of experiences in re-awaking our senses.

SI .30 for students — $3.00 for adults

ret. 26 28 Fee $30.00

POSITIVE SELF ACTUALIZATION WORKSHOP
Developing ones potential in an atmosphere of posi-

tive support. ., mmr _
Mar. 5-7 ** **
nohlM. CREATIVE BEHAVIOR
Overcoming one's self-imposed barriers to creativity

>Iar 5 • 7 Vee 9S»Mt

HUMAN RELATIONS LAB FOR EDUCATORS
Increasing awareness of self and other in ^roup situa-

tions.

Mar. 12 14
TORI WORKSHOP
A large group experience in Trust. Opel I Realisa-

tion and Interdependence
Fee: $10.00 for students — $20.00 for adults

To register for one of the above workshops oi to request a

brochure Of the Spring schedule write or call -

NEW EM. LAND CENTER
Bon :,7.-». Amherst. Mass. 01002 IIMM MM

MDC Classifieds Pay

Thursday, Feb.

MANDATORY
STATION MEETING

For ALL W M U A People

(Anyone is welcome, all are invited.)
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hr.n x I ire during operations on er I .aos t he past m e.h Mi I half.

U.S. ,<4*r Power Diverted

To Aid S. Viet Forces

SAIGON W The I nited Mates has assembled

the biggest air armada ot the Indochina war ai(a

quick reaction force designed to keep south

\VtnameMMrm.ps irom bogging down in Laos and

lo ,|, | . North Vietnamese torees trom pushing

across the demilitarised aone

An man} aa 2,<W combs! aircraft have been

committed. , . . , -__

It the South Vietnamese run into trouble in Laos,

t8 thes did oxer the weekend. American tighter-

bombers and gunships are expected to bail them

out With massive firepower

I s militan sources said the whole concept of

the use of American air power had been changed

in eonjuehon « ith the Laotian operation and with a

parallel South Vietnamese drive in (ambodia.

\,r power is being employed as an artillery

weapon in support of ground operations in Laos

and Cambodia explained one source Missions

l, ,ve been realigned and tactical airpower has

been shifted More airplanes have been put on

nuick reaction in support of ground forces There

,s less ot the standard interdiction missions hitting

tits and -ules nt mountains, for example.

I s B52 heavy bombers, generally used to

(tUdt true* parks, storage areas and entry points

l0 the Ho Chi Mmh trail, are supporting the

parallel around operations.

•\oxx the BS2 requirement is more urgent

,i- to support the ground operations,

,,,,!„ i
in on interdiction missions, the source

power is llexible

UD is combat planes and MO

,,t BU types, including gunsh.ps are

the air campaign.

Hide ol the IS air effort and the

wal the South Vietnamese air tone m the

northern region is underscored by figures

provided bx the IS Command During the first

txxo weeks Ol the drive into Laos. IS helicopters

(lev. more than 10.000 missions across the border.

These included gunships. troop lift, supply,

medical evacuation and command and control

The campaign has cost the In.ted States the

heaviest helicopter losses in six months

The l S Command has announced a loss ol 24

helicopters ,n the past two weeks. 15 inside Laos

and nine on the Vietnamese side of the border but

in support of the operation Total American

casualties in the sir losses are » killed. 1 1
missing

and 24 wounded

Field reports sav scores of other helicopters

have been shot down and recovered by larger

helicopters, or damaged in the air but able to limp

hack to base

I S tactical combat planes are Hying up to oOO

missions i day: B52 bombers another 30 missions

'

Air Force Saw. Marine and Army aircraft all

arc being diverted to l^os. Air Force planes are

(King trom bases in South Vietnam and Thailand

fxxo Tth Fleet carriers are M Yankee Station in

the GuU ol Tonkin, with a third carrier in reserve

The air a rmada also makes it possible to resume

[ull-scale bombing ol North Vietnam should

enemj troops move serosa the demilitarised /one

to attack American ground forces acting as a

blocking force on the Vietnamese uos ol the

i.order tor the Saigon drive into Laos

President Nixon indicated during b news con-

ference las' tfeek that he would resume the

bombing of North Vietnam it thes. 1 S I. .ices are

threatened, and he said. T am not going to place

any limitation upon the use ot atrpowei

Twisters Lash South

As Snow HitsMidwest
Tornados! slashed across Mississippi and Louisiana yesterday killing

17 persons and injuring man> others. The town of Inverness. Miss
.
was

reoorted "almost flattened."

Mississippi Civil Defense reported tornadoes killed eight persons at

Cary and one at Home The Mississippi Highway Patrol said two persons

were killed south of Bovine, a community between V.cksburg and

*T' t^idts ^k^thea^'Suisiana communities and then

.nivod Into'MSSarilK Etching from the southwest to the northeast

'"Suer. u^ad^uiucheddown ,n centra, and eastern Texa^urmg

live Persons at Athens and damaging several homes. A twister caused

«£Ktt^ ES ;- £2 PS*
i> ,sl reconied a tornado Twelve persons were reported injured hour

Lomes and sevela. niobilehomes also were damaged, authorities said

Tornadoes were reported by the Weather Bureau, civil defense and the

highway patrol in M.ss.ss.pp, at Rolling Fork where » were injured.,

.wnxvood where winds felled txxo radio station towers, damaged smaU

lulesandblexx sex era! cars of! the road, a,"f^^Z^
homes and house trailers were damaged, and at Beleoni. Delta ( it>.

Yazoo City and Sunflower .. . „.,

Tornado watches were issued for part. Ol Tennessee. Alabama.

, .klahoma and Arkansas in addition to Louisiana and M^SSippi.
..

Strong winds, heavy snow, sleet, frosting ram and hail hit sex era! porta

°' The Texas Panhandle was raralx/ed by near blizzard conditions w.th

uptoatootolsnoxx and 45-mile-an-hourwinds

Miami and Pampn, Tea , both had a foot-deep topping of SB0M on the

ground, with more still tailing.

$1 -Million Demanded
For Captive American
NKW VOKK (AP> - A letter

renewing a demand of $1 -million

ransom for Or Claude L. Fly. an

American agriculture expert

kidnaped in Uruguay last Aug. 7,

has been received by the New

York Times
The letter contained a hand-

written postscript, purportedly by

Fly himself, the newspaper
reported in its Sunday edition

The authenticity of the letter was

to be checked by the State

Department, the Times said

The letter was received Saturday

by (' Raymond Hulsart. the

Times secretary, and was the

second to the newspaper The hrst

last month, made the original

ransom demand, which sub

sc<|uentl> was rejected by the

government, the Times mid
ll\ xx as one of the three foreign

official! seised b) Tupamaros'

Mar\ist urban guernllas-in I rasa

ol kidnaping! in Uruguay in the

past year
Hulsart said he did not know why

the lastest communication was

sent to him The envelope, bearing

three Uruguayan stamps, con-

tained a typewritten original ad-

dressed to Mrs. Fly and a carbon

copv for Hulsart that asked him to

forward the original to the Fly

residence in Fort Collins. Colo.

In Fort Collins. Claude Fly's son

John said neither he nor his mother

would comment until they

received their copy of the letter.

The handwritten postscript said:

Dear Miriam Please I love you

always Claude

The typed text said in part: "Dr

Claude Fly is in good health, he

hopes in your action and sends

tender regards to all the family

It said the ransom demand
remained the MOM and that

•instructions for the exchange will

follow in a next letter

Soviet Weakness Seen

By Former U.S.S.R. Citizen

To Sell Anything

MDC Classifieds

NEW YORK (API Leonid

Rigerman, So\ iet born Jew who

xx on American citizenship in

December, said yesterday per-

mission for Si •' -Jews to leave the

Soviet Union showed "a weakening

of the reginu in that Communist-

ruled count' \

In Stain; days even to think

about it wa! incredible,"' said

,i man. 30 who was a schoolboy

vhen the dictator died in 1953.

Mi-man and his American-

bom mother, Eather, arrived here

rday night. Mrs Rigerman.

, moved from Brooklyn to

. cow in 1937, ha<i also had her

American cnizenship

I
both tin Soviet and

lent! at the same

The young computer programer

claimed that the Soviet govern-

ment tried to prevent Jews from

leaving the country because they

were "intellectual assets " and the

country's leaders "want the slaves

to work
"

He told a news conference at the

Lincoln Square Synagpgue. that

the Soviets had "sophisticated

ways'' to prevent Jews leaving,

one of them being the refusal to

grant character references without

which emmigration papers were

impossible

Except in unusual cir-

cumstances. Sox iet law forbids the

country's citizens to emmigrate no

math r what their race or religion

Rigerman confined ins remarks at

conference to tbt problem!

of those Jews who want to leave

Russia

This desire of the Jews to leave

for Israel, he said, was the only

live movement" in Russia and

could not be "extinguished
."

"It is a people's movement, not

an intellectual one.'' he added.

Rigerman. who got his first

glimpse of the United States when

he stepped from a Pan-Am jet at

Kennedy Airport, waving an

American flag in one hand and an

Israeli one in the other, told

newsmen T was brought up in an

American spirit I couldn't feel at

home in the Soviet Union
"

He said Jews wanted to leave

Russia because "they cant be

Jew! there. They are deprived of

all form! oi Jewish culture
"

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Broad St.

Westficld
562 3604

vi sachusetts Avenue towards Haigis Mall early Friday morning

Piloted bv Wood* Hobbs. a graduate student in geolog>. me ,>•
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Wed.TOC Coffee House

Proving Successful
By JUDY EPSTEIN

MDC Staff ....

Folk music. b«r at non reprices and^S^S^wST^
a, ,he Top of the Campus Wednesday "M£ «•£«£SS> the

the campus below ^ attributed to the ser-

Jft£X£SX£ %&!££ weeks to come shall be the

The Coffee House benefits not on >
for l^^^-, aud,t.oned or

formers and the management as
*?Jv™^^A

a™
tem and more

paid, their remuneration is a real stage, a good PA system.

importantly extensive exposure
ff d the

the plush refinery of the TOC is not lon""L '

M irkwood level, for

z£tt&X&SMMTJSSM« -
could hear himself tune ms Sudar

more vehemence by

j&'B«aris
,J25?sS: Ls ,h,s mans robus '

anv Wednesday night.
^

UMass Med School

Expands Class Size

School Of Ed. Ombudsman

Info, Referral: The Brunt Of His Work

Bv ROBERT SCHEIER
MDC Staff

About all we can really do is

pull a few people out from under

the wheels of the machine as it

goes rolling along " This is how

David Flight, the Ombudsman of

the School of Education, describes

his work

Flight, who shares his duties

with Peter Sartwell, a graduate

student in the school, has held his

post for close to a year In that year

his office has handled problems

ranging from a simple information

and referral service, to "non

hinding" meditation'' between

individuals in the school.

Next year's entering class at the

U Mass Medical School in Wor-

cester has been expanded from 16

to 24 students, it was announced by

Dean Lamar Soutter.

The increase comes as the result

of a recommendation by the

medical school faculty, who have

volunteered to teach extra classes

to accommodate the students.

According to Dean Soutter. the

proposal was made because the

number of applications has jumped

from 292 last year to 504 this year

The high number of qualified

applicants and the critical need for

more doctors were instrumental in

the decision." he said

While manv of the lectures will

accommodate the increased

number of students, some of the

laboratory courses, such as

phvsiologv and biochemistry will

have to add new sections, he said.

Some adjustments will have to be

made in the laboratories to add

work benches for the increased

number of students, but the Dean

said this could be worked out

The Dean added that 24 students

have been invited to attend next

vear. but acceptances wont be

completed lor a month or two He

noted that all those Invited to at

tend are Massachusetts residents

and six are coeds

When the first building is

completed in the fall of t974. the

entering class will be expanded to

too a year

Fall Grades

(.rade corrections for last

semester (Fall. 1970) ma> be

obtained by undergraduates in

the Registrars Office (Room

2i:i> of Whitmore.

•Although this isn't the way the

case load breaks down, we spend

around half our time in that sort of

meditation." Mr Flight says.

Much of the time it is just

necessary to clear up misun

derstandings or mistaken

assumptions of ten in such cases

most of the Ombudsman's work is

just getting the differing parties

together to discuss their problems,

and some of the time it moves on to

a higher body in the school And of

course sometimes one party still

leaves dissatisfied

What Mr Flight cites as two of

the unique qualities of his post are

its lack of power and its place as an

integral pa rt of the Scno01 of

Kducation. In case the Om-

budsman cannot settle an issue, it

can go to any of several higher

advisory boards and councils

Also, the Ombudsman himself

cannot really take any action on his

own. More often, his role is to

direct an individual to the office or

official who can help him

Mr. Flight describes the four

main roles of the Ombudsman as a

sounding board, where new ideas

and suggestions can be brought

before experienced people, a

general information and referral

surface, a grievance board for

simple problems, and lastly a

mediation board for interpersonal

problems.

Along with these functions, the

office has found itself doing much

data gathering and investigation

regarding teaching assistantships,

and initiating solutions for

problems.

individual's civil liberties against

the blundering and impersonality

of a large bureaucracy Both he

and Mr Flight feel that the office

of Ombudsman is a useful one,

although they and the campus-

wide ombudsman are the only ones

on campus Their job is not

working to eliminate any of the

machine" that is a large school,

but helping people to live with it.

Although problems seem to come

to the office in spurts, at any one

time the staff will be working on 2

or I big problems, often in the

category of interpersonal conflicts,

along with many smaller and

easier to solve problems. Some of

these long-term projects may take

up to three months to resolve The

emphasis on the role of the Om-

budsman in cases of interpersonal

conflict is on the informal and

emotional side of the argument,

and on finding creative solutions to

the conflict.

Mr. Sartwell, who first became

interested in the program through

interest in maintaining the
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The Queen is dead; Long live the Queen!

One can only admire Jim LaMacchia's courage and

sincere intentions in running for Winter Carni Queen.

Miss America-type contests do, in the words of Mr.

LaMacchia, "dehumanizes women and perpetuates a

system of competitiveness and goal-orientation for

their own sake". The selection procedure of the

Winter Carni Queen has been less than regular and did

need to be challenged. Mr. LaMacchia has succeeded

in making people question "sexism" and its

manifestations on -this- campus.

But who speaks for the old, for tradition, for those

who cling to their past and cannot change?

The General Court's decision to void last week's

Winter Carni election and to hold new elections this

week was a just one. Like so many Supreme Court

opinions, however, the General Court neglected to

resolve the basic issue in question -does a female

Winter Carni Queen infringe upon the rights of men
and liberated women? By failing to rule on this, other

than bv inference, the Court has disregarded the

rights of a minority to practice a peculiar life style,

that did not prevent another group from practicing its

style of life.

The Winter Carni female Queen is a voluntary

tradition. No one is forced to "degrade" themselves.

No one is forced to vote. If the Court had wished to

take a broader look at the basic question, it might

have ruled that a Winter Carni king should be

established, to insure the equality of opportunity for

both sexes.

What happened Friday has been happening

throughout the world with alarming frequency:

Weathermen and pukes trash buildings, thinkers

disregard facts in favor of feeling, all traditions are

mocked without questioning their worth, Humphreys

are not allowed to speak, the distinction between pigs

and people is made. Rights are abrogated in the name

of freedom, people are destroyed for the Peoples'

Cause.

A great many students are going to be hurt by what

amounts to the farsification of the Winter Carni farce.

The next time a blow is about to be struck for equality

and sex liberation, I hope that those revolutionaries of

the New Society remember that one day, they too, will

be old.

Camusian Politics

Freeing The C.C.
Since the Campus ( 'enter opened in September, there has been nothing

but whining, moaning, complaining and just plain bitching about the

building and its shortcomings.

Br that as it ma\ . someone finallv did something that approaches what

should be done with the Campus Center all the time: turned it over to

students to do what the> pleased with it.

We if referring of course to the weekends long-awaited liberation of

the Halls ol the Vast Morass. People have attempted, on a very small

scale to Irra all that space on the Concourse level into an open market-

place Thevve had little success. Kither they've set up such nnky-dick

little booths that no one wants to be embarrassed b> being seen at them.

OT they come up with something that may be potentially profitable and

the\ are told to leave.

In am case, it s too bad that the Campus Center has to remain

M imarilv a show -place for the University to point to with pride and say

See our beautiful building" while students, not really knowing too much

fetal the Center, sit in the Hatch and complain about it.

\ohodv in bis right mind would listen to any suggestion that the

| .munis ( enter Concourse to be turned into a full-time midway romp etc

with Ferris wheel and merrv -go-round. And well grant you that the child

booth Koadarte s portable opium den. and the cotton candy man may

have no permanent place in the bowels of the Waffle But does the

t raltsmen Ouild. the potter, the pen and ink sketchman. the candle

hi iker the fortune teller, do the\ hav e to be turned out into the cold cruel

world ' Why cant they stav inside, where traffic is heavy and where they

night have a chance at selling something.

We re not proposing that the (enter be turned into a full-time market-

place Nor are we intimating that the Campus Center is some kind of

elaborate rip-off. But it was nice to walk down the Concourse the other

MflM and have something to look at. someone to laugh with instead of

glaring ;«l because they asked if you wanted a hit off the chili.

Listen, all vou apathetic people out there, to whom

the Strike is remembered, ever less clearly, yet ever

more distinctly in relation to the rest of your life, ta

neat little section of time where you acted out of

accord with how you really are), Listen, as 1 tell you

whv vou are apathetic: Results! There just weren't

results, tangible, effective, hardly even remote,

results (Look at Indochina if you think otherwise).

Ask yourself what relation your running around the

S U
*

with a potent feeling of importance, had to do

with the war directly. The problem stems from our

viewing history as a rapid tale of achievement, with

something occuring here and there, and ending here

and there We should look at history as a torpid

stream, flowing, and never ending, with us. the

players as mere, insignificant molecules in the sand

of time (romantic, huh). We feel we cant stand

around and wait for history to catch up to us. to our

views, our visions, so we end up very depressed, filled

with anguish and despair Camus, do your thing.

Accept the fact that you will probably not make any

mark in historv at all, that you will be one of

Napolean's corporals, one of Washington's mules, or

one of the thousands that died in the Great March. But

so what? Make your mark, instead, in terms of your

own existence. If capitalism is forcing the world to

choke in its own garbage, and if it is inevitable, why

not fight to your last breath, even if only to do

something as the world dies? If right-wing repression

is inevitable, can we not fight it. even hopelessly, if

only to die saying "I never gave in." ? If Nixon and the

Silent Mornity are inevitably the power in America's

future, can we not, even in a futile attempt, try and

elect someone, let's say McGovern, even if he is,

perhaps, like the rest, even if it is all futile, can we not

try. despairing all the while, filled with absurd

anguish, yet fulfilling our own ideals of what we want

ourselves to be? We must, for the time being, div orce

ourselves from the present historical context, forget

Chicago, McCarthy, Agnew and so on, and try and

elect someone whom you feel at least approximates

your general political beliefs. If the political system is

futile, you still did not waste your time. Your time is

never wasted in activity; all you need say is that you

tried tand will try again), and that you did not

passively wait the Repressive Age. the Polluted Age,

sitting on vou ass. Exist.
Al Alessi

Editorial Points

Dean Jeff's departure from

the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture will leave a gap in

the hearts and minds of those who

knew and respected him.

It the University of Delaware

can have I chicken as a

Homecoming Queen, why can't

UftlMi have a man for Winter

(ami Queen'*

The Board of Higher

Education s newly announced

opposition to a tuition hike in

Mate colleges and Universities

signals the beginning of what will

surely become a choosing of sides

lor the upcoming debate in the

Legislature this March. The

Board of Trustees, as of yet

uncommitted on the issue, will

probably take a stand very

similar to the Board's at the

prompting of President Wood,

who acted as Chairman of the

committee which studied the

problem for the Board of Higher

Education.

The Physical Plant set-up a

thick red pole on the sidewalk

between N. Pleasant St. and the

Student Union Somebody had an

awful strong bumper, because it

been demolished now
***********

People are beginning to

speculate about what will happen

on campus when Spring comes;

the great debates which tore the

nation a year ago still rage; the

catharsis of last May has brought

no peace to the individual in

America today.
«*«*•***•»*

To Tony Granite-Joshephine

Schlunk had a run in her

stocking, Friday. February 19,

1971 -11:53 am.
»********•

The Sunday New York Times
launched a massive anti-war

offensive yesterday; Reston.
Wicker, two cartoons and a lead

editorial must reflect at least

some of the misgivings they have
about Nixon's policies in

Southeast Asia. The only enemy
Nixon really wants to avoid

antagonizing are those in the U.S.

In the name of peace at home, he

is willing to wipe out everybody
in Asia using planes.

Letters To The Editor Or In 25 Words Or Less

Letters to the Editor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer's

signature, address, and telephone number (all of

which will be withheld upon request) The limit is

one page and thedeadlineis 5 p.m. the day prior to

intended publication. The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters.

The same rules apply to Editorial Points except

that the limit on these is 25 words. No prizes will be

awarded or gifts given out This not a contest. It's

simply a forum for those of you who don't feel like

writing a whole letter or who don't know more than

25 words.

Letters To The Editor

Safe, Secure Southwest
/

To the Editor:

We, the security committee of John Quincy Adams
dormitory, insist that the administration take im-

mediate steps to hire a full-time security receptionist

for JQA . We also insist that the administration take

steps to provide full security coverage forJQA in the

interim.

Starting no later than Tuesday, JQA will no longer

have a full time security receptionist. After our

residence hall assistant Mr. Lovell passed away

during Christmas vacation, the administration did

not hire a replacement. Instead they transferred to

JQA the full time security receptionist previously

assigned to Field House. Since then the residents of

Field House have insisted that Whitmore return their

security receptionist to them
Without consulting the area coordinator of

Berkshire or the residents of JQA and without giving

us the time or the finances to make the needed ad-

justments, the administration notified us (one day

before the beginning of Winter Carni week-end) that

effective immediately our security receptionist would

be returned to Field House. Through last minute ef-

forts however, we were able to delay the scheduled

transfer until the end of Winter Carni. But by Tuesday

at the latest, JQA will no longer have a full time

residence hall assistant.

While we can appreciate the security needs of Field

House and while we have no desire to take away a

security receptionist who rightfully belongs *:> them,

we must protest against the thoughtless way in which

the administration has handled this matter and the

impossible security dilemma the administration has

forced upon us.

It is common knowledge that the security needs of

southwest exceed those of any other residential area.

Furthermore, JQA, having the special security

problems unique to towers, houses approximately 600

women. Surely, then, if Field House rates a full-time

security receptionist, JQA rates one even more, and

we must insist that the administration discharge its

responsibility to protect our lives and property.

Stephan Herman for

The Security Committee of JQA

Exploitation No More
To the Editor:

My disguist with the local financial exploitation of

students has grown in proportion to the three years I

have been at UMass. Walk into almost any store in the

area and compare their prices to those in Boston.

Recently I had to purchase an item from a drugstore

in Amherst. The price was outrageous. I asked the

pharmacist if he was aware of how much the same

item sold for in Boston His answer: "I haven't the

slightest idea." I believe that the 5 College students

should solicit only those stores that do "have an idea".

Here's a starter - a sub and pizza shop adjacent to

Southwest is under new ownership. I got into a con-

versation with the new owner, Ralph. We discussed

the cost price of his food, the overhead of the store,

and other such matters. He seems sincerely in-

terested in running the best business at the best prices

lor the students. It would be financially impossible to

lower all his prices, but he does plan to offer a weekly

•special" onapopularitem.Unlikea local hamburger

stand that lowered its absurd prices because it was

losing its customers, Ralph's sub and pizza shop isn't

forced to do this. It is popularly solicited and could

prosper very well without this weekly special. So if

you're going out for lunch or a snack, solicit Ralph's

pizza shop. If the volume of business more than

compensated for the reduction of price, maybe Ralph

would offer two or three "specials" in the same week.

But just so you won't regard this as an ad-

vertisement, I would encourage you to solicit this new

business only as long as these "specials" remain

consistent, and are not meant to drum up new

customers, only to up the prices later. But for now, I

would encourage students to give all merchants a

break who are doing the same for us.

Name W ithheld By Request

Repenti
To the Editor:

If this letter saves even one

person from the traumatic ex-

perience I went through, it will be

worth it. It's very much in style for

certain people to rip-off the stores

in the area . such was the case with

me. I never considered getting

caught, being 'sure' that I was

much too careful. And was I

careful... I always checked out

every little detail, such as making

sure that no one could notice

bulging pockets. Well I finally was

caught, and it was a terrible ex-

perience, one I'd never take a

chance of going through again.

Fortunately, the people who
caught me at Zayres weren't as

hard on me as they could have

been, but to have something like

that against you and always

hanging over your head is a

terrible feeling. When one thinks of

the consequences as far as a future

career is concerned, the risks are

far too great. Don't find out

through experience like I had to

that it doesn't pay to shop-lift, from

a practical as well as a moral point

of view.

Name W ithheld By Request

Freezin'

To the Editor:

WANT TO LISTEN!
It would be so great to have a few

bus schedules on a bulletin board

by the UMass waiting station on

North Pleasant -campus bus

schedules, 5-College schedules,

and local schedules too. I'll never

forget waiting for over an hour

with 12 other frozen souls tor the 5-

College bus to Smith only to find

out later that the buses weren't

running because Smith was
already out for the Christmas

break. For anyone who is in-

terested, the 5-College buses don't

run from March 19 to April 5th.

Some of us stay on campus and

study at Smith. Bus schedules

could sure save GRIEF!
Name Withheld By Request

Guilt

Perhaps it's not a democratic

system al all.

Bernadette Devlin at the Cage

last Wednesday.

(Editor's Note: The following

letter was received by the Dean of

Student's Office last week.)

To whom it may concern.

Two years ago I was a student at

your college, living in Northwest

(sio. Pierpont dorm I stole a few

dishes from the Commons which

serviced our dorm. I have felt

badly about it, and I wish to return

the cash value of the dishes I in-

clude $5.00.

Sorry

& Thank you

A Midwinter 's Nite

Nightmare
King Julius leradius

Dinkinus and Queen James

S:132. Or The Decline And Fall of

Julius leradius. presented over the last

two weeks in lull color and living theatre,

was probably the high point of the

dramatic arts in my three years as a

student here Based loosely on Chekhov's

The Cherry Orchard and Shakespeare's

Julius Caesar. Decline and Fall had as its

central theme the decay of the old order

in the lace of a revolution. Focusing on

the last days of Executivus Counsilus.

Decline And I all brilliantly depicted the

tragedy and pathos of the hero who is

laced with his own extinction.

Taking a page from Shakespeare, the

story begins as Julius is stabbed in the

Senate. Unlike the earlier work, written

lour hundred years ago, about events two

thousand vears ago. Julius is not done in

hv a knife"; it is bureaucratic paper which

declares that class government is to

abolished on the 22nd of February. Here

we see the first strain of Chekhov's in-

fluence February 22nd is the American

holiday commemorative of the birth of

George Washington, who once chopped

down the cherry orchard. The Cherry

( Jrchard will fall again on February 22nd.

The author has obviously chosen the date

with deliberate intention, borrowing

Chekhov's symbol In Chekhov's play,

the felling of the Cherry Orchard

represents the decline of the Old Order.

The stage, then is set from the

beginning as a pageant of the last days of

the Old Order There is to be pageantry

enough for all.

It almost seemed as though the

departing rulers enjoyed the knowledge

of their mortality The film "Gone With

The Wind", eerily appropriate to our

scenario, was brought in as a backdrop to

the acting. There was a masked ball, at

which all partook with great enthusiasm

in the traditions of the past. In a mood of

eat. drink, be merry, and be nostalgic, all

danced until early in the morning to the

music of Little Latin Larry, the

Latinaires. and the Luscious Latinettes.

Dressed in the regalia of a now dead but

fondly remembered era, there was great

emotion in the breast of this viewer as he

considered the impending doom of Class

Government, the last bit of Joe College to

be found anywhere.
As a climax to this Gothic vignette.

King Julius planned to laugh in the face

of reality There was to be the Coronation

of a new queen. It was no more than a

dying gesture on the part of a fading

ruler to a tradition to which he had been

faithful to the end. The queen would be

crowned, in a final, symbolic however

weak, gesture of resistance to the

Revolution.

But it was not to be. The era of

monarchy was no longer. The same

revolutionary forces which caused King

Julius' political demise prevented the

election and coronation of the Queen. The

cultural revolution, a force more
irresistable than the political revolution,

cause King Julius' plans to go awry.

It is in this segment that the author

demonstrates his true genius. The rest of

the play stands as decent tragicomedy,

but this sequence raises it to the level of

absurdist theater par excellence.

The cultural revolutionaries decide to

make a farce of the beauty pageant

which in being conducted to cboose a

Queen Queen James arose, claiming to

be the rightful Queen of Carnival. King

Julius said no, I must have a girl for my
Queen The masses arose, demanding

recognition of Queen James Then one

right thinking citizen, Dinkinus of

Phillipi. took the matter to the court of

justice Accordingly, a tribunal was set

to determine exactly how the rightful

Queen would be determined

For King Julius, it was not on the grand

scale he was used to from his old days as

a Student Warrior Still, it was a last

challenge, a chance to go out in a spark of

glorv. if not a whole blaze.

I nlike the earlier days, when noble

knights battled on the lists in a joust, this

battle was to be lought among lawyers

Accordingly Julius and Dinkinus arrived

withtheirsolieitors to conduct a battle «»t

semantics Julius brought with him Sir

Russell. Chancellor of the Exchequer;

Dinkinus brought along Queen James

All the student leaders were there Ye

Olde Dailee Collegiane.Newc England*-

1

Uirgeste Campuse Dailee. was on hande

Also the lorces ol cultural revolution,

who engaged in bizarre sexual practices

in the court of laws They were not

banished: clearly something had hap

pened to motherhood, apple pie. and

royal sovereignty, but to see sacrilege in

the court of laws, one had the feeling that

not only class government, but also

student judiciary, was obsolete, waiting

lor someone to take notice.

Yet this is the beauty of the play The

cultural revolution challenges

Established Tradition, and takes the

matter through Established channels,

the court The author exaggerates to

make his point, obviously this is too

absurd to take place in real life But the

beauty of the living theater is that the

lines between what is theatrical, and

what is real, are obscured

The outcome of the play is worth the

price of admission. The Supreme

Tribunal was declared to be in violation

of such documents as the S.G.A. act of

1967. the 1964 Civil Rights Act. and the

Constitution of the United States It is

typical ol our troubled tunes that these

silly legalistic documents were held to he

more important than the traditions ol

Class Government. Winter Carnival, and

Joe College

For King Julius, the defeat was made

e\ en more pathetic The court ordered a

new election Im- held to choose a QllMfl

King Julius was named an < Hlicer ol the

Court to conduct the election Thus he

was granted a reprieve, though all knew

that the reprieve was only temporary,

and that soon. King Julius would he

mummified In red tape and thrown in the

ravine behind the Campus Center As lor

Queen Janes and Dinkinus of Phillipi.

the\ look pity on the traditions they were

attacking, and went hack to Pierpont to

net drunk, in the tx-st Joe College

tradition

Jim LaMacchia was good in the role of

Queen James Only once, when he spoke

ol exploitation with a straight face, did he

tail to interpret his character well Rich

Dinkin. whose credits include The Solid

Cold Cadillac. Lewd and Lacivious

Cohabitation, and Bust, as well as the

him Harold. Turn Off the Mike, was
perfect as Dinkinus of Phillipi No one

else could have played the role

Among the minor characters Sam
Goldman did a good job as Lawyer
Silverman.

( asting a girl in the role of King Julius

was a master stroke Juli Ieradi was

superb in her part. She conveyed well the

impression of decline and pathos

It was. all in all, the highpoint in this

reviewer's weekend.
Eugene Barnett

• Editor's Note: Eugene Barnett is the

psuedonym of a former MDC Staffer.)
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Committee Formed Protesting

Florida Campus Restrictions
H\ NICKSAAKVITNE

M IK' Staff

The committee for Free

A&sembl) and Politieal Expression

on Campus, a group formed in

Florida protesting the Florida

Board of Regents policy of

prohibiting certain groups trom

gaining recognition on that state's

campuses, is asking that students

etuj [etten • pretesl ol this action

be sent to 1> Burke Kibler.

chairman of the Board. Box 177:!.

Lakeland. Florida. 33802 and

copies to the Committee, Box 2303,

Tampflorida, 33602.

mi the basis of this policy the

Young Socialist Alliance.

recognized in ever) state in the

union where they have applied,

was banned trom the Florida

campuses. This proscription was

accomplished t>\ a simple letter by

1). Burke Kibler. chairman of the

Board, stating that the YSA comes

fully within the previously enun-

ciated policy of the regents. The

YSA was never granted a hearing

on its plea for recognition nor given

a chance to answer the charges

made by Kibler. A clearer

\ mlation of due process is difficult

to imagine.

Members of the Committee
stated that while they do not

necessarily support the political

ideas ol the YSA. these are not

what is on trial What is. according

to the Committee, is the right to

have legitimate status on campus

regardless ol political persuasion.

The Committee, consisting of

teachers, families, and groups in

Florida, is trying "to mobilize

legal and public pressure to secure

the rights of the YSA to exist on

campuses in the state of Florida,"

and to take up similar cases that

Notices

directly relate to "tree assembly

and political expression."

The Board's action denies these

groups the right to assemble

publiclv. organize activites, and

have access to the facilities

available at the state universities.

The basis on which this policy was

made is that certain groups, m the

opinion of the Board, have as their

goal the "destruction of the total

educational process" of the

Florida university school system

This policy was initiated solely

on the imiative of the Board of

Regents without any consultation,

discussion or hearing with any

other section of the university

community. This policy, granting

the Board the right to decide who

lias acceptable beliefs and goals

and who, therefore, has a right to

presance on campus, is un-

constitutional

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Brotherhood meeting at Memorial Hall at 7

pm tonight

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

important meeting tonight at 7 p m m the

Lodge

B F A
There will be a meeting tor all B F A

Painters and prospective Painters todav a'

12 15 pm .n Clark 202 All B F A Painters are

urged to attend

BUDDHIST MEDITATION
The venerable Chao Khun Dhammasudhi.

Meditation master ot the Buddhapadipa

Temple Surrey. England will speah on

Wisdom 8. the Buddhist Way" tonight at 8

pm .n the Red Room ol Converse Hail.

Amherst College This is a rare visit into Paul

S86 U97

ENGLISH DEPT
English Maiors The English Dept Un

dergraduate Council <i holding an

organizational meeting tonight at 6 30 p m m

the mam room o< Memorial Hall All interested

maiors are invited to attend

^ Mfcfc UNIVERSITY
Classes startmq .n Dance movement and

nody awareness Tuesday at 7 p m m P.erpont

Lounge

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE CLUB

This is the last week that new members can

iom and have tun square dancings Tuesday at

J 30 p m in the C C Aud

The regular square dance will be held in the

C C Aud tonight at 7 30 p m Beginners

lessons 7 30 9 30. Club level review 9 30 10 30

IEEE „ ~
IEEE STUDENT FACULTY NIGHT Or

Scott speaks on Biomedical Engineering at 7

p m Tuesday. Feb 23rd m Room 174 176 of the

C C

MEHER BABA
Meeting F -b 22nd M Room 178 ot the C C at

7 30 p m tor all those .nterested m discussing

BaBa religion and drugs

MICRO TEACHING CLINIC

Clime begins tor th.s semester today The

t.rst meeting will be held in the Marks Meadow

Cafeteria

OUTING CLUB
Mict.ng tonight featuring Casey IK C

,ie and h,s slides of the Yukon m Room 16S

ol the C C af 6 30

READING STUDY CENTER
Registration tor Reading Study lm

provement course Tuesday. Feb 23rd at 7 p m
,n Room 163 164 of the C C Course will meet

tor 5 weeks. TuescMy 8. Thursday evenings

trom 7 8 15 p m

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
George will be speaking m Frammgham this

weekend and we n be able to get m OK All

details will be known by 6 p m Tuesday so call

665 3901 if interested

UNDERGRADUATE DEUSTCHE
STUDENTS
important meeting today at 4 30 p m on the

5th Floor of Herter All interested students

urged to attend

LOST
Kennedy s 15th floor Pebbles it found please

call 6 1513 Pebbles is very valuable to our well

being

Notebook Child Development lost Very

important please call Dave Desiard.ns Leave

at Lost 8. Found Thanks

A pair ot glasses, black frames, m black

case. >n vicinity of Machmer Call George 5

0845

A silver pocket lighter was lost on the path

between Bartleft 8, Memorial Hall on Wed

Feb I7th around 2 30 Call 5 2642 ask tor

Mananne m 309 betw 7 9pm or leave mSU
Lost & Found it has great sentimental value

l Hampshire Nat i Bank checkbook was lost

it tound please call Lynn 6 9917

1 pair of gold rimmed glasses were lost call

Ralph collect I 774 2575

#T

a?

ATTENTION

JUNIORS and SENIORS

CLASS RING

Order your official UMass Class Ring

from factory representatives

Monday Feb. 22 - Tuesday Feb. 23

Wednesday Feb. 24 - Thursday Feb. 25

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY STORE - CAMPUS CENTER

$10 deposit required

March delivery

Five-College Fellowship

Applications Available
Applications are available in the Placement Office for students

who expect to graduate in June, 1971, from Amherst. Hampshire.

Mount Holvoke. and Smith Colleges and l.Mass tor the W71-73

FIVE COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP
Under the supervision of the Five College Coordinator, till

Fellow will pursue a variety of practical tasks which will aid in

lurthering cooperation among the Valley institutions His

assignments will range from drafting correspondence to doing

research and preparing recommendations for action.

The Fellow will have a full-time demanding job, but it should be

interesting and afford an opportunity to learn about the ad-

ministration of higher education in general and inter-mstitutionat

cooperation in particular.

The FIVE COLLFCJF FELLOWSHIP should be 61 particular

interest to a student who is considering a career in higher

education, either as a teacher or an administrator, and who finds

the idea of a year's practical experience before graduate school

appealing He "must be able to write with precision clarity, and

brevity This is not a secretarial job, but a candidate should be able

totypeal hast well enough to produce legible drafts

The FIVE COLLEGE FELLOWwillbe appointed tor one year

beginning July 1 or on another mutually agreeable date. The

stipend tor the year is $tilKK)

Completed applications should be sent by March Id to the

following address: Mr. North Burn,

The Five College Coordinator

Box 740

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Govt. Series
Professor David Kettler, for-

merly of Ohio State and currently

at Franconia College (Franconia.

New Hampshire) will speak on

•Ideology and Ideologues" today

at 4:00 p.m. Room 162-175. Campus

Center. The lecture is being

sponsored as part of the Dept of

Government's colloquium series.

Prof Kettler was alleged to have

been involved in the "incidents" at

Ohio State last May and had to face

court action.

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer

School, a fully accredited
University ot Arizona pro-

gram, will ofler, July 5 to

August 8, art, folklore, geo-

graphy, history, political sci-

ence, language and litera-

ture courses. Tuition, $160;

board and room $155. Write
Dr. Juan B. Rael, Office of

Summer Session, University
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
85721.

Think Spring!
ADD NEW LIFE TO YOUR DORM ROOM

with DEEP COLOR LATEX PAINT
FROM

SHUMWAY'S
PAINT AND WALLPAPER STORE

320 COLLEGE ST.

Open 8 am. 6 p.m.. Thurs. & Fri. till 8 p.m.

Tftrf"

2 1 *^
1"

£ WIFT

6 lbs. for only $1 .50

12 lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50,

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters, 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

L

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(ne*r to The Tower)

11 I. PLEASANT STREET

We Come Upon The Living, To Call Upon The Dead

The Dead Come Through

a play of

fragments

grew from

improvisations

find a sound/action

that feels to you

like death

imagination

breathes

a play grows

Tryouts For

"Major Barbara"
Trvouts tor the Iniversity

Theater's production ot George

Bernard Shaw MAJOR BAH

\\ \\i \ will Ik> held 00 February B,

>4 >;> (Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday) at 7:30 P.M. in Bartletl

125 MAJOR BARBARA, ;> comedy

under the direction ol Doris

Abramton, is •• dramatized

discussion or debate attacking the

problem ot organized crime

Scripts are available in Machine!

till All Students are united and

encouraged to try out

Shaw descried the t>pes ol

acton lie Wanted tor his play ;is

follows

Barbara must be young ami .i

gusher and capable of a top note of

real religious emotion " She must

have ureal courage great pride

..mi a high temper at tin- back ot

her religious genius

Andre* Undershaft. her lather

requires verj much of i

heavyweight indeed

Ctisins, another leading

character, must be a man ot

iinmistakeable distinction Cusins

requies an actor ol subtety and

refinement, with plenty ol

ingenuity and some comedy, or

else it requires an actor with great

beauty <»t voice and engaginu

personality Cusins is easy lor

any clever actor who has ever seen

the original The next best actor

is perhaps Harold Lloyd."

Bill Walker is a most repulsive

ruffian, whose brutality should be

almost too much tor the audience

to bear ... II theslightesl attempt is

made to make him jolly' or

harmless' or sympathetic in an>

way, you may as wetl ring down

the curtain and give the audience

back its money
l i(

, „»„, clean and Rood

lookup enough to make the scene

in which Barbara breaks down his

brutalit) look natural, which it

will not do il Bill is disgusting

physically and sanitarily

Lady Britomart "lias a most

important part, and requires a first

rate robust comedianne and

grande dame to play it

Bv DEM IAN
MDC Stall

No curtain. Simple props House

lights down. Harsh stage lights up.

Six actors group on stage to

musically announce, (with a

trumpet, a tamborine. tour

ocarinas and voice, i Terminal.

The Open Theatre Ensemble

performed Terminal on Feb 18 &
20. On Feb 19 they presented an

open rehearsal of Mutations, a

work in progress. Both productions

where marked by great con-

centration and tremendous energy

output by the performers.

Terminal reached into the ac-

tor's own encounters with the

American way of death, the

cosmetizing mortician's, tear of

loosing eyes, voice, legs, and

finally die accounting ol ones life in

the hereafter: "The judgement of

your life is your life."

Mutations began with Joe

Chaiken and Roberta sklar, the co

, in-, -ctors ol the open Theatre.

explaining the improvisational

orgins ol their plays, and asked the

audience to participate in

gathering more data for the con

tmually forming P»y- The

audience was let loose to interact

With the actors who arranged

themselves around the auditorium

in the postures ol various per

sonalities such as, -the women

who can't stop moving", "the stone

man", the savage", and "she

thinks she knows what she knows

she think she thinks ".

Most remarkable is the com-

panies abilitv to make lugees and

rounds out ol bits ol sentences,

sounds, and body actions to

communicate deeply personnal

emotions

Joseph l liaikin and Roberta
Sklar. co-directors of THE
OPEN THEATER. Pholo

credit: Deatiaa.

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 dav lours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l.

Box 13927, Gainesville. Ha 32601

W M U A
91.1 FM

DRIVER TRAI^ES WANTED

rJCt S

|fa irons

Service

>tmg oppftarrons for

progfcm which will beginL is off the ground

iformat.or*«jr^PP l,cahon forms are

ova.lablAftWom 43 4 <
Student Union.

Phone .<»1^>184

J\ Ljrrur — Thirty Students

The Comparative Literature

Film Series presents

INGMAR BERGMAN'S
"SILENCE OF COD TRILOGY

TONIGHT: THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY
Mahar, Sand 10

TUESDAY: WINTER LIGHT
Mahar. S and 10

THURSDAY: THE SILENCE
Mahar. Sand 10

„,,,„„„, «. o<l ii u> it. on.- ..t ti..- snoM NNtntHiaiil

, oiitriliiitioiis in int. lie. Iinil < mi.iii;i
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Freshman Hoopsters On The Go...

'Streak' By Maine, 76-61
. I "....* . I, . . .-. . . t , l w ft

Drub N.Essex, 86-38
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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By STEVE FERBER
MDC Staff

The Maine irishman basketball

team used to have a 34 game
winning streak. It lost that streak

Oil Friday night, as the Little

Redmen uppetl their own streak to

8 straight in downing Maine TMil

In handing the Little Blackbears

their firs! loss In 10 games this

•,«•;::-. the UM iss freshmen played.

their consistent!) dominating

game But though the Cage crowd

never saw then team trail, things

were still up for grabs as the first

hall came to .1 clw

With allot their starters figuring

prominent!) n the -coring, the

Little Rednv 'they've done so

m.un times over 50*% from

the floor, this 1 me hitting on 29 >>t

-it attempted 1~

. did their ad-

ml> abli

conn*

I

In m'

11. the Little

the

rting blacks, and their inabilitx

ust thing ipen were vivid

evidence.
Things looked eas) tor the home

Club, and with a little more than

three minutes gone. Al Skinner

stood in the foul circle awaiting the

lump hall Skinner won the tap that

tipped it over to John Olson. Olson

spun around and winged the ball

down to Rich Pitino, who collected

two Of his team high 19 points on

the last break

lUit from then on the I Mass trosh

experienced only frustration. Often

the opportunity presented itself.

but three times early in the first

halt 1 Mass would gam five point

leads onh to see Maine counter

with two quick hoops

With less than _' 1 2 minutes lett

in the first stanza. Maine tied the

game at .'x it but 30 seconds later

Skinnei 'he lane tor two

p,„,
visiting Black

f,o;: 10 llr;lu '

.111

one by OU
. Peter Trow, ended the

hall and ti spread tor the

Imen was surprising!) the

largest lead that they owned up to

that point

From there it was really no

contest The final 20 minutes saw
the scoreboard lights flash with

great rapidity, but only on the

I Mass side.

Poor shooing suddenly became
the crisis with which Maine had to

ileal, as three times down the court

Maine missed three or more shots,

many of them from close inside.

The score was 4341 before Maine

could manage their first field goal

ot stan/a number two. but by 15:24

it was just too late

With the Little Black Bears

employ mg a semi-press the UMaSB
frosh really began to move out A

string oi five straight points by the

Little Redmen was interrupted by

a Maine basket. A six point spree

immediate!) followed and at

lie began to learn what the

word defeat meant

The final 10 inmates becami

mere formality, as the 20-f) out

burst by I he 15-1 Ireshnien had put

1 he game well out ot the op-

position s reach.

Bv FRED ROSENTHAL
MDC Staff

Taking advantage of a sizeable

edge in height the UMass freshman

basketball team outplayed Nor-

thern Essex Community College

for an Wi-58 victory in the Cage

Saturday night. The win was

UMass' ninth in a row and boosted

its record to 16-1.

The Little Redmen broke out to

an early 13-2 lead with Pete Trow

scoring six points in the opening

moments of play. Two of his early

baskets came on assists by Rick

Pitino.

Northern Essex fought to within

five, 21 lti. but UMass broke it open

again and was in control for the

rest of the game. At the half the

Little Redmen led 37-24 as reserve

guard Dennis Mcllugh hit a 20'

jump shot at the buzzer.

The I Mass frosh opened quickly

again as they turned a 13 point

edge into a commanding 2(5 point

lead bv outselling Northern Essex

1K5 over the first live minutes ot

the second hall

The Little Redmen threw some

fine passes during this outburst.

Pitino fed Trow twice and Al

Skinner led Pitino perfectly on one

last break. Then, capping the

drive, John Olson grabbed a

rebound off the defensive boards.

He then wheeled around and

tossed a beautiful full-court pass to

Pitino who converted the layup.

UMass, paced by Skinner,

outrebounded its shorter opponents

bv an amazing margin of 74-29.

Skinner had 18. Levine had 16, his

highest total of the season, and

Olson chipped in with twelve.

Not to be overlooked in this

victory though, are the per-

formances of reserves Mike Brown

and Craig Bovles. Boyles came in

during the first half to spell

Skinner and played well while he

was in there.

Brown played the last eight

minutes of the game and came up

with 10 points and eight rebounds

The 6'4 forward hit on four of six

from the t l*x>r and was credited

with an assist when he fed Larry

Heron tor the final bucket of the

game

Host New Haven Tonight
B) STEV F FERBER

MDC Staff

1; 11 sounds rather impressive,

and that's what the UMass Iresh-

man basketball team's record will

!*. on their home court should the>

defeat the New Haven treshmen

tonight The p.m. matchup will

feature an impressive 10-3 New

Haven baUclub, one that boasts a

fine -hooting percentage, much

like the Little Redmen.

In taking the two weekend

contests rather handily. The Little

Rednun posted their Mth and 12th

wins at home at home this past

Frida) and Saturday nights

Tonight's contest will see a visiting

team with much the same

credentials as the Maine treshmen.

last Friday's opposition.

In the height department New

Haven is well equipped and the

battle ofl the boards should be a

good "ne Shooting-wise the

matchup evolves a close one. and

the minimization of turnovers will

^reat importance this evening

In playing their third game in

fOUff days, the Little Redmen will

be seeking their 17th win of the

season with but one loss> in front

ot a packed Curr\ Hick- I age

The UMass trosh continue to

-parkle in their consistency With

aU live starters averaging in

double figures, the Little Redmen

continue to roll, and tonight's

varsity game prelim might well

M« the Little Redmen make then-

home season a perfect one.

Brothers of

A
MEETING TONIGHT

at 7:00

Loduc E. Pleasant

L_J l_j>ll r^ ' )

* The Population Explosion

n VVV'-. '
/<"

S en aroR B ob P*cku;c>oP

NIGHT 6 **»• CAM'** CtMTt* flwo.
(

SUMMER in EUROPE

from $195
sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
— Open only to 4 I oll.ee Students, Faculty. Staff and

members of their Immediate families —
Departs Returns Wks. Price

6/21 8/29 10 $209

6/11 9/3 IS $200
6/29 7/30 4 S219
6/11 8/10 8 $200
6/3 7/3 4 $iy3

Also Available Eurail and Britrail passes, International

Student ID. Cards. Intra-Europe and Student Charter

Flight Bookings, plus many more helpful services.

For InformatW

Routing
Boston/London, Boston
Boston/London Boston
N.Y./London/N.Y.
Boston/Frankfurt/Boston
Boston/ 1 .ond on Boston

5 10 p.m. Steve 5491357 or Brian 549 3963

10 a.m. p.m.Students International (617) 536-7863

MDC CLASSIFIED
«_.... mw^A ~f iifl»nt In tall til

FOR SALE

3 bedroom rsnrh, pftMo, brecwiii),

1VL tarter, kitchen with built-in

rrfrlfr-mtor, oven and burn*.-*, pine

• blnriH, carpeted dining and living

1'A batba, cellar with new waaher
and dryer

J
_Call_66ft-a>34 . tft-M

~~
Pioneer, Tene, Garrard. PE, Aatqr,

Flutter. TDK, caaaette and open reel

tape. Standard radio. I tab ape*kera.

I.P'a. • tracka and other neeeaaiUea.

See Amherst Audio.
| g

Water Bedo — T x 6*. Workman-
hlp guaranteed. $68.00. Try one

.ml at B-4 Gorman Houoe. Weekday*
from 11:00 to 3:30 or call Richard

at MMiM tn-n
?4" ir.entth TV, name your price.

rail tv •ni-ttn. lil*:
2*

RCA Stereo In walnut cabinet with

•neakera, recently and completely ad-

justed »w needle. Axklng »0 or

beat offer. Call STieryl, 42U Knowl-

ton tt-2510 or 6-2511 tt'i-f!

—Vol! frU ftkiU n'/tyrolla »tep-ln

«W: Rleker I buckle hoot*

Want grad atudent to ahare house

with three other people in Florence

(Northampton) t|uiet. In country,

but near VMaaa. *30 month, plus

utilities 5H4-IWSS 'tt-'M

IERVICES

Inn.tin--.

low «.'•»; together $50
Kitr in !'£>

Call ft-2tl»

tf2-23

«.kla for sale — Spaldinr. 210 cm
I ihi\> akiia, new, never uaed, orlain-

.1 ...st StM Wll aell for beM offer

4 Mil .».VI-"Ofl t-gg

Amherat A«d»a aerrloea stereo

, on.ponent., tap* decka for Jomeii'
,ar, 191 Na. rieM-nt St., tt«-»13X

""TYPING — Thaala. BaanuacHpta.

IMaaertatlona. Maater.. »«'»'*•"
taping reQulremente can be

>

HMdled
thraogh 8ANDV S MCCRETAUA1.
SERVICE. il»l M4-WW.

tf-mwf 5-1

1

PASSPORTS — JOB APPLICA-
TIONS Special vacation packagea on

film and proceaalng everything pho-

tographic Yotiil ag.y« $ »t 1^"«»
Photo. Rt IM. »• Amherat. t$S-

:ill»
<f3-18

SPECIAL EVENTS
""see Hey Brooklyn with I.ynn Holq,-

«ay perform at the Top of the

< ampin Frl. and Sat. nlghte at

iJSTcmm early for dinner! 2-19-26

PERSONAL

BOOKS
We bur used books and recorda

— Whit, light Books (In the Alley)

So temtal t f8-'»

FOR SALE — AUTOS
l'Mi7 VW Imported model, faittha.k

st»le, emc. cond. Beot offer. Call

:,HI-3»™ tf2-23

l!HJ9 Camaro 307 V8 auto., excel-

lent cond Call I-eo after 6. 2Vt-

:m* «!

1970 Hararuda 3«3, vlnjl roof, pow-
rr Nteerlng, power brakes, automn-
lic trans , wide oval tlrea, radio,

I :.(MK> mles. asking $2900.00, 6 nios

..I.I Call 646-9312. tf2-l4

~ To Stash, m> love: Happy Birth-

day ! Love you alwaya. Seed 2-22

I s coin,s bought, sold, traded .

Amen. Kspanal. Saugus, Wigwam.
\lbany. Cellar, lpanenui. Fantastic

love Ml
~My friend Judy, please forclve

me for no t recognlilng you 2-2

' Try Helen for 50c. See what hap-

pens
!

^'^-

WANTED
free estimates on collections. Boh
Miirriii. 406 Chailbourne or P O
Iwig 101. Amherst tfa-26

Sitter wanted for one >ear old

.in hi. my house. 5 lirs. day. Am-
herst Call 2.VI-7I57. tf2-'M

TO SUBLET

64 VW In e«. cond , $600.

:,t:-4341 after 6.

Glenn
2-fj

t* VW. evrell. cond , 36,000 mi
iimlrr coating, w/walls, AM-FM-
»\\ radio, nsking $1400, neg » nil

»a>e •.y.6-*:nu _I___!
.

Must sell '«: Olds — can't afford

to pay insurance. Good condition, 4

...•w tins, sinull dent in side. Sell

tor *I00 or best offer. Call M»-
fiUi iifti-r 5 p m tl >

I irel.ir.l . iistom '67, air rondition-

iiik. .niioiii.it ii vinyl top. nines, \er>

tood condition tall $49-3931 after :•

p ni S ''

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female Koommate wanted now

for Puffton Apt., furnished. Call

5 19-6718 after 6 p.m. t2-28

Wanted — 2 male roommates, fur-

nished apt. In Hartley $60 month,
avail March 1. 684-7718 tf2-23

Male roommate, own bedroom, ap-
>rn\ $75 m mo. Sunderland, just off

Kt 116 Call Brad 868-32.18 tf2-25

To sublet: one bedroom apt , with

separated kitchen and bathroom.

$IM mo. (heat, utilities and air

...n,l ,) available 1 Mur.h Call M8_
i.HII after 6 p m tf2-2H

LOST
One gold rinB. small nny« and

diamond stones in star-like formation,

great personal value Keward tall

.1 Ift - 3.W. nights '--- '

ROOM TO RENT

—One room available. Ii yitig with

four others In house In Bel.-lierlown

Kent $37 50/person plus utilities

Tome see Hilda. OtHHteH I. hrar,

between 1 and I. Spring is hiMt.
he beautiful

"'''

Dance Movement Classes

'(lasses 'in dance movement anil

bodv awareness start Tuesday eye .

7 p ni in Pierpont l.nunge Bring

...mfortahle .lollies and good Oj-es^

Trackmen Second In YC Meet
. . __._t_.l__ it ir\r\anro{\ 111

STRIDE FOR STRIDK-l Mass 1 Jim

i i^hi i hattlfs Peter Wilkfiis of Rhode Is

hurdles at tin- Vankt'o Conference Cha

I'.i.ili ruiiiifi's were flocked in the

same lime, hut Wilkcns was the

winner h\ a hair. Also competing

in the finals was .lei i \ Spellman

(seitintl Iruiu the left I who finished

third. (MDC photo h> Kd
Maiiuiaralli >

(iraves (second from the

land in the finals of the high

mpionships.

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

A powerful and well balanced

UConn team swept to a strong win

over second place UMass in the

Yankee Conference Track and

Field Championships. UConn
finished with a total of 74 points,

while the Redmen rallied for 48

points, with a surprisingly strong

Rhode Island team finishing out

the top three with 43 points.

UConn controlled the meet from

the start as it was able to score in

all events. The Redmen with only

the 2 mile, 1000, and mile relay

remaining found liiein»elves in a

surprising polition as they trailed

second place Rhode Island by 11

points. UMass outscored Rhode

Island by a 19 to 3 margin in these

remaining events which enabled

the Redmen to overtake Rhode

Island for second place in the

championships

Even though it was a disap-

pointment for Coach (J'Brian and

the team to lose to UConn, the team

still managed to win four events,

and had its share of fine individual

performances. Eddie Arcaro

enjoyed one of his finest days as a

Redman as he continued to shine in

the weights with a first place in the

shot put, and a fifth place in the 35-

pound weight.

Ron Wayne was the leading point

scorer for UMass as he came from

behind to win the mile, and came

back later to finish second in the

two mile. The 600 saw Steve Levine

take fifth place off his best per-

formance as a Redman. Cal

Carpenter gave another fine

performance as he finished third in

the high jump.
In the dash, Walter Mayo cap-

tured third place as Ron Harris

claimed fourth place. The high

hurdles was a carbon copy of last

year's race as second place Jim

Graves and third place Jerry

Spellman were again edged out of

first by Peter Wilkens of Rhode

Island.

With only three events

remaining, it appeared that

UMass's chances of finishing

second in the meet would be

doubtful. However the Redmen did

begin to rally as Ron Wayne came

back from the mile to finish second

in the two mile. Wayne was

followed to the line by Tom Jasmin

who finished a strong third. With

UMass still trailing Rhode Island,

Dave Evans came through as usual

with a first place in the 1000. John

Maloney. a freshman, in a clutch

situation turned in his best per-

formance as he placed fourth in the

1000.

UMass managed to gain at this

time a slim lead over Rhode Island

w ith only the mile relay remaining.

The relay team of Ron Harris,

Jerry Spellman, Steve Levine, and

Gene Costello was able to protect

this slim lead with a second place

tinish in the relay.

THE

By SYDNEY OMAM' ]

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

(At the old Amherst
Creamery)

173 Sunset Ave.

Opening Week

Special:

Try Our Famous

Ho lives lor love This >s the sign

.issoc.atd w.th creahv.ty. relat.onsh.ps

with the opposite sex Leo is the sun and

natives ot th.s sign often create happiness

..nu .< /est tor hv.nq tor persons whose lives

.in- drab Leo is harmonious wth Libra.

GiTn.n. Aries and sagittanus Leo .s

favorable m a financial sense tor those born

under Cancer Leo inspires the Sagittarius

i,orn end ii attractive physically to Anes

persons in turn Anes otten serves as an

.nspiration lor those born under Leo

ARIES (March 21 Aprl 19) Proiect

which has been a challenge will bear

dividends You are doing right tnmg m
tr.vmg to fulfill ambition Look beyond

.urface mdicat.ons There .s much to be

discovered
TAURUS (April 70 May 20) Solidify

future plans, especially as they affect

travel Catch up on correspondence, clear

communication lines One who can help you

,s only waiting to be asked Act accordingly

GEMINI .May 21 June 20) Review

budget Be aware of .ntent.ons of business

partner, mate Complete protects Spread

.ntluence Take long range view Solidify

plans .nvoivmg advertising, publishing

CANCER (June 20 July 22) Do more

iistemnq than assert,nq Li-gal affairs likely

to dominate Open communicaton lines

Stress is on how you relate to those with

opposmq views Encourage questions

answers
LEO (July 23 Aug 22! Check medical,

dental appointments Realize necessity of

taking care ot yourself Seek cooperation

from one who performs special services

Share knowledge You will learn by

• nq
VIRGO (Auq 23 Sept 72 1

There .s

stimulation One who appeared indifferent

responds now w.th enthusiasm Give full

in to .reat've urge Be prepared tor

hang. , travel opportunity, romance

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Some matters

are concluded This works out favorably for

you Attend to details concentrate on

applying f.nish.nq touches Fine for home

repairs, land improvement Check real

•• values
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Obtain hint

from v.rgo message Develop ideas Avoid

temptation to be superficial Shortcut

methods will not suffice Relative in transit

-ould make special request

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21) Money

opportunities increase Family member
offers valuable suggestion Meed it Strive

lor greater harmony on domestic front

i/vnat had been blocking progress is

removed
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Take

mitiative Team up with Sagittarius m
dividual Fmanoal prospects are brighter

than you might .magme Be realistic Stop

lumping trom shadows You are on solid

ground
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Pastel

forts now come to light You benefit Those

,n pos.f.on to a.d recognize your unique

capabilities You receive what you have

.arned Older mdividual plays key role

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Some

wishes can be fulfilled but you must

complete a mission Trying to qive

responsibility to others will not work You

,an now deal trom strong, author ifat ive

position Do so
IF lODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

,\n .ndividual.st on your own at a relatively

early age You are sensitive, capable of

..g away from crowd and Of bong true

to personal convictions A family ad

lustment will occur and ultimately prove

uenetioal You succeed when you do your

own thing Otherwise, you waste emotion

talent and money

PEAMTS

at 2(V off

with coupon below

1 Ordinance
4 Afternoon

(abbr

)

6 Gravestone

11 Thoroughfare

13 Angry outburst

15 Proceed
16 Studio

18 Prefix: not

19 Supposing
that

21 Walk
22 Bristle

24 Norse god

26 Stalk

28 Permit

29 Chemical
compound

31 Supercilious

person

33 Prefix: down

34 Declared

36 Fate

38 Symbol for

tellurium

40 Civil injury

42 Caudal
appendages

45 Native metal

47 Ripped

49 Jog

50 Small children

52 Heap

54 Babylonian
deity

55 Man's
nickname

56 Chutes for

delivering any

material

59 Note of scale

61 Calm

63 Anchored

65 Took one's part

66 Exists

67 Sum up

DOWN

1 Fall behind

2 Shuns
3 Pronoun
4 Places

5 Encounters

6 Remuneration

7 Cravat

8 Is mistaken

9 Note of scale

10 Prepared for

print

12 A continent

(abbr )

14 Puff up

17 Permits

20 Suits

23 Spanish article

24 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Tidy
Debatable
Disturbance
Vessel

Let fall

Mud
Carries

A G 11
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Hoopsters Set Marks

UMass Rolls Ovei

Boston State, 8-2
Hn STEVE MOSHER

MDC stall

The l Mass hockey team used a

solid and well balanced attack to

bur\ Boston State B-2 on Saturday

afternoon in a jammed Orr Rink

Seven different Redmen scored

goals with .lack Edwards the only

one to score twice

The win was verj important for

i Mass in several ways The

Redmen now have a Division II

record ol 9-3-1 and the desired

playofi spoi seems well within

their 'each with tour panics lett to

pla> UMass also has an overall

record ot 11-4-1 and those ll

victories mark the most' any

UMass team lias ever marked up

in a single season Finally, the win

means that the Hedmen are

assured ot a •> »nmi u i eason

Kioni the stai; ui the game both

teams seemed bent on physicall}

maiming each other There were

IK penalties called in the game

there should have been more' and

me ot them were whistled m the

lirst period

While the Hawks were con

centralmg on checking and

roughing up their opponents, the

Kedmen scored three goals The

Hist *as on a powerplay situation

and came at 4 28 Damn Keid>

touk a lace ott to the lett ol the

Boston Mate net into the corner

and then behind the net He

managed to work the puck out

Ironl where .lack Kdwards made a

good lake on Boston State's goalie

Mike Sullh an and nudged the puck

into the open net

Ihe next two goals were two ot

the finest individual efforts seen at

Orr Rink hi this season or an>

other And the came ott the sticks

ot the two Canadian Redmen Hat

Keenan and Knc Scratield

\t 7 23 Brian Sullivan was

caught lor a tripping penalty and

I Mass sent on the panalty killing

unit But Hat Keenan had other

ideas Right oil the face ofl Boston

State got the puck hack to its right

point bttt Keenan burst onto the

scene, stole the puck and moved

.town Ihe ielt hoards The Hawk

(telenseman was all over Hat but

K.-enan managed to shake him at

< enter ice and break in on Sullivan

lathj gottffen

.Just as he crossed the blue line.

Keenan wound up and rilled a

screaming slap shot over

Sullivan's shoulder into the right

corner ot the net Sullivan never

saw the puck and IMass was

ahead 2-0 at 7:31 ol the lust period.

.lust about three minutes later

Scrafield scored the game winner

on another brilliant individual

effort The Red Baron picked up a

loose puck at mid ice, started

slowly, pushed the puck dettl>

through the last defender and

broke in on goal. Scratield then

threw a great deke on Sullivan and

sent a backhander into the net at

10:43

These two goals were enough tor

Sullivan and Steve Wolte replaced

him m the Boston State net Wolte

managed to keep the Kedmen from

-coring again but just barely as

Don Lowe just missed a goal when

he hit the post on a shot trom the

lett point

The Redmen started quickly in

Ihe second period and build up a .Vo

lead before Boston State could

score At 2:43 Bob Shea scored

Horn Don Kiley on a quick

backhand shot just alter the lace

oil And at 5:44 Dan Heidy scored

a powerplav. goal At 5:36 Rick

Metell took a hooking penalty

rather than let Beidy get a

breakaway It all went for naught

lor |ust ten seconds later Keidy got

his Own rebound and waited for

Wolte to commit himself and the

rest was easy Brian Sullivan and

Pat Keenan got assists on the play.

At the eight minute mark I Mass

was killing a Keenan tripping

penaltv when the Hawks amanged

one ot their lew serious scoring

threats all game In the confusion

around the net H J Flaherty got

trapped out of position and Bay

i) Mallev seemed certain to score,

but Sullivan made a great

defensive stop of the shot to kill

that threat

Boston State got its tirst goal at

IS 06 when Marty Clapton made a

line shot to beat Flaherty to the

right corner ol the net The play

was made even better because

I .owe was hanging on to Clapton at

the lime

I Mass ran up the score again in

Redmen Take Two
In YanConAction
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the third period in a quick three

minute hurst At 10:07 Don Biley

scored trom Shea Shea made a

good plav to get the pass out in

front ot the net and Riley had little

trouble lighting the lamp. Then at

12:30 Mike Waldron scored from

Brian Sullivan Sullivan made this

play go as he roared around the

back ol the net trom left to right

before whistling a perfect past

across the crease to W aldrom who

was bursting through a maze of

defenders
l Mass scored its final goal at

12:30. Keenan and Kdwards

combined tor a two on two rush.

Kdwards drew both defenders

over to him and Keenan had a good

shot trom the lett side, but instead

he passed back to Kdwards who

had eluded the defense and Jack

sent the puck into the left corner

Ihe teams played out the rest of

the period until 17:01 when Paul

Kilev got caught in the act of high

sticking Just as the penalty was

running put. (> Malley took a shot

Irom the left point that deflected

ott Krick Scrafield s stick and off

Brian Sullivan s stick, and finally

/igged into the net past a

thoroughly confused Flaherty.

ICE CHIPS: With a record

number ol wins to spur them on.

the Hedmen face UNH in the

Durham snake pit this Thursday

night The Wildcats are a division I

team, and a Bedman win would be

just more icing on a well-frosted

cake I Mass is 2- 1 against

Division 1 teams this year, but

UNH is definitely the superior

team The Hedmen will have to

pla\ their best game of the year if

they are to stav in the game.

By DAN KAMAL
and EARLE BABBOLL

MDC Staff

Setting the stage for tonights

showdown with Syracuse, the

IMass hoopsters put together

two solid performances over the

weekend, defeating the

University of Rhode Island. 83-

71. on Friday night and coming

back a night later to rout the

Cniversity of Maine, 85-57.

l>efore a total of 8000 fans at

Curry Hicks Cage. The double

win set a new all-time UMass
season win mark as the Redman
record climbed to 19-3.

Both games went more or less

as expected. In the contest

against URI, the Bams plaved a

spunky brand of basketball

They forced the play, played

well underneath, and led by the

shooting of Phil Hickson and

Dwight Tolliver, prevented the

Redman from blowing the game

wide open.

With only the Yankee Con-

ference title to salvage from an

otherwise dismal season, the

visitors showed great desire but

were simply unable to cope with

IMass on a team basis.

With twelve minutes gone in

the clash, the home team held a

slim three point lead, but led by

the shooting of Julius Erving,

Rick Vogeley. and Mike

Pagliara. the Redmen went on

an 18-10 spurt that gave them an

11 point lead at the half.

Until the midway point of the

second stanza, the game turned

into a basket-swapping affair

between UMass and Tolliver,

who had 16 of his team- leading

20 points in this stretch.

Then fellows like Hickson and

Steve Rowell took over, and

although they could not put a

dent into the Redman lead, they

halted a UMass rout.

Ken Mathias, who was an

inspired ballplayer in both

games, was the stabilizing

factor in this fray. He pumped in

15 points, but more important,

he pulled down 13 rebounds

which, along with Erving's 22

caroms allowed the Redmen to

enjov a decided rebounding

advantage that made the dif-

ference in the final outcome

UMass also got some fine

outside shooting from Pagliara.

Vogeley. and Tom McLaughlin

to offset the sharpshooting

display of Hickson and Tolliver.

The" battle against Maine on

Saturday was just what the

doctor ordered. The Hedmen

broke into an early lead and

were never headed the rest of

the way. a rare occurrence for

the most part this season

With Mathias clearing the

boards and leading the fast

break and Pagliara and John

Betancourt hot from the outside.

UMass built up an 18 point lead

at the half, and by this time it

had already become an ho-hum

contest. The fact that the Black

Bears lost their center Nick Susi

early in the first half with an

ankle injury totally blacked out

their already very dim hopes for

an upset

The best thing about this game

was that the easy victory-

enabled Coach Jack Leaman to

substitute freely. This served a

dual purpose, first of all to give

the starters a rest, and secondly

to prepare for the big one with

Syracuse tonight in which

UMass will have to substitute

freely in order to keep up with

the Orangemen's immense
frontcourt and overall fast style

of play.

AROUND THE R1M...-

Pagliara and Mathias put on a

shooting performance over the

weekend to the tune of 60% each

from the floor...Former UMass

captains were honored in special

halftime ceremonies Saturday

night, with sentimentalism

apparently prevailing, Em
Grayson. 17 and Ray Eller

brook, '70, the oldest and

youngest former captains

"present respectively, received

the largest ovations...Coach

Leaman has acquired an ardent

follow ing who sit directly behind

the Redman bench each game

and label themselves Jack's

Corner ". complete with sign and

all..

ei ice and break in Ofl Sullivan I Mass ran up the score again in _^ L_—————

j

^^

Season On The Line As Redmen Face Orange
^JZ/VVO yy IV ^-^ I"

, OQman will he eoinc with the Dempsev will see their share of th

. .. .... „ .„ n..artim <> -smith a fine complement in the Leaman will De going wiw «• «- k» .

H\ EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

Tonight at Curry Hicks Cage two

teams with hopes of being invited

to a post season tournament collide

bead on as the Orangemen from

Syracuse University come to

\ Mass to do battle with the Bed-

men with tap off set for 8 pm
Syracuse is currently one of the

hottest teams in the east, coming

into contest w ith a nine game win

streak and an overall season mark

f p;,y So far this season the

Orangemen have run up im-

pressive victories over West

Virginia. Armv twice. St. John's

Uth ranked LaSalk and took

fourth ranked Penn to overtime

before losing

The Orangemen will have a

starting live of big 611 Bill Smith

at center. Mike Lee. 6'3 and Mark

Wadach. 6'3. at the forwards, with

til (ireg Kohls and 511 Tom Green

at the guards

Smith is the key to the Syracuse

attack He's an ail-American

candidate and is currently one of

the top three field goal percentage

shooters m the country. Going into

tonight s tilt he is averaging

around 25 points and 14 rebounds

per game.
Lee and Wadach are good leapers

and consistent scorers and give

Intramurals Tonight
Volleyball

-

,s BX
Stools vs i JrtcKs

Vlooms vs Vl'S'-ts

x plus Jvs v

' ' JOCD5

Gymnasts. Wrestlers Win

s In Tomorrow's MDC

smith I line complement in the

frontcourt.

Kohls is averaging 22 points a

game and makes about 50% per-

cent of his shots from the floor. The

field general for the Orangemen

is Green who leads the team in

assists and also contributes nine

points per game to the Syracuse

offense.

As a team, the Orangemen are

similar to Fordham as they are a

zone team, using the zone press

after every field goal and free

throw They use a 2-2-1 full court

press and a 1-2-1 full court press to

accomplish the zone defense.

On offense Syracuse uses a lot of

reverse action plays and likes to

set up two-man plays on the op-

posing defense. One can also look

lor things such as a back door out

ot the guards and the crossing ol

the forwards on the inside as part

of the Orangeman offensive

reporteire.

And with a big 6 11 center the

Orangemen will also be going tor

Smith inside to set the pivot man

up tor his patented shot that he has

made 63% ol the time

Coming off a 21 point victory

over I Conn on Saturday night at

Storts. the Orangemen well be

hungry for victory when the> enter

the Cage tonight This is a big one

tor them, a win meaning a giant

step for 'he post season tour

nament they ire striding lor They

will ; e ready.

For the Hedmen coach Jack

Leaman will be going with the

same starters who did the job over

the weekend, that being Julius

Erving, Ken Mathias and Tom
McLaughlin up front, with John

Betancourt and Mike Pagliara in

the backcourt.

After the weekend games it can

also be expected that Rich

Vogeley, Chris Coffin and Bob

Dempsev will see their share of the

action.

With a post season tournament

also on the horizon for the Hedmen.

they will be ready no doubt for this

encounter.

This is the big one, the stakes are

high the future looms bright for

the winner. All the ingredients are

here for a great ball game.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

0II)F tUnnttfUBtttB

Satlii (jMUgfam
r ^ *' +J A mi AND USPONSIUI ^ "«SS

Weather:

Chance of snow . highs in

30 s,
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i nf his record 32 rebounds in last nights romp over Syracuse, lie a Iso ended up with 36 points in one of the

Slickman).

most memoraDie periuim-nv™ «r»*
g-^

Erving & Company Down Syracuse, 86-71

Bv BARBY HUBENSTEIN
MDC Staff

Julius Erving played perhaps his finest

game ever ...

Proving himself once and for all as a solid

All-America candidate. Erving scored 36

points and snatched 32 rebounds in I^vir-

tuoso performance to lead the IMass

basketball team to its most important win of

this season over Syracuse, 86-71. before 4200

howling Senior Night fans at the Cage last

night The Bedmen are now 20-3 and the

Orangemen are 16-6

Erving simply did everything, and did it to

perfection His 32 rebounds broke his own

record of 30 set earlier in the season against

St Michaels His scoring output not only

wai his highest of the season but also made

him the second leading scorer in UMass

history with 1278 career points and he s still

got a season to go

The junior co-captain was by no means

alone in his heroics last night though Ken

Mathias. plaving his last game at the ( age

after a brilliant career, went out in fine style

w ith 13 points and most of the rebounds that

Erving couldn't get too Hut more than this.

Mathias did a fantastic defensive job on

Syracuse s g'll All American Bill Smith

The giant center came into the contest

averaging J3 points and 14 rebounds a game

He Ielt with \\ points and ten rebounds and

five fouls.

The backcourtmen were exceptional too

John Betancourt, who always seems to have

a hot hand in the big games, had 17 points on

seven of 13 held goal attempt and made a

lew nifty passes for En ing hoops in the late

going Mike Pagliara. though he only had

.even pom's contributed ix assist! at*

took control on the 1
1"

Continued on Page 12
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campus Carousel - r-rl ^
Around And About Wtth 1 ony Lr.

By TONY GRANITE
MDC Staff

TAKE PHYSICS. (JKT GREEN STAMP-
S'. that's what academe has come to.

Bless S&H for that.

It happened at Michigan Central

University, this month, during a "typically

dull
-

' registration, according to the student

newspaper LIFE.
To compete with more lively

registration at neighboring tables, a

Physics prof put up a sign that read,

"Special Today - Double Green Stamps" to

anyone brave enough to enroll in 15 or

more hours of Physics.

He had one taker, a graduate student

(female) who needed 15 hours when no

other courses were available. The tab of

stamps was computed at 480, which set the

instructor to wondering how he could pay

off.

He wrote to the president of Sperry &
Hutchinson (the S&H stamp people).

"Would you believe that one of our coeds

called my bluff?"

The immediate reply from S&H was:

•Tm distressed to note that your offer

drew only one student. The only reason

that I can imagine is that you were

somewhat penurious. Personally, 480

stamps wouldn't get me to take 15 hours of

physics."

Enclosed was a certificate for 1,200 S&H
Green Stamps.

• * •

••QUEENING OF AMERICA" has found

green pastures in the AMHERST
STUDENT, which devoted it's entire front

page for Feb. 15 to a review of this book by

Charles Reich of Yale.

Reviewer Peter Scheer's conclusion:

"The dream that Charles Reich sincerely

bills as a panacea turns out to be little

more than a palliative for confused

parents, frustrated liberals, and, sadder

still. Charles Reich himself."
* •

LADLE LADY LAMBASTED. It happened

at UBridgeport, when a junior English

major was fired by the director of food

services for her "supercilious attitude."

according to a report in THE SCRIBE.
Identified as one of the dining hall's

"beloved ladle ladies for four devoted

semesters." the coed said she had been

guilty of telling her friends (who must

have been legion) which dishes to avoidon

certain days.

Ombudsman, where are you?
* •

SPEAKING OF WOMEN the ladies of

the Women's Liberation Front at

Washington State would love to have such

a cause to make celebre. According to the

DAILY EVERGREEN there, WLF is

searching out cases of discrimination

against women on the campus.

But they're after small potatoes. "When

a woman is expected to serve coffee to

men of equal status in her department --

that's discrimination.' according to a

spokeswoman.
Or it might be sheer politeness, an over-

active maternal instinct or even a

manhunt?
• • *

MEANWHILE, back at Trinity College,

comes the disquieting intelligence that

"Nearly half the student organizations

existing at the College during the past

decade have not survived to 1971, and the

rest may not be around much longer."

The report appeared as the first in a

series of articles on student organizations

and student interest to appear in THE
TRINITY TRIPOD.
The most notable among the 30

vanishing groups is the Student Senate,

which died last Spring. Among those that

are moribund are the debating club, which

has spent only 80 cents of its $100 budget,

and fraternities which have resorted to

going coed to stave off extinction.

The lowest attrition has been with social

action groups which decline as causes

disappear.

Ah, apathy, this is thy sting!
• • *

AND DOWN IN MAINE. ..Ralph Nader,

the Crusader for highway safety, nearly

didn't ride to a speaking engagement at

the UMaine-Orono campus, last month.

The seat belts on a student host's 1968

Ford had been tucked away with a broken

plastic buckle. When the consumer ad-

vocate made it clear that he wanted the

protection of the belts, he was strapped

into his seat with half the passenger's

harness hooked to the right-hand section of

the driver's seat belt.

The student driver drove beltless, as he

has for the last two years. "Nader didn't

seem as concerned about my safety as he

did about his own," he told THE MAINE
CAMPUS newspaper.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Gil Moves To The Hatch

By GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

If you ve always wanted to talk to a draft counselor,

but never gottenup the energy to hike up to the second

floor of the Student Union, today's your chance. Draft

t ouiiseling Services will have an info table set up

outside the Hatch all day today. Stop by and rap about

\ our problem, or pick up some literature to read

That w -> a \u>rd from our sponsor Now. on with the

regular programming
Whenever vou receive a classification card from

your friendly local, it includes a statement saying that

you have thirtv days in which to file an appeal of the

classification. You should use this appeal right at any-

time you are not satisfied with the classification. All

you have to do is write to the board, tell them that you

do not want the classification they have assigned you,

that vou wish to appeal through a personal ap-

pearance, and that you would like an appointment

with the Government Appeal Agent before the per-

sonal appearance It helps, but is not required, to tell

them what classification you would like.

For illustrative purposes, let's assume that I just

graduated and have been reclassified I-A. The

classification card arrived in today's mail. After a

brief moment of panic. I realize that it's finally time to

act. I hie me hither to my nearest draft counselor and

sob on his shoulder. We decide that I have a fair

chance for a III A hardship deferment because my
wife just had a baby and can't work, her father just

got laid off from his job because of Nixon's latest

n*. e to stimulate the economy and can't support her,

i.i v folks are putting two more kids through school and

Mt just barely making ends meet, and we have doctor

bills up the proverbial.

With the counselor s assistance, I compose a letter

outlining the situation, add a couple of tear-drops for

effect, and mail it to my board. (Certified, return

receipt requested, of course. > In the letter I ask for a

HI A classification. They send back the appropriate

form, and back I go to my counselor. We fill out the

form and return it to them (Certified, etc.) After

due deliberation, they send me another I-A.

Aghast. I rush back to my draft counselor He tells

me to appeal it. Together we compose another letter:

"Dear Draft Board.

My name is John Q Public. SS fXYZ mote the

dehumanizing use of numbers ..just like the univer

sity i I recently received a I-A classification which I

wish to appeal. I should be classified III A on the basis

of extreme hardship Please schedule me for a per-

sonal appearance so that I may discuss my cir

cumstances with you.

"In addition. I would like a appointment with the

Gov Appeal Agent prior to the personal appearance

"Thank vou, etc , etc.. etc."

This letter is also sent Certified Mail, Return

Receipt Requested, as is all material sent to the

board, and a copy is kept in my personal file at home

Finally, I meet with the Appeal Agent. Like most, he

is an attorney, and his loyalties are, at best, divided

He is supposed to advise me of the best way to

proceed within the law in seeking the classification I

desire, but if he thinks I don't deserve it. he will tell

the board. So I don't tell htm anything I don't want the

board to know But I dutifully note his advice and

consider it in planning my future actions I also write

down, verbatim, a transcript of our discussion and

send a copy to the board to be included in my file.

Supposedly, I would have brought all the available

documentation of my financial situation with me. and

he would have told me where my case was weak and

what I could do to make it stronger. My next step, then

is to seek out the strength-stronger My next step,

then is to seek out the strengthening material, so that I

can bring it with me when I meet the board

Finally, before I go to my personal appearance. I

write a summary of my situation and prepare a list of

all the documents which should be in the file I run off

enough copies of each of these to hand to each member
of the board.

(This dramatization of the appeal proccess will be

continued in Draft Counselor's Corner on Thursday

Please tune in at that time The information could

save your life. >

Peace
Questions to this column should be addressed to Gilbert j Salk. c/g

Draft Counseling Services HSO »395, Campus Center. Un.w of Mass ,

Amherst. Mass 01002

Free personal dralt counseling available Draft Counseling Services.

4I8E Student Union 2nd floor

Polish Boat
Allowed Into

Narragansett Bay

NEWPORT. R I (AP) - A Polish

fishing vessel was given per-

mission Monday to steam up

Narragansett Bay to Providence to

replenish her fuel and water tanks.

The vessel, the 240-foot

Prezemsza, was en route from the

fishing grounds off the Virginia

Capes to Halifax VS.. for engine

repairs when she put in to

Narragansett Bay at Newport and

reported to the Coast Guard

Station at Castle Hill she was low

on tuel and water.

MDC Hotline 5-2550

VOTE TODAY

WINTER CARNIVAL

QUEEN

Student Union Lobby

Kennedy Recall of Senator

Sets New Legal Precedent
Bv CYNTHIA SWINDELL
AND LEE THIBODEAU

A precedent has been set concerning Student Senate representation at

Kennedv I pper
( >n February 8, the students of Kennedy Upper circulated a petition to

order a referendum on the recall of Senator John Stevens. The students

took this course of action after John Stevens moved from that dorm. This

is the first occasion that a student senator has been recalled due to the

fact that he moved from his representative area

At the end of the fall semester John Stevens, the senator of Kennedy

I" pper moved to the newly opened Cashin dorm. Upon moving, Stevens

retained his position as Kennedy Upper senator Tim Brennan. the Head

of Residence at Kennedv Upper, therefore initiated a petition in ac-

cordance with Student Senate Constitution. Section -7 which states that

•a petition signed by at least one-third of a constuency. shall be

necessary and sufficient to order a referendum on the recall of a

Senator."

With the necessarv one-third, a referendum was held at which the

students of Kennedy Upper voted to have Stevens recalled. Subsequently

a new election was held on February 18. at which Harry Rea won on a

write-in vote.

MDC

Classifieds

Are Worth

It

IMMfO't't
»rTf»Tio*

TO
UMKCtftCV

I'i'i North Plea«*nf •»»., %nili«'r«i

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU in the Spring

EUROPE in the Summer
For Information concerning those chartered Jet nights

call:

510 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m.-5p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to 5 College Students. Faculty, Staff

and members of their immediate family —

L
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OHiceol the OAily COLLEGIAN art on the second tloor of the Student union on

the University campus, zip code 01002 Phones are 545 7550 (news), 545 0344

(sports), and 549 13U (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacat'on and nam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or
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Packwood Speaks on Quality of Life

At The Cage
By ROBERTSCHEIER

MDC Staff

"The quality of life is inversely

proportional to the number of

people, times the square of the

area of land they live on." Sum-

marizing his view on population

increase in this way, Senator

Kobert Packwood, speaking in the

Campus Center Auditorium last

Sen. Robert Packwood

night, advocated policies of family

planning, legalized abortion, and a

change in tax, welfare, and

housing laws to achieve population

stability in the United States.

Speaking before an audience of

250 in the DVP-sponsored lecture.

Senator Packwood said that family

planning-contraception education

and information-should be made

available to every man and woman
in the nation, regardless of

education or financial status. On

the subject of abortion, he said that

he felt it was the right of every

woman to discontinue an unwanted

pregnancy
In the third area of action, the

changing of laws which encourage

large families. Senator Packwood

introduced legislation in his home

state of Oregon which would limit

to two the number of children

which could be claimed as a tax

exemption However, since this

law went into effect, he has become

convinced on the basis of tax

results that this puts an undue

financial burden on people in the

$5-10.000 dollar income range

Despite this, he feels it was a

significant psychological victory,

in that it is among the least con-

troversial population control

measures and might spur future

efforts.

Senator Packwood stressed that

the Congress is wary of taking

strong or controversial action, and

•often says that something can't

be done when what they really

mean is that they don't want to
"

Me said that the public should

siart shouting at Congress about

population control, and then they

will do something.'

Senator Packwood predicted in

his speech that within one or two

years the Supreme Court would

probably strike down many anti-

abortion statutes in the United

States, and that this action would

pave the way for eventual

Congressional action within

another ten or twelve years

making abortion legal nationwide.

He introduced a bill calling for that

in April, 1970

The Senator, who comes from

Oregon, says that he became in-

terested in population control "out

of selfishness I have been to most

of the big cities in this country, and

I am not sold on bigness 1 do not

want what has happened to the

East to happen to my part of the

country."
He adds that although this

country could conceivably feed and

house over 300 million people, he

feels that that number is the limit

for y decent life-style. He says that

he is concentrating on action in this

country because of a lack of U.S.

influence abroad.

In response to questions, the

Senator said that he felt that up

until the fourth month of

pregnancy, the mother's right not

to have an unwanted child

overruled the child's 'natural

rights
"' He felt that although there

was a need for legislation in the

field, "if it came down to between a

population explosion and the

coercion of people not to have more

children. I couldn't come down for

coercion."

Although against efforts to force

people not to have children, he said

that he was optimistic that

legislation and education could

bring the birthrate down He said

that what is now needed is a 12

birth rate per family, as opposed to

an ideal 2.11

At The Coffee Hour
By BOB NESTI
MDC Staff

Population control advocate Senator Packwood

(R Oregon) told a group of thirty students

yesterday afternoon at a DVP sponsored coffee

hour he felt that Congress would not act on

population control in the near future.

"Congress is generally responsible to the bulk of

the public concerns," Senator Packwood explained,

and "population is reasonably far down on the list"

of public priorities as to demand major

congressional action.

Last March, Packwood introduced legislation

which would have limited to two the number of

children which could be declared as income tax

deductions, effective January 1, 1973. It was

defeated overwhelmingly and the Senator felt it

would be at least ten years before effective

population control legislation would become law

Packwood stated his new, altered version of a bill

to legalize abortion nationwide will become law^

within the next five years. Despite the fact

"Congress doesn't want to make any tough

decisions", he said, the issue of abortion cannot be

ignored.
. ,

...

On Southeast Asia the Senator felt the "public at

large accepts the President's de-escalation

policies and sees a Korea-like solution to the end of

the war. Packwood said the conflict has become "an

anethema to the U.S. public" who want out "with at

least not a military defeat."

He is a supporter of the all-volunteer army yet

feels it won't pass in the next session of Congress.

Packwood said the Draft will be extended two more

years with the elimination of college deferments

and the lowering of draft calls to "0" by June, 1973.

Packwood favored wage and price controls over

an 8% inflation when questioned on the economy

issue. Also he is opposed to the SST on "economic

priorities rather than environmental."

Packwood, a member of the President's Com-

mission on Population and American Future,

concluded the hour by saying a report will be for-

thcoming stating methods in which the nation must

use to achieve a stationary population level by the

vear 2000.

Tuition Hike Sparks

Student Response

Black Law Students

Sponsor Conference
The Black American Law

Students Association (BALSA) at

Georgetown University Law

Center is sponsoring a Pre-Law-

Conference for black students

interested in pursuing an education

in law It will be held all day

Saturday. February 27, 1971. on the

main campus of Georgetown

University in Washington. DC.
Speakers who have consented to

be at the conference include Rep

Ronald Dellums. Freshman
congressman from California;

Judge George Crockett of Detroit

known for his unprecedented but

legal action in the New Bethel

Incident. Rev Walter Fauntroy.

DC Democratic Party nominee

for the House of Representatives;

and Mr Otis Cochran. National

Chairman of BALSA.

In addition. BALSA has invited

the major law schools in the

country to participate in the

conference They will send their

admissions office representatives

who will provide interested per

sons with first hand information.

We, the members of BALSA

request that you place an article or

announcement concerning the

conference in your next issue < )
of your publication so that all

persons who might be interested

will become aware of it

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT
THAT students wishing to attend

the conference return a completed

registration form <No fee

required) Forms were mailed to

the prelaw advisor at your school

and should be obtainable there

This conference is organized by

black students for the benefit of

other black students.

ByANNGURNETT
MDC Staff

The University Communications

Council, chaired by Judy Gill, has

begun urging students to write to

their legislators in response to the

bill submitted by Senate president

Kevin Harrington advocating an

increase in state school tuition

from the present amount of $200 to

$2,400. per year. This increase does

not include room and board

The council, an ad hoc advisory

group to the Student Senate, has

done quite a bit of work with the

State Legislature

According to Miss Gill. "It must

be emphasized that the students

write to their legislators protesting

the bill or any other attempt at

raising the tuition. Most of us here

simply can't afford an increase

Furthermore, she continued,

••most students now have a vote

Constituents are most important 10

legislators we should make our

position felt."

The Student Senate has ap-

propriated $2,000 for the mass

mailing of a letter, composed by

Bob Harrington and others to be

sent to the parents of all students

attending UMass The letter is

designed to prompt parents to

write to legislators in an effort to

nullify the tuition increase bill

Students are urged to write not

only to their legislators but also to

their parents to assure some

definite action As Gill said. "This

should be a University wide effort

If just a few write in. we'll look

pretty ridiculous. It's got to be a

joint effort we' re the ones who will

have to pay if we're apathetic."

Tables will be set up outside the

Hatch Thursday and Friday for

informative purposes Available

will be fact sheets delineating the

bill filed bv Harrington and the

names of all legislators to aid

students in writing to the

representatives.

The USCC is also planning a

conference to be held here Friday

and Saturday of this weekend

Students representees will be

present from all state schools,

community college and University-

alike The "aim of the conference is

to prepare a coordinated front of

student opinion which will then be

presented to the State Legislature

on March 16. the date of an open

hearing in Gardner Auditorium

before the Education Committee, a

joint operation of the House and

Senate.

Miss Gill explained the Con

lerence as an "attempt to form a

policy viable for both community

colleges and universities She

mentioned that at present and in

the past, there had been matters of

contention between the colleges

and universities and that it would

be disadvantageous lor all con

corned it these disagreements

extended themselves into the

campaign against a tuition hike

Reading -Study

Course
Register for

Reoding - Study Course

TONIGHT ot 7 P.M.

Room 163 • 164
Campus Center

No Fee

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 <ldy tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'n.i'l

Box 13927. Gainesv-lle. Fid 32601

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

MOBE To Discuss

Spring Schedule

The National Student Anti-War

Conference which was held in

Washington last weekend decided

on April 24 as the date for massive

antiwar demonstrations in the

capital. The Student Mobe is

conducting a general meeting

toniteat 1:36 in the Campus Center

to explain what took place and

what is scheduled for the spring.

More than M members of Mobe

from the five college area attended

the conference.

Thursday, Feb. 25
MANDATORY
STATION MEETING

For ALL W M l) A People

(Anyone is welcome, all are invited.)
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In The Nation And The World

South Viets Stalled
SAIGON (AP> - South Viet-

namese troops were stalled

Tuesday in Laos under heavy

enemy pressure while in Cambodia
Saigon's top field commander was

killed in a helicopter crash.

Informed sources said one

reason for the halt isn Laos was

heavy concentration of enemy
mines along the Ho Chi Minn trail.

The dead commander. Lt. Gen.

Do Cao Tri, was directing the

parallel thrust by 20.000 Saigon

troops against enemy bases and

supply points in eastern Cambodia.

He also led the major incursions

into Cambodia last May
Field reports said the general's

helicopter crashed after

developing mechanical trouble

shortly after takeoff from his

forward headquarters at lay Ninh.

on the Vietnamese side of the

border
Tri. 42. was the highest ranking

general. American or South

Vietnamese, killed in the In-

dochina war
due source monitoring the Laos

operation said the forward-most

south Vietnamese elements were

To The Rescue...

NEWPORT. K 1 AP A

towboat was dispatched Mondaj

mght to !<«u a Polish fishing vessel

to Providence tor refueling and

replenishment ol her water supply

bogged down for the sixth straight

day 16 air miles inside Laos. "I

never measure the winding road."

he said.

South Vietnamese spokesmen
alternately have reported their

most advanced position as 17 1/2

miles west of the border.

One of the announced objectives

of the drive is Sepone. a key North

Vietnamese trans-shipment point

on east-west Highway 9, several

miles beyond the farthest South

Vietnamese advance.

In Washington Defense

Department officials
acknowledged the South Viet-

namese suffered a setback in Laos

over the weekend, but said that

was "no reason to write off the

whole operation " The State

Department said the objective of

disrupting the flow of enemy
supplies "is being carried out."

Nixon Attacks Rising Costs

In Construction Industry
WASHINGTON tAP> -Secretary

o! Labor James D Hodgson said

alter an hour long meeting with

Presides! Nixon Monday the ad-

ministration definitely will an-

nounce some positive action early

I Ins week to counter rising wages

and prices in the construction

industry Hodgson, testifying

before the Joint Economic Com
mittee of Congress, would not si)

lust whal the action might be

The White House attirmed that

.in announcement will DC made
later in the week but was equalK

reticent about the administration's

plans

Press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said Hodgson reported to

Nixon to his discussions with \Y\.

CIO building trades union

executives in Miami Beach last

week but declined to say whether

Hodgson made any specific

recommendations.
In his appearance before the

congressional group, Hodgson left

open the possibility, widely

reported to be under consideration.

Of a mandatory wage-price freeze

in the industry

We will be definitely going to do

something about this problem,"

Hodgson said.

He did rule out any across-the-

board wage price treeze tor the

nation .is a whole Sen William

Proxmire, I) Wis . the committee

chairman, asked Hodgson if he

thought it would be fair to Ireeze

prices tor one industry but not all.

"There is no such thing in the

\s age price field. I suppose, as

equity," Hodgson said "The
construction industry is the one

that's under consideration at the

present time."

Calley Taught Obedience,

Not Rules of Warfare
FT BENNING Ga AP> - Lt.

William L. (alley Jr took the

witness stand at his My Lai

massacre trial Monday, and
tied that his Army training

short on the rules of warfare.

long on unquestioning

obedience lo orders

'Was it .i training of: Do first

and ask later, the 27 year old

ndanl was asked as he testified

on charges of the premeditated

murder <>t i"2 Vietnamese civilians

at M) Lai in 1%H
^ replied (alley. ."> teet

vho I-. decoration on his

tunic wa5 i ombal Infantryman's

i was never told that I had a

choi«

one ot the most important facets

of CaOe) s defense is the con-

tention that when he went into If)

Lai he was acting under orders ot

superiors to kill everything that

moved in the village There has

been defense testimony that he

lacked the mental capacity to

judge the order on the basis ot its

legality

lUey's court martial began
Nov 12 Alter trequent in-

terruptions in the trial, he finally

made his long awaited witness

stand appearance, taking the oath

in a low voice at 2: 12 p.m. He was
his usual neat self in his olive drab

uniform.

He appeared relaxed in the

witness stand, answering questions

in a crisp and rapid voice.

< alleys testimony started off in

a low key. as he recited events in

his childhood, schooldays and

young manhood.
The defendant testified he never

took drugs, had no police record,

excepting minor traffic citations

He

Stat n

Turpi*- II'

duct Me
< aliej

n iture and
st.UCtlOMS
( omentum

ISO holds the Bron/e

.1, ik leal Cluster, a

and the Good Con-

mong others

.isked abOUt the

•
t ot Ins in

bout the Geneva
licit outlines the

and the treatment

oi civilia d captured enemy
soldiei 5,

I kno' . e were classes

('alley replied 1 can't remember
am ot the . lasses Nothing stands

out in my mind that I was taught in

these cktSS4

As to his indoctrination in

obedience to orders, Calley

testified:

•'All orders were to be assumed

legal Itwa: a soldier's job to carry

out any order given to the best of

his ability YOU could be court-

martialed lor refusing an order

and in the face of the enemy you

could get th« death penalty
"

As lor weighing the legality or

illegality <'t an order before

executing it. (alley said:

Dick and Pat Buy

MI Z Classifieds

.v'hv Don't You?

FREEPORT FLING
IN THE

BAHAMA ISLANDS
DURING COLLEGE WEEK

MARCH 21 - 29

plus 6% tax
incl. servicesONLY $189

Includes:

• Round trip jet with champagne, meals.

• 8 days at the Freeport Inn.

• Spacious air conditioned room — some with

kitchenettes.

• FREE "HAPPY HOUR" every night.

FREE BOOZE 5:30 7:30, Band 6 - 8.

• Facilities for swimming, sailing, water skiing,

golf
• Many clubs, casinos, pubs, discoteques.
• Based on 4 per room.

JET ONLY FOR $99

Send $25 deposit to

JOE MALETZ
1513 JFK

or coll 546 7819 for info.

Checks payable to Student Tours

Tornadoes Rip Through South

Nixon Declares Disaster Area
Tornadoes which tore through

dozens of towns in the Mississippi

and Louisiana Deltas killed 84

persons, left hundreds homeless

and virtually destroyed the

Mississippi community of In-

verness, officials reported Mon-

day.

The twisters-weathermen said

there were between 50 and 100 of

them-moved through the area late

Sunday night, and late Monday
volunteers were uncovering vic-

tims beneath the widespread

rubble.

In Washington, President Nixon

declared a major disaster for the

state of Mississippi Gov. John Bell

Williams, Nixon's move releases

federal funds for use in hard-hit

sections.

Hardest hit was the small town of

Inverness, where 90 per cent of the

business area was blown apart.

About 75 per cent of the residential

area was destroyed. Thirteen

persons died in Inverness, in

Sunflower Country.

Civil Defense officials said 22

died in Leflore County. 24 in

Sharkey County. 17 in Sunflower

County, seven in Yazoo County,

live in Humphreys, two in Warren.

In addition five died in Delhi.

La . in one of the first tunnels to

drop out of the band of violent

weather which whistled through

the area just before dark

The American Insurance
Association said insured property

damage in the two states would

exceed $7 5 million

The homeless were being fed and
clothed in a dozen aid centers set

up by the Red Cross and Civil

Defense.

Officials said food supplies were
adequate and that shipments of

medicine were enroute. Hospitals

were overflowing and first-aid

centers were set up in schools and
civic centers.

One observer compared the

destruction to the Mississippi Gulf

Coast where several hundred
persons died in Hurricane Camille

1 1/2 years ago.

Civil Defense officials, ham-
pered by downed communications
lines, said they were having
trouble calculating the full extent

of the damage and the total

number of deaths.

National Guardsmen, inmates
from the state prison at Parchman
and numerous volunteers were
enlisted for the cleanup operation.

Estimates were that winds ex-

ceeded 100 miles per hour as the

funnels skipped across the coun-

tryside.

Observers said splintered
lumber lay scattered along the

main highways through the Delta

where frame houses had exploded
under the force of the whirling

winds.

At the University of Mississippi

at Oxford, 40 students were
hospitalized after a tornado hit a

trailer park on the edge of the

campus He said 50 trailers were
destroyed and 50 others damaged -

some wrapped around pine trees

like pieces of wire.

The violent cold front, which left

rescue workers shivering in brisk

40 degree temperatures, also

spawned tornadoes in Texas and
Tennessee.

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer

School, a fully accredited
University of Arizona pro-
gram, will offer, July 5 to

August 8, art, folklore, geo-
graphy, history, political sci-

ence, language and litera-

ture courses. Tuition, $160;
board and room $155. Write
Dr. Juan B. Rael. Office o!
Summer Session, University
of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
83721.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SUMS

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 ft SAT., FEB. 27 — S f M.

THE GARY BURTON GUARTET

A night of good vibes by one of the top jazz ensembles!

Extra! Feb. 26th Informal Seminar
Feb. 27th Jazz Workshop

»:.t0 p.m. /Old Chape! Auditorium
Open without charge to ticket holders.

FRIDAY, MARCH 5 & SAT., MARCH 6 — 8 P.M.

GOLDOVSKY GRAND OPERA THEATRE

Presents Mozart's "Don Giovanni"

Company of fifty in fully staged production in English!

MARCH 16 - 18

ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

Brilliant contemporary dance ensemble in two different

evening programs plus Master Class and Lecture Demon-

stration.

For complete program and ticket information

please contact the Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Holl

(Remaining tickets at Bowker one hour before event.)

Tel. 545-0202

Films, Movies, The Cinema
Husbands My Night At Maud's

By RUSSELL MUNDV
MDC Staff

Husbands playing at Loews in West Springfield this week raises many
more questions than it might ever hope to answer. John Cassavetes

iKatcs" writes and directs as well as acts one of three husbands along

with Peter Falk and Ben (Jazzara. Husbands is so remotely related (or

unrelated I to films BUCh as Gone With The Wind or Tora. Tora. Tora that

it is important to examine its method and purpose.

L«>ss a story and more ;i study ol husbands what happens finally is

much less important than the process by which it happened. The story as

such is niite slender Three friends in their late thirties, stimulated by the

death Of a lourth friend, band together for two days of relief from their

work and wives and end up in London with wine, women, and song. One
decides to stay while the other two return home. No, the story as such is

not the preoccupation of the film.

From Shadows I i%o> through Faces (1968) Cassavetes has refined his

cinema verite. This is not to say that Faces was refined - the camera

lurches from one character to another looking for the action. Takes are

held long after the action has subsided and moved elsewhere. The

television-based cinema verite was intended to bring a heightened sense

of realism to film much like the use of course grained black and white

film stock. (Why we accept black and white rather than color as more

real" defies logic. We do see in color. It suffices to say that we accept the

convention of black and white reality).

Perhaps more crucial to "cinema verite" than the hand-held camera

and the 'realistic" black and white film stock is the heavy dependance

upon actors and spontaneous action. (Cassavetes background was

primarily in television and until Faces in 1968 he was first and foremost

an actor). Just as continuous takes and minimal editing is the rule in

cinema verite. so too is little scripting and less rehearsing. The results at

best are moments of extraordinary immediacy along many more

moments of ordinary emptiness. At best it is the ultimate theatre for

actors Faces was all of this with added intensity provided by the con-

sistent use of close-up.

Husbands picks up where Faces left off. Lynn Carlin and John Marley

were left separated on the stairs in the last shot of Faces The film had

explored in some depth the particular needs and limitations of both. Their

separation is described in heavily sexual terms. To do so. to describe the

barrier between people in sexual terms is the eas> way out Husbands

never allows that out

With one exception the wives are never really seen in the film Still

shots are shown at the vers beginning with the men and women and their

children shown grouped by the edges of a suburban pool, the women with

their children and the men among themselves I think it important that

the women shown are young, slender, bikini -clad - conventionally at-

tractive.

Only Ben Oazzara s wife is seen during the remainder of the film and

she is a mixture of strength and weakness, compassion and destruction,

(ia/.zara chooses not to return to her and remains in London, choosing

instead an independent life among several singularly unremarkable

women The implication is clear: Gazzars is not so much leaving his wife

as he is leaving something else. Ben lacks neither sex nor love nor un-

derstanding - the conventionally missing pieces of endless broken

homes
Husbands tries to explain what it is that is missing, but usually tells us

only what is not D.H Lawrence tried to define the missing ingredient

between men and women and decided that words cannot by their very

rational nature ever apprehend it. ...
Husbands in scenes of men playing basketball, swimming, drinking,

gambling attempts to otfer visual correlatives of the missing ingredient.

Ml filmmakers understand the difficulty of creating visual correlatives

for attitudinal values The cinematic equivalence of love or hate or

chagrin is indeed difficult if not impossible to create

( assavetes understood this when he set about making his film. He could

no more hope for a definitive statement of the essence of relationships

between men than he could define the essential tension between men and

women By placing the viewer in the immediate present through the

techniques of "cinema verite". Cassavetes keeps raising the questions

even it the answers aren't forthcoming.

Bv PETER L. CAMERON
MDC Staff

Hey you' Anyone out there! Let's

take a film of you in your most

intense love throbs and see how
much money we can lose trying to

sell it to the public Let's lace it,

then, real life on film cannot

deliver the kicks we want for our

entertainment What then is this

Cinema Verite or True Film that

the French have come up with''

You'll see in My Night At Mauds
(at The Talkie in Northampton)

that actors are used, camera
techniques are used, and a theme
definitely runs through the movie,

and yet, there is a naturalness and
flexibility which could only come
from shucking off much phony

theatrics.

The movie begins with long

atmosphere shots to introduce the

sterile circumstances of a thirty

four year old bachelor-engineer in

a medium- sized French city.

Narrow streets, stifling con-

versation with colleagues, a bare

apartment, everything, in fact,

but a nervous mother nagging.

The camera bumps and sways in

the car as it goes along In the

solemnity of the cathedral there

are long studies of the priest

delivering his ritualized call to

prayer To this point the black and

white picture is not our friend. I

mean if this is all there is to life,

who needs it?

Rut the scene is set. For what'.'

Finally something happens.

Something minute, my sonata

were keen for some involvement.

some bit of fire in the ashcan Our

man, who had all the while been

staring straight ahead, looks over

to the side, and SfCS He meets

m a chance encounter, (one of

those freaks of probability ), an old

school friend. They discuss

Apparently someone has "looked at CLOUDS from both sides

now as the IT production of CLOUDS has been selected as the

New England Region entree to the American College Theatre

Festival The competition, sponsored by American Airlines, will be

held later this semester at the John F Kennedy Center of the

Performing Arts in Washington. DC.

The updated adaptation of Aristophanes' satire was seen on

campus last December to generally mixed critical and audience

reaction.

TONIGHT

BERGMANS

Winter Light

Part II

Silence of God Trilogy

MAHAR 8 & 10

philosophy, mathematics, and
religion Here is where the

cleverness ol the production comes
forth. The engineer, it turns out.

has one eye always cocked for

what he is certain the laws ol

probability will cast his way The

talk Hows to the Hat of hi.1- friend's

girlfriend, Maud, a very sexy and

sophisticated devorcee. Then, as

the friend gets drunk and awk
ward. Maud turns her lascivious

charms to the engineer while he

explains that his Cod demands ot

him a readiness and purity A bit

frigid, a cop-out. almost.

Finally, despite his shyness and

humorous attempts to leave, he

ends by spending the night alone

with Maud. What Maud knows with

that wise glint in her eye. she ain't

tellin She does seem to want the

nervous engineer to seduce her, - if

he can rise to the deed. When he

finally moves from the chair to the

bed. to under the dovers with the

nude body of Maud, somehow the

inevitable embrace is too hesitant

for her. (and lor him too immoral?
too contrived to be accidental'

•

What happens after this is the

unweaving of the plot, which I

don't want to spoil The beliefs this

engineei bachelor thinks he has

chosen lead him to lind his simple

romance And so there we have a

taut little message. the laws of

probability (With God's little dole

ot human energy) operate to pull

the right people together 1 didn't

like it. but then

And so the tilm is a very good

one What it lacks in color, gimic,

and immediate sensation it makes
up lor in sophistication. I find it

much more satisfying, anyway,

just lor an evening, to see

unraveled some of my own con-

fusion about what I want from

people, what 1 then say to them, the

effect it has, and, behind all this

human sweat, the actual forces at

work pressing inevitably to give us

all some enjoyment in life

A, A, is* JA
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WASHINGTON -When Vice President Spiro Agnew

crUicized the news media a few years ago for paying

up bad news instead of good news, he knew what he

was talking about. . _,..

A perfect example of the way the press and TV

media showed total irresponsibility took place at he

b Hope Coif Classic a week ago Saturday when the

\ut President drove two golf balls into the crowd in

succession bopping three fans in the process

NBC television, covering the golf classic trained its

camera! on this ignominious event and later put it on

U
The'eastern establishment press lords particularly

,he Washington Post and the New \ork Times

published front page photos of the V.ce President s

anguished look after his second drive.

The implication given by both television and the

newspapers was the Vice President Agnew was not a

very good golf player. VRrTV
Now its interesting to note that the NBC-TV

cameras reported that incident rather than show all

the balls that Agnew drove that did not hit anybody,

\ small elite band of men in New \ork decided

among themselves that Agnew hitting a spectator was

news when evervone knows that Agnew not hitting a

spectator with a golf ball is news

The impression the average person got from wat-

ching the golf classic on TV was that the^ \ ice

President was a very dangerous man with a driver

The sell opinionated commentators not only discussed

the drives that Vice President Agnew had just made

but also reminded viewers that this was not the first

time he had bopped someone with a golf ball They

cited the incident with Doug Sanders, the golf pro

whom Agnew had managed to hit in the head a tew

Richard C. Hanson

years back.

Now it is a known fact that on the same Saturday,

897,562 people played golf somewhere in the United

States. Not one of them hit a spectator with a golf ball.

Did the networks show these people playing golf? Did

the newspaper stories concentrate on all the duffers in

America that were playing safe and sane golf that

day?
The answer is obviously NO! They chose instead to

report on Agnew's golf game. Why? Because it was

bad news. The fact that no one else that Saturday had

hit anyone with a golf ball was good news, and

therefore in the eyes of these self-styled editors it was

not news.

These editors, who talk only to each other and watch

the same golf matches on television, decided the

Agnew storv was more important.

How can the American people get an objective view

of golf when all they see on their news programs and

in their papers is the violence committed on the course

bv the Vice President?

What about the children who were watching that

day?
Did anyone point out to them that for every spec-

tator Vice President Agnew hit there were 100,000 that

had never been struck by one of his golf balls?

Nothing could better dramatize the point Spiro

\gnew tried to make a few years ago about the

irresponsibility of the media which choose to show

only those parts of the Vice Presidents golf game that

are hopeless

It behooves the networks to give the \ ice Presiden

a lull hour on a driving range to prove that every ball

he hits doesn't necessarily go into the crowd

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

The Great Take-Over

Afro-Am HistoryW eek
In the interest <>t confirming

Black solidarity, the Department

,.t Alio American Studies set aside

last week in accord with national

efforts i" commemorate Afro

American History Wee* All a
torts ol presentation evolved

around the intense and crisis

situation ol the Black man in

\merica. and in behalf ol a quest

for the true cultural preservation

Of an exploited and oppressed

people
on last Tuesday evening in

Mahar Auditorium, the opening

address was delivered by the

scholarly historian of the

Department ol Afro-American

Studies Mr Playthell Benjamin.

All who know anything about what

the character of this great man

epitomizes can attest to the fact

that he is one who recognizes an

imperative and dire need to

disclose to his people their true

historical behavior Brother

Benjamin spoke on the ••Relevance

oJ Black History to the Con-

temporary American Crisis '

In addition to his capacity as a

brilliant professor ol Black History

at the university. Playthell Ben-

jamin is presently involved in a

profound and dedicated research

,,l Black movements

In line with the harmony ol Black

cultural awareness, the Arthur

Mall Afro-American Dance En-

semble of Philadelphia enriched

n Ives of all who attended the

Campus Center Auditorium on last

Thursday evening by an in-

spirational concept of black dance

B | it's finest This dance ensemble

was presented under the auspices

ol the Virginia Museum Theatre

\rts System and the Virginia

Dance Society. The Arthur Hall

Alio American Dance Ensemble

was organized not only in an en-

deavor to capture on stage the

ry thematic and truly ex-

pressionate personification of

Black people, but in the interest of

enlightening the minds of the

unknowledgeable with respect to

the true meaning of motion in

Black heritage Among other

things their presentation

demonstrated the current dances

and rituals which are performed in

West Africa. The Arthur Hall Afro-

American Dance Ensemble took

the audience along with their

graceful and explosive dancers

through many endeavors of fan-

tastic presentation As their

closing act, they observed the

•Harvest and Fertility Rites", a

ritual which acknowledges a

season of harvest. Perhaps it is a

well planned phenonomea on the

part of the Arthur Hall Afro-

American Dance Ensemble to end

their presentation with apparent

regard to an inevitable change; for

without a doubt, the last act for

Black people will be one of

overturning the earth, and giving

birth to the new."
Gloria Montgomery

There is no reason to believe that the students of the

I Mass Amherst College and Hampshire College

could not effectively shape the town government of

Amherst, literally take over the town

Circling the Common in downtown Amherst are

20,000 potential voters. ^ .. . a , ,hp
The HoBoke Transcript ran an editorial at the

beginning ol this month, which raised a few eyebrows

around town by commenting that -should the young

men and women i at the local colleges and tn.vers.ty>

decide to reg.ster in Amherst rather than their own

tame localities, and under current law ttiseems they

can do so legally, we would have the first youth-run.

organized community in the nation

The Transcript adds that what students might do

with the power -boggles the imagination.

And Us true Students could actually run the town,

have their own political organization, control the

additional legislative seats which would be created by

the increase in voting population More impor antAo

student needs, adequate solutions to.local rent

problems and other matters could be sought. Amherst

might have another Logs. .

The immediate potential of a local student voter

registration drive can be viewed in their perspective

ot the election held last week for the position of Town

Moderator William Eield. of Dean of Student fame.

stomped Gerry Grady, UMass business manager, by a

grand total of 20 votes. There were less than 2500 votes

cast in the whole town. In other words if all he

students who took Gerry Grady's course here at the

University were registered and voted, they could have

swung an entire election

If one of the younger members of the University

community were to have sought the position of

moderator, and he had found a mere 25O0'students to

register and vote, we would have had a different town

moderator, not that Dean Field doesn't hold student

problems close to heart.

In order to cope with the student threat, the local

election officials have been discouraging students

Irom registering in Amherst. Esther D.mock. the

Town Clerk, told one reporter that the Town con-

siders college students dependents of their Parents

and that "if they (the students) wish to vote they

should register in their parents place of residency

The town has already registered some of the

students who have trekked down to the Town Hall,

though One of the students who d.d register told this

reporter that the clerk registered her after spending

about 45 minutes in polite discussion. One fac seems

to be obvious, the town is on shaky constitutional

grounds if it decides not to register anyone else.

Whether or not the student take-over ever gets of

the ground will depend upon the desire of local

students to trv the whole crazy scheme There is

always the chance that the town will get some rules

passed which would set up strict voting

requirements But. any restrictions the town places on

its now tame students population will surely be met

with court cases to maintain and define, once and lor

all the legal rights and status of a "student

What could happen in the little and growing town of

Amherst would be the greatest student revolution the

nation has ever seen. If students from Amherst can

responsibly pull-off a coup in town government who

knows, it might inspire people all over the country to

take a new look at their policies.

And as George Frazier. of the Boston Globe, said

•Who needs Nixon anyways9 "

Flashback OfA Saint
... • a I 1_ - - - - ttaaitMfl iuo-im/I ii

She was beautiful-she was a

star, and the crowd of two

thousand clapped its hands in

wondering approval. Haughtily she

stood, with hands on hips, her clear

Irish voice resounding through the

microphones like a trumpet. Her

lavender tunic and Robin-Hood -

green bell bottoms gave a scent of

the British Isles. I said to myself,

how could this young, fairly at-

tractive female college drop-out be

so powerful'' I listened with awe to

her resonant rhetoric. I sym-

pathized with her statement that

she has seen only violence in her

life of twenty-three years. So this

was Bernadette Devlin, that little

devil of socialism who has become

the celebrated voice of the Irish

working class. Her celebrated

voice denounced capitalism, taxes,

and ethnic groups Oh, yes,

beautiful, effective phrases that

fostered such exhilirating, but

subtle applause

But something registered in my
brain as I watched the faces of the

young people listening to her. A

"picture of the 1930s flashed into

my mind -a tableau of many young

men standing at attention in

nationalist Germany while one of

the most emotional speakers of the

Twentieth Century delivered his

wares. How could whole audiences

of young people who were just

developing their values and ideals

be so swayed by what this man -

this horror from the past -had to

say? And to relate this to Miss

Devlin, how can a strong-speaking

opportunist plant the seeds of

revolution in the minds of

American college students who are

struggling for freedom of thought 9

Perhaps I should not queston how it

can be done-the fact is. it has been

done in the past, with serious

consequences.

One brave soul challenged Miss

Devlin during the question and

answer period of her performance.

Miss Devlin's treatment of this

person helped me to form an

opinion of her What is YOUR
opinion of this "patron saint".

Bernadette of Ireland?

Paula J.Pavelciyk

All Letters To The Editor must

be typed, double - spaced at

sixty spaces per line. They

should not exceed one page in

length and must be submitted by

5 p.m. prior to the day of

publication. The same rules

apply for Editorial Points.

The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters. Also, all letters

must contain the name and

address of the writer which wi

be withheld upon request

,d

Letters To The Editor
Editorial Points

A Kind of "Crackpot Realizm"

Tn the Editor: .

\s a candidate for Winter Carnival Queen, I wish to

respond to the editorial by Don Glickstein in yester-

Viv s Collegian. There is a revolution taking place in

our society that is more significant than a political or

nltural revolution, it is a revolution of hope. This

'volution involves a reaffirmation of the beauty of

[he human person and all he can be, despite the

cultural death-dance which surrounds us.

The university should play a major role in this

.evolution It should he more than a vocational in-

stitution where one gains practical acumen in a

Darticuliar field, but a place where the student can

Lome aware of critical or analytical thought. Any

discussion of the nature of freedom requies a

reco&nition of the value and uses of critical thought

\nparentlv. Mr Glickstein has not recognized the

.ibtle vet important distinction between freedom and

Sense His article seems to indicate that if people

wish to become involved in sexist exploitation, they

should be allowed to do so. even if they themselves are

hurting other people An essential aspect of freedom is

e fsibihty^which can only be arrived at after

careful application of critical thought. I we are o

•x llate and apply Mr. Glickstein s logic to

\ ther contemporary problem. Mr Nixon should be

allowed to continue his genoc.dal and imperialistic

Wsr in Southeast Asia 9

In running lor Winter Carnival Queen, my intention

,s n t to deliberately hurt any individual or group of

; L 1 only want people to apply critical thought to

1

"routine social institution on campus which exploits

ThanxForTheMemory

on behalf of the Armenian students organization I

« ould like to thank the Winter Carnival Committee lor

or mating the lire works display with the observance

;;

r

t

d

he50th
g
Anniversary of the Armemar,

Hera ution

against the Soviets in l«l. February 18 also marked

,|,e lust day ot the new Armenian course. The Ar-

menian -February Revolution was thsjg W*
cessful if short lived revolt against the Soviet super

Ler We sincerely appreciate the Winter Carnival

! nn.m.ttee's assistance m our observation When we

watched the fire works display we saw it as d
i

symbol

ol the coming liberty for all peoples on the day when

the super powers crumble
„erderian

people and helps perpetuate a mentality which itself

hurts people. In a society where the "Happy Con-

sciousness" blinds people to their unfreedom, and

where the real is rational. Mr. Glickstein represents

the kind of "crackpot realism " so prevalent in our

one-dimensional society. I do recognize that one day I

shall be old, but I hope my age will not interfere with

my growth and humanity. Toward peace and

freedom
,Jim LaMacchia

Father Goose
To the Editor.

1 was lying in bed the other night reading

Shakespeare when a frightening thought got hold of

me Looking at the list of characters in the front of the

play it struck me as being quaint that all of the dukes

and earls were mentioned first, then the pages and

men serving as trees and stumps, then the women

and finally, the murderers. Wow. I thought, wait until

class next week As it is every third sentence the

lecturer utters seems to contain some new outrage to

the NEW WAY OF LOOKING AT THINGS. Just the

other night I happened to mention in class that the

men wouldn't have massacred all the Indians in

Massachusetts if the women had not been afraid of

losing them to the squaws. Hell. I'd read this in the

ASSIGNED READING Some sweet dewdrop snarled.

•That's sexist and 1 don't care who wrote it. The

women are getting vicious. My question is. of course

how far will it go9 To bottomless male waiters with

pinched rosy cheeks reading Father Goose to the Day-

Care children
9 Alas, the world I knew and loved.

crumbling at my feet.

Peler I.. Cameron

The new feasibility study for

dorms to be ready in 1972 has

just formally got under way. The

study will take just about a week

and "a half. Already decided is

the location I
Fraternity- -

Sorority park) and the oc-

cupancy levels (5,600 students).
*****

The snow around UMud is sure

melting!
*****

It would seem that the most

logical step after the Student

Senate's bill to abolish class

government would be for the

University to abolish class

designation.
*****

A vear ago last Fall, the

Collegian printed a "con

troversial" editorial column

which metaphorically described

President Nixon as an anus. He

hasn't proved the Collegian

wrong vet Speaking of major oil

interests in the nation. The

Senate Foreign Relations

Committee. under Sen.

Fulbright. along with other

( ongressmen is investigating

the discovery by American and

foreign oil companies of huge oil

deposits in Southeast Asia;

Southeast Asia is where the

United States first started to

fight for democracy and then to

protect American lives, as an old

wives tale goes.
*****

Class officers are not

necessarily "perpetual
adolescents" although a great

many of them turn out that way.
*****

At night, when the moon is

glimmering and a breeze is

rustling through whatever trees

are left, the Campus Center

looks as bad as it does during the

dav
*****

When you get to be President

of the Senate, it must seem like

everyone can afford $2400 tuition

to go to college.
*****

What would you do with 5.779

M&M's"

Reverse Rip-Off

Something To Read
To the Editor: „.uor.«n«

I've been reading vour newspaper for more than one

semester and find that your new format is a

refreshing change from last summer I especially

enjoy having something to read in the morning Keep

up the good work ^^^^

To the editor:

I have l>een a foreign graduate

student lor the last four years. I

wish to bring to your notice

through this paper the ill treatment

that was meted out to us. My

younger brother and I. on January

2 at about 7:?o p.m., uent to Zayre

in Hadley to buy a sweater for my
brother

He was wearing an old sweater

and a coat He took off his coat and

sweater to try on a sweater in the

store As we could not find a

sweater of his size and choice, we

dropped the idea of buying a

sweater. Instead we bought a pair

ol socks, paid for it. and left Zayre

We walked away from the store

without my brother putting on his

sweater which he was carrying

under his arm
As we were walking towards our

car in the parking lot. two men

suddenly stopped us. one of whom

was discovered to be Mr Griffin,

the security officer, and took the

old sweater from mv brother's arm

and accused us of carrying a

sweater from the store without

paving lor it Quite rudely he asked

us to follow them, took us through

all the customers standing all over

the place, into a small office.

Alter examining the sweater

(which was quite old) it was tound

that the make and the style ot the

sweater were not carried by

Zayre* Mr Griffin then changed

the subject and accused us ol

taking something in our pockets

When he could not tmd anything.

after examining our pockets, he let

us go without even apologizing lor

having put us through so much

harrrassment and humiliation

As foreign students, we did not

know What power a store employee

had but it is presumed that he has

no right to harrass a customer

without anv reason It is clear that

as Zayre is the only big department

Store near our campus, they do not

care for public opinion.

I would like to draw the attention

0( tin- Whole student community ot

I Mass through this letter so that

no one goes through the same kind

ot harrassment

The Great University In The Sky

( Editor's note - The COlAEGI W
,s presently soliciting articles of

Ike lollowing type l« ee presented

in she editorial section of the

paper These articles should be

Written on subjects with which

the author has some amount of

particular knowledge. M-
pcriciue or expertise and should

be no longer than three type-

written pages, double spaced and

at sixty spaces. The editors

reserve the righl to edit as well as

to select or reject articles for

publication)

It is apparent that there are

two bodies of opinion as to how

and for whom the University of

Massachusetts ought to be

operated. One body of opinion

savs that it should be run on at

least a break-even basis finan

cially if not for an outright profit

The other body says that the

1 University ought to be run for the

production and impartation of

knowledge, no matter what the

cost.

However, both groups ought to

argue that further expansion of

the Amherst campus is disad

vantageous Financially, the

towns of Amherst and Hadley are

going to have more and more

difficulty in remaining solvent as

more taxable land is taken off the

rolls while the University ex

pands Further, unless a great

number of new housing units are

built in the immediate area w hich

are available at reasonable rent,

some students will find it difficult

to come to or continue at this

campus. Cluster colleges spread

throughout the Pioneer Valley

will not ease the situation, lor

great amounts of money would

then have to be spent on some

sort ot regional transportation

system to serve the various

campuses

It also seems that most

educators are agreed that a large

university has a number of

disadvantages educationally We

have all heard much of the

alienation most undergraduates

feel at Berkeley. Wisconsin.

Illinois, and yes. even the

University of Massachusetts:

thousands" of students slogging

through a sea of mud. crowding

into a dining hall, and worst of

all standing up in an over-

crowded classroom The fact that

there were hundreds more ap-

plicants than could be accepted to

such institutions as Hampshire

College, the University of

California campuses at San

Diego and Santa Cruz seems to

testify that a large number of

students about to enter college

are not interested in attending a

large 'multiversity."

The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts has the op-

portunity to offer the best of both

worlds Admittedly the Amherst

campus must expand a bit more,

but why not set an absolute

maximum of 25.000 to be reached

no earlier than 1980 Put the Law

School at Boston (where it

belongs i so that its students can

have the availability of the

several line law libraries in the

area as well as the many

governmental offices And then-

is much more opportunity for

such work as legal services lor

the poor in Boston than in

Amherst

What to do. then, with the

thousands of undergraduates that

the State of Massachusetts must

serve in the coming decades"

Here we could learn from our

neighbors. Expansion and im

provement of the state colleges so

that they are of an equal caliber

academically with those in New

York or California is certainly a

start But care must be taken that

these colleges do not exceed

about T.")0() enrollment Im

provement of the Community

Colleges is also a necessity

Some will continue to argue

that the University itself be

expanded Should this be deemed

necessary, another new campus

could be created Combining

Lowell State Cottage and Lowell

Technological Institute is a

possibility Here work could be

ottered in the three areas most

popular for undergraduates Arts

and Sciences. Education, and

Engineering Obviously many
facilities would have to be im

proved, such as the libraries, and

a system of transportation would

have to be set up between the two

campuses The city of Lowell is in

an economic slump, but the

addition ol new facilities at the

two campuses would spur the

economy as would the new

students in the area Students, as

we m Amherst well know do

have an effect on the economy ol

an area I Mass Lowell would

alleviate the necessity ot ex

panding the Amherst campus *o

:{l).(«Mi or more, would allow lor a

new primarily undergradua e

campus in the greater Boston

area, and would help an area

which is currently economically

depressed This would be ad-

vantageous both to those in-

terested in dollars and in

education

Massachusetts has little choice

but to reassess the role the state

is going to play in education As

time goes on. the question

potential college students are

going to ask is not "Where will I

bs accepted"" but "Which of

those colleges that accepts me is

going to offer the best education,

t)oth within and without the

classroom"" If the state in

stitutions want to attract

students, those institutions, from

the "Great University in the Sky"

at Amherst to the lowliest

Community College must olfer a

greater variety of educational

experiences than they currently

offer And this means that Ihe

General Court must begin to look

on education not as a money

making business, but as an in

vestment in the future of the

Commonwealth
l.loyd \dalist

Expansion?
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TW\ Introduces Getaway
Sometir nes the best part of going to school

is getting away.

Getaway i

c not just going

home, it's going somewhere new

and doing something different, so

^C~ send in the coupon and let

ttus
send you our free

Getaway Vacation Kit.

The kit has a book covering

19 of the world's great cities.

It has three brochures, one

on America, one on Europe, and

one on Africa, Asia, the Orient

and Pacific.

It has the

independent Getaway

Brochure. For people

^^__ who want to

travel by themselves.

If you're between 12 and

Youth Passport card* It gets you

33
1A (

/< off domestic flights, on a

standby basis, plus reduced

rates at most places where

you'll be staying.

And then there's TWA's

free Getaway Card.

With it, you can charge airfare,

hotels, cars, meals, just about

everything. And then take up

to two years to pay.

Mail in the coupon for TWA's

free Getaway Vacation Kit.

And find out how easy

getting away really is.

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa

i

'TWA P O. Box 465, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

! Please send me TWA's free Getaway Vacation K.t.

I
Name

i

Address

rwt W»irt* P*} »port

«»;« I "•
._ mn . '

m i

It you re qrwwi * «-~
State a„ I

21, we can give you our £* JZ-JW"

'Application fee $3.00

UMass Vets Organize

To Fight Viet War
Newspaper Recycling In Full Swing

Friday evening, February 19, a

new organization against the war

in [ndochina met in a room at the

Campus Center to discuss a fresh

viewpoint In accomplishing the

goals ol niany present and past

tnti war organizations This new

organization is made up entirely of

Veterans that have decided that

now is the time to act and the best

procedure would be together.

The meeting was led by Bernie

I.ougee and Bill Staton, co-

organizers of 'Vets for Peace" at

I Mass It was decided that there

were three issues of primary in-

terest to come to an agreement on

at this first meeting. A name for

the group, a political platform, and

the formation of a committee to

promote the active support of the

other veterans on campus
Discussion concerning the name

i nought out the fact that there are

(wo large anti-war veterans groups

already in existence: "Veterans

for Peace" in Chicago and

Vietnam Veterans Against the

War in New York City. Alter a

feu suggestions were made, they

a,ic \oted on and it was decided

that the group would be called

Veterans tor Peace", so as not to

exclude those veterans who did not

serve in Vietnam.
When the topic ol a political

platform came up it was soon quite

iibvious that sentiments were

taried This is a problem that is

lound to i>e pre* alenl in most of the

iiiti war groups toda> and to be the

rosive factor in those ot the

past Veterans aren't getting in-

volved in dissention to be "cool.

"

Jhej i eel that a gross mistake is

heing made and that the\ can be I

significant factor in its rec-

tification

lhi> is not to say that all

veterans are against the war. this

- merely ascertaining that those

who are sincere and have just and

thought out reasons tor their un-

compromising stand against the

loolishness existant in Indochina

loda) So in order to get the

assistance and support ol these

individuals it is necessary to

establish I stable and respectable

organization that will not crumble

under varied interests and the

occasional inevitable disap-
pointments that are associated

with all aspects of improving life.

For this reason, the group decided
that it was necessary to have a

singular goal to assure unification

in purpose. Granted, there are still

mixed feelings as to the best way to

accomplish this goal, but, having
already found unity in purpose, the

group can tali into various
"committees" designed to follow

through with ideas expressed to

accomplish the singular goal.

After serious discussion as to the

wording, a platform was arrived at

and voted on: "To end U.S. in-

volvement in Indochina." It was
passed unanimously.
The final question was presen-

ted, discussed, voted on and
passed. The proposal was that a

committee should be established

tor the purpose of motivating the

other 1.000 veterans on campus.
There are many that are either

apathetic, afraid, or just plain

tired of being dumped on.

had a

dream...

He dreamed that

He could be an insl ?<

God's pe

Where there was hatred he

could sow love

Where there was injury, pardon

Where there was doubt, faith

Where there was despair, hope

Where there was darkness, light

Where there was sadness, joy.

The Franciscans

still follow his simple,

challenging way.

If you are interested in learning

more about the Franciscan

brothers and priests write to:

Fr. John M. Felice, O.F.M.

The Franciscans

135 W. 31st Street

New York. N.Y. 10001

Students at UMass will find

boxes labeled "Newspaper
Recycling" located in the Campus
Center, the Student Union, give

main dining commons, and some of

the dorms. These boxes serve as

receptacles for used newspapers,

which will be collected and sent

back to local paper mills to be

reprocessed. This will not only cut

down on the number of trees

required to make paper products,

but also will help the University's

waste problem.
This project was initiated in

October by CORES. (Committee

On Recycling Excess Stuff), a

group which sprang up from a

C.E.Q. workshop. The money
received for the newspapers is

used to pay for transporting the

paper. The rest is put into a fund to

help finance future projects to

recycle or reuse aluminum cans

and glass bottles.

For more information, call

Lvnne Edwards at 253-9878 or

Mark Segal at 253-2662.

Pending the realization of a more
comprehensive community action

mow being studied), residents of

Amherst and vicinity may take

papers for recycling to P. Allen

and Son, Rte. 10, Easthampton
Kd , just south of Northampton
near the railroad tracks, or to the

Salvation Army receptacles in the

near Amherst or call for pickup in

Holyoke.

Current prices paid: For un-

mixed computer products: prin-

touts $20/ton. computer cards,

boxed $26/ton, computer cards,

boxed (all white) $30/ton and up;

$8/ton or 40t/100 lbs. for

newspapers only. A stack of

newspapers about 3 ft. high is

about 100 lbs. $7/ton or 35«/100 lbs.

for mixed paper (such as card-

board cartons, paper bags, jumk

mail, magazines, office paper,

memos, envelopes, soiled tissues,

napkins, picutre postcards, old

exams, catalogs, telephone books,

and food packaging, if not waxed. I

Not recyclable: carbon paper,

waxed paper products, scotch

tape, plastics, photographs,

styrofoan, cellophane, aluminum,

and cigarette butts. If in doubt

about what is recyclable, call Mr.

Allen at 584-3040 or discard. Before

discarding substantial amounts of

paper for lack of transportation,

call Mark Segal ai 253-2663.

For more information call either

Segal or Eva Schiffer at 545-0324 or

256-6057.

WMUA Folk Festival
The blues of Frank Clark will be featured on tonights folk

program along with any other type of folk music he or the disc

jockey feel like plaving at the time. The Folk Festival is on the air

every other Tuesday from 7:30 til 9 and airs all types of traditional

and "comtemporary, recorded and live folk music. Interested

listeners should tune in to 91.1FM and potential performers should

write to the Folk Festival

AMERICAN SKIER
DISCOVERS CANADA.

He just didn't know that

Canada has over fifty major ski

areas. With some of the most

spectacular runs in North

America. Great facilities. Fab-

ulous accommodation.
He also learned there's only

one thing better than skiing in

Canada. Apres ski.

Want a new scene? New chal-

lenges? New pleasures? Bring

your boards to Canada. For a

weekend. A week. Or longer.

It's just up the road.

Want more info ?

Well get it to you fast.
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Group Forms To Deal With America 's Hunger Crises
-L ...... «.__ _„^: rt ..Qmc unH lprturpK ducting extensive hearings on hung

Seven students at UMass have formed a

group whose purpose is "to create

awareness of the present hunger crisis in

America
The group, called the Committee on

Nutrition and Human Needs, is headed by

Ann Nichols, a junior Spanish major living

in Emerson House
In a letter sent out on Monday to some Hint

undergraduates in the biological and social

sciences, the Committee declared that "an

estimated 6 million children go to bed

hungrj each night" in the United states, and

that "perhaps 1 million hungry children

suiter from infestation by round worms and

whip worms " Such discoveries, the letter

continued, are startling and shameful in

the world's richest nation, which boasts a

gross nationa product greater than one

trillion dollars."

The letter urged students to "share your

individual expertise" in working with the

Committee on hunger-related research,

whose I mdmgs will be mass-distributed on

the 19,000-Htudent campus. Since early

December, the Committee has been raising

funds on behalf of a severely-impoverished

community ot Blacks and Indians in Doi-

chester County, South Carolina.

In future months, the Committee will

sponsor films, radio programs, and lectures

on such diverse subjects as welfare, protein

deficiency, and birth control. One major

aim of the Committee is to accumulate a

qualitative collection of reference materials

on hunger and related problems of the poor.

These librarv resources will be made

available to any interested persons who

want to use them.

According to Ken Mosakowski, a graduate

student in education who is serving as the

group's publicity director, the Committee

takes its name from the U.S. Senate Select

Committee, headed by Senator George

McGovern of South Dakota, has been con-

ducting extensive hearings on hunger in

America.
Other memoes of the student group are

Arlen Brunson, 73 (treasurer); Janice

Her liny', 73, Paul A Pavelcsyk, 72, Sally

Schmidt. 71 (secretary), and Judith Tripp.

72 A
The UMass Committee on Nutrition and

Human Needs is presently operating out of

the Community Action Foundation office.

Room 104, in the Campus Center. Further

information may be obtained by calling 545-

0575 between 10 A.M. and 12 Noon any week-

day.
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1W1 V\V Imported model, faatba<U

»tile, eic cond Betif offer. Tall
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19«9 lamaro 307 V» auto , eicel-

lent cond <all Keo after 6, Z63-

a/ors
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. BUY«NG

.
^COUNTING
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EDITING

\
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.
MANAGEMENT^

Ideas and people make our business
We re in the retailing, food and personal
services business And YOUR IDEAS
can help us do a better job

Here s where YOU come in. We re

changing And growing And we re look-

ing for bright young people who can
help us make our changes work YOU
are one of the new-idea people we re

looking for

HERE S OUR OFFER: You can start

out in management right now You make
good money You put your own ideas to

work and evaluate the results You move
up fast You work almost anywhere in

the world, with opportunity to travel

You re a big part of our operation And
you accomplish whatever your talents

lead you to work toward That s it

YOU have the opportunity We have
openings Let s get together and see if

our ideas are in the same bag
Our representatives will be on campus

soon See your placement director and
sign up for an interview NOW'

WELL BE INTERVIEWING:

MARCH 5, 1971

If you can t make our scheduled inter-

view date, don t sweat it Write us direct

and find out if our ideas are in the same
bag Write to

COLLEGE RELATIONS MANAGER
DEPT NP

ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE

rut VI.STfl/

3911 WALTON WALKER BLVD DALLAS TEXAS 75222

Equal Opportunity Employer

MDC CLASSIFIED
'«« Vff, eicell. cond , 3«,»0« ml

under coating, w /walla, AM-FM
s\V radio, Maine »l«00, neg. (all

Ifatre 256-8370 ttt-23

Muat aell '62 Olds — can't afford

to pay Insurance Good condition. 4

new tlreo, small dent In aide. Sell

for $100 or bent offer fall 549

:t»18 after 8p m M3-5

Firebird custom '67 air eandltlon-

mr. automatic, vln>l top, maga, trrj

good condition (all M9-363I after

tngraphle You'll nave f at land
IMioto, Bt. llfl. So. Amherat. 253-

3i4» tn-Mi
HELP WANTED

WANTED

.. |i in 2-23

til VW $*•• or beat offer
-

Bob
.VW-07W after 5

I si rolna bought, aold, traded,

free estimates on collections. Boh
Murrln. 406 < hailhoume or F O
Bo I 104, Amherst tft-td

Hitter wanted far one year old

< hi Id. mr hoo.se, S hra. Jar. 8 Am-
herst Call 853-7157

.

tf?-*3

student or student couple to help

«ith care of S girls, 7 and 4, room
.ml board. Call 5-0144 daya, 666-

nwyi twi tft-25

Wanted Immed , 1 woman llve-

iti, infant care, sewing, etc , It

hours per week, apartment-like ac-

..miiii.ilrttions. 2 miles from campus.
t all 649-111'i tf3-l

BUS TICKETS GW-UM

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female Koommate want** now

f„r Puff ton Apt . furnished. Call

!Ha-tt715 after 6 p.m. «-ia

Wanted — 2 male roommatea, for-

i.lshr.l apt In Hadley WO month.

.call March I 6M-7716 tft"

Male roommate, own bedroom, ap-

pro* S75 a mo Sunderland. Just off

Kt lUi Call Brad 665-3255 tft-25

Want grad student to sbare house

with thre« other people In Florence

.Northampton). Quiet. In country.

i.ut near CMaes »50 month, plus

utilities gtjg tf2'23

1
.

"m ii lc roommate wanted to clean

apt for 5 aenlor men Bent mini-

ms I for cleaning function. Call 549-

-i.;i:t
tTg "

TO SUBLET
To sublet: one bedroom apt . with

separated kitchen and bathroom,
SIM mo (heat, utilities and air

cond ,) available 1 March Call 549-

6514 after 6 p.m. tft-W

LOST

IIRVICES

Amherat Aodlo serrlce* atereo

componenta, tape decks for home a*

car, 197 No. Pleasant Bt , «5»-b133.

PlHHPOBTfl - JOB AFP1JCA-
TI»»NH (special raeatlon package* on

film and processing everything pho-

One gold ring, small onyi and
diamond stone* In star-like formation,

great personal value. Beward Call

:» 19-3597 nlghta. tf2-«4

ROOM TO RENT
One room available, living with

four others In honse In Belehertown.
Kent $37 50 /person plus utilities

( ome see Hilda, Ooodell Library

between 1 and 2. Spring Is going to

he beaotlfnl tf2-23

Donee Movement Cloteei

Classes in dance movement and
body awareness start Tuesday eve ,

7 p m. In Plerpont Lounge Bring
i omfortahle clothes and good vibes

tf3-l

Tickets on the Student Senate

.barter boa to the (ieorge Wash-
ington game at Madison Sq. Gar-

den are available at Student I nlon

ticket Office. Deadline noon Thurs-

day^
„

*!!*?

UNIV. ROOM WANTED
(;irl in dorm single want to move

..ut? I nlv refund ripoff traps you?

I'll take room and pay you for rest

.I semester You don't lose anything,

f nil M4-WM. ****>

TRAVEL
v| I DKVTS INTFKN ATIONAI, of"-

t.rs chartered flights to NASSAP
in Spring from $99 and F.CBOPE In

.iiinmer from $195 For details call:

Me»e 519-1.137 or Brian 549-3963.
tf2-26

PERSONAL
Helen for 50c is the best peace

mi rumpus 1 2'S3

"room wanted
s>tmlent desires own room In apart-

in.-ii Will par $75 or so per mo
Phone .'..'l-'iilif after 3:30 p m

Redman Gymnasts Sink Navy
By MICHAEL CUSACK

MDC Staff

By downing Navy, 153.25-148.00,

on Saturday, the UMass varsity

gymnasts upped their record to 5-2.

The Redmen, who travelled to the

Naval Academy without several of

their top performers, were en-

couraged by. the win as they

prepare to meet Temple Univer-

sity in a big meet this Saturday

night.

The Kedmen found themselves

on top of a 25.90-23.85 score after

the first event, floor exercise, and

maintained their lead throughout

the meet. UMass' Jack Berner,

enjoying his finest score of the

season, topped all performers with

a score of 8.95 to take first place.

John Calabria, despite a heavy

cold, scored an 8.55. which netted

him third place. Navy's high

scorer, Hess, took second place

with an 8.8.

Sophomore Eric Dawson of Navy

won top honors on sidehorse with a

9 3, high score of the meet. UMass'

top sidehorse man. Rick Riley,

turned in another fine performance

as his 9.15 took second place. While

Navy's Lanzer took third with an

8 45. UMass was able to win the

event total on the strength of two

solid routines by Norm Vexler and

John Walsh, both of whom had 8.25

ceres.
Vexler turned in his usual out-

standing ring routine to win the

event with a 9.0. Oswald of Navy

placed second with an 8.8. while

Danny Spier of UMass was third

with an 8.4. The Redmen outscored

the Midshipmen in the event, 25.75-

25.40, to take a strong halftime
lead, 77.30-73.85.

The Redmen opened up the

second half by winning the vaulting

event by .2 of a point. Freshman
Jay Thomsen, who has been an
outstanding competitor for the

varsity, took another first with a

vault of 9.15. Walsh, in his first

appearance as a Redman vaulter,

turned in an 8.8, to tie Navy's
Heller for third. Second place went
to Oswald of Navy, who had an 8.9.

Navy took the top two spots in

parallel bars competition as they

won the event total, 25.65-25.40.

Harding and Oswald were first and
second with respective scores of 9.2

and 9.0. Vexler was high scorer for

the Redmen as his 8.8 effort netted

him third place. Doug Salisbury, in

his second appearance for the

Redmen this season, turned in one

of his two eight-plus routines of the

afternoon, as he scored an 8.3 on

parallel bars.

UMass easily won the high bar

event, as Vacca took first with an
8.4, and Salisbury places second
with an 8.1. Salisbury became the

first Redmen gymnast to use a

double flyaway for a dismount,

while Vacca used a double twisting

flyaway. The Redmen won the

event, 23.95-22.10, to bring the final

score of the meet to 153.25-148.00,

making another win for UMass.
Vacca of UMass won the all-

around total with a score of 48.65,

edging out second place teammate
Vexler by 25 of a point Spier of

UMass was third with a 43.25 total.

The Redmen close out their dual

meet season this Saturday, when
they host Temple University.

Temple, last year's league
representative to the National

Championships, started a bit

slowly this year, but have been

improving very steadily. The
Redmen will have to be at their

best in order to topple Temple. The
meet, which will begin at 7:30, will

be held in the Cage.

Girls Track Club
The fog engulfed our valley this

morning. I ran through it and by 11

had blown it away. Mornings are

good times to run. Any time is a

good time to run be it alone or with

a friend. Latching on to the

peacefulness of the Connecticut

Valley, pounding one foot in front

of the other to the rhythm of your

own heartbeat. The valley

becomes your prison or paradise

with mountains as walls to scale.

Warner. Sugarloaf, Toby, the

Holyoke Range. Almost begging to

be conquered, trampled on, run

over and then left undamaged to

re-echo your footsteps.

I started running a few years

ago. off and on because it felt good

and because it hurt or because it

felt good. Since that time the first

girls' track club in Massachusetts

has been organized, the Liberty

AC. in Boston which is presently

holding five American Athletic

Union Awards.
1 see the possibilities of a similar

program here at UMass where

girls can get together and run. A
club minus bureaucracy, minus

the usual coach-team athletic

situation pattern that bogs down so

many people who can train and

discipline themselves. In a while

we will be seeing throughout New
England an active cross country

schedule, year round open road

racing for women, indoor and

outdoor programs, weekly com-

petition and training programs.

Whether you are a card-carrying

member of the A.A.U., a serious

athlete, a run for fun and

enlightened person, coach,

organizer or prosetylizer.

whatever, running offers its

rewards to all Do i»

For more talk and information

call me at 6-7415. Lynn Derderian.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

is in town!

(At the old Amherst
Creamery)

173 Sunset Ave.

Opening Week

Special:

Try Our Famous

$YW«f OMMfc

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday s Pu«le

ACROSS

1

4
9

at 2(V off

with coupon below.

STORE HOURS:

Monday thru Thursday

4 p.m. • l *•!"•

Friday thru Sunday

11 a.m. • 2 ,m.**

Aquarians often nave elongated faces,

they usually are considered "far out" and
almost always have ideas which run con

trary to opinions of the maiority These
persons harmonne with Gemmi, Libra and
s,»q ttar.us Despite popular belief,

Aquarius and Anes do not make the best

match Some famous Aquarians include

Joey Bishop, Norman Ma ler and Lana
Turner

ARIES iMarch ?l April 19) Accent on
creativity, romance, ability to earn con

t.dence of friends in general and public m
particular Means this is day when
popularity rating could soar Take ad
vantage of M
TAURUS iApnl 20 May 20> You love a

challenge Now you receive one Accent on

ambitions, career, me way you handle

opposition Friction works to your ad
vantaqe Maintain sense of humor and
fitness

GEMINI iMay 21 June 30) Good lunar

aspect comcides with tourneys, higher

education, ability to learn from experience

Don't be ashamed of concern with abstract

You have a right to experience your own
thing

CANCER (June 21 July 22) What may
appear a setback could boomerang m your

favor Money >s involved Estates, taxes,

debts, payments are featured Your m
tuition is valuable Recognite and use it

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Lie low Play

waiting qame Do more listening than

talking Get expert legal advice and heed it

Be aware of public reactions Avoid trying

to do too much at once Take your time

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Practical

•ssues dominate Stop making excuses

Keep appointments, qet down to bas c

issues Attend to details Build springboard

for leap mto progress Vou can do it

LIBRA (Sept 23 0ci 22) Creative ap

proach will work Means don't follow mob
concepts Be yourself Take a chance on

your own abilities, uniqueness Some
pressure la relieved There >s greater

treedom
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) One wifhm

family circle may have answer to dilemma
Admit it Don't permit pride to mar
progress Build on solid structure Avoid

being overly sophisticated Message will be

clear
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) More

activity than usual that .s featured You

also tend to skip essentials Stop trying to

wsh things into realities Strive now to nail

down basic concepts, needs
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) You get

money from unexpected sources Means
surprise element is very much m picture

Know that you have product of worth Key

to success now is ability to exude con

fidence
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb U) You gam

through independence, originality applies

to styles, willingness to be daring in pur

chases Heed your own counsel Lead

rather than follow Set pace take initiative

PISCES (Feb 19 March 201 Study

Aquarius message Have confidence in

ability to make important iudgment
Refuse to be discouraged by associate who
broods, is fearful Keep a secret You are

bemg tested

IF TODAY IS YOUR BfRTHDAY you are

perceptive, intuitive, dynamic m sense that

you draw to you people who wish to feel

spark of life Many use you Some envy you

Not a few love you Your own emotions,

during some of this year, are confused A

relationship may be ending Be strong

What happens now happens for vour best

interests

Vehicle

Bravery

Take
unlawfully

Poem
13 Puff up
14 Before

Moccasin
Rages
Golf mound
Man's name
Hinder
Mil

24 Weight of

India

Bushy
clumps
Goal
Brick-carrying

device

30 Reasoning
31 Nips

Style of

painting

Singing voice

Small lump
Et cetera

(abbr )

Sea in Asia

Obtain
The caama
Article of

furniture

Pronoun
Siamese
native

46 Cowboy
competition

Writing fluid

The self

Declares
Contend
Lair

Brief

Greek letter

12

15
16
17
18
20
22

25

28
29

33

34
35
36

38
39
40
41

43
44

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
19
21
22

23

24

26

27

29

30

32

A state (abbr.)

Alit

Aquatic
mammal
Remainder
Moving
backward
Native metal

Insect

Conjunction
Short jacket

A continent

(abbr.)

River in

Italy

Distress

signal

Eats to get

thin or fat

A state

(abbr.)

Pronoun

Conducted

Weight of

India

33 Ship channel

34 Symbol for

tantalum

35 Garden tool

37 Symbol for

cerium

39 Hand warmer

40 Three toed sloth

42 Unruly child

43 Stockings
44 Spread for

drying

45 Mature
47 Bitter vetch

49 Insect egg
50 New Zealand

parrot

48
51
52
53
54
55
56

DOWN

emanPo.

(slai

Girl's name
Act of making
countercharges

Eitremely

1 i 3

$
4 5 6 7 8 *^9

,-..

w 11

12 VV. 13
r
« -

£::
14

15 16 «.

v.-

17

i $
18 19 ""J

•

20 21 y'i|
22 23 m 24*

• *

•

25 76 ;/

28~
. .

.

::•: 3(

::•;

E? 31 32 H 33

3* TvT3!
.V.

-

• •

36 j/

38 ...- 39
tt:

40

::: v
2& IX3

4> 42 i"«"» 43 i •

44 45 .*.'.* 46 47 IBM! 48 49 50

51 — 5: 53

54
'.-'.•'.'

55 '.<'. 56
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Erving Leads Rout Of Orangemen
Continued from Page 1

To complete the all-star sup-

porting cast, Tom McLaughlin had

m\ points and six rebound! in onl>

23 minutes of action. Kick Vogeley

and Chris Coffin also helped up

front with Vogeley getting a key

tap in the late going and Coffin

making some spectacular

defensive plays

UMaSS was unable to open up

any breathing room for the first 32

minutes ol play In the first half

neither team was able to open up a

margin ot more than six points,

with the Redmen leading twice by

that count. 26-20 and 28 22. The

Orangemen came storming back,

though, and actually went ahead

by three. 33-30, on a Smith layup at

2:34 t the period.

The Redmen then scored three

straight hoops on an Krving tap. a

Mathias layup. and a Betancourt

jumper trom Paghara to open up a

three point margin. :J6-:W. with

seconds loft m the stanza Smith,

however, snuck in for a layup and

I Mass took a precarious one point

edge into the dressing room.

The second half was more of the

same UMass would open up leads

• it lis or seven points only to

the determined Orangemen come
storming back

Hailg foffrgj*"

Sfvytte
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The Redmen finally took the lead

to stav at 17:15 on a fifteen footer

by Mathias which was the

beginning of an eight point Red-

man streak Mathias followed with

bank shot Krving hit three free

throws and Betancourt one to put

UMass on top, SO-43, with 15: 12 left.

Syracuse began to charge once

again, nipping the lead to one. 53-

52, but the Bedmen responded with

six straight points, the highlight of

which uas Vogeley 's tap From
then on. the Orangemen could get

no closer than four and when

Smith fouled out with 5:08 to go. it

uas 7S42 and I'Mass was just

about home free It was all in all i

great night for the three seniors

Bob Dempsey, Bill Greeley, anc

Mathias to go out at the (.'age But

hopefully, these three still have a

lot of Redmen basketball to play

before their careers end.

LAM P LINKS I Mass nit 49%
of its field goal attempts while the

Orangemen only scored on

:{8'V» The win had to boast I Mass
post season tournament stock

immensely as the Orangemen own
wins over Lafayette. LaSalle and
St John's. Mathias, Greeley and
Dempsey all received standing

ovations when they left the

game. The crowd chanted, "NIT,

\1T, NIT'
-

for the final minutes of

the game

BOX SCORE

UMass G F T

Erving 12 12 36

McLau l in 3 6

Matrnas 4 S 13

Betancourt 7 3 17

Pagnara 3 l 47

vogeley

Dempsey
Cott.n

Greeley

Peters

Austin

Nicnois

Provo

4

1 1

1 I

I I

Syracuse

Lee

Wadach
Smith

Green
Kohls

PiOtr ski

G F T

3 4 10

2 1 S

6 2 14

4 8

! B 18

4 I 9

BarhtelomewO
vV'Chman 2 3 7

26 19 71

31 24 86

Fr. Hoopmen TopNewHaven, 80-70

B\ STEVE FERBER
MM' Staff

In what was one of their more
blase victories, the I'Mass fresh

men basketball team gained a

perfect record at home of 13-o in

defeating the New Haven frosh last

night 80-70

Last night n Cage linale saw Al

Skinner and Peter Trow lead the

Little Redmen with 28 and l\ points

respectively as Rich Pitino

mowed more of his pin-point

-ing as he chipped in with 14

assists

Minutes tnto the contest I'Mass

pulled out t<> an 11-3 lead, and it

looked like another Little Kedman
rompwas abo i to evolve But New
Havencame aht back, and as fast

as the Redmen Had built their lead.

it evaporati and the 11-11 tie at

14 <*> was m< e than typical of the

tightness nt • game
Despite their height advantage

ol nearly two inches per man. the

Little RedriM n's cold shooting kept

them trom breaking out New

Haven uas doing an exceptional

job boxing out under its boards,

and for the first 15 minutes of the

tirst half, the home club got only 2

offensive rebounds.

With the score knotted mid-way

in the tirst half. Skinner put one of

his crowd-pleasing moves on a

New Haven forward and broke an

18 18 tie The Little Redmen
mowed more signs of opening the

game up. but New Haven hung

close, and at the half the I Mass
freshmen were up by four 39-35.

Half number two began much
like the first, with Trow and

Skinner scoring quickly Five

minutes into the half the Little

Bedman lead peaked as a result of

three consecutive Pitino passes, off

of fast breaks First to Trow in the

corner, then to Skinner, and the

lead was 53-42 A pass underneath

to Art Levine upped it to 57 42. but

that uas as wide a margin that

1 Mass was to enjoy, as New
Haven came back, but too late,

with too little

Koul trouble, a missing element

in the freshmen' latest contests,

became a problem With 5:52 to go

the lead was a mere 66-59. when
Levine put the game on ice. First

he tipped one it, and seconds later

duplicated his feat for a quick four

points Levine was hot and
gathering in a Pitino scoop pass he

drove hoopward and laid it in The

74 61 lead was too much for New
Haven to overcome, and the Little

Redmen stretched their stretched

their win streak out to nine.

ONE AND ONE. For the first

time in a long time the Little

Bedmen shot under 50% from the

field, shooting 34 for 74 Skinner

shot 12 for 18 for the night, and

Trow chipped in with 11 for

The Little Hedmen stand at

17 l and have one game left at

Amherst The game did not

exhibit the consistent high quality

ol nlaj that has made the Little

Bedmen the top freshmen team in

New Kngland But as always they

had it when thev needed it.

Coed Hoopsters 2nd In Tourney
B\ \RON MILES

DC Staff

The Women's Varsity basketball

team took -econd place in the

President s Tournament last

weekend at Southern Conn. State

College.

In the tirst game. UMass
defeated Bridgewater State 53-43 to

avenge a 27 point drubbing earlier

in the season. The first quarter

ended with BS on top 15-6, but in the

Women's
Intramurals

Basketball

COURT TIMfc TEAMS
I 6 j0 Kanqaroosvs Patterson

j 6 30 Dckmsonvs Dwiqht

1 7 00 Foui Bails vs Melville Troupe

2 7 00 rniesvs Lotta's Girls

1 ; 30 Sleai< Pags js Gorman I

| ; )0 Pu'lton vs MarysLiOns

| 00 Patterson ^s Melvlle Troupe

2 8 00 D/vigh' vs Lett! s&iris

second period I'Mass surged back

into the game behind the sharp

shooting of Nancy Lindberg who
,

eventually scored 21 points, and at

the half it was UMass 22. BS 19.

The second half saw UMass
substantially increase its score

The lead never changed hands and

UMass finished up by ten

Miss Lindberg was the game's

high scorer. Timely rebounding by

Pat Bash and Leslie Barselaar

deserves special mention. The

shooting percentage for UMass

was 41% while BS was held to 31%.

The championship game pitted

UMass against Southern Conn.

State. In the first quarter Both

teams played on a par. with

Southern taking a one point lead

into the second period. In the

second. Southern broke the game

wide open hitting at 55% from the

floor while UMass was stumbling

along at a lowly 20% The game

WSJ all over by Orange Break.

southern on top 27-15. Going into

the fourth quarter SC had a 21

point spread over UMass, and at

the final buzzer the score was 50-37.

Miss Lindberg again led her

teammates in scoring with 16

points, and this time led in

rebounds as well. She and Miss

Barselaar were named to the All

Tournament Team
The JV team bowed to Mt.

Holyoke varsity on Tuesday, 33-22.

Holvoke jumped off to an early

lead and held on all the way.

For UMass high scorer was Pat

Harvey Kathy Crowley and Sue

Tyler shared rebounding honors.

The next varsity game is at home

tonight vs. Greenfield. Tap off is at

6:30
* • • • •

The UMass Women's Ski Team

placed a solid second in com-

petition with 9 teams at a WISC

Conference Slalom Sat. Feb. 13 at

Wildcat Mountain. N.H.

The combined top three times for

the two run event were: Radcliffe.

3 52 6 UMass. 4.12.1 ; UNH, 4.27.5.

Top individual honors for UMass

were earned by Heather Mac-

Connel who placed second overall

with a combined time of 75.1. and

to Susan Arnold, sixth with a time

of 85 despite an unfortunate spill

ONE WILSONBl B(iF.K-Pla\ing in his last gam*- at Curry Hicks

Cage. Ken Mathias turned in a brilliant two-wa> performance in-

cluding this blocking of a shot taken b> Syracuse's Mark Wadach.

(MDC photo bv <;arv Slickman.)

Grapplers Pin UNH
For Seventh Straight

BvBOBGANLEY
MDC Staff

The I Mass wrestling team, after

seeing a fourteen point lead

dwindle to one. finished strongly to

defeat a tough UNH team on

Saturday by a score of 25 13 The
win was the seventh in a row for

the surging Bedmen and brought

their seasonal dual meet record to

12 31 For the Wildcats it was
their third straight defeat after

opening the season with six

straight victories

The meet could actually have

been divided into three sub meets

M it turned out The Redmen
lightweights won the first four

matches to take a 14-0 lead and it

looked like a rout But I Nils

middleweights came right back

and won the next three bouts, two

b) pins, to narrow the margin to 14-

13 But U Mass's heavyweights

ended any doubts that coach

Homer Barr had as they won the

last three matches convincingly

and made the final score a little

more onesided than the meet

really was.

UNH didn t score a point in the

first three bouts as Dave Amato.

Dave Reynolds and Shelly

Goldberg completely whitewashed

the opposition. Amato won 9-0 with

four minutes riding time. Reynolds

was leading 2-0 when he pinned his

man after only 49 seconds, and
Goldberg amassed a phenomenal
seven minutes and twenty seconds

riding time in an 11 -0 rout The win

was Goldberg's thirteenth lead to

14 with a come from behind win

m the 142 lb match Jester trailed

{ 2 after two periods but rallied

with I live point third period for a

; :! win.

At this point UNH began its

comeback Charlie Bauer won the

ISO lb bout. 9-5. to put UNH on the

board This was followed by

consecutive pins by Don Stahlman
and Larry Woods and the Wildcats

picked up ten quick points

Stahlman is one ol the Ix'st in New
Kngland at 158 and will probably

be seeded highly in the New
Kngland tournev

With the prospect ot having to

win to get the Bedmen out of

trouble, sophomore Kd Carlsson

took the mats and did just that He
won a tough M decision in his 177

lb bout to put the Bedmen ahead

the meet with a 12 4 win at l!*i

Zguris is now 10-0 for the season

scar Carl Dambman wrapped
things up with a pin in the

heavyweight match and sent tne

Wildcats back to Durham with

their third straight setback

The Hedmen have four dual

meets left and have a chance to top

their record 16-4 season of a year

ago. Boston College and MIT
shouldn't pose much of a problem,

but WPI and Central Conn, have

good teams and should provide the

Bedmen with some still com-

petition.

Tonight's Intramurals
VOLLEYBALL

COURT TIME TEAMS 3 5 vs 6

POSITION ATHENIAN 4 Gapos vs Gwimps
1 6 30 1 vs 7 s Aries vs Turkeys

2 2 vs 4 6 Friends vs Erudites

3 5 vs 6 7

POSITION SPARTAN 8

Strangers vs 3 M's

OCDvS Bekap

4 1 vs 2 9 CO* Boysvs JO ATG
5 3 vs 4 1 8 30 Sigmas vs. Jacks

6 5 vs. A ?

POSITION TROJAN 3

Boys vs Erudites

Heads vs Franksters

7 2 vs 3 4 Canaille vs. Oxfords

a 4 vs 5 s Hurts vs Hockers

9 Eaqlesvs Flaming As t,
Tubes vs Bucks

10 Maroons vs Cans 1

POSITION PIONEER j

9 30 Brigade vs Redwoods
Pipers VS Hi LOS

1 7 30 1 vs 2 | Lemons vs Oaks

2 3 vs 4

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QU|r flbworlTtisrttfl

latlu (EaUestatt
' ^ ^J A 'Ml AND RESPONSIBLE ^K MISS

Weather:

It might snow. Then

again, it may rain.
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Hayden: Why Doesn't UMass Care?
By 1 KKTH1BODKAL and CYNTHIA SWINDELL-

MDC Staff

Raisin* support for Black Panther Party *£^W***Z£
Ericka HuggiE was the locus of the program presented bv the Student

Mobe last night at the Campus Center Auditorium

In- s u Kim- sen Mime Troupe, with music, slow motion and masks

,-r ...iu Yl depet.ng the contemporary problems of the Black

\ ',„
• Partv Th presentation w.. followed by a mass discussion led

I,:/ Iti lla> len « de.endant 0* Bobby Scale in ,he Chicago (
o„spirac>

'

r'i'!. r,nnn«- .-.insisting "t nine plavers. presented the play Sei/c the

rl „ T i Tur es us im writing the play were ent.reh from lustorica

Uu men s r m-.pallv trom Bobby Scale 'l book ot the same name, the

:!;:; u";;;anser,pn' !£ ewe^s**** *** «* **^ •« EHcta

"Sft •...! drams consisted ot a re enactment ot several incidents

mvoKmg' member ".nhVlllack Panther Part> .
including the arrest o,

"TU^fm^ttEZ* to the p.a> was the

s. in le right ot black men to defend themselves is a lederal law

S
! -my^dy aUacks us. we defend ourselves • that is the principal ot our

P
t2 Plav ended with a silent request, conveyed on a printed scroll, in

which tile players asked lor the aid ol students in the struggle of the Black

'"immedSelv following, the troupe circulated through the audience

Follow mg the p a> Tom IK > mn *
lam .., he prt .sent

spring s strike at IJ^^O^SS" Students responded with their

,1,Sm,rrt>

onne ,nd e^^^ of Srike and the inability of the an,,-

S ^J2ljta^£l$& than ending rascsm. ifs much

^J£j£^*to— "»* fe
,?

,s ,hat " publ,c pressure

N
(

r 7, , fafg alh w m be held to enlist support tor Bobby Seale

^Z^Uu^T^s^ be a good starting point to always make
and KricKa iiuK^ma.

.rinlpvprv dav from this school. Later
surl.

, hu , tar. ,s someon,
|

jl -
1
«v«V££ g „ ,„„ , ria ,

2^^a2Ti^sSK!!?Kl5ta Muggins Rno, tat .hey h.v,

the support imperative that the unknown

•^.SSSftMSXB as«i M»r* Ka,ph smitt

and Peggy Hutchinson.

~ .. j . „i ih.. ihiiAvt*; asked whv I Mass is so disinterested ami <-o«il lowards

^T^jr;^.£^^^scLt^^x«. ..,.,„ a,.,M ,*

Jagoda)
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Anti-War Movement Grows
The Student Mobilization

Committee to End the War in In-

dochina held its annual national

Convention in Washington. DC.
this past weekend. It was attended

by over two thousand antiwar

activists from all OV«T the Tinted

suites, including thirty from the

Five College area Students trom

(Mass. Mount Holyokc. and

Amherst College were represented

at the convention, which was held

at Catholic I Diversity.

This conference of the national

SMC was built as an emergency

conference because of the recent

escalation ot the Indochina war by

the Nixon administration in LaOf

and Cambodia It waa telt b>

nearly all participants that it is

urgent that massive response to

Nixon's war policy be organized,

and that the work begin im-

mediately A determined optimism

about the resurgence of the an

tiwar movement pervaded the

gathering

AbOttt twenty d.ffereiit

resolutions we-e considered by the

conference; tiu proposal written

hy Debbie Bustin and D< 1 Cuer-

wita who -ipoke .er- ;
' the

Univerait) last week received the

overwhelming support of the

participants The ciuerwitz Bustin

propoaal reaffirms SMCa support

tor the April 24 March on

Washington called by the National

Peace Action Coalition last

December The April march is to

t„. a peaceful, legal mass

demonstration lemanding the

immediate, to»*l, and un-

conditional withdrawal of all I S

military personnel and material

irom Indochina (iuerwitz and

Bustin argued that the April

demonstration was the kind of

action in which people who had

never b ><ore registered their

opposition to the Indochina war

could participate It is around a

mass demonstration, they said.

that the antiwar movement could

best organize the antiwar majority

which now exists m the United

States, especially those forces

outside the campuses, such as

trade unionists and Cil's and

veterans. In order to organize

those forces against the war the

SMC voted to continue its work in

building loeal antiwar coalitions as

»eU as the National Peace Action

Coalition. In this way women s

organizations, labor organizations

organizations of Third World

People, students. (Jay people, and

antiwar GI*S and veterans can be

brought into unitied action for the

immediate withdrawal of

American torces from Viet Nam
and the rest of Indochina

The conference voted to reaffirm

its support for the work of the

Chicano Moratorium Committee in

the Southwest and to condemn the

brutal police attacks against an-

tiwar demonstrations called by the

Chicano Moratorium The Third

World workshop at the conference

projected a Black Moratorium

against the war to take place April

2 4. days set aside by NI'AC for

commemoration of the

a-asMiiation of the civil rights and

antiwar leader Martin Luther

King The conference voted to give

its support to the Third World

workshop proposal

In addition, the conference voted

to organize contingents of women.

Black people. Latinos. GI's and

veterans, and Gay people to the

March on Washington. It was felt

b\ the conference that the ex-

plosive new Gay Liberation

Movement was a source of

strength to the antiwar movement

and should be brought into unified

action around the immediate with-

drawal demand
March 15 was set aside by the

SMC as a national day of

demonstrations around the

demand for an immediate end to

the draft. The Selective Service

Act is due to expire in June, and it

was felt that March 15 would be the

l>est date to register opposition to

the draft, since it would un-

doubtedlv be before the renewal of

the Selective Service came oefore

Congress for a vote.

Debbie Bustin was elected to

replace Don Curewitz as National

Executive Secretary of SMC
Gurew itz was elected to fill the new

position of National Field

Secretary

The National Conference ot SMC

ended with the kind of unity and

optimism which has been missing

from the antiwar movement since

the May strike. The participants

returned to their local areas ready

to take on the hard work of

organizing a massive Spring Of-

fensive against the Indochina War,

and ready to recreate the antiwar

unity of the 1969 Moratorium.

Feminist-Activist

Lectures Here Tonight

OPEN RUSH

Lambda Chi Alpha

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

S:00

Informal

The Ponhellenic Council

invites the

campus and community

to

A NIGHT OF

dramatic: PRESENTATIONS

Wednesday, Feb. 24th

Campus Center Auditorium

7 P.M.

Free of charge

tttjr flaiaarlpirttf flails (KolltsUm
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(sports' ana S4» 13H ltd
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va cat,on and e.am per.od, mree or .our nrrm a *ee* ****** * vaca-.on o
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aJhor -v o. M «1 ot Marc, ». ,.» as a^encted Pv *• act o. June II ltd SoP

sc r .pt.on rates are*; 50 per semester JU 00 per year

Tonight, the Young Soeiahst

Alliance will present in their

Militant Forum a leeture

discussion titled: Is Feminism

Revolutionary? at 8 P.M. In Room

90S of the Campus Center.

Linda Jeness, a militant feminist

and activist, will be the guest

speaker. Jeness ran tor mayor ot

Atlanta in 1969 on the SWF ticket,

and ran in 1970 for governor ot

Georgia. . ,.

\ member of the Socialist

Workers Farty. Linda Jeness

appealed last year to the Supreme

Court for a review of undemocratic

election laws in Georgia. She has

also written articles to compliment

speeches of Fidel Castro, in the

pamphlet "Women and the Cuban

Revolution."

The Y.S.A. states that "the

struggle for the Liberation of

Women is by its very nature one of

the foremost radical and

revolutionary movements taking

place today The potential of the

Women's Liberation movement is

enormous: it attacks the fun-

damental roots of our class society,
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Linda Jenness
the nuclear family, the social role

of women, restricted labor and

employment practices, and the

traditions of education".

Literature by Linda Jenness and

other revolutionary reading will be

available.

trancendental meditation

us taught by

MAHARISHI
MAHESH
YOGI

Tran«»« eiidental

ni«|iif

mind

,
meditation is a natural spontaneous tech-

will™! allows each individual to expand his conscious

and improve all aspects ot life.

1st Introductory l.eeture

UMass - Feb. 24th and 25th

SBA 120

2nd Introductory Lecture

Smith College Library - Browsing Room

Friday, Feb. 26th - 8 PAT
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Trustees App
Three ]
B\ MARK SILVERMAN

MDC Staff

The Board of Trustees will give final approval to

appointments for three top positions in the Univer-

sity's new administrative reorganization scheme at

its" meeting in Boston today, the Daily Collegian

learned last night.

Jeremiah M. Allen, currently acting Dean of Arts

and Sciences, will be named Dean of Humanities;

Dean Alphange, now a professor of Government, will

become Dean of Social Sciences; and Associate

Provost Robert (Jluckstern will be named Vice-

Chancellor for Academic Affairs.

All three appointments were recommended by

separate student-faculty-administration search

committees, which have been in operation since last

Spring
Gluckstern, formerly head of the school s

Chemistry department, has served as Provost since

September, when he was promoted after a year's

service as associate Provost.

Mis duties as Vice-Chancellor will correspond

closely with those of his current position, but

Gluckstern will now officially work on the highest

administrative rung of the Amherst campus,

responsible only and directly to Chancellor Tippo.

He will be the top administrator for all academic

departments and personal on this campus, and his

responsibilities in academics will resemble those of

Vice-chancellor Bromery's in Student Affairs.

Allen formerly an associate Provost, has been

acting Dean of Arts and Sciences for the past year He

took over when Dr. Seymour Shapiro left for a

sabatieal in the Netherlands.

His position was created last Spring when the

Faculty Senate voted to split the Brobindignagian

College of Arts and Sciences into three smaller

schools-Humanities, Social Sciences and Sciences.

The Dean of each school will be on an administrative

level with the other academic Deans, such as the Dean

of the School of Education.

Alphange fills the second of these three Deansh.ps

He is a Government professor, whose speciality is

constitutional law. and has been involved in a number

of student-faculty projects during the past several

>

The third position. Dean of Sciences, is still open and

a committee of students, faculty and administrators

are currently conducting a search for a person to fill

' l

Sources close to several committee members said

yesterday that Shapiro is a prime candidate for he

fab providing that he does not wish to go back into the

Botanv department when he returns from his

Sabatieal this Spring It is also known that Shap.ro is

the favorite candidate of Chancellor Tippo. as were

the three men scheduled for Trustee approval today

Copyright 1970. Northshield News. Inc.

Concert Committee
Draws Guidelines

By BOB NEST1
MDC Staff

Some thirty students attended an open meeting of people interested in

working on the proposed free Spring concert, tentatively Panned for

April 2 1 and 25, last night in the RSO office of the Campus Center. It was

decided a free concert committee will be formed to represent as much of

the University as possible. ,

The free concert committee will consist of two members from the

iollowmg campus groups: the Interim Coordinating Cornmi«£ «£
sistinfl of the sixteen former class officers, the FraterniUes ana

Sororities, each Residential College, the Community Assembly, and

members of the Black Community.

This committee will oversee all funds and coordinate the entire

weekend It was expressed that they will pick musical groups who wdl

best represent all members of the University community with this fret

The Interim Coordinating Committee, set up by the Student Senate,

approved the Concert Committee plan They voted Ed Dempsy and Dave

Poisson as representative to the controlling group. Poisson telt the plan a

eood one for it represented every group's musical interests.

ThelVi named Russell V.e.ra its chairman and set another meeting

lor next week There it will be decided how much money the interim class

government group will contribute to the weekend. They will also discuss

definite reforms of class government.

A meeting was held later with various representatives of Fraternities

and Sororities at which some ICC members explained the 'pie proposal

for their approval. Hopefully all other campus groups concerned will be

contacted and a meeting held before the week s end.

SWAP Follows Up Proposals

Bv JEFF THOMPSON
MDC Staff

Student Workshop on Activities

Problems (SWAP) is in the process

of making a follow up of the

proposals made at the December

SWAP Conference in South Lee.

Dick Palomba. SWAP co-

chairman, revealed yesterday.

The 170 purpose for an "in depth

studv of pertinent problems" will

definitely be fulfilled as the ex-

pertise group leaders from the

conference are now contacting the

members of their committees in

order to finalize the proposals

These expertise groups are:

Freshmen summer counseling,

teacher evaluation, academic

calendars, and course loads,

community education for the

Puerto Rican ghetto in Springfield

and Chicopee; also, the Belcher

town State School, space for buses

and cars, student affairs such as

having students extra-curricular

activities put on student's per-

manent records, role of trustees,

security, and preserving an in-

tellectual atmosphere.

These final proposals are sub-

mitted to the total university

community for preliminary

reaction They will then go back to

the expertise groups for further

College Life

Meets Again
Tonight at 8 p.m. there will be

another "College Life" m the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union Roe Brooks, director of the

New England Area for Campus

Crusade for Christ "Will the Real

Revolutionary Please Stand UP?

will be the challenge of Roe's talk.

studv Finally they will go to the

department being studied, to the

Chancellor, and to both faculty and

student senates.

•For example,'
- explained

Palomba, "in December two ex-

pertise groups drew up ten

proposals for freshmen onen

tation. We will contact the coun-

seling center for freshman

orientation for their reactions.

Later we will make a formal

presentation to the center and the

rest of the university.'*

The meetings for finalizing the

formal proposals by including

reactions and new ideas, will be

held during the first week of

March. Palomba stressed that

these meetings "will be open to the

entire University community so

that everyone interested in any

part of UMass will be able to

contribute and become a member

of these committees." said

Palomba.
The reason for including the

whole public was because at the

SWAP conference there w as only a

small representation of the

campus. This opening up will

provide the opportunity for as

many people as are interested to

get involved.

After the committees make their

final reports. Palomba said. "We

want to bring a halt, put on the line,

make reaction and solve age-old

problems By getting people in-

terested we will force concrete

action and changes."

Last year Project April 10. 11

was set up for the same purpose

but of the many proposals, little

resulted. SWAP'S program is

capitalizing on the experience by

making definite committees and

by including the whole university

in an organized manner It is the

expressed purpose of SWAP "to

exchange and promote ideas on all

areas affecting UMass and to serve

as a catalyst for future action and

reform
."

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604

CAU 413-733-5131

Thursday, Feb. 25
MANDATORY
STATION MEETING

For ALL W M U A People

(Anyone is welcome, all arc invited.)

6 lbs. for only $1.50

12 lbs. for only 32 .50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50,

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters. 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLEANERS
(next to The Towi

11 E PLEASANT 5TRFtT
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In The Nation And The World

Ground War Slows in Laos

Heavier Air War in North
-^- <Mm ^^^ ^^> — . j

; „ reponilv and flames.

SAlCioN lAP)-Fighting died

down Tuesday in southern Laos as

the l/.S. Command announced it

launched the heaviest air strikes in

North Vietnam in three months

The command said 50 U.S.

lighter bombers, accompanied by

20 support planes, attacked SAM
missile sites and other antiaircraft

positions in North Vietnam

Saturday and Sunday. No planes

were lost. Other sources said the

planes also blasted at supply

depots

Word of the raids W£S withheld

until Tuesday, a spokesman said.

"mostly tor Neurit) reasons " He

gave no details on the results of the

strikes As tor location, he said

only that they weiv .x-Ioa the 19th

Parallel uhicl is 120 mle » uth

>l Hanoi, the North v iet .ui.-ese

capital Th« raids were the

heaviest over North Vietnam since

250 planes launched -protective

reaction" strikes last Nov 21

The command said each day s

strikes lasted about an hour

These protective reactions." a

communi pie said, "were initiated

after repeated hostile acts and

recent SAM firings by antiaircraft

positions against U.S. aircraft

involved in interdiction ot North

Vietnamese supplies along the H<>

Chi Mmh Trail in Lao

Radio Hanoi made no mention of

a raid Saturday but said U.S.

warpUnei hit North Vietnam

Wednesday and Sunday. It said the

Foreign Ministry issued a

statement •energetically con-

demning these acts of war."

In New York. L.N Secretary-

general U Thant repeated a

statement he made Nov. 20 saying

he found the 'resumption of

bombing in the North to be a

disturbing development."

In Laos, no major new fighting

was reported nor was there any

report of progress by the 16.000

South Vietnamese troops who

began the incursion Feb. 8.

A South Vietnamese spokesman

insisted that the forces had no

intension of moving farther into

Laos than the 16 air miles he said

they were BOW from the Viet-

namese border Other sources.

however, said i drive farther west

might l)e in the works.

In a rundown on the Laos

operation. South Vietnamese

headquarters listed 2.089 enemy

troops killed, including about 500

by tactical air strikes and artillery

Government losses were put at 276

men Some IS sources consider

the command claims of enemy

los>es highly inflated

For the tirst time, headquarters

acknowledged severe losses

among a ranger battalion whose

hilltop position six miles inside

Laos was overrun late last week. A

communique said the battalion of

perhaps 450 men lost 100 killed, 145

wounded and 78 missing

The government summary of the

operation to date said 1.259 in-

dividual and 209 crew served

weapons have been captured in

Laos It said ground forces, ar

tillery and air strikes also have

destroyed 12 Russian-made PT76

tanks. 86 trucks, 400 bicycles. 550

houses. 139.000 gallons of fuel.

12.703 tons of munitions, 1,d30

sards of pipeline and a "large

quantity of food and other equip-

ment
Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird said in Washington that in

addition to enemy resistance in

Laos, he also expected "tough,

difficult fighting" for the South

Vietnamese in Cambodia in the

next tWO weeks.

He mentioned the Chup Plan

tation. about 35 miles inside

Cambodia, as a place where the

North Vietnamese may make a

stand The South Vietnamese won

control of the plantation but

lighting has persisted around it for

several weeki
The lighting has picked up in

eastern Cambodia recently, and

the South Vietnamese

headquarters reported 140 enemy

troops killed in a battle Tuesday.

South Vietnamese losses were

given as four killed and 33 woun-

ded.

Also lost Tuesday was one ot

South Vietnamese's best field

commanders. Lt. Gen Do Cao Tri

42 Tri and nine other men died

when his helicopter crashed

shortly after taking off from Tay

Ninh, 55 miles northwest of Saigon.

The other victims included a

veteran correspondent for

Newsweek magazine, Francois

Sullv, also 42.

Tri a colorful combat com-

mander, led the first South Viet-

namese thrust into Cambodia last

spring He was setting out to in-

spect some of the 25.000 govern-

ment troops taking part in

operations in Cambodia when the

helicopter crashed. Authorities

said the helicopter apparently

developed a fuel leak and burst into

flames.

The Viet Cong claimed in a

broadcast that they shot it down.

One of the sharpest attacks

against U.S. forces in several

months also took place early

Tuesday in the Tay Ninh area.

U.S. Command splesmen said an

estimated four companies

U.S. Command spokesmen said

an estimated four companies of

enemy troops, believed to number

about 300 men, attacked an

American artillery base.

After a mortar barrage, the

enemy force launched a ground

attack and some broke through the

outer perimeter and blew up a fuel

dump. Two Americans were killed

and nine were wounded. Nine

enemy bodies were found after the

fight was over.

Other action reported by the

Saigon command centered about

ISO miles southwest of Saigon.

Spokesmen said 58 enemies were

killed there in two clashes, while

government casualties were light

Nixon Battles Wage Increases

WASHINGTON (API - President

Nixon applied the leverage of

billions ot dollars in federal

building contracts Tuesday- rather

than outright government controls-

m an emergencj action against

skyrocketing wages in the con-

struction industrj

The President, acting alter
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administration efforts tailed to get

the building trades unions to take

voluntary measures, suspended

provisions ot the 40 year-old Davis

Bacon act that requires the

government to pay prevailing

wages on federal construction

projects

The act has had the effect of

setting rates at the highest levels

lor both public and private building

in the construction areas

In a lengthy statement ac-

companied by an official

proclamation of suspension, for an

indefinite time. Nixon declared

•The action I have taken today is

based on the principle that

government programs which

contribute to excessive wage and

price increases must be modified

OT rescinded in periods of in-

flation
"

_,

Secretaiy "! Labor James 1>

Hodgson told reporters at the

White House that about S25 billion

worth ot federal and federally

,Sted construction projects are

affected

Suspension Of the Dims Bacon

\ct is expected to result in shifting

a large amount of federal con

slruction to lower paid nonunion

workers

Lettuce Boycott

Occurs Today

Mi

Contrary to popular opinion.

today is not simply Feb. 24 Today

is Lettuce Day, brought to you h)

the Lettuce Boycott Committee

Most important of the da> I

activities will be the picket lines at

the Big V supermarket on North

King St .
Northampton, from 3-5

p.m. to protest the selling of non-

t FW lettuce bv the Big Y Also.

Marcus Munos. IKVV organizer

Irom Boston, will address a mass

meeting held at Grace Episcopal

Parish Hall, across Irom the Lord

Jeffrey In Amherst, at H p m
Information can be obtained

during the da) .it the UFW table in

the Student Union, located near the

ballroom

Although Nixon turned down the

more drastic wage price freeze he

could have ordered, his action was

the toughest so far in a newly

adopted policy of intervening

directlv in the market to check

inflationary wage and price

movements
Kven so. Secretary of the

Treasury John B Connally told

Congress during the day that the

administration would agree to

extending the President's standby

authoritj to impose temporary

wage-price controls This authority

was set up almost a year ago by the

1 icmocratic-controlled Congress

and never invoked by Nixon

Connallv, a Democrat himself,

emphasized that no wage price

controls are needed now on in

dustrv generally

Both Nixon and Hodgson em-

phasized that the building industry

is afflicted b> high and increasing

wages, a high incidence ot strikes

and unemployment
And under the Davis Bacon law

Nixon said, employers M

required to pass on to the govern

men! the cost of high local wage

settlements with their inflationary

ctlects

\v construction costs go up. so

does the price for buying or renting

houses or apartments. Nixon

said Because the entire economy

is affected by rising construction

1 osts, other prices are diven up

also The taxpayer bears a par

ticularly heavy burden since the

government spends to much for

const urct ion."

Nixon's announcement drew

predictably divided reaction from

industry and labor leaders. Ed-

ward J Carlough. head of the

International Association of

Sheetmetal Workers, said in

Miami Beach that it is a "totally

antilabor action" aimed at tJ

million hard-hats.

Referring to the construction

workers in the 17 unions that make

up the AFI.Clo Building and

Construction Trades Department.

Carlough said There will be 3.5

million angry people when this

news gets out

Democrats To Seek
Total Withdrawal

sometime during the im 72 session of Congress

,

Sen Mike Mansfield, the Democratic leader, said the caucus

resolution was flexible, specifying no date for withdrawal, but

calling for President Nixon to act "in a time certain.

The Montunan said no implementing legislation will be con-

sidered in the immediate future

sen John Stenn.s. (D-MhuO chairman of the Senate Armed

Sen-u-es Committee, and Sen Henry Jackson. I D-Wash. .. a senior

•

, nnuttee member, reportedly spent much of the tw^hour caucus

debate arguing for deletion of the last four words of the resolution

,hi,

To
l

end the involvement in Indochina and to bring about the

withdrawal ot all I S forces and the release of all prisoners in a

"it 8 the Hatfield MeGovern amendment all over again."

Jackson said afterward I don't think you can have a date certain

and bring this war to an orderly conclusion

The Senate last vear rejected an amendment by Sens. Mark u.

Matt.eld (R-Ore ) and George MeGovern. (DSD.), requiring

withdrawal bv the end of 1971. but it has been reintroduced

Sen Hugh Scott, the Republican leader, said the resolution is

vague but politically acceptable to the several possible

Democratic presidential contenders. "To set a date would have

Iragmented the candidacies." he said.

However Scott said. "One would have thought they would want

the prisoners out before they get the troops out It s a mistake 10

ask to. the troops out and the prisoners returned without setting a

priority
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Learn A Craft!

George Peters To Speak Tonight,

Started First Drug Crisis Center

By GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

In an earlier column, I stated that one of the most

vital aspects of cultural alternatives is access to

information. This is particularly true if you are at-

tempting to cut down on your dependency on the

present culture. One path out of the morass is to learn

a craft- to make things which can be bartered or sold

to provide for other life-support needs. Being a

craftsman also has the added advantage of being

psvchologicallv rewarding. You create things of value

to yourself with your own hands, using your own

imagination. From start to finish, the product is

yours - to give away to people you love, to trade for

things you need or want, or to sell.

The rudiments of most crafts are neither difficult to

learn nor expensive. Quality work comes with ex-

perience and experimentation. There are two kinds of

access to the information you need to start. One is to

find someone already into your trip who will let you

watch him work and teach you the basics. Its

probably the best way. There are craftsmen_in-

residence at the Leverett Craftsmen and Artists Shop

in Leverett. and a few crafts outlets in Amherst and

Northampton which can steer you to other crafts

people. There are also many books available. I'd like

to review a few of these today.

Tie-dyeing passed through a fad period last year,

but it is still an area with a lot of room for imaginative

experimentation An excellent book, by Anne Made, is

Tkand Dye as a Present Day Craft ($6 50, Taplmger

Publ Co., Inc., NYC.) Profusely illustrated it

makes the elementary and advanced processes look

absurdly easy Directions are clear and easy to follow,

almost making the illustrations superfluous. I was

surprised at some of the patterns it is possible to

achieve The book is top-quality, with only a few

minor faults Although there is a brief list of cloths

which are suitable, there is no comprehensive

discussion of how different materials take the dyes

differently The book also lacks an index, limiting its

use as a quick reference source. The major drawback

is that low price was sacrificed to aesthetics There

are several color plates-beautiful to look at, but

pushing the cost of the book out of the range of many

people. Write to the publisher suggesting a paperback

edition without the photographic plates. They may

take the hint.

An interesting companion book is Dye Plants and

Dyeing - a Handbook ($1.25, Brooklyn Botanic Gar-

den. 1000 Washington Ave., Brooklyn 11225.) The book

presents the best of all possiblealternativesfor buying

your dyes (whether for tye-dyeing or simply dyeing

clothing* -making your own. It describes and

illustrates (relatively) common plants from which

dyes can be extracted, dyeing techniques, etc. In-

formation on plants native to other countries is in-

cluded fol* those of you with esoteric tastes. It looks

like a good book for its price.

If you're into jewelry-making, I'd recommend a

couple of books, depending on whether you're into just

making a few pieces for yourself and some friends or

mass-producing for sale and profit. For pleasure and

friends, a good book is Step-by-Step Jewelry by

Thomas Gentille ($2.50, Golden Press, NYC.) The

descriptions of basic processes are easy to follow and

use the simplest possible tools. Line drawings and

illustrations amplify the instruction. The book seems

particularly good for a beginner.

Jewelrv Making and Design by Augustus F Rose

and Antonio Cirino ($2.75, Dover Publication, Inc.,

NYC) is more advanced book. It tends to emphasize

information needed for more "professional'' types of

jewelry. Although the book would be most useful to

experienced jewelers, I would still suggest it to

beginners who have a real interest in jewelry work, as

it seems to cover nearly every aspect of the craft

(Like most Dover books, it is top-quality.)

I'll be reviewing more crafts books in a special

column in Friday's Collegian. If you're curious about

macrame, weaving, quilt making, or perhaps a

surprise or two, look for the column P-ace.

CULTURNATIVES w.M deal »MH many different aspects ot cultural

alternates H you're -nfo N and want to rap. or ,1 you want•Mother

Earth News, stop by the Draft Counsehng Off.ee Hi 418E SU
i

2ndII oor

You II have to take your chances because draft counsehng comes f.rst,

but if we're tree, we'd enioy sharing ideas

Tonight Wednesday the twenty-

fourth, Room to Move has

arranged for George Peters to

speak. George is from Chicago

where he started the country's first

drug crisis center in the earlier day

of psychedelic drug use. Since then

his model for the LSD Rescue

Groups and his Center Naturalism

Inc. has been used to open many

other drug centers throughout the

nation.

It all began in September of 1965

when George Peters came to know

a number of people who were

taking brain influencing drugs. He

became concerned on learning that

some of them were having

distressing experiences. One night

George Peters received a phone

call regarding a friend who had

taken a 300 microgram dose of

Lysergic Acid Diethylamide.

Thinking that her heart had

stopped she went to a hospital

where she was asked to sign the

standard admission form. She

thought it was a death certificate

and she bitterly complained that

the hospital was trying to make her

sign her own death certificate.

Another friend realized that the

emergency group in the hospital

did not know what to do and called

Peters He arrived at the hospital

to find three policemen and fifteen

hospital employees listening to the

girl's fantacies, but doing nothing

to help her. He took over and

within 10 minutes had the girl back

to normal and able to function.

Since then George has helped

more than, 7,641 people. He left his

work as a TV repairman to devote

his full energies to finding ways to

work through distressing psych-

delic experiences and unwanted

after-effects.

George Peters is responsible for

accepting Abram Hoffer and

Humphrey Osmand's niacin

treatment for schitzophrenia to a

treatment for reducing toxin

reactions from LSD. He has

established a highly efficient

qualitative and quantitative drug

analyzation service also.

In his center George has created

an unusual way of encouraging all

who are interested in working. He

has explored and reexamined the

role of a counselor, coming to some

rather revolutionary definitions.

So for all those interested in

understanding better the

psychedelic experience especially

to learn how to deal with a bum-

mer and in listening to an en-

tertaining, free flowing speaker,

George Peters will be in the

Student Union Ballroom tonight

Food Co-op Not Store,

But Place To Buy Retail
fi :_ • _....„, ih,,. i. iiw.iTirujrwhirw

•First I want to blast whoever

wrote that last article about us
"

Arthur Cohen, one of the

organizers of the Yellow Sun

Natural Foods Co-op was speaking

of an uninformed writer's

reference to the new establish-

ment as a "store."'

The point of the co-op is to

provide 'natural foods at

wholesale prices ' and avoid the

30% to 40% retail increase on food

prices in regular stores, he said

According to Cohen, people are

finally turning away from the

•super processed, devitalized

crap being sold all over the

country " For an idea of the many

natural, beneficial foods which are

becoming increasingly available.

he suggested dropping into the

Free University. temporary

MDC Classifieds

Study in

Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer

School, a fully accredited

University of Arizona pro-

eram. will offer. July 5 to

August 8. art. folk ore geo-

graphy, history. Political sci.

ence. language and litera-

ture courses. Tuit'on. $160

board and room $155. Write

Dr. Juan B. Rael, Office of

Summer Session. University

of Arizona. Tucson, Arizona

83721.

IF YOU ARE A

SENIOR
you should already have

an appointment for your

Index Portrait. Some
appointments are still left.

Sign up in the Index

office, S.U.

resilience of the co-op There is

much literature on the subject,

there and more to come, he added.

The co-op will be ready to take

orders on Wednesday. Feb. 24,

Cohen announced. Because of

expenses, purchase is possible

only with a membership This

system gives the consumer control

over the way the co-op is run and

eliminates the profit grabbing

middle man All profit is turned

back into the organization. Cohen

explained.

So far the interest of people in

this endeavor has been en-

couraging, according to Cohen He.

Maureen O'Donnell. and Don

Lorenson. all of whom share in the

planning expect at least 100 and

possiblly as many as 1000 mem-
bersin the first month Money

Tonight

!

OnWMUA
This week on 'Viewpoint" at

6:30 PM on WMUA, Wednesday

night the subject will be "The

Urban Crisis: Springfield, a

Microcosm". Guest panelist will be

Glenn Briere, Springfield

Republican City Desk news

reporter That's tonight at 6:30 PM
on WMUA 91.1 FM

from these memberships will be

used or such expenses as

machinery, office equipment, and

services provided to the members

(food preparation classes, utensils,

literature), they said.

Cohen and his associates hope to

move the co-op to a more per-

manent and central location in

Amherst sometime in the near

future The more response shown,

the sooner this w ill be possible, they

indicated.

iiiiiiiiftjf
PAT and DICK

DO IT

(VOTE THAT IS)

K SO VOTE TODAY
% FOR

E WINTER CARNK
" QUEEN
c Student Union Lobby

r PACK YOUR KNAPSACK

for ADVENTURE

Double Feature

HITCHCOCK'S

39 STEPS
TONITE 8:00 THOMPSON 104 75c

Plus Hitchcock's BLACKMAIL 9:30

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l

Box 13927, Gainesville, Fla 32601

J

Five College Charter Flights

1. Boston-Paris-Milan
June 17-August 26 $250

2 Boston-London •»«--*
June 15-August 25 $216 50

3 Boston London
June 15-August 12 $248

4 Boston-NY. -Madrid
June 16-August 26 $250

Contact Director, International Programs, 229 Whit-

more for information. 545-2710.

THE ONLY OFFICIALLY AUTHORIZED
FIVE COLLEGE FLIGHTS.

Flights #1-3 Pam Am, N Iberia.

Do you want a cold stay in Bermuda,

or a hot time in NASSAU?

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE

Inexpensive, luxurious accommodations and meols at

the Flaggler Inn, also available.

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and
(

members of their immediate families —
Routing

Boston / Nassau / Boston

Deports

3/19

Returns

3/26

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

m. Steve, 549-1357, or

p.m. Students Internationa
10

10a

Brian, 549-3963

I (617) 536-7863
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The Tuition Hike

; sin. John W. Leder.e emphasised in a recent article. man>

s i a n v^a, IVulnerable target and only the most careful thought should

£ •££ .Via alter its course. At present, any tuition hike would hurt both

,i„. viiidents and ultimately the State.

, sh do be noted that Massachusetts. 49th i"P^2^
high"r education in the nation, has nowhere to go but up. m both qual.ty

,„ N ,s u In etts to ralU Wsth those who are leading the f.ght against he

ui on in - I onh a massive onslaught of letters and support for the

, "si principle of higher education to the members of the State

egislaiun w intern the fearful tide which threatens to econom,ca.«>

strannle students and their parents in Massachusetts

Vietnam Withdrawal*

WASHINGTON - The bullet-seared Indochina Bar

and Grill was jammed when the dusty stranger

walked up and ordered a straight whisky.

You doing a big business." the stranger said.

Yup." the bartender replied. "We've been ex-

panding at a furious rate."

What's the crowd doing over there?

"They're playing poker. The game's been going on

tor eight vears now. without a stop. It started as a

little domino game but pretty soon it escalated into

The stranger wandered over to the table. There

were six men sitting around the table -- Black Jack

Manoy. Tiger Cy Gone. Charlie Cong. Big Sam, Little

Louse and Kid Kamboadia."

Who's winning"" the stranger asked a man named

TT
,,
!*t*tli*hl€*

Beats me." he said. "1 quit playing with these guys

Hi vears ago."

Big Sam had a giant stack of chips in tront of him

and ho kept giving chips to Tiger Cy Gone after each

Frenchie whispered. "Big Sam says he wants out of

the unw but he wont quit until Black Jack Hanoy

admits defeat. Black Jack just sits there with a poker

face and every time his stack gets low the Chinese

guy and the fat'guy they call The Bear' give him more

chips to play with
"

What are the guns doing on the table. the

stranger asked. ... ,

Each player savs the other guy is cheating. We ve

had some big shoot - em ups around here, ve seen

some mean poker games, but this beats all.

Mow did it all start?" the stranger asked

•Way wav back before anyone can remember.

CharlieCa« and Tiger Cy Gone started a penny ante

poker game amongst themselves. Pretty soon Tiger

Cy Gone who was one of the worst poker players

around began losing, and so Big Sam, who was

considered one of the great card players of all time

started to give the Tiger advice. Big Sam also staked

Cy Gone to a small stack of chips, which the Tiger lost

immediately. So Big Sam gave him a larger stack and

Tiger Cy Gone, who couldn't get the hang of the game,

lost tha't stack

Finally Big Sam got so exasperated that he

decided to get into the game himself. He put a large

stack of chips in front of him hoping to scare Charlie

""luMnstead. Charlie called on his friend. Black

Jack Hanoy. who was anxious to get in the game

because he" had a grudge against Tiger.

•Before anvone knew it, the game escalated from

uennv ante poker to table stakes with one winner. Big

Sam figured that with all his chips he could blutf and

Black Jack Hanoy would have to foUl

•But Black Jack Hanoy was being backed by the

Chinese guy and The Bear' because they had a

grudge against Big Sam.

So now the stakes are really high, and nobody is

going to admit he lost."

•What are Little Louse and Kid Kamboadia doing in

the game"" the stranger asked.

They were just two spectators watching, but Black

Jack Hamy and Big Sam made them sit in. Little and

the Kid don't even know how to play poker and they re

Loth broke, but Big Sam says the more players there

are in the game, the more chance Tiger Cy Gone will

have of winning, and the sooner Big Sam will be able

to go home." »_*«. j
\s thev were talking. Big Sam dealt the cards.

•Okay, he said, "this is the big hand. If we win this

one we II win all the marbles."

Frenchie whispered to the stranger, "He keeps

saying that every time he gets the deal
"

Copyright 1W1. Los Angeles Times

Jim Mitchell

Something Wrong Somewhere
The only thing one can conclude when a nation such

as ours, operating during a peacetime economy even

considers wage and price controls, is that something

is wrong, very wrong.

For many years I was under the impression that we

operated under a capitalistic system, where wages

and prices are set in the market, not in the President s

office This system has worked with some degree of

success for manv vears Why then, must we now allow

a raving group of politicians and union leaders at-

tempt to destroy in a few short weeks, a system that

has taken hundreds to refine

Simply stated. I think the problem is essentially that

the unions just have too much protection granted to

them by law. . , . .

If certain essential or important industries got

together and worked in collusion to set artificial y

high prices you can be sure that a lot of people would

get quite upset over the matter Yet. the government

not only allows, but encourages members of labor

groups to work in collusion to see that they get wages

that are in many cases not commensurate with in

creased production or inflation.

Many times, people would line up to work for halt

the salary that is paid to union shops For example,

with all due respect to the common unskilled laborer,

where do thev come to the $6-8 hourly pay they often

receive Granted the unions are helping these people

greatly to improve their income, but what about those

who are being displaced and discriminated against

because they can't joint a union, and who would be

willing to work for much less?

In a wav. I would like to see the notion of scab

workers become a thing of reality again. If union

members are so down on conditions to the point where

they choose to strike, then why not allow those who are

still willing to work do so It's simple enough. Maybe

at this point union members would appreciate the

benefits thev had. and not be so eager to upset the

economy by striking large companies and/or in

dustnes
Once we allow wage and price controls to become a

reality, even to a limited degree, the door will have

been opened, and w ho can tell what will be next.

Why not seek a solution to this problem that will be

more than an inequitable, temporary stop-gap

measure, and will ensure a better distribution of

wealth for all

A Question Of Answers

OC+Z

There have been many marches

and crusades in the Central Area,

because it seems that's what it

takes for action when students are

being stepped on.

The vibs of tolerance

pacification, parternalism, and

patronage that students get from

administrators are very real

Some students will settle for these

inept explanations and unjustified

lies The Central Area has never

been known for its passivity in

these situations But the Area has

never come up against such

overwhelming mass confusion,

where the issues and information

relating to them has become

blurred beyond recognition

The frustration now coming out

between the area staffs and

Whitmore (and among ad-

ministrators within Whitmore)

stems from information given out

that is designed to be deceiving No

one can tell who is lying to whom

anymore, and the level of trust has

reached zero.

If a staff member cannot learn

what the truth is, how can any

student be expected to trace a

maze of lies and be able to point

the finger and to deal with the

people who are to blame.

The most outrageous example of

administrative misinformation

concerns the security budget. The

Vice-Chancellor's office has been

handling the security problem as

was directed by the Trustees. The

monies, supposedly 03 funds, were

divided between area coordinators

to handle by submitting Security

Proposals A supplementary

budget request was to go before the

first monies ran out.

Now within two weeks the

security monies will be used up in

every area except Central which

began late, informed sources

explained that the Proposal for the

Supplementary Budget to go

be," ire the State Legislature had

not left Chancellor Tippo's as of

last week, and this will mean a

delay of a least of month before the

security budget will be passed No
measures have yet been suggested

to avoid a campus without

security.

In addition, the first security

monies, supposedly 03 funds, have

been instead Residence Hall Trust

Funds (meaning there will

probably be no new furniture for

dorms and no new telephones for

dorms without them ). The students

were not the only ones lied to,

administrators passed on lies

without knowledge of what really

was happening, and the whole

structure is so bureaucratic no one

can find out who told the original

lie.
,

There is no way we can deal

honestly with each other when the

situations and problems of the

administration call for in-

formation to be withheld and for

lies to cover the immediate

measures being taken. Students

might not behave distrusfully if

they weren't lied to, and their

efforts at communication on the

lower levels would not seem futile

If administrators cannot get

themselves together enough to tell

each other what is really hap-

pening, they and their staffs will

never be able to effectively handle

the problems which will arise.

Pam Pepper

Letters To The Editor

x*Mfl. PRfcSlDErJr, TOURfc SuPpoSt TO OL HE.TIA/6/'

— HOW COME XOOft'e O*0fc.RllV6 MORE. ANP AiORt?/*

DC May Be Hazardous To Your Health
* h < m ihP meal tickets, the times that the comm<

To the editor:

Caution: UMass Dining Commons May Be Hazardous

to Your Health. .

Many of the students here at UMass are required by

,ue residence or time to eat at one of the several

dining commons on campus. Having just returned

trom Worcester Commons, I feel a need to make

known some of the grievances that I and my friends

™\ Plates often have the remains of the previous or

even the day befores food on them. Small wonder

nearty all of us at one time or another have been sick

Tg lasses are cracked and scratched so badly that

disease carrying bacteria and micro-organisms

.bound Had the runs lately?

3 Dogs have no place in a place where people eat.

The food is unappetizing enough without having dogs

running around.

4 How many times have you had to go and get

another piece of silverware because you'd rather not

nick up trench mouth or hepatitis?

-, The courtesy of the ticket takers sometimes

leave* a lot to be desired.

6 It often seems that the food served has never been

tasted except by we, the student-guinea pigs. Lither

the food is heavily spiced or completely flat

7 How often have you had to walk the length of the

commons to bring up your tray" Why not open both

windows?

Fist Of Justice

r

*A«de from the obvious controversy of the Winter

(ami Queens Selections, there is one point that seems

, be forced into the background. While 1 can see the

»o.nt of groups that are opposed to the whole contest.

S

"

M\\L to know how they have the right toprevent

„» from voicing and performing my freedom of

"h

The "sexist" policies of the Winter Carni Queens

Committee came under tough and sometimes^unfair

scrutiny, not only from the P^**"* ^
I aMacchia. but also from the pages of the Free and

Sponsible Press, whose representative oncampus

is the editorial rag. popularly known as the Mass.

"
The masons for this letter are the repressive

measures' of the voters, who wished »o prevent me

trom defining a Queen, as 1 woman. AaU taj»a

victim of a society that hides behind the fist of justice

uTtefomdtato a way of life that I do not believe in?

he present administration in Washington does the

pb of bXitting fine enough The shit that we hear

trom the establishment, concerning the war tor

rSSonTand justice " Southeast Asia somehow

seemed very much like the rhetoric from the persons

opposed to the Queens Selection

When and if the revolution succeeds IwouMIAe

know if the little man and woman wi be stepped on

main Will the liberation movement just replace ine

oftana^acy w.th a new one? Will all the old ideas

also be discarded for a forced ideology r Wffl Power

to the People" mean "Freedom of Choice or the final

death of individualism" ^ s _^^

8. Un the meal tickets, the times that the commons

are open are listed. Have you ever tried to get supper

at 6:20 P.M.? No chance.

9 Using only one service line when there is a long

line of students waiting to be served really shows

incompetence.

10 Has your meal ticket fallen apart yet?

11. Has there been a day when you haven't had to

pick a hair out of some food?

12. The milk dispensers are often empty or more

often not set up to work.

13. It would be nice if the tables were wiped between

meals.
, ,

14 Don't you just love to dig through the gravy into

that delicious fat?

Have you heard enough9
If you can't find your gripe

here write your state representative or senator or

even' the State Board of Health. They worry about not

only your health but your vote.
J * Carl Beatty

Man-Made Wonder
To the editor:

Have you seen the little Smutties

dirtying the ground?
Time will come when there won t be

much room to trash around

Have you seen the little Stinkers

fouling up the air?

Time will come when everyone

will wish they'd given care

I^ok at all the trash all over the ground all over this

campus. There's quite a great bit around-my my

mv Oh I wont tell you statistics you ve all heard

before about how many pounds of trash produced by

so many people will bring a wonderful planet to its

life supporting end. because We Know All About It.

(ion*t wc**

No I've got a better angle. This may well be a sure

shot as far as stopping littering goes. Everyone who

litters should do this: Get up early one morning

around seven or so. and go outside. No matter what

the weather is like, you'll find a crew of men walking

all over campus, stooping over every few feet to pick

up all the shit that you inconsiderate bastards threw

around the day before. Watch them, observing their

facial expressions, listening to their mutter.ngs as

they discover more goodies in the bushes and behind a

car wheel. Now. if this doesn't affect you enough, talk

to them. Ask if they really like cleaning up after you.

The answer will be No. Then, wise up and quit Ut-

tering, just like that .

And then, in the evening, as you walk around

campus, pause to notice the thick gray cloud which

appears over the physical plant A man-made won-

der7 The school has become a microcosm in every

respect, now equipped with simulated city living

condition, factory smog Can something be done abou

if I'd like to know if the university plans to correct

the situation, or if. as with the litter on the ground, the

issue will pass unnoticed.

Scare Tactic

''Norma^Mailer once said thatJt
you're ever xn a

tight situation, merely, mention the name Hitler and

our opponent will back off. How very suscept.be we

are toB scare tactic. But the fact remains thaUhere

is nothtne very fascist about freedom from op

presstn
ng
Thr

y
system of «g»ftJ»*K.

-Bernadette of Ireland" spoke off. simply and ef

lectively . at the Cage, does oppress. Go into the ghetto

and tell them that the Panthers^ f^cf^They wdl

tell you about fascism Hitler is no longer with
i

us, he

was stopped Hunger is still here; it must also be

TSa are worried about fascism inside the

Movernt
a
w rw,th us to see ^doe^Uke

roots But don't tell "American college students wno

a^ strugglmg for freedom of thought" (your words

hat Sism and its leaders are the <*#%«
fascism rather a growth away ^Jg«~

™

e
Because I might think you have vestedlir, terest in

maintenance of Babylon. How about it sister^

I L. kJ ^ *»., - 1 1

Editorial Points
Lieutenant Calley doesn't use the

word "kin" when referring to

slaughter of Vietnamese at My Lai.

Instead he always said 'destroy"

or "waste em." The Air Force in

Vietnam has always referred to

their bombing missions as

saturation." The U.S. is about to

claim that over 700,000 Viet

namese <the enemy I have been

either •destroyed" or "saturated"

during the war
***********

What this University needs is a

good subway system.
,•***•*•*••

If anti-pollution and anti-war

et torts got as much publicity as

water l)eds. we'd all be in better

shape
***********

INCONGRUOUS COMMENTS
OF THE DAY:
•The objective is being met and

the South Vietnamese Army is

performing well. "Press aide

Ziegler

•The 500-man 39th Ranger

Battalion (of the South Vietnamese

Army I suffered heavy casualties

and was virtually wiped out as an

effective lighting unit in the iirst

major confrontation between

SaigOO and Hanoi forces ;:r. the H<«

Chi Minh Trail in Laos Keuters

Don t question success

Wake Up

Chris Kilham

Security Shuffles
To The Editor: — --

In regards to the letter by Stephen Herman Saffe^

Secure Southwest", we would like to add that the

residents off Field House are behind those ofJ.Q.A. i

demanding a more effective, less haphazard security

svstem We can empathize w.th JQA's position

h'av ing gone through the red tape run around of trying

to get our residence hall assistant back for the last two

""rhe University administration must realize that the

arbitrary reshuffling of Orchard Hills residence hall

assistant to JQA sacrificed the security of an area for

that off a dorm The only way that this situation can be

rectified is through the incorporation of more money

into the University budget so that more residence hall

assistants may be stationed in dorms throughout he

campus However, we do not wish to place all the

responsibility on the University administration It is

.mposs.ble to hire personnel if funds are not available

Therefore it is imperative that the student body

persuade the legislators to appropriate more money

£r the funding of University security a vital force in

creating stability ffor the entire University com

munity Now that most off us are of voting age. our

elected representatives will listen ^
Linda Kipper. President of r leld

Susan Hanian

Why?

[ Letters To The Editor
letters to the Editor must be typed, double

snacecTat sixty spaces and must carry the writer s

^ui adSreS. and telephone number (all o

which will be withheld upon request). The limit s

one page and the deadline is 3 p.m. the day prior to

intended.publ.cation. The editors reserve the right

,
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d
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e
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S

s apply to Editorial Points except
|

that the limit on thesT.s 25 words. No prizes
;

w,l be

awarded or gifts given out. This is not a contest Its

s.mplv a forum lor those of you who don t feel like

writing a whole letter or who don't know more than

25 words. . —

To The Editor:

I don't know why you pictured the incident involving

a Black youth apprehended in Atlanta. Georgia in

Wednesday's February 17th edition of the Daily

Collegian without including why he was being ap-

prehended Maybe you blew the picture up because

you tried to take up space or you blew it up to depict

ill-treatment of Blacks by policemen. In any event you

should have included the why's of it all. The

Collegian's explanation (the little that there was) did

not clariffv the event but rather cast light on the

traditional role off the police, a protector of some of the

people in America.

I am sure that most if not all of us are aware of

police brutality perpetrated on Blacks as well as on

other minority groups and I personally cannot see why

you did not give an adequate coverage explaining the

picture.K
Robert J. Padgett

Who is to define the nature of this environment and hov.do

standards of conduct relate to a total Black educational program -I

would sav. first, that anything that affects the inst.tutional climate

lor learning is the proper concern, directly or indn-ectly. of all who

are a part off the institution I am as concerned as anyone for

student freedom to learn and for student rights in helping to

determine the nature off the learning environment

But these are not the rights off the student alone^ The more per

manent members off the academic community, the faculty and

those legally responsible for institutional governance the regents

oMrustees. have
P
similar rights and more importantly, ultimate

resDons.bihtv I reffuse. however, to become defensive about

St nghts .nffnngmg upon the r.ghts off others at*1 1Idep.or. the

fearful advocacv of a legalistic and paternalistic status quo as

much as I do the more extreme assertions of the student power

movement Surelv it is better to work together as members of a

SSSss«aa5B3Bas3!

Student Survival
We must all begin to thing about our survival in the New World

In dome this we've got to find out where we stand It s impossible

or vou and me to know where we stand until we look around on he

entire earth We don't know where we stand until we know where

\mer.ca stands We don't know where we stand in America until

we know where America stands in the world

Our survival in the New World depends greatly on what we gam

trom this university and believe me the academic gain is not

enouch for survival in the New World

One thing we must do as students ,s establish students power

This will help increase our mind politically, econom.cally. socially,

and can provide a start in survival - *...... . .

Student Power means, not just ability to influence decisions, but

the ability to make decisions Student power involves he

organizing of all the students, regardless of race Student power is

a medium through which people integrate their own experience

wTh a 'Xe of tne past, w^h their ^U^ASSSKR
relationship between the community within the University. Let s

say his he who must obey the rule should make It Student power

brmgs change in the relat.onsh.ps and att.tudes between groups

within the University

Student power can suggest a cr.tique of education as it is now

Student power should not be argued on legal grounds, it is not a

leeal principle it is an educational principle

People who say that student power means anachy, imply really

that students are rabble rouser who have no ability to form a

community or to adhere to decisions made by the communis

The students who ignore student power ignore themselves, they

are safe, respectable, but emasculated; ultimately, they wield

power in the way in which it was w ielded upon them

\A'\ s begin to exercise student power here at UMass in ;i weu

organized manner, and I am sure they many of our problems will

be solved. |fW
•D"
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Take Two : A Spirit Of Black Expression

TAKE TWO .s a spirit of black expression Its sense

a o^k life at the exact point during a makebeheve

:

t.tarsal when the musicians have responded o he

•su.p' which the leader has begged loudly «nd

suddenlv Vic questions, he debates, he singles out a

llhrwing within ito community and it is into its har-

SlT take we. It ,s valid For TAKE1

TWO to.wore

stavs the horns stav. the strings and drum ^>...but

ffi'yte sh-tts and a whole new set of ears begins to

"

"o^ia February, the xe« Vortar <**"»£
article which could only prove I major im

harassment to every responsible black*™££\
Kpste.n ran down a myth, check *"j:*g**
yourself, and work up an appetite tor TAkLW *e

Intend to run down a lot of myths - information ln^

, on can have the sweet smell of objectivity .

we run down for you just who is giving the money for

CCEBS and approximately what rord and H.BJJ.

expect for their dollar, we w.ll also run down w ho get

the dollar and what it really buys. You know, it might

be Fords, and maybe that's cool'

Now is perhaps a significant moment to answer he

question Who is we" TAKE TWO is the effort erf the

graduate black students land several white) OB the

campus who are primarily engaged in teaching and

tutoring incoming black students The roots of h s

enterprise are m that dialogue or discourse, and it •

interesting that we graduate tutors begin it 1
this is

"S hen it follows hard upon a learning. M
enlistment and it is no trick of rhetoric to admit that

the student taught this lesson, and this levelling ex

,,nence must spread throughout this black com

mu.tv.nd pull everyone down into the deep gram

Tecause the emtor.ul effort of graduate students

„ui sometime teachers is technically invalid in aim
unde^raduate press, we are taking cover behind two

realities If the lesson is black reality then the urn

Sgduae black ,s going to have to move over and

Sve us some seats, and. when he or she is ready to put

hislmguage on the free market then we will move and

give him or her the press

TAKE TWO is not in itself a personality - it to M
nraanof the black personality of the give colleges. As I

S above, we're concerned about Wom»tto£

You can come down off the twenty-second floor and

htch out o Leverett and go fishing any Sunday morn

vouget the urge - you didn't know that. And you can

omeIwn and meet the peopleV«^*££2
who s who We are going to dig up all the brother, and

siaters with ma and p.h.d. degrees and put them in a

nX•go-to-meeting suit and photograph them and

te11 vou something about them; not credentials but

most ~ telephone numbers and whether they play

*£? moStlneTgoing to publish poetry and

vignettes of the people - lots of it. and letters. Not to-

ne-editor-letters; because we don't presume to an-

swer toVmuch. but open epistles to the community:

Jrwtive stuff and together stuff. Were going to do

euews and interviews and a small bit of reporting

Stoter Abernethy over at Smith wrote a play
r

which

should be performed within a couple of months,

vou re too lazy I and that's cool, too) to go see it we 11

print a review so you can go pay your respects to the

sister when you get out of bed

So. don't stop what you're doing, just aJ this U)

vour agenda Call the Collegian office at UMass 545-

25M and give them some information about what you

want to do or write and the good folks in there will tell

us Simply use the tag TAKE TWO - they'll know

vou're calling about a black press.
•

We are going to press once a week for now as an

msert m the Collegian and we hope to publish more

.requently . hut. don't worry, noting will** uj^

It's Yours; Do It, Brother !

TAKETWOofThrough the Opaque

suif ol The Looking <;i^ s

"The black man m America has

long been the tuning tork ol the

national soul

James Emanuel

Lei Black People un-

derstand thai they are the

lovers and the sons of lovers

and warriors and sons <>t

warriors Arepoemi & poets

& all the loveliness here in

the world

We want a black poem. And

Black World

Lot the world he a Black

Poem
And Let All Black People

Speak This Poem
Silently

There have been many at-

tempted solutions to this seemingly

impossible •culture nap' Some

have been sensible and humane,

like the setting US Ol Atro-

\mehcan studies, others have

been senseless and inhumane, like

the tore etui badgering by CCEBS
administrators to coerce the

CCEBS student to come up to the

standard ot the White Academic

community. WE'VE COME A

LONG WAV BABY! I Now we have

black manhandling of black

destinies where before whites did

it by themselves • Black or White

MANHANDLING IS MANHAN-
DLING! We have reached some

goal the black student is now

Squall) treated like the white

student he >s now NIGGER on

Father's terms nigger like the

white student

Or HU'D
1 .Hoi Jones-from

•Black Art'

EX-PRESSSS VASELFJ...AH

Do IT! sock IT TO IT!"
(current song'

James Farher wrote that the

college student today was

NIGGER, the white college

student, that is In light of this

prolound statement, where can we

place the typical CCEBS black

student on the UMaas campusj
;

Could he he considered a TR1PLL

NIGGER? First, by the definition

of White America; Secondly, by

the definition of Black program

recruiters (though the rhetoric

reads 'Culturally Deprived

Student. "High Risk Student

•Educationally Disadvantaged

Student," etc.). and finally by the

vague and often condescending

treatment given the CCEBS

student in the usual University

classroom. He is not expected to

stand out in the usual academic

sense of the word, but to quietly

shuffle" his intellectual feel

along hopefully not causing any

disruption of the status quo He can

integrate'' the UMass community

b going ten steps in their
_
direc

,,on the community makes no

attempt at stepping his way

What happens to the student in

the midst ol all of this controversy"

Some take to militant and violent

reaction to these forms of treat-

ment others take to the usual

student reaction APATHV
Apathv is the key word of today,

lor both white and black students

Apathv is sitting in your room

blowing your mind-instead of

being in class or in the ad-

ministrator's office blowing their

minds. Apathy is a very negative

sell evaluation, brought on by 17 or

more years of miseducation and

the continuing process here.

Apathy in black students is called

laziness and ignorance by whites:

apathy is the American way, taken

on by blacks in an attempt to be

American Apathy is bullshit

Vet apathv is a sickness, and like

anv other, has its cure. One of the

treatments prescribed is better

and more meaningful com-

munications This is one of the

objects of TAKE TWO. Along with

better communications, we hope to

begin to foster a new self

evaluation for the black student

here in the UMass community A

self-evaluation which throws off

the shackles of the various niggers

ascribed to him A sell-evaluation

which bolsters and advertises all

that is positive in black culture If

TAKE TWO is to succeed, it will

become a direct voice of this black

culture It must become the

student showcase as well as

sounding board In light of this.

TAKE TWO extends a deep

solicitation for creative and ex-

positor writings from the black

community. Hopefully, this effort

will be backed by teachers directly

involved with the classroom efforts

of black students, and that they

will submit any and all student

writings that they feel is worthy of

publication to the community.

But we do not end here Due to

the lack of trained personnel here

at the I niversity-trained to be

responsive to the positive elements

of black culture -the student is

asked to bypass the classroom

teacher when he or she feels that

his work is not being evaluated

fairly. (Teachers have a lot to

learn too) Any student at any time

mav send in works that he feels

should be published. In fact, the

existence of TAKE TWO. until the

University is re-educated, depends

upon this action

The Children's Hour Of Junk

Mary Poppins is a junkie.

And Peter Pan puffs pot;

Cinderella boils peyote.

As Pinocchio begs for a shot.

Buster Brown is going cold turkey,

His dog pushes dexedrine,

And Mowgli has a silly smile,

As he pops an emphetamine.

Snotwhite is using cocaine,

Sniffing from a piece of lace;

And the Wizard of Oz is sinking fast

A bowl of glue on his face.

While somewhere in funky Harlem

Little Rufus can see no harm.

In shooting with a rusty needle -

A necktie on his arm.

But Jack and Jill are blasted.

Donald Duck's on LSD;

The Three Blind Mice shoot heroin,

(One cap's enough for three)

Tarzan smokes bananas,

Cheetah eats mescaline,

Jane is stoned on morphine.

Boy's goofing on codine.

Alice is wasted in Wonderland.

She copped for a five cent bag;

And the Cheshire Cat who pushes it

Thinks the whole scene is a drag.

And somewhere in funky Harlem

A child's book on his knee.

Little RufUS sits cold and lifeless -

A victim on an O.D,

John Taylor

so-Express Yourself. Do it! You

have no one to blame but yourself if

it is not done The learning process

is a two way street and it is time for

the black community to get on the

road-instead of being railroaded!

As the black man had been the

"tuning fork of the national soul."

let us make the black student the

'tuning fork" of the university

soul. "We want black poems by-

black people, and black people

writing about their own poems We
want to positively BLOW MINDS
SEIZE THE DAY THE TIME IS

NOW--DO IT!

John Taylor

ISRAEL

«) Work in a Kibbutz

• Meaty at an Israeli University

• Work with New Immiurants

Summer, Semester, Year Programs

Contact:

ZB'BV RECEV
Joint Israel Programs

72 Franklin St.

Boston. Mass.

Mt-atn/e

or. on campus call

MUTE GOLDMAN
Mt-gajg

418 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass.

In cooperation with Associated Jewish Community Centers.

A.Z.Y.F., and Regional Alliance for Israel (K A.r-.l .1

FREEPORT FLING
IN THE

BAHAMA ISLANDS
DURING COLLEGE WEEK

MARCH 21 - 29

rim V «1 AQ° plus 6% tox
ONLY >IO» incl services

Includes:

• Round trip jet with champagne, meals.

• 8 days at the Freeport Inn.

• Spacious air conditioned room — some with

kitchenettes.

• FREE "HAPPY HOUR" every night.

FREE BOOZE 5:30 - 7:30, Band 6 - 8.

• Facilities for swimming, sailing, water skiing,

golf.

• Many clubs, casinos, pubs, discoteques
• Based on 4 per room.

JET ONLY FOR $99

Send $25 deposit to

JOE MALETZ
1513 JFK

or call 546-7819 for info.

Checks payable to Student Tours

Stop Your Heart

And Hope To Die
104 the lollowing

On Wednesday. February 24 in Thompson Room

Hitchcock films will be shown: ...... . /vl .

8-(K) THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Often

cited as Hitchcock's beat film, this exciting international spy melodrama

is lull of vignettes which have been imitated by everyone, including

Hitchcock himself, ever since. Starring Robert Donat.

9-30 Bl U KM All. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. While Hitchcock was

shooting this film as a silent, he was informed that the last reel should be

made with wound He later found it possible to revise some of the earlier

sections of the film in order to take advantage of sound and dialogue. In

spite of its hybrid origin, the film is a brilliant success and features

innovative use of contrapuntal and associative sound

^kTTTTTTTTi TTTTTT TTTTTih

Burton-Good Vibes
One of the most acclaimed of

today's modern jazz musicians will

appear on the UMass campus in

\niherst, Friday and Saturday,

Feb. 26 and 27. Gary Burton, 28

year-old vibraphonist, in two

concerts at 8 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium, will debut under the

auspices of the University's Fine

Arts Council.

Burton, born in Indiana in 1943,

began his musical studies at an

early age and advanced quickly. At

the age of eight, he played the

marimba and the vibraharp. and

at 15 he became interested in jazz.

He appeared on RCA Victor and

Columbia record albums, playing

with Chet Atkins. He studied in

Boston for two years at The

Berklee School of Music and The

Boston Conservatory of Music and

has played as a sideman with

George Shearing and Stan Getz.

Recently he formed his own group,

The Gary Burton Quartet, and in

1968 was named Jazzman of the

Year by Downbeat Magazine.

Though chiefly a jazz musician.

Burton has tried to develop his own

stvle which attempts to integrate

jazz and rock and country blues

music, and has resulted in one of

the most sophisticated com-

binations of these fields of music

\ct developed The in-

strumentation of The Gary Burton

Quartet includes guitar, bass,

drums and vibraharp. A violin is

also occasionally used for special

effects.

Reserved tickets for both con-

certs are on sale at the Fine Arts

Council ticket office, 125 Herter

Hall. Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Box Office one

hour before each concert. Ticket

prices for this engagement are

$1 50 for University undergrads; $2

for other students; $2.50 for

University faculty/staff and $3 for

the general public.

"Methinks The Lady

Doth Protest Too Much"

1 Cook Place

In the Alley

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

THURSDAY FEB. 25TH

FAMOUS MAKER HARNESS
BOOTS

slightly irregular

($40 if perfect)

"BACK HOME BARGAINS"

BOOTS AND FUN SHOES
FOR GUYS & GALS
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afjSftl "me Arts Department, in the folleg.an

office isecond floor of the Student Union)
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Discussion On Draft And Alternatives To Be Held

The Valiej Peace Center and

Merrill House at Hampshire

College are CO sponsoring an open

meeting on the draft and various

alternatives, sueh as an all-

volunteer army. The meeting.

which will be held on Wednesday.

February 24th at h'hi p.m. in the

Fast Lecture Hall of the Academic

Building at Hampshire College, is

open to the publie and all area

residents are invited to attend.

Speaking in fever ot an all

volunteer army will be Katherine

Knight, coordinator for the

Massachusetts Council to Repeal

the Draft Mrs Knight, a former

resident ot Amherst U%2-1%5> is

also a founding member of the

Massachusetts Catholic Peace

Committee and a stall member of

l In- American Friends Service

Committee in Cambridge.

Massachusetts.

Henry Irving Tragle. who retired

as a "Lieutenant Colonel alter

twnetv-four years of service in the

United States Army, will speak

against the formation of an all-

volunteer army Mr Tragle is

Special Assistant to the Dean of the

Graduate School at the University

ot Massachusetts, where he

recently completed work on a

doctoral degree in history.

John Fitzgerald will be

moderator. Mr Fitzgerald served

as an infantry captain in Vietnam

and wa* awarded the Purple

Heart He is presently a graduate

student in the Government
Department of the University of

Massachusetts and resides in

Holvoke.

On June :«>th of this year, the

current draft law will expire. The

issues involved are many and they

concern every American family.

Congress must decide whether to

abolish, reform to continue the

militarv draft system. There are

tour "main factions among
congressmen proposing solutions

to the problem of military con-

scription.

The group led by Kep. Hebert,

new chairman of the House Armed

Services Committee, will work for

an extension of the present law

without any fundamental changes.

The administration plans to ask for

either a two or four year extension

of the present draft law with some

Students Needed On Senate

Co-op Bookstore Committee

B) DEBORAH 1 STERN
MDC Staff

Will lNh>ss have a coop hook store" Might now

that's a vers big 'if in the mind Oi M Karen Jacob

so., who campaigned tor the idea when she was

elected to the Student Senate

Miss Jacobson is the subcommittee chairman tor

the co on \t the present time she is the only member

,„ Ihl , committee As Karen puts it. M> greatest

problem is recruiting volunteers to help organize and

torm various survey, and also to interview people

who would know things about a co op

Mam students are dissat.stied with the uay tin

, .,„.,.,.„•, book store is being run in the campus center

Vs M.ss jacobson said. Some el the complaints

range Irom high prices to books arriving too late to be

„, am use to the buyers She also claims that there is

probabh something wrong with the ordering system

in the campus More Her committee would Stud) all

the possibilities and look into all the angles in order to

lorm ..n effective and efficient coop

People who patronise the co-op would find towei

Drices al all times OT probably, as Karen said a

>earl> rebate system would be put into ettect with the

percentage around :•> or *i

The CO-op would break out even instead of making a

profit as the current store does. "But." as Miss

Jacobson pointed out. the profit at the campus store

goes tow aid the Program Council. RSO. and of course

n re invested back into the store.*"

If at the end of the committee's work, they find it

feasible to lorm a co-op. they will write a bill which

would have to be passed by the Senate. The Board of

Trustees would then have to approve the bill tor the

campus . .,

Mopelullv the coop would be located m the old

campus l'<H)k store. Miss Jacobson mentioned that a

student board might be established which would take

an effective role in planning the policy of the store.

Personel would have to be hired on a full time basis

or students would work on a part-time schedule.

Karen Stated.

Again." Karen said. 1 can not stress enough that I

am in desperate need ol volunteers. Without any help.

I can l possibb do all the necessary work Otherwise

ill have to stop before anything was actual!) star

led Miss Jacobson asks vou to please contact her as

won BS you can either at JQA or at the Student Senate

office

inportant changes. These would be

the elimination of student defer-

ments, draft calls made on a

national, rather than a state-wide.

basis; and a substantial pay in-

crease for first -term enlisted men

and officers as a first step toward a

volunteer army.
Senators Hatfield and Goldwater

have combined forces to propose

an end to the draft by using the

recommendations of the

Presidential Commission on an All-

Volunteer Armed Force which

advised an expenditure of 3.2

billions for higher salaries and

other benefits. A fourth bloc,

headed bv Senator Kennedy favors

the President's efforts to reform

the draft law but opposes any

movement toward a volunteer

army on the ground that only the

poor could be induced by better

pav to volunteer.

Mow successful would an all-

volunteer army be in recruiting

young men from different income

brackets.' Would an improved

draft law make for a more im-

// Didn 't Travel

All That Far...

SPACE CENTEK. Houston

i AP> The lunar golf shot of Apollo

14 astronaut Alan B Shepard. Jr.,

which he said went "miles and

miles and miles," may have only-

traveled feet and feet and feet.

Scientists examining
photographs taken on the moon by

Shepard and Edgar D. Mitchell

have found a golf ball in a crater

only about 20 yards from the 'tee*'

beside the lunar lander

A staff that Separd hurled like a

javelin was beside the ball.

Hotline 5-2550

partial selection? Can an enlarged

program of alternate national

service be put into operation?

What effect would a volunteer

army, with its vastly higher cost of

recruiting and maintaining, have

on American society? Which of the

alternative plans now being con-

sidered by congressman is most

fair to the young men of this

country who may be called on to

implement it?

At the public meeting on

February 24th, all the difficult

problems concerning the draft will

be explored. The program is being

presented so that all interested

residents of the Pioneer Valley

may come and take part in the

open discussion.

T. 0. LEAVITT

has already had his Senior

Portrait taken. Don't for-

get to make an appoint-

ment for yours in the

Index Office, S.U.

.

ROOT
is the name of this year's

Index photographer. Be

sure to make your appoint-

ment now. Deadline for

appointments is Tuesday,

March 2nd in the Index

office.

.

Notices

Bl0 . BY SEWiNAR
••ssoc D rector ot UMass

POttft

- • ,• • ' "-day.

H r»m 2S2 G
*

HIL
the

- x>m S U

PA GAMMA
Brown V* ,,nj,s Pal ''

• nmqht at 7 p m at Bowker AuO

OUt /.hat Hflpp r .

MAR Ml • '• '
EMINAR

., ?Sthat3 30 pm n Boom 2<T»

Holdv*orth Hail Dr fi (.hard Strathmann ot

• Mar.ne Bdogy Will

n C.lhary Suspense Feedmg

nanisms ot Manne Invertebrate larvae

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Ru . I

,r,.qht 8. every Wed night at

Hasorouck and Patterson Dorm All

•

PS' - Soc 101

Woman on rrw March * The cam.' ••

8. & 10 p "i i" Mahar Aud

i OR PEACE
MMtino ot ALL Vete-ans interested W

i s involvement In Indochina n

I

• at 7p m

LOST
Gold cross on cha.n was lost It found p

Rose S4* -

, ln
. ... IttOf n I Lot or near

Jf
. ,,,„,

• .... M and my name

.is j Atom* 6 sat i

• oktJ notebooks on the

Brooks & Orchard Mill Please contact

It JS3 3689 I need them r,ght away

FOUND
tound near Morr

S4A 1207 and ask tor

MAKE A BUNDLE
FOR YOLK BAli

II work iliM-sn'l turn ><»" <>»• omi.nt

ii» \...i MM earn M or mure in u

1m hour-, workini: part-tiit-ir — «la>

Of nicht — iliiine »n <mii|"i» -••lliiie

l.irU mill kh>» -'I I «" r •!.-. ..r.«ti»»-

f.i.hinii in i raoartn •<• owwr awti

hihI l-ii>«. It'* sii|irr .tuft — rtraj t«

,,,.,1,11,. _ ami Matt) |iri.fil»i'le Pa*

N (III

Write or I all:

Today 'n Tomorrow Ltd.

!i". I n Liner r« l>nxe
lli.!,»»illr. N.» Virk IIHol

c.-.li.i H'MIIMI or <ll:0 ". !1 "i

MDCnOASSIFIED
FOR SALE

TO SUBLET

Pioneer. Ten-. Garrard, PE. A»t£.

FUher. TDK. raeaettr and open reel

tap*, (standard radio. ft«h •P«*^«r»

l.ra. 8 tracko and other oeceaoltleo

See Amherat Aodlo

"l>oul.le breas'ted~Kd»arilian £**?•
ma blue, oiie 37. r*. cond . ***£:,

t

19-« Row, Mu.tani, yellow with

t.la.k stripes, ll.ttt mile., emrel

To sublet: one bedroom apt , with

•»-parated kitchen and bathroom,

ftlM mo i heat, utilities and sir

...ml .) amiable I March. Call M*-
•JU4 after 6 p to. tff-36

LOST

beat otter.
tt'-.'t;

lent cond Hi— >*».
Ca ll 5Wi-25»j—

H„f» bed. Iar«e desk, double bed.

r,„in<l loffee tai»le. <iK tape re-

corder. lieM offer on any Item. «otta

,„ „ili.u tin tsj-wn. tw-w

BOOKS
We bur uted hooko and record*

— W'hiteiieht Hooka (in the *'»«»

No tcif l
tf3' 1

.
J

FOR SALE — AUTOS
"Mi7.t"«iell «i Oldn — cant affonl

to pay insurance tiood condition, t

„e»v tire.. *mall dent In aide Sell

f„r $100 or best offer t »U .>I9
;

nip after 6pm t ' lj

StlMl"

tf.» -•:."•

i,t Itoiler Dart.
.ri-ii>.>l.

< 'oml

lii.l lord falcon, M<. I -peed.

I condition « all r»3-fw:U. tf.'- .'ti

ROOMMATES WANTED
~

Temale Hoommate wanted now
for Pnffton Apt . fornbibed. tall

U'l-fiTIB after a pjn. *--2<»

Mole roommate, own bedroom, ap-

pro! f*3 a mo Sunderland, junt off

Kt 116 Call Brad 6fi.V3j55.jtf2^
female roommate v. anted to clean

pt for 5 senior men. Bent mini-

• ii.i I for cleaning function. Call M9-
li^lj __tfjS-23

l-rooni npt in So. Deerfield *M«*
«plit. ilean/nt.it plnce to live and
v. nrk t.rad or let preferred tall

i.i.V'tl-: Keen tr>inc. hard to catch
tf» .ti

One cold rinr. amall onjoi and
.liamond atonen in »tar-like formation.

L-reat peraonal value. Keward Call

.!> 159-; niKhlw tf.'-gt

Donee Movement Closses

l lannet in dance movement and
Imil > av.arcnr»a atart Tuesdax eve .

1 p m in Plerpon* lounge. Itrinc

. mnfortable clothea and food vlhen
tf3-l

HELP WANTED
Mudrnt or ntudrnt couple to help

mi th care of 3 Kirla, 7 and 4, room
iimI board. Call 5-01 tt davg, MiS-

Wti7 etew tfa->5

Wanted immed , 1 woman live-

in, infant core, aewinr, etc.. It

lioura per week, apartment-like ac-

i oiiimodation*. t milea from cumpiiM.

Call 549-11 1 •r tfa- 1

"bus tickets gw-um
TickrtN on the Student Senate

charter bus to the (ieorae Wash-
ington game at Madison Sq .

Gar-

den ore ovallahle at Student I nion

lick»t Office. Deadline noon Thuri.-

da.v

.

iti-ii

U NIV. ROOM WANTED
tilrl In dorm single want to move

out? tnW refund rlpoff traps you.*

I'll take room and pay roa for rest

of semester. You don't lose on.> thine,

toll 5M-H530 tf»-,'t>

TRAVEL
"-TtnKNT*. INTKHWTItiNAI. uf-

fers chortered flights to N.\ss\C
in Xpring from *99 mid Kl'ROPK in

oiinimrr from *!!».*» for details call:

Mrte 3l9-i:W7 «r Itrinn 5t9-3rHi:i.

tf2-W
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SERVICES
PERSONAL

DONT BE LEFT OUT!
APPOINTMENTS STILL LEFT FOR

SENIOR PORTRAITS, INDEX OFFICE, S.U.

Winter Corni 1971 ahaa

VOTE TODAY
Winter Corni Queen/Student Union Lobby

Imhrrst Audio services oterro
• •impnnenta, tape deeka for home or
• ar. 197 No. Pleasant St , 256-0133.

tf

PASSPOKTS — JOB APPLICA-
TION'S. Special vacation packages on
film and processing everything pho-
tographic Too'll aove I ot Long a

l-lii.f ... Rt. ll'i. So Amherst, 253-

^t8 tM-18

TVPINO — Thesis, Manuscrlpta,
Dissertations, Masters, in fart all

t»pint requirements can bo handled
through SANPVS SECRI7TAK1AL
-KKVICK. dial BM-OMO.

tf-mwf 5-1*

To someone special - Happy blrlh-

dii.» ! Not our r«lt>? from the Sen-

viiiiii s Women of W. 2 "'
; *

Kind out why they call me Kel-

noman. < all Susie at 'ttti-H.-i?!. I'.i

See Helen perform for 50c
2-!l

He» pal, Ect ps>ched for NYC
Itcrek £lH

ROOM WANTED
student desires own room In opurt-

nieii Will pay S7."i or so per mo
ritone ;i.>:t-7til9 afler 5:30 p m.

WANTED APARTMENT FOR RENT

8
1 b

l - i nins bought, sold, traded,
free •«tinmtes on collections. Boh
Mnrrin. MH < hai'hourne or P O
lt..\ III! Xniliersi tft-1

snnderliiiiil — mmlern. all electric,

four rooms, uiifiiriii^heil. Mol
cnnples III 15. fioneer \all«

(all tW.V t i '•'<
<-wiiim.*

vVEDNEaUAT, rtPKUMKT /q, iy/ i ^

Redman Mermen Lack Depth
By ALAN K.WRIGHT

MDC Stall

Few people can deny the fact

that apathy reigns supreme within

many of the functions and ac-

tivities of a university the size of

ours. extracurricularly and

otherwise. However, when this

type of attitude reaches the realm

of athletics, it's unfortunate

consequences are most vividly

realized. This season, coach Joe

Rogers has had to work with a

skeleton crew, as the UMass swim

team now sports a record of one

win and nine losses after dropping

an away meet this past weekend to

a strong UConn team at Storrs 72-

28.

Swimming, like cross country

and a number of other sports,

requires a lot of dedication on the

part of the athlete involved. "If you

want to be good and expect to stay

in shape, you have to swim seven

days a week," says coach Rogers.

•I've seen plenty of capable

swimmers at Boyden's pool during

Intramurals and afternoon free

swim periods, but damn it. they

just aren't willing to do some work

and come out for the team."

Those who have had the deter-

mination to come out and swim

regularly have been doing a

commendable job. Senior captain

Ed Jazab, who really runs the

team well and participates in

several of the events is probably

UMass' best all around swimmer.

Others include breast stroke artist

Herbie Schuster and divers Paul

Joy, Paul Leleto, both juniors. Joy

ran into trouble against Worcester

Polytechnic Institute back on

February 11, when he broke his

hand diving into a pool only eight

feet deep from a one-meter board.

Sophomore Terry Carney

sustained a broken wrist before the

season even began and he had to

practice with a special cast. The

brightest aspect of this year's

bleak swimming season has been

the fact that the freshman class

has provided several excellent

swimmers. Peter Ouellette and

Dick Blaisdell race in the 50 and

100 yard freestyle events while

Bruce Taylor swims the 1000 and

George Kweichon does the back

stroke. These young swimmers

show a lot of promise for the future

UMass has never had a really

good swim team, it's best season of

recent years coming in 1968, when

a 4-10 record was compiled. This

year, the only win thus far was

experienced against Holy Cross

back on December 15. Every other

meet has resulted in UMass being

drubbed by an average score of 70-

30 One has to take into account,

though, the type of schedule that is

laced. Amherst, Wesleyari,

Bowdoin. Coast Guard, Con-

necticut, Tufts, and MIT. are a

few of the top New England teams

that serve as Redman opponents.

Most of these teams employ

liberal recruiting procedures,

particularly from out west;

whereas UMass' athletic depart-

ment doesn't give any money to the

varsity swimming program. Also,

since this is a state school. Coach

Rogers is encouraged to restrict

any recruiting he might do to

within Massachusetts

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

\^ N

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST I

I «A« h. SYDNEY OMAUR A

(At the old Amherst
Creamery)

173 Sunset Ave.

Opening Week

Special:

Try Our Famous

PIZZA

at 2(V off

with coupon below.

STORE HOURS:

Monday thru Thursday

4 p.m. • i a- 1"-

Friday thru Sunday

ll a.m. • 2 a.m.

c=r

A|il«

i Pi H

1 ^rO 12:
!
' -n * O S >m
•Si* ? r :

1 a* N 8 > «
I la! m /"N mi _
m

aTi re *•%,

3 «<

o
z

V MIGHTY TOSS - UMass ******* Eddie Arcaro follows

Xt:s..urdaNsNewEnglands..MtK photo by Ed MaugiaratlQ

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday & Puz? le

j& By SYDNEY OMAAR

Capncorn persons can attend to business

but are not adverse to having tun it is not

easy to know a Capr.corn. but once con

t.dence * gamed tnendsh.p usually .s

lasting These persons harnnomze with

bcocp.o. Pisces. Taurus and Virgo They

are fortunate ,n a financial sense for

Sagittarius natives Some famous persons

born under capr.corn include Hank Green

Berg, Sal Mmeo and Ruby Keeler

ARIES (March 7\ April 19) Hold off on

money decisions Purchase of luxury item

could make unreasonable dent ,n budget

You can get what you really need if

patient Refuse to be rushed, pushed

TAURUS (Apr.l 20 May 20) Avoid trying

to duck responsib.My Tasks which have

been delayed must now be completed State

position m frank, forthright manner Then

do what must be done You can succeed

GEMINI (May 2t June 20) Env.ous

associate could be spreading rumors,

qoss.p Realue th,s and P^« t » our'*"

Follow hunch information you need can be

verified through long distance cair

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Study Ar.es

message Caution is advsed Don

rationalize truth Face music You soon w,n

na^/e opportun.ty tor greater freedom

Prepare now Check details Get house M

"'lEO (July 23 Aug 22! One who offers a

favor may demand too much m return

Obtain hint from Cancer message Ma.n

ta ,n steady pace Don t be tempted by

empty promises Adhere to principles

stand tall

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Be prepared

for mean.ngfui changes Affects area o

work, specal services One m pos.t.or
,

o

authority may now lack m.t.at.ve Offer

suggestions Present plan, format

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Dispute may

ar.se over money connected with mate

partner Diplomatic approach should be

advocated Ultimate gam ,s '"dicated

Make gesture toward reconciliation You H

be happier
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Older m

d.v.dual may oppose your views Obtain a

valid h,nt from Libra message Avoid self

deception Face tacts as they exist Make

concession to family member
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 211 Hold

oft on short ,ourney Take care «"'h "h»'

you commit to wntmg Some around you

nowareu.tra sensitive Don t get caughtup

,„ foolish dispute Pra.se one who has been

^CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Avoid

tendency to be extravagant Realize that

any windfall may also have M drawbacks

Key .s to ut.lne past experience, common

sense Fme tor taking inventory

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Someone

„ work.ng quietly m y our behal Avoid

, ump.ng to conclusions Hold off on ac

usat.ons Realize a delicate balance must

be mamtamed You are due for surpr.se

^PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) What ap

peared soi.d may actually be •'•"«•'"«'

m,s and tread nghtly Follow example set

by Cancer .nd-mua' Look beyond the

obvous Subtle approach «"» w"***
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

usually sympathize w,th 'hose who

experiencing d.ff.cult.es Often, you

oetTer at heip.nq others than a.dmg your

£,l Your vo.ee ,s an asset You appreciate

mus.c You could nave talent along artist c

l.nes You are due to make more monej,
U>

be happ.er through marriage or other

responsibility

you
are
are

1 Solemn
6 Memento
11 Exalted in

spirit

12 Snuffle

14 Note of

scale

15 Caudal
appendage

17 Hawaiian
rootstock

18 Swiss river

20 South American

animal

23 Born
24 Break

suddenly

26 Pitchers

28 Conjunction

29 Chemical
compound

31 Continued
stories

33 Prepare for

print

35 Carry

36 Distends

39 Heats

42 Preposition

43 Inclines

45 Disturbance

46 Poem
48 Facial

expression

50 Greek letter

51 Small amount

53 Cougar

55 Two (Roman
number)

56 Heating
devices

59 Looking glass

61 Growing
out of

Unadorned

3 Unit of

Siamese
currency

4 Meat of calf

5 Roman
official

6 Rupees (abbr )

7 Printer's

measure
8 Illuminated

9 Man's name
10 Breakfast food

1

1

Wipe out

13 Clayey earth

16 Ordinances

19 Badgerlike

mammal
21 Encounter

22 Dart

25 Foot lever

27 Hindu guitar

30 Ceremonies

32 Eagle's nest

34 Athletic

group

36

37

38

40

41

44

Destines

Write

Cut

Movement

Step

Decline

52

54

57

47 Short iacket

49 Man's name

Girl's name

Macaw
Latin

conjunction

58 Compass
point

60 A state

(abbr.)

62

DOWN

I KNEW 1 H£AR0TMEaiTT|R

f
nw.FLjjmR.riim.FuTTH,

pi UTTER R iflTEK FL

Flutter flutter op - n
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Hoop Season Lies Ahead
By EARLEBARROLL

MDC Staff

The toughest and most crucial

stretch of this basketball season

ended Monday night with the

Kedman hoopsters going three for

three in four nights. Khode Island.

Maine and Syracuse found the

Hodmen not to be the same team

that wen! down to defeat at

Springfield and had the skeptics

wondering it I 'Mass was as good as

many had said it was.

A week ago today co-captains

Ken Mathias and Julius Erving

told a large gathering at the UMass

Vanity M Club luncheon of their

dejection over the Springfield

game and what they and their

teammates would do in the

remaining six games. Their theme

was hard work, their theme was

dedication, their theme was to win

them all

With half of these games com-

pleted the message expressed by

these two has become the driving

force b-'hind the UMass drive to a

post season tournament

It began Friday night with an

improved and more active Red

man attack at the expense of the

Khode Island Rams. The next night

Maine took it on the chin as the

Kedmen put together one of their

finest efforts in a while. And then

came Monday night and Jack

Leaman's hoopsters played

probahlv their best game of the

year in routing highly touted

Syracuse before a wild crowd at

the Cage
Coach Leaman has said during

the past couple of weeks, "the

season lies ahead for us." And

after this display of basketball

over the weekend the season ahead

(0nUf«tati

SponU
.
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looms bright and rewarding for the

Redmen.
* * •

»

UMass" Mike Pagliara has been

selected as the Yankee Con-

ference's top backcourt player for

his performance last week. The

,V 10 junior guard made 21 of 37 field

goals, scored 43 points and had 14

assists as I'Mass rebounded from a

63-63 loss at Springfield to beat

Rhode Island, 83-71. and Maine, 85-

57. to clinch at least a tie for the

YanCon championship.

Named as the top frontcourt and

sophomore players were Mike

Gregory of New Hampshire and

Jim Ducev of Vermont. Gregory, a

6'3 junior forward, hit 20 of 29 field

goals and nine of 1 1 free throws for

49 points as I NH won two ot three

games
Ducey, a 8' sophomore guard,

sparked a win over Middlebury

with lti points, including eight of 11

tree throws, and scored 19 with

seven rebounds and three assists in

a loss to I Conn.
« * * »

The Redmen travel to Madison

Square Garden on Saturday for a

130 encounter with George

Washington University. The

Colonels have a season record

around the .500 mark against some

pretty stiff competition, Walt

Szczerbiak is the spark for the

Colonels averaging 21 9 points per

game and hitting on 60% of his field

goal attempts which ranks him

near the top in the nation in this

catagorv. Tickets for this game are

still on "sale in the Boyden ticket

office
• » • *

Monday night was a doubly big

night tor seniors Mathias. Bob

Derapeey and Bill Greeley as they

were honored before the game for

their contributions to Redman

THREE BIG CONTKHUTOKS-Ken Mathias. Bob Dempsey and

RiU ( ,,M.iev eft to right, receive the applaudits from the large

stoi> <M1M photo b> Gar) Shckman)

basketball during their four years part of the UMass *«• *g

al l Mass This emotional occasion prominance in their three \arsit>

was very fitting for these three seasons

popular Redmen who have been

JV Gymnasts On Top
Travel To UNH

Frosh Hoopmen Complete Season

\\s MICHAELCUSACK
MDC Staff

The I Mass junior varsity

gymnasts upped their record to 4 0.

as they remained undefeated by

downing Dartmouth. 126 75-111.95.

in a meet last Thursday The Little

Redmen have now won eighteen in

I row aver I period of three

teaaani
The meet wasn't as close as

anticipated, a- Dartmouth had to

compete without its two top all-

around men Though Dartmouth

took three firsts it was I'Mass

superior depth which was the

deciding factor The Little Kedmen

took fourteen out of the top

eighteen |

swept the top

e all-around event,

ent totals for five

proceeded to ac-

icore ot the

( utnght won floor

,C>. but I'M

•cond with a score

,.t I Mass was

k\ routines, the

,,t the top three

pUts on Seikunas was

three sp
and won the

cumulati

on

Dartm
exercise

Seikunai

7 7. while

third with

Desptti

Little Redm

first with a

was second

third with

Dartmouth :

6.45

The India

the still lint

nearest opp

full point. Hi

Lea Aubrey's 6.9

bile Hassig took

High score for

is event was Cain's

Pancoe easily won
vent, bettering his

nt by well over a

fi.i routing was high

score ol the meet. The brothers

Aubrev. Len and Phil, tied for

second for UMass with scores of

7.5. At intermission. Dartmouth

was on the short end of a 63.95-57.55

score.

The Indians opened the second

half by winning the event score for

vaulting by 2 of a point Cain of

Dartmouth took first with a 7.85.

while Seikunas and Henry of

I'Mass took second and third for

I Mass with respective scores of

7 7f> and 7 I

The Little Kedmen dominated

parallel bars competition as they

once again posted the top three

scores Seikunas and Schwartz, tied

tor Hrst with 7 5 s. while Phil

Aubrev was second with a MS
seikunas and Schwartz once

again led UMass, this time on the

high bar Sickunas easih won the

event with a 7 4. while Schwartz

U»k second with a »'. 2 High scorer

for Dartmouth was Puns, whoat
netted him third place The final

e read: UMass i.:ii7r>. Dart

mouth ni IS

In the all arounds in Gornell and

Rettstadt, both ot whom will battle

the UMaSS all arounds for top

soring honors The Wildcats, like

the Little Kedmen. have soundly

defeated Dartmouth earlier this

year The meet promises to be the

most exciting of the year, as the

Little Kedmen seek to complete

their third undefeated season in a

row

By FRED ROSENTHAL
MDC Staff

In its last game of the season the

UMass treshman basketball team

will battle the Amherst College

trosh tonight at 8:00 p.m. Going

into the game UMass is 17-1 while

Amherst is ;i-6 The game, which is

at Amherst College, is a single

game and will not be followed by

any varsity competition.

This game will mark the second

time these two teams w ill have met

this vear Back in December

I Mass easily defeated the

Amherst trosh 90-53. In that game
Al Skinner led all scorers with 22

points and all rebounders with 17.

Kick Pitino and Pete Trow pitched

in with 21 and 17 points respec-

tivelv with Pitino adding 12 assists.

I Mass outrebounded Amherst in

that contest 67-43 and should be

able to do the same tonight The

Little Redmen have a solid height

advantage as Amherst's starters

are 6'4. 6'3 and 6'2 up front. These

will most likely be Glen Farrell.

Mike Cardwell. and Fred Scott

CMass will start the usual: John

olson I6*5i, Art Levine t6'5>. and

Al Skinner 16*3).

In the backcourt the Little

Kedmen will again have the size

advantage Pitino and Trow are 6'6

and 6'3. whereas Amherst's

guards, Jeff Mondshem and Mike

Considme. are 5*1 and S'

The I Mass frosh will be trying to

stretch their current win streak to

eleven games. Tonight will give

CMass fans their last chance to see

this year's frosh in action The

game is at 8:00 and there is no

admission charge

Girl Gymnasts Win Tri-Meet

Tonight's Intramurals
VOLLEYBALL

COU« I ' IMI

I 6 10

?

I

S

V

III

7 10

TEAMS
jocks vs Monchkms
smokers vs Baqqers

18 vs Browns

.• arm vs AtflCem'CS

Panthers vs Couqars

.monks vs Leopards

ON SOUTH TOWER
2 vs 3

1 vs 5

POSITION NATIONAL
2 rfS 3

! ^s S

POSITION ATLANTIC
1 vs 2

S v '

I

)

6

/

8

J

1

S

POSITION AMERICAN
1 vs 1

3 VS 4

S VS 6

POSITION FRONTIER
1 vs 2

3 vs ••

s vs 6

Superstars vs Funn.es

KSCO vs LCO
Triaps vs K 9 s

D'aronsv Riqoton.s

Limrs vs Lemons
ACS vs B&B

Kopeta vs J G
Bouncers vs Stou'ees

Shots vs Jacks

The CMass girls gymnastics

team continued its undefeated

season with wins over West

Chester State College and Salem

Statr College in a tn-meet last

Saturday
\nne Burmeister. a last minute

substitution for Linda Seikunas

who hurt her back during war

mups. won the floor exercise event

>cormg H 15. Second, third and

fourth places went to West Chester,

with Margie Combs of UMSSI

placing fifth.

At the end ol the first event

CMass was leading with West

Chester second and Salem State

third.

The same story seemed to repeat

itself in vaulting Miss Combs won

the event with a well earned 9 1.

while second, third and fourth

places went to West Chester. At the

end of the second event CMass was

still holding on to a slim lead,

totaling 46.07 against West

Chester's SJ.SJ.

(in the balance beam event

t Mass girls finally pulled

decisively ahead winning first,

second, third and fifth places. Miss

Burmeister came in first, posting

» 76. Marina Kodiquez was second

with 8 .33. Miss Combs was third,

scoring 7.96 and Miss Seikunas was

fifth with 7 .13.

on the uneven bars, the UMass

Anne Burmeister

girls took some tough breaks Miss

Combs placed second with 7.53.

Miss Burmeister and Heidi Arm-

strong came in fourth and fifth.

Kegardless of below average

performances in this event. UMass

was far enough ahead to win,

scoring 91.35. West Chester was

second with 86 88 and Salem State

was third with 63.35.

MDC Sports Notices
RUGBY There will be a meeting

of the CMass Rugby Club tonight in

Room 259 (loessman at 7:30 p.m.

Attendance is important:

discussion of the budget.
*****

VARSITYM The UMass Varsity

M Club will hold its weekly lun-

cheon todav at the Newman Center

at 12:15 sharp. Today's topic is

CMass hockey with the featured

guest being Redman hockey coach

Jack Canniff. There will also be a

door prize and a film. The public is

welcomed.
*****

SPORTS TALK-This Sunday

night on Sports Talk head football

coach Dick MacPherson will join

Ken Horseman and Dave Melvin

between in on and 11:00p.m. for an

hour of conversation on WMUA.
91 1 fm. The phone numbers to call

to ask the coach questions are 5-

2425 and 5-2876.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

QU|r flaiffaripstrtta

Haifa (Efllbstan
' a^/ A Wit AMD nWONSItli ^WW

Weather:
Variable cloudiness

Thursday, high tem-

peratures 33 to 40.

Cloudy Friday, chance

of snow or rain late in

the day. High near 40.
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The New Administrators

Thf,«_ _.-*£ 5 *---tea^d^^r^^
Dean Alfange. Jr.. Dean of the Faculty of Socii ^^JJfl.aJJaJ

i MIX" Photo bv C.arv Alpaugh >

ggym«»y?agg««g«

Senators Sworn In,

Budgets Presented
By BETH GOODELL — —

^%CuSU
D

n
r

C

es?nted at last evenings meeting were the recom-
The budgets P^emea ai

J d f hearings with each

7^^ tSTtS^SSZ WMUA; the.SWAP comr^te.

uJ»« tn Zp drue droD-in center; University Mobilization Committee

Tote S^trum'ma^ne; the Rugby Club; and the Preasionnettes

dF
TiU

e
£nate as a whole was given the opportunity to strike the funding of

anv^Stion request that the Budgets Committee consider par

fi^Ur changes in the budget, or enter the budget into the overall budget

a rSesentid" amendments are requested of the committees thej.are

cLSSredby the Budgets Committee at another hearing. The Senate can

overrule a dmsion made at that hearing only by a two-thirds vote when

con^^^ held annually by SWAP. Elimination of these

categor?es w
P
uld put an end to holding the conference off-campus

ThP Kudcets Committee desired this because it felt that the ends of

sJaP could be accomplished at a meeting on campus ^preventatives

of SWAP present at the Senate meeting presented arguments for he

citv nfthe affair being held off-campus. The meals and lodging
necessity £^J™ 1^ £ considered at the next committee hearing.

aau • „ swap s budcet is over $6000 lower this year than last
ad
i,'h^m«ior chane^ requested by individual Senators in a budget

T.^?or an^dStion o?fverS to the budget of Mobe. In its hearing
called for an addition oi over*

c m the same amount as it

rtSivedC&r^^^ categories. Roughly 0600

f^fthv the committee but a Senator last evening requested that the

Slfil^nSed^ by Mobe be reinstated This will be considered

at
,t ^1£&£X^™Z«« at last evenings meeting.

. minor aadSoHunds for Room to Move This will be considered.

ZalVh the reauests for changes in SWAP'S and Mote's budgets, at an
g
h«riia 1W? evTninJ| of the Budgets Committee Representatives of

uToffl^ r^estin* the specific changes -
w,n

Continued on page 2
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Peters Describes

Drug Usages

(rises (enter told a receptive audience about some ot ni* "Sni"
momenlsm dealing with drugs when the YSA sponsored his speech in the

^^s^sse'lh^one should have a definite knowledge of the drug

*£SaSB^AWS- * sold on the street * not of

"IS^TS^-ffi fSSSTS.- deserved by Peters as

^U^SSST Bad trips can be blamed on unsophisticated

U
T)theV explanations for bad trips are loneliness,^^SSS^

divorces and intrapersonal relationships in that order.
PyjfJ

II^; dj
Peters professed belief in the powers of mind-altering drugs, providing

that they are used with sufficient discretion and education

Feminist Challenges
Family System

By BARBARA ANN CLEARY
MDC Staff

Linda Jeness , a militant feminist and activist was guest lecturer at last

nights Militant Forum presented by the Young Socialist Alliance

A member of the Socialist Worker's Party, her topic was "Why is

Feminism Revolutionary?"

Poisson Explains Abolition

Of Class GovernmentV^ f ^-ffv^wrw
The residenl

BvANNESTADNICKI
MDC Staff

residential issue was dropped because mem

hers of the Senate commented that they felt urv

irote this issue in yet, and therefore wouldMDCStatt orenared to vote this issu>

.isson. president of the sophomore c ass r<jj
to vote against the measure. Poisson explained

isor of the Senate bill that abolished class ^ antic jpa tes, however that the proposal

overnment. explained the factors surrounding the ^^ before the senate

(ill's proposal without what he called 'coloring ot tne
The difficuUv in establishing class limits

ssues with personalities- yesterday in an MDC in-
iversitVi and the student's identificatio

* . •_ _!.__,_ . . % I , 1 1 1 . 1 1 i t til

b
issues

t orv I6W

•After class officers met to analyze class govern-

ment and so manv idealist proposals were made I

came to the conclusion that spending forty to filtv

thousand dollars in all the budgets to satisfy

something that doesn't exist is illegal, "Poisson

plained in regard to what prompted his action

in a large

and the student's identification with his

dorm rather than his class could help to make the

residential area proposal a reality, Poisson suggested.

The benefits from abolishing class government are

already obvious. Poisson claimed. He said tha at the

first meeting of the concert series committee, a

contingent of Black students expressed their ideas on

, .- r poisson saiu. i mum. ^**»~" d

nection with graduation activities. claiming to fulfill a definite need for Afro American

The problem at UMass is ttatwte"jsom^ne^s students, actually ignored their needs."

an idea he can get it funded through the Senate,

therefore many organizations have been funded tor

... ... «-. ...liming Ull cuirl th.it

According to Linda Jennis.

"Women's oppression is a result of

the class society in which we live

todav"

The decisions which involve the

lives of women, those concerned

with abortion, child care centers,

and the resources of the govern-

ment are not in the hands of the

women themselves, she said. In-

stead, it was her explanation that

they are made by the capitalists on

the basis of profit.

In addition, Jeness said the

capitalist society relies on the

oppression of woman, and the

woman's liberation movement is a

serious threat to it. It cannot meet

the demand for equal work and

equal pay because it would be too

costly to the system, she went on

The demands for legal abortion

and free day care centers are

"beginning to explode the myth

that motherhood and raising

children are instinctual". Jeness

explained This is a very serious

threat to the present social system

because it threatens the institution

of the family, she said.

According to Linda Jeness. the

tamilv is primarily a economic

institution which forces depen-

dence on a man She said it is also a

competitive force which cuts

across social awareness and in-

creases isolation. Most im-

portantly, it -perpetuates the class

system in this society", and

reinforces the authoritarian

structure, she went on.

The women's liberation

movement il therefore

revolutionary- because it must

necessarily challenge the basic-

social and economic unit, the

family Jeness concluded It is

revolutionary, she sa.d. because il

,s demanding that the wealthiest

nation on earth "should use is

resources to provide for all its

members equally", in effect

socialism It is revolutionary

because it is opposed to a structure

that requires "that groups be

divided against each other ,
she

added .

Women's liberation must be

accomplished not only by personal

liberation, but by a revolutionary

change in the structure of the

society. Jeness declared. Hoping

that "the change will be to

democratic socialism. «he said a

mass movement must be built

This will happen when more

women "see the discrepancy

between what s possible ;or us and

what is happening", she explained

She also evisions an alliance

between other movements such as

Third World and anti-war. against

a common enemy

In the question and answer

period following, ways of con-

sciousness-raising, the difference

between personal revolution and

political revolution and ways of

making decisions in a

revolutionary group were debated

the attacks made that Jim Bowin

therefore many organizations have ^jm /unded for
treasurer of the senior class, instigated the concert

one area of interest," Poisson continued. He said that
commiUee in order to chair the project, Poisson said

the money allotted to the class government was ^ Bowin neyer publicly supported the bill before the

therefore unemployed except for concerts
Senate meeting. l r 4U _ ,

Concerned with the legality of conducting class
Poisson wrote up the bill the night before the Senate

affairs and distributing funds. Poisson poised out
convened because he was dissatisfied with the

that most exec councils do not maintain full mem-
, from the student Government Affairs sub-

bership (50) nor is there equal distribution over tl

four residential areas.

Quorums are attained

com ttee, he said. As treasurer. Bowin had no

personal motive or "finger in the pie" in the decision

only when the^ com £cnoose the chairmen of the concert committee from

plimentary concert tickets are distributed. Poisson
ng the dass treasurer, he added.

" exec councel * ,widpd to choose from amongdeclared. He added that many times an •We decided to choose from among the treasurers
deciarea. ne uuucu uwi ••«..j —- vve aeciueu w mw-v „ -

is constituted of one close group, for example his exec
because thev are considered the most knowledgeable

council which is composed of residents of Melville
offjcers tnat can mak(

House, mainly.

When faced with the fact that class government was

officers that can make transfers and not overdraw

accounts," Poisson said of his amendment.

When faced with the lacunai cia» Buvciiii..i=.. Wnat happened to class government is only the

for the most part non-existent. Poisson said he ana
inning acCording to Poisson. He said that the

Norm Patch, president of the class of 71. formulated a
JJjJJJ budgets being cut by the Senate would create a

proposal to provide for a concert committee, a senior
w|lh Qtper ssues

"JmiitPP and a residential co-ordinating committee.

Salary Referendum Set For March 9
Continued from page 1

be present at the hearing.

The budgets of Spectrum and

WMUA will be entered into the

overall budget as presented by the

Budgets Committee, as there were

no objections to them from the

Senate. Spectrum is budgeted for

$26,377, up $1,700 from this year,

and WMUA for $55,063. up $1,400

trom this year. The budgets for the

Rugby Club and the Precision

nettes were struck completely by

the Budgets Committee, an action

accepted by the Senate More

budgets will be considered at next

week's meeting.

In other action, the names were

drawn of dormitories which will be

responsible for the housing of

students staving on campus during

University recesses. These dorms

must either remain open them-

selves or arrange housing

somewhere else for the designated

vacation Any surplus funds

received from the rent charged the

students thus housed go to the

dorms chosen.

The dormitories drawn, and the

period for which each will be

responsible, are as follows:

Coolidge Lower (Spring. 1971);

Dwight (Thanksgiving. 1971);

Emerson (Christmas. 1971); Field

dntersession. 1972); and Coolidge

Middle (Spring. 1972) No dor-

mitory will be drawn a second time

until all others have served.

In one other item of business, the

Senate authorized the replacement

of a car used in the daily operations

of the Collegian. This entails

simply a category change within

the current budget of the

Collegian), in which $3000 are

transferred from the printing

category which currently has a

$4000 surplus

One clause was added to the

transfer amendment which orders

that the old vehicle be recycled

when "junked".

The date for the student

referendum on the payment of

salaries to Student Senate officers

was set last evening as Tuesday.

March 9 The single question on the

ballot will ask the student body if it

wants the legislation to stand as

passed A majority negative vote

would officially remove the

salaries measure from the books,

effective the day of the referen-

dum.

The old car belonging to this

organization was recently involved

in a collision for which over $900 of

uninsured repairs are necessary,

while the book price of the car is

only $900 There was considerable

default as to whether a car could

not be purchased for $2000. but a

motion to this effect was defeated.

IF YOU ARE A

SENIOR
you should already have

an appointment for your

Index Portrait. Some
appointments are still left.

Sign up in the Index

off.ee, S.U.

LaMacchia Drops Queen Race

Jim LaMacchia. a Winter Carni

yueen hopeful, has withdrawn

from that race. Citing his reasons

for the withdrawal. LaMacchia

said that his two major goals for

entering the contest had been

achieved.

First, he wanted people to apply

critical thought to routing social

institutions. Secondly he said that

the General Court's decision

represented the kind of

discrimination that takes place

when social nil' l are broken.

Fxpressing his concern that

students interpret his actions

correctly. LaMacchia said. "I hope

this wont affect my credibility

because I have fulfilled my ob

jectives. I feel to continue will only

hurt the girls involved If it does

affect my credibility, it hasn't

bothered me before, and won'

now."

Do you wont o cold stay in Berimido,

or o hot time in NASSAU?

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE

inexpensive,

the Flaggler

MDC
Classifieds

PAY

Fra-Sority?

oossibilitv of coed fraternities on this campus. *ll

Endcrgra
y
duate women are invited. (This-meeting «

>

"

NO way associated with the one already established

coed fraternity at UMass.)

Come ond let us know whot you think.
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luxurious accommodations and meals at

Inn, also available,

sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

-Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff andj

members of their immediate families —
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Second class postaqe pa>d at Amherst, the Daily COLLEGIAN publishes five
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Trustees Name Deans;
Defer Tuitio

By ROBERT NESTI
MDC Staff

President Robert C. Wood yesterday announced

that UMass will establish a system of job iden-

tification and referral for unemployed professionals,

and others involved in career changes.

At yesterday's meeting of the Board of Trustees Dr.

Wood pointed out "No University action can resolve

the crisis of professional employment in

Massachusetts and there can be no substitute for

effective general national policy, but the University of

Massachusetts will make every effort to consider,

evaluate and counsel those now seeking new careers."

President Wood instructed each of the three UMass

campuses to establish on-going job identification and

to cooperate with other colleges and universities in

this effort.

UMass is Amherst's largest single employer with

some 3200 workers.

As expected, the Trustees approved the recom-

mendations of the search committee for the two new

academic deans and Vice Chancellor.

Dr. Jeremiah M. Allen, Acting Dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences, was named Dean of the Faculty

of Humanities and Fine Arts.

Dr. Dean Alfange, Jr., associate professor of

government, was named dean of the Faculty of Social

and Behavioral Sciences.

Associate Provost Robert L. Gluckstern was named
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs by the Board.

Student-faculty search committees have been

working since the fall to fill these posts.

The Trustees also elected their officers for the

coming year. Chairman Joseph P. Healy was tapped

for another year in his position, as were all other of-

ficers of the Board.

At a post-meeting news conference with the Boston

press, President Wood stated that the construction of

the new Boston campus at Columbia Point was con-

tinuing at an "extraordinary rate".

"For construction unparalleled in its size," the

President said, "the management has enabled the

project to move forward at an unprecedented speed

and rate."

The construction is progressing on schedule nine

months after it began.

Wood emphasized this point despite reports from

the press and by an "anonymous" State House official

that the pilings at the South Boston site were disap-

pearing into the ground. He said this was merely

"speculation by the media."

Responding to a question on a supposed tuition hike

Wood said that the Trustees "still wanted to examine

the circumstances of the University" before making a

final decision.

The Board of Higher Education recently suggested

that there be no tuition hike.

Chairman Healy explained that the Board was "in

the business of making quality education available to

the people of the Commonwealth at a minimum cost

and a tuition hike would price many families out of

this."

When asked why there was so little campus reaction

to the recent Laos invasion. Wood said, "Both the

time, weather and the Nixon administration's method

of handling the announcement were different."

He emphasized, "We still have yet to have the full

run of campus reaction to this new action."

FacultySenateComm.Recommends

School OfEducation Limits

Marcos Munos. New England co-ordinalor of the United Farm

Workers (LFW) spoke last night in Amherst. He explained the

situation which faces the lettuce growers and urged a boycott of non-

L'FW lettuce. (MDC photo by Dave Bernstein)

Growers Cloud
Lettuce Issue

By JIM MITCHELL
MDC Staff

•'We helu them to understand there alone no more"

Speakmg before a small group in Amherst last night, Marcos Munos

NeTEngland Coordinator of the United Farm Workers lettuce boycott

expWne
g
d the plight of the lettuce pickers ,n Call ornia and tried to gain

support from students to picket stores selling non-U.F W lettuce.

manager denied carrying the

By DON GLICKSTEIN
MDC Staff

A Faculty Senate evaluation

Committee has recommended that

the UMass School of Education

limit, restrict, and redefine many

of its programs including Pass-

Fail marking, modular credit,

sensitivity groups, independent

and off campus study, and the

number of its courses. At least one

member of the Committee. Dr.

Tom Clark of the School of

Education, has officially

disassociated himself from the

Report, calling attention to a

breach of trust by the Committee

chairman."
The Committee, chaired by Dr.

Donald Fairbairn of the Zoology

Department, admitted that in its

evaluation of the Education School,

less attention is given to apparent

strengths than to weaknesses."

Among its recommendations are:

- greater faculty involvement

with academic policy-making of

the School ("the interests of the

faculty... should be paramount in

governance"'
- the conditional abolishment of

the Schools Pass Fail grading

system in 1972

a reevaluation of the modular

credit program
• strict guidelines for sensitivity

groups
- the limitation of independent

study ("a privilege granted only

to the most worthy students... )

- a reduction in the number of

courses in the School so that they

operate "in the context of ex-

plicitly defined programs"
- the reduction of the number of

graduate students teaching

courses . ,

The Report decried "attitudes

towards and capacity for

traditional scholarship" in certain

Centers of the School and con-

cluded that "there is a need, in

some cases an urgent need, to

revise and restructure the

operation" of the School. It noted

that it had neglected to review off

campus programs of the School.

Dr. Tom Clark, in a letter to the

Secretary of the Faculty Senate,

disassociated himself from the

Committee. He said that a final

draft of the report had not been

sent to all Committee members,

that the Administration of the Ed

School hadn not been given the

opportunity to correct factual

errors in the document, and that

many of the paper's statements

were misleading and inaccurate.

In response to Dr. Clark's

statement, Dt. Otto Stein, head of

the Botany Department and a

member of the Committee, said

that although the purpose of the

study "wasn't to worry about good

things" in the School, the review

was, nevertheless, a "relatively

positive report '. He also stated

that it was his understanding that

the final draft was not reviewed by

the Ed School's administration,

and that a semantical misun-

derstanding had occurred con-

cerning a final review by the

Committee members of the

Report's last draft.

(lark agreed that the Report

would "cause the School to more

carefully monitor and evaluate"

its programs This was echoed by

Dr. David Schimel. Chairman of

the Ed School's Executive Com
mittee. "What we want to do,"

Schimmel said, "is really consider

this, welcome it. and go beyond it.'

Schimmel noted that the

Executive Committee would

recommend to the School Council,

the governing body of the School

composed of faculty, grad students

and undergraduates, that a study

be made "to seek more in-

formation about the procedures,

evaluative criteria, evidence,

omissions and possible errors

involved in the Evaluation of the

School of Education". A strong

directive will also be made by the

Executive Committee for "im-

mediate, open, full and careful

consideration" of the Faculty

Senate's evaluation results.

One member of the Review

Committee from the School of

Education. Dr. Thomas Hut

chinson. questioned the ap-

propriateness of some of the

evaluation proedures.
Recognizing that the Committee

"focused on areas of weakness".

Hutchinson said that many of the

Report's generalizations were

based on casual observations

There was a "systematic bias", he

added, "toward unusual examples

of poor performance", and little

note of those exemplary per-

formances.

The School of Education Review

Committee was established last

year by the Faculty Senate to

evaluate changes and innovations

that had taken place in the Ed

School since Dr Dwight W Allen

became Dean in January. 1%8. The

Committee's recommendations

are not binding unless appropriate

Faculty Senate Committees study

and make them into motions On

March 4. the Report will be

presented to the Senate.

The main problem that is hin

dering the success of the boycott

thus far seems to be consumer

misunderstanding, Munos said. He

claims there has been a deliberate

attempt on the part of the larger

lettuce growers to confuse the

public into buying the lettuce they

have been urged to boycott.

Munos said that some of the

growers in a backhanded move,

signed contracts with the Team
sters union which pickers for the

most part did not support. This

allowed the growers to use the

union label on their produce, which

in effect induced well intentioned

consumers into buying the

boycotted label, he said. Munos

stressed that only lettuce bearing

the UF W. label is acceptable.

Although progress in persuading

growers to sign up with the UF W.

has been slow, the workers are

beginning to feel united. Munos

said. Thev now have a feeling of

guarded hope in their long battle

against the growers, he added.

In an informal discussion before

the meeting. Marylu Cronin. a

UMass student reported on the

tairly successful Big V picket in

Northampton yesterday afternoon

She said although the store

boycotted lettuce on his shelves,

there was evidence that it was

being sold. She said he did give the

group some assurance that the

store would try to stock the U.F.W.

lettuce in the future.

On campus, it appears that non-

U.F.W. lettuce is still being served

in the dining commons. Several

students who spoke to Joel

Stoneham, head of the food ser

vices department, reported that he

would consider serving U.F W
lettuce if it could be proven that

there was student support on this

matter

DONT BE LEFT OUT!
APPOINTMENTS STILL LEFT FOR

SENIOR PORTRAITS, INDEX OFFICE, S.U.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING TO YOUR FUTURE.

LOOK TO US.

TALK TO US about Home Office Positions

in such areas as

i ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

I
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

i ADMINISTRATION

, INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

, PROGRAMMING & SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Head right for the Placement Office and pick

up a copy of our booklet. "Your Opportunity

at the Mutual Benefit Life."

AND
Be sure to make an appointment to see our

Representative.

He will be on Campus on Thursday, March 4,

1971.

THE MUTUAL BENEFIT
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

520 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey 07101

An Cqual Oppo'lunilf employ
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Key S. Viet Bases In Laos Attacked
•^ - «• .... . .«^,..^, -.rwl

SAIGON Al* The allied thru*

against the Ho Chi Minn trail in

Laos pushed American casualties

lasi week to their highest tell in 5

i 2 months, it was learned Thur-

sday.

Informed sources said •>*

Americans were killed in action

and 42 more died oi nonhostile

causes, highest total since last

Si'pt 5 Sources attributed most of

the casualies to the major .support

being provided by the United

Slates for the South Vietnamese

mound incursion into LftOI

On the battlefield, South Viet-

namese headquarters said enemj

gunners shelled three South

Vietnamese liases inside Laos on

Wednesday night in an area where

the t s command said air strikes

have knocked holes in the enemy

supph line on the Ho Chi Mmh
trail

South Vietnamese headquarters

said North Vietnamese gunners

attacked an artillery base and two

ranger positions in the lower

panhandle <>i Laos

,'ield reports said six more I S

helicopters Acre shot down or

damaged in the lighting around the

ranger positions

south Vietnamese headquarters

made no mention ot ground

fighting in theartiUerj attacks, but

reported two small ground clashes

u other points inside Laos.

In Washington. Defense

Secretary Melvin R Laird denied

that the South Vietnamese drive

begun Feb. B has bogged down.

The operation is going ac

cording to plan." he said.

Field reports said tour American

helicopters were hit Tuesday and

two more Wednesday at one of the

ranger bases, a new installation

that was being sol up

These reports trom helicopter

pilots, said the six aircraft were

shot down or damaged, but it was

not clear how many were lost.

Since the South Vietnamese

drive into Laos began, the IS
Command has acknowledged the

loss on both sides of the border of 29

helicopters, with 40 Americans

killed. IS missing and 26 wounded

Spokesmen for the South Viet

namese command again rported

no forward movement by the main

body o! the 16,000-man government

force pushing into Laos They said

lorward elements remained about

16 miles inside the country

( »n the northern front, Brig Gen.

Pham Van Fhu. commander of the

1st Infantry Division, told

\-sociated Press correspondent

William Barton that Highway 9

still is not open inside Laos for

suppl.s missions because oi North

\ ietnamese ambushes
The U.S. Command said

American air strikes against the

Ho Chi Mmh trail network had

resulted in major destruction to

enemj supply facilities.

Spokesmen estimated that 800

tons ot ammunition, more than 120

supply and weapons caches, S3Q

\ chicles and four fuel pipelines had

been destroyed.

The United States has been

providing full air support to the

South Vietnamese drive, and has

mounted some of the major raids

of the war in its strikes against the

I' S authorities have maintained

that no American ground combat

forces would enter Laos. About

9.000 American troops in support

and blocking positions on the

Vietnamese side of the border have

cone under increased, although so

far small, enemy pressure.

The big U.S. Army combat base

at Quang Tri was hit Wednesday

night by an enemy roeket attack.

Seventeen 122mm rockets crashed

into the base, but damage and

casualties were reported light with

no futilities. It was the first time

Quang Tri had been shelled since

last June
While no major fighting was

reported in South Vietnam or in a

push by South Vietnamese troops

into Cambodia, there were the

usual sporadic engagements.

South Vietnamese headquarters

said a government marine bat

talion killed 38 enemy in an area

six miles southeast ot Phnom
Penh, the Cambodian capital.

Twelve more enemy were said to

have been killed near the Cam-
bodian town of Kampong Trach.

and IS near Kandel Chrum.
Cambodian and South Vietnamese

casualties were given as one killed

and four wounded.

A report from Phnom Penh said

Cambodian and South Vietnamese

forces were taking part in the

sweep along the Mekong River,

Southeast of the capital in an

operation aimed at improving

securitv around Phnom Penh.

Laird Says Laos Drive

Achieving Objectives
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird and a top

general emphatically denied Wednesday that the South Vietnamese drive

against enemy supply routes in Laos has bogged down "The operation is

going according to plan." Laird said.

Air Force Lt Gen. John W Vogt, news conference obviously

Nixon Asks Fed. Authority

To Expand Consumer Safety
WASHINGTON AP President

II sent Congress Wednesday a

consume! m- proposing

lederal authorit} to regulate the

i, road range ol go

The presidential mi

(„• tolluwed late thi* week

pecitic lulls, also expanded dul

oi ins consumer advisei

proposed expanded power* t"

Federal l rade I omn
lederal standards t »i wu

authority lor iggrieved consul

i,, band ei in court suns too

Miiall l"i prosecu'

and a reviev "i the adequai

small claims courts

The major difterence Irotn the

last consumer proposal! spi

out b\ the Presidi ni

1968 was a bill giving the Depart

uienl ol Health UOT and

Welfare the power to ban virtually

an) consumer product which

presents an imminent hazard

health or safety. Similar authority

exists now only tor drugs to\s and

ndous substam •

I his is by far the greatest, most

imporUni consumer m «ny

president has yet i
•

^ a!«

ginia n Knauer presidential

itant '."i onsumer affair*

mocrati &n »*men who

mII deal wii proposed

dation '• ii<1 Ihe

i,i : proposal.* don t go
.

I
. . intend to

llif t « \<- - i' 1 Ihe

tidential - g< ire out

weighed by h - eps

und bai kstepi coniuse and

mislead th) i onsumei -aid Rep

Benjamin > Rosenthal ot New
Noik. chaii

sumei sub* i

K. - otto •

Democrat: -• House

Republicans have introduced

identical bills setting up an in-

dependent agency to ad as the

lederal consumer advocate \

similar bill, opposed by the White

House passed the Senate and

> it a;. .i committee in tht House

last year but died by .i tie vote in

Ihe House Rules CommitU •

director of the Joint Military Staff,

said reports that the drive is mired

down are far from the truth

Saying such reports are "usually

attributable to a junior officer in

the field." the general added

somewhat testily:

"There seems to be an im

patience on the part of a great

many people to have an operation

achieve total success in two

weeks....

Nobody in his fondest dreams

ever hoped ue would achieve all

the objectives in the first two

weeks
"

Vogt, who heads a key staff

under the Joint Chiefs said the

decision to pause at this par

ticular point was made because ot

a desire to assess the enemy ac

dons at this time observe where he

did intend to attack

Laird ind Vogl appeared at a

MoreGovt. FundsNeeded

To Curb Water Pollution

designed to counter rising concern

in Congress and elsewhere that the

U.S.-supported South Vietnamese

campaign against the Ho Chi Mirth

trail is running aground and
possibly is in danger of failure.

Somewhat dramatically. Pen-

tagon officials unveiled for

newsmen a section of what they

said was the enemy's motor fuel

pipeline reported severed by South

Vietnamese forces. They said this

seriously impaired North Viet-

namese ability to use trucks to

carry war equipment and supplies

down the trails to their troops in

South Vietnam and Cambodia
Laird and Vogt claimed major

objectives already have been
achieved
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Supreme Court Rules

On Self-incrimination
WASHINGTON (AP Prosecutors ma ' on"

tess.ons to prove to a jur> that a defendant who leatlflei i> lying

Supreme Court ruled :> to -» Wednesd

The decision, announced by Chid Justice Warren E Burgei

s.gniticantlv narrowed the Warren Court s controversial Mirai

decision and some oi the prolection I gave defendanti against self-

11

MtaJue was trial use ol statements made to poi USpectl who h id

not been advised oi their constitutional right! I , remain Mien"

Burger - live-man majontv reached the conclusion that the 1966 rilUng

,|,d not bar prosecutors from using such statements to impeach the

credibility of a defendant

That is' Burger said, when the defendant takei the stand and gives an

account that conflicts with what he told police, the proaecutoi ma) bring

out the otherwise inadmissible statement during cross examination

The four man minority led by Justice William J Brennan Jr., hotly

disputed this interpretation of the Miranda decision

Thev said Miranda prohibited the use of illegally obtained confessions

by prosecutors, either in making their case directly or during cross-

1

X

- Moreover.
'• Brennan said. "It is monstrous that courts should aid or

abet the lawbreaking police officer."

The ruling went against V.ven Harris of New Rochelle, N.V
.
who was

convicted in 1966 of selling heroin to an undercover police officer. Harris

is serving a 6-8 year term.

During his trial. Harris testified he knew the agent and to defraud him

had sold him a bag of baking powder for $12

The Drosecution then recalled a statement Harris gave to police im-

media efy after his arrest In it. the suspect said the officer had used him

as a middleman to buy some heroin from a third person.

Burger noted that since police did not tell Harris he could remain silent

his statement could not be used to convict him

tSHINGTON AP More

federal money and legal assistance

is needed it the states are to DUTif)

mi. «' polluted rivers. Iake>

iireams, a delegation ot

governors told the Senate Wed-

kay

Gov William ». Milliken oi

Michigan said the government I

failure to supply promised funds is

serious)) crippling the pollution

abatement progi;.

Michigan has - billion water

pollution aba ' program

iniierway. hi
|

I ter

ri{ the COSt to b- a red by the

state, a quarter b> • city and half

by the federal

So lar. he said i
nment

has contributed oi v 5 percent ot

the money, forcing th' mil

states to absorb great ; »h res ot

the CQSl

Milliken made his remarks

during a talk with Sen Edmund
Muskie. D—Maine who is spon-

soring legislation to combat water

pollution.

Both Muskie's proposal and one

by the Nixon administration would

increase federal funds available to

communities and states to con-

struct abatement facilities.

Sen. John D. McClellan.

D—Ark., told the governors he

expected little opposition to an

interstate pollution compact to

permit states to enter into

agreements to solve mutual

pollution problems.

The compact was developed by

the Southern Governor's Con-

ference and introduced in the

Senate this year. McClellan said he

expected it to be passed by June

The compact b basically an

umbrella bill under which West

Virginia and Ohio, tor example.

could work together to clean up the

Ohio River without requiring

special legislation.

SOFA futoptanMail to SOFA Europ. ltud.nl

Travel Center t5€0 Bron.'vay Nc»
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For touts to Eastern Eurcoe. stu
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Governors Seek Revenues;

Mills Opposes Nixon Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - A dozen lobbyists from

all over the country sat Wednesday morning

huddled hopefully around the man some call the

most powerful member of Congress.

Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, the neat-as-a-pin, con-

servative Arkansas Democrat, had arrived early

to give the highly placed lobbyists a chance to

plead their case.

Yhe issue: President Nixon's plan, to give $5

billion in federal revenues to state and local

governments on a non-strings-attached basis.

The lobbyists: about a dozen of the nation's

governors, headed by Republican Nelson A.

Rockefeller of New York.

The result: Mills, chairman of the taxwriting

House Ways and Means Committee, appeared

unwavering in his often-stated opposition to the

Nixon proposal

The meeting was officially closed to the press,

although The Associated Press gained entrance.

"This is going to get rough, because our cities

are going to go under," Rockefeller told Mills and

Rep. John Byrnes of Wisconsin, top Republican on

the committee and another revenue-sharing op-

ponent. "And we aren't going to be able to do

anything about it" without federal help.

"New York is going to a 17 per cent maximum

graduated income tax with a 10 per cent sur-

charge." Rockefeller said. "Were killing our-

selves just like Johnny Chafee killed himself in

Rhode Island. Pennsylvania runs out of cash next

week
"

Rockefeller said Trenton.N.J. is a perfect

example of a citv that cant pay tor the services its

citizens demand, with "teachers on strike and

policemen picketing.

"We're going to get to a point where we won t be

able to pav these guys and you're going to have the

Department of Interior collecting garbage in New

York."
Byrnes countered that the U.S. government is in

debt too. "Why don't we acknowledge to the

American people," Byrnes said, "that dammit

things are at a point where we can't give people

all the services they want and still pay for it."

"And now," Mills put in, "since you can't raise

your own money, you're coming here for the

federal government's"

"It isn't the federal government's money,

Rockefeller retorted in his gravel-like voice. "It's

the taxpayers' money."

Gov Linwood Holton of Virginia argued the plan

would make local and state governments more

efficient and make those officials, rather than

faceless federal bureaucrats, responsible to

voters.

Mills, briefly, went on the defensive:

"If you think it's easier to raise taxes in

Washington than in the states....

"But you don't raise them here," three gover-

nors answered.

"You just cut em up," Rockefeller said.

Mills told the governors he agreed with many of

their points, but said the federal government

would have to go too far in debt to accommodate

them.
He suggested changing to the states advantage

some of the current federal-state matching-fund

formulas. And, Mills said, he would be willing for

Social Security to absorb costs in welfare

programs for the blind and retarded.

"But I couldn't agree ever to take over 100 per

cent of the welfare mess," he said.

Palestinians

Agree to Merge
-- m _ . i... »k*A . Ii.wktuni U.',ir

Defense Rests In Calley Trial

FT. BENNING, Ga. (AP)-Lt.

William Callev s defense rested

Wednesday after he testified at his

court-martial that during the mass

execution of My Lai villagers "the

main thing was to go in. finish

these people off as fast as possible

and get my men out into position.

It wasn't anv big deal." the 27-

vear old Calley said, referring to

unresisting Vietnamese men
women and small children who fell

beneath the automatic rifles of

American infantrymen at a

drainage ditch in My Lai on March

16 1968 Calley ended the

equivalent ol two full court days of

testimonv at 4:31 p.m.-EST-and

the defense immediately rested

The trial was recessed overnight

with the prosecution scheduled to

present rebuttal testimony

Thursda) from tlw first of three

government psychiatrists. They

examined Callev early this month

and pronounced him "perfectly

normal."
The trial began Nov. 12 and the

government rested Dec. 8.

reopening its case briefly for two

supplementary witnesses.

Calley is being tried by a six-man

jury of superior officers. He is

accused of the premeditated

murder of 102 civilians in My Lai

while leading an infantry platoon

of Charle\ Company on an assault

mission near the South China Sea

The government said 70 or more of

Ihe victims died at the ditch. Calley

admitted ordering the execution in

the ditch, but said he did so under

orders of superiors However, the

defendant denied t lie government s

charge that he ordered killed, and

helped kill, an additional :t<>

civilians along a trail in the village

P t Aubrey Daniel, the

prosecutor completed his cross

examination in midafternoon.

after interrogating Calley for the

equivalent of a full court day

In one of the final exchanges

Calley was asked:

y Did you ever receive any

instructions on how to treat

prisoners?

A. Yes sir. To treat him with

respect. Don't humiliate them.

Keep them silent Keep them

separate Keep them guarded

The defense had stressed

Callev s respect for his company

commander. Capt Ernest Medina,

and his unquestionable obedience

to the latter's orders, which were

said to include the shooting of

anything that moved at My Lai

On redirect examination, chief

defense attorney George Latimer

asked Calley about adherence to

Medina'! orders. Calley said:

You had better carry them out

now and as readily as possible

Calley had admitted joining his

men in tiring into the M> I-n ditch

with his automatic rifle

In an effort to save the

Palestinian guerrilla movement

from collapse, commando leader

Yasir Arafat and Brig. Ab-

delrazzak Yahya, commander of

the Palestine Liberation Army,

have agreed to merge the 11 main

guerrilla groups.

Meeting over the weekend in

Damascus, Syria, with the Central

Committee of the guerrilla

movement, the two chiefs also

agreed to curb leftist commando

groups urging the overthrow of

Jordan's King Hussein.

Informants said the two reached

agreement to try to avert an open

rebellion against the guerrillas by.

the 7,000-man Palestine Liberation

Army stationed in Syria.

PLA officers have been con-

cerned over the inability of the

guerrillas to challenge the growing

momentum for a peaceful set-

tlement between the Arab states

and Israel, the sources said. The

officers were reported to have

authorized Yahya to make pulic

demands for drastic reforms in the

resistance movement. It marked

the first challenge to Arafat s

leadership since he became top

man in the guerrilla movement

The Palestinian guerrilla

movement currently is grouped

together under the Palestine

Liberation Organization the PLO-

under the over all leadership of

Arafat But the organization is

loose and each guerrilla

organization has been acting as it

pleases.

The Popular Front for the

Liberation of Palestine a Marxist

organization-carried out the

hijackings of Western airliners last

September, for example Other

groups, such as Arafat's Al Fatah

organization, had nothing to do

with the seizures.

Yahya's demands also include

an inquirv into the "disastrous

errors that led to the September

civil war in Hordan and brought

the guerrillas to their knees

The sources said Arafat agreed

to most of Yahya's demands

In Jerusalem. Israeli Foreign

Minister Abba Kban said his

government is conducting all

diplomatic moves linked to the

Middle East crisis -without

regard' lor the March 7 deadline

Egypt has set for expiration ol tht

latest cease lire

Israel has complained thai the

;$n dav cease tire an attempt to

force it to negotiate undci

pressure But Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat has laid expiration oi

the cease fire would not

necessarily mean a resumption <>!

the shooting war.

Eban told the Knesset-Israel's

parliament-that his government's

formal reply to Egyptian peace

proposals would be handed "soon

to U.N. special envoy Gunnar V.

Jarring.

Egypt said last week it was

ready to make peace with Israel on

condition that the Israelis pull back

from all territory seized during the

1967 Middle East war.

The Israeli government has

welcomed Cairo's reference to

peace, but insisted that Israel

would never withdraw to its

prewar borders.

House Kills

Pay Raise
BOSTON (APi The state House

of Representatives Wednesday

killed a bill already passed by the

Senate, which would have raised

the base salary of Massachusetts

legislators $1,200 over the next two

vears
The 28(1 state legislators now

receive a base pay of $11,400

The bill, killed on a 100 to IS roll

call vote following lengthy debate,

also would have provided a one-

third increment over the base pay

for all chairmen for the

legislature's 18 joint standing

committees
The chairmen of four joint

committees now receive additional

pay.

The measure was voted down by

the House tollowmg two attempts

by the Republican minority

leadership to divide the bill into

two issues-thc pay raise and the

extension of additional com

pensation to the com out tec

chairmen
Two substitute measures

proposed b\ Rep Francis \\

Hatch Jr . minoi it\ leader, to

separate the issues were debated

on roll call votea

T. 0. LEAVITT

has already had his Senior

Portrait token. Don't <- r -

get to make an appoint-

ment f^r yours in the

Index Office, SU.

Actresses Nominated For Awards

HOLLYWOOD I
AP)-The general

public's reaction to the Academy

Award nominations for best ac-

tress might well be: Who are they''

Jane Alexander, Glenda

Jackson, Sarah Miles and Carrie

Snodgrass aren't exactly

household words

Only Ali McGraw among the

nominees was well-known, largely

because of the immense publicity

surrounding the hit "Love Story

None of the five nominees had

ever been up for an Oscar before^

For Miss Alexander, "The Great

White Hope" and Miss Snodgrass

•The Diary of a Mad Housewife it

was the first time they had been

swi in a feature film. Miss

McGraw had appeared in «to one

previous movie. 'Goodbye

Columbus." AH three are

Americans. ,

Miss Jackson was nominated tor

her third film. "Women ilt
igJJ-

She is English, as is Sarah Miles,

the only nominee experienced in

films Nominated for "Ryan s

Oaunhter," she previously ap-

riared m 'The Servant." "Those

Magnificent Men in Their Flying

Machines." "The Ceremony

;

•Blow up. and other Britisn

""wiry

8

d jd Academy voters

nominate such newcomers'
1

For one thing, the woman's role

in films has been declining ever

since World War II.

In the 1930s, there poured forth

hundreds of "women's pictures'*

Female audiences flocked to

matinees to agonize the travails of

Norma Shearer, Bette Davis, Joan

Crawford, Greta Garbo, Barbara

Stanwyck and others.

The war brought a new

toughness and realism to the

screen. Movie scenes became

bigger and more action filled.

requiring masculine stars.

Television destroyed theater

matinees.

•We were lucky in the '30s, said

Bette Davis. "The studios created

scripts for us Nobody writes

women's pictures' anymore
"

For the last decade, women have

been disappearing from the Motion

Picture Herald's annual list of top

box-office stars This year's top 10

included only one actress. Barbra

Streisand, who was No. 9.

SUNDANCE

WATER BEDS
187 MAIN ST.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

A truly sensual experience.

Come down and try it.

It's good for sleeping and

other things too!

open 11 a.m.

Moil. • Sat.

8 p.m.

INCLUDES:
I leuunt wooden iranie

Safety liner

Liner supports

Guaranteed water
niatlrets

all for $99.00

BECOME A
N.Y.U. NURSE
Do vou want the identity of a professional practition-

er" Do you want to work with, not just union*, pro-

fessional colleagues in the health field

.

As a NYU Nurse you have case assignments ...

not just' nursing routine. Planning and sharing with

doctors physical therapists, social workers and other

ancillarV personnel are all part of our unique staff

utilization program that combines opportunity and ad-

vancement with direct patient care.

Join our staff and receive unparalleled growth oppor-

tunity, inservice training and free tuition toward

graduate studies.

For full details about nursing at N.Y.U., see our

campus recruiter on MARCH 5, 1971. Check details

as to time and place with your placement office . . .

or write or call collect:

Miss M. Kerans, (212) OR 9-3200, Ext. 2647

N.Y.U. Medical Center
568 First Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

an equal opportunity employer
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Free U. Opens
Co-op Food Store
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J«
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_„.e Arises On WMUA
Move To Student Union

BvANNESTADNICKl
MDC Staff

\ co-operative food store opened

yesterdaj at its temporary

location in the Free University

renter to take orders and

payments for macro-biotic foods.

I ton Loremon, one of the

organisers <>t the store, said that

twenty-eight members had Joined

so far, at $2 pei member. The fee

will be returned when and if the

member drops out of the co-op. he

-aid

Monthly dues of $1 have also

been collected, according to

Lorenson. This remuneration will

go towards rent, purchase of a

scale, license, shipping, packaging

and making up the losses accrued

in buying small quantities of

products not at wholesale prices,

he explained.

•What we most need now is a

refrigerator, and preferably a

vegetable cooler. Lorenson an-

nounced.

He said that in the near future,

probably in one month, the store

would be in complete operation It

will carry dry good items, for in-

stance beans, nuts, dried fruits and

seeds, dairy goods, and fresh fruits

and vegetables, he went on. Honey,

oil and salt will also be available,

he said.

Lorenson suggested that

customers bring in bags and

marked measuring jars when they

come to pick up their orders

Deliveries will continue to be

made to Free University until the

operation expands and can provide

better service from a location in

Amherst, he said.

ROOT
is the name of this year's

Index photographer. Be

sure to make your appoint-

ment now. Deadline for

appointments is Tuesday,

March 2nd in the Index

office.

WMLAs proposed move to the

Student Union underwent close

analysis \esterday as the Space

Allocation committee of the

Student Union Coverning Board

met to discuss long range planning

Station manager Ken Horseman

was asked by Chairman Shawn

Fitzgerald to state the needs of the

station with respect to the physical

space it would require in the Union

The allocation of space to the radio

station was under discussion

!>eeause of conflicts in the long

range plans. Fitzgerald said

Three levels of activity are in the

process of being planned for the

space the Student I'nion provides.

Fitzgerald explained He said that

the first level of the building

I
where the Hatch is located I would

be for heavy traffic, the second

tloor would be utilized for meetings

and ongoing programs and the

third level < balcony »
would be a

light traffic area locating campus

communications all on that one

floor.

Debate arose over the space for

WMUA on the third floor. Hor-

seman said that the square

footage, security provision, area

for layout, and facilities for con-

version to air conditioning were not

so adequate on the third floor of the

I'nion as in the old bookstore on the

first level

It was stated that the bookstore

was originally slated for radio

station occupancy. Fitzgerald

explained that Free University,

which presently occupies the

space, moved into the bookstore on

the understanding that it was a

tentative arrangement WMUA
contended that it should be

allocated the space on the basis of

the previous contract.

Another immediate concern on

the communications level was the

location of the new student

television studio Horseman said

there was no way the two groups

could share facilities.

Several proposals were offered

to consider keeping WMUA on the

third floor, and to divide the

television studios between the

second and third levels. No definite

decision could be made at this time

Fitzgerald said, but allocations

would be made after the entire long

range picture and all requests

were considered.

I
MANY
GOING?

charter a Peter Pan .a
Bus to wherever jt is

you're going

McGovern Proposes

Campaign Subsidies
WASHINGTON I A Democratic

Sen George McGovern, the only

announced candidate for the White

House in IW2, proposed Wed-

nesday that the lederal govern-

ment help pay tor the coming

presidential campaign. The South

Dakota senator introduced a bill

that WOUM create a system of

expenditure ceilings and subsidies,

tor presidential and congressional

campaigns
His formula would limit cam-

paign expenditures by the

Republican and Democratic
presidential nominees in 1972 to

.. million apiece, with half that

sum to come from the Treasury m
the form ot campaign drawing

accounts
Meanwhile, senate Republican

leader Hugh Scott prepared to

introduce a measure that would

repeal all ceilings on candidate

expenditures, bul institute new

limits on individual campaign

contributions

Scott promised to propose new

campaign reform legislation after

President Nixon vetoed a bill that

would have limited campaign

broadcast spending

Scott said then he hoped to

present an administration

endorsed bill, but aides said the

Pennsvlvanians new proposal

does not carry White House

backing.

The GOP leader said he has

conferred with the White House on

its terms They have seen the bill

and they know "of its contents,
-

' he

said
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if the five finalists don't

have it, then no one

does.

VOTE TODAY

Winter Carni Queen

Student Union Lobtr

1

HERE THIS WEEK-END!

GARY
BURTON
QUARTET

Friday & Saturday Feb. 26-27

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.

A NIGHT OF GOOD VIBES

SPECIAL! Gory and the Quartet will partici-

evening concert.

$2 oiher students; $2 50 UMo.. foc.Hy/tf

others.

Fine Art. Council, 125 Heifer

(Remaining tickets ot Bowker, 7 /.M.I

Telephone 545-0202 for both offices.

Sociologist Predicts

New Moral Codes
New York. -A prominent sociologist today predicted the establishment

of new moral codes in the "foreseeable future" which will permit "highly

variegated" patterns of sex, marriage and family life in America.

Writing in the current issue of Hedbook magazine, just released, Dr.

John F Cuber of Ohio State University reported that a study he con-

ducted among college students showed they no longer accept legal, ec-

clesiastical or parental codes but instead adhere to "the moral and

practical propriety of a variety of sexual life-styles."

Fxolaining the difference between today's "'sexual revolution and

that of the 20's and W's, Dr. Cuber said, "There is a profound difference

between someone who breaks the rules and someone who does not accept

the rules and the members of this generation.simply do not accept the

rules any longer." Their revolution is already affecting the lives of all of

us. he declared.

Although many voung people do not wish to engage in 'forbidden acts,

"

,lu\ st onglv believe that every mdividual should be free to make his own

choke Thev assert the moral right -indeed, the moral obligation--^

each person to work out his own code, or lack of one. and they grant him

the right to live by it as long as there is no harm toother Pjop
f

Dr. Cuber described our future society as one in which henuclear

family- a father, a mother and children-will certainly persist. Msome
groups will live in communes where paternity is dehberate^

unrecognized and where unequal numbers of men, women and children

remain more or less permanently attached to one another.

The casual, hedonistic philosophy will continue to attract MbstanUa

numbers of vounger men and women; some young married couples w

engage 'n organized and unorganized mate-trading. Heterosexuality will

flourish side by side with homosexuality.

Shocking as it may seem to many, I think we will simply have to get

used to neighbors and children, students and colleagues, patients and

chentl wUhldeologies and hfe-styles very very different from our own,

Dr Cuber contended in his Redbook article.

•We have urown accustomed to such differences with respect to

rel^ous pllifical and social philosophies-though not^gy^^S
bloodshed and even war We may as well prepare with better grace to

acceptOvers' y where sex and marriage and family are concerned

Dr Cuber. aprofessor of sociology^f^S^^^^SS^
the author of"The Significant Americans, an inf£^»*?™™**
,n the Cn.ted States which was first reported in Redbook five years ago.

Rabbi KahaneJOLLeader

,

Expelled From Belgium

Trip Planned

To Peace Talks

Apparenth upset by his long

hair and activism, the

congregation of Temple

Shaarav Tefila in New York

voted to dismiss Uabbi Philip

Schechter, above. The rabbi

said his hair was as leaf as it

is now when he was recruited

last June from a temple in

Atlantic lily. NJ.

BRUSSELS. Belgium
(AP) -Rabbi Meir Kahane, leader

of the militant Jewish Defense

Uague. tried to get into a con-

ference on Soviet Jewry Wed-

nesday but was arrested and ex-

pelled from the country.

He was hustled aboard a London

bound plane by policemen who

drove him in a car to the aircraft s

leading ramp
Habbi Kahane was calm but

unsmiling .

He had been in Brussels less than

12 hours , .

The reason for his expulsion was

that he was troubling public order,

a Justice Ministry source said.

Rabbi Kahane, whose

organization has been harassing

££ diplomats in the United

States, had just made an un

success! til attempt to join an h>

tcrnational congress of Jewish

commun.tu'sonthefateofJew.s.n

the Soviel Union

Two romp.rn.ons. *hohadbetn

briefly detained, were freed I k>

are Sam Sheshan, Ml press

relathiMman.andDovS^toy
ear-old Israeli who left tht

Veteran
Benefits

Tax Exempt
Veteran beaeflti arc generally

exempt from taxation and need not

Z .-.ported as income on income

, ax returns, the Veterans Ad

ministration announced today-

Thl . \\ said the only reportable

item is interest earned on GI m-

n-aneed.v.dends let. «»n deposit or

,,,.,,„ with the VA since this is

considered earned income and a

veterans benefit.

(I insurance dividends them

selves are not taxable. VA said, nor

£e proceeds from 01 insurance

^Mher major tax exempt benefits

Bre compensation and pension. c,

H II and other educational

assistance, subsistence payments

iT vocational rehabilitation

trainees, and grants for homes or

autos to severely disabled

veterans

Soviet Union two years ago

The Justice Ministry said

Rabbi Kahane arrived in Belgium

with the intention to attend the

congress, where he was not

scheduled to participate He was

questioned and said he wanted to

speak at the congress
."

The Justice Ministry said the

three had been picked up by police

because congress leaders did not

appreciate their presence

Organizers replied there was no

reason for arrest but they would

not let them in.

Sperling reported at a news

conference that police let him go

after he said he intended no

demonstration against the con-

ference and actually favored it.

Rabbi Kahane's detention and

expulsion took the spotlight at the

meeting itself

Dr Morris Brafman. of Far

Rockawav. NY a I rlend of

Rabbi Kahane. rushed to the

platform and grabbed a

microphone to tell what had

happened There was an uproar in

the hall, and Brafman was hustled

back to his seat.

The arrest of Rabbi Kahane. who

was convicted in New York on

Tuesday as result of an anti-

Soviet demonstration, brought an

angry leaponsc from the Jewish

Defense League

Nixon Aide
Raps

SST End
WASHINGTON <AP>—President

Nixon's science adviser said

Wednesday refusal to go ahead

with the experimental supersonic

transport program would be

timidity and lack of courage" on

the part of Congress and the

country.

Dr Edwan E David. Jr said

that only by building prototype

SSTs can environmental questions

about the airplane be answered

Depending on these answers, he

said, a decision would then be

made on whether to build a fleet of

SSTs.
"Make no mistake." David said,

"a limitation on experimentation

in whatever cause is the beginning

of a wider suppression When we

fail to experiment, we fail In

failing, we bring the best part of

American society as we know it

today to a halt."

The President's science adviser

spoke at a seminar on science and

public policy at the National

Academy of Sciences The seminar

was held by the Council for the

Advancement of Science Writing

There are many evidences,"

David said, "that society does not

believe that technology can be

controlled in a rational way.

Because of that, society is losing its

courage to experiment
"

One hundred and seventy

Americans from 41 states will

leave from New York's Kennedy

Airport on March 3 for a week-long

conference with principals in the

Paris talks and others. Their ob-

jective is finding out what the

requisites for peace in Southeast

Asia really are.

The Citizens Conference on

Ending the War in Indochina, as

the project is called, is sponsored

by the American Eriends Service

Committee (AESO, Clergy and

1 aymen Concerned (CALC >
and

the Fellowship of Reconciliation

FOR)
The conference will afford a

large number of American citizens

access to and thoughtful discussion

with many persons long familiar

with the' Indochina struggle,"

explained Stewart Meacham.

peace education secretary of the

AESC. "We hope that upon their

return to the United States, the

participants will be new and

creative interpreters, in their

respective communities, of what

they understand the requisites of

peace to really be."

Participants expect to meet with

representatives of the Provisional

Revolutionary Government of the

Republic of South Vietnam (PRG,

formerly the National Liberation

Eront) the Democratic Republic

of Vietnam (North Vietnam), the

Republic of Vietnam (Saigon) and

the U.S. Delegation.

Meetings are also being

arranged with representatives of

the National United Front of

Cambodia, the Laotian Student

Union and various independent

S„uth Vietnamese groups opposed

to the war (including Buddhists.

Catholics, students and groups

supporting dissident members ot

the Saigon Administration B

National Assembly.)

Mr Allan Brick, national

program director of the FOR. said

that in addition to meeting with

official government represen-

tatives at the peace talks "we are

anxious to learn a great deal more

about the recent upsurge of civilian

resistance to the war in the large

cities ot South Vietnam We want to

reach a better understanding ol

what the Vietnamese people

themselves are struggling for."

Nomination Papers

for

STUDENT SENATE
are available for

the following Dorm vacancies

Butterfield

Lewis

Hills North

Washington Lower

Washington Middle

Brett

Pierpont

Leach

DUE MARCH 5

Elections March 11

For a Variety

of

Cut, a tid Bcaiitijal

MUSIC BOXES
visit

Winn
Jewelers

31 S. Pleasant St

Amherst
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Keep It Coming

on the whole a very une>entful happening, the Board of

I, 7s meeting held in P-,ston yesterday did come out with a few things

;, ;, w tin o. praise and discussion. In a totally expected action

lhe Board! approved the recommendations of the search comm.ttee for

Ike two new academic deans and Vice Chancellor.
Provntt ,

The selections ol Dr. Mien. Dr. Alfange and Associate Pnnost

<£SJ£Z their respective posts must he hailed as a «£*** n

vle« ol the experience and backgrounds of all of them. Their ^"irelo

he I aivertitj already has been noteworthy and .t is expected that these

I,\™m l as successful in their MM roles NNe congratulate them and

^!!ZXL*. PTM-to- Wood announced that the University .ill

a e, o to c, up son.,- type of system for the referral of unemployed

J
, "s ona.s and other non-worker.. This innovate step would mean

ha! I Mass, in the words of President Wood, "will make eser> effort to

consider ei aluate and counsel those now seeking new careers.

(hose who lee. that the university should serye not only as an

academic institution hut also as a social one. this action .^.Jjjjta th

right direction. By the setting up of th.s s>slem. the Inixers.tv is

Vss n ng its , espuns.bilities as the largest single employer in Amherst

^SriMj i«s P-ition. and determining for Use., a useful and necessary

'unction President Wood and UMMM M "hole are displaying I sense of

sotial awareness rwtlj seen in the academic world.

he Boa d also did not take a position on the proposed tuition hike

.,! IU ,;:,« they wanted to examine the ^SSSSJ^iSSS
to-iin conclusion. However, it is only a matter of time before the Trustees

u

n

2 ".me decision. II the actions „, President Wood -£*•*»<
,ne .ates. meeting are an indication ol an increasing spirit of

awareness and responsibility . then their tuition decision should be a

welcome one on this campus

1 have, in recent vears. come to loathe 'liberals as

a group Liberals, you know, the people who might, for

example support the idea of civil rights and yet

support the Indochina police action whilst safely

nestled, scotch in hand, in the security (?) of their

libraries and studies. This past Friday, a good friend

oi mine told me that he thought that I was "awfully

liberal". Silently, I said "ouch".

I didn't come out with a defensive-aggressive

comment (as I once would have) partially because I

no longer have a psychological need to one-up

anyone verbally, partially also because he was. s 11

is and (Lord willing) will continue to be a man w. h

whom I can talk freely and to the point about nearly

any thing and expect a sincere and licid perspective in

return Thirdly, the final reason that I remained silent

was the most to the point, actually ...that being that he

was completely correct. We were speaking upon the

subject of sexism, and Gay Liberation in particular. I

plead liberalism, guilty as charged, good friend.

Sexism is the fundamental dynamic underlying the

concept of competion. Competion is the mortar which

unifies the capitalist pyramid. Capitalism is the world

view and the way in which exploitation, materialism

racism colonialism imperialism, genocide, and

sexism are fostered, nurtured, and inflicted upon the

people of our entire world.

Today the vast majority of human relationships in

American life are unsatisfying, lacking in tangible

interpersonal fulfillment. America has everyone

running around i chasing the elusive dollar), com-

peting with one another. Competition and it s rewards

is the economic cornerstone of this society. Just how-

people get the necessities of life will, at length

determine the qulitv of their respective lives, as well

as the attitude, style, and tone they will have in

relating to others.

Wilhelm Reich once wrote that sexual repression

was the first step to economic enslavement Rever-

sing the flow of thought here. how. then, can people

relate one to another, especially with any degree of

love if they are brainwashed into the viewing of every

person as 'a potential competitive threaf

The nurturant medium for this sorry reality is the

rigid enforcement of the doctrine which is male

supremacy Men are considered normal when they

are strong and dominant, to the exclusion of gen-

tleness, sensitivity, and compassion, treally i.e..

metal men Women are considered normal when they

are weak and passive, to the exclusion of self-

expression, dynamism, and decisiveness, (really.

now? ». i.e.. eggshell women.

Why cant men cry ...or admit to women that they

••,ust" don't know"? Why is it "unfemm.ne for a

woman to state her opinion as an equal, or to get

give'' I it from topside when its cool" 1 11 not bother

you here with the economic realities of sexism.

something that you all have already faced, or yet will.

The Gav Liberation Front I GLF I
is the most recent

expression of the collective "no" to all of his

degrading and dehumanizing bullshit, the collective

no" which is alive and vital everywhere in the

technocratic world, but especially here in Babylon.

Proud and dignified gay men and women threaten

these Gothic icons at their most basic roots. But,

because of the sad fact that most everyone is mentally

dry-cleaned to a degree, (20-odd years of half-truths

and complete lies can't be liberated in a single day),

every person, when faced with these cultural alter-

natives, feels threatened. Threatened in self-

definition, even identity. Homosexuality threatens

men, because they feel to be homosexual is to be less

than a man (less than a human?). Women are

threatened in identically parallel ways. This is

ridiculous. Men are men, and all men are individuals,

unique in perspective and being. And every person is a

psychological and spiritual composite of masculine

and feminine personality traits. This is true.

These traits have been arbitrarily defined and

categorized by the pig. of the pig, for the benefit of the

pig and his system of swinery. But the Pig, you see, is

no fool in the accepted sense. He's hip to the threat to

him, represented to him and his system by the human

liberation movement. And he's "doing his thing", as

we all can cee. Yes?

Gay Lib, as is the case with Women's Lib, allows

people to reject all the dehumanizing

masculine/feminie roles our society imposes upon the

whole world, and to hence build new and meaningful

relationships as human beings, not metal men and

eggshell women.
1 have, since accepting the invitation to be educated

to Gay Lib (and to write this column) come to a

number of conclusions about human liberation in

general, and Gay Lib in particular: The GLF unites

gay people in the intensifying struggle for a free

society, where love between people can be a real

reality. The GLF embraces all oppressed peoples in

the effort against this dehumanizing society It is true

that no one is free save when all are free. No one has

dignity save when all have dignity. This is democracy

What we have as the status quo is a meritocracy.

I do not feel that Gay Lib deserves all the saturation

flak it has been receiving from people with access to

campus media I don't feel that these critical

champions of "decency" indeed have themselves

together and liberated enough to offer an objective

opinion I don't feel that these generally repressed and

insecure people, building themselves and their self -

confidences up bv tearing others down, should blindly

criticize what they don't understand and therefore

fear

If I sound a bit casutic here, it is indeed because I

feel this way Gay Lib is getting a raw deal from this

campus, and as I said, mostly from people who are

insecure in themselves, insecure to the point of blind

hostility towards anything, or any minority group

which challenges the pillars of the status quo which

these critics, in fear, clutch at so blindly. Hey! Give

them the same break that you would expect if you

were espousing some minority position Don't criticize

what vou don't understand

After all, isn't that the star-spangled way? (...or

maybe it isn't, hmmm?)

"Hey ki<l — Umme Have One of Hmm Sign.

Make Nixon Pay The Price

During the past year the position

of U.S. imperialism in Asia has

become more vulnerable and the

Nixon policy is in the midst of a

new explosive crisis.

The pressures for th e United

States to retreat from Vietnam are

very heavy. They come from all

quarters both externally and in-

ternally But how to retreat

Aithout giving up the objectives of

he aggression is the U.S. dilem

na The Nixon objective is no

lifferent than was the Eisenhower

ibjective with the reactionary

)iem regime. What Eisenhower

ind Kennedy tried to do thru Diem,

^ixon is trying to do thru Thieu

The Nixon plan envisions a cut-

hroat South Vietnamese armed

orce with a smaller U.S.armed

orce staying for a long time in

ortified centers and in airfields

jvith their bomber fleets. This is

the essence of the so-called Viet-

namization of the war Nixon's

troop withdrawals are based on the

expectation of such an end.

THIS PLAN IS HEADED FOR A
CRISIS. There will come a point

when the U.S. troop withdrawals

cannot continue without affecting

the military balance This will

come at a time when the military,

diplomatic and political strength of

the Indo-Chinese liberation forces

will be greater , when the puppet

forces will be weaker
With the new escalation in Laos

and the increased bombing from

the air, it appears that the crisis-

point is rapidly approaching. The

millions of Americans who still

believe that Nixon is ending the

war will become disillusioned and

angered.
The American people must both

increase and intensify the pressure

to get out. There is a people's peace

treaty which needs circulation and

publicity. Rallies, marches,
demonstrations, strikes, and

disruptions are needed to point out

to Nixon and the ruling class that if

they are going to continue to

commit genocide and mass-

murder they will have to pay in

tolerable consequences on the

home front.

People, you can make a dif-

ference, but we must act.

Al Fisher

<r>'? 7l -r=rer*^B<-o<-K

Perfectly Clear
The chairman of the House

Armed Services Committee,

Rep. F. Edward Hebert,

(D-LA.,) stated recently

that "In our present

situation, I think the only way

to get an all-volunteer army
is to draft it."

He went on to say that the

fact President Nixon already

has the authority to halt

student deferments should be

made "crystal clear" in a

draft law extension. How
comprehendable and in-

telligent our representatives

in Washington are!

Lauri Tokoi

Letters To The Editor

Have Food Will Eat

Editorial Points

To the editor:

Once again, I feel called upon to defend the

T Diversity Food Services against the depraved

rantings of what appears to be an overly-privileged,

self-elected Christ-figure. This letter is intended in

reply to Carl Beatty's assault on Worcester D.C.. I,

too eat at Worcester. Carl, if you have a legitimate

gripe, why don't you say it rather than wasting our

time with this trivia?

1 I have never seen any mentionable filth left over

from the previous meal on any plate. If you have been

sick, chances are it has nothing to do with the D.C.

There was a time when food would fester a bit in

storage, but improvements have been made in that

during the last semester so it doesn't happen

anymore.

I No, I haven't had the runs lately. The scratches

ire on the outside of the glass. The liquid does not

come in contact with these scratches unless you are an

especially sloppy drinker and like to lick the sides of

the glass. Anyway, most if not all the disease-carrying

bacteria is killed in the hot water in the dish-washer.

3 In the case of the dogs, it is the students them-

selves who let the dogs in. We have chosen to eat with

the dogs. Efforts to get rid of the dogs have proved

fruitless because we keep letting them in again.

4 The only time I have had to go back and get

another piece of silverware was when I dropped my

fork My blind friend Don suggests that you close your

eves when you eat. All the silverware tastes the same.

-, What do you want the ticket takers to do? Kiss

vour feet Eat on the east side and meet Liz. She will

tell you about the courtesy of the students to the ticket

6 Please take into consideration the number of

people that have to be served. Each person has his

own individual tastes. The best the DC can do is to

make the food flat and let each person salt and pepper

it to his own liking.

7 Opening both windows for trays requires paying

more students or longer time when there may not be

enough work to warrant it. This in turn requires

money which means a raise in the price of meal

tickets. Why don't you take exercises to trim up your

leg muscles for that long hard walk to the window.

8 The amount of business in the D.C. towards the

end of the meals does not warrant keeping both sides

open For that reason the east side closes 15 minutes

before the west side. If you can't get dinner at 6:20 on

the west side, then you have a legitimate gripe.

9. It is difficult to anticipate when the large mass of

students is going to come pouring in. Occasionally, the

large mass will start coming earlier than expected,

or, for some reason, many people will decide to arrive

at the same time producing a momentarily large line

which will soon dwindle. The second line usually opens

when the main mass comes in. Remember, it is just as

stupid to open both lines when there aren't enough

people to use them. .

10 My meal ticket fell apart once. I returned it and

they replaced it free. A minor hassle.

1

1

There have been many days I haven t found hair

in my food. The one time I was picking hair out of my

food, it was my own hair.

12 The only times any milk dispensers have not

been set up that I have noticed are just before

vacations when very few people are around to use

them. That technique keeps the milk from going bad^

If thev aren't filled, its the fault of the student in

charge of them. (Sorry John.) (Sorry, Jim.) (Sorry,

Ron ) Just tell them and they will fill them happily.

13 You've got to be kidding me. Even if they are

wiped between meals, the first person to eat there wi

dirty it up again, so by the time you get to it it will

Si* the same. Poor, dainty Carl. You MMdito
hypochondriac. Bring your own cloth. Eat off the tray

instead of the table.

14 The meat I have been getting is quite good. Since

the food services has to supply the food in bulk

quantity, there may be an occasional fatty piece. You

seem to be unusually prone to getting them

Yes Carl I have heard enough -from you. But, go

ahead Think up some more complaints. We enjoy

answering your letters.
WavneSnepard

Don Wolfe

Did you ever notice that in-

sanity usually wins out in this

world of ours? Witness CBS

news last night with everything

from Laird calling Laos a

"success" to Calley saying that

he didn't know whether he shot

any of the people in a ditch which

he fired into from five feet away.

And what about the ex-army spy

telling a Senate hearing that the

officers in charge of spying on

civilians didn't differentiate

between "the Weatherman
faction of SDS and the American

Friends Committee when it

came to protecting the nation?"
*****

Former astronaut Michael

Collins of Apollo 11 recently

resigned his post as assistant

secretary of state for public

affairs to take a position as the

director of the National

Aeronautics and Space Museum
in Washington. The way public

affairs are going, can you blame

him?
*****

In a similar move, Julian

Scheer resigned as public affairs

chief of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

Maybe the museum needs more

help.

Knock On Wood

I am writing this letter while waiting for a job in-

terview. I have been waiting for fifty minutes. I have

waited through lunch, and I am waiting through
i

one of

mv classes now. Why"? The public school interviewer

.s'behind schedule AGAIN. I have been here three

times, and each time. I have had to wait.

I am luckier than most students, though- Some

aren't even allowed to have this privilege In man>

ases tSe appointment schedules areAM

£

advance. So I try to make an aH"*""***
ou S

luckv I get to wait. While I wait I think about tne

stran'gerfn there who has less than twenty mmutes to

decide my future. I also think about the eight other

sSnts who have been scheduled to see.MMi before

12 00 p m. 1 try not to think about how nervous I am

getUng or about the absurdity of th.s whole system^

Isn'f there a way that everyone CMjWhjM •

chance'' Isn't there a way to arrange a realistic in

lemew sihe^ule" Isn't it difficult enough to find a job

without adding to the frustration.

I am still waiting.
shan)n , ufbery

I Apologize

From The Heart

*T?'+B**m comparison was a little

exaggerated. Don't get me wrong-I sincerely believe

thatTernadette Devlin is a ^ff^tSS^l
woman. I admire her person, but I feel^^hat she is

saving exactly what she wants to say. To give Miss

5*3 a compliment, she is trying to speak from the

""But so also do I speak from the heart I have.tasted

and eaten poverty. I am on a collection.^m»"? f0

J
the poor, and I plan to live and work inMjt ghetto^

havebeen and felt the working class. Perhaps I do

have an interest in the maintenance of Babylon,

whatever you meant by that.

Miss Devlin said herself that experience s the bert

teacher. Well, then perhaps after she works in.ani Irish

potato field for a few weeks, she will be able
s
tojalk

even more effectively. I think a clearer de in.tion^of

establishment values and socialistic values is gravely

needed. Thar* you
Paula j.Pavelcsyk

To the Editor:

•For Christ's sake, why don t you people ge

organized." was the wrong thing for me to say (and I

apologize) to math methods instructor Masalski

Tuesday in front of his whole class. Because indeed

that particular methods course is somewhat

organized. But for the second week in a row. a friend

and I. and probably many more people, were denied

admission to that class, "for lack of room. What I

should have said was. "THANKS (ha! ha!
»
for even

bothering to consider the students when you planned

vour course." . .

My entire curriculum this semester is based on

modular credit; for each of my required methods

courses I must complete a specified number of per-

formance credits (PCs), which often require a good

amount of independent research. I must admit that I

appreciate and enjoy this academic freedom. But in

order to fulfill many of the PC assignments, it is

necessary to attend classes and lectures. Note: these

classes are entirely optional, but if you want to pass,

you must attend them. Of course, you can t get in

because there is no room, but apparently, says tne

School of Education, that's your problem. I had signed

up a week in advance for that math class, yet I was

informed at 9:05 Tuesday morning that the sign-up

sheet became void at 9 : 00. This completely ignores the

university class schedule times, (ie. 8:00, 9:05, 10:10,

etc.), and is hardly considerate of the student who is

coming across campus from an 8:00 class.

It is a problem of consideration: The four methods

courses in the School of Education are a small-scale

modular credit system. But the school places so much

emphasis on the system itself that the needs and

rights of the students are entirely neglected^

It is obvious that the instructors for the individual

methods courses never got together to coordinate

their assignments or class meeting times. Either that,

or they deliberately planned conflicting class times

and redundant assignments. God only knows what s

going on in the social studies methods course. And the

reading methods course alone requires completion of

forty-eight PC's, yet the "simple, twenty-minute PC

assignments" often take more than two hours. Try

doing forty-eight of them for two lousy credits.

Yes I am upset about Tuesday's "non-class. But

that's'not the point. The point is that its going to be

his way the whole semester. We the students have to

put up with the utter chaos and simply amazing work

loads of the elementary education methods courses.

This modular credit system might do wonders for the

School of Education's reputation as a highly

progressive institution, but at this point it has no

regards for the needs of the students. Can t something

be done for us this semester?
^ Meneely

The Old Shell Game

(Editor's note-The following is a report by Rep. William . AjjiSHW <P-

Tenn.) concerning the discovery of huge oil deposits in Southeast Asia.

Anderson is conducting a personal investigation on the matter >

"In 1967 some US oil companies did initial research, the project was

followed ui> in 1969-70 by ten oil companies and the government of South

vttnam - seismic surveys, geological probings, and other forms of

research were conducted in offshore areas. As a result it has been

drermLdThatthe potential for mass liquid (oil, rs high on the con-

tinental shelf off South Vietnam. Specifically, the area is oil tne

southeastern part of the country between the Mekong River and Camau

^•Accordingly, the legislature of South Vietnam passed legislation Dec

1970 dealing with the leasing of these oil reserves to international com

Sniel BiS are expected to be opened in late February 1971 However

Sb Executive Branch of the SV government is now ,r> the process o

working out procedures and regulations, prices, et al. regarding the

Teasing of the oil lands It is true that some large companies have con-

tacted^ government in Saigon but thus far n answers have been given

^Se g^n^raS'to decide how to allocate the spaces, how

much to each company, and determine other procedural matters.

American oU firms. Shell, and others from Great Britain and Japan are

exacted to bid. These bids will be for exploratory rights There is the

PoSitv of a consortium for bidding rights for the off-shore area.

^Tn Thailand six companies conducted exp oratory work with cor^

cessans in the Gulf of Siam. Continental Oil and Sunoco conducted

Sr Ik oil was discovered. Ambassador Leonard I nger is

rented To have testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

SnoTi 1 1969 I in mostly closed session I that oil has been discovered in

the Gulf of Siam and near the southern edge of Vietnanv

•Reports indicate that nine oil companies met in DecJWDUo discuss

the oil reserves off Vietnam At that time a bid was made for drilling

righS iSThe companies received assurances in Wash-ngton Another

meetine is reported to be scheduled for Saigon. F eb 1971

Rev
^
AnSson s office was unable to explain what was meant by

•a^sLncesTwashington" but stuck by its statement A Foreign

Relations Committee staffer said the comm.ttee has received over 50M

oil production

Another Station Break

^M-J-TTim— after calling WMUA's station manager. 1

1

was

advS thauTogram schedule would appear ,n the Collegian w.thin a

^T^«S*^ heralded Folk Program turned out to be a

Blues Program'. I would like to reite^^^"reauests as thev used
Finally. I feel that the station should again take requests, as

.

to. Jeff Kendall

Cycles

By JUDY EPSTEIN
MDC Staff

He looks like Birkin and he

haunts the Hatch and me Dark

and stooped and hairy, his black

eyebrows grown together in a

perpetual furrow, he walks with an

aura of anguish I stepped into the

elevator, turned, and he faced me

for a moment.
The 3.5 billion people alive on

earth today are 5% of all the

human beings that have populated

the earth in the past 1.5 million

years. Perhaps one day

Thanatopsis won't be true.

Last year when I waited for the

bus an unknown neighbor drove

past me every morning. We would

wave and smile our greetings;

once I didn't see him go by and I

missed him.

Until the Industrial Revolution

there was an average of two off-

spring per family. The survival

rate was a flat curve I am going to

fulfill my biological obligation. 1

will have two children; one to

mate and one toreplace my
replace me
Ghost eyes float by mine and

pause with recognition His look

expresses what I feel; a sense of

forboding We share the indignities

of the day
An animal lost or injured in the

wilderness will wander aimlessly

in circles.

All Letters To The Editor must

be typed, double-spaced at sixty

spaces per line. They should not

exceed one page in length and

must be submitted by 5 pm
prior to the day of publication

The same rules apply for

Editorial Points

The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters Also, all leters

must contain the name and

address of the writer which will

be withheld upon request
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Draft Appec
New T.V. Station

Coming To Area

Bv GILBERT J SALK
When we left off Tuesday .

we had

written to my local board

requesting a personal appearance

and an appointment with the

Government Appeal Agent as the

initial steps in appealing for my
hypothetical hardship deferment.

I've met with the Agent and sub-

mitted to the board a verbatim

transcript of our discussion Now.

with copies of the written sum-

niarv ot mv financial situation and

a list oi all the documents which

should be in my tile. 1 keep my
appointment with my board.

It possible. 1 bring a witness with

me. preferably someone with

whom the board members can

identity >such as a clergyman,

businessman, or Mime other tairb

reputable " person I. It should be a

male became most draft board

members are male chauvinists and

think that women know nothing

about anything, particularly when

it relates to the draft. I know that

the board may not admit my

witness, but it's worth the attempt.

When 1 enter the inner sanctum.

I introduce myself and pass out

copies ot my statement, which 1

then read aloud. This ensures that

they will at least be familiar with

the" summary, since 1 cannot be

sure that they have examined any

ol the document
When 1 enter the inner sanctum.

1 introduce myself and pass out

copies ot my statement, which 1

then read aloud, this insures that

they will at least be familiar with

the summary, since I cannot be

Hire that they have examined any

of the documents 1 have previously

submitted. 1 also read my list of

supporting documents. Then I ask

them if they have any questions

about the information, or any

doubts about the validity of my
claim
As much as possible. 1 try to

remain calm and reasonable, even

in the face of their hostility, if there

should Ih> any When they get tired

ot talking to me or when 1 have

completed the presentation of my
information i whichever comes

first*, they will tell me that they

will let me know

i immediate!) write up as exact

a transcript of the discussion as I

can. checking with my witness to

make it as complete as possible

Then 1 send a copy of this to the

board of inclusion in my file,

sending it Certified Mail. Return

Receipt Requested My copy and

die receipt, when it comes back, go

into my own copy of my file.

Unfortunately, they were not

convinced, and 1 get another I-A in

the mail My draft counselor ad-

vises me that 1 may submit a letter

ot appeal within thirty days of the

date on the classification card,

« hich 1 do. In the letter. I say again

that 1 am not satisfied with my
classification, and that I wish to

appeal I also request another

meeting with the Govt. Appeal

Agent As usual, the letter is sent

Certified, etc . and I keep a copy

tor my own records.

Again I meet with the Agent, fill

him in on what's been going down

and ask for advice Then I write up

the discussion and do the usual bit

AIC Summer School

To Last Three Semesters

SPRINGFIELD American International College has announced plans

to continue a sevice started four years ago

Dean Clinton M Bowen of the AIC Summer Division said that

ar^ngemems will be made for out-of-the-city residents to hve ,n a dor-

mitory again this summer

with it. On his advice, and the

advice of my counselor, I add last-

minute additional supporting

material to my file

Eventually, my board notifies

me that my file has been for-

warded to State Headquarters for

action by the State Appeal Board.

All is now out of my hands. The

mysterious body meets and

decides my fate If they reach a

unanimous decision to continue my

I A. that is the end of my formal

appeals The board may even send

me an induction order with the

notification of the Appeal Board's

decision. If the decision is not

unanimous, but is against me. I

have the right to appeal to the

Presidential Appeal Board.

In either case, at this point I

should consult an attorney who is

competent in Selective Service

law If the Appeal Board was

unanimous against me, a lawyer

will help prepare some steps to

either halt the induction or build a

defense if I decide to refuse in-

duction. If the appeal is to go on to

the Presidential Appeal level, he

will help prepare a legal brief to

add as additional supporting

evidence or at least to advise me of

my chances and options beyond

that point.

In other words, there is a wide

range of appeals available to any

registrant who feels he has

received an undesirable

classification. Use them for your

protection and see a draft coun-

selor to help you use them in the

most effective way Peace.

Questions to tn,s column should be ad

dressed to Gilbert j SalK. c o Draft Coun

selmg Services RSO .395, Campus Center

Unv ol Mass. Amherst. Mass 01002

Free personal draft counseling available

Draft Counseling Services. 4UE Student Union

2nd floor

BvCTNDl PRICE
MDC Staff

Bv late next fall, the UMass and

Amherst area should have a new

television station. WGBY, or

Channel 57, will be broadcasting

primarily from Boston, according

to Charles Keenan, general

manager of WFCR. the five college

radio station.

The station will be operated and

run bv WGBH in Boston, with the

WFCR staff working in an advisory

and counseling capacity, Keenan

said. Most of the programs will

originate in Boston and be sent to

I Mass However, there maybe

some local programming, he

added
The details concerning times and

types of programs are now being

worked out between WGBH and the

schools to be serviced by the

station. Keenan continued. It is

assumed that an emphasis will be

placed on educational programs

as WGBH is the only educational

station in the Massachusetts area.

This spring should see the set up

of a relav station that will beam the

TV signal to Amherst, Keenan

went on. During the summer a

transmitter will be assembled and

studio space secured. Channel 57

should be in operation by Christ-

mas.
Robert J. McCartney, secretary

of the University, explained that it

is necessary to have a license

procured from the Federal

Communications Commission

i FCC i and sufficient funds to run

the station. Since 1965 the

University has held a license to

operate Channel 57. In addition he

noted that $240,000 in operating

funds had been granted from The

Department of Health, Education

and Welfare, McCartney said. The

onlv thing required to begin

production was a matching grant

from the state.

In the past few years, the Stau

Legislators have been increasingly

unwilling to appropriate the money

necessary, McCartney said. One ot

the primary reasons for this, ac-

cording to Keenan, is that the cost

of building the new medical school

at Columbia Point has cut the

amount of funds available

When the University was notified

last summer that the FCC would no

longer hold the federal money, an

agreement was worked out with

WGBH under McCartney's

leadership. The title to the license

and attached federal funds was

transferred to WGBH. which was

able to secure additional funds

from private sources, he said. Thus

Amherst and UMass lost the op-

portunity to operate their own TV

station, but will still benefit from

the transfer, he went on.

In the agreement, however, it is

stated that if funds are ever made

available by the State, the license

will be transferred back to UMass

and restitutions made to WGBH.
McCartney stated. In this way. he

feels the future opportunities of the

University are being safeguarded

DIRECT FROM ITS SENSATIONAL ROADSHOW EM6AGEMENT!

Now For The 1st Time At Popular Prices!

•Several students from other

colleges have taken advantage of

the dormitory life at AIC during

the past three summers.'' Dean

Bowen commented Arrangements

should be made with the dean of

students, he said.

Tennis Star

Refused Visa

Cape Town, South Africa

w< rhc government refus«<i

Wednesday an application by black

\mrncan tennis star Arthur Ashe

to visit South Africa, the third time

\she lias had a visa application

refused

Interior minister Theo Gerdener

issued a statement Wednesday

night saying \she'« application

was again c< nsidered, "and in

VK.W ot tin
' that he is still

persona non grata, his application

was not gran:

AIC's 30th annual Summer
Division will offer three separate

semesters-two in the evening and

the regular six-week day program.

The evening semesters will be

from June 14 through July 22 and

from Julv 26 through Sept 2.

Evening classes meet twice a week

from 6:30 to 10 The day semester

will be from June 28 through Aug

6.

•We found the evening programs

exceptionally popular," Dean

Bowen said, •especially for college

students home for the summer

They are able to secure norma

summer employment during the

day and to continue their education

in evening hours
"

The registrar's office in Lee Hall

tt yc is currently accepting

applications tor AK's Mtil annual

summer division

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

UMass
Associate Prof. Donald C.

Freeman, chairman of the

program in linguistics at UMass

edited and wrote portions of a

recently published book titled

•'Linguistics and Literary Style."

Publisher is Holt. Kinehart and

Winston
Prof. Freeman also delivered a

paper. "Linguistics and Metrics,''

Jan 20 at the University of Lan-

caster in Fngland under the

sponsorship ot the department of

English studies of Bowland College

of that university. Assistant Prof.

Richard A Demers of the program

in linguistics recently presented a

Dr. Cecil It. Wadleigh

Dr. Wadleigh Named
USDAScienceAdvisor

1), Cecil H Wadleigh. widely recognized U.S. Department of

Agriculture authority on soil and water resource development and for-

;mi X\ as! graduate has been named Science Adviser to Dr George W

Irving Jr Administrator of USDA's Agricultural Research Service.

In his new position. Dr. Wadleigh also extended the application of

i be concerned with reducing

pollution and contamination of soil

and water. He will maintain close

contact with innovative research

and developments in these areas to

assess their impact on ARS
programs.
Since 1955. Dr. Wadleigh has

been Director of ARS' Soil and

Water Conservation Research

Division.

Dr Wadleigh's work on soil

salinity and moisture levels af-

lecting plant growth has provided

basic knowledge now used in soil

and water research.

Some of the studies done under

Dr Wadleigh's direction on the

relationship between rainfall and

soil erosion have enabled the

development of sound erosion

prediction equations that take into

account storm energy, kind of soil,

soil cover, and land use practices

Research under his direction has

BU Official

Calls For Aid
ToUniv.Cities
The federal government should

help pay the cost of local govern-

ment in university cities such as

boston, a college official said

today, to make up the loss of

property tax income from

traditionally tax exempt in

stitutions of higher learning.

Stephen J. Trachtenberg, Dean

ot University Affairs at Boston

University, proposed the govern-

ment make payments to college

communities similar to the present

impact aid" to school districts

that must absorb the children ol

employees at government in-

stallations

Schools such as Boston

University are national assets.

Iiachtenberg said in remarks

prepared (or delivery to a Boston

City Council committee, and the

national government should

therefore assist the ;»cahties that

host them
The testimony was in response to

,, ( ity Council proposal to levy a

charge lor police, fire and public

wot b services against tax-exempt

ins! 'utions in Bosti n Such m
stitutions ahead) pa; :! us *' r s fee

lot i itv water and sewer service

atomic energy as a useful tool in

soils research.

In 1967, Dr. Wadleigh received

USDA's Distinguished Service

Award for "exceptional foresight

and administrative ability in the

planning, development, and

leadership of national programs of

soil and water conservation

research ." He is past President of

the American Society of Plant

Physiologists, a Fellow of the

American Association for the

Advancement of Science, a

member of the Soil Science Society

of America, Fellow of American

Society of Agronomy, Fellow of the

Soil Conservation Society of

America, and Sigma Xi, honorary

scientific fraternity In 1961. he

was appointed a member of the

White House Panel on

Waterlogging and Salinity

Problems in Pakistan.

Dr Wadleigh is a native of

Gilbertsville, Mass

IRS Advises
Taxpayers

On Labeling
Tax practitioners and other

preparers of tax returns should ask

their clients for the federal income

tax torms package they received in

the mail and use the pre-addressed

label it carried to assure faster and

more accurate processing, said

Elmer H Klinsman, Acting

District Director of Internal

Revenue for Massachusetts.

The label, if peeled off the front

of the tax package and placed in

the box at the top of the 1040 Form,

will prevent errors in name and

Social Security numbers that held

up refunds for numerous taxpayers

in Massachusetts last year.

If there are errors on the label,

they should be corrected in ink

right on the label, Mr. Klinsman

said.

paper titled 'Rule-Insertion in

Alemannic." to the New England

Linguistic Society.
* * *

An anthology published in

January by Appleton-Century-

CroftS contains an article written

by Gerald M. Piatt, associate

professor of sociology at UMass

The article is -Alienation and the

Problem ot Social Action." the

anthology. "The Phenomenon ot

Sociology
."

* * *

A book bv an associate professor

of English at UMass has been

chosen by the Selection Committee

ot the Modern Language

Association of America MLA) for

inclusion in the Scholar's Library,

the MLA book club. The book is A

Commentary on the Complete

Poems of Gerard Manly Hopkins

by PaulL. Mariani. Books included

in the Scholar s Library are

selected from new titles of

university presses thought to have

especial value for MLA members.
* » *

Peter J Graham, associate

director of intramural athletics at

I 'Mass has been named a district

contributing editor for the National

Intramural Association
Newsletter His district comprises

the six New England states and

New York
» * *

A one-man show at the

University ot Connecticut by John

Townsend, associate professor of

art at the University of

Massachusetts will run through

Feb 27.

The show includes tour sand-

blasted plexiglass pieces. 24

drawings and eight ink-wash

cutouts on paper

TONIGHT

BERGMANS

The Silence

Part III

Silence of God Trilogy

MAHAR 8 & 10
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VWs To Choose From

Northampton
Volkswagen, Inc.

534-0660 584 HO!

246 King: St. (Rte. 5)

Northampton
Open F.vcs till »

TONIGHT!
MANDATORY

WMUA Station Meeting

Everyone Is Welcome

Make Your Vote Count!

The Time Is 7:00 p.m.

THIS IS A MUST MEETING

THE DEALER IS HERE
56% Main Street, Amherst, Mass. 250-67 1

6

Thursday, Feb. 25

S.U. Ballroom
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UMassTeam Gives

Beavers Sex Test
For a long time, only a beaver could tell the sex of another beaver b>

^'i^Mtf an art.cle in the current issue of journal ot

Mammalology, a team from UMass has found a way to tell male from

female beavers by blood tests. This means they can tag beavers to show

th™r se^Tand by observation of the day-to-day routine around the beaver

nond tell what sex does what job.

^The wtote kL is to learn more about the social structure of beaver

colonies Dr. Joseph S. Larson. UMass associate professor of wildlife

biology/and Stephen J. Knapp, graduate student from Fram.ngham, are

"taCn^T^pp have found that a single drop of blood shows the

difference between males and females. They trap the beavers in large

suit-case-size traps which hold them alive and unharmed. A small cut is

made on the hind foot, and a drop of blood is placed on a microscope shde^

Colored ear tags are placed on each beaver and they are released back to

their home pond.

Back in the University labs, the blood slides are prepairedtoshow the

details of the white blood cells. In the female beavers, a special shape

occurs in the nucleus of the cell which does not occur in the male. Since

elch^eaver ,s released with different colored ear tags. tta
•

scientists then

know which sex animal they are observing in their field studies. The

blood technique works in many animals, including humans.

oVe reason for the studies of the social structure of beaver colonies is

that the beaver is making a comeback. Beavers were once wiped
i

out by

trappers in many areas of North America but are now becoming more

common in Massachusetts and elsewhere.

T™,r £>nds prov.de valuable habitat for other wildlife but in many

cases thevflood out roads and crete problems. State officials need more

nformaLn on beavers so that trapping regulations can be set o

rnainum beaver at reasonable numbers while minimizing damage to

man," Larson explained.

Student Job Applications

iNow Being Taken for 71-
ttiL< j:_„. !.»!•*•« Arpa fnor- Assistants and

72
By MIKE MCWILLIAMS

MDC Staff

Applications are now being taken

for student personnel staff

positions for the academic year

1971-72 Both part time and full

time professional positions are

open mainlv to graduate students.

There is a limited number of part

time jobs available for un-

dergraduates.

The full time professional

openings are those of Area Coor-

Low Income
Allowances In

Tax Tables
The Federal income tax tables

for 1970 take into account the low

income allowance added to the law

by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. As a

result, said Elmer H. Klinsman.

IKS Acting District Director for

Massachusetts, taxpayers do not

have to figure the low-income

allowance.

For 1970. the maximum low

income allowance is $1100. The

effect of the $1100 allowance and

the $625 personal exemption on a

single person with no dependents is

to eliminate liability for tax until

income reaches $1725. ($2350 for a

single person 65 or over).

Area Coor- Assistants and various other

dinator, Community Development duties. The salaries vary greatly^in

Human Relations Director and

Head of Residence. These require

that only a limited course load may
be taken during the duration of the

work period. Starting salaries

range from $11,000 for the position

of Area Coordinator to $5100 for

Head of Residence.

relation to the specific positions.

Full information on each position is

included w ith the applications.

Individuals wishing to apply can

pick up applications from

Associate Dean of Students Daniel

Fitzpatrick in Room 229 Whitmore^

All applications must be submitted

Parttime positions available are by March 15, 1971 to the Office of

Residence Director (not to be Student Affairs.

confused with Head of Residence),

Community Relations and Human
Relations Assistant, and Un-

dergraduate or Graduate

Assistant. The Undergraduate and

Graduate Assistant positions are

all part time and limited in

number. Some of the positions

which fall under this category

include Business Manager-Student

Any questions regarding the

positions may be directed to Dean

Fitzpatrick at his office in Whit-

more or Dr. J. Alfred Southworth

in the counseling center, to Dean

Gerald F. Scanlon at the Student

Activities Office in the Campus

Center or Walter T. Grinnan.

Manager of the Campus Center.

*r^

Summer School

For those of you who don't want to

give up one for the other.

|
I

-
'

INIM » "j
a ,. ..i ihm University <>f California offer college stu-

*JttElttJ££ r^s'fnr enrfit as «* as most CO**. .

,iff, ' r£^;:C,

.h;ini t;,s and *»*««««• *. «*** «- «* :

academic minded student ran relate.
and Davis And :

,;!i!s'o f
»^^ :

"^
AUof H.ern start in m,d -lune.fees for each ranging from |126 to $160.

|

For an aptfi. atinn and a bulletin on on, or more ,
ampuses. just fill

out this coupon and mail it to: 04720 •

570 University Hall. University of California. Berkeley. Cahf. 94720

Berkeley GDavis Dlrvine DRivewlde OSmVkm
Santa Barbara D Santa Crua DU.C.L.A

I am a student, D teachef at:

I am interested in thcac < ours.s:

:

Name
Addn M

City/State/Zip

FREEPORT FLING
IN THE

BAHAMA ISLANDS
DURING COLLEGE WEEK

MARCH 21 - 29
• plus 6% tax

incl. services

with

ONLY $189
Includes:

• Round trip jet with champagne, meals

• 8 days at the Freeport Inn.

• Spacious air conditioned room — some

kitchenettes.

• FREE "HAPPY HOUR" every night.

FREE BOOZE 5:30 - 7:30, Band 6 - 8.

• Facilities for swimming, sailing, water skiing,

golf.

• Many clubs, casinos, pubs, discotcques

• Based on 4 per room.

JET ONLY FOR $99

Send $25 deposit to

JOE MALETZ
1513 JFK

or coll 546-7819 for info.

Checks payable to Student Tours

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 $MI»

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

FRIDAY, FEB. 24 & SAT.. FEB. 27 — 8 P M.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET

A night of good vibes by one of the top jazz ensembles!

Extra! Feb. 26th Informal Seminar
Feb. 27th J»M Workshop

2:S0 p.m. /Old Chapel Auditorium

Open without charge to ticket holders.

FRIDAY, MARCH 5 & SAT., MARCH 6 — 8 P.M.

GOLDOVSKY GRAND OPERA THEATRE

Presents Mozart's "Don Giovanni"

Company of fifty in fully staged production in English!

MARCH 16 • 18

ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

Brilliant contemporary dance ensemble in two different

evening programs plus Master Class and Lecture Demon-

stration.

For complete program and ticket information

please contact the Fine Arts Council, 125 rfcrter Hall

(Remaining tickets at "^

—

rfcftfc JBf HJt' bcforc event.)

„„i„r Kdward \ Breor safety education officer for the Massachusetts Registry of Motor

left, and William B. Pendergast. right.

Dr.O 'DonnellGains
More Recognition

l»r Walter G O'Donnell. Professor of Management in the School ol

Business Administration at UMass since 1966, whose biographical-career

sketch is already included >n several "Who's Who publications, has

gained mternational recognition through inclusion .
in the 1971 edition ot

the Dictionary of International Biography, published in London. England

This further recognition has resulted from services rendered in ten

professional assignments to European and Latin-American countries

during the past decade when he has presented research papers at in-

ternational meetings of professional societies, conducted courses in the

advanced sectors of management though and practice, and contributed to

international management development programs. His overseas

professional activities have extended to Belgium. Spain. Austria, Italy,

Switzerland. Peru, Mexico, and Puerto Rico.

The Dictionary of International Biography is a reputable record of

contemporary achievements of international significance in 124 countries

and is widely circulated. Biographical inclusion in this pubheation
i

is by

selective invitation, and, according to the Daily Mail of .England

•Biographical inclusion in DIB. has now become recognized throughout

the world as a proclamation that the biographee has arrived in his or her

field of activity
"

. . ...

Commenting on the above quotation. Prof. Donnell remarked A

wider recognition of this sort is gratifying, naturally, but in a world
I

that
_

is

alwavs becoming", 'arrival' has an implication of finality that b in-

comprehensible to me . for all of us arrive' at a ^"es of destinations

followed by new departures. In our times of rapid changes and the

resulting complex problems of organization and management our

powers of adaptation and the wise direction of man-made evolution

continually confront new problems - opportunities - on the changing

horizon of human affairs

—Correction—
The San Francisco Mime Troupe

and speaker Tom Hayden were

sponsored by the Student Senate

Social Action Committee rather

than the Student Mobilization

Committee as reported in

yesterday's Collegian.

•Cancels Speech*

The Speech to be

given by Jane Fonda,

Rennie Davis, and

John Froines has been

cancelled due to Miss

Fonda's illness.

RppFes.lva, nE9ggggggS>
by 1 9 f "•* Moth.;

Contemporary
I Artists' FROM THE MUSIC COMPANY

1 COLUMBIA - AND EPIC 3M RECORDS AND TAPES

SALE TODAY THRU SATURDAY, FEB. 27

The LISTENING POST
25 So. Pleasant St.

253-8376
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'Smith Prof. Speaks In Springfield \MayOfferHebrew Course

Dwight \V Morrow Professor of History at Smith

College, Northampton. Max Salvador!, will speak at a

.m-eting of the Dante Alighieri Society of Springfield

m lecture, titled "The Aspects of the Italian

Contemporary Scene.' will be at 8 p.m. in the Helen

Hills Hills Chapel lounge at Smith College. The event

is open to the public, with no admission charge.

Professor Salvador! holds degrees from the

Universities oi Geneva, Switzerland and Rome. Since

Ins vouth he has contributed to the regeneration ot

Italy with his antifascist activities.

In World War II he was a British liasion officer

between the allies and the partisans. At the end of the

war he was awarded the Military Cross and the

Distinguished Service Order by the British armed

forces, resigning from active duty as a lieutenant

colonel
mmtt , _.

Among his manv books is 'The Rise of Modern

Communism' " which has been translated in 16

languages. A recognized authority of 20th century

Italian politics. Salvadori is published widely in

learned and political journals and newspapers in this

country and Europe

No tices
ACTION LAB

Tutoring tonight at Northampton J«N Bui

iro"1 Wh.tmore at 6 30 P m

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
General Meeting at ? p m am interested

persons welcome At 8 P m Ralph

mqham will give an illustrated talk on

,.ia work in a Hausa Village in Niqer To

a in Room 174 ot the C C

BETA CHI .VETERANS
ned Veterans interested m participating

m I M Sports The sports remaining are

-m.nq oadm.nton soccer horseshoes and

IflMll Can 2S3 7BSI

i'US CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

All mtjhi rap tor the F ,ve colleges. Sat .
Feb

n Bowd.tch Lodge Starts at 9 p m
• el' Supper served at m.dn.ght B'-ng

s games, records etc Everybody s

welcome

Ml SS CLUB
Comt ton.ght to the New Match to play hess

Of watch the L'Mass tournament Round «3

uegins at 7 p m

rOLLE&IATE FLYING CLUB
Ground school at 7 p m m the C C Review

"puters and maps and slides

DVP APPLICATIONS
. students who wouio •>« 'o ion the

ngu shed ViStors Program should p.ck up

•*SO Oft ce in the C C

. letodapP' i a- ons are duff' oa> March

-.-. H LANGUAGE GROUP
• tor class ton.ght ji'pm in Macti

terested m th.s 1 credit

. ourse are my. tea

ERSITY
tea 6 peopie tor work n a theatre en

,-s voice body and awareness
semper at

ft- t ree Ui

- t

Tomorrow n .
qht S qn up "OW tor

r rfice

V.EHER BABA BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
All are mv.ted tree Barba/on Plaza 106

H Park W Svth St , E 6th Ave ,
N Y C at

1 4S p m ^eb 26th Find Out about Meher

Baba

NEWMAN CLUB
Wanted r oik qu'tar.sh. bamo players, etc ,

to piav at a Cottee House Sat Feb 27th Show

up then at 6 p m

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ATTENTION' ED 282 Tutors tonights

meeting has been postponed until Thursday

h 4th at 7 30 p m m the lounge of Em.lv

D ck.nson House

SIGMA ALPHA MU
Mov.e Pe'er Seller .n l love you Ai.ce B

Toklas Feb 26th Fr,day .n the S U Ballroom

Showing in the evening

PATROL
Thursday n ght meet at 6 30 p m in Room

\7i of the C C. Section Ch,ef Ev Green w>n

speak

SPANISH CLUB
Important meeting tonight at 7 p m m Room

«4 Herter Hall Plans tor all Spring activities

will be discussed

SPECTRUM
An .mportant meeting tor all Spectrum

editors & staH tonight m Room 802 o« the C C

at 7 p m Plans tor the forthcoming issue will

tie discussed

WMUA
WMUA station meeting on Feb 25th w.n be

d.scussmg constitution This is a mandatory

station tor all WMUA people Meeting starts at

usual time.

LOST
Brown pocketbook was lost m S W Hatch

last Sunday night if found call Jan 6 9923 or

343 Crampton
One cameo earr.ng was lost Please call

Bette 6 7447

A silver watch tT.ssot Stylist) w.th a leather

band was lost it found please can Jim 665 4060

THE

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU IN THE SPRING FROM $99

EUROPE IN THE SUMMER FROM $195

For information coiuernhiK these chartered jet flights

tall:

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Op*N «"ih U, .". < u«- StiioVnK. laeultv. Staff

.mil inrm»MT> uf linir inunediatf f«niil\

According to a statement by Jeffrey Green,

•Through the complexities of the Faculty Senate may soon come a

greatlv desired Hebrew Language course. For many th.s wil mean a

betterunderstanding of Near Eastern and Hispanic languages, literature

and history. The course, to say the least, will broaden the relm of studies

in all these areas.

•For a somewhat smaller cluster of students.««^*»E^
means to fulfill a foreign language requirement and at the«
prepare for a year of foreign study in Israel (where Hebrew is offu .ally

the national language).

•The possibilities that can arise out of such a course are innumerable.

The addition of Hebrew (to whatever department it finally falls upon) is

one worthy of the effort and the money needed to see it through.

•If literature is the best testimony to history^gjjjfflijg

5HSSSH55SBBSS
will benefit from such a course.

•The stumbling blocks to the course are money and needed teachers.

Monev is not in abundance. This is rather obvious And teachers of such a

language do not travel in droves. Both are badly needed in order to see

the course functioning in September of 1971.

•Even though there are many Israelis on campus it is;not enougMota

able to speak Hebrew natively in order to teach it. In these respects tne

Hebrew course is in trouble for the next semester.

•If the course is not offered next fall*<^*f&Y**Tf
group of Freshmen are no going to be able to ^^_"2ae?S
requirement with Hebrew before spending a semester or vear m Israel as

Juniors.

•This is one of the few chances a requirement in any department has

the oppo tun"tyo make itself practical as well as obligatoryThe desire

or a Hebrew Language course is evident on the part of a good number o

tudents and f^culty
g
The final yrdtrt «rt hop*?."ggffg**

1"

come on March 18,1971 when the Faculty Senate votes on the matter.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE SERVICES

210
EUROPE
Round-tnp DC-8 JET

from New York

Tor only $210* round tr P,

Icelandic Airlines fies you di-

rect to luxemtourg in :»ie neart

of Europe for best conne: I

to everywhere Daily jets No
groups to loin. Stay one day or

up to 45. Fly -for low-

est fares to Iceland. Luxem-
bourg. England. Scotland. Nor-

S/iedpn and Denn
Special fares for students and

groups remaining oversea* more

than 45 days Kill cards

—or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;

then call your travel agent.

•Add $20 one way on Fri and Sat.

To Icelandic Ai'iines

630 Fifth Ave.. NY. 10020

(212) PL 7-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
,

Fares to Europe D Student i

Fares rj

Name

Street

City

State Zip

i My travel agent is

ICELANDICW*7T

AIR FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airimf

Thursday Nights

Cricket Hill

The new group in the area

featuring

HELEN
2nd Floor Cafeteria

SHOW STARTS AT 9 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

(only club members and their guests

over 21 may drink alcoholic

beverages.)

50c cover charge

Pioneer. Teae, Garrard. *, A*t«r

.

Fi.hrr. TDK. raeeette an* ape* reel

tape. Standard raale. Itah »pea*e™

l.P'a. • tracka and ether neceaeltlea

gag Amherat Aodle. **

197b Baae Saaetang, rellew with

i.Utrk atrip**;. tUH mile., excel-

lent cond %*tf. New. beat effer.

Call MO-2M3 "fr**

«»ofa bed. E5 deak, double bed.

r.HiiHl ceffe* table, OB tap* re-

r..r.lrr, beat affer en any Item. jratta

ko quirk fall 283-:Wtt. fig
I wire wheel* for aporte car Beat

..ffer. Call Mary L>ooa. Aak far

Mary In ZIP. *m
Mulurorle lfM» Royal Enfield In-

,1,.,.. t hief 7«f cc Be«toratlon
;

aaklM
<7iMt «r heat offer. Maat aell. Call

.•.•7-fHa)7 »ft«-r 6 p in. Buna like new.

" Wulrr BE for at Handaare

Hatrr Beda. IM Main 81., >»r*h;
rtinpton. S2

«.ki«. Knle«.i«l Bed Stara 2«* cm.

M.irkrr bindinca. Roaemount akl

baara, wie 1-8«/4 *•* ,f,'r •r?
u,
l2

»|.*a tall .MW-1365. tft-W

%mlierat Aadl* «•*?«*• •*ft!
, ..mpanenta. tape aeeka far *£»£
.ar. IM Na. Pleaaaat St.. 85*4133.

PASHPOBTS - JOB APPUCA.
TION8 Special yacaUan W&—mjm
film and pweeaato. -M|l»
i.«ra|.hlr Ml BBB» .».B» i BBTl
ii,.«„. Bt ll«. 8a. Amharat. «»-

—Free nationwlile out-of-print book

»rar.h aervlce John Hardy - Bookc.

KM !»:«. Auf-urn. Maan tlfttl.

1 1 •»"%

WANTED
I * <olna bouaht, aold. t'**™''

free eatlmatea on collecUana. Bob

Mnrrin. 4M t hadbourne or P.O

jfcaa lot. Amher»t._ "*''

Dance Movement Classes

t laaaee In dance movrnicnt and

I....I* awareneaa atart Turaday eve .

7 p m In Plerpont Lounf*- Bring

...mfertable clothea and «ood vib"
tf3-t

BOOKS
We boy aoed booke and '•••r*"

— Whitcllaht Booka (In the Alley)

No terta t ^tI5

FOR SALE — AUTOS
" Mu7t"a7li"r«3 Olda — cant »«•"•

1( . aw Inauranre Oaod condlUon. 4

„r« tlrea. amall dent In I de He I

far *l«0 or beat affer. taU 5IJ-

mlH after 6 p m L
"J~°

k:» Doilge Dart. r*rel. cond. *3««_

-, t-> lOiV tttU
apeed,

l!MJI lord Kalcon, VS. 4

u.mmI condition Call 853-9834.

I!»70 ItKratuda 3*3, vinyl roof, pow-

r r atrerinc. power brake*, automa-

ta trana . wide oval Urea, radio,

I '.mm mllea, aaklnn $«06«.»0, 8 moa^

..Id < all 540-9318. t'*-*6

.« Kover T< -WMMJ, excell .
cond ,

-„.,«.. Hki rack. Call l-Offl-Win.
tf2-zo

I'HU Che»> Van Panel, *oad condl-

iI.mi tm l»«* Dad** Van Panel.

aaad condition SWW. Telephone iti3-

I!IM_ "3"?

"I'WI Kord (lalasle 5M, 8 dr. aedan.

urn tire*, radio, good heater, f4t».

M.i.1 aell Call »n-imri after 6 p.m.
tf3-l

HELP WANTED
student or atudent toupie to nelp

• nil care of * airlo, 1 and 4, room

aal board tall 5-8144 dara. 665-

HMi7 evea. tfZ-vB

Wanted imnicd , 2 women ll»e-

II.. Infant care, aewlng, etc., 12

li.iiir* per week, apartment-like ac-

latloii*. 'i mil. a from campux.

(all 5I0-1112. *"»

BUS TICKETS 6W-UM~
—Tlckrta on the Student Senate

.Imrter bua to the George Wa»h-

inaton game at Madlaon 8a Oar-

.Irn are available at Stodent Inlon

Ticket Office. Deadline noon Thura-

rta>
;

WtS

UNIV. ROOM WANTED
Girl In dorm aingle want to mo<"

..uf.* tniv refund ripaff trapa yau?

Ill take room and pay you for rest

of aemeater. You don't loee anything,

fall 5B4-8536. tf*'26

TRAVEL

l!M,f> Opel Bailey Kadet, 4 new
lirea. plua I new anow tlrea. 1.9 Uter

...gine Will aell far $1195 OjJJ
.M!»-ll»l bet ween 6-8 p.m. tfg-W

ROOMMATES WANTED
~
Female Roommate wanted now

far Puffton Apt., furnlahed. Call

M'J-6719 after 6 p.m. *X-Z9

Male roommate, awn bedraam, ap-

Bewi «75 a ma. Sunderland, Juat off

Kt IIH Call Brad 665-3255. tff-25

fVmale ronniinate wanted te clean

ii>' for 5 aenlor men. Bent mlnl-

niul for cleaning function. Call 519-

tmi3. ^3±6
l-raom apt. In So. Deerfleld fl4#*

Hpllt, clean/neat place U live and
work. (irad. or vet. preferred. Call

M-fTIS. Keep tr>lng, hard ta catch.
tft-26

Male roommate wanted, Cllffalde

\|.Ib , S.M a month, ntilitiea Included

(all fat-MM| a*k for Lee, Jim or

(, reg W2-26

Mule to ahare apt. with 5 aenlor

men Very cloae to Camp. «•»*
iinn room for $54 a month. Call

SMMMia «2-26

sTl DENTS KTKBSATlON^af.
fera chartered flhihta »*»JJA5?

A
,r

in Spring from $99 and HCBOPE In

aiimmer from $195. For detallacall:

Mtpaaj 5l9-i:»7 ar Brian 54S-394B-

PERSONAL
LLC Happy lit. It wm beau-

flful. l*r* H.A.T. f^-.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Sunderland - modern, all •««"?'i
rour raama, unfurnlahed. Carried

.ouplea. $145. Pioneer Valley Apt^

fall 665-4565 evening* _ Iliifl

TO SUBLET
"
one bedroom apt. avallabU

^

I at. Puffton Vlllace. Pleaae can

-, »-6Tn^ jLZ.
* Aug

•Summer aul.lct from June i

«,, too Colonial Village.
J?™'»

h
?^

• bedroom, awlm. poal. Call
(

2«^

MISCELLANEOUS
Car rally Sunday noon »P«

*f
everyone. For more Info call r«'k

,t 546-6590.
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Swimmers Top Bridgewater State

By THE SWIMTEAM
ii

uas calculated to b« the

toughest and closes! meet the

. \i,sv Tigers would swim all

^ason. but Tuesday night in Uie

home meet at Boyden Pool

the) defeated Bridgewater 64-4A it

. ,'s the beat individual per

lormance by the Tigera. Swim-

ming maybe B scries ot individual

events, t>iil in the end it is the team

,int w ins and the Tigers displayed

sucn a team spirit that it gave

them a team victory

The Tigers were tirst to score as

George Kwiecien, Herb Schuster.

Maurice Lynch and Dick Blaisdell

won the 400 yd Medley Relay in

1 io.3, 8 full ten seconds faster

than thelf previous outings.

Bridgewater then scored as

lohnston placed first in the 1000 yd

Ireestyle but he was closely

challenged by Kd Jazab who was

touched out in the final lap. Bruce

Taylor wai the m ,,st improved

swimmer as he lowered his time

almost forty seconds from his last

performance.

Pete Ouellette swam the 20u yd

i nest vie for the first time and won

it in good time while Bridgewater

got second and third. Jim

Cinamon, a very hard swimmer

and Hon Cleaves, who just retuned.

gave it an excellent second etfort

nut had to settle behind the

Bridgewater swimmers Dick

Blaisdell won the 50 yd freestyle

while Bridgewater took second

But Terry Carney almost denied

him this as he swam his best fifty

only to take third.

It was a tough race down to the

last lap but Fountas of

Bridgewater touched out Schuster

in the 2iM> yd Individual Medley

For Schuster it was his best time as

he took oil three seconds from his

previous best. Very close behind

him was John MeMahon who took

third. Bridgewater took first in the

required diving while Paul Lelito

took second and Tom Myslicki took

third Lynch, swimming his last

meet in Bovden Pool, swam his

most powerful 201) yd Butterfly of

the season and took first in 2:22.5.

Probably the most important

single point was won by Dick Vogel

as he lought for third in this

event.

Blaisdell got his second first of

the meet in the 100 yd freestyle

while Ouellette finished third.

Bridgewater came back in the 200

vd backstroke by sweeping first

and second while Kwiecien took

third and MeMahon finished close

behind him Jazab. swimming his

last meet in Boyden. was again

outtouched by Johnston ' of

Bridgewater in the 500 yd freestyle

but Jazab didn't let up an inch and

put out right down to the finish.

Peloti of Bridgewater took first in

the 200 yd Breaststroke while

Schuster got second and Mark

(leaves third. The score of the

meet at this point was Tigers 49

and Bridgewater 48.

However, in the best clutch

performance of the season, Pelito

took first and Myslicki second to

win the meet for the Tigers. The

final event was the 400 yd

Freestyle Relay and the Tigers

showed Bridgewater and the few

supporters that they still had

plenty left. The team of Terry

Carney, Dennis Moulton, Me-

Mahon and Ouellette beat

Bridgewater to the touch as

Ouellette turned in his fastest 100

vd of the season.

After the victory, by traditional

custom, the winning coach Joe

Kodgers and the manager Patty

Kay were given the victory dunk

The Tigers finish their season

against MIT this Saturday in

Cambridge. From this point only

the Yankee Conference Cham-

pionships in Vermont and the New

Kngland Championships in

Springfield remain. Go get em

TIGKKS

(At the old Amherst
Creamery)

173 Sunset Ave.

Opening Week

Special:

Try Our Famous

PIZZA

at 20V off

with coupon below.

STOKK HOIRS:

.Monday thru Thursday

t p.m. • l »•»

Friday thru Sunday

it a.m. • 2 a.m.

*!!!
Z

lc=^'

Baal
H "0

,n!

Si > --n o
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYONET OMA««

Leo and Scorpio are consiflered the two

most intense signs ot the fodiac Natives ot

tnose signs are extremely attractive to the

oppos>te se* Aries >s very much drawn to

both Leo and Scorpio Cancer tinds Scorpio

almost irresistible in a physical sense But

Leo is very tortunate >n tmanoal matters

tor Cancer Scorpio M lucky m money for

Libra Leo and Scorpio are the romanticists

of the zodiac

ARiES iMarch 21 Apr, I 19) Encourage

new methods, contacts Be resourceful

What you need takes effort to acquire New

moon accents secrets drama, clandestine

meeting Maintain philosph.cal view

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Be CO

operative m reaching financial un

derstand.ng with dose associate if you

msist or bluff you could spend more than

anticipated Follow reasonable course

Then you save
GEMINI (May 21 June 20> What seems

like drawback turns out to be asset Know

this and base actions on surprise element

You gam allies More people are around

and trendly You get chance to shme Do

^ CANCER 'June 21 July 221 New moon

position coincides with ,ourneyS,

publishing spreading ot influence Caut.on

adv.seo wth regard to health, dealings with

those who are envious Attend to details

personally

LEO July 23 Aug 22) Lunar emphasis

on qett.nq what you want for efforts

Romance, emotions are n picture What

Happens s apt to be unorthodox Don t trap

,ourseif Allow tor freedom ot movement

VIRGO 'Aug 23 Sept 22 Past com

m.tments could affect present obiectives

H.spect age, but don t be dominated by t

Home tam.ly, domestic area spotlighted

oady to nandie d spute

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Work methods

subiect to change What you took for

granted needs re evaluation Guard health

Avoid extremes Don t deceive yourself Be

realistic Hold oft on final decisions

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Creative

efforts gam you recognition Time to ex

press desires Don t hold back New moon

accents love, special relationships w.th

children Protect valuables

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Trying

to expand too quickly would be costly

Expect opposition from family, older

associates Key is to finish rather than to

seek new starts Meaning will be m

creasmgly clear

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19' New

moon position coincides with lourney

connected with confidential mater. ai a

v.sit from relative results m minor dispute

Be independent, but avo.d any show ot

arrogance
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Buying

tavors could be grievous error Present

yourself as you are let others take you or

leave you This >s not easy, but it is

necessary for ultimate contentment

PISCES (Feb l» March 20) Don t

permit pr.de to block progress You need

aid You can attain it. but you must ask for

i| This takes determination and maturity

Check various possibilities Emphasize

versatility

IF TOOAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
tend to brood You are an deahst

battle miustice You worry about

perfections You are introspective,

s.t.ve and can be creative You

WMUACovers .

RedmanHockey Tonight
at UNH, 6:45 p.m.

Crossword Puzzle

you
You
im
sen
have

natural inclination for acting, self

expression You will be finishing a cycle

Lei qo of s.tuat.on. relationship wh.ch can

be a torment

ACROSS

1 Recompense
4 Emmets
8 Walk
12 Man's

nickname

13 Classify

14 Center

15 Sick

16 Sermonizers

18 Erases
(printing)

20 Exchange
premium

2 1 Preposition

22 Devoured

23 Monster

27 Base
29 Pronoun
30 Slumber
31 Pretii: not

32 Preposition

33 Pronoun
34 Symbol for

nickel

35 Sailboat

37 Encountered

38 Physician

(colloq.)

39 Equal

40 Swiss river

41 Diphthong

42 Merit

44 Likeness

47 Recurred
constantly

51 Meadow
52 Cry of owl

53 Butter
substitute

(colloq )

54 Abstract being

55 Hostelnes

56 Girl's

nickname
57 Soak

DOWN

Platform
Institutions of

learning

Pedal digit

Be mistaken
Footlike pari

101 (Roman
number)
Printer's

measure
Ventilate

24 Earth goddess

25 City in

Nevada
Heroic event

Speech
impediment
Heraldic

device

Jump
Pose for

portrait

Woods
Pronoun
Faroe Islands

whirlwind

26
27

28

29
30

32
33
36
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o
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A
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37 Cloak

38 Trader

40 Malicious

burning

41 Part of

"to be"

43 Three toed

sloth

44 Sacred image

45 Man's nickname

46 Direction

47 Greek letter

48 Vast age

49 King Arthur's

lance

50 Lamprey

rr
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PuckmenAt UNH;Fr.Hoopmen Win
Vs. Div. I Wildcats

Bv BILL BALLOU
MDC Staff

Coach Jack Canniff's varsity

skaters journey to Durham, New
Hampshire tonight for an inter-

divisional game with the UNH
Wildcats that should prove to be

one of the toughest tests of the year

lor the Hedmen.

This particular game pits UMass
against the highest scoring club in

Division I and the two highest

individual scorers in the Division

in the persons ot Canadians Lou

Fngon and John dray. However,

Gray has been injured and is listed

M a doubtful starter, which could

turn out to be a break for the

Hedmen. Even without having to

defense Gray IMass will have its

hands lull in trying to find a way to

stop the high-powered Wildcat

offense which has registered a

total of 163 goals in its first 23

games.

Not that holding the Wildcats is

an impossible task, for in their

most recent outing the Now
Hampshire skaters wore dumped

by Clarkson. the Number II team

in the East, in a 3 2 battle. But if

the I Mass pucksters hope to hold

I NH in check they must do just

that-check-and check closely

Compounding the problem is the

tact that the game is being played

at Snivels Kink in Durham, which

is not too fondly known as "The

Snakepit." It seats 4.013 people and

the vast majority of them will be

screaming vociferously for a

Wildcat victory. The location of the

game, in "The Snakepit" is a

definite plus for UNH and could

have a decided effect on the "out-

come of the game

laUfl (Wbftan
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Although the Redmen will do

anything but play dead for the

Wildcats a loss in this one will do

no harm to their Division II play

off hopes as New Hampshire is a

Division 1 team and as such the

game does not count in deter-

mining playoff positions.

In regards to play-off hopes.

IMass is currently involved in a

five-wa) scramble for the four

spots available, and appears to

have a good shot at making it Its

chances were given a boost with

the AIC victory over Merrimack by

; count This gave Merrimack a

divisional loss record of four

games and a tie, and the Redmen a

divisional loss record of three

games and a tie

The battle for a play-off spot will

be decided over the last three

games of the season starting with

Hamilton in the game following the

UNH contest. This will be the last

regular season road game for the

varsity skaters, and will be played

in Clinton, New York. The two

remaining games will both be at

Orr Rink and feature Holy Cross

and Merrimack respectively.

Intramurals
Results T(might 's

Volleyball VOLLEYBALL
Monu merits 2. Senators i COURTTIME TEAMS
Colts over Crushers, wbf 1 6 30 LCAvs ZN

Academics 2, Seagrams SAM vs. PSK

Panthers 2, Cougars PMDvs ASP

Chipmonks over Leopards wbt PSDvs SAE

BK2, Stouts 1
PLP vs ATG

Smitties 2, Deacons SPE vs APO

Jacks 2. Eagles TCvS KS

Munchkins 2, Jocks TBPvs BKP

Baggers 2. Smokers 1
Cans vs Eagles

Browns 2, "IS" 1 10 Flaming As vs Maroons

Leven 2, Mistits 1 1 7 30 Bombers vs Inter Ed

Vlooms 2. Vollies Conglos vs Gunners

Fiats over « plus 2. wbf Burners vs Education

EMs 2, Second Team 1
SAE vs TKE

Busters 2, Cult Prince vs PP

Civil Eng 2, Flies 1
Crushers vs Fleas

Cansvs TT

Bodies 2, Zeroc* 1
Lovers vs LT

Slohssa over Beadledons, wbf Sextet vs Ids

Co Rec 1 S 30 jacks vs Pranksters

Kopeta 2, JG Dildoughs vs Heads

Bouncers 2. Stoutees 1
Sigmasvs Boys

Shots 2. Jacks Oxfords vs Bucks

Super Stars 2, Funnies Sutts vs Tubes

I.CO 2. KSCO Canaille vs Hurts

DCDvs 3 Ms
Canines 2, Tnaps
Rigatonies 2, Deacons CO 8. Boys vs Strangers

Lemons 2. Limes Bekapvs JO ATG

ACS 2, B and B 1 9 30 Redwoods vs Oaks

Hemlocks vs Lemons
Brigade vs Pipers

Women's Intramurals
Court Time

6 00

6 30

7 00

7 30

00

30

BASKETBALL
Teams
Cooiidqe lOtt-i Floor vs van

Mi'ter South

Lambda Delta Phi vs Chi

Omeq.i

Johnson vs Leach

Dickinson Independents by

Van Meter South vs Chi

Omega
Coolidge 10th Floor vs Leach

Lambda Delta Phi vs

Dickinson ind

Chi Omega vs Leach

Van Meter South vs

Dickinson ind Johnson bye

Coolidge 10th Floor vs

Johnson

Leach vs Dickinson ind

Wambdfl Delta Phi bye

Chi Omega vs Johnson

Van Meter South vs Lambda

Delta Phi

Results

Basketball

Patterson 32. Kangaroos 5

Dwight 30, Dickinson *

Foul Balls 28, Melville Troupe

Lotta's Girls 6, Gammies 4

Gorman Pines 6, Sleazebags 4

Mary's Lions 10. Puffton 4

Patterson 41, Melville Troupe

Dwiqht 17, LOtta's Girls 5

Little Redmen Finish 18-1
By FRED ROSENTHAL

MDC Staff

In a hard fought battle the

UMass freshman basketball

team won their season finals over

the Amherst College frosh by a

score of 76-61 at Amherst last

night. The win gave UMass a

final record of 18-1; Amherst

dropped to 3-7.

In the first half it appeared that

IMass would blow open the game

right away. The Little Redmen

opened up to an early 7-2 lead on

three baskets by John Olson and

foul shot by Rick Pitino Two of

Olson's baskets came off of nice

passes by Pitino.

However, over the next eleven

minutes the two teams played

evenlv with Amherst having a

slight edge And with about six

minutes left in a half, 6'2 guard,

Fred Scott, tied the game 23 all

The score remained pretty

even until the end of the half

when a Skinner drive, a Trow foul

shot and a basket off an offensive

rebound by Art Levine put IMass

up by seven. 36-2*1

With about fourminutes gone in

the second half IMass started to

pull away; and over the next four

minutes IMass outscored

Amherst 17-5 to take an 18 point

lead. Levine had ten points down

this stretch including two three

point plays

But the game wasn't over yet.

With about eight minutes left in

the game the Amherst frosh

scored six straight points to cut

the gap to nine, 61-52.

Down the stretch, though, the

Little Redmen, had too much and

were able to pull away for their

final sixteen point victory.

HOOP NOTES-In summing up

the season Coach Peter Broaca

said he was pleased with his

team's performance and its

record. Guard, Rick Pitino, also

had a few comments: "I've

played in basketball ramps for

ten years and have be*.a coached

by some great college coaches

and some pro coaches; but none

of them come within a shade of

Coach Broaca'. Pitino led

AL SKINNER—Shown here in action against B.C. had 18 points

and 12 rebounds as the Little Redmen defeated the Amherst frosh 76-

61 last night. Skinner is one of several players who helped the frosh

finish with a record of 18-1. < MDC Photo bv Gary Slickman I

UMass in scoring against

Amherst with 24 points. Skinner

and Levine followed with 18 and

15 respectively... Leading UMass

rebounders were Skinner with 12

and Trow with 11 A review of

the entire season will be in the

Collegian next week

Hockey Featured At Varsity M
By EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff

Hockey was the topic at the

UMass Varsity M Club luncheon

yesterday at the Newman Center

with the featured gusts being head

coach Jack Canniff, assistant

coach Russ Kidd and Redman
stars P.J Flaherty, Dennis
Grabowski, Bart Bartholemew.
Pat Keenan and Eric Scrafield.

Flaherty, who has proved
himself to be one of the top goalies

in Division 11, led off the program
by giving praise to coach Canniff

for the job he has done in reviving

the UMass hockey program since

coming here four years ago
Canniff's first team had a record

of 5-15 The next year the record

imnroved to 9-10 Last years squad

had a big year with a record of 10-8

and this year's squad has already

bettered this with a record of 1 1-4-1

to date with four games to play.

Grabowski spoke on the UMass
fans, centering on their support

and their contrast to the more

hockey orientated fans. Since

UMass has risen to a hockey power

in Division 11 it has picked up good

opponents resulting in good hockey

games at Orr Rink which have

been well received by the fans.

However, he went on to point out

that Redman fans do not view the

game as do Vermont and Bowdoin

fans who are naturally more

hockey orientated These later fans

cheer for the good pass and the

good check whereas the UMass
fans only cheer for the goal But as

hockey has grown on Campus so

will the knowledge and ap-

preciation of the UMass fans.

Bartholemew commented that

National Hockey League teams

will be going more and more in the

future into the college ranks for top

notch prospects Players today

realize they need a college

education Buthe also pointed to the

fact that the checking rules in U.S.

college hockey have been changed

to a more hitting game to give

these college player more of a

chance to make the pros.

Keenan and Scrafield are both

Canadians. Keenan said that the

main difference between Canadian

and American hockey was as

Bartholemew stressed the

checking rules. In Canada there is

checking all over the ice whereas

in the U.S. checking is only limited

to the offensive zone Now the

record point holder for one season,

Keenan said he was very pleased

with the way everything was going

for him at UMass, both on the ice

and in the classroom.

Scrafield said that college

hockey in Canada is not as big as it

is here. Both he and Keenan went

to the same high school and passed

up playing junior hockey for an

education A few years ago it was
normal for the professional scouts

to take boys right out of high school

and sign them. Today it has

changed and there's a hands off

policy to let the boys choose as they

see fit.

Coach Kidd reiterated a point

that has been talked about many
times recently, that being that

I Mass needs a hockey rink. He
went on to say. "If we can get our

own rink, we can be one of the best

teams in the east."

Kidd said he has some very fine

players on his freshman team who

will give the varsity a run for their

positions.

Coach Canniff noted of his

players, "They are unselfish

players and have sacrificed a lot of

travelling around the area to find

ice to practice on."

He went on to say, "We have

played two schedules this season

We played six of our first seven

games at home, won them all, won

the lone game on the road and

entered semester break 7-0.

Then we had 43 days of rest and

this undid anything we had already

done."

As for the keys to this season he

said. 'We haven't lost a home

game this vear and have won three

and tied one in overtime. We have

played probably the most overtime

games of anyteam in the east and

it's always good to pick up a win

in OT." ..

On his team's chances of playoff

position he felt his team was right

now in the third position with the

remaining games determining

whether they finished higher and

lower. It could go either way.

But he finished by saying, "We
want to make it to the playoffs

because we feel we can take it all in

Division 11."

Next week basketball is the topic

for the Varsity M Club luncheon

with head coach Jack Leaman and

a couple of his Redmen as the

featured guests.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Good weather will

prevail.
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TIIF OLD AND THE NEW-Recognize anyone? Yes. you guessed it

J Student UnVon during the week talks to a Roman Catholic nun on Bo.vI.Uh. St

One of those black-caped religious who see

Boston. <MDC photo
in

med to haunt the Campus (enter and

b> David Williams)

Senate Bus Line Expands To Puffton

By ANN GURNETT
MDC Staff

The Student Senate Transit

Service will begin a new service

Monday. March 1. 1971. To be

known as the V-lot-Puffton shuttle,

it will begin operations at 7:40 a.m.

and continue running to 2 p.m.

The route will begin in V-lot, next

to the Stadium, and will proceed to

Puffton Village via Southwest.

Fearing Street, and North

Pleasant Street. The return trip

will bring the bus straight down

Fearing Street to University Drive

and the Stadium.

According to Bill Perkins,

manager of the Service, the new

run was created for several

On The Inside:

SWAP Budget Determined

TA Training Starts Soon

South Viets Attacked In Laos

reasons.

'We have an awful lot of com-

muters who leave their cars in V

lot." he said "It's a long walk to

the center of campus. Last year.

Bob Ferriter, Parking Coor

dinator. asked us if we could plan a

new run to make it easier on the

commuters."
It wasn't feasible last year

because we didn't have enough

buses," he added "However, this

September we purchased two new

diesel buses of the type used for

public transportation This in-

creased our fleet to four buses." he

continued "One of the diesels is

still being repaired, but as soon as

it eomes out of the shop we 11 be

extending the time of the Puffton

run from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.. the same

as the other runs
"

Perkins added that he expected

the spare diesel to be finished with

repairs around Spring vacation,

and that the full schedule would be

assumed for the Puffton run when

students returned from vacation

He also said that if any of the

buses were to break down, the

spare diesel would be pressed into

service and the V lot Puffton run

would be temporarily suspended.

He said that in this contingency, an

announcement of the discon

tinualion of the Puffton run would

Ih> announced on WMUA

Another reason for the con

ception of the new run. according

to Perkins, is the continual

crowding of the southwest bus

'The Southwest bus has been

mobbed lately Were trying to

make the times of the new run and

the Southwest run coincide V\<-

may have to alter times or change

a lev* stops to do this." he added

We expect to have signs and

schedules in place soon Until then,

schedules can be found on the

buses or in the Campus (enter

lobby Also, he continued, "tern

porary signs will be placed at all

new stops

Perkins mentioned that the new

line would serve the sororities and

fraternities on North Pleasant

Street.

The service, which has been in

operation since November of 1969,

carries over two thousand

passengers daily Perkins

estimates that this number will

jump by close to I thousand once

the run becomes popular

Senate Transit Service plans lor

the future include eventually

replacing the entire fleet with all

public transit type buses They are

also in the process <>l buying a

large diesel bus for "II campus

trips of student organiiaUoni
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'Did The Germans Take Gaul?
1

"Did the

Germans
Take Gaul?"/
an original

production
written by
Marty
Calabrese
and directed

by G i Ida
Garfinkle was
presented
yesterday at

4:30 in the

South College

Studio

Theater.
(MDC Photos

by Demian)

Graduate School To
Start TA Training

Bv JEANETTE MARTINEAU
and SANDY MITCHNER

MDC Staff

Just a few short months may separate the undergraduate student from

the TA facing his first class The Graduate Research Center is hoping to

minimis! the transits through the Provost Committee on Teacher

E
iVan'Mort.mer H Applev. Dean of the Graduate School, along with

\

'

'oaaU Graduate DeL/ Arthur C Gentile felt that many of the

graduate TA s had verv little training in class room techniques Last

sp?mg they started a program which would help TAs ,n the.r role of

^Dean^^milSproposal provides for a ten day orientation program

during the summe? preceding the graduate students internship Th.s all

the orientation program was held for two days. It.^nsis'ed ?f talks

discuaaiom and an address by Chancellor Tippo. on the role of the TA in

instructing and handling a class.

Four graduate TAs. Sandy Hartzog. Bill DeLamarter. Terry Krumrn

and Jttttc Bergwald. are working on an orientation and evaluation

urogram to train the new TAs ... ^.i

—

1

Sands Hartzog a botany TA believes that w,th N percent of the teaching

,oad at I Mass hang graduate student TAs. and a hf'P^«M
these TAs teaching freshman and sophomore introductory courses that

beginning college students need confident instructors in the early stages

M«
F

Hartzog said, that many problems facing the new TAs are

common to all They may talk to fast for the students to take notes, speak

over the s« uden.s head, or their lecture plans may not be well organ zed

\ v.deo tape program has been initiated to help the TA. It will be used

,„„ onl) as an evaluation source but also as a research reference on file

kpreaentiy'a d.spk.v of books, journals, pamphlets; and articles car, be

, oll rai"..n the sixth floor of Goodell Library. This display of material on

leaching learning or discussion is available for assistance to! A s

I nan Applev believes that th.s program will be instrumental in

issisting the fAs Only five departments have training programs or

i,„, tV out of about thirtv-live departments Within the entire

University. They are the Zoology. English. German, Sociology and

Psychology departments

Job Internships Open

New Leftist Activist

Group Forms On Campus

By JANET PEARLMAN
MDC Staff

The Placement Office has

recently been informed of many
internship opportunities for this

summer in Massachusetts State

Agencies These programs are

open to all majors who are in-

terested in governmental service

The programs vary widely with

the diversity of the agencies. Some

want onlv juniors and seniors, like

the Governor's office Summer

internship Program. Others are for

only graduate and law students

The Division ot Water Pollution

Control wants only engineering

Ten different agencies if both

the state and local levels suppl) a

variety of committees to choose

from. Natural Resources, In

surance. Public SaffctJ Iran

sportation are a few of the

specializations that students can

part.cpate in at either ot these

levels

The purpose ol these programs is

not only to give students an on-the-

job experience, qualifying them for

better positions later, but also to

supplv these agencies with the

personnel that they badly need.

Most agencies have about twenty

openings The students selected

Irom thrcughout the state will

work a forty hour week for about

eleven weeks Applications for the

niostpart are due in before the end

ot March
Interested students are urged to

go to the Placement office and ask

to look at the "Handbook of In-

ternship Programs Operating in

Massachusetts State Agencies

From this booklet they can obtain

I he addresses to write away for the

applications

The Placement Office can get

more specific information for an

inquiring students. Want a well-

paving government job this

summer? Head to the Placement

office -Room 239 Whitmore.

Bv LINDA A. BALICKI
MDC Staff

"We hope to serve as an alter-

native for those students who wish

to become involved in issues but

are not inclined towards the type of

activities by MOBE or any other

radical group."

Such was the comment of Harold

Kotlin in announcing the formation

of the American Student

Association, a new leftist activist

group.

Kotlin stated that the idea for the

group originated as a part of the

aftermath of the Strike as well as

the Realization during last year's

election that there was an im-

portant need tor students to be able

to communicate not only among

themselves but to the people of the

community outside the boundaries

ot the colleges and universities of

the country

'There is a great need for the

people of the nation not only to see

what college students are doing but

more importantly that they have

an understanding of what students

are trying to do and why they are

doing it.*'

Although the ASA has branches

at George Washington. Nor-

theastern. Syracuse and Boston

I "niversitv and hopes to expand

nationwide. Kotlin emphasized

that the group's activities would be

locally oriented and would involve

active though non-extremist

participation in such issues as the

Student Senate Officers Pay

Referendum.
He went on to indicate the five

major local goals which the

association would attempt to

achieve:

—To locally eliminate political

apathy and stimulate interest in

political affairs both on the

national level as well as in intra

university affairs

—To establish a home base for

student activists so that activities

and ideas may be coordinated and

then communicated to the com

munity.

—To create a unified

organization for leftists who may
have similar goals but have not

found the exact means to ac-

complish them.

—To establish committees of

high school students headed by

residents of the community These

communities would be involved in

gathering data and determining

the needs and desires of the people

of the area for political reform and

then to communicate these needs

to the proper political leaders for

action It would also serve as an

outlet for student political action to

work with these groups in their

own home towns.

—To establish an expeditious

channel of communications bet

ween the University and the

surrounding community.
Kotlin also stated that while the

group would hold back on the

extremist actions which tend to

turn people off it would still stick to

principles and not be swayed from

its major goals

He added that unlike many of the

other activists groups the

association would concentrate its

efforts on one particular area of

action rather than spreading its

efforts among a wide variety of

issues which may or may not be

coordinated or similar.

Open meetings will be held next

week to determine student reaction

to the new organization. The first

will be on Tuesday March 2nd at 8

p.m in the Hampden Commons
and on Wednesday March 3rd at 8

p.m. in Crabtree basement All are

welcome to attend.

IF YOU ARE A

SENIOR
you should already have

an appointment for your

Index Portrait. Some
appointments are still left.

Sign up in the Index

off.ee, S.U.

L

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Summerhill, the film

originally scheduled for showing

as part of the School <>!

Education's marathon
Something Klse '70 has finally

arrived It will be shown on

Friday February 25 at 3:00 p.m

and again at 8 p m March 1st in

the School oi Education

Auditorium All are welcome
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SWAP Money Switched
By BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Staff

The Budget Committee of the Student Senate

decided to give Student Workshop on Activities

Problems (SWAP) a $4,000 budget and to not reinstate

subsidation of faculty members attending the con-

ference, which is held once a year.

In an earlier action, the funds were cut by the

Budget Committee At the Senate Meeting Wednesday

evening, some Senators asked that the Budget

Committee reconsider their earlier actions and ap-

propriate the |7,000 which SWAP needs to conduct

their annual three day conference.

\t the meeting conducted Thursday evening, which

was attended by members of SWAP and several

Senators, a proposal was made by the SWAP Com

mtttee that the money be returned The major issue

concerned the money appropriated for the off campus

meeting place.

The proponents of SWAP stated that the off campus

location was important for the atmosphere in which a

three day gathering could be conducted. The at-

mosphere in which 3-4 factions met would not be the

same it SWAP were held on campus. Held on campus

SWAP would be just another meeting they said.

The proponents also stated that the interpersonal

relationship developed in a looser atmosphere were

telt to be of an immeasurable value. Also it was said

that an off campus location would allow lor meetings

to be conducted late in the morning hours.

\ question was raised by a member of the Budget

Committee as to why the Campus Center wasn t

utilized lor the meetings. A member of SWAP said

that using the facilities of the Campus Center would be

too costly and that the lodge where SWAP has met in

the past years has the best rate per person.

An objection was raised toward the membership of

SWAP. It was said that SWAP was an elitist group and

that there was too much socializing and not enough

being done.

Proponents of the program stated that the con-

centrated weekend was a good thing because it

enabled people to meet and discuss things which

norma 11v would not be discussed because of lack of

time and organization. SWAP also said that open

meetings will be held next week to inform the campus

community what is going on in SWAP.

Several compromises were then introduced into the

meeting. A member of the Senate proposed to make

SWAP a 2 day-1 night program Her reasoning was

that a great deal gets accomplished on Friday night

and Saturday night and Sunday she felt would con-

serve money. She also stated that the Student Activity

Tax was an important issue in limiting SWAP to 2

days and 1 night.

A motion was then called to appropriate $6,000 for

meals and lodging for the program This motion was

defeated. A new motion to give SWAP $4,000 was then

introduced The vote by the Budget Committee was in

favor of this proposal.

A short discussion was then held to decide whether

the fees given to the faculty members as a subsidy

should be reinstated After hearing arguments pro

and con. they decided to vote against any rein-

statement

Shortly afterwards the meeting concerning SWAP
ended and other business was brought before the

committee.

School Of Education

To Abolish Courses
Bv DON GLICKSTEIN

MDC Staff

The School of Education's

Council voted yesterday to con-

ditionally abolish all courses in

that school beginning in the Fall,

1972. and institute a completely

Modular Curriculum

The completely Modular
Curriculum (CMC), according to

its proponents, provides more
llexible scheduling for both

students and faculty, and greatly

individualizes learning. Ex-

periences may take place over

varied periods ot time under a

CMC. unlike a traditional 3 50-

minute courses per week system

Students are able to take only those

experiences which they need, using

a CMC. and do not sit through

•irrelevant*' or repetitious lec-

tures. Negotiations are currently

underwa\ between the Education

School and the University's

Academic Matters Committee to

coordinate the CMC with the

requirements and guidelines of the

University.

Philip Christianson, a coor-

dinator of the Modular Credit

Program at the School, announced

that $53,000 was being sought from

the Carnegie Foundation to plan

the CMC transition, and $32,000 for

its first year of operation.

The School Council emphasized

that the CMC would not be im-

plemented unless administration,

evaluation, and counseling

procedures of the Program had

been developed by February 1 of

next year. While planning is in

progress, experimentation within

courses of the Fall. 1971 semester

will be encouraged The ex-

perimentation will be evaluated by

November 15. 1971.

A committee consisting of the

School's Academic Matters and

Modular Credit Committees, the

Graduate Studies director, and the

Deans will be responsible for the

planning Two undergraduates will

also be named to the Committee

alter a sufficient recruitment

campaign. Undergraduate
education majors interested in

being on the Committee should

speak to Dr. David Yarington.

chairman of the School's Academic

Matters group.

State Colleges Confer

On Tuition Hike

SUG Board Seeks

Definition Of Role
Bv ANNESTADNICK1

MDC Staff

The business of the Student

i man ( ioi erntag Board, as I see it.

is to formulate policy." Thomas
i ..tnpion. Vice Chancellor for

Administrative Services, said in

response to a query about the role

ol the SU(; Board concerning its

ne\% constitution being drawn up by

tne task force.

Members of the task force in-

clude Vice Chancellor Campion.

Associate l'ean ot Students Daniel

hit/pat nek. Vice Chancellor

Randolph W Bromery. Senate

Attorney Richard Howland. and

Free U. Offers

Student Garage
By JIMGOLDMAN

MDC Staff

In lespouse to the high cost ol

automotive repair, the Free

University will be sponsoring I

course in auto mechanics at the

soon to be established Free

C.arage. Under the supervision of

trained mechanics, students will

learn repair techniques while

repairing their own cars.

Rich Ricard. of the Free

University, stated, "This will not

be a consumer service, but an

educational service " He also said

that the course will prevent people

from being Tipped off" at

garages. Payment for the services

ot the Free Garage will be up to the

students' discretion.

The location of the Free Garage

is near settlement. Ricard hopes to

have the shop operational by next

week. More car manuals,

catalogues, tools, old engines, and

other automative equipment are

still needed.

In the future, the Free Garage

hopes to obtain space on the

University grounds. A mobile

garage is also planned.

Information concerning the Free

Garage is available through Rich

Ricard at the Free University.

students Betty Pugh. Bob Nims.

Thad Dabrowski and Larry Woods.

Bob Nims. new president of the

SUG Board, said that the task lorce

was appointed to 'define the lines

of authority" because the Board is

unsure of its own position
"

When Campion expressed what

he thought the position of the SUG
Board was. he distinguished policy

decisions from day to day

operational matters

•Focus on the larger issues is

important, or else the Board will

get twigged down with details." the

Vice-Chancellor said
Professionals are very capable and

can operate the Campus Center

very efficiently on a day to day

basis, he added

The businessman may even

question how efficiently a student

can run an establishment, Nims

suggested He said that between

students and management all

aspects of the Student Union and

Campus Center are covered, but

explained that Warren T. Grinnan.

manager of the Campus Center,

would like to know specifically

what the respective positions are.

Grinnan said he would like "the

lines of authority defined." The

areas of responsibility have been

ill-defined in the past, he said.

"Basically the SUG Board and

the entire management staff of the

Campus Center are ultimately

responsible to the Board of

Trustees." Grinnan said. "The

constitution should establish an

inner-relationship between the

groups ."

He went on to say, All

management people who before

only looked at one area of

responsibility (for example the

bookstore or food services) have

an added dimension today in terms

of programming. The areas are not

so specialized now. they cut across

all operational areas."

Grinnan said that he is com-

pletely satisfied that the in-

teraction is expressing itself well

in activities such as the Wednesday

|
MDC Staff Writers Meeting

Monday At 6:30 p.m.

Mr. Oickle's Office

Coffee Hour at the Top of the

Campus.
Rocky Hodgson, secretary

treasurer of the SUG Board,

commented that all the different

perspectives of the groups involved

have to be considered when

planning interaction and areas of

authority.

He listed the administration.

Student Activities. SUG Board and

the management as the groups

with different viewpoints

As a student he said he must

express his opinion that as much

power as possible be placed in the

hands of the students, but looking

at it lrom the administration

viewpoint he could see that they

have as much money involved as

the students The administration

pays for the operation of the

Campus Center, while the

students' investment is the taxes

(lose to nine hundred thousand

dollars a yean and they also put

monev in the revenue producing

areas", for instance the garage.

Hodgson explained.

Student Activities main concern

is to set up programs, but the

management must efficiently

operate around these activities.

sometimes causing conflicts, he

went on.

Hodgson said compromise is the

key and that is now the definitive

statement on who has what power

w ill come about in the SUG Board's

new constitution

Vice Chancellor Campion

stressed that the proposed con-

stitution is only a draft, and all

provisions are subject to change

The membership make-up may

constitute one change, he said

If what is proposed for the

constitution is accepted by the SUG

Board, the Board will formulate

the policy, subject only to the

Chancellor's approval. Campion

explained The Chancellor will

have to take positive action if he

disapproves of a measure, he said.

Campion expects that the SUG

Board and the professionals on the

operational staff of the Campus

Center will work together in many

areas of concern where the student

preference should be expressed.

for example in food service, but

where professional competence is

necessary.

By ANN GURNETT
MDC Staff

A conference of state and

community colleges, including

UMass, will be held here Feb 26-

27 The purpose of the meeting will

be to plan and coordinate efforts to

fight a tuition increase bill which

was recently submitted to the

Senate.

The bill, submitted by Senate

president Kevin Harrington,

stipulated an increase in all state

school tuitions from the $200

presently paid by students to

$2,400. The increase would not

include room and board.

According to Judy Gill, the

University and State Com-

munication Council chairwoman of

i USCC » the meeting was called

mamlv to form a unified student

opposition to all tuition hike bills.

which would then be presented to

the Legislature at an open meeting

to be held March 16.

"We've had our matters of

contention with the small com
munity colleges. " she said "As a

large university, we get more state

aid than the smaller schools do.

although the tuition rates are

uniform As a result, the com

munity colleges have been plan

ning to go before the legislature

and ask that their tuition remain

constant.

The only thing that could come

trom this would be mutual

damage." she continued We
want to either unify our arguments

or, if that proves impossible,

decide on some way to present our

arguments so as to counteract

theirs and thereby protect our

interest in the issue."

The closed session conference

and co-oriented activities will

begin Friday evening and extend

into Saturdav afternoon.

WANTED
CLEAN-UP MAN

5, 6 or 7 doys o week

Start at $2/hour.

See manager.

AMHERST TOWER
RESTAURANT

1 Cook Place

In the Alley

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

THURSDAY FEB. 25TH

FAMOUS MAKER HARNESS
_^ BOOTS

"BACK HOME

BARGAINS"
BOOTS AND FUN SHOES

FOR GUYS & GALS
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South Viet Paratroopers
... ;..... vmnhpru Laos to cut There was no word on cast

Beat Off Attacks
SAIGON lAP) South Viet-

namese paratroopers beat hack a

tierce North Vietnamese tank

assault on Hill 31 m Laos. U.S.

officers said hut the outcome of the

battle for the bate was in doubt

Friday
The Saigon troops knocked out

five ot eight enemy tanks Thursday

in lowering their artillery fire, the

U g officers said. The three

remaining tanks pulled back from

the assault on the hill about 20

miles inside Laos, where the South

Vietnamese have encountered

tough eneim resistance in their 18-

day old drive against the Ho Chi

Minn trail.

A South Vietnamese

headquarters spokesman in Saigon

aid said Friday he had no reports

on the paratrooper action at Hill 31

which has been under attack since

Monday Asked if the Saigon troops

were siill in possession of the hill,

he said he had no reports of any

South Vietnamese position being

lost or abandoned Thursday

While there were no reports of

further South Vietnamese ad

, into southern Laos to cut

the Ho Chi Mini: trail. Gen.

Croighton W. Abrams, U.S.

commander in Vietnam, said the

operation was going well despite

heavy fighting and some setbacks.

The fighting in Laos was at

Hill 31. about 10 miles inside Laos.

The hase has heen under con-

tinuous attack tor three days.

The North Vietnamese struck

with tanks in their first use of

armer since early in 1969. 1 S

officers said the direct artillery

fire, along with antitank weapons,

helicopter gunships and jet fighter-

hombers. t)eat off the attack.

Most of the tanks were bagged by

the paratroopers, and the

remaining three fled with U.S.

tighter bombers in pursuit, a U.S.

officer in the north said

He reported the paratroopers

still held the hill and 'were holding

out and were doing a good job." A

1 S. F 1 Phantom jet was shot down

while thing bombing missions in

support of the base The U.S.

Command said both crew mem-

bers were rescued

House Initiates

Campaign Reform

There was no word on casualties

at the base. Hill 31 is fi\e miles

southwest of the point where a

government ranger base was

overrun over the weekend with

severe losses to the South Viet-

namese defenders.

The action at Hill 31 was the

latest in a series of bloody

engagements that have erupted

since the South Vietnamese drive

into Laos began Feb. 8. The South

Vietnamese said that three fire

support bases and three held

positions in Laos were hit by

enemy rockets, mortar and

recoilless rifle fire. Casualties

were described as light

The tanks reported used in the

attack on Hill 31 were believed to

be PT76s. a Soviet-made light

amphibious type.

In an interview with Peter A. Jay

of the Washington Post. Abrams

described the campaign in Laos as

critical to the U.S. troop with-

drawal program but added that its

success or failure will not be ap-

parent before next fall

Abrams said if there is no

significant enemy military effort

in South Vietnam after the rainy

season ends in .July and before the

residential elections in ment thrust was reported in

Cambodia. About 1.500 troops

moved across the border in an

effort to ease enemy pressure on

highway 1. the main Phnom Penh-

Saigon road link The new dirve

raised to 24,500 the number of

government forces now operating

in Cambodia.
The government's news service,

Vietnam Press, quoted President

Nguyen Van Thieu as saying in a

speech to a people's convention

that a march on North Vietnam is

onlv a matter of time. The speech

was made Wednesday at Pleiku, in

the central highlands.

A government spokesman said

remarks on a march on North

Vietnam were not in Thieu's

prepared text and refused further

comment.
U.S. headquarters reported that

59 Americans were killed in action

and another 42 died of nonhostile

causes in the seven-day reporting

period that ended at midnight

Saturday.

The toll was the highest for

American forces in Indochina in 5

1/2 months and reflected the

casualties in the Laotian support

operation

October pr_.

South Vietnam then the operation

can be counted a success.

Abrams insisted the operation

had a limited objective, the

destruction of enemy supply stock

piles to prevent a 1971 offensive in

the northern provinces ot South

Vietnam. He said it never was

intended to seal off the Ho Chi Minh

trail .

Administration sources in

Washington have said one main

aim of the operation in Laos is to

destroy stockpiles that might be

used next vear at a time when the

withdrawal of U.S. forces is

nearing its final stages.

The south Vietnamese have

reported seizing or destroying

huge stores of munitions and

supplies

In its evening communique.

South Vietnamese headquarters

reported that 2.171 enemy have

heen killed in the Laos operation up

to p.m. Wednesday. U.S. officers

have expressed doubt about such

high iigures.

Government casualties lor tha t

period were listed at 270 killed, 882

wounded and 98 missing.

To the south, another govern-

WASH1NGTON AP With the

assertion that never bet ore has

the time been so ripe," a bipartisan

group <>t House members In-

troduced Thursday a package of

bills aimed at election campaign

reform
The drive to try to hold down

apiralling campaign coati and

force a i lore complete accounting

ot candidates' receipts and ex-

penditures also picked up steam in

the Senate with the mt induction <»i

a hill l>> Republican leader Hugh

Scotl oi Pennsylvania

Both the Uou>e and Senate bills

include strict reporting

disclosure provisions for all

campaign financing, provide tax

credits lor small campaign

tributions. and give redt

mailing rates to candidates In

addition, the House package would

put a ceding on campaign >pei

and provide a limited amount of

Iree television time.paid tor by the

government, to major part)

candidates for president and

Congress
\ key factor in the outcome ot

the reform effort will be tl*

ritudes ••! the White House

President Nixon, in vetoing a bill

last vear limited to controlling

television costs, hailed the goal of

campaign reform but has not

proposed an\ legislation

Scott worked closely with the

White House in drafting his bill but

failed to win its endorsement

Hep John B Anderson. KM
chiet sponsor of the House

package, also talked with the

White House during the drafting

process hut was unable to

whether In will get Nixon's sup

port

Besides being more com

prehensive measure, the House

package oi tour bills has a broader

Mt support, with 31

Republicans including minont>

leader Gerald It Ford, and 27

Democr its backing it

In the Sen • '° the

Scott bill there ait two other

campaign reform hills pending,

one a bipartisan meal
ponsored ta Sens MikeGri

Uaska, and James \\ Pearson

R Kan .
includes the lederalh

subsidized television provision in

the House package

Soviet Union Labels Laos Incursion

'Criminal Act
'

MOSCOW (AP> The Soviet

Union called the incursion into

Laos another criminal act by the

United States " and warned

Thursday against resumption of

large-scale American bombing of

North Vietnam
•The Soviet Union cannot

remain indifferent to the

escalation of the American
aggression.'' said an official

statement published in the

government newspaper 1/vestia

and distributed b> Tass the Soviet

news agency

In a separate dispatch, TasSBi

President Nixon's State of the

Wond message Thursday shows

the I Oited Stdies remains on its

old position of imposing imperialist

terms on the peoole <>' Vietnam at

the Paris peace talks
'

It said the President's speech

indicates future r S policy in Laos

and ( ambodia will continue on

•the established course ...aimed

at suppressing by lorce ol arms the

national liberation movement in

Southeast Asia.'

The I/vestia statement,

headlined Statement of the Soviet

Government," was the harshest

official reaction so far to the

operations in Laos and to President

Nixon's statement Feb. 17. Nixon

said he would not limit the use of

I S air power anywhere in In-

dochina except to l>ar employment

of nuclear weapons

weapons.

•The Soviet people are prepared

to continue grviag all the necessary-

aid to the fraternal Democratic

Republic of North Vietnam and to

the patriots of Indochina defending

their legitimate rights.' the

statement said.

Though it did not go as far as to

say Russian security interests

were involved as Red China has

said about Laos - the Soviet

statement represented an

escalation in the commitment of

the Communist patron states to the

outcome of the fighting.

The Kremlin "resolutely

denounced" the l^aotian incursion

which 1 S officials say is

receiving only air and artillery

support from American forces.

Romney Asks Halt

To High Building Costs

titudes oi me wuu* »*•
# ,

Communists Charge Nixon Lied
.. . I' .. _J f r,

PARIS I AP i - Communist
delegates to the Vietnam peace

talks charged President Nixon lied

in contending Thursday that North

Vietnam has broadened the war

into an Indochina conflict

Reacting sharply to Nixon 8

report to Congress, the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong accused

Nixon of preparing to attack North

Vietnam The drive into l^aos and

•threat to North Vietnam con

stitute I menace to Communist

China. Xuan Thuy. the North

Vietnamese chiet delegate

repeated
Nixon told Congress that "Hanoi

has made the war an Indochina

conflict "and estimated total North

Vietnamese troops in South

Cuban Fishing Boats Seized

KEY WEST, Fla. (APi-Four

Cuban fishing boats were hauled

into port on poaching charges

Thursday after a bitter, high seas

confrontation between the US.

Coast Guard and Florida Marine

Patrol officers.

One of the Cuban boats was

brought in during the morning by

the Coast Guard Cutter Cape May

The other three were escorted in

later in the day by Marine Patrol

officers. . .

The Cubans are charged with

violating Florida and U.S.

territorial waters. They were in

fprceDted while fishing near the

Dry Tortugas, about 80 miles

southwest of Key West

The dispute arose over whether

all or one of the boats had violated

the law.

Karh in the day. Cmdr Richard

Clements, skipper of the Key West

Coast Guard Station, announced he

had decided to let three of the boats

go back to t uba But Marine Patrol

Lt Kd Little had warrants sworn

out for the arrest and confiscation

of all four vessels and their crews

and gave pursuit

At that point. Little charged

later, the Coast Guard Cutter

Diligence bore down on one of two

small Marine Patrol boats with its

siren blowing as if to ram the state

boat for attempting to intercept the

Cubans.
"The Coast Guard didn't assist

us in any way, shape or form,"

Little said. "In fact, they tried to

prevent us from seizing the Cuban

boats by verbal threats and their

actions out there."

Vietnam. Cambodia and Laos at

240,000.

A North Vietnamese spokesman

said that despite the Nixon

••aggression"* against Cambodia

last year and the "massive in-

vasion" ol Laos, Nixon

"nonetheless pretends th.it it is the

Vietnamese people and the

government of the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam who have

extended the war lo all of In

dochma
The spokesman said that was (.no

ol three Nixon "lies ' the Others

being that he seeks a peaceful

settlement of the war and that he is

alwavs prepared to negotiate

Nixon, he charged, "is preparing

senseless military adventures

against the Democratic Republic

of Vietnam "North Vietnam.

U.S. Ambassador David K.E.

Bruce attempted for the second

time to get negotiations going on a

timetable for mutual withdrawal of

foreign forces from South Viet-

nam, Cambodia and Laos. As with

last week's attempt, it failed

Bruce noted that the North

Vietnamese no longer deny they

have forces in the other three

countries of Indochina, and hoped

that this might signal a desire to

discuss mutual pullouts

CHICAGO [API - Mousing

Secretary George Romney said

Thursdaj that President Nixon

may have to take turther steps to

halt escalating costs in the building

industry il trade unions and in-

dustry cannot agree on wage

stabilization,

Romney said at a news cor.-

ference thai he could not predict it

the President would seek wage

controls, but he blamed the cost ol

labor tor rising home prices

"We've reached the point where

it you call an electrician or a

plumber. it's a financial

catastrophe.' Romney said

He supported President Nixon's

action Tuesday in suspending

provision* Of the Davis-Bacon Act

which required the federal

government to pay prevailing

wagea on federal construction

projects
•The Davis Bacon Act has

operated to permit building trades

unions to become I monopoly." he

said Romney added that the

escalating wages have "caused

excessive inflation as well as high

unemployment
."
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Nixon Urges

Money Expansion
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nixon administration applied

more oral pressure on the Federal Reverve Board Thursday to

pump more money into the nation's sluggish economy.

Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally made it clear at a

hearing of the House Appropriations Committee that the ad-

ministration wants a more vigorous expansion of money to

achieve its ambitious economic goals.
mmmttmmmm

"The l 1 per cent increase in the money supply in Janurary

was not at all satisfactory," Connally told the congressmen.

•The average 3 per cent increase in the money supply since

September also was not at all satisfactory."

With that sort of advance, he said, the administration will not

ba able to reach its goal of an $88-billion jump in output of goods

and services this year. ..„ *

Goerge P. Shutz, director of the Office of Management and

Budget said it will take a "real propellant" from the monetary

side to expand the economy in the manner President Nixon

wants this vear. . ^._._^-

lt is the same theme Nixon administration economic officials

have been sounding since Federal Reserve Board Chairman

Arthur F Burns cast doubt on whether the independent Fed. will

boost the money supply as fast as Nixon wants.

To achieve its economic goals, the administration says a 6 per

cent annual increase in the money supply may be necessary to

spur new economic expansion.

Burns assured Congress the Federal Reserve will expand

money and credit to guarantee a healthy economic expansion,

but he differed on the degree of the expansion

He said there is plenty of money avaUabte now airf pomted to

declining interest rates to bolster his point. What is lacking.

Burns said, is not money but confidence in the economy.

A member of Nixon's Council of Economic Advisors, Herbert

Stein countered Burns' statement on confidence in a speech

earher?n the week, saying in effect a boost in the money supply

would also boost confidence.

Wholesale Prices

Rise Sharply
WASHINGTON (AP)-The government estimated Thursday

that wholesale prices rose sharply again this month for a two-

month increase of 1.5 per cent, the biggest in 14 years.

The sharp increase puts new pressure on consumer prices,

which have slackened their rise lately.
..

The Bureau of Labor Statistics blamed the preliminary 8 per

cent February increase in wholesale prices mainly on bad

weather that kept hogs and cattle from getting to market,

dribing up volatile wholesale farm prices 4.5 percent.

Secretary of Labor James D. Hodgson said the Febngr,

increase was "more than we expected," but added, The eflect

of rugged weather on hog prices is certainly a short-range

•» lllT.ii.1, he noted that despite the big recent jumps

wholesale prices have risen by a comparatively modest 2.7 per

cent in the last 12 months. He also pointed to a tiny 3 per

cent increase in industrial goods for February^

However wholesale prices of manufactured goods rose 0.5 per

cent and processed foods rose 1.4 per cent. Both these prices

translate readily into store prices.

The February figures, which are subject to later revision up

or down m^nt cost $112.70 to buy wholesale whatWM
in 1967. the new base year the government now uses for its in-

^Brlakinc down the February increases into some separate

tSSSSZ bureay noted big advances in wholesale lumber

andfwSd prices, a factor likely to be reflected in home con-

TSmSSmJS Lumber and wood prices had been declining

Motor vehicles and furniture rose moderately, as did clothing.

Fuel prices turned down after a seven month climb

February over-all increase was the highest for one month

since an identical gain in May 1969. The last time wholesale

prices rosel 5 Per cent in a two-month period was in Apnl and

M
Only

f

I* Friday the BLS announced that prices paid by

consumers the cost-of-living index-rose only 0.1 per cent in

January for the smallest gain in nearly four years

UNIVtKbl I Y ur- ivi^jj/~vv-' 'w-ji- i --

George McGovern Invades

Senator Muskie Territory
CONCORD. N.H (AP) - Sen.

George McGovern of South Dakota

began Thursday his year-in-

advance campaign for New
Hampshire's Democratic
presidential primary, saying he

asks only "a fair and careful

hearing" in a state that is virtually

home ground for Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie.

"I'm a realist," McGovern said.

"I know that Sen. Muskie lives next

door in the state of Maine."

Nonetheless, he said he is not

conceding New Hampshire to the

Democratic presidential front-

runner. McGovern said there may
be several other candidates in the

March 14, 1972, presidential

primary along with him and the

still-undeclared Muskie.

McGovern told a news con-

ference he anticipates Muskie

"will be strong in this state," but

declined to set any target for his

own vote in the primary. He said ut

is too early for that. McGovern

strategists have been suggesting

that a 15 per cent showing in the

New Hampshire primary would be

adequate for their man. The game

plan, clearly, is to suggest that

anything short of a virtual sweep

by Muskie would be a setback to

the Maine senator, who has not yet

announced his own candidacy for

the White House
McGovern scheduled 2 1/2 days

of public appearances and private

meetings with Democratic

politicians as the first installment

of his New Hampshire campaign.

The Democratic State Com-
mittee invited the party's

presidential candidates and

prospects to come to the state,

offering to help with arrangements

lor the initial visit. Harry Makris

of Nashua, the party chairman,

said Muskie's office indicated he

would be making arrangements for

a visit in the near future, and Sen.

Birch Bayh of Indiana said he

wants to come to the state soon.

McGovern said Sen Harold

Hughes of Iowa, who has not yet

answered the party's invitation, is

another potential primary entry

He also listed New York Mayor

John V. Lindsay, now a

Republican, as a possible con-

testant: "1 understand that he's

looking at it.'

ESFMutt
"X nS*."JS?Ji— .M* 1 m«es inside U*U- boroer.

Scott Nominated Despite Own Objections

HOLLYWOOD (AP) The movie

academy says it cant oblige

George C. Scott by withdrawing his

nomination for best actor - like it or

not. he's a finalist in the Oscar

derby.

Scott was announced Monday as

a nominee for the best-actor award

for his portrayal of World War II

Gen George S Patton in the movie

ration

From a movie location in Spain,

Scott wired the Academy: "Once

again 1 respectfully request that

you withdraw my name from the

list of nominees My position on

this matter has been generally

well-known for some 10 years
"

Nominated as best supporting

actor in Anatomy of a Murder in

1959 and The Hustler in 1961. Scott

criticized Academy methods of

nomination.

A spokesman for the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

said: "The Academy can't with-

draw Scott's name as a nominee

He has nothing to do with it His

nomination is a result of a vote of

the actors branch of the Academy

No request of his can change the

fact that the actors branch

believes his achievement in Patton

is worthy of an Academy Award
"

The Academy s 2.986 members

will pick Oscar winners in secret

balloting between now and the 43rd

presentation of awards April

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm mmtmmmmmmm
MIT Battering Ram Case

OverruledBySupreme Court
CAMBRIDGE, Mass ^^nX^S^^^^^

Massachusetts ruled Thursday student pro estens '

*J°
usea

tute with

ram to mvade university offices were^ l

^f4/the^minoV trespass

punishment up to 10 years in state#*^*«»£*£%£ £
ruling was made on an dating back to 1853 showed that thelaw

The
appeal in the case of Stephen f

Krasnow of Cambridge, a student

who was indicted on a charge that

he used a battering ram to break

into the office of Massachusetts

Institute of Technology president

Howard W Johnson during a

student protest Jan. 15. 1970

The court reversed a Superior

Court decision by Judge Cornelius

j Movnihan who ordered

dismissal of the indictment ob-

tained by Middlesex DM. Atty.

The case was

legislature intended that anyone

using, or intending to use the tools

of a burglar should know that "he

may suffer the same consequences

as those visited upon one who in-

tends to be a burglar

Justice Spalding, in his dissent,

argued that the majority of the

court was remodeling a law

•previously used only as a shield

for the protection of the public

against burglars, into a sword to be

used against trespassers."

In the indicent at MIT in January
J,,hM L ,'whe Supreme Court"b>- iwoTstuden't protest group used a
appealed to the Supreme . i^. ^^^ ^^^ t()

Croney.
, , :

. ... , . ,_ t „,.„.h in the door to

he decision was delivered In-

justice R. Ammi Cutter, and was

concurred m by four other

members oi the court Justice John

\\ Spalding dissented

The majority held tha! the

s sides, to smash in the door to

Johnson's offices as part of a

protest against MITs contracts for

research on instrumentation and in

other sretJ wWcb cmM be war-

related.

I

Army Gives

Free Haircuts

FT KNOX. Ky. < AP) - The Army

has come up with a new enticement

to encourage enlistments

Beginning Friday, recruits here

will be given their first Army

haircut free, compliments of the

Department of Defense

The Defense Department has

given Ft Knox $122,600 for hair

cuts, which cost $1 each An officer

at Ft Knox said the policy will be

expanded to the six other reception

stations in the country: Fort Dix.

N J Ford Ord. Calil .
Fort

.lackson.SC ; Fort Polk. La .
Fort

Lewis, Wash, and Ft Leonard

Wood. Mo.

White House Aids

Campus Disrupters

WASHINGTON (AP) The White

House is quietl) seeking to

eliminate legal restrictions which

bar persons convicted ol campus

disruption From receiving federal

student loans and loan guarantees

BECOME A
N.Y.U. NURSE
n. ..ou want the identity of a professional practilion-

«V DoTou want to wok witfcnrtjust among, pro-

fessif.nal colleagues in the health field

A* a NYU Nurse you have case assignments .

.

.

not u.st' nursing routine. Planning and sharing with

d t >rs phy cal therapists, social workers and other

ancarV Personnel are all part of our unique staff

utiliSn program that combines opportunity and ad-

vancement with direct patient care.

Toin our staff and receive unparalleled growth oppor-

tunity inservice training and free tuition toward

graduate studies.

For full details about nursing at N.Y.U.
,

see our

cmnus recruiter on MARCH 5, 1971. Check
:

details

as™) Time and place with your placement office . .
.

or write or call collect:

Miss M. Kerans, (212) OR 9-3200, Ext. 2047

N.Y.U. Medical Center
568 First Avenue, New York. N. Y. 10016

an equal opportU
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A group of Commonwealth
Scholars will study the process of

mass communications by

publicizing information on the

topics of birth control and abortion.

The students, enrolled in Honors

192 at U Mass, formed a group

called ASPIRE - Associated

Students Promoting Individual

Rights for Everyone. Birth control

and abortion were selected

because information is available,

the topics are controversial and the

chances for press attention seem

good.

A student spokesman said, "We
are not advocating birth control

and abortion; we merely support

the right of individuals to obtain

information and to determine for

themselves the use of birth control

and abortion in the conduct of their

lives."

The students believe that the

decision of controlling birth and

the right to have an abortion are

relevant to them as young people in

a state where birth control in-

formation dissemination is still

illegal.

The idea of teaching mass

communication by actually using it

was proposed by Dr. Sidney Kraus.

Professor of Speech. Instead of the

usual classroom, student? come to

an office and complete assigned

tasks. Tasks are 'mapped out"

according to a plan developed by

the honor students. Creative

groups develop and generate ideas

which are translated into tasks for

each student. Target audiences are

researched and messages are

created and distributed through

media.
Ten graduate students handle

scheduling, and work on their own

special . projects related to the

overall effort.

"You learn more about the

process of communicating when

you are forced to compete for time

"and space," said Dr. Kraus. He

added, "It's one thing to write a

release or a radio interview or

suggest a feature story to your

instructor; it's quite another thing

to do it for a newspaper, a program

director or an editor."

UMass Grad Merits Medal

WTI-VVXK CROI P-Bernie l.oungee. temporary chairmanol

I Mas" Veterans For Peace. leading Wednesday's meeting of the

antiwar group.

Vets Plan March
To WestoverAFB

The newly established UMass

Veterans for Peace met for the

WOlid time Wednesday evening in

the Campus Center

The central portion of the

meeting was devoted to planning

anti-war activities the veterans

will participate in this spring The

discussion centered around the

National Peace Action Coalition -

Student Mobilization Committee

endorsed, plan lor a national mass

demonstration in Washington. D C

on April 24th tor immediate with

drawal ol all troops trom Southeast

Asia and local demonstrations on

March 1 51 h to demand an end to the

draft

It was proposed and passed that

the l Maai Veta call for a Veteran

march to Westover AFB, establish

., vigil, and leaflet the area on

March IS. The purpose of the

iinstration will be to make

public the Veterans opposition to

the war in Indochina, and attempt

to involve active-duty GTa m the

antiwar movement There is

widespread disapproval" of Gl

involvement in political dissent

within the Armed Forces, and

through their leafletting and

presence the group will point out it

i> the civil right of all GIs to ex-

press their opposition to the war

An ad-hoc committee was formed

to seek the support of the Con

necticut Valle\ Anti-war Coalition

and Student Mobe endorsement,

and support tor the event An ad-

hoc committee was established to

publicize and build support.

eapedalf) Veteran interest, in the

demonstration

In addition, the group chose to

support and take part in the

planned demonstrations in

Washington on April 24th A report

I also given on the Veterans

workshop conducted at the SMC
conference in Washington. D.C

which several vets trom UMam
attended Berate Lougec wai
elected temporary chairman of the

group There will be Veterans

tables located outside the Hatch on

Friday. Feb 2ttth and several days

during the next week

Calley

:

Conditioned

To Kill
FT BENNING. Ga. (AP> - An

Army payematriat described Lt.

William L Calley Jr. Thursday as

free of any mental impairment at

My Lai three years ago. But the

defense tossed a new idea at a

court-martial jury-that the

defendant's combat training might

have left him involuntarily

"conditioned to kill."

Did you find anything to in-

dicate any impairment of Lt.

Calley i thought processes on 16

March. 1968?'" asked the

prosecutor. I apt Aubrey Daniel,

referring to the date on which

Calley is charged with

premeditated murder of 102

unarmed Vietnamese civilians.

No. I did not." replied the

prosecution witness. Maj. Henry

E. Fdwards. one of three govern-

ment psychiatrists who examined

the 27 year old defendant at Walter

Heed Hospital a few weeks ago and

pronounced him "perfectly nor

real."

On cross examination, chief

defense lawyer George Latimer

said:

I ask you, major, if you believe

>ou can* pathologically condition

the mind along a certain channel

111 say a channel to kill and leave

generallv untouched other areas of

thinking''

\sked to rephrase the question.

Latimer then based it on an in

dividual and his specific training

Bfld experience

i would not sa> that, replied

Edward, a slender, soft spoken

mental expert.

Mr Leon Holleb, a doctoral

candidate in political science at

I Mass has received the George

Washington Honor Medal from the

Freedoms Foundation for his essay

entitled "Freedom; Privilege or

obligation." Freedoms Foun
dation describes itself as an in-

dependent organization dedicated

to the preservation and per-

petuation of the American way of

life, and the republic, drawing its

strength from a fundamental belief

in God and a constitutional

government designed to serve the

people

Mr. Holleb was born in Oran,

Algeria, in 1945 and immigrated

with his parents to the U.S. in 1955.

A 1967 graduate of Lake Forrest

College in Illinois, majoring in

government, he received his

master's degree in 1970 at UMass
and is presently a PhD candidate

associated with the department of

government. Mr Holleb, a

member of Detachment 370, Air

Force ROTC, also received the

Distinguished Cadet Award and is

a member of Pi Sigma Alpha honor

society in political science.
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HERE THIS WEEK-END!

GARY
BURTON
QUARTET

Friday & Saturday Feb. 26-27

B0WKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.

A NIGHT OF GOOD VIBES

SPECIAL' Gory and the Quartet will part id-

evening concert.

Evenino concert ticket.: $1.SO for UM«.«j""^^
$2 other student.; $2 50 UMost faculty/ataft, *>

others.

Fine Art. Council, 125 Herter

(Remaining tickets ot Bowker, 7P.M.I

Telephone 545-0202 for both offices.

Culturnatives - ^ +

Books Reviewed On Arts And Cratts

By GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

I promised a special column

reviewing more books on crafts, so

here we go. One note first, though.

It is not easy to make a living on

crafts work. In American culture

(if you can call it that) today, there

is more of an emphasis on mass

production than on original work.

Because of that, outlets for

creative work are limited, and

usually attract a somewhat limited

clientelle. Start as a hobby, try to

sell a few pieces, and if you're

lucky, your stars may give you the

go-ahead from there. Now on to

books
The Standard Book of Quilt

Making and Collecting

Marguerite Ickis ($3.00 Dover

Publications, NYC.) 1 know very

little about quilting, but I'll

recommend this book on the basis

of my general experience with

Dover books, its 482 illustrations,

and the fact that it looks like it

should sell for three times the

price The instructions are clear

and simple, an obvious plus in any

how-to book, and it is packed with

design patterns which can be used

either directly or as inspiration for

If you're like me, this could save

you money spent replacing

shrunken or stretched clothes.

There is also a brief chapter on

embroidery. The discussion of

equipment seems good, and there

are several helpful trouble-

shooting hints.

The book contains what looks

like a good short course for

beginners and a directory of

sewing processes for more ad-

vanced sewers (the word is better

than seamstresses, which tends to

make one think that this craft is

only open to women. ) I don't have

the experience to evaluate how

complete the directory really is,

however. The index does seem

good - I was able to use it to seek

out things with which I am
familiar In general, the book looks

good, but I would advise that you

:heck out a copy in a bookstore

before buying it.

Byways in Handweaving: An

Illustrated Guide to Rare Weaving

Techniques - Mary Meigs Atwater

($7.95, MacMillan, N.Y.C.) A book

for the experienced serious

weaver, Bvways devotes little

space to the basics. It is a good

source of information on

other designs It looks like fun. and techniques.native o other cour.

experiments will help you

sleep warmly.
Successful Sewing: A Modern

Guide - Nesta Hollis ($8.75,

Taplinger Publ. Co., NYC.) My
knowledge of sewing only slightly

exceeds my knowledge of quilting,

and most of that comes from ob-

serving rather than doing, but this

book seems to be amply illustrated

and easily readable. There is an

excellent chapter on material

(fabrics) and their properties and

uses, with laundering instructions.

tries and will help you put a more

esoteric flavor into your work. It is

expensive, though, so I don't

suggest it unless you're sure of

your interest in weaving. It would

be a good second book, perhaps.

Golden Press in NYC puts out

three excellent beginners' books at

$2.50 each.

Step-bv-Step Weaving by Nell

Znamierowski gives the detailed

basic information needed to ap-

proach Byways knowledgeability.

There are instructions for building

hand looms and guides for pur-

chasing more complicated - and

more efficient -- floor looms

Techniques of weaving and ob-

taining different weave patterns

are clearly detailed. The book is

profusely illustrated, as are all of

the Step-bv-Step books.

Step-by-Step Printmaking by

Erwin Schachner gives a good

general introduction to the art of

printmaking. Instructions are

clear, and a wide variety of

possible applications of print-

making are presented.

Of the three books, the one I'm

personally most enthusiastic about

is Step-by-Step Macrame by Mary
Walker Phillips. Macrame is

perhaps the least expensive of all

crafts. It is the art of creative

knotting, and minimal equipment

is string and common pins Ad-

vanced equipment requires such

outlandishly expensive tools as

scissors, ruler, various em-

broidery and crochet needles,

beads, and an assortment of

strings, yarns, and other tieables.

All you have to do is master a half-

dozen simple basic knots and

you're on your way. The knots and

some ideas of what to do with them

are excitingly displayed

throughout the book. There are a

number of projects of varying

degrees of difficulty carefully

explained. Can you dig making

belts, tote-bags, sashes, wall

hangings, pillow covers, bracelets,

rugs, purses, and more by tying a

few knots? It can give you

something useful to do while you're

filling a seat in a classroom, and if

you're trying to quit smoking, this

will give your hands something to

busy themselves.

Whittling And Woodcarving by

E.J. Tangerman ($2.00), Dover

Publications, Inc., N.Y.C.) is a

complete textbook on the meeting

of knife and wood. It discusses

everything from the types of

knives needed to different woods

and their qualities to simple

figures and puzzles to very com-

plex carvings and sculptures. It's a

complete a text as you could find.

Note: The fishing season is getting

closer, and homemade lures can

add to the excitement.

From (iunk to Glow or The

(ientle Art of Refinishing Antiques

and Other Furniture by George

Grotz, alias The Furniture Doctor

($1.00,Pequot Press, Inc., Essex,

Conn.) is a good homey handbook

on what the title says it's about.

This is a way to make some good

money, if you have some junk to

practice on. This book is far from a

complete practice manual, but it's

fun to read and really does cover

most of what you'd need to know.

Pequot Press also publishes

another valuable access book for

craftsmen, the Handbook for

Craftsmen by the Society of

Connecticut Craftsmen ($1.00) The

book says that it describes

•professional standards and

practices lor handcrafts, including

design, production, marketing and

reference books for 27 crafts.

Probably the most valuable part of

this book is the listing of good

books on the various crafts it

covers.

PEACE

CULTURNATIVES w.ll deal with many

different aspects of cultural alternatives If

you're into it and want to rap. or .t vou iust

want a copy (or copies) of Mother Earth News.

stop by the Draft Counseling Office m 4t8E SU

2nd floor You'll have to take your chances

because draft counseling comes first, but if

we're free, we'd enjoy sharing idea*.
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FEMME
FETALE

if the five finalists don't

have it, then no one

does.

uses, with laundering instructions There are insirucuou* .u. -u,.^ „...„....* _ - -

SBA Course Leads to Student InvolvementOD1* VVl***^ M*^CTT*La * R„*inP« Ad- snrincfield. JOBS, Western
Bv LINDA A. BALICKI

MDC Staff

A graduate business student's

discovery that there was a

relationship between the work he

was going at Belchertown State

School and the social sensitivity

aspect of his course dealing with

business and its environment has

led to the involvement of some 83

other students in community ac-

tion projects in the Pioneer Valley

The source. Business and Its

Environment, offered as part of

Campus Workers
Support

Lettuce Boycott

Local #1776 of the American

Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees (AFSCME)

has allied with the UMass Lettuce

Boycott Committee in support of

the United Farm Workers and the

boycott of non-union lettuce.

In a statement issued by union

president. Carol Drew, on

Tuesday. AFSCME executive

committee declared solidarity with

its brother AFL CIO union and

informed Chancellor Tippo and all

food services directors that AF-

SCME wanted all non-union lettuce

removed from this campus.

Since Tuesday union officials

have been conferring with Joel

Stoneham of University Food

Services and William Egan of

Student Union Food Services to

negotiate an end to the purchasing

of non-union lettuce.

on Wednesday, some members

of AFSCME conferred with Let-

tuce Boycott Committee and

Marcos Munos. New England co-

ordinator for the United Farm

Workers The local union re-

iterated support for the boycott,

and later Wednesday night voted a

sum of money to the United Farm

Workers.

In commenting on this source of

support. Alwin Schmidt described

\FSCMK"s actions as "en-

cooraging and highly significant.'

the School of Business Ad
ministration's MBA program,

seeks to give graduate students

preparing to become executives an

insight into the social problems

which business may cause and the

need for business to become

socially responsible and work

towards solutions for those

problems.
Richard Hartzler, instructor of

the course noted that the true

originator of the program was a

summer student who desired to do

independent study in Belchertown

because he felt that more than in

the classroom, actual involvement

in the problems of society was

what was needed to actually gain a

sense of business relationship to

society.

As a result of the successful

completion of that project, it was

decided that students of the

regular sessions should be en-

couraged to volunteer and par-

ticipate in a community action

project in the area as part of the

requirements for the course In

this way the student is given the

opportunity to develop a social

conscience and see in real life what

he is learning or hearing about in

clctSS

Hartzler noted that since the

inception of the project students

have become involved in such

activities as Headstart, Franklin-

Hampden Rehabilitation Center.

Northampton Welfare Depart

ment. the Urban Coalition of

Springfield. JOBS, Western

Massachusetts Water Pollution

Control, and the Springfield Street

Academy. He also noted that many
of the students continue to work in

the projects after their course has

been completed because they find

it so satisfying and rewarding

He noted that students are also

encouraged to become involved in

programs and concern which they

themselves originate. One such

student single ha ndedly arranged

for the admission to the University

of six Puerto Ricans from Holyoke

who had not received a full high

school diploma but who were ex-

ceptionally bright, informed and

creative. In addition he also

arranged for full scholarships and

payment of room and board This

student is currently involved in

recruiting American Indians and

Chicanos for the MBS program

Hartzler also stated that un-

dergraduates are being introduced

to the program as part of the un-

dergraduate course entitled Urban

Law in which they work directly

with the Northampton Welfare

Department.

In pointing to the value of the

program for the students Hartzler

stated i think that this is the way

students want to behave. I think

that this program gives the student

the opportunity to engage in the

type of activities which he now

seems to have a deep concern and

interest for."
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Free U: Alternative Education Plans
Campus Center Holds Coffeehouses

-V

Hold that pole - students work together to construct Seodesic

dome* under xv l.ith classes, meeting and tf.oup functions of the

I ,e. Universtt) ai e held (MIH photo h> Fat l.empart*

Tim lleyden relaxes on Free University's partially deflated tent. I MD( photo by Demian

»

ByTIMNEY
MDC Staff

The Free L niversity grew two

summers ago out of the

I rust rations of several orientation

counselors and Project Ten

members who were attempting

living and learning in a state

university They were tired ot the

$ linear insensitivity of the

university toward the outside

community and the lives of its

students

Atomization Not only has the

University continued to proudly

increase numbers while being

totally insensitive to the humanity

which these numbers represent;

but has continually disregarded all

the necessary reforms that the

I Diversity's growth demands ."-

from the FUC rationale statement

The geodesic domes of Free

University <'it> m October 1969

helped us to discover that

education is not putting up with

dull classes, classes in which

nothing is organically learned,

classes which the professor con-

trols Education is not cookbook

ityle science labs, programmed

language labs, teachers hired on

their research and publishing

Education is not life in an im-

personal environment

roC was a short but valuable

experience for those building,

eating. learning. teaching,

sharing Learning is a flow of

energies It cannot be fragmented

or separated from life. We must

have open space in which to create

our own life process/ style-learning

organizes spontaneously and

organically around it.

On UMast: as the White Queen

ays in Alice Through the Looking

(ilass. here, you see. it takes all

the running you can do to keep in

the same place II you want to get

somewhere else you must run

twice .is last.

\ child born in the I'nited

Kingdom today stands a ten-times*

greater chance of being admitted

to a mental hospital than to a

university, and about one-fifth ot

mental admissions are diagnosed

schisophrenic This can be taken as

an indication that we are driving

our children mad more effectively

than we are genuinely educating

them. Perhaps it is our very wa> n
educating them that is driving

them mad "R D Laing

We learn from intense images

Television and psychedelic have

shaped the vision of our coun-

terculture. How do you see > ourselt

reflected here 9 Strong images of

the las( ten years 9 \iolent'

PEOPLE & PROCESS count Not

property, goals, and concepts

MAN. WE ARE TALKING AB(»l 1

SURVIVAL

Still the I niversity does not

respond The University is frozen.

To attempt reform is to bite con-

crete We cannot waste time

tinkering with small parts of in-

stitutions A community is based

on multiple levels of association

between people You can see

m o v i e s /g e t high/-
demonstrate/ work with the same

people A community shares an

image ot itself and its relationship

to the world A community
hves/learns/laughs/cries/fights

together

The evolution of the Free

University has come a long way

from the roC domes Capitalism

has left the old student union

Ixwkstore. allowing it to take on the
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shape of a Peoples Place with

community-building activities.

The food cooperative, free garage.

day care center. Iree store. New
England student clearinghouse,

women s liberation, gay liberation.

massage workshops, a community

grapevine, theatre ensemble.

organic gardening, and Silverbus

nomodic unit are all ways of

viewing ourselves and sharing

information seeds of in-

tercommunalism

The Free University is open

space lor tree expression Life,

learning. art. economics,

technology break out of their

categories and flow into one

another. Free University il

relevant to us because it is us.

Geeiesk domes spring up on the fields in back of Southwest. This

*as Free I niversitv the growing child of students who seek to

make their education part of the total ongoing process of their lives

<MIH photo by Pat I.empart)
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Tom Uerderian. Leo Duarte. and Flo Polansky (pictured left to

right?}XZ£*~~ bluegrass flavor at a recent Campus ( enter

coffeehouse. (MDC photo by Steve Schmidt..

Ciitemung presents - 2 Raunchy Flicks

BOGART in

HIGH SIERRA
at 7:00

The Mask of Dimitrios

at 9:00

TONITE THOMPSON 104

Because we believe it, watching the

film is very much like taking part in

some encounter group- there's no

way to escape the image on the

screen, nor to deny its truth. —

-
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i Think Somebody** Watching I
**

A funny thing happened on the way to the Hatch last

night. I bumped into mv old buddy, my old drinking

buddv from high school days, my old crazy friend

Mac. ...

Mac is probably one of the original funny men in this

world. There are always people around who are quick

with a joke or a comment or some crazy little trick to

make you laugh, but this guy does it with a lot of style.

Everyone else is just an impostor. And a cheap one at

tnat u • U»K
He's been shaving since we were in the eigntn

grade. Daily. Now he's got a full beard and long hair

and when he and another drinking buddy named Mike,

who lives in JFK. walked up to me at the Hatch ice

cream bar, he was wearing a pair of overalls that said

•Hood Milk" on them.

He was one of the first among the Class of '68 to turn

into a freak. I joined the ranks of the disillusioned

shortly after he did. but we never saw each other too

much after he went off to U Rochester and I started

doing time in prep school. But when we got together, it

was like the good old days.

The three of us. Mike. Mac and I. went to a parochial

high school in Framingham None of us was ever

particularly religious and after a couple of years

among the "penguins it really began to show. It ended

up with the principal, a mean old lady we called the

•Bird," accusing me of being psychotic because I

wore a button that said 'Frodo Lives." So I left the

school and began a new career at a school in Boston.

During some of our less crazy days we both worked

at different stores of the same drugstore chain in

Framingham. Every Tuesday a truck full of more

drugstore crap would pull up and we'd have to unload

it He used to come over and help me and then we'd go

over to his store to unload. He had a boss named

Harold whom he hated and his co-worker was another

crazy man named Tico. His real name was Walter

Flynn but every one called him Tico. He was the

starting defenseman on the school's hockey team and

nobody fooled around with him.

After 1 left that stupid school, I became very lonely.

So my biggest comfort in life was the bottle. I'd get

this Jamaican named George Bonito Washington

Philips to buy me a case of beer, and Mac and I and

whoever else felt like coming along would get drunk.

At first it bothered my parents but they got used to it.

One night I got really drunk kind of early and Mac
brought me in the house at about one in the morning.

The whole damn family was still up watching TV. He

took me upstairs and when he went back down, my
mother asked him in this very tired voice who had

bought the booze this time.

Then he began to turn into a freak. He always had

the potential. Only certain types of people can

become real freaks. At the beginning of his senior

year he applied for an ROTC scholarship and told

everyone he was going to get it. He seemed so con-

fident about it that no one was really surprised when

he did. But he almost flunked out of school before he

settled down into a funny man. I ran away once to visit

him at school. He was the first person I ever got drunk

in a bar with.

Last night he walked up to me with these damn
overalls on. Now, these overalls say a lot about him.

Mac was always wearing crazy clothes. He used to

wear black and white saddle shoes around school and

before vou knew it, everyone in the school was

wearing them. He had that type of personality. He

could make friends with anyone. Anyway, these

overalls had a name on them: Leo Flynn. Tico's

lather. The Flvnns live in Natick and Mac bought the

overalls in Harry the Greek's in Boston. Mac is the

type of guv who has things like that happen to him.

Art Buchwald

Saving Your Job

WASHINGTON The trouble

with most business administration

Kboota la that they teach you

everything about business except

how to keep your job when a

company starts to lay off people

during an economy drive

"The reason they don't teach you

how to survive during an economy

wave," --aid my friend

Wholesworthy. who has lived

through every pink slip crisis in his

Compaq) tor Jo years, "is that the

Mil) way to keep your job during a

personnel reduction is to fight

dirty And schools don't want to

admit you have to fight dirty to

stav in businesa
"

<g^5

Jim Mitchell

Lost In The Forest

I '..or Jim LaMacchia Hew is a person so devoted to

a cause thai it seema he canH see the forest for the

tin ,

Jim dropped by the other night to say that he had

decided to drop' out ol the race tor (arm Queen.

whereupon we got into a short discussion over the

whole business nt sexism and the repressive rules

society in general placca on us.

His 'main gripe was that people, especially women

arc slouh undergoing a process ot losing their in-

dividual freedoms For example. LaMacchia claims,

and probablv rightly so. that from the moment a

femak baby opens her eyes, she is taught that

becoming a mommy and rearing a family is the thing

to do.

Now in my humble opinion, it seems that raising a

family is not only a noble, but a very necessary task in

any society. The family structure is so weak now that

it women begin to abondon this role, the basic unit of

our society will be in severe jeopardy.

Yes naturally society exerta pressure tor women to

fulfill this role." but forcing them' Hardly Note the

number of women on this campus, or most others for

that matter Certainly many oi them are hist husband

hunting, but I think that many ot them are here for a

education,

ipon graduation the) lesire to use their newi)

red knowledge, no one prevents them from

Yet it seems most enter the traditional in

on of marriage. The) arenot being ed into

,1 dependence on the male or earing foi

familv. but do it by individual choice.

Maybe I'm being too simplistic, but just compare a

man "and a woman standing side by side First, they

have different physical appearances, and aptitudes If

you could see into the minds of both, you would find

"that they had subtle intrinsic emotional differences.

Clearly "there is nothing right or wrong about this,

that s "just the way things are.

So then whv Jim, do you claim that it does not follow

that they take different roles in society which one may

be able" to handle better than the other

Women, not onlv in modern society, but throughout

historv have usually been considered the less

aggressive and more compassionate of the two sexes,

while men genera II v have been attributed the opposite

qualities, and there is nothing wrong with this either.

Wouldn't life be dull if we all had the same predictable

type of behavior, the appearances, and capabilities
*

You said that competition plays a too important part

in our lives 1 sav it is a very important part of life.

Competition provides for us with a perpetual in-

centive for achievement and bettering of our lives thai

we might not otherwise have Some may argue

exactly what better is. and at that point it becomes .1

matter of opinion To me. a better life 1- anything that

makes one happier than he or she was pre\ lously

.

II you can learn to enjoy the process ot competition

to see it not as an obstacle but as a stepping stone I hen

happiness is almost guaranteed

I hope that I have cleared at least one tree tor you

"Give me an example," I said.

"All right, suppose you are

working as an executive for the

Soft-Serve Tennis Ball Co. The

word is out that there is going to be

a 15",. across t he-board cut in Jobs

You don't sit back and wait to see if

you re in the 19% Vou act im-

mediately

You go to see Croton. the vice

president in charge of personnel,

and you say If you have to fire

someone in my department. Mr

Croton, I would prefer it be me
rather than O'Toole. You see.

<> Toole has had some serious

problems and that is why he hasn't

been able to function for the past

six months
Croton will reply Problems.

What problems''

His drinking, sir. When O'Toole

lirst came here he never louched a

drop. Then he fell apart But it

wasn't his tault You'd have taken

to drink too if you had been under

the pressure he s laced lately

Pressure" What kind of

pressui

Well. sir. O'Toole's a triend ot

mine and that's why 1 hope I'm not

violating a confidence. The
pressure came mainly trom his

gambling OToole started losing

heavily to the bookies and they

threatened to tell his wile about the

woman O Toole was keeping if he

didn't pay his debts."

"O'Toole was gambling and
keeping a woman and he's got a

drinking problem and you want me
to keep him on the payroll"' Croton

will say

"We all make mistakes. Mr.

Croton.' you protest As soon as

O'Toole straightens out his

financial affairs and makes up his

mind whether he's going to get rid

of his wife or his mistress, he'll be

a great addition to the company.'

At this point Croton will get

suspicious and say. How come

you're begging for O'Toole to stay

and you to go°'

"Because, you reply, the shape

O'Toole's in. he'll never be able to

gd another job. while with my
1 .cord and sales contacts. I can get

a new position with another

company tomorrow
Wholeworthy said to me. "Now if

vou were Croton. which man's

"head would you put on the block'"

Poor o Toole." I said "1 knew

him well."

"There are other methods of

holding onto your job during I cut-

back period." Wholesworthy said

•One is to go to Croton and say. I

don't envy the duty work the board

ot directors has assigned you. Mr
( rotOO Belore you're finished.

you're going to l>e the most hated

man in the company
Yes. it's true.' Croton will

reply They II all hate me What

can 1 do"'

•Whv not lorm an employee's

Force Reduction Committee

anil let the committee absorb all

the blame tor the cuts in per

SOnneT! Well take all the Hack

Who's we"' Croton will ask

Me and my committee.' you

say Whenever someone screams

you can blame it on us

'You're a good man.

Wholesworthy I don't know what

the company would do without

you.'

Copyright l!»7l. I.os Angeles Times

To Senator Kennedy Concerning The Draft

Fear oi conscription

Slithering in my brain

Dread ol induction

Driving me insane

Terror ot destruction
d! dying in the ram
Horror ot amputation
Walking with a i ane

Wary ot execution

II 1 flee to Spam
Don't believe m sell mlliction

Its a death which I disdain

Up with fornication

Don't die. just go get tain

Rich Dunkelbergei

Letters To The Editor Editorial Points
Religious Issue In Secular Form

To The Kditor:

The words and presence of Miss Devlin harken not

so much to Adolf Hitlet, as to the founder of the

ideology which she expounds - Karl Marx. In his not so

famous, but more profitable comments on the

Revolution of 1848 in Germany, Marx uses the same
class struggle analysis that Miss Devlin used, and ran

into a similar problem.

In his essay Mr. Marx gives an interesting

description of the Revolution and the reasons for its

failure. This is done along class lines and holds quite

adequate until we reach the one great stumbling block

of the Poles. They desire an independent country and

do not quite fit into the class struggle version of

events. Mr. Marx is constantly chastising them for

possessing an antediluvian mentality, and dismisses

them thus. The question of their social consciousness

aside, they do open this other question: if the Poles

cannot be fitted into the events, than perhaps the

theory is too general to tell the entire picture.

This is much the case with Miss Devlin; she is

correct in saying that the battle is not a religious one,

but the religious issue is present in a secular form.

The status quo has seized this issue as a means of

social control. Although the concept of protestant

ascendency has no religious meaning, it is used as a

means whereby the establishment can get the

protestant proletariat to identify with the system

because it is run "by our kind." By introducing this

"religious issue' the establishment induces the

workers to think that an attack upon the status quo is

an attack upon their religion. My point is that although

Miss Devlin correctly analyses the situation by

pointing out that the system does not benefit the

working class, she overlooks the consciousness of the

people and how they view the system, however in-

correct that view may be.

Neil Coleman

Did you ever notice how easy it is

for the system to buy us all off. O'

material wealth and comfort be

our guide.
*****

There is a great debate going on

about who should have control over

the Campus Center. You know that

building in the center of campus
which students are paying through

their nose for. Rumor has it that

students aren't responsible enough

to make decisions about the thing.

Nobody really wants to talk about

internal problems right now.
*****

The rents will probably go up

again this year, according to some

reports. How much will have to be

announced in the near future.

Student fees will also take a hike.
*****

According to the Associated

Press, the White House is quietly

seeking to eliminate legal

restrictions which bar persons
convicted of campus disruptions

from receiving federal student

loans and loan guarantees. Huh?
*****

Winnie Ruth Judd. the convicted

trunk murderess of the 1930s may
be freed from prison soon if

Arizona Governor John R.

Williams follows the recom-
mendation of the state Board of

Pardons. Well, I guess that means
another case is closed for Miss

Judd.

Some People Will Swallow Anything
To The Kditor:

This is concerning the letter written by the galloping

gourmet, Wayne Shepard. This is directed towards

him in hopes he will see that his encounter with dining

commons "food'' is very rare.

The contents of your defense letter of the University

Food Service directs us to believe that you are both

human disposals. You will eat anything, won't you?

However, some of us are more discriminating in our

choice of foods and we have tasted "acceptable" food

in our lives, have you? What do you think of bread

cutlets or of roast beef that lights up like a neon sign.

Or maybe you find enjoyment in the many names that

can be given to the same piece of "elusive mystery

meat". .

We haven't had much trouble with the runs lately,

of course, none of us eat more than 50% of our meals

in the commons. But. there still is the ever present

smell that fills up the bathrooms every morning after

the "students" of the floor come back from breakfast

There are many times when most early classes are

even missed because of the breakfasts. Sometimes,

our stomachs retaliate against the food so quickly that

we barelv have time to get back to the dorm.

About Jetting the dogs in the commons. I'm getting a

little worried because they're beginning to get

scarcer Remember that when you eat your next piece

of mystery meat.

I guess I can understand why your friend likes the

taste of the silverware If he tried the food than he'd

notice that all the food tastes the same too.

Full Spectrum

To The Kditor: _

Mr Kendalls disappointment that my folk program

on WMUA this week was only blues is a result of the

popular distorted view most people have of American

lolk music. By far. the most significant contribution to

our folk music has been by oppressed blacks and pool-

rural whites, although most people are familiar with

onlv the current folk music "stars", who happen to be

comfortable, middle class interpreters of this music_

These performers rarely turn out creative music, and

usually don't live up to the standards of America s

true folk geniuses whose styles and songs they at-

tempt to reproduce Ironically, one album put out by

these stars makes more money and wins them more

tame than the artists who created the music could

hope to achieve in a lifetime Actually. 1
:

you had

listened carefully to my "blues" show Tuesday-night

\ou would have noticed that it included a good deal of

ragtime and contemporary music
; *^ °"

.[

u
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shows I plan to live up to the name of I oik r estival by

featuring the full spectrum of folk music Because I

plan mv shows ,n advance I do not usually take

requests, unless they are consistent with that par-

ticular program I have tried to encourage written

suggestions for future shows and welcome any local

folk musicians who wish to perform on my at.ow.

Instead of trying to intellects ize and justify the show

any further I am content to let the music I present

overv other Tuesday night speak for itselt.

We must agree with you that the lines are really not

so awful. But, this isn't what bothers most people. It's

the thought of what we are waiting in line for. Do you

really like to wait in line to get sick?

There have been days we haven't found hair in our

food, either. Of course, somedays that we do, it seems

that they have the most taste of the meal. Maybe it's a

new kind of seasoning.

It might just be that the food in Worcester Dining

Commons isn't too bad. If that's it then we invite you

to come to Southwest where we will find out if it's you

or if it's the food.

By the way. how do you expect us to eat Dining

Commons "food" straight when it's barely eatable

when we have the raving "munchies".
The Second Kloor T-6

Mark Kalish

It's Greek To Me
I <» the editor:

It has recently come to my attention through A
Survey of the Status of Theatre in United States High

Schools (1970) by Joseph Peluso of Seton Hall

University that high school theatre programs are

really in said shape In his survey Peluso used a

random sampling of 1,352 (6.08%) of the total number
of American high schools (22.214. His answered

questionnaire revealed: 17.8% of the 1,352 theatre

teachers had no undergraduate or graduate credit

hours in theatre courses; 74% subscribed to no theatre

publications, and 63.9% of the high schools involved

had no theatre course (although 92.2% did have some
sort of theatre activity).

Now. when one considers that these statistics refer

to but 6% of American high schools, the importance of

the problem becomes alarmingly significant. The

solution obviously, is for high schools to hire theatre

majors to direct theatre and teach drama This is

easier said than done. High schools tend to lure

qualified teachers with a meagerly pittance to teach

dramatics on the side The result, then, is a meager

introduction to the theatrical arts. The incoming

college freshman (unless his high school was ex-

ceptional 1 cannot appreciate good theatre, since there

are few rally qualified teachers to guide him. How. for

example, can an unlearned person react to a

production of Aristophanes The Clouds, when he

knows neither the concepts of Greek comedy nor the

correct technical procedures? I guess I just cannot

understand why English faculties can't incorporate

theatre faculties It seems so simple and would mean

so much.
John Warchol

Helpless

To The Kditor: „.„)oH
In response to Jeff Kendalls request for a printed

program guide We need the people to sit down, write

it out go to the Collegian Office, and put it in. Right

now we bareh have enough people to keep us on the

air if you would like to perform this task -and we

desperate!) need someone to do it - come on down to

the station and the Assistant Station Manager will put

v,,U,OU °rk
Jeff Anton

Chief Announi-ei ,
WAR A

FoodComesUpAgain
To the Kditor:

Don and Wayne,
Sorry if I offended vou fellows with my letter it

didn't seem to me like I was a "Christ-like figure" and

that was far from my intention. My name was printed

inadvertently by the Collegian against my wishes. I

had requested that it be withheld for the same reasons

that vou rebuked me for.

Thank vou. however, for sending in your rebuttal

Some of vour points were well worth mentioning, but

still Im'unconvinced. Perhaps it would have been

more convincing if vou had stuck to the pomt-the

dining commons. Ill have to wait until some im-

provements are made there before III be convinced

I am neither depraved, dainty, ranting, poor,

overpriviledged. self-elected. Christ-like sloppy

hypochondriacal, nor glory-seeking Besides what

does that have to do with complaints about the ser-

vices of the dining commons '

Carl Beattv

The Tuition Mistake

By HENRY STEELE
COMMAGER

The decision of the trustees of

the State University of New
York to nearly double tuition

fees at state colleges and
universities over the next three

or four years is an aggravation

of a policy that is basically

unsound and should never have

been adopted in the first place.

Tuition charges are unsound

because they are based on an

erroneous principle, that higher

education is a luxury and a

privilege, not a service and a

necessity. If higher education

were indeed a luxury in which

the state indulged a few

privileged young men and

women then it would be quite

logical to require them to pay for

the privilege. But if it is

preparation and training for

services essential to the well-

being of the community we are

no more justified in charging for

it than we would be in charging

for elementary and high school

education.

In 1920 approximately 20 per

cent of youngsters between the

ages of 14 and 18 attended high

school, today almost 50 per cent

of those between the ages of 18

and 22 attend some kind of

college, and in states such as

New York the percentage is

substantially higher. Clearly

college is today what high school

was 50 years ago Yet no one in

MO proposed charging tuition

tor high school on the ground

that the few who enjoyed high

school education were privileged

characters. Are we so much
poorer now than we were in

1920'' Or are we merely more

muddled in our thinking''

What are the arguments for

public support of education''

First is the principle a

principle invented in this

country that self-government

cannot work without an

educated citizenry That prin

ciple was foreshadowed in the

school laws of the Massachusetts

Bay Colony as early as \M2 and

1647. and was given national

endorsement in the Northwest

Ordinance ol 1787: Knowledge

being necessary to good

government, and the happiness

of mankind, schools and the

means of education shall forever

be encouraged What was true

in 1787 is surely even more true

today, that knowledge is

necessary to good government.

lor surely the responsibilities of

citizenship are more arduous

now than thev were in the

eighteenth century, or even in

the almost pastoral days of

Harding and Coolidge

The second argument for

public support of higher

education is equally familiar:

that as our society grows every

year larger, more complex, and

more importunate, it demands
more and more expertise to run

it Those who train themselves

for the technical jobs of

medicine, law, teaching, ar-

chitecture, engineering, forestry

and so forth jobs that im-

placably require study beyond

the high school - are not a

privileged few enjoying special

benefits denied to other citizens;

they are public servants

acquiring the skills to perform

services that society must have

if it is to survive

Every other country in the

Western world recognizes this

and acts accordingly The
United States the richest of

them is also almost the only one

which requires university

students to pay tuition Not only

is university education free m
almost every Western country,

but most enlightened nations,

such as Britain. Denmark.
Norway. even Russia,

customarily pay the total cost of

living for university students

and a few. such as Denmark and

Russia, make modest payments

to students as well They do this

on the same principle that they,

and WO, pay not only lor the cost

of training, but salaries to those

in the armed services Are we
indeed prepared to say that

those who serve society by

saving lives, or teaching the

young, or advancing justice or

providing essential scientific

services, are less worthy ol

support than those who serve in

the military"

Proponents ol tuition charges

always fall back on the

argument that the beneficiaries

of higher education earn more
money in the long run than those

who are not. and should be

prepared to pay for the

privilege True enough, they do,

and they are. For their earnings

pay taxes and. as we know, on a

graduated scale. It is a sale

assumption that university

graduates more than pay back

the lull cost of their education m
higher taxes on their higher

earnings From even a hard

headed business point ot view,

what better investment ot public

money is there'' Vietnam"

(Reprinted from the New York
Times, --2.V7I

»
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Weekend
Films, Movies, the Cinema

In Faye 's Way
Theater

By RUSSELLC.MUND\
MDC Stall

someday when I write a sequel to

Sams' Confessions of a i ultist. I'll

begin with "The Mask <>t

Dimitrios," whieh, coincidentally,

ran be seen tonight in Thompson at

ten 'The Mask" has all the

elements of thecultist movie-little

critical acclaim, less public

recognition, an obscure director

but a cast that includes Peter

Loire, Faye Emerson, Zachar)

Scott. and'SiuncN (iieenstreet

Jean Negulesco who made The

Mask" m 1944 is usually remem-

bered as a director who showed

early promise in the forties, but

lost "his identity in the fifties in the

swirl and sweep oi big-screen

technicolor. It is difficult to

imagine any director able to

exercise the discipline and control

of The Mask'' also able to ac-

commodate himself to the flabby

splendor of "Three Coins in a

Fountain ' Negulesco was no

exception Chalk up another loss to

the studio system

Peter Lorre steps out of his usual

sinister role to play a slightly

quixotic wider of detective stones

who is fascinated and drawn to a

real-life Dimitrios. murderer.

,.->assin. and traitor Never in

control, alwavs slightly academic.

Lorre is drawn deeper and deeper

into a plot that might have been his

own and finally is.

I'm prepared to admit to a

personal weakness at the base of

mv affection for Faye fcmerson

She was the mistress of television

in the post-war yea/8 and Faye

Emerson Hikes were almost as

popular then as Spiro Agnew jokes

arc toda\ Do you recall the one

about the effects of Fay's star-

tling cleavage on a seven-inch

screen''

But most <>t all. more than Faye

Emerson or Peter Lorre, is the

great tat man. an actor ot

prodigious stature (so to speak 1

.

Sidne> Greenstreet We enjoyed

the Bogart revival, but that is old

hat Now is the time tor a first a

Suine\ Greenstreet revival He

possessed an incredible unc

tuousness. the urbanity ot a manot

the world. There's never been

another like him The mincing

little man and the great mammoth
Greenstreet dance a pas de deux

throughout the movie. The camera

seldom treats them alike. Dne is

up. the other down the little man
circles warily, the big man
blusters and tiptoes Finally they

are drawn together in an im-

probable alliance.

The movie is well-made; that is.

neat, structured, without loose

ends It is rich in detail and brings

new rewards with each viewing It

is full of cinematic details unob-

trusively handled Lights and fires

are recurrent as though to suggest

that a little light need be shed on

the storv Perhaps overly cute, but

pardonable through the soft focus

of hindsight are the gratuitous

(almost afterthoughts) visual

correlatives of a completed action-

Dimitrios leading his luckless

mark to the house manager while

the camera pans to the fat in the

lire Barber the two men are

characterised by their hats- the

mark by his straw and Dimitrios

b\ rakish fedora.

Transition from sequence t<>

sequence is always smooth

because the composition contrives

to guide the eye ot the viewer into

precisely the proper point for the

succeeding frame Nothing new or

startling, just well done. "The

Mask is a detective story and the

sense ot unloldmg or trying to

penetrate is always there. The

action is never across the screen,

always into the screen. The light

composition contrives to draw the

eye into the frame. Dimitrios goes

torward. never backward.

Probably the most attractive

qualitv of the film is its willingness

to make light of itself. Greenstreet

savs at one point. "This is not a

detective story.'' The point of view

in the film recalls Godard's
Breathless'' and Truffaut's

"Shoot the Piano Player."' Lorre

has a saving, innocuous quality.

Greenstreet is always pulling out

his gun and putting it back. No man
who reads "Pearls of Everyday

Wisdom" even in a low camera

angle can be all bad. "The Mask of

Dimitrios" is a dectective story

and it's not It's part dance, but

mostly funny and it ends with

"There's not enough kindness in

the world."

By BOB NEST1 and ED VANUSZ

I fsTil^DTOductionof the spring. For details see elsewhere on the page.

i$i

A'dark'oimedy about a young British school teacher Mdhto wfcMjhj

plan to do away with their retarded daughter. A Seventy Playc is

production, at .lie Stone Basement Theatre. Amherst College, through

Monday. ..»,,^

SLOW DANCE ON THE KILLING GROl ND
William Haneeys fine play, which has been off and-on Broadway in

recent seasons to' some high critical acclaim, will be seen evenings at 8

through Sunday at the Hallie Flannigan Theatre. Smith. ($>

Music
GARY BURTON QUARTET

Gary Burton, voted Jazzman of the

year in IMI by Downbeat
Magazine will bring his Quartet to

Bowker Auditorium this Friday

and Saturday evenings at 8. Burton

has appeared us a featured soleist

or leader on over 25 albums. His

music is inventive fusion of jazz,

rock, and country blues perfect for

a college audience. Tickets may be

purchased at the Fine arts Council

Box Office. Herter Hall, or at

Bowker an hour before the per-

formance.

Films

Wycherley's Lechery

Judith Kre.dimm and Michelle Faith in a scene

from The ( ounti > Wife.

The Country Wife- a seventeenth century satire

concerning the morals and mores of a social order

corroded by deceit-will be presented by the University

of Massachusetts Theatre on March 3. 4. 5. 6. in

Bartlett Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

The lountrv Wife, a Bestoration comedy of man-

ners by William Wycherley. dramatizes a society

governed bv middle "aged figures who have replaced

honor with\self interest, truth with hypocrisy and

affectation, realit) with illusion; and love with sexual

appetite In this flirtation game between the sexes,

marriage appears as a civil facade lacking the in-

terest of thrtation with its opportunity for change.

Wycherlev. through the schemes of the character

Horner, exposes all pretenders, hypocrites, jealous

ones, and fools Honor, with the aide of a Dr Quack,

persuades his friends that he has became impotence

He delights in making cuckolds of husbands, and

through his declared impotance seeks the privileges of

a eunuch with the "virtuous" ladies Added to the

humor of Horner s schemes are the efforts of a jealous

husband to keep his country wife from the appealing

temptations of London life

The University Theatre's creative revival of this

Restoration comedy has offered the actors an op-

portunity to explore period movment and role-playing

in a world of snuff boxes and minuets.

It 's A Beautiful Day

The ten national finalists in the

third American College Theatre

Festival, which will be presented

in Washington next month, were

announced today (Monday.

February 22 > by Koger L Stevens.

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

of the John F Kennedy Center for

the Performing Arts The Festival

is presented by the Kennedy

Center and the Smithsonian In-

stitution.

UMass will be represented as a

finalist with its production

Aristophanes' THE CLOUDS.

This adaptation, seen last

semester, was directed by Gary-

Stewart with an original music

score bv Jay McAuliffe The

production will travel to

Washington where it will be seen

on Saturday and Sunday. April 3

and 4th

A rock musical version of

Aristophanes' "The Birds" per-

tormed by Cleveland State

University will open the Festival

on March 21 at the George

Washington University Center

Theatre.

Also selected to perform in the

Festival, in order of appearance.

are State University of New York

at Albany. "Harry. Noon and

Night; University of Kansas.

Indians'' Southern Illinois

University. The Caretaker;'

University of North Carolina,

Woyzeck; Southwest Minnesota

State University. "The
Scarecrow;" University of

Evansville. "The Imaginary In-

valid;" and Occidental CoUege.

"The Ballad of Sanki Merser."

Each production will be given

three performances

BOYS IN THE BAND (Sunday. Student Union, 7 and 9) Mart Crowley s

acclaimed studv of a homosexual milieu has been transformed into a

brittle funny yet brutal film. The members of the original off-Broadway

production perform the finest example of ensemble acting to be seen in

any recent films.

BREWSTER MCLOUD (Campus Cinemas. Hadley)

A
B
black fantasy in which most ^™J*Xw£1&^*

vehemence unequaled since Kubrick's DR. STANGLLOVE. Directed Dy

Robert Altman it features a good deal of his winning MASHcrew.

COCOANUTS (Saturday. Merrill Science Center, Amherst, 8)

The Marx Brothers again, this time taking on jewel thieves

DOCTOR'S WIVES (Showcase Cinemas. W. Springfield)

A biiol"novacaine and perhaps a lobotomy are in order to full appreciate

this sex bbod and guts spectacular in the grand Lana Turner tradition.

GIMME SHELTER (Siarts Wednesday. Campus Cinemas. Hadley'

The Mavsles Brothers' documentary of last year's Rolling Stones

LtionaUour which ended with Mick Jagger. the Hell's Angel, and a cast

of thousands at Altamont.

GROUPIES (Campus Cinemas. Hadley)
• »u-

Another documentary, this one about the young ladies who entertain the

mi 1FT OF THE SPIRITS (Talkie. Northampton)

Felhni
!
s own diary of a mad housewife. The story of a bored lonely

middle agedl woman who escapes into her own fantasy world. The

Sector s

g
first use of color is astounding in this feminist complement to

' K.AMe'rADSCHAFT (COMRADESHIP) (Sunday. Thompson 104. 7 and

^Kameradschaft .Comradeship) a 1931 German sound film directed by

G W Pabst it film . concerning a disaster in a French mine and the

rescue attempt bv German miners reveals a theme of brotherhood and

cooperation between bitter enemies The setting is the Franco-German

border after World War I and the realism of the grimy dangerous mines

and the disaster heighten the drama and tension of the rescue operations

Kameradschaft was one of the last films of its kind to be produced in

Germany during this time, as the Nazi reign was about to begin.

KINETICS: SERIES TWO (Tuesday, SU Ballroom. 7 and9>

The second program of experimental films from studios all over the

world Most are having their initial public showing with this series. Last

year's KINETICS ONE was one of the best film series over presented on

this campus. ..... i . .

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT (Saturday. Mt Holyoke)

A compelling film Sidnev Lumet (THE PAWNBROKER) directed this

adaptation of Eugene (/Neil's memory play Kathenne Hepburn gives a

performance probablv unequaled in her long career and she is ably

supported equally well bv Ralph Richardson. Dean Stockwell. and Jason

Robards. Jr The first film in history m which all four stars received the

Best Acting awards at the Cannes Film Festival

LOVE STORY (Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield)

Chances are if you think vou'll like it. you will, if not. you wont. Love and

death in the American novel as written and filmed for those who don t

really care about love and death in the American novel.

PUTNEY SWOPE (Saturday. Sage Hall. Smith. 7: 30 and 9: 30)

A black black-comedy. What happens when a group of blacks takes over a

Madison Avenue advertising agency. Its targets are many and it shatters

..II ot them Contains perhaps the funniest television commercials since

Choo-Choo fell into her can of paint

THE SPY SMASHER and KING OF THE UNDERWORLD (Friday.

Campus Cinemas. ID
Two classic Bogart films

THREE IN THE ATTIC (Academy of Music, Northampton)

A young man is kidnapped by three girls and put on a diet of pure, punle,

teenage lust. Christopher Jones is the young man who learns the hard

way that fakin' it he hardly makes it.

TORA! TORA! TORA! (Calvin Theater. Northampton. Amherst

Cinema, Amherst) ^o^.,
A film which will live in infamy. What went on behind the seness in V ROM
HERE TO ETERNITY' somewhat boring account of Pearl Harbor day.

If you find a point no matter how obnoxious or seemingly mute,

don't let it remain so We are eager to hear your complaints, views,

accolades, or charges, just follow this simple formula and you too

will have your name in print: Letters must be typed and double

spaced, with no more than sixty spaces on a line < this helps us set it

upquicklv ) The limit is one page and please have it in by 5 P.M. for

the next day's edition. Bring it up here to the Fine Arts Depart

ment, in the Collegian Office (second floor of the Student Union*

If you are particularly garrulous and immune to trauma, present

thyself forthwith to Bob Nesti. same place

Campus Construction Proceeds On Schedule

Bv JIM MITCHELL
M DC Staff

An inspection yesterday of the

major campus construction sites

revealed that with lew exceptions,

all work is on schedule and

proceeding normally.

The Graduate Research Center

shows the most advanced stage of

completion Leo Guglielmo. the job

superintendent said that nearly all

the exterior work on the buildings

is done, and about 75% of the in-

terior work has been completed.

The low rise buildings, which will

house the library and computer

center are expected to be redy for

occupancy by May 1. The 17 story

reinforced concrete tower which

will house the labs and other

research facilities has a tentative

completion date of mid November.

To the south, most of the major

excavation work has been done on

the site of the Fine Arts Center

Cold weather, and now the thaw,

has caused more problems here

than on the other buildings in a

more advanced stage of com-

pletion.

Dick Spat, the superintendent of

that job said that although the

adverse weather has made things

more difficult, the work is nearly

on schedule. Footings, the base of

the foundation, of four buildings

have already been poured And the

remaining three should be done

some time next week.

Spat said that a few labor con-

tracts would be expiring during the

Spring, although he would not

speculate as to the likclyhood of a

strike.

The campus pond is scheduled to

l^row a bit; eventually, it will

extend twenty or thirty feet more

towards Whitmore and SBA. At the

same time, an island will be

created complete with trees, and

the bridge that now extends across

the pond will be removed
The largestundertakingof all, the

29 story library, just topped the

17th floor yesterday Actually the

tallest library in the Nation, it will

do much to break the monotony of

the many poured concrete facades

already here. The red brick skin.

already at the 6th floor, will reach

the top by December 1.

loh Superintendent, Paul St.

Martin said that although the in-

clement weather hasn't slowed the

work too much yet, there's a

possibility of a strike some time

this Spring, which might put him

behind schedule a bit. If the con-

struction does proceed unin

tempted though, the roof will be

done by October 15, and the entire

project by May 1972, said St

Martin.

The future location of the

Psychology department is now

about 60% complete, he added.

Although there was a carpenters

strike last summer that stopped all

work. Gene Koux, general

superintendent says that presently

all work is proceeding on schedule

at Tobin Hall

Now working on the 6th floor.

Roux gives an approximate date ol

completion as late Fall. 1971. There

are about UN men working on this

particular job, two of whom are

former UMass students

When questioned on the

possibility of student employment
on the jobs this summer, most of

the foremen felt that there would

be few. if any, openings.

The deserted plains of Siberia?

Actually this is the sloppy site of

the new fine arts center (upper)

which eventually will be comprised
of seven huildings. 'MIX Photo by

Gib Fullerton)

From such small beginnings,

how we have grown! Here (mid-

dle) the 17 story graduate research

center towers over the old West

Experimental Station. (MDC
Photo by Bruce MacConnell)

Hooks, the key to learning.

..Well, there should certainly be

enough of them to learn everyone

after they figure out a way to fill H
floors worth of library. (MDC
Photo hv Dave Bernstein)

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1*70/71 $1111$

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

FRIDAY, FEB. 26 & SAT., FEB. 27 — 8 PM.

THE GARY BURTON QUARTET

A night of good vibes by one of the top jazz ensembles'

Ixtral Feb. »6th Informal Seminar
Feb. 27tb .F»zz Workshop

ItM p.m. /Old Chapel Auditorium
Open without charge to ticket holders

FRIDAY, MARCH 5 & SAT., MARCH 6 — 8 P.M.

COLDOVSKY GRAND OPERA THEATRE

Presents Mozort's "Don Giovanni"

Company of fifty in fully slaved production in English!

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l

Box 13927, Gainesville, Fla 32601

MARCH 16 • 18

ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

Hrilliant contemporary danro ensemble in two different

evening program* plus Master Clan and Lecture ivmon-

itration.

For complete program and ticket information

please contact the Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

(Remaining tickets at Bowker one hour before event.)

Tel. 545-0202
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Room To Move:
Angel 's Dust Analyzed

FCC Discontinues
Wiretakeover

^u„ The K.nerftency

\ few months ago Rolling Stone, the famous rock

music magazine, ran a short item warning readers

against use of a drug known as 'angel s dust The

article stated that -angel's dust" was an animal

sedative very powerful, and damaging to the human

brain Soon thereafter, 'angels dusf appeared on

ihe Amherst scene, known also as PCP, and oc-

casionally as Hog or Peace. Since our article last week

asking for information about PCP we have done a

good bit of checking and have talked to several people

with experience with PCP

PCP stands for phenyl-cyclohexyl-piperidine It is

sold legally to farmers and veterinarians ( and
I
others)

under its generic name Sernyl. It is sold on the black

market under any of the aforementioned names and

may also be sold as THC. acid, mescaline or an> h ng

else Grass and parsley can be treated with it; it can

be snorted, swallowed or injected.

People using PCP have reported feeling heavy,

slow and dull Others talk about heightened

awareness of music and other sensory stimulations

despite the feeling of physical ponderousness^ Some

people have gotten sick: nauseated and headachey.

It is not clear to us vet whether or not PCP is

phvsicallv harmful to the human brain and/or body.

Although" Rolling Stone reported that even moderate

usage of it would produce brain damage, George

Peters of LSD Rescue in Chicago says that it doesn t.

Since there is no scientific evidence available (to us.

at least), we can only assume that there is a risk in-

volved in the use of PCP.

As an afterthought, "Room to Move's question of the

week" is this: Does anyone have information about or

experience with a red capsule containing yellow

powder, sold as mescaline?

Our information on it so far is that people drop the

capsule and then get off nine hours later. Our initial

guess is that its STP. If you know about this, please

come in or call the center and share your knowledge

with Sandy or Paul

Room to Move, besides offering general information

and/or value clarification sessions to groups in the

dormitories, now has ready a workshop on heroin.

People interested should get in touch with Sandy or

Saki at the center.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Federal Communications Com-

mission said Thursday that

automatic take-over of the major

news wires for national emergency

announcements will be tem-

porarily discontinued in the wake

The Emergency Broadcast

Svstem is tested each Saturday

morning and Sunday evening with

test messages transmitted from

civil defense offices at Colorado

Springs, Colorado.

Last Saturday, a civilian er

porarily discontinued in the wake -

qJ
. ^ Army grabbed the

of last weekend's system failures. h ^ , and mistakenly
The FCC assented to a recom-

mendation from a communications

advisory committee that such

announcements be sent to the

broadcast news desks of the

Associated Press and United Press

International starting this

Saturday.
The news desks would then relay

the alert messages to all radio and

television stations on their wires.

wt tape and mistakenly

transmitted, through an automatic

link into the AP and UPI wires

nationwide, a real alert message

directing most stations to go off the

air and others to clear the air-

waves for a further message from

the President or from Civil

Defense.

Then, in Sunday night's test, the

usual practice message did not get

Student Mobe Calls Conference

Seeks Unity Against War

xs.s&s* rsSSSSSa
with his latest reckless move into

Laos Nixon has acted against the

clearly expressed desires of the

American people and without the

consent of Congress It is now

perfectly clear that Nixon's real

policy is not to withdraw from

Southeast Asia, but rather to

-win" the illegal, immoral In-

dochina War.

The antiwar movement must

provide a focus and a form for the

expression of the broadest op-

position to Nixon's course and for

immediate withdrawal of all U.S.

forces from S.E. Asia. 1
is im-

Ul SUV" pv»T»».. .—-

organized labor be involved and

integrated in the antiwar struggle

This is the time for those opponents

of the war who understand the

inportance of immense masses in

action for those who understand

TIWAR CONFERENCE, which

will be held on Saturday, Feb. 27 at

1 :00 PM in room 163 of the Campus

Center.

The purpose of the emergency

conference is to plan antiwar

demonstrations and other antiwar

activities of the most massive kind
..!w>n for those wno unaersianu uumuw «. «~

the majority sentiment against the

war. to unite for the task and

launch a program of action on

which such broad forces can agree

For these reasons, we in the

LMass Student Mobilization

Committee have called for a

REGIONAL EMERGENCY
CONNECTICUT VALLEY AN

Fight Against Cancer

New Method Found
For Diagnosing Surgery

•

nravn , F Tenn ( AP)-A way of detecting the success of cancer

su^y on humanT wlthfn a month's time is being developed by

researchers at the University of Tennessee

immediate withdrawal of all L.s.

forces from S.E. Asia and con-

ducted in a peaceful and legal

fashion. This is the way to involve

immense masses of ordinary

people trade unionists, GI s and

veterans, women, Gay people.

Black and Third World people

students, moderates, liberals and

radicals, young and old. and all

those who oppose the war regar-

dless of their differences on

various other matters.

This is a conference to organize

massive opposition to the war. All

those who want to see such op-

position organized are welcome to

participate regardless of their

political ideas or affiliation

Kthelind Wright

The usual current method of

determining the success of cancer

surgery is the reappearance or

non-reappearance of the disease

within five years.

The university scientists, headed

by microbiologist Dr Joseph H

Coggin, perfected an animal

cancer test in five years of

research and now are trying a test

on humans.

"There is every reason to believe

this test will be effective," said

Coggin

If a patient has not developed an

antibody in his blood against his

own cancer. Coggin said, the

cancer cells will increase in the

hamster If he had developed an

antibody there will be no growth.

"Failure to develop this antibody

,n the animal is an index that he

has a progressive tumor disease,

Coggin said.

"If the patient has developed an

antibody to his own cancer, there

will be no growth, and this is the

index that the patient has been

freed of his cancer by surgery."

An antibody is a substance

developed by the body to combat

foreign material such as cancer

We propose this as a diagnostic

test for the persistence of

malginant tumors. Before,

physicians could only say after cells and disease germs

surgery, The operation went well

and based on the type of cancer you

have, I would guess your chances

.ire good
'

HOT TftM I
QOC£Ql>€tir has learned that,

in typically chauvinistic fashion,

certain male owners of Q-TAGS

have been spreading a rumor that

these lovely, handcrafted, unique,

(pretty fair) medallions are fertility

symbols. This is an obvious attempt

to discourage female types from

wearing Q-TAGS. Don't be misled,

girls; medical authorities agree that

Q-TAGS have no ovarian effect.

(We heard of one Triddledy-dee who

was successfully pinned to a Beta

for two yean without becoming

postpartum.) Get your Q-TAG by

sending your name, address,

birthdate and three bucks (plus 3%

Ux) to QUEEQUEG, Box 695,

Falmouth, Mass. 02541

.

"Now the physician can know

almost immediately if he has

achieved a surgery cure,"

Coggin said

In applying the test to humans,

the patients malignant cells are

collected at the time of surgery and

sent to the university's

microbiology laboratory wher.

they are grown for study

Three to four weeks later, some

of the cancerous tissue is im-

planted in a hamster. u Inch is then

injected with a sample of the

patient's blood.

Students International

I

GIVES YOU

NASSAU IN THE SPRING FROM $99

EUROPE IN THE SUMMER FROM $195

For Information coiuornintr thes.

tall

bartered jft flights

54(1 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m. -5p.m. (617)536-7803
i « - r.iiii'iie HtudeiiN, Family. Mnir— Open only to .» t «"• M «

« '"
., _

.„„, m ,.„,ber> nf their .rnined.ate fi.mil>

Nomination Papers

for

STUDENT SENATE
are available for

the following Dorm vacancies

Butterfield
Washington Middle

Lewis Brett

Hills North Pierpont

Washington Lower Leach

DUE MARCH 5

Elections March 11

2 * «•***

£WIFT

6 lbs. for only $1.50

12 lbs. for only $2.50

In one 12 lb. load, for only 2.50,

you can dry clean 10 skirts, or 15

sweaters. 2 blankets, or several

small drapes.

Ready to wear in 25 minutes.

MINUTEMAN CLFANERS

University Without Walls ' Funds Granted
A plan for a "University Without

Walls" is being developed by the

School of Education at UMass.

UMass is one of 18 institutions

participating in the program
funded by grants from the Ford

Foundation. The latest Ford grant

of $400,000 to be divided among the

institutions bring the total received

to $815,000. UMass has received

approximately $40,000. Money goes

to the Union for Experimenting

Colleges and Universities, of which

I Mass is a member.

University Without Walls

programs will be designed to serve

students from 16 to 60 and older

with highly individualized and

flexible approaches to learning. In

addition to classroom work, the

program will provide internships,

field experience, research
assistantships, independent study,

and other features. Students will

not have a fixed curriculum or

uniform time schedule to complete

work for receipt of a bachelor's

degree.

Thomas F. Clark, assistant

professor in the UMass School of

Kducation, said the UMass
program has a special feature. At

the other 17 institutions, faculty

members are planning for the

students of University Without

Walls. At UMass, 60 graduate and

undergraduate students are in-

volved in the planning which began

Feb 1 and is expected to be

completed before the end of this

semester. The plan will be sub-

mitted to faculty and ad-

ministration of the University in

late Spring, and if approved, will

admit from 50 to 100 students to the

UMass University Without Walls

program next September.

Announcing the $400,000 grant,

Harold Howe II, Foundation vice

president, noted that the program

•will allow students to plan an

education to fit their needs and

circumstances, and it should be of

service to women and others who

may find normal institutional

programs difficult to attend."

Howe added. "The formal

American education establish-

ment, in its efforts to improve,

expand, and be truly more
democratic, is testing innovations

and unconventional ideas. The

exploration and evaluation of a

program as widespread

geographically and conceptually

as the University Without Walls

will be a significant step along this

path."

Another key feature is a

reduction in the cost of higher

education. The University Without

Walls Corporation will find ways
for the affiliated colleges to reduce

overhead and develop specialized

services for students. Certain

aspects of the student curriculum

will also reduce education costs-

aspects such as independent study,

on the job internships, and field

work.

Other participating institutions

are: Shaw University, New College

at Sarasota, University of Min-

nesota, Antioch College, Skidmore

College, Loretto Heights College,

Goddard College, Friends World

College, Roger Williams College,

Staten Island Community College,

Bard College, Stephens College,

University of South Carolina,

Chicago State College, Nor-

theastern Illinois State College,

Morgan State College, and New
York University.

Bias In Hiring Female Grads

Having been a January graduate

Knglish/Educationi I wish to pass

on observations and experiences

accumulated from a variety of

interviews, perhaps a preview to

the June onslaught Here are two

classic' examples of what I've

encountered:

After a 45 min. discussion about

a prospective job. one on-campus

recruiter added. "Well, we've had

poor experiences with women;

they don't want to relocate and end

up getting married anyway
'

Another interviewer admitted

tatter onl> 15 mm i "The only

positions in which we employ

women are secretarial."

The number of women in ad-

ministrative positions are small,

probabh not due to conscious

discrimination, but the entire

image Of the woman's role in

society-"A woman should pursue

the position of a none, lecrttary,

or teacher I Now teaching isn't

such a secure spot either >. Even in

education, this concept is con-

tinued as exemplified by the Ail

missions Office at I Mass which

accept! more men than women
because it is The University's

responsibility to educate the

breadwinners of the Com
mnnwealth" assuming falsely that

women are not and will not be

breadw innei>

It is difficult to believe that in-

terview crs comprehend what they

..re reall) saying when, through

generalizations about women, they

prematurely formulate an im-

pression of •woman before she can

open her mouth (and I can un-

derstand just as well as employers

what statistics have shown). When
a recruiter starts elaborating on

past "bad experiences ", you

realize that he hasn't been

listening to you; he was
prejudiced -his mind was "Off"--as

soon as you walked into the room

I understand that often in big

businesses the individual means
nothing I output over input etc. I but

a woman doesn't even get the

chance to be an individual due to

the generalized concept of a

woman's role. A particularly

depressing fact is that employers

look to the past and perpetuate the

predicament by hiring token

numbers of women, if any. when
now. more than ever, women are

attempting to move into careers

and mix them with marriage

I horrors!

>

ability to pay teachers since a

Masters and experience also mean
higher salaries. Men. though,

symbolize stability and respon-

sibility to an employer; therefore

they are preferred.

With so many people trotting

about with Bachelor Degrees, one

female alternative is the Master's

Degree, if only to present some
qualifications to compensate for

the negative attitude towards her

sex (though her further education

makes some men feel insecure,

continuing the complications >. If

vou think marriage would solve the

problem of being labeled transient

and instable, think again, because

a married woman falls into the

category marked "Pregnancy-

Prone" Which naturally must

eliminate her from any serious

career expectations! Any
suggestions A sex change

perhaps?

FREEP0RT FLING
IN THE

BAHAMA ISLANDS
DURING COLLEGE WEEK

MARCH 21 - 29

,• plus 6% tax

incl. services

( )n the other side of the coin is the

situation in which one's physical

appearance counts ioo% i which is

good or bad depending on w hat you

are seeking in a job and/or any

extra curricular activity ac-

companying it» How attractive

\ou are could be an asset but

acquiring a job hinged on those

requirements hardly could credit

one with much mental ability -let

alone the achievement of a college

degree Employers aren't too

concerned with one's individuality

here either

|H education, the market is for

men. I years experience, and or a

Master! Degree Ihe last two

conditions iron vary with an area's

ONLY $189
Includes:

• Round trip jet with champagne, meals.

• 8 days at the Freeport Inn.

• Spacious air conditioned roam — some with

kitchenettes.

• FREE "HAPPY HOUR" every night.

FREE BOOZE 5:30 - 7:30, Band 6-8.
• Facilities for swimming, sailing, water skiing,

golf.

• Many clubs, casinos, pubs, discoteques.

• Based on 4 per room.

JET ONLY FOR $99

Send $25 deposit to

JOE MALETZ
1513 JFK

or call 546-7819 for info.

Checks payable to Student Tours

Will Tuition Increases Force

You To Leave School?

Congress Told

Of Domestic Spying

WASHINGTON i AP)- Congress was told Thursday that the military s

domett ic surveillance often is a case of spy vs. spy. like the time 53 agents

watched one another among 66 civilian demonstrators

Even the Navy was said to have sent two intelligence experts from

somewhere on the West Coast" to infiltrate the peaceful, mid-

Se7ember >%9 antiwar gathering outside Ft. Carson. Colo., an Army

installation

That account and other such examples were advanced to the Senate

su^lmUtee on constitutional right, by |^~J"* 'J™ £
telligence coordinator at the post and now an aide to Rep Robert N.

(iiaimo. D—Conn

Under questioning by Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr.. D-N.C ..
Lane

declared. 'Rivalry between various military intelligence groups was so

great the agents Were watching each other to determine what the others

were watching so we could see what was important

Lane, who was assigned to the 5th Military lllllWI|I IKI^Pttetj«nMta1

Ft Carson, said he once found himself named on another agent s report

as a nissident soldier" because he was spotted attending
,

a.cmban an-

tiwar meeting. Lane said he was there on surveillance dut> himse If

Lane like several other former agents, testified that he and his

colleague maintained extensive files on civilian groups and individuals

// you can't afford tuition increases, do you

have the ambition to write a measly letter?

Pick up a fact sheet in the

Student Union Lobby

and write to your State Rep.'

(Have your parents write too)

•We have a list of Rep* and the distriets (and towns) they represent
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Russian Emigrant To Speak

Sunday On Soviet Jewry
.. _~\ .. «_u- , n »hn nftfiR with during three years i

ON SOYIFT JFURY.Luba Bershadskaja. who is now touring the

I nited States after gaining exit from Moscow, will speak at Smith

College Sunda\.

NOKTHAMPTON-Luba Ber

shadskaja. former Russian ballet

dancer and one of the "Moscow

Twenty-five" Soviet Jews who

petitioned for legal exit visas to

Israel, will describe their struggle

in a lecture at Smith College

Sunday. (Feb. 28) in Wright Hall

auditorium.

After emigrating from Moscow

to Israel last July, Madame
Bershadskaja. is now touring the

United States and Canada to bring

to American audiences a plea for

justice for those Soviet Jews who

wish to legally leave Russia to visit

or stay in another country. She will

speak at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall. The

event is open to the public.

Madame Bershadskaja. for

whom until 'rather recently, even

a meeting with Americans was an

impossible dream." has been

telling her story to large public

gatherings of Americans in public

meeting halls, in churches, in

synagogues and in college student

unions.

She is undertaking her "mission

for justice" because she promised

her friends to use her freedom to do

evervthing she can About her

friends who have not yet been

granted visas, she says. "Now my
friends over there all seem to me
like people who are sinking and I

Uel that I am responsible for

them
"

From 1941 1945. Madame Ber-

shadskaja worked in the American

Embassy in the USSR, with

Averell Harriman. then U.S.

ambassador to Russia. Later in

1946 she was arrested on suspicion

of criminal connections with

Americans She was given ten

years in a camp in Siberia and was

"rehabilitated" in 1956. ,

From that day in 1956 when she

was liberated from the camp,

Madame Rorshadskaja says t

during three years she went every

morning to emigration authorities

"1 told them-Israel or Siberia

again. ." She adds. "When I

returned from the camp, I was

without work, without lodging and

without my children, because they

wore educated without me and

were told their mother is a

criminal person
"

itershadskaia sa\s mm ^.^,_._

^

mdc^classBHd
FOR SALE

SERVICES

1'loiieer. Teac. Oorrard. PE. Aat«* .

H.tier. VUK. caesette and open rert

Hue, Htaudard radio. I tab £*«
I l'». 8 track* Hd other ueceasttles

nw Andierat Audio
.

tf

—lino "»o»a MudUiib. jellow wltli

Mark Htrli.es. 11.000 wile*, owel

Imt coud. H'.'OO. New, best oflor

4 , t ll oW-SIHO. H»2?
Moloreyile V.*W Koval Enfield 1"

Man «!!••-« :»H) N Ket.toration.ai.kini:

OIO »r Lest offer Mu^t sell, tall

, ;-!m;(.: after « |» m. Kuns like new

"Water bed* for »55 at Sundance

Water lleds. 1H7 Main St . »otth

iiupton tl>1 '

-kis. Knlr*-.! Ked Stars 200 cm.

v| ;l rker binilinmi, Rosemount sty

.,„,ts. Mie 7-M', Best offer —Vm*
»IH> tall 6*f>136B tfj-'r,

:Umm Canon Camera, Skis 190 cm.

Loot H »' •• Po'*-- S«W meter (Bewl).

KM. ac se't of rhinu, serving for V!

tail tss-asn tf3 '

Amherat Audio aenrleea otereo

component., tape deck, for home or

car. 191 No. Pleaaant St., toa-ou^

~PA&BPOHTS - JOB APfUOA-
TIONH Hpeclal vacation packMea on

nim and procession everj-thln* pho-

toaraphlc . Yoo-U mv. $ ot Law
Photo" Bt. 11«. 8« AMill H JSV

—Free nationwide out-of-print book

search aervlce. John Hardy -Rooks.

Itos 183, Auburn, Man*. 01501^^

Fta»a player looking for work. Pre-

fer Homethln* that will «o throuKli

.Hiiimer. Call_Vlnny_6-907S. .' «
TTFINO -^"Thealo. M* "*?"''- '

Dissertations. Maatera. to f»« »"

typtol requlremenU can be bandied

throoih SANDYS SKCBETARIA1.

tf-oiwf 5-14
SKB VICE, dial 584-8008

WANTED

BOOKS

—V>'a buy uaed booko and reeerdi

— Wbltelisbt Booko (to tho Alley)

No text* I

Archaeologist Iris Love

Speaks Sunday at Amherst
» _ ... _. .... sir Charles Newton, but had g

FOR SAU— AUTOS
Falcon, VS. 4

Call S53-B634.

•peed,
tti-M1M4 Ford

Kood condition
"

lfjvja Baracuda 383, vinyl roof, pow-

er steerint, power brake*. M*"*
tic trans, wide oval tlrea. radio,

IMM mile., a-kinc 8S9O0 00. 6 niaa.

old tall MO-9318. _tfWO—
-6S Rover TC-20O0, exceil .

cond ,

an.wo.rtl r«k. Call 1-561-097^

~V6. eotoe bought, aold. traded,

free eotlmateo on collection. Rob

Murrln. 406 Chadboume or P li

Box 104, Amherat. "*' '

Ponce Movgment Closse*

Claaaea to dance movement and

l>ody awareneaa atart Tuesday eve .

1pm to Plerpont Lounge Bring

umfortable clotheo and good T "j'"

HELP WANTED

\M| Mass. Feb.--A Smith alumna who

discovered the original head of Aphrodite by the

Greek sculptor Praxiteles will speak of her ad-

ventures as an archaeologist Sunday. Feb 28 at 4 p.m.

,n Mead Auditorium. Amherst College The lecture is

free to the public. . . .

Ins Cornelia Love, who graduated from Smith in

1955 is currentlv on the sociology and anthropology

faculty of Long Island University. Her name inspires

puns, because Aphrodite was the goddess of love

The archaeologist identified the original head in the

basement of the British Museum It was one of many

artifacts collected by the 19th century archaeologist

Sir Charles Newton, but had gone virtually unnoticed

until Miss Love began to compare it with other work of

the 4th Century B.C. Greek master and concluded that

it was the original.

On the Greek isle of Knidos Miss Love has also found

a round temple which she believes housed the nude

statue whose head she has identified.

The archaeologist did graduate work at New York

University, returned to teach at Smith in 1964-65. then

taught at NY U and Hofstra University before taking

her present position She has served on the staff of the

Samothrace expeditions for nine summers and has led

expeditions to Knidos for the past three summers

"
1964 Chevy Van Panel, good eondi-

tion 1395. 1964 Dodge \an Fane I,

good condition $395. Telephone MS-

:m«. '™±
~T»64 Ford Gnto-te 500, t dr. aedan.

new tlrea, radio, good beater. $400

Mu.t oell. Call 5-1-0007 after 6 p m

B f A PAINTERS
BFA PAINTING MAJORS 8.

PROSPECTIVE MAJORS meeting Monday

March lit at 13 15 pm m Clark »J

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS
Be a tnend to someone at the Belcriertown

Stale School Bus leaves from Whitmore 12 45

p m on Saturday

CONNECTICUT VALLEY ANTI WAR
CONFERENCE
The C V A W C will be held this Saturday.

Feb 27th at 1 p m IM Room 163 in the C C AM

SMCERS and interested students should at

tend

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Come see the Arabian Horse m The Proud

Breed and imd out what s happen.nq this

spr.nq Meeting and movie Tuesday. March

2nd at 7 30 p m m Room 174 176 of the C C

Notices
NEWMAN CLUB
Pick up a letter and send H to North Vietnam

.n support of our P O W s They will be .n the

hallway and available from Feb 27»h to March

5

Coffee House m the Newman Center Lounge

Sat at I P m Free refreshments and en

terlamment Performers welcome

ORGANIC FOOD LINE
March 2nd Tuesday at S 30pm ,n Berksh.re

Dm.ng Hall Club room there's a tma! meeting

to set up an organic food ime m the dm.ng

commons All interested please come

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Matthew Waynor, Bram Research Lab.

Dept of Psychology at Syracuse un,v w,u

speak on Motor Control Functions of the

Lateral Hypothalamus Monday March 1st at

4 30pm ,n 231 Herter Hall Coffee at * p m m

Bartiett 3S

PINNINGS
Anne Marshall. 73. of Alpha Ch, Omega to

Peter Nowak. 72, of Puffton v.nage

Stepnan.e Kobos of Salem. N H to Tony

Santegat.. 11. Of T E O
jane Freeman of Greenf.eld Commun.ty

College to Gordon Parker. It, of Rolling Green

Apts

Oianne Dougherty. 71. of Sigma Kappa to

jack Carroll. '71. of Kappa S.gma

ENGAGEMENTS
L.nda Hefferman. 72. of Emerson to Peter

Chapman, 70 of Wentworth

Greta McBr.de of Kansas to James

Mulligan, M, of Alpha Sigma Phi

Marianne Roose. 72. of Greenough to Larry

Schiefer. of U S A F

Barbara Meier. 73, of Gorman to Dav.d

Stark. '73, of Cance

_
1909 Opel Kalley K»d«t, 4 ne*

tlre«. pluo * new anew Urea. -.• Ute»

enrine* Will -ell '•' »™a <_»
M9-

1

101 between <-« P n>- j;*
-"

—iOtR K-rmann Ghla, new englnr

in 1969. Colorn In the -tyle of Prtn
jway^nnh- J** Call 8&3-O240. tf3-4

Have another ear — moat aell 63

< »r»air canv . 4 apeed. rebuilt en-

gine. 3.000 mllea. new battery, ran-

«rll but need» atarter. »M0. will

haggle Call SH-MM after 6 pm ^
~ Buy af the year: 196S MU Hldget

.

I.-..000 mllea, wire wheela and many
rural. $11,000 Call M3-90M and a^
for Steve, after 6pm *»»

Wanted Immed., 8 women live

In, Infant rare, aewlng, etc . l~

houra per week, apartment-Uke ac

niiiiiiiiidMtiona. 2 miles from campu-
< nil M9-1112. M**1

llrlp w exper. in pollution ecol.

Need abll. w atat. Call Steve 8M-

UNIV. ROOM WANTED
(ilrl In dorm alnile want ta rnosr-

oot? Inlv refund ripoff traps you

I'll take room and pay you for rent

of aetneoter. You don't loae anything

(all 6*4-$S30. *"-**>

TRAVEL
ST l DENTS 1NTKRNAT10N.4X of

fera chartered flights to NASHAl'
In Spring from $99 and El'BOPE In

summer from $199. Far details rail:

Steve 649-1341 ar Brian &49-39i3.
tn-i*

TO SUBLET
One bedroom apt. available Mar. I.

1st Pnfften Village Please call

s«9-«m. *-*»

PERSONAL

ROOMMATES WANTED
Faaaata Bssmanati" wanted iiw

for rufften Apt., fumtobed. Call

34t-4m$ after $ p.m. «••«*

4-raam apt. la Ba. Dearfleld $140

»pllt. clean /neat place to Uve and

wsrk. Gmd. ar vet. preferred. Call

m;V«1K. Beep trying, hard ta catch
tre-to—

Male raammate wanted, CUffalie

\pts $S3 a month, utilities Included

(all 065-3691; ask for Lee, Jim ar

f.reg tft-M

Male ta share apt. with 6 aenlor

men Very eleaa ta Camp. Hnve
awn roam for $04 a month Call

549-0013. *****

Female roommate wanted ta ahare

1 bedroom, Mt. Range Apt. lawn-
house, completely furnished with
disposal, air rend , dlshwaaher
Available immed. Call Beth, days

M5-0337. nights 853-51^1

Happy BlrthdM Orenn, W« W«k

Dcovr ftnvld — Have a> peachy 2n<l

anniveraary. AB my lave, Borne .
t-W

To tfee SerswaM Women af ?'••

Thanka. Lave year BH. Patty. t-*i

Fred I I am aarry far phone call-

Brio took btama ta prateet me, but

hall 4mr It. Pan. ES
HOCKEY SKATERS

WANTED COALIIB9 ta akate M<-n

.lays free, nothing prrofeealonnl. gat

. ^«l-arganl~d hark OBBtOB^CoM
loe at 665-3?«3 ar Neal at 066-3K-.

after 9. J^L

SPECIAL EVENTS

way perform at the Top of the

Campua Frl. and Sat. »*««•••
9KM Came early far dinner I t-19-WJ

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
AH n.qht rap Sat Feb ?7th W Bowditch

Lodge Spaqhptt, supper at midn.ght Starts at

9pm Bnnq qu.tars, records, games All

welcome

INTRODUCTION TO MARXISM
Class w u mt<pt n ^Vpbster Dorm at 8 30 p m

Monday, March :st Raadtng lor discussion

w li be Mandei s Revolutionary Potential of

the Workinq Class RaatStTOtlO" lor the one

• II open

HILL EL
Special Soui ' might at * p m. All

welcome Wv»i< ^rid tinting iDnner

lollowinq by reservation oniyi Room J20 S U

MARINE SCIENCE SEV I

Monday. Mflrcr. is' si 3 10 p m in Room 312

Hoidsworth Hall Or Andrew Carey Dopt ot

Oceanography. Orcqon SI

Ecology of the Sea Floor oil Oreqon

1 IS

MAbSAGE WORKTOP
Folks who signed up W n a

massaqe workshop i rfaa i
.,,omi69of

C Sunday at 1 P "

,red M rcmo.. -our

. i . , iin . -
'

rtboi • '

SKI CLUB
The Ski Club will hold a meeting Monday at 8

p m m Mahar Aud Movie will be shown and

plans for future trips will be discussed

SOCIOLOGY
Sociology 104 exam today at 2 30 p m m 227

Herter

STUDENT fOR MC GOVERN
Meeting to plan specific campus action IM

,

Tuesday, March 2nd at 9 30pm m804CC

S U MOVIES
Sunday is Harold's Birthday, watch what

Harold qets for his brthday Sunday. Feb

28'h at 7. 8. v 30 m S U Ballrm

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
The Church will meet >n 817 C C Sunday

trom 2 4 p m Bring food clothes and anyth,nq

to share Your own poetry wanted

LOST
u-1 waHel was lost rfl Boyden Gym or

Hampden D n.nq Commons I O and Driver's

sc Piease call 546 8347

Small Etear plastic box contain. nq rarr.ngs

,\n<) iad<- 1 irsj was lost n vicinity of Hatch Call

t Mil
A'-II whoever '

.
• from ' and •

| 01
' *o

;. -

HRA Prof. Declare

Jail Food Favoraole

c
i3

Food at HuinpcU-n County jail in

Springfield ii "fnvornble", a

University of MassHihusetts hotel

and restaurartl n\ana«ement in-

structor, who is conducting a study

there, said today.

I'hilip Horowitz was requested

hv Hampden County com-

missioners to do the study after a

,-iot last Sunday. One of the

prisoners' complaints was the

food. .,,

Horowitz toured the jail s

cafeteria and kitchen and observed

one of the lunch hour shifts. He said

that everything looked clean and

neat.

Two of the jails chefs were

working together to serve the

luncheon meal of baked fish,

mashed potatoes, peas, bread and

coffee.

Sheriff John G. Curley, who

accompanied the UMass instructor

on the tour, told him that the jail's

budget did not allow chefs to buy

haddock since it was too expensive.

Horowitz inspected the cooking

facilities, which included ovens

and steam kettles as well as

heaters, and was taken to the

upstairs kitchen storage area.

Vegetables, fruits and various

other food items were stored there

Horowitz also toured the cold

storage area where meats and

from foods are kept.

Sheriff Curley told Horowitz that

the jail's farm raises turkeys, pigs

THE

is in town!*

173 Sunset Ave.

(jiiTh«»% from S..iilli\\ <•«.!>

Friday only:

THE

HUNGRY

STUDENT

SPECIAL

All Day Friday

\11 the spaghetti

\\ itli meat sauce

\ou can eat

lor only

$1.00

now managing the

Kara Mia

and chickens. Eggs served ior

breakfast are from the jail's

chickens.

Three chefs manage the kitchen

crew and serve food similar to

mess hall food. They told Horowitz

that they use the Armed Forces

Recipe Service in food

preparation.

Two of the chefs had been

associated with the Armed Forces.

Richard Pajak worked in the

Marine Corps as a chef for 12

years. Erwin P. Falkiewicz

worked 22 years as a chef and

commissary supervisor in the

Navy.
A third chef, Ralph LaFleur, was

self-employed for 12 years and

supervised his own restaurant and

catering service.

An additional disturbance during

the week resulted in prisoners

throwing food from thejr cells into

the hallway of the jail. The meal

which ended up on the floor con-

sisted of veal and spaghetti.

'Attention Black Community

Students and faculty are urged to participate in a series of in-

terviews of candidates for faculty positions in the Black Studies

Department. To date interviews are scheduled for:

Saturday, Feb. 27 3 p.m. at the Black Cultural Center

Tuesday, March 9

Thursday, March 11

Please watch for further information and join us this Saturday.

Black Studies Dept.

i

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Virgo women are shrewd, but they can

ii>o outsmart themselves On the positive

, ie these women are perceptive, won
aerful Ourmq emergency situations and

Knowledoeahle about health The Virgo

woman jbhors slovenly people, methods
l rus woman knows the value of money but

i inds it difficult to adiust to a budget She >s

IM qtit loves to 'i.ad M a natural teacher

and, very often, an authority on nutrition

ARIES (March ?l April 19) Cooperate

a th others m proiect. but don t diminish

ndividuaiity This is not as difficult as it

m.ght appear State desires Listen to

others But maintain flair of originality

TAURUS (April ?0 May 201 Be aware of

nappens oehmd the scenes Take

roth.ng tor qrantec. Get answers to

• ons You can make valuable contacts

through social gathering Laugh at ^our

own toibles
. ;i June 20s Accent on

:ships romance, fulfillment ot

, Key > to be aware of fine points

between the lines Someone It trying

you something Breakthrough It

ited
•.TER (June :i July 22) Put ideas -o

• One in position of authority w.'l no*
• uqqcSt'Oi . Pr • ' ;j ri the hr'

I O0SSibilit.es Bo'

ntrate o" ijit.mate goal

LEO (Juiy 23 Auq 22 You ""i«V 'eel

.n two dir«ctiora ,»t once consul'

(im.iy memwr Be <n narmony with

s ot loved ; 'u° ,ar a^e'd

be mistake Gain shown throuqh

n word
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 221 Tax. estate

•s are to be considered Member of

'VDOSite sex 'S ver . much m picturr D™ •

tool yourself You Will pay ft I

.•d interest MOCCwTI may
^IBRA 'Sept 23 0ct 22i Accen' on

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

marriage partnerships vvhat you do now

should be done as team effort Some who

want to back you need reassurance Be

gentle dspiay charm Let others nave

spotlight

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Slow pacj

Finish task wh.ch has been delayed

postponed Key is to maintain steady

proqress iqnore work associate who
complains, sings blues improve efficiency

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21 1 Good

lunar aspect coincides with investment

opportunities Key is to have confidence m
onqmal concepts Ut.l.ie your natural

ability to perceive future trends, cycles

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22 Jan 19) Proqress

.ould change direction What you thought

was obiective may have only been tern

porary Shake oft tendency to be t xed m
views Look around Experiment Gam new

ally

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18! a'udy

Capricorn message Be tlexibie Make

concession to close re'at ve A iourm

ouid be featured Numerous ideas are

available tor more complete development

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20> F.nanoa

opportunities are present Be thorough

C m-ck details Your earning i.jpaf Ity 'S due

tor review G' wortr- Accent

quality Build on sohd foundation Then you

gain
-DAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY noth.m

,s too mmor or small for practica' use Wha'

, might discard becomes materia. C
.alue tor /ou You are resourceful, capabi-

;
, ,,, | You are beq.nnmg a

which will lead to qreater .r

ndence ,i nusmess of your own Your

•, are strong You don't play game*

.motion' or m bi'sn.. ,->tta.rs Yoi

.ipabie ot qefnq to f»e root ot maioi

, should oe a most a-

mon'h
.r.qht 1971 Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS
1 Poems
5 Portico

9 Declare

12 College

official

13 Temporary
shelter

14 Man's
nickname

1 5 Symbol for

silver

Period of

time
Hindu cymbals
Printer's

measure
Allowance tor

waste
Mohammedan
magistrate

Break
suddenly
Short jacket

Noise
Greeting

Man's name
Saint (abbr.)

Mountain
nymphs
Pass as time

Sun god
Gratuities

Girl's name
Greek letter

Hard shelled

fruit (p> )

Period of

fasting

Trade for

money
Bellow
Conjunction
Electrified

particle

Disturbance
Preposition

Inquire

63 City m Russia

65 Century plant

Pedal digit

Girl's

nickname
Gasp for breath

DOWN
Root, m harem

16

18
20

22

24

27

29
31
32
34
36
37

9

10

11

17

14

21
21
2*>

.6
27
?8
10

Degraded
Babylonian

deity

Vessel's curved

planking

Look fixedly

Cylindrical

Preposition

Unit of

Siamese
currency
Dinner course

Hebrew month
Old pronoun
Latin

conjunction

Alternating

current (abbr.)

Masculine
Ripped
Discord
Purpose
Coasts
Real estate map
River in

Africa

U7
]
A 7] A M r ^ r t P

Aj R E- s o f> tJ | o K L

l U l| K R E WclH t K

o f i Ie S SDH _
I *' sMAr o6k;e
v.M

IRMH
jHFrtiE

aTaS

SiMfc L r

-

tarn

.ALiO
p^eIeIr

F '
TTsTtIe

1 1MIA 6 E

|P|E RS I A

|H \o a r [O
r
L £ B 13

1 IN M -S IfsjtETLm u Ell
-4

J3

38
AO
43

46
48
51

Norse god
Hail

Urge on
Entreaty

Retail

establishments

Similar

Goes by water

Behold!

S3 Artificial

language
Negative

Hit lightly

Openwork
Near

62 Conjunction

64 Note of scale

66 A state (abbr )

56
58
60
61

fabric
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Ken Mathias—Underrated Redman
By MARK VOGLER

MDC Staff

Most university sports en-

thusiasts picture him strikingly as

a collegian hoopster who i>ears

slight resemblance to Cleveland's

Hawk Harrelson And at the same

tune these tans tail to equate his

true image with the valuable role

he has rendered the i M-1SS

basketball scheme this year and

the two prior.

Such is the paradox whicn

unknowingly confronts Ken

Mathias. underrated co-captam oj

the defending New England

ritlists True, he's no lull Hedged

star as players go He doesn I

possess exceptional shooting skill

from comer to corner, nor does he

have extraordinary .peed and

agilit) that set him apart trom the

rest

Hut in a span that has produced

such good ones as Raj Ellerbrook,

Peter Gaveska. Joey DiSarcina.

and now
'

.luhus Krvmg among

others. Mathias has been a credit

m (he team in his own quiet and

unselfish wa> Through hard work

and determination he has

established a reputation which

should stand him a good stead long

alter he's left the university

Freshman Coach PetOT Hroaca.

uho had coached at Pascack High

in New Jersey t>ctore his travels

brought him to I' Mass. should

perhaps take a pat on the back for

having cited Mathias as college

hall material It was Hroaca who

scouted, recruited, and later

coached the schoolboy sensation

trom nearby Lodi IN.J.L

Having been introduced to the

hardwood for the first time as a

freshman in high school, it was two

years before he developed into a

starter But as a senior, the high

scoring center en\ eloped just

about all the honors all county,

even a piece ot the all state within

his own division And it was

Hroaca s contention that Mathias

was one of the lop prospects m the

area that year

It seems that Hroaca made a

sound investment, lor not only did

Mathias help the I Mass

freshmen secure a 12-7 mark, but

he also was the clubs number one

scorer and leading rebounder.

averaging IT Sand U respectively.

The following winter he im

mediateK slipped into the starting

vive and performed masterfully-

mr ophomore that is -caging m 5

po is per outing and lugging down

an average ot nearly nine

rebounds He had definitely been a

ke\ contributor to the Kedmen's
17*7 record and No. 2 ranking in

New England
Hut in an otherwise prosperous

career marked by its ups and

downs. Ken experienced his share

of disappointments last year. Only

the NE crown, an NIT berth, and

an 18-7 slate made the low point in

his playing days a time to

remember Not only did he slack

off in his overall play, but his

amount of service was nearly

slashed in half by strong com-

petition trom Dick Samuelson who

has since graduated. A battle with

the tlu didn't help matters either.

\fter a slow start this season.

Mathias came around gradually

and was at his peak during the Hall

ot Fame Tournament where he

averaged over 17 points through a

three game spread, including 24

against Colgate In recognition of

his consistent efforts he was voted

to the Ail Tourney team, receiving

second highest number of votes to

guess w ho Julius Erving.

Hut Mathias. who claims that he

has always been quite susceptible

to the tlu. was hit by his nemesis

again Sidelined for the Nor-

theastern encounter, he proved

totally ineffective for the following

three games
Asked if he felt his starting job

was jeopardized since Tom
McLaughlin was doing a pretty

respectable job at forward, the

veteran center replied: "The

thought did cross my mind because

it was pretty much the same

situation a vear ago. But I felt if I

just worked hard I could get myself

back in form."

And that he did. Mathias

rebounded back into a good playing

groove with outstanding efforts

against B.C. <16> and UConn '24'

he shrugged off a poor showing in

the Spring! teld shocker with a good

night against Syracuse earlier this

week. He gunned in 11 of his 13

points in the second half seige of

the Orangemen But there are still

three more games on the calender

It Mathias and his mates can

continue their headsup play, who

knows what's next NIT or NCAA
maybe.
Coach .lack Leaman recalls that

Ken plaved extremely well as a

sophomore, probably took a big

letdown last year, but the added

responsibihtv of co-captain has

really made a difference this

season.

I tell vou he's just been a

terrific kid all along. His being

elected CO captain this year has

reallv matured him It has

changed his whole outlook to the

game and lite in general Ken has

developed into a real leader

Kecentlv he kept to himself, but

now he s come to the forefront and

is active in the total picture
."

\> tar as the big changes in his

plavmg style Leaman points out:

1 thmk the big improvement is

due to the fact that he has learned

his limitations He's adjusted to

them and now tries to play his

BOUND BATTLER—Ken Mathias shows his stuff off the boards as

he fights for a rebound with Boston College s Peter Schmid. The

senior center has been a main cog in the I Mass basketball machine,

i MDC photo by Gary Slickman)

strength, he tries to do only the

things he can do well."

Coach Broaca brands Mathias as

•one of the hardest working

members of the squad
"

••He probably gets more out of

his natural ability than most any

other player on the court This is a

kid who is no doubt in the shadow,

but has performed quite well,

think he might be one of the most

underrated players in New
England and I think he deserves a

certain amount of credit."

Kvervbody knows how great a

basketball player Julius Erving is

But too often many people look at

CMass as a one man team. This is

certamlv not true
"

Broaca further expressed

Mathias pro possibilities:

•Quite frankly. I'll be a bit

surprised and disappointed if some

team doesn't draft or at least take

a look at Ken. I think he's worthy of

it. It would be a smart move for

any team to draft him and take a

look at him in rookie camp to see if

they can fit him into their

program."

In response to his plans upon

'raduation Mathias commented.

"•Some way or another I'm going to

have to take care of my military

obligation first. Probably after

that's out of the way I'd like to

pursue two goals.

First I'd like to go into the

business world, then maybe later

I'd try to enter teaching or

coaching.'

The notion of pia>ing pro ball

didn't even pop into his head. And

when posed with the question his

response was modesi

I don't think that it's entirely up

to me. I think I'd have to be super

lucky to get drafted anyway. Since

Julius draws scouts trom all over,

my chances would be favorable if I

played well on a particular v.ight

But. that in itself would be purely

by accident However, if the op-

portunity did knock I'd go

wherever I could play. Again it

would depend upon what situation

arises But my draft status t he's 53

in the lottery) would be my lirst

priority to attend to
"

STOP AND POP-When it comes to field goal shooting. Ken Mathias

is one of the top marksmen around hitting on 57% of hit shots from

the floor. (MDC photo bv Boh MangiarattD

Intramural Highlights;

Saracino Tops Bowlers

Women Hoopsters Take Two
- -*w r *i-„ i"l tY\£\ rorn ;.i ini

By MICHAELFOX
MDC Staff

Seventeen bowlers fought it out

in the alleys Wednesday for the end

of the season all-star bowling

championship Jim Saracino, with

a season average of 174. was the

winner, bowling strings of 200-208-

221. for a total of 269 The UMass

record for three strings is 665.

The favorite. Marc Goldenfield,

(season average of 180) was a

distant second with a three string

total of 562. 67 pins off the pace But

despite a first string score of 200.

Saracino led by only one pin as

Frank Johnston bowled a strong

string of 199, while Mike Stack,

who finished third, was four off

with a string of 196 Neither

Johnston, Stack nor Goldenfield

1 187 first string) could keep up the

pace as Saracino got stronger with

each string he bowled

The final standings with the

three string totals are as follows;

• season average in parenthesis)

Jim Saracino (174) 629. Marc

Goldenfield (180) 562. Mike Stack

(176) 535. John Walsh (17D 533,

Mike Didonato (176) 529, Steve

Piercy (162) 521, Bill Brainerd

(161 1 519, Stanley Baker (162) 517,

Frank Johnston (161> 505. Ernie

McLagrida (165) 492. Mike

Nobrvnski (169) 487, Eliot Hart

stone < 160) 477, Tom Danielchik

< 172' 462. H. Lepler (171) 456, Jeff

Oppenheim <167< 451, Lawrence

Kosencrantz 1 167 1 429. and Ronald

DeCoigne (17D 387.

INTRAMURAL INKLINGS:

Wrestling semi-finals and finals

will be held in the wrestling room

next Wednesday and Thursday-

nights at 7:30 Registration forms

for spring intramurals are being

sent out next Mondav. Watch your

bulletin boards and this column for

this spring's sports news

Bv SHARON MILES
MDC Staff

The UMass women's varsity

basketball team romped over

Worcester State College 47-25 last

Thursday, wrecking vengeance for

a loss in December
CMass took command right from

the start, holding an eight point

lead after eight minutes of play

which stood up throughout the

second period.

In the third quarter a stingy

UMass defense surrendered only

four point, all on free throws, while

blowing the game wide open,

finishing on top by 22.

Worcester State was held to an

atrocious 15% from the floor

Coach Jane Farr credits a zone

defense with keeping the WSC
offense outside the key. forcing the

opposition into taking poor shots.

Nancy Lindberg continued to

dominate in scoring, this time

hitting for 19 points. Pat Bash and

Joyce Knappe controlled the

boards. Pat grabbed 13 rebounds.

Joyce 7.

Monday the varsity proved an

extremely ungracious hostess,

walking all over visiting Green

field Community College 63-23

At the end of the first quarter

UMass was far out in front, 17-1.

Coach Farr substituted freely in

the remaining periods

In I periods of play Joyce

Knappe and Nancy Lindberg each

tossed in 11 points. Sue Chapman.

Barb Hern, and Dolly Lambdin all

scored 9 points in the 40 point rout

of Greenfield.

On Tuesday UMass varsity and

JVs will host UNH, tap off is at

4:15. Friday Southern Connecticut

State College comes to WOPE
This is the team which defeated

UMass in the Championship game
at the President's Tournament

earlier this month. The games

begin at 4 p.m.

Girl Gymnasts Host Canadians
The UMass Gymnastics Team

will host a young team of Canadian

East Coast Champions tomorrow

at 1 : 00 P.M. in the Boyden Building

Auxiliary Gymnasium.

Vandrenil Silhouettes from

Montreal. Canada, have been

traveling to Amherst since 1968

and the dual competition has

always been one of the best in

UMass girls competitive schedule.'

The Young Canadians belong to a

private club, coached by Miss

Jackie St Jean. Two members of

the club belong to the Canadian

National Team and one competed

in the World Games in 1970,

representing Canada As a club,

the Canadians have been un-

defeated this year.

The UMass girls have also an 5-0

record, with 3 meets still to go in

the current season The dual meet

between these two undefeated

teams should be an interesting and

close competition. In 1969, UMass

won over the Silhouettes by 1.5, but

last year the Canadians were on

top by two points, giving the

UMass girls their first defeat of the

season.

Trackmen Seek Improvement At N.E.'s
By ROBERT MEDEIROS

MDC Staff

The UMass track team travels to

Storrs, Connecticut tomorrow for

the New England Championships

which start at 11:30 a.m. The
Hedmen move into the meet with

the objective of improving upon

last year's third place finish. Last

year Northeastern was the winner

with UConn finishing in second

place.

It has long been a tradition in the

New Englands that one of the

favorite teams gets hot on the day

of the meet, and is able to score

enough points early in the day to

secure the meet while four or five

teams tight over second place. This

year's competition should again be

close with Northeastern and

Connecticut the favorites while

UMass and Boston College are

given outside chances of taking the

meet.

The Redmen will be led into the

meet by Ron Wayne. Dave Evans,

and Eddie Arcaro who are all

coming off impressive victories in

the recent Yankee Conference

Championships. Eddie Arcaro, the

Yankee Conference shotput

champion, will again double in the

shotput and 35-pound weight.

Arcaro has long been considered

one of the finest weight men in New
England, and will be out to prove it

tomorrow.
Wayne has been a perennial

standout in the New England

distance running scene. Last week

he ran an impressive double as he

won the mile and came in second in

the Yankee Conference Cham-

pionships. This week Wayne will be

out to add the two mile title to his

long list of accomplishments.

Evans, the Yankee Conference

Champion, has dominated the 1000

throughout Hie season and will be

out to continue his streak against

one of the strongest fields to ever

run in the New Englands.

The dash will feature Walter

Mayo, Ron Harris, and Tony

Pendleton. Mayo finished second in

the event last year and should

place high in the standings this

year. Harris and Pendleton can

"also be expected to finish high in

the dash
The Redmen will be represented

in the high hurdles by Gerry

Spellman, Jim Graves, and Bob

Landry. Coach O'Brien will be

looking for a repeat performance

from Spellman and Graves as both

men were able to score valuable

points last year toward the Red-

men cause.

Cal Carpenter and Ed
Shaughnessy both placed in the

high jump last year and should do

the same this year. Rip Dyer and

Shaughnessy will participate in the

long jump with both men given a

good chance of finishing high in the

standings.

Steve Levine, off a great per-

formance in the Yankee Con-

ference Championships, will be

looking for a repeat performance

in the 600. Larry Paulson will

represent the Redmen in the mile,

while Tom Jasmin will back up

Wayne in the two mile.

The most unpredictable events

for UMass will be the relays. If the

Redmen are to overtake Nor-

theastern and UConn in the final

standings then they will hav< to do

well in the two relay events

Harris, Spellman, and LeVine will

lead off the mile relay with the

fourth man being either Gene

Costello or Evans. The two mile

relay will include Al Mangan, John

Mafoney, Arnie Morse, and

SPEED AEOOT-Kon Harris. Walter Mayo (lirst two Iroin left > and

Tony Pendleton ( far right) are shown in action at last Saturday's

Yankee Conference Championships. These three as a unit are the

fastest dash men in New England and will be counted upon by their

coach to pick up points in the dash at tomorrow's New England

Championships at I Conn. (MDC photo by Bob Mangiaratti.)

Paulson
TRACK TALK-With the high

calibre of athlete at this meet there

is a possibility for both Redman
competitors to set new UMass
records and for the entire field of

athletes to set new New England

records On the subject of records,

last weekend at San Diego Kerry

() Brien set a new world record in

the two mile run with a time of

8 19.2. In the same meet Jim

Kyun. tied the indoor record for the

mile, 3:56.4.

| ,,rfr ,, . TTTIyfl MaToney Trnie Morse.' and alWCes ,0 se, new New KnBland mile. :,:56.4.

\MIT Matmenat UM\ T v Grapplers Enjoy Success
ByBOBGANLEY Mitchell at 167, and Davies, their J. V . VJia^JA-X^ JU-rXXj J
By BOB GANLEY

MDC Staff

The UMass Wrestling team goes

after its tenth straight victory

tomorrow when it hosts MIT at 2:00

p.m. at Boyden The Redmen, now

14-3-1, will win their ninth straight

tonight when the Boston College

Eagles fad to field a team.

This is the third straight year

that the Eagles have caused

scheduling problems, since last

year they showed up two hours late

and without a freshman team. Last

year they changed an afternoon

meet to a night meet, using the

excuse that their gym was being

used. However, not a soul was in

Roberts Center that afternoon.

These events greatly irritated

Coach Homer Barr. BC said it

could not field a team, but the fact

that Tufts shut out the Eagles last

week may have been a factor. The

Redmen beat Tufts earlier in the

year 42-0.

MIT comes to Amherst with a 6-5

record and a ninth place ranking in

New England The Engineers have

beaten Tufts 41-3, WPI 24-10. and

Amherst 26-14. while losing 21-16 to

UNH. 24-20 to Dartmouth and 32-5

to Harvard. The Redmen have met

five of the same opponents and

have beaten all of them. The

Engineers are strong at three

weights, with Bacalund at 118,

Mitchell at 167, and Davies, their

best wrestler, at 190

Coach Barr will go with a lineup

of Duncan Innes at 118, Dave

Reynolds at 126, Sheldon Goldberg

at 134, Clay Jester at 142, Brian

Urquhart at 150, Jim Godkin at 158,

Kent Mignocchi at 167, Ed Carlsson

at 177, George Zguris at 190 and

Carl Dambman at heavyweight

On Wednesday UMass won their

eighth in a row, defeating WPI 32-6.

The Redmen broke fast and gave

up only one match point in the first

five matches Innes won by forfeit,

Reynolds won 8-1, Goldberg won

his fourteenth without a loss 6-0,

Jester won 4-0, Urquhart won 6-0.

This gave UMass a 17-0 and the

Redmen were off and running.

Losses at 158 and 167 pound

classes only slowed the rout until

Coach Barr H his heavyweights

lose. Ed Carlsson won by a pin in

the second period, and George

Zguris, not to be outdone, did the

same at 190. For Zguris, it was his

eighth victory against no losses

and makes him a contender for the

number one seed in the New
England Wrestling Tourney.

Heavyweight Dambman finished

WPI off with a 3-0 win.

UMass closes its season on

Wednesday when it travels to

Central Conn., and then its on to

the Tourneys.

By ROB LUNDGREN
MDC Staff

Coach Maurice Brosky sat back

in his chair to contemplate his ten

year coaching career at UMass.

"I've got the best job in the world,"

he contently stated, "and if I were

ever to go elsewhere, I would have

to simulate this job in orderto be

happy."
Statistics are backing coach

Brosky's statements as his J.V.

teams have won the New England

championships two times in the

past four years and are presently

enjoying a 3-2-1 record. "The

toughest part of the season is

over," explained Brosky, "and I'm

expecting three more victories

before the New England's on

March 5 and 6."

His confidence is based upon the

performance of a talented group of

freshmen. Tom Gartland, Lee

Siwicki. and Joe Phillips are the

best prospects and with con-

siderable depth provided by Gary

Woods, Chuck Mryglot. and Phil

Snedeker the J.V. team looms as a

threat to any New England con-

tender "Wrestling is one of the

most demanding sports," com-

mented Brosky, "The price is

higher, but the physical returns

are also higher."

As Coach Brosky explained, J.V.

wrestling has little glamour No

crowds, no applause, merely hard

training, tough physical contact,

and perpetual weight watching a

combination which leads to par-

ticipation by only the most

dedicated athletes.

So far this year the wins have

been convincing and the defeats

have been extremely close. The

coach explained that his team

would probably have remained

undefeated except for the fact that

instead of wrestling a more ex-

_perienced upperclassman. he
"
would lean towards a determined.

yet untested freshman Explaining

his reasons Brosky stated, "My job

is to give the young kids the ex-

perience they need to become
effective varsity wrestlers

Therefore I wrestle freshmen
whenever possible."

When asked the reasons for the

team's continued success he

replied. "It's really amazing We
hardly give any scholarships and

yet every year we are seiously

competing for the New England

championship The reason is

simple Homer Barr. the varsity

coach, is the greatest wrestling

teacher in the world. My job is

simple He recruits the talent and I

just watch them progress

So it's on to the New England's

with a modest coach, a group of

talented and determined fresh

men. and a belief that I Mass will

long be a wrestling power

WMUA CoversRedman Basketball

GymnastsHost Temple
By MICHAEL CUSACK

MDC Stall

The UMass varsity gymnasts,

currently sporting a 5 2 record, w ill

seek to* close their dual meet

toon with a winning effort when

they host Temple University

tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. The Temple

team, despite a slower than usual

start, is again considered to be one

of the top teams in the Eastern

League

Over the past two years, coach

Bill Coco's Owls have compiled an

enviable 20-2 record, finishing

twice as the second place team in

the Eastern League. However.

Temple ousted perennial power

Penn State for the right to

represent the League in the

National Championships last year.

After winning the Eastern

Championship meet, the Owls went

on to linish third nationally.

Temple lost some of their most

outstanding competitors via

graduation All-around man Pete

DeFuiiO, who placed second in the

Nationals. Jay Long, who was

seventh nationally in the longhorse

event and Rick Lund, former

Eastern League floor exercise

champ, are no longer competing

tor Temple Nonetheless, the Owls

still present a powerful lineup

This year. Temple is led by

senior captain Ron Clemmer. who

is a member of the IS national

Team Last vear. he finished third

in the EIGL Championships in the

all around event, and is looking

forward to this year's Nationals.

All-around men Mel Hill and

Richie Tobin add a great deal of

power to the Owl lineup. As a

freshman. Hill finished fifth in

vaulting in last year's EIGL
Championships, while Tobin is an

excellent performer in the floor

exercise event.

In their last outing, against Penn

State, Temple scored 157.95 points,

while UMass' high for the season is

15680. against Springfield The

meet promises to be extremely

close Due to heavy spectator in-

terest, the meet will be held in

Curry Hicks Cage.

Next Saturday, the Redmen will

travel to Boston State for the New

England Championships The

following weekend, the Redmen
will host the Eastern League

Championships

UMass

VS.

G.Washington

Tomorrow afternoon at

Madison Square Garden the

UMass hoopsters continue their

quest for a post season tourney

bid as they do battle with the

George Washington Colonials

with the opening tap at 1 :30 p.m.

Eor all the action tune into

WMUA. 91.1 on your dial Calling

all the play-by-play will be Ken

Horseman with Dave Melvin

supplying the color com-

mentary. Air time is 1:20

Voice

Of

TheRedmen __ ^ «
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Redmen Face G.W. At M.S.G
ByEARLEBARROLL

MIR' Staff

UMass basketball returns to

Madison Square Garden tomorrow

as the Kedmen take on George

Washington University with tap off

at 1:30. In chasing their 21st win of

the season against only three

losses the Redmen return to the

court where they impressed so

many basketball officials last

season with their line pay in the

Ml against Marquette. Tomorrow

these same hoop officials and

many more will Ik' out to view New

England's top post season tour-

nament candidate

In George Washington the

Redmen will i>e facing a big.

physical team, which canges

defenses from a man-to man. to a

/one press and likes to last break.

gout**"

SftonU
I
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Walt BscserMak

Going into this game the

Colonials will have a record of 10-11

having played against some fine

opposition including Richmond,

Eastern Tennessee. VMI. Navy.

Miami of Florida and Cincinnati

In the game against Cincinnati

the Colonials knocked off a team

that had earlier m the week

deteated number 14 ranked

Louisville The record may not

seem impressive but the calibre of

ball that George Washington plays

will make this a ttif! test tor the

Kedmen
In the past lew games. Redman

opponents have looked at games
with l Mass as a victory making

then season a success. Tomtrrow
will be the same as the Colonials

will be looking to make the Red-

men their prize possession.

They will be ready and they

will have the shooting to be so as

they have hit on 47% of their shots

from the floor and 70% from the

foul line. George Washington can

put the ball through the hoop

The starting lineup for the

Colonials will have Mike Battle,

•i'7. Lenny Baltimore, ti'ti. and Walt

S/czerbiak. 6'6 up front with

Ronnie Nunn. 6'3, and Ralph

Harnett. 6'22, in the backcoart.

Battle is one of the big men for

the Colonials off the boards

averaging ten rebounds per game
along with hts 15 point average.

Baltimore is hitting for ten points

per game and should give his team
some added muscle under the

boards.

S/c/.erbiak is the spark A the

George Washington attack

averaging 11.3 points and 11.9

rebounds per game along with

being one of the top field goal

shooters in the nation hitting 63%

Horn the tloor He is the guy the

Redman defense will have to

control.

Nunn is a great shooter

averaging 17 1 points a game He's

a New York City boy and comes

ready to play

His partner. Barnett. is hitting

on 50% from the field and runs the

Colonials offense.

For UMass, coach Jack Leaman

has decided on tour starters. Julius

Living. John Betancourt. Ken

Mathias and Mike Faghara The

tilth starter will be determined on

how the coach tigures he can best

defense the Colonials

Pucksters Skate Into Red Hotline; Iced by UNH, 10-3
± lA/K/FvO l/V I «J c^/XjU'S'w i**

waldrmi off tl

Bv BILL B\l. Lot

MIX Staff

DURHAM, N H Skating into

one ot the highest scoring front

lines in Division I hockey the

\ Mass pucksters came out on

the short end of a 10-3 verdict

here last night before 41»hi

screaming and howling Wilcat

fans at the lame I AH Fit."

Lou Frigon. the leding scorer

in Division I. Dick I'mili and Bill

Monroe accounted for eight of

the Wildcat's goals and between

them broke the game open in the

second period scoring three

limes in the first five minutes of

that stanza to ice the victory

If there was one big difference

between the two clubs it was in

the passing, as the Wildcats

outpassed the Redmen resulting

in many perfect steups for goals.

The first period saw the

Wildcats open up a three-zip lead

on the strength of goals by

Umili. Frigon and Umili again

I mill s tirst marker came at

\ 11 when he pushed a

backhander passed P J

Flaherty in a scramble in front

ot the UMass goal

At 12:21 Frigon scored the lust

ot his tour tor the night on a 2<>

toot wrist shot t'mili closed the

scoring for the period at 19: n7

eonverting a three on one break

that Flaherty had no chance on.

During this first stanza

Wildcat goalie Chad Ramsdel
set the defensive pattern for the

evening as he robbed the Red-

men time after time including an

effective job on the high scoring

Redman front line of Pat

Keenan. Jack Edwards and Paul

Riley

In the second period UNH blew

the game wide open as it out-

scored the Redmen 5-2, giving

the Wildcats an 8-2 bulge en-

tering the last stanza.

Monroe got into the act first

scoring a Wildcat goal at 1 17 on

a clean shot by the screaned out

Flaherty

Eric Scralield broke the

UMass drought, scoring at 3:33

on a second effort shot alter

heing toiled on his tirst shot by

Ramsdel

Eric Scrafield

Frigon then scored two in a

row within four minutes, the

first coming on a beautiful bit of

puck maneuvering around

Flaherty and thesecondon a 50

loot shot through a screen.

Chi co Shea scored the second

UMass goal at 12:22 with the

assist going to Flaherty who

started the pa> by clearing the

puck from the I mass /one right

on me stick of Shea who rammed
the puck home by Ramsdel.

Bill Deaney and Terry Blewett

completed the Wildcat scoring

lor the period with Markers at

14 If and 19: 59.

With only 13 seconds gone in

the third period Monroe scored

his second goal of the night in a

scramble in front of the UMass
net

Shea scored hts second goal of

the game also, with a

backhander through a screen for

his 11th of the season

Frigon lit the red light for his

fourth time at 14:19 on a power

play with Mike Waldron off the

tee This closed the scoring lor

the game

For UMass Scrafield was the

standout performer with his goal

and his inspired play thoughout

the contest < >t the ten goals that

went b\ Flaherty there were

really on a couple that he could

Ik' of fault The rest were on

screen shots and scrambles in

the Redmen crease area

ICK CHIPS On the night UNH
took a whopping 50 shots on the

I Mass net The Redmen had
only 25 on Ramsdel -The Pit"

was its usual self as the I'NH
lans were screaming for blood

throughout the contest and
enjoyed every goal the Wildcats

scored The next game for the

Redmen is tomorrow afternoon

when they travel all the way to

Hamilton, New York to play

Hamilton University at 3:00 p.m.

J

Sports In Brief
Jack Nicklaus charged into the

first round lead at the PGA
Championship with a 69 He held a

one stroke lead over Bob Goalby.

Bob Charles and Bobby Mitchell

Arnold Palmer who has never won

this championship got off to a

rocky start with a 75.

Ironman outfielder Billy

Williams of the Chicago Cubs

signed his first 100,000 dollar

baseball contract yesterday for the

Chieago Cubs He enjoyed one of

his 'best seasons ever this past

year
*****

Willie Davenport and Bob
Seagren, a pair of Olympic Gold

medalists, head the list of defen-

ding champions on hand tonight for

the AAC indoor track and field

championships
*****

Denny McLain is back in the

news Yesterday he said he was
enjoying himself for the first time

in a long time. He said the work in

the Senator's training camp has

enabled him to relax
*****

The International Brotherhood of

Hammer Throwes awarded the

Harold B. Lambert Trophy to

Osgood Conklin for unsurpassed

excellence in the sport in the year

1970 Conklin is a pizza-pie maker
in Avalon, N.J.

raHMBR ( "APT-UN S NIGHT-Forgot in all the basketball commotion of last weekend were these

former I >!lss .LskVtbal. captains who* were honored at half time of the I'Mas-Maine game for their

contributions to I Mass basketball. < MDC photo by Bob Mangiaratti

)

Last Night's Intramurals
INTRAMURALS
VOLLEYBALL

LCA 7. ZN 0.

PSK 2, SAM
PAAO 2, ASP
KS 2. TC

BKP 2. TEP 1

PSD 2. SAE 1

PLP WBf ATG
SPE 2. APO 1

Redwoods 2. Oaks O

Lemons 2. Hemlocks l

Pipers 2, Brigade

Eagles 2, Cans l

Maroons 2, Flaming A's I

Jacks 2. Pranksters I

Heads 2. Bildoes

S.gmas WBF Boys

Oxfords 2. Bucks I

Tubes 2. Suits

Ona.lie 2. Hurts

Bombers WBF International Ed

Conglos 2, Gunners I

Education 2. Burners

D C D 2, C O Boys I

JO ATG 2, B Kap I

TT 2 Cans

Lovers 2. LT 1

Sextet 2. LT I

Sextet 2. IDS

SAE 2, TUB
Pnnce 2. PP
Fleas 2. Crushers

Sunday Night On WMUA
Head Football Coach

Dick i\AacPherson, 10-11

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING-A11 intramural wrestlers are

requested to check the bulletin board outside the intramural office

today at 10 a.m. to see where and when they will wrestle.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

OIIlF flaflflarlpttttta

Satlit (doltegtmt^^ ^^ ^J A 'Ml AND MSPONSIIll ^ *****
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Weather:

Very little of anything.

But you'll like it. Cooler

tomorrow.

MONDAY, MARCH 1, 1971

tiik 111 I) MAN-IMS dapper old gent is out for a stroll in the big

,i

"
enjoy !ng theVr poUuUoV speeding cars and the frfl era,, on the

sidewalks.

Conferees Ponder Problem

Of Impending Tuition Boost
_ ———— ~~

i .«»mii imrt lahnr unions

B> MlKEMcWILUAMS
Mix stall

The nubhc college strategy Conference convened

on campus tins weekend with representatives from

thirteen slate end community colleges present to

discuss plans to nght the proposed tu.t.on increase for

all state schools,
,

The conference was called to confirm the positions

taken on the issue b) the various student bodies and to

discuss tactics to be employed in fighting the increase

Each school presented its position and any action it

was in the process Of taking Si «n organizational

meeting Kridaj niuht
. ,, ,

Bill Burke of the Massachusetts Intercollegiate

Government .poke on the potential voting power ol

student in tin. state and how it could be utilised m this

"Burke stressed the importance of individual

students registering to vote and announced plans roi a

statew.de Youth voter registration drive to be held in

the last tWO weeks ol April

| he drive w .11 cost about $15, WO with 110.000 coming

from the federal government and labor unions arid

££) Iron! tin- SChOOiS and colleges throughout the

S
'

Kem-escntat.ves Irom both I Mass campuses.

si, SI • Lowell State. Boston State. FltchbUTg

S,a
"

gmnsigninond. Berkshire. .^nW ^
shore and Holyoke Commujut) Colleges a no

SDrTnafield Tech then discussed their individual

ptsltiSls «, the increase and plans for action the

^;;;K<:;V:
,

htwonK,n,or.heeon,e,en,e..p,,ke,or

1

satunlas morning, a general meeting was lieH !»

discuss the lohhN ing tactics to be used in opposing me

,he stand taken D> the ^^^^ ] ^ J m̂
statement include live bask points; ih. il a n, m

increase would prevent a large number of udents

,n,mre.,,rm.m.n .hen- schools and wo,.Mdl««
an undetermined number of prospective stuueni

irom applying
It (iiilinued M pag* '•'

till N ^\N HI s < H SZ\ -The l>l s oi »t mI

uhuh when this one came rolling and reeling down

,\il>< photos h\ «.ii> KuHertom

No one W8* sUM'

the sidewalk.
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Anti-War Group Meets

In C-C, Plans Action
Two Students Win
In Town Elections

By IRWIN LEFMAN
MDC Staff

Five major proposals were

presented at the Connecticut

Valley Authority Anti-War Con-

ference (CONVAC) held in the

Campus Center Saturday.

Speakers included represen-

tatives from UMass and Mount

Holyoke. workers from Springfield

and" an unidentified union leader.

The major groups involved in

CONVAC were: the Students

Mobilization Committee, the

Crusade Against Hunger (and

oppression of Blacks and other

minorities), the Peoples Peace

Treaty, Gay Liberation and a

feminist movement group.

The five proposals were:

—To demonstrate on March 13th

in the form of a veteran's march to

the gates of Westover Air Force

Base, sponsored by the UMass

chapter of Veterans for Peace.

-To celebrate G.I. Solidarity

Day March 16th

—To support and build action on

April 21st for anti-draft demon-

stration at the Springfield In-

duction center.

—To rally on April 22nd in a local

citv tor work to gain sponsors from

area communities and trade

unions.

-To rally for 5 days beginning

May 5th in Connecticut Valley

colleges and schools to com-

memorate the dead at Kent and

Jackson State.

It was also noted that on April

24th the National Peace Coalition

has planned a national demon-

stration in Washington DC and

San Francisco.

The Peoples Peace Treaty

pointed out that •Americans

pledge to end imposition fof Thieu-

Kv-Khiem on the people of South

Vietnam in order to insure their

right to sell determination and so

that all political prisoners can be

freed.

The Crusade to End Hunger and

War demanded that the

tioned the fact that he thought it

ironical that the Blacks, Puerto

Ricans, and Indians are clearly the

provide adequate paying jobs or a minority in this country, "but yet

guaranteed annual income of

$6500.00 per year for a family of

four.

Tom Bias of the YSA.
speaking at the CONVAC held

Saturday.

"Stopping political trials and

ordering the release of all political

prisoners,'' was another point

brought up
Other demands were to stop

white racist domination of public

education." to approve home rule

for the people of Washington DC.

and the right of the poor of the

nation to organize themselves and

bargain collectively for decent pay

and working conditions.

"An immediate withdrawal from

Southeast Asia, and an immediate

end to all forms of repression

against poor people" was also

called for by the group

A Puerto Rican speaker men-

are the majority to die in Viet

nam."
He mentioned that he tried to

work within the system to try to get

from the bottom up. He said that it

was a fantasy to think that if you

are a Puerto Rican or Black, "you

can become mayor of Springfield."

This speaker, who represented

the Peoples Peace Treaty, made

an appeal to UMass. He said, "You

are the future leaders, I'll need

your help."

Several people from the

audience, speaking at the

microphone, said that UMass is the

most uninvolved University as far

as getting demonstrations going.

The audiences main objection

seemed to arise from the fact that

a major meeting was being held at

Mt. Holyoke College. The audience

felt that this meeting was not a true

representation of the Connecticut

Valley Anti-War Conference.

After the vote got underway, Gay

Liberation and womens' con-

tingency proposals were accepted

as "friendly ammendments." It

was felt that if Womens' Lib and

the feminist movement partake in

the anti-war activities, it would

draw more people to Washington,

and maybe even the oppressed

working class.

The final tally revealed that the

Student Mobilization committee

proposal was carried as well as the

Peoples Peace Treaty which in-

cluded the "Seven Days in May,"

and endorsement to the Crusade

against Hunger and War.

The group as a whole was

reluctant to having militant actior

during the "Seven Days in May.'

Agreement was reached among all

concerned over action related to

workers and the unions.

What could happen when

Amherst and Cambridge, with

their large student populations,

began registering 19-year-old

voters provided much opportunity

to speculate by political com-

mentators throughout the state.

The results are in, and the answer

is nothing much.

Two students were elected Town

Meeting members, last week, out

of a total of 264. For the most part,

young voters greeted town elec-

tions on Feb. 16 with a relaxed

yawn.
Precinct 7, which includes many

voung residents at 50 Meadow

Street and Puffton Village, serves

as an example of the excitement

with which voung voters greeted

the election. At 50 Meadow Street,

there are 71 registered voters. Five

of them made it to the polls last

week Out of 107 registered voters

at Puffton Village. 13 showed up.

Townwide, slightly more than 40

percent of those eligible to vote did

so. . ,

In Precinct 5, which includes

Colonial Village, Rolling Green

and part of Main Street, 209 new

voters have been registered since

June. (This total includes a

number of residents of one-family

houses, as well as apartment

dwellers) Of the 209, only 62 voted,

slightly less than 25 percent.

Rumors to the contrary, local

students who were eligible to

register and vote under guidelines

set down by the state Attorney

General were repeatedly urged to

do so by town officials. Reports

before the election that prospective

voters were being turned away by

Town Clerk Ester Dimoch were not

true.

The two students who gained

election to Town Meeting are a

study in contrasts. Michael

Cowles, 20 years old, is a lifelong

resident of Amherst.

In Precinct 5. new Town Meeting

member Robert Weiner is twenty-

three years old. He is finishing his

master's thesis in American
political history. Weiner moved to

Amherst from Fair Lawn, N.J. two

years ago, and plans to make his

home here. He is an associate

member of the Amherst Town
Democratic Committee and

chairman of the Hampshire County

New Voters Committee.

Student Pleads Guilty

OnBomb ThreatCharge

Area Students Work
Or "Que Tal, Amigos"

Ever) Tuesday a group of people

from the Amherst area travel to

Hartford under the auspices of the

Media Center at the University of

Massachusetts, School of

Education There, in the studios of

( 'hannel 24 ol the Public Broad-

casting Service, they present the

weekly television program. "Que

Tal. Amigos"' I
"What's Hap-

pening. Friends'' I
which made its

debut on February I at 7 p m As a

counterpart of the popular Spanish

radio program of the same name

carried daily on WFCR FM. the

televised version aims to bring

information and entertainment to

the large Spanish-speaking

communities of Central and

uthern New England.

The weekly half-hour show offers

a varied tare of news, comment,

interviews, entertainment, and

public service announcements of

interest to the Spanish-speaking

population Its hosts, Julio Torres.

Sonia Vivas I are familiar

figures to the Spanish-speaking

people in the Pioneer Valley,

thanks to the success of the daily

radio version of 'Que Tal,

Amigos" ". which they have been

hosting for the past year Julio, a

native Puerto Rican and a veteran

in the field of broadcasting, has a

first-hand knowledge of the critical

need for communication with the

large segment of our society whose

mother tongue is Spanish

"Audience reaction to our first

two shows has been tremendous,

Julio explains. "We knew the need

was there, but the response has

been even greater than we had

expected
" The response from

Florencio Morales, the Special

Project Coordinator of Hartford l

Concentrated Employment

Program, seems to sum up the

leelings of many of the viewers

'There are very few words one can

find to describe the qualny of the

program you preserved recently in

the Spanish Language In that

may I .^ay that the program

was excellent. The foresight shown

in the selection of such talented

personalities as Mr Julio Torres

and Mis> Soma Vivas to be in

charge <>t the program is a great

ignition to the values of the

Puerto Rican people. The whole

Spanish American populace

rejoices with the arrival of a

program in the Spanish language

which not only has high quality, it

.ilsohas prime time and quantity
'

Juan Caban who directs the show

and who is a Media Center faculty

member, has worked closely with

Julio in producing the television

version Juan points out that ex-

panding "Que Tal. Amigos?" from

radio to Television provides a

greater cultural service to the

Pioneer Valley Spanish speaking

community which has been sorely

neglected in the area of television

For addition to its primary

function as a vehicle of com-

munication for those in the area

who speak Spanish, the program

serves a secondary, yet vital,

purpose In keeping with the aims

of the Media Center an effort is

being made to use the production

aspect of the program as a

teaching forum for developing

skills and techniques in the media

among students

Thus, an undergraduate from

Smith College is serving as the

assistant to the producer, a task for

which she is receiving credit under

the aegis of an Independent Study-

program set up by the Media

center at the University ol

Massachusetts. School of

Education. In additon. plans call

for working with Spanish speaking

students from Springfield Prep, a

street ac-demv . on the possibility

of forming a student film crew to

gather footage in Springfield for

use on the show It is hoped that

with the extension and

proliferation of such

arrangements, the Media Center

will be able to capitalize on its

technical capabilities in order to

offer students first-hand ex-

perience in production techniques.

A UMass student pleaded guilty

to a charge of making a false bomb

report on December 7th, 1970 in

Hampshire County Superior Court

Friday and received an eight day

jail sentence.

Dennis Tiro. 21, is a junior at

UMass.
Tiro appeared before Judge

Henry H. Chmielinski Jr. who

ordered that the sentence be

served during his spring vacation

in the Hampshire County House of

Correction.

The defendant had been found

probably guilty in a Northampton

District Court on Jan. 13 in con-

nection with making a bomb threat

that resulted in scores of girls

being forced from their residences

in sub-freezing temperatures while

university police searched the

buildings

Normally a conviction on this

charge carries a one year jail

sentence according to the statute

but Tiro's excellent record was

considered by the judge, who

characterized the hoax as a hare

brained idea.

Tiro, whose home is on Essex

Street in Chelsea, told the court he

had been in Ware and later to an

on campus fraternity party with

friends where he had comsumed a

large quantity of beer.

Returning to John Adams
Dormitory where he lives he drank

some more and then made the

telephone threat that there was a

bomb set to go off.

During the fall semester there

were over a 100 false bomb scares

received by the telephone

operators in Whitmore Hall, the

campus administration building, a

UMass police official said

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WIEK

V

WQM

FREE STORE
the idea is you bring stuff you don't wont or need

0n
rLOTHE

U
S
h
APPLIANCES. FOOD or RECORDS

Recycle stuff you don't need and take the stuff you do

need

Located in Hie FREE UNIVERSITY CENTER

Even bathing every day
cant ttOp it.

Feminine odor starts intcr-

nallv, and no amount ol bath-

inn C«n remove it. Soap and

water simply cant reach the

area where the odor starts.

That's the reason vou need
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Oil-Vietnam Link Seen

;

Fulbright Investigating

Spfld. Man To Meet
With N. Viets In Paris

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate Foreign

Relations Committee is finding it difficult to obtain

from the State Department details of South Viet-

namese plans to grant potentially lucrative offshore

oil concessions to American firms.

As a result, committee sources reported yesterday,

chairman J.W. Fulbright, D^Ark , has sent a second

letter to the State Department after he found an initial

replv unsatisfactory.

The committee's initial inquiry a month ago came

after it received the first of what now totals about 8.600

letters, generated by a California-based Anti-war

group called Another Mother for Peace.

They are asking Fulbright to hold hearings on

alleged connections between the continuing U.S.

presence in Vietnam and the plans for oil exploration.

In the past year, oil-drilling fever has swept through

Southeast Asia, especially in the shallow waters such

as the Straits of Malacca between Indonesia and

Malaysia and Singapore. Discoveries have been made

in Indonesia waters, including the Java Sea and near

Sumatra, and some geologists believe the vast con-

tinental shelf of the area holds within it a potential as

great as the oil-rich Middle East.

Although no oil has yet been found off Vietnam U.S.

firms have expressed an interest in bidding on leases

expected to be offered shortly by the Saigon govern-

ment under a law promulgated by President Nguyen

Van Thieu last Dec. 1.

Particular interest is reported in the areas of the

Gulf of Siam and around the Con Son penalisle.

But the Foreign Relations Committee's effort to find

out about U.S. leases, and the government's role,

produced a highly technical State Department

response.

When the committee asked State for details of the oil

exploration areas established by the South Viet-

namese government, it received a reply that what had

been established were marine survey areas. The

requested details were not supplied, committee aides

said.

Are the potentially rich oil leases off the coast of

South Vietnam responsible for the Nixon ad-

ministration's failure to get our sons out of Vietnam'''

asked Another Mother for Peace, which claims to

have 205,000 members and to be growing at 10,000 a

month.
So far. its campaign has fallen far short of its an-

nounced goal of generating one million letters to

Fulbright by March 1 . No hearings are scheduled. And

neither the committee nor the group has come up with

any definite connection between the search for oil and

U.S. Vietnam policy.

Mr. Rudolph Praetze, a

Springfield businessman and head

Of the Springfield Bail Committee.

is leaving lor Paris on March 3

with a group of about 165 other

Americans from all parts of the

country for informal discussions

with members of the Vietnam

negotiating teams. The trip is

being arranged by the American

Friends Service Committee,

Clergy and Layman Concerned

about Vietnam, and the Fellowship

of Reconciliation.

Its purpose is to help stimulate

renewed American interest and

effort into negotiation of the In

dochinese conflict by enabling an

ordinary group of American
citizens to talk at first hand with

the negotiators, get a sense of their

problems and the atmosphere

W ithin which they are working, and

bring back their impressions to

their own communities. Mr

Praetze. in particular, will be

available for talks, conferences,

and discussions in the Pioneer

Valley area following his return

from Paris on March 10.

As representative of this area

in the group. Mr. Praetze has

suggested that he would par

ticularU like to try to get answers

t or quest ions which residents ol t he

area may have Those who do .in-

urged to phone them immediately

to the United Christian Foundation

at the University Ol Massachusetts

at this number: 545-1861. it yen

would like to have Mr Paetze

speak to your group about his

experiences in Paris, the UCF will

have his schedule available by

March 12 and will be able to help

you make a suitable date

Boston Doves Withhold
Taxes From Government

Tuition Pondered
By Conference

BOSTON-About 75 Bostonians

demonstrated their opposition to

the Indochina war this week by

turning over their Federal

telephone taxes to the farm

workers union rather than the

Government.
The group, which represents

more than 300 people in the city

who withheld excise or income

taxes from the Government, is part

of a growing national movement

that is planning a series of tax

demonstrations between now and

the April 15 deadline for filing 1970

tax forms.

The War Tax Resistance, which

coordinates the efforts of tax

resistance groups in Boston with

those of similar organizations in

174 other cities in the country,

reports an increase in such ac-

tivity «, i

According to its New \ork

headquarters, tax resisters have

decided "we don't have to wait for

the national Government to change

priorities, we're going to do it

ourselves by turning over tax

money to community-based

organizations."

Plans are under way in at least

seven major cities, including

Boston and New York, to turn over

1970 income taxes withheld from

the Government to community

projects. Demonstrations are

planned at regional Internal

Revenue Service centers on April

15 at which completed income tax

forms that list taxes owed as a

deduction for "community

development'" will be turned in to

the Federal officials.

IRS. officials at the regional

office here dismiss the protesters

as "an annoyance more than

anything else,'
1

and say that the

service does not keep records on

such protestors but treats their

activities as those of any other tax

deliquent.

Without such figures, however,

the spokesman was able to say that

the number of tax resisters "is up

slightly this year."

According to those who par-

ticipated in this week's tax

demonstration here, the two local

tax resistance organizations have

about :»)0 members-up from about

100 ayear ago.

one group, the Roxbury War Tax

Scholarship Award Fund, turns its

money over to a black-owned bank

for community loans and ghetto

education programs and now has

over $25,000 in refused taxes on

deposit. The organization was

begun in 1967 to refuse the

telephone excise tax. which was

increased that year from I per cent

to 10 per cent for the stated purpose

of providing additional funds for

Vietnam war Most of its members

now also withhold income taxes.

In the demonstration here, on

Thursday, the protestors marched

to the main telephone office where

they paid their bills-minus the

excise tax-and then turned over the

equivalent of the taxes to

representatives of the United

Farm Workers Organizing

Committee, the union headed by

Cesar Chavez.

As in the case of most tax

resisters. the taxes are eventually

paid but. as one member put it.

•only after we have forced the

Government to make extra efforts

to collect it and have made it clear

that to collect the tax they will

have to withdraw it from a bank

account which being used to help

the urban ghetto.''

To date, according to both the

resisters and the l.RS. no one has

been prosecuted for withholding

either tax. Prosecutions have been

limited to those who make what the

Government calls fraudulent

deductions.

"The reason we are gaining

numbers.'' said Mrs. Susan

Webster, who helped organize the

Roxbury group here in 1967. "is

that, in' this kind of direct action,

people can register their disap-

proval by withholding for a time

the means the Government has to

conduct this war.''

A number of national

organizations have endorsed the

idea-most recently the Southern

Christian leadership Conference-

and are supporting this year's

withholding efforts.

The idea has attracted other

support from opponents to the war

During the Harvard Cniversitv

teach in last week. Tom Wicker, a

columnist for The New York

Times, suggested refusal to pay

taxes this year as a tactic of those

protesting the war
Mr. Wicker's suggestion came as

public figures began a national

effort to direct antiwar sentiment

into public political pressure that

could effectively change the

direction of the Federal Govern

ment in foreign and domestic af-

fairs.

—Tax Revenues derived from

college graduates proportionately

return more income to the state

than non-graduates

Kasv access to the public higher

education provides the state with a

larger pool ol skilled and

professional technicians

Higher education has

traditionally been a means by

which disadvantaged socio

economic groups have been able to

improve their social mobility

Furthermore, education is a

democratic society is a necessit>

The abilits to obtain this education

should be guaranteed by any

responsible democratic govern

ment.
The statement went on to sa\

that the legislature would thus be

acting irresponsihh it it approved

a tuition increase which would in

the end be detrimental to the

commonwealth The conclusion

arrived at was that there should

be no tuition increase at state

schools The statement also en

couraged the legislature to in-

vestigate the possibility of the

elimination of all tuition fees

In addition to issuing the

statement. the conference

suggested that the student

governments urge their respective

student bodies and parents of the

MDC
Writers Meeting

6:30 Tonite

SU407

Exploration Team
ForSummerForming
A student at the University of

North Carolina is forming an ex-

ploration team composed of eight

to twelve college men and women

who will travel in North Africa

during the 1971 summer. The team,

to be called the University Ex-

periment in Foreign Exploration

will live and travel under

relatively simple conditions using

conventional means, such as

camping, food making, etc.

The students will be concerned

with discovering a new land, its

people, and its customs and
utilizing their knowledge to initiate

creative and educational ex-

periences If you are seriously

interested, write to Mr. John

Resnick. University of North

Carolina, Director Unefex Team
102 Stacv. Chapel Hill. N.C

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALU CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

students to contact their

representatives and senators and

voice their opinions on the in

create. A campaign with the mass

media was also suggested to in

form the general public about the

issue

There are two bills which will go

before the legislature concerning I

tuition raise at state schools

Senator David II Locke's Senate

Rill 4">4 WOUM establish tuition at a

minimum <>t W* per year and

Representative Charles Long's

House Rill 29M would establish

tuition at the per student cost o! the

individual state institutions ol

higher education and would charge

each >tudent on ability to pa>

basis If either of these bills were to

be passed, the tuition raise would

most likely go into effect for the

fall semester ol next >eai"

Such a tuition raise would base

\aried effects, according to the

conference students would tall

into an already tight job market in

order to remain in school Wellare

rolls might also increase and the

Federal government would Ik-

compelled to pick up the reapon

sibilitv ol higher education In the

opinion ol the conference, this

would Im- undesireable

In the end. it was the general

consensus ol the participating

imimlwn of the conference that

the legislature has the respon-

sibility ot producing higher

education at a minimum cast and

if at all possible, with no tuition

At
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In The Nation And The World

Sadat
On

lAP) Israels Cabinet met Sunday to discuss the

latest Middle East peace moves, and Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat claimed that his diplomatic

moves to regain occupied Arab soil has placed the

Israelis oil the defensive lor the tirst time

Addressing the Palestine National Council ol

guerrilla leaders in Cairo, Sadat declared that his

strategy was aimed at 'pinning the enemy in a cor-

ner and forcing Israel to expose its 'aggressive and

expansionist intentions
"

Cairo's expressed willingness to reach a peaceful

settlement would win universal sympathy for the

Arabs should they be forced to resort to military

measures to try to regain their lost lands. Sadat

asserted .

Israeli officials are reported studying several

proposed maps involving partial withdrawal from

territory won from the Arabs in the 1%7 war, but the

leaders have said they would never return to the pre-

war borders. .

Sadat told the commando chiefs that even though

Egypt hoped that it's diplomatic moves would prove

successful, it was making military preparations, i

Makes Statement
Mid-East Peace

WomenDenied Vote
In Liechtenstein

diplomatic means failed.

We want to be at the peak of military readiness, if

the only alternative open to us is that of armed

combat." the Egyptian president asserted.

But first we must corner the enemy so that he has

to make plain to the whole world that he rejects with-

drawal from the occupied lands and consequently

rejects peace
"

.

Sadat said Kgvpt attached two conditions to a

peaceful settlement complete Israeli withdrawal from

territory captured in 1%7. and restoration of the rights

ot the " Palestinian people as defined by U.N.

resolutions.

He told the council Egypt had rejected a separate

peace with Israel.

There is no such thing as an Egyptian solution or a

Palestinian. Jordanian or Syrian solution." he said.

There is onlv an Arab solution."

Sadat asserted that, even though Egypt had ac-

cepted the UN. resolution of November 1967, which

recognized Israels right to exist, the Palestinians had

every right to reject it since it did not satisfy their

aspiration to -liberate" their homeland
il was maniug mauoij F> ». K*..-v.—-. —

Palestinian Guerrillas

Reject Political Peace
W . . j__ _ _i__ ..„ ,. n .,: nrI 1,.. ic roartv In HlOn a D€

VADUZ. Liechtenstein lAP) The

men of little Liechtenstein kept up

the barriers against women's lib

yesterday, deciding by a mere 80

ballots not to give women the vote.

In a nationwide referendum the

male burghers of the world's

smallest hereditary monarchy

decided 1.897 to 1.817 against

female suffrage.

Only four nations-Jordan.

Kuwait. Saudi Arabia and Yemen-

still do not grant women the vote.

Groups of jeering young women
demonstrated in the streets of

Vaduz and elsewhere after the

result Banners bore the slogans:

We are ashamed of Liechten-

stein." 'What's happened to your

manhood"" and "Do your own

dirtv work."

On Eeb. 7 opposition to votes for

women finally crumbled in neigh

boring Switzerland when men
there voted by a substantial

majority to give women a say in

nationai affairs.

Liechtenstein-population 21.300-

and sandw iched in a narrow valley

between Austria and Switzerland

has recently been trying to get the

world to take it more seriously.

It has always enjoyed a

somewhat Puritan image as a

pocket-sized duchy that prospers

from such diverse activities as a

large false tooth factory, endless

series of colorful postage stamps

and little brass name plates on

dingy doors concealing the one-

room tax havens of numerous
worldwide enterprises.

"This has made us the top fools

in Europe," said one official after

the vote was announced But a

leading promoter of the country's

thriving tourist industry took a

longer-range view. "People expect

us to be different," he said. "This

vote might even improve
business."

About 70 per cent of the eligible

5,000 male voters turned out for the

balloting. Although both political

parties recommended a vote in

favor, the men were probably

conscious of one important factor -

they are outnumbered by women in

Liechtenstein.

iAPi Guerrilla leaders gathered to consider a plan

l>\ their chief, Vasir Arafat, which calls tor rejection

Of any political settlement of the Middle East crisis.

The leadership of the Palestinian Liberation

( organization rejected Saturday proposals tor creation

ot a new state ol Palestine It said Palestinians must

press lor complete liberation of their homeland, or

what is no* Israel

\ialat s plan reportedly recommends that tbe

Palestine Liberation organization be empowered to

cam » l" ,h( ' "anned struggle to liberate the entire

Palestinian lands, ' including Israel

The plan also calls for merging all guerrilla

organizations under the PLO command

Semi official paper Al Ahram said Sadat had

received a message irom Jordan's King Hussein on

Ihe eve «»l the Palestine National Congress

\| \hram said the message was delivered in

response to I note Egyptian Foreign Minister Mah

moud Uiad sent to Jordan on Saturday It apparently

endorsed a chill in relations between Egypt and

Jordan that had culminated in Husseins canceling a

visit to Cairo

In London, the newspaper Observer quoted Hussein

as saving he is ready to sign a peace treaty with

Israel*, provided the Israelis withdraw from all oc-

cupied Arab territories.

The King gave his terms in an interview with the

Amman correspondent of the paper. Robert Stephens.

Hussein also told Stephens he was prepared to

recognize Israel and would accept a completely m_

dependent Palestinian state on the West Bank of

Jordan.
Hussein was quoted as saying his views on signing a

treaty with Israel were "identical with that of the

United Arab Republic," Egypt's official name.

•But." he added, we are not interested in the form.

WC are interested in the substance."

Envoys from Svria and Sudan arrived in Cairo over

the weekend tor consultations with Egyptian officials

over differences surrounding Middle East

peacemaking efforts.

Their arrival came in the wake of a statement

1 ibyan strongman Muammar Kadafi was quoted as

making in an interview in Tripoli Kadafi reportedly

declared that the Arab Israeli conflict was "past the

stage ot any peaceful solution."
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Enemy Massing

Troops In Laos

Expedition To Assault

S. West Face Of Everest
. ..i i .„ i,;i,<, .r> Km Katmandu He is a retired

LAMOSANGHU, Nepal <AP>-A

team ot ;io mountaineers from 12

countries began Sunday I 200-mile

march l hat they hope will take

them to the top of Mt Kverest the

world's (tightest peak-in 11 weeks.

The expi htion easily completed

ihe first leg of its long journey-a

I mile drive down the

I ommunist < hinese-built Nepal-

Tibetan Highway from Katmandu,

the capital to this small village

whose name means long bridge.

Waving to well wishers, in-

cluding I S \mbassador Carol C.

Larse, ihe mountaineers crossed

the village 90-fOQt suspension

bridge and headed toward the

-iimmit ot U • '3.028 foot Everest

This is an experiment in human
relations, .mderstanding and

cooperation,' said Norman
Dyhrenfurth the 52-year-old

Swiss-American leader of the

expedition

He expressed confidence the

uroup would reach the summit

Irom the previously unconquered

southwest faee routc-a direct,

virtually vertical path endangered

by continuous avalanches and rock

lalls

•We will come back after our

work is finished." said Dyhreh-

lurth who ted th<" successful 1963

American expedition that

i onquered Everest through the

slightly less hazardous west ridge

route. That route also will be at-

tempted again by sonic members

of the international expeditio

From Lamosanghus altit

the > n

members planned to hike in two

weeks to the village of Pheriche, at

14.000 feet, where they will spend

six days acclimatizing themselves

to the heights of the Himalayas.

Then they will make a two-day

trek to their base camp, which is

being pitched near the Kumbhu
Glacier, at an altitude of 17.3(H)

leet

The final assault up the slopes of

Everest is to begin April 12 and end

on or about May 21 when the

British Broadcasting Corp plans

to film the actual conquest, making

a 90-minute special documentary

and a 12-minute news film

Dyhrenfurth said there are "two

old men in this year's expedition

with no ambition to reach the top-

myself and my deputy. Lt. Col.

Jimmv Roberts
."

Roberts is 54 and a resident of

Katmandu He is a retired British

military officer who has worked

Closely with the Sherpas. the

sturdy Himalayan guides without

whom an expedition would be

impossible.

The average age of members of

the international expedition is 33.

Japan's Reizo Ito is the youngest at

24 and Roberts is the eldest. There

are 10 Britons and six Americans

in the team Austria. Switzerland.

Norway. Nepal and Japan are

represented by two members each,

and India. Italy. France. Poland,

Australia and West Germany one

each The Swiss are Michael and

Yvette Vaucher. both 34. of

Geneva Mrs Vaucher hopes to

become the first of her sex to reach

the summit She already has

conquered Switzerland's
precipitous Matterhorn.

SANH, (AP) Lt. Gen
W. Sutherland said

yesterday the North Vietnamese

appear to be marshalling all their

forces to thwart the US-backed

South Vietnamese incursion into

Laos.

The commander of American

troops supporting the South

Vietnamese offensive also said the

drive into Laos had proceeded

slower than intended but had been

successful in blocking movement

of enemv supplies.

"This is it." Sutherland said

The enemy has chosen to react

with everything he's got left so it

appears we'll have to fight him

right here
"

Sutherland's assessment came

at the end of the third week of the

drive into Laos He rated the

operation "very successful" over-

all despite the heavy North Viet-

namese resistance.

Speaking after one of his daily

meetings with top allied generals.

Sutherland commented on the

stiffened North Vietnamese stand

against South Vietnamese bases

near the Ho Chi Minh Trail

"It's a very tough area, but

we re hanging in there and

providing all the air support the

Vietnamese require." said Clay,

who lost two F4 Phantom fighter

bombers over Laos last Thursday

"The jungle canopy is very

heavy and the North Vietnamese

are tough to find. You usually find

them after you've shot at them not

before."

Clay said the North Vietnamese

downed one of the Phantoms by

hitting the pilot with "a lucky shot"

from a 50 calibre machine gun and

damaged the other with 37mm
antiaircraft fire.

Brig. Gen James G. Hill,

commander of the 1st Brigade, 5th

Mechanized Infantry Division, said

the weather posed the biggest

problem for the men. who com-

prise most of the U.S. support

torces.

Another problem was the delay

in opening Highway 9 inside Laos

to provide an alternate to air

supply of transporting supplies to

the South Vietnamese invasion

force, officials said.

So far, American helicopters

have had to do all the resupplying.

and U.S. sources said close to 100

have been hit and damaged-
mcluding 35 officially announced

as totally destroyed The others

have been recovered and brought

back to Vietnam, but even many of

these cannot be repaired

Incidents Cause
UNH Suspension

March 1 & 2
Southwest Cinema

Admission 50<
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Southwest Patriots

DURHAM. N.H (AP)-The

University of New Hampshire has

announced the suspension of two

unidentified black students on

campus.
President John McConnell said

the two students received written

warnings as the result of separate

incidents during last semester.

He said the suspensions were on

ihe basis that the individuals'

continued presence in class or on

campus might endanger their own
.,,- ... , being or th.:'

•

,< university -

munity.

Three UNH black students were

arrested in their Dover apartments

Thursday following an incident

Tuesday over an argument con-

cerning a car stuck in a snowbank

Charged with aggravated

assault were John Trice. 25, of

Chicago, 111 . Sterling Stuart. 23, of

Houston, Tex . and Joseph Mit-

chell, 22. of Markham. 111. They

were released in $500 bail each to

(ace a preliminary hearing in

m District Court

i riday.

with Elizobeth TayLv and Richard Burton

Hampden Commons Showings 7:15 & 9:30

Consumer Protection

Urged By Committee
_ ^"^ . . i... >.D.r ..in, j -in i tit " .11 '1 unite in

500 attend last week's Teach-in.

Anti-War Teach-in
Held At Mt. Holoke

ByNICKSAAKVTTNE
MDC Staff

An anti-war teach-in was con-

ducted by the End the War Now
Committee last Thursday night at

Mt Holyoke College. More than

Five hundred people came to hear

speakers from different segments

of the anti-war movement.

The teach in started at nine and

lasted until nearly three in the

morning It was Mt Holyoke's first

major reaction to the gradual

escalation of the war that is

reawakening the anti-war sen-

timent of the nation

Three Mt Holyoke faculty

members opened up the evening by

reading sections from Nixon's

State of the Union Address, and

contrasting the President's

statements with quotes from the

New York Times and other news

sources
Speakers from the Committee of

Liason. the American Friend's

Service Committee, and the UMass

Student Mobilization Committee,

and the Young Socialist Alliance

reported on the situation in Laos

and Vietnam, and on anti-war

activities in the US. One of the

most effective talks was given by

Fred Bramfman. a reporter who

was expelled from Laos because of

his articles in the Boston Globe

which described w hat is happening

JiidochinaWar
Tonight On
WMUA Focus

Tonight at l€ pin, WMUA'l
Focus shifts attention back

grd ti lochins War.

i) an invasion

,,i South Vietnam* i opt Into

Laoi
nne pari ol the 80-minute

program, taped this morning, will

..iter an interview i.> moderator

Ken Mosakowski with members ot

i Mass Veterans tor Peace ,
a

newlv formed group of veterans

who "are organizing action against

the Indochina War
Another segment of the program

will feature excerpts from a speech

delivered by Senator George

McGovern (D-South Dakota) at

North High School in

Framingham. Mass .
Saturday

evening. Senator McGovern for

many years opposed to American

military involvement in Southeast

Asia, is the only announced can-

didate for the Democratic

Presidential nomination in 1972. In

addition to the war. the senators

comments in Framingham

covered a wide range of issues,

both domestic and international.

Interested persons are invited to

tune in on "Focus" tonight at 91.1

KM.

in Laos. He urged students to work

actively to end the war.

Allard K. Lowensteen. the for-

mer congressman from Long

Island, tried to convince students

to use their large 18 year old vote to

push for peace. As other speakers

called for action, however, it

became obvious that few people

lelt that the students should either

wait until 1972. or put their faith in

peace candidates as they have

t>etore

April 24 was spoken for as a date

for people to build and work

around The Nationai Peace Action

Coalition, uniting many student,

labor, and third world groups

working to end the war now. has

Id April 24 as the date for massive

demonstrations in Washington and

San Krancisco.

Several films were planned for

the evening, but because of the

time factor only one was shown

This portrayed some of the effects

of the murderous bombing of

Vietnam on the people and coun-

tryside.

One of the most interesting

aspects of the teach-in was the

enormous faculty support and

participation in it The President of

Mt Holyoke. David B. Truman
wrote a "letter to the school paper.

Choragos. apologizing for not

attending
Members of the SMC said that

the fact that Mount Holyoke, with

onlv about two thousand students

could turn out over five hundred

lor a teach-in. while far fewer

students at UMass come to anti-

war meetings, only shows that

students do not see the effects of

their demonstrations and have

allowed themselves to become

demoralized.

The need for students to work to

mobilize against the war was

emphasized at the teach-in and at

last week's National Student Anti-

war Conference, it was noted

Financial Aid

Applications

Due Today

AP -Modern Americans may be

too smart to buy the Brooklyn

Bridge, but they still get bilked of

$70 billion or more every year.

In thousands of cases, too, the

fleecing of the American consumer

is within the terms-if not the spirit-

of existing law. a survey by the

Lexington-based Council of State

Governments claims

Seventeen states have no con-

sumer protection laws, the council

said. Thirty-three others do have

such laws, but only about half of

them, according to the survey, are

•modern and comprehensive''

with sufficient enforcement

powers to make them work. The

survey was made by H. Clyde

Beeves, a professor at the

University of Alabama, for the

council, "which insists consumer

protection must operate on a state

and local level to be effective. The

council, a joint agency of all state

governments that does research on

state programs and problems,

concluded that too few states have

adopted all provisions of the

Kederal Trade Commission's

model state law.

There are hundreds of shadey

deals that are protected, or at least

not prohibited by law, Reeves

found in his study. Perhaps the

most common is the "bait and

switch."

A Massachusetts couple visits a

furniture store, eager to see the

advertised "15-piece kitchen set

for only $99," but they are

disappointed w hen it turns out to be

a shoddy table, four chairs and 10

dinner plates.

The salesman on duty then offers

the couple a kitchen set of better,

though considerably higher priced,

quality. He also offers a $20

discount for a quick sale.

The couple accepts, adding to the

list of victims who have taken the

advertised bait and then be

switched to something else in their

purchase.

Then there are the schools that

sell courses in how to become an

airline stewardess, without telling

the applicant she may be too short

or too tall to ever qualify for em-

ployment.
( )r discounts on items where the

price was first marked up. then cut

in about the same amount so that

I

the discount price is about the

same as the original one.

The council concedes the federal

government has made some

progress in consumer protection

"By one count." 4111 units in 39

federal agencies administer WH
programs that protect or advance

consumer interest. Reeves wrote.

However, the council contends,

the most effective protection must

come from state and local

governments-at the level where the

consumer lives, works and buys in

cooperation with the federal

government.
In practice, the average con-

sumer has little or no knowledge of

where to seek help in the federal

government's maze of bureaus.

However. Reeves found that as

Of last year only 33 states had

adopted "specific statutes aimed

at protecting the consumer from

unethical and fraudulent practices

or at assisting him through

education."

What can be done to protect the

consumer and still not jeopardize

the ethical businessman and

salesman. These are some of the

council's suggestions:

Simplify the procedure for fraud

suits by eliminating the need to

prove intent to defraud.

Legislation also would be enacted

to deter fraud in give-aways.

Place upon local officials the

duty of apprehending and

prosecuting salesmen operating

illegally, putting the cure where

the ailment is.

Enable class actions; that is,

allow consumers to join together to

sue fraudulent businesses; com-

bining their costs, rather than

forcing them to sue individually,

only six states now allow class

action suits.

Symposium To Be

At Northwestern

Thomas O, Wilkinson Head "t

the Sociology Department .it

t Mass will participate in I

symposium ! Northwestern

University the week end of March

23-25. The meeting is sponsored by

the Center for the Interdisciplinary

Study of Science and Technology of

the University.

The theme of the symposium will

be the social effects of in-

dustrialization, and the par-

ticipants will include men from

different disciplines, in order to

broaden the knowledge of

specialists in different fields. The

meeting will include the reading of

papers, open discussions, and

small informal seminar groups

POETRY
FICTION £
ART'<t^,c(r""'^

PHOTOG tf

SPECTRUM is interest-

ed in your creative work.

Drop by the SPECTRUM
office and drop it off.

We are now located in the

old R.S.O. office in the

Student Union, address

is

SPECTRUM
R.S.O. 102
Campus Center

UMass

THE AMHERST COLLEGE MASQUERS

SHAKESPEARE'S

RICHARD II

KIRBY THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE

MARCH 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15. 8:30 P.M.

All seats reserved $2.00. For reservations phone

(Amherst) 542-2278 or visit box office 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Floating Structures

1 must be some sort of outcast. But I enjoy it. In an

age when its fashionable to be cynical and to go

walking around with a sour expression doesn't set one

apart from the howling masses anymore I ve

managed to keep intact almost all of my childhood

fantasies

I'his may sound a bit naive, but I assure you, I am

not naive nor stupid, but rather, more of a skeptic than

1 have a right to be A quick glance shows my logic to

be faulty and one may think that serious doubts can be

raised as to my sanity. But a deeper look shows what 1

mean.
Mv skepticism stems from two things: the state ot

the world todav. which, as we all know, we can do

nothing about "but enjov, and my more than likely

snobbish belief that I don't belong in this age. but in a

more advanturous one.

It's my own private curse to have been born in a

year when people decided it was time to get serious

about things. Trouble was brewing in China, the

Berlin air-lift was still fresh in people's memories,

Korea was beginning to draw attention, and I came

tumbling along, destine to read of the nonsense that

the world has wrapped itself in and fervently wishing I

were someplace else.

There's a particularly obnoxious line in "Easy

Rider" when the mindless one turns to the stupid one

and wants to know if he ithe stupid one) had ever

wanted to be anvone else. The mindless one then

piously states that he had never felt like being anyone

hut himself.

That's a lot of crap.

As content as I am with myself, because I know I

can do whatever I want, there has never been a day in

my life that I didn't wish, at least for a second, that I

was off doing something other that what I'm used to

Tslim young man dressed in a beige travel-stained

summer suit stepped onto the platform from a tram

and put his suitcase down. All up and down the plat-

form glistening blacks dressed in colorful jellabas

bustled about like ants. The young man mopped his

brow thrust the handkerchief into his breast pocket,

picked up his suitcase and eased his way through the

throng to the dusty street.

He walked quickly through the hot sun to a bar on

the corner of the wide main street. The man behind

the bar welcomed him as the young man pushed open

the swinging door and stepped into the dark coolness

of the place. The two shook hands, each one looking

into the other's face and finding what he was looking

for The man came from out behind the bar and

putting his arm about the young man's shoulder, led

him through a doorway into a small room which

reeked of the pungent smell of hashish.

•Sit down.'' said the bar-man. "You look tired."

T am." said the other. "It's good to be back though.

How have vou been?"

"Bout the same. Not much has happened. Business

been good. We missed you."

"Hmpph." the young man grunttd. "In a pig's ass

vou did. Give me a hit off that thing, will you?
"

llu- School ot Education Councils decision la conditionalh abolish all

o.ms.s and institute a complete modular credit structure seems to be

mon an attempt to be irmo\ati\e than better.

\s reported in Krtdayi COLLEGIAN, the School oi Kd is seeking

thousands ol dollar* to institute a modular credit program in order to

provide flexible scheduling individualized learning and eliminate

irrelevant lectures so .is to give a student onl> what he or she feels

neiess.ii\. .

It strikes us that Dwlgbl Mien thinks 'hat structures are what inhibit or

spur* intellectual growl* and optimum learning The truth, however,

would seem to lie somewhere closer to how an individual responds to his

structured mvlroomeot. What would appear to be necewarj far non

irrelevant eourse and lectures is better information and resources.

\\h.n ., $:,;:.(» -ralignmeiit ol the School ol Ed's course structure will add

I.. Ho knowledge «»l how to train or provide good teachers is not mi-

ni, dialelv apparent.

|)w ighl Mien has long built the Schools national reputation and for just

;is lonu has been attracthm hm«e sums ol monev
.
Ml would seem to be

Mell will, the world ..I education, except that nobodv seems to know where

17. ea.lv the innovative student in the School ol Kd. can unstructure his

whole semester through independent studv and modular credits. If

stud, nis i an become better at what thev want to become m this manner,

line Kill nobodv has ever said that this is the best wav to learn. I here is

no real measure ol how successlul one structuring is over another. There

,s some disagreement over whether the college student can benefit in an

.ill modular svstem.

What "lares through all the rhetoric of change at the School of Kd is

that I Mass will receive monev lor doing something innovative. We hope

lli.il .,|| those involved hi shaping Ike School of Kd s future will show more

int. rest in the content and worth ol pro-ams. rather than just building

ii. w unstructured structures in the skv .

Gus Szlosek

The Games People Play

You Can See Pm In Your Corner

With it games lor the hip college

set

i.i war AND PEACE1*:

War side gets one set of ob-

solete dominoes, three authentic

World War 11 propaganda films mo
choice of side>. fifty marchers

i complete with construction

helmets', stock in a hard-hat

manufacturing company, a

defense contract, and a golf ball

autographed by Spiro Agnew
Peace side gets reversible

Peace Revolution buttons, a

dictionary of marching chants, a

s,t ot form letters asking parents

lor money, assorted pills <no

choice ol "types', and fifty mar-

chers complete with pre faded

and pre torn shirts from expensive

New York shops ..

RULES: Players shake dice to

determine moves on game board.

Kach side has twenty marchers to

begin More are won if player lands

00 lair weather
-

' square; some

are lost it it is "cold" or "rain ".

Objed is to get to •Nowhere" and

begin tilling game baloon with hot

air Number of marchers at this

point determines number of

chances to score-each marcher

yets one turn at speaking Points

i in amounts ol hot air) are

awarded on basis ol catch words

and phrases drawn from the coffin

,91l ++CffB~L*a^**-^/«HI

Moon
Mythology

Re and his sun shine little now

Cheops and his stone have fallen

The world's eyes, once on Gizeh

now

Stare at starry heaven's deep

And keep a watch for men

Who hold hands with the Fates.

And float in space on their

string

And float on the surface of the

sea

In a shell, more loved than a

pyramid

With its stolen treasures.

A slab of Hecate's torn up

temple floor

Taking the Prometheus path

Hack to the lab

Mark I) Angelo

..! | farmer player in the "Vietnam

Game".
Winner gets a prize of "news

coverage"
Also included in set: One ob-

server, to get sick of the entire

game

2.i "ECOLOGY":
Players are not required to do

anything but talk Points are

awarded according to words and

phrases used. Extra-point terms

include "environmental crisis",

"ecocatastrophe", and "tetraethyl

lead". Also points for name
dropping Players lose points if

thev can only think of old names

like "Rachel Carson", and gain

extra points for lesser-known

names like "Garret DeBell".

For exceptional players: points

may be awarded for "attending

pollution lectures ', "wearing

ecology buttons", and "signing up

lor ecology work without actually

working".
Players automatically lose when

they must "face real issues"

Prerequisite: players must know

almost nothing about ecology and

pollution

Also included in the set:

"pollution victims;;, who are

ignored, and are not allowed to

win
Winning: no one wins

U "WRITE VOIR OWN LOVE
STORY":
Players draw slips of paper with

words written on them -these are

cut from old women's magazines.

Words are arranged in the order

drawn.
Points are awarded on this

basis:

Add S points for each character

who is "young '

;
."> more if they are

"college students"

Add I points for each milk ob-

scenity up to three; thereafter,

subtract 5 points for each

Add 2(» points if one lead

character is "rich", and the other

almost poor" Subtract KMi points

if either character is in a social

position your parents are afraid

you'll marry into Subtract 20

points il their parents "approve of

marriage", unless the characters

don't get married".

Add KMi points if the heroine dies

\oung Add 2(H) points if she's as

sick as Ah McGraw.

Add 20 points for each old lady

who cries w hile reading your story.

Add KK) points for each college

student who cries while reading the

story (Unless they are crying

because they can't stand to see

such a waste of good paper) Add

Uio points for each reviewer who

can't stand the story.

Am player automatically wins if

his story "makes a dog throw up.

Winner, unfortunately, makes a

lot of monev.

OTHER GAMES ON TAP:
"Insult the midi-skirt" (Points

are awarded for references to

"army tents", "the Inquisition",

"portable fallout shelters '. and

etc.

)

"Write your own Collegian ar-

ticle" tin which players write

about "controversial issues"

which are not really that con

troversial on a college campus),

without having to do anything

meaningful about them >

AND. COMING SOON:
"Beat Spiro Agnew s I.Q

"

"Beat Spiro Agnew s golf score",

-end

(.us Szlosek

Harbor
the blue boat

from St. Thomas thrusts up

three naked masts

a formal serenity

gathers the sea

like a pleated skirt

an old-grey dog
whimpers in the muzzle

of outer cove

but the blue boat

from St Thomas
squats by the pilings

where gulls bob
in an oily lap

Elizabeth Oross

Letters To The Editor

Yowza! Yowza! Yowza!

the arduous task is to know what

To the Editor.

, ,, kmow how to tree oneself is nothing

10 do with ones freedom

Andre Gide, The Immoralist

As most members of the University community

know by now, I withdrew myself as a candidate for

Winter Carnival Queen last Wednesday night, and I

feel this action needs some clarification. I withdrew

from the contest for two reasons. First, I feel that I

had accomplished both of the goals I had aimed at,

that is, I wanted people to apply critical thought to a

routine campus institution which I believed to be

sexist and dehumanizing. The amount of publicity my

candidacy caused should have accomplished that goal

after one and one-half weeks. Also, the decision of the

General Court substantiated my claim that

discrimination does take place when a well

established set of social rules is threatened. Second, I

determined after careful consideration that to pursue

the election any further would only hurt and humiliate

the other five contestents involved. My overt intention

was never to actually win the election but only to

ichieve those objectives that have been stated many

limes before. I feel these objectives have been

achieved.

Finally I wish to thank all those individuals and

groups who gave me their support. The entire ordeal

was both tiring and oftentimes distressing, and your

encouragment and help gave me the energy to con-

tinue when I was most in need of human warmth and

support Together, I feel we have brought about the

demise of one overt instance of sex-role stereotyping

and caused people to reflect on its wider social im-

plications. For me, the entire experience has been

tiring, exciting, educational, and thanks to you. never

lonely. Peace and love. ....Jim LaMacchia

p.S. I wish to respond briefly to the editorial by Mr.

Stuffing Kids
To the Editor:

Linda Jeness expresses some great ideas. Equal

work and equal pay for women and most of all the

right of legal abortion. But when she starts to talk

about child care centers it sounds like a lot of crap to

me It is bad enough that kids are screwed-up today

because their parents are too busy to be interested in

them But when vou talk about stuffing kids into an

Mitchell which appeared in Friday's Collegian,

particularly his suggestion that I should learn to enjoy

competition. In the powerful sequence of the film

THEY SHOOT HORSES, DON'T THEY? the

characters are running the dreaded derby in which

people are dropping from pain and exhaustion. The

commentator. Rocky, makes the following statement:

"The Management cautions that no wagering is

permitted. But you can always cheer on your favorite

couple. And all these wonderful kids deserve your

cheers, folks. Because each one of them is fighting

down pain, exhaustion, weariness... struggling to keep

going... battling to win. And isn't that the American

Way, folks?" The camera then cuts to Gloria carrying

the corpse of the dead sailor who has died in the race.

All I can say to Mr. Mitchell is, "Yowza! Yowza!

Yowza!"

Editorial Points
Doesn't it seem like every

time you want one of those soft

ice cream cones that they sell in

the Campus Center Coffee Shop,

the machine is broken?
* * *

Nineteen buildings in

Massachusetts were designated

yesterday by the US Interior

Department as national land-

marks. It is interesting to note

that none of these edifices is in

the Amherst area. It seems like

the Campus Center should

qualify as some sort of a land-

mark.
» * *

has
US

The US government
cancelled a visit of the

nuclear carrier Enterprise to

Chile despite the personal in-

vitation of newly-elected

President Salvador Allende.

Maybe they figure its too close to

Ecuador.
* * *

This is the time of year when

Old Man Winter tries to lure you

into believing that he's left for

the year only to return with an

arctic blast when you least

expect it.

* «

Only three more weeks until

Spring vacation.

The National Pastime

Where Credit Is Due
To the Editor: . .

I am writing this letter to the editor in order to get

credit for a class that I am taking at the University of

Massachusetts, School of Education. One of the

requirements for this particular cou se is for eacn

student to have a letter published. Such a letter is

supposed to cover an issue we feel very deeply about.

I protested this assignment in class because I was

convinced that there should be alternative ways of

expressing my concern over issues that I believe

deeply in However, the professor over-ruled my

protest and restated that in order to get credit for the

course it is mandatory that we get a letter published

on some issue that we are deeply concerned about.

Well in the process. I have become deeply con-

cerned about the heavy-handedness of his requiring

that we "publish or perish" in this course. Therefore.

I would appreciate your publishing this protest.

Barbara Eve

To the editor:

I am writing this letter to explain

the dangers of "Shoplifting ".

Stealing items and getting away

with it is probably a national

pasttime. I would like to make it

clear "to the people" the legal

possibilities of apprehension. The

store can press charges within a

two year period If they decide to.

you'll be summoned with a

"Warrant of Arrest." With this on

your record you will never have

any chance for a Federal job or

any well-paying employment. Next

time you walk into a store I hope

you'll" realize that whatever you

shoplift is valueless in the long run.

Name Withheld Upon Request

Emphatic Minority
To the editor:

Throughout this invigorating

season at the cage. I have, as an

enthusiastic attendant been

distracted at every game by an

a deviation from studies. One of the

most thrilling aspects of a close

game has been the tact that

everyone shares the contagious

sensations derived from being a=US2?W P-t,- --•---«--
fans. I think that many have

noticed the large group that stands

only to applaud Erving or Skinner

and makes quite a ceremony of

remaining seated throughout the

National Anthem.

It is my personal conviction that

sports and arts are to be enjoyed as

WMUA Moves In The Way
To the Editor: .

I am writing upon learning that the campus radio

station, WMUA, is attempting to move to the space in

them. But when you talk about .lulling «» into an j**£*J^^^St**^
mstitutionalized day care center - why have them at Umve ^

^

sh ^,Pr
ŝ

e

n

l

otmeanthat it should be in

all The world is over populated now.
J
women (or is out of**W^™7£Z

see the need for WMUA
men) are too busy to raise their own children - then the way next year.^SSS why its broad-

they shouldn't have children. .
on campus, but l aon

* Yin Petitto

casting site need be in the center of

things. I think that Free U. has far

greater need of the space.

Nick Saakvitne

My point is merely that the

"militants" as was one young

man's means of describing himself

to me. are defeating the purpose of

athletics by exhibiting their

ideology and politics at basketball

games, and by attacking the sense

of "belonging" which so many

enjoy.

It is truely pathetic that our

"integrated" student body must be

so obnoxiously divided by this

emphatic minority. 1 despair in

thinking that society has become

so close-minded that people feel

that they must make such im

pressions at. of all things,

basketball games.

Name Withheld Upon Bequest

Book Store Supports Open-Door Policy

In response to recent articles by

students about the "used book"

purchase and sale operation in-

volving The University Store, the

following statements and com-

ments are offered

To begin with, a few very basic

assumptions regarding The

University Store should be men-

tioned for the benefit of anyone

who hasn't read their student

handbook or our handout that is

available at The University Store

checkouts and information desk.

The University Store is operated as

a service to the students, faculty

and the academic community with

the express purpose of providing

the tools of education and related

items as economically and ef-

ficiently as possible. As in the

operation of any large business,

there is a necessary amount of

money needed to operate the

business. Equipment needs

replacement, a certain amount of

operating capital needs to be on

hand at all times, and reserves

must be set up to plan for future

expansions. Any profits that are

left after these items are covered

goes toward the operation of the

Student Union-Campus Center

Complex. All Campus Center

Budgets are, of course, approved

by students, i.e. the Student Union-

Campus Center Governing Board.

This fund therefore helps cover the

costs of many outstanding student

activities and programs during the

year. No one person or group of

persons at the Store is getting rich

on the store profit We are

university employees, the same as

your faculty, dedicated to serving

the university community as

professionally as possible.

It has been proved, through time,

that communication is a very

important aspect of any operation.

The same is definitely true in our

business. At the onset of almost

every semester. The University

Store is either investigated or

interviewed by Student Senate or

collegian staff and after giving all

the information they may need,

very little if anything is ever

printed or released for the student

body to read about t possibly it is

not sensational enough). Nor do we

ever receive copies of their studies

or the suggestions and ideas that

they may produce. The same is

true for the vocal dissenters that

offer opinions without thoroughly

considering the facts or at least

asking questions before voicing

their sentiments.

Once a semester is over,

students have an opportunity to

sell their books back to the store. In

order to understand our book-

buying policy, let's classify the

books you will have for sale. They

will fall into three (3) classes:

Class I

-Current copyright books now in

use on this campus and which

professors have told us they will re-

use and on which our existing stock

is inadequate for supplying

classes, we will pay 50% of the new-

price. Suppose, we take an

example. Last fall you paid $6.00

for a new book. It's now worth $3.00

Speculating

to us. We will then offer this book

for resale at $4.50 or at a 25%

saving from the new price for the

prospective buyer If a faculty

member orders his books after our

requested dealine date, and this is,

of late, the rule rather than the

exception, we may not get a chance

to place his titles in our buying

guide This situation would render

his title to Class II as would a title

that we have adequate stock

Class II

Several titles of current copyright

books have been dropped on our

campus but at still being used on

other campuses Therefore, we

allow a used book jobber to come to

our store by buy these books. It is

also during this period that we are

the busiest and don't have the time

or the personnel to devote to this

operation. Obviously, these firms

must buy books at a low enough

figure to cover shipping charges,

warehouse costs, salesmen's

salaries, traveling expenses and

the possibility of a title going

"sour" on his hands. They are

speculators and will pay a price

based on current nationwide

supply and demand, usually at

least 25% of the new price.

Class III M Jt .

This class consists of old editions,

out-of-print books, and damaged

books These are of no value to us

or to the used book jobber. He may
however, offer a small sum for

these books

The above policy is the standard

policy used in almost every college

store in this country, it is not

something that applies only to the

University of Massachusetts. A

student also has the option of

dealing with the APO book ex-

change or with the Southwest

Patriots. These are student run

organizations that we help by

providing booklists and cash

registers at no cost

We hope that these comments

explain the used book phase of our

multi-faceted operation The

University Store is a complex

organization with many anomalies

when compared with any other

retail operation To serve you the

students and faculty better, we

have always maintained an open-

door policy ; if there are ever any

problems or gripes, please come in

and talk to us We are very human

and sometimes make mistakes; if

this is the case we will certainly

make the proper correction. This is

your store and it will serve you

better if you bring your objections

and ideas to us rather than register

a frustrated voice in your favorite

news media If you don't un-

derstand a policy, if you have a

problem with us or if you have an

idea to make The University Store

better, do not hesitate to come in

and talk to us, or write us a note

and we will make every effort to

satisfy your requests In addition

Mr Grinnan, to whom we report, is

always ready to discuss with in

terested students problems con

cerned with the book store or any

of the other Campus Center

operations.
Bernard F Wilkes. Jr.

Book Department

The I ni\ersit> Store
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Wood Opposes Tuition Hike
wJaL -»- ... -, i ...„„j„^ri „• i-uihnvinr than ht'on wor

With signs pointing to an up-

coming battle to raise state college

tuitions on Beacon Hill. I'Mass

Pres, Roberl C. Wood said

Saturday lie would resist such a

move
Instead, Wood, a seasoned

operator in the Washington and

Boston political arenas, proposes

to make UMass a national model

lor packaging major lund SOU! I <

federal, state, local and private-to

save the American city, beginning

with Boston.

Wood contends that even

doubling the $200 tuition tor the

no students on the three

campuses would yield only S4 8

million against a S7."» million

university budget and a $150

million state tax gap this year.

The 47-yearold president said

universities must lead in

developing the tiscal techniques to

convert the country's economy

from a war dependency to peace

time tasks

War and space research sup-

ported by giant single source

government contracts enabled and

encouraged the growth and ex-

pansion of universities through the

f,iis and 60s. he said.

"The thing we have never

demonstrated-and 1 think we have

to in the 70's-is to see whether

those universities and research

centers can be equally effective in

undertaking peace time tasks and

supporting some kind of peace

time development

When vou try to do it in peace

time, vou are caught up with

having to package your funds and

your stregies from states, com-

munities, the feds and from 15 to 20

other agencies And it's a more

difficult game
•This is whv a lot of universities

have struck out." he said.

IN HIS FIRST month in office.

Wood set up the Institute of

(lovernmental Service and ap-

pointed as its head former Sen.

Pres. Maurice A Donahue to

design the academic and financial

packages to enable UMass' total

resources to be used for the

solution of the city's desperate

problems in housing, education,

employment, health and tran-

sportation and social services.

In order to fulfill the goals he has

set. Wood belives that he must

keep the doors ot I'Mass open to

Massachusetts students of low and

middle income families.

for that reason he objects in

principle to proposed increases in

tuition He said. -Seventy per cent

ot the I'Mass freshman class come

from homes where the parents

have not been to college and who

make Sin.mm or less a year
"1 don't want to impair the

impact ot this type ot education,

just as the state is beginning to get

a tirst rate State university

•BUT THE REAL point here is

« hatever \ ou do with that tuition is

not going to be a substantial relief

m the overall tiscal posture."

Last week the board of higher

education took a public position

against any tuition rise and the

hoard of trustees ot I'Mass is still

studvmg the matter The state

house hearing on the tuition rise

bills will be March 16.

Wood stressed that his objection

to the jump is personal and does

not reflect at this time the official

position of the trustees.

HE ALSO POINTS out that his

students pay $160 in compulsory

fees each vear so that the tuition-

plus-fees total of $360 equals the

national tuition median for state

universities.

Conceding there may be some

•rich kids" at UMass, the

president drove his main point

home on the subject, saying: "I'm

still dealing with, you know, up the

tenement trail
' I'm still dealing

with poor kids who need a good

education cheaply."

Consistent with his deter-

mination to make UMass a pace

setter in university involvement

with urban problems. Wood does

not want UMass Boston to be

isolated on it itt acre campus now

under construction at Dorchester's

Columbia Point.

Asked if he is having second

thoughts about the original

building plans for the somewhat

remote Colurhbia Point location,

the president answered. "I believe

they will be reassessed, but I

believe that the stage of physical

design and the growth figures are

such that we still have flexibility

then

THE BOARD of Higher

Education projections, which

Wood has reviewed and has ac-

cepted as definitive, predict that

total I Mass enrollment will hit

50,000 by 1980, with the greatest

civilized standard of behavior than

we are.

-And if thev are. then its all

been worthwhile."

(Reprinted lion the Sunday Herald

Traveler)

50.000 by 1980. with the greatest
#

BT'u:rT\i'rrs»K, „, Propram CouncilMeets
December that I meant it that we -«• ' ^

&

Concert Discussed

Stop the Escalation

Stop the War Now!
ire there to slay, at Columbia

Point 1 had a whole review when 1

came in <>t what PeUucci and orr

had done

Hut 1 am prepared to look at

what the university does in ad-

dition to the Columbia Point

location We are going to be looking

at two or three other items that

don t necessarily restrict the

university activities to that Point

EVEN AS HE faces his own

difficulties in building a major

public university in an in-

creasingly tight economy. Wood

termed a' major issue the need to

support private universities "with

little money and preserve con-

ditions of their autonomy and still

keep them responsible.

"My position, and I think that of

the board of trustees, is that the

Commonwealth has an enormous

asset and advantage in our private

institutes and somehow we have to

figure out a plan in which they are

sustained and strengthened."

On the other hand he justified the

state's subsidy of low tuition at its

universitv "because we have many

poor kids in this Commonwealth

who can't go to BU and Tufts and

have the capacity to profit fron a

first rate education."

President Wood does not really

think that troubles on the campus

are over.

•1 think the kids came back

chagrined after all their talk about

how thev were going to work with

the new Congress and they went off

on vacation and stuff. But 1 think

there is an underlying feeling of

contempt for our generation. They

are still tinged with their morality.

-I do not subscribe to the point

that thev are the smartest, best

educated in history, but on the

other hand, thev don't remember a

depression, and they've got enough

monev and everything; they just

might be Capable of a more

The Campus Center Program

Council held it's second meeting of

the semester Wednesday.

February 2A, but no decisive action

was taken on a proposed spring

weekend concert

The concert, which was to have

been held in May. will conflict in

time with other planned activities,

and as no firm date has yet been

set. the concert may not

materialize at all

The C.C.E.BS. program

requested money for a speaker to

appear at a conference it is holding

at UMass in April. The Program

Council is looking into the matter.

Dagmar Belitsky presented a

new plan by which 35 MM
projectors could be purchased to

show recent films in the S.U.

Ballroom which are not available

in 16 MM. These would be payed

for. under the new plan, by pinball

machines to be placed in the

Campus Center. The chairmen

voted to pass the plan and present

it to the appropriate authorities.

Howie Bresner was elected

Chairman John S Cardile was

elected Secretarv and Russell G.

Vierla was elected Treasurer.

Representatives of a Dada and

Surrealistic Festival which will be

held in the Five College Area came

to the P C for funds to help present

this event. Films, plays, artist, and

poetry would be presented in the

Area (luring the period Irom April

19 to May 8 No action on this was

taken at the meeting

IT'S MONDAY

and this is the

lost week to hove your

SENIOR PORTRAIT
token for the Index.

Make your appointment
TODAY
in the

INDEX OFFICE. S U.

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU IN THE SPRING FROM $99

EUROPE IN THE SUMMER FROM $195

For information com emim; tthWs* chart.nil jet flights

call:

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International
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cWantTocWorkOnTheCape
°Next

Summer' ?

You can. if you know how to uo about choosing a job.

landing a job. and doing a job. (ape Cod employers need good

Summer help, and thousands of college students need Summer

jobs. We're not an employment agency, but our brochure, "HOW

TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE" provides the answers to all sorts

of questions concerning Cape Cod Summer employment.

Act now, and you may be the early bird. Wait a month,

and you may have to wait another year.

For our brochure, "HOW TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE"

send SI.00 to:

CAPE COD CENTRAL
WELLFLEET, MASS. 02667

ALL OUT,

APRIL 24

The world now faces a deadly new peril as the Nixon adminstration presses ahead with its drive

for military victory in all of Southeast Asia. This means a heavy new toll in blood and even greater

risk of ultimate nuclear combat.

Only a broad and massive mobilisation of the American people can keep President Nixon from

further desperate escalations.

With the widespread rebellion of GIs in South Vietnam, with more and more American workers

rejecting the idea that they should sacrifice their real wages for military and industrial interests in

Southeast Asia, the opportunity exists to bring these constituencies into the antiwar movement

in greater numbers than ever before. Massive mobilizations on the scale of October 15 and Novem-

ber 15, 1969 are possible.

The National Peace Action Coalition (NPAC) calendar of antiwar actions this spring must be trans-

lated into days of vital, unprecedented, massive, non-violent opposition to the war.

CALENDAR OF SPRING ANTIWAR EVENTS

All activities of the Rational Peace Action Coalition are planned

legal, peaceful and orderly manifestations of opposition to the uar.

APRIL 24
—local dainanslra-

liens to mark the

•suiiinitltn of Mar*

tin Luther King, lr„

who aiMftf kls tuny

cortribulieni to im

caia* st Mclal )••

ties, ardently •
aosad tho VlttftM

war.

APRIL 24

—Mast march on

Washington, D.C. and

tan Franciaco In tup-

port of tho damand for

Immadiata withdrawal

of all U.S. forcos from

ftouthoaat Aala and tha

abolition of tho draft.

MAY 5

—Antiwar daman-

stratians an cam*

bums aad in com-

anitiaa ifouno tha

cavntry ta commom-

arata tha masMcra

al ttotanta at Kant

suto anal lacksaa

Stata and tha

natianwMa • outcry

against tha lavatitn

of CMholia.

MAY 16

(ARMI0 FORCIS

DAY)—Civilians will

aha this SaUrJartty

Day with antiwar

Cis hy loinlni tham

In aooco attlvnita

at military hasas.
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Producer

HON. SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
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HON. JOHN CONYERS
Member of Con«/eu,
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EDWARD CROSS
Secy-Treat.. Local 147,

Tunnolworkcrs' Unio»

LEON DAVIS
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RWDSU/AFL-CIO

HON. RONALD V. DEILUMS
Member of Confress

7th Dist., Colifo-nio

HON. JOHN G. DOW
Member of Conn re it,
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HON. DON EDWARDS
Member of Conjren,
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JULES FEIFFER
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Director. Ditt. 9

United Automobile Workers

JACK GILFORD
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MADELINE LEE GILFORD
Producer

JERRY GORDON
Attorney

Co-Coordinator NPAC
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Student Mobilisation Committee

to End the War m Vietnam
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Author
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Teacher, The American Univ.
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MURRAY KEMPTON
Joumolitt

STANLEY KUNITZ
Poet

JAMES T. LAFFERTY
Attorney

Co-Coordinator of NPAC

CORLISS LAMONT
Author 1 Educator

HELEN LAMR LAMONT
New York City

IURTON LANE
Composer

RING LARDNER, JR.

Writer

ASSEMILYMAN F. $ LEICHTER
OVth A.D., Manhattan

DAVID LIVINGSTON
President. Dntnct 41. Netienel

Council Distributive Workers
of America

Shirley maclaine
Actress

NORMAN MAILER
Author

KATE MILLET
Author

ASHLEY MONTAGU
Anthropologist,

Princeton Unr*.

RT. REV. J. IROOKE MOSLEY
President, Union Thcoioficel

Seminary

PAUL O OWYER
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Concerned Officers Movement

LINUS PAULlfcG

CHANNING E. PHILLIPS

De -necrotic National Committee-
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Attorney
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Actor
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Member of Congress,
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Member of Congress,
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Poet
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Notwnol Secretory, S C LC
President, S-C.E.F.
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Writer
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lege! Director
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RT. REV. PAUL MOORE JR.
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Organization! listed ftr iintifumtfB p*r,»tts oa/f.

Sponsored by NATIONAL PEACE ACTION COALITION, 102? Vermont Ave**, n. w., m R-r, was^t™. d. c 2000s.

For more information come to the Student Mobilization Committee to End the War

in Southeast Asia meeting at 8:30PM in Rm. 805 in the Campus Center on Tuesday

March 2nd... that's tomorrow night!

imiW.1. iPRII n F0 END THE WAR NOW,
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Nicklaus Takes PGA
i....; „n -.h»f,H nt Nirklaus. nutts in shooting a »

PALM BEACH GARDENS, Kla.

lAP) Jack Nicklaus sank a

pressure-packed birdie putt on the

17th hole Sunday and completed his

double sweep ot all the world 8

major golf titles with a victory in

the PGA National Championship.

Nicklaus. who almost squandered

a lour stroke lead, had a final

round 73, one over par on the PGA
National Golf Club course He had

a 72-hoie total ot 281, two strokes

ahead ol last closing Billy Casper.

The victory was the first ever in

Florida tor 'the 31 year old blond

bomber and made him the only

man ever to score at least to

victories m the PGA, the IS and

British Opens and the Masters

Nicklaus has accumulated three

green Masters jackets and also

won two National Amateur titles

before he began to dominate the

professional ranks

It was his 31st tourney victory.

Nicklaus started in shaky fashion

hut pulled his awesome game

together when he was challenged

by Casper and f>2-year-old Tommy
Belt

The long-hitting champion is one

of the few men in the game capable

of reaching the green in two. but he

elected to play short of the bunkers

guarding the green.

The Masters champion. Casper

playing well ahead of Nicklaus.

made the biggest move, closing

birdie-birdie for a tiB and 283. He

went to live under par with a 25-

loot putt on the difficult 18th. a shot

that sent the usually placid Casper

romping around the green in glee

That cut Nicklaus' lead to one

stroke and he was in trouble at the

par three 16th at the time i had a

little trouble settling down all

day.
' he said later '1 couldn't get

the I eel ot the clubs
"

He had missed the green ,and

then chipped about six leet past-the

hole A bogey would drop him back

into a tie But Nicklaus. his face a

mask ol determination, studied the

shot carefully and ran it in the hole.

He wrapped it up on the 17th, a

588-yard par five

He hit a perfect shot up short,

then chipped to four feet

Again, there was a long study

before he got over the ball. He

stood over it for 21 seconds before

bringing the club back and

knocked it in the hole for a birdie

that gave him a two-stroke lead

with one hole to play

Nicklaus parred it and stood

alone among the world's cham-

pions with the double sweep.

Belt, a jut-jawed champion from

another era of golf, needed only 2

Thatputts in shooting a 89 for 284

put him alone in third.

South African Gary Player, who

was in second place four strokes

back starting play on this warm,

sunny day. knocked himself out of

contention when he hit it out of

bounds on the 15th and took a

double bogey six.

Player finished with a 73 for 285

and was tied with Miller Barber,

who had a 70.

Dave Hill, 70. Jim Jamieson, 70,

and Gibby Gilbert, 73, were next at

28ti

And it was another tournament

ol trust ration for Arnold Palmer.

who has never won this cham-

pionship

Calmer, never really in con-

tention, had a final 73 for 28 lJ

"He's still the king." a voice

from the gallery shouted when he

finished.

Til keep on trying." the 41-year-

old giant said 'Look at Belt. He's

52. That performance of his gives

me determination to keep on

trying
"

U.S. Open champion Tony

Jacklin finished far back, shooting

a final 73 for 292. Defending

champion Dave Stockton took a 73

for 294.

T. i__ i->-~nor ill I'M III" I nauiftwi _

iters champion. Casper.
^^^ / I f

Bruins Outlast Toronto
BOSTON AP-The Boston

Bruins built a quick lead on goals

by Eddie Westfall, Ken Hodge and

Wayne Carieton in the first 8 1/2

minutes and held on Sunday for a 4-

3 National Hockey League victory

over the Toronto Maple Leafs.

Phil Ksposito's 52nd goal of the

season, biking the score to 4-0 early

m the second period, proved

decisive as the I.eats battled back

in a game but vain bid.

The victory enabled the Bruins to

extend their unbeaten streak at

home to 23 games
Boston failed to cash numerous

scoring chances after taking a

four-goal lead and Toronto threw a

scare into the mighty Bruins

before time ran out.

Jim Harrison scored on a

breakaway in the second period for

the initial Toronto goal

The Leafs capitalized on a power

plav with Paul Henderson poking

home his 28th goal and 13 34 tf the

final period Gtiy Trottier added

another talley less than two

minutes later

Westfall skirted the defense and

scored his 21st goal 37 seconds

after the opening faceoff. Hodge

converted a Esposito rebound for

his 38th a 2 12. and Carieton

boosted the second to 3-0 with

Boston's 300th goal of the season at

8:32. . . ,

Esposito then raised his league-

loading point total to 117 with his

goal on a pass from Hodge at 2:07

of the second period.

Samborski Named Athletic

Commissioner ot YanLon
Adolph W Samborski. former

Harvard athletic director, was

named Friday athletic com
missioner of the Yankee Con-

ference, effective July 1.

I'm thrilled." said Samborski

from his home at York, Me., to

which he officially retired only two

weeks ago Although he had retired

from Harvard a year ago. he

stayed on while Robert B Watson

took a leave of absence.

The appointment was announced

bv Winthrop C. Libby. president of

the University of Maine at Orono

and chairman of the Yankee

Conference presidents. Samborski

succeeds J Orlean Christian of

Storrs. Conn . the Yankee Con-

ference's first commissioner.

Samborski will maintain an

office at the University of New
Hampshire in Durham it's only

about 20 miles from my house." he

said "This is not a full-time

position " Asked about the size of

his staff. "Sam" said. "I will be it.

But as far as authority goes, the

presidents committee will have the

final say
"

As athletic commissioner.

Samborski. 65, will be responsible

for enforcing and interpreting all

conference rules and regulations,

determining athletic eligibility,

supervising conference meets and

tournaments. administrating

trophies and awards and handling

financial affairs

A native ol Westfield, Mass.,

Samborski was associated with

Harvard for 98 years He enrolled

as a student in ltril and was named

assistant director of athletics in

1961. He was promoted to athletic

director in 1963.

i feel close to the Yankee

Conference." he said "I've lived in

this territory all my life and I've

been friendly with its directors for

manv years

Yankee Conference members

include LIMass. Maine. Con

necticut New Hampshire. Rhode

Island, and Vermont It has been

rumored that the conference would

add two more teams, possibly

Boston University and Holy Cross

(Reprinted from
Herald Traveler)

the Boston

D. J.
IS BACK! TUES NITE!

Lodies' Night
ot

Uty Engltfiii $ub
9:30 til close

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is looking for new ideas . . .

and new ideas means new people.

Applications available in the

RSO OFFICE CAMPUS CENTER

Deadline for applications is March 5.
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IP \M) OVER: The I Mass track team placed 5th in the New

Knglaml meet at the diversity of Connecticut on iWurday-
"-J*

Jim Gravel (second from left) and Jerry Spellmai. < a. rig*)

finished second and fourth. Per more details and pic tures, see

tomorrow s MIK HOC photo

bv Bob Mangiaiatti.

Writers
Meeting
6:30

Tonight

WANTED
CLEAN-UP MAN

5, 6 or 7 doys a week.

Start at $2/ hour.

See manager.

AMHERST TOWER
RESTAURANT

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE WANTED

Pieaeer, Te»c, ti»rr»rd, PK. ***•
tikhrr. TDK, cMeette mid ui>"» wl
mpr, stanitiirii radio. VtaJi »—»— .

Le». 8 track* and other neceeeUle».

See Amhcrat Audio.

Motororle li>8« Ko>«l Enfield In-

riiun t'liief "00 W Restoration, askinu

*-,W or br»t offer. Must »ell. tall

.V.
,-
;-9tR»7 after « p in Kuna like »e«r.

tfJ-1

' Water twda for *."i5 at Mindanre

Water Red*. 1H7 Main M .
>urth-

ainpton. tf.t- i

..ifciim Canon (anient. !»ki« 100 mi.

limit »t M'^, poles, licllt meter (lleuil.

Iihi pv net of iliina. <wr»inK for I.'

< aU 253-5537 _tf l-l

"tamer* Keflex IVntaflex. rn»i

t.ertnan. pur. h.i«-.l in Muni, h in

IfN, inter. li.iiiK.alile len«. excellent

r.m.iiiioii sh<i. no turn. M ••
;i'-i at II 11 ni. *-'

I' s rolns bought. Hold. trml.il.

free estimate* on collections ll«'l>

Mnrrin. 4»Mi < hndtiinirne or P O
r..i\ Ittl. Amherst

.

jL*Jt"

Muck sincere male sIihI-iK near

\niher.t I'lc i-e write t«. "Int.- niiile

Menip»r.inl> in Ohio) interested in

liaialnlr rl«»e summer relation-hip

I ..ntidential H»x t!%. Xmli.r.t.

M i»s l '-''-

Donce Movement Classes

I lanwra in il.un e nnneinent and

l..i.l> awar.n.-s start Tuc«.ln> n. .

'. p in In I'ierpont l.ininee Urine

.inifortalile clothes and «o.nl »Ht-~
lf:i I

BOOKS
We bur «ae«l boeke and record*

— Whltrlicht Hooka On the Allej >

X» teste! _*_*

FOR SALE — AUTOS

HELP WANTED
Wanted immi-il .

.' women liw-

In. infant care, seninc, •!•• . 11

hour* per week. H|Mrtiiient-lik.- «'-

raMMMitaa, I nul<s from citiiipii-

(all -ill-Ill.

•

»f*-l—
Help w riper, in p.illuti.iii e. »l.

Need anil w st:lt Till ***%* t\X-

TtfV!. tn-l

RIDE WANTED

—i»6t ( hex rTan I'an.l, «<mmI ron.li-

mm OM l«i» IH.d«e >»n lanel.

......I condition tM». Telephone ... |-

M*€ "
!

"Traji lord C.alasle 54«, - dr aed.in.

new tires, radio. «o«d heater. #im»

M...I sell Call 5i7-J»if»7 after « P n.

Hide wanted to Ti-\n- »r an< id

i.nent slate anytime near sprlii* \B-

..ition. Will pa> « .ill -Vine* M*
II.'I «"•'

FOR RENT
~|»li: Rarmann (ihia. new engine

in IfHift ( olor* in the st>le of Peter

—
Have another car — must aell «<

( nrxair con* . 4 speed, rebuilt en-

tine. r».»m> miles, new batter*, run.

well but needs st«rter. #"••». "I"

ImKle «MII 5I7-OTW after • P m^

' aW «l *• ftmri t-M M» MW«et
|-, nod miles, wire wheels and many
extras. »!!.••• C«W «U HM and ask

for isteve. after 8 p tn - .
'•

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roouimate wanted to slue.-

I liedroom. Ml K.mee \pt. to«n

house. rompletel* fumisli-d with

,l,-,„,«al. air rond .
dishw ash. r

\xailalile iiiimed (nil It'll
J"

-,IVa.t!7. .liehls .'VtM-l «»•'

Konm for rent to sublet, one lied-

riMim apt . kitchen. I.jth. *l.» mo .

I litfsiile Apt . •.underlain! Imme-
diate occupano (all Richie .'M I

anytime alter I Ml Oil
(hie hedroam, four room apt. fur

rent ( liffside Apis. MMM *l W
month Willi or willmut furtvtnre

linen in March tfl-l

TRAVEL
~vf| DENT*. |\TI-;HN *TK»N \l. of-

fers chartered fliebls In \\ss\| ,„

spring and 1. 1 Klll'l in summer. I »r

details cull s,|„ P J>Mr-|M1 nr Itrian

-.!•» t.Mii l i.r.-..i(/i.r.M-..i«i

PERSONAL

SERVICES

Amherst Audio acrvlren atereo

. omiMmento. tape decks f..r taMII
„r. 197 No. Pleasant . HIoT
" PAHSPORT «» — J«»B APPUCA-
ll(»>!s Special vacation pnekagea on

film and processing ex erj thing pho-

tographic. Youll aaxe $ at l*ng«
i-hoto. Rt IK.. ^ Mmhmt,,**
it**. V_

!

K

Free nationwide out-of-print bonk

search aerxlre John llardx - HWi
llox l»t. Auburn, Mass 0I.VI1

.

Itetiise from Itm. ktou. I* li s.ns

hello .
W

All Mcfiraxv is alixe and well and

is now living In ill! I »<>lnl.
| j

I nattached \.ll» wants t.i inn i

interesting, nice Jewish eirl (iill

f arl BO.y?fHCT ! •

Want to learn ar view ll»' m.isi

sensuous dance known to mini (all

ie.H-.7-. :'
"
I

I'rogg.i's l.ibpiid has room for one
Muncnnse. m *i|iiirrcl and n few

final. pl"s l-eaxes 3-1

TO SUBLET

TYPINO — Thesis, Manuacripls.

Hissertatlona, Master*. In »•<•»•<'

f.nlng reiiuirementa can be han.llril

through IIAJrDVS *F(HIT\KI\I.
sKR\ ICE. dial MI-M0.V

tf-mwf 5-1

1

New eff. apt for rent Kx<

fnr I or 2 persons In. I . alt utili-

liis, dishwasher, earliaer ilispc.snl.

wall lo wall carp . only I
1

., miles

Inn. i Campus. Rent is «|."iO per mo
( .ill IM. at 2VI-Vil:t If no answer,
try i him Ci-S

$3.50
Puts Your Mug In the Index

LAST WEEK - SIGN UP NOW
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Best Season Effort Paces Gymnasts Over Temple

By MICHAEL CUSACK
MDC Staff

The UMass varsity gymnasts

enjoyed their best meet of the

season, as they decisively defeated

Temple University, 158.75-152.10 on

Saturday night. The point total was

the highest for UMass this season,

hopefully indicating that the

Kedmen will do well in the New

Knglands and the Eastern League

Championships.
Temple's power was dealt a

severe blow when captain Ron

Clemmer, their top all-around

man, and a member of the U.S.

National Team, was injured, and

couldn't compete in five events.

However, even with Clemmer, the

Owls would have had a tough time

topping UMass. Coach Erik

Kjeldsen's Redmen, after some

initial pressure had been over-

come, settled down and turned in

their best meet of the season.

Despite entering only three men,

Temple won the floor exercise

event, 25.90-25.75. Temple's Mel

Hill won the event with an 8.95,

while Tony Vacca and Jack Berner

of UMass tied for second with 8.7's.

Both Vacca, an all-around, and

Berner, a specialist, have been

consistently top performers for the

Redmen this season, and will both

return next year.

UMass gained the lead by out-

scoring Temple on sidehorse, 25.90-

23.80. Senior Rick Riley, in his last

home dual meet, once again led all

scores, as his 9.0 took first. Riley

has been an outstanding com-

petitor in all of his four years at

UMass, and his presence will be

sorely missed next year. Once

again, Hill was high scorer for

Temple, as his 8.65 score was good

for second. Norm Vexler and John

Walsh of UMass tied for third with

8.45's.

The Redmen increased their lead

on rings, as they took the top two

spots. Vexler, one of UMass' top

ringmen all season, was first with

9.0, while Jay Aronstein was

second with an 8.8. Jan Kitzen of

Temple took third with an 8.75. At

intermission, the score read:

UMass 77.75, Temple 74.55.

Spectators were treated to an

outstanding display of vaulting, as

both teams had some excellent

vaulters. Hill was again Temple's

top man, as his vault of 9.2 won the

event. Last year, as a freshman,

Hill tied for fifth in vaulting at the

EIGL Championships. Steve Cary

was high scorer for the Redmen as

he took second with a 9.1, while

UMass' outstanding freshman
vaulter, Jay Thompsen, was third

with a 9.05.
.

UMass enjoyed their highest

event total of the season as they

accumulated 27.20 points on

parallel bars. Cary led all scores

with a 9.25, high score of the meet.

Cary's distinctive style has made

him one of the Redmen's top

performers for the past several

years. Dave Genest took second

with a 9.15, as he astounded the

audience by using an almost

unheard of double back somersault

for a dismount.

UMass closed out the meet with

two outstanding routines on high

bar. Senior co-captain Scott Stover

was high scorer with a routine of

9.25. Vacca had a 9.1 routing, which

featured a double twisting flyaway

dismount. Coulson was high scorer

for Temple, as his 8.95 netted him

third. The Redmen picked up 26.75

points in this event to Temple's

25.50, bringing the final score of the

meet to: UMass 158.75, Temple

152.10.

The Redmen dominated all-

around competition as they took

the top two places. Vacca won with

a total of 51.95, while Vexler was

second. Temple's Hill was third.

Last high's competition was the

last home dual competition for the

senior members of the 1971

gymnastic team. These men have

given generously of their time and

effort as they have added their

names to the list of men who have

contributed to the growing gym-

nastic tradition at the University.

They are: Bob Nelligan, Bob

Henry, John Walsh, Cary, Riley,

Tom Mysicki, Stover, and Vexler.

The varsity gymnastic team has

two remaining competitions on its

regular season's schedule. On Sat.,

March 6, they will participate in

the New England Championships

at Boston State College, and on the

weekend of March 11, 12, and 13,

they will compete in the Eastern

Intercollegiate Championships.

This meet will be held in Curry

Hicks Cage, giving all who are

interested a chance to see the best

gymnastics in the East.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Friday's Puzzle

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK
for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 dav tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l.

Box 13927, Gainesville, Fla. 32601

{ \i the wilt Iralirr.l i re«»»er» I

173 Sunset Ave.

Sn ..nil H>«'k

SPECIAL
Our Fantastit

MEATBALL
GRINDER

plus

Large PEPSI
only 80c

with foupon h<>lo\v.

STORE HOURS:
Monday thru Thursda>

4 p.m. - 1 a. in.

Friday thru Sunday
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.<*

po,"

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*

Astroloqv .s all around us Our watches

and calendars are set" or regulated by the

earth s movement around the sun When

you deal with lime, you are dealing w.th an

astrological process N.ne out ot 10 persons

can tell you under which sign ol the lod.ac

they were born A surprising number ot

persons are familiar with more

soph.st.cated details of their horoscopes
• • * •

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Some
favorable changes result m profits Your

earning potential is highlighted There are

problems, m.xed with opportunities Key is

to open communication lines Listen and

learn ., .

TAURUS I Apr, I K May ?0> New outlook

m connection w.th domestic affairs should

oe advocated Remember birthdays, other

ann.versar.es Presentation of gift now

could work wonders No hold.ng ol

qrudges
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Refuse to

accept s.tuat.ons. persons at face value

Means go after add.t.onal information

Appearances now are apt to be deceiving

Work .n coniunct.on w.th specal group

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Accent on

how to obtain what you need Key .s to

accept added respons.b.l.ty There » more

pressure but rewards w.ll be greater

Aquar.us .nd.v.dual w.ll lend help.ng hand

| LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Advancement

.nd.cated Recent obstacle .s overcome

Greater recoqnit.on is due on broader scale

F.n.sh proiects Avoid premature starts

Ar.es .nd.v.dual figures prom.nently

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Long range

v ,ew .s a necess.ty Avo.d the petty See

proiects as a whole Obta.n h.nt from Leo

message Stress gual.ty Many barga.ns

now are merely .llus.ons Act accordingly

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Settle estates

Get answers if persistent, you obta.n what

is required Some factors are obscured Be

realistic Emotions should not be permitted

to push logic as.de

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Legal

contest could prove to be blessing .n

disguise Stress versat.l.ty Have alter

natives at hand Classify material Don't be

Mustered by one who talks a big game
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2U Avoid

making promises you cannot keep Be

practical Steer clear of excesses .n all

areas Health may require special at

tent.on Don t be upset by red tape Con

t.tion .s temporary
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Af

tect.ons are stimulated Element of

speculation is present Change, travel and

variety are featured Creative work if)

favored impr.nt your own style Personal

magnetism soars
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb l») Older

persons, parents come strongly .nto trame

of reference Domestic s.tuat.on it subiect

to adtustment Be co operative w.th Can

cer born individual Mutual benefits w.ll

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Forces tend

to be scattered Check appointments Don t

attempt to be too many places at once A

talkative neighbor, relative may be

relaying qoss.p not factual information

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynam.c. sensitive and can be forceful You

are now on more solid ground You can

accomplish what prev.ously was an elusive

goal St.ck to tacts be prepared for money

making opportun.ty .n April
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Skill

Painful

Definite article

A continent

Ireland

Ventilate

Pronoun
Conducted
Acrimonious
Lair

Communist
Speck
Goddess of

discord

Inlet

Departed
Flying mammal
Enst

Regret

Parent (colloq.)

Order

Symbol for

tellurium

High
mountain

Also

Seed

Narrow, flat

board

Coniunction

Outdoor game

Witty remark

Plunge

Goddess of

healing

Amend
Born

Brother of Odin

Anger

Learning

Woody plant

Deface

Pitcher

Swiss river
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Redmen Tip G.W., 70-65
Bv EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff

NEW YORK, N.Y. -Julius

Erving did it again.

Playing before his home town

tans "and a large gathering of

scouts and tournament officials the

junior forward picked up right

where he left off against Syracuse

scoring 35 points, grabbing 17

rebounds and playing his usual

immense game on defense in

leading I Mass to its 21st win of the

season against only three losses

over George Washington, 70-65.

here at Madison Square Garden on

Saturday
In scoring half of his teams

points. Erving was called upon

throughout the contest to pick up

the scoring slack that his team-

mates left as they were unable to

hit consistently from the floor The

offense turned out to be give the

ball to Erving and let him do his

thing.

What appeared to be a runaway

in the first ten minutes of play

turned into a rough physical

contest the remainder of the way in

the Redmens first appearance in

the Gardens since their NIT. loss

to Marquette almost a year ago.

Sloppy play on both sides

marked the Inst tew moments as it

took UMass almost two minutes to

break the scoring ice on a one

bander from the corner by Mike

Pagliara From here the Redmen

blitzed George Washington up and

down the court and led by Ervmg's

hot hand opened up a quick 11-19

U-ad before the Colonials knew

what had hit them

\lter I time out the Redmen

re at it again with Erving

ding the last break off the

defensive boards resulting in

Redman points m the offensive

/one with Ervmg's shooting con-

tinuing to excel

During these opening minutes

George Washington seemed to be

Gardens, mistakes began to

happen. This time they were

UMass mistakes and the Colonials

took advantage as they climbed

right back into the battle closing to

within 29-25 at one point towards

the end of the first stanza

Outscoring the Colonials. 9-4, for

the remainder of the first half

UMass went into the locker room

on top. 38-29, but those present

sensed that this would be tough ball

game the rest of the way.

In this first half Erving scored 21

points and had 11 of his rebounds

SaUB WW?
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play offset the offensive and

defensive punch of George

Washington's Walt Sczcerbiak who

had 11 points and 7 bounds in the

first 20 minutes.

Sczcerbiak. who has already

been drafted in the secret A.B.A.

draft showed why he was as he was

second to Erving in scoring with 32

points and led all rebounders with

23. It was his play in the second

half that brought the Colonials

back into the fray.

The second half was a standoff as

George Washington outscored the

Redmen 36-32. with both teams

commiting numerable turnovers in

the heat of the action
madeGeorge Washington made its

caught off balance by the I Mass biggest threat of the game with

last break and its stingy defense. about five minutes left as it closed

This resulted in many Colonial

turnovers and many UMass points

With the score 22-7 and the

Redmen apparently ready to run

George Washington out of

to within five points and began to

press all over the court

After getting the ball suc-

cessfully over the half court line

the Redmen went into their four

corner offense and it worked to

perfection as John Betancourt was

able to move into the pivot and

control the show.

With a good pair of hands to

control a basketball Betancourt

kept the Colonial offenders at bay

from the pivot as he moved the ball

to Erving, Ken Mathias, Pagliara

and Tom McLaughlin on the points.

In frustration George

Washington had a foul and with the

one-and-one in affect Mathias hit

two from the line. McLaughlin did

likewise and Betancourt hit one of

two.

George Washington made a

couple of token hoops as the game

came to an end and the final score

read 70-65.

HOOP NOTES—UMass hit only

42% from the floor with G. W.

hitting even less 39%. ..From the

charity line UMass was good on

73% of its tries and G.W. hit on

68% The Redmen were

outrebounded and out-turnovered

by the Colonials which is a switch

of rolls for those who have followed

Redman hoop this season...As far

as post tourney play is concerned

the papers both in New York and

Boston seem to have the Redmen

as shoeins for the NIT ...The fans

thought so also as the 2500 who

made the trip chanted "N.I.T..

N I T " as the final seconds ticked

aw ay A tip of the hat goes to these

tans" who once again impressed

those present with their tremen-

dous backing of their teams

play... It was the consensus of the

scouts present that Erving has it

all to be a great pro...Wayne

Embrv said that he was in the

same "class with Sidney Witks of

\ (LA. and Ken Durrett of La

Salle both ail-American first-

stringers... NIT. bids come out on

the 4th of March with the NCAA,
bids coming out the day

before.Tonight the Redmen are at

New Hampshire with the regular

season coming to a close on

Thursday night with the long haul

to Maine to play the Black Bear

s.And then possibly another trip

or two of the Big Apple.

BXTT1 E WITH BATTLE: UMass* forward Chris Coffin (24) goes

high in an attempt to pull the rebound away f™m George Washington

center Mike Battle (42). Also pictured are Julius hrving (32) and

Lennv Baltimore of the Colonials (24). The Redmen took the game

70-65 to all but assure them of an NIT bid. < MDC photo b> Gary Slick-

man)

Washington out of the tnc Kedmen went into their four TT 7 * O ^%

Hoopsters At UNH Tonight Pucksters Wm,3-z
« ~ ......... i/-«c CUIDC The* ivmii. u.lv a

Bv EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

Passing their test on Saturday at

Madison Square Garden with a

high mark the I Mass hoopsters

travel to Durham tonight for a

game with the New Hampshire

Wildcats with tap-off set for 8 p.m.

In chasing alter their 22nd win in

25 outing the Redmen enter a game

that appears to be a sure victory

but that can turn into a nightmare

if they are not ready to play

UNH comes into this game with a

dismal season in back of it and only

the hopes of a miracle tonight over

the Redmen to make its season

worth suiting up for

In their last two encounters the

Wildcats took Rhode Island to

overtime before losing and best

Boston University So they'll be

ready on their home court to give

their all

What to expect from UNH is hard

to determine as they don't play a

set offense and defense throughout

the game. The Wildcats improvise

as the situation arises and this is

what can be expected tonight

A little razzle-dazzle here. Some

RE DANEN

\4)LVCf\T$

funny stuff there. Anything to try

to unnerve the Redmen. But teams

who trv this type of attack usually

end up in the losers column and to

be realistic this will probably be

the case tonight.

Chasing the post season tour-

nament bid they have looked for

since the beginning of the season

the Redmen will be raring to get at

the Wildcats The first meeting

between these two teams at

Amherst ended in a laugher with

more of the same to be expected

tonight

For UNH, it will be starting 6'5

Dave Pemberton. 6'6 Frank Davis

and 6'3 Mike Gregory up front with

6'2 Frank Davis and 6'3 Mike

Gregory up front with 6'2 Dwight

Peters and 6'2 Paul Cormier in the

backcourt. These five have their

toughest assignment of the season

ahead for tonight If they're ready

then the game could be interesting

for a while. If they choose to look

ahead to next season as they are all

juniors or sophomore then they

could be in for toughest night of

their hoop days.

For UMass, coach Jack Leaman
will be going with his same staring

five of recent games that being

red-hot Julius Erving, Ken
Mathias and Tom McLaughlin up

front with John Betancourt and

Mike Pagliara in the backcourt.

Knowing what can happen if they

should look ahead and not be ready

toplav. these starters will be ready

and hungry to add another victory

lo their win column tonight

By DAN KAMAL
MDC Staff

CLINTON, N.Y. The UMass
hockey team enhanced their

postseason Division II tournament

hopes considerably Saturday with

a 3-2 win over Hamilton College

before some 2000 fans.

The win gave the high-flying

Redmen a 10-3-1 record in Division

II and a 12-5-1 slate overall...

After a scoreless first period, Pat

Keenan put the visitors on the

board early in the second frame

when he took a pass from Jack

Edwards from behind the net and

beat Hamilton goalie Greg Root to

the far corner...

Hamilton knotted the score with

a powerplav goal, but UMass again

went ahead at 2 33 of the third

period on a goal by Edwards. On a

reversal of roles of the first Red-

men score, Keenan fed the disc out

to his linemate from the corner,

and Edwards let go a 15 footer that

beat Root

Again the home team came back

to tie the game with its second

powerplay goal of the afternoon

with UMass' Mike Waldron in the

penalty box...

Then with some five minutes

remaining. Waldron took a swipe

at the puck as it bounced in front of

the Hamilton cage, and it eluded

Hoot in the scramble. As it turned

(»ut. this was the gamewinning goal

and gave the Redmen a crucial

Division II win, 3-2...

ICE CHIPS: The game was a

goalies' dual for the most part with

both P.J. Flaherty and Root tur-

ning in nothing short of spectacular

performances. Flaherty had 29

saves on the night while his

counterpart had 40 in the Hamilton

cage...

Playing conditions bordered on

the atrocious as there was no fence

or glass partitions along the

boards, and the wild Hamilton fans

were hanging over the sides of the

rink throughout the game...

As has happened so many times

this season. UMass ran into a red

hot goaltender in Hamilton's Root.

The senior netminder had a par

ticularly hot glove hand as he

continually thwarted Redmen
scoring efforts...

UMass penalty-killing unit of

Eric Scrafield. Dennis Grabowski,

Don Lowe, and Brian Sullivan did a

solid job. despite the fact that both

Hamilton goals came on power-

plays, since the Redmen were

called for numerous penalties. .

With about a minute remaining.

Hamilton had the powerplay ad-

vantage and flso pulled Root

giving them a two man edge, but

the visitors set up a box-like

defense in front of P.J to preset ve

the win.

Thanks John Kiah...

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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something.
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Kindahl Resigns As
Econ Dept. Head

STUCK IN THE MUD—The MDC shares a mud puddle with the Boston Globe.

By ANN GURNETT
MDC Staff

Dr James K. Kindahl. Head of the Department of Economics resigned

Friday afternoon at a meeting of the Economics Dept. and its Liason

C
°SahTs resignation will become effective sometime in August. He

will, however, continue to teach in the Economics dept. at both the

graduate and undergrad levels.

When contacted. Kindahl declined to comment. 'These are very

complex matters, difficult to summarize in a few sentences, he said.

According to Dr. Dean Alfange. Dean of the faculty of Social and

Behavioral Sciences, Kindahls resignation came as a complete surprise

I had no inkling of his decision, " he said. "Neither to the best of m>

knowledge, did anyone else in the department. Prof. Kindahl has a fine

Snas a teacher, both in the department and outside it.

Ker ' He continued. 1 don't think 1 can speculate as to the reasons

behind his resignation until I have discussed the matter with him

Alfange also commented upon Kindahls letter of resigna ion

"The tone of the letter was very straightforward and honest he said.

"1 respect the man greatly for his frank manner in this issue Once again,

thouX he said, -I must decline to comment further until I have spoken

with Prof Kindahl on the matter."

Alfange went on to say that a search committee would be set up soon to

contend with the task of appointing a new department head.

• No action has as yet been taken on the formation of a search com

mittee. 'said Alfange "However, it will probably be comprised of faculty

an4
a

na
n
s

n
bSn

a

fne

S
pract,ce in the past not to have students on search

commUteesTor ^department he.*." he said "However, ,n this issue

several students hav^ demonstrated interest and concern in the

proceedings of the department We will not fail to contact them if it seems

^WUh respect to the upcoming final considerations of contracts of some

of te Ecom c Depths faculty, including those of Mike Best and Bob

Hineklev Alfange was of the opinion that Prof Kindahls resignation

"ou.a hav IXt upon the ffinfl decisions of the Personnel Committee

His comment was: i don't think the recent developments within the

department will have any bearing upon upcoming contrac t
renewate^

Alfanges final comments centered about the problem which Mike Best

had earlier defined as the 'nature of headship

I suspect that the tvpe of hierarchy established in the department will

depend greatly upon the disposition of the new head.'' he said -However.

thTand otner meters, willbe resolved sometime before next fall, alter

the appointment of Kindahls successor
'

OUT IN THE ORCHARD-A thin snow cover still rem.ln.tni-me Places but the warm weather is

maki^ quick work of Jack Frost's handiwork I MDC photos by Steve Schmidt

»

.11 ST PLAIN Ml I)—The annual mudslide is just getting un-

derway Top running contestants in this year's contest are the field

behind Bovden and the walk from SBA to the Union.
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Music Room And Library Opens In C.C.

Bv IRWIN LEFMAN
MDC Staff

The Audio-Visual Media Ser-

vice will soon open the Music

Room and Library in the Campus

Center for student use and en-

joyment, according to Thaddeus

Dobrowski, head of the depart-

nii'iii.

Workshop and projection

rooms as well as the general

ffi, operating from the

third floor ol the Student l'nion.

he said All audio-visual equip-

ment needed to put on movie-

concerts speeches and plays is

supplied by the AVM service

from tins office, it was explained.

Dobrowski said that there will

be a total ot twenty-tour listening

stations scattered in groups of

lour around coffee tables in the

Music Room Each listener will

have a choice of nine program

options, he explained

The nine stations v. ill offer

varied selections of cartridge

tapes, classical ann rock musu

and spoken word recordings.

Dobrowski said He added that in

the evenings pa rons can bring in

their own recordings and tapes to

be played from the desk on one ot

the stations

Volume control and channel

selection will be at the disposal of

the listener at his post, he said

Headsets will be supplied at the

desk in the Music Room. John

Barbara, of the staff, said. He

noted that listeners will be

welcome to bring in their own

equipment to plug in at the

stations if they felt the quality

was superior to AVM's headsets.

Barbara explained that AVM
hopes to establish a library of

tapes in the Campus Center He

said that alread> 200 tapes have

been ordered

When the Music Room oi-

liciallv opens ( about April 1st)

Barbaro hopes that color

television, and a daylight

projection screen for slide shows

will be installed to allow the

listeners at the stations to mix

sounds and visual excitants

Dobroski foresees only one

problem in the operation ot the

Music Rooom and media service

in general, that of theft He said

expensive equipment has been

•ripped off at many gatherings

when the media tacilities were

utilized. . ,

•Students don't realize that the

media equipment is theirs."

Dobrowski said. "The most

admirable part of the service is

that it is tree to all students who

have paid the Student L'nion tax.

and to non-students who pay a

small tee
"

The department head said he

doesn't understand why students

wouM walk away with equipment

that they are free to check out of

the office at no cost.

All student movies except in

Southwest area are run by AVM,

Dobrowski said. DVP speakers

and concerts also employ the

media service at a cost of $3.00

per hour for labor, he added.

Limited use of the AVM's small

supplv of cassettes, tapes and

recorders and projection

equipment is available at no cost

to tne student he said. He noted

that check out is simple, and

contrary to popular opinion, no

great skill is required to operate

the machines
The Campus Center Governing

Board allotted $20,000. to the

media service this year.

Dobrowski said. Next year's

budget has not yet been worked

out. but there is no limit to what

the service can provide if given

the proper funds, he declared.

Without media there could be

DO youth culture." Dubrowski

stated

He went on to say that light

shows and telephones and music

communicate electronically and

that is what service is all about.

Dubrowski stressed that the

difference between media
programming and service is that

the students plan the former and

AVM helps them to carry out

their plans in the latter stage.

If a student wishes to take

advantage of this service.

Ml. SYSTKMS (iO-ready for blast-off. Pictured here is the

control pane, for the C ampus 1 enter s new aud.ov.suarMSB, The

room should be opened by April I. MDC photo by \l Jagoda.

Dubrowski said to contact him or

anv of the staff members in the

Student Union balcony office, or

to go to the scheduling office in

the Campus Center to obtain

request forms

Student Mobe Charges:

Invasion Info Withheld
North Viet Tanks
GatherIn South Laos

U S Troops are massing on the

border of Laos L S Troops are

massing on the border of North

Vietnam IS. Troops are giving

uround protection" in Cambodia

These are all separate facts which

have been presented to us through

the svndicated news media, but

without specific reference to. or

accusation ot. a major escalation

in the war or emphasis of U.S.

Troops invading other countries.

Why? A spokesman from the SMC
explained it this way:

•Nixon is like a well trained lab

rat the rat. after just so many
mistakes, learns to alter his

behavior in a way that doesn't

register as a mistake. Nixon has

learned that in order to get through

the maze, he has to make sure that

his mistakes don't register as

mistakes with the American

Public Last spring, he told the

gl„bc by radio, satelite. and

television, that the US. was

staging a tremendous

escalation/Invasion into Cam
Ixxiia. This resulted in the rapid,

massive response of the antiwar

movement He won't try that this

year with the Laos invasion; it

seems to be now tell-them-a-small-

Btep at a time tactic."

Last year after the formal an-

nouncement of the Cambodian

escalation, there was a response by

hundreds of thousands of

American and foreign protesters

mostly among students. American

students organized around an

intolerance to the war expansion

and the demand for 'immediate

withdrawal of all IS. Troops from

Southeast Asia." Several hundred

schools, colleges, and universities

were shut down to stop business as

usual and opened up to study the

economy and foreign policy

The antiwar movement hit a high

point

What has happened to the an-

tiwar movement now'' First, there

have been campaigns to repress

the movement, beginning last

spring
California schools were closed to

disperse the organized students

Indictments against students at

Kent State were drawn, and in-

formation from Kent to the Media

was consequently withheld Even

information concerning Southeast

Asia presented to Congress is

limited.

In light of these restrictions,

there has been much
demoralization in the antiwar

movement But review quickly the

recent accomplishments of the

antiwar movement. The Cam-
bodian invasion was called to a halt

by the designated June 30 deadline

Last October 31. the largest

demonstrations ever held in an

election season were held. More

and more people (courtesy of the

Harris poll) are claiming antiwar

beliefs, in geographical areas

which were previously designated

prowar bastions" The National

Referendum on the war was taken

in Detroit. San Francisco, and

Massachusetts, further em-

phasizing antiwar sentiment

among US voters.

This brings us to the question of

spring antiwar strategy. Major

demonstrations have been called

for April 24th in Washington DC.
and San Francisco. This day of

mass action has drawn en-

dorsement from significant new

sections of the U.S. population

Contingents of Black and Third

World activists. Women and Gay

liberationists. Labor Unions, and

GI.'S and Veterans against the war

are among these. This promises to

be the largest massive, peaceful,

legal antiwar demonstration ever

organized.

The point of all this is that

organizing on the UMass campus

and surrounding area must be

done Tonight, in room 803 in the

Campus Center at 8:00 p.m. there

will be a planning session for

spring actions, local and national,

to insure the spring antiwar

calender So join the Student

Mobilization Committee tonight to

help insure a not-so-silent-spring.

SAIGON I AP>—Enemy tank

reinforcements were reported

closing in on a major South Viet-

namese position in the Laos

panhandle Monday and Saigon

rushed fresh troops northward to

bolster its units.

As the Laos campaign entered its

fourth week, the situation still was

fluid in the drive to cut the Ho Chi

Minh trail But more hard fighting

was expected.

U.S. helicopter pilots told

newsmen they had seen tanks

moving around the Highway 9 town

of Ban Dong and a concentration in

the area of a South Vietnamese 1st

Infantry Division position known

as Hotel 2. They gave no numbers

of tanks spotted.

Hotel 2 is 22 miles southwest of

Lang Vei. and last week was

reported under strong enemy
pressure.

Ban Dong is 15 miles inside Laos

While U.S. authorities have

declared that no American ground

combat support will take part in

the Laos operation. The U.S.

Command has acknowledged the

loss of 36 helicopters on both sides

of the border since the Laos

operation began Feb. 8. Other

American aircraft, including jet

fighter bombers, also arrived.

Reports from Vientiane said that

in other areas of Laos. North

Vietnamese forces were putting

pressure on military posts. These

accounts said several battalions of

enemy troops were reported

massing near the secret Long

Cheng base in northern Laos, while

other Communist-led units

knocked out a guerrilla base

supported by the U.S. Central

Intelligence Agency just north of

the Plain of Jars.

Although the South Vietnamese

push into southern Laos dominated

attention in the Indochina theater,

more sharp fighting was reported

to the south in Cambodia. South

Vietnamese troops operating

across the border less than 200

miles north of Saigon reported

killing 47 of the enemy Sunday

South Vietnamese headquarters

reported that government forces

lost two men killed and three

wounded.
The drive into Cambodia

alsoaimed at destroying enemy
supply systems and knocking out

possible efforts to build up for

action.

NEWS 5-2550

Tuition Hike

Aired Tonite

Tonight at 10:00 P.M.. the tuition

hike will be the subject of con-

versation between members of the

USCC, including Judy Gill and Bob

Harrington, with Rick Verrochi,

Treasurer of the Student Senate.

They will be talking about the

proposed tuition hike with Dick

poholek of WML A Telephone calls

will be accepted That's at 10:00

pm tonight on WMUA, 91.1 KM

March 1 & 2
Southwest Cinema

Admission 50<
Sponsored by

Southwest Patriots
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Hampden Commons Showings 7:15 & 9:30

State Ed. Committee
To Hold Tuition Hearings

RSO ToBeExamine2

< in March lt> the joint education committee of the

state legislature will hold an open hearing to discuss

the proposed tuition hike for all state funded schools.

The hearing will be held in the state house in Gardner

Auditorium.

Judy GUI, who is the UMass chairwoman for lob-

bying" against the proposed hike, said "Kach school

which is involved in the hike will send one official

delegate to represent its stand on the tuition hike. Also

each school will hopefully send a carload of students to

testify before the education committee."

The education committee would go into an executive

hearing and make its proposed recommendations.

Miss GUI stated "If there is no increase in tuition from

the education committee then there is probably little

chance of either chamber passing the bill. But if the

committee decides in favor of a tuition hike, then my

committee will take off in another lobbying cam-

^STadvertising campaign will get underway after

March 16. if the proposed hike is approved. ' Lach

school will take out ads in their local town

newspapers," Judy mentioned, "and a reprinting of

the policy statements and support of the ad-

ministration, faculty, and students will also appear.

The money to pay for these ads will come from con-

tributions from the faculty, students, etc

Fxactlv three weeks after March 16 a full-page ad

will be taken out in the Sunday issue of the Boston

Globe The layout of the ad would consist of all tne

previous ads in the local newspaper. "The payment

for this ad " Judy stated, 'would come from the total

number of students enrolled at the schools. "For

instance UMass would contribute 22 per cent ot the

cost whereas Greenfield Community would contribute

1 06 per cent," said Miss Gill.

Another lobbying factor would be to get in contact

with various radio stations. "If their editorial policy is

in favor of the hike then possibly some students could

goon the program and discuss the hike," added Miss

GUI.

Judy mentioned, "There is a point of contention

between the tuition hike and no tuition increase at

all
" "Education is no longer for the rich," stated

Judv "it is necessary for everyone and it should be

free lor everyone. I'm realistic enough to see that this

probably wouldn't go through, but I still believe that

education is necessary and should be tree.

If the education committee does ask lor a tuition

hike then we are totally prepared," Judy stated fir-

mly "I ask every student and their parents to write to

their senator and representative. While you're home

on vacation write a letter, make a phone call, and go

and see vour senator or representative. This is the

most effective way of lobbying for your cause.

A drive is underway on campus to register all

eligible voters. This is your chance to vote on the

proposed tuition hike. If you don't know the name of

your senator or representative or if you have any-

further questions concerning the tuition hike and form

of lobbying contact Judy Gill at the USCC office The

number is 50174. "Again," Judy added. "Help us lobby

over Spring vacation. Write a letter, make a phone

call and see vour senator or representative.

BvBOBSCHEIER
MDC Staff

David Poisson, the former

president of the Sophomore class,

is working with Pat Beharry, the

Vice President of the Student

Senate, to form a committee to

investigate the working of the RSO,

which they feel is not working to

the students' benefit.

Poisson feels that some mem-
bers of the RSO are not working as

hard as they should or are over-

stepping their roles as advisors to

the student organizations on

planning functions. He adds that

Vice-Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Randolph Bromery has ex-

pressed to Miss Beharry his

dissatisfaction with the RSO also.

While the two are now only

working on a very simple level.

Miss Beharry is exploring on the

problem at the Whitmore level,

'and she has complaints against

some specific people."

As instances of RSO personnel

•fluffing off" on their jobs. Mr.

Poisson gave such examples as the

recent Bernadette Devlin speech

given in the cage. Although it was

at 4:30 in the afternoon-during

regular office hours, members of

the RSO staff were there, and they

were not performing any

necessary' function. During this

time, he says, they were not

available for consultation to the

rest of the student body.

He also feels that planning for

the planned Spring free concert by

the Interim Concert Committee, of

which he is a member, is a good

example of RSO members trying to

unduly influence student decisions.

•The Greeks put forth a plan

which would place the concert in

the fields bv Southwest; when it

came out of RSO the location had

been changed to the bowl in back of

the Student Union. Of course, this

was just their suggestion and it's

since been overruled, but they

^ave us really ridiculous reasons

for changing the location. It's been

suggested by some people that the

reason for this is to channel more

money into the Student Union and

Campus Center food concessions

by the business such as a concert

would bring."

He adds that further in-

vestigation will bring specific

complaints, which will probably

include a recommendation for the

overhaul of the entire RSO
structure.

The Recognized Students

Organizations serves as an ad-

visory group of full-time staffers,

whose job is to help and advise

students in the various campus

activities.

Student Senate Bus;

WinSome,LoseSome
Bv STEVE FELD

MDC Staff

The Student Senate Bus service, has apparently lost some ground

in almost a year of legal action taken against them by the area s

two commercial bus lines-Peter Pan and Western Massachusetts,

according to its director. Bill Perkins.

The conflict arose this summer when the shuttle service started

to transport various groups out-of town, such as the Belchertown

and Northampton Volunteers Since it didn't have the required

1 cense an attorney of Peter Pan and Western Mass. claimed it was

Sal and must be stopped They complained that the shuttle was

n effect competition w ith them and took away potential customers^

ThTbus lines said that if this was stopped immediately no action

would be taken They even proposed their own on-campus shuttle

«Z n* ten cents a ride, which Chancellor Tippo flatly reject^

TtetZlTcootinu&i to run, however, and subsequent legal

action lollowed The Department of Public Utilities investigated

h mauer finding nothing objectionable, since ,t involved and

serviced the students of UMass. Attorneys continued, thoughjmd

nnallv The off-campus shuttle was declared illegal and ordered to

^TheThuufe now runs on only the streets that ,t has permits for

and all special buses for various clubs, frats and other outside

"Iffi." ™^d of the campus shuttle, is pleased with the

decision "« gives us the ability to serve almost anyone, with the

exce^Son ofspecial groups It could have been much more

"no^ u's up': tht Student Senate to take whatever action they

feel necessary Perkins said that the chances for having funds

pTovided o ,hem for off-campus busing is good He also mentioned

That the Senate might also seek legal means of broadening the

ability ot services available to the shuttle.

Perkins also mentioned the fact that if UMass makes either the

MT or the NCAA, charter service will be available.

Marriage-Alive And Changing

LOS ANGELES ( AP> - Marriage

is not a dying institution but is

changing for the better because the

old reasons for marrying are dying

out. says Jean Stone, who has spent

years studying marriages.

"The divorces which are raising

the statistics are either of the very

young, who married for the old

"trap of status symbol, or they end

marriages of 20 years or longer

which have been sour for a long

time but were held together for the

sake of children." Mrs. Stone said

Monday.
She outlines the views in a series

on "Marriage as a Deposed Hope'

beginning this week at the

University of California at Los

Angeles.

"The reason for marriage, even

in the last generation, were so

different from those of today." she

said "A girl stayed in her family

home until she wed - she was ex-

pected to get married. Not being

married imposed some kind of

onus on her as a human being.

"Now a young girl frequently

takes an apartment as soon as she

completes high school and begins

her college or working years as an

independent entity She has a

chance to discover exactly who she

is all bv herself."

Another reason for her optimism

over the future of marriage as an

institution is that now young people

Female Chosen
Carni Queen

have more candor and are more

willing to talk things out in ad-

vance."
Mrs. Stone, wife of biographer

Irving Stone, blames materialistic

society and a happily-ever-after

syndrome for many marriage

problems.
"Having K34 symphony or

chestras at the wedding doesn't

say one thing about the real values

we are transmitting to our young

about understanding our fellow

human beings, about the cultured

home, about congregations of

many faiths who are more con

cerned about new buildings than

the strength promulgated by their

religions.

"The knowing, intelligent young

are rebelling against these falac

standards They are searching to

know honestly who they are and

linding themselves, want honest l>

to know the person they choose lor

marriage
"

Sandy Clark of South Hadley has

been named Winter Carnival

Queen
James LaMacchia. the only male

who had been running with five

women, withdrew his name on

Friday He said he felt he had

demonstrated the nature of sexism

on campus especially since his

write in votes had not been

counted
The Student Court had ruled that

such write-in votes violated

selection rules. He said that, once

his point had been made to con

tinue running would only have hurt

the other girls.

Sandv Clark was crowned in a

private ceremony Sunday evening.

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Free Music Planned
Bv ROBERT SCHEIER

MDC Staff

The Interim Coordinating

Committee met in the Campus
Center last night, and proceeded

w ith plans for a free Spring concert

to be held on the UMass campus

within the next two months.

The group, which is made up of

representatives from Southwest,

the Greeks, a Black group, the

Program Council, and the Com-

muter Assembly, renamed itself

the Concert Committee It then

formed a talent and an

arrangements committee to secure

a group and to handle sanitation

and sound equipment

It has been decided that with the

amount of money available

somewhere in the area of $30,000-

that the best arrangement would

be a one day concert to be held in

the fields bv Southwest There is

the possibility that the Southwest

Patriots or a similar organization

would be able to provide food,

under an arrangement yet to be

worked out.

Presently, the type of group to

play, the date, and other exact

arrangements are awaiting further

workby the newly formed com

mittees.

IT'S TUESDAY

and this is the

last week to hove your

SENIOR PORTRAIT
token for the Index.

Make your appointment
TODAY
in the

INDEX OFFICE, S.U.

Edgar Reitzs

MAHL ZEITEN
Winner of "Best Film for a New Director" Award

at the Venice Film Festival 1966

March 2 Thompson 104 at 8:30

Admission 75c

Nomination Papers

for

STUDENT SENATE
are available for

the following Dorm vacancies

Butterfield
Washington Middle

Lewis Brett

Hills North Pierpont

Washington Lower Leach

DUE MARCH 5

Elections March 11
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In The Nation And The World

Capitol Bombed;
Linked to Laos

Nixon In Iowa

WASHINGTON (AP> - An early

morning bomb blast, reportedly

linked to a protest against the U.S.-

supported invasion of Laos, ripped

up an interior section of the Senate

wing of the Capitol today causing

extensive damage but no injuries.

This is apparently a political

bombing, said Senate Republican

Leader Hugh Scott of Penn-

sylvania. He said the Senate

sergeant at arms, Robert G.

Dunphy. told him a letter had been

found linked to the bombing and

referring to I'.S operations in

Laos.

Scott said a male caller who

contacted the Capitol switchboard

to give advance warning of the

blast also referred to the Laotian

invasion.

Capitol police and r BI

spokesmen, however, would

neither confirm nor deny the link to

antiwar protesters.

Meanwhile, President Nixon

issued a statement through White

House spokesman Ronald L.

Z.egler calling the bombing "a

shocking act of violence that will

outrage all Americans
"

The blast pulverized a men I

room and damaged other rooms,

hut did not touch the Senate

chamber itself.

Perhaps coincidentally. it came

17 vears to the day after Puerto

Rican nationalists shot and

wounded five congressmen from

the visitors' gallery of the House of

Representatives It also caused the

most extensive damage to the

building since the British set it

afire in 1814.

Scott said the effect of the

bombing will be unfortunate, both

in this country and internationally

•It s likely to Ik- exaggerated."

he said They won't realize that

it's one bomb in one washroom."

seott also took the occasion to

criticise federal judges in the

District ot Columbia, accusing

them ot too much leniency

He s.i id even it the person who

placed the bomb is arrested "my
gue>s would DC they'll never go to

jail, not with the type ol appellate

court we have in the District ot

< ohimbia
Police Army and FBI in-

vestigators were seeking clues to

the identity ol the male caller who

warned the Capitol switchboard:

The Capitol building will blow up

in 5u minutei
Hall an hour later, at 1 12 a.m.

EST, the bomb exploded Capitol

police t hi. t James Powell said one

ot h\s officer* was within 200 feet of

the blast but escaped injury

despite windows breaking "right

over his h<u<'

The blast itted a men's room

directly acrOM trom the Old Senate

Chamber, blasted doors off their

hinges in several surrounding

rooms, and blew out windows all

the way out to the Senate's front

door perhaps 125 feet

Bricks, doors, lighting and other

fixtures were piled high in a

corridor when newsmen were

allowed a brief inspection about six

hours after the blast.

The men's room - open to the

public but generally only known

One- Armed Bandits

Shot Down By AF
WASHINGTON (AP> - The U.S.

Air Force is phasing out slot

machines at its overseas bases and

will banish them entirely after July

1 1972. The Air Force decision is

the latest of a series of actions

taken by the military against the

gambling devices, once defended

by the Pentagon as money-making

morale builders

In Senate hearings over the past

two years slot machines have been

denounced as sources of stealing,

bribes, payoffs and kickbacks in

the military services off duty

clubs

about bv people working in the

area was a grey hulk filled with

tiny pieces of plumbing fixtures

and grev plaster rubble. It was

almost impossible to tell it had

been a rest room
A red brick wall on one side of

the men's room was badly cracked

and bulging out into the corridor

Plaster molding on the corridor

wall was blown away and littered

the floor along with glass from

broken windows.

Gold lace curtains were pushed

out against and sometimes through

broken windows all the way down

to the ornately painted committee

and reception rooms on the north

end of the Senate Chamber. The

front door, another 50 feet away,

was broken

The Senate barber shop, across a

small hallway from the men's

room, was badly littered and

mirrors and windows were shat-

tered but the barber chairs and

other heavy equipment were not

mangled or moved.

The outside of the historic Old

Senate Chamber, which was used

from 18i>0 to 1808 and was the scene

of President John Adams
inauguration. Nov. 22. 1800, was not

damaged The door was closed and

newsmen did not look inside.

Capitol police said there had

been six bomb threats since

Christmas Chief Powell said

routine procedures were used

between 1 am and 1 32 am when

the blast occurred.

Sen George Aiken, R— Vt..

returned from viewing the damage

and said he believes the warning

phone call and its early-morning

timing bear the "earmark of

organization

Engineers in the office of the

architect of the Capitol looked for

possible structural injury to the

historic and ancient west front

Thomas F Clancy, supervising

engineer of the Capitol, said

through a spokesman that it was

too early to determine the full

extent of the damage
Windows were blasted out

directly above the huge wooden

beams' that were braced against

the West tront several years ago.

but there were no visible cracks or

any other damage in the wall itself

there were cracks, however, in

the interior section of another wall

some distance from the west front

.lose to the blast area.

The Senate Chamber itselt. in a

new section of the building, was not

damaged.
Washington. DC police, FBI

and Army bomb experts from

nearby Ft McNair searched the

building Washington police used

German shepherd dogs, and

combed other parts of the Capitol

looking for any other bombs

The Capitol had closed to the

public at 5 p.m. EST Sunday. Of

ficials said all cusdodial personnel

had left the building some hours

before the explosions Only

members of the Capitol police

force were inside at the time.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)

President Nixon told the Iowa

Legislature Monday that his six-

point program will bring "a new-

American revolution, a peaceful

revolution."

Nixon reinforced his bid for

support from the farm belt by

boosting by $100 million his

original proposal to share in rural

development. The original figure

was $1 billion.

He said the $1.1 billion total for

the coming fiscal year represents

•24 per cent more for rural

development programs than is

being made available to the states

under existing categorical grant

programs."
The President announced the

increase in a speech to a joint

session of the Iowa House and

Senate in the House chamber.

The six goals Nixon mentioned

embrace federal revenue sharing

with state, county and municipal

governments, welfare reform,

better health care, reorganization

of the federal Cabinet level

departments and improved en-

vironment, and an expansionary

budget to fight inflation.

Nixon got repeated applause as

he outlined his goals.

But the chief executive drew

some boos and snowballs outside

the statehouse from demonstrators

protesting everything from pig

prices to curbs on the construction

industry and the Indochina war.

Nixon appeared unperturbed by

any of this as he entered and left

the building.

He motored downtown to the

Fort Des Moines Hotel for a con-

ference on rural development with

four Midwest governors - host

Robert D. Ray of Iowa, Richard B.

Ogilvie of Illinois, Warren E.

Hearnes of Missouri and Patrick J.

Lucey of Wisconsin.

The governors brought along key

state officials. Nixon had with him

four Cabinet members. Among
others. Mrs. Nixon accompanied

him on the trip.

Before entering the hotel. Nixon

paused outside and told a newsman

that bombings such as that in the

Capitol in Washington Monday
morning must not lead to the

closing of great public buildings.

He said the violent demon-

strators would like to keep him in

Washington so he could not come

out in the country, but that it would

not work.
The Des Moines appearance was

the first in a series - there will be

another in Rochester, NY., Friday

in which Nixon will be pushing the

domestic programs he outlined in

his State of the Union message to

Congress.

Nixon told the legislature: "If

the lessons of the past decades

mean anything, they mean that as

power has been concentrated more

and more in Washington, as

decisions have been made by

remote control, the special needs

of our rural communities and of the

great heartland of America more

and more have either been

neglected or even gone

unrecognized."

So Vietnamese Plunge

Into Eastern Cambodia
SAIGON iAP) The North

Vietnamese have set up new

sanctuary base areas in eastern

Cambodia, and Saigon forces are

plunging across the border to try to

smash them, a top American field

commander said Monday.

Heavy fighting in Cambodia has

been overshadowed by the South

Vietnamese drive into Laos to cut

North Vietnam's Ho Chi Minn trail

supply lines that feed the Cam
bodian sanctuaries.

•The South Vietnamese are

tangled up with two North Viet-

namese divisions in Cambodia, the

7th and the 9th." said Lt. Gen.

Michale S. Davison, outgoing

commander of the U.S. 2nd Field

Force.
Davison commanded American

troops who took part in the first

thrust into Cambodia last May. He

is leaving soon for a new assign-

ment as commander of the U.S.

Armv in Europe and the 7th Army.
"There's been some pretty

heavy fighting." Davison said in an

interview. "Thus far. it looks to us

like the North Vietnamese have

gotten the worst of it."

EnglishWorkersWalk Out
LONDON »AP> A walkout by

more than two million workers,

protesting the government's

strike-control bill, halted vital

sections of British industry-

Monday in defiance of the national

trade union leadership

Militants closed down
newspapers, shut car plants and

shipyards and disrupted hundreds

of firms in engineering and allied

trades

An unofficial poll of industries

affected by the walkout estimated

total lost production for the day at

nearly $24 million.

By far the biggest loser was the

British Leyland Motor Co..

Britain's biggest car manufac-

turer The company estimated its

loss at $9.6 million to $12 million

But the 24-hour stoppage may
have backfired against the union

militants by touching off the

strongest reaction within the trade

union movement yet.

Moderate national union leaders

countered with rival proposals for

fighting the government bill

without strikes.

He said the new sanctuaries are

located in an area called Dam Be

halfway between Highway 7 and

the town of Chhlong on the eastern

banks of the Meking River

Chhlong is 115 miles northwest of

Saigon. The allies did not drive this

far north during the major in

cursions of last May and June.

Davison said that, when the

allied drive across the border was

launched last May. documentary

evidence indicated that the

Communist command moved at

least 200 tons of war materials out

of the sanctuary areas under fire

The operation is getting the full

range of U.S. air support including

helicopter gunships from the 1st

Air Cavalry Division.

One aim of the operation, other

officers said, is to protect the few

U.S. combat troops and the

sizeable American logistics force

that will remain in the Saigon

region.

The U.S. Command has already

begun phasing 20.000 American
cambat troops out of the Saigon

area, and the move will be com-

pleted over the next two months.

Davison feels that by tying down
two North Vietnamese divisions,

they are kept from launching a dry

season offensive either in South

Vietnam or Cambodia.

if

Pleasure

!

A Neptune Water Bed can

draw every tension and an-

xiety from your tired body-

Close your eyes and in Just

moments you are heading

back to the womb — floating

in the embryonic fluid of In-

ner space. A Neptune Wa-
ter Bed can make the act

of love almost unbearably
intense — your senses will

be awakened In hundreds of

new ways. If you call me.

Bob, at 527-SS24 during the

evening I will tell you how
you can own this Incredible

bed at the lowest price In

the area.

Barbwire Theatre presents

THE CAGE"
A play about life In San Quentln Prison

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

March 7, 2 and 7 p.m

Tickets will go on sale at the

Student Union Ticket Office today

Price: Orchestra $1.50 - Balcony $1.00

Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

Draft Counselor's Corner

Sole Survivor Little Known
Food Service Seminar

To Start Today
By GILBERT SALK

MDC Staff

There is one automatic deferment which many

people know nothing about, the deferment for a sole

surviving son. Anyone who meets the legal definition

for this classification is automatically entitled to it,

and usually meets no resistance from his draft board.

Simply, a sole surviving son is a registrant who has

no living brothers, and who has some relative (im-

mediate family ) who has either been killed in a war or

who has died of some war-related injury or disease.

To ease any possible confusion here, let's consider a

few examples. li . „
You are an only child, or your other siblings are all

sisters Your father was killed in action in the Korean

Conflict (really a war, but its bad PR to call it that.)

You qualify for this deferment. If you have a living

brother, you don't.

Both your parents are living, but your only brother

was killed in Vietnam-blood brother, that is--the

army does not believe that all men are brothers. \ ou

qU
Your sister (or mother) was in the WACs and died

as a result of a plane crash while transferring to a new

unit If vou have no living brothers, you qualify.

Your father was injured in WW II, and the injuries

left him in a weakened condition which eventually

contributed to his death fifteen years later. Again, if

vou have no living brothers, you qualify.

Your brother died as the result of an automobile

crash on base. He was on duty at the time If you have

no living brothers, you qualify.

Your only brother was killed in an accident while on

leave. Your father is still living. You do not qualify

Your father died of a heart attack which was

unrelated to any military injuries. You do not qualny.

Your father died of some war-related injuned. You do

^The^icture should be clear. The qualifying factors

are 1 You may have no living brothers, and 2. Either

vour father your mother, or a brother or sister must

have died as a result of military-related injuries. The

death need not be as a direct result of war, nor need to

be immediate If the death-causing injuries can be

directly related to the military, you qualify for this

deferment. , . . .

The documentation for this deferment would consist

of a copy of the Death Certificate, a statement from

the Veteran's Administration (preferably) or from a

doctor testifying that the cause of death was related to

a military injury or disease, and a statement cer-

tifying that you are the only surviving son in the

family.
, . A . . ..

As with all other correspondence with your draft

board copies of the documents should be sent to the

board' by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested,

and the receipt should be stapled to your copy when it

comes back. If you have any questions about this

classification, you should consult a qualified craft

counselor.

Questions to this column should be addressed to.

Gilbert J Salk, c/o Draft Counseling Services RSO #395,

Campus Center, Univ. of Mass., Amherst, Mass. 01002^

Free personal draft counseling available. Draft

Counseling Services, 418E Student Union 2nd. floor.

munication process, blocks to good

communication, the relationship of

communication to merchandising,

and the ways in which the ef-

ficiency of communication in tood

service operations can be im-

proved.

The seminar is designed lor

people in all types of food service

operations and is open to all in-

terested. There is a registration fee

of $25 and advance registration is

necessary.
Applications and additional

information are available from

Charles E. Eshbach, Department

of Hotel and Restaurant Ad-

ministration, 215 Chenoweth

Laboratory.

I, i our lainci i3 3iiii """e- —

Lettuce Controversy Continues,

Food Services Buys It On mas
X

.,„..,_—. cauc .hat the Food between two unions and

There has been a great deal of

controversy regarding boycotts at

I Mass. First there was the Grape

Boycott, and now the Lettuce

Boycott. The University Food

Service Department s problem

here, is where does its allegiance

lie'.' To the welfare of the boycott,

or to itself and the University, in

choosing the least expensive bid

Irom the company
Mr Joel Stoneham. Director ol

There will be an Eyewitness

Report from Israel tonight in the
|

Hillel Center, room 420 SU at

815 Professors Martin Dosick

of Springfield College and Myron

blazer of Smith College will

speak on their reactions to a

December tour of Israel which

thev took with more than 20

other professors from New
England Universities The

purpose ot the tour was to learn

trom Israeli colleagues.

government officials, and other

resource people about Israel's

plans and prospects with regard

to the current Middle East

situation. The lecture -

discussion is open to the public

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK

for ADVENTURE

Food Services, says that the Food

Service's policy will be to purchase

the very best quality for the least

amount of money possible, with

competitive bids.

The Food Service Department is

now taking weekly bids from four

produce companies, three in the

Springfield area, one in the Boston

area, in purchasing fresh produce.

The options are to buy from United

harm Workers, Teamsters, or

Non Union Lettuce.

•The Lettuce Boycott, isn t.

stated Mr. Stoneham. 'the same as

the Grape Bovcott was several

years ago." That was for the

ability of the grape pickers to be

represented by a union. The Let-

tuce Bovcott. "however, is action

between two unions, and "it is

impossible for us to take sides in

such a dispute." Mr. Stoneham

concluded.

It is quite possible that a petition

with eight thousand names may be

submitted urging the purchasing of

United Farm Workers Lettuce

When asked what the policy of the

Department will be then, Mr.

Stoneham asserted that he does

want to take into consideration, the

thoughts and wishes of all those at

the University, and that i am
responsible for the proper ad

ministration procedure for this

Department There may be

a conflict of desires, when and if a

petition is submitted to me." he

admitted.

An eight-session seminar for

food service people on "Improving

Communication In Food Service

Operations" will be presented by

the Department of Hotel and

Restaurant Adminstration at West

Springfield starting today.

The two-hour evening sessions

will be held in the auditorium of the

Western Massachusetts Electric

Company building on Brush Hill

Rd., from 7 to 9 p.m.. March 2, 9,

16, 23, 30, and April 6, 13, and 20.

The seminar is an offering of the

Cooperation Extension Program of

the UMass College of Agriculture's

department of hotel and restaurant

administration.

Topics include cost of ineffective

communication, the com-

BeekmanPublishesNewBook
The first published novel by EM. Beekman has been called an 'elegant

studv in Dsvchosis" by a New York Times reviewer.

Eric M
P
onUgue Beekman, associate professor of English at UMass has

written °Lame Duck," the story of a solitary man who hves in Am-

Sam, Holland, where the author^.^"^
Hugo Lenz, is lame, orphaned, and plagued "Jg^JSSL!?

fantaS 'eS

from his loneliness. Publisher is Houghton Mifflin Company

Thirty-two-year-old Prof. Beekman came to the University in 1968 after

earn ne hfs doctorate degree in comparative literature from Harvard

UmversiS Ste has a bachelor's degree in English and comparative

merature from the University of California at Berkeley. The author, who

came to th s^untry from Holland in 1957. was a Woodro*-

Wilson Fellow

atTarvardTn ^W He studied under a Harvard Fellowship the

?ollowmg year, on a Fulbright Scholarship to Belgium the next year, and

a Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in 1966-67.

He has written fiction and poetry for a variety of magazines, and

teaches languages and literature at UMass

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

BECOME A
N.Y.U. NURSE
n« vou want the identity of a professional practition-

er
>> Do you want to work with not just among, pro-

ftttioMl colleagues in the health field.'

As a N Y U Nurse you have case assignments ...

not iuit nursing routine. Planning and sharing with

So tors physical therapists, social workers and other

ancUary personnel are all part of our unique staff

utilization program that combines opportunity and ad-

vancement with direct patient care.

Join our staff and receive u"P«ra"l
e^

tunity, inservice training and free tuition towara

graduate studies.

For full details about nursing %^^%^
rammis recru ter on MARCH 5, 1971. LnecK aeiaws

Stfto time lid place with your placement office . . .

or write or call collect:

Miss M. Kerans, (212) OR 9-3200, Ext. 2647

N.Y.U. Medical Center
568 First Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

an equal opportunity employer

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 day tours $566 trom Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers Int'na'l

Box 13927. Gainesville, Fla. 32601

WATER BEDS
dealerswanted

.',! tl

walerbed

fiigsasfe

CO.

56 Arbor Street

Haftl '
I Conn 06106

1 (203) 523-8360

Tues. March 2

A MUST meeting for station personnel

constitutional amendments will be voted on

we need your vote. The time is 7:30, so

come and make YOUR vote count.
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Man and Bombs
IV b«mb which ripped apart a small, infrequently used men s room in

in. Capitol building vesterdav was the product of man. That perverted

I reaVure. who regularly drops, propels, throws, detonates, launches, and

stockpiles trillions of tons of bombs ... , u

hose .ho have condemned the bombing of the Capitol because he

domed edifice is a 'symbol of freedom" and because it "Belongs to the

ArJericM people", should stop and think that the American Armed

Ko, t es with nionev approved of on I apito. Hill, both of which belong to

the \merican peopie. are bombing just as senselessly everyday

Ihe bombing of the Capitol injured no one. We have -wasted about

700.OM human beings in the Vietnam War.

What the American people have not yet realized is that ^the 06
1

of

hombinu isn't really that unusual for man. That the planting of a bomb is

no more difficult than building it.

When an American (..I. throws a bomb at the enemy it is because his

leaders have decided there is no other way to resolve the apparen^con-

flict. When an indiv idual citizen throws a bomb at ar^ggt
in his own countrv. he probably can see no other means of resolving a

conflict, he feels he has with the government.

,n th, case of the Vietnam War. the individual citizen seems to have no

tangible effect on a country which might have gotten .self *~#*~+
milted to a war. for reasons as trivial as 'huge deposits' of oil. When the

£.££* of the country's conduct gains wide proportions ,n segments

„ the populace who normally have no effectiveness the masse ..Then

one can expect some of the more frustrated individuals would find bomb

"SSi^SS ou
e

r

ea
own leaders have found themselves frustrated

about how little control they have over the affairs of sovenegn nations

thev too have gotten frustrated and have started throwing bombs Tha

Ipe o. behavior in our nation has given us all our capabilities, including

the one where we can destrov the world hundreds of times over.

W didn't mean to make propaganda over the act of one bomber, who

»as against Nixon's Laotian involvement." but somehow. American s

ha" • to vTei the bombing, in the I year context of murder, death, hlth and

corruption of this nation's Southeast Asian activities.

Til like To Trade In Tin* Whole I »"»£ For A (iuy

With A Horee \nil A Couple Of Lanterns

In A Church Steeple"

Every now and then a University president will rise

to the public forum and make a statement about

tuition or the "future of education". Usually, the

comments are geared to serve a strictly partisan

cause.

For examples: ,

UMass President Bob Wood told a couple of

reporters from the Herald-Traveler, that he was

opposed to a tuition hike because it wouldn t really

help the States coffer. Then Wood went on to explore

future roles for the University. He wants to make

UMass-Boston a model for the nation.

Then about a mile away, in the studios of WKBG
(channel 56), the new president of B.U. sat down with

newsmen from the Globe and the station itself, to

expound upon the necessity of raising the tuition tor

state colleges and universities to $2000. with an

elaborate system of aid to those who need it. The

result evisioned by Dr. John Silber. will be to save

private education by keeping the state from "giving

away" higher education.

Both Dr Silber and President Wood are new to their

positions as leaders of huge institutions of education,

and thev probably haven't had time to sit down,

mavbe over a drink, and discuss their apparently

conflicting ideas on higher education in

Massachusetts.
,u„

If they had then each would probably recognize the

others goals and just as likely come up with some sort

of new concept lor Massachusetts Higher Education.

At the moment. Dr. Silber has to keep his University

afloat financially and functionally And President

Wood has to convince a wary legislature that UMass

can reallv become the "effective" prober into a better

tuture by dealing with the problems our society is

facing Wood must also convince everybody that there

is a real need for the state to "give away higher

education", as Dr. Silber would put it.

Perhaps if the two presidents did talk things over,

there would be a recognition that the problems of

public and private education are just about the same.

Perhaps too, there would be a realization that both are

in need of money and that it will be a collective effort,

utilizing all of higher education's resources to wrestle

with the problems of the next decade.

If one were to follow such a conversation to its

logical conclusion, the two might decide that both

private education and public education need state

support. Perhaps, subsidizing of all higher education

is the key to future betterment. UMass could have

very low tuition as "public education", which will

continue to expand, and the private sector will be able

to maintain its standards of intellectual excellence

and further cooperate with all of higher education to

provide answers that our national and state dilemmas

require. .

The need for a general policy towards higher

education in Massachusetts has long been recognized

by some in the state. Some will go as far as advocating

co-operation and pooling of resources on a massive

scale amongst schools like B.U. and UMass.

The poignent reminder of how distant such solutions

are however, lies in watching University presidents

telling the public that the solution in simplistic, and

narrow avenues Both Wood and Sibler. I am sure, are

aware that each other exists. And just as assuredly I

bet that President Wood has dreamed in the early

morning hours of having Siblers resources And

Sibler probably looks towards Beacon Hill and wishes

that his institution could be certain of remaining open

With sound non-partisan (and hopefully nom

political) reasoning. Massachusetts could tap and

maintain one of the greatest concentrations of higher

education expertise in the nation.

Art Buchwald

Civil Defense And Television

WASHINGTON—The recent fiasco at NORAD,

when the wrong tape was inserted in a computer

warning the country that there was a national

emergency and all TV and radio stations should go off

the air, boggles the imagination

The message containing code words "hatefulness,

hatefulness" was only supposed to be used for a real

nuclear attack. The fact that the message was ignored

by most TV and radio stations shows how serious the

credibility gap is in this country between the people

and its government.

Civil Defense and military leaders are now in-

vestigating the foul-up and trying to find new fail-safe

methods of alerting the public to a nuclear missile

cittsck

My friend Wafferman was explaining at dinner the

other night what had happened at NORAD, when his

17-year-old son. Joel, raised some disturbing

questions.
,

"Why would they want to turn off all the television

programs and radio shows in case of a nuclear at-

tack?"
"Because," Wafferman said, "it would give

President Nixon an opportunity to go on the air and

calm the people."

"I don't want to hear President Nixon just before I

die," Joel said adamantly.

"You're not going to die." Wafferman said. "The

reason for the alert is to allow everyone to prepare

himself for a nuclear attack."

"I read somewhere that we will only have a half-

hour before we get zonked."

"That's about right," Wafferman replied

"Well, what are we supposed to do in that half-

hour?"
, ,. ...

"I don't know," Wafferman said, getting slightly

irritated. "That's what President Nixon is supposed to

tell us when all the TV stations gooff the air."

"Maybe we're supposed to fill our bathtubs with

water?" Joel said

"I don't like you being sarcastic about nuclear war.

It's very unpatriotic."

"Or maybe hell tell us to run outside and put plastic

over our heads."

"Its typical of your generation," Wafferman said,

trying not to lose his temper, "that even when there is

a nuclear attack you have no faith in the President of

the United States."

"I do have faith in the President. He 11 probably

describe it as the greatest nuclear attack in the

history of mankind. But if I have a half-hour to live I'd

rather watch I Love Lucy."

"Now let me tell you something. This civilian

warning system has been worked out by the best

brains in this country." Wafferman said. "Millions

and millions of dollars have been spent to give every

man, woman and child in this country 30 minutes

notice before the enemy strikes. Without the warning

system, none of us would ever know what hit us."

"I'd even settle for a re-run of McHale's Navy,"

Joel said.

"I don't see any reason to continue this discussion,

Wafferman said, "if you can't see the importance of

Civil Defense in time of nuclear attack."

"I see the importance of it," Joel replied. "But what

I don't understand is why we can't watch a good

television show just before we go. Why can't a com

promise be worked out 9 Nixon can be on one of the

channels, and the other stations can continue their

regular programming Then people will at least have

a choice of what they can watch in the last 30 minutes

of their lives
"

Joel started to laugh

"What's so funny?" Wafferman asked.

"I'd like to be around, just to see the TV ratings the

next dav."
Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

J Know A Person Who . .

.

I know a person who is what a

person should be

He is afraid of things that

haven't been proven yet. He drives

around i otaries twice to make sure

that he has noticed all the available

routes.

He walks around the long way so

that he won't erode the sand buffs

at Cape Cod. And then he makes

love beneath those same gravelly

cliffs.

Egocentric as one can be. he has

to be. he is his own genius

Because he is still alive and swims

in the ocean.

He sits outside at dusk awaiting

the aurora because he has seen

sunspots through his telescope that

afternoon Wouldn't you like to sit

there with him? With a human and

a phenomonon? To see him start

with joy at the first flush of color

and clutch at the camera bag so

often a part of his shoulder.

There is a Viking in him; a lust

for beauty, an aesthetic perfect

beauty.

Marco Polo kneels in the golden

court of Genghis Khan
A blond head is thrown back ; its

mouth already melts the white

powder.
A man without legs on a wheeled

platform is shoveling sow at the

side of the road.

Lean and craggy, a man in the

raw: uncorrupted.

He chooses his questions

carefully and does not answer. He

just walks away
Judy Epstein

All Letters To The Editor must

be typed, double spaced at sixty

spaces per line. They should not

exceed one page in length and

must be submitted by 5 pm
prior to the day of publication.

The same rules apply for

Editorial Points.

The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters. Also, all leters

must contain the name and

address of the writer which will

be withheld upon request.

Letters To The Editor

Mollycoddles, Fags And Doves

"Let's Make It Clear — U.S. Infantrymen Would Be

In Laos Only To Rescue Our Helicopter Crews,

Who Are There Only To Protect Vietnamese

Troops, Who Are there Only To Protect

American Troops In Vietnam, Who..."

To the Editor:

I'm writing in response to Jim Mitchell's article in

which he berates Jim LaMacchia, who recently

competed for Winter Carni Queen. It seems that if

anyone is lost in the forest, it is the writer of the ar-

ticle, who by his own admission is very simplistic in

his argument, using some powerful half-truths.

Mitchell stated that "the family structure is so weak

now that if women abandon this role (raising

children), the basic unit of society will be in jeopar-

dy
"

I agree that the family unit is weak, the divorce

rate is one in three, and we seem to be turning out an

awful lot of neurotic children. But the reason is more

likely that our women, better educated and more

sophisticated than ever before, spend too much time

at home, where their constricted lives cause con-

siderable resentment and frustration, which must be

vented somewhere. If the family structure is to be

strengthened, and we may question that ideal, men

should spend more time at home, where their children

can see them. There should be good, inexpensive

daycare centers available, so that women can be freed

from an exclusively homebound existence, grow as

individuals, and be better parents.

Another gross half truth in Mitchell's argument is

that since women and men have different physical

appearances, (so do Lew Alcindor and Buddy

Hackett ), "if we could see into the minds of both, you

would find that they had subtle, intrinsic emotional

differences." Certainly people have emotional dif-

lerences. learned as well as inborn, and as Mitchell

stated in his article, these emotional differences

should govern the roles people play in society. But,

there is no concrete evidence at all that inherited

emotional predispositions are six linked, or that they

are unalterable by learning.

Through The Woods
To the Editor.

I am feeling badly for "poor Jim" Mitchell. He does

not realize how lost he is? Before elaborating further

on this point. I should like to say that even though 1 am
a firm believer in Motherhood. 1 was offended by his

editorial
,

He stated that if a woman wants to use "her newly

acquired knowledge, no one prevents her." Job

discrimination does exist in this country How many

women doctors, lawyers, executives or chemists do

you find and if so in all probability they are receiving a

lesser salary than comparably qualified men. In 1968

Chemical and Engineering News did a study on

chemist's salaries and found that holding seniority

constant, men with B.A.'s made more than women

with P H.D.'s. This is quite common in other fields

too If you found yourself discriminated in such a

manner due to sex, religion or color wouldn't you want

to just give up9 This is exactly what some women do

and that's why they get married.

He also talked about other sexual differences such

as physical appearance (which I naturally can ac

cept) and aptitude*' Is he implying here that women

are inately inferior intellectually to men"!! He also

mentioned certain roles that men can handle better

than women. Which roles" Women historically and

presently, he says, are less aggressive than men_

Passivity is usually a characteristic of oppressed

groups. Does he have evidence to prove that women

are also more compassionate?

Jim I grant you this world would be a dull place to

live if everybody had the same behavior, ap-

pearances, and capabilities, but why stereo-type

people sexually! What right do you have to label me

less capable than yourself merely because I am a

woman'

'

Open your eyes. Jim Mitchell, before you bump into

t t r ( m '

Adrienne Gross

Unartistic Chimps
To the Editor:

I should like to mention something of the aesthetics

of this campus It was no doubt designed by an

unartistic chimpanzee. I am not endowed with the

most critical eye. but I do know what's ugly, and to put

it plainly what they (the designers or what have you)

have done to this campus is ugly. The pond
I
areaK an

area which 1 would have preserved, has been

masterfully cut-up. Massive unemotional buildings

are thrown throughout the campus, in what seems to

have been a grown-up game of jacks Seriously

though, I really am very sorry, and a little angry at

the planning and aesthetics of the university. Perhaps

this is the product of increasing numbers, and

decreasing budgets, but as the representation ol

Massachusetts higher education there should be

something artistically better. Design in the

philosophical sense is an argument for the existence of

God. the curious adapting of means to ends. If this is

the case. then. I think I can safely assume (after

viewing the university's lack of design) that this is a

Godless campus. „ . m
Robert Greenberg

Again, Mitchell provides us with another misleading

half-truth, that "throughout history women have been

considered more compassionate and less aggressive

than men." Counterexamples to that thesis could fill a

book, but more important is the crumb of truth in that

argument: women are expected to act less

agressively and more compassionately than men. And

what happens when women act as aggressively as

men? They were called sirens in Ancient Greece,

witches in Colonial days, battleaxes, bitches, and

castrating females in today's terminology. Men don't

come off sounding much better if they adopt the role

as the compassionate one; they've been labeled

mollycoddles, fags, and doves.

Most important, if people like Jim Mitchell are

sincerely concerned about the family structure and

the issues of sex roles, they should spend more of their

time re-evaluating these issues so that both men and

women can find alternative roles which are more

mutally satisfying.
Deborah Broshi

Slipping Away
To the Editor:

You must be interested in this campus, if you are

reading this newspaper. So I'd like to take this op-

portunity to remind you of a few things that we've

been missing.

Remember the concerts we used to have on this

campus in the Cage, when everyone just sat and

became a part of it all. as B.B. .King. Steve Miller.

Buffy St. Marie. Three Dog Night and so many others

moved on. They certainly have moved on, because

this Winter Carni we didn't have the Fifth Dimension

or anyone
The Cage has been closed to us, because some

people felt they should have the right to hear the sound

as did those who were inside. Whether you agree with

their tactics or not, you must admit that the Cage is a

pretty tight place to jam a lot of people into when a

concert or basketball game is going on

That's another thing basketball Some say we have

a good team, the record proves the fact, and the way

people ?»and in line, sometimes only to be turned away

because of lack of space, seems to say that it s in-

teresting enough We must enjoy it. otherwise why

would we at the end of the line, only hope to gain ad-

mittance. .

And you hockey nuts. Orr Rink is a bummer

They've limited occupancy to 2.000 seats, and if you

get there on time to get in and get a seat the push and

pull of that one hundred and sixty-four square inches

that most of us take up doesn't leave much room to

move.
This all makes me laugh a little, here we are. at a

Big University, with a good hockey team, good

basketball team and a great want of concerts yet we

allowed a Convocation Center to slip through our

hands last year We are buying ice from a College,

that in time mav be forced to turn us away, missing

the basketball and hockey that we have already paid

for. and those few weekends in the year when we can

let ourselves go to a concert are slipping away.

Let's get our heads together and see if we can right

some of this; it wont be easy and may cost us twenty

cents a day. but we can change it for the future We

need a Convocation Center.
Rav Steele

Silent Spring

To the Editor:

This is the spring to end the war This is the spring to

show that you're ready to end the war now The great

majority of students and faculty on this campus

continuously claim to oppose the war-without ever

doing anything about it Its time to turn this semi-

silent majority into a mass ready to show that they re

not going to tolerate Nixon's escalations any more

Its time to realize that a silent Spring isn't going to

bring all the troops home There's no more time to put

up with the government's step-by-step-lie-by-lie

tactics of expansion, and show this community of

quiet passivity that we are capable of organized

massive antiwar action. I've been sitting in this SMC

office all winter, that's not a gripe, that's just to say

that I'd like to see all these would-be antiwar

claimants brought in here too (2nd floor student

uniom it takes time, energy, ana a lot ot people to

organize to make a spring antiwar calender sue

cessful Tonight there's a planning meeting, to get the

spring actions going, and if people on this campus

honest lv oppose the war they can damn well afford the

time to'show up and decide what they're going to do

with Ihe spring, the war. and the antiwar movement

on campus You've all heard the phrase out now

before well OUT NOW out of southwest, out ot

orchard hill, out of the quads, out of central, out of the

offices in the departmental cubicles: and into the

Student Mobilization Committee meeting tonight to

get an active antiwar movement into the spring.

.Room 805 Campus Center. 8 p.m.)
SuZanne Mitchell

u?ot

Editorial Points
A distinguished educator. Dr

Trumpler. told Yale University

in a New York Times essay that

what is keeping the institution's

goal of "developing the in-

tellect" are government con

tracts, big time college sports

and Co-Ed dorms Some people

reallv have it together
• • • •

Somebody contacted Chan

cellor Tippo and asked him to be

the father of the Bride at the

next Bridal Fair here on cam

pus Ihe Chancellor couldn't see

himself as playing the part but

suggested that somel>ody in the

Faculty-Senate might be better

suited
• • • •

Imagine how boring a meeting

of the proposed University

Senate would be Students would

have to listen to t acuity and

administrators.
* * • •

Mud is funny But why?

UMassNose Complex

UMass has a nose complex

America, in fact, has the same
problem, and I'm just sniffing out

trouble People who walk around

with their small, fashionable noses

carry them with such an air of

confidence that my vanity screams

out in pain I guess I became

conscious of some personal failing

through my father He came from

the old country where a man's nose

is his trust, his sundial, his

auxiliary mouthpiece One day he

finally became aware of this

conspirary of the small-nosers,

because he came home and cast a

very sad look upon that sausage I

was wearing on my face Then I

knew that he knew That was a sad

moment And yet. when you think

of it. having a tiny nose is a

limitation. -those who have them

can only form one expression well,

that is smug satisfaction On the

other hand vour large nose moves

like a halfback with each emotion,

i earing up to smile, descending

almost to the pit of the mouth of

frown, and darting straight out at

the last minute in perfect play

making
I have struggled w ith this form of

|K»rsecution over many years and.

now. finally I begin to derive

strength from my nose I'm not

religious in the ordinary sense, but

I've always needed something to

pray to. Small, up-tilted noses

seem to point to heaven like Gothic

spires, yet that is an illusion They

are up-tilted because they are

erect and you know what that

means
Cartoons show nothing but noses

I wonder what size nose Hitler

had*' I know what size Annette

Funicello had 1 trust only a large,

expansive nose

In LA., where I just came from,

someone told me I fascinating bit

of folklore It seemed like I tale out

of the old Testament, only com
pletelv reversed Two years ago a

sudden insecurity struck all ihe

Jewish firstborn iemales and their

noses twisted up almost overnight

as though God's plague had struck

them instead of the Egyptians.

Doctors had a great artistic

lollwoing out there She's had a

Parker my girllnend sniffed sell

righteously Lately the "natural"

has become the op art sex symbol

and I fear God will have to reverse

the plague to keep his children in

good spirits

I read last week an eighteenth

century treatise by an American

doctor saying that black noses

became flat because of leprosy

which, in turn, was caused by God
< iod was angry with the children of

Ham moving from Canaan to

Africa.

A childhood friend of mine could

out honk I gaggle of MOM
Somehow his nasal membrane
could vibrate at a terrific speed

and the noise would convulse a

whole movie theatre A lovely,

beautiful nose for the merriment it

brought
And so. I hope it is clear that the

propaganda against us is

widespread and certainly

misplaced The snub is obvious Is

the rub?
Peter I. Cameron
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SWAP Continuatioi^Open
... ^ ...,^.h, s «Ap. Group No. 4

.Student Workshop on Acl
'""r,£™rSU community to the work done

meetings designed to expose the Un'vers'ty common
mber

STJSlt ^rnet
,^«ves

C
a°nrpar. icipa.ion Trom anyone

within the University.

The basic format for discussion will center around the proposals which

_3_aE3BeSS5S5SS
it is the hoDe of the S WAP. representatives that these open meetings

JS br ne a Ew insfght into the numerous problem areas of discussion.

SS a refnforced intfest through participation will be demonstrated by

the entire University.

Forjnvolvement
Group No. 7

Group No. 1

Kxoertise Group .1 atSWAP dealt extensively with the inadequacies

ofWreshmaTcounsehng and Onentation P~~-_M « result of

Allen from the Alumni Office areforking wit!»^
group.

This group of students has had two meetings with Sally Ha™ "°n - "*

new d1r
g
ector

P
of the counseling program and her staff As a result of these

meetings many avenues of procedure have been opened up.

nnSnPsdav evening March 3rd, an open hearing on Freshman

CnsSS^^Utft will be held at 8 : 00 p.m .
on the 8th or 9th floor

ofTe Camous Center The members of this class, along with SWAP
ne^nnel and other interested parties, will be present to hear your pomts

oT vTew We hope that everyone who has ideas and suggestions about

these programs will come by and share their ideas with us.

°^3re;SSreshmen be brought to campus one

wiek before classes. If feasible, testing, counseling, academe

S^br se=anS a^SSSSgK "
. w furth^recommend that Freshmen and transfer students have

the option of a reduced course load and electing a series of m.ni-

"S£ ulemirC^nt^l be encouraged to offer brief course,

pr°P
!^ \< S s rLr semestefThis would allow a maximum degree of«mW^^ llh a nrmimum committment within

he .HdThe^e courses should include an overall description of types of

nrnh ems arels of studv that a student would encounter as a major in the

J

SSjS
t

SSSSS!^i that discipline to other disciplines, and career

TKd^.S!rs^hou,d b. offered to provide Information,* the

:,,partnientai advisors^ which would be important to ones hfe as a

"Sfta addition perhaps for credit, experiences should be available to

the student hat would facilitate the students' development of a sense of

Z£Z ,n terms of what they have^^^^^SiJS; _
en how thev relate to themselves and others. The basic assumption *

Sat Us difficult tor student to direct himself to a particular major or

,oal unless he has a relatively clear conception of where he is at.

As far as complete organization

and formulization of a master plan,

the Physical Planning Committee

is a flop. However, ideas for

Physical Plant changes and new

approaches toward Physical

Planning abound within the

Committee.
During the weekend of the

Conference, the Committee had

two meetings as did the other

Committees. The first meeting

consisted of education of the group

members. Most did not realize the

full complexity of Long Range

Planning and financing for an

organization as large as the

University.

Jack Littlefield, Head of Long

Range Planning for UMass. took

some time in answering questions

from the group and giving the

group general background on this

Fielcf This along with some
discussion of new directions

planning already being explored

by the University took most of the

first meeting.
During the second meeting,

pressure for written output from

the group had its sway and the

proposals in the S.W.A.P. booklet

were decided to be at least

somewhat beneficial for the

University.

The Committee will hopefully be

reconvened during the coming

week and will reconsider some of

the original proposals and explore

avenues for continued input from

students, staff, and faculty in

future University planning.

_____—————»———•—————

—

——,—————"——-^^

Group No. 5

Croup number seven is dealing with the dual concerns of freshman

onentation and campus security. Thus far m&J2~2SLZ
efforts on the former category. There are basically three proposals w

ar
The

U
nrs|

n

d
8
eals with the establishment of a 1 or 2 credit course.which

would be taken by all first semester students; it would extend in

formation about the University community and sources of academic and

P
thTsecond

ad

p

V
roposal deals with the restructuring of the summer

orientation period Self allowing for^^.^^^£^2
registration period only for freshmen where classes would be attenoeciz

days telore upperclassmen, in order to allow new students to change

coufses and question faculty and advisors more closely before getting

caught up in the semi-annual animal farm registration changes for the

*The STro^osal deals with the idea of extending modular credit to

students who
P
wo^ld visit local high schools in the spring to adv.se new y

accepted students and guidance teachers on the facilities and atmosphere

incoming freshmen will have to contend with.

(IN SKCURITY
'it' Individual counseling experiences lead stable ^™>™-
2) That freshman should have testing period during ^rly summer

supplemented by arriving on campus a week prior to class for structured

orientation Enables great availability to faculty.
i

^Enables newcomer to assimilate entire university «*«***£«
find his individuual place in it. Encourage leadership responsibilities in

TSorTlSStive to community experience and hence more receptive

to the responsibilities involved leading to self sustaining measures.

5) R,,rij£f> Qualified counselors ? Apathy of new-comers.
—*——

^

—_ —

p

_^V

Group No. 8

SWAP group »5 concerned itself

with the area of Student Affairs.

Proposals concerning transcripts,

vending machine profits, credit for

activities, faculty staff tax. have

been formulated.

The group still has to consider

proposals concerning SATF and

RSO funds and policies.

Another area the group is con

cerned with is participation in

group activities such as the Senate.

Index. WMUA. etc Funding of

groups that spring up such as CEQ
is also being worked on

Anvone interested in par-

ticipating is discussions of these

topics and other problems and

issues relevant to Student Affairs

is invited to attend a meeting

Wednesday evening March 3 in the

Campus Center Room 176 at 7:00

P M The direction of this group is

not definitely established It will be

according to the wishes of those in

attendance - please be with us.

Group No. 3

— Group No. 6

Group I: The discussion of Group 3 examined the need of tniversU>

sponsored programs of community involvement in nearby communities^

,Tas theK g «»f Group 3 that the University, as a concentrated source

_ knowledge must assume some responsibilities of this part of the

''TnThTsTH
'

nee. a specific proposal was made to establish a pilot

oroieet o : ,„ mun.ty service in the Puerto Rican neighborhoods £
^p nghelda, i

Molyoke It is hoped that such a program could be

initiated unde the auspices of the Spanish Department. Efforts are

present lv l>en made uTobtain academic credit for such a program, if

11

Before such i project can be realized, however, contacts must be made

with members ^Jg Puerto R.can communities in the Sprmgf,ed are.
,
so

that such a program would be a maximal benefit to the Puerto Rican

"TembSof Group 3 include Rep John Oliver Trustee "^Dean
Jeremiah Allen. Dean Joseph Marcus, Judy Gill. Tom Merngan, and

Prof Irving Howards

ON THE 10 SEMESTER RULE .

When a student renrolls in University, he makes a contract to finish

graduation requirements m seven years with the option to take off up to

six semesters at any time he wishes with no penalty. He must give the

University adequate" U. S to 6 months » notice of what semesters he plans

to attend If the student decides he needs more time than is allowed in this

system he must withdraw and then reapply for admission ,f he intends to

continue his University education

EXTENDING RESOURCES OT UNIVERSITY

n In support ne the general notion of 'extending resources" we must

firs recogTze the difficulties that presently exist in the development

Inanagement. and distribution of these resources with.n the current

U
T,

Ve
Fxa

t

mmrD
,

epartmen»al Structure with an eye toward possible

diversification of faculty allocations and functions

SWAP group «6 is concerned with

studying proposals relative to

internal governance of the

University and relations wit.i the

Legislature
Major proposals being worked on

are the following a lobbying effort

i)> USCC to increase student

representation on the UMass
Board of Trustees through

membership on the subcommittees

and an additional student trustee.

\ student group is organized to

review legislative bills and a

Collegian column has been

initiated to publicize bills im-

portant to the University com-

munity. USCC also is used to

facilitate a line of communications

to individual legislators and bring

the student point of view to Beacon

Further SWAP proposals being

studied are: 1) student financial

responsibility for only those

matters in which they have

commensurate authority, for

example students should be

responsible for only that furniture

which they desire to have in their

rooms and in their lounges. 2) a

greater delineation of the power

and functions of the Board of

Trustees and administrative of-

ficials be resolved and publicized

Members of Group #6 include

Dick Howland. Glen Gordon,

(iuenther Lewy. Bill Connolly.

Shirley Capecci, Glenn Elters,

Fete Pascarelli. Larry Woods.

Linda Henderson, Bob McDonnell,

John llogan, Pat Lempart. Leo

Clark. Jerry Burke, Paul Collazzo

and Bob Harrington leaders

SWAP expertise group #8 is concerned with teacher and course

evatoaUon^'the'rew'ard structure of ***£%• ****
programs It is felt that the University must strive to makeJ>ur

-cademic procedures more responsive to change and to do better in

gu^nstUut.onal recognition to true excellence in both teaching and

|6

SWAp"-B will deal with the strategies for implementation of the

Sl^RSrVvTSS COMPOSITION OF FACULTY PERSONNEL

SSESfS increasing pluralistic M*****~!a*J*
oerience faculty personnel committees should be composed ot a

dlversmed membership of faculty .both tenured and non-tenured ».

students, and interdisciplinary faculty .where appropriate)

o REPLACEMENT OF THE TENURE SYSTEM

The InuersMtv has the major responsibility for creating a desirable

, ellec uafatmosphere - UMass must be a quality institution in the

,ua oflh £23 of its faculty as well as the quality of the academic

xoehence offered to its students. Tenure, a system which breeds

sta^nanon in enured faculty and stifles creativity of its non-tenured

member b? Seed with a v.able alternative system One such

ZS system uses 3-vear appointments, with review at he end of

eXappomtment After review, the faculty ^^JL^JS
pointed for another 3 years or given a ^^iSf°^^sSS!G
3ENCOURAGING EXPERIMENTAL TEACHING AND LEAHMMj

A Dos.t on of Associate Provost should be created to develop and
1

im

olement multVd sciplinarv educational options such as independent

K^^S^rofrcill|W mternshipps. and residential exchange

programs To help implement these programs, the present faculty

Reward structure should permit, encourage, and reward free par-

ticipation.

4 STUDENT EVALUATION COMMITTEES
\ll departments should establish student evaluation committees o

prepaTappropnate evaluation forms and to communicate the results to

departmental faculty personnel committees.

"IS^^^^Z^d on their individual merits. ,f a

contr.bu\,oTto the University community is made Hence, an individual I

criteria might change from year to year.

• , HKV1TAI IZING THE CURRICULUM
Kverv course taught for three years must be defended and substantiated

h\ a 'professor o? department before a student /faculty comm
.
ee in

terms of need, content, and teaching approach. Research should be

conducted to determine new or important areas of interest and relevance

If a course were not approved, it would be dropped

The above proposals will be prioritized and implemented by SWA! £
dependant u£n the interest and participation exhibited by the diversity

community. The success of the SWAP conference depends upon the in

volvement of the masses of the University . . ... (nr

SWAP »8 invites vou to discuss threse proposals and strategies for

implementation on Thursday at 7 : no P.M. in the Campus (enter

Group «i

:

Group #2:

Group #3:

Group Hi

Group »S

Group #6:

Group *7:

Group #8:

Human Elements of Education (advising, freshman

orientation, student faculty contact)

Group Leader J.m Allen and Bob Wuerthner

Open meet.ng Wednesday. March 3, 8 00 p.m.. Rm

Open meeting Wednesday, March 3, 8:00 p.m., Rm

Courses, Programs (changing, establishing and
modifying)
Group Leader: Don Trageser
Open meeting Thursday, March 4, 7:00 p.m., Rm. 809,

C.C.
Service to the Commonwealth, Community
Group Leader Judy Gill _ „^
Open meeting: Thursday, March 4, 7:00 p.m., Rm. 804,

C.C

Planning (physical)

C.C.

Group Leader: Pam Pepper and Sheila McRevey
Open meeting Wednesday, March 3, 7:00 p.m., Rm.

17*, C.C. _ ,

Governance and Relations with the Board of Trustees

and State Legislature
Group Leader Bob Harrington

Open meeting: Wednesday, March 3, 8:00 p.m., Rm.

Security and Decentralization (alienation and disaf

fection)
Group Leader Mark Brenner mmniai
Open Meeting Tuesday, March 2, 7:00 p.m., Colonial

Lounge
Reward Structures (grading, tenure, etc.)

Group Leader: Ross Benjamin
Open Meeting: Thursday, March 4, 7:00 p.m., Rm. 808,

C.C.

Things To Do Around UM
Tonight, on WMUA 91.1 FM, at 7:30 PM Gary

Burton's Quartet in its Saturday night performance at

the University will be featured. Along with the

recorded performance there will be an interview, also

recorded on Saturday with Gary Burton. Preceeding

Gary Burton will be the Young Socialist Alliance

Forum beginning at 6:30 PM.
* * *

The Jones Library Series this week presents

Professors Harvey Swados and Kirby Farrell reading

from their own prose.

The reading begins at 7 tonight at Jones Library in

downtown Amherst, across from the Drake.
• • * *

An open meeting of the University Concert Series

will be held tonight at 7 : 30 pm in the Student Activities

Office (RSO) on the first floor of the Campus Center.

Because class governments have been formally

abolished, the committee as a whole would like

suggestions as to how to spend the approximately

$40,000. allocated for concerts.
* * * *

There will be a meeting in the Berkshire Club Room
this afternoon at 5:30 for all people interested in an

Organic Food Line in the Dining Commons.
A petition drive last week netted over 800 signatures

of people who are interested in an organic food line.

Mr. Arthur Warren, assistant director of Food
Services, will be on hand to discuss the proposition

and to answer questions.

Notices
ANGEL FLIGHT:
There will be a meeting tonight at 7

p.m. in Dickenson 210. This meeting

is very important. All Angels must

attend.

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS
REFERENDUM:

All those with petitions please call

Elliott as soon as possible, 256 6907.

CEQ
CEQ Steering committee meeting

will be held tonight at 6 PM in CC 162,

175

All are invited to attend an Open

Meeting of CEQ (Coalition for En

vironmental Quality) tonight in CC
162, 175.

Speakers Committee Meeting for

CEQ will hold their meeting tonight

at 6:45 PM in CC 162, 175.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Gnd. schl. at 7 p.m. C.C. with

practice exam

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
Meeting Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in

Geo. Washington Tower, 5th floor

lounge.

ECONOMICS DEPT:
Dr. Sylvia Ostrey, Director,

Economic Council of Canada Ottawa,

Canada will speak on "Canada Meets

Problems of Inflation and Economic

Growth", Wed., March 3rd at 2 4 p.m.

in Room 904 908 of the C.C. All in

vited.

HILLEL.
Folk sing March 9, Purim Carnival

March 24. Interested in Helping, call

5 2526 from 114 pm.

Tonight at 8:15 p.m. Prof. Martin

Dosick & Myron Glazer of Springfield

6 Smith Colleges will speak on Israel.

MAROON KEYS:
There will be a meeting in Rm. 433

James at 6:45 p.m. Wed. evening.

Punctual arrival will be appreciated.

Please contact Richard Simmons if

there is a conflict (6 7604).

N.E.S.:
Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight at 5. 45 p.m. in Rm 177 at the

C.C. All interested attend.

ORCHARD HILL:
Mirkwood Sat., March 6th

Grayson Lounge if interested in

playing. Call Steve 6 7122 or Ken, 6

7124 Folk music & coffee a good

time.

SOCIOLOGY 101.

Rich Perkins' sections 23 (Wed.

1:25) 8. 53 (Thur. 1.25) will have a

quiz this week Section 9 (Mon. 4:40)

will have one next week. Cumulative

up to Goffman's Book & Lectures.

STUDENTS:
The Maroon Keys are sponsoring a

table tennis tournament. Ask your

head of residence for details & place

entries in RSO. #403 mailbox in C.C

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN:
Regular meeting Tonight at 9:30

p.m. in 804 C.C. New people welcome.
For further info call 665 3901.

WMUA:
The March station meeting will be

held at 7.30 p.m. tonight. Attendance

by all is demanded. You will suffer if

you don't attend.

Gary Burton Freaks Heed this

notice. Concert which was held last

weekend will be broadcast tonight on

WMUA at 7:30 p.m. Tune in to 91.1

FM.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION.
Open to all women, a discussion on

women & the war. Women's centre in

Free University at 7 p.m. tonight.

South African Bishop
To Speak On Racism

An Anglican bishop whose denunciation of South Africa's apartheid

policies led to his deportation from that country will speak at Smith

College today. • . , ... . .

The Right Reverend C. Edward Crowther, former bishop of Kimberly

and Kuruman, South Africa, will speak on "The Violence of Racism:

Apartheid a Case in Point." The lecture, at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall, will be

open to the public. It is being sponsored by the college's department ot

Afro-American studies. „___ »___..
His deportation followed his militant opposition in 1965 to South Africa s

apartheid policies while he was serving as a bishop there, and his 1967

denunciation of separation of the races as a potential cause of war before

the Pacem in Terris II Conference in Geneva.

Because of his militant opposition to the apartheid policies of South

Africa he incurred the wrath of its government and was visited many

times by the Special Branch of the South African Police. TIME Magazine

gave international publicity to one incident in which Bishop Crowther

defied the ban placed on him and delivered truckloads of food to starving

Africans who had been dispossessed of their homes.

Born and educated in England, he is now a naturalized citizen of this

country He earned three degrees in history and in law and taught

criminal and constitutional law at Oxford University. The bishop studied

for the ministry and was ordained in 1956.

In 1958 he came to America, first to Oregon, then to University of

California at Los Angeles as senior Episcopal chaplain. While in Los

Angeles, Bishop Crowther became president of a large fair housing group

and was prominent in other civil rights activities.

In 1964 he went to South Africa as Dean of the Anglican Cathedral m
Kimberly. .

Since his return here, the bishop has appeared extensively on

television and radio and has lectured in universities throughout the

country In February, 1968, he addressed the Apartheid Committee of the

United Nations in a speech that was voted for United Nations distribution

Bishop Crowther has served as visiting fellow at the Center for the

Study of Democratic Institutions in Santa Barbara, Calif. In November

1970 he was appointed assistant bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of

California He was also director of church and campus relations in the

Alliance for Labor Action. The first bishop to be hired by labor, he was

entrusted by the late Walter Reuther to assist in reactivating the

American labor movement and to help build new coalitions for social

change

LOST:
Red & blue beaded change purse

lost from black handbag On Sat. or

Sun Sentimental value. Please

return to S.U. Lost & Found.

Change purse containing all my
l D s Please call Lynn 546 8010.

Brown leather glove with gray fur

lining Possibly lost in Worcester

Dming Commons. Call 6 7193 ask for

Betsy. . . ,„..

Brown rimmed glasses lost m 19th

floor John Adams. Friday night Feb

26 Please call Tom at 546 5392

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 5W*S

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
Come see Arabian horses in "The

Proud Breed" & find out what's

happening this spring. Movie &
meeting tonight at 730 p.m. in Rm.
174 176 of the C.C All welcome.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Sisters A. Pledges will meet m

J.Q A. lobby tonight at 5:15 p.m. for

supper. A sisterhood meeting &
pledging will follow the dinner All

are urged to attend.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held in the C.C. Aud Tuesday night at

7 30 p m. with beginners classes

from 730 to 930 p.m & club level

review from 930 to 1030 p.m.

Student Tours Presents

ACAPULCO ADVENTURE
during College Week

March 20 - 28 from $208
1

plus tax and service

5]Ro^nd trip jet transportation to Acapulco. Mexico

• Meals and bar service aloft.

• Stav at Holiday Inn or Hotel Acapulco Imperial

• All taxes and tips for bajrKaKe and U«Mf irtstfon.

• Discounts on many clubs, dlcotheques, tours, skin diving,

and water skiing. _

Spring Skiing - Sugarbush, Vt.
during College Week

from $112 March 21 - 26
includes

:

• Lodging at Alpen Inn

• Meals
• Lifts

• Lessons - cl . aal.
For more information call Joan or Louise 546-9846

FRI.. MARCH 5 & SAT., MARCH 6 8 P.M.

GOLDOVSKY GRAND OPERA THEATRE

Presents Mozart's 'Don Giovanni" in fully-staKoH produc-

tion sung in English.

TUES , MARCH 16 & WED ,
MARCH 17 8 P.M.

ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

Direct from a triumphant tour of Africa, Sovi.t Union ind

(Jreat Britain. Two different evening programs plui

master class and lecture demonstration

For complete progrom ond ticket informotion

please contact the Fine Arts Council, 125 Hertcr Holl

(Remaining tickets ot Bowker one hour before event.)

Tel. 545 0202

HEY GIRLS

HE'S BACK!!
YES

D. J. IS BACK!!
on

Tuesday Nite
(Ladies Nite)

at

W® tngltfltj fnb

930 til close most mixed drinks 50c

KINETICS II

PROGRAM A

SU BALLROOM

Admission $1.00 TONIGHT

7 and 9:00
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Trash Rehashed
ByDEMIAN
MDC Staff

In answer to Mr. Mundy 's devastating review of a^^"fj^"^
wonder if film critics are "conceived and created as a syndicated

purgation throughout the home of the brave.

Hey Huss - a film that "rouses hell out of its audience is more than jus

"an incompletely conceived but cleverly packaged theatrical piece that

fails as a film."

USfliSISe by Andy Warhol His money, yes. But *•*
tion and̂ robaWy the shootmg itself was by Paul Morrisey .who filmed

Chelsea Girls. Lonesome Cowboys and Hesh).

The source of TRASH'S reality perhaps comes not from soup cam hut

from Joe Dallasandros own background as an actor m westcoast male

posing silent flicks. He can't get it up because of junk, yes. but also

because most of the time. Joe isn't interested in girls anyway.

^'he'girlJoehves with is no lady. Played by Holly Woodlawn. he is

the real sfar of the flick. Who else could make rubbish collection look so

gl

ATso

r

jane Forth', performance, as one half of the liberal couple,

provoked the audiencfto loud verbal response. That level of reaction

FILMS MUST MOVE YOU. Some brush your shoulder, your inner thigh

or tckle vour fancy - others hit your guts. How far a film works you up

may dependla lot on your preconceptions. Different strokes for different

folks, eh?

•Koh foh sir You mav do vour worst, but prithee don't tell my husband ' Michelle Faith as Lady

Auditorium. Further information call the box office 545-2579.

Gary Burton, A Review

Good Jams, Fine Rock
....._ ^,o,,wUc,rm,nd which added a lot mixture of sounds produ,

BvEDJANLSZ
MDC Staff

The Gary Burton Quartet put on

tuo concerts this weekend at

Bowker Auditorium. While the

music was less adventurous than

that of many jazz figures, they

played two eminently enjoyable

evenings of music for two friendly

and nearly full Bowker houses.

Burton s vibraharps produced a

lot of interesting harmonies with

the rest of the group They have a

unique sound, very light and

capable of piling up series of

ethereal tones to create a delicate.

slightlv churchy, sound. Burton

onlv used this pure sound rarely,

though, as most of the program

was a group effort The more

familiar sounds of guitar and bass

transformed the lighter vibraharp

sound into still more unique

variations.

Guitarist Sam Brown was the

most rock oriented of the

musicians The quartet plays

relatively structured music, most

apparent in Brown's guitar work

which contained alot of R&B and

straight rock sounds When he did

play more extensive efforts, he

sometimes worked with Burton

effectively enough to add another

dimension of sound to both the

guitar and the vibes.

Tonv Levitt, the bass player, was

perhaps the standout His extended

solo on Friday got the biggest

response of the night, all through

the set . he gave the group a sturt

jazz background which added a lot

of drive to the playing of Burton

and Brown Bill Goodwin on drums

was technically excellent, but on

Friday he seemed to lack the en-

thusiasm of the other three, even

on his solo, fortunately, the second

concert found him in apparently

better spirits.

The total sound was pleasant and

involving A lot of the music went

along the lines of easy-listening

rock' much of the interest was in

listening to the vibes One of the

few players around. Burton is often

considered the most accomplished

The bursts of excitement hap-

pened, it seemed, almost ac-

cidentally, and with a completely

different effect than Burton's

explorations into tone But the

group is capable of intricate jams

that plaved upon the singular

mixture of sounds produced by

vibes and almost anything. The

quieter moments amounted to

unique mood music; and when the

band felt like playing rock and roll,

they played some really good rock

and roll

Because we believe it, watching the

film is very modi like taking part in

some encounter group- there's no

way to escape the image on the

screen, nor to deny its truth. —
A WESTERN

MASSACHUSETTS
PREMIERE

.##.

'-£*.'

LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS - DINNER

LUNCH
Mon. • Frl. 11:80 • 2:30

DINNER
Mon • S»t. 5 • 10 Sun. 12 - 8

NEVER ON TUESDAYS
Reservations Recommended

5842709 __

"IjVEMUSIC & SONG
IN THE OYSTER BAR

WED. * THURS.
Bob Ackermann
singing ragtime
FRI. * SAT.

Norrlne Jacobus &
Cliff Simons

singing variety * requests

The Rolling Stones

STARTS
WED.

MAR 3rd

1

1

1
^^_^__

TE • M
3US Amhrr-l lliillcy

Mm
Route 9

77773 25<S-6411

YOU'RE AN INDIVIDUAL, DAMN IT!

Everyone's needs, ottitudes, and objectives ™ <&*"«*;

A good life insurance policy should reflect your

individuality.

You'll always be an individual, but will you always be

able to buy insurance? Not at this year's rates and

maybe not at all.

If you want your financial plans to reflect your

individuality, I would like to meet you. In order to

discuss your goals at your convenience, please call tor

an appointment. Call 546-7366 on Wednesday, March

3rd, between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. Ask for

Mike Duhamel Special Representative

Robert E. Evans & Associates

Office phone number 617 757-5675

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

l>o*»ible rloee nummer NMmMT
Conndrntial. Box TO, Amherst.

MitsN.
tf3-K'

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PK, Aatw.
r'iilK-r. TDK, cassette and open reel

tape. Standard radio, TJteJi apeaker.

LP'a, B track* and other neeeoaraea

Sea Amherst Audio.

HELP WANTED

"Water beds for $56 at Sundance

Water Beds. 1S7 Main St., Mmm-
tmptoa. **jt*

Need to nr\\ I year old Delmonico

refr. for $60 or best offer. It Is In

e\cel. condition. CaU Carole M*-***3 -

If3-.

I

Yellow kitchen table, 34 sq. In.

Formica top, leaf and four chair*,

sr.'.et. (all 549-63*2. tf3-3

Help w ezper. In pollution ecol.

Need •Ml. w stat. CaU Steve 853-

3198^ H*?—
(iirU needed Immediately for full

or part-time work. Free training

5lf»-—16 U3~°

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Tesaa or any ad-

jacent state anytime near sprint va-

cation. Will PM Call Kianey •*••

ill tf3-«

BOOKS
FOR RENT

|%> bur used book* and reoerde

— Whltelisht Books (In the Alley)

No texts!
.

*"•"*

FOR SALE— AUTOS
"

1964 Chevy Vwi Panel, sood condl-

tiun $395. 1964 Dod«e \an Pane''

ioo"l condition $396. Telephone 8W-

39 16 .

*f3"9

—1968 Karmann Uhla, new ejrto'

in 1969. ( olors In the style of Peter

>U« Only «->Q0 Call 253-5840. tf3-4

"Have another car — must sell 63

(orvair conv . 4 speed, rebuilt en-

sine. 3,000 miles, new battery, run-

well but need, starter $m. will

battle. Call 527-9956 after 6 p^
Posche speedster, 1958. 1600 nor-

mal. new top and interior. Best of
;

fee tall 739-4531 (Sp'M) "'JLJ
p.m . ——

-

—Fir,! 50 dollars takes away thi*

eem of a VW which needs only

l.rake work and new accelerator

linkage. Z?— H8 Cortina (Kn«. Ford) eutoma-

tic. disc brakes only 15,000 mi. Good

mech. cond. Best offer, (all 54b-

972$ tT3-°

•fil VW has rebuilt '64 enxlne, new
clutch master cylinder, brakes, re-

cent tune-up. Have aU raaatptd.

Oody In decent condition, reuable

transportation $375. Call 646-9591

Room for rent to sublet, one bed-

room apt., kitchen, bath. $130 mo .

( liffside Apt., Sunderland Imme-

diate occupancy. Call Richie 253-921;

anytime after 6:30. HjH
One bedroom, four room apt. for

rent Cliffside Apts , 665-3616 $130

month with or without future.
Open in March. «f3-4—
Two bedroom apt. for rent $140 a

month Including utilities. AvaiUM-
April 1 Call 546-2590 days and 549-

SHH7 rveninw tfa-.»

(Juiet, pleasant single room for

female, Vt mile from I'niv , near

center of town. Kitchen privileges

Km.- to be decided after pernonal

Interview. Call l-onioa Sheldon 253-

9720. tn''

TRAVEL
—HTl'DENTH INTKKNATIONAI. of-

fers chartered flights to NAHSAtT In

-uring and Kl'KOPK in summer. For

.Mail* call Steve 549-1357 or Brian

519-3963 3 l,2,5.8,9.12,15, lfi

~" OVKKI.ANO KXPKWITION TO
I MUX leaves London mid-.Iune

vimi Also return CHARTKKS to

London $190 appro*. Kncounter

Overland. 1114 E 69th St., Chicago,

III. 60637. _ ,

3- 2 4 S 10 12 16 18 304-68

PERSONAL

SERVICES

Amherst Audla aerrteee eteree

components, tape oittofw home
,

or

car. 197 Ne. Pleasant St.. 866-613X

PASSPOBTS — JOB ArrwvA-
TIONS Special vacation packages <m

film and processing everything^pho-

tographic. YooU save f *Jf*g*
Photo. Rt. 116, So. Amherot, 863-

3148_ if3
-1*

Free nationwide out-of-print book

nearch service. John Hardy - Books,

Hos 183, Auburn. Mas*. 01W
Jj322

Happy Birthday Grenn. Wuv Wick
Sorry for Friday. a"2

|>og In heat? Call Howie's Hot

Foot. 416 Hamlin 5-0798.

TO SUBLET

WANTED
Black sincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male

(temporarily In Ohio) Interested in

New eff. apt. for rent. Exc
for t or 8 persons. Inrl. all utili-

ties, dishwasher, garbage disposal,

wall to wall carp., only IVi miles

from Campus. Bent Is $160 per mo.
Call Ray at 863-7643 If no answer,
try again. *f*"5

gammer sublet from June 1 • Aug.
30, 104) Colonial Village, furnished

2 bedroom, swim. pool. Call 256-

6032. tf tu-th

Kfflclency apt , ((unhhin Vlg., fur-

nished. all utilities but phone, deposit

tee paid. Cnll 323-7039 after 7 p m .

tf3-4
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Rubers Start Today TV Gymnasts Undefeated Again
0& ....... . __;_* ,_j -iu-4. mo« nnnfinnpH to around. A welcome addition to I

The UMass Rugby Club enters

into its eighth season this spring.

After its first winning season in the

fall of 1970, coach Bob Laurence

has hopes for the best performance

ever by the team this spring. With

a stronger and swifter set of for-

wards, control of the ball during

the game should prove much
easier.

This is one of the major problems

during the fall. The backs under

the leadership of seven-season

veteran John Long should also

provide the necessary speed and

agility required for effective of-

fensive attack.

This spring the team will kickoff

its season in Virginia during March
vacations. Opponents will include

Washington and Lee, Richmond
and the University of Virginia. The
team will then return from the tour

to face eight teams from the

greater New England area.

Practice has started on Tuesday
and Thursday nights at 7 p.m. in

the Curry Hicks Cage. All those

interested welcome. No experience

is necessary

Redwomen Edged
U, vllADDV Mil l-\ trio v..,,>ri.l halfBv SHARON MILES

MDC Staff

UMass girls' varsity basketball

team lost a heartbreaker to

Springfield College, 43-40. on

Thursday.
UMass jumped off to a quick 6

point lead before Springfield got on

the scoreboard, but at the end of

the quarter UMass was down by

one. At the half Springfield was

ahead 26-16.

Springfield's lead dwindled

during the second half and with

2:50 left to play. UMass had edged

back into things, down only by one.

At this point the play became

sloppv There were several tur-

novers and hurried shots. UMass
did not score on any of them, which

made the difference.

Nancy Lindbergh was again the

high scorer for UMass. Miss

Lindbergh had 12 points. Sue

Chapman had 8. Leslie Barselaar

grabbed 10 rebounds, Nancy
Lindbergh snagged 9.

Team stats were unimpressive

for both teams, Springfield had

33% from the floor. UMass only

25%.
The JVs also dropped their tilt to

Springfield, 55-39. At the end of the

first quarter the score was tied at

11., but Springfield took command
of the game from then on. At half-

time, they led 27-18 and continued

to pull away when play resumed in

the second half.

Three UMass players scored in

double figures: Alice Cool (10),

Kathy Crowley (12), and Beth

Fay (13).

By MICHAEL CUSACK
MDC Staff

DURHAM, N.H.-By downing the

UNH gymnastic team, 136.85-

129.95, the UMass junior varsity

gymnasts closed out their

nineteenth victim in a row to fall to

the powerful Little Redmen squad.

The meet, which was anticipated

to be the closest of the season, was

a decisive victory for UMass, as

the Little Redmen competed as a

team to accumulate their highest

point total of the season.

By performing solidly in the first

two events, floor exercise and

sidehorse, UMass put a tremen-

dous amount of pressure on the

UNH squad to keep up with the

pace. However, the previously

undefeated Wildcats faltered, and

broke in several major routines.

The Little Redmen entered the still

rings event with more than a five

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

point lead, which they continued to

increase throughout the meet.

Top performer for UMass was

freshman standout Rich Seikunas,

who won parallel bars, tied for first

on high bar, and placed third on

floor, in addition to winning the all-

around total with 46.45 points. In

his appearance with the junior

varsity this season, Seikunas has

proved to be a valuable asset.

Jay Thomsen won vaulting with

a 9.05, high score of the meet. He

also took second on floor and third

on high bar. to pace UMass in these

events. Thomsen, an all-around

man, should prove to be a valuable

member of future gymnastic

teams at the University.

Steve Nelson was top man for

UMass on sidehorse, as he placed

second with a score of 7.25. Len

Aubrey took third for UMass in this

event w*th a 7 20 score. Aubrey, a

former sidehorse and rings

specialist, now competes in the all-

around. A welcome addition to the

team, his presence and scores have

been of value for the UMass squad.

Co-capt. Phil Aubrey placed

second on rings and third on

parallel bars to lead the Little

Redmen on these events.

Co-captains Bill Henry and Phil

Aubrey deserve special com-

mendation for their efforts in

leading the team this year. Both

are consistent performers and

team leaders.

Coach Jerry Calkin's squad

qualified to compete in the New
England Championships at the

University Division level.

However, due to a difference of

opinion, the squad has been denied

entrance to the meet, making UNH
their lastcompetitionof the season.

Calkin has done an outstanding

job with his team this season, a

team which will undoubtedly

produce future varsity standouts.

SYDNEY OMAM.

Some astrologers, who specialize

in weight watching, claim that

Pisces individuals are most prone to

double chins when weight control is

ignored.

The

(At the old Amher»l I rr»iwrM

173 Sunset Ave.

Second Week

SPECIAL
Our Fantastic

Large

MEATBALL
GRINDER

plus

Large PEPSI
only 80c

with coupon below

STORE HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday

4 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Friday thru Sunday

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.:**.

*****
ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Financial matters demand at

tention. Purchase of luxury items

might put dent in budget. Obtain
necessities. Do some comparison
shopping. Insist on quality. Old debt

could be repaid.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Added responsibility is keynote.

Don't try to evade it A Pisces in-

dividual could play paramount role.

Face issues as they exist. Brighten

environment. Purchase apparel,
highlight personality.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Ob

tain hint from Aries message. Some
money transactions are apt to be

obscured. Wait until facts are m.

Discard rumors. You need some
privacy. Slow pace. Be aware of

games people play
CANCER (June 21 July 22):

Accent sociability. Some want to be

friendly You could make first

gesture and profit by it Pull out

stops on open mindedness. Accent

hopes and basic desires.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Health and

work could converge Means better

pacing, self care is necessary. Avoid

extremes. Heed advice from expert.

You must help yourself before

others will care enough to lend aid

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Travel

associated with children is em
phasized Change is featured, so is

education. You can add to

knowledge and also reach more
persons with special message.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22):

Practical issues dominate, including

inventories and sale purchase
prices. What you do now could have

long range effect Realize this and

plan actions accordingly
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21)

Caution now is your ally Avok

drawing conclusions based on wish

ful thinking. Practical approach is

fruitful Leo individual can be good
example. Accent on partnership,

legal matters.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Employment, special services

these grab attention. One who made
promises in past must now put up or

remain quiet. Be gracious. But let

others know you are not without

allies.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Some who are young, enthusiastic

can also be jealous. Be diplomatic.

Don't compound error. Avoid being

upset by irresponsible persons.
Maintain equilibrium. You will win.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

What was planned as surprise, could

actually feature irony. Family
member is involved. Avoid needless

brooding. Setback is only tern

porary. You will gain valuable

experience, insight.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20):

Friendship and travel may combine.

Short journey may be necessary.

This is connected with special

relationship. Whatever you do now,

put forth best efforts. No halfway

measures „.,..~.»w
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are somewhat of a mysterious

individual. You are sensitive, poetic

and your friends jokingly claim

you are a walking lie detector. In

effect, you are intuitive, capable of

seeing through sham, pretense. This

year you will do more traveling than

usual, will make a basic change

connected with opposite sex and,

most important, will find con

structive outlet for creative efforts.

( To find out who's lucky for you in

money and love, order Sydney
Omarr's booklet, Secret Hints for

Men and Women Send birthdate and

50 cents to Omarr Astrology Secrets,

(name of your paper), Box 3240,

Grand Central Station, New York,

NY. 10017.)
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS 3 Intractable

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

an
1 Permit

4 Extra

9 Crafty

12 Mohammedan
leader

13 Artist's stand

14 Confederate
general

15 Baggage
carrier

17 Begs

19 Metal

20 Become
aware of

21 Strike

23 Nothing

24 The sweetsop

27 Pronoun

28 Hit lightly

29 Item of

property

30 Symbol for

silver

31 Dude

32 Before

33 Note of scale

34 Wireless

36 Chapeau

37 Inlet

38 Verve

39 Sailor (colloq

40 Irishman

41 Approaches

43 Label

44 Oar

46 Pursue

49 Poem
50 Claw

52 Macaw
53 Rocky hill

54 Aromas

55 Man's
nickname

DOWN

1 Once around

track

2 The self

person

4 Observed
5 Equality

6 Conjunction

7 Repulse

8 Girl's name
9 Inclines

10 Conducted
11 Affirmative

16 Gratuity

18 Wipe out

20 Brim

21 Portion

22 Lawful

23 Short sleep

25 Weird

26 Take
unlawfully

28 Also

29 Skill

31 Imposed
monetary
penalty

32 Organ of

hearing

35 Anger (colloq.)

36 Possesses

37 Style of coat

39 Walk on

40 Female
(colloq.)

42 Singing voice

43 Measure ot

weight (pi)

44 Vessel

45 Fuss
46 Preposition

47 Native metal

48 Small lump
51 Behold!

Di»tr. bv 1'niterl Festure Syndicate, lr
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Redmen Squeeze By Wildcats
A >„a i« .iiok syi.in with six minutes to

BvEARLEBARROLL
M DC Staff

DURHAM, NH.-With a

Springfield finish looking them in

the face, the UMass hoopsters had

just enough to get by a spunky,

determined, ready to play New

Hampshire five. 63-60 before a

wild, hungry throng of Wildcat fans

here last night.

In winning its 22nd game of the

season against only three defeats

the Redmen clinched their fourth

Yankee Conference championship

in a row. The loss left UNH with a

season's record of 11-12 and the

admiration of all those present.

All the ingredients for a Cin-

derella performance by the

Wildcats were present. A wild,

home-court crowd. Everything to

gain A possible UMass letdown.

And hot shooting by Dave Pem-

berton, Paul Cormier and Brian

Peters.

But in the end the Redmen won

the game, and this is all that can be

said -they just won the game.

From the outset UNH came

ready to play. And from the outset.

UMass was not ready to play.

There is quite a difference trom

playing at Madison Square Garden

and at UNH and it showed. This

game took the trend that has oc-

curred throughout the season

against the lesser teams. UMass

was just not up.

In the first stanza. UMass led

most of the way, with as much as a

six point lead, 28-22 with three

minutes to go in the half Peters

was the chief architect of the UNH
first-half success as he scored 13

points and controlled the Wildcat

offense.

Julius Erving and the rest of the

I Mass frontcourt got off to a slow

first half, playing only as well as

the opposition affronted them. The

outside shooting of backcourt men

Mike Pagliara and John Betan-

court kept the Redmen on top for

the entire first half.

At the half UMass led 30-26 and

everyone waited for the second

half Redmen explosion.

As the second half began the

Redmen went to a tight man to

man defense and hit for the first

five points of the stanza and a 35-26

bulge. But UNH was not ready to

(tottrgtan

SfUXt4
i
4
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let the visitors open it up. Led by

the shooting of Pemberton, Cor-

mier, and Peters, and Wildcats

hung close and applied constant

pressure to the Redmen attack

both on offense and defense.

With the score 49-46. UMass on

top, Erving went to work and

scored seven straight points, but

while he was doing this, the home

team hit for two hoops of its own,

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

Boston University scored an

impressive victory last Saturday in

the New England Indoor Cham-

pionships as they were able to

upset the heavy favorites, Nor-

theastern and UConn. The UMass

track team managed to finish a

strong fifth in a field of 27 teams.

BU finished on top with a total of

33 1/2 points, while Northeastern

and UConn tied for second place of winning the meet. BU finally

with 32 points. Boston College secured its victory with a fifth

finished in fourth place with a total place finish in the mile relay.
_.-___• A 1 i » ft . .. -, ,.U1a j-» tr\t til nl t Q ffi 1

1

of 28 points, while UMass rounded

out the top five with 17 points.

This year's championship was

marked as being the most exciting

and closely contested meet in the

short history of the New Englands.

With only the two relays remaining

it appeared as if BU, Northeastern,

UConn, and BC each had a chance

BU was able to pull off an upset

due to the superb individual per-

formance of Ford Dennis. Dennis

accounted for 12 of BU's 33 1/2

points as he gained an upset win in

the long jump, and came back later

and it was 56-50 with six minutes to

go.

UNH went to a deliberate of-

fense, waited for the good shot and

Pemberton threw home two

buckets to close the margin to 56-54

with about four minutes to play.

Then Betancourt hit a bucket.

Peters hit one for UNH. Mathias

hit one of two from the line. Erving

converted Mathias' missed free-

throw into a hoop, and UMass was

on top 61-56 with just over two

minutes to go.

Now shades of Springfield moved

in as UNH slowed the ball down

even more and held for the good,

open shot. Peters and Pemberton

did this to perfection as both hit

good percentage shots from the

floor, and the score was 61-60,

UMass on top with a half-minute to

go
UNH went into a scrambling

press but some slick Redmen
passing broke the press and

resulted in a Betancourt layup to

ice the game with 23 seconds to go.

HOOP NOTES: UMass hit 44%

from the floor and a good 85% from

the foul-line. UNH converted 35%

England record in the high jump
with a jump of 68.

The strongest event of the meet

for the Redmen was the high

hurdles as Jim Graves was edged

out of first by Pete Bykowsky of

BC. Bykowsky and Graves both

ran 7.4 which is a new New
England record for the hurdles.

John Betancourt

from the floor and a whopping 92%

from the line... Erving led the

Redmen in scoring with 19 points

and had only 23 rebound-

s. Betancourt hit for 13 point -

s... Pagliara scored 10... Peters led

all scorers with 23 points, hitting a

better than 50% clip. ..Pemberton

had 19 points and Cormier hit for

seven, with most of them coming in

the big second-half effort.

Meet

to win the 60 yard dash in a record Gerry Spellman backed up Graves

breaking performance of 6.2. Ron

Evans of UConn set another New

HAND IT OVER: UMass track-

man Al Mangan (521) hands off the

baton to teammate Larry Paulson

in the two-mile relay of the New

England Indoor Championship

meet. The Redmen finished fifth in

the event behind BU. Nor-

theastern. UConn. and Boston.

(MDC photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

in the hurdles with a fourthplace

finish.

Eddie Arcaro was the first

Redman to put points on the

scoreboard for the UMass cause as

he finished second in the shotput.

Arcaro achieved his second place

finish on his next to last throw

which took him from fourth to his

final finish of second place.

Ron Wayne managed a second

place in the two mile as he posted

his fastest time of the season. Dave

Evans was nipped for second place

in the 1000 by Jack McDonald of BC
as both men were timed in 2:14.8.

Larry Paulson ran the best double

of his career with a 4 : 19.8 mile, and

a 1:57.7 half mile in the 2 mile

relay.

Steve Levine, who just missed

qualifying for the finals in the 600,

ran his best time of 1 : 14.3 which is

two seconds better than his

previous best time. Ed
Shaughnessy and Cal Carpenter

finished sixth and seventh

respectively in the high jump.

The mile relay team of Ron
Harris, Gerry Spellman, Steve

Levine, and Gene Costello

recorded their seasonal best time

of 3:26 with a seventh place finish

in the mile relay. The two mile

relay team also finished seventh

behind the efforts of John Maloney.

Arnie Morse. Al Mangan, and

Larry Paulson.

Matmen Take Two More

Sport Notices
Co-Rec Bov

at the IM
March 4.

Intramur;
finals--semi-i

held at Bo>

Tuesday, W
sday Startit

p.m.
SPECIAL

NOT be ava
4:30-6:30 p

ag Entries are due

ice on Thursday,

wrestling quarter

ils -finals will be

i Auxilliary Gym
sday. and Thur-

meeach night is 7

ovden Gym will

Die Monday-Friday

for recreational

activity starting March 8-March

20.

UMass Rugby Club will hold

practice today at 4:30 p.m. Anyone

interested in rugby is invited. Meet

in front of Boyden. A film will be

shown at 8 p.m. in Goessman 259,

featuring the Triple Crown
Championship of the Welsh

National Side. Any and all are

invited.

Tonight 's Intramurals
COURT TIME

6:30

7:30

8:30

TEAMS
SAM vs. PMD

SN vs. PSK
LCAvs ASP
PLPvs. SAE
SAE vs. ATG
PSD vs. APO

POSITION TROJAN
1 vs. 2

4 vs. 5

Cans vs. Flaming A's

Eagles vs. Maroons
Conglos vs. Burners

Inter. Ed. vs. Gunners
Bombers vs. Education

TKB vs. Crushers
Fleas vs. PP

SAE vs. Prince
TT vs. Sextets

Ids vs. LT
Cans vs. Lovers

Boys vs Dildoughs

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
1

2
3

Heads vs. jacKs
Pranksters vs. Erudites

Hurts vs. Sutts

Tubes vs. Oxfords
Bucks vs. Hockers
Aries vs. Gwimps
Friends vs. Gapos

Turkeys vs. Erudites

9 30 pipers vs. Hemlocks
Lemons vs. Redwoods

Oaks vs. Hi Lo's
"WOMEN'S IM"

Court Time
7 15 Kangaroos vs. Gorman Pines

Dickinson vs. Mary's Lions

7; 45 The Foul Balls vs. The
Sleazebags _

TheGammies vs. Puffton

815 Melville Troupe vs. Gorman
Pines , . , .

Lotta's Girls vs. Mary's Lions

8:45 Patterson vs. The Sleazebags
Dwight vs. Puffton

By BOB GANLEY
MDC Staff

The UMass wrestling team

continued its red hot pace over the

weekend as the Redmen won their

tenth straight meet Saturday with

a 22-11 decision over MIT. The win

upped the Redmen's record to 15-3-

1, including a forfeit victory over

Boston College on Friday when the

Eagles failed to field a team. The

loss dropped MIT to 6-6 for the

season and may have knocked

them out of the top ten in New-

England
Once again, veterans Sheldon

Goldberg and George Zguris led

the Redmen to victory. Goldberg

upped his record to 15-0-1 for the

season and has not lost a match in

New England during his varsity

career. He lost twice in Penn-

sylvania last season but has won

everything else in compiling a two

year record of 27-2-4. The junior

from Valley Stream NY. swept to

the New England title as a

sophomore and figures to make it

two in a row this year. Goldberg

isn't an overwhelmingly strong

wrestler and scores very few pins,

IM Results
Volleyball Co Rec

Bouncers 2 Jacks 1

Kopeta 2 Stouties

Banditos 2 JG

Volleyball
Monuments 2 Senators
Colts WBF Crushers
Academics WBF Leopards
Bruisers 2 Chipmunks
Panthers 2 Seagrams
Jacks 2 Beta Chi 1

Smithies WBF Eagles
Deacons 2 Stouts
Browns 2 Munchkin 1

Team 2 Eighteen
Jacks 2 Smokers
Vlooms 2X0
Misfits 2 Flats 1

Leven 2 Volleys
3 M's 2 2nd Team
Busters 2 EMS 1

Flies WBF Beadledoms
Bodies 2 Zeroes
Civil 2 Selohssa

he is a smart, control type

wrestler and usually dominates a

bout from the opening whistle.

Indicative of this is the fact that he

has shut out his last four opponents

and he has been averaging about

five minutes riding time each

match.
Zguris. New England champ two

years ago and runnerup last

season, is having his best year as a

Redman George was always a

strong tournament wrestler,

saving his best effortts for the

tourneys, and this is shown through

his two year record. As a

sophomore, he compiled a 4-5 dual

meet record and was the dark

horse of the tourney as he came out

of nowhere to win the cham-

pionship. His record improved to

10-5-1 last season, but no one ex-

pected the outstanding per-

formance he has come up with this

year. His third period pin in

"Saturday's meet upped his record

to 14-0 and makes him New
Englands top 190 lb. wrestler.

Unlike Goldberg, Zguris is

anything but a graceful wrestler.

He comes onto the mat like a

hungry lion looking for raw meat

and proceeds to attack his op-

ponent. He is very aggressive and

has won many bouts by pins in

piling up a three year record of 28-

10-1.

However, these are just two of

UMass' outstanding wrestlers and

the others did their job in Satur-

day's victory. Dave Amato upped

his personal record to 12-1 with an

8-4 win in the 118 lb. match to give

the Redmen a quick lead. Dave
Reynolds followed with a 4-2 win at

126 and raised his record to 10-1.

After Goldberg's 8-0 win at 134,

Clay Jester upped the Redmen
lead to 12-0 with an easy 7-1 victory

over Hartman of the Engineers.

Clay is now 11-4 on the year and

seems to have recovered from a

mid season slump and should be

one of the top seeds in the tourney.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

0U?r flatfflarlpwtttf

Satin GtallegUtn^^^^^ ^7 A Ftll AND MSPONSIBU ~ *****

Weather:

Look for snow Don't be

surprised if you find

rain
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Sheldon Goldberg
Brian Urquhart came from

behind to earn a tie in the 150 lb.

bout. Trailing 1-0 after two periods.

Brian wrestled his opponent to a 2-2

tie in the third period and picked up

a minute of riding time to make the

final 3-3. Jim Godkin made the

score 17-2 with a hard earned 6-5

win at 158 and then MIT started to

make a comeback. Mitchell won
the 167 lb. bout, shutting out Mike

Brauner 6-0. Ed Carlson suffered

one of his few losses with a 5-2

setback and the score was 17-8.

Zguris put the match out of reach

with his pin and Davies of MIT won
the unlimited bout over Carl

Dambman, 12-3. Davies is one of

the best heavyweights in New
England and Dambman made it

close for two periods before run-

ning out of gas.

Tonight the Redmen close out

their dual meet season when they

travel to Central Connecticut for a

7:00 meet. Central is one of the

toughest teams on the UMass
schedule and could pull an upset.

Student Group Budgets

Before Senate Tonight
By BETH GOODELL

"

MDC Staff

Thp huduetine of student organizations will be the mam topic ol

hiiriyi'ts scheduled to be heard tonight.
„..,.„„,

the requested amendments at another^"^-^^n : ^wv^fmul
be able to make amendments only when all of the budgi ts art gu n

consideration as part of the total budge, act

Debate on the Senate budget of over $1.0.000 isiexp<

u

cvkrs should be funded). In past years, the Senate has proviaea w
SmtSTmoSI and the Budgets Committee has again .ncludcd th.s

rrPHS is also funded by the Administration and outside grants and

Pnvprtv Northampton Volunteers, etc. A nuagti i\>\

»

-

fovtriv. .huiiiio»'k
,,.-/i ci- ixui i/ir v ihfwi and near \ $1 <.000 lot

$40,000 is recommended lor RSO,$8.iKH)forJanoa anon

S5at5A°BB»S33SASSB -
amendments to any of these budgets this evening.

F" The Fort seems to be . bit awry as it climbs up instead of not. Dean

On The Inside

:

Dean McGuirk Retiring
See Page 2

MillsHouseClosed Indefinitely
See Page 3

Pucksters Get Playoff Berth
See Page 12 GEORGE WASHINGTON BRIDGE J*~^£fi£* JS

ihis bridu«- which coMMCls No* Jorsej H Ma«»sUan. nm

g« into that here. < MIX OhOtO bj DnvM Bei nst.in I
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Served 22 Years

Dean McGuirk To Retire
Warren P. McGuirk, Dean of

the School of Physical Education

and Director of Athletics at the

University ol Massachusetts,

announced today (March 2) that

he will retire from the University

on January 2, 1972

During the 22 years in which he

headed both physical education

and athletic programs at UMass,

a number of new facilities were

added The Women's Physical

Education Building was com-

pleted in 1959. the Boyden

Gymnasium in ltd, and the

Football Stadium in 1966. Playing

fields were moved from the

center of campus to the west side

and expanded considerably.

Tennis courts were built, three

new baseball fields were con-

structed, and a new eight-lane,

all weather track was added. It

will be used for the first time this

spring Colt, skiing, gymnastics,

lacrosse, and wrestling were

added to the intercollegiate

athletic program under his

leadership.

He gave strong support to in-

tramural athletics, so that the

UMass intramural program now

involves more students than any

institution in New England, and

ever) student has the opportunity

to participate in some sport

I pon receiving the retirement

letter. Dr Oswald Tippo.

Chancellor of the I'Mass-

Ainhcrst campus, said, "Warren

McGuirk has MOB a major force

in the development of his

I niversity during its most

dynamic period of growth. Under

his leadership the physical

education program has become

one ol the best in the nation.

\ man of vision, he planned

\ears ago for the crush of

students who are here today.

More important, he is a gen-

tleman and a man of integrity. He

is dedicated to the University of

Massachusetts and has been an

articulate spokesman for it

wherever he goes. It has been a

privilege to have had him as a

colleague
''

Ceorge R. Kichason, Jr.,

Chairman of the Athletic Council

and professor of chemistry, said.

Dean Warren McGuirk's con-

tribution to our athletic program

Nine UMass Students

Busted in Hadley

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, 1971
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can accurately be described as a

quest tor excellence. His ex-

pertise and untiring efforts have

promoted outstanding facilities,

produced breadth and depth in

athletics and intramural ac-

tivities and provided an out

standing group of coaches-all

this resulting in an in-

tercollegiate program that has to

be considered one of the best in

the East His dedication to the

University of Massachusetts

cannot be measured in words

Born in Dorchester, Jan 2.

ItM, Dean McGuirk is a graduate

Si Dorchester High School, where

he compiled an outstanding

record as a three-sport star

After attending St. Anselm's

Preparatory School, he entered

Boston College, performing as a

standout tackle on the 1926 and

1928 undefeated squads. He was

captain of the football team in his

senior year, and graduated in

1929.

Alter graduation he was a

teacher coach at Maiden High

School, and later Director of

Physical Education and

Athletics. Erom 1942-46. he was

in the U.S. Navy, serving as

athletic director at Quonset Point

Naval Air Station and at the

Naval Air Station in Jacksonville,

Ela He was discharged from the

Navy with the rank of Com-

mander. He entered Boston

Universitv Graduate School and

received his Master's Degree in

1948.

He was the first President of

the Boston College Varsity Club,

is a member of the Gridiron Club

of Boston and is a part President

of the Massachusetts State

Coaches Association.

Dean McGuirk is a former

President of the Eastern College

Athletic Conference, and was a

member of the executive com-

mittee for several years A

former vice-president of the

National Collegiate Athletic

Association, he has served on a

number of its committees during

his distinguished career. He is

currently a member of the Io-

nian Honors Court of the National

Eootball Eoundation. which
selects collegiate football players

for the Hall of Eame.

Also arrested in the bust on

charges of possession of marijuana

and being present were Paul W.
Webber, 20, of Amesbury, Peter J.

Kighi, 21 of Hampden, Walter S.

Batchelder, 21 of Wakefield,

Phillip A. Kohr, 20, of Lynn and
Cierald A. Assad, 22 of Westport.

James P. McLaughlin, 20, of

Worcester was charged with intent

to sell and growing of marijuana

plants. Charged only of being

present was Kichard K. Jordan. 21

of Worcester.

A police raid at 257 Russell St.

resulted in the arrest of nine

UMass students two days ago.

Arriving at 6:15 p.m., state and

Hadley police confiscated LSD, a

variety of pills, and a large

quantity of marijuana, both cut

and growing.

Anne S. McCarthy, 19 of Pat-

terson House, and Mark S. Haley

19, of East Longmeadow, neither of

whom lived at the house, were both

charged with possession of

marijuana and growing

marijuana

Credit Sought For

Frosh Orientation
Bv JIM MITCHELL

MDC Staff

The SWAP committee on freshman orientation and security met last

night to further discuss the proposals initiated last December. The main

topic discussed was the means available to induce, or require, freshman

to attend a more comprehensive orientation period where they could

learn more about the services that the University has to offer.

The major problem now seems to be that it is taken for granted by

University administrators that freshman have access to academic,

psychological, and financial guidance. Stressing this point. Mark

Brenner, the group leader said. "We expect people to be automatically

aware of where thev can seek out information ".

Reviewing the proposal that would require freshmen to take a one

credit comprehensive orientation course. Brenner felt that this may be

the only viable solution to ensure a fuller understanding of the University

tor all " Mans students consider their time too valuable to attend an ex-

tended orientation period, so the credit allowance would compensate tor

this, said Brenner

The group was somewhat disappointed and concerned about the small

showing at the meeting, four people to be exact were there. Brenner said

that student apathv was a great problem Students should not be afraid to

attend meetings such as these because no proposal or comment would be

conceived as foolish. It is surprising what a small group, or even one

vocal person can accomplish in terms of change as long as he is willing to

speak out. said Brenner.

In case vou missed this meeting, the group will be getting together

regularly on Tuesday evenings at about 7 in tne back of the Hatch.

Kindahl Explains Resignation

ByANNGURNETT
MDC Staff

Professor James K. Kindahl, Head of the

Economics Department, gave as the reason for his

resignation from the post of Head the fact that he

thought the improvement of the department, which"he

had striven for in his three years as Head, could no

longer be accomplished with himself guiding the

reins. The announcement of his resignation was given

earlier this week

I feel that I've made a lot of progress in the past

three years." he said "My goal has been to build a

good Economics department at this University, one in

which teaching and scholarship could be combined

and rewarded
"

When questioned about the apparent leaning in the

department .it present towards micro rather than

macro-economics, Kindahl attributed the unbalance

to historical accident-it was not part of any overall

plan or design on my part.'

Kindahl emphasized the fact that his resignation

had no connection with the Best Hinckley controversy

in the Economics department, but was rather a

coincidence

Kindahl >aid that he had no idea of how the

Economies department would progress when he

stepped down as Head "The future depends entirely

upon nn successor and his goals." he said. "Another

important factor will be the inclination of the ad

ministration, which has undergone changes recently

with the appointments oi Dean Alfange and Provost

Gluckstern."

He also i nd that he had no intentions of resigning

his post .«- I regular profOSSSt in the department, but

intended to remain and teach at both the graduate and

uadergrad levels His comment was. i look forward

|0 becoming a scholar again
."

t )n the Publish or Prish' issue. Kindahl said that he

thought a good teacher was necessarily a good

scholar "The statement good teacher, poor scholar

is ot necessity a contradiction in terms, at least in

Economics Successful teaching must be the

development of skills of analysis." he commented

"The totality of a man's work must be considered in

judging his potential contribution His publically

available research output constitutes the prime

source of information about his abilities and industry

Careful study and evaluation of such material will

usually be an important source of information for the

overall judgement. Also," he continued, "while I'm

still talking about publishing, let me make it clear that

in this department, a new teacher in his first year of

teaching is neither required or expected to do

research."

Kindahl pointed out in conclusion that he had no

final say in faculty appointments or tenure cases. "My

decisions are recommendations, not final statements,

which are based on evidence which will not be

available until an appropriate time The final decision

rests with the administration."

Ed. Note: See page 7 for Kindahls letter of

resignaton.

Organic Food
For Southwest

Plans are now being made for an

organic lood line in a Southwest

dining commons. 40 students met

last night with Arthur Warren,

asst director of food services, who
approved their request for the

option of a moatlers and organic

diet

Susan Carran. representing the

group which gathered 800

signatures for the proposed line in

Southwest, gave Warren a list ot

organic foods which might be

obtained through Yellow Sun. a

tood co-op based in the Student

Union, or from local farmers.

The list emphasized foods made
from grains, vegetables, nuts.

Iruits. and fish-but not meat

Warren said that some items, like

nuts, were expensive, the total

menu was not. A vote showed the

meeting favored including fish on

the otherwise vegetarian menu-but

no one present favored adding

meat.
Students who did cooking for the

Noodle will meet with the dining

commons cooks to advise them on

the food preparation, it was
. i greed.

Bob Johnston, of Yellow Sun.

explained that the word "organic"

refers to the way the food is grown

But preparing the food involves "a

completely different approach."

he added.
one student made the point that

cooking food in Buddhist

monasteries, is often the highest

position given the most advanced

monks it's one of the lowest at

the University." Warren said

Concluding, he added "Unless it is

some ritualistic way to cook. I

think we can set this up."

The organic line would occupy

one side of a dining commons in

Southwest, like the diet-line in

Hamden Commons Though
crossing over" for seconds in a

different line at any one meal will

not be allowed, students will be

free to eat in either of the lines as

often as they like. The line is

planned to serve two meals, lunch

and supper, daily.

WMUATonight
Tonight on "Viewpoint" on

WMUA at 6:30 PM, Ken
Mosakowski, ordinarily host of

"Focus" on WMUA, former
Chairman of the Western Mass.

Committee to Repeal the Draft,

and also a lobbyist for the National

Council to Repeal the Draft, will be

the guest on "Viewpoint". The
subject for tonight's discussion

Draft Repeal: National and Local.

That's WMUA-FM 91.1.

News Hotline 545-2550

Qtallfgtati

Office o« the DAILY COLLEGIAN arson the second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus, up code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news), 54S 0344

(sports), and S49 1311 (editor)

Second class postage paid at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods three or tour times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday falls within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March 8. 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943 Sub

scription rates are J7 SO per semester, $14 00 per year

MOBE To March April 24
„ . i /-. :4*^™ „.hiw» ii nifiii 111 1^ a dpmonstration in the

By JEFF THOMPSON
MDC Staff

The Student Mobilization

Committee (MOBE) met last night

in the Campus Center to discuss

the April 24 march on Washington

which is sponsored by the National

Peace Action Coalition. Com-

mittees were formed, and the

projects leading up to the April 24

march were explained bv Claire

Moriarty, who chaired the

meeting.
Other business included giving

School Committee, whose function

it will be to inform the local high

schools of the march and to get

support, a Fund Raising Com-

mittee, whose basic tactic will be

"to hit up the faculty members the

faculty, grad, and student

senates," revealed Miss Moriarty.

Other committees will be a

Publicity Committee, a Campus

Committee, a Women's Lib

Committee, a Speakers Committee

which will try to get Noam

Chomsky fro MIT. an Art Com-

\bout thirty people attended the MOBE meeting held in the

t ampVs Cente'r last night. «MDC Photo by AL Jagoda. >

support to the UMass Veterans for

Peace, a newly formed student

organization, discussion of the

Connecticut Valley Anti-War

Convention that was held last

Saturday, and supporting a

possible Dining Commons boycott

for the Lettuce Boycott Com-

mittee.

Committees formed for tne

march on Washington were a High

mittee for posters, a Bus Com-

mittee a Labor Unions Com-

mittee", and a Medic/Marshalls

Committee.
All these commutes will coor-

dinate their efforts to get as many-

people as possible to Washington^

Projects leading up to the march

will include a possible Black and

Third World Moratorium on Apri

, a teach-in about the war on April

15, a demonstration in the

Springfield Induction Center to end

the draft on April 21, and finally the

big march.
A motion was passed to give

MOBE's support to the UMass

Veterans for Peace. The Vets will

stage a demonstration for peace at

Westover Air Force Base. This

motion was presented by Bernie

Lougee.
Alwin Schmidt and Jack Clark,

members of the Lettuce Boycott

Committee also asked for MOBE
support. They said that the Food

Services Department has been

totally uncooperative in the

boycott. The boycott committee's

platform is that only United Farm

Workers Lettuce should be bought.

The result would improve living

conditions of migrant workers and

give them the opportunity to

choose the union they would like to

join as opposed to the union that

the growers would like to have

them join.

"Since most of the Dining

Commons workers belong to a

union, that supports the UFW
plight," remarked Schmidt, "we

can potentially set up a picket line

in front of one of the dining com-

mons ( they declined to say which )

,

that most of the employees

wouldn't cross. And we will do it

early next week unless we get

cooperation from Joel Stoneham

(Director of Food Services)"

MOBE voted to give its support

to any future boycotts. The

meeting then dispersed by

breaking up into the various

committees.

Author-Activist
To Speak Here

On March 4 at 1:30 in the Student Union Ballroom, Michael

Harrington will speak concerning the question, why do we need

socialism in America" Mr. Harrington is best known for his The

Other America: Poverty in the Uniteed States which.shocked he

nationwith its revelation that perhaps as much as one-fifth of the

American population was living in poverty. In The Other America

Harrington forcefully challenged the notion of the United States as

an affluent society and boldly criticized the American social

svstem for perpetuating poverty by pushing it aside as an in-

visible" problem. The Other America has been credited with

hringing the issue of poverty to national attention and for providing

the spirit for the War on Poverty.

Besides The Other America, Harrington has written! he Ac-

cidental Centurv, a sweeping survey of the decay of western post-

ndusnai society, and of the positive alternatives which

democratic socialism offers to such a "one-dimensional society^

Finally, through such periodicals as Commentary andiDtssent as

well as in a recent book Toward A Democratic Left. Harrington has

Treated such issues as: the relationship between education and

social inequalitv, the reform of and the transcendence from tin

Wehare S?ate and the social problem represented by the "New

Industrial State." In the face of scepticism. Mr Harnng or.has

proposed a political coalition of working people, the poor, and the

student democratic left into a party of leftist sf^'
ment

Mr Harrington has been a social worker at the Catholic Worker

House in New
g
York, in labor camps m the Mid-West, and m Ap-

pXchia. He has been and is a political activist as chairman of the

Socialist Party of the United States and of the League «r Indus a

Democracy, and as a member of the AmericanJ^.^***^
Union, A. Philip Randolph Institute, and the Workers Defense

^AsTsocial thinker, Mr. Harrington is concerned with the ap-

plication of the egalitarian principles inherent £«?«?»* d

socialism, to meet and transcend the socio-economic phghtot

•New Industrial State". Hence, such matters »*<**"**
between -private interests" (for example, these of the American

c^oration. and 'the public interest." ^^^Zu^Z
poverty and public policy, and the human problem that automation

represents are concerns central to Harrington s writing

Mlllip'Hl ¥»wv- « •-•o-- »• —^——
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Mills Closed Indefinitely

Emergency Meeting Tonite

Bv RICHARD C HANSON
MDC Staff

Mills House, the UMass Black

Cultural Center, will be closed

starting today for an "indefinite"

length of time because of what the

Steering Committee for the Center

reported to be 'emergency con-

ditions" in the Black Community.

Spokesman, Stan Kinard in-

formed the Collegian late last night

that the 12 member governing.

Steering Committee had voted the

closing at 10:43 p.m.. and had

called for a meeting of the entire

Black community at UMass

tonight at 7:00 P.M. in Mills House.

The Steering Committee's

decision is reportedly based on

some conflicts within the black

community concerning a 'number

of things". Kinard asserted that

the difficulties were "serious."

"The Cultural Center may be

closed permanently", said Kinard.

emphasizing that all of the

facilities in the Mills House will be

closed tomorrow, including the

offices of the WEB Dubois Black

Studies department

Neither the Vice-Chancellor for

student affairs nor the Dean of

Students were aware of the closing

when contacted last night Ac-

cording to Vice Chancellor

Bromery there had been some

buildup of tension within the Black

community in recent weeks.

The Steering Committee of the

Black Cultural Center, chaired by

Chemists Stress

Bad Acid Around
Tests run on samples of LSD

currently on campus show it to be

highly dangerous and tainted with

poisonous drugs.

It is being sold under the name of

"buff gray acid flats" and has gold

or black specks.

Chemists stress that this acid is

extremelv dangerous, and urge

people who have any to get rid of it.

Carl Thomas, took charge of

running Mills House last Fall,

when elections were held to form

the body which would have

responsibility for all of the func-

tions in the former dormitory.

The spokesman would not go into

turther detail about the reasons for

the closing

MalcolmXMemorialThursday

Achtung!Summer\
German Students

Students who had planned to take

German 120 this summer should

immediately contact the German

office in Herter Hall since this

course can be given only if there is

enough of a demand The

Department wishes to point out at

the same time that it may not be

able to offer German 120 in the fall

if the State does not provide enough

tunds to retain the present number

of teaching assistants

ITS GOING TO

BE JAMMED

so don't wait until the

last day. Have your

Senior portrait taken

today — Council

Chamber, Student

Union. Bring $3.50

our people were outright slaves -outright slaves. We pulled plows like

horses V^ were bought and sold from one plantation to another like you

sell chickens or like y\>u sell a bag of potatoes I read ,n one book
;

where

George Washington exchanged a black man for a keg of molasses Whj,

that black man could have been my grandfather You know what I think

*£!?. quoteofMalcolm X. assassinated six years ago This Thur-

sdl^night. ?n Room 174 of the Campus Center at 8:00. the Militant I orum

will Dresent a memorial to Malcolm X.

LP
eSrtapes of his speeches will be played and comments^on h s We

and ideas given by Playthal Benjamin of the UMass Black Studies

Departmenrand Keith Dunn, a Black high-school activist from Boston.

Five College Charter Flights

$250

Five Students from UMass
Woodrow Wilson Finalists
The University ol Massachusetts has announced the names of five

sJoents chosen as Woodrow Wilson Finalists for 1971 by the Woodro.

a u ..h^rt it Irankfurt ol Boston, both UMass Boston students
aC toultion etourales students to Pursue careers in college

assistantships awarded by graduate school;

f

1 Boston-Paris-Milan
June 17-August 26

2 Boston-London nu r n
June 15-August 25 $216 50

3 Boston London
June 15-August 12 $248

4 Boston-N.Y.-Madrid
June 16-August 26 $250

Contact Director, International Programs, 229 Whit

more for information. 545-2710

THE ONLY OFFICIALLY AUTHORIZED
FIVE COLLEGE FLIGHTS.

Flights #1-3 Pom Am, *4 Iberia

Spectrum it I>°«»9 " <V> '""'" M»""' A° " ""

„„,.«/ M Spectr ,nJ «/...< f* ««> •'• >>°P k* ''"

Spectrum offue. rem 4* of ll,e StuJeut Uruon. some-

„W teller, -o .* -„J , pm Ai 0U*»

m„rcl, + We need »-« iJ— <"'</ — r»<-p'' "
nJ

„„„/,/ he Lapp, <o JU- '"J « """ *» '"""

tthoul tm tiKKjiizine

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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In The Nation And The World

FBI To Investigate

Bombing of Capitol
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111 1ST I) MAGES SENATE WING OF ttRlOl
Map locates llM Senate wing of the Capitol in

Washington. D.C., which was hit b> a powerful bomb

rarh this morning. Police reported that the bomb

cawH extensive structural damager. but no injuries.

WASHINGTON AP> • The FBI Tuesday In-

vestigated the Capitol bombing in official silence

wink-an anonvmous radical letter writer claimed

responsibility and theories sprouted like

mushrooms. . „„,-.,.,_
The Capitol returned to near normal activities

and a SenatePubHc Works subcommittee began

inquiry to iind a way to bombproof the historic

building white still leaving it open to visitors

In one ol the lew concrete developments.

something or someone called 'The Weather

Underground" claimed to have-set off Monday s

earlv morning explosion in radical letters post-

marked after the event.

•We have attacked the Capitol because it is ... a

monument to U.S. domination over the planet

said identical letters received by The Associated

Press and the New York Post. The AP letter was

turned over to FBI investigators who requested it.

FBI spokesmen, meanwhile, refused to com-

ment on the investigation. However, Atty. Gen.

John N. Mitchell remarked tersely at a White

House ceremony that evidence points to

•something less than a conspiracy."

A theory that the bombing was the result ot a

conspiracy centers on remarks attributed to

Capitol Police Capt. Leonard H. Ballard.

He has been quoted in news reports as saying the

Capitol switchboard received two calls, one from

Spokane. Wash., and one from Chicago, after the

blast at 11 32 a.m. but before major news agencies

spread word of it. This would indicate someone

outside Washington knew about the bombing in

ad
Capuol Police Chief James M. Powell said,

however, that he had no knowledge of such calls

one theory is that the bombing was an inside

iob the work of someone who would know about

the' out-of-the-way mens washroom where the

bomb exploded. Even Senate majority-leader

M.ke Mansfield. (D-Mont.,) said he didn t know

the room was there.

Visitors were barred from the bombed Senate

wing of the Capitol Monday, but were admitted

almost as usual Tuesday. Capitol police had or-

ders to inspect packages and briefcases and were

keep ng visitors and unauthorized Capitol workers

away from the immediate bomb site where

buckled walls created a hazard

During the day Powell testified before he

Senate Public Works subcommittee and suggested

that security could be tightened by expanding and

upgrading his patronage-laden police force, by

nlTpect.ng packages and briefcases an
1

by

possibly making some more areas of the C apitol

,,ti limits to visitors.

UMW Chief Charged
With Embezzling

S5J!tSjSSUSSSOSSSt the SB*H^

STST&*&t2ZKT&g£ "as the unsuccessfu.

Democratic candidate for president.
bv the gr0Ups that

Republican. „„^chinnf the union and its funds wasjESM^gSSttpS iu. here. A,*.

allegations contained in the indictment and we are com

mnocenee will ^emonstratexF n ^ nments

^"^ISrSLSltJrSSocW .o ,he u„,ons mm coal

Si, anc no UMW official secured any personal benefit
m
'"h,p' Vab.onsk,. son --*J""** Ke agai.CuVw^^^jS^ffiSg is Le for Boyle .o

igSS&SSXZ«-""„ £352E assets to

behind bars for five years on each count and cost mem

h,m wilh consptring to embezzle and I .make illegal pmm

tributions totaling M9.250. including the^to.000. Lleven counu,

"tne^afcharged"^ IX?SSTcT^acy and 1
.
.. I «

making an illegal political contribution

p^vertyBili Approved-

Setback For Nixon

Prayers Banned In

Leyden Schools

W ISHINGTON AP President

Nixon's revenue -sharing plan

suffered Tuesday its first major

legislative setback when a Senate

committee approved i bill to save

billion Appalachian an-

program.

Sent to the Senate with the

,,!,... oi the Public Works

i bill to extend the

instate Appalachian

nmmission tour years

ipalachian highway
irs.

stration has proposed

onal

and
n

.in linal

mission 1
1

duplicate t

>ut u

the regional com
its revenue-sharing

ground that the

work would

a Inch states could

r revenue sharing

IV IDC
Classifieds

PAY

The Appalachian Regional

Development Ad «>t Ml *

pumped millions of dollars into a

mountainous ridge of poverty from

New York to Mississippi to bolster

the area s economy

In the past. Congress has

authorized the work of the Ap-

palachian Regional Commission

anew every two years hut the

proposed Senate legislation would

authorize it for four years, thus

living squarely in the face of

Nixon's plan to phase out the

commission.
The ARC has never been

visualized as B permanent

program Sen. Jennings Ran-

dolph. I) WAA . said alter the

committee meeting, "but we fed

that while the work could not be

done in two years it could be done

in four."
, ,

The administration, which wants

only a one-year extension,

proposed a $273-million dollar

budget for the commission in 1972

This the administration reasons.

would give Congress time to pass

Nixon's revenue-sharing plan

without financial interruption to

the regional commission s

programs
The bill now before the Senate

was introduced by Sens Randolph,

the Public Works Committee

chairman, and John Sherman

Cooper, R KY . and it has the

i
..sponsorship of about 55 other

senators.

Similar legislaton has been in

troduced in the House

In addition to extending the

Appalachian act the new bill would

provide lor 90 per cent federal

grants to existing airports for

general improvements. It would

also set up 100 per cent federal

grants lor aerial navigational aids,

such as takeoff and landing

equipment.

BOSTON ' AP> -Voluntary-

prayers in the public elementary

schools in the town of Leyden were

banned Tuesda\ t>) the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court

The state high court overturned

a lower court ruling, saying the

prayer sessions had been ruled

unconstitutional in broad decisions

by the U.S. Supreme Court in the

early 1960s,

Atty (.en Robert H. Qumn had

appealed the decision of Judge

Paul Rutledge in Suffolk Superior

Court, who said the voluntary

prayers would be legal so long as

no teacher takes part or is present

Pupils in the four room school in

Leyden have been participating in

the praver sessions since Sep-

tember. 1970 Under the Leyden

plan a school bell marked the

U'ginning and end of the prayer or

Bible reading session before

classes began

In a decision written by Justice

R Ami Cutter, the state Supreme

Court ruled that. 'Until there is a

change in the l S Supreme Court

language it would serve no useful

purpose to attempt to draw any

fine distinction between those

observances which have hitherto

been proscribed by the U.S.

Supreme Court and the Leyden

practice now presented for our

scrutiny

"We think that under the ap-

plicable First Amendment
decisions neither students nor

teachers may be allowed to par

ticipate in the well-intended ob

servance on school property

authorized by the Leyden

resolution." the ruling said

Attorneys for the town school

committee had argued that the

U'yden system did not violate the

prohibitions set down by the U.S.

Supreme Court

IT'S WEDNESDAY

and TODAY is the lost

doy to moke an appoint-

ment tor you; Senior pic-

tures. Beat the rush and

sign up now.

INDEX OFFICE

2nd floor, S.U

Student Tours Present*
T„„

ACAPULCO ADVENTURE
during College Week

March 20 - 28 *rom *2(J» ,>iare 11 t*\t ~^
p,us tftX and M. rvue

tSSSi trip H transportation to Ao.pulco. Mexico

t^*"£B«*2V&l Ao.pu.ro Imperial
• Stay at MO,,

"»J
"'

Utk ,reSkse and transportation.

and water skiing;. , « m9m

Spring Skiing - Sugarbush, Vt.

during College Wepk

from $112 ^rch 21 - 26

includes:
• Lodging at Alpen Inn

• Meals
•lifts
f T essons

U f e
••

YOU'RE AN INDIVIDUAL, DAMN IT!

Everyone's needs, attitudes, and objectives are different.

A good life insurance policy should reflect your

individuality.

You'll always be an individual, but will you always be

able to buy insurance? Not ot this year s rates and

maybe not at all.

If vou want your financial plans to reflect your

individuality, I would like to meet you. In order to

d.scuss your goals at your convenience please call tor

an appointment. Call 546-7366 on Wednesday, March

3rd, between 7 00 and 10:00 p m. Ask for

Mike Duhomel Special Representative

Robert E. Evons & Associates

Off;, riHonr r-'«ib^r 61 7 TI7-S471

Selective Service Snafu

Raised By American Legion
WASHINGTON ( AP>—The American Legion called

Tuesday for a four-year extension of draft authority as

a message "that we have the courage to face up to our

responsibilities as leader of the free world."

However, continuation of Selective Service was

opposed by spokesmen for various youth and church

groups as the House Armed Services Committee

continued hearings on the issue.

"The unstable condition of world affairs, which has

continued since World War II. is not likely to improve

even if we succeed in withdrawing completely from

Vietnam." Charles E. Mattingly, assistant legislative

director of the veterans' organization, told the com-

mittee.
"1 believe we must face up to the fact that without

the draft, our regular forces and reserves will be hard

pressed to maintain force levels and composition

consistent with our treaty obligations and retain a

creditable defense posture," he said.

Mattinglv said reserve and officer training

programs ' would suffer if young men were not

motivated to join them because of the draft.

In addition to extension of induction authority, he

said the legion supports increased pay and benefits

lor the military, elimination of student deferments

and strengthening of ROTC programs.

John R. Kernodle Jr. told the committee in prepared

testimony that "It is a strange paradox of history that

our nation, which was once a haven from conscription

now generates exiles because of its own policies of

conscription."

Kernodle represented the Council for Christian

Social Action of the United Church of Christ.

He said continuation of the draft is contrary to the

national heritage and "legitimizes military power.

•The Pentagon has become a keystone of our

society," he said.

Peter Knutson of Everett. Wash., an 18-year-old

freshman at Stanford University, said in prepared

testimony, "A thousand young men in prison, 60.000 in

exile and millions alienated. Induction centers

iirebombed. sit-ins. mill-ins, draft card burnings

resistance, fear, hatred, anger...Whether they will

continue to multiply is entirely in your hands.

Off-Campus Housing

Seen To Be Scarce

Warning has been issued by (he UMass Housing office that off-campus

students should start looking before May 1st.
mmm^mtmMa tm .hooSo

•w-i.tine anv longer usually limits the number ot apartments tocnoosc

from Mkev saW He added that because owners begin advising the

S ofrooms and flats available lor the end of the semester around m.d-

pri . he best of these are usually taken before the end of August

.

Students returning to the area during the summer usual!) find thf left

nvprs-is too expensive or "not fit for habitation .he said.

SkeV^utSned that students who are unmarried and under 2 an

plan to^e must have both parental and area coordinator permission

More the office can assist them in their move.
,.lfw».,-

Sen, rs and students who will reach 21 during the coming academic

yeSnS^SS a move to their area coordinator prior to room

Scents who find $125 average o^.i^A^jgg
apartment toocostly cancheck the "roommate wanted fite in h toki.

IVlkev said. Both renters looking for a roommate and rtudenU. looking

far a room to share are listed, he explained. Pelkey said this tile has

Seon£"Wi more active" during the last few years as students

discover that "two can live as cheaply as one

"1960-1970,ADynamic Decade"
Amherst, Mass.-The story of a critical decade in

the development of the University of Massachusetts is

told in this year s annual report of the President.

"1960-W0. A Dynamic Decade." is the final report-

to the UMass Board of Trustees by former President

John W Lederle The President's Report customarily

covers the previous academic year; this years report

has been expanded to cover the 1960-1970 decade.

In the words of the report. "From the fall of 1960,

when John W Lederle took over the presidency from

Jean Paul Mather, until the summer of 1970. when he

relinquished it to Robert C Wood, the University of

Massachusetts passed through what might be termed

an institutional adolescence. It was altered in many

vital wavs. pa^r* from smal1 t0 large
"

frorn
,

one

campus "to three, from its first to its second century

and from adequacy to excellence

The report includes a chronology of the 1960-1970

decade, excerpts from speeches during the decade by

Dr. Lederle. and charts and pictures that graphically

illustrate the decade of growth.

In the 1959-60 semester, for example total

enrollment was 5873 A decade later ,t was 19.367. a 230

per cent increase.

In the same decade, number of faculty at the

Amherst campus rose from 315 to
,

i«l and
I

the

average faculty salary went from $7528 to WW."
STpefiod. the net amount from the statehM^
funds for aU campuses went from 16,058,715 to

$55,004,473

Under planned construction, the report lists a£

nroximatelv $66 million at the Amherst campus $138

mdhorat the Medical School in Worcester and $355

m on for the permanent UMass-Boston campus at

Columbia Point The roster of architects associated

wUh UMass during the decade tf^SSSS
some of the leading names in the country-Hideo

Sasaki Pietro Belluschi, Breuer and Beckhard, Roche

and Dinkeloo. Edward Durell Stone. J.C. Warnecke.

Skidmore Owings and Merrill and others.

A chronology of the decade lists these highlights:

-As the decade opened, new entrance requirements

became effective, an honors program began,

programs in nursing and physical education were

established as schools, and the Four-College Ph.D.

was begun with Amherst, Mount Holyoke and Smith

Colleges.

-The fiscal autonomy bill, as passed in 1962. gave

authorization to the Board of Trustees to set

professional salary ranges within state salary

schedules to modernize purchasing and printing

procedures, to establish rules for tenure, to transfer

funds within state subsidiary accounts and to set up

internal trust funds.

-In 1964 the University of Massachusetts at Boston

was authorized and opened its doors to 1200 freshmen

a year later The same year the University began its

Agency for International Development project in

Malaw'i. its Labor Relations and Research Center, and

its Water Resources Research Center

-In 1968 federal fund applications totalling more

than $35 million were approved for the Medical School

in Worcester, along with sufficient state funds to go

ahead with construction of the medical sciences

building and planning of the teaching hospital In

Boston. Columbia Point was designated as the site for

the permanent UMass-Boston campus In Amherst

the first 125 students enrolled under the CCEBS

(Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black

Students) program.

Cance House Funds
Almost Depleted

Cance House enters its 17th month as a self-run dorm with only

$750 left from a $2700 cultural fund savings.

Cance does not have a Residence Director or a surplus of coun

selors the dorm is free to use the $2700 as it wishes

(ance is governed by Tenants
1

Associates (TA), WB© are

members of the dorm elected by the other Canconians The 9 I As.

chairman, and 3 grad assistants, are paid 17,400 a year, in contrast

to the $10,700 required by the counselors. Resident Director and

grad assistants of an average dorm

According to Gary Whitney. Cance s TA chairman, the dorm has

sponsored movies, dinners, and honors courses Subjects ranged

Irom art. tilm. sex education, and Krishna Consciousness, to many

types of literature
'

A ureal part of the money was spent on the darkroom and him

for the course Art supplies and many of the books for the reading

courses were given to the students by the dorm

Pollution 'Fingerprints'

Sampled By Scientists

-In October of 1969 the Board of Trustees approved

a plan for statewide reorganization, Provost Oswald

Tippo was named chancellor of the Amherst campus

and Dr Wood was appointed system-wide president

Self-Employed Must

File Tax Returns

LOS ALAMOS, N.M. (AP)

Scientists are using an at

mospheric sampling program to

build a library of pollution

•fingerprints'" that eventually

may be used to tell where a of

fending particle comes from,

where it goes and how long it

remains in the air

The project is carried out jointly

by scientists from the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory and the Air

Force under the readiness

program originally used to track

down debris from atmospheric

nuclear debris from atmospheric

nuclear testing

B57 aircraft from the 58th

Weather Reconnaissance
Squadron at Kirtland Air Force

Base in Albuquerque fly air

sampling missions within a 500-to

HMHnile radius of Albyquerque

once or twice a week, a Kirtland

spokesman said

They collect particles from

clearly identifiable pollution

sources such as the coal-fired

power plants in northwest New

Mexico and sawmill waste bur

ners, isolated from other pollution

sources by areas of relatively

clean air

Such isolation in a relatively

clean area makes it possible to

develop techniques for charac-

terizing chemical composition and

size changes in particles from

various sources at distances up to

hundreds of miles from a source,"

a laboratory spokesman said

This not only can be used as a

tool to predict the movement of

|M)llutants. bur can be used as an

important meteorological aid for

relative! v long range forecasting,"

the lab's test division associate

lader. (ieorge Cowan, said^

BOSTON Persons with net

earnings of $400 or more from self

employment must file Federal

income tax returns and pay a self-

emplovment tax. Elmer H^

Klinsman. IRS Acting District

Director for Massachusetts, said

The Tax Reform Act of 1969

liberalized filing requirements for

many taxpayers so that, tor

example, a single person withou

self-employment income is not

required to file a tax return unless

he had income of $1,700 or more in

1970 However, an individual must

file a return if his self-employment

income was $400 or more, even if a

return would not have been

required based on his total income.

By filing a return and paying a

self-employment tax on part or all

of his income, each self-employed

person helps finance Social

Security benefits that are payable

to self-employed persons as well as

wage earners.

Besides filing an individual in-

come tax return, a self-employed

individual must complete Schedule

SE (Form 1040 >. Computation of

Social Security Self-Employment

Tax Copies of Schedule SE I Form

1040) are available at IRS offices.

Mr Klinsman said. ______

Hotline
5-2550

LIFE IN A PRISON -

WHAT IS IT LIKE?

-THE CAGE"
Bowker Auditorium March 7, 2:00 and 7:00 p.m

Tickets now on sale - Student Union Ticket Office

milllllll
' by C C. Program Council

TONIGHT

Wednesday Night Coffee House

moved to

The Blue Wall Cafeteria

2nd floor. Campus Center

Same Menu and Prices

Same entertainment

MORE ROOM!

Ed is still looking

fjr new talent

Contact him at 549-1418

between 4 and 7 pm
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They Have You

.,,,,,,-a, in • s,.r.-.
*»J^f-»™ £ZEStZ lod»v is carried on at Ihe

"ESJ£. hn» n.an> .. »s s*n..d pe.i..ons. and „r„,e MM. .as.

V

".hi,,- . .-«MM in llu- coun.rvs.de. .ill. (allM#*- a M

-? "• •"••• k
"„ sisrs ssETSsr*. - - -

^TVai'^Mn^n^Sn,._ r.Rn.s . danBero«s— days.

The Right Man
Uanen P Mot.uirk. Dean of the School of Physical Education and

lh

ne ,n Mc(!uirk uas a man in the right place at the right time With the

mn" ».•« on.s I. is «in>pl> n.a.lrr n( Undine annlhnr nftht man

-Non,,..,,- 0»r Nj.*-«" °~
Of All H»i»*

W \SH1NGT0N--What happened to all the an mar

protestors of yesteryear' Well, in spite of what vou

feed in the newspapers, they're *.» arom£^>
they're a new breed and in many ways much tougher

7 went to an antiwar rally at he *ashmtfon

Monument the other day with .%£*££££
who works on demonstrations for the Se»et Service.

Dumbarton was dressed in dungarees, had long hair

and was carrying a guitar which was reall> a very

^e^w^rr^e^the Mall we saw fiye beared

dl,S

V,h.- said Dumbarton in disgust. "tt£?2
undercover agents 1 saw them last we* at Har

"we walked around. There were six students
,

an with

peace symbols painted on their navels, sitting in a

Srde smoking what surely smelt **9g*
1>Com .

-Look. Dumbarton." I said excitedly. Corn

Tumnarton shook his head in disgust ^e
from the Naval Civilian Intelligence unit. The guv

waving the photograph of Ho ChiMinh ,s reallv a

lieutenant commander in the Seabees.

We walked away. Suddenly 1 said
D»«JJf

toB'

we're being followed by those four girls in

dU
DumbTrton looked around "If. okay. ****»

the Air Force Intelligence squadron at Andrews

Field."

"But they're girls. '
I said.

•The A»r Foree always dresses their agents.

n

drai" Dumbarton said. "They don t want their

people to be mistaken for Naval Intelligence agenta.

flight broke out among 50 demonstrators standing

near The speakers platform They were going at it

thick and heavy. ti ,. ....

My Clod." 1 said "That looks like real trouble.

Don t get upset. Half the guys are from the Army

c,v an intelligence unit at Fort Holibird and the

other half are front the Army Civilian Intelligence unit

^Kar^ufm claims they have Jurisdiction in

Washington. Vou should have seen the brawl they had

at draft headquarters a few weeks ago. After it was

over both sides issued body counts

•Why don't the police break it up

"Moat of the cops here are from the Washington,

D.c" undercover squad and they don't want to let on

to anyone who they are."

The speeches began One bearded student shouted.

•The blanketv blank blanks are not going to push us

around We'll put them up against the wall.

•Have you got your tape machine going9 I asked

Dumbarton , . ,

•What for"" Dumbarton said. "He s Irom the^In-

ternal Revenue Service Intelligence unit. I wish he d

^r^ker was introduced as a Swede who

had just come back from Hanoi.

That's the CIA man." Dumbarton said in disgust.

•Thev have to get in the act all the time."

As we were listening. Dumbarton suddenly froze^

•You see those four kids over there with the bree

Father Berngan signs" >"ve «^er ^n »tem tefore

This could be the real thing." He turned on the tape

recorder in his guitar and we went over behind them

One of the students turned around. Hey. Dum-

barton." he said in surprise, "what the hell are you

d0i

0,lhn
r

s

e
" Dumbarton said. "What are you doing

h0
Tm with the National Park Service Antisubversive

^Tou're the last person I expected to see here."

Dumbarton said. . ^ ..._ ..

•Well it's better than fighting forest fires.

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Let Reason Prevail

Yesterday I got into a little argument with a friend

of mme concerning the recent referendum on the

condensation of Student Senate officers Quite

raTlv >t 5? more than a little difficult to support

paying them ,n the light of a possible skyrocketing

mition increase and the exorbitant fees one has to pa>

or Campus Center. Student Activities tax, and the

Athletic programs. Also there are a great many

Denote active in significant Student activities that

recede no remuneration whatsoever Why should

Senate officers be paid when other deserving people

-ifp not"'

After my initial gut response against paying

students. I began to write a letter to the od*QTd ta»

MDC oDDOsing the referendum In the process of

composmg his epistle against the local Philistines.

rSwas changed. The reasons for this sudden

reversal are simple.

Ideally we should not have to pay officers to an

elected body of students. However these same leaders

ver the vears when they have executed their offices

v\\ have usually encountered academic difficulty

This same thing is true of Publication editors > If

they are intelligent, they have been hired by or

through the administration m order to make end meet

While this does not always imply conflict of interest

there are certain dangers which are frequently

inherent here.
. .

.

The main reason for my reversal in opinion is purely

selfish however The Senate officers and Comittee

chairman have generally been the individuals who

have effectively spearheaded drives to minimize rent

mcreases. decrease academic requirements fight the

tuition increase and begin the open house policy. It is

rather doubtful that the generally apathetic student

body would have ever accomplished these things by

themselves. .

,

The economic and social situation here would

probably be more unbearable without their consistent

lorceful action It might be better still if they had been

paid as professionals in the past-i.e Campus Center

^possible $50 fee next year I
False economy and bitter

healousy should not prevail over reason in the

referendum next Tuesday
Don Trageser

President Nixon 's Psalm
Nixon is mv shepard. 1 am in want

He maketh me to lie on park

benches.

He leadeth me beside still lac-

tones
Me reatoretti mj doubt in tne

Republican Party

II.. guideth me in the path 01

unemployment for his party's

Yes though I wa* through the

valley of soup kitchens. I am
hungry
He annointeth my income with

taxes

Mv expenses over runneth my

income.
Surelv poverty and hard living

shall follow me all the days of the

Republican Administration

And I shall dwell in a rented house

forever.

Five thousand years ago. Moses

laid Pick up your shovels

Mount yoUf camel or ass and I will

lead you to the promised land/'

Twentv-five years ago. Franklin

Roosevelt said "Lay down

Twentv five vears ago Franklin

Roosevelt said Lay down your

shovels, light up a Camel and sit on

your ass. for this is the Promised

Land."
, M ...

Now people be careful Nixon will

take vour shovel, shove it up your

ass. sell vour camel and then tell

vou there is no Promised Land.

W'

Letter Of Resignation
Editorial Points

m

>•••••:

:•:•¥

(Kditor's note The

following is the letter of

resignation tendered by

Professor Kindahl as Head of

the Eeaneamtes Dept. The

letter was submitted to Dean

Alfange and the members of

the Kconomics Dept. and was

dated February 25. 1971.)

Gentlemen:
In 1968 1 agreed to become

Head of the Department of

Economics. At that time I

was convinced that the

University Administration

could and would provide the

resources and the support

necessary to build a first-rate

Department. I am no longer

convinced that this will be

done while I am Head.

The change in my per-

! ception could be due to any or

|
a combination of the

: following: a change in the

: constraints felt by the Ad-

it ministration; a change in

:• objectives and priorities on

: their part; a change in their

confidence in me; or a dif-

ferent interpretation of

available evidence on my
part. Any analysis of the

cause is complicated by the

fact that the administrative

personnel involved changed

during the period. Regardless

of what such analysis might

show, the implications for

action on my part are clear. I

am not convinced that we can

build a first-rate Department

under present cir-

cumstances. Hence I cannot

in good conscience urge

prospective faculty members
to spurn alternative op-

portunities to come here; nor

can I ask my personal friends

in the field to provide aid in

recruiting first-rate people. It

follows that my usefulness as

Department Head is at an

end. I therefore submit my
resignation from the position

of Head of the Department of

Economics, to be effective as

soon as feasible, and in any

case not later than August 31,

1971, the date of expiration of

my current appointment.

I urge strongly that a

vigorous attempt to find a

Head ( not an Acting Head ) to

take office this September be

instituted. The appointment

of a successor who has the

confidence of the Ad-

ministration, and who has

confidence in the Ad-

ministration, may allow the

Department to continue its

development. 1 sincerely

hope that it can be done.

1 submit this resignation

with regret, and without

rancor. I hope that it is ac-

cepted by all concerned in

that spirit.

I have no plans at present

to resign my position as

Professor of Economics.

With sincere regrets,

James K Kindahl. Head

Department of Kconomics

There are too many people out to

reform the world.
*****

The State Police have not quit,

yet. It must be terrible to worry

about getting arrested for thngs

that feel so damn good.
*****

Dean McGuirk was a man before

his times, comments one of his

acquaintances. "He always knew

that UMass would grow to its

present size."
w *****

The "Future University Com-

mittee," established last

November by President Wood, will

be on campus March 12 to hold

open hearings on the present state

and future of UMass.
*****

"It is impossible for us to take

sides" - Joel Stoneham concerning

the lettuce boycott. What about

those marachino cherry-flavored

dyed grapes during last year's

grape boycott.
*****

The similarities between the

1850's and the 1960s are

staggering, to say the least.
*****

Greek Judge Christos Sart-

zetakis. the real life hero of the

movie "Z" has been taken prisoner

in Athens, according to the

Christian Science Moniter. Well,

that's better than he made out in

the movie anyway.
*****

Charlie Chaplin, who has not

been in the U.S. in almost 20 years,

will accept an award at Brandeis

University sometime in May. I

wonder if hell even recognize the

place.

&
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Letters To The Editor

A Lack of Understanding

First I will address myself to an article that ap-

peared in the Letters To The Editor section of the

Dailv collegian Monday. March 1, 1971 concerning

Black students at basketball games

The person who wrote the article was not bold

Another case in point is the photo that appeared on

the front page of the Daily Collegian that same day

depicting a Black man who had a questionable ex-

pression about himself. Why may I ask did the person

have to be Black"* All of the other characters you used

The person who wrote the article was
I
net "old

dfd n t look like a typical stereotype of an ethnic group

enough to include a signature so I will address my d£j™^* ^ JJ^^ t0 portray by picturing a

comments to unsigned. R . . opr^ resembling a Step and Fetch. This irks

Last year an article appeared in the Da.ly I ollegian Black^pe»*"£ * J Qther Black students

denouncing the Black students^«£j££22 5m you" craved photographers get their thrills out

sanies because of their supposingly «£****•»«
of pouring Black people in traditional stereotyping

towards the playing of the Nat.ona 1 Anthem.as well as ££«™g may^ ludlcrous to you and your

t heir lauding the Black players only in the course of a
their auaing me niai* inajti^ »»..j

Lame At that time I felt it my duty as a concerned

Black person to respond to the obvious racist attacks

not exaggerated in regards to both articles) on the

Black community. ..
We as a people have the same inalienable rights that

,veryone else does If people do not want to stand up

during the playing of the national anthem whether

be for unpatriotic or personal reasons, it is then-

prerogative Unfortunately, there always is a
,

sup-

posingly sport's enthusiast who becomes upset at the

mi cs of \he Black students. What they seem to

overlook is tnat what turns one on may turr
,
anoth,er

person off It is obvious that Erving or Skinner s

plrformance is such that just their b*|£*£*
Suse the Black community to applaud ^them, for

_
we

can indeed completely identify with both
.

££»•
You claim that "it is truly pathetic that our in

tegrated student body must be so obnoxiously divided

b : this emphatic minority." What is pathetic teap-

oarentlv your ineptitude in understanding Black

people Since we do not act the way you would like us

C. H seems as if you would like to.group
.

uj
i

and

reprimand us strongly for ^t ^diiierenceto the

national anthem It reminds me of the typ.ca.case of a

Black person being told that: boy. you should not act

as a nigger but rather like us nice whitej°»ks
.

Your use of the term 'integrated student body

matter of opinion, for most Black students on Um*

campus are
P
not seeking to become integrated but

rather to continue to maintain their ownMesty lesm

spite of the overwhelming white populace that

SU

,

r

t

r<

;s"

d
nd^ . misnomer to call the Black people

•close-minded", because most .1 not all Back

students on this campus are °f«uuteded (it tt

necessary lor survival and are quite cognizant ofthe

all pervasive attitudes that people like >oi
i

havi

toward us the brazen audacity to become »nebiiated

with vour diarrheic jargon when attempting to

analyze Black people on this campus.
,hrowing

Those who throw stones should beware of thrcming

them m any direction because that same stone may

ricochet and cause injury to the thrower.

Tuition Talk

To the Editor: -imml Hphatinc tuition

The State Legislature is seii«usl> debat.ng

mcreases for state alleges ana. >

Representatives refused a modest sa larv

These actions appear directly
[

p^° According
A pay hike now seemsfg**£^< financial

experienced observers th const. iu
(
., (Hl

rOieS Wliai may j»,^ni •»»»»• «

friends, does by no means bring laughter to me m your

blatant «buse of photography for prejudicial pur-

V ***
Robert J. Padgett

Wrongly Maligned

Mushroomless Wonderland

T
Vhe' euT"Empha.ic Minority", has prompted me to air my views on

love bro herh«xi
P
and the American way I shall refer to M^r Name

"B2VSSSSWS Si™.~- •"•sits?

appear more integrated, andJ^X\T^J^SaS&^ttm
fulfilling What. I guess name is looking for. is a wonaenc.

hazards of the mushroom ^^mmM L pon Kequesl

No Sunday Morning Vigil

to experienced ooservers. im w i

unexpected
plight was a basic motivation for the unexpe

rejection. «.„chmild reaffirm this

K^ei^elatuWtej^^^^S not be
timely concern. Anticipated «£""£ jon

significant enough to JJ^-SwSha! tuition costs

Constituents can no more afford^mgn

than increased legislators sala es. In these

most everyone's paycheck is sU,,ermfe
staff sheehan

^once^nmgthe article in Tuesdays ed.Uon of the

(ollegian. entitled "K SO. To Be Examined .
I wish

to take .ssue with a few of the insinuations made by

David Poisson and Pat Beharry.

First a distinction should be drawn between R.S.O

personnel and Student Activities personnel K.VJ.

££r™ mplv to the bookkeeping office within the

s udent Activities Area of the Campus Center. Since

S"office is made up of simply secretaries and one

^keeper, it would appear that Mr. Poisson and

ss .Xrry are n.al.gning the wrong WfjJ*™
the context of the article, it would seem that they are

reiernng to the Program Advisors, who are members

of the Student Activities Office as a whole

Secondly, the implication that personnel are

lluffmg off" on their jobs by attending the Ber-

nadet te Devlin lecture is even more misleading, and is

n fact malicious As both Miss Beharry and Mr.

PoiSSi know only too well. Student Activities per-

sonnel are always present at major events in case that

anything should happen to which they would have to

res^nd
8

1 The Homecoming Concert of November ,sa

stunning example of a situation in which the quick

decisions of Student Activities people helped to avoid a

situation which might have become disastrous).

in brief summation, let me say that Mr. Poisson and

Miss Beharry should reexamine the facts which hey

have not seemed to examine in any depth Iheu m
sinuations and charges as embodied in Tuesdays

article are totally and completely incorrect and

would appear to be merely a selfish vindictive

campaign to attack some of the few people who are

working hard to help students.

Richard Verrochi, Treasurer

Student Senate

To The Kditor:

Dear invigorating fan.

You seem to have the miscon-

ception that studies, sports, and

politics are separate from your

life You sound very much like the

voice of middle America and the

silent majority crying out The

American people frown upon

protesting on campuses at cultural

and civic events when protesting

interferes with their so called

normal life. But it seems to me that

it is the normal life that you peop e

live that moves concerned people

to include into their value system

and life style the act of protest

Activism is not a Sunday morning

vigil to be ignored for so called

invigorating, and enthusiastic

events.

In reference to the so called

ceremony of remaining standing at

the National Anthem it is my belief

that people like you place more

value on proper usage, reverence

and tradition regarding the

country It is behavior like this that

detracts from the betterment and

involvement in removing and

eliminating the existing shit in

American society. Oh ya, dig it. the

butterflies and good patriotic

feeling that we all get when we are

subjugated to hearing the fow

meaningless song of bullshit at all

our cultural and elitist events.

A mortar strikes in the heart of

the moratorium
the president is watching

the super bowl

the great colosium

bring out the christians

the pigs must be

entertained

Oh the American way of sport and

competition so synonomous with

exploitation and intervention, not

forgetting apathy and neglect

Man we can draw a crowd of four

thousand for a basketball game at

the Cage But did you see the

empty room at the meeting for

poverty or the meeting to preserve

the environment or to stop the

war-*
.,

But the Romans march on'

Ya, dig it. the shit goes on

Regarding your remark of our so

called integrated student body,

have vou ever eaten at Hampden

dining commons'' or when was the

last tune you heard the word

NIGGER?
Furthermore, it's very foreign to

me to refer to American society as

an open society. Ya, It's open all

right a society so god damned

closed minded that our people

elect a president and an ad

ministration that has a policy ol

repression Students are murdered

for protesting, blacks are

genocided in the ghettos, and the

poor whites and lower class

STARVE.
It is mv belief, that il we are to

institute" our "Democratic

principles and rights; we must be

FREE to include in our life styles

and actions behavior that at times

alienates others. THERE'S .H SI

SOME SHIT THAT WK CAN I

KAT
R. A. HARVEY
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Records : short takes

Half-Baked Extractions

MIcMte Faith. N. Kya„. and Judith Freeman <••"»•**>J^^E£££E£h!!

Auditorium Box Office. 545-2579.

Bravo Giovanni !

The Fine Arts Council office announces that both

performances of 'Don Giovanni- are near sell-outs.

As of Tuesday. March 2. only a few scattered tickets

were available to either performance. Council

Manager. Terry Charles Schwarz said he was ab-

solutely delighted with this response and hoped that

we would be able to bring this, or other opera com-

panies to the campus in future years.

I nder the auspices of the University s Pine Arts

Council the ensemble will present performances

Friday and Saturday. March 5 and 6. at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

The Goldovskv Grand Opera Theatre has been

hailed for its performances throughout its 25-year

historv Boris Goldovskv. who will direct the per-

iormances at UMass. founded the group in 1946 as he

New England Opera Theatre. From that time to the

present, the ensembles main purpose has been to

present authentic operatic performances in English

Under Goldovsky "s leadership, the company has

made 19 national tours and has provided the American

public the unique opportunity of seeing,.hearing and

be.ng able to understand many of the staples of the

opXttc repertoire such as "Don G.ovann,

Rigoletto," "Carmen. " and "La Boheme;' as well

as unusual works such as Rossini's "The Turk m

Italy." which received its American premiere by this

company. .... u
Principal roles in 'Don Giovanni will be sung by

Konald Holgate as the "Don." Jeanette Dagger as

Donna Anna." Brenda Sinka as "Donna Elvira,

Barbara Hocher as "Zerlina." William Powers as

"Leporello." George Allan Reid as "Don Ottavio.

and Norman Keigwin. as "Statue of Commendatore."

This is the fourth in the 1970-71 Celebrity Series

Reserved tickets for both performances are available

from the Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter Hall.

University of Massachusetts. Amherst. Mass.

Remaining tickets will be available at Bowker Box

office one hour befor each performance A telephone

reaching both ticket offices is 545-0202. Ticket prices

for this engagement are $1 for University un-

dergraduates. $1.50 for all other students, $2.50 for

University faculty and staff and $3 for the general

public.

The Fine Arts Council will host a late-afternoon

reception for the Goldovsky Grand Opera Theatre on

Friday, March 5th between 3:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. in

the University Art Gallery, 125 Herter Hall. This

reception will serve to provide an opportunity for

opera buffs on campus to come in and chat informally

with members of the visiting opera company and their

director, Boris Goldovsky. The reception is open to all

those interested without charge.

ByEDJANUSZ
MDC Staff

Gar) Wrights Extraction (A&M)

Gary Wright used to play

keyboards lor the O.D.-rock band

Spooky Tooth His new group plays

more refreshing, happy music, still

heavy but with a gospel influence

in places The best thing about it is

the general feeling of togetherness

and involvement on the part of

everyone, headed by Wright's

clear, strong singing. The record

gets repetitious after a while, but if

you like this type of music, you will

"enjoy the spirit and tightness of

this band.

Amvrican Beauty the Grateful

Dead i Warner Bros.)

The Dead have moved farther

into a pure country sound on

record, and they're still im-

proving. The near-perfect harmon>

on Workingman's Dead is now

perfect harmony, and the mature,

warm lyrics are among the best

this side of Dylan. Try to hear this

one, because you wont hear a

better one by anybody.

Kandy Burns and the Sky Dog

Band (Mercury)

The band is mediocre, lead

singer Burns is worse, and the

material consists mostly of flaccid

ballads that might have been saved

by Peter Paul and Mary, but these

performances have neither tone

nor power.

The J. Orils Band (Atlantic)

After years of playing around the

state, the Cambridge grubbies

finally got their record out. and it's

great They got their bluesy

raunch rock "down on this record so

well that listening to it is almost

like being at one of their concerts.

A great in the tradition of "Chuck

Berry's Golden Decade" and the

earlv Stones platters, and try to

catch one of their live shows.

Search and Nearness -the Rascals

(Atlantic)

They still sound the same as they

did when they were doing "People

Gotta be Free" and all that, but

they're still improving. The new

one sounds slightly anachronistic

but it has a lot of nice experiments

with 50's and 60s R&B and the

Kascals. as usual, enjoy their work

thoroughly. Its a strong record

from one of the good forgotten

groups around.

Half-Baked Jimmy Campbell

(Vertigo)

There's a lot of really interesting

stuff on this record. The music is

from all over, from reject Iron

Butterfly to electric Stravinsky,

and thelyrics are deep and com-

pletely neurotic. Jimmy has a

tendency to sound like Melanie

with the" flu, but this is definitely a

unique record and an artist with

potential.

BRYN MAWR

BOOK SALE

IN CAMBRIDGE

Permanently located at

375 Huron Avenue
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

THOUSANDS OF

GOOD BOOKS

BARGAIN PRICES

Open every Thurs. & Sot

(except holidays)

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

"

It's Alway's Fair Weather
UMass Theatre has won a bid to

the American College Theatre

Festival in Washington, DC, with

its first entry in the three-year

history of the Festival

A panel of judges viewed the

UMass Theatre production of

Aristophanes' "The Clouds'

during its Dec. 16-19 run on the

Amherst campus, and this led to

selection of UMass as one of the 10

finalists from 240 college and

university entrants.

"The Clouds" will be presented

Saturday and Sunday. April 3 and

4, at Ford's Theatre, with two

evening performances and a

matinee. It is a low-comedy attack

on higher education from the year

423 B.C.. but Director GaryStewart,

assistant professor of speech at

UMass. brought the concepts up to

date in an attempt to illustrate a

statement of Martha Mitchell (wife

of the Attorney General) theat

"The academic society is

responsible for all of our troubles

in this country They are totally

responsible for the sins of our

children."

Director Stewart said he "at-

tempted to catch the Greek view"

and to "stage a classic." The

student cast wore modified Greek

costumes Prof. Stewart has B.S.

and M.S. degrees from Brigham

Young University and a Ph. D.

from University of Iowa.

The Festival is presented by the

John F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts and the

Smithsonian Institutions.

MISS YOUR

APPOINTMENT

FOR YOUR SENIOR
PORTRAIT?

Come anytime 9-12

and 1-5

DON'T BE LEFT OUT.

HITCHCOCK'S

SUSPICION 8:00

Foreign Correspondent 10:00

TONITE - THOMPSON 104 75c

MINUTES

AWAY
VIA NEW

ACRES FREE PARKING

fcX IT 5 «IVf»OAlf *0 W SfflD 733-5131

March 10
Croinwrll

ARMENIAN

GUERILLA

MOVEMENT

Jimi Tosh;

—

Machmer West 22
9:00 Thursday

(Noah - Japhet - Ovaness)

• -V '*\—

G01KN
A6tt

Mscotmrs

SCHOOL

GROUP

tATES

UlKltlM
thru

ERttrtiiiiHfit

WE
HONOR

masteu:haK)e

DOCTORS'
WIVES

SAT SUN: 1.30, 32*
5:20, 7:20, 9:20

MON-Ftl.

2:00

7:20

9:20

ACADEMY
AWARD

NOMINATIONS:

Best Picture
Actor • Actress

2:00

3:45

530
7:30

9:40

GP

ALI
MACGRAW
RYAN

O'NEAL

Walt Disn
PRODUCTION*

EY

Nomination Papers

for

neMIP

COUNTHY
AT 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30

BONGO
AT 1:30, 4, 630, 9:00

MtcIi 10: '"'i'" ,M « >,Mn

STUDENT SENATE
are available for

the following Dorm vacancies

Butterfield

Lewis

Hills North

Washington Lower

Washington Middle

Brett

Pierpont

Leach

DUE MARCH 5

Elections March 11

MUSIC Behold, Gentlemen, The River!

'

music
is what we move to

side our cells

cause no matter who

the sister or the brother

yr soul and u will

if u are listenin

if u are

u will do more than dance.

ward out

they will smoke

turn to burn

Black people

Black people

S.A.T.

BlackPeople,Awake

!

The only time that Niggers move

is during a crisis situation. I am

sure everyone has heard that

statement many times. Un-

fortunately for us. that statement

holds a lot of truth, at least, until

recently. Now it seems that not

even a crisis can move our Black

populous into action. There was a

time when problems arose in the

community that we would at least

make a consorted effort to unite as

one to confront these problems. We

would forget our differences and

remember the common bonds

which make us Brothers and

Sisters.

Recently, our Black community

has witnessed several crisis

situations 1 should have been able

to say "faced'* several crisis, but

the truth of the matter being, we

have done nothing to eliminate or

alleviate, or even begin to deal

with the immediate problems

facing our community. A large

portion of Black students are not

even cognizant of these problems

The factors which forced the Co-

ordinator of the UMass Black

Cultural Center. Amus Moore, to

resign went unnoticed by many

Black students Earlier in the year,

I lie arrest and conviction of a

Brother at Amherst College. Victor

Kichardson. did not shake the

communitv into action. Again,

when four Brothers were busted at

Amherst College, the community

still didnt see fit to take any ac-

tion Can't vou see what is hap-

pening" What must it take for our

Black Community to initiate some

action, to take a stand, to wake up9

On the morning of .March I Oth. a

week from this Wednesday, the

lour Brothers who were busted at

Amherst College. Shelton Joyner

Albert Ryan. William Wooten, and

Ronald Young will have their

hearing at Northampton Court

House We continuously talk about

building a Nation, yet we don t

even give support to our people in

the community. Things have got to

change and only we can initiate

that change. Your support is

needed Be there at the hearing

and find out what is happening and

why its happening How

more Brothers and Sisters will be

victims of an inactive, non-

political, apathetic Black Com-

munity?
Thelma Boiling

For further information you may
contact Thelma Boiling at 511

Eugene Field or Brothers Bill

Wooten, Al Ryan Shelton Joyner.

or Ronald Young at Amherst

College 256-6857.

WANTED

EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

REPORTERS
REVIEWERS

FROM THE FIVE COLLEGE
BLACK STUDENT COMMUNITY

GENERAL DKSC KIPTION: We

want strong minded strong

willed, dedicated <and not so

dedicated I black students who

desire to take a part in forming

the destiny of their black student

community We want people who

are ready to seize this time.

PLEASECALL
•TAKE TWO"

545-2(W2 during daytime

549-0417 mornings

Fiction, someone once said, is

form in search of interpretation.

Think of how many ways you can

interpret the beautiful piece of

fiction which is a triangle. Take

your time. Medieval scholars used

it to describe the mystery of divine

trinity. The sensational tabloid

often used it to suggest how neatly

three lovers can get along in spite

of the law. In addressing the

condition which might be called

black reality. King saw a new

chosen people. Malcolms
metaphor was closer to the gut:

' I'm not going to sit at your table

and watch you eat, with nothing on

my plate and call myself a diner.

Sitting at the table doesn't make

you a diner."

One of the brothers on 145th and

St. Nicholas who couldn't quite

cope those two sides of the morsel

of manna, took the matter in hand

thusly About ten-thirty one drizzly

morning in May he led a handful of

the boys on the block, who would

have otherwise wasted another

hour for the US Mail to come with

their relief checks, and he spaced

them confortably along a few

benches on Riverside park: T got

it all figured out," he said, after the

deep breath that adjusted his lungs

to something far more intoxicating

than shit or sloe gin. "The only

thing that they got that we ain't got

is the Riveria -Behold, gentlemen,

the river! You're the new leisure

closs

"Pretend vou are addressing a

group of welfare mothers in the

ghetto." a teacher says, "and they

are irate about the absence of legal

aid Write a composition, in three

hundred words." and so goes a

fiction, and in three days in come

seventeen more pieces of fiction,

each about three hundred words,

and we sit around and interpret

each other's remarks as if we were

ghetto parents. Business as usual.

You don't have to do that any

more. Melvin Smith, a new ad-

dition to the Black Studies faculty,

says you don't have to do that any

more. I really got uptight when I

got the drift of his program which

he introduced at Ivanhoe

Donaldson's politics lecture; there

is a plain contradiction in asking

people hung up in rhetorical

dilemmas to go all the way down to

Springfield for three credits -and

maybe not even an A. I always

thought there was a natural bond

between me and the brothers and

sisters in the community, and I got

the idea that brother Melvin

agreed with me, even though he

pointed out that a lot of the folks in

the ghetto didn't. In a day of crisis

they see a lot of students, but on the

other three-hundred and sixty-four

days-no. So a big part of the course

is just to go down and look at

each/other -for just that you get

the median grade. Those sup-

porting high cums might have to do

some more. But you don't have to

wait until next semester, when the

course will be offered, to find out.

The course is actually being

designed this term. You can

contact brother Mel Smith through

the Black Studies office and build

the course with him. Then you'll

know what you're missing
Richard llardie

PACK YOUR KNAPSACK

for ADVENTURE

BICYCLE and CAMP
in ENGLAND

30 dav tours $566 from Boston

COMPETENTLY EQUIPPED
Write: Bicycle Campers lnfna"l

Box 13927. Gainesville, Fla 32601

IT'S SPRING!!

FOR YOUR

SOFT BALLS

and

SOFT BALL BATS

SEE

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer & Stationer

45 South Pleosont St.

Amherst

Spend your SPRING VACATION in the BAHAMAS on

PARADISE ISLAND ot the FLAGLER INN!

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE

Hotel accommodations available for 8 days and 7 nights

from $190 (tax included). Complete range of enter-

tainment and recreation offered at reduced rates for

Students International's guests.

Sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED NUMBER OF SEATS STILL AVAILABLE

_ Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —

Routing Deport* Returns

Boston/Nassou/Boston 3/19 3/26

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

5.10 p.m. Steve, 549-1357; or Brian, 549-3963

10 am -5pm Students International (617) 536-7863

WHAT IS DVP?

The Distinguished Visitors Program

brings speakers on a variety of topics to

UMass. If you have ideas on which speakers

students would like to hear, pick up an

application in the RSO office. Deadline for

applications is March 5.

Because we hefim It, wateMng the

film is very much IHce taking part to

some encounter group- there'! no

way to escape the image on ttie

screen, nor to deny its truth. —~
A WESTERN

MASSACHUSETTS
PREMIERE

U

.#&
-j&*-'

The Rolling Stones

NOW
PLAYING

7;00 S. 9:00

Campus \Mllli r-t II ull»>

1.1111-

Route 9
256-6411
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^""Peaceful Humanism, Not Political Violence

By GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

Many people are talking about

violence, but. like the weather,

nobody is doing anything about it.

The conservative to liberal

segment of the political spectrum

deplores the violence of the

Weathermen, the Panthers, and

other subgroups of the Left, but

they either acclaim or at best

ignore the constant obvious

violence of the U.S. Armed Forces

in Vietnam and the police in urban

ghettoes, as well as the less ob-

vious but equally damaging
violence of racism and poverty.

The radical and pseudo-

i evolutionary segment of the

political spectrum screams about

the immorality of the Establish-

ment s violence while defending or

participating in the violence of the

Viet Cong, the •liberation'" forces

o! the Middle East, the Panthers

and Weathermen, the bombing of

the Capitol, and the murder of

policemen
1 would suggest that all of these

groups are equally complicit in

counterrevolutionary activities.

The actions of the police do in fact

justify the actions of the Panthers

which do in fact justify the actions

of the police which justify the

actions of the Panthers which

justify -provided, that is. that

you are willing to assume that

violence is ever justified.

The Weatherman action in

Chicago is justified by the war

against Vietnam is justified by the

need to protect the American

soldiers there is justified by Khe

Sanh is justified by My Lai is

justified by -provided, that is.

that you are willing to assume that

violence is e\er justified.

My feeling is that the only thing

ever produced by violence is the

supposed justification for

retaliatory violence. 1 also feel that

there has never been a truly

succesful revolution produced by

violence There have been many
violent revolutions which have

produced a change in the men who
held the seats of power, but their

cause has invariably been sub-

verted by the means they used to

achieve their power. Whenever it is

necessary to gain a position by

force, it is also necessary to retain

it either by force or by the threat of

force. In either case the majority

of people are not really free.

Castro 'secured'' the Cuban

revolution by executing those who
formally held power, and their

allies At the very least, this

caused the rest of the people to fear

to protest because the possibility

existed that they would be the next

victim The American revolution

(the first one) was achieved

through a violent struggle, during

which period the Monarchists were

disenfranchised, thus immediately

betraying the ideals of freedom for

all

The examples can go on and on

Suffice it to say that I believe that

any cultural alternative in which I

would feel comfortable would have

to be predicated on nonviolent

humanism, where regard for the

individual humanity of each man.

woman. and child takes

precedence over any political

theory or expedience.

I submit for your consideration

the thesis that violence invariably

sows the seeds for more violence.

and that the only way in which

peace, be it global, national, or

personal, can be achieved is for

each of its proponents to commit

themselves to peace. This is not a

plea for passiveism. The pacifist

can, and, if he is a pacifist by

conscience, must be active in his

nonviolent opposition to things

which he perceives as being wrong,

regardless of the personal con-

sequences. It is incumbent upon

him. however, to find ways to act

which are consistent with his

ultimate goals. The end does not

justify the means as much as the

wrong means can condemn the

end. Would Hitler have been a saint

if he had produced a Utopia?

The last line of a poem used to

introduce a book called Conquest of

Violence by Joan V. Bondurant

reads, "Conceive the means as end

in embryo." I believe that, as an

ideal, this should be the ultimate

test for all our actions, and that

when our means are not consistent

with our desired ends they should

be discarded and new means
sought.

How to do it? That's what the

cultural revolution is all about.

Find your way, share it with

others, grow from the feedback,

and maybe someday we'll find a

way. The only sure thing is that the

old wav of violence does not work.

PEACE.
Book Review. I Seem to be a

Verb by R. Buckminster Fuller

with Jerome Agel & Quentin Fiore

($1.65, Bantam Books, NYC.)
Typical of Fullers absolutely

amazing mind, this book utilizes

the essence of McLuhanism to a

highly refined degree. It is a

juxtaposition of pictures,

quotations, excerpts, and ob-

servations which in sum manages

to totally demolish any com-

fortable illusions about the state of

our society, the nation, or the

world. It dissects our foibles in a

way which is alternately

humorous, shocking, disturbing

and, always, thought-provoking.

Read it, then try to put your head

back together.

CULTURNATIVES will deal with

many different aspects of cultural

alternatives. If you're into it and
want to rap, or if you want Mother
Earth News, stop by the Draft

Counseling Office in 418E SU 2nd

floor. You'll have to take your

chances because draft counseling

comes first, but if we're free, we'd
enjoy sharing ideas.

neii oui uicuiis uic nui **«**«• _

Practice Teachers Must Sign-Up

Notices

Students who plan to practice

teach either semester next year

should have their name on file with

Prof. Raymond in Bartlett Hall,

Room 480. These students should

try to attend one of the meetings to

be held this week when Miss Sue

Brady will explain the procedures

for field experience. These
meetings Will be Wednesday,
March 3, 9:00-10.00 in Bartlett 203

and on Thursday. March 4. from

4:00-5:00 in Herter MS,
The following people should sign

up with Prof. Raymond by March
ii

:

Adams, Ruthanne
Bergin, Kathleen
Blossom, Martha
Brain, John L , Jr

Broderick, Corinne
Bronstein, Howard
Brown, Donna Marie
Caruso, Thomas M
Colburn, Kate
Colella, Geraldme
Connolly, Peggy
Cook, Lorna J

Daley, Marcia A

ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB:
Meeting tonight slides to be shown

on Finland All welcome to come

BIRTH CONTROL LAWS
REFERENDUM

All with petitions contact Elliot

.mmediately 256 6902

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Meeting tonight Elections will be

held tor the next year in Rm 805 809 of

the C C

FREE UNIVERSITY
A loose process through which you

can organize your own fantasy &
learning experiences Sa5 0066

GIRLS' TRACK CLUB
General meeting newcomers

welcome 430 p.m. today in Thoreau
Basement Study Lounge (S.W.) 67415

if >n doubt

HILLEL:
Old fashion Purim Carnival, March

14th m SU 420 Noon to 4 pm
Homentashen

INTERRELIGIOUS ROOM:
The interreligious Rm is now open

for study Your group is welcome to

participate Rm 328A SU (next to

Craftsmen Guild) 10 3 daily.

MAROON KEYS
There will be a meeting in Rm 433

James at 645 p.m. tonight. Please
contact Richard Simmons if there is

any conflict (67604)

MILITANT BOOKSTORE:
Marx, Malcolm, Trotsky and books

by other revolutionaries on sale

today from 10 a.m. 4 p.m. in the YSA
office, 3rd floor, SW corner of the SU

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Buses leave tonight at 630 p.m.

from Hasbrouck & Patterson We
need you!

OUTING CLUB
Quabbin day hike Saturday. 2 days

caving trips next weekend. See the

bulletin board (2nd floor SU. op
posite Student Mobe offices) for

details.

PSYCH 101 SOC 101:

"Born Yesterday" 4 40, 8, 10 p.m.

in Mahar Aud.

RAFI:
Israeli folk dancing in the Cape

Cod lounge SU Thurs. at 8 p.m.

Beginners welcome.
Important RAFI meeting win,

Ze'er Reger Thurs at2:30Rm 171 3 1

2 30 Mr Reger will be available in

Rm 171 2 of the C C to provide in

formation for any UMass student

interested in traveling to Israel.

SCROLLS:
Meeting tonight at 6: 15 p m in Rm

917of the C.C. There is a conflict

please call 549 0095 Wanda.

SENIORS
Open class meeting for all Seniors.

Discussion of recent changes in class

government, activities for the rest of

the semester, and commencement.
Meeting will be held Monday, March
8th. at 8 p.m. in Mahar Aud.

SKI CLUB
Okemo trip rescheduled for Sat.,

March 6th Rainouts & new signups
come to R.S.O. Office today from
11 30 3 pm or contact Chris
Graham, 401 Hamlin 545 0792.

LOST
A library book on creative dance

movements lost in C.C Coffee Shop
area Call Gene 6 9346

Men's light brown suede jacket lost

m the parking lot behind Hampden
Dming Commons Friday Please call

68515

Brown rimmed glasses lost in 19th

floor of John Adams Friday night,

Feb 26th Please call Tom at 546

5392

Brown suede fringed pocketbook
probably around Hampshire DC
area Contains I D s& contact lenses.

Desparately needed Please call 546

7371

1 dog, his name is Gabriel. He is

part collie, part terrier, and has a red

tag with his name on it Call Jim 253

3452

A silver bracelet Thursday night or

Friday anywhere between SW &
Mem. Hall or Goodell Lib. if found

please call Linda 6 8444 It has great

personal value

If anyone knows the whereabouts
of a brown suede purse lost in Bar
flett Monday, the 1st, would they

please return it to the SU Main Desk.

I'm flat broke & need my IDs.

Sunglassess clear frame, dark tint

at or near computer science bldg. if

found please call Paul Flagg 223

Wheeler.

Beaded change purse of great

sentimental value lost. Several
colors, chiefly white, plastic lining.

Please turn in to ticket office SU.

Crocheted change purse lost. Call

Dale 253 9357.

Old fashioned Bulova watch with

the initials DM P on the back of

great sentimental value. Please call

Linda 546 9841.

FOUND: „ A_
Man's watch found near North

Commons. Call Roberta 201 Mary
Lyon 5 2516 or 52517.

Found near Van Meter, 1 man's
high school ring class of '70. Call

Ruth at 6 1131 & identify.

LOVt

«

One of our
Paulists calls

it "home"...

Home is where the heart is.

Home is also wherever a

Paulist is needed.

Whether the Paulist works

in a ghetto, a college campus,

a city parish or a remote

corner of the United States,

he is serving.

The Paulist is ministering

with words, deeds and sacra-

ment . . . and zealous care to

the needs of God's People

everywhere. He is meeting

today's problems with thoughts

of those that will arise

tomorow.

That is the Paulist way. It

isn't easy but the worthwhile

things of life seldom are.

If you are interested in

learning more about the Paulist

priesthood, write to:

Re*. Donald C . Campbell, C.S.P.

Vocation Director

^Fathetg
Room 113

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

Danielson, Norman G., Jr.

Donaldson, Susan
Donohue, Joan E.
Drake, Pamela
Duban, James
Duval, Michele
Gootzit, Hedy
Gordon, Mary Lou
Gravina, Paul R.
Gross, Marvin J.

Harris, Leonard E.
Hart, Gary J.

Herlihy, Faith A
Hughes, Diane
Johnston, Joy N
Kerman, Linda G.
Kilgore, Susan Jane
Knowlton, Virginia A.

Kurtzman, Ronald D.

Ladd, Mary Ellen
Lawson, Russell M.
Leamy, Mark
MacDonald, Kathleen M
Mammone Nancy

Mancini, Jane
Mayock, Catherine
Nealon, Mary Kathleen
Nourse, Jennifer
Paul, Catherine M.
Poulton, Howard K.
Politakis, Jean
Pound, E. Jeanne
Quatrale, Donald
Richards, Sharyn
Schultz, Diane
Shepard, Lynn S.

Shockley, Janet
Simeno, Christine
Strelezsky, Rosalyn
Sullivan, Joanne M.
Tracy, Maureen T.

Vachula, Carol
Vigneault, Anne M
Wade, James W
Walsh, William
Waterfall, Diane
Wilson, Carol
Zuccone, Louise

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

1'ioiieer, Teae. Garrard, PK, Aster,

rlvhrr. TI»K, raeeette and open reel

tape, tttaodard radio, I'tah epeakere

I.fa, k tracks and other neceeelUea.

Ben Amherat AurUs. •
Water beda for $53 at Sundance

Water Beda. 1»7 Main St., **•'"»:

anipton

.

tf3>3

Nred to eell 1 rear old Uelmoniro

rrtr. for $60 or beat offer. It la iu

rxiel condition. Call Carole M9-M1S.
tf3-3

\rllow kitchen table, 3» eq. In.

tnriuica top. leaf and four chair*.

SI.'.00 tall M9-4KHK. tf3-3

Water beda — V % 6' now $56.

M

With frame and liner $90 00. Guar-

anteed worknaynahip . tome to B-t

i.ornian week dara 11:00 to 3JO or

I lmr,day niihte 7 to 9 or caU
»J$-

9.S3I. .
" 3~B

Smith-Corona portable electric

t >!>«•» ritrr. like new, 20* Gorman,
•-MM or call Al, room 407, t/had-

liourne. tf3-4

2.5 ft. Bant Kong Gone with ham-
mer and Japaneae Kimona $20 ; 2 ft

.

hi ah, 2 ft. atem braaa Hooka Water
Plaaj $30 Call Bich 519-0040 3-3

tocraphle. YeaU eaee • a« «**•
l'hoto. Bt. 11$. »e. Amherat, M£
am. *f>"

Free nationwide oot-of-prtnt booh

search aervtee. John Hardy - Booka.

Box 1S3, Aoborn. Maae. $1501.

TYPING — Tbeata^ Manaecrlpte^

Itfaecrtntlone. Maatere, to '•*«•»
trvlnc requlrementn ean be handled

thrown SANDY'* 8KCHETAR1A1.
sKKVHK, dial 5S4-H005.

tf-mwf 5-1

1

WANTED
Black ataeere male atagent near

Amherat. Pleaae write to white male
< temporarily In Ohio) Intereated In

poneihle cloae aummer relatlenehip

< onfldential Box 723. Amherat,
Maee. «f3-l»

Bread Track or Ijte Van. 14'

min. reaa. shape, pref. alum. body.

Will haggle. Call 545-2705, Oene.
tf3-10

HELP WANTED
Glrla needed Immediately for fall

or part-time work, free training

519-401$. ***-»

FOR RENT

BOOKS
Wo bay aaed book* and reeerdo

— WhJteUtht Booka (In the AUay)
No textat tf*-1*

FDR SALE — AUTOS
I'KI thru inn Panel, good rondl

tion $:W5. 19S4 Dedxe Van Panel,

aood condition $395. Telephone 853-

394S. __H*±
U6* Kanainn Ghla, new engine

in 1!>80. Cetera In the etyle of Peter

Mai Only $*— Call 253-5240. tf3-4

Have another car — mood ooll S3

< err sir rear., 4 apeed, rebuilt en-

gine. H.000 milea. new battery, run-

well but needo starter. $1*0, win
haasle Call 527-995$ after ( P^m

Pom he apeedater, WW*. 1S0S nor-

mal, new top and Interior. Beat of-

fer tall 739-4531 (Spfld) after 7

s>m. t&-<

Mi* Cortina <Eng. Ford) automa-
tic, disc brakea only 15.000 ml. Good
merh. cond . Beat offer. Call 546-

972$. 'f
3!8—

1967 Bulck LeSabre, PS., P?B ,

brand new brakes. $19$$. Jeff 54S-

7033. «f3-B

8 VW enxtnes 36 and 40 hp, re-

cently rebuilt, will take trade, $125

and $175 a piece. Call 5*4-4520

"""" WW)
1SSS MO Mdxet blue, with wire

wheels. 15,$$$ mlleo and many ex-

tras. $115$. Call 853-9SM and eak

for Steve after 6 p m. *f3*S

•S3 Bulck Special, power oteerinx.

sm. V-S automatic, radio, eery feed

rend., snow tires, with cleats, new
brakes, new exhaust system, $250.

Call 549-6315 anytime. «f3-»

Room for rent to sublet, one bed-

room apt., kitchen, bath, $130 me..
( liffslde Apt., Sunderland Imme-
diate occupancy Call Richie 253-921*

aayttme after 6:30. ftS-4

tme bedroom, four ream apt. for

rent Cliffaide Apta , 665-3616 $130
month with or without furnjture.

Open In March

.

tf3-4

Two bedroom apt for rent $140 a
month Inrludlnx utilities. Available
April 1. Call 545-2590 days and 549-

MS7 evenings. tf3-5

tjuiet, pleasant single room for
female, '

'« mile from 1 nlv , near
center af town. Kitchen privileges.

Rate to be decided after personal
interview. Call Loulaa Sheldon 253-

972$. tf3-4

Available Immediately, small an-
gle roam, garage, one mile Cnlver-
aity, low rent. Tel. 253-5206

tf3-5

PERSONAL
Del In heatf Call Howie's Bet

Foot. 416 Hamlin 5-0798. tf3-3

H. King and Backpacking F.quln-

ment. Free catalog. Timberline
Trails, 815 Telley, Moorestown, N.J.
0*057. tf3-4

Debbie's easy. Call 546-0658 1*1
her bring her two pillows. 3-3

TO SUBLET

SERVICES

Amherat Audio eervioee otereo

romponente. tape decks for home or

car. 191 Na. Pleasant St . 254-6133.

PASSPORTS — JOB APTLICX
TIONS Special vacation packages on

film and processing everythinx pho-

Sew efT apt. for rent. Bn.
far 1 or * persona. Iael. all mill
tlea, dlahwasher, garbage disposal.
wall ta wan ear*., snly IVi ml lea

from Campus. Beat la $150 par gae.
Call Ray at 253-7543. If aa aaower,
try again. tf3-$

{efficiency apt . QuabMa Vie., fur-
nished, all utilities bat phone, depasit
fee paid. Call 323-7039 after 1 a.m.

tf3-4

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted to ahare 7 room

house In rCusthampton. single room
$50 mo. font art Nell between 10-12,
nth floor. Campus Center office of
Cond. Ed. 3-3

Redmen Skiers Complete Championship Season

Throughout the season, the

UMass ski team has trained ex-

ceptionally hard and long to

condition their bodies and perfect

their skills. Even before the actual

competition began, the skiers

devoted their entire Christmas

vacation and semester break to

strenuous practice and training at

Killington, Vermont. Once second

semester classes started, the team

utilized every spare day and every

weekend for practice at the

Haystack ski area. This not only

required a great deal of time and

patience but also the desire and

devotion to build a championship

team.
The team effort alone was

phenominal. Each individual skis

for the benefit of the team instead

of his own personal glory. The

lowest four out of six times for the

team are used in determining the

team standings and when one

teammate has difficulty in the

course, the others know they must

make up for it.

This season the odds have been

against UMass. All other teams

were out to knock UMass off of the

top position acquired last year and

put a scar on the UMass
reputation Another factor hurting

the team was that the continuously

poor weather conditions. This past

Saturday at Wildcat. N.H. for

example, the second run of the

slalom had to be cancelled because

of the terrible visability and
sleeting rain. At the previous meet
at Mittersill, the entire race
Sunday was cancelled because of

the same conditions. This race

however, was held on Sunday at

Wildcat.

Saturday's slalom was hosted by

Northeastern University and the

undefeated UMass team thus far,

won easily by a 20 second margin
over second place Northeastern.

Gordi Speed put in an ex-

ceptionally good time to capture

the first place league standing and

a first for the team.

The co-captains, John Gray and

Jim Latimer also had excellent

runs and placed seventh and eighth

for the league and second and third

for the team consecutive.

Ted Martin, Chuck Walker, and

Jerry Curran finished their three

year college skiing career with

Notices
INTRAMURAL SOFT-

BALL—Anyone interested in

officiating intramural softball

please sign up in 215 Boyden

Softball begins on April 5th.
* * * *

WMUA COVERS
HOCKEY-This Saturday the

UMass pucksters host Division

II rival Merrimack at Orr Rink.

If vou can't make the game tune

in "to WMUA. 91.1 KM. for all the

action beginning at 145 pm

The

( \t the -III Amlirr»l t rriiiii.r. I

173 Sunset Ave.

Si-i niul Wet -It

SPECIAL
Our Fanta-tir

IrfWgVJ

MEATBALL
GRINDER

plus

Large PEPSI
only 80c

with <-nii|M>n below.

STORE HOURS:
Monday thru Thursda>

4 p.m. - 1 a. in.

Friday thru Sunday
11 a.m. • 2 a.m.

f^e^i

tremendous times to once again

boost UMass to the top position.

Sunday, because the race at

Mittersill was cancelled two weeks
previously, two eighty meter
slalom courses were set up and

hosted by Babson and Bentley.

After the first race, the

scoreboard again proclaimed the

excellence of UMass Speed, for the

second day in a row, secured a first

for the league and a first for the

team.
His fantastic performance was

immediately followed up with one

of equal rating by Gray who was
only six tenths of a second behind

Speed. He placed second for the

league and second'for the team.

Jerry Curran, one of the

strongest skiers on the team and

one of the only members to finish

the season with a clean record of no

falls and no missed gates, clinched

the fifth place position in the

league and a third for the team.

Ted Martin, last years co-

captain as a junior, put out a fine

performance and finished fourth

for the team and sixth in the

league.

Latimer had difficulty

manipulating a rutted section of

the course, and finished close

behind his teammates.
This left Walker who skied hard

and strong on the fast, icy course

and captured an eighth in the

league and a fifth for the team.

The pressure was now apparent

in that this next and final race was

the skiers' last chance to have an

undefeated, championship team.

With all the confidence and skill

needed in just such a situation,

UMass won over the closest

competitor. Northeastern, by ten

seconds.

Latimer captured second in the

league. Gray third, Curran ninth,

and Martin eleventh. Walker once

again strengthened the win and

Speed wasn't able to finish in his

usual winning time because of

difficulties encountered.

Considering the practice,

training, and natural born ability

of the skiers, UMass should be

proud that the 1970-71 ski team
finished as a championship team,

undefeated in the league. This is

the first time in the history of the

team that this has happened.

Coach MacConnell will be losing

five of the greatest skiers that

UMass has ever seen and the

reputations of his boys will be

difficult to surpass.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Moccasin
Facial

expression

9 Remuneration
12 Guido'shigh

note

Artist's stand

Exist

15 Goal

17 Crowns
Sheets of

glass

In music, high

Playing card

24 Ocean
26 For fear that

Badgerlike

mammal
Emerge
victorious

33 Click beetle

34 Symbol for

silver

Bone of body

Label

Note of scale

Condensed

moisture

42 Scottish cap

44 Openings in

fence

46 Prepare for

print

48 Hit lightly

Army meal

Also

Domesticates

Stick to

Pretentious

home
Regret

Ire

Lamprey

Rocky hill

Rent

Obstruct

DOWN

1

4

13
14

19

21
22

29

31

35

37

39
40

2 A state (abbr

)

3 Floor

covering

4 Observed
5 Partners

6 Exists

7 Permit
8 Lamb's pen

name
9 Separated

10 Macaw
11 Affirmative

16 Merrier

18 Everyone

20 Stitch

22 Barter

23 Ranted
25 River

island

27 Painful spots

28 Lock of

hair

30 Illuminated

32 Scold

36 Flying

mammal

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

3C3I333 DOa
DJt

AlUO
DOR

PJ L '
L

In

w

38 Contests

41 Lose
freshness

43 Small rug

45 Tried

47 Pedal digit

49 Walks with

measured
tread

52 Spoken
54 Female horse

55 Man's
nickname

56 Pair

57 Compass point

59 Meadow
60 Shade tree

63 A state (abbr.)

50

51

53

55

58

61

62
64

65

66

67

1 Fondle

1 2 3 585 4 5 6 7
> i 9 10 11

12
-.-.-.

13 ".'-"a 14

15 16 :::
17 18

•'*! 19 20 21

28
22 23 *.'.'. 24 25 26 27

29 30
;;•]

31 32
',''.'.'

33

34
, . . t

> • • i

35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43
a •

44 45

46 47 • * 48 49 • * • t 50

51 52
: ;•: 53 54

. t . .

.

.•;•*.

60*"
55 56 57 ::•; 58 59

61 62 63 64

65 66 '.'.'
67

J>! rtr. l.v 1 VX'l't 1 rV ttnif Syndics i.-. I 1C. 3

SYDNEY OMA/W<

Cancer born persons are more
conscious of financial security or

lack of it than are natives of other

zodiacal signs. Research indicates

there are more persons born under
Cancer in "Who's Who in Commerce
and Industry" than any other sign.

* * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Restlessness could result in wild

goose chase. Avoid wasted motion.

Check schedules, reservations.
Some ideas conceived now may lack

practical base. Relatives can be
obstacles. Go slow.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Friends and money may not mix
well. Fulfill past obligations.
Trusting others with essentials now
would be an error. Know this and
strive to be thorough. Written
messages can be misinterpreted.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Hold

off on partnership, legal com
mitments. Finish what has already
been started. New venture now
personal or professional could be
premature. Double check any
agreements.
CANCER (June 21 July 22):

Health matters dominate. New
approach to persistent problem will

be beneficial. Key now is

moderation. Avoid excess. Regulate
diet. Follow instructions given by
competent individual.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) :
Moods rise

and fall; you tend now to be ultra

sensitive Lover's quarrel is much in

the picture. Try to control impulsive

actions One dear to you deserves
patience, understanding
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Stress

versatility. Your objectives may be
subject to change Move with the

times. Don't hang on to outmoded
concepts Professional, domestic
aspirations could be in conflict

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Obtain
hint from Aries message. Some
plans change due to lack of com
muncication. Be prepared for red

tape. Then you won't be caught off

balance. Stress development of

basic ideas.
SCORPIO (oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Grandiose financial arrangements
tend to fall apart at seams. Key is to

keep things relatively simple. Then
you avoid extravagance. Deal with

vital issues. Forego the superficial.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Lie low, don't attempt to expand too

quickly. Accent is on partnership,

marriage, legal ties Someone may
be trying to delay property transfer.

Protect your interests.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19):

Some secretsare revealed. You now
must be discreet. What began as

perhaps simple deception is apt to

wind, labyrinth like, in various
directions. Stop fooling yourself.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Study Leo message. Don't permit

emotions to run gamut. Exercise
intelligent degree of control. Stress

is on speculative ventures, romance
Keep resolutions. Display respon

sibility. „„,
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Obtain hint from Virgo
message. Real estate matters could

soar to forefront Home, en
vironment, domestic situation

these now require special con
sideration Accent practical ap
proach

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
your sense Of humor s tremendous
asset You are sens' .e artistic,

should have crea' ve outlet Self

expression hi a necess ty cnange of

residence form of domestic ad
justmen' s e^p^aSized Key month
will be September

PFANITS
f\ 60T A
| FAILING 66ADE

\ ON MY OCEAN
V REPORT..

MAT TEACHER ^AsTEC? ME W
TELL ALL I KNOU) ABOUT OCEAN? I

THEY'LL NEVER GET ME TO TELL

ALL I KNOu:! NEVER!

THEV CAN THREATEN M£ OR
5EAT ME OR TORTURE Mc BUT I'LL

NEVER TELL ALL I kN0i»)! I DON'T

CARE u)HAT THEY LXJ TO ME, I'LL

NEVER TELL ALL I KNOLO!!

TH£*( CANtuCM yOMEKOl*:

U£. TH6H -AS I DON'T THINk

Punch me . \ yoj understand..

by Johnny hart

/ eoMEWMEFE IN

J THE LESSER
I AMriLL-fcS f

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

inrpRM y6u Yfeue

AUNT ArllNJNie

HA3- PAV^&erp

AWAY'.
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UMass Hockey Breaks Playoff Ice

Redmen Host Holy Cross Tonight

ByBRONASIMON
Ml H' Staff

while everyone was waiting lor

news of I Mass basketball post

seasonal tournament future, the

I Mass hockev team had already

received its nomination to the

ECAC Division 11 playoffs.

Presently in third place a ith a 10-3-

i division record, the Redmen will

t*. boosted in their last two

scheduled season games this wee*

at home by the thought ot their tirst

showing in the playoffs

Vermont and Bowdoin, in first

and second places in Division II

respectively, are the other playoff

l>erth holders, u ith the fourth team

yet to be named The first round ot

play will take place Wednesday.

March 10, with the first place team

taring the fourth, and the second

against the third So. as the

standings nou show I Mass might

play Bowdoin, but only the final

BatUj (Minrt&n

SponU
-v
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results of placing will tell of

competition definitely. Which

locale the games are to be played

at is decided by the teams with the

higher final percentage getting the

rights of home ice.

March 19 is the date of the

contest between those who won on

March 10th.

Tonight Holy Cross comes to Orr

Kink to face-Oil against the Red-

men at K p.m. This will be Holy

Cross' last game of the year,

currently carrying \2 wins and live

losses, and fourth place in Division

II. Tonight's game may help the

Tournament Committee in

deciding a fourth playoff contender

from possibilities Merrimack,

Hamilton, Norwich. Oswego State.

Salem State, or Holy Cross.

Merrimack, which had started

high in the standings, but has

dropped down considerably, faces

Bowdoin this Thursday, and

I Mass this Saturday, two games

that will tell of its future also.

in tonights game, the Crusaders

will In' showing a fine football-

playing forward, sophomore

Richard Pelletier. whose good

scoring potential has been an asset

to the team Wing Chip Hoar, a

senior, also will be a main man on

the ice, as well as center Tom
Carey

•Because the playoffs will be

tough with the probability of

plaving on away ice. we have to

pay close attention to these last two

seasonal games The season is far

Horn being over." emphasized

Red Sox Back In Action

Hitters Far Ahead Of Pitchers

WINTER HAVEN Flf-

,AP>—The hitters were far ahead

ol the pitchers Tuesday in the

Boston Red Sox tirst intra-squad

game of the spring training season,

banging out S3 hits including four

home runs in the six-inning con-

test

Don Pavletich hit a two-run

homer and Billy Conigliaro

slugged a solo >hot for oach Don

Lenhardts team, which defeated

the one coached by Eddie

Popowski. 7-5 Jarvis Tatum
homered with a man on and

Carlton Fisk hit one with the bases

empty lor the losers

Tatum and Conigliaro each hit a

double in addition to his homer and

Fisk added a single, while Mike

Fiore had two doubles, one of them

just missing being a home run.

George Thomas was the only

plaver with three hits, all singles

( >ther players getting two hits each

were Carl Vastrzemski. George

Seott and Ben Uglivie

The Fopowskis built an early 3-0

lead, but the Lenhardts erupted for

six runs in the fourth inning to take

the decision

Veteran reliever Sparky Lyie

was easily the most impressive of

the six pitchers who worked two

innings each He shut out the

Fopowskis on only two hits, one of

them a Texas Leaguer, struck out

one and did not walk anybody-

Hit hardest were Cal Koonce.

who was in for the Lenhardts'

entire six-run inning and took the

loss, and Bob Bolin. who was

bombed for seven hits and four

runs even though he was credited

with the victory.

Varsity M Club Luncheon

Today

12:15 p.m.

At The

Newman
Center

coach Jack Canniff. "We have to

play extra hard and extra tough to

get ready to fight next week.'

Last year's encounter at Holy

Cross is seen in the record books as

IMass 9 H C. 0.

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

Erving Named Tops
Bv EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff

Julius Erving was named along

with Ed Molloy of Rhode Island

and Dave Femberton of New

Hampshire as the Yankee Con-

ferences top performers for last

weak, was also selected to head the

final weekly all-East Division I

basketball team of the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference.

The <>'6 junior made 28 of 52 field

goals. 15 of 16 free throws, scored

71 points, grabbed 49 rebounds and

blocked eight shots as UMass

made its record 21-3 by beating

Ssracuse 86-71 and George

Washington at Madison Square

Harden. 70-65. In his memorable

performance against the

Orangemen he also set a new

IMass rebound record 32 to go

along w ith his 36 points and against

the Colonials he hit for another 35

points

Molloy. 56 senior guard, scored

31 points, had 10 assists, nine steals

and five rebounds as L'RI clinched

second place in the Yankee Con-

ference by defeating UNH. 86-78 in

overtime and UConn. 96-78.

Pemberton. a 6'5 junior forward,

made 18 of 27 field goals, seven of

11 free throws, scored 43 points,

grabbed 34 rebounds and blocked

five shots as UNH lost in overtime

at URI and then beat Boston

University in overtime. He scored

28 points with 16 rebounds at URI.

Joining Erving on the all-East

weekly team were Stan Grayson

(Holy Cross), Bill Bill Smith

(Syracuse), Pemberton tUNH",

Jim O'Brien (B.C.), Ken Wein

(Cornell). Jay Vaughn (NYU).

Brian Taylor (Princeton). Brian

Mahoney (Manhattan), Mike
McDermott (St. Francis) and Ken

Charles (Fordham) who was
named sophomore of the week.

• * * •

Post season tournament fever

has set in. Everyone is now waiting

impatiently for the UMass N.I.T.

bid to come out of New York This

morning the NCAA, tournament

committee wiped out all

speculation of a possible NCAA,
bid for L Mass as it named the top

three contenders, Fordham.
Duquesne and Yillanova to at-large

births in the Eastern Regionals

UMass had been slated as the

fourth team in line for a bid late

last week

The N.I.T. committee went to

work after the N C.A.A. committee

had named its ten at large births

and selected St Bonaventure (
18-

4i, Davton (18 7 and Tennessee

(20-5) as three of its 16 team field

All indications from the news

media, officials and the like point

to the Redmen as shoeins for the

N.I.T. Word of the bid will

probably be short coming. As soon

as the story breaks the Collegian

will have all the details.

Head Redman basketball

coach Jack Leaman and Red-

man hoop stars Chris Coffin. Bob

Dempsey and Bill Greeley

are the featured guests at

today's UMass Varsity M Club

Luncheon. Leaman and his

players will make remarks on

the Syracuse and George
Washington games with a

question and answer period to

follow. There will also be a door

prize and excellent food

Charge is $1.50 and everyone is

welcome

Other nominations went to Paul

Bessey (Maine), Bob Boyd

(UConn), John Betancourt

(UMass), Ray Ortis (Vermont),

John Sterking (Maine), Bob Staak

(UConn), Nate Adger (URI) and

Tom Clay (Vermont).

Tomorrow night the Redmen
close out their regular season

schedule up in Black Bear country

when they take on the University of

Maine in a 7:30 encounter.

Tonight 's Intramurals

2

3

4
S

6

7

I

Volleyball

COURT TIME TEAMS
1 6 30 Smokers vs Team

"18" vs. Munchkins
Browns vs. Baggers

Bruisers vs. Panthers
Chipmonks vs. Academics

Leopards vs. Cougars
POSITION SOUTH TOWER

1 vs. 2

4 vs. 5

POSITION NATIONAL
1 vs. 2

4 vs. 5

7 30 J.Jacks vs. Eagles
Stouts vs BX

Deacons vs. Smittys
Leven vs V looms
Flats vs. VoMies

Misfits vs. X plus 2

Zeroes vs. Civil Eng.
Flies vs. Bodies

Beadledoms vs Selohssa

8 30 Funnies vs. Triaps
K 9's vs. LCO

Superstars vs. KSCO
Rigatonis vs. ACS
B 8. B vs. Lemons

Deacons vs. Limes
9 30 Bouncers vs. Banditos

Shots vs. JG
Jacks vs. Stoutees

9

10
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

The semi-final round of the

intramural wrestling cham-
pionship will be held tonight in

the wrestling room. Tomorrow
night the finals will be held.

Boyden gym will NOT be

available Monday-Friday 4:30-

|:3B for recreational activity.

Co-rec Bowling entries are due

at the IM office tomorrow.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

QUyr flaitfarlptirttft

' m ^J A ft!! AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ "tS
*

Weather:

Should have stopped

raining by now. Partly

cloudy, high in the 30's.

Clear tonight, high in

the 20's.
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Senate Debates
Budget Requests

Bv BETH GOODELL
"

MDC Staff

Following prolonged and heated debate, the Student Senate voted last

ni^ht So fund the Precisionettes women's drill team tor next year. The

U^in-oU call vote supported the Budget Committee's recommendation

not to budget the organization for the second year in a row

Before letting to the business of budgets, the Senate spent the firs hour

olds meeting bus°v at work affixing address stickers to 16,000 enveope^

TuV(^ Senators and non-members present performed this task in the

cause ot opposition to a proposed tuition hike. The envelopes contain

eUers 10 be mailed to parents to gain support for the campaign.

The aTmosphere of gaietv and strong sense of accomplishment evident

dunng'£?2rfSiSiS of this task dissolved as the Senate got down to

?egu"ar business. Before getting to budgets, theJ^HXIfiS
record as supporting efforts to create a day care center for the UMass

eo^munttv a
P
n7to help publicize the need for a center ,n the form of a

demonstration Monday. March 8.
senate on a

The budget of the Precisionettes was stricken by the Senate on a

reconsideratL vote taken after the first vote of the Senate was a tie. The

Unvote ac^lly defeated the motion to strike but was overturned after

considerable debate on the reconsideration.

The Budgets Committee opposed funding of the group because it felt

thlt the PrmsionStes do not fifl the function of public relations for he

UniVersdv which ,t claims to fulfill. In refusing to fund the group.**

Senate limits them to performing only within the statt^ ine

Precisionettes raise their own money to pay ^^^e^na'would
The $2,250 which the drill team was requesting from »feMteW0UMi

have been used largely to provide^SX^^SSS^S^SS^
of state Budgets Committee Chairman Kevin Kulakowski argueo^inai

even if\he"precisionettes do contribute to public relations within the

xtate thev do not need to go outside it to compete.

Ch^rv?Perk°ns represented the organization at the mee ing. She

defended the group as making a significant contribution to the l^versity

and^SwncS that 2001 students have signed petitions in the past three

11 nTiSort of tund.ng the Precisionettes for competition^outside Ithe

stX SheTo announced that there are plans to petition tt» Senate for a

s udent referendum to overrule elimination of the budget

income increases^
stabilize and

ffiiil SS& Collegian is yearly becoming less dependent upon

StU

rt
n
Hu\

X

bv
U
bu1get was also considered last evening but committed to

thlwaysfnd ttSS Committee to investigate before being entered into

tne Budget Act There is some questiin concerning act.v.t.es of the club

'"Tde'vTsion station WTOYs budget was also^S^tS^SXi
A Senator's motion to strike the budget was defeated but

"^Hed K
amendments were made which would decrease the budget if passed by

t

%u
B
dXcommuirwil. hold a hearing this^vening^i

colder

amendments requested last evening in the g'^JiSlftSltaU»
These budgets will come before the Senate as a whole for final con

sideration later this month.

SENATE NOTES ...Services Committee Chairman Ed Voci announced

that anyone interested in establishing a cooperative^ookstore
,

should

attend the Services meeting tonight at 7:30 in Room 803 of the Campus

Center Student Government Affairs Committee Chairman Larry Ladd

clarified one point concerning the Senate officers' sa ar.es referendum

next Tuesday. He explained that Stockbridge School students are not

eligible to vote in the referendum...Public Relations Chairman Susan

Spatrick announced that that committee has compiled a booklet con-

taining the opposing views of a number of Senators comcern.ng the

salaries referendum. It will be handed out in dorms Sunday or Monday

Senator Robert Waters (left, affixes address labels early in he

Senate meeling. Later in the evening he «as one of the leaders ... the

futile attempt to obtain funds for the Precisionettes.

Senator Philip Cohen < above, pairs up with another Senator to

speed uP the operation of sticking on ifi.000 address labelv Senators

vleVe heard to say that this is a major accomplishment of the Senate

this year.

The student in the foreground I upper left I
is not •»£»""£"

she cannot escape the onslaught of envelopes and gummy stickers at

the Senate meeting.

On The Inside

:

Blacks Resolve Differences
See Page Three

SWAP Continues Action
See Page Three

Security Guards Hampered
See Page Two
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Scholar To Speak

On River Basin
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Security Guards Hampered SWAP Groups Continue

tfi
ResultsStudentAffairsiTranscripts,

Vend,

Dr. Lincoln P. Brower.

professor of biology at Amherst

College, will deliver an

illustrated lecture on the topic,

"The Ecologist's Case for a

Living Connecticut River Basin"

in Boom 20. Hasbrouck Hall, U.

of M., on Thursday. March 4, at

8:00 p.m.

Dr. Brower s talk is the second

in the second semester series of

Distinguished Ecologists Lec-

ture Series at the University to

be sponsored by the Coalition for

Environmental Quality and

other cooperating organizations.

This lecture is open to the public

free of charge.

During the past year Dr.

Brower has emerged as the

leading activist in the ranks of

college and university ecologists

in the Conn. River Basin. He has

made numerous lecture ap-

pearances discussing the

ecology of the Connecticut River

Basin" (CRB) before college,

club, radio, TV and high school

audiences.

A graduate of Princeton

University with Magna Cum
Laude in Biology and a recipient

of a doctorate from Yale

University in 1957, he has had a

teaching experience ranging

from that of a Fullbright Scholar

at Oxford University in 1957.

thru a teaching cycle at Amherst

College in which he went through

the ranks from an instructor to a

full professorship and chairman

of the Biology Department. He

also served as a research

associate with the NY.
Zoological Society and is

currently serving as a member
of the Advisory Panel on En-

vironmental Biology. National

Science Foundation, and as an

associate editor of the bi-

monthly Ecology'
-

His most recent interest as an

environmental activist has

centered in his service on the

Citizens Advisory Committee.

Proposed Mr Holyoke Unit of

the Connecticut River National

Recreattion Area and his protest

over the iailure of the Corps of

Engineers to recognize en-

\ ii omnental priorities in its plan

lor the mutilation of the CRB
His research activity has been

both extensive and intensive.

Dr. Lincoln P. Bower

Collaborating with his wife Jane

V. Z. Brower, Ph. D., at times,

he has published forty-six (46)

scientific papers which have

appeared national and in-

ternational journals. He has

been the recipient of six NSF

grants for research projects

extending from 1959 thru 1972.

His wide range of ecological,

activist interests is reflected in

his membership in seventeen

scientific and conservation

organization organizations.

Some of these are: AABL AIBS,

State and national Audubon,

Ecological Society of America,

Wilderness Society, Sierra Club

and the Connecticut River

Ecology Action Corp of which

he is a member of the Board

His many awards and

citations include a Fellowship

with the American Association

for the Advancement of Science,

a Guggenheim Fellowship for

>tudy at Oxford and leadership

posts with various scientific and

environmentally concerned

organizations.

His greatest effectiveness as

an activist has been shown in his

work developing a palatable

proposal for the ML Holyoke

Unit of the Conn River National

Park He was the leader of the

effort to bring to bear upon the

New England River Basins

Commission the ecological

\ alues which were ignored in the

Comprehensive Report of the

( orps of Engineers.

By JIM GOLD
MDC Staff

Ed. Note. Because of a state

regulation which says that state

employees are not allowed to

release statements without first

submitting them to the News Of-

fice the names of the people in-

volved in the following story must

remain anonymous or they will be

subject to dismissal from their jobs

by the state.)

Differences in state and

University job specifications, lack

of structure, and upgrading of pay

are the latest causes of con-

troversy with the UMass Security

Guards according to several

spokesmen.

The state hires guards by one set

of specifications and the Univer-

sity expects the guards to follow- a

different set, one spokesman said.

According to state job

specifications, a security guard

•Guards and protects state in-

stitutions and adjacent structures

and property against possible loss

or damage from theft, fire, van-

dalism or other causes; perform

related work as required."

The specifications go on to say

that the Security Guard is to in-

spect, and test all fire equipment

and alarm systems, extinguish

fires when small, "provides

assistance to attendants on watch

duty", makes minor repairs on fire

equipment.

The qualifications according to

the specifications are knowledge

and ability of operating fire

equipment of guarding procedures,

of following instructions, of

fighting fires, of first aid

procedures, and possession of a

Massachusetts drivers License.

The University has drawn up its

own specifications, said the

spokesmen, which look more like

regular police work than guard

work. . . iLmm

These sav that the general duties

of a guard in addition to fire

protection are enforcement ot

rules and regulations, and

preparation of reports, lne

specifications call for supervision

from a person of higher grade.

The duties according to the

University specifications call for

the guards to patrol residence

halls, buildings, and grounds;

supervise security assistants;

interpret rules for students;

maintain and enforce order;

reports emergencies and operate

emergency equipment; helps

visitors; regulates traffic and

parking; reports, helps control,

and fight fires; makes reports; and

makes "immediate decisions

concerning the referral of special

problems to appropriate

University security" officials.

The qualifications listed in the

job specifications includes ability

in dealing with people, in super-

vising, and in fire fighting and

security techniques.

To go along with their request of

change in pay, from grade 7 to

grade 9 and because their job is not

well defined, said the spokesmen,

the Security Guards drew up job

specifications based on what they

actually feel they do.

"Patrol on foot assigned student

residential areas from 11 P.M. to 7

AM. nightly" they feel that

patrolling consists of the following

as stated in their version of job

specifications: Report fires and

direct trucks to the fire; assist

counselors and heads of residence

in policing disturbances in dorms.

•act as liason between police and

students, opening doors for

students after hours;" patrol

parking areas for stolen cars,

carry out duties as assigned by

head campus police officer; assist

police in duties such as bomb

scares, demonstrations, ap-

prehension of law violators, and

others; secure dormatories; aid

visitors and students, receive

power of arrest for emergency use,

and issue parking tickets.

The guards feel that a double

standard has been placed on them

by the use of the different job

specifications. They also claim

that they would like to take part in

formal job training programs but

that efforts in the past have been

squelched by those in authority,

said the spokesman. "They are

afraid of letting us have a

legitimate excuse for a raise," so

they dropped the training program

at Topsfield ta training school),

they said.

"We have no protective gear ,

said the spokesmen. Some security

guards have been on since October

and they still don't have uniforms,

he said Police officers get their

uniforms right away, he added.

A certain rivalry between the

police and the guards seems to

exist. The guards charge that the

security administration sometimes

don't inform them of what's going

on to make themselves look better,

said one spokesman. "There is a

lack of communication between

security departments."

'AlternativeSchooling' Chosen

ModularCredi

Area Group Plans

Day Care Center
Several people in the Amherst area are planning to initiate a Day Care

Center for the University community and other area residents. Present

plans are to begin the service in September, possibly sooner

Children from the age of one month to kindergarten will be cared for by

the center It will operate on a year long basis The cost to children s

parents will be 50C per hour Plans are to operate from 7 :30 a.m. to I p.m

°n
in ordeMo opSlfthe center will need to care for a minimum of

twenty children A much larger response is expected however, and the

group plans to accommodate the needs of all interested Parents,

The location of the center, whether on campus or off is undecided The

responw and projected space requirements will be a determining factor

Shrtto or not government subsidy under VISTA or another program is

"^^S^SSSt in the day care center are encouraged to

call a^ oTthe following people: Louise Pringle. 253-7057; Jerry Burrel.

256-8175; or Harriet, 253-3798

HOTLINE
5-2550

Bv DON GLICKSTEIN
MDC Staff

•Alternative Schooling in an

Urban Society" has been chosen

the theme of the School of

Educations spring Modular Credit

Week The Marathon, to be held

\prii 12-16. will see the can-

cellation of all Education classes

so that students and the public will

be able to attend special events,

lectures and demonstrations.

Highlighting the week will be

Urban Education Day on April 14.

Groups from Louisville, Mon-

treal and Washington are expected

to participate in the Spring

Marathon, as well as the

University of Massachusetts

Brooklyn' New York campus. The

Brooklyn students are

paraprofessionals in the Career

Armenian To Speak

On Guerrillas

Tonight The Armenian Club of

UMass will sponsor James Tash-

jian. who will speak in Machmer

W22 at 9:00. riM
The Armenian Club of UMass

will sponsor James Tashjian. who

will speak in Machmer Wll at 9.00.

Mr. Tashjian's topic will be "The

Armenian Guerilla Movement."

A graduate of Harvard, Tashjian

has been the editor of the Ar-

menian Weekly of Boston for 20

years. During that time he has

traveled extensively over the U.S.

revealing the Armenian situation

in the United States and the world

Opportunities Program who are

taught by UMass-Amherst faculty

lor University credit toward

eventual degrees and teacher

certification.

As has been the case with past

Marathons. UMass un-

dergraduates will be able to

receive modular credit for at-

tending each learning event

Fifteen modular credits are

required for one University credit

The Security Guards want a

chain of command so. they will be

more directly responsible to

someone. Now, according to a

spokesman, they are responsible to

Sgt. Don Zitick of the Police The

Security Guards feel that Sgt

Zitick has been a very good liasion

between themselves and the ad-

ministration They said he is highly

overworked, though. Also, they

said, there are no promotions

available although sometimes

members get absorbed into the

police force.

The Night Guards work five days

per week but are required to work

every weekend, taking weekday

nights their days off.
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By IRWIN LEFMAN
MDC Staff

The SWAP meeting on student *******
Campus Center last night, was supposed to discuss

some very important and pertinent topics to the

students However, no students were present.

Pam Pepper, the leader of the discussion seemed

disturbed at the overwhelming student apathy.
d,

DespUe all the negative Actors, including the

weather, the meeting iiUli**«. ?*«****£

This provision would enable students who put in a

considerable amount of work in extracurricular ac-

tivities becomes a part of the permanent record if he

so desires. ,
.. . lV.a

Some other aspects of this proposal were that the

students should be able to receive credit for activities

performed outside the academic community, and

department requirements.

This provision would enable students who put in a

considerable amount of work in extracurricular ac-

Blacks' Meeting
Resolves Discord

. .. »-_!. turor af\ii neonle attendeOver 450 people attended the

meeting, which was originally

deemed "emergency" when the

Steering committee "closed" Mills

House for what was described as

potentially "indefinite" period M
time, the night before last.

Mills House is expected to be

Uespue an u'^ «»»«.» — -— •

c„hipcts consiaeraDie amuum «• «».« -.

weather, the meeting still went « ^SS^SS tivities to receive academic recognition upon suf

discussed were profits of the vending macmnes going
furnishment of proof.

Z the students instead of the 50%W£^mRS An example of this would be the treasurer. He ac-

scholarships and activities. It was felt that the $50,ooo f
considerable amount of work in budgets

that s allotted to the athletic departmen be used for ™^5 a
troL Under this proposal he would be

student funds and activities. The proposal is presently
J™

™*£.
ve credit from the economics or business

appearing before the Senate. department, because of his work in accounting.

Another major topic proposed was that the stuaem

manent record if he so desires.

parimeni, pocwiob « — — - -

The other topics discussed were the role and the

necessity of counselors and area coordinators. It was

felt that the counselor should fit the particular area

hat he is serving, as well as fit the University rote.
aiurutuioi ""-"."," that ne is serving, « ««« — ••* — .- .

jMtSffilK^SS'S^ST'iS S» and .he services offered . was me„t,o„ed.

Student Governance.-Finances, Trustees

By JIM MITCHELL
MDC Staff

•As vou can see. student apathy is one of our biggest

problems now". Thus began Bob Harrington group

leader of the SWAP subcommittee on Student

Governence in an interview held last night after no

one appeared for the scheduled meeting^

Despite obstacles such as this, most of the proposals

formulated by the group last December, and further

discussed last night in the interview are being sup-

ported by the administration and in one instance the

S^Son
Ure

re.ated that John Giver State

Representative of Amherst, has filed a bill lthat w,l

give the University representation at the Joint

committee on education at the State House.

Mike Daley. State Representative of Allston and

Brighton who is chairman of this committee attended

the SWAP meeting in December and also gave his

support to the bill. Presently, the Amherst and Boston

campus share one student representative. This bill if

passed will give both campuses equal representation^

T5 er proposal dealing with student financial

res- .sibility for furniture in public areas of dorms

and the campus center also is making considerable

headway This bill, which will give students the right

to decide whr furniture shall remain in lounges has

the support of Vice Chancellor Randolph Bromery.

and willbe voted on in the Student Senate within two

weeks, said Harrington.

The only problem that Harrington felt might arise

with this proposal is the matter of logistics. If students

decide that they don't want to take the financial

responsibility of the furniture and vote it out of their

dorms, warehouse space and funds for moving must

be secured
The most promising proposal deals with the seating

of students on the board of trustees. As it \s now

students are occasionally called in before the board

for sub-committee meetings, but there is no one

student who attends consistently said Harrington. By

creating a permanent position on this board, students

would be able to be more effective and influencial in

University affairs. _ .., —
Harrington said that, "Chancellor Oswald Tippo

expressed interest and a positive nature of having

students on the board."

The proposal to have the University and State

legislature develop a two or three year budget is the

only one that seems hopeless right now said

Harrington. Originally, this proposal would have

created a cost/factor system which would show that

for every student in attendance here, the University

would receive a certain amount of money ;
Harrington

said that this might not be feasible because it would be

difficult to set a figure that would reflect continually

changing costs. Even if a figure could be worked out.

the legislature could not be depended on to come

through with the money, he concluded.

A meeting of the Black com-

munity in Mills House last night

resulted in the formation of a new

Cultural Center Steering Com-

mittee and the addition of 5

students to an advisory board of

the CCEBS program.

The new Steering Committee is

composed of fourteen students and open as usual today

will be responsible for the setting - - ' - - » • 4

of a "new direction" for the whole

Cultural Center.

According to students attending

the meeting, which had been called

by the old Steering Committee, a

feeling of "solidarity'' had

emerged, at the end of the 3 hour

session.

One spokesman explained that

the impromptu gathering had been

called "for the purposes of

solidarity," in the Black com-

munity.

Now, "The entire Black com-

munity will have to decide" on the

"future direction" of the Cultural

Center, commented the

spokesman. ^cdc
The five students on the CCLBS

program advisory board will assist

in the formulation of "policies"

said one student named to the

Board

WMUA
Awaits
Space

Decision

Barnard Sees Need For His Role

By BARBARA ANN CLEARY
MDC Staff

"My experience so far has

confirmed my previous impression

that there is a real need for an

office of this kind" This was the

major point which Ellsworth

Barnard stressed in discussing his

role as the new University om-

budsman in an interview yester

At the same time, he felt that

"it's too early to make a

judgement on the overall ef-

fectiveness of the office". Since he

was held the post he has seen a

large number of students, both

graduate and undergraduate, plus

faculty and professional staff

members.
A number of students have come

with problems concerning grades

Dr Barnard said that this is a

•very delicate matter to get in-

volved in. Most faculty members

are very sensitive of what they

regard as an invasion of their

perrogative".

However, he said that if a

student has "legitimate ground for

complaint, I am willing to follow it

up " In addition, he has handled

some personal problems, and has

helped to get information for

people who could not cut through

red tape on their own.

Dr Barnard feels that his main

concern is "that old business of

lack of communication' Ad-

ministrators do things which in-

volve students, but students are not

notified of it, he continued. In

addition, he said, people lower

down in the administrative

structure have trouble getting

through to those people who can

really net things done.

Dr. Barnard cited lack of money.

the rapidity with which the

University is growing, and large

areas of responsibility as factors

making breakdowns in com-

munication almost inevitable.

Dr Barnard also said that how

much he can do with regard to

really serious problems will

depend on "how much support I.

get and what effect my recom-

mendations have".

He feels that the administration

has been receptive to him. and he

has not encountered opposition in

his efforts to cut through red tape.

However, he quipped, "As I often

say with a little exaggeration,

students are never in their rooms,

faculty are never in their offices

and administrators are always at a

meeting, usually in Boston.
"

Dr Barnard expressed a genuine

concern for helping fulfill the

students' needs

OlympicAcademy
ApplicationsAvaiL

Applications for the 11th In-

ternational Olympic Academy at

Athens and Olympia, Greece, July

2 to August 2 are available here at

the University.

Students and faculty members of

the Five-College Area (Smith,

Mount Holyoke. Amherst, and

Hampshire Colleges, and the

University) are eligible for the

Academy which will have world-

renowned experts lecturing on

special subjects concerning

philosophy and ideology of the

Olympic Movement. Sponsors of

the Academy are the International

Olympic Committees from

countries which participate in

Olympic competition

One purpose of the Academy is to

foster better understanding to the

Olympic Movement, preserving

such aspects as good sport-

smanship.
Five scholarships are available

for American students, physical

education teachers, coaches, and

athletes. UMass is offering six

academic credits to UMass
physical education un

dergraduates who attend the

Academy.
Applications and further in-

formation about the Academy or

the scholarship grants may be

obtained from Dr. Barbara Burn

director of International

Programs. 229 Whitmore.

By CYNTHIA SWINDELL
MDC Staff

Radio Station WMUA awaits the

final desicions of the SUG Board

Allocation Committee before

initiating its plans to move to the

Student Union.

According to Ray Ballard, chief

engineer at WMUA, the plans to

move to the old bookstore have met

with complications and thus the

third floor of the Campus Center

has become the probable new

location of the radio station

When WMUA began plans to

move to the Student Union, the

radio station chose the old

bookstore as its site because the

ground level is best in transmitting

solid radio vibrations An added

advantage was the existing air

conditioning system in the

bookstore, which suits the radio

station's needs.

Problems arose when WMUA
was notified that additional in-

terests, including an arts and

crafts center, would also occupy

the bookstore space This would

give WMUA only 2800 square feet

of space, making the move for

WMUA unprofitable since moving

of all the radio equipment will be

an expensive process and moving

to an overcrowded location would

not be to the davantage of the

station

An alternative location of the

third floor of the Campus (enter

has been suggested. At this

location WMUA would have 6000

square feet of space in w hich to set

up its radio equipment Ballard

stated that WMUA would purchase

additional equipment and begin

broadcasting from the Campus

Center and then begin moving

existing equipment

In other business WMUA is

awaiting the go ahead from the

Buil-Jing Authority to establish its

transmitting tower atop Dickenson

Dormitory. The station has

presented the cost and formal

specifications of the project, and

requires onlv the B A 'l approval

Ellsworth Barnard, the new

University Ombudsman, feels

that there is definitely a need

at the University for his newly

defined position.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SWtS

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

Student Tours Present
J* ,,«„

ACAPULCO ADVENTURE
during College Week

March 20- 28 jj^?^
S Round trip Jet transport.^ to Acapuleo. Mexico

Ss'if.rHond.y^o/Ho^ Acapuleo Imperial
• Stay at tionu»jr »"

, a_p ana- transportation.

and water skiing. - __

Spring Skiing - Sugarbush, Vt.
during College Week

from $112 March 21 - 26

includes:
• Lodging at Alpen Inn

• Meals
• Lifts

•^Tmore information call Joan or Louise MMRW

FRI., MARCH 5 & SAT., MARCH 6 8 P.M.

GOLDOVSKY GRAND OPERA THEATRE

Presents Mozart's 'Don r.iovanni" in fully-staged produc-

tion Ming in English.

TUES , MARCH 16 & WED , MARCH 17 8 P.M.

ALV1N AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

master class and lecture/demonstration

For complete program and ticket information

please contact rhe Fine Arts Council, 125 Hcrter Holl

(Remaining tickets o* Bowker one hour before event.)

Tel. 545-0202
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In The Nation And The World

Seven Severe Fighting In Laos;

Thieu Warns of North Vietnam Invasion

SAIGON tAPi -Heavy lighting

erupted again Wednesday in

southern Laos and enemy gunners

shot down seven U.S. helicopters

living in support of South Viet-

namese troops, the U.S. Command
announced Thursday.

In South Vietnam, the North

Vietnamese slammed 1.000 rounds

of shells into a South Vietnamese

fire base along the demilitarized

zone-the heaviest such shelling

since 1968-allied headquarters

said.

The seven downed choppers

represented the largest helicopter

loss in a single day since Saigon's

troops nu)\ied into Laos Feb. 8 to

cut parts of the Ho Chi Minn Trail.

American casualties were given as

one dead. 10 wounded and six

missing.

The command revised an earlier

report that eight helicopters were

lost Wednesday.
In other developments:

The U.S. Command said North

Vietnamese surface to air missiles-

SAMs were fired into South

Vietnamese skies Tuesday for the

first time in the war, aiming at two

American planes. Neither was

damaged. The North Vietnamese

have been moving SAMs closer to

their southern border.

-President Nguyen Van Thieu

said he hoped the North Viet-

namese "would soon awaken to the

reality and not put us in a situation

which forces us to attack them

right on their own territory.''

The heaviest fighting in Laos

was reported at Hill 30, a govern-

ment position eight miles nor-

thwest of the border. South Viet-

namese troops attacked, but lost 98

men killed in 10 hours of fighting.

South Vietnamese losses were

announced as one killed and three

wounded. Sixty enemy were said to

have been killed by artillery and

air strikes.

Fierce fighting also broke out in

the central highlands 28 miles west

of Kontum City where the borders

of South Vietnam. Cambodia and

Laos meet at the southern ter-

minus of the Ho Chi Minh trail

Allied forces claimed killing 332

North Vietnamese troops in a

battle with elements of three

enemv regiments.

The new fighting indicated North

Vietnamese may be applying

pressure along the DMZ and in the

central highlands to divert South

Vietnamese forces from parallel

operations against North Viet-

namese supply routes and base

camps in Laos and Cambodia.

Enemy gunners also shelled the

big Da Nang air base early

Thursday with seven 100-pound

rockets. The U.S. Command said

one rocket triggered a fire on the

base. Casualties and damage were

described as light. U.S. fighter-

bombers, helicopters and cargo

planes supporting the South

Vietnamese drive into Laos fly out

of Da Nang.

It was not known whether some

of the helicopter losses were

around Hill 30 or whether they

were involved in an assault landing

that has not yet been reported.

In another revised report, the

U.S.Command said a total of 31

helicopters and two fighter-

bombers have been lost over Laos

and 12 choppers have been lost on

the Vietnamese side of the border

A spokesman listed total U.S.

casualties as 41 killed, 24 missing

and 45 wounded.

Field reports say. however, that

scores more have been shot down

but have not been reported by the

command because they have been

recovered.

A command spokesman said he

had no details on the new losses

other than that the seven UHl
Huey helicopters were hit by

enemy ground lire, crashed and

were destroyed in the lower

panhandle of Laos while sup-

porting South Vietnamese forces.

Field reports, however, said it

was believed there was a

helicopter combat assault by South

Vietnamese forces into Laos

during the day.

About 2.000 Vietnamese marines

have been moved into Laos in the

past two days, raising the number

of South Vietnamese troops in that

country to 18,000.

Mai

South Vietnamese said the\ Hong

Military Graft
id) for tactical reasons. With main force still 16 miles from

border IS), Saigon units appeared to be preparing for new thrust

westward. The> were harassing foes supply routes (3) numbered 911

and !»J.

Failure To Pay Fines

May Result In Jail Term
Revision of laws to provide jail

sentences instead of fines could

result from the Supreme Court's

ruling that no man can be jailed

because he can't afford a fine,

judges and other legal officials

said Wednesday.
•It's going to cause a lot of

trouble. " said Judge Andrew Doyle

of Nashville Metropolitan Court

when asked about the Tuesday

ruling •Who's going to decide if a

man has the money? What kind of

criterion do you have to go by"*'

Alex Bickley. Dallas city at-

torney, said the decision "would

mean there would be no effective

means of enforcement in certain

situations I think this is going to

require us to take a real careful

look at our laws and see if we do

need some remedial legislation.''

The unanimous ruling came in

the case of Preston A. Tate, a

Houston laborer who accumulated

lines of $425 on traffic convictions

and was sentenced to the

municipal prison farm

An offense normally punishable

only by a fine is discrimination in

violation of the Constitution's

guarantee of equal protection of

the laws

The court did not rule out im-

prisonment of a defendant who has

the means to pay a fine but refuses

to do so.

An Associated Press survey

showed that although some of-

ficials favored the decision as a

means of eliminating

discrimination against the poor,

many were concerned over:

The chance that the decision

could encourage violations of laws

like traffic statutes by persons who

felt they could avoid fines and

knew they wouldn't be jailed.

Robert Deehl, senior judge of the

Dade County, Fla Metropolitan

Court said the ruling "can be a

real problem.'" Under the present

system he said, "if a person can't

pay the fine, he gets $15 credit on it

for each day in jail."

He said some offenders complain

thev can't afford the fine but pay

UD at the last minute Deehl also

said the ruling "can encourage

irresponsible driving on the part ot

someone who says, I'm poor and

they can't put me in jail'

In Richmond, Va., Municipal

Court Judge William E. Spain said

he was "shocked" by the ruling,

it's amazing that the current

Supreme Court can discover that a

system of fines that has existed in

common law both here and in

England for more than 300 years

suddenly is unconstitutional. Who's

going to decide who has the money

to pay and who hasn't? It certainly

•akes away a valuable source of

punishment in a proper case and

the irresponsible are largely the

ones who benefit."

WASHINGTON iAP>-An Army

major told senators Wednesday he

was menaced by the Army's top

enlisted man after his "snooping"

threatened to implicate a general

and stop systematic looting of GI

clubs at military posts in Vietnam.

Maj Clement E St. Martin said

he was removed as club officer and

transferred after a three-month

duty tour in a strange world where

he said lawbreakers were

protected by a general. A civilian

vendor boasted he ran the clubs

and an oriental "dragon lady"

pulled strings to open a brothel

disguised as a steam bath.

The major told the Senate in-

vestigations subcommittee he

could have made at least $10,000

monthlv had he "cooperated" with

Brig. Gen. Earl Cole and his

civilian friend, super salesman

William J. Crum
Because he did not, St. Martin

said, he once heard a price was put

on his head
imes wno uvircni. _ #

Richardson Explains

Fed. Aid To Families
WASHINGTON t AP>-Sccretary of Health. Education and Welfare

Elliot L. Richardson labeled as untrue Wednesday charges that the ad-

ministration s higher education bill ignores the need for help to middle

income families in sending children to college

It was all but impossible to

conduct an honest investigation of

club activities at Long Binh post in

1967. the major said, because the

name of Gen. Cole, then a deputy

chief of staff, "struck the fear of

God into them."

Last summer the Army removed

Gen. Cole from command of the

European PX system, reduced him

to colonel, stripped him of a

Distinguished Service Medal and

ordered him retired-all for conduct

not consistent with "the integrity

expected of a general officer."

Cole is tentatively scheduled to

be called before the panel next

week.
Testifying under oath, St. Martin

said he was initiated into life as a

club officer when he was put up at

a Saigon Hotel, given his favorite

drinks and provided with a lovely

Vietnam go-go dancer for the

night. He said he didn't sleep with

her

He said the favors were provided

by Sgt William Higdon. a man he

said was tapped by Cole to run the

Ui-club system at Long Binh.

St. Martin and subcommittee

investigator LaVern Duffy gave

these allegations as indications of

the accuracy of Crum's boast:

-The club system at Long Binh

was used to order cars and trucks

and to import them, free of

customs, for use of Crum's Sari

Electronics Co.

Large quantities of club

equipment-beer coolers, freezers,

and so on-were ordered for Crum
and illegally stored in Army
warehouses at Long Binh.

-Vendors like Crum were

illegally pa'd casn D> Higdon

which in turn was subject to

manipulation on the currency

black market, a transaction which

could have added hc^dreds of

thousands of dollars *o their

profits.

-Cole "adjusted" contracts at the

request of Crum.
The club system bought four

turkeys and gave them to Cole at a

cost of $117.

-Cole quashed investigations and

covered up all evidence of wrong

doing as best he could.

Richardson told the Senate

Education Subcommittee that a

family with $12,000 income and

three children in college would be

eligible for basic grants and loans.

Children from large families

with incomes over $15,000 could get

up to $1,500 per student in sub-

sidized loans, he said.

"If these are not middle-income

families,' I have to ask what kind

of families we mean when we use

this phrase." he commented
"Median family income in the

United States is about $9,800."

The charges about the middle

income families were raised by

Democrats on a House Sub-

committee at a hearing on the

administration's proposals.

At Wednesday's session,

members of the Senate panel made

different objections.

Sen Jacob K. Javits. (R-N.Y.).

said the administration was

holding out a worthy goal in

seeking to aid a million additional

college students in the next year.

But he said he was not clear as to

whether the money actually would

be available to carry out the

commitment
Chairman Claiborne Pell.

(D- RI ». noted that the examples

of aid available to students from

various income levels under the

administration bill were not ac-

tually spelled out in the language of

the measure itself.

Congress was being asked to

pass a broad grant of authority and

leave it up to HEW to spell out the

details, he said.
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No Kill Order
GivenTo Medina

Railway Strike Hovers

FT. BENNING, Ga. (API—No
orders ever were issued from a

high-level conference that

women and children were to be

killed at My Lai, prosecution

witnesses testified Wednesday

at Lt. William L. Calley Jr.'s

court-martial.

One of the witnesses, William

C. Riggs of Midland, Tex.,

commander of Alpha Company,

said he attended a briefing on

the eve of My Lai, conducted by

Lt. Col. Frank Barker, head of

the task force which made the

March 16, 1968 assault.

"It was pretty much a stan-

dard briefing," added Riggs, a

former infantry captain. "There

was nothing much out of the

ordinary that I recall."

Another witness who was
present at the briefing, which

Calley did not attend, was Lt.

Col. Frederic W. Watke, who
was asked:

Q. Do you recall any specific

mention of women and children?

A. Not specifically, no.

Q. Was there an order given to

kill every man, woman and child

in the area?

A. Not at - no.

Q. Was there an order given

not to take prisoners?

A. No.

Calley, 27, is accused of

premeditated murder of 102

unresisting Vietnamese men,

women and children at My Lai

while leading the 1st Platoon of

Charlie Company on a search

and destroy mission through the

hamlet.

On the witness stand, Calley

said he was obeying orders from

his company commander, Capt.

Ernest L. Medina, to wipe out

every living thing in the hamlet

near the South China Sea.

U.S. Army First Lt. William

Calley gives peace sign from

helicopter last fall at Quang

Ngai. Prosecution witnesses

at his trial said today no or-

ders were issued from a

conference to kill women and

children at My Lai.

Medina attended the Barker

briefing and the prosecution aim

in its rebuttal testimony was to

convince the six-man court-

martial jury that no such orders

were passed down from the high-

level conference.

Further rebuttal testimony is

expected to deal with a sub-

sequent briefing Medina gave

the men of his company, in-

cluding Calley.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
imminent threat of a nationwide

railroad strike or a settlement that

would avert it reportedly hung in

delicate balance in negotiations

Wednesday night.

"It's either going to go or blow,"

said one inside source of prospects

for either a settlement of the wage

and work rules dispute or a

breakoff of talks that could lead to

a coast-to coast trainmen's

walkout at any time.

Earlier, Asst. Secretary of Labor

W. J. Usery, the government's

chief troubleshooter, said, "I'm not

too hopeful" of a settlement. Talks

continued into the night amid

reports of hard, crucial bargaining

in the dispute between the

AFL—CIO United Transportation

Union and the railroad industry.

As negotiations continued, Usery

said the government was con-

sidering what action it might take

in the event of a walkout.

All existing provisions of federal

labor law have been exhausted in

the dispute, and a special act of

Congress that halted a one-day

nationwide strike Dec 10 expired

at 12:01 a.m. Monday.

Only another special act of

Congress could block a renewed

strike.

Cutbacks Made
In Nike Sites

"The railroads have been on

notice since Sunday that the union

is free to strike," said chief in-

dustry negotiator John P. Hiltz.

"There's not much we can do

about it," he said in asserting there

were no further plans to warn

railroads of an impending strike.

"If you're hit, you're hit," Hiltz

said of the strike possibility.

The union represents a variously

estimated 135,000 to 180,000

trainmen. It was one of four unions

involved in the brief Dec. 10

walkout. The other three came to

settlements in recent weeks for

wage packages estimated at 43 per

cent over 42 months above their

previous average pay of about

$3.50 per hour.

But since all railroad men
generally respect picket lines, a

strike by one union would almost

certainly shut down the nation's

rail system.

The United Transportation

Union and the railroads were

reportedly in near tentative

agreement on a wage package, but

stalled over industry demands for

work rule changes the union said

would eliminate jobs and reduce

over-all income of workers.

These include railroad demands
to enlarge interdivisional train

runs now limited to 100 miles

without extra pay or a crew

change, reduce expenses for trips

away from home and to combine

separate road and yard crews.

DelegatesFrom NewEngknd
LeaveForParisPeace Talks

BOSTON (AP)-A delegation of 20 persons from throughout New

Fnriand each representing a local community group, was part of a

3E!S*S^^ for the Pans <*ace talks

^dele^ates said they intend to meet with Xuan Thuy ofjto North

Vietnamese" delegation to the peace ^J^^kiC^
Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam^ v et ong.

representatives of the Saigon government and the U.S. delegation to ine

^The Sec^tl^ored by the American Friends Service Committee

Cto'Sft^aTcSa^ About V,etnam and the FeUowatap of

uergy anu u*y ^iane<\ to give American citizens first hand

SSS^JmS&C the indochinese war. aMM
said.

MDC
Classifieds

PAY

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Army and Air Force announced

Wednesday massive cutbacks and

realignments of their already

sharply scaled-down defense

against bombers attacks on the

United States.

The Army said that by June 30 it

will close 27 Nike-Hercules bat-

teries and 11 Nike-Hercules

headquarters in 15 states at an

annual savings of about $31 million

starting in 1972.

For the Air Force, the realign-

ment will mean elimination of

three fighter-interceptor bases, the

reduction of six others and the

closing of one radar station along

with a loss of 3,555 military and 359

civilian jobs at 18 bases in 13

states.

The Air Force gave no estimate

of expected savings.

The Army said its steps with the

Nike-Hercules program were

designed to cut costs and focus on

more sophisticated weapons.

An Air Force spokesman ex-

plained that the concept of Air

Defense Command forces "has

been changed during the past

several years from one of broad

coverage of the United States to

one of predominantly perimeter

coverage along the northern

border and eastern and western

coastal regions."

Both the Nike-Hercules is an

antiaircraft ground-to-air missile

which has been deployed around

the United States since the mid-

1950s. It can carry either nuclear

or conventional warheads.

Guerrillas Release Fly

AfterHisHeartA ttack

anSesty buldiploma.ic sources said .he kidnappers obv.ously panicked

"ft *\«va
efor neaTseven months, was reported ,n -deHcatc

SssSterxstrssgsaga
MuSE July and kilted him two weeks later, said in a statement that

Fk tad been informed on Feb 18 that he had been given an amnesty and

"£f5
r

2

e

3

e
howeve7^1y suffered a heart attack, the Tupamaros said

Me wL at nrsUreaTed by the guerrillas' own doctors but apparently

^jA^^***** ^. Dighiero. chief of cardiology a,

MonZSeS Hospital de Chnicas. Police had raided the hospital m

i,Ml.n ,n the search for Flv and two other hostages.

n^To has declined to comment on the kidnaping, but eweei

,epXi that a"voSg couple lured him outs.de with a plea to attend to an

•mergency at an undisclosed location.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Spectrum k having an open U Anyone M k in-

terested in Spectrum and Mt yoes ,nto it, stop oy the

Spectrum office roo,n 4* of the Student lln,on, some-

one ft***, re a m and 7 p. » *** ^'""^

march 4- W *—* — M" " m/ "^ Pe°P,e
"
nJ

woJd he hupp, U, d,scu„ u.uj comments you lune

nfxxil the miKjuzitu
BACK UOMt

* IN THE AIA.LY

\ COOK PLACE

AflHERST, HASS.

BARGAINS"
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Atomic Energy Commission:
#

Vermont Plant Effects Not Significant
WASHINGTON <AP> - A

preliminary report by the Atomic

EnergJ Commission's regulatory

statt says that while there are

"certain potentially detrimental

environmental effects" connected

with building and operating a

Vermonl nuclear power plant,

•none ot these effects is expected

to be significant."

The 47-page draft statement on

environmental considerations by

the AEC's Division of Reactor

Licensing is accompanied by

sharply critical comments from

Vermont's Attorney General

James M Jefford

Hut the staff document,

distributed for a new round ot

reaction and joined by statements

from several federal agencies

s tli« operating license ap-

plicant, Vermonl Yankee Power

Corp . has indicated that it will

compl> with all federal and state

regulations applicable to the unit

which are designed to protect the

environment."
Furthermore, the applicant has

stated that it any adverse effects

attributable to the operation of the

station were to become evident

ough the environmental

monitoring programs during plant

operation, appropriate steps would

it taken b\ the applicant to correct

the situation." the ABC report

added
Jeffords attacked several phai

.it the environmental report which

was advanced bj Vermont Yankee

in the company's efforts to avoid

harming the area around the $135

million atomic power plant It is

iring completion at Vernon, Vt

,,n the banks ot the Connecticut

Kiver across from New Hampshire

.1 north ot Massachusetts

He complained the company's

environmental proposals are

deticient in several regards In-

luding atmospheric impact.

mical releases, radiological

effects and control systems

New Han officials in-

cluding that stal '<'»«'

,c\ and Water Suppl) and

ution Control Commission.
,,„!. the company must

their state since New
has jurisdictio

nnecticul River
•the local

•it are tho

.

water.

these programs will be used to

wide basis for detecting and

duating an> radiological impact

.v Inch might lead to long term

effects 01 an> other adverse effects

mii the aquatic environment if)

order that timel) corrective action

n be taken it required

The Federal Power Commission

Kl't said there is no question

about the need ot the \ermotit

\ ankee's capacity for use m the

area's power system

Nuclear fuels are currently

t suited to those requirements

in view ot the contribution which

the Vermont Yankee Nuclear plant

will make lo the generating

i apabilit) oA its shareholders and

to the generating capability ot its

ireholders and to the generating

,t all of New England

under the coming New England

power pool arrangement "
I PC

said, "it appears that the decision

to construct the plant was both

sound and timely.
'

Vermont Yankee said in its

environmental report thai its plant

W ill
enhance long term

productivity with minimum en

virionmental impact

^ 5*»-64 II

TheCompus Ci„e
~

•n Hodley three minutes
from Rou»^ 9)

The Confession

&$

o&
of1$

61 .

luetic

' -WesMonran •

Simone Signore*

I&£Confesston/'

bot fieie Fefzerti

nei Vifoid

7:00 Gp
9:15

The Rolling Stones
7:15
9:15

c\Htr**
\\

A great rock-'n-roll movie about the

best band in the world.

*J
Rated *

SPECIAL SHOWINGS
SATURDAY ONLY
7:00
8:30
10:00

m
7:00
9:00

C'*£A1A ///

REWSTER^MCCLOUO

the director of MASH
is back again cutting up

people for the third

sensational week.

SHOW

till

2 A.M.

^r!hJ! Weekend

and^:

e,,° Lu9os.)

RATtD— R-

Draft Counselor's Corner

Urge Congressmen To ift

By GILBERT J. SALK
jottings...

Draft Counseling Services has

counseled three people to 1-0

classifications. The first came in

two weeks ago from the State

Appeal Board, the second on a

personal appearance from the

Northampton board, and the third

from Board m in Springfield

i believed to be only the second l-O

classification from Board 83.)

(letting results on appeals at this

time of year on medical and CO
claims is slow because most

students still have IIS deferments

so their claims don't come up So

lar. DCS has helped get three l-Os

on three appeals. Still sure you

don't want to try for one?

Some people still seem unaware

of the fact that there is a draft

counseling group on campus. It is

supported by the student body, not

by Uncle Sam, and it is here to help

you confront your problem with the

draft in the most informed, honest,

and effective way. The service is

free, unless you care to contribute

something to help your brothers.

The Draft Counseling Services

have an office on the second floor

of the Student Union in room 418K.

It's around the corridor behind the

Cashiers cage. There's usually

someone there from 9:00 am to

4:<l0p.m.. and no appointments are "^"/"^ curious aDOUt what

TKta as U the draft win be kept number .III tot.««•"£*•*%
(or another two years at the least. My best guess is that it

«JU

The opposition needed to keep it probab ,-reach I.££» » jg
from being renewed has not

materialized. My guess is that it

will be renewed in late June until

June of 1973. There's also a strong

possibility that student deferments

will be ended then, at least for

those who do not already have

them. In other words, your kid

brother who's going to college next

year will not be able to get a

deferment. If you think that we vt

had enough ot the chains of the SSS

to carry on our backs, this is the

time to start working. Contact your

Senators and Congressmen and let

them know that you are opposed to

the draft and will not vote for him

1 or her 1 unless he votes to end it

this year. Write letters to your

local newspaper urging people to

get in tough with their represen-

tatives Start your own anti-draft

movement Write to the National

Committee to Repeal the Dralt in

Washington. DC, and tell them

what vou're doing or would like to

do or that > ou want them to tell you

April 1

is last day

to drop a

course with

a grade of W

Heotling-Newspaper recycling cartons haxe been placed

;„l,d the campus To dispose of newspapers there mstead of

receptacles like ttM one above.

Used Paper To Be Recycled
• **••*..• v'ii tmi enmnuter cards.

Boxes labeled Newspaper

Recycling" are now located in the

Campus Center, the Student Union.

the live main dining commons, and

some ot the dorms. Used

newspapers, collected in these

boxet are sent back to local paper

nulls to lie reprocessed.

This will not only cut down on the

number of trees required to make

paper products, but also will help

the University s waste problem.

The Collegian alone creates more

than three tons of waste paper a

week
This project was initiated in

October by C.O.R.E.S .Committee

on Recycling Excess Stuff 1. a

group which sprang up from a

C E y workshop. Money received

tor the newspapers is used to pay

tor transporting the paper. The

rest is put into a fund to he p

finance future projects to recycle

or reuse aluminum cans and glass

bottles.

Pending the realization of a more

comprehensive community action

now being studied by the Western

Massachusetts Group of the Sierra

Club residents of Amherst and

vicinity may take papers for

recycling to P. Allen and Son

Route 10. Easthampton Road, just

south of Northampton near the

railroad tracks, or to the Salvation

Army receptacles in and near

Amherst, or call for pickup in

Molvoke.

Current prices paid. For un-

mixed computer products: prin-

touts $20/ton, computer cards

boxed $26/tOO, computer cards,

boxed (all white) $:$u/ton and up.

$S7tOfl or 41K/100 lbs. for

newspapers only. <A stack of

newspapers about 5 It high is

about too lbs ) Mixed paper (such

as cardboard cartons, paper bags,

junk mail, magazines, office

paper memos, envelopes, soiled

tissues, napkins, picture post-

cards, old exams, catalogs,

telephone books, and food

packaging if not waxes', $7/ton or

at/ioo lb*

Not recyclable: carbon paper,

waxed paper products, scotch

tape, plastics, photographs (prints

or slides), stvrofoam. cellophane,

aluminum foil, and cigarette butts.

If in doubt about what is

recyclable, call Mr Allen at 584-

:iO40 or discard. Before discarding

substantial amounts of paper for

lack of transportation, call Mark

Segal at 253-2662

For more information, call Mark

Segal at 253-2662 or Eva Schiffer at

.,0324 or 256-6057.

YOU
FLY...
take a Peter Pan to

Bradley International,

Airport.

lei

s|ni|t. MinlMH I •
I ni\. of Mas*.
-.»:. MHW or .Vl-V !.V»*

1
considerably higher than last

vears limit. (To be fair, U.S. News

& World Report ran a report a lew

weeks ago saying that the top

lottery number would be about 150

You can believe them if you wish.

>

It is true that the total number of

men drafted this year will be fewer

than it was last year, but this does

not affect the lottery because the

manpower pool is considerab y

smaller this vear. You also have to

take a grain of salt with Nixon s

claim that he will lower this year

Dick is a used-war dealer, after all

The call has been for 17.oon

brothers for each of the first three

months this year, higher than the

first three months last year, ltuv

coinciding with the invasion and

rape of Laos and the rumors o

similar lace saving stunts aimed

at North Vietnam being planned,

could lead one to some un-

comtortable speculation

The draft is still messing your

brothers over. Do your thing to get

yourself free and help your

brothers free.

PEACE.
Questions to this column should be

addressed to: Gilbert J. Salk, c/o

Dra»1 Counseling Services RSO "395,

Campus Center, Univ. ot Mass.,

Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Free personal draft counseling

available Draft Counseling Ser

vices, 418E Student Union 2nd floor.

WAFERBEDS
dealers wanted

write or call

flUEEPft
56 Arbor Street

Hartlord, Conn. 06106

1 (203) 523-8360

URSULA ANDRESS • STANLEY BAhTR CAV1D WAHNLR

PERFECT rRinAY

LATE SHOA' FRIDAY AT I 1 .30 P.<V

Did you see

Bemadette Devlin

or

Bill Russell

or

Mrs. W. E. B. DuBois

when they spoke at UMass?

If you did, you saw DVP at work.

DVP is looking for new people with new

ideas. Now.

Applications available at the RSO office.

Deadline for applications is March 5-

SWITCHEROO" ON THE HIGH SEAS!

Not port of rcgulor Fridoy program

Adults only — All Seats $2.00

Thursday Nights

Cricket Hill

The new group in the area

featuring

HELEN
2nd Floor Cafeteria

SHOW STARTS AT 9 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

(only club members and their guests

over 21 may drink alcoholic

beverages.)

50c cover charge

i
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That Time Again

„,„,„•> .„. lousv facUHIW. ^ for Adm inistrative Service

peasei «tnt up. ih« siuotni rem> «
operation

raJker •«• b.tt.r run dormitory system, than pa> more rent.

Uter I long and arduous struggle, the Voting Bights

ActTlOTO was passed by the United States Congress

, hl !reby permittSg 18-vear-Ids throughout the na .on

parnopate m federal elections. This legislation

received afavorable ruling from the Supreme Court.

Although this bill was acclaimed as a great step

forward in our liberal society, as it should have been

,t still tell short of the expeetations and desires ol

manv ot its supporters While providing suffrage tor

H Jear olds in all federal elections, the legislation

was nu.tc on the point of lowering the voting age in

state elections This appears inherently unfair.

It ,s manifestly obvious that if a Pe^on can vote for

aCongressman or Senator, then he should alsc
>
ha e

the privilege, no right, of choosing his
.

shenf or

alderman. By this ruling, many ^S^Hi^ltO^
Hedged members of a national society while at Uu

same time, they rate as underlings in their own states^

Not only is this setup grossly unfair, it is also, in the

words Of Senator Birch Bayh. "confusing, costly,

chaotic- Bv it. a dual-system of voting has resulted in

47 states As of now. nine states have voting ages

under 21 while only three of these have reduced the

voting age to 18. In a federal system where the states

are usually the incubators for progressive legistation

the I n.ted States Congress has beaten them at their

""with an election year approaching, action must be

taken on this federal contradiction soon. If the

responsibility for leg.slat.on is left to the states it is

unlikely, and in many cases impossible that haws

allowing 18 -> ear-olds the right to vote will have been

passed bv November of 1972.

In Massachusetts, constitutional amendments

which the legislation must be. requires a majority ot

the legislators elected, and voting in joint session, in

two different legislatures for approval before these

amendments can be sent to the voters for ratification

An 18 year old proposal was approved last year and if

it were to be approved again, it would be submitted to

the voters on the 1972 ballot.

Without such legislation, almost 100,000 citizens of

Massachusetts will be unable to vote in state and local

elections in 1972 although they will be permitted to

vote lor national candidates. This situation, however.

is not beyond alteration

Presently a proposed amendment to the Con

stitution which would lower the voting age to 18 for all

elections is the pending business before the Senate

Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments,

chaired by Senator Bayh The amendment is spon-

sored by 86 members of the Senate, Senate Joint

Resolution 7. which it is entitled, is expected to receive

favorable action if it ever reaches the floor

The difficulty arises over the fact that in the past,

legislation of this type has not been reported out of

committee. Since this proposal is the only means by

which the voting age can be lowered for all state

elections m 1972 it is crucially important that this

action reach the floor of the Senate.

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary is the body

which has jurisdiction in this matter. Chaired by

Senator Eastland (Miss), the committee includes

Senators McClellan (Ark), Ervin (N.C.), Hart

(Mich ). Kennedv (Mass.). Bayh dnd), Burdick

(ND) Tvdings'(Md). Byrd (W. Va>. llruska

iNebr), Kong (Hawaii). Scott tPenn.), Thurmond

(SC> Cook (Ky). Mathias (Md), and Griffin

* Mich ) These men hold the key to the passage of

Senate Joint Resolution 7 A letter to any of these

Senators would probably aid in the passage of this

vitallv necessary legislation.

With all the inequities and contradictions that

already exist in this country, we might as well try to

get rid of as many of them as we can.

Art Buchwald

Win This One For Nixon

Ml Letters To The Editor must be typed, double spaced at sixty

snares ner line Thev should not exceed one page in length and

should be submitted by S pM. prior to the day of publication The

same rules applv for Editorial Points.

The Editors reserve the right to edit all letters Also, all letters

must contain the name and address of the writer which will be

w ithheld upon request

Offensive

WASHINGTON -President Nixon

has given all of us assurances that

the American GIs will not do any

fighting in Laos. Cambodia, or

even North Vietnam -on the

ground, that is. Therefore, the

burden of all the fighting will be on

the South Vietnamese, which

seems to be a fine idea with

President Thieu and Marshal Ky

But nobody seems to have asked

the average South Vietnamese

soldier how he feels about all this

Three South Vietnamese soldiers

were dug in along the Ho Chi Minh

Trail the other day discussing the

situation

"Hev look, did you hear that

after this incursion they want us to

invade North Vietnam?"

"The generals must be out of

their rice-picking minds." Cpl. Lok

said 'What in the monsoon do they

want us to invade North Vietnam

lor°"

So the American GIs can pull

out of our country faster," Pfc. No

Dem replied "You see. every time

we go into another country, it

makes it easier for Nixon to pull

out Americans."
"That s fine for the Americans.

Pfc Nhu Nhu said. "But what

happens to us?"

"According to the American

generals in Saigon we're as good

fighters as any army in the world,

providing we have aerial support

and the enemy has none," Pfc. No

Dem said.

"That's a crock of yak butter.

Cpl Lok said "They're just saying

that so they can pull out without

losing face
"

"That's no way to talk about our

ally. Lok. If it hadn't been for the

I S . we wouldn't be on the Ho Chi

Minh Trail today." Pfc No Dem
said ,. _
"Getting our butts shot off,' Cpl.

Lok grunted.

You always think of your-

selves.' Pfc. No Dem said. "Do

you realize there is a lot more at

stake than just getting your butt

shot off?"

•Like what?" Cpl. Lok

demanded
"Well, if President Nixon doesn't

get enough American troops out of

Vietnam he could lose the election

in 1972."

i hadn't thought of that," Pfc.

Nhu Nhu said

"You mean we're dug in here

getting our butts shot off just so we

won't make a liar out of Nixon?"

Cpl. Lok said.

"Not just Nixon, but Henry

Kissinger and Mel Laird and

Ambassador Bunker and Gen

Abrams and Joseph Alsop. There

are a lot of careers that could go

down the drain if we don't interdict

the enemv's supply lines before the

rainy season starts," Pfc. No Dem
warned.
"We're carrying a big burden on

our shoulders." Pfc. Nhu Nhu

agreed
"And let's not forget." said Pfc.

No Dem, "our own President

Thieu's election could depend on

the outcome of this incursion."

"Who's he running against?"

Cpl. Lok asked.

"Nobody." Pfc. No Dem said

"But we still want him to look

good, don't we?"
Neither Nhu Nhu nor Lok

replied.

Cpl lx)k finally said. "Okay,

let's, for argument's sake, say we

cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail, secure

Cambodia and invade North

Vietnam and all the American

troops pull out Where does that

leave us?"

Pfc. No Dem replied, "We'll be

part of the free world, dummy."
Copyright 1971. Los Angeles

Times

Free The People

A lot has happened on campus lately concerning

Women's Lib. Jim LaMacchia's running for Winter

(arm Queen sort of started ,t all. then Linda Jen-*

spoke Wednesday night, then there was Jim Mitchell s

editorial in last Eriday's Collegian and the mail

received disagreeing with the editorial, then Mr

LaMacchia's rebuttal, then. well, it really hasn t

I don't wish to end the discussion but only to bring up

another point of view; something that Jim LaMacchia

touched on as one of his reasons for entering the

contest. . „ .-^
Erom the amount of mail received concerning Jim

Mitchell and Jim LaMacchia its obvious that many

people feel women areforced to play certain roles

Tmost of the letters were from women I But to believe

that women are the only ones forced into roles is

ridiculous.

As a man in this society I m supposed to be strong

and proud; I have to control my emotions.

Don't cry when you see Love Story'

Upon graduation it'll be taken for granted that I'll

get married within 3.4 years, produce 2.7 children, and

get a nice "nine to five" job.

Here at UMass., simply because I'm "one of the

guys" I'm expected to fo to the beer bash Friday

night and the basketball game Tuesday night (I

supposedly love all sports)

It's obvious that men are also forced to play certain

social roles. There is no biological reason why men

should hide their emotions ( I cried like a baby at Love

Story ) There is no biological reason why guys should

like beer bashes more than girls do, or than men

simply because they're men. should be enthused by al

sports Why couldn't relationships be on an equal

basis?

It's absurd to believe that women are any more

enslaved by society than are men. Neither Women's

Lib nor Mens Lib, individually, are very meaningful.

Whatever happened to People's Lib?

Dick Desroehes

Letters To The Editor

Modular Credit Confusion
To the Editor:

Don Glickstein's article in the Daily Collegian

(February 26' on the completely modular curriculum

at the School of Edueal ion gave a good summary of an

innovation which the School is currently pursuingJt
nvxs also, however, have given members of the

University community some incorrect impressions

First the thrust ot the decision by the School

Council was to commit the School of Education to a

completely modular curriculum if. and only if, two

condition* are met. The change would be made if:

I) appropriate administrative procedures,

policies and controls are developed no later than

seven months before the proposed date of im-

plemenation. and

i2> the University administration and faculty give

the necessary approval for the plan.

Second the completely modular curriculum would

Ml abolish courses. Indeed, it is assumed that many

instructors would continue to use the course format

.one to three class meetings per week for one

semester). No professor would be forced to alter-his

teaching stvle or course structure. What the CMC

would (fo is to allow alternative structures, too. In-

structors who want to offer learning experiences

which last less than one semester or are otherwise

A Safe Course

*In a time of increased social concern over the recent

of venereal diseases, almost to the epidemic stage, we

propose the following suggestion as a mature and

responsible effort to curb the affliction and rid this

campus of unwanted pregnancies that alter or shatter

he careers of some of our most talented youth. As a

Possible course of action, prophylactic vending

machines may be installed in the men s room of the

Campus Center. Student Union, or both. An ex

peridental effort of a similar nature is currently

bring carried on in Springfield. At a few selected bars

,n the city the vending machines have been in-

We believe the suggested course of action is

def.nately necessary and a long awaited positive

effort against this real problem It is about time the

burden of contraception was taken off thefemate. The

infirmary issues birth control pills to coeds but let s

face it girls don't make each other pWg^JWWjl
no reason that the infirmary should not issue

prophylactics to men as in some southern universities^
P7 ,s about time we throw off the shackles o

Massachusetts Puritanism and make a positive effort

to c ombat a real problem. If any students have some

noughts on this issue, we would appreciate hearing

them eigher through the Collegian or through personal

C°ntaCt
Name Withheld By Request

Power Until Dignity

in relptmse' to the editorial entitled "Emphat.c-

M noSSF we wish to thank the writer^^for voicing his

opinion when all the home games are jvejjf the

exhibition as you so call it is distracting toiyo«l then

why don't the few white students who s'» betand
'£

coaches bench with the airhorn disturb you? I oi^you

to sav that mv Brothers and Sisters only apptaud for

Mr Irving and Mr Skinner, shows that you are blind

to all around you except the obvious, or you refuse to

see we applaud white athletes also

Yes the applause is louder and we stand up

because these two brothers are being appreciated and

mDraised for more than the mere fact they play ball

aKreMack. Black people realized a long[time-ago.to

recognize a man not for his color, but for his qualities

andassets and we of the Black Community have a

TsW n
P
at

e
na"an;hem. you can take and keep

it unS 8S country can prove and justify to every

black man, woman and child that we are first class

citizens and not second class

IT IS TRULY PATHETIC THAT OUR IN

TEGRATED STUDENTS MUJTBL SC
)

OB-

NOXIOUSLY DIVIDED BY THIS EMPHATIC

MINORITY. . .. .

,,

True, the student body is integrated physically but

not psychologically, but if my people have to take

YOUR problem everywhere that you enjoy yourself,

then that's where you'll find it until you start to

change the system from within. Incidently, when you

call some of us the enphatic minority you indicate all

Black students. Power until dignity, understanding

and respect, are ours, then peace. ^^ ^^
Wavne Williams

stvpicallv scheduled, would be able to do so easily. In

other words, this concept offers greatly increased

flexibility to those who wish to take advantage of it.

In brief then the School of Education has com-

mitted itself to developing a completely modular

system and to implementing it, if possible. Such a

system would increase the Schools flexibility without

infringing on those who wish to continue teaching in a

more traditional manner. The advantages of the

proposal were well stated in Mr. (ilickstein t original

ar
Philip R. Christenson

Director. Modular Credit Program

Let-tuce Stone-ham

Mr Joel Stonehams comments (Collegian, March

•> p 5) on the lettuce boycott display either his gross

ignorance of the lettuce strike or a deliberate attempt

to misrepresent the facts. He informs US that the

lettuce strike is unlike the grape strike in that it s

merely a jurisdictional dispute between unions. While

im sure that the California Growers Association

would enthusiastically agree, that statement uould

come as news to James Fitzpatr.ck In erna innal

Teamsters Present), Cesar Chavez (Director United

Farm Workers Organizing Committee) and George

Meanv These gentlemen reached an agreemen

several months ago that '^Tfh
ain^ (

W
){

0U,d

and
eS^e

the organizing territory of the LrWOC. and vice

U Following that agreement the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters asked ?J?2£3
agreements from the companies which had signed

with California locals. „„„,*

It is worth noting that these contracts were signed

secretly, without the knowledge or consent of the

lettuce" pickers themselves or of the International

IVamstcTs Several local Teamster officials were

involved but they were called in by the growers in

order to mur the issue. When the International

Teamsters Union asked for the recisions agreement^

some growers complied, but most did not. They also

uemed the UFW's request for elections among the

field workers themselves to determine which union, it

anv would represent them.

The UFWOC then turned to a strike against the

recalcitrant growers. The call for the strike was

heeded by virtually all the farmworkers in the Salinas

VaHeV and verv few lettuce workers crossed the non-

otetructive picket lines Even the imported scab

laborers began refusing to cross UFWOC picket lines

and the growers' brownsh.rt style of terrorism wasn t

dnv.ng the pickets away So the growers turned to

uSelr local friendly N.xon-Reagan appointee justices

X and an old friend of the strikebreaking employer

the court injunction. The UFWOC has neigher the time

nor the money to fight this injunction through the

courts, so they are once again turning to the American

public asking us to support a nation wide boycott of

non-union (non-real union. UFW. as opposed to

Company union) lettuce.

aT| of which brings us back to the UU campus o

Joes Stoneham and to whether we as students wish to

ief University Food Services continue using our

money to exploit migrant farmworkers by buying

scab lettuce Mr Stoneham seems to beheve that

students do want to continue buying scab lettuce, or at

most mav oppose his purchasing it but will passively

aTepI": WeVofthe Lettuce Boycott Committee think

that students are concerned about this issue, and w.

actively express their support Complain to your

Dining' Commons manager about scab lettuce,

complain to Joel Stoneham tadi (North CoiJJ

mons) sign the petition demanding that the Food

sTv'ces huv onlv- union lettuce Talk to membersof

the Lettuce' Boycott Committee when they come to

your Dining Commons. We need your support

Editorial Points
Yogurt at the Coffee Shop costs

$ 45. At the local supermarkets it

only costs about $.30. Guess it costs

more to sour things on Campus

than off.
* * * *

The tank traps on the north side

of the Campus Center, which seem

to be randomly placed for designs

sake, are really supposed to mark

the way tor cars driving right up to

the Hotel lobby The only catch is

that the slate slabs on the plaza

aren't strong enough to support the

weight of a car, according to one

rumor
• * •

Now that the Campus Center

garage rates have been lowered

people are beginning to complain

that its difficult to find a parking

spaceOne patron suggested that it

the rates went back up there would

be more room ' How's that for an

idea'.' i

* * * »

While we are on the subject of

prices, how come a can of soda

costs $ 20 in the Union, while in an

identical machine in Whitmore. the

cost is $.15? Maybe the ad

mmistrators cant afford the extra

nickel...
» » •

To Tonv Granite: Josephine

Schluck traded in her nylons for a

pair of bobby socks and a month s

supply of clear nail polish. 3/3 -

1

Stretching the Point

Getting Straight
To the Editorn mc r.uuui . i.„iiv.

Even though I am not an advocate of Jim Mitchell s

philosophy. I feel people such as Adrienne Gross

should get their own argument straight Her

argument is based largely on emotion rather than

logic It is obvious that she demands equal pay for

women Does she also demand that women be eligible

lor the military draft as men are" If "*•**»
twisting the quality policy to suit her own desires Her

statistics on women's salaries, though true, are

deceiving. Manv women work for a smaller salary

Than men because they regard their jobs as hobb.es

rather than as family supportingWJ^-WW
male workers she is a scab or union violator damaging

The labor pool with her cheap labor. It is a fact of life

hat women must be absent from work for long

ocriods when they become pregnant and often quit

work to get married. The idea of the male superiority

heorv came about at the dawn of time when man s

superior muscular strength made h.m the

unquestioned master. It is only through the division of

uToMhat the female has been able to challenge the

male role
'' Perhaps this is a good example of Homo

Saoien upsetting nature's law of survival of the

mtest
'

I am glad all women do not feel as does Miss

Gross but I suppose every species must have its

Gross gynandromorph
Mark Dlugos,

To the Editor.

Lets have a big hand for Cart

Beattv who seems to be a pretty

good "kid after all Still picky,

perhaps, but he answered our

letter well Nevertheless, Carl, we

can't understand why you say we

failed to stick to the point We
merely endeavored to shift the

blame for each of the fourteen

criticisms away from the dining

common to the rightful source, if

there was one

As for the terms we used against

you; these terms were not inteded

"to be taken personally The ad

jectives were intended only to

imply our image of the type of

person each individual criticism

seemed to typify For example, the

term hypochondriac was used

because we have known

hypochondriacs who would wipe

tables before sitting at them, wipe

doorhandles before touching them.

tie There are other charac

teristics of hvpochondria that you

probably don't have. We were

exagerating for emphasis By the

way. we don't remember calling

you glorv-seeking You sound like

someone with a persecution

complex (Sorry. I just had to throw

that in). m t
.

Your accusal of being off the

point is better aimed at Mark

Kalish.

Mark, thank you for the title of

•galloping gourmet" That hap-

pens to be one of my favorite

programs The exact purpose of

your letter is heavily clouded by

your levity The past six

paragraphs are as effective and as

pointless as a comedy monologue

Ninety percent of your letter has

nothing to do with what Carl and

we were writing about Our

comment had little to do with the

taste of the food Now and then, the

potatoes taste lousy so I just don't

eat them. On the whole, however, it

is good. My meatball grinder today

was darn good The chicken was

reallv good last night I've tasted

lots worse lood in restaurants

ROMt beef that lights up like a

neon sign'' is natural It is a

reaction to cooling after being

cooked It does not mean the food is

going bad
Your bathroom smells after

breakfast'' Ours doesn t Maybe

there is something wrong with your

bathroom What you say about the

dogs is irrelevant Don never said

he liked the taste of the silverware

He said it tastes the same And. t<«

us. as should be obvious by now.

the tood does not all taste the same

What vou said about the Una has

nothing to do with what we were

writing about Our letters con

cerned the service, not the fo*>d

Regarding hair in the food What

you said, again, is irrelavant. but I

wish to take this opportunity to

expand upon something I said in

my last letter, even though the

subject has pretty much blown

over bv now Although 1 rarely

come In contact with hair in my

lood. I have recently been talking

to some people who have had more

experience with it I have notices,

however, that hair is less likely to

(all in the food while in

preparation, since most of the

workers wear hair nets, than is

while the tray is resting at the

silverware table While it sits

there, people are leaning over it

getting silverware, ketchup,

mustard, etc. without hairnets I

think most ot the lood hair is added

there

What vou implied about the lood

in Worcester being better than that

in Southwest may be true Don

says he knows one person who lives

in Southwest and has come to eat in

Worcester now and then It was,

indeed, her opinion that the tood in

Worcester was better I. don't can-

to find out personally tor the sake

of argument.
Wa>n«'Shepard

Don Wolfe

<_x»«r*-
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week of talks that the calm on

campuses is due more to sup-

pressed anger about the Indochina

war than to apathy.

"We cleared up misconceptions

,n the minds of Finch and

Kissinger that the students no

longer care.'' said Kic Schumacher

of the University of New Hamp-

shire.

Adam Levin of Mantord

University said thousands ot

students volunteered their time

last spring to work for antiwar

causes and candidates and to try to

persuade the Nixon administration

to accept I heir views

it is not apatln but suppressed

rage rage that could be tripped oft

any time." Levin said.

Kogelio Fernandez Kojo ot

\assar college one <>i three

veterans in the group, said there

are signs this year that the Nixon

administration is more receptive

to their ideas than last year At

least, be said. Finch and Kissinger

ami others asked them to come

hack.

CMher schools represented by

spokesmen at the news conference

were Harvard. Pennsylvania

State. Tulane. Georgetown.

Temple. University of California at

Berkeley, Duke, University of

Chicago. Depaul. I diversity ot

Minnesota and Rutgers

English Dept. Offers Amer.

Civilization Concentrations

TRENTON. N.J. tAP>-The

state of New Jersey is reaping

unexpected millions from its first

venture in legalized gambling, a

weeklv lottery geared to small

wagers and frequent winners.

The success of the lottery has

been so great that officials were

required bv law to schedule ad-

ditional prize drawings to give

away surplus money.

The first special drawing will be

held on March 17. St. Patrick's

Day. and the lucky winner ot the

tirst prize will become an instant

millionaire.

It proceeds keep rolling in at the

present rate, the million-dollar

drawings mav be held as otten as

every five weeks in addition to the

current weekly drawings in which

tirst prize is $50,000.

When the tust tickets were sold

inJanuary.Gov. William TCahili

and state treasury officials

estimated the net proceeds trom

the first six months would be S;>

million .

But last month m his annual

budget message, t'ahill buoyantly

predicted that protits from the

tottery would l>e $15 million for the

i ust ballot 1971 He said that was a

conservative estimate

For the fiscal year beginning

julv 1 t'ahill is hoping tor $30

million after prize winnings and

administrative costs are deducted.

the governor, an Irishman,

beamed when he announced that

the first million dollar prize would

he awarded on. "of all days. St

Patrick's Day

CahtU, who proposed an austere

$1 B billion budget for next fiscal

said the windfall from the

lottery would pay for a projected

increase in enrollment at state

colleges of 17,000 students without

the need for new taxes.

Lotterv tickets, which bear a

four-leaf clover emblem have been

selling lately at the rate of nearly

six million each week. In the first

weeks, the sale was about one

million less.

The tickets are priced at 50 cents

apiece and ire available at more

than MM outlets ranging trom

newsstands to supermarkets.

The success contrasts sharply

with other -tales. In New York,

with more than double the

population nl New Jersey, the

lottery has earned only >no.y

million tor education m 44 months

and in New Hampshire the take

has been a disappointing $10./

million in seven years.

Hackers ol the New JertOJ

lottery attribute its popularity to

the Urn cost Of tickets, their eas\

availability and the frequency ot

the prize drawings

Under a complex system ot

determining winners based on a

six-digit numbei as many as six

first prizes ot 150,000 each are

awarded each week.

WATER BEDS

write or ca!

English majors it i M>1SS ma >

now concentrate in American

civilisation rhe concentration wiU

„fier an interdisciplinary

proach It will relate American

literature and culture through an

lorical perspective

The study ol American culture

i ssarily crossi litional

mental course offerings,

since culture has historic

literary, and sociological aspects,

among others For example the

Depression ot the IMO's may be

ipproached as an historical

lisaster: it has also inspired

rary and artistic achievements

mch as John Steinbeck's fhe

,„s ol Wrath and the paintings

,1 Ben Shahn This concentration is

gned for those students who

sould like to engage in the

lorical study ol American

ulture through more than one

discipline The foundation of this

oncentration is the historical

approach to \mencan literature

Presently, the English Depart-

ment requires a minimum of ten

courses or thirty hours for its

majors Usually, the American

Civilization student may lulfill this

requirement b> taking two of these

ten courses irom an approved

kiroup m related fields such as

Black Studies. History. Sociology.

\,t Economics, and Religion in

addition, he will be advised to take

two more courses in these related

... tor a total of twelve, three

hour COUTH
The student will receive in-

dividual advising trom members ot

the English department who are

interested in American Civilisation

including Professor! Richard

Powers Frederick Turner.

William IMumstead. and Mason

Low am I

The American Civilization

student would take up to four

cognate courses outside the

English Department from other

t niversity departments offering

...ork in American culture. Mount

Holyoke. Smith. Hampshire or

Vm'herst College courses that are

not ottered at the Cniversity .
or he

mav take additional work in

American literature in the English

Department to complete his twelve

course program.
\ student in the American

Civilization Concentration could

thus fulfill the lour basic English

Department requirements <A

Period Course, a Shakespeare

Course, a Major Writer course, and

a Literary Genre course*, he

would take additional work in

English or American literature,

and with the assistance of the

Free University Menaced;

Day Care Center Planned

American Civilisation advisers, he

would cognate up to four courses

outside the Department ot English

This design is flexible, however,

and mav be altered to suit the

needs ol individual students

\ lull list of available cognates in

the Five College area is available

trom the American Civilization

advisers The combinations of

these courses are legion, and only

one example of a typical American

Civilization concentration is

,,ut lined below. It is represen-

tative, however, of the kind of

interdisciplinary training that

would Ih> available under the new

English Department option.

Interdisciplinary study has been

increasingly attractive to urn

dergraduates recently. and

students interested in the

\merican Civilisation con-

centration arl asked to see the

advisers about establishing credit

lor work thev have already done

that might apply toward

fulfillment of the requirements.

Normally, ,i student would enroll

in American Civilization at the end

ot his sophomore year or beginning

of his junior year The advisers will

assist students in planning a course

ol studv in American civilization

that will satisfy individual in-

terests

The American Civilization ad

visors will be available during

their regularly scheduled office

hours, and in addition. Mr Powers

and Mr Lowance will be in their

offices in Bartlett Hall (378) every

Monday from 9 until 1.

cHM^i
56 Arbor Street

Hartfofd. Conn 06106

1 (203) 523-8360
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PRESENTED BY THE

DEPARTMENT OF
DRAMATIC ARTS
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

THE UNIVERSITY

OF CONNECTICUT

MARCH 5 & 6 ONLY

PERFORMANCES AT

9:15 PM EACH
EVENING

FOR RESERVATIONS

CALL 429-3311, EXT 1807

ALBERT N JORGENSEN
AUDITORIUM
TICKETS:

$3.00. $200 & $100
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l»ail> : l:.in-« <;::;o '>

ir 10: I KOMUM.I

Academy
Award
Nominations'

"A BEAUTIFUL

AND IEW AIDING

The Women's Liberation

Movement met at the Free

University last night to discuss

raising support for a Day Care

Center and available space for the

Free University

The group, consisting of about

fifteen women, discussed plans for

a demonstration on March 8th in

support of a Day Care center.

Plans for the demonstration in-

clude "encouraging all of the wives

to go to classes ' The rally will

take place at Whitmore at two

o'clock.

Concerning available space for

the Free University, a spokesman

for the Woman's Liberation Center

stated that the SUG Board is trying

to take the present Free University

space awav for a "poolroom ".

She further stated. "It is time for

people to stand up strongly to the

SUG Board's removal of space

which is being constructively used

The Women's Center and

children's play area, Clearing

House. Gay Liberation and the

Food Co-op provide information

and services for a large segment of

the student population It is ap-

parent to some of us that «*
SUG Board is not concerned that

the space is not being used enough,

but with how it is being used."

A meeting to determine a "plan

of action" will be held 3 p.m.

Wednesday at the Free University.

Lee Thibodeau

The
Sterile Cuckoo

Morch 4, 5 & 7

Hampden Dining Commons

Admission 50* , , \A/prpwolf
(pay 25* more and stay for Curse of the Werewoir

11:30)

Southwest Cinema Sponsored I '.iwest Patriots

7:15

Showings &

Campus Carousel
~

Peace, Death,AndEcology
.. »Ati/iniUIMi u ~n„A "UnrlronH HlKiKPll HlUSt Still DCTONY GKANITE

MDC Staff

WOMEN'S LIB. WHERE AUK YOU?. ..at Nor

theaatern University, according to their NEWS
paper the gals in the Nursing program are

raising monev lor their annual Intercollegiate

Nursing Conference by offering massages for

monev
They call it "Fondling tor Funds.

The Health Center was never like this!

you have read,

chuckling.
» * * *

B MEANWHILE, speaking of put-upons, the

m Vermont Technical College PIONEER reports

!?$ that the current use ot the peace symbol is one ot

x-x the biggest in recent \ears

f$ Their souce is an article in the student

&: newspaper ol McLennan Community College ol

M Waco. Texas
x-x The "chicken loot in -a-circle.' suggested as a

x£ peace symbol in 1958 by the late Bertram!

M Kussell the philosopher pacifist, really sym-

W bolizes wa. evil and death, the NEWS noted

W use ot the symbol dates to BO A D, when the

|$ Koman Emperor Nero designed a broken cross

W inverted in a circle (with broken arms' to in-

%$ dicate disrespect for the early Christians, rhe

vxj ci oss. incidentally, was the capital punishment

'•:•:•:: device of the day

m Further evidence was cited as de Con

i'K cressaults book on S> mbol ol the Anti-God He

ffl savs thai the same symbol was pamtd on the

W doors ol churches closed by the Bolsheviks in

ffl Russia and branded on the bodies ot Gypsies and

M Jews during the Spanish Civil War. i»«ti-39.

M rhe branding was also done during the days ot

:•:*: the Spanish Inquisition, he says.

m \dolt Hitler revived the symbol by ordering its

"•SS usc on all death not ices during bis Third Reich. It

x® was also part ot the official «ra\estone in-

:
:
::$ scriptions of Nazi ss officers

•&:
: So. THE PIONEER says, if you believe what

REPUB CHARGES INEPTNES8 on the part of I

college administrators who "often fail to halt I

campus disorders because they are more ac- :
;

customed to dealing with state legislators than
j

university students."
j

Morton Blackwell said it to the Young

Republications at Louisiana State U. And it was :

reported on page one of LSU's »AIL\
j

REVEILLE. He is a national youth consultant tor
j

the Republican Party

Time for a change?
« * * *

\K\IS PRACTICEfl ITS PREACHING OUt

California way, the newspaper ot UCal-Santa

Barbara started printing on recycled newsprint,

in honoi ot The Great Emancipator. Abraham

Lincoln

Their Feb 12 issue consisted of 160 per cent

recycled paper, as an experiment. By now. every

edition will use the Stock, raising their claim that

they are the tirst univetsiU newspaper to begin

exclusive use ol recycled newsprint

The editors point out that there's no saving in

cost, and regular newsprint has a slightly harder

linish and provides sharper pictures

•But this is a small price to pay tor ecology.

Editor l.arr\ Boggs says
* • »

*

\M) Ol I l\ ILLINOIS, the gap between town

and gown mav be closing. Proposed legislation

would give each college community a $25 stipend

lor each student it has enrolled at a state in-

stitution. . . ,

,

Total cost would be about 105,900. which would

help local communities to bear coats of additional

expenses, like t rat tic control, resulting Irom

increased transient populations.
end

Mercury Paints

Banned On Boats
BOSTON (AP)-The Massachusetts Pesticide Board Wednesday or-

dered a ban on the use of marine anti-louling paints that contain mercury

substances

Internship

Applications

DueMarch22
Students applying for the forty

paid Internships in Economic

Development available for the

summer oi IW1 must We ap

plications before Monday, March

^i 1971. it was announced lodaj bj

the New England Board ot Higher

Education (NEBHI

Twenty-five graduate students

and 15 undergraduates trom the

New England region will be ap-

pointed by NEBHE lo 12
-

internships with regional, si

and local econom • lopment

ations

Gi

ht do!

I

•Mars

Application • nd further

informatioi i
ed trom

the offices ot Dean ol Students

Department Chairmen m the

al Sciences Busiro

Mathematics, or by writing to the

attention ol Normal Stein. Project

Director. New England Hoard ot

Higher Education, 20 Walnut

Street, Wellesley, Mass Q21S1.

CEQ States Plans

For Tour, Speaker

\t recent meeting ol the Coalition lor Environmental Quality CEQ I,

the Steering Committee discussed plans lor the luture and management

"tVu'v.i moat Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation has agreed to allow

I EQ ,o tour its Vernon. Vt Nuclear Power Plan. The corporation plans

to displa) the plant s safety to the group Although final plans have not

been made the tour will be open to the public

«\ Ma rch IT < KQ will sponsor Marion Kdey. founder of the League ot

Conservation Voters speaking on How to turn the Environment trom a

( amuamn Slogan to a Political Issue

PI.
m"

! ,r a loan l.braiA were discussed 1 he librap WOUM be run With

a^,^ him,,|(Vnter.orKnv.ronmcm.(',mtrollocdiKates.udentsal>ou.

the Vernon VI power plant a table will be set up in the I moil

V,„ g i l'»r Lincoln Brower oi Amherst « allege wUl beCEQ .

sriSerinHaHbrouck20at8P.M His 1
llhe'THeEc **<

lor a Living Connecticut River Basin

GeologyDept. ToSponsor

Audio-Visual Concert

A spokesman said the ban ap-

plies to paints on any vessel to be

used in fresh or salt water, and

includes barring mercury paints

on docks or wharves.

The spokesman said the

regulation requires boat owners

who presently have mercury an-

tifouling paint on their vessels to

collect the scrapings and dispose of

them awaj Irom the water

A spokesman for Harry Miller

Co. inc., distributor of In-

ternational Pamts. said the

regulation gives no indication ol

what distributors are to do with

present stocks ol mercury paints.

Ed uwens said anti-louling paint

with mercury compounds costs

more than (40 per gallon, but is the

best substance to keep marine

organisms Irom fouling the hull ol

a vessel, especially in southern

waters

Room To Move

LSD Analysis

Announced
This is to give the results of an

analysis which came in today ol

some LSI) that is in the area This

mav or mav not be the same acid

as "that which was reported in

yesterday's collegian.

This acid is a tiny saccann-

shaped barrel, gray-tan in color It

contains no contaminants, but has

a dosage ol 5uo plus nucs. The

average dose around here is St-ltt

nucs.

It vou run into any of this acid be

prepared lor the possibility ot

spending a couple ol intense days

(i,M>dor bad. its just not the usual

trip

Owens said his firm has about

$5,000 worth of mercury-compound

paint in stock now. He said under a

New York law banning mercury

paints, dealers were allowed to

exhaust their stocks.

James Abbot, president of

Gloucester Paints Inc., Gloucester,

said his firm has not used mercury

compounds in anti-louling paint for

a quarter-century

it may be five times as el

lective as copper." he said, "but it

costs 10 times as much. Very little

mercury is used today; it isn t

economical.
Abbot said tin compounds are

occasionally used in anti-louling

paints but they are also COStl)

\nti fouling pamts are prepared

so the) do not harden completely,

but Meach' or give oft small

amounts ol the metal compounds

to keep marine organisms from

growing on the hull's surface

SEE

FOR A GRAND
SELECTION OF

Beautiful
Diamonds

AT

MODERATE
PRICES

Winn
Jewelers

31 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

SUMMER in EUROPE

from $195
sponsored by

DENTS INTERNATIONAL
— open onlv t.. I I - Hem ^imViits. Faculty.

member* ol tb*>ir Immi unities

Staff ami

the Geology 1 'ipartm.n! an

noun • showing «»t an au

ial concert entitled "Su;

tent Combining photograph)

musk to describe the scenery,

|og> and environmental setting

the southeastern coast ot

Alaska, this unusual program

includes some nl a geological field

party's reactions to i remote and

beautiful place, to the people who

live there, and to the imminent

destruction and alteration of the

natural surroundings

enl is open to

thepublK without charge, and will

be shown tonight and row

evening, in Room 106, Thompson

il. ,n and on Monda) evening,

March H at K in Science 1 ol the

Chemistry-Physics Building at

\mheiM College.

Returns WW-.

g/1 It

1/30 *

H/10 I

7/3 4

I

<iOO

Routing
H(,ston/I.oncI< ii.Bosl-n

Boston/Lot ton Boston

N.I ./Ixuidoii N.V
ton/Frsoikfart/Boston

Boston/tendon Boston

available Eurail, Brit

ona Student II'

Flight i

plus many more helpful sen i

P«f Information enll: . l(1 ,M,
-, • 10 p.m. Sieve ."Vtit ISS1 or Brian ^SSfS

10 a.m. • I p.m. students International («I7) EM-TOSS

and Student I

Stu-

1

THE AMHERST COLLEGE MASQUERS

SHAKESPEARE'S

RICHARD II

KIRBY THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE

MARCH 5,6,7,12,13,14,15. 8:30 P.M.

All seats reserved $2.00 For reservations phone

(Amherst) 542-2278 or visit box office 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

MAKE YOUR
MOTHER HAPPY
HAVE YOUR INDEX PORTRAIT TAKEN TODAY

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

COUNCIL CHAMBERS - STUDENT UNION

BRING S350

TOMORROW IS THE LAST DAY
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Lawyer Claims

Parochial Schools
t

Foster Discrimination

Boston Students

Rally For Demands

WASHINGTON iAP> A Philadelphia lawyer asked

the Supreme Court Wednesday to strike down state

aid to parochial schools on the grounds they siphon off

white Children leaving the public schools mostly

'''iUMirv W Sawyer 111 said parochial schools are

basSv a white" school system. The $17.5 milium in

Said going to the parochial schools in the states

£ rnooey being used to foster discrimination, he

Sii

The net result . the attorney said at a hearing is that

the public schools are becoming predominantly ur-

ban, custodial and black.
K!1PP ;n0 raCial

Sawyer argued the courts rulings barring racial

domination m public schools require «nvahd«ajon

of the Pennsylvania aid system. He spoke for three

taxpayers, including a Negro parent, and six

organizations that contend the 1968 state law involved

violates the Constitution in several respects.

The program was defended by William B^ Ball ol

Harrisburg. a lawyer for a group of Catholic

Protestanf and Jewish schools. He said paroch.a

schools do not discriminate racially and. by way of

example, said there are fathohc schoob m

Philadelphia that have great numbers of black

CpeTntrvVnla^of everv four children attends

a parochial school. 97 per cent of which are Catholic

The state aid. supported by a 14-cent tax on each pack

of cigarettes, helps support the teaching of

mathematics, modern languages, physical sciences

and physical education.

Ball argued these subjects are secular. "There is no

Catholic calculus. Lutheran logarithms or Jewish

gymnastics," he said.

The court also heard Edward Bennett Williams, a

Washington lawyer, defend the construction grants

that are made to church-related colleges and

umvers.ties under a 1963 federal law. He said the

•primary effect" is not the advancement of rehgion

since the* funds are used for buildings in which religion

is not taught. M
The lawyer said the maximum a church college

could receive for the cost of a building was 33 per cent.

Tt is not as though the government is giving a whole

building to a school," he said.

Williams said that if Congress had •gerryman-

dered" church schools out of the law, it would have

manifested a hostility to religion that is un-

constitutional „„nntoA
Some $15 billion in federal funds have been granted

for college construction under the law About 15 per

cent of this total has gone to religiously affiliated

universities.

UnionsDemandMore Trade Protection
WASHINGTON iAP> A union

official directing a campaign to

piytect America's heavy electrical

equipment industry from foreign

competition told congressmen

Wednesday to either support the

drive or face the consequences.

•If you are with us. we'll support

you," said William Bywater of

New York, vice president of the

International Union of Electrical,

Radio & Machine Workers.

AFL—CIO, "but if you are against

us. we'll either sit on our hands or

go out to beat you."

"We're taking the offensive on

this. We mean business. We want

to protect the jobs of American

workers and we re going to do

anything we can." added Bywater,

chairman of IUE's FITE-Fair

International Trade and Em-
ployment Committee.

At a meeting arranged by Reps.

Silvio O. Conte. R-Mass., and John

H Dent. D-Pa.. Bywater said his

union is "in the midst of a

nationwide drive to bring about

stricter enforcement of an-

tidumping laws and laws outlawing

export subsidies by foreign

governments to their domestic

manufacturers."
Forty ICE representatives from

nine states, attended the session,

which was part- of a two-day round

of meetings with member so of

Congress and Nixon ad-

ministration officials

IUE President Paul Jennings of

New York said that "as trade

unionists, we feel we have a

responsibility to the people in the

shops and also to the rest of the

country."

By coming to Washington, he

added, the union members want to

•see that something dramatic is

done. We want a moratorium on

the part of government."

•We don't want to lose another

industry, and if the people around

the world can protect their home

base, we should be able to protect

ours." he said.

BOSTON (AP)-Some 400 Boston

high school students rallied inside

the main entrance to city hall

Wednesday to press demands
presented to the school committee

and to seek student support for a

citvwide student strike.

Following the rally, which lasted

about half an hour, most of the

students marched three blocks to

the offices of the school committee

and demanded to meet with school

representatives.

The doors of the building were

locked. Students milled around

outside for an hour until officials

allowed about 16 students to enter.

They met with Robert V. McCabe.

an assistant deputy superin-

tendent, the school department

said later.

By the time the student

representatives -supposedly one

from each of the city high schools-

had been chosen the crowd had

thinned to less than 75 persons

Rising winds and the beginnings of

a snowstorm hastened the

dispersal of the crowd

There were scattered incidents

during the day at various high

schools. including several

walkouts and false alarms.

The rally was called the night

after the school committee met

with 700 students at Faneuil Hall to

discuss student demands and

simmering racial tensions in the

city's schools The meeting

abruptly ended late in the evening

whem some students began

chanting "strike

Speakers at the rally included

Leon Rock, representing the Black

Students Federation, spokesman

lor the High School Student

Mobilization Committee, and

random spokesmen for the various

high schools.

The Black Student Federation

initiated a boycott of classes

several weeks ago to back its

demands for more black coun-

selors and faculty, more sources

tor black students, an end to

alleged "harrassment" of blacks

by white students. Some white

students supporting the blacks and

making their own demands have

supported the strike. Both groups

called for a complete boycott at the

rallv Wednesday.

The school department said 26.

a

per cent of the city's 25,000 high

school students were absent

Wednesday, about the same as in

previous days. Normal ab-

senteeism at this time of year is

about 13 per cent, the department

said

Absenteeism ranged as high as

40 per cent at South Boston High

School. At Hvde Park the figure

was 32 per cent, and at Dorchester

High. 37 per cent.

The rally was planned for the

plaza outside the city hall, but the

city's buiildmg commissioner

allowed the chilled youngsters to

enter the large foyer of the hall on

condition that there be no placard

waving or leafletting. and that only

high school students be allowed to

speak.

However, the speakers included

Mark L Friedman, a Tufts

University student who is a

member of the college Student

Mobilization Committee and a

professed candidate for school

committee under the Socialist

Workers Party banner

one student spokesman. James

W Allen. 20. of South Boston High,

called lor another demonstration

Saturday afternoon at City Hall

Plaza lie said some white students

were miffed ' because they were

denied a chance to speak at the

School Committee meeting

Tuesday

A three day record sale with unusually

low prices (Thurs., Fri., & Sat.)

All Labels On Sale

!

8 list $2.99
$3.49

$4.49

A VERY LIMITED SPECIAL

Different Strokes MCA Sound Conspiracy

Sale Price 79^ Sale Price 79^

Plus these SUPER SPECIALS . . .

Chicago III $9-98 &* $6-29

Jesus Christ Super Star $11.98 list $7.49

Woodstock $14.98 list $7.49

Ceorge Harrison $1198 list $7.49

Correspondingly

ALL Grand Funk

Archie's Greatest Hits

$2.79 each

$1-99 each

Low prices on all stereo systems too!
I >' ' HWWWV IB mm www *

AMHERST AUDIO
197 No. Pleasant St.

Militant Forum To Present

Memorial To Malcolm X

Malcolm X

Hie Militant Korum will present

I memorial to Malcolm X, tonight

at I in Koom 174 of the Campus

tenter. Several tapes of his

speeches will be played, and

comments on Malcolm's life and

ideas given by Keith Dunn, a black

high school activist from Boston;

Plavlhal Benjamin of the I Mass

Black Studies Department; and

Linda Myers, from Clark

University's Black Student I'nion;

and John Childs, former co-

directoi of the CCKBS program.

It was just six years ago that

Malcolm X was assassinated while

giving a speech in New York City.

He was 39 years old, and the hard

years of his youth ended in his

tragic and violent premature

death.

Malcolm Little's mother was

born as the result of her mother's

rape by a white man in the West

Indies. When he was four, the

house where he and his family

lived was burned down by Ku

Kluxers. When he was six, his

father died suddenly, and he and

his family always believed he had

been lynched. When the family

broke up, Malcolm lived in state

institutions and boarding homes

till he dropped out of school at 15.

In 1946. when he was 21, he was

arrested lor burglary and sen-

tenced to ten years in prison.

During the six years spent in jail he

went through an almost-total

reevaluation of his life and outlook,

became a follower of Islam, and

taught himself to read well.

After working several years w ith

the Black Muslims, Malcolm split

with Elijah Muhammad over

differences as to how the Muslims

should respond to the growth of

militancy and mass action within

black communities. As a Muslim

leader he had rejected the

corruption of American society; he

now passed from this rejection to

rebelling against the corruption

and organizing to change it.

He favored blacks organizing

politically and running and elec-

ting their own candidates. Un-

fortunately a lot of people are

confused about alot of his ideas, in

large part due to distortions by the

mass media in this country. As a

result there is little understanding

of his ideas, especially concerning

black alliances with white people

and organizations.

As he said during a press con-

ference shortly before his death,

"Whites can help us but they can't

join us. There can be no black-

white unity until there is first some

black unity. There can be no

workers solidarity until there is

first some racial solicarity. We
cannot think of uniting with other

until we have first united among
ourselves."

The forum on Thursday night

hopes to help people understand

better this man. destroyed in the

process of learning and finding

ways to help people free them-

selves.

In a tribute to him, George

Breitman. a journalist, wrote. Men

like Malsolm do not appear often,

or in great numbers. The enemies

of human progress benefit from his

death, the lighters for human
progress are weakened and hurt by

it.

•But a stunning blow to the

struggle does not destroy the

struggle Malcolm will not easily

be replaced. But he will be

replaced. The system breeds not

only racism, but rebels against

racism, especially among the

youth. Malcolm cannot be replaced

overnight, but meanwhile we all

can and should strive harder, work

harder, fight harder, unite more

closelv to try to fill the gap left by

the death of this man we loved, and

give help and encouragment to

those detined to replace him
."

Prof. Gibson Cites Reasons

For More Rhetoric Sections

University Theatre

presents

By BARBARA BELSETH
MDC Staff

More than 100 sections of

Rhetoric 100, will be needed next

semester to accomodate a large

Freshman class, according to

Prof Walker Gibson, director of

the Freshman Rhetoric Program

Freshmen are required to take

either Rhetoric 100. or Rhetoric

110, Language and Speaking, and

one other Rhetoric course to fulfill

University requirements. This

semester there are 73 sections of

Rhetoric 140, Voices of

Imaginative Writing Seven other

courses in the program offer fresh

men such choices as Criticism and

the Theatrical Arts, the Rhetoric of

Film and Black Rhetoric.

Rockefeller

Grant Committee
Consolidates

According to Prof Gibson, the

program began this Fall Semester

to 'repackage'' the two-credit

Freshman English courses and

Speech course requirements.

Rhetoric courses are taught by

teaching assistants and professors

from the Speech and English

departments.

Prof. Gibson said that the

Rhetoric Program is an im-

provement because students will

be more serious about three-credit

courses. Freshmen also have

options of up-to-date studies of

media.

"The Freshman Rhetoric

Program is devoted to getting

students sensitized to the language

of their own lives," he said.

THE COUNTRY WIFE

by William Wycherley

March 3, 4, 5, 6

8:30 p.m.

$1.75

Bartlett Aud-

MDC Classifieds

New Rates

7? First Day
50

c per day

afterwards

Barbwire Theatre presents

"THE CAGE"
Sunday, March 7, 1971

2 and 7 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets now on sole in Student Union Ticket Office

Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

The planning committee

established to deal with the grant

from the John D Rockefeller 3rd

Fund has formally consolidated

itself into the Connecticut Valley

Committee (CVO. This grant was

given to formulate a project to

contribute to the solution of a

major social and environmental

problem of Ihe Connecticut River

Valley.

The consolidating action was

taken at a meeting on Sunday.

February 21. where standing

committees were sel up and

preliminary functions defined

Consisting of Finance. Proposals

Executive, Community and

Publicity Committees, the tve

hopes to begin to move out into the

Connecticut River Valley and

investigate possibilities tor

projects Besides its own in-

vestigations, the CVC will en

courage participation by trie

community at its meetings 1 be

next meeting will be held on March

7 at 7 30 p.m. in the Porter Room.

Converse Hall, Amherst College

Anyone will be welcome to attend

Questions, ideas, or proposals

would be sent to Chairman Craig

Fitzsimmons, Box 291, Hampshire

College, Amherst, Massachusetts

01002.

"The CVC is discussing

proposals for work in the human

and physical environment of the

River Valley."' Chairman Fitz-

simmons said "We intend to in_

terpret environment in the broad

sense of the word and hope thai the

entire community will participate

in the formation of any suggested

projects.'' he concluded.

Monday March 8
An open meeting for all Seniors to let you know what's going

on with class government, activities for the rest of the semes-

ter, and commencement.

Monday March 8, 8 p.m., Mahar Aud.
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Faculty Members
Publish Two Books

Two Looks on plant growth lor general readership have been

published bj faculty at IMass They are "Plant Growth by A

hur C. Gentile, professor of botany **£!^^3L*
Graduate School, and -The Growing Tree by Br WOMB,

professor at forestry

Professor GentUe'i book is a description of the growth process in

olantsfrom seed germination to the primary and secondary growth

Ptoses which culminate in the mature plant. He emphasizes the

mam chscover.es made bv research botanists in the last century

that have attempted to improve the quality and quantity ot man
,

food supply and discusses the importance of plant growth

rewlatoK that control seed germination, plant s.ze and tru.t

r'^'ung Plant Growth" is published by the Natural History

PTOSS

Professor Gentile is a specialist in plant physiology He served as

a Public Health Service Kesearch Fellow ot the National dancer

Institute at Duke University, and as a research biologist with the

United States Forest Service He is the author of over thirty

research papers

The Growing Tree' is a study for owners, observers, and

professional students, who are interested in the Phenomena.m-

volved in tree growth Prof Wilson describes the structural

characteristics that differentiate trees from other plant terms the

basic systems of tree growth and their regulation, and the in-

teraction ol various parts of the tree in their competition for

photosynthetic products.

Pro! Wilson m* I tore* botanist for the Cabot Foundation at

Harvard Forest in Petersham, and has traveled in the forests of

M lava Burma. India. Scandinavia, and the United States. His

book is a culmination of more than ten years of research and

classroom work. The book is a publication of the I Mass Press

European Auto Tours

Offered At Student Rate
NFW YORK,- A new. ••freedom-

to-travel" in Europe vacation

program with lodgings as low as

$;?..")0 a night tor students, faculty

and their families has been in-

troduced by FACETS - Franco

American Committee for

Educational Travel and Studies,

and era Car-Tours in Europe.

Inc.

The two organizations have

joined to offer special-priced in-

dependent car travel throughout

Europe this summer plus optional,

low cost lodgings at over 30

European lycees and universities.

The car rates lor students are as

low as $1 1 day for each person in a

party of tour. Faculty rates are a

little higher Lodgings are priced

at 13.50 andMM a night per person

including Continental breakfast.

No advance reservations for ac-

comodations are needed before

leaving for Europe.

Under the CTE facets
program, students and teachers

can drive around Europe at their

own pace and inclination yet are

assured accommodations at lycees

and universities in Paris. Nice,

London, Amsterdam. Frankfurt,

Geneva, Rome. Madrid, Brussels

and 21 university towns throughout

France.

The FACETS program provides

IS students and faculty the op-

portunity to meet, get to know, and

live with students and educators

Irom all over Europe. In addition,

tree entrance to many museums

and libraries is offered and

English-speaking hosts and

hostesses are available at all

residences to provide guidance on

local history and culture.

FACETS is affiliated with the

Conite d' Accueil - a foundation of

the French Ministry of Education.

CTE is the large international

organization arranging for travel

by automobile in Europe.

Applications for the CTE-
FACETS summer vacation

program for students and teachers

are available from CTE campus

representatives and college

student activity and university

travel centers. Forms also can be

obtained by writing to: Director,

Student-Faculty Programs, Car-

Tours in Europe, 555 Fifth Avenue,

New York, NY. 10017.

New Catalogue Available

OnForeign Summer Study
The Institute of International Education announces publication of the

22nd annual edition of Summer Study Abroad, its popular guide to

summer programs overseas based on a survey of American and foreign

institutions.

For the first time, the guide includes U.S. college sponsored programs

abroad in addition to its listing of programs sponsored by foreign

universities and private organizations. Almost 600 different academic

offerings in countries around the world are cited. Each entry includes

location, dates, course titles, and, in many cases, tuition, living costs, and

scholarship assistance available.

Adult Education Conference

Aids 'Teacher Awareness'

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Fnt> stven teachers and counselors in statewide

adult education programs attended a two-day session

this past week designed to help them meet the special

needs ol adults seeking basic education.

Last ThUTSda) and Frida> . conference at the new

Murra) I> Lincoln Campus Center at the University

ot Massachusetts in Amherst was sponsored by the

Massachusetts Department of Education. Bureau of

Vlult Education. Adult Basic Education Unit. Kevin

Grennan, University conference coordinator, made

arrangements lor the meeting.

F<»r two lull davs. teachers Irom the state s 46 adult

education programs attended sessions on -'teacher

awareness and counselors attended sessions on

counselor orientation.' Four consultants from the

University ol Texas at Austin conducted the progranv

The l niversity <>l Texas also provided special

materials it has developed to enhance the adult

.indent s confidence in his ability to learn and sue

ed

With the materials, the adult education teachers

who attended the conference at UMass will go back to

their schools and help train other adult education

teachers to work better with their adult pupils.

The State Department of Education set up the

special conference in recognition of the differences

teachers face in dealing with adults instead of with the

children in their regular daytime classes. Robert F.

Sinicrope. senior supervisor. Adult Basic Education.

noted that school superintendents graciously allowed

teachers 'to miss two days of classes to attend the

special program . , .,

Other state officials with the program: Harold tv

McNult) director, Bureau of Adult Education and

Extended Services. Mary G Bodanza. project

director. Adult Basic/Civic Education; John

Fiet rowski . senior supervisor , Adult Basic Education

;

Arthur Murray, supervisor. Adult Basic Education;

and Margery Flowers, supervisor. Adult Basic

Education

Planter, Tea©. Omrmi. FE, Aat«,
nj„r, TDK, caaaetta and open reel

i*pe. standard radio, Ctoh apaaAera

If: 8 tracks and other aeceaeltlee.

>eo Amharat Andia. tf
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With frame aid Uner *9« ». Ouur-
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l.orman week da» lllOS to MS**
I hon.Ua> ui*liU 7 to 9 or call MB>
MM. tfJ -5

Smith-Corona portable electn,

t M>ewriter, like new. SSI Gorman,
t.-MIS or call Al. room 407, t had-

houme tt3r*

Portable 1!" Srnn. TV, new, *»;
M track Mrreo tape deck. •»»"'•'

MtMrfc, also *«": pair G ft *kl» »10

Mm* »eil all t all HIM. MMBflL
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nun. reas. nhape. pref. alum. bod>

WW h»Mle. fall M5-2705. SJflfr,

bicycle
S-4

Viunl to buy airl'a W
« ill Louise 5««-*t«7

HELP WANTED
Girls needed Immediately for full

or part-time work Free *'•"»"£.

-,t;Mnmt. 122
ill \l IKIll) TYPISTS.

<TICNOGKAFIIKRS
\.-e.l some extra money? fall Mrs

htliel Hritell. Campus Center Print-

ing shop MMOTj. "•*•"

FOR RENT

BOOKS
We bay oaed booka and r******

_ WblteU*bt Booka (in the AUar)

>o tertal tftt"13

FOR SALE — AUTOS
19*4 Ibevjr Van Panel. «ood condl

!....• $395 lw* WfimymWmg,
good condltlou $393 Telephone «W-

m*. .
v3**

-"55 Karmann Ghla. new «£"
In VMS t olors In the otj-le of Pljff

Vi-« nnW_«W). faU X&3-624*. tf3j—
Hare another car - muat aeU 63

tor* air conv . * opeed. re-boilt en-

gine. 3.9*9 milea. new battery, run-

Jell but need, .tarter. $»•«. will

Imggle Call 547-99M after 6 p^-.^

No tices
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
Mrotmq tomqht at 7 p m m Mach

I 1 ;. to decde what to do now
that the snow is melting & make final

•s for the gathering of

Tr rnqht

•ENIAN CLUB
Mr la .npan will speak on

in Guerilla movement, an

over view tonight in Machmer W 22

p m

C E Q
CEQ's Distinguished Ecologist

Lecture (DELS) presents a lecture

by Amherst Prof Lincoln Brower on
Connecticut River Ecology" tonight

at 1 p m m Rm 20 Hasbrouck

CHESS CLUB
fourth round starts at 7 p.m.

sharp Everyone is welcome to come
down and play m the New Hatch
tonight

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
No gnd school tonight See you

Tuesday. March 9th at 7 p m in C C

DVP APPLICATIONS
Tomorrow is the deadline for DVP

applications if you have one, turn it

m l* you don't, pick one up at the

R SO Office

EDUCATION MAJORS
Ed Majors interested in spending

a semester abroad at the New
University of Ulster, Northern
Ireland, Contact Dr George Urch,

School of Ed 50945 or Center for

International Education 50465

FINNISH LANGUAGE COURSE
Will meet tomqht at 7 p m m tru

Rm 811 Anyone
welcome.

FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR:
Dr Sanford A Mu^r M 1 T will

Protein in th< Mtion of Neoi

Dovelopmei H
1 30 D m in Rm 227 Chenoweth Lab.

Coffee at 3 .15 p.m nplrt

community is invited

F RENCH CORRIDORS
Movie That Cold Day m the Park

starring Sandy Dennis will be shown

March 6th at 7, 9, 8. 11 p m m the C C

Aud

HILLEL , _
Folk smg March 9th m Washington

Tower Lower house lounge, from 8 11

w,th refreshments Bring your

guitar

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Election & recruiting meeting m

Prince House Mam Lounge Thurs

night at 7 30 p m All welcome

INTRODUCTION TO MARXISM
18th Bromaire available

University Store m the Orchard Hill

book section

N Al ADS
Free tickets available for Thurs ,

Fri Sat March 11 13. Performances

,n the SU or WOPE from 1 4 p m

NEW HAVEN: .

Anyone interested in going to

nobbv Seale's and Erika Huggms
tnal March 9th Call 253 3261 after 5

pm weekdays or anytime this

weekend We need cars.

UMOC r . „, _
Quabbm Eagle Quest, Sat meet .n

the Hatch at 8 30. Another But

terfieid party, 4th floor Sat night.

SKI PATROL _ ,, ,

-ting m Room 172 of the C C at

6 30pm Need people for Berkshire

East Sat & Sund 4 people each day

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Moeting tomqht at 7 p.m. m C C

Meet other Gay people All welcome
for more nto call 665 2853

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST

ah'yPSL'S attend Harrington
,. at UMass (SU Ballroom

,rl smith (Sage Hall at 8 p.m.,

Also bring friends, anyone interested

m democratic socialism

While hitchhiking l lost a history

book entitled Anarchism Please call

253 3087 it found

A lackmfe. "Buck", black 3" long,

,n Morr Aud Tues, about 2 30 Has

great sentimental value Please

leave word with Jennifer at 549 3659

Male tiger cat with gray 8. black

stripes Has 6 toes on each front paw
and a curly ear if seen, please can

549 6440

FOUND
Found m bus C Pantel's bandbag.

Pick up at SU Lost «. Found

The pocketbook lost in Bartlett on

Friday and returned it to speech

office 3rd Floor of Bartlett. So get it

there

—tin Opel, 1 !> enalne, I new r:i.lii»l

,,rr». I radial snow tires ne«

.h.l.h. new brakes. .;,r retail, lor

slli-.. wholesale S1«S, will sell f»r

s||!|-. because of debts
#

>"'<»'":

«r..i.w'. just must oell 519-1191^
tf.t- j

Room for reut to aublet, one bed-

room apt . kitchen, bath, $130 mo .

t llffaide Apt , Sunderland. Imnie-

ulate occupancy tall Richie SSSjKU
anytime after 6:30. '"^
One bedroom, four room apt. for

rent fUff.lde Apta , «66-3«16 $130

month with or without farnJt0
,

r^
Open In March. U3-*

Two bedroom apt for rent Ml
month InrludinK utiUUea. Available

\pril 1 fall 645-2590 dayo and 549-

;nwt7 evenlnw. tf3~l>

tjulet, pleaaant .inrle room for

female, Vt mile from Cnltr., neat

.enfer of town. Kitchen prlfllecei^

Kate to be decided after pergonal

Interrlew. fall Loui.a Sheldon 253-

9720.
»****

PP.KFP.fT FOR MMMKR SfllOOl..

turn 1 bdnu. apt. for July and

Aim No lea»e ren. $161 mo. Near
i .iinpus, pool, tennis courts, air

. ..ml Married couple or airl. pre-

Irrreil fall .,19-3916 after 5. tf3-31

\\ t, Tr — ':. hr. drive from Am-
lirrst. U I "rm nil electric apt .

«lo»e. refria . disposal. Incinerator

luriii^hcil \No washer nnd dryer

l.....k.i|> \m|.le pkB and btornKc.

si in mo I-II3-I77-IW50 tf:*-'"

Kl.ll nTodel 11-w autotumtablr.

...,v inputs, mode control. 2 -pm

.llr-s. TA vatti <!•-* co%er. excellent

. SIM "*"' *rnk"?'„ TJI
>,«-akers Hlotl fall Tom 321 DwUI.
iftrr 7. lea < e mesa. •»-'

s„„iM-a'i.."<.T (it HT tonvv. »er»

.lea... R ft »• excellent body and

tires Runs Rood. $575 (ne« ) J» >-

:...*»»
"

Pom he apeed.ter. 1958. l*m nor-

11. al. new top and Interior. Heat of-

fer fall 739-4534 fSpfld) after 1

p.m. UtS—
r
t«t fortina (Kna. Ford) automo

lie. dlac brake, only 15.000 ml .9m*
merw. cond Heat offer < all 5I».-

,,.._,„ [f.1-5

PERSONAL
~ll. Kina and Rackpacklna F..|uip-

incitt Kree cat aloe Timberline

lrn.ls. .'15 /elle>. Moorestown, N J

IIHO.-.7
tf3~4

llenise and Flisa — much thanks

l.ir the feed and the talk — OleiK
3-4

IVople want to meet people Once

acaiu, «reat chance for >••*• ••

meet NJB !>«'>'« he a shy. fall

fart W.V2?Hffl ±?
Fred ' Sorry about phone calla.

Kris took blame to protect me, but

he'll new) it I "ally am »orr »

I ton 3~*

rtil
l.rnnil

7lt:i:i

It.ii.k 1-eSabre. P >*, .
F »

new brake.. $1900. Jeff 5««.-

tf3-,»

\ W enelnea 3fi and 40 hp, re-

rewtly rebuilt, will take «n**;tF»
and $17.-. a Piece fall 6«4-IH.Mt

niBhts -_g

!=OlUBirET

- SALE -
V2 OFF

ON ALL ANTIQUE
CLOTHING

MIZAUR'S
MERCANTILE
Next tn Amherst Tower

—IfNiH >l«i Mldaet blue, with wire

« heels. 15.000 mile, and many ex-

tras. $1150 fall HSSSSI and ask

for Stcie after 8 pm tf3-5

S3 Bulck Special, power .teerlnr.

sm V-8 automatic, radio, very rood

rand . .now tire., with cleat., new

l.rnkrs. new exhau.t .y.tem, $."><»

< all 5I9-B3I5 anytime. «» 3 - r'

IfNiH >H Rue, while with black

int.rior. fastidoiisly maintained, ra-

dio and snow tires Reasonable fall

K.il .-iI'MWII ILL*

SERVICES

—
>ew eff. apt. for rent. E»c

for 1 or 2 peroona. lncl. all utill-

tirs. dishwasher, carbaae dl.poaal,

wall to wall carp , only 1% miles

from fampu.. Rent It $150 per mo
(all Ray at 253-7543 If no an.wer.

try aaaln. ,f3'B

Kfficiency apt., Quabbln Vl«.. fur-

nished, all utllltle. but phone, deposit

fcr paid, fall 323-7039 after 7pm
tf3-4

rTuy furnished apt . riulit on

. nn. i'ii-. for I Kirls. fall Donna or

sharl at 5lo-$5HI tf3-3

Summer Sublet from June 1 • Ana.

30, 100 Colonial VUUure, fnrnlahcd

2 bedroom, ewlm. pool. Call M«-
«M>32.

,f *"-,h

TRAVEL
Imherat Audio aervlcea .tereo

...... punrnts. tap* deeka for home or

,«r. 197 No. Pleasant 8t . *5n-813.r

""PASSPORTS — JOB APPIJCA-
IIONS Special vacation packattea on

film and proceaalna everythln« pho-

(oaraphlc Ton'U oave $ at I*n« .

I'hoto. Rt IIS, So. Amherat, *5S-

314* **»-**

Kree nationwide oot-of-print book

seitrrh service John Hardy - Book..

It..v 1.3, Auburn. Ma.s 01501
tf3-«2

' OVKRLANO EXPKI>ITinN TO
IM)IA. Leaves London mid-June
SI90. Also return CHARTERS to

London $190 appro*. Encounter
Uterland. lilt B. 59th St , fhicaio.
III. I.IH. i7

3- 2 4 » 10 12 16 18 30 4- (J *

RIDE WANTED
Wide needed to Florida for l«»

cirls for spring vacation. If you can
help please rail Joan or Bev 51V
•M1I3. Desperate %•

WANTED
Black sincere male student near

Xmherst Tleose write to white male
1 temporarily In Ohio) interested in

possible close summer relationship

« ..nMdrntlal Horn 723, Amherst.
Mass. tf3-12

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted In So. l>ecr

field on IK'.. $.V> 0« co\ers rent and
nlilitles. Own room, furnished v.-

dogs, but cats are OK. Immediate
1" 1 npan. > if possible *f '

'
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUbETO _ _^ —
Sports Notices

\

Girl Gymnasts Defeated
RAMURAL SOFTBALL COREC BOWLING Entries are J

/7nU Cf 7/|/)f/i9 //^ C (jf JVlOfltTCClt
,0 interested in officiating due at the 1M office on Thursday, ]s(JSts -L U isJIfrfJUH/& l/l/VO V>^f J. w * ^ i r *INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL

Vnyone interested in officiating

intramural softball please sign up

in 215 Boyden Softball begins on

April ">th.

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING
Intramural wrestling finals will be

held in the Boyden wrestling room.

COREC BOWLING - Entries are

due at the IM office on Thursday,

March 4. *****
SPECIAL - Boyden Gym will

NOT be available Monday-Friday

4::>0-6:30 p.m. for recreational

activity starting March 8-March

22.

Lose Silhouettes Of Montreal
j , : i„ iii.n.^ i.',„h-unii./ ihn'il scoring 7.45. Wi

Naiads In Art Show
Are four strong young men and

4;{ graceful females really water

nymphs?
The water nymphs, known as

Naiads, will be giving their annual

aquatic show this month.

The Aquatic Art Group at the

University of Massachusetts will

Hive its annual performance at the

Women's Physical Education

Building Pool during the week of

March 7-13.

Compositions this year are using

a variety of themes, music, and

props Appropriate movements,

music and special effects through

lighting help to convey the theme.

The four scheduled show timesfor

the campus community will be

Mar 11 at 8 P.M., Mar. 12 at 6:30

and 8 PM., and Mar. 13 at 8 P.M.

Additional shows will be given

Mar. 7 for high school students and

Mar 8 for University children.

As is stressed by Miss Esther

Wallace of the Physical Education

LacrosseTeam
Works Out
The U. Mass lacrosse team has

started practice in preparation for

a difficult season.

According to Coach Dick Garber,

80 men have been attending

practices with hope of securing a

positon on either the Varsity or

Junior Varsity team
Although a functional team

consists of approximately 30

players, no one will be eliminated.

he said.

Practices are held Monday thru

Friday, rain or shine The cai>

(hdates will be working until mid

March on conditioning, breaking in

the new sticks, and stick work.

The team schedule will be

printed in the near future.

Women's
Intramurals

Basketball _ %#_
6 00 Coolidge 10th floor BYE

Dickinson Independents vs.

Johnson
Leach vs. Lambda Delta Pro

Chi Omega vs Coolidge 10th

Department, aquatic art uses

theme whereas synchronized

swimming does not. Miss Wallace,

being the groups coach and ad-

visor, emphasizes the maintenance

of a specific theme through a

composition.

Utilization of the abilities of both

sexes will be shown in an 'en-

counter' number this year. In-

terested?

Tickets will be available free at

WOPE and the Student Union,

Mar. 3-10. ___

UMass Girls Gymnastics Team
went down to their first defeat at

the hands of the Vandrenil

Silhouettes from Montreal,

Canada. The loss of Lynn
Lamarchedue to a back injury two

days prior to the meet had

'weakened UMass line-up on

uneven bars where the team was

already comparatively weak due

to the loss of two top performers

earlier in the year Regardless of

some very good performances by

other team members, it was an

uphill battle almost all the way.

Lise Arsenault. member of

Canadian National Team, won the

floor exercise event, scoring 8.5.

Anne Burmeister from UMass

The UMass basketball team

plays at Main tonight. For

details see page 16.

came second and Linda Walkei

from Canada third. At the end of

the event, UMass had a very slim

lead - 23.80 to 23.75.

In vaulting, small and slim

Canadians seemed to be soaring

through the air, while UMass
competitors, except for Margie

Combs, were much more ear-

thbound. The event was won again

by Lise Arsenault with a score of

8*95. Margie Combs from UMass

and Lise Ouelette from Canuda

tied for second. At the end of

vaulting, Canadians were ahead by

3 points.

Since balance beam is UMass

girls strongest event, hopes for

winning had not been abandoned.

Anne Burmeister won the event

with 8.3. Margie Combs came

second with 8.0 and Marina

Rodriguez third, scoring 7.45. With

a 1-2-3 placing on the beam, the

score was reversed once again,

IMass leading the Canadians 70.00

to 70.00. It was all up to the uneven

bar girls In their weakened line-

up. IMass was not quite a match

lor the Silhouettes. Lise Arsenault

and Lise Ouelette placed first and

second, scoring 8.75 and 8.5

respectively. Margie Combs came
third, scoring 8.2. followed by Anne

Burmeister, who earned 8.0. This

was not enough to hang onto the

lead. The final score of the meet

was: Canadians 95.00, UMass
94. 10.

This Saturday. UMass girls will

lace the two toughest opponents of

the year Springfield College and

Towson College.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

6 30
floor

van Meter South BYE
Johnson vs Lambda Delta Phi

7 00 Dickinson Independents vs.

Coolidge 10th floor

Leach vs. Van Meter South

7 30 Chi Omega BYE
Lambda Delta P^i vs Coolidge

'°,h
Johnson vs. Van Meter South

8 00 Dickinson independents vs. Chi

Omega
Leach BYE ^^mm ,^
Dickinson House vs Gammies

8; 30 Foul Balls vs. Kangaroos
Dickinson House vs Puffton

Sign
Sox
Romo

WINTER HAVEN. Fla (AP) -

Vincente Romo, an ace right-

handed reliever and sometimes

starter for the Boston Red Sox,

signed his contract Wednesday,

thus bringing all players into the

told.

Romo signed one day after the

deadline, having arrived in

training camp here Tuesday night

with an unsigned contract and

declaring himself a holdout

But the Red Sox general

manager. Dick O'Connell. said

Wednesday I know nothing about

him being"a holdout He agreed to

the same terms that were on the

original contract w hich called for a

raise from 1970."

Romo, who started and relieved

last season and woundup with a 7-3

mark and a 4.08 ERA, was given a

standing ovation by his (eammates

when he arrived in the clubhouse.

ACROSS

1 Agreement
5 Land

measure
9 Ocean
12 Winglike

13 God of

thunder

14 Sunburn
15 Ascends
17 Serious

19 Idle chatter

21 Oines

22 Part of

fireplace

24 Teutonic

deity

25 School of

whales
26 Chinese

pagoda
27 Aquiesce

29 Paid notice

31 Possess

32 Army officer

(abbr.)

33 Sun god

34 Prefix:

before

35 Ccniunctton

36 Declare

38 Mature
39 Fuss
40 French article

41 Urge on

42 Vedir. fire god

44 Walk like

a duck
46 Lamp
48 Rockfish (pi.)

51 French for

"friend"

52 Musical
instrument

54 Husband of

Gudrun
55 Born

56 One opposed

57 Former Russian

ruler

Mohammedan
name
Sea in Asia

Handle

Near

Raises the

spirits of

7 Bellow

8 Be mistaken

9 Vapor

10 Direction

11 Emmets

16 Saint (abbr.)

18 Tidy

20 Trials

22 Portico

23 Animal's
feet

25 Insect

27 Too
28 Was

mistaken

29 Jason's ship
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMAM-

30
34

Act

Father and
mother

36 Mine
entrance

37 Kite

39 Girl's name
41 Fold

42 Wolfhound

43 Contest

44 Singing bird

45 Physician

(abbr.)

47 Period of time

49 A state (abbr.)

50 Title of

respect

53 Roman gods

1 2 3 4 88 5 6 7

—r*A*1'

9 10 11

12 •
13 '.' .'.

14

15 i6 ;.;•: 17 18 —
rt

:•:•!
19 20 21

23 24 :":': :
"

26 27 28 *
. . i

* .

79 30

31 32
• * 33

35 36 37 JH

39 40
:

:

:

:

:

:

41

42 43
•

45
i

. •

46 47
•

48 4V 50

'51 58
.-..

52 53

5^
54

" »... 56
. .

288
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Where Libra is concerned, the

outlook is often brighter toward the

latter part of life These natives are

sensitive: early knocks leave

emotional bruises As maturity

asserts itself, lite becomes a

pleasure The older Libra person is

more apt to be happier than his

younger counterpart

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You

will be responsible for ideas Means
vou are given chance or challenge

to express yourself Thus, not wise to

ask for anything you do not really

desire Valuable lessons are lear

n6
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) By

finishing a task, you profit By

leaving it- or going on to something

else, you lose Realize this and be

persistent. An associate «s

aggressive. Maintain aplomb, poise

Don't be shaken
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Cycle

high, you get where you want to go

Take initiative. Exercise m
dependence of thought, action

Highlight appearance Brighten

surroundings Add color, dash No

false modesty
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Secrets are exposed Much occurs

behind the scenes Work in con

.unction with hospitals, institutions,

spec.al clubs, group The more co

operative you are now, the better^

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Accent

willingness to mingle, make new
contacts Time to socialize Don f

t*ko yourself or others too

seriously Key is humor, versatility

A fnend makes valid suggestion

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Solid

qam indicated Some express

hostility Envy runs rampant, but

you should strive to keep on course

Otherwise, nothing will be gamed
C.ircer matters spotlighted

Promotion is indicated

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Develop

what appears now to be an abstract

concept Don't be dismayed by

apparent lack of immediate reward.

Efforts aimed at long range results

will pay dividends Act accordingly

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Joint

effort enables you to get most tor

money Family should be involved.

Mate, partner controls expenditure

Know this and be cautious,

diplomatic Soft approach wins way
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21)

Obtain hint from Scorpio message
Try to perceive what mate, partner

is trying to tell you Delay any legal

procedure Play waiting game
Time is on your side Refuse to be

rushed
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

Accent on work, special service,

medical dental appointments What
occurs may not be pleasant, but is

necessary Quiet approach ac

complishes goal Don t rock boat

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Good lunar aspect coincides with

romantic interests Your feelings

are intesified A special realtionship

is tested Maintain self esteem
Refuse to be discouraqod by a bully

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20 i

Accent on olek-r family member
New approach to this relationship >s

advocated Be independent not

arrogant You ^ire due tor surpr.se

winch affects basic security

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are a combination of the

imaginative and practical You
often puzzle yourself Some who
think they know you surely -ire

mistaken You knovt what adversity

is happiness has come during quiet

periods Wait until October for

heavy emotion financial m
vestments
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hucksters Bomb Holy Cross 7
By BRONA SIMON

MDC staff

It was another home blitz last

night, as IMass bombed the Holy

Cross hockey team. 17-0, with a

barrage of II Koali wcanA In the

second period.

The number one and two stars

named for the gam.' were the hat

trick connectors, Jack Edwards

and Eric Scrafield. both of whom

had four goals apieci ,
in an

overwhelming UMass si wring

.
|

Bartholomew received

third star for four assists as well as

hustling defense playing

When the gam." started, it was

..hvious the Redmen were deter-

mined to score, but could not only

penetrate the Crusader defense

three times in the first M minutes.

Edwards tipped the puck oil H.C.

goalie Pat Norton's glove at 2:53,

then scored again at V :4J from

right in front of the net Two

minutes later. Scrafield took hold

ot a semi-wild pass to hit lor a point

on the right side ot a tailing Norton.

The Redmen had tar more

scoring opportunities, but the puck

seemed to be anti-magnetic to the

net and Crusader defenders were

playing tight

<taU*0i*"
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In the meantime, Holy Cross'

best attempt to reach the

scoreboard tailed on their power

play with Fran Mulcahy in the

penalty box. when the Crusaders

got picky for a perfect setup and

wasted precious time

In the second period, the Red-

men found all the holes around

Norton, and gained a momentum

that ended with the score 14-0.

It all started with visitor Pat

Thornton going off at 1:50 for

elbowing Kight seconds later Al

Nickerson totally fooled Norton

with a beauty. Scrafield took

eleven seconds to find his position

with assists from Don Riley and

Bartholomew.
The Holy Cross defense had died,

while the scoring sticks of UMass

came very much alive.

One of the best shots of the night

was Bob Shilalie's screamer from

lust over the blue line to the upper

left corner of the net at 5:05 of the

second period
Further scoring came twice

from Edwards, twice from Dennis

GrabOWSki, once from Scrafield,

Don Hilev. Caul Riley, and finally

Cat Keenan. his only goal of the

match
The 9:59 Grabow skier came

unassisted from m back of the net

to swing around and squeeze

through Norton's protecting side,

whereas the one at 16:M found

Cirabowski all alone on the much-

worked goalie, on a play that began

with a steal in the other zone.

When the weary Crusaders took

the ice in the third period, with a

replacement in goal, Fred Mc-

Cready, they looked about the

same as in the first period. In fact,

UMass scored the same amount of

PI WOFF MINDKD PI CKSTERS The I Mass hockey team

recently received their first playoff berth ever for the Divisionill

post-season playidfs. Shown here in action against VenjSS«t.tt<

tt-dmen pucksters crushed Holy Cross at Or. Kinkla;t night. He-

lved above lor IMass is Mike Waldron (5). (MM IMinto b> Ned

Diffendale)

goals. three. Chico Shea,

unassisted at 8: 13, Scrafield again,

at 8 44. and Lonnie Avery from

Edwards at 9:27 bunched up on

McCready.
The UMass goaltending situation

had a different man in for every

period. Crusaders' threats went

something like this: (1.) against

P.J. Flaherty, two; (2.) against

Peter Erikson. five. (3.) against

John Kiah, seven. Kiah received

the most applause from the crowd

for standing off the Holy Cross

attack.

Hoonmen At Maine For Regular Season Finale
llUUUlllCll 1±± H1U111V

tt , . Vll field general to control the form this could be an interests

_* .- . •.«. n m '--
in Orono. This will be a game of attitude. »«'«;8"J opnnn of timber . contest.

Bn EARLE BARROLL m a

MDCStaff Tne

The UMass basketball team ends thei

regular season play tonight when it the

takes on the Black Bears of Maine

30 p.m. encounter in Orono

Redmen will be going after

r first perfect record ever in

Yankee Conference and also

r 23rd win of the season.

This will be a game of attitude

Travelling all the way to Orono, the

Redmen feel that if they can't beat

Maine at Maine then they certainly

don't want to go to Madison Square

Garden to play NIT. calibre of

competition. But after Monday

night's fiasco at New Hampshire,

they should be ready to put it to the

Black Bears.

Maine is a funny team. They ve

been an in and out ball club this

season andcome into this game

with a record of eight wins and 13

losses.

The Black Bears like to run and

gun and if the ball starts going in

the basket for them the game could

turn out to be very interesting. On

defense they'll probably throw

various combinations at UMass

trying to create turnovers. This

was tried at UMass in the first

encounter but was unsuccessful

Maine has four starters 6'6 with a

51 1 field general to control the

tempo for this group of timber

Thev'U be tough on the boards due

to their size and with Nick Susi

ready to play they will give a better

indication of their type of play

tonight. In the first meeting Susi

sat out most of the contest due to an

earlv injury.

For UMass this will be hopefully

the end of one season and the

beginning of another as word on

the N I T will probably be coming

out of New York sometime

tomorrow.
So far this year the Redmen have

had a tough time on the road in

Yankee Conference play They won

in overtime at Rhode Island and

Vermont, beat UConn by six and

just got by UNH by three Monday

night. With the psych of playing the

Redmen working for the op-

position, road games have been

tough and if tonight's holds true to

form this could be an interesting

contest.

As for the starting lineup Tom
McLaughlin will not be in there and

mav not see any action as he has a

back ailment In his place will be

either Chris Coffin. Rich Vogeley

or Tom Austin, who will join Julius

Erving, Ken Mathias, John

Betancourt and Mike Pagliara.

Notices
IM WRESTLING All wrestlers

involved in the intramural finals

tonight please report to the in-

tramural office. Room 215 Boyden,

at 6:30 to pick up uniforms for

tonight's matches

The UMass* varsity wrestling

team defeated Central Connecticut

20 14 last night Details on this

match and the upcoming New

England tournament will appear

in the Collegian tomorrow.

BBall At Varsity M

Intramurals
Wrestling Semi-Finals Completed

Bv EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

Head basketball coach Jack

Leaman and Redman stars Chris

Coffin and Bill Greeley were the

featured guests of the UMass

Varsity M Club luncheon at the

Newman Center yesterday.

Greeley was introduced first by

his coach and was called "a

defensive specialist whose main

contribution to the team has been

his working his butt off in practice

since he came to UMass He s

probably the toughest defensive

guard that John Betancourt and

Mike Pagliara have faced this

season."
Greely, who will help coach the

freshman team next year said that

his days at UMass under coaches

Broaca and Leaman will be very

beneficial when he begins

coaching. He felt he learned an

awful lot playing in a Redman

uniform. ,

Coffin was lauded by his coach as

a player "who hasn't reached his

potential, an excellent rebounder.

and a player who can shoot, but

doesn't realize it."

Coffin had a few words on the

•long season" that he and the rest

of the team hope will be a little

longer. Leaman, in introducing

Coffin used as an example of

Coffin's rebounding ability be

Holv Cross game in which Coffin

had 10 offensive rebounds which is

an outstanding effort against the

size of the Crusader's front line.

Coffin came back with "After

the Holy Cross game coach told me

to get a haircut as my hair was

getting a little long. Well the next

day 1 did and since that time I

haven't put together a good

game."
The rest of the luncheon was the

Jack Leaman show He said "the

last time we were here was after

the loss to Springfield. But since

that time we've won five in a row

and it's the great team that can

come back from a lesson like we

learned at Springfield."

On the Syracuse game he

commented, "Next to Boston

College the Syracuse game had to

be the biggest game of the year In

the past it was said that UMass had

a tough time winning the hard

games. This has finally ended."

"As far as the N IT. is con-

cerned next bids will probably be

coming on Friday.'

Next week basketball will be

featured again with the previously

scheduled skiing program being

moved up one week. Leaman will

be back with more of his Redmen

stars and a film of a recent Red-

man game.
The time is 12: 15 at the Newman

< enter on Wednesday

By MICHAEL FOX
MDC Staff

Last night in the auxiliary

gymnasium in Boyden the

semifinals of intramural wrestling

were held The night started with

three straight pins. The first was

Marchando over Zajac in 2:20,

followed by Lefler over James in

149, and Parent over Pratt in 56

seconds. These were in the

unlimited and 128 pound

categories

3 48. This was followed by the

quickest pin as McDowell threw

down Skowers in eight seconds. In

the 197 Brown evaded a last minute

INTRAMURAL INKLINGS:
There was a good crowd on hand

for the wrestling. Tonight the finals

at at 7:00. A volleyball game to

watch tonight is the one between

Sigma Kappa and Delta Chi. Both

are fighting it out for first place.

pin to gain the decision over Righi.

6-4. But the most remembered

contest of the night was between

Marino and Hale. Both wrestlers

are from the same fraternity. They

demonstrated some fine slapstick

wrestling before Marino fell on his

back for Hale. With his pin at 1:45

in the unlimited category Hale

faces Marchando tonight in the

finals.

The rest of the night went as

follows: In the 137 pound Rice

earned a decision over Crossman,

4-2, and Chouinard over Towne, 4-2.

In the 147 pound grouping Dalquist

vanquished Kohler, 7-0, and Day

came from behind to win a decision

over Searles, 5-3. In the 157

pounders Schneid scored first and

held on over Perrault 2-1, and

Plunkett over Schwartz by forfeit.

The 167 pounders demonstrated the

best wrestling of the night. Souza's

ability to role out of Keedy's holds

prevailed, as Souza gained a pin at

4:26. Showing the best technique

Kanter came from behind to get his

decision over Kaplan 3-2. In the 177

pound classification the clock

saved Stewart from being pinned

by Keith, but Keith got the decision

anyway 5-1. Castricone piled up the

points, 13-2. over Guglietti before

getting a strongly resisted pin at

4 00 The toughest battle of the

night was in the 187 pound category

as Pikkaranian pinned Rendle at

Results Tonight's

Volleyball

Monuments 2, Terrors
Senators over Crushers, WBF
Panthers 2, Bruisers
Academics 2, Chipmunks
Cougars over Leopards, WBF
Jacks over Eagles, WBF
Beta Chi 2, Stouts
Smitty's 2, Deacons 1

Team 2, Smokers
Munchkins 2, 13. 1

Browns 2, Baggers 1

Lemons 2, Vlooms
Flats 2, Volleys
3 Ms 2, Busters
Civil 2, Zero's 1

Bodies 2, Flies 1

Co-Rec
Bandito's 2, Bouncers 1

Shorts 2, JG 1

Stouties over Jacks, WBF
Funnies over Triaps, WBF
LCO 2, Canines 1

Superstars 2, KFCO
ACS 2, Rigotonis
Lemons 2, BMB
Limes 2, Deacons I
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Volleyball
TIME

POSITION
6:30

TEAMS
ATHENIAN

1 VS. 2

3 VS. 4

5 vs. 6
POSITION SPARTAN

1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4
S vs. 6

BKPvs. TC
KSvs. DC

POSITION CENTRAL
1 vs. 2

3 VS. 4
POSITION PIONEER

7 30 1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4
5 vs. 6

Gwimpsvs. Turkeys
Erudites vs. Gapos
Aries vs. Friends

8:30 Heads vs. Sigmas
Pranksters vs. Dildoughs

Erudites vs. Jacks
Tubes vs. Canaille

Bucks vs. Suits
Hockers vs. Oxfords

3 M's vs. Bekap
JO ATG vs. Strangers

DCD vs. CO Boys
9:30 Lemons vs. Brigade

Oaks vs. Hemlocks
Hi Lo'svs. Redwoods

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

Olljr *«*arlpmt!B

' ^ ^J A »MI AND MSPONSIil! ^ MISS

Weather:

Melting rapidly,
freezing slowly. Rain

expected, sun
forecasted. Redmen by

One little two little three little Indians, four little Indian joys < ? >...the tribes invade Free U every day

mulling over a question that someone put to her. Some nonsense about who she Hants ,n 7.. See page

two for related stor> . < MDC photos by Gib Fullerton)

Jt

On The Inside:

Fac Sen Debates Ed Grades
See page three

Nixon Says S.Viets Can Do It

See page four

Brower Hits Army Engineers
See page two

NIT!
Bv DAN KAMAL — —

"

MDCStaff

There is no doubt in my mind that we II approach it much different!)

Last year we were delighted they even thought of us, but this year we feet

m
'JSSJSX'distant basketball coach Raymond

I

Wilson.reflects the

confident atmosphere permeating this campus m the lace ofThe£xpe£ed

National Invitational Tournament bid wh.ch was extended to the I Mass

basketball team vesterdav afternoon

in an extreme contrast to last year when the Redmen were quite unsure

right up to the last minute whether they would get a bid. this year the hid

Wa
Admdtmg hrsurpS aT& early date of the offer assistant coach

Peter BrSa cited The UMass excellent season record as the primary

[actor Our record of 23-3 is the one of the best .n the country He went

on to mention that although there was some d.sappo.ntrnent at bring

shunned by the NCAA, the honor of being chosen so early for he NIT is I

ereat tribute to the great job done by Coach Leaman and the players^

*
ft s qui e Ynteresting to note that New Kngland rival Providence

College also received the NIT nod yesterday This brings up the noughts

of a first round meeting between the Redmen and the Friar. However,

both Wilson and Broaca expressed doubt that the two teams would be

seeded against each other so early

Wilson felt that Providences rout of St Bonaventure. wh.ch had ae

ceDted an NTT bid on Tuesday, was also a major factor in the early

choosing of the two New Kngland teams. "PC approached thegamew,

the thought of making the NIT Committee realize what kind of team it is

and what the caliber of New England basketball is

As of vesterdav there were only five teams chosen for the New \ ork

tournament Thus it is very difficult to attempt to project the Redmen

chances in the post season play One thing is sure, however The attitu*

of the team, the coaches, and the fans is a lot different than it was about a

sear ago There is a distinct air of confidence this season I his is a
i

earn

that has shown that it can go with any team around on a good night like

the one it had against Svracuse last week.

Wth their second straight NIT bid under their belts the Redmen are

looking to make a great ending of the 1970-71 UMass basketball stor> I M
!"rl season scares at Vermont and Rhode Island, the frustrating dcleats

a, ,he hands of Providence and Fordham University, the eruc.al wins

over Holv Cross. Boston College, and Syracuse University, and the

humiliation at Springfield College are justhistorv .just rnenu.rie.

But if things go right ,n New York City s Madison Sm .ire Garden

starting in about two weeks, these memories will go down ftfl W MP
1970-71, the year of the Redmen
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SWAP Stresses

Reciprocal Benefits Brower Calls Corps Threat

ByJEANETTEMARTINEAU
M DC Stuff

The swap Committee! on

Community Service met with a

disappointing turnout last night.

lt> hope had been to involve

students, and especially faculty

members and department heads in

projections of community- oriented

services for academic credits.

Judy Gill and Tom Merrigan.

both SWAP members, explained

that the proposal developed from

individual needs for I'Mass "ex-

pertise" within the area, and from

existing anti-University sen

timents within the State

Legislature One legislator

described UMass as "a parasite on

the community.
- '

As yet. the Committee has

received no financial or ad-

ministrative support. "The Ad-

ministration is unsure, unwilling to

recognize its obligations to the

community. '• said Tom Merrigan

•The faculty members are too

conservative, reluctant to initiate

programs within their own

departments." The Committee will

welcome any suggestions and

support from the faculty, for these

•non-classroom courses"

The SWAP report, submitted for

publication on December 13th.

1970 proposes the following

projects, which, for the previously-

mentioned reasons, are stil

.irnbo:

••A pilot program should be

implemented in two specific areas;

one to help those communities

which lack resources for the

teaching of English as a foreign

language li.e., teaching Puerto

Kican students in Holyoke and

Springfield' two: that assistance

be given for specific special

education (Engineering Depart-

ment cooperation with Belchert

own to develop special toys for

handicapped children). Another

>tep should be contacting depart-

ment heads for guidance m setting

of such programs, and that

ACADEMIC CREDITS be given

for these programs.

Also attention should be now

given to obtaining financial

commitment which would allow

further development in this area of

community service. Specifically,

budget allocations for new faculty

positions should be allocated.

Contact could also be made with

local communities in order to

determine how we might best

assist their efforts for community

improvement
"

Judy Gill stressed that the

benefits of this kind of involvement

would be clearly reciprocal. She

summarized her comments by

saying. "There's more to building

a good university than building a

good library
*'

Bv JAMES GOLDMAN
MDC Staff

labeling the Army Corps of

Engineers as a "huge bureaucracy

which must justify its existence,

last night. Dr. Lincoln P. Brower of

Amherst College lectured on the

effects of the Corps' plans to

harness the Connecticut River. Dr.

Brower also spoke on the diversion

ot water from river to Quabbin

Reservoir during the second of this

semesters Distinguished
geologists Lecture Series spon-

sored by the Coalition for En-

vironment Equality.

Before a small audience. Dr.

Brower emphasized the necessity

not to control the river and the

•ecological chaos" that would

result if the Army Corps of

Engineers' plans were enacted.

Brower stated that the Con-

necticut River only shows

moderate variation in flow which

are easily predictable. He

cautioned the Corps' plans for flood

control includes prevention of

floods which would only occur once

every three hundred years. As an

alternative to building dams,

Brower recommends the building

of dikes and the government

subsidation of flood insurance

premiums.
Relieving the power industry of

promoting their own interest in the

200 dam project, he stated that

meriiiontru !«»«». — — —

Protest To Be Held
Requesting Play Center

Dr. Lincoln P. Brower

lowering river's the rate of flow

during flood season would ad-

versely affect the efficiency ot

hydroelectric generators presently

in operation.

Dr. Brower rejected the constant

flow rate as a boon to the river's

sewerage capacity as a "solution

for pollution through dilution."

The primary focus of the lecture

was on the project's effects on the

river's eco-system. The major

dams in the Corps' plans would

lower the river's velocity thus

lowering the river's oxygen con

tent. Brower went on to state that

lower ozygen levels would not be

able to absorb the same amounts of

pollutants

Brower sighted the change in

thermal and floor surface

properties in the river as a result of

the "slower river " Many forms of

aquatic life dependent on the

present state would be affected

Brower added that the

elimination of the annual spring

flood would harm the crops in the

valley and the shellfish in the Long

Island Sound. The river annually

flushes the farms along the river of

salts that result from the usage of

agricultural chemicals. Also the

influx of fresh water into the sound

each spring kills shellfish pests.

Beyond the economic con-

siderations. Dr. Brower added the

elimination of the spring flood

would destroy the whole eco-

system of the flood plain.

The diversion of the water flow

from the Connecticut River to the

Quabbin Reservoir was also

discussed Brower stated that the

introduction of polluted water from

the river would have serious ef-

fects on the reservoir.

Dr. Brower also commented that

instead of altering the Connecticut

River," the Army Corps of

Engineers should return the river

to its natural state." He con-

cluded."We have to get back to

nature... because we are

ultimately dependent on nature
"
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ByANNGURNETT
MDC Staff

A children's party in the main

lobbv of Whitmore at 2:00 Monday

afternoon, at which petitions

urging the opening of a day-care

center will be presented to

Chancellor Tippo. will be the

climax of a day of protest planned

by advocates of a Play Center for

children

Eileen Wilkensen. spokeswoman

for the group, thinks the ad-

ministration should consider the

matter as a top priority issue

T feel the refusal of the ad-

ministration to give us a day care

center discriminates both

>cholastically and economically

against women." she said "It is

usually the woman who must

remain at home, caring for the

children This prevents her from

attending classes or holding a full-

time job
"

"At the moment." she continued,

•we have established a temporary

center in Free U However, this is

merely a stopgap measure. In our

present location, we have neither

the space nor facilities to continue

the program for any length of

time
Miss Wilkensen said that at-

tempts had been made to secure

the use of the two 4H lodges,

located near the Alumnae

Stadium, for the center The

proposal, which was presented to

the Grad Student Senate, was

turned down Wednesday.

However, the group has obtained

the use of a house owned by the

University, located on North

Pleasant Street.

•The most pressing problem is

money." she said Both the Grad

Student Senate and the Undergrad

Student Senate have voted us

funds. However, we're going to

need some financial assistance

from the Administration if this

thing's going to work."

The center, manned by fifteen

volunteers who take care of ap-

proximately twenty children

throughout the week, is open in two

shifts, the first extending from

about 9 a.m. to twelve noon, the

second from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

It is open to anybody in the

I Diversity community, whether

they want to help out or just have

their kids cared for.

Mitchell Takes On
Drug Culture See Page 8

Future Univ.

Com.Featured

President Wood's committee on

the Future University will hold a

two-day meeting at the Campus
(enter Thursday and Friday.

March 11 and 12.

The Committee, announced by

Pres. Wood at his installation, is in

the early stages of a seven month

studv on what the University can

and should be doing over the next

10 vears The chairman is Dr

Vernon Alden, former president of

Ohio University.

On Fri., March 12 from 2 to 3:30

p.m. the full committee will divide

into six small groups in the

Campus Center in order to hear

from as many members of the

University of Massachusetts

Amherst Community as possible

These informal sessions will be

open to all and the broadest

possible participation by students,

faculty and administration is

welcomed and encouraged by the

committee.
Though the agenda for next

week's meeting pertains

specifically to the content and

organization of curriculum, the

directive of the committees from

the President is a broad one.

ranging from questions of

curriculum and life style to

problems of admissions and

finance.

Student Tours Presents

ACAPULCO ADVENTURE
during College Week

March 20 - 28 from $208
plus tax and service

• Kowd trip jet transportation to Arapuleo. Mexico

• Meals and bar service aloft. _ ^-.

• Stay at Holiday Inn or Hotel Atapuleo Imperial

• All taxes and tips for baggage and transportation.

• Discounts on many clubs, dlcotheques, tours, skin diving,

and water skiing.

Spring Skiing — Sugarbush, Vt.
during College Week

from $112 March 21 -26
Includes:
• Lodging at Alpen Inn

• Meals
1 1Jits
>Lessons »«„„«,.•

For more Information call Joan or Louise NHHI J

TEST POWER!

Cowles
TEST PREPARATION

BOOKS
Oental Aptitude Test

Grad. Business

School Admission

Law School Admission*

Medical College

Admission"

Miller Analogies Test

G.R.E. Aptitude Test

NTE Common Exam

Reg /Grad Nursing

School Admission

8W'x 11 "'Paper •'%*.% **$4.45, all others $3.95 each

See these and many others at

your local bookstore

COWLES BOOK COMPANY, INC.

WHEN there's so much
riding on the results, go

into that exam in complete
control. Plan ahead with the

only study guides that ac

curately simulate the test

you'll soon face — in both

format and level of diffi

culty. No clutter. No frills.

Jurt the facts you need to

pass. Confidence gives a

big edge.

Insist on Quality

Insist on Cowles

1AKI. n 3, wi ' ——

Fac-Senate Debates
Grades In School Of Ed.

3

SWAP Discusses

Curric. And Tenure

ByLEETHIBODEAU
MDC Staff

No decision was made on a

motion to require the School of

Education to return to the regular

grading system of the University

after much lengthy debate at

yesterday's Faculty Senate

meeting.

other issues discussed at the

meeting were the tight financial

state of the University, which may
result in possible reductions in the

CEEB and Teaching Assistant

programs, and some opposition

expressed against the proposed

tuition hike.

Debate centering around a

motion that questions the present

pass-fail system of the School of Ed

was the focal point.

Faculty were concerned with

student "motivation in a pass-fail

system and the possibilities of a

student's admittance to graduate

school after earning sixty pass-fail

credits.

one senator, opposed to the

system, stated that in two and one

half years he has not found one

student who has felt that he has

had a challenging academic ex-

perience in the School of Ed
Dwight W Allen. Dean of the

School of Education, replied that

he is willing to submit the pass-fail

system to the same evaluable

criteria of a grading system, but

since the present University

grading system has not been

evaluated, it cannot now be termed

a "better" system

Earlier in the academic year, a

committee was tormed to study the

present innovative program of the

School ol Ed, which grades entirely

0B a pass tail system The com-

mittee consisted of live University

tacultv members, live members of

the School of Ed and five members

outside of the I'niveisity.

In response to the report, Dean

Allen sited the problems involved.

He explained that the report didn't

indicate a direction in which the

school is going and didn't compare

the school with other systems.

He stated that the basic concern

of the report was "whether the

school deviates from tradition."

Dean Allen emphasized that the

report would have been more

useful had there beem empirical

data.

"Although the Committee did

indicate that it chose to focus on

weaknesses... it seems necessary to

see weaknesses in the context of

total school performances," he

said.

Chancellor Oswald Tippo

mentioned at the meeting that the

entire Univesity of California at

Santa Cruz uses the pass-fail

system. He also noted that the

School of Ed graduate school

enrolls more Harvard graduate

students than any other graduate

school at the University.

in other business the problem of

tuition increase was also

discussed Chancellor Tippo stated

that the University was opposed to

a tuition increase. He pointed out

that the University is 19th of 90

state institutions from a standpoint

of total expenses.

"If we were to have an elaborate

scholarship system, we would need

an involved bureaucracy system,"

Tippo said. "We are all in favor of

low tuition."

Presenting the financial state of

the University the Chancellor said

that the University may be forced

to cut the number of teaching

assistants by half because of the

reduction in funds. No decision will

be made until late April, it is ex-

pected.

Elimination or reduction of

CEEB freshman is a possibility,

Tippo said. He explained this is due

to the fact that the University is

$400,00 short of a needed $1,200,000

to continue the program. He said

that the deficit arises from the fact

that the Governor appropriated

scholarship fund remains the same

each year regardless of inflation.

The Chancellor also reported

that the library increases this year

is $480,000. to be shared by three

Universities. He also said there

will be no Ford Foundation Grant

this year

Expertise group 8 of SWAP met

last night in the Campus Center to

discuss teacher and course

evaluation. Ross Benjamin, group

leader, chaired the meeting of

four.

Topics discussed were:

establishing an Associate Provost,

revitalizing the curriculum, tenure

and the personnel committee.

The job of a newly created

Associate Provost would be solely

to provide professional supervision

and professional recognition for

faculty engaged in experimental

learning devices outside depart-

mental sponsorship.

The proposal for tenure is to

replace the present system with a

system of three-year ap-

pointments, with review at the end

of each three-year period.

Revitalizing the curriculum

consists of every course taught for

three years being defended and

substantiated by a professor before

a student/grad/faculty committee.

Also, experimental research into

new areas would be encouraged.

For the Personnel Committee,

the SWAP proposal is to encourage

diversity in the composition of the

Departmental Faculty Personnel

Committees.

The Militant Forum apologizes: due to bad weather U» OUt-OJI-

town speakers for the Malcolm X Memorial were unable to make it

to Amherst. The Memorial will be rescheduled.

FOLK NIGHT
An Informal Get-together

People and Music

SATURDAY, MARCH 6
Hamlin Basement

8:30 P.M.

If you wish to perform

contact THE OPEN DOOR
5-0296

7-U P.M.

WATER BEDS
$55.00

AT

Sundance Water Beds

187 Main St. Northampton

- SALE -
1/2 OFF

ON ALL ANTIQUE
CLOTHING

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

it

NOTICE

{

It is not necessary to deprive

yourself of the unspeakable

benefits of wearing a Q-TAG, just

because you don't groove on your

own birthday. Send three bucks

(plus 3% tax) to QUEEQUEG

anyway. Hell send you his

infamous Aquarius Sign in a plain

brown wrapper. QUEEQUEG, Box

695, Falmouth, Mass. 02541

(You'll have a lot better chance of

getting your Q-TAG if you aJso

Isend your name and address.)

BACK HOME BARGAINS"

MEN'S SPECIAL - irregular

HARNESS BOOTS Reg. $40

TAN BOOTS Reg. $33

tJ\£ tSfeofc-In
behind Aubuchons
IN THE ALLEY

WOMEN'S PRACTICAL & FUN SHOES

DISCOUNT PRICES

We have: Sneakers

Bart Carleton Frye Boots

Sandals Poor Boys

Clogs Mocs
Loafers Workshoes

Desert Boots
Granny Boots
Verde Fun Shoes

Charlie Browns
Herman Hikers

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

75c - First insertion

50c - each subsequent consecutive insertion

TODAY IS

YOUR LAST

CHANCE
TO HAVE YOUR

SENIOR PORTRAIT

TAKEN

No appointments necessary

9 - 12 and 1 - 5

IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, S.U.

Bring $3.50
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Claims South Viets "Can Hack It"

WASHINGTON AP—President

Nixon said Thursday night South

Vietnamese forces have demon

strated thej "can hack It" against

the Communists, and that insures

the continuing withdrawal oi

American forces from Southeast

Asia

The President told a White House

mows conference carried live via

radio and television that

assessment ot South Vietnamese

lighting ability came from Gen.

Creighton Abrams, the U S

commander in Vietnam
What has already been ac-

complished in Laos at this time has

insured even more the plan for

withdrawal of American troops.''

Nixon said

He said he will have another

troop withdrawal announcement

in April

Nixon said Abrams advised him

earlier Thursday that the South

Vietnamese by themselves can

hack it and they can give a better

account "t themselves even than

the North Vietnamese
Nixon said South Vietnamese

forces lighting in Laei and in

Cambodia are taking on th< very

best imitl that the North Viet-

namese can put in the field."

Nixon said allied disruption ot

enenn supply lines has vrr>

serious!) damaged North Viet

nam's ability to wage war
Asked about the support ot

American support lor the South

Vietnamese invasion of North

Vietnam. Nixon reiterated past

I S pohc>

I le said further there is no plan to

use .nrpower to support the South

Vietnamese it they should go into

North Vietnam.
Nixon also said South Viet

namese President Nguyen Van

I hieu ma) I eel it necessary to take

tome action directly against North

\ iet nam. but there is no plan to use

l S airpower to support such a

move
No such plan has ever been

suggested by President Thieu to

m Nixon said.

He said the test ol what happens

in North Vietnam will be whether

he considers North Vietnamese

activities to be endangering

American forces as they are with

drawn Horn South Vietnam

Onl) then. Nixon said, would he

older the use ot airpower against

holder areai ot North Vietnam

MotherTakes
To Hills

CORONADO, Cahl lAPl A 29-

year-old mother of two described

Thursday her M days alone in

miow covered mountains ol Mexico

as a beautiful experience."

But. Susan Keeney admitted, she

was lost, out of feed and desperate

to be found when a search pilot-

alerted by her husband-located her

in an abandoned cabin 7.000 feet

above sea level.

The pilot spotted her waving

from the cabin roof and a ground

party reached her Tuesday.

Returned to the home of friends

here, she said she 'was so happy 1

cried for hours

'

it was a beautiful experience.''

she said in an interview 'I had to

make that trip I had to get away

from the daily hassles, the anguish

and frustration and just listen to

the (juiciness

The adventure was planned for a

month She read books on back

packing and put together organic

foods including daily rations, one

ounce each, of dried apricots,

oatmeal, sunflower ieedl and

v aiuuts in addition to two ounce- ot

intit butter and home-baked

sad. ,.

Her husband notified authorities

when she didn't arrive

Asked about reported rivalry

among his top foreign policy ad-

visors Nixon said there was a

•game" of trying to divide the

President and Secretary of State

William P. Rogers, mentioning

Sen Stuart Symington calling the

Missouri Democrat's criticism a

'cheap shot.
- '

He knows Secretary Rogers is

mj oldest and closest friend" and

that he values his advice and

ability, Nixon said.

The role of Dr. Henry A
Kissinger is different, as the White

House adviser covering national

security policy and foreign policy.

Nixon said.

Nixon said Rogers is always the

chief foreign policy advisor in this

nation, and that Kissinger's job

also is to advise the President and

that "I value his advice." Nixon

said any debate over whether

Rogers or Kissinger is pre-eminent

is an argument over 'who's on

first
'

Asked if he is trying to prepare

the American people for the

presence ot about 200.000 troops in

Vietnam by election time next

war. Nixon replied:

As long as there are American

POWs, we will have to keep some

troops in Vietnam.

As to when we will have them

out. we will make the an-

nouncements in due time. We will

make one in April."

Nixon said a IS proposal for a

Southeast Asia settlement is "a

one package situation" covering

Laos Cambodia and South Viet-

nam on the withdrawal of troops of

both sides

Asked to clarify statements

about problems in the rest of

Southeast Asia if agreement should

be reached on South Vietnam.

Nixon said:

"Our aim is complete with-

drawal." adding the proposal was

made on a mutual basis, with the

North Vietnamese to withdraw at

the same time.

"After we withdraw we cannot

guarantee that there will not

continue to be fighting in Vietnam,

Laos and Cambodia," he said.

A reporter noted that North

Vietnam is reportedly using more

missiles and asked. Does this

alarm you?
Nixon: "It is not unusually

alarming." He expects the enemy

to improve its capabilities just as

we will improve ours, the

President said, and we will con-

tinue to take protective reaction.

But it will not be tit for tat. 1 can

assure vou of that." he said.

Asked if he is moving toward a

two-China policy. Nixon said such

a feeling in Formosa is not

justified.

As far as our attitude toward

Communist China is concerned it is

to be determined by Communist

China's toward us." he said, ad-

ding that the United States would

not favor Ked China's inclusion in

the Cnited Nations if that means

the expulsion of "Taiway from the

family of nations."

Hack on Indochina, Nixon said

casualties are one-half of what

they were before the drive into

Cambodia and the U.S. withdrawal

has been stepped up.

He said he has analyzed the

situation in Laos "and there will be

some hard fighting ahead."

Nixon said. "1 hope my view of

this is right." He said the purpose

of the incursion into Laos is to

reduce American casualties.

As for the Middle East,

specifically an offer of a peace

settlement by the Arabs and

whether Israel should respond,

Nixon said "the question here is

whether the United States will

impose a settlement in the Mideast
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A summer at

Southampton College
is also a summer

at Southampton.
A summer at Southampton College is to your

academic credit, with small, informal classes taught

by Southampton's bright young faculty and by

renowned scientists, artists and educators.

And after class. . .the beaches, boating, golf, theatres,

art colonies and more, much more.

All you could want from summer is at Southampton.

Two 5-Week Sessions

June21-July 23

July 26-August 27

Two 4-Week Art Workshops

July6-July30
August 2-August 27

Director of the Summer Program,

SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE
Southampton, N.Y. 11968 • (516) 283-4000

Please send me Summer Program bulletin.

I am especially interested in:

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Social Science, Humanities, Natural Science, Teacher

J
Education. Business Administration

I "HADUATE COURSES
.

,_. , .. . . .

Professional Education, Social and Behavioral Science. Liberal Arts

GRADUATE AND UNDERGRAOUATE COURSE IN HUMAN ECOLOGY

SUMMER ART WORKSHOPS
,

I Painting. Sculpture. Ceramics, Graphics. Film
.

I COLLEGE LEARNING INSTITUTE FOR COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP in Basketball. Tennis, Wrestling, and

COURSES in Sailing, Swimming, Water Skiing

I

Name

and the answer is no."

"We hope that the tsraelis and

the Egyptians, and for that matter

the Jordanians, will continue

discussions " he said. But he

added. We are going to have to

depend on the parties themselves"

to bring about an agreement.

He said the U.S. role in the

Middle East is to "maintain a

balance of power."

Asked if he still is optimistic

about the strategic arms limitation

talks as he was several months

ago, Nixon said, "I am just as

optimistic now as I was then about

the eventual success."

Hotline 5-2550

Aldress

City State. -Z.p.

?
Got A Gripe?

Air It!

SATURDAYS

11:00 A.M. - 12 NOON

"Just Talk" with Sheldon Katzman.

Talk about anything on your mind-

Where else ... but on WMUA 91.1 FM

STARTS THIS WEEKEND!

WHISKEY POINT
featuring

Eddie Peterson
at the

Top of the Campus
Friday and Saturday Nights

starting at 9:00 P.M.

Retired Colonel Exposes

Corruption in Viet Nam
Cut

Seen Possible
Tax

WASHINGTON (AP) - A retired colonel testified

Thursday he was forced to forget about the Viet Cong

and do battle with perfumed dragon ladies, nude

statues, slot machines, whisky, prostitutes and hordes

of camp followers infesting U.S. Army headquarters

in Vietnam.
Col Edmund Castle, former commander of the

Long Binh compound housing Army headquarters,

said his efforts at reform br ;ught him offers of money

and Cadillacs first, and finally a death threat.

•1 think we've run this morale thing into the

mound " Castle said as he told Senate investigators on

trving to "put the screws on" a club and recreation

system he said as riddled with corruption, greased

'with bribes and pungent with the scent of money and

perfume
Most of the perfume emanated from the voluptuous

person of Mademe Phoung. an Oriental woman who

always wore diamonds and was known to the Ol s as

the 'dragon lady." the colonel said.

Mind gales of laughter from his audience. Castle

told of trying to prevent Madame Phoung from

earning out plans to turn her steam bath and

massage parlor on the base into a house of prostitution

staffed by 400 Vietnamese girls.

Amid gales of laughter from his audience. Castle

told of trving to prevent Madame Phoung from

earning out plans to turn her steam bath and

massage parlor on the base into a house of prostitution

staffed by 400 Vietnamese girls. Two hundred of the

Hirls were ordered off the post, the colonel said, when

he discovered the dragon lady intended them to serve

as drinking companions for soldiers in another part ot

her $200,000 bathhouse.

He said he ordered doors to individual massage

booths removed and commented:

•There those bovs lay. naked as jaybirds, and those

pretty girls massaging them, but they couldn t do

anything else because we had the doors.

Then there was the matter of the four nude statues

The colonel said the first time he spotted thei \ at the

dragon lady's bath house, "my reaction was, Oh my

Cod' not on a military base, not in a combat zone^

•It didn't leave am doubt what she intended, he

said Castle, now retired from the Army, living in LI

Paso and recovering from wounds received during the

Tet offensive, said he never could learn how Madame

Phoung got Army permission to build the bathhouse in

the first place.

In previous testimony she has been identified as a

friend of former Brig Gen. Earl Cole. Witnesses said

Cole used his position as assistant chief of statt in

Kietnam to intercede for her.

Agents of the Senate's permanent investigations

subcommittee, which is probing corruption in the

military's PXs and clubs, said that at last word the

steam bath was still operating at Long Binh under a

contract with the PX.

WASHINGTON (AP (President

Nixon's chief economic adviser

said Thursday a speedup in

scheduled tax cuts is a possibility if

the administration's present fiscal

policies fail to put enough steam in

the economy.
Paul McCracken. chairman of

the Council of Economic Advisers,

told newsmen the proposal for

scheduling earlier effective dates

lor the cuts is one of several op-

tions open if changes have to be

made in Nixon's economic game

plan.

But for now, McCracken said,

the idea is out of the question since

the administration feels its policies

will expand the economy fast

enough to reduce unemployment

and inflation.

He said the tax-cut speedup and

deferral of a proposed increase in

the Social Security tax base would

be reasonable ways to add more

stimulus to the economy if it is

needed later in the year. "They are

on the list" of options, he said.

McCracken referred to deferred

tax cuts voted by Congress under

the Tax Reform Act of 1969

And he was responding to

newsmen's questions on ideas put

forward at a seminar by two for-

mer government economists,

Arthur M Okun. chairman of the

Council of Economic Advisors

under former President Lydon B.

Johnson, and Maurice Mann,

former assistant budget director

under Nixon.

Mann said he favors the tax-cut

speedup because Nixon's economic

policies rely too heavily on

monetary policies and not enough

on fiscal policies as set forth in the

l>»72 fiscal year budget.

He proposed moving up the

personal tax cuts now scheduled to

take effect Jan. l, 1972

The impact of a speedup in tax

euts would be a bigger deficit than

the $11.1 billion Nixon has

proposed, since revenues would be

smaller, but it would not increase

spending

Railroad Strike

Still Uncertain
WASHINGTON (AP) -

Negotiators agreed after a brief

breakdown Thursday to resume

fragile talks to avert a nationwide

rail crewmen's strike that

otherwise only Congress could

st P ~,

Meanwhile. United Tran-

sportation L'nion President

Charles A. Luna headed for his

Cleveland headquarters where any

strike preparations would be

centered.

Luna did not set any strike

deadline Both he and Asst.

Secretary of Labor W.J. Usery. the

government's chief mediator in the

drawn-out dispute, said they were

hopeful of a settlement with the

nation's rail industry.

Secretary of Labor James D.

Hodgson commented at a morning

White House ceremony that "we

can be exceedingly hopeful" of a

settlement, but Senate Republican

Whip Robert Griffin of Michigan

said I'm pessimistic."

President Nixon used his

emergency powers to head off a

threatened strike Friday by

another rail union, the 10.000-

member Brotherhood of Railroad

Signalmen, when separate

negotiations involving this union

broke down.

The President issued an

executive order creating an

emergency bojrd to investigate

THAT COLD

DAY IN

THE PARK

starring

Sandy Dennis

Michael Burns

Campus Center

Auditorium

SAT., MARCH 6

7, 9, U PM.

this&sc rdar
forestalls wrzEr&zi?*«»

a
ThXrdsf,UoS named, will negotiators walked out of the

The President has exhausted his I sen

NEW ARRIVED!!!SHIPMENT

CVBARs
KOUse
201 N Pleosont St.

HAS BIG BELL JEANS

JOIN THOSE

WHO ARE TIRED

OF BEING TREATED

LIKE DIRT and BEING

SOLD POOR QUALITY

CLOTHING!

BOYCOTT!!
THE

WEAR HOUSE
CLOTHING STORE

SENIORS
Monday March 8

An open meeting for all Seniors to let you know what's going

on wiith class government, activities for the rest of the semes

ter, and commencement.

Monday March 8, 8 p.m., Mahar Aud.
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Youth Voter
Drive Launched

Youth Voter Participation of

Massachusetts, a coalition of

organizations and individuals, has

launched a statewide youth voter

registration drive, its goal to seek

out register, and educate every

eligable voung voter in

Massachusetts Endorsements and

support of the program have been

received bv the Massachusetts

Council of Churches,

Massachusetts Teachers
Association. National Educational

Association. 18x72, Boston NAACP.
Massachusetts Intercollegiate

Government, and Dr. Neil

Sullivan, Commissioner,
Massachusetts Department of

Education.

YVP's goal is to register and

educate' as many young people as

possible in the state Offices will be

set up in Springfield, Worcester.

New Bedford and still another in

Boston The groups effort has

alread) begun, and the target for

actual registration is mid-April.

The drive will be divided into

categories of, high schools.

colleges, minority and working

youth A co-coordinator will be

appointed in each town, and will be

ponsible tor all the youth in his

. An attempt will be math to

registrars at each high

school college, office building,

lory, and other locations where

ith arc assembled in

numbers
VV P's aim is not onl) to register

potential young voters, but to

educate them about the election

system, and to arouse their m-

st so that they will become well

informed enough about the issues

they will be able to vote in-

telligently. Even though VVP is

entirely non partisan it is hoped

that the young people of oar statt

will become s () involved with the

political and legislative prod

that they will work for the can

didate ol there choice in the

coming years. It is with this in

mind that VVP is hoping to have as

mam qualified speakers as

possible speak at many high

schools during the coming weeks.

Director ot VVP is William M
Burke 24, ol Brighton Mr burke

, |969 graduate of American

International College in

Springfield, Massachusetts H

the founder Of the Massachusetts

intercollegiate Government, and

in 1969 was nominated for a White

House Fellowship. He wai
nominated by the Springfield

Javceesas.outstandmgVoungMan.
and m 1**70 was included in the 1970

edition ol Outstanding Voung Met)

ol Amei ica

Miss Susan Cohen, 20. a student

at Boston University has been

appointed public relations

director Miss Cohen has worked

Anti-Zombie
Film Series

Starts
Free University begins its Anti-

zombie Film Series tonight in the

student union ballroom. Featured

will be Fredricko Fellini's color

him "Juliet of the Spirit."

The film series originated to

counteract the summer orientation

program's showing the "Plague of

the zombies" to this year's fresh-

men Fellini's film is said to be

based on his own wife, Juliet.

Shown in a university setting it

raises some pointed questions

about zombie educational

lifestyles.

"Juliet of the Spirit" begins at 8

p.m. Anyone interested in film

showing and production can stop in

or call the Free University

number of political cam-

paigns, both local and statewide.

Sue is a resident of Maiden,

Massachusetts where she has

worked on numerous volunteer

programs. Mr. Robert Benson will

work as coordinator of high schools

throughout the state. Mr. Benson

received his BA Degree from the

University of Minnesota, and his

MAT from Harvard University.

Mr. Benson a former teacher in

Lexington, was also the Director of

18x72.

YVP will be trying to raise

I inancial assistance from business,

foundations, colleges and private

contributions. Thus far The Cod-

man Realty Co., A B. Dick Co.,

Massachusetts Teachers
Association, General Envelope,

Carter Rice Storrs and Bement Co.

John W. Murray Co Bertz Corp.

and many other local businesses

have contributed to the

registration drive. However a

tremendous amount of voluntary

assistance, financial backing and

services are still needed.

Education
Among Bills

, Narcotic
To Be He,

Following is a list of bills which

may be of interest to the University

community and which will be

heard in committees of the state

Legislature within the next two

weeks An explanation of the

Legislation to: Require treatment

and the furnishing of services to

drug dependant persons and drug

addicts (Mar. ID Provide that

cannabis shall not be considered a

narcotic drug and providing dif-

committee process was included in ferent punishment for its sale or

a previous University and State possession t Mar.

Communications Council (USCO
release.

If there are any further

questions, or if you desire in-

formation pertaining to these bills,

legislative process, or how to

contact your legislator, contact

USCC at 545-0217 or by memo to

RSO box #667, Campus Center

•Natural Resources and
Agriculture Committee*
Legislation to: Establish noise

standards for aircraft using air-

ports under the jurisdiction of the

Commonwealth (Mar. 15) Provide

tor the protection of endangered

species of wild animals (Mar. 10)

Establish certain standards to be

used as levels of acceptable noise

generated from any source (Mar.

IS)

•Public Safety Committee*

Repeal the law regulating the

use of contraceptives and family

planning iMar. 18) Repeal the law

making it a crime to be present

where a narcotic drug is found

(Mar. 9)

Education Committee
Legislation to: Establish the

Commonwealth school of nursing

iMar. 8) Provide free tuition for

members of the families of faculty

members at public institutions of

higher learning (Mar. 16)

Authorize the Commissioner of

Administration for the state to

purchase supplies for state

colleges and UMass. (Mar. 15)

Prohibit sex discrimination in

educational institutions (Mar 22)

Establish University centers in the

Commonwealth (Mar 15 1 Establish

a commission to study the

feasibility of an evening school at

the University of Mass. (Mar. 8)

Provide representation of em-

ployees on the UMass Board of

Trustees (Mar. 8)

Allow Vietnam veterans to at-

tend summer and evening classes

at community colleges without

tuition charge (Mar. 16) Establish

a graduate school of public affairs

at the University of Mass. (Mar. 8)

Establish a special commission

to investigate possible construction

of a new field house at UMass,

Amherst (Mar. 8)

In addition. The Education

Committee will hear testimony of

several UMass students on March

K, relative to providing an ad-

ditional student trustee so that both

the Amherst and the Boston

campuses will have student

representation on the Board of

Trustees. On March 16, several

bills regarding tuition increases at

all public institutions of higher

education will be heard in

Education Committee. Special

Collegian coverage will be given on

the progress of these issues

In the article on the SWAP
Student Governance group, the bill

filed by Rep. John Olver

(Amherst) will give UMass an

additional student trustee, so that

there will be one from each of the

Amherst and Boston campuses.

The b.M will be heard before the

joint Education Committee at the

State House, it will not give UMass
representation on this committee.

J

No man is free
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\Pool Hustler Becomes
Billiard Champ

Room To Move

Flats Poison?' Barrels Potent

We still need to do some more

talking about the gray acid that

has been discussed in the Collegian

Wednesday and Thursday. First,

we still aren't sure who called the

report on the gray flats in to the

paper, but as best we can tell he

was reporting the pills as poison on

the basis of his experience with

them rather than on the basis of

any sort of chemical analysis. He

still may be right.

We have analyzed a gray pill

shaped like a saccharine tablet, a

gray barrel. We have no reason as

yet to believe that the two different

shapes of gray pills have any

similarity in chemical content. In

other words, we know that the gray

barrels are high dosage acid tabs

1 300plus v mikes > , but we still don t

know what the gray flats are. We
hope to have an analysis of one by

early next week. As we asked for

with PCP, we would like any in-

formation that anyone has on the

gray flats (or any other pill that is

fairly new on campus and that

people aren't very knowledgeable

about )

.

If in the future anyone has a

report on what he thinks are bad

drugs on campus, we would really

appreciate it if you give us a call

before vou call the Collegian. If the

drugs really are bad, we need the

information as soon as we can get

it. Also, we may already know

somthing about the reaction the

drug is causing which might make

it unnecessary to alert the whole

communitv. We are anxious to

assure that when a warning of bad

drugs is given, it is true, so that

people will trust the warnings they

read and save themselves the pain

of getting poisoned. If you have a

reaction to a drug, you call us and

we don't know anything that would

prove that the drug itself isn't

poison, and you then want to alert

the community, we'll join you.

We'll do everything we can to see

that the danger is known as widely

as possible as fast as possible, and

then we'll try to follow the war-

nings up with accurate ex-

planations of what the drug really

is and what it does. We'll be able to

help in situations pf this kind only

in as much as people want to use us

as a resource

Sophomore Paul Brouillette <left) of Lowell. Mass. beeam the

u inner of the 1970 Pocket Billiard Championships here at I Mass-by

edging out runner up Charlie Vidoli in the final match wh.ch was

2J3 recentU at the Amherst campus. He later »ent on to.capture

Third place in the New England Championships among a field of oxer

twenty colleges and universities.

In the three cushion billiard tournament junior Bill McDonough

(center) of Belmont. Mass. defeated Bud Symmes (right) te.take

first olace McDonough also went on to capture a third place for

I Marin the Region 1 championships held at the I nivers.ty ,

Connecticut in February.

"THE CAGE"

OPEN HOUSE
8:00 -

FRIDAY MARCH 5

BAND IGUANA

THETA CHI

TONIGHT !

!

PREMIER SHOWING

DIRECT FROM MT. SNOW
THE FINAST IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

SWORREN & PYKE

3bf Enqitalj $ub

YoudlL^—- -

management,butyou
wantto believe in
the productbeing sold

.

You mightbe happier at >Etna.

FRIDAY 9:30 til 12:30

« ntrr I If" «>»»'

TONITE

We think we might have whal vou're

looking for. Something 27 million people

depend on for security and a better life.

We'd like vou to consider taking sales

management position with ,€tna Life and

Casualty. We have hundreds of broad-

gauge management positions, both in the

field and in the lu.me office, that pay sub-

stantial salaries right from the start.

They all take creativity and hard work.

But the rewards can be very high. To

yourself. To others.

If the insurance business is still the

Overlooked Profession to vou. its prob-

ably because you haven't heard the whole

truth about it vet. How fast changing it

has become. Or how sophisticated. Or

that it is where the greatest variety of

job opportunities are-today, insurance

probably takes more college graduates

than any other profession.

We arc an Equal Opportunity Employer

and a »OBS participating company.

We have jobs in all divisions of our

company. If you'd like face-to-face con

tact with people we have main positions

thai will give you immediate contact with

the public. If you'd rather deal with your

co-workers and other professionals, we

have those, too. Tell us your preference,

and WC can work it out between us.

A brochure called "The Whole Truth"

goes into the specifics on sales manage-

ment as well as other opportunities. It'll

tell vou how /Etna works, what it does,

and how you can become part of it. It's

an honest picture of an honest business

Whv not stop in at vour placement office

and read it.

Today, one out of six Americans looks

to /Etna for insurance protection. You

might build a successful career helping

us help many more.

yf 5j UT«J OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

JALT Y ,
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'We've Got All The Time In The World

However Much Time The World Still Has"

On Student Evaluation
Since education began,

t.at hers have been judging

students That's a traditional

part <>t the job And now comes
John R. Silber, new president of

Boston University, with the

reasonable announcement that

he means to institute

systematic student evaluation

of teachers."

It may be that, in reality,

students have always been the

best judges of teachers, and, in

practice, often the only ones.

Judging the performance of a

protestor, in the academic
jungle, is a difficult business

Prexy. with a background in

science, isn't going to sit in the

back of the room and evaluate a

lecture on Chaucer or

economics The trustees won't

do it. because they're too busy

and likewise unqualified Nor is

a committee of faculty members
likely to move into a classroom

to check on a colleague, to the

latter s embarrassment.

The old rule of teaching.

Publish or perish." doesn't do

much for the students, either.

The professor may have six

volumes published, and yet have

neither the ability nor the zeal to

impart knowledge to the young

But the students are there

every day. and they're not stupid

or they'd be somewhere else.

They know who's deadly dull and

they know who's alive Thev

have I grapevine of their own

Word quickly gets around that

Professor Zip has much to give

and does give it. and his courses

draw crowds.

Within limits, students are and

must be judges of their in-

structors, and the later, when

they are what they should be.

welcome the arrangement.

Kvaluation is a two-way street

Reprinted from Boston Globe

2/22/71

)

David Williams

No Big Deal
If in his new role as Jimmy

Breslin-Norman Mailer rein

carnated. Mark Silverman lays

the blame for the Student Strike

on those who were apparently

responsible for it. I shall be very

disappointed, for I think 1 know

Mark better than that.

EveryOM believes that the

Strike was an offshoot of that

weekend In Neu Haven. The

Strike was called for there and

people brought the word back to

campus How naive can you be

to believe that the rag-tag

mot lev band of radicals that

inhabits I' Mass could pull off

something as massive and

widespread, at least for this

campus, as the strike'.'

Now Mr. Silverman is no

stranger to those of you who
consistently read this page. You

should be well aware by now that

he is extremely hard to fool and

it saddens me "to think that he is

laboring under the delusion that

the Strike was some sort of

wondrous occurrence Of course,

I know that he feels that the

Strike w as used by a lot of people

to gam acceptance into the "hip-

radical" underground of I'Mass.

Hell. 1 was on good terms with

Brk the Hat and enjoyed many
conversations with him in the

Office way before I got the idea

for the Strike. I didn't need that

two weeks of ridiculousness to

cement a tenuous relatonship

with anybody I wanted to lay on

top of.

But 1 suppose tor the sake of

Mr Silverman s mental health, I

should reveal the real begin-

nings of the Strike before he gets

too engrossed in w riting it up for

Spectrum. And before I do. a

little aside for Mr. Silverman: If

I do wreck all your plans for

making a literary name by

writing about the Strike, we can

use a good feature on an

emergency ward in a hospital

next week. See me about it.

The Strike was my fault. Or

rather, two of my friends and I

dreamed the whole show up a

year ago. As you all remember,

a year ago Sunday was a

Saturday and there was an

eclipse that day. We began the

celebration of the glorious event

the night before by consuming 47

tunes our own weight in draft

beer at a party. Then the next

day we prepared for the eclipse

by donning our sacrificial robes

We chose I normally inaccesible

place for the ceremony, the

island in the middle of the pond

by Eric and his bunch from the

Universal Life Church, we sat on

that island and planned the

whole thing out. From the first

rumblings when Eric was
clapped into jail for trespassing

which again, we were mixed up

m since I faked sick and spent

three days in the Infirmary, to

the grand finale, when the Strike

petered out under its own
weight, we three were involved

somehow.

TIIK CAUCUS
The signs we read from the

eclipse were not good. They

indicated that some sort of

sacrifice would have to be made

or the world would end. So we

thought of the Strike.

No one can deny that the

Strike was a sacrifice. It sapped

the life out of all those who
participated in it, left people

drained of the overwhelming

feelings they had when it began,

people just sort of lost interest in

protesting

We planned it that way. My
two friends and I, we're known

in higher circles as the "doc-

tors", sat on the island which

was later symbolically liberated

ON TIIK ISLAND
This may take some of the wind

out of Mr. Silverman's literary

sails Par be it from me to dash all

his ambitions to pieces in one blow

.

but. sorry to say. the Strike was no

big deal.

Mr. Silverman will certainly

reply to this in his Spectrum piece

but I'm afraid that by the time

Spectrum comes out again, the

Strike will be a dead issue, not that

it isn't already.

As for the good doctors. I can

only say that we've given a lot of

careful thought to what we will

plan this year to make everyone

pay his debt to society. We're still

working on it. Watch out.

Jim Mitchell

Don't Point That Finger
American's in some ways have a

very wreckless nature about

themselves. We will often dive into

the unknown without considering

the consequences of our actions

until after severe harm takes

place. Pollutants have been

dumped in the water, earth and air

for quite some time, but it is only

now that we realize that it is

harmfull to do this. We are on the

verge of commiting ourselves to

the production of the SST with

insufficient research to see what

effect it will have on our en-

vironment.

The Hangman's Knot
A knot deep, deep inside

twisting and turning

loosening and tightening.

reminding me

I'm wrong again

For there is no answer

no longer wonder why

the tacts are absolute and

meaningless

To live is to die a thousand

deaths

to die is to be free

U) stay caged in life's menagerie

is to become encased in glass.

Wasting away lifetimes

with searching and crying

postponing living

to look for life.

Know that as the rose

imbibes its short-lived dew at

morn

so too does man life.

So look inside

deep, deep inside,

beyond the frozen subterranean

cover

beyond the cold steel insulation

beyond the sheath of stove

that shelters the sleeping Ex-

caliber.

Feel inside and be reminded;

feel the know tightning.

Lee E. Bishofl

The ones who have been most

responsible for urging a more
thorough examination of our ac-

tions are, quite commendably.
students. But many of these same
people are also the ones who are

partaking in a much more
dangerous escapade without un-

derstanding the possible outcomes.

I'm speaking of kids who smoke
pot, shoot smack, and pop pills.

Let me go on record as con-

sidering these drugs as one

category and against all of them,

not for what they are or what they

do, but for what harmfull things

they might do.

For quite a few years no one even

suspected that lead in gasoline, or

phosphates in detergent was
harmful. Yet after a com-
prehensive study both proved to be

malevolent. Drugs, of any type

should have the same close

scrutiny, only before people

consider their use.

Marijuana is not a very

dangerous drug many say. You can

get turned on at a party, and then

wake up the next morning feeling

even better than if you had drank a

bottle of Southern Comfort. That's

about all that :an be said about it

with any surety. As far as the mind

or body go, no one has been able to

show conclusively one way or the

other what is happening

The other point is that there are

what appear to be many harmful

social effects that are caused

either directly or indirectly by

drugs showing up already.

Crime is the most obvious result

It is no secret that some drug

habits are just too expensive to

support with a straight job.

Result? A lot of innocent people

suffer.

More importantly, pot has the

possible effect of making some

desires, or solutions to problems

seem more urgent than they really

are. Rational thought is abridged

and it is very easy to take a one-

sided view of things Think back to

when grass started gaining wide

popularity among college students.

It was about 1965. Now think back

again to when the current wave of

violent and destructive campus

disorders began It was about that

same time.

Before this time, students with a

gripe would go through orderly and

admitedly time consuming
procedures Things didn't change

quite as rapidly, but then again no

one got hurt.

I'm not saying that this is

definitely a cause-effect

relationship What I am saying

that the inference is interesting

and is worthy of consideration.

Until all drugs are scientifically

examined, no one can really do

more than speculate on the good or

bad consequences of their use.

Let's not be so hypocritical and

point the finger at people over

thirty for making some pretty bad

mistakes without thinking about

what we're doing ourselves.

IPAY, MAKIH a, iv/i - "
...........

ROTC Receives Thanks %
Editorial Points

(Editor's note-The student's of UMass Army and

\ir Sciences ROTC earlier in the year donated

|l,|fS.75 from faculty and student contributions

to the people of East Pakistan after that area

suffered a tidal wave disaster. The following

telegram was received by this group.)

February 23, 1971

U.S. Army and Air Force ROTC
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Massachusetts

Gentlemen: .
. _.

On behalf of the disaster victims of East

1» ikistan bless you and thank you for the great

help you' have made available through Senator

Ted Kennedy. He, in turn, has shared it with

Catholic Relief Serivce and Church World S-r-

vice. .

In our expenditure we are pledged to assist the

World Council of Churches to rebuild three

villages totally destroyed by the cyclone and tida

wave, of 400 families each. The new villages will

be of cyclone-resistant materials. Each village

will have a tidal wave-proof community center

which will provide sanctuary if another tidal

wave threatens.

Many thanks again for your help.

Sincerely,

James MacCracken
Executive Director

m
m
3:%

Although making the NIT is a big

thing no one seems as excited

about it as they were last year.

What is it they say about com-

placency and success?
r *****

Many people are beginning to

wonder if all those hard hats who

had so much trouble with college

students last spring wish they had

a few more allies right now. What a

difference a year makes.
*****

The Senate Budgets Committee

is busily whittling away the

budgets of groups under its control.

Presently, the SATF would be $48

for next year, a $12 increase over

last year. However, rumor has it

that Chancellor Tippo will veto any

proposal calling for over $40. When

was the last time you said a good

word about dear old Oz?
*****

What was it that some one said

about an arctic blast?
*****

The new edition of Spectrum is

one of the finest yet. Our com

pliments to the staff.
r *****

Only two more weeks until

Spring vacation.

8&££
ttS:::*:*:*

Letters To The Editor

Community Responsibility?

Facts Of Life

To the Editor. . .

It seems to me that continuous debate over a subject

such as that centering around Women's Liberation

should at least pi ogress beyond the initial

disagreement if not approach a solution. But judging

Iroin the letter by Mark Dlugosz in yesterdays

t olle-ian and manv others like his. there is still an

overabundance of people who are yet functioning on a

level of conditioned response to most stimuli, in-

tellectual as v ell as physical.

Although Mi Dlugoei sets himself apart from Mr

M,tchelT> "philosophy', there is somethig distur-

bingly similar in both their arguments lack of

thought Who is using emotion rather than logic In

Mis> Gloss s argument I saw no sweeping

generalizations regarding the "facts of life or con-

fident statements of what people are really like Her

thoughts were not based on the questionable thing

som? prefer to call ".eality", but on that which ap-

Jeared to be a deep, personal need She showed what

all of us should, careful scrutiny of those traditions

and concepts which Mr. Dlugosz feels we should ac-

cept on the basis of blind rationalisation «£«•*»;
It is the existence of ignorant and biased attitudes

toward women's mental and physical capacities

which perpetuates those conditions he uses(to Justify

women^s treatment as inferior beings. And these

attitudes are not deliberately chosen at a given

moment. They are the result of years of conditioning.

How much chance does a girl have to thinker behave

Individually when all her life she ta.ibeenJjd\to

believe that she is inferior in mind and body, and has

been brought up to fulfill the role of child-bearer.

L^sewde bed-mate and nothing more- How many

noS 1 geniuses, artists and leaders have been lost

tVthe world because, s.mply due to the fact that they

^ere femafe, they were never let to discover their own

powers"? Think about that sometime. Mark if you

ever have the future of a daughter in your hands.

I am also tired of hearing women as well as men

concede to the belief that women are physically in-

ferior This centers around conditioning too. What

woman would risk the embarrassment of displaying

phyTal strength when firmly planted in her mind »

tin? idea that sne must be a weak, muscleless blob in

order to attract anyone of the opposite sex- How abou

the amount of exercise allotted to females throughout

their lives? How manv fathers take their daughters

out to hunt or fish with them? Consider the kind of toys

with which little girls are provided before they even

come to realize what sex they are. Look at the dit

ference in phvs. ed. courses for males and females

from grade school all the way through college. Is it

anv wonder that most women are weaker than men

.

Another question. Mark... you mentioned survival of

the fittest. ..In the first place that theory applies to

individuals and not to sex, and in the second place, it

women were really less fit than men, they would have

disappeared from the earth long ago. And still another

point vou assumed that Miss Gloss would object to

being drafted. Male or female, who wouldn t

Oo not conclude from all this that I consider male to

be deliberately discriminating against females. As

was pointed out in another letter by Dick Ucsroches.

maleVas well as females are labeled and molded into

the prescribed image of their sex. If it were not lor this

fact they would probably have realized a long. time

aeo the stupidity of their actions and beliefs. Neither

sex will come out on top if this ridiculous battle con-

tinues It is not up to men to grant women their

freedom; women must take it for themselves. And

men in turn, should work on freeing themselves from

their own sexual restriction. Both sexes should direct

their attacks not against each other, but against a

social order which suppresses individual creativity

and expression of feeling

St SAN WHITE

To The Editor:

Day Care is an important service

for the working woman. The Day

(are Center is a place where

children can be watched by

reliable people at little or no cost.

More space is required by law for

the children than, most working

class families can give in their own

homes. The idea of a service for

child care shifts the responsibility

for children from the parents to the

whole community. The children

have more children and adults

from different backgrounds to

share with and the parents have

more freedom to do what they want

to for their own growth and hap

piness Being away from each

other at times makes time spent

together more enjoyable for parent

and child.

For working women, low cost

day care means they w ill no longer

have to spend 2/3 of their salaries

for baby-sitters. And since many

women work because they are the

sole parent, their children would

have the benefit of being close to

more adults than they might

otherwise.

Day Care is expecially important

in this culture where so much of the

burden of raising a family is placed

on the mother Because Women

are trained to be wives and

mothers it is easy for universities

and industries to discriminate

against admitting as many women

as men to the same positions for

the same wages. Most women don't

have the energy to try to force

changes in present policies and are

usually unable to do things alone

even if they have the courage. And

a large number of men and women

who cannot accept people who try

to change the things they have

been used toallthese years (women

just aren't supposed to M
engineers or plumbers or

academic deans. Secretaries just

aren t supposed to be paid the

same as their bosses even though

they know twice as much about the

work as he does. ) As women begin

to be freed from some of their

duties with the children they will

be able to share their ideas and

talents with the society as they

were never permitted to before.

Developing a day care center

can do a lot for bringing people

closer together They learn how to

cooperate to meet their needs

Women learn to advise and direct

activities while men learn to share

some of the responsibility for

things they never considered their

job It helps to make each person

an individual with things to share,

rather than forcing everyone into a

role they cannot fit

Dale LaHonte

Deborah Jacobs

Rip-offNot Worth It
JT JJ prohibits you from ever holding

They're Human Too

To The Editor:

I recently experienced a most

humiliating and embarrassing

situation Unlike so many other

people who shoplift" and get away

with it. it was my misfortune to be

apprehended I am writing this

letter m hopes that my experience

will help to open peoples' eyes to

prohibits you from ever holding a

Federal job With a "Shoplifting"

offense on your record, your

chances of securing any job are

greatly reduced, and impaired

Now. think about that thing which

you are about to "rip off" Is it

really worth the risk of these

severe repercussions? I had to

learn the hard way, but for you
will help to

v
°Pfn

, ĥ re û
y
s^ there is still time 1 implore you to

the severity o the repercussions
future

To the Editor:

What A bout It ? ^-=^^^3?&rrt»sr r tSUrl/ m **w *~
philosophy. "No matter where your head is on the

T
°. Im sympathetic to Robert Greenbergs letter in

Tuesday, March 2. Collegian about Campus

3
Whfle we are on the subject about aesthetics of this

Campus, what about the aesthetics of the student body

^IfylwaSon this Campus twenty years ago you

would see one out of ten students that look.like the

majority look today, long haired, unshaven dirty

ragged clothes and just plain '•crummy you rmgh

say^The one student that stood out above the others

was called a "bum" because he looked like one.

Today, you walk around campus and you see only

one out of ten students that is clean shaven, hair cut.

neat and well groomed. And I think it is a disgrace o

this university, the community ^d our state no o

mention the whole country, that we have al^niversity

filled with such lazy, unkempt, poor ^^~toens of

students cluttering our state supported institution^

If students want a better looking university, why

don't they start with the students themselves. Why

don't you have a demonstration drive.strike,
or

whatever you call it for a better looking s udent body.

Wouldn't our University on the who e look better.

Wouldn't it show our community that we do have a

good looking University" And, finally wouldn t our

state and country look better "aesthetically as you

S

7t stert^'Sere and if the students showed

eorne initiative and ' little ambition they could do

son- 'nine about it <at about it.*
>a „,f withheld upon request.

And the clincher .."What if he were your brother?...

"WELL HE IS!"

Write: President. Democratic Peoples Republic of

Vietnam Hanoi, North Vietnam

-It will only take a minute and twenty cents air

postage."

OH! What a humanitarian act we solicit getting

those dirty gook commies to release OIR boys*

SJcraft bomber and helicopter pilots and crews

highly trained at great expense to the war

machine...That's human campital gang!)

Those cruel bastards in Hanoi! Have they no sense of

decency" These boys, OUR BOYS have a mom and a

Sri and maybe a wife and kids back home and

besides it's almost Easter forchnstsake.

Write: President. Republic of Vietnam Saigon, South

andP^Tsident. United Stats of Amerika Washington.

DC. Amerika
It will only take a minute and a couple of stamps

(We've got thousands of THEIR BOYh uur

enemies... of course? . „ „i

Maybe even not so highly trained in technological

warfare, just dirty commie gooks >

From one personal experience, turning over one

blind very old "suspect" to the authorities in 1967. I

witnessed OUR kind humanistic treatment of one of

THEM See Ramparts Magazine February 71 for a

more in depth account of our prisoner handling

which may follow

The most severe penalty which

Twy be inflicted in the state of

Massachusetts is one to five years^

Although this is unlikely to be

carried out, there are a number ot

other ramifications which I feel

should be pointed out Included in

these, is the record of your arrest

Not only does this deprive you of

certain priveleges such as

acquiring a Passport, but also it

Forgivetnenss Offered

To The Editor:

To the person who ripped-off my
air force jacket in Boyden. Wed

nesday night, 1 just want to say it's

not the keys in my pocket, which

are no good to you but which I have

to pay six dollars for. and its not

the fact that I had to walk back

from Boyden in just a borrowed

sweater during the snow storm, it's

just the idea that you wouldn't give

two shits for your fellow man that

hurts me.
IS THIS OUR BETTER WAV
If possible to return my badly

needed and very loved jacket,

please contact the MDC office for

my forwarding address, no

questions asked.

Name Withheld Upon Request

think of your future

Name Withheld Upon Request

Pay To Help Others?

To The Editor:

I was totally amazed at the

action taken by the Dept of Public

Utilities, involving the Student

Senate Bus Service In Tuesday s

Collegian I read that the tran

sportation provided for the

Belchertown and Northampton

volunteers was declared illegal It

seems that the Peter Pan and

Western Mass bus lines com

plained that the "shuttles were »n

direct competition with them and

took away potential customers."

Whv do the bus companies

consider a non stop shuttle to

Belchertown State Hospital to be in

"direct competition with them

Why do they feel that they have the

"legal" right to transport volun

teers to Northampton'' Do they

expect students to pay for tran

sportation to volunteer their time

at a State institution''

William Perkins, head of the

campus shuttle, is pleased with the

decision. He said, it could have-

been more restrictive " He and the

bus companies may be pleased, but

the volunteers are not President

Wood, where are you°
Ben Visnick
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Music

T*SJ^£«* Opera Theatre V******
Fnalish of Mozart's classic opera. Tonight s per

ESS.I sold out. to be performed^«
night at 8 in Bowker Auditorium, seats are scarce. is

SomVgood rock, Saturday SU Ballroom. 8 p.m. i$>

Films
MCCLOUD (Campus Cinemas.BREWSTER

Robert
'

Altman directed this black comedy about a

oung man who lives in the Astrodome and wants to

iTsallv Kellerman is featured in a large cas that

includes some of Altmans MASH crew. Probabh the

best black comedy since Dr. Strangelove

CANDY «Sunda>. SI Ballroom, 7 and W
Kememiver the book you use to read with baited

re^th «\ vour room on Saturday afternoon while you

Mother was out shopping WeUW^ggg*
lilm. but alas, not a very good one. Ringo S arr Peter

Sellers and Marlon Brando star in this tale of a girl

who hops from bed to-bed (and star-to-star>

THK CONFESSION (Campus cinemas, lladlev

)

Costa-Graves first film since Z. Yves Montand and

Simooe Signoret star in this political thriller.

DOCTOR'S WIVES (Showcase Cinemas, v,

rrfn'ca'nnon. Janice Rule, Diana Sands. Cara

Williams, and Kachel Roberts are among he
i

-hole

sick crew in this sugary soap opera of dubious

dramatic worth.

FREAKS (KridaN. Campus Cinemas. ">

lod Browning ("Dm***) last film. It was banned

tor tmrtv years for being far too locking for public

viewing Its a melodrama set in a carnival side-show

and is. for curiosity value, one of the most interesting

films to be shown in some time.

GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER? (Thursday.

The
7

tiUe

d
alone has the condescending liberalism

which makes this Stanley Kramer film as obnoxious

as ,t possiblv can be Then again it is dressing to

atch Spencer Tracy in his final role filmed with

months of his death Sidney Poitier stars as a NobelS Winner engaged to Katherine Houghton

daughter of liberal newspaper editor Trac> and

Katherine Hepburn Tracy has an identity crisis^ of

sort* over the entire issue and its quite boring to

GIMME SHELTER (Campus Cinemas. S. Hadley)

The Rolling Stones, 1MI* Angels, and Altamont are

,rou£h» to vou in living color in this documentary b>

i Lvsoi> Brothers Besides seeing and hearing

Jawer and the Stones, the film makes a strong

iiSnu,.! about the seam.er side of the Woodstock

^SSSaPOPPIN! (Saturday Merrill Science

S?Otocm1IndShnVoii Broadway revue m tilm form.

'aun'and slapstick from the late Thirties featuring

master duo from vaudeville

IM hi OF IHK SPIRITS

emnis feminist h 1/2. Ghiktta Massma sttrs U a

ewife vho escapes Into her lamas,

illlls His first film using color and it's used to all

possibility -
,,

kVm ICSII sari tws (Taesday. « Ballroom. I

, portion of th '
experimental

7o\ 1 STORY 1 Shawcatc cinema*. \s BfjrtogfieM 1

\v,, «. young lovers strolUng near^fountain of

fountain ot love, the fountain of love, the

PERFECT FRIDAY (Amherst Cinema. Amherst)

A witty and wild comedy -thriller about a trio of

unlikely crooks played with great fun by Ursulla

Andress. Stanley Baker, and DavidIWarner

QUE MVA MEXICO and BEZHIN MEADOW
(Sunday, Thompson 104. 7 and 9)

Two of* Sergiei Eisensteins most controversial and

perhaps most creative films: Que Viva Mexico was

shot on Eisensteins visit to the United States, and

financed by the Upton Sinclair family. This film was

to be a grand epic on Mexican thought and history. It

was never finished, but film critics and historians

have said that the compositions, feelings and

organization of the film were among his greatest

achievments. .. e ..

Hezhin Meadow dealt with the contributions the

Russian vouth to the growth of the nation both during

the period of the Czar and during the post-Revolution

years Part of the film is based on the writings of

Turgenev Production was halted in 1937 because the

heirarchv thought the film too 'formalist or

technically complex for the Russian masses

THAT COLD DAT IN THE PARK (Saturday.

i 'asanas Coaler \ud.. 7, ». 11 >

Sandy Denni. plays a lonely, thirty-two year old

spinster >vho. one day, picks up a *trar«e nineteen

year old bov in the oark. Robert Altman s first film is

rather strange yet cheap and sensational.

THE STERILE CUCKOO (Friday and Sunday, DC

% v S\V. 7:15 and »::»©>

Liza Mmelli gives a truly fine performance as

Holden Caulfield-like character. Pookie Adams. She

callfeveryone 'weirdos' and falls in love with quite a

drip who eventually sends her away.

VIVA MAX (Friday. Mahar, 6:45 and 9)

An absurd look at the Alamo in which it is recaptured.

An insane Mexican general. Peter Ustinov
r

recap-

tures the Alamo and the Americans, led by Jonathan

Winters, cant get him out. A political satire on the

hopeless bureaucracy of the American military.

Atouring "company of this interesting theater piece,

see extended article elsewhere on page. (S>

THE COUNTRY WIFE
UTs first play of the semester. See review elsewhere

on Dace •$•

THE PRIME OK MISS JEAN BROD1E

A Broadway and London success of some seasons

oast It tells of an unconventional school teacher at a

British private school and how her involvement with

her students leads finally to her dismissal

At the Laboratory Theatre. Mt. Holyoke

College, March 5, 6. and 7 at 8: 15. ($»

Play Explores

Inmates' Existence
* * 1 . I . . . . 4 r\ lit

In 1957 a new, most unique,

theatre group was formed - the

Barbwire Theatre. The members

of this Theatre are all former

prison inmates. The Barbwire

Theatre was initiated by an inmate

of San Quentin Prison. Rick

Cluchey. who was sentenced to life

imprisonment of a charge of

The plav uself deals with life in a

prison cell the cage with is implied

in the title The cage is the home of

three prisoners: a demented

multiple-murderer named Hat-

chet, a self-pitying cripple named

Al, and a smooth talking conman

called Doc. For the monotonous

timelessness that characterizesaar-M-K s=»s=!=£ ,ss
to his victim. "I was hit by the

absurdity of my situation." says

Cluchey. "If 1 was going to spend

mv life behind walls. 1 had to find

something to do." Cluchey's career

in drama proceeded from acting to

directing, and finally, to writing

his own play - "The Cage."

Due to w ide publicity of this new

play, a play about life in a prison

cell Cluchey's sentence was

commuted by Governor Pat Brown

in 1966, and he was released on life

parole. Together with another

convict interested in drama, Ken

Whelan. director of 'The Cage."

Cluchey founded the Barbwire

Theatre.

The Barbwire Theatre has a

twofold purpose: to rehabilitate

former prisoners and to influence

public opinion concerning the

penal system of America. The

company accepts only former

prisoners. It helps these

the cage The action begins when

Jive a student convicted of the

murder of his 17-year-old

girlfriend, is made a fourth in-

mate. The play draws the audience

into the perverted interaction of

men confined to barren surroun

dings and reduced to animal

existence.

Following the play is a ten-

minute intermission, following

which the actors return to the stage

for a "Conlrontation" with the

audience - a discussion and

question-and-answer period.

The Cage" will be presented on

Sunday. March 7, 1971. at 2:00 and

7.00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Admission price is $150 (Or-

chestra seats ) and $1.00 t Balcony I

Tickets are now on sale at the

Student Union Ticket Office, and

will be available at the door one-

half hour prior to each per-

formance. This program is being

SeXptheiraSor sUgecraf. sponsored by the Campus Center

abilities and become accomplished Program Council

professionals.

Follies

Musical
Theater

'.uintam • >! love V Zappa

RICHARD II

Shakespear's history play, performed by the Amherst

Masquers this weekend at Kirby Theatre, Amherst

CnHege. B:30 I'M

Tryouts will begin March 9 for the University

Theatres linal production. Does A Tiger Wear a

Necfctk b\ Don Petersen This contemporary drama,

directed by .James Young, confronts life in a drug

rehabilitation center The addicts are urban teen-

agers. Trying to understand them is their English

teacher. Mr Winters The beat is now. M
hopele nd hope mingle when the kids try to

realistacall) consider living -'out there."

All students interested in being cast must attend one

ot the general meeting

The schedule is as follows: 3 30 Tuesday, March 9;

,- no Tin day, March »; 7 DO Wednesday. March 10.

\i the nine of the general meetings, individual

11I be scheduled Meetings are m Bartlett

101 Script* are on reserve in Goodell Library There

will be limited rehearsal and one •marathon'' before

April :>. but concentrated rehearsals will begin April 5.

For further information see Dr Young. South College.

The Country Wife

Enchanting and Hilarious

BvEDJANUSZ
MDC Staff

UMass Theatre is presenting an

excellent production of "The
( mint 1a Wife"., through Saturday

night in Bartlett Theater. The
unwieldy Restoration comedy,
which could have been a stifling

slice of pure tedium, was whipped

into an enchanting, obscene, ana

genuinely hilarious period play.

"The Country Wife" worked over

a very simple story line -the

mvriad loves of a Don Juan-like

character named Horner and the

men whose wives he spoiled -and to

keep track of the trysts and deceits

was a mighty task The play was

simply too long, lasting nearly

three hours, but was still effective.

Thrre was no obvious plavs to

make it modern or relevant, thank-

fully; the play's web of deceit

spoke for itself and any attempts to

alter or emphasize this aspect of an

essentially light-spirited piece

would probably have sunk the

whole thing into pompous much.

Much more importantly, however,

the production's emphasis on

period authentically gave the

company a chance to play up the

most appealing aspects of "The

Country Wife": The bombastic

manerisms, mindboggling em-

phasis on social honor, and the

absolutely gorgeous rococo

costumes that together with

flawless acting turn this play into

'

The cast was even stronger than

th.- production; everybody per

formed flawlessly. P.N. Ryan as

Pinchwife. whose country wife

falls for Horner, had perhaps the

hardest part as an unbelievably

gullible and pompous old fruit, but

he made this tough role perfectly

believable, and the entire cast was

faultless in a performance that was

especially marked by meticulous

attention to details. Everyone on

the stage at any time was busy

responding to the central action

thru their mannerisms and ex-

pecially their facial expressions,

thereby adding needed depth to the

characters and a feeling of warmth

and spontanaiety to a UT
production that it would be hard to

praise too much.

Bv BOB NESTI
MDC Staff

Throuehout FOLLIES, the new musical which opened a pre-Broadway

trvvVut in Boston last week, esquisitely dressed showgirls from the

y.eefeld erfJtalk I huge, empty backstage set They walk, then stand

mottrdetached£ part of the stage action.abouttthenyj perhaps

a ehost mav haunt or a dream may linger, ll.cv stand cold starki>

Ix-auUful ./costumes of black and white with plun,<<1 or feathered

headpieces, to be stared at and not touched

These showgirls are an apt metaphor for the musical, a technical^

s.unmng spectacular production yet very cold, unmov.ng. and. at times

e

The
S

iroblem .s with the book William C.oldm , Sfttt previous major

successes have been THE LION IN WINTER and the screenp ay to

BUTCHC VSSIDY - has attempted to tell a stor about people ai.u.d o

middteage and who long for the pas, It is this
|

betaw n past

a^dpreae^raabty and dreams, about which this bwovath* musical is

The story tells of a reunion of two couples who were nee part of the

Follies some thirty years before one couple lu -ernafonalK

known the other".us settled down in suburb... somewhereJboth are

unhappy They meet at a reunion of old Foll.es performers being held

Sage at the theater where the shows once- ran Everyone at this

party is imbedded m nostalgia and they joke, s.nr and nance as they had

decades before The thrust of the plot deals with the two couples and how

hev attempt to relive now what might have been years before. It

helomeseve
P
r involved and the characters are not very well drawn for the

mrter of the plav to work. Instead of relating to the characters, we onl>

watch them and" their unhappiness isn't quite real.

Techmcally the production is br.lliant. Producer Hal Prince and

choreographer Michael Bennett have co-directed this long musical with

some very inventive staging They use Boris Aronson s mult.-pla formed

backstage set to nearly all its possible advantages and are able to make

the play both understandable and interesting, which considering the

complexities of the book, is quite an achievement

Few Broadway composers are as good as Stephen Sondheim and he s a

his best with FOLLIES. His specialty and period piece numbers reflee

the Thirties reverently and delightfully. Especially nice is his daft use of

counterpoint and his urbane, witty lyrics. Sondheim is able to captive in

song what the book so sorely needs for the score is concise and fits both

characters and times.

Both aging matrons and young dancers tap dance and tango in some

fine musical staging by Michael Bennett. The best is a Busby Berkley-

type chorus number which highlights the first act Here the older women

line the front of the stage while on a platform behind their counterparts

from previous days tap dance as it was in the original Follies. Along with

being a show-stopping number, the song deftly brings the show s themes

into the musical entertainment.

The performances are uniformally good. As the rich bitch Alexis Smith

is radiant and Dorothy Collins proves she again can sing as the scatter-

brained housewife. John McMartin does his best with the poorly-written

oart of the famous diplomat who is unable to love anyone and Gene

Nelson of old Warner Bros, musicals fame, makes an excellent cad_

Yvonne DeCailo rounds out the leading roles as an aging movie star and

does a very funny "tango" number.

FOLLIES is long and complicated ; .1
"xerution, yet. falls a

bit short
• 1

^nt.at I ust With its boo*

being an aventive. biu

thea

IP

th

Ghana And Nigeria Host

African Study Programs
Eric Lincoln, president of ST iodine scholars

Dog Menaces Guard;

Master Key Used

Dr C Eric Lincoln, pi

ihe American Forum for In-

[ernational Study, announced

today that universities in Ghana

Lind Nigeria would be the sites for

the fourth consecutive African

studies programs sponsored by the

lAmerican Forum.

The African Studies program

jwill begin July 3 and conclude

lAugust 5, and will carry six

lacademic credits from the

lUniversity of Massachusetts. The

faculty for the programs will be

drawn exclusively from the

African Studies specialists of the

Institute of African Studies,

University of Ghana, and the

I
University of Ibadan (Nigeria).

Dr. Lincoln said that the Ghana

I program, in addition to 60-75 hours

of lectures, would include field

study trips to Kumasi. Elmina.

Tenia, and other historical sites.

1 Special programs of dance, music

and the arts will be included as

part of the program. The National

Dance Company of Ghana led by

Mr AM Opoku will perform for

I the participants

mm

l»rof. A.M. Opoku

The program in Nigeria will be

centered in Ibadan and have as its

theme Comparative African

Cultures. Lectures w ill be provided

leading scholars from the

University of Ibadan and field trips

will be made to Lagos, Ife,

Abeokuta, and the Muslim North.

American teachers will be given

the opportunity to collect and

develop materials for use in their

U.S. Classrooms.

As in all American Forum
programs, Ghanaian and Nigerian

students will participate in the

programs.
In addition to university based

programs. Dr. Lincoln also an-

nounced that the Forum would

sponsor a six country West African

cultural tour. Nations to be visited

are Senegal, Liberia, Ivory Coast,

Ghana, Dahomey, and Nigeria.

Participants in the three-week

program will meet with leading

figures in the fields of government,

education, and the arts of each

nation.

Information about the Forum's

1971 programs may be obtained by

writing Dr. Melvin Drimmer at 86

Forsyth Street. N.W.. Atlanta,

Georgia.

The following are selected en

tries from the logs of the Campus
Police, the Security Guards, and

the Residence Hall Assistants

compiled by MDC Staff Reporter

John Fitzgerald for the period

Tuesday, March 1, 1971.

March 1, 1971.

5:30 a.m. Report of vending

machines broken into in Northeast

Area.

7:50 a.m. Report of a larceny at a

construction site.

11:20 a.m. Investigation of a

breaking and entering in the South-

west Area.

1:20 p.m. Investigation of a fraud

by check.

3:55 p.m. Report of a stolen motor

vehicle from Zayres Parking Lot.

7:40 p.m Request for an am-

bulance from Southwest Area.

10: 15 p.m. Report of vandalism to a

motor vehicle in South Central

Area.
March 2. 1971.

A Northeast Area Security

Guard was menaced by a large

brown and black dog. Residents of

one of the area dorms claimed that

this dog and another belonged to a

French In France
Proicssor Frederick Busi of the

1Romance language department

ta announced that the I imesity

• ill sponsor three diiferent

Iprograms Oi study in Fiance open

to qualified students, both French

,md non French majors

One program advocates a

semeati spent at the University of

U .ten. and another arranges for a

I summer school course at Pau.

those wishing to spend the entire

academic year in Paris, living with

a French family and taking

courses along with I Mass

Ul offnan, may enroll in the year

abroad program directed bj tin-

Host on Campus.
For lurther information please

contact Professor Busi in Herter

521. Applications should be sub

nutted as soon as possible for

acceptance in next year's

program

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SW*S

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

TOMORROW NIGHT
SEE

FRI., MARCH 5 & SAT., MARCH 6 8 P.M.

COLDOVSKY GRAND OPERA THEATRE

Presents Mosart's fXw Giovanni" In fullysts ed • oduc

Hon sung in KiirI

George Anderson
playinp the guitar

Sty* tngltel! fnb
9:S0 til Close

Hint is

SATtKOAY MCiHT AT THE Pl'B

TUES , MARCH 16 & WED , MARCH 17 8 P.M.

ALV1N A1LEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

Direct from a triumphani tour of Africa, Sovli '
I

1

(Meat Britain Two different evening programs plU!

master class and lecture demonstration.

1 no
a

For complete progrom and ticket information

please contact the Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

(Remaining tickets at Bowker one hour before event.)

Tel. 545-0202

non-student resident of the dorm.

All persons are warned to watch

where they are walking.

7:50a.m. Investigation of a larceny

from an Academic Building.

9:45 a.m. Report of a larceny from

motor vehicle in Southwest.

2:20 p.m. Report of a larceny from

motor vehicle in Central Area.

6:05 p.m. Complaint of

firecrackers in Southwest Area.

Hioo p.m. Complaint of

firecrackers in Northeast Area.

10:00 p.m. A Southwest Residence

Hall Assistant coming on duty

discovered a tunnel door unlocked

that had previously been locked at

7 p.m. This door could only have

been unlocked by a master key.

Work Control was notified and the

lock changed.

MMITS
MMS
•MIS
MINI

Have
confidence
it ii help you throu |l

• cries class recitations

.en |ust bemq with your

friends It's son every

ods One way to be

confident is wit; ax

tampc
Internally worn Tarnj

tampons can keep you

cool and calm even

when you're Ihe cer

of attention They can't show

or chafe or cause odor like

sanitary napkins They're

softly compressed and highly

absorbent for pr n you

can depend on

And one more imporl

fact Tampax tampons were

developed by a doctor so you

know you can trust them.

Even if you've just begun to

menstruate

Confidence has made

Tampax tampons the best-

sellmg tampons in the world

And that confidence can

make things easier for you.

Right from ih« start . . .

%

in > •< » I

r*M«». TAMPON* »-« "*°« °^,V
t»m*»» 1NcoMo»'ro '"-"«" MAM
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Counseling Center Issues Guidelines For T-Groups

Dr Southworth. Miss Bossi. and

Mr Kellv of the Student Coun-

seling Center in Whitmore have

prepared the accompanying set of

guidelines for students interested

in scnsitivitv training. Sensitivity -

groups can be personally

satisfying and often provide the

kind "of significant persona ex-

perience that attract people to

them but this does not always

happen On a sterner note, group

experiences can turn out to be

extremely unpleasant and oc-

casionally harmful.

our own experiences with

sensitivity groups has been quite

rewarding We would like for yours

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS.
Bus leaves Whitmore 12:45 on Sat.

lor the State School Help someone

COUNSELING CENTER:
Sensitivity groups will be ottered

thifsemester at the following times:

Mon afternoons 4 p.m.. lues

evenings 7 p.m Wed ayernoons 3

D m Fri. afternoons 1 30 p.m in

tested students may *W"P
through next week In Rm 243 Wh.t

more

"Juliet of the Spirit" will be shown

m the SU Ballrm at 8 p.m. Fri. night

A Free University Production.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
Paul Mar Vittie will be speaking on

prayer, the need for prayer groups,

prayer cells, how to pray, etc. All are

welcome Memorial Hall 8 p.m

Friday.

MARINE SCIENCES SEMINAR
Monday, March 8th at 3: 30 p.m. n

Rm 312 Holdsworth Mr. Lawrence

A Klapow, Scnpps Institution of

Oceanography w.ll speak on The

Ecology and Behavior of a San Beach

isopod, Excirolana. Coftee at 3 15

MASSAGE WORKSHOP
All Folk interested m Massage

Workshop come to Rm 169 of the C.C

Bring a towel and your body, kud

your neighbor

NAIADS . _. mmtt
Come together this weekend and

get m the swim Time marches ON

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Get it together Jom the Friday

n.ght at Phi Sigma Club Open House

at 8 30 p m Phi Sigma Kappa, 510

No Pleasant St All welcome.

PEOPLE'S CHURCH SERVICE
Focus this week is on "Jesus Christ

Superstar". All are welcome C C

Rm 162, Sun. from 6 7 30 p.m.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Hatch people Free band Fr.day

n.ght See ORT 8 11 p.m.

MIXER

CLEAR SKY
in

to be also. We hope that the

guidelines laid out here will lead

students to choices that are likely

to be satisfying and growth-

producing - not disillusioning or

destructive.
Ouidelines

1 1 Does the person offering a -

group experience evidence con-

cern about your emotional stability

prior to vour entering a group9 Is

he also fully concerned that you

understand in advance what it is

\ ou are contracting to experience''

21 If a proposed group offers

very intense emotional ex-

periences is professional follow-up

assured by competent members of

Notices
UNIVERSAL LIFE FESTIVAL
The ULC will hold premature

festivities tor the spring. Bring

yourself to share. Bring anything to

share

WHIST PARTY
There will be ANOTHER great

WHIST PARTY m the back of the

Hatch, Sunday, March 7th at 6:30

p m All welcome

My favorite hat. it's rust and beige

with a pom pom Lost in Hill area It

found please call Susan, 435 Van
Meter 6 1194

Gold rimmed glasses, betw.

Hasbrouck 8. SU If found please

return to Maryanne, 130 Van Meter,

or call 6 1118. . _ .

A small brown puppy lost in Putt

ton Village. Call 549 6564.

Man's U of M gold class ring with

FratAOU on the stone. Believed to be

lost Wed. night in SB A. restroom.

Call 545 2251 8. ask for George or

return to Campus Police.

2 dorm keys on a green leather

bra.d lost Wed. night somewhere
betw SW & the infirmary. Call 6 7302

1 set ot keys on chain with pen

kmte Please return to SU Lost &
Pound ,

A sterling silver pendant from a

choker lost. Modernistic shape like

an anchor. Great sentimental value

Call 546 6806.
Prescription glasses with round

brown tortoise shelled frame Please

call Karen at 546 1136 if found

Tortoise shell eyeglasses m black

case lost Name on rims. Todd p. 6

4073
1 pair of round gold rimmed

glasses m hard brown case
Desparate! Call 1 534 7790

of the mental health

professions'' Or does the trainer or

leader have that competence?

3) Credential! are difficult to

assess and good credentials do not

always assure competence - but:

does the person offering a group

experience ascribe to the code of

ethics of the American
Psychological Association, or the

American Personnel and Guidance

Association, the American Medical

Association or the standards of the

National Training Laboratories or

some other responsible recognized

organization? If he is unfamiliar

with these, are his qualifications

certified bv a knowledgeable and

l new fisherman knit sweater lost

Wed night 3'3 behind DC 7 inside my
locked car Call D at 665 3276 after 5

p.m.

FOUND , _ u ,.

Room key betw. Boyden & Bartlett.

Call 66506 after 6.

ENGAGEMENT
Deborah D. Melnick, '71, ot lota

Gamma Upsilon to Hank Vernell of

Colorado

THE PRIME OF
MISS JEAN BRODIE

A play by Jay Presson Allen

Directed by Fontaine Syer
(Jive me a girl at an im-

pressionable age, and she's

mine lor life."

OPENING TONIGHT
at the

IABOKATORY THEATRE
Mi. unt Holyoke College

South Hadley

Students $1.00

all others $2.00

For reservations call

.'136-4000. ext. 596
[rum 10:00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

daily

Performances March 5-6-7

and II 121314
Curtain is at Itll p.m.
for all performances.

University Theatre

presents

Pierpont Lounge

Fri., March 5

Guys 50<

THE COUNTRY WIFE

by William Wycherley

L

March 3, 4, 5, 6

8:30 p.m.

$1.75

Bartlett Aiid-

Program Council Presents

S. U. BALLROOM

Sunday, March 7 1 & *» «"

responsible member of such an

organisation? You should not

hesitate to satisfy yourself on this

point before contracting to enter a

group It is probably your best

assurance of competence.

Responsible professionals will not

ordinarily undertake anything they

are not trained or fully prepared to

do.
, ,

4 ) During or immediately after

a group experience, do not make

major or important irreversible

decisions. Wait until you have

-comedown" from a group "high"

or other intense group experience

before making significant

decisions. One needs time to

evaluate new learning from a

group and to apply it sensibly to

one's own life.

Kthical problems surrounding

the human potential movement are

difficult to sort out. People can

genuinely and with good intentions

feel free to offer all sorts of ex-

periences to students placing the

full responsibility for what happen

on the student, who. after all,

entered into it of his own free

choice. But lack of clinical training

and clinical awareness oc-

casionally leads to unforeseen

blunders that can affect a group

member in an unfortunate way.

We so not wish to come off un-

necessarily as alarmists. If you are

a strong person emotionally, the

worst thing likely to happen will be

that you become turned off by a

bad group experience or go

through a period of temporary

upheaval If you are more

vulnerable emotionally, then you

personal risk is greater in a group

that is led or ficihtated by someone

with limited training. This is

especially true if intense emotions

are generated in the group.

If you have questions or would

like to talk with someone about

group or other sensitizing ex-

periences, please feel free to call

one ol the following:

Counseling Center

Community (enter

Human Relations Center

Mental Health Service

545-0333

545-0864

545-0915

545-2337

FELLINI
A very good color movie. Colled "Juliet of the Spirit"

based on Fellini's own wife. Free U. shows you ot

8 p m in the S.U. Ballroom. Cheaper than the talkie.

TONIGHT

Because we believe ft, watching the

film is very much Hke taking part In

some encounter group- there's no

way to escape the image on the

screen, nor to deny its truth. -.-

A WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS

PREMIERE

FELLINI
Free University presents "Juliet of the Spirit" ot

8 p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom. Cheap and surrealistic.

TONIGHT

Striking Postmen Urged Back In Britain
LONDON (AP)-Union leader

loin Jackson urged striking

postmen. Thursday to return to

i hen jobs Monday and end the

longest national work stoppage in

Britain since World War II.

.leering militants accused him of

selling out to government

pressure.

Jackson warned that the only

way to keep the strike going was to

borrow more money. Union strike

funds, he said, had run out.

Jackson announced the 200,000

union members would be voting

Friday and Saturday on whether to

accept an interim settlement

worked out with the Post Office

early Thursday.

The voting result will be known

Sunday, the 47th day of the postal

strike "that began Jan. 19. The 1966

seaman's strike, which lasted 45

days, had been Britain's longest

national work stoppage since the

war.

The Post Office predicted that

even if mailmen agreed to return

to work Monday, it will be another

six weeks before service is normal.

The Post Office appealed to the

public not to mail any letters until

the voting result is known.

The union expects the rank and

file to accept the settlement.

The 5.000 workers who shouted

down Jackson in Hyde Park ap-

parently were incensed because the union originally had demanded
the interim settlement would gain on wages of $36 to $65 a week, the

the postman practically nothing union now recommended a deal

beyond the original Post Office guaranteeing only 8 to 9 per cent

offer. raises-all the Post Office says it

Instead of the 15 per cent raise c
.an afford.

Special Friday Nite Flick!

"CURSE
OF THE

WEREWOLF"

Hampden Commons 25

1

11:30 Friday, March 5

Southwest Patriots

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS

WMMMP
oumy

l»Mil> : |:.»-I-i;::sm-'i

Mir III: (KOWltM.I

Academy-
Award
Nominations:

•| BEAUTIFUL

AND REWARDING

FILM." -f» I**.-
|,M D«.IV *•«"

TOO»»
IflO 1«
MO 7*0

40

These were the offers the union tan be ottered,

had been rejecting all along. It is Both the union leadership and

now urging the men to return to the Post Office have agreed to

work while a three-member board accept whatever the inquiry

of inquiry studies how Post Office recommends
costs can be cut and how big a raise

from the makers of7 //

. *<ooertDortmanr.
^'anajavaiProauffM

'-^vvesMonronc:
Simone Signorer

Jne Con^o|nn.
- Oaof leieFerzerti

Micnei Woid

The Rolling Stones
7:15
9:15

c\rAtrA*
W

A great rock-'n-roll movie about the

best band in the world. -
Rated R

SPECIAL SHOWINGS
SATURDAY ONLY
7:00
8:30
10:00

the director of MASH
is back again cutting up

people for the third

sensational week.
RATED— R—

FRI & SAT LAJE SHOW

till

2 AM.

ffi« Weekend -

(Tod Bro*

l *eilo Lugosi)
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Matmen Challenge SC In JNE Tourney
IflUtlllVXA ^-^ Cy followed by Catania of URI, Jester isn't too optimis

ByBOBGANLEY
MIX' Staff

Ten determined wrestlers left

Amherst yesterday bound for

Lowell with hopes of ending

Sprmlields twenty year

domination of the New England

wrestling tournament which will

be held toda\ and tomorrow at

Lowell Technological Institute

The I Mass wrestlers finished third

two years ago and second last year

and hope to continue their im-

provement by advancing one more

place this year

In this type of tourney, team

records can' be ignored because it

is individual against individual and

that is all that counts. Nearly every

school in New England is sending

wrestlers to the tourney, with the

exception ol Harvard and Vale,

and one hot wrestler from an

Emerson College or a Lowell State

can do a tot in determining which

team eventually wins the chain

pionship

The nicer is scored with a team

getting one point for every match

one ol its members wins and

another point lor every pin Thus

there is the extra pressure tor a

wrestler who is coasting along with

a 12 u lead to keep digging and try

to p"i his man to earn his team

more points A first place finish is

worth ten points, second place

seven points, third place tour and

fourth place two

As far as the Redmen no eachot

the wrestlers must perform to 01

above Ins potential it they are to

upset the Chiefs Defending

champions Sheldon Goldberg and

Tom Young areonce again seeded

numbei the 13* and its.

pou, Goldberg enters the

tourney with a 17 frl record while

Young ' entry anil a

surprisi
'• '"' ! sitting out

most of the winter and compili

1 1 1 recoi

\itei these two m the seeding*

come another five who will do a lot

in determining the outcome of the

louroe) 118 pounder, Dave Amato.

ceded second with a 14 2 record

i must do at least that well.

Reynolds a second place

finisher a 126 last year, is fourth

seeded this year in that -hiss, and

Redmen Coach Homer Barr is

hoping for Dave to repeat his

outstanding effort ot a year ago

Clay Jester came on strong at 142

over the last part of the season to

finish with an 11-4 record and a

number three seed in his weight

class. Coach Barr and Jester

himself both feel he can win the

class if he comes up with the

necessary effort.

Ed Carlsson is seeded second at

177 with an 11-4-2 mark as is

George Zguris at 190 with a 14-0

record Both have done well in

previous tourneys, with Carlsson

winning the freshman New
Englands last year and Zguris

winning the tourney two years ago

and finishing second last year, but

both have their work cut out lor

them in order to finish better than

second.
The other Redmen wrestlers are

being counted on by Coach Barr to

surprise people and get UMass

some extra points. Brian Urquhart

is seeded tenth at ISO, Jim Godkm

sixth at 158 and Carl Dambman
sixth at unlimited, but Coach Barr

feels that each is letter than the

seeding! and looks for two out of

the three to place m the top four of

their class

But the road to vicb-y w ill not be

an eas) one for the Redmen since

Sprint ield has four number one

seeds and two defending champs

and demolished the Redmen in

head to head competition earlier in

the year.

Here is a look at the tourne>

class by class

118 Bill Metis of Springfield is

-ceded number one ahead of Dave

George Zguris

Amato. He beat Amato 9-1 this

season for Daves only loss. Other

seeds are Adhams of URI and

Perna of Brown. Amato should

lmish second and has a shot at

first.

126-The only reason Springfield s

defending champ Bob Meyer isn't

in the tourney is that he got beat by

his teammate, first seeded Ray

Ferrari. Hamilton of Central is

se and followed by Reynolds and

I '.runner of Brown. Hamilton beat

Reynolds M and he didn't meet

Ferrari. Barr is hoping for at least

a second here.

m-Goldberg should win the

class easily since he hasn't lost in

New England in two years. Tom
Pollard ol Springfield is seeded

second and won the title two years

ago. The two didn't meet this year

but the Redmen are counting on a

Goldberg victory.

142-lt s Springfield again with

Steve Gaydosh seeded first

followed by Catania of URI, Jester

and Saia of UConn. Gaydosh is the

defending champ and has beaten

Jester this year, 7-0. Catania is a

strong man and tied Goldberg

earlier in the year for the only

blemish on Shelley's record. Barr

feels that Jester is at his peak and

mav win
150-Stan Sothenden of the Chiefs

leads this class followed by

Dietrich of Central, Gamon of URI

and Rynick of Wesleyan. Urquhart

is better than a tenth seed and

should find his way into the top

four.

158-Wickwire of Central is

seeded ahead of Springfield's

Mickey Lint, the defending 150

champ. Godkin has only a 5-3-3

record and must do better to place.

167-Young will be hard pressed to

defend his title by Davis of Coast

Guard. Doug Leroy of Springfield

is seeded third and Mclnnerney of

Williams fourth

177-Thompson of Dartmouth is

undefeated and seated first. He

beat Carlsson 6-0 and Coach Barr

isn't too optimistic about

Carlsson's chances of winning.

However, he feels Carlsson can

finish second ahead of Gavin of

Wesleyan.
190-lt should be a rematch of last

year's final between first seeded

Gary Sklaver of Amherst and

Zguris. Sklaver won that one and

will be favored again.

UNL-Walsh of Brown finished

second a year ago and is out to get

all the marbles this year. This is

the evenest of the classes and the

hardest to figure. Dambman is

ranked fifth but pinned second

seeded Geetersloh of WPI and was

pinned by sixth seeded Davies of

MIT. Barr feels Davies may be the

dark horse winner

Barr feels the Redmen must

peace in nine out of the ten classes

and must win three of them. He

hopes Amato may be the third

winner and is looking for second

place finishes from Reynolds,

Jester, Zguris and Carlsson.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS -

BUDGET
ALL DRIVERS

PAYMENTS

SATURDAY
82

OPEN HOUSE

ZETA NU

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Spend your SPRING VACATION in rhe BAHAMAS on

PARADISE ISLAND ot the FLAGLER INN!

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE

Hotel accommodations available for 8 days and 7 nights

from $80 (plus $10 tax). Complete range of enter-

tainment and recreation offered at reduced rates for

Students International's guests.

Sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED NUMBER OF SEATS STILL AVAILABLE

_ Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —

Tekoa Insurance Agency

L

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Routing
Boston/ Nassau/ Boston

Deports
3/19

Returns
3/26

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

5-10 p.m. Steve, 549-1357; or Brian 549-3963

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Students International (617) 536-786J

MDC CLASSIFIED
NEW RATES

*ll*>3 bwause of debts. >'othinK

«ron«. Ju.t roust aell. M9-119I.
li3-o

HELP WANTED

<T

BUDWEISER
V BEER

25*
^

~Thr MIX.' bmn lowered its cl»»*i-

fied »d»ertlsin« rules! 75c for the

lirst insertion. 50c for each subse-

quent consecutive Insertion. Take »u-

tantace of this mono-saving *»*-

tain JiOWj "•*'"

xmbeam OT 61 HT Cow.. ver>

clean. B A H. excellent bodjr anrt

lire- Runs rood. $575 (net ) 54..-

FOR SALE.

At
Northampton
Volkswagen

<;* 1'i.nliwi . While

IM Opel, ttliie

IM Mii-laiiK. Khie

\iistin Heale». Yrlltiv.

li* Renault. White

t Imm> IteUire. Itliie

i» Ford T-Bieil. White

H7 T.Mitim. t-reen

W, Hat Br*. Keil

n; r»nl ««««!. \ell»»

Hm. r»r<l W0K»ti. Itlne

Mi Kamhler Martin. White

t*i t hr.o-.ler. t.reen

li."» Pontlm .
t.reen

li.1 r»r*l (ialaxie. Ite<l

m Kur.l I.TII. While

•it lh..l Ee Hart. Mat* *'•'« •"»

i,l I »r«l rahon, Kett M »M»

M Mee.nrv < MsWf. Ms* l!, '» "°

Manv Other I*ate Model
VW'» To Choose From

Northampton
Volkswagen, Inc.

:,:t|.OfW) 584 8810

IM KHir: St. (Rte. 5)

Northampton

Open Biree tin a

nooeer. Tea*, Garrard. I*.****:
Fisher, TDK. eaaaette ana open reel

tape. Staadara radio. Ctah •Poo*'"
UP'». g tracks and ether aeoeaaiuee

Hoc Amherst Audio. *?

Water beds — 7* * 6" now 1*3.00

Hith frame and liner $90 00 Guar-

anteed workmanship, tome to H-4

l.urman week days 11:00 to l»«
Thursday ni«hU 7 to 9 or call tW-
;>.m.

.
!!2d?

Portable 12" Sear* TV. new, Mil
8 track stereo tape ^k. Radio

Mia<k, also $60; pair 6 ft skis $10

Must sell all C»ll BILL 549-6K1
tf3-H

boards, soliil

hand-rubbed
tfVH

Man site crihbare
oak. M" » »V4 I J".
(all r.tU-0633

""oH Cortina (En« Ford) •°*»m*-

tlc. dUc brakes only 15.000 nil. Oood

merh cond Best offer. t all M6-

UT.'g.
tf3~5

19«7 Bulck l^Subre. P .8., *- B
i

.'

l.rand new brakes. $1900. Jeff M«-

70:«_ .
ILL?

( VW enrlnes 30 and 40 hp. re-

,entl» rebuilt, will take trade VM
and $175 m piece. Call 5»l-«»-'u

nlshto. tn .tJ

—t96R M« Midfeet blue, with wire

wheels. 15,000 mllea and many ex-

tras. $1150 C»ll III Ml »nd »Bk.
for Steve after 6pm. tf3'°

-B3 nulck Special, power ateerlnr.

sin V-» automatic, radio, very rood

,ond . snow tires, with cleats, new
heakes. new exhaust system, f25tr

(all 519-6315 anytime. tf3-»

Ol AMFIED TYPISTS,
STKNWiRAPtlBBS

Need some extra money? Call Mrs

Whel Britell, Caropua Center Prlnt-

ii.it Shop 645-0371. 112:"
~"

(ash itirls? As much »»,»«,*• •"

Imur for «o-«etters. Call 3612*5
^:,.,

" Honieworkers — envelope address-

ers and mailers. Hend stamped en-

velope and 85c to OWL K"**^"-;^
Ml (obb St.. Athena, Ga ,

30h0i

laVS t-'65 - P)_ ZS

details call Steve 649-1357 ar Brian

840*3X0 3 l,».5.$,»,lg.l5.1«

Trip: Sprlnx vacation on Mnn-li

•o ;- $69 a head round trip to At-

lantis, hotel accommodations and

M uba equipment Included. Continen-

tal Travel Axency. Cull 545-2411.

FOR RENT

4 Bruins tickets for March la.

,,No -i tickets for Grand I'unk con-

,,-rt March 14 at Boston Garden

liestoffer. Call 6-7549. _M
""

Avocado *as ranne and r*wm»-
,.r <*ears), used I mos ,

less than

half price, $90 - $140 respectively^

.lii-6573.
,

Lit*

1970 BMW B75 aWf **ifn£,^n*

offer. 9000 miles. Call 549-39M^

196$ VW Bun. white with black

interior, fastidously maintained, ra-

dio and snow tires Reasonable, full

F.d 549-OS14.
"*'"

SERVICES

Amherst Aadla aerrloea aUrea

exponents, lap. «•*• ffa* 5««A'
ear, 1W No. Pleaaant St., M«-$IS3^

Two bedroom apt. for rent $140
1

a

month includlnt utlUUes. A»allable

Xprll I. Call 545-2590 day. and 649-

:«W7 evenlnta. ___JI£?
PERFECT FOR 81MMKR SCHOOL:
furlT 1 bdrm. apt. for July ami

Au« No lease re«l. $161 mo. Near

( ampus. pool, tennis «•»'*", "» r

,ond Married couple or «>'••,-?'';

ferred. Call 549-3916 after 5. tf3-31—Km — S hr! drive from Ani-

herst. l« 4 rm. all electric apt .

:,„;;: S«».. dispowi. mmm
furnished. Also washer !.•»«
hookup. Ample pkx and •*•'•«'•

$130 mo. 1-413-477-06M. *fa-'°

Own room In 3 br. opt-. « mi

on Rt. 9. $50 mo. «53-«$W. Nr

Kealistic 909 stereo tape recorder.

; speakers, wires, 2 preamp, 2 au*

nip , head, Jack, dlic. «;»«"««"• n •

meters New last fall for 11170. now

$130 Call Carl 324 DwUht. Lea»e

inessage.
UJ "

.« H*R Revolve- and ammo, fired

10 times. Call {,^-3974^ ITM

BOOKS
We bar aaed) baaka"

— Whltehsht Books (la

No tejrtsl

ios) roaoras
the AUar)

tfvi*

PASSPORTS - *OB APPLICA-
TIONS. Special racaMoa »J«ka««* •»

film and prsasaslno eTerythlBB pao-

toaraphlo. Toa^U save f at Un««
Photo. Rt. 116, So. Amherst. tft>

314$ ***•"

Trea nationwide out-of-print booh

search aerrlee. John Hardy - Boob*.

Boa 1»3, Aobarn. Masa. OlBOl^^

TTPINO — Thesis, MaB"*^1***;

Dtooertations. Masters. In fact all

aauTcssg ^c^arSl
SamTlCTC. dial M*4^.~^

House available June 16 to Auk.

>U 3 bdrm., basement rally fin-

ished, completely furnished, »2™ "I"
549-6573.

,

Uti
Available Immediately, small aln-

sle room, norase. Included, 1 mile

from Cniverslty, low rent, call 253-

RsS, tf5**

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted In So. Deer-

field on 116. $55 00 covers rent anil

utilities. Own room, furnished. No
.Iocs, but eats are OK. Immediai.
occupancy If possible. tf.l-i

Female roommate wanted to share

1 bedroom Mt . Jtanite townhnuse
Completely furnished. Disposal, illsli-

n :isher air cond . available, iminnl

Call Beth days 545-0327, nights 253-

RIDE WANTED
Wanted ride from Campus to Lnnr.-

meaiiow or Sprincfirld area, Mon .

Wed , and Fri. about 3:30-4:00. Will

pay. T«7-$317. tf5-9

Riders wanted to Fort Lauderdnle
over Sprina break. $45.00 round trip.

No driving Call 519-3974 tf3-9

UNIV. ROOM WANTED
I'm looking for a kirl'a dorm aln-

cle. Want to move out of yours? If

so, I'll take room and pay yon east

of rest of semester. New appro*
taif. Call 5»4-»530. tf3-B

PERSONAL

TO SUBLET

FOR SALE— AUTOS
1904 Chevy Van Panel, *eo4 eaadl-

tlon $396. 1964 Dodae Van Paael.

.ltd condition $39$. Telephone JM-
3940.

IMS Fiat H50. 2 dr

WANTED

(all 549-07IW

69 Opel, 19 enaine

tires, 2 radial

dutch, new
$1625.

Asking $1100
tf3-»

4 new radial

snow tires, new
brakes, car retails for

wholesale $1225. will sell for

"
Black sincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male
(temporarily In Ohio) Interested In

possible close summer relationship

Confidential Boa 723, Amherst,

Maas. ilitii

Bread Truck or Lae. Van, 14'

min. reas. shape, pref. alom. body

Will haaale. Call 545-2705, Gene
lT3-lw

" New eff. apt. for rent Eic.

for 1 or 2 persons. Incl. all utili-

ties, dishwasher, tarbase disposal,

wall to wall carp., only \Vt miles

from Campus Bent Is $160 per mo.
Call Bar at 253-7643. If no »nswer.

try aaaln. SS
Cosy furnished apt., right on

campus, for 3 alrla. Call Donna or

short at 546-»6*4 tns
Kfflciency apt, Quabbln Vis"., fur-

nished, all utilities hut phone, deposit

fee paid. Call 323-7039 after 7pm
Available Immediately.

Happy Birthday, Bunny Rabbit
Love. Your Rat. 3-5

Mario Suave has the bug. 3-5

If you have had an abortion or

vasectomy, and are willing to talk

about your experience, please coll

ASPIRE at 515-03*6. 9-8. tf3-9

Karen and Anne are eaaier . . .

they share the pillow. Call 6-965/
3-5

Mad Rapist, who
insly yours Jane.

are you? Pant-
s' 5

llnpp.v Birthday
Roaring Twenties

Jansie, Love, The
3-5

TRAVEL
' STL'DBNTS INTERNATIONAL of-

fers chartered flights to NA88AC In

spring and EUROPE In summer. For

CONSIDERING ALASKA?
Accurate, comprehensive brochure
about opportunities in construc-
tion, oil. fishing and canneries,
others!
Send $: oo cash or money order

.IOB IN ALASKA
P.O Box 1566 .

Anchorage. Alaska 99501
3-5

, p
.rvAV.AAARCH5, 1971
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Runners In IC4A's
Bv ROBKKT MEDK1ROS secutive years.

MDC Staii Uave Evans, the Yankee Con-

rhe UMass track team will be lerance champion in the KXM), will

.Jnnetine today in the IC4A In- be competing in the 880 yard run.

S Track and Firtd Cham-

pionships. The IC4A'. which are

- held at Madison Square

Garden, are being held this year at

the new Princeton University

Jadwig Gymnasium. The 220 yard,

six-lane tartan track is considered

„ne of the fastest indoor tracks in

the country.

The IC4A's is the largest indoor

meet in the East as 967 individuals

representing UMass including

three Yankee Conference cham-

pionships. Villanova is the favorite

in the meet due to the fact it has

long been considered the rack

nower of the East, and has cap- represented the best
powti ns nunch in New Enula

Evans is familiar with IC4A
competition as he finished fourth in

the KH) last year. Dave has

dominated many of his races this

season, and is considered a definite

factor in the 880.

Eddie Arcaro is another Yankee
Conference champ, and will be

competing in the shotput. Eddie

has been coming on extremly

strong in the past few weeks, and

will be out to break his own school

record in the hope of placing high

in the standings.

Jim Graves and Gerry Spellman

who for two years have
one-two

tured the team title four con-

Girls Hoop
Bv SHARON MILES x

MDC Staff

UMass girls' varsity basketball

team defeated UNH on Tuesday,

only the second loss of the season

for* the Wildkittens.

The first half featured an of-

fensive battle. UMass edged ahead

on an early two point "ead and

never lost it, but UNH stayed close

on their heels throughout the half

which ended with the score 29-27.

UMass took control in the second

half, finishing on top by a score of

53-45

UMass season high scorer Nancy

Lindbergh, who has an average of

13 points per game, had to sit this

one out with a sprained ankle.

Taking up the slack were Joyce

Knappe and Leslie Barselaar who

netted 14 points each. Miss Bar

selaar also pulled down 15

rebounds. Statistically, UNH hit on

44% of shots from the floor. UMass

had 37%.

The J.V. team finally broke into

the win column by trouncing their

UNH counterparts 38-20.

UMass jumped into an early

lead. 14-6 at one point, and con-

tinued to increase the margin. The

score at Orange Break was 26-10.

By the beginning of the fourth

quarter everyone on the UMass

bench except the coach and been in

on the action.

Alice Cool with 14 and Beth Fay

at 10 led the I'M scorers. Kathy

Crowley was high rebounder with

10 grabs.

The next games are Friday at

home against Southern Con-

necticut State College beginning at

4:00 p.m.

Matmen

punch'' in New England will be

competing in the 60 yard high

hurdles. Spellman is another

veteran of IC4A competition as he

qualified for the finals in the 120

yard high hurdles last spring.

Graves is coming off his best race

of his career as he finished second

in the New Englands last week, but

was timed in a new New England

record for the 60 yard high hurdles.

Both Spellman and Graves will be

aiming for a place in the finals.

Steve Levine will be competing

in the 600. Levine has improved

each week out, and last week in the

New Englands he turned in his best

performance of the season as he

knocked two seconds off his

previous best time with a 1:14.3

clocking.

Ron Wayne and Larry Paulson

will be competing in the most

prestigious of all track events the

mile run. Wayne is a Yankee

Conference champion as well as

being the New England Cross-

country champ. Wayne will be out

to improve upon his previous best

mile of 4:09.4 with the hope of

qualifying for the finals.

WMUACovers Hockey
TomorrowAt2 :00pm.
UMass Vs. Merrimack

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM«

Win
By BOB GANLEY

MDC Staff

Heavyweight Carl Dambman
won his biggest match of the

season with a pin in the second

period to give the UMass wrestling

team a come from behind 20-14 win

over Central Conn on Wednesday

The win was the tenth straight for

the Redmen and gave them a final

dual meet record ot 15-3-1.

OMtral also had nine wins in a

row going into the meet and it was

readv for the Redmen. In what

UMass Coach. Homer Barr. called

"the best dual meet of the year,

the Redmen broke in front early,

but were caught and passed by

Central and trailed 14 12 with only

two matches remaining. But 190

pounderGeorge Zguris broke away

in the third period of his bout for a

7-2 victory and then Dambman.
having to win to preserve the

victory, built up a 5-0 lead before

winning at 4:47.

But there may have been no

chance for Dambman to pull his

heroics if it hadn't been for Clay

Jester. With the Redmen leading 6-

3, on the strength ol wins by Dave

Amato and Shelly Goldberg, Jester

found himself down 5 in the third

period of his 142 lb. bou» Earlier in

the year Jester might have lost

but the revitalized Redman scored

two escapes, a takedown and a

near fall to win the match 7-5. A

loss here would have put the final

score at 17-17 and Jester deser-

vingly won the outstanding

wt'stler award.

Actor John Forsythe, an
Aquarian, tells me that many of the

most intelligent persons he knows,

including Marlene Dietrich, are

astrology buffs. This famed
"bachelor father" is knowledgeable

about astrology and has an unusual

horoscope.
ARIES (March 21 April 19).

Spotlight now on chance to brighten

conditions at home. You entertain

and are entertained. One who ap
peared inflexible will make con

cession Be gracious. Accept in

vitation Show good will.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You
could put some valuable concepts

together in conjunction with Aries

individual. Be open to ideas. Give

full play to intellectual curiosity.

Don't be afraid to ask questions.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Hunch

Davs off; you seem able to perceive

what new people will do. You receive

meaningful compliment from one

who was an adversary. Spotlight is

on paying, collecting of debts.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): New
starts, added independence are

featured. Timing improves. You are

able to be at right place at correct

moment Take initiative. Set pace.

Welcome unusual contacts, ex

periences. _
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Em

phasize ability to entertain under

unusual circumstances. Visit friend

who is incapacitated. Accent is on

qroup activity, including chanty

drive. Some secrets are exposed Be

Pr
v?RGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22). Good

lunar aspect encourages fr.end

ships, promotes fulfillment of

desires Leo individual could play

important role. Be ready for change,

opportunity for travel and plenty of

variety.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Career

efforts get boost Prestige r.ses

Standinq in community is enhanced

I f£EL\
5TRAN66LT'
CONFIDENT I

T0PAV J

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

Professional associates pay
respects. Don't forget promise made
to family members. Entertain at

borne. „ . __,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Journey may be on agenda. You
multiply contacts. Good fcr

publishing, advertising. Perceive

hidden meanings. Take care where
confidential proposals are con
cerned Wait and observe.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Some factual information con
cerning estates, partnership
responsibilities is due. Accept added
responsibility. But also be sure you

are getting your fair share. Money is

featured.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19):

Accent on public relations, legal

activity. Time to finish special phase

of action. Refuse to be held back by

burden which is not your own. Be a

quiet butshrewdobserver.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): One

who means much to you makes valid

suggestion. This is associated with

health, work, special task. Maintain

steady pace. Avoid extremes. Steer

clear of senseless argument.
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20):

Creative urges find outlet Trust

intuition. Adhere to your own unique

style Establish your own traditions

Young persons, including children,

play paramount roles. Welcome
Ch

|

a
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TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are attracted to adventure You
often create your own risks, if

anything becomes too easy, you are

likely to lose interest. You are

especially attractive to opposite sex.

This year, if single, the odds are that

you will marry, if married, there

could be an addition to family. In

professional area, there are

promotions you could go into

business for yourself. In April,

opportunities multiply Be selective.
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Base
Entreaty

Roman
garment
Japanese
sash
Lampreys
Spoken
Measure of

weight

Dry up
Hebrew
festival

Gull like

bird

Preposition

Writing

implement
Arabian
seaport

Cut
Pronoun
Worship
Cooled lava

Small rug

Time gone by

Pronoun
Sedate
Falsehood
Abstract

being
Part of leg

Rodent
Conjunction

Verve
Rent
Oil

Weight of

India

On the

ocean
Sewing case

Bitter »etch

Srin of fruit

Lairs

Bishopric
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29
30

Look
intently

Unit of

Bulgarian

currency
Puffs up
Tremulous
Violent

windstorm
Anglo-Saxon
money
Ship channel

Beverage
Conjunction

Printer's

measure
Hole

Note of scale

Ireland

Seines

Church
service

Solemn vow
Possessed
Mature
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32 Substance
33 Rrver island

36 Three toed sloth

37 Woolly

38 Wipes out

40 Went swiftly

Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Chinese mile

41

44 Hawaiian
wreaths

45 Withered

46 Gaelic

47 Once around

track

48 Employ
49 Insect

50 Large cask

DOWN

Parcels of

land
Musical
instrument

Opening in

wall Diatr by I'niled Feature Syndicate, lnc

for the first time in months

I FEEL THAT THERE JL/5T

MI6HT BE SOME HOPE FOR ME

uJHAT DO YOU THINK LUCV ?
up... Five cents Please ;

by Johnny hart
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THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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TourneyBoundRedmen WinatMa"~ ~S
, the Redmen guards into the low /tf

Bv EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

ORONO, ME. -Pulling away

quickly in the second half, the

I Mass hoopsters defeated an

inspired and stubborn University

of Maine basketball team. 84-71,

here last night, before a packed

house of Black Bear fans. The win

for the N IT bound Redmen was

heir 23rd of the year against only

three defeat* and tenth in a row in

\anCon play tor the First un-

dated conference season under

Leo Jack Leaman Maine's

>rd is now 8-14.

\head by only two at the half. 41

the Redmen opened quickly in

the second stanza on baskets by

e Pagliara and Julius Krving to

x point lead the Black

irs were never able to close

In this last twenty minutes of

plaj both teama matched hot

streaks for hot streaks after the

sudden Redman burst. Tom
McLaughlin in his first action ot

the evening got things rolling with

two quick hoops from the corner

lor a ten point Redmen lead. 60-50.

The spunkv Bears came right back

to close towithin six again behind

the sharp shooting of Nick Susi.

Julius Erving came back with

two hoops and Betancourt hit one

of his own and the Redmen were up

hy twelve. 68-56 Maine came back

again to within seven and the

remainder of the contest was run

and gun with the sloppiness of

Maine resulting in the final thir-

teen point spread

In the first half Maine was as

gotttstan
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predictable as expected Run and

gun, \\ ide open offense, crashing in

,0th boards And to the delight

ol the home town tans, it worked

Playing against the Redmen once

again inspired a Yam 'on foe to its

best effort of the season on ;ts

home court

Top guns for the Black Bears on

the first halt were Susi. Peter

Gavitt and Paul Bessey who bet-

ween them scored V* points and

controlled the wide open play

tactics for the Black Bears.

Susi, who was injured in the first

meeting between these two teams

and did not see much action, was

the dominating figure for the Black

Bears throughout the game. And

he scored 20 points, hauled down 15

rebounds and played tough defense

in the middle for Maine. Gavitt. a

6'6 sophomore guard used his

height to his advantage as he took

the Redmen guards into the low

post and shot over them for 20

points and grabbed 11 rebounds for

the entire game.

UMass opened the contest

quickly with a 10-5 lead but this

was the largest margin the Red-

men enjoyed all half. Betancourt

and Chris" Coffin were the Redmen
ot tensive punch in the opening

moments, both hitting well from

the outside.
,\> the tempo picked up and alter

being slapped with his second foul

of the game Erving gave the Maine

tans what they came to see good

shooting, 'ough rebounding, and

intimidating defense For the hall

he ended with 11 points and 6

Minds the entire contest stats

read 25 and 14.

Pom Austin came in for the

Redmen with 8 minutes to go in the

tirst half to spell Ken Mathias

and gi\e I Mass some added speed

up front. He filled in well playing

his best ball ot the year, hitting tor

6 points and playing well off the

hoards
Mathias and Mike Pagliara, who

got off to I slow first half, came to

life in the big Redmen second half

m ith Mathias knocking in three key

hoops on offensive rebounds and

Pagliara once again controlling the

tempo of the Redmen offense.

Coffin had one of his finest

shooting nights of the season hit

ting on 6 of 10 shots from the floor

tor 13 points and also added 10

rebounds
Maine played itself a fine

ballgame keeping within striking

range for the entire first half, only

trailing by two in the fast paced

first stan/a They played tough ball

and the Redmen had to likewise

just to stay ahead But in the

second half the Redmen were too

much for the Black Bears to

handle.

HOOP NOTES: Both teams shot

well Irom the floor with UMass
shooting 52% and the Black Bears

43% From the foul line the

Redmen shot an atrocious 48%

while Maine hit 77%...Dave
Collette, I Redman cheerleader,

was the only UMass fan to make
the game and delighted the Black

Bear fans .Mth a series of time-out

cheers a tip of the hat to

Dave...The Mathias family made
the long haul from Lodi. New
Jersey to Maine for the third

straight year And now off to Pat's

Pizzana

Gymnasts At Boston
To Compete In NE Meet

-4. L .. - «— «
i iiwmaiillM University Division

Puckmen End Season
Vs. Merrimack

Bv MICHAEIXTSACK
MDC Staff

Alter having compiled a 6-2

record in dual meet competition

this season, the UMass varsity

gymnaatk team will compete in

the Fourth Annual New England

I ollege Invitational Gymnastic

Championships, to be held at

Boston State college, on Sat..

"March Preliminary competition

will get underway at 11:00 a.m.

Coach Erik Kjeldsen's Redmen.

in third place in the Eastern

League, will compete in the

University Division against

Southern Connecticut State College

and Springfield College. Teams

entering the meet will compete in

one ol two divisions The

VAULTING REDMAN Norm Vexler. pictured above is one of

«%eral I Mass gymnasts wh«i will compete in the N.w England

hamniomhlpstMs Saturday Th« Redmen gymnasts "ill b* hosting

,; Ka>i.-."Intercolhm.. t

seek.

University Division consists of

teams having scored 125 points or

more in a dual meet this season,

while all other New England teams

will compete in the College

Division.

The meet will include both team

and individual competition. The

top five performers in the

University Division and the top

three in the College Division in

each event will compete in the

tinals. which will begin at 7:30p.m.

During Dec. of the regular

season UMass defeated So Conn .

156.55 14*1"). but the Owls are

expected to be stronger now They

are led by sophomore superstar

Johnnv Crosby, who was sen-

sational in the all around event

m.unst the Redmen this year

I Mass' biggest rival will be

Springfield College, as the Chiefs

are the only New England team to

have defeated the Redmen this

vear. In a meet held in the Cage on

Fri . Feb 12. the Chiefs downed the

Redmen. 159.30-15675 The Red-

men have the potential to avenge

the loss, but must compete as a

team to do so.

UMass will enter Norm vexler,

Tony Vacca, and Rich Seikunas in

the all-around event. Vacca. who

has been working well recently,

will be counted upon to come up

with important scores in floor

exercise, rings, vaulting, parallel

bars, and high bar Vexler will

pace the Redmen on sidehorse and

rings, while Seikunas will add good

depth to this grueling event.

Other Redmen standouts will

include John Calabria and Jack

Berner on floor exercise, Rick

Riley and John Walsh on sidehorse.

Jay Aronstein and Phil Aubrey on

rings Steve Cary and Jay

Thomsen in vaulting. Dave Genest

on parallel bars, and Tom Myslick i

and Scott Stover on high bar

The Redmen squad will be

seeking to improve their second

place finish of last year, as

Springfield College edged them for

top honors.

The competitive season will

come to a close next week when the

Kedmen will compete in the

Kastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic

League Championships, to be held

in Cur; v Hicks Cage March II

u.d i l
'

... i

By STEVE MOSHER
MDC Staff

The UMass hockey team closes

out their most successful season

ever this Saturday afternoon at Orr

Rink when the Redmen face

Merrimack at 2:00 PM
This game is a very important

one for both teams. For Merrmack

it is a d<M>r die situation for the>

must win the game in order to

maintain their hopes for the last

Division II playoff spot For UMass

it will be a game that will either

make or break their momentum
lor next Wednesday's playoff

game
Alter the fiascoes of the past ft*

weeks the Hamilton game was the

only one of the past five to be

decided by less than six goals) the

Redmen will welcome a still

challenge And since this is Mich a

crucial game for both teams it

promises to be one of the best of the

>eason

The two teams have met once

before this year and that game
i.Milted in a 2 2 tie. The Redmen
were at a great disadvantage for

that game, yet they still managed a

standoff UMass was playing on

foreign ice and just coming off that

incredibly long layoff. UMass'

idleness proved to be the deciding

lactor of that game The Redmen

raced to a two goal lead on scores

by Dan Reidy and Pat Keenan. but

their staleness caught up with

them and they were hard pressed

to just hang on for the tie.

While UMass is already in the

playoffs this game will still mean

a lot to them First, they will be

shooting tor a perfect record at

home. So tar CMass has a 10-0

record an 1 they would love to

make it 1! straight. Second, the

game will be the tirst ••potentially

close game since December IK

when the Redmen eked by Norwich

$-5 in over' me Since that date, the

Redmen have ha J four straight

laugher- n which they have out

scored their opposition 47-4.

capped ofI bj their '. ,-0crucihxtion

ot Holy Cross Wednesday night.

The Ian- art hungry for a dost

gam.
Kinalh the Redmen can up their

record to \\ H which will bypass

b) tar the t>est seasonal record

c\er by a I Mass hockey team

While this season has been one of

manv firsts for UMass. this game

will also mark the last time two

Kedmen will play at Orr Rink For

Paul Riley of Gloucester and Fran

Mulcahy of Arlington a victory

over Merrimack will be the perfect

way to close out a record breaking

year for them and the Redmen.

Intramurals Cancelled
New Schedule
Volleyball

March 8

COURT TIME
7:303

4

5

6
7

8

9
10

1

?

3

4

5

7

I

TEAMS
BKP vs. TC

Gwimps vs. TurKeys
Erudites vs. Gapos
Aries vs Friends

3 Ms vs. Bekap
Joatg vs Strangers

DCD vs. CO plus Boys
KSvs DC

9 30 Lemons vs Brigade
Oaks vs. Hemlocks

Hi Los vs Redwoods
Heads vs Sigmas

Pranksters vs Dildos
Erudites vs. Jacks
Tubes vs Canaille

Bucks vs Sutts

Hockers vs Oxfords

9
10
4

5

6

Maroons vs. Eagles
Cans vs Flaming A's

9 30 Bombers vs. Education
Gunners vs. Conglos
Inter Ed vs Burners

March
1

2

3
4

I

A 30 PFKVS. LCA
PMDvs ZN
SAMvs ASP
p^D vs SAE

P vs. SPE
j v ATG

Notices
Intramural wrestling cham

pionships have been rescheduled

for Monday at 7 (M) p.m., Boyden

Auxiliary Gym.
- + •

Intramural volleyball team
managers of teams whose games
were cancelled last night are asked

to contact the IM office as soon as

possible to conlirm rescheduled

games.
• * * *

SPFt! AI -hoyden Gym will not

he available Monday-Friday 4:30-

i.tQpm (or '•••>' dional a tivity

titu ' rch

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUjr .flasfiarlptJtttfl

SatUt (ttflibstan^^^^^
«%>J A mm AMD tlSPONSISlE ~ ""*

Weather:

Snow, hail, mud. Dead

pelicans dropping over

the Quad.
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vn rows IN TIIKKK—Vermont is full of old barns

v,^hered boLrds This relic (ell victim to A. Jagodas
They fall victim to highways, termites, and homemakers from Suburbia who have a passion for

camera as he flew by on Rt. II.

On The Inside:

Educational Lollipop

Quad Drop-In Center Provides

Something Residents Can Enjoy
.-.. » itirtA A DAI irk' I

'

See Page Two

• •

Strip Mining
See Page Four

Harvard Building

Seized
Also Page Four

•By LINDA A BALICK1
MDC Staff

•Our goal is to provide something for the residents

of the Quad which they will feel is their own;

something which is not being forced upon them .but

rather something which thev can enjoy. In this way

Cra'g Shusen described one of the effects wh.ch

Open Door." the Northeast Area drop-.n center.is

^^SSSL House basement, the open Door

.s staffed bv fifteen students in cooperation with the

Vunsehng Center. Mental Health and Health
.

Ser

•ices and is open every night from 7-11 p.m. m order to

provide area residents with a wide variety of services

"une^E: programs was ,n action Saturday night

when over 200 area residents relaxed and enjoyed

Themselves in a coffeehouse type atmosphere as Open

DooT sponsored a folk night for area residents Kn-

ertainment was provided by Ed Varda, ML of the

WeSay nigl/campus Center eo^OUJ^
some fifteen of his performers, as well as performers

K5S around the a?ea Refreshments were
•
prov ided

by Sons and Daughters- a small »W»™ [ «*

Icehouse wh.ch is now being lormed in another area of

the Hamlim House basement.

> .Bin • ina during the Strike. Open Door seeks to

sc
- *he .JS community in another way by pursuing

,()r goals It l.rst attempts to act as an ...

SUSoTand referral service for such proWrms as

druBs the draft, abortion referral and ac.uk mic

coupling The center does this by providing con

• re 1 tudents with printed material stall members

EFJEm*V cam get advice and catalogs and

directories from which they can obtain information

concerning referral agancies

In pursuing its second goal of community action

Open Door seeks to provide the area residents with

programs wh.ch will be informative as well as er

ective ,n stimulating students to become ,nj?22
and involved. To this end it has sponsorec

I
two,1ms

entitled 'Birth- in conjunction with Public Health

and "Rained In the Sun". It has also sponsored an art

show and future plans call for an art class to be run by

one Of the exhibitors, Steve Smith

The center also is hoping to institute an Arts and

(raits Swap Shop so that residents of the area will

have a central place where they can exchange SCSI

and exhibit their wares In conjunction with this, the

(enter is also attempting to establish an Arts and

Crafts course which may carry the possibility ot

academic credit

other programs include a Human Sexuality Honors

Colloquium, a course on 'Zen Budhism and Beyond

and another "The Ubiquity of Polit.cs" wh.ch is run in

conjunction with Don Chamberlain, the head ot

Residence ol Hamlin.

Future plans include a program winch will see* n

bring area resedents in closer contact with their

Student Senate representatives through an analysis n

their voting records Informal gatherings in which

representatives will In- able to explain then" voting

potions and clarify questions which fden^JJJ
have concerning issues before the Senate Will also be

held . i.., 1(1 . m
< ..in miM <l on I .•[•• -'
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Lollipop Gives Kids Cameras
* * .—- u... .u„ -.*«4.i 14fin„r,sfFrates said. Since the the student is serious c

The biggest problem en-

countered by the U>LLIPOP
program, a School of Education

art workshop, has been that of

financing a visual arte workshop

winch utilizes materials un-

common to the regular school

program, it was announced

yesterday by organizers of the

project

Larrj Frates. a graduate

student' in the Center for the

stud) ol Aesthetics in Education.

said thai the program is now

entering it> twentieth week, but

its budget was planned tor only

live weeks ot implementation

Materials tor the workshop

range from much needed plastic,

acetate, slidemounts. pipes,

cardboard sheets to mar-

shmallows. toothpicks and inks.

Prates said

Me is soliciting materials from

local construction sites, in-

dustries, and residents, but as he

put it. the youngsters are

coming up with more complex

ideas at a rapid rate, and their

numbers may in the near future

ma) have to be cut in halt

mse Ol these restrictions

He has been vei*) concerned

with the amount ol time which

-usuall> expires between the

ijj dI proposals for funding

and the actuality ot the program

It is lor this reason that Im-

plementation of the program was

immediate even though funds

were not within immediate reach

alter the initial live weeks

Last semester the Parent

Stud\ing film-making at the

St hool of Ed'S Lollipop project

includes study inn how to edit

what \ou'\e shot.

Counsel contributed to the

operation of the program, but

things have gotten bigger. Frates

said Luckily University students

in some <>t his workshops have

volunteered their services

leaching with the program and

even volunteered some ot then-

resources, but. the material

situation is depleting, he went on.

It can safely be stated that the

program has been successful in

terms ot the objectives which it

set out to achieve, he said. These

were to develop art as a vital

means of communication, to

understand art as an organizing

experience, to view art as a

response to materials, and

utili/mg art in the total scope of

learning. he explained.

Specifically the program can be

viewed as a tremendous step in

the direction of group cohesiv-

ness and understanding." Frate

said.

The site for this experimental

art program has been the Marks

Meadow Elementary School here

in Amherst, it was explained

Over the past few nonths an

average of forty youngsters per

session have traveled through the

more than thirty art activities

made available to them in

LOLLIPOP as part of the

Learning Kair held on Tuesday

mornings at the school, Frates

said

•This "fair" replaces the

normally scheduled classes for

the students, and they Lire given

the opportunit) to select ac

tivitus which the) fed would be

of interest" Frates said. Since the

youngsters have made the

selection, many of the op-

portunities available to them are

student centered and developed.

LOLLIPOP is no exception to the

concern of making learning fun."

Some educators have

developed the attitude that unless

students prepare to show

the finished product ol their

work with lilms and li-aininu

the student is serious, quiet, and

disciplined constantly learning

will not occur, according to

Frates. He feels that the child's

artistic journey should neither be

tailor made success nor a

frustrating failure, moreover, it

should be evocative rather than

prescriptive.

Frates has expressed concern

for the program being evocative

rather than prescriptive, and

these aesthetic experiences are

usually the result of the child's

working, sensing, feeling, and

assimilating his media; not

through ephemeral experiences

in the arts.

He further states, "The media

used for expression by these

inquisitive little people should

have residual force of personality

and strong kinesthetic potential."

Frates said this does not mean

that paper and crayons no longer

have a place in the art room, but

rather what untapped qualities of

those materials are being

neglected in the total learning

process
•Art must gam its overdue

place in the total school en-

vironment rather than remaining

.is the trill subject which it now

Is", he said

Mt. Holyoke Starts

Winter Study Session
, UI1 , Holvoke College will institute a winter term

in ,ts academic year beginning in UffO-lVH.

The term will be between the two lull semesters and

will comprise most ol the month ot January

cording to Miss lima L Kaggmo college public in-

humation director

The decision to institute the 4 14 semester plan

alreaciv in opei at.on a. Hampshire l 'allege, came w r

h

the affirmative vote of the taculty on the proposal this

Under the new plan, the tall semester, which began

Sep* 13 last vear. will begin a few days sooner and

final exams w ill come belore Christmas vacation^ The

winter term will begin at the end of Christmas

» ration and will end Feb. 1 The second semester w

.

then begin and school will close at approximately the

tame date it has in the past.

There will be no grades given for winter term

studies and a student will receive no credit toward

graduation lor taking the course however each

student will be expected to complete at least two of the

winter terms prior to graduation

The purpose Of the new term will be to encourage

experiment on the part of professors and students in

then approach to education Some courses will pin-

point a problem and delve into it while others will take

a broader view snd attempt to correlate disciplines

not usualh allied

i tur hope is that prolessors w ill try out things that

the) always wanted to try but never could Students

will to encouraged to do the same thing." Academic

Dean William McFealy said Saturday.

Professors will now formulate courses they would

like to teach during this term and nonclassroom

situations will evolve where students will work on an

individual project with the aid of a professor

•Although all students and faculty will not be

engaged in the winter term at once, it is hoped that the

new format will bring a heightened sense of ex-

citement to the campus as a whole and to the in-

dividual member of the faculty and student body as

well," a spokesman said.

« Mttaued iiom Page li

Wichhusen noted thai eight

members ol the stall are aided in

their attempts to run the center In

naming which thej are receiving

as part ot a course entitled "Group

Dynamics and Community Action

Sponsored by the Center for

Human Development and Com
munitv Relations. WichhUMii

stated that the course has proved

to to significant in helping the

members of the group determine

what their individual functions and

responsibilities are and to aid their

work together as a group for the

betterment of the entire Northeast

Area community.

Muskie
Beaten
ByAfrican
King

LAGOS, Nigeria (AP ) Sen, and

Mrs Kdmund Muskie of Maine
compared family sizes Sunday
with the traditional kind of Lagos

and came out the losers.

King Adeyinka Oyekan II. who
has five wives, has 25 children

student will be expected to complete at least two 01 me -r-

WorkshopsHeldAtNUCMeet
Bv DAVID CASTALDI

Mix Staff

A regional meeting of New
England chapters of the "New

University Conference'' iNUC)

was held over the past weekend in

the Campus Center

NL'C is a nation-wide

organization composed of faculty

members and graduate students

concerned with the direction of the

radical movement on college

campuses
Workshops were held throughout

the three day conference, in-

cluding informal discussion of

Senior
Meeting
Planned

The officers of the newly-

organized Senior Committee have

planned an open class meeting for

all Seniors tonight at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Auditorium The Senior

( ommittee, one of the results of the

Student Senate action changing the

concept of class government, is

comprised of the Senior Class

officers elected last Spring.

The officers hope that all in-

terested Seniors will attend not

„nl> to find out what is going on

th their clan tWs semester, but

, to ask any questions they ma>

.iho.it any activities that the

Senior Class is sponsoring or

, rWise concerned with.

The Peoples Peace

Radical Teaching, and

Liberation

( in Saturday afternoon about 60

people met in a campus center

meeting room for a panel

discussion of the state of the

movement in the U.S. today Four

speakers, including Dick Freeman

of Wesleyan, and a member of the

women's caucus of NUC who had

worked with the Women's
Liberation group "Bread and

Roses" around the Boston area,

gave reports

Freeman discussed different

currents of the cultural revolution

such as youth stules. rock culture,

films, etc. and what their relation

was to the political left, or what he

termed "head changes" as op-

posed to social revolution, and how

the two could be brought together.

"Not in a hundred, not in a

thousand years could cultural

changes bean effective substitute

for political revolution.. ..those

who control the means of

production have the ability to

manipulate, have money, and guns

and tanks if it is necessary to come

to that," he said

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

"That beats us." Jane Muskie

said We only have five children."

"But I'm not an Oba, the

senator added. Oba means king.

The Maine Democrat arrived

Saturday for closed door meetings

between prominent Americans and

Africans.

Muskie, now on an African tour,

will deliver a speech Monday.
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RSO's Job-Money And
Advice For Students
Bv LINDA A. BALICKI

MDC Staff

01 all the student activities and services on campus

Recognized Student Organizations (RSO) suffers the

distinction of being perhaps the busiest as well as the

most misunderstood of all in both purpose and

responsibility.

Serving primarily as the financial arm of the

Student Activities Office, RSO has come to be the

designation for the entire operation without any

distinction being made between its purely financial

responsibilities and the altogether different advising

and planning functions of the Student Activities staff.

Established in 1954 as a result of investigations

conducted by a joint administration-staff-student RSO

Committee, RSO was originally designated as a body

charged with constituting, recognizing and recom-

mending for University recognition the formation of

any new student organization which applied for

recognition. These duties were in addition to those of

financial advising and were later given over to the

Student Senate in 1966 which still maintains this

responsibility. . . a . n ...

As the financial arm of the Student Activities Office,

RSO headed by Armand Demers and located in the

Student Activities Office has the responsibility of

serving as a central banking and business transaction

center for all of the 114 active student organizations

and the 470 accounts which these organizations

maintain. As such they serve to handle and advise the

financial dealings of all the organizations and to

facilitate those dealings.

In explaining the functions of RSO Demers stated

that the establishment of the office rose out of student

need for a convenient central and efficient way to

handle their organizations transactions. "Students

need to have a central place where they can see the

status of their accounts, where they can obtain checks

and invoices as well as conduct Inter-Activity tran-

sfers and bidding for equipment and entertainment

This eliminates many of the problems associated with

maintaining accounts in outside Commercial banks

In addition RSO also serves a central mailing and

receiving area, provides postage needs and also helps

implement the purchasing of furniture and equipment

for various group offices. Demers also noted that as a

result of the recent widespread request on the part of

many of the student organizations for individual office

space RSO has become involved in the supplying of

keys and locks for all of the student organization of-

fices in the Student Union and Campus Center as they

become appropriated and assigned by the Student

Union Ooverning Board

In the matter of advising student groups, Demers

noted that he and his staff of four full time secretaries

and one full time financial advisor attempt to explain

to students the procedures and techniques involved in

bidding budgeting and planning their activities so as

to assure complete satisfaction on the part of the

students as well as compliance with University and

state laws and financial policies.

He also noted that RSO as a part of Student Ac-

tivities was also in part controled by the Studen

Senate and therefore conducted its own affairs as well

as the advisement of students in accordance with

Student Senate Financial Policy. He also stated that

all of RSO's accounts were subject to both University

and state auditing.

In indicating the scope of RSO functions, Demers

indicated that apart from the $40,000 appropriated to it

by the Student Senate for operating expenses RSO also

receives income from the Student Activities tax as

well as from all activities which take place within the

Student Union and Campus Center complex Also

included in its income are the revenues received by

various organizations from their activities

In all RSO handles two and a half million dollars m
transactions between and for groups as opposed to the

$191,000 which it dealt with when it first began

operations. „. .

When questioned as to possible inefficiencies,

Demers as well as Shiela McRevey, Assistant

Coordinator for Student Affairs, indicated that one

draw back which students might indicate was the

amount of time which it takes for checks and other

forms to be issued. Demers indicated that as the

Treasurer is the only person on campus who is of-

ficially authorized to issue checks, checks must be

sent to him in Whitmore after it has been ascertained

whether or not the request being made is legal and in

accordance with University, state and Senate policies

He also mentioned the size of purchase orders which

groups are allowed to issue on their own rather than

through the group as a possible drawback to the

system but said that attempts were being made to

determine the true student needs in this area

•It is important that we get some type of feedback

from the students as to the types of services they

desire When it is realized that there is more student

involvement and input in this operation than there is

in any other financial organization on campus, it will

become clear that we need student help in deter

mining the exact nature of the services which they

want us to provide

After

Bike Gang Fight
CLEVELAND. Ohio .APLPCice ^™™jt™£*XVnZ

held 73 persons after five persons

were killed and 22 injured in a fight

between motorcycle gangs at a

trade show to raise money for

crippled children.

Lt. Ralph Joyce, -head of the

homicide unit, said the cause of the

fight between gang members

carrying chains, knives, clubs and

guns was unknown.

"We have 73 persons here for

questioning to try to find that out,"

he said.

Joyce said about 150 members of

the Breed, an Akron motorcycle

gang and 80 members of the

Violators, a New York City chapter

of Hell's Angels, were involved in

the fight.

The trouble broke out at the

fourth annual Motorcycle Custom

and Trade Show, held at the Polish

Women's Hall to raise money to

buy wheelchairs for crippled

children.

Police said they had heard

earlier in the evening that there

might be trouble at the show and

were on the lookout for weapons. A

police spokesman said police had

received reports that the Akron

gang had beaten a member of the

Violators and the New York group

was seeking revenge.

Police Chief Lewis Coffey made

a radio appeal Sunday afternoon

and knew how the Saturday night

fight started to contact police.

Policesaid some motorcycle gang

members arrived at the hall

carrying weapons and were

disarmed by two officers stationed

at the door. Suddenly, however,

Joyce said, about 100 cyclists

rushed past the policemen,

overpowering them.

He said the fighting started soon

after that.

Patrolman Robert Baugham.
one of the five policemen in the hall

said members of the gang walked

in "in military style, two by two."

Another policeman, Patrolman

Thomas Burton, said he heard

several shots when fighting

erupted and many of the people

began swinging clubs and knives.

Police identified the dead as

Bruce Enerick, 31, of Vermilion.

Ohio; Andrew Demeter, late 2(»'s.

Sayreville, N.J.; Emilio Gardull,

32, Bristol, Pa., Thomas A Terry,

22 of Broadview Heights, a

Cleveland suburb, and Jeffrey

Coffey, 22. of New York City.

Two policemen were injured:

Patrolman Lawrence Davis, who

was treated for a stab wound in his

back, and Patrolman Charles

McNeely. who suffered a broken

hand

Smith Presents
Addiction Play

.. t_: .»« ., ..I... .ml \li>

appropnaiea anu asansucu «j ««- __ _ — m m

RT. 116-Pelham Rd. Link

Considered Bv Amherst
^-^ w * w. ~ ; .___ i^-™ »hi,.h .-mild was noted.

At a public meeting last week

attended by approximately 45

citizens, the traffic circulation

committee presented its rationale

for a road under consideration to

connect Rte 116 with Pelham Rd

The traffic committee has

submitted two articles for the town

warrant pending the report of their

consultant, Paul Roberts.

The road which Roberts

proposed and was presented to the

public last night is similar to the

corridor outlined in Article 17 of

the warrant.

The differences exist in the

southeast section of the road

Roberts said that after connecting

Rte. 116 with East Pleasant St. the

road crosses over the Central

Vermont Railroad bed and follows

the bed south and curving east

toward North East St then south

again toward Pelham Rd.

The original road proposed went

straight across the railroad and

into North East St., north of Strong

St.
. _i

After presenting the proposed

corridor, which the committee

hopes will not only provide a

bvpass for the university in North

Amherst, but will also disperse

university traffic and avoid the

concentration of traffic in the

center of town, the board outlined

its reasons in asking for delay

"It is a very reluctant request for

delay," Mrs. Nancy Eddy,

chairman of the Traffic Committee

told the gathering.

"We don't know exactly where

this road will go." on the south east

portion, she said. The consultant

did not physically have time to lay

out the exact placement. Mrs.

Eddy explained.

"We felt it was a mistake to

come to town meeting without

knowing exactly where the road

was to be," she said.

Also, this portion of the road

makes the entire corridor longcr

than the original DPW East

Pleasant St. bypass or the

straighter. more norther. AW

across Tilson Farm which could

cause a problem in state funding, it

was noted.

A third question which they said

must be deliberated is, will the

longer and more extensive road

effect enough traffic dispersal to

make it worth while Roberts said

it would
The whole plan, he said, is

hinged to a great extent on the

construction of Commonwealth

Ave. further north and a connector

from Commonwealth Ave. to

Eastman Lane How soon the

university will complete these

roads would be another question

for the committee to deal with, it

M.I.T. Group
Presents S.W.
Suggestions
Southwest is constantly changing

but now even the outward ap-

pearance of the Residential

College may start looking dif-

ferent, and it all revolves around

an advanced class in architecture

at M.I.T.

This special study group has

been investigating how students in

Southwest can affect their en-

vironment - in their rooms, in their

corridors and floors, in public

areas such as lobbies, basements

and Dining Commons, and out-

doors along the Mall and across

University Drive.

Possibilities include finding new

and different uses for Dining

Commons lobbies, the Little Hatch

area and any other place students

would like to see changed.

The Study Group has put

together a presentation for the

residents of Southwest and any

other interested people for Mon
day. March 8. at 4:30 PM in the

Berkshire Clubroom in Southwest,

and again at 7:30 PM upstairs in

ip« Dining Comrooi •

.

was noted.

Further study. Mrs. Eddy added,

would concentrate on comparing

the cost to the benefit of the road

and the financing available to the

DPW.
Ecological concerns of the

community would also be con-

sidered, she said The committee

will not attempt to do a computer

traffic simulation and their further

studv will not take anywhere near

six months. Mrs Eddy said

The final plan would probably be

brought to the town at a spring town

meeting, she said. No real change

in the timetable of engineering and

construction would take place.

Mrs. Eddy continued

The interchange with East

Pleasant St.. Eastman Lane and

the new road was questioned and

declared a problem area The new

bvpass would have right-of-way

over all intersecting roads and

there will be no driveways exiting

onto this road, it was noted.

One citizen expressed the feeling

that it should connect more

directlv to Rte. 9 from Worcester

and Boston, in order to route traffic

up to the university.

inmate of the Hampshire

County House of Correction and a

sociology major from Smith

College have produced a play

about drug addiction, "Point of No

Return." which will be presented

in the Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theatre 8 p.m tonight There is no

charge for the play. howe\er

contributions to improve con-

ditions in the jail will be accepted

that evening. Free passes may be

obtained at the Theatre Box Office.

Work on "Point of No Return
'

began when Cathy Spear, a senior

sociology major interested in

criminology, met with members

of a rehabilitation program for

drug addicts at the jail One of the

members. Frank Marcelli. had

written the play, and Miss Spear

helped him organize the cast and

found Smith students to play the

female roles.

There are twelve inmates in

volved in the play, and four Smith

girls: Cathy Spear. Phyllis Dorn

brand. Sue Robinson, and Andrea

Grahai.. They rehearsed in the

warden. Murton Burt s. office, and

received permission Irom him to

present the play in public per

formance
The experience ol working <>" the

production is part of progressive

program initiated at the Hamp
shire County jail intended to help

rehabilitate the drug addicts in the

group

Delta Chi
We're trying to break the unfounded myths

about fraternal living. Come and meet with

us. Give us your viewpoints. Find out for

wise. The brothers are no different than you are.

We hope to see you.

MONDAY
8:30 10:00 p.m.

314 Lincoln Avenue

Call for rides at 5 0195 or 5 0156

"REFERENDUM"
On Student Senate

Officers Pay Bill

n„ w.Kriiarv in 1971 the Student Senate passed 718137, a

m P*S series fSr the three Senate officers, retro,

activeto November 1970, at the following rate: President $160

Per month vfw President $125 per month. Treasurer $125 per

month.

VOTE WHETHER OB NOT YOU APPROVE

Commonwealth Room Tuesday, March 9

Student Union MO a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Lollipop Gives Kids Cameras
JL « . « . ..••i<v.J i»««aiH Since the the student is serious, c

. i,.., >w. mntpri.-i o interest r latessdid. Mnit im
,..„»i..

The biggest problem en-

countered by the LOLLIPOP
program, a School of Education

art workshop, has been that of

financing a visual arts workshop

which utilizes materials un-

common to the regular school

program, it was announced

yesterday by organizers of the

project

Larry Prate*, a graduate

student' m the tenter tor the

stud) ot Aesthetics in Education,

said' that the program is now

entering its twentieth week, but

its budget was planned for only

five weeks ol implementation

Materials tor the workshop

range from much needed plastic,

acetate slidemounts. pipes,

cardboard sheets to mar
shmallows. toothpicks and inks.

Krates said.

He is soliciting materials from

local construction sites, in-

dustries and residents, but as he

put it. the youngsters are

coming up with more complex

ideas .it a rapid rate, and their

numbers may in the near future

ma) have to be cut in halt

because ot these restrictions

lit' has been very concerned

with the amount ol time which

- i.ilK expires between the

iting ol proposals for funding

and the actuality ol the program

it is for this reason that im-

plementation of the program was

immediate even though funds

were not within immediate reach

alter the initial five weeks.

Last semester the Parent

Studs i u g filmmaking at the

School ol Ed'l lollipop project

includes stmhing how to edit

what you've shot.

Counsel contributed to the

operation ol the program, out

things have gotten bigger, Krates

said laukils University students

in senile ol bis workshops have

volunteered their services m
teaching with the program, and

. ii volunteered some ol then-

resources, but. the material

situation is depleting, he went on

It can safely be stated that the

program has been successful in

terms Of the objectives which it

set out to achieve, he said These

were to develop art as a vital

means of communication, to

understand art as an organizing

experience, to view art as a

response to materials, and

utilizing art in the total scope of

learning. he explained.

Specifically, the program can be

viewed as a tremendous step in

the direction of group cohesiv-

ness and understanding." Frate

said

The site lor this experimental

art program has l>een the Marks

Meadow Klementary School here

in Amherst, it was explained

Over the past few nonths an

average of forty youngsters per

session have traveled through the

more than thirty art activities

made available to them in

LOLLIPOP as part of the

Learning Fair held on Tuesday

mornings at the school. Krates

said

•This lair replaces the

normally scheduled classes for

the students, and they are gi

the opportunity to select BC

laities which they teel would lie

of interest" Krates said. Since the

youngsters have made the

selection, many of the op-

portunities available to them are

student centered and developed.

LOLLIPOP is no exception to the

concern of making learning tun."

Some educators have

developed the attitude that unless

MONDAY, MARCH 8. 1971
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Students prepare to show

the finished product ot their

work with Him* and learning

the student is serious, quiet, and

disciplined constantly learning

will not occur, according to

Krates He feels that the child's

artistic journey should neither be

tailor made success nor a

frustrating failure, moreover, it

should be evocative rather than

prescriptive

Krates has expressed concern

for the program being evocative

rather than prescriptive, and

these aesthetic experiences are

usually the result of the child's

working, sensing, feeling, and

assimilating his media; not

through ephemeral experiences

in the arts

He further states. "The media

used for expression by these

inquisitive little people should

have residual force of personality

and strong kinesthetic potential."

Krates said this does not mean

that paper and crayons no longer

have a place in the art room, but

rather what untapped qualities of

those materials are being

neglected in the total learning

process

Art must gam its overdue

place in the total school en-

vironment lather than remaining

as the trill subject which it now

is ". he said

Mt. Holyoke Starts

Winter Study Session
Mount Holvoke College will institute a winter term

in its academic Near beginning m 1970-1971.

The term will be between the two lull semesters and

will comprise most ot the month ol January, ac-

cording to Miss lima 1. Raggmo. college public m-

lormation director

The decision to institute the 4 14 senu-stei plan

already in operation at Hampshire CoUege. came with

the affirmative vote ot the taculty on the proposal this

'Tinier the new plan, the tall semester, which began

s,pt 13 last year, will begin a lew days sooner and

„„al exams will come before Christmas vacation. The

winter term will begin at the end of thnstma*

vacation and will end Feb. 1. The second semester will

then begin and school will close at approximately the

same date it has in the past.

There will be no grades given tor winter term

studies and a student will receive no credit toward

graduation for taking the course, however each

student will be expected to complete at least two of the

winter terms prior to graduation

Ihe purpose ot the new term will be to encourage

experiment on the part ot professors and students in

their approach to education Some courses will pin-

point a problem and delve into il while others will take

a broader view and attempt to correlate disciplines

not usually allied

uur hope is that prolessors will try out things that

the) always wanted to try but never could Students

will be encouraged to do the same thing." Academic-

Dean William McKealy said Saturday.

Professors will now formulate courses they would

like to teach during this term and nonclassroom

situations will evolve where students will work on an

individual project with the aid of a professor

•Although all students and faculty will not be

engaged in the winter term at once, it is hoped that the

new format will bring a heightened sense of ex-

citement to the campus as a whole and to the in-

dividual member of the faculty and student body as

well," a spokesman said.

i ..iiiintied from Page i
•

w ichhusen i oted that eight

members <>t the ->tati are aided in

their attempts to run the center by

training which tney are receiving

as part ol a course entitled "Group

Dynamics and Community Action

Sponsored by the Center for

Human Development and Com
munit) Relations. Wichhusefl

stated that the course has proved

to be significant in helping the

members of the group determine

wlUll their indn idual tunctions and

responsibilities are and to aid their

work together as a group for the

battelment of the entire Northeast

Area community

Vtudent will be expected to complete at least two oi mt; —, - -r

WorkshopsHeldAtNUCMeet
« «*bss«-

rstrays as asavSSeSBv DAVID CASTALDI
M IK Staff

A regional meeting of New

England chapters of the "New

University Conference'' (NUC)
was held over the past weekend in

the Campus Center

\L'C is a nation-wide

organization composed of faculty

members and graduate students

concerned with the direction of the

radical movement on college

campuses
Workshops were held throughout

the three day conference, in-

cluding informal discussion of

Senior
Meeting
Planned

The officers of the newly-

organized Senior Committee have

planned an open class meeting for

all Seniors tonight at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Auditorium The Senior

Committee, one of the results of the

Student Senate action changing the

concept of class government, is

comprised of the Senior Class

officers elected last Spring

The officers hope that all in-

terested Seniors will attend not

onlv to Unci out what is going on

h their dass this semester, but

, to ask any questions thej

haveaboul an> activities that Ihe

Senior Clasf Ii sponsoring or

, rwjse concerned with

The People's Peace

Radical Teaching, and

Liberation.

on Saturday afternoon about 60

people met in a campus center

meeting room for a panel

discussion of the state of the

movement in the U.S. today. Four

speakers, including Dick Kreeman

of Wesleyan, and a member of the

women's caucus of NUC who had

worked with the Women's
Liberation group "Bread and

Roses" around the Boston area,

gave reports.

Kreeman discussed different

currents of the cultural revolution

such as youth stules, rock culture,

films, etc. and what their relation

was to the political left, or what he

termed 'head changes" as op-

posed to social revolution, and how

the two could be brought together.

Not in a hundred, not in a

thousand years could cultural

changes be an effective substitute

for political revolution.. ..those

who control the means of

production have the ability to

manipulate, have money, and guns

and tanks if it is necessary to come

to that." he said

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Muskie
Beaten
ByAfrican

King
LAGOS, Nigeria <AP»-Sen. and

Mrs Kdmund Muskie of Maine

compared family sizes Sunday

with the traditional kind of Lagos

and came out Ihe losers.

King Adeyinka Oyekan II. who
has five wives, has 25 children

That beats us." Jane Muskie

said. We only have five children."

'But I'm not an Oba, the

senator added. Oba means king.

The Maine Democrat arrived

Saturday for closed door meetings

between prominent Americans and

Africans

Muskie, now on an African tour,

will deliver a speech Monday.
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RSO's Job-Money And
Advice For Students

,,..i .K.nA ^ dai irKi Union Governing Board.
By LINDA A. BALICKI

MDC Staff

( )t all the student activities and services on campus

Kccognized Student Organizations (RSO) suffers the

distinction of being perhaps the busiest as well as the

most misunderstood of all in both purpose and

responsibility.

Serving primarily as the financial arm ot the

Student Activities Office, RSO has come to be the

designation for the entire operation without any

distinction being made between its purely financial

responsibilities and the altogether different advising

and planning functions of the Student Activities staff.

Established in 1954 as a result of investigations

conducted by a joint administration-staff-student RSO

Committee, KSO was originally designated as a body

charged with constituting, recognizing and recom-

mending for University recognition the formation of

any new student organization which applied for

recognition. These duties were in addition to those of

financial advising and were later given over to the

Student Senate in 1966 which still maintains this

responsibility. . ,.

As the financial arm of the Student Activities Office,

RSO headed by Armand Demers and located in the

Student Activities Office has the responsibility of

serving as a central banking and business transaction

center for all of the 114 active student organizations

and the 470 accounts which these organizations

maintain. As suoh they serve to handle and advise the

financial dealings of all the organizations and to

facilitate those dealings.

In explaining the functions of RSO Demers stated

that the establishment of the office rose out of student

need for a convenient central and efficient way to

handle their organizations transactions. "Students

need to have a central place where they can see the

status of their accounts, where they can obtain checks

and invoices as well as conduct Inter-Activity tran-

sfers and bidding for equipment and entertainment

This eliminates many of the problems associated with

maintaining accounts in outside Commercial banks

In addition RSO also serves a central mailing and

receiving area, provides postage needs and also helps

implement the purchasing of furniture and equipment

for various group offices. Demers also noted that as a

result of the recent widespread request on the part of

many of the student organizations for individual office

space RSO has become involved in the supplying of

kevs and locks for all of the student organization of

fices in the Student Union and Campus Center as they

t>ecome appropriated and assigned by the Student

Union Governing Board

In the matter of advising student groups, Demers

noted that he and his staff of four full time secretaries

and one full time financial advisor attempt to explain

to students the procedures and techniques involved in

bidding budgeting and planning their activities so as

to assure complete satisfaction on the part of the

students as well as compliance with University and

state laws and financial policies.

He also noted that RSO as a part of Student Ac-

tivities was also in part controled by the Studen

Senate and therefore conducted its own affairs as well

as the advisement of students in accordance with

Student Senate Financial Policy. He also stated that

all of RSO's accounts were subject to both University

and state auditing. ... ^
In indicating the scope of RSO functions, Demers

indicated that apart from the $40,000 appropriated to it

by the Student Senate for operating expenses RSO also

receives income from the Student Activities tax as

well as from all activities which take place within the

Student Union and Campus Center complex. Also

included in its income are the revenues received by

various organizations from their activities.

In all RSO handles two and a half million dollars in

transactions between and for groups as opposed to the

$191,000 which it dealt with when it first began

operations. .

When questioned as to possible inefficiencies,

Demers as well as Shiela McRevey, Assistant

Coordinator for Student Affairs, indicated that one

draw back which students might indicate was the

amount of time which it takes for checks and other

forms to be issued. Demers indicated that as the

Treasurer is the only person on campus who is of-

ficially authorized to issue checks, checks must be

sent to him in Whitmore after it has been ascertained

whether or not the request being made is legal and in

accordance with University, state and Senate policies

He also mentioned the size of purchase orders which

groups are allowed to issue on their own rather than

through the group as a possible drawback to the

system but said that attempts were being made to

determine the true student needs in this area.

•It is important that we get some type of feedback

from the students as to the types of services they

desire When it is realized that there is more student

involvement and input in this operation than there is

in anv other financial organization on campus, it will

become clear that we need student help in deter

mining the exact nature of the services which they

want us to provide."

Bike Gang Fight
L...iniuu<. ;i^irim?Hnvonewhowasat thesho

CLEVELAND. Ohio , APLPolice •Kj^^«""!?&S
held 73 persons after five persons

were killed and 22 injured in a fight

between motorcycle gangs at a

trade show to raise money for

crippled children.

Lt. Ralph Joyce, head of the

homicide unit, said the cause of the

fight between gang members
carrying chains, knives, clubs and

guns was unknown.

"We have 73 persons here for

questioning to try to find that out,"

he said.

Joyce said about 150 members of

the Breed, an Akron motorcycle

gang and 80 members of the

Violators, a New York City chapter

of Hell's Angels, were involved in

the fight.

The trouble broke out at the

fourth annual Motorcycle Custom

and Trade Show, held at the Polish

Women's Hall to raise money to

buy wheelchairs for crippled

children.

Police said they had heard

earlier in the evening that there

might be trouble at the show and

were on the lookout for weapons A

police spokesman said police had

received reports that the Akron

gang had beaten a member of the

Violators and the New York group

was seeking revenge

Police Chief Lewis Coffey made

a radio appeal Sunday afternoon

and knew how the Saturday night

fight started to contact police.

Policesaid some motorcycle gang

members arrived at the hall

carrying weapons and were

disarmed by two officers stationed

at the door. Suddenly, however.

Joyce said, about 100 cyclists

rushed past the policemen,

overpowering them.

He said the fighting started soon

after that.

Patrolman Robert Baugham.
one of the five policemen in the hall

said members of the gang walked

in "in military style, two by two."

Another policeman. Patrolman

Thomas Burton, said he heard

several shots when fighting

erupted and many of the people

began swinging clubs and knives.

Police identified the dead as

Bruce Enerick, 31. of Vermilion,

Ohio; Andrew Demeter, late 20's,

Sayreville, N.J.; Emilio dardull.

32, Bristol, Pa , Thomas A. Terry,

22 of Broadview Heights, a

Cleveland suburb, and Jeffrey

Coffey, 22. of New York City

Two policemen were injured:

Patrolman Lawrence Davis, who

was treated for a stab wound in his

back, and Patrolman Charles

McNeely. who suffered a broken

hand

Smith Presents
Addiction Play

a. -j . i 1 1 ....... i,,.,. ..—.»tnn tin. ninv and Mr

appropriated and assigned by the Student want u* - ,,.«..«..
#

RT. 116-Pelham Rd. Link

Considered Bv Amherst
V> VS ivy "7 «•— r.M uhuh could was noted

At a public meeting last week

attended bv approximately 45

citizens, the traffic circulation

committee presented its rationale

for a road under consideration to

connect Rte 116 with Pelham Rd

The traffic committee has

submitted two articles for the town

warrant pending the report of their

consultant. Paul Roberts.

The road which Roberts

proposed and was presented to the

public last night is similar to the

corridor outlined in Article 17 of

the warrant.

The differences exist in the

southeast section of the road

Roberts said that after connecting

Rte 116 with East Pleasant St. the

road crosses over the Central

Vermont Railroad bed and follows

the bed south and curving east

toward North East St. then south

again toward Pelham Rd.

The original road proposed went

straight across the railroad and

into North East St.. north of Strong

St ,

After presenting the proposed

corridor, which the committee

hopes will not only provide a

bypass for the university in North

Amherst, but will also disperse

university traffic and avoid the

concentration of traffic in the

center of town, the board outlined

its reasons in asking for delay.

"It is a very reluctant request for

delay " Mrs. Nancy Eddy,

chairman of the Traffic Committee

told the gathering.

"We don't know exactly where

this road will go." on the south east

portion, she said The consultant

did not physically have time to lay

out the exact placement, Mrs

Eddy explained.

"We felt it was a mistake to

come to town meeting without

across Tilson Farm which could

cause a problem in state funding, it

was noted.

A third question which they said

must be deliberated is. will the

longer and more extensive road

effect enough traffic dispersal to

make it worth while Roberts said

it would.

The whole plan, he said, is

hinged to a great extent on the

construction of Commonwealth

Ave. further north and a connector

from Commonwealth Ave. to

Eastman Lane How soon the

universitv will complete these

roads would be another question

for the committee to deal with, it

M.I.T. Group
Presents S.W.
Suggestions
Southwest is constantly changing

but now even the outward ap-

pearance of the Residential

College may start looking dif-

ferent, and it all revolves around

an advanced class in architecture

at MIT.
This special study group has

been investigating how students in

Southwest can affect their en-

vironment - in their rooms, in their

corridors and floors, in public

areas such as lobbies, basements

and Dining Commons, and out-

doors along the Mall and across

University Drive.

Possibilities include finding new

and different uses for Dining

Commons lobbies, the Little Hatch

area and any other place students

would like to see changed.

The Study Group has put

was noted.

Further study. Mrs. Eddy added,

would concentrate on comparing

the cost to the benefit of the road

and the financing available to the

Ecological concerns of the

communitv would also be con-

sidered, she said The committee

will not attempt to do a computer

traffic simulation and their further

study will not take anywhere near

six months. Mrs Eddy said.

The final plan would probably be

brought to the town at a spring town

meeting, she said No real change

in the timetable of engineering and

construction would take place.

Mrs. Eddy continued.

The interchange with East

Pleasant St.. Eastman Lane and

the new road was questioned and

declared a problem area. The new

bypass would have right-of-way

over all intersecting roads and

there will be no driveways exiting

onto this road, it was noted.

One citizen expressed the feeling

that it should connect more

directly to Rte. 9 from Worcester

and Boston, in order to route t

up to the university

An inmate of the Hampshire

County House of Correction and a

sociology major from Smith

College have produced a play

about drug addiction, "Point of No

Return," which will be presented

in the Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theatre 8 p.m tonight There is no

charge for the play, however

contributions to improve con-

ditions in the jail will be accepted

that evening Free passes may be

obtained at the Theatre Box Office

Work on "Point of No Return

began when Cathy Spear, a senior

sociology major interested in

criminology, met with members

of a rehabilitation program for

drug addicts at the jail One of the

members. Frank Marcelli. had

written the play, and Miss Spear

helped him organize the cast and

found Smith students to play the

female roles.

There are twelve inmates in

volved in the plav. and four Smith

girls: Cathy Spear. Phyllis Dorn

brand. Sue Robinson, and Andrea

Graham They rehearsed in the

warden. Murton Burt's, office, and

received permission from him to

present the play in public pa

forma nee
The experience ol working <>n "i<

production is part of a progressive

program initiated at the Hamp
shire County jail intended to help

rehabilitate the drug addicts in the

group.

Delta Chi
We're trying to break the unfounded myths

about fraternal living. Come and meet with

us Give us your viewpoints. Find out lor

wise. The brothers are no different than you are.

We hope to see you.

MONDAY
8:30 10 .00 p.m.

314 Lincoln Avenue

Call for rides at 5 0195 or 5 0156

come to town m«l,n8 WIl
™~J together a presentation for the

knowing exactly where the road *
ents of Southwest a nd any

was to be." she said.

Also, this portion of the road

makes the entire corridor longer

than the original DPW East

Pleasant St. bypass or the

straighter. more northerly row*

residents of Southwest and any

other interested people for Mon-

dav. March R. at 4:30 PM in the

Berkshire CI ubroom in Southwest,

and again at 7:30 PM upstairs in

th. Dinh nmons.

"REFERENDUM"
On Student Senate

Officers Pay Bill

On February 10, 1971, the Student J-*U J>MglS*gkJ
bill providing salaries for the three Senate SP^L^SZ,
active to November 1970, at the following rate: President $150

per'mart!i, vfee PresideAt $126 per month. Treasurer $125 per

month.

VOTE WHETHER OR NOT YOU APPROVE

Commonwealth Room Tuesday, March 9

Student Union »=•» »•«"• "
5:0°^ I
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In The Nation And The World

Turkey Searches
For U.S. Airmen

$f

ANKARA, Turkey (AP)

Reconnaissance planes and rugged

jeep-type vehicles provided by the

United States for opium control

joined in the search Sunday for

four kidnaped U.S. airmen.

But the gang of leftist extremists

who seized the four radar

technicians Thursday continued to

elude thousands of police and

troops in Ankara. An American

spokesman said the kidnapers,

who demanded $400,000 ransom by

Saturday morning as the price for

not shooting the airmen, had not

contacted the U.S. Embassy.

Turkish officials said there had

been no word from the kidnap

gang, which called itself the

Turkish People's Liberation Army
Planes and vehicles searched the

rolling countryside around

Ankara, concentrating on the area

adjoining the campus of Middle

East Technical University-METl'

In Ankara, police continued to

check out dozens of reports that the

kidnapers or their victims had

been sighted.

Several new pleas were made by-

Turkish leeaders to spare the

American lives Former President

and 1'remier Ismet Inonu,

chairman of the chief opposition

Republican Peoples party, asked

the kidnapers not to 'stain then-

hand with blood
."

Inonu said the safety oj the

airmen was the responsibility of

the nation The honor of the

nation has sustained a severe

blow." he said.

Muammer Aksoy. president ol

the Turkish Law Association and a

leading leftist professor, said "true

revolutionaries. Socialists and

humanists, do not spill innocent

blood-even to attain their dearest

goals."

"Getting angry with the master

and killing his slave is not an act

befitting a revolutionary,'' he said.

Abdi Ipekci, Turkey's best-

known columnist, wrote Sunday in

the daily Milliyet that if the kid-

napers kill the Americans they will

be no better than "those" who shot

innocent people whose hands were

tied in Vietnam.

it is necessary to halt this

anarchv which is pushing our

country to a dark and bloody

future," Ipekci said.

Opposition politicians launched

attacks on the pro-West Justice

party government of Premier

Suleyman Demirel for its inability

to catch the kidnapers and halt

student disorders and anti-

American violence.

Inonu, whose party is

Democratic Socialist, said the

•present crisis" was the result of

the Justice party's failure to make

basic reforms.

Ferruh Bozbeyli. chairman of

the conservative Democratic

part v. set up by right-wing

defectors from the Justice party,

said, 'not a day passes without an

incident, without wounding or

murder."
Turhan Feyzioglu. head of the

centrist Reliance Party, said

Demirel "has lost his prestige and

authority
'" These three parties

control MO seats in the 450-seat

National Assembly . Justice has 223

Mats, down from 260 after the 1%9

general elections

Demirel. who has made no

>tatement on the kidnaping,

maintained his silence

"I Am The Devil
Charles Manson

the Sharon Tate murder trial, speaking of defendent pointed
progressed. An "X"

*££ t

M
heT,al. now ,n its penalty phase, began carvVd with a,razor blade in his forej-d the first day

nearT/nt months ago Mansons appearance has -"j^^
varied as drastically as his moods. said. ^^,^^.2, bv prisoners. In recent weeks
He could turn a warm smile upon his three women

j
mO^jf^SSJlJ^SrSl. Thursday, he

co-defendants, then later leap screaming at the judge. he seemed to let

He could come to court one day with a curly mop of

hair hanging in his eyes, then show up the next day

with his head shorn nearly bald.

He seemed to change his appearance the way an

actor changes makeup-with purpose and symbolism.

Lately his angular face has mirrowed a change in

status from accused hippie-style clan leader to con-

victed murderer
Pale and emaciated, he stares about the courtroom,

his blaz-ng dark eyes sunk in the hollows of his face.

had most of it cut off.

The jury is hearing testimony before recommending

the sentence for Manson and three others convicted

with him-death or life imprisonment.

On the witness stand, followers have called Manson

by many names-Jesus, Satan and God The prosecutor

has called him an evil Svengali and the Devil.

With his latest switch of appearance, Manson ex

plained: "1 am the devil and the devil always has a

bald head
"

Women's Lib Occupies

Building at Harvard
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP>

Harvard University said Sunday it

has re-scheduled two classes that

were to have been held Monday in

the Architectural Technology

Workshop occupied by ap-

proximately 100 women
liberationists

•Even if the occupation ended.

classes could not be held in the

building on Monday because in-

spection and cleanup activities

could not be completed in time."

the university said in a prepared

statement

The women, who called them

-.Ives the Committee to Defend the

Right to Live, entered the building

Saturday after about 500 women
liberationists marched from

Boston Common.
The women said they intended to

remain in the building -forever"

and use it to offer services such as

child care, legal aid. and health

refera Is.

In its statement Sunday, the

universitv warned of "the un-

fitness on the building for oc-

cupancy by a large number of

women and children
"

•The Workshop building is

totallv unfit and unsafe for the uses

to which the occupiers are putting

' the university said. "Use for

child care would violate several

city ordinances and state laws."

The university said legal action

was Inking considered to clear the

building, but none was announced

Universitv police said the

building, part oi Harvard's

Graduate School Oi Design. WU
being occupied peacefully

I here is no state of siege,' a

police spokesman said. "The

women are going m and out freely

Nobody was making any speeches

and there was no trouble
"

Strip Mining Subject

Of W. Va. Controversy

other coal producing states as
;

wen.
bulldozing Three environmental groups have filed suit in U.S. District

Supports >la,m S.np mining generates K32 m.lhM m '"^^ , h(, T , A ^ enjoined ,rom buving slrip

ZX£&JX&~'S&&2SXX5* -SAS «. under a fl. »n contra. S£ .».

,ohs n a , an* r«aHino We hear AT V \ spokesman at Knoxville. Tenn .
said the authority

''•ll''

1''','
,.„.„ ,v.ssed leeislation Saturday in an effort to country it pending in the HUM ol Kcpre-senlames I he

,,,';,

.

^^on1.f«r* mined landa'and ,„ regulate measure , sponsored hy Kep Ken Hcchler. D-« A a
.,
and 27

i . ,1.. . Thnmi.a«irc doubles the state's reclamation staff, other congressmen

mSanaonSS bond which must be posted to Strip mining a more effec.ent. quicker and cheaper method of

''T" m ",
, f^SSS^^Sm^ $60 an acre the fee removing coal than deep m.ning-now accounts for more than 3S

fhlu'geu ior l^^k^T^mdi fund to reclaim percent of the nations annua, production of about Ml million

''L

rph
f
W
?ru™tl have oreferred to forfeit their bond in the past There were 616 strip mining permits issued in West Virginia in

i ,W£^ 197.) covering more than 31.000 acres. Preliminary 1971 f.gures

because ha ^^^^^^^^ will force the indicate the trend is accelerating by at least 50 per cent
the Senate Mil say an mtrease to $.->00 an

accounted for about 30 million tons of coal in

IK ^.^roTiS was an amendment imposing a one- West Sirgini. m 1*70, just over 20 per cent of the state's total

vear ban on the issuance of any new strip mining or coal production

prospecting pt-rmits in the 36 counties where there now is little

Rail Bargaining Talks Stalled;

But No National Strike Seen

This is

March
an advertisement which appeared Kri.

JOIN THOSE

WHO ARE TIRED

OF BEING TREATED

LIKE DIRT and BEING

SOLD POOR QUALITY

CLOTHING!

BOYCOTT!!
THE

WEAR HOUSE
CLOTHING STORE

Paid lor B\ : Beau (.rossiup

CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP)-A

United Traasportation Union of

ficial said Sunday that resumption

of stalled rail bargaining talks

depends on revision by rail

carriers of their stand on contract

moratorium provisions. The talks

in Washington were recessed in-

definitely on Saturday. Asst

Secretary of Labor W..J. Usery. Jr.

said "We have an understanding

there will be no nationwide rail

strike, but that does not eliminate

the possibility of selective strikes

\mong the issues still in dispute

.rework rules that can sffed the

number of jobs open to the UTU's

150,000 train operating crewmen.

As of Sunday afternoon there

was no indication of any job action.

UTU public relations official Lou

Corsi said in Cleveland the carriers

and the union failed to agree on the

range of subjects on which the

union would be prohibited from

filing protests while the contract

was in effect.

"Under the language the

carriers are insisting on now
"

Corsi said, "we wouldn't file notice

>r anything on any

subject having to do with railroad-

We can't live with that
"

Corsi also said rules requiring

extra payment for railroad em-

ployes who must use radios in their

work remained unsettled, but

"we're not that far apart on the

radio rule."

Corsi added. "If we see there

might be some gain" in going back

to the bargaining table, "then well

go back."

He said, '"today and tomorrow

will be the critical days ." and i! the

talks remained recessed much

longer there mighi !><• selective

strikes against some carrier-
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Vice-Chancellor Bromery
To Speak in CCEBS Cours

New Handbook
Format Released

Dr Hodges C.lenn. Director of

CCEBS and Assistant Professor in

the School of Education, is offering

seminars on organizational

Behavior in Methods in Counseling

and Tutoring students of Kqual

opportunity Programs. This

course is being offered to the staff

ol CCEBS and other interested

persons.

In Dr. Glenn's course, such

subjects as the following are being

offered: Organization-Rationale,

purpose evaluation &

requirements; Early Background

and ( lontributors in Administration

& Management. Types ol

Organizational Behavior in various

institutions which affect students,

teachers, etc Racial Types

Minority Adminstrators- Black-

White Administrators Racism in

SEOP Programs What is ad-

ministration''

On March 4. Vice chancellor of

Student Affairs. Randolph W
Bromery . was the first in a series

of resource persons who will be

appearing throughout the Spring

Semester other invited resource

speakers and guests will be:

March 1K-Dr (Hucksters Vice

Chancellor of Academic Affairs

i Provost

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery

April K Dr Gloria Joseph.

Associate Professor of Educ.

former Assistant Dean of

Students at Cornell & Director ol

SEPC)
April 15-Dr Norma Jean An-

derson. Assistant Dean of

Academic Affairs. School of

Education

April 22-Mr. Robert Morrissey,

Director of Placement & Financial

Aid.

April »-Dr. Lawrence Johnson,

Assistant Dean. School of Business

Administration

May IS-Mr. Donald Henson. Ara

Coordinator and Dr. Leonard

Spearman. Director of Division of

Special Services Bureau of Higher

Educ, Washington. D.C.

While the class has been

primarily designed to familiarize

the staff and students with

organizational behavior and basic

responsibilities of persons working

with Black and other minority

students in federally funded

programs, much of the time will be

devoted to dealing with day-to-day

problems confronted by em
plovees working in the program.

The plan is to focus upon

humanistic, administrative and

sensitivity in-service training of

personnel

Finally, while the course for this

semester is being offered for credit

tor personnel only, it is hoped to

expand the experience to include

other persons in the academig

community who plan to work in

programs which serve minorities

Fund." he added.

••We re trying to make available

to incoming freshmen or transfers,

information about the different

life-styles existing in the

University," Pascarelli com-

mented This book will frankly

present the drug, alcohol, and

dining commons situations as they

exist."

The booklet will also contain

regulations, but in non-regulation

format," said Pascarelli.

t 'a scared i said he hopes to get

approximately $10,000 dollars lor

the production of the handbook.

which will be presented to fresh-

men and transfers during the

summer orientation period (lose

to 10,000 of the magazines will be

printed

'The publication will resemble

SPECTRUM in appearance," said

Pascarelli. Decisions on what kind

ol paper, wliat style type and

whether or not to use color have not

been made as yet

The deadline lor articles will be

mid March. according to

Pascarelli The projected

wblication date is June 1st

State Gives $2-Million

For New Book Purchases
|B an effort to upgrade the quality and quanti y of

l.brarv holdings in the 28 state-supported institutions

ol higher learning, the University is in the second

nhase of cataloging books for these institutions. The

second phase is basically the same as the first except

that the books are selected from a differen source

The project consists of purchasing books from

selected lists, buvmg labels and catalogue cards, and

shipping them to the designated schools^

According to George Wright, project director, the

Massachusetts State Board of Higher Education has

appropriated $2 million dollars or the bo* pur-

chases Bv purchasing and processing books in a large

uuantitv cost is minimum. A discount of up to 30%

was given on books purchased during the first phase.

Computerized techniques utilizing Whitmore s

computers have been used throughout the project.

According to Wright. "Only a high volume operation

such as this could afford to use the computer system

The books for the second phase of the project will be

selected from a list of books catalogued by the Library

of Congress within the last four years. This list can be

purchased on a computerized tape which will

facilitate cataloging .

Initiated in the summer of 1970, the project is based

on the third floor of Goodell Library.

Describing the format for the

new student handbook of which he

is the editor. Peter Pascarelli.

former editor of the Daily

Collegian, solicited writings for the

publication.

Pascarelli said that the new

handbook would try to avoid the

pitfalls encoutered in the

publication of the old-style booklet.

He asserted that the old handbook

was useful in that it assimilated all

University regulations in one

publication, was a failure in that it

lacked "practical information

gained through personal ex

perience."

He went on to say. "This book

will have the rules and regulations

hut it will also tell the incoming

student where to get a drink if he's

under 21.'

The proposal tor the book v\as

discussed at SWAP, according to

Pascarelli U was thought then that

an informal booklet describing

campus life would be desirable

•The publication is being backed

by the Dean of Studeents office.
'

said Pascarelli. -Funding will

come from that office's budget and

the Summer Counseling Trust

Administrative Support

Of Precisionettes Urged
By JEANETTE MARTINEAU

MDC Staff

Petitions are currently being circulated throughout the campus by

suddor ers of the University's female drill team, the Precisionettes

T82S Wh! sign these'petitions are. inf^^^£^
vote concerning the Administrative support of the Precisionettes in

Xdmims rabon voted last week to exclude them from the University

£SrT^^ however, are not exclusively votes of confidence

f°r
The

e
Detdions will be submitted to President Elters on Tuesday. A

commiute.raded by Larry Ladds, will then review the case and decide

>, iii.t in-r or not to call for a student referendum.

Cheryl Perilta one of the Precisionettes, feels that the team has

•strone student backing
" She described the Precisionettes as an outlet

forSnts" and "one facet of University life". She concluded her

commVnts by saying that "too many small-interest groups have been

overlooked by the University Administration

Jeivish View of Women 's Lib

Topic ofLecture Tonight

•Women's Liberation. A Jewish

View " will be the topic of a lecture

at Smith College by Dr Trude

Weiss Rosmarin, noted editor and

scholar

The lecture will be the fourth in

an Alternatives for the 70s:

Varieties of Jewish Experience

and Belief." series. To be held at 8

p m tonight in Wright Hall

Auditorium on the Smith campus,

the event is sponsored by the B'nai

B rith Hillel Foundations at Smith

and at Amherst College, and is

open to the public.

As editor of "The Jewish

Spectator," Dr. Weiss-Rosmarin

has influenced and shaped

American thought and life. Ideas

which seemed radical when first

advanced in her "Editor's Pages"

in the "Spectator" have been

accepted by the Jewish com-

munity. She was an early exponent

of Jewish Day Schools, and offered

new priorities for Jewish

federations, and the priorities for

Jewish youth.

She also expressed caution about

social action programs of

American Jewish organizations

which were paternalistic and not

rooted in Jewish values. On

Jewish-Christian dialogue where

these were not conversations of

equals conducted in an atmosphere

of mutual acceptances and

respect. Dr Weiss-Rosmarin in-

dicated reservations

Born and educated in Frankfurt.

Germany, she received her Ph.D.

at 22 in semitics. She currently

teaches Jewish philosophy and

history at New York University's

graduate school of arts and

sciences.

Read Jim
on
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Professor Michele Russell

To Conduct Informal Session

The WEB DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies announces

iho visil of Michele Russell on tomorrow. . — «,

Professor Russell is coming as a possible appointee in the Black Studies

*X£Z^^™»" Pl*™ed for 8 P m ,n
!

he
,
C°ffee ShT

°f

the Black CuUuraTc^nter at which time the general black community is

nvife^ to com andTspeak with Professor Russell. Students are especially

encouragedTo take this opportunity to help select new faculty for the

^nehJalTv of Chicago. Professor Russell has laHgMta mm» pteeaa

,ncud
g
mg Brown University and Goucher College in the field of Black

Studies. More specifically, she specializes in English and Black

U
Som2of her related experiences include her membership in 1969 on the

A.rH nincan UesourcL group attending the Pan-Africa*g£™£
in Algiers and her directorship of Project CHAM h recreational

program for black youngsters in West Los Angeles ,n 196a-66.
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Many Other Late Model
VW's To Choone From

Northampton
Volkswagen, Inc.
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246 Kins: St. (Rte. 5)

Northampton
Open Eves till 9

Full range of undergraduate and

graduate courses, special institutes

fndI
workshops. Residence halls ava.lable.

2 sessions: June 28-July 30 and

August 2—September 3

(day and evening).

Phone (516) 299 2431 or mail coupon

cp

Summer Session Office

r W Post Center

Greenvale, L.I.. NY., 11548

Please send me Summer Sessions information bulletin

Undergraduate [; Graduate Day I"
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It's Party Time
This afternoon at 2 p.m .. the advocates »f a Play (enter for children

«W be holding a party in the main lobby of Whitmore. The pm******
event is less to preset* a gala affair than to convince the administration

thai the Plav (enter should be funded b> the I niversitv.

X, ol now a tempo, a. v center exists in the Student I nion budding in

Ike space assigned to Free I niversitv. Ilowver. this facility simply

inadequate tor a permanent Play (enter, if for no other reason than for

space \nother area is desperately needed. _^^
Urcadv the (.rad Student Senate and the t ndergrad Student Senate

have voted lunds lor the day care center. Vet the administration has no

followed this precedent and has refused to make funds available for what

,s an important service for the I niversitv community.

II has been alleged that this funding failure discriminates agains

VU(im .n bou, „o„omically and scholastic-all* Not only are married

,emak rtudenU prevented from remaining as full time JMm*»
students thev also are unable to obtain employment which might sup

plcmenl the .nearer income of their studcnt-uorkei -husbands.

However one leels about the Women s Lib movement, it seems

,„lurentlv ohv ions that female students should not be prohibited from the

achievements available to others in society simply because they have

broaght a child into the world What is usually thought of as a blessing is

, apidlv being transformed into a financial and scolasl.c curse.

To relieve the burden, a dav care center for children would seem the

best answer. Ilovveve. . a plan of this type is not workable on a long range

basis without some type of financial assistance from the •<«totetratlon.

Il.js l.odv seems to be dragging its heels on a matter which holds

tremendous importance to all the married students on (his campus

It seems now. that the IMav ( enter group has obtained a house on North

Pleasant Street which will serve as the physical structure for the center

I !„• battle though, is far Iron, over and the second stage, the war for

,„„,|s continues todav Whether a dav care center can work is now
.

would seem, a decision that lies somewhere within the cavernous halls of

Whitmore We hope that today's part) is su.cesslul

lloini" Front

The lobby of Pierpont was jammed full of grinning

drunks and idiots Friday night. Silverman and I stood

next to the bar and poured down freebies given to us

bv Al Jagoda and Peter Massa, one of the Phillips St.

Revolutionaries. The crowd was happy. Everyone was

messed up or one thing or another, not unusual for

Pierpont anvway, and just what you'd expect when

they put on one of their obnoxious home-style

Woodstocks. .

Out of the sweating throng moved a blimp wno

approached me and began, "You people ought to write

an editorial about the lettuce boycott and will you

please explain what your editorial was all about last

week -
1 started to say something about the usually

jumbled and garbled policy editorials of the MDC

when I realized she was talking about one of my

columns. I politely told her what to do with her head of

lettuce She went off in a self-righteous huff.

People began to whisper "the Collegian's here and

Silverman and I and Bob Nesti began to catch glimp-

ses of these eyeballs staring at us. Remember, this is

Pierpont. the freak dorm where love, justice and

brotherhood prevail.

Then a burly guv dressed in a lumberjack shirt

strode up and in this booming voice demanded to know

which of us was with the MDC. Silverman sort of

shrank back a little and looked into his beer. I trem-

bled a bit and said I was. The lumberjack shook his

list at me and told me to follow him. I did.

He led Silverman and me down through the

basement of the dorm to the Mechanical Room. There

he stopped and with a bent paper clip, opened the

door stepped in and turned the light on.

Mark and 1 looked in and gasped. The Mechanical

Room was full of glittering glass tubes and bottles,

scales, mortars, pestles, chrome faucets, Bunsen

burners, ring stands and a hump-backed dwarf who

wore a black rubber apron

The lumber-jack beckoned us in and slammed the

door behind us I felt like I was in a gingerbread house

Silverman began looking lor an ashtray The lumber-

jack ordered us to sit down and pointed to two dining

commons chairs next to a big valve that stuck out of

the floor.

Now look, vou two." he began. "What in hell is the

idea ot printing that notice about the bad acid going

around? Don't you lunkheads realize what you can do

10 business? The whole economy of Western Mass

depends on IMass drug traffic. I ought to dump you

downs in the Connecticut River for that move.

Silverman began to squirm

I bad nothing to do with it." he protested. 1 m only

a student
"

.
.

That has nothing to do with this case. pal.

•drawled the lumber-jack "You know you re as

guiltvasheis
'" He jerked his thumb at me. I flinched

.lust then the dwarf let out a loud whistle. The

lumber jack leapt up nimbly and pranced over to

where the dwarf was looking up the end of a long.

glass tube. The lumber-jack pushed the dwarf out of

the way impatiently and looked up the tube himself

Whatever it was that he saw evidently pleased him

because he began to dance around the room clapping

and singing to himself

Mark nudged me and we dashed out the door. As we

ran down the corridor the lumber-jack jumped out the

door and threw a large flask which caught me just

over the ear and I fell.

When 1 came to 1 didn't know where I was. The room

was dark and I could smell grass. Good grass. Slowly

my eyes adjusted to the dark and I could make out dim

figures passing a huge joint.

•Where am I?", 1 asked.

"OOOOOh, he's awake,'' squealed a female voice

and immediately she began to kiss me.

I pushed her off and demanded again to know where

1 was Someone told me "Fourth floor Pierpont and

kicked me and told me to be quiet. They continued

passing the joint back and forth and finally did a big

roach and passed out.

1 started creeping on my hands and knees towards

the door, opened it and stood up and ran right into a

smelly freak with stringy hair and acne under a

scraggly beard who grabbed me in his arms like a

bear and dumped me on the floor. Two skiny girls who

were with him tied me up and they took me down the

elevator and pitched me into a car.

They took me up Fearing St.. turned left onto Sunset

Ave parked in front of MacKimmie and carried me

upstairs. We had to pass through several checkpoints

on the wav The smelly one gave the pass-word and

someone on the other side of the door would let us in.

They carried me into a room and untied me Then they

l>egan to question me while 1 sat under harsh lights.

•What's your name?"
1 told them.

"Where do you live?''

I told them that. too.

•What's the big idea of printing that notice about all

the bad acid going around?"

I told them why
"Don't yu realize what you did? We had 50,000 tabs

due in and now we can't find buyers"

I shrugged "I don't much care It's not good

anvway."
•Come on man," one of them wailed. "How can you

think like that I mean, are you some kind of pig?'

Ml ol a sudden I felt very tired, as if I had gone

through this kind of thing before. But before I could

lay anything to the guy. the door burst open and the

lumber jack stood there, ready to draw.

<>K. you goddam skunks." he shouted. "Come out

and fight like men."

My kidnapers swaggered out into the hall but betore

the iumber-jack could pull his gun. he bolted for the

doorway and took off down the stairs. I hid under the

t>od and the lumber-jack lit back to Pierpont to get up

.. posse.

As I walked past the Little Hatch on my way back to

Moore House. I saw the lumber-jack catch up to the

Kidnaper while he was waiting for a hot dog. The

Iumber-jack shot him down in cold blood and left him

there

I stood with my nose pressed up against the window.

watching Someone tapped me on the shoulder and I

turned around It was Silverman licking away on a

soft ice cream cone.

•Where did you go'" he asked.

Jim Mitchell

Power To The People?

C»>|»7

What do vou do these days if you're an average

radical student who has gotten uptight over something

or other, and get no redress from university or

governmental administrators'' Why blow up I

building, of course (or at least threaten to).

I've never been able to figure out why some people

do these things. < >bv iously they are intelligent. In such

a short period of time they have discovered and

pointed out problems and alternatives that have

escaped the rest of us for quite some time. And many

of these protests are more than valid. Ideas that

cannot be implemented today or tomorrow, but in

time.

A picture mav be worth a thousand words, ex

peciallv of a bombed building on television. We are

however a literate society. People can really get a

much better idea of the issues by reading a little

mimeographed propaganda sheet than by witnessing

wanton destruction on the tube. They are also able to

keep their cool better.

Sometimes when people loose their cool, they react,

|USl like the radicals, only in a less violent way. At-

tornev General Quinn is beginning to react. He is

urging the support of an anti-crime bill that would

give life imprisonment to anyone convicted of a

bombing offense that resulted in a death. There is also

another bill that if passed will increase the sentence

for sending false bombing threats to schools and

churches to 20 to 25 years.

Both of these bills are mild They are bound to have

orne effect though, on making people think twice

before seeking attention in such an insane way.

Some w ill argue that our country was formed as the

result of a group of insurgents acting in violence.

Indeed they were. Violence was necessary at that time

to demonstrate to unlistening ears that change was

needed As a result of this, our constitution was

written so as to provide everyone with a channel to air

his grievances without violence. Our constitution

hasn I been altered, nor have the channels of com-

munication; and we have undergone a slow period of

peaceful evolution.

But if those who are unwilling to work within the

hounds of legality continue their actions, we can ex

pect very severe and major changes that will result in

repression for all.

Why not quit while you're ahead, while you still can

get up and speak out against the government without

fear, while you still can come and go as you please. If

your ideas are valid and the majority supports them,

then there is really nothing to worry about except

impatience.

Power to the people'' Absolutely Power to all the

people, not just the self-chosen few.

Letters to the Editor

Winsome Winning Busses

Editorial Points

To the Kditor.

I fear that I have been somewhat errant by allowing

the inaccuracies of the March 2nd article entitled,

•Student Senate Bus; Win Some, Lose Some", to

stand uncorrected. These inaccuracies are purely the

result of a reporter's zeal to complete a story before

he had completely digested the pertinent information.

I apologize to Ben Visnick (Collegian 3/5/71) and to

others who may have been apprehensive about the

future status of the Transit Service and will attempt to

set the record straight.

First of all, to my knowledge Peter Pan Bus lines,

Inc have neither filed not voiced any official com-

plaint regarding the operations of the Student Senate

Transit Service to the University or the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts. There have been no

visable efforts by that company to thwart out efforts

and.therefore, their name must be removed from all

future discussion of this matter.

Since this past summer, Western Massachusetts

Bus Lines. Inc. of Northhampton has filed several

complaints with the Massachusetts Department of

Public Utilities, Bus & Railway Division, alledging

that certain portions of our service were being

operated illegally. As a result of these written and

numerous oral complaints to local political figures, we

have twice talked with inspectors from the D.P.U.

about our operations The most recent conference

produced an administrative opinion from the director

of the Bus and Railway Division, D.P.U which reads,

•The on-campus operation and the free service

rendered to volunteer student organization

s...provided through the student activities tax fund is

not questionable."

The remaining text of the letter and personal con-

versations with personnel of the Bus & Railway

Division, D.P.U., lead us to believe that we may
provide service on the campus of the University, being

private property, to any qualified organization and

may provide off-campus service to all SATF sup-

ported student organizations as well as all other of-

ficial University departments. The only portion of our

operations which have been deemed questionable

under the General Laws is that service provided to

non-SATF supported student organizations. As you

can well see. I have reason to say that, "it (the

decision) could have been more restrictive."

I am pleased that our operating position has been

defined. We are now in a position to know what por-

tions of our operations appear to be questionable and

to take whatever steps are necessary to clear up those

questions. We and the officers of the Student Senate

will endeavor to resolve this matter in the favor of the

university community as soon as possible. If anyone

still has a question regarding this matter, please feel

free to call me at the office of the Student Senate

Transit Service, 549-6184.

William A. Perkins, Jr.

Student Manager

It was discovered by the

Spanish finance ministry that

chief of state Gen. Francisco

Franco received less taxable

income last year than 37 other

Spaniards. That must not in-

clude fringe benefits.
*****

John Philip Sousa wrote some
fantastic marches. When the

U.S. Marines parade to his

"Semper Fidelis", one almost

wants to jump out and march
with them. Then you know it

must be the music.
*****

Tonight's fight (you know, the

one between the two champions)

is being labeled the "fight of the

century" and should be a great

battle to watch. Of course, the

only way you can see or hear it is

to spend $lo-$15 of a closed

circuit showing ticket or up-

wards of $100 on a Madison

Square Garden seat. It was

I .

easier to get a look at the moon

landings.
*****

Only one hundred people

showed up Saturday for a rally

at City Hall plaza in Boston to

protest condition's in that city's

high schools. Looks like a lot of

potential UMies in that area.
*****

The Ripon Society, a policy

group of Republican liberals,

stated recently that unless Vice-

President Spiro T. Agnew
changes drastically, he will be a

liability to his party and should

be dumped from the ticket in

1972. Right on, Ripon!
*****

CORRECTION: There is

another way to find out about

tonights Frazier-Ali battle. It

will be broadcast blow-by-blow

to US servicemen in South

Vietnam I guess that makes

being there twice the fun
J

On Money and Men

Aesthetics

On Februarv 10. 1971. the Student Senate passed 71-S137. a bill

providing salaries for the three Senate officers, retroactive to November.

1970. at the following rate: President $150 per month. \ ice-President $I2;>

per month: Treasurer $125 per month.

Shall this legislation stand as passed?

Con..

.

Human Kind

To The Members of The University Community:

Todav. despite all ot the miracles of modern

medicine and space exploration, a Black child in-

flicted with Sickle Cell Anemia laces a sentence of

death These children, our most precious asset, have

little hope of a mistrial or stay of execution.

Finally, a research center is being established at

Howard' U niversitv to begin waging a medical

research war on this insidious enemy. This type of

warfare depends heavily upon support from a large

volunteer armv of contributors. So join up today

As President' of The Committee For The Collegiate

Kducation of Black Students. Incorporated. I am
offering mv office as a collection center for funds

solicited here at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst in support ot The Sickle Cell Center at

Howard University. Campus units and dormitories

art encouraged to combine individual efforts and then

to convert these conti ibutions into checks or money

orders made pavable to The Sickle Cell (enter.

Ml contributions should be sent to my office by

March 19 1971 I will then forward all contributions to

the center at Howard University with a cover letter

indicating that it is a combined University of

Massachusetts al Amherst effort Soon after March

19 1971 1 will publish a i opy of my cover letter and the

total amount collected m The Daily Collegian

Thank you

Randolph W. Bromcry. President

i; i I7S Whitmore Building

Mr. Cynicism
To (he Editor: .

Competent but cockv. Dave Williams squatted over

his typewriter last Thursday night and committed the

greatest sin possible in our realm of make-believe

lomnalism. and then he languished in bed Friday

morning, allowing his pert young secretary to take the

brunt of the wrath which poured into his office that

morning
Ah Dave, tunny, bright, young Dave, you have

tunneled under. I will not climb into your gutter, and I

certainly will not ruin my piece by letting your name

creep into it.

Your justice will come later, no doubt But. what of

your leaders those semi-lucid zombies who all paid

their $ti.5<) without realizing your cut was $30 a week

Your prose, dear Dave, probably got them so excited

ut was a thrilling piece vou wrote) that they missed

the best story in all of Friday's MDC. Overcome by

your sentence fragments Dave, they probably all

missed the column about drugs on page eight, written

by senile Jim Mitchell, whose work I enjoy more than

am other MDC staffer < is that the right phrase? I

< .i> m peace.

Mark Silverman

I would like to reply to the person who in his "sen-

sitive' appraisal of the aesthetics of the student body

on this campus in Friday's Collegian withheld his

name upon request.

The superficiality of your comments is distressing

It is an affront to any thinking being that you feel the

university would be improved if students shaved,

neatened" themselves, and turned into wholesome.

American specimens of which our state would be

proud It is appalling that you call for a massive drive

to improve students' appearances, (conforming to the

•clean and well groomed" standards ot twenty years

ago. which vou nostalgicly recall) in a time of m-

comprehensiblv massive problems: pollution,

genocide, and starvation, to mention a few 'Sour

priorities are in desperate need of rearrangement

It is a shame that the "long-haired, unshaven, lazy,

poor specimens of students cluttering our state sup-

ported institution" distress you. Does anything

beyond this distress you'' Does it distress you that our

well groomed President is creating one hell of an

unaesthetic mess all over the globe9 Do you ever look

bevond outward appearances?

Your remarkable intolerance and disregard of

character content shows a deep lack of something

within Please, trv scratching the surface-of all the

people you see around you Your pernicious frame of

mind is onlv too indicative of the surface, material

obsessed society in which were raised Before it's too

late, wed all better re-assess many of the nauseating

values prevalent in our culture. How about it"

Nancv Marl

As an opponent of the Student

Senate officers pay bill. I would

like to thank, belatedly, the many-

students who took the time to pass

the petition, and the more than five

thousand who signed it.

I opposed the bill for several

reasons I lelt that it should not be

retroactive, and that $150 & $125 a

month was too much I also think

that since the oflicers introduced

the bill, it should have been to pay

next years officers rather than

themselves
More importantly, this bill

broaches the whole question of

representative government The

Senate seems to have adopted an

elitist attitude, saying in effect

We know what's best for the

students, despite what they want."

I know that a large majority of my
dorm opposed the bill, and I think

that many of the Senators who

voted for the bill sacrificed

representation lor cronyism

reminiscent ol the general court A

student referendum is the only

check on the spending power of the

Senate Right now there is a bill on

the agenda to pay the ten com

mitten chairmen $75 I month

retroactive to November II you

vote to pass this pay bill on

Tuesdav. vou are signing a blank

check lor the Senate It you are not

concerned enough to vote at all.

thev have the battle hall won
Hubert A. Hall

Senator

Mocking Misery
T«i the Kditor:

Concerning the photo on the Iront page ol the

Monday March 2 Collegian the caption read. "They

My be is craz.v the DTs or acid"" Whose side are you

on"' The poor' have been exploited in too many ways.

Your invasion of this man's privacy and blantant

mockery of his fnieery are inexcusable examples.

especially tfl I paper that reflects the views of the

University community
Richard.!. Ko/lowski

Changes in Federal Law over the past year allow

people 1H yean of age to vote for Congressmen.

United States Senator, and President. Similarly,

changes in the Massachusetts constitution allow

people II years and older to vote in all elections in

the Commonwealth
During the month of March when students are on

vacation, thev have an opportunity to register to

vote The process is simple in that they merely have

to present themselves in the office of City Clerk in

their city or town The process is not long, only a few

minutes
I hope those between the ages of 18 and 21 who to

date have not had the opportunity to express their

views through the ballot box will take this op-

portunity to begin to impress their positions and

ideas upon the society we live in.

Francis C. I.apointe

Vice Chairman

( ommittee on Flection Laws

MASS.GENERALCOURT

Pro...

The question of compensation lor

students in various positions in not

new to this campus We have

debated at length whether or not to

(K.v Collegian editors and WMl A

stall and the Senate decided that

enough time and effort was

required by these positions to

compensate those who held them

Kssentiallv the same arguments

were raised when the Senate voted

bv :i:i-IB with 4 abstentions to

compensate Senate otlicers

The amount of compensation is

not exorbitant, nor is the individual

contribution "I each student lesi

then $0 25 per year) B staggering

sum The real issue is apparently a

philosophic one of whether Senate

otlicers. elected by the Senate.

should receive student funds and

,,lso the question of when this

paJ inert should begin A problem

in* communication arises here

Obviously the Student Senate did

not arbitrarily ;md without thought

votetopav its officers The Senate

is a representative legislative bod)

whose members are elected

democratically by students and not

some elitist club removed Irom

student concerns The Senate,

atter much debate, decided that

the arguments that the Senate

needs committed full time

leadership, and that those giving

M much of themselves as the job

require! should be compensated,

were sufficient to merit the

passage of the legislation initiating

the payment of Senate oflicers

If the Senate deems that lull

time leadership is necessary for

the efficient functioning of that

organization. I believe that they

are expert enough in the func-

tioning of the Senate to make that

type ol judgement So. what

students are not asked to decide is

whether or not the efficient lunc-

tioningof the Senate is sufficiently

important to them, individually

and collectively, to warrant the

expenditure ol twenty-five cents

per student per year lor Senate

Officers. Students would do well to

keep in mind that many ol the

« ontlicts we tind outselves in SI

students require strong, effective

leadership Students cannot take

lot granted things like the

Alcoholic Beverages Policy I which

allows alcohol on campus i. 24 hour

open house. CO Ed dorms, which

IhC Student Senate fought long and

hard to have enacted

These lights spearheaded by the

Senate were waged <>n an ad ta

basis and. as seen with the rent

increase issue last year and

another one upcoming' there has

to be much coordination <»f effort

The reason lor the payments

beginning in November is that it

was in November that the bill was

originally written in incorrect

form Had it been written

correct Iv payments should have

begun If the beginning of the

academic year which is certainly

the rational point at which the

salary should have bOgUfl

We are l dynamic and growing

institution and occasionally we

must accept some changes The

job ol I Senate olficer cannot be

performed any longer an an ad hoc

basis, we need this type of full time

leadership The Senate and Senate

officers can and have saved

students hundreds of dollars ova
the course of their college careers

For these reasons, and for many

others that, while of less Import,

art nevertheless compelling I

urge you to vote in favor of the

legislation as passed by the

Student Senate,
(ilen Filers

President

Student (iov eminent \ssociation

Senate
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Chunga's Prog-rex
Richard II

.

An Artist,NotA King

tool, cairn, and collected Frank Zappa "««*«»

the set Of his nr, nunie Ml MOTEIA Ills latest

album is rexieued quite nieeh at the nKht. (Photo

i»urtes\ of C. Sulli\an.> .

ByEDJANUSZ
" MDC Staff

Clmaga'i R*v*»ge- Frank Za^pa tBizarre)

Zappa's second toki album spotlights his guitar

work more than any ot his other involvements do.

Chunga's Revenge is not great Zappa, the musie is

limited in scope compared to. say. Uncle Meat, and

his social satire becomes less effective with every

outing Still any record with Franks touch has a lot

going for it. and Cfconga's Revenge shows another

facet of bis peerless gall; competing with the beav)

rock guitarists on their own ground. A really line

album tor the grunge king

Werwolf -The Fourth Way Harvest

Behind a garish cover and the label of -free form

individual Collectivism" lies a less than inspiring

record The most intriguing aspect of the whole

thing is the blending ot electric violin and electronic

keyboards, but the music seems to build sulel\

around sound effects; once the elect ot the new

sound wears off, there is a dearth ot inventiveness

King Progress Jackson Heights I
Mercury*

The remains ot the English group. Nice, seem to

have ended up here Given the talent, this record

could have been considerably better Croup leader

Lee Jackson comes on like a archetype angry

cynical young rebel; but when he stops trying to be

Mickey Spillance. as on the title track, the group

creates a memorable irony

T-Ke\ Reprise)

Fie and post Heatlemania. acid-rock, tin pan alley,

science fiction. Incredible String Band. -Ride a

White Swan, a group poster. "Wear your hair long

babe vou can't go wrong." wizards, and even an

i >M everybody in the world will like two minutes

from it The presentation is like a psychedelic

vaudeville set. strangling its occasional good ideas

in cute little freakouts and pseudo-profundity.

Primas And Encores

Don Giovanni

By DON GLICKSTEIN
MDC Staff

Opera is the majesty of the

civilizations, the Caesar, the

prophet, the Shakespeare It is the

marble busts of dead Romans,

dusty and motionless and all

knowing, it is Picasso and Moore

and Wright, modern and moving,

shapely and massive Opera is not

one art. but many. It demands

perfection not only in voice, but in

orchestras, set design, acting,

dancing No other genre requires

the mastery of so many skills No

other skills are mixed in such a

way to form such a genre

Don (iiovanni by Mozart and

Lorenzo LaPonte, is the story of

Giovanni Jacopo Casanova, a 17th

Century stud Giovanni travels

from conquest to conquest, killing

a father here, establishing

motherhood there, sheltering and

protecting defenseless young girls

The Don is true to himself through

the end. when he is doomed to

eternal damnation in fiery Hell

Ciovanni is a melodrams coming

across like a children's theatre,

playing to the audience with

everyone acting just a bit

ridiculous The Boris Goldovsky

production at Bowker Auditorium

over the weekend was an English

translation, which served to

highlight the humor. The English

also lessoned the mystery and aura

of opera that a novice American

dilettante feels. Giovanni is a

difficult opera to sing, especially

the female roles, and a few times,

the singers could not project above

the orchestra Mr Goldovsky, the

director and conductor, is a

classicist His production was

opera in the traditional sense -

other than the translation, there

was nothing unique.

But an opera such as Don

(iiovanni does not need new

gimmicks to make it great, and the

cursory comments in the

preceding paragraph are not in-

dicative of the performance.

The Don (iiovanni production

proved that the University com

munitv is capable of and willing to

support opera. One would hope that

the University theater and the

Music Department would be able

to stage one, perhaps not as ex-

tensive as a Giovanni, but at least

on the scale of Menottis madrigal

fable, performed two weeks ago at

Amherst. Smith and Holyoke Of

course, it should be realized that

Bowker Auditorium is woefully

inadequate, as evidenced by the

cramped staging and dancing of

Giovanni.

The enthusiastic acceptance of

Don Giovanni should encourage

the Fine Arts Council to continue to

explore different art styles and to

bring them to the University

Perhaps the Boston Opera could be

brought to campus next season

Don Giovanni was another wor-

thwhile enterprise of the exciting

Fine Arts Council.

The Prime of

Miss Jean Brodie

It's a disturbing play, this The

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie.

It teases the audience with a

clandestine moral that takes a

viewer by surprise and leaves him

hanging with his own thin rope

over a precipitous world. Jean

Brodie is a Scottish teacher, an

eccentric in a conservative world,

a progressive more enamoured to

her delusions than to reality, an

artist who destroys herself and

others in a salute to the

humanities. "Give me a girl at an

impressionable age and she is

mine forever ", Miss Brodie says,

and she is right In the end. Miss

Brodie is destroyed by her own

mirror creations: Mary

MacGregor. an inspired fascist,

and Sandv, an unconscious fascist

"Sartinly". Miss Brodie might

have broRued. "Sartinly, the

Marcia Blaine School is a con-

servative and boonie institution.

But does that mean that there is no

place for innovation9 " Well we

might have asked the Mt. Holyoke

Laboratory Theater, for although

its production of The Prime of Miss

Jean Brodie this past weekend was

enjoyable. perfected and

satisfying, it seemed to follow too

closely m the fine tradition of

Maggie Smith's award winning

movie
To talk about the faults of a truly

good production is picky and

dangerous, for in the process of

doing so, all relativity and com-

parison with lesser plays is lost

Holyoke's Brodie was a good

production. However, other than

an ingenius and lavish rotating set,

the play was complacent to

emulate the movie of Jean Brodie.

Vicki Casarett, as Miss Brodie,

gave the audience no new insights

or interpretations, the costumes

appeared sterile in their uniform

magnificence, many of the scenes

were seemingly borrowed directly

from the movie.

But who is to say that a good,

proven play should innovate at all?

Both the movie and Holyoke's play

were, to borrow a phrase of Jean

Brodie's, 'creme de la creme".

Miss Casarett was professional

and Miss Brodie's "special girls"

were exquisite as their faces

rubberized and contorted

delightfully in rhythm with the

action.

The Prime of Miss Jean Bordie

will continue at Mr Holyoke next

weekend For those who missed the

movie, the play is a superb sub-

stitute

By PETER L. CAMERON
MDC Staff

Weighed and considered, my

feelings happily are to give this

performance the critical thumbs-

up Read on, though, and value my

reasoning yourself l have never

liked the idea of reviewing a plav

on its opening night, and let me tell

vou win. In this play there are

literally hundreds of lines for the

actor to commit to memory, in

addition to the exhausting flights

and slumps he must squeeze out.

All the while he must tune to the

precise kev. tor. a degree of

dissonance on either side ol the

truth of a feeling will lose him his

audience With this in mmd 1 begin

t„ write of the first night of Richard

11 a weak but dramatic king.

portrayed last Fridas night at

Amherst College I
The per

formance will also be given March

l> 13, 14. and IS.) On one hand

more than one of the bit-part actors

read in a singsong dribble which

could only have set the major

characters momentarily out ol

joint On the other hand, one entire

scene and several of the important

speeches had just the timing and

emotion to bring to my neck hairs

that old electric rush.

Performer-of-the evening was

clearlv Geoffrey Keller as the

Duke 'of York, uncle to Richard.

Despite the demands of this role.-

Vork loving both his nephews.

Richard and his enemy

Bolingbroke.-Keller always suffers

York to love England first. In the

scene I referred to above. \ork

grabs a letter which Aumerle. his

son wishes to hide from him. reads

it and suddenly finds out that his

son is involved in yet another

sordid plot It is to murder the new

king Bolingbroke He rages and

smacks Aumerle across the chest

Then he turns to curse the heavens

for this newfound snake, raised

with such love under his example

of dignity and love of England^

Aumerle cringes in shame and

bewilderment, while the Duchess

flies about father and son hoping to

out feel and thus neutralize their

passions I literally grabbed my
chair during this scene.

It is evident that Director Walter

Rroughton. in the normal rush to

the wire, gave the bulk of his at-

tention to working on the scenes

which tradition and lovers ot

beauty haw sanctified. Broughton

wants* vou to know what it meant

and felt like to be born a king with

an artistic tempormetit. cruell>

unsuited to the throne '1 hough

Richards pathetic joy upon his

return from Ireland is not con-

vincing, the pity he draws at his

desposition is: also, weighty with

the ancient fear of tampering with

the divine succession is the Bishop

ot Carlisle's warning to

Kohngbroke. About the play as a

whole it must be mentioned under

Broughton's credits that nearly all

of the actors were suited to then-

parts, with lines menori/ed and

movements fluid

There is one flaw . a telling one,

which Shakespeare himselt wrote

into the play.-there is not one

comic moment in the entire

evening s entertainment. Just

alter the scene 1 got such a thrill

out of. in which the audience, alike,

had seemingly had their emotions

stretched enough, came another

trying scene at which they laughed

outright 1 couldn't blame them,

but it must have been painful to

Broughton I hope he will change

his emphasis here and there to give

the audience a legitimate release

Broughton and designer Larry

King must have decided that if the

whole plav were to be presented

time would have to be saved

somewhere. So they used a very

impressive castle-concourse

construction for the entirety of the

show. Mv girlfriend felt that some

bright-colored velvet might have

been draped across the balcony

rail in some scenes, and. for the

eyes. I think she is right. -despite

the authentic costumes.

Limited space prohibits me from

giving full tribute to Johnathan

Alper as an over-sensitive

Richard, Robert Murphy as sly and

immaculate Aumerle. Kenneth

Hoxsie as fatal Northumberland,

and Deborah Kelly as the elegant

queen All of these intermittantly

showed their talent, and need but

repetition to loosen their in-

struments.

Psychedelic

Camp
Tonight there will be a

celebration in the S. U. ballroom at

8:00. Providing a direct source of

sound energy (besides you) will be

Fat. Cricket Hill, Flight, and, from

the Boom Boom Room in the

center of downtown PoughkeepSie,

the Rattlesnake Gutter Strutters

The Moon Farm will also be

around providing some light

energy. It's a people-produced,

Program Council-sponsored
festival.

Admission is $1.00, but donations

are needed. This article should

have been a helluva lot longer, but

what else can we say'' Except if

you come late you'll find the entire

Ballroom floating high above the

Berkshires.

Films, Movies, The Cinema

Defining His Role
By RUSSELL C MUNDY

MDC Staff

Do you see Demian. that you have raised THE issue of our times.

NeWminTviet Nam. racism, or even David Susskind; are feelings

valid or not? When you write, "Film must move you brush your

shoulder your inner thigh, ..tickle your fancy, hit your guts you mean

they are to be felt, not thought about -none of that bourgeo.se analytical

rap right" Goodness and badness, relative at best, are meaningless m

our absurdist world, right" A good strokeH***"*"^^ c"*

of itself-hell what tomorrow? It sounds like the rhetoric of self

mduffence to me -do your own thing, et a. Christ. I'm so sick of it let

there be some order in this world

Order has produced "King Lear '. Rudolph Nureyev and "Kitizen

Kane '

All three grew out of their limitations (blank verse-the

Elizabethan tragedy, classical balletic movement, and and the montage

and pities of film . We are moved by them all. but stimulated too. We

crv over them, but talk about them as well.

Art and that includes the movies, has always enlightened even asd

entertained I ask that a movie meet both standards and be described

thereby That is not to say that a movie must be the best of both or even

the best of one. but be described for what it is, for it is something. It exists

in itself quite apart from the moods or the tensions or the preconceptions

that we bring to it. A rose is a rose

There ,s no need to apologize for the undiluted1™*™*$^$
flirk or the sentiment of "Love Story", or the cool intellectuality oi my

St at Maudes" They are what they are both today and tomorrow and

is difficult to talk about, but we can see the sweat and talk about tne

,h0

A
U£ reviewer does not presume to tell you what to feel, but ft*.you

what hTsees and then whafhe thinks. MindW«^^£f*£
thmkinc is orderly if communications is its purpose. Premises ari

checked observabons are made; a hypothesis is ad vaneed. So-caled

form no leTthan content is considered. Historical context and the

background of production are relevant and of interest.
b3
A ."of th" is n'ot to say that you cannot walk in upon "Maud to wide

ir.sed innocence and be moved, for plainly ym can.11ttljo f^nowever

that those who understand something of seventeenth-century rnw
rational or bXr still the intentions of Eric Rohmer can not onl>

wonder with Maud but understand with her as well.

Senate Wages
Forum Topic

... r>>> .irw.T.l- . I. („., kntk tl

Civil Service Test

For UMass Announced
Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA's

"Focus" program highlights a

debate on the granting of salaries

to officers of the UMass Student

Senate.

The debate is timed to raise

per month for both the Vice-

President and the Treasurer. The

Secretary of the Senate is

presently a paid employee.

Debating in favor of Senate of-

ficers' salaries on tonight's

The Student Senate Services

Committee announces to seniors

and graduate students that if you

are interested in getting a

government job this year, you

pertSn^ntla^ S^-^>!!?^2!SS SWReStdUrdTlt
Serves 300
Per Weekend

the salary grant immediately
preceding a referendum on the

issue, which will be held tomorrow

in the Student Union. The salary

grant, favored by the Student

Senate in a vote last month, would

provide $150 per month for the

President of the Senate and $125

Glenn Elters and Commuter
Senator William Abbott. Debating

in opposition will be Senator Karen

MacNutt of Melville House and

Commuter Senator Albert Olm-

stead. The live, 60-minute forum

will be moderated by "Focus" host

Ken Mosakowski.President oi me senate ana *izd iw» musaivun™,..

Workshop Announced
Three administrators from the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst will participate this week

in the 11th biennial workshop of the

Eastern Association of College and

University Business Officers.

Gerald J. Grady, business

manager, will be on a panel con-

cerning policies and procedures

involving recruitment, wage
scales, and training. William C.

Starkweather, coordinator for

systems development in student

personnel, will speak on

fc

teleprocessing and the use of

"faster" as a language; and

Thaddeus J. Los, director of

electronic data processing and

systems, will be moderator for the

session.

""he workshop, which will be in

New York March 7-9, will cover

these topics: personnel ad-

ministration and staff relations,

legal affairs, accounting and

budgeting, computers, cost saving

techniques, new trends, and in-

stitutional services.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
All brothers and pledges come to

tonight's meeting in jacket and tie for

fraternity photo. Memorial Hall, 7

p.m

Notices

More than 300 students a

weekend have been served since

the Southwest Restaurant open

January 30th, according to

manager Richard Ellis.

Located in Southwest Dining

Commons #7 (Hampden), the

restaurant offers full course meals

ranging in price from $1 .50 to $3.50.

They are prepared and served by

regular dining commons help and

student waitresses.

Richard Ellis started the

restaurant to feed students on

weekends. It is located in the back

dining rooms of Hampden Com-
mons in Southwest. Hours are

Saturday from 1 1 : 30 to 2 : 30 and 5 to

8 and Sunday, from 12 to 3 and 5 to

8.

must take the Federal Service

Entrance examination. The exam
will be given on Saturday, March

20, 1971 at 8:30 A.M. in Thompson

Hall. You must pick up an ap-

plication for this test at the

Placement Office and bring the

completed form to the exam.

Those students with a 3.5 grade

average or over or those in the top

ten percent of their class are

exempted from this exam. Also,

those majoring in engineering or

accounting need not take it. Others

can be exempted from this exam if

they have taken the Graduate

Record Examination Aptitude

Test. They should get an ap-

plication also to see if their rating

disqualifies them from taking it.

There are many different

Federal Service jobs available.

Positions from bank and savings &

loan examiner to computer

specialist to personnel specialist to

social service representative.

More specific information on these

and other jobs in addition to some

sample questions are included on

the Federal Service Entrance

Examination Application.

For more federal job ideas the

Placement Office has a Federal

Career Directory available to

university students. It explains

what various federal agencies do

and how to acquire jobs with them.

A wealth of information is waiting

in the Placement Office to help

students find jobs. Again, the first

step is to take the Federal Service

exam on March 20. Drop in at the

Placement Office Room 239

Whitmore for more information.

ASM E.
Annual

Western
Dinner Meeting with
Mass. AS.ME. Wed.,

March 10th at 6 p.m. on the nth floor

of the C.C. Speaker Mr. Thomas
LeFeuvre A Cycle Power Plant for

the family car 830 p.m in Rm 174 of

the C.C.

B FA. PAINTERS
Meeting Monday, March 8th, Clark

202, 12:15 p m. Something is hap
pening.

CHEMISTRY
David Boyland, Associate Scientist

Woods Hole Oceanographic In

stitution will speak on "Organic

Chemistry in the ocean today at 4 30

p.m in Engineering East Aud.

COUNSELING CENTER
Sensitivity groups will be offered

fhis semester at the following times:

Mon afternoons 4 p.m ; Tues.

evenings 7 p.m.; Wed. afternoons 3

pm , Fri. afternoons 1:30 p.m. In

terested students may sign up
through next week at Rm 243 Whit

more.

E D U C.
English Majors, the English Dept

Undergrad Council will meet
tonight. Memorial Hall. New
members are welcome.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

important meeting concerning the

decorating of the hall for the Open
dance on Sat. Will all members who
have sold tickets for the raffle please

return stubs Tues night for the

drawing.
•

I Y I

What happens when you put,

Krishnamurti, Teilhard de Chardm,

Zen, Einstein. Buddhism. Jesus, the

Urantia Book and others .n the same
room? We don't know but we re

willing to find out. Come help us C.C.

Rm 904 fomqht at 7 30 p.m

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is "How Figures

Lie and Liars Figure" by Charley

Randall. March 9th at 4 p.m. m the

Colloquium Room, Arnold House

Coffee at 3 30 p.m.

NEW HAVEN
Anyone interested in going to

Bobby Seales & Erika Huggms
Trial March 9th call 253 3261 after 5

p.m weekdays or anytime this

weekend. We need cars.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Dr Murrav Glanzer, Prof of

Psychology at NYU. will speak

today at 4:30 p.m. in 231 Herter Hall

on "Storage Mechanisms in Recall' .

Coffee at 4 p.m Bart. 35.

SENIOR COMMITTEE
Open class meeting for all Seniors.

Discussion of recent changes in class

government, activities for the rest of

tne semester, and Commencement.
Meeting will be held in Mahar Aud.

tonight at 8 p.m.

STUDENT SENATE SERVICES
Coop Bookstore Committee will

hold an open meeting on the ninth

tloor of J.Q.A. tonight at 730 p.m.

UNDERGRADUATE AFFAIRS
OFFICE
School of Education Maior

s/interning, placement requirement,
modular credit? tonight at / p.m. m
Collidge 12th Floor everyone
welcome.

VETERANS FOR PEACE
A meeting will be held on March 9

in Rm 174 176 at 7 p.m. in the C.C.

March 13 demonstration at Westover

AF B will be planned All veterans are

urged to attend

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU IN THE SPRING FROM $99

EUROPE IN THE SUMMER FROM $195

For information ooncerniiiK these chartered jet flights

call:

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. (617) 536-7863
— Open only to I College Students. Faeulty. statf

aud member* of their immediate families —

LOST
l pair

possibly
brown framed glasses,

lost in Green Maverick
which picked me up Thurs. night. If

found please return to 208 Cashin or

call 6 5962
Helbros watch, green leather band

(broken) sentimental value, lost in

S W if found please call Wendy 6

6265

Get It In

!

Campus Center Program Council

Calendar notices are due

Friday, March 12.
Deliver to R.S.O. Room 101, or Mailbox #316 R.S.O.

Any organization wishing a notice for April J Calender

please comply.

i

If you need

TYPEWRITER
RIBBONS

or

CARBON
PAPER

See

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer and Stationer

|| South Pleasant St.

Amherst

SENIORS
Monday March 8

An open meeting for all Seniors to let you know what's going

on with class government, activities for the rest of the semes

ter, and commencement.

Monday March 8, 8 p.m., Mahar Aud.
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RedmenSeek Third GoalAt ML T.

Maine Trip ForThe Birds
B\ EARLEBARROLL

MDC Staff

It didn't take long this year, only

a couple of days alter the first bids

went out to St. Honnies. Dayton and

Tennessee, the word came to

I'Mass and later to ( Mono. Maine

»

that the Hedmen had received a

hid to the NIT Just a leu

moments later the Friars from

Providence College received a bid

and if the pollsters in New England

have an\ smarts they'll wait until

after the tournament to make

judgement on the final ranking of

the two New Kngland powers.

With a record of 23-3, which is

one of the best in the nation, an

undefeated Yankee Conference

slate and the drawing power in the

City of the Hedmen it appears that

it came as no surprise to anyone.

On returning from the long

awaited journey to Orono, head

coach Jack Leaman took a few

moments to speak on the NIT.
bid We teel we're a better team

than last year We've had the

experience of playing in this

tournament last year and have

already played once this year at

the Gardens and should be ready to

Nl

Notices
,1T TICKKTS Tickets for the

lirst I'Mass NIT game will be

available sometime after the

pairings are announced for the

first round Student price will be

$2.50 with adult prices set at $7 M
and $1.30.

III WKKSTI.INOThe finals of

the intramural wrestling chain

pionships will be held tonight at 7

p m in the BoydCfl Auxiliary Gym

1M Vol .LEY BALL Volleyball

team managers of teams that had

their games cancelled on Thursday

night are asked to contact the

intramural office m won ai

possible to confirm rescheduled

games

put on a good performance down

there again.

Last yearwe telt it was a novelty

just to be picked, but this time we

fully expect to win this year The

players are happy with the bid. It

relieved a lot of pressure on the

team Last year we had to wait.

The pressure built up even more

when the New Kngland writers

said it was between I'Mass and

P.C., but the only realistic thing to

do was to pick both teams and they

did."

Before the season began Leaman

and his hoopsters set three goals

for themselves in an effort to better

the accomplishments of last year's

squad. These were in order to win

20 games, win the Yankee Con-

ference Championship and win a

game at the NIT
With the first two goals not only

reached, but bettered, there is no

reason to suspect that the Redmen

will not keep this trend going in the

NIT With the class and the pride

that these ball players have shown

this season, they should fit in quite

well with the classy setting of

Madison Square Garden and the

National Invitational Tournament

After the trip to Orono, coach

Leaman came up with the best

solution to bring any form of action

on the breaking up of the YanCon

or just the complete withdrawal ot

I Mass from the league. "The first

dutv of the new Athletic Director

next vear should be to take a trip

with the basketball team to an

away game at Maine."

Being one of those present on the

trip. 1 think Leaman might just

have the solution. Through a

nor'easter we travelled on a Peter

Pan Bus for four and a half hours to

our first destination. Portland.

Maine
The next morning was more of

UK same with more snow and more

wind and a wild three hour bus trip

to Orono With the sliding of the bus

from side to side one felt the team

that was being driven had a record

of 3-23 and not ihe one that Redman

fans are proud to announce.

As for the game, the contest went

pretty much as was expected. The

Black Bears played their best

game of the year, running and

gunning and shooting the eyes out

of the basket in the opening stanza

giving the Redmen all they could

handle.

Throughout the season in away

gamei in Yankee Conference

action IMass has been faced with

the same situation game after

game On paper it just seems

impossible that they can be beaten

by a YanCon foe.

"But as it has turned out the

Redmen have brought out the best

in the opposition Leaman said at a

Varsity M luncheon after the loss

to Springfield, it's very hard to

convince the team that they can be

beaten by an inferior product.'

\s we at I! Mass are accustomed

to wild displays at the Cage so are

the fans on the road when the

Redmen come to town. At UNH
just last week the crowd went

bezerk as the Wildcats played

probablv their finest game of the

year. At Maine the fans also went

out of their minds in support for

their team.
The heck with Dunkel Games

aren't won on paper They're won

on the floor The Redman season

has proven this to be so.
*****

For any of you who expect to

travel to Orono in the near future,

the definite "in place" is the

Shamrock across from the already

reknown Pats Pizzana Just ask

the people in the streets for the

directions to "the Rock

Tomorrow's sports pages will

feature year end wrap-ups of two

freshman teams, the exciting

basketball team with an il i

record and the hockey team

which has played a tough

schedule this teaSOO and

primuses to graduate good

prospects to the varsity BOXl

season Also the gymnasts came

within a whisker of winning the

\.u England! and all the details

will be in tomorrow s MDC

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfietd
562-3604
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KKSFKVE DUTY—Three Redmen who the fans have not seen

much of during the season have been Chuck Olsen (being mauled).

Tom Austin (defending against shot) and Sam Provo <^>- Th«£

three have plaved an important role in the Redman success with their

efforts in practice sessions. ( MDC photo by Bob Mangiaratti)

I am a TRINITARIAN
I sought my Soul,

bat my soul I

couldn't see.

I sought my God
bat my God eluded roe.

I sought my Boothen

and I found ALL THREE.

Our youngest seminarian helps the

prisoner, trie addict, the alcoholic,

the retarded, the migrant—
the left out. We don t all

directly touch tne poor.

Some teach, staff parishes,

preach, do research work.

Come live the generous love

of the Trinitarian way.

Father Joseph

Grey Rock, Garrison, Maryland 21055

Dear Father Joseph,

Tell me about your way of life.

Name
age

Address

City — _State -Zip

Brother

I

I

I

I

I

I

v (check preference) Priest Brotner *

MDC CLASSIFIED

NEW RATES
~"the MIX" b«s lowrred Ita cUssi-

t >. .1 advrrtlsini: ruin.: 15c for tlif

lir.t in«rtion. r*k for r»ch sulmr-

nurnt csnuHUliif insertion Take au-

>.tut »_« of 'Hii". nionrj-»a»li>f

. »mfv iuikIi. toinfy chair, comf'

rork.-r. 1 hin.|>-. » 'nil tables JN*J
nffrr C a ll Litt tiM-WO

.

»
'
__

'

"

Turn lit ink-room into bedroom

l.ovrwat with hiilaway bed. «re..t

l..r uimrtniiMit. rxrrllrnt condition

»HM> or hnt offer. Cull MH-9IHI

tain NOW !
tf_-K

FOR SALE
BOOKS

Pioneer, Teac, «i«rr»rd, PE, Alter.

Itaher. TDK, cassette and open reel

tap*-, Htandard radio, I tab speakers

l.r"_, H track* and other nrceaalUea.

See Amhfr»t_AwHo. "_

PortaMo IS" Sean. TV, new. *>»;

H track otereo tape °'ck -
1 .
K
2.A"

>hack. also W>: pair ti ft skis »1»

Must ..ell all I all MIX M*"8^
boards, Solid

hand -rubbed.
ttM

Man itiie cribbage
oak. 10" \ H'- « li
tall 5i»;-w;;u

Avocado cas range and refrigerat-

or oears), used 't mo»., Ifss than

half price, *!K» - #140 respectWel*

M9-0573. tt3-°

1970 BMW B*5 never dropped, best

lifter, 'JtMMt miles Coll 5MKW7I.
If .»".*

Kealixtic 1)09 iitereo tape recorder.

t Hpntkem, wires, ',' preitrop, , au»
up , head, jack, dig. counter, '4\ I

meter* New last fall for »170. now

*i;<0. tall < nrl ;c>l Dnlght. Lea.e

message, U3-8

it HAK Revolver and ammo, flre.l

I it' time, tall &io-:w7« ___M

t *r;i> UK* — jackets capes, anil

taoM for spring. New shipments of

MMta, mimr raccoon All siies, H">

• ml —' Call W3-9BW. »:t l

Speaker boxes, excellent sound. »"

,lri*er. mill high end. natural hard

wood cal.inet. tweeter crossover.

„ iu „t be beard, tall 515-23*0 dav^

—We buy used books and record-

— Whitelight Hook* (in the *«*»>

No tegtsl .
M**lfl

FOR SALE— AUTOS
~18«« Vbtvf Van Panel, good condi-

ti..n *»» 1964 Dodge \ an lanrl.

good condition $395 Telephone ^
:W46

.

____———-—-——ro« Flat 850. 2 dr Asking *1I|H»

f• a

I

I 619-t)7IW "***

"sunbeam OT 61 1IT Conir.. vrr>

.lean. R * H. excellent body ami

tires Runs good $575 (nek ) 54.>-

.,riJJ ____!"

~"« VW engines 36 and 40 hp, re-

,,ntly rebuilt. i|lll «»*S*«>S|_fi3and $175 » Pl*«* Cm" o**-48'™

SaWa>. tf3-9

""lfH« VW Bog. white with black

mterior. faatldously ""••"••'/•._d ' '";

,lio and snow tires. Reasonable .

tall

Kd M9-MU. !_--_:

IfNiS Corvette H.F.C.r.. P««'r

Hteer , brakes, window, 35« np, o

smI . AM-t->l stereo and tape, reaM

offer. Mike at 510-OIW

IM.otn. Rl. 116. So Amhw-t. «»
;ui» i

13" 18

r
-
rr(i nationwide out-of-print book

*«-arch service. John Hardy - Book*,

Itov 181. Auburn. Mass 01501^

"TYPINO — Thesis, Minuscrlpts.

Dissertations. Masters, in '<•»""
t»ntnk requirements can be handled

.l.roogh SANDY* SKCRrTTAKIAI.
<RRVICK, dial 5»l-»005. ....

tf-mwf 5-U

i-.njoT more free time and va< a-

Iratto English BA will type and /or

revise anything. Theses, too. f nm-

i.ii. pi.k-up/dellverj center Pro-

.-»,ional. reasonable 5B4-6573 eve,
tf .*--»

ond Married couple or girls pre-

f

e

rred. Call 549-3916 after 5. tf3-3l

Wi»re — V. hr drive from Am-
brrst. lg. 4 rm all eleitrlc apt ,

Starr, refrlg , disposal. Incinerator

furnished. Also washer and drjcr

hookup Ample pkg and storage.

kl.tO m. 1-413-477-6659. <f3'"

Own room in 3 br. apt., 4 ml.

on Rt. 9. $5t» mo. 253-5662, Pete
tf3-H

WANTED
Black sincere male atudent near

\mhrrst. Please write to white male
(temporarily In Ohio) Interested In

possible close summer relationship

Confidential Bo« 723, Amherst,
Mass. _*____:

Bread Truck or Lge. Van, 14'

inlii. reas. shape, pref. alum, body

Will haggle. Call 545-2705. Oene.
tf3-10

'.* bedroom apt. for March, April

..r May. Call 253-3087 anytime
tf3-9

HELP WANTED

louse available June 16 to Aug.
;h 3 bdrm , basement fully fin-

ished, completely furnished, $275 mo
•.IfMi-m. '

f3-9

\tailable Immediately, small sin-

gle room, garage, included, I mile

irom Vniversity, low rent, call 253-

v:o». tf5-W

Two large bedroom apt. (redone

kitchen nnd bathroom) -'earing St..

near campus, $150 per month, all

utilities Incl Call Mr Mulrahy,
i: a m - 7 a.m. 549-0641 tf3-ll

UNIV. ROOM WANTED
—

I ,„ looking for a girl's dorm y<<

KW Want to move out of yours, it

„, III take room and pay you cn-t

„f' rest of semester. Now approv

*3*V Call 5»4-$530. !$___

PERSONAL
If ,ou have had an abortioiToi

vasectomy, and are willing to talk

it your experience, please cal

v*l'IRK at 645-03*6. 9-5 tfJ- 'l

—flot lips Jennie Is very. WW
prised

J

REWARD
Tos"t 3/3 "behind DC7. one bom.
_s. fi-i..rnian knit sweater

knit fisherman
war* no questions asked tire,.

sentimental value Call D •**"»»••

p m at 665-3276 tf3-l

FINANCE

TO SUBLET

SERVICES

Amherst Audio aervices stereo

, omponenta. tape decks for home or

.ar. 197 No. Pleaaant St , 256-$133.

Ql AI.IHED TYPISTS,
STENOGRAPHER*

Need some e»tra money? Call Mrs
Ethel Britrlt, Campus Center Prlnt-

ing "hop 545-0371. tf3-»

(ash girls? As much as $30 00 an
liinir for ko-ketters. Call 367-2350.

tfS-12

Efficiency apt, Quabbin Vlk , fur-

nislied. all utilities but phone, deposit

lee paid. Call 313-7039 after 7 p^m
\\allable immediately.

To sublet, one bedroom apt ,

kitchen, bath. $130 mo. CUffsi.le

\pt , linine.liate occupancy. tall

Ki.bie 813-tml after 6:30.

"Needed Bonnie or Clyde wllllnk In

risk $2000 In a summer theater com-

r.,uni*y Contact RSO 338_ _____»

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTED

FOR RENT

Specially desigii.il health furniture

—PASSPORTS — JOB APPEICA-
I IONS Special yacatlon packakea on

film and proceosink everythlnk pho-

tographic. Yoiill »a»e $ at I^ng s

PERFECT FOR Si M>UBR SCHOOL:
turn 1 bdrm. apt. for July and
.hi; No lease re«i. $161 mo. Near
rumpus, pool, tennis courts, air

Wanted ride from Campus to I-onr

meadow or Springfield area, Mon
Wed . and Fri about 3:30-4:00 Will

pay. 567-831 7 ..
_"• '

Riders wanted to Fort Eauderdni.

over Spring break $15 00 round trip

\» driving tall 549-3971 H* '

" HTFDBNT8 INTERNATIONAL of-

fera chartered fUghta to NASSAU In

spring and Et'ROPE In
i

summer. For

•Irt.lls call Steye M9«57 •'"'?* '

wm-m* ?
i^.m^^.isj^i

Trip: Sprink vacation on March

10-27 $69 a head round trip to At-

lantis, hotel accommodations ami

s.uba equipment Included Continen-

tal Travel Aaency. Call 545-2411

.

I I.I"*'

"IiVICRTaND^ EXPEDITION TO
INDIA. I_»avea I-ondon mid-June

«IM Ala* retorn CHARTERS to

London $190 appro- Encounter

Overland. 1414 B. B9th St., Chlcako.

III. 60637. _ _
3- 2 4 8 10 12 16 1$ 30 4- 6 8
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Eastern Gym Finals

AtUMThisWeekendM
„ :_.»,« urn., will feature optional

The top college gymnasts in the

Bast will be in action March 11-13

in Curry Hicks Cage as UMass

hosts the 44th Annual Eastern

Intercollegiate Gymnastics

1 t-ague Championships. This

competition will decide individual

champions, finalize League

standings, and determine the

1 eague's representative to the

Nationals, as well as selecting the

qualifiers from the East for the

NCAA Championships.

Participating teams include

UMass. Springfield. Syracuse,

1'ittsburg. Army, Navy. Temple,

and Peon State. Presently, Penn

State is undefeated in their bid to

regain the EIGL title, while

Springfield College, last years

League winner, has completed its

dual meet season in League

competition with a 6-1 slate.

Temple University, last years

1 cague representative to the

Nationals, and the powerful UMass

squad both have a number of

outstanding performers who are

capable of making them con-

tenders for top honors

Competition will begin at 1:00

pm on Thurs .. March 11. with

compulsory exercises being

conducted m all events. Two

sessions on Fri on beginning at

I 00 p m and the other at 7:00

p.m., will feature optional

routines, as team and all-around

totals will be decided. The final

session, starting at 2:00 p.m. on

Sat., will highlight the individual

finals in all events, as well as the

presentation of the various

trophies that have been won.

General admission will be $2.00

for the Thurs. session, $2.00 for the

Fri. session (includes both per-

formances), and $:UH) for the finals

on Sat. High school and college

admission will be $1.00 for each

day.
The Easterns will provide a

chance for all interested to see

outstanding performances of some

of the top gvmnasts in the nation

Watch the Collegian for further

information. —

The Student Senate Transit

Service will offer a charter bus

transportation to the National

Invitational Basketball Tour-

nament at Madison Square Gar-

den.

The first round of the NIT will be

held March 20th and 21st. Because

many students will have left

campus by the time of the game,

we have arranged for special

charter busses to originate in

Amherst, Springfield, Boston and

Worcester
Tickets on these busses will be

sold on the first come first serve

basis. We reserve the right to

cancel any bus which is not filled

by noon Thursday, March 18th.

Announcement of any cancellation

will be made on WMUA and in the

Collegian on Friday, March 19th.

MDC
Pick

'

'THE Fight
'

'

The UMass sports department

has put their massive minds

together and have come up with a

verdict that eight writers are for

Ali and one is for Fsazier. The lone

Frazier man is Steve Ferber who

says that Frazier will KO Ali at

1:42 of the 10th round.

The Ali supporters are Earle

Barroll (KO in 6). Dan Kamal

(TKO in 12), Fred Rosenthal (KO

in 10). Bob Medieros (decision)

Bob Ganley (KO 12). Steve Mosher

iKO in 15th i. Barry Rubenstein

( KO in 7 ) and Anne Satdnicki. news

editor (KO in 9).

With the odds for this light

ranging from even to a little ad-

vantage for Frazier these writers

are seemingly of the opinion that

Ali has not lost any of the zip that

he once had four years ago as the

champ.
So tonight if "The Fight" ol the

century and tomorrow's Collegian

will give all the details and the

outcome of the bout.

At this time those mentioned

above will also be able to glow at

their predictions or fall to pieces in

det eat.

Pick it as you may the MDC ifl

going out on the line: Ali 8, Frazier

1.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
ly SYDNEY OMAM

This was a big weekend for

UMass sports teams In hockey

the UMass puckstei rjtestroyed

Merrimack, 10-1 Ol Saturday

and now read, for Vermont on

Wed In wrestling Ihe UMass

matmen won the first New

Kngland title ever stopping tin-

sc streak See page 12.

8£ pfiTlE«T{
If you sent your three bucks (plus

3% tax), name, address, and

birthdate to QUEEQUEG and have

not yet received your handsome,

individually crafted, personal

medallion with your own ancient

Zodiac symbol-don't blame

Zoroaster or the P. O. Department.

QUEEQUEG doesn't charge extra

for postage, but your Q-TAG will

arrive. Be patient. (Also be kind to

pidgeons with packs on their backs.

A few bread crumbs on your

windowsill may help.)

QUEEQUEG, Box 695, Falmouth,

Mass. 02541.

I eo is more sensitive than most

persons might imagine The
showmanship, the color and glamor

otten are covers to protect, shade

and keep delicate areas from being

exposed. Leo is persistent, not

tough. Leo is creative, dynamic,

wanting to give and receive at

ection Some famous persons born

under this zodiacal sign include

Robert AAitchum. Mae West, and

Dustin Hoffman.
• i *

ARIES (March 21 April 19) You

can have tun miTtinq overcoming
.h.-iilenge. Strive for versatility

Express willinqness to laugh at your

ownfoiblos Forq.vf '

possessed ot foolish notions

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Block

mpts of family members.
>o restrict you, to demean

itions and efforts B«? your own
person Stand tall You possess

something of value Don t sell it or

yourself short
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Trips,

dealings with relatives and neigh

bors are likely to be featured You

are given messages You relay

thoughts, feelings. This is no time

tor games. Stakes are high and for

keeps
CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Purchase of luxury items is favored

improve safety measures at home.

Take nothing for granted Feelings

of family member apt to be delicate

Stress diplomacy Accent mature
approach.
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22). Accent on

qreater independence, original

concepts and methods Don't hide

your light Speak up; let people

know what you think and desire

Results are favorable and could

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22)

Behind the scenes activities,

nuances are important One who is

usually outspoken may now be

subtle Don't be caught off balance

Realize you do have powerful allies,

ba
L|
k
BRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Stress

on understanding friends and your

own inclinations. This is testing

period for special relationship. Aries

individual could play prominent

role. Maintain give and take at

t'tude. __, __.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) You
qet opportunity to prove some
theories One in position to advance
cause is receptive. Express your

own views Leave hackneyed
phrases, notions to others Highlight

onqmality
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21)

Good lunar aspect continues to

;nliqht lourneys, publications,
advertising Trust hunch

ire knowledge Learn by
rung Aquarius individual could

provdr1 so'' nswers
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

Emphasis on money as it affects

lomt efforts, partnership marriage

One who is extravagant should not

be permitted to upset plans, budge'.

Maintain humor, but know how to

draw line.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Accent on marriage, permanent
relationships. Sagittarius person
deserves special consideration Tell

what you know without betraying a

confidence Some look to you for

guidance Provide it.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) You
may be tempted to skip essentials.

Best to keep vital appointments, to

complete basic chores. One who
depends on you may come up with

pleasant surprise Be gracious, fair

bU
|V TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

vou are an enigma to many
associates. You appear unworldly

But, during times of crisis, you can

take command Those who think you

are weak learn otherwise You feel

deeply You are the opposite of

superficial. You now are m situation

where co operation is a must, if

recently married, period of ad

lustment may be difficult but odds

are in your favor, you will overcome
adversity.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Intended

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

1

6 Underground
excavations

11 Bread spread

12 Put on one's

guard
14 Bone
15 Jog
17 Musical

instrument

18 Devoured

20 Expels

23 Guido's high

note

24 Of the same
material

26 Blemish

28 Printer's

measure
29 Attempts

31 Racing
33 South African

Dutih

35 Reach across

36 Reached its

highest point

39 Locations

42 French article

43 Doctrine

45 Gull like bird

46 Man's
nickname

48 Sword
50 Fish eggs

51 Cripple

53 Allowance for

waste

55 Prefix: down

56 Strips of

leather

59 NY. Mels
pitcher

61 Weird

62 Man's name

DOWN

1 Summon
2 Latin

conjunction

3 Unit of

Siamese

currency

4 Roman tyrant

5 Food fish

6 Parent (colloq.)

7 Prefix: not

8 A state (abbr )

9 Great Lake

10 Took

unlawfully

11 Brag

13 Jargon

16 Former Russian

ruler

19 Choice part

21 Cravats

22 Breaks

suddenly

25 Sumptuous

meal

27 Charade'

30 S itLite-,

32 Bury

34 Girls name
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I
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Aisle
1 |C A

T 'V

<•
f y

If
p E L |d'e n's f.|' EE

36 B
molluscs

37 Refund

38 Amouni

40 Wcj'S

41 I

44 Briet

47 IreiJ'id

4'-i Walk
,idily

52 D

native

•3/ Greek letter

S8 Com
.bbr )

"Oislr L Inlted Fes turf Svnrticste. Irw 8

DRUMMER BOY
55 University Drive
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hucksters Romp,

"inPrepFor Playoffs
EMOSHER A ^_^_^^_—^_

Matmen Win NE
Wrestlers End

Springfield Skein
* ,.. __ ., . i ;» rto„o lIMass a

By STEVE
MIK' Stall

The Redmen saved their best

for last Saturday afternoon at

Orr Rink the UMass hockey team

tuned up lor its playoff season by

destroying Merrimack College

m i

Eric Scrafield led the I Mass

juggernaut w ith lour goals for the

second straight game as I Mass

ended the Warrior's slim playoff

hopes Pal Keenan scored two to

run his record breaking total to

s i lt i single tallies were added

i.n Bob Bartholomew Ins first ol

the season). Jack Edwards, Dan

Keidy. and Don Rilej

The Redmen now must wail

until Wednesday when they will

pla\ Vermont in the first round ol

the ECAC Division 11 playoffs at

a still undetermined site Both

teams hi tical •- '• ,Vi

in 1

1

disrej

quest

It -

-

II ties ai

id wh<

an important

tl i Mass will

tum "ii their

•

pur]

nod to starl the

e the Hi

i HICO B! \Ks in i bice Sfcea moves la m Merrimack College

goalie lark Busalacchi in Saturday'* tt-l romp •"«> we Nisiiin»

Warriors at Orr Rink. The Redmen begin Divtsisa II playofl actiaa

Wednesday mix photo b) i>\n k\m\i i

Qoi\t\

Sf&tiA
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more • Conn, finished
points, followed i

I UR1 team with 44 and

mi with u Th- Guard

on the freshman

tourney with 71 points

.. ith jy UMass Finisl

ii with 25 por
i is the university divis

tournament but ai h Barr

weekend's w

. .iter this is anti

irlimatii

This first goal came .it 2:21.

The eventual game winner

Keenan > second of the day and

28th ol the season, was scored at

7 41 t»n this plaj Don Lowe led

the puck from the right point up

the boards to Edwards. Edwards

eluded a detenseman and led

Keenan who was sitting on the

doorstep and Pat rammed the

dise into the net

Loss than a minute later

Bartholomew sent the Scrafield

line away on a :i on 1 break and

the three Redmen worked the

play to perfection. With Chico

Shea on his left and Riley on his

right Scrafield moved over the

blue line. He waited until the

defenseman committed himself

to stopping Shea and then slid the

puck to Riley who fired a 15 foot

slap shot past Busalacchi It was

3-0 and UMass was just warming

At 11:08 Scrafield notched his

first of the game as he

backhanded Sheas rebound into

the net Lowe had set up Shea

with a good pass from his point

position.

Sixty-six seconds later Lowe

got his third assist when Edwards

tipped his drive from the point

into the near corner of the net.

Edwards made a truly fine play

in his deflection as he had about

six inches of empty net to work

with. And it was 5-0

Merrimack up to this point had

been playing poor hockey, but

when Jim Colburn took a

men's game Their passing and

skating on offense was incredible

and their daring on defense was

just as effective. The first period

raj \ Mats' linest hour as it

roared to a 6-0 lead

Keenan scored the first two

UMass goals The opening score

was somewhat like a basketball

plav Keenan took the face off to

the" left of the Merrimack net,

whipped the puck to the right

point to Bartholomew who took a

slap shot Keenan. working on the

give and go, seemingly stopped

Bartholomew's shot in mid air

and threw a hook shot into the net

bv a startled Merrimack

gbaltender. Jack Busalacchi

Reynolds and Godkin also

finished third at 126 and 158

respectively to seal Springfield s

doom Godkin lost to Lint in the ™» -- -
than ,et

quarter finals but proved his worth hold .ng pe 1 ^
to his team by beating Dave Case Avery score g kaw
of Amherst. 3-2 in the colsolation

Jh\
m^X rather well. In fact

third and fourth was crucial and
^\fark Pem went to the sin bin

Reynolds beat the number one

seeded Chief 3-1

Although neither Urquhart or

Carlsson placed, both provided

their team with points

Tourney tidbits. ..The other

champions were Wesleyans Mike

Hurd at 126 and Dartmouth's Ted

Thompson at 177. Six of the

winners were seeded number one.

two were seeded second, one third

and one fifth ..The happiest man in

Lowell had to be coach Barr. with

Asst. coach Tunner Brosky a close

second... Barr won the coach of the

year award and no one deserves it

fty seconds apart and the

Redmen had a two man ad-

vantage for seventy seconds^

UMass was buzzing all around

the Merrimack net peppering

Busalacchi with close-range

shots. And at 17:53 Scrafield

connected for the second time

with assists being awarded to AI

Niekerson and Shea.

In the first period. UMass

outshot Merrimack 20-10 Any

time a team scores six goals on 20

shots one knows that that team

must have been passing ex-

tremeh well And UMass had

been doing just thai It was

probabh the finest 20 minutes

I Mass had played all year While

Flaherty had to Stop 1" shots

himself! most oi them were

drives from outside the blue line

and he handled them easilj

Kedmen had to wait a

tin* enperio

llboni machine was rendered

inoperative and the ice had to be

refinished b) Hand But even an

extra long wait eould not COOl ofl

UMass
.lust l:32 into the second frame

Mark Petit was sent ofl the ice for

interference and the Redmen had

another power play. At 2:43

I Mass and Bartholomew were

rewarded for their persistence

Niekerson grabbed a lose puck

and passed it to Keenan who bore

in on the Merrimack goal. But

instead of shooting. Keenan

passed back to Bartholomew, and

the junior defenseman from

Arlington sent the puck flying

into the net for his first goal of the

season.
Merrimack finally got un-

packed and started playing the

hockey it was capable of playing,

but they happened to catch

Flaherty at his flamboyant best.

For the next four minutes the

Warriors fired several vicious

slap shots at PJ . but Flaherty

was skating all over the ice

blocking shots here and gloving

them there. In short, he was

everywhere.

And then the Redmen struck

home again. This time it was

Scrafield achieving his hat trick.

At 6:27 he deflected Bar-

tholomews drive from the point

into the net and it was 8-0. This

was also Bartholomew's third

assist of the contest.

Merrimack then spoiled P.J. I

shutout on a fluke play. Charlie

Donovan had picked up the puck

in his own end and was trying to

clear the zone. But in eluding on

Merrimack attacker he ran into

Jim Colburn who stole the puck

from Donovan just a few feet in

front of the UMass net and lifted

the rubber past a helpless

Flaherty This goal came at 8:20.

But by that time the game was

already in the bag

UMass finished the second

period scoring at 10:07 when

Scrafield lit the lamp for the

fourth time. The referee was

about to call a tripping penalty on

Dennis Goryl of Merrimack, but

the Redmen controlled the puck

long enough for the sixth skater

to come on the ice. And the extra

man was one too many for the

Warriors as Scrafield managed

to ram home a rebound off Shea's

shot.

Things got a little hairy near

the end of the period when

Merrimack found themselves in a

4 on 3 power play situation.

Bv BOB CANLEV
MDC Staff

Lowell, Mass-The Boston and

Lowell papers called it an upset.

The people at the tourney called it

an upset Springfield, who came in

second place and was highly

favored, felt it was an upset. But

for the UMass wrestlers and their

two coaches who pulled it off, it

was a highly emotional victory, but

not an upset because they knew all

along they could do it

What "it" was was an K7-77

victory over Springfield and the 28

other "schools which make up the

New England Intercollegiate

Wrestling Association at the

twenty tilth annual tourney held

over the weekend at the Lowell

Technological Institute

Williams College won the

tournament in 1950 with

Springfield finishing second, but

until Saturday night, that was the

last time the New England

championship had left the campus

oi Springfield what the Redmen

did was wrestle almost to per

lection right down the line and

keep the pressure on the Chiefs

until oneot the teams faltered And

it wasn't the Redmen
Trying to put into words the

emotion and pressures which \

prevalent on both the wrestlers and

•heir coaches during the two da>

affair is impossible, but an attempt

must be made For the Redmen

there was not one hero or two

but ten and it would DC an

injustice to leave anyone out of the

limelight each deserves SO very

much to !>e the center of.

First there was heavyweight

Carl Damhman. sixth seeded in the

tournev and sometimes during the

ion not even the best on his

team What Carl did was not only

prove himself the best

heavyweight at the University of

Mass. but also win the New

England championship and pull off

the biggest upset of the tour

nament.
However, it wasn't easy. Alt

was 3-1 and it gave UMass a 12-2

edge over Springfield in that

weight class.

The third champion, and

probably the surest bet ever to

appear "in any Redmen uniform

was Sheldon Goldberg. The 134

pounder swept to the defense of his

title he had won just as easily last

year. It isn't that 134 is a weak

"class, it's just that Goldberg is so

good He won four victories during

the tourney, one by pin. in com

piling 14 points and he clinched the

championship for his team by

knocking off Tom Pollard of

Springfield in the finals, 5-1. Alter

his victory he threw his helmet in

the air in elation and it was fitting

that he had the honor of clinching

the victory He is the team

cheerleader, its captain and a sure

bet oi a victor) every time he

walks on the mat He looks like B

wmdup toy the wa> he dances

around before a mat and should be

a psych major the way he stares

down an opponent during the in

traductions He is also, m his

coaches words, the teams mosl

valuable wrestlei and maybe next

year will win outstanding

wrestle:

Phi ITd went to

Amherst - fine ' ' pounder. Garj

Sklaver. Sklaver ck ended his title

against the • person he

deteated last seal " g<

Zguris. Both advanced to the semi

finals i
,i«i - a d both *on by

decisions in the semi-finals

Zguns who was undefeated tins

season and the only person of the

!ourne\ who had gone to the finals

three years in a row .
gave Sklaver

I rough and tumble match, hut the

crOBStflwn rival prevailed in the

final. 17-10 However. George

picked up a valuable ten points for

the Redmen while Springfield was

being shut out and can take some

consolation in the fact that Sklaver

will now go on to the nationals,

where he finished third last year.

The other second place winner

was 118 pounder Dave Amato
However, it wasn i easy *uc« was no !**».»«-.

•in ooeninis round bye. he had to Amato was being counted on b>
an opening rauniiuj»» .

,mDortanl,111 ujn h —— -— •
J I •

face top seeded Frank Walsh ot

Brown and after the smoke had

cleared, he had scored two

takedowns, an escape and two

minutes riding time for a 7-1 win

Exit Mr. Walsh,. Next was Dick

Pritchard of Dartmouth and the

two wrestled as evenly as possible

for 7 59 of the bout with no score

and no riding time. However the

tournament's Cinderella wrestler

coach Barr to pick up important

points and he did just that He won

15-6 and 7-3 decisions en route to

the final, but for once. Springfield

came out ahead Billy Metts. who

had beaten Amato in a dual meet.

9-1. was by far the best wrestler in

the class and beat Dave in the

final 7-0 But Amato did all that

was asked of him as he picked up

nine points for the Redmen and
tournament s Cinderella wresuei nme poinu. iu. »^ *»

; • ,

scored an escape in the last second almost negated Metts point total

V . .. ._ ~_j ..... i,;m«.if in ihp if ihor*. u.ss anv one reason whj
for a 1-0 win and put himself in the

final. Meanwhile. URI's Mike

McKenna knocked off Pollard of

Springfield in advancing to the

finals and shut out the Chiefs in

that weight class. The final was

anticlimatic as Dambman
demolished McKenna en-route to a

15-3 win. Carl's contribution to the

Redmen was a neat 13 points while

Springfield was collecting a goose

egg.

Next was Tommy Young, the

defending 167 lb. champ who had

sat out most of the winter due to

various personal and weight

problems. Young was originally to

wrestle at 158 but had difficulty in

getting down and persuaded Coach

Homer Barr to let him defend his

167 title. So with only a weeks

practice and one dual meet match

under his belt, Young wrestled as

hard as he had to in reaching the

finals. He scored 7-5 and 8-6 wins in

the quarter and semi-finals and

had to go up against tough Mark

David of the Coast Guard for all the

marbles. The match was a typical

Young effort. Neither could get the

first period takedown. Davis

scored a quick escape in the second

and Young was warned for

stalling. Young evened the score

with an escape in the third and the

two battled on their feet down to

the wire. But his teammates knew

all along he would score the win-

ning takedown and with ten

seconds left he made his move and

it was all over for Davis. The final

If there was any one reason why

the Redmen won, it had to be

depth Each team had three

champions, Springfield's being

Metts and defenders Steve

Gaydosh at 142 and Mickey Lint at

150, and each had two runner ups,

Zguris, Amato, Pollard and 150

pounder Stan Sothenden. But after

Springfield's Ray Ferrari came in

fourth at 126, the Chiefs were shut

out of the scoring. On the other

hand, the Redmen had three thirds

and ended up with eight place

winners. It was this depth that

made the difference. In the record

books, it wont mention the con-

tribution of Clay Jester, Dave

Reynolds, Jim Godkin, Brian

Urquhart and Ed Carlsson. but

without the efforts of these five.

Springfield would be champ for the

21st consecutive year.

Jester lost a last second decision

in the semi finals and should have

been demoralized, but went on to

win the consolations and finish

third. Clay almost didn't place

anywhere, as he found himself

down 2-1 in the consolation semi-

finals with time running out.

However, the junior out of Dover,

Delaware, tied the score with a last

second escape and went on to win

in overtime to advance to the finals

and a 9 3 come from behind victory

over Saia of UConn

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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,hese slacks »l leaflets s„nl,oli,c th.- holdup <***£
JJ

Uk da) car.- center in u«-ttin U lunils Horn the acl

supporters ol

ministration.

, . ,„„.,„» voun^ermm - be enjoy.-* hm,» ..» party neb. «•»«— 3**«*> ">

the advocates for a play center for the children.
___

On The Inside:

Frazier Beats Ali
See page ten

SATF May Hit $50
See page two

Mothers Lobby In Whitmore

For Child Day-Care Center
Bv MICHAELBOUVIEU

—
Mix Staff

Un.yers.tv student mothers held a party yesterday m the lobby ol

W , tmore Administration bu.ldmg to protes. tnivers,.> priorities c

^rnrng ehddren's day care center The celebration was a part)
r
for the

kids, and also a demonstration to emphasize the need lor a da> I Ml

Cen
Th

r

is is an effort to get the Umversity to take respons.h.htv. a

c:^sr; ttirip that . %**. «*« i. ***% -
community responsibility, not merely a student issue. M*me*« was

w,.h a ^.,'°on demandtn^tha. the .n.versdy do ,,s par, m ,,r.,v,d„w Inr

*t££L?2£?««4 that the burden of chdd care shoold In shared hy

.h^mn,™!I abated that the problem was "ho» to m .«<

'"T.V^'Sr^io be so, up. one pennon.,M tm

JL£4?ha< there r^a,d professional staff There n,us, bo a d,r«tor a

,S and one aduU for every ,en chddren. she explam.,

JS*S^u?r^S%Th^^ SSSE&

"tSfcSft.hSdUstraUon proposed a hu.hhn. on ,h,

;

. or,,, ,
,

North Pleasant Street and Eastman Une for future m as a day
.
an

SSaSSESgSSgas

^"SUSS* bXeTthe two groups as ,„ ,he rate of speed ol

^nRheen turned down once by the School of Agneulturefor the use

of the 4 nSes the group will probably approach the school again on

llu basis S4H is purportedly child oriented, a spokesman for the

The lodges eould contain approximately one-hundred fifty children and

,hL would bo a v.able alternative to the North Pleasant Street bu.ldmg

^Thradrnmira^n .s at present projecting the cost of the project and

deierminmg how much money it can allot to the day care center

•W^wl i be looking for more space, thoroughly investigating all

oos*bilmes one woman at the gathering said She added that petition

K?!probably continue to circulate m offices and amongst faculty and

students

UMass Lettuce Problem May Be Solved
See page two
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Tippo: "I Don't Even Like Lettuce
M

By JEFFTHOMPSON
MDCStafl

The l Mass lettuce boycott

problems were cleared up. at least

temporarily, yesterday afternoon

in Whit more

Chancellor Oswald Tippo at last

had a chance to make his feeling

about lettuce, and salads in

general, known publicly as he

narummpphed, 1 don't even like

lettuce."

Tippo. who is known campus
! w ide lor Ins fetish lor tomatoes, did

not let his feelings stand in front ol

I the way ol his job as he agreed to

contact State Attorney General

Koberl Quinn to determine

whether UMass has the right to

purchase only United Farm
Worker's lettuce

The I Mass lettuce boycott

committee met with Tippo at :t:to

I' M in his office to explain its

|M>sition At 4:00 a meeting had

been already scheduled with the

directors of the Food Service

Department, and Tippo invited the

committee to take part in that

meeting also

At the lust meeting the boycott

committee made it clear that they

wished that the university not

purchase non-l'FW lettuce and

asked that I Mass support the

boycott

Paul Scheinkopl. a spokesman

lor the committee, mentioned that

the student- ha\e no control over

whose lettuce they eat .lack Clark,

another spokesman, said that

neither he nor the committee had

met an) opposition to their pur-

pose

the Chancellor then revealed

'that there is another group ot

students on campus who are

supporting the Teamsters lettuce

anunti i F\v group He also laid

that he is bou id b> the law to ac-

cept competitive bidding.

Mi Richard Howland student

Nuate General Counsel, propose.!

buying only lettuce substitutes

Tippo replied, "This could

establish a dangerous precedent.

What would happen next year if

citrus tru it pickers decide to

strike" I can't very well starve

everyone." He also added that

marijuana was produced in slave

conditions in Mexico and Turkey-

Would you agree that marijuana

shouldn't be used until the pickers

unionized?" he ioked

Tippo then announced that he

would go to the Attorney General

I or law clarification it the)

desired, and then he invited them

to the next meeting.

The 4:00 meeting started with

,s\d Meyers', the Cniversity

lawyer quoting Chp. 17 sec. 13 of

Massachusetts law by saying that

lo make purchases they are

bound to follow modern methods

of purchasing competitive bid-

ding.' after starting with a

reasonable standard of quality."

Nelson Jaeger. I nit 3 Chapter

Chairman ot Local 1776. asked

whether the different types of

lettuce have t>oen compared.

For the past week the quality

and the price has been absolutely

the same lor I FW lettuce and non-

UFW lettuce.' explained Joel

Stoneham. Director of Food Ser-

vices However he continued by

saving that he didn't feel that there

is enough I FW lettuce shipped up

here lor the entire university

•The reason the quality of the

lettuce chanties clarified Warren

T Grinnan, Manager of the

Campus (enter.' is that lettuce

starts to be picked in California,

and then later in the season, it

shuts to Arizona, then to Texas and

I mails to New .lerse\

sequently raised in New Jersey, he

added.

Grinnan asked the committee

whether the pickers in all four

states were unionized

Alwin Schmidt, the third com-

mittee spokesman, said that they

are organized in California and

Arizona, but they are just starting

in Texas, and that there are none in

New Jersey However, he said, in

New Jersey the work isn't being

done by exploited migrant
workers

(irinnan said that he knew of no

union lettuce coming out of Arizona

right now where the current

growing place is.

Stoneham said that the students

themselves could boycott the

lettuce themselves by simply not

eating it He said that if no one eats

lettuce, it would be legitimate

cause lor not buying any more. He

said that they provide three dif-

ferent salads each day. only one of

which has lettuce The others are

truit and cottage cheese

Tippo asked whether any in-

nocent people w ould be hurt if they

stopped buying lettuce altogether.

The bovcott committee said "no

but Mrs Carol Drew. President of

Local 177H said "yes."

The reason lor this is that lettuce

is grown where there are the

correct number of growing days

and the right temperature for

working, he said In the summer,

the lettuce is not grown down south

because it is so hot it is con

This caused some confusion, but

it was soon resolved that it would

actually hurt the CFW but that it

would be better than buying

Teamster lettuce.

stoneham suggested a policy of

buying union lettuce on that par-

ticular day The quality would be

determined by the wholesale ex-

erts who do the university buying

Attoriuw Movers said that he

didn't fed a policy of this nature

would be illegal, but it would

definitely be discriminatory and

HUMPH PKOPOSTEROl'S-Chancellor Oswald Tippo. while

relieved over a proposed settlement in the campus lettuce crisis, was

aghast vesterdav when someone linked him to the settlement. Tippo

who said. I never was fond of lettuce." is a devout tomato lover and

has been known lo shun the leaf when it is not accompanied by a

rose) red one. (MIX photo by Chiquita banana.)

could be challenged.

Tippo then said that he would

send a letter to the Attorney

General and ask to be counseled

The students and Howland asked

whether they could see the letter

and approve of the wording before

it was sent This was agreed to

The student committee agreed to

meet Vice-Chancellor Campion

next Monday morning at 10:00 to

discuss Quinn's answer.

The committee also mentioned

after the meeting that the picket

line in front of a Dining Commons

ifhev declined to say which* that

had "originally been scheduled for

today would be cancelled due to the

settlement

SATF of $50 Looming Next Year
. .1 U •«»„! * --* _

lu BETHGOODELL
MIX Stall

\ Student Activities Tax SATFi

ill
s ,u per student is looming on the

horizon for nexl year, according to

Kevin Kulakowski, chairman ol

| he Student Senate Budgets

< ommittee This is an increase <>t

lu si i over this year'i SATF ot

> ,i, per year
The Senate is m the process of

• running ih<' budgets <>t each ol

the student organizations funded

l>> the SATF Tin- Budgets Com
inittce is recommending budgets

lor the i:> organizations which

altogether total about 1785.000 an

increase ol 1230.000.

U-cording to Senator

Kulakowski. I lie Budgets

Committee has become very.

eoncerned with what is happending

:his yeai Every group that comes

l,elore the committee thinks thai it

deserves the money it wants

We're not opposed to any group.

but what do we do when the

requests mean an increase of SI4 in

student taxes next year"

When the Budgets Committee

presents the entire Budget Act of

all the groups to the Senate at the

end ol March. Kulakowski plans to

present a set ot recommendations

which the senate might follow to

keep the SATF at the current -

Kulakowski cites two reasons tor

iipposing an increase in the tax

I- ust ol all, he says that students

,t to defeat the proposed tuition

hike in the Mate Legislature, but

that it Ihej increase their own (ax,

ihej may be defeating that pur

pose He predicts that the

Legislature will be watching what

students do with their tax and

(ears that "il WO raise our own tax.

they'll fed justified m raising our

tuition

The chairman «>i Budgets fur-

ther points out that There is some

talk that the Administration will

take a very dim view of a tax of

•\er S4o tor next year The Senate

would be running the risk that the

Administration will refuse to

collect the tax it it does not approve

ot the amount This would mean

that all organizations budgeted

under SATF will lose their money

I here is no alternative way for the

Senate to collect the SATF other

than the current system of a

mandatory fee approved by the

Administration "

For these tWO reasons.

Kulakowski plans to ask the Senate

to make some rough decisions on

how to decrem the total budget.

He says that I set of guidelines will

have 10 be formulated for the

Senate to use in making a

decrease He leaves it up to the

Senate to decide whether the cuts

will Ik> made by the cutting of

categories or the striking of the

entire budgets of certain

organizations

Each budget is heard by the

Senate three times After the

Senate's first consideration of

each, the Budgets Committee
makes its final recommendations

lor the budgets When all of them

are combined in the entire budget

act. they are read before the

Senate two more times. By a

majority vote, the Senate can

consider any proposed amendment

to the budget and then, also by a

simple majority, vote on whether

to make the amendment These

two readings of the Budget Act are

scheduled in the Senate after

spring vacation The entire budget

must be presented to the Chan

cellar's office by April 15 for his

approval.

Silverman and Pascarelli

Return To The MDC, See page 6
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Tuesday, March 9 at 7:30

WMUA station meeting.

It's up to YOU how the voting goes. So come and make

VOIR Note count. It's your station - help it along.

CCEBS Director Explains Services
ByANNESTADNICKI

MDC Staff

"More than just a program for

disadvantaged students, CCEBS
must offer more supportive ser-

vices to its students to keep them in

school,'' Dr. Hodges Glenn,

director of the CCEBS program

explained in an MDC interview

yesterday.

Prompted by what he called

Mack of knowledge about what the

program is, what it is doing, and

what it is supposed to do" Glenn

outlined the problems and at-

titudes towards the program in an

attempt to "bring the facts to the

University community."

The basic problem is that

CCEBS students come in need of

supportive services," Glenn said.

They need money for mere

subsistence."

He said over three-fourths of the

1.2 million dollars allotted to the

CCEBS goe» to financial aid for

students in the program.

Intensive tutoring and coun-

selling are other needs of the

program. Glenn said. He explained

that personel that are not properly

trained are insensitive to the

problems CCEBS students face

and how the job should be done.

Commenting on the "coldness

"

ol the University community
toward CCEBS students. Glenn

said that no one outside of the staff

welcomes them to UMass. Ac-

ceptance by peer groups is very

important to any student, he ad-

ded.

Here at CCEBS we want them

i the students) to feel this is their

program," Glenn said. "Knowing

there is someone there to help at

anytime is essential to the CCEBS
student who is often greatly

misunderstood."

In addition to overt racism, the

Black or minority student faces a

subtle association and different

attitude with professional people,

Glenn said. He explained that once

a CCEBS student is admitted he is

governed by University policies.

Misunderstanding often results

concerning grades, Glenn also

informed the MDC. He said that his

disadvantaged students are often

tagged "unmotivated".

"The point is that grades mean
something different to the low

know how to even drop a course or

understand the mechanics of the

pass/tail system.

A different rationale, or mode for

learning, is expressed by the

minority student. Glenn said. He

added that they use evaluation as a

learning experience.

The Black student (of which

CCEBS is mainly comprised,

though not completely I progresses

toward a goal and his education is

Dr. Hodges (ilenn

income student." Glenn explained.

•Conventionally prepared students

can approach courses with a dif-

ferent attitude."

He continued, saying that the

disadvantaged student often comes

from a disadvantaged high school

and does not have the necessary

an indication of strengths and

weaknesses to him. he explained

"This institution is not really

geared tor sen inn these students.

"

Glenn said. "It is operating at

turnpike speed grinding students

out while the disadvantaged
operate at moderate speeds

He suggested that a more
flexible grading system be in-

stituted for students like his.

Glenn was concerned with the

inconsistencies of the University

system He said contrary to what

the community at large believes,

CCEBS students are in no more

academic trouble than the average

student. He added that the attrition

rate is not much greater than 20%.

"It's not fair," Glenn said in

reference to the retention policy

concerning CCEBS students. He

questioned the dropping of

students in the program if after

two semesters they do not achieve

the same grade point average as

students in other UMass programs.

He based his argument on the fact

that CCEBS students come in

"deficient."

The selection process for the

University is another problem

Glenn discussed He said selection

through college boards and other

criteria screen out disadvantaged

students early

"We don't know enough about

motivation to exclude students who

don't achieve on these exams."

Glenn said The CCEBS program

accepts students on the basis of

desire to come to the University .
he

said He added that personal in-

terviews, recommendations are

often important to the admission

process.

Glenn fenrs that CCEBS may be

in danger ol becoming another

white bureaucracy". According

to an editorial by Phillip Pettijohn.

,i segment ot the community feel

the 1CCEBS I program and Di

Glenn sacrificed too much lo on

tain this level ol bureaucrat >

aggressiveness, and efficiency

The Urogram because ot the

•acrifices has taken on charac-

teristics similar to those of a white

bureaucratic institution <Whit

more >

.

'

Glenn said the program should

not take this turn.

Three evaluation teams have

studied the CCEBS program this

year. Glenn said. The committees

commended the class meetings

where students explain them-

selves. The opportunities for

students to respond to the "family

warmth" of CCEBS operations was

lauded also

The Department of Health

Education and Welfare noted "a

refreshing conciousness regarding

the small every day needs of

minority students."

It s wrong to compare other

programs at this University with

the CCEBS program." Glenn said

He explained that there are no

parallels in the University to make
valid comparisons

ot the 103 similar programs in

universities across the country

Glenn said the UMass program

compares favorably, except that

many have budgets almost double

his 1.2 million.

Coming to the conclusion that the

biggest problem in CCEBS
counseling and in racial relation is

in general, comes from within the

individual. Glenn said that we all

must know ourselves better

Since CCEBS is presently in a

transitional state, the director ol

the program lelt that the link

established with the Student \l

fairs office in Wtatmore is an

important step He said that people

will finally, "find out what the facts

are
People from two dilterent

cultures are coming together in the

>ame community. Glenn said If

was his opinion that CCEBS is

attempting interaction ol the

minority culture in this UMass

community

School Seeks Teachers
Bob Zelman. a grad student in

philosophy, has decided to form an

alternate school in Sept. 1971. He is

looking for people to help him

organize it and to teach there.

The school would be for people

irom U to 18 years old who are

drop-outs, or people who have been

kicked out of school or people

whose parents don't want to send

them to high school.

Zelman has organized a meeting

on Wed. Night, March to at 8 p.m.

in Km 902 in the Campus Center to

talk about the forming of the

school.

He was quoted as saying, "I want

to discover new ways of learning

and relating to people I am sadly

aware of how destructive the

traditional high school can be.

Even the very roles of teacher and

student are meaningless", he said.

"Throughout our whole lives we

are always teaching and learning

from each other
"

"I am not sure of what kinds of

"subject matter" the school would

be concerned with I want to talk

with anyone who's interested in

this kind of thing peoP>e wno are

into music, art. English, history,

science, perhaps even organic

Iarming I would like people to be

into interdisciplinary things, if

possible Traditional self-limiting

"subject matters" are outdated."

He is not concerned with the kind

of degree people have, instead he is

looking for people who have a deep

love of their field < s i and an ability

to get along well with other

people."

A group, once it gets together,

can organically define its purposes

and educational philosophy.

Zelman said

We would hopefully be able to

get money from the parents or

from some kind of grant or foun-

dation." he went on. Teachers

would get subsistence wages of

$5otM»-fi<ioo. he estimated.

He invited all those who "just

want to share their ideas or ex

periencea with this kind of school.

to please come to talk
"

"1 want to add that it would be

especially good to find women to

teach, who by the style of a

commitment ol their lives can turn

people on to what the Women s

liberation Movement is about.

Zelman said He added that men
won't l>e discriminated against

If unable to attend the meeting.

Zelman suggested interested

persons contact him by telephone

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Vets for Feace
Plan Demonstration

The Veterans lor Peace have called for a demonstration on March 1

1

which will be in the form of a march to the gates of Westover Air Force

The purpose ol this action is twofold: to make clear Veterans op-

position to the w ar while establishing ( J I contacts within the base

\ further value of the march lies in the fact that GI political exprcss.on

is often frowned upon, and the action will explain that it is the civil right

ol GIs to actively oppose the war

In this endeavor, the Veterans lor Peace have received assistance from

the Connecticut Vallev Anti-War Coalition and the Student Mobilization

Committee The peaceful and legal demonstration will generate the

necessary publicity for the advocation of the spring ant. war offensive

The Veterans lor Peace have also been working with the National

Peace Action Coalition in connection with the April 24 march in

Washington Other plans include I petition Is be signed and presented to

Senator Kenned) and other members ol the Massachusetts delegation

For anyone interested in the march or any other phase of this group ol

dedicated GIs. the Veterans lor Peace will hold a meeting tonight at 7 00

in Koom 174 of the Campus Center

ifDESERTATIONS"
Dancing and Listening

Music by Chicago

Marvin Gav

D. J.
IS BACK! TONITE !

!

Ladies' Night
ot

(ftp EngHnh. fnb
9:30 til close

Starting at 9:00 p.m.
CAMPUS CENTER

2nd Floor Cafeteria

50c Cover
j

t*
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In The Nation And The World

* * Medina Court-Martialed

Mo\l\(. I I'-Miuth \ iftnamt'se paratroopers walk ahead ot

armored VCfckiM Ml RoNtC Nine in Laos as the> mine up to reinloi te

a hard press unit further inside Laos. In center of troops in

foreground. .1 loMier operates a minesweeper. 1 AP Wirephoto'

FT. MCPHERSON. <JA. (AP) -

Capt Ernest L. Medina, the man

Lt. William Calley claims ordered

him to kill Vietnamese civilians at

M\ Lai three years ago, has

himself been ordered court-

martialed on charges of

premeditated murder of 102

Vietnamese villagers.

Medina, 34, could receive the

death penalty, the Army said

Mondav. in announcing that the

charge's will be referred as a

capital case.

No trial date was set.

The stocky, dark-haired Medina,

ot Montrose. Colo., commanded a

company from the American
Division which swept through the

tinv Vietnamese hamlet during an

infantry assault operation March

16. l%8 One of Medina's platoon

leaders. Lt Calley. is on trial at Ft.

Benning, Ga . charged with the

murder ot m2 Vietnamese

civilians

T am innocent of the charges

against me and the Army itself has

,i special reason to know that this is

true. Medina said in a statement

issued here after the an-

nouncement ot his court-martial.

I am surprised and dismayed that

the Artm has taken this action."

Medina is charged with three

specifications of premeditated

murder, one with killing not less

than 100 Vietnamese persons "with specifications of assault with a

machine guns, rifles and other dangerous weapon

weapons.
He also is charged with shooting

to death two other persons, one a

male and the other a female.

The Army specified, however,

that the unidentified Vietnamese

male and female were not the

same two that Calley is charged

with murdering.

Asked if the figure of 100 Viet-

namese involves the same
villagers Calley is accused of

killing, an Army spokesman said

The figure of 100 involves the personnel

Two other specifications of

murder, one of maiming and

another of assault with a

dangerous weapon, were

dismissed by Lt. Gen. Albert O.

Connor, commanding general of

the Third Army here, where

Medina is assigned.

The two charges of assault with a

dangerous weapon allege that

Medina on March 17 at My Khe

shot two other persons during

interrogation of "suspected enemy

inhabitants of the village whose

deaths were caused by members ot

Company C, the company com-

mandedbv Capt Medina."

At the time of the My Lai assault,

Medina commanded Company C,

1st Battalion. 20th Infantry. 11th

Light Infantry Brigade, American

Division.

The captain, a father of three

children and the holder of both the

Silver and Bronze Star medals,

also is charged with two

During Calley's court-martial,

fie testified that he directed a mass

execution of unresisting Viet-

namese men, women and children

at the irrigation ditch east of My
Lai.

Calley said:

That was my order, sir, that

was the order of the day."

And who gave you the order?"

fie was asked.

"My company commander, sir,

fant Medina.' ' Callev replied

Kidnappers Free Airmen
ANKARA. Turkey AP—Four I S airmen were

i unharmed Mondft) night after nearly six days in

ands ot leftist kidnapper-

rhe airmen were released blindfolded on a road

;de Ankara near the spot where they were seized

Thursday. They made their way to the nearby JS Air

Force radar communications base and were driven

into Ankara shortly before midnight

] he kidnappers members ot the extremist Turkish

People - Liberation Army, had demanded MOO.OOQ

ranson and had threatened to put the Americans in

:ront of a revolutionary tiring squad if it was not paid

Saturday morning

In Washington Secretary of State William P

Rogers thanked the Turkish government for it^

igorous and extraordinary efforts' since the ab

duction

The airmen were closeted immediately after their

release with American officials and Turkish police.

The semiofficial Anatolian news agency quoted them

as saying they were fed and treated well during their

captivity.

They were blindfolded all the time and were moved

from one hiding place to another, the agency reported

A Turkish security source said the kidnappers

telephoned acquaintances numerous times Monday

attempting to find a way to get the captives off their

hands
Five armed Turks snatched the airmen Thursday as

they left the radar-communications base, where they

worked The tour are S. Sgt Jimmie J. Sexton of San

Angelo. Tex . and Airmen 1 C Larry J Heavner of

Denver. Colo , Kichard Caraszi of Stamford. Conn ,

and James M (iholson of Alexandria, Va.

High Court Bars
Draft Exemptions
WASHINGTON I AP > -The Supreme Court barred Monday draft

exemptions for men who claim conscientious objections to the

Indochina war but not to all wars.

The 8 1 ruling, based on what Justice Thurgood Marshall called a

straightforward reading of Selective Service law. closes the door on

[toman Catholics who subscribe to the "just war" doctrine as well

as to other selective objectors.

Marshall said thev are subject to the draft, however sincere or

religious they may be He said Congress intended to exempt only

persons who oppose participating in all war.

Justice William O. Douglas dissented. He said the exemption

provision is unconstitutional in that it discriminates in favor of

religious persons and against humanists and atheists with similar

scruples against war.

The decision upheld the conviction of Guy P. Gillette, 26. of

Yonkers. NY a self-described humanist who said he would help

defend the country or fight in a United Nations peace-keeping effort

hut not in Vietnam
At the same time, the court ruled against Louis A. Negre. 23, of

Bakersfield, Calif . I Kornan Catholic who was refused a discharge

from the Army After completing infantry training Negre declared

his participation in the Vietnam war would contradict "all that I

have been taught in my religious training
"

Marshall, delivering the court's opinion in both cases, said "We
hold that Congress intended to exempt persons who oppose par

ticipating in all war ..and that persons who object solely to par

ticipation in a particular war not within the purview of the exemp-

ting secion. " .

Feelsgood Shot Down
For Bad Scag Scamper

I'h; kN ii Head Se% AP
\{ ,j r ,

< urd > local wine

,, r tenia) told police that

Iff son Willie had stolen

aujote 38 a very rare

I hen the police found

lying in .» gutter,

i\: iriu1 Iron ' overdose ol heroin

•>1.,.». Feelsgood Willie's

later arrested in

l',.|, ,., id district court on

i Hing the drug to

,,„!,,. < 1 Kfttlsgood < student

t niversit) of

\la ,1 hu HI on vacation here is

being held in t&MMU hail

Police ' aptain Ian Kumbrealer

told 'lie pre** thai two additional

persons are also wanted in con

nection with the crime They are

Hubert Upconk, IK. abw from

t \i.i-s and OswaM Jackson, a

Pelican s Blufl Bugle cop) ho)

Police are also investigating

Feelsgood s girl friend, Holly

Slurp, a local bell) dancer, in

1 unnection u ith an unrelated

( rime, a prostitution ring

operating out ol the Inivcrsity ol

Massachusetts

TONIGHT
BRANDO and SALOME

The Comparative Literature Film Series

presents

Marlon Brando in Elia Kazan's
"ON THE WATERFRONT"

and
OSCAR WILDE'S SALOME

with niu^ic by Richard Strauss, entire production based

n the drawings of Aubrey Beardsley, titles by Vyvyan
ind, the son of Oscar Wilde, starring Nazimova
— the ultimate m Oimp "decadence" —H<

MAHAR 8 Only One Showing

Get It In

!

Campus Center Program Council

Calendar notices are due

Friday, March 12.
Deliver to R.S.O. Hoom 101, or Mailbox *316 R.S.O.

Any organization wishing a notice For Aprils Calender

please; comply.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

L

160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586 2742

10 Broad St.

Westficld
562 3604

Why Pay The Senate Officers ?

71 S137

Because

On February 10, 1971, the Student Senate passed

71 SI 37, a bill providing salaries for the three Senate

offices, retroactive to November 1970, at the

following rate. President $150 per month. Vice

President $125 per month, Treasurer $125. per

month
Shall this legislation stand as passed?

YES NO

71 S137 was passed by a vote of 33 aye, 18 nay, and 4

abstentions. A petition calling for a referendum on the issue

was signed by 5,027 students.

The Public Relations Committee of the Senate feels that all

students should be well informed on the issues before voting

on the referendum. Therefore, we are publishing this leaflet

************

Whereas, Student Senate officers should be

expected to devote an exceptional amount of time

to the duties of their elected offices and

Whereas, Student Senate officers should not be ex

pected to be any more affluent than the average

student, be it therefore

Resolved that Student Senate officers be compen

sated according to the following schedule:

President $150 per month

Vice President $1 25. per month

Treasurer $125 per month

This compensation shall be in the form of cash or

check and shall be retroactive to November 1, 1970.

The funds shall be disbursed bi weekly. The officers

elected in Spring 1970 shall collect compensation

(if serving in office) for the months of November

and December 1970, January, February, March and

April 1971 Officers elected in Spring 1971 shall

collect compensation for May 1971. If an officer

leaves office for any reason before the end of a

given month he loses compensation for that month

and succeeding months, except in the case of

officers whose terms have expired who shall collect

compensation through Apr.l 1971 inclus.ve. There

will be no compensation for the month of June

1971. Be it further

Resolved that $2,100. be appropriated from

account 802X for the purpose of paying Student

Senate officers. (Resolved E Iters)

with opinions from proponents and opponents of the bill, plus

information on the duties of Senate officers and a list of

universities and colleges replying to a Senate letter indicating

their present policies concerning officer remuneration.

The election will be held on Tuesday, March 9 from 9 5 in

the Commonwealth room.

************

The idea of compensation for

Student Senate Officers is not original to

the UMass Campus. Before S 137 was

presented to the Student Senate last

month, the Activities Committee of the

Senate sent out questionnaires to over

fifty randomly chosen colleges and

universities. Of those that answered,

two-thirds either pay their Student

government officers, or give them scholar

ships The highest was Florida State

which pays ,t $3600 per year The lowest

was Purdue at $250 With other officers

varying accordingly, the UMass Senate

wants to pay its president less than

halfway between the two.

The UMass Student Senate has broader

powers and more responsibilities than

most of its counterparts Not the least of

these is the unusually high amount of

money with which they deal This is not

to say students are not as heavily taxed at

other institutions Rather the Student

Activity Tax money is controlled by

forces (generally administrative) other

than Student elected representatives.

Vote
'

' Yes
'

' On The Referendum

Commonwealth Room,
Student Union

Paid for bv Student Senate Public Relations Committee
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A Real Saving
We would like to live in a world where monev did not mean time and

lime did not mean that things will be run property. I'nt'ortunately. th«-

world we do live in is Immdcd on in tain |.i iiu iples of economic MCMlM)

and a never ending need to have things run well.

I hat is win the Collegian endorsed the concent of paving the top ol

intis oi the undergraduate student Geversnueal Usecfatiea. We leel

that tin vonipcnsation allotted lo the Student Senates olficers through

hill »7I si;7 represents a positive growth towards realistically ad

minifttering over I34M.0M.M in student tax monev every year and also

represents the interest* oi the lamest and least effective segment ot the

rampe* commnnitv. the students.

Ih. assumplion we make is simple: that the I niversity now enrolls

some It.. undergraduate students who hav C v ital interests and ser\ ices

t.. protect and raster: the manner in which these interests and ser\ ices

are adminstered depends wholly . whether you like it or not. on the quality

and ittregth M the Student Senate

Over the past ten years the student population has steadily increased

I his veil we -i.w and next vcai the place will expand again. It is true

(hat in the past student t.o\ eminent could he lelt to those pure-hearted

m.uIs who would run recreational activities and meet once or twice a

week the most memorable experiences of student got el nmeiil in the

past entered a ouud things |,ke ghWg a speech on "flailHi leader

tight". Now the Student Senate and its olliccis have to assume the

responsibility, on dail> basis, of the lights and monies of an un-

dent .uluate student population which soon will grow to .'ii.ikmi.

the choke which students must make is whether or not to accept the

[ad of its own needs. In order to I. .Hill the ever-grow inn undergraduate

needs of the Imhersl ( BSSfUS there must be a Strong and efficient

leadership students will base to Weigh whether or not it is realistic lo

expert am one to do a good job ol administering lame sums ol miim->

spending the equivalent Of a lull weeks work dohlg it. and still be able to

maintain thenisehes as students in the I niversity. without a minimal

.imotint ol compensation

I it. . Ih e leadership is a combination oi ability . dedication and a hell ot

., lot ol hard work No one is g«a*g to become a Student Senate officer

unless h, or she .an demonstrate these qualities No one can be expected

to d.. th. .mount ol work, spend the time required, and live as a student

unless he or sin- is . ompeilsaled

Perhaps the heal wav ol lashing nl the paying ol officers In lo estimate

the amount ol monev which will in the kmg run be saved bv simply ad

ministering loads more profeasiaaaNy. rather than the somewhat

haphazard approach (.. nfoacalhlg monev which has planned the Mudc.it

Senate in the past

We hate to use a cliche, but lor better student government we urge that

m,u vole ves on todays Referendum lo approve the providing ol

salaries lor the ..liners ol the Student Senate.

(Dave-If Ali happens to lose, please do not run this

column, since it will make me look like a tool.-

Silverman)

For the last vear or so it appeared as though the

Great American Spectacle tor years to come would be

the Super Bowl. but. obviously, this is not so. For.

during the past three months, the hearts and minds of

America have trained themselves on one event with

an intensity, with a devotion and with a fanaticism

that is unequaled by any other American sporting

event m memory.
The event, the Ali-Frazier fight, transends the

definition of sport itself and. if anything, most

resembles the Roman Gladiator shows: on the line is

not the won lost record of an individual, but what is at

stake is the honor and glory of the Empire itself.

And the Empire lost last night Lost, crumbled,

humiliated beneath the welts and gouges burning on

Eraser's bodv. lost under the barage of punches

thrown bv All Ali. the nigger. Frazier. the Uncle Tom.

They t ought not for the Heavyweight Championship,

but "for the legions rooting behind them; good against

evil Ali vs. Frazier, America aginst the People.

But the people fighting the Empire in the Fight of

the Champions were not the Environmental Radicals

or the Lettuce /Grape Boycotters or the Cultural

Revolutionaries or the Students for Muskie. No. they

were not the fattened sons of Middle Class society, the

spiled brats striking out at their parents and their

fourth grade teachers in chewmg peyote and sleeping

on water IhhIs and shouting Right On as they are fed

organic food.

No, Ahs legions are the true American radicals, the

niggers in Harlem and the black private in Viet Nam,

ordered to Kill by a White second lieutenant who went

to Princeton and who tells the blacks in his platoons

that they must hate the Viet Cong who never called

any of them Nigger or Spade or Boon.

Ali's victory is the victory for the people in this

country who know they are treated like sub-humans

and are so de-humanized that they no longer have the

will to fight back. Ali, the man who wouldn't go to Viet

Nam and therefore had his title taken away by the

Irish drunks who run boxing in this country, is the

hero to the real Americans.

Frazier, a black who likes the whites and works with

them and fights within their system, is no more a

friend to Ali's people than the semi-concerned

radicals who calls Blacks their Brothers because it

looks good
The victory was overdue but will be played down by

the millions" who hate Ali. They will begrudge the

nigger his crown but will be blind to the symbolism

behind his victory Crushed and beaten in an in-

significant but symbolic battle, they will march

forward in their own dreams, waiting for the next

Superbowl. waiting for the next of their own

manufactured war games in which they can root for

one of two teams made up of men of their own per-

verted society.

And next January, they will sit in the bars, the

Wallace drunks and the freaked out masses hip to

football, watching their own sport. But they will be the

losers. iK'cause Ali won the only battle that counted;

he l>eat his enemy . not a mirrored image of himself

Peter Pascarelli

Assent And Ascent

Yesterday's policy editorial incorrectly said that the Student

Senate had "voted funds" fora day care center The student Senate

did vote support lor the idea ol establishing a day care center I he

X.lnimistratioti s role in the search lor a suitable location was also

shghtlx inisr. presented At present the administration has selected

,, house on Last Pleasant St and is formulating plans to renovate it

ml., a day care center The administration is not able, however, to

mud the center

The traditional I'Mie has sur-

faced, his pocketbook threatened

by something that could litt him

Horn the rinky kink setup he knows

and loves, and is so atraid to give

up for quality When the Student

Senate approved pa\ tor her of-

ficers, it did so overwhelmingly

Those det.ated put it on referen-

dum and now yotl vote today You

should vote >es in lav or of pay

Yes IMic. yotl should spend a

hit ot monev. and it is really a

minute sum It is the senate of

ficers that must go through the

interminable amount of hassles to

gef enacted and implemented the

legislation the lull senate passes

Some recent examples are the

alcoholic beverage regulations ol

the trustees and coed housing But

the opposition is led mostly by do

nothing senators, who sit on their

asses, act important and ac

comphsh shit

The Student Senate is often

mocked l>> students, and rightfully

^o. because it deliberates hours an

legislation, and never sees its

legislation implemented by the

universit) This is precise!) why

the officers should be paid n.r paid

senate officen would be able to

altord the time needed to get things

the Senate passes moving toward

implementation

Now. the huge majority ol

schools comparable to UMass sine

pa) their student government
officers, and pay them a lot more

than what the senate legislation

proposes to pay ours At these

schools, the action hasn't led to a

windfall ol money grabbing op

iM.rtunisis gaining the positions, as

the grandmothers getting petitions

scream and warn It has only led to

better quality student government,

more accessible officers, and a

stronger student voice on campus
Vet the opposition will persist,

and you must ask why It is

perhaps not I coincidence that the

person who is Identified most with

the legislation is student senate

President Glenn Elters, who

happens to stand politically a

solid mile left ol center. And his

opposition stands just as con

servatively right.

For it seems to me that un

fortunately, but predictable, the

issue has In-come a personal.

political one. and the whole true

issue is clouded.

And that issue is does I Mass
want qualit) full time, strong, and

active student government, or does

it want the pompous, self satisfied.

ineffectual body that is

representing it today

Vote ves todav. and for once

show, that CMass has risen a little

from the dung of a MM cow

college

That's \<>i Exactly The kiml Of Revenue Shariag

We Had In Mind*
a":

Progression

Endless Cycles

The transient character will no

longer allude me Ghosf I will seek

vou out! I will intrude upon your

solitude I will keep ..Iter vou until

vou want me
I will stop this alienation this

insanit) Night alter sleepless

mglil I walk Ihe floor and want to

know, why am I so alone 7 Wh) are

VOU so alone''

skulk through the wall with your

coal halt Hung over your shoulder

I see vou Fingering that SCHlff)

lace connot hide the wretchedness

behind it

Kves rolling, hands rubbing

together under the chin, insidious

laughter, he he he hoo hoo ha ha

You're mad! Obviously demented'

Flaunt your masochism I take

relish in it as well Push yourself to

the limits physically, mentally,

and then crack Know disease

Know what it is to vomit until dry

heaves choke vou uncontrollably.

Follow vour passions and become

obsessed

I saw vou from across the room
and just had to know you

Judy Epstein

War

War. boom

War. boom, destruction.

War. boom. destruction

nothing

Loom destruction, nothing

destruction, nothing

nothing

Doug Law

Letters To The Editor

Distrust, Hatred And Fear

To the Kditor:

Since 1965 the anti-war movement in this country

has suffered the distrust, hatred, fear, and especially

the misunderstanding of most of middle America. The

adjective student' has alienated many Americans;

unjustified, unwarranted - maybe, but true.

One supposedly respectable and acceptable portion

of the anti-war movement has not been properly

viewed by the general public. That is the veteran and

G.I.'s for peace groups throughout the country. From
El Paso to Anchorage, from Boston to Saigon, G.I.'s

and former G.I.'s are realizing that the U.S. has no

place in Indochina.

The outstanding reason in my own mind is that the

people do not want us there! Let me quote a close

friend of mine (who must remain anonymous, as he is

still on active duty); "The people don't want us in

Vietnam. Every soldier I've talked to says let's get the

hell out while there is still an American alive." "...you

don't pull out by putting troops farther in I Laos).'

I Mass Veterans For Peace is a group of veterans

who feel just this way. As veterans we work for a

single, common goal, quick and complete withdrawal

from Indochina. V.F.P. is a group formed for group

effectiveness. Not a group of followers!

As veterans we can be a respected and authoritative

antiwar voice to much of America. I urge all veterans

i students and faculty) to support UMass Veterans For

Peace; come to the meeting tonight, 7:00 p.m. at the

Campus Center Rm. 174-176. A great deal needs to be

done, we can do some of it!

Richard J. Duggan

t

Editorial Points
Vice-President Spiro T.

Agnew, when speaking on the

tasks facing the Administration,

responded. "Most importantly,

we have to keep Bella Abzug

from showing up in Congress in

Hot Pants". What's that they say

about ordering our priorities?

Achtung!

fcy,97,M^^B-'-c=' ,

Humanitarianism

To The Kditor:

Don't you just love lo see those "humanitarian"

type letters in the Collegian"' You know which ones,

like the one by "Humanitarian of the Year" W.P.

Byrnes in the Friday. March 5 edition.

Yes the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese are

human too. and yes. Mr Byrnes. I was there too. But I

wonder how many people know that we ottered to

swap 35,000 of their men for it.OOO of ours*'

So. tor the sake of those w ho missed it. it just takes a

tew minutes ol your time, one envelope, one sheet of

paper and twenty cents postage to write: President.

Democratic Peoples Republic of Vietnam. Hanoi.

North Vietnam, to write a P.O.W letter. You can also

write President. Washington D.C., for the release

and oi tair and humane treatment of Viet Cong and

North Vietnamese prisoners Or if you aren't sure

which would be in the best interests of

humanitarianism. why not write both?

And by the way. Byrnes, you spell United States of

America correctly, the way I have it here. Maybe you

can think of a better place to live'' Well then, GO!

Yeah, love it or leave it. Sound too corny'' Okay then.

CHANGE IT. but don't preach your crummy
revolution through a one-sided humamitarianism.

A. Michael Aroian

BowelsOf Whitmore
To Ihe Kditor:

To anvone who has experienced having an interview

in Whitmore. perhaps this scene is tamiliar to you.

Hidden deep in the bowels of Whitmore is a suite of

small uniform cubicles off two corridors that open

onto a waiting room ol easy chairs do put those edge-

of-the seaters at ease'' <. Strewn on the small tables

are report! and digests of different mother companies

for one's reading pleasure Outside of each cubicle is a

marquee in spaghetti script telling what feature is

behind each d.x.r Other than these visual stimulants

i here is not much else of interest to the eye except to

study the trails ol the neatly dressed, the showered

and shaved the rehearsed, the anxious enter, sit. flip

through the readings, and stare at the arrival of other

interviewers

This is an etncient wav to handle the produce of

such a large university. I suppose But is this at-

mosphere the best we can do" Does this sterile place

give a sterile quality to the whole process Would

meeting people in their own setting, or in a setting

similar to the one they would be working in (such as a

gym or a classroom) improve the whole interview

scene" Inefficient" Time-consuming" Unstructured.

Human . .

I.ois Aron

It's About Time
To the Kditor:

I was very pleased to learn Saturday afternoon that

in this capitalistic town ol Amherst there is an honest

merchant in the lot: Fowler .Jewelers

I took mv watch in last September to be cleaned and

repaired A lew weeks ago. the watch began to run

about 15 minutes a dav last I took it back to them, not

expecting to be remembered But Mr Fowler did

remember, and charged me absolutely nothing for

lixing the watch.

It's a pity more merchants don l stand by their work

like Mr Fowler
Mrs. Carolyn D. Hertz

To Ihe Kditor:

I had just finished polishing my knee boots when my
roommate read aloud the "What About It?" letter in

the M.D.C. How refreshing to find a person who thinks

as we do. The disgrace that the "Great Unwashed"

have visited upon this campus, community, and state,

not to mention our nation, should not be borne longer.

If we may. comrade, we drink you salute-Prost!

For too long a time so-called peer group pressure

has made us weat a double face. Are we ragged,

aspiring intellectuals forced by hard times or mode to

appear the armpit of the universe? No! Rather we are

studenten! As such we owe it to ourselves and our

glorious tatherland to. like so many stage flats, look

like students at university.

Thanks to vou, "Name-withheld-by-request." we at

last stand redeemed, Gott gesengen Sie! 1 thrill to

think 1 can again wear my proud brown shirt and

shorts which I thought for certain were to be no more

than bittersweet memories of Sommer Lager in

Marienbad Once more to march lock step between

classes, to walk with blazing blonde heads erect,

meeting sweet comrades' brave steel-blue eyes,

nodding the knowing greeting of a student at

universitv'

Let us rid this campus of these unkempt, inferior,

surrogate students! These creatures with dubious

names like Greenberg. who fail to see the

"aest het its' '. the privilege of attending university in a

pre stressed concrete bunker.

There is something singing in my heart tonight as I

finish this letter; it is the sound of the breeze through

the lindens beside the canal. The stars, like so many

tire tlies plav across the muzzle and clip of my stenn.

Todav a blow has been struck for our cherished "ingot

theory." If I may be so bold as to paraphrase, students

shall" show initiative, they shall show ambition.

something will be done.
David (ilassburn Gabriel

Well, the fight is over and I

wonder if all those people who
paid $900 for a ring side seat feel

that they got their money's

worth.
*****

David Eisenhower just hap-

pened to be lucky enough to be

among the group of newly-

commissioned naval officers to

be addressed by President

Richard Nixon. At least his four

years at Amherst didn't go down

the drain.

Robert Welsh, founder and

president of the John Birch

Society, has stated that My Lai

was a "Communist nest". That's

another one for the birds.
*****

If you have friends in the

British Isles, you no longer have

an excuse for not writing to

them. The strike, after 47 days,

is over. The English, who think

they can do anything better than

the Americans, have proved it

once again by beating our Postal

strike of a few years back.
*****

As a point of interest, jour-

nalists have the highest mor-

tality rate of any profession. So

rest in peace.reader. we'll get

ours.

Rally Round The Flag, Boys

Urge To Regurge
To The Kditor:

In regard to David Williams' article on "The Great

Acid War. I only want to say. "Bullshit." The article

in question was, in my opinion, the worst editorial that

the Collegian has ever published.

I has always been my impression that the editorial

page of any paper was supposed to be used to present

tacts and opinions on certain subjects Mr Williams'

article did neither of those I must praise him on one

thing, his lantastic imagination.

1 wish I could give some concrete facts to dispute

Mr Williams' story but alas I could not find any

lumlierjacks or hump backed dwarfs who could be of

any assistance

I am totally amazed that anyone with any kind of

intelligence, even on Mr. Williams' level, could make
such generalizations as saying that everyone down

here is usuallv messed up on something.

It is my opinion that Mr Williams' should write

another article publicly apologizing to the food people

ol Pierpont whom he so rudely insulted.

I>. iv id Philips

Qualifications

To The Kditor:

I would like to quote from the article by Jim Gold in

yesterday'! Collegian ( 3/4/71) regarding the

qualifications needed to liecome a security guard in

the evergrowing staff "The qualifications according

to the specifications are knowledge and ability of

operating lire equipment, of guarding procedures, of

following instructions, of fighting fires, of first aid

procedures, and possession of a Massachusetts

drivers license " Now. if these are actually the only

qualification! needed to become a security guard than

anybody can assume that the people working security

do not have to be able lo read, write, talk, or have any

education whatsoever (except maybe driving school).

Also, let me QjUOte one more passage from Jim's

story "The duties, according to the University

specifications, call for interpreting rules lor

students "and other duties Now. it a security guard

does not have to have any sort of education or in

telhgence. which what I presume after reading the

qualifications, then why should they be allowed to

interpret rules for students"
M.lagoda

To the Kditor:

It really amazes and amuses me
to see how people react under

reversed roles. I am referring to

the letter concerning the behavior

ol the black basketball fans at

Curry Hicks Cage. It was entitled

Fmphatic Minority" in the March

1st issue ol the MDC.
By the overtones of the letter, I

must assume that the author is

white. This would explain the

author's lack of knowledge per-

taining to the underlying cause of

this minority's actions. My advice

to the author and others sym
pathetic to him is that you must

pay lor wounds inflicted by your

contemporaries I am referring to

the facade that America chooses so

carefully to manifest to the world

She prtends to encompass all men
including her black brethren

within her vast riches of op

port unities for equal inalienable

rights This action is like a gold

Irame on a piece of toilet tissue,

instead of a glossy photograph.

So. my Iriend. why should you

gel uptight when my black

brothers and sisters preler not to

honor the flag under which they

live'.' Just Ix'cause we receive the

right to speak openly and other so-

called inalienable rights, this

doesn't mean that ore have to bow

and be thankful for "what Mr
Charlie has given us". If you want

us to acknowledge the flag and

what it represents, then give us the

incentive and motivation to do so

Encourage your white peers to stop

acting as bigots and as ones who
assume superior attitudes in every

respect.

As far as honoring Julius Erving

and Al Skinner I say "Right on!"

to by black brothers and sisters.

The white fans, for your in-

formation, should do the same
thing The next time you attend a

game at Curry Hicks Cage, notice

the banners and listen to the chants

from the majority ol the tans They

all refer to Julius Erving

However, vou missed one very

significant detail in noticing

people's actions. My sisters and

brothers express one little thing

that your white, sophisticated

mind has no concept of-and that is

black pride To see our brothers

excel in a profession or sport is a

lov and we have no inhibitions

about the wav we express it

It it is any consolation to you. you

are typical ol most whites whose

liberalism is l>cmg attacked When
a minoritv group acknowledges

shortcomings of the white

majority, then the liberals start

justifying their politics My one

suggestion to you and your sym
pathizers is to overcome your

paranoid behavior by becoming

more sensitive to the minorities

ami by treating them as human
beings 1 am SSfTJ . but I cannot, as

a black person, r ally to your ob

vious insensitive dismay
Name Withheld »iv Kcqticsl
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Army Changes Ads,

Tries To Boost Image
PHILADELPHIA (AP> - The finger-pointing Uncle Sam who told

generations of Americans i want you" has been retired, replaced by a

long-haired youth in the Army's new $10.6 million advertising effort to

attract enlistments

Superimposed over a picture of the young man is the slogan "Today's

ArmV Wants to Join You. " The slogan is keynote of a radio and television

promotional package worked up for the Army by N.W. Ayer & Son, an

advertising agency.

An Aver spokesman said the Army also ordered references to Vietnam

deleted in its advertising pitch. There will be no mention of recem reports

that the Army has relaxed discipline and the haircut regulation.

•They were afraid a recruit would see an up-to-date command on TV

and then be assigned to a base where the innovations weren't followed, a

spokesman said.

The old "new" Army ads appealed to masculinity and patriotism The

now soft sell stresses what Ayer Vice President Theodore M. Regan Jr.

calls a new concern for individual expression and changing lifestyles.

Potential enlistees will be exposed to television commercials that the

Arm) plans to run during prime time beginning this month

The Aver compam . which has handled the Army's account since World

War 11 characterizes the Army as -the world's largest school
'
in its new-

ads Reference to "the now action Array" have been replaced with offers

.>t lob training m specialized fields

The current campaign is to last until June, when the Selective Service

law conies up for renewal in Congress The draft is expected to be ex-

tended two more yean and roUewed by the raising of an all-volunteer

lorce ___

WMUA Expands
Classics Programming

Draft Counselor's Corner
#

Don't Wait Till May To Panic
This is an urgent plea to all of you who will be

graduating or getting out of school for some other

reason this June. The time to start worrying about the

draft is now. If vou know what you're going to do and

can handle it all yourself, that's cool, but lay the word

on your brothers to get on the stick. If you wait until

May to start panicing, you will probably have reason

to panic. Every draft counselor in the area will be up

to his ears in people needing help, and will not have

time to help everyone.

There are very few people who can come into a draft

counselor, talk to him for 15 minutes, and leave

knowing that he has a definite deferment and how to

go about getting it. In most cases it takes time to cover

all possibilities, decide on the best course of action,

obtain documentation, and plan the moves after that.

In other words, plan to take a little time. Start NOW.

If you are thinking about working on a CO, come to

the group CO counseling sessions on Monday and

Thursday afternoons in 805 C.C. The group starts at

about 1:00 and breaks up at about 4:00. Come when

you can, leave when you must.

If you don't know what you want to do, or if you want

some advice or information, visit the Draft Counseling

Services office in 418E SU second floor. The office is

usually staffed from 9:00 a.m. until 4:30 or so, Mon-

days through Fridays. Appointments can be made for

other times if absolutely necessary.

If you just have a fast question, there will be a table

set up outside the Hatch on Wednesday with draft

literature, Mother Earth News, and counselors. Stop

by to rap.

The most important point is to move now. The

longer you wait to start acting, the harder it will be for

you to obtain effective counseling. If DCS is too busy to

help you in May, you're going to have to do it all

yourself, and there are a lot of tricks you should know

about.

Think about it. Stop procrastinating. There ain't a

thing to be gained by waiting. Do it now
Peace.

Conference To Take On Impossible

ot

Tom
w \n \ - director

Classical Music,

Parker, has announced the ex

pansion »»i the stations classics

programming Beginning Tueadaj

evening, March 16th, tp m will I*'

the time tor a weettl) two hours oi

music dealing with light classics

and uorks trom the standard

repertoire

The station will also be con-

tinuing its highh successful series

ot live broadcasts of university,

music department events Begun

late last \ear. this series has shown

itself to be an exciting addition to

v\ ML As programming These two

series are. ot course, in addition to

the regular Sunday programming

which includes Hoy Robertson's

Music For Small Knsemble at 10

a m and t lassies Till Two with

lorn Parker at noon At 2 15 Mike

Kavanagh follows the 2 o'clock

news report with Concert Hall and

Mike Strauss rounds off the day of

classics with Afternoon Concert at

4

Parker commented "It has been

an exciting year for the WMUA
classics department and we hope,

lor student and area listeners as

weU As usual, we always welcome

i
mntuents and suggestions from

listeners concerning our classics

MDC
Classifieds

Pay.

I
Some

Buy

How to Accomplish the Im-

possible in the Administration of

Adult Education'' is the subtitle of

the Conference on the Ad-

ministration of Adult Education

here April 2 and :l.

Sponsored by the Division of

Continuing Education, the con-

lerence will be a combination of

general sessions, small groups,

clinic specialists and media
presentations of some of the

newest and most effective

developments in the ad-

ministration of adult education.

The conference is designed for

present and future adult education

administrators from public

schools, colleges and universities.

museums, hospitals, community
agencies, volunteer organizations.

business and industry, labor,

libraries, jails and prisons, armed
services, cooperative extension

and the mass media. The
programs will be held in the

Campus Center.

Conference director is Dr. Anita

L Martin, consultant in adult

education, author of numerous

studies and articles, and a widely-

known activist in the field. Also on

the program will be Dr. Paul E.

Marsh, senior education consultant

ot the Massachusetts Department

ot Administration and Finance,

and Dr. John A. Seiler. former

head ot the MBA program at the

Harvard School of Business

Also taking part will be a panel of

20 specialists The specialists will

conduct small group sessions

Saturday morning The final event

will be a wrapup session Saturday

alternoon with Dr Seller in

charge.

The specialists come from

education, government, business

and other areas Included are such

people as James F. Baker,

assistant commissioner and

director. Division of Research

Development. Massachusetts

Department of Education. John

Buckley, Sherlfl of Middlesex

County; Albert Predette, manager

of radio station WAMC; Paul

llealv. director ot extended ser-

vices of the Amherst Public

Schools; Mrs. Lois Harris.

Director of Morville House, and

others

programming

Even Mondav night at 10:00 p.m.

"FOCUS"
with Ken Mosekowski

Hear the masterful man at the mike and his

quests discuss the important issues of the day.

Where else?

WMUA 91.1 FM

'CJ{ens^

V *•

Kinetics II

Program B
RATED X

Mr Mttzgtr hat never quite

attained Joteph van Sternberg s

feeling far dazzling decadence,

but ha has the matter s

humorleisneif . and though his

production of spectacle his

been limited by his budgets,

ha is every bit as morally

uplifting preoccupied by the

way nude badias and seiual

acts look when photographed

sideways, in zoomy long shots.

in roving close-ups... ripe

with incredible color and

decor and movement."
Vincent Canby H V Times

No one under 18 yrs

"0UTRA6E0USIY KINKY

MASTERPIECE. 60!"
Indy Wirhol

S.U. Ballroom

7 and 9:00

Tonight

$1.00

["the new radley metzger movie]

with silvana venturelli frank wolff.
ERIKA REMBERG. PAOLO TURCO

IN EASTMAN COLOR
STARTS TOMORROW 7 & 9 P.M.

I Campus ^
AMMERST-HADLEV LINE „

playboy Playmate Chaseflaymum ^a/«oc

Staple-Navel Hunt Is On
in search

Playboy magazine photographers

are' roaming beaches, watching

high school graduations, and even

attending weddings, where they

scan with something approaching

X-ray vision, not only bridesmaids

but also brides themselves.

This network of professional

peepers is generally looking for

\ irginal quality," buxom types no

younger than 18 and no older than

:
>1 according to Thomas Meehan,

who offers a rare inside study of

The Playmate Process" in the

premier issue of Audience, a new

hard-cover magazine published in

Boston
Finding girls who are willing to

be Playmates isn't at all difficult,

Meehan writes. Those chosen are

paid $5,000, and a

from amateurs, in fact, have

proliferated since the advent of the

color Polaroid camera. Boy friends

and husbands are now flooding the

Playboy offices with nude photos ot

their lady loves that for some

quirky reason they wish to have the

whole nation view.

The actual process of producing

a Playmate gatefold-'The girl

with the staple in her navel," as

Meehan puts it-costs upwards of

$20,000, the Audience article notes.

A time-consuming procedure

comprising thousands of studio

shots as well as rather extensive

and tricky lithographic work is

involved. Hugh Hefner, Playboy's

publisher, is also heavily involved,

issuing such instructions to the

reproducing technicians as
'

quotes

•When
he's a

lKUd $5
Tr^s

a
a
n
|Mted as Lavrng > f the ha.r°on her upper lip," or

photographer is quoted as savng.
shadows around her

Vou have to fight them oft with a 1PJIH 1

Notices
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:
Next meeting is Tonight at 6 p.m. m

Rm 169 of the C.C. All members

please attend

CC
Discussion group meeting at 9 p^m

tonight in Head of Residence Apt,

Wheeler House Please come and

bring a friend.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
Hear Students share experiences of

their use of Christian Science.

Everyone welcome to attend tonight

l\t
*
45 p.m. in Rm. 91 1915 of the C.C.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
C
Grnd Schl. Rev Complet.on

tonight. New Grnd. Schl starts

Thurs. in C C at 7 p.m.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB.
rnmp to the C.C Rm. 172 Thur

sday March n at 7:30 p.m. There

will be a talk and movie by a feed

company rep.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
There will be a meeting tonight in

R
7here will be a meeting tonight in

Rm 168 170 of the CC. Exec board

will meet at 6 p.m.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
C
SX? regular square dance will be

held in the C.C. Aud. from 7. 30 10.30

tonight Review 7:30 8:30, continuing

beginner's lessons 8:30 9:30 and club

level 9:30 10.30 p.m.

H
V
L
olksU for aM. Geo Washington

5th Floor Lounge tonight from an
p.m with free refreshments Bring

your guitars, sing.

LAMBDA DELTA PHI:

All University women are invited

to 389 N Pleasant St at 7:30 p.m.

tonight to hear the Mus-gals m
concert.

N
Coordinating committee meeting

tonight at 5 45 in Rm. 177 of the C.C.

All interested should attend

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Program Council meeting for new

and old members tonight at 7 p nr.. .n

Rm.171 i73ol the C.C. New members

welcome

RECREATION SOCIETY:
Come to Rm 804 808, all Rec.

Majors tonight tor a creative, irv

teresting session with the Rec.

Society Time 7 p.m. Bring pencil 8.

brain.

SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS.
The study committee has finished

its preliminary report Student Reps,

will be in Skinner Conference Rm
Tues & Wed. from 14 p.m. to discuss

the report Stop by and give us your

suggestions and comments.

SPANISH TABLE:
Come speak Spanish over dinner

Tonight from 5 6 p.m. in Hampshire

Commons.

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN^
Meeting tonight at 9:30 p.m. m Rm.

917 of the C.C. Bring cookies

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE:
The student Mobilization Com

mittee will meet Wed., March 10 at

7 30 p.m. in rm 817 of the C.C
Everyone welcome

WMUA: .

WMUA station meeting tonight

Voting on by laws. Everyone
welcome. Members this is a most
meeting at 7:30.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
Open to all women, a discussion of

women and the war. Tonight at 7 p.rrv

in the Women's Centre, m the old

bookstore.

Doberman Pinscher black, female,

1 v r old lost. If you know
whereabouts call 549 6269 or Theta

Chi Frat

A Smith Corona Portable Electric

Typewriter with black case was lost

at 7 20 p.m Thurs, March 4th in

tront of Hamlin House Please call

Baba at Rm 213, 253 9207.

Glasses lost in brown case and

school ID Sandra Adamczyk lost

possibly in VW Van that picked me up

hitching to Wope Sun ,
March 7th

Please call 549 6385

Green zipper carrying case lost m
back of Berkshire Dining Commons
Please return very important

papers Call 545 2397 or 253 7484

the lithographer on Hefner

it comes to the gatefold,

perfectionist."

•Most of the Playmates,

Meehan writes, "seem to have

done little of public interest in their

entire lives," a fact that can drive

the writers of the accompanying

stories about them "to climbing

walls." Playboy's managing editor

told Meehan that he rotates the

writing assignments to save wear

and tear on his staff.

As to the Playmates themselves,

Meehan's interview with last

year's Miss December, Carol

'imhof, who's also a Playboy Bunny

in Chicago, turned up the point that

she "never looks at a

newspaper... too depressing."

Neither her boy friend nor her

mother went for the idea of her

posing nude, and she didn't tell her

lather beforehand.

Cnlike most Playmates,

however. Miss Imhof used her real

name, the article states. Moreover,

with verv lew exceptions, most

Plav mates ol the Month drop

swiftly back into their former

obscurity Many of them today

are plump housewives with

children. Kxcedrin headaches, and

worries about whether their wash

is getting white enough." Meehan

asserts And he adds that many ot

them are relieved that, like most

Playmates, they didh't use their

real names in Pla>l>0>

UM Prof Studying
Changing History

PHI MU DELTA

COMPUTER DANCE
and

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, MARCH Urh 8:0°

Data Sheets for Computer Dance may be filled out

Tuesday • Friday 9:00 - 5.00 in S.U Lobby.

25c per application

Franz Joseph Speaker's

Hilarious Social Satire

Wilder Reiter GMBH
(with English subtitles)

March 9 - 8:30 p.m.

Thompson 104

A changing history is being studied by a^SSXSiTSSR

the counTy are discussing the move these^S^l^S^
invasion of history by economists, political scientists demographers,

and natural scientists is a threat to history as aJ^ft the American
But Prof. Piatt disagrees. In a paper delivered to-the Amencan

n^toneal Association meeting in Boston recently. Prof. P att saia.

tmc hi tor a^s be^ve the inclusion of the social sciences.will improve

the"field o history. It will add fresh insights, new approaches, and e en

give more general, but in the end better, explanations of the historical

\ Ze trend toward history as a science began sometime alter the

end of

r

WoV.d
e
War°n to the early «£**«£ >^^E?

became increasingly interested in social sciences, according to rroi

Pl

i

a
nmanv elementarv schools today, children study "social science"--

Tas great as the number of individuals willing to eonstrue.hem So. In

added, historians turned to social scientific theories

Vote To Pay

Senate Officers

SENATE OFFICERS HAVE THE DUTY TO IMPLEMENT POLICY

PASSED BY THE STUDENT SENATE. We have fought for the

Senate and for STUDENTS. We have implemented policies which

affect all students such as:

The policy which allows alcohol on campus

The policy which allows 24 Hour Open House

The policy which allows Co Ed Dormitories

The elimination of many curriculum requirements

The changing of the language requirement

AND MANY OTHER MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE

We depend upon you for support. We never forget one basic fact and

we hope you won't forget it either:

Students are the basis of our power -

WE WORK FOR YOU!

L

Help us help you.

Paid for by:

GLENN ELTERS

PATRICIA A. BEHARRY

RICHARD VERROJHI

Vote for effective student government

President - Student Senate

Vice-President - Student Senate

Treasurer - Student Senate
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Frazier Decisions AH For Undisputed Title

NEW YORK iAP>- Machine-like

Joe Krazier put on relentless

pressure, knocked Muhammed Ali

down in the 15th round and

pounded out a unanimous 15-round

decision to retain his world

heavyweight championship

Monday night.

Frazier. who took control of the

fight in the 10th round, sent Ah

crashing to the canvas with a

thunderous left hook in the 15th

that ballooned Ali's right cheek to a

grotesque shape.

It was all Ali could do to last the

round as his remarkable comeback

bid ended and Frzier gained

universal recognition as the

worlds premier fighter.

Ali, going down to the first defeat

of his professional career, had

come back to take the 14th round

with a flurry of head punches and

charged out in the 15th with a bid to

end it.
, . ,

Then sudddenly Frazier s hook

Hashed and the sellout Madison

Square Garden crowd of more than

l^UiK) on hand for the worldwide

teievised fight went into a frenzy.

KOl'ND ONE
Frazier moved right in and

missed with a left to the body. Ali

connected with a long left and right

to the head and then with a left to

the bodv Ali was short with two

lefts Ali sent over a left hook that

was blocked. Frazier moved in and

was hit again by a short left and

right to the head. Frazier dug a

solid left to the body. Frazier drove

a left and right to the head

Frazier. moving in close, dug

two hard rights to Ali's body as Ali

moved back to the ropes. Frazier

landed a hard left hook to the jaw

and Ah shook his head. Ali moved

back as Frazier kept moving

Frazier drove another hard left

to the body as Ali tied him up Ali

shot over two still left jabs to the

h.ad but took a short left to the jaw-

in return. The AP gave Frazier the

round bv a shade.

ROUND TWO
Frazier drove after Ali at the

start of the 2nd round.

Frazier scored with a left hook to

the head but took a left-right and

two lefts to the head in exchange

Ah then tied up Frazier. Ali shot

over a hard left and right to the

head but Frazier came back with a

sharp right and a stunning right to

the jaw
Frazier bobbed under two left

hand leads and shot a right to the

body Ali came back with two short

rights and tied up Frazier. Ah

again scored with two rights and a

left as Frazier came in.

Ali connected with two lefts and

two rights to the head at long

range. Ali popped over another left

jab to the head but took a short left

to the head in return.

Ali tied up Frazier. Frazier

shook loose and dug a left and right

to the body as he sent Clay back to

the ropes They each scored with

hard rights to the jaw.

The AP gave this round to Ali.

HOUND THREE
Ali met Frazier with a hard left

hook to the head but took a left to

the body in exchange.

Frazier scored with a left to the

body as Ali moved back to the

ropes and tied him up Ali pumped
over a left and right and then

another left and right to the head

but Frazier kept on coming. Ali

shot over three left jabs to the head

while Frazier missed with a left

hook aimed for the head.

Ali peppered two more jabs to

the head and then blocked

Frazier's left hook to the head.

Ali pumped over two lefts and

two rights to the head. Frazier

came right back with a hard right

hook to the head and a searing left

hook to the ribs.

Ali again met Frazier's rush with

a left-right to the head. Frazier

landed a hard left hook to the jaw

and then a left and right to the jaw

as Ali backed to the ropes.

The AP gave the round to Ali.

HOUND SIX
Frazier walked in on Ah, took a

left and right to the head but drove

a left to the ribs.

Ali scored with a left to the head

but Frazier threw a smashing left

hook to the jaw as he pinned Ali in a

corner
Frazier drove another left hook

and a smashing right to the body as

he pinned Ali against the ropes.

From a corner Ali snapped over

two left jabs to the laughing

Frazier Frazier sent over two left

hooks to the jaw as Ali moved

away.
Ali again landed two light

punches to the head but took

another hard left to the body.

Ah landed a short left but

Frazier dug a left and right to Ali's

bodv as he pinned him against the

ropes Frazier again sent another

smashing right to the body and a

hard left to the jaw.

Frazier again sent Ali over to the

ropes as the bell sounded It was a

big round for Frazier

HOUND TEN
Frazier drove a left hook to Ali s

jaw and a right to the ribs.

Frazier. shooting at the body,

had an edge in an exchange with

head hunting Ali.

Both missed lefts. Then Ali drove

over two snapping jabs to the jaw.

Ali met Frazier with two short

lefts as he tried to keep Joe off. Ali

again met Frazier with two hard

left jabs and two chopping rights to

the head.

Ali was sharp with a left and

right to the head but Frazier came

back with a good left hook to the

head and body.

Frazier took two light punches

and followed with a right hook to

the jaw. Frazier drove a hard left

to All's jaw as the bell sounded.

The AP gave Frazier the edge on

his harder punching.

ROUND 11

Ali slipped to the canvas but it

was no knockdown.

This came after a short opening

flurry in which no damage was

inflicted.

Ali shot over two left jabs to the

head as Frazier drove in Ah

connected with a left and right to

the jaw but Frazier came back

with a right on the head.

Frazier got Ali on a corner and

sent over a hard left to the head

and a short left and right to the

head as Ali stood in the corner with

his hands over his face.

They traded punches as Ali stood

in the neutral corner. A left hook

staggered Ali. His knees buckled.

The crowd roared as Frazier

threw another smashing right to

the head. Frazier drove over

another as Ali staggered against

the ropes Frazier sent a smashing

left hook to his head as Ali

staggered all over, the ring.

The bell sounded as Ali

staggered to his corner.

It was a big round for Frazier.

HOUND 12

Frazier came right after Ali and

shot over a left hook to the jaw

before he was tied up.

Ali held on as Frazier came after

him Two lefts to the jaw again

staggered Ali and he then held on

to Frazier.

Another left hook to the head and

hard left to the ribs sent Ali to the

ropes.

Ali sent in a light left and right to

the head as he came out of his

corner.

Frazier smashed Ali's body with

two lefts and a right. Frazier

moved Ali to the ropes and dug

with both hands to the body.

Ali came back with a long left

right left to the head

Frazier moved Ali to the ropes

again but couldn't do much as Ali

held on.

Ali got in a short left and right to

the head before tying Frazier up

Frazier dug in another good left

and right to the body just before

the bell

The AP gave the round to

Frazier.

ROUND 13

Frazier drove over a left and

took a left to the head and sent a

good left and right to the body.

Ali shot over a good right to the

head as he danced around and

followed with two lefts to the head

as he tied up Frazier.

Ali shot over two more jabs to the

head but Frazier came back with a

sharp right to the body. Ali again

got in a good left and right but took

two solid left hooks to the jaw.

Frazier dug in another as he

moved Ali to the corner. Ali held on

as Frazier kept him in a neutral

corner.

Ali came in with some light lefts

to the head as Frazier drove a right

to the head and body.

Ali cuffed Frazier with a left and

right to the head but the punches

had no steam.

Frazier seemed tired but he was

digging in with hard rights to the

body. Most of the action was in a

corner with Ali against the ropes.

Frazier drove a hard left to the

head at the bell.

The AP gave the round to

Frazier.

ROUND 14

Frazier moved in and walked

into two light lefts and rights from

Ali.

Ali again cuffed Frazier with a

left and right to the head but took a

hard left hook to the body in ex-

change.
Frazier bobbing and weaving,

kept after Ali but both seemed

weary and no good punches were

landed for a short period.

Ah shot over a series of lefts and

rights to the head that carried

more steam. Frazier got in a good

hook to the head

Ali got over a left to the head but

Frazier came back with a good left

to the body.

Ali opened up with another ot

four punches to the head and then

repeated it before tying up the

swollen-face of Frazier.

The AP gave the round to Ali.

HOUND 15

Ali opened up with two last lefts

and a right to the head.

Ali then tied up Frazier. Frazier

dropped Ali with a left hook to the

jaw.

Ali was up at four and given the

mandatory eight count.

Frazier sent over a smashing left

hook and right to the jaw and

followed with a smashing right and

left to the body.

Another series of hard blows sent

the wobbling Ali to the ropes.

Another left hook to the jaw

shook Ali, he held on desperately.

Ali sent over two light lefts to the

head as he looked on with glazed

eyes.

All's right side of his face has

ballooned. His ja* may have been

broken.

They held as the crowd roared

Frazier drove over two hard shots

to the body and then another hard

left to the swollen right side of Ali's

face.

Ali staggered to his corner as the

fight ended.

It was a big round for Frazier.

<0" >0*<*
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|The Amherst Tower

Delivers!

ver I

CALL 549-1115
or

549-1116

Sun. - Thurs. 6-11 p.m.

PIZZAS • COLD SUBS
Sandwiches, Conned Soda

I

Also appearing at

THE MUSIC HALL/BOSTON

March 11, 7:00 P.M.

Tickets

!

MUSIC CITY/ SPRINGFIELD

Information:
617-262-0781

i

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pisncer, Te»e, Garrard, PK, Astv.
Fisher. TDK, cassette Mid open reel

tspe. Htandard mmHo, Utah speakers

l.r"s. 8 tracks and other aeceaslUes

fjaj Amherst Audio. j§

Avocado gas range and refrigerat-

or (Sears), used i moo., less than

half price, $9Q - $U» IWI**
5 19-6573. !**?

1970 BMW B75 never dropped, best

„ffer, W»M> mUe.. Call 549-3974^

sod condlUon $390. Telephone 253-

3916 "3-8

2 VW engines 38 and 4* hp, re-

cently rebuilt, will take trade, fl26

and 1175 a piece. Call 084-4820

n*ht'
to*

1968 Corvette 8.PC. P., power
steer , brakes, window, 350 hp, 4

*p<l.. AM-FM stereo and tape, rras

offer. Mike at 049-0499. U3- 12

19«5 Chevelle ronv. Call 203-3191

nights, SI0-084S da>s. Ask for Tib
tf3-ll»

Bread Truck or L*e. Van, 14

In. reao. shape, pref. alum, bodir

.

Will haggle. Call 040-2700, Oeo
«k_1#

IJ-volt battery for American car

fall Mike after 6 pro. M6-^,

RIDE WANTED

HELP WANTED
Cash girls? As much aa $36. 00 an

hour for go-getters. Call 367-2360
tf3-12

8£ PfiTI£AtT{
If you sent your three bucks (plus

3% tax), name, address, and

birthdate to QUEEQUEG and have

not yet received your handsome,

individually crafted, personal

medallion with your own ancient

Zodiac symbol-don't blame

Zoroaster or the P. O. Department.

QUEEQUEG doesn't charge extra

for postage, but your Q-TAG will

arrive. Be patient. (Also be kind to

pidgeons with packs on their backs.

A few bread crumbs on your

windowsill may help.)

QUEEQUEG, Box 695, Falmouth,

Mass. 02541.

VI U*K Bevolver and ammo, fired

10 times. Call 048-3974. W3-9

isEU FCBS — Jackets capes, and

stoles for spring. New shipments of

coats, some raccoon. All alaea, aio

and up. Call 203-0990. "3-12

Speaker boxes, excellent sound, *'

driver, mid high end, natural hard

wood cabinet, tweeter crossover,

must be heard. CaU 040-2380 *»•.
113-12

Specially designed health furniture,

comfy couch, comfy chair, comfy

rocker, 2 lamps. 2 end table*. Best

offer Call Lltt 660-4t07. tf3-lt

Turn llvingroom into bedraam
l.«veseat with hldaway bed, Bf'eat

for apartment, excellent condlUon,

SluO or best offer. Call 648-9161

I'W? Mercury (Comet) station wa-
gon, radio, snow tires. Oood running

.onditlon. Call 081-6018. tf3-12

'64 VW Bug, new gen., bott. and
«. irt.r Must sell. Call 203-2833.

tf3-ll

Now hiring women, full or part-

time. $100 lo $400 monthly. Call

:H)7-«350.
it3rV-

Wanted ride from Campus to I-ong-

tneadow or Springfield area, Mon .

Wed , and Frt. about 3:30-4:00. Will

pay. 067-8317. tt+9

o>ra wanted to Fort Lauderdale
over Spring break. 840 00 round trip.

No driving. CaU 540-3>74. tf3r9

iintl over Haverhill area on Friday,
March 12 at 4:30 or p.m. Please

help. Call Kathy 549-1311 9 • 4 or

.M9-3916 after 5 p.m. tf3-l'.»

PERSONAL

FOR RENT

SERVICES

Savel Head 320 Skis with Solomsn
Hidings, purchased this season, used

;« times. $100 (or more If you feel

guilty.) WosVt believe me? Call

516-7128 after 12 p.m. and see for

I people need ride to l*wrence —
>ourself.

BOOKS

Amherst Audio services stereo

component*, tape decks for home or

car. 197 No. Pleasant St., 256-8133.

PASSPORTS — JOB APFUCA-
TION8 Special vacation packages an
film and processing everything pho-
tographic You'll save f at Langs
Photo, Bt. 116, 8*. Amherst, t03-

<148 tn-u
Free nationwide out-of-print beak

nearch service John Hardy - Books,
Hog 183, Auburn, Mass. 01501.

tf3-22

Kojoy more free time and vaca-
tlons. English BA will type and /or
revise anything. Theses, too. Cam-
pus pick-up /delivery center. Pro-
fessional, reasonable. 684-6073 eves

tf3-19

PERFECT FOB SIMMER SCHOOL

:

furn 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Aug. No lease req. »161 mo. Near
Campus, pool, tennis courts, air

,ond. Married couple or girls pre-

ferred. Call 549-3916 after 5. tf3-31

Ware — H hr. drive from Am-
herst, Is. 4 rm. all electric apt .

stove, refrig., disposal, Incinerator

furnished. Also washer and dryer

hookup. Ample pks* and •'orage.

Q130 mo. 1-413-477-6609. tf3-10

House available June 18 to Aug.
20—3 bdrm., basement fully fin-

ished, completely furnished, $275 mo
540-6073. "J-9

Tws large bedroom apt. (redone

kitchen and bathroom) Fearing St.,

near campus, $150 per month, all

utilities Incl. CaU Mr. Mulcahy.
12 am. - 7 am 649-0641. tf3-ll

If you have had an abortion or

vasectomy, and are willing to talk

about your experience, please call

ASPIRE at 046-0386. 9-5. tf3-9

Hot tips Jennie Is very, very sur-

priscd. tf3-9

Kissy : We know something thev

don't know — Huggy. 3-»

Sandy — Have a Happy Birthdnv!
— Guess who? M

REWARD
Lost 3/3 behind DC7, one home-

knit fisherman knit sweater. Be-
ward, n* questions asked. CSrent

sentimental value. Call D after 0:0*

p.m. at 066-3276. tf3-12

FINANCE

TO SUBLET

Needed Bonnie or Clyde willing to

risk $2000 In a summer theater com-
munity. Contact B80 838. jgj

We buy used books and records

— Whltelight Books (in the Alley)

No texts! tfB- |a

FOR SALE — AUTOS
"

1964 Chevy Van Panel, good cntiiil-

tion $395. 1961 Dodge > an I anel.

WANTED
Black sincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male
(temporarily In Ohio) Interested In

possible rinse summer relationship
Confidential. Box 723. Amherst,
Waas. tf3-12

Efficiency apt, Quabbln VI*., fur-

nished, all utilities but phone, deposit

fee paid. Call 323-7039 after 7pm
Available Immediately. tf3-12

To sublet, one bedroom apt.,

kitchen, bath, $130 mo. Cliffside

Apt., Immediate occupancy. Call

Richie 253-9212 after 6:30 tf3-12

Summer sublet from June 1 - Aug.
30, 100 Colonial Village, furnished

2 bedroom, swim. pool. Call 256-

(10.12. II tu-th

TRAVEL
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL sf-

fers chartered flights to NASSAU In

spring and EUROPE In summer. For
details call Steve 649-1357 or Brian
649-3903 3 1.2,6,8,9,12.10,18

Trip: Spring vacation on March
?0-27. 069 n head round trip to At-
lantis, hotel accommodations and
scuba equipment Included. Continen-

tal Travel Agency. Call 645-2417.
IfS-fJ

Frosh Pucksters Win Finale

Coach Lauds Season's Play
.. nnnui ciuam .i „,.. .<,.! nlftvtm are verv bie.

Five More For N.I.T.

By BRONA SIMON
MDC Stall

Putting together one ot its best

displays of talent of the season, the

UMass freshman hockey team

beat Cardinal Cushing Academy

Saturday, 2-1, in the finale of their

schedule. Because the Zamhoni

machine had broken down at Orr

Kink, the game was moved to the

nnk at Deerfield Academy,

depriving the CMass of viewing an

exciting and close contest

Cardinal Cushing took the lead,

i o m a first period that offered

many scoring opportunities to the

Little Kedmen as well as to CC, but

alert goaltending and defense by

both teams thwarted offensive

rewards.
Kightwing Geoffrey Gill tied the

score for UMass with a stinging 40-

loot slapshot on a powerplay from

Jim Lynch and Jim Connors in the

second period of play.

The winning goal came from

Chuck lx>ndraville, his first of the

reason, with assists being ap-

pointed to the men involved in the

lirst scoring. Lynch and Gill. It

took Londraville until the last

period of the last game of the year

to connect, but it couldn't have

happened at a better time.

I ndoubtedly the most valuable

man on the ice was UMass goalie

Charles Rheault, who played what

trosh coach Russ Kidd termed, "a

whale of a game.'" His blockade

kept OC scoreless after its first

goal.

In the final 40 seconds. Cardinal

Cushing skated six offensively in a

desperation to keep the game

going Things got exciting when the

Little Redmen gained possession of

the puck, but failed to pass it into

the open net

Although the frosh ended with a

record of three wins and ten losses,

the season was not a total disap-

pointment. What must be noted is

that they were scheduled against

mostly stiff Division I teams.

On the bright side. Coach Kidd

lauded bis players. -The team

really h.ing together and worked

well ' against these very tough,

much-talented clubs. 1 think we

should have won more games.

specifically the over-times against

the Harvard Freshmen and

Deerfield. The won and loss

columns do not express the actual

capabilities of the team. In many

games we outshot the opposition,

but one of the faults of the team

was the trouble had in shooting

from in close Not very many of our

players are very big, and con-'

sequently had trouble staying in

near the crease.''

With only two seniors leaving the

varsity team this year, there will

he much competition among fresh-

men to make the team next season.

People to look at closely are Jim

Coleman, whose good stickhan-

dling and speed were evident in the

game this Saturday when he was

consistently setting up his wings,

Gill, tor his hardshot, tough play;

Lynch, who perserverently

"worked like a dog." according to

Kidd; a goalie with potential.

Rheault; Connors. Bob Edwards.

Peter Hanifan, Charles Nickerson.

and Tom Carey.

Recruiting currently in progress,

things look good for a fine fresh-

man team next year

Five teams were given berths

yesterday by the N.I.T. com-

mittees to bring the number of

teams already set for the tour-

nament to ten.

Named to join St Bonaventure,

Dayton, Tennessee. Providence

and UMass were St. Johns, Hawaii,

Georgia Tech. LaSalle and

Syracuse.

St, Johns came as no surprise as

it is a perenial entry being the top

New York City team remaining

alter Fordham was picked for the

NCAA. Alter its big victory over

p C on Saturday the Redmen t yes,

they are also Redmen i have a

record of 17-8.

Hawaii has been the surprise oi

the west this season finishing the

regular season. 22-4 and number 20

in the national rankings.

Georgia Tech will be led by its

All-American center Rich Yunkas

who has averaged 26 points a game

this vear. The Rambling Wrecks as

thev are called have a season

record ot 20-7 and will be making

their second straight visit to the

N.I.T.

LaSalle was eliminated trom

N.C.A.A. tournament play by

losing the Middle Atlantic Con-

ference playoll to St. Josephs. The

Owls are led by 6'7 consensus All

American Ken Durreti who has

been selected to every tirst team

along with Sidney Wicks ot

U.C.L.A. at the forwards

And finally the Orangemen trom

Syracuse « ho have a season record

,,i 19 -,;. They are led by (ill center

Bill Smith and guard Greg Kohls.

Thev defeated LaSalle earlier in

the season, but were crusneel ny

UMass at Curr> Hicks Cage.

Six more berths remain to be

filled with two going to the Atlantic

Coast Conference, one or iwo to the

Big Ten and the remaining berths

to either league runnerups or an

independent.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNblY OMAM<

GRAND OPENING

SPECIAL

Colonial Radio & TV
|

35 N. Pleasant

Amherst

offers

5% Discount

ON SALES & SERVICE

ro oil students

with this ad

SERVICING

All Mokes ond Models

Free Estimates

Open 9 - 9

Phone 256-8341

Astrology buff clubs are springing

up around the country. One of the

leading groups conducts regular

meetings in Los Angeles, featuring

quest speakers who relate latest

findings in astrology. Surprising to

many, numerous prominent
businessmen attend these confabs,

along with college students and a

dazzling array of bright, attractive

career women.
* * *

ARIES (March IVAPfll J1}j
Original ideas pay off By being

inventive, you turn a profit. Don t be

afraid to break through to new,

fertile territory. Utilize natural

pioneering qualities. Make a mark
TAURUS (April 20 May 20).

Accept responsibility Pace may be

slow, goal, however, is worthwhile.

Stress is on how you handle home,

property, domestic situations. Aim
tor future. Realize potential.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Don t

attempt to be everywhere at once.

Avoid scattering your forces Ex

change ideas with neighbors,

relatives. Avoid arguing over minor

matters. Plenty of fun now if you are

'^CANCER (June 21 July 22): Don't

spend merely to impress others. Get

what you need. Obtain moneys
worth insist on quality One who

makes many promises could come

up empty handed. Anticipate act

aC
LEO(Ju%23Aug. 22): You find

wav of fulfilling some obligations,

ambitions Utilize experience,

impress professional superior by

polishing techniques. Special

relationship is cemented You learn

where you stand.

VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept 22K Co

operative efforts should be ad.

"ocated Heed one who has aided

vou in past. Philosophical concepts

are emphasized .ook beyond

immediate Be concerned with

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Funds

vou took for granted could be held up

in litigation. Plan accordingly New
view is essential. Highlight different

methods. Leo individual could prove

to be valuable ally.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21).

Contractual obligations surge to

forefront You get nothing for

nothing. Know this ••**«
knowledge Obtain co operation of

one who can aid your cause. Aim

high stick to principles

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Some persons perform ex

traordinary well for you. Give them

credit Extend social invitations

Time to show appreciation. Change

of pace is beneficial Relax have

"CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19)

Money, past commitments mingle

Keep guard up, protect yourself

Some are envious, even «£££
Don't compound error. Maintain

balance Dispatch tasks with

aP
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Lie

low do plenty of listening, ob

serving Practical issues dominate

Home, property areas demand
attention Do some investigating^

Write, communicate Ask plenty of

ASCIIs (Feb. 19 March 20.

Relative may make unreasonable

demands Seek adjustment in

domestic area. But refuse to be

intimidated. Be diplomatic Make
intelligent concessions. But know

when to draw line cr.-runAv
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are capable of Pf/«'ving
trends You can provide what others

need before thev become aware of

actual requirements Social me
improves An emotional handicap >s

due to be removed^
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Ans. ,//l *'

1 Young tree

6 Singing voice

1

1

Loud shouting

12 Peaceful

14 Corded cloth

15 Trials

17 Greek letter

18 Babylonian

deity

19 Colonizes

21 Guido's low

note

22 Ancient chariot

24 Note of scale

25 Meadows
27 Dine

28 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

29 South African

Dutch

30 Repeating

33 Escaped

34 Knockout

(abbr )

35 Afternoon

party

37 Crate

38 Spanish for

"y«s"

39 Wart on

41 Bone

42 Stupefied

45 Teutonic

deity

46 Unit of

Siamese

currency

48 Royal

49 In favor of

50 Rented

52 Folds

54 Hindu queen

55 Slaves

DOWN

1 Gratify

2 Once around

track

3 Part of

"to be"
4 Famed
5 Allowance for

waste
6 Name
7 Gaelic

8 Compass
point

9 Number
10 Ceremony
11 Algonquian

Indian

13 Household
pets

16 Marking with

stripes

19 Couches
20 Inclined

23 Goes by
water

26 Ardent

28 Coniunction

29 Note of scale

31 Man's
nickname
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32 Preposition

33 SwiHer

36 Avoids

37 Fuel

38 Kind of

tanned skin

39 Trades for

money
40 God ot love

43 Woody plant

44 Back of neck

47 Chinese
pagoda

49 Baker's
product

51 Symbol for tin

53 Indefinite

article
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LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS - DINNER

Mon.
LUNCH
Fri. 11:3" - 2:30

DINNKK
>lon. S»t. 5 • lOSun. U • »

NKVEK ON TUESDAY

B

ItV-servatlons Recommended
584 27«»

~MVE mIjSIcT* SONG
IN THE OYSTEK BAR

WED. • THURS.
Boh Ackermann
sinirtni? ragtime
FKI. A SAT.

Norrine Jambus *
Cliff Simons

rtngtnC variety A requests

by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Domination Of Season Play

Results In 18-1 Slate

By STEVE FERBER
M DC Stall

I Mass basketball tans were

treated to not one. hut two out-

standing basketball teams this

year, as the freshmen hoopsters

compiled a stunning 18- 1
mark.

The single blemish on their

record was a three point loss to B.

I The defeat on January 28th.

«ra the second game played by

the freshmen alter their 35 day

la vol I . ..

Their ik 1 mark speaks lor

itself, and domination was what

the freshmen were all about

Game alter game the Little

Kedmen outshot, outrebounded.

and outpointed their opponents.

Even in the personal foul

department the Little Kedmen

had an edge, as the minimization

„| tools toward the latter stages

ol the season became extremely

important

Smooth, slick and fun to watch,

the freshman hoopsters were all

ol those things Working the tour

corner offense, fastbreaking

down the court, or shooting their

llu-vital>le.>o
,

\, tromthelield. the

Little Kedmen could, and did do it

Bui balance was the kej to

then success AH Hve starters

ended the season with averages

in double Figures, and tor a fresh

man team this balance is that

much more surprising and

commendable.
The freshmen'i season was

split in two halves, and the six

games before intersession all

ended victoriously After opening

up against St Anselm's with a

roaring 85-69 win, the Little

doUrgtan

Kick Pitino

Kedmen traveled to Hanover,

New Hampshire, where they

played 'one of their three best

games of the season.'" as termed

b\ Coach Broaca.

Against Dartmouth. the

opening minutes saw the remains

of foul trouble and nervousness,

something that had plagued them

in their home opener vs. St

Anselm's But conquering a full

court press, the freshmen

managed a 12 point win 64 52.

with Al Skinner and Peter Trow

leading the way
Traveling back to the Cage,

Amherst was victim number

three Skinner showed why he

was the team's high scorer ( 19.4)

and rebounder <13.0) for the

season as he scored 22 points and

hauled down 17 rebounds. Rick

Pitino again showed more of his

crisp passing, and henceforth,

tans began to look for Pitino to

get 10 plus assists a game, and he

did

Win number four was of the

comeback brand, as the Little

Kedmen played one of their

sharper games of the year,

beating UConn 78-65. in Huskie

countrv. After falling behind 8-0,

the freshmen forged their way

into the lead, and toward victory,

as 18 point performances by

Pitino, Skinner and Trow

provided the offensive punch

AIC visited the Cage next, and

probably was sorry that it

bothered* to come losing 98-65.

AIC was the victim of a 62 point

second half by the home club, as

Skinner did it again, this time

with X points and 22 rebounds.

Ted Hathaway. Bryant and

Stratum's sharpshooting guard.

neari) made the freshman's sixth

games disaster Squeezing by 57-

,,, John Olson and Art Levme

were theord) bright spots for the

Little Kedmen Olson pulled

down 14 rebounds the averaged

11 2 a game . and Levme scored

19 points the averaged 13.7 a

game), BS the frosh shot a season

low ol 41% from the field, which

almost cost them the game.

Thirty-five days later the

UMass freshman began the

second halt ol their season. The

Janus*) 27th game vs. Westfield

State resulted in win number

se\ en. but signs of the layoff wore

evident Trow led all scorers with

27 as Pitino chalked up his

season high in assists with 17.

many off to Trow and Olson Uhe

latter scoring 20) Despite a good

deal of rustmess in floor play, the

frosh had their t>est shooting

night of the vear. tossing in 41 of

70 tor a rousing 59% from the

field

From the undefeated ranks

came the freshmen as the B.U.

frosh pressedtheir way to a 61-58

win With both Pitino and Skinner

on the bench with five personal

fouls. B L'spressplayed off in a

three point win <"oach Broaca

commented. T don t think that

we played well, but B.U. has a

great deal of talent They have

three very fine players, one of

whom. Kenny Boyd, broke all of*

the freshmen scoring records

Bouncing back strongly from

their single setback of the season,

the freshmen began an 11 game

winning streak at the expense of

the Dartmouth frosh Turning the

trick against the Little Green for

the second time, the 84 74 bulge

put the frosh back on the winning

track

Game number ten was a lesson

in domination Playing the role of

visitors for the fourth time, the

Little Kedmen downed the Little

Crusaders 83-65. afteranother one

of their slow starts

With a 9-1 record, the Little

Kedmen returned to Cage

countrv for their next four en-

counters. Chamberlayne Junior

College entered with an 0-10

mark, and the game went as

expected, a farcical runaway

Putting six men in double figures,

the UMass frosh scored a 101-56

victory with Levine leading all

scorers with 17 points

St Thomas More saw the

UMass frosh shoot over 50% from

the field for the fourth con

secutive game. Pipino's 24 points

(he averaged 15.5 on the season)

paved the way for the 77-59 win,

as the Redmen committed a

season low of four personal fouls.

Then came the thriller

Preluding the big BC-UMass

varsity clash, the Little Redmen

laced the BC freshmen, and stuck

it to them too Coach Broaca had

sited the BC squad as the

toughest that UMass was to face,

and after the 87-67 verdict was in.

Broaca termed the victory, "the

best team performance by a

team ol mine in 10 years B.C.

had an extremely tall team, and

that made the 45-23 rebounding

margin for UMass all the more

impressive

I Conn came to visit, and did no

better at Amherst, than at Storrs

\gam tailing by 13 points, the

Little Huskies saw a tremendous

solo performance by Skinner.

who hit on 15 of 17 field goals in

scoring a season high of 35

points

Having gone six straight game

shooting better than 50%, the

Little Kedmen went to

Spring! icld. and escaped with

their lives I'p by M at halt, and

ho humming it. they found

themselves trailing by one with

halt a minute to go. But Skinner

did the |ob and scoring three ot

his :w points, the Kedmen came

out on top 74-71

Breaking a :?4 game streak was

next in line on the freshmen s

agenda Hosting the Maine tresfv

men the Little Kedmen laced

their only undefeated team ol tin'

reason, and did away with them

most handilv. The 76-61 win

Late Drive Falls Short

S.C. Still N.E.'s Best

Al Skinner

extended the freshmen's home

unbeaten string to 11. as the Little

Kedmen looked ahead to Nor-

thern Essex, whom they were

playing the following night

Their second game in as many

nights was a big success, and

while claiming an 86-58 victory,

the freshmen sent five men into

double figures Northern Essex

was outrebounded by a 74-29

margin, which was just one more

reason behind the 28 point

shellacking

Home for the last time, the

Little Redmen continued their

winning ways, knocking off New

Haven 80-70 to bring their Cage

record to 13-0 In winning their

17th game, the freshmen were

less than impressive, not

exhibiting the consistent high

quality and shekness that had

been their trademark.

Amherst went down to UMass

for the second time, though not as

easilv on their home court

Pulling away in the final 20

minutes, the Little Redmen

closed out their memorable

season with an 11 game winning

T|
k
NAL FRESHMEN

FRACAS. Trow averaged 15

points and half that many

rebounds.. Olson just made

double figures in scoring with a

10 2 average. Coach Broaca

said "Us hard to compare this

team with the undefeated team of

two years ago, becase [hey have

different styles. But this fresh

men team will have to con-

tribute and become the major

portion of our varsity in two

vears due to the presence of so

many junior on this year's squad^

As for breaking into the lineup it

is hard to evaluate, or put on the

same scale a ballplayer on the

varsity level, with all that ex-

perience, and a freshmen player

,

they are really in different

worlds. But if any of the varsdy

players think that they have jobs

sewn up, they better think

again."

By MICHAELCUSACK
M DC Staff

At the Fourth Annual New

England Invitational Gymnastic

Championships, held at Boston

State College on Saturday the

i Mass varsity gymnasts placed

second in the University Division.

as Springfield College bested the

Redmen by 2of anoint, IW.JWM.
Southern Connecticut State College

was thud with a score ol 144 0.

The meet was one which saw the

Redmen, who were in last place in

their Division after lloor exercise.

continually strive to chip away at

Springfield s lead, only to lose by

such a narrow margin

Preliminary competition, which

ran from 11:00 am to ">:iH> pm
was used to determine team

standings, all-around winners and

qualifiers for the finals, which

were held at night

UMass got off to a poor start with

a 25 -if total on floor exercise, one

ol their lowest totals this season for

this event .John Calabria was the

soie Redman to qualify tor the

finals, as his S.66 tied for fifth after

the lust round.

Though the Kedmen scored 25 20

again on sidehorse. they qualified

three men tor the finals. Kick Kile>

led all qualifiers with an 8 75. while

Norm Vexler and .John Walsh had

routines ot H .35 and 8.10 respee

lively

In picking up 26.75 points ot

rings, the UMass team was able to

again take three out of the top five

spots, to allow them three more

performers in the finals Vexler

was leader with a 9 .20, while Jay

Aronstein had an 8.95. Sophomore

Phil Aubrey, in his first ap-

pearance with the varsity, turned

in an excellent routine of 8 6. which

enabled him also to gain entry to

the finals

The Kedmen s top two vaulters

once again came through with

outstanding vaults, and qualified

tor the finals Jay Thomsen was

high scorer for the Redmen with a

y 5 while Steve Cary had a 9.0

UMass was able to score 27 20

points on parallel bars in their last

dual meet, but couldn't match that

total for this meet, as they came up

with 2665 point However, they

were able to qualify two more

specialists for the finals Dave

Genest easily led all scorers with a

9.30. and was joined in the finals by

Cary. whose 9 05 enabled him to

enter the finals on two events

High bar. the final event, saw

UMass accumulate 26 85 points, 2

of a point short of a victory Tony

Vacca's 9.1 and Scott Stover's 9 15

were high scorers for the Redmen.

and put them both in the finals

Final competition saw the

Kedmen place one or more men in

the top five in every event.

Calabria placed fifth on floor with

a 17 25 total for his preliminary and

final routines

Riley, despite a major break in

his routine, placed third overall in

the sidehorse competition. Vexler

was 1 of a point off of Kiley's 16.95

pace as he took fourth Walsh had a

hearbreakmg major break near

the end ot his routing, but managed

to take fifth place in the Division.

Vexler turned in another out-

standing performance on rings as

his 9.0 final routine gave him an

18.20 total, but his effort was 1 of a

point less than that of Dartmouth's

Pancoe, who placed first While

Vexler I unshed second. UMass

Aronstein turned in another of his

routines to take fifth

Vaulting finals again saw I Mass

take two more awards. Thomsen.

who has had an outstanding fresh

man vear. continued his winning

vaulting by placing second overall

in the Division Cary coupled

scores ol l.tS and 1.00 to take

fourth in the event

Parallel bars saw both I Mass

finalists perform extremely well as

Genes! and Cary tied for first with

totals ol 18 25 Genest's double

back dismount awed the audience,

while Cary'S distinctive style

earned hmi another outstanding

score

UMass closed the long day by

placing two more men in the top

five finalists for high bar Vacca

was high for the Kedmen as his 9.0

earned him second place Stover.

who had an 8.4 in the finals, was

able to place fourth.

In the all-around event, both

Vexler and Vacca were able to

place in the top five Vexler was

fifth while Vacca finished fourth.

Despite the fact that UMass

collected fourteen individual

medals, their effort wasn't as good

as they had hoped it would be

Springfield College has long been

considered one of the top teams in

New England, and has had the

number one rating for quite some

time Coach Krik Kjeldsen's

Kedmen wanted to topple the

Chiefs, but failed to do so by a slim

2 of a point. However, the con-

tinual rivalry between the Chiefs

and the Redmen isn't over for the

season
Beginning this Thursday, the

Kedmen will be hosting the E1GL
Championships in Curry Hicks

Cage During three days of com-

petition. Springfield, Penn State.

Temple, Army, Navy, Pittsburg.

Syracuse and UMass will strive for

League and individual honors. This

competition promises to be the

most exciting of the season, and

will offer all interested a chance to

see the best gymnastics in the

Fast, featuring some of the

nation's top competitors

SenateBusForUVM
By popular request, the Student

Senate Transit Service has

arranged for a charter bus to the

EC.AC Division 11 hockey

playoffs at Burlington, Vermont.

UMass will play Vermont at 8 00

p m. tomorrow night.

Tickets are now on sale for

transportation ($6.50 each) at the

Student Union Ticket Office and at

the Boyden Ticket Office for the

game < $ 1 . 00 each). Ticket

deadlines are 10a.m. tomorrow for

transportation and 5 p.m. today for

the game tickets.

If the bus is not filled it will be

subject to cancellation. In this

event notice will be made over

WMUA or by calling the Transit

Service Office after 10 a.m.

tomorrow.

The bus is scheduled to leave the

Campus Center Bus Circle at 3

p.m. tomorrow.

Ali-Frazier

See Page 10
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See page two
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See page three
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See page four

Puckmen Play Tonight

ou can see the beginning

Senate Pay Bill Overturned
Pa DEBBIE BERNSTEIN

MIX' Staff

The referendum to allocate

monthly payment to the Student

senate officers was defeated last

n.uht by «> vote ol 1.204 in op

IS.on.oand'Hl.n.avorofthe

"the defeat of the bill means that

the President. Vice President and

treasurer of the Senate will receive

no checks for 'heir dut.es. ac-

cording to Student (lovernmenl

Ulairs chairman Larr\ Ladcl

\ hoard Of election officiate

appointed by Udd counted the

ballots m the presence of botn

proponents end opoonents Seven

ballots were invalidated as loin

See page sixteen

L

.., im nviri- in the referendum yesterday, th«-

CHECKING KM ,NN,(
,

K,"
f

.

"•'
*T S Lyerterned dramatic-ally

propose to p.) the s, n. e
;

off „ *ns £«*
JJJ^ ^

with IJM voting against »ne hill ami -*i

were stuck together, two were

handwritten and one was unclear

wording to Ladd. the Senate

officers will receive paymen

retroactive to November whenrbill

si.iT was passed by the Senate

n„s hill states that monthly

Mlan oi ftlSQis lobe payed to the

Senate President and si;* is to «•

payed to the Vice President and
the

treasurer ol the Senate rbese

Mymenteweretobeniadeonabi-

A ,,.kK basis Vt the time this bill

was passed .t was a Senate polic)

tb.it all financial motions become

(.fU-t'tivc immediately, l^add said

(nus the officers received then

retroactive pay

\ by law is expected to ne

brought up at next weeks Senate

meeting which will allow a six da)

period after a financial motion is

passed during which time all funds

will be iro/en. Ladd continued

Valid referendums will al thai time

be accepted against the motion he

said 11 this ruling goes into effect

Ladd explained that it will have no

hearing on the payment ol Senate

officers . ,

Due to the vast majontj ol votes

in opposition ol the referendum

the SGA chairman expects that no

recount will be demanded

The officers ol the Senate wen

not available fa comment on u

results of the referendum

.la god a I
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MIT Students Witness
"Compartmentalization

BvKOBKRTSCHIER
MDC Staff

A group of architectural

students from MIT. who have

been studying the Southwest

Residential College presented

their suggestions, which included

making Hampden Dining

Commons a central meeting

place, in the dining common
\londa> night in a slide

presentation.
The students, who have been

working with John Hunt, the

Master ot Southwest, see one of

the mam problems as the

"compartmentalization" of

students within their dorms.

They noted that students rarely

go out of their dorms and par-

ticipate in activities within

Southwest
Saying that "Students rarely

get together in any number ex-

cept the live or six you can jam

into a dorm room." Dave Steiner.

of Southwest, proposed using the

main entrance hall to Hampden

Dining Commons as a central

meeting place Coat racks

presently occupy this space.

He advocates taking out the

coat racks and re-arranging

them to make a more flexible

environment. Being "student-

proof", they could be stacked in

almost any imaginable way, he

said The area could be turned

into a marketplace, for both

goods, such as arts and crafts, or

information, for example as a

Hot Line office, he suggested

With the use of cardboard

tubing, these racks could be

made into a multi-leveled

structure, making the area an

open mezzanine, Steiner said.

The use of free-form furniture.

Mich as pillows, would allow the

students who used it to shape it to

Here is

I Mass.

an architects vision of Southwest after a seminar at

their needs and make it into

anything they wanted, he ex-

plained He added that such a

facility has already been built at

Wellesley College, in an unused

old building.

On the floor level. Mark Haber,

also of MIT., said that "All the

rooms are built the same, but

people are different."

He said that students should be

able to initiate changes in their

floors, to give people who wanted

it either more sleeping space, or

room to hold parties or have

guests.

The key to both of these plans is

fluidity, Haber said. Southwest

should be a constantly changing

place, ready to be shaped to what

it's residents wanted, he con-

tinued

He said that the changes that

would be put into effect by next

years residents could be

changed later, hopefully with no

ill effect on the university's in-

come from the dorms.

Future plans await further

study by the MIT students, who

will be working on campus for the

rest of the semester, as well as

UMass students' suggestions.

In the meantime, the students

can be reached from four to six

p.m. in Coolidge lobby

There is a Southwest Honors

Colloquia working on redesigning

the area around the Little Hatch

and the patio beside Hampden

also If these plans go through,

next year could see some exciting

changes in the environment

Southwest students live in. Dr

Hunt said.

Stoneham Outlines

DC Lettuce Policy
ByPAULM.CURRlE

MDC Staff

Joel Stoneham. Director of the University Food Services, made known

his uewso the UFW Lettuce boycott in a recent MDC interview.

A er read ng tne letter concerning the inter-un.on dispute which he had

read in th Collegian he responded to a series of questions concerning h.s

vtews on the boycott, and to the issue of student power over the pur-

*«B»S£fflS
¥^SSmSSl!SStS of purchasing will only take into account the

pnees "the , ems Jolved and the legal rights of students to decide on

meeconomicsof their appetites are to be glossed over, hesaid.

sSXm consideredlhe Student Food Services committee and the

I n "r* v"o be adequate representatives of the general student will.

EetoSer JuStSt: ".it is not just my personal decision to decide

to do one thin* or the other, I must go by the University purchasing

pXv therefore mv being for or against the UFW will not be continued m

%t£Z naS St3tt5 of factors which do influence that pur-

^$%^J?^«««* union, the UFW support pro-

grower supporT on campus as factors which he saw ,n the lettuce

St

He
8g
made plain an unwillingness to change on the basis of rather

dubious student poliiicization of a simple affair.

I do not like to change accepted norms of those we serve or of those

W
His

S

S'souU
a
ng board on student feelings was the Student Food

Servtcefcommittel. he claimed Ed Boci is the student head of the

Tommenting directly on the actual UFW dispute. Stoneham said that

under^Ihe laws of California the quasi-legal Teamster contracts would

"Ut'i face it, Teamsters is as much a union as the UFW." was his

studied reply to the question of how right he considered the purchase of

lettuce labeled "scab" by the UFW and sympathizers.

He would consider an adequate show of student strength of support for

the UFW to be a Five-thousand signature petition, he said, but did not

specifically outline the steps he would follow to implement a new student-

governed purchasing policy.

Women Discuss Labor
Discrimination Tonite

SWAP Committee Meets,

Decides On New Chairmen
The 1970 SWAP committee met

Mondav. in the Campus Center to

hold elections and to discuss

business The SWAP committee of

twenty five voted Ross Benjamin

and Judith (iill as co-chairmen of

next vear's SWAP committee

The meeting discussed past

conferences and made suggestions

for future meetings "We hope to

profit from our mistakes in the

next year." one member said.

After applications for the con-

ference were accepted, the new co-

chairmen discussed plans to open

up a whole new SWAP committee

Co-chairman Ross Benjamin

stated that he hoped to capitalize

on what he learned this year in

order to make next year's con-

ference an even better one

"We will be receptive to all sorts

of new suggestions on how SWAP
can be run at peak effectiveness,"

MDC Regrets Mix-up

WithReferendum Ad
The ad which appeared on page five of yesterdays MDC was in

error It was not paid for by the Student Senate Public Relations

Committee Representatives from the PR Committee originally

intended to buy an ad to give a non-partisan view of the

referendum on the pay bill for Senate officers However, com-

munications between the PR people and the. MDC became

garbled and the resulting ad was wrong The Daily Collegian

regrets any inconvenience or embarrassment this may have

caused.

A panel discussion on the topic:

Women and the Labor Market :
The

Legal Battle Against

Discrimination, will be presented

tonight, at 7:30 pm at the First

Congregational Church in

Amherst, by the American

Association of University Women
The meeting will be chaired by

the Branch President. Mrs. Erma

DeBoer Acting as moderator will

be Miss Micheline Dufau,

Professor and Associate Head of

French and secretary of the UMass

Senate. The panelists will include:

Mr Tim Bornstein, lawyer and

Associate Professor of Labor

Relations and Law at the School of

Business Administration of the

University of Massachusetts, will

speak on the Equal Pay AmendBenjamin said Judy Gill hopes for

pven greater support from faculty ment to the Fair Labor Standards
-- ---:-: i— "Act Title VII of the Civil Rights

and administration

Outgoing co-chairmen Betty

Pugh and Dick Palomba "wish to

extend thanks to all committee

members and participants at

SWAP for making it a success
"

the executive

women em-
Act of 1964, and

orders affecting

ployees

Miss Elizabeth A. Porada,

practicing attorney of Nor-

thampton. Mass ,
will speak on

inequities in Massachusetts

legislation as it affects women, e.g.

conflict of interest laws, maternity

leave, and inheritance laws.

Mrs. Suzanne Gwiadza of

Brookline. Mass.. member of the

NOW Task Force on Equal

Academic Opportunity, will speak

on complaints filed by HEW
against Harvard and the

University of Michigan for sex

discrimination.

Miss Arlyn Diamond, Assistant

Professor of English and member
of the Committee on the Status of

Women at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, will

speak on the activities of this

committee.
There will also be a represen

tative of the UMass Personnel

Office present as an observer and a

resource person.

Each panelist will give an in-

formal ten minute presentation of

his topic, after which the meeting

will be open for discussion and

questions.

Attention Ed Majors
All Elementary Education majors who are planning to intern

either semester next year must attend a meeting Wednesday.

March 10 at 7:00 pm in the Engineering East Auditorium^ This

will be the only time that all of your program options will be ex-

plained and applications distributed. -. ..

All students interested in certification in Secondary Education

who anticipate a field experience in either the fall or spring

semester must attend a meeting on Thursday March 11. at 7:00

n m in Engineering East Auditorium This will be the only time

that program options will be explained and applications

distributed .—

,

-_—_.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Sip flaMftrtpiirttft flailg (Bollrsta*

OO.ce of the DAILY COLLEGl AN »re on the second t.oor ot the Student Un.on on

me Un.vers.ty campus. LP code 01007 Phones are S45 3550 (news). 545 0344

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, tr.e DA.LY COLLEGIAN publishes f.ve

t.mes weekly Monday through Fr.day during the academ,c year e»cept dur.ng

vacat.on and exam per.od* three or tour times a week following a vacation or

exam per.od or when a holiday tails w.thm a week Accepted tor m«,l,ng under the

authority of the act of March I. \87» as amended by the act of June U 1943 Sub

srnpt.on rates are U 50 per semester, »14 00 per year

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

75c — First insertion

50c — each subsequent consecutive insertion
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Dean Allen Defends Pass-Fail Grading
• • i- — • in,.lnrlinuM numher "I'm tint sure of the

By SUSAN WHITE
MDC Stall

Dwight Allen, Dean ot the

School of Education, defined his

position on the controversial

pass tail grading system in an

MDC interview yesterday.

He indicated delineating three

basic reasons tor the existence of

this system.

The first was that "the present

system of grading used in the

University is inadequate.

"Many people are dissatisfied

with it and find that it doesn't

accomplish the things it should."

Allen said.

Secondly, the pass-fail system,

even with its imperfections, is a

means of "testing the students'

responsibility." Allen continued.

a manner that this type of

freedom is often hard for him to

cope with.

On the other hand, he said, if

the student is pursuing on his own

initiative that which interests

him. the education he gains will

be much more rewarding.

He added that "As students

become more sophisticated, the

traditional methods of grading

will become more ineffective.

Those subject to it will become

passive and reject it."

trial and error that area in which

he will concentrate, without

having his errors held against

him.

Aliens further comments
were, "Who cares about failures?

The third reason Allen gave for

pass fail grading was the idea

that this would serve as an

alternative to the present system.

It is a way to give added per-

spective to the whole picture, and

a basis for comparison," he said.

He said that instead of being

prodded into action by com-

petition or averages, the student

is left alone for the most part, to

determine his own pace of

learning.

Allen pointed out, however,

that traditional schooling at

elementary and high-school

levels condition a student in such

He indicated that the School of

Education would like to change

from a pass-fail to a "pass-no

record'' system. In such a

system, only the passing grades

would be recorded, he said.

According to Allen, this would

give a student room for ex-

perimentation, finding out by

Dean Dwight Allen

What is the use of writing them

down?" , .

He also listed three of the many

possible ways in which such a

system could be carried out.

One plan would be to allot in-

coming freshmen with a certain

number of "voucher" units, or

credits, in which they could plan

their courses, including a number

of extra units which would permit

experimentation with courses.

Another way would be the

establishment of a set number of

"experiences", the completion of

which would be necessary for

graduation. This would replace

required courses, he said.

A third method would be what

Allen termed "Carte Blanche",

the only restriction here being

that the student earns his degree

within some time limit, such as

six years.

He said that the two systems of

grading currently in use conflict

with one another, especially at

the undergraduate level, where

students must spread their

courses over Education

requirements and those of the

university.

In their case, the average does

not depend on grades outside the

major. But the pass-fail system is

still in the experimental stage, he

said, and it will take time for its

advantages and weaknesses to

show

.

"I'm not sure of the system

yet." he said, "and couldn't

"recommend it for the whole

university." But he asserted

later, "I know that the dire

results predicted so far will not

happen."

Despite the pressure on the

School of Education to produce

evidence to support the pass-fail

system, and despite faculty, the

cooperation in doing so, Dean

Allen indicated, "I am not willing

to produce more evidence in

favor of pass-fail than has been

produced so far for the present

system".

The point of pass-fail, he said.

is an attempt to do away with the

grading system in use and all the

disadvantages it holds for many
individuals He cited this as one

of the biggest arguments for

pass-fail: "A University is

supposed to be an instrument of

change, with room for divers

ways."

Hearings On Additional

Student Trustee Held

^tnHpnt Senators Koss Benjamin (Umass, Amherst) and Leo Clark£Hsfe^ess: *

S,

TOs question was actuate* answered bv^Benjarnm and Uark and

dunng discussion between s<"£ntsan* ^J"™^ from
B
each

hearing Their response was '^'^
be developed with the trustees.

made that much easier.

Viet North-South Peace

Treaty To Be Discussed
""

. . .. _ . ..i.r.w.-ntmi' hroad

By NANCY COSTA
MDC Staff

A meeting of all people in

terested in working on a joint

treaty of peace between the people

of the United States and the people

of Vietnam: North and South, will

be held tonight at 9 P.M. in room

Ho:i of the Campus Center

The group plans to organize a

campus wide referendum on the

issue

The peace treaty contains I basic

points. One is that the Americans

agree to total withdrawal from

Vietnam and publicly set the date

by which all U.S. military force*

will be removed Another is tha

upon this agreement there be a..

immediate cease fire between

opposing forces.

The idea of organizing around a

treaty of peace between the two

peoples is "to dramatize publicly

the acceptability of the real con-

ditions to end the war and even

more to serve as a vehicle for

organizing intensified mass action

to force Nixon and the U.S.

government to end the war.'

spokesman said.

The People's Peace Treaty has

been endorsed by organizations

representing broad sectors ol the

American anti-war movement and

the Vietnamese independance

movement, the spokesman added

Student Arraigned,

Given Suspended Sent.

,h'« <
rampu^"Hoi™ officers in the In.on at the entrance to the Boog.c

'"heTofanTmonth sentence was suspended for two years, according to

the Northampton Clerk of Courts.

Palomba Pessimistic For UMass Change

By PAT KING
MDC Staff

"Pessimistic" was the word

outgoing SWAP chairman Dick

Palomba used to describe his over-

all feeling about change at UMass

SWAP group leaders are now in

the process of making follow-up

proposals as a result of the con-

ference held in December of las

year he said. These proposals will

tie submitted to the entire

university for a preliminary

reaction and then to the faculty and

student senates and administration

for final action

Hopefully, some needed changes

will be effected, he said.

•A lot of people are disatisfied

with UMass. Or so it would seem,

mdging from overheard con

versations and nasty letters to the

editor. But when it comes to

working for change instead of

Tetting off steam, most UM.es are

nowhere to be found." he con-

tU1

He1urther stated that SWAP, the

Students Workshop on Activities

Problems, is a perfect example of

this all-too-truism.
4 „., AD

Palomba emphasized that SWAP
represents an obligation on the

part of the group leaders regar-

dless of the apathy of the rest of the

campus. SWAP is providing a

means of change to those who wish

to use it, he said.

However, the SWAP group

leaders have met with disap-

pointment, he stated. The average

group consists of 4-6 members, and

Response has been poor, in his

opinion.

"One of the more interesting

discoveries, made by SWAP is that

apathy is not confined to student

body Palomba stated Forty-five

to fifty positions at the December

conference were opened to faculty

members, but "we didn't even get

that many applications."

Areas in which interest is highest

are security Freshman orien

tation. faculty tenure, and course

credits. Palomba said

There is still hope lor reform.

with the new co-chairman, Judy

Gill and Koss Benjamin, who were

elected to help co-ordinate the

efforts of the different committees,

Palomba said.

Meetings for formulating final

proposals were held during the

lirst week of March and will

continue to be open to all members

of the University community

Dr. Richard L Leonard
Optometrist

announce* the opening

of his offi« «• for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasant St.

Amherst
2568052

Get It In!
Campus Center Program Council

Calendar notices are due

Friday, March 12.
Deliver to R.S.O. Room 101, or Mailbox *316 R.S.O.

Any organization wishing a notice for April s Calender

please comply.
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VS Flies Air Support .**>*.
Ho Chi Minh Trail Cut

SAIGON \r south Viet-

namese troops in their drive into

Laos now have cut nine major

branches of the Ho Chi Minh trail.

Saigon headquarters reported

Tuesday. U.S. air blows have

rained widespread destruction on

enemy war supplies

The U.S. Air Force said strikes

by fighter-bombers Monday set off

1.770 secondary explosions in one

area about one mile northeast of

Sepone. a trail hub 25 miles inside

Laos Secondary explosions are

usuallv taken to mean stores of

ammunition or fuel have been hit

Intensive air activity continued

Tuesday around Sepone, the

western* tip of the South Viet-

namese drive.

A Vietnamese officer said that

region was regarded as 'the

throat" of North Vietnam's ^in-

filtration corridor to South Viet-

nam and Cambodia. Lt. Col. Tran

Van An said at least five of the nine

levered mam supply lines pass

through the Sepone area

other branches of the Ho t ni

Minh trail lie west of Sepone and

these have been under IS. aerial

attack

,.\ i s Command assessment of

the Laos operation against the,

supply network was that it already

has set North Vietnam's effort

against the South back five

months. If it continues until the end

,.l April as expected, it could mean

another nine months of time gained

for the South Vietnamese, the

command added.

"Even day they remain in Laos

it is advantageous to the Viet-

namization process." a high U.S.

military official said. "It gives the

Vietnamese time to build up their

training. Time is on the side of

Vietnamese."
The US. Command figured a

day's full load of war materiels and

other supplies moved down the

supply trail enables the North

Vietnamese and Viet Cong to

operate 10 days in the field.

By knocking off half that load."

said the officer, "the North Viet-

namese can only operate five days

in the field The North Vietnamese

troops south of Highway 9 are only

getting half a load of five days

supplies
."

South Vietnamese headquarters

reported Wednesday tin-

destruction of 100 enemy tanks in

the month-old drive into Laos that

has cut nine major branches of

North Vietnam's vital Ho Ch. Minn

supplv trail.

The tanks included 92 fifteen ton

amphibious models, six 35 ton

medium models and two 40 ton

vehicles, the enemy's biggest.

US warplanes supporting the

Laotian drive spotted a North

Vietnamese column of T34 meduim

tanks Tuesday apparently massing

to attack Sepone. a trail hub 25

miles inside Laos that is now the

western tip of the South Viet-

namese push. Pilots reported

destroying five of the Soviet-made

tanks "and leaving at least three

others burning 10 miles southeast

of Sepone ,

American air blows also caused

tanks had first been identified from

aerial photographs as light am-
•*•"—"

enemv phibious PT7I tanks, but later

Widespread *%™*f AVk» ve studies showed they were T54's.

war supplies ™^j£JL££ They were destroyed near Hill 31,

Mouuav s<.i «-• .-

explosions in one area about a mile

northeast of Sepone Secondary

explosions are usually taken to

mean that stores of ammunition or

fuel have been hit

The U S Command announced in

a delayed report that the two

Soviet made T54 tanks, the biggest

and most powerful the North

Vietnamese have, were destroyed

b« is strikes late last month.

They were the first T54 tanks

reported encountered in the In-

dochina war

overrun by North Vietnamese

forces spearheaded by a tank

eolumn.
The 100 tanks reported destroyed

were put out of commission in the

month since the operation began

Feb. 8

A Vietnamese officer said the

Sepone area is regarded as "the

throat" of North Vietnam's in-

filtration corridor to South Viet-

nam and Cambodia. Lt. Col Tran

Van An said at least five of the nine

severed main supply lines pass

,,,0,-— ""and spokesman sa.d ,h, through the reg.on

Nixon Plans Ready

For 'Generation ofPeace

'

Cancer ResearchUnderHEW

free world alliance and 'vigorous negotiation from a

position of strength" was mapped for Congress

^'Strategy of Realistic Deterrence," Secretary of

Defense Melvin R. Laird called »t

He said the strategy's essential foundation is

maintenance of a strong free world military

retaliatory forces is attainable." he said "the

program will proceed in an orderly and timely

m
Thei972 minimum program proposes construction

of three ABM sites to protect U.S. Minuteman

missiles. And Nixon asked for a fourth site either at

Washington, DC. or Warren Air Force Base, Wyo-

WASH1NGTON iAP> The Nixon

administration expressed
willingness Tuesday to spend

millions to help conquer cancer but

said it would be a serious scientific

and managerial error to set up a

new agency to do the job

The separation of cancer

research from the rest of

biomedical research and from

health in general, now under the

umbrella of the National Institutes

of Health and the Department of

Health. Education and Welfare,

would be counter-productive and

should not be undertaken."

Surgeon General Jesse L.Steinfeld

told a Senate Health sub-

committee.
Flanked by Assistant HEW

Secretary Roger O Egeberg, NIH

Director Robert Marston and Dr.

Carl G Baker, head of National

i ancer Institute. Steinfeld opposed

a bill that would create a National

(ancer Authority independent of

NIH
Instead, they defended the

President's cancer-cure search

proposal that would call for

spending more than $332 million

during the next fiscal year.

Steinfeld said President Nixon has

promised to make available for the

enlarged cancer program with

MH -whatever additional

resources... can be effectively

used."

The officials told the Senate

Labor and Welfare Committee's

subcommittee on health they agree

there is a need for new-

management techniques. Thus,

they said the administration wants

to set up the cancer-fighting

program with leadership sup-

ported by a new management

group and by an advisory panel on

priority setting and money-

allocation

Sen Edward M. Kennedy. (D-

Mass), subcommittee chairman

and a baker of the independent

agency bill, pointed to a report by

the National Panel of Consultants

on the Conquest of Cancer, a group

of 13 scientists and 13 laymen,

which recommended that

management efforts be con-

centrated under a special agency.

Kennedy said this is not a

suggestion that there be a single

approach toward meeting the

problem He said it is an attempt to

try to get around the bureaucracy

and get the job done

maintenance of a strong free world mmwry ^^^ r̂otetrt\h7nuclear command centers in

eapabiltty to steer America on "a prudent middle wh ch wouicj Pro1*" l™
Neb with the President

coutse between two policy extremes-world policeman ^"J^ ^bas^s of ^rms talks progress

or new isolationism. . . .

The strategy is aimed at expandingl^en-ent U-S^ ^^ d china have test-fired an in-

nuclear deterrence to deterrence of U«der jar in D̂ °
n^, ££|stic misslIe several thousand miles

Europe or Asia and local wars such as Indochina as ercontinentai oa ^^^^ ^
well bv marshalling free world military power Laird , ^,_
»»«.• **j «=> i__-~i ii,.,, vi. Armedwell iiv niaiMidiiinfi nt«. »»«..- — - r

said, he told newsmen after the closed House Armed

ServicesCommittee hearing. ,wonco
Laird mapped the strategy in his annual defense

posture statement on the $76 billion defense budget for

the fiscal year beginning July 1. 1971 .
afpoliarri

He proposed limited expansion of the Safeguard

anti-missile system to "enhance the chances for a

US- Soviet arms-control agreement while main-

taining a U.S. option for going to a full 12-site

Safeguard system if thcarms talks are not successful.

1973 although that threat still is not expected before

1974 or 1975.

-Said "there is evidence of a large new Soviet

ICBM" but said the Pentagon does not know if it is a

new missile or a modification of the Soviets' giant SS9

—Said the administration's peacetime military

forces goal is 2.5 million men and women, one million

below Vietnam peaks, that will cost only 7 per cent of

the Gross National Product.

Banking Committee Ok 's

Casey Nomination to SEC
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate Banking and

Currency Committee Tuesday stood by its earlier

approval of William J. Casey's nomination to the

Securities and Exchange Commission

The committee acted behind close doors after a five

open session, the vote was 9-3 to table a motion by Sen_

William Proxmire, (D-Wis ) that would have delayed

reporting the nomination to the Senate floor.

Sen John Sparkman (D-Ala.) the committee

chairman, said the nomination would be formally
. . .. <-* »^ i_. .,...,» •m,m\lr oflor in**

War Risk in Mid-East;

China Won 7 Enter Nam
WASHINGTON I AP (Secretary

of state William P. Rogers said

Tuesday the absence of a formal

Mideast cease- fire probably raises

the risk of war starting there

because of a miscalculation by one

tide or the other.

At the same time Rogers

minimized the possibility that

Premier Chou En-Lai's visit to

North Vietnam means Red China is

about to enter the Vietnam war.

"I suppose the real reason he's in

Hanoi is to give comfort to the

North Vietnamese," Rogers said.

He said the North Vietnamese had

suffered from the allied operation

in Laos
\ s |or ClKM S statement that

Peking had "made adequate

..reparations" against "a serious

threat to China" by the United

States Rogers said "I 'dunk to

.„„,,. extent that s propaganda

rhesecretar) gave his views ina

television interview for ihe Public

BroadtN Service

Rogers said it is clear that the

United States is not threatening

Communist China and that

American troops are withdrawing

from Vietnam.

He said also the United States is

eager to improve relations with

Peking, though he doubts Red
China would be given a seat in the

United Nations this fall.

LOST
MONDAY, MARCH 8

in rear of Berkshire Com-
mons - on avocado green

zippered carrying case

containing very important

papers. Reward for return

or information.

Prof. Jane McCullough
253 7484 or 545-2397

The committee acted behind close doors after a live- -
nmrm-n. —;~ ~

nex , week after the

hour open hearing
J"
^ich

h
tt^"1^^/^ 'X^tr^ptalSSaZire^ are completed

earlier testimony before .
the committee £d been "«£*

wh
P

has been mgmy cnUcal of the

based on faulty recollections and in one place was J^^ did not indicate whether he would stage a

"Despite this testimony and some political squab- floor fight, but he is expected to speak against Casey

bling among members of the committee during the

PRINT SALE
original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, silk screens,

etchings) may he sold by grad students and undergrad-

uates

please pick up an application in the art office or in the Pro-

gram Council office

applications must be in by March loth

sale to be held March 31 - April 2

Cape Cod Lounge 9:30 - 5:00

for further information, contact the

Program Council Office

Consumers Protected

By Law from Smut Mail

WASHINGTON (AP) - More than 70,000 Americans have asked

thecal Service to shield them from advertisments sent out by

S

TowC
le

only one firm in the business of sending out what the

oostaT service ierms sexually oriented advertisements haapur-

cCmthe St of names that all smut dealers are supposed to

and 5 years in prison.

Shortly after the law became effective, only about 6,000 persons

submitted their names to the Postal Service for compilation of a

masTer-St that was to be sold to advertisers for between $5,000 and

$1

oJe°r the past few weeks, however, "they've been coming in by

the thousands," a postal official said.

The law requires that once a person's name has been on the

Postel ISrviS rolls for 30 days, it must be stricken from mailing

WftffSaSfSS; containing 6,700 names, was sent to the

single purchaser in late February. A second list, containing 31,000

Th^oTa*.gvStSSS to identify the single firm that bought

,h

The
r

new
S

law is being challenged in two pending court cases The

IN stal lervfce said federal court suits have been filed agams the

government .n Los Angeles and Brooklyn seeking injunctions

against enforcement of the act.

OF MASSACHUSETTS =

Advances Made Towards

Harnessing Atomic Energy

LOS ALAMOS, N.M.(AP) -Scientists at Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory said Tuesday the newest

reserach tool in the effort to harness the energy of the

hvdrocen bomb has passed a major test.

They said they werTable to use a reasearch device^

dubbed Scyllac, to produce a stream of hot ionized

deuteHm gas called plasma. Deuterium, a form of

hydrogen, is readily available from
JJJJ**

•This is a very happy occasion. I think the who

e

CTR community in both this country and abroad will

be looking forward with anticipation to the resultsthat

will come from this device." said Dr Fred Kibe

nroiect director He referred to scientists working

She pStem of controlled thermonuclear reac-

tl

°Ribe said that in the experiment conducted at Los

Alamos Monday the deuterium plasmaWgggf
in a curved section five yards long of the Scyllac.

which is till to be perfected and completed.

Development of the plasma in this medicine is

considered a step toward developing a controlled

fusion reaction. Fusion, or thermonuclear, reaction is

the kind that provides the energy of the sun and of the

hy
Rib?

e

said if fusion control is achieved, there is

enough energy in the world's oceans to supply power

at 100 times the current consumption for 10 billion

years. Besides that, a fusion reactor would be vir-

tually pollution-free and produce no long-lived

radioactive wastes, he said.

In the fusion process, isotopes of hydrogen are

heated and their nuclei forced together, fusing, hus

Hiving off tremendous amounts of energy Nuclear

power plants now in use produce energy when atoms

of heavy radioactive metal such as uranium are split,

rather than fused. This is the principle of the atomic

}

°Kibe said scientists now are analyzing data from

Mondays experiment and will continue work on the

first section of Scyllac to make sure the principles

involved are correct, before the full machine con-

duction is completed in the next two years.

"Cole Caper" Under

Senate Investigation
. . at 'A I L «..*-.. ,1.,1'H I

Nixon Economic Policy

"Flexible, Changeable"

John B. Connally d«Uired^esda> Pr«io^nl mx
December. He said he based his v.ew primarily on

WASHINGTON (AP)-Senate

investigators were told Tuesday of

a brigadier general who vanished

in Germany and when found would

>a\ only that he had been offered

150.000 to take the Fifth Amend-

ment and "keep his mouth shut."

Describing what one senator

called "ihe lost weekend" of Brig

Gen Karl Franklin Cole and what

he himself called "the Cole

Caper," Brig. Gen. Harley Moore.

Arms provost marshal general in

Europe, testified high level

roadblocks uere placed in the way

ni an investigation.

Chairman Abraham Ribicoff.

ID Conn), of the Senate In-

vestigation subcommittee said he

will pursue the possibility the case

was whitewashed at Army
headquarters in Washington.

testifying that few of the im-

portant elements of Cole's version

of his weekend disappearance in

October 1969 checked out, Moore

said he was unable to understand

why details of accusations made

against Cole in Vietnam. Germany

and the United States were never

brought together in one criminal

investigation

Any chance of prosecution

disappeared last summer, he said,

when Cole was allowed to retire on

a $1,100 monthly pension.

Before that the Army had

removed Cole from command of

the huge European post exchange

system, demoted him to colonel

and stripped him of a

Distinguished Service Medal

Cole is scheduled to testify

Wednesday
In the Senate hearings, witnesses

have accused Cole of repeated

intervention to protect

questionable sales operations in

Vietnam and to influence sale of

slot machines, whisky and beer to

clubs and PX's.

On Oct. 10. 1969. shortly after a

witness at Senate hearings in

Washington had linked him to a

high-rolling sales entrepeneur in

Vietnam, Cole told a superior of-

ficer he was leaving his post for the

weekend.

J

«S£i",3S."« f£xW, and can be changed

rapidly if inflation persists during this years ex-

pansion of the economy. ..__

In a news conference with economics reporter^

Connally refused to discuss his political plans for the

1972 presidential election. "I think 111 just s.t back and

listen for a while." he said.
f„,wa l

He said Nixon's plan to reorganize the federal

government has a good chance of passage m C ongress

fhis vear but he cast doubt on the chances for

revenue sharing. Nixon's pet proposal

Connally, a Democrat and ^."""J""
1*

governor, said he will be more of an activist than his

predecessor. David M Kennedy . and said he enjoys a

close relationship with Nixon^
^minlc tra tion

He virtually ruled out any chance of administration

will propose a major tax increase this year but he sa.d

a big tax boost might be possible later

"Not this year, maybe not next year-.t depends on

the circumstances." he said.

December. He said he based his view primarily on

talks with businessmen

He rejects suggestions that Nixon had abandoned

his fight to control inflation.

'I think the administration has been in a

paradoxical situation for quite some time" with

respect to trying to scale down unemployment and

inflation at the same time, he said.

"It requires a verv delicate balance and the ad

ministration gets criticized from both sides Ob

viouslv. the administration is trying to walk the

middle ground, the economic tightrope
"

At present. Connally said. Nixon s economic policies

are •sufficient to slow the pace of inflation

"Obviously it it is lound to he incorrect, you can

assume that the administration will be flexible enough

to pursue other measures
"

Asked if he plans to participate m the convention,

Connally said. I think III make no comment along

those lines at all."

Filibuster Reform Bill

Suffers Fourth Setback

India To Attempt
Census Taking

564.718 villages, in its cities and on the streets.

In a nation where millions live

without roofs over their heads, the

task won't be easy.

The census will take 21 days and

will cost $5.3 million just to pay for

the services of a million part-time

workers.

There also will be the cost of

1500 metric tons of paper being

used for instructional booklets and

census forms that have been

printed in 16 different languages^

The preliminary results should

Ik? known by mid-April, when India

is expected to retain its position as

the world's second most populous

nation, after China.

The population is estimated to be

560 million-about 16 per cent of the

worlds population-which is

squeezed on to 2 per cent of the

total land on earth.

No one-except foreigners living

,n the country-will be spared

during the census, the first since

1961 and the 10th since the lirst

population count on the sub-

continent in 1871.

A special night March 31 -has

been set aside just to enumerate

the "houseless population -

nomads who roam the deserts^

persons who live on boats and the

pavement dwellers who reside on

ihe sidewalks and streets of India I

terming cities

WASHINGTON (AP) Backers

of a move to ease the Senate's

filibuster rules shifted their sights

to 1973 Tuesday after suffering

their fourth straight defeat this

vear
•We are moving toward the day

when a prudent modification will

be made in this cloture rule," said

Sen Frank Church. (D-Idaho ) "I

feel confident that at the opening of

the next Congress it may succeed.

The next Congress convenes in

January 1973.

Church is one of the chiet

sponsors of a proposed change in

rules which would make it possible

for a three-fifths majority of

senators voting to break off a

filibuster

The present rule requires a two-

thirds majority, and it was

rule that Church and his sup-

porters were unable to overcome in

lour tries.
.

Tuesday's vote was 55 to 39. eight

short of the required two-thirds

It was on a motion to end debate

in order to vote on a compromise

offered by Sen Jack Miller. <R

Iowa.) who proposed that the two-

thirds rule continue in effect unless

a majority of senators of both

parties favored a change, in which

case thev would need only a three

tilths majority to prevail

Although a vote on his motion

was at stake. Miller voted against

cloture as he has done in the past

Alter Tuesday's vote the hackers

of a change conceded defeat for

this session.

Their opponents clinched victory

by killing SG to 37 an effort of Sen

Jacob K Javits, «R N Y I to

enable a simple majority to change

the rules at the start of a MM
Congress
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Radical Fever Breaking

*

?

Men, Helicopters

lost in Laos Action

The release in Turkey of four captive U.S. airmen

w, 1 arouse speculation whether the fever il break ng

after a contain of political kidnappings around the

"Tjte air hijacking, polit.cal *****}£££
popular terrorist weapon against ^lishmente

Now that energetic measures have been taken in

many countries, air hijacking seems on the wane

Brians Scotland Yard says hijacking is now old hat

as a revolutionary tactic. ,

.

It has appeared that political kidnapping would

replace hijacking as the favorite device of urban

guerrillas, expecially in Latin America Since Sep-

U-mber 1969. there have been a score of abductions.

Some were a.lures, but enough of them were spec-

u u arl successful to inspire imitation elsewhere^

Some- terrorists succeeded when government*

bowed to their threats to kill the victims. In his way

scores of polit.cal prisoners were freed and flown og

of the countries of their .mpnsonment. Guerrilla

"!.

p
. > n, 7a ,inns have raked in ransom mone>^Three_

victims of political kidnappings have been murdered

m ca£s wh£e governments failed to bow. One v.ct.m

"some aitempts fizzled completely as was the case

in TuXv. where the government refused to consider

a demand of $400,000 for the four Americans.

Wh™ what and why are the political kidnappers?

Their politics vary, but they have some things in

££m£ Usually
7

they belong to tiny extremist

yrouDs They are likely to be young, with the

Slessness that youth can command. Often they are

university students, or allied with them.

On the left they tend to be far-out extremists wor-

shiping at the altar of Mao Tse-tung and constant

Sence. On the right they may be somewhat older

embittered men remembering dictatorships in which

thev could hope to share in power and spoils. All seem

o claim idealism of sorts. Some are separatists

seeking to breakaway from a central government

Some are far-out radicals seeking complete overturn

of political systems

WASHINGTON AP-Adnv
Thomas E. Moorer, chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was

quoted Tuesday as telling GOP
congressional leaders the United

States has lost 47 helicopters in

action over Laos and that 25 men

have either been killed or are

missing.

Moorer was said to have stressed

at a White House briefing that the

incursion by South Vietnamese

troops into Laos has been suc-

cessful and that the Communist

supply line to the South has been

disrupted.

An account of the briefing as

given newsmen by Sen. Gordon

Allott K—Col., who said 3,000

Russian made four-tons trucks and

93 tanks were reported destroyed

in the Laos area since October.

Allott, chairman of the GOP
policy conference said Moorer said

an estimated 7,000 North Viet-

namese troops have been killed in

Laos since the incursion by South

Vietnamese forces began.

The South Vietnamese have lost

455 soldiers, he said. The loss rate

on U.S. helicopters giving air

support has been about 5.6 per 1,000

sorties he said.

He quoted Moorer as saying

about 15 per cent of the American

crews on all sorties have been

listed as killed, wounded or

missing in action.

Allott said the admiral reported

a total 32 U.S. personnel have been

reported lost, but he stressed some

of these are in the missing

category.

OPEN INVITATION
To All Students, Faculty and Members Of The University Community

To Testify Before the President's

FUTURE UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE
on the theme

ff

-Content and Organization of the Curriculum

Friday, 12 March 2:00 to 3:30 p.m.

Rooms 901, 902, 903, 90S, 909, 917, Campus Center

Walk-in Basis, No Scheduling or ^Appointment Necessary

it •
l Ioaou* written statements are solicited, on any (or all) of the

^"WJ^SS^^^,Sa Boston. Massachusetts 02109,

The list of subjects and colons being considered by the ConnniUee appears below:

What kinds of academic reform and innovation are

called for? __»i
What new subjects should be taught

.

sh,„,lH thev be taught differently

.

How do we «t emerging interdisciplinary needs and

ShJlTwTmove towards new departments, divisions.

institutes? .«
Should there be joint faculty appointment*.

] v do we ensure first class citizenehip for faculty

engaged in novel or experimental forms of teach-

\Vhat
n
aDout new look at pre-professional or para-

professional and vocational curricula, given the

emergence of new kinds of careers.

Should there be changes in graduate education, both

PhD and professional?

What changes should be made in the approach to the

study of all fields whether old or new: independ-

ent 'study? interdepartmental ™™en
}
T
f">

n-%
field work in courses? grading changes.' changes

in the advisory system? .

Should academic credit be granted for new kinds of

activities and experiences?

Should changes be made in the tenure system

.

How can teaching be built into the reward system for

purposes of promotion and tenure.

How should teaching be evaluated?

Should new kinds of faculty be recruited?

How do we break down the overpowering size of a

large campus?
What kinds of living-learning units provide a human

Should we try to break the traditional four-year lock-

step of college, and make it possible for people

to move in and out as individually appropriate?

What further changes should be made in admissions

criteria and recruiting efforts to open the Uni-

versity to those previously excluded by conven-

tional criteria?

How can we reach down into the high schools to

identify and better prepare such students?

How can we help them once they reach the Uni-

versity?

Can we expand the undergraduate population beyond

the traditional 18-22 year age group? How might

we integrate adult and continuing education with

the rest of the University's program?
What is the nature of the University's commitment

to public service?

How can the provision of service be related to the

learning process of students?

Given the deepending financial crisis of private col-

leges and universities what new forms of rela-

tionships and cooperation can be worked out be-

tween public and private institutions?
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Campus Carousel
#

And Yet Another Ride . .

.

Johnson to Go Co-ed

* + * *

PILLUP at NIL'. ..pills will come to

the single girls at Northern Illinois

University, come Fall, when the

University Health Service will

make them available, together

with the services of a gynecologist.

According to THE NORTHERN
STAR in a front page story, birth

control prescriptions are already

being offered to married women,

this semester.

The health center will not supply

the pills, but will offer

examinations and prescriptions.

Pap smears and supplies go for $7.

This Fall, 419 frosh turned up

with 29 two and three-minute films

on such subjects as the draft, war

and pollution.

one of the more imaginative

films depict the plight of a left-

handed student in classrooms and

dorms designed for right-handers.

* » * *

* * *

BAMUATCH HUNT IS ON at

Washington State U., after reports

that "footprints" were found

nearby. The prints measured 16-

inches long and 8 inches wide.

The hunters made plaster casts

which they have added to other-

evidence collected last year A

color movie of what is believed to

be a sasquatch shows it to be "an

incredibly big human-like shape

with brown or dark brown hair,

and heavily developed shoulders

and arms." Hands of the reported

beast have been measured as

about a foot long, with four short,

stubby fingers and a thumb.

THE DAILY EVERGREEN put

the story on page one, too

• * * *

UP WITH COPS.. .a staff writer of

THE DAILY CALIFORNIAN took

a ride with a Berkeley crime

fighter and told his readers that the

cops are worried about their

image...as the beat goes on.

McPOTY is due for big prizes at

the University of Oregon, where

they're having a contest to

discover the Male Chauvinist Pig-

of-the-Year.

Qualifications include actions

which "either belittle women or

place men in a position of

superiority."

Individual prizes include "public

humiliation (whistling, pinching),

a broom and dust pan, a bra and

girdle, knitting needles, a genuine

dirty diaper, a package of birth

control pills and a bottle of Midol."

Sounds better than a campus

queen contest.

* » * *

OPEN CLASSROOMS at the

University of Texas are en-

couraging students to attend

classes without registering and

without having to gain the

professor's permission.

One music prof told the DAILY

TEXAN that the program was

"designed to help relax intellectual

isolation many people feel who

specialize in one field."

Another pointed out that it en-

courages persons not enrolled in

the course to raise questions about

the material.

PUBLISHING PROFS are being

investigated in Wisconsin by the

state's Attorney General who is

unhappy with the contract they

signed.

Seems that four profs at the

Oshkosh campus of UWis agreed to

publish with a Berkeley firm on the

condition that "your

localbookstore purchase one-third

of the total number of books

produced."

The bruhaha, according to the

ADVANCE—TITAN, results from

state law which says that it is a

misdemeanor for a state employee

•in his private capacity (to)

negotiate bids or enter into a

contract in which he has private

pecuniary interest, direct or in-

dirct. or performs in regard to that

•contract some function requiring

the exercise of discretion on his

part..."

The book was intended to be used

as a history textbook.

* * * *

• * * •

EROSH COMP IS OUT at Hiram

College, Ohio, where they've

substituted a Freshman Institute

on Communications. There,

students produce movies they also

write, photograph, edit and act in

Twenty-three profs are par-

ticipating with courses in art,

architecture, anthropology,

drams, classics, English Germanic

languages, radio TV-film and

Spanish Portugese.

UM Co-op, Industry

Help Teach Sewing
Through the combined efforts of

private industry and the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Cooperative

Extension Service, by this spring

about 80 women from low-income

families in Hampden County will

have been taught to sew.

A grant of $3,500 from the

Celanese Fibers Marketing8=-K«25= *££?

Six accomplished sewers have

been trained to teach their sewing

talents to others who may sew to

satisfy clothing needs at lower

prices. Women who have learned

to sew have, in the five to six week

courses, been making shift dresses

which many will model at a fashion

show this spring in West

EOOD STAMPS FOR STUDENT-
S? Apparently they're eligible, in

some parts of the country, like

Missouri and Illinois.

According to welfare officials in

St. Louis, quoted in the Washington

University STUDENT LIFE, "A
household of one person is eligible

for food stamps if the monthly

income is below the maximum
$165, and liquid assets are below

$1,000."

And students are eligible.

What will they think of next to

compete with the Dining Com-
mons?

Third Jet Crash

BONN. Germany (API - A West

German AIR FORCE F104G

Startighter jet crashed into a house

near Diebholz in northern Ger-

many on Tuesday, the Defense

Ministry announced.

The pilot and a woman in the

house were injured, the ministry

said. Several other persons in the

house escaped injury. The woman

suffered burns.

It was the third Startighter crash

in six days.

By JEANNETTE MAHTINEAU
MDC Staff

The residents of Johnson House

voted 82-29 Thursday in favor of co-

ed living. The voting followed a

series of corridor meetings and a

panel discussion with residents of

Lewis and Dwight, both neighbors

in the Quad, which have already

taken the co ed plunge.

They have also helped Johnson's

Co-ed Committee in drafting its

proposal, to be submitted to the

Board of Trustees for approval

next week. In "A Proposal For A
Co-Educational Community In

Dwight House", the 'motives and

projections of a co-ed dormitory

are expressed: "...to be valuable in

arresting the feeling of individual

alienation within the University;

personal responsibility and group

security are now a very strong part

of the Community.
•Wishing to share this with others

who find personal responsibility a

major concern.

And believing that the

University experience should be

relavant to, and carry over to

future life.

And needing the ideas and ex-

periences of the Male population

previously excluded..."

The Co-ed Committee now faces

the tasks of obtaining parental

support, determining the number

of vacancies available, and filling

this quota.

Any male student interested may

leave his name at the Head of

Residence's office on Saturday,

March 13(1-3), Sunday, March

14(1-9), Tuesday, March 16(1-4),

Thursday. March 18(7-10). Should

the number of applicants exceed

the number of vacancies, a lottery

will be used. The Committee,

however, is hoping for "a cross-

section of the campus"

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Monfil,

Johnson's Heads of Residence,

said that they were pleased with

the girls' decision. Mr. Monfil

concluded. "We anticipate

problems, but this may also clear

up some of the problems that we

have been having."

Europe— _
All in One Book!
SOFA publiahes the only student

travel book lisnngEuropeanStudent
Charter Flights, car plans, student

trains, tours, hotels, restaurants.

Addresses, discounts. * more

(Over 200 pages)

Dear SOFA, Please send
' The Official Student Travel Guide

to Europe (» beyond)).

I enclose $2 50

Free information on individual

student travel

Narr.e _
Addiess

City State Z'P

Mail lo SOFA, European Student

Travel Center. 1560 Broadway. Ne*
York NY 10036 (212 5«6 2080) 39

A

of the Celanese Corporation, has

enabled UMass and Hampden

County home economists to train

accomplished sewers to teach

women in low-income neigh

borhoods. This is the first time

private industry has given a grant

to the Cooperative Extension

Service.

Forty women learned to sew in

the five classes conducted in the

fall and about that same number

are attending the second series of

classes being conducted in

Holyoke. Russell, Palmer. Win^

Chester Square, and the South End

of Springfield. A third series will

begin in the spring.

Mrs Doris Rogers, Hampden

County Extension Home
Economist, and Assoc. Prof

Virginia Davis of the UMass

Cooperative Extension Service

applied for the Celanese grant and

began the pilot program of

cooperation between private in-

dustry and the Extension Service

Mrs Diana Muller. new Hampden

County home economist, and Prof.

Davis are directors of the

program.

Tonight
Tonight on "Viewpoint" on

WMUAatfr.30PM thes.ibjrctof

the discussion will be "Th« Middle

Fast <>asefire: Alter 'lieJ"*»
Joining the to taff W1^

gfa li on Mid

i . point"

Current classes and their

teachers: Mrs. Jean Krampits, 430

East St.. Chicopee FpIIs, teaching

in Holyoke; Mrs. Alice Britton,

Blandford Stage Rd., Russell,

teaching in Russell; Mrs Betty

Kafantis, 54 Mercury Court, West

Springfield, teaching in Win-

chester Square; Mrs. Helen

Robbins, 37 Converse St.. Palmer,

teaching in Palmer; and Mrs

Margaret Wray , 92 Marcengo Park,

Springfield, teaching in

Springfield's South End. In the

spring, Mrs. Helen Tower, 20

Homecrest St., Longmeadow, will

teach a class

50V RAFFLE 50Y

Round - Trip Jet

For Two

To

NASSAU

Collegiate Flying

Club Booth

CAMPUS CENTER

WED. & THURS.

•V
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production af spectacle hat
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uplifting . preoccupied by the
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acta look whan photographed
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with incredible cnlar and

decor and movement
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3 months ago Rabbit Angstrom ran out

to buy htswtfe cigarettes

He hasn't come home yet
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A Costly Error

Another commission studied higher Ration tor IB

months and decided that the American system of

I X" education was in need of -intensive effort o

dS" lop a new system. Hell, a half-w.tted lunatic^

come to that conclusion by just trying to get a college

^S^SSLim^ by HEW. and funded by

thJFoXundation. hacks away at.education; being

used as the -admission ticket" to a job; the massue

sot-iarassumption that to be m college is the most

^ceptab?e hfng one can do at age It" and the stigma

on* going to College right after you put
_
h.g .school

behind the limitations of a campus based full-time

education on people as they get older; and just the

singular mode that education takes on at most

feges and Universities, with prime emphasis on

classroom lectures, assigned reading, and note*.

•A suronsinnly large and growing number of

studenl Snfarily drop out" of college for these

reasons the report admits, pointing to the fact that

J o thTrds of the students who enter college leave or

reasons of "dissatisfaction" with the type of education

T^lss. beheve it or not. probably offers as much

diversity in education as any other large State

University m the country. Limited special programs

such as the -Individual Concentration Major

coupled with the much talked about innovations of the

School of Education have given UMass a livable at-

mosphere for those students lucky enough to be in-

volved What remains for the majority of students

here though, is the same type of -lock-step" four year

education, right after high school, which unwittingly

stifles the individual all across the nation.

There are thousands of students at UMass sitting

through four years of classes with no more idea of

what thev want to do or be than when they entered.

What the University can do to break through the

subtle stigma of a four-year education are small

administrative things like, eliminating the class-year

designation on everything from IDs to computer files

Giving a student his number and letting him work

towards accumulating 120 credits rather than working

towards graduation in -1973" might present a better

atmosphere around here.

After one eliminates those highly social labels,

make an admissions policy which can actually en-

courage students not to go directly into college after

high school, if he or she has no idea of what they would

ever want that the University can offer.

The University is possibly the worst place to be

when vou aren't sure of what you want out of life. It

presents a comfortable hole, where someone can stay

and very easily waste four years

When public officials talk about higher education for

everyone they are making more political rhetoric

than educational sense. The University has to

recognize its limits, and those include giving direction

to students. . .

In the future those responsible for the UMass s of

the nation have to bend over backwards to offer

realistic alternatives to the present system, which

delays the education of more than it educates.

In \esterda% * referendum on the payment of Student Senate Officers,

the opponent,, el the measure vson by a healthy margin of 1264-2*4. 1- or the

ti.m heinn anyway, the Student Senates officers will receive no com-

pensation lor their labors.

We led and hope, that this is a temporary situation. It seems

inevitable that sooner or later the top officers of the Student Senate

( ,ov eminent Association will have to be payed if that body is to remain as

l workable unit for student legislation and activism. The offices simply

require too much time, work and energy to be handled effectively by

anyone without some sort of financial enumeration.

In the long run. we feel that the move will cost the students the money

that thev seem so ea Rer to protect. If Uie I500.0U0.U0 in student tax money

,s to be efficiently allocated it must be done by people who have the op-

portunitv and time to riv. it their full attention. Without ^.s. oversights

and misiakes are no doubt inevitable and the small sum of money saved

bv the failure of bill •71-S137 now w ill undoubtedly be lost m time^

XnUime a measure of this sort is presented to the populace at large t

appears doomed to failure People are simply not willing to dig a little

dee
P
£• inTtheir own pocketbooks to pay their peers^W.th the economic

situation in the country today, this avaricious mood is even more ap-

parent. The fact remains, however, that what today seems a saving,

tomorrow may well appear as a loss .....,„ ,_ „__
The onlv consolation we can offer is that sooner or laterttbMMM

form or another, will have to pass. Perhaps when the country ,s k
.

a

better financial situation, people will be a little more willing to give their

representatives the compensation they deserve. Or perhaps the peop e

vmII have to be shocked into this position by some gross oversight or

mistake bv the Student (,ov ernment Association due to a lack of expertise

d expe ienced personel. We hope this does not happen . the student

Jody continues to inv ite trouble, incompetency will eventually accept the

invitation.

Art Buchwald

War Trophies Galore

'You Say, Sir, That This Pipe Came From Lao»r

WASHINGTON -l don't mind the Pentagon lying to

Jo >a large scale such a when they flatly stated a

few months ago that they were not keeping any files on

' BuTlts their little lies that get me down. For

example, the other day it was revealed that a rusty

piece of oil pipe Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird

showed to newspapermen and implied had been

captured during the Laos offensive turned out to be

over a year old and had nothing to do with the recent

Laos incursion. -_-_-
Secretary Laird was trying to use the pipe to prove

the South Vietnamese were making great headway

and had managed to cut the North Vietnamese oil

supplies in Laos. . _-_

When the truth was discovered, the Pentagon

naturally protested; they never said it was this year s

P
'well it doesn't take much imagination to realize

what some future Pentagon briefings are going to be

like

I can just see us all filing into the Pentagon briefing

room where Mr. Laird, wearing his usual ebullient

smile, welcomes us Besides the usual maps, a display

of weapons and supplies are on the stage

Mr Laird says. 'Gentlemen. I am happy to report

that the South Vietnamese have just captured a large

cache of weapons in Laos " He holds up a rifle

Ts that one of the rifles captured. Mr Secretary

a reporter asks.

Mr Laird smiles and says, "Pardon me I didn t

understand the question
."

I said, is that rifle one of the weapons captured in

'

Well yes and no," Mr Laird replies "This rifle

actually was found after Custer's last stand at Little

Big Horn But our intelligence indicates the weapons

discovered look just like it
"

Mr Laird picked up a frozen chicken The AKV N

found 12.000 chickens just like this one on Route 9
"

Ts that a Laotian chicken?"

"Would you please speak louder?"

"Is that a chicken from Laos''"

Mr Laird confers with a general and then smiles

and says, "No, this chicken comes from Belleau

Woods It was captured at the end of World War I. But

we wanted to give you some idea of the success of the

ARVN mission. Are there any questions?"

-What are those ration cans overthere, sir?

"Oh, yes. we captured five tons of those two days

ago in Cambodia."
"But there is German printing on the labels

"

Laird confers with the generals. Then he smiles and

says, T erred These cans come from the Battle of the

Bulge in World War II But we wanted to give you

some idea how sneaky the enemy really can be.

"Mr Secretary, where did the sandbags come

from''"

These are the types of sandbags the North Viet

namese have placed around their anti-aircraft guns
'

Did you fly the sandbags all the way back to

Washington?"
He confers with the general again.

-No, not exactly. These sandbags were captured at

the Battle of Iwo Jima We thought you might be in

terested to note how far behind the enemy was in

sandbag design. Are there any questions?"

"Is that everything that was captured 9 "

Mr. Laird smiles. "Except for one small surprise

He presses a buzzer The large doors of the briefing

room open and a Chinese tank rumbles into the room

"What do you think of that, gentlemen?"

Where did you get it?"

"We captured it at Inchon during the Korean war

Let this be an answer to those who say Vietnamization

isn't working-
Copyright 1971. Iaos Angeles Times

Wooden Ships

f^gRBWic^

A dull yellow newspaper

swirled with the quiet breeze,

travelling across an empty parking

lot to rest against a tall cement

lamp post. Grey clouds floated

overhead, warning of an im-

pending shower, hovering to give

the silent land a dark gloom. There

was no noise, save for the soothing

sound of the wind...

The view from the tenth-story

was of a landscape long dead, long

void of the movements of a million

lives, a thousand voices, a few

thoughts In the distance a brown

river meandered into an autumn

forest, whose Greenish red. bronze

trees swayed, bracing for the

approaching storm..

...The rain spattered into an

ocean of rich black mud. forming

pools in the empty lot. The dull

yellow newspaper fell into a rising

stream, to be washed and cleansed

and sent into a world on the op-

posite side of the lot The blurred

headline warned, congratulated,

beckoned, but was incoherent...

...Small whitecaps formed on the

lazy river, attacking the steep

bank as battering rams against a

forbidden castle A collapsed

bridge told of stories long ago. its

steel girders rusty, brown; pieces

of wood blocked by this dam were

ships of old tied to dock A mist

i use Irom the lorest. from the tenth

story a vision of shades ...

...The dull yellow newspaper

drowned in its shallow river, to be

rescued by a distant sunlight The

rain smashed against the broken

window panes of an ancient Ford,

in rhythm to the wind A broken

man of broken bones sat at the

wheel silently watching the rain

fall through the roof, onto his vinyl

metal grave...

..The mist rose, the river flowed

on The storm, worn out by the

effort, became a shower, the

streams in the parking lot losing

themselves into deep drains. The

wind retrieved the dull yellow

newspaper from death, its blurred

headlines quieter silt. warnWS
Only the land lived dyinf

Emory K •
••

Letters To The Editor

With Malice Toward None

Editorial Points
Doesn't it seem like an

Ameiioan myth was shattered

when the unbeatable Ali was

beaten. Is nothing sacred

anymore?
* * * *

I would like to respond to "Name Withheld by

Keuuest" whose letter entitled "Rally Round The

Flag. Boys" appeared in the March 9th edition of the

Bv the overtones of the letter, I must assume that

the author is black. This would explain the authors

lack of understanding pertaining to the reaction of the

student whose letter he was responding to. My

uuestion is simple: Why must I and others pay for the

shortcomings and inequalities perpetrated by my

oarents or the politicians in this nation? 1 had nothing

io do with the bad deal that the blacks got in this

country and I refuse to take any rsponsibihty for it.

What i's probably interpreted as a constantly defen-

sive attitude by the blacks is what had upset the

author of the letter that you were responding to.

As far as honoring Julius Erving and Al Skinner,

sav fine' They are two outstanding basketball

plavers. but the fact that they are black is irrelevant

to "the whites. I enjoy watching good basketball

plavers of all colors.

If it is any consolation to you, you come off as typical

of angry young blacks today. When a majority group

points out shortcomings of the black minority, then

Vetoed Voter

To the Editor.

I was refused my right to register for the vote

Mondav and I am thoroughly pissed off. I was fully

aware of the controversy concerning this issue when I

attempted to do so. Although I never thought the town

clerk iMrs. Dimocki would refuse me. I ma veteran

who lives off-campus, nearly 23 years old and I plan to

attend the University for at least three more years.

Granted I will leave during the summers, but for

what I consider only vacations Mrs. Dimock made

her position perfectly clear, she will not register any

students whTwill not remain here during the sum-

mers I remember reading something in the Collegian

recently about Mrs. Dimock not refusing to register

sludente - but its garbage. Lets face it these people

are obviously scared, we have the P**?*""**
this town. But lets not become apathetic about this

controversy. The right to vote is not going to be given

[o us m this town, well have to fight for it. It can only

& to ou own advantage to straighten this problem out

before we even hear talk about the**^*g™

Fantasy Dissolved

the angriest start justifying their resentment. My
suggestion to you and your sympathizers is to over-

come your resentful attitude toward whites in general

by forgiving them for their sins, and by treating them

like your brothers too. I bear no malice toward blacks.

1 am trying to understand them. Maybe if we try to

understand each other, instead of harboring resent-

ment, we can overcome the racial tensions that exist

on campus. I am sorry, but I cannot, as a white per-

son, rally to your obvious blind rsentment.
Bob J ayes

Nelson Rockefeller stated the

other day that if President Nixon

decides not to run for re-election,

a move he is confident won't

happen, he might consider

another bid for the presidency. It

happens every Spring.
* * * *

NBC has announced that it will

cancel Bill Cosby 's weekly show.

Maybe he'll have a chance to

start going to school now

* * *

It is getting pretty bad when a

16-year old youth, not even old

enough to drive, hijacked a

plane with the intention of taking

it to, of all places, Canada. He

got as far as Tennessee before he

was convinced that he was

making a mistake. Maybe next

time around he'll realize that all

hijackers who know anything

about it go to Cuba, not Canada
• * »

If Chancellor Tippo doesn't

like lettuce and he doesn't like

tomatoes, then what the hell

good is the rest of the salad?

Where You're At
School Days, School Days

"nJi wSEtf acid war fantasy ,n .he March 8

fhUle P erp^nt dormitory is a place where-love

Justice and brotherhood" cynicized by Mr. WWUM,
n trum ao prevail. Certainly Project 10 has it s share

of Toothings just like the campus -J**^**
what Mr Williams fails to realize is that it has a tar

««f»tPr number of bright, earnest, young people who

fr?tryingo do something a little different withir.our

archaic university structure. I'm sure that those

peop* who stano to the right of cen er ^n the

university community were most happy to see M^

wTams perpetuate the stereotype of P.erpont as

•The freak dorm" PeterMassa

To the Kditor:

ASA is the American Student Association - a new,

nation-wide, activist, leftist organization.

NEW because no other organization has had or has

the same ideals and means of achieving those ideals.

NATION-WIDE, because the group hopes to

develop a viable communications, network among all

participating colleges and universities in the nation.

ACTIVIST because, rather than to merely stage

rallies and demonstrate the existence of the group by

token gestures, ASA wants to be able to look back over

a period of time and say: This is wta^ WD; these

arV the results of our positive ACHIEVEMENTS^

LEFTIST because most students ideals can oe

classified as liberal - left of center - and ASA seeks to

be representative of these ideals

WHY can Mobe meetings formerly held in he

Campus Center Auditorium now be held in the

Plymouth room -- and still have more empty seats

th

WHY°?f
e
most students intend to neither become

members of or avidly support unions, do SMC, YSA

and other such organizations support unions? WHIY do

they send our money and verbal support to the same

people who bludgeoned us on Wall Street last May

WHY on this of all campuses, do Friday and

Saturday nite activities consist of Moslem Prayer.

mItelServfce. Crusade for Christ, Varsity Wrestling

and watching TV in the "STUDENT" Center" ASA

seeks to determine the answers to these and other

questions and to DO something to correct the

situation ., •„ A c A mm
REGARDING intra -university affairs, A^a wu

seesTto expose and recall all unrepresentative student

Sers' •'and put the Campus Center and all student-

related activities in the hands of reaI**""
REGARDING inter-university affairs, AfcA iooks

forward to the establishment of a eommumcat.ons

network among many universities so that students

acrrs the nation may unite to effect social and

^REGARDING outside affairs, ASA will attempt to

develop open channels of communication between

""REGARDING outside affairs. ASA will attempt to

develop open channels of communication between

university and community and between university

and government by treading the thin hairdine

separating selling out to the system from turning off

the community by extremist actions.

If ASA sounds like where you're at, then join others

like you at a campus wide rally-meeting tonite at 7:30

P M in the Student Union Ballroom ^^^

To the Editor:

I am a grad student in

philosophy. I am attempting to

start an alternate school in Sep-

tember I am looking for 4 or 5

people to teach there and help

organize it.

It would be for people from 13 to

18 years old - perhaps drop-outs, or

people who have been kicked out of

school for breaking the rules, or

people whose parents don't want to

send them to high school.

Money would come from the

parents or from some kind of

grant The teachers would get

subsistence wages", perhaps

$5000-6000.

I don't really know about the

details. There is a great deal of

information that is easily available

about the technical aspects of

starting such a school such as

zoning laws and taxes.

I want to discover new ways of

learning and relating to people. I

am not sure of what kinds of

"subject matter" should be taught

I want to talk with anyone who's

interested people who are into

music, art, English, history.

science, perhaps even organic

farming. I would like people to be

into interdisciplinary things, if

possible.

1 am not concerned with the

degree you have. The qualities I

am looking for are a deep love of

your field* S) and the ability to

"relate well to other people

I believe that the group can

organically define its purpose and

educational philosophy

If this interests you. please come

to a meeting WED. NIGHT IN

ROOM lU - CAMPUS (ENTER I

PM.
If you just want to share your

ideas or experiences about this

kind of school, please come to the

meeting.

1 want to add that it would be

very good to find teachers, who, by

the "style and commitment of their

lives, can turn people on to what

the Women's Liberation Movement

is about. (Men will not be

discriminated against )

If you can't come to the meeting,

please call me at 253-5061.

BobZelman
C/OTheBleedingRose

Curb Your Senate

To the Editor:

Do you know, that in spite of the

Referendum, the Student Senate

Officers are going to get their

retroactive pay. anyway 9 Do you

know that this amounts to $2100

Do you know also, that the Student

Senate is contemplating raising the

student "Activities" Tax by $15 If

you don't know these things, you

are either apathetic, or illiterate,

or both all of these interesting

facts were printed in Tuesday s

Dailv Collegian. I personally don't

care for this kind of "honesty'

The powers that are implicit in the

above actions are not those of a

responsible, representative

governing body quite the con

trary These actions are DIC-

TATORIAL! Under present

Student Senate Bylaws, the

students can be taxed to any

amount the Senate sees fit. subject

(thank God!) to the ad

ministration Also, if money is

allotted (as in the case of the

salaries bill I
before a referendum

the money is paid, regardless of

the referendum results! Under

these circumstances, it is clear

that the Senate must be curbed' I

urge all those who feel as I do, and

are interested enough to do a little

work to get in touch with me.

KCGENE KELLY

UMass Campuses Need Separate Board Members
. . . „i.,wt.. mmm nrum tn till- I'

( Editors note - The following was

presented to the Education

Committee of the Mass. House of

Representatives and refers to

House bill No. 4778 which would

give both campuses of UMass

separate members on the Board

of Trustees).

In reference to House bill No.

4778. a petition filed by Mr Oliver

of Amherst, we would like to

ndicate out support for this piece

of legislation. House No. 4778

would allow both campuses of the

University of Massachusetts

(Boston and Amherst) to choose

one student representative as a

full time member of the Board of

Trustees of the University.

Essentially, there is a problem

of communications between the

Board and the students. As the

present system stands, there is

one Trustee member from the

Amherst campus and no person

represents the interests of the

Boston campus The present

Si dent Trustee, Mr. Elters, has

i -lized •? is mssible to

represent his Boston con-

stituency simply because he does

not attend school on that campus;

he is unable to speak on a variety

of different issues involving the

Boston campus because he has

not developed a "feel" of the

U Mass-Boston academic com-

munity
Another problem that has

affected both campuses is that of

dissent. Dissent, like many other

phenomena, can be minimized

through communications bet-

ween the parties involved It is

our view that since the Board sets

many regulations concerning

students, better communications

is a prerequisite to better

policies, which in turn results in

satisfaction on the part of the

students. We feel that two student

members of the Board of

Trustees, one from each campus,

would further help com
munications between the

students and the Board, perhaps

resulting in less dissent with

University policy.

The overriding reason for our

support of House No. 4778 stems

from the realization that UMass-

Boston and UMass Amherst are

vastly different schools

At the present time, growth is a

factor which differentiates the

two campuses. UMass-Boston

will be moving to Columbia Point

in a few short years -it will grow

both quantitatively and

qualitatively in its enrollment

and programs Consideration is

being given to leveling the

numerical growth rate at UMass-

Amherst while improving and

expanding present programs and

policies.

academic programs and

requirements; UMass-Boston

and UMass-Amherst differ vastly

in their social organization; they

both have different needs and

priorities in submitting the

budget to the Commonwealth;

they have differing requirements

when it becomes time to build

new buildings or renovate old

ones; and. at the present time.

Boston is solely a commuter

school, having a totally different

environment than Amherst

These differences are important

considerations to take into ac-

count when reviewing the merits

of this bill

Tokenism, which some people

seem to think this bill promotes,

is an issue that must not clud the

real intent of the bill The idea of

a second student Trustee is that

of additional input of a body of

knowledge that the Trustees have

virtually no expertise on Only a

student Irom the Boston campus

can illustrate at a Board meeting

what it is like to attend a school in

the center of urban Boston, and

only a student form the Amherst

campus can relay to the Board

his campus' feelings about

locating a new building in a

grassy area adjacent to the

campus pond.

Another argument commonly

used against the addition of

another student as a Trustee

member is that all Trustee

meetings are open to the general

public, including students. This

line of thinking, however, totally

disregards the fact that most

decisions are made by the Board

at their committee meetings and

executive sessions, which are

closed to the public Student input

must be received at the com
mittee level, if this input is to

have any significance at all The

tiling of this bill is a quest for the

input of both campuses to be

taken into account by the Board

of Trustees at a "peer " level

We have illustrated the dif-

lerences between UMass Boston

and UMass Amherst and tried to

show that a second student

Trustee member is desirable VV<

are looking for communications

lines and fighting for input that

will help the individual campus

communities. We feel that the

change is a legitimate one and

one that is needed now
Rossi'. Benjamin

I S((
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TAKETWO
A Dream Deferred
Comment On Hampshire College

From A Black Perspective

A Difference of Opinion

Experimentation, creativity

personal growth... community

of scholars, these are the main

elements of the 'Hampshire

dream " BIT
What happens to a dream

deferred?

We've had I year to try and

make that dream a reality, and it

hasn't happened. The failure of

thai dream has particular

significance when you look at it

from a black point of view. We. as

black students, wanted to try to

find new patterns of racial in-

teraction through that Hampshire

dream The problem before us was

trying to build a community on a

college campm but at the same

tune keep our own identities as

black people At our first meeting

in September it «as felt that we

could best help the community by

acting as individuals rather than

as a group However, since then

we ve discovered that success as

mdividuals was attained at the

expense of our group identity as

black people This meant that the

building of a Hampshire com-

munitv included black people but

not blaiknt-ss We were not

Many of us are discontent with the

way the community is evolving,

we're brooding about it. but no

positive action has been taken.

Or crust and sugar over-

like a syrupy sweet?

others don't see a problem and are

content to groove in the euphoria of

being a Hampshire student.

Maybe it just sags

like a heavy load.

And another group was deeply

discontent but suffered from a

feeling of helplessness in being

able to change the situation.

In the past few weeks we've

begun to discuss this splintering off

of the black group and realized that

something had to be done

Or does it explode".'

We ve decided to shake ourselves

out ol our complacency; we ve

decided to take action. We

recognize the need for something

and are now trying to define just

what it is we need. One possibility

,s a tormal organization that would

allow black culture to develop on

campus Whatever action we

choose, we've learned one lesson

this year: the Hampshire

Heading the article printed yesterday in the Daily

Collegian concerning the CCEBS program, we sud-

denly got the idea that the student ought to respond
i

to

hose facts-the "disadvantaged" student. We found

ow glaring inconsistency: The director Dr. Hodges

Glenn w a! quoted as saying he feared the program

•mav be in danger of becoming another white

bureaucracy' Glenn said the program should not take

this turn.' Then we read thus: "The Department of

Health. Education and Welfare noted a refreshing

consciousness regarding the small every day needs of

minority students.' .,„,

Send a letter to the editor, to the community and let

us know if you see anything wrong there. We also

eluded a kind of Bill of Rights for the students in this

program which we. the teaching assistants in the

K, gl sh Department, saw fit to write two months ago

our boast is not just originality, but tha we 'd not

use the word 'disadvantaged' a single time. I

RESOLVED THAT. n
1 This program has by its generous influence

convinced those students who have accepted it to

change their style of life somewhat-to transfer this

mothe assumption that it has influenced them e, her

to study or obtain degrees in arts and sciences might

be erroneous.

2 No student in any age of academic institution

could be brought to such a place and be expected to

survive if exposed only to the books and lecturers of

the academy.

The administration in this Program has the

limited task of facilitating the relations between the

tutor, the advanced student and the beginning student.

b It should, within its resources, provide money

and space.

c It should present a favorable image of our

working program to the University or the public or to

the State of Massachusetts or the Federal Govern-

ment in as much as such presentation has in the past

and can in the future improve our resources.

d It should work with the University Ad-

ministration to include Program students under its

general task and services.

e It should keep data on financial and educational

needs of the student in order to properly allocate such

resources with a minimum of waste when they

become available to the student, and restrict such

data and information accordingly.

not blackness We were ncu a mis veai mv *"*•"», — -

3J£"Uh group ourselves .0 nuuu.y ami we. as b ack s.udents.

nil this gap. we identified with one

another but the relationship was

loose and undefined.

As a result, blacks, as in-

dividuals, went off in several

different directions...

Does it dry up

like a raisin in the sun

Most of us found our own group «
mends and torgot about the

dream a community that accepted

us both as black individuals and as

a black group with its own

Character and interests altogether

( >r fester like a sore-

And then run°

Does it stink like rotten meat?

not deny the cultural

backgrounds of minority group

students We must assert our

rights to be members of an ethnic

group as well as individuals We

must hope that the idea of com-

munitv at Hampshire is large

enough to accomodate both

Shelley Shaw
C'hervl Anderson

•Langston Hugh's poem A Dream

Deferred has been taken from The

Panther and the l.ash. Poems of

om Times. I Alfred A Knoff .
New

York. 1969L p. 14.

| If there is a difference between the treatment of

the black student in the CCEBS Program and the

general student it must be only that those who teach

\a *Hminister within this program have opened their

*££^*»S* st\ade

g
nt withsomething i^ss

than the traditional restraint practiced by the broad

faculty of the University in making its community and

fellowship accessible to the general student.

\ Victor llkhardson Defense Fund has been started to help free

Vutor Kichardsun. an Amherst O-yj^ «*» *??S*
MwftM a seven to ten vear sentence in Walpole. We are seeking

Inis In order to obtain a lawyer for his*^£™?*?Z
len dollar donations .more or less as your heart desires). H >ou

wish to help please make all checks payable to the Meter

uuhardson Defense Fund Contributions may be sent to the

\mh/r*Z o Xmerican Society or the Ml. Hrfvohe Afro-Amencan

Soc iety in c are of Sheila Smith, box 1N©«. or ext. 249.

4 It is not the goal of this academic community to

establish am necessary correlation between the work

•md academic success one has at the University and

he sorely needed work which must be done in the

ghetto from which most of us. the black doctors and

the black freshmen have departed.

5 This is a closed community: problems cannot be

solved by moving people around or moving them

away.

6 Only after the advanced student teaching

assistant or tutor has met the student members of the

CCEBS Program and exchanged realities and goals

can the subordinate relationship of teacher to student

gain any credibility in the students mind or. what is

equally important, in the teachers mind

7 Preference is given to those candidates for this

program who have less money and lower grades than

their so-called peers. If this ,s a high price to pay for

admission, lets not ask them to pay it again and

again, day after day The program should have a very

low silhouette.

f It should insure that the records of those

students electing to leave the University are in no way

biased in favor of those students who leave upon

receiving degrees .

u it should make all such records and data and

activity available to the leadership of the advanced

students, teaching assistants and tutors of the

Program, since such is simply a record and history ot

their contact with the students so catalogued.

h It should make available all information

coming in from other organizations, powers or

resources and no restriction should be construed as

protective or useful as leverage to effect ad-

ministrative goals.

i It should maintain a file of programs, plans,

outlines lectures and such written reports of group

activities (excluding case histories) whenever such

may benefit others in the program. r

9 The tutor and the student should realize that they

are parties to the assumption that the mixture of their

life styles, goals and particular as well as genera

knowledge w ill be beneficial and is in some sense vital

in the larger struggle of human for humanity.

Isolation, small thinking, haste, and the many kinds of

d.shonestv will frustrate these ideas. We live from day

to dav and the future is not long-range but tomorrow.

The advanced student, the tutor, cannot hibernate

until the hour of his validity, his Doctorate; the black

student can go back to the city, the inner-city and

report that he did not get a degree, but he ought not

report, no contact.

We hope this is a healthy controversy and we hope

the students concerned will reply with a healthy voice

for the community to hear.
Richard Hardie
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The Happy
Audience Roar

Applause
By BOB NESTI
MDC Staff . . .

APPLAUSE is easily one of the best-written, best produced musicals
i

in

some time It is far and away one of the funniest, fastest, craftiest en-

tertainments now in New York and it would be perfect to see (if you can

not tickets) over the NIT weekend. D „»»,,ge
The musical is an adaptation of ALL ABOUT EVE the

>
greatJtette

Davis film about theater life which contains one of the bitchiest and

unnies screenplays in films. The story's about an aging actress, Margo

hanmnr her insecurities with her younger director-lover, and the

man^uvfrings of the conniving Eve, a Sammy Glick-type character on

VcSng the film to a stage production, Betty Comden and Adolph

Green have been able to capture all its humor and tension. The book's

'ThTeTe many strong performances in the supporting roles. Penny

SSSS^ISSSSSS UM Art Gallery
finp mmic stvle as Bacalls director boyfriend, Lee Roy Keams is very . _ _

flny^
^rleTsrou^written some fast-moving songs to Lee Adams;

-• tTfli Miijuxuarxons

5IS5SSK to be on display at the^^^^^.^^5l^t
from March 12 to April 2. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Y r.d

a

^ The one ™
q{ cincinnati .

landscapes of Robert Knipschild. director of graduate studies in fine arts at me

M Art Gallery:

Little Yellowstone in Herter
i ».., ,UI..

™jSXZ3k is very very good conventional musical -comedy. It is

47th St., just beyond Times Square.

Paintings of Robert Knipschild will be on display from March 12 to

AprtSSe University Art Gallery, Herter Hall. Knipschild ,s chairman

of the division of art and director of graduate studies in fine arts at the

University of Cincinnati.

The 28 paintings in the exhibit include 27^^^^SS%Sk
wpre Minted from 1963 to 1970 and have such titles as brnau wane

Lndsct^- LdUe Yellowstone.- 'Memory of Ruisdael." and -River

Spend an unforgettable

SEMESTER AT SKA
on the former

QUEEN r I JZABETH

Knioschilds main interests for paintings are landscapes which in-

come monumental constructions, pyramids, terraces, and highways

He ^primarily a teacher of graduate painting workshops^

GX?houra will be 10am to 5 p m Monday through I r.day.

Nev* lower rales: full credit for

courses. Write toda> for details

from Vsorld Campus Xlloat. C liap-

man ( olleue. Bos ( ( 16. Oranue.

( \ 92666 __^

st neyona nuio o^uat*..
^^^

Clear Sky 's a-Comm
By PHIL BROWN

MDC Staff

A really superb group has

emerged from the local scene

called "Clear Sky". The reason for

using the word superb is threefold:

first, their lead singer Harry

Spring, who 3 years ago worked

with a group who went on tour with

the Yard Birds His style is

distinct, ranging from "gusty"'

blues to mellow leads on top of

back-up harmony.
The 2nd reason for using the

word superb is Bob Henderson and

Gary Morris. They are both top-

notch guitarists Bob, who is only

19, has been working in blues

groups for 6 years. WATCH OUT
for this guy. He's one of the finest

and most tasteful blues players

I've heard in quite a long while.

Gary Morris is on the faculty at

Cape Cod Conservatory of music

where he teaches classical and folk

guitar He has worked in the south

as a professional studio musician

on Mercury Records, where he's

played for Joe South and Billy Joe

Roayl. among others. Also he has

worked with numerous Rock, Folk,

and Country groups through out

the south.

Alone these guys could more

than hold their own among
professional guitarists. However

combined they pull off some of the

finest Blues and Country Solos that

you'll hear. Often they play har-

monic leads where they both play

simultaneously in harmony which

is really out of sight

The 3rd reason for the word

"superb" is their original

material. Three out of 5 guys write.

Rollo Besaw, their bass player

(who will give Jack Bruci a run for

his money). Bob Henderson and

Gary Morris are the source of their

musical creations

John Baymore works out on the

drums for the group He's in large

part responsible for their ver-

satility. His rhythms range from

1959 rock to country flavored beats,

to jazz and Latin syncopation If

you hear of 'Clear Sky" playing

around, do yourself a favor and

listen to them
Wednesday night at 12:40, on

WFCR (88.5 KM), Eric Benjamin

is having them play on his show

On Friday, the band will be at

Hamlin House; and Saturday

night, they will play at the "Coffee

House" (formerly the Glass

Onion ) . Take these chances to hear

them.

The Amherst Tower

Delivers!

CALL 549-1115
or

549-1116

Sun. - Thurs. 6-11 p.m.

PIZZAS • COLD SUBS
Sandwiches, Conned Soda

Mid Semester Sale

COMPLETE WATER BED
includes:

frame
liner

mattress with 10 year guarantee

this week only for $59.00

mattress alone only $39.00

Sundance Water Beds

187 Main St. Northampton

l

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northompton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

TONIGHT

Wednesday Night Coffee House

For people 21 and over

The Blue Wall Cafeteria

2nd floor, Campus Center

Some Menu and Prices

Same entertainment

MORE ROOM'

Ed is still looking

for new talent

Contact him at 549-1418

between 4 and 7 p m
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Seniors Seek Structure
i i __ m...-iim U <sh:inirn Scho

By BOB NESTI
" MDC Staff

Thirty seniors attended an open

meeting of their class Monday

night in the Campus Center at

which the Class Activities for the

remainder of the year were ex-

plained and suggestions for

structure of a permanant Class

organization were sought out.

Norm Patch, the chairman of the

Senior committee, was "disap-

pointed" with the turn-out, which

was one percent of the total

number of seniors to graduate this

June
The committee explained a

major plan for senior class

reorganization will be brought

before the Student Senate

sometime this spring. It will

replace the recently abolished

class government structure

Commencement and class ac-

tivities for the rest of the semester

also were discussed. Com-

mencement will be on May 30, 1971

and three subcommittees have

been set-up to co-ordinate the

event $10,000 has been alloted for

Senior Day. May 29, which will

follow the traditional format.

The Class Gift has been in-

corporated with the Scholarship

Fund making the total of $10,000.

the largest of any class. This

makes it. according to Patch, "a

living memorial which will benefit

students "
It will be named the

Martin B. Shapiro Scholarship

Fund after the recently deceased

Senior Class student leader.

The MLK Lecture Series will

consist of a week-long Festival of

the Arts, which will feature New
England artists.

The amount alloted to the

Alumni Tax will be $17,650. This

breaks down to $5.00 per senior and

goes to the Alumni Association.

The money is used for a quarterly

magazine which each graduating

senior is sent for a period of time

and pays for the information

services of the Alumni offices.

UM Trustee Writes Book
On WW II Experiences

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Oswald 'S^J^JffSSi
UMass Trustee General John J. Maginnis of Worcester with the first copy

of his book "Military Government Journal: Normandy to Berlin,

wmch w m be publined by then University of Massachusetts Press March

i^AUn shown is Trustee Mrs. O. Phillip Snowden of Koxbury. The

^att ^smIa
U
e

S

ara recent Board ofVustees meeting ta
i

Boston

General Maginnis. a retired major general, writes of persona ex

rn'riPnces during World War II when he was assigned to Civil Af-

SirStan^ Government which worked to restore civilian order in

newly occupied territories or bring military order in conquered

territories.
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UMass
Profs

Honored
The Folger Shakespeare Library

..I Washington. D.C .
has an-

nounced that Dr. Everett H

Emerson, professor of English at

the University <>! Massachusetts in

Vmherst, has been named a Fellow

ot the Library of the academic

sear IW1 72

Folger grants are intended to

assist mature scholars in com-

pleting works of importance Dr

Emerson will continue his studies

,.i American Puritanism at the

Folger where he has twice

previous!) served as a lellow.

Until recent!) director ot the

I niversitv s Honors Program. Dr.

Emerson is author of books on

John Cotton 1964), English

Puritanism 1961 snd Captain

John Smith (soon to appear). He is

editor ot the journal 'Early

American Literature.'" which is

published at the University ot

Massachusetts, and in 1969 was

first chairman of the Modern

Language Associations Early

American Literature Group The

Folger Shakespeare Library il

administered by the trustees of

Amhi rst College

Dr E Ernest Lindsey. professor

ot chemical engineering at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst, has been named a

Diplomate of the American
Academy of Environmental

Engineers ,
after examination by

the Environmental Engineering

Intersoeiety Board The board is

the first, and at present the only,

engineering organization cer-

tifying to the professional

qualification! of the practitioners

of its specialties In addition to the

examination, the requirements for

certification include a degree in

engineering from an institution

approved by the board;

registration as a professional

engineer; and at least eight years

ot engineering experience, four of

which must have been in

responsible charge of en-

vironmental engineering work

Dr Lindsey received his B.S.

degree trom the Georgia Institute

nl Technology and his engineering

doctorate irom Yale University.

both in chemical engineering. He

joined the faculty of the University

of Massachusetts in 1949. following

teaching posts at the University of

Tennessee and at Yale University,

and assignments with the Con-

necticut State Water Commission

and Houdry Process < orporation o!

Linwood, Pa.
* *

»

Murray Eisenberg. associate

professor of mathematics at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst, is the author of

"Axiomatic Theory of Sets and

Classes.'' published by Holt.

Kinehart and Winston. Inc The

book a text for advanced un-

dergraduate and beginning

graduate students, presents basic

concepts of set theory and logic-

used today in all branches of

mathematics, with special em

phasis on the theory ot infinite sets

Red China Topic

On WFCR Tonight

(.rum will be broadcast live over radio Wl-tR (88.5 f M )
weanesaav

March H. beginning at 7:30 p.m. from the Noah Webster House Lounge

'Vu^ft'TllenTMass professor of government, is moderator.

Fan •Its
"

nciude Steven M Goldstein of the Smith College history

depl ment. Franklin W Houn of the UMass government department.

and Barry C Keenan of the Mount Holyoke history department. .

"pamphlet materials are prepared for these ""W™™"^*
Foreign Policv Association, an organization founded in 1918 to >™orm tne

public on international efforts These are available ,n the Webster House

LlSe a^sturmlroupfrom the Orchard Hill residence complex.

JS£i the smes and invites the public to participate ,n the weekly

discussions.

Chancellor Tippo congratulates John Magginis on his new book

TWA
INTRODUCES

1/3OF
® Youth Passport

— PICK OlESKV

With a Youth Pass-

port card you get V»

off on all TWA
domestic flights, on a

standby basis. And
reduced rates at many

places you'll stay.

MtrC^r.

(DIMM P"»t)

MARCRJLI^13_WflSiSiWaesii y

CC.pt.1 IM CO

No. 4 000 274^Wo^- -* Youth Passport cards

cost $3 and are available

to students aged 12 thru 21.

AND 2YEARSTO PAY

With TWA's Getaway
Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals,

cars, just about any-

thing to just about

anywhere. And then

take two years to pay.

The Getaway Card

is available to most

students in the U.S.A.

For additional

information contact TWA
or your local travel agent.

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa

Culturnatives m

Search For An Educational Revolution
V~FWM'

.. . .. *.i ., »,...„-„. m:,mrs could be one o! the most excit

ByGILBERT J. SALK
Some " shorts, and a rap on

education...

I plan to run a series of articles in

this column on intentional com-

munities, but 1 don't want to write

than all myself, because I don't

have the lust-hand experience.

reel that these ideas can be best

presented in a thought provoking

manner by people who really

believe in them. So, if you're into a

particular kind of commune,

collective, co-operative, or some

other form of intentional com-

munity, write me about it and I'll

put it "in Please try not to go over

-,oo words, and let me know if you

want your name and address used

so people can contact you to rap.

Mother Earth News #7 is out

You can pick up your copy at the

White Light Bookstore in town, at

the Draft Counseling Services

office in the SU, or at the DCS table

outside of the Hatch Wednesday. If

vou come to the table, you can get

all seven issues for $7 instead of

$7.70 as long as they last.

John Medeiros. a former UMie,

has started a new antiwar move

which fits into my idea of a cultural

alternative. I'll pass it on. for what

its worth to you. When bill time

comes on his various loans, he

sends the banks and loan com-

panies only one dollar and the

following note: 'Enclosed is my

$100 payment on acct. * .This

is the maximum amount I am able

to pay at present because I must

save money in preparation for the

war and economic crisis which is

t>eing started by our government

The simple w lsdom of the common

man tells me that a terrible war us

soon to come 1 recommend to you

that you also save money Slow

down your pace of work and take

some time to think about how this

war can be prevented When peace

is assured. 1 will probably be able

to pay more PAY FOR PEACE
Hespectfully vours." John's leaflet

goes on to say that you can expect

at least two "warnings' ' from your

creditors These will be good for a

couple of months, after which you

I

could either continue to resist

paying until peace is assured, or

use the money you have put aside

to get up-to-date.

The eftectiveness of the action is

that it is simple, polite, and may

jar the senses of the payment

clerk, who will give it to the loan

officer, who may show it to the

manager. Each of these people

may pass the story on to their

family and friends. Pass the idea

on to vour friends, especially those

at other schools, and have them get

it into their campus or local

newspapers. Let John know if

vou're joining him. Write John

"Medeiros. 67 Plain St., Rutland, Vt.

05701.

Now, on to education.

It took me nine years to graduate

from UMass, because the essential

irrelevancies of traditional

educational processes forced me to

drop out in order to maintain some

kind of contact with reality. This

was the only way in which any kind

of meaning was able to accrue to

what came down in the classroom.

As a result, I meet a lot of guys

face with the same frustrations

who can't drop out because of the

draft In a very real sense, they are

trapped The typical educational

system meets the needs only of the

job-oriented-those who want to

enter the fairly rigid, structured,

pseudo-secure world of science.

Inisiness, and teaching. There is

practically no need-fulfillment for

those who are interested in lear-

ning to think, to create, to question,

to synthesize, or. for that matter,

in learning how to LEARN.

Substituted for this are courses

where science majors are taught

that scientific reasoning is the only

valid means of inquiry, and that

speculation and the unprovable are

probably irrelevant, where most

students are rewarded not for

thinking but for anticipating what

the professor is thinking, where

creativity is usually a poor second

to parroting There is no attempt to

teach how to pose questions so that

real education can take place. The

emphasis, instead, is on providing

answers to questions posed by

somebody else in an atmosphere

which forces the assumption that

the answers are "absolutes''

known to the question-poser, and

that any other answer is "wrong"

to the degree in which it differs

from the sought-after answer

As a result, it is nearly im-

possible to get students to attend

programs in which basic assump-

tions are questioned, primarily

because they have been taught to

reverse the system to a point

where questioning it is tantamount

to questioning catechism There is

little coherent discussion of

educational channeling, university

complicity in the military-

industrial complex, the moral

implications and obligations

adherent to education and

research, etc. As an essential

adjunct to this, there is little un-

derstanding of the effects these

factors have on the quality and

type of educational experiences

available to us.

I'd like to pose some suggestions

which may help open some doors to

changes. Apply your own thinking

to them for additions, deletions,

improvements, and ways of im-

plementing them.

Each course should probably

have some discussion of how

education is job-oriented, and how

this fact affects general course

availability and content, as well as

how it tends to shape what the

student will seek from education

Alternative approaches to study

and alternative relevancies might

also be discussed

Term papers could be devised to

be cross-discipline in focus and

content. For example, industrial

engineering students could be

asked to write a paper on the moral

obligation of industry to deal with

the problem of environmental

pollution, to be read by readers in

Philosophy and sociology

Psychology majors could be

assigned a paper dealing with the

psychological benefits lower class

whites receive from racism. You

should get the general idea.

Learning is a two-way

proposition, but the standard

classroom physical layout

prohibits this from taking place.

There is a kind of "professor-

student: master-slave
relationship in most classrooms.

The prof stands in the front,

looking down at "his" class, while

thev are all seated facing him as

the" focal point of their attention^

This has to have a psychological

effect on the students. What about

the potential of sitting in a circle,

with everyone on a first-name

basis, so mere is some sort of

equality at least implied''

It seems to me that for people to

learn they must know how to find

answers. The prerequisite to this

must be that they know how to ask

questions. determine what

questions are relevant, and to hold

in suspicion all "authority" until

they are themselves able to justify

the conclusions of those

authorities
"

All of this is a sort of a book

review I'm in the process of

reading Teaching as a Subversi\ *

Activity by Neil Postman &

Charles Weingartner ($5.95.

Delacorte Press. NYC I They have

one ol the most exciting proposals

for revolutionary changes in

education that 1 have ever heard.

The excitement is largely sub-

let ivc they have thought out and

written down objections and

proposals which have been rolling

around in a totally disorganized

fashion in niv own head for some

time. But to find a well-thought-out

rationale tor abolishing grades,

syllabi, "courses" as we know

them, to see reasoned arguments

for teaching being made a true

proiession by making the teachers

the employees i in a sense) of their

students in the way a psychiatrist

is an employee of his or her

client This is built-in excitement.

Add to this the central theme that

the locus of teaching is not the

subject but the learner- what a

revolutionarv concept' -and the

walls of academe must indeed

tremble before the encroachment

of relevance. Read the book It has

to turn your head on.

In the coming weeks.

CULTURNATIVES will deal with

many different aspects of cultural

alternatives If you're into it and

want to rap. or it you want Mother

Earth News, stop by the Draft

Counseling Office in 418E SU 2nd

floor You'll have to Lake your

chances because draft counseling

comes tirst. but if we're free we'd

enjoy sharing ideas.

HITCHCOCK'S

Shadow of a Doubt

Thompson 106 75c

Discover 'Who Moved
The Stone ' Tonight

•College Life' .s tonight at 8 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of the Student

*»y«'«^"M&,

&lSKE. likTwXsday mghts His

ZZ
m»^2?5£t222i trough Jesus and how others ean

experience the same

1.

2

3

4

College Charter Flights

Boston-Paris-Milan
June 17-August 26 $250

Boston-London coiASO
June 15-August 25 $Zie>ou

Boston-London _
R

June 15-August 12 $248

Boston-N.Y.-Madrid
June 16-August 26 V^u

Contact Director, *»££* PrO*r0m$ '

229 Wh"

more for information. 545-27 1U

THE ONLY OFFICIALLY AUTHORIZEDTHE ONLTO^ FUGHTS .

Flights #1-3 Pom Am, *4 Iberia.
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IM Wrestling Finals Completed
X -LT *

. *S i ,.,. n(Inrv Kpith down of his own to close to within

By MICHAELFOX
M DC Staff

The tenth annual intramural

wrestling championships were

held in Boyden Auxiliary Gym
nasium on Monday night

Wrestling has always been one of

the most popular intramural

sports, and was demonstrated by

the large enthusiastic crowd on

hand.

Phi III! Helta Fraternity had

accumulated an insurmountable

number of points, even before the

finals, to be named team chain

pions. They were the second team

to have won the championship for

the third time Kappa Sigma was

the first team to accomplish this.

The tirst event of the night was in

the 128 pound class, with Leffler

going against Parent. Neither

wrestler has over-powering

strength as they both relied on

technique to subdue the other.

Parent performed the best to win a

decision. 4-1.

In the 137 pound class. Kice

jumped out into a quick 3-0 lead

over I'hoiunard Choiunard could

only come backwith one point on an

escape, as Rice got the decision, 3-

The 147 pound class produced the

hrst pin of the night Dalquist,

already ahead in points. 2-0. gained

the pin over Daly at 1:11

The 157 pound class was the most

exciting of the night Both Plunkett

and Schneid showed great strength

on defense Neither was able to

con on the other in regulation

lime However, Plunkett scored a

take down in the first period of the

overtime to win. 2-0.

The lt>7 pound class between

Kantor and Souza also went into

overtime Kantor junped into a 2-0

lead, but Souza came back to tie at

two before regulation time ended

Kantor persisted, though, and

ored a take down in overtime to

win 4 J

,n the 177 pound category Keith,

the only del ending champion from

last year, was looking to repeat

over' Castricone Both fought

seorelesslv for most of the match

with Castricone possibly having

the advantage in riding time. But

in the last 20 seconds Keith was

able to score one point to remain

class champion.

The 187 pound catagory

produced the best wrestler of the

night Pikkaranian gave away five

inches in height and several inches

reach to McDowell. However.

Pikkaranian had the strength,

quickness and skill to defeat

McDowell With an amazingly

quick shoot to the legs Pikkaranian

scored the first take down to go

ahead 2-0 An excape added

another point to the score. Mc-

Dowell came back with a fine take

down of his own to close to within

one point. But it was not enough as

Pikkaranian held on for the vic-

torv, S-2.

The 197 pound class pit Brown's

technique against Kleiber's

strength As should be the case in

wrestling. Brown won by a

decision. 4-0.

In the unlimited catagory

Marchando at 245 pounds went

against Hale at 220 pounds.

Marchando came out quick to go

ahead on a take down. 2-0.

All MDC Photos

By
Ed Mangiaratti

Spend your SPRING VACATION in Hie BAHAMAS on

PARADISE ISLAND ot the FLAGLER INN!

Nassau, Bahamas $99

ROUND TRIP JET AIRFARE

Hotel accommodations available for 8 days and 7 nights

from $80 (plus $10 tax). Complete range of enter-

tatmrtf and recreation offered at reduced rates for

Students International's guests.

Sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL

LIMITED NUMBER OF SEATS STILL AVAILABLE

__ Open only to 5 College Students Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —
Deports
3/19

Returns
3/26Routing

Boston/Nassau/ Boston

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

5-10 p.m. Steve, 549-1357; or Brian 549-3963

10 a.m.- 5 p.m. Students International (617) 536-7B6J

PSYCH. MAJORS!
Important meeting of

ALL Psychology Majors

- TONIGHT -

Wednesday, March 10 9:00 P.M.

Commonwealth Rm., S.U.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

I'ionecr. Teac. Uarrara, PE, Axt*

.

n»hrr. TDK, caaeette aaa oprn re*l

taur, standard radio, ttah speaker*

IJ-'e, a track* and ether oeces»lU«».

>w Amherit Audio. **

l >KL» M'K*. — Jacketa capea, anil

•tolra lor n>rin«. >«w ahluiiienle ol

routs, nn» raccoon. All eUe». »••>

»nd_up_tall 2M-5W6. tf 3-

1

1

Speaker boxes, excellent eouud, »
"

drurr, mid iiich end, natural hard

nooil cabinet, tweeter ereaaover.

M* be heard. Call M6-2M© **£
yi

itpeclallr declined health furniture.

romfy couch, comfy chair, comfy

rocker, i lamp*. 2 end tables. Beat

offer. Call Litt aW-4007. «»-!•

Turn livlntroom lute bedroom,

l.oveaeat with bidaway bed, «reat

for apartment, excellent condition,

* I o« or beat offer. CaU 848-8W1

l«:i Katfle CP.M70 S>kio, used 2

times, lU5ein T>rolia C lix 00 heel

.m.I ,'OOe toe, em. tond ., 8130 t all

U-D288. tt3'lj

Helmets IW-ll White ">'/», and !*af-

t.e Orange, larxe, $23 each -!.Vi-

t;.t;t8. _
UJ ' 1 -

1 pair 11m her Mupemlaao « >

*ki* rUtta «lth Marker bindincn.

like new, vi»ed 5 times, $70. Juily

IMS-WM a»f«re 5, after 5 Greg
:

773-

; .it; i "•''*'

'04 TV But, new ten., »•** •nd

M.,rter. Must .ell. Call «^«3
fh_u

—

I

'm;.i lord Falcon Futura, «eod

, .,„,! V-8, automatic, food tires

radio. Contact David W-^-,

" Must sell «$ Cortina. *;—£•
,li,c l,r»keo. 20 mpB. food ">'<'n*™.
,1 condition, only »•»?• "J-

wm
..rfer oxer $800. Call M0-OT2S.

mln. reaa ahape. pref. alum, body.

Will haatle. Call Mo-2108. Gene.
ti3-ie>

12-toH battery for American car

rail Mike after 6 p m. 8**-W8«v
tr3-ia

1 Bedroom Apt to rent beglnnlng

May or June. Call 63?-91*» after

8 JO. ".3
- i*

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

Amherst Aadla oerrlcea at*raa

c.Mnv«H«ta. tape deeke '•' *££.£
,ar. 197 Me. Ple*aant St.. *5«-«l3X

PA8SPOBT8 - iOB APPUC£
IIONS Special raeetlon »<*«;•*•"
fllm and proceaaln. werrtlyta«*h£

tocrapble x'ou'U aaye $ at MM

•

I*.?.
9
. M. US. Bo. Amfcerat, tft^

jl4j r Tr

Fr^TnTtionwide o*™*™**?*
search aerrlce John Hardy -»">••
ttos 183, Aubarn. Maaa. *lM\^„

'
Enjoy more free time and vaesv-

,,„™' Eosll.h BA will «7pe «*/£
revise anythlnt. Tbeaea, too. Cam
mm Pick-up /delivery center Pro

fesslonal, reaaonable. BM-W13 aTea^

Caah tlrtoT Ao moch aa $3»J»
•»

hopr far «o-«ettero. CaU 3r,*,^.lt

Xow hiring women, tMw aart-

tlme. $100 ta »4M monthly. CaU
3(57-2380. tT>"

^anblet 3 bedroom Puffton

apartment from June 1 «•*""{
,1. air cond. Will «««»• rrat J^"
1 19-0767.

-"*]"
~ To aoblet, one bedrooin »»*•>

kitchen, bath, $130 ™a. Cllffalde

Apt , Immediate occopanej. Call

"For June 1 - 3 braroom apt .

I'uffton. all utll. inc. Call t*»£
p m . «V-tO~^w^*'

RIDE WANTED

Overland, 1414 B. o»th St.. Chicago.

IM *£3t4 SMUM 1$3$ 4-«

LOST

FOR HINT

BOOKS
—w; boy used booka and raeorda

_ Whlteliglit Booka (in the Alley)

X, terUI _lf±l?

FOR SALE — AUTOS

TYPING - Theala. **"**v*9»>
l„„ertaUono. Maatera. »»'•«*JS
typing requlrementa can baj»••"*
inVouch 8AN1>V8 8ECBETAB1AL
SEBVICB, dial »»*$*» ^^^ Mf
MAKE IX1VE. not war Fir W*

home demonstrations, call PW1 of 1'?

at .-,*•; fi-.-.t.

PERFECT FOB BCMJOBB SCHOOL:
furn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Aug. Na leaaa req. $161 mo. Near
Campaa, paal, teanla conrta, air

<ond Married couple er *\*»VT*-

ferred. CaU 849-3»16 after 8. tfl-31

Ware — V4 hr. drive from Am-
herat, tg. 4 nn. all electHe apt .

•tore, refrlg . disposal. Incinerator

furnished Also waaher and dryer

hooknp. Ample pkg and •!"•««.
$130 mo 1-413-477-8008 tf3-'*

Two large bedroom apt. (redone

kitchen and bathroom) Fearing St.,

near campua, $180 per month, all

ntlUUes Incl. CaU Mr. Mnlcaby,

12 am - 7 am. 54$-—41. tf3-ll

2 Bedroom Apt. for summ-r sub-

let or permanent lease. $190.01)/mo.
incl. utilities and pool. Call Phil

253-2828. tf3-12

and over Haverhill area on Friday.

March It at 4:30 or 5 p.m. Plena*

M0- 3916 after 8 pm. "J-"
Bide wanted from Uongmeadow or

«.,.rinxfleld area to campus, about

!>:1% am, to Lonrmeadow about

:t:30 - 4-.00. Men , Wed.. Fri. Will

pay. B67-8317. in~11

Would the |>eople who took a 7m"' 1

^r i( » titter rat on Mat. from Pnff-

t.m Vil return it to Apt. 342-
-tf3-18

% Smith-Corona Portable Elec

T»newriter at 7:20 p.m. Ttaur ,

M.trch 4 In front of Hamlin House

( :ill Baha at 253-9207 or return to

I M police. S'1*

Lost Mon., Mar. 8 In rear of Berk-

shire Common* an avacado green

raroing rase containing Important

l.ai>ers Reward for information or

return. Jane F. McCullough. M3-
7181 or 545-2397. tf3-12

PERSONAL
Happy Birthday Jackie Ot 3-10

Will the boy who railed about the

lost suede Jacket found behind Hamp-
den Dining Commons please call

ii-a515 again. It's Important. tf3-U

Dear Bonnie — please accept our

mwlogy for bogartlng your place.

Vest time throw me out. Hoot and
Meow. 3-1*

Craig — — Ship's Cantata —
l.rlng this mate an orange. 3-10

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted at Squire Vll-

lagr In Sunderland on 110. Incl. all

utilities, dishwasher, garbage dis-

posal, wall-to-wall carp., anly $05
Available Apr. 1. Call 005-2005.

tW-15

ROOM TO RENT
Available Immediately — arnall

sinisle room, garage, one mile Anl-

veralty. Tel. 253-5208. Low rent
tf3-12

REWARD

WANTED
—1908 Corvette 8 P C.P ,

power

-t-er . brakes, window, 350 bp, 4

.....t AM-FM stereo and tape, reaa.

u,fcr\ ^»ke at_549.0tW t,f3-12

—jTi};. Mercury (Comet) station wa-

—RU,.. sincere male student near

J herst Tlease wrtte to white rn. e

,,em;;r.rll, In Ohio) »»*•*•-_*"

»S A'
,"' "„

U
„

mm
',23 An?he

h
r?t.

t onfldentlal Bo» 7".
tf3-12

Mass. _ —
-,

""Bread Tru.k or Lge. vM, 1«

Available April 1 - •'•"""I'
l""

iM-droom all electric •P"rtm",,
i.":

.ellent location Ideal &*** ,"
three students sharing «*Pw,»M -

#f
rA,

I
••,3-3979 evenings.

Lost 3/3 behind DC7, one home-

knit fisherman knit sweater. Be-

«at4, no questions asked. Great

k'liiiiuental value. Call D after 5:00

l» in at WS-3-»70. _tf3-H

"TO~SUBLET
TRAVEL

»l ale /female roommateo wnnted •
own room, use of 2 baths plus gar-

age In large ranch In Oranb>.

It miles from Campus, over the

\otili. Call Media Center 545-1599^

Ask for Wolfmann before 5. tf3-ll

RIDERS WANTED

Efficiency apt. QuaDDin ***-,
,

fnr-

nlshed, all ntllltles but Bhone, deposit

ee paid Call 323-7039 after 7 p nj.

wailable Immediately. tf3-K

OVERLAND EXPEDITION TO
INDIA. Leaves London mid-June

Stoo Also return CHARTERS to

London $190 appros. Encounter

Leaving for Long Island (Hofstra)

M::M lriil.iv morn., return s<">d* >'

i- vi- , ^.* «» e.t<h wn>. Call Jim.

1,-IWNI _^ tfJ-K

DA Y, /v\MK^n iu, it/ 1 ap—— —

Rii^ph^llprs Tn Training UMass Vs. Vermont
JJdOClJClllClO ±11 -L lCi±XXX±X^

Th, L Mass hockev lean, travels For all the at lion tune in to WMl A

JARLEBARROLL with limited facilities to practice the team With possibly the biggest ^ Burlington> vt . for an opening » {

;

l ™> "^!^£ w^"r™*
BvK

MDC Staff

With only a couple of weeks left

in the winter sports season it's now

time to focus a little on the sports

that will be covering the sports

pages in the spring.

Today's focus is on the Redman
baseball team which is coming off

a 15-U season last year and is

looking forward to the up and

coming season with real optimism

and enthusiasm.

On the 20th of this month the

team heads south for a seven day

trip that will see the Redmen

playing six games. t\u> with Wake

Forest, two tith Virginia, two with

Maryland and one with Franklin

and Marshall of Pennsylvania.

Notices
ALTERNATE SCHOOL:

It you are interested ti organizing

and teaching at an "Alternative High

School" Come to Rm 902 of the C.C.

at 8 p.m. tonight.

AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
Meeting Rally of AS. A., a new,

nation wide, Activist-Leftist
Organization for those students
turned off by existing groups and who
wants to get into something wor
thwhile. Tonight at 7 30 p.m. S.U.

Ballroom.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR:
Dr S. Siggia of the UMass

Chemistry Dept. will speak on
"Biochemistry Analytical Chemistrv
Relationships" this Thursday at 11

a m in Rm 252 of Goessmann Lab.

Coffee will be served at 11 15 a.m.

COALITION FOR A PEOPLE'S
PEACE TREATY:
American and Vietnamese people

are not enemies A people's peace

treaty has been formed. Need help.

Come to Rm 803 of the C C. tonight at

9 p m. Call 546 5201.

HILLEL:
Purim Carnival Cancelled.

Board meeting has been changed

from tonight to tomorrow night

Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Hillel Of

fice. All welcome.

j Q.A. LOWER
Astrology Workshop 1

credit

Honors Colloquium open to un

dergrads. Tonight at 8 p.m J.Q A

5th Floor Lounge. Bring birth data,

exact time and place.

MAROON KEYS:
Meeting tonight in Rm 433 James

at 7 p m. Constitutional Amendments
will be discussed. Please contact

Richard Simmons if there is any

conflict

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Buses leave at 630 p m. from

Hasbrouck 8. Patterson Please

come.

With limited facilities to practice the team With possibly the biggest

in the team will be using this trip as and strongest group of hurlers in

preparation for the tough northern the nation coach Bergquist ,s

Site that it will face opening looking tor them to get the com-

« Ih» 1 ofh r!f Anril at A I C petative edge they will need for the

°°<£^Wattr£il of ^rtnern game, on the southern

practice the diamond men have

had a tough early season with the

weather and with the gymnastics

tourney this weekend they will

have only three days for hitting

before heading south next week.

This season's team will be a

young unit with only three seniors

on the squad. There will be a total

of eight freshman making the

southern trip. Tri-Captains for the

Redmen are pitcher Jach Ber-

nardo, a senior, third-baseman

Jack Conroy, also a senior and

junior outfielder Brian Martin.

On paper the pitching staff would

appear to be the strongest part of

The infield and outfield have

depth at all positions and both units

should be strong in the defensive

departments. With the limited

hitting in preseason this southern

swing will be of use to sharpen the

hitting eyes.

Catching is four deep with all the

candidates having a good shot at

starting.

For the season ahead, the

Yankee Conference has expanded

to a 15 game schedule. The Con-

ference should once again be the

strongest in New Kngland with the

Redmen. UConn. Rhode Island and

Maine the top contenders.

The I Mass hockey team travels For all the action tune in to V\ MIA

t„ Burlington. Vt. for an opening Ml on your dial, at T:» with
i

Bru i

round ECAC Division II playoff Glacier. Larry Walsh and Roy

game vs. defending champ UVM. Gusterson.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM'

PSYCH 101/ SOC 101

"Baboon movie" 4 40,

Mahar Aud
8, 10 p m. in

RAF. I.: . _
All newcomers are welcome to

participate m weekly, Israeli Dan
cing Program Mrs Yael Ariel,

Instructor. Thurs. evening at 8 p m.

Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.

SCROLLS:
Short meeting tonight. Please

come and pick up applications betw

6. 15 & 6 :45 p.m. in Rm. 91 7 of the C.C.

SKI CLUB: .

The Ski club will be running a trip

to Berkshire East and sponsoring

races for all club members Sat ,

March 13 if interested call Bob
Duffield at 253 9957 or 546 8295

WALK FOR DEVELOPMENT:
Meeting for all those interested in

working for the walk for Develop

ment, Wed in the CC at 730 p.m. in

Rm. 905.

SENIOR DAY
Senior Day Committee meeting

tonight at 630 p.m in Rm 813 15 of

the C.C. All interested Seniors urged

to come. Remember it's your day

WOMEN'S LIBERATION.
There will be a discussion about

women's liberation for all women
interested at the women's center in

the old book store across from the

Hatch on Thursday at 11 a.m.

LOST. C11 ,
Diamond ring lost betw SU &

Thompson Tower about 3 30 Monday
afternoon. If found please call Judy

m the Cashier's Office at 5 2525

FOUND.
,
_ rnn

in parking Lot 6, an envelop con

taaming a paperback and several

zippy photos. Describe a claim in

Collegian Office.

Pregnant year old calico cat taking

refuge in Pierpont She needs a

home. Please call 546 5268.

Yellow notebook with SST report

found outside Hampden Commons
Mon. night Call 6 5825.

Black a White kitten found outside

Drake. Call 253 9985

One pair of brown framed half

glasses, it they ire yoors riwj •• t

U< Dean of 5tu*mts off*

uAre. Foutni in tro.il '

Libra individuals are ultra

sensitive. The early part of their

lives may not be exactly happy. But,

in later years, Libra thrives. Many
persons, who previously took Libra

for granted, begin to show aP
preciation as the years create a

mellowing effect.
* * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Some
who would not see your side in past,

now begin to take new notice. You
don't get things exactly your own
way, but there is marked im

provement. Keep watch on health,

work methods.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): A

child who is too demanding may
need mild discipline. Be strong

enough to do what you feel is best.

Giving in will not accomplish ob

lective. Improve safety measures at

h
°GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Work

quietly. Utilize material at bfnd_

Avoid radical procedures Cneck

insurance Be positive you can fulfill

commitments Hold oM on long

range plans.
CANCER (June 21 July 22).

Finish what you start Spread m^

fluence Communicate through

publishing, advertising, written

messages Take nothing for granted^

Money is involved. Some try false

flattery

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Finish what

vou start Spread influence. Com
municate through publishing, acr

vertising, written messages. TaKe

nothing for granted. Money is in

volved. Some try false flattery.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Look

,nto matter which could affect

security. Obtain hint from Leo

message. Take initiative. Make up

your own mind. One who proposes

get rich quick scheme is covering

lack of knowledge
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22)

Element of surprise is important

Don't telegraph moves. Know when

to be discreet. An Aquarian in

dividual plays prominent role^

Accent on anticipating moods ot

° SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Stress versatility. Don't feel tied to

only one procedure, method. Give

full play to intellectual curiosity.

Ask questions, obtain answers.
Avoid the superficial. Social life

accelerates.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

You may be trying to do too much at

once One you try to impress wants

results rather than flashy promise.

Know this and act accordingly. Be
conservative in claims, demands.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Be flexible. Being stubborn now can

prove costly Make way for

progress. Emphasis on willingness

to make necessary changes. News
from a distance is featured. Be
analytical. .

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18).

Some friends act in eccentric

manner. Don't attempt to m'*
business with pleasure. Stakes are

apt to be high. Sales talk from
associate may be filled with empty
phrases. Respond accordingly.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Your
judgement, intuitive qualities are

apt to be off center. Know this and
let mate, partner, close associate set

pace. Co operate in community
project Be a good listener, ob
server.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are sensitive, dynamic, have
original ideas and possess natural

qualities of creative leadership. Key
is to avoid those who take advantage
of you You are sympathetic and, too

often, fall for sob story. Start being a

bit more selfish. Think of your own
basic needs By October, you will be

in a better position emotionally and
financially.
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

1 Coagulate

5 Greek letter

8 Rid
oneself of

12 Opera by
Verdi

13 Staff

14 Great Lake

15 Made ready

17 Rational

18 Artist's stand

19 Figures of

speech

21 Sodium
chloride

23 Label

24 Hit lightly

27 Apportioning

32 Semi precious

stone

34 Cry of cow

35 Rail bird

36 Kin

39 Short sleep

40 Measure of

weight

41 Ocean

43 Stoker

47 Proverb

51 Aroma

52 Seesawed

54 'Lohengrin"

heroine

55 Organ of

hearing

56 Sharp pain

57 Close securely

58 Music: as

written

59 Woody plant

DOWN

1 Sleeveless

cloak

2 Unit of

Italian

currency

3 Poems
4 Binds

5 Be mistaken

6 Pedal digits

7 Things
tacked on

8 Creates
9 Spoken
10 Monetary

penalty

11 Tolls

16 Winglike

20 Chinese leader

22 Covers with

thin plates

24 Rocky hill

25 Simian

26 Crony

(colloq.)

28 Also

29 Electrified

particle

30 New Deal

agency (abbr )
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31 Opening
33 To the side

37 Mans
nickname

38 Chair

42 Clever

43 Enemies

44 Unemployed

45 Girl's name
46 Tidy

48 Sandarac
tree

49 Man's
nickname

50 Brim
53 Period of

time

1 2 3 5 6 7 m
. •
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Puckstersln PlayoffAction At UVM
By DAN KAMAL

* MIX" Staff

It s the start of a "new" season

and possibly of an era Tonight at

the University of Vermont, the

t Mass hockey team faces the

( ..(amounts in Division II ptayof

action with faceofi sot at 7:30. it

ks the first time ever that a

Redmen hockey team has com

ed in the post-season run for the

spot in Division II

The Redmen are currently,

fing their beat hockey of the

.Min. In winning five <>l its last

,\ games, the team has scored j1

lis while giving up only 17. This

indicates vers definitely that the

pucksters have recovered the

sharpness which they obviously

lost after the 45 da) layoff between

semesters

(foUt!

SponU
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The team is much stronger than

the one that dropped a 5-3 decision

to these same Catamounts at

Vermont last month. Despite the

lact that the lines which are

working so well together now were

not permanently set at the time.

and also the tact that the lines had

to be reshuffled when Pat Keenan

was hit with a to minute

misconduct penalty, the Redmen

stayed close throughout thai game.

An far as Vermont's style, they

plaj a close-checking, tight game

and rely heavily on all American

goalie Dave Ueecc When 1 asked

Coach Jack Canniff which

Catamount he expects the most

trouble from he quickly and em

phatically replied, -Recce When

he's on, they're awfully tough

A big factor m this crucial

contest may be the site Gutterson

Field House is sure to be packed

with 4000 partisan Vermont tans

This crowd is much in the style ot

the CUITJ Hicks Cage basketball

tans However, both Cannitt and

(lelenseman Don Lowe, while

acknowledging that these fans

might be beneficial to the home

team tclt that they had no adverse

effect on the visitors. Said Lowe.

"They'ro \ OPJ knowledgeable fans

and they're not wild, so although

they may edge Vermont on a bit. 1

don't really think they will affect

The Catamounts are coming otf a

stunning loss to Norwich

University . However, Canniff feels

that thev "suffered a "down" after

HkmlhA ...
, U K-Shown here in action against Merrimack last Saturday in a game I Mass won. 10-

( ,8) and .lack Kdwards I Ml. <MDC Photo,h> Dan Kamal)

big victories over Bowdoin College

and Army He doesn't expect this

to carry over into tonight's tray

One of the major factors in the

Redmen solid play of late, is the

performance of Eric Scrafield.

Since Canniff put him on the line

centering Bob Shea and Don Riley,

the "Red Baron" has responded

with a rash of goals. In praising the

junior forward, Canniff labeled his

play as •fantastic."

A must tor tonight's game is I

good performance from P. J

Flaherty. The junior goaltender

has been on lire of late with par-

ticularlv good outings against

Hamilton College and Merrimack

College, and since games against

Vermont are inevitably low

scoring afl lira, it w imperative

that Flaherty continue his hot

hand
There's lot on the line tonight.

Anything ( in happen in single loss

elimination tourneys, but as

Canniff concluded. "We have the

personnel The kids have worked

hard this \ear. and this is a big

opportunity
5DAY'"Kl"'""

' \Z\^su{£e6a^rVzUer witha rashof goals. In praismg the N ermoni are -y-, -~~
f ^

Trackmen Complete Season In 1C4A s
* .u„ v—i,— " - the New Knglands

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

The I Mass track team con-

cluded its indoor track season last

weekend in the IC4A Indoor Track

and Field Championships which

were held at Princeton University

Villanova. the track power of the

Last, won its fifth consecutive

1C4A team title

The meet was a letdown for the

Redmen as they failed to match

their earlier championship per

tormances Dave Evans, com-

peting in the K«o. was the only

Redmen to qualify for the finals,

but was forced to drop out of the

.
I )ave easily qualified for the

finals with tunes in the trial beats

.»t 1 .57.5 and 1:56.2. Evans, running

in the linals. was involved in a pile

up at the start of the race which

..used the race to be called hack.

Evans fell down in the mix up

and was shaken up The race was

restarted three minutes later as

Evans was again involved in a mix

up at the first curve in which he

was cut off. Dave still managed to

make a challenge in the* race as he

lound himself in sixth place with

only a third of the race remaining.

It was at this time that an injury

that Dave received in the first pile

up lorced him to retire Irom the

race

The hurdle team of Jim Graves

and Gerry Spellman both qualified

lor the quarterfinals with third

place linishes in the trials.

Spellman was eliminated from

further competition as he finished

fourth m his quarterfinal. Graves

was also eliminated from further

competition as lie tinished fourth in

his quarterfinal, even though

posting a last 7 5 clocking

Run Wayne and Larry Paulson

competed in the trials of the mile

Wayne linished fourth in his heat,

while Paulson finished fifth in his

• rial heat Steve Levine was

i ,,i i arpeatei h

Bob Mangiaratti

un< of his earls season efforts. (MIX Photo b\

Varsity M Club
Luncheon At 12:15

At The Newman Center

Jack Leaman

Hoop Stars

eliminated from further com

petition in the 600 w ith a third place

finish in the trials Eddie Arcaro

competed in the 35-pound weight

and the shotput. and turned in his

usual fine performance

The IC4A s marks the end of

another successful indoor track

season The season opened with a

tri meet early in December

against Yale and I'Conn. I'Conn

edged out Yale by two points as

I Mass finished a far-off third. The

next meet was against Brown, at

Brown as I Mass came together for

the first time as a team With only

the mile relay remaining the

Redmen trailed Brown by only a

point Brown went on to win the

relay as I Mass lost the meet 58 to

'•,2 The team's performance in this

meet was a great improvement

over the previous meet as the team

prepared for exams and Dart

mouth
The CMass track team traveled

to Dartmouth after the semester

break to start oil the second half of

the indoor season Dartmouth was

nist coming off a ten point victory

over l < 'mm and appeared to be the

stronger ol the two teams For the

Redmen the Dartmouth meet was

the day that everyone would put it

ail together The CMass team

completely outclassed the Dart

mouth team as they ran to a

stunning 73 to 31 victory Ron

Wayne continued to lead the way

u he won Ins third straight double

in dual meet competition with

impressive wins in the mile and 2

mile

The Redmen then traveled to

Northeastern for what appeared on

paper as a close meet as Nor

theastern bad defeated Dartmouth

hj the same margin of points as the

Redmen The meet did not go right

for UMass as they lost points early

in the meet and were never able to

make a serious attempt at victor)

The Redmen lost 73 to 31, but the

meet was just not indicative of the

teams involved.

The first championship

sear was the Yankee Conference

Championship* held at I'Conn

which saw I'Conn regain the title

with CMass finishing in second

place This meet was marked by

the fact that CMass had to outscore

Rhode Island 19 to 3 in the last

three events to overtake Rhose

Island for second place. The

seniors again did the job for the

Redmen as Ron Wayne led the way

with a ten point effort which in-

cluded a first in the mile and a

second in the 2 mile. Senior Dave

Evans was the Yankee Conference

champion in the IOP0 as Eddie

Arcaro was the Champion in the

shotput

The following week the Redmen

traveled to I'Conn for the Neu

England Championships UMass

finished tilth in the meet as Bl

upset the pre meet favorites

Northeastern and I'Conn The

wrongest event of the day for

I Mass was the high hurdles as Jim

Graves and Gerry Spellman

linished second and third.

respectively Ron Wayne gave

another strong performance as he

placed second m the 2 mile Eddie

Arcaro linished second in the shot

while Dave Evans finished third in

the loon

The distance events were the

strongest events tor the Redmen

this season. Ron Wayne is the

leader <•! the distance men as he is

the leading scorer M the team with

,., points compared to Ed Arcaro

who linished second with 27 points

Coach O'Brien always counted on

Ron for ten points, and it seemed

that Run always delivered Tom
Jasmin was Wayne's back up man

in the 2 mile, and was most im

pressive with his third place finish

m the Yankee Conference

Championships Larry Paulson

hacks up Wayne in the mile, and

turned m his best performance ol

his career with his best double in

the New Englands

The sprints and hurdles were the

next strongest events for the

Redmen as the hurdle team of Jim

Graves and Gerry Spellman

represented the best 'one-two

punch in New England The dash

trio of Walh* Have, Bon Harris,

and Tony Pendleton also

represents one ot the strongest

groups in the East

The jumping events were also

some of I Mass's strongest events.

Ed shaughnessy performed in both

the high jump and the long jump.

and was the team's fourth leading

scorer Cal Carpenter also per

formed in the high jump, and had a

third place iimsh m the Yankee

Conference championship Rip

Dyer was UMass I most consistent

performer in the long jump.

The middle distance events were

the team a weaker events m the

beginning ol the year By the end of

the season CMass was scoring

their share ol points in these

events This season seen the

emergence of sieve bevmt as an

outstanding runner in the M0. At

Mangan continued to show good

torm in the MO and the relays

Dave Evans came back fiom an

injury to establish himself as one ol

the host Iihio yard men in the East

Anno Morse backed up Evans in

the 1MB, and continued to show

great improvement m his running

John Maloney showed himself to be

one ol the finest freshman in New

England, oft his fourth place imish

In the Yankee Conference

Championships
Eddie Vi ire continued to earn

the bulk of the throwing events

Arcaro WOT! the Yankee Con

ference !

and th<

second in

also hold

shotput

hotput Championship.

following week place'

i . New Knglands Eddie

the i
ecord tor the

of the

Tonight's Intramurals

Sport

Notices
There will be no free play in

Boyden Gymnasium. Monday
Friday, l:30-g*:3Qp.m., March 8 !'.»

The Intramural « hallenge to

varsity wrestling team has t>

Volleyball
COURT TIME TEAMS

POSITION BALTIC
6 30 1 vs 2

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6

POSITION NORTH CENTRAL
1 VS. 2

3 vs 4

5 vs. 6

POSITION SOUTH TOWER
1 VS 2

3 vs. 4

POSITION NATIONAL
1 vs. 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

10

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6
1

7

3

3 vs. 4

POSITION FRONTIER
7 30 1 vs. 2

3 vs. 4

5 vs. 6

8:30 k 9' s vs. Superstars
Triaps vs. LCO

F unnies vs KSCO
B &. B vs. Deacons

/VCS vs Lemcns
P ectonis v c

. Limes
v Mi JG/s vs Jacks

Banditos vs Shots

K<vcta vs. Bouncers

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Plir tfa*warlps*rtt0

Satht ©nlkstatt
'' ^

ssjjj^/ A 'Ml AMD RISPONSIBll ^ "«*

Weather:

Carry a bumbershoot

and wear your galoshes.
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YOU BETTER WATCI
Someone else thought that

for all the details.

-«-r-«^rji^
( MDC photo by (Jib Kullerton >

Senate Gives $4400 To Harambe
By BETH GOODELL

"

Senate Reporter

Last night s Student Senate meeting was

taken up largely in the consideration of the

budgets of a number of student

organizations. The most hotly disputed

debate was over the request of Harambe^.

campus Third World' organization, to be

funded $4400 for the rest of the current

semester. ,

The other budgets considered were

requests lor funds for next year for the

following organizations. A Better Chance.

Committee on Nutrition and Human

Needs Committee on Poverty. Action Lab.

Rugby Club, and Black Mass Com

munications Project Debate on the

Communications Project and other groups

continued after the writing of this article

There were a few matters other than

budgets considered last evening The Chief

Justice of the General Court of Justice on

campus was present to subpoena the

Senate to send a representative to its

upcoming hearings concerning the

payment of salaries to Senate officers

which was defeated by popular referen-

dum Tuesday The Court has been

petitioned to review the retroactive clause

ol the salaries bill, which stands in spite of

the referendum It has also been petitioned

to declare vacant the chair of the

Presidency of the Senate and to examine

the section of the Senate constitution which

allows a non student to be a Senate officer

It was announced that a special meeting

of the Senate has been called for Sunday

March 14. at 7 p.m The regular agenda of

the Senate will be followed at that meeting

Items on this agenda have been ac-

cumulating while the Senate devotes its

regular meetings to budgetary matters

Harambe came to the Senate requesting

$4400 and was given $4000 of it. following

an hour of extensive debate Spokesmen of

the group defined their organization as a

Third World' organization on campus

On The Inside

:

USCC Outlines Objectives

See Page Three

China Threatens Attack
See Page Four

Grilling Gluckstern
See Page Two

which serves as a cultural and social agent

for the non-white population ol Chine

I ,
panose Arabian, and African students

Thev plan to hold social affairs for a

projected membership of 1500. to n»j

I

rational conference for Third World

people, and to become linked with a

national organization The bulk of he

[unds allocated are to be spent on the

i otilorence to be held on campus

Debate centered around the issues of

how worthy the organization and its cause

are and how much the Senate could afford

to spend this year Senators asked the

Harambe spokesmen many questions

concerning their goals and rationalizations

for existence A general consensus seemed

to develop in the Senate that the group

does serve a worthy cause After this, the

basic question was just how much the

Senate could afford.

Attempts were made to cut minor

categories and succeeded in shaving $400

from the budget The Senators affirmed

their belief in the general goals of the

organization, however, by defeating a

measure which would have eliminated all

of the categories which are largely to pay

for the national conference This would

have been a $2400 cut

Several Senators expressed fears that

the Senate could not afford to spend the

$4000 because that would leave the Senate

with approximately $5500 in the three

lunds from which to make its expenditures

for the rest of the semester Senators

spoke up to urge that the appropriation be

made, citing the Third World' cause as

one that should be of high priority The

Senate then voted 34 21 5 in favor of

budgeting Harambe for the remainder of

the semester

Next year's budgets for lour groups in

the Community Action Foundation were

then considered Aroendmenti were ol

rered bj individual Senators m three of the

groups \ Better Chance U3< the

Committee on Nutrition and Human

Needs, and Action l-d>

I he \B« 'budget request wasfoi Matt) i

reduction ol $1575 was requested by a

Senator and will be conaidered by the

Senate Budgets Commit! n its final

recommendation to the Senate «>i the

budget later in March

The Committee on Nutrition s budget, as

recommended bj the Budgets Committee

u.is lor $177(1

\n mendment hi decrease the budget

by $200 was requested bj ;• Senator and

will be considered by the Budgets Com

mittee

\ ( tion l.ab requested a budget of $2700

for its work in prison reform and the

education of inmates next year A Senator

i .quested a decrease of $525 in the budget

The amendment to this budget will »*•

considered, along with those made in the

budgets of ABC and the Committee on

Nutrition, at a hearing tomorrow evening

ol the Budgets Committee.

The Committee on Poverty's budget

recommendation of $1530 was also

presented to the Senate but consideration

WM postponed for one week

A $WK) budget request was made on the

Senate floor for the Rugby Club following

defeat of a motion to strike the budget

There has been some confusion over the

Rugby account last year, but Ways and

MOMS cleared it up and found the account

to be in excellent order This had been one

of the lesions for the strike motion earlier

The $600 request will be heard by the

Budgets Committee.

More complete details ol the meeting

will be included in tomorrow B I ollegian
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Gluckstern Grilled

At Provost's Roast

By JEFFTHOMPSON
MDC Staff

Thirty-five member* of the local chapter of the American Assoc.ation

of I n er tv Professors AAUP) participated in the annual; Provost.

oU l.st mftht in the Campus Center Newly appointed Vte*

[.uuua.ll.'r Robert (Huckster,! gave a speech on the rewards to faculty

which was followed bv a question and answer session.
* ; siern^plained UMass policies on tenure, promotion and system

of merit raises and was challenged on the policies for the rest of the

'"'•Tenure is a lifetime contract of a sizable fraction of a million dollars
"

decfared i mckstern to the professors, "and you must consider the

tSSSL^S^S£§ this person for the next thirty or forty years

to be a senior policy maker of the department. ^mant
He said hat the Board of Trustees requires a vote in every.department

of whether a personnel committee of that department should ex st. The

Trustees entourage that the committee exist and its job ,s to determine

which faculty members deserve tenure or a promotion.

The Stv members must be informed that he is being considered so

that he ma supplement additional information explained Gluckstern

while the personnel committee considers the candidate s strengths n the

Three areal of teaching, scholarship .research and publication, and

TS there, said Gluckstern. the recommendation goes
i
to the'college

oersonnel committee where the proposal is restudied and. '^approved.

SnUurthe To the Provosts office. Then it is referred by steps to the

Chancellor . he President, and finally to the Board of Trustees.

Gluckstern revealed that merit raise recommendations rely heavily on

departmental evaluation with minor adjustments' being made by the

college Dean to compensate for over agressive department heads.

luckstern then said that the only readjustment of the recom-

meSion would be the addition of credentials of "activities no m the

mold of departmental evaluation. This could be information of the can-

didate s work in Residential Colleges, the Honors program, the In-

fernal Committee, or as the member of a committee or sub-

committee of the Faculty Senate, which does take a lot of time Ef-

lecUve ute of Student questionnaires, and encouraging interdisciplinary

courses will be two of Gluckstern's goals

The question and answers started then with. -Seven years ago Oswald

Tippo consented to make a faculty handbook with pohc.es he pfuTto both

new and old staff, and every time we ask h.m about it. he still says that it

"£3£Zl2*r. •-, have no, person* seen any worK ^ngdone

on one I handbook i . but I hear that one is coming along. This pro\ okeo a

bd of laughter Gluckstern continued by saying that he knew there is one

*$Zc£^AkVV standards with respect to the Board of Trustees

^sVl.on of salaries then started with SS^SS'S^TSZ
dent member Professor Mary Jones' exclaiming that she has seen

nun erou examples over twenty two years of people performing routine

administration work requiring no major policy decision and receiving

*^Tl^*&*£^ who worked hard at teaching for

ve rs and nev er got a raise, and then one year joined a committee, spent

^: on hi. teaching and received a merit raise Another ten teaching

,o do some verv routing administration work and received a huge

d,lSnar^e
that some administrators get an administrative

ass stan and then when the assistant threatens returning to a faculty

Position f he doesn't receive a raise, the administrator will realize that

h^ himself . will have the work of two to do. Consequently, he decides he

h id better give the raise, he concluded

«The« s some dishonesty with administrators. "Gluckstern admitted

In regard to a question on budgeting interdisciplinary courses,

(luckstern felt that "the departments have more autonomy than is

heatthv" because department heads tend to shun interdisciplinary

course's in order to allocate the funds for their own department

Students Arrested On Drug Charges
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•i Kaw... ocnonded because a gymnastic tournament in the cage

Free Play Suspension Explained
**

c M^h n.ri and another week or so will be si

By JIM MITCHELL
MDC Staff

Free play time in Boyden has been suspended ac-

cordmg to Paul Graham. Assistant Director of In-

tramura Activities. He said that basically the

problem has been created by the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastic League who will be occupying

'^t^to say that not only has free play

time lEen disrupted but also the Varsity basketball

and baseball teams have had to suspend practice

there until the tournament is over and will be tem-

porarily using Boyden. The gym will be in the cage

from March 11-13, and another week or so will be spent

to remove the floor.

A far greater problem that faces the whole Physical

Education Department is a general lack of space, said

Graham When Boyden was completed in 1964. its size

was ideal for 9.000 students.

Graham feels that in order to alleviate over-

crowding and to provide the excellent hocky team

with a rink, the much talked about Athletic Con-

vocation center should be built. Not only will this

ensure adequate athletic space in the future, but it

could be used for concerts, he added.

Sickle Cell Research Fund Drive Begins

A student drive to collect funds

tor research about sickle cell

anemia is in progress on the

I Mass campus.
According to a statement issued

by the Committee Against Sickle

Anemia There has been little

awarenees of and attention to the

problem of the disease at either the

state or national level, we feel that

it is time for the community to act.

Because Sickle Cell Anemia effects

I lot of people, we as Black

students feel that we must take the

initiative to bring this problem of

the campus community at large
"

Plans have been drawn up to

invite representatives from

Howard University and con-

sultants from neighboring com-

munities and in the Harttord area

The student committee against

sickle cell anemia is presently

attempting to formulate, plans for

programs to raise funds and

stimulat awareness. Miss Er

nestine Jewell and a small plan-

ning committee met in Dr. Glenn's

oil ice with program consultant Dr

Cass Turner on Feb. 8 and drew up

proposed plans for the drive.

They are also attempting to get

students who are interested to

work toward these ends. In

dividuals interested in planning

and or working on the project

should call Ernestine Jewell at .">4H-

H."i89 or Sylvia Gladden at 546-8591.

Donations can be made at the

office of Dr Randolph W
Bromerv. Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs in the Whitmore

Budding, a spokesman for the

committee said.

The students enrolled in the

CCEBS program have announced

I heir support of the drive, also,

according to a spokesman for

CCEBS

Prospective AfroAm Members Coming
. ...- their approval or disapproval ol

the person in queston.

:\ It gives the candidate some

idea as to w here we as students are

over the next lew weeks the

Department of Afro-American

Studies will be presenting to the

student body several candidates

tor tall of 1971 These prospective

t acuity members will be prsented

to the community either in formal

lectures following which questions

and answers will be entertained or

informal rap sessions at the Black

Cultural Center's Coffee Shop

The members of the department

as well as the Black Studies Majors

are very interested in having as

much student participation as

possible in these interviews for

several reasons:

1 It gives the students the op-

portunity to hear the candidate's

political and intellectual views

2. It gives the students an op-

portunity to voice to the Depart

ment of At ro-American Studies

coming from. Very few serious

minded revolutionaries are in-

terested in coming to a campus of

bourgeois, bullshit students

The next scheduled visit is on

Thursday. March 11th when

Professor Acklyn Lynch presently

of Washington. DC. will be

speaking in Mahar Auditorium

iSBA I at 8 p.m. He is a sociologist

primarily interested in political

science and will be speaking on

Pan Africanism: Political

Developments in the Black World

Since World War II".

Please note; The visit of Julius

Lester previously scheduled for

Monday. March 15th has been

temporarily postponed.

Two ott campus arests occured

last night at approximately 7 p.m

at the Rolling Green Apartments

St. ilf Police reported that I'Mass

students were arretted <>n drug

charges
David 1) o Conner of 105 Brattle

Worcester was charged with

possession of marijuana and being

present where an illegal drug was

used Charles A (iinsburg ol 28

Underbill St .
Winthrop. was

charged with possession ol

marijuana and intent to sell harm

tul drug amphetamine

»»VANESSA REDGRAVE IS SIMPLY GREAT
IN THE LOVES OF ISADORA* ! "- LIFE Magazine

""71

STEVE WEED
speaks on

Witchcraft
and other mysticisms

CHI-O
315 Lincoln Ave.
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TJSCC Presents Reasons
For Tuition Opposition

_._._*. a rwnrpspnt educational system recogni-

Radar Devices Set Up
ToEliminate Speeding

Since several bills have been filed in the Legislature

petitioning for a substantial tuition increase for all

state colleges and universities in Massachusetts,

University and State Communications Council,

members of the Student Senate, and students from

other schools have been working feverishly to educate

their parents, legislators and other students about the

adverse affects a tuition increase would have on

S

Below is a rationale, written by members of USCC

detailing the reasons why there should be no increase

in tuition fees.

1 -Tuition charges are unsound because they are

based on an erroneous principle: that higner

education is a luxury and a privilege, not a service

and a necessity" - Henry Steele Commanger.

When discussing the question of a tuition increase

no significant emphasis has been placed on the total

cost of education at the University - tuition plus

required fees, room and board,

liaising the tuition fee will destroy the diversity in

American higher education. For low tuition at-

tempts to equalize the educational opportunities

between the poor and the rich

2.

3.

Our present educational system recognizes the need

and provides for free educational opportunity

through high school. Now this opportunity should be

extended through college; for no longer is higher

education a luxury for the rich, but a necessity for

all

The argument that tuition should be levied on

students bases on their ability to pay should be

defeated on the basis that the families of the more

affluent students are already paying taxes at a

much higher rate in support of education.

There has been little attention given to the higher

economic and tax benefits that a college student

will in his lifetime return to the state.

Whereas, the point is made that if tuition is in-

creased scholarship aid must also increase yet

present and past appropriations for scholarships

have been inadequate. .

One of the goals of public higher education is to

equalize the opportunities for the rich and the poor.

A larger loan program will defeat this purpose; for

the poor student, after graduation, will be

struggling again to meet all his financial

obligations.

between the poor ana me ncn.

MOBE Plans Bus For Vets Rally

BvUSAClIKKNICK
MDC Staff

The Student Mobilization

Committee announced at a

meeting last night that it will

sponsor a bus to the March thir-

teenth Veterans Demonstration at

Westover Air Force Base

The chartered bus will leave

I Mass from the north s.de of the

Campus Center parking lot at 10.00

a m Saturday. It will cost 50f

round trip

The High School Committee

reported that it will leaflet

secondary schools in the area

including Amherst Regional.

Northhampton, and South Hadley

High Schools to draw support for

the April 24 anti-war demon-

strations in Washington. DC. and

SanFrancisco.Also.it will set up

tables at the schools to discuss the

anti-war work of the MOBL
Also announced by the MOBb is

a demonstration against Vice-

President Spiro Agnew March 18 at

6.30 at Joyce Square in Boston

This is to protest Agnew s alleged

role as perpetrator of the war in

Southeast Asia. peace.
Tne Veteran s r or

By IRWIN LEFMAN
MDC Staff

At various strategic points on

campus the University police have

set up speed traps. They consist of

radar devices set up on tripods, or

in the trunks of police cars.

If a person exceeds the legal

speed limit of 20 miles per hour in a

school zone, he may be trapped by

this radar device.

According to Richard Staples

who, proposed a bill concerning

this matter to the Student Senate,

•it seems a bit contradictory that

manpower is wasted on this

project, when the police admit that

they have a shortage of man-

power " The proposal submitted to

the Student Senate called for a

change of the 20 mile per hour

speed limit on Massachusetts

Avenue to a speed limit of 35. as

well as an abolition of this lund-

wastmg police activity.

However, the police feel that this

•service" is beneficial to the

students and community. They

claim that the use of radar has

One of the signs on campus

warning of radar devices used

to trap unwary speeders

(MDC photo by (iib Fulerton)

reduced the number of accidents

as well as the number of high spee<i

chases
Although the number ot speeding

tickets has gone up. there still

remains the deficiency «>l man

power in the police department to

serve the more important needs ol

the students

Plans Begun
For Senior Day

PLANNING THE DEMONSTRATIONS-Students £•*•<***
M^arty speaksVo a MOBE meeting last night. < MDC Photo by T,m

JonX of the March thirteenth For Peace exposes ^olidanty

demonstration at ^stover£• ^ mmta'^-disapprova.- in

newly established anti-war group
their po|itica i opinions

comprised of veter-ns of mil, ay "V™*™^* committee is

service, accordmgto Bern.e
{m n .,ns t0

Lougee. an SMC memoer.

Westover Air Force Base will be

the destination for what looks like a

•lavorable demonstration ' ac-

cording to Bernie Lougee, who led

the meeting of the Veterans for

Peace recently in the Campus

Center.

At the meeting new officers were

appointed because of their need in

the R SO. group, and also

discussed were the need for new

committees to better organize the

march These committees con-

sisted of Publicity, which

Us purpose, said Lougee. is to

make clear to Massachusetts

residents that the anti-war

movement is comprised of diverse

elements not solely students. Also,

according to Lougee. the Veteran s

Uy Planned at \
already been established. Campus

Organizing. Community
Organizing, G.I. group, and a

Speaker's group

The march will be less than halt

a mile and will begin at 11 am..

March 13th in Westover. The

Student Mobilizaticn Committee

will also attend the demonstration

in support of the Veterans for

Peace Transportation will be

provided to Westover. Lougee said

Also discussed at the meeting

was the adoption of a fact sheet

ASA Chief Outlines Aims
By ETHEL HARRIS

Speaking on the a,„;s **&jEfc?^JE2.

in a position of^^s
aV^W Serve toopen channels of communication

student opinion. The ASA uouia serve up
various universities

i„ three areas -h.m the university ^*™™*
6 outMde community,

across the nation, and ^w"n^jS w^itte recent Senate pay issue

EiEE^^ »-thin the new campus

^Tunidentified MOBE ~*~Erfl V* ffl%ffiH!rX
organize a campus-w.de ^^^^,^0^ the treaty.

V&lttZtt'SA on a weekly basis, most

likely on Wednesday evenings

, w MYSTERY EASTER FESTIVAL
R
°C.£ cV- NewiL -**~£Zg?tt
ADVANCE -PREPAID -

R5«g5P^S MARCH 24

-U°
c
P^nG

?SECK" ^
EG
NAME^™ ADDRESS TO -

AR
"toUMBULI

L
CONNECTICUT. 06611

Repistr^ior^Rcce.pt and Details by Return Mail

winning "ii p.—.—
j

help build the Nationwide Women s

Contingent, a special woman s

anti-war group

The next SMC meeting will be at

8 00 Wednesday in the Campus

Center.

which will tell of various ex-

periences that veterans on this

campus have had in the military

Because veterans have credibility

along with the respect of the

community, the use of such a sheet

will help to change many per

spectives concerning the war.

Lougee explained.

On April 24th the Vets will Uke

part in a demonstration that will be

held in Washington. DC, and a

petition will be circulated

demanding a halt to US in-

volvement in Viet Nam
The next meeting will be held on

Thursday. March 18th at 7 p.m. in

the campus Center.

Bv DEBORAH I. STERN
MDC Staff

Eight Seniors out of the entire

Senior Class met to discuss the

plans for the upcoming Senior Day

on May 29 and to handle all the

necessary Committees.

Dick Palomba and Rennie

Cullman are the co-chairmans for

Senior Day. Dick said, "the budget

for this year is $10,000 The food

and beer budget is $4,000 and the

entertainment budget is $3,000.

Although only eight people

showed up for the meeting, there

are approximaetly fifteen or

twenty who volumteered to help

out on the various committees.

•The committees which are in-

volved.
-

' said Dick, "will be food

beer, publicity, sales, operational

set up. mugs, clean up. and en-

tertainment
•' Special attention

will be given to the mug.

operational setup, and beer

committees since bids must be

approved The clean up committee

will possible consist of an in-

terested group on campus who

need monev for their organization

might be stopnedn week before the

event.

other suggestions were men

tioned about I banqm-t ... some

sort oi get together in the campus

center strictly lor the Seniors.

Since prices are higher than last

year more consideration will go to

the food and beer committees

Possiblv the entertainment might

be supplied by people on the

campus who would volunteer

More details will »>e discussed

and put into effect after vacation

Maybe this Senior Day might In-

lust a little different than previous

ones

Women Voters

Meet Tonight

The League of Women Voters of

Amherst s Thursday night unit on

state legislation, cancelled last

week due to inclement weather.

has been rescheduled for tonight

March 11 The meeting will be held

at the home of Doris Frey. S.

Pond View Drive, at 8 p m.

Dick mentioned. "Usually Senior

Day tails into place. It's a time for

eating, drinking, and listening to

the entertainment' Again the

location will be in the Quad where

there is plenty of room to move

around "This year.' said Dick

"identifications will be checked

more thoroughly than last year

Tickets will goon sale as usual, but

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, sQk serins,

etchings) may be sold by grad students and undetgrad-

imtcs

please pick up an application in the art office or in the Pro-

gram Council office

applications must be in by March 16th

sale to be held March 31 - April 2

Cape Cod Lounge 9:30 - 5:00

for further information, contact the

Program Council Office
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Senate Lowers Age
In State Elections

voUnTaee to 18 in state and local as well as federal elections.

ADorova by the House is expected next week or shortly

theS* and then the amendment will be submitted to the states

for ratification. Thirty-eight of them must ratify to make the

a

7SSS
t

.ttSnSa last year by legislation to lower the voUng

age to 18 in all elections, but the Supreme Court held theJaw is

constitutional only with respect to elections for federal officiato.

Adoption of the proposed constitutional amendmenUouW «to

away with the dual-age voting system resulting from the Court s

^Spc^ors hope ratification can be completed in time for elections

in 1972, opening all ballot boxes to about 11 million Americans

between the ages of 18 and 21.

Thev noted that the 19th amendment, extending the franchise to

women, was ratified by the states in less than 15 months

Approval of the 18-year-old vote amendment followed the

Senates rejection of another proposed constitutional amendmen

bv Sen Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.. to give the District of

Columbia full voting representation in Congress just like a state

Kennedv offerred his amendment as a rider to the other amend-

ment but* on the motion of Majority Leader Mike Mansfield. D

Mont .it was tabled and thus kiiiea ova 68-32 vote.

Mansfield said he feared the 18-year-old vote amendment would

be endangered if the two proposals were hooked together

China Warns On Attack

Nixon Earmarks
Rural Revenue

TOKYO (AP>—Peking is

promising all-out help to North

Vietnam, even "the greatest

national sacrifices", if the United

States permits South Vietnam to

invade the North or draws the war

close to Red China.

The promise is in a joint Hanoi-

Peking communique published

Wednesday. emphasizing
statements made earlier this week

in broadcasts. The communique

sounded tough, but the document

as a whole carried the suggestion

that North Vietnam remained able

at this juncture to face up by itself,

with materia! support from China,

to the Americans and South

Vietnamese.
The communique was published

following a weekend visit to Hanoi

by Premier Chou Knlai. He was

accompanied by Chinese military

men, including an expert on

logistics who would have much to

do with the dispatch of new

military aid to the North Viet-

namese.
The talks, said the communique,

concerned the current Indochina

situation and "how to deal with

possible military adventures by

U.S. imperialism." This was an

obvious reference to the hints from

Saigon's government that it was

thinking in terms of an invasion of

the North.

The statement said the invasion

of Laos had produced a "new and

extremely grave war escalation",

directly menacing the security of

North Vietnam and of Ked China

and causing a threat to Asian and

world peace.

Kut it also said the situation, on

the Communist side in all three

Indochina theaters-Vietnam.

Cambodia and Laos- was ex-

cellent." This could be a hint that

Red China wants to avoid giving

the impression that she is ready to

leap into the fray with Chinese

forces.

The statement was, in effect, a

warning to the United States to

keep the hostilities in Indochina

within tolerable bounds.

That was contined in this

passage:

"The Chinese side declares that

it is the firm and unshakeable

principle of the Chinese Com-

munist party and the Chinese

government, as well as the un-

shirkable internationalist duty of

the Chinese people to give support

and assistance to the Vietnamese

people and all three peoples of

Indochina in their war against U.S.

aggression and for national

salvation.

"The Chinese people will never

allow U.S. imperialism to run

amok and do whatever it pleases in

Indochina. Should U.S. im-

perialism go down the road of

expanding its war of aggression in

Indochina, the Chinese people are

determined to take all necessary

measures, not flinching even from

the greatest national sacrifices, to

give all-out support and assistance

to the Vietnamese and other In-

dochinese peoples for the thorough

defeat of the U.S. agressors."

In Washington, a State Depart-

ment spokesman said: "We do not

have under consideration any

action that would pose a threat to

the People's Republic of China."

Medina Denies 'Waste' Order
WASHINGTON >AP > -President

Nixon >erved a reluctant Congress

another slue of his revenue-

sharing program Wednesday.

saying this one would move rural

Americans a giant step toward a

lull share in the nation's

prosperity

The proposal would earmark

some $11 billion next year for

efforts by the states to brighten

•lomic life on farms and in

small towns, however they see fit

At the same time, however, it

would dissolve $921 million owrth

,,! federally controlled programs

already aimed toward that end

Moreover, it would eliminate

requirements that states put up

matching money to qualify for the

assistance.

Nonetheless. Nixon said, the plan

adds up to "better living for rural

Americans and brighter futures for

rural commumtites" through

better planning and more local

riding freedom
Nixon said that unless rural life

is enhanced the increase of

population in and around our great

metropolitan centers will continue

and the programs of urgan

management will be further

aggravated
"

Nix..; . ked in his message that

Congn ss 'think Americas rural

elopn needs and rededicate

itselt to providing the resources

and the creative leadership those

needs demand.''

The proposal is one of ten

separate measures which combine

to torm an over-all revenue-

sharing pattern of more than $16

billion. The largest chunk would be

SS billion tor states to spend for any

purpose, with others, such as those

tor urban development and

manpower training, marked for

specific goals

The rural aid, Nixon noted,

would be allocated by use of a

formula involving a state's rural

population, rural per-capita in-

come and its rate of out-migration-

the shift Irom farm to city.

Kentucky and West Virginia

would receive the greatest

amounts, more than $65 million

each, with Delaware getting the

least at $14 million

A chiel casualty would be $279

million m annual federal con-

tributions for the Appalachian

Regional Commission, a coalition

ot <U states which has poured

upwards of $2 billion of Federal-

State lunds into the rural poverty

belt extending from New York to

Mississippi.

Governors of all those states

have protested, as have several

congressional leaders

Scheduled RR Strike Thwarted
\N \MUV IN iAP)-A federal judge Wednesday temporarily blocked

the I nited 1 ransportation Union from a threatened strike against two

railroads t< Knng pressure on the entire industry in a wage dispute.

A whips i« strike for such I purpose violates the railway labor act.

said IS District Judge John H. Pratt.

The union i -presenting some 150.000 trainmen, had scheduled a str ke

for 2 oo p.m Thursday against the Burlington and Northern and the

Atlantic Coast Line Railroads.

FT, BENNINO, Ga. (AP)-Capt.

Ernest Medina testified Wed-

nesdav that Lt. William L. Calley

J r's platoon ignored Medina's pre-

assault order that women and

children be spared at My Lai three

years ago
Medina also denied that he or-

dered civilians killed. Calley. on

trial on charges of premeditated

murder of 102 Vietnamese men,

women and children at My Lai on

March 16. 1968, had testified

earlier at his court-martial that

Medina ordered every living thing

in My Lai destroyed.

Medina said that two days after

the sweep by his Charlie Company

through My Lai he asked Calley. at

the directions of superiors, if he

was "aware of any atrocities that

had been committed.''

"Lt Calley made a comment as

to, my God. I can still hear the

screaming.'' Medina added.

This brought the chief civilian

defense lawyer. George Latimer,

to his feet to object: "If this is

intended to be a confession of some

kind extracted from this man. it

would be inadmissible
"

But the remark stood for more

than three hours After a dinner

recess, however, the court-martial

judge, Col Reid Kennedy, ordered

it stricken.

Subsequently. Medina testified:

Lt Calley never stated to me that

he killed anybody."

Asked by Latimer on defense

cross-examination why he did not

report to superior officers if his

troops were running wild at My
Lai, Medina replied:

"I realized exactly the disgrace

that was being brought upon the

Army uniform that I am very-

proud to wear. Number two, I also

realized the repercussions that it

would have against the United

States of America. Three, my
family. And number four, lastly,

myself, sir."

The first night session of the

four-month-old court-martial

ended shortly after 8 p.m EST
Earlier, on direct examination,

Kennedy asked Medina;

"Did you at any time order or

direct Lt Calley to kill or waste

anv Vietnamese people?"

"No, sir," replied Medina, 34.

"I felt the people of Charlie

Company were good soldiers,"

Medina said of the period before

My Lai But as it dawned on him in

the hours immediately after the

assault that noncombatant
civilians had died by the score.

Medina recalled thinking: "Oh my
God, what happened."

But despite My Lai, Medina

signed an Officers Efficiency

Report on Calley afterwards, in

which he wrote: "His display of

knowledge and tactical experience

has enabled him to carry out his

mission. His overall performance

was very satisfactory."

During the infantry advance

through My Lai, Medina said he

twice radioed ceasefire orders 'by

cease-fire I mean to make sure no

innocent civilians will be killed."

The witness said Calley's 1st

platoon continued to fire its

automatic rifles and Medina said

he got the radio-telephone to the

platoon, adding: i said, 'Dammit,

what's going on up there: I want all

this firing stopped. .1 want to

make sure no innocent civilians

are being killed."

Medina said that in briefing

Charlie Company before the My
Lai assault he relayed instructions

from his superiors to "burn

hootches, kill livestock, close wells

and destroy all foodstock."

50^ PAFFLE 50/

Round - Trip Jet

Tor Two

To

NASSAU

Collegiotc Flying

Cl,ub Booth

CAMPUS CENTER

WED. & THURS.

THE PRIME OF
MISS JEAN BRODIE

A play by Jay Presson Allen

Directed by Fontaine Syer

"Give me a girl at an im-

pressionable age, and she s

mine for life."

IN ITS SECOND WEEK
at the

UVBORATORY THEATRE
Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley

Students $100
all others 92.00

For reservations call

536-4000, ext. 596

from 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
daily

Performances
March It 12 IS 14

Curtain Is at 8:15 p.m.
for all performances.

Flrints
osters
hotography
ortraits

Thursday Nights

Cricket Hill

studio
79

lown & Country Bld£.
Amherst Common

2nd Floor
Over Rapp's Deli
liailv and Sunday

II to 5:30

featuring

HELEN
2nd Floor Cafeteria

(21 & Over)

SHOW STARTS AT 9 p.m.

50c Cover Charge

BFFORE AND AFTER.As is shown above, students do get haircuts. Jeff Sega, shows this before and after affect Heft and right respectively..

However, high prices may be what is hurting barbers business^ far nght. ^^ n , I . \T f

'It's Not A Red-Hot Thmg, RtgbtNow^
Bv TOM DERDER1AN

MDC Staff

When 1 used to go to the barber shop it

was different. There was noise. Henry

would stop cutting hair frequently and yell

at The Game on the TV ...there was no

T V at the Campus Center Barber Shop,

only an endless mirror which made the

shop seem to echo.

I asked first how the barbering business

was going

•Its not a red-hot thing, right now. one

of the barbers told me.

1 thought that maybe it was because

there was no barber pole outside or maybe

a student freak on the endless mirror, but I

asked the barbers, instead of speculating

why only three of the ten chairs were full

and no one was waiting.

James Farnham. third chair on the

ri ght, said there really should be a pole He

said in 1962 there were seven fulltime

barbers in the old shop with seven chairs;

now. there are only four and one part time.

Farnham said the growth of the University

is what holds the barbers.

I asked if anything unusual happened

recently. Farnham said he gave two crew

cuts in a row wast week. ..that's unusual.

Henry used to give all crew cuts.

Ed Kelley, third chair on the left and

part time told me something about new

trends in barbering. He explained why

many students don't like to have a barber

cut their hair He said don't quit school and

go to barber college.

The trend is away from long hair

towards full hair cuts; that is. hair just

over the ears, short on top but full on the

sides." Ed Kelley said.

He continued. "Customers can't get the

kinds of hair cuts thev want Irom their

home town barbers.

He stopped talking while he vacuumed

hair off his customer's neck. (Henry used

a brush).

"They get lip service and their hair all

hacked up," Ed explained The old school

method is to start at the sides and shave up

to the top of the head leaving the longest

hair on the top of the head. Customers find

that too much hair is taken off so they don't

come back. That customer is then lost, not

only to that barber but to every other

barber."

"The new thing is razor cutting," Ed

Kelley told me. Henry, never heard of that

Razor cutting takes longer because the

hair has to be washed and set It takes too

long. "You just can't do it for 2 bucks." "A

usual razor cut cost seven dollars.

"The new thing is razor cutting." Ed

Kelley told me. Henry, never heard of that

Razor cutting takes longer because the

hair has to be washed and set It takes, too

long. "You just can't do it for 2 bucks,"

said Ed. "A usual razor cut cost seven

dollars."

There was only one other barber there,

James Yacuzzo Ernest Paulin and the

boss. Nelson Major, were not in.

Things at the Campus Center Barber

Shop are not like at Henry's in 1962 There

even was an ad recently in this paper of-

fering free parking in the Garage for

Barber Shop patrons Business is down,

seven emptv chairs, no ball game, but as

Ed Kellev said. "If barbers would give the

kind of hair styling that the customers

want and enjoyable conversation, a hair

cut wouldn't be such a bad thing to have

Draft Counselor's Corner
^

C O Status ReviewedVJ • V^ • <S *»*"* • w*i~r
h them d() unt0 anc

Bv GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

Bv now. you've probably heard about the Supreme

Court decision saying that there can be ^ "selective

conscientious objectors. This does not ijmjmj
change previous policies with regard to the 1-0 ana i-a-o

classifications The case in question was seeking to

expand the working definition of conscientious ob-

jection, and the court simply .but unfortunately)

refused to accept that someone can be morally op-

posed to a particular war without being opposed to

participation in all wars.

In essence, anybody who was a CO before this ruling

still qualifies. To reassure those of you who were

considering applying for a CO, let me briefly explain

the qualifications for the classification

A Conscientious Objector is defined by law as a man

who is opposed to participation in war in any form by
. . . > .__i;_: l..i.,>«i- anrl *rainin0

have them do unto you. and try to live your life in this

manner, then that is a sincerely held belief which

could easilv form the basis for a successful CO claim

Obviously, only you can decide what operates as a

major guiding" force in your life. If you don't know,

isn't it time vou thought about it? If you apply for a

CO you will almost inevitably have to confront this

issue in yourself. It can be more constructive than a

sensitivitv group.

"Participation" is a key word. The law does not

require that vou be opposed to wars; it says that you

must be opposed to participation in wars. That means

that your beliefs require that you do not join in the fun

and "frolic of killing your fellow human beings or

destroying land or killing trees or whatever it is that

you are opposed to that makes you a CO.
*

Another tricky phrase is "war in any form" This

means any war of which you can conceive. The board

cannot require you to say what you would do in a

WMUA Elects Officers

WAAUA held stat.on elections earlier this weeek to detemine next yea

Officials John Zizes was elected Station Manager with Sharon Auger serv

as Assistant manager. Martin Waters was elected Program ^;*^;T,h

otfices ot Business Manager and Chief Engmeer go.ng to Sheldon Katm

and Jay Ballard respectively

The ofticers were elected at a three hour station meeting at which a C
stitutional amendment was also passed changing the term of office fn

March through April to June through May.

Newly elected officers will serve as apprentices under the old otfeers u.

their installment on June first.

who is opposed to participation in w*i • a..j .»»... -, cannot require you 10 say wnai yuu wuuiu uu ... «

reason of sincerely held religious beliefs and training.
nypothetjca | or historical situation. World War II can

e j^ummh are in order here. .,!., ,..- homun :.onin sn it is irrelevant to speculate on
Some definitions are in order here

The Supreme Court ruled last summer in the Welsh

decision that the terms "religious training and belief

include moral, ethical, and philosophical beliefs, so

long as they are not purely personal, and providing the

beliefs have come about as a result of training similar

in rigor to traditional religious training, and that they

occupy a place in the person's life similar to that of

traditional religious beliefs.

Training may be formal education, such as that you

receive from parents, or experimential, such as that

you get from reading, movies which may have in-

fluenced you. or significant things you have seen or

done.

A belief is sincerely held if it operates as a major

guiding factor in your life In other words, if you

believe that you should do unto others as you would

never happen again, so it is irrelevant to speculate on

what you might have done in that war You can never

know what vou would have done for sure, and you

don't have to. If you cannot seriously conceive of the

U S being invaded, vou do not have to speculate on

what you would do if such a situation occurs. You need

object only to wars with which you feel you might be

confronted.

If you either know or think that you are a CO. con-

sult a draft counselor before you notify your board

The counselor will advise you of the best ways to

proceed to seek the 1-0 or I-A-0 classification

Questions to this column should be addressed to.

Gilbert J Salk. c/o Draft Counseling Services R SO #395.

Campus Center. Univ. of Mass. Amherst Mass 01002

Free personal draft counseling available Draft

Counseling Services, 418E Student Union 2nd, floor

SUMMER in EUROPE

from $195
sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
- Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —
Routing

Boston/I>ondon. Boston
Boston/I^ondon / Boston
N.Y./London/N.Y.
Boston/Frankfurt/Boston
Boston /London /Boston

Departs Returns Wks. Price

6/22 8/29 10 $209

6/11 9/5 12 $200
6/29 7/80 4 $219
6/11 8/10 8 $200
6/S 7/8 4 $195

. Britrail. and Student Rail passes.

International Student ID. Cards. Inter- European Stu-

dent Charter Flight Bookings. Car Leases and Rentals,

plus many more helpful services.

For Information call

:

_ . ,

I • 10 p.m. Steve 549-1357 or Brian NMM
10 a m 5 p.m.Mudents International (617) 586 7863

The Campus Center Program Council and Modern Bride Magazine present:-

The Fifth Annual

BRIDAL FAIR

Tuesday March 16

Exhibits and displays open during hours of fair.

There will be no solicitation or selling of merchandise

1 :00 to 1 0:00 p.m.

Fashion Shows at 3:00 and 7:00 p.m.

— - »ti%mrtm*^mfm
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The Greatest Challenge

The "Future University CmmMmm has offered the University

community the greatest challenge of the decade, to testify about what the

I niversitv of Massachusetts will become in the next ten year.

The committee, in no uncertain terms, is asking questions which will

cut through to the core of this I niversitv. Issues surrounding everything

from academic reform" to "the traditional four year lock step of

college' will be explored and debated. If President Wood is sincere about

the work of this committee, as his choice of members would indicate.one

can assume that this whole Iniversity is now declared "OH- II
I
ALL*

OPEN TO CHANGE". ....
The scope and qualitv of the University's future will be decided by the

scope and qualitv of the testimony and data given by people involved with

the I niversitv We would urge members of the University community

and Amherst community to start thinking about what the Iniversity

should become.
We also feel that the committee members should try not to be overly

swayed by simplistic arguments of the variety which have governed the

course of education in the past.

If there is one thing to be learned from the past, there is no one best way

to run a I niversitv. to educate an individual.

When contemplating the future take care not to underestimate the

scope of vour task; providing for everyone from minority student

breaking the iron grip of mans past institutions to the guy who has

worked a good part of his life and could be enriched by the facilities and

resources of a great I niversitv. Ultimately, you must resolve for the time

until another -Future University Committee", what the individual will be

able to add to the general society.

Fach member of the committee should keep a glorious Utopian vision

for man tucked into the sub-consious. because what you are studying and

deciding is the future of one segment of human society

.

We hope that the meetings will be fruitful and that the University really

will be able to make itself responsive to needs of the future. All depends

upon you. the people, and you. the committee.

Once a week there's a big meeting someplace on

campus where the upper echelon UMass radicals plot

the weeks activities. We found out where it was held

last week and sent a spy.

Now it may seem unbelievable that different fac-

tions of UMass radicals get along well enough to go to

the same meeting. On the surface this is so, but only

because they have an image to keep polished.

Otherwise they'll lose what little credibility they have.

But secretly, they are all good friends working

towards the same goal Right on.

The meetings are announced by fake cards on the

ride board outside the Hatch. We can't reveal the code

because we think UMass radicals could use some

theraputic help and the meetings provide this.

We disguised one our more unobtrusive reporters as

a sort of myopic Army-Navy store reject with

moderately long hair, wire-rim glasses. $35 dollar

boots and a high school ring. We instructed him to go

to the meeting after conspicuously cashing a check

from his parents at the SU lobby counter.

The idiot was late. He had to do his weekend

shopping and got hung up in Louis' looking for UFW
lettuce There was a guard at the door who demanded

identification from the spy. Our spy produced a

Filene's charge card, a set of keys to his father s car

and a picture of his girl-friend at high school

graduation. They let him in.

The meeting was in full swing. Everyone was

arguing vehemently with his neighbor, trying to

impress upon the people in the room how smart he was

but at the same time paying no attention to anyone

else The spy timidly poked his head in and was

greeted by a low. mocking cheer. Undaunted, he

walked in and sat down Everyone turned to him and

asked him if he would like to smoke a joint We train

our people better than that. Real intellectual UMass

radicals make a clear-cut distinction between work

and play and the weekly meetings are definitely

considered work
So the spy refused the joint and the radicals ac-

cepted him as a brother. They let him into their circle

and he was privy to some astounding talk

One wavy-haired guy sprawled on a couch in the

corner suggested that since protests have pretty much

flopped this year, why not blow up a building and

rouse some controversy.

Someone else said he didn't think that was such a

good idea since they might get into trouble and it could

hurt their futures if they got a police record.

The wavy-haired guy agreed and that was that with

the building bombing.

All of a sudden a guy wearing a Bnllo pad on his

head stood up and shouted. "C'mon, you guys! Let s

be serious about this. This is important.!'

fcWcVc Very Concerned About Your Kiivironmeiit

He began to pace around the floor grumbling and

cursing to himself. Finally, when he could contain

himself no longer, he turned to the gathering with

tears in his eyes.

"What's wrong with you people? Don t you believe

in what you're doing! I mean, here we are trying to

decide the future direction of the United States and

you people are making jokes like it was funny. Don't

vou realize how serious this is?"

Everyone began to laugh. A few people exchanged

knowing little glances, smirked, and looked back at

Brillo pad who was now busy wiping his eyes with a

dirty handkerchief.

"I don't know," he blubbered, "I thought you guys

were serious. Why didn't you tell me before that you

were just playing silly games to while away the

hours?" ... .

The guy with the wavy hair went up to the Brillo pad

and put his arm around the shoulder.

There now it isn't all that bad. I'll tell what we

were going to do this week. We are planning to close

down the dining commons' by trashing the dish-

washing machines That would force the University to

shut down and then we could sneak back under the

cover of darkness and destroy the University's war

research files."

Our reporter roused himself out of his tupor Hey,

that's a lot of crap The University doesn't do any war

research. They explained that during the strike.

The wavy haired guy came over the looked the spy

in the eye.

-You stink, pal," he said. -How naive can you be Of

course UMass does war research You know it and I

know it We just have to get them to admit it." The spy

laughed, much to the consernation of the wavy-haired

guy who was now foaming at the mouth

-But that's ridiculous." said our worthy reporter
"

"Being a physics major, I should know. The only

research being conducted now is investigating the

possibilities of supplying white pseudo-radicals an

easy permanent wave-kit for Afro-hair styles. We're

going to sell the rights to the Toni Company.'

At this point the look on the Brillo Pads face

changed from distress to wonder. As the others

present slowly filed out to attend the Mobe meeting,

the fuzzball and our reporter stood in a heavy con

versation

-Far out. brother." sid the kinky-haired guy. "My

old man's an executive in the company. Come on, lets

talk about it over some food at Hardee's."

With that the two walked out of the building and

climbed into a red Firebird, put the Chicago cartridge

in the tapedeck. and disappeared into the fog, leaving

exhaust vapors behind.

Art Buchwald
..«

Put Your Bets On WW HI

*±e:R.BH-.»«

WASHINGTON—Mr. Harold
Hopsack. the Hollywood agent, and

Frederick Roahngton. the well-

known sports promoter, have just

announced that they have tied up

the closed circuit television rights

to World War III.

Mr Hopsack told reporters at a

press conference. "This has got to

be the greatest fight of all time,

and we think that there are

millions and millions of people all

over the world who would be

willing to pay 15. 20 or even 30

bucks to see this historical event."

Mr Roarington said, "We are

paying each of the participants

$250 billion In order to meet our

expenses and make a reasonable

profit, we have had to demand

complete exclusivity for the rights

to World War III This means that

no one will be able to see or hear it

on their regular TV channels, even

on a delayed basis. There also will

not \)v any radio broadcasting of

the tight except where it has been

authorized by Musical Variety

Enterprises, the company which

will license and sell the

engagement."

•Does this mean that our (Ms

will not lie able to see or hear

World War HI?" a reporter asked

•We are working on

arrangements now for the armed
lorces network to pick it up. but we
cannot permit broadcasting in

areas where the rights have
already been sold to commercial

promoters Our first responsibility

is to our clients
."

What do you think a fight like

this could gross?" a reporter said

"We estimate that with the

exeitment that World War III has

engendered, we could make $3

trillion, not counting the printed

programs and the commercials we
hope to sell between the battles.

"We have already committed

the largest halls and arenas, plus

race tracks and hotel ballrooms in

every major city in the world, to

carry the event. We also plan to

make a film of it which we will

distribute in theaters one year

alter the war is over Our contract

w ith the participants gives us carte

blanche to sell any and all of the

rights in any manner we choose."

"Will the winner get a per

centage besides the $250 billion
"

No. this is a flat fee

arrangement Neither side ex-

pected to get anything like that

sum for World War III. and if they

can come out of something like that

With $250 billion guaranteed no one

has cause to complain." Mr.

Roarington said.

"Musical Variety Enterprises.

Mr Hopsack said, "will pay all the

expenses lor the closed circuit TV
installations, so the only expense to

the participants is out-of pocket

expenses during the fight ."

"Will there be press seats
"

someone asked.

"Ot course the press has been

provided for." Mr. Roarington

said. "We're counting on you guys

to promote this event like no event

has been promoted before And

believe me. you will have plenty to

write about World War III comes

along only once in a lifetime."

A reporter said, it's true that

this is probably the greatest box

office event of all time, but isn't

there a possibility that some of the

theaters will be destroyed during

World War III''"

"We ve thought about that." Mr.

Hopsack said, "and we will refund

the money to anyone caught in a

theater which has a direct hit."

"Are you making any plans for a

rematch?" someone asked.

Ol course there will be a

rematch. We have too much in-

vested in this to have just one

war."

Letters To The Editor

They're Bumped Into A Curb

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

In response to Eugene Kelly's letter "Curb Your

Senate" we feel obligated to defend both the Senate

md the responsible students of the University. It is

unfortunate that Mr. Kelly does not recognize himself

as one of his "apathetic, or illiterate" students; for

indeed, by his own comments he has thus classified

himself.

Not to dwell on his ignorance concerning student

affairs we would like to enlighten him and others to

the fallacy of his reasoning. To be sure there is some

basis for his remarks concerning retroactive payment

to Senate Officers. However, to call the Senate

DICTATORIAL" is to neglect the process by which

the Senate is created (i.e. direct student vote).

In his reference to the administration as "...God!'

Mr Kelly again misreads the intent of the Senate as

the devils advocate. We as Senators, working for

hours have tried and are continuing to try to keep

student expenses at a minimum. The SATF is a tax

determined not by an arbitrary Senate but

predetermined by the students requesting money for

their own groups. If the proposed SATF is going up it

is because the Senate and its committees have spent

1900 more hours of responsible work negotiating with

student organizations to reduce the budget.

We could list ad infinitum the work the Senate has

done on behalf of the student body, but then, those who

are interested in knowing, interested in working, and

interested in helping to protect the students know

what would be on that list.

It is only those who have never become involved and

feel they can do something with "a little work" who

criticize vacuously. A
Senator Jack Little Et Al

Cost To Whom?

Donna Reed, formerly of the

"Donna Reed Show", has

organized 240,000 mothers

against the war in Southeast

Asia.
*******

Imagine a Chancellor ad-

mitting in public that he doesn't

like lettuce.
*******

The Student Senate is adding

to its bus fleet at the rate of one

half a bus per year. That's just

about one quarter of a bus every

six months.
*******

Students around UMass seem

to be content smoking
marijuana rather than trying to

make it legal. If marijuana was

legalized prices would go down

and thousands of dealers on

campus would probably have to

leave school tor lack of money.

We'd be willing to bet that

somebody makes enough money
handling large quantities of dope

to warrant bribing officials to

keep it illegal.
*******

There is an abortion service in

New York which offers a

"complete package" deal

starting from $200. They claim

"immediate termination of

pregnancy within six hours of

arrival...FREE Broadway show

and overnight stay in hotel."
*******

The fact that Chancellor Tippo

has appointed a ghost Letter-

Writer in Resodence raises

hopes that there will be two-way

communications with Fort

Lederle.

For Clarification . .

.

TO THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT BODY:

On March 9, 1971, the Student Senate held a

referendum on S-137 ( Officer Pay Bill > A great deal of

controversy has since arisen, relating to the Senate

press coverage of the event. I feel it necessary to

clarify the situation.

On Feb 25 1971. the Public Relations Committee

voted to publish a leaflet, explaining the bill, giving

both the pros and cons of the issue. The material was

nathered and sent to the publisher the following

Wednesday. On Sunday, March 7, the fliers were

completed, but were not suitable for distribution due

to many typographical errors. Because of the late

date there was insufficient time to reprint the

booklet. The Collegian was then contacted, and

although the customary deadline had past, the statt

was willing to let the PR Committee run a full page ad

in Tuesday's paper. (March 9)

The misprinted leaflet was given to the managing

editor after the necessary errors had been corrected

This "rush" job led to a certain amount of confusion in

the Collegian office, and in this confusion the

corrected version was mislaid. The managing editor

took an uncorrected copy, and he wrote in the "Vote-

Yes", as he felt that the general campus atmosphere

was favorable to the Senate action. (The editor

printed a correcting statement in the 3/10 issue.)

So because of the misunderstanding, the Senate will

not be charged for the ad or the leaflet.

I wish to make clear that this unfortunate dilemma

came about as a result of a misunderstanding of both

parties. There were no outside influences; no one else

was involved. _
A , .

Susan Spatnck
Chairwoman

Senate Public Relations

To the Editor:

In response to your article A Costly Error which

deals with the topic of payment for Student Senate

Officers, I too wish to say a costly error has been

made Due to the fact that the bill was made

retroactive the Student Senate Officers collected

$2100 00 prior to the referendum which soundly killed

any prospect for future "remuneration '-(you spelled

it wrong by the way ) . This $2100 is no longer with us. A

bill has appeared which should prohibit a similar uh..-

mistake from ever happening again, but this indeed

was a costly error.

Do not misunderstand me. I agree with the

arguments which claim that the Student Senate Of-

ficers work very hard and deserve some sort of

compensation for their efforts; but I believe the form

of payment should be academic credit and not U.S.

currency. Why? Over the past few years I have known

fortunately or unfortunately, four Student Senate

Presidents. They have carried from 3 to 6 credits a

semester, with spasmodic success, and have spent

summers and extra years on campus attempting to

gain a degree. They have sacrificed hours of class

time in carrying out the tremendous responsibilities oi

their office. In the process, however, these people

have become one step removed from the students at

this college. They have alienated themselves To

make the Student officer positions of the Senate paid

positions will lead us one step closer to creating a

larger bureaucratic maze, which will further alienate

Student leaders from their "peers." Academic credit

( 6 to 10 a semester for one year I would give the Senate

Officers the time they need to lead us with

•progressive legislation" for an improved campus

This would certainly be more effective than paying

them to become what would essentially be a new

branch of the Student Affairs Office in Whitmore. The

maneuver which sapped $2100 from the Student Tax

Funds already smacks of professionalism I don t

believe we need any more.
Mark Brenner

The Once And Future

Saturation Point Dilemma

To The Editor:

I wish to protest an annoying and

time-consuming ordeal that faces

many a candidate for a teaching

position in the public schools this

spring. I find that the problem is as

great here as in my home state

California.

The ordeal to which I refer is the

endless hours that must be spent

tilling out separate applications

varying from two to five pages per

school district. Essentially the

information which they all require

is the same, except that it must be

submitted on their own paper,

often in the applicant's hand-

writing. For every form there is a

new way of figuring the number of

credit hours of completed work and

of restating one's qualifications

This is the third year, two years

with a B.A. and now with an M.A.,

that I have encountered this

problem. Recently I had a four

page resume, which included a list

of all mv college courses and a two-

page biography of experiences and

aims, sent to most of the school

districts in Massachusetts. What

did I get back? A dozen in-

tormation sheets requesting the

same data In these days of teacher

oversupplv. when a serious can-

didate must literally saturate the

market to get any response, one

standardized form or a com

prehensive resume should really

be sufficient.

Virginia Moore

Scurvy Of The Mind
To The Editor:

I write this letter in protest of a

recent cheating session which took

place in Mahar Auditorium for

Microbiology 140. by a group of

jocks, many from a well-known

jock fraternity.

I find it extremely frustrating to

compete, and lost, to an individual

who did his preparation for the

exam at Mike's, comes to the

exam, sits in his seat for an ap-

propriate span of time (playing

with his pencils, or better yet

himselti. goes out front to get an

answer sheet, and comes back in

amid the confusion of 500 people, to

copy the answers and pass them to

his friends.

1 think we should take into

consideration that the worth of our

degrees will be down graded
considerably by the duplicate

degrees of these beer-swilling

jocks on their athletic scholar

ships, and it is time students

demand the academic honesty they

deserve
Name Withheld by Bequest

AH For Naught?

T
T™h?p^>

r

n who stole the Fisherman's sweater on

March 3. from a car parked in Southwest

I'd like you to know about the hours of work I put

into that sweater-two months to be
!
exact

I'd like you to know about the nights I jet up until 3

or 4 a m . knitting so that it would be done before skiing

season ended. it. . B/,mpnna i

Id like you to know thai it was a gift to w»»» '

care about, that I put in the last stitch only a half hour

"AndSly^llkeyou toknow how sick .
felt when I

W
1^rhrA^^whoever plea^hrin^

ma/it. leave i"on * *£* U*W*
I'd want to see you ANONYMOUS

Congratulations

To The Editor: ,n ,„ d
Congratulations! The stones by Sherman and

Pascarelli in Tuesday s MDC were t£ tetm^bout a

month, and I hope that the "new editor .set

keep printing their stories. Now. if something toyM
just be done about that front page and those garbled

editorials.
Bill Richards

To The Stupid Editor: . .

In yesterday's alleged student newspaper which I

found StUng in the Union stalls, a letter to the editor

was printed and attributed to Me^

Granted. I submitted the^>™*g** ^
Piece

" not "Go in Peace.'' as the MDC and Ware

WEdtS wdCt once both dumping on a

couple of MDC'ers and at the same time making fools

of the hundreds of hair persons who run all over this

campus, heads up their asses, shouting" go in peace^

Please. Collegian. I paid my $6.50. tr> to get

something right. Must I »a,t for a Wednesday rigtt

before mv letters can be printed correctly. nopt

ytuTJaSe up man breaks another negative strip m his

headlines
Mark Silverman

The Once and Future

Guarded Reply
To The Editor.

In replv to Al Jagoda's letter in the Collegian on

March 9 I would like to say that neither the University

nor the state job specifications, for the position of

security guard state that a person must be a high

school graduate, know how to read and write, talk, or

have any education whatsoever.

However there are certain rules found in other

documents' that apply to all state employees. Mr

Jagoda may find the requirements he seeks there_

I met about 15 security guards while covering the

article that Mr. Jagoda quotes from (That is about

three-fourths of all of them I They are intelligent and

.since Mr. Jagoda equated intelligence with the

amount of education a person receives) several have

college degrees. ,_ , „m

A Point of View
The kind of thinking that has put America in the mess "•*"»«•

heard again last Monday in an article in this paper by Jim Mitchell on the

^sta^oa by saying that "They I the bombers .
have discovered and

pointed out problems and alternatives that have escaped the rest of us for

Site Mine time Ideas that cannot be implemented today or tomorrow.

bU
Solutmns

C

must be implemented today, not "in time."The m time-

theory has brought us our problems of today, and might we end our

freedom tomorrow Unless the people in power stop saying, let I do it

gr^ually " they may find that when they decide to act they will no longer

have the power to do so. .

Mitchell then goes to laud Attorney-General Quinn s reaction to the

wave of bombings and bomb threats. Mitchell congratulates Qu.nn s for

his new anti-crime bill which would give a life sentence to anyone con

victed of a fatal bombing; and "20 to 25 year term to anyone calling in a

bomb threat to a school or church. He then goes on to say that both laws

^Tlu/morality of these acts won't be discussed he^ But it should be

realized that laws such as those only continue the trend that has brought

about the bombings Instead of legislating against our problems, we

should try to comprehend the reasons behind the violence, and eliminate

the reasons, not the people.

The threat of the law has never stopped individuals from acting in a

way they think right Possessing grass is a felony, yet twelve million

people smoke it. .

Mitchell's last point is that while violence was justified during the

revolution it isn't now because. 'Our constitution hasn't been altered,

nor have the channels of communication." Mitchell doesn't need me to

answer him on that Even Mr. Nixon, whose opinion I would guess ne

values has admitted that the "channels must be opened for all peope

To paraphrase Jim Mitchells final paragraph: Power to all the people.

not just those in power. Nathan (iorenstein
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D.A. John Callahan Favors

Reduced Marijuana Penalty

X"on™ itau.; for aduUs mus, awai. .he resuHs of a study done by .he NaUona. .natUute of

Mpntal Health " Callahan stated.

The Di»t. Attv. cautioned against

drugs whenThe Dist. Atty took a strong

position on the harmful effects of

the use of LSD, amphetamines,

and heroin and said, "We have a

irightening problem here in

Northampton. as well as

throughout Hampshire and

Franklin Counties in the use of

these hard dru^s

Callahan urged the full support

ot the community in identifying

drug pushers M they could be

prosecuted, convicted and im-

prisoned. .

He stressed the importance ot

Copping out" on

faced with a childhood problem

\t a hearing, Tuesday, on a

number of bills dealing with

narcotic drugs before the

Legislature s Committee on Social

Welfare there was wide support for

rasing state laws against

possession and use of marijuana.

Attv Gen. Kobert H. Quinn

supported his measures for easing

penalties for marijuana use,

abolishing the law against being

present where marijuana

jusawsss K=«rssrs
bv physicians, psychologists, and

psvchiatnsts in the distinction

between marijuana and hard

narcotics and in the immense

dangers of children turning to

harmful and addictive drugs.

The Dist. Atty reported that

narcotics arrests are rising rapidly

within the district

According to him. 3/4 of the

Superior Court case load is drug

related

•in discussing the use of drugs

with children, adults should be

aware that we have no scientific

evidence that marijuana is more

harmful than cigarettes or

alcohol." Callahan said

•We have a tremendous amount

of evidence on the frightening

to buv drugs in narcotics in-

stigations and setting up an

expert state narcotics squad,

effects of speed, LSD and heroin."

he continued, 'and we should not

weaken our case against the

harmful addictive drugs by

overstating our case against

marijuana
"

•We should, on the other hand,

realize that at this point, the use of

marijuana is a crime. Its use is a

step into the arena of criminality

and may give th° pusher the op-

portunity to introduce the use of

other drugs
'Certainly. the use of marijuana

by children'would deter them from

effective school work and perhaps

interfere with the development of

their adult egos and the ability to

cope with problems," Dist. Atty

Callahan said.

Two UMass Profs Awarded
SeniorNATO Fellowships

residence abroad for study of new
Dr. Joe T. Clayton, professor and

scientifk. techniques and methods

head of the food agricultural ^ SAT{) countries r countries

engineering department; and Dr. __+,— ...i.uk'atm iha vnrth

Otto L Stein, professor and head of

the botanv department have been

awarded NATO senior Fellowships

in S<ience for study m Europe.

A limited number of NATO
>emor tellowships are awarded to

outstanding acientists at U.S.

universities and research

stitutions each year. They include

^upends to help pay for travel and

Van Lierop To Discuss gg
-f^ . managem

Palestine Resistance
Kobert V Van Lierop. Attorney

-

at law and Member of the

Executive Board of the American

Committee on Africa, will speak

tonight at H:oo p.m. in Thompson

1ik» on "The Palestine Resistance

Movement and Its Relationship to

Third World Liberation

Movements."
Van Lierop has travelled widely

in Africa and the Middle East He

w..s present when fighting erupted

m Amman in September. 1970.

He obtained his LL.B. from the

NYC School of Law. where he

WM active in the Civil Rights

Movement and was Co-Founder of

the N.Y.U Law Students Against

the War in Vat Nam He is a past

member ot the Board of Directors

nl the New York Civil Liberties

Union, and ii currently a member

Of the Board ol Directors and Vice-

President and Secretary of the

Black Economic Research Center.

While Assistant Counsel for the

NAACP, Van Lierop participated

in Constitut >nal litigation af-

fecting the i tmts of persons of

African des. -in He worked on

eases arising ! rom the massacre of

students at South Carolina State

College in Oi.ngeburg. S.C.. the

maintenanc of a segregated

school Bysten in Newburgh. New
York, and n cases involving

discriminatory employment
practices by >ome of America's

largest defen contractors.

His experience also includes

preparation and participation in a

case challenging the con-

stitutionality of the Delaware

National Guards' ten-month oc-

cupation of the black community of

Del
of

after the

Dr. Martin

cooperating with NATO, the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization. The

program is administered by the

National Science Foundation.

The fellowships will be part of

sabbatical leave activities for both

of the UMass professors. Dr.

Clayton has already begun his

fellowship study at the University

ol Reading in Berks. England He

plans to spend half of his time at

ampus of the university,

the organization,

procedures and

management of the university's

Centre lor the Study of

Agricultural and Food Production

Structures

The other half will be spent at the

I niversitv of Readings National

College of Food Technology in

Wevbridge. studying the physical

properties of foodstuffs He will

return in September of this year

Dr Stem will do research at

Imperial College in London,

leaving in September of this year

His research area is the effect of

chemicals and radiation on the

structure and development of

plants Working with chemically

treated plant roots, he will study

cell shape changes and other

responses to chemical and en-

vironmental changes. He will use a

scanning electron microscope He

plans to return in May of 1972.

Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau and his bride

Margaret stroll thru woods near Alta Lake. British Columbia.

Bookstore Shoplifting

Becoming Too Prevalent

Wilmington,
assassination

Luther King

Van Lierop was one of the

organizers of the Pan-African

Solidarity Week (May 19-25. 1970);

in March. 1970. he testified before

the House of Representatives Sub

Committee on Africa. Committee

on Foreign Affairs, at its hearings

on IS Foreign Policy toward

Africa m the '70s. He has also

written and delivered public ad-

dresses on Third World Liberation

movements, particularly those

I rom Southern Africa and

Palestive.

His lecture is sponsored by the

Organization of Arab Students, the

Palestive Solidarity Committee.

and co-sponsored by the Young

Socialist Alliance. The public is

cordiallv invited to attend

Cyclebreaker

This week 'Cyclebreaker" flips out with an amusing array of sights

and sounds done especially for radio, from Finnegan s Wake to Ah-

Frazier on WMUA 91.1 FM Thursday evening at 6:30 p.m

Shoplifting has become so

prevalent in the Campus Center

Bookstore, says Mr Cummins, the

manager, that there are now

student workers whose principal

function is to monitor the floor

They have the power to stop and

detain anyone suspected of

stealing.

A fairlv significant number of

people have been apprehended

Recently seven students were

caught in one day.

So far. thev have been taken to

the Student Court Some have been

put on probation for as many as

three semesters They also receive

a written letter of censure Second

offenses are dealt with much more

stringently

However. Cummings pointed out

that they have the ability to take

them to county court when cir

cumstances warrant it. If it

reaches the point where they do

this <as some local merchants do),

Cummings emphasized that it can

be very detrimental to the student,

as he will acquire a criminal

record This is something Cum
mings leels he may be forced into

The manager also said, i know

this is getting to be a trite

statement at this point, but we

keep trying to emphasize that all

they're doing is stealing from other

students."

AmherstPlans
FurtherStudy
Of N. Pleasant
At the second part of the

Amherst Town Meeting held last

night a motion was passed to

continue a study on the proposed

closing ol North Pleasant Street

where it passes through Univer-

sity

$3,000 was appropriated, to be

matched by an equal sum by the

University, to continue the

prolessional survey and analysis of

traffic circulation patterns. A
report of the results of this study

should be rendered in ap-

proximately six months

fictional
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Dr. Richard L. Leonard
Optometrist

announces Hie opetiinu

of hi«* office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

^

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasant St.

Amherst
256-8052
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only

minutes
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via new

RT.91

Richard Afe Qj
Harris Quinnsss

Mon. • Thurs. 2-7:15-9:40

Fri. 2 7:15-9:55

Sat. & Sun.

»-4:40-7:20-9:55•
Onr Nominations incl. tf*" ^*> *•

/ "BEST PiaURT JT *fc

LITTLE BIB HAN

WAS CITHER THE MOST

NEGLECTED HERO IN HISTORY

OR A LIAR OF INSANE

PROPORTION!

Mon. • Frl.

2-7:10 9:45

Sat. & Sun.

1:30 4 7:10 9:1'.

Mon- Fri: 2pm

7:30, 9:30

Sat. Sun. Cont.

from 2 PM
Mm«0.««*LJGP: s.

ROCKER LOUNGE COMFORT-ACRES FREE PARKING

DL5T1N
HOIfVIAN
-LITTLE
BIG MAN

master charge
• Mi M'lMM* < »«P

Children's Theater

Scratch A Genie

Theatre in Bartlett Auditorium on March 18. 19 at 7:30 p.m., and on

March 20, at 10:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
. ii-Aifiil

Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp, by James Norns, is the dehghtful

tale of Alaad.n, the poor tailors son, who encounters an evil magician

who is in search of a'magic lamp. Danger is always present*****
but with the aide of the magic lamp and a swirl of Genies he is able to

drcumvent a scolding mother and grasping sultan; to outwit the wicked

magidan and to win riches and the beautiful princess Adona for him-

^Direction is by Dorothy Aldrich; settings and lighting by Nicholas

Scott; costumes by Steve Driscoll; and choreography by Randy Robin-

S

°Tickets may be purchased by advance ticket sale at the University

Theatre box office. Bartlett Auditorium, or by calling the box office, 545-

2579. Admission is $.50.

SPECIAL GIANT COLOR 2x3 POSTER OFFER!

ORDER 1 or all 6 DON'T WAIT

These posters are the original work of the famous contempo

rw artist - Raymond Kursar - They are not available anywhere

Members of the Alvin Alley Dance Company.

Superb Dance Company
Week

The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre will offer

two different evening programs at UMass in

Amherst. March 16-18. under the auspices of he

Massachusetts Council on Arts and Humanities, the

National Endowment for the Arts and the University s

Fine Arts Council. „,..,„,, ••

This noted company will perform Streams,

-Flowers.- and
"Revelations" on Tuesday evening.

March 16. in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. All three

works have been choreographed by Mr A.ley^ Music

for •Streams" is "Eight Inventions by the con-

temporary Czech composer, Miloslav Kabeiac

Mus.c by Pink Floyd. Blind Faith, and Jams Jophn

,s featured in Ailey s new work. -Flowers which w.l

be danced before intermission. Closing this tirs

program will be 'Revelations.- probably the most

famous Ailey work, with traditional music.

Wednesday, March 17, the Alvin Ailey Company will

perform the following works in Bowker Auditorium at

8pm "Blues Suite." again with traditional Negro

music; "Archipelago" with Andre Boucourechhev's

"Archipel I" used as the musical accompaniment.

Mr Boucourechliev is a contemporary Bulgarian

composer Closing this program will be

"Revelations," again employing traditional Negro

Reserved tickets to the evening performances, as

well as complimentary tickets for the Ailey master

class and lecture demonstration may be obtained by

contacting the Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall. To

those purchasing tickets to either evening per-

formance, there will be no charge for the master class

and lecture-demonstration tickets.

RONALD JAVE POSTER SERVICE

B0X43-CO10RDEPT
PLAINVIEW. NEW YORK 11803

»; «CM

T0 0R0ER
Chech boi on left for

posterU) ol your choice.

Enclose $3.00 Ca«h, check

or money order lor each color

poster ordered-add 45* for

postage & handling

II you order all 6 color posters,

your cost is only $ 1 5 00 plus

45« postage (You save $3 00)

Faculty Music

Three For Free

Fndav. March 12 at 8:00 <CC

Auditorium* The UM Women's

Choir with the Men's Glee Club

I rom the University of Rochester.

works bv Heinrich Schutz. Sam
Adler. Newton Wayland. and

Burrill Phillips, plus two rarely

heard works by Brahms and some

barbershop by the Mens Glee

Club
Sundav. March 14 at 3:00

(Bowker). The CM Symphony

Band, conducted by Larry Weed,

plavs Gabrieli. Copland, Dvorak

Gustav Hoist. Percy Grainger, and

Shostakovich, and will premiere

the First Symphony of recent grad

Kobert Seligman in an excitingly

varied program.
Monday. March 15 at 8:00

(Bowker). Graduate recital by

clarinetist Gerald Chenowith with

soloists Donna Harler. Dorothy

Ornest. Jon Humphrey. John

d'Armand. and the Women's Choir

Compositions by Stravinsky.

Webern. faculty member
Frederick Tillis. plus

Chenoworths own cantata. "The

Ghost of Abel." All three events

are absolutely free.

160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

Can You Afford a Tuition Increase ?

The Legislative Hearing for

Tuition Increase Bills is March 16

If you can't afford to pay higher tuition

WRITE OR CALL YOUR

STATE SENATOR and REPRESENTATIVE

and any members of the

JOINT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

listed below,

to express your opposition to such action.

Joint Committee

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

SENATORS

Mary Fonseca (Chrmn) — Fall River

< harles H <>k an — Lynn

John Conte — Worcester

Samuel Harmon — Mattpan

MM Qulnlan — Norwood

Tekoa Insurance Agency
10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Names and addresses of all

legislators are available In tm

U8CC offIre — Rm »2.»

rsO — Campus Center

On Education
REPRESENTATIVES

Michael Daly (Chrmn) — Boston

Frank Matrango — North Adams

Dave Vigneault — Springfield

Theodore Aleixo — Taunton

Nicholas Buglione — Methuen

Alan Sisitsky — Springfield

Ed McColgan — Northampton

Matthew Kuss — Fall River

Wilfred Driscoll — Fall River

Henry O'Donnell — Salem

Walter Boverini — Lynn

James Smith — Lynn
Francis Dwyer — Boston

QlUgl Young — Scituate

Aiin Gannett — Wayland

William Arvanitis — Lawnm <•
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February '71 Arrests

Higher Than In '70
O r ; 1oh R« IOHN FITZGERALDCompiled By JOHN FITZGERALD

Offense

ses qui my rcwi «u. , ,
- --

Feb. 1971 Feb. 1970 Comparison

5

1

1

3

-1

45

3

rl

13

1

2

12

Larceny (over
100 dollars)

Larceny (under
100 dollars)

Attempted larceny

Breaking and
entering
Assault and
battery
Assault with a

dangerous weapon
Operating under the

influence of alcohol

Possession of alcohol

by a minor
Trespassing

Malicious destruction

Motor vehicle arrests

Drunkenness
Narcotic violations

Disturbing peace
Possession firearms

on campus
Using motor vehicle

without authority

Default warrant
Transporting
alcohol by a minor

q ^ ^

Possession of false

liquor l D

&,<easrawwBss isr - "•* °*
FeDr

7
v '

"";

2 1
1

2 5 -3

3 +3

20 6 fl4

15 3 +12

5 3 2

1
-1

2 r2

1
tl

1
i-l

Offense

Assault (knife)

Assault (other dangerous
weapon)
Assault (hands, fist, etc.)

Other assaults

Larceny ($100 and over)

Larceny (under $100)

Larceny (auto parts)

Auto theft

Vandalism

Sex offenses (other than

rape or prostitution)

Drunkenness
Disorderly conduct

Suspicion

Fire bomb reports

No Complaints Received

2

2

5

2

22

32

12

10

IB

8

9

15

24

14

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the

New Hatch.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
New Prvt. Pilot Grnd Schl starts at

7 p.m. in Rm 804 8 of the C.C. Be

Two round trip tickets to Nassua

will be raffled off tonight in Rm 904 of

the C.C. at 7:30 p.m.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Marion Johnson and Peter Hawes

will speak oV\ Community organizing

and the problems of poor people in

Western N Carolina, tonight at 7.JU

p.m. in Rm 803 of the C.C Open to all

interested.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Come to the Campus Center RmU

tonight at 8., 30 p.m. There will be a

talk and movie by a feed company
re

Don't forget to come to Tillson

Farm Sat. at 10 a.m. for spring

cleaning!

FINNISH LANGUAGE CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. m Rm 902

of the C.C All are invited to attend.

LEWIS HOUSE
Elections tor Student Senate will be

held tonight in the dorm Be sure to

mark your ballot.

OUTING CLUB
2 caving trips this weekend.

Meeting Mon. night in Rm 165 of the

C.C Patches are here, see Steve or

come to the meeting.

RADICAL COLLECTIVE
Everyone interested in forming a

radical collective in the Amherst

area please come to Rm 805 809 of the

C.C. at 7 30 p.m. tonight. Seize the

time!

ROOM TO MOVE
Concert Spirit In f'esh *

Brotherhood of the Spirit March 12th

at UMass Ballroom at 8 P.M.

SKI PATROL
Meeting in Rm 172 of the C.C.

Notices
SPANISH TERTULIA
Come chat in Spanish! Tertulia

meets from 3 4 today in the Foyer,

4th Floor Herter. opposite the

elevators.

VETERANS
Wanted Veterans interested in

participating in I.M. sports. Sports

remaining are swimming, hor

seshoes, soccer and softball. We are

in second place for Provost Cup and

desparately need participants, can

253 7851 anytime.

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
Monthly meeting Organization &

information concerning ZPG week.

New members welcome tonight at

7 30 p.m. in Browsing Rm of Smith

College Library (Neilson)

L
l set of keys lost, (green case) Lost

Wed. somewhere betw. S.W. & SU

Please return by calling Mary 546

1451.

A wallet lost Thurs. March 4. Need

IDs. If found please call Collegian

Office. Thank you.

A sterling silver pendant from a

choker lost. Modernistic shape *e

an anchor. Great sentimental value.

If found call 546 6806. ,„K««i»
"whoever lifted 3 course notebook

from gym bag downstairs H.D.C last

Friday please return notes to place of

theft. Keep unused paper for ego trip

Will the beared man driving a blue

VW Superbug who picked up my
portable Smith Corona Typewriter at

7.30, March 4 in *™nt of Graduate

Research Center call Baba Rm 213

Hamlin (253 9207). .

Brown men's wallet lost either in or

betw. the Hatch and Holdsworth. If

found please call Eliot 665
;

2685.

1 pair of brown wool mittens lost

somewhere in SU. If found please

contact Amy 546 7412.

A scarf found Tuesday noon betw.

SU & Morrill. Claim at 546 64 5

J

Mandatory Meeting
For All

MDC Reporters

Tonight at 6:30
S.U. 407 — Mr. Oicle's Office

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

comparison with last year K ava.lable.

Vacation Library Hours

GOODELL LIBRARY
Saturday, March 20

Sunday, March 21

Monday Friday. March 2a! it

Saturday, March 27

Sunday, March 28

BRANCHES
Saturday, March 20

Sunday, March 21

Monday Friday. March 22 26

8.30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
8 30 am 500 p.m.
CLOSED
Resume regular hours

1'tuoecr, Te»c. Garrard, PE, Axtqr.

n«..i r. TDK. c«*eette mid open reel

t»pr, Standard radio, I'tau apeaaera.

Ut': 8 track* and other nt4.eM.Uaa.

See Amherat Aodlo
.

_•»

ISED FIBS — Jacket* canea, and

atolea for aprtnc »w ohiuineute of

coats, aome raccoon. All alaea, Slo

a.ud up. Call 263-6W5. tti-l*

Speaker boxes, excellent Bound, 8"

dri»er, mid high end. natural hard

vtood cabinet, tweeter cruaaorer,

inu..t be heard. Call 848-2300 dart

11)71 Kaatle CPM70 eaio. »»ed *

times. MM Tyrolia Clix M heel

und STWO toe, ex. cond., $180. Call

«-!».»«,.
.

tf3'U
llt-linets Bell White Vfe and Sal-

t,f Orancr, large, $'£i each. »
un.

Enjoy more free time and vaca-
tion* Encllnh BA will type and /or
revlee am thins. Ttaeaea. too. Cam-
pua plck-np/dell»ery center. Pro-
rrmilonal. reasonable. 684-6873 evea

tf3-19

ROOMMATES WANTED

WANTED
lllack sincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male
temporarily In Ohio) intereated In

possible close summer relationship

Confidential Bos W3, Amherst.
«», **!!
A bouse to rent wanted by six

tiuiet undergrarta for nest school

year and perhaps longer. Call .loe

al M«-5197 or Steve /Skip 846-5I8H
tf3-17

Full-sised women's bicycle, Ens-
IkIi ar American style. Will pa>

cash S49-0-.M9 after 8. tf3-!3

Roommate wanted at Squire Vil-

lage In Sunderland on 116. lncl. all

utilities, dishwasher, garbage dis-

posal, wall-to-wall carp., only $68.

\tailable Apr. 1. Call «65-tt»5.
tf3-H

ROOM TO RENT

Saturday, March 27

Sunday, March 28

All branches closed

All branches closed

Forestry
Labor
Mathematics
Land Arch
All other branches
All branches closed

All branches closed

9 00 am 3:00 p.m.

9 00 a m 500 p.m.

8 30 am 1200 noon
1 00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
830 a.m. -5.00 p.m.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Head-
Incense —
Pottery , . .

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
Next 4o Amherst Tower

NEED A
WARM
RIDE HOME
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?

The Amherst Tower

Delivers!

CALL 549-1115
or

549-1116

Sun. - Thurt. 6-11 p.m

PIZZAS • COLD SUBS

Sandwiches, Conned Sodi

1 pair Fischer Superglaas OS
>ki» 213cm with Marker biodincn.

like new, used 6 times, $1". J»»<l.'

MHM l»efore 5, after ft tireg t'-i-

73«r HiLl?
~~

Brand new *oligor F« 5 aulo 90-2.W

/.nun telephote. »irer used and In

•irminal condition. T-4 mounts fits

,i.iv M.R Camera; Minolta T-4 iuouIIi

in. I Asking $133, will haggle Call

«-VM«.
,

«!il*
Kossignol Strata 125's «W cm.

u^ed S times, with Marker Kotom.it

111 bindings. Must sacrifice for $1M.

Um 1 l>r. I-rtrappeur boots *I3

Call o46-'639 or rislt 31T JFK. 3-1

1

VW body parts. VW chassis f«r

dune buggy $«. Blue Lemans bur

kels, console, shift t'ii. Refrigerator

KM Chevy posi basket $'.*0 Nn>
'Mil Ford body. 640-6330 3-11

Young couple or woman to be head
of residence at Mgma Delta Tau.
ion pr. Pleasant St. All Interested

persons please phone Margie <«er-

don, 349-C610 after 4.3d p m. 3-11

I Bedroom Apt. to rent beginning
May or June. Call 532-0188 after

tm. tr>i6

HELP WANTED
Cash girls? As much as SM.M an

hour fsr go-getters. Call 367-S3M.
' tf3-12

Now hiring women, fall or part-
time, $100 to $100 monthly. Call
:un-23M. tf3-12

Available Immediately — small

ningle room, garage, one mile I'nl-

vrrsity. Tel. 233-5208. Low rent
tf3-12

Male /female roommates wanted —
own room, use of 2 baths plus gar-

age In large ranch in t.ranh>,

9 miles from Campus, over thr

Natch Call Media Center M5-1.VIO

Ask for Wolfmann before 5 If3-1

1

RIDERS WANTED
Leaving for Long Island <liofstra)

11:30 Friday morn., return Sunda>

eve . $2 M each way. Call Jim,

4M8M. W-M

TAG SALE

FOR RENT

Sc and 10c Tag ^ale Hat.. Mar. 13.

t.reenough House 10 a in. - $ p m
Refreshments and coffee. Antinue*,

Handicrafts, Pottery, ••Junk". Klec-

tric Hair Dryer, men's new skates,

elec. knife, sewing machine, radios

545-2377. t*»-13

TO GIVE AWAY

BOOKS
We buy used books and records

— Whltellght Books (In the. Alley)

No tents I
W*-- 5

FOR SALE — AUTOS

. . . take a >%

friendly

Peter Pan

1968 Corvette » P C P , power

steer , brakes, window, 350 bp, *

H pil . AM-FM stereo and tape, reas

offer Mike at 549-0499 t,f3-12

l!Jt>2 Mercury (Comet) station vva-

koii radio, miiiw tires Good runnlne

.ondition. Call 881-0015, tf3- 12

•in VW Bug, new gen , batt
.
and

.i,irt.r. Must sell. Call 253-2833

:

1!MJ3 Ford Falcon Futura, gsad

, „m | V-«. automatic, eooiI tires

and m.iio Contact David ::«;:- :i.!»!

>limt sell *!8 Cortina, anlomall"

diar brake?., M nipg. Bood mechnnir-

il condition, only I.1.WI0 ml. 9m
offer over $800. Call HrfW.

i!H Ford custom 500. V«. auto

i r imh , P S , Radio and Heater, new

w.W, and batt., good running cond

\«king $«75. Call after 6 .».««-
-;••>{) tf.V-18

i,7 Pontiac Firebird rust., excellent

ond., air, radio, automatic, vln>l

t..p. snow tires. $1493 or best offer

XNo Head Skis (Masters) with rac-

inir bindings. Call 549-3931 after 3

p m tf3-12

SERVICES

PKRFKCT FOR HIMM1CB SCHOOL:
turn 1 bdrni apt. for July and
Aug. No lease req. $101 mo. Near
Campus, pool, tennis courts, air

cond. Married couple or girls pre-

ferred. Call 549-3916 after 5. tf3-31

Two large bedroom apt. (redone
kitchen and bathroom) Fearing St..

near campus, $150 per month, all

utilities lncl. Call Mr. Mulcahy,
12 a.m. - 7 a.m. 549-0641. tf3-l l

2 Bedroom Apt. for summ-r sub-
let or permanent lease. $190. 00 /mo.
inrl. ii i ili lie* and pool. Call Phil
•-.3-2828. tf3-12

Available April 1 — beautiful two
bedroom all electric apartment, ex-

cellent locution. Ideal for couple or

three students sharing expenses. Call
•.'.Y.-3979 evenings

.

tf.3-19

Comfortable furn . 1 bdrra . apt
i.ir June, July and Aug. No lease
re,| si Is mo. Call 253-7681 after 6

tf3-l.»

TO SUBLET
Kfflclenry apt, Quabbln Vis"., fur-

nished, all utilities but phone, deposit
fee paid Call 323-7039 after 7 pm.
Available Immediately. tf3-12

To sublet 3 bedroom Puffton
apartment from June 1 to August
31, air cond. Will discuss rent. Call
r.19-6767. tf3-12

To sublet, one bedroom apt ,

kitchen, bath, $130 mo. Cllffslde
Apt., Immediate occupancy. Call
Richie 233-9212 after 6 :30. tf3-12

For June 1 — 3 bedroom apt.,
I'ufftnn, all util. inc. Call after 6
p in 549-0666. tf3-ll

Summer sublet from June 1 • Aug.
Ill, 100 Colonial Village, furnished
2 bedroom, swim. pool. Call 250-
6032. tf tu-th

Part Siamese, part Persian cat

needs a home. She has had shots,

been spayed. She Is very affection-

ate, needs attention. Call Karen M$>
6740

.

3-11

ENTERTAINMENT
Ocean'a 11, starring Sammy Davta

Jr., Frank Slnatara, Dean Martin.

Peter Lawford and Joey Bishop. Al-

so a Roadrunner Cartoon, Friday.

March 12, 0:45 and 9:30 in Thomp-
son 104. 00c. »<•

REWARD
Lost 3/3 behind DC7. one home-

knit fisherman knit sweater. Re-
ward, no questions a«krd. Great
sentimental value. Call D after 5:00

p in at 665-3276. tf3-12

PERSONAL
Will the boy who called about the

lo.t gut til Jaeket found behind Hamp-
den Dining Commons please <sail

i; -K.-.I 5 again. If" important tfl-U

Barbara — Happy 2ist Birthda>.

Love, the Orange Room Sorry ft s

late !
,

3n
Happ; Hirtliilay, SMnahlne. 3-11

—
To
-
Masler-at-arms. Happy Birth-

day anyway. Peace and Hupp ness.

Beep. f^f

HELP
Help! I neetl one dogen black

lights for March 16-18 for art ex-

periment. t;uariintee return in per-

fect condition. Call Carol at M9 "' 6
^

RIDE WANTEb

Amherst Audio services stereo

iMiujouenta, tape decks for home or

-w.lff No. Pleasant St , SS6-8133.

"PASSPORTS — JOB APPL1CA-
IIONH Hpedal vacation packages on

film and processing everything pho-

fogrsplilc. You'U save $ at Langa
Photo, Rt. 110. So Amherat, 253-

:ui8_ i£y?
"

r"rce nationwide out-of-print book

Hearth service. John Hardy - Books,

Hog 183, Auburn, Mass. 01501.
tf3-22

LOST
Would the people who took a small

gray tiger cat on Sat from Puff-

ton Vll. return It to Apt. 342
-tf3-15

Lost Mon., Mor. 8 In rear of Berk-

shlre Commons an avacado green

lurrying case containing Important

papers Reward for information or

return Jane F. McCullough, 253-

7IS4 or 545-2397. n*M

2 people need ride to Lawrence —
and over Haverhill area on Friday.

March 12 at 4:30 or 5 p.m. Please

help. Call Kathy 549-1311 9 - 4 or

3

1

9-3916 after 5 p.m
.

U3-1-

Ride wanted from Longmeadow or

Springfield area to campus, nhout

Rtlt am., to Longmeadow about

V30 - 4:00, Mon , Wed.. Frl. Will

pay. 067-8317
.

tf3-ll

Xeed ride to and /or from Mlnnea-
polis for Spring vacation Will atlgrr

expenses and driving. Please help!

tall Rick 516-4066 »f3 1 I

NIT Discussed At Varsity M
__ . ... ...... . i W%— «1.... ....I ,li ur\ I. -ill \ir

ByEARLEBARROLL
MDC Stall

llt-ad basketball coach Jack

1 eaman and assistant coach Peter

Broaca wore the featured guests of

the UMaM Varsity M Club lun-

cheofl yesterday at the Newman

Center.

With the regular season com-

peted the main topic was the

w
| t Commented Leaman, "We

are happy »hat NU ' VV( 'r( ' invited l

lion t see any reason why they

weren'l invited early. We were

only the second team in the history

ol the Yankee Conference to win all

ten games in a season and we have

a record of 23-3.

We'll feel a whole lot better

plaving this year in the tour-

nament. Last year it was just a

novelty to be invited and as a result

we took the task that we had ahead

of us a little too light. Mentally we

think we're ready to play and this

is a big part of playing basketball.

From the teams picked already, no

one team stands heads and

shoulders above us."

He went on to say, "at the

beginning of the season we set as

one of our goals to win one game at

the NIT But if you win one, you

get greedy and want to win two,

three and maybe four games."

The coach also introduced back-

court stars Mike Fagliara and

senior Bill Greeley. Leaman ad-

Red Sox Win
Scott Homers

SAKASOTA. Fla. iAF>-The
Boston Bed Sox. given a big scare

when shortstop Luis Aparacio was

felled m a second-base collision in

the third inning, broke loose for

three runs in the ninth Wednesday

lor ."> 4 exhibition victory over the

Chicago White Sox.

Aparacio. a 36-vear-old veteran

acquired from the White Sox

during the winter, was kicked on

the inside of the left knee in tagging

out Rich Morales on an attempted

stea. , .

Luis suffered a painful bruise

on the inside of the knee." LeRoux

said "However, it doesn't appear

serious and X-rays wont be

necessarv unless the knee swells

considerably I think hell be out of

,u tion only a day or two."

The Bed Sox jumped to a 2-0 lead

on a triple by rookie Doug Griffin

and Billy Conigliaro's sacrifice fly

in the first inning and George

Scott s 425-foot homer far over the

fence in left center in the fourth

Chicago jumped on Cal Koonce

tor four line-drive hits and a

suicide squeeze bunt for three runs

and a 3-2 lead in the seventh

The Bed Sox erupted in the ninth,

hiking their exhibition record to 5-

1. including four one-run victories.

With one out. George Thomas

grounded a pinch double down the

rightfield line and took third on a

line single by Jarvis Tatum Tom
Satnano ran the count to 3-1 and

t hen put down a perfect bunt to the

U-tt ol the mound, beating it out for

a hit as Thomas scored

Tony Muser. the almost

forgotten rookie first baseman,

popped a single to right, scoring

I atom. Satriano then scored what

proved to be the winning run on an

miield out

Gary Wagner pitched the ninth

tor Beaton, serving up a homer to

Bill Melton before retiring the next

three batten in easy fashion.

ded. "Bill and the other two seniors

Ken Mathias and Bob Dempsey,
are the only seniors ever to

graduate from UMass without

losing a Yankee Conference
Championship and this is quite an

accomplishment."
Word on the pairings and

seedmgs lor the tounament will not

be available until either Monday or

Tuesday of next week The coaches

of all the participating teams will

meet on these days to set up the

pairings.

A tilm ol the Bhode Island game
was shown. Leaman called this a

big game for the team. "We had

just come off the loss to Springfield

and needed this game to get back

our winning ways. They had good

personnel and we had to be ready."

Broaca narrated the film and

gave his usual interesting com-

mentary on the action. He pointed

out the "big thing in this game was

getting the lead early and making

the Bams play catch up ball which

resulted in them playing sloppy

basketball and letting UMass run

up a comfortable lead.

Also on hand was wrestling

coach Homer Barr, New England

wrestling coach of the year who

had a few words on his New

England Champion Bedmen.
Alter we defeated Springfield for

the title everyone thought it was a

fluke. But we've been looking for

this meet since the beginning of

practice way back in November

and it was a well earned victory,

not a fluke."

Next week skiing is the topic with

coach Bill McConnell as the

featured guest. His skiers com-

pleted an undefeated season last

weekend which should make for

another interesting and in-

formative luncheon, next Wed-

nesday at the Newman Center,

12:15 sharp.

Skating Show
A t Orr Rink

The very first benefit for the 1972

summer and winter Olympic

Games will take place Wednesday

March 17th at Orr Bink with two

shows, the first at 4 p.m. and the

second at 8.

This will be the first time that an

event of this sort will be taking

place in the Western

Massachusetts ara and will feature

both World Class performers and

four current members of the

UMass hockey team.

Events taking place will be pair

skating, pair dancing and singles.

New England gold Medal dance

skating champion Jeff Caird. a

student at UMass will head the

pairs skating with his partner

Kathy Byan.

Bedman stars Al Nickerson. Bob

Bartholemew, Dan Beidy and Jack

Edwards will perform routines

with Adelle Boucher. Leslie

Haladav. Famela Trailkill and

Robin DeAngehs, all leading girl

skaters.

Eastern pairs champions Kathy

Normile and Greg Taylor who also

are the world team alternates will

be on hand to perform along with

Scott Allan, an eight time member

of the U.S. world team, silver

medalist in the world competition,

bronze medalist in the Olympics

and two time U.S. figure skating

champion.
Tickets for the show will be

available at the box office before

each show or they can be pur-

chased at the First National Bank

of Amherst. The charge is $2 for

adults and $1.50 for children. All

proceeds will go to the U.S.

Olympic Fund.

SPRING IS COMING
so for

SOFTBALLS
and

SOFTBALL

BATS
see

A. J. HASTINGS

Newsdealer and Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

SYONEfOMAW
Pisces individuals exhibit a ten

dency to hark back to old ex

periences. These persons are sen

sitive, often psychic. They are

drawn to the arts, much concerned
with psychology A Pisces person

finds Cancer physically attractive,

becomes involved with Virgo, finds

mental stimulation in com
pamonship with Taurus. Pisces can
be beautiful and lonely and must
learn to look to future rather than

brooding about past.
a * m

ARIES (March 2VApril 19): Work
project can be completed Aid is

likely to be received from Aquarius
individual. Relative in fransit

communicates. Maintain steady
pace Forego sensational schemes.
TAU«US (April 20 May 20): You

learn results of creative efforts. Be

ready for changes, surprises. One
who seems inclined one way is apt to

qo in opposite direction. Leo in-

dividual figures prominently.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20).

Practical issues dominate. Property

values, tax matters demand at

tention Older individual may be

obstinate Display personal sense of

responsibility. Cancer born in

dividual can aid.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Co^

operate with Gemini person A

relative demands proof of

statements. intentions Short

journey may be necessary Accent

on how you handle situation which

requires versatility

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) You could

become involved with Taurus «rc

dividual Welcome chance for added

^dependence Set your own pace^

Refuse to bury individuality. Past

efforts result m current profit. Keep

the faith!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22)

Domestic relations dominate
Mature approach is a necessity. One
who creates doubts may actually be

an allv Emphasis on sell

expression, obtaining of personal

needs. Maintain self esteem.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Subtle

nuances are emphasized. C an

destine affairs are part of picture.

What occurs is slightly obscured

Clarity may appear to be a stranger

Look behind scenes tor important

answer. ....
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21).

Accent on gain through aid of

friends. You can help yourself by

confiding hopes, wishes. Some who

care for you do not know what to do

for you Think and feel Results will

tollow
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Ambitions are more clearly defined^

Be perceptive, open to ideas ana

suggestions Member of opposite sex

could provide inspiration

Remember special commitment
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Accent on publishing advertising

Key is to open lines of com
munication. Family member can

provide strength Don't give up

something of value for nothing.

Message will be clear.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18): Be

aware of costs, take inventory^

Wearing rose colored glasses could

cause self deception Money of

mate, partner ft to be considered

Get commitments in writing.

Protect interests.

PISCES (Feb. l»WarchJ0:
Spotlight on public relations. What

you do is apt to receive plenty of

attention One close to you is m
volved. Litigation may »>e involved.

Avoid jumping to concluds.ons

W
?F'TODAY

e
iS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are intuitive, a natural teacher

You can be subject to moods Care

with diet is essential. You will

succeed in task which elevates

standing Be receptive. Change and

travel soon will be featured

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Soft food

4 Cubic meter

9 Bishopric

12 Mohammedan
leader

13 Artist's stand

14 Wrongheaded

15 Breakfast

foods

17 Girl's name

19 Domesticate

20 Sour tempered

21 Transgresses

23 Harsh sounding

27 Woody plants

29 Ceremony

30 Coniunction

31 Organ of

hearing

32 Barter

34 Devoured
35 Man's

nickname

36 Dinner

course
37 Recipient of

gift

39 Reply
42 Frees of

43 Head of

Catholic

Church
44 Wander
46 Italian

violin maker
48 Ropes,

collectively

51 Land
measure

52 Loop
54 Permit

55 Man's
nickname

56 Hereditary

factors

57 Music: as

written

3 Mate

4 Juncture

5 Stories

6 Worm

7 Note of

scale

8 Drew out

9 European

10 Sea eagle

1

1

Organ of

sight

16 Comfort

18 Be borne

20 Dry

21 Beef

animal

22 Turkish

decree

24 Snares

25 Famed

26 Woody plants

28 Bending

<- i c T

™
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Teutonic
alphabetic

character

Beasts
Blemish
Toward the

mouth
40 Shovel

41 Worn away

33

34
36
38

45 Native metal

(PD
46 Macaw
47 Crowd
48 Study
49 Obtain

50 Greek letter

53 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

DOWN

Moccasin
Mature

1 2 3 SE 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11

12
rrr

13
. . .

i 14

15 16
;<

17 18

19 20 >:: .::
:::

21 22
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31
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34

35 ^31 ."..•
...

37 38

39 40 41
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Puckm
Complete Best

Lose Thriller, 2-1

Season In UMass History

By DAN KAMAL
* MDC Staff

BURLINGTON. Vt -It was all

Dave Reece. The University of

Vermont's senior goaltender

turned in an acrobatic per-

formance in leading his team to a

2-1 victory over UMass in the

Division II semi-finals here las t

felly OoUttfan

Spvtto
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night before some 4300 fans.

There are just not enough

superlatives to describe the way

Reece played He made 35 stops

while continually frustrating the

Redmen who were frantically

trying to comeback from a 2-0

deficit.

The action very early gave an

indication of what trend the game

would take. In the first two minutes

of the contest Reece robbed Pat

Keenan on four different oc-

casions. This was only the

beginning.

The teams played virtually even-

up for most of the first period.

However. Vermont opened the

scoring at 16:12 of the first when

Bob Dunnington let go a screamer

from the right point which beat

P J Flaherty who appeared to be

screened on the play

Vermont increased its lead to 2-0

midway through the second stanza

on a goal verv similar to Dun

nington's. Ned Grant took a pass

P I SAVES I Mass goalie. P.J. Flaherty (I shows *h he,WM

MM ol the major reasons for I Mass' success in hocke> this year.

J
'

lr. las, night another goalie Dave Reece. put he clamp, on

the Redm.n >« the> dropped their first playoff game ever to I N M

I. IMDC Photo b\ Dan Kamali

from center ice, came in on the left

wing and fired a shot that beat

Flaherty and bounced off the inside

of the post and into the net.

Late in the period Flaherty made

a great save on a rebound attempt

by Ross McDonald. It must be

mentioned here that the UMass

goaltender was having a good

game in his own right as he kept

the score down while his team-

mates were trying to break

through Reece. It was a tip in by

Mike Waldron at 8:45 of the third

period that finally put the rubber

disc past the seemingly unbeatable

Catamount netminder. The scoring

plav was started by Lonnie Avery

who fed a pass back to the left point

to Don Lowe And Lowe's slapshot

was tipped in by Waldron. the

score 2-1. Vermont.

Up to this point Vermont had

been sitting on its lead and

following the Redman goal the

home team tried to press the action

once more However, from mid-

wav through the period UMass

dominated the play as well as a

team can dominate the play only to

be turned back time and time

again bv the All-American Reece.

For the last two and a half

minutes the puck almost never left

the Vermont zone UMass was on

the power play and with about two

minutes left Coach Jack Cannif

pulled Flahertv giving the Redmen

a ii-4 man advantage The visitors

put on great pressure and had one

golden opportunity after another

but Reece was equal to the

challenge

Then in a fitting ending Reece

dropped to his knees to make a

good save on a Dan Reidy

backhander at the buzzer.

ICE CHIPS-When I talked to

Reece after the game he was

almost apologetic He repeatedly

I

SOPH SHOT Sophomore Pat Keenan (4) is one of many reasons

the UMass hockev team will be back in strength nevt year. Although

losing to Vermont, the Redmen completed their most successful

season ever last night. And with many talented vets returning next

season plus some good freshman talent, coming up the hockey future

at I Mass looks prettv bright. (MIX Photo by Dan Kamal)

asserted his respect for the Red-

men, and specifically cited players

like Waldron. Keenan. Reidy.

Flahertv and Brian Sullivan. He

felt that although the Redmen put

on great pressure ttuy did not

shoot too well. He mentioned that

they took many of their shots from

bad angles, held some shots too

long, and generally didn't finish off

their plavs ... Canniff agreed with

the UVM goalie He said, "The two

big factors in this game were

Reece and bad shooting. We had

the puck in front of the cage

numerous times but just couldn't

get the right shot away. We have no

excuses and well be back ..."

the Redm.n as thev dropped the.r first p.avoMRamrr^ _j J

Grimmstics Championships InJheCa^ loOay
J _ -. - „.^ fifth m the \fw challenging performers such as M^W^™?™™^^ former all season, and place

Bj IIICHAELCUSACK
MDC Staff

Beginning Thurs. March 11 at

1:00 p.m., the strongest gymnastic

learn ever to represent UMass will

begin competition in the Eastern

Intercollegiate (ivmnastic League

Championships, which will be held

in Curry Hicks Cage Gymnasts

from UMass will compete with

teams from Army. Navy.

Springfield, Temple, Penn state.

Pittsburg and Syracuse, with in-

dividual and team championships

'
1 1 X t il kV

Penn Stat< - heavily lavored to

regain the League title, which they

lost to Springfield last year The

Nittanv Lions are currently

sporting a 7 record in League

conpetition However, strong

teams from Springfield. UMass

and Temple will battle Penn State

for top honors.

In individual competition, every

school has several competitiors

who will be vying for top honors.

Coach Erik Kjeldsens Redmen are

capable of placing a number of

performers in the finals, and

should place several medal win-

ners.

On floor exercise, John Calabria,

who placed fifth in the New

England's, and Jack Berner will be

challenging performers such as

Lowell Meek of Pittsburg, who is

defending floor ex-champion

The Redmen s Rick Riley will be

the top sidehorse specialist for the

team He has finished third in New-

England for the past two years.

and is looking for a strong finish to

his varsitv career.

On rings, the top Redman will be

Jav Aronstein. a fifth place

finisher in the New England's this

year Aronstein. a sophomore, will

"face experienced competitiors like

George Stalter of Syracuse, last

year's champion.

Jay Thomsen, UMass' most

consistent vaulter. and Steve Cary.

an outstanding competitor on

parallel bars as well, will be

representing UMass' hopes for a

medal in vaulting Cary tied for

fith in last year's championships

Along with Cary. Dave Genest

will be carrying the Redmen's

hopes for a strong showing on

parallel bars. Tough competition

will come from Penn State's

captain, Tom Dunn.

On high bar. Scott Stover will be

the number one prospect

r " ~ZZ

for

"UMass. He has been a solid per

former all season, and placed

fourth in the New England's.

In the all-around competition,

the top Redmen are Norm Vexler

and Tony Vacca. who finished fifth

and fourth respectively in this

year's New England's. They will

receive stiff competition from

Springfield sJeff Wiles, Temples
Ron Clemmer. a member of the

U.S. National Team, and Marshall

Avener. a member of the U.S.

World Games Team.
UMass will be hoping for a

strong finish in the team title as

well as the individuals. The

Redmen will be looking for at least

a second place finish, ahead of

Springfield and Temple. The

Chiefs have downed UMass in their

two meetins this season, but the

Redmen have the power to avenge

these defeats. However, they must

put their power on the floor when it

counts.

For continued coverage and final

results, consult the Collegian,

daily.

REDMAN GYMNAST - Rich Riley is one of several UMass

gymnasts who will compete in the Eastern Gymnastic League

Championships in the Cage toda y. _

I Notices I

Intramurals

ED DATTI-Springfield
College gymnastics team

captain. Ed Datti. is one of

many talented gvmnasts who

will compete in th«> Eastern

Championships in the (age

today. Besides I Mass and

Springfield; Army. Saw,
Temple. Penn Slate. Pitts-

burg, and Syracuse will also

be represented.

PE 175-SKI MAKE-UP
LESSONS Ski make ups should be

completed on Monday. March 15

and on Tuesday March 16. Ski

buses leave Boyden Monday, 12:30

p.m., Tuesday, 8:00 a.m. and 12:20

p.m.
* * * *

NO FREE PLAY-There will be

no free play in Boyden Gym-
nasium. Mon -Fri., 4:30-6:30 p.m.,

March 8-19.

Julius Erving, John Betan-

eourt. and Ken Mathias

were named to the Yankee
Conference All-Conference

basketball team. See story in

tomorrow's Collegian.

Volleyball
Pipers 2. Redwoods 1

Terrors 2, Monuments
Colts 2, Senators

Panthers 2, Academics
Seagrams 2, Bruisers 1

Chipmunks 2, Cougars
Sigmas2, Jacks 1

Team 2, Browns
Munchkinsover Baggers, WBF
Adams 18 over Jocks, WBF

Browns 2, Team 1

Busters 2, 3 M's 1

Cult 2, EmsO
Oxfords 2, Canaille
Bodies 2, Civ. Eng. 1

Zeroes 2, Flies

Selohssa over Beadledons
Civ. Eng. 2, Bodies 1

Kopetaand Bouncers, DF
Bekap2, Strangers

3 Ms 2, DeD 1

Bekap2, 3M'sO
Jacksover JG, WBF
Friends 2, Gapos 1

Canines 2, Superstars 1

LCO over Triaps, WBF

Named
AMHERST-UMass named two

coaches to fill positions on the

Redmen football staff yester-

day.
Robert Harris, the head coach

at Northampton High School for

the past two years will serve as

defensive line coach on Dick

MacPherson's staff while Larry

Pasquale, an assistant coach at

Navy for the past two years will

be the defensive backfield

coach.

A native of Pittsfield, Harris

played football at Pittsfield High

School, while serving in the Air

Force, and then at Purdue

University where he received his

bachelor's degree. He has had

teaching and football coaching

experience at Freeport (NY)

High School, and Pittsfield High

School in addition to his two

years at Northampton

Pasquale, a native of

Brooklyn. NY., played quar-

terback at Lafayette High

School as well as Bridgeport

University where he received

both his bachelor and master of

science degrees.

His high school coaching

experiences include Chappaqua

iNY), Greenwich (Conn.) and

Danbury (Conn). He has also

served as an assistant on the

football staffs of Boston

University, Slippery Rock State

College and the U.S. Navel

Academy.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QHfr MaMBrhVBtttB

latlg tiburgbm
a^F A «H AND RESPONSIBLE ^^ '«*S

Weather:

It's supposed to be

warm today
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uvvr ivr TOf KTHFR IS IMPORTANT if a University and community are going to develop

.......meeting last night.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT Roy R Blair was also honored at last night's

Chamber gathering.

On The Inside

:

UMass Future
See page three

Dick Gregory Coming
See page two

VISTA Workers Here
See page two

WoodAdvisesPlanning
In Town-Univ. Affairs

Bv ANNE STADNICK1 —
MDC Staff , .

•Planning and numbers in the new educational system must be con-

sidered so that communities, such as Amherst, can rela.n_ heir ^m
integrity and vitality while existing side by side with a growing

University ." Robert C Wood, President of the University told the

Amherst Chamber of Commerce last night when he was featured speaker

^wl^ell™^ President of the Chamber of Commerce Robert H

Linquist was presented at the meeting and two Distinguished Service

Award recipients were also named «*—•! ..,H

Wood spoke about new university systems changes in education and

impacts of institutions on towns.

Wood said that UMass was fortunate because it is not planned to have

the "cookie cutter'' effect that the Mid-Western schools have. He ex-

plained that this locates the same course offerings in the same central

groupmgs with no variance such as the Worcester Medical School offers

•What is appealing about the UMass system is that we have three

different styles of campuses, offering a variety of alternatives, he said.

•We can beautify and aid the various communities if we plan the cam-

PU
Know?edge

U
from the University can help the community if it receives

and utilizes the latent expertise the school has to offer, Wood said.

Until ten years ago Amherst was still a "college town", he continued.

"The growth of the University has caused it to become a University

town'' in these later years." a^tM .Jr,n

The fact that the three campuses are located in Amherst, Boston ana

Worcester " makes the Mass Turnpike my office"" Wood quipped, but it

was his comment that the separated campuses are a good policy, con

sidering the growth of the school in the near future »«.--
Wood said the ceiling for enrollment at Amherst would be about 25.000_

In operative terms this would mean that the Building Authority would

have to provide for buildings that go beyond 50 years from projected use.

The new campus at Columbia Point was one step in providing for the

future Wood went on. He said that "we must prevent obsolesence. and

chance when we see feasible and exciting changes to be made.
'

He added that the Boston campus could grow to 15.000 or greater

In response to a question about state aid to communities affected by a

university. Wood said that the latest development of "chanty impact

should Ik: considered. Federal aid could be allowed to communities that

contain a large institution of any services to the public, for example

hospitals or universities, he said.

Concerned about the proposed tuition hike. Wood said he would ttsiny

^Se:en:v^nt
<

ofSamilies of UMass students make less than ten

thousand doda" I >ear." Wood sa.d He explained lha. an increase ,n

Woo "a. People stav in school longer and we must deal with adult ,n-

• ests n he school and their needs in the community, he sa.d.

W spoke about action lor community wel.are among educaUotrt

n , m.mns in an area He sa.d the Five College area croups could do

L rrhet'onnt'ettcut Valley just as the Worcester consort and the^«2^S5S^SS schools m their areas to heller prov.lc

^-WCTfftU aether and ask for resources that we will

<1C

,

Ve,

°,C busmess°

n

at' JneT'lfamber of Commerce gathering. Gerald

Or*? UMatTuTnets Onager and outgoing prdsident of the Chamber

m^ t^^ **™y *

A
G?aay was lauded by Lindquist as having provided the businessmen

with someone to talk to with insight into the University

• Amherst businessmen will have many more mutually beneficial

associations with the student body." Grady was confident

"^rhls business record and public service^Hoy R Browner ofB.a r

Cutting and Smith Insurance, was presented a Distinguished Service

A
man- a native of Amherst and retired member of the Amherst Savings

Hank Board ofTrusteesms one of the first to receive the honorary degree.

^S^£SS^^ named a recipient but will receive the plaque

at a later date as he was unable to attend the gathering
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Collective Suggested

To Break Isolation
Pa BOBCALLAHAN

MlH'Slatt

In an attempt to go against the

idea ol leading isolated and

operated lives Steve Gamon,

tormer campus activist and

presently a member <»i the Goodell

Library stall led a discussion lasl

evening concerning the formation

,.t a Radical Collective in the

Amherst area

The idea, planned for several

years bj Gamon. was introduced to

a group ot about a dozen students

In ins opening remarks, he stated

thai his iHtvt nt a collective in-

volved people living and working

together 24 hours a da) to educate

people to bring about change in the

community and the world He

stressed to the group that this

wasn t going to be an easj job

The purpose ot the Collective

would be twofold The first would

involve the internal structure ot

the group Gamon stated that there

A-ould be equal division ot labor

among male and female members

with members ot both sexes

larticipating in activities such as

cooking in the collective to leading

political discussions The

Collective, he stated, would be a

place lor the members to exchange

ideas and to learn how to live to

survive rookmg. health, first-aid,

.,ih1 sell defense would be some ol

the thmgs offered close in-

terpersonal relationships and

group sharing would also he an

active part ot the proposed

Collective.

Once the people get involved, the

urst thing to he done is to get a

house tor everyone to live in and to

nnd a wa> to get along According

t«. Gamon this could be a problem

because ot opposition from Ian

chords in 'he aw'a

After explaining his ideas, the

group discussed their ideas and

objectives About halt the group

left during the discussion, in-

terested but not willing to drop out

ot School to devote lull time to the

collective . ..

Once thmg> are settled in the

proposed Collective, the group will

go out into the surrounding com

munit) and work to bring about

peaceful change by educating

people High Schools, lactones.

and the College Community would

be involved

i, anion then proposed several

uiea> on how the> might be able to

do this An underground

newspaper, guerrila theatre.

lectures and workshops would be

involved Also mentioned was the

establishment ot a radio show

which would give a political

analysis ot what is happening in

the world Presently such a show is

run nil Amherst College's radio

station WAMF, stated Gamon

,ITY QF MASVMMioci ^ .

Dick Gregory To Speak

On Campus March 16

Dick Gregory humorist,

historian, and activist, will speak

at the University on March it.

sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program Before his

lecture, a reception will be held in

the Colonial Lounge ot the Student

I mon from 3:30 to 5:00 Mr.

Gregory will speak in the Ballroom

at B:00 p.m., after which he will

\isit the Black Studies Office m
Mills House

Dick Uregory is a man with a

message a message of freedom

ami equality not only tor the black

man but for the entire human race

Me has spent time in Southern jails,

marched in more demonstrations,

prevented more racial violence

and worked harder tor the rights ot

the Blacks than any other en-

tertainer in America. His

autobiography. -Nigger", has

become a bestseller and his new

Dick Gregary

book Sermons" lor Douhleday.

looks to be an even bigger success

But mori' than a commentator

more than an author, more thai

comedian, he is a soldier in a wai

against hate and bigotry. His

weapons include a complete

personal dedication ot his talent

and a razor sharp ol humor His

home is in five suitcases, a gar

ment luig. and a tape recorder He

lives en route, stopping to pla\

countless bonclits. deliver church

sermons, lobby in Washington, and

speak at colleges and universities

all over the country Named as the

man most hated by the Ku Klux

Klan he quips, They're so out ot

style I think they are the only

people in the country who aren't

using colored sheets ." A dynamic

and communicative man. his

message is vital to the struggle lor

equality in this country and his

experience is first-hand.

Gregory is also the author ot "No
More Lies' The Myth and Reality

ot American History."

VISTA Workers Here
To Seek Support, Funds

Black Radio Project,

Senate Budget Debated
..<.* - _ 1 J.,.. Mrt* Atll

B\ BETH GOODELL
MDC Staff

Budget recommendations lor a

Black students' radio projeel and

lor the Student Senate were heard

on the floor ot the Senate late

Wednesday evening, alter the

anting oi yesterday's storj on the

meeting Extensive debate on both

i,ud< --is included a great number

m| requests by senators that the

senate Budgets Committee make

amendments in its final recom-

mendations later m March

Budgets hearing las! evening

, oiisidered these requests

The Black Mass (
om

ilium cat ions Protect budget

consider Wednesday was tor a total

. ,i S13.385. compared with the

sa.ouo which the radio project had

originally requested in its urst

hearing with the Budgets Com

mittee About 20 further changes m
the budget were requested by

nators

I- or the past live months, the

Black Mass Communications

Project has been broadcasting 18

I 2 hours ol programming a week

over campus radio stations WFCR
and WMl A It has been operating

without lunds and using the

facilities and materials of the two

station* over which it broadcasts

mainly WFCK's wuh funding, it

hopes next year to expand its

broadcasting time

Members ot the organization

explained to the Senate that it is

necessary lor Blacks to develop

then own sources tor com-

munication through the n

media They say they cannot use

the general guidelines set up by

other establishment" services

because ot a difference in

programming needs

The Project bears the sole

responsibility tor Black mass

communication in this region.

.,, cording to spokesmen They (eel

a very strong need tor com

munication in which Blacks are

involved This includes not only

news and interviews on Black

affairs on the campus but also a

lie m with Blacks around the

country
The $13.00 recommended budget

provides for the purchase nt

supplies, printing and advertising,

two wire services i Black Audio

Network and Liberation News

Service i, some furnishings, and

small equipment, and includes

Hinds tor the running ot con

nces on campus tor training

Aorkshops and the pooling nt ideas

.Mth other media protects around

•he country.

The Budgets Committee last

evening cut approximately *r>oo

irom the budget in postage and

telephone and then added a SUHIO

, at.gorv -or conferences A

Senator's request to include $2000

to pav a coordinator tor SO weeks

was defeated over the Project's

strong objection that this was

needed to tie the organization

together The Budget Committees

final recommendation, not com-

plete at this writing, will be heard

on the Senate tloor when the

Budget Act ol all organizations is

considered later in March
25 requests for amendZ5( )ver

ments were made when the

Sl7:u»tHibudgot of theStudent Senate

was considered Wednesday

evening Category reductions as

large as $:1<UKM> were asked tor by

Senators, who took their requests

to the Budgets Committee hearing

last evening Consideration of

these had not started at the time ot

this writing Whatever the Com-

mittee decided will be heard on the

Senate floor when the budget is

included in the entire Budget Act.

The budgeting of student

organizations for next year has

taken up so much of the time at the

last several Senate meetings that

President Klters has called a

special meeting for Sunday at 7

p m to devote to other business

By IRWIN LEFMAN
MDCStafl

Marion Johnson and Peter

Hawes are concerned individuals

over the plight ot the DOW m North

Carolina They are two young

people working under the authority

ot Western Carolina Community

Action Incorporated, and receiving

monetary compensation by Vista

They cited the main problems of

the poor m the South as arising

iroffl low wages paid to the

working mice Marion Johnson

and Peter Hawes stated that the

situation stems trom the large

industries in the area such as

General Electric and (din Paper

|nc who are the large employers

as well as the industries opposing

Other corporations coming into the

area
Another factor contributing to

the poor economic position is the

mining industry Quite frequently

the people are forced to work under

poor conditions, and receive very

low wanes
Some other major problems ol

Henderson County in North

Carolina is that the poor have tew

means ot transportation In an

et tort to resolve the conflict. Peter

and Marion supply the tran

spoliation man eighty mile radius

They also bring coal and food tor

people needing it.

Thev also proposed some

practical methods of improving the

conditions in the area. Thev telt

that iood and transportation

cooperatives may eliminate the

immediate pressing problems

In an effort to raise revenue tor

set

ting up Zodiac This is a record

company that will manufacture

records as well as sell them

Initially, the corporation will be

run my middle class establishment

people, but will be turned over to

the poor people Stocks ot the

corporation will be sold, and the

revenue will go into the

Organization Peter and Marion

hope that the corporation will be

able to tram individuals in the

fields ot accounting and

management
During their three day tour of

I Mass thev were only able to raise

MiHioo tor their corporation Thev

were heartened by the discussions

at Lewis house, and by the genuine

interest displayed However, the)

did appear to be disheartened at

the lack of attendance at the

Campus Center last night

However, it you were unable to

attend the meeting, and have

questions, or wish to donate monev

to the organization, you can write

to them at the lollowmg addi •

Marion Johnson and Peter Hawes

e o Western Carolina Community

Action Inc

629 Maple SI

HendersonviUe, North Carolina

THE

CHEQUERS
PRESENTS

o strong new group

THE MIXED
EMOTIONS

FRIDAY NITE — 9:30 til close

ftp fltssfttipMrtti flailg ffiollrgtaa

OO.ceof •*€ DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second noor o« me Student Un.on en

the un,vers,t ¥ c«mpu s. i,p code 01002 Phones are 545 2550 (news). 545 0344

(sports), and 549 nil i editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN pufi.shes Hot

f.mes weekly Monday through Fr.day dur.ng the academ.c year except dur.ng

vacat.on and e«am per.ods three or tour t.mes a week toUow.ng a vacat.on or

exam penod or when a hoi.day tans w thn a week Accepted tor ma.l.ng under the

authonty o« the act ot March e, \V1 as amended by the act ot June 11. 1943 Sub

scr.pt.on rates are V 50 per semester iU 00 per year

PRINT SALE
original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, silk screens,

etchings) may be sold by grad students and undergrad-

uates

please pick up an application in the art office or in the Pro-

gram Council office

applications must be in by March 16th

sale to be held March 31 - April 2

Cape Cod Lounge 9:30 - 5:00

for further information, contact the

Program Council Office

Skepticism And Optimism

Pascarelli And Piatt On UMass Future
Bv BETH GOODELL

MDC Staff

A mixture of skepticism and optimism

was expressed yesterday by two members

of the President's Committee on the

Future of the University when queried by

the Collegian about the committee's

progress and prospects. Peter Pascarelli,

the only student serving on the committee

irom this campus, and Associate

Professor Gerald Piatt, faculty member

from this campus, were asked for their

reactions after attending the first two

meetings held prior to the committee's

two-day session here yesterday and today.

Pascarelli expressed some doubt as to

how in-depth or effective the committee's

final report will be. He said the committee

will be meeting monthly through May and

holding open meetings around the state

before writing its report in June and July.

He continued, "I'm sort of skeptical

about how in-depth the report can be in this

short a time. Already, there have been

factual mistakes on the University in-

cluded in materials handed out to the

committee -mostly caused by the haste. It

escapes me how a committee of people

mostly unfamiliar with the University can

gain the necessary familiarity with it to

effectively change its future by virtue of

one or two visits to campus and periodical,

sketchy, descriptions given them of

campus problems."

Pascarelli went on to explain that the

committee is made up largely of nationally

prominent figures who have not all

previously been in close touch with the

University. Among the members are a

tormer President of Ohio University, the

editor of the ATLANTIC MONTHLY, the

publisher of the BOSTON GLOBE, the

Presidents of the University of Maine and

Fordham University, and two former

aides to Robert Kennedy and Eugene

McCarthy.
According to Pascarelli, "The com-

mittee is made up of influential people in

the outside community to lend more

credence to the report when made public.

I'm skeptical of the report because reports

have a history of not being listened to these

days, i.e. the reports of the Scranton and

Kerner commissions. But maybe the fact

that this committee was formed expressly

by President Wood will pave the way for

some of its useful recommendations to be

implemented. Even if just one beneficial

change for the University can be gained

from this committee's report, then maybe

it's worthwhile."

When questioned as to his effectiveness

on the"committee as a student, Pascarelli

replied, "1 seriously hope I can influence

them in some ways. I've kept quiet the

i irst couple of meetings, probably awed by

the impressiveness of the people around

me. I hope to begin saying things which I

want the committee to know. And students

should come to the open meetings Friday

to give their opinions, too
"

Although agreeing with Pascarelli that

the committee will not necessarily be

powerful, Gerald Piatt finds its makeup to

be more favorable than Pascarelli does.

The Associate Professor of Sociology

welcomes the fact that many of the

members come from outside of the

University community.
He said that their experience in the

world of business, politics, and education

elsewhere will lend a "balance to the

recommendations coming from within the

University. It is good for them to bring in

commercial and business interests and

one must realize that a state university

can't be an ivory tower in these times.

These men will be able to inform the

University from their own point of view to

help integrate it with the outside world.'

Professor Piatt feels that it is too early

to judge how the committee will turn out

He said, it's premature to say what

direction it will go in. After two meetings,

the committee is still slowly trying to

define itself. It started with a broad set of

definitions and is still evolving as it feels

its way along."

"This is a committee of people of good

faith," according to Piatt. "They may not

all be sympathetic to everything they have

heard, but they are picking up the main

problems faced by the University. I find

the members to be sympathetic and

hoping to make positive recommendations

lor change They should be able to give the

University an estimate of the changes it

needs."

Like Pascarelli, Piatt is concerned about

the shortness of time, but he wonders if the

people could serve on the committee for

much longer than planned as it is.

Piatt agrees with Pascarelli that it is

doubtful just how powerful the com
mittee's report will be. The report is ad

visory and not binding upon anyone Piatt

does feel that it is "a committee with in-

fluence although not necessarily powerful

President Wood, who established the

committee, is only one man. but he will do

the best he can. He has to contend with the

trustees and the legislature, not just

himself Piatt does give the committee a

good chance of helping the University

determine its future.

PresidentWood's committee will meet

today, from 2:00 to 3:30 in rooms 901, 902.

MB, 905. 909, 917 in the Campus Center The

hearing will be run on a walk in basis, no

scheduling or appointment necessary.

Whether or not you are able to appear on

Friday, longer written statements are

solicited on any of the subjects to be

considered by the committee

Statements may be left with the Com-

mittee today or may Ik- mailed to

•Presidents Committee on the Future

University, University of Massachusetts.

K5 Devonshire Street. Boston.

Massachusetts 02109

Battle Against Encirclement

Characterizes Black Struggle

ByJAMESGOLDMAN
MDC Staff

Describing the Black man s

struggle as a battle against "en-

circlement", Acklyn Lynch ot the

University ot Michigan, spoke on

the 'Political Developments m the

Black World Since World War II.

last evening in Mahar Auditorium

Lynch, before a small crowd,

termed the present condition of the

Black man as encircled by Urban

Renewal and highways, contained

by new movies and an educational

system that coops and diffuses

energies, and by Black people

being co-Oped by business

Relating the neo-eolonialization

o! the Third World to the multi

TriciaTo Wed
WASHINGTON (AP)-Alter

months of rumors and disclaimers.

President and Mrs. Nixon appear

to be planning to announce next

Tuesday the engagement of their

daughter Tricia to Harvard law

student Edward Cox.

The wedding date is reported to

be Saturday. June 12

Its not much of a secret these

days that Tricia, blonde and 25, is

planning to marry Cox. 24, from a

socially prominent New York

family, after a romance that goes

back seven years.

national corporation, he described

these corporations as the "greatest

evil in the world during the 1960s.'"

Lynch traces the neo-

coloniahzation ot the Third World

back to the Marshall Plan He

described the plan as a tool geared

to open up investment op-

portunities in Attica and Asia lor

American capitalism Lynch ex

plained the area study program-

instituted alter World War II as a

means lor determining new-

American foreign policy and

developing new methods of

American exploitation ot the third

world.

Domestically. Lynch described

the conditions ol the Black man

during the war years as -depen-

dent on the performances of Joe

Lewis and Jesse Owens
"

l.vnch believes the Koosevelt

administration was not ready to

integrate the Black man politically,

economically. socially, or

militarily. He described the 1943

race riots as the "irustration <ol

the Black mam over fascism in

this country

Lynch went on to discuss the

modern Black migratory patterns.

The movement, he believes, is

largely determined by the

availability of jobs in certain

areas. During the war years the

pattern was northward to the

newly built war plants and in the

1950s and 1960s westward to the

booming aerospace industries.

However. Lynch stated. The

Black people were never trained to

enter the lead sectors." He
described the skills taught to

blacks as 'thirty years behind."

Terming the American culture

during the 1950 s as l*«ing heavily

influenced by "bourgeois art.'

Lynch characterized the era hv

naming its foremost personalities

Dons Day and John Wayne He

continueddescribing the flight ol

Black jazzmen to Europe which

was then the vanguard ot the

artistic world." The USD'S, Lynch

related, brought a resurgence of

the American art scene including a

new Black consciousness ot art

The pop art forms ot the late

1900*1, however, negated the

achievements ol the identity

struggle featured m earlier art

forms, Lynch explained

Lynch concluded by noting the

new attitudes toward education

and Black culture that ultimately

led to the establishment ol Black

studies programs

Acklvn l.vnch on "encirclement'

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

A SPEECH

DICK GREGORY
Tuesday, March 16

At 8 p.m.

In the SU Ballroom

Open to the University Community

Can you afford

$600.00 or more

per year

for tuition ?

The Legislative hearing for tuition

increase bills is March 16.

So if you can't afford higher tuition fees, act

now by writing or calling your state senator

and representative and expressing your

opposition to such action.

Encourage your parents to also write or call

their legislators.

Names and addresses of all Legislators

are available in the

USCC Office - Rm. 125

RSO in the Campus Center
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South Viets Go Deep;
Find Vast Destruction

Urban League Head
Drowns In Nigeria

SAIGON lAPl Enemy gunners

raked South Vietnamese troops

Thursday as they swept areas of

southern Laos in their deepest

penetration sinee the ineursion

began more than a month ago

Ground troops reported B52

bombers had wrought vast

destruction in the region

Action flared near Sepone, the

Ho Chi Minn trail erossroads town

25 miles west of the Vietnamese

border A South Vietnamese

military spokesman in Quant Tri.

Mai Doan Due Hoi. said 23 of the

enerm were killed in two elashes

Thursday 1 1 miles south of Sepone.

He said two South Vietnamese

were wounded and two missing.

Associated Press correspondent

George Ksper reported trom the

northern combat base at Quang

Tri that nearly 200 mortar and

rocket rounds were fired in one

shelling ol government forces

about seven miles southeast of

Sepone There was no immediate

word ol casualties

lhluiopter pilots returning from

missions over Laos said there was

ground action at several points, but

gave no details.

The effectiveness of B52 raids in

the Laos campaign was evidenced

Thursday in reports that listed the

finding ol hundreds of enemy

bodies along with vast amounts of

blasted weapons. vehicles.

equipment and supplies. Viet-

namese headquarters said bet-

ween 500 and 600 enemy dead were

found in jungle areas seven and 25

miles southwest of Sepone.

This letter area was reported to

be the deepest that the South

Vietnamese have penetrated into

Laos.

Ground troops said the B52s had

smashed a base and supply depot

of the 33rd North Vietnamese army

logistical group.

Military sources in the north said

the ground situation around

Sepone and in other areas of the

Laos front remained much as

earlier Thev said troops which

thrust into the battered, abandoned

town last Saturday had searched

the area tor enemy caches and that

none had actually been positioned

in the town since Monday or

Tuesda\
IS sources in Quang Tn said an

American helicopter was

destroyed Thursday in the area of

the Laos operation but just inside

South Vietnam. They said the I'Hl

had landed to let one man get oil

and that it was hit by I 57MM
recoilless rifle round while on the

around.
Field reports said two American

helicopters had gone down at a

landing /one about 14 miles west of

the border and 2 1/2 miles south ot

Highway l
.i One was reported to

have crashed from unknown

causes.

The U.S. Command in Saigon

said it had no reports on additional

helicopter losses on Thursday, but

accounts reaching headquarters

often lag. The command now lists

80 helicopters lost to all causes in

the Laos operation, but it counts

only those destroyed

South Vietnamese headquarters

reported no major action or

movement on the Cambodian

tront. where Saigon government

troops also are operating. Nineteen

of the enemy were reported killed

in two clashes inside Cambodia,

and South Vietnamese losses were

put at 10 men wounded

A report from I'hnom Penh said

Cambodian government forces lost

eight men killed in a firelight near

the former international airport at

Siem Heap in northwest Cambodia.

It said enemy losses were

unknown

1 \(ii)S. Nigeria <AP>-Whitney

M Young. Jr., executive director

„t the National Urban League who

focused his efforts in the civil

rights movement on getting jobs

for blacks, died Thursday while

swimming He was 49

Young, who turned away from

medicine and toward race

relations as a result of a World

War H experience, was here for an

African-American dialogue.

He collapsed while approaching

the shore after swimming off

Lighthouse Beach at Tarqua Bay.

Cause of death was not im-

mediately known, but a heart

attack was considered a

possibility. An autopsy was

scheduled.

The black leader had been

swimming in the heavy surf with

former CS. Atty Gen. Ramsey

Clark. William W. Broom, the

Washington bureau chief for

Kidder Publications, and the wives

,.l the two men.

"Ramsey pulled him out of the

water and"we gave him mouth-to-

mouth resuscitation." said Broom.

The League Thursday named

Harold ft. Sims, its deputy

executive director, as acting

executive director until a suc-

cessor to Young is appointed.

Horn and raised in Lincoln

Kidge. Ky . where his father was

After two
Massachusetts
Technology he

during World

president Of Lincoln Institute, a

Negro boarding high school, Young

planned a career in medicine.

He was graduated from Lincoln

at the age of 14 and received a B.S.

degree from Kentucky State

College-where he was first in his

class and a basketball star-at the

age of 19

years at the

Institute of

went to Europe
War II. There,

Southern officers appeared ready

to treat him with disrespect until

they saw his educational

background. He was promised the

first sergeant's job within two

weeks, but spent most of the war in

an all-black unit building roads

The war years were the first in

which Young acted as an in-

termediary between whites and

blacks The white officers found it

difficult to control the unit and

sought Young's help.

,

Alter his discharge, he enrolled

in the I niversity of Minnesota,

obtained his masters degree, and

joined the St. Paul Urban League

In 1954 he returned to academia as

dean ot the School of Social Work at

Atlanta liuversity.

In 1%1 he was tapped to be

executive director of the National

Urban league, a biracial social

work agency founded in 1910.

Officer Charges Commanders

With Ignoring Torture
FT. MCPHERSON, Ga. (AP> A

veteran combat officer said

Thursday he is bringing formal

charges against two Army com-

manders he accuses of covering up

incidents ot murder and torture of

Vietnamese civilians.

Lt Col Anthony B Hebert said

in an interview he will swear out

Friday charges of misprison of a

felony and dereliction of duty

against Maj Gen John Barnes and

Col, •) Ross Franklin, commander

and deputy commander of the

I7;?rd Airborne Brigade in Vietnam

in 1M0
Herbert said in the interview

that during the r>8 days he served

as commander of the brigades 2nd

Battalion, he reported specific

incidents of torture and murder to

Franklin and. through him. to

Barnes
They included. Herbert said, the

murder <»! a Vietnamese woman to

which he was an eyewitness, two

other murders reported to him

three instances of torture he

witnessed and other torture in-

cidents that were reported.

For his efforts. Herbert said, he

was called a "liar, cheat, a

crook...disloyal'' by Barnes and

Franklin and relieved of his

command.
My charges are misprison of a

felony, because of their improper

investigation and failure to follow

through, and dereliction of duty

and violations of directives and

regulations in that they were

required io make these reports

known to higher headquarters and

thev tailed to do so." said Herbert.

The officer said he is bringing

the charges himself because he

lears the statute of limitations may

be allowed to run out before the

Army presses charges of its own.

The legal deadline for action

against Barnes and Franklin, he

said, is April 4.

Herbert said the Army began an

investigation of Barnes and

Franklin at his insistence last

September, but that completion of

the probe has been delayed several

tunes The Army now informs him

that it will complete its in-

vestigation of his accusations by

April 1, he said

Since the investigations began,

Barnes was promoted from

Brigadier general to major

general.

Franklin served on the special

commission which investigated the

possibility of a coverup of the

alleged My Lai massacre.

PHI MU DELTA

OPEN HOUSE
TONITE 8:00

BAND

Frat. 6c Sor. Park

Wald Calls SST
" Colossal Folly"

\ N«.bel Priie winner denounced

continued federal subsidies for the

supersonic transport Thursdaj

colossal ECONOMIC
FOLLY."
Other witnesses before the

Senate Appropriations Committee

called the super plane a lemon, an

economic albatross, and I

dangerous pig in a poke.

Nobel economics laureate Dr

Haul A Samuelson said continuing

the SST project will not create

more new jobs, may harm rather

than improve the balance of

payments, and may cost the nation

hundreds ot millions ot dollars if

demand lor the plane falls below

hoi*'* t ,u ,

Sober experience shows tnat

when one does not cut one's losses

early <>n wnat 1S ossentially an

uneconomic enterprise, one sinks

deeper and deeper into the mire

Samuelson said m urging Congn-ss

i„ withhold further runds tor ssr

development
Meanwhile. Sen Edward M

Kennedy. D-Mass.. predicted anti-

SST forces led by Sen. William

Proxmire, I) Wis . still have the

votes in the Senate to kill President

Nixon's request tor further SST

development subsidies

Samuelson. now on the stall of

the Massachusetts Institute ot

Technology , contended the Anglo-

French SST. the Concorde, is

already in serious economic

trouble and said aeronautical

engineers universally regard the

Concorde as the biggest lemon

ever devised."

Another witness, transportation

expert Karl M. ttupenthall.

suggested that the government sell

its interest in the SST project to the

highest bidder and let private

enterprise take over

Uuppenthall. an airline pilot lor

2ii years who now directs the

Transportation Center at the

University Of British Columbia.

Vancouver, said it is no secret the

British government would like to

scrap its SST project.

SAVE OUR MEM
IK VIETNAM

!

Sponsored by: VETERANS

FOR PEACE

VETERANS
MARCH ON WESTOVER A.F. B.

MARCH 13 10-30 am.

COME TO VETERANS TABLE OUTSIDE THE HATCH FOR INFORMATION AND TRANSPORTATION

Railroads Need Funds

•TuSSll no. opttaisuc tha, any really*^%£^^^}£Z£?&
"tM™^^C^££Si -aer the bankruptcy law,. •% running today because this

commmteanJUhe Congress acted to provide""J^^^^t^iuT^U-thW*-^-

Commission figurssome W™"^* "~ u.^™Sre^"^S%ied: 1 would guess in the order of $500

Pickle then requested "you give us a ballpark tigure, ana oeggs cpu<ru

m
Beggs°said the original sum sought before the Penn Centra, reorganization had been $750 million, although

Congress eventually provided $125 million
should be along toward

2SnirJ«^ » k™ "here PCTn ccn '

Chinese Nation Threatened

By American Proximity?
•S

. _ u...,„. i« rhint^P «nil today. The South V

Thant Censures
Israeli Policy

China willnot stand aside." said

Peking'
' Tne CMaeae Pt,0Ple Wl11

not be afraid to fight

aggression... should the im-

perialists wantonly invade the

territory ol their neighbor."

North' Korea's territory already

had been deeply invaded by then.

and toward the end of October.

I \ lorces were 50 miles or so

trom the Chinese border In mid

( ktolxr. there was a lull in Chinese

statements of threat and protest

Then, suddenly, the people were

urged by their leaders through the

press and radio to "rise up" in

defense of their soil.

Rallies were organized

throughout China, addressed by

high ranking army officers.

Messages flooded in on Mao Tse-

tung trom men offering to go where

he sent them, a rather broad hint of

the "volunteer" intervention to

come Peking issued broadside

alter broadside, warning of an

ninent threat to Chinese soil.

In the lirst days of the Korean

War. some official Chinese

statement sounded like those being

issued today about Vietnam: China

would not "stand by with folded

arms;' the "aggressor" ought to

withdraw
Hut as the Korean Communists

were battered back. Peking's

statements became more

menacing. The rallies could have

been the tipoti From hindsight.

the\ seemed intended to prepare

the country tor the intervention

Workers issued inflammatory

statements about "American

devils threatening China

•Students
' warned that "should

the IS aggressors dare to take

one step onto the soil of China, they

will meet with sudden death
"

By Nov. 1. Red Chinese

"\olunteers" were swarming into

Korea There is one parallel with

what is going on in Indochina

today The South Vietnamese in-

vasion of Laos has changed the

situation, and China can claim that

there is a direct threat to her trom

that as well as trom the hints ot an

invasion of North Vietnam She lis

a frontier with both Laos and North

Vietnam
A generation ago. China was just

out ot a long and bloody civil war

and groggy trom it The Red

c hinese probably saw an enormous

menace in an American thrust

close to their territory Today,

much depends upon the reading of

American intentions in Southeast

Asia, but Peking does have more

time and a better perspective lor

assessing them

U NITED NATIONS,
N.Y.(AP) Israel declared

Thursday it saw no sign ol a break-

down in Middle Last peace talks

But there was sharp reaction Irom

Egypt and indications ot a

widening rift between Israel and

Secretary General U Thant.

Ambassador Yosef Tekoah ot

Israel met tor 4.") minutes with

(, unnar V, Jarring, the U.N

special envoy, and then told

reporters:

•We are now awaiting the

Egyptian response Io our proposal

that we enter into detailed

discussions.'

Later Ambassador Mohammed

H. el Zayyat of Egypt saw Jarring

lor 25 minutes Kl Zavyat told

newsmen that Jarring still had no

reply from Israel to questions

submitted to both sides Feb. »

Egypt replied Feb l.V

An Egyptian spokesman charged

that Israel was seeking an imposed

solution and added: It seems that

Israel is still waiting lor us to come

crawling on our hells

Thant came under sharp

criticism in Israel alter he issued a

report last Friday praising Egypt

and asking Israel to give ground on

the issue ot withdrawal trom Arab

territory occupied since the June

It is not our purpose to establish

secure and recognized boundaries

in a debate with tin- secretary

general, Tekoah told newsmen in

response to questions,

Thant reacted with BOme bit

terness to an Israeli policy paper

issued through its embassy in

Washington on Wednesday It

denounced Jarring's proposal,

supported by Thant. that Israel

withdraw to old 1948 boon

danes between Egypt and the

British mandated territory ol

Palestine.

Thant said through a spokesman

that all he had seen were press

reports on the embassy policy

paper, but that il the reports were

accurate he finds it hard to believe

the reports emanated Horn an

official Israeli source

Senate Favors Aid Program

Over Revenue Sharing
WASHINGTON , AP> - The SenateV^g^£^™£

the Appalachian aid program, spurning a request byJ™""
1

that .t be phased out in favor of a nationwide revenue sharing plan

Although the 77 3 vote amounted

to an indirect test of sentiment for

revenue sharing. Republicans

vigorously denied in floor debate

hat it was I setback for the

President

The bill now goes to the House It

provides lor I four year. $571-

million extension of the Ap-

palachian Regional Development

Act Of l«6
The administration had sought a

one year extension costing $2H:i

million.

The three negative votes were

,.,st bv Republican William V

Roth Of Delaware. Conservative

Kunes L Buckles ol New York and

Democrat Allen J Blender ot

Louisiana

The Senate action followed by

one dav I presidential message to

Congress m which Nixon proposed

that the Instate Appalachian

Regional Commission be super-

ceded by alii billion nationwide

program of revenue sharing keyed

to rural development.

Woman Activist

Withholds Info

HARR1SBURG, PA. tAP>~
Patricia Chanel. 41. Silver Spring

Md a woman antiwar activist

was' judged in contempt of court

Thursday when she refuted despite

immunity from prosecution, to tei

what she knows about the alleged

Washington^ Birthday bomb-

kidnap conspiracy

The proposal is part of Nixons

plan to share $16 billion in federal

revenues with the states and cities

and was the first to face any kind

of test on the floor of the House or

Senate

Sammy Davis,
Frank Sinatra

Dean Martin. Peter Lawford
Antic Dickinson and others

All star cast, providing

all star entertainment. ^
Koad Runner Cartoon

Fri., March 12th

6:45-9:30 Thom. 104
MR

It's really CrNZy to

want to be a Priest

or Religious today

-unless you want

to work to heal a
Donurv wnpi n

\

I

I

I

I

Find out more by mailing this coupon to

Dominican Director of Vocations

869 Lexington Avenue

New York, New York 10021

Name

Street A No.

State Zip

I

I

I

I

J

Head-
Incense —
Pottery

at

MIZAURS
MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

STARTS THIS WEEKEND!

WHISKEY POINT
featuring

Eddie Peterson
at the

Top of the Campus
Friday and Saturday Nights

starting at 9:00 P.M.
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NES Committee Forms
Basic Plans For Fall

BPRITTING
i|ii«'s(iun is just

riuiulx use «»1 it.

worker liis hint

UPWARD is the crane at the new librarx. The

how it got there. The construction workers make

;l s the other da;, when it was used to drop a hun^r>

h.

The NES Coordinating Com-

mittee lias formed some basic i>ut

tentative plans tor next semester

involving both modular and tull-

Ume eredil

The inst and most difficult plan

to initiate would aim directly at the

academic achievement of a tutee

Students would obtain three credits

lor tutoring twice a week. One ot

the tutoring sessions would be m
the Springfield schools during the

school day For the other meeting.

the tutor would see the same child

again in the NES center during one

ot the alter -school sessions now in

progress

The problems with the above

program would be the number ot

I Mass students participating,

cooperation with Springfield

teachers, and transportation It is

hoped that ISO to 200 students

would want to take this course

Another two- or three-credit

course being considered involves

changing the educational at-

mosphere in the NES centers

Since one-to-one tutoring is often

difficult, ideas ol group activities is

offered as an alternative. The

accent here would be 00 fUU-

bringing JOY into education.

UMass students involved in this

aspect ol the NKS program would

be responsible tor one tutoring

session a week and an activity

planning session in Springfield or

on campus. These students will do

the planning and the carrying out

oi group activities in the NKS
centers They would have to

participate in a minimum number

ol activities to obtain the credit for

tins part ot the NKS program

With these group activities which

would hopefully improve a child's

feeling toward learning, the

traditional NKS program will be in

effect where a I' Mass student will

receive modular credit for going to

Springfield one or more times a

week. Here, the tutor and tutee can

use any option they want.

In the past the oncea-week

routine too often only provided for

a weak tie between the tutor and

tutee It is hoped that the tutors

who work in the schools and the

centers and those students who
plan group activities will provide

an atmosphere of participation

that will make the interaction of a

tutor and tutee one time a week

more meaningful and worthwhile.

This is a general outline of what

NKS hopes to do next year. Flans

an 1 being made now so students

can fit these student-ereated

courses into their regular

academic schedule. Hopefully,

everything will be in writing and

agreed to by the middle of April.

It you wish to participate in

designing the final product for

academic marketing, please stop

by the CAF office, room 104 in the

Campus (enter. The phone

number is f>45-0575. Better yet.

attend the weekly coordinating

committee meeting Check the

notice section of the Collegian for

the tune of the meeting.

A Special SportsJSpectacular
Thr complete 15 round CHAMPIONSHIP FRAZIER/ALI FIGHT.

45 minutes of erery historic movement in hill color.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

DIRECT FROM MT. SNOW
THE FINEST IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

I..K — Tr.i.lilion.l — »«ri Baft — PaUMfl — Mil"""-"'- — Oounlo l«IU

SWORREN & PYKE

m* English $ub

Richard L Leonord
Optometrist

am hits tii«" oprnfoK
• >t his office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasant St.

Amherst
256 8052

SEE

THE
BEST

FIRST!

4C p&a~ta4
tS" ~

RT.5 RIVERDALE RD. W. SPFLD.

O £ Ck°n,,oe"
** isaBIG ONE!

JUNE GRADUATES
JOBS AVAIL'MAJOR CITIES

CALIF ARIZ
HAWAII

Professional Tr<)in"<. positions

currently available in all fields

Available positions monitored

daily & rushed to you weekly

For full information package,

including a 4 «NKi lutrtO
|

on currently available |obs, plus

sample resumes, lalary fi.

of living comparison, ft

jtiva rterurtan d

i S9 to

JOBS IN THE SUN
Box 133-La Jolid-Caid 9*037

Wt'rt

only

minutes

away

via new

RT.91

Richard
Harris

.- .. s y r »

Aloe C'r

Guinnots

Moil. • Thurs. 2 7:139:40

Fri. 1 7:15-9:55

.Sat. & Sun.

>4:40-7:20-9:55

07 Nominations incl. M*' ^&,
I "BEST PICTURf" JT ^

upMon-Fri: 2pm

7:30, 9:30

Sat. Sun. Cont.

from 2 P.M. issaM.
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ROCKER LOUNGE COMFORT-ACRES FREE PARKING

KIUAT, rv\«r*v_n hi "^——

—

^^^—^^—

Amherst Clerk Outlines

Town Voting Policy
_....__.„ u.^-oH* nrTrade 3) Intent to remair

Recycling Center

For Glass Starts

Rv HFNE COMTOIS students. Hundreds ot grade

MDC Staff students and a few undergraduates

Recently, a 23 year old grad have registered^ tteg*
student was denied the right of

registering to vote in Amherst. The

reason given was that because he

spent his summers elsewhere, he

was not considered a permanent

resident of the town.

Incidents similiar to this have

stirred public opinion. Students

claim that they live in Amherst for

most of the vear and should be able

to vote here. The townspeople feel

that thev pay the town taxes, and

are more interested in the affairs

of the town. Both sides realize that

if most students were able to vote,

Amherst would be a student-run

town. ..

In an interview yesterday, Mrs.

Dimock. Amherst registry clerk,

outlinned the towns policy on

registering students to vote. She

gave me a prepared statement

which read as follows:

1 Thp Town Clerks office has

never made a statement that

Amherst does not register

Area Bands

Performing
Two well-known area bands will

perform the renowned rock opera

-Tommy" on Sunday night, March

14 at 7:30 at Greenfield High

School.

The Fathoms" and "The

Strawberry Wine" have been

rehearsing the past several weeks

tor their performance of "Tom-

mv " The opera, made famous by

The Who." has been played all

over the world, but has been only

live times in this country.

•Strawberry Wine," "The

Fathoms." and "The Captain

Video Light Show" have combined

over $50,000 worth of sound and

light equipment to produce the

complete rock opera.

The general statement on

student registration from this

office has been that most un-

dergraduate students should

register in their home towns;

3. The statement that ap

3) Intent to remain in Amherst

the year round as a relatively

permanent residence.

5. In interpreting residence the

policy followed pretty generally

throughout the Commonwealth is

that the official residence of most

undergraduate students is with

their parents who claim them as

3. The statement that ap- v
removal from a

proximately forty student* ,
^day dependents^

^ ^.^
have tried to register to vote in this

Town Hall is grossly exaggerated,

this office has not had forty

students under twenty-one in all

try to register since the age was

lowered to eighteen and nineteen,

not including, of course, those

students whose parents live in

Amherst;

4. There has been no change

whatsoever in the interpretation of

voter qualifications, which are:

1 > A citizen nineteen years of

age or older (OR eighteen for

federal elections)

2) Six months residence in

Amherst, and this obviously means

permanent residence.

place is not enough to establish

residence elsewhere.

"We are very much in favor of

students registering to vote -but

not necessarily here" Mrs. Dimock

said "I don't think it would be fair

to the town if all students were

allowed to vote. They could pass

legislation for their benefit which

would be harmful to the town as a

whole. Besides. I don't think in

general that students are in-

terested in our town politics."

Mrs. Dimock said that the town

has asked the Attorney General for

a ruling on the residency

requirements. Until then, we can

sit back and wait. I wouldn't hold

my breath though if I were you.

ByBOBSCHEIER
MDC Staff

Starting Monday, students may

bring empty jars, bottles, and all

glass containers to be recycled to

the Free University, opposite the

Hatch in the Student Union, in a

project sponsored by Lynda

Mclntyre, a graduate student, and

Room To Move, the campus drop-

in center.

Anyone who wishes to bring

something to be recycled should

first wash it, and remove any

metal tops or neck rings which

could interfere with the recycling

process. Then, the containers-

preferably broken to save space-

can be brought to the Free

University where there will be

space to' "sort them by color.

And Light Show

Opera 'Tommy'
AMHERST I Horper ^ 7:00

|W - — Robbit ot 9:10

3 months ago Rabbit Angstrom ran out

to buy his wife cigarettes.

He hasn't come home yet.

$& TJ^m^
OKJ

run

Sponsors of the program, the

Greenfield Jaycees, have an-

nounced that all profits will be

turned over to the "Hot Line for

their help of those in need in

Franklin County.

Tickets for the performance may

be purchased from the Allstate

booth in Sears in Greenfield or at

the door Sunday evening.

Rabbit,
James Caan-Anjanette Comer-Jack Albertson

Carrie Snodqress Arthur Hill ggSggSS^j
I Newman - Lauren Bacon rj

_ HARPER" ot 7:00 B
N"r - "ALEX IN WONDERLAND" WED.

The Amherst Tower

Delivers!

CALL 549-1115
or

549-1116

Sun. - Thurs. 6-11 p.m.

PIZZAS • COLD SUBS

Sandwiches, Canned Soda

HAMPDEN COMMONS
FRIDAY, March 12

Don't miss:

KIHGK0NG
11:36 p.m. Only 25c

From there, the Free University

will use its trucks to bring the glass

to a recycling center in Con-

necticut There, it will be remelted,

and eventually used in making new

containers. The $20 per ton that

will be received for the glass will

be put towards a residual bail fund,

or added to the Free Us present

money for speakers.

In the future. Miss Mclntyre also

hopes to get glass for recycling

from local businesses, and says

that so far response to the project

has been very good. If anyone has

any questions, or would like to

donate the use of a truck to bring

the glass to Connecticut, he should

call Room To Move at 5-0400 or go

to the collection center in the Free

U.

CAMPUS PREMIERE
FRIDAY NITE

W. C. FIELDS in

PHARMACIST No. 2

plus THE L'lL RASCALS

featuring Buckwheat and Alfalfa

MAHAR AUD.

Continuous Shows 7-11 P m
Only 35*

ALL
THE STARS!

ALL
THE SPECTACLE!

ALL m
THE SONGS!

Come!

— - V

RON MOOD/ OlMR REED HArWSECOMBE

rtSHWIWALLtS*w

SUNDAY, March 14

S.U. BALLROOM

The Campus Center **» Council and Modern Bride Marine present:-

The Fifth Annual

BRIDAL FAIR

Tuesday March 16

Exhibits and displays open during hours of fair.

There will be no solicitation or selling ol merchandise.

1:00 to 10:00 p.m.

Fashion Shows at 3:00 and 7:00 p.m.
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BOARDOF EDITORS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR

PHOTO EDITOR
FINE ARTSEDITOR
ADVERTISING EDITOR

ISSUE EDITOR
NEWSSTAFF
SPORTS
EDITORIAL
PHOTO
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Richard C. Hanson
David D Williams

John E. Mullen
Barry J Rubenstein

AnneC. Stadnicki

Earle T. Barroll

Stephen Schmidt
Robert Nesti

Marjorie B Mullen

TODAY'SSTAFF

Doug Dearborn
Nathan Gorenstein

Bob Nesti, Ginny Killfoile

Earle Barroll

Jim Barrus

Gib Fullerton, Bruce MacConnell
Kris Domian

The Weeks Over
People don't slop to think about the everyday events in the world

around them too much. Mostly, the day to day crisis of living your own

life keeps the mind occupied and the da> busy Around the I niversity its

easv to just let everything flow into an endless blurr. A whole week can

pass without you realizing what is actually going on in our quintessential

little world in the \ alley

Take this week:

I ;,st weekend the I Mass wrestling team won the New Kngland Inlei-

Collegiate Wrestling Xssoiialion tournament. The same weekend I group

ol sell stv led "radical" lacultv and grad students met to talk about things

like the •cultural revolution", radical teaching, and Women's Liberation.

H„ie were also | large number of people talking about a referendum on

pa Nino Student Senate officers, which happened and ended with the

deleal ol the pa\ bill on a li\c to one margin.

I ate last week some people on the -Lettuce Boycott t omm.ttee were

mapping plans to close down one of the dining commons with a student

picket line That resolved itsell Monday when the t hancellor told the

Uioup I don t even like lettuce." On the same day as lettuce was taken

rare ol the Chairman ol the Student Senate Budgets committee an-

nounced that the siudent tax might have to go up to about $:»<>. a $11. jump

from last year. Than to add to a general concern for money, the t t LBS

mom am h»»ks to be about SKMUKMl short for next vear and the I niversity

is. at present, only confirming half ol its Teaching Assistants positions for

"'Hie week moved on quickly and the "Vets for Peace" ''Mdainedtheir

Westove. \i. Baac demonstration: a group of MIT students decided tlfal

Southwest s problem was "compartmentalizalinn"; a -non-student was

„ rested in the Student Union for trespassing; the former (hairman ol

s\\ IP decided that the potential for change at I Mass was

-pessimistic •

; a group on campus began to organize a -peace treaty

with the people of Vietnam": the Senior Day committee announced a

lood and beer budget" of MM; the Third World" got $1000 to sponsor

.„ uv.tics and a -National Convention", and Vice-( hancellor (.luckstern

stated that 'there is some dishonesty with administrators.

What to make of this week, or anv other week, here at I Mass is up to

the individual We re living in I niversity which flourishes on its con-

liadictions and revels in its confusion.

You have to stop and appreciate it ev civ mice and a while.

These Helicopter* ire Comparatively Safe,

nut llirv:

^-^>

Barry Rubenstein

Canine Conspiracy
i ......u iiMirilv believe what
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ike the rest of vou. I'm sick and tired of glancing

through the newspaper and continually seeing the

same names and stones day after day I'm ted up with

\li Frazier Callev Medina and if I hear another word

about Sickle fell Anemia. Ill go out of my mind.

Out of all this redundancy, however, has come

something almost worthwhile. For in my ba tie to

avoid the sobering sight of the front page headlines I

have been forced to delve more deeply into the bowels

of the local journals rather than giving them the

cursory glance that they generally rate.

Not onlv has this endeavor broadened my extremely

hunted horizons, it has also exposed some noteworthy

and important happenings to me which I normally

would have overlooked

For instance, in Wednesday's Greenfield Recorder.

there is a small story buried on page six about dog

hcenses. Though at first glance this might seem

unimportant, there is a lot more to this filler than

initially meets the eye. According to the article dog

licences are becoming more expensive due to of all

things, inflation. The story goes on to say that the fees

will be raised by "$1 each to $3 for males and spayed

females and to $6 for each unspayed female

could lardlv believe what 1 was reading. While

women arc now rightfully complaining about sexual

discrimination, female dogs are forced to pay extra

tor their sexual discrimination

1 could hardly believe what I was reading. While

women are now rightfully complaining about sexual

discrimination, female dogs are forced to pay extra

for then sexuality, a whole $3 extra.

What possible justification can there be for this

bizarre action, while the male and the unsexed, or is it

desexed mongrels end up in suburban living rooms

sleeping every night before the comfort of an open

hearth, their female counterparts are caged in the

concrete confines of the local ASPCA.

Obviously some type of male canine conspiracy

exists which flaunts the sexuality of the female rather

than accepting her worth to the community and it is

this group which has caused the unspayed females to

be priced out of the dog owner market.

W'hat is needed is a political movement by these

females to get the rights and prviledges that they

deserve
UNSPAYED FEMALE DOGS OF THE WORLD.

UNITE'

. Jim Mitchell

The Light of Reason

Ust Saturday afternoon, we witnessed yet another

cry for understanding by a new faction of Womenis

I ii) \ group known as the -Committee to Defend the

Right to Live" entered a building owned and occupied

In Harvard University, asked everyone to leave, and

then demanded a lease on the property Among other

things, they would like to use this property as a drop in

center for lesbians

I am in lull svmpathy with these women insofar as

their plea to society for recognition goes Regardless

of whether we consider their sexual habits normal or

not they are entitled to engage in these activities as

long as thev don't cause society any real harm

However the importance of their cause not

withstanding, we cannot allow individuals to trespass

on and sieze private property to make a point

Harvard has traditionally been thought ol as a

community leader in Cambridge, which partially

explains why these women chose to vent their

grievances on them Naturally by using Harvard as

the scapegoat, much more attention is drawn to their

plea The school realizes full well the importance of

taking these women out of the gutters that society has

placed them in. vet the prcedent that would be set l>>

allowing them to stav could have severe consequence

tor years to come In either case. Harvard should not

have to bear the responsibility of making decisions

which rightfully belong to society

This brings us to the question ol whether even

society is in the position to make a judgment on

lesbians or homosexuals too lor that matter I don I

think- we can sav ves\ such behavior is good or 'no

that it's had At this point, when such issues are jusl

beginning to surface, issues that are still offensive to

many, about all arecando is quietly acknowledge such

behavior, neither encourage nor discourage it.

In anv case, it is a poor policy for these women t<>

tKMiniddle their cause even turther by getting them

solves on the wrong side of the law If society l>egin- to

toel intimidated, and thinks that these girls are

making a mockery of the law. it will react out ol tear

a reaction that never did rely too heavily on logic and

reason But let it leel that it is not being forced and

harrased into acknowledging new and changing

morals, then it surely will in time come to a decision

under the light of reason

Already Strained Lines
The report b\ the architectural

students from MIT on the

Compartmentalisation" of

students here at l.Mass come- at

the same time that Pierponl is

retaliating for our Mr Williams

supposed assault on its true

character 'The Great Acid

War"). I have mysetl associated

Pierponl with the wildest drug

orgies ior miles around even

though I spent a year next door"

in (a nee

Pierponl has the most ghoulish

image on campus partly because it

has been the most secluded dorm
on campus This is obviously the

trend lor many other dorms-
ranee. Buttcrlield. and the many
other dorms with coed programs

and more limited 'Autonomous

living " systems -and the master

plan, apparently, is to render the

area from the Tunnel to Hasbrouck

virtually useless The report from

MIT is already doomed
Eventually what will happen is.

given a choice of communities, the

politicos, drugsters. Krishna

Consciousnesses, and so forth,

will all divide up and sit around

and brainwash themselves with

insulated lies -Mao this and
Trotsky that and the latest secret

message from the latest Jefferson

Superstar record. Stockies are all

dumb berries, right?

This situation could spell the end

of higher education for the masses

If you think a degree from this

place is worthless now. w hat w ill it

be like when your entire milieu is

geared to exactly what you like to

hear'.'

The MIT students were less

helpful in their remedies for this

potential mess They proposed a

gathering place for Southwest m
Hampden Commons- tor what' An

Arts and < 'raits center " K.v cry body

thinks that arts and cralts arc

great and dandy and everything

but how much interest is this going

to create amongst those who
perhaps need it most, the talentless

many? Their other proposal, i

Hotline, is likewise a minority

service Friends who work at the

Smith lladlcy llolyoke based Link

tell me that most ol their calls are

either cranks, paranoids drugs

and otherwise', and voices who
want to know if there's any speed

in this yellow mescaline they

copped Most ol the important

social work will need to be done l>>

professionals - creating more

unwelcome budget work the in

lormation services will have a

minimal effect

The main social "mixing" events

are concerts and boogies, where

precious little mixing takes pta i

Polarisation is inevitable at a place

this big. there are enough

representatives ol every current

trend or htestyle to make it

possible for most people to with

draw into the insulated cnmmumly
..I then choice It s up to the people

whether they are going to let this

happen, The) probably will, and

though the consequences could be

disastrous on our already strained

lines ot communication, it's very

understandable
Ed .lanus/

One Brave Soul
there was a professor who had a course
who desparately needed a text book source

little could be fqund to his dismay
and so to the library he sent a mayday

the library accepted his call

some material was to be had after all

this he announced to his students with glee

and shortly thereafter discovered his folly

out of a class of thirty or so

only one was brave enough to give it a go

the rest called it quits

in order to save their wits

this is a true story-

one relayed with great glee

it goes to prove u mass students are sage

while pursuing a book one can die of old age.

Anonvmous

Letters To The Editor

Impossible To Lose?

Editorial Points

To The Editor:

In an editorial in the Wednesday, Mareh 10

collegia n. the editors stated that, because of the

deleat of the senate officer's pay bill, 'the student

senate's officers will receive no compensation for

their labors. " May I take the editors by their hands

and lead them to page 1 of the same paper. In the

cover story it says that the officers will be paid their

back salary, even though the bill was overwhelmingly

defeated. I estimate that this means the president will

get about $500, the v. p. $425, and the treasurer $425.

These are only rough figures, of course, but they

should be close.

It seems to me that, using this simple procedure, the

student senate could have voted itself anything,

retroactive to anytime, and even if this action was

overruled it would still be valid. This method has the

same beauty about it that cheating at solitaire has,

that is it is impossible to lose.

In the editorial the editors stated 'Perhaps...people

will be a little more willing to give their reper-

sentatives what they deserve." What do they deserve?

This is the crux of the matter. The Collegian seems

to think that the senate is a responsible body and

should be paid because they are responsible. I claim

that if the senate does not fulfill its responsibilities

that' it is irresponsible. The senate's self-proclaimed

primarv responsibility is to represent the will of the

students If, the senate acts against the will of the

students it is being irresponsible. If the senate acts in

an irresponsible manner it does not deserve to receive

pay The senate has voted to pay its officers. The

students have let it be known in the relerendum that

they do not wish to pay the senate officers. Since the

officers are going to be paid a total of nearly $1500 in

spite of what the students will, I claim that the senate

is being irresponsible and that therefore its officers do

not deserve to be paid. The only responsible action for

the senate would be to recind the retroactive pay to

officers and to change the rule which allows such a

thing to occur.

Since it is reasonable to assume that nothing of

consequence will happen in the senate regarding this

matter, I propose that the senate take a different tack

entirely. I propose that the senators should vote

themselves enough retroactive money to bankrupt the

senate. This would have a three-fold effect.

1 : It would make it possible for some students to get

something out of UMass., money.

2 : It would give Yahoo something to write about

S: It would abolish the Student Senate.

I think that these are three worthy motives that

should be considered in light of the fact that the of-

ficers will probably not let go of so much easy money.

Of course, this action would be overruled by a

referendum, but the beauty of it is that it makes no

difference.

What the senate has done is hypocritical, while my
humble suggestion is blatant thievery. If I had my

druthers, I'd druther have a thief get my money than a

hypocrite.9W^ Michael McCallum

The Amherst Record, that

paragon of small town journalism,

created a 20-page special section

entitled 'BRIDE 1971 ". which tells

the female population that a

number of national firms, the

names of which are synonymous

with gournet cooking, a well set

table, a lovely home, and not to

mention the well groomed wife"

will be at this year's Bridal Fair.

Women! You can be "well

groomed."

in the administration would have

something to do.
********

****••*•

"There is some dishonesty with

administrators," Vice-Chancellor

Gluckstern told a group of

professors. Maybe if half of the

administrators around campus
watched the other half everybody

would be honest. At least everyone

The man responsible for the

editorial page of the Springfield

Union received a phone call from a

Collegian editor informing him of

some blatantly false point in their

lead editorial The man replied:

"We got that information 2nd or

3rd hand, you know how it is."

Imagine, one of the editors of one

of the largest newspapers in

Western Mass writing policy

editorials from information he has

gotten 2nd or 3rd hand.
********

After viewing all the military

trials and investigations lately, it's

hard to believe that anything could

be so ludicrous.

For Your Conscience
To the Editor.

After attending the last meeting of the Veterans for

Peace that was held on Tuesday night. I feel com

oelled to write this letter Can I be wrong when I say

that the meeting was well publicized" Of course not.

tables had been set up at the Hatch on the previous

Friday, a notice was posted in the Collegian on

Monday. Tuesday an article was published in he

Collegian and fivers had been sent by mail to all the

Veterans who had signed our mailing list Then why

did only a handful of people show up" Am 1 to presume

that Veterans on this Campus don't give a shit
.

I m
beginning to wonder" An organization has finally been

established that we can identify with - so why not

participate" If you believe that an end to all US in-

volvement in Indochina must be accomplished, then

vou belong with the VFW I Veterans for War)

On this coming Saturday. March 13. the Veterans

for Peace will hold a peaceful demonstration at

Western AFB It is our intent to express our

solidarity with active GI's who are also opposed to the

war and to make clear to the residents of

Massachusetts that the anti-war movement is conv

oosod of divers.- elements and not solely students. It

vou did not make the meeting but you can part.cipa e

"in the demonstration, transportation will be available

in Parking Lot 11 I
across from Whitmorei at 9:4d am

on Saturday morning If any additional formation is

desired we can be contacted outs.de the Hatch on

Thursdav and Friday of this week. Stop being so

apathetic vou did something for your country once.

now vou can do something for y our consc .em

e

Robert It. Drolet

Gets Facts Straight

To the Kditor: Smm
Concerning the article by Irwin Lefman on radar

speed traps on campus (MDC 3/11 >. I feel some

clarification is in order As I informed the reporter

who contacted me, the only action 1 have taken on this

matter to date has been to insert a question, con-

cerning the cost in money and manpower involved in

the operation of the radar, in the Senate agenda The

University Police replied that the radar unit is not in

general use (yet), and that no arrests have been made

with it They also assure us that they will announce the

use of the radar unit publicly before it is made

operational. I feel this is an important distinction

especially since the article gave the impression that I

was going about chastising the police for "trapping

myriads of cars with this unit.

Furthermore. I have not yet proposed changes in

the speed limits, nor have I even discussed

-abolishing" the use of the radar. Whatever some

people mav think of the Student Senate. I for one take

pains to get mv facts straight before introducing bills

or making statements. Having done so. you may rest

assured that I shall attempt to bring about some

selective raising of speed limits on certain campus

roads but I have not and shall not go around

screaming "trap" over nothing, as the article seems

to imply. .„ _ .K *

Richard II. Staples

Senator. Commuter District

Great Orator

To the Editor:

Amid the sound and fury of Wednesday's Senate

meeting, the resignation of Sen. Robert Waters of

Gorman House may pass unnoticed by the student

body I write that this may not be so. Bob Waters was

the Senate's Great Orator, but more than that he was

a capable Senator, respected and liked on both sides of

the aisle. Bob's was a voice of reason, speaking for the

student tax payer, the forgotten UMie if you will. Most

recentlv he w as a prime mover behind the referendum

on the Senate Officer's pay bill. The Senate has lost

one of its finest members and the students have lost

the voice of their most elegant tribune.

Robert A. Hall, Senator

Short-Sightedness

To the Editor:

These past few weeks I have been making use of the

Currv Hicks Cage as a place for indoor jogging

However, because there are no girls' lockers I am
obliged to either come prepared with sweatshirt and

leans or else use the Ladies' Room In either case I

have no i eallv sate place to leave my books and purse:

also I have no place in the Cage to take a quick

shower What s worse is the fact that although Boyden

issues sports equipment out ol the mens' locker room

eatpantS, basketballs, etc. ). girls are obligated to

travel across campus to get equipment In my case I

would have to go to WOPE to get dressed, then walk

over to the Cage. jog. and then return to W( )PE to give

back the equipment I borrowed and get dressed. Oh,

Bovden does offer locker room and shower facilities

tor' women, but if I've already given my ID to the

WOPE matron for use of the equipment, how can I

obtain a towel from the Boyden matron" 1 1 must show

her mv ID also).

Why is it that boys are afforded a locker room in the

Cage "and girls are not" And why is it that girls cannot

get equipment to use at the Cage without having to

traverse across campus to WOPE" This is an example

of the athletics department's short-sightedness

concerning the practical use of all gym facilities to

both sexes.
"Name Withheld upon Request"

Bravery

To the Editor:

I think it is disgraceful cowardice that a person

would leel strongly enough about an issue to write to

the (ollegian and then request that his name be

withheld.

I am sure that other students abhor this policy ot

laceless anonymity endorsed by you

How about modifying this shameful practice.

Name withheld by request

Big Bang Footnote

(Kditors note-The following are excerpts from the March 13

edition of New Yorker Magazine.)

In 1971, it is nearly unbelievable that American or South Viet-

namese officials could be considering an invasion of North Viet

nam Yet in South Vietnam both President Thieu and Vice-

President Ky have openly advocated such an invasion, and here

President Nixon has said he "would not speculate" on whether an

invasion might take place. Secretary Laird has refused to "be

involved in speculation" on the subject, Henry Kissinger has said

that an invasion is not "the dominant probability at this moment,

and Secretary of State Rogers has registered opposition to a

proposed congressional resolution against the use of American

ground troops in support of an invasion. It has been suggested that

these statements bv the South Vietnamese and these equivocations

by the Americans are only threats designed to frighten the North

Vietnamese into submission, and do not indicate that an invasion is

actually planned. If this is the case, the four American officials

have certainly succeeded in creating a climate of complete am
biguity It is impossible for us, as citizens, to know, from the out

side, what the intentions of our government are in Indo-China

Under the cloak of public relations that has hidden the true

nature of the war-from its earliest days, when we were told that

the expanding war was not a war at all I it was a "conflict" ). to the

present, when we are being told that the still expanding war is

practically over -the war and the war machine that runs it have

graduallybeen moving into the dead center of our national life We

tned to see the war as just one of many issues in our political life.

Now things have been reversed and we find that our political life is

one ol many issues of the war. The question is no longer whether

our political system will allow the war to drag on after a decade ot

failure; it is whether the war and the war machine will allow OUT

political system to survive after nearly two hundred years ol

success
•*•

The wav things are going now. unless Congress resolves to

withstand*the erosion ol its powers it may very soon be noUdng

more than two large rooms full of men in business suits who make

speeches written by other people-men who may possess con

vincing rhetorical gestures, charming smiles, and excellent

television "images' but who will have no power This has happened

in our time to more than one country's congress or parliament that

has not been vigilant against military and executive power.

In some instances, the American helicopter crews are reported to

have forced the South Vietnamese soldiers out of the arriving

helicopters. At other times, it is reported. South Vietnamese

soldiers have clung to the runners of helicopters leaving the battle

zone to carry out the wounded In front of the South Vietnamese

troops are the North Vietnamese; behind them are the Americans,

cracking the whip over their heads

Five years or so ago, when everyone knew Malt tte W«g
getting larger, the slightest suggestion of an invasion of the North

caused an uproar But now, when the war is supposed to be w.n-

dme down "these suggestions pass almost unnoticed, although

fhercls no reason to believe that the consequences of an^nvasmn

now would be any different from what the consequences would been

htn This war has gone to our brain. It has drugged US. Our

reflexes have slowed down. Our alertness has been blunted Now.

.sh's small war -this 'brushf.re war ' -threatens to bring us to he

edge ol the ultimate war. we drowse on We act as though the ba]

bang were only the footnote to little Vietnam
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Weekend
Theater

ALV1N AILEY DANCE THEATER
The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater

will be in-residence here on campus tnis

March 16-18. The different evening

programs are planned. On Tuesday he

program includes 'Streams .
"Mowers

S idi "Revelations". "Flowers" is a recent

work based upon the life of Jams Jophn

and include! music of Pink Floyd. Blind

Faith, and Miss Joplin. VNednesday

program will repeat "Revelations along

with -Blues Suite" and "Archipelago At

Bowker Auditorium i$>. _
MII| ,T1T . TU

THE GOOD WOMEN OF SET/A AN

Berh.lt Brechts play which dramatizes

the constant struggle between good and

evil is performed by the Stone Theater

Group. The company is comprised of some

local theater talent, at the People s In-

stitute. 38 Gothic Street. Northampton.

Tonight through Tuesday at 8 • /*'

THF PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE

Miss Brodie. a teacher of strong in-

dividuality and powerful personal charm.

greatly influences her students at a con-

servative Scottish girls schools during the

L930's. A fine production of this Newr
York

and London hit continues through this

weekend at the Lab Theater. ML Holvoke

College . curtain at 8:15. i$>

The
K
Ambers" Masquers' distinguished

production of Shakespeare s history

Amherst College. 8:30 through Sunday, at

the Kirby Theater. Amherst College.

Films
V MAN FOR ALL SEASONS » Friday

and Sunday. Southwest Cinema. DC o.

Frank Zinnerman's highly satisfying

id.ptat.on ol Robert Bolts historical

,ama Paul Schot.eld g.ves a masterful

JSformance as Sir Thomas More, he

pragmatic- advisor to King Heni> Mil

1
• in tollows the contl.ct between these

w, men over Henrys break from the

Catholic Church and th.s r.tt makes for an

excellent drama.

THF BATTLE OF ALGIERS
v vmema vente" documentary of the

Uaerian conflict An exciting, intelligent

.nUTpretation of history, undoubtably one

() , the beet i.lms ot its kind-

BITCH CASSIDY AND THE SUN

DANCE KID (Calvin Theater. Nor

Th^Cwestern-comedy ,s back once

aeain The closing of the American

r'ontier ,s explored ,n the story about the

last davs of two famous outlaws Paul

Newman Robert Redford. and Kathenne

Uoss make a highlv agreeable threesome

Ind there s enough witty lines and fine

photography to make ,t worth seeing once

again

CROMWELL .Showcase Cinemas. West

u!cha
g
rd

el

Harris and Alec Guineas are

opposing lord and king, respectively in

hT historical epic about the Puritan

Revolution in seventeenth century

ngland Finely crafted, derate with

excellent performances and details

liiak.ng this film a cut aW most

historical spectacles.

GIMME SHELTER (Campus Cinemas.

The Mavsles Brothers followed the Rolling

Stones across America and made this

stunn.ng documentary about the seanuer

side of the counter-culture The final

section deals with Altamont. the free

concert where Jagger, the Stones, Hell s

Angels and a massive crowd made

Woodstock only a concept once more

HARPER Amherst Cinema. Amherst)

Paul Newman as a Sam Spade-type

detective All the Bogie touches are there

even Lauren Bacall making the film just

plain, dirty fun. wirHT
HELP. A HARD S DA\ NIGHT

(Saturday SU Ballroom)

The Beatles' first two films.both directed

bv Richard Lester A HARD DA\ S

NIGHT first broke the image to the media

at-large that there was more beyond the

quartet than being just screaming teeny-

hopper s idols It follows a day in the hfe of

the foursome and is an easy-going funny

'

HELP is wilder and far more absurd,

one of Ringo's rings is needed by a

strange. Eastern cult to perform a

religious ceremony and they go to all ends

to steal it Very funny and clever with

some fine touches by Lester and some

great Lennon-McCartney songs.

KING KONG
The original-uncut version This means it I

a bit more violent and sexual than what

you would expect One ot the greatest films

of all time, a totally unique achievement.

A group of adventure seekers capture King

Kong a giant gorilla, and bring him back

U, New York A highly -interpretative,

multi level film that is worth seeing purely

ou» -• the nostalgia and adventure of it all

Ka\ Aravs finest role

THE LICKERISH QUARTET .Campus

Cinemas. Hadley I

Uadlev Metzgers latest horn flitk_

opulent, decadent, and even a bit funny tt

at times static and boring Metzger lack I

the sense of humor which makes his peer

Run Meyer's exercises such grosse high

camp This film is expensive, lovely to

watch yet ponderous if you have seen any

sex films before.

LITTLE BIG MAN (Showcase Cinemas.

West Springfield

)

The most discussed film of the year it s

been found on more "best films' lists than

any other Arthur Penn makes a perfect

ballad-like film out of the fictional

autobiography of the 120-year old sole

survivor of Custer's Last Stand,1m
pressive performances come from Dustin

Hoffman. Faye Dunaway, and Chief uan

George, who has won the NY Film Critics

Award and is up for an Oscar as Best

Supporting Actor.

LOVE STORY (Showcase Cinema, West

-OidTmention when I was fifteen 1 took it

out of my pants and whacked off on the 107

bus from New York9 "

Alexander Portno>

LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS

(Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

A verv well made series of comic vignettes

all related to sex and marriage, with Gig

Young Anne Jackson. Bonnie Bedeha.

Bea Arthur and a fine, large cast

1 1CEANS 1 1 Friday. Thompson 104, 7 and

Frank Sinatra and ten other of his World

War Two buddies decide to pull a frve-

million dollar heist in Las Vegas It s been

on television far too many times and its

easily one of the worst films in years.

OLIVER (Sunday. SU Ballroom, /
and

The 'film version of Lionel Barfs smash

musical success is even better than the

original. Dickens Nineteenth century

London is vividly portrayed and all-round

good performances make this fine musical

worth seeing.

THE PARTY (Friday, Campus

Cinemas. Hadley)

Peter Sellers in a mod romp which

stretches the joke a bit too far.

THE PASSION OF ANNA (Academy of

Music. Northampton)

Bergmans latest An abrasive look at the

lues some complex human relationships

RABBIT. RUN (Amherst Cinema,

John Updike's stark and bleak novel

makes I start and bleak film James aan

plays a man ted-up with his middle-class

life and simply leaves it all behind Middle

America is shown in uncompromising,

unsympathetic terms

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN
Saturday. Sage Hall. Smith. I'M and

Woody Aliens comic triumph. A schmuck

dreams of being a master criminal and it s

all verv. very funny to watch.

THE* SINGING MARINE (Sunday.

Thompson 104. 7 and 9)

A Busby Berkeley musical, with the now

legendary elaborate production numbers.

Berkeley is now in vogue again thanks to

the recent success of "No. No Nanette on

Broadwav. which he directed Dick Powell

and Jane Wyman star

THE TRIAL Tuesday. Thompson 104, 7

and 9:15) . . , .

.

Kafkas allegory. Amman is brought

before a judge and jury with nc idea asAo

why Orson Welles directed and starred,

with Anthony Perkins as the young man.

Music
D1DOS AND AENEAS

Henrv Purcells opera, concerning Dido,

Queen of Carthage and her love for

Aeneas, who is destined to be founder of

Rome The age-old story of two human

beings entangled in a reckless relation-

ship With the Smith-Amherst Orchestra

and the Smith College Glee Club and

professional soloist in lead roles. Tonight

Through Sunday at Theater 14, Smith

College, 8.30 PM. ($>• «-—»
PAUL BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND

AND JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND

Two fine groups make some good music

tonight at the Cage. Amherst College, at 8.

1

GRADUATE RECITAL
Gerald Chenoweth, clarinet, will present a

graduate recital this Monday at 8 in

Bowker Auditorium.

Mr Chenoweths program will include

Anton Webern s Funf Geistliche Lieder.

op. 15 and Drei Volkstexte, and gor

Stravinsky's Berceuses du chat Soloist tor

these three pieces will be Donna Harler

soprano. Also included in the program will

be tiuintet for Four Woodwinds and

Percussion by Dr Frederick Tilhs a

member of the University Music Depart

ment Faculty. The program will conclude

with the premiere performance of Mr

Chenoweths The Ghost of Abel-a cantata

by the University Women's Choir and

soloists Dorothy Ornest. soprano; Jon

Humphrey, tenor, and John d Armand,

bass.

I MASS SYMPHONY BAND
The t Mass Svmphony Band under the

direction of Larry Weed will present a

concert this Sunday afternoon at 3 in

Bowker Auditorium. The program will

include the World Premiere ol the Sym

phonv no. 1 of Robert Siligman. The work

uses "themes of American composer Roy

Harris and is in one movement. Mr

Sihgman is a recent graduate of the

University. Also on the program will be

Aaron Copland's "Red Pony ballet suite,

and works of Erick Leidzin. Dvorak

Gabneli, Grainger. Hoist. and

Shostakovich.

UMASS WOMEN'S CHOIR
The UMass Woman's Choir. Alarn Harler

directing, will be joined by the University

of Rochester's Mens Glee Club tonight at 8

in the Campus Center Auditorium The

program will include works of Brahms.

Adler Wayland. Phillips, and Schutz.

Albums: Short Takesagain ^________ ,
, _. AIDUOIS: jnui

Boston Ballet On Way Soft*^^
va t„.h Violette Verdy and Edward *^ /

•"

-._:„ foat.irpd artists-Edra Toth. v ipieue »*«•*_.
. r . v I +r

A spectacular dance series

will open in Theatre 14. Smith

College on April 3, 4. and 7 with

the Boston Ballet Company and

featured artists-Edra Toth.

Anamarie Sarazin. and Robert

Steele, principle dancers of the

Boston company, and guests

tie Verdv. world famous French Ballerina of *h' *™ Y" r

1

k

Martins, and Edward \illella. „ _

Violette Verdy and Edward

Villelie of the New York City

Ballet and Peter Martins of the

Royal Danish Ballet.

The program on April 3 (8:30)

and April 4 (2:30) will include

-Swan Lake Act II" starring

Violette Verdy and Peter

Martins; Rock Ballet.

"Gamete Garden", featuring

tnamarie Saraxin and Robert

Steele 'music composed by

Michael Kamen with the New

York Rock Ensemble and

choreography by Louis Falcoi.

sleeping Beauty, Pas de Deux

Verdv. Martins. and

•Graduation Ball' performed

h\ members of the company

On April 4 <8 30) and on Wed

April 7 I
special student matinee

at 4:00) Edra Toth and Edward

Villella will star in "Swan Lake,

Act II and the Pas de Deux

irom 'Le Corsaire" The

program will also include the

Rock Ballet "Gamete Garden

and "Graduation Ball ".

On Wed. evening. April 7. the

above program will be repeated

except that a new ballet "Speed

Zone Will be premiered

t cholegraphy by Samuel Kurk

jian and music by Paul Hin-

demithi and will replace the

Rock Ballet

Tickets are on sale Mon.-rn.

from 12-5 in the Theatre Box

Office. 584-3700, ext 840. until

Match 20 when the college closes

lor vacation.
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IK I toil D ONLY REMEMBER MY NAME. David Crosby (Atlan-

tic.* Each of the talents which made Crosby. Stills, and Nash blend so

I together are now being distilled ,n single albums
;

Crosby a
,

( rttt a

hit e help from a wide variety of fellow musicians) is the best so far

\ elodi s with rich, subtle harmonies and soft careful phrasing, the

album llroves David Crosby has come into his own as one of popular

music's special talents

VI K\ TXYIOK WITH PftlENDf AND NEH.HBOKS. Alex Taylor,

(Ca^r^VThVWrd member of the Taylor family to have hisjmn

£ sounds like James but wisely doesn't follow either he or

1 mist ns ties His is countrv rock and blues with some fine hack-up^

Vpfobaby the Taylor album' for those who find the othersj.
i
bit too

maudlin self reflective, or simplv lacking in musical content. This

^l^^^i*n*W^* 2? the now immortal gra.ny-

vioce, Taylor sound making it all a very nice combination.

no Mi Paul Winter Consort (A & M) .

S, tazz recorded in concerts by an excellent and fairly neglected en-

semble Comprised of winds, guitar, and percussion, the^-onwrt cover -

! ,de variety of musical forms-from atonal jazz •"P 8̂"^"^
successfully. The group ar at their best with the easy, free-flowing pieces,

yet handle everything well in a most enjoyable album.

niK I ADY AND THE UNICORN, John Ewnbourn, (Reprise)

Ik tunes medieval jazz, and early classical -usic interpreted on

recent instruments, specifically Renbourns guitar. A different ana

delightful album not for everyone's tastes.

riKYKI) AIR Air Conditioning (Warner Bros.)
t\\\\wo

Son, , K st.na has one of those rich, cold, fleeting, boring voices fitting

Grange album.Take the cover, there hasn't been any thing equal to

since Small Faces' round album, and while that was a total dehght th« is

a bit vague and obtuse The music is packaged towards someone s idea\*

what drug using children of Middle America want to hear long phrasing

Knstinas dragging monotone, unusual instrumentation and a genera,

tone of unreality.

Room To Move

STP - A New Trend?
'-' ... . „~«.r, il,,.i il..,. t, . « .. l,../<<tnii> iinnil .11' If! I

Early in iy*>7. the New York Times made public that

a new type of psychedelic drug was found in some

dope taken during a bust. FDA identified this drug,

commonly called STP. as DOM. Since then it has been

recognized that the name STP stands for a whole

family of related compounds: TMA MDA, MMDA,
DOM DMA. etc. These compounds are considerably

different from the well known indole-base

psvchedelics such as LSD, Mescaline and Psilocybin;

rather, they are all Amphetemine-base compounds,

i e. their basic structural components is a speed -they

are 'speed like'' hullucinogens.

Since their "official" discovery, these am-

phetamine-base hullucinogens have been slowly

filling the gap in research left by the psychedelics. In

1%5 all LSD research using human subjects was

terminated in this country (with the exception of one

project) leaving a vacuum in research and drug

therapy. Now, there is wide spread use of STP-family

compounds on human subjects in therapy and

research, but somehow these hallucinogens (riding in

the wake of the LSD scare) failed to create the same

turor and false concern for physiological damage that

LSD had done earlier.

There are a few important reasons why these

compounds have provided a more than adequate

replacement for LSD in research. Unlike LSD and

mescaline, these compounds give minimal perceptual

distortions. True, the colors, patterns and movements

are perhaps even more vivid than those of LSD, but

bizarre psuedo-hallucinations and radical distortions

of the environment, often characteristic of high

dosages of LSD, are almost entirely absent with the

STP-family.

Second, because these compounds are closely

related to speed, they are more apt to produce more

positive emotional responses. Surging energy rushes,

persistent and enhanced euphoria, enhanced self

awareness are common. STP-family compoundsseem

to affect the entire body while the traditional indole-

base psvchedelics are still to a large extent 'mind-

altering.'' More important all of the STP-family.

particularly MDA. have a profound emotional affect,

allowing for free and natural release of strong

ememotions, which is often so difficult in an uptight

society, which teaches us to bottle up any human

feelings we might naturally express.

Also at least lor MDA I though less for DOM and

TMA i there is less of an anxiety producing reaction,

and less chance of becoming anxious and bumming

out These important differences have made the STP

family quite popular in contemporary drug therapy.

\t the risk of being obviously predictive, I believe

that the amphetamme-buse compounds are becoming

popular in the student population for those same

reasons that they have become popular in therapy and

research. There is less of a chance of "bumming out''

(especially with MDA and less with DOM at least in

the traditional sense of the word. Pent - up emotions

and then released more freely than with LSD and

energy rushes and bodily sensations make the drugs

markedly sensual. Surely, it is not hard to observe

that MDA has become popular - a drug literally

unheard of two years ago. A significant change has

also taken placed on the drug market.

More and more over the last two years, we have

been discovering that what is sold as acid is really

STP family compounds. Yes even Tim Leary and his

famous orange sunshine that he (unknowingly) freely

distributed as LSD in 1964 was later found to be STP

(DOM). Most of the orange sunshine and a large

percentage of various microdots sold as really good

acid have been found to be substances in the STP-

family From our own analyses, we have found a lot of

the acid this year to be STP (DOM) and DMA, but

there is still a lot of industrial acid around. Whether

the appearance of STP-family compounds are in-

dicative of a type of supply and demand remains to be

seen. ..

A number of practical questions arise in light of this

new trend First, how can one tell if he is tripping on

an indole-psvchedelic (LSD (or an STP produce

(MDA, DOM, etc)? If you get tremendous energy

rushes and strong visceral feelings you are probably

either tripping on an STP compound or LSD-mixed-

with-speed. Pupil dilation, common to the

psychedelics is not found with STP compounds.

Duration of the trip is also different. Pure LSD and

mescaline -no matter how high the dosage -never last

longer than 8-10 hours. If you go 12-16 hours (or three

weeks) vou have taken an STP-family compound or a

psychedelic-mixed-with-speed or some other shit.

A second important question is: What are the

dangers involved? How can I use STP drugs with the

most safety'.' Although traditional bummers are

uncommon, a new type of bummer is common to STP

compounds - it concerns sleeping. Because of the

vast amount of energy consumed during the trip,

people get exhausted by the tenth hour but will not be

able to sleep for a number of hours after that They

become anxious, jittery, bored and complain about

not being able to sleep

A second warning concerns physiological damage

As far as can be detected from a minimum of

evidence, it is not wise to do these regularly I like once

a week' I as thev can cause damage If they are to be

done at all. sporadic use can be done with some safety

as anv affects are repairable but should not l>e done

too often. A lew times a year only may be the salest

Testimony Heard
Concerning Schools

The State legislatures Com-
mittee on Education heard

testimony Monday on a number of

bills affecting UMass campuses in

Amherst. Worcester, and Boston.

Bills in question would establish

an evening school in Amherst, a

veterinarian school in Worcester, a

course in penology in Both

Amherst and Boston, a law school

in Amherst, and a six-year medical

course leading to a doctorate at the

UMass Medical in Worcester.

Area representatives also

pressed for construction of a new

iieldhouse on the Amherst campus,

and for student representation on

the UMass Board of Trustees.

State Hep Thomas G. Simons,

R Montague, appeared before the

committee to support his bill which

would establish a special com-

mission to study the establishment

of an evening school at UMass-

Amherst.
A measure to establish a school

of veterinary medicine at UMass
Medical School in Worcester, was

strongly supported by Sen. Barrus.

the Massachusetts Farm Bureau,

the state Department of

Agriculture, and the Mass

Veterinary Association.

Sen Barrus also urged the

legislature to direct UMass
trustees to develop a penology

course at both Amherst and Boston

campuses.

Rep. Simons also testified in

favor ot Ins proposal to direct a

special study commission to

inquire into the possibility of a new

Maine Likes

Gentle Living
AUGUSTA, Maine «AP>-A

\\ aterville legislator Thursday told

the Liquor Control Committee that

n its "still interested in preserving

I he art of gentle living and

drinking.'' it ought to approve a bill

allowing the s.ili ot bet : in keti»

Democratic Rep. Earl H Smith,

sponsor ot the proposal lhai would

eliminate the »»an on the sale of

ke^s oi beer to individuals, was

hacked by a I olby College

delegation

Smith said the anti keg ruling is

contrary to efforts to encourage

Bteful and gentile drinking."

Southwest Cinema presents:

PAUL SCOFIELD in

"A Man for All

Seasons"
MARCH 12 & 14 7:15 & 9:30

HAMPDEN COMMONS
Admission 50c

Sponsored by Southwest Patriots

S.U. MOVIES

PRESENTS

HELP
A HARD DAY'S NIGHT

Double Feature — 75c

SU Ballroom 7:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 13

convocation center on the Amherst

campus to replace the (un\ Hicks

Cage
The proposed center would have

multiple uses, including basket-

ball, hockey, major indoor con-

ferences, concerts, guest speakers,

major cultural events, and provide

an alternate site for graduation

exercise. Hep. Simons said.

He added that Curry Hicks Cage

has a limited seating capacity of

4,200, inadequate for a state

university whose enrollment is

Hearing 20.0(H) students

In calling for a six-year course in

medicine at U Mass-Worcester for

qualiiied high school graduates.

Rep. Edward T. Connelly.

K Agawam. noted that present

entrance requirements insist that

applicants be graduated from a

lour year premed course

"A six-year course in medicine,

leading to a doctorate, for high

school students would expedite our

medical education programs in the

state. " Hep Connelly told the

committee.
Hep John W Olver. I) Amherst

urged the committee to approve

his hill, which calls for student

representation on the I'Mass board

ot trustees, and Hep Allan

McGuane, l) Greenfield, ap

peared in behall of his bill to

establish a school oi law in the

state operated university.

The Committee on Education,
under the leadership ol Hep
Michael J. Daly D Boston, took

all UMass bills under advisement

t*

V

Lickeiisli

Quartet
Mr Metzger het never quite

attained Joseph von Sternberg s

feeling for dazzling decadence,

but he hat the matter s

humorlettnett. and though hit

production of tpectacle hat

been limited by hit budgett.

he it every bit at morally

uplifting preoccupied by the

way nude bodiet and texual

actt look when photographed

tideways, in zoomy long thott.

in roving close ups ripe

with incredible color and

rated X decor and movement."
Vincent Cjp6y N T faltl

No one under 18 yrs

"OUTRABEOUSIY KINKY

MASTERPIECE. GO!".ftndy Wifhoi

["ThE NEW RADLE » ME T/GFR ViOVIfc
{

WITH SILVANA VENTURELLI EWAfM WOU (

ERIKA RF MBERG, PAOLO TURCO
IN EASTMAN COLOR

7 & 9 P.M.

^ Cflmpus x
\f finetnaA- y

\ ' 256-6411 **

AMHERST HADLEV LINf ^
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Students For Peace

Propose Peoples ' Treaty
•" .^i.,!^ mtonrlpH t(l hrill£

\\s JEANNETTEMARTINEAU
MDCStafl

THe students for Peace met

recently to inform and organize its

newly-increased foW, The group

has in sight its own extension <>i a

national coalition projecting the

resolution ot the war in Vie! Nam
"There are different ways ol

shutting (town the war", said Jon

Weissman, one ol the students, and

ours involves the international

ratification oi a "People's Peace

Treaty". He is its stand:

•Be it known that the Americans

and Vietnamese people are not

enemies The war is earned out in

the name of the people of the

United States and South Vietnam

but without our consent it destroys

the land and the people of Vietnam

It drains America ol its resources,

tts youth and its honor."

•\\'e heieh\ agree to end the war

on the following terms, so that both

peoples can live under the Joy ot

independence and can devote

themselves to building a society

based on human equality and

respect tor the earth." be eon

tmued in rejecting the war, we

also reject all forms ot racism and

discrimination against people

based on color, class, sex. national

irigin and ethnic grouping which

lorm the basis ot the war policies ot

present and past United states

Governments."
The Treats goes on to list nine

points intended to bring about

these conditions Copies of this

treaty will be distributed

throughout the campus as part of

the Students campaign tor support

The campus efforts will also

include teach-ins. dormitory floor-

meetings, special tables set up in

the dining commons, radio

broadcasts. a campus-wide

referendum, and various other

forms of publicity

The national coalition is plan-

ning training workshops on

disruptive behavior" in

preparation tor mass demon-

strations in Washington this

spring They also intend to send a

delegate to the Paris Peace Talks

with their collected signatures.

S.A.D. Wants
Draft Repealed

>u„ the President's blanl
Selective Alternatives to the mi i i "« '*„

March To Free

Black Panthers
\ group oi people from the five

college area will be participating

in a march to demand freedom tor

jailed Black Panther Party

members Hobbs Scale and Krika

tluggins and all political prisoners

,h,s Saturday March 13. at 12 noon

in New Haven

The march will begin at different

points m New Haven and will go to

the Superior Court

Participants are urged to bring

posters and banners, and a can o.

food to support the New Haven

Communit) tree food program, a

spokesman tor the group said

Seale is accused ot first-degree

nundcr and kidnapping resulting

in the death ot Panther Alex

Kackles in May, 1969 Huggms is

.barged with kidnapping resulting

in death Seale taces the electric

chair it convicted

Cars will be leaving m tront ot

WhitmoreSaturdayattOiHia.m.To

coordinate transportation, in-

terested persons can sign up at the

table outside the Hatch during the

da) or call 5BS-237* after :>:00

Film Institue

Offered For June

Campus Radio Lists

Programs For Sunday

Selective Alternatives to the

Draft is currently conducting a

drive aimed at enlisting people to

write letters to Senators

Representatives and members ot

the Senate Armed Services

Committee to petition tor an end to

the draft.
v \ D s basic belief In this

campaign is that the draft cannot

be merely reformed, it must be

totally repealed and substituted by

some sort of super agency", by

combining the Peace Corps and

Vista into one

In their campaign. SAD. is

hoping that those who are con-

cerned and disturlx-d about the

draft will bring to the minds and

attention ot members of Congress

the sentiments of the people

concerning such questions as that

„t the i».-»«»ii»nfs power to induet;

APPRO

nk cheek on the

ition's manpower procurement

without Congressional approval;

and the fact that the President's

own Gates Commission has urged

a volunteer arms and an end to the

draft They also wish to impress

upon the minds of Congressmen

that the draft in any form is the

most flagrant violation ot an in-

dividual's rights

This campaign is aimed at in-

fluencing congressional vote on the

upcoming debate over the ex

tension o! the Selective Service Act

of 1980. ,. c

Larry Romanovitch, director ot

the Amherst branch of SAD., can

be contacted every night except

Thursday at room «4 159 North

Pleasant St Amherst, phone 253-

W<i8 lor further information.

SCHOOL

Black Perspective" is a show

dealing with the Black point of

view, with the comments and

views that surround the issues.

Hosting the show will be Noah.

The I irst show begins on Sunday

evening at eight P.M. on WML'A

with a rap with Dr. Cass Turner

concerning The Black Student on

a White Campus." and other

discussions ot importance.

Proceeding "Black Perspective

will be "Liberation Front News" at

7 p.m.. a new program dealing with

the latest news and information

coming from revolutionary fronts

all over the world

WMl A will also feature the

International Hour, at 9 p.m.;

Around the World in Sixty

Minutes . hosted by George

( ourmou/is. presents music and

intormation from around the

world

FRANKLIN

AIRWAYS, INC.

Millers Foils Id.
Turner i Foil*, Mast.

Musical Sabbath At Smith

NEW FLYING CLUB STARTED

AT NEW LOW RATES

FRANKLIN SPORT FLYING CLLB

MEMBERSHIP FEE $25 00 FOR 3 MONTHS.

Scheduling to be done by:

Franklin Airways Personnel

FLY CESSNA ISO- 1971

FLY CHEROKEE 140

The University Film Study

(enter tUFSC) and Hampshire

College announced this week their

first annual summer institute.

Film and Photography.' to be

held at Hampshire s new campus

near Amherst Mass . June 2o-Julv

"'

The Institute will be a two-week,

concentrated educational ex-

perience for teachers, potential

teachers students and enthusiasts

of film and photography Six areas

(l | intensive study are offered:

Film Making introducing a newly

developed SupeMmm sync sound

system; Basic and Advanced

Photograph} workshops a seminar

on effective nlm teaching ap-

..ndary. college

levels, a study ot

,t Soviet Cinema in

nt of film; and a

i'hotography and
expressions ot

\ Shuat Atulemu sortg of our

future musical Sabbath service

will he celebrated by the B nai

B rith Hiltel Foundations of Smith

college and Amherst College

tonight at 7:S0

The service, to be held in the

Helen Hills Hills Chapel at Smith.

is open to the public It is part of a

series ot special musical events

sponsored by the Hillel Foun-

dations over the past three years

on the campuses

The service was composed by

\rthur Yolkoff and makes

elaborate use of traditional modes

from both the Ashenazic Western

and Sephardic Eastern traditions.

H also incorporates folk motits.

The service had its first per-

lormance in 19»>6 at Congregation

Beth Kl in Akron. Ohio.

This work will be performed by

the Freshman Choir Alpha under

the direction of Lawrence Doebler.

a member ot the music department

at Smith
Describing the relevance ot the

service. Kabbi Lander, associate

chaplain of Smith and director of

the Hillel Foundations, noted that.

"In each generation, the Jewish

people sang to its God in the modes

ot its dav Both psalms and modern

folk rock music provide channels

oi worship It is our attempt in

uerlorming these special musical

services to expose the student and

general community to these forms

so that they may become a regular

part of their worship
."

We have charter flights to all New England, East

Coast and Canada. ^^^^^______

Ask us about buying a new or used airplane. We

are authorized Cessna Dealers.

Wt have o bifl surprise for the «AM0 OPIMK of the

CESSNA PILOT CIWIl.

For more information call:

(413)863-4380 or 863-8110

A college graduate just doesn't get

thewarm welcome he used to.

preaches mi

and universi

the influent <

the develop!

survey of

Literature
\merican Culture

Uoom and oard are available

Vpplicantsa advised to register

at soon as esible Registration

,,„. lhe |, mute is limited

Deadline is ay ir>. WW.

ALL DAY

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

THETA CHI

sunday!!

®hf Engitst? flub
the

There's a lot of competition in the job market

today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as much weight with some

employers. . lU
That's why Honeywell developed their

Postgraduate Studies Program. A program

designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college maior is. It

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn corn

outers from one of the world's top computer

manufacturers and leading educators.

Honeywell. m .

You'll be ready to start right off in

the fastest growing industry around.

An industry that doubles in size and

opportunity every five years

There still won't be any brass bands

around to greet you. but you will get a

warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (617) 272-8100

l Adm.ss.ons Officer - Postgraduate Studies

I Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences

| 5 Old Concord Road, Burl.ngton. Mass 0180i

I g I would like additional information

• on your program.

| Day Program Q Eve. Program

i Honeywell will call you to confirm this

I date and time.

' Name:

I Street:

I City:

I State:

Budweiser ®

HAPPY HOUR
With 25c Beers

3 til 7

I Business Phone:

| Residence Phone:

|
Approved for veterans.

J

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell
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Dr. Wald To Give

Free Lecture Tonite
Dr. George Wald, a Nobd I'n/.e

winner, known as much for his

political views as for his con-

tributions to biology, will give a

hoc public lecture Friday, March

12 at 8:00 P ni. in Johnson Chapel,

Amherst College.

Dr Wald is a Higgins Professor

61 Biology at Harvard University

and co-recipient of the Nobel Prize

tor Medicine in 1967.

Dr. Wald will speak on the topic:

Therefore Choose Life." The

scientist is an articulate opponent

of the Draft, the Vietnam War, a

large standing army, the arms

race and the military-industrial

establishment.

In 1968 Amherst College honored

Dr Wald with the honorary degree

Doctor of Science, indicating in its

citation that he had -demonstrated

that persistent and increasing

specialization...can and in your

case did open up once more to the

fields of the general and the

liberal."

Dr Wald is a graduate of New

York University with MA. and

PhD degrees from Columbia

University. He has been a Fellow

of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute

i Berlin and Heidleberg), and has

served on the faculties of the

University of Chicago and the

University of Zurich. The scientist

has taught at Harvard since 1934.

He has been widely honored not

only for specialized research but

for his contribution to general

education in science.

RSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Program Council Plans
"* Continue Dances>^W SioTJ; ntL •Home" was voted is a group forming tW

f Science, indicating in us
s~+<% \

International Club

Elects New Officers
The International Club elected

ten new officers to serve for 1971 at

a meeting held March 4. The new

President is Mohammad Ullah, a

graduate student in Industrial

engineering from Pakistan. His

Vice President is Hao-Jan Chang, a

doctoral candidate in Chemistry

who comes from Taiwan.

Miss Mumtaz Nathani, an un-

dergraduate from Uganda, was

elected First Secretary of the Club.

The post of Second Secretary went

to Larry Frates. an American

graduate student. Serving as

Treasurer will be Sajjad Naseer. a

Pakistani graduate student in

government.
Fx officio members of the

Executive Council are Francisco

Koig from Spain. Jacob Chacko,

from India, a Greek student.

(ieorge Courmouzis. Stanley

Ndorakaarusoke. from Uganda;

and Chia-ling Lee. from Taiwan.

There will be a meeting as soon

as possible to plan activities for the

rest of the spring semester. One

item under consideration is an

International Fair, such as was

held with some success last year.

The intention of the Club, ac-

cording to its constitution, is "to

promote understanding and

friendly relations among the

members of various nationalities

at the University and between

them and the surrounding com-

munity, by means of appropriate

activities

Membership and participation

are open to persons of any

nationality

Announcements of Club ac-

tivities are made in the Collegian

and the Foreign Student News

Bulletin. The latter publication,

issued monthly, is available free

irom the Foreign Student Office.

Whitman 229 Call 545-2843 to be

put on the mailing list.

To
BvJOHNS.CAKDILF

MDC Staff

Installation of new officers and

the welcoming of new members

high-lighted a recent Program

Council meeting.

The chairman announced that

John Barth will be lecturing on

April 29 and plans for the

children*' Easter party will be

beginning this week.

A Spring Weekend is planned tor

April JU-May 1, and the free

Friday night. Hatch live band

dances have been called a success

and will continue at least through

March and into April.

The question of what events will

actually make up Spring Weekend

have yet to be decided. The ideas of

iree concerts by the pond, af-

ternoon concerts and barbeques

and tie-dye parties were discussed,

but nothing was made definite.

The treasurer's report was given

with a report of less than $8,000 to

spend on the rest of the semester,

which includes $4,000 for the Crafts

Guild, and a possible $1,000 on a

Dada Surealistic festival.

A Play by the Black

Players called "Home" was voted

lo be presented, if a group from

P.C. approves the play at a

rehearsal. This experimental

multi-media show is new and the

council wishes to be sure that the

money put into it will be worth

while.

The offer to support "Spirit in

Flesh" was turned down. Room to

Move needed a category change in

their their budget by Student

Senate but if the change did not go

through, PC. was asked to support

the group. The reason for the

denial was that the PC. has

decided not to support religious

groups and since "Spirit in Flesh"

is a group forming the commune.

Brotherhood ol the Spirit of

Warwick. Mass. P.C. could not

support the group.

A request for $1,000 to revive the

Freshmen Mugbook was voted

down by a majority of the mem-

bership" P.C. was to join the

Student Senate and the Greeks in

reviving the well used book that

waa ended after the, now junior

class, entered.

A Student Industries Night,

similar to the Winter Carni hap-

pening on the 2nd concorse level

will be looked into by a special task

lorce.

COME TO THE
Sponsored by

to

Coffee
Flag

MDC
Classifieds
New Rates

75* First Day

»0
e Every Day Afte

House

HOTLINE
5-2550

featuring

"Clear Sky"
BERKSHIRE COMMONS — MARCH 13th

8:30 to 12:30 Singles: 25c — Couples: Girls Free!

PROGRAM COUNCIL GIVES YOU

GOOD TIMES
TONIGHT

Live Band in the HATCH 8-11

FREE-FREE-FREE-FREE-FREE- FREE-FREE-FREE

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
Call 256-6951 mtlrr 6 p ni

thru weekend. $275 00

and all

tra-15

pionship. Apply Gorman tM***
Inc. Manuera, Mere or Nlck.^^

lloueer, Tea*, Ciernwd. PE.J*»'«;

1 teller. 1UK, caeeette eud open reel

Uhm,, Standard radio. Utah epe*.ker.

Li*e. 8 tracka and other neceeeltlea

s«« Amber** Audi*. u

t»ED FIBS — Jacket* capes.

.tole. for spring. **£• " ** £
coat., eoiue raccoon. All el»ee, »<•

and up^all 253-5090. «£H
~Sp>aker boiee, eiceUeut Bound, 8

"

driver, uild high end, natural hard

«o»d cabinet, tweeter crooeover.

35 be heard tall &I5-2380 **£.,

""ism Kastle CPM70 Ski., used

time, mm T>roua «•« •• '^
and S4000 toe, em. cond ,

$IV> » •»"

%*m

.

.
*J±± •

ll.liurtH Belt White 7'/*. •[>«! >»'

i,. Orange, lar«e, »« **.jm+
OSt.

tn-i-j
—

1 pair Ftacher Supergluaa t. -

skU 215cm with Marker l.inUii.--

like urw, used 5 timet., $.0. JWM
t.^:;i.,l before 5, after 5 Ore* ..'-

7:m»i .

"•, " 1 "

Itrand new Sotitor 14 ft auto 0O-iM>

/omit telephoto. >ever used and in

irWMl condition. T 4 moun «» '•<*

an> MR Camera; Minolta T-4 mom
incl Asklnn $125, will ha««le. Call

.i-5216. *L3
' Iu

Spanish ruitar in fair cond. f»r

sale Also Koval t.M>e»riter ne«

.

u.,,1 only once. TV 19" barwin

Kefriiterator full alie. C«» """"'/j'.,.

Cioinc South? Price In m« »* «•»'

shoe-In (behind Auburhon s in the

\lley.) For men and women: san-

dals, boot., shoes, clo«s, moccasins,

sneakers, etc.

1 ___!. -— —
Must aell «8 Cortina, antomatl.

,

disc brake.. 2« mpf,,
«ood nwtanjr-

.1 condition, only «5<"» "£ "
offer over $M9 Call W«-l>7«.

|p)|

Ita Ford euatom $*, VS, *uto

trans .PS. R«<»o «i« He«ter. new

, w and batt . «ood runnlnr cond

Imm $«75. CU *«er 6 »--,»;

"ft Pontine. Firebird nat . """r" 1

,

rond . air, radio, automatic. vin>l

t„p? .now tire.. $1195 or »"•« of"
\lso Head Ski. (Master.) with rac^

in. binding Call 549-3931 after
(

B

—trusty «3 Ford Falcon Wa«on.

iHidr f»ir Oot me to and from work

every day tola winter *•**•«*"*-
-,l!)-w034 evenlnca. "J' lg

—Portabir"Fnrty - «• >W Bus

rebuilt en« . «•• heater. 4 e.tra

tires. e\c. cond $1050 8*4-72.7^

Ideal for enmpin*. clandestine pot

parties, etc «f3,H

—A bene* ta rent wanted by *iv

n ,,let undergrade f« nMt
'i ?,?,

,ear and perhap. longer. < •>'•''''

at 546-5197 or Stere/9kip **9 ™*.

~Full-el«ed womene "Wcycl*;.
Fn« "

li.h or Amerlc.n style. *'"
ff
P"l

cash $49-*219 nfter » tf3-i?

—PBedreeni Apt. to rent neclnnln e

May or June. Call 532-91$$ •£«

HELP WANTED

return It to Apt. 342.
-tf3-l

l^st Men.. Mar. I In rear of Bert

shire Commons an aTacade «re- <

,„rr>in« rase containing fcfjrllM
i,ai>ers Reward for Information<

»r

S. -lane F. Me( ullough. 20
•

7IHI or .M5-.'397.
"*''

ROOMMATES WANTED
"Roommate wanted at Squire *l»

Inc.- In Sunderland on 116. Incl. »'•

utilities, dishwasher, garbage i .-

uosal, wall-to-wall carp , only $Oj

Available Apr. 1. < all 6ti5-2(i0»

Bars
To Anita - Slurp! irom The

"lull"." thank »ou lor the •'••'"* I

,3-1 i

To C inderell. of til! I"""**' £
the shoe fits wear it till *' •"•

WTI Tnd'rstandingly >ours, Primre

-J.nna. •I>l» ItirThday. too b.i.l

It wasn't 4 da>s ago. f3S

HELP

Caah girl.? Ae much a. $30 •• an

ho« for «o-«ettere Call M7-23M
^

ROOM TO RENT

Now Wring women, full or part^

time. $10$ to $400 monthly. Call

W7-2350. lU^-

Available
single room,
» .-r.it> Tel

Immediately — •'"•'»

garai:e. one mile I nl-

253-5.'08. Low «"«,t
f

,

FOR RENT

SERVICES

Amher.t Audio service, .tereo

.omptmente. tape decks for home er

,-nr. 197 No. Plea.ant St ,
1-81 3«-

PAS8POBT8 - J«»B APpTlCA-
TIONN Special vacation package, on

film and proceeolng ever, thing pho-

tographic . Von 11 .nve $ at Im k s

rhoto. Rt. 116, So. Amhect, 86J-

31 18,
^"""

—fy,^ nationwide out-of-print hook

M.arch eervlce John Hardy - Books.

it... 183. Auburn, Ma... 01501

PKBFhXrT FOB SIMMER SCHOOl :

turn 1 bdrin. apt. for July and

Aug No lease req $161 mo Near

( ampu.. pool, tennl. courts, air

.ond. Married couple or girl, pre^

ferred. Call 549-3916 after ft tf 3 U
'

2 Bedroom Apt for summ-r sub-

,et „r permanent ''•"' '^j;''™",
Incl utIUtie. and pool. Call M'"

253-282$ .
_E!i

Arailable April 1 - beautiful tw..

hedroom all electric apartment, ex-

cellent location Ideal for couple or

three students .baring eipen.es. Call

^53-3979 evening.. "•»' *•'

Comfortable furn 1 bdrm apt

for June, July and Aug_ NniMH
req. $14$ mo. Call 253-7684 after »,

RIDERS WANTED
leaving for Long !««•" '"""Vi"J

11:30 Friday morn . ntmn «~«"
eve, $2 00 each way. C«H «•»•,

6-1094).

Ki.ier. wanted to «»e
•

-jhln. *'
l-enn. to leave In 3-1!). I

after;

noon. Call «-WI» El

!

To northern or central Florida on

.,t . M;,r. M 1|> l« 3 people for

*M letel (*17 per person) K.n>

,,„k may be arranged. C«B •»
ii.r, .ifterfipiii

—
Help! I need ene doien bla< k

,,u , , for March 16-1$ *»' »'» r

\
Anient t.uar.n.ee return in »-r-

,'e.t condition. Call Carol at **^™\*—wdTwanted

TAG SALE

BOOKS
We buy need book, and record.

— Whltellght Booka (In the Alley)

No teit.l
tfl>- 15

FOR SALE — AUTOS
196$ Corrette HFCP, 9*™

gmT, brake., window 350 hp, 4

spd . AM-FM .tereo and tape, reaa.

offer. Mike at 519-0499. t,f3-12

1062 Mercury <t-'o>«"' , )
# "'"'"Vnn'in.

gon. radio, .now tlree. Oood running

!:..:...,„.. r,n 584-W15. tf3-lj

1063 Ford VSim'jSmi. *ood

cond.. V-8. fSSSfltLlAf^SJSn
and radio. Contnct David 367-^

-irFo7d~^aiaianr^^^.
excellent condition, only 38.000 mi

' Enjoy more free time and vaca-

tions Ensllsh BA will type and/or

revise anything These., too. C am-

pu. plck-up/dellvery renter Pro-

fessional, reasonable. 581-0673 eve.^

"TVPINO — Theel., Manu.crU.te.

I>|Mertatlone. Maeter., In fact alt

typln* requlrernente can be nandied

through SANDY » SECRETAKI M.

SERVICE, dial $$4-»80ft. ^

4 room., modern, dishwesher. $155

1 tilitie. included. Available Imme-

diately. Sunderland (10 mln. from

Inlv ) Call 665-3692.

TCTSUBLET

WANTED
Black etneere male student near

Amheret. Pleaae write to white m. e

(temporarily In Ohio) InterestedI

In

possible close .ummer relationship

Confidential. Bo« 723. Amherst

Maee. . lf?J*
Sparring partner for Amherst

mauler training for the world cham-

Efflclency apt, Quabbln Vlg jf fur-

nished, all utilities but phone, depos t

fee paid. Call 323-7039 after 7 P_m_

Available Immediately. »'»-' '

~Ti eublet 3 bedroom Pufft.m

apartment from June 1 to August

:<1. air cond. Will dlecuse rent C •"

549-6767.
"*'

'--

To sublet, one bedroorn apt

kitchen, bath, $134) mo. OafflMe

\pt . Immediate occupancy. « •"

It,, t.ie ;VWR11 after r.rto '" r-

.V and 10c Tag Sale Sat., Mar. 13.

f.reenoiigh House 10 a m. - 5 p m
Kefreshment. and coffee. Anti-i'ies

II mdicraft.. Pottery. "Junk . M**
trie Hair Dryer, men', new skates

.lee. knife, eewing machine, radios

MV2377.
"•*''•

ENTERTAINMENT^
Ocean'. 11, .tarring ^•mln'

1

D**)
i

*

Jr., Frank Hinatara, Dean Martm

Peter Lawford and Joey Bishop Al-

so n Roadrunner Cartoon, f/'n"

March 12, 6:45 and 9:30 In Thorn,,

son 104 50c.

Need ride to and /or from ''""'•;

noils for Spring vacation Will share

."peVscs .'nd driving. Plc.se help

Call Rick 5I6-44W8. !

ft '

Ride wanted to Bale . Mtl Mar

is ..e I") vAjll share druiiiK «»'•

%SJZ rail ml MM *••»

Ap>. A^lQibltTSpring Vac.
—
y^a a place to stay during

spring vacation? Wanted I f » r»a-

ponslble person, to rent apartment

,'irr vacation week $M N |.e»per-
son. I '"'.IS I'LL. '" *«<*••
lock p as. «f±!i

DRIVER WANTED
Driver wanted to pick up 1 §

.standard) in ritt.burg. Pa. Ma

.Irive to Springfield an>time MM
wm P»» ^"-ir-M'^V*

,h'-"-
er. Please call 532-8027. tl 1-18

TRAVEL

REWARD

OVERLAND EXPEIHTION Til

INDIA. I^eare. London mid-June

8190 Alao return CHAHTEHS to

London $190 approi .
Encounter

Overland. 1414 E. 80th st . Chicago,

III. 00637.
3- 2 4 $ 10 12 18 18 30 4- « 8

LOST
Would the people who took a V""' 1

cray tiger rat on Sat. from Puft

"Lost 3/3 behind DC 7, one home-

knit fisherman knit •"•«••*• *!
«.ird no questions asked C.real

sentimental v'.lue. C aU D »»»»*•
p m at 66V3276. «»•»«

PERSONAL
Happv Birthday to Mary C| un-l

Si™ D fro... I Mass with lovj^

HTLDKNTS INTERNATIONAL of-

fer, chartered fllghte to NA8SAI In

spring and EI'ROPE In .ummer. For

detail, call Steve 519-1357 or Brian

549-3963 3 1,2.5.8,9,12.15.1 6

C.ning South? Price is riul.t ill the

Mioe-ln il.el.nid Anhin In... . •>' ""'

Vlle\) lor men unil won....: snmllls,

boots, ehoes, «log«, ")"" '
"'•

sneakers, etc.
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ToSiDeadline Now April 1 Dempsey And Greeley: Two Reserves, True Assets
^

. w;n nrnomm Classes are concentrated ... ... nsiMiMHI^W^ Kl t?

ACTION LAB:
Big Brothers. Anyone interested in

being a Big Brother to Boys in

Northhampton Area, please call Jim

81 655 3091.

APPLE CORPS:
"Think Spring, think Bud

featuring "Flight" 8 12 p.m. tonight

m Worcester DC. Dance Lightshow

'Bud'.

B TOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaving Whitmore at 12.15 for

the State School on Saturday.

EDUCATION UNDERGRADS:
All Elem and Secondary students

are urged to attend a meeting held by

the S N.E A & Counseling Dept.

Monday, March 15th at 7:30 p.m m
Educ. Aud.

FREE LIFE CELEBRATION
The FLC will celebrate Sun. on the

Concourse Level of the C.C. at 2

Come & give & share.

Tonight George Wilder of the

Biology Dept will be speaking at SU

420 Preceded by regular Friday

Evening Services at 730 p.m.

REVELERS:
Reveler Applications are available

in the R.S.O. Office in the basement
of the C.C.

THOREAU HOUSE.
Coffee House Sat night, March

13th at 8 p.m. in Thoreau (next to

Melville). All folk enthusiasts and
performers welcome.

LOST:
One pair of black glasses lost. Call

Judy 6 6723. Help! I can't see.

Crocheted change purse lost. Badly
need my ID'S. Call Dale 253 9357.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Marilyn Nanes, '72 of SDT to Mark

Orfinger, '69, of C.C.N.Y.
Stephanie LeBell, '71 of Webster to

J. Stephen Bradley, '64, of Ipswich

(U.C Berkeley)
Dorothy Gajewski, '71, of Melville

toCraig B. Allen, 71, of the Univ. of

New Mexico.
Dimitra Tsatsos, '73, of JQA to

Robert Cook, '72, of MacKimmie.
Benerly Cohen, '72, of Boston

University to Dick Shuman, '70, of

Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Students who wish to apply for

the few openings still available in

the Bologna Summer Program

may do so my submitting an ap-

plication form before April 1. The

Program runs from June 17 to

August 9. From August 9. when

classes end in Bologna, to August

26. when the Program's charter

i light will bring the group back to

the United States, participants will

be free to travel on their own.

Participating students have the

opportunity to earn six regular

credit hours by choosing two

courses from art. government.

history, Italian language and

literature. All courses are given in

English and knowledge of Italian is

not a prerequisite for joining the

I Drive Started To Aid Poor
|

....-..,>«» inilit'il-t Mill IM'llllllIllll'

Beginning March 14th and ex

tending through April 4th. the

Newman Club will sponsor a drive

to aid the poor of Appalachia. This

is a chance for the entire

University Community to take an

active part in allieviating the

suffering of the needy in this area.

Unfortunately the poor of Ap-

palachia are only too often

forgotten by our government. This

is especially true now with our

current military and economic

situation causing cutbacks in aid to

Appalachia land to other

depressed areas).

Some desparately needed items

are: clothes, sewing supplies,

household goods, shoes and boots,

school supplies, soap, dry foods

and vitamins and aspirins. Any

cash donations would also be

greatly appreciated.

program Classes are concentrated

on a lour day schedule from

Monday to Thursday. Weekends

are thereby left free either tor

organized field trips to such major

cultural centers as Home, Venice,

Florence. Siena, and Pisa, or for

independent travel.

Exclusive of -board, which the

student must provided for himself,

the cost of the Bologna Summer

Program is $725. This amount

includes air transportation to and

from the United States, tuition,

health, and library fees, field trips

in Italy, and room rent in Bologna

from the dav of arrival to August 9.

Application forms arid further

information are available from

Professor Roland Sarti, director of

the Summer Program, in Room

111, Herter Hall.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Paul MacNittie will be speaking on

prayer. Also Elections of the new
executive committee will be held at

this meeting. Please make an effort

to attend. Mem. Hall 7.30 p.m.

ITALIAN CLUB
Bake Sale, Saturday, March 13th at

9 am to 12 noon at Stop & Shop near

Zayre's

JQA U «_-,.«
An informal qet together m Gail 8.

Steve's apt , 19th floor JQA. We II

be rappmg about Jails, the Penal Sys.

etc at around 8 p.m. Everyone s

invited, meet some people, bring

some wine if you wish

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
G.rls Kappa Kappa Gamma m

vitesvoutoa St Patrick's Day Party

of Monday, March 15th 6 30 8 p m
take a break from your studies and

come down

NEW HAVEN MARCH CON
SP I R AC Y
Cars will be raving from the front

ot Whitmore 'omorrow, Sat at 10

a m tor N< « Haven March to

Demand Freedom tor Bobby Seale,

Erika Hugq n .. and all Political

Prisoners

OUTING CL
Lee ciimbmo this weekend Also

two cavmg I ips Meeting, Monday,
all goinq to -qmia should attend

See bulletin board for details

PEOPLES CHURCH SERVICES
This week :.<: will be finishing

"Jesus Christ .uperstar The Last

Supper throuc the Crucifixion, in

Rm 162 of ttV C at 6 p m

PHI SIGMA K..PPA.
As usual Fr.ciay night at Phi Sig

Club All welcome at Open House

Phi S.qma Kappa. 510 M Pleasant St

at 8 30 p m.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Dr George Abel, director of the

astronomy department of the

University of California at Los

Angeles, has been my debating

opponent on at least three occasions,

including an encounter over

educational television Dr Abel,

although not an astrology en

thusiast, has tried to keep himself

mtormed on the subject it is always

a pleasure to meet with and debate

mm This cannot be said for most

astronomers
• •

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

:

Accent on partnership, marriage,

ability to correctly interpret needs

of others Be sure your own side of

story gets presented One you trust

may not be up to par Act ac

C

°TAU
9
RUS (April 20 May 20) You

need respite from pressure Change
pace Relax Protect assets, m
eluding health One who makes
promise is m position to fulfill H

applies especially if individual is a

Capricorn
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Good

lunar aspect coincides with creative

activities, expressions of affection.

Give attention to children Realize

you need loved ones Recent
domestic dispute can not be settled

CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Obtain hint from Gemini message
Harmonize best interests at heart

Reaize this and respond ac

cordmgly .....

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Utilize

sense of drama You can make the

drab come to lite Don't be satisfied

with second best You have a right to

quality Insist on it Lbra individual

can aid cause
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Avoid

scattermq your forces. Be versatile,

but don't spread efforts too thm.

Develop ideas into valid concepts

Gain indicated through written

material Study messages, reports

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): You
benefit by co operating with Leo

individual in unique project. Cycle

high, trust your own judgment,

intuition. Check details. Avoid being

tripped up by apparent minor
matters. Be thorough
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Be

ready tor change, travel, variety of

experiences Cycle is especially

qood tor work in conjunction with

institutions, organizations,
charitable enterprises. You gam
recognition.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21).

Accent on friends, hopes, special

desires. Surprise gift could delight

Make gesture of reconciliation to

family member Diplomatic ap

proach will gam positive results. Act

accordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19)

Avoid self deception See persons

and situations m light of reality^

Strive tor greater inspiration Heed
spiritual counsel Advancement
made .f you are dedicated
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18).

Good lunar aspect coincides with

journeys, higher education,

meaningful contacts Keep com
munication lines clear Catch upon
correspondence Contact one at a

distance
. „

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

Finish projects. New starts now may
be premature Estates, taxes

require consideration. Mate or

partner reveals special financial

interests Be aware Reject surface

indications

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you have delightful sense of humor
You express yourself in original

manner Change of resiaence is

possibility this year, with September
highlighted You are due for greater

happiness Love comes your way
Recognize it and your need for it

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4

9

12

13

Cover

Three-banded
armadillo

The sun

Mohammedan
leader

Royal

14 Anger

15 Hurler

17 Damaged

19 Wand
21 French for

"king"

22 Commit
depredations

24 Vast age

26 Genus of

olives

29 Free of

30 Screechers

32 Opus (abbr.)

33 Stroke

34 Low island

35 Near
36 Metric

measure
39 Peer Gynt's

mother
40 Cut
41 Underworld

god
Beverage
Openwork
fabric

Chemical
compound
River in New
York State

50 Helping

53 Devoured
54 Style of

painting

56 Period of

time
57 Weight of

India

58 Remains
59 Weaken

DOWN

1 Household
pet

2 Time gone
by

3 Went by

4 Region

5 Completed

6 Symbol for

silver

7 Cheer

8 Winglike

9 Figure of

speech
10 Native metal

11 Conducted
16 Pigpen

18 Spacious

20 Preposition

22 Urges on

23 Mature
25 Indispensable

27 Wipe out

28 Showy flower

30 Everybody's
uncle

31 Swiss river

33 Metal tubes
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37 Hot coal

without flame

38 Stalemate

39 Eagle's nests

42 Article of

furniture

44 Clothing

46 Cravats
47 Possesses

48 Southwestern
Indian

49 Openwork
fabric

51 New Deal

agency (init.)

52 Opening
55 A continent

(abbr.)
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47
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Volkswagen
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VW» To Choose From

Northampton

Volkswagen, Inc.

,,310660 584-8620

246 KinK st. (Rte. 5)

Northampton

Open Eves till 9

ByMARKVOGLER
MI k' staff

For many hoopsteri the scoring

average is a true estimate ol one's

nlaving ability. But tor senior

reserve veterans Bob Dempsey

and Bill Greeley It Just presents a

total picture of deception.

While the pair's scoring

credentials combined probably

don't amount to much more than

the average sum. their availability

and readiness to come off the

bench in key situation reflects

credibly in the final analysis

Marking time on the bench doesn t

come easy to anyone. But it's an

even more difficult task to come

into a ball game prepared to do the

job when you're called upon. Head

Coach Jack Leaman feels that they

have been more than adequate in

bolstering the bench and adding

depth to a squad which is already

blessed in balance.

•I don't think that it's any ac-

cident that UMass started winning

when Dempsey and Greeley came

into our program, declares the

Uedman mentor. Their three year

record is 58-17 and by the end of

this span, they will have played in

two national tourneys. You can t

ask much more than that from any

player" „
They've both been excellent

team players. They enthusiasm

and desire have deinitely helped us

to the best three year varsity

record in UMass basketball. Both

have made significant con-

tributions to this ball club At some

time in their careers either one has

started in a key ball game and has

come through with clutch play.

Looking back over his schoolboy

davs Dempsey was quite the

basketball player for Durfee High

i Fall Kiver) where he was an All-

State guard for two years. In his

senior season the co-captain

averaged 17 points per outing white

In.- school secured the state title

with a 2f>-12 log (1966

The other members who rounded

out Durfee's starting cast that year

did well for themselves, too.

Brother Ted. a former Providence

hurler who registered a 104 record

with the Friars, is currently

working towards his PHd in

education here at the university.

Former teammate Frnie Fleming

brought along a junior college

buddy in Artis (Jilmore and has

helped to make Jacksonville the

team it is. One mate played ball at

Vermont for two years before with-

drawing and another received a

grid scholarship

Dempsey insists that baseball

was always his game and he

sometimes regrets ! having

abandoned it for the hardwood. He

qualified for the Hearst sandlot

team two of the three years he

played on the high school diamond.

All it took was a one year stay at

North Yarmouth (Maine) Prep

Academy and the athletic Fall

Biverite never knew the confines of

a dugout again His 25-point

scoring average complimented

that of Bay Johnson's 35 < now at

P C ) and carried North Yarmouth

into the finals of the New England

Prep School Tourney where they

bowed after a 22-game unbeaten

streak.

But the ball didn't stop for

Dempsey there-it kept rolling for

10 more "games Selected to the NE
All-Star Prep team, he was just one

of the better reasons his squad

went undefeated in a three week

tour of Europe. He paced his mates

with an 18 point scoring average

and toted home the MVP honors.

Greeley, an All-State guard for

Melrose High, likewise led his

team to a state championship in

basketball - and they did it a year

fRFFI FY ON THE MOVE-Dedication and determination have

been the trVdemarks of Bill Greeley, shown in action against Ion.

He
e
ha?been

a

a

e

key figure in the bright "*"*«*»" *»«»*^
past three years. (MDC photo by Gary Shckman.)

after Durtee turned the trick

A campaign earlier the Class B

champs were nearly afforded the

opportunity to tangle with Demp-

sey s team But the chance was

scratched out when they loll by one

to Westboro. Westboro, by the way,

was immediately banished by-

banner-bound Durfee in the

semi-finals.

Two of Greeley's team mates

went on to play collegiate ball. Bill

Jacobsen, <i'0", is at Dartmouth.

Wayne Peiria, 6'8", had the

dubious distinction of playing

against Ernie Fleming (a Durtee

bov don't forget) when the later

attended Gardner Webb Junion

College.

Greeley was a three-sports

standout at Melrose, competing in

football and baseball besides

basketball

Dempsey and Greeley had

proven themselves enough to be

dubbed fine schoolboys in every

sense. UMass wasted no time in

recruiting them. When given their

first test of the collegiate brand

they didn't exactly shine on. but

were contributing cogs to the

freshman's 12-7 slate under coach

Broaca. Despite a 28 point debut,

Dempsey could muster only a 7.3

average" Greeley scored at 6.6 clip

In any event the two guards

made a good enough impression to

graduate into the varsity ranks.

With an incomparable backcourt

combo in All-YanCon greats Bay

Ellerbrook and Joey DiSarcina, it

would appear that Dempsey and

Greeley wouldn't see much action

as sophomores. Well, as it turned

out DiSarcina was inactivated for a

spell and a guard post had to be

filled Leaman went to his young

guards, alternating the duty. They

responded to the opportunity and

performed well. Of seven games

Dempsev started, the Bedmen won

seven As for Greeley, he played

more than last year and this year

combined. UMass ranked second

in New England and had a 17-7

mark. ,

It was rather unfortunate for

Greeley and Dempsey that they

came at a time when the Bedmen

were loaded with talented guards

For anv possible steady starting

role eluded them last year when

John Betancourt and Mike

Pagliara worked their way into the

scene after an unbeaten frosh year.

DiSarcina was gone but EUerbrook

was rounding out the final leg of his

career As a result, the amount of

action they saw was considerably

lessened

Much of the same is true this

season. Pagliara and Betancourt

are established starters, and

transfer student Tom McLaughlin

gets his share of playing time. But

there have been situations this

season when Dempsey and Greeley

have demonstrated that they

possess the ability of a starter,

despite their consistent role as a

reserve.

Dempsey had his night in the

Northeastern tilt, fitting in for

Pagliara who was struck with the

flu In 30 minutes of action he

caged eight points, two for three

from the floor and four in as many

charity shots. Tabbed as one of the

better ball handlers on the club

Dempsey pleased the crowd well

The UConn evening belonged to

Greeley He was inserted with 13

minutes left, hit on four of five long

bombs, and employed his usually

(.OIM. IP-Shown defending against an lo.ia "PP""™ 1
' ^

Hrt up the Bedman attack. I MDC photo by Gary Slu kman. I

tenacious defense.

Asked if the role of being a

reserve has been frustrating at

times. Greeley replied: "I'm not

going to say that it doesn't bother

anyone from accomplishing from

what he sets out to do. But you have

to adjust to things or else you're

going to be in trouble And I guess

I \e sort of adjusted to this

situation

T know my contributions

haven t been overwhelming

because I've been on the bench

But if I've done anything I can say

I've worked pretty hard in practice

to get the team ready to play.

Everybody likes to think they're

No. 1, and it's hard when someone

else comes along who can do it as

w»ll if not better. But one good

consolation is that I've been a

member of a championship teanv

That's the way I've rationalized

it."

Greeley says he intends to work

with coach Broaca next year as

Bay Ellerbrook did this season,

then he hopes to secure a high

school coaching job the following

fall.

playing time. 1 never saw anyone

improve who sat on the bench. It's

partialis mv lault. since 1 didn't

plav up'to my potential In order to

play up here >ou have to put out l")i)

percent in practice Sometimes I

didn't. The coach says il he doesn't

have confidence in you in practice

he can't play you in a game And

that's what happened to RM

Dempsey gives his version to

being a reserve: "As time went on

I dint improve, from my freshman

to my sophomore and junior and

senior years because of a lack of

But now I see things in a dit

lerent light It's kind of tough

sitting on the bench A lot of times

you see I certain spot where you

could've done the job. But any time

the coach calls you, you've got to

be ready. That s the thing you're

waiting for. And I think that every

time the coach has called on me I

feel I've been ready."

Dempsey and Greeley have been

in perpetual competition against

each other for four years. They've

remained the best of friends -they

roomed together as freshmen,

went to Sam Jones' basketliall

camp together and belong to Theta

Chi Fraternity How much action

one sees in the NIT will certainly

be influential upon the other's

playing time Asked if there has

been any friction amongst them

Dempsey took a friendly jab: "The

only friction there has been has

been caused by a few girls we've

dated!"

.e years. (MDC photo by t.ary MicKman.;

New Olympic Facility To Highlight Track Season
* *

. _.,, „„„ - a^teu and Jim Graves will blood on the team wl

By EABLE BABBOLL
MDC Staff

With a little help from mother

nature one of the best outdoor

track facilities in the nation will be

ready when the UMass track team

opens its outdoor dual meet

schedule on the loth of April

hosting New England s top two

indoor teams. Boston University

and Northeastern.

Undoubtedly this new Olympic

track will be the highlight of the

season as it will provide for the

lirst time in a while a chance for

UMass sports fans to come out and

see some of the top individual

performers in New England who

compete for the Bedmen.

For the past couple of seasons

names such as Bon Wayne. Walter

Mayo. Jerry Spellman, Dave

Evans, Eddie Arcaro, Cal Car-

penter and Bip Dyer have covered

these pages with their excellence

in track competition. Now the

opportunity has come for UMass

fans to see these stars in action

During this past indoor season

the track team was both un-

successful in dual meets and under

par in companionship competition

This spring season should see a

change as added outdoor events

will enable the Bedmen to fortify

their ranks for the tough schedule

that it will face.

Sprinting and hurdling have been

the main strong points for UMass

m recent years. This season the

Bedmen fielded the strongest

group of performers in New
England in each event during the

indoor season. With the addition of

the 220 yard run and the 440 yard

relay the sprinters will have two

more chances to chalk up points

With an extra hurdle event

Spellman and Jim Graves will

have another opportunity to score

The final area is in the throwing

events Eddie Arcaro was the lone

weight man during indoor season

in both the shot and the weight

throw With the addition of the

javelin discus and hammer throw

and with added support from

Bocco Pettito. Jim Queeney, John

Homan, Peter Natti. Gil Silvia and

Bruce Bursey. the UMass weight

crew will be a formidable outfit

'

Beside the old top flight per

formers. UMass fans will be able to

get a look at some of the younger

blood on the team who will be the

nucleus of next Year s squad

Names such as Ed Shaunesscy.

Steve l.evine. John Maloney. Mike

Teasdale. Gene Costello. Tom

Jasmin, Roger Nasatka and Doug

(> Council, who will be the news

makers in track in the next couple

of years will be able to use the

spring to continue their develop-

ment .

With the toughest track schedule

to face the Bedmen in some time, a

blending ol the old and the new will

be needed to make the spring track

season a success
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Redman PairNamed AU-YanCon
ByEAHLEBARROLL

MIX -

Stall

Julius Erving ami John

Betancourt, who sparked I Mass to

its fourth consecutive Yankee
i onference Championship and its

second straight \ IT i>ni were

named along with Boh staak oi

i i lonn and Nate Adger and Dwight

Tolliver oi Rhode Island to the All

Vankee Conference First Team
Second tram honors went to

Redman ken Mathias, Steve

Rowell and Phil Hickson oi Rhode

Mand. Bob Boyd oi UConn and

Dwight Peters oi New Hampshire

Honorable mentions went to Ron

liruhala lUConn). Dave Pem
berton lUNH ,

Nick Susi t Maine),

Ed Molloy lURU and Ray Ortiz

Vermoni i.

Erving, who led all New Kngland

scorers and rebounders and was

eighth and third in both depart-

ments in the nation, was the only

unanimous choke of the six league

coaches and this came as no

surprise The 1*6 junior all

Amencan. who was honored

earlier in the week in being named

to Basketball Weekly's all

American team, was the

dominating force in all Redman
games during the regular season

Mis scoring, his rebounding and his

defense were the driving force in

the Redman surge to basketball

prom i nance.

Betancourt was named on four

ballots for first team and two for

second. In his second straight

season as a starter, the 510 junior

averaged 12 8 points a game and

led all Redmen in assists with 113

Rc was the spark of the team with

Ins abilit) to come up with the big

game when needed a major factor

in I Mass basketball success.

Coach Jack Leaman commented

on his play, John is the spark that

ignited the team When he played

well the team played well He did a

good job both defensively and

Satin OoUretan

Sp&tt*

L

Ik* I
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offensively and was the key to our

running game which is our most

effective type of play."

\dger and Tolliver are both

seniors and all Yankee Conference

opponents are happy to hear this

Adger averaged 17 points per game

and was the big guy under the

boards for the Rams. Tolliver, 5'9,

was consistent throughout the

season and was deadly from the

outside with his left-handed shot

On defense he was as good at his

position as any guard in New

England
Staak is also a senior and one of

the best shooters in New England

He averaged 20.9 points a game

and hit almost 50% from the Hour

with Ins stylish jump shot

Mathias came on strong in the

second half of the Redman season

to establish himself as one ol the

best big men in New Kngland He

hit 56% from the floor averaging

Id 4 points and 9.6 rebounds a

game.
The selection oi Rowell. a

sophomore and Hickson. a junior.

gives Rhode Island lour starters on

the two all conference teams Both

forwards are strong up front with

Rowell leading the Rams in

scoring with 17 1 points and

Hickson one ol the leading per-

centage shooters in the region.

Both will be back next year

Boyd is the second halt ot the hot-

shoot mg UConn duo along with

Staak He averaged 18 points on the

season and along with Staak w ill be

graduating this year which is also

good news for UConn opponents

HOOP NOTES-Two more teams

were added to the NIT. field a

couple of days ago From the Big

Ten league runner-up Michigan

was picked to become the first Big

Ten team to compete in the

NIT An interesting note on the

Michigan selection is that its coach

John Orr was the former head

coach of basketball at UMass and

his assistant was none other than

Jack Leaman... Also picked was

Big Eight runner-up Oklahoma

which will be making its second

straight appearance in the tour

nament. The Sooners have a

record of 19-7. The last four bids

will come from the Atlantic Coast

Conference, which is presently

YAM ON BACKCOl RT-All-Yankee Conference first team guards

Dwight Tolliver (12) of Rhode Island and John Betancourt (Ml test

each others skills in early season play at Rhode Island. These two

were joined bv Julius Krving. Bob Staak (I t onn) and Nate Adger

(IRI) on the All-Yankee Conference five. tMDC photo by Oary

compleHng Its league playoffs, and made on Monday and Tuesday at

from the Missouri Valley Con- which time a notice will be made of

lerence. Pairings will probably be ticket sales

MatmenAt Regionals

GymnastsComplete Compulsories

;

Team Championship Today
First day competition of the

Eastern Intercollegiate Ciym-

nastics League Championships

came to an end yesterday as

each ol the eight league members

completed the compulsory exer

cises m each event

I he top three teams at the end ot

the competition were Penn Mate

with 147 in points, CMass. 1 33 on

.mil Springfield College. 117 M

High scorer for I Mass in the

il.ior exercise was John Calabria

with a 7J Jack Berner and Tony

Vacca had scores >>! 7H and 7 2

High scorer in the event was Ron

i lemmer oi Temple « ith k 7 Penn

te took the lead alter this event

with a snore ot 24.0, I Mass

followed with 8.9 and Springfield

had 22 h:>

I Mass lost a little ground in the

ulohorse event Springfield took

this event with 24 6 points with

Pem state second at 24 45 followed

by Navy with 23.S. An outstanding

performance *as turned in by

Worthington of Navy who posted a

M Rick Riley and Vacca of

I Mass. both strong competitors

throughout the season, contributed

scores of 7.65 and 7.25.

I Mass score for this event was

B Penn State now led with 48.45

points. Springfield moved into

second at 47 45 with I' Mass
dropping to third with 44 25 points.

Dan Spier led CMass in the rings

with 7 K."i Penn State took this

even! uith B.35. CMass took

MARSHALL AVF.NKR This

Peon Stale gymnast was the

top performer in yesterday s

parallel bar competition, h

sophomore, he is a member of

the IS. World (iames team in

his specialty, all-around.

second with 22.55 and Springfield

was next with 19 15 points

In the long horse vaulting the

Redmen scored 22.60 points Penn

State won this event with a mark of

M tu>. followed oy Temple with

25.60 and Army. 24:15. Vacca s

average score was 8.0 to lead all

I Mass vaulters Kruist of Penn

State had top score of 9 2

Parallel bars and high bars were

strong events lor CMass Redman

Dave Genes! pulled a strong 8 4 to

lead I Mass in parallel bars Penn

States Marshall Avener scored

B.8S to win the event The Nittany

I. ions again won the event with

, CMass was second with 22 40

.md Springfield was third. If.Ofl

The last event, high bar. had

Penn State on top with 24 35,

CMass second with 21 20 and Army
next with 14 :{o

Today's competition will feature

optional routines in all events with

the B.I.G L team championship at

stake Competition will be held

irom 1-3:38 p m and 7-9:30.

The championships w ill conclude

tomorrow with the individual

championships beginning at 2 p.m

at Curry Hicks Cage

By BOB GANLEY
MDC Staff

Having disposed of the

Springfield Chiefs and most of the

other wrestling teams in New

Kngland last weekend, the UMass
wrestlers try to add Harvard and

CNH to the list this weekend when

they compete in the NCAA New

Kngland Regional tournament to

lie held at Harvard College.

This is the NCAA s official

university division tournament to

determine the qualifiers lor the

national tournament later in the

month at Auburn Cniversity Only

university division teams will be

competing and this eliminates

main ot New England's strongest

teams Sprmglield and Central

Connecticut will be eliminated and

man) other university teams are

not going to bother to go

CRl. which finished fourth in the

NKIWA tourney last week, is not

going and neither is Connecticut

The only additions will be CNH.
which missed the tourney last

week, and Eastern League
member Harvard The other

Eastern League team. Vale, is on

NCAA probation due to the con-

troversial .lack hanger case of a

vear ago
Since there are no team

championships at stake, several of

the teams are bringing only partial

squads, including the Redmen
Seven of the eight place w inners in

last week's upset over Springfield

will be wrestling for the right to

compete in the nationals This list

includes champions Shelly

Goldberg. Tom Young, and Carl

Dambman, as well as Dave Amato.

George Zguns. Dave Reynolds and

Clay Jester.

Since manv of the wrestlers who

placed ahead of the Redmen last

week won't be competing, there is

an excellent chance that CMass

will be well represented at the

nationals The Iirst and second

place winners quality

Among the wrestlers Irom other

schools who will be in the race tor

the nationals, are Haryards

Coleman at 150, Starr at 177. and

Cow let at i:>8 CNH is represented

b\ Don Stahlman. probablv the

favorite at c»». and Larrj Woods al

li,7 Dartmouth will have three line

wrestlers in New Kngland champ

Ted Thompson al 177, Steve

\lorelli at 150 and Dick Pritchard

at unlimited Brown's contingent

includes Serge Brunner at 12t> and

a line heavyweight Ed Walsh

Other schools competing are BC,

BU and MIT
Coach Homer Hair ol the Red

men leels that although the team

has sintered a letdown after its

tremendous victory ot a week ago.

the team should be ready It is a

ease ol I wrestler not having to

worry about how his team does and

can concentrate on his own effort

liarr leels that all seven of the

wrestlers will place in the top two

and hopes they can keep their

momentum going into the

nationals

Skiers Seek N.E. Title jntramurals
This weekend the CMass ski

team puts its season's ac-

complishments behind them as it

travels to New Hampshire to

compete in the N K ISC . New
Kngland Interscholastic Skiing

Championships, which includes the

top tour teams Irom the Oxborne.

Thompson. and Northern

Divisions

Coach William MacConnell's

vanity squad has disposed of

Boston I allege. Worcester

Polytechnic Institute, Amherst.

Dartmouth. Tufts, Rentley. Nor

theastern, Babsofl and Boston

University en route to these all

important metis at Wildcat and

Cranmore Ski areas in Jackson

afMJ North Connelly. Ml
respectively

Co captains John Gray and Jim

Cattinger. along with seniors

Chuck Walker. Ted Martin and

Jerry Curran comprise the varsity

team that will compete in the

slalom Saturday and Giant Slalom

Sunday. They will be accompanied

by Curt Saver and alternate Tuck

Woodruff, two excellent freshman

skiers and future prospects

Cast sear. CMass made a tine

showing in the N K ISC. placing

second ol twelve teams This year.

the) Will have to really l>e keen to

top teams such as Norwich

University of the Northern

Division The Redman skiers are in

line shape to garner a Iirst place

finish in this weekend's events, but

it's a sure bet that the other eleven

teams will show up ready to race.

Volleyball
Residence Halls

Terrors 2, Maroons
Panthers 2, Pipers

3rd Place Pipers 2, Maroons 1

Champion: Panthers 2, Terrors

Independents
Super Sigmasover Smitties, wbf

3M's2, Oxfords
Team 2, Super SigmasO

3 Ms 2, Leven 1

Fraternity
PSD 2, PSK

Champion PSD 2. KS 1

Co Rec
Bandits 2, 3M'sO

Super Stars 2, Friends 1

ACS 2. Sextets 1 GREAT NfSTMINDING KKFORT-Dave Reece, Vermont's all-

American goalie, put on one of the great goaltending performances

of the New Kngland College season in thwarting the Redmen on plays

like this one in leading CVM lo the finals of Division II hockey.

<MI)( photo by Ned Diffendale.)

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QJIir MnMutipamtttB

lathi (ttaibstan
*X»/ A fill AMD RESPONSIBLE ^^ MISS

Weather:

Clear, warm. Make
what vou want out of it.
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Vets Protest War,
Rally At Westover

By STEVEFELD— '
'

rmfin glte and^Seeded to distribute leaflets explaining then- cause te

La
;^^M:::uge^'nd

S

;';e,,rge Schuere, ,> chairmen ol .he group and

Dick Ryan a veteran of the Vietnam War. spoke lollowmg the nunc

The common people in Vietnam are against the Americans and an

supportmg Jito Vfi Cong," said Ryan They do not wan. as there We

Sh
r:;ugn''\'eted his thoughts. 'Opposition to the war i, no lunger

rested 5 indents and Communists Veterans lor Pence « getting

larger and larger."

R\ 12-15 the crowd slowly started to dispei

m terms ot what we wanted to accomplish. I'd ») thai this demon

Oration was very successful", explained Lnugee.

II e u rpoxe of the demonstration was two-fold, he satd I- int. d was

„ue, d c . show to the public that antiwar sentiment us composed o,

llumv dive! JVlnrnMUs I. also uas to express solidarity among G.I.I

r^n^rnembVS the group We wan. to show ,ha. .here are

sl

^ci,:::;u:vie;
n
:':;.nmented that *,

«

w- ,-„ .* **

^^erTnf'^eace Will concentrate on moving into d.l.eren,

tSS^S^XS^t at present, unorgan.ed but » U*

Pr
<TtprnKWra^KS a U. join m the mass demonstration

to oe I ,; wlhmg.on. DC The> will star, a petition to present to a

Massachusetts represen.ahve signed b» anv xi-teran against .he In

doehma War
Their next meeting Will he held this Thursday at 7 p m room XI i ol the

CampUS Center. All interested veterans are urged toattend

m II MS \N XI M X M XTKK.'-Whv don't we have one? Columhia has on.; a lot of schools SSI e .......

U
""

do ,te .^ e hut a ,„t of people who don't care.' . MDC photo h> Dav.d W dhams I

On The Inside

:

The University's Future
See Page Two

Grad Senate Fights Cutbacks^ X ° See Page Three

Percv Urges Vietnam Pullout
A ^A^y w & See Page Four

SOMEONE'S NX XT< HIM- YOl -Saturdays ralC b) the VHs for

i>, e .it utedsom. pr.ttv affkial sttentien. x ataa wttk camera

rvm-ene there. In the bottom ptctare he i him. hed e%ei Ms i amen

lo get a better aim. <MIM pbsteb; idKenwi.k

«
r«
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Committee Meets To Consider

Future Of The University
By DENISE MAGNELL

MDC Staff

University presidents, private

businessmen, and UMass
professors and students were

among the approximately 200

persons who gathered in the ninth

floor meeting rooms ol the Campus

Center mid-afternoon Friday to

discuss the future ol the I Mass

community
President Wood's Committee on

the Future University, here for a

tuoda\ session Thursday and

Friday, centered their discussion

on the "content and organization ot

the curriculum," but touched upon

other topics as well including

counseling, residential colleges,

and the role ot the Trustees.

The elimination of grades was

examined extensively in a group

headed by Rev. Michael Walsh.

s .) .
President of Pordham

Universit) Arguing in favor of

such a move was Student Senator

Phil Cohen asking that 'students

and faculty get together treating

each class individually creating

less <>t a feeling of working for your

mark.
- '

The problem ot transtering

pass tail standards on to graduate

work was cited as the major ob-

stacle in the way ot totally

eliminating tirades Rev. Walsh

added that until there is

recognition ol this system in

graduate schools, there will be

more pressure on students taking

graduate entrance examinations.
"

In the case of a pass/portfolio

system, it was felt that smaller

schools would benefit more since

faculty members could get to know

their 'students better, affording

them more individual evaluation,

ruining to University eore

requirements, many students

agreed that it was good for the

University to recommend a

structure, but not to force it on

them, offering a set of guidelines

instead

One student speaking in lavor ot

the present set up said, 'Kids don't

know what they want when they

come upwhere core requirements

help you experience, find out what

you really want." To which a co-ed

"rebutted." "They may not know

what they want, but they know

what they don't want."

"They 'administration* want me

to be "well rounded according to

their standards, but these aren't

my standards, and they aren t

taking my ideas into con-

sideration.'' explained one girl

from Project 10.

A senior reflecting over his

almost tour years here said that

there had been more social than

curriculum change during his stay,

and that he thought the University

core should be relaxed and the

i n d i v i d u a 1 d e p a r t m e n t

requirements made stricter

inadequate counseling was

blamed tor most students' course

i i
9 9

Mobe's Response:

You're Too Late...
S.d Fmehurst ot Student Mobe addressed the President- I Com-

mfttee .>n the Future I n.vers.ty Friday morning charging that the

had 'arrived too late the future has been here and left, the May

Student Strike is the tuture
"

He added that the Strike was only an indication of the future as

,t occasionallj happens in history that the future will reveal itself

early T<h> early, however, for it to take root so that it dies out in

order that it may ret lower when conditions are more fertile

.

C.0JM the strike the -radical restructuring of the Inivers.ty

Third World self determination the campus as a staging area tor

the IS government.

•The antiwar University was and will be where a

democrat.callv elected strike committee of both students and

faculty is the d'e tacto governance of the university

selection problems Freshmen, in

particular, both during orientation

and their first year, were singled

out as being the worst counselled

Constance B Sunonides. Vice

1 'resident of MIT and an observer

to the proceedings, suggested a six

week advisor system under which

a student would have the same

couselor for six weeks and the

option to change advisors alter this

period if he felt he could protit

from counseling in another area

The idea of having advisory-

groups of seniors available for

counseling made an impression on

George Kockrise. a private ar-

chitect from San Francisco who

worked with President Wood while

the latter was with the federal

agency MCI) (Housing and Urban

Development).
Kockrise also questioned

whether graduate school wasn't

emphasized too heavily at UMass.

Several students seemed to agree,

however, that the general feeling

on campus was to complete the

tour years and immediately go on

10 work
one young man detended the

graduate system by stating that

students who did not go on to

graduate work were not deprived

by the degree of emphasis on

continuing their education and that

the system would collapse if this

emphasis were not maintained.

The role ot the Board of Trust,

in handling campus affairs was

also examined According to Nick

\postola. Chairman of the Long

Range Planning Committee, it is

no longer possible for the Trustees

to make Iniversity-wide

decisions we are becoming too

diverse
"

.

It the power were only

decentralized, there could be

100.000 on campus with no

discontent The areas are given the

name residential college, but

whal is a name' One of the main

problem* of the residential

colleges is that they are given no

power, he said.

Individual community projects

ami services were cited as w ays by

which to make the 'resources of

the University work for the

people."

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Senate Presidency
Action Stalled

ByBETHGOODELL
MDC Staff

office „t the Presidency <>nhe
,

s
/
u,"'

u^. graduate holding Senate

his case to the I n \ersity s u nt d
.

d
., 72 undergraduates,

session, when [ng^ pment«» WJ£"{ ™wtffhere in response to the

35SbSSS*S5hmhbr
be determined defective, following the

The Court ruled ^'^J^^S Richard Howland. defending

SSSESSBswsatSS
SSSSSSSffiMsaeeea
Court as a forum ^ P*"*5Stai struck was not upheld by the

graduate student, that th pem on
intention ot all

Ihormmmum needed is a specific, clearly stated charge.

Anti-War G.I.

Show S.R.O.

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

lAPl A show aimed at eoun

lermg military sponsored en-

tertainments opened in a jammed

rot lee house near a huge Army

base, with actress Jane Fonda and

other entertainers spoofing the war

and President Nixon

It was standing room only at the

antiwar show s tust performance

Saturdav and there were sellouts

it
$•> 50 a person lor both Sunday

performancei in the -too seat

Havmarket Square Coffeehouse, a

downtown meeting place tor

-soldiers Irom nearby Ft Bragg

Presented in four so-minute acts.

the show ended with the singing ol

the Star Spangled Banner by Miss

Fonda, comedian Dick Gregory.

lolksmger Barbara Dane and

actors Donald Sutherland. Peter

Bovle and (iary Goodrow. who was

substituting lor Flhott Could

Housing, Placement

Need Student Work
~..„ .Wi logins tor more students

Hip flaisarlpiirttf flails ©oilman

OH.ce of -he DAILY COLLEGIAN are on me seconO lloor of .he Student Un,on on

me un,veri ,.v campus. I* code 0,007 Phones are 445 JJV0 (news). MM*
tspor.s). and V49 1311 led -tor)

Se<ond class pos-age pa,d a. Amherst, .he DAILY COLLEGIAN pwbi.Min MM

HUM weekly Monday through Fnday dur.ng me acatfem.c year except dur.ng

vaca..on and exam per.ods three or tour t.mes a week folio*"* » ««•''•" or

e«am per.od or when a hoi.day tans *..h,n a *eek Accepted tor ma.i.ng under .he

author. ty ot me »d o. March t. 1179 as amended by the ac. ot June II. It43 Sub

scr.pt.on ra.es are »7 SO per semester. »U00 per year

Three announcements were

made at the Wednesday meeting

l.v Senators requesting students to

become involved in committees

which are being set up to examine

several areas ol campus life.

President Glenn Filers an-

nounced that a housing "con-

sortium" is being established by a

real estate developer and backers

The gentlemen are planning the

, construction ot some housing units

and would like to talk m student- to

•heir opinions and suggestions

foi improving off campus housing.

Students should contact Elters for

more information

Ed Voci, chairman ot the Senate

Services Committee, asked for

student involvement on two

committees operating through

Services I >ne is being set up to look

at the University's Placement

Service to determine im-

provements necessary in making it

more receptive to student needs

Any one interested m working on

the committee should contact

Senator Janet I'earlman

Also under Services ii a com

m'ittee being headed by Senator

Brenda Rati to stud) the UnJver

sitv Health Services Miss Kau is

also looking tor more students to

participate on this committee and

should be contacted by anyone

interested in working to improve

the Health Services

Senator Voci also announced that

the Services Committee has begun

a search tor a student to manage

the Student Senate Transit Ser-

vices next year This years

nanager William Perkins is

graduating in .June

A group ol students attempting

to write a 'Student Bill of Bights"

is also looking for student input

Chairman of the Senate Student

Matters Committee Lee Sandwen

is heading the project and would

hke to talk to anyone willing to

work with him.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Vacationing Away?

Identify your University when

in Florida Bermuda or

Madison Square Garden.

Wear a UMass JACKET -

SWEATSHIRT- T-SHIRT

NITEEH from

The University Store

(Open til 9:00 P.M. Mon. &

Thurs.) P.S. We still have a good

selection of jackets at reduced

prices.

Y, .VIAKin u. iti —————

Grad Senate Plans To
Fight Fund Cutbacks

Harambe For 3rd
World Students

Facing a possible 50% cut in

lunds for teaching assistantships

for the upcoming year, the

Graduate Student Senate has

called a general meeting tonight at

8 p.m. in Thompson 104 to discuss

the situation and develop

strategies to forestall any

reduction in funding, according to

Grad Senate President Daniel J.

Collins.

The "serious financial plight of

the University" is a condition

created by budget cuts in the state

legislature. Collins said.

He said it is unfair that the

•plight"' does not entail salary

cutbacks for faculty, staff or the

upper echelon administrators

charged with the agonizing mission

of eliminating our jobs and/or

reducing the level or our rather

precarious standard of living."

'The administration has a clear

obligation to apportion the burden

equally among all members of the

academic community rather than

singling out its most weakly

organized and vulnerable

segment," Collins declared.

Graduate students are not

funded by the State Legislature,

Collins explained. He said that

funds are scrapped together from

miscellaneous University funds,

mostly 03 (part time job)

allocations.

While the University has

established a figure of $3,200 per

year for teaching assistants many
"make much less, according to

Collins He said the reason for this

was the University's policy of

splitting the funds among deser-

ving students, thus spreading

thinner the hours and pay.

University statistics reveal that

there are approximately 4000

graduate students at UMass and

750 teaching assistants.

"The scope of the problem has

been substantially magnified by

the fact that federal funding,

formerly a fairly lucrative source-

of funds for graduate students, has

been sharply curtailed," Collins

said.

Collins added that an effectively

organized opposition possessing

the resources to apply pressure in

the appropriate situation is

necessary because "past ex-

perience with the University ad-

ministration...indicates that it will

not deal seriously with our

problems unless it is confronted."

Other issues the Graduate

Senate is pressing for action on,

include a day care center and

equal tax status for grad students.

By JEANETTE MARTINEAU
MDC Staff

The Student Senate's vote last

week to appropriate $3955 to

Harambe found a significant

portion of the University com-

munity unaware of Harambe's

existance.

Harambe is a UMass
organization founded "to

diseminate information of third

world literary, social and cultural

nature to the community at large,"

according to its constitution.

It also intends "to provide a

funding agency for Black students

through which they might im-

plement social and cultural ac-

tivities." The "Third World"

community includes the non-white

population of Chinese, Japanese,

Arabian and African students, a

spokesman said.)

As yet Harambe's membership

is undetermined but John Hogan,

chairman of the Student Senate

Activities Committee estimated

that up to t500 UMass students are

eligible. Membership, in ac-

cordance to the Harambe Con-

stitution, revised in January of this

year, is divided into two

categories. First are "Active-

Undergraduates at the UMass,

being members of the Third World

community." Second are

•Associate -Any undergraduate

student affiliated with the UMass,

whether or not a member of the

Third World."

Hogan, was instrumental in

obtaining Senate recognition for

Harambe's constitution.

He commented it's important

to bring the Third World people in

the Community together so that

they can relate to the University"

Harambe is planning to hold

conferences for this purpose with

its Senate-appropriated funds.

Interested students may contact

Dr Love, extension 22, at Mills

House.

University

Considers Aid
To Couples
Representatives to a new ad-

ministration-student committee

which will investigate and

recommend ways in which ser-

vices to married students can be

improved have been requested of

the undergraduate and graduate

student senates by Dr Randolph

W. Bromery. Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs.

It is anticipated that the com

mittee will trv to identify the non-

academic needs of married student

population at both the graduate

and undergraduate level and that it

will investigate and evaluate

existing levels of administrative

support for married students, then

make recommendations to the

Vice-Chancellor.

Approximately 3400 married

students are currently enrolled at

the University representing 8% of

the Undergraduate students and

50% of the graduate students.

When both partners are en-

deavoring to complete their

degrees manv facets of life com

bine to make a special challenge to

married students Among the

problems are not only finding

suitable housing but health care

and lamily planning, day care ot

children, money management,

employment, special scheduling,

reduced loads and academic

planning

Initiative for the effort to

coordinate and extend present

service to married students was

taken by Lawrence Siddall of the

Mental Health Service and by

Helen Curtis. Dean of Women, and

Randall Dahl. counselors to off

campus students.

Donald Pelkey. Director of Off-

campus Housing and Robert

Swasey of the Graduate School will

also serve on the committee which

will be chaired by Siddall, the Vice

Chancellor announced.

Married students interested in

serving on the committee should

speak to their respective Senators

UMass Telescope

Launced In Texas

Four Busted In

Pufton Raid

The University of Massachusetts

infrared balloon borne telescope

was launched successfully this

past week by the Balloon Branch of

the National Center for At-

mospheric Research (N—CAR), in

Palestine. Texas. Prof John

Strong has announced

The UMass package left the

Texas launch facility Wednesday

at 6.55 am Central Standard

Time. Prof. Strong reported

•After drifting for 2 1/2 hours at

an altitude of 116,000 feet, it

parachuted to the ground and

landed in c mud hole ap-

proximately 40 miles north of

Biloxi. Miss.

•This was a fortunate cir-

cumstance the telescope was

unharmed because of the soft

mud." Prof Strong said

He added that recovered

photographic film indicates that

everything aboard worked as

planned it will take several

weeks of analysis to determine the

scientific result of this

NASA supported program^

whether infrared radiation emitted

by ring around the sun is intrinsic

thermal emission of circumsolar

dust or a scattering phenomena

the I Mass astronomer explained.

This ring was discovered by an

eclipse expedition in 1966, and

lurther studied on an earlier

balloon flight in 1967 William

Dalton. present at both these

earlier occasions, together with

Ta Chun Li and Larry Provo. were

the UMass personnel who carried

out the mission It was under the

scientific direction of Protessor

Strong

The package was designed and

built at the Astronomy Research

facility directed by Prof Strong in

Amherst

It went by truck to Texas and

was launched with a helium-filled

polyethylene balloon provided by

NCAR The package includes a 20-

toot boom with a highly

sophisticated tracking system

Prof. Strong has directed the

infrared balloon astronomy

program at the UMass physics and

astronomv department since 1967.

He is a balloon astronomy pioneer

whose 1964 flights detected water

vapor and ice crystals in the clouds

of Venus.

It data from current launch

indicates presence of circumsolar

dust, according to Prof. Strong, "it

may be the residual dust of the

original matter in the solar system

that condensed to form planets. Its

disposition around the sun is

similar to that of the rings around

the planet Saturn
."

love is

State Police officers arrested

four people yesterday at Pufton

Village in a noon-time drug raid

which ended in charges of

possession and presence of

marijuana and amphetamines

Charged with possession and

presence of marijuana and am
phetamines were Robert K Mit-

chell. Kevin N. Murphy and

Frederick Convery. Sheila E.

Kennedv was charged with being

in the presence of marijuana

Mitchell, a freshman at UMass.

Murphy, a Junior, and Convery

live at Pufton Village Sheila

Kennedy lives at 280 Acushnet Rd ,

Amherst.
Five State troopers conducted

the raid, the second in as many-

weeks for Amherst, accompanied

bv Amherst Police Sargent

R'ichard Buckley

The four will be arraigned today

in Northampton District Court

Dr. Richord L. Leonard
Optometrist

announces the openiim

of his office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES

BY APPOINTMENT

^

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasont St.

Amherst
2568052

. letting her watch

Tom Joius.

Students International
GIVES YOU

NASSAU IN THE SPRING FROM $99

EUROPE IN THE SUMMER FROM $195

For information concerning these chartered jet fliuhts

call *

5-10 p.m. Steve 549-1357, Brian 549-3963

Students International

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. (617) 536-7863

_ Open onlv to I College Students. Faculty. Staff

and members of their immediate families —

Going South For Vacation

and need a new or extra swimsuit?

Think Spring!

SHUMWAY'S
PAINT AND WALLPAPER STORS

320 COLLEGE ST.

^ , . m 6 n m Thurs. * Fri. till 8 p.m.
Open 8 a.m. - » p.m.

Bring in your Student ID card

and 10% will be taken off

the price of your suit!

Effective now thru March 20th

PARAPHERNALIA

63 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
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In The Nation And The World

Mrs. --,
,

Of India s

Wins Control
Parliament

Israeli Premier
Defends Actions
.TTT^...TTi„,.^;^ n«iHa Mpir ravine that Israel does not wa

NEW DELHI l AP (Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

Juned absolute control over India's newly elected

ParlLmenTsunday, winning a .
two-thirds majority

and wiping out most of her major opposition.

The people have joined hands to bring about the

greatestVvolution ,n the world." the prime minister

fold thousands of her supporters at a rally as the full

extent of her victory in the nation's parliament

elections became known
With results announced for all but one of 515 seats

chosen in the elections. Mrs. Canto's Congress party

had won 350 which would assure it of a two-thirds

majority even when the Parliament reaches its full

St

The
gt

ad°diUonal six seats will come from three

members nominated by the nations president and

three from continuencies where voting was postponed

until the spring because of bad weather and the death

of one candidate. . .

The decision margin gave the prime minister the

power to have constitutional amendments passed at

will before sending them to the house for normally

routine approval. .

Mrs Ciandh. had only 220 seats in the las

Parliament which was dissolved last Decern ber- 4

months ahead of schedule-to enable a fresh mandate

for her Socialist policies.

Not since the days of Mrs Gandhi s late ather.

Jawaharlal Nehru, had the Congress emerged from a

general flection with such a great lead on the Lok

Sabha. the Mouse o! the People, and the nations

political forces. ._.__

The personal triumph for the prime minister.

vveakened-and almost obliteratedother part.es trom

the left to the right ot India's vast political spectrunv

With Mrs Gandhis victory complete the next

Parliament u.ll not even have an official opposition

party, which is required to have at least 52 seats, or 10

per cent of the total membership in the house.

The largest single opposition group will be the

Marxist Communists, which won 25 seats, in contrast

to 19 in the last house.

The more moderate pro-Moscow Communists won

23 seats-one less than in 1967.

Mrs Gandhi, in a half hour speech to her party

workers from the Delhi region, angrily denied ac-

cusations from some opposition politicians that her

landslide victory would make her dictator.

•The elections have proved that the truth ot

socialism is the only way on which this country can

march ahead, by taking all sections of society along.

'

-But the object of our socialism is not to take away

everything from the rich and give it to the poor

liather to bridge the gap between the one and the

Mrs Gandhi's new government probably will take

office bv Thursdav or Friday, after her party goes

through* the formality of unanimously electing her

leader of its Parliament wing on Wednesday.

The government's policies will be outlined in an

address to Parliament by President V. Lin. the

constitutional head of state, early next week^

Through her triumph. Mrs. Gandhi extended her

political dominance throughout the country,

especially in strongholds of the opposition parties

Nowhere was her sweep more complete than in

southern Mvsore state, where she won all 27 seats .

and in her home state of Uttar Pradesh, where she

won 73 of 85 seats-surpassing all records set by her

lather , ... , u„
Hoth states are ruled by governments led by trn

Congress party taction opposed to Mrs. Gandhi

i AP) Israel Premier Golda Meir

defended her actions Sunday

against political opponents.

Mrs. Meir, today in a meeting of

her coalition Cabinet stated that

what she had said in the interview

with the Times of London was not

new and did not represent any final

government decision.

Incensed over the statements

attributed to Mrs. Meir, Israel's

biggest opposition party, the right

wing Gahal. called for immediate

debate in the Israeli parliament

the Knesset gave a vote of no

confidence in the government.

Gahal. which quit Mrs. Me

saying that Israel does not want to

become a nation divided along

religious lines like Lebanon,

brought a quick retort from Beirut.

Lebanese information minister

Henry Txorbeh suggested that

Israel should follow Lebanon's

example as country in which

various religious groups lived

together in peace.

Israel and Lebanon were also

at variance on another issue.

Beirut newspapers said there have

been more skirmishes between

Israeli forces and Palestinian

guerrillas from Lebanon during

the weekend, but Israel denied it

Gahal. wnicn quu ivu» mc» * urc v»<^ivt ..v., «-.. .-._-- --

government last year because the Israeli troops attacked across the
B

• __» __ ,.i„ir,,r ,i ,<i i..„-,i«.r hvirfov and Saturday and

WASHINGTON Al

Republican Sen Charles H Perc>

oi Illinois -aid Sunda) President

Nix hi would be m political

jeopard) in 72 U all American

ire not withdrawn Irom

South Vietnam by that time

|vn\ said there always ll

sibillt) Nixon will DC

illenged for Republican

nomination hut it would

iened it the withdrs

edule is accelerated and the

nk situation inproves

.,nd Democratic Sen

Stevenson III discus

Vsia pohc> m .m in-

recorded tor broadcast to

! Illinois constituents

niton said he thinks me
•- ition isreall) deceiving

...nli current Vietnam
mid u v.-r> hard for

n| i see how wecanend the

i\ irging it. he said

I dot mi it difficult to un-

derstand at the administration

.
.

:
. . ..ntrast with previous

administrations where we were

getting in •per. Percy said

w. re clearl) getting out
"

Advocating complete with-

drawal. Percj said T think the

President would be in jeopardy if it

appeared to the country as though

he had not iulfilled our pledge and

his pledge t" get us out of Viet

nam -
. . j

phase ot withdrawal is completed

\ *. 1 1 nutv *••• «---- r.

Percy Urges Pullout

Of Vietnam By
. ii . m .. i v»iih ihi» I S force l<> he at

72
Ma> l. with the i S force hi I

•

284.000 men. Td like to we S

stepup then ot M to 4o per cent in

the withdrawals, which would

brum us down to about 150.000 at

the end oi tlu> year mm\. continuing

ai that rate, would get us totally

and completely out before Mi

Sixon is offered for the presidency

on election day November. 1972

Percy acknowledged then

chance that Nixon will I

Republican opposition next yea

bill i put no credence" hi the

suggestion that he might become i

GOP alternative

Ste> enson said he is concerned M
the possibility ot Communist
Chinese intervention in Southeast

Asia

They will invade if that's what

becomes necessar) in order to >t<»p

us and our allies the south Viet

n.imese. in their military ad

ventures even farther north in

Indochina." he said

No. Irish Rightists

Demand Internments

'^di^Ton^d".Mete, at a road-block ,n the och Neagh area

outoide Belfast < °ars were searched and their drivers interrogated in the

che^whichcame lour days after three young British soldiers were shot

'"^°2^d^d a shop ,n Belfast selling Roman
|

Catholic

religious state A small sewage pumping station in County Tyrone was

destroyed in another explosion
.»•«,*« aoainst

Right-wing Protestant elements kept up a wave of attacks against

Minister James Chichester-Clark .

Led by lawmaker William Craig, a former home affairs mm ster, the

rightists have demanded Chichester-Clark impose internment without

Salon known members of the Catholic oriented union of Northern

Ir

The
1

rightists cite the murder of the three young soldiers as proof of the

need for such a measure.

party is against any withdrawal of

Israeli troops from Arab territory,

said Mrs Meir's comment in the

interview amounts to giving up

part of the historic home and

submitting to outside pressure.

In the interview published

Saturday, Mrs Meir outlined a

plan lor the demilitarization of the

Sinai Peninsula.

She stated also that Israel was

willing to withdraw from territory

captured during the 1%7 war. but

was demanding control of East

Jerusalem, the C.olan Heights of

Syria, and Sharm el Sheih, the

strong-point overlooking her

country's shipping lane through

the mouth ot the Gulf of Aqaba.

Mrs Meir also mentioned that in

settlement with Jordan over the

occupied West Bank area, there

WOUM have to be some kind of

Israeli military presence to serve

as .i butler against possible Arab

attacks across the Jordan River

informants said the thn

National Religious Part) ministers

in the 18 member Cabinet

questioned the premier about the

West Bank during the meeting The

part) considers the West Bank as

part ,,t the Biblical Jewish

homeland and opposes giving up

the war won territory

Mrs Men was reported to have

said that the areas she specified as

nnn returnable were n proclaimed

b) her Labor party durum the

national elections and what she

was saying was not nan

\ statement in the Tunes m
lervie* quoting Mrs. Men

border Friday and Saturday and

shelled a number of villages and

guerrilla bases close to the fron-

tier, the papers claimed.

One of Sunday's reports said that

about 100 Israeli troops backed by

tanks had over run South Lebanon,

cut the main road between the

villages of Houla and Meiss Jebel

lor two hours where Israeli guns

shelled Blida.

Three Israeli halftracks crossed

the border between Houla and

Maruaba and clashed with

Palestinian.guerillas Saturday.

according to another report. One

halltrack was said to have been put

out ol action by the guerrillas in a

;u minute clash
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Senate Votes On
Budgets, Boycott

Young Urged

Black Alliance

By BETH GOODELL
MDC Staff

The Student Senate voted last night to state its

strong opposition to a bill pending in the state

legislature which would abolish Student Senate

control over student fees. The legislation before the

state senate would not only bypass the Student Senate

and give the President of the University the right to

decide where tax funds go. but would also eliminate

certain budgets now in existence.

In other action, the Senate supported measures

concerning $50,000 worth of vending machine profits,

the current lettuce boycott, academic credit for

Senators, a $625 appropriation to the Student

Homophile League, and a petition calling for the

humane treatment of prisoners of war The Senate

defeated motions calling for a special Stockbridge

Senator and for a new pohcy of assigning dormitory

S

"T
g
o^xpress the Senates strong opposition to the

nrooosed state law which would take control of

student taxes out of the hands of the Senate Senator

Le^ Clark will attend today's session of the Education

committee in Boston. The bill, which would affect al

taTemsUtutions of higher learning, calls for a student

activities fee to be set up. the amount of which would

be determined bv the president of each school.

The money received would be distributed, in per-

centages determined by the presidents, to the

tollowing activities: 1) athletics, intercollegiate and

intramural, including cheer leading; I goal* lec-

turers or presentations in the performing arts, ll

Student health services and insurance. 4> officia

school musical organizations and drama societies, o)

a special President's Fund for advancement of the

school as the president sees fit. 6) the publication of a

vear book; 7) necessary assessments to pay tor

student unions and similar physical facilities and 8.

ormting and distribution of student ID cards.

Senator Clark will inform the committee hearing of

the Senates strong objection to having all control of

student funds taken from students. The system

currently used bv the University is the collection of a

studeni tax whose rate is set by the Senate and then

must be approved by the Administration. The specific-

budgeting of organizations is done by the Student

S
Tn

a

an item dealing with the disbursement of vending

machine profits, the Senate voted to recommend hat

the $50,000 currently given the Athletic Council be

given instead to the Dean of Students office to be spent

otherwise. The money would then be greeted to other

programs such as dorm cultural enrichment This will

allow funds to revert to the dorms where they came

from, according to supporters of the measure. The

measure also recommends that the current system be

chased out over a period of three years.
P
Support of the current lettuce boycott was voiced by

the Senate last evening. It resolved to urge the

directors of on-campus^^l^^STZ^
in the national boycott called by United Farm

Workers by using only lettuce which bears the UFW

^Negotiations for academic credit for Senators will

be inflated, as the result of passage of a reaolutumby

Senator Lee Sandwen. Senate President Glenn Elters

and the Senate Academic Affairs Committee were

charged to negotiate with the Department of

G
A budgeTof $625 was approved by the Senate for the

Student Homophile League to use for the rest
.

o [he

semester. A spokesman for tte group explai.ned_to the

Senate that the money will be used mainly for peer

education and for informational purposes.

The Senate also voted to charge its president to sign

a petition calling for the humane treatment of

prisoners of war in the conflicts in Vietnam and the

Middle East The petition is the effort of a national

.: L:.U .„„.„cnnl C itcolf a<S Y^inS blDar-

LAGOS, Nigeria (AP)-'Black

leaders in America are showing a

new sophistication about African

problems.'' Whitney M. Young said

relaxing easily in an armchair, in

one hand a cigarette, a glass of

cola in the other.

"I'm really impressed with the

excitement that has been

generated by these session" he

said referring to the dialogue

between prominent Africans and

Americans that were then being

held where he spoke. The black

congressmen here will go back and

communicate African interests to

their constituents.

For too long blacks in America

have been misinformed about

Africa." Young said. "We can't

trust the press and we can't trust

the government to keep us in-

formed."
Speaking of the Nigerian civil

war he stated that his Urban

League and the National

Association for the Advancement

now we can take the message back

to the people confident about what

we're talking about."

•Blacks in America can help

Africans in the same kinds of ways

that Jews in America have been

helping Israel," Young said,

picking up a theme that was amply

debated during the closed-door

sessions of the conference.

He said that at the next meeting

of the national committee of the

national committee of the Urban

League, "We will talk about

raising money and aiding

liberation movements" in Por-

tugal's African colonies. South

Africa and Rhodesia.

The African leaders are looking

more and more to us black

Americans as their natural allies,"

he observed. "We now have our

own direct contacts with certain

African leaders and with the

OAU the Organization of African

Unitv

Middle East The petition is the effort ot a national «- maintained
organization which represents itself as being b.par- ot ^ed^eop^

^ ^ ^.^
tiS

The Senate defeated Senator John Hogan't
i

attempt

to amend the Senate constitution to allow the-Stack-

hridep Senate to appoint a member as a regular

Senater Hogan argKed that Stockbridge students

deserve special representation on the grounds that

fhey p7v a
P
fmall percentage of the Student Activities

Tax but have no representatives in the Senate.
T
The motton was defeated however, when Senators

pointed out that Stockbridge students
;

are ehg ble

£

1 for the Senate from regular dormitory con

sXtuencies. Further opposition was voiced by a

Senator who feared that numerous other special in

fere^groups would want special representation also^

allot which has ,n recent years been eliminated by the

Se
A?so defeated by the Senate was an attempt by

i
representative in the military

government to supply independent

information on the course of the

struggle.

Young, like any other activist

black American, said he con-

sidered the Biafran secession to be

heavily dependent on foreign in

tenets that would stand to benefit

Irom a further subdivision of

Africa.

•I was for Nigeria in the civil

war because I'm against the

Balkanization of Africa
"

In the earlier days the black

community in America was to

apethtic. too involved i

Senator Kevin Kulakowski to have a

jStey of assigning dorm ^ng,es

f^ta

a
b '

d
sn

^dê r
insiders the current system unfair and unclear

because tt varies from one house to another. Senators

opposed to this stated an unwillingness to interfere

with dorm autonomy in this deci;

attempt Dy apetntic. ioo mvuivcu u. .^ «~-.

centralized problems to think about Africa.

• • i i ti~ •• ..„:j "U.it mm «nmp of theYoung said "But now some of the

leaders-some of the congressmen-

are here, talking to Africans, and

Synthetic Diamond

Developed Locally

Howard Jaffe had an idea back

in 1W9 that has turned out to be a

real gem
The gem is YAG. the brilliant

new svnthetic diamond that is

shaking up the jewelry business It

has luster and hardness that ap-

proaches the diamond yet it costs

about $50 a carat as compared to

$2500 a carat or more for

diamonds.
It all started with a chemical

concept bv mineralogist Howard

W Jaffe. now a professor of

neology at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst The

concept has not orny resulted in the

vttrium aluminum garnet (YAG),

but has also had wide and im-

portant application in laser

technology and as microwave

terntes in microwave amplifiers

and radar

1 tell mv mineralogy students

that this is" a classic example ot

what majf happen when a pure

scientific concept is applied

Pro! Jaffe said The idea evolved

When Jaffe was a researcher tor

the I) S Bureau of Mines at College

Park Md.. studying the then-

unexplained presence of the rare

element vttrium in natural gar-

nets Yttrium, although not a true

rare earth element itself, is always

accompanied by the rarest of the

true earth elements in its natural

occurrances in minerals These

include gadolinium, dysprosium

erbium and ytterbium "I found

vttrium and all of these rare earth

elements in a mineral garnet, a

place where they shouldn't have

been, according to the state of the

art at that time In order to explain

\ttnum garnets I came up with a

theory which was a little unusual at

the time and hard for some to

accept." he explained

The YAG is singly refractive,

colorless, and its high refractive

index gives it a diamond-like

sparkle Its hardness is B 1/2 on the

Mohs scale, compared to 10 tor a

diamond and 6 for glass Elizabeth

Taylor bought an ht 2 carat N AG to

wear .is I stand-in for her II

million plus (artier diamond. At

least tour companies now make

YAG stones and they are having

more and more of an impact on the

synthetic gem market.
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Icelandic Airlines jets

you from New York to Lux-

embourg in the heart of

Europe for best connections

to everywhere. If you stay

overseas over 45 days or

under 17 days, our new

student fare of $300 round

trip saves you $212 as

against lowest comparable

fares of any other sched-

uled airline. Effective for

students, ages 12 to 26.

who depart before June 1

or after August 15. Even

lower fares for groups. Save

via Icelandic no matter how

long you stay. See your

travel agent. Mail coupon.

To Icelandic Airlines

630 Fifth Ave. NY. 10020

(212) PL 7-8D85

Send (older CN on Lowest Jet

Fares to Europe Q Student

Fares Q

TJUldHiJl'll'Bfe

HAMLIN HOUSE
Is Going Co-ed

*T-

invited to our

OPEN HOUSE
UKDNKSDAV. MARCH 17 ami THURSDA1

.

MARCH 18
WIDHWI»l. HamUn .

„r cat. 1 rank in *» at MJf Don at MMi
before April <

original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, silk screens,

etchings) may be sold by grad students ami undergrad-

11<itcs

please pick up an application In the art office or in the Pro-

gram Council office

applications must he in by March 16th

sale to be held March 31 - April 2

Cape Cod Lounge 9:30 - 5:00

for further information, contact the

Program Council Office
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Silenced Majority

NFW HAVEN The police here had formed a

Special Detail- to meet the Saturday demon-

strators; tour vans commanded by Sargents Carirefr.

none. Listro, and Bronofiglio; 1000 ™» *»" «£
allocated to control the 1500 people, chanting tree

Kobbv Free Ericka'

"

,
.

Some carrying red banners, the marchers grouped

at N^ Haven s Beaver Fond Park. A heavy set thick

owled black cop led the parade down past the Yale

C stopping at mtersections ignoring the camera

nS The line stretched back, ten or twelve abreast

tor a auarter of a mile. .

A Tass correspondent. Alexei Voronin. on a special

pass from New York, hurried ahead of the crowd

turning to snap a picture every now and then, moving

towards the white stone Court house where Bobby

Searle and Ericka Huggins are standing trial for

conspiracy to murder.

As the line of marchers reached the common in

front of the court house, the formation broke. An NLF

tlag was hoisted to half mast and the demonstrators

began to run towards the corner nearest to the Court

House. Police formed a barrier two deep, with the

officers watching from the sidelines.

A minor scuffle was quickly subdued and the mob

stared at the police, who were backs to the street,

arms locked behind the back, clutching not clubs

The stony faced cops, some plain clothed ignored

the taunts and chants, while a Black Panther

spokeswoman used the podium loud speaker to warn

the shifting crowd not to doanything until -told."

We're going to form a line, by two's, and march

around the Court House, that symbol of injustice, and

sing until like the walls of Jericho, the court house

walls crumble.' ' shouted the girl, the veins in her

skinnv neck straining to give bit to her words.

support of '10,000 workers" to those trying to place

pressure on authorities to drop charges against Bobby

Scale and Ericka Huggins. One of the woman, in-

volved in the take-over of a Harvard building to be

used as a 'Women's Center", read a letter of support.

The demonstration was characterized by incessant

chanting of slogans and "revolutionary" songs. The

atmosphere was that of a high school football rally,

with the home team berating the visitors. Little

children propped on bicycles, stood close to the police

line throwing taunts and epithets in subdued shouts

The police spaced along the sides of the Court House,

as the demonstrators walked by in pairs, showed little

more intelligence in their caustic remarks.
******

New Haven will survive the trial of Bobby Seale and

Ericka Huggins because the people of New Haven

probably don't care one way or the other about the

jailed Panthers. No mention of the demonstration was

made in the New Haven Register. The old drunks

sitting in the public Men's Room underneath the City

Hall didn't even bother to venture out into the cold

afternoon as the rally reached its noisy peak^

America's institution, its courts, wont be falling in

the wake of demonstrating citizens. Just as Yale

survives in the midst of the drab city of New Haven,

maintained and guided by tradition and the rich men

it serves, so the trial of Bobby and Ericka will be

decided and made to stand

Perhaps the outcome will bring justice, perhaps not.

******

Walking past the "Spot Where the Knights of

Columbus was formed in 1882", two well-attired men

watched the carnival-like assemblage of students

panthers, people and police, scoffing that "they are all

communist bastards, that's all!"

1 told the Tass correspondent and his partner about

the old man. over coffee in the local Rexalls Drug

Store The reporter, who graduated from University

of Moscow and had been assigned to the States nine

months earlier laughed.

He explained that he had received a special travel

permit to go beyond the mandatory 45 miles from New-

York limit strapped on him by our government, the

dav before

We talked briefly about how stupid it was to set

limits on correspondents, but he explained that most

of his work was done in New York. After exchanging

crowd estimates. I left wondering whether the E.B.I

which keeps tabs on the Soviet correspondents, had

taken my picture and filed it under 'Communist

Sympathizer."
*****

Both the police and the demonstrators seemed

satisfied with the walk around the Court house, which

at times turned into a smake dance. The whole idea

behind the gathering was to 'demonstrate and

march' not to confront. A representative from a local

labor union's committee on Black Affairs pledged the

<©*-.. t^^'R'JSl-CX-p

Don Glickstein

It Finally Hits You
Kor must oi us. the lndo-Chinese war

is a word which we answer. Th

nice l know it's Wad. but what else is

new?" .

I ,om lime to time, however, it niaes

itsell m letters from brothers or in still

battle jumpj veterans or in

photographs of weeping parents or in

the lines <>l the endless newsprint it has

produced Then, it jumps on you irom

behind, and claws yoir vision, and

twists your stomach inside and out

i lost Photograph*" Presumed

Dead was the headline on page six of

the March :5 Times.

Kent Potter, from UPI, was but four

sears older than I and unmarried.

Henri Huet. a French-Vietnamese,

had spent the last twenty two years

photographing his country's destruc-

tion

KeisabUTO Shimamoto. from Japan,

was freelancing in Vietnam for

Newsweek. "His wife lives in Tokyo."

the obit read

Larry Burrows, a resident ot Hong

Kong.wantedtolive "to be around to

the horrors ol the Viet Nam war.'"

In my We, 1 have been a journalist,

standing at one time with Hubert

Humphrey, Eugene McCarthy Bei

nadette Devlin, and Edward Kenned)

The American, the French-

Vietnamese, the Japanese, the resident

,,t Hong Kong they too. were Jour-

nalists, standing with men of equal

history
, . ,. . ,

But thev are dead, and I live. And

what shakes me up is that the dif-

lerence between us is merely luck.
*****

Behind the Times

It's true what Agnew and others

have been saying-that youth today

doesn't have anyone to respect and look

up to Muhammud Ali is the latest

victim, but perhaps more tragic than

all the other heroes that have died Ah

tell from his Shakespearean pedestal

because of his own devices. Like

MacBeth. he left fighting, and somehow

Duncan just isn't the man that MacBeth

was
—Hyperkinesis is a nervous disease

*M PeacefuI -'* - imd a short attention span In a school.

these characteristics can be deadly,

and a Department of Health.
was born in biitx-torn London and he

explained his desire to 'shock the

uninterested into realizing and facing

Education, and Welfare panel has

recently recommended the use of

amphetamines to "control"

In pel kinetic children. Certainly, there

is enough controversy on the use of

these drug! '\ en it they are used under

carefull) controlled conditions--to

warrant 'more careful study than the

HEW panel gave it At any rate, drugs

on children should never be used

without the permission of the parents

This has not been done in the past.

The New York City School System

lound itself a couple of weeks ago with a

$40 million dollar deficit Because it

was broke, the Board of Ed said that it

would have to fire hundreds of

teachers. Now, the Controller,

Abraham Beame says that he can find

the money by transferring $25 million

dollars of this year's expenditures into

next years budget, thereby creating a

bilateral authorized appropriation in

accordance with Section 1704 of

Chapter 649 of the state education law

The onlv problem is that the fiscal year

doesn't end until July when New York

City is expected to sink under the

weight of the nearly completed World

Trade Center

Letters To The Editor

Spare the Budget, Spoil the T.A.

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

I would like to make an urgent announcement to all

graduate students at the University. The University

Administration has informed department heads that

funds for teaching assistantships may be cut by 50%

tor the upcoming academic year. This situation

creates a critical financial crisis for TA's already

burdened with serious financial difficulties. The cut, if

unplemented. will mean a drastic reduction in the

number of TA's on campus next fall or an equally

unacceptable decrease in the present poverty-level

salarv scale of graduate students. (While the

University has established a figure of $3,200 per year

for teaching assistants many make much less_ I

Moreover, the scope of the problem has been sub-

stantially magnified by the fact that federal funding,

formerly a fairly lucrative source of funds for

graduate students, has been sharply curtailed.

The administration, in characteristic fashion, is

justifying this policy in terms of its ritual pronoun-

cement of the "serious financial plight of the

University.'' The "plight," however, does not entail

salarv cutbacks for faculty, staff or the upper-echelon

administrators charged with the agonizing mission of

eliminating our jobs and/ or reducing the level of our

rather precarious standard of living.

To be sure the University may indeed confront a

paralyzing financial condition created by budget cuts

Marionettes

'XTdea'of a Co-op Bookstore is dead. The Student

Senate Services Co-op Bookstore Committee has been

dissolved due to lack of sustained interest among the

students in changing the bookstore through studen

e ffort Many people Complain about the bookstore but

we found thatWy few are willing to try to remedy the

situation through some work. You may try com-

plaining directly to the bookstore I if you can spare the

energv7 but remember that you are only one of

thousands who use the bookstore and will be con

SErrf as such The Co-op Bookstore Committee

found the Campus Center Administration quite

,U

Yom- student government organizations desperately

need people willing to donate some of their time if you

VpecTanvthing to be accomplished. If you don t know

howTo Jesolve? our gripes go to the Bitch Day run by

the Student Senate Services Committee in April. If you

don t follow up vour complaints with action you

deserve to be manipulated by the University.
UCM:

M. Karen Jacobson

Women Are . .

.

in the state legislature. But if this is the case, he

administration has a clear obligation to apportion the

burdenequallyamong ALL members of the academic

community rather than singling out its most weakly

oreanized and vulnerable segment.

Fast experience with the University administration

quite clearly indicates it will not deal seriously with

our problems unless it is confronted with an ef-

fectively organized opposition possessing the

resources to apply pressure in the appropriate

situation. The Graduate Senate is therefore spon-

soring a general meeting for all graduate students to

discuss the situation and develop strategies to

forestall ANY reduction in funding. The meeting will

take place on Monday. March 15. at 8 PM in Thompson

104. I urge you to attend.B J
Daniel J. Collins

President

Graduate Student Senate

Thank You—
T

°| washed to see the Collegian finally carrying

some good poetry The Monday. March 8th issue

Tarried a poem "Progression", by Doug Loux. It was

both movSg and inspiring. To be able to express so

bVauUfully, with just three words, the future we are

making for ourselves! Think about it!

? consider myself very fortunate I Personally know

the author, a man of foresight and warmhandale

spending all of Satuday night listening o him» I
feel

that he has an exciting future as a poet He has an

unbelievable capability of expressing himself in short

succinct statements.
George Loasby

Aceording to Colonel Uran K.

Henderson, who was testifying

at the trial of Lt. Calley, Gen.

William Westmoreland sent

what was described as a

"congratulatory message" to

the troops that participated in

the assaults on My Lai.
*****

Crooner Bing Crosby is the

leader of a group of West Coast

businessmen calling themselves

The Prisoners of War Release

Movement" whose purpose is to

purchase the release of

American POW's. The US
govenment. while not condoning

the action, does not intend to

block this new form of Dollar

Diplomacy. Who says they're

not open-minded?
*****

In a recent FBI controversy,

director J. Kdgar Hoover was

charged with sending out-of-

favor agents to Butte, Montana.

This caused an uproar in

Washington especially among

that State's two Senators, Mike

Manfield and Lee Metcalf. In

response, Mansfield stated that,

"Butte is an oasis, I met my wife

there... There is great hunting,

good fishing and very little

crime. *****

The quote of the week,

although you've probably heard

it a thousand times, bears

repeating In the words of our

inimitable President, "War is

necessary to achieve peace."

That's a pleasant thought.

Ali vs. Frazier

The indifferent man did not look too happy, so I asked him. "What

^dLI«t^5S tneTe days." he replied, "and I want an outlet

for my aggrelsTve^endencies. but I cant seem to find a subject on whom

I could take out my anger."

"That's no problem I told him

'.'"IT". T" "siallv non-v,ew,ng a television

£ASSU «l Hj.wm«> onhe c h.jfecr, o

mud-slung cunpuft •..». I must admit.

to" OustTke n h,gh school, to make sure they are

^Haunter along m ** ™fiJ£JZ

probably respond v t hf^
ntly

of ,w0 strangers.
presented ^^^ffwha is represented
However., readers, taft note ina

of four

hrwaatiwar. *> -
8ame NamP Withheld By Bequest

—You're Welcome

^K^nnethClark. the author of "CWflfaMliaS.",,**
what we should show more of toward each other s

kindness The Collegian dike any newspaper on y

mirroring the community it serves) is a dail.v

collection of bitterness
AlexVVenner

(Goodell staff)

It Still Hurts

I would just like to say that I cant wait for the day

that evervone stops looking at the stereotypes of

groups to' which people belong. I am talking about

peofE who look down on certain majors-home

economics in particular.

Ever since I decided to go into lashion mer

chand.smg. I have met a variety of unfavorable

n'act.ons "comments such as "fourth in her C lass and

she majors in home economics. and thev re

teaching that in college now.'" are not my idea of

ways in which to talk about a persons future

Mv tr.ends. whoare not guilty of this but have to pu

up with my complaints about it. have told me that

neoDle do this because they don t understand what

EmVec is like All they know ,s that it hi the course

thai tnrls m high school take because they are sup-

S^y too" stupid to take anything else They don

re il./e that our courses aren't gut courses- we have to

have a few brains, too Another thing that thc> don t

, . £ that I can use what I learn in my courses

•ver dav Can the same be said about other majors?

Mid I know that home ec isn t the only major that has

in"put with this attitude My roommate, who is a plus

ed major, suffers the same problems

1 realize that what people think of my major .not

the most important thing in the world, but
.

d sUll hurhv

Lack of understanding other people as <ndn 'duals
;

i
,

a

major problem in our country today Wouldn t we all

i,e better off ,f everyone tried to understand others

instead of laughing at them? ^^ ^.^

W'hv don't you go and see a

Western movie. I am sure that you

will feel much better after you've

had a shot of John Wayne."

"I alreadv did that", he said

calmlv "if didn't help It only

increased my desire for more

violence."

By this time I began to realize

that the indifferent Man" was

indeed serious about his

predicament He seemed to have

lallen victim of external vnlence-

proned stimuli that steered his

Mark I' personality, but he

seemed to be sharpening his In-

ternal desire for violence also by

demanding more. Obviously one

was dependent on the other but the

Indifferent Man did not know

which one was more within his

reach to control -the external or

the internal.

•Whv don t you go to Vietnam

1 suggested very seriously since

this is a meeting ground for both

the external and internal stimuli

for violence.

•Are vou kidding" ' he looked at

me questiomngly Til get my

head shot off I am no guinea pig

Why should I fight someone else s

war when the Vietnamization

plan -Off is it Laotian plan. -thCM

davs is working so well ahead of

schedule as i matter «»f tact"

The discussion was getting too

political, besides Vietnam was M
more an issue any more since the

Vietnamese national character has

been boosted to meet the i S

national standard ot violence

Recent South Vietnamese threats

to No Vietnam is indicative ot this

tad
. .

,

1 tned to change the subject from

political to semi political topics

Since vou hav«- to get an un

mediate gratification tor your

actions 1 think the perfect solution

I,, i vou. 'and it is the in thing thrse

days I would be to hijack I plane to

Cuba
"

, ,

But I am not a Cuban and I am

not sympathetic to their cause I

mean I am not too concerned about

them because the IS government

is doing all it can to give their

cause all the publicity it can. and

therefore to embarrass (astro s

government."
Don t you have a sports car'' I

did not want to give up. "You know

one of those cars, that comes with

the sex-appeal toothpaste

The indifferent man had started

to become different now

"Man -do you know what you

are talking about"" he asked

angrilv and giving me one ol those

looks which the professors give you

when handling your exam back in

which vou did not do very well

•Well, the toothpaste comes with

the car in case you have to flash the

sexy million dollar smile while

overtaking. I told him The in

different man was lurious by nowv

Vou self appointed so-called

leaders." he was saying. "All you

can do is be cynical. Vou don t

represent the majority anyway

Vou are the destroyers and not the

builders

He got up and went away and i

lost a good coffee time acquain

lance The demolition expert is

never the best architect Planners

must take over the job from the

demolition expert.

But the indifferent man did not

wait to hear this 1 was indeed

disappointed that he did not l>ear

me OUt because I was going to very

honestly suggest to him that he get

hold of two guys, pay them a

h.iiulsome amount ot monev and

ask them to knoek each other out

hut be sure not to kill each Other

because humanity cannot be SO

cruel as to allow that, they CM do

all that thev could but they must

not hit Ik-Iow the Im-M. they must

tight within .t\i enclosed space Sttd

with specific lime limitations

My coffee hour acquaintance

would have surely laughed and

asked "Bul why would these two

guys tight d they don l have

anything ..gainst each other

|h i tonally?'

And I would have surelv replied

They nisi did in Madison Square

Garden. The roaring pubhe and

tig excessively pounding hearts

round the world over ruled my

adquaintance objection, but m
stead thev went right ahead to give

vent to their assimilation of

violence and called it "a great

show
"

I was too unhappy, but I had lost

one acquaintance and discovered

many millions more.—-"PEACh
Khalid Mir/a

Letters to the Editor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer I

fgnature. address, and telephone number (.B d
which will be withheld upon request .. The limit s

one page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to

Intended publication The editors reserve the right

*£mtmt5m apply to Editorial Points except

that the limit of these is 25 words. No prizes will be

awarded or gifts given out This is not a.contest
.

Its

s.mplv a iorum for those of you who don t ««»»*«

writing a whole letter or who don't know more than

25 words

Lesson

T
°. w

h

mt
h

m !"ke this opportunity to thank the person who stole W Iron.

m un^t^dedUmet'Sunng the Men night ^- '
^M ^ •;

was

trv ing to teach me the first law ol Capitalism
:

-^rjrusi Anyone

Wnatwas.tM. B Zimmerman said: -To live outside the law sou must

1m* honest itob/elman
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Education Commission Reports

:

Campus Bill of Rights Urged
**" .. 1 ..... .t i niiic

CHICAGO (AP)-The Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education

said yesterday many Americans

have" mistakenly interpreted

campus dissent as disruption and

called tor a bill of rights and

responsibilities tor all schools

The commission also urged

administration to maintain con-

stant liaison with police to prevent

disorders.

Clark Kerr, former president ot

the University of California and

chairman of the group that

prepared the report, told a news

conference that the report was

being issued at this time because

•many campuses are engaged in

drawing up codes...and we are in a

period of peace."

But he added, i don't think

Mtyooe can conclude that campus

unrest is all over... My view is that

there is a higher level of

dissatisfaction among students

than ever in history."

The report noted that "the

campuses in recent years have

been in the greatest turmoil in all

their history over three centuries."

The report's three chief

recommendations urged the

adoption bv all campuses of a "Bill

of Rights and Responsibilities,"

the developement of contingency

planning for disruptive

emergencies and the creation of

effective judicial procedures.

•Too many members of the

campus have been reluctant to

give up the myth of uninterrupted

serenity and thus too few cam-

puses "have adequately thought

through the handling of

emergencies." the report saut

Close contact must be maintained

between the campus on the one

hand and the police and the courts

on the other, the report said.

\ MODEL BILL of rights to

clanfv areas of responsibilities

and understanding was proposed

Ecological Conference

To Be Held In Wakefield

Advance registrations are now being accepted for -Engineering for the

Env onmenr • aConference on technology's impact on environmental

luaHtv May 6 and 7 at the Colonial Statler Hilton Inn in Wakefield.
q
The conference s being held in conjuction with the annual meeting of

•hi \l issachusetts Society of Professional Engineers (MSPE). It is

ioTntl scored by MSPE. the Massachusetts Audubon Society, and the

^^TSZSSSm through its Technical Guidance Center for

Industrial Environmental Control. , .

Shakers will be educators, researchers, and government and m-

dnsmal officials Thev will discuss basic ecological concepts and v. ill

examine two specific' areas of environmental concern ,n depth-cty

transportation and industrial recycling
-_-__ iu<sPF

Further information is available from Thomas M. Lemons. MSPE.

Room 4(T7. 27 School St., Boston. 02108.

•Faculty responsibilities have

t)een less clearly set forth than

faculty rights."

"Student rights have often been

less carefully established than

student responsibilities."

"The appropriateness of political

action on a campus by whomever,

but particularly by the institution

and its component parts, has not

been sufficiently defined."

"Too much has been left to oral

tradition. More people need to

know more precisely what is ex-

pected of them."

The report was the second on

campus unrest by a major study-

group It generally endorsed the

previously released study of the

President's Commission on

Campus I'nrest (Scranton Com-

mission).

THE CARNEGIE report said

•Most campus protest has taken

the form of dissent, not disruption

However, there has been some

tendency in the public reaction to

protest" activity as well as

disruption The American public

seems to show limited tolerance

tor mass protest activities, even

when these are within the bounds

Soc 101
Exam Wed.
The Introductory Sociology mid-

term exam will be given March 17.

1971 Wednesday, at 6:30 P.M. The

make up will be announced in

lecture There will be no lecture on

Tuesday. March 16

Assignment tor March 16 is due

on March 18 Be sure to report to

the proper room promptly Test

room assignments for discussion

sections may be picked up in

Machmer Hall. W-31.

of the law.

"This substantial disapproval

suggests that many Americans

may not distinguish sufficiently

between organized dissent and

disruption."

The report recommends that

evaluation and response to events

on a campus be based on the

distinction between dissent and

disruption."

Dissent "lies at the foundation of

a university. " and "organized

dissent and protest activity within

the law are basic rights which

must be protected on campus," the

report said.

Disruption was defined as ac-

tivity 'which interfers with the

rights of others...based on coercion

Fraternity

Re-paints

Building
In five hours thirty brothers and

pledges ot Alpha Phi Omega used

thirty gallons of paint to cover the

basement and walls and ceilings in

one of the buildings at Belchertown

State School.

This basement will be used for

special learning and training

programs lor the children

With white walls and ceilings,

live cheerfully colored cubicles

were painted to welcome the

children, rather than the dusty

bare cement that covers most

cellars. .

.

The brothers performed this

work Ion Saturday March 6 and 13 >

as one of their many service

projects on campus and in the

community other projects include

Lbs Vegas Night. I'sed Book

Exchange. Amherst Fair and old

age home visits on Easter Sunday

and sometimes violence. ...utterly

contradictory to the values and

purposes of the campuses."

The commission also said: "The

view that a campus is some kind of

sanctuary from the law has been

held for too long by too many.

•We recommend that significant

actions which could be construed

as violations of the general law be

handled by the outside court-

s ..Campus authorities have an

obligation to report significant

violations of the general law.

Kerr said. "We suggest that

campuses maintain constant

liaison with police as to when

police will come in and how they

will conduct themselves."

He added, "We regret the

necessity for all this, but the fact is

that campuses are bigger, there is

less consensus among members of

the campus and there are more

confrontations by students and

ousiders."

Immunization
Clinic Hours
Announced
Due to the increased volume of

immunizations given during the

spring months. March 31 to May

>7 the immunization clinic

I

hours will be Wednesday 1 : 00 to

4 oo p m and Thursday 8 30 to

11:30 am and l 00 to 4:00 p m.

During this time period visits to

the immunization clinic will he

b\ appointment only. Call .VINI57.

Yellow lever immunizations,

as usual, will be given only

between t:M and S:#J p m. on

Wednesdays.

tTeaching Assistants!

The Administratis is amtemplatiiKj a 50% cut in funds lor TA's

• Th«DM) Admmi.tt.tio,, k. imonrnKidep.,,™... he.d, ,ha. tad, for TA'. .nay b. cu, by 50* lo, *.

• Tctd"^ZZ. »«,— .tf*-- % t=a-™' "-~ ""' '*" " " """"'

unacceptable decrease in the poverty-level wages of graduate students.

• The University may indeed face a paralyzing financial condition *»«£$J-£ e'ua^« ALL the

H this is the case the administration has a clear ^^ZT^^S^^iZi vulnerable seg-

members of the academic community rather than singling out its most weaaiy wh

•
"1"

Graduate Student Senate is sponsoring a general meeting of all graduate students tonight to organize TVs

; id discuss strategies to forestall any cut.

Organize to save your job

GENERAL MEETING OF ALL TA'S

TONIGHT 8 p.m. THOMPSON 104

Vt. Group To Fight

Atomic Power Plant

Hamlin Dorm
Goes Co~Ed

Anthony J. Roisman of Washington, DC. will

represent the New England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution before the Atomic Energy Commission at

the Vermont Yankee hearing for the Agency's Vernon,

Vermont plant on April 13. The Coalition will endeavor

to raise all vital questions concerning radiological

health and safety, engineering safety and en-

vironmental impact of the plant. Expert witnesses

will be asked to testify on issues which will be in-

dicated at a preliminary hearing in Brattleboro.

Since the Vernon atomic reactor is located on the

Connecticut River, it is anticipated that New Hamp-

shire, which owns the river, will be involved in the

hearing. The Vermont Water Resources Board has

issued a permit to Vermont Yankee which allows the

water temperature to be raised 6 degrees higher than

the amount allowed by the Federal Water Quality

Agency and by the New England River Basins

Commission. This discrepancy may well constitute a

basis for an objection to the permit for thermal ef-

fluents by New Hampshire.

Massachusetts may also be involved in the hearing

since Connecticut River water, containing radioactive

substances, will be diverted from the river 14 miles

below the plant into the Quabbin Reservoir. From

there drinking water will be supplied to the Greater

Boston area of about 1.8 million people.

The Coalition was organized in Brattleboro on

February 6 and its members include scientific and

legal experts as well as many concerned local

citizens. At its organizing meeting last month

members of the Coalition stated that the raising of

vital questions about the Vernon, Vermont atomic

power plant was in the public interest.

Contributions to this effort may be made payable to

Wildlife Preserves Inc. and mailed to Mrs. F. Cabot

Holbrook, 19 Terrace Street, Brattleboro, Vermont

05301. Contributions are deductible from taxable

income to the extent provided by law. Contributors

may indicate on an accompanying letter that the

money is to be used for the Vernon, Vemont case.

Hamlin dormitory voted last

week 106-14 to change the all-male

dorm to co-ed for the fall semester

of this year. The dorm, which

started it's co-ed drive last

November, will send its proposal to

the Trustees for approval early

this week.
Open House for interested

female students will be held

Wednesdav and Thursday nights.

8-11 p.m." in the Hamlin lobby.

The committee at Hamlin will be

accepting applications until April

17. Anyone who can't make the

open house this week can call

either Frank in 220 at 5-2932 or Don

at 5-2720.

Notices
ACTION LAB:

Big Brothers: Anyone interested in

being a Biq Brother to Boys in

Northampton Area, please call Jim
at 665 3091.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
.

Brotherhood meetings at Memorial

Hall at 7 p.m. tonight.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR:
Dr. W. Lands of Michigan Univ.

will speak on "Metabolism of Urt

saturated Fatty Acids"today at 4

p.m. in Peters Aud of Goessmann
Lab.

COMMONWEALTH SCHOLARS:
There will be a mass meeting on

Tuesday, March 16th in Thompson
106 at 6 30 to 7:30 Agenda will in

elude Fall course proposals, up

coming high school interviews, etc

EDUCATION UNDERGRADS.
All Elementary 8. Secondary

students are urged to attend a

meeting held by the S.N.E.A 8.

Counseling Dept today at 7 p.m. m
Educ Aud

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

The nominations of officers tor

next year will take place in the

Bristol Essex Dining Rooms in the

S.U. Tues. at 7:30 pm

MEHER BABA LEAGUE:
There will be a meeting today in

Rm 178 of the C.C. for all those m
terested in Baba, religion and drugs.

OUTING CLUB:
Meeting tonight in Rm 165 of the

C.C. at 6:30 p.m. All those going to

Virginia should attend.

SKI MAKE UPS:
All ski make ups should be com

pleted today 8. or Tues. March 16th

Ski buses leave Boyden today at 12 20

p m. ( Tuesday, March 16th at 8 am. 8.

1220 p.m.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Special meeting tonight at 7 pm

instead of the regular Tuesday

meeting Come to the Women's
Center at Free University and

discuss the Bridal Fair and its im

plications All women welcome

LOST:
Dark brown suede coat with

economics quiz m pocket lost about 2

weeks ago in Dining Commons No. 9

please call 546 5136
1 sterling silver female signe

earring lost between S W 8i Morr.ll

Sentimental value Return to Vicki 6

8276

What Happens When you put

Krishnamurt.. Zen, Teilhard de

Jardin, Buddhism. Jesus, the

Urantia Book and others m the same
room We don't know but were
willing to find out Come help us Rm
904 08 of the CC at 7 30 pm
tonight

FOUND
Brown rimmed male's glasses m

Collidge Lobby Friday night. Call

Lynn at 546 8049.

DICK GREGORY

SPEAKS

In the SU Ballroom

Tuesday, March 16

At 8 p.m.

Brought to you by the Distinguished Visitors Program

Schedule Changed
An adjusted schedule for Dick Gregory's visit to UMass tomorrow has

been announced.

At 3:30 to 5:00 a reception open to the general University community

will be held in the Colonial Lounge. The lecture will be at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. After the lecture Black students are invited to

meet and talk with Dick Gregory at the Cultural Center in Mills House.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

The Amherst Tower

Delivers!

CALL 549-1115
or

549-1116

Sun. - Thurs. 6-11 p.m.

PIZZAS • COLD SUBS
Sandwiches, Canned Soda

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEASON

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

MARCH 31 —APRIL 3

University Music Theatre present*

Brecht-Weill's

"THREE PENNY OPERA"

..no f»l the freal Miccesaet of the century in a fully-staped

production!

Reserved tickets available by calling

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

MDC CLASSIFIED
. _ «... „M «..ri-i

FOR SALI

Fioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE, Alt*-,

Fisher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape. Standard radio. Ltab speakers.

LF'o. 8 track* and other necessities.

See Amherat Audio .
*•

"Brand new Sollgor 14 5 auto 98-236

loom trlephotn. Never u»ed and I"

oriKinal condition. M mount a fits

an> >iB Camera; Minolta T-4 mouth
in. I Asking $125, will haggle. Call

U-6J1G

.

__ •Irl
1 ''

>pani»h guitar In fair cond. for

aalt \No Ko>al typewriter new

.

used only once. TV IT* bargain

Kefrigerator full gtaa. Call ii-8823

Dissertations. Masters. In fact all

LPing requlremente can be handle**

thr"' h S.\V1»YS SECBGT \KI \l.

SERVICE, dial 681-800..
tf-mwf 5-1 I

"TYPING WANTED — Good typist

6 years experience secretarial bark

ground Mu«t work at home. Rea-

sonable rates fall f.<i5-3429. tf3-18

red by
•"•crvice.

Student Senate Tr i n-.il

If3 -I'.l

WANTED

Apt. Available Spring Vac.

Need a plaice to stay durinu

»|.ring vacation? Wanted 1 or I r. •*•

l
mMi- p.-r-ons to rent a|>:<rtiuent

in it vacation week $15 00 pet i»r

...hi. I Im-.Is Please call after la

...io«k a in wa-aaw. tf3-ii

A houae to root wanted br six

quiet undergrade for next school

year and perhapa longer. Call Joe

at 646-5197 or Steve /Skip 546-51!
8<J

LOST

1 Bedroom Apt. to rent beginning

Mar or June. Call 632-9188 after

8:30. tf3-|B

BOOKS FOR RENT

yfj buy used booka and records

— Whltelight Books (in the Alter)

No texts I StS

FOR SALE— AUTOS
"

63 Ford Galaxie 6 cyl.. •«ao<Uni-

excellent condition, only 38,000 mr
tall 236-6951 after C p m. and all

thru weekend. 6275. >0. If3 -10

~~MiNt sell "68 Cortina, •ntomatic.

disc brakes, 26 mpg, good median..

•I condition, only 15.000 ml. Best

offer over 8800 CaU 646-9728. ^ ^
~~'«6 Ford enatom M*. V8, auV»

trans . P.B., Badlo and Heater inew

w.w. and batt . *•* rnnnlna- con*

Asking |«7». CaU after ».ij»

Trusty '63 Ford Falcon Wagoaj,

body fair. Oot me to and from work

•Terr dar ttUe winter. Aaklng $166^

649-a>34 or—law Htii
Fertable Partr - '•« *W «•••

rebuilt eng , taa haatar. ««*•
tlrea. a««. tend. SloW. a**-!*^
Ideal for camping, claadeeOne pat

9*rVM.J*<±_ tf3-16

64 Pontlac, ante., power •tearing,

good condition. n« reasonable offer

refused tall Barb. 649-1114 between

4 and 1 p.m. in-™

I'F.KFFA-T FOR SIMMER SCHOOL

:

furn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Aug. No lease req. $161 mo. Near
rumpus, pool, tennlf courts, air

cond Married couple or glrlo pre-

fprrcd_Call_6t9-39ie after 6. tf3-3l

""Available April 1 — beautiful two
bedroom all electrlo apartment, ei-

. client location Ideal for couple or

three students sharing eipense* Cell

-'.yt-3979 evenlnga. "3-19

4 rooms, modern, dishwasher, $155

I tilitiea Included Available Imme-
diately. Sunderland (10 mln .

from

Iniv ) Call 66V3692.

TO SUBLET
F.ffieiency apt . Quabbin \l* , tar-

ni.li.-il. all utilities but phone^. de-

li.mit fee paid tall 313-7039 after 7

p m. Immediate occupancy. t f.l-lli

To sublet — 1 bedroom apartment

.at Cliffalde, all utilities Included

Option of furniture, air conditioning,

and renewing lease after September.

Available June 1. Call 666-3203.

Would the people who took a oaaall

iru) tiger cat on >ut. from Tull

ton \il. return It to Apt. 31:
-If3- 1

R

Lost — .Minulta K.F.b < .ini«r.» in

third floor nirnn room, I ngiii.. rif-

l.ab. tall Tom ut ','.".1018 or

.••,w. rfS-M

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate wanted at Squire \ll-

lage In Sunderland oil I Hi In. I
.

ail

utilities, dishwasher, K.irbage d •-

posal, wall-to- wall carp , only *« 3

Available Apr. 1. ( .ill (MS-tWS
tf3ia

Now la the time tu reserve a
spnee for next yrar in I'uffton v Ir

rurtially, furn., fully equipped, tall

llarb, 649-1114 between 4 and 7 p m
tf3-!9

Immediate occupancy for 1, 2, 3

months or what you want. Partially

furnished, fantastic stereo etc. Call

Itarb, 649-1114 between 4 and 7 p m
tf3-!9

RIDERS WANTED
Will take 3 riders to DC. Leave

19, return 28. Will da aU driving,

share expenses. CaU Boonis 6-7396
tf3-17

PERSONAL

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
2 bedrm. apt. Great location, half-

way between campus and town.

1170 plus utilities. Partly furnished

Available June 1 - Aug. 31. Call

a-7198 or 6-7444. (Keep «rrlng)
tf3-17

Amherst Audio services stereo

components, tape decks for home or

car. 197 Na. Pleooant 8t., 256-613J.

DRIVER WANTED

" FASSPORTS — JOB APPIJCA-
T1UN8 Special vacation packages on

film and prsceaslng everything pho-

tographic. You'll save $ at Lang s

I'boto, Rt. 116, So Amherst, 253-

3118. Lfy8

Free nationwide out-of-print book

search eerrice. John Hardy - Books,

Box 183, Auburn, Mass. 01501.

Driver wanted to pick up VW
(standard) In Pittsburg, Pa. and
drive to Springfield anytime soon.

Will pay expenses plus pay the driv-

er Please call 632-8027. tf3-l»

Beware — Beware — the Chinees*
Hammer Man from Hamlin la on
the race. S-' a

I love you Bsxaaaa aad Lacteda
3- 16

" A S.P.I B E. Is stUl BBS fsr

people whs have had either abor-

tlaaa ar vasectomies If rmm are
willing to talk about your experi-

ence please call A. S.P.I.BE at 64V
•386 ar come to PI Mach. tf3-17

HELP

TRAVEL

Enjoy more free time and vaca-

tlsns English BA will type and/or

revise anything. Theses, too. Cam-
pus pick-up /delivery center Pro

Cessions), reasonable 584-6573 e\s

TYPING — Thesis, Mai'

STUDENTS INTEBNATIONAL of-

fers chartered flights to NASSAU In

spring and F.CROPK In summer. For
details call Steve 649-1367 or Brian
649-3963 3 I,I.6.».9.12.16.1fi

NIT BUS TICKETS
Charter bos tickets for NIT avail-

able n* Student Inlon Ticket Office
' -om Amh>rst, Boston,

....d Worcester — apon-

Helpl f need — datm~black
light* far March 16-18 for art ex*

pertaseat. Guarantee return la per-

fect condition. CaU Carol at 049-1646

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Baits ,Md. Mar

18 or 18. Will share driving ana

expenses. CaU Skip 6-6188 tf3-»>

" Bide wanted to Florida for sprint

vacation. 8 males, will ghare ex-

penses. CaU Steve, Bm. 113. 5»C-

6793, 845-0792
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Board Denies Petition

To Remove Fraternity

UMass Flying Club

Announces Winner

A citizen petition to oust a

University of Massachusetts

fraternity from residential area

was denied by the Amherst Zoning

Hoard of Appeals last night.

More than two hours of

testimony was heard by the board

on a petition of Robert MeClung.

Henry VanRoekel and Robert

Whitnej to overturn a ruling by the

Amherst Building Inspector.

which stated that the recent oc-

cupancy of the Kim St structure

hy a UMass. Fraternity was not in

Julius Lester

HereSpeaks

Tomorrow
Nationally known political ac-

livist and writer Julius Lester will

meet with students at 4 p.m on

Tuesday . March 16th, m the Black

Cultural Center at Mills Mouse

Lester, a former sncc organizer

and long time activist among black

people m the deep south, will be on

campus m connection with a

possible appointment to the

mpartment of Afro-American

Studies

1 ester'i scholarly interests

renter around Black Culture and

Political History He is the author

0l a number of books in this area

Vmong his uorks are look Out

VYIl*rY, Black Power (ion' (iit N ••

Momma. To Be A Slaw.

Involutional \ Notes. Black hoik

Tales and Search For The New

La»i- c „, i.

He i> also an interpreter of Black

Music and has recorded two

album- ot tolk blues on the

Vanguard Label His books have

won a number ot awards and have

been translated inlo "> languages

Lester has spoken widely at

universities i" < ht> United states

.md Africa.

violation of town bylaws.

MeClung contended that though

they had lived in relative harmony

with the fraternities in the past, its

present use as such was "in

violation of the intent and the letter

of the bylaws," and that the

structure should be returned to a

residential zone.

The fraternity "works a serious

hardship on the homeowners of the

area and is detrimental to the

quality of the area." MeClung

maintained.

He presented to the board a

petition opposing the fraternity on

the basis of its alleged violation of

toning bylaws, signed by 86

residents "of the immediate area."

She quoted I'Mass Dean William

Field as saving that if the town

didn't approve of the use. the lease

held by the fraternity would not be

binding.

Dean Field was also quoted as

saying that there were many

available rooms on the campus at

the present time.

Speaking against the petition,

Oorge H. Reed of the En-

vironmental Health and Safety

office at UMass said that the

sprinkler system which had been

recommended by his office was

just that the not a requirement.

UMass Dean Field told the board

that the university has the right to

inspect the premises of fraternities

periodically and that they expect to

do it.

•If this is a legal location, I can t

think of a better group of men than

those in it now." Dean Field stated.

First prize in the UMass Flying

Club raffle was a round-trip for two

to Nassau, Bahamas, won by Jack

Appel of 18 Nutting Avenue.

The second prize was an added

feature compliments of Mrs. Sue

Stidham. She will be taking Carol

Bowen of Williamsburg and two of

her friends for a flight to any

destination within an hour of

UMass. Mrs. Stidham, who is a

member of the Flying Club, wdl be

using her own plane.

The Flying Club also announces

the election of a new ad-

ministration. John Hrenchuk was

elected president, Jean Emery,

vice-president; Dennis

Klingelhofer, treasurer; and Tom

Durso, safety officer.

In coming weeks the club will

construct a Chanute-type glider

that will enable one person to glide

for approximately fifty feet under

his own power. _ .__

The next meeting of the r lying

Club will be April 7 in the Campus

Center

Draft Fight Topic

On focus Tonight
Tonight at 10 p.m. WMUAs "Focus" program will highlight discussion

of the growing anti-draft movement in the United States, as the time

approaches for Congress to vote on draft extension. The Selective Service

Act of 1967 expires on July 1. 1971. but a vote on draft extension in some

form is expected before the end of March

Moderator Ken Mosakowskis special guest on ^^V*!^™?"™
forum will be UMass sophomore Arlen Brunson of the Western

Massachusetts Committee to Repeal the Draft.

irMS tn ^ covered in tonights discussion include: arguments for

dra ^epeaUersus arguments for draft reform, the proposal for National

Service^he p^sU.onslf New England senators on draft appeal, present

draft legislation in Congress, and lobbying tactics.

Interested persons are invited to tune in on "Focus" tonight at 91.1 FM

and call in their questions at 545-2425 or 545-2876.

MDC Classifieds

Prof.Power's

Eng.274FHnt

"A Place

in The Sun"

Has Been

Cancelled

ALL DAY

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

THETA CHI

for

MONDAY, MARCH 29

is

At

Northampton

Volkswagen

rat roiitiar. Whitr IHf M
68 Opel. Blue

68 Mu»t»nK. l*">"'

MM oo

MM »«»

68 Auntln Hraley. \rlluw IA95 'Mi

68 Krnuiilt, While 1095 00

68 Chevy Bel-ire. Blue 1J95 00

68 ford T-BlrU. White "•95 M
67 PontUr. Green 1795 ••

1 67 Hat 850, R*U !W5 M
1 67 Kurd Waon. Yellow 1195 60

1 67 Ford Waicon Blue 1J95 00

66 Chrysler, Green 995 00

65 Pontine. Green 795 00

Kord GnUxle, Bed 1*95 00

65 ford LTD. White 795 00

i.l Dodge Onrt. Black 505 oo

61 Ford raleon, Bed 695 00

K< mercury Comet, Blue 395 M
63 Merrury Comet. While 595 0«

Many Other L*te Model

VW's To Choose From

Northampton

Volkswagen, Inc.

534 0660 584-8820

346 King St. (Rte. 5)

Northampton

Open Eves till 9

2 p.m. Thurs. March 18
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Women Gymnasts Split Tri-Meet
_ >T.,: i rv.ii«<iiat« InhMvnlleuia

The UMass Women's Gym-
nastics team Buffered its second

defeat of the season last Saturday

to Springfield in a tri-meet held at

UMass In the same competition

they came back to defeat Towson

College

A full capacity crowd was on

hand to watch this exciting three

way battle between three fine

women's gymnastics teams.

From the outset it was clear that

the meet would end up to be a

closely fought battle between

UMass and Springfield. UMass got

,.il to a slim lead in the floor

exercise, as Anne Burmeister of

I'Mass came in first with 8.8

points, followed by Kate Rafferty

and Judy Markell from Springfield

College. The event score was

Sports

Notices
p.E) 175 SKI MAKE-UP

I FSSONS -Ski make-ups should

completed today or tomorrow. Ski

buses leave Boyden today at 12:30

p m and tomorrow at 8:00 a.m.

and 12:30 p.m.
*****

NO FREE PLAY There will be

no life plav in Boyden Gym-

Mas.iim. Mon Fn . 4:SM:S8 p.m.

March K-19.
*****

CHEERLEADER TRVOim-
Cheerleader tryouts will be held

Martmgon Marches!. 7 :«U p.m in

the Bovden wrestling room. The

tryouts are open to men and

women ol all classes More in-

formation will be torth coming.
*****

SKATING SHOW The US.

Olympic lund-raising ice skating

show will be held on Wednesday at

( >rr Kmk with two show l at 4 and 8

p in

UMass 24.85. Springfield 24.40 and

Towson 21.90.

In sidehorse vaulting.

Springfield more than made up the

difference. Luci Miller from

Springfield and Margie Combs

from UMass tied for first with 8.9

points Patti Corrigan from

Springfield was third at 8.6 with

Dotty Kaugh of Towson fourth, 8.5.

At'haltime Springfield was in the

lead with 49.6 points, UMass was

second with 48.5 and Towson was

last at 43.15.

The balance beam brought

several surprises. The usually

steady and high scoring UMass

Hirls had many major breaks

which helped Springfield College

increase its lead. The event was

won by Miss Uafferty of

Springfield with 8.4 points. Tied for

second were Linda Seikunas of

UMass and Miss Millers of

Springfield with 8.05's.

Uneven bars followed the same

pattern. Misses Burmeister and

Combs took unexpected breaks and

no girl on the UMass team moved

above 6.8. The event was won by

Miss Corrigan of Springfield who

socred 8.7. Second place went to

Miss Miller of Springfield and third

place to Candy Normile irom

Towson.
The final score for the com-

petition was Springfield 96.95,

UMass 91.55 and Towson 81.70.

This loss gives the UMass girls a

6-2 record, Towson a 5-3 record and

Springfield remains unbeaten at 6-

0. The UMass girls will travel to

Penn State this week for their last

dual competition of the year.

From there the girls will ad-

vance to the Eastern Regionals

where they will meet Springfield

once again in a battle for the

National Intercollegiates to held

over Easter Weekend at Penn

State.

Two years ago. UMass placed

lourth in the National Collegiate

Championships. Last year, though

they were strong contenders for

third place, the UMass girls were

prevented from travelling to Utah

due to lack of funds.

The scores earned by the UMass

girls in the current season place

the team in contention for third

place again. Springfield College

and Southern Illinois State College

are strong contenders for the top

two spots. Springfield College

captured the National title in 1969.

In all other years since the

beginning of the championship

meet the title has been held by the

^iils from Southern Illinois State

College.
*****

The UMass women's ski team

took first place in the nine team

Intercollegiate Ski Conference at

Mittersill.

In the slalom Heather Mac-

Connell topped all competition with

a time of 46.23 seconds. Susan

Arnold was next for UMass with a

time of 55.2 seconds, good for sixth

place overall.

The rolls were reversed in the

Giant Slalom as Miss Arnold

finished first with a 57.8 second run

and Miss MacConnell finished

sixth in the time of 59.36.
*****

A preliminary meeting of all

women interested in playing

varsity softball will be held

tomorrow at 4:30 in the WOPE
student lounge. You don't know

what you can do until you try, so

come "on out and get a look at the

competition.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST1
SYDNEY OMAJW.

in the past, more persons were

born oncleV Aquarius.than any other

7c,ri,nca\ sign Latest statistics,

now?"/ reveal that rnorepeopje are

born under Gem.m There a'so ^
more multiple births twins born

under Gemini.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Wise

now to be discriminating. Some may

Jv vou are being too critical, but key

?s to Jerceive what is valid and what

,1 sham Face truth as it exists. This

will prevent ultimate loss.

TAURUS (Aprl 20 May 20
.

Lie

low. play waiting game. Let others

play their hands Impatient associate

,s apt to act on impulse You do best

bV
P
hold.ng back, obMrv'"g an?

analyzing Partnership may be in

VO
gIm.N. (May 21June 20)

:

Some

forces are scattered You will have to

out pufzle Pieces together What you

discover now can insure
pj

pf.t^n

future Look and plan ahead Per

Ce
c
V
AVcER^June

a
il July 22): Good

lunar aspect coincides w.th changes.

^eative
P
eftorts romantic interlude^

scorDio ind vidual could piay

Unmeant role. Give and rece.ve

^Hertion Express teelmgs.aH
LEO UuTy 2

P
3 Aug 22) Foundation

or future efforts can now be-la id_ Be

aware of property values Examine

matflVs close to home. Protect your

mterests Restless individual makes

n emperate statement ignore It.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22). f
ccer"

on movement, constructive re at.ons

with neighbors, relatives Bes to do

vour entertaining at home Stick to

familiar ground Don't be lured by

^MTse" 23 Oct. 22): Gain

,ndicated it you utilize cr*f"l
pagination. Don't accept surface

indications. Dig deep for truth You

may be pleasantly surprised as debt

' S

S
P
CORPiO (Oct. 23 Nov. II): Ac-

cent personal appearance. Add to

wardrobe. Make new starts in new

directions. Invest in your own ideas.

Stress independence, originality.

Welcome challenge. Get going.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21).

Activity indicated in connection with

,ntrigu.ng project Work behind
l

the

scenes Do what you be .eve is worth

while. Visit individual confined to

home, hospital
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19).

Emphasis on fulfillment of desires

progress indicated if you exude

confidence. Avoid complaining

stress optimism Scorpio person can

set fine example Accept social in

Vi,
AQUARIUS(Jan.20Feb.18) Goal

is in sight. Sweeping change can

elevate your standing Break through

the petty. Don't be dismayed by

remarks of unthinking person Do

what vou know must be done

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

Publishing, advertising, adding to

knowledge these are
.om "°"

highlighted Abstract prob ems can

be solved Stress versatility Shake

o?f senseless fears Gam through

W
Vf "TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have appreciation for the arts

especially music and drama. You are

completing an important project

You will gain recognition, with

August indicated as the outstanding

month of this year. Look for an end to

loneliness. _ ,-^__
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
3 Sweet potato

4 Measuring
device

5 Spanish article

6 Man's nickname

7 Conduct
8 Simmered down
9 Native metal

10 Dance step

1

1

Land measure

16 Printer's

measure
18 Ship channel

20 Goal

22 Abounding
25 Help
27 Prefix: before

29 River island

30 New Zealand

parrot

32 Cleaning device

34 Limb
36 Vigor (colloq.)

37 Anglo Saxon
money

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Cook in hot fat

4 Repast
8 Policeman

(slang)

11 Region

12 River in

Germany
13 Macaw
14 Symbol for

cerium
15 Encountered

17 King of birds

(pl)

19 Female ruff

21 Openwork
fabric

23 Obstruct

24 Girl's name
26 Corded cloth

28 Hard wood tree

31 Obscure
33 Period of time

35 Expire

36 River in Italy

38 Windows in roof

41 Symboltor
tantalum

42 Bitter vetch

44 Hawaiian
rootstock

45 Mire

47 Agreement

49 Abstract being

51 Evergreen tree

54 Male sheep

56 Obtain

58 Tibetan gazelle

59 Biblical

mountain
62 Tear

64 Exists

65 Soak up
66 Wampum
68 Kiln

70 Possesses

71 Rational

72 Cravat

DOWN

1 Liberated

2 Note of scale

[c A P 1A P]A|R a| S °i
L

1

A G A U gIa LJ l] rieI

fT OS sle h AJR M ElDl

s

t
1

^

Y
A r- 1

r|o Tl
R] £ OiN lo rrrA

s^

T

t

r
u
"o

1

P

s
P A

C

T

,rIe
a|V

p F I M i T t. - piiAS

s Kl 1 P lL-1

c rt £ P

[rj lTTpi c
- i 1 h>

[M u slo^H A m1g|

[a 1 V [GElr; 1" t [i p IaI

\sJ__K [t 1 A V s |S|A
IS

[PI

39 Fish eggs

40 Eat

43 Fragments

46 Excavate

48 Sailor (colloq.)

50 Kind of fabric

52 Din

53 Direction

55 Charts

57 Note of scale

59 Residue

60 Brown kiwi

61 Afternoon party

63 Vessel

67 Indefinite article

69 Ti.ree toed

sloth

Diltr by Yniteii Feature Syndicate. Inc. i*

_ -J
Listen for

the sounds
of love...

Where do you hear them?

In a plea for help from

someone who needs it? In a

dialogue between students and

the Establishment? In a talk

session for a marriage-on-the

rocks? At a Catholic Mass

conducted in an Episcopal

Church?

You'd be surprised.

The sounds of love are

everywhere — anyone can

hear them. If they listen.

The Paulists listen. But.

like everything in life, the

things thai matter most are

Ihe hardest

It isn't easy being a Paulist.

But then, the best things in

life never are

If you are interested in

more information about the

Paulist priesthood, write to.

Rev. Donald l". Campbell. C.S.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist . _
cpathetg
Room 114

415 West 59tb Street

New York, N.Y. 10019
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Gymnasts Third

was a cii-

after Thur;

exercises, bul

ol [Springfi<

optional e\« I

vear in deh

By MICHAELCUSACK
MDC Staff

The UMass varsity gymnasts

closed out their competitive season

with a third place finish in the

Eastern League, as the 44th annual

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic

League Championships were held

in Curry Hicks Cage from Thurs.,

March ii Sat . March 13. The three

da\ season's finale decided in

dividual champions, finalized

League standings, and determined

Ihe League's representative to the

Nationals as well as selecting

individuals from the Kast lor the

v \.\ Championships to he held at

the UniversitN ol Michigan from

\pnl 1-3.

In the team championships.

I Mass perf( ' ned as they have all

-on a> i
icored 158.1 points.

finishing bel Penn state's total

ot 163 >>. an spnnghclds 159.75.

The Kedmen bested teams from

Army, Tem| Navy. Pittsburg,

and Syracuse \s a team. I Mass
and to Penn State

lays compulsorj
finished well ahead

However, only

eg were used this

Mining final stan-

field outscored the

,„.,. in irea, to give them

a second place finish.

| n the and competition.

two ol itn ophj winners were

Kedmen Ti Vacca and Norm
,., tun . fourth and fifth

his competition

contini I to represent the

this event Bothol

these men I: been a solid part ot

the i
all seasot

evidenced their strong finish

.d champions

such as I' in Mates Marshall

Avener, Temples Ron

Clemmer
In the indi 'ual championships.

I Mass fared iter than they have

in the past as seven Kedmen

qualified ft • finals, with lour

medals bei won. Highlighting

the individual honors tor the

Kedmen wa ink* Dave Genest,

who led all competitors on parallel

bars with a final total ol IS.1S, fora

i ii-st place finish In becoming this

yeai Easti rn League Champion,

he qualified >r the Nationals, and

will travel to Michigan at theenda
this month
Other tic sts tor i Mass were

.lohn i alab a on iloor exercise,

Pannj Spiei ind .lay Aronstein on

rings. Vexler on parallel bars, and

Tom Mvslicki on high bar. Vacca

qualified lor the Imals in the long

horse vaulting and horizontal bar

events, hut had to scratch due to a

shoulder injury sustained the

previous day m team competition

Lowell Meek of Pittsburg won

ihe I loor ex title for the second year

m a row. while Clemmer of Temple

was second, and Springfield's

captain. Ed Datti, finished third

Calahna. a junior from New York,

performed consistently throughout

the meet, as his 16.90 total earned

(BjtUr!

Sfnxto
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him a sixth place tie with Penn

State's Jerrj Young

Side horse enthusiasts were

treated to quite a demonstration ot

abilitj as Navy's John Worthtagton

easily won first ths '• :>:» score in

the finals was high score ot the

meet Ton) DeStaphano ol

Syracuse waa second on hoist

while Penn State's Avener was

third

George Stalter ot Syracuse

easilj won the still rings title as

Ins w ell controlled routines im-

pressed judges and spectators

alike Bill Mitchell ol Penn State

was second, with (Menu Williams,

alsooi Penn State. Imishing third

Aronstein, a sophmore. missed

qualifying tor the Nationals by IS

ol a point, as he I unshed tourth.

nght behind Williams With two

years remaining. Aronstein could

develop into the top i mgman in the

Kast

Penn States Jim Kreust won

vaulting with a total of lt.275 His

teammate Avenerwas second, .2 of

., point behind while their team

mate Mike Greene was off the pace

by 225 points, and had to settle for

third Just for the record, Penn

State also took fourth.

Genest, who brought the house

down with his double back

dismount, was the highest Redman
finisher, as he won parallel bars. In

the awards ceremony, he was

Hanked on all sided by members of

Penn State's team, as they took

second, third, tourth. fifth, and

sixth in the event

Armvs Dan Pillasch won high

bar with a final total of 18.15.

Finishing second and third

respectively were Avener and

Kreust I Mass Myshcki turned in

several ol Ins finest routines of the

season as his final total of 17.125

earned him tilth place

Several outstanding Kedmen
just missed the right to be in the

finals, as their totals were barely

short ot the qualifying point

Finalists were those eight men who

had the top averages tor their

combined compulsory and optional

routines Jack Kernel, an out

standing floor exercise man.

finished ninth after two days ot

competition, as his total was 025

short ot the necessary mark Kick

Riley, who had trouble with his

compulsory routine, despite an

OUtatanding optional exercise was

1 short of the mark Norm Vexler

missed qualifying tor rings by 05

of a point Jay Thomson led all

competitors in the optional vault

with a 9 15 score, yet missed the

imals because ot some trouble with

his compulsory. Finally, Vacca

missed high bar by 4.5 points,

Ibis marks the end ot the

competitive season lor the gym
nastk team, yet daily workouts

will continue in preparation tor

next season

Penn State dominated com
petition, as was expected, and

Avener dominated Penn State.

which was also expected The

Nittany Lions under Gene
Whettstone have now shared or

won the League title six tunes in

the past seven years This year, in

addition to winning the League

crown, and the right to represent

the E1GL in the Nationals. Penn

State took three ot six all around

trophies, qualified tor twenty two

spots in the finals, took nineteen

medals, and won timeout ol twelve

event totals in the compulsory and

optional scores

II Penn State as a team i>

amazing, then top all around man.

ol. Fla IAP
Minnesoti uscleman Harmon
Killebrew toasts on Boston

pitching, i; a grand slam homei

Sunday in Iping power the Twins

i,,., in 7 e> 1'ition victory over the

Red Sox.

Rookies ul Powell and Glenn

K/ell also homered in the Twins'

11 |„t atl gainst four Boston

pitchers Mike Kiore and

Rico Pel elli connected tor

rence-clea beiti tor the Red

SoX
in at first base

Scott recuperates

put the Ked Sox tn

( >ng drive over the

right field in the

his fourth hit and

of the exhibition

e the string bj

sin

(' the count in their

ning as Powell, a

d young outfi<

Mud spring home
only hit all

Ken Brett, Aho

Kiore

while (ie>

from a vi!

front witi

m uieboai

tourth It

fourth h<

campai
later c

hall

Inghlv

unload*

run I'

Boston s

faced jus

with nine career grand shuns

Killebrew ran the count to 2-2 and

then -'lit a drive over the left field

fence lor his tourth home run of the

Grapefruit League season

Boston's Gary Wagner wai
nicked for a run in the seventh

breaking a tie. and the Twins

wrapped up the decision with lour

runs against southpaw reliever

Sparky Lyle s ineffective pitching

in the eighth The big blow against

Lyle was a three run blast over the

fence in lelt center b\ K./.ell.

The Ked Sox made a mild threat

in Ihe ninth, getting two runs on a

double by Hilly Conigharo. a triple

by Jarvis Tatum and an infield out

before Stan W ilhains worked out of

a jam Wagner took the loss as the

Boston record dipped to 11-4

Minnesota is 5-3,

din im. STOP: i Mass gaana

ivi Flaherty dives headlong to

slop ,i shot h\ I ni\cisit\ of

Vermont leeward George

Mktarsky i" Wednesday's -'->

loss to the Catamonnts at

Barllaglaa, VI. Coating to

Flaherty's aid are aefeascsscn

Don Lowe (left i and Brian

Sullivan ( right >. Flaherty

turned in a fine effort in a losing

eaase. Mix photo by

Diflendalc.i

Matmen at Harvard

Details Tomorrow

T(ll» EASTERN GYMWST-Penn States Marshall Avener won

the all-around event in this past weekend 's Caste, n meet. Only I

sophomore, he is one of the best gymnasts in the country ami a top

eaudidate lor the 12 Olympics.

Marshall Avener is more M
Whettstone, who is also coach of

the t s National Team, has

developed Avener to a point where

he is one ol the lop gymnasts in the

country A strong candidate lor the

"72 Olympics, he was a member of

the 1 S Team to last year's World

Games, and a member ot the t s

Team which hosted the Kussians in

an international meet last month,

as shown on ABC'S Wide World ol

shirts outstanding competitor ol

the E1GL Championships, he

easily won the all-around total He

also took fourth on floor, third on

side horse, second in vaulting.

third oil parallel bars, and second

on high bar <»uly a sophmore he

will be leading I'enn State's attack

tor a COttple ol years to come

It UMaSS Is to be iii a position to

meet I'enn State and deleat it.

there will have to be some changes

and improvements made This

year's team though good, was not

a championship team, which is

what it Kikes

Killebrew Leads Twins Over Red Sox,10-7

batters in lour in-

nings

The Ked ox regained the lead in

the fifth on a single by Don

Pavletich, a pinch triple by Tony

Muser and <i sacrifice fly by John

Kennedy, PetroceUi made it 5-1

with a two run homer in the sixth

before ihe roof caved in on Boston

lookit Kogeho Morel

W/iUt one out in the sixth, a

single, a walk and , safe bunt sel

the stage tor Killebrew, who leads

active American League players

DEFENSEMAN TURNED GOALIE: Kedmen defenseman Boh

Bartholomew goes tews in an attempt to block a d.
»*«
J^™ "**"

red Yeatea in Wednesday's Division II playoff loss. <Ml>( photo b>

Ned Dilfendale.i

THANKS
From Athletic Dept.

\ s the close of our winter sports ftcnedttle draws near,

it ,s timely to (CO on reewrd as expressing our Rratitude for

„. outstanding support extended ad teams h.v Kodm-J

fans - students, faculty, staff, alumii. and Mends. But

especially and certainly with no Intent to diminish the im-

portance of other parts of the program we single out our

asketball and hockey fans. The space limitations of Curry

bks Ca*e for basketball, and Orr Rink for hockey are

as exasperating to us as to you. Your good natured patience

fs o be commended. That students have formed lines as
;' ». :<?o P.M. for an 8 o'clock varsity Kame speaks

eloquently to vour interest and forehearanee. Thanks!

.lack Canniff, Head Hockey Coach
•lack Leaman, Head Basketball Coa< h

Warren McGuirk, Director of Athletics

George Richason, Chairman,
Cnlversity Athletic Council

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QHjf 0ks*utlin*tttB

s^/ A Mil AMD RESPONSIBLE ^^ MISS

Weather:

Warm, misty. Rainbows

over the Quad.
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LOOK AT ALL THKM GRWKS-New
de\elopnients like this one near I'elham

liams>

tw h.vP to nut them someplace so lhc> bury them in cemetery

'S "i-.
1

, t r^,,rr,,v,::.r;..":: ".;•;..::", S— — — » ~- «

TA's Organize To Fight Cutback
-By JEANETTE MARTINEAU

—
MDC Staff

The Graduate Student Senate,

meeting last night, resolved to

organize and inform all Teaching

\^sistants in every department to

fight possible cutbacks in funds

A fund for the organization of

graduate students, and a decision

to ">"d a delegation, headed by

Collins President of the Graduate

Senate, to present President

Robert C. Wood with the Senate s

resolutions, were made also.

Dean Arthur Gentile of The

Graduate (enter, and Vice-

chancellor for Academic Affairs,

Robert Gluckstern met with the

-assembly of graduate students^

concerned Collins tried to impress

them with the disproportionate^

i,"„ ot the University budget cut by

the State."

Collins explained that lAs

have no clearly defined role in

University, that they are paid trom

Q8 li.e tor parttime help), and that

-State Legislation does not

On The Inside:

>t ap

Dick GregorySpeaks Tomorrow

Littlefield Talks A bout Dorms

propnate money lor graduate

education."

His recounting of his efforts to

obtain a I >av Care Center was

followed by a list ot resolutions

submitted l>> members of the

Economics Department Here are

the motions as amended and

voted:

1 1 I The maximum number ot

students per section taught by TA's

should he 39

Each TA should be

guaranteed at least 13200 per yeai

(SI Graduate Students now at

l,|, ; , led With the I diversity should

receive priority in the allocation ol

kinds tor the next academic year.

Gluckstern then took the floor,

citing that the M% cut as "an in

correct figure, that it's too early to

tell how the budget will fare in the

Legislature

Dean Gentile reinforced that:

Ihe budget allocation decisions

about the TA money are left up to

the Department heads " He ad

vised Departments to give the

standard $3M0 to as many TA's as

possible, to which he quickly added

"I'm not advocating what I said
"

Collins insisted II there is

.(.illusion it is because the \d

ministration did not inform the

I As We should not compromise

on the cut. and we cannot wait until

the budget is drawn up and the cut

is made
( Hher graduate students fell that

I \ g must act like other small

interest groups, and I As must gl t

the support ol undergraduab

i hat "petitions vmII mean nothing

|0 the Administration . and "the

teaching load should be

equalized", were thoughts also

expressed
"TA's should not seek short term

goals, the University should have

TA s under contract.'' one student

said

Collins empasized that

"Department heads should make

commitments to TA s for next

year He concluded It is im

jxirtant that wc organize around a

lew. fundamental issues It s a

matter of self survival

The next meeting Of The

Graduate Student Senate will M
March list
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Student Trustees Approved

In State Legislature
i auuiU I... ill,,M ,.,! tit • '

ByANNESTADNICKl

Tin- House- of the Massachusetts State Lejgflaturj

asTlulltln" member ot the Hoard o.Trustees ot the

U
jSTolbrych, representative from Northampton.

nresented the bill and lobbied for it on the Hooi

P
SSledebTtewas earned on the issue, according to

Noith > » o represenUUve Edward McColgan also

a rnemS2 »! tteEducation Committee. He could not,

however, reveal the exact vote count.

iv.s noted bv Judv Gill, chairman of the USCL,

,h it wa ui v through the efforts of Hep. Olbrych

lhat there was so little opposition to the bill voiced at

^She^unhat the mam concern of opponents cen-

ter^ aoou. the fact that one representative to the

Trustees would be allowed to each UMass eampus.

Several representative to the Trustees

She said that the main concern of opponents cen-

tered about the fact that one representative to the

Trustees would have liked each of the S ate College

campuses to have a representative, also, she ex

P
The area of disagreement was resolved when H * as

pointed out that these sehools have advisory com-

missions that meet with a Trustee member each

week. Miss GUI said.

•It is unfeasible for the two UMass campuses to

share one representative to the Trustees, Miss Gill

said "They have diversified problems.

•It is unfeasible for the two UMass campuses to

share one representative to the Trustees," Miss GUI

said "They are so different... one being an urban,

commuting school (Boston, and the other being on

the wholS. residential. They have diversified

problems."

Ito u«rlh% Inspector Mung. raincoat on and umbrella in hand.

f MarchM M M ty jy A § *J ^s^ sjr-eF' ^^ w^- »—-•-'-

For Gay Law Reforms
i .... I ...:.u ., «'..

Disappointing Turnout

At Stockbridge Meeting
By BOBCALLAHAN

MIH'Statt

,J",S* * m< ta'H >'•'"' Braduation ceremony K£nte
i, ., , i ih, I miersin ThOM attending felt that a scpar.it,'

« a> the choice ot a class gift given h>
(

s
V
m,

^,;
ht

r\v" decided that a

^attendKctted several reasons tor the low attendance at the

U"! tX"my i members of the Senior Class turned out at a meetmg to

p,

'\t Jril'oith, meeting, Pyenan sa.d thai he telt that StockbridgeMM voice in the SuoSil senate snd »~<*Xft£*
lneir representation was taken away by the Senate at their special

meeting Sundaj evening

Gregory Coffee Hour

Postponed; Lecture On
,„„„„ns, Dtd. Gregory will voat I Mass today to give a public talk in

By BOB NEST1
Ml H" Stall

A delegation of Five College

Students attended a Gay

Liberation inarch this past Sunday

in Albany, N V sponsored by the

(,a> Liberation Front of the Tri-

titics

Three thousand people inarched

10 shoe support for Homosexual

Law Reform legislation now being

considered by numerous state

legislatures

They marched the two miles

irom the Albany state University

to the State Capital step> where

speakers and a list of demands

were heard, on Amherst Gay

Liberation member said.

The demands called for a

repeal of the consent ual sodomy

laws . mm being considered by the

\cu York legislature Enactment

,,t Fair Housing and Employment

ior homosexuals, and repeal of

solicitation, loitering, and ltn-

personaUon laws

Vmong the speakers was Kate

Millet, author ot 'Sexual Politics" ,

who said homosexuals were a

•pariah class " in American

society and called for a stronger

feeling of gay pride. Also a

California minister told ot being

removed Irom his position tor

being homosexual A I Mass

student was among the many Gay

Liberation groups who had

speakers He said, according to the

GLF spokesman, that the laws in

Massachusetts are much worse

than those of New York.

The inarch oeeured without in

eident and with a fair amount of

spectators The GLF spokesman

called the gathering "more liberal

than radical" in its outlooks and

said some of the Gay Liberation

activists have stayed behind in

Albany to lobby for the demands

The GLF spokesman thought the

march personally beneficial as he

completely lost any stereotypes

he had' left concerning

homosexuals and it gave him a

"sense of pride."

Hotline

5-2550

TONIGHT

Kafka's

THE TRIAL

Orson Welles' film of Kaf-

ka's novel, starring Tony

Perkins as Joseph K, the

man caught in a being

trap that looks suspiciously

like contemporary reality.

Thompson 104

7 &9:15

75c

RSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

CAMPUS CENTER PROORAM COUNCIL

AND MODERN BRIDE MAGAZINE
PRESENT 8

.

ALL WELCOME

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

ALL NIGHT

ZETA NU

THE BRIDAL FAIR

TUESDAY, MARCH 16. "1PM TO

FASHION SHOW 33© AND 73© PM
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

ADMISSION FREE

Bijr ftasasripiflrttft flatlg (Bolltgtati

0,„c, of IM 0*0 CO, LEG, AN are on IM s*con Moo. o» - » I «"*" on

P COOl

»'ve

1
CONTRIBUTORS >

MODERN IRIMl SHOP, SAUY DOUOVAN. MARRY DANIELS INC.

JACK HOIOWITZ, PHOTOflRAPHt MARRY KAY, COSMETICS INC.

REGENCY STYLISTS, MAC DONALD'S SHOES

Littlefield Reveals Housing Study
ByANNGURNETT

MDC Staff

September of 1972 has been set

as the occupancy deadline for ten

new residence halls now being

studied under the auspices of the

Planning Office, according to

U.S. Littlefield, Director of

Planning.

The study, approved in

January by the Board of

Trustees, is being conducted by

the Planning Office with

assistance coming from an

Advisory Building Committee
composed of three un-

dergraduates, two grad students,

and several people from the ad-

ministration, he said.

The Planningoffice's answerto

the problem consisted of three

options, according to Littlefield.

One possibility was an 'entry

suite' style, similar to the Nor-

theast dorms; another was a

town house', with a full blown

kitchen and com-

mon space; and

the third was for

a flat-type house,

comprised most-

ly of singles,

which would sh-

are a common
kitchen with an-

other similar ho-

use instead of re-

lying upon a din-

ing commons.

the utilities, etc., are already

available for ten buildings, which

would cut costs and construction

time markedly, he explained.

Each building would house a

maximum of sixty people, Lit-

L

A student housing question-

naire, compiled last year, has

served as one of the bases for the

planning of the new residence

halls, he explained. Students

indicated in the questionnaire a

preference for a new option in

living styles, one not available in

the housing index' at present.

According to Littlefield, students

showed a leaning towards a more

personal, private environment,

but indicated that housing costs

should remain as fixed as

possible, he added

"Under active

consideration "as

the site for the

new halls is Fra-

ternity - Sorority

park,'' Little-

field said. The

park was

originally planned to accomodate

approximately thirteen houses.

of which only three were built.

The site would be ideal because

two dorms, are also being

planned, he continued.

Littlefield said the objective of

the Planning Office was to create

a residential rather than in-

stitutional living area. He also

mentioned that he

hoped that cam-

pus groups who

wished to live to-

gether might ga-

ther enough peo-

ple to occupy one

building. This

would help create

a closer atmos-

phere than that

afforded by the

assignment met-

hod of housing pi

cement, he said.

or one for every three students,

have also been included in the

plans.

Littlefield said that the target

rent rates will be the 1970 rates

plus a fixed dining commons fee.

However, he added that if two

houses sharing the same kitchen

decided not to have a 'meal

ticket per se and voted on it, it

would not be mandatory.

The proposed houses would

have .i maximum of three stories,

with a pitched roof and a wood

exterior According to Littlefield.

"taking the time frame and the

housing inventory into con

sideration. this type <>l building

w;is the most feasible."

KRATKRMTY-SORORITY
residences.

PARK-Proposed site for new

Transportation

would be supplied

through the

tlefield said Ninety five percent

of the rooms would be singles or

approximately 100 sq. feet. Five

kitchens, each to be shared by

campus transit service, which is

expanding constantly to meet the

needs of the University Ap-

proximately 2(K) parking spaces.

I pon completion of this

project, the Planning oil ice

intends to study apartment-style

housing lor both married and

single students

ack Mass Media Service

Expanding In Coverage
ByBOBSCHEIR
MDC Staff

To fill the need for black-oriented

programming and media training

in the Pioneer Valley. Black Mass

Communications is producing two

radio programs and preparing

additional media services for black

people.

Black Mass Communications,

currently housed at the WFCR
otlices in Hampshire house,

presents two radio programs on

local radio. One, Ujamaa-Drum is

presented Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday over WMUA. and

Colors, which is presented on

WFCR Tuesday and Thursday and

Sundav at 7:to.

In addition to presenting its

regular programming of black

music and news, the project has

also broadcast speeches on

campus live, such as the one by

Mrs WEB. DuBois, and will

carry the tonight's Dick Gregory

speech It has also carried in-

terviews with Angela Davis, and

the Soledad Brothers.

The project, which began

broadcasting last fall, has not yet

received funding from the Student

Senate, but is hoping for financial

aid for next semester.

Lefta Moore, who with Gloria

Bourne. Pat Gardner, and Danny

Colclough produces most of the

programming, explained that

Black Mass Communications was

designed to "fill a void in the

Pioneer Valley, for news and

programming "designed for black

people

The six days of programming a

week is now aired includes black

music I
including jazz as well as

soul), coverage of the Ericka

Huggins and Angela Davis trials,

as well as the New Haven trial of

Bobby Seale The station has also

presented specials on the racial

conflict in Cairo. Illinois, with

interviews with local officials and

members of the Black United

Front

The project which received help

Irom a similar program presented

on WBUR in Boston and the

Roxburv community, is now

working towards a tape library and

B resources library to be set up at

Amherst and Ml Holyoke colleges.

Eventually, the project is working

towards a pool of resources and

skills in broadcasting to till a

recognized need in the local black

community

MDC Classifieds Pay

What Do You Want
To Get Married For?

s^e of deba.e a[ last nights'women >. LiberaMon meeting » the

*Z£tt*J£!iS£fc -act that new ideas (or meetings

BHdaTr air Ifnot meant to ndlcule their sisters^ but"*£*«
their attention that companies who are sponsoring the Bndal f air are not

d
th

g
eUS^fE2££Zm w.U be he,d the Tuesday after

vacation at seven o'clock in the Women's Center.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

DELTA CHI
The Brotherhood of Delta Chi

and
Sisters of Chi Delphia

(we are not coed — we are two separate organizations)

inCTteall University men and women
,

to visrt us

TUESDAY NIGHT, from 8:30 to 10:00 p.m.

Films of the UMass-BC basketball game will be shown.

Come down and meet people and

get psyched for NIT

314 LINCOLN AVE.

'DESERTATIONS"
Dancing and Listening

Music by Chicago

Marvin Gav

Starting at 9:00 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER
2nd Floor Cafeteria

50c Cover
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In The Nation And The World

Group Leaves Harvard Building

1

'Get Them Out
'

'

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (APt-The group of women's hberatiomsts who

seized a Harvard University building nine days ago ended their oc-

cupation at 3 p.m. Monday, leaving as Cambridge police prepared to

arret them . .

There were about 50 women in the group, plus a handtul ot children.

Some carried signs that read. "We couldn't wait for you cops."

The owmen apparently were aware that Cambridge police had been

ordered b> Superior Court Judge Frank W. Tomasello to remove them

I rom the "building.

Police entered the building after the group left to assess whether any

da mage had been done

Earlier Monday. Judge Tomasello angrily declared. "This is a matter

for the police ..a crime is being committed."

The judge commented as Harvard officials asked him for renewal of a

restraining order issued one week ago against the militant band.

1 demand that the police go in and arrest them." Judge Tomasello

said He said the women's actions in seizing the building and rebuffing all

efforts to induce them to leave "constitute breaking and entering,

criminal trespass and possible other crimes."

(let those bums out of there." he ordered.

The women took over the building, an architectural workshop

belonging to the Harvard Graduate School of Design March 6. They

di manded that Harvard allow them to set up a day care and community

center

Prof Archibald Cox, a Harvard law professor acting as Harvard's

spokesman, went to the building Sunday night and met briefly with a few

militant women who were wearing "war paint."

Cox told them that "women sympathetic to your objectives had

located space in Cambridge where a day care and women's center could

be established and that a private benefactor had offered to pay the rent.

When the women rejected the proposal, Cox warned them for "the last

time" that the group must quit the building "before the use of police

authority becomes inevitable."

Cambrdige police throughout the occupation said they would not act

unless requested to do so by the university.

Harvard issued a statement which said, "The whole Harvard-Radcliffe

community is relieved to know that the women have left." Police action

which was planned over the weekend will be dropped, the statement said,

but the University will continue with court proceedings.

House Committee
iorts SST

Fourth RoundSALT TalksBegin
VIENNA, Austria iAP>—U.S. and Soviet envoys

met here Monday to start the fourth round of the

strategic arms limitation talks-called SALT.

President Franz Jonas of Austria reminded them

that their success would not only be important for the

two big powers but for the entire world. At Key

Biscayne, Fla., President Nixon said he was en-

couraged and heartened by these talks.

"For the first time, a realistic dialogue is taking

place between the Soviet Union and ourselves about

the management of our strategic relations," Nixon

said. "The mutuality of interests which brought us to

the table encourages our hope that the SALT talks will

succeed. I am heartened by the work which has

already been done and I am hopeful that the con-

structive nature of the exchange will continue in phase

four."

The U.S. and Soviet envoys met in Jonas' ornate

office in a wing of the former imperial palace. The

meeting was friendly and courteous.

Jonas said: "The Austrian president is the

spokesman of the many small countries which know

exactly that the success of these talks could be of

importance not only for the two powers, but for the

whole world."

He noted that both the head of the U.S. delegation

Gerard Smith, and Soviet delegate, Vladimir

Semenov, pledged in their arrival statements to try to

Supp<
WASHINGTON AP The much

disputed supersonic civilian

transport aircraft was pushed a

little closer to a test takeott

Honda) With House Ap-

propriations Committee support

B> vote ol 26 to 1"> the committee

ipproved lite entire Nixon Ad

im.slration request lor continued

incing <>t the giant project al i

• i million lor the currnt

al year That's $79.9 million

in initial allotment ol $210

Hiun in .in emergency bill

• Januar)

Opponents oi the projected 298-

aircrafl expected to fly

d ,,t i.guo miles an hour

ee tut oi support in

mittee

test previous test vote m
in May l

l »7o. was 26

oi continuing work on

models lor which the

dread) has provided

ahi mllion Private m-

eted to put up about

,i the development
billion

a ill consider the

hill Wednesday
and current

> >

mill >

•
il

Ihr !l

latest Im.in

I hur-

nosecounts indicate that the

neasure will be sent to the Senate

without major trouble.

The Senate story could be dif-

lerent That body has been

reluctant to approve more money

for the plane and rejected all lunds

last year It finally accepted a

compromise carrying the

emergency s2U> million allotment

Replying to claims thai the big

plane would pose environmental

hazards with its sonic booms, the

Vppropriations Committee said it

had complete confidence that these

problems wiU be solved

lint the committee made it clear

that future federal funds may not

he used to finance commercial

production it cited government

statistics claiming thai the federal

investment would be more than

recouped il and when the SST is

id) for commercial use by the

.mimes
Sen William Proxmire. 1) Wi^ .

a leading opponent <»i the SST

issued a statement Monday
asserting that the odds are tar

more than inu to 1 against the

airplane ever being successful

privately financed aircraft

Cinemung presents

* ! ORSON WELLES' Films

i

achieve a positive result.

It will be the 56th session between the two

delegations since SALT opened at Helsinki. Finland.

16 months ago.

Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky gave a recep-

tion for the SALT delegations Monday night.

Tighter secrecy was expected at the SALT sessions.

The Soviets have reacted angrily to leaks in

Washington about the talks during the earlier phases,

two of which were held in Helsinki, and one in Vienna

Official American sources so far have made no

disclosures about SALT, but information which

seeped out showed that the two sides still disagree on

several vital points.

The United States wants an agreement covering

both defensive and offensive nuclear rockets, while

the Soviets indicated they might sign an accord on the

defensive antiballistic missiles-ABM-alone. This was

rejected by Nixon.

The Soviets also want American aircraft stationed

abroad to come under the agreement. The United

States regards them as tactical, not strategic, and

therefore outside the scope of SALT. The Americans

want to include only long-range bombers.

The present phase was expected to last until mid-

May, with two plenary sessions per week alternating

between the two embassies.

HEW Charged With BuyingZoo
... . „.....^_~ », ,.•-.> >nu- *-»-— - «r /i^iuiMatiiinn Mpmnhic ritv school svstemWASHINGTON (AP)-The

Department of Health, Education

and Welfare approved the pur-

chase of a $15,000 mobile zoo and

$300,000 in television equipment for

school systems receiving funds

from a $75-million emergency
school-desegregation program.
Sen. Walter F. Mondale, asserted

Tuesday.
Mondale accused the depart

ment of ignoring congressional

guidelines in dispensing the money

to aid desegregating school

districts. The Minnesota Democrat

cited a Government Accounting

Office audit which he said shows

•applications were approved
which contained proposals having

nothing whatsoever to do with the

problems of desegregation.

"School districts in clear

violation of civil rights laws-

districts that had demonstrated

even on the face of their ap-

plications that they were ineligible

for funds-were granted money."

The $75 million appropriated by

Congress last year is the first in-

stallment of President Nixon's

proposed $1.5 billion program to

ease the transition to school in-

tegration. Mondale, chairman of

the Senate's Equal Educational

Opportunity Committee, said

reports that the funds were im

properly distributed prompted him

to call for an investigation by the

GAO, Congress' watchdog.

The GAO report said the

Memphis city school system
purchased a funds for "special

curriculum-revision programs.''

The report quoted the Memphis
application that "many disad-

vantaged children are turned off

by books and other school-type

materials. From past experiences,

teachers have discovered that

students are very much interested

in the daily newspapers."
A $165,247 grant to the Talladega

County. Ala., school district was
approved Nov. 5, the GAO noted.

On Jan 8. 1971 the Department of

Justice filed a suit requiring

reinstatement of dismissed
teachers who allegedly had been

discriminated against.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

SAVE THIS AD!

Just Arrived In Time For Mid -terms

UCT NOTES KEYED TO YOUR TEXTBOOK:
BRINTON, World History

EASTON, World History

PALMER, World History

SUITS, Economics
MASTERSON, Chemistry
GROUT, Music
GERSHOY, Ero of the

French Revolution

SINACORE, Health

ELKIN, Child and Society

HARBISON, Age of Reformation
PSYCHOLOGY, keyed to your course
PHILOSOPHY, keyed to your course
SOCIOLOGY, keyed to your course
GOVERNMENT, keyed to your course
U.S. HISTORY, keyed to your course
ANTHROPOLOGY, keyed to yosw

course
MARKETING, keyed to your course

WEDIS SDAY NITE
1. Lady from Shanghai

at 8:00

2. The Stranger

at 9:30

THURSDAY NITE
;i. Touch of Evil

at 8:00

4. Mr. Arradin

at 10:00

ALL SHOWINGS IN THOMPSON 104

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
These remarkable review books are personally guaranteed by Melvin
Baker, the creotor and publisher of UCT Notes. They can raise your

grades as much as 15 points. If after using these incredible review

books you do not agree that all these claims are true mail them back
to the publisher, together with an explanation, and your money will

be refunded.

UCT Notes are the only review books of this type now available at your school.

They are one of the finest and most uni que series of review books now en the

market.

UCT Notes are now on sale at

:

YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
H

UM Prof Named For Presidential Commission
^^ XT -1"

A A w iw~- oie„ m^nH* tn studv science research

ByLINDAA.BALICKl
MDC Staff

A UMass Sociology professor

has been named by a Presidential

Commission to prepare a study

which describes and analyzes the

ways in which policies of both

government and private-sector

organizations in the United States

indirectly influence human
fertility and population levels.

Results of Dr. Edwin Driver's

research will be incorporated in

the report of the Commission on

Population Growth and the

American Future which was

established by President Nixon in

1970.

The focus of Dr. Drivers study

will be upon the statutes, ad-

ministrative rules and private-

sector organizations' regulations

which are intended to accomplish

other goals whose effects upon

human fertility are largely, if not

entirely unintended. It is his

contention that many of the

established rules and patterns of

society, as well as many small

everyday occurences, serve as an

influence upon the women so that

she is more inclined to continue

her traditional role of wife and

mother rather than engaging in

outside activities.

'Wherever there are policies

limiting the women's part in the

labor force there is a fertility

impact, however unintended it

may be." Driver pointed to

policies pertaining to em-

ployment as well as to policies

which limit women's par-

ticipation in education, the

military, politics, as well as in

career fields, as some of the

major policies which will come

under study.

As an example of the way in

which policies work, Driver

pointed out that while females

outnumber males in the United

States by a ratio of roughly 52

females to 48 males, in the

educational system 61% are

males as opposed to only 39%

females. According to Driver,

this serves as an example of how

Dr. Edwin D. Driver

females have avenues for

alternatives to parenthood closed

to them and that they therefore

turn to their traditional role.

Driver also intends to study

such areas as the ratio of women
participation in politics, sports

and recreation as well as the

impact which Selective Service

requirements have upon fertility

and population growth.

According to Driver: 'The

more equal the sexes are in

status in all the different in-

stitutions of society, the less role

differentiation between them will

occur so that women will not view

the maternal role as primary for

her Greater equality and par-

ticipation will also lead to more

equality in decision-making

within the home as well as to less

interest in the maternal role-both

reactions which will effect

population and fertility levels."

It is his hope that the Com-

mission's report will make people

more aware of the indirect ef-

fects of policies which are set up

for other reasons have upon

fertilitv and population rates. "I

am increasingly interested in

seeing the applications of social

science research to major

societal problems such as growth

and distribution of human
population and their con-

sequences," he said.

During the past two years as a

consultant to the Ford Foun-

dation, Driver has been in-

strumental in developing

programs of research on

population policy for the social

sciences and law. Reports on

these programs have appeared in

journals such as Demography

and the Journal of Legal

Education. At the annual

meetings of the American

Sociological Association in

Denver September 1971, Dr

Driver will participate in a

Symposium based on the

preliminary report of the

President's Commission on

Population Growth and the

American Future.

Professor Driver will give a

seminar on Population Policies

for seniors at the University

during the Fall semester.

Bridal Show
Once You

:What To Do
Catch Him

Modern Rome Still Struggling

The fifth annual UMass Bridal

Fair will be held today from 1 to 10

p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium
Sponsored by the Campus Center

Program Council and Modern

Bride magazine, the fair is open to

the general public and admission is

I i<un

Two Fashion Shows featuring the

latest in wedding fashions will be

presented by the Modern Bridal

Shop of Indian Orchard at 3:00

p.m and 8:00 p.m.

Trousseau fashions will be shown

by Sally Donovan, lnc of Ludlow

Both trousseau and wedding

fashions will be modelled by

University coeds. Their escorts

will wear men's formal wear from

Harry Daniel's, Inc. of Nor

thampton Miss Jarue Reanck

from Modern Bride magazine in

New York will commentate the

show.
Fifteen models for the fashion

shows were selected from ap-

proximately 200 co-eds at UMass

on the basis of poise, modeling

ability and physical appearance

Father and mother of the bride

will be Dean and Mrs William

Tunis. He is Dean of Admissions.

Flower girl will be Charlene Korza

Product displays presented by

both local stores and national

companies will be set up in the

Auditorium. Local companies

participating include Holowitz

Photography, Mary Kay

Cosmetics, and Frederick s

Jewelers (all of Springfield).

Regency Stylists. Chenna Boppa

Soo, Lang's Photography, and

Borders of Our Lives Gift Shop (all

of Amherst). MacDonald Shoes

and Wig Discount. Inc. of Nor

thampton. and Town Products of

Pittsfield.

Crystal, china, and silver for the

bride will be shown by represen-

tatives from the following national

companies: Fostoria, Pickard

Towle, Oneida, and International

Silver Company. Gourmet

cookingware and appliances will

be featured in exhibits by Corning

and John Oster. The Singer

Companv will show their full line of

products. The Simmons Company

will display sofa and hide-abed

models. And the Pocono

Honeymoon Resort Association

will be displaying pictures and

materials about a honeymoon «

the Poconos

Doorprizes from both local and

national companies will be drawn

after each Fashion Show. A grand

prize of a one week honeymoon in

the Poconos will be featured In

addition, every visitor to the Fair

will receive a Modern Bride

shipping bag containing booklets

offering household planning tips

and rules of etiquette for

prospective brides.

The Oneida Community Service

Mrard will be presented by Oneida

Silversmiths to two women s

organizations on campus who have

given outstanding service to the

community throughout the year.

The two finalists as selected by

the contest judges with a brief

review of their respective

programs are as follows:

The women of GAMMA SIGMA

SIGMA were selected for their

continuous service to the

university and community through

such programs as the coordination

of foreign student orientation, for

their work with the patients at

Kane's Nursing Home and

Belchertown State Hospital, for

their contribution to traffic control

during the arrival of students in the

fall, for their contributions to the

Kidney Foundation and for their

assistance through the Loan Closet

and the Book Exchange

Chairman for the Bridal Fair is

Agnes Kilka. a sophomore nursing

major at UMass. Program advisor

is James Riley.

ROME (AP>—It just wasn't

Julius Caesar's day-nor Rome's-as

the Ides of March rolled around

once again

The Ides of March-March 15-was

the dav predicted for Caesar's

murder thus it was regarded with

fear and foreboding by the old

Romans.
The ruins of the Roman Forum

where Caesar won political

triumphs before this assassination

on March 15 in 44 B.C , were closed

to tourists by a week-long strike

The citv which hailed him as

military dictator fumed with

dispute over a parade of rightists

demanding that the military take

over the government.

Modern Rome still was striving

with many of the same old

Wakefield Conference

To Center On Ecology

An ecological conference entitled

Engineering for the En-

vironment" will be sponsored

mainly by the Commonwealth

Technical Resource Ser-

vice/School of Engineering on May

6 and 7 in Wakefield As listed in

yesterday's Collegian, other

sponsors will be The

Massachusetts Society ot

Professional Engineers the

Massachusetts Audubon Society

and the UMass Technica

Guidance Center for Industrial

Environmental Control.

problems that had even Caesar

busy, and some that Caesar solved

were back again.

Traffic was in chaos despite

months of experiments with an

ever-changing system of oneway

streets, pedestrian islands, bus and

taxi priority lanes, and a sweeping

ban on downtown parking.

Things had been bad. too. in the

narrow streets in Caesar's time but

he solved it by simply banning all

chariot traffic from Rome in

daytime.
In the midst of a two-month

cleanup campaign to rid modern

Home of the odious title of dirtiest

city in Italv. some newspapers

doubted that the extra garbage

trucks and litter baskets would do

the job.

The garbage collectors have said

they would not accept cartons of

bottles in the trash. And it is a rare

family of wine-drinking Romans

that doesn't have at least one bottle

a day to dispose of somehow

There's a law against saving

them up until New Year's Eve and

then throwing them out the window

into the street, but many Romans

do it anyway
Rome, which was in the hands ot

the money lenders even in ancient

times, is now $2 billion in debt

Seventy thousand shant>

duellers camp m the periodic

protest against lack oi housing

while the city is bursting its seams

after swelling troni 1.6 million to

2.1 million population in 20 yearl

unite the site ol Caesar s grave

is not even known, unburied dead

are stored in coffins at modern

Rome's overcrowded cemetery

awaiting permanent burial

Rome moviegoers WtsH through

Sunday without a firstrun lilm

because of a theater strike

But several bouquets of car

nations were left, by a few who

remembered, around the statue of

the stabbed Caesar outside the

strike-closed Forum

N. I. T.
BUS RIDE AND ROOM

FOR SAT. NIGHT, MARCH 20

Bus fee: $6 00 round trip from UMass

Room: $5.75 one night— Hotel McAlpin

Seats on first come — first serve basis

Call 253-7148 for more info

DON'T WAIT UNTIL
SAINT PATRICK'S DAY

TO START!!!
Join

D. J.

Irish

TONITE
9:30 til close

Ladies —
Most Mixed Drinx 50<

in

Dick Gregory Live

Tonight on WMUA-FM there is

a schedule change in order that

the Black Mass Communications

Project might bring you the Dick

Gregory DVP address. "Drum"'

will be heard tonight from seven

to ten p.m The Young Socialist

Alliance will be heard on

Wednesday night from seven to

eight The new Classical

program will be heard on

Wednesday night from nine to

eleven. All happens on WMUA
91 1 FM. mm

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
5623604

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position?

Submit a letter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

J

Questions: Call the Transit Service Offic*

at 549-6184 (Stu lent Union)

It may not be like President \foKK)'s j

buy half a bus a year. ^w-
-,h«' '.lire do
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More StM'iirt'"

My brother lives in Marrakesh He's a lot older than

I am and he lives there with his wife and his kids. He

'
U
Marrakih is a beautiful place. I went there once to

visit him and fell in love with it. Its hot and dus y but

the sky is so clear it makes you feel good yourself.

There's not much to do but hang around and live

That's what the people do instead of trying to kill

themselves. I'm going to move there when I get out of

Ik*re l.

The place mv brother lives in is an old adobe ranch

house out from the city. It sits in the middle of an

oasis-there's a lot of desert near Marrakesh-with date

trees all around it His bar is in a big old building in the

center of the citv near the railroad station.

1 was little when he moved there. He's a lot older

than I am and I don't remember too much about him.

He writes once a year at Christmas time. Last

Christmas he invited me to go and visit him and my

parents said 1 could. They never talk about him muclv

I went to Marrakesh last summer Once you get ott

the boat there's a train ride of about 400 miles to

Marrakesh. But 1 didn't mind because I like trains and

there were a lot of interesting people on the train.

He didn't want to meet me at the station but said it

would be better if I walked into his bar. He didn't want

mv first glimpse of him to be ruined because he

wouldn't look natural in a train station. He wanted me

to see him as he usuaUy is behind the bar, himself and

not someone waiting for someone.

Even so he knew who I was when I stepped in the

door He shook my hand and looked me straight in the

eve to see if I'd flinch. I didn't Then he took me out to

a* back room and got me wrecked. Dope is kind of a

funnv thing in the United States. Over there it's just a

part 'of life. People don't make a big deal about it I

generally don't anyway.

He was just about to close the bar so he did and then

we went to his house. When it gets dark in Marrakesh

it does it quicklv. The sun sort of coasts to a stop just

above the horizon and hangs there for a while before it

drops suddenly Then all of a sudden it's dark and it

starts to get cold. We got to his house just before it got

dark and parked under a tall curving palm.

There were little crickets chirping in the grass and

from a pond behind the house I could hear peepers

starting up The sky was purple and little pinpricks of

stars were beginning to show. The air was heavy but

dean and it felt good to just stand and inhale deeply

I was standing there making a fool of myself just

absorbing everything when my brother laughed and

said let's go in.

His house is one of those low, one-story deals with a

big room at one end that has a huge fireplace. He had

a couch in front of the hearth and a white and red

Oriental rug on the floor. All around the walls were

paintings that he liked. There were all kinds of things,

spears, swords, animal horns and shields and a lot of

other stuff he liked to collect hanging up.

He has a beautiful wife too but it figures. My brother

alwavs did things the right way. Everything worked

out the way he wanted it to and he's happy about it.

I felt sort of strange being around him. He's very

confident about everything and knows what he wants

to do I never had much of an idea of what I wanted to

do 1 used to be scared of being with people and I liked

to be alone a lot My brother thrives on people. He'd go

nuts if he couldn't talk to people in his bar and see

what was bugging them.

He knows there's something wrong with me. After

we ate we just sat around and talked. It was almost

like talking to someone who was grown up and wasn't

part of your family He sort of isn't anyway but there

was a bond between us. Neither one of us felt like

tooling the other. He told me a lot of things about

people that it took him years to find out. He told me

that people are better off not depending on other

people because everyone has to w atch out for himself

first If he doesn't then he's crazy and he's going to get

hurt.
, ,

. _ , .

I didn't understand half of what he told me. But I sat

and listened carefully because I think he knows what

he talks about

When I got back from Marrakesh I decided that I

really had no idea what I want or even what I feel like

doing Things have broken down to that level-I no

longer know, much less care, about what I really feel

like doing. I don't mean what I'll do from 9 to 5 for the

rest of my life I don't know who I'll be or even why I

should be one way and not another.

My brother has it all in hand though. He made peace

with something or somebody a long time ago and he

has it all figured out. If he doesn't then he puts on a

pretty good show But he told me that nobody ever

knows, not even people who seem to and that worried

me. That gives me nothing to stand on and I'll

probably end up just like him deluding myself into

thinking that everything is what I want.

What Will The Fat Man Say?

O^K.

Every morning I walk out of my
room in Southwest and head off

towards the Union. On my way I

see many people These people

make me think of "The Times

They Are A Changing" by Zim-

merman It is all about how people

have to change their way of

thinking or they will be swept up

when the revolution comes I do not

like to think of this happening

because 1 think that people are not

together enough

Before we have a revolution I

would like to see all the people in

the world love each other to the

point that there is no more war

Then we will be ready for a

revolution Right on All power to

the people

Speaking of the people, did you

know that you are one'' Some
people don't know this and don t

act like people That is too bad.

You certainly wouldn't expect a

guppv to act like a goldfish, now

would you'' I think you'll agree

with me when I say that 1 think it

would be a good thing if everyone

acts like he is supposed to and not

the way he wants to.

I don t hold out much more hope

for the world than I already do

James Taylor sums it up just the

wav I feel about it: so does Elton

John. Joni Mitchell. Perry Como.

Uiura Nvro. Lawrence Welk. Guy

Lombardo. the Beatles and Mark

Silverman in one of his more

mellow moods
E . I»

.

Elliot Eisenberg

What's Been Happening To US?
I was sitting in the Hatch last night,

nurturing a cup of coffee and absently

reading a book, when I noticed the people

bv the jukebox. They're always there, not

necessarily the same people, but they're

always there Who they were doesn't

matter, thev had the familiar dazed look

in then eve's as they sat soaking up the

bennies ot the box, singing and playing

drumsticks to the beat They must be

>toned, I thought; and then it struck me It

is not just the jukebox people; almost

everyone around here is getting wrecked

with some degree of regularity

I remembered sitting in another

cafeteria before another jukebox at

another campus, long ago and far away

from here It was a pretty straight place:

commuters, religious affiliation, working

class straight people Could the change in

view, in life styles in "life form ", as a

friend likes to sa> be because of the

Change in place OT is it affecting everyone''

I have not been back in quite a while, but I

can't bring myself to l>et against the latter

Things weren't supposed to wot k out like

thr^ We were supposed tn replace arn ies

ilfetf'l witn Peace corns t>n g |n '-ers -

nocflfcfc and teachers. tr.icjl wa« to be

eonsmJEcth »*<lrg«P£j?E
able to slW4l.*«-vea*tt liked, treed by

the availability of jobs and money Horn the

pressures toward business administration.

engineering or science. It wasn't to be

money which motivated our decisions,

rather the significance and satisfaction of

a particular kind of life.

What happened to the Civil Rights

Movement'" asks a j-ecent essdy by

historian C.V. Woodward In his answers

are the beginnings to an answer of a

deeper question: What happened to us9

After the second World War, the nation

and its political leaders began ever so

slowly to move towards what Woodward

calls a Second Reconstruction. Con-

frontation, crises, marches resulted in

civil rights legislation passed in 1957, 1960,

1964 1965. The formal barriers of jim-crow

began to fall in the South and the rest of the

nation And this time, the Reconstruction

was headed and made up primarily by

blacks and youth. Everything was looking

But in 1966. he writes, it began to fall

apart Even before I them, problems of a

new and disturbingly different character

were demanding attention - things like

slums. housing. unemployment,

deteriorating school and family.

delinquency and riots ." These were right

in the back vard of the same liberals who

had supported philosophically, monetarily

and bodilv the movement The problems

were lough and harsh and brutally raw

•What's more they were national

problems, not Southern, though the South

faced some of them too As soon as this

came home to the North the great with

drawal set in White congressmen from

the Bronx and Chicago set up cries of

anguish and dismay as bitter as the

familiar chorus from South Carolina and

Mississippi. Amid the clamor (North and

South together) and Civil Rights Bill of

1966 for open housing and protection of

Civil Rights workers (combining Northern

and Southern issues) went down in

crashing defeat."

Something happened in the late Sixties,

not only to the white homeowner and the

urban congressman, but to us, their

children. Those of us who lived in cities

found it hard to reconcile professed beliefs

w ith the angry confrontations in our neigh

borhoods as the black population began

exercising its right to live where it chose

Neighborhoods as we had known them

disappeared: stores, friends, churches and

synagogues withi which we had grown up

were simply no longer there.

And there was an added element of fear

Blacks were not fooled by the tokenism

which America offered them; they

became angry The fear we felt walking

the streets Of what used to be our home

wasn't supposed to be in the dream

In Southeast Asia the leaders failed us.

They prosecuted a grim, nasty, brutal war

and some of us began to die. To die. For

what for freedom and liberty? Give us a

break The ones ( didn't die often came

back maimed physically or mentally and

the uncertainty w hich the war thru into our

lives ate steadily away at the dream.

The economy, perhaps affected by the

war. also failed us. As more and more of

our resources were diverted to the

military effort, the more esoteric positions

as teaching began to dry up; we scrambled

to find the few which were available and

held deferments.

Those of us who grew up touched by the

dream have grown up to feel it turn into a

nightmare. Too many of us gave up and

now sit around smoking dope with little if

any conception of a tomorrow - a tomorrow

which once was eagerly awaited. Our

younger brothers and sisters grew up and

"through the media of our culture, caught

for themselves a bitter case of

disillusionment. Perhaps as sometimes

happens, the illness they caught was worse

than the original

Some day the war is going to end. Some

day the Third Reconstruction of which

Woodward speaks is going to bring this

country closer to the dream we once I and I

think still) had.

But the guys who sit there by the juke

box. wrecked in more than one sense of the

word, oblivious lo so much besides the

beat, will they be around to enjoy, let alone

help bring about such a world''

Letters To The Editor

Too Many Lamps

Editorial Points

To The Editor:

I resent spending time correcting the stupidity ot

people like Jim Mitchell. Obviously, it is up to the

readers to try and correct this state of affairs.

I think Mr. Mitchell in his editorial, "The Light of

Reason", (March 12) is guilty of employing the

grossest kind of yellow journalism. By inventing facts

and bending truths he is using the pages of the MDC to

propagandize his own brand of sexist bigotry in the

name of liberalism and law-and-order.

Quite obviously Mr. Mitchell wasn't on the scene.

The New York Times, The Boston Globe, and the

Boston Herald Traveler all had articles on the oc-

cupation. None suggested that a major objective or

need of the group was to "use this property as a drop-

in center for lesbians", a distortion that Mr. Mitchell

uses as the core of his editorial.

He does not mention that the 100 to 150 women who

occupied the building at Harvard University did so in

order to draw attention to the fact that the building

was scheduled to be torn down and replaced by a high-

rise complex for married students and faculty

members when there is an appalling need for low-rent

housing for the entire community.

He does not mention that while occupying the

building the women utilized its space to set up free

services to women such as child care, health referral,

legal aid, and self-defense.

Mr Mitchell has employed information about the

presence of lesbians to misrepresent and cast

aspersions upon the needs to which the women were

dramatically bringing attention.

All In Your Mind

if I hear another word about Sickle Cell Anemia,

III go out of mv mind." and "Out of all this redun-

dancy, however", has come something almost wor-

thwhile." , #W-„
1 use these quoted passages because they

highlighted what would follow in your pathetic at-

tempt at humor. ,

To consider the higher cost of licensing an unspayed

female bitch as more important than an illness that

affects thousands of human beings, is really too much.

Or is it unimportant because this disease affects only

Black people''

To mv knowledge, there have been exactly two

appeals for funds in the 2 1/2 years I have been on this

campus. Both were in last week's Collegian

If these two are driving you out of your mind l

suggest a daily printed solicitation in the same media

to help matters along. It shouldn't take too long and

the fund might receive the support it needs as a very

worthy cause. »__«. ,.

The sickness of your article only reflects the

sickness of your mind and amencan society as a

wh0,e
Marv Ellen Bias

'Among other things" I am a woman and a lesbian_

I do not need Mr. Mitchell's sympathy. I don't care if

he regards my "sexual activities as normal or not. I

haven't the faintest idea what "real harm" I can

cause society. I didn't know I was in the "gutter.' Of

all these things alluded to and implied by Mr. Mit-

chell, none happens to be relevant to the cause he

believes those women at Harvard are espousing

His concern that those women might "bemuddle

their cause" (a cause he has entirely misinterpreted

and misrepresented) "even further by getting on the

wrong side of the law", might be thought of as

touching by some. I see it as the basest hypocrasy to

which a human being can stoop. If the "light of

reason" he talks about ever comes, it will be in spite

of, not because of, his actions.

In the guise of protesting illegal seizures ot

buildings, in the rhetoric of the liberal, Jim Mitchell

has given voice to his own unenlightened views of the

Women's Liberation movement in general and

lesbianism in particular by convening a grossly

inaccurate impression of what the purposes of the

action were.

Mr. Mitchell, I hope your readers are better read

than you appear to be.

Kay M. Raymond

Enjoy the rest of this year here

at the University. Depending on

how the State House's Joint

Education Committee feels

today, you might not be able to

afford another year. It's days

like today that make you wish

you had written your state

representatives about tuition

hikes.
* » • *

If you're opposed to the war in

Southeast Asia, nowadays, at

least vou know that Jane Fonda

is on your side.
* • *

Air Force R.O.T.C. is ad-

vertising for recruits in its two

year program here on campus.

The slogan is: "Do It NOW."
» * * *

Did you ever stop by a

beautiful girl's room to kiss her

good night and end up wishing

Up Yours

Little Red Wagon
To The Editor:

Regarding your "Strawberry Fields Forever

article of last Thursday, it seems that I may have

vaguely recognized one of the persons you attempted

to caricature—me.

Thus, to "un-misinform" the readers, and maybe

even help YOU out a little too, allow me to make the

following corrections:

1) I do not wear a Brillo pad on my head. Do you

wear an upside-down bowl on yours?

2) Haven't heard of the new easy-permanent wave-

kit for Afro-hair styles. But I HAVE heard of a per-

manent straight-kit to be applied to the entire head-
it's called cement.

3

)

One does not "while away the hours ;
one W ILES

away the hours.
.

Also because you seem to be doing a rather in-

complete job of following me around, let me add that:

4) We did not go to Hardees after last weeks

meeting -we went to the Hatch.

5

)

I don't have a red Firebird-it's a red Duster.

6) I don't have a Chicago cartridge or tape deck in

mv car The only connection between Chicago and me

is 'that you might find me interviewing and promoting

them because of my job as campus promotion

manager of Columbia Records.

Finally you might reconsider and retract your

accustion of "white pseudo-radical" if you joined us at

the next meeting of ASA -this Wednesday nite at 7:30

in Room 162 of the Campus Center.

And if vou'd like to get your facts about me as

straight as' your hair, you might join me in the Hatch

over coffee' tor at Hardees. if you prefer) after the

meeting
You can even ride in my red Duster.

Harold Koltin

To The Editor:

You go down to Mike's looking for something better

to do and find dixie-cup smiles, drowned superegos,

and turdular conversation Just what a guy needs

when searching for company-an empty room filled

with people. All you want is to talk with someone a bit,

gain a little recognition of your existence, possibly

talk of the senselessness and laugh at it a little.

Meanwhile, you get talked at. everyone listens to

nobody, and you witness avoidance behavior You ve

had enough... „ . , ,

So you go to the Drake. People are talking about

those people who talk about other people who have

their heads up their asses. The old "heads up their

asses" conversation.ah yes Six people with long hair

and beards are discussing how people who go to

Mike's have identity crises.Yup.

Now what do you do?

You'd go to the Pub-but they check ID s at the door.

You'd get stoned-but you already are.

You'd scream-but you're not certain anyone will hear

you.

So you go home and stick your head up your ass.
J * Mark Brenner

Letters to the Editor must be W*^^**?*'
at sixty spaces and must carry the wn er •**»*•*;

address, and telephone number (all of which will be

withheld upon request • The limit is one page|andthe

deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended

publication. The editors reserve the right to edit all

TfaesanU rules apply to Editorial Points except that

the limit of these is 25 words. No prize
I
« " be

awarded or gifts given out. This is not a contest Its

simply a forum for those of you who don t feel that

writing a whole letter or who don't know more than 25

words.

Exceptional Chick

her a good morning. It's lovely.

* * » *

Hamlin House, calling itself

the "first male dorm in the Quad

to go Co-Ed", is being accurate

except for the fact that it is now

the only dorm in the Quad that is

being occupied by males. The

big story will be when some of

the other dorms in the Quad quit

making hooded robes man-

datory.
* * » *

Ever wonder if the State

Police will feel bad about

arresting young people for

Marijuana if it is legalized.

People should make sure that

once the weed is legalized, as

nature seemed to intend, that

some provision for recon-

sidering the cases of those

convicted already.

Future University Testimony

You're Too Late

(Editors Note-Sidney Kinehirsh. longtime local anti-war activist,

testified before the Future University Committee last Friday afternoon.

The following are excerpts from Mr. Finehirshs comments to the

committee.)

To The Editor: ,,

In response to the letter entitled Women Are

which appeared in yesterday's Collegian (March 15 :

the person who wrote that letter is obviously quite

mistaken in the theory about "vogue" chicks and

"hippie vogue" chicks.

I do not start out each morning in front of the mirror

to make mvself "presentable." I do not adjust myself

to look "in style" -by your standards, "unruly and

unkempt just enough." I do not "saunter along as I

walk across campus. I do attend classes, but that is

what I'm here for, right? I do not make myself seen

,n the Hatch every other day. If I "eagerly anticipate

the weekend," it is because I look forward to having a

good time with my friends. 1 never "have to endure

the horror of a local Friday night party to obtain a

Saturday night date." I guess I am an "exception to

your rule
"

I know and see a lot of girls who are ex-

ceptions to your "rule." It is people like you who make

the local Friday night party a horror. You fail to

impress me when you classify your "stranger as a

"freak
" and to make an impression seems to be tne

only reason why you mentioned it. If the kind of girls

you mentioned are the only kind of girls you know and

"see then it is vour fault. And I'm not sorry for you at

all because vou must not be a very desirable person to

know Is that why you had your name withheld
I ill 1\UIIS

Ladies and Gentlemen of the

President's Committee on the

Future of the University:

You have a most Herculean task

in front of you: to study and report

the whole future of the University

But gentlemen and ladies of the

committee, I must admit to you

that I think you've arrived too late.

You see, the future has been here

and left Of course it's expected

back, for it obviously would not be

that future if it wasn't expected

back. What I mean ladies and

gentlemen of the committee, is

that during May of the Spring

semester 1970, we here at the

University lived the future. The

May Student Strike is the future.

Perhaps you thought the student

strike was past Well it oc-

casionally happens in history that

for a short period of time the future

will reveal itself early Too early,

however, for it to take root so that

it dies out in order that it may

reflower when conditions are more

fertile.

One hundred years ago this

month the working people of Pans

established the most democratic

government the world has ever

seen. That government lasted a

bare three months but gave a

glimpse of a future revolutionary

Petrograd thirty-eight years later.

But even in Petrograd conditons

weren't entirely fertile so the

future wilted waiting to be given

new life in Gdansk in 1970 and

waiting to be given roots in the

United States itself..

But I'm straying from the topic

( but not straying very far) which is

the future of the University. The

future is the Strike. What was the

Strike9 The strike was the radical

restructuring of the University

from a war university to an anti-

war university.

The war university is where

young people are trained to

become replaceable parts in the

War economy; the giant cor-

porations of the Military-Industrial

Complex. The War university is

where competition for grades,

honor, and diplomas creates the

conditions of a war of each against

all

The antiwar University was and

will be where the university

becomes a staging area to organize

against the illegal, immoral in

vasion of Southeast Asia by the

United States government The

antiwar University was and will be

where students cooperate with

each other and with faculty to

learn what was relevant and

germaine to them. The antiwar

University was the will be where

military-industrial recruitment

and military training stops and

police are disarmed or barred. The

antiwar University was and will be

where research is done for the

economy of life.

I realize, gentlemen and ladies oi

the committee, that in many minds

I raise the spectre of "politicized

university " The truth is that the

university is presently politicized

and has always been politicized. In

the words of Karl Marx we "have

not invented the intervention of

society in education," we "do but

seek to alter the character of that

intervention."

The antiwar University of last

May is the future of the University

However, the future has more to

offer than just an antiwar

University. After all. imperialist

war is only one part of the

American reality which is enlisting

the opposition of America's youth

America is a racist society which

breeds racism by the way it forces

its people to compete for

everything basic to life, when in

fact "those things basic to lift' could

be produced in such abundance by

the use of America's vast

technological know how that they

could be supplied free America

prefers to use its technological

know how however, to kill Asian

peasants

The future of the university also

holds continued and increasingly

greater support for working people

when they react to protect a decent

standard of living through strike

action.

In short, ladies and gentlemen of

the committee, the future of the

university is red -red because that

is the color of sacrifice -sacrifice in

blood and tears by the people who

have always been called upon to

make all the sacrifices: -the

working people -who are forced to

sacrifice whether the sacrifices

are in their interests or not

The red university will be an

institution which fights in support

of working people. GI people.

Black people. Brown people.

Yellow people, women peopl'v

homosexual people In the process

of that fight the University will

become a truly educational in

stitution and a truly democratic

institution

Thank vou
Sidni'v Kinehirsh
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Draft Counselor's Corner

II-S May Be Abolished
By GILBERT J. SALK

MDC Staff

This column is basically a call to

arms. If you are not particularly

interested in changes in draft law.

or if you don't believe that it is

possible to have any effect on

legislative processes, don't bother

reading any further. But, if you are

concerned about laws which may

affect your life and will certainly

affect the lives of your brothers,

read and heed

Last January. Richard Nixon

requested that Congress give him a

two-year extension of his power to

conscript American youth into

involuntary servitude. On the same

dav. Senators Stennis and Smith

introduced Senate bill S.427,

allowing him to draft until July 1.

1973 The bill also makes several

important changes in Selective

Service law

If the bill passes. Nixon will

abolish I IS deferments for un-

dergraduates, except for those who

were in school before April 23. 197U.

This mean that M new freshmen

would receive student deferments,

and that all of this year's freshmen

would lose the deferments they

now have
The bill would also abolish the IS

(C) determent which cancels an

induction order for students

currently enrolled until the end of

the academic year This would be

replaced by a postponement of

induction only until the end ol the

semester Another essential dit-

ference between the old and new

procedures is that the I-S iCl

restored lull appeal rights to the

registrant; the new procedure.

being only a postponement of in-

duction, does not tfrant any right ot

appeal

S 427 \sould also abolish the

IV 1) deferment for divinity

students unless they were enrolled

in seminary prior to Jan. 28. 1971.

The exemption for practicing

ministers would remain in effect,

however. The bill would also make

some favorable changes for aliens,

as it would liberalize requirements

for their deferment.

The statute of limitations for

failure to register would be ex-

tended. Currently, a non-registrant

is no longer liable to prosecution

after he is 23 years and 5 days old.

If S.427 passes, he could be

prosecuted until he is 31 years old.

This adds 8 years to the period of

time he will have to avoid arrest.

In substance, then, this bill is

generally a severely repressive

measure, limiting the number of

legal alternatives to the draft and

increasing the likelihood of

prosecution for failure to comply

with the regulations. Thus, the

draft will be even more coercive

than it already is.

I strongly urge that you help

tight this action. Write to your

Representative and both

Congressmen Tell them that you

oppose S 427. the continuation of

the draft for any period of time, the

ending of undergraduate and

divinity student deferments, and

the extension of the statute of

limitations for failure to register.

But also mention that you favor the

relaxing of deferment

requirements for aliens. Then

write to your friends and tell them

to do the same thing, and to put

word of the changes in their local

and/or campus papers. I don't

know if this can be stopped or not.

but I am sure that it will pass if we

remain silent. It's up to you.

PEACE

Questions to this column should be

addressed to: Gilbert J. Salk, c/o

Draft Counseling Services RSO #395,

Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.,

Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Free personal draft counseling

available. Draft Counseling Ser

vices, 418E Student Union 2nd. floor.

Vacation's Coming,
Nassau Braces

Islands to citizens, residents and guests alike.
Rahamas

They ask that students who may be planning a visit o the Bahamas

during this years Spring-Easter recess please notj theJ^wW
-ANY POSSESSION of marijuana or other dangerous drugs, even

without their use is illegal and is punishable by up to one year m prison

and/or a $1,000 fine. This law is strictly enforced

-SLEEPING on the beaches at night is strictly prohibited

FIREARMS even those reg stered in the United States or oiner

countIE! may not b? brought into the Bahamas. The legal P^* £
possession of firearms is up to two years imprisonment and or a $500 fine.

-THERE is a $3 departure tax on all persons leaving the Islands

-SPEARFISH1NG with guns is illegal. So is spearfishing *>th SCUBA

gear. Only Hawaiian slings or pole spears may be used, and only with

""-BECAUSE iUs difficult to cash personal checks in the Bahamas, we

suaeest that vou carry Travellers' checks when you visit the Islands.

-SHOULD you need information or assistance contact the Mimstnjof

Tourism (telephone 23610). the Bahamas Police (telephone 24444. 23333),

or the American Consul General ( telephone 21181, after hours 23040 1

.

I

Dr. Richard L Leonard
Optometrist

announces the openinu

of his Office tor

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleosont St.

Amherst
2568052

PRINT SALE
original prints ONLY (woodcuts, lithographs, sUk screens,

etchings) may be sold by grad students and undergrad-

uates

please pick up an application in the art office or in the Pro-

gram Council office

applications must be in by March 16th

sale to be held March 31 - April 2

Cape Cod Lounge 9:30 - 5:00

for further information, contact the

Program Council Office

2 p.m.

FRIDAY , MARCH 19

is the

(or

COLLEGIAN ADS

FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 30

1

Alladin (Robert English) and Princess Adoria (Jeri LipschulU) walk through wr"<*«***"**
trees in this scene from the UMass Children's Theatre production of ALLADIN AND THE WON-

DERFUL LAMP. The play will be presented on March 18 and 19 at 7:30 p.m.

and 2:30 p.m. in Bartlett Auditorium. Admission is 50«.

Albums: Short Takes

Hollow Cactus
By ED JANUSZ
MDC Staff

One Wav...or Another-Cactus (Atco)

What can you say? Loud guitar, leadfoot "heavy' rhythm, and total

want of anything you haven't heard before from a group that includes two

former Vanila Fudgers. The best thing about Cactus is that, for what they

do, they are really a good band. The worst thing is that this type of music

is just worn out by now ; they apparently try to cover this up with a back-

to-our-roots boogie and a set of strident and appallingly simple-minded

lyrics.

The Hawk-Ronnie Hawkins (Cotillion)

Ronnie Hawkins is famous because the Band was his back-up group

several years ago. He's pretty good on his own, too, on this ungimmicky

rockabilly-style record. Most of the songs are famous old standards

divided about evenly between old rockers like "Lonely Weekend and

"Wine" and some softer ballads on which he's surprisingly successful

(notably Tim Hardin's "Lady Came from Baltimore").

Bad Rice -Ron Nagle (Warner Brothers)

This record mixes up various trends in the field between country and

rock Some of the impact of the best songs is lost in the hodge-podge

nature of the first side especially. But there is a lot of really fine music

here and Nagle as a singer is compelling, and he can handle just about

everything he tries on here. This will be one of the finest unknown records

of recent months.

Long Player -Faces (Warner Brothers)

Faces has gotten more versatile since their last record. There is more

attention to harmonies and to the lighter acoustic parts, and Ron Wood is

still digging into many different styles on guitar. Rod Stewart can still

outsing almost everybody around, heading up a very tight band.

Ohio Knox (Reprise)

This is an eminently pleasant album Ohio Knox plays good-time music,

coming on like a bunch of dudes from the country, but they're really no

great shakes as a band and there is little power to these performances^

Maybe there shouldn't be with this type of music, but there really isn t

much to recommend this lukewarm set.

and March 20 at 10 a.m.

Mack The Knife
Is Back In Town

"Three Penny Opera", by

Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill will

be the spring production of the

UMass Music Theatre. Per-

formance dates are Wednesday

through Saturday evenings, March

31 through April 3 at 8:15 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

"Three Penny Opera", first

produced in Berlin in 1925, is a

musical version of the exploits of

the legendary villain. Mack the

Knife The action of the play

centers around the low-life

characters that inhabited London

in the 1920s. Though "Three Penny

Opera" was an international

success for many years, it was not

until 1954. when it enjoyed a long

run in New York, that American

audiencea were introduced to the

classic collaboration of Brecht and

Weill Since then. "Three Penny

Opera" has been a favorite ot

theatre goers throughout the

I nited States, as well as being a

t.iple throughout the world

Reserved tickets for the lour

performance! of "Three Penny

Opera" go on sale on Monday.

March 15th at the Fine Arts

Council office, 125 Herter Hall

Reserved tickets are priced at

$1.00 for UMass undergraduates

and $1 15 FOR ALL OTHERS.
Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium

Box Office one hour before each

performance.

IF YOU SEE
SOMETHING

YOU LIKE AT THE
BRIDAL FAIR
COME SEE US,
the chances are

better than good
we have it!

Baker- Winn
Jewelers
43 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

TONIGHT!
A Speech By

DICK GREGORY

At 8 p.m.

In the SU Ballroom

Open to the University Community

Brought to you by the

Distinguished Visitors Program

Summer School.

For those of you who don't want to

give up one for the other.

set SearioM at the Unfceraity ol California offer . oil. v, stu«

t/achew a choice ol tourer* tot credit at wide m I ol
Summc

dints and
offer during the regular semester

Bach eampus has the fae.lit.es and environment to which

academic minded student can relate

tile m<»s(

And
<ix week sessions at & rketey, U.CL A and pavi

.,!,;. of various length! at Irvine Riverside, San DiegD, Be** Harhara.

;,ml
Anthem start in m.d June.!.,-, fc* . » h ran,,ng from $125 to 1190

For an application and a bulletin M 0*4 M more campuses, just fill

nut this coupon and mail it to:

570 University Hall. University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720

Davis D Irvine Riverside San Diego

U.C.L.A.
Berkeley

Santa Barhara D Santa Tru/

I am a C student,
!

teacher at:

I am interested in these COMM*:

Name
Address

City/Stat- /Zip
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA:
The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega

invite all University women to a

"Sundae Party' at 6:307:30 p.m.

tonight.

ANGEL FLIGHT.
There will be a meeting tonight at /

p m in 210 Dickinson. It is inn

perative that all officers attend the

Exec Board meeting. Very im-

portant.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
New Pvt. Pilot Grnd. Schl. starts

tonight at 7 p.m. Everyone welcome.

COMMONWEALTH SCHOLARS:
Mass meeting tonight at 6:30 7.30

p m. in Thompson 106. Agenda will

include Fall course proposals, up
coming high school interviews, etc.

CUSP -PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS.
Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in Rm.

168 170 of the CC. (downstairs). Dr.

Schumer will speak and answer
questions. Advising service and new
programs will also be

DRAFT COUNSELING SERVICES:
Business meeting Wed. 5 p.m. 801

Campus Center

EDUCATION HONOR SOCIETY:
Educ. Honor Soc Kappa Delta Pi

meeting scheduled for March 18th

has been cancelled!

FRESHMEN WOMEN
Any freshmen woman who would

like to apply for Scrolls, Sophomore
Women s Honorary Society, please

pick up an application from any

Scroll or call Wanda 549 0095

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Meeting tonight in Rm 165 of the

C C Exec. Board will meet at 6 15

p m
GEORGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Mr John Foster of the Agriculture

and Food Econ. Dept. will talk on

"Land Use and the Economist" at 8

p m. in Rm. 804 808 of the CC
GIRLS' TRACK CLUB.

Girls' Track Club will meet

Notices
Tuesdays & Thursdays for practice

at 4 30 in front of the Cage. Dress
according to weather. Newcomers
welcome. Questions call 6 7415.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB:
The regular square dance will be

held in the Bristol Essex Dining
Rooms at 7.30 p.m. tonight with

review from 7:308, lessons 89:30,

and club level from 9:30 10.30.

MATHEMATICS MAJORS:
This week's talk is "Convex Sets,

or How to put a Round Peg in a

Square Hole", by Jon L. Sicks. To be
held at 4 p.m. today in Colloquium
Room of Arnold House. Coffee at

3 30

MUSIC DEPARTMENT:
Music 101. Mr. Steele's Exam will

be held in Thompson 104 on Wed
nesday, March 17th at 1:25 p.m.

OPEN ROAD RACE:
2 Miles sponsored by the Girls'

Track Club Starts at WOPE at 4:30

p.m. on Wednesday, March 17th.

Edible Prizes.

RECREATION MAJORS:
Remember May Day The May

Day Mini Retreats Keep in touch

with the Dept. Mav 1st!

!

RUGBY CLUB:
.

Preparation for Virginia Trip

Practice 9 p.m. in Curry Hicks Cage
Newcomers welcome.

SPANISH TABLE:
Speak Spanish over dinner! Come

to the Spanish Table which meets
from 5 6 p.m. tonight in Hampshire
Commons.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB:
Parachuting: UMass Sport

Parachute Club Spring membership
drive, Wed, March 31st, at 7:45 p.m.

in Rm 162 175 information, movie, a

new way to take 1st jump course.

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN:
Regular meeting tonight at 9:30

p m in Rm. 903 of the CC. Please

bring completed polling sheets if you

took one last week. For further info

call 665 3901.

WALK FOR DEVELOPMENT:
There will be a meeting of the Walk

tor Development March 17th at 7:30

p m in Rm. 801 of the CC.

U.S. Gov't Source
Of Many Jobs

The Student Senate Services Committee, working through the

Placement Office, wants to inform students of the kinds of jobs available

in the Federal Service. Administrative assistants usually would work in

two or more of the following fields: budget and fiscal, personnel,

management analysis, organization, supply and record-keeping. Budgets

specialists work with the financial resources of an agency.

Federal Service can encompass almost any major from this u™™™^
and provide him with work relevant to his interests. These have been just

a few examples of available position^ The examination
J W*W«*

Federal Service is given in Thompson Hall on March 20 at 8.30 a.m. r or

further inLrmation see the Federal Career Directory in the Placement

Office Room 239 Whitmore.

<Immcoutc\ /6owtact\

i-f.°tNc» I 1 wPPLtes F
MWKi ) \*ll tmoy

A college graduate just doesn't get

thewarm welcome he used to.

^4mlwfSt Ov&cdi&orvi
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MINUTES
AWAY
VIA NEW

Expressway

GOLDEN
AGE*

DISCOUNTS

SCHOOL

GROUP

RATES

Eiucotian

thru

Entertainment

co* 733-5131
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W. SPFLO

©
Moit.

Pri:

1 PM
7:00

945

Sol.

Sun

1:00

3:50

7:00
9:45

DUST1N HOFFMAN IS BRILLIANT'"

REST

SUPPORTING

ACTOR"
CHIEF DAN GEORGE

DIST1N
HOfF*UN
"UTTU
BIG MAN"

There's a lot of competition in the job market

today. And a college degree alone just

doesn't carry as much weight with some

employers.
That's why Honeywell developed their

Postgraduate Studies Program. A program

designed exclusively for college graduates.

No matter what your college major is. If

you can qualify you'll be ready to learn com-

puters from one of the world's top computer

manufacturers and leading educators,

Honeywell.
You'll be ready to start right off in

the fastest growing industry around.

An industry that doubles in size and

opportunity every five years.

There still won't be any brass bands

around to greet you. but you will get a

warm handshake. All you have to do is

mail this coupon. Or call (617) 272 8100

j
Admissions Officer Postgraduate Studies

Honeywell "institute of Information Sciences

5 Old Concord Road, Burlington, Mass 01803

'*•*•!
HIGHEST RATING 1

(ftmwell
Man. • Thar*.
( - T:1S - »:«•
Fri.l t-1:lV»:.»3

Ml. * San.
*.'-l:M-T:3t-9:K

07 ACADEMY
AWARD

Nominotiont

Mon-Fri: T4f~ .» **

2 PM
f)

7 30 9 30
I

| 5 Old Concord

I

I

I

I

I

G I would like additional information

on your program.

Day Program Ewe. Program

Name:

Street:

City:_

State:

.

I

I College: .

College Address

I

GP
So*. Sun Cont: from 2

The Other Computer Company

Honeywell

ACRES FREE PARKING-ROCKER LOUNGES

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Te»c, Garrard, PE, Arte*,
Fisher, TDK, cassette end open reel

tape, Standard radio, I'tah speaker*.
LP's, t) tracks and other necessities.

See Amherst Aadie. tf

Itrand new 8-trark sterro tapee —
ll.irri-.mi, Chicago, inan.v other*. 3.99

••aili. 3 for $11 00. Contact Paul
ii-5130 after 6:00. tf3-18

Helmet Bell, white "'», good cond
$13. :>.v;-g:i:w after ». tf:t-17

BOOKS
We bur used book* and record*

— Whltelicht Book* (In the Alley)

No te»t*t MB-M

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Must sell '68 Cortina, automatic,

disc brakes, 20 rnpg, good mechanic-
al condition, only 15,000 ml. Best
offer over (800. CaU 646-9128.^ tfjMO

'66 Ford custom 500. V8, auto,

trans., P. 8., Badlo and Beater, new
w.w. and bstt., good running cond
Asking $676. Call after 6 p.m. M3-
5389, tf>U

Trusty '63 Fsrd Falcon Wagon,
body fair. Got me to and from work
every day thla winter. Asking flM
649-0034 evenings. t»-l»

Portable Party — 'M VW Bo*,
rebuilt eng., gas heater, 4 extra
tire*, exe. cond. $1060 584-7277

Meal for camping, clandestine pot

parUe*. etc. tf3-18

M Pontlac, auto., power steering,

good condition, no reasonable offer

refused Call Barb, 549-1114 between
4 and 7 p.m. tf3-19

Free nationwide out-of-print hook
search aerrlce. John Hardy - Book*,
Boa 183, Auburn, Mass. 01501.^ tf>22

Enjoy more free time and veca-
tlsno English BA will type and/or
revise anything. Theses, tee. Cam-
pa* pick-up /delivery center. Pro-

fessional, reasonable. 584-6573 eve*.
tfS-U

TYFDiG WANTED — Good typist.

8 year* evperlence secretarial hack-
ground. Must work at home. Sea-
sonable rate*. Call 665-3429 tfS-lS

WANTED
A house to rent wanted hy sis

goiet undergrads for next school

rear and perhaps longer. Call Joe
at 546-5197 or Steve/Skip 540-5188

tn-11

1 Bedroom Apt. to rent hesinnlag
May or Jane. CaU 532-9188 after

430 MHI
Black aincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male
(temporarily in Ohio) interested In

possible close Bummer relationship
< onfldential, Box 723, Amherst.
Ma**. tf3-19

Young married couple desperately
needs 1 bdrm. apt. for Sept. 1 un-
der $100 anywhere except Nhmptn
MK-509.V W3-17

posit fee paid. Call 323-7039 after 7

p m. Immediate occupancy. tfS-H

To sublet — 1 bedroom apartment
.at Cliffside, all utilities Included.

Optlsn of furniture, air conditioning,

and renewing lease after September.
Available June 1. CaU 665-3203.

tf3-18

To sublet June through Aug. Coxy
apartment right on campus for 3

rirls. Call Donnn or Shari 546-8584.^ tf3-19

To sublet 2 bedroom Colonial Vil-

lage Apt., 611-8131, furnished, swim-
ming pool, will discus* rent, 256-

8328. JfM»
From June 1st till at least Aug.

It. Efficiency apt. IVi mile* from
campus. Dishwasher, garbage dispos-

al, wall to wall carp- >>w !»•
Kent is $150 per mo. Call Bay 253-

7.M3 for detail*. tf3-18

SUMMER SUBLET

>ou need to know about hitching,

maps, used cars. Insurance, camping,
and European police, plus valuable
information about buying camera*,
skis, etc. $1.50 postpaid. Hampton
Enterprises, Kingwood Kd , Ithaca.
N V. 14830. tf3-l»

NIT BUS TICKETS
Charter bus tickets for NTT avalW

able at student Cnlon Ticket Office.

Buses leave from Amherst, Boston,
Springfield and Worcester — spon-
sored hy Student Senate Tranelt
Service tf3-19

LOST

2 bedrm. apt. Great location, half-
way between campus and town.
$170 plus utilities Partly furnlebed
Available June 1 - Aug. 31. Call

8-7496 or 6-7444. (Keep trying)
tn-n

Summer sublet from Jane 1 - An*.
30, 100 Colonial Tillage, famished
a bedroom. *wim. pool. CaU IM-

tf
'

COR RENT

SERVICES

Amherst Audio service* stereo

component*, tape decks for home or

car, 197 No. Pleasant St , 256-8133.

"PA88POBT8 — JOB APPUCA-
TIONH Special vacation package* en

film and processing everything pho-

tographic. You'll save $ at Lang'*
Photo. Rt. HO. So. Amherst, 253-

3148. "3-18

PERFECT FOR SIMMER SCHOOL:
forn. 1 bdrm apt. for July and
Aug. N* lease req. $161 mo. Near
Campus, pool, tennis courts, air

cond. Married couple or girl* pre-
ferred. Call 549-3916 after 6. tf3-31

Available April 1 — beautiful tw*
bedroom all electric apartment, ex-
cellent location. Ideal for couple or
three student* sharing expense*. CaU
253-3979 evening*. tf3-it

4 room*, modern, dishwasher, $155.
t till ties Included. Available imme-
diately. Sunderland (10 niln. from
Inlv ) Call 665-3692. tf3-18

TRAVEL
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL of-

fer* chartered flight* to NASSAU In
spring and EUROPE In summer. For
detail* caU Steve 549-1367 or Brian

3 1,2,8.8.9.12.16.18

TO SUBLET
Efficiency apt., Quabbln Vlg., fur-

nlshed. all utilities but phone, de-

OVERLAND EXPEDITION TO
INDIA. Leave* Landen mid-Jane
$490. Also return CHARTERS to
I -ondon $190 approx. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E 59th St., Chicago,
111 60637.

3- » 4 8 10 It 16 1$ M t-l I

ON THE ROAD IN EUROPE — at
last a guide that tells everything

ence please call ASPIRE at 546-

0386 or come to E31 Mach tf3-17

For the ultimate in sound, hear

a sensuous macaw. Call Carol 6-8227

Lost — Minolta 16EE Camera In

third floor men's room, Engineerins
Lab. tall Tom at 665-4048 or B6V
273$ tf3-l»l

ROOMMATES WANTED
Now I* the time to reserve a

space for next rear in Puffton Vlg
Partially, furn., fully equipped. Call

Iturb, 549-1114 between 4 and 7 p.m
tf3-li»

Immediate occupancy for 1, 2, 3
months or what you want. Partial!*

furnished, fantastic stereo etc. Call
Kerb, 549-1114 between 4 and 7 p.m

tf3-l!)

Have your own room In Puffton
Village. Available immediately. Rent
is $75 per mo. Call 549-6686 for de-
tails. If ne answer, try 253-7543.

tf3-18

RIDERS WANTED
Will take 3 rider* to DC. Leave

19, return 28. Will do aU driving,

•hare expense*. Call Bonnie 6-739A
tf3-17

Kldrrs wanted to Fort Laudrrd ale

over Spring break. $50 round trip

Ne driving. Call 665-2301 tf3-17

PERSONAL
ASPIRE. Is still looking for

people who have had either abor-

tions or vasectomies. If you are
willing to talk about your expert-

Kevin Foley: Happy St. Patricks
Day from your drinking buddies in

Melville. 3-16

Rick of Beta Phi — Happy be-

lated birthday I From the number S

girl in your life (I) 3-16

Prannyr's homemade butter. For
a real treat call 64V2303. Rm. 214.

any nlte after 6:00. 3-16

Anita P. — I want to know, have
yon ever seen the rain? 3-16

Erie, remember the fate of Don
Giovanni

.

3-16

Dear Deborah A. Goldman t Here'*
hoping your bamboo hung right on

your birthday yesterday. Love and
kisses, The Chorus Line. 3-1d

viornln, Harold leaves He needs
it fast, girls call 6-9154 anytime.
Bring yonr own broom. Right on.

^___ tf3-1.7

HELP
Help! I need one denea black

lights fsr March 16-18 for art exT-

periment. Guarantee return In per-

fect condition. Can Carol at 649-1645
tf3-17

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Florida for sprint

vacation. 2 male*, will share ex-
pense*. Call Steve, Rm. 113, 545-

$793, 546-07*2. tf3-17

Ride wanted for 2 to Maine, Port-
land or Augusta March 18-19. Help
pay. Call 546-1235 or 546-1241. 3-l«

INSTRUCTION
Will tench Oboe, English Hern.

Oboe D'amore or tutor elem. music
theory. Qualified musician trained at

Juilllard. Call R. E. Sellgman. 549-

1497. tf3-l!»

C.F.I.

If you are a C.F.I, or a C.I. F.I
please leave name and phone in HMO
No. 374 or come to Grnd. School
Tues. or Thnrs. night. We can use
>on. Collegiate Flying Club. tM-17
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UM Ruggers

Jaunt at WOPE Today
Noxt week marks the opening of

the spring Kugby season as UMass

ruggers leave the snow-covered

hills in Amherst to travel and play

in Virginia. The Rugby Football

Club faces experienced opposition

against Washington and Lee,

University of Virginia, and Old

Dominion College.

The season opens in Lexington,

\ a . on Monday, a second game is

played on Wednesday, and the trip

closes out at Old Dominion in

Norfolk on Thursday.

The New England season is

slated to start on Sunday, April 4,

when the UMass JV's take on the

Hartford Wanderers at home. This

spring's version of the Redmen

MSG-Buses
— 1 l_. .4 .......I. lr>.<

As announced last week,

Student Senate Transit Service will

ruggers does include a few

veterans, such as Jack Long and

Steve Wyeth. but many new names

will appear in reports of games to

be plaved this spring. Some like

Hill Kesgen and Craig Lovell will

be familiar to Redman sports fans,

but many others will make their

mark during the season.

Kugby at UMass is a club sport,

and is open to undergrads, grad

students, faculty, and staff. The

club welcomes newcomers.
Practice this week will be held on

Tuesday and Thursday evenings at

9:00 p.m. in Curry Hicks Cage.

Information about rugby can be

had by calling 5-0245 (Bob

Lawrence) or 549-0629 (Jim

Tkacik).
* * *

The UMass girls track club is

sponsoring a two-mile open road

race for all male and female

residents of the campus
munity and 5-college

tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. at

com-
area
the

Women's Physical Education

Building.

The race will begin in front of

Wope and will proceed up past

Dwight and Mary Lyons dorms

past the Worcester Dining Com-

mons and on to the Orchard Hill

area.

From there the course swings

down into the Central area

highlighted by a relaxing sprint

down Baker Hill. A quick pass

through the Central area and the

rest of the course is down hill to

Wope.
Individual and team entries will

be accepted up to post time. Two
miles, a scenic route, a good way to

keep in shape. Tomorrow, 4:30 at

Wope.

REECE REACTS-Vermont's brilliant netminder Dave Keece

displays his All-American talents as he turns aside one of the

numerous scoring bids the Redmen unleashed in an awesome display

of offensive power at Burlington. But the Catamounts cat-like

quickness in the nets fabricated one of the most brilliant net-minding

efforts ever in Division II play-off action.. Unfortunately. UMMMI
on the receiving end of Reece and a heartbreaking 2-1 loss. (MM
photo by Dan Kama!) ,

sponsor buses to the NIT at

Madison Square Garden. With the

announcement that the game will

be plaved at 11:00 a.m. on Satur-

day, March 20. 1971, the departure

times of each bus can be

established.

AMHERST: Price $7.50 round trip;

hus leaves the Springfield Bus

Terminal, across from the Hotel

Charles at 7:30 a.m.

Springfield: Price $7.00 round trip;

but leaves the Springfield Bus

Terminal, across from the Hotel

Charles at 7:30 a.m.

Worcester: Price $8.25 round trip;

bus leaves the Worcester Bus

Terminal at Seven Hills Plaza at

»i:30 am.
Boston. Price $9 00 round trip; bus

leaves Park Square Terminal at

I M am.
Each bus will display an orange

sign with the number which ap-

pears on the bottom of your ticket.

Tickets are on sale in room 114 of

the Student Activities Office,

Campus Center. Ask for Blanche

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDr*YOMAJ*

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

Peace Corps
of

STUDENT CENTER
March 16-17- 18

— MOVIE—
Rm. 904 -908
March 17
8:00 p.m.

Jim Bullard (Saint Lucia)
Tony Pfisterer (Brazil)

LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS - DINNER

Mon. 1:30
IX'NCH
FH. 11:30
DINNER

Mon. Sat. i; M JSSStiSLmNEVER ON TUESDAYS
Reservations Recommended

584 2769

IJVE MUSIC & SONG
IN THE OYSTER BAR

WED. & THCRS.
Bob Ackermann
sinjrinir ragtime
FR1 * SAT.

Norrin** .laeoims &
Cliff Simons

singing variety & n Hiiests

One of Jane Withers', legendary

child star, biggest thrills was a birth

day gift from President Franklin

Roosevelt. It was a horoscope for

Aries born Jane, which the Chief

Edecutive commissioned. According

to Jane everything that was stated in

the horoscope analysis came to pass.
« **

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

Financial matters command at

tention. Gain co operation from
Cancer born individual. Spotlight on

investments, basic security. Take

nothing for granted. Check leases,

fine print _
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Go

slow Avoid any tendency to base

actions on impulse. Key is to study

various possibilities. Older individual

may be ill informed. Do your own
investigating. Base conclusions on

facts. „„. .

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): A
feeling of being "locked in is

evident You want to break loose.

Tendency is to lash out in many
directions Wise course would be to

time your moves, measure actions

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Avoid

extravagance. Means don't over

spend money or emotions^ moio

someth.ng m reserve Special

message could resolve dilemma. Be

re
LEO

V
?July 23 Aug. 22): Dispute

among older individuals could m
volve you. Strive to be peacemaker
Ma.ntain neutral stance. Home
situation is spotlighted Diplomatic

approach gets good results.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22) Hold off

on short ,ourneys. Steer clear of

disputes with relatives. Check
message Be sure your meanings are

correctly interpreded Gossipy

neighbor is a menace.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Mate.

fner could apply financial

pressure You are able to sue

cessfully utilize past experience

Allies come to your aid. Express

confidence. You possess hidden

assets. Act accordingly. „..__.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Task

you have neglected could haunt. Get

facts together; synthesize in-

formation. Complete assignment
Mate or partner now requires special

attention. Check legal aspects.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Be daring enough to take new step

Set pace, shake off lethargy. Some
fears are not founded on fact Know
this and express genuine needs,

feelings. A timid friend is misguided
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Friends may try to involve you in

dispute. Avoid being foolish in this

area. Be co operative, not

aggressive. Share knowledge. Be

wary of making promises which are

difficult to fulfill. ^ «•» a i.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Seek

alternative methods. Highlight

versatility. Don't feel you are con

fined to one area. Those who oppose

you can be won over with humor
Avoid trying to force any issue.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): You

may find that communications are

qarbled. Check messages, directions,

reservations Not wise to take per

sons, situations for granted Ap
matter could be

35

17
19

20
21
23

parent minor
irritant

IF TODAY IS

new starts are
greater opportunity to

unique abilities. You wil

YOUR BIRTHDAY
featured. You get

show off

, this year,

make your own imprint July should

be most significant month. Let go of

past, aim toward goals in future. One

who was a friend becomes much
more be ready for adventure, love.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

1 Sink in middle

4 Scour

9 Obstruct

32 Before

13 Respite

14 Spanish for

"river"

Criticize

adversely

Map
Nobleman

Man's name
Man's name
Classified

27 Wjnglike

29 Girl's name
30 French article

31 Sesame

32 Secretary of

Defense

34 Bright star

35 Printer's

measure

36 Warning device

37 Ornamental
knobs

Recall

Toward shelter

Thesweetsop

Son of Adam
Mephistopheles

Ascending

Beverage

Attempts

Period of time

Dance step

Famed |Ockey

Posed for

portrait

7 Pronoun
8 Obscures
9 Tentative

sketch

10 Ventilate

11 Witty
remark

16 Seasoning
18 Difficult

20 Eskers

21 Prepare and
serve food

22 Place in

line

24 Facial

expression

25 Evade

26 Thick

28 Ingredients

33 Priest's

vestments

34 Soils

36 Greek
letter
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38 Unit of

Chinese
currency

40 Partners

41 Sped
45 Foundation

46 Weaken
47 A state

(abbr.)

48 Transgress

49 New Deal

agency
(init.)

50 Ship

channel

53 Sun

god

39
42
43

44
46
48
51

52
54

55
56

57

DOWN

Dry. as wine

Exist

Army officer

Urge on
Girl's name

6 Regret

1 2 |3 Hg 4 5 6 7 8 m " I

. i

9 10

1
12 13

14

15 16
""»" 17 18

7V7
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19 ™ 20
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26*
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Redmen Draw No. Carolina
Tar Heels Rated Tops In Tourney
\vw York-UMass will face 12th-

ranked No. Carolina in the opening

game ot the NIT. Saturday at 11

a in It's the second straight year

that the Redmen have to face the

top ranked team in the tourney

Final selection ot No Carolina,

Louisville. Purdue and Duke, in

that order, to till the Hi-team

tourney, and the pairings, were

announced by the NIT com-

mittee at a press luncheon at

Madison Square Garden Henn

IMaza Club Monday MM.
I Mass coach .lack Leaman

attended the luncheon along with

.\>st Sports Information Director

Dick Bresciani, Jim Regan ot the

Springfield Dailj News and Jerry

Radding ot the Springfield Union

Other coaches attending were

Davi Itt, Providence, Paul

Westhead, LaSalle, Roy Dantorth.

Syracuse, ami Frank Mulzoff, st

Johns I ..in ierrick. Dayton

Uhletic Director, represented the

Fivers

Phone hookups were held with

John On ol M ex I VI

coach Raj Mears, Pen

isee. whack Hyder, Geoi

Tech, Red Rocha, Hawaii, ami

George King. Purdue

No Carol 6, was regular

eason Champd the Atlantic Coast

, onferei ' lost the U\

playoffs to rolina Saturdaj

tor the righl to compete in the

NCAA
Jr forward Dennis Wuycik, I

who played with Julius Erving on

the Olympic Development team

last summer, paces No Carolina

with an 18.7 average and a 61%

held goal mark
Other Saturday pairings have

P.C., 19-7, and Louisville, 20 a. at 1

p 111 Dayton 18 H. and Duke. IS-8,

at ; p m m<1 M

Johns. 18-8. at 7 p.m. and Georgia

Tech. 20-8, and LaSalle. 20-6, at 9

p.m.
Sunday Syracuse. 19-6. meets

Michigan. 194, in a 1 p.m.

Television game, followed by St.

Bonaventure, 18-6, and Purdue. 18

t, Hawaii. 22-4, and Oklahoma. 19-

7. complete the first round play

Monday at 5 p.m followed by

quarterfinal games at 7 and 9

o'clock

(foUrgtaft

SpMfo
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Quarterfinals will conclude with

two games Wednesday and the

semifinals will he played Thur

sda> The championship game will

1.,. it 1 p 111 Saturday with the

consolation game at 11 a m
Ben Carne\ale ol New York I

president ot the Metropolitan

Intercollegiate Basketball

Association which runs the tour

ney, said that Duke and Prudue

.c ( re selected as independents

.•lining a final pool ol 12 teams

Kentucky gtate. winner of the

NA1A lor the second straight year.

was among those not chosen He

said top consideration in the

pairings went to the A.C.C. and the

Southeastern Conference in one

bracket and LaSalle, the Big 10

and St. Bonaventure in the other

bracket

The coaches were asked to speak

for their teams Coach Leaman

said. "It's a pleasure to come back

to the NIT and New York. We're

a better team than most people

give us credit tor and are looking

forward to the tourney."

Johnny Orr of Michigan. 'It's a

great honor for us. We're a young

team led by sophs Henry Wilmore.

ii'4. and Ken Brady. 6'9. We lost our

Inst three games to Notre Dame.

Kentucky and Duke but then won

19 ot the last 12."

Ka\ Mears of Tennessee.

Jinim\ England is the most

complete player in the S.E C. and

our quarterback. We've averaged

Hist -seven turnovers per game and

soph Mike Edwards has been

realh playing well."

Caul Westhead ot LaSalle. Ken

Durretl is healthy again after

being sidelined with strained

lateral ligaments in his right knee

Rich Yunkus againsl Durrett

should l»e a great match
"

Red Rocha «>i Hawaii. "We ve

got lour J.C transfers who start

We run ami play a pressure

defense B'8 Bob Nash ot Hartford,

Conn. ^nd San Jacinto J C ill

Texas is one ol our best players

Ueorge King of Purdue, "We've

won the last seven games and e '<

Larr) Weatherford has been

averaging _'l points
"

Tom Kernck ol Dayton. "This

out seventh straight year in a post

season tourne) Ken May. tit;, is

our top player averaging Jo

points
'

Frank Mul/olt ol St John's.

Mel Davis has been great and

I97f N I T \< TtOV( o-captains Julius laving and Ken Malhias.

shown here is action last vear vs. Marguette. will lead their team-

mates against the top-seeded team again this vear in North < aroima

(MIX photo hv Boh Mangiaratth

Leaman, Alaimo Cop
District I Awards

.J.,, k I
"I l Mass and

.h-rrv Uaimo ol Brown have

Deen M> i, 1 co coaches ol

the year b 1 voted the National

.ciatl'on Ol Basketball

Coaches in District One.

Leaman guided 1 Mass to a 23-

(record, the Yankee Conference

« hainpionship with a lo-o mark,

the Hall ol Fame Christmas

Tourney title and the school's

second straight berth in the

National Invitational Tour

nament at Madison Square

Garden Leaman'i five-year

rd at I Mass shows K\ wins

and \1 losses, including a 42-8

('onl mark
Alaimo led Brown to a 1

record the schools most wins

since l'Mrfi 67 and the Gem Citj

champkmship during Christmas

lion Brown finished tilth in

the Ivv League. !>eat Yale twice

lor the lust time since 1910-11

and broke the school record for

most points scored in one

season
Leaman and Alaimo will be

honored along with the coaches

ol the other seven National

Districts, at the National

Coaches Convention in Houston,

March 21 to 27

Mel Davis has been great and is It the Kemnen can ""--""ZL, "S-fc • 1

Matmen DominateNE Regionals;

Wait For Upcoming Nationals
.. ... ., 1.1. semi h.s.ils and finals W<

Bv BOBGANLE\
MDC Stall

In what W8S billed as the New

England Regional qualifications

tor the NCAA Wrestling toui

nament but turned out more lik<

dual meet as the UMass wrestlers

qualified in seven weight das

lor the National tourney later in

the month at Auburn University

The Redmen sent seven

wrestlers to Harvard for the

tourne) and all seven came
through, winning three weight

classes and linishing second in lour

others The first two place winners

in each class qualified lor the

NCAA tournament Winning in

dividual titles for UMass were

Dave Amatoat 1IH. Dave Reynolds

at 126 and Sheldon Goldberg at 134

Both \mato and Goldberg were

uncontested in their classes while

Reynolds defeated Brown's Serge

Brunner lor the title in a reversal

,,1 their match a week earlier in the

New Knglands when Brunner beat

Reynolds in the semi finale.

Because there was 110 team title

at stake- and because the tourney

was limited only t<> university

division teams, there was a

definite lade ot competition Less

than forty wrestlers showed up. as

schools only sent those wrestlers

who would have a chance ot going

somewhere in the nationals The

tourney was scheduled to be held

on Friday and Saturday, but only

Sports Notices

N 1 T. TICKETS Tickets for the

lirst UMass N IT game agaiast

North Carolina are now on sale at

the Boyden Ticket Office and will

Ik> thru Thursday from \i am. to »>

p.m In the event the Redmen win

on Saturday tickets for the next

game will In" on sale alter the game

at the Penn Garden Hotel across

the street Irom Madison Square

Garden Check the signs m the

lobby lor directions where to pick

the tickets up While in New York

only cash will be taken for ticket

sales.
• * • *

SPRING FOOTBALL All

prospective spring football can

didates must attend a meeting

Thursday at 7. 00 p.m. in Boyden

Room 249 If unable to attend,

please contact the coaching staff

INTRAMURALS-Soccer. horse-

shoes and badminton entry forms

are due Friday, March 19th. 4

p.m. in intramural office 215 Boy-

den Health forms must be turned

in with soccer and soft ball rosters.

Anyone interested in officiating IM
soccer of softball please sign up

in room SIS Boyden.
* * »

•

V E. t?S SKI MAKE UP
LKSSON'S Ski make ups should

be completed no later than today

Ski buses leave Boyden at Hull

a m and 12 ::«> p.m.

N< ) FREE PLAY There will be

no tree plav in Boyden Gym-

nasium. Mon Fr; .
4::><M>:30 p.m..

March 8-19.
• • * *

CHEERLEADER TRYOUT-
S ( heerleader trvouts will be held

starting March Slat, 7:00 p.m. in

the Boyden Wrestling Room. The

trvouts are open to men and

women of all classes. More in-

formation will be forthcoming
* * * *

SKATING SHOW -The U.S.

Olympic fund raising ice skating

show will be held tomorrow at Orr

Rink with shows at 4 and 8 p.m.

NKW ENGLAND'S BKST-Tom Young. Carl Dambman and

Sheldon (ioldberg (left to right) who won New England titles tost

weekend qualified for the National Championships at Auburn

University over this past weekend at Harvard.

semi fi.ials and finals were

necessary and the competition was

over hv i-iidav night

The other Redmen to qualify

were Claj Jester al 142, Tom

Young at 187, George Zguris al ISO

and heavyweight Carl Dambman
Both Voting and Dambman had

1 unshed lirst in the New England

championships held at Lowell

Tech, while /.guns had finished

Mid and Jester third

YOUESJ lost a tOUgh IS indecision

to Steve Schuldtol Brown in the 167

lb final Brown s Frank Walsh got

revenge lor a loss to Dambman in

the New Knglands by defeating the

I Mass heavyweight S-3 /.guns

lost a close 1 1 to decision to liar

yard's Richie Starr, while Jester

was pinned in the third period by-

Hat Coleman. .

Other winners were Don

Stahlman of UNH at 150, Mark

Fowler of Harvard at 158 and

Larry Woods of UNH at lt>7

UMass, with seven qualifiers, was

way ahead of Brown with four and

t NH and Harvard with three

Dartmouth was the only other

team to be represented in the

nationals with one second place

finish

Summary
118 Dave
contested

126 Dave Reynolds (UMassJ del

Serge Biunner ' Brown » S-8

134-Sheldon Goldberg lUHaee)

uncontested

142 Hat Coleman 1 Harvard) pinned

Clay Jester (UMass) 5:19

l.,oDon Stahlman (UNH) def

Sieve Morelli <Dart.) 8-4

158 Mark Faller (Harvard) pinned

Charles Baurer (UNH) 1:16

107 Steve Schuldt (Brown) def

Tom Young (UMass) 12-10

177 Larrv Woods (UNH) def.

Charles Fdmundson (Brown) 11-2

I'M) Richie Starr (Harvard) def.

George Zguris (UMass) 11-10

Unl Frank Walsh (Brown) def

Carl Dambman (UMass) 9-3

Amato UMass) un-

New England's

Largest
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Hearings Open On Tuition Hike; Wood Opposed
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Ink

trustees
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Coolidge Fights Lottery
See page two

S. Viets Fall Back
See page four

Skiers N.E. Champs
See page twelve

Bj MHC Staff

boston senate President Kevm Harrington i» Salem. opened^the

nubl^hearings on tuition for state schools yesterda) on Beacon
1

Hi II b)

, -the general concepTol increased tuition •»'•»»»'»« "'

l

^!^a^r«mH.rrii«t^.t»iec« --i ahjiuhw h would,,,.

IM.,-. „...<>n hv about $11100, 'the buck has stopped al Ihe ^f»«
r *.

rtSss President Robert C u I speaking .....{.position before tm

,,..;',„, .-. Edu^aUon to each 5 the three hllb pend.na .0 ra«e

on r.n»ed the committee m ••' the eve,,, mone* bind

.ireadi raced b> students at Mate I niversities and colleges

ThVst t.^ Rreatesl problem, testified Wood, "t* how to keep n m hool

, n ! i

h

;m :i

,

(

,

|IU , IH.al support for students for whom the present lu»tmn and

ire alieadv an almost insuperable obstacle

..;. hm- hlh under consideriuon are Senate Bill Vf which
,

wcadd

Sish minimum tuition fees ... sis *^*^J^™\£2.
whk:h would raise tuition and provide for the sharing of«^f"™^f£
Thn^h loans and House Mil 2.V.M thai propose* tuH.Ofl Ik- dele,mined b)

i,,

i2rnJr.m.i-silv,.umM-| J,.m thai eOOUgh menilK-is „. Kdueal.on

, o,m .tee a pear to be leaning Sgainsl the tUiUon hike proposals lo

I ™v\ •
i» 1 Nirom getting out ot committee The source did not rule

out the poss.h.li.v .
however, ol a bill coming up .0, eons.deraUon on the

^rSng^laW
„|en e the state scholarship fund to help ass.st en.«

;

rpns,ng voung

, , ,» ,ain the education they desire" He suggested, tins could be

SShjl us.ng the hulk ol revenue <h,-.ve,l trom the tuition increase ...

suDolement the scholarship fund

Waker ol the House David Hartley. 1 1) Holyoke 1
commented tha the

BoTdlolT nistees of various state institutions have U-en 'ducking their

eeal responsibility- by asking the Legislature lor h.gher tuition laws He

recordedTh.mself as being •firmly opposed' to the proposed increase

In re^renTftoscholarsh.paid Hres.dent Wood sa.d 'that this aid never

ma"eriaS or if It does, it never eatches up with the need created by the

new tuition-let alone the need that already exists

Woo< called for an 'exploration which would find ways we can

broaden the educational opportunity and help bring national resources to

assure the preservation of pnvate colleges and universities If this ,s

done he concluded, appropriate tuition rates would occur

Student Senate Hres.dent (Jlenn Klters spoke for "the more than 14,300

undergraduate students " at CMass in opposing any tuition hike He asked

the legislators to oppose a tuition mcrease "OB the grounds that t is a

degressive tax
- which would place an increasingly undue burden on

students who tienerallv are not well off financially
StU

Tumon ca,fn«,t. and" indeed should not. be viewed as mere.v another

method by which the Commonwealth can raise funds for the gonial

treasury," Elters said _. .
, lt„i

He pointed to the report ol (irahowski Associates, commissioned and

published bv the Massachusetts Board ol H.gher Education *h.«h st.

[hat „,anv
: students of the Commonwealth system of public education

could not afford any tuition increase

The Committee, chaired by Senator Mary Fonseca was to go inio

Executive Session to decide whether or not to pass the bills on to lurth< 1

legislative action
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'New Fashions, Wares
Shown in Bridal Fair

ByLISACHERNlCK
Ml >t Stall

The Filth Animal CMass Bridal Fair was held

yesterday in the Campus Center Auditorium from 1

to 10

Prospective brides, and not so prospective brides

were able to look over the product displays of loca

merchants and the silver, china, and crystal

exhibits of national companies.

The highpoints of the day included the two fashion

shows at :?::?0 and 7:30. with UMass students

modeling the latest wedding and trousseau ap-

parrel. Dean William Tunis and Mrs. Tunis were

teatured in the fashion shows as father and mother

ot the bride, with Dean Tunis cheerfully bussing one

of the brides before he sent her down the aisle

Gamma Sigma Sigma, a woman's service

sorontv. was presented with a silver cube and silver

coffee and tea service by Mr. Lou Maxim of Oneida

Silversmiths at the evening fashion show. Gamma
Sigma Sigma was this year's recipient of Oneida s

Community Service Award in recognition of the

outstanding civic and charitable achievements of

college students.

Just before the beginning of the 7:30 fashion show

a group ot five people walked on the stage to an-

nounce a short guerilla theater A mock bride and

groom minister, and flower girl were present. A

spokesman for these people took the microphone to

explain that they believed the Bridal Fair was a

perpetuation of the sexist, stereotyped roles of our

society and that the merchants present at the r air

were merely exploiting these roles for profit.

Another great gown is modeled in the Bridal Fair.

(MDC photo by Bruce MacConnell.)

Agnes Kilka, chairman of the Bridal Fair and a

student at UMass. took the microphone to explain

that the purpose of the Bridal Fair was not to

•dominate of liberate'' but merely to put on a show

Doorprizes were given away in the evening, as

well as a one week honeymoon in the Poconos.

Peoples' Peace Treaty

Gains National Attention

i..«. ..ii n* ni__rr between the American

js!^z^^&S£&* a*-i—»

br est^srSSb^JsariA
tSSESZ SSZJS. -33- W» referendum ratified the freaiv

the prospects for peace Almost unanimously the Paris group endorser!

^S'rhe'spnngneld'meetmg a priest expressed his feelings that

^Tt^nra, UMass has also been good At las, weeks meeting

radices oflanousSogies into a broad coalition .» wage mass actum

*£UX2SLm* in the treaty, and to prepare for^immediate

Jh™, after vacation there will be a meeting at 9 p m tonight in room

tuZ Smpus center Anyone interested but unable to attend is urged

tocall 546-52111 and leave their name and number.

Labor Antiwar Role

SMC Lecturer's Topic

Impact of UMass Growth on Amherst

Is Women Voters' Subject March 30

The Impact ot the Growth of the

University en the Town <»t

Amherst" will be the subject of a

general meeting open to the public

on March 30 at 7:30 p.m at the

tmhersl Regional Junior High

St hiM>l auditorium

\mherst residents Will have an

opportunit) to learn the States

plans and projections for higher

education in the 70's as well as an

opportunity to evaluate the

aspirations ol the town in order to

understand the problems and goals

dt each

students may be looking for space

in public institutions than

originally estimated.

The present projection for the

University is for 1000 more

students added annually until

about jr>.»M»u students would be

enrolled in lf7S-7l. By MO an

increase in* (acuity to BOO, staff to

6750, as well as graduate students

to 25% o! the total student body-

plus their families-Will mean
additional demands for town

services and fadlitiet U) meet the

increase in population

The Amherst League has tor

some time been exploring local

needs especially in the areas of

housing, transportation, and en

vironmental concerns

The meeting on March :$u is an

outgrowth of a series of workshops

held last November called

Planning for Growth in

Amherst
"

The League is committed to the

development of quality higher

education as well as to quality

existence in the town of Amherst

Carl Chiaretto. antiwar activist

and member of I. U.E Local »255 in

Pittsfield. will speak at tonight's

Student Mobilization Committee

meeting in room 817 of the Campus

Center at 8 W). He will discuss the

role of labor in the antiwar

movement.
A longtime activist. Chiaretto

spoke last April 15 at the antiwar

Moratorium So successful was his

appearance there that he was

invited to return during the Strike

in May Speaking before some four

thousand students on the Amherst
i ninmons. Chiaretto expressed

solidarity with the striking

students, torseemg a coalition of

students and labor 'that will end

this war
"

Since then Chiaretto has

remained active in the antiwar

movement.
\s • coordinator of the Con-

necticut Valley Antiwar Coalition

i CONVAC i, he has endorsed the

antiwar demonstration called in

Washington. DC on April 24.

According to Chiaretto.

"skyrocketing inflation and

unemployment have brought this

war home to the labor movement.'

The same construction workers

who last spring attacked antiwar

demonstrators in Manhattan, are

this year opposed to the war in

Southeast Asia because of war-

related wage trasses, he said.

According to one SMC'or. "'The

antiwar demonstration called in

Washington on April 24 has at-

tracted labor support on an un

precedented scale The

Amalgamated Meatcutters of

Boston, the United Auto Workers in

Detroit. District to and 11<W in New
York, the Teamsters in L«»s

Angeles, have all lent active

support to this demonstration

When labor dot ides to end this war,

this war will end. they said.

rtie League <>t Women Voters,

sponsor ol the meeting, hopes that

there will be a large audience

present to ask questions and join ui

[he discussion with panel mem-

bers

\ recent stud% made by the

Hoard ot Higher Education

lorecast a shortage ol 113,000

student spaces in higher education

institutions in the state of

Massachusetts

It is possible that one ot every

five prospective students will be

turned awa> through lack of spare

With rising costs of private

colleges plus the general economic

squeeze, larger numbers of

All-Volunteer Army
Is Tentatively Dead

ministration everything they asked

for," said Chairman F. Edward

Hebert, D La . said of the com-

mittees action

Peace Talks Topic

WASHINGTON lAP) An all

volunteer Army bill was ten-

tatively killed by the House Armed
Services Committee Tuesday and a

halt to student draft deferments

was tentatively approved

The committee voted also to Qn WMUA Viewpoint
extend the present draft for two

years instead of four

They were among the first votes

taken as the committee began

writing a 1971 draft bill and are

tentative until a linal vote on the

completed bill, possibly late this

week.
"We gave the Nixon ad-

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Great Decisions on WFCR Tonite

The University Of Massachusetts

Ureal Decisions program this

week will locus on Dissent. Public

opinion and Foreign Policy: Hov*

responsive is our system.''' Radio

WKCR (88.5 K M I Will broadcast

the prom.mi live tnnn the Noah

Webster House Lounge, tonight

beginning al • •" p.m

Moderator tor the discussion i

UMass Government Prof. Luther

\ Mien Panelists include .Ian

Dizard ot the Amherst College

sociology department UW
I acuity members l tavid f w > man.

history, and Edward E Kejt,

government; and Thomas P.

Jahmge of the Smith College

government department.

The Wednesday evening sessions

are sponsored by Apple Corps, a

student organization from the

orchard Hill residence complex at

the l Mass Amherst campus The

public is invited to attend

Tonight at WMUA on

Viewpoint'' from 6:30 to 7:00 PM
Rudolph C Praetz will be the

guest Mr Praetz. from

Springfield, was one of the 179

America* who traveled to Paris

last week to speak with the various

delegations at the Paris Peace

Talks He spoke with them about

what is needed lor peace in Indo-

china. Mr. Praetz. Chairman of

the Springfield Bail Assistance

Committee, and an outspoken

critic ol the war in Indo-Chma will

speak ol his first hand experiences

at the Peace Talks in Pans

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

3_jr ft«S9.ulpi*rttft flailtj atollrgtan

M,«*M DA,., COL-ECAN _re 0. *• -COM I* » «» »**"1 U"*"£

„„ uo.verv-v c.mpu.. I* cod* °'<>02 Phone, are Mi -SMM MtCW

IMorttl. and 549 1311 (ed'lor,

Second CW PoMa,e pa>- a. ***** IM DA'LV COLLEGIAN p_b,W -» M»

.
, Monday mr«*f *r d«v durng -ne academ.c year e.cep- rtur.ng

...on ml -.am penod, .nree or four tirfttt a wee* 10.10* no a Meat* or
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Cincinung presents

ORSON WELLES' films

1

.

Lady from Shanghai

at 8:00

2. The Stranger

at 9:30
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TOMORROW NITE
Touch of Evil and Mr. Arkadiri

Dick Gregory Tells SRO Audience:

'Students Got A Big Job'
By JEFFTHOMPSON

MDC Staff

"You students got a big job to

use your power and stay as

honest and ethical as you can,"

said Dick Gregory last night in

the Student I'nion Ballroom to

an audience ol _(HM)

Gregory, In I speech spon-

sored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program, spoke about

rightists in government ad-

ministrations, the surgeon

general, American in-

consistencies, civil rights, and

the new niggers."

"Everything the rightists

mesa up. they dont want to look

at, and make laws against it."

said CJregory citing examples of

poverty, black folks, Indians and

male sex organs. if I go out in

50 degree below zero weather

with nothing but a pair of jockey

shorts on. people just look and

say I'm crazy; but if I go out

with nothing on. I'm not crazy

any more but get arrested for

indeeent exposure."

Gregory stated that senators

must spend $2 million in cam-

paigns to get a $50,000 job. He

then questioned whether we

really have a "nation under

God" when the Indians who are

harvesting our crops are star-

ving.

"Last year a couple of

congressmen drew up a list of

radical speakers, but the

Supreme Court declared it

unconstitutional to publish. So

these same congressmen, the

law and order freaks, published

it anyway." said Gregory.

"Since my name has been on

the list for four months, I've

received $100,000 more," he

said.

Gregory examined our

publishing priorities by saying

that proof that coffee gives

cancer of the stomach, and that

nicotine destroys sex organs, is

lying on the desk of the Surgeon

General, but that it is not

published because coffee and

cigarette companies are too

strong.

As proof for his claims,

Gregory cited a law that forbids

speakers to cross state lines to

lie about a product. "If 1 an

lying," he quipped, "I would

have been busted eighteen

months ago."

Gregory also asserted that in

the national archives is proof

that the CIA was involved in the

death of John Kennedy, and that

the material cannot be revealed

for 100 years.

"Money is God,'' said

Gregory. "If not, why are the

churches locked up at night. Is

'in God we trust' written on our

money or on the church?'

He said that had a German

killed his father in WW II,

Gregory would have gone 28

years without a father, and

today that same German can

come to the U.S. and move into a

neighborhood that his father's

DICK GREGORY
boy couldn't move into.

"Everyone thinks niggers are

crazy today and that they had

sense a few years ago. Actually,

they were crazy before but are

smart today White folks," he

said, "can't understand us.

We're only reacting to op

pression. We won't try to stop

the country from being racist as

long as they realize we 11 react."

He said that Angela Davis is in

jail so that we could invite

eleven white Russians "who
don't give a damn about our

system" He said that they

wouldn't search the Russians

walking into the courtroom but

they'd search him every mor-

ning.

"Double barrel shotguns have

been outlawed by the Geneva

convention because they are

inhumane. These guns couldn't

be used in war but can be used on

Black tolks by the cops,"

Gregory said.

Gregory insisted that it is most

insulting that the Constitution is

used to protect white people, but

to protect the Blacks there is an

installment plan called the Civil

Rights Bill.

He said that names we call

white people are associated with

places Italian: Italy; German:

Germany. Irishman: Ireland.

But Negro " Slave crop raiser!

At least with "Black" he said

they could associate with night.

"Last night I learned that an

invasion only occurs with ground

troops," he said. "Any amount

of air troops doesn t cause an

invasion. What about the Japs in

'41'.' We were so dumb and stupid

we thought it was an invasion

and declared war," he ex-

claimed.

He said that control of Black

communities is very important

to Blacks. At least with a black

cop whuppin' him he wouldn't be

called "Nigger".

Tf you study America's

history you're supposed to know

where we've been, where we
are. and where we are going. But

if you knew history you'd un-

derstand our country. Look at

our founding lathers who were a

bunch of criminals the King and

Queen took out ol prison and put

in a boat thinking they wouldn't

arrive.'
-

he said.

Gregory said that in 1968 the

Black people decided through

Hap Brown and Stokely Car

michae) that black is beautiful

and that they wouldn't be the

white mans niggers any more

.iiid that we had to start the '70s

without a "nigger."

"We went through January,

February. March and April

w ithout a 'nigger'. But on May 4,

1970 America found a new one:

the students.' Gregory said.

Now he said everyone is

asking nigger questions about

students such as "What's wrong

with them"; "Who do they think

they are . "What do they want"

and "They look so strange."

He concluded by saying that

youngsters of today have the

duty to write the history books

about the Kent State tragedy He

likened it to the Boston

Massacre in which two hundred

years previously four people

were killed by officers who no

one believed would shoot The

people didn t want the officers

around and a lot happened

between 1770 and 1776 He said

that between 1970 and 1976 we

just might have the same degree

of change.

Coolidge Lower Battles Lottery
*_a . _,__.__ _„_..^«^rl Kn» nnno has

By NANCY COSTA
MDC Staff

Last fall a program was
developed which implemented a

lottery to chose which dorm will be

imposed upon in housing students

who must remain at the University

during vacation. Daniel Fitz-

patrick. Associate dean of

Students, said that they were

having trouble finding space for

these students. Coolidge lower was

the first dorm chosen, and

hopefully the last.

Because of their great opposition

to this program, the residents of

Coolidge lower suggested various

alternatives to alleviate the

present problem In this policy

guest students pay $2.50 a night to

use the dorm. It was suggested that

the Campus Center hotel be used to

house students. However, the rate

there is $16 a night and no way has

been found to raise the additional

money

Their main goal, according to

dorm president Nancy Zarrow,

was to find permanent quarters

other than dorms to be used in this

situation. The present policy is felt

to be greatly at fault by many If

Coolidge lower is open, the entire

tower will also be opened causing

more security problems to arise

Help from the Student Senate

was requsted. but none has been

received as yet. The Student

Senate seems more concerned in

supporting the administration,

than in working for the students.

If Coolidge does win their fight,

Emerson is next in line The

solution does not lie in transferring

students from dorm to dorm. A
new program must be initiated.

Poetry Reading Thursday

The next in a series of poetry readings sponsored by tte M.F.A.

Program^ English will feature Giullianna Mutti and John Taylor. The

eadmg w .11 be held tomorrow at 7 : 30 p.m in Memorial Hall Lounge

Afer the featured reading an open reading will be held, and members

ofthe University community are encouraged to bring their own poems to

share with the audience.

Academic Credit Proposed

For Student Senators
By SUSAN WHITE

MDC Staff

LeeSandwen student senator, explained in an interview yesterday one

of his recent proposals suggesting members of the Student Senate'in good

standing" be allowed three academic credits a semester from the

Department of Government. The bill has passed through the Student

Senate and is now in the hands of the Faculty Senate, the Chancellor, and

the Government Department, he said

Sandwen said that "all senators should be compensated in some way

for the amount of time they put in most of them work at least nine or ten

hours a week, he explained" He feels that, were credit offered for this

activity more qualified people would run for the senate

The bill itself states that the senate is "an educational experience in

practical politics". ,___. ,__.

"And not only that." Sandwen added, "but a good lesson in dealing with

the bureaucracy ". He said that he hopes the passing of the bill will be a

precedent for recognition of the many "relevant, educational experiences

which don t take place in a classroom".

He stated that such experiences "deserve recognition from the

University" and that "people should be made aware of them"

Off-Campus Interns

On March 18 at 4:00 p.m., in

Engineering East Auditorium,

there will be an important

meeting for all freshmen,

sophomores, and juniors who

anticipate an off-campus field

experience some time in the

future in either Califormia, New
Mexico, Arizona, Florida,

Montreal, England, Scotland,

Martha's Vineyard, or the Cape

Cod area.

GRAB YOUR SHILLELAGH!!

PIN ON YOUR SHAMROCK!!

AND HEAD FOR

Irish

ALL DAY AND NIGHT

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEASON

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

MARCH 31 —APRIL 3

University Music Theotre presents

Brecht-Weill's

"THREE PENNY OPERA"

\i*$M WEDNESDAY
.

3^

one ot the great SUltese*- of the century in a fully-staged

production!

Reserved tickets available by calling

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

Militant Bookstore

10% OFF
TODAY

All Titles

ONLY

In the YSA office

(SW corner of Old Student I'nion)

Works by Marx, Malcolm,

Trokky on sale.

PASSOVER 1971

TH.S YEAR PASSOVER WILL BE FROM FRIDAY AT SUNSET APRIL 9. ^^ATURDAY^ AT

SUNSET, APRIL 17. THE SEDERS FALL ON FR
'g
A
,J r . For PASSOVER MEAL PLAN AT NORTH

NINTH AND TENTH. HIL.LEL WILL HAVE A KOSHER f

^
k
/lS COSTS CAN BE FOUND OUT

(WORCESTER) DINING COMMONS.FOR ALL PA
||
OV

£* r#Xl REBATES FOR STUDENTS ON
IN THE HILLEL OFFICE 420 S.U.). THERE ARE pa^ii^.k ^ MAD£
THE UNIVERSITY FOOD PLAN. FINAL ARRANGEMENT* aw r*i

BY FRIDAY, APRIL 2.

WE WISH ALL JEWISH STUDENTS A MEANINGFUL HOLIDAY.
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Final Phase of Drive

S.Viets Pull Back
SAIGON (AP> -South Vietnamese

troops moved eastward in Laos

toward their own border Tuesday

under mounting enemy pressure

and the threat of more bad weather

that has hampered U.S. air sup-

port.

South Vietnamese officers

earlier had said this was the final

phase of the drive that began Feb.

8 and cut across branches of the Ho

Chi Minh trail to Sepone, a trail

hub of Highway 9. Sepone, 25 miles

inside Laos, was the deepest

penetration.

It appeared that some heavy

rear guard fighting was in store for

the South Vietnamese before they

finish their task of looking for and

destroying North Vietnamese

stores and returning to South

Vietnam.
Field officers reported the 1st

regiment of the 1st Infantry

Division walked off Fire Base Lolo.

nine miles southeast of Sepone.

While Saigon denied this report,

South Vietnamese and U.S. officers

in the north said the regiment of

1,500 men walked out Monday

night

They said Lt. Gen. Hoang Xuan

Lam, northern corps commander

who directs the Laotian operation,

had given the order to abandon

Lolo and go to Landing Zone

Brown, five miles to the east.

North Vietnamese gunners had

opened up such heavy fire that U.S.

helicopters could not supply Lolo.

As one U.S. officer said: "It

became an untenable position;'

Six 105mm howitzers at the base

were piked to make them useless to

the North Vietnamese.

"It costs more to lose helicopters

than to lose artillery guns," one

US. officer said.

At Landing Zone Brown, the 1st

regiment is 14 miles from there

and three miles south of Highway

9, the main route for the incursion

into Laos.

There the regiment is close to the

2nd and 3rd regiments of the 1st

Division The latter two are at Fire

Support Base Delta 1, which is 12

miles from the border and four

miles south of Highway 9.

From these positions the division

is supposed to sweep south to High

way 914, a major eastwest road of

the Ho Chi Minh trail, before

returning to South Vietnam. But

enemy pressure may change these

plans somewhat.
Unfavorable weather, par-

ticularly early morning fog,

hampered air activity. U.S.

helicopters managed to get in

nearly 800 sorties Monday. The

number of sorties-one flight by one

aircraft-have run as high as 1,200

to 1,300 on some days.

In its latest cumulative sum-

mary on the Laos drive, South

Vietnamese headquarters said

8 914 enemy had been killed as of 6

p'm Monday, and 159 had been

taken prisoner. Government losses

for the period were listed as 784

men killed, 2,950 wounded and 193

missing
The command in the north said

that activity in Laos consisted

mainly of finding enemy bodies

and damaged supplies resulting

from earlier air strikes.

Little ground action was

reported in Cambodia, where

South Vietnamese forces continued

a second operation against enemy

supply lines. The U.S. Command
said nearly 300 helicopter sorties

were flown Monday in support of

the Cambodian operation. There

also were 90 tactical fighter-

bomber strikes.

The pattern of fighting in South

Vietnam itself continued as it has

for several days with isolated but

sometimes sharp skirmishes

reported, most of them in the

Mekong Delta region.

Laird Says Nixon Administration

Committed To Increase Withdrawal

Embassy Officials Aid Russian

Citizen After Police Attack

WASHINGTON lAP>--
Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird said Tuesday the Nixon

administration is committed to

withdrawing an average of 12,500

troops a month from Vietnam, and

indicated less than 50,000 would

remain by the end of 1972.

"The President has told the

American public that we will

continue on that average rate, and

the average rate is 3.000 weekly, or

12.500 a month," Laird said.

"We will continue at the present

rate'* and possibly increase it

substantially later this year

depending on the success of the

US-backed South Vietnamese

drive in Laos, he said during an

interview on CBS News.

Defense Department officials

said they saw no inconsistency

between Laird's forecast and a

statement by Secretary of State

William P. Rogers at a news

conference later in the day that he

doubt that President Nixon "has

decided either on the level of with-

drawals or the residual force."

Laird, these officials insisted, is

aiming at less than 50,000 by the

end of 1972

MOSCOW I AP» US Embassy employes rescued Tuesday a Russian

doctor after Societ police had intruded on embassy grounds and seized his

"He and !tw^u^rs The embassy filed a vigorous protest The doctor

said be was seeking emigration information.

( iuanls tried to take the doctor. Vast.ly Mk.tenkov. 43 but ht
'^ h >

a, ml around an iron gate at the embassy entrance and shouted. Help

"aJSS emtesaj employes rushed out. and prevented the police from

taking the doctor into custody by swinging thei^^ut
His document, showed N.k.tenkov ,s a M'*™^*^™^^

beeej spokesman said he told them he was^J^^J^eHK
o» Moscow and wanted to emigrate because he was dissatisfied wun

,

\ltn
S,

N.k.tenTov and his family approached the embassy Soviet

,uuds ..^ to stop them They pushed past and got to the ***

«£3.Sut£SIX c«at off the dctors **£**»* «*

Ik-hS denied to the Foreign Ministry. He told the embassy his wife .as

SJSS h, had no idea how many—„ hac
,
taken par,

,„ enl I )rdinarily. three poheemen guard the embassy but tn. >

*& SSSf—h ..m ,*ra,,on. >£22ffi£ZSZ£Z
radically changed its policy and about Id Jews are receiving

"X
H Hi "'.rare response to foreign newsmen's questions, an official

Jt uon and passport administration put the number of exit

'

T&tSUi . reported 150 Jews have left the Soviet Union within the past

"ita&r-. Jewtsh community said ne.ther he no, his

, ri;,,;. ,rd of any official decision on Jewish eimgratton

U.S. Ends Restrictions

On Red China Travel
WASHINGTON iAP»-The

t nited States Monday dropped its

last restriction on travel by

Americans to Communist China.

The action was in line with

President Nixon's pledge to

remove needless obstacles " to

broader contacts between the

Chinese and American peoples

Restrictions continue in effect

against travel to North Vietnam.

North Korea and Cuba.

A State Department spokesman

said there is little expectation that

ending the 2^year-old travel ban

would result in any spurt of travel

immediately to the Chinese

mainland Peking has granted

visas to only three of the l.txxi

Americans whose sports have been

validated for travel to that coun

try. including 270 whose travel was

approved in the past year

It is widely expected that a

current review ol U.S. China

poliC) « ill also lead to an easing of

the trade embargo which likewise

has l>een in effect since 19:vi when

Communist China sent its volun-

teers into the Korean war

The training of the South

Vietnamese is geared to this, and

that's what we're going to do,"

they said.

In the interview, Laird agreed

with the questioner's mathematics

that the 12,500 average monthly

rate he cited would leave fewer

than 50.000 GIs in Vietnam by the

end of next year. This, the defense

secretarv said, would be "in ac-

cordance with the presidents time

schedule."

At that rate, 184,000 troops would

be left in Vietnam by the end of this

sear and about 14,000 h> the end of

next year Troop withdrawals have

averaged about 12.5(10 monthly

since the pullouts began in June

1909.

Nixon has said he will announce

m Mid April a troop pullout as fast

or faster in a withdrawal order

expected to span several months

The current timetable calls for

214,000 tils to remain in South

Vietnam as long as Hanoi held

American prisoners

Rogers, although he did net sa\

how large this force might be. said

it should be "more than symbolic

to "make it clear to the North

Vietnamese that we are very

serious about the prisoners of

war
"

CINEMA I
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Campus Carousel

Another Week's Wild Ride...
By TONY GRANITE

MDC Staff

HEADLINE HIT PARADE..tWi
collection appearing in the campus
press tells it like it may be...

SCHOLASTIC of Notre Dame
depicted a face smoking up a

storm, over the line, "better living

through chemistry.''

And Prexy KM. Nixon has been

getting it in the campus press, too,

with editorial commentary from

the nation's mini-journalists. The

UCal-Kiverside HIGHLANDER
has urged, "Impeach Nixon";

while the DAILY EVERGREEN of

Washington State opines, "Nixon

laosed' up
"

Meanwhile, THE DAILY
TEXAN of CTexas carried

recently a copyrighted essay on

"The public's right to No'."
* » * »

SCHOOL OF ED, where are

you? ...the DAILY REPORTER of

Mankato I Minn I State fired up the

English faculty with this

misspelled headline: "Student

teacing offers new learning ex-

perience."
• * * »

A NEW TWIST to mailing letters to

the editor has been reported by the

OKLAHOMA DAILY, which

received one written on a brick tile

heaved at its office window.

The window was closed,

naturally.

Engraved on the title was a

protest against a controversial

cartoon character. It read:

"Negroes are loving, docile and

kind. Heaven help us if they change

their minds."

The tile shattered without

breaking the glass.

Which proves that window glass

is better than it used to be.
* * * »

FROM HOME BASK comes this

intelligence, reported in the

minutes of the Feb. 8 session of the

UMass Faculty Senate.

"Professor Olin, although he was

not sure his concern would come
within the purview of the I library I

committee, wished to express his

dismay at the lack of courtesy

displayed by some students

working in the* library and even by

some librarians.

"Professor Clay indicated that

he would be happy to know of any

such occurrences..
* * * »

TWO OF A MIND is what a survey

•ibout coed dorms revealed at

Louisiana State, last month. In a

DAILY REVEILLE story, Steve

Smith revealed that "An over-

whelming number of men students

(99 per cent) are in favor of coed

housing..." In a similar poll of

women, 89 per cent said they were

in favor.

And when it came to committing

themselves as to whether they

would actually live in such a dorm.

88 per cent of the men replied yea;

ti7 per cent of the women were of a

like mind.
* * * *

MONEY FOR EVERYONE...

A

cash register in the Oregon State

Student Union is open with the

signed invitation: "Our money,

take what you need - give what you

can."
Since 10 students pooled $15 in

change for the initial kitty, the

register has contained from a few

pennies to a $20 bill (which didn't

last long.)

The moral? It happened.
* * * *

MEANTIME, a new kind of

generosity was volunteered by

students for the faculty of the City

University of New York.

The Student Senate there called

on faculty and administrative staff

to give up $25 million in negotiated

salary increases for the coming

fiscal year.

The student proposal charged

that "the majority of this faculty"

was mediocre and not worth the

present pay.

Which is the direct approach, for

sure.
* * * *

"WHEN APATHY REIGNS. IT

POURS" is the headline the

DAILY ALESTLE of Southern

Illinois U put on a recent editorial

discussing reaction to a proposed

tuition increase.

t )f 12.521 students on the campus,

the paper said, only "30 people

cared enough to send their very

best'' letters to their state

legislators.

UiAlN. a letter to the editor of the

Texas Tech UNIVERSITY DAILY
proposes the award of The Fickle

Finger of Fate to the dieticians on

that campus.
"They hit upon a winning menu

about two decades ago. They

decided to stick with a good thing

so they have continued with this

menu. and continued, and con-

tinued. ..and continued, and

continued..."
* * * *

ANOTHER AWARD, for un

distinguished service", this time,

has been proposed by the

UWisconsin OSHKOSH AD-
VANCE-TITAN to "the

University's crack snow removal

crew, the men from Buildings and

Grounds ... for greatest persistence

in the field of procrastination
"

The newspaper announced its

award as "a new feature - the

AT non-awards tor particularly

undistinguished accomplishments.

The non-awards will be presented

on completely irregular basis as

circumstances warrant
."

All other campus papers, please

FOOD SERVICE GETS IT ™py

Environmental Politics

Is CEQ Lecturer's Topic
Protest Called For Against Agnew

L. g IIIm^ rorl'flt M

Miss Marion Edey. chairman

and national coordinator for the

League of Conservation Voters,

will give the third Distinguished

Ecologists Lecture of the semester

in Thompson Hall 106 Wednesday,

March 17. at 8 p.m. on the topic

How to Turn the Environment

from a Campaign Slogan into a

Keal Political Issue." The lecture

is open to the public free of charge.

Miss Edey. who has been con-

cerned about the environment

since childhood, was educated at

Reed College in Portland. Oregon

She majored in political science for

the purpose of becoming I con-

servation lobbyist, and wrote a

thesis on the predator control

activities of the Division of Wildlife

Services in the Department of

Interior

Starting in January 1969. Marion

became a Legislative Assistant for

Congressman Lester Wolff <D .

NY I. While working in his office,

she first thought of starting the

League ot ( onsei vation voters as a

non partisan campaign committee

to help environmentally concerned

candidates.

The League ot Conserxation

Votes began as a branch ot Friends

of the Earth (FOE/ and was later

vet up as separate organization

which, however, maintained close

ties with the parent body

MARION EDEY

Miss Edey's appearance on the

campus of the University is being

sponsored by the Coalition for

Environmental Quality (CEQ).

OnWMUA
On Wednesdav night from nine

until eleven WMUA will leature its

weekly Classical music program

The Young Socialist Alliance

program will also be heard tonight

from seven to eight PM 'his week

only

BOSTON (AP) -Spokesmen for a

group of antiwar organizations

Tuesday called for a mass

meeting to make plans for some

kind of demonstration against the

Boston appearance of Vice

President Agnew.

City authorities refued to permit

an antiwar, antiadministration

protest parade and rally near the

hotel where Agnew will speak

Thursday.
Spokesmen for the Greater

Boston Peace Coalition and the

People s Coalition for Peace and

Justice, two local antiwar

organizations, said those at the

mass meeting Wednesday night at

Boston University would decide by

vote whether to attempt the rally

despite the ban or to accept

alternate proposals.

Agnew is to speak to a fund

raising dinner of the Middlesex

Club. a local Republican

organization.

Meanwhile, an attorney for the

Boston Traffic Commission told

those at a news conference called

bv the protestors that the city "is

very willing to negotiate" with the

antiwar groups on an alternate

site.

On Monday the commission met

with representatives of the rally

organizers and then voted to deny a

permit for a march from Copley

Square to the Sheraton-Boston

Hotel near the Prudential Center

The decision also refused per

mission for a rally on a nearby

street

The commission's attorney. John

Fiske -aid the Massachusetts

Building and Trades Council

representing construction

workers, had al? applied for a

parade and demonstration permit

but later withdrew the application

Stuart Singer, who said he was

coordinator of the Greater Boston

Peace Action Coalition, claimed

the "hard hats'" application had

also been refused by t' i traffic

commission.
Traffic and Parking Dept

Commissioner William Noonan

said the permit was denied

"because we don't believe there is

any way to maintain access to the

buildings, and because of the

disruption it will cause to the

traffic pattern."

He also referred to a similar

march following a recent antiwar

rally on the Boston Common,

saying "it cleared nothing but

chaos
"

William Trov, of the People -

Coalition, sad the proposed

demonstration would be legal and

nonviolent" and added. "We don't

understand why a permU cannot be

granted for that type of thing
"

Spokesmen for the city and the

protestors indicated they would

continue to discuss the matter

Tuesday afternoon, but Singer and

Troy suggested city proposals to

permit the rally on the Boston or

Cambridge Commons would be

unacceptable

Alternate H.S.

Meeting Tonight

jgs&esssaeg^'swtt
nm in the mh floor lounge area in the Campus Center
P
Bob Adman a grad student in Philosophy who ,s organizing the plans

for the school said the school will be concerned with people from 13 to 18

earso ^w^o are drop-out. or people who have been thrown out of sctool

for breakmg the reefer whose parents don't w.sh to send them to the

"iffnhnJJaH i^r 5 people who want to teach ,n a f*,!> structured

.nvSii special degree is required. The schoo. should open ,n

^IVoiuewho were not at the first meeting or people who just want to

sha retneir Xasorex^nences are urged to com- I. you cannot com, to

, he meeting. Zelman can be reached by telephone

The League maintained B con-

spicuous pre • m the 1970

campaign Its h* ivy clout « as fell

in the Maryland congressional

campaign with the unseating of

Congressman Fallon in the

primary and the deleat ot in-

cumbent governor Don Samuelson

mi Idaho Both had poor en-

vironmental records which the

League exposed in intensive

educational campaigns.

fo*~»4< P2'3
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*£ taSSS^MWl is the product of large classes and required

'trIrMKe. natives to be considered when approaching the

3 .„,,,,„ „ > : the Aamlntatfallon has eateeomallv (alien ba.k

'S^^^mS** i> -va,,l> .he „v ,„ proeeed I. <.rad

;;,;„, like other small interest moups ' and getting the 'support of

^indents self-interest means that ihey have a n\mK «-s^ .
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>

,'aehin
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B reared h> underBradu,.eS -Uhou, „,e o.

targe numbers of T. Vs.
should be kept on

*E nev&£r?S3£ shapes up. the University .ill be able to commitMM vi u
»,

..TZ-Z-al Uie Chancellor has no legal right to

to Jive the students the best education possible.

Ihat is a hat the State legislature will be most concerned with and Ihey

have all the money.

WASHINGTON -My W^H-rfwffvJ
registered ghost writer who works out ot New \ork

X has just added a new terror to those tha have

be£n predicted for the 1980s. S.J. predicts ttjttaMW

years from now there will be a famine in speakers the

likes of which the United States has never seen.

S J told me: "This country is using up rhetoric

lw.ce as fast as it can be reproduced, and if we keep

wasting our speakers as we are doing now. we could

find ourselves speechless by 1985.
'

Citing scientific- data S.J. said. 'There were 11.198

prepared and extemporaneous speeches delivered

last year in New York City not counting TV ap-

pearances by Mayor John Lindsay

•Ten years ago there were only 4,a06. By 1981 the

demand for speeches by Kotary clubs alone will be

23 897 Even with a new crop of politicians radical

students and Women's Lib activists, it will be im-

possible to supply one quarter of the requests lor

speakers in 10 years from now."

I asked S.J. how he explained the escalating

demand for speakers.

This is a country that thrives on meetings. Three

Americans cant have breakfast, lunch or dinner

together without booking a speaker to address thenv

We are holding more conventions, more protest

meetings and more fund-raising events than any time

in our history. People have no solutions to any of the

problems we face so they demand supposed experts to

solve their problems for them

•Unfortunately the more complicated our problems

become, the more meetings we hold and the less ex-

perts we have to go around

-For example, in any given night in this country

there are 5.679 Republican fund-raising dinners going

on \t the same time there is only one Spiro Agnew.

Everyone knows you can spread Spiro Agnew just so

taF

'But surelv there must be a lot of new speakers

coining up to fill the needs of the country. I protested.

•That s just the point. The younger generation

which we were counting on to help out can t talk.

•What do vou mean they can't talk-

•The new generation can't verbalize. They ve been

listening to rock music since they were born and

watching television since they were 3, and it s im-

ooStefor them to complete a sentence, much less

deliver a speech. The reason so many of your-radical

students use four-letter words these days is that they

don t know the correct word to use in expressing a

th

^EM surety the government can supply speakers to

urevent thiscatastrophe," I said.
P
S J shook his head. 'Unfortunately no one believes

anything anyone in the government says these days^

They wont even book someone from the government

for prayer breakfasts any more^

1 told S.J , "You paint a bleak picture.

•Its even worse than 1 have painted it, he said.

•Because of the economic squeeze the networks are

replacing more and more of their entertainment

programs w.th talk shows. Every speaker in this

country will soon be booked for television to plug his

book and will be unable to take any speaking dates.

•What can we do to stem the tide? " I asked

S J said "The only answer is to send all able-bodied

persons on welfare but on the lecture circuit II they

want to eat they should be able to sing lor their sup

I*' 1"
•"

. e^

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

The New Way Of Walking

1 suppose what with all the really eye-bulbing issues

at staketodav. you. Collegian reader, will say 1 should

have something better to do than write columns like

the one you are about to receive. However just as we

should all be concerned for the beauty of the walk-

ways, so 1 am concerned for the beauty of those who

walk on them What 1 am talking about is THE NEW

WAV OF WALKING It seems that farmers and

farmerish behavior has become the fad now. Every

mother's son who has been patient enough to grow

shoulder-length hair can now do this walk. The walk is

somewhere between the old basketball-players

bounce and farmer John's cow plop-dodging side

swaddle To prepare for walking-this-walk, the im-

pressionable guy who wants to immitate the rea

-nasty'' rebellious types must first somehow get

ereasv hair. The rebellious fist-shakers, fmgergivers-

to-the-press. vou see. are in jail too much to clean

themselves Then he has to take an enema to give

himself that strung-out paleness. Then he walks right

down the middle of whatever it is and shakes and bobs

his head all the way.

The shaking and bobbing has two purposes not

already stated. One, it clears the hair from his eyes, so

that two. everyone can see how he is frowning

Discontent, vou see. is on his mind. Is it the war. the

bomb the senate pav referendum which has him so

totally desolate'' Why not ask him. hell tell you.

Question: "Whv are vou so down today?"' (exquisite

frown His face has a dramatic paleness now. Our

need to know his reasons becomes intense. )
He says,

"Like because...uhm... like you know what it is,

MAN .

Thus we have not only the new way of walking but

THE NEW WAY OE TALKING! It features the word

LIKE and the new language formula for all questions

•LIKE, I dig it." is positive. LIKE, I didn't dig it." is

negative. All others can be answered with "Like

MAN." What wonders these are, and what an im-

provement over the shallow, smile-pasted, suited-and

tied saddle-shod, complacent college student of ten

years ago Very good! Now we have. like, frowning

manure-dodger replacing cliquish, smug frat rat as

No 1 idol to vouth. I guess because we live in these

isolating dorms our short walk before each others

eyes is worth the energy. Still it looks like a bad TV

show

.

Peter L. Cameron

Kill It — H !*•* P—Wu9m To Me

A swan dodges
cruel children

yawns its petals

blossoming flight

The snake sleeps

inside the egg
feeds itself to life

on yolk and absinthe

Blue cranes

on one leg

motionless

The Protestant Ethic
his eyes were opened wide

he talked with a Hare

And I flurry.

And he pave the impression

he was in a hurry

And thus i slowed my stride
Gregory J. Falzone

Hungry,

a cat's eyes

jewel in the light

and are

gone

Something
white-canes itself

across the garden

Letters To The Editor

An End To Athletics

Editorial Points

T
And the Student Senate again shows that it will

resist by any means necessary the right to be called a

esponsive representative body. The ehUste did d

again Sunday, by voting to recommend that the

portion of the vending machine revenue, now going to

the Athletic Department, go somewhere else^

It was another ludicrous self interest move by your

student government, as it is affectionately termed.

The amount in question is about $50,000. Now con-

trary to many peoples ideas, the Athletic Departrnent

s not endowed with bushels of money. The Athletic

Department is in fact running on a threatening deficit.

And while people complain about the \ ankee con-

ference 20 scholarship limitation, the cruel fac is that

UMass does not have enough money to give out the 20,

even if they wanted to.

The Senate's action would in effect end in

Labels Don't Fit

I have a few words for the author of ••Womeni

Are

.

in Monday's Collegian who so bravely withheld his

name. As 1 tried to point out in a previous article I

do t enjoy being stereotyped-espec.ally when the

end-product is putting down the group to which 1 have

been "assigned." I do not consider myself to be a

Particularly radical advocate of Women s Lib, as you

might suspect. I realise that some girls on this campus

do lit into your neat little categories, but 1 do not And

1 don't appreciate being regarded with that attitude^

It appears from your article that you place too much

value on appearances If you made an effort to get to

know people as individuals rather than putting them

into categories and pushing them aside as 'amusing

or perhaps not worth your while." you might even

find that some of your labels don t fit.

I could find a category for you. too, but 1
don

believe in doing that. I do not like to pass judgement

on other people-especially ones I don't know. Maybe

you ought to try it some time. ^^^^

Meaningful Gift

T
ThTquSn and concept of love has touched the

senses of all mankind throughout ^.^.stencej.ove

has been discussed in many imaginative and abstract

terms yet many of its allegorical implications have

succumbed to its exploitation from all those who deny

tt has ruled them It ,s both profound and simple and

though I am not qual.fied to state "love is ...I can

express an aspect of love as stemming from a

universal self-love. -

This same self-love, which is an eviden form

Incomes displayed as conceit, pride or related
I

ab-

straction. ,s the parent of that love which one gives to

another .whetherit be to a human, a vegetable or

.bS£t> Stephen Stills and MIMkM
manifested this thought in "Everybody I Love You

You expect for me to love you

when vou hate yourself my friend"

To open oneself to this idea allows one to perceive

that one person loves another because this other

person is good for the first in the first's own way This

Sold include sadists loving sadists or •"£*>•**
one (or many) who can simply help him in his own

W
This does not restrict loving, but promotes it

•
It **»

not ridicule marriage but it acknowledges that one

person can love many people at the same time All of

his loves .all stemming from self love, may be to

different degrees or for different reasons but to say

fna hev can not exist is too restrictive. Many dec de

finally to apply all their love to a single mate and the

products oMh.s love .i.e. children, status, etc and

E" their choice Security is often involved in such

instances and although it is not synonymous with fa h

t is good tor manv The spreading of love is also a g.H^

however, and can also bring happiness It need no be

reciprocated vet it should be received w.th respect as

it is a meaningful gift It is truth m essence^

Some might resent this and that is good for they

havXir own view of things This is part of mine and

what I wanted to express. ^^^^

tercollegiate athletics on campus. Perhaps this was

the design of the Senate. After all, if 30 or 40 of them

don't like athletics, why should anyone else. Why
should the 1200 varsity athletes, the 7000 intramural

participants, the thousands of students that have

supported UMass athletics, have an athletic program

if the senate doesn't want one?

You see, the Senate hasn't learned the basic rule ot

plurality of interests. They will not allow room on

campus for any divergent interests.

Hopefully the administration will ignore the

Senate's request. And hopefully the athletic program,

which at times is one of the few unifying elements on

campus, continues to exist.

Peter K. Pascarelli

Gallic Logic

To the Editor:

I have just seen that some august gentlemen have

discussed the University of the Euture. pass-fai

system, counseling for freshmen, and that sort ot

Very good but how can one discuss the University of

the Euture without defining the Society of the Euture

Logically it would seem that one would depend on the

other All over the dorms, I see posters announcing

new societies based on Marx, the Bahai faith, the

Second Coming of Christ, and God knows what. Let us

find out which of these, if any. has the greatest chance

of materializing; then we shall see how universities

ought to adjust themselves in consequence In other

words let us convoke a symposium to discuss in

broad outline, what the Society of the Euture will be

*

Or is this a too Gallic, and too un-American, way of

doing things'?
MogensV. Hermann,
Wrology Instructor.

At last, the skeleton in the

closet of the US Postal Service is

out! At three p.m., March 10.

1971, the shuttered windows of

the sub-post office in the Student

Union proclaimed that the in-

trepid mail men were "On coffee

break Back at 3:40."

Who ever said "the mail must

go through" from the UMass
campus'.'

Caffeine trips apparently do

what 'Neither wind, rain, snow-

sleet nor hail" can do - "stay

these couriers from their ap-

pointed rounds."
* » » *

If you've ever walked through

Southwest, you know that the

volume of stereos is directly

proportional to the temperature.
* * * *

After being out of the nation's

limelight for a year or two,

comedian Pat Paulsen will give

up trying to clean his engine and

attempt to run for President

agin. However, this time he is

serious which sort of says

something about something.
• + • *

In a similar vain.

Representative Wilbur Mills has

stated that he has no intention of

permitting his name to be en-

tered in the 1972 New Hampshire

primary Oh, come on Wilbur,

are you afraid of a little com-

petition?
* * * »

Another name which has

gamed pgminence in election

years is also in the news Senator

Strom Thurmond, 08. is ex-

pecting his first child.

Congratulations, Senator.

Tainting The Facts

Unlike Kay Raymond, 1 do not resent spending a

httle time to'correct her in an obvious attempt to cast

an aspersion of doubt on the validity and documen-

tation of a column I wrote last Enday-JMarch
12».

Miss Raymond stated that I invented facts and ben

,he truth to "propagandize W™*^* 9***

bieotry
" Later she claimed that. "The New \ork

T.mes The Boston Globe, and the Herald Traveler all

had articles on the occupation None suggested that a

major objective or need of the groups was to use his

property as a drop-in center of lesbians a distortion

that Mr' Mitchell uses as the core of his editorial
.

Let us see who is really tainting the facts with lies in

the name of truth The Boston Globe. March 8 reports

The women were united in support of each other

because thev collectively felt that women should have

a community center where they can get together with

other women, including other • gay\»«be
.

rat
*i^Sd?na

•Although some of the women inside the building

were not lesbians themselves, it was clear to everyone

present that a prime function of the women s center

would be a place where lesbians can get together

If vou interpret the column as the bending of truth

offer my sympathy to you once again, Kay I win

grant you that I omitted the other needs that were

Staled such as child care, legal aid self defense

classes etc However these have no bearing on the

IhruS of the argument as stated, and I will stand on

„v potion. Regardless of how import^ they may

hink their grievances are. we cannot allow a small

group of individuals to dictate and force their wills

upon the rest of us through intimidation and seizure of

nrivate or public property.
P

it would be nice if we could create facts to suit our

own ix-rsonal needs in persuasive journalism Since

2• an t. opinion can be substituted as long as the two

aren t confused You are more than welcome to take

Zie with the opinions I may express on.these^gev

But if you want to dispute facts, you should try making

at least a feeble attempt to research your s°ur<^

A Little Kindness

All Letters To The Editor must be typed, double-

spaced at sixty -paces per line. They shou d not

exceed one page in length and must be submitted by

Tp m prior to the day of publication. The same

rules applv for Editorial Points

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

\lso all leters must contain the name and address

Of the writer which will be withheld upon request.

To the Editor:
f

I would like to address myself to the author ol a

latter that appeared in the March IS issue

Alex Wenner, .like any human who mirrors the

world he serves I
you added nothing to the 'daily

collection of bitterness "but bitterness

I suggest vou become a free lance reporter, whose

only job be to fulfill the desire to find and report, (to

the Collegian) acts of kindness -preferably per-

petrated by yourself.*^
.loelobin

TurningOut The Light

i hAd been studying unusually late, so I reached n>> class hall stagy. I

RuteMUtaand Mitchell .for rtfenaM Me MDC March JTI.)

more attentively. __. ovists - and it is this

•Obviously some kind of a canine eo««racy g^J"^ ()f ^
llictsol the ma e and female dogs I wasreaiiy Ri".»B" v

s^rww.fl3us-ft .
i- »

mmmmm
*MM have lost his mind .f he realized 'Jal

Mxon
J

>w

«

also lost their minds when they heard ^^ver^J P

UuliK mLTafm h„^
a
d
U
«e, no, 'quahly one »—— on prohlems ,ha,

sasa "Soi: hi'^x;;,',3fs£g ui M"" "'

wlll in tim ,. t ome 10 a «>«^«VJS* n̂Km« I s -m ^suggest that

,„, lauer d,?
w,l,^SSri^VmSS 32 n.onlen.ou, la- d

,'""'"' T
V

.'r™,,,v ,„«,».."" «hnu, l.y the HgW ol reason

I iorT o. e hel par to ge its point across by means ol edu< ation and

i, li, Z.s-not achieve the correction ol glaring InequiUes in

, v s eh s aus, s 'x, m oppression, etc., and time dews not help m

^J^l^SmmJ!^^ measures for change become.

absoiulSy inevitable , am sure neither my Protessors nor Mesm »o

"Sufof da- we talind ourselves m the -levator facing each other Sgain

| heard someone say. Would you press the button lor the top ot the

CampUS, please 'PEACE'
kIkiIhI Mir/a
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TAKETWO
IntegrationOf The Heart

"A Pregnant Black was Heart Donor. Recipient in

Capetown A White Ex-policeman. " (New York Times

headline"
. .

. n#, moc
Detroit is going up in t lames.

The snipers rule the street;

But listen closely through the din

And hear her black heart beat.

The cry is Freedom. Freedom now!"

The mobs are running wild;

But who will cry for a corpse unknown.

Bearing an unborn child

Doctor Barnard. Doctor Barnard,

Lav down your knife and weep.

Your wort is going all lor "aught.

The world is still asleep.

Somewhere m a Capetown alley,

\ cop beats a black to death;

While ex-constable Smith receives a heart

To give him another breath.

Will vour thoughts be deeper now.

With a heart from the 'inferior race.

Will vou take the time to ask

The questions that you'd never face.

Doctor Barbard. Doctor Barnard.

Give up vour knowledge for tears;

The world voure trying to save is gone;

Us merely a matter of years.

Now we have the final sin.

The oppressed are no longer contained,

So please don't revel in the news:

Circulation is being maintained!

No Her heart will never stop.

Its beat a billion strong;

The deafening sound will drown the world.

And right what has been wrong.

Doctor Barnard. Doctor Barnard.

Co hold her dusky hand and pray;

Vou must find a way to transplant love

Before the white man's final day.

John Taylor

Hell No!

A Reader Responds

We have all heard about it: in

fact the whole world heard about it.

Joe Frazier defeated Muhammed

Ali on March 9, at Madison Square

Gardens. A barrage of punches to

the body followed by a thunderous

left hook that smashed into Ah's

jaw sent him crashing to the floor.

Yea, the champion went down. His

enemies roared with delight. They

thought that it was the end of the

champion. They thought that they

had finally succeeded in crushing

him. But no, the champion was up

in a split of a second, demon-

strating to them ^ his enemies) that

no matter what they do they just

can't keep a good man down.

The end came, the decision was

read. It was unanimous in favor of

smoking Joe Frazier. We lAli's

People) were all surprised,

because we knew that 2 out of 15

cannot be unanimous. Smoking Joe

won two rounds, so even though he

floored Ali, the decision should be

in Ah's favor. But they gave it to

Joe. believing in their envious

heart that they had succeeded in

silencing the man who dared them

;

the man who cast off the name that

was given to him by his slave

master, the man who told Uncle

Sam that he would not join his

army and then to be sent to Viet-

nam" to be killed or kill innocent

people, people who are fighting to

liberate themselves To these

people I they who want to see Ah go

down i I thmk I would be safe in

using Stokelv Carmichaels cryptic

phrase in answering these

questions, -hell no!!" Yes. they

wanted Ali to 1qs>» Why? They said

he talked too much. They said he

was ego tripping They said he is

too educated. They said that he

doesn't fit a stero-type boxer. They

said he is a rebel. They even said

he will not*permit tnem t0 contro1

him. Yes; they said all this. But; is

that all.

1 am a Muhammed Ali follower, I

was terribly hurt when I heard the

decision, but after reviewing the

fight over and over in my mind. I

can't help but conclude that Ali just

didn't want to win 1 have

suspected that Ali is under a

considerable amount of pressure,

but by whom I won't say I'll let

vou all figure that out.

Many people have said that Ah s

ego has been crushed. They said

that Ali is depressed They also

said that we won't hear from him

any more. But is it only Ali they

don't want to hear" What about the

black race whom he is speaking

for? Don't they know that when

they hear Ali they hear us7 When

Ah was ego tripping as they said,

don t they know that it was not for

himself Since they don't know I

would like to tell them that it was

for us His people. His people

whom the man has been con-

trolling ever since we were kid-

napped from Africa and were

brought over here in chains. Ali is

proud. He is proud not of being a

boxer, but for being a man. A black

man who can make his own

decisions. A black man who will

stand up for what he believes in no

matter what the consequences

might be. Yes he lost on Monday

night, but what the man stood for is

far from being lost. Ali has just

began to open the eyes of the

people. His people. Us.

Martin Luther King had a

dream. He died but his dream

didn't die with him. Brothers

Malcom and Rap. When they were

alive and were teaching, they were

not appreciated. Now it is Brother

Ali. Maybe his dream was not

fulfilled while he was the world

heavy weight champion, but

certainly his dream will come

through
He has opened my eyes, and I

know he has opened others

Rudolph Jones

Dear Sir.

1 have .i question to ask you. W hy

doesn't CMass also pull a first and

make th«> Daily Collegian a co-op

newspaper, instead of an un-

dergraduate newspaper Many of

the graduate students come to

I Mass from a large cross-section

of the I S it would be good to know

their hometown background and

the goals of the graduate students.

That's whv I propose a co-op

newspaper divided into two parts,

the undergraduate and graduate

section. There are many graduate

students at I' Mass who would like

Keep your column going and

going.

one more thing. I was listening

to WBAI-radio free in New York

and they taped a speach made by

Eldredge Cleaver. Cleaver says

«SK=5=ia &3»ESU3»

TAKE II I

The BiackCultural Center Steering

Committee Is in the process of

planning a calendar of events tor the

next academ.c school year is there

anyone In particular you d LIKE to

see here' Is there something you d

LIKE to see happen? By all means,

share it *nth us Notify any member
of the Steering Committee of your

suggestions, or call Ingnd at the

Black Cultural Center at 5 0794

office hours are as follows:

Monday 9:30 " °°^n2 2 30 3

aas^TsSijiaa }|:ji»

The B'ack Studies Office ^1 also

hear suggestions from 9 00 to £00.

Members of the Steering Com
nittee tor Hit! semester are

ugene Nile'., Chairman
Barbara Dobson, Co chairman

ingr.d White Secretary
•n Advsory

On Murphy
Rudolph Jo<

•Aelvr. Hall

n is

John R«
;ia Lyif

sheila R ichardson
I
Brown

..an H-.yps

<on Hol
^obyn Char

Kmard

B'lly Rob*" '

Herman Davenport
Mildred Busby
Bob Pc-iicj» t

lackie Berryman
Gloria Montgomery

that the CEEBS program will

expand and black students from

places like Washington. DC.
Pittsburgh. Pa.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Newark. N.J.. Long Island. San

Krancisco-Oakland. Los Angeles-

Watts and rural south will be ad-

mitted to CMass If UMass can get

students trom these areas it can

bring diversity to the UMass

campus

formed by the constituents of the

black people Not people like Huey

P Newton or Bobby Seale who are

using the party for their own

purposes Cleaver says the panther

party belongs to the people and

that it will perge from bottom to

top. if necessary by cleaning

house. He went on to say that a

rude awakening will take place and

people like Supreme Court Judge

Douglas will be dealt with, if they

try to stop the movement. The

names of David and June Hillyer

crops up because they play a major

role in the party solidarity that is

attainable

Best wishes and right on.

Gary Baltuck

Flushing. N.Y.

TONIGHT

Wednesday Night

Coffee House

For people 21

and over

The Blue Wall

Cafeteria

Ed is still looking

for new talent

Contact him at

549-1418

between 4 and 7 p.m.

IEEE presents

DR. I. B. THOMAS
on Prosthotic Davteaa t»r the

THIKSDAV. lXtli MAKCH
CAMPUS CENTEK

Deal
TIME *:«'0

Room 171 • 173

THE SUN IS OUT AND

VACATION IS COMING
so if you fly South

as the birds fly north

get a good pair of

SUNGLASSES
from

&h
SAVE YOURSELF

We research - write - type

Term Papers. We are the

quickest, the cheapest, the

most professional.

Coll 321-1388

Guild Optician

and prevent a collision due to

/sunshine in your eyes.

—

N

56 Main St., Amherst

JuniorYear
in NewYork

Washington Square College of Arts and Science

of New York University sponsors a

Junior Year in New York.

The College, located in the heart of the city, is an

integral part of the exciting metropolian community

of New York City—the business, cultural, artistic,

and financial center of the nation. The city « extraoflft-

narv resources greatly enrich both the academic

program and the experience of living .it New , or*

University with the most cosmopolitan student body

in the world.

This program b open to students recommend ed by the

deans of the colleges to which they « u\ return for

their degrees.

There are Stron| and varied offering! if) man> areas.

such as line arts, urban studies, langu: ges including

non-European, mathemat.es in the ( olicge and at the

Courant Instil ite, psychology, and others.

A qualified student may register forcoui es in ail other

ichoob of the University, including the spscialisati*R*M

Commerce and Education.

The University .sponsors programs in Spain and France

Write for brochure to Director,

Junior Year in New York
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Culturnatives

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

From 'Titles' To Books on Brewing
By GILBERT J. SALK

MDC Staff

Today's topic is false idols-the

figures of authority who rely on

titles to influence the people

around them. (I should also note

no before you lose interest in the

major topic, that there will also be

some reviews of books dealing with

home brewing. So don't go away.)

There is a mystique of titles

which has grown in our society

over the past several decades, until

it has now reached dangerous

proportions. It is virtually im-

possible for the "average" man to

relate on a human level with people

with titles. This is partly the fault

of the titled individual, who im-

poses an arrogance of power or

supposed knowledge between you

and himself, usually as a means of

security. It is also the fault of the

untitled commoner, however, for

he allows himself to be cowed by

the other's arrogance.

For example, eonside the dif-

ference in the way you usually

relate to a professor who lets you

eall him by his first name and one

who insists upon being called

•Doctor". The artificial barrier of

the title gives the professor a

supposedly superior position from

which he is able to relate "down"

to you Because he has a title and

you don't, you are practically

forced to relate "up" to him.

Because you are in a

psychologically weaker position, it

is nearly impossible for you to

relate to him as an equal, even in

areas where his training is no

different from yours.

The same thing holds true with

administrators, be they in

business, education, government,

or whatever. You would of

necessity relate to Oz Tippo in

different ways than you relate to

Dr " Tippo or "Chancellor"

Tippo Dick Nixon, if he were

ealled that by the nation and the

media as a whole, would be a very

different type of individual than is

"President" Nixon. "Treasurer"

Johnson can hide his seeming

dislike for students behind his title;

Ken Johnson, on the other hand,

would have to reveal his disdain, if

it exists, as a personality trait, thus

making it a different matter to deal

with him with regard to room rent

increases or other similar matters.

If physicians were called by their

names rather than their titles, it

would be far easier for most people

to demand that drugs be

prescribed by their generic names,

or attempt to negotiate fees, or ask

for explanations about things they

don't understand. Many doctors

are truly humanitarian, but there

are some who are purely

businessmen. It would be easier to

sort these out if the "doctor

mystique" were to be shattered.

These are just examples of a

pervading problem. The

overriding principle is the same in

all cases. The fact is that in all too

many cases people with good ideas

never get heard because they don't

have titles, people with valid

criticisms to make are effectively

shouted down by the verbosity

issuing from a titled mouth.
( "Transportation Secretary" John

Volpe "defended" the SST by

saying that we don't have in-

conclusive evidence that it will

eause the problems the en-

vironmentalists warn about; he

said nothing about evidence that

we really need an SST in the first

place. He was on national

television, his voice loudened by

his title. Those who object must

fight for local television and

newspaper space.)

The examples are countless. The

result is that we now have a very

real aristocracy, although the

Constitution forbids the granting of

titles. What would happen if the

countor culture demanded a

democracy-in-practice and refused

to use titles under any cir-

cumstances? Try it. You may find

that it will bring you one step

closer to freedom. Equality is

sometimes nothing more than a

state of mind. PEACE

BOOK REVIEWS
1. An Essay on Brewing. Vintage

and Distillation together with

selected Remedies for Hangover

Melancholia or How to Make Booze

by John F. Adams ($.95,

Doubleday & Co., Inc. Garden City,

N.Y.)

2. Home Brewing Without

Failures by H.E. Bravery ($95,

Arc Books, NYC.)

3. How to Build a Still by Don

Balliett, Norman Gibat, and

Albert Rauscher ($1.00, Wyne
Table, Norman Okla.)

Essay on Brewing has good

information on home-brewed beer,

hard liquor, honey mead and

wines, it has an excellent but brief

chapter on hangovers and how to

deal with them. It is hurt by not

having an index, thus making

access to information somewhat

difficult.

Home Brewing covers beer,

cider, and mead making. It does

have an index, but is somewhat
complicated by the fact that it

utilizes British Imperial Gallons

for measurement. This changes

recipe requirements. However, the

information given in the book is

valuable. It provides good general

advice, and excellent suggestions

on how to test your product, when

to decant it, and easy-to-follow

recipes.

How to Build a Still provides

essential information about laws

and taxes regulating home
brewing, so you will know what
you're fighting. It gives simple

directions for building several

different kinds of stills, and has a

good list of recipes. It, too, is

troubled by a lack of indexing.

Check out one of the three. If you
get interested, you'll probably

want all of them.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

( Mat. 00,0 19 l> completion of ot loon I yoor of coMogo I

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
eompriiinfl 350 outstanding Boy. Girl.. Broth., Sujl.r

a.* Co Ed "imp., locatad throughout tha N.w England. Mid-

dto Atlantic Stat*, and Canada.

INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concornlnq .ummor •mploymont at Hoad

Counselor*. Croup Uadora. SpoclalUo.. Gonoral Counwlor..

Writ*. Phone, or Call in Perjon

Association of Private Camps - Dept. C
Mo.well M. Al«»ondor, fuecuf.ve Difoefor

1 55 Wwt 42nd Str.ot, OX 52656, Now York 36, N.

rSUMMER in EUROPE

from $195
sponsored by

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
— Open only to 5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and

members of their immediate families —
Routing Departs Returns Wks. Price

10 $209
12 $200
4 $219
8 $200
4 $195

Boston/London.Boston 6/22 8/29

Boston/London/Boston 6/11 9/5
N.Y./London/N.Y. 6/29 7/30

Boston/Frankfurt/Boston 6/11 8/10

Boston/London/Boston 6/S 7/3

Also available Eurail. Britrail, and Student Rail passes

International Student ID. Cards, Inter-European Stu-

dent Charter Flight Bookings. Car Leases and Kentais.

plus many more helpful services.

For Information eall: MI1 ,M.
5 - 10 p.m. Steve 549-1357 or Brian 549 3963

10 a.m. • 5 p.m.Students International (617) 5S6-7863

2 p.m.

FRIDAY , MARCH 19

is the

(or

COLLEGIAN ADS

FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 30
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Notices
ALTERNATE HIGH SCHOOL
People who want to help organze

and teach at an high school

come to meeting tonight at 8 p.m. on

the 9th Floor Lounge of the C.C.

AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION .

ASA a group ot representative

activists, wants big ciroups up here

tor f REE spring concerts, and wants

to make the C.C a STUDENT
buMdmg, meeting tonight at 7 :30 p.m.

,n Rm 162 ot the C.C

ARMENIAN CLUB
Dr James Tashjian Historian &

Editor « '" Armenian

Freedom Fight |l I after the

Armenian Lai Class Mach
t 22 at 9 p.m tonight

BAKER HOUSE COED
Baker House is uomg coed. Irr

; qiris m.t . • 3il Tom at 6 6U5i

or Doug at 6 60 / >• eveninQS.

L
CEQ l

' ctions and the

Environment." Manon Edey iDELS)

at 8pm m Thompson 106

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL
Manonett.sts puppeteers, your

help needed. Sewing rag doll puppets,

manipulating them, and taping the

voices tor a production of Jarry s

Kmq Ubu. Previous experience not

Important Call M.chel. 253 9440.

FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR
Dr Paul A LaChance will speak

today at 1115 am
Chenoweth Lab
Research Attempts
Malnutrition. The
munity is invited

n Rm 217 of

His topic is

to Combat
Campus Com

FREE UNIVERSITY AUTO COOP
People wanting to learn auto repair

by working on their own cars or

helping others leave your name on

mailing list at Free Umv Thanks

MILITANT BOOKSTORE
Today Special 10 tto discount on all

books and pamphlets m th« YSA
office (SW corner of old Student

Union) Marx, Lenin, Trobley,

Malcolm, etc. All on Sale!

Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight at 5 45 p m m Rm 902 of the

C C All .nterestedshouldattend

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
St Pat s Day Open House tonight

at 8 30 pm All mvited to help us

celebrate emerald heritage

PEOPLES PEACE TREATY
COALITION

Indo Chinese solidarity TONIGHT
at 9 p.m. in Rm 811 of the C C To

sustain interest so as to start action

immediately after vacation.

PSYCH 101 SOC 101

"Last Hurrah" "23 Skidoo" at 4:40,

8, & 10 p.m m Mahar Aud.

RECREATION SOCIETY
April Fool's Day is coming See you

there at 8 p.m.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Parachute Club First Spring

meeting Wed , March 31st m Rm 162

175 ot the C.C at 7.45 p m Co lor

Flick, INFO, a new way to take the

first jump course

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Coming Out Party Thursday night

All Gay people invited For mfo. call

.853 or drop mto the Gay Lib

Center at Free University

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Gay
Center, Free Univ.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
COMMITTEE
Meeting tonight in Rm 817 of the

C C Carl Chiaretto, local labor union

representative, will speak on "Labor

and the Antiwar Movement"

TAU BETA SIGMA
General meeting, tonight at /ju

p.m in the Old Chapel Nomination of

officers for next year

VETERANS
Wanted Veterans interested m

participating in softball. soccer and

horseshoes Last chance Rosters due

,n Friday Call 253 7851 anytime.

WMUA Covers Redman Hoop

LOST
Two keys on a string m the S.U

Ballroom II found please call Ellen

546 9005
1 pair of brown framed glasses

possibly lost m Green Maverick
which picked me up thumbing Call 6

5962 or return to 208 Cash in.

4 keys on a leather strap lost. It

found please contact Tom 546 7757.

FOUND .

Pair ol prescription glasses lound

by F lot Tuesday Call 545 9045 lor

return. .
.

Ladies' watch with black band

ound on Rte 9 betw Zayre's and

University Drive Sat Call 6 725U.

Five College Charter Flights

I. Boston-Paris-Milan
Jjne 17-August 26 $250

2 Boston-London Mll«
June 15- August 25 $216 50

3 Boston -London
June 15-August 12 $248

4 Boston-NY. -Madrid
June 16-August 26 $250

Contact Director, International Programs, 229 Whit

more for information. 545-2710

THE ONLY OFFICIALLY AUTHORIZED
FIVE COLLEGE FLIGHTS.

Flights #1-3 Pom Am, *4 Iberia

FA.A APPROVED SCHOOL

FRANKLIN

AIRWAYS, INC.

Millers Falls Id.
Turners Foils, Mass.

NEW FLYING CLUB STARTED

AT NEW LOW RATES

FRANKLIN SPORT FLYING CLIB
MEMBERSHIP FEE $25 00 FOR 3 MONTHS

Scheduling to be done by;

Franklin Airways Personnel

FLY CESSNA 150-1971

FLY CHEROKEE 140

We have charter flights to all New England, East

Coast and Canada. ^^^^^^^__

Ask us about buying a new or used airplane. We

are authorized Cessna Dealers.

We hove o b.a surprise for the HAND OPENING of the

CESSNA PHOT CMTtt. __
For more information call:

(413)863-4380 or 863-81 10

UMass

Vs.

No. Carolina

This Saturday the UMass

hoopmen open NIT. action

against number 12-ranked North

Carolina, the top seeded team in

the tourney. For all the action

tune in to WMUA, 11.1 FM, for

all the action with Ken Hor-

seman calling play by-play and

Glenn Briere on Color Air time

is 10:45 a.m.

NOW ENDS
THURSDAY
3 BIG HITS

At 7:00 Paul Newman as HARPER in color

At 9:00 JOHN UPDIKE'S "RABBIT, RUN"-color

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

l.oneer. Te»c Garrard, PK. AmXv.
1 Utier. TDK. caaaette ul »pe« reel

tape, SUndart radio, Ctah apeaker*.

1J'». S track* and other aeeeMMM.

Boa Amharot Audio. *L
Brand nrw 8-track otrreo tape* —

Harrison, Chicago, many othera. MB
each. 3 for $11.00. Contact Paul

ti-3130 after 6:00. tt>U

Urlnirt Bell, white 7M., «ood cond

$-!3. 23B-6338 after 6
.

tf3-17

• I'orxhe 1963 «»-!>0 >unroof. red.

e»c .onilltiun. 540-9101
.

tM-»

I)c»k elegant functional vrood-

• mil walnut like finish, SCO: port-

.iNle •:-»i»ca ker record plajer £15; m\-

~.i Hruuiiair. I.atlirooin t>rulc», trail-

•.irt/'-r niMilirte, Ironing board. Call

.•.">:(-.»:>*:> evening* tf3-l?)

Keatl> koou — 3 >oiinic steers, lean

i..«l. r.ii«e<l without antibiotics etc t

,.r r.ii»e >"iir ..\wi. Taking orders for

ili,». H|iriiiK s feeder pig* and caWes
llistovrr larni, Deerfield "S-'MIH

tf3-19

A hotiar to rent for neU faU aenv

I'ref. 3 bedrooms. Call Mike at *wa

Hamlin 6-W32 leave message.

Starts FRI. - "MY FAIR LADY

RIDERS WANTED

Desired: V5 of one WMMW
steam engine on March 20-21 for

short trip to New York Also, one

»i*e small brakemon's uniform, most

l,a\r bnndana and lantern. Call w-
, ii.inl 5-21H. "' '=

~
Will take 3 riders to DC. Leave

19, return 28. Will do all driving,

share espeneee. CaU Bonnie «-'?96-

Riders wanted to Fort Lauderdale

over spring break $50 round trip

\o driving-. Call 0*5-2361.

FOR RENT
PERSONAL

BOOKS

PERFECT FOB 8UMMKB SCHOOL!
fnrn. 1 bdnn. apt. for July and

Aug No lease req. $161 mo. Near
( ampus. pool, tennle courto, air

,ond Married conple or tirle pre-

fe rred. CaU 549-3816 after 5. tf3-31

4 room*, modern, dishwasher, $165.

i t llltles Included. Available Imme-
.llatelT. Hunderland (10 mln. front

I n lv ) CaU 665-360t. tfS-18
~~

Bff. Apt., Cllffslde avail. Im-

medr $i;» mo . dlshw., gar. dUp .

nil utll. Incl. 6C5-4668. tf3-m

Room for rent — female. Near
i umpua. Call 856-6215. tf3-l$

1 beilroom apt. available June 1,

*i.16) a month, Includes utilities, i

mile from campus. Call 546-6501.
tf3-19

—ASPIRE Is still looking for

people who have had either abor-

tiona or vasectomies. If you are

willing to talk about your experi-

ence pleaae call AS P. I.BE at 545-

0386 or come to E31 Mach. tf3-l <

Mornin, Harold Leaves. He needs

it fast, girls call 6-9454 anytime

Bring your own broom. Bight on.
tt3-\,1

The Nut Squad Isn't losing a aon,

but gaining a daughter. Congratula-

tions Gerry and Carol.

Happy Birthday —
s-n

Sundance"
-Edda".

Bird and Moose calls at 3 am
Only at the 22nd Floor 7,ool 3-1

T

HELP

We buy need booka and record*

— WhlteUght Booka (In the Alley)

No teste I
M*"19

FOR SALE— AUTOS

TO SUBLET

Wi Ford custom 600, VS. auto

trans , PS., Badlo and Heater, new
w.w. and bait , good running cond

vsklng $616. CaU after 6 P •»•»?:
5C» tn'"

Trusty "63 Ford Falcon Wagon,
hod) fair Got me to and from work
riery day this winter. Asking $1«T
V4'i-uo:u evenings

.

tf3-lS

R4 Pontiac, ante., power ateerlng,

«...i. I condition, no reasonable offer

r. fused Call Barb, 649-1114 »>•«'"'»

l and 7 p m. tf3-l»

SERVICES

To aublet — 1 bedroom apartment
.at Cllffslde, all utilities Included.

Option of furniture, air conditioning,

and renewing lease after September.
Available June 1. CaU 665-3203.

tf3-l»

To sublet June through Aug. Cosy
ipartment right on campus for 3
i-lrls. Call Donna or Kharl 546-8584.

tf3-19

To sublet 2 bedroom Colonial VII-

lage Apt . lill-8131. furnished, swim-
ming pool, will discuss rent, 256-

siJH. tf3-18

From June 1st till at least Aug.
31. Efficiency apt. 1'^ miles from
..i in pus. Dishwasher, garbage dispos-

al, wall ta wall carp. New apt.

Kent is $150 per mo. Call Ray 253-

"13 for details. tf3-18

SUMMER SUBLET

Help! I need one doaen black

lights for March 16-18 for art ex-

periment. Guarantee return In per-

fect condition. CaU Carol at 549-1645
tf3-l

.

RIDE WANTED

Amherst Audio servlcee atere*

lomponents. tape decks for home_«
.ar. 197 No. Pleasant St.. 866-8133^

"FASSPOBTS — JOB APPLICA-
TIONS Special vacation packages ou

film and processing everything pho-

tographic. ¥ou'U save $ at Langs
i -nolo, Rt. 118, 8*. Amherst, $63-

:>I48.
"*•"

Free nationwide out-of-print book

search service. John Hardy - Books,

Id is 183, Auburn, Mass. 04501.
tf3-22

Enjoy more free time and raca-

tlons English BA will type and/or
revise anything. Theses, too. Cam-
pus pick-up /deUvery center. Pro-

fessional, reasonable. 684-6673 •'•••

TVPLNG WANTED — Good typist.

h >ears evperlence secretarial back-

ground. Must work at home. Bea-

sonable rates. Call 665-3429. tf3-l»

TTtHNO — Thesis. Manuscripts,
Dissertations. Masters, In ffet all

i > ping requirements can be handlefl

through SANDYS SECRETARIAL
vKKVIlE, dial 684-8005. -_«-

tf-mwt 0-1 •

WANTED
A house to rent wanted by six

quiet undergrade for next school

>ear and perhaps longer. Call Joe

at 546-5197 or Stere/Sklp M6-B1M.
tr$-n

Black sincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male
(temporarily In Ohio) interested In

possible close summer relationship,

lonfldential. Box 723, Amherst.

Mass. tf>19

Young married couple desperately

needs 1 bdnn. apt. for Sept. 1 un-

der $100 anywhere except Nhmptn.
'.16-3095 tf3-17

I bedrm. apt. Great location, half-

\mT between campus and town.

$170 plus utilities. Partly furnished.

Available June 1 • Aug. 31. Call

(1-7195 or 6-7444. (Keep trying)
tf3-!7

TRAVEL
ON THE ROAD IN EUROPE — at
last a guide that tells everything
>oii need to know about hitching,
maps, used cars, insurance, camping,
and European police, plus valuable
information about buying cameras,
skaS) etc. $1.50 postpaid. Hampton
Enterprises, Ringwood ltd., Ithaca,
NY. 14850. tf3-19

NIT BUS TICKETS
Charter bus tickets for NTT avail-

able at Student Tnlon Ticket Ofnee
Buses leave from Amherst. Boston,
Springfield and Worcester — spon-
sored by Student Senate Transit
>>.r,|r> tf3-19

ROOMMATES WANTED
Now is the time to reserve u

space for next year In Puffton Vlg
Partially, furn., fully equipped. Call
Barb, 649-1114 between 4 and 7 p.m

tf3-l 'i

Immediate occupancy for 1, 2, 3

months or what you want. Partialis

furnished, fantastic stereo etc. Call
Barb. 649-1114 between 4 and 7 p in

tf3-l'»

Have your own room in Puffti,u

Ullage. Available immediately. Rent
is $75 per mo. Call 5l9-(Hi!H3 for de-

tails. If no answer, try 233-75i:<
tf3-M

Ride wanted to Florida for spring

vacation. 2 males, wiU share ex-

penses Call Steve, Bm. 113. 645-

0793. 645-0792. ttS-ll

Orono. Maine — two In need of

ride to I', of Maine or vicinity 3/19.

will share expenses and driving. Call

Steve at 646-6219 or come to 30il

Bret t. Can leave anytime. tf3-16

BJ„> wanted to Boulder, Colo..

March 19. 20. 21. Will share $ and

drivin g. Call Carrie 6-6124. tf3-18

Ride wanted to Montreal Fri ,

Mar. 19. I am willing to share driv-

ing and expenses. Call Geoff at M«i-

JfiSl^ *ii'-

'

8

Two girls desperately need a ride

to Florida Spring vac Will share ex-

penses. Call Betsy 6-5990 or Marihn
n-HKW. tn-1"

INSTRUCTION
Will teach Oboe, English Horn,

Oboe D'amore or tutor elem. music

theory, ((uulified musician trained at

.milliard. Call B. E. Seligman. 549-

H97. 1*3-19

CJA.
If you are a C.F.I, or a C. I.F.I.

please leave name and phone In Rso
No. 371 or come to Grnd, School

Tties. or Thors. night. We can nse

you. Collegiate Flying Club. tf3-17

LOST
To whoever took the notebooks

from outside Thompson 101 on Wed ,

Mar. 10 please return the notes in

them to me. I need them desperate-
ly. tf3-IH

Will the guy who picked me up on
Friday at noon in the Volkswagen
please return my notebook — need
it desperately. Sue 546-5706. 3-17

OVERSEAS JOBS
OVERSEAS JOBS FOB STCDENTS
— Australia, Europe, So. America,
Africa, etc. All professions and occu-
pations $700 to $3000 monthly. Ex-
penses paid, overtime, sightseeing
Free Information. Write TWA Re-
search Service, Box 6591-A, San
Diego, Ca. 9-2106 tf.1-30

HELP WANTED
Help wanted — business, market-

ing majors need part-time help for

new business Income and advance-
ment dependent only on desire and
sblllty to '•rork. 581-8817 5-7 p.m.

th-18

Girl Gymnasts 2nd In Easterns Sports Notices
,

"' ..._- „ j :- .

—

™j ...i»h i«iirm/oH hv Miss ChaDela from v ,
••• tukk.ts-2500 more forms are due Fnd

98.80

96.75

92.30

89.25

88.45

84.80

corn-

stood

After a long and exciting

weekend, the I'Mass girl's gym-

nast ies team returned with one

dual meet victory and a second

plaee trophy.

The dual meet victory came over

Perm State, where UMass scored

92 05 against Penn State's 71.45.

The second place trophy was won

in the Eastern Regional Gym-

nastics Championships for Women,

held at Baltimore. Maryland, over

the weekend.
According to the coach, Mrs.

Kitty Kjeldsen, the team per-

formed very well at the Regionals

and came within 2.05 of winning the

championship. However, the

weakness in the parallel bar event

that has plagued UMass girls all

year was evident once again, and

the first place went to Springfield

College, for the fourth year in a

row UMass came in second, also

for the fourth year in a row.

Team results were:

1. Springfield College

2. UMass
3. Towson State College

4. South'nConn.

5. West Chester

6. Clarion State

After the preliminary

petition, Linda Seikunas

third in floor exercise and balance

beam, Marina Rodriguez was tied

for the lead on the beam and

Margie Combs had placed in the

top ten in every event, including a

second place in sidehorse vaulting.

Miss Combs also earned third

place honors in the Ail-Around

Competition, nosing out Patti

Corrigan from Springfeild by 10.

After the finals the individual

places had changed somewhat.

Miss Combs held on to second

place in sidehorse vaulting,

scoring 8.95 The event was won by

former Olympian Cathy Gleason

from Buffalo who posted a 9.35.

Miss Rodriguez lost the first

place standing on the balance

beam to Diane Chapela from

NITBuses
As announced last week, the

Student Senate Transit Service will

sponsor charter buses to the NIT at

Madison Square Garden. Buses

will be scheduled as follows:

AMIIKRST: Price $7 50 round trip;

Peter Pan Buses leave Campus

Center Bus Stop at 7:00 A.M.

AMIIKRST -BOSTON: Price $10.00

round trip: special arrangements

will allow students to take the 7:00

A.M. bus from Amherst and return

to Boston after the games.

SPRINGFIELD: Price $7 00 round

trip Peter Pan Buses leave the

Springfield Bus Terminal, across

from the Hotel Charles at 7:30 A.M.

WORCESTER: Price $8.25 round

trip; Wilson Buses leave the

Worcester Bu» Terminal at Seven

Hills Plaza at 6:30 A.M.

BOSTON: Price $9.00 round trip;

Wilson Buses leave the Park

Square Trailways Terminal at 6:00

AM
Each bus will display an orange

sign with a number which

corresponds with the number

circled on the bottom of each

ticket. Buses will leave Madison

Square Garden about 5:30 P.M. or

thirty minutes after the third

game.
Tickets are on sale in room 114 of

the Student Activities Office,

Campus Center Ask for Blanche

Ticket Deadline is noon Friday.

Clarion and came in second with

8.7. Miss Seikunas tied for fourth in

the same event and Miss Combs

came in sixth. Cathy Gleason and

Miss Corrigan tied for first in

uneven parallel bars with identical

8.95-s. Miss Combs scored 8.65 in

the finals, but only 7.75 in the

preliminaries and therefore did not

place as high as expected.

Anne Burmeister fell off the

beam both in the preliminaries and

finals, placing lower than she is

capable of. She also sustained a

knee injury in floor exercise

preliminaries and had to scratch

from final competition. Laurel

Milch, Judy Cardozo, Heidi Arm-

strong and Chris Kopf did well in

the preliminaries but did not earn a

position for the finals.

The most outstanding gymnast

in the competition was former

Olympian Cathy Gleason, from

Buffalo State, who won 3 out of 4

first places and placed first in the

Ail-Around. She was closely

followed by Miss Chapela from

Clarion State College and Miss

Combs from UMass. Both girls

made the finals in all 4 events.

Patti Corrigan from Springfield

came in fourth, making the finals

in two events. Although UMass

girls qualified for National

Championships at Penn State,

there remains the annual problem

of getting money for the trip.

Southern Illinois, Springfield and

UMass are the favorites for

National Championship. It has just

been learned that Southern Illinois

girls were disqualified from the

meet due to problems with athletic

scholarships. This puts

Springfield, UMass and

Sacramento State College in

contention for the Championship

crown. Will our girls have enough

money to go this year? Is the

student body interested in having a

potential National Championship

team on the campus? The next few

days will tell the story.

N.I.T. TICKETS-2500 more

NIT. tickets are now on sale at the

Boyden ticket office and will

continue to be thru tomorrow. The

ticket office is open from 9 a.m. to

6 p.m In the event the Kedmen win

on Saturday, tickets for the next

game will be on sale after the game
at the Penn-Garden Hotel across

the street from Madison Square

Garden. Check the signs in the

lobby for directions where to pick

the tickets up. While in New York

only cash will be taken for ticket

sales.
*****

SPRING FOOTBALL—All

prospective spring football can-

didates must attend a meeting

tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. in Boyden

249. If unable to attend, please

contact the coaching staff.
*****

INTRAMURALS-Soccer, hor

seshoes and badminton entry

forms are due Friday, March 19th,

4 p.m. in the intramural office 215

Boyden. Health forms must be

turned in with soccer and softball

rosters. Anyone interested in of-

ficiating IM soccer of softball

please sign up in room 215 Boyden.
*****

NO FREE PLAY-There will be

no free play in Boyden Gymnasium

from 4:30-6:30 p.m. for the

remainder of the week.

*****

VARSITY .Yl-The New England

Champion UMass ski team will be

the featured guests this afternoon

at the UMass varsity M Club

luncheon at the Newman Center.

Coach Bill MacConnell and his

skiers will take a look at their past

season. The luncheon begins at

12:15 sharp, everyone is welcome.
*****

®
Peace Corps

at

STUDENT CENTER
March 16-17- 18

— MOVIE —
Rm. 904 -908
March 17
8:00 p.m.

Jim Bullard (Saint Lucia)

Tony Pfisterer (Brazil)

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMArW-

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

Astrology is a scientific art which

deals with the synchronicity between
planetary positions and mundane
events The subject has intrigued

man for at least 5,000 years and

currently is enjoying a healthy

renaissance.
* * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): What
appears to be out of reach may be

closer than you think. Be versatile.

Investigate factors which are

relevant to aspirations. Gam in

dicated through writing, reading,

special studies.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Ac

cent on settlements in partnerships

You qain insight into areas
previously hermetically sealed.

Don't be afraid to check subiects

considered off limits. Throw off

inhibitions.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20).

Communicate with one who appears

to oppose your views Open yourself

to new concepts. One who is talkative

mav actually have something wor
thwhile to reveal. Be a perceptive

listener. „„, _„
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Be

alert Those who are supposed to

perform basic services could be

careless. Be diplomatic, but ob

servant Insist on quality. Family

member needs praise, en

couragement. Respond accordingly.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) :
Aviod self

deception. See persons, situations m
realistic light. Creative imagination

is productive. Wishful thinking now
could be destructive. Find out where

vou stand in affair of heart

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22):

Parents, older individuals come
strongly into frame of reference

Accept responsibility. Realize there

are rewards. Avoid being

discouraged by minor delays Check
property values.

PKANUTS

^2W <fc*»4

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Em
phasis on relatives, travel, written

messages. Finish projects. Get rid of

burden which is not rightly your own.

Spread influence. Expand horizons.

Put ideas to work.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Stress

greater independence. Financial

problems, opportunities are

highlighted. Leo individual could

play prominent role. Say what you

mean mean what you say
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Do things yourself; not wise now to

delegate tasks. Imprint your own
personality. Circumstances turn m
your favor. Take initiative. Exercise

independence of thought, action

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19).

Confidential affairs are emphasized^

Keep them free from any hint of

scandal. Have fun, but remember
vou do have to face yourself m
morning. Means socialize, but don t

reveal all. . ,„.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18

.

Some friends, meaning well, could

complicate issues. Best to rely on

your own judgement. Be ready for

rewrite, review, retracing of steps,

chance to correct past errors Accept

social invitation.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): You

get action in area where there has

been discouragement. Outline goals.

Present ideas, formats. Develop

overall concepts. Plan ahead. Get

toaether with Gemini individual.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
vou have abilities which surprise

casual observer You may appear

mdecisive, but when it counts you are

on top of situation Anyone who
thinks you can be pushed or bullied is

in for a rude awakening. By October,

you will be traveling in a bright social

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp.

4
6

11
13

22

24
26

Unit of

Siamese
currency
Hebrew month
Express
gratification

Color

_ Sword
15 Teutonic deity

16 Egg dishes

18 College degree

(abbr.)

19 Preposition

21 Short jacket

Sicilian

volcano
Partner

Poses for

portrait

28 Above (poet.)

29 Girl's name
31 Part of speech

33 Rupees (abbr.)

34 Word of sorrow

36 Want
38 Parent (colloq.)

40 Fruit seeds

42 Fix indelibly

45 Exist

Pertaining to

the laity

Calumniate

Wedges in

Female horse

Prefix: not

Coniunctton

Archbishop

Title ol

respect (abbr.)

Fixed amount

Language

Mr. Claus

Printer's

measure

Worthless
leaving

DOWN

1 Simian

2 Bony shelled

reptile

3 Initials of 26th
President

4 Egyptian

singing girl

5 Vegetable (pi.)

6 Capital of N. J.

7 Chapeau

8 Part of church

9 Symbol for

nickel

10 Sharper

12 River in Italy

14 Raises

17 Cut of meat

20 Spanish pot

23 Preposition

24 Exclamation

25 Bark

27 Petitions

30 Metal fastener

32 Seines

35 Endurance

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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37 Spanish artist 51 Twirl

38 Army officer 53 Short jacket

39 Macaws 57 Decay

41 Country of Asia 58 Printer's

43 Grumbling measure

44 Pair(ebbr) 60 Soak

46 Printer's 62 Symbol for

measure tantalum

48 Carton 64 Proceed

47

49

50
52

54

55

56

59

61

63
65

66

67

Dutr. by 1'nited FeMure Syndicate, tnc i '

^2MmVstLiCtf^

B. C.

PO VOU HAVE A
STU^ENr E/CHANae

by Johnny hurl

YOU SBT !

HOW r%VWr*&0 *0U vV'Mif ?

THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parker and Johnny hart

He Jotnen
Tf-ie AA
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Tarheels Pose Big Challenge
ByEARLEBARROLL

MDC Staff

For the second straight year the

UMass basketball team has drawn

the top seeded team in the opening

round of the National Invitational

Tournament. Last year the op-

ponent was Marquette. This year

it's the Tarheels from North

Carolina.

Picked in preseason for either

the cellar or the middle of the

standings in the Atlantic Coast

Conference, North Carolina came

«.n strong as the season progressed

and won the regular season title

only to be defeated in the three day

league tourney by South Carolina.

i2 51, on a tough luck play.

On this play the Tarheels were

beaten on a jump ball, as Lee

Dedmon. their 6' 11 center, who had

an eight inch height advantage

over all-American John Roche of

South Carolina, tapped the ball into

the hands of an opponent for an

easy lavup and the one-point

victory for South Carolina.

The Tarheels have been perenial

NCAA tournament competitors

during the last decade and only this

miscue kept them out of it this

year Their top seed in this year's

NIT came as no surprise.

They plav a tough schedule and

come from probably the toughest

h.isketball league in the country.

Every game in the ACC is a war

and coming out on top is a big

accomplishment uutside of

conference the Tarheels have only

lost two games in a schedule that

was far superior to that of

Marquette* one year ago.

In the past teams in the ACC had

problems in the NIT due to the fact

that it was held just a couple of

davs after the league playoffs

feUg (bUffta"

Spotte

outstanding personel both on the

court and the bench. All of the

plavers were past high school all-

staters and play a fine brand of

ball.

Up front the Tarheels have

Dedmon at center with Bill

Chamberlain, 6'6 and Dennis

Wuycik, 6'5 at the forwards:

Dedmon is a 611 "ballplayer" who

can handle himself well on both

\H*ASZ FANS F0U-4W THE
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which is a tremendous drai'1 both

physicallv and mentally on the

ballplayers. Last year North

Carolina came to the NIT. right

after the tourney and was defeated

in the first round by Manhattan.

This year though they will have a

week to rest up and this will pose a

problem for I Mass In preparing

for the Tarheels the Redmen will

have their difficulties as North

Carolina does a great deal w ith the

ball on the court In its league a

team has to do a multiple of things

to survive.

Coached by Dean Smith, who is

one ol the best in the naton. North

Carolina starts a big team with

ends of the court.

Wuycik is the top scorer, 18.8

points per game, and the spark for

North Carolina. He played with

Julius Erving on the Olympic

Development team that toured

Europe last summer and is

currently the top field goal shooter

in the country with 63% from the

floor. To top these credentials off.

he was selected to the ACC all-

conference first team which is

quite an honor with the calabre of

play in the league.

Chamberlain has been averaging

13 points a game and is a solid

performer up front

In the backcourt will be George

Karl and Steve Pervis, both 6'2.

Karl is the quarterback of the club

and was picked to the second all-

conference team. Both he and

Pervis are exceptionally quick and

hard to handle.

On the bench North Carolina has

a group of players who could

probably be starting for many

other schools in this country.

During a game coach Smith goes to

the bench often and with con-

tidence During the league tourney

he went to 6'7 Dave Chadwick and

he responded with a clutch effort

The Tarheels play at least eight to

ten players a game.

On defense North Carolina

presses all over the court after all

baskets and foul shots and plays a

pressure man-to-man defense if

the press is broken. The two guards

are the key to the press with their

size and quickness The pressure

defense is one of the Tarheel

strongpoints.

On offense North Carolina does

an awful lot with the ball. It runs a

double pivot, wt eh UMass saw

against B.C.. it plays a one-three-

one offense, runs cut-off series and

uses a four corner offense, which

UMass uses as a stall, for an of-

fensive set play.

To analyze this team, one word is

needed: tough It does many things

its Dlaved a rough schedule and it

The Tarheels now stand in the

way of the third Redman goal of

this season and that's winning a

game in the NIT. They present the

biggest obstacle a UMass
basketball team has ever had.

On Friday this page will take a

closer look at the game and

analyze what UMass will have to

do to reach its third goal.

HOOP NOTES—Another 2500

NIT tickets have been received at

the Boyden ticket office and will be

on sale today and tomorrow from 9

a.m. to 6 p.m.. Julius Erving

received the highest vote total ever

in the balloting for the UPI all-New

England team.

Skiers Capture New England Championship
^ J-

.. .„_ ,,,„,„. m the course and hooked a and consec

Bj NANCY MARTIN
MDC Stall

, ndefeated in the t>>l>mirne

Division. UMass ^ki team, led by

v Curran and Chuck Walker.

aplured the Ne\* Engl

championship title this past

ekendal Wildcat andCranmore

n \ H

The meet consisted of the top

tour teams in each o! the three

leagues; the osbourne Division,

the Northern Division, and the

rhompson Division. UMasi was

competing against the ver> best

skiers the East has to offer, and yet

cellenl naming

and natural born ability wore able

-<

SKUNO TO THE TOP-UMass ski co-captain John Oray charges

through a gate on way to a fine performance in the New 1baghind
I

.

over the week**. He and his teammates went undefeated this year

and won the N.K. championship.

Skating Show At Orr Rink
•'Keep Em On Ice", a skating show for the fund raising drive of

the U S Olympic committee will be shown today at Orr Rink with

two shows at 4 and 8 p.m. Featured on ice will be world competitors

Scott Allen Kathy Normile, Greg Taylor and Adelle Boucher,

DMass' Jeff Caird. N.E skating pairs champion with his partner

and UMass hockey stars Bob Bartholemew. Dan Keidy Al

Nickerson and Jack Edwards Tickets can be purchased at the door

before both performances.
^

to surpass all other teams in over

all team and individual per-

formance. The osbourne Division

has usualh been placed as the

under dog in this annual event, but

after this weekends past pa

rormancc by UMass the division

has aquired .1 new place of honor in

op position

aturday's slalom race was

hosted by the N.E.I.S.C iNew

England Intercollegiate ski

Conference] and consisted ot two

BQ second runs The COttTSC

,iiu-!\ difficult due to the over

abundance ot gates placed in •

tightly arranged pattern and most

skiers were hard pressed to tmish

the course without either missing a

Hate or tailing.

The UMass skiers had some

difficulty manipulating the latter

part ol the course and because of

this, placed third behind strong

first place Franklin Pierce College

and second place New England

College Fairly happy with their

performance of placing in the top

three, however they still realized

that in order to win the com-

bination weekend, they had to

strengthen the team effort and ski

like they've never skied before.

After" Sat. s race, they were

behind bv a large ten second

margin. They realized at this point

that a championship team consists

of each individual member
working for the good of the whole

and in order to win. they had to

become a stronger team unit. They

had thus far been an undefeated

championship team in their league

and their desire and determination

from this had carried over into this

all out event.

Two of U Mass's strongest skiers.

John Gray and Jim Latimer, both

co-captains, were disqualified

after the first run for missing a

gate. This unfortunate incident put

additional pressure on the

remaining members of the team

Ted Martin, one of the five senior

members racing for the last time

in their college careers, had dif-

ficult in the course and hooked a

gate, putting additional unwanted

seconds on his score

jYit> Curran. Iinishing the

>eason with a perfect record of no

tails and no missed gates, had the

fastest time tor the team and «

the biggest determining factor in

securing the third place position

Following close behind Curran.

Chuck Walker anothei veteran and

highl) respected tor his great

endurance and dependability, put

in an excellent time to place second

tor tin- team and boost UMaS
chances
This yew marked the first time

in the history of the league that

Irishmen were allowed to com
pete Curt Savre. a Ireshman with

consequently" little experience as

compared to his senior teammates,

put out a tremendous performance

to place third for the team and give

Coach MacConnell confidence and

insurance for an excellent team in

the future.

Sunday's Giant Slalom was held

at Cranmore and hosted by B.U.

The race consisted of one 90 second

run and the winning team was

judged on this sole performance

The UMass team knew what they

were up against and knew what had

to be done in order to bring home

the trophv. After an all or nothing

effort by Coach MacConnell's

boy's. UMass won Sunday's race

over Franklin Pierce second and

Babson third.

Latimer, retaliating after Sat. s

race, fired through the course with

and consequent 1> a slower course.

However, this m no way affected

their Style OT their times and

because Of their outstanding

performances, thej are ranked a>

probabh the two most \aluable

members .,• the team Curran

placed • elveth and Walker

thirteenth

Martin had an ew eHent da) and

ended hi careei frith an im

pressive m to strengthen the

teampoi nand likelihood tor tan

trophy

Savre a strong addition to the

team this |>asl weekend, gave the

team the needed depth and

stamina to out ski all their op-

ponents and put down their biggest

competitor. Franklin Pierce

For the two days combined, the

individual standings read Curran

fifth. Walker ninth, and Martin

fourteenth

Team and individual awards

were prsented at Sat. nights

banquet and Sun. afternoons

buffet UMaSS was presented the

Osbourne Division trophy and the

New England championship

trophy Jim Garstang. last years

co captain and receipient,

presented the Good Sportsmanship

Award to Butch Mowers of Nor-

theastern and the Top Banana

Award (for the hottest ticket) to

Rojer Rhodes of Amherst.

This past weekend was a fitting

ending for the three years of racing

that seniors Walker, Curran. and

Martin devoted to the team and the

two years that seniors Latimer and

iTJTnS™-™SMm .^likewise devoted. Coaeh Mae

pLeTrst for thl team and fourth Conn.ll will be muunng f.ve

in the individual standings for the

day.

Gray, also retaliating from Sat. s

mishap, put out a tremendous

performance to finish second for

the team and seventh in the in-

dividuals.

His outstanding time was

followed by two of equal im-

portance. Curran and Walker,

racing in the latter part of the day,

had to contend with softer snow

irreplacable members from the

original team that worked so hard

and well together to become
UMass' first undefeated ski team

and in addition, go on to capture

the New England Championships.

In Coach's own words at the

Saturday night banquet, "The

other competing teams will be

happy to know that our team is

losing five of the greatest skiers

the league has ever seen."

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:
Sunshine, rain, clouds,

hail, mud, sleet, snow
and rutabagas.
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t,hsk v»t have mmsmfimr«^s;XS^SSXSS*S^SSm
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nttSSSSSZKSffiSM that to lea!-- See paRe three for ntore.

Senate Votes 13-33-8

To Keep Index Alive
— BvBETHGOODEUL "

Senate Reporter

The student Senate last n.gh. deft
Committee motion.to

strike the entire $93,000 budge, request U, rtdeX lad the

n^ion passed index could not have received even reduced budget

C he Student Activities lax The del eat ol the -irk. Mml.on me.

InaTthe^eartook will be given at least a portion of its budge, request

-.motinl 'still to he determined by the Senate

h r a.-on taken hv .he Senale las! evening beta a V taj

ieveral Senators questioned the expenditure ol nearly Sion.ooo lor what

mev deemed to be a publication ol limited interest among man> men,

i^m^liS^emS of the Index. retor,cd ,hat he has recruited ,

dialled s.a.l and that, using ther-lts d"^ !£.,*£*
students last year, his staff has worked hard to make this year S (<mion

la, all segments ol the campus soeial and po it.cal spectrum

", ai„r suggested that the yearbook should be made sell

^ ;:;t^LKSt E £** Uei KSvitt, .,-
;

ex

i m, m, Umtmn svstem would cause the pri< e to use to ap

1

i

S Eree Unive, I
Uro-Am, Drum « M

munitvi i
'' t»* Learning Re

SrrowstiSkgian for more complete details o,
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Praetz Names Withdrawal

As Key To Asian Peace

y

*
tail .1 rhiaretto. antiwar activist and union member. MTfet I

„, , ou .Hla campaign against the war. He surest.-, that students

KST52S! the Nietnan, issue and educate others in the community.

(MDC photo n> t.ar> Mpaugh)

About War

Chiaretto Urges:

Learn and Educate
By BOBCALLAHAN

MDCSUfi
You must work sloulv and thoughtfully to swing peoples" ideas about

the war. especiall) labor workm" Th«ew«re words spoken by Carl J.

Chiaretto, an antiwar activist and a member ot 1.1 JE Loca B5 in I m-

sfield \nd to do this a good propaganda campaign nmst be .-stablished.

according to Mr Chiaretto the only wa) to do this is by organizing a good

leafleting campaign, since all the other moans ot communication radio.

newspapers, magazines, and television are dominated by the hstahhsh

^Speaking before a MOBE meeting ot about 25 peopleChiaretto said

that il the war in Vietnam is to be stopped, a majority of the people must

tak - part The unions he said, contain a majority of this powerand it the>

striko ibex contain such a large number Of people that the leaders in the

Government would be toned to listen

Chiaretto who has been in opposition with the war since 1965, said to

the aud.e.ce that he telt greatly encouraged when students became

active in opposing the war He stated that opposition to the war through

the peace movement has changed the atmosphere of the government but

that it hasn't moved them enough tostop the war.

He noted also how public sentiment against the war has increased Me

stated that 2-1 2 yean the locals of the AFL CIO all over the

country were sent a letter bv George Meaney asking them to stand behind

Johnson's policy in Vietnam Out of a hundred members. Chiaretto stated

that he was the'onlv one in opposition Today if the same thing were sent

out he said the amount ot people in opposition would be much greater

In the Wednesdax night speech Chiaretto said that he is afraid that the

number -.1 people concerned about ending the war don't know quite where

to no from here Demonstrations help rally people he said, but they

aren't enough Violence, he added would not be effective because it would

be opposed b\ the Military He sa.d that people are sitting back out ot

trust, at.on and that people must heettecMvely organized against.the war

He state.! that the countrv has been turned against the leadership ol the

anti war movement the youth This situation must be corrected,

Chiaretto said People in lactone- schools and at home must be reached

and educated with the plain simple tacts concerning the war Leafleting

he said, is the way to do this

re Mr Chiaretto arrived to -peak, a short talk was given by m
Kud> Praete, who was a member if a 170 man part) which went to I arts

.find out wha 1 is holding up the peace tabs

In his Closing remarks he urged those attending the meeting to learn

about the \ ietnam situation and to go out into the community and educate

people as to what is going on He told them to write to the ott.cials in

ding their feelings on the war

By JEANETTE MARTINEAU
M DC Staff

Last night at the second meeting

of the Students for Peace. Mr.

Rudolph Praetz, a delegate to

Pans from the American Friends

Services Committee, The

Fellowship of Reconciliation, and

the Clergy and Layman Concerned

tor Viet Nam. spoke of his own

meeting with official delegations to

the Peace Talks, earlier this

month.
Mr Praetz said that the

meetings left us with a deep sense

ot I lustration, there seems so little

ray of sunshine for peace because

of one mtransient position. The

most important point is the U.S.

Withdrawal from South East

Asia."

We can be neutral," he con-

tinued, when the U.S.. the CIA,

and other interests promote the

-.vat Mr Praetz emphasized,

•how delicate peace negotiations

are Thev are a matter of life and

death The IS. must name a date

tor a withdrawal of troops before

there will be any negotiations for a

cease fire.

lie also elaborated on the matter

of POW: It you look at any war in

history, the Peace Treaty has

always been signed before the

release ol the prisoners." "There

have been more than a hundred My

Lais . he continued, and supported

Mr. Praetz speaking on

Vietnam Peace. (MIK Photo

by Tim Kagan)

the -elimination of the Thieu-Ky-

Kiem Regime."

Mr. Praetz went on to explain

the requirements for Presidential

candidacy in South Viet Nam.

•first, he must have lived in South

\ let Nam for 10 years; second, he

must petition for thirty signatures

of officials in the Saigon govern-

ment, or forty signatures from

neighboring chieftains, third, he

must pay one million piastres (80

piastres equal one dollar' .
and the

lourth requirement has to do with

repression: the candidate must

have no record ot ever having been

a Communist, or in any way.

having ever spoken out tor peace

The last act ol Mr Praetz

delegation while in Paris was to

send a telegram, as yet unan-

swered, to President Nixon, which

pleaded for peace. About the

People's Peace Treaty, he said: "1

endorse the People's Peace

Treaty. It is a consensus, a first

step Our fight is not with the

American delegation, but with

Washington People are so hung up

with a law that says that 'No in-

dividual can make peace with a

foreign government'.

•We can't emphasize enough

that each individual must make his

influence felt with Kennedy, and

Brooke, and Nixon. The U.S.

should examine its conscience," he

concluded 'What the government

does, it does in our name. It was

Eisenhower who once said: There

will come a time when people will

make peace, and when they do, the

governments had better get out of

the way'."
Allen Fisher, one of the Students

for Peace, then took the floor, "If

the government doesn't stop the

war, we must stop the govern-

ment " The People's Peace Treaty

was then discussed, funding

proposed. and the spring

demonstration in Washington

tint her explained

The emphasis will be on

timing", Fisher summarized.

The Students lor Peace, now an

official recognised student

organization, plan to meet again

short!) alter the vacation.

American Student Association

Seeks 'Big Name Group' Concert
By DAVIDCASTALD1

MDC Staff

\bout 20 people met m the campus center lor a

meeting of the American Student Association (ASA).

The group, under the direction of Harold Koltm. has

three major objectives The first objective is to get

some big name groups up here such as Santa na. Poco.

or Chicago, for a series of free outside concerts in

Members ot the group feel that the administration

doesn't want to take the risk and that students on the

concert committees don't seem to be making any

progress in this issue ASA feels that students on this

bampUS can handle a series of free concerts without

any major difficulties

The second objective of the group is to put the

campus center in the hands of students The campus

.enter was origmallv built with the intention of ser-

ving the interests of students, supposedly. Students

not going home for vacations would be able to stay in

rooms in the campus center at the rate of 2.50 per da>
f

It seems however, that the administration has all ot

the rooms in the center booked for the upcoming

vacation ... .

Students not going home for spring vacation will be

forced to sta\ in the rooms in Coolidge lower. The girls

in this dorm'are objecting to such a policy, however

About !") girls petitioned to have their rooms remain

dosed throughout the vacation

If necessary . the girls plan to stay in their rooms for

the first few days of vacation.

The third goal of the group is to form a body ol

representative activists that is. the members of ASA

leel that Student Senators and "Collegian" editors are

unresponsive to student needs, and do not truly

represent them

Barnabas Collins and Julia Hoffman

invite you to see
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Poverty Tighter Richards

To Speak Triday On Poor
,~.,™, ,«.,<- .. :..„t~ ,nnml l^*.|»a

"Hunger in the Arkansas Delta"

will be the subject of a discussion

and slide presentation Friday at 8

P.M., in Room 163 of the Campus

( I 'lit iT
The speaker will be former

VISTA worker Eugene Richards of

RESPECT, INC., a private social

service agency in West Memphis,

Arkansas.
RESPECT, INC., was founded in

May, 1970, by Richards and other

former VISTA volunteers who had

worked primarily in the Arkansas

Eugene Richards will speak tomorrow on "hunger in the Arkansas

Delta".

Delta. RESPECT was in-

corporated in July, 1970, its two

goals being the organization of a bi-

weekly newspaper, Many Voices,

written for and by the blacks and

poor in eastern Arkansas, and the

establishment of a Community
Information Center in West
Memphis.

RESPECT also serves as a

welfare referral service for many
of the thousands of poor people in

the Arkansas Delta. Nearly 60

percent of the families in the

region earn less than $3000 a year;

25 percent earn less than $1000 a

year. Yet welfare presently

reaches only 14 percent of the poor

population. Per pupil expenditure

for education is half the national

average. A medical care crisis

exists. 80 percent of the housing is

substandard.

Fridays presentation, sponsored

by the UMass Committee on

Nutrition and Human Needs, is

open to the public free of charge.

Further information may be ob-

tained from Ann Nichols at 546-

7234, Arlen Brunson at 546-5371, or

Ken Mosakowski at 545-0279.

Coolidge Opposes Senate Dorm Ruling
By ANN GURNETT

MDC Staff

Residents of Coolidge Lower,

going on the premise that it is

wrong to force a dorm to ac-

comodate non-resident students

over school vacations, have op-

posed a ruling of the Student

Senate made earlier this year

dealing with the problem.

The ruling, made last semester

by the Student Senate and the

Housing Office, set up a system by

which dorms used to house

students in over vacations would

be picked by lottery. The measure

also contained an option open to all

dorms which would allow any

dorm to volunteer its rooms, with

the approval of house residents, to

be used over vacations. The dorms

would then be paid $2.50 per night

for each student present, the

regular rate in use now.

Official notification of plans to

use Coolidge Lower over the Spring

vacation was given to the dorm two

weeks ago. One week ago last

Thursday, Coolidge told the Ad-

ministration that it did not intend

to comply. Coolidge was then given

the option of finding another dorm

to stay open in its place.

The main argument of the

residents was that security

problems would be too com-

plicated. The general feeling was

that student possessions would be

endangered if others were allowed

to stay in the rooms; also, the girls

would be inconvenienced by having

to remove their valuables to places

where they could be locked up.

One of the biggest student ob-

jections to the use of dorms during

non-academic periods has been the

presence of the Campus Center

Hotel The residents of Coolidge

wanted to know why the Center

could not be used instead of in-

dividual residence halls.

This problem had been discussed

in the Senate when the whole

vacation residence problem came

up earlier in the year. It was

decided that the Hotel would be

used during the Christmas

vacation but would not be utilized

at other times.

The reasoning behind this

decision was that the Hotel would

not be large enough to house the

many students who stay up on

certain vacations 1 was also

decided that the Hotel would be

losing money, that it might have

previous commitments, and

therefore, since its purpose is to

provide revenue to help pay for the

Campus Center, that it would not

be feasible to use it to house

students.

Coolidge wants a permanent

quarters for non-resident students

to be established. However, while a

search is in progress to find such a

place, Coolidge will remain open

for the vacation. Other dorms in

Southwest and on campus (ex.

Cance) will be open to residents for

the duration of the vacation.

Marion Edey speaks in Thompson on turning the environmental

issues into political issues. (MDC photo by Tim Fagan)

CEQ Speaker Calls

For Lobbying Power
By CYNTHIA SWINDELL

MDC Staff

"The aim of the League of Conservation Voters is to supply political

muscle and political threat against environmental enemies stated

Marion Edey in her lecture "How to turn the Env«™n™nt '™™ *

Campaign Slogan into a Real Political Issue" sponsored by the CEQ last

"The League of Conservation Voters states that it is not sufficient to only

draw attention to an issue, but that it is necessary to "find those who are

to blame and find how they can aid in the solution of the problem, she

coiH

Miss Edey stated that in the last election the League of Conservation

Voters located those in office who were "vunerable but powerful and

applied pressure in order to oust these environmental enemies Ihe

League accomplished this task by "creating a terrible image around the

candidate and then donating money to the opponent. •

By utilizing these tactics the League was able to prevent he re-election

of Congressman Falon from Baltimore, who was strongly against en-

vironmental control, she stated. -~ all

Miss Edey emphasized the fact that industrial lobbyists outspend all

efforts of environmental lobbyist, have the potential use of the majority

Miss Edey stated that environmental lobbyists can effectively utilize this

strength of majority if the majority can be sufficienUy concentrated

The League is making a continual effort to expose the difference
:

bet-

ween "political rhetoric and real political policy, said Miss Edey In an

effort tido so the League has printed voting charts of the voting record of

Congressmen and Senators on major environmental questions, she ad

^Miss Edey also stated that the interest of the League is ' ^nificant in a

life and death survival and that the movement cannot be isolated as

Kooky or Freaky, and therefore is supported by a large majority.

Miss Edey explained that one of the main goals of the League is to give

monetary support to environmental candidates. Miss Edey stated that

the main source of income of the League is private contributions^

Following the lecture Miss Edey conducted a question and answer

period, in which she outlined those in Congress who support and oppose

environmental questions

SAINT PATRICK'S DAY IS OVER
but

DON'T LET THAT DAMPEN YOUR "SPIRITS'

COME DOWN

®he English $ub
AND SEE

Charlie Bradslunc

TONIGHT!!
THURSDAY 9:30-12:00

SKI CLUB

MEMBERS
BRING BACK YOUR SKIS

AFTER VACATION!

Spring skiing trips planned to: Glen Ellen

and possibly Tuckerman's Ravine

and elsewhere if there is enough interest.

SPRING SKI WITH US

Adelphia - Senior Men's Honor Society will sponsor a

Special Showing of

LITTLE BIG MAN

starring DUSTIN HOFFMAN
On Sunday April 4, 1971 at 7 and 9 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CINEMA 1

Tickets for this One Evening Only will be Specially Priced at

$1.75

Tickets must be purchased in advance at the Student Union Ticket Window beginning Monday, March 29th unt.l

Friday, April 2nd.
_ ____ J
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Key Base "Doomed"

South Viets Falter Under Enemy Gunfire
SAIGON >Al'i -American pilots

reported some South Vietnamese

forces in Laos were retreating

Wednesday and enemj gunners

poured artillery, mortar and

rocket lire into Landing Zone

Brown, an important base 14 miles

trom the Vietnamese Irontier.

Pilots said the base was doomed.

The IS Command said the

North Vietnamese tired three

surface to air missiles at U.S. Bf>2

bombers (lying over Laos, but

missed.

In South Vietnam, enemy ar-

tillery hammered the main

American support base at Khe

Sank for the fourth straight day

Thursday It was the most

sustained attack since the base

was reopened Jan 30 to support the

South Vietnamese drive into Laos.

The heavy pounding was

reminiscent ot the 77-day siege of

Khe Sanh in 1%8

Enemy gunners slammed 100

rounds into the base at daybreak

Thursday, bringing the number of

rounds Khe Sanh has taken in four

days to about 400. No casualties

were reported and damage was

light because helicopters are

moved out of the area until

daylight operations begin.

South Vietnamese headquarters

insisted the pullbacks in Laos were

tactical, but the pilots said fighting

was severe in some areas They

noted the South Vietnamese have

abandoned two of their four lire

bases south of Highway 9, the main

Laos incursion route, and tallen

hack 15 miles in the past lew days

The South Vietnamese statement

was supported in Washington by a

Pentagon spokesman. Jerry W.

Friedhein. who said the South

Vietnamese troops are engaged in

mobile maneuvering" and were

proceeding -according to plan."

Asked if the maneuvering was a

synonym tor retreat, he replied:

Landing Zone

retreat rouie.

Brow n South

No."
The heaviest lighting raged

around Landing Zone Brown, one

,,t the bases th South Vietnamese

1st Infantry Division had planned

to use lor raids southward against

a branch ot the Ho Chi Minh Trail

before heading for home.

Reports from the northern front

said the North Vietnamese, while

keeping up a barrage, launched

ground probes against Brown. U.S.

helicopter gunships were called out

for missions after nightfall to try to

beat back the attackers.

"It looks very bad." a

helicopter pilot told

Associated Press
correspondent Holger

Jensen During the severe

fighting all correspon-

dents are forbidden from

entering Laos.

They can talk about

helicopter mobility all

they want." said one

pilot. Fred Pew, of

Chattanooga. Tenn., "but

from where I'm flying

there's only one way to

describe it-retreat, and a

bad one."

South Vietnamese
officers in the field said

the defenders pulled out

of Brown Tuesday night

and the North Viet-

Some ol the defenders at Brown

were troops ol South Vietnam's 1st

Division, who reached that position

alter pulling out of Fire Base Lolo,

five miles to the west, late Monday
and early Tuesday.

There was no firm report on

casualties in the lighting at Brown.

South Vietnamese headquarters

said government forces had lost 16

men killed and 190 wounded in

three days of fighting around Fire

Base 1a)1o.

Angela Davis' Bail Stalled;

Judge Disqualifies Himself
-\\ RAFAEL, Calif »AP>-

Angela Davis' effort to win

dismissal or at least go free on bail,

on charges of kidnapping and

conspiracy was stalled when the

judge hearing the black militant's

case disqualified himself, post

poning the case indefinitely.

Miss Davis. 27-year-old former

UCLA philosophy instructor and

advocate of Communism, is

charged along with Ruchell

Magee, :n year-old black convict,

in the Martin Courthouse escape

attempt which took four lives last

Aug. 7.

Magee. chained to a chair bolted

to the floor because he disrupted

previous hearings, demanded that

Superior Court Judge John P.

Mc Murray disqualify himself.

After a long recess and con-

sultation with attorneys for all

parties, Judge McMurray
declared. "I'm going to allow Mr.

Magee s affidavit for cause. It

disqualifies me to act further in

this case."

Howard Moore Jr., chief counsel

tor Miss Davis, asked the judge to

consider her petition for bail.

Magee said. "1 object. Any

Beatles Vie For Limelight
LONDON <AP (Three of the

squabbling BeaUes are fighting for

supremacy in the British pop

records charts.

( eorg«- Harrison, youngest and

quietest <>t the Beatles, topped the

charts foi even weeks with his pop

hymn, "M\ Sweet Lord" World

>ales now exceed three million.

This woe* Harrison was ousted

irom tops ,,,! hy fellow Beatle Paul

McCartney . Miose "Another Day"

was written with his American

wile Lmda fc -stman. Paul says.

Meanwhile John Lennon and the

i'lasli « MO Band have clocked into

the charts in 195th place with

power to the People."

Harrison .\as always in the

shadow ol the gifted Lennon and

McCartney the song-writing team

that set i new style Now he has

become an inU 'national star in his

own right

He still tops the lucrative long-

play record- charts with his triple-

record attain All Things Must

two
the

Pass." It has sold more than

million copies throughout

world.

For the past two months alone.

Harrison's earnings as a solo artist

total $2 4 million.

Under his contract the money is

divided live ways, so that Harrison

gets only a fifth, but meanwhile of

course he gets a similar rakeoff

from the other Beatles' individual

earnings

The Beatles' musical links were

broken a long time ago in

arguments involving and jeaousy

and pride Their financial links still

hold, but that could change.

turther proceedings by this judge

at this time would be a violation of

my rights."

"I will refuse to act any further

in this matter." the judge ruled,

adjourning court indefinitely.

McMurray, 26, was assigned

Irom sparsely populated Inyo

County in southeastern California

after all Marin County judges had

disqualified themselves because of

friendship for Superior Court

Judge Harold J. Haley, killed in the

August break. Two black convicts

and an accomplice also were

killed Magee himself was
wounded seriously.

The California Judicial Council

now will have to find a new judge to

start all over.

Attorney Moore said he intended

to ask the Court of Appeals and

possibly the State Supreme Court

and federal courts to try to get bail

for Miss Davis.

Moore insisted there was "no

split at all" between the defen-

dants, although Magee had stalled

her bail hearings and at Tuesday's

session had shouted sarcastically

to her. You're a real friend!"

Magee is under indictment

charged with actually killing

Judge Haley and also jointly under

indictment with Miss Davis, who is

accused of masterminding the

escape plot and furnishing the four

guns that were used.

namese moved in, only to be hit by

IS air strikes.

When the South Vietnamese

returned to Brown Wednesday

morning thev said they found N
enemy bodies and some ol their

own ammunition blown up. The

South Vietnamese reinforced and

tin" enemy resumed a methodical

shelling

One American pilot said the base

had to fall because "they're hitting

it around the clock."

Social Security

Benefits Up 10%
WASHINGTON <AP> - President Nixon signed into law Wednesday a

bill boosting Social Security benefits by 10 per cent across the board, but

he called on Congress to vote the money now to pay for it.

Nixon said the rise in benefits is urgently needed, but he said in a

statement that increasing them without providing the financing could be

inflationary.

"If these urgently needed Social Security increases are enacted but the

means to pay for them are currently defaulted, we are faced with the

very real prospect of increased inflation." the President said.

He urged congress to act promptly on a proposal to raise the annual tax

base on which Social Security benefits are paid from $7,800 to $9,000.

Congress approved that increase in the tax base, but delayed the ef-

fective date until Jan. 1. 1972. This was in line with the recommendation

ol Arthur F. Burns, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, and Private

economists.

Nixon also called on Congress to approve a cost-of-living escalator

clause in Social Security benefits, a proposal he included in his budget for

the 1972 fiscal year

Nixon sought a 6 per cent increase in Social Security benefits tied to an

automatic cost-of-living increase.

"Only if such a provision is included can we overcome the rigidity of the

Social Security benefit system, and the long delay that ensues before

senior citizens receive the real benefits of a system that mose have

supported bv their contributions throughout their adult lives." he said

The bill, rushed through Congress, also raises the national debt limit by

a record $35 billion to $430 billion. It also allows the Treasury Department

to exceed the 4 1/2 per cent interest rate ceiling on $10 billion worth of

bonds. ^^

SST May Cause Skin Cancer
WASHINGTON (AP)—House deliberation on the U.S. supersonic

jetliner's fate began Wednesday with opponents bringing in new scientific

contentions that the plane could cause an increase in skin cancer cases

At the same time, Sen. William Proxmire, D—Wis., charged that White

House intervention gagged a government scientist who claims the skin

cancer increase could range from 23.000 to 103.000 cases in the United

St3t.cs iilonc

A House vote on keeping SST development alive with $290 million is set

for Thursday with leaders guardedly confident the money will be ap-

proved.

"It's going to be tough," Democratic leader Carl Albert of Oklahoma

told newsmen. "We're not going to get as many votes percentage wise as

we did last time."

The Senate is expected to vote next week on whether to continue to

finance development of two SST prototypes for flight tests now scheduled

to begin in March 1973.
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• Up to M credits for day students during two,

five-week summer sessions f Up to 8 credits

for evening students • /Almost 400 graduate and

undergraduate courses taught by regular

Hofstra faculty supplemented by outstanding

visiting professors • First session June 17 —

July 21 • Second session July 27 — August 27

• These courses also available at Hofstra's

Extension in Commack July 6 — August 6.

• For information and catalogues, write or

call: Director of Summer Sessions

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND, N.Y.

PHfJIVE 15161 560-3511
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Commission Urges

Population Control
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Commission on Population Growth and the

America Kuture recommended Wednesday that the nation develop an

^£S£2nZ*2SL or a nationai population-contro,

position is contained in the commissions interim report to President

Ni*nn summing up its first year of work.

™espi™ the pervasive impact of population growth on every facet of

AmerTcan life, the United States has never developed a deliberate policy

nn the subiect. " the commission report says.

•There is need today for the nation to consider population growth ex-

nlicitlv and to formulate policv for the future," the report states.
P
The commission headed by John D. Rockefeller III notes that at times a

low birth rate is a problem and at other times population explosions cause

COn
The

n

tension between population and the economy. P°Pulati°n
a f.

n^;
environment, population and government services, is "MM****™
in different forms and degrees," the commission says. Whether we wish

m liter it or to live with it, we cannot afford to ignore it.

The commission, which has another year to run, plans to offer specific

recommendations on just what the policy should be in its final report. But

theS says the nation probably will grow to 300 million populat on

regardlessTany policy that may be established, with the real queston

whether it would level off there. . . .

-Whether we add that fourth hundred million may be determined by

what Americans do about family size and population ,n the next couple of

^wSff^ could be projected for the future, the report

says they can fluctuate broadly through only small changes in family

Si

H families in the United States average only two children and inv

m grS continues at the current level.^^*^?^£Jfil
million bv the end of the century, the report says. If the average tamuy

has hre^children it would reach 321 million. "One hundred years from

now TtetwSd family would result in a population regardless of any

p^Ucy tharmay be established, with the real question whether ,t would

level off there.

MountHolyokeFaculty
oses Winter Term

Soviet Union Accuses Peking^

Of Playing ^Dangerous Game"
MOSCOW (AF)-The Soviet

Union, breaking a long silence in

its ideological warfare with

Communist China, accused Peking

on Wednesday of playing a

•dangerous game" by trying to

improve relations with the United

States.

In an almost simultaneous at-

tack, Peking charged that Moscow

was stepping up the arms race to

'oppress the broad masses at

home and maintain their colonial

rule abroad."

The sharply worded attacks

ended nearly two years of relative

verbal peace and confirmed the

belief that the signs of better

relations between the two Com-

munist powers are strictly

superficial.

Using a new review of Chinese

foreign policy as a forum, the

Kremlin maintained that the

Chinese have "reached an un-

derstanding" with Washington to

stay out of the Vietnam war as long

as American ground forces stay

out of North Vietnam."

It accused Peking of obstructing

Soviet aid to North Vietnam and

helping to create favorable con-

ditions for the United States to

widen the war in Southeast Asia.

Peking's "tendency to improve

relations with American im-

perialism, while sharpening

relations with the Socialist com-

munity, are the two sides of this

dangerous game the Maoists are

playing in the world arena," said

the 192-page paperback book

published by the Soviet Academy
of Sciences and available in

Fall Room Choosing
Slated April 20-23

Prop

University residence hall room-

choosing will be held Tuesday,

April 20 through Friday, April 23.

The room-choosing process will be

split into three periods the Housing

Office announced. On Tuesday.

April 20, students who wish to

remain in the same room they are

now occupying for the Fall

Semester will reserve their rooms;

on Wednesday. April 21. students

who wish to move to different

rooms within the residence hall in

which they are presently residing

may register, on Thursday and

Friday, April 22 and 23, students

who wish to move to available

rooms in any dormitory throughout

campus may sign up, they said.

Heads of Residence will provide

assistance in this process each day

after 7:00 p.m.. according to the

Housing Office.

Moscow bookshops this week.

The book was published too late

to take into account the latest U.S.

gesture toward Peking-the lifting

of restrictions on American travel

to Communist China-a move to

which China has shown no

willingness to respond.

Peking's attack described the

Kremlin leaders as "the worst

enemies of the people-wolves in

sheep's clothing," and was sharply

critical of the Soviet bloc invasion

of Czechoslovakia in 1968. The

criticism was contained in

editorials published in three

newspapers in comemoration of

tooth anniversary of the Paris

commune, the insurrection of 1871.

Text of the 15,000-word article was

broadcast by Peking and

monitored in Tokyo.

It called on world Communists

and the "i evolutionary people" to

keep on criticizing Soviet

revisionism or the leadership

through to the end, and declared

this struggle is a protracted one

and is by no means over.

The Mount Holyoke College

faculty has augmented the

possibilities for departmental,

interdepartmental and personal

exploration by passing legislation

proposing a winter term at Mount

Holyoke.

The inclusion of the winter term

offers several calendar ad-

vantages. By starting the first

semester a few days earlier, final

examinations for the fall term will

be over before' the Christmas

vacation period. The vacation will

be followed by the winter term

offering in the month of January,

and the spring term will begin

about February 1. In adopting the

new calendar Mount Holyoke is the

first college in the Valley to alter

its schedule to conform with Five

College recommendations.

Some courses will pinpoint a

problem and delve into it Others

will take a broader view and at-

tempt to correlate disciplines not

usually allied. Experimentation

will be encouraged on the part of

both faculty and students A Winter

Term Committee consisting of

three faculty members will

coordinate the winter curriculum

with students invited to appoint a

parallel committee of the same

size to consult with the faculty

committee.
Students may elect, in the course

of their four years, to take winter

term offerings without regard to

major, course of study or class

Many courses will be kept at

seminar size and individual

programming will be a large factor

in the January segment There will

be no grading system attached to

the winter term and successful

completion of the term will depend

neither on grades nor standing in

class.

Although a student shall, in order

to graduate, be enrolled in and

complete two winter terms, they

may be taken during any two

winters the student selects, and

should she wish to do so. she will be

permitted to take more than the

required two terms.

A faculty member "shall be

expected to participate in the

winter term in a manner to be

agreed upon by the Winter Term
Committee in consultation with the

appropriate department, but in no

more than two of each three winter

terms." -

Course Offered

On Joint Waste
Treatment

Joint waste treatment, an

economical and effective method

of treating sewage and industrial

wastes together, will be the subject

of a short course at UMass on

March 22, 23, and 24

The course is for industrial and

municipal officials, consultants

and all others concerned with

waste treatment and water

quality. It is sponsored by the

Division of Continuing Education,

the Environmental Engineering

Program and the Water Resources

Research Center.

Full information on registration,

fees and the program is available

from the Division of Continuing

Education, 920 Campus Center.

UMass Amherst 01002

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

Psychology

Colloquium
The department of psychology at

I Mass will sponsor a colloquium

tomorrow at I p.m. in Thompson

Hall, room MB.

I)r Jerome S Bruner, professor

and director of the Center for

Cognitive Studies at Harvard

University will discuss the topic

•The Ontogenesis ut Human Skill
."

Dance Group I

To Present
Master Class

The Alvin Ailey American Dance

Theatre will present a special

master class at 10:30 a.m. today,

and will also provide a lee

ture/demonstration at 3:30 p.m. as

part of their three-day visit to the

University under the auspices of

the Fine Arts Council.

Both programs will be offered in

the studio of Women's Physical

Education Building, and are open

without charge to those holding

tickets to either of the company's

two evening performances in

Bowker Auditorium.

The Ailey Company performed

to two sell-out crowds in Bowker

Auditorium (Tuesday and Wed
nesday).

I

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position?

Submit a letter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do

buy half a bus a year.

co< J*** •*'<*»* ' » "

a STANLEY KRAMER prook-tion

SPENCER TRACY SIDNEY POTTIER KATHARINE HEPBURN

guess who's
coming to dinner

KATHARINE rCWGHTON
M.HOWU mmm.t,M,<—-oUMMM !>««• •» »'*»••' ««*•«••

c6£>^ ^^f^3 :<5W^

ARTIST
IDEAL FOR MOM

WHO CAN WORK FROM 9 AM/3 PM
(Ad Layout Exp. A MUST)

We're over-worked. If you're an experi-

enced art talent with the ability to render

cri.sp, creative layouts, contact us. We
are looking for part time assistance but we
will consider full time.

Interview by appointment only. r\
Call 534-7371 <•

Casey Advertising Inc. '?>

^"^ ' Holyoke, Mass. **
\

Tonight

S.U. Ballroom

7 & 9:30

50c
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Waste Of Time

He was a beautiful man, that Dick Gregory;

•Brother Dick Gregory."

People who crowded their way into the Ballroom

saw him stomp all over the bad things in life and felt

the warmth of the "universal" truth pouring from his

heart, because Dick Gregory cares about the way

people are living their lives.

•Coffee causes stomach cancer.nicotine destroys

the sex organs," he said, not concerned with whether

you smoked or drank coffee, but more with the way

the Federal Government doesn't give people in-

formaton you can use."

Bitterness cut through his humor when he men-

tioned the politics of America, despair carried his

pleas about the way people are living. Gregory feels

the pain of what "man has dirtied up."

His mockery of social and legal norms of our society

prompted a story about when he was in Africa,

"There is no homosexuality in Africa...men walk

down the street holding hands."

A sharp pain of anxiety ran up the spine when he

ended the story by saying that "the only place our

hang-ups are legal is here." Dick Gregory is right

about us all. including himself The foundations on

which are morality, and ways of relating to other

people are based have left us as shells of what human

beings" can be. We are a society that has "dirtied

everything from our own sexuality ("We use our

ability to create life, for recreation. .
and only with the

lights out.") to the way we keep ourselves alive ("how

manv poisons are there in the food you eat?"

)

» » *

UN nations leaders were being called -unresponsive". The President

ml] ask.n* the nation to lower its voices. There was an *"»*££?*
count.•> which pervaded every phase of life. That was America in

January of l%».
,

...

It is now a little over two years later. The Student Senate on this

, , ,
», "be"Lg ahe.ed -unresponsive". The President of the Senate in

VieIter in todays ( OI.LEI.IAN. cmplores his felloe students to "stop

sV'eanun, The* * * certain sense of uneasiness ev.dent all over

'

"Tnesimilarities between the two periods can be easily drawn but this

s, -s 2 as an exercise. The differences can be seen just as easily

is more important than carrying out the comparison, however, *

tele mining what can be done on this campus so that wbale^t^ron.
this situation will not be the same as what has developed nationally. In

other words the problems must be solved.

It seems that "the" thing to do these days is to chastise the workings

and actions of the Senate. This trend has developed since the recent pay

Jaise controversy and has gained momentum with the problems of

Coolidue lxmer and the vending machines.

There are a few things worth remembering, however. The Senators

uho populate that legislative body are elected by the students and may be

recalled bv them at anv time. They are supposed to serve the interests of

their constituency and! if they are not accomplishing th.s end. should be

'Thesis a major difference between the legislative situation on campus

and nationally . here the students are the majority. It is your voting power

which decides the issues. It is not a matter of going out eanvassingto

convince voters that your position is just and right. You are ^voters.

Sure the Senate makes mistakes and many times is guilty of elite*.

The charges made within the last few weeks are not totally without

JoundatioSvet if the students have learned one lesson in the last few

vears it should be that veiling and screaming achieve nothing. I ind out

how vour Senator has voted and if you discover that he is "unresponsive

TihrTesTres of the student body, remove him. If we cant make the

s% stem work here, any national movement is a waste of time.

•If* Not All Profit, You Know We Spend

A Lot On Political Contributions And On
Campaigns To Propagandize You"

The crisp cool air rushed into my room, as 1 opened

the window Already, early in the morning, the sounds

of trucks and cranes swept in with cool air. I took a

deep breath of it all.

Down at Tilsons farm, I remembered someone

telling me, all the animals don't smell like animals;

the pigs are clean and the sheep are numbered, in

small pens. Everything is sterile down there, the

people are manufacturing animals.

The cold air gave me a pleasant feeling of being

alive for a moment. Somewhere in the distance,

amongst all those buildings, I could hear the harsh

whine of a hydraulic life. I breathed that in, too. Then

closed the window.
» • *

»

When Dick Gregory predicted that "in 18 months to

two years" the United States will become a dic-

tatorship, he was referring to the fearful growth of our

military and its activities, including keeping files on

one out of every eight Americans. When he alleged

that "the CIA. was involved" in the death of

President John Kennedy, the point was that the

government has decided not to release any vital in-

formation on the Kennedy assasination for 100 years.

The society that Dick Gregory weeps for through his

humor is one which doesn't let people be what they

can It is a society that won't be honest with itself, and

in turn which produces individuals who have a hard

time being honest with themselves. It is a whole

country just full of people who don't know why they

hate each other and don't understand their own

bodies.

It isn't hard to see why present day America is

capable of indiscriminate bombings or, for that

matter, massacres The American growing up. is

presented with a world full of onesided truths and

moralistic perversion. It is a struggle to emerge from

everything you have been taught and expected to feel

to be a human being. It is difficult to make yourself

emerge as whatever vou can be.

Students got a big job." Gregory said,

methodically. He knows what the struggle is like.

Art Buchwald

The Dropouts
WASHINGTON -It's become quite a fad for young

folks to drop out of society and "return to the land.

Everyone is very sympathetic to the poeple who reject

the society they live in. but the big question is: How

many people can a country afford to have drop out

If everyone drops out, this is what could happen in a

Myra Landon and George Coleman, two students

fed up with fighting in a world they never made,

decide to leave college and join friends who are

working on a wheat-germ farm in Flonda. But first

they must rent a U-haul trailer to take their

belongings They consult the yellow pages of the phone

book call several companies listed, but get no answer.

So they get in Georges battered car and drive to one

of the U-haul lots The office is padlocked. A bearded

fellow sitting there whittling says, "Am t nobody

there They took off for surfing in Hawaii bout six

months ago Said they'd had it."

Myra and George drive to several other trailer

companies, but find they are also closed down. By this

time their radiator is steaming, and they stop at a gas

station A man comes out and George says, "The car

seems to be overheating, and we have to drive to

Florida Could you fix it?"

"Don't have anyone to fix it Last mechanic I had

went off to India to find the secret of life."

-But couldn't you do anything*'" Myra asks

"Don't have no spare parts," the man says.

"Haven't been able to get any for 14 months. Nobody

works in the auto parts factory any more. Everyone

left to do his own thing."

"Well, could you at least give us some water for tne

car9
"

•Don't have no water. All the mains are broke, and

we can't get anyone to repair them Water company

says it won't get to this are for another five months.

I'll sell you a gallon of gas if you want. Have to ration

"A gallon of gas!" George says. "We're trying to

get to Florida."

"I'd like to oblige but we're on strict rationing since

all the oil workers decided to quit and go on welfare."

Myra and George start to get hungry. They walk

over to a coffee shop which is locked. So is a ham-

burger stand and a pizza parlor So they find a

supermarket. They walk in and all the shelves are

bare ..*,

An old man sitting by the cash register says, You

folks looking for something?"

Myra says, "A loaf of bread?"

The man laughs. "I haven't seen a loaf of bread in

months. The last bakery in the state shut down in July.

All the employees took off for a rock festival in Mexico

City and nevercame back. Got some pickles back there

if you want them. That's about the only food left. As

soon as I sell them I'm going on Social Security."

"But we haven't eaten since yesterday."

"I appreciate the problem. But we just can't get any

food You would think with all the young people going

back to the farms that there would be a surplus. But

they just say they want to grow enough for them-

selves, and not make any profit for a capitalistic

society."

Myra says, "It's not fair. I think the government

should pass a law allowing only a certain number of

people to drop out every year."

The old man says, "I couldn't agree with you more.

It sure takes the fun out of dropping out when

everybody decides to do it at the same time."

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

(.pan ui*.««». »»•• ——— »

Baseball Addicts

-f^T5^i_4?<T*C

Winter pushes Spring upon us

and trees start to dress for the

season Their long, cold, limbs are

quickly and beautifully covered

with gay colors ranging from a

scolding scarlet, to a gleeful gold

Buds in the branches strain and

strain until the blossoms can no

longer hold themselves back and

they are forced to array them-

selves by the thousands, looking

like colored confetti being strewn

across the countryside.

The cold, hard, ground gradually

relaxes beneath the gentle nudging

of the sweet Spring sun. The ice-

patched paths and flower-filled

fields are gently being replaced by

soft, squishy grass

The rains come regularly with

rhythm to wash the heather and

the hills and the flowers and the

holds' Natures spring-cleaning is

complete.
Animals and insects, great and

minute, venture into the open,

omnipresent odor of delicious,

clean, clear, fresh. Spring air

Spring means many things to

many people. To the Bastions of

Baseball, Spring means soft

ground to caress active feet. It

means fine, firm sod to brace one

best against the pinch of sharp,

stabbing cleats which regularly

impale themselves in the soft grass

or ground. Sweet Spring sings the

song of the sneakers, and beckons

to boys for bats. ...and baseball!!

Basketball hoops are laid to ret

as baseball mitts are resurrected.

Rubber soled shoes stand solid

against the sure sod and well-worn

wool socks caress the convex calf.

Artificial lights are to be replaced

by the long, lingering light of Old

Sol. himself.

The chameleon, "sport", is also

adapting itself to the season.

The elephantine sphere becomes

the lilliputian orb. Men who for-

merly succumed to the lure of the

court, now turn their all-

consuming interest to the diamond.

Baseball woos and wins!

Visors snugly hug furrowed

brows and gym shorts are

lengthened into nickers. Smoke-

filled courts are replaced by clean,

clear, sweet, fresh air. Heat in-

duced perspiration become wind-

cooled sweat.

Breathing becomes slower, and

more relaxed. Five becomes nine,

and the whistle becomes a signal.

Fast dribbles turn into slides, and

the dirt scarred uniforms replace

smooth, slick floor-burns.

Spectators adjust quickly to the

outdoor move. Cheers and jeers,

easily heard in the enclosed arena,

now increase in volume and in-

tensity.

Threats become more and more

vehement as the innings pass.

Team loyalty has long been infused

throughout the bleachers. Grand

stand authorities irgue over was-

he safe-or was-he-out. And from

the pop fly, the fnts fly.

Each win is like a shot in the

arm Each loss is like a drying-out

period. Like morphine and alcohol,

baseball too, has its addicts!!

B.t'hovceSheehan

Letters To The Editor

Lower Your Voices

Editorial Points

To the Editor: . .
.

The Student Senate has been receiving an undue

amount of criticism from those who seem to have

vested interests on campus or who are merely in

disaereement with certain resolutions of the Senate.

There are several comments about the Senate in

vesterdays Collegian that I would like to respond to.

Pinto allow me to observe that the Senate is a

democratically elected body and is only as good as

those elected to it. There are now vacancies in the

Senate and one of the reasons for these vacancies and

this lack of interest is the apparent belief by some

students that the Senate is to be ignored and if ignored

i will have no effect on their lives; this is obviously

ot the case, nor should it be the case. Secondly it is

Yustrating to debate and then pass or defeat

legislation only to have students who were too lazy and

Sthetic to become involved in the entire process

stand up and decry that the Senate is a monster and

'"ffvwtoSyi't-ollegian there was a news story

.actually it should have been considered an editorial)

about the lottery system for use of dormitories during

vacation periods a'nd the attempts of Coohdge Lower

o defeat this system before it is even .mplemented. rhe

statement was made that the "...Senate seems more

concerned in supporting the administration than in

rrk,ng for the students '' That is complete absurd,^

There are students who cannot go home during

acation periods and they should not be discriminated

asamst Under the Senate lottery system each dor-

m orv will be used during a vacation period once

very fifteen vears at the most unless they volunteer

o house students more often. This certainly is no that

great an imposition and is certainly a great im-

.»rnvpm*'nt over previous methods.

Tals™ feel compelled to comment on a letter written

by my goS friend Peter Pascarell. in regard to the

Senate position on the use of vending machine profits.

UmustTe understood that many dormitories have

wtEed the Senate within the past two years

£«a*ml hat they should be able to own their own

veTdng machines or that they should be allowed to

receive the profits from vending sales. It is true that

[hTAthleticDepartmentb^iltupthevending^

business on campus and it is also»«•
profits go toward athletic scholarships, but this topic

was also discussed at this years SWAP Conference

IS there was general agreement that *"«*<*
$50,000 by the Athletic Council from vending sales

should be phased out and those monies should revert

o the dormitories in which the vending machines

were located. This topic has been discussed for a long

Time and the Senate finally made its decision

This is where I personally resent the remarks made

by Peter Pascarelli. There was no "self-interest"

involved; the dormitories want this money, not the

Student Senate. We have always attempted to protect

minority rights without prostituting the majority,

especially when funding organizations. The Senate

helps fund the Rugby Club, it bought the shells which

the Crew Team uses, it funded the Flying Redmen

until they could fund themselves. We have been open

and have represented students to the best of our

ability. .

The officer pay bill this year was an instance when

the Senate was apparently out of line with the feeling

on campus (at least out of line with the vast majority

of the 9% of the student body that voted ) I feel that the

student body was wrong, but the Senate does not doubt

the right of the student body to be wrong and make

their decision binding. Peter's letter is alarming when

it points to the end of intercollegiate athletics,

something which is not about to occur or to be caused

by the Senate. At least not from past actions.

I for one am tired of people who do not agree with

the Senate always screaming that we in the Senate are

•elitist" If the people who sit in the dorms, fraternity

houses, and the Campus Center and watch the

Newlywed Game" or who go out and drink or smoke

themselves into oblivion every night would just get

involved in a few activities on campus and do

something before the fact rather than bitching after

the fact mavbe we all would be better off.

So to Nancy Costa who wrote the article on Coohdge

Lower and to Peter Pascarelli, I say thank you for

being involved and for raising issues, but fuck you tor

biasing those issues. If more people would talk with

the Senate rather than screaming at us there would be

a better student government.
(ilenn Liters

President

Student Senat

If Coolidge lower doesn't have

to remain open during vacation,

then why should any other dorm.

Then again, there has to be a

dormitory open for those

students who don't have any

place to go. How about every

administrator and faculty

member taking a student home

for vacation.
• * * •

Thomas Dewey, a Presidential

aspirant in 1944 and 1948 died

recently. Never has any can-

didate been such a favorite only

to see his hopes go down the

drain. At least maybe the

Chicago Tribune will be able to

forget.
* »

*

From one pig to another, I

sure wish I had a red duster.
* * * *

Julius Erving not making even

honorable mention in the AP poll

is like leaving Henry Kissinger

out of the "Ten Most Important

People in America" list.

• » * *

"If nice people knew that

nicotine destroyed the sex

organs. .."-Dick Gregory. Well

Dick, now they know.
* » * *

I don't want to be around when

sweet Peppermint Patty

discovers that Chuck, who she

thinks "kind of likes me", can't

stand her. Well, such is life.

Pure Democracy
To the Editor:

D In response to the Collegian

article titled "Coolidge Uwer
Battles Lottery": The Student

Senate voted before Christmas this

lottery system as the fairest

method of "sharing the obligation of

providing housing for students who

must remain on campus during

vacation periods. Miss Costa's

article is hardly a news item; not

only does she live in Coolidge, the

dorm in question, but she shows

her ignorance of the entire issue

and past administrative and

Student Senate actions.

2) In response to "An End to

Athletics" by Peter Pascarelli.

I'm sure Peter believes in the pure

democracy of local control over

dorm life," so I assume his tirade

against the Senate's attempt to

give to the dorm's the control of its

vending machines and the profits

derived from them is due to his

ignorance of the issue. Peter does

not pay a "tax" on the coke in his

freezer to support the Athletic

Dept. i he lives off campus* The

Senate, and 1 personally felt that

the issue was not athletics: yes or

no It was whether dorm students

should support athletics against

their wishes If a separate dorm

wants to give these profits to the

Athletic Dept that s fine; but it

should be a dorm decision'

I think this is one time the Senate

was representing the interests of

the individual student by at-

tempting to give him more control

over his own life and life style.

Ls Sandwen

Chairman Student Matters

Student Senate

Majority Rule

Fun In The Future

To the Editor: . f„h,_
Ladies and gentlemen of the committee, the future

University is the Fun University of last spring s

strike. The Fun University will be one where students

need not worry about courses ami grades because

fascist teachers who required such things will oe

banished (They are not fun people).

Over 100 yeans ago the students at the University of

Paris gave us a view of the future when they

established the most fun place in the history o man.

lasted a bare three months. But like the Titemc it

was one of a kind The strike was the radical changing

of the university from the work to the fun university

The work university was a place which trained people

so they could get jobs and not be a burden on anyone

else

The Fun University was and will be the staging area

for all night parties. The Fun University was and will

be a place where students and faculty get together and

teach each other how to have a good time. The Fun

University was and will be the place where the

packies make 24 hr. deliveries. The Fun University

was and will be a place from which no one will ever get

a job. ( But you'll be having such a good time you won t

want to leave). .

The Fun University will be a place where in the

words of Alfred E. Newman. "The Chicago 7 will be a

race like the Indy "500", the Watts Festival will be an

annual celebration at the G.E. Light Bulb Division,

andatapotparty.dinnerwarewillbesold.

The future university is red-red because that s the

color of your eyes after an all night bash. The i-ed-Fun

University will be a place where no one gets up before

noon a place better than an expanded School of

Education In the process the Univeraity will become

a truly sincere cushion for those who efface hfo.

As a result of Student Senate bill 71-S70, Coohdge

Lower was chosen through the lottery fP****j£*
ooen for Spring Vacation Residents of Lower. Middle,

a^ Upper overwhelmingly supported petitions ob-

jecting to the absurdity of making a twenty-two story

ower vulnerable to vandalism and destruction by

keeping it open during the vacation These petitions

wereSubmitted to Tom Trotman, Associate Dean of

St

0?r
n
Head of Residence was assured of support in

our movement to keep Coolidge Lower closed by the

Asst Area Coordinator and the Area Coordinator for

Hamoden area and by Mr Trotman. Then, onS March 16th. three days before vacation, we

werl informed that even if we did decide to stay closed

There would be a very good chance that our dorm

would be opened up and our rooms used anyway.

We were told we had not taken the option of finding

another dorm to volunteer in our place and stay open

forth! vacation. This is not true We wrote to every

Head of Residence, by means of a circular ask.*I*

they would volunteer their dorm for•spring break.

Miss Pat Beharry. vice-president of the Student

Senate informed us that we had written to the wrong

^"^nsible. representative." Student Senate

passed bil.^70.^^^^ —
ss^nTwg^rrSf ^Tofth^r
concerns of students over the involuntary use of the r

rooms during these .vacation) times. aAw»«iW
still be oDen during vacation periods. (Sounds a little

contradSyM Wefeltthat if the Student Senate was

ruly representative of the feelings of the students

they would have passed a motion voicing their op-

potion to the policy that the university reserve the

use of students rooms over vacation periods. The> did

not and that is all in the past.

As for the present, we are writing this letter to

explain some of our views. We do not wish to screw our

fellow students who are forced to stay here over

vacation. However, majority rule has often been a

power in this country and right now all the present

residents of Coolidge Lower refuse to accept the

responsibility forced on us by our ""P"^™*'*
COOLIDGE LOWER WILL BE CLOSED FOR

SPRING VACATION
Concerned Students ol

Coolidge Lower

Have A Fruit Salad

T
moht''now

r

there is a long term referendum occurring in all Urning

ComfnonTon tt*"campus Th.s referendumJ, I. determine whether

^indents will suDport the migrant farmworkers in the United 1- arm

Workers even ifM some slight inconvenience. The Admin.strtion

to"£SSed to"abe all lettuce served in the DCS, and to stop buying scab

tttuce If it goes uneaten That means that students have the power to

dt.ve^cab «noTuFW) lettuce off th.s campus, just by refusing to eat it

When tS sgn on the serving line says non-UFW lettuce, just pass by the

tettuce bin tekeVfruit saladV cottage cheese, but please don't take that

XSS^Wf Well, if occasionally i lligl "j^jfjgfflg
an inconvenience for you. just stop yourself and think about it next time

yo^ start talking about ending poverty in this country Sound trivial? I

rate* doubt& the migrant farm workers whose average annual m-

come falls below $2000 per capita, would consider it trivial

Tlease boycott nonAJFW lettuce, eat only lettuce picked under

legitimate union contracts.
jif> nark

Look At The Record
To the Editor:

Politics has become a great

source of apathy in America

Rightfully so. because it becomes

extremely difficult to determine

who is sincere as opposed to one

who is out to get votes only. The

only safe way is to study the

candidate's voting record and

actions over a lengthy period of

time We challenge anyone to study

George McGovern's voting record

and actions over the past ten years

and say that he is not sincere. On

September 23. 1963. Senator

McGovern stood up in the Senate

floor and denounced our in-

volvement in Vietnam, which at

that time was only slight He has

had an Economic Conversion Post-

War Bill in the Senate for many

vears. which is still to be voted on

Furthermore. Sen. McGovern has

co-authored the McGovern-

Hatfield Bill to have all American

troop! out of Vietnam on or before

Dec SI, 1971. In 1987. he voted

against an extension of the present

Draft Law and needless to say, is

op|M)sed to this year's extension of

the Draft

Current polls have Sen

McGovern behind Sen Muskie who

1S still unannounced as a

Presidential candidate. A careful

study of Muskie's record will show

that it is only recently that he has

become a peace candidate and his

consistency is questionable Must

we be deceived again into thinking

a man is a peace candidate when

his actions show otherwise'' Sen

McGovern is sincere and needs our

support.
Michael Dwyer
Stephen Santora

Letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request)

The limit is one page and the

deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior

to intended publication The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters.

The same rules apply to

Editorial Points except that the

limit ol these is 2.") words N<>

prizes will be awarded or gifts

given out. This is not i contesl

It's simplv a forum tor thos«- ot

you who don't feel tike writing

a whole letter or who don t know

more than 25 words
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Recruiting Reported Down;

Beginning Salaries Affected
* • _•
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ji ST SWORN IN-Jovce Ann Jacobs of Natick was sworn into the

ini ed Stat Vrmv Nurse Corps by her father. Lieutenant Colonel
Imleti MM "'

x ret ired) recently. Presiding at them SSt^LM St^^£-£;
i. Professor of MilitaiN Science, and his staff. She is piesenti> a

econdtT t r senior nursing student at I Mass. After passing the

Ms nursi,,, state board exam in August. Joyce will be assigned to

sa, \. »ni«». Texas for an intensive army orientation course.

Accounting

Firm Aids
HRA Seminar

Six specialists from the in-

ternatonal accounting and

management consulting firm of

Laventhol, Krekstein. Horwath

and Horwath are participating this

seiiu'ster in the senior seminar of

the Department of Hotel and

Restaurant Administration at

UMasi
The lecturers are traveling from

the lirm's New York City office to

the Amherst campus six times to

provide students in hotel and

restaurant administration in

tormation on the latest develop-

ments in the hospitality industry,

and to provide instruction in areas

ranging from the status and future

of the resort hotel to the utilization

of feasibility studies, according to

Dr Donald E. Lundberg. head of

the department. Two sessions have

already been held. Rocco Angelo

provided an assesment of the

resort hotel aspects of the industry

and Iain Christie presented an

analysis of the supply and demand

of tourist services on both a

domestic and international scale

Un March 19th, John D. Lesure

will discuss the interpretation of

hotel financial statements, while

on April 9. Robert T. Leone will

consider the development of

franchising Others scheduled are:

April 23, Joseph Varge,

"Hospitality Industry Feasibility

Studies" and May 7, Anthony G
Marshall, "Forms of Ownership

."

Contact with those participating

in development of the hospitality

industry is an excellent op-

portunity for hotel and restaurant

administration students to gain

valuable insights into the

problems, trends, and procedures

of the industry. Dr. Lundberg said_

The senior seminar is conducted

by faculty members George R.

Conrade, Albert L. Wrisley, and

Charles E. Eshcach. It studies

developments both within and

without the industry of major

importance to students about to

take employment with hospitality

industry companies.

®

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Not onlv is college recruiting activity down this year

but the dollar value of beginning salaries offered to

graduates is beginning to be affected, according to a

survey taken at midpoint in the current season at the

UMass and 139 other institutions.

The rise in beginning salaries, usually at the rate ot

5 percent to 6 percent per year, had continued

unabated during the past decade but this year it s a

different story, according to the College Placement

Council's second Salary Survey report of the season.

Reporting on the survey is Robert J. Morrissey

placement director at the University, one of 140

selected institutions participating.

I.E. Accounting I'p

At the bachelors degree level, only one curriculum

realized a gain of 3 percent or more in dollar value

since the close of the last recruiting season. Industrial

engineering went up 3.3 percent to $877 per month

Last vear the largest percentage increase in the

comparable period was 8.5 percent for accounting

This year the accounting increase since June was 1.7

percent to $830. i;„i,n„
Three curricula recorded dollar averages slightly

below last years closing figures-business, $717,

marketing and distribution. $676; and the chemistry-

mathematics-physics group. $791 The remaining

bachelors curricula covered in the on-going stud>

experienced modest increases ranging up to z.y

percent

Chemical engineering at $928 continued to com-

mand the highest dollar average at the bachelor s

level, followed by metallurgical engineering at $890,

and mechanical engineering at $886.

MBA Holds I'p

At the masters level, the MBA category held up

better than most curricula in the number of offers

reported but it failed toshow its usual strength in dollar

average In fact, its dollar average at mid-season was

3 percent below last year's closing figure. Although

known to be a slow starter, last year at this time its

dollar average was 4 percent above the close of the

previous season.

MBA candidates with a technical undergraduate

degree still received the highest average offers at

$1,075, although this was a drop from $1,112 in June.

Chemical engineering majors were next at $1,055, a

gain of 1.8 percent over $1,036 in June. MBA can-

didates with a non-technical background had an

average of $1,018, down from $1,044 in June.

Data for this on-going study by the College

Placement Council, limited to male students, cover

actual offers made bv business and industrial firms as

submitted to February 16 by 140 representative

colleges and universities from coast to coast. The

council issues three mens Salary Survey reports a

year-in January. March, and late June-and a report on

women's salary offers in July.

Hail the
conquering
players!

in the American

College Theatre Festival

To perform in the

George Washington University Theatre:

Cleveland State University

State University of New York at Albany

Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Southwest Minnesota State College

Occidental College

To perform in the Fords Theatre:

East Texas State University

University of Kansas

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

University of Evansville

University of Massachusetts

"The Birds"

"Harry, Noon, and Night"

"The Caretaker"

"The Scarecrow"

"The Ballad of Sanki Merser"

"Time of your Life"

"Indians"

"Woyzek"
"Imaginary Invalid"

"Clouds"

Performances in Washington D.C. from March 21 st to April 4th

If we didn't like your actwe wouldn't be sponsoring it.

Peace Corps
of

STUDENT CENTER
March 16-17- 18

— MOVIE —
Rm. 904 -908
March 17
8:00 p.m.

Jim Bullard (Saint Lucia)

Tony Plisterer (Brazil)

American Oil Company

cues

"Still here are you?" Paul Tauger. Socrates most able student, (left) sets a precise aim as Charles

Mowlam! as Amynias (right) balances for the painful results in the UT production of The clouds. The

revel with music will give two return performances. March 29 and 30, in Bartlett Auditorium.

You Don't NeedAWeatherman
The Clouds, presented by the

University of Massachusetts

Theatre, has been chosen as one of

ten finalists from 240 college and

university entrants, in the

American College Theater

Festival and will perform at the

Ford Theatre in Washington on

April 3 and April 4.

Prior to the Washington per-

formances, the University Theatre

will present two special per-

formances of The Clouds in Bar-

tlett Auditorium on March 29 and

March 30 at 8:00.

Tickets for these performances

are $1.00 and can be purchased at

the door only. Doors will open at

7:30 p.m. The Clouds is a good-

natured but penetrating attack on

intellectual pretention. Socrates,

Athens' number one intellectual, is

portrayed as a humbug fool whose

major academic preoccupation is

the intestinal tract of a flatulent

gnat. The Gods (Goddesses) are

capricious and more than a little

dotty. Even the so-called normal

types-who hunger after sophistic

and philosophical learning - are

decidedly sub-human, preoccupied

more with cheating, lying, and

obscenity than with intellectual

achievement The emphasis is on

broad farce, gross satire, and often

obscene buffoonery.

Cinemung presents

ORSON WELLES' Films

TOUCH OF EVIL

at 8:00

MR. ARKADIN

at 10:00

TONITE - THOMPSON 104

Orson Vv

Films Tonight
By MARTIN PURVIS

MDC Staff

This week in Thompson 104 Cinemung will present films of Orson

Welles America's most individual and misunderstood director. In 1941

Welles! fresh from a series of stage successes ( including the notorious

'War of the Worlds" radio drama), stormed into Hollywood and, at the

age of twenty-five, made Citizen Kane -voted the greatest film of all time

by an international poll of critics in 1962. Since Kane Welles has never

again been granted total directorial autonomy and has acquired the

reputation of being a difficult and capricious artist incapable of making

commercially viable films.

Presented tonight will be:

8 00 A TOUCH OF EVIL (1958) After a ten year hiatus in Europe.

Weiles returned to America to make the financially disastrous but

critically well-received, A Touch of Evil. Fortunately this is one of the

least interfered with of Welles's films and features Marlene Dietrich,

Charlton Heston, Joseph Cotton. Zsa Zsa Gabor, Mercedes Mc-

Cambridge, and Janet Leigh - each of whom is cast in a very un-

charasteric role. Welles uses his famous floor-based lighting and camera

positions to render his grotesque vision of the venal, raucous American

hick. , .
.

10:00 MR. ARKADIN 1 1951-55) Welles surreal variation of the theme ol

Citizen Kane. Often mistakenly called an innovator, Welles simply

assimilated all existing cinematic technique and used it more boldly than

any of his peers. Welles uses a Hitchcock-like visual shorthand to identify

characters but the motif on which the character is based is invariably

some horrendous grotesquery. This is surely the least understood of all

Welles's films.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEASON

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

MARCH 31 —APRIL 3

University Music Theatre presents

Brecht-Weill's

"THREE PENNY OPERA"

One of the great successes of the century in a fully-staged

production!

Reserved ticVets available by calling

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

2 p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 19

is the

for

COLLEGIAN ADS

FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 30
..
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Mass. Licenses Conversion

To Photographs Now Complete
S* „ *pnP Mri.auphlin said. The use of this license as a

No taces

Registrar Richard L.

McLaughlin announces that as of

March 1. 1971 all Massachusetts

Driver's Licenses have been

converted to the new photographic

license. It took two full years to

complete the conversion of more

than three million licenses, he said.

Every licensed operator has now

received this new license with the

exception of military personnel

who are still on active duty.

During the cycle of conversion,

license renewals were processed

for two, three and four year

periods in order to spread them

evenly over a span of four years.

All renewals as of March 1971 are

for four vears. The fee remains at

$2 50 per year or $10.00 for the full

Registrar McLaughlin said,

•Applicants for licenses have been

pleasantly surprised by the simple,

fast and efficient method used to

provide a complete photo license in

a matter of minutes."

The security in the new license is

ensured by several features: the

color photo of the driver, signature

of the individual, personal in-

formation and the Registrar's

validating signature combined into

a single photographic image which

cannot be altered without the

license being destroyed.

For added protection the print is

laminated with a special plastic

with a bond so strong that any

attempt to peel it off, also destroys

the license The laminated print is

then sealed in a vinyl pouch.
four-year term. , ^^

WMUA To Rebroadcast Gregory

n.ie to the popularity and importance of the address given by Dick

Gregor ^n TuSy n gnt ,n the^U. Ballroom, in keeping withUs du£
Sie sta7f of Cyclebreaker has decided to rebroadcast the speech m its

entirety on Thursday night beginning at 6:30 P.M

that have fallen into the gnmey hands of WMUA, 91.1 1 M.

'Charlie Brown ' Music_ Sited
Poor old Charlie Brown con-

tinues to pick up nominations and

awards in many fields. The song

score from the feature film, "A

Boy Named Charlie Brown,'' has

been nominated for an Oscar by

the Motion Picture Academy; and

the album from the film has been

nominated for a Grammy Award

by the Academy of Recording Arts

and Sciences ,

Immunization Clinic Hours Announced

Previously, the Charlie Brown

TV shows have won an Emmy, a

Peabody, and 15 other Emmy
nominations. It looks like Charles

Schulz is going for a grand slam

this year. The newest PEANUTS
TV show will be seen March 28 on

CBS-TV 1 7 p.m. EST) and is

called "Play It Again Charlie

Brown."

The use of this license as a

means of identification is so

positive that merchants should

have little fear of its use by

criminals for the cashing of stolen

checks, minors purchasing liquor

and the use of stolen credit cards

etc.

UMass Junior

Receives Purina
Scholarship
Clifford Barry Starr, a Junior at

UMass, has been selected to

receive the Ralston Purina

Scholarship Award for 1971-72,

according to an announcement

made in St. Louis by George H.

Kyd, Director of Public Relations

of Ralston Purina Company.

The Purina Scholarship amounts

to $500. It is awarded each year to

an outstanding junior or senior in

the state universities and land-

grant colleges in each of the 50

states, and in three Canadian

agricultural colleges and in Puerto

Rico.

Winners are selected at each

college by a faculty scholarship

committee on the basis of their

scholastic record, leadership,

character, ambition in agriculture

and eligibility for financial

assistance. Starr is the son of Mr.

and Mrs. Myer Starr, Canton,

Massachusetts

CHEERLEADERS
Cheerleading tryouts: For men ana

women of all classes. Mandatory
practices start March 31st, Wed. at 7

p.m. in Boyden Wrestling Room.
Questions call 66837.

CHESS CLUB .

The Chess Club will meet tonight at

7 p.m. in New Hatch.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
No Private Pilot Ground School

tonight. Have a flying vacation in-

stead of the usual. See you March
30th at 7 p.m.

FINNISH CLUB
.

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm 801

of the C.C. All are invited to attend.

IEEE. DVP Lecture series

presents Dr. I. B. Thomas speaking

on "Prosthetic Devices for the Deaf

tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm 171 173 of the

C.C.

PSYCH 101 „, _ . .

Section 6 & Section 34 Trip to

Northampton, Friday, April 2, ana

Monday, April 5. Meet at Bart. 205 on

day you signed up for at class time, if

you signed the either /or option, come
on the Monday date.

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Jerome S. Bruner, Prof. 8. Dir. of

the Center for Cognitive studies at

Harvard Univ. will speak on The
Ontogenesis of Human Skill this

Friday, March 19th at 3 p.m. in

Thompson 102.

SENATE SERVICES COMMITTEE
Letters of application for the

position of Manager of Senate Transit

Service are due before March 31th,

please submit to Senate office.

Brief but important meeting
tonight in Rm 802 of the C.C. at 7:30

p.m.

SENIOR HONORS COLLOQUIA
One credit life saving course to

meet on Sundays in Boyden. For

further information call 67504.

SK
Spr

C
ing skiing is the ultimate rush.

So, bring back your skis after

vacation. Those interested in running

a spring ski trip call 549 6695
,

(Greg)

or 6 7819 (Joe). Those interested in

going on these trips come to the

meeting on Tuesday, March 30th.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Skydiving U.M. Sport Parachute

Club invites the entire University

Community, Wed., March 31st at 7.45

p.m. in Rm 162 175 of the C.C.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
No meeting tonight. Coming out

party instead. Call 665 3574 or drop in

Gay Lib Center for info.

T
Spanish Tertulia meets today from

3 4 in the Spanish Foyer, opposite the

4th floor elevators, Herter Han.

W
Arf

E
i?formal rap' session with

information about Women s

Liberation will be held Thursday at

11 a.m. in the Women's Center at

Free University across from tne

Hatch.

L
A pair of man's glasses black

frames in black case pst betw.

Machmer 8. Bartlerr Call Roberta

201 Mary Lyon, 5 2516, 5 2517. Leave

m
On Monday, March 15th, a scrawny

whire miniature poodle male was

lost if you have any information,

please call 546 5248.

Navy blue girl's wallet & contact

lenses in a white case attached to a

bottle of Lensine was lost Please can

Paula 546 7281.

MDC CLASSIFIED

Due to the increased volume of

immunizations given during the

spring months, March 31 to May 27,

the immunization clinic hours will

Time Tax Refunds
BOSTON. It usually takes five

or six weeks for the IRS to issue a

refund if your tax return is

correctly made out and filed early.

Elmer H. Klinsman, Acting

District Director for

Massachusetts, said today.

If you do not receive your refund

within this period, you should wait

at least ten weeks after filing

before writing the IRS Writing

earlier may only delay processing.

te sa 'd
i , »»

To avoid refund delays. Mr

Klinsman said, check your return

for accuracv and completeness

You should check to make sure all

W 2 Forms are attached, the name

and address and Social Security

number on the name label are

correct, and the return is signed.

be Wednesday 1 : 00 to 4 : 00 p.m. and

Thursday 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and

1:00 to 4:00 p.m. During this time

period visits to the immunization

clinic will be by appointment only.

Call 5-0057

Yellow fever immunizations, as

usual, will be given only between

2:00 and 3:00 p.m. on Wednesdays

FOR SALE all utll inel

itaaw., «»r

>.——. Taac. Garrard. Pa% Aat**,

xJTi. tra*U m* •**» mMmmmm '

— *-»«-— ***• *L

Brand new »-traca «t«r*j **»*• ~
Harrtaoo, Chicago, manr other*. M
JaV 3 for SMi. C«Uct g*
S-M3* •iter «;— *£}?

rorarbe 19*3 8-9« Buaroof. red.

,ic condition M4-MM
Ml

craft

t'ggggaa

1

far raat — tenaale

Call t56-«21S

dlap
ttt-U
Near
tf3-18

Happy
love >ou

Belated Birthday Super•. 1

Fantesfl

MrMm apt. available>
Jaaa >.

i,H a msuth, Include, utilities. 1

mile fratn eaaapaa. Call 8**4^.M
TO SUBLET

Beaded Curtains

Wooden Beads
Bells

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

elegant functional waad-

, walnut like Anion. J"*T2
able 8-op*o«er record player $15. a -

« armchair, bathroom ocalea. trall-

MMM mnchnte. Ironing board. Call

853-39*9 evenlngo __u^^
—Beady ooon — 3 young oteera, lean

heef ralaed without antlblotlco etc*

or raloe your own. Taking order, for

.hi., oaring. ^SjSSJTiJSSS'
Mlstorer Farm. Deerfleld '73-™J9
""liied Zenith TV BW good condi-

t SMI OH 511MM71 *UrTnn™
>l9

"
l» Yamaha "•&< Excellent conU

BM an Contact Chuck Landry Tlt-

WHI_ i!
3-'9

-
|-r«l Rm - Jacket*, capea and

..nles for aprlng. New iMp-n*• •'

.«»!«. some raccoon. All ««*•• »"
.n.l up. Call *53-»»V

—Ta amblet 1 badraoaa auailaMat

.at Cliffaide, all utlllUea tadu«e4.

Option of furniture, air conditioning.

and renewta* lea** after September.

Available Jane 1. Call •t*-»»3^w

To Fat — Happy B*»h Birthday.

Your* Hnally a nothing Lara from

m SS—Carole «• recently eaaferrei the

Warty Fhallua Award far eaatraet-

•ng Taiwan Crotch Bat. Ceaaratula-

tionM! The Mat floor wiahea her a

speedy recovery. M"
RIDE WANTED

To tablet Jane through Aug. Cow
apartment right an ^*»j'e* 3

Klrla. Call Donna or Snarl M*-***
9

Ta aublet t bedroom Colonial Tll-

Uce Apt., 6/1 - S/3I. furnlahed.

s» .turning pool, will dlocuse rent.

?iiw-«aat. tra-ia

—From June lat Ull at leant Aug

«l EfHeleacy apt. \Vt mile* from

lampua Dtahwaaher. garbage dispos-

al, wall ta wall carp >>w •»«•

Kent I* tlBa per mo. Call Bay «»-

TMI far detail*. t»-H

SUMMER SUBLET

Orano. Walne - two ui "«* •/
ride to r of Maine or vicinity 3/W.
will ahare expeniieii and driving, tail

Mere at M**M9 «r came ta 3*3

Brett. Can leave anytime. tf3-lii

Hide wanted to Boolder, Cal*..

March 19. M. 21 .Will .Kara • •»*

driv ing CaU Carrie *-UU. tf>H

Ride wanted ta Montreal Frl .

Mar 19 1 am willing to ahare drlT-

Ing and expenaea. Call Geoff at M«-
-««r tnrW

Two glrla Heaperately need a rtde

to Florida Spring vac Will uliare r\-

penaea. Call rV-t«T «-«>«> »r Marlbr.

MdjJ "3-1 *

INSTRUCTION

ablet from Jaw
VlUage,

ewlm. pool.

> 1 - Aug
fnralabnd
Can tfl*-

tf ta-tb

V.m Honda 3«Vc Superhawk.

mi . eicellent rondillon. Call «M»-

na-f« after 2 pm. Reaeonable^^

—Garrard SL-95B Tumtawe with

s|„„e M91E Cartrdlge tlM.• "**Jj
..Id Call E.rl i.t .M.l-»11«. 30«

TRAVEL

IEEE presents

DR. I. B. THOMAS
On Prosthctir D«vioe* for the IVat

THURSDAY. 18t»i MARCH mmJSmCAMPUS CENTER Room
'
"

"VW En«lnea 3« and
and «175 with trade.

hp. tltS
tf3-19

BOOKS

MINUTES

AWAY
VIA NEW
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FOR SALE— AUTOS
" M Ford euetem K VS. MM.
,r.na . F 8 . fSRSFWlgmmm
w w and batt.. goad rannlng eono

IZimTm. Call afta* • P.-.jMj
sstt.

"Traotr '« Ford Faleaa Waiaj.

bjy^i'r Oot tne ta and frjm w.rk

every day tbla winter Aaklng ll»
Mt-aaM erenlnga -r=5^
M Faattae. aata., "•ŵ ' K!*

e*rf"5;
«a^ condition, no |aaj|||jtj ,daaat

refoaed Call Barb. 549-1114 b»*^"
4 and 1 P m. H*^?
-

1956 Chery 'A ton Pl<-J«-"P. «*»*

<ir*« fine body rnnu very wen

Xm oVllcok Call Feter *+**
(oat tSBt.

ON THE BOAD IN KTJBOFE — at

laat a snide that tella ererythlng

>oa need ta know about hitching,

mapa. naed cara. Inaarance, camping,
and European police, pine valuable

information about baying cameraa.

akia, ete. fl.50 poatpald. Hampton
Knlerprlaea, Kingwood Bd , Ithaca.

NY. 14W. tf3-M

OTKBIAND KXFKDinON TO
INDIA. I>eavea I>ondon mid-Jane
»4aa. Alao return CHABTEB8 to

linden SIM approx EneonnUr
Overland. 1414 E. 59th St., Chicago.

m. «•>*.H 4 I It II U II » I- » I

NIT BUS TICKETS

Will teach Oboe, Engllah Horn.

Ohee D"amore er tutor elem. mu*l<

theory. Quallfieil mualcian trained at

liillltard Call B E Sellgman. 549-

I4W tf3-lt

LOST
To whoever took the notebook*

from nutalde Thompson 194 on Wed ,

Mar. 1» pleaae return the notea In

i hem to me. I need them deaperate-

1^ tf3-m

OVERSEAS JOBS

Charter baa tickets far NTT avail-

able at Stadent Union Ticket Office.

Baaes leave from Amherst, Boston,

Hpriasfleld and Worcester — opon-

aored by Student Senate Transit
Service tfS-H

o\ KRsRtS JOBS FOB BTTDENTH
— Auatralia, Europe, So. Amertcs,
\frics, ete. All profe»»lon« and occu-

p.ttiona 97M to 93000 monthly. F.x-

IH-n«ea paid, overtime, alshtaeelng

rree information Write TWA Be-
- .nil Service, Box 5591 -A, San
Wean, fa 9-CT95. tf3-3fl

HELP WANTED
Help wanted — huslneas, msrket-

iiix uiMJorM need part-time help far

new huainewt Income and advance-
men i dependent only on dealre and
.i.Hii. la work. 584-MCT 5-7 p.m.

tf3-l«

SERVICES

WANTED

ROOMMATES WANTED
" Now Is the time to reserve a

f.uace for next year In Puffton ^ls

I'artlalb, furn., fully equipped. Call

Barb. 519-1114 between 4 and 7 pm
ss#*u

Amherst Audio services stereo
vouiponenta, tape decks for home or

car, 1P7 Bo. Pleaeant St., 259-913:1.
tr

—Mack alncere male stadent near

%mhcr£. Means write U white male

(temporarily In Ohio) hitereeted_
In

poaslble close BBwMT 9a-<iaf9Btf.

i onndentlal, Bex 783, A™^^

TtSS to rent for next inu aeo^

Pref 3 bedrooma. Call MBke at 809

Hamlin 5-S931 leave message.

De.lrr.1: las sf one narrow gauge

.team engine en March 29-81 '«»*

»hort trip to New York Also, one

:£ small brakeman's -»»'•'»•,«""*

have bandana and lantern. Call Ri-

chard »-tl«. tf>1*

Immediate occupancy for 1, «, 3

montha er what you want. Fartlalo

furnished, fantastic uteres etc. Can
Barb. 549.1114 between 4 and 7 p^

Have your own room In Puffton

Mllore Available Immediately. Bent

In 875 per mo. Call 5KMWKH! for de-

tails. If no answer, try 253-7543.
tf3-l»

Roommate wanted at Squire VII-

lua-e In Sunderland on 116, Inel. all

Hill., dinhwniher, garbnse disposal,

»a1l-in-«;ill carp and furnished. Op-
lion to pick up lease. Only fH5

Available Apr. 1. Call 005-2093
tfS-19

PASSPORTS — JOB APPIJCA-
rioNH Special vocation packacea on
nim and processing everything pho-
• .arraphlo You'll save $ at Lang's
Photo. B4. 110, Be. Amherst, M3-
ti49 tn-u
Free nationwide out-of-print book

search service. Jshn Hardy - Bosks.
Bex 193, Auburn, Mass. 91691.

tfJ-22

Enjoy more free time and veca-
tlens. English BA will type and /or

reviae anything. Theses, tee. Cam-
pus pick-up /dell vrrr center. Pro
fesstonal, reasonable 594-0573 eves

4W-I9

TYPING WANTED — Osed typlsi.

H years eiperience secretarial ba< «-

iround. Must wsrk at home. Sea-
sonable rates. Call 005-3129 tM-l"

FOR RENT
PERSONAL

PEBFECT FOB STJMMMB SCHOOL!
fom 1 bdr». apt. far July and

Aug. Ns lease req. tlsl me. Near
Campos, peel, tennis courts, air

rond Married csuple or '*"• f'f:

ferred. Call 040-3910 after 5. tf3-31

4 rooms, modern, dishwasher, 9155

I tlUtlea Included. Available Imme-

diately. Sunderland (10 mln. from

inly ) CaU 005-3092 M3-18

Elf. Apt., CUffBide avail lm-

The Nut Squad Isn't losing a son,

hut gaining a daughter. Congratula-

liona Perry and Carol. tf3-10

To Big Brl. stop sitting en your

feet Life Is fun. Relax and enJo>

it! Love. Two Semi-sensiioua Women
in your life. < f3-ln

Priscilla (I3.*i) Your day lias come
Head. Mon. Coll , March 15, Page

11. col. If Para. 0. Good luck, some-
,,„,.

3-1*

INTERNATIONAL JOBS
Km rope, 8. America. Asia.

Aostr., I s..\

HNM's of openings — all field*
I srninrs to $590/wk.

Summer and Permanent.
I' iid rxpensees overtime, benusra.
iriivel. Complete new Info.

P 90
Money buck guarantee.

Write: Internallomil Employmenl
Box 7?l-MSll

Peabody, M inn. 0l!X»
3-U

Skiers Review Undefeated Season At
.

.

. ... . ..^ikn^ioni tiainm fnmhinps hieh Knolanri Intercollegiate

M
By EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff

Skiing coach Bill MacConnell

recapped his teams drive to the

Sew England championship

yesterday at the last winter sports

luncheon of the UMass Varsity M
Club at the Newman Center.

• We do our thing at least a

hundred miles from the campus,

sometimes two hundred and not

mam people go to see us. To be

exact there are only two spectators

that attend our races." commented

the coach.

•We ve had an extremely busy

and successful season behind us."

lie added. Busy was the right word

as his skiers travelled weekend

after weekend to different

mountains around the New
England area competing in alpine

skiing against the best team
around and in the end satisfaction

for all this work came in the form

of the New England title.

MacConnell gave a brief sum-

mary on the alpine events, "The

downhill is the premier ski event

with the object to get from the top

of the hill to the bottom as fast as

you can. Skiers reach speeds up to

BQ miles per hour.

Slalom requires quick knee turns

Sport Notices
NIT. TICKETS-2500 more

N 1 T tickets are now on sale at the

Boyden ticket office. The ticket

office is open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

In the event the Redmen win on

Saturday, tickets for the next game

will be on sale after the game at the

Penn Garden Hotel across the

street from Madison Square

Harden Check the signs in the

lobbv for directions where to pick

the tickets up While in New York

only cash will be taken for ticket

sales

SPRING FOOTBALL-A11
prospective spring tootball can

rlidates must attend a meeting

oday at I'M p m in Boyden 249 It

unable to attend, please contact the

coaching stall
*****

lyTRAMURALS Soccer,
soft-

hall, horseshoes and badminton

entry forma are due Friday. March

19th 4 p.m. in the intramural ol

lice. 215 Boyden. Health forms

must be turned in with soccer and

softball rosters Anyone interested

in officiating IM >occer or softball

IM Volleyball

Won By PSD

please sign up in 215 Boyden.
*****

NO FREE PLAY-There will be

no free play in Boyden Gymnasium
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. for the

remainder of the week.

and the giant slalom combines high

speed with quick turns with the

skiers reaching speeds in excess of

40 miles per hour."

In competition six men perform

on the hill with the best four results

added up for the final score.

Throughout this season Mac-

Connells skiers have been con-

sistent in having five or six men

finish the course every meet. "Our

team strength is in our team

skiing." the coach pointed out.

Ust season the Redman skiers

won the league championship and

had the same men returning this

season. For this reason Mac-

Connell was pretty confident when

he said he felt before the season

that his team could win big this

year.

The season got off to a big 17

second victory at Middlebury and

from there on the margins of

victory increased as the Redmen

ran up an undefeated slate in the

Osborne Division of the New

England Intercollegiate Ski

League.
This past weekend the skiers

went to Wilcat and Cranmore

Mountains for the New Englands

and after the first day of com-

petition they were ten seconds

behind the team leader.

But on the second day the story

was different as they put together

their best team performance of the

season and moved into first place

by some 20 seconds for the title.

After the coaches comments,

each member of the team had a

few words with the general theme

being praise to both the coach for

the work he put in and praise for

one another for jobs each did all

season.

These skiers were co-captains-

Jim Latimer and John Gray, Ted

Martin, Jerry Curran, Chuck

Walker and Curt Sayre.

VARSITY M NOTES-Both buses

sponsored by the Varsity M Club

tor the trip to the NIT have been

filled.

Wrestlers N.E. Champs

Season In Review
On Page 12

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

SYDNEY OMAM«

Scorpio individuals can be im

pulsive, but they usually know where

to find what is needed. They are

capable of sifting through
nonessentials During times of

emergency, these persons make
marvelous allies. Some famous
persons born under Scorpio include

Robert Ryan, Dick Cavett and
Katharine Hepburn.

Bv MICHAEL FOX
MDC Staff

Before a standing room only

crowd ( there were no bleachers > in

Boyden Gymnasium. Phi Sigma

D.ita defeated Team, from the

independent league, for the

campus volleyball championship.

The match displayed both great

individual and team play.

Team open the game by losing

the serve to Sigma Delta, who then

ran off four straight points Team
persisted and ansvwtcd with four

points of their own to tie the game

Neither team was able to mount

more than a two point lead, as the

•erve kept going back and forth

without much scoring However,

w ith the game tied at SM) Team ran

ott six unanswered points to take

the lirst game of the match 15-9.

\\ hat was most impressive so far

was the plav ol Charles Shaffer as

I spiker for Team Ising an ob-

scure rule Team was able to switch

alter the serve to keep Shaffer on

the spiking line.

With their backs to the wall Phi

Sigma Delta blew open into a 5-1

lead on the strength of some fine

passing. Team was only able to

close within two points, as Sigma

Delta took the second game 15-8 to

tie the match.

The final game again was Sigma

Delta blow open into a big lead. 6-1.

Shaffer went to work for Team as.

Nathanson. Kaplan Snyder. Pete

and Jeff Oppenheim and

Thomashon all fed him the ball at

the net for the spike This style of

play saw Team take the lead 9-8^

Having the balance of four good

spikers in Paul Stack, Mark Del

Sesta, Bob Fulty and Steve Sch-

moyer. Sigma Delta was able to

wear Team down running six

straight points for a 15-10 win and

the championship. Sigma Ddta*

spikers were supported from the

back line and the bench by Rich

Lousaiarian. John Laczeck and

Allan Speckm

The final score was Phi Sigma

Delta over Team 2 1

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You
must now attend to details. Prepare

for possible sweeping changes, in-

cluding journey Aquarius individual

plays significant role. Study im

porting opportunities. Look to future.

TAURUS (April-20 May 20)
:
Funds

which had been tied up by litigation

could be released Concern is about

who owns what and what can be

done to prove it. Verify facts. Do

some personal investigating.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Em
phasis on public relations. Let others

have spotlight. Build for future.

Bridge of friendship can be con

structed Marriage or business

partner should be permitted to set

Pa
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Deep

close watch on those who are sup

posed to perform basic services^

Element of deception is present. Find

out who is really trying, who is

bluffing Answer can be Profitable.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Hold off on

speculative ventures. There are

numerous imponderables Display

sense of responsibility Set good

example for young persons. Offer

related to property may not be va id.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Study

Leo message. Be ready for surprises

Much activ.ty relates to fecial

association You learn valuable

lessons Apply fhem Ace

home, domestic area

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22). You
make exciting contacts, discoveries.

Key is to be confident. Don't let down
when iron is hot. Means some may be

envious and ridicule efforts.

Disregard this, push ahead.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21):

Someone could be trying to sell you

proverbial bill of goods. See through

attempt at financial deception, "rust

inner feelings. Don't be m too much
of a hurry to spend money^
SAGITTARUIS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Strenth comes from unexpected
source. Cycle is high; be versatile.

Take a chance on your own
judgement. Release yourself from

emotional barriers. Self expression

now is ultra important.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19): A
relative who means well may be

taking too much for granted. Realize

this and take appropriate steps Be

aware of details. Don't neglect

essential routine.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): You

meet unusual people. Some situations

now accent hilarity. Don't take

others or yourself too seriously.

Family member can provide needed

aid. Throw aside false pride.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Relations with governmental, oc

cupational superiors are stressed

You will be given unusual op

portunity Do what you can avoid

making extravagant claims.

Promise only the realistic

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are due now for change, travel, a

variety of experiences You have

knack for inspiring confidence. Many
who despair look to you for hope

taith You often are better at aiding

others than at helping yourself. Now
is time to expand horizons.

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

ACROSS

1 Swiss river

4 Proportion

9 Condensed
moisture

12 Baker's product

13 Girl's name

14 Anger

15 Fairy

16 Title of

respect (pi.)

17 Place

18 Ethiopian title

20 Newspapers,
collectively

22 Seed coating

24 In music, high

25 Athletic group

28 Excavate

29 Anger

30 Counterfeit

31 Poetry

33 Lasso

34 Ricochet

35 Transgress

36 Devoured

38 Word of sorrow

39 Music: as
written

40 Stalk

41 Rhythm
43 Greek letter

44 Time gone by

46 Chief artery

48 Be in debt

51 Armed conflict

52 Measuring
device

53 Recent

54 Bitter vetch

55 Craftier

56 Observe

DOWN

1 Simian
2 Beill

3 Iceboxes

4 Frees

of

5 Macaw

6 Place for

worship

7 Lifeless

8 Bacteriologist's

wire

9 Essays

10 Before

11 Damp
19 Man's

nickname

21 Portico

22 Paid notice

23 Competitor

24 Exist

26 Semi-precious

stone

27 Pronoun
29 Doctrine

30 Fish limb

32 Flower

33 Inlet

34 Symbol for

calcium

35 Tempestuous
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37 Printer's

measure

39 Decay

40 Quiet!

42 Small rugs

43 Young
salmon

44 Reverence

45 Long.
slender

fish

47 Golf

mound
49 Tiny

50 Fei.iale

sheep

1 2 3 •a i 5 1 7 3 yy
. •

? 10 1

12
. •

k :

13 yyyy
14

15 16 17

r-r-r grjr

v.;.

22

• 18 19 y.U
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21 yy

23
prvr
K-y.

24
•:: :

:

25 26 11

28
;I"Iv

29
\'y.

30

r-r-r
TT 1

31 32 yy.- 33

w
34 :•:•.

35
i • • •

•

36

1

38 '!*!"!
39 »"s"s" 40

ws" 42 43
:'.'.

yy.

44 45 46 47

L^~

48 4V 50

51 ~vT 52 53

54 ;•:: y yy
56
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Matmen Achieve Three Year Goal
Bv BOB GANLEY

MDC Staff

Before the 1970-71 wrestling

season, Coach Homer Barr felt his

Redmen had a chance to win the

New Kngland title and break

Springfield's twenty year hold on

the NEIWA championship. Few

people believed him because there

was no way anyone was going to

beat the Chiefs. However, the

people who counted most, the

wrestlers, believed in themselves

and then ability and the result was

the most successful wrestling

season in I'Mass history and a

season which established I'Mass

M a New Kngland wrestling

power

The Red men timshed with a 15-3-

I dual meet record, which was one

win short of the 16-4 record of a

year earlier, and completed the

season with the ultimate victory, a

win over Springfield in the New

England* UMass also qualified

even wrestlers for the NCAA
tournament at Auburn University

and will be one of best represented

schools in the country

Looking back over the season.

it's hard to pinpoint the turning

point which led the Redmen to such

great heights. The team began the

season with five straight wins.

X*X'!

m

NFAV KNGLAND CIIAMPS-Members of the 1970-71 I Mass

wrestling team are front row: (left to right) George Zguris. Carl

Dambman. Chris llodgeson. Tom Callahan and Tom Young. Back

Row (left to right) Sheldon Goldberg. Clay Jester. Brian t rquhart.

Jim Godkin. Dave Revnolds. Dave Amato and head coach Homer

Barr. Missing from picture is Kd Carlsson. (MDC photo by Gib

Kullerlon)

m

(BnUtftan
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During the past season, the

program reached its climax,

mainly due to the experience of the

seniors and juniors and the ad-

dition of a few transfers to add to a

not so great frosh team of last

vear. However, the season was

anything but a breeze and for a

while in February, it looked like

the Redmen would have to struggle

for a winning record

UMass opened the year with

wins over Tufts. 42-o. and a tough

Rhode Island team. 22-11 The first

real test of the season came

against Harvard, and led by

sophomore Kd Carlsson and senior

Phil Davis, the Redmen topped the

Crimson. 22-11? and upped their

record to :?-o

The week of Kebruary 7th proved

to be a gratifying one as the

Redmen equalled their seasonal

win output with five victories. The

first was a 42-0 romp over UConn

followed by a sweep of a quin-

tangular meet held at Boyden. The

victims were Monmouth, Trenton

St., Wesleyan and Maryland and

suddenly "the Redmen wrestlers

put on a fantastic display of 'gut"

wrestling and simply won because

they wanted to win more than any

Other wrestlers at the tourney The

team was conditioned not to accept

or think about defeat and this

theory paid off handsomely.

-lumped alter the long semester

breal ai d Mushed strong with ten

jght victories Coach Barr

expr< lis sentiments on the

subjet ' on the evening bil team

won England tournament

He ,
. d the laet that the

victoi i 1 onl> .i m ason

soa | ,. iufce which could

attributi d Springfield havinj

t,,„i Instead, he stated that

the Redmen had been working

,i goal of winning the New

lands lor three yean and

stud} Ol I Mass wrestling over the

past ihree yean bears him out

Ban recruited strongly among the

current senior and junior classes

and the result was two consecutive

New Kngland championship Iresh-

man teams and It was these two

teams which became the nucleus

lor the outstanding varsity teams

ot the past two years Two years

Ago, the Redmen finished the

mason with an IM record and a

third place finish in the New

Knglands Last year, with the

added help of the second great

frost) team, the Redmen (unshed

ir, i and closed the gap on

Springfield i>> limshmg second

The record became W at the end

oi the semester as the Redmen
travelled to New York for a

quadrangular meet and won two

out ot three, beating NYU and

Gettysburg while losing to West

Chester State Then tame an ab-

surd 4ii da\ layofl due to vacation.

exams, and semester break which

more to rum the recordi

t m.t^ sports teams than any five

opponents could Just as the

basketball and hockey teams

slumped alter finale, so did the

wrestlers. The slump hegan with a

17 17 tie against Vale in a meet

which saw the Redmen down 17 i

with two matches left and rally

behind the efforts ot George Zguris

and Carl Dambman

Next came a disheartening 27-8

loss to Sprmglield and all UMass

hopes ol a New Kngland cham-

pionship seemed gone. This

SCImod even surer when the

Redmen were upset 18-17 by Coast

( iuard and their record sagged to f>-

t l However, the effects of the

layoff were finally wearing away

and the team Iwgan to wrestle up to

its potential

But wrestling. although

classified as team sport, involves

individual performance that no

other sport demands A wrestler

has a very lonely task to BC

complish. just one on one. muscles

against speed right out on the mat

with the whole world watching A

winner needs not share Ins elation

with anyone else and a loser has no

one else t<> blame This is what

iuake> wrestling one ol the most

mentally and definitely the most

physical!) gruelling oi coll

sjM.rts. and a great team must I

have meat wrestlers

The acknowledged cream ol

UMass wrestling crop is 134

pounder Sheldon Goldberg. The

two tune New Kngland champion

was chosen by his teammates as

the season's outstanding wrestler

and the choice was obvious.

Goldberg I unshed the season with

a 17 n 1 record and his two year

mark is now 29-2-4. which makes

him the winningest wrestler in

t Mass history Goldberg has not

lost a match in New Kngland

competition (the two losses came

in Pennsylvania!, and he will be

representing his team in lh

national^ tor the second straight

\ear

Transfer Dave Amato proved to

be a big asset to UMass' record

with a 14-1 record and a second

place finish in the tournament.

Junior Dave Reynolds continued

his great wrestling in the 126 lb.

class, ending the season with an 1
1-

1 mark and a two year tally of 21-7-

1. Reynolds finished third in the

New Knglands and is also going to

• he nationals for the second year in

a row.

The middleweights had an up

and down year for UMass, but

came through like champions in

the tourney Junior Clay Jester

finished the season extremely

strong alter a midseason slump

and I unshed with an 11 4 record

and a third in the New Knglands

Jester's two year record is 22-t-1

.md will be making the trip to the

nationals

Brian I rquhart. Steve

Del Maestro and Peter Rock split

the duties at ISO, with I'rquhart

doing the bulk ot the work Brian

compiled a
'

-:t -1 record alter sit

ting out last season with an injury,

and. although he didn't place in the

tourney, he -< ored valuable points

or his t»

Junior Kent Mignocchi and

Sophomore Kd Carlsson did most

of the season's work at 167 and 177

respectively. Mignocchi finished at

7-7 while Carlsson was 11-4-1 and

one of the teams clutch wrestlers.

The unlimited class was split

between Carl Dambman and Chris

Hudson, as each took turns beating

each other in practice. This duo

made the heavyweight class,

always a weak spot on the UMass
team, one of its strong points and

gave coach Barr a feeling of

confidence if a match went right

down to the wire. Dambman really

tolled in the tournament, scoring

three straight upsets, to win the

heavyweight class and seal

Springfield's doom.

But if any individuals deserve

the credit for the development of

the UMass wrestling program, it is

the seniors. These are the guys who

came here four years ago and

pioneered the program to make it

what it is today. George Zguris was

probably the most underrated

wrestler on campus until this year

even though he had a New Kngland

title to his credit. His career record

had been 14-10-1 until he reached

his peak this winter. Ziggy com-

piled a 14-0 record and went to the

finals for the third straight year

and is going to the nationals for the

third time.

Another notable senior con-

tributor was 167 pounder Tom
Young Young earned a 26-6-3

record over his three year career

and two New Kngland titles. Up

until two weeks ago. it looked like

he would have a dissapointing

senior vear. but he rallied and was

a crucial lactor in I'Mass' tour-

nament victory. But these aren't

the onl\ seniors who are respon-

sible tor the Redmen emergence.

Mike Brauner, Nick DiDomenico.

Phil Davis. Tom Andrewes and

Duean Innes all contributed

greatly t<> the program, especially

in other years. Brauner had a

career mark ol 1H-7-2 wrestling at

150, 150 and 167. DiDomenico

wrestled at 118 and had a three

year record ol 24 1 1 Davis Wfl

handyman. Idling in anywhere

I rom UK to 142 and was H'.-ll

during ins career Andrewes bail a

two year record ol 10*3-2 and was a

mainstay on the team Innes v..

transfer and wrestled in spot- Bl

UK and

Jim Godkttl took over the 158 lb.

class at midseason, allowing

t rquhart to move down a class,

and ended up with a 5-S-J record

and a very important third place

finish in the tourney Coach Barr

lelt that this class would be a

crucial one lor the Redmen if they

were to beat Springfield, and

Godkin more than measured up to

the task.

And there must be credit given to

the men who got the wrestlers

here, mainly coaches Barr and

lunner Brosky Both have done an

excellent recruiting job despite

limited funds and have gotten the

most out ot a less than demanding

schedule It is hoped that now that

wrestling is at a highpoint. it will

stay there and that UMass fans will

give the wrestlers the credit they

deserve so much

AP Snubs Erving

-;
rls Host Hoop Tourney

i

Notice
Anj faculty membei

gra luati or undergraduate

Student interested in becoming

involi ed with officiating at the

horn •

' i! FIELD meets

this spring ;

cents I

ii«-s Ariel Brien .it 25S

Gym. an>

No '

|

• i v

and

ams from New '.oik Most

t Mass has drawn I he I nivcrsi'

Vein, out m its lust game at I

I he socond round will be played

Friday in Bovden beginning at

io:30 a.m. with the semi-finals

Saturday night at 6:00 p.m.

The finals arc held on Saturday

inning at 10 00 a m The winner

I
runner up qualif) tor the

Women - NIT to be held in North

Carolina March 24-27 Tickets will

i,.. sold at the door, the < ost is W

UMa -

I.imi l

son witi rho

has . red I rom a sprained

ankle which kept her out ol U

gam s Leslie Barsetaar and Pal

Bash, high rebounders, will be

ready to battle it out under the

boards against U Vermont's

superior height Others to see

action will be co-captain Joyce

Knappe, guards Dolly Lambdin,

Barbara Hern and Sue Chapman

Coach Kan says it UMass

successful!) stopUVM'a last break

wc should win this game

Yesterday the Associated Press

(leased its 1**71 All American

ollege basketball team and to the

surprise 10 all I'Mass and New

Land fans Julius Erving

not onlj. the tl '"is

•u! also

'

ns,

cs oi I CL A , Au

i oi Notre Dame and Dean
Memmger of Marquette. There

were no real surprises m this team

John Roche ot south Carolina

headed the second team which was

expected as he was one <»t the two

or three best guards in the country

lie was joined by Paul Westphal of

Soul hern < al. Curtis Howe ol

tt I. A . Dave Robisch of Kansas

and Johnn) Newman ot

Mississippi

Indiana's George McGumnesa

led the third team and was joined

by Rich Yunkas of Georgia Tech.

Howard Porter in Villanova, Fred

Brown •

I lov i andCltfl Meetej ol

Coli

Itu
'

( alhoun

tui j Charlie

ol Wake Foresl Jefl

Halibu I

Drake. Dennis

Wuycik ol North Carolina and

Charlie Velverton of Kordham.

Tomorrow's Collegian will be

devoted to basketball and

baseball There will be both an

indepth look al the NIT opener

for the Redmen. the all New

Kngland teams as picked by the

U' ,a\(\ UP1 polls and a preview

on the southern baseball trip.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUir flasflartpwrtta

Smlu <ftaU*Btett^ Wm +J A Mil AMD tlSPONSIHE ^ "«SS

Weather-

Apples on the Chan-

cellor's plate But no

tomatoes.

Ly ^^^L^s(*JCSC^^?W^Bm '^'BfBffffiSBB^BlBBaSBSiBl^^^^^^^ (ioldberg^^^
, n„ madeabiK hit at the University, playing to two SKO crowds. ^^^V^JZ more details (MDC photo by Larry

ALVIN AILEY-The dance t™ P ja' ^if^nth of a second to capture the swirhng. mov.ng Hg*S*a, Sec page

with a :MM»mm lens set at 14. »e snoi u -i
« _

_

(.old berg)
t

.
'

Gluckstern: Tenure Should BeHard«To_Get^
=,.:,„„.. ,.....,„,.H ,„ nroteet a thus protcctmg the proles^

, By ANN GURNETT
MDC Staff

•I think the Administration

should become more strict in the

granting of tenure to professors,

Kid Vice Chancellor for Academic

.fairs Robert Gluckstern

vesu'rday at a talk given ,n Mills

"'Though the talk centered

around the tenure issue

Gluckstern also touched upon the

departmental structure of most of

the colleges with in the University,

evaluation bv students of teachers,

and the role of Administrators in

the University.

According to Gluckstern. the

lacultv structure of the University

over "the years 'ended up in

dissonance
'' This dissonance

resulted in people common to one

field of academia separating into

departments, he added

A department is a community

ot lacultv members, a working

team," he said. 'People within the

department share work and

responsibility-they try to reach

agreement in the fulfillment of

their tasks

Gluckstern said that he telt the

tenure system had arisen as a

reward 'mechanism within the

various departments. He continued

that the tenure system was also

On The Inside

:

Senate Keeps YAHOO
See page two

Coolidge Open
See page three

originally designed to protect

new teacher who might have been

doing research of an unorthodox

nature
,

It has its merits and Us

drawbacks." he said "One of the

major faults with the tenure

system as it stands is that it is a

lifetime contract The retiring age

„„- a teacher is 70. thus If S

professor IS given tenure when he

[s 15 we are obliged to retain him.

even though he might go sour after

ten vears oi teaching.

There has been an increasing

,,end ..I late not to give tenure to

new professors," continue!!

'•"'^'.e'been telling people

Do your best, teach as you will.

and a decision will be madeJn the

next seven years,' he said "Not too

many people like it-they saytenure

gives them academic freedom

However, the problem is acute.

m( | the crucial decisions that the

Administration must make have to

be formulated before we give.

person tenure."

Gluckstern proposed as a way

around the problem giving five

sear contracts, winch would be

augmented yeari) il the teacher

proved satisfactory The level

would be kept constant at five

sears with the addition ol time.

Muis protect inu the prolessnr. mini

,t became' expedient to dismiss

him all that would have to Ik- done

WOUld be to let his contract PUnOUl

when asked il Administrators

got tenure, Gluckstern explained

•It an Administrator is un

successful, he may cause the

collapse oi the organisation;

hence they do not get tenure, but

r;(I1 be removed il circumstances

warrant It's possible thai tenure

ma\ he given to stall members in

,,,,/ future," he continued

However, it's unlikely

Gluckstern then proceeded to 'be

topic ni student evaluation ol

teachers

It - M ot the ultimate answei

but ,t s .i step m the right dire

,„m he said As Of now it I

voluntary, hut that could change

The evaluations are an aid in

tenure l

student opinion is

valuable
"

He concluded the discussion wtui

remarks on the possibility of
J

representative Irom the black

community to the Board ol

Trustees . ,

Keep in mind thai the student

bod) as a whole had no

representation on the Board until

,•;,«, hC laid Heeht would be a

good idea, one to keep in mind for

the future
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City Permits
Agnew Demos.

YAHOO Budget Intact;

Mohe Received Funds
JLtAWIL/W -1.^-^^V^" . , . (l ... „...„!, h,. allowed on all

boston lAP) Peace groups

said they planned unobstructlve

picket lines" in front of the hotel

where Vice President Spiro T.

\gnew was scheduled to speak

Thursday night, even though their

request for a demonstration and

parade permit was denied by the

citj ..

A spokesman tor the city told a

news conference Thursday that d

the protesters held a peaceful

demonstration and followed police

rules, they would not be disturbed.

Tt they're at the site, and they

do what the police tell them, 1 think

the police will leave them alone.

said John Fiske. an attorney ad-

vising the city Traffic Commission.

f\gnew was scheduled to address

the annual Lincoln Day Dinner of

Middlesex Club, which calls itselt

the oldest Republican club in the

nation It would be Agnew's first

visit to Boston since his election in

The peace groups were denied

permits, Fiske said, because a

demonstration would block traffic

in front of the Sheraton Boston

Hotel, where the vice president

was to speak.

The city's position is purely a

traffic position." Fiske said. "It s

really as simple as that.'' The city

offered the peace groups several

alternate locations, including the

Boston and Cambridge Commons
and the nearby Prudential Center

plaza, which they rejected.

A spokesman said the protesters

would hold a rally at Copley

Square, then march to the hotel.

ByANNESTADNICKl
MIX' Stat!

A move to strike the entire SATF

budget tor YAHOO was defeated in

a roll call vote f> 41-5 at \\ednesda\

night's Student Senate meeting

alter the Collegian had already

gone to press.

Other action taken by the Senate

included placing a question on

Index on a referendum, transfer of

funds to the Mobe budget a move to

retain the Senate Counsel next

year, and committment of the

Rapline budget to study under the

Services Committee.
Amendments to the YAHOO

budget proposed after the strike

motion was defeated, included

reducing funds considerably and

putting YAHOO on a personal

subscription basis.

One hundred dollars was tran-

sferred in the Mobe budget with an

amendment passed which stated

'the adaption of this bill shall in noRoom To Move w«m',F \

SM Some Mesl. Is DMA
In one of our earlier articles we asked at the end for

information about a pink capsule which some people

had taken and reported unusually long experiences

which didn't begin to reach maximum intensity until

eight or nine hours after they had taken the capsule.

Since that time we have talked to a number of people

and analvzed four of five such capsules. The capsules

contain DMA. (That's not to be confused with MDA
which is a different drug, though also in the STP

family of amphetiminc based hallucinogens. These

were explained in last week's article).

Though we don t actually see the drugs which are

analysed through our service, we do ask people to

describe what thev are sending in to be analyzed. Here

are the descriptions of the samples which have been

what DMA feels like. Most of the effects seem to be

physical. There are very few visuals. Besides the

duration of the experience people have been bothered

by difficulty in getting breath, loss of coordination,

difficulty in speaking, and a "general unpleasant

physical feeling".

The reason that we don't report anything very-

positive about the DMA experience is that no one has

reported anything of that nature to us. As to the

possibilitv of permanent effects, we cannot say more

than we "said last week about the whole STP group.

"As far as can be detected from a minimum of

evidence, it is not wise to do these regularly I like once

a week) as they can cause damage."

Remember the GRAY FLAT/GRAY BARR

av si^nilv the approval of the

Senate of the actions taken by

Mobe". „ ,. .

The move to strike Rapline s

proposed $1,647 budget was

deleated but it was referred to the

Senate Services Committee

because some senators felt this

group might perform the activities

or organize more cheaply. Rapline

would act as an information

referral service.

\ move was made by one senator

that . the Student Senate retain

Richard M. Rowland as its General

Counsel at $20,000 for the coming

year.

In the question period senators

MacNutt and Kurtzman motioned

that the question "Do you wish to

lund the Index through student tax

iunds'v ' be placed on a referendum

before the student body.

Other issues brought up in the

question period were the "special

meal'' seconds policy and dor-

mitory feasibility studies.

It was explained that there could

be no seconds on main course

items in special meals because the

expense was too great, but seconds

would be allowed on all other

items.

Pat Beharry, Vice President of

the Senate, responded to a question

as to whether the University is

currently planning new dorms, and

if so have the sociological and

psychological as well as financial

feasibility studies been made.

She said last spring a

questionaire for positive

programming on student wants

from future housing was
distributed to students. The Board

Of Trustees requested informally

that a study be made of student

housing for the fall of 1972, she

explained.

At the same time the University

received an option to buy front

acreage from Fraternity/Sorority

party, which was added to the list

of possible sites to consider, she

explained. Miss Beharry said that

negotiations are currently un-

derway to purchase the land which

appears to be the only fully

developed site feasible for fall of

1972.

are the descriptions of the samples whicn nave Deen
CONTROVERSY? The gray barrels were high

found to be DMA: "a bitter white powder supposed > ^^^^-t ^L. but we couldn't tell

mescaline, rose colored cap, supp. mesc," "reddish

cap with white powder-mescaline"'" "pink tran-

sparent capsule-mescaline" "red gelatin cap, a new

shipment ot mescaline" "white powder sold as

methadone". ...

Though the number of peoples experiences with

DMA which we have had described to us is not very

large I less than 10), we have begun to get a picture of

dosage acid which weren't poison, but we couldn't tell

about the gray flats which had been reported as poison

to the Collegian. We now have an analysis of a gray

flat tablet. It is "average" dosage LSD and is not

poison. Let me hasten to add that there is no

assurance that the pill we analyzed bears any

chemical similarity to any other pill however well it

seems to fit the Hpseription of the one we tested

It's really CR^to
want to be a Priest

or Religious today

--unless you want

to work to heal a
DDWPM UTODT n f

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

"THE DRUG BUST"
by

John Dominkk

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

nFind out more by mailing this coupon to:

Dominican Director of Vocations

869 Lexington Avenue

New York, New York 10021

"1

I

Name

Street & No.

City. .State. Zip.

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

The 11th Hour Lecture Series

presents
Professor

DEAN ALBERTSON
of the History Dept.

peaking on

44MIND FUCKS IN

11th HOUR"
MONDAY. MARCH 29*

allroom

NO CHARGE
Sponsored by the Maroon Keys

THE

8:00 P.M.

tttjr fttasirlpMrtlft Balls ttolUgiaii

OHiCttf .he DAILY COLLEGIAN are on me second Moor of »he S-uden. Unon on

,M Univtr.it, C.mpvv „p code 0,002 Pnones are S45 25S0 (new,). MS 0344

ft *nd M9 111

ond o.» po>t.,e pa.d a. AmMrftf. »* daily COLLEGE podges five

„„,„ -v." . Vono., '*roug* ^,d*y dur.ng .he academ.c .ear e.cep. dunng

vacation ard e.am per.ods >hree or .our HffWI a week lo.lowmg a vacahon or

exarr, p«rM or when a hol.day I.H> *<** a wee. Accepted .or ma.l.ng under .he

aotnor.iy o< 'he ad o. March r 1879 as amended by .he ac. o. June U, 1943 Suo

srr.pl.onra.es arc i? 50 per semester, iUOOpe-

AMHERST

A4t£4fta& \f route 9

FBI. A; SAT. LATE SHOW
"Night of the \\\ D«'a<l ' I

- n p.m. till t •« «m

BriuV Wore Black"

Coolidge Lower Open
By Resident Vote

W. . .. . i.„ „«„ u r»niH hv \ho non r

Chancellor of Uademic affairs Robert Gluckstern spoke at Mills

ho»s";^dt on the faculty structure of the I nivers.tv. See storv

on page I.

Veterans Plan
For April 24th

The Veterans for Peace met last

night in the Campus Center After

the previous minutes were read

and accepted, a participant

reported on the Westover march

He said the demonstration ac-

complished the purposes of

establishing contact with active-

.iutv servicemen and providing

publicity tor the group It was

mentioned that the Westover

march was reported in Los Angeles

as well as the Springfield-Hartford

area

A plan was described to circulate

a tact sheet explaining the Group's

purposes

The April 24th demonstration in

Washington was discussed The

Vets will take part and form a

separate veterans' contingent

The organization's Con-

stitution was read and with some

discussion and additions, it was

passed and accepted.

Alter the meeting was formally

adjourned, a Boston-based ex-

Marine from New Kngland

Veterans Against the War ad-

dressed the group. His

organization plans I week of anti-

war activities in Washington. D.C.,

April IT 23

The Veterans far Peace will

meet again Thursday, April 1, at 7

p in

Coolidge Lower voted at a

special house meeting last night to

allow non-residents to live in the

dormitory over spring vacation

The vote was passed by 100% ot

the residents mainly because of

special security measures agreed

to at a meeting held with the ad-

ministration earlier in the af-

ternoon, according to Tom Trot-

man. Associate Dean of Students.

Coolidge was notified that it had

bean chosen for vacation oc-

cupancy through the Student

Baker Goes
Co-ed

The Baker House Committee for

Coeducational Living is now ac-

cepting the names of girls in-

terested in living in a co-ed dorm

starting next semester.

The announcement is the result

ol tour months oi work by a group

ol Baker residents concerned with

the living conditions of their dorm

The desire for a change of en-

vironment in their dorm was ex-

pressed in a house meeting last

rail. Many lelt that it was then that

the Co ed Committee was officially

formed. Their desire, and that of

yo% ot the dorm's residents, was to

prepare Baker for the acceptance

ol co-ed residents.

At this time, a formal proposal

for transforming Baker into a co-

ed dorm has been completed and is

..bout to be submitted to the Board

of Trustees.

Any girl who feels she is in-

terested in living in Baker as a co-

ed dorm should feel free to call tor

further intormation either Tom at

6-M61 or Doug at H-6078 All ac

i eptance of girls will be on a first

come, iirst served basis

Senate lottery two weeks ago. It

began action last week to oppose

having to admit non-residents into

the dorm tor the spring vacation.

Residents asked that the ad-

ministration change the locks on

the special storage rooms so that a

master key could not open the

doors. Also agreed upon was the

request that the tunnel door to

Hampshire Commons be chained

shut so that intruders I* kept out

All doors will be locked and on

the alarm system, according to

Nanc) /.arrow, dorm president

She said picture identification will

be required of all persons entering

the dorm, and all guests must be

signed out by midnight.

The standard $2.50/night will be

paid by the non residents for their

stav in Coolidge. Payment is made

in advance according to the

Housing Office.

The Housing office as yet has no

official count on the number of

students who have signed to stay in

Coolidge during the recess

\ document, designed with the

aid Of Student Senate Counsel

Richard M Rowland, will be

presented to students who stay in

Coolidge. a spokesman for the

house said She added that any

student who occupies a i n must

sign the statement, which m effect

savs that the occupant must take

responsibility lor the contents of

the room lie or she occupies, and

any guests

Priests Condemn
U.S. Involvement

JUNE GRADUATES
JOBS AVAIL/MAJOR CITIES

CALIF ARIZ
HAWAII

Professional 'Trainee positions

currently available in all fields

Available positions monitored

daily & rushod to you weekly

For full information package,

including a 4 week subscription

on currently available |Obs, plus

sample resumes, salary & cost

of living companions. & area

executive recruiters directory.

#"i(J S9 to

JOBS IN THE SUN
Box 133-La JotU-CalH 9L'037

2x3 ft. Poster (black & white)

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position.

Submit a letter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do

buy half a bus a year.

BALTIMORE, MD. (AP> - Tin

National Federation ot Priests

Councils took a strong antiwar

stance Wednesday, condemning

American involvement in

Southeast Asia

The federation, representing 60

per cent of the nation's Roman

Catholic- priests, voted to condemn

the war in Vietnam and support

defendants in the so-called

Hamsburg Six'' bombing con-

spiracy case.

Vote was expected later on a

ivc-ommcndation which asks that

priests be allowed to marry and

continue in the priesthood.

The resolution condemning the

continuation of America's part in

the wmt was introduced by one of

the -Harrisburu Six'' defendants

Matinee
Sot.

Sun.
1:30

the Rev. Neil H McLaughlin, who

was greeted with a round ot ap

plause as he entered

Calling the war "the most

serious moral issue of our time.
'

the federation pledged it sell to

work for peace

However. an amendment

demanding that the United states

extricate itself Irom Southeast

Asia by i certain date was

defeated.
Almost unanimously. the

federation also passed I resolution

supporting the Uev Philip

Kerrigan and live io-delendents.

accused ol plotting to kidnap

presidential adviser Henr>

Kissinger and to blow up the

beating tunnels ol government

buildings in Washington. 1><

Now Showing
One Show
8:15 p.m.

Ffcir
Lady

AUDREY HEPBURN

Late Show Fridoy ot 11:30 p.m.

X Rated, Adults Only Film

"REGINA'S SECRETS" in color

Not part of regular program — Seats J^.uu

fe**«M>
H

Send any black

& white or color
^

photo up to 8x10
(no negatives

please) to:

RONALD JAYE Poster Service

P.O. Box 43
Plamview. N.Y. 11803

Enclose cash, check or money
order (no COD 's) in the amount

of $350 for each blowup.

Original material returned un-

damaged

Satisfaction guaranteed^ Allow 30

days for delivery Add 45« for

postage & handling.

SEE

THE
BEST

FIRST!

Wt'rt

only

minutes

away

via new

RT.91

RT.5 RIVERDALE RD. W. SPFLD.

O £* Cromwell* isaBIGONE!
Richard

Harris
Aloe r>

Guinnoss

Alon. • Thurs. 1 .7:15-9:40

I'ri. » 7:15 9:55

Sat. & Sun.

>-4:40-7:20-9:55

GROUP RATES coll 733-5131

" uminm
WAS EITHER THE MOST

NEGLECTED HERO IN HISTORY

OR A LIAR OF INSANE

PROPORTION'

Mon-Fri: 2pm-

7 A 9:45

Sat. Sun: ]:00

NAWF .

STATE. .ZIP-

7 Nominations incl. M" ^» J
"BEST PICTURE" J:

Sat. Son. Cont. \\ \) \J^ V 1

»

from 2 PM
\

DLST1N
HOIftlAN
"LITTLE
BIG MAN

GP

master cnarqe
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+J t ,«MNDiK»N»iu Vmcsj

c.n^nm I write vou this column, not out m Koine
_
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tor accuracy or approval pr.or to Pub,,c
f*J°

n
nf fhlS DaDer They do not

sonal views ot the writers

.N ,m — (loan, dean Han*

Mv Fellow Students, 1 write you this column not out

of live or your minds, but out of the need lor 12

>| nches For. despite the stupid ideas of the

L'nholy ()ne. we are all but poor mortals and he ,s a

"aSiS he walked from Bartlett to Munson he

passed "perl young miss walking to Herter reading

£fMDC Uinn.es. chuckling at his own favorite panel.

And as though the Gods had blessed the heavy

togetherness of the m.lkmaids. they began to rap, they

Sgante rap. they began to tap and they whole world

Pl

Buffer be it for me to be bitter. He walks the streets

I walk he breathes my air and he is my brother, the

smelly jerk My brother, my fellor man, my com-

patriot in the great chariot races of the mind

His mind is my mind, my mind is his mind, the girl

he passeds mind is his mind and my mind too. We are

all very stupid .

Hail "brother, hail sister, I loathe you and the god

damned salad the Chancellor never had the chance to

barf Oh carry me homeward in dreams of soot and

caramel, let the rain waters wash the tatter off the

collective genitals, for we are all one. all one in the

great family of the checkered leopard of the dark and

sunny forest of death.

Oh Hail, great and mindless brother of the Spirit ol

the Youth Culture, for I too am a hippy. I also eat

feces Love thv neighbor, as the beatnicks used to say

in Rome.
Ten fifteen times he graced my thoughts, only to

end in a pool of mustard and clocks. And, to make

matters worse, Richard and Rogers and both

mongaloids. And, despite the Kolton decree, the only

pig in sight is the correspondent from Singapore.

Love, Life and Zig Zags makes the mind yearn for a

pocket full of dimes and an empty pay toilet.

Toil not, vou glutten, let the shit fly.

This is a' personal thing, you know, and besides,

Tarra, I know the Fditor in Chief of the large paper in

the top of the Union. Come work, flock to my mind and

help me grind this too a halt Tom Wicker eats quill

pens The mind of the collective Timmy, running

quickly down the ramp from Worcester Commons,

has bad gas pains. Fray for the second coming and his

•art.

This is the 40th line and there are eight more to be

done -haha, just seven now, you stupid student -that's

right 1 the great one, am an elitist. That means that I

am better than vou are, you stupid fart-licking,

apricot brandv snorting public higher education

person Low. vour verv armpit smells of the sent ot

Epstein. And" the one who has trouble getting the

words out ain't much better.

Two more lines, great, this is getting finished, So I

now skip down one and finish this whole thing off.

Whew

Art Buchwald

The Real Test

You We Never Yourself

WASHINGTON The big question everyone in

Washington is asking is whether theSouth Vietnamese

arm) is strong enough to take over the American P\

system once all the IS. troops pull out.

"The real test of a first * lass military lone is how

capable it is to run its PXs at a profit.

So tar the American officials have In-en highly

pleased at the progress the South Vietnamese have

made in PX administration, and the IS. mihtar>

predict that they will be able to turn over all essential

PX activities to the ARVN by IW1
These little teliows learned twice as tast as we

thought they would.
-

' said farmer Gen E.H. Hard-

en, who. up until a tew weeks ago. was in charge of

the I'X il nation program.

Hardsell told correspondents proudly. "Id be

willing to put them up against any PX officers in the

world When it comes to purchasing, cost accounting.

warehousing and distribution, the South Vietnamese

have proved thev can do the job."

\ie vou trving to tell us that the South Vietnamese

will Ik-" able to handle their own pinball and slot

machines by IW1?"
Definitely," Hardsell said The AR\ N have had

pinball and "slot machines in their officers clubs for

over a sear and their jackpot count has been next to

zero In some cases the take off the top from the slot

machines has l>een higher than that of the most

lucrative I S Armv messes in Southeast Asia.'

Hardsell said the success ot I'X ideation can be

attributed to a crash training program that the U.S.

\rtnv started two vears ago. "I was assigned the task

ol training them, and I was given carte blanche to do

anvthing I wanted as long as I got results

•The lust thing I did was set up a training school in

a large villa outside Saigon. It had a swimming pool.

an open bar. bedroom suites, hi-fi and a French ehel

We wanted to simulate for our trainees the same

battle conditions they would face in a real PX
situation.

In the daytime we held classes in black-market

sales management, manufacturers' kickbacks. Swiss

bank accounting, talse air conditioner and

refrigerator manifests, and beer and whisky in

ventorv subterfuge.

'We worked our students until they were ready to

drop In the evening they each had to go through an

obstacle course which consisted of swimming across

the heated pool six times, eating a seven-course meal,

drinking a fifth ol scotch with a U.S. company

distributor, and then going three rounds in hand-to-

hand combat with a beautiful South Vietnamese

hostess

Since all our trainees were volunteers, we had very

lew dropouts, many of them wanted to sign up for the

course twice

Our tough methods paid off. Three of our

graduates are now generals in the South Vietnamese

I'X lystem and already own majority interests in

seven Saigon massage parlors."

For his work in training the South Vietnamese

Hardsell was awarded the distinguished slot machine

service medal by the Thieu government It couldn't

have come at a better time, because Gen. Hardsell has

recently been stripped of all his American

decorations, busted to private and asked to resign for

the good ot the C S Army
Copy right 1171, U>s Angeles Times

Hy Jim Moran

Theresa new effort lor peace on

campus \ group oi people, without

pretense-, are atlmptmg to brum an

end to the war
it - a strange thing to be a ser

vice man You're trained to

perform all sorts of ridiculously

cruel (hums, and you're not sup-

posed to think Hut vou can't help

thinking When your right hand

and your lelt loot do their con-

ditioned thing and your mind sits

hack stunned at their recent

performance, it asks why"
It asks why the kid you call

Inend is screaming on the ground

With hall his lace blown oil It asks

win you re running like hell and

what you're going to do when you

Hel here Hut your Ice! won't listen

and your hands squeeze the barrel

ol your HKK SO tight that you can't

even feel the lles.i being burned of!

by the hot barrel, and you don't

even cue
v, ou net out They give you three

months early-oul to go to school

Slowly you begin to build a life

again You're not sine win. but

you're scared not to

V ichOOl vou gel involved with

the movement, but discover iliat

ha! is not all that il is supposed to

The kakki brown has been

hanged for anothei kind ol

rown A different brown bul still

brown

You talk w ith people who tell you

how tough il is to Ik- hungry M
the) slur hungry'' on a greasy

[rendl fry And you remember the

kids agate, all those little kids And

the bullshit brown begins to

mingle with the kakki brown The

long hair turns into short hair The

lal lace moves up and down, up

and down, and you want to reach

out anil tqueese it until it stops,

bullshit brown, kakki brown, bull-

shit brown, kakki brown

No man. this can't l>e all there

is. vou say lo yourself. And it

isn'l You find others like yoursell

who are trying to find a few an-

swers, who remember. And you

hope you have liberated yourself

from all that kakki brown and all

that smug phony bullshit brown

Maybe that's the whole Idea

\nd they lay all this crap at your

leet and tell you to kiss it. bul don't

dare stop mto it Now if you don't

you're either a tommy pig or a

Fascist pig, but you re never

yoursell

I o whom it fits

ii must be a terrible thing to

have a fat head You can never find

a hat that tits, .ind il you do all you

can do is talk through it

Well this is ,i new column lor the

bothni us and I hope that through it

we can perhaps pick through the

mountain ol crap that is led to us

ever) day and come out with some

1,-uih Well, at least try

The City Of Oz
By Judy Kpstein

I walked home last night from

the Campus Cinema after having

seen love Story I don't know what

compelled me to walk; any other

time I would have thumbed. It was

so windy that my cheek still

showed red this morning as though

burned. It bothered me that the

movie didn't let us see .Jenny die

and that Oliver didn't cry in his

father's arms Sentimental slob"
1

Maybe, but a realist at heart. For if

vou had walked home with me you

might have felt what I did.

Death was what prevailed in my
mind As I passed the nursing

home on University Drive, a

middle-aged woman turned in

there Next to her in the car.

hunched down in the seat was the

littlest shrivelled up old lady I

have ever seen She reminded me
ol a mushy apricot Imagine that,

a real live human being, who was

oii«e as voung as I . reminded me ol

SUCh a thing All the talk ot BOOT

lions that a girl can hear around a

dorm doesn't even make an im

pcession Then I knew that I didn't

know
Cut ii was a starr) night and l

wouldn't let it Ik> ruined-even

though m> OBfl were hurting from

the told I twisted my head around

and found the bin dipper It wasn't

clear enough to see the little dipper

attached to the big dipper's handle

so I ^ave up and bid good night to

the Big Bear I needed something

else to EecUS my attention upon. I

found a patch of woods but I soon

tired ot the bare branches There

was a brook running along a gulley

by those woods Maybe it wasn't a

brook at all you can't tell this time

ol year with everything thawing.

freezing, and thawing again.

Anyway. I saw a twig travelling

along tin 1 rippling water; it was
making t«ood time until a rock

Stopped it. I don't know why but I

lelt disappointed: I wondered
where that twig would be next

year.

Most curiously, during my walk.

I had completely forgotten that I

was going back lo (Mass I was
stunned when I found mysell

looking at the towers It was like

looking .it KmeraW Citj the waj
Dorothy and t oinpnny did. T.hon I

remembered a friend who livei in

one ol those towers I slopped by to

tell her that I would gladly sta\ out

ol her lite as she had so aptly asked

me but that l refused to stop l>oing

her friend The girl at the door

wouldn't let me upstairs because I

didn't have a key and my friend

didn't answer when I called on the

downstairs phone
Walking back to my dorm along

the footpaths was tun It was fun

because t he cold had dried the mud
and it crunched as I stepped on it

Someone walked by me and as he

did his shadow made his head look

as though it wen bouncing at my
leet That was funny, too. because

people are supposed to 'Beware ol

a Judith ol which I am one

Somewhere I have experienced

all that made me feel what I did

last night And if it were not my
actual actions then it was my
thoughts that spurred me to write

this editorial And it was my
selfishness that made me want to

tell t Mass that the thought ol

coming back here lor another thr»

vears made me sick II I come

back as l probobij will then it will

just go to prove Don Glickstetn s

theory. I am but one ol man)

KUffering from the human eon

dition

Letters To The Editor

Nuisance, Noise, Dirt And Order

Editorial Points

Throughout recorded history man has had a close

association with animals. For centuries he depended

upon many of them to be beasts of burden, aides in

hunting or monitors for safety. During the last 100

vears there has been a progressive decrease in the use

of animals for work as the use of power machinery

ind motorized transportation have increased, with the

result that now we are best acquainted with animals

as household pets. Many of us have grown up with

very warm feelings for pets of one sort or another in

our homes. Indeed, some sociologists have even

commented that the presence of pets is a consistent

feature of stable homes.
.

In a concentrated community such as the University

campus however, conditions are substantially dif-

ferent from what they were in our homes, and keeping

nets becomes quite a different problem. It is much

more difficult here to provide the same careful at-

tention we gave pets at home-free from the in-

terference of our well-intentioned neighbors. Here,

also it is much more difficult to control pets so they

don't become a nuisance to others in the close confines

of crowded residence halls. It becomes almost im-

possible to keep dogs and cats out of the Hatch, for

example.
,

... mmm
There are a number of health problems which are

closelv related to the presence of dogs, cats, and other

animals. Many people are allergic to animal dander,

especially that of cats, and are made intensely un-

comfortable by being in an area where cats have been

(even though the cat may have left). Cat scrattn

fever is an uncommon but seriously disabling disease

caused bv a simple scratch from an apparently

healthv cat It is an uncommon ailment but treatment

is notably ineffective Animals which have been

inadequately trained or too long confined leave fecal

contamination in and around building-which becomes

an increasinglv serious problem as hot weather and

I lies return The noise and odor of pets is a serious

problem in areas where animals and humans live

closelv as m residence halls. It is lor these and other

related reasons that the University Health ( ounc.l

supports the regulation that animals not be permitted

in residence halls

This regulation has been disregarded during the

past year or two-with predictable results An in-

creasing number of dogs and cats are roaming the

campus, in and out of buildings, many of them ill-fed

and poorly kept. Many animals have been found

closed in utility closets, trunk rooms, and storage

areas-even in student rooms-hungry, dirty, and

neglected. In some residence halls students have been

menaced by startled or hungry dogs. Several students

have initiated judicial proceedings against other

students for keeping animals which are a nuisance. It

seems that the time has come when members of the

University community should act together voluntarily

to control this growing problem.

The University Health Council urges all students to

take their pet animals home over next week's

vacation and to leave them there when they return.

Even a minority of students deserve the consideration

of their fellows in their desire to be free of the

nuisance, noise, dirt, and order of animals in the

residence halls. The animals themselves deserve

more humane treatment than they can receive on

campus.
Robert VS. (Jage, M.D.

Chairman. University Health Council

CONTRADICTORY QUOTES
OF THE WEEK-

•It looks very bad," a

helicopter pilot told Associated

Press correspondent Holger

Jensen. During the severe

fighting, all correspondents are

forbidden from entering Laos.

They can talk about

helicopter mobility all they

want," said one pilot, WO Fred

Few, of Chattanooga, Tenn.,

"but from where I'm flying

there's only one way to describe

it-retreat, and a bad one."-

Associated Press

The South Vietnamese troops

are engaging in "mobile

maneuvering" and "are

proceeding according to plan...

They will return to South

Vietnam, and if there are those

who wish to characterize this as

a retreat, they are free to do

so... There is not a fixed

timetable. ..They are now
operating In accord with the plan

they laid out."- Jerry

Friedheim, Pentagon
spokesman.

*****

For the past week or so,

another New England
newspaper, The Boston Globe,

has been running a column on

their editorial page resembling

this one. We wish they'd cut it

out.
*****

The trouble with some UMass
faculty members is that they eat

too many tomatoes.

Equal Protection

Sacrifice Is Red

'sntirecanbe a powerful political weapon, but in the

hands of a cynic it becomes solely a projection of the

cynic's own refusal to believe in anything or anyone-

most ol all himself. Mr. Johnson, whose letter was

published in yesterdays Collegian, cannot findlit in

himself to believe that during the May strike his fellow

students were motivated by anything more than furr

obviously he didn't feel any of their outrage at the

U S invasion of Cambodia or any of their despair in

seeing their brothers and sisters gunned down at Kent

and Jackson. He must not have shared any of these

feelings because he certainly does not understand

hem The only motivation for the strike he
?
can un-

derstand is fun I think that says more about Mr

Jotasofl then it says about his fellow students who

were striking I feel for you. Brother Johnson, because

I regard evnicism to be a disease.

Ignorance is a natural product of cynicism but in

Mr Johnson's case it is also a reflection of the

University he attends It's unfortunate that he knows

nothmg more of the Paris Commune then the

reference to it in my article published in Tuesday s

Collegian. Its sad that without further research he

chose to call it "the most fun place in the history of

mankind "The Paris Commune was created in March

of 1871 bv the working people of Pans and represents

the most democratic government the world has ever

seen It lasted a bare three months because it was

crushed at the cost of 70.000 of the defender's lives-not

exactly what one would call a "fun place. Perhaps

armed" with this additional bit of information Mr.

Johnson can understand why the color of sacrifice is

SidFinehirsh

Muddled Scribbling

To the Editor:

In answer to Mr Filer's quasi-intelligent, and
I

semi-

illiteratc letter yesterday. 1 will say to you. Glenn,

that I didn't mind vou questioning my involvement in

campus activities, though I was editor of a small

metropolitan daily lor a time, and 1 d.dn t mind your

NixonTan lone ot voice, in your explanation ol the

Student Senates myraid ol good deeds and useful

blubbering*, and I didn't mind your superiority at-

titude i hat sh.-ne through the m.re ol your muddled

, 1I1(I generally boring piece of scribbling Bt .
I did

mmd vour questoning ol my sen hi*' « the last

paragraph. ,,,.„.,. v . i» : , ScaiHii

Valuable Resource
To the Editor:

The League of Women Voters of Amherst wishes to

encourage efforts to support four bills that pertain to

the quality of our environment currently before the

Joint Committee on Natural Resources and

Agriculture of the state legislature. We hope that all

who are concerned about these matters will contact

their legislators Senator John Barrus of Franklin and

Hampshire counties is a member of the Joint Com

mtttee. Senator Philip Qumn of Hampden. Worcester

and Hampshire counties is chairman.

Two bills dealing with citizen's right ol action tiled

bv Hep Robert Wetmore. namely II UTi enabling

citizen suits against regulating agencies and II 1177

enabling citizen suits against polluters, would aid in

speeding up the processes of pollution control.

There are also two measures pending. II 32St and II

MO \ppemlix C, which strengthen the ability of local

and 'state governments to protect the inland and

coastal wetlands Therefore, we applaud the permit

system called for in II MO. Appendix C which

requires a developer to obtain a permit from both

local officials and the state Department of Natural

Resources, before any filling or dredging can take

place The provisions of II 8M calling for the

1 lepartment of Natural Resources to promulgate rules

and regulations is needed to provide guidelines for

local officials who may lack the expertise. Further

the plan for a public hearing l>efore a permit is issued

assures the local citizen of a voice in the decision

regarding the wise use of this valuable, unrenewable

natural resource We recommend that the legislature

take the provisions of these two measures and in-

corporate them into one effective bill

Letters to senators and representatives should be

addressed to. The State House. Boston. Mass B133.

Janet W. Chevan

To the Editor:

Several bills have been filed in

the Legislature petitioning the

GeneralCourt to lower the age of

majority from 21 to 19. Several of

these concern permitting 19 and 20

vear olds serve jury duty.

Jury duty has always been tied to

the voting right The present law

reads "A person of either sex

qualified to vote for Represen-

tatives to the General Court

whether a registered voter or not

shall be liable to serve as a juror

except persons under 22 years of

age..." Twenty-one year olds were

excluded apparently for the con-

venience of town and city clerks

M ho use the vol mg list to draw jury

lists in apparent violation of the

law .is read.

Nineteen and twenty year olds

are fully liable for criminal

penalties under the law which

assumes they know right from

wrong In tact thev tend to be more

idealistic and probably have a

more stringent view of right and

wrong than the population as a

whole. They certainly are able to

discriminate arguments in legal

cases Their average education

level is higher as a group than the

population as a whole.

Under the present system 19 and

2o vear olds are denied equal

protection ot the law in all criminal

proceeding! involving such young

adults They are denied one of the

basic rights of our juridicial

system, namely trial by jury of

peers

If you are interested in seeing

these discrepancies in the law

alleviated, write or call your oun

Senator and Representative during

vacation or any ol the following

members ol the Judiciary Com

mittee and the Government
Regulations Committee:

senaioi Nuctfaro

ol BerksMreCOaaij etal.

Strange Phenomena

letter about a
To the Editor:

In response to Mark Johnson's

•Future Eun University '.

Why have required courses and grades except to

keep in a position of power a few people ( >ne professor

at UMass recently stated. "We need grades to

separate those who should get a degree from those

who should go back to being hard-hats".

There was a revolution amongst University of Pans

students not onlv inn vears ago but also recently. The

reason for the recent revolt - no available jobs in the

fields students trained in.

Some people - like myself would like to see "a place

better than an expanded School of Education"

because we believe that the sole function of higher

education is to help people fulfill their potential as

human beings. So we push for open enrollment with

realistic criteria for graduation. Others must disagree

since our state is 50th in the nation in funds for public-

education
The university isn't meeting the needs of all ol the

people of the state and isn't even helping all of those

getting traditional degrees to go out and "face life".

The draft is one big factor; crowded graduate schools

another How many physics majors get a job in the

field thev trained for upon graduating'' Or how many

education majors get a position is an area they trained

lor'.' How responsive is UMass in helping labor union

members meet their potential as human beings such

as construction workers who are laid off from Xmas to

Spring'?

An ancient radical. Jonathan Swift's Gulliver, found

a strange phenomena amidst the scientists ol Laputa

thev built their ivory towers from the top down Mr

Johnson is right the new facial intellectuals .it

UMass are not Inn people'' and should he offered

(Missions at the t'niversitv ol Laputa when the day ol

the "Future Fun University" comes t<> pass

Jim ( lark

Who Are These People?

T
"rhe St'udenV Senate has been much in the news and I hereby add my

opinion The Senate's decisions to cut or strike the budgets of small

interest" groups in favor of appropriating larger sums of groups with

more widespread interest of students is the point of reasoning I would like

l

°Eirst

,tl

"he number or organizations in the "widespread interest'

category would be only three or four. How many activities can gain the

nterest of manv students, especially on this campus" Each organization

s pnmarily of interest to only a small number of students however ,.

these were all added up. it would then involve a great number of students

Second the S A T F is from and should be for all students I. even

twenty students want to engage in an interesting, constructive activity,

why shouldn't they be allowed to use the S. A.T.r

Also by eliminating the budgets of these groups, the Senate s in

essence eliminating these groups and producing a stronger form of our

v"n known UMass apathy. Just a handful of different interests cannot be

expected to provide for the sanity of 19.000 students Who are thes

people under he gu.se of Student Senators, deciding this or everyone

?

'

o example, last year the Precisionettes were an actively functioning

group attaining second place at the National Competition Mj^serJ

h

Senate lound them unworthy of SATE funds so the team attempted o

earn the needed money themselves. However, it is humanly impossible to

raise funds, study, and perfect an intricate drill routine

The Senate struck the Precisionettes as a small interest group even

though thev were shown definite support of the student body by way o a

petition that accumulated more than 2000 signatures .The vote on

student Senate officer's pay received less votes .
These girls are rymg 1

become involved in an exciting, constructive, challenging activity but

heT sona opinion of the Senators, supposedly representing the sen

me^oTue students prevents them But the senators do no echo the

les re o he students as'evidenced by the recent landslide vote against

the pay proposal and a referendum attempt just missed b> the

I *r*»i'i^ whip! tf*S

n mv contention, and anyone who has been to a Senate meeting may

aeree with me that even the Senators themselves are disinterested in the

Ss"n When vou see them eating, drinking, talking, sleeping and or

studying during discussion, one knows a grave injustice is being done to

the Students of this campus, their money and their interests ^

Comfortable Clothes
To the Editor:

About the letter entitled "Women

Are..."

I wonder il there could be any

reason why many women on this

campus choose to wear work

clothes, construction boots etc

besides wanting to be In with the in

crowd.

The capitalist society we live in

depends a greal deal on con

Mi'mei ism. that is, convincing

,,< ople that they need things which

reall) don I The fashion in

(luslr Will ' ids and new

fashions every season is a greal

example ol this There are people

who throw away a perfectly usable

wardrobe everv year Wearing

dungarees and workshirts thai last

lor several years is one small way

10 protest tins needless waste I

rather wear mv same old com

mi-table clothes than get caught up

again in tin- fashion game

l.„ vou thmk this could he one

res h) people nol |usl

women) an "8 inexpensive

and long-lasting clothes

Maureen IMnlaii
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Alley Superb
Bv TARA RAHKOTA

MDCSUfi
The Alvin Alley Dance Company's performances on Tuesday and

vvXsd Vt Bowker had to make a lasting impression on anyone

/l Idance experience hovered around awesome--

;;^n;!aV
l

nu;^.a^^"- 1H^" 1Inposs lble to labor or categorize

11

The Mlev Company is too close to real life too close to the

struluk 1 oppressed men and women everywhere which was

Rented 85 ta "Revelation.." n begw w.th ^ company

Sim of Sorrow-." seems to portray the moaning and he

*SiE£*m.-«*5ST"-"* rieh '

"
"very

smTlZh can be placed ,n a separate category. The A.le>

Company is one which stands alone

Gregory and Alley

Points To Consider
-*- v,#'**^^

.. :„ .u„, ....,* ,,C*>H for the

To the Editor:

I do not consider myself an ex-

pert on dance but because of my

committment »othe Drum, a Black

Literary Magazine, on campus I

decided to write on the cultural

activities that were held last night.

Tuesda) . March Hi on campus, i.e..

Alvin Alley Dance Theatre in

Bowker Auditorium and Dick

Gregory's presentation in the

Student I 0*00*1 ballroom.

Although both activities were well

worth one's tune, one could not go

to both because of the poor

scheduling. Fortunately. 1 had

seen Did. Gregorj a tew years

ago one would have thought that

at least Duk Gregory's talk would

have I .ecu held in a larger area

i the Campus Center ballroom

and/or the Cage because then

more people uould have been able

to sit. therein causing less com-

motion Did not the D.V.P know

that this would happen or did they

really care" It Bernadette Devlin

, ..tiki Speak in the Cage, why

couldn't Dk* Gregory'? .This is not

an unrealistic question for others

asked the same thing.)

\lter viewing the Alvin Alley

Dance Theatre. 1 gave the whole

activity some thought By way of

the I her that was distributed by the

Fine Arts Council one would be led

to believe that the group was

totally Black This was false ad-

vertisement and should not happen

again Personally, I feel that if a

person is talented it should not

make any difference what color

that person is But of course

everyone is not ot this opinion The

choreograph) "as excellent and

the r usic that was used for the

various dances was well chosen.

When I left the auditorium, I

asked some of the people who were

at the event what they thought of it.

one female graduate student

replied quite vehemently that

•during the plavmg of the Black

Spirituals the whites in the group

should not have been allowed to

bastardize Black Spirituals She

also stated that when she had seen

the group last there were mostly

Blacks in it. In saying these things

she wanted to make it perfectly

> War that her only gripe was her

dissatisfaction of how Alvin Alley,

a Black man. could allow whites to

.lance to Black Spirituals. She also

added that the choreography was

great and that the dancers in

general performed quite well. In

.losing she stated "1 don't think

many Black people will come to

see the troupe when they find out

that there is false advertisement,

lor as I aforementioned, the flier

that the Fine Arts Council

distributed was not a true

representation of the entire group

i »ne could classify her remarks as

somewhat extreme, but then think

about it .

toother student (male* thought

that the dancers were too

mechanical" in the first half of

the performance but stated that

this was not the case in the Jams

Joplin routine. He further said that

it seemed as if the dancing was |

rehearsal and that the per-

formers did not seem to be

together until in the last half of the

performance He went on to say

that he thought that the 'chicks

had weird figures but at least the

males looked like humans.

"

When I went to Marks Meadow,

one of the students in the first

grade who went to the per-

formance said that she liked the

part where the women were

dressed in white dresses. Her

rationale was that it made the

dancers look •prettier'. Dig her

line of reasoning if you can.

As we all know, when different

people view a performance, more

than likely, each person's

viewpoint is going to be just a little

bit different and all in all. this is

what makes the world go around.

Hubert J. t'udgett

second.^

Albums: Short Takes

Hendrix's Best
ByEDJANUSZ
MDC Staff

The Cry of l.ove-Jimi Hendrix (Reprise)

The last studio recordings of Jimi Hendrix are now with us. The t n of

I „ve is his test album, brimming with the finest rock Hendrix as well as

a nev,! disturbingly beautiful sound that makes this record seem even

more tense and powerful than anything else he has done.

\Bch M^hell .s back with the group for this one. and he has never been

bet er H^^s work on Freedom, the opening track, leaves Buddy M.lesand

Hot of oiher people behind. Songs like Freedom and Ksv Rider are top-

notch rock like the second side of the Band of Gypeys album.

My Fhend s mulates a small club atmosphere and is very radical

blues Jimi has never been more in command of different styles of

sngmg "siro Man seems almost self-parodic starting off with the

Sy Mouse theme, but it's followed by the most moving track that

Hendrix ever recorded, the ethereal and even saintly Angel.

Tr o hear The Cry of Love; it's a reminder that life .s both better and

worse than we someiimes imagine. Like John Lennon and Dytoo s Vn,

Morning, it is a true human statement; and because it s by Jimi Hendrix.

there is nothing else like it.

A^nesof two-cnord w^e'rs from a group that tries to give us some

•funkv down home acid blues" or something. A couple of the tracks are

hstenable because of the lead singers voice, sounding like a.toppa

parody on "ln-a-Gadda-da-Vita" and horribly incongruous with
i

songs

ke Smg.n' the Blues'' and "Lord have Mercy on my Soul
.
but the

musical value is absolutely minimal on a tiresome and obsessively

repetitious set.

SaySS^S^SU group, and a very£ one.Though a**
bass-drums trio, they often approach the inventiveness of Jethro Tull and

SctsiSSfy the subdued paranoia of King Crimson. Occasionally they

sSm to be trying to live upio the hype on the liner notes, but they are at

tSbeTon the long non-ego jams that prove them to be one of England s

most promising groups.

Marv-Marv Travers (Warner Brothers)

Mary of Peter. Paul and Mary has her first solo album She singsjsongs

by Part Simon. Elton John. John Denver, and so forth, and though her

voice has never been better, he involvement with the songs is uneven. The

arrangements are all nice though; people who like the songs on here will

probably think this record is just great

Chorale
Sets Tour
This Saturday the University of

Massachusetts Chorale will em-

bark on its annual spring concert

tour. This year's tour will last a

week and will swing through the

midwestern United States, with

concerts in New Jersey. Penn-

sylvania. Ohio and Illinois.

"

The Chorale will present a varied

repertoire of choral music, ranging

from Renaissance motets to

contemporary folk song

arrangements.

This will be the Chorale s

seventh concert tour under the

direction of Dr duBois Under his

leadership the Chorale has become

known as one of the most out-

standing choral groups in New

England.

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE FOR SALE— AUTOS

HUM T. nc. Owrwd, I'E. Axtv.

rmhKr. TT»K. ee»»ett<> »nd open reri

"£ Sfiwdnrd radio. V«al. "Pf**"-
lTrn. 8 truck* nod oIHe' necemfltle*

H«fl Amli»-r«r *odto. B
To, 5 "> >^TOQt, .!•«!

r»c. condition. 5W-9107. tfl-S
It. twn.i

"J

"Beak — rlPCMt functional wood-

rrl.lt W«ln.H Uk* finNh, «Mi f*£
able 2-»p<;iU.-r record ptoWt *15. * -

wo nraKhalr. t al.room »cali>s. U*u
l.lairr Mi • ironnus '' 01,rd

• * ""

a53-3»TOj • "•* ™
Keadj Sow - I >*unK *! eT.

r"' ,**n

hert. rated without nntibiotu* etc,,

or nlM >m.r „«n. TuWinc order, for

this, BprinsH l-'l.r P*»«,*j£l2'
MUtover Farm, DeWfleM " 3

'J^n

"~t»ed Zrnith TV 1W Bood condt-

tion fUO. C»H MS4IM f,ernoo
f

n
3 . 10

—
08 Yainnlm SOScr. Excellent cona

91.VI.00. Cwtacl Chuck Landry 71--

0081. H£2.—
t'»ed Fur* — JncketB, cape* and

»tole» for »*». »w *',, «,

l

" ,',,,,
«?:

rout*, some raccoon .All •"'":*"
and up. CaH -'3:<--.:)95. «fj;l"

"
ISOl fetenda 3«3c« Superhawk. 0000

ml,
ewllcnt condition. Cn 1 5.V.-

H020 after I | m. R*asonn,,le
tf3 .3 ,

—5"vW Entlnis ?,'•! and 40 bp, 9K'B

and «CJ» «>*»« trade. tf3-19

f;, nrtles to lo/e l.y at the Pjx.ple«

Craft fn-op. 49 B. Flensant laWj|

~6« Pontlac, anto ,
power steerlnt.

enod condition, no reasonable offer

refused Call Barb. M9-1111 B«ljjaB

4 and 7 pro. tT3 ' I B

l't.V) Chevy V* ton pick-up, food

tire*, fine body runs "'J*',
siicht oil leak. Call Peter 369-463.

Coal RM --—

—

liptlon of furniture, a r c«"«'"«n»n*'

»nd rene«ln« aWt llyJ&g**'
Available June 1. Call 668-3203

tj3.19
_
to sublet June throu«h Aut .

Ooiy

apartment rl«ht ..n rampus fer 1

^irls. Call Donna or Snarl BWWM^

tlon to pick up lease. Only S«J.'»

Available Apr. 1. Call SSMBSS.
lhrou«h 8ANDYH HKCRITTAKI II.

SERVICE, dial 684-8008.
tf-mwf 5-1

1

lloommute wanted Immediately at

IMflton Villase Owa room. Call

i i m-.I.*i8 for information. p*»?

INSTRUCTION

nave much Mereo recordlnic ei|iiip-

ment, no money! Will trnn»fcr >»nr

reel, curtriilce. record or favorite

AM /I'M proeram to 8 track car

tridse or 4 track reel. Call Karl

~\*e want to sublet our • »«,rm

int in Puffton for Apr. and May

44M /'no. Call Curt B49-1352. 3-IB

WANTED TRAVEL

Hill teach Oboe, English Horn.

«»boe D'amore or tutor elem. music

theorv. Qualified musician trained nl

Jnllllard. CaU R. E. SelUman. 5l!t-

,,,,, tf.t-1."

5in-0013 tf4-l

PERSONAL

"itlnrk sincere male student near

Amherst. Ptease, write to white male

.temporarily In Ohio) tot'7"«edlr.

p.mslble close summer relationship

Confidential. Rot US. Amher.

Mas^ .
"•?-'-

A house to rent for next fall jem

rrcf 3 bedrooms. Call Mike at 208

Hamlin B-W3? leave messaie.
tf

_
« hildren. attes 3-«. needed i or pw-

colouical testinit. Call
f*^

t
|"'J?:

tween !):30-l:30 weekdays, rajment

si VI one hour. "*'"

ON THE ROAD FN ECROPB — at

last a rulde that tells everything

>»u need to know about hltchlne,

imips. used cars. Insurance, camplnir.

and European police, plua TBluable

information about buyina cameras,

fckis, etc. $1.50 postpaid. Hampton
Enterprises, Binitwood Rd., Ithaca.

NY. 14850. " 3 - ,!)

NIT BUS TICKETS

OVERSEAS JOBS
OVERSEA* JOBS FOR 8TI DENTs
_ Australia, l'.urope, So America,

Africa, etc \ll iirofesslons and occu-

pations 9100 to *3O00 monthly. Ex-

penses paid, overtime. "Iirht.scelna

Eree Information. Write TWA Re-

search Service. Bo« 6501-A, San

nieito. Ca 9-?105 *f3-30

To Bi* Brl. Stop -.it tine on your

feet. Eife Is fun Relax and en,^
it ' l.ove. Two >emi-sensuous Women
In your life. M>10

Happiness on your birthday Susan

Mary, love from everyone. 3-1 '»

1..0V e

3-td
Birthday Meatball.

fOR RENT

llastinits)
3-1!)

BOOKS

PERFECT FOB SCJEWB» 7n»""^l
fnrn. 1 bdrm. apt. far J»" •"»

Aug. No leaaa tt*. $161 mo. Hear

Campus, pool, tennl. court, air

,ond. Married couple or alrla pre-

f.rred Call 849-3919 after 5. tf3-31

1 bedroom apt. avaiiaDie jiune 1

.

<130 a month, Includes "«'"«'»• »

mile from campus, tall IIS SPljE

^

—riiffside Apt. available April 1st,

Ma i. onthly Incl. all utilities, diah-

,'asher. aid cond. Call (iM-SSOe^after

|i in

,—K BS used books and records

va fsmtal

I^^UBLlt
"To sublet — 1 bedroom apartment

at• Cliff*'-'-. •»»• I'l'U* 1"' »nel..rte.1

Charter bus tickets for NTT BTall-

able at Student Cnlon Ticket Office.

Huses leave from Amherst, Boston,

SprlnKfleld and Worceater —•
spon-

...red by Student Penata Tran.lt

-rvire >n ' 1J

ROOMMATES WANTED
" Now la the time to /eaerve a

•pace for nemt year In Puffton VJf.
Partially, f»rn., fully equipped. Call

Barb, 549-1114 between 4 and 7 p^nr

Immediate oerwpancy for I, 2, 3

months or what you want. Partially

furnished, fantastic stereo etc. tall

Marb, 549-1114 between 4 and 7 JM».

Roommate wanted at Squire V
I

j-

lure in Sumlerland on 116, incl. all

mil , dishwasher, carnage dispossl,

wall-to-wall carp and furnished Op-

SERVICES

Happy
Muffin

.

ZAPPTNO a "friend, a pledre, or

a derillct dorm counselor.' I REE ca-

tnloit of ebbs and cimmicks will be

iiivaluablo Hampco. Rl> -'. Itha.i.

\ V. 14850. tf3-3U

Karl. Happy Birthday old man!
May you always have a chance- to

»lnp your dripper 1 l.ove. Ba rb. 3-W

Peter, I love you! Penelope. S»1S

Amherst Audi* services stereo

rompotieiiM, tape decks for home or

car. 197 No. Pleasant St., 256-813 <

Free nationwide out-of-print book

search service. John Hardy - Rooks.

Box 183, Auburn, Mass. 0150K

Hatch out Spain, Bea Mnnroe Is

on her way. 3-19

Ellen : 23? ! I wish you a happ:-

birthday. Vour ID.

Happy Birthday, David. You know
I do. 3-10

Enjoy more free time and vaca-

tions English BA will type and /or

revise anything. Theses, too. < am-

pus plck-up/dellvery center. Pro-

fessional, reasonable. 584-6573 eves

TYPING — Thesis, Manuscripts,

ntsscrtatlons. Masters, In fact all

t.Tplna requirements can be handled

< ONMDERLNG YEASK V
\ecnrate. comprehensive brochure

ahout opportunities In const rn.-

>ion, oil, fishins a,nd canneries,

others.
'-.end y> 00 cash or money order.

JOB IN ALASKA
P.O. Box ISM

Anchorace Alaska !»f),*>01

3-19
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WMUA Covers Redman Hoop

UMass

Vs.
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l Stickers Head South

Notices
HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

There will be an important meeting

on the voting on constitution

amendments Tuesday, March 30th at

7.30 in the C.C. Aud

JUNE GRADUATES
Application for certification will be

distributed along with explanations

on March 23rd at 2 p.m. 4 p nr for

elem. teachers, & on March 25th, 2

n m 4 p.m. for secondary teachers

and specialty areas The meeting will

be held in the Mark's Meadow Aud.,

School of Educ. For those who find it

.mposs.ble to attend the above, a

single make up session will be held

on March 30th in the Engineering

East Aud. at 4 p.m.

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
All people with polling sheets

please try to get them to Arlen

Brunson 306 Moore soon! Next Reg^

meeting Tuesday after Vacation at

930 p.m in Rm 903 of the C.C.

"
1 book Historical Geology, from

Morrill Lib. I must return the book to

the Lib or pay a large tine Call Paul

6 7184 on Tues or Thur after 6 p.m

Light & dark blue scarf lost. Return

to Razz in 221 Moore House 6-5334

Does anyone have 2 books

(Psychology of Motor Learning a.

Poetry), and notebook lost outside of

Zeta Nu Wed. March 17th. Please

return to Betty at 6 1414.

It you found my ID'S in the Library

Wed night, please turn them in at the

Library or Campus Center Lost a.

Found, I need them. Fran Smider
lit 11 \

Q

one Gruen watch with date and day

markers on I between Munson

Ann^x and° Hampton dining com

mons. Call Dick at 6 5390.

ENGAGEMENT
Gail Armstrong, 71 of Sigma

Sigma Sigma to Patrick McCarthy,

71, of Delta Chi.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
A "Bread for the Hungry lun

cheon will be held March 30 at

Emmanual Lutheran Church from

1130 2:00 to benefit starving

Americans.

The UMass basketball team

opens first round NIT action

tomorrow morning at 11 a.m.

against the top seeded team in

the tourney. North Carolina. For

all the action tune in to WMUA,
91.1 KM on your dial. Ken

Horseman will call the play-by-

play with Glenn Briere on color.

By JOHN M MucG ILIA- KAY
MDC Staff

Tin- I 'Mass lacrosse team leaves

lor its southern
-

' trip tomorrow.

The team has been practicing

since February 27th and this trip

will give them a chance to see what

they've accomplished so far. CM the

eighty candidates for the team

thirty of them will be taken on the

trip "fielding both a varsity and

junior varsity team. They will be

up against some stiff competition

in the likes of Army, Lafayette,

Rutgers, Princeton, Ohio State and

the Nassau C.C.

Coach Richard Garber said the

team has the potential to be really

good but they have a long way to go

vet."

So far the team has been ham-

pered by the lack of available field

singled out was the small size o!

the players. However he also

pointed out that these players have

Hootl speed and stick work.

There are also some new faces

on the team and they have to blend

in with the rest of the team. This

spring trip will give the coach and

the players a good chance to get to

know each other and fit the team

together.

Coach Garber thinks that this

year s team may be better than

last year's. They haven't come up

with anyone to replace last year's

AU-American great Tom Malone

but they have better overall team

balance. The coach is optimistic

but cautious that this year's

schedule is much tougher than last

year's.

The first game will be played at

££ZZ rhe^- The Wg^est home ApnU.h agams. an a.l-S«ar

disadvantage that the coach team from Lngland

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

SYONET OMARR

The
other
odor
No feminine spray

can stop it.

The "other'' odor It starts

the vaginal tract where no spray

can work. You can't spray it

away. And it's more offensive

than external odor caused by

perspiration

That's the reason you need

Norforms" . the second deodor

ant. ' These tiny suppositories

kill germs - stop odor in the va-

ginal tract for hours. Something

no soray can do. And doctor-

tested Norforms can be used as

often as necessary. They insert

easily, quickly.

Get Norforms protection for

the "other" odor no spray can

stop.

The second deodorant.

The little boy enjoys climbing, often

to the consternation of apprehensive

parents. Adventure is a keynote for

Leo and this quality shows up early.

The Leo youngster boy or girl
(i

thrives on the spotlight and will

"climb the highest mountain' to get

' f

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Accent

on furthering education. Read and

write. Study special reports. Per

ceive hidden meanings com
municate feelings, desires Unusual

experience could be interpreted as

PSV
TAURUS (April 20 May 20).

Straighten out financial question with

marriage or business partner

Diplomacy gains more than forcing

methods. Another Taurus individual

could provide valuable information

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Some
who are closely associated with

personal efforts may act in eccentric

manner. Key is to be patient. Play

waiting game. Time is on your side

No long range commitment now.

CANCER (June 21 July 22)
:

Basic

plans can be successfully for

mulated. Investments tend now to be

successful. One born under

Capricorn provides incentive Build

on solid foundation. Forego the

sensational. ^
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Finish

rather than begin; get well rounded

picture. Complete assignment You

may have to resort to unorthdox

tactics. Do what' must be done Get

rid of emotional inertia.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Home
life, long standing commitments
come strongly into frame of

reference. No time to play games.

Stakes are high, mean what you say

Older individual is in contankerous

mood.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Relatives,

neighbors may be argumentative

Follow through on your own
ludgement Avoid scattering forces.

Maintain sense of humor, balance.

One who talks much probably knows
nothing.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21):

Financial position may not be solid.

Know this and proceed with caution

One who dreams up schemes is

willing to spend your money. Protect

assets Study investment procedures.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):

What you regard as solid may be the

opposite. Be resourceful Take
initiative Depending on others now
could be serious error Add to war
drobe. Brighten appearance,
surroundings
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

Look behind scenes for vital an
swers. Co operate with groups,

special organizations concerned with

charity Member of opposite sex

makes you feel needed. Respond
accordingly. _ > „
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18) Best

to entertain close to home base

Veering too far off course might be a

mistake. Some friends need to be

flattered. You can afford to be

generous in this area. Avoid sen

seless quarrels
PISCUS (Feb. 19 Mar 20): Intuitive

intellect is sharply honed You are

able to sense trends. Face facts as

they exist. Wishful thinking now is

costly One close to vou may suffer

emotional setback.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you get opportunity to solidify plans,

ambitions. Move now, however,
would be premature, in April, you

will be in stronger position You are

bright, have appealing personality

and you are attractive to opposite

sex
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp.

ACROSS

1 Falls short

6 Confirmation

1

1

Hot North
African wind

12 Looked
intently

14 Indefinite

article

15 Midday
17 Incarnation of

Vishnu

18 Ordinance

20 Sounds a

horn

23 Unit of Latvian

currency

24 Word of sorrow

26 Thick soup

28 French article

29 Hinder

31 Sewing
implements

33 Epic poetry

35 Great Lake

36 Mencan shawls

39 Strikes

42 Babylonian
deity

43 Jumps
45 Man's name

46 Worm
48 Narrow,

flat boards

50 New Deal

agency (mit.)

51 Expires

53 Pitch

55 Man's
nickname

56 Calm

59 Procurator

of Judea

61 Married again

62 Shovel

7

8

9

10

11

13

16

19

21

22

25

27

30

32

Electrified

particle

Booty

Pry about

nosily

Pianissimo

(abbr.)

Note of scale

Above (poet.)

Spoken

Feminine

Dinner course

Tropical

fruit (pi)

Part of speech

Liquid

Woody plant

Prophets

Part ol flower

Roman official

Lassoes

Become
aware of

34 Fur-bearing

mammal
36 Sows

37 Simpler

38 Quarrel

40 Buccaneer

41 Weighing device

44 Ceases

47 Withered

49 Cut
52 Stitch

54 Guido's high

note
Compass point

Man's
nickname
Paid notice

57
58

60

DOWN

Last act

Part of

"to b«"

'.'.'

"
'

3 i i !
7^6 P 1 ?

1 1

S*VN
2

3

14 15 ft ;';';
17

r
19 '"•ho 1

'.'

1 21 22 :•.; 23

I'O'i :

24 25 T-T- 26 27 !*!".
28

29 30 r*'* 31 32

Km 33 34 35

36
K-,v—
37

38 :

1

39 40 41

42

46

43

r r

44 :•:•: 45

47 U8 49

Cu£

50

51 52

k'1'1

53 54 55

56 57 Ve" 59 60

^61
::>

» • * 62
. •

!__«-

u Mr. l,v 1 nitcd Fr»!ur« Ryu**" t.V 1 nr. ;i

W bOLiy, IF I EVER HIT A DEEP

PRlVE TO CENTER RElP. AND I ROL'n:

First sase amp I ROunp seconp ?a-,e

AnP I £IW THIRD BASE AND I o0

TEARING IN TO HOME UkE A RiNAIlAH

FREIGHT HEP SETTER NOT 5£ INM UW

!

ThAT'$ TWE LONGEST
THREAT I'VE EVERHEARP!

FREF NORFORMS MINI PACK
plus Informative booklet! Write:

Norwich Pharmaca' Co Dept.CN A.

Norwich, NY 1 3813. (Enclose 25c

for mailing, handling )

Name
Street

Don't forget youi zip rodt
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Redmen,Tarheels In NIT Opener

N. C. Ranked 1 2th In Nation

UM Sports Underdog Role

By EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

Going up again* the toughest

opponent any UMass baaketbaU

team has ever faced, the Hodman

hoopsters open up first round

action in the National Invitational

Tournament tomorrow morning at

ii against top-seeded North

Carolina .

Who ever would have thought

that a Yankee Conference team

would be playing a powerhouse

,, om the Atlantic Coast Con-

ference? Who ever would have

perceived ot a team with the

abundant talent that North

Carolina has would be on the same

court with a team that has been

called a one-man ball club"

The tournament officials seemed

to have telt this way also and gave

to the Tarheel! what they felt

would be the easiest opponent to

dispose ot in the tnst round, and

make it to the second easily

the oddsmakers wouldn't hear

ol giving a chance to a team that

lost to little Springtield going up

against the number 12 ranked team

in i he country They undoubtedly

had a Held day with this point

-pie. id
.

But what all these officials and

oddsmakers have tailed to realize

is that there will be not one, but two

talented ball clubs on the Garden

floor tomorrow at 11 am
Possessors ot one ot the best

records in the country, 23-3,

number one in New Kngland in the

minds „| all except the pollsters

and impressive debuters in last

ars NIT the I Mass hoopsters

will not tie the team that the big

citj has made it out to be

Commented head coach Jack

Leaman, "I guarantee that were

going down ready to play, we have

the potential to do the things we

have to do to come out on top and I

wouldnt be surprised if we beat

North Carolina."

these words tell the whole story

.

(foUtftan
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UMass Horn the little Yankee

Conference, can play on the same

eourt with the top team m the At t

\nd I Mass can put it all together

to stagger the oddsmakers as they

almost did last year against

Marquette with what they would

call a major upset

With all the talent and im-

pressive credentials that North

Carolina possesses, what will the

Kedmcn have to do to win this

game'!
•for us to wm we 11 have to

control the tempo ot the game,

.aid Leaman, noting that the

Tarheels were a fast club with a lot

ot good personnel to shuttle in and

out of the line up to keep a fresh

live on the court all the time

He added, "We may have to

sacrifice the fast break to keep the

number ot turnovers down. We

have to handle their press and not

U't them make us rush

We have to play to pay tenacious

defense It thev get any cheap

shots such as on the offensive

boards and on turnovers, it's going

to put us in a great deal of trouble.

North Carolina is a strong team

Off the boards and throughout

practice sessions the Kedmen have

been working hard on blocking out

on the boards Leaman explained.

•We can only give them one shot at

the basket
"

On offense he went on to say.

We have to make our offense go,"

which means coping with the

vaunted Tarheel press and man-to-

man defense and putting the ball in

the hole with good percentage

shots
\s lor personnel in this contest

there is no doubt that North

Carolina has many many good

players But Leaman and a good

man) others teel that we have the

best player on the court tomorrow

in Julius Erving the top player in

New Kngland Time and time

again he has been put on the block:

can he play against the best

eompetition and time and time

again he has responded with great

efforts against the best No need to

ask about tomorrow s effort

The starting line-up has not been

eompletelv decided upon for the

game. The Kedmen have their

final practice before leaving at

Hopkins Academy One thing lor

certain is that John Betancourt.

r3f?

\tike Pagliara. Ken Mathias, Tom
McLaughlin and Chris Coffin will

be seeing a lot of action along with

Erving before the contest is over.

In his final appraisal of the game

Leaman said, -We'll try to do the

things that we do best and do well

enough to win." With the third goal

ol w inning an NIT game in sight it

is certain the Kedmen will be

ready to do their thing tomorrow

morning in the Cardens.

HOOP NOTKSThe team will be

leaving Irom the Boyden building

this afternoon at 1:30.With a band

set to give the team a big send off it

would be great if all those who can

make it show up at Boyden to show

the team the overwhelming sup-

port that vou have showed thus far

this season and will show down in

New York. Coach Leaman wants

to give a special thanks to a group

of die-hard Redman fans who call

themselves Jack's Corner. This

past week they sent the team a

telegram of congratulations on the

NIT and it's support of this kind

that Leaman says he and his team

are verv appreciative of. .Right on

Jack's Corner and see all of you

and the rest of the UMass

delegation at the Gardens

tomorrow at 11 a.m.

N.LT. Pairings
|.Ca*oUNA,

Batmen Open Southern Swing
"^*^ J* .... :„ f , .... .,;#..hino u;iff Keturners Jad

*|«ACAJ$£

SftLLfc h"

ByFRED ROSENTHAL
Ml )C Stall

Next week the t'Mass varsity

baseball team will begin its annual

Southern swing with a game

against Wake Korest at Winston-

Salem N.C OB Monday The

Kedmen will be playing seven

games in six days as they prepare

tor a tough Northern schedule

The other opponents CMass will

have to lace are: Kranklin and

Marshall, Virginia, and Maryland

The Kedmen will face each team

twice except for Franklin and

Marshall.

Head Coach Dick Berquist is

optimistic about the prospects for

this season. "We re a young

team." he said, "but with youth

comes enthusiasm, and we're all

looking forward to getting down

south We have been practicing

around the game up north and hope

to get into the game down south."

Sports

Notices

About the teams CMass will tace

next week Berquist remarked.

-Maryland is traditionally strong

and Wake Korest has excellent

material.

"

Light Ireshman will make the

trip with a young and deep team

the Kedmen are especially deep in

the infield. At first base there are

two sophs. Den Ksposito and Mark

Palau, battling it out for a starting

position And, with starting second

baseman, Hosea Kelly, injured.

Ken Brewer and Dan Kelly will be

seeing a good deal of action.

At shortstop, junior, Jim

Saracino. is probably the leading

candidate for a starting berth with

Jim Kilev. who was drafted by the

Chicago White Sox, not tar behind.

Kddie McMahon, a freshman, is

also a capable shortstop Tri

captain Jack Conroy is the team s

starting third-baseman.

On paper CMass strong point is

its pitching Staff. Keturners Jack

Bernardo and Lou Callabello will

Ik- mined bv Tom King. Tom White

and John olsen King hurt his arm

last year and sat out the entire

season but is expected to M
healthy tor the coming season.

In the outfield the Kedmen will

start Brian Martin, a junior. Karle

Manlev. a sophomore, and Charlie

Manle'v. a freshman. Martin had a

tremendous season last year

hitting well over .400.

CMass has four catchers in-

eluding two juniors. Mike Sawyer

and Kerry Daly. Two other

prospects are Billy Ryan and Tom
McDermott

Alter a disappointing season last

s.ai I Mass has many reasons to

look lorward to 1971 With depth,

vouth. and a very promising pit-

ching staff, the Kedmen can and

should be very optimistic

Erving Heads All-N.E.
C? .... „__ ,.„..,.;. .,.,1 a record 40 first team

Julius Erving ol UMass, Jim

O'Brien ot B.C., Bob Kissane of

Holy Cross, and Ernie DiOregano

„t Providence College have been

selected to both the AC and IT I

fir8| team All New Kngland

basketball teams The two teams

differed only m selection ol a lifth

player; AC chose Jake Jones of

Assumption while UPl picked

Rusty Tyler Of Brown

Leading the second team

selections were Paul Krland of

Dartmouth. Bob Staak ot CConn

and Floyd Lewis ot Harvard

Tyler" and Serge DeBari o!

Assumption rounded out the AC

team Jim Morgan ot Yale and

lames Brown of Harvard were

'sleeted by UPl.

Erving, a junior, who averaged

»7 5 points and ItJ rebounds.

received a record M first team

votes, 1 40 coaches were polled).

DiGregario who was the only

sophomore to be picked on either

first team, averaged IB points per

game for the Friars O'Brien and

Kissane. both seniors, averaged

1H<1 and 17.1 points respectively.

Kissane also averaged 10.1

rebounds per game
The I CI third team consisted ot

Jim Larrananga and Don Lewis of

Providence, Anne Berman ol

Brown, James Brown of Dart

mouth, Kevin Shea and Jim

Moxley ol Northeastern and Dale

Dover of Harvard.

John Betancourt and Ken

Mathias ol CMass were selected to

the UPl list ol honorable mentions

NIT Bl S The Springfield bus has

been sold out. There are four seats

left on the Amherst bus A couple of

seats are still left on both the

Worcester and Boston buses.

Tickets can be purchased in Room

114. the Students Activities Office.

in the CamptM Center

INTKAMCKALS-This is the

recreational schedule for spring

vacation

Boyden Cymnasium -Mon.-r n.. \i

noon to 3 p.m.

Hoyden Cool-Mon.-Fri.. 12 noon to 3

Boyden Weight Room Mon.-r n . I

a.m. to 4:30 p.m

Boyden Handball and Squash

Courts-everyday, 9 a m. toil p.nv

no reservations, use weekend

schedule

Boyden Bowling Mon Fri.. 12 noon

to i p.m., (50 cents 1,nc)

Family swim tWepe) Fri
, 7 p.m

x„v facettj messier, graduate or anaergrainatejttrfeat to

tenSed in becoming involved with officiating home I A
(
K

.
nd

HtH. meets this spriag please contact^^r^^ J
»:,:, Beyden Gym, Ms-Mal. at any time. No pi mi expenei

New England's

Largest

College Daily

&% sflhfltfarlpsjrtttf
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Weather:

It isn't raining ram
today. it's raining

violets
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Bust In Southwest
See Page 2

Frazier In Cleveland
See Page /

North Carolina RoutsRedmen
See Page 8

Trustees Give Housing

Authority To Whitmore
. By MIX' Staff — "~"~

lu.KTUNThe Board of Trustees voted last Wednesday to delegate

remind,, "mrTlping student living-™"e~*2£^
academic programs within campus housing to I Mass ddmm.stiat.on

W
SSr?present8 another step by the Board towards their newly defined

oim\ ol becoming a general policy making body.
*
Th ac ti nEncourages student participation -n residence hall gover-

nance lormu at on of academic and social program policies and the

£ o on m-n "management and residence ball program budgets

deleiopment ol the residence halls as living learning centers m concert

viiih the students and the student affairs staff.

"1;^ he Board recognizes the value of offering a variety .,1

l.^ng an 'mgements to meet the diverse needs of students in academic

"to a JenttXe Trustees. Dr. Randolph W Bromery. Vie e (l.ancellor

,oJ StuuVn A tans, said that the major investment ,n residence ha Is

loirh?nn rmute directly to the University s institutional purposes itt

S^UanS^lnToSr residence haUs as vital learning centers has

'^^clargumZe^ere^n'for the several programs mvo.vmg

JS^J^S- They are. 1 Participation on the part* tt* student

. k« vniimiarv 2 A meeting with parents, students, ana aa

nirmstrltor must ne held be?o7e residence n.11 plans tor coe^erud

living may be approved ; S. Written parental permission must be obtained

for those students under 21 years of age.

At the present time there are 10,500 students living on campus m ,2

residen^eTalt 5.600 of them in Southwest There are J^uppercta*

^indents living in 13 coeducational residence halls. Lntil now iresnmtr

havtnot beenMwed to live in coeducational residence halls and any

ma or change in residence hall living has had to be approved by the

Trustee From now on. changes in living arrangements and residence

hah oroerams may be made upon recommendation of the appropriate

SXrwth the approval of the Chancellor Frequent written

repor^cTn^ an^soeia. programs within the residence halls

will hi* made to the Trustees by the vice chancellors
'

In tr^tfuure University student housing must be mot* fully in

.eJated mto the educational process so that its purpose and direction are

^^^m£S!SX!S ~«°* of the inst,tul,on Brom<rv

Thairman of the Board Joseph P Healey and UMass President Robert

C Wood held their customary postmeetmg news briefing where they

explained some of the reasons behind the Board's decision.

• don't think that at this stage of the game the Board should be in

volved in the details of planning lifestyles." said Healey I his echoes

Wood's feelings that the Board should shift its emphasis from the details

S running a university to making the general over-all polices .fleeting

U
Th.

S

s

S

decis.on by the Board takes out of their hands the decision to allow

freshmen into coed dorms Vice Chancellor Bromery and I ban.ellor

Tippo will now have the power to let freshmen into coed dorms.

Healey says the next problem the Board has to contend with IS that of

tenure He said The problem to watch in the next few months will Ik- the

procedure for granting tenure

necessary.
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Both Sides Claim
Victory In Pakistan

My Lai Jurors

Re-Hear Testimony

NEW DELHI lAP) Radio

Pakistan said yesterday that

•calm nw prevails throughout

East Pakistan, but Sheik Mujib'a

followers insisted that they were

winning the civil uar

\ broadcast, monitored by In-

dian sources, said a Maj.Zia Khan

had been named temporary head

of a provisional government of

Bangla Desh "under the leadership

ol Sheik Mujibur Rahman
Bangla Desh means Bengali

Nation

United News ot India quoted one

clandestine broadcaal as saying

that Sheik Mujih was at the

"revolutionary headquarter!

The location ot the headquarters

was not given but the rebels

claimed control of the port of

Chittagong
Radio Pakistan, controlled by

the central government, claimed

thai no untoward incidents oc-

i uned m Dacca and other major

cities ot the province
"

But it indirectly acknowledged

for the lust time since the lighting

broke out that there had been

trouble in Chittagong

confirmed reports had

Chittagong was held by

Mujib's followers

The situation in Chittagong

continues to improve and is well

under control. ' the radio said.

Radio Pakistan said the

provincial martial law chief, Lt.

( fen I ikka Khan, reported dead by

Indian sources on Saturday, had

met with senior civil servants and

the consuls general ot Nepal and

Japan

The clandestine radio calling

itsell 'The Voice ol Independent

Bangla Desh." became a bone ol

contention between India and
Pakistan, already at odds over the

crisis

The Pakistani government fired

a 'strong protest " to India's

Foreign Ministry, charging that

the radio's transmitter was located

aboard an Indian ship at the mouth

oi the Heoghly River near

Calcutta

GSA Offers
Summer Jobs

In
said

Sheik

The Boston and Washington

oil ices of the (ieneral Services

Administration will have summer
internships

Undergraduates who have taken

the Federal Summer Jobs exam

are eligible. Graduating seniors

and graduate students are also

eligible

Positions Will be: Assistant to

|obs m Buildings Management.

Procurement. Real Estate.

Transportation, Records
Management, etc GSA indicates

that students interested in in-

tergovernmental relations, state or

local government, and public

administration should find the

experience particularly valuable

The agency tries carefully to place

students where the experience will

Ih> good lor them and for GSA.

Interested students should

suppb name, address, phone

number, educational status and

background, summary of school

record I showing relevant courses

and grades and over-all overage),

an) relevant work experience.

Statement of career goals in briet

essay form, names of one or two

CM faculty with whom they are

acquainted or have studied, and

geographical area they would be

interested in working.

A prompt reply to:

GSA Internship Program
L Ma inzer, Thompson Hall.

Department of Government.

is suggested.

Bust In S. W.
Last Night

\n arrest ot a non student in the Southwest residential area was

made it 6 m P m last night by University and Amherst police

,
. were unable to reveal the identity of the person involved

unul arraignment in Northampton District Court this morning

The) said the person was charged with trespassing and possess.on

up ,o Sunset h\ enue w here the suspect was apprehended according

^SSSSZShSk the arrest were Patrolmen Qu.n.an. Bozek

.md Grabk

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position:
1

Submit a Tetter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do

buy half a bus a year.

fctjr fttssarlpsflrtti flails atolltstan

OH.ce ol »» DA,LY COLLEGIAN are on me secono floor of me Student Urn* on

,ne un.vers.tr campus, ,.p code 0.002 P-ones are S45 2»0 -news, S4S 034.

spofts. and W> 131
, .

nail Y COLLEGIAN publ.snes f.ve

Second class postau e DAILT luli-cu

Mv ft*.* M» MaMKlN .ear e.cep. dur.ng

ft mrtt or tour (Mm a MCfk follow^ a v 8 cat, n or

..... .v<ep.edlor mainq under the

,g;v as amended by the act ot June U. 1MJ Sub

114 00 pe'

FT. BENNING, Ga. lAP) Lt

William L. ('alley Jr.'s My Lai

murder jury spent yesterday

reviewing court-martial testimony

Horn as tar back as last November.

seeking to reconstruct air

operations over the South Viet-

namese hamlet during a U.S. in-

fantry assault there three years

ago.

None of the testimony in question

connected the 27-year-old Galley to

am M\ Lai atrocities, although the

government later in the trial ot

fered evidence to support such a

charge

lt marked the third Sunday at

ternoon session in a row in the little

military courtroom where Galley

stood trial tor lour months.

At its own request, the six-man

jury heard the testimony of live

helicopter pilots the remainder ot

the eight witnesses designated by

the panel Saturday in asking for

readbacks
lt brought to 20 the number of

witnesses whose testimony has

been repeated since the case went

to the jury March Hi. the third

anniversary of the socalled My Lai

massacre.

Such readings have taken more

than 16 hours, of the time tor

deliberations deliberations that

over a 12 day span have given no

indication of when the verdict

might be expected.

The Judge. Col Keid Kennedy,

said he will hold a court session

with lawyers Monday to try to

agree upon some plan of prodding

the jury toward an early verdict on

the guilt or innocence of the 5-l'oot-3

defendant.

Galley is accused of the

premeditated murder of 102 South

Vietnamese old men, women and

children while leading his infantry

platoon on a search and destroy

mission against My Lai on March

16, 1%H The maximum penalty

upon conviction is death.

BOGART
WEDNESDAY - THOMPSON 102 and 104

Films

Thomp 104

6:00 Oklahoma Kid

8:00 Casablanca

10:00 Casablanca

m

Thomp 102

6:00 Key Largo

8:00 The Big Sleep

10:00 Treasure of the Sierra

Madre
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Manson's Attorney

Makes Plea For Mercy
LOS ANGELES (AP)-The

defense has called them "sick little

girls" and begged lor their lives.

hoping that jurors in the Sharon

Tate murder trial will flinch at the

idea ol sending three young women
to the gas chamber.
Attorneys tor Charles Manson's

women co defendants have

stressed the women's youth and

leminit) and his final argument for

Leslie Van Houten, 21, attorney

Maxwell Keith said

ilou mad. how insane these

young girls must have been."

Jurors spent all day Saturda\

deliberating the tales ol Manson,

Leslie. Patricia Krenwinkd, 2:'..

.md Susan Atkins, 22. alter getting

the case late Friday. They

previously had convicted the four

and now 'may decree one ot two

possible sentences lite im

prisonment or death in the gas

chamber. They had Sunday off and

resume deliberations on Monday.

Nationwide
Tax Refusal
On Focus

Tonight at 10 P.M .. WMUA's
Focus" will be directed toward

nationwide tax refusal and draft

opposition, in a special editorial

viewpoint on • Resistance to

-

American Militarism "

According to "Focus"
moderator Ken Mosakowski. the

subject ot tonight's program is

especially timely, since the filing

deadline lor income tax forms is

April 15th Also. I bulletin just

issued from the office <>i the

National Council to Repeal the

Draft in Washington. D.C., In-

dicates that the IS House of

Representatives will vote on draft

extension this Wednesday. March

:Ust

Information for tonight 1

program was obtained Irom such

diverse sources as The Washington

Monthly, The Progressive, and

l teal Draft, the New Fngland

draft newsletter published by the

American Friends Service Com-

mittee in Cambridge

Writing In the April issue of The

Progressive. I Mass English

professor Milton Mayer cited

figures b\ War Tax Resistance in

New Vol* reporting 1K1 active

refusal centers across the country

and estimating 15,000 tax refusers

In ifW
According to Final Draft.

resistance to the draft has in-

creased ten lold since i%">. with

over i(Mi prosecutions for draft

violations being instituted each

month by the Department of

Justice

Interested persons are invited to

tune in on "Focus " tonight at 91.1

KM on the dial

Immunization
Clinic Hours
Due to the increased volume of

immunizations given during the

spring months. March 31 to May 27.

the immunization clinic hours will

be Wednesday 1 :00to4:00 p.m. and

Thursday 8:30 to 11:30 am and

1:00 to 4:00 p.m. During this time

period visits to the immunization

clinic will be by appointment only.

Cull 5-0057.

Yellow fever immunizations, as

usual, will be given only between

2:00 and 3:00 p.m. on Wednesdays.

The most emotional plea for the

women's lives came from the last

defense attorney to speak to the

jurors.

Chief defense counsel Paul

Fitzgerald, described how the

three women. 1! sentenced to

death, would enter the green oc-

tagonal gas chamber at San

IJjuentin, how a heart detector

would be strapped to their chests

The warden, he said, would shake

their hands and say. "Goodbye,

Patricia Goodbye, Susan

Goodbye, Leslie."

He described the dropping of

cyanide pellets into add as "the

last sound the} will ever hear"

Then, he said their bodies will

ig against the straps across

their chests There is a drool ot

saliva from their mouths They

are now officially dead

As Fitzgerald spoke the three

women, who had chatted, laughed

and drawn pictures during the

nine-month trial, sat frozen in their

chairs. Their eyes were fixed on

the attorney

Fitzgerald's plea was made over

the heated objections of the

prosecution.

Deputy Dist Atty Vincent M.

Rugliosisaid: "11 the death penalty

is to mean anything in the State of

California other than two empty

words, this is the proper ease .11

,m\ one ol these defendants
receives lite imprisonment, the

death penalty should be abolished

in California. It this is not a proper

case, no ease ever will be
"

Kach ol the women in dramatic

witness stand confessions durum
the penalty phase of the trials, said

she participated in the killings ol

Miss Tate and six others Each
said she was "stoned" on LSI)

when she killed and now fell no

guilt or remorse
In turn, they said Manson was

innocent ot the murders oi Miss

Tate and six others over two nights

in August 1969. And Irving

Kanarek. Manson s lawyer, has

asked the jury to spare the life ol

the hippie-style clan leader

because he wasn't present at the

slaying

Cleaner Engine

Being Designed
The external combustion engine is just getting off the drawing boards

into the design stage, but work has already begun at the Cn.versity ot

Massachusetts on its air pollution aspects

The mechanical and aerospace engineering department ot the I Mass

School ol Engineering at Amherst has started a three year study of ex-

ternal combus.on emissions problems with a tflO.OW grant Irom the I S

Environmental Protection Agenc)

I aw mice L Ambs. assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace

engineering, explained the project this wa> "The internal combustion

engine is the greatest single source of the nation 1 air pollution, its

emissions contributing over Ml per cent of the pollutants in the air. The

federal government is backing research and development ot alternative

power plants lor personal vehicles -electric cars and external combustion

power plants „ t , m .

External combustion systems are of two general types. 1 rot Ambs

explained gas turbine and Rank.ne cycle I'Mass engineers are con

centrating on the latter Rank.ne- cycle is another name tor the steam

engine principle. Pro! Ambs said. Today s Rank.ne cycle power plants

may use hydrocarbons or other fluids as well as water, he- added

•We are )ust looking at the energy source m this study 1
rot Ambs

said "We are essentiallv concerned With the generation of the vapor and

the combustion process." which is where the emissions come(from. 1 he

development ot the engine and other hardware is something that the auto

companies can do. he added . .

\ number of companies are working on various other parts ol external

combustion engine development. Prof Ambs said. "As tar as we know

were one- ot the verv lew universities in on the project, he said We

have been working on various aspects of the p-oblem for some time with

the support of John R. Dixon, department head. ' he explained.

Prof Ambs is part of a team that includes two associate professors •
>

mechanical and aerospace engineering. Jon G. MeGowan is the principal

investigator and George A Russell is the third member Ambs is a

specialist in combustion. MeGowan's field is thermodynamics and

Russell is a control system specialist.

We expect to prove that an essentially pollution I ree power plant is

possible m a modern automobile." Prof. Ambs said.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Chancellor lippo thanks Mr. (ierald R. BoMaSMfO tor a job well

done. Bakfassaro. supervisor of Berkshire Dining Common*, was

brought to the Chancellor's attention h\ a letter I rum a I Mass
sophomore who has worked lor Italdassaro. The student called

Raldassaro "the best public relations man in the I nod Service

Department" and said he is I "visible link between the I SI) and the

students" because he "gnei out ol his way to uct to know the students

and to I md out what they are thinking."

MEETING
all interested in representing UMASS

at ACU-I Track and Skeet shooting contest

TONIGHT 7:30

RSO Area - C.C.

I lth Hour Lecture Series

presents

PROFESSOR

DEAN ALBERTSON
of the History DerA

SPEAKING ON

"MIND FUCKS IN THE

1 lth HOUR"

Monday March 29th

8 p.m. S. U. Ballroom

NO CHARGE

Sponsored By the Maroon Keys

(entitled by Maroon Keys)

ONE MORE CHANCE
SB. PICTURES TAKEN ALL WEEK - STARTING NOON TODAY, NORFOLK ROOM, STUDENT

UNION. BRING $3.50.
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•You Sav You re just Having A Few To Unwind?'

Seven vear old John Wheeler was often put to bed

crying in pain. His stomaeh hurt, and Mrs. Wheeler

shrugged off her son's complaints, thinking that it

must have been something John had eaten after

sehool. perhaps a bit too many Three Muskateei v Bu

John hurt, even when Mrs. Wheeler knew he had not

eaten any extra snacks.

When Mr and Mrs. Wheeler brought their son to the

clinic on Amsterdam Avenue, they suspected nothing

more serious than worms. By now, John was feeling

sharp pains in his joints and in his chest, and sores had

formed on his legs.

Kleven months after John had first come to the

clinic, he died tortuously and hellishly. There is no

cure for sickle cell anemia.
* • •

Normal blood cells are roundish and flow freely

through the body. A genetic mutation that occured

thousands of years ago caused the blood cells of some

men and women to distort, shaping them into

crescent like objects. Like hemophilia, this trait can

be inherited, and sickle-shaped cells are carried by 8-

10% of all Black Americans. Approximately one out of

every ten carriers of sickle cells have anemia, which

makes the condition fatal.

The blocking of arteries by anemic sickle cells stops

the distribution of oxygen to the body and causes

anguishing pain in the chest, the stomach and the

,oints It is accompanied by fever and ulcer-like sores

on the skin. Half the victims of sickle cell anemia die

before they are twenty; the remainder are crippled

until they die. usually before forty. Ninety-nine per-

cent of American sickle cell anemia victims are

Black. The rest of the victims have Mediterranean

heritages -Italian, Greek, Semitic.

In the more than half century since Dr. James

Bryan Herrick first told his colleagues of -Peculiar

Elongated and Sickle-Shaped Red Blood Corpuscles in

a Case of Anemia", little research has been done into

the cause and cure of the disease. Although urea

solutions were discovered last year to alleviate the

pain and partially reshape sickle cells, this treatment

is still in the experimental stage and is hardly a

prevention.
* « *

When a person is aged enough to tell his child, "You

know I'll give my life for you", and his child dies, he

starts to think about a lot of things.

David Williams

The Amherst Hog Farm

n ^i-FKKto^k.

Common Sense

B) STEPHEN A BLUME

lll(im „ . ,.,,„,, ,„ his work "Common Sense' m I77K stated that soriety

is the racl thai people need each other for survival I hey aie dirun

Lards each other for common needs, and strength in numbers w.e

>

promotes our happiness positive!) b> uniting our affections Govern

„;,.,,, on lne other hand is the factor which controls society, i.e. punishes

man's crimes, and controls Ins society so that common happiness will

continue and prevail. Governmenl is the system which peacefully coo

trols relations between societj itaeM and other local and foreum societies

However in order for the government to be successful i must have

successful discussion and interchange with the society which created it

In other words it must act on the wants and needs of the people- m the

socety The success oi government depends on the happiness of the

^'without a doubt most people arc agamst our mvolvement in Vietnam.

Bui vet attempts to tell the government this have been Ignored. Govern-

menl ca„ no. be acting in the interests of the people .1 the people don

want the war. Can the government (which the people created) be saving

thai the) are now smarter than the socety'' Can the government now be

dictating what the peoples happiness and functions will be.

It is time to reopen the channels of discussion between society and

government It is time tor government to act in behalf of the people, not

itself, and end the war in Vietnam.

All right now kiddies, wind up those yo-yos-we have

work to do I've decided to commit myself to a mental

hospital for the rest of the semester Not because I'm

crazy but because things are less crazy there than

thev are around here This, people will say. is the

attitude of a cynic. That I will admit. However. I

consider mvself to be somewhat of an enlightened

cynic and can laugh and sneer with impunity.
'

I laugh and sneer at you. student Although you may

think I'm poking a little bit of fun at you at your own

expense and vou dismiss me as being funny but not

serious sort of a typical college columnist. I am bitter

and hold little hope that you students will prove

yourselves to be anvthing more than mindless idiots

'

YOU reaffirm each and every day Of the week my

deepseated belief that none of vou has anvthing more

on the ball besides horsehide. Or Pigskin. Pigskin is

more appropriate

I accuse vou. students of this tug university in the

skv. oi being pigs

Unwarranted? Perhaps for some oi vou. but in ana

large, UMies an pigs Note that I do not exclude

mvselt from being grouped with you in the pin st> l

am the wise pig who knows what lies at the other end

oi the barnyard for me ;> butcher's knife.

You, the young, the foolish and the naive, you are

still wet behind your pink little ears and your tail is

still straight 1 despise you lor your enthusiasm

Ahh. we may have hit upon something En

Elliot Eisenberg

thusiasm"' No. Roscoe, its called "FANATICISM"
and the capital letters are right Now we have three

classes of pigs: me, you. and the fanatics.

We all live in the same barnyard, unfortunately

Vou. the heaving, swelling, grunting, sweating

masses, you and your apathetic ways are the saviours

of the status quo You will keep us from choking on

non union lettuce, you will avoid being embarrased by

your draft board when they refuse you a CO. you will

gO through lite with the freshly scrubbed pink look you

wear now

I salute vou in vour apathy, and though I share some

ot vour qualms about rocking the boat. I refuse to

condemn mvselt to living in your pen lor the rest ol my
life

But I am also not I lanatic Fanatics are the ones

who would have vou choke on Farm Worker's let tin •

Thev would wake yotl .it lour in the morning because

thev thought a security guard was about to bust the

Mrhole dorm The) are the ones who make life

miserable for everyone the) come into contact with

The) are despite what Ihe) sav. elitists Vou an

elitists m vour own mediocre wav I am an admitted

elitist and all the more cynical and bitter because I

realize it and admit it

Now vou know mv secret and you can prove- to be

my undoing You can rob me of m) urge to bitch Will

you do it" I sincerely doubt it

A Quiet Reminder

I etters to the Kditor must be typed, double spaced, at sixty

maces and must carry the writer's signature, address, and

telephone number I all of which will be withheld upon request
.

>
The

limit is one page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to intended

Publication The editors reserve the right toedit all letters.

The same rules apply to Editorial Points except that the limit of

these is 25 words No prizes will be awarded or gifts given out This

s not a contest. It's sternly a forum for those of you who don t feel

hk wn ing a whole letter or who don't know more than 25 words.

Sid Kinehursh is a quiet person. We share an office

although his name is no longer on the door; I see him

more often behind the U.S.A. tables in the Student

Union or in the pages of the Collegian than I do around

here.

I have heard him speak, once introducing Peter

Camejo to a Campus Center audience, and another

time to the hundred thousand who had marched to

Washington in protest of the Cambodian and Kent

State incursions (Can it be almost a year'') He is

articulate, convincing, and in a small group, quiet.

•What would you like to do if you felt your work with

the movement had been accomplished''" we once

asked him.

•Just drink beer with my friends," he said.

He is a quiet reminder to those of us whose politics is

more or less straight that we may be wrong. He is the

voice of Harry Haller in the Steppenwolf: "And what

if I am wrong?. ..if these Americanized men who are

pleased with so little are right" then I am indeed the

Steppenwolf that I call myself..."

He stands for and speaks for the possibility that the

United States may not be all that it has cracked up to

Ikv That it may repress numbers of its citizens. That

its actions in foreign affairs may be now more in-

nocent ( as we are taught to believe) than those of any

other country in history which has waged war. Which

is not too innocent.

Some of his friends are loud; some look like million-

dollar hippies; some give me the jitters. Few have his

abilities.

He rarely sits in the desk over there, but if someone

asked if this was his office, wed have to say yes.

Letters To The Editor

Confessing Your Rights Away

To The Kditor:

Repeatedly I have tried to make clear that in the

event of arrest a suspect need not and indeed in his

own self-interest, must not. engage in conversation

with the arresting officer, particularly on any subject

relating to the immediate difficulty he finds himself

in. Along this precise line, I suggest that every in-

terested student read this opinion rendered in the case

of Commonwealth v. Flaherty, 226 N.E. 2 nd 875

(Mass. 1OT1) WITH THE PORTIONS I have em-

phasized :

"RESCRIPT.
"The defendants appeal under General Laws

chapter 278, sections 33A-33G, from their several

convictions at a trial without jury of (1) unlawful

possession of a narcotic drug, General Laws chapter

94 section 205; (2) being present where a narcotic

drug is illegally kept or deposited, General Laws

chapter 94, section 213A; and (3) growing a narcotic

drug General Laws chapter 94, section 198A. Police

searched a second floor apartment in the town of

Sunderland pursuant to a valid search warrant and

found quantities of marijuana in two of the four

bedrooms in the apartment and nine lumps of green

hashish in the pocket of an unidentified jacket hanging

over a chair in the hallway. All of the five defendants

were located in the hallway and kitchen of the apart

ment when the police entered. The prosecutions case

rests on the following evidence A tenant in a first floor

apartment who had been living in the apartment

building for a year before the defendants arrest on

February 6, 1969, testified that during that period of

time he had seen the defendants "several

times entering, leaving or about the premises but

that he had never visited them "in any area of the

house " He occasionally "heard knocking" at the door

leading up to the upstairs apartment in question, but

he "didn't see them knock " There was testimony that

a valise bearing the name Patrick Flaherty was found

in one of the bedrooms. However, there was no

evidence that Flaherty or any of the other defendants

rented the apartment, or that they lived there or spent

any considerable amount of time there, or that they

hail control over the apartment or its contents The

Commonwealths case against the defendants falls far

short of "proof that the accused was present where

(he knew) a narcotic drug. ..(was) illegally kept or

deposited.*
" (Citing cases). "It is essential... that the

circumstances taken as a whole, and giving them

their reasonable and just weight, and no more, should

to a moral certainty exclude every other hypothesis.

(Citing case). The evidence does not exclude to a

moral certainty that the defendants were casual

visitors to the apartment and knew nothing of the

narcotic drugs found in the bedrooms and in the

pocket of a jacket whose ownership was not

established.

"Judgments reversed. Findings set aside.

This case, which was argued for the defendants by

Attorney David Burres of Springfield and Amherst,

emphasizes the points that these defendants, by

saying absolutely nothing (that was testified to) on

the subjects of jacket ownership, valise ownership or

use living address, lease, rent or apartment

residency, had findings of guilt reversed by the

Supreme Judicial Court.

Try to observe the important holding in this case

that an alternative hypothesis was not excluded "to a

moral certainty" by the evidence that the prosecution

presented. .

With the weakening of the Miranda confession rule

by the recent Harris case your unguarded and

UNWARNED confession may, in certain cases, be

used against you If you are uncertain as to the im-

plications of what you are inclined to say (and you

should be! I when an officer confronts you in an arrest

situation, gently but firmly be quiet regardless of the

change of vour feelings. Give your name if you have

to. but then insist on your rights and say nothing more

until vou have consulted a lawyer.
Richard M. Rowland

Student Senate (ieneral Counsel

Ballroom Explained

To the Kditor:

In response to Ralph J Pudgetts letter of March 19.

1971 we would like to explain why the Dick Gregory

LectureWM held in the Student Union Ballroom. The

(age was unavailable the entire week as the

University was taking down the basketball floor.

Numberous efforts were made by both DVP and the

Athletic Department to try and alleviate the problem,

but nothing could be worked out As far as haying the

lecture on a different dale, it was impossible since

D,ck Gregory is making 300 appearances in ten

months and was unavailable to us at am other time

Mr Pudgett also suggests that we might have

scheduled the lecture in the Campus (
enter

Miditorium. However, this facility only ac-

commodates ITS pe«f»e, whereas the Ballroom holds

over looo .

1 »VP would hke to reiterate the apology made at (hi

bettinningof the lecture we regret the uncomfortable.

crowded situation and do hope that everyone ....

derstands .. .....
Ilarrv P. Kll.son.

( hail-man ol DVP

And You, Joel?

Thanks, S.E.S.

Editorial Points

The proposed "University

Senate'' constitution will be

released to faculty and student

senators today. The ratio of

faculty members to un-

dergraduates and graduate

students which the governance

committee recommends is 70-43-

12, giving the faculty a clear

majority. We hope that a new

Senate would carefully avoid

following in the footsteps of the

Faculty Senate.

allowing people the

they seek to protect.

t reedom

******

******

The Trustees, in passing Vice-

Chancellor Bromery's proposal

concerning making decisions

about student life on campus,

finally recognized that they, or

for that matter anyone else,

cannot stop people from doing

what they want.
******

The State Legislature can take

bold steps like banning the

display of Viet Cong flags, but

the real hard part of life for

them, seems to lie in the area of

Informed sources are

forecasting the announcement of

substantial increases in room,

board, and fees sometime in the

near future. Is it time to dust off

the old "Rent Hike'demon
stration signs, one might ask?

******

Well, now that the vacation is

over, one might easily wonder if

it was really worth waiting for?
******

Did you ever wish you were

someplace other than where you

actually were If you were at

Madison Square Garden on

March 20, chances are you've

experienced the feeling.
******

If you're ever in a situation

where everyone around you is

loosing his head and you are the

only calm one, you probably

don't know all the facts.

Art Buchwald

Get High

To ihe Editor:
,

"All things must pass." and I am no exception I am

taking all pass tail courses .through no fault of my

own i this semester with the exception of one course

For various reasons I am unable to attend the lectures

lor this course and am depending on S.h S. notes o

act me bv The notes themselves have been excellent-

it's the way they're distributed that really gets me I

assumed that when I paid my $3.50 at the beginning of

the semester I would be assured a complete set of

notes Things went swell until today -the duyof the

exam. I wen. to pick up last week s notes and was

told very curtlv. that there were none left and whv

didn't I come on Tuesday (today is Thursday
. 1

was

also told, again very curtly, that I *££***£%,
up tomorrow Big deal. The exam was toda> and

I

my

notes were sold to someone else. I cannot understand

this at all Is there any reason for S.E.8. to assume

that just because I don't get my notes on Tuesday I m

not going to get them at all when I ve paid for them I

don't think so .

Nancv Marino

To the Kditor:

Big Brother is Watching YOU!
This commonly quoted expression means something

different to nearly everybody. There is a small

minority on campus, however, that has come under

the invisible eye of one big brother during the last few

weeks
The minority is the student employee of the

Franklin Dining commons Over the past few weeks

the new management, under the guidance of the newly

hired "efficiency expert, has instituted many im

provements in the efficiency of operation He has

demanded B reduction of IM I week in wa#M paid out

to student; To achieve this goal all student workers

come to work later and leave earlier Reductions in

the employment per meal require many workers to

carrv out multiple numbers of jobs The result of this

has been much increased activity at mealtime per

worker, inefficient performance of some iobs. and

partial omission of some tasks, such as cleaning

II is interesting to note that an all out effort has U-en

made to save food This is partially achieved b) small

portions and planned running out of food

It is interesting to nolo that the reductions in em

plovment hours have been made ehiellv on seniority

That is workers with seniority have been reduced

I because they get a * raise for each semester thev

have previously worked!

It is interesting to note that student help in the office

has increased tour fold in the past month

It is interesting to note that no attempts have been

made lo reduce anv full tune help while some at

tempts have been made to lone the lull time help into

working more The lull time help, incidentally,

commands much larger percent Of the total help Of

the Commons.
It is most interesting to note that the efficiency

expert has hardlv ever been seen at the Franklin

Dining Common Two supervisors, whose shifts span

the entire workday of the commons, have seen this

man only once. This is one of the greatest sins that an

efficiency expert can make-lack of communication

with the on the job supervisors

In fact most of the efficiency experts reforms can

come under some form of criticism for lack Of bases

We will testifv as senior Industrial Kngineers (or

efficiency experts, that this man is doing an in

sufficient performance of his task. His judgments

have received our criticism and we will gladly discuss

anvthing with him.
Alan . I. Ov\ sen Ink

Ilarrv .1. Kirejjvk

WASHINGTON-The Army has launched a $10.600£» TV and radio

recVuitinsj campaign. As the Wall Street Journal indicated, this could

matetS US Army one of the biggest prime time advertisers on

^announcement has the U.S. Navy. Marine Corps and Air Force

bo Iteg mad, as they are dependent on the networks for showing their

commercials gratis, usually at 1 o'clock ,n the morning, just before they

ttXBEGXSi* A.r Force will soon have adverUsing

budgets as well and pretty soon well have an advertising war on 1 V the

hkef of wh.ch we haven't seen since the soap companies added enzymes

t0

S,nce

r

ffi' Avenue now plays such a large part in electing out

politicians, it's only right that they have a say about our defense_

I can just see the advertising agency making a pitch for the US Air

F0
^eneraTme Army is selling education, the Navy's selling travel and

the Marine Corps is selling patriotism. We have to come up with

"Tut wtai'u? 'left?" a four-star general in.charge of^advertising asks

The agency man holds up a poster: "GET HIGH IN THE AIR H>R

(
'F

"

The general says: 'Are vou sure that will attract young aviators''

That s jus. the opener, general Here's the ideas for a COminercuU. We

show a dogface in a muddy foxhole eating a can ol MTneilbeef. «
w

show a sailor swabbing down the deck ot an a.rcralt carrier all bv hi.

.ell Then we cut to a marine, shoulder deep in water, coming out on the

beach, and thev we show an Air Force officer

"Flvinfl a piane
"
" the general ask--

No damn'.. He's diking down Sunset Boulevard with a g,r OH each

„m The voice over says II vou like corned beef JOUl the A. m> It vou

Z mopping deck, Sign up with the Navv II you ,,,„, walking ... wattl

with a lull pack, join the Marines

Then we pan to the two girls agate, and the voice says I* \u Fore.

has .« better idea

•lsn-1 that a little blatant" Ihe general asks
,

General you run your bombing musuoas and lei me run m> M
vertisins campaigns

, , . .

doni know " the general says, "the Army may not hke i

le hke U.s Does Crest like Colgate h- Pepto-Bismol

likeAuTa Seltzer
1^General, this isn't war were talking; u now il.

SifCn- Min.hlsovoudontl.kChalcmn:: What about

%1^a motherhaldtegher^^
, lransMstor radio blaring out rock music Ihe mothei shoute. W,M you

lha( radkl (ltt
. Her friend from next door walks m «;>".

nervous and short tempered lice iawhal VOU need * •««« «• •

[older and we room in on il It says on the cover, tfyoui chikfrengivi vou

,, headache, make them join the Air Foil •

The general says. -Hol) smokes, that s a bit rough

The agenevmansays. "What doyou want, gooda.rmen or good tasU

-Well. Iguess you know your business, the general says.

Now! ive no. a lurprise lor you I ve come up with a slogan thai will

LuiM'k cm dead Are VOU roadv
'

large letters overall r»2 a. .plane arc the words r K<»U I HK I r.ni l.l-

Will. GAVE vol A CLEAN HYDROGEN BOMB
Copyright lilt, Las Aagrlea limes

Presidential Tact

To the Kditor:

Perhaps you can understand why

the Senate is branded "elitist"

when its President, while "at-

tempting to protect minority rights

without prostituting the majority",

can tell his constituents to "luck"

oil tor expressing tix-ir opinions

But ol course, this COttM not

possibly be a . eason behind student

apathv
l.eiinis Views
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Films: Gimme Shelter

"A Good Brawl, Man
99

\ daftgUtt limvnsation is being held between Paul TauRer (left)

,s SokraL- most abh- student, and Charles Holland as Am>mas m

Till (l.(lll)S to be seen tonight and tomorrow in HartUtt

\uditoi ium.

The Sun Ain't

Gonna Shine Anymore i

Tkc < 'louds -pre S«x.ratie comic

revel with music which wi
presented by the I'mversity of

Massachusetts Theatre in

December, has been chosen as one

of ten finalists from 210 college and

university entrants, and will

perform at the Ford Theatre in

Washington on April 3 ami April 4

Prior to the Washington i>er

lormances. the University Theatre

will present two special per

rormances oi The I las* in Bar

llett Auditorium tonight and

tomorrow evenings

n..( leads is a good-natured hut

penetrating attack <>n intellectual

pretention Socrates. Athens

number one intellectual, is por

trayed as a humbug it«»l whose

major academic preoccupation is

the intestinal tract of I flatulent

gnat. The Gods iGoddaaiiai «> rt>

capricious and more than a little

dotts Even the so called normal

types who hunger after sophistic

and philosophical learning • are

decided)) sub-human, preoccupied

more with cheating, lying, and

obscenits than with intellectual

achievement The emphasis is on

broad farce, gross satire, ard often

obscene buffoonery

Tickets for the March 29 and

March 3d performance are fl.tt

.ind can be purchased at the door

onl\ Doors \ull open at 7 :tu p in

ByBOBNESTl
M DC Staff

Tt we say we're together, then

we fuckm better act together
."

Mick.Iagger. Altamont

GIMME SHELTER is the

Masyles Brothers -Charlotte

Zemin documentary that follows

the Rolling Stones during their 1999

American tour ending with violent

tree concert at Altamont. The film

ii a shattering experience. It has

the feeling oi a nightmare, tilled

with striking and chaotic images

which mesh together and create a

feeling of "ear complete anarchy.

The Rolling Stones are probahh

the most cinematic of an> rock

group loda) Watching Mick

jaggcr prance, camp, and taunt

his adoring audience during the

earl) part of the film is quite ex

citing and. at times, most tun

Throughout the music is excellent.

both in performance and

production The group manages to

do a selection <>t their many hits

including Jumping Jack Flash.''

Sat isl act ion." and "Love in

Vain", the latter of which is

enhanced by the shots of Jagger

and the crowd in half time. If at all

possible see the iilm where the

soundtrack is in four-track stereo.

the difference is quite noticable

l'he film is cut as to build, piece

by piece, the story ot Altamont.

Jury, between the cuts of the

Stones in concert, there are cuts to

the law office of Melvin Belli, the

San Francisco lawyer who
negotiated the legal hassles behind

the tree concert There is a sinister

ironic tone behind the rather

selfish motives oi the promoters as

the\ plan the tree concert Finally

the site of the Altamont Race Way
was decided upon, the Stones

wanted to give a free concert and

its owner wanted the publicity The

radio and press built it up as

Woodstock West", all was set for

a Saturday in early December as

300,000 gathered on the dirt slo|>es

about the raceway
The Stones enter the Altamont

sequence in a most striking way:

thej are on a helicopter being

brought to the concert site- as a

band held camera pans the road

leading to the raceway showing a

quick succession of abandoned

cars It is agreed that, because ot

the large crowd that the Hell's

els would be used as stage

rshalls, then price being cheap,

all the beer they could guzzle and

their bodies being plentiful

This backfired early, as the film

shows glimpses ot the Angels

bullying and beating up on Marty

Halm of the Airplane It became
total chaos, the Angels maintained

control and everyone, from the

Airplane down, couldn't control

them
The Stones come on and, as in a

nightmare, just follow the day

through to its mevetable, logical

end that of a violent murder.

Jagger tries his best to control the

madness, but even he fails as

during "Under my Thumb", a man
wielding a gun is knifed to death by

an Angel member.
At this point m this relatively

short movie, the music hardly

matters anymore, watching this

event leaves one emotionally

spent

GIMME SHELTER is a black,

searing experience with Jagger

and the Stones playing some

phenominal music It .
puts m a

surrealistic perspective an event

which was described in Esquire

this ua\ : There are some things

which aren't true, even it they did

happen. Altamont is like that

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pioneer, Te-e. Oftr-ard, PE, Alter

.

n«h-r, TDK, -M-ette »nd open reel

tape, Standard radio, Utah -peaker*

l.P'i, 8 track* and other necemntl--

Kr« Amher-t Audi*.
•"

rued Fur* — Jacket*, capra anil

ntolra for aprlnc Mew »hipinenta of

i...o». aome raccoon All aliea *1S

Hnd up. Call ilS-SOWi. <*<•»

1968 Honda 303cc Suprrhawk. (MMMl

ml , excellent condition. Call iW-

KO'.'o after i p in. Iteasonable

FOR SALE — AUTOS^
"TuTsT^rTMii S".., -unroof, "j**

rx <- ift tnl. 6Hi !>H'~ ;"•"

ROOMMATES WANTED
i rwSC •-•• •"• » pr

-
rurn

.- " ,>
'

;

. rr , \nili . Iiirlv I , :•» \\>"\

II (ill 8*3-8*33 "'- ':

OVERSEAS JOBS

C. W. I. R.
(That's the Campus Week in Review)

Do you ever have the

feeling that you missed

something? Like last week?
9

Jim Concannon remembers it

all; Monday nights at 6:30.

Where else ... but on WMUA . . . 91.1 FM

•»ilver. t.olil. lira-*. Antique Jewel

r», and «.la»>. llcuuV UrM ».U<tion

ItraianalihT -*tr*a CmU I <l a* IMci>

.n-i.xHi after a pm '"

suit* and r*>linierr null' "' 'If

I < .
- U\V; BMIt«< »U|»er «oli<liti"i>

i all Mike II41H >T cine to t*'!"

mm* "'-<"

dVkKoKAS JOBS 10K STIUKNT-
— Australia. Europe. So America.

Africa, etc All nr»l <•*>•'«>'>" and oci u

,„ition« $:oo to *:IWM» monthlT. K»-

llin paid, overtime. »»«hUiJn«

I ree Information. Write TV* A m-

search Service. Itoi 55U1-A. Snn

Hero. C« !'-'IO.',

SERVICES

BOOKS
Xfn bur oaed baak* and record*

— Wnltelleht Hooka (In the Aller)

No tiwtal tf*-M

WANTED
Mack sincere male atudent near

Amherst. Please write to white mole

i temporarily In Ohio) Interested In

possible rlose summer relationship

Confidential. Bo* 7?3, Amherst.

Mu ss. "I-.

Children. a«es 3-6. needed for ps>-

.oloclcal testing Call MJ-SM9. be-

tween 9:30-t::«> weekdays. Pa>menl
*l 50 one hour. tf3-31

FOR RENT
i'KKFKCT FOR HI MMEB SCHOOL I

turn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Am Mo lease req. $161 mo. >>ar
i 'impus, pool, tennis courts, air

<ond Married couple or alrla pre-

ferred. Call 549-3916 after 5. tf3-31

< liffslde Apt. available April 1st.

si -, monthly Inrl. all utilities, dish-

•raaJMT, aid cond Call 665- 3506 aft.r

Amherst Audio oervleea atereo

.u.nponenM. tape deck* for home or

mm I9f >•• HiMatal a».| 256-813.1.

Free nationwide out-of-print book

seanh aerrice. John Hardy - Books.

Item 183. Auburn, Mm. •'•*''''•
n„11,1*'. »

TYPOO — Tneolai Manus. ripta,

|.„». nations. Master., In fact all

Kitiii- reaulrementa can be hamlieil

SKKVICE. dial 684-8605.
tf-mwf 6-1

»

I ree nationwide oiit-of prinl I k

search service .l«,ltn lUraj - H»»k».

IJ..\ 183. Aiihiini._>lns«__»IVO

Have much ^trrro recordlnr enuip-

ment, no mono! Will trunsf. r ray
reel, cartridae. record or favonl.

\M/1"M pro-ram to 8 track car-

tridge or i track reel Cull Karl

:.l!l-0613

PERSONAL

9pm tf:i-.t«

TO SUBLET
lor summer with opt. to cont. —

I bed apt. Pnffton Vil , swim pool.

iir cond. Call 519-11*6. tffl-t

To sublet " bedroom Colonial Vil-

lage apt.. June 1 thru Aurnst 31.

furnished, swimminr pool. Mill di«-

,-ii»s rant. 256-8373 W**-"

FOR SALE OR TRADE
HH Hat 856 2 dr cpe , 4 sp

sell oiitriclit or trade for ejele over

i.^i cc Call 2.V.-«.'Hil after *:?M p in

tri
'

ZAPPINt, a friend, a pled-e. ,.r

a deriliit dorm riiunxelor'.' 1 Kl.E c.i-

lolo- of *a-s and uimmicks will lie

,,, v iln.ii.lu Ilanipco. Kl) -'. liha,.,.

v % W», «» :t"

II ip'pv ^tanley-Hay, *«|;ih. Ml our

love. Barb. Jan. I»eb, <»ue. nnd Mi.

rest of the l^acli lovelies. :i- V>

Priscilla ( 135) Mmi. Cnllcci.in --

« l rinc Irxouts We. . >lir. 31. «<

lto>den ":IH» pm. Watch for fur-

l her notices f.et BssTriard). Kali, inl>

rah. tiood link al«a>». NWM l'ir-

-on .

3*29
_
Happy :Hsl xiiprr iTTt %%••>••

s,i evnited if blows our sinks off!

xiiarliiEl>, the W* Pa' k. Anila nii'l

K^t.
Krank

san
Happy 28th I.ove. •»"

•* I

Adelphia - Senior Men's Honor Society will sponsor a

Special Showing of

LITTLE BIG MAN

starring DUSTIN HOFFMAN
On Sunday April 4, 1971 at 7 and 9 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CINEMA 1

Tickets for this One Evening Only wfll be Specially Priced at

$1.75

Tickets must be purchased in advance at the Student Union Ticket Window beginning Monday, March 29th untd

Friday, April 2nd.

Frazier In New Fight, Amherst Appoints

Meets ' Tacky East" Asst. Adms. Dean
. ... i' ... » '-— il,., ,,,,., .b Ln'jrrinfl cncuiftl

PHILADELPHIA (AP>—The heavyweight

champion of the world t ought out of his class

yesterday. Joe Krazier's opponent called himself

•Packy Kast" and set the stakes for the fight at "two

and a halt jell) beans."

Packy Kast" is better known outside Cleveland,

u here he fought as a boy. as Bob Hope.

The 62-year-old comedian and the 27-year-old

tighter niet on the ehampion's home grounds

yesterday to film a portion of a TV special.
'

Hope who said his last opponent in Cleveland

amateur ranks was "Happy Walsh" "they called him

Happy' because he smiled when you hit him -looked

incongrous in a blue dinner jacket and 10-ounce gloves

as he squared off against Frazier.

This is for two and a half jellybeans," said Hope,

downing lor photographers.

For Frazier the mock sparring session may have

been the only comfortable moment of his spoken

television debut When he donned the gloves, he

assumed a natural battling crouch and took some

quick shots at the air. ignoring onlookers and their

questions.

"People get me nervous when I'm not in the ring'

said Frazier. who last appeared before a live audience

March H.

At that time he was in his element, lighting

Muhammed All for the world heavyweight cham-

pionship title before 19,000 in Madison Square Garden

and a worldwide radio and television audience in

excess of UK) million.

Sunday, in the small studio of KYW-TV. Frazier

laced about 200 people and, of course, "Packy East."

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION
A "Bread for the Hungry" lun

cheon will be held March 30 at

Emmanual Lutheran Church from
11.30 2 to benefit Starving
Americans

COOLIDGE MIDDLE
Coohdge M has a telephone an

swering service Thurs April 1 to

Wed April 7 Call 5 2817 & leave a

message

FRESHMAN WOMEN

Scrolls applications can be picked

up m the RSO office All ap
plications must be returned by April

1st

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
There will bean important meeting

of the club to vote on constitutional

amendments and the nomination of

officers Tues , March 30th at 7.30 m
the CCA

JUNE GRADUATES
Those who were unable to attend

meetings for 3 23 & 3 25 may get

applications for certification at a

meeting to be held m Engineering
East Aud at 4 p m on March 30th

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
There will be a meeting today at

9 30 m 178 of the CO for all those

interested m talking about BaBa
R< ncj'on & drugs

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Meeting for those interested m

representing UMass at ACU l track

6 skeet shooting contest tonight at

7 30 m R SO area

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Dr. Richard L. Leonard
Optometrist

aiMlliWHce* tin- o|M'iiini;

.if his nff'M «• fur

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSE-
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasont St.

Amherst
2568052

Travel Plans T

for Europe?
Writ* SOFA. SOFA is the operalo'

of ovef 5000 Student Charter Flights

connecting more than 50 European

cities (Also Tel Aviv Bombay
Bangkok Nairobi ) Up to 70°i sav-

ings over normal tares

Dear SOFA, Please send me infor-

mation on all travel bargains tor

individual students in Europe in-

cluding listings of Student Fliqhts

Nani*>

Addrf
( .- Stall 'n

Mail to: SOFA, European Student

Travel Center. 1560 Broad*ay Ne*
York, NY 10036 (212 586 ?0B0; 39

Foi, tours to Eastern Europe, stu-

dent hotels riding * sailing camps
contact NBBS. 576 Fifth Avenue

New York NY 10036 1212 765-74221

Notices

Amhent College has announced

the appointment of Michael C.

Behnke as Assistant Dean of Ad-

mission.

Behnke. who is currently

working toward his Ph.D. in

American Civilization at the

University of Pennsylvania, will

assume his new post at Amherst on

July 1. 1971.

lie will replace retiring Dean of

Admission Kugene S. Wilson on

Amherst's Admission Committee.

Dean Wilson, who is the author of

numerous publications on ad-

missions and career guidance,

steps down after an outstanding

twenty-five years on the Admission

Committee. He is often termed the

Dean of Admission Deans'" on the

nation's campuses.

Behnke received his HA. degree

emu iande in American Studies

from Amherst College in 1965. As

an Amherst undergraduate, he

received the lirst Mosely Prize in

Philosophy and Religion.

Following graduation from
Amherst. Behnke served as a

Peace Corps teacher in Sierra

Leone Iron* 1967*89.

Upon return from the Peace
Corps, Behnke received an
Amherst Memorial Fellowship for

graduate study . and enrolled at the

University of Pennsylvania lie

received his MA. in 1970. and is

presently finishing his doctoral

dissertation on leadership in anti-

slavery groups in the lHIJO's.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW -

Legitimate astrologers subscribe
to a strict code of ethics many
belong to the American Federation of

Astrologers. Most good practitioners

are able writers, knowledgeable
about history, astronomy and
psychology, as well as astrology.

There are thousands of astrology

buffs in the United States alone, and
countless other thousands throughout
the world, especially In the Southeast
Asian countries.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Pull in

financial reins Recent tendency to

overspend now catches up Key is to

review responsibilities Appreciate
assets. Evaluate possessions Regain
basic values
TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Caution is key Some who should

know better act in intransigent

manner Be realistic. Refuse to be

victim of self deception. Publishing
activity could be cause for friction.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Money
negotiation may occur without your
knowledge Realize this and start

assuming added responsibility Don't

trust disinterested persons. Be there

be aware and knowledgeable
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Ac

cent on friendships, desires as they

coincide with those of mate, partner

You may have to let go of some fond

notions You face music You become
,i better person for it

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Legal
commitment could consume much
energy Don't try to get out of per

forming essentials Protect standing

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) :

Associate, co worker may retard

progress Key is to be an innovator
Ri fuse to be tied down by tradition

Take what action is needed Your
intuitive intellect now serves as

reliable guide

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to last issue's puzzle

ACROSS

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Prac
tical matters dominate You want to

have more freedom of thought, ac
tion. But it will be necessary to check
budget, long range plans Don't be
tooled by fast talker
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21):

Recent actions, based on impulse,
are subject to review Check ap
parent minor points. Pursue fine

points, read between the lines. You
can recoup losses. Key is to do plenty

of listening
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Office communications could be
garbled. Avoid costly error by asking
questions By being honest, you make
ultimate gain. Pride now can be a

problem Be specific and get at the

truth.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19):

Accent investment rather than
speculation Avoid radical changes.
Stick to what you know Conservative
course now is most constructive.

Money situation can be improved,
is most constructive
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18): Be

aware of what's occurring m high

places. Means know that authorities

are observing and reporting One
who appears indifferent may be

vitally concerned.
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Friends may press you with their

problems. Key is to attend to your
own responsibilities. Member of

opposite sex resorts to sweet talk

Maintain sense of humor Reject

false flattery
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are intuitive, have unusual sense

of humor, will do more traveling

soon, will be rewarded for past ef

torts You generally are forthright,

independent Start putting original

ideas to work
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

1 Performs

5 Former Russian

ruler

9 Secret agent

12 3ard

13 n addition

14 Tiny

IS Printer's

measure
16 Servitude

18 Pedal digit

20 Afternoon
(abbr.)

22 Sharp
24 Fish ot carp

family

27 Kill

29 Reach across

31 Rocky hill

32 Helped
34 Part of

fireplace

36 Sun god

37 Besmirches

39 Trails

41 Pronoun

42 Repetition

44 Girl's name

45 Goal

47 Skin of fruit

49 Smaller amount

50 Stalk

52 English baby
carriage

54 Notary Public

(abbr.)

55 Container

57 Sacred image

59 Conjunction

61 Time gone by

63 Arrow poison

65 Skin ailment

67 Plaything

68 Poem
6S Deities

Symbol tor

tellurium

Pigpen
Seizes

Slumbers
Conjunction

Decay
Perspiration

Hebrew letter

Old pronoun

17 Stamp of

approval

19 Hypothetical

force

Manufactured

Short

sleep (pi )

Write

26 Wipes out

27 Band; worn
around waist

28 Period of time

30 East Indian

palm
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33 Let fall

35 Labor

38 Walk
40 Foreboding

43 Weirder

46 Lure

48 Intertwined

Parent
(colloq )

51

53
56
58
60
61
62
64

66

A state (abbr )

Penpoint
Scold

Things, in law

Near
Proceed
A continent

(abbr )

Prefix: with

DOWN

1 Simian
2 Flattering

speech

1 2 3 4 [[' 5 6 7 8 •'•'•:

.•.•.

...

9 10 1 i

12 •..'.
13

'iVi

14

15 16 17
:
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:

18 19
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20 21 22 "
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24
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27 28 X^ 29 30 « a 31

32 33 ::
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34 35 J6
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41
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N.C. Outclasses Redmen, 90-49

Tarheels Dominate NIT Action
By DAN KAMAL

MDC Staff

\KW YORK The Tarheels ol

North Carolina did just what they

were supposed to do, and more.

They played defense as it it were

their own innovation, they cleared

the hoards at both ends, and they

shot 59% from the floor. And to ton

all that ott. they shuttled men in

and out ot the line-up like a hoekey

train, and it seemed that each new

line" w as better than the previous

one

It was a rout, an out and out

rout The thing that turned it into

such a lopsided affair was the fact

that Julius Erving fouled out of the

game with some IT minutes I
more

like 17 years) let' in the contest

when Erving was called tor Ins

fourth foul with 6 40 lett m the first

hall, the Kedmen were down by

only eleven But with number :>-

i-irtuaUv immobilized because ot

loul trouble, the game turned into

larheol shooting practice.

The second hall began where the

nrst left oil. with North Carolina

continual!) building upon its lead

rhen when Erving fouled out with

16:41 still to go, the game became a

monotonous series ot Tarheel

layups

it appeared as though the

Kedmen would still make a go ot

the game even with Erving out. as

the\ managed to stay within 17

points midwa) through the second

stanza. However incredible as it

may seem. I' Mass went frigid

Irom the floor, and for the next

seven minutes and 48 seconds did

not score a single point. In that

span, the Tarheels extended then-

lead from 17 to 35 points, and the

name was long gone for the rut tied

Kedmen

With Erving out of the hallgame.

the final 17 minutes were simply

Mk-gtenfalls OoUfton

SfnnU
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disastrous tor I'Mass. particularly

under the boards North Carolina.

while generally limiting

Kedmen to one shot, was

tinualb getting two. three.

sometimes tour shots at its

end l.ee Dedmon and

Chamberlain led the rebounding

assault which saw the winners

enjoj a nearly two-to-one edge in

that' department

con
and
own
Bill

Add that to the fact that the

Kedmen were shooting a paltry

Mi",, from the floor In the half and a

big part of the story is told.

With I'Mass helplessly

disorganized, the Tarheels ran

wild. That they managed to get all

hut one ot their players in the

scoring column says a lot for the

balance ot Dean Smiths team.

That is why it is impossible to

single out any one individual on the

squad They had ten basketball

players each ol whom could have

started, and each of whom were at

lea>t near double tigures in

minutes played It was like playing

two teams, each equally as good as

the other, and each equally better

than UMass

It there was anything good to

come out ot the game, it was the

experience gained by some ot the

players that will be an essential

part ot the Redman basketball

program next year, even though it

was a harrowing experience.

It was a disappointing end to an

otherwise great year for I Mass

basketball But the facts must be

laced Even with a great game, the

Kedmen would not have won; they

were simplv outclassed However.

with many bright prospects in

store tor next year, maybe that will

never be the case again.

Tarheels Quiet Redman Fans

;

North Carolina Just Too Much

TWO OF MWY-Dave ( hadwick. who filled in for all-American

„ZZ ^scores on on, of North^C aro.maS ~«£j£^
Tarheels re* of the Kedmen. Jul.us r.rvnig and Ken Math.as

vita lo block the shot. I MDC photo by (lib r ullerton I

Sox Finally Win
. . . . r - — Sm

B) EARLEBARROLL
MDC Stat I

\ RtrangC thing happened at

Madison Square Garden las]

Saturda) m the opening round ot

the NIT For the hist time in the

past two seasons we I'Mass tans

were put to rest by the opposition.

North Carolina, the tourney

champion, has been the only team

to perform this teat since the

emergance ot I Mass hoop under

Julius Erving and Compan>

\,,t even Kordham and

Marquette could claim the same

accomplishment So .t goes to

reason that all the ballyhoo about

North Carolina being the best team

,m% t Mass quintet has ever laced

is true to the bone.

In performing thw teat tne

Tarheels did everything that was

expected and in doing so took the

Kedmen right out of the contest

Irom the opening tap-off. which

thev won
They were lugger, faster,

srappier and better, with a

schedule behind them that was not

onlv super superior to ours but also

superior to last years champion

and conquerer of I Mass.

Marquette
There was no doubt that tney

were a team ot NCAA tourney

calibre and only that luck-out on

the part ot South Carolina on a

,ump ball in the Atlantic Con-

lerence tournament kept the

Tarheels out of the big tournament

Probably the deepest team that

has come along tn many years

North Carolina lost its top player,

Dennis Wuvcik. on an injury in the

lirst half ot this contest and still

went on without any trouble to take

the title.

After the championship game on

Saturday in which the Tarheels

demolished Georgia Tech. coach

Dean Smith noted in the T\ in-

terview that his learn had a lot to

DTOVe as far as the strength and

prest.gue of the ACC was con

cerned
Hungrv. aggressive in-

t.m.dating. Name any words that

lit a team that wants a title so bad

it can taste it and you have the true

picture ot what the Tarheels were

like when they met the Kedmen in

the opening round.

As someone put it before the

game, UMass may have the best

player on the court, but North

Carolina has the next seven or

eight best It was only after a

couple ot minutes into the first half

that Dean Smith went to the bench

and in doing so didn't take any of

the mustard out of his team s at-

tack It was certainly an awesome

performance.
It w as during the first half action

that we I Mies could sense the

l>eginning of the end and when

Erving picked up his fourth foul

with six minutes left in the half it

was time to refill the cups with

brew
|( we had gone into the second

hall down as we were but with

Erving not in foul trouble and a few

ol the other starters doing a little

more than we could have felt that

the Kedmen would make a

respectable showing.

But this was not to be as number

12 touted out only a little over three

minutes into the second half and

with his exit came the last noise out

ol us and the biggest noise of the

game out of the sparse delegation

of Tarheel fans

\s we had savored in the exit of

hig Bill Smith of Syracuse a few

weeks before, so to did the North

Carolina fans find the exit of Er-

ving to be a mighty big thing to

hoop it up about.

The Tarheel plavers were estatic

and their arms were flying in the

air as if they had won the world

championship. Their biggest

obstacle was out of the way and it

was home free for the boys from

Durham. ilM
The 5000 strong LMass

delegation sat quiet in stunned

silence John Betancourt left a few

minutes later with a hurt leg. It

was now time to just sit back and

hope that the game would end

while all the time the Tarheels

tightening the lid on the

col fin.

Now the rtadman subs took over

and the Tarheels turned the game

into lavup lines, full-court style. If

there was anything beneficial to

the subs in this situation it may

have been the experience gained

Hitting somewhere over 60%

from the field in the second half the

Tarheels blew the final score way

out ol perspective. They were

hungry up to the last buzzer when

they scored two hoops to put their

margin over 40.

\s the final buzzer went off to

end the massacre all the tour

nament officials got together to

slap each others hands for the fine

job thev had done in easily ad-

vancing* the Tarheels to the second

round , ,,,,,

It just wasn't a day for UMass.

Even the assistant sports m
formation director, myself and the

assistant sports editor were given

the run around. If this was their

plan it was well done

What a way to end the most

successful season in the history of

I Mass basketball. Boston writers

had onlv the fact that we were well

represented at the gate as their

main theme. The pollsters took joy

m seeing us crushed and

Providence advance to the second

round

WINTER HAVEN. Ela.

lAP) George Scott, rumored as

prime trade bait, hit his sixth and

seventh spring homers and Reggie

Smith and Billy Conigliaro added

solo shots Sunday in powering the

Boston Red Sox to a 5-3 exhibition

victors over Detroit.

Ml "lour homers were belted

against the Tigers' Ered Scher

man the ninth southpaw to start

against the Red Sox in the last 12

games. Scherman lasted just four

innings

Smith opened the second with his

second homer and Scott made it 2-0

with a tremendous blast over the

left lield fence. With one out in the

lourth Rico Petrocelli singled and

Scott and Conigliaro followed with

successive homers.

Boston starter Gary Peters

checked Detroit on six hits and an

unearned run in six innings, but

tailed to retire a batter in the

seventh He was replaced by Ken

Brett after the Tigers had one run

in and the bases loaded on a walk

and three singles

Brett gave up one more run on a

single but got out of the jam and

was in control the rest of the way.

The Tigers outhit Boston 12-9 but

left 12 runners on base as their

record dipped to 11-12. The Red Sox

are 10-13.

With nine hits in the last 14 times

I hat in four games. Scott has

lifted his average to a lofty 4H». He

is jii lor ti2. with W total bases and

13 runs batted in.

The husky first baseman

i eportedlv is being offered as part

of a trade package, possibly to

Washington for the Senators

Frank Howard
Smith and Conigliaro also have

beast rumored as available for a

trade ...

Peters apparently tired while

working under a hot sun. He gave

up nine hits, walked three and

struck out two before being lifted.

Brett had his control and was

tough He allowed three hits, but

didn't walk a man.

Bob Montgomery renewed his

bid for the Boston starting cat-

cher s job with a double and a pair

of infield singles Conigliaro had a

single to go with his second

exhibition homer.

Petrocelli saved the Red Sox

Irom heavy trouble in the seventh.

With the bases loaded and none

out Bill Ereehan hit a sizzling

drive which appeared headed

through the hole to left.

Petrocelli. a former All-Star

shortstop moved to third base this

year made a spectacular diving

catch to his left. Brett then retired

the next two batters to get out of

the jam

But to be more realistic the

Redmen were an outstanding team

this year and one game should not

destroy this image. Not even on a

great day could UMass or any of

the other teams in the NIT have

come close to North Carolina. It

will hurt no doubt for a while.

But with practically the entire

crew coming back from this year's

squad, a freshman team with a

record of 18-1 and a determined

coaching staff to pull the pieces

together again, the same thing that

happened last year when the final

buzzer went off can be said again:

we can't wait until next year.

With nine hits in the last 14 times the jam

AndrettiDrivesItHome
„ .-, .»«. mm :» ...i, 1 ,„,,,.,. v. .v. s >KH MOO

ONTARIO, Calif. (AP)-Mario
Andretti drove a Eerrari to victory

in both heats of the Questor Grand

Prix before 68.825 spectators

Sunday at Ontario Motor Speed-

way as American machinery failed

miserably in this first match-up

between domestic and European

cars and drivers.

Andretti, driving a 12-cylinder.

Formula 1 car, beat Scotland's

Jackie Stewart by five car lengths

in the lirst 100-mile heat and came

home a more confortable 13

seconds in front in the second.

His over-all victory carried a

winner's purse of $25,000 plus scads

of lap and accessory money The

total purse was $288,900

Stewart's runner up finish in a

Tyrrell Ford gave him second

over-all and $15,000. He also

pocketed a bundle of lap money

Third overall went to New

Zealand's Denis Hulme, the 1967

world driving champ, and was

worth $12,500.

Andretti. passing Stewart on the

Iront straight w ith two laps to go en

route to his first heat win. posted

an average speed of 109.400 miles

an hour in the initial race. His

speed was a bit faster in the

second 109 908

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Opinion

The American Nuremburg
1

By MARK SILVERMAN
MDC Staff

For about a year all three television net-

works have been sending film crews and

reporters down to Georgia periodically to

record the progress of a military court

marshal at Fort Benning. They have been

covering what some people say is the

American Nurenberg.

The reporters and the technicians were all

there yesterday when the jury of career

soldiers declared Calley guilty of killing

unarmed civilians in the village of My Lai.

Vietnam three vears ago. The reportei >. after

explaining the verdict, spoke about the great

moral issue which surround the trial, the lofty

questions which a great many Americans

have used to justify calling the court marshal

the American Nuremberg

And as the nation watched the television

news last night, it saw a man eonvcted for a

crime which, the reporters said, represented

what manv Americans believe are war

crimes - injustices which display the

militaristic inhumane, arrogant and ungoldy

spirit that has driven their country to the

necessity ol staging its own Nuremberg

The people saw a man held up to serve as a

model of all that is wrong with America. And,

as thev saw Calley led away by the successful

Armv" prosecution, they were led to believe

that,"somehow, somekind of justice had been

served.

Through all of this, a moral weight was

lifted Irom their shoulders. Calley was taken

away and America, their America, had been

punished.

So lor millions of Americans, the con-

viction of William Calley is a victory for the

anti-war movement. They now can reason

that the armv itself has admitted that it has

heen guiltv of war crimes against the people

ol Vietnam. Somehow, these people can now

believe that America, their America, knows

that it had been wrong.

And because of all of this, the millions who

watched the administration of justice in their

living rooms are now free to cry over the

taults of their military, deplore the actions of

those who made My Lai happen,' and

demand that changes in the government of

their nation bs made so that "no future My

Lai will happen
"

And they will somehow feel more just, more

holy, more righteous now that they know that

(alley had been declared guilty before the

world Their guilt, as Americans, will be

relieved by Calley's official censure and the

opportunity that this gives them to cry about

their nation as a whole.

But through all of this nothing will be

changed. The court marshal will not bring the

peasanLs slaughtered at My Lai back to life,

and the public outcry agaiast the nation which

attacked My Lai will not prevent this sort of

thing from happening again

In short, the whole (alley court marshal

and all ol its publicity and all ol the musings it

has prompted are meaningless Nothing has

been changed, nothing has been remedied,

nothing has been attoned for

All that has happened during the three

years since William (alley led a slaughter in

a broken down village of peasants hallway

around the world is that millions of

Americans have l>een given a chance to feel

moral And their use of the My Lai tragedy

and ol the tragedy of Vietnam to build then-

own sense ol righteousness is every bit as

repulsive BS < alley's actions

I \I>Y (.ODIN A Well, not quite. At least she has some ot he

Maybe not. I Mass did have a pretty good reputation once as a

r clothes on But it nuo strike von as a tunny ptaci

,ou coiiege.tMIM ..hot., by DavW Williams.!
to he on a ho. s,. the Iront yardol !'.... ll.tl
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Coolidge Quiet, PadlockTP^veProtective

Coolidge Lower, chosen b> a lotter)

several « eeks pii'\ ious to Spring vacation.

was the dormitory on campus which

housed members of the Symphonj Band

and student teachers forced to remain at

UMass during vacation. The decision to

useCoolidge Lower was the cause ot much

protest from the members ol this dorm, as

the> felt thai tor security reasons some

other place could be more realisticall)

used
However when the students returned

the) were for the most part relieved to find

their rooms in order and no signs ol

damage or theft Those who refused to

allow their rooms to be used were required

lo pa\ torn dollars per room tor the week

Michaelene Wojtokowski, a counselor in

I oolidge Lower, stated that '•everything

went prettv well." ami cited the onl> issue

oi concern was the fact that the telephones

were not turned off as promised. She felt

that the mam reason that the week went

oil without any great difficulty was the

sympathj and cooperation ot the security

guards A guard was on duty twenty tour

hours a day in the lobby, and all persons

entering the building were asked to show a

picture ID and sign in

other security measures were taken to

insure as few problems as possible These

measures included a list of seven rules

issued to security guards working in

Coolidge Lower and a Room Assignment

Security Agreement signed by everv

person staving in the dorm during

vacation acknowledging their receipt ol a

kev to the room and their persona! liability

and responsibility tor any damage to the

room caused by either themselves or their

guests.

Also as preventive measures, three

rooms on each floor were used tor storage,

with the locks on these door> changed

Most ot the residents stripped their rooms

ol am valuables, placing their possessions

in either the regular storage room on the

end ol the corridor or the specially made

Storage rooms During this week the

elevators only operated to the seventh

floor, although a tew cases ol people

walking on the upper floors were reported

The general feelings ot the University

Security is that the week "went Off like

clock-work" Except for the average

dormitory problems like noise, and a

telephone which got ripped oil Iroin the

lobby . the on." hundred students caused no

unusual difficulties.

The common feeling ol the girls oi

Coolidge Lower, settled back into their

rooms after a week away from campus, is

oneol rebel Although one girl stated that

.he returned to lind "a mess" left by the

^uvs who used her room, and obscene

words written on the lounge door, most of

the girls reported their rooms to be in good

condition with "only a tew things moved

around" one girl in lact stated that she

found her room even cleaner than when

she left it with a quarter on her desk to

replace a package of cereal from the

dining commons which had been eaten.

Although theft was not of concern to the

girls, lor as resident Bonnie Conrad stated.

'since our television and stereo have

already been stolen there really isn't much

left to take", they are concerned about the

practice of using resident houses over

vacations Miss Wojtokowski leels that the

University should get rid of the bill which

allows the dormitories to be chosen tar

ahead ol the time they are lo be used, w hen

in lact she believes that conventions

necessitating the use ot such housing are

not vet even scheduled.

However. Dick How land, the I'm vet

sitv 's student law > er stated that unless the

system is revived Dwight House and

Emerson House will be used over

Thanksgiving and Christmas vacation

All Inclusive "University Senate' In Works
. _ ,. > 1—4 Uav's Student ol the consilium

The Joint Commission on

Campus Governance released a

draft oi the proposed University

senate yesterday .
which. it

ratified, would give the University

.i governing bodv replacing the

Faculty . student, and Graduate

Student Senates with one

representing all members of the

campus community

the report outlined a Senate

which would be composed initially

,,t i,;n representatives; to faculty,

B undergraduates, 12 graduates.

and live professional stall mem
hors. with provisions lor in

creasing the number ot graduate

students and (acuity represen

tatives as the graduate student

bod) increases

.separate undergraduate.

graduate, and faculty conferences

will "have exclusive jurisdiction

over a few specific areas and will

have I he power to excereise vetoes

over Senate legislation in certain

areas ot special interest." the

report explained

Under the new constitution, the

student undergraduate conference

would retain control ot all Student

lax money and policy for

groups Faculty Senators would

excereise exclusive jurisdiction"

over appointments to the Tenure

and Grievance Hearings Com
mittee The Graduate students

would retain control over Graduate

student fundi

The report represents the work

ol a committee, commissioned in

March. 1970, by the three existing

Senates to "examine all aspects ot

campus governance, preparing, it

necessary, a new charter of

Governance." The initial interim

report was issued May ti. 1170, but

public hearings on the findings ot

l hi' Commission were cancelled

because ol last May's Student

Strike

Copies ot the proposed con

stitution are available in a limited

number at GoodeU Library The

discussion ol the draft is expected

to begin next week, with public

hearings to be held by the Com
mission a week Irom today.

Tuesday April ti. Irom 1:00 5:00

p in m the Colonial Lounge ol the

student Union

The Commission was originally

composed ol twelve faculty,

students and administrators The

e o in mission. w h i c h

-unanimously" endorsed this draft

,,'is with provisions iui m- — ^m^ , # #

Court Backs State UniversitiesOn Tuition
Tk. ,nv,,lv,.< tuo marr.Pd V Stains and Linda .I. Mack, ot requirement impedes their right to

WASHINGTON M' The
supreme Court upheld 8-1 Monday

the widespread practice ot state

universities charging higher

tuition to students who do not meet

state residency requirements

Only Justice Byron R White said

the high court should hear the

challenge to State residency

requirements lor college tuition

The rest ol the justices simplv

affirmed the judgement ol a lower

court m the matter and refused to

hear the ca

the case involves two married

women who claim the University ol

Minnesota had no right to charge

tham S.!47 each in extra tuition tees

because thev lived in the state less

than a university prescribed year

when the) enrolled

Most state colleges and

universities impose some type ol

extra tuition charge lor students

not fulfilling minimum residency

requirements

A three judge federal court in

Minnesota earlier turned down the

challenge ol the two women. Lynn

¥ Stains and Linda J.

Minneapolis

University lawyers said their

case closely parallels an un-

successlul 1080 action against the

University ol California that the

high court refused to review.

The women cited a Supreme

Court decision ruling out residency

requirements for welfare

recipients as one basis tor their

appeal

Thty questioned also whether

the university residency

Teach In - Women and The War
According to the most recent Gallup poll 78% of

American women oppose the War in Southeast Asia.

Because the War has created skyrocketing inflation,

women are confronted daily with higher food prices,

increased rent and living costs, as well as overpriced

consumer goods and transportation Because even in

the best ol times women are last hired and first fired.

war related unemplovment has hit them harder than

other sectors ol the "labor market. Women have for

years seen their sons and their husbands and their

"lovers and their tr lends drafted to fight in a war that is

totally abhorrent to them.

Women are more than ever conscious of their op-

position to the War and consequently their significant

role in the antiwar movement On April 24, the United

Women's Contingent, an independent coalition of

women opposed to the War. will march in the national

antiwar demonstrations in Washington and San

Francisco to demand the immediate withdrawal of all

IS troops trom Southeast Asia. 'Women demon-

strating against the war as women, that is as a special

contingent, will make it clear to the Nixon ad-

ministration and to the rest of the world that it is not

only students but the majority of Americans who

demand an end to this war. After all. we women are

53% of the U S. population And when we decide to end

the war. the war will end"" was the comment of one

activist in the Women's Contingent.

\ Women's Contingent is being formed to bring

I Mass women to Washington on April 24 to demon-

strate against the War All women are invited to the

teachm on "Women and the War* at 9:00 pm Tuesday-

March ;{() in Field Uunge on Orchard Hill. There will

be a discussion of women in the antiwar movement

Bus tickets to the demonstration in Washington will be

sold Buttons and posters will be available.

requirement Impedes their right to

move Ireely Irom state to state and

thus violates constitutional rights

lo equal protection under the law

The women claimed they are not

temporary visitors who came to

Minnesota to obtain an inexpensive

education, then return to another

state, but residents who merely

were "presumed to be non-

residents lor a 12-month waiting'

period."

In citing the welfare case, the

women hold education is as

essential to society and the in-

dividual as clothing and food

received by a welfare client

I 'diversity lawyers replied that

the value of higher education,

while important, cannot be

equated with 'the pressing need

lor preservation of life'' dealt with

in the high court's ruling

eliminating residency
requirements for welfare

recipients.

ol the constitution, now has i;

members lett. including Chairman

Morton Sternheim I Faculty

Senate), Secretary David clay

Appointed by the Chancellor'.

Daniel Collins (Graduate Senate'.

William K Connolly (Faculty

Senate), Robert F Delcolle

Graduate Senate'. Glen EHera

Student Senate', and Glefl Cordon

Faculty Senate The original

commission included three other

undergraduates, one faculty

member and another appointee ol

the Chancellor
Currently, the time table

proposed for inception ol the new

constitution expects that a final

report will lie issued by the com
mission by April l">. with a

referendum !>eing scheduled tor all

the const ituences affected on April

3Q (for -initial ratification".)

Trustee approval is expected

during the Summer Flections ol

officers for the Senate would be

held next September and final

adoption ol the new system would

come approximately two years

Irom now
An in depth look at the draft of

the constitution will appear in

tomorrow's Daily Collegian.

SECOND CHANCE
The senior photographer

is bock for this week only

for make-up appointments

and retakes. This is the

last time that he will be

here this year. Make your

appointment now in the
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Don't Look In Mail
For Summer Acceptance

summer Session catalogs are now available for the summer of 71

Thev may be obtained at the Registrars office in Whitmore. the

Graduate School in Munson Hall, or in the office of Continuing Education,

r'm *8, Campus (inter Departments should pick up their copies at the

Registrar's office

This summer unlike previous summers, students who are currently in

cond academic standing at the end ol the Spring semester at UMass will

not receive a card advising them o! their acceptance to the Summer
'

These students will be automatically accepted upon receipt ot

?, Llirntinns onlv students Irom other institutions, and applicants

HC are*t, pre^J^nrolled if any institution, will receive not.ee o,

acceptance

FREE
in the

8-11 p.m.

HATCH
Tonight

C. C. Program Council

Student Affairs Committee *
| fY.,4-

Power, Money, Staff Need To Be Spreak Out

ByLISACHERNICK
MDC Staff

The main concern at last night's meeting of the Student Affairs

Reorganizing Committee was decentralization of power money and

staff according to Dr. Randolph Bromery, vice chancellor of

St

Dr° Bromer
r

y

S

is head of the new Student Affairs Task force which

seeks to begin the restructuring of every facet of university life.

Bromerv met last night along with Vice chancellor Campion,

vorious other administrators in Student Affairs, and area CO-

^Suaslon went on concerning the problems that the are. co-

ordinators face in funding theirP^^^g^i^^JSSt
coordinators do not know who isresponsible lor the dedMonrvv hen

effect the area level. The students, say area co-ord.na ors. also

u cli . as to who to go to in implementing programs -bypass

kW Unto in the chain of command and head straight to the top of

S I , t Afl airs in order to get the final word. This eaves hem. S av

Uu !o o.

d
'na.\..s. no, really sure ot their tunction ,n the I n.versitv

S>

Ceneral agreement surrounded the pomt brought out by the area

„ ordma.or; that the University needs to make the residence ah

living more a part ol the total learning process ol students, learning

i* •. senarate classroom -dormitory situation

,i , 1so s dence will meet u„h the student task force tonight

,„ • uss the problems they meet as other lacets ol I nivers.ty Hie
'

, ,,,m,r said that in the future Student Allans H^ani/.ig

committee I ill also be speaking to students and taking suggestions

as to new ways ol structuring the university

There has to be change We will not go into September with w hat

we've got now." said Bromery.
Thomas Campion <left> and Mike West, (right, at last right! student at.airs reorganization meeting

i MDC photo b> Sieve Schmidt"

Extension Service Makes People Teachers

A Northampton mother with no

high school diploma or college

degree will become a teacher, next

lall because she has learned how to

teach proper nutrition, in a 120-

hour course sponsored by the

I Mass Cooperative Kxtension

Service.

Mrs Camille H LeBeau of 101

Lake St ., Florence, one of 290

program assistants trained by

state home economists during the 2

1/2-vear old program, will teach

nutrition to students at Clarke

School lor the Deaf in Nor-

thampton. As a program assistant

she has l>een leaching nutrition to

women Irom low income families

in her community

Program assistants, also from

low income families, travel from

house lo house, bringing with them

ideas on proper nutrition and ways

to cook with government donated

loods

While program assistants help

the work of the cooperative ex

tension service by adding to the

county staffs, they are not

replacements for regular county

home economists Intact. "There's

a lot of doubt whether

professionals could do as well as

the program assistants," says

Prof Winifred 1 Kastwood,

assistant director of the UMass

Home Economics Kxtension,

supervisor of the homemaker
programs. Between professionals

and some low income women, she

explains, there might be a cultural

gap The professionals, might not.

lor example, be aware that many

tamilies just do not sit down to

meals together, that some don t

know how to cook, some have

inadequate stoves, and some

haven t enough pots and pans to

cook a lull meal.

Some of the families on Mrs.

LeBeau s route live at Florence

Heights, a government housing

project lor lamilies Mrs. LeBeau

is a tormer resident of that project,

and leels living up there helped

me a lot" in understanding those

residents and working with them

She linds her work as program

assistant "has been an education in

itself," in learning more about

loods and relationships with

people And she terms the program

terrific." because she has been

able lo teach other housewives how

to stretch their dollars and use up

commodity loods they receive

housewife her family may qualify

lor commodity foods, and then

showing her how to use them.

And when a lamily does not have

enough food in the house for a full

meal, being a program assistatnt

may mean using expense account

money to supply food enough lor a

Rome COOking demonstration This

and more lor 20. », or 40 hours a

week

Some women trained as program

assistants do not continue working

in the program They drop out lor

reasons ranging Irom "death in my

immediate lamily" to "did not feel

that I was contributing enough help

to the program" to "lor a better

position.

But other program assistants

stav with the program lor reasons

like these "Contact with other

people" Nutritional education

made me recognize the need to

change values " i like to meet

people, teach them how to cook

their meals, especially children -

diets
"

Some women taught by program

assistants have qualified to

become program assistants

themselves When a woman ap

plies for the training program.

references Irom work, church,

neighbors, and other sources are

checked by county home
economists in charge ol the

program

Funds totaling more than |1

million Irom the I S Department

ot Agriculture have financed the

Massachusetts Cooperative Ex

tension Food and Nutrition

Program for these 2 12 years

Aside Irom the education given so

many women, Prof Eastwood

finds another beuelit derived Irom

the $1 million Each program

.issistant eventually says I can-"

to about :r> families

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE
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And lor Mrs. LeBeau. there has

been an added benefit Next year

she will be a part time program

assistant and a part time teacher,

and hopes to be earning enough to

take her family off (he state rolls of

Aid to Dependent Children She has

live children, three living at home

Being a program assistant

means knocking on doors to in-

troduce yourself, and then con-

ducting
" classes in kitchens

sometimes crowded by neigh

borhood housewives who've come

lor a lesson with the lady of the

house It means earning $2 50 an

hour to start, beginning with the

first session of the training

program It often means in-

forming, through the county home

economist, agencies of particular

problems families may have; and

informing lamilies of agencies

which may help them It

sometimes means telling a

position. _ —^ • j
.

Fitzpatrick Recommends Resident

HeadsReceive Full-Time Contracts

BvANNGL'RNETT
MDC Staff

Assoc Dean of Students Dan

Fitzpatrick has recommended that

a 9 month contract be developed

lor Heads of Residence, currently

employed on lull time 12 month

professional contracts The con-

tract would be similar to one now

available to faculty at a salary rate

of 15% less than the current

ligures

The plan, designed to relieve

"excessive payroll expense and

unnecessary personnel and morale

problems."' will also contain a

provision lor the luring ol Heads ol

Residence lor summer cm
ployment at 10% of their salary,

said Kit/.patrick

The program WOUld 1h> phased

into the current operating

procedure by stipulating that all

luture Heads' ol Residence Ik- hired

under the nine month contract

Present Heads ol Residence would

then be given the option of

remaining on the II month con

tract or entering into I I month

contract, said Fitzpatrick

Fmployees entering into the nine

month contract would be paid over

a period Ol twelve months at .1

starting salarv 15% less than that

earned by a lull time employee, he

added They would not be eligible

lor life insurance, retirement Of

\ aca t ion . but would lw eligible lor

noratni medical insurance, be

continued
other conditions ol the nine

month contract will l>e announced

m the near future, said Kit/patnck

FORGET YOUR PICTURE

the photographer is back

for this week only. Make
your appointment now in

the
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\FTEH THAT DATE A

STUDENT MAY NOT DROP A

COURSE WITHOUT HAVING A

FAILGRADE <WF> ENTERED
ON HIS RECORD.
EXCEPTION TO THIS

REGULATION (GRANTING

OF \ WT> IS ALLOWED ONLY
IK \ STUDENT WHO IS

PASSING A COURSE IS

FORCED TO WITHDRAW
BECAUSE OF EXTENUATING
CIRCUMSTANCES OVEH
WHICH HE OH SHE HAS
. rm e <>R N ( » CONTROL,

E G BECAUSE OF
i>K<rTRA< TED ILLNESS

DELTA CHI
The Brotherhood of Delta C hi and sisters of ( hi

Delphia (we are not coed-they are two separate

organizations) invite all university men and

women to visit us Tuesday night, from 8:.0 to

HL00 p.m. Films of the I Mass-BC basketball

game will be shown.

Come down and meet people and get psyched for

the NIT.
314 Lincoln Ave.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEASON

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

MARCH 31 —APRIL 3

University Music Theatre presents

Brccht-Weill's

"THREE PENNY OPERA"

»nf. r»i uv greai stifcesati of the eenturs In 1
fully-staged

production!

Reserved tickets available by calling

Fine Arts Council, 125 Heifer Holl

Telephone 545 0202
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In The Nation And The World

Callv Guilty; Manson To Die
J ** ....... „, ;,.:„~ ^oii™ u,ae But in the sentencing phase, it will requin

I os \NGEI ES AF A jurv-acting after the defendants were ejected

, \\ , sho^is^onday'decreed death in San Quentin PrtWj'i gas

'hamper t or ( harles Mansion and three women followers convicted of the

savage minders of Sharon Tate and six others.

When he jury came to court in late afternoon, after less than two full

day* tf delilx-rations. Manson. 36, shouted before any of the penalties

^donTs1£now you can get by with this. Vou don't have no authority

over me You're not nearly as good as me This is not the people cour-

"
Tl'ter the judge ordered him out. the three women codefendants. their

long hair copped close to their heads for the occasion, spoke out.

You ve all judged yourselves." said Patricia hrenw.nkel. 23. It s

gonna come down hard, cried Susan Atkins. 22.
. _ M ^ .M

ock your doors Protect your kids ." After the judge ordered her ou

and she touted Kemove yourself! rom the face of the earth \ou re all

Tesl.e Van Houten. 21. was ushered out last after muttering. "You've

all lust mdged v ourselves

The outburst was reminiscent ot others that have peppered the long

trial causing the defendant* to he ejected repeatedly.

Vs'the first ot the women's death sentences were read, two women

jurors appeared to be blinking back tears When each was polled as to

a nether the \ erdicts were theirs, all clearly announced "\ es

The iudae thanking jurors profusely and shaking the hand ot each, said

If if u ere possible to give out medals ot honor he « ould bestow one on each

lor what he called "a trying ordes

He said he knew ot no mrv sequestered for so long or put through so

meat a task He told them thev could discuss the ease with anyone, but

were under no obligation to give interviews Once they read newspapers

published during their sequestration, he .said, they might understand why

lhe\ were locked up so long .

The lurvs decision followed 10 hours ot deliberations over two days.

after an eight-week penalty trial By contrast deliberations for the

convictions, which followed a seven-month trial, took 42 hours and M
minutes over 11 days

,
.

Superior Courl Judge Charles H Older set April 19 tor formal sen

,,l p. si trial motions

Defense attorneys appeared shaken by the death penalties I hey had

isked jurors lor "the gift ot life"for the defendants Women jurors looked

riul and the forman wiped nil fler the verdicts

The judge has the power to reduce the death penalty to lite im

orisonment . , ,,. .

l ndci California law the jury that returns convictions m first-degree

, d«.r -. < onspirac) must s.t at B penalty phase, hearing testimony and

intumcnts to help it .lee.de between death and life imprisonment Ihe

I iv! provides no standards or guidelines for the decision, leaving il en-

lirelv up to jurors California has executed fourwornenmthe past

Slain Auk • i9St, were Miss Tan- 26. pregnant blonde wife ot movie

director Roman h lanski, and four visitors to her mansion, slam a nigh

later at their home were Mr and Mrs Lena LaBianca, wealthy market

action climaxed a nine -month, two-part trial tabbed the lot

such criminal pi « eeding in California and perhaps la the nation.

FT BENN1NG, Ga. (AP)-Lt. William Calley was

convicted Monday of the premeditated murder of 22

Vietnamese civilians at My Lai three years ago He .s

the first American veteran of Vietnam to be held

responsible in the My Lai massacre.

Cauey stood ramrod straight as the verdict was

read, then snapped a salute to the jury foreman. He

was flanked by his military and civilian ,
awyers

Calley insisted that everything he did at My Lai that

sultry Saturday morning three years ago he did under

orders of his company commander. Capt. hrnest

Medina, currently awaiting court-martial on similar

charges at Ft. McPherson, Ga.

It was no big deal." Calley testified at MyUL 1

felt then and I still do that I acted as 1 was directed

and that I carried out the orders that I was given and I

do not feel wrong in doing so."

A half hour after the verdict was announced.

military police escorted him to the post stockade

Take my word for it. the boys crushed," his civilian

attorney.* George Latimer said, as they left the

courtroom. ... ,

He was placed in quarters separate Irom those ot

enlisted men. and will be returned to the courtroom at

9 am Tuesday when the sentencing phase of the

court-martial begins.

The jury now must decide whether to sentence

Calley to life imprisonment or death

Calley was convicted of killing one person at a trail

intersection, 211 at a ditch where he admitted tiring six

or eight bullets, of the death of a man in white and ol

assault on a child believed to be about 2 years old

He had been charged with the deaths of 102 Viet-

namese men, women and children.

Calley was notified that a verdict was ready by an

Annv officer who went to his bachelor apartment 00

the post

They re finaUy ready," he said Hewas tense when

he arrived at the courtroom, but smiled at newsmen

We're with you Calley" shouted a young blonde

teenager in the crowd ot about 100 persons who wat-

ched Cattej escorted to the two-room cell at the

stockade cc .

Capt Emest Medina, ('alleys superior officer al

Mv Lai who also races court martial on murder

charges, could not be reached for comment at Ft

McPherson in Atlanta

His military counsel. Capt. Mark Kadish. said

Medina would have M statement until Tuesday

To convict (alley, the jury needed only the con-

current -of touroi the six members of the panel

But in the sentencing phase, it will require the vote

of all six members for the death sentence. And the

agreement of five members is needed for a life sen-

The jury members remained sequestered for the

sentencing phase and no one was permitted to

question them.

News of the My Lai atrocities was kept secret within

the Americal Division for more than a year. But on

Sept r
> 1%9 Calley was indicted-one day before he

was scheduled to be discharged from the Army after

two tours of duty in Vietnam.

Details of Mv Lai piled one upon the other and the

nation and the" world experienced horror and shock.

on Dec 8 1%9, President Nixon said, "What appears

was certainly a massacre and under no circumstances

was it justified."

Calley went to trial last Nov. 12 on the same infantry

post where he won his gold second lieutenant's bars at

Officer Candidates School on Sept. 7. 1967-six months

before Mv Lai
, , ,

The case went to the jurv of one colonel, lour majors

and one captain March 16-the third anniversary of My

Star government witness at the trial was Paul

Meadlo. Z\ More than a year after My Lai on a

national television program, his blunt admission that

he himself killed unarmed Vietnamese at My Lai

shocked the nation Later at (/alley's trial, he took the

witness stand, only alter being granted immunity

from prosecution.

Meadlo told the jury that about 30 villagers were

rounded up and taken to the intersections of two trails

in II) Lai He quoted (alley as telling him "1 want

them dead
"

Side bv side. Meadlo continued, he and ( alley

mowed down the captives with M16 rifle bullets

Meadlo said he and (alley proceeded through the

village, emerging from its eastern edge at the

drainage ditch, where more villagers were being

collected b> Gb
'•We got another job to do Meadlo," ('alley v.

quoted as saying. Then. Meadlo testified, the two ot

them tired round upon round into the ditch, until it ran

red with blood ol the screaming villagers one witness

said an assembly line Ol death was set up with groups

ot fresh victims being marched into the ditch at in-

tervals
.

The next day Meadlo stepped on a mine w Inch blew

oil his right foot He was to say later that because 1

his involvement al My Lai "God punished me "
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Pakistan War Flares...

NI.U OKI. Ill AD Sheik

vlujibur Kahman's rebel foree

jppeared Monda) to he keeping up

niggle to make Last Pakistan

,11 independent nation, despite the

ii.issue show ot strength by the

irmed Ion es ol West Pakistan

I ieia I Indian sources said the

,1 veal <>id sheik who heads the

now outlawed Awami League is

according to information

ixed I the Nen Delhi

ernmenl

West Paki tani authorities have

hem i laimmg that the sheik u,i>

taken into < b following his

unilateral proclamation ot in

.it pendence

Hie Pakistan government radio

.,ii in Ihe • -tern provincial

ipital cit) • i ahore said the

iation it Pakistan con

Untied to bl under eontrol
"

Bui Indian sources questioned

itus claim 11 said that the

Pakistan arm»»d tones were
continuing to liomb some parts ot

the province and had used

paratroopers \m ihe first time to

<iuell the revolt

While official informants did not

disclose the source ol their in-

formation, it was presumed that

Indian military units based near

(he border With Last Pakistan

re able to monitor military

, ,dtOfl and flights ot airplanes

The Indian souk.- said the

ikistani paratroopers appeared

be living to wipe out five

ndestine transmitters broad

,atjng messages on behalf of

eifc Mujib

There have Ik'oii no independent

reports from Last Pakistani

government and the imposition ot

stilt press censorship in the rest ot

the country

Official sources in the Indian

border town ot Agartala. capital ot

Tripura State, said the sound of

tanks mortars and machine guns

could be heard in the Sonamura

area of Last Pakistan, just three

miles across the border

The border areas had been

relatively tree ot lighting and the

report could indicate the Pakistani

arm) either was attempting to seal

the border ot had gained sufficient

control ot the interior to turn then-

attention to the more remote

areas

Ex-Governor Guilty
Of Bribary Charge

As Arabs Clash
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Jordanian troops clashed with

Palestinian guerrillas tor the

lourth consecutive day Monday but

King Hussein's government
claimed it had restored order and

that the guerrillas had ceased to be

,i military problem

Jordan's Prune Minister Wefsi

Tell told Parliament the army
i -ould uipe out the guerrillas

everywhere in Jordan within a

matter ot hours but said the

government intended no such

thing

At the same time, Egypt
mounted a diplomatic offensive in

Paris in an effort to pressure Israel

to agree to I peace settlement

Guerrilla spokesman in Cairo

and Damascus. Syria, claimed

government troops were con

tinning an artillery attack on Irbid

and Amman the capital, has risen

to ihi killed and i'Mi wounded m the

past Hi,- days

Libyan leader Maummer Kadafi

and Egyptian President Anwar
S.idal charged that Jordan had

provoked tin' v lolence as an exCUSC

tor eliminating the Palestinian

resist.mce movement

In Paris. an Egyptian
spokesman said t N special envoy

Uumar V Jarring told Egypt's

Foreign Minister Mahmoud Kiad

in a meeting Monday there could

he no progress toward peace in the

Middle East until Israel replied to

Jarring s latest memorandum

Mohamad Hassan el Zayyat.

Egvpts Permanent Delegate to the

United Nations, said Jarring had

nothing to ask and nothing to

propose to us." during the two-hour

meeting at a Paris hotel

"He simply thought," said el

Zayyat, ihel such a meeting was
necessar) to discuss the

Latum."

CHARLESTON, W. V.\ lAP
William Wallace Barron. West

Virginia's i96i-6."> Democratic
governor, was sentenced to federal

prison Monday just minutes alter

he pleaded guiity to bribing the

foreman ot the federal court jury

which acquitted him in a 1%8

brilK'iy conspiracy trial.

Barron. 5f, was sentenced to 2^

years. Ihe maximum under the

three counts ol conspiracy, bribery

and obstruction ol justice to which

he pleaded guilty

Imposition of the maximum
sentence at this time was man-

datory because Federal .Indue

John A Field Jr. granted a defense

motion for a study to Ik- made ot

Barron's case during the next n
days Judge Field said the sen

teiice he imposed would be subject

to review and revision " at the end

ot that time on the basis of the

study

Less than an hour alter he was

sentenced, Barron left in custody

ol two deputy t S. marshals to be

driven to the Medical (enter for

Federal Prisoners at Springfield.

Mo
Ralph E Buckalew, foreman ol

the jury which acquitted Barron

and convicted lour other defen

dants m the 1%« trial here pleaded

guillv last month to taking a $2S,O0Q

bribe in the case He has started

serving a 20-year sentence in

federal penitentiary at Lewisburg,

Pa, The indictment to which

Barron pleaded guilty was
returned by 8 federal grand jury

last week but remained sealed

until Monday.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Gerry Has Friends In D.C. it9
By CHRISTINE REYNOLDS

MDC Staff

A courtly gentleman strolled over to a table where a

girl sat alone

Mind if 1 join you?"
Within minutes, he became her confidant, coun-

selor, and flirtatious admirerer. Yet. moments later

he was at another table, where new laces wore the

same embarrassed and pleased smile that follow Ins

compliments.
The scene is not from the Campus Center, but Irom

Berkshire Dining Commons in Southwest. The gen-

tleman is ( ierald Baldasaaro, dining hall supervisor of

the DC stall He is not only the ombudsman ol the

students and kitchen help, but the Commons Jester, as

well. , ,„.

I have the most wonderful job in the world Die

kids mean so much to me. Sometimes they'll come in

irritated, but alter 1 talk to them a while I can make

them happy

Dapperly dressed in a crisp white shirt and bow tie,

(Jerry delights in flirting.

T try to give every girl a compliment. It makes

them feel good, and gives their boyfriends com-

petition In fact, if I were twenty-one again, I'd give

yours a run for his money," he told this interviewer.

Jerry is sixty-five, on pension, and has "a won-

derful." wonderful wife" whom he loves dearly.

He is a touch of Home, equipped with a repertoire ot

quips and cliches to cheer the nostalgic treshman.

Kids talk to Corn about their parents, understanding

that he'll empathise from the other side of the

generation gap
"You know. I've never found anything bad in kids 1

respect them, and they appreciate it when I'm nice

They're different from us older people, and have to be

shown consideration
."

'This job is the perfect wind-up to a good life, it

means so much to me 1 just try to make the kids

happy and I'm happv lor the fact that they like me.

Pope Paul,

Future o

Tito Huddle On Peace,

if Iron Curtain Catholics
VATICAN CITY <AP> Pope Paul

VI and President Tito of

Yugoslavia talked lor more than

an hour Monday about peace in the

world and liberty for the Roman

Catholic Church in Communist

societv

Tito's call at the Vatican was the

Inst official one any Communist

head ot state ever paid on the

supreme ruler of the world's Wmi

million Catholics

l-'or the lust tune the Hag ol

communism Hew on a Vatican

motorcade the one that carried

Tito Irom his Koine hotel to the

Pope's palace and 00 the buildings

h| the Holy See itsell

The historic private audience

dosed a liveday fence-mending

\isit to Italv by the 78 yearold

Yugoslav leader He hailed the

mowing friendship * between

Yugoslavia and Italy in official

talks last week and called tor

collaboration in seeking a middle

east peace On Saturday Tito met

Egyptian Foreign Minister Mah-

moud Riad in Pisa for an up-to-the

minute rundown of Cairo's latest

policies toward Israel.

Peace prospects in the Middle

East and Indochina played a

leading part in the private, 7.V

minute discussion which the Pope

and Tito held, w ith interpreters, in

the Pontiffs library

The Pope, in a speech alterwurd.

praised Tito lor seeking "peace

and international collaboration."

Durum the private meeting, a

Vatican communique said, the

Pope called lor a negotiated and

lair solution of the conflicts in the

Middle East and Indochina, which,

would give tranquility to those

populations

Tito, using stronger langu

than the Pope, took an apparent

slap at Israel bv saying a Middle

Fast settlement should eliminate

the consequences of the war of

aggression of 1967.".

He said he was troubled by the

•latest developments" in

Southeast Asia and Africa. In these

areas, he said, 'entire nations are

exposed to great suffering and

deprived ol elementary rights by

the brutal use ol force

Draft Counselor 's Corner

Welcome Back
By GILBERT J. SALK

Welcome back from vacation. My head's not back together yet.

so I'll jus! jot down a few passing thoughts ol interest

Right now, we have a large number of qualified counselors with

spare tune on their hands This will change as we get closer
'
to

finals and term paper time. The time to check on your draft status

and alternatives, in other words, is NOW, while we still have the

personnel to give your case the time and attention it deserves II

you're graduating, flunking out. dropping out. or transferring.

you're prime cannon fodder Don't count on a high number dralt

calls may go as high as 300 this year Visit Dratl Counseling Ser-

vices in 41HE St second lloor soon.

It you're going for lor are curious about i a CO, group CO conn

sehng has resumed on Monday and Thursday afternoons, 1 00 to

4on in8Q5CC Come when vou can and leave when you must but

come and talk about your beliefs, your bitch about the draft, and

your feelings about war.

Several residence areas now have part time dralt counseling

Offices The office in SW is located in the Master s ull.ee in 2 Ml

the first floor on Tues. Evenings. Other hours are to be scheduled

The open Door in Hamlin House in the Quad has counselors on call

Bill Staton is counseling in his room in 336 Baker House serving

Central Area and the HUI).HellDeavailaWe3:00-5:30and7-llp.m

Mon-Fri, and anytime on weekends Call 66123 to be sure he s in

Yours truly Will be speaking in Grayson House at I p m V\cd

nesdav (tomorrow i on the draft Come listen and ask questions

What are vou doing this summer" Would you like to help y our

brothers hassle out their draft problems" It you jet the in-

formation, vou can set up shop on your own hours in churches, a

home, in social agencies, or some other W«lM»tlocat™.W«
plan to run a summer counselor training session right aftei finals.

t will be open to anvone from any part of New England, so .1 you

have friends, ministers, old high school teachers, or other

acquaintances who might be interested. let them know about it and

sign up yourself. If you want to help plan the program li.e get

publicity out. arrange tor a dorm, etc please contact Draft

Counseling Services

Coming soon: A pullout section on draft deferments and

manipulations, resistance, medical standards, registration

procedures, and other assorted trivia Watch lor it. and save it It

may even prove to be worth more than the Play boy cei

Salk, c o
o» Mass ,

Questions to th.s column should be addressed to Gilbert J

Draft Coun\e°nq Serves RSO *395, Campus Center, Un.v

A
TSeSers^ai d^t counsel^ available Draft Counsel Serv.ces.

418E Student Union 2nd. floor

Drop Charges In N. Bedford Panther Case
*~"^

. . ._ ..i w»,.l..n uiwwls. w»ti> I'niitiniieii auainst tw

Smith Defends Nixon,

Didn 't Buy Her Vote
M \slll\< IK >\ \P Sea Margaret Chase Smith defended President

Mxon" Monday against what Ae branded^*^J^^*£
unfair accusations that he tried to buy her SSI vote with a Utb.

rescinding a slnpvard closure order.

Nixons letter to her about his decision to save the Portsmouth M
Naval Shipyard and her vote against the adnumstrat.onodvm-ated

amendment' to continue lederal lunds lor development «" tne UA
sl-rMinic transport plane last Wednesday -were cose m chronology

„nh by coincidence and not by plan. Mrs Smith told the Senate in a

''irSine Republican, ranking minority member of the Armed Ser

vues
('

nnttee said that "to conclude that the President crassly and

crudely sough, to buy my vote on the SST because of what was only

chronological coincidence does the President a grave disserv.ee and

injustice

NEW BKDKOKD lAP) Charges of conspiracy to

commit murder and commit anarchy .
and inciting to

riot were dismissed Monday against 10 men arrested

during racial disorders last summer

Dist \ttv Phillip A Rollins said in the opening

momenta ot their trial that he didn t have enough

evidence to make a case against them

However, other charges against three ot the Hi WOW
continued

The men were among 20 arrested after an early

morning raid on an alleged store-front black panthers

headquarters

Police conducted the raid after a man was shot and

wounded as he passed the store

\t least DO persons were arrested as the city was

wracked b\ several weeks ol racial violence

Charges 'ol illegal possession ol I I

possession ol Stolen goods were continued against two

..I the defendants, Robert Stevens. J4. ol Acushnet,

and Richard Duarte. 36, ot New Bedford \ charge of

possession Of stolen goods was continued against

Krank Grace. 26. of New Bedford Nodatewasaet for

their trials

All charges were dropped against Pedro Almeida.

IK Andrew Mendo/a. 2H Kussell Hebeiro 26 and

.John. I Vieua. 21. allot New Bedford; Robert Heard.

22; John W Thomas. 21, and Orlando Vaughn, 25, all

ol Boston
The indictments had originally been sought by

former Dist Atty Edmund Dims

About ton persons waited outside the

during tin' proceedings but there were

stations

courthouse

no demon-

Campus Carousel

Spinning Madly . .

.

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position?

Submit a letter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do

buv half a bus a year.

ByTONY GRANITE
MDC Stall

lit IMU.ITUOS REPORT EXPENSES ol their

campaigning lor student government offices, down at

Louisiana Stale A reminder m THE DAILl

REVEILLE says the candidates must turn m o\

pens* statements and reeeipts' on the da> before the

elect ion

The implication is the> will be disqualified lor

noncompliance, eh'
* * * *

llll ll\Z\ltl>S ol BEING SPORTS EDITOR has

come most on Craig Bird ot THE DAILY TEXAN in

the form Of a challenge to a duel by the president ol the

University Fencing club.

\pparentlv piqued bv the lack of publicity lor us

championship foil-era, the Chic! Fencer demanded

satisfaction "with mv choice of swords

But Bud chickened out and devoted an entire

column to the I enters
* * » »

EVERYONE'S A CHITK including Klly McGregor

of the Miami-Dade FALCON TIMES, who's front-page

coverage ol the campus beauty contest was

headlined: Beauty. Brains Stayed Home For Miss

Miami Dade I'ageant."
* * * *

\Nt> in the same paper, a page one story told of

"Mock Funeral To Show Mortuary Science Skills

Seems that students of the craft "will put into

practice what they have learned in theory about

luneral operations."

(Jut course, eh?
* * * *

INK \MKIt\I.ISM FAILS at Middle Tennessee

State where the SIDELINES has reported that the

Student Assemblv tailed to muster the two-thirds vote

required to change their existing bicameral lorm of

government
The new Constitution had passed two consecutive

meetings ol the Senate and House Proponents ol the

change said the debate had reached a personal level.

with the students uninformed and afraid to change the

^i.itn-. quo
"

in I I Ulti I) ll illiiN n \\ is being introduced in

the oiuo Legislature that will require virtuall) all

ikjimmi students in the state's four year public

colleges to repay eventual!) the cost ot then-

education

Under this "tgdo Plan ever) student entering a

state universiu would be required to sign an

agreement to repa) Ihe state subsidy ol about 13 aw

t,,r tour yean The interest tree annual payments,

which would be 111 addition to the current SG8U 111 an

nual lees, would begin alter graduation when the

former Student was earning at least 17.000 B year.

according to a stor) in the NY Times

M.MI.M Bl IUMNG ON ( Wll'l S IOMISI is

being sponsored i»> the VANGUARD ol Portland

ore Mate U .
these days

Contestants are united to submit essays that will be

printed in the newspaper, with appropriate photos

The essav must be limited to 100 words or less Prizes

include live tree luches at a neighborhood eatery, a

couple ol old promotional albums lying around the

news office, ;md a Kod McKuen poster i without dart

holes I

Campus papers please copy

It BOASTS BEST PORNOUSE, according to a star)

in the Ids. student newspaper

The lead on the story reads. Morrison Hall houses

one ol the world's largst pornographic libraries It is

second onlv to that ol the Vatican
"

The library belongs to the Institute ol Sex Research.

which has collected I.2<mi dims. 70.000 still photos and

I KM) art objects, sex devices and novelties

No loans are made, except to staffers, ol the e%

tensive holdings which its librarian, Mrs Kebecca

Dixon, says includes almost anything ol sociologa al

significance
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Now thai 1 5 million people have been killed in

Southeast Asia during a short ten year period o

bombing, massacreing, wasting, etc.; and now that

the chances are it you've ever opened your mouth

about anything the government has done, you are

probably listed in some -special security Hie; ana

now that we can he assured ol having Attorney

General John Mitchell run Nixon's 1072 campaign;

maybe, just maybe, we ran dissolve the nation.

This isn't a cr'v lor the over-throw of the govern

nient Its more a rejection on emotional grounds ot a

ver\ complicated and brutal system ol organizing

human behavior which doesn't satisfy my idea ol what

people as a group should he doing
********
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Split Decision
lieiilenanl William L. (alley has beCOMM the lirM person held

responsible For the Wj Lai ssassacrei ... Maul, l« IWh he was cms-

vu led In a jttn ot s,x ol premeditated murder at his trial veMe.day in

, .,„-, lin.n.ng. ti». The verdict ea.ne alter a deliheration of thirteen day*

which followed the lour month long trial

The decision, though it will automatically he appealed, is a an. ina.K

o,,r. What lies ahead lor It ( alley .s diflicull to predict and his Mere

ma, so.nedax he determined only by a direct appeal to the White lions,

v n the importance ol this ruling lies not in the future ol t alley alone.

rhe entire mililarv svstem ol rule and eonunand was on trial at toil

iwnninutoo t alike C alley, however, this had) received what might he

termed a split decision. While the hierarchy won a stunning victory the

hers the real lighting men. must, as usual, suffer the consequences ol

,h

,: r.Kt.\tSleeT£ is Captain Medina, the next nun, on the fir,,,,

line Vet these are not the men who sit in offices in Washington and

,W( , Lho deeide and plan war strategy. Instead, they are simply

SSL men who transfer the diagrammed instructions mlo disastrous

reality The) are placed in predicaments and situations which an

, ompletelv devoid of rationality and humanity and are expected to reac

to then, rationally and humanely Failure to do so can easily land one in a

ton, I house in Fort Kenning, (ieorgia.

,he adverse decision handed to t alley and to the armed forces un-

derlings should evoke more than a mute response from its vutims

Vietnam, where the decision was studied with a good deal more than

passing interest, the reactions of t alley s peers should be interesting

The ohv ious result ol all this could be a slow dissipation of the military

chain ol command. More specifically, this process might be achieved by

the refusal ol soldiers to obey orders which they felt might put them in a

nrccar.ous position, both morally and legally. These men. knowledgable

ol ( allev s demise, can follow the precedent set by Kravo company last

week and abstain horn action, though it is worth noting that the Kravo

incident had completed unrelated circumstances surrounding it.

It indeed this was to happen and soldiers not only in Vietnam but in

eve.v mililarv station around the world refused to obey orders which

might put them in moral jeopardy, the military system, as we know i

anvwa' could surelv not last We must not overlook the lact. though, tha

these men could be court martialled lor this action, too. In a manner ol

speaking thev are damned if they do and damned if they don t

Whether the lighting men around the world will actually take this ac

tion will not he known for a while. In the meantime, the administration

lu,s discovered a WO) of saying "we don't like what's going on there

either The onlv problem is that (alley must suffer the consequences

Vet il our mililarv lo.ces can take heed of all Ihis and act ... a positive

manner to change the situation. Ihe military structure could be weakened

andevenluallv lind itself with little or no control over its chattels. In thai

situation, il would be extremely difficult lor the armed lorces to survive,

let atone wage war. I'erish the thought.

(U course it wouldn't work Even though we could

change some of the trappings ol the way we as a

nation and as individuals haw fallen into, the ones

which make an annv the place to build men and the

market place a way ol getting everything you can

Horn vou.iellow man. we would still have to deal With

human beings, who seem capable ot most anything

Kather than seeking a life which only benefits one

man the sell, people would have to co-operate to

make life better Instead of sell gratitication at the

expense oi others whether it be stopping 'com

munists around the world by destroying people, or

uniting an SST because it will make money while

endangering people who have to live on the earth. I

What we are left with is the phenomena ol govern-

ment for its own ends and shades of -'what's good for

the government is good enough lor the people ' In the

United States today there are large numbers ot people

who iUSl don't like their government People who

expect the worse and usually get it. What s more there

are people who Will follow a government regardless ot

its practices,

When a voung officer m the Army sees the Depart

men! of Defense finding a man guilt) for crimes which

it taught and ordered to be committed you have in-

stability in the ranks When policies hurt an in-

dividuals personal ability to makea living, the results

,re chaotic II authorities can blindly, though not

color blindly, categorize one eighth of the population

as enough of a security risk to keep Ides on them, one

can onl\ view the government as acting tor its own

welfare and not that of those it is supposed to serve

One can expect no better though The tirst duty Ol

government, as any Machiavellian knows, is to

preserve itself. Governments ot the past and our

government now have demonstrated what steps it is

willing to take to preserve itselt. and all its sell

serving bureaucracj

That leaves me with an endemic desire to see the

government go away Little hope tor my wish" Ves.

but it is the healthiest attitude I can find

Nature's Hour

By PETER L CAMERON
MIX Slatt

Spring is here, by God!

Yesterday l came out ot the

dorm at noon and the warm

breeze hit me, pulling the coi-

ners ol my hps into a smile At

last this wintry prison, this black

and white sense- cell ol grey

buildings and skies opens its

doors Blast the stereos out ot

the windows. I don't care.-as

long as the music will float on

lha i magical breeze! Now we

,,,., see all the signs ot life

exuberant at once. The Hag

ling m its middle rises.

, ;i ||s and flips oil at its en

like sand dunes in currents

ol tropical waters The wind

hurries along and strikes the

pines in a rush They turn and

tremor, tearing a north blast,

and. then, turn back again. -this

time m rude health

Let. loo. the doors ol hearts

open up We are all too critical

,uid shy, We were the simple

pawns ol the irritable mistress

Frost and now we thaw Now we
see a different world in the same
old world We see a gaudy,

garden groomed. God given.

grass gleeful group ol ourselves

Conformity in spirit is the true

noie ol nature's hour Ami there

you have it. -my mindless
message on an early spring day

Gus Szlosek

Vending-Machine Education

Dr Nathan Barf, lamed discoverer ot the

relationship between broken cigarette machines and

sexual repression, has revealed a plan which he

claims will settle once and for all" the argument

over a University tuition increase.

Speaking vesterdav in the eighth-lloor men s room

ol the Campus Center, Dr. Barf outlined his plan

before the second annual meeting ol the National

Association of Retiring Taxidermists At the end ol his

speech to show their belief in his plan, the Association

ottered to stuff Dr Barf and present him to the Club of

the Mass Legislature The Federated I mon of

Concerned Klansmen -Order of Ferocious Flying

Seals Dr Barf declined the offer

Dr Barf suggested, as the ideal means of raising

money lor the Massachusetts legislature, the in

troduction of the vending machine method at I Mass

In the Barf svstem. students will be fitted with ear

phones attached to a control center, which will

transmit the lecturing professors voice to each seat

The student will be required to deposit a dime every

five minutes, or his headphones will be automatically

shut off. .

To insure that professors do their best to keep the

earphones in use. they will receive a percentage of the

revenue from earphone deposits It will then be in the

professor's best interest to keep his students

depositing their dimes to listen to him

I)i Mart has suggested that the legislature recruit

( aliloi ma used car salesmen as ideal tor this purpose

He acknowledged that using these people would be a

problem at lust, since they would In- generally unable

to write or publish enough books to be kept at the

University However, he 'has laith m' the

legislature s abnormal desire lor money' Dr Barf

reels that in the quest for more profits, the legislature

will step in and halt the infamous -publish or perish

rule ot retaining laculty Thus, he said, vending

machine education would have untold Iringe benefits,

also

Kesponding to an audience comment that this

method seemed a rather unnatural means ol receiving

an education. Dr Barf defended his system "On the

contrary, he said "It is the most natural means

available. All our lives we have deposited coins in

vending machines and received candy bars.

Cigarettes, and what have you Why not education"

Dr Bart is the author of three books on vending

machine education, none of which have been

published FIVE MINUTE BITS OF
KNOWLEDGE; IGNORANCE, OUR (iREATEST
NATURAL RESOURCE; and EDUCATION AS
HEAVY INDUSTRY He is scheduled to appear next

week before the State Senate's Ways and Means
Committee, to present his revenue plan for a Sewer

Tax by Mead Count

Art Buchwald

Times Are A 'Changin'

WASHINGTON -II everybody in the country is

becoming schizophrenic, they're entitled to it Even

the banks have gone bananas

Just a lew months ago. because ol the tight money

situation, it was impossible to get a loan trom a bank

In order to attract deposits, they were ottering

everything from hot water bottles to color television

sets it people would just leave their savings in lor M
days

, , ,

Vou can imagine my surprise then, when I turned on

the radio the other day and heard a commercial lor

my bank which said I hat anyone borrowing more than

s;,(hi would get a tree londue cooking set

I couldn't believe it. so I rushed down t<> the bank to

see my Iriend Stokesbury . who is a vice president

Stokesburv." I said, -what is this about you ol

lering a londue cooking set if someone borrows S.Vhi or

more'' . .

its true." Stokesburv said II you don t want a

londue cooing set. we'll give you a wooden salad bowl

with an ox-boned butter knife

But I was here three months ago. pleading with

vou lor a loan ot :>:>(N) and you threw me out.' 1 said

i hope you're not the kind ol person who holds a

grudge Stokesburv said "Here's $500, and to show

vou there are no hard teehngs. Ill loan you another

skiikki at the prime interest rate

Nodice." I said As a matter ol tact. I'm thinking

ot making a deposit
"

•i >h no." cried Stokesbury . "don't make- a deposit

Everybody, is making deposits We need people to

borrow monev not to save it

•I don't understand what's happened in just three

months to turn vou around." 1 said

Stokesbury held his head in his hands it s tear

1'eople are alraid ol being thrown out ol work II

Kellerman on Chestnut Street loses his job. everybody

else on Chestnut Street suddenly becomes frightened

and says. 'Let's put the money in the bank We could

Ik1 next No one wants to get into debt any more How

can we have a thriving economy if people SAVE,
SAVE. SAVE. SAVE?"

Tin very sympathetic to your problem.

Stokesburv I said. And I wish I could help you out

by hoi rowing monev . hut my wife says we should put

something aside tor a rainy day

"You could be dead by the time it rains."

Stokesbury shouted at me "listen, suppose I make
you a token loan ot SJuo. payable at your convenience,

and 1 throw in a washer and dryer Would you go lor

if"
I don't know
What do vou want, my blood''" Stokesbury cried

I haven't made a loan m a week Help me'" He was

down on his knees Please, help me."
All right." I said i II borrow the $2(10 but we want

the washer, dryer and the tondue cooking set

"It's yours," said Stokesbury. shoving the $200 in

in) pocket

After he helped me load the washer, dryer and

londue set into the car. he grabbed my hand warmly

and said, ill newer lorget this
"

I turned awaj so I wouldn't cry

< >|i\ i ighi i!"T i. i <»• tagele* in \

Letters To The Editor

Conscientious Civil Disobedience
To the Editor:

One way of saying NO to the government s warfare

policies is readily available to all students with

telephones: Refute to pay the 10% phone tax.

This is the onlv tax specifically tied to the Vietnam

War It was passed by Congress in 1966 as President

Johnson asked for more Pentagon funds to support his

escalation of the War, and Chairman Wilbur Mills ot

the House Ways and Means Committee said at the

time, it is clear that Vietnam and only the Vietnam

operation makes this bill necessary." It is also the

easiest tax to refuse because it can be deducted from

each months phone bill, and the telephone company

has assured refusers that their service will not be

interrupted.

Boycotting the telephone tax allows you to "vote U
times a vear in opposition to the longest war in

American history, a war that is immoral, unpopular

\?.\% of the people, according to recent polls, want

ALL troops out of Indochina by December), un-

declared by Congress, and waged mainly against the

civilian populations of Indochina.

Send a brief letter to the phone company along with

your payment of regular phone charges explaining

why you are refusing to pay the tax. The Internal

Revenue Service will try to collect from you by

Foolish Cynicism
l«> the Editor: .

Why must we suiter vour foolish cynicism (March

29 The Amherst Hog Farm • along with Dining

Commons coffee so many of these mornings, Dave. It

vou were to reallv look outside of the Collegian oflice

you'd see about 2o.i>00 hung-up. fucked over, mixed-up

and beautiful people (students, faculty, pohce, etc)

You know its all a matter of perspeetive-and yours

certainly is messed up. The world is an ugly enough

place without you adding to it with your Bullshit. And.

vou are a fanatic: voud have to be to constantly use

-editorial'" (expression of opinion on some issue)

space to express your paranoid views.
m

Why not meditate for 6 months on the beauty of

those'around you and the horror of your own perverted

soul
Your fellow hog farmer,

Lee Sandwen

sending a cumulative bill several months later and

eventually taking the money from your bank account

or salary ' But meanwhile you have done what you can

to withhold support from the Pentagon and have

created difficult collection problems for the I.R.S.

WARNING: Tax refusal is technically a

misdemeanor, and although no one has been

prosecuted vet, it is a small act of conscientious civil

disobedience For more information visit the Valley

Peace Center in downtown Amherst, or come to a war

tax resistance meeting Saturday. 10 a.m. Grace

Episcopal Church Parish House (opposite the Lord

Jeff) on April 3. ,

You can join the 2500 people in New England who

are already refusing the phone tax, according to

telephone company records, and thereby expressing

their opposition to our governments warfare policies

(.ilbcrt J.Salk

Editorial Points

Sober Facts

During last weeks vacation,

while students in one of the

dorms had to make housing

space available at the security

risk of the entire dorm, the

campus center ( would-be
student center) hotel space was
filled to only about 10%.

*****

1 don't know much about

astrology but yesterday must
have been a bad day to be in

court
*****

When the next vegetable

pickers strike comes along,

who'll be the first to say. "I don't

even like avocados
."

*****

In an obvious move towards

de-escalation, the Campus
Center conveyor was out of

action for a while yesterday.
*****

It's an old political axiom that

•'if you can't stand the heat, get

out of the kitchen"' We've lost

..ameof our best chefs that way.
*****

It's good to see the Board of

Trustees finally is defining its

role
*****

Did vou ever wonder why your

roommate always seems to have

money while you're always
broke" Maybe it's because he's

an undercover agent for the FBI.
*****

To Ihe Kditor:

Your readers may be interested in a recent survey

ol the Chicago Traffic Court regarding operating

under the influence convictions.

The most dangerous driver, according to the sur-

v ey is the social or occasional drinker "

.
He accounts

lor SO per cent of convictions ol drunken driving or

operating under the influence and about the same

amount ol fatalities in alcohol-related accidents The

confirmed alcoholic accounts for only 20 per cent.

I suppose the pertinent observation is that il you

have a problem with drinking you are at least more

likely to cope with it by not driving than are those who

do not recognize the insidious effect ot drinking belore

operating motor vehicles.

Since the lirst three months ol 1971 have or may

have resulted in the suspension of about 12 un

dergraduate and graduate student licenses to drive

due to operating under the influence convictions and

Massachusetts law which automatically requires one

vear loss of license for one conviction, six years loss

after the second and lifetime loss after the third,

perhaps those of vour readers who drink 'socially

will consider the risk of loss involved if they decide

they are sober enough to drive.

Richard M. How land

General Counsel

Perverted People
To the I alitor:

To those ol you who are con

sideling either moving into a coed

dorm, or converting your present

dorm, I'd like to present some tacts

and opinions Overshadowing the

supposed advantages" ol a coed

living community, are the harsh

realities, both expected and

unexpected Last spring. 1 realized

the dorm would be noisier, but ihe

frequent all-night parties and

increased volume levels are many

tunes intolerable There is no

consideration expressed for those

who do not plan on sleeping until

I (Mi PM on Saturday and Sunday.

There has been an increasing

number ol thefts m the dorm One

girl had her poeketbook stolen

while she was in the bathroom, and

since she saw the thief, he could be

identified However, our brother"

denied the accusation when con

fronted. For many months now.

either a brother or a brother's

friend in the dorm has had a

master key and has broken into

rooms. 1 don't even leel sate taking

a shower anymore since there have

been "peeping Tom incidents on

the corridor There are many sick,

perverted people on this campus,

and it's quite evident that we can't

avoid them I realize that there

have probably been many more

incidents or which 1 in not even

aware It may be a dorm security

problem, but to me. these types ot

things point to people Ik ing right in

the dorm Perhaps other coed

dorms don't run into such dif-

ficulties However, if you are

considering going coed, you should

be aware ol varied problems which

might emerge, and which might

involve vou personally
Cynthia Burr

Big Man On Campus: Police Undercover Agent

There is a new man on campus

among the freaks and fraternity

men. the athletes and the esthetes,

the bookish types and the bomb
throwers He is the spy.

He has not come to study

Russian or Chinese or to prepare

himself to infiltrate some foreign

nation. Instead, his mission is to

watch the students, the faculty and

the off campus crowds

Though such undercover activity

was almost unheard of five years

ago. it has now become almost a

permanent institution on the

American college scene

It is the product of student tur

moil- rioting, bombing, arson,

strikes, demonstrations and the

widespread drug problem

The police defend their un

dercover tactics as Ihe only

practical way to enforce drug laws

and to keep watch on radical

campus activities, which, they

fear, might trigger disturbances in

the surrounding community

What is happening around the

COUBtry shows up in sharp relief at

the I mversitv ol New Mexico. In

tact, reports trom college cam
puses coast to coast indicate there

is nothing at all extraordinary

about such incidents as these

\ semi undercover state

policeman . Jack F Johnson, was

seen on the campus trom the tall of

!««;«) to the summer of IW0. He

generally tried to blend in with the

students' and carried a Ibownie

Instamalic camera His presence

was publicly announced on several

occasions < Mice be was spotted and

identified at a dosed laculty

meeting and was asked to leave

Mr Johnson is now back on

uniformed patrol duty near

Albuquerque.
Two City narcotics agents were

discovered by students living in

Coronado Hall, a dormitory for

men. The agents left quietly soon

alter they were identified and both

city and university officials con

firmed Iheir presence

A city policeman using fane

pre** credentials posed is an

Associated Press photographer

during demonstrations last spring

protesting the invasion of Cam-

bodia Howard Graves, the AP
bureau chief in Albuquerque,

complained to the police, who

promised it would not happen

again
Inspecified law enforcement

agencies requested permission to

place undercover agents on the

campus but were refused by

university officials.

Like most of the officials at the

other colleges that reported

similar incidents, school officials

here wore no! pleased with the

snooping but felt helpless in

keeping undercover men from

either enrolling as regular students

or mixing with off-campus crowds

We do not condone or en

courage such activity.'' said

Harold W Lavender, vice

president for student affairs

Neither can we prevent it We've

had opportunities to deliberately

enroll undercover agents and we

have, in high dudgeon, turned them

down
"

John S Todd, an assistant to the

Albuquerque city manager who is

responsible lor police matters said

undercover men were assigned to

the university area whenever there

were "specific instances of illegal

activity" such as narcotics use

Agents are also assigned, he said,

when "feeling is developing" over

a campus political issue or national

political issue.

Mr. Todd said it was only

"prudent" to watch radical ac-

tivities that might spill over trom

ihe campus to the surrounding

citv

The bulk ol the nation's un

dercover work is done by local

police ollicers or outsiders hired by

the state, county or Cttj police

according to the campus reports

l'robablv the best known un

dercover man in the United states.

M L Smgkata Thomas Tongyai.

known at Hobart College in

Canadaigua.N Y , as "Tommy the

aveler " a is one ot tfces<

He was hired by the local

sheriff's office and. according to an

Ontario County grand jury, "ad-

vocated violent forms of protest"

among student radicals He took

part in a police drug raid on the

Hobart campus last June 5.

But Federal agencies, par

ticularly the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and United States

Army intelligence, have also been

watching campuses.

A series ol I nited States Senate

committee hearings have detailed

the extensive surveillance ac

tivitiesof the Army at such widely

separated places as New York

University, Northwestern
University and Colorado College.

However." the Army, under public-

pressure, has announced it has cut

back its civilian watching

programs in the tinted States

Recent public disclosure of the

contents ot F B I tiles stolen

March Klrom the bureau s office in

Media. Pa . show that it has

regularly used informants to watch

radical "activities at Haverlord

College

The FBI has been active

elsewhere, too. according to the

campus reports There s someone

here I think vou should meet." a

University ol Illinois student

shouted hist tall to a group of

protesters in front ol the Cham
paign, III., county courthouse

That man there, in Ihe blue

jacket, with the camera, works lor

the F H.I

A young, clean cut man in a blue

wmdbreakcr. whom the student

identified by name, said nothing

and continued to take pictures of

the demonstrators, who were

protesting acquittal ol I former

Champaign police- officer charged

with murder in the death ot I black

store clerk

Charles Travelstead, special

agent at the Irbana. Ill . office "I

the F.B.I . declined to comment on

the incident but said the agency did

use "confidential informants who

shareoui cone M 'vital areas

If an individual cooperated w ith

us and incurred expenses," he

continued, "he would be reim-

bursed for out-of the pocket ex-

peneea.'
1

Much of the undercover activity

surrounds anti-drug efforts by the

police, who insist lhat a man in

uniform only scares away pushers

and buyers.

At Sale University, an Un-

dercover agent named (ieorge

Miller last November was involved

in the arrest of 90 young people on

assorted drug charges Most were

not students, but were drifters and

dropouts among the so called

street people" who gather near

university campuses across the

nation.

A leaflet called View trom

Behind Bars" was circulated alter

the arrests and described the

activities ol Mr Miller, who was

hired by the New Haven police:

'Lots ol people are still mut-

tering how Good ol George
couldn't possibly do that The stark

reality is that C.eorge Miller was

an incredibly slick agent He

tripped with us. went to rallies with

us. turned on with us He dressed in

purple and yellow and wore hip

glasses He" waved to us and

smiled at us He was accepted and

I rusted

"Some people muttered a tew

things about not trusting him But

we re all paranoid, right?

•And in the end. George busted

our friends So what does it all

mean about our lives'' About who

we trust and how we really relate

to one- another' And how do we

prevent another George Miller

trom coming around again''"

Other surveillance methods are

also used.

In Miami. Seymor (ielber. duel

assistant State's Attorney lor Dade

County, made a study ol campus
police at 210 colleges and

universities lor a doctoral degree

from Florida state University, lb'

said 14 1 |M'i rent ot those studied

admitted use •• recor

ol lerroi

over 20.000 students each, the use

of wiretaps was 25 per cent

Though some of the undercover

men say infiltration is a difficult

task, others lind it easy in the open,

accepting atmosphere of college

hie

At the University of Kansas, a 19-

year old undercover narcotics

agent told The Associated Press

i just went into the dorm and

acted stupid I got into con

versations and got to know them.

Then I asked where I could get the

stull and they told me
His work led to a series ot early

morning raids by 190 agents on the

campus at Lawrence. Kan
At the University ol Michigan.

Ann Arbor Police Lieut Fugene

Staudeiimaier makes no pretense

ot being undercover as be attends

almost all political rallies

Recently he attended a workshop

during a campus peace con-

lerence Someone recognized him

and complained He stood up.

identified himaell and the

workshop members voted to allow

him to stay He lelt a short time

later

1 don't like this polarized

situation where police and students

are stereotyped as natural

enemies, he said

At Ohio Slate I diversity last

April, two voung men up front in a

crowd ol rioting students were

later identified as undercover state

policemen Their pictures were

published m the student

newspaper, The Lantern

The university s .">»-man campus

police force, armed w ith :w caliber

revolvers, night sticks and

chemical disabling agents, keeps

an undercover squad ol six men

Thev are supplemented by un

dercover Ohio Stab' policemen and

Columbus city poli<emeu
At the Universitj ol Texas al

Austin there was l>ukc who

arrived in •> ne* \ ar with mod

i lothes and who made lierv

peeches during student union

demonstrations a yeai ago He was

'< iNilinueri
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Look Out, Mack 's Back In Town

.r.Mln o, n' ,', vations ,„a> l,"..ul, h> . aMin^^-o^. I Photo Oed.t 1»-nuan
j

.

The classic blend of Bertolt Brecht s P»ayvr.ght,ng and Kurt

WeuTs music will be seen in "Three l'onny Opera, the U Mass

Muse Hea es spring production Wednesday through Saturday.

Amherst campus.

.•Three ,Vm ,v Opera," first produced in Berlin ... 1925, is a

mimical version ol the exploits of the legendar) villain, Mack the

KMfe AcUonoTth; play centers around the Urn-life characters who

inhabited London m the 1920s.

Three PenmrOpera* tethe music*! story of Mack the K>utc the

hero The play's \cw York production ... 1954 introduced Brecht as

a plavunih. ancl Weill as a composer to the I ...ted States, and

made an international star our ot l.otte i.enva

The I Mass production is under the direction ol Dallas Wuipby.

director

Reserved tickets lor the lour perlonnances ot' Three Penny

uuera" are ava.lable at the Fine Arts ( ouncil office, UJIHertei

tffi UMa»: Amherst. Massaehuset^^STTSSS^Sm
bv calling 545-0202. Remaining tickets will be available at tne

llowkerAuditorium Box t )f t ice one hour before each curta.n.

Classics Events Set
The Classics Department announces the following

special events, with a lecture tonight and continu.ng

over the next month

ro'u.c Elements in Euripides A lecture h>

Professor Bernard M W Knox. Director ot the c en.e.

ror Hellenic Studies. Washington. D.( luesdav

March W. 8:00 p.m.. School of Business Ad-

ministration 12" A former professor at Yan

University and one ol the toremost authorities on

Greek tragedv. Professor Knox is the author of two

hooks on Sophocles ttedlptts •». rhehes and m*

lierok remper: Sledies in Sophorleafl i..^,l> as

well as important articles on Sophocles A)OX.

,.,„,„< tries, and Euripides HipH>tuv He is

present!* working on a translation with commentar)

I,, EUripides Medea. His lecture here will deal par

licularlv with Euripides Electra and «»»•

Aristophanes SrSs A lecture by William

Mnmsm.th. Professor At Urge and Educational

I onsultant Wednesday. April 7. 4:00p m .
Hasbrouck

m. professor Arrowsmith. who created Americas

largest and most lively department ot Class.cs at the

i nlversitv ol Texas is well known lor his translations

from the Greek and Lathi and for Ms revolutionary

theories ol higher education.

I fee ol his translations, of Aristophanes t louds.

will be presented in Bartlett Auditorium at 8 p.m that

same day by the I Mass Theatre The student play.

directed bj Asst Prof Gary Stewart of the I Mass

speech department, has received national recognition

from the American College Theatre Festival and will

be presented at Fords Theatre in Washington. DC.

prior to its repeat campus perlormance

Troia Antiqua et Ked.viva." a choral concert

reading ol Greek. Latin and Italian verse and prose

i,n iMass students, will be directed b> l'roi Edward

Phinney. Jr.. Monday. April 12, ai 8 pm in the

Campus Center Auditorium Prof Phinney isal Man
issociate professor ol Romance Languages

\. .other i Mass associate professor ol Romance

Languages. Anne Parry, will lecture on "Roman
\',.. tt s,.l Women Wednesday \pr.l 21 at 4 » p m

m room 231 ot Herter Hall

Pro! Eric Mavelock ««t Yak University vuli speaa

about War as a Wax ot Lite Among the Greeks

rhursday. \pr.i », at 4 M p.m in room 124 ol

Hasbrouck
All events are open to the public without charge

Getting Their

Ya-Ya's Out

Music Faculty Member
Gives Oboe Recital Sunday

(.«•» Your Vas-VaS Oul. The

Rolling Stones I London »
The

Rolling Stones in concert in what

amounts to be one ot the best

culmitative albums of one of me

Sixty's most exciting groups They

do (buck Bern rock and roll a

return to the style ol their early

albums, along with some ot then-

more driving recent hits The

sound is clean with excellent all

around playing and excellent live

engineering (jualit)

\ \,.« Era, Wade Marcus,

Cotillion si) teti It yo« 1,kl'

Laurence Wclk or Kay Coniff.

you'll love Wade Marcus Marcus

niters an unimagmat i\ e.

emotional. .
instrumental pot

fjourri ot songs like Something .

\ Time For Us" and Spinning

Wheel" Often disguised with

heav) beat and electric guitars.

Marcus group sounds like an

lardvark blowing its nose lull ol

air hair, and miscellaneous wear.

D.I..

GOT) Billion and Keith .larrett.

Gar) Burton. Keith .larrett,

Atlantic SI) 1577 Gary Burton is

jan competent and professional

At tunes, when he and Keith

.larrett are playing alone, one with

the vibes, the other with piano.

their sound is competent.

professional and stimulating

Memphis Two step. Herbie

Mann Fmbryo SI) 331.

Reputations ol quality are easy to

comeb) nowadays A reputation ol

consistent quality, over a period ol

years must Ik' earned Herbie

Mann has done just that The

i bit ist composer arranger in-

terprets others' songs with a

sensitivity to his own leehngs and

to the audience. Mann writes just

as well Perhaps he has mellowed a

hit -certainl) Memphis Two-Step is

not as exciting as his early

Newport concerts but Mann is still

quite a Mann
D.G.

Charles Lehrer left., a member

ol the racult) <>t the l Mass

Department of Music will otter an

uboe recital on Sunday evening.

\ |in l t, I'M at b P M .n Bowser

Vuditorium
Hie program will include llenrv

Purcell's "The Gordain Knot

\ nt) <i Uunlei Schuller'a Sonata

for Oboe and Piano. Bellini's

i oncerto for Oboe", and works of

Bezanson and Bach

Usisting Mr Lehrer will be

leltovt members of the UMasS

Music facult) and the concert is

open to the public without charge

SKI CLUB
MEETING

TONIGHT
8 00 pm. Thompson 104

SPRING SKI WITH US

Trips planned for

Glen Ellen, Tuckerman's Ravine etc.
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( liarles l.ehrer

Got A Gripe?

Run, Don't

Walk, To The
Ombudsman
Room 921

C.C. 5-0821

LIVE BAND IN THE

HATCH
Tonight

8-11

presented by the C. C. Program Council

BOGART
IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Politella Aims-Misses
A UMuss prol with a sense of

humor and his dog, who drew three

per eent of the votes in a recent

town election, will co-host the "At

Home With Kitty" show on

Channel 22, (WWLP) tomorrow.

Dr. Dario Politella, associate

professor of English and jour-

nalistic studies, and his dog,

Michael, a 9-year-old "sort of"

Collie will appear on the hour-long

show, in color, to discuss

Politella s latest book, titled "The

Illustrated Anatomy of Campus

Humor."
Michael is an author in his own

right. Politella says, because he

•produces" a periodic column of

observations from the hydrants

and telephone poles of Sunderland,

Mass. The column appears

irregularly in the Greenfield

(Mass) Recorder. The prof

collaborates with the dog.

The Kitty Broman Show, which

appears at 1 p.m. for one hour, will

show both authors at the invitation

of Director Ron Langevin. Michael

Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Board of Review tonight at 7:30

p m in Memorial Hall.

ANGEL FLIGHT
There will be a meeting tonight at 7

p m This is very important. Elec

tions may be held. All Angels must
attend.

BRETT HOUSE
Girls Brett House is going co ed m

the tall. Sign up before April 20 in the

Head of Residence Apt. on a first

come basis.

CASIAC
Atter April 1st a student may not

drop a course without having a fail

grade (WF) entered on his record

Exception to this regulation
(granting of a WP) is allowed only if

a student who is passing a course is

torced to withdraw because of ex

tenuating circumstances over which

he or she has little or no control, e.g.,

because of protracted illness.

C.E.Q
Special projects meeting and

special election of officers. Those

interested in working on projects

should attend tonight at 7 p.m. m Rm
13 of the C.C

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Biennial Movie will be shown
tonight after regular meeting
Regular meeting at 6 45, movie about

8, in Room 911 915 ot the C.C

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private Pilot Ground School

tonight at 7 p.m in C.C Somewhere.
See you, whoever you are.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting tonight at

6 30pm m the CC No Exec Board

Shoe Shine Tuesday & Wed
nesday, March 30 & 31 will be held

outside C.C store Sponsored by

G.S.S

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting of the Health Services

Advisory Board on Wed., March 31 at

3 30 p.m in Room 802 of the C.C. All

interested please come & see what
we're doing.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

The regular square dance will be

held m the CCA. at 7:30 p m. with

review from 7 30 8, lessons 8 9: 30,

and club level from 9 30 10:30.

HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
MAJORS

All students who are presently or

who have previously taught Nursery

School are invited to a discussion

with Miss Vaznaian Tuesday, March
30, at 7:30 p.m m Skinner Lounge
Please come and air your views!

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
There will be Intern'tl Folk Dan

emg Friday, April 2 in the C.C Aud
trom 8 12 p.m Beginners are

welcome There will be teaching

according to need or request.

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is "The Paradoxes

of the Infinite" by Larry M King,

today at A pm in the Colloquium
Room, Arnold House Coffee at 330
p m m the Math Lounge

N.E.S.
Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight at 5.45 in 177 C.C. All in

terested should attend.

R.A.F.I.
Natan Yanay will speak on Zionism

and its relation to the American
student. In the C.C. Rm 803 at 8.15

p.m. All are invited.

REVELER'S
Revelers are the honorary memos

and womens service and spirit

organization on campus. Ap
plications are available at the R.S.O
Ottice from any reveler.

There will be a mandatory meeting

of all Revelers, tonight at6:30 p.m. at

TEP Please be there, we have lots to

do

SENATE SERVICES COMMITTEE
Letters of application for manager

of the Senate Transit Service are due
today in the Senate Office.

SENIOR LIFESAVING
Senior Lifesavmg S.W. Honors

Colloquia meets Monday evening 1

credit. Call 6 7504 tor information

SKI CLUB ,„ u
Spring Ski at Sugarbush with the

ski club this Sat., April 3. Get info in

R S O. From 11 4 p.m or 1513 JFK.
There will be a ski club meeting

tonight atSpm in Thompson 104 All

members interested m Spring skiing

with us are urged to attend

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN
Reg. meeting tonight at 9: 30 m C.C.

903 For mfo call 665 3901

WOMENS LIBERATION
Tonight at 7 p.m m Free

University there will be a meeting to

discuss the relationship of university

women with women in the com
munity

will he highlighted lor his interest

in politics which resulted in

throwing his hat into the ring for

the 1972 presidential election,

Politella says. Michael has formed

a Canine Party staffed by

Michael's Marauders who are

plumping lor the dog vote.

"His primary' was the Sun-

derland Town Election of March 6,

when a spontaneous sticker

campaign garnered three per cent

of the total 687 votes cast for

Moderator," Politella says.

"Flushed with this victory,

Michael is going on for the Big One

in '72."

Politella s book on humor was

issued on the Ides of March as a

108-page collection of the innocent

humor to be found on 139 college

campuses among the headlines,

want ads and cartoons of the

campus publications.

Panel Set To Discuss
Town andUM Growth
A large turnout is expected to attend the open meeting on "

1 he Impact

of the Growth of the University on the Town of Amherst ' to be held

tonight at 7:15 p.m. at the Amherst Regional Junior High School

auditorium. ,

Three presentations will set the stage for subsequent discussion^

Chancellor Edward C. Moore of the Mass. Board of Higher Education will

outline the probably future course of higher education within the state.

John W Haigis of the UMass Board of Trustees will speak about the

University's plans for further growth. Arnold Rhodes of the Amherst

Planning Board will present the town's plans for growth as they relate to

the Amherst campus.
following these reports, the reactions of five discussants will be heard:

Allen Torrey, Town Manager of Amherst; Mrs. Edith Wilkinson

Chairman of the Amherst Finance Committee, Denison Jones, Realtor of

Amherst KM. Munnich, Planning Director of the Lower Pioneer Valley

Regional Planning Commission; and Robert Weiner, UMass graduate

student and town meeting member. There will be an opportunity for

questions and comments from the floor.

Moderator for the evening will be Mrs. Ann Snellgrove of the Amherst

League of Women Voters. A short business meeting of the League will

take place at 7:15. Channel 8 on local Cable TV will carry the program

live starting at 7:30.

GRAND OPENING

SPECIAL

Colonial Radio & TV

35 N. Pleasant

Amherst

offers

5% Discount
ON SALES & SERVICE

to all students

with this ad

SERVICING
All Mokes and Models

Free Estimates

Open 9 - 9

Phone 256-8341

LOST
Gold ring watch m Student Union

Hatch Monday Ring has great

sentimental value it found, please

call Thelma at 546 9701.

Navy blue girl's wallet and white

contact case (with lenses 'n*'de).

probably attached to a bottle of

Lensine Call Paula 546 7281.

The girl who drove me from Rte.

128 to Northampton on Sunday 14th

Please send my blankets to Bob

Paulding, Bennington College,

Vermont.

NES Looking
For Help

Do | Spring thing! N KS is

looking lor people to help share

Spring with the disadvantaged

children of Springfield Tentative

plans iire l)eing made lor a picnic

.it Look Park; an afternoon of

intramural sports here; kite-flying

and Irisbee matches, and a day

exploring Mount Toby.
Interested students who want to

help, or who have alternate

suggestions, should come to the

office in room KM ol the Campus
t enter, or come to the meetings at

5:45 on Tuesday night in room 177

in the Campus Center.

Mummy fed you good Jariaf
vacation.
Now it's time for something

even better.

BELL'S PIZZA
Open t'util Z a.m.
FrL & Sat. 1 a.m.

FREE DELIVERY
during the week

Hr, UNIVERSITY DRIVE
,-,;HOl , *31 !K)-»I

(Continued from Page 7>

indicted, but never arrested, and

the charges against him were later

dropped.

At Northwestern University it

was a girl. "Connie." who moved
into the apartment of two off-

campus radicals and. according to

one Northwestern activist, '"hung

around the campus and was mildly

Inendly
*'

Last May. when the police were

called during an argument bet-

ween her and one ot her room-

mates, she identified herself \s i

member «>i the "Red Squad" ol the

Chicago police department She

disappeared the next day

\t the University <»i California at

Berkeley it was a cit) police of-

ficer. Roland Soli/., who had been

on campus under the name of

"Roland (iu/man He joined

Students for a Democratic Society,

the Young Socialist Alliance, the

Radical Student Union and various

Mexican-American groups before

he was uncovered bj the student

newspaper, The Daily California!).

Former undercover agents,

though useless once identified, do

have a future (ierald Kirk, a

University <•! Chicago student who

said he worked lor the F.B.I, from

\\WA\ to IKS, has been touring the

country in the last lew months

speaking six nights a week The

topic ol his speech is inside the

Spiders Web" ' Reprinted Irom

the New York Times :t/29/71

.

Got A Gripe?

Run, Don't

Walk, To The

Ombudsman
Room 921

C.C. 5-0821

Dr. Richard L. Leonard
Optometrist

announces the opening
of his office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSE^
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasont St.

Amherst
2568052

"DESERTATIONS"
Dancing and Listening

Music by Chicago

Marvin Gav

Starting at 9:00 p.m
CAMPUS CENTER

2nd Floor Cafeteria

30c Cover

ONE LAST CHANCE
TO HAVE YOUR SENIOR PICTURE SHOT

THIS WEEK ONLY
Make appointments in the Index Office, Student Union
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Air Force Paves Way For Coaching Career
X\.1X -L yjX. V^V^ AC*V^^ * J n

.. m , h* declared Bei.mplavol tootball. He has a great lo^ -""-
Ihm . «,«„« serve as a stepping pened to me, l* (," laun

-
***"«

» •,. ,„nfll,v:irin ,« harriworki

i Miter's Note: Witt the *P"

IHiintm.nl Of Wck MaiTlVrson to

replace the retired \ k I'usia to the

bead coaching helm. UMaei

football ba> undergoae ;« complete

change of face* i» its coaching

staff, in order that university

sports enthusiasts gel better

acquainted with the neo men who

mil assisi coach MacPheroon in

the fall, the Collegian sports path's

will carr) ;» special series «»•

Kketches written bj stall reporter

Mark Vogler which will locus in on

tiir background and interest »•

Formation pertaining t«» each of the

siv assistants. Todaj is the fhrtt »i

this ii\«- part series.

Vspiring bul unable to pursue a

college education in las roundup

davsal Pittsfield High. Hob Harris

eniisted in the United States \\v

Korce with hopes ol "no day

lulfilling his postponed ex-

tations As it turned out his four

years in the service proved a- good

.t vehicle as am m attaining his

I and ii eventuallj |m\<h1 way

his chos

iinr oi the m\ newl> appointed

assistants to Dick MacPherson's

•hall stall i trails the situation

a> it existed

Back when I wont to high school

m\ folks insi couldn't afford to

send me ofI tocollege. In order not

to burden mj parents with great

expenses, it appeared the only way

l d be able- to further m> education

would be through tootball Since 1

lacked size and couldn't earn a

scholarship. 1 decided to enlist in

the Air Force In so doing I would

serve m> countr) . be able to obtain

the size which would enable me to

pla\ major college football, and

most importantly linance my
education

""

Playing tour years ot service

ball, two in the states and two in

Japan, he accomplished all three

He had cleared his military

obligation, grew to the adequate

size to where he could play on The

major college level, and through

service in the Korean War was

eligible lor the til Bill I'pon

completion ot the military service

Harris was contacted by Purdue.

\> a J!4o pound tackle, he was not

an exceptional collegiate gndder

But a lot ol desire and dedication

rained him tar in three years. He

no sooner was an established

starter and sometimes went both

ways His fondest football memory

linkers ..round the 52 19 beating

Purdue gave Notre Dame during

his freshman year The loss was

supposedlv the greatest inflicted

upon the Irish at South Bend

Looking ahead to graduation

Hams saw his distant dream of

one da) coaching a lootball squad

blossoming into reality I'pon

graduation iM62>, an assistant

coaching opportunity opened up lor

him at Kreeport High (NY). The

school posted an 8-0 mark that

Reason
Then a >ear later a more con-

venient chore popped wide open

and Harris was bound for his

hometown His live year stint as

assistant mentor to Pittsfield

pro* ided its bright spots with three

Western Mass. Class A Conference

Championships
just like anybody else in the

coaching profession, content to be

where he is was but always looking

beyond to something better, the

Purdue alumnus underlined his

objectives: "The goal I had in

mind was to become a college

coach This is a difficult area to get

into and there's a lot of eonv

i>etition So 1 had to be patient and

accept the jobs in between 1 felt

they would serve as a stepping

stone toward my ultimate goal."

Tw o campaigns as head coach ot

Northampton High further helped

him along the road to achieve his

goal Although winning ways

evaded him with a mediocre 3-15

record, next stop was I'Mass. It

came as quite the surprise to

Coach Harris who accepted the

otter with open arms.

it's got to be the most in-

teresting thing that's ever hap-

M.\\ HKI.MSMAN-From PHt-

>lielil to I Mass it s a one wa>

Ikket tor new l> appointed line

coach Boh Harris, a Western Mass

joinne\inan with experience and

energy expendable Tin- former

Pardee lineman brings local blood

and an acute knowledge ol strategy

to head coach Dick MaePherson.

as the former Northampton high

neater assumes command as

defensive line coach lor the

Kedsaen this cssnsng lei. IMDC
photo h\ David Bernstein'

House of

Dark Shadows

WED., MAR, 31

SUB

TONIGHT

WOMAN IN THE DUNES

The Japanese masterpiece

about a sex trap that is

simultaneously Oriental and

Existential and altogether

extraordinary.

MAHAR 75c

8 and 10

TOMORROW NIGHT

BOGART
THOMPSON 104

6:00 Oklahoma Kid

8:00 Casablanca
10:00 Casablanca

THOMPSON 102

6:00
) 8:00

10:00

Key Largo
The Big Sleep

The Treasure of the

Sierra Madre

Any Combination of Films — 75<

petted to me, DC declared. Being

involved at the University of

Massachusetts, my wile's alma

mater, as an assistant football

coach. 1 think it has a great deal to

oiler lor education as well as

athletics

It's the kind of thing you dream

about. You wake up every day

wondering if it's really true. 1 think

it's an honor lor me to be asked to

coach at my own state university.

There aren't too many people who

can make that claim. I really

appreciate the chance. I thought it

was a great place to start and

everything 1 heard about the coach

was great
"

Harris' prime responsibility will

he building up the defensive line.

an area which will soreh miss the

services ol All-YaiH'on defensive

ends Kuss Wood and Jim Kelhher

During the actual games he'll be

out on the road scouting opponents

As to how Dick MaePherson

armed at l he choice of Bob Harris

for lus defensive line coach, the

head mentor remarked: 'Coach

Harris is fascinated with the line

play of football. He has a great love

lor the profession, is hardworking

and had a tremendous desire to

serve on this collegiate football

staff He was a Western Mass. boy,

he's a Western Mass. man, knows

the people and has many friends in

the area. And I'm sure that the

defensive line will portray his

enthusiastic personality on the grid

iron in the years to come."

Coach Harris declined to make

any statement as to how he would

work his personnel or to how he

sizes up the aspects of the defen-

sive hue He merely implied 'wait

and see'.

"As far as I'm concerned

everything's wide open. With a new-

staff' I'm sure that Coach Mae-

Pherson would want to look at

anybody and everybody because

these are the guys we're gonna win

and lose with

1 think the material here is as

good as any college in the country.

And we're gonna get a good look at

,111 in the spring and we'll make

our judgements from there on just

who plays and who doesn't"

COMING SOON

COMPUTERIZED

DATING

Little Latin Larry

APRIL 2nd SU BALLROOM

8 1 o m.

75tf straight

50c with white socks

MDC CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE FOR SALE OR TRADE

I'leneer, Tear. Oarrard, PB, Aster.

n»her. TDK, cMMtIf and «W f«l

tape, Standard radio. Ctah pc«k>'>
LP'i. 8 track* and other necOMUlr*.

See Amheret Audi*. *
C*ed Fore — Jacket*, capea and

stole* for aprlns New shipments of

coats, some raccoon. All *«*•• BU
sod up. Call 2&3-BWS. Hi' 1!
IMS Honda 3*5cc Superhawk. 8"M«

mi . ewseUent condition. Call 256-

mt% after 2 p.m. Reasonable

.

'

Silver, (.old. Brass, Antique Jewel-

ry and Glass Beads. I.arae selection.

Reasonable prices. Call fcd or IIH.ii

M'.i-tumi after 6 p.m. •£*

.

suits and cashmere coats of tin-

Hi's. WWI panto, super condition

< all Mike SOUS -»r come to 1510

Wash tf3-:w

t» Flat 850 2 dr. ope., 4 ap.„

sell outright or trade for cycle over

65* cc. Call 256-6901 after 4:30 p.m.

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Porsche 1963 R-90, sunroof, red.

e«c. cond. 646-9101. »'*-"

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female 21 or over, font, apt .

ctr., Amh., falrljr quiet., avl. April

14. Call 253-9753. tf3-3l

OVERSEAS JOBS

BOOKS

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
— Australia. Europe, 8*. America,
Africa, etc. All professions and oceu-

patlona $70* to $3000 monthly. It
penae* paid, overtime, Urhtaeetn*
Free Information. Write TWA Re-
search Service, Bos 5691-A, Nan
IHcio. Ca. »-21t*. ttt-3*

We boy o»ed book* and record*

— Whltrlls-bt Book* (In the Alley)

No text* I
w°- |!t

WANTED
Black sincere male student near

Amherst. Please write to white male

(temporarily In Ohio) Interested In

possible close summer relationship

( onfldentlal, Bos 723, Amherst.

Mass. tM5
Children, aires 3-»i. needed for ps>-

rolosical testing. Call 642-2549, be-

tween 9:30-4::m> weekdays. Payment

$1 60 one hour. tf3-31

SERVICES

FOR RENT
PERFECT FOR SIMMER SCHOOL

i

furn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Aus. No lease req. $161 mo. Near
Campus, pool, tennla courts, air

cond. Married couple or girls pre-

ferred. Call 549-3918 after 6. tf3-31

Cliffside Apt. available April 1st,

$125 monthly incl. all utilities, dish-

washer, aid cond. Call 6(15-3506 after

Ambers! Audio service* *tereo

component*, tape deck* for home or

car, 197 If*. Pleasant St., 260-8133.

Free nationwide out-of-print book
search service. John Hardy - Books,

Bos 183, Auburn. Mass. 01601
tf3-22

Free nationwide out-of-print book
search service. John Hardy - Book-.

Box 183, Auburn, Mass. 1 501. ."-">

Have much stereo recording eqalp-
miiit. no money! Will transfer ymir
reel, cartridge, record or favorite

AM /KM program to 8 track car-

tridge or 4 track reel. Call Rarl
5I9-0013. tfl-1

PERSONAL

9 p m. tf.1-30

TO SUBLET
For summer with opt. to cont .

—
1 bed apt. Puffton VII , swim. pool.

air cum! Cull 610-1176. H • t

To sublet 2 bedroom Colonial Vil-

Ibec apt., June 1 thru August 31,

furnished, swimming pool. Will dis-

r.iss rent. 256-8323. tfJ-31

1 Bdrm. Apt. at Cliffside includes

all utilities, swimming pool, tennis

courts, aviill. June 1 to at least

Auc 31. Call (W.V.-8I2 after 4pm

June 1 - Aug. 31 — Air cond. 2

bdrm Hvnliiisf. l'_. batlis. ilshwsfir,

dsp-l, option to renew in Sept. Sl'l.'i

mo Cull 253-741$ after B (f3-3l

ZAPPIMi » friend, a pledge, or

a derlllct dorm counselor? FKKE ca-
talog of gags and gimmicks will be
invaluably. Hampco, III) 2, Ithaca.

N V 14850. t f3-30

To Sue — nere's wishing you a
happy birthday on your 21st. "Omar"

:t- :tt

'SUMMER SUBLET
Summer sublet from June 1 - Aug.

30, 100 Colonial Village, furnished

• bedroom, •wlm. pool. Call 25A-

•032. jj
tB -tn

TRAVEL
OVEKLAND EXPEDITION TO

INDIA. Leave* London mid-June
$190. Also return CHARTERS to

London $190 appros. Encounter
Overland. 1414 B. 69th St., Chicago,
Dl. 00637

3- 2 4 8 10 12 16 18 30 1- 8 8

Co-eds Cop Runnerup Position
The l Mass Women's Ski Team

I, Dished it's season on a successful

note placing second overall in the

women's Intercollegiate Ski

Conference. Alter the firs! two

weekends a solid second! place was

held by the cc-ed team hut the hope

oi capturing first place wasn't a

clear reality. It took superb skiing

,„, the part of several different

individuals to bring the final

record ol second place overall to

within - 3% (>| Radcliffe's tirst.

I luring the weekend ot February

•;i the women captured their two

victories <»i the season over

Kudcliffe College, then strongest

opponent, at Mittersill. New

Hampshire.
\lter a rain out on Saturday.

both a difficult one-run slalom and

., ,,iie inn giant slalom were raced

ihi Sunday i»n the extremeh icy.

steep slalom course Heather

U.nConnell. daughter ot the Men's

Ski team coach, proved the course

, ould be mastered by skiing the :V7

Hate course in a winning time ot

4ti 23 seconds Susan Arnold's sixth

place and Marcia l'ackhck's lHth

place were instrumental in puttnm

iMass in front <>i the Radcliffe

skiers b) tM seconds overall

I ii her team scores on the well worn

course were Barbara O'Reilly with

,, 2tst place and Barbara Eaton's

jr.lh

In the downhill type giant

slalom, the IMass women again

moved out ahead ot their closest

opponents. Kadchfte Miss Arnold

brought up the lead b> placing a

strong second Miss MacConnell.

with another strong run. placed

lilthand Miss l'ackhck s 12th place

linish finalized the day's victories

Vise >kung ver\ well on the giant

slalom course was Barbara Eaton

with a nineteenth. Kitt> schocnleld

jm\ Barbara O'Reilly taking 22nd

and 23rd consecutivels and Ann

lurnci s ;ilst place

Saturday, March Mil proved to

lie the hottest da> ol the season tor

the rivalry between I'Mass and

Kadcliffe. Two. two-run giant

slaloms were run .it Waterville

\alle> Alter the preceding vfc

lories spirits were running high

In the morning race Miss Arnold

look 2nd with 7.">^ Miss Mac
i onnell placed a close sixth and

Barbara Eatoncame In 21st, with a

little trouble This put the UMaM
women again the second place.

In the afternoon giant slalom.

Mime time had to be made up Miss

VrnoM linally topped the Held by

Lcatuig Barbara Grant ot Kad-

clifle. a skier who had mever been

beaten in WISC competition Miss

Mac (onnell again, not tar behind

in the held, took a strong third and

with the outstanding runs by Kitty

Schoenfeld, the coeds missed first

liy a mere ;W seconds Miss

Tacklick placed Iflth, Barbara

Katon 20th

The Women's Ski Team also

placed two skiers on the Top Ten

last Heather MacConnell, the

freshman skier who took second

place overall, and Sue Arnold who

placed third in the Conference

tally

LonborgRackedAgain;

Sox Bats Stop Astros
... .m . i ,.U.,I1 ,.,..l,wl,.,.i Ihnui liiililfl's .- 1 I1C

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

COCA. Fla. IAP)-The baseball

future of veteran righthander Jim

Lonborg oi the Boston Red Sox

became more clouded Monday

alter another unimpressive per-

formance against the Houston

Astros.

The Bed Sox unloaded an extra-

base barrage which included two

homers by Don Havletich and one

by Beggie Smith tor an 11-4 victory

and Lonborg was the w inner, but

his el tort was not outstanding.

Lonborg got oil to a shaky start.

surrendering a run in the first

inning and two in the second before

he settled down He went live ill

nings. allowing six hits, walking

three and throwing two wild pit

ches

The Bed Sox bombed Houston

starter Don no-hit Wilson and his

successor, Bill Grief, lor 14 hits.

including three homers and six

doubles They also received six

walks.

Pavtetich, who had been o lor 10.

collected his first extra base hits ot

the spring with a two run homer

over the distant fence in right

venter in the third and then added a

solo shot well over 4ih> leet to left

renter m the sixth

Smith hit his third exhibition

homer alter a walk and Carl

Yastrzemski's double in the

five-run third I'avletich also had a

single in leading the Bed Sox at

tack

George Scott continued his hot

hitting with a two run single in the

I list and a double in the seventh

Yastr/.cniski also had tv> hits as

I he Bed Sox improved their pre

season record to 11-1:5

By SYDNEY OMAW
Leo individuals are sentimental,

but seldom admit it These persons

are showmen, have flair which
nidkes others thmk they are happy.

Loo is the entertainer of the zodiac.

Leo needs love Withou- love, there is

nttle chanceof happiness for persons

born under this zodiacal sign Some
famous Leo individuals include

Robert Mitchum, Mae West and
Melvm Belli.

• • *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Not

wise to stray too far from familiar

ground Mixup m reservations,
directions i« very likely. Avoid

scattering forces Base actions on

facts, not speculation Steer clear of

senseless disputes
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Be

cautious m money affairs

Remember resolutions, obligations

One who advocates carefree attitude

does not have your interest at heart

Know this respond accordingly.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Accent

on competitors You make ad
lustments now which are beneficial

and necessary Stress on marnage
and business partnerships Be aware
of public relations Get meanings
across clearly.
CANCER (June21 July 22) Steady

pace is important You could get new
assignment, challenge Welcome
fresh contacts Member of opposite

sex pays meaningful compliment
Avoid extremes Keep feet on

qround
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Friends

could try to involve you m argument
Refuse to be middle person Means
know that by getting steamed up your

basic purpose >s defeated Trust

hunch Share knowledge m
diplomatic way.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22) Attend

to business Numerous distractions

are evident Key is to attend to

basics Be flexible without being

foolish Stand fast on principles

Family member could be mism

torrmd „ „„>
L IBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22) :

Communications tend to be confused,

misplaced. Be thorough, check
details. An apparent minor matter

could be of major importance Know
this and act accordingly Double

check _., .

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Avoid

tendency to be extravagant Member
of opposite sex may not be best ad

viser Heed your own counsel.

Numerous changes are featured One
m position of authority may ask

special favor
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

What occurs now could determine

much of immediate future. See

clearly Take off rose colored

glasses Be practical m financial,

family affairs. Study unusual
agreement
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

Obtam valid hint from Cancer
message Look behind scenes
Realize surface indications could be

deceptive Be aware of what com
petition is planning Avoid self

deception. „„,-,. ..,
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18)

Emotions tend to dominate Lover s

quarrel could be featured Avoid

basing actions strictly on impulse

Thmk be analytical Know your own
worth Don't sell yourself short

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

Obtam hint from Virgo message Be

wary of one who advocates im

practical procedures. Stick to what

you know Improve domestic
relations Check home, property

values Finish major task. _. w
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are versatile, capable of taking

lead, displaying initiative Opposite

sex finds you intriguing Current

cycle is indicative of domestic ad

lustment, possible change ot

residence You harmonize with Leo.

Sagittarius and Gemini You are

drawn to Libra individuals

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle AnsAfi •

1

9
12
13
14
15

17
39
21
22

24
25

29

31

32

ACROSS
Priest's

vestments
Mark leH

by wound
Pronoun
Fuel

Rabbit
Coniunction
Masonic
doorkeeper
Allowances

Chief

Woody plant

Heavenly
body
Note of scale

Toll

26 Bushy clump
27 Fright

Hebrew
letter

Harvest
goddess
Babylonian

deity

Indefinite

article

Lift with

lever

35 Conjunction

36 Recall to

memory
38 Fish eggs
39 Portuguese

title

40 Compass
point

41 Stitches

42 A continent

44 Groups of

ships
Indisposition

to action

Flowers
Insect egg
Vases
Girl's name
Raises
Articles of

furniture

Pepare for

print

2 Hawaiian
wreath

3 Love songs

4 Beet animal

5 Quiet'

6 Calling

7 Sandatac
tree

8 Soak
9 Breathe loudly

in sleep

10 Sharpen

1 1 Gaelic

16 Sun god

18 Roman road

20 Vision

22 Portico

23 Covers
25 Affectionate

27 Abound
28 Hindu queen

29 Bow of

vessel

30 Organs of

sight

34 Ironed
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36 Bellow 44 Conflagration

37 Land surrounded 45 Teutonic

by water den>

39 Food 47 Vat

programs 49 Silkworm

41 Heating device 50 Posed 'or

42 Japanese portrait

aborigine 53 Steamship

43 Cut (abbr )

33

34

46

48
51
52
54
55
56

57

DOWN

1 Lkely

1 2 3

'•

•>

i
7 8 9 1

12
'.' 3

• < 14

15 '6 KK 17 18

19 20
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21

22 23
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26 27 28
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LUNCHEON
COCKTAILS - DINNER

L.UNCH
>Ion. • Fri. 11:30 2:30

DINNER
Men. s»t. 5 • 10 mmuW »

NEVER ON TUESDAYS
Reservations Recommended

mini
LIVE MUSIC & SONG
IN THE OYSTER BAR

WED. & THURS.
Bob Ackermann
sinKinC '•j»*l

r

me
FRI. & SAT.

Norrlne Jacobus *
Cliff Simons

*mM variety & ft****

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

IN Y&Jf* THROAT

C>UKBF

vv4itvu You *eArz

THE/M &IHt>.-. IT'UL-

i>l\/eT YbU THE" &&HC*i !
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Redmen Split Southern Slat
B\ EARLEBARROLL

Mix 'Staff

"We're ready to go into the

season right now." These were the

words of an optimistic head

basketball coach Dick Bergquist

yesterday in reflecting on the

successful spring trip that his

Kidman nine completed this past

weekend.

In splitting six games on the

southern swing against stiff early

season opposition the Redmen
were able to accomplish many
plusses to take back with them for

their northern season which opens

on the loth of April at A.I.C.

With only the dissapointment of a

cold spell to mar the trip,

Bergquist and his staff were still

able to get a good look at their

personel and get to see how they

play in actual game situations "I

now have a little more idea on how

my players will perform," noted

the coach.

The Kedmen got to play baseball

latin OoUtstan
.*>

Sprit*

vr
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six days out ol the seven scheduled

days and in accomplishing their

main objectives outside of the

actual team record the feeling of

the players and the coaching staff

is "we're sorry we have to wait two

weeks until the season begias ."

In imTuring his teams overall

performance Bergquist was ex

tremei) high on his talented pit

citing Staff, spearheaded by the

strong performance! of Jack

Bernardo, Tom King and Tom
\\ bite and the encouraging signs of

freshmen John olsen and Chip

Baye. Senior Lou Colabello. a

mainstay «'l the staff two seasons

ago had control problems in his

Inst outing and will need some

more work up north.

Bergquist said that he expected

the line performances out of

Bernardo and White, but the stints

turned in by King were the best

surprises of the trip. King was a

highly sought after prospect by the

pros right out of Aeton-Boxboro

High school but came to UMass

instead After his freshman year

he injured his arm and had to sit

out last season But after Satur-

day s performance against

Maryland in which he struck out

ten in six innings, including seven

in a row in one stretch, it appears

that King is back to his old form

The catching on the trip was both

solid and deep Tom McDermott, a

Ireshman, was singled out by the

coach as 'a good catcher with

leadership and hustle." With Kerry

Daly and Bill Kyan to back Mc-

Dermott up, UMass' catching crew

will be of top collegiate quality.

Another Ireshman, Eddie Mc-

M anon, flashed signs of brilliance

during the trip as well as co-

captain Jack Conroy at third, and

Charlie Manley and Brian Martin

in the outfield.

As tor team hitting Mark Palau

with six for 16 and McMahon with

five lor 15 led an otherwise dismal

Redman hitting attack of 211.

(in the basepaths Bergquist was

pleased with the speed of Manley.

McMahon and Jim Saracino which

will add another dimension to the

UMass attack this spring

( )n the dissapointing side to go

along with the low batting average

were the inconsistent per

lormances by players that the

coaching staff was counting on

there was also need for better

defease at lirst and second base

and lor less mistakes as a team on

the basepaths These minusses will

be ol fust importance to iron out as

the team prepares for the opener

the trip got off on the winning

trail as the Kedmen. behind a

strong six innings of Jack Ber-

nardo and a save by White

deleated Wake Forest. H last

Monda) CMass scored single runs

m the third and fifth innings and

then bunched together three in the

seventh to put the game away.

In the big seventh Charlie

Manley. his brother Earl, and

I

vmZ:K3
REDMAN BR AINTKIST-Pictured above are (left-right) assistant

eaacti Al Barber, co-captain Brian Martin, head coach Dick

Bergquist and co-captains Jack Bernardo and Jack Conrov

\
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Bernardo hit for safeties to open

the inning and all three scored to

give the Kedmen their big lead

On the next day Franklin

Marshall of Pennsylvania was the

second victim of good CMass

pitching and timely hitting King

and Olsen combined for a

sparkling two hitter with King

picking up his first victory after

the year Of arm trouble, striking

out seven in six innings Olsen

struck out tour in three innings

Saracino. Martin. McMahon and

McDermoU led the hitting attack

with two hits apiece as the Redmen

letters struck for five runs in the

last two innings to ice the decision

Wake Forest evened things with

the Kedmen on Wednesday.

storing three runs in the first in-

ning on lour walks. I w ild pitch, no

hits and an error, and held on the

rest ol the way lor a :M triumph

( olabello was the victim of his own

wildness

the only hit for Wake Forest was

a meaningless double in the third,

as they were outhit by the Kedmen

who had six hits, but in return

outplayed the opposition on the

held to come out on top Have was

the pitching star lor I' Mass as he

pitched the last live innings and

gave up no hits and struck out six

Palau had three hits to lead the

Kedmen at the plate

West Virginia evened the Red

man slate at 2-2 with a 7-4 \erdict

on Thursday The first game

between these two teams the day

before was postponed due to cold

weather
In this game the Kedmen were

victimized by nine walks delivered

by White and Olsen. 12 strike outs

at the plate and three runners

thrown out between first and

second on poor bastrunning

(onroy was the standout lor the

Kedmen at the plate and on the

held including S great catch in left

held, leaning over a fence to rob a

West Virginia player of Inanerun

After another postponement due

to the cold on Pride) the Kedmen

Mded mt southern swing on

Saturda) splitting .» double header

with Maryland The Terps took the

first game. 5 »>. and the Kedmen

came back to take the second

behind the pitching ol King and

White.

In the first game UMass never

Hot a runner to third base as the)

were held in check by the

Maryland pitching stall. Palau led

the hitters again with two single-

and Bernardo pitched well in a

losing cause, going six innings

Alter King had throttled the

terps with his ten strike out effort

lor six innings in the second game.

the fireworks l>egan which ended in

a meat clutch performance b)

White
In the eighth Baye had walked

the bases lull White came in and

struck out the clean up hitter, got

the tilth man to pop up and struck

out the sixth hitter to end the gain.

and cam a save
The trip ended. W, strong pit

ching. bright catching a lew solid

performers, a number of weak

spots and the added knowledge «»l

the coaching ^talt as to personel

Conch Bergquist is optimistic

about the season He and his

diamond dusters are ready to go

and they'll get their ehanee to show

their stull beginning on the Mta at

A I C

Lacrosse Squad 5 - 1

;

Army-Southern Prey

Celtics Draft Board Strength

By JOHN MacOlLUVRAY
M DC Staff

Although the weather was cold

the CMass lacrosse team was hot

.is it won live of its six games
during its spring southern trip

Ai nn was the first victim of the

Kedmen s balanced attack losing

to I Mass by a score of 8-7 Coach

Richard Oarber called it a 'great

game/' He emphasized the fact

that UMaSS had only three or tour

days ol field practice prior to the

game making this victory

somewhat ol a pleasant surprise It

was the first time CMass has ever

beaten \rmy In this game the

riding i similar to lore cheeking!

and clearing OUt were excellent

The next day CMass put it all

together as it beat Lafayette 23 :?

Incidental!) Lafayette is coached

by a former (Mass player. Jerry

Clinton ti:'»

The Kedmen s only loss came on

Monday against Rutgers They lost

a close one 10 9 It was a very

well played game but un

fortunate!) CMass gave up about

lour "\ ill goals

Princeton lost to I 'Mass by a

score ol 10 1 ( )hio State was beaten

12 ."» and Nassau C.C 'last year's

MDC Tomorrow
Season reviews ol the

basketball and hockey teams

will be featured in tomorrow's

Collegian

national junior college champs i

lost to CMass :i-2 in a close one.

( oach Oarber was impressed

most by how well his Stickmen

played as | team especially with

the minimal amount of field

practice that they had Another

thing that impressed him was that

although most of the other teams

were bigger than them on a man to

man basis. CMass more tham

compensated for it with Ms good

peed and stickwork

Lotl Marmacce, a team captain

and returning All American, paced

the midheld play and was one ol

the leading scorers on the trip The

attack was anchored by Charlie

Hardy as the feeder and John

\aglo .is the scorer Al Kuggiano

was excellent 00 defense as was

Bruce Crawford in the goal

Players who were pleasant

surprises on the trip were Kevin

Bush on attack. Dwight Blomquist

and Kick Anderson on midtield.

and Tom Bock on defense All of

them are sophomores

Other players that shmed on the

trip were co captain John Gannon,

Phi! Sheridan. Dana Stone. Tim

Bosworth, Paul Schacter. Tom
Bremen and Hush Seidman Two
players that performed well on

defense were John Walsh and Joe

smith

Coach Garher sums it all up

when he says Overall it was a

great I rip Based on this trip

t Mass should have an exciting and

rewarding season

BOSTON (APt-The Boston

Celtics moved to bolster their front

court by selecting ti-loot 8 Clarence

(Ilover ol Western Kentucky in the

lirst round of the National

Basketball Association draft

Monday and then choosing a pair of

t. loot It centers in the third and

fourth rounds
(ilover s teammate. Jim Kose. I

I foot ;t backcourt man. was the

second round selection, lollowed by

Dave Kobisch of Kansas and

Rand) Denton of Duke, in that

order

The Celtics had no tilth round

pick due to an earlier trade In the

sixtli round they took Thorpe

Weber of Vanderbilt, followed in

order by Skip Young of Florida

State. John Kibock of South

Carolina, Kay Green of California

and Harvard (apt Dale Dover

General Manager Red Auerbach
praised (ilover as "a good

defensive ball player, adding thai

the Western Kentucky star is

smart and has a good attitude,

and '*ttetS stronger and (pucker as

the game goes on

(ilover played in the shadow ol 7

loot Jim McDamels this past

season, but attracted national

attention in the NCAA tournament

He had 22 rebounds in helping his

club heat Ohio State in the Mideast

final and then pulled down 2H in the

double ovetime to Yillanova in the

national semihnals

•In the dutch game against

Villanova he was the only one who

COUki do a job on Howard Porter.

Auerbach said He also quoted

Kentucky coach Adolph Rupp as

saying (ilover was the lastest big

man he had ever seen

Auerbach said he. coach Tom
llemsohn and chiel scout Mai

Graham luul two meetings to

discuss the players likely to be

available by the time Boston s turn

came and decided on (ilover over

Collis Jones of Notre Dame and

Curtis Rowe ol UCLA
lie s taller than Rowe. has long

arms, runs as well and has played

in similar competition.'' Auerbach

said "Jonas is a l>etter shooter but

he's not in this kid's class as a

rehounder

Some people had expected the

Celtics to gOfor lbs U'st available

big center in the first round, even

though the lop ones like McDamels
and Klinoro Smith were sure to be

gone by then

I don't agree with those people

Austin Carr:
Austin Carr. Notre Dame's All

American guard, was the surprise

lust pick, by the Cleveland

Cavaliers, in the National

Basketball Association college

draft yesterday Cleveland turned

away Horn the big man in selecting

the ii-J Carr. who averaged more
than :;u points during his fabulous

career with the lighting Irish

Sidney Wicks, the li-H All

American «rho led UCLA to its

tilth consecutive NCAA title last

weekend, had been expected to be

the number one selection But

when Cleveland passed him by,

Portland immediately grabbed
In m as the number two pick

Buffalo, picking third, selected 7-

U Elmore Smith of NAIA champion
Kentucky State and Cmcinnath
lollowed with the minor gamble ol

w ho think that our ball club needs I

big man Auerbach said "If a top

big man were available we would

have taken him But lorward M

our least stable, our least good

position at the end ol the season

W< had Dave Cowens at center,

with Henry Finkel to back him up

We were good at the middle."

Despite this, the Celtics did go

early lor Kobisch and Denton, a

pair ol big men who actually had

been expected to be picked earlier

than they were Before that,

however, ihev took Kr.se. who was

.mother key man in Western

Kentucky's i»ig season

He s a tvpical sound guard,'

\ueibach said 'He works the

press very well.

Top Choice
(boosing (17 Ken Durretl "I

l.aSalle. rumored to already be

promised to the ABA
other lirst round draft picks

wire Curtis Kowe. UCLA, '>>

Detroit Clarence (ilover. Western

Kentucky, by Boston; Dean
Mcmmger. Marquette, by n ,,vv

York; George Trapp, Long Beach

Slate, by Atlanta. Fred Brown,

low. i. by Seattle; Cliff Meeley.

(•dorado, by San Diego. Darnell

Hillman. San Jose State, by San

Francisco. Stan I.ove. Oregon, by

Baltimore; Dana Lewis. Tulsa, by

Philadelphia. Jim Cleamons. Ohio

State, by Los Angeles; John Ko< he.

south Carolina, by Phoenix;

Kennedy Mcintosh. Eastern

Michigan, by Chicago, and Collis

Jones. Notre Dame, by Milwaukee

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Bljr flaflflarlptjrttfl
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Weather:

Frost on the bogs, and

other places.
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UMass, Town Discuss Local Problems

KM. Munnich. of Regional Planning C.flSStW *~»f£*
during the discussion held last night in the Jun.or ll.gh. I MIK PHoto

bv David Bernstein) ^^^^^^

Bv JEFF THOMPSON
MDC Staff

it is improper that a university

should grow to much more than

2d ooo students.'" declared

Chancellor Edward C. Moore of the

Mass Board of Higher Education

last night at a panel discussion

concerning the future of UMass

which was held at the Amherst

Regional Junior High School

Topics discussed included the

town s economy, the types of living

situations that should be provided

lor students bv the community, the

chances that the university could

expand out of necessity, and that

rent rates in the area are too high

Also mentioned were the plans of

the Amherst Planning Board to

improve the traffic situation in

Amherst, and statistics were given

to explain the relationship between

traffic and the enormous number I

On The Inside

:

Sickle Cell Drive Begins

See Page 2

Campus Governance Reports

See Page 3

Calley Drama Continues
1

See Page 4

ol apartments to be built in

Amherst in the near future.

•our town's economy is geared

to 150U new students each year."

said Allen Torrey, Town Manager

of Amherst, "and we must be

prepared to adjust (financially). I

don't think the university is the

drag on the town everyone says it

is. and I would rather see a gradual

slowdown in enrollment rather

than a ceiling amount enforced."

Mrs Edith Wilkinson, Chairman

of the Amherst Finance Com-

mittee, noted the huge amount of

tax exempted property owned by

the univesity

•This is not a local problem."

sad Chancellor Moore, "the city of

Boston has somewhere between 25

to 40 per cent of its land tax

exempt, but that is the state's

responsibility
."

Arnold Rhodes of the Amherst

Planning Board noted that the tax

rate ol Amherst is not bad. He said

that the rate is only $:i2.50 per

thousand whereas Northampton is

950.00 and in Boston it's $101 (Ml

Rhodes also said that during the

last week of February, "a typical

week" a total Of 9777 paychecks,

amounting to over $1,000,000.00

were handed out by Whitmore to

all university employees, including

students

"I have figured that over half of

this million dollars goes directly

lor use in Amherst." he concluded

From the audience a question

was asked about whose respon

sibility it is to provide suitable

housing for the UMass students

John W. Haigis of the UMass

Board of Trustees said that as a

trustee he felt, "it is our (Trust,

responsibility to make as many

different types ol housing alter

natives available as desired by

students
"

Alter projected population

figures lor people Irom ages 18-24

were given as 431,000 lor

Massachusetts in 19H0 and that at

least half of these will enter some

type of school of higher learning,

Town Manager Torrey expressed

concern that the ten more com

munity colleges which will be

required to meet the need would

probably not be built

"Where will they go if the new

places aren't built'' be asked

UMass at Amherst'" be an

swered. Torrey feels that the

university might have to expand to

maybe :f6.(MH) out ol necessity.

Denison Jones, an Amherst

realtor, was asked why the rental

rates in Amherst were among the

highest in the state Jones an-

swered that since I'Mass was at

the rate ol approximately

US/month lor a single, landlords

ought to be able to charge the same

thing Jones was not challenged on

this point

Planning Committee membei

Rhodes explained local traffic

problems and proposed solutions

The lirst was that he lelt North

Pleasant Street traffic should be

minimized with a road going Irom

the university to the apartments

north of it, and a bypass to get from

the center of town to North

Amherst.
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You Should
About Sickle

Bv BOB NESTI
"MDC Staff

A month-long drive to raise funds and educate the

Five-College community about sickle-cell anemia

was started at a meeting of interested students and

CCEBS director Dr. Hodges Glenn, held yesterday in

Mills House

Ernestine Jewell, chairwoman of the Student

Committee Against Sickle Cell Anemia, said the

student-organized drive was begun "because there

has been little awareness of and attention to the

problem of this disease at either the state or national

levels and we feel that it is time for the community to

act."

The Committee is soliciting financial support from

local educational institutions and concerned in-

dividuals in the Five College Area. In addition, in-

dividual committee members have contacted media

outlets and government officials in hope for support

Know More
Cell Anemia
The money raised will be spent on sickle-cell anemia

research.

The group plans collections throughout the month at

various University locations with hopes of bringing

this problem to the awareness of the campus at large.

CCEBS director Dr. Hodges Glenn praised the

students for their "deep and human concern for self

and other students effected by sickle cell anemia " He

called the student-initiated group "outstanding" and

urged students, faculty members, and members of the

Five-College community to give them their full

support The Committee is also looking for interested

students who will work to these ends. Anyone in-

terested in working on the project should contact the

Committee chairwoman Ernestine Jewell 1 546-8569)

or the Secretary Sylvia Gladden (545-4685) .
The group

has also been given an office at 215 Mills House and

members may be contacted there.

Student Affairs

Bromery Meets Resident Heads
By BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Staff

Last evening was the Heads of

Residences turn to meet with Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Dr.

Randolph W. Bromery and

Thomas Campion. Vice Chancellor

lor Administrative Services.

The meeting,

the second of two
meetings of the

Student Affairs

Reorganizing
Committee, was
attended by about

25 heads of

Residences to

discuss problems
which they felt

needed correc-

tion

The proposals

presented by the

Residence Heads
were drawn up at

a meeting held

last Sunday
evening Those
attending the
meeting proposed

that area coor-

dinator be able to

have authority to

handle problems

of the students
who live within

his area. This

would enable
students t« get

direct action on their request. As
the system is now run, students are

daily laced with the problem of

having to go to many different

people to get action taken.

Heads of Residences said that

they also face this problem every

day. Their biggest gripe they found

to :w their inability to com-
municate with the upper level

people in Student Affairs. The
Head of Residence of Cashin stated

that he personally tried to use the

office of Ombudsman to try to cut

through some of the red tape but he

was unsuccessful.

Vice Chancellor Bromery agreed

that authority has to be delegated

to lower levels and that it must be

flexible to meet the needs of a

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery

rapidly growing university. He
also stated that decentralization of

the job of area coordinator would

result in a staff unique to the area

which it served.

He also stated that the area

heads should try to encourage a

characteristic in residence halls.

For examples there would be quiet

dorms and noisy dorms. Later in

the meeting he said that he wished

that dorm, selection would become
an important part of summer

*

counseling. He stated that he

didn t want students to choose a

living area just by it's appearance

alone

Another issue brought up con-

cerned the billing by the Physical

plant of student damage. A group

of Residence Heads stated to Mr
Campion that

even though
students paid bills

for dorm
damages much of

the work wasn't

done. They cited

cases that when
damage was
repaired it was
done slowly and
with an un-

neccesary
amount of labor

resulting in an
outrageous bill.

Campion said that

this will be looked

into in the future

and he asked the

Residence Heads
to report to him
any future in-

cidents of this

sort

The issue of

dorm life being

seperated from
classroom life

also came up at

the Tuesday night

meeting. Those attending wished

that activities in the six Resident

Areas could be incorporated with

general university life. They
suggested that courses be built

around the different aspects of

each area. Dr. Bromery in

response to this stated that some
kind of incentives should be offered

to get people involved. He also said

that he wished to get faculty in-

terested in residence halls and in

student afairs.

Campus Bus Service

Head Explains Job
By RENE COMTOIS

MDC Staff

With the fall semester of 1969, the Student Senate began a shuttle

service on the UMass Amherst campus. The service is a cooperative

effort of the student Senate, the University Administration, and the Work-

Study program. .

Since that time, the bus service has grown rapidly. Employing 30-35

people and operating three buses, the service carried 2,500 students a day

this winter. The service has expanded to include several off-campus trips

Ccich week
The Student Senate Transit Service will need a new manager next year

This year's manager. Bill Perkins, is graduating, and someone must be

found to take his place In an MDC interview he outlined the duties of

manager, and made several comments on the service.

"The manager is in charge of the whole operation, from administration

to payroll budgets," he said. "Being a student employee of UMass, he is

limited to 15 hours of paid work a week In actuality, he works thirty

hours and gets paid for fifteen."

The service is looking for a Junior with a class II license to fill the post

next year, Perkins said. He must have knowledge of business ad

ministration and a strong personal committment to the job

"I have gained much experience from the job, said Perkins With all

the negotiations and hassles it was really hard going. We have tried to

establish a free bus service which was both efficient and cheap. The

problems of maintaining and administering the service are many," he

continued "We have received no derogatory comments from the

students concerning the service, and this shows us that we've done a good

J

°The job is a thankless, demanding, time consuming one. It's a real

challenge The pay hardly compensates for the overtime and headaches

that will be encountered. But, it's a rewarding job and can be an op-

portunity for much personal satisfaction.

Applications which were available at the Student Senate Office in the

Union, were due yesterday If there are any questions, contact Ed Vocci

at the Transit Office.

A final quote from outgoing manager Bill Perkins: anyone who ap-

plies for the job is crazy!"

The Bells A re Ringing
By ROBERT SCHEIER

MDC Staff

Starting Thursday for a one week

trial period, residents of Coolidge

Middle who are out of the dorm
from 7 to 11 P.M. will not miss any

phone calls made to them.

The Coolidge Middle answering

service, located in the twelfth floor

lounge, will be available to take

messages for students who live in

that section of the dorm.

The project grew out of a section

of Psychology 386, Special

Problems in Residential Living.

Cathy Atkinson, a co-teacher of the

course, was interested in an in-

formation center for each floor

From this grew the idea for a

message- taking service, for the

dorm.
The proposal then went to the

dorm government, which approved

money to pay students to man the

phone for the one week period. If

the students working on the project

find there is a need for it, they will

work on ways to make it a per-

manent part of the dorm.
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Constitution Combines Undergrads, Grads, taculty

But Will It Pass?
ByBBTHGOODELL

MDC Staff

A tentative draft of the con-

stitution of a University-wide

Senate has been released for public

consideration. The proposal,

drawn up by students and faculty

members, will establish a

University Senate in place of the

present Undergraduate, Graduate,

and Faculty Senates if approved by

those three bodies, each of their

constituencies, and the Board of

Trustees.

Thirteen months ago. the Un-

dergraduate, Graduate, and

Faculty Senates established the

Joint Commission on Campus

Governance which has drafted the

constitution. According to its

report, the Commission has set up

a structure -designed to preserve

traditional student and laculty

prerogatives and roles in areas of

exclusive or unequal concern."

As the Commission began its

work, it became clear to the

members that the present system

ot three Senates "lias grave

shortcomings in treating matters

ot overlapping or joint concern",

according to the report which

accompanies the draft con-

stitution "Conflicting recom-

mendations arising from two or

more Senates often lead to a

situation of paralysis or

frustration' . it said.

The Commission considered and

rejected the concept of improving

the present structure It felt that a

smgleWiv could better tormulate

C o m i r O iiiim's bet w e e n

representatives of the different

tactions than could separate

•enates which did not have the

opportunity to hear and un-

derstand the positions of the

members ot other senates

It is the opinion of the Com

mission thai B unicameral Senate

niters a hoped real improvement

in the quatit) ot governance at this

university, such a body offers an

opportunity lor meaningful

student-faculty dialogue on the

central concerns ol the university

Faculty will no longer have to rely

upon their colleague* second or

third baud account ol student

experiences and opinions in order

to understand how students per

ceive a particular problem

Similarly, students will be able to

profit direct lv Horn the experience

and professional expertise of the

faculty." .

the Senate will i>e composed

initially of 96 students (55 un-

dergraduates and no fewer than 12

graduates i, 7(» laculty members

and .'> members of the professional

staff who are not members of the

lacultv Faculty and staff Senators

will serve for two-year terms, and

not more than two successive full

terms Students will serve one-

vear terms, and Will be eligible for

reelection annually. All full-time

students, professional staff, and

lacultv with the rank of instructor

or above will be eligible to run and

to vote in elections.

Flections will be held in the

spring semester, and those elected

will assume office the day after

commencement.
All faculty, graduate, and un-

dergraduate constituencies will be

divided into districts so that the

number of electors of each senator

will be roughly equal. Each district

will have at least one seat.

The number of graduate student

representatives will increase as

the graduate population increases

so that the number of graduates

per senator will equal the ratio of

undergrads to Senator. If the

number of graduate senators in-

creases, an additional faculty

Senator will be added to the Senate

lor each graduate senator in ex-

cess of 12.

The Senate will elect from its

membership a President, a

Legislative Vice President, and an

Executive Vice-President, in the

spring of each year prior to Senate

general elections. An Executive

Secretary will be appointed by the

Committee on Committees from

the membership of the Senate after

the election of officers. The officers

will take office the day alter

commencement.
The Senate as a whole will have

jurisdiction over matters of joint

concern to the members of all of its

constituencies There will also be

three Conferences set up within the

Senate which will have exclusive

jurisdiction over a tew specific

anas which are not of joint con-

cern to the whole senate

The three Conferences in the

Senate will be: an Undergraduate

Conference consisting of all un-

dergrad senators, a Graduate

Conference ol all grad senators,

and a Faculty Conference of all

lacultv senators Fach Conference

will have a chairman and a

secretary and will iormulate its

own by laws

Each Conference will have es

elusive jurisdiction over specific

anas delmed below, and will also

have the power to exercise vetoes

over Senate legislation in certain

other areas ol special concern.

The Faculty Conference will

exercise exclusive jurisdiction

over appointment of members to

the Tenure and Grievance

Hearings Committee and over

pnlicv questions dealing with the

non academic welfare ol laculty

members It will have a veto on

legislation dealing with academic-

mat ters. graduate, student per-

sonnel poUcv. research policy, and

any legislation dealing with faculty

personnel policy.

The Undergraduate Conference

will have exclusive jurisdiction

over assessment, appropriation.

* and expenditure of student activity

tax funds, and over policy for

Recognized Student Organizations

It will be able to veto any

legislation dealing with non-

academic undergraduate student

life. Assessments to be levied on its

constituency must be reviewed by

the Conference. If approved by the

Conference, they are adopted; if

rejected, a two-thirds vote of the

Senate will be required for

adoption.

The Graduate Conference will

exercise exclusive jurisdiction

over graduate student tax funds. It

will be able to exercise a veto over

legislation dealing with graduate

student personnel policy or with

non-academic graduate student

life. Assessments tube levied on its

constituency must be reviewed by

the Conference. They will be

adopted if approved by the Con-

ference or a two-thirds vote of the

Senate overriding a Conference

rejection.

In the general procedure of the

Senate, all items of business

coming before the Senate must

I irst be referred to committees of

the Senate lor deliberation and

recommendation. Standing

committees and sub-committees

will have the power to initiate

studies and proposals.

There will l>e 14 standing com-

mittees of the Senate, which will

report directly to the Senate and

which will have sub-committees

under them.

The Executive Committee of the

Senate will coordinate the work of

the Senate, prepare the agenda,

and serve as the Committee on

Constitution and By-Laws. It will

nominate candidates for the

Committee on Committees. The

Executive Committee will act for

the Senate when it is not feasible to

call a Senate meeting When the

Committee does this, its actions

will be subject to confirmation at

the next regular meeting of the

Senate It will be composed of the

lour Senate officers and the three

ConferenVe Chairmen.

The Committee on Committees

will appoint members and

chairmen of all standing com-

mittees and standing sub-

committees of the Senate subject

to Senate confirmation. The

Committee will be composed of

seven laculty member! and seven

students, the ratio ot graduates to

undergraduates matching as

ncarlv as possible the ratio in the

Senate.

The other standing committees

of the Senate will deal with Senate

elections. undergraduate
academic matters, undergraduate

student life, faculty personnel

policy, auxiliary enterprises (such

as housing, food services, health

services, and governance of the

Campus Center and Student

Union), budgets and priorities,

administrative services, library,

computer research, graduate

student life and academic matter,

and foreign students.

The following Boards and

Councils will also be set up under

the Senate to perform ad-

ministrative or judicial functions:

Environmental Health and Safety

Council. Athletic Council. Fine

Arts Council. Board ot Admissions

and Records. Discipline Board,

Financial Aid Council, and Tenure

and Grievance Board

There will be two stages of

ratification of the proposed Con-

stitution For an initial ratification,

a majority vote of the present

Faculty, Undergrad. and Grad

Senate's will be required before the

Constitution can be submitted to

the various constituencies for

approval 11 a majority of those

voting in each of the three con-

stituencies approves, it will be

adopted No later than two years

alter, the laculty. undergrads. and

grads will vote again on the Con

stitution lor final ratification

The proposed timetable for the

initial ratification calls for public-

hearings and senate discussions

the week of April 5, the issuance of

a final report by the Commission

April 15, votes by the senates the

week of April 19, campus referenda

April in. and trustee approval in

July or August

If the Constitution receives its

initial ratification, elections for

seats in the Senate will be held in

September. 1971 The Senate, upon

convening, will have the full

powers granted by this Con

stitution.

Puffton Bus
Operating

EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY
MARCH 31, 1971, the V Lot

Puffton Village Bus will operate lis

lull schedule This has been made
possible by the purchase ot another

bus as approved b\ the Student

Senate in earlv February

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS

BUDGET
ALL DRIVERS

PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Plcosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Vampires abound!

Blood flows freely!

Werewolves prevail!

All this in

House of Dark Shadows

Wednesday, March 31

S.U. BALLROOM

50c

TONIGHT
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In The Nation And The World

As Jury Deliberates Sentence
^

Callev Pleads For His Life
IT

learfu

told a

BENNING, Ga.(AP)-A
1,1 William L. ('alley. Jr.

military jury Tuesday.

Yesterday you stripped me of my
honor Please, l>> the actions you

take here today, don't strip future

soldiers ol their honor, I heg you."

The 27 year-old defendant stood

before the six-man court-martial

jury thai 24 hours earlier convicted

him ot mass murder at Mj Lai on

March 16, 1968 He delivered his

statement in a liitle over two

minutes

T have never known a soldier,

nor did I ever inyseli wantonly kill

a human being in my entire life

At : 14 p m EST the jury retired

to consider (alley's punishment

[or the premeditated murder of at

least 11 Vietnamese old men.

women and children The only

alternatives were death or lite

imprisonment with parole possible

after to years

The jury retired ror its penalty

deliberations with an admonition

iiom Kenned) that 'you should

select .1 sentence that is ap

propriate to the offense ol which

you have convicted LI ('alley, his

needs, the uellaie ot society, and

I order and discipline in the

military service

The iuia deliberated onh about

an hour and a half, however, before

returning to their sequestered

quarters for the night short))

before 3 p m
Deliberations will resume at 8

a in Wednesday
II the jurors cannot agree on a

life or death sentence the\ have the

option to lower the verdict to

second degree murder and

voluntary manslaughter In either

e ,1 lesser sentence could be

imposed Vnother alternative

would be the empaneling ol a new

jur> to li\ the sentence

II doesn't matter what type of

individual I am." (alley told the

six superior officers

And I'm not uomg to stand here

and plead tor my lite or my
Ireedom. But I would like to ask

you to consider 1 thousand more

lives that are u<>mu to be lost in

Itheast \sia and thousands

more to be imprisoned here in the

t mied States, in Vietnam and in

hasp ill over the world as

amputees committed is the

judgment ot m\ values Ap-

parent

l

:
I valued m> troops lives

I did those ot dit-

to value the lives ot my troops And

1 leel that is the only crime 1 have

committed
Following (/alley before the jury

was the prosecuter. ('apt Aubrey

Daniel, who declared:

"You did not strip him ot his

honor lbs actions stripped him ol

Ins honor.. .11 is not an honor and it

never can be considered an honor

to kill men. women and children
"

Daniel noted that the jury had

the choice ol condemning (alley to

die or sentencing him to lite im

prisonment. but did not recom

mend either one

('alley was convicted Monday on

the i:ulida> ot iur> deliberations ol

premeditated murder while

leading a L S infantry platoon on a

search and destroy mission against

My Lai. The government had

charged him with the murder of 102

civilians.

The trial judge. Col. Keid

Kennedy, had granted a defense

request that ('alley be allowed to

address his jury before it began

deliberations on the penalty phase

of his case.

The defendant was preceded by

his duel defense attorney. George

Latimer, who, abo with tears in his

eves, pleaded lor ("alley's life.

•You'll lind no case in military

justice that has ever torn America

apart like this case has torn

America apart.'' Latimer

declared. The Hag may tly at full

mast over military installations

but it will always be drawn at halt

mast over the homes of people

be going

This case

into

cuts
whose sons may
military service.

very deep.

•When Lt (alley went into the

service of the United States Armv

he was not a killer. He was not an

aggressi\e young man lt is one ot

the most unusual situatons where a

man was taught at Ft. Benning.

,,a. to kill, was not properly

trained and when he comes back

again to Ft. Benning, what's it tor

to stand trial on a capital charge

•Lt. ('alley, outside ot an or

dinar) traffic violation, was a good

bo) aiid he remained that way until

he got into that Oriental area over

there in Vietnam. Maybe, shall we

sav, he became too aggressive,

went too tar Hut who trained him

to kill. kill, kill'.'

"You don't have to have eyes ol

glass and hearts of stone

Somewhere along the line, there is

some place where a tew

humanities ought to be worked in

this case, where maximum sen

tence isn't given where it should

not be."

Latimer asked that "some small

consideration be given to a boy who
did not necessarily want to go to

Vietnam but was sent there, a DO)

who did not want to kill anybod>

but who thought he had to."

In conclusion. Latimer told the

jury: I think there is a place for

Lt ('alley to go on and make
something ot his life but he can't do

it in the graveyard Thank you all

so much I go away with a heavy

heart, lor I see a lite ruined.

...While War
Continues On
SAIGON \P)-American fighter-bombers struck at North \ letnamese

ut.'llerv positions in the northern halt of the demilitarized /one uesday

In what the I S Command said was a response to -increased enemy

attacks b\ lire on military and civilian locations.

Knur planes staged the attack and returned salely. but there were no

reports that they hit any guns m the zone dividing the \n'tnams.

S Held commanders just south of the zone said about 12 ol the long-

ranged North Vietnamese 122mm guns were moved into the northern Hall

several weeks ago. ... , . .1 ,- ,

The) speculated this was a reaction to the big I S. and South \ let

names* buildup along with the drive into Laos by government troops

The officers said the guns had a 13-mile range, were in the central

sector ol the 40-mile long zone and could hit any ol the IS. and South

Vietnamese lire bases below the DMZ.

The South Vietnamese reported North Vietnamese 122mm guns last

Friday hit Dong Ha. a base 1 1 miles south ol the DMZ. killing or wounding

several soldiers They insisted the fire came from the I >MZ

The I S Command called the air strikes m the DMZ protective

reaction exercising -the inherent right ot selt-detense to save American

"sporadic lighting was reported m the north. The enemy sprang an

ambush on American troops northeast ot Khe Sanh. a U.S. base in the

northwestern corner ol the country One American was killed and seven

were wounded in the clash near Kmerald City, a cavalry support base lor

Khe Sanh It is six miles northeast of Khe Sanh

\ l s Command communique said 15 Americans were wounded in the

two ground lights involving troops of the 101st Airborne Division in the

northern part ot the country

More action was reported in eastern Cambodia, where the .south

Vietnamese are seeking out enem\ bases.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
UNIVERSITY OF MASS./BOWKER AUDITORIUM

WED , MARCH 31 — SAT., APRIL 3 8:15 p.m.

University Music Theatre presents

"Three Penny Opera"
Fully-staged production of Brecht-Weill Musical!

TUES.. APRIL 6 & WED., APRIL 7 8:00 p.m.

Replacing Indisposed Byron Janis

David Bar -Ulan, pianist
Exciting Israeli-born virtuoso in two different programs!
Works bv Soler. Ben-Haim. Schubert, Beethoven and Liszt,

April 6. On April 7 works by Rameau, Beethoven, Men-
delssohn, Chopin and Liszt.

Reserved Tickers available from Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall (or ot Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offices.
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PASSOVER 1971
THIS YEAR PASSOVER WILL BE FROM FRIDAY AT SUNSET, APRIL 9, TO SATURDAY AT

hint ft-APR 1 1 17 THE SEDERS FALL ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS APRIL

m^mtm ' an- TFlslTH HILLEL WILL HAVE A KOSHER-FOR-PASSOVER MEAL PLAN AT NORTH

wn^FSTEm DINING COMMONS FOR ALL PASSOVER MEALS COSTS CAN BE FOUND OUT

? THFHLL^ OFFICE (Ss U ) THERE ARE PARTIAL REBATES FOR STUDENTS ON

THE UNIVERSITY FOOD PLAN. FINAL ARRANGEMENTS AND PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE

BY FRIDAY, APRIL 2.

WE WISH ALL JEWISH STUDENTS A MEANINGFUL HOLIDAY

Adelphia - Senior Men's Honor Society will sponsor a

Special Showing of

LITTLE BIG MAN
starring DUSTIN HOFFMAN

On Sunday April 4, 1971 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CINEMA 1

Tickets for this One Evening Only will be Specially Priced at

$1.75

Ticket must be purchased in
""

&>™ ' Monday, March 29th until

Friday, April 2r

Culturnatives

You Are What You
By GILBERTJ. SALK

I saw a very disturbing poster

today. It portrayed a nude

pregnant woman. Stamped on her

breast were the words "Caution!

Contents may be hazardous to your

health" Beneath the picture was

information stating that the DDT
content in mother's milk is so high

that, it it were packaged, federal

law would prohibit its being

transported across state lines for

consumption.
This, plus a growing realization

that our bodies are being con-

taminated by other chemical in-

secticides and fertilizers, and

growth stimulants, which may be

carcinogenic, combine to form a

strong argument for organic

production of food. Many of these

chemicals are not passed off by our

bodies, and accumulate to

dangerous percentages. As with

the Thalidomedes, the damage

may appear in our children, or in

genetic breakdowns which may not

become apparent for a few

generations

We need to give serious thought

to what we eat, and relearn old

ways of food production which will

help us to stop polluting our bodies,

or else the fight to end air and

water pollution may prove to be

pointless.

Ideally. I suppose, the perfect

answer would be to see all farmers

switch over to organic production

so that the food we buy at Food

Mart. Stop & Shop, Louis', or

where ever else we buy food will be

safe to eat. This may be asking too

much, for the time being. The

alternatives are to patronize those

markets which carry only organic

foods, to be sure of the purity of

what you are eating and to

establish that there is a real

market for healthful food. Locally.

there's the food co-op opposite the

Hatch, the White Light in Amherst,

and the Granary in Northampton

and Greenfield, with more to come.

The prices are a little higher than

in supermarkets, but the food is

real and it tastes better.

The other alternative is to grow

your own. Organic gardening and

farming helps you gain a better

understanding of what food is all

about, and builds a respect for the

interactions of the various forces of

nature. It helps define your place

in the natural order of the

universe. And it's just plain fun to

watch the seeds you put into the soil

which you helped enrich with

compost you made using recycled

wastes, which would have other-

wise been destroyed, sprout, grow,

mature, and finally end up on your

table for dinner.

Even if you aren't ready to go

totally over to organic foods, every

little bit helps. Your flower box can

be used to raise spices or a tomato

plant or whatever gets your mouth

watering, and you can do that little

bit organically. Its that much less

chemical intake, and that much

less pollution of the soil.

There are some fine books on

organic processes available. As

yet, to my knowledge, the

University doesn't offer any

•nerations. —

~
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UMass Employment Policy

Based on Student Needs
Bv BARBARA ANN CLEARY

MDC Staff

Gerald J Grady. Business

Manager of the University,

clarified and explained the em-

ployment policy of the University

H stated by President Wood, in an

MDC interview yesterday

The policy had been stated by

Wood in late February The basic

policy is "the faculty appointment

and promotion process with sup-

plemental requirements built upon

student needs, research, and

However, according to Wood, the

I'niversity has achieved a size 'in

which the magnitude and diversity

of its employment is con-

siderable'
-

Accordingly, it can profit by

expanded contacts ". In a -limited

•

it can help in the State's

economic development and

current crisis of professional

employment.
Emphasizing its limited role.

Wood continues "the University of

Massachusetts will make every

effort to consider, evaluate, and

counsel those now seeking new

careers, especially in applicable

skills and professions

According to Grady, this policy

was brought about partly in

response to the so-called national

recession. Another factor, he said,

was the severe unemployment of

scientific and engineering per-

sonnel along Route 128.

Grady continued, "the

University does have job op-

portunities as well as certain skills

which can be used in helping these

YSA Sponsors Ex-GI

Lecture Against War
The Young Socialist Alliance

Militant Forum will sponsor Joe

Miles, noted antiwar ex-Gl who H

currently on a nation* kde speaking

lour organized by the 61 Civil

Liberties Defense Committee
. , K 1JDC I

. on Thursday. April 1 at

K <H) I'M in Rowi 817

Joe Miles

Miles, a member of the Fort

Jackson 8, helped organize GI's

United Against the War at Fr.

Jackson S.C. and Ft Bragg N.C.

He will be speaking about GI an-

tiwar activity and seeding support

lor two law suits before the U.S.

Supreme Court on behalf of 1st

Amendment rights for GI's. The

suit stems Irom 1W9. uhen GI's

tinted was tormed and began

organizing against the war. Lower

courts decisions in 1970 domed GI's

the right to hold legal, open.

peaceful meetings on military

bases

The 21 >ear old activist is I

former Socialist Workers Party

>,\\pi candidate tor Congress in

the Ninth Congressional District

He has been an active participant

in both the antiwar and Black

Liberation struggles since i%7.

when as a student at American

l niversit\ m Washington, D C. he

joined the Young Socialist

Alliance. Presently he is a member

of the USA's National Committee.

A former member of SNCC. Miles

helped to organize a Black Student

Union at American University and

in 19H8 was chairman of the

University's Black Antiwar Anti

draft Union He was punitively

reassigned to Alaska after his

activity in the UGI's United and

discharged in 197<V

The University itself is close to

full employment and is unable to

place very many of these people,

he said However, knowledge of the

applicants is sent to President

Wood and other agencies, he ad-

ded.

In little more than a month,

seventeen inquiries have been

received, Grady said.

The University has been working

with the Massachusetts Em-
ployment Security on this peoblem

According to Grady, the purpose is

to lead these unemployed to jobs in

the University system or anyplace.

He emphasized that many have

been searching for jobs actively on

their own.
Department heads have also

been asked to cooperate and

consider non-traditional sources of

professional talent

In addition, some counseling and

testing has taken place for those

who have desired it

The program is co-ordinated

through President Wood's office

The various branches of the

University file report every two

weeks
Gradv mentioned that the

University Is kind of a model

employer" It must lollow an

•affirmative action" program

with regard to the disadvantaged

There should be open and fair

recruitment, he said

When asked about the im-

plications tor the University's role

which this new polity suggests.

Grady declined to comment He

suggested asking President Wood

Wood IS more duecth responsible

lor the philosophy behind the

policy, he said

courses on organic gardening, but

a little pressure in the right places

might do wonders. Anybody want

to organize?

The best book I've examined so

far on the subject of organic

gardening is The Basic Book of

Organic Gardening by Robert

Kodale, Jr. I $1.25, Ballantine

Books, NYC) Rodale is the editor

of Organic Gardening and Far-

ming Magazine, and brings the

best of the magazine to his book. It

is calculated to make an organic

gardener or farmer out of the most

uninformed beginner. The book is

based on material originally

presented in the magazine-
information which has been suc-

cessfully used by those writing

about it. Information starts with

souls - how to understand them and

enrich and improve them without

the use of chemicals. There's

advice on what to grow and how to

get the best results, with an

abundance of planting charts to

help you get it right. There are also

good suggestions on alternatives to

pesticides using natural controls.

In addition, the book has har-

vesting hints, including a

discussion of how harvesting af-

fects the quality of the vitamins in

the plants. First rate, interesting

reading
Handbook on Biological Control

of Plant Pests ($1.00, Brooklyn

Botanic Garden, 1000 Washington

Ave., Brooklyn, NY. 11225) is a

good companion book. It contains

fascinating articles on the natural

control of harmful insects, and will

make believers out of those who

still think that chemicals are the

only answer to protecting crops

from insect pests. This book shows

that it can be done without even

poisoning birds or contaminating

milk. There is an excellent article

on biological control in general by

Theodore W. Fisher. Other articles

discuss lady beetles (or lady bugs),

beneficial bees, wasps, and ants,

control of scales and aphids, the

praying mantis, and other heroes

and villains of the insect world. It

is vital information if you're into

organic gardening, and you should

probably read it anyway if you

don't know which are the good guys

in the list above.

Composting is one of the most

important parts of organic gar-

dening because it allows the

recycling of all organic waste

products while at the same time

providing needed non chemical

fertilizers. Composting, by Harold

B. Gotaas ($5.00, World Health

Organization, c/o American
Public Health Assn., 1740

Broadway, NYC 10019) is a very

technical book aimed primarily at

composting as a way of disposing

of wastes, particularly excreta,

without creating health hazards. It

has, however, the strong incidental

side effect of providing a method

of recycling important soil

nutrients. This is the best in-

formation-source on what com-

posting is all about and how to

make it happen that I've seen. It's

also good stuff for

ecology/recycling freaks.

Finally, Mother Earth News
regularly carries articles on

organic gardening methods. Get it

at your newsstand, or see me for

back copies Mother #8 is now out,

by the way. Peace.

In the coming weeks, CULTUR
NATIVES will deal with many dif

ferent aspects of cultural alter

natives. If you're into it and want to

rap, or if you want Mother Earth

News, stop by the Draft Counseling

Office in 418D SU 2nd floor You'll

have to take your chances because

draft counseling comes first, but if

we're free we'd enjoy sharing ideas

If homosexuality is a question in your life

we may have some answers.

THE STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

meets Thursdays, 7 p m , in the Campus Center

Rap sessions and information m
GAY MB CENTER, Free U , across from Hatch

or call 545-1389

master charae

k()|)M!!(.
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THE LONE RANGER
and

THE LONE RANGER AND
THE LOST CITY OF GOLD
APRIL 1 — 7:00 p.m. »nd 10:00 p.m.

in the BERKSHIRE CLUBROOM
Admission BOc

Sponsored by MacKimmie House

The battle

that changed
the face

ot the
world

IITTlf BIO MAN , :

N«at: "lawrtnet of Arabia" [£}

FINAL DAYS!

f
( RSON Wl- 1 J I Sas I '« is XVIII

J
"^ESSSESfiSSZ* 733-5,3,

CT dt t Dix/FBfiALE RD W. SPFID

2 PM-7.30 t 9.30

ROCKER LOUNGE COMFOKT - ACRES Ft« PARKING

Senior
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T"mc signed'editorials, coiomns. rev.ews, and letters represent the per
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Just To Be Fair
• Joint Commission on (am pus Governance draft of a I Diversity

-

wule Senate constitution were accepted, with the present ration of faculty

la graduate students to undergraduates and professional stafl. the un-

dei graduate representation in the Senate would be relegated to that of a

less than one third minority, which could be silenced by the sheer one of

numbers in a governing bmlv designed carefully to give faculty and

graduate students an adequate number of votes to overturn any decision

on the part ol the undergraduate representatives.

The report, drafted bv a committee dominated by faculty and graduate

students <onl\ one undergraduate was left on the committee as this draft

emerged., makes provision for 70 faculty members. fO undergraduates.

12 graduates, and five professional staff members,

"in subsequent years", the report states, "as the C.raduate Student

bod% increases proportionately, alternate seats (9 alternate Graduate

positions are provided as part of a "non-voting membership") will be

converted to voting seats, and an equal number of faculty seats added.

In other words, the constitution would make provision for increasing

the alreadv disproportionate representation of the faculty, while making

no mention of the possibility of the undergraduate student population

increasing The number of seats allocated to the undergraduates gives

them just less than a third of the seats, which means that any action on

the part of the undergraduate student caucus could be overturned by the

rest of the facultv and graduate students. The position of the un-

dergraduate (MM in the future will be even more tenuous because of

the wav graduate and faculty representation is designed to increase.

It is understandable that there are areas vital to faculty and gradua e

student concerns which need to be protected. The provisions for separa e

faculty and graduates caucus with special areas of almost untouchable

interests are well defined. What is lacking is a clear understanding of the

role of the undergraduates in the whole university Surely some com-

pensation for the fact that most of the matters to be dealt with by a

University Senate will affect the undergraduates is advisable. Possibly a

less disproportionate ratio would be more desirable.

The final ration was described by one commission member as an

outright political compromise " It seems that faculty members would

still want to dominate the campus.

What seems to have happened as the Commission s draft of the new

constitution developed is that faculty members of the commission

hlocked out all thoughts of their own inadequacies in governance in an

attempt to recoup some of their prestige, lost in years past through

bU
|n order to avoid the further development of the selfish interests of any

one group on campus, we think that serious thought should be put into

finding a more equitable ratio. The number of seals added to the un-

dergraduate allotment would not have to be the great, just enough to be

""rhat coupled with provisions for increasing the number of un

dergraduate representatives, as the student body grows, would give the

University a truly sound and effective governing Senate, something long

overdue.

The Hard Sell

U yoy chock the daily calendars ot events in the C C

and the good old Student Un.on. you can fad out
t

just

exactly where good old Harold Koltin and the ASA is

meeting tonight. Not that anyone would want to.

Now Mr. Koltin alleges that he has a lot otd.fl.cult>

getting space in the pages of the MDC. He does,
1
is

one ot the unwritten rules of the journalism game that

editors have the right to select reject
J*^J*"™

anything submitted to the paper tor publication^ lhe

Collegian is no different from any other paper when it

comes to this policy. We are the ones respons.ble tor

the content ol the paper, and though .t may not seem

so all the time (and for that 1 think we can be excused

sometimes) we take this responsibility pretty

seriously Our readers may never know theneadacnes

we give ourselves.
.

So when Mr Koltin droped off I letter in the letters

to the editor box that was. to use typical MDC editorial

page lingo, hlatanltly offensive, we exercised our

option and decided not to print it. It contained facts

which were straining the limits of credibility at best

and outright lies at worst It contained many, many

inferences pertaining to the work ot the ( oncerts

Committee, work which is necessarily being done in

secret Poor Harold is p.ssed because he wants to

bring in groups under contract to Columbia Records

That couldn't be because he's campus rep tor

Columbia, now could it? Further, since the letter was

addressed to one of our reporters who rarely comes in

the office and with whom Harold seems to ueal ex-

clusively, and was not actually any kind of letter but

allegedly a news storv to be run under the reporter s

by line we didn't think it would be out of line to give

gi>od old Harold a call and explain some of the ethics

normally employed in the newspaper business

In, n6t about to launch off into any kind of personal

attack against Mr Koltin. But since he's been pissing

and moaning about "unresponsive student leaders I

thought 1 would attempt to put things in order for the

dear boy Mr Koltins story says in part: 'What is to

be done about student leaders' who use their own

positions and the money of the student body to enact

and endorse unrepresentative policies?" OK, Harry

babv Point of information. The Student Senate is a

duly elected body. If you feel it's unrepresentative,

then talk to the people who elected the Senators and

who seem to be satisfied. Point number 2, and this is a

biggie since you repeatedly complain that the MDC is

unrepresentative of the student body, 1 will quote a

lew phrases from the mast which appears opposite

this column: "Unsigned editorials represent the views

of this paper, decided upon by a majority vote of the

editorial board They do not necessarily reflect the

views of the faculty, administration, or the student

body as a whole Signed editorials, columns, reviews,

and' letters represent the personal views of the

writers Kapish? Whatever we do as the staff of the

MDC we do because we ARE the staff of the MOC II

anyone thinks we are unrepresentative. I would invite

him to either join the staff, start his own paper, or quit

complaining about us.

Mr Koltm s release goes on to say: "Those who

were members of groups that had been accused of

being unrepresentative came down (to the ASA

meeting* to see just what ASA was all about, says

Koltin. and I think they were a bit shaken to find a

comparatively large group of concerned students who

outnghtlv rebuked them on a number of points .'" At

one point during Harold's meeting, he demanded to

know just who "the elite student pig" who edited his

letters to the editor was. The poor guy who is stuck

with that nastiest of nasty jobs has worked his butt oft

for three years to get to that point. So Harold calls him

a pig for doing his job. If I call you people pigs it's only

to make vou think

Mi Koitin goes off on a lot of tangents in his news

story most of which I'm not going into detail about

But I will sav that if Harold keeps it up. if he continues

in his wild and extravagant name throwing, if he

persists in making unsubstantiated charges about

•unresponsive and unrepresentative student

leaders'", he's going to come to grief.

Barry Rubenstein

Tuition: How Fair Is Fair?

If there is one issue concerning the University today

which applies to every student, whether radical or

conservative, freak or straight, jock or bookworm,

male or female, it is the impending tuition hike The

ultimate conclusion of that issue will have far

reaching effects (into our pockets) and may well

determine the academic future of many of us

In yesterday's edition of the Boston Globe, that

newspaper decided to take an editorial stand on the

question. Yet. to the disappointment of many, the

Globe, in a policy statement entitled. "Tuition: a fair

proposal" attacked any low or free tuition system and

spoke for the necessity of abolishing these systems

which they felt subsidize "the rich at the expense of

the poor"

The crux of the Globe's stand seems to be that while

many poor students are having a hard time raising the

money to put themselves through UMass or any of the

other state-institutions in Massachusetts, there were

many wealthy ones who were getting a virtually free

ride because of the low tuition The paper states that

I his injustice will be magnified unless some steps are

taken to require those able to pay their own way, or

some share of it. to accept their responsibilities " Let

us look a bit more closely at their arguments

Quoting some statistics from President Wood, the

Globe made the following statements.

if 39% of families plan to go into debt, then, one

must assume, 61% do not. If the families of 61% of

UMass students are able to afford college for their

children without borrowing, they are a fortunate

group indeed."

Yea, they are a fortunate group and at a time when

it is popular to attack the rich, it would follow that this

group deserves some type of chastisement. The logic,

however, is questionable Simply because many

people can afford to obtain college educations with a

minimal financial burden, it does not necessarily

follow that tuitions should be raised. At the same time

as you increase the burden for the well-to-dos, you are

also bludgeoning the already crippled poorer student

with the growing financial strain. Many will crumble

under the pressure.

The Globe does not, though, stand on this argument

alone. In an earlier paragraph it is stated that, "for a

1971 student to make as great a real contribution to the

cost of his education as did his 1959 counterpart, he

would have to be paying $276. The very real im-

provement in the quality and scope of the education

offered today at Amherst, and elsewhere would ap-

pear to justify a far greater increase."

There are a couple of blatant facts which the Globe

has overlooked Speaking of a "real contribution to the

cost of his education", the paper fails to note that no

tuition money goes to this or any state-run institution

directly Instead, the funds accumulated by tuitions

go into a general state fund from which the Univer

sitv's budget is one of many items extracted.

Another point worth mentioning is that students

attending this University do not simply pay $2ix>

tuition A small matter of fees appears on every

student bill According to former UMass President

John W. l^ederle. "Unless we don't care whether we

disadvantage our Massachusetts youth for the world

of tomorrow, let us stand on the principle that the

University of Massachusetts should not exceed the

national median for tuition and fees for institutions of

our type. Sound comparisons must use both tuition

and fees We are now at the national median on an in-

ststf* hcisis
M

In its final argument. The Globe editorial lists a few

of the tuition bills before the Legislature and

recommends the Belmonte-Golden Bill I House 2591

t the best In this proposed legislation, "for those

who could afford to pay, this would mean sharp in^

creases in tution. to an estimated $550 a year at

community colleges, and to $1,200 at the University o

Massachusetts at Amherst For those who could not

afford to pay. including many high school students
;

or

whom access to college is foreclosed even at the $100

rate, it would mean guaranteed help."

The plan, on the service, appears inviting con

sidering the fact that the Massachusetts Taxpayers

Association, which endorses the bill, estimates that i

will save the taxpayers $20 to $25 million a year \ «
before one can actively support this seemingly

equitable plan, it is necessary to answer one very

important question Lederle has stated that.

"Throughout history the announcement of tuition

hikes has been accompanied by the promise of in-

creased financial aid for needy students. This has

been decietful and fradulent Never, to my knowledge,

has sufficient financial aid been forthcoming. There is

not sufficient financial aid now with a low tuition 1 he

best and most economical financial aid sy8
.

1*"1 -

assuring the most quality of opportunity and avoiding

bureaucracy, is the low tution system."

Can this bill truly "guarantee" this financial aid
.

n

the past is any indicator it is doubtful and the low

tuition system appears as the only answer.

Letters To The Editor

So Very Tired . .

.

To the Kditor:

I was a Zionist. I have sent money to Zionists,

written letters to Zionists, voted for Zionists, and tried

to convince others to come to the aid of world Zionism

I have brought boatloads of white Europeans into the

brown Middle East for the last fifty years. I have

persecuted and oppressed the Arabic-speaking

inhabitants of Palestine. When that didn't work, I stole

their lands, deprived them of their livelihood, and

robbed them of their dignity. But they still remained,

so I destroyed their homes, separated their families,

and forced them to flee to exile camps on the other

side of an artificial border. I have watched in safety

from my new villa as these dark-skinned Semites

deteriorated physically and mentally. I have listened «_--- , T T T
to the cries of agony in the night of children whom I T,9 YUUrif |\1nt HOW
forced to live in poverty and diseases. I have watched J.£ ^ VVlldL, 1>UL A. A^ VV

some of these brown-skinned babies grow to manhood

and try to take back what I took from them I have

dropped napalm on their outposts and then in their

refugee camps. 1 have made war against their

brethren also mv enemy. My American-made tanks

have rolled over and squashed their bodies lying burnt

black on the hot desert sand. And when the people of

the world sought the peace of Jerusalem, 1 took

Jerusalem and played deaf to peace. All this because I

supported the cause of world Zionism.

I am tired. Tired of these Zionists and Jews. Tired of

their propaganda and lies. Tired of the echo of a

people's agony in my mind. Tired of a world gone mad

and blind to the injustices perpetrated against the

Palestinian nation. I hope that the rest of the world

will wake up in time and then take the necessary

action to prevent the racial genocide against the

Palestinians now going on in the Middle East.

Name Withheld by Bequest

To the Kditor:

TIME: MID term Examination

SETTING: Crowded classroom. Papers flying

Adrenalin soaring

Gone Fishing

To the Editor:

In a few more weeks, fishing season will open in

Massachusetts. Once again, the American sportsman

will rush to the hills looking for lakes, rivers and

streams that may hold the most popular North

American game fish, the trout.

Eishing can be a great deal of fun. It can be very

relaxing, stimulating, challenging exciting or

whatever, depending on your attitude. One thing that

isn't fun. however, is the yearly spectacle of empty

beer cans, soda bottles, cigarette butts and packs,

paper of all sorts, poptops. zig-zags, bagg.es masses

of discarded monofilament, and all the rest of the crap

that seems to somehow get deposited either in or near

the once-clean waters of New England.

Many of the people who deposit this mess are

unaware of their contribution: they litter un-

consciously, often with tiny items like bottlecaps.

poptops. or cigarette butts. These things don t seem

like much, and it is for that very reason that they are

so easily and constantly discarded. It's easy to

rationalize such littering, telling yourself that, what

the hell it's so small nobody will see it, or what the

hell everybody does it. or just what the hell. But these

things are a problem. If they don't end up in the

stomach of some unfortunate fish (since small things

can be -and too often are-confused with food), they

will continue to mar the beauty of nature

Who wants to see a flower surrounded by cigarette

butts deposited by a nictine freak? Or a fresh

mountain spring glistening with poptops and glass In

some fishing spots, I have seen the ground almost

hidden by litter most of it small

Eishing is beautiful. Id like to ask you to help keep i

that way by saving your litter, large or small, un il

you get home or to a trash container. And, if you really

feel like saving what little natural beauty we have left,

you can pick up what thoughtless people have already

deposited Your efforts will be appreciated.
v Captain V ideo

EXAM: "This exam is to be written clearly and in

concise appropriate English grammar."

MV REACTION: "Fair enough, I'm not that

proficient in other foreign languages anyway."

EXAM "You may consult notes, books, or other

materials but should not consult your classmates."

MY INTERPRETATION. "Open book exam No

cheating
"

EXAM "You should answer three of the six questions

and should allow 15-20 minutes for each answer.'

MY REACTION. "60/3 equals 20 minutes. The math is

correct."

EXAM: "Use a note pad for preparation if necessary

before beginning your final answer."
i-fM ._,

MY SPONTANEOUS REACTION: "WHAT! A

notebook for preparation? I A frantic search of paper

to see if I've misread and this is really a "take-home

exam.)"

EXAM: "You will be evaluated upon:

English grammar
Command of subject

Finding and discussing relationships

Expansion with your own ideas

Strong theme with introduction and conclusion

Reference to ideas raised in class and in seminar

MY REACTION: "If I do well. I wonder if I'll get my

Masters degree for this dissertation''"

TL-e New Establishment

Vets For War?

To the Editor: 4 . .

Since there are approximately 1700 Veterans on this

campus, and since about 250 of them have shown an

interest in the recently-formed group known as

Veterans for Peace, can I conclude that 1,450 Veterans

on this campus are for war?

Richard M, Ryan

All I etters To The Editor must be typed, dpuble-

sMcedatrix y spaces per line. They should not

S£d ot page iJlength^nd must be submitted by

5 p m prior to the day of publication. The same

rules apply for Editorial Points.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters^

Also all leters must contain the name and address

of the writer which will be withheld upon request.

This, to me is a long essay exam

In general, what keynotes a long essay exam" Long

essay exams, to me, can: ,u,

demand a large number of requirements in the

context of a formal format for an answer, such as

requiring an introduction and a conclusion i
to a

question, and "strong" themes

demand references.

I feel that the most important thing in any essay exam

is what you know not how you put it down on paper

also feel what you think is more important than what

other say or think. I'm in favor of personal and in-

formal essay exams.
Ron Rapallo

A Second Chance
To the Editor:

Holyoke -Exit 19~a hazy cluster of buildings -a

place to speed by. but for God's sake, you'd never

want to stop. But there is a group of people willing to

stop, people who are now attempting to start a school

in Holyoke designed to give young losers a second

chance These "losers" are high school dropouts,

ages sixteen to twenty-one, mostly of Puerto-Rican

descent. Disillusioned by school, apathetic toward

life and unable to communicate because they don t

speak English, these kids have turned to the street

corners and shooting smack. How do you reach kids

like this'' How do you raise the literacy level of

terrible readers? How do you seek and nurture the

"talents" of high school dropouts?

A dedicated corps of people will be trying to answer

such questions starting April 1st when the Holyoke

Street School opens its doors. These are practical,

realistic people who are seeking personal fulfillment

through reaching as many kids as possible. Right now

there are about fifteen human beings from the streets

»f Holyoke who have been ta: en into the developing

u you have an unselfish naiu.o, h *h your heart

and your home or dorm for old magazi.. -cords,

any school materials, art supplies, furniture, ^se

change energv. and prayers. If you find anything

there write to the Holyoke Street School. School of

Education. UMass. or call Bob Fleischman at 253-

2881 Or else stop at the table in the Campus Center.

The drop-outs need help-don" t turn them down, for

society has already turned its back on them
Paula Pavelcsyk

Policies ofParanoia

Without in any way condoning the theft of documents from an

office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, one is tempted to ask

who watches the watchman'' Little confidence is inspired by the

security measures of a security agency whose files can be so easily

burglarized.
,

. , .

More disquieting than the bureau's internal security is the

evidence, provided via the stolen files, of F.B.I, incursions into

political surveillance which far exceed legitimate efforts to protect

the national interest One need not minimize the seriousness o

certain violent and lawless episodes in the recent history of student

unrest to be disturbed by the F.B.I, s measures of campus uv

filtration, especially its apparent stress on surveillance of black

students and their organizations Such procedures assume un

ilertones of latent racial prejudice With rare exceptions, the

protests by Negro students have been concerned with their^per

sonal place in the academic community rather than with the

revolutionary excesses of the white I or black I radical fringe

The Justice Department replies that the main thrust olr.H.i.

activities has been distorted by the disclosure of only fourteen

documents out of a total of 800 taken from the files This argument

offers small comfort to those whose right to privacy is improper y

invaded But even more dangerous are the consequences -clearly

intended that flow from the widespread use of informers These

tactics said an FBI newsletter, "will enhance the paranoia

among left wing dissenters and "get the point across there is an

F B I agent behind every mailbox
"

The dictionary definition of paranoia is "a mental disorder

marked by delusions or irrational suspicions " It is difficult to be

paranoid over police surveillance which, far from being a delusion,

is carried out with such plainly stated intent

Ass.stant Attorney General William H. Rehnqu.st recently

denied that political surveillance as currently practiced has a

•chilling effect" on free expression of dissent Apparently the

F B I the Justice Department's investigatory arm. disagrees

Could anything be more chilling than the knowledge that the

Federal Government allows law enforcement to be perverted into a

deliberate process of spreading fear and suspicion, on the cam

puses or anywhere else in a society that wants to remain free

(Reprinted from NY Times :t/2»/7l)

Editorial Points
President Robert C Wood will be

visiting some dormitories today

here on campus. Butterfield.

Coolidge. and the new Northeast

dorms will be graced with the

presence ol our President If you

smell anything tunny in some of

the corridors. President Wood, its

incense Also be careful of your

morality when you head for the Co

Ed dorms Vou just never can tell

* • *

Somebody took careful pains to

make it impossible to get into the

Campus Center Irom the side

where the Campus Bus stop is by

building a lot of mud Curse you.

Jack
« • *

"Napalm doesn't wear off as the

day wears on" said a sign in the

Student Union lobby yesterday

while Marine recruiters did their

thing Haven't seen a sign like that

in a long time You'd think people

stopped using
something

napalm or

It may come as a shock to you

hut T Hamilton Bone, the next to

la>t pack mule in the IS Army.

died Monday at Turkey Creek

Kind) near Ft Carson. Colo, at

the age ot «8 Hamilton, tailed

H.imbone " by those who served

with him. was one ol only two

survivors ol the 1800 mule con

tingenl of the mountain pack group

at Ft. Carson and was I teammate

ol Trotter, the mascot ot the US

Military Academy at West Point

It's obvious that he was not the last

ass left in the Army, however
* * •

And here is one eternal question

Irom the October M, IfM issue ol

the MIX' "Has the invasion of dope

Md sex into the world of popular

music affected the morality of the

younger generation'"
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Films

By EUGENE BARNETT
MDC Staff

To be sure, the weekend ahead

already provides the more than

pleasant spectre of both Charlie

Chaplin and Humphrey Bogart, a

veritable overload of each, and at

on campus prices. If. however, you

have the money in your pocket.

Little Big Man. at the Campus
Cinema, is well worth the price of

admission

If you liked Huck Finn, you'll

love Jack C'rabb. Little Big Man is

the story of the "only living white

survivor of Custer's Last Stand
."

Perhaps we should take the story

ni a one hundred and twenty-one

year old in patient with a grain of

salt, as one reviewer said Jack

Crabb is cither a 'bar of insane

proportions or one of the most

overlooked characters in history.
- '

Still, even if you don't actually

believe Jacks long, colorful tale,

you have to admit he is a damn
good storyteller Jack Crabb

Man
"was pregnant. Mia happily sur-

prised the world with two (click)

two I click ) two kids instead of one,

but Grade unfortunately gave

birth to a girl, just when we are

thought God would be a boy. If

Grade had just had a girl and then

announced it. there would not have

!>een cause for disappointment.

The point of this tangent is that

Little Big Man had no chance to

sneak up on me. so that I took high

expectations with me to the

theater

Dust in Hoffman did not disap-

point me Dusty was coming off his

personal Frazier fight, John and

Mary Alter a string of magnificent

performances in The (Jraduate.

The Journey ol the Fifth Hor-

seman. Jimmy Shine, and Mid-

night lowboy. Hoffman disap-

pointed many with his per-

formance in John and Mary. One of

the finest screen actors of all time,

Dustin Hoffman was in the eyes of

many attempting a comeback with

Crabb.
Chief Dan George, along with

Hoffman, makes the film. A full-

blooded Indian Chief, and a novice

actor, he is deserving of his

nomination as Best Supporting

Actor.

i urn ««& >••"•• "- --.

proselytizing liberalism of director

Penn I half expected Jane Fonda

to come out petitioning for a return

of America to the Indians. I do not

fault Fenn for his concern; rather

it is the heavy-handed, red and

white moralizing which detracts

distasteful. Penn nearly turns

Little Big Man into a totally un-

subtle Bed Like Me. This, and his

reduction of Custer to a hopelessly

overdrawn caricature, are the

chief drawbacks to what is

otherwise an eminently good film.

FREAK? .... OR GREEK?

"grandfather. I think I'd |jU |e Big Man. In my more or less
were mv .

still be" sitting in front of the

fireplace, asking Grampie to tell

me about Custer for the nine

hundredth time, and enjoying it as

much as the first time

It seems a young, earnest, ass-

dilfers-from-eibow-I-know-not-how

anthropologist is interested in what

Jack might have to say. hoping to

reinforce his own preconceptions

He comes, tape recorder in hand,

decked out in tweed looking oh so

academic, to the old folks home in

which Jack is living. Jack answers

his questions politely, helpfully,

then informs the young man that

he s uot it all wrong " Turn on the

tape recorder, you Ivory Tower

weasel, and let the old man tell you

what REALLY happened Before

you know it. we re flashing back to

the wide open prairies, and we're

reliving the liie and times of one of

the most incredible characters

ever to lose his way on the

( hisholm Trail.

Little Big Man is a fine story Not

without its disappointments, to be

sure, but this is largely due to the

length ol time I spent anxiously

awaiting its release L'nlike most

lilms. you knew Little Big Man was

inning, much in the same way \ mi

knew (.race Slick or Mia Farrow-

humble "opinion. Dustin Hoffman

as Jack Crabb is one of the finest,

most demanding, most versatile

performances ever undertaken

That's the difference?

Times are changing.
Styles are changing.

But people are still

basically the same.
Decent.

If you think of Greek as straight,

you're wrong.
If you think of freak as Communist,
you're wrong.

There are no "Greeks" or "Freaks".

Just people.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

accepts men for what they are, not

what they look like. If you want to

grow with the fraternity, with the

university, and with other men, look

at us.

Wed., March 31
Thurs., April 1

7-9 p.m.
Informal Rush

Call 5-0070 for rides.

SAVE YOURSELF

We research - write • type

Term Papers. We are the

quickest, the cheapest, the

most professional.

Call 321-1388

TONIGHT

Wednesday Night

Coffee House

Open to

Everyone

The Blue Walt

Cafeteria

Ed is still looking

for new talent

Contact him at

549-1418

between 4 and 7 p.m.

Ready To Take Charge Of Your Education?

Some people know what they want to achieve,

but can't do it in a conventional master's

degree program. For them, Lesley College's

Program Four may provide the 'right'

opportunities.

Program Four is a flexible, open-ended plan of

graduate work, leading to a master's degree in

education. Each student designs and directs his

own course of study, work, and research, to be

carried out in appropriate settings. Lesley Col-

lege provides the faculty advisors, exchange

with follow students, information on available

resources, evaluation and colloquia.

There are no course or credit requirements. In-

stead, the student undertakes a self-directed

program of learning and demonstrates his

knowledge and abilities in a major project.

Readiness for the master's degree is determined

jointly by students, faculty and outside advisors.

Interested? Write for more information.

Lesley also has graduate programs for men and

women preparing for teaching careers in ele-

mentary or special education.

LESLEY COLLEGE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dr. William L. Perry

Dean of Graduate Studies

29 Mellen St.

Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Bogart Film Festival

Here's Lookin' At You, Kid
By MARTIN PURVIS

MDC Staff

Tonight in Thompson Hall the following five lilms,

all of which star Humphrey Bogart. will be shown:

Thompson 104 -<>:00 P.M. The Oklahoma Kid 8:00

P M. Casablanca 10:00 P.M. Casablanca

Thompson 102 - 6:00 P.M. Key Largo 8:00 P.M. The

Big Sleep 10:00 P.M. The Treasure of the Sierra

Madre
The admission price of fifty cents enables one to see

three films and switching between the two theaters is

permissable.

Ike Oklahoma Kid. made in 1939 when Bogart was

primarily a top notch heavy, is made palatable by the

bravura performance of James Cagney.

Casablanca is an American cult film. There are

some students who have the entire script memorized.

Many come back to see Bogart redeliver such lines as

when, asked by a young woman who seeks to trust the

rather unscrupulous Claude Rains. 'What kind of a

man is he?", he responds. "Oh, the same as any other

man. only more so." With Peter Lone. Sidm'\

Greenstreet, and Ingrid Bergman

Key Large is a gangster melodrama set in Florida

and starring Edward G. Kobmson, Lauren Bacall. and

Bogart. Bogart's favorite director, John H

Malta* Falcon I . is always at his best whei

the nature of criminals and outcasts, P

memorable is a scene in which two rival gangs meet

and the sense of eamaradery they have towards each

other.

The Bin Bleep is claimed by insiders to be the best ot

the Bogart pictures. William Faulkner s script of

Raymond Chandler's novel is one of the most complex

plots ever put on film. The director, Howard Hawks,

once said. -Neither the author, the writer, nor mysell

knew who had killed whom" But, as a matter ol fact,

everything fits into place -- if you pay attention. The

huge success of this film inspired the making ol Kc\

Largo. With Lauren Bacall, Dorothy Malum',

generally line acting and racy dialogue.

The Treasure <>i the Siena Madre won Bogart an

Oscar nomination, but John Huston won two Os<

for his direction and his screenplay Critics James

Agee and Pauline Kael both have called this the best

American sound film. The success is probabh due

equally to the unreality of the shooting which gives a

certain psychological terror and the amazing acting

performance ot the director's lather. Walter Huston,

who also won an Oscar

I (I VS.. I (I \ lll.ll.i

Boston Ballet

Returns To Smith
This weekend marks the return

ol the Boston Ballet to Theatre 14.

Smith College, in a series ot con-

certs featuring Edward Yillella.

Kdra loth. Peter Martins, and

Violette Verify The performances

will be on April 3 at 8:30 pm. April 4

at 1 M and 8::?o pm. and April 7 at

4 iki and 8::«) pm
In addition to the soloists, the

series will introduce a neyv •Rock

Ballet " entitled Gamete Garden

which recently had its world

premiere with the Boston Ballet

Commissioned l>> E Virginia

Williams, artistic director of the

ballet, the net wort lias l musical

More bj Michael Kamen with the

New York Rock Ensemble, and

choreography b) Louis Falco, one

ol America s most outstanding and

talented young choreographers

Set auainst an uneomentional

backdrop ot man sized wooden

coops. cages, and slatted

passageways, the story deals with

human evolution and man's

spiritual encounter with the world

around him The soloists lor the

Rock Ballet will be Robert Steele

and Ana mane Sara/in ol the

Boston Ballet ouniAim —

on Wednesday evening. April 7,

a new Wallet will tx> premiered in

place ot the Rock Ballet "Speed

Zone", with music by Paul Hin

demith and choreography h>

Samuel Kurkjian.

Information on programs and

tickets may be obtained through

the box offke. Because the college

is on vacation, special box office

hours are in effect: April 1 and 1

from 14 pm ext 42:5 or t.">4>.

Saturday April :5 trom 14 and one

hour before each pertormance

exl »4o . i The box office y\ill

reopen Monday April ."» at 12 noon

Mommy fed you ?ood ilurincr

vacation.
Now it's time for something

even better.

BELL'S PIZZA
Open ttitil 1 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 1 a.m.

FREE DELIVERY
during the week

85 UNIVERSITY DKIM
,-fi80,i i:>.i oo.-.i

"THE COMMITTEE"
Filmed Live on the West Coast

ANTI-EVERYTHING

THURSDAY & FRIDAY

4/1

7:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

4/2

50*

THOM 104

7:00 P.M.

9:00 PM.

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position.

Submit a letter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do
J

buy half a bus a year.

SPRING SKI AT

SUGABUSH
with the

SKI CLUB
SATURDAY, APRIL 3

Free Bus for Members ($2 for non-members)

Brinq $1.00 Deoosits to Joe, Wed. 11-4 in RSO
or 1513 JFK (6-7819)

Excellent Winter Conditions
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Of
iditoi s Sole: With the ap-

pointment of Dkk fclaePhersoa la

replace the retired Vic »''««la la the

head coaching holm. UMass

rootball has undergone a complete

change of race* «» it* coaching.

>taii in order thai universitx

sp.nts enthusiasts get hatter

acquainted with the ne« aaen arha

will assist caach MacPheraaa la

the fall, the lallegiaa sports panes

will carrj a special leriea «»i

sketches written h) itafl reparter

m aik Vogler which will facias i" aa

tin- background ami interest la>

lormatioii pertaining to each el tin-

six assistants. Toda\ is the SCCaad

ol this li\»' part serica.

A careful glance at Dick Mac

Pherson s grid iron brain trust

outni reveals that «>t his six rookie

istants, three were quar

terbacks in the collegiate ranks.

.uhI yel another was a signal caller

bj schoolbO) origin Interesting,

hut not coincidental

one might resohe that having so

main r\ quarterbacks around

touW |»ossihl\ rub oil on the team

and restore some ol the zip in

i Mass' passing attack, something

which is long gone since the days ot

Landry. That's possible, but U you

want passing that bad. why not

import it Well, whatever reason

Coach MacPnerson has in mind for

such an abundance of quar-

terbacking knowledge, he'd have it

no other way.

\s he sees it: "The mark ol all

good quarterbacks is distinguished

bj their capable leadership, the

initiative to handle themselves on

their leet vocally as well as

physically, and the courage to try

something new and something

hard That's why you see so many

former quarterbacks coaching

football today that's one ot the

things 1 was looking tor when I was

selecting assistants I was hiring

loaders, not lollowers
"

The coach seems to have

clarified himsell well. Me has a

prettj good point when placing a

high preference in signal callers

\lter all. weren't professional

head coaches LouSaban (Denver*.

Paul Brown ' Cleveland ». Johny

Mazur Boston'. George Allen

Washington . and Johny Reuch

i Buffalo i all college quarterbacks

theirown right? 11 it's good enough

for the pros, why knock it

Larry I'asquale. one of the Inst

toadies implicated to assist

MacPherson this fall provides no

exception Besides a well rounded

coaching background, he was a

collegiate quarterback, and a

pretty fair one at that.

A native of Brooklyn. New York,

the Lafayette High quarterbacking

star was selected All-City in his

senior yean. He was also feted as

his squad's i4-3> IIVP.

It was on to Bridgeport and on to

bigger and better things. Although

attending a small name university.

Pasquale made quite a name for

himself in the course of his four

year Stay. He lettered three years

in football, doing the brunt of the

passing while bolstering the

defensive line at end.

Pasquale best remembers a

game in his sophomore year in

which Bridgeport demolished Otto

Graham's Coast Guard eleven :J0-r>.

The fact that he completed 16 of 18

passes was a memory in itself. But

the fact that Otto Graham took it

upon his own to come over and give

Pasquale some post-game pointers

further spiced the occasion. Who

wouldn't treasure advice coming

Irom a pro football hall of tamer, a

man who was Mr. Quarterback in

his prime.

In his senior year at Bridgeport

he captained the team through a 6

4 season and received the game

ball m one contest

His contributions to the school in

sports enabled him to share co-

alumnus honors tor the years 1960-

70 with former New York Giant

receiver Andy Kobustelli.

With a burning desire to get into

the coaching circle ever since he

began college, he didn't need much

more incentive to spur him on after

graduating in 1963. He quickly-

secured an assistant spot on the

Chappaqua High (NY) coaching

staff. Then he advanced to

Greenwich (Conn.) where as the

school's head swimming coach he

drove them to third in New

England. Two years at Danbury

( ontinued on Page II)

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

7 FILMS — SATURDAY, 8 ond 10 p.m.

S U BALLROOM

H1LLEL COMING ATTRACTIONS
TONIGHT & 7:30 p.m. Israeli Coffee Hour

with Israeli Students, Hillel Center, 420 SU

FRIDAY * Services 6:30 p.m., Hillel Center

FRIDAY * Sabbath Evening Dinner 7:00 p.m.

Register now, Hillel Center

& Deli Supper 6:30 p.m., Hillel CenterSUNDAY

TRY SOMETHING

NEW!
RUSH

ZETA NU

TOMORROW NIGHT

BOGART-tomight
THOMPSON 104

6:00 Oklahoma Kid

8:00 Casablanca
10:00 Casablanca

THOMPSON 102

WEDNESDAY, March 31

THURSDAY, April I

8:30 - 10:00

8:00 - 9:00

FOR SALE
Pioneer, T ac. Oarrer*. FB, Alter,

FWier, TDK. ineeette and open rwl
tape, Standard radio, Iteh apeek*n.

I.P'd. 8 track* ana other neeeaalHee.

*ee Amhent Aeela. *•

I'awl tun — Jackets, cape* anJ
•tolm for upline. New ahlpmente of

mats, aome raccoon AH olice 815

and up. Cal l 283-8988. *H'i*.

Um Honda 306cc Soperhawk, 600*

ml., enrellent condition. Call S86-

8026 after 2 pm. Keaaoneble.

Hole* B8L.%. doe* lap dleeelTte.

fade In and out metrrlnf aratem with

\ Wntm and bnir. 8100. I-ea^e note In

Kditnr'a Box at M D C

.

.
»»-!

Bed for oalr. Ulntie mattreee and
has aprlncalM- Call 848-8187. 3-31

MDC CLASSIFIED
'"" mS— "_• — . . . - i a rfl.B—8^.1 a,lL tV!

BOOKS
. bar e**4 boaka and '•*•*«•

— vTHItellcbl Booka (la tha AUer)
no tntil MS-IS

WANTED

silver, Cold, Braaa. AntKiur Jewel-

ry, and Glaaa Beada. I.«r«e selection.

Beaaonable pricea. Call Ed or Helen
-hi afte r 6 p m tM- .

Deafen Hruina play off ticketa for

nmit |^st offer. Call Al 6-6W1

.

3-31

"""Country A Western Tapes — 8 trk.

ca rt. 83 ea. Mtf-5398. "4-1

1!H59 Yamaha 250 Enduro, 4000 ml.,

runs well, good for both road and

trail MM or r>.-*t .offer Call Larry

0250. tf<-1

IftSf Chevy Convertible, food cond.

(nil Robl.le ISt-dON tf*-S

Black sincere male student near

\niherat Pleaae write to white male
(temporarily In Ohio) Interested In

possible close summer relationship

Confidential. Bom 1*3. Amherst.

Mas*. U4r*

Children, ages 3-«, needed for psy-

oolomlcal testing. Call B4S-M4*. be-

tween 9:30-4:30 weekdays. P»»0»'»*

81.80 one honr. tf3-3l

To sublet J bedroom Colonial Vil-

lage apt . June 1 «»m August 31,

furnished, swimming pool. Will dto-

ruao rent. 288-8323. MS-SI
~~
TBdrm. Apt. at CUMolde Include*

all utlUtlea, swimming pool, tennis

courts, avail. June 1 ta at least

Aug. 31. Call 665-2842 after 4 •.*».
tlt-7

' June 1 - Aug. 31 — Air cond. 2

bdrm. twnhuse. IVfc bath*, dlahwahr,

dxpal, option to renew In Sept. 8195

mo. Call 253-7118 after 8. tf3-31

3 bedroom townhouee. Squire Vil-

lage. Sunderland. All ntl. From June

I to Aug. 31 with option for fall.

(all 665-3080. "*•*

1 bdrm , Cliffride Apt*.. June -

Aug . very reaaonable. Call «66-3«in

fi - 9 p.m. tf*-a

4 bedroom house to aublet from
June 1st t* Sept. let. Eecated 3>£

mile* from campus In Healer. Call

5H 1-5023. "*-2

Grand Prix. em. rood . prtde-

fnlty maintained, all power, auto.. J

rir .J hi . 8450 Call 888-3848 after

5 pm. km for Bon. "4-2

1982 Chery, recently Installed en-

gine, radiator, clutch, and tramo-

mlaalon, emcellent running condition.

8208 or best offer. Call 848-608.
tf4-2

tie, Oalamle, emrel. cond , yellow

black Interior, stereo.. 846-8328.

•65 Muatang conm., 3 apeed, 289

V-8 in emceptlonal cond 8615 or beat

offer. For more Info leave note in

New* Editor'* Bom at M.P.O. tf4- l

Firebird 400. pool, rear dlar brake*,

excellent running condition. 2 set* of

tires, tape deck hookup, 81500, will

talk. Bill 253-5893. *"•*

RIDERS WANTED

PERSONAL
" Marc, Happy «tnd Birthday. UjJ.
l.lnda_ **•"—

superiorallv — Coached Klnc*

romp our innnorall.v anpported >»""
star*. m2Z£

Anvone nllllng to try turning Con-

areaaman Paul McClo»ke> of Callfor-

nio Into a prealdent. Call 5I6-I«M>0

^

-"^"nTflllon hello* to Benella and

(ireeory. XXX. The Navajo Bid ^
BASS PLAYER

—Wanteil for Brnbeck type Jaim

K ro,. P Call Tom 519-0113 «'''„«.,

JOBS

Rider* wanted to npatate X Y
Coins a* far a* Buffalo. Eeavinc
Friday afternoon Call Karen 519-

fOR RENT
i;:»o 3-31

-"MEN of all trad.- to Jii
,K™

xl.OPE. *E\*K\ around 82880/mio

Write lob BcHcrch. P.O
i

Bam 1M.

>ta-.\, Toronto. Out Enclose 83^0"

I960 B«IA 250 cc 4500 mile*. Ek-
cellent cond Price J150 00. 508

( aahln 516-1072. "*-g

"Fender Jaguar with ca»e and ac-

cewaorie*. good cond., emcellent sound.

SI" or best offer. Call John 5»6-

4072;
tf4'*

Suzuki AlOOcc. 2073 ml, breaks In

at 1000 ml.. 8300 flat. Come see^ for

you rself. 6-6979. _"±?
—MOTORCYCLE — Need cheap

trnn*portation? 1«0cc Honda dreanv

Kmccllent condition. $?00 firm. Call

after 6. 253-9359. «£?_

Pair of 870 Beiker Buckle Bouta

n«nt fit me, worn 3 time*. Si«e 7

AmmiW. rail HMM -"er
f

I

.

?

PERFECT FOB 8TJMMBB SCHOOL,
forn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Aug. No leaaa rea.- $161 mo. Naar
Campas, pool, tennlo coorta, air

cond. Married couple or girl* pn-
ferred. Call 848-3816 after 8. tf3-31

Apartment for rent for summer —
option to continue leasfc. Total elec-

tric. Squire Village, Sunderland. Call

B65-3565. ***-*

Colonial VIII. furnished apt , avail.

June 1 w /option for the fall. 2 bed-

room, swimming pool. Call 256-6156.

Room In Orchard Hill, 8125 or best

offer for rest of semester. Call Tom
819-0113 after 6. *M-*

Share house/own bedroom, walk
to Iniveralty. Single $90 monthly —
avail 4/15/71. Double or single for

MimiiHT Ron 549-3871 nite*. tft-2

FOR SALE— AUTOS WORK WANTED

TO SUBLET
—nvna SC.%-35 Stereo imp, e»e

.

-ond on warranty, -.king 865. Call

Stanley any day after 5 p m. 3.3-

ioni

for summer with opt. to cant. —
I bed apt. Puffton Vll , swim. pool.

air cond Call 549-1176. tf4-2

Pornche 1963 8-90, sunroof, red.

emc cond 848-8187. "*-»

Must «ell 68 Cortina. e«. mech.

cond . over 25 ml. gal., only 15.000

ml., automatic tran*., disc brakes

Beat offer. Call 546-9728. tf4-7

58 MOA, good cond., 64,088 nrllea,

no mat. 8488. Call David Hammond.
5 15-0680 (9 - 8) 665-3267 (6 - 9 P^m )

1967 YYV, emcel. running condl-

ti..n. low mileage, $850. tall 7HI-

0315. !!.*'£—
Chemy BeUlr 65 4 door. 6 erV.

auto., good cond. Call Tony at 253-

>H!8. Al*o 61 Corralr Monm» 6 cyl ,

a utomatlc. Wa-*

1965
-
Chem. Impala Conr.. It. blue,

very good cond , radio, heater, snow

tire*, etc. $850 or be»t offer. Call

Mike 546-7332 2005 Benn. *"-*

1968 Ford Galamle conr, V-8. auto-

matic, new brakes, muffler, carbu-

retor, turq. ft white C.ood condi-

tion Call after 4:30. 519-0621. tf4-1

student will babysit any eves
1-ove kid*, experienced Call Sue 5lr,-

7107 eve tf4-l

SERVICES

Amherst Audio service* aterrn

components, tape deck* for home or

car. 197 No. Tlcaoant St., 256-8133.

TYPING — Thesis, Manuacrtpta,
Dissertations, Masters, In faet all

typing requirements can be handled
through SANDYS SECRET \KI\I.
SERVICE, dial 581-8005.

tf-mwf 5-1

1

Ripped off on service by local VW
dealers? Bring it to an HOM>T
mechanic. Dealer-trained In mecha-
nic* and dla gnowtlca. 549-1703. tfl-5

Have much stereo recording equip-
ment, no money I Will transfer your
reel, cartridge, record or favorite

AM /I'M program to 8 track car-

tridge or 4 track reel Call Barl
.M!t-0013 tfl-l

<M Flat 850 I dr cpe . 4 *p .

*HI outright or trade for cycle o\rr

•i'.0 i«- (all TJII l—l after 1:10 p M.
tfl-.'

ROOMMATM WANTED
~ Female 21 or over, furn. apt .

<tr , Amh , fairly quiet . a»l April

11. Call 253-9753. __IrJL"
•! girl* wanted to »hare cottage in

llenninport June till end of ft««. I

(al l 546-5485, ash for Judy .
tfl-«

" Roommate wanted — own Iwdrooni.

M or F near ranipn*. on Tr,*n"''.„'
starting immediately Call Hf BIB8).

Wanted Immediately : 3rd rooiii-

mate for 1 bedroom Puffton *l>l

Call 519-8858 after 6_PJ»__ _J f >-fl

~Roonimale wanted at Squire Vil-

I.ikc. in<l all util and fiirnl*lieil

Option to pick up lea«e Avail im-

inedlatily Only %»iS. (all (M5-2W5
If4-2

FOR SALE OR TRADE
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Notices I Pasquale Impressed With Gndders
* ^^ WJ,x'v' fc/

J. ** .

,

M .._„
, know coach MacPherson the late Vince Lombar

(Continued fromTage 10) , just how the opposing team ,s ^d« ! kno^rt Ma
models his philosophy af

A S M E
Ecological effects of Nuclear

Power and Vernon Vermont Nuclear

Power Plant Operation. Speaker Mr.

George Thomas. Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Co. in Rm 174 of the

CC. at 7.30 p.m. tonight.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Movie: Apollo XII p.npoint for

science, in Rm 20 Hasbrouck Lab, 8

p.m. Public welcome.

BICYCLE CLUB
Check trip boards for "wanted ft

"for sale" bicycle items, May 8 is

Bikecology Day. Trips will be posted

when leaders get them going.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr Joel Da in of the Biochemistry

Dept at University of R.I. will speak

on "Recent Studies on the Enzymes

that Synthesize Brain Ganf .ps.des

at 11: 30 a.m. Thursday, April 1 in Rm
252 Goessman Lab. Coffee at 11:15.

CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS
Tryoots: tonight at 7 p.m.

Boyden Wrestling Room. For men
and women of all classes. Questions

call 66837.

CRAFTSMEN'S GUILD
Tools ^Supplies are mostly in-

Class Sign ups are available.

CUSP PSYCH MAJORS
No big meeting this week since

small groups (counseling, etc ) will

be meeting, it you have any questions

call Martita at 549 1432.

GIRLS* TENNIS TEAM
Practice Mon. Thurs. from 4:306

p.m. in Wope courts.

Israeli Coffee House, 7:30 p.m. in

SU Rm 420 Hillel Center. Speak with

Israeli students.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 380

Busses will leave from Whitmore

at 7 30 p.m. sharp tonight, for field

trip to Belchertown State School.

MEDIC/MARSHALLS .

All persons interested in being

medic/marshalls for the April 24

march in Washington, DC should

plan to attend the SMC Steering

Comm. meeting 7 p.m. tonight in the

MOBE office Franklin Room old 5U.

MT. RANGE TENANTS' COM
MITTEE kAr
Tenants meeting with Mr

Howland, tonight at 6 p.m '" Rn?
,6'

of the CC. Mr. Chaklos will be there

to discuss new developments at

Mountain Range.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Busses leave tonight at 6:30 Pat-

terson & Hasbrouck. All welcome.

OUTING CLUB
Meeting Monday, Rm 165 of the

C C at 6- 30 p.m. Nominations tor

elections to be held the following

week, and Craft and Palmer's slide.

Anyone is welcome.

PSYCH 101/SOC 101

"Law 'N' Order" 4:40, S fc 10 p.m.

in Mahar Aud.

SCROLLS
There will be a meeting tonight at

• IS p.m. in Rm 911-15 of the
i
CC

VERY IMPORTANT! Fina

decisions on this yeer's activities will

be made.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Catch « Falling Star? We couW

help, tonight. 7 :4i wiRrn »«•"*•»
the CC. UMartt Sport Parachute

Club, everyone invited.

STUDENT MOBILIZATION
C<
KuXJi

T
Ka*lEW-«JI Steering

Committee ^SLASJStonignt at 7 p.m en the Mooe Office

!TEkl»n Rm old Student Union). AH
.ntereited persons^

^

/

e
»f5^*

,

't
those interested In MaaW/rV^oreholis

High (Conn.) and he helped

produce two undefeated football

teams and another in basketball.

His later year he served as a head

coach in football

With mighty fine schoolboy

credentials he had no problem

moving onto the college scene. He

has served a year apiece on the

football coaching staffs of BU and

Slippery Rock State College.

Before coming over to UMass he

put in two seasons as an assistant

at the U.S. Naval Academy.

Pasquale's task as defensive

backfield coach during the course

just how the opposing

attacking the Redman defense.

MacPherson regards Pasquale's

value to the staff quite highly.

"I've always been impressed with

Larry's intelligence and inquisitive

mind towards football. He's had

tremendous experience for a man
of his age. His soundness,

dedication, and application to

detail will keep this program on a

balanced keel."

Asked what motivated his

decision to jump from Navy to

UMass, Pasquale singled out

MacPherson's reputation as a

coach and the general attitude

I know Coach MacPherson

very well. I know what kind of man
he is and just how he will treat

Massachusetts football players. He

has a vast knowledge of the game
itself and 1 just wanted to work

with such a man.
"And so often I have been im-

pressed with the enthusiasm of the

university and particularily the

way the players have competed. I

felt 1 would want to coach players

of this caliber."

A firm believer in the ideals of

the late Vince Lombardi, he

models his philosophy after the

legendary coach.

"I believe the game should be

played with everything you have at

all times, and nothing shy of total

effort in order to be successful,

really believe that in order to get

that, you have to develope it in

practice. To give anything less of

maximum effort is cheating

yourself, and most of all-your

team."

of a game will be confined to the displayed by Massachusetts

Dhones up in the communications gridders in recent years,

box reporting back to Coach "There are a great many

MacPherson and Coach Pickett reasons why I wanted to come to

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

II* UMass varsity basketball and hockey teams have just

completed very successful seasons. The R«|nien hoopers

finished with a record of 23-4 while the pucksters finished at 14-6-1.

More details on page 12.

7 FILMS — SATUtDAY, t

S U BALLROOM

end 10 p.m.

ASTROLOGICAL FOREcasT
SYW€YOMA*R

Scorpio individuals prefer to set

their own pace. They do not like to be

rushed, cajoled or threatened
During an emergency, these people

shine If there are no emergencies,

the Scorpio person can create one

Scorpio likes to play games and also

to create the rules. Scorpio is a grea

competitor makes no pretense about

desiring to win. The word
seldom can be found in

vocabulary of a Scorpio.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puule

ACROSS

1

4
9
12

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You
may find yourself going in circles.

Key is to find direction. Your goal is

clearly outlined Recognize it; aim

for it. One in authority is aggressive.

Hold fast to principles.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Some
plans are impractical. Know this and

begin revisions. You must finish

rather than begin; round out plans.

One who talks much may know very

little Proceed on that premise
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Cycle

high, but you will have to exercise

self control Tendency is to take

situations, persons for granted. Key,

however, is to make your own way. A
new start, contact is needed.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): You
are intrigued with your own intuitive

abilities. People who seem sincere

may be utilizing your talents. Check

on person who seems too charming to

be true. Money is involved.

LEO (July 3 Aug. 22): Some
journeys are unnecessary. Means
strive to control restlessness. There

are numerous contacts, ideas. But

don't go on wild-goose chase. Have
fun without being foolish.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) Com
plete change of pace is indicated.

What was taken for granted is subject

to abrupt change. One you depend

upon surprises with innovations. Halt

tendency to criticize.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Avoid

going too fast. You could overlook

important details. You may feel as

though you are being chased. Key is

to set your own pace. Refuse to be

intimidated. ' _

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Some
who are close to you also may be

envious. A relative expresses

the grievance. Be considerate, patient.

Don't compound problems Family

member acts in unorthodox manner
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Check with one who is familiar with

finances. You tend now to see in

nonrealistic manner. Permit mate,

partner to set pace and policies. This

will prove beneficial.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19).

There is direct action in areas

previously sluggish. You receive

signal to go ahead with ideas, plans

This is a "power time" and your

prestige is on upswing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18). Fine

for completion of projects. Refuse to

be distracted by those who create

more heat than light. Help one in

distress but refuse to be door mat.

Emphasize long range decisions.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

Practical affairs dominate. Cancer

born individual could open some
doors. Put aside personal differences

for sake of overall good. A new
concept will prove <« vorable^

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you possess excellent business

qualifications but are attracted to

decorating, writing You are going

through a period of soul searching.

You will emerge a better person

October should be a most productive

month. Refuse to be dismayed by

actions of individual who is

ungrateful.
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Urgton
Vital organ
Encountered
Sodium
chloride

13 Chemical
compound

14 Man's name
15 Confirms

17 Ptndcn;
ornament

19 Manservant

21 Affirmative

22 Let.t

stand
24 Catch
26 Evaluate

29 Dance steo

30 Choked
32 Hebrew

month
33 Siamese

native

34 Confederate

general

35 Symbol for -

nickel

36 Government
official

39 Vessel

40 Silkworm

41 Meadow
42 Is mistaken

43 Period of time

45 Dropsy

47 Alarm bell

50 Christian

festival

53 Exist

54 Doctrine

56 Guide's high

3 Hand warmers
4 Part of foot

5 Vital

6 Near
7 Soak
8 Server

9 Prayer book
10 Before

11 Hindu cymbals

16 Tub
It Kind of

fabric

20 Sailor

(colloq,)

22 Room
23 Kettledrum

25 Singer of

romantic

songs

27 Singing voice

28 Prepares for

print

30 Posed for

portrait

31 Bom

33 Former Russian

rulers

37 Female
relatives

38 Insect

39 Talks idly

42 River in

Germany
44 River islands

46 Dines
47 Hit lightly

48 Native metal

49 Openwork
fabric

51 Man's name
52 Hurried

55 A continent

(abbr.)

57 Footlike part

58 Leading
players

59 Transgress

DOWN

Extrasensory
perception

(•bbr.)

Long, slender

fish

tor April 24 »r* 10 attend).

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT
SERVICE

All trainee*, pleaee **
tt
**J"

training time at me bus service office

434 SUB.

WALK POR DEVELOPMENT
There will be • "!fifiJ*T*?<-

waik for Oavelopment tonight al 7 .30

p.m in Rm 801 of the CC. AM in

ferested welcome to attend).

A ring made of beads, in the pat

tern of alternating wtnte 8, blue

flowers with red centers. If found

please call 6 9293.

Dr. Richard L. Leonard
Optometrist

announces the opening

of his office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst
256-8052

•
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Hoop Season Greatest
By EARLE BARKOLL

MIX' Staff

The greatest season in UMass

basketball history has come to an

end The excitement and emotional

impact that marked this year of

Redman hoop will be embedded in

the memories ol all those who

proudly call themselves Redman
la,ls .u
This was the season that

produced the wmnmgest record

over 23-4. TWi was the season that

saw the Redmen run through the

Yankee Conference with a perfect,

10 o slate And this was the season

that I Mass was again selected to

plav in the MT.
It w as a season ol ups and downs,

a season ol rejoicing and dispair

and a season ol heroic deads and

bitter dissapointments

This W8J the season that coach

Ueaman, his players and the tans

were all waiting for since the Ml
loss to Marquette the year belore.

The word Wftl out Irom the

beginning ol practice that this was

the season to be

This was the season ot Julius

Erving ot John Betancourt, Ken

Mathias, Chris Coffin, Mike

Paglaira and a new lace to I Mass

basketball, Tom McLaughlin

These men. their coaches, the fans

BM] the officials all gave to this

season the label "lbs greatest

It all began way back on the lirst

Bathj (Mhjisn

SfuvtU
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day in December as St. Anselms's

came to Curry Hicks (age The

lines that formed before the game

was the sign ot more to come lor

the die hard Redman tans. This

contest ended in a rout and Irom

here the Redmen added ten more

consecutive victories before the

streak was snapped by one point at

Providence as the Knars withstood

A three shot barrage in the last

eighteen seconds by the Redmen to

take its place as the number one

team in New England

1 Hiring this stretch ot the season.

many ol the trends that would

mark the remainder ol the season

were set Erving was his brilliant

sell Betancourt found a perfect

compliment in Paglaira. Coffin

established himself as a solid

starter Redman home court ad-

vantages were as strong as ever,

but road games would be a hard

task including Van Con action.

The surprise team in the east,

Fordham came to town to open the

second semester with its band of

mad full-court pressers and ex-

cellent shooters and came away

with an 87-79 victory before a

packed house

Now the skeptics went to work

and began to ask if UMass was

really as good as it was said it was.

With Northeastern, Holy Cross and

Boston College coming up in the

next couple of weeks the skeptics

were waiting for the Redmen to

told.

This was not to be as Nor-

theastern was trounced. Holy

Cross was deteated at Worcester

and Boston College was knocked

oil belore the ultimate in emotional

crowds at Curry Hicks Cage.

In between these games the

Redmen beat lona and Vermont

I Conn was next to fall, but then

came the shocker of the season at

Spring! leld when a shot with two

seconds to go defeated I Mass. (i:?-

112. and sent the season into a state

i| standstill

With six games to go and visions

Woo? Record
EVEfl

&

of the NIT there was only one thing

lelt to do: win them all. It's now

history these six games, but the

determination of co-captains

Erving and Mathias still stand as

an example for team leaders to get

their mates back on the winning

trail . .

In this six game quest tor the

post season bid. the Syracuse game

still stands out as the game when

Erving put on the greatest effort

ever, possiblv m New Kngland. in

leading his mates to a resounding

\ ictory over the tourney conscious

Orangemen
But it was also after this game

that the Redmen seemed to lose

some ot their edge. They just got

by New Hampshire and Maine

And when it came to North

B\ DANKAMAL
MIX' Stall

It was tar and away the most

successlul season ever lor I Mass

hocke} Not only was the 14*5-1

regular season record the best ever

compiled by a Redman hockey

team, but also, and more im-

portantlv, it establishes L'Mass as

., tMjnafide Division II hockey

power
The season could not have

started on a more favorable note

than the first game rout of a weak

Lowell Tech squad This win,

although decisive, was not in-

du-alive of the true potential of the

Redmen mainly because of the

caliber of the Lowell opponent.

However, a lot of doubts were

eased and a lot of questions an-

swered as the pucksters scored an

impressive home victory over

Division I opponent Pennsylvania

This game was followed by

another crucial contest, this one

against Vermont at Orr Rink

Again the Redmen came out on

top, gaining an overtime victory

over the Catamounts

The momentum of these vic-

tories carried over into the next

lew games as UMass rolled on to

defeat Williams, Middlebury.

\ I < . and Norwich to take a

perfect 7-0 slate into the semester

break.

Then came the ridiculously long

Puckmen Established Div. II Fower
1 lA/UKIrl/Z/ll' J~l*> VV*W

^ ^ trounc(ng d romH.ctlcut goalie Da

Carolina it was no contest from the

start.

The bid came early this year, but

the exit came harder on the

Redmen. For the second straight

year thev were paired against the

number "one seed and eventual

champion. There was no

Marquette performance this year.

It was a crushing end to the

greatest season ever

The records speak for them-

selves The performances will

always be remembered The ac-

colades that were received by the

Redmen were all the product of

hard work
Its now time to just sit back and

hope that the months fly by so that

Redman hoop will once again till

the minds of Redman fans

TWO KKYS TO THK SEASON-Pat Keenan <4> was one of many
TWO KM>.in i

on But Vermonl goalie

O^KeeTe
1£l^ *eep»« «" Hedmen from going a .

the way U» the Division II championship. (M1K Photo by Ned D.f-

^ ^hlvoff between the seventh Next, the Redmen were unable to

t-ihlmcsAs Coach Jack hold on to a slim one goal lead in

CanmC If."t was «K Playing the Cosing minutes at Merrimack

a different season; everything we

had gained now had to be re-

gained."

The first game of the new

season'" resulted in the first

Redman loss, a sound defeat at the

hands of Colby College at Colby-

College and settled for a tie. This

was followed by the second defeat

of the season, this one at the hands

of Bowdoin College at Bowdoin.

UMass was at that point winless in

three consecutive outings, the

juggernaut was stalling.

A sound trouncing of Connecticut

at orr Rink indicated that the

UMass hockey machine was no

longer stalling, but. as it turned

out. was now sputtering

The win against L'Conn was

followed by a loss to Providence,

an overtime win over Nor-

theastern, and a loss to the

Catamounts of Vermont, all three

being away contests.

The Redmen regained some of

their earlv season momentum as

the year drew to a close They won

five of their last six games with

only a loss to powerhouse New

Hampshire putting a damper on

victories against Amherst, Boston

State. Hamilton. Holy Cross, and a

last game shellacking of the

Merrimack College Warriors at

orr Rink
Things look mighty promising

then as it appeared that the

momentum of these last few games

would carry over into the Division

II plavoffs, as the Redmen met

Vermong in a semi-final game at

Burlington.

It was not meant to be. however,

as UMass ran into an immense

individual performance by UVM

goalie Dave Reece. and the great

season was over.

Although it was a disappointing

ending to an otherwise impressive

year, the feeling is that the end of

playoff time next season will find

the Redmen on top of the Division

II heap. The optimism is based on

the fact that so many players are

returning

The highscoring line of Jack

Edwards. Pat Keenan. and Dan

Reidy is intact as are the line of

Lonnie Avery, Mike Waldron. and

Dennis Grabowski, and Don Riley.

Chico Shea, and Eric Serafield.

The defense and goaltending w ill

also be strong as the defensive

pairings of Don l^owe and Brian

Sullivan. Al Nickerson and Bob

Bartholomew, and spot defen

seman Bob Shilalie will be

returning along w ith three capable

goaltenders in the likes of P J

Flaherty. Peter Erickson. and

John Kiah
Add to this a few freshmen

coming up who are expected to

help, and it becomes obvious that

the optimism is quite warranted

Notices
Intramural soccer and bad-

minton start today. Any team

managers who haven't received

schedules should check with the

intramural office immediately.
* » •

Softball fields will be available

for practice games starting today
)

Reserve fields at the intramural

office (Fields will be lighted for

night play)

Tonight *s

Intramurals

Red Sox Trade

Get Starting Catcher

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME

1 A 40

2

3
4

5

6

SESAMES* »n pV .» .><>< «*•»""
Bernstein)

l

2

3
4

5

6

520

TEAMS
PMD vs. SAM

ZNvs. LCA
PLP vs. APO
PSD vs SPE
TCvs. BKP
DC vs. KS

Pathogenevs Boys
Oxfords vs Gypsies
Tribesmen vs. 3M's
Pipers vs. Redwoods

Nurds vs. Trojans
invitation vs. Stouts

WINTER HAVEN. Fla

tAP>—The Boston Red Sox,

determined to make a solid bid for

the American League pennant,

acquired hard-hitting catcher

Duane Josephson from the Chicago

White Sox Tuesday, and promptly

announced they are not through

wheeling and dealing.

We've got something else in the

works.'" player personnel director

Haywood Sullivan said in an

nouncing the acquisition of

Josephson.
About an hour earlier, the Red

Sox sent 1967 Cy Young Award

winner Jim Lonborg and reserve

outfielder Jarvis Tatum on option

to Louisville of International

league
The Red Sox obtained the 28-

ycar old Josephson and relief

pitcher Dannv Murphy in ex

change for veteran reliever

Vicente Romo and first baseman

Tony Muser. a 23-year-old prospect

shipped to Louisville Monday.

•Josephson will be our starting

catcher on opening day in Boston

next Tuesday.'' Boston Manager

Eddie Kasko said.

•We'll work him into the lineup

immediatelv. and I'm going to try

to catch him regularly I know he

hit the hell out of us last year.

Josephson, who hit .316 with four

homers and 41 RBLs while ap-

pearing in % games in 1970. is

being counted on to fill the trouble

spot which has plagued the Red

Sox for many years. The Red Sox

brass calls his throwing arm ' a

pretty good one.''

The Varsity M Club will continue its Wednesday luncheons at the

Newman Center this afternoon at 12:15 p.m. with he first ot a

series of Spring sports luncheons. This first spring luncheon will

eature a reviel of the baseball and lacrosse Southern trips and

preview of the seasons with Coaches Dick Bergquist and Dick

Garber. Door prize. Good food $1.50.

Good Things

Come In

Small Packages
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Quote Of The Day.

Mr Bell: "Pizza Is

Good."
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Wood Stuns Nation
. Still Prexy

TELLING IT I IKK IT IS-l

( 'haiu-ellor Tippo poses after

White >

SO. President Robert C. Wood (in madras jacket) rubs his thigh\m

,t
-

PrexTniade lis political f k*~ «*~ <*»** "h"'" * ""

Editorial

A President

Steps Down
Well the die is cast We've

crowed the Rubicon. Thai s the old

ball gnme Hubert Wood is no

longer I 'Mass President It s all

over but the shouting The hand

writing is on the wall The tea ism

the cup and Havhcek stole the ball

What else can we say " II I Dewe)

in the While House and Truman in

Independence ide declare').

With all the returns in except for

tew districts in Chicago where

the boxes are still being stuffed, it

appears that Thomas E. "Skip

Dewey has emerged victorious

over former President and part-

time Fuller brush man Harry S

Charlie Brown'' Truman Neal

Sheinwald was unavailable for

comment (da. da. do, da -da. da>

Truman, very tired alter his

brief ita) al U1»B Pennsylvania

Asenue was quoted as saying that

ho didnt think Dewey 'could hack

it" Me admitted that constantly

stopping bucks had wearied h:m

over the vears and advised those

who might follow him to try a dear

every now and then, just for

variety

Ml that we can say is that if you

liked Peanuts, you'll love Skippy

Wood Resigns As Prexy

By HARVEY L. ANUS
Chicopee Bureau Chiet

WASHINGTON -A former member of the Johnson Adminis ration

ms^-^ed ves erdav that Lvndon Johnson ,s still President ol the I n.ted

S .. "sit it he is running the country from a secret complex in texas. and

vS^SSS^^ nation in the worldhave ho.pedto conceal

Xerfc'wcS CeTuXScretary of HUD and presently the

"ToXg to Wood. Johnson told the world on March SI 1W8 that he

*^SSS3Sm! plan so ,ha, he would run ft. Bov,oo,,,
;1

u oh ,,' o n c , "sure The public could objocl to what «I *»« on, hoi

"oZluZo veil at h.m about these unfulfilled promises. Johnson ,s In-c

according to Wood, immediately after the Senate declares him King ol

America in 197:?

The Board ol Trustees announced the resignation of

I Mass President Robert C. Wood at a meeting in

Boston yesterday afternoon

Wood is reportedly leaving his $45,000 a year post as

UM prexy to take over the University s Student Senate

Transit System

The bus line, which operates in and around the

campus, has been troubled over the last few months

hv nlonev problem*, which resulted in the resignation

Of the line s head William Perkins, a student

Reached lor comment last night. Perkins would

onlv sav that he had indeed resigned Me declined to

sp^ula.e on the rumours that Wood would opt for his

job.

•Ol course I quit." he snapped, "You read the

Collegian, don t you
"

Wood has had experience in the transportation field

He was the director of the MBTA in Boston bet ore

becoming a bureaucrat m Washington, a job which he

left when he came to UMass

I M Amherst Chancellor Oswald Tippo was

reported pleased with the reports ol Woods im-

pending resignation

Hmmph it s about time we got someone who

knows how to drive a bus." he punted

In his yean as Chairman of the Board of the MB I A.

Wood drove the system into bankruptcy resii t.ng .n

political pressure being placed on him to lease So he

did Now we re stuck with him.

The Campus Reaction

Bv JACK LEDEKLE
W hit more Correspondent

Major figures across campus

reacted with shock yeaterdaj to

President Wood's disclosure that

Lvndon Johnson is still running the

country, but at least one top

Whitmore administrator said he

doean'l believe the story

Chancellor Tippo. at a newj

conference at the Jolly Bull. said.

For the past vear its become

clear that you can t believe a damn

thing that Wood says, and 1 m sure

that he's just made up this whole

story too. He probably will use the

publicity lor some political reason.

he does things like this all the

time
'

But other campus personalities

refused to dismiss the Johnson

stor> -is quickly Student Senate

President Glenn Eiters said he

believed the story and added.

This is nist another example ot

the repressive and lacist govern

ment pulling the wool over our eyes

when we weren t looking

University Planning Director

Horace J Littlefield said the an-

nouncement surprised him. but

that he really didn t care He ex

plained. Uook. it doesn't affect

me I just plan the buildings,

finance em, and see that they net

struck up somewhere alter that I

don'l care what happens or who

lives in them Hell, il Johnsons

still running things. I say give him

hack his old office in Whitmore.'

Redmen Win,
Leaman Dies

,

Oz BlowsWad|
ByWILLIAM F. FIELD
Washed Up Kat Cat

WASHINGTON-"! am the

President, I am the president. I

.mi the President. I am the

President, I am the President

please, someone, tell mo I am tin-

President

This was the text ol a statement

released bv alleged President

Richard M Nixon to the pr

yesterday, moments alter Robert

Wood made his disclosure Nixon

would not say anything else to

anyone all day

But Vice-President Spiro I

Agnew claimed late last night that

Wood I remarks were- all part ol a

sinister plot by CBS news to

discredit the pentagon

\o\c it will appear that the

military leaders in this nation don't

even know who their boss Is the

Vice President explained lb-

added, This is just another

example ol one network I ill out

campaign to put me hack m
private life

The I niversity I leading

ecologist. Quint Dawson, was upset

!>v the announcement He said that

he had understood that Johnson

had lM-en recycled and was now

lending bar at Andre s Tic Tot-

Club in Erie. Dawson said that

1 Mass students will hold a rally in

Iront ol Thompson tomorrow to

protest something that will be

thought of later by Ken
Mosakowski

Elsewhere hi Washington the

general reaction on the part n
most government employees was

apathy

But one major Ni\<»n ad

ministration atlicial confirmed

Wood's story Richard W Beaver.

White House Janitor, said,

Johnson sends a message to me
each week, asking me how good

pal is m Led lies still in charge
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Tippo Applauds Decision
§

Stoneham Plans To Km
i . . . „. ii,.< nl'in Th*«r»» were «>

Dl/_CEM&E-K-45. ' AD

I

Students
By HAMILTON I. TURLEY
Home and Garden Editor

Faculty and Administrators voiced strong ap-

proval yesterday for Dining Commons Czar Joel

StonehanVs plan to poison 10,000 students by ser-

\ ing rancid tomatoes during the annual Spring r ood

Services picknic next month.

st,»neham. who said he got the idea last year when

a batch ol rotten roast beet gave :2<HX> Southwest

residents a bad case tit diaharea. plans to import the

tomatoes for this years disease lrom the Free

University Food Cooperative.

The tomatoes, according to Stoneham s plan, will

be soaked in pickle brine and served as a sauce over

the barbicued chicken, and will taste, the Food

Magnate said, 'bike braised beet that turned bad...

a taste we know UMies will suck up."

The plan, which has been in the planning stages

since April 10 and 11 last year, was hailed by

Chancellor Tippo at a news conference held in the

Top ot the Campus vesterday Tippo. who's wite s

corporation, "Emma's Red ones" will grow the

polluted vegetables for Free U., said he will order

the school's infirmary to close on the day of the

poisonings, so that "As many students as possible

will die .

The Faculty Senate, meeting in Munson Annex

yesterday, voted 2-1 to support the plan. There were

ii!.") abstentions. . _ .

Acting Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

Jerrimiah M Allen voiced his approval ot the

scheme this way: .

Ha I la its about time we wiped out the god

damned smelly little students they don t bathe

you know I wanted to pull all of their cards.las

semester but Fat Head in Whitmore wouldn t let

me Ha Ha this is great now I've gotto find a way to

have Musgrave eat the tood."

But student opinion over the plan was divided

Student Senate Vice President and Resident F acist

Patricia Beharry said she didn't understand the

plan, and wished that administrators would use

smaller words m the future.

senate President Glenn Flters praised the idea,

and said that he had a similar idea in March when

the student body defeated his plan to pay senate

officers on a referendum Fliers added, i just hope

thai the diseased bosies ot the dying students don t

stink too much and pollute the air
'

Dean ot students William F Field said he had no

opinion of the plan, but added that his staff was

investigating the matter, and said that he would call

back when he thought of something to say.

Mrs. Kmma Tippo

Prince House Collapses,

Littlefield Sought By FBI
m JACK KOCH
Funny Man

Resident ot Southwest were

jarred awake early this morning aa

the south end ot Prince House

collapsed in a pile o! rubble, killing

17 and wounding 92 «it hers

Work crews lrom the Tobin Hall

construction site were moved in

immediatel) to help search for

buried \ ietims

According to an eyewitness.

Moll) slurp ot t oolidge. the

building began to bend out ol shape

.,i about la ui It let go with a loud

roar an hour later she said that

people could be seen still m their

lieds as the building tell down

around them

Miss Slurp was subsequently

arrested by campus police on

charges ol prostitution

The man who stuck Prince House

then' II •) Littlefield. I 'niversity

Planning ntticer. was heard to

mutter while looking at the

wreckage oi Prince. "This wasn't

suppose 10 happen till next year
"

Littlefield. the man who brought

sou the Campus (enter and the

bridge across the pond, is

present I) being hunted in . eastern

st.des bj the Kill in connection

with the building collapse

< h incellor Tippo was

unavailable for » ommenl He is in

the infirman with food poisoning

PI \\\l\ KM GOOD ISOl H Bl SIVKSS-Piinee House collapsed

NeslenlaN. leaving the Prince House intramural softball team

Without its catcher who was tound face iewa in • toilet at the bottom

ol the pile, i MIX photo by think Hampton

>

Trustees Go Berserk,

Leave Hotel Shambles
Bv SALLY SALT

*

Staff Pump

Boston The I Mass Board of Trustees yesterday approved the concept

ot eliminating open campus " from the University system, in an ellort to

control what one Trustee called those damn little punks who run around

campus all -lay doing nothing but smoking dope near the pond and con

sorting in the Hatch
."

.. .._

The proposal seeks to make students conform to some good old

fashioned rules ot conduct ' by making students walk single tile betwi

classes, instituting a pass sy stem " tor use ot toilet facilities m academic

hu.lumgs. and creating an elaborate system ot -dements o reprimand

students who don't dress "property" and lorge. to -follow has.c rules o,

cleanliness

The proposal received the unanimous endorsement ot a Specie ash

force secretly formed last year to Study what Dean ot Women Helene

Curtis called "a noticeable lack of appreciation tor everything tha is

right and good tor all those nice children who come to the big t niversity

by certain -elements within the Amherst community

'Dean Curtis backed b\ representatives of the National Kitte

Association argued for the proposal, citing the high school experience ol

"some of the nicest voung ladies and gentlemen at the University

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Handy Bromery. snickering under

his breath told the Board, which had been disturbed earlier in the three

hour meeting bv a group of students from I Mass Boston claiming that

the chicken coops on the Amherst campus should be eliminated because

of what one shaggv haired radical freak called "the exploitive nature ot

raising those chicks, making them live in degenerate conditions with he

lights on all night watching them copulate" He disagreed with the

proposals on the grounds that "students are going to get madder than hell

about it
. ,m „ii„^

Bromen once I kid himself, was overheard whispering to C hancellor

Tippo who used to he a botanist and knows a lot of funny stories, that he

would "have to hire three or four more lackeys to watch the bathrooms

and make sure students didn t smoke on school grounds" it the propos.il

nicknamed "Operation Keep em Moving" were instituted

Maroons Red Cosmo
PtTKOGRAl), I

'

SS R
M Valiry > Romanovich

completed his fourth day in orbit

today as Russian scientists denied

charges thai they intend to let

Komanovich rot in space

Romanovich was boosted aloft

Monday in Russia's newest version

oi the Pelican series, named
Beat Oil 7' in honor ot the 7 men
who started Russia's space

program

Dr Igor Turdhaum, head ol the

sprawling Stalin Space Research

Labs just outside ot Petrograd.

announced .it a news conference

held last night that he and his

ground control team have every

intention oi bringing Komanovich

down

This is nist preposterous." he

spluttered. "I am amazed and

shocked that anyone would accuse

us ol doing something like that
'

The Massachusetts Gazette

The Massachusetts Gazette is finally making it* long awaited

comeback, this time disguised as a newspaper Operating out of a

broom closet next to Dan Melley s office, the original Gazette was

Tippos house organ, although Slellcy refused to touch it But the

dauntless dimwits ot SC W6E saw iit to resurrect the defunct rat'

and improve it As you can see. ihey failed miserably, leaving

Tippo to chortle in glee, I don't even like lettuce." We ain't

mailing it anyway

Western observers monitoring

conversations held between Beat

on 7 and ground control reported

that Romanovich has begged
several times with the ground not

to do it let me down." However,

only one halt ot the conversatioons

can be heard flue to technical

limitations and it is not known Just

what ground controllers have said

in reply to the cosmonaut s pleas.

The man who iirst detected

Romanovich s cries lor mercy is

M illiterate South Dakota

rutabaga I aimer named Richard

Ney

i vvas iust listening m like I

always do and there was this guy

weeping and crying and carrying

on like the world was going to end

so
I called up the sheritf and he

told me what to do."

when Ney announced at a

Rotary luncheon in Mooville. S D .

what he had heard over his two

way radio Rotary member Oscar

Tiplield look the matter to NASA
who in turn contacted Russian

space authorities

This is not the lirst time that

American observers have heard

Russian cosmonauts begging tor

their lives Kour years ago Alexi

Ripatitolt was heard crying as his

space capSttle plunged into ,i

tomato held in Rhode Island

MG Classifieds Bite It.

ROMANOVICH A LOSER
Valiry is stock in spat e lhanks

to a small premeditated snalu

(hat messed up an armature

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QU)r .tfasflarlpsjrtta

Haifa Ololkstan
' ^} A Mil AMD tfSPONSIill ^«|«

Weather:

Fair and warm today.

Nice tomorrow.
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President Wood
Visits Dormitories

R\ BOBNEST1 "
'

' MDCSUfl

I Mass President Dr Robert C \Vo<hI visited lour d.lterent dormitories

yesterday viewing and hearing lrom students and housing oll.c.als the

problems •>! living on campus
i, llt .k..dnr1

l „on completion ol Ihetour. Dr Wood said he w.,s ne.thet ^J~"
(1Mressed

'

by dorm condition, and hoped with uti./ation .
he rccen

Trustees decision, that l niversity officials and students will I* as

inTginttive and creative as can ht expected w i.hm limits m improv mg

Mll

The development ol a residential ln.vers.ty to a large and com

ohc Vied .rocess the President said and it very hard to, Planners to
pluat. a prows ». im

' .. ,
, h TrUstees decision last week in

^riXmitS; D. £3 met and spoke w.th students as he was shown

«aw a aenuine lack of •'community" within the dorm.

The issue noi involving Un.versity living is not what went on
i

in the

S3S3&k^sm»w«s

•^at^sssc^xa^ »-* -*
the President was told, meant "opposite suites.

§i,.h„vi«.
nr Wood said he hoped the problems could be worked out with the \ ite-

Ch?ncdSo?s office andfsatd the Trustees decision was a "step-forward

in

iccomD?nving President Wood throughout the tour was Vice-

ChanceZ-Randolph W Bromery and Elizabeth Pugh. an administrative

Intern m the Residents office Upon completion of the tout the President

met with Chancellor Tippo

i >•, IN iii iiinnl Wiiiiit lr.ni"- sliulrlll

....siden, Heed thai- «** * * *<*!*%T* '""'"

u„iee in ( ktge Let*} i Mix Photos m \l Jagetfa

On The Inside:

Senate Supports

Peace Activities
See Page Five

Calley Sentenced

To Life Imprisonment
See Page Six

Bicycle Special

See Page Nine

Work Week Ends
See Page Twelve

Treasurer Kith VeroccW

.oldi esses Student Senate I or

Ml the details ol the Scu.de

Meeting, see pagl Hve. 'MIX'

IMtoto by Steve Schmidt)
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School Of Ed. Offers

Mod. Credit Program
By BOB CALLAHAN

MIX' Stall

The School Of Education is Offering a Modular Offering Program,lo

MHKl.lv the Present credit system, now and throughout the year. The

urpose of the program .s to reward learning that does not IH the stan-

I
a, •

| \ credit course mold, according to a School of Kd bulletin.

v me graduate at the University of Massachusetts whether or not

In ,s m!!,onng in Education, may receive credit Any other students are

welcome to attend events on a noncredit basis

Each experience is worth a certain number of module credits and a

total ol 15 module credits is equal to one University unit ot CWditThe

modules ot credit accumulate from semester to semester and once a

Sudenl has achieved a number of credits ( 15. 30. 45, .he il automatically

registered w.th the I n.vers.ty tor that number ol credits.

Besides the Modular Experiences ottered in today s lOLLLC, IAN

,„' e .e special events ottered by the School of Kducation throughout

he year These are listed on the board inside the schools main enfranco.

s, cents no, satisfied w.th the experiences offered at the School ol

Education can design their own modular offering special experiences.

KtaESta explained. The only requirement is that an
<**™™J*

supervised by a School of Kducation faculty member or a D**™
student To take part in th.s program students are requested to 1.11 out a

Modular ( Bering Kec,uesf m room 123D ot the School ol E^C^™-
The lollow.ng listing of modular offering programs are scheduled to

start*shortly, ami each ottering listed brio* has the location listed where

in interested student mav sign up

Man 'oi the offerings have a very limited enrollment so those in-

terested should sign up as soon as possible

MODULAROFFERINGS
l.tle Alter School Activ.ty-Brown.es

S^ouled' rV Arrangement See Martha Seed. MM219, or leave note in

box 126

Breathalizer Use Topic

Of State Police Course

Title leaching at Unitarian Sunday School

Name Priscilla Warner

Scheduled Unitarian church. 11-12 every Sunday

Title Bohwood Program in Mental Health

Scheduled B> Arrangement. Jeff Green 123-6311. Kxt. 80

By TINA SWIFT
' Ml H' Stall

Have you ever had a narrow

escape with a drunken driver? Mr.

Greenan, of The Continuing

Kducation Office, has had this

experience and he doesn't like the

odds That is why he reacted en

thusiasticallv to a request from the

State Police Headquarters in

Boston when they asked per

mission to hold classes lor

policemen on campus.

The purpose of these classes is to

upgrade police techniques in local

departments.

For one week this course, which

is on the mechanics and ap

plication of the breathalizer, or

alcohol detection device, is being

conducted under the direction ol

Lieutenant Robert Fontaine on the

ninth floor of theCampus Center, it

will teach the thirty three officers

irom different departments how to

conduct an accurate breathalizer

test to know the chemistry in-

volved in the test, and to know the

surrounding laws.

Speaking with Corporal James

Fort, it became evident that the

course is no gut

The men lirst must pass a test in

the use ol the breathalizer in which

they take readings on twelve

unknown solutions Next is a Imal

exam which includes law and the

operation ot the machine Finally,

there is a chemistry exam.

There is one lighter aspect to the

course, however, the men are

expected to partake in a controlled

drinking experiment.

It is also emphasized in the

course that it is every citizens

right to take a breathalizer test

once arrested for driving under the

influence of alcohol.

Often a person who appears to be

drunk is let go when the

breathalizer indicates that the

suspect s blood contains less than

05% of alcohol. Port said. If,

however, the alcohol percentage is

above 06%, then this can be used

as corroborating evidence in his

hearing in court, he added.

When a reading of .15% is shown,

the person is presumed under the

influence of alcohol, it was ex-

plained.

According to Dr. Kattus, the

state patholigist. sixty per cent of

fatalities in single car accidents

are directly related to misuse of

alcohol.

Hopefully, better trained police

officers will cut down on these

latalities through more convictions

of drunken drivers, and innocent

drivers will not be jeopardized by

the administration of a faulty

breathalizer test.

Visiting Officers Told
To Come Without Guns
State police on campus yesterday caused some concern by wearing

their guns into the Campus Center. The police reserve a conference room

m the Center to teach a class to other law officers on the use of the

b

T)e-!n F.t/patrick referred the matter to Kevin Grinan who asked the

officers to take off their guns They refused, saying that the guns were

•part ol the uniform \ There is a rule which states that State Police must

be in lull uniform whenever on duty

Chancellor Oswald Tippo then contacted Or Wood in Boston. An

authority in Boston subsequently ordered the state Police to come to the

Iniversitv
-

"Ut of uniform".

The classes at the Campus Center for the law officers will be continued

until Friday

litle Classroom Kvaluation Educational Statistics 1

Name William tiorth —-m i ria««rnnm
Scheduled Educational stat.st.es 1 Mon 4-630 rernald I Classroom

K v a lua t

.

on Tuesday. 4-t>'3». Herter 1

Title The operationah/ation ot Fuzzy Concepts

\ame Thomas K Hutchinson

Scheduled: Wed Thurs Ft. 12 noon Room 109 ^^^^

THE DEALER SAYS:
I'm Here To Scratch You Where You Itch

Title Instructional Aides lor Wildwood Elementary School

Sd^led? By Arrangement, Jim Hasl.p. Wildwood Elementary School.

Amherst S49-630U

Title Sell Directed Learning Skills

Nana Mark Cheren

Scheduled By Arrangement ,
Call Mark at MMn

Title Learning Competence the basil lor an educational model

Name Dan Jordan

Scheduled April 7 2 to 4 Room 128. School ol Kd

litle A Survey «>! the use ••! Space on Campus

Name I><tis (arter

Scheduled Ma) 4th. 1-3. Esthetics Center _____

So, LET THE DEALER sooth away your

I Insatiable spring tickle,

With fine clothes of all description.

Pleasing to the eye

And

Kind to the body

I00°o itch back guarantee. -

Title Kdu HO. Seminar in Kducational Research in the School of

Education

Name Bill W oil and Ron Hamilton

scheduled Every Tuesday 11 M 2 00 Rot 12H or 221; School ot Kducation

Title A 19th Century I topia The Noyes Commune

Name Bill Rojas ... 1(>c

scheduled By Arrangement, B.ll Rojas Leave note at mailbox - 12b.

School ol hid

Title A study ol American Indians

Name Bill RojaS ... ,„
Scheduled By Arrangement. Bill Rojas Leave note in mailbox «1 26

rule The Shadow Program Academic Stimulation on a personal Basis

Name David Yanngton

Scheduled See I). Yanngton. Room 204. School of Educ Mft-ISN to

make Arrangement! ___

_

Pttle Boston as Laboratory ol the Kuture

Name Bill Kolas ... alM
Scheduled By Arrangement, B.ll Rojas Leave note in mailbox «126.

School ol Educ

Title The Brotherhool ol the Spirit Commune

Name Bill Rojas ... ..,,.

Scheduled;: By Arrangement, Bill Rojas Leave note in mailbox «1J>.

School oIKdue

More information can be obtained in Room 111 D at the School of

Kducation _

FROM THE DEALER - A CLOTHING STORE
AT 56'A MAIN ST. IN COOK'S ALLEY, AMHERST

OPEN THURSDAYS TIL 9

MEN CULLED HER SWEET CHARITY'

SWINGERS ALL...
MEN WERE THEIR ESS!

dip fluwlpswtt* Bailg (Bolivian

Of «iceo» »he DAILY COLL E&i AN are oo t»e second floor of the Student Union on

the University campus up code 0100? Pnones are 545 2550 news!, 545 0344

(sportsi. and 54» 1311 (editor)

Second class postaqe oa-d at Amherst, the DAILY COLlE&ian puei.shes five

time* weekly Vondav through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and enam per.ods three or four t,mes a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday tans * lfl« * week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of me act of March t 1879 as amended by the act of June 11. 1943 Sub

scnption rates are *7 50 per semester iu 00 per year
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Tonight 7 and 9:3

SU Ballroom 50c
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Senate Supports Treaty,

Other Anti-War Events
^*^

.... .»>..!.< ii.<«mvo(I Senate sunn

Members of the Senate Public Relations Committee wore this

armband to If* Senate meeting last evening to __^_*£**
what thev consider I pressing problem of the Senate -lack of respect

for the Senate. (MDC Photos by Steve Schmidt)

Baha H Club Sponsors

Week-Long Festival

Saturday April 10 George Childs spokesman for the group stated that the

^ogram to run from April 3rd to April 10 is intended to introduce and

nrnmote the Bahai faith in the community.

^rShaai?bSfefof the Baha. faith is that they have received a message
1 he ba^c belie oiineD

h from tne prophet

[SWtoJStb^USK of -ankind religions under one

°tL orime religious activities center around an independent in-

ve gahon of the truth For this reason there are-g^flgZ
leachers; each individual must find his own spirit and through it find the

,r

rhi«ds stated that the primary job of£|gl£*£»SS^ £
f.Hh is to rid himself of all prejudices'"^^^^p^e^iude

'^r^p's'X'l'uH. -Ck- a Mus,c and PH.MM- Sttrtgj

«Es5SSSB%S__\&

search tor the truth

Three Found Guilty

On Drug Charges

ByBETHGOODELL
MDC Staff

Support ol the antiwar

movement came back into the

limelight last evening as it was

considered by the Student Senate

last evening at its regular meeting.

The Senate voted its support of a

Peoples' Peace Treaty" and of a

series of anti-war events being

planned nationally. The Senate

also authorized a campus-wide

referendum to allow the student

body as a whole to express its

expected support.

In other business, the Senate

appropriated $:J,6()0 to a financial

aid program lor five students Irom

the Puerto Hican community in

Holyoke who are enrolled in the

University this semester. The

budgets of several student

organizations for next year were

also given preliminary con-

sideration at the meeting.

The Senate also passed a special

motion made by its Public

Relatione Committee to try to do

something about what the Com-

mittee called -anti-Senate feeling

on campus.*'

The peace treaty endorsed by the

Senate is the "Joint Treaty of

Peace between the people of the

United States. South Vietnam and

North Vietnam " currently being

circulated on this campus and

nationally The treaty calls lor.

among other things. American

agreement to immediate and total

withdrawal Irom Vietnam of U S.

military lorces by a date to In?

publicly set; it also demands the

end ot the current regime ol Thieu.

K\ and Khiem in South Vietnam

The Senate followed this

statement against the war by

endorsing the spring. 1971 calendar

ol non violent anti-war events

Professor Larry Johnson

including demonstrations planned

in Washington lor April 24 and the

lirst week in May. Sponsors of this

measure stressed that all of the

events planned are seriously in-

tended to be totally non-violent,

although not all will be legal.

Among the events on the

calendar are an April 24 march on

Washington, and a week of ac-

tivities in May which include the

presentation of the peoples peace

treaty to President Nixon and then

massive civil disobedience if. and

when, the President refuses to

endorse the treaty The action may
include an encirclement of

Congress to hold it in seige until it

will sign the treaty or until the

demonstrators are arrested

Te provide a means lor the

student body to express its stand on

the peace treaty and the anti-war

calendar, the Senate instructed its

student Government Affaire

( lommittee to set up and conduct a

referendum on the Senate

measure! passing them Details

are to Ik- worked "lit

\ special program to bring

Puerto Kican students to this

campus received Senate support in

the form <>! an appropriation ol up

to $3,600, The money will go toward

the tuition, lees. room, hoard and

hooks of live Puerto Kuans

specially enrolled at the Univeratty

this semester

Professor Larry Johnson Irom

the School ol Business Ad-

ministration explained the

program to the Senate as an at-

tempt to hrmg Puerto Kicans to the

University. He said that because ot

a language barrier, low test scores,

and economic pressures which

lorce most Puerto Kicans to drop

out ol high school, there are only

about two ol them regularly

enrolled

The live students in Dr John

son's program are enrolled in three

courses and are receiving tutorial

help They have received some

financial aid and taken out loans

but need more assistance, as most

of their tamilies are financially

dependent on them Johnson says

the basic interest of the program is

to get the young people through

college so thev can eventually

contribute to the Puerto Kican

commumtv and society at large

The Senate passed measure

dealing with anti Senate feeling on

campus was an attempt by the

Pubhe Relatione Committee to

start improving relations by en

COUragingthe Senate to -lirst have

confidence and pride in itsell The

motion chargingeachSewtortobe

proud ol his position and to respect

the bod) was greeted l>> much

laughter and derision but was

approved
At the time ot this writing, the

Senate was considering im-xi yeai -

budget requests of the RSO Office.

Alio Am. and several other

groupi

„, non violent antiwar events rue,,,. m~- ~"
r^ . T

Students To Discuss Tiao-Yu-Tai IssueJIUUCUW IV JL^
^ but with recent Historically, the the Chine*

NUKTHAMPTON Three men.

one ol them a student at t Mass

appeared in Northampton District

Court Tuesdav Ml drug charges

st, •mining irom a series ol nar

rotiCS raids undertaken by State.

Northampton. Sunderland, and

I Mass police on I'eb 1

Km \ Pmn. 19 ol Kast Boston

was found guilty ol possession ol

marijuana, possession ot harmful

drugs, and trespassing on

universitv property He received a

suspended 14 month sentence and

two years probation by Special

Justice Luke K Ryan.

Robert L, Nemeth, r>. Auburn,

was found probabi) guilty along

with William S Comstock, M,

non student ol Summit. N.J.. in a

show cause hearing and were

hound over to the June sitting Of

the Hampshire County (.rand

Jury

.

Nemeth is charged with

possession ol marijuana,

possession with intent to sell, being

present where there is marijuana,

possession with intent to sell a

harmful drug, and larcenj ot over

s|IMI

comstock is charged with

possession <»l marijuana, being

present where there is marijuana,

possession with intent to sell LSD

and being present where there is B

harmful drug They were released

on continued bail «-l $1,000 and

si. 2on. respectively.

The three w ere among in persons

arrested D) (Mass police in three

dormitories on the UMass campus

TWO were arrested l>> Nor

thampton police in Northampton

and 10 at Ml toby Apartments in

Sunderland

By JENNIFERCHEN
MIX' Stall

In response to an attempted

takeover ol the Chinese Tiao-Yu-

lai islands by the Japanese

government, concerned Asians in

cities and college c ampuses across

the I S have united to defend the

rights ot a people against what

thev I eel are unjust and en

crouching policies ot a self-sen mg

group ol businessmen and political

leaders In what they fed t* I

complete disregard ol territorial

rights and general welfare of the

people for the sake ol political and

economic gains, concerned I Mass

students will meet Friday, April 2

in the Campus Center. Room H*

17(1 at K::W P M to discuss their

involvement in the April IStti

Washington inarch

The demonstration is an attempt

to bring the Tiao-Yu-Tai issue to

the attention ot the American

public a- well as to the American.

Japanese and Chinese govern

ments More than fift> people trom

tne live college area are expe, ted

to participate

Tiao Yu Tai i- a group "I islands

situated to the northeast ot Taiwan

and for centuries has served as an

outpost lor Chinese fishermen It

has long been an integral part ol

Chinese territory, but with recent

discoveries ot rich oil deposits, the

Sato administration has claimed

Tiao Yu Tai as part ol the

< Ikmawas
The Japanese government e\

pectS Tiao Yu Tai along with

Okinawa to he returned to.lapan

in 1872 as part ol the withdrawal ol

American troops trom that

terrilorv

The Japanese government has

ordered the Kuiku lOkinawan

police to expel the Chinese

fishermen with bayonets and plans

,,t i S Japanese exploitation ot

these islands are now m progress

Much evidence has been cited i>\

i \ i groups around the countr>

supporting the claim that Tiao N u

Tai belongs la the Chini

iK^jgraphicallv.TYT islands are .,

natural extention ol Taiwan

Historically, the the Chinese

recorded TYT as earh as the Ming

ik nasty I4U6 Legally, the Japan

Supreme Court decreed TYT to be

a part oi Taiwan in ll«M

A previous nationwide demon

StratkNI held in cities across the

. ountrv on January in drew a

crowd ver i">< HI people in

delellseol I he Chines,- Tiao X. 11 I la

in Neu \ork alone

r Today Is The Last
—

Day For Dropping

Courses For A

Grade Ot It

Ml

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

T ..

The Sa"" *

USE STUDY SOUNDS

EUCIRONICAUY 7^DUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
UNIVERSITY OF MASS./BOWKER AUPTTORIUM

WED, MARCH 31 - SAT., APRIL 3 8 15 p.m.

University Music Theatre presents

"Three Penny Opera"
Fully-ataged production of Bftcht-Wtlll Musical:

TUES . APRIL 6 & WED., APRIL 7 3:00 p.m.

Replacing Indisposed Byron Janis

David Bar -Ulan, pianist
r«rllfiM Israeli-born virtuoso in two different programs!

Works bvSote" Ben-Haim. Schubert, Beethoven and Liszt

A ,nl *<>n April 7 works by Rameau. Beo.hoven. Men-

delssohn. Chopin and Liszt.

Reserved Tickets oYoiloble from Flnt Art! Conn*

125 Herter Holl (or ot Bowker Auditorium one hoi

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offkat.
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Pay Forfeited; Dismissal From Service

LF Galley' Given Life At Hard Labor
JLrf L . VJ C*AJA~J

^^
FT BENNINGf Ga . (AP)-U. WimamL. 0d«^ ^^ st.heduled a t

.ourtr

i

imprisonment >esterda>.

£^wj/ Still On Move; eg
DfrJrto Capital Hit

i . i tit., /

SAIGON lAP North Viet-

namese troops attacked the

district capital ol Due Due in the

north, burned most ol the town and

inflicted heav) casualties before

withdrawing Wedneadas it was

Ihe second enemj blow this week in

the area sooth of Da Nang.

Karther to the northwest, there

was no word from an elite 2QO-300

Black Panther strike Force that

was flown b> U.S helicopters into

southern Laos foe an attack on an

. neim base

The attack on Du Due. 25 miles

southwest "i the Da Nang base

began with I mortar barrage

Sunda) followed bj a ground

House Adopts
Compromise

ToEnd-The-War

WASHINGTON (API Divided

House D' mocrata adopted a

compromise end-the-war

resolution Wednesday that aims at

withdrawal of IS troops Irom

Indochina h) the end ol 1*72.

The 132 to M vote lor the

resolution at party caucus

marked a dramatic shift in sen

unient in the House, which has

supported ad-

mit 'hey ,n Vietnam in

ih' pas!
, .,.. sufficient!)

,. adoption <>t com-

however, that

iwks

, ,! door < aucus

I

prom

claiming

probe Thai was the day enemy

sappers attacked Fire Base Mary-

Ann. W miles south of Da Nang.

inflicting severe U.S casualties. It

was not known whether the two

blows were related

Field reports said 2W> Viet-

namese civilians were killed or

wounded at Du Due. IK regional

militiamen were killed and :*6

wounded and l.ooo houses were

burned «»ne U.S. soldier was

wounded slightly

\n American who Hew over Du

Due said it looked like a big ash

A captured North Vietnamese

soldier said the assault tollowed a

three-day forced march from the

Ho Chi Mink trail in Laos Two

North Vietnamese battalions

launched the assault.

Despite their losses, the South

Vietnamese never lost control of

the district headquarters, although

reinforcements were unable to

break into the town until early

Wednesday U s helicopters

immediate!) began evacuating the

wounded
It was not known why the North

Vietnamese attacked Du Due.

about 40 miles east ol the Laotian

border in a river valley at the base

ol iiingled mountains

President Nguyen Van Thieu

announced the raid into Laos

against anenem.) base west ol the

KshauValle) and about five miles

inside the countrj This is south oi

the smith Vietnamese invasion

area ol Kebruarj and March

Thieu made the announcement

h,h visiting troops on the nor

wJ7.eS£ced to life imprisonment by t-ggJS
Wednesday for the murder ot at least^ ,ttnam

"J
men women and children duringi

the M> La.

massacre of three years ago His lawyer tailed tne

iMMialtv "the lesser ot two evils
.

* "
lev also uas ordered dijmissrff™ tteunfc*

where he had earned awards for gallantry.in Vietnam

and a Purple Heart lor combat wounds. His monthly

»av of 1773.10 was ordered forfeited.

^The sentence carries the possibility ot parole attei

10

\nappeai of the sentence is automatic and is ex

pected to take a year or more

IS. Sen B. Everett Jordan. D N i . J^ !"
Willing to do everything I can to expedite CaUej I

a|

Gwge Latimer, due. defense lawyer, said, Tin

confident the sentence will be abated

President Nixon, as Calk) s commande. • in-clue •

could step in at am lime to abate or erase the sen

lenec. although there W as no md.eat.on ot any planned

presidential action
.,,,.,,,1P

Alter the sentencing. I alley a as taken unclerguard

to ,he Fl Benning stockade where be has he

.nice his conviction Monday ol premeditated inutdu

*
Calley could have been condemned to death His

eon ct.on had stirred a nationwide turor and letters

o. encouragement by Ike armload had arrived during

Ihe day addressed to the defendant

•You'll find no case in military justice that has torn

America apart hke this case has torn America

swart' Latimer told the six-man military jury

SSre it retired Tuesday alternoon to begin

deliberating the penalty to be assessed against (alley

C dlev left the courthouse tor the stockade Hanked

by military policemen. He saluted a silent crowd ot

.bout ISO spectators across the Street i hie woman in a

red slacks suit shouted. "They crucilied him

spokesman tor Ft Benning said there were no

present to move Calley elsewhere. But

predicted Calley would end up in the

inary barracks at Ft Leavenworth. Kan .
"in a

hurry

The panel spent about six hours in debate over a

span of about 24 hours to assess a life"Z^J™*
needed a majority vote of five to one. A death penalty

would have required unanimous H?*?*"*^.
Calley 27 was the first American to be convicted in

the long-delayed aftermath of My Lai, where

American infantrymen turned upon unresisting

Vietnamese civilians after failing to flush the assigned

enemy, the crack 48th Viet Cong battalion

During the March It, IH68 operation, the 1st Platoon

ol Charley Company spearheaded the infantry search

and destroy mission against My Lai, under (alley I

The defendant's attractive redha.red girlfriend.

tan in slacks and sweater, was in the packed cour-

troom to hear the decision She had no comment at

terward Karl.er she had talked privately with ( alley

in advance ot the sentence and reported. "He I

^The jury sent word to trial judge Col. Reid Kennedy

that it had agreed upon a sentence shortly alter its

I

I

Kennedy scheduled a courtroom announcement

the verdict for 2:30 p.m

The jury filed in behind its senior officer ai

foreman. Col. Clifford Ford. 53, the only man amo 4

the six who has not seen service in Vietnam.

Before he took the notification of sentence, Renin-

thanked the jurors, saying "1 know how combat Army

officers hke you must have agonized over yo

decision in this case."

Kennedy then directed Calley to rise and

defendant' walked between his attorney to a position in

front of the jury box There he managed a wobl
j

salute, his mouth slack

\s he had done 4K hours earlier with the guilty

verdict, it was Fords lot to read the sentence 1

L

•'First 1 leutenant William L. ('allay. Ford said

is im duty as president of this court to inform vou tl I

the court in closed session and upon secret wril

ballot three-fourths of the members present at

time the vote was taken concurring, sentences you:

To be confined at hard labor for the length ol

natural life. "To be dismissed from the service

To forfeit all pay and allowances

Vun Galley's salute seemed less than snapp;.

his body appeared to sag somewhat as he did an ah..

lace and headed tor the courtroom exit. Whi

military police were waiting for him

The forfeiture ot pay as decreed by the jury will 1

(alley $773.10 a month, which was his salary as a first

lieutenant .
,

Me will become eligible after to years for parole on

the life sentence

Meanwhile, with the life sentence, the appel,

nrocess is automatic, as high as the Court of Military

Appeals in Washington. At any stage the sentence

may **• lessened or erased

The iurv returned Monday in the 13th day of

deliberations to pronounce Calley guilty of the

premeditated murder of 22 Vietnamese villagers at

it was a reduction by the jury of the total of

murders charged against Calley in the governmei s

indictment. But the effect was the same-the verdict

left the boyish looking lieutenant facing either death

or life imprisonment. Less than 24 hours after the

verdict Lt Callev rose and stood before the same

iurv as it was abo"ut to leave the courtroom, this time

to deliberate the sentence In the crowded courtroom,

Calkn presented a lonely figure

I am not going to stand here and plead lor my lite

and freedom.'' Calley said, his heavy breath

betraying his tension He went on: "l have M
known a soldier, nor did I ever my self, ever wantonly

kill a human being in my entire life.

Calley a voice had broken now

It I have committed a crime." he said, "the onJ>

crime that I have committed is in judgment ol

values Apparently I valued my troops lives more

than I did that of the enemy"
Then with tears visible. Calley concluded

•Yesterday, vou stripped me of all my h<

Please bv vour actions that you take here today C

strip future soldiers of their honor. I beg ol you

Di aft Reform Rejected

WASHINGTON lAP) An

effort by Indochina war foes to

dismantle the entire IS. draft

system to cut oil manpower lor

the conflict was overwhelmingly

rejected by the House Wed

nesday t:$ to 11

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

7 FILMS — SATURDAY, t ond 10 >.•*

SU BALLROOM

them front

last two or

The raid is expected to

three days

Little Latin Larry

APRIL 2nd SU BALLROOM

8 1

ght

PRINT SALE TODAY

ORIGINAL PRINTS BY
U MASS STUDENTS

CAPE COD LOUNGE
March 31 - April 2 - 9:00 - 5:00

Thursday, April 1 - 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Sponsored by the Program Council

Have Bike, Will Travel

Cycling: The Springtime Way To Get Around
JL 1 1. ,.i ,.,,/t ,,r preen

Bv LINDA A BALK'Kl
MIX 'Stall

Spinning wheels spinning

t,ue As it in keeping with the

words ol the popular song by Blood

Sweat and Tears, many UMies

have adopted the use of hicycles to

wend their way down the 'high-

ways and byways"ol the campus
:

ll you tind a directing sign on

the straight and narrow highway

has added significance to them as

they deftly attempt to guide their

spinning silver wheels past, around

and over the traffic, pedestrians,

detours and construction which

pose obstructions and difficulties.

A straight highway to them is any

small stretch of sidewalk which is

relatively clear ol people, dogs,

trucks, posts or mud.

•The colors that are real are

the variety and range of hues

which deck the spinning wheels^

The bright and multi-colored

frames often are reduced to a

single streak ol silver and and

occasional speck ol red or green as

the cyclist comes speeding by.

\s thev wind their way it seems

as if thev are bent upon missions ot

importance and not to be deterred

Irom their goal. They seem atao to

Ik- bent on long distance journeys

even if it is only to the other sideol

campus as they whiz by with their

hags and knapsacks strapped to

their backs or duffel bags hanging

over the handlebars Their only

indication of their notice of

pedestrians is only a occasional

Hello as thev speed by or more

often a bell or a request lor more

SP
Kows Of cydes outside dorms

and padlocked to posts, banisters

or even trees mark the landscape

and attest to the widespread use of

cycles OH campus It is also not an

uncommon occurence to see them

just inside residence hall doors or.

in some eases, in hallways, as

cyclists preserve their trusty

wind, cold, wet. and even theft.

ROUND AND ROUND AND ROUND-JQA <atH,ve» overlooks

Cents' "Wheel.." Knthusiast -right:^^^tEk^
iSMlograpawr, while eyettsts (far ..ght » enjoy a ride thru south*, m.

1phots aj U Jagoda)

Students Repair Dorms

During Vacation Week

B\ ROBERTSCHE1ER

Stxls live«tttd«il».includingrortyi n«w »>«'"^«n*
. ^

S533=ST£3ssxssc& 5- -

M„st ..1 ilu- »w* ftm «m »mall f )','
,„ ,i ,um n.n been •>»">

^X^^is^sss^sxr^ -

oastr^fian^as SS9B - - «
week to help the prcjacj ..

, jd(llI^ that tbej

The students raved about^J*^^Xn Brusko. also of the

All in all. uring ft* ><•'<»•"'^
'" ''

' ™.
s3 „, , h( , roture W« P*

^uyjs^tsiSltfa - - ««— "-
crews." MhW Pepper said

AHmmistration in supplying the

,2z&zzssz t'ss&xffl p rssu
%* ,„ »<-23-u- -;;.-:;;-:vx^,;:rs:r sis'

ehanges in the buildmgv
nrofessional standards.

students Who actually did it ^^ s(ore m

cfiBS-Sft^StS^«^ft35- »H„ »an, «.^
'U
irs,u'S who wa„,s ,o pa,„, ^--"n,,,^.,, a ladder and

for the project which was not completed

Mobe Supports One-Day Strike, May
in the coming we

\t last nights Student Mobe

Steering committee meeting M
people met to discuss the proposal

eoinmg out ol the National SM(

steering conference held m
Philadelphia March 1H-21 can

corning commemoration ot the

killings .it Kent and Jackson State

The idea ol a one day student

strike on Ma) :>th was initiated at

the national eonlerenee Last

night's meeting at I Mass

culminated in calling a mass

meeting ot all concerned groups on

campus and in the live college

area to decide on the advisability

ol the national proposal lor a

student strike The proposal

uas endorsed by the National

Student Association and the

\merican Association of student

Governments in addition to the

National SM<

The 1 Mass meeting then a<l

dressed itsell to the ongoing

organizational work toward the

\pnl Mth antiwar demonstration

m Washington The Campus

Organizing committee, which has

maintained an information taWem

the Student t'nion and chartered

busses lor the demonstration in

Washington, will now be able to

expand its activities to additional

tables in the campus center and

occasionally at Bartlett Hall

,h,. coming weeks in-

formational leaflets will be

distributed in dining commons and

dormitories Discussions on

women and the War are scheduled

tor the Southwest, the Quad, smith

and Ml Holyoke Colleges

According to one SMCer 'The

War uill not go ..way by itsell It

will only end when WC all ol us

together students, women. Blacks

working people, (. I a. veterans,

high school students when all ol us

in the antiwar movement will it la

end The demonstration in

Washington will he an expression

ol the national will to end the War

and to end it now

itTHE COMMITTEE
F.lmed Live on the West Coast

ANTI-EVERYTHING
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Martin Luther King Jr.

Memorial Lecture Series

THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1971 UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

Presents

A Festival of the Arts

April 5th -9th (Monday - Friday)

MONDAY

h,^, Moll "Pottery as a Way of Life"
Harry Hail

Demonstration - Campus Center Concourse - 1 to 4 p.m.

Lecture - SBA 120-8 p.m.

Mark Van Doren "Beading and Commentary of His Own Poetry"

Lecture - Thomp 104 - o p.m.

Coffee - Colonial Lounge - S.U.

, s Editorial Cartoonist of the Boston Globe
Faul bzcp

Exhibit and Discussion Memorial Hall - 8 p.m.

Coffee — Memorial Hall

TUESDAY

¥_ *- "Revolutionary Pastoralism - A Literary Question?"
Leo MarX

Lecture - Herter 227 - 8 p.m.

Coffee - Memorial Hall Lounge

^ . j ci "How Long Ago Was 1984?"
DavidSdver

HoTorWhat's Happening Mr. Silver-

Lecture - Campus Center Auditorium - 8 p.m.

Coffee - Colonial Lounge

WEDNESDAY

*fa„l*v Krinoner "Effects of Psychedelic Experience in Art and Music"
Stanley Knppner ^^ _^^ Center Auditoriunl _ 6 p.m.

Coffee - Dukes Room S.U.

~ « i "Mpdia Ran-Around", Underground Film Maker
Stan Van Der Beck

Lec^rea,TFnms - Campus Center Auditorium - 8:30 p.n

Coffee - 10th floor Campus Center

THURSDAY
, p. Film Production with a showing of "One Step Away",M Pmcus

"Panola", and "Portrait of a McCarthy Supporter.

Lecture and Films - Thomp 104 - 8 p.m.

Coffee - Colonial Lounge, S.U.

*£ FRIDAY

n A QlovUt ,H*nrv Sutton) A performance-recitation of "The Eclogues of VirgO"
David Slavitt (Henry Sutton;

pe ôrmance and Coffee „ Campus Center Cafetena - 8 p.m

t ;am Millar "20th Century Irish Theater"
Liam Muler ^^ _ M

'

emorial Hall Auditorium - 8 p.m.

Coffee - Memorial Hall

All Coffee Hours will begin immediately after lectures.

mi i_ \ nuu IfiiM tkp dav to visit with interested classes.

Tutorial Assistance Available For Vets

Discuss the matter with your teacher in

the course or courses where there is a

present danger of failure.

Arrange for tutoring services by tutors

certified as qualified by the school.

2. it tutoring to prevent failure is necessary,

consult school authorities or your coun-

selor as to qualifications, availability and

scheduling of tutorial services.

AMOUNT PAYABLE

4. You may obtain an application (VA Form

21E-1990T) from the school, nearest VA

office (see attached list), or, in the case of

servicemen, from the base officer.

5 To receive payment, complete the VA

Form 21E-1990T making certain to ob-

tain a certification from the school show-

ing the number of sessions received and

send it to the VA Office having your edu-

cational claim records.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE

1.

You may receive up to S50 monthly for a

maximum of 9 months. An organized reg-

ular tutorial program is advisable because

any utilization of this benefit during a

calendar month constitutes a full month s

usage.

Application for reimbursement should be

made promptly after completion of the

month or term in which tutoring was re^

ceived Benefits may be paid, however, if

application is received within one year of

completion of such term.

You must be a veteran or serviceman

enrolled under the G.I. Bill in post-sec

ondary (above high school) training at an

approved educational institutional on a

half-time or more basis.

Your school must certify that you need

tutorial help to avoid failing a course

which is an essential part of your pro-

gram.

MIX Kit

Roy Acuff Fan*:
Listen to

CLEAR
SKY

K p.m. - 1 p. in

Fri.. April I —
5th Floor. JFK

Sat., April 3 —
.*)th Floor, -I. Adams

Guys 50o <lirls Mc

It's Spring!

Get

Soft Balls

and

Soft Ball Bats

at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

THE SANDALS

ARE HERE!
The Selection is Great!

Wn Manual ^op

At

ftOLLti
8 Main Street

AMHERST

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE

This program provides special help to over-

come a marked deficiency in a subject re-

quired for the satisfactory pursuit of an edu-

cational objective. Its purpose is to prevent

failure - it is therefore not available to those

who only wish to improve their academic

standing.

Dr. Richard L. Leonard
Optometrist

announces the opening
of his office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasont St.

Amherst
256-8052

DON'T CALL

THIS

NUMBER

256-6066

KV%>.$rW
ISN'T SOMETHING TO BE ASHAMED OF

GET IN TOUCH WITH YOURSELF

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

Meeting Tonight, 7 p.m , Campuo Center

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position?

Submit a letter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do

buy half a bus a year.
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Richard C. Hanson

Reign Of Terror
C^

., uni, hmmi ,,i exulaining what the Carnegie

BBDCKTONTW city is wondering what is wrong ^^^J ^K.gher Vacation in America

with its school system . lM)mfed ( as a crisis in education.

A prominent Local Judge has termed the at; "^J^*^ of the Co ,,ege of Arts and Sciences,

mosphere at the high school as a"reM« * ^^he s^u Shap.ro once told this reporter that the only

The local conservative paper played up
aJff^

1 "*!
JJJJJ U) ,. keeping basic level requirements at

hiuh school between two black students and a eachcr f
l^.^^...w nf * ^orient's hum

mis-

classthe front page, sending waves of

understanding through the solidly middle

^he'sduat.on is considered bad that a group of

\dmms.rat.ve interns and Asst. Superintendent-level

SeoS e inthe school system have been meeting on how

o dunge the "public image- of Brockton Schools.

while the constant flow of rumors and denials Ilk

through the press leaving little opportunity to create a

credible position for the value of education mac,

which sends more students into the army than to

college alter high school.
'

Unfortunately, Brockton*! problems we not «

reason i or Keeuiup ««*«- - —w- - .. .

I Iniversitiea was the -inadequacy' of a student s high

school preparation. Thus the University is constantly

led students who need education which should be

administered at a high school level

In turn, the University system in the State ©1

Massachusetts has not acted to improve even help theS of students a. places like Brockton High

School. The University is caught in a system of ac-

cepting students from high schools on the basis ot

SAT exams which test narrowly a students

education, and high schools have looked to-college

acceptance for a large percentage of students as a

desirable goal, the result being that high school

J^r's^X«T«3E^^ and ,e,>erS «pr«.r. .« P-

sonal views of the writers

fortunately. Brockton's problems are not ex- ^^;^^^enWomes glared to the narro,

eeptional in the context of^W.c clem™tor and etaU«ai^^^.^^^^— as ^

•VI,. lint This fttg V^ ill Have \ Special Backing

Thai VMM Make It Impossible ror It

To Be Piill«'«l Out"

secondary education throughout the country

Brockton has less problems than Boston, tor example,

but still cannot manage to give the children Of

Brockton a good education. In the past Brockton

school officials have gone as far as doctoring grades

so as to maintain a reasonable number ot A s and B s

\ new sit million high school was built, as one high

school teacher put it. "to serve the community where

90% ol the kids go to college." Brockton sends just

over 30% of its students to college.

This crisis in Brockton means that students, par-

tKularlv those not heading for college, can expect to

be processed lor 12 years in what becomes a non

education. The cycle is ancient in Brockton, where

more e.nphas.s has always been placed on a winning

tootball team than a quality education

What emerges from the contusion and misdirection

ol high schools around the country is a scenario which

Art Buchwald

education an iou umn !«.».»...«.- e

educational standards required lor exams such as the

S

The ultimate side-effect for students attending high

school in cities like Brockton are lett with an

educational svstem which neither nourishes their

intellectual desires not fulfills their personal needs

Student Strikes in the Boston school system, and the

ouieter but equally abhorrent state of high schools

throughout the nation, leave we in the universities in a

position of both victims of the high school education

and at the same time the only potential source of the

ideas and manpower to save what becomes the future

ol education itself.

Universities, with their resources could truly

enrich and re direct the high school education The

means and willingness has to be found or the real uses

ot an institute of higher education will be never be

realized.

Computers Never Forget
™ . i .^.iwuu i>Up who tV\ vour ex-husband

s

* y! K'titCC^

WASHINGTON The big con-

stitutional battle raging in the

count r> at the moment is how

much the government and private

enterprise should know and reveal

about their citizens.

It is no longer a problem to store

information on 200 million people

Thanks to our third and fourth

generation computers it is now

possible lor the government and

the 1 1 edit people to ret rune data

on anybody in a few seconds

But Ihe real problem is what

facts" are going into the com-

puter and who is putting them

there

Ml investigative agencies

public and private - have to get

their tacts by talking to your neigh

bars, relatives, school officials,

alumni, employers, fellow em-

A Message To The President

The new President ot the University ot

Marragansett, Dr Roland Hotspringl Forest, was

recent!) invested on a ballroom stage ot a hotel in this

commonwealth i capital because of a lack of suitable

facilities on campus A new campus is being built on a

dung hill <>n the outskirts of that city Dr Forest.

known to his close associates as Old Uotpants. was

the former director of that regions now defunct

|,„,nerville Tmllev Authority At the conclusion of a

modernistic investiture ceremony, the new leader

candidl) mused upon the luture of the university

We are all aware that the school ot the luture must

no onl) bend with the times but be prepared to lead

mankind toward a better day of progress and

fulfillment Universities must shed their musty,

meaningless, hoarv traditions to which they have been

clinging for the past one thousand years. The old

notion el the university as a meeting place for

scholars and students is no longer valid. In the past

higher education trained people to become part of the

leisure « lass And although we can envision people

•oon retiring at age fifty, we do not see any special

obligation to prepare them creatively to spend the

remaining thirty and forty years of life. The univer-

sity with everything from soup to nuts, no more of this

book learning nonsense

We must change with the times and discard the

bunk of history Take the language requirement, for

example so vehemently criticized in many quarters

Because America is the worlds richest and strongest

nation, with vast global commitments we have no

ced to study alien tongues. Why any Babbitt who has

traveled abroad will tell you that foreigners easily

understand our language especially if you shout in

their faces Let those backward peoples learn hnglish

We must move ahead, slay the sacred cows, and put

out to pasture those who do not see things our way. 1

reel the major crisis today is due to an excess of cant.

a lack of communication, and a need, as it were, for

meaningful dialogue.

\nd I am confident that the same fresh vision, skill

and knowhow which I brought to the Toonerville

Trolley Authority will be applied to finding solutions in

such areas of concern as self awareness, self

lultillment . self importance, meaningful exams, old

age the urban crisis, the suburban crisis, the rural

crisis halitosis, relevance, impotence, imperialism,

colonialism, neocolonialism, racism, humanism

eroticism theumatism. pluralism, socialism, social

immaturity, social security, farm securities, the

military- industrial complex, the Oedipal complex,

the Etectra complex, ecology, sociology, por-

nography, phrenology, phenemenology insanity

sterility ' senility, obesity, the death of god. the god of

death
'

existentialist despair, disappearing hair

alienation, revolution, counter revolution flat feet and

Philistinism. ,

In short we will do everything, except teach and

learn il we can just put your noses to our grindstones^

In the past people thought an academic institution had

to either Harvard or a trade school, well under my

leadership, with the help of God and my band of merry

men. well make this university into the grandest high

school in the land

lie sat back, peeled a banana, and smiled

seraphically
. ., uK A l-'acultv Member

ployees, and anybody else who

might shed some light on your

secret hie

As a public service we have

decided to give you a quiz to see

how well you would do if someone.

using these sources, were in-

vestigating you

I-NEIGHBOKS-The investigator

starts ringing doorbells in your

neighborhood What happens when

he talks to the lady who's mad at

your kid because be keeps riding

his bike on her lawn" How about

the guv down the street whom you

reported to the police because he

wouldn't curb his dog ' What about

the couple m the next apartment

who think you are a Commie

because you play Bob Dylan

records'' Or the lady who lives in

the back, whom you told oil when

she tried to get you to vote tor

Gokhvator
Make a list ol all the neighbors

and give voursell two points il the>

would say anything nice about you

2 KKLATIVKS What kind of an

impression would the investigator

get it he talked to: < A i the brother

in law you turned down for a loan

last month" (Bl the sister you

haven't spoken to lor years

because she tried to steal your

husband' lC> the cousin you of

tended when vou didn't come to his

daughter's wedding" * L> » the uncle

whom sou rcfUSC to visit because

lies a bore (El your mother-in

law"
This part ol the quiz is for

divorced people Mow will you tare

when the investigator speaks to

your IA) ex-wife'' <B> her present

husband" tCl your ex husband

who is still paying alimony and

child support" il>» his present

wife? lEl vour ex wile's lawyer"

(Fl your ex husband s mother"

S-SCHOOL Will you get high

marks Horn the professor you

cursed when he reported you lor

taking his parking place" What

about the alumni director who is

mad at vou l>ocause you never sent

in vour "donation to the university"

Mow about the lady in the records

office whom vou yelled at one day

when she couldn't lind your

transcript " And the guy you beat

out lot a position on the tootball

team' Give vourself 20 points if

there is one person left at the old

alma mater who will say

something nice about you.

4 KMIM.nYMKNT Mow well do

sou think \ou U do when the in

vesUgator talks to your former

employers? what about Mr Miller

who told vou if you lett the firm.

you'd never get another job'' Or

Mr O'Brien with whom you

refused to go to dinner alter you

took some late dictation" And don't

lorget vour lellow employee, who

still believes be should have gotten

a promotion before you did. Not to

mention Miss (lattery in personnel

with whom vou had that overnight

tryst which you've long forgotten

and she bitterly remembers.

It vou think vou can withstand an

investigation after I gumshoe gets

finished speaking to all the people I

have lust mentioned, then you have

passed the test and have absolutely

nothing to worry about

But it you believe one of the

above people will rat on you. then

you've had it tor the rest of your

days The one thing an enemy and

a computer have in common is that

neither one of them ever forgets

(op> right lt?l. I .os Angeles

Times

SSffl Si&xS:;***

:fi&8

1m

Mv troops were getting massacred and mauled by an

enemy I eouHn'l see. I couldn't feel and 1 couldn t touch; that

nobody in the military system ever described as OthK-tftM

communism they didn't give it a race, they d.dn t givi it a

sex. they didn't give it an age. And they never let me bgievei

was just a philosophy in a man's mind. That was my enemy out

And when it came between me and that enemy. 1 had to

value the lives of my troops. And 1 feel that it is the only crime

I have committed." «•«•« IrU W llham L. C alley .ir

Letters To The Editor

In Pursuit Of The Common Good Curb Your Food

To Ihe Editor:

II is natural that un-

dergraduates, who make up a

majority of the University com-

munity", should feel unfairly

treated in being assigned a

minority of seats in the proposed

University Senate. But the writer

of "Just to Be Fair" overlooked

some facts that in my judgment

lustil v giving a majority of seats to

the faculty. iHe further contused

the issue by speaking about "the

selfish interests of any one group,

i e . the faculty.)

• One lact is the incredible com-

plexity of the University -the in-

tricate interlocking of almost in-

numerable and often competitive

needs and purposes. Each ol the

three Vice Chancellors- lor

Academic Affairs, Student Affairs,

and Administrative Services -is at

the top of a vast hierarchy of

subordinates. Many conditions

about which students complain are

not due to incompetence and

inertia (though some of them are)

but to lactors about which, quite

simplv. nothing can be done -at

least
"

immediately. And where

improvements can l>e made, not all

can be made at once There is

alwavs the question of priorities.

The point is that no student, in

Ins lour years on campus (mainly

devoted, presumably, to getting

himself educated) can possibly

understand the operation of the

University. CM course, no faculty

inemluM- ean. either, but clearly he

is in a better position to arrive at

informed judgments al>out what is

iH'st tor the I niversity as a whole

This leads to a second

justification for ultimate laculty

control Students are on campus

tor only a few years. One

generation of students demands a

certain policy; the next generation

rejects it, and the generation that

has departed no longer cares, one

way or the other, being inevitably

occupied with matters not related

to the University. Faculty mem-

bers however -those who are on

tenure or hope to be -whose

careers depend on what direction

,s taken by the University, are

concerned about the luture as well

as the present, and will therefore

take greater pains in trying to

decide what is best for the

University as a whole and in the

long run.

Mv linal plea, as always, is tor

cooperation among all members of

the University Community in

pursuit of the common good, rather

than competition for power to

advance their own special in

terests. whether •selfish" or not It

seems to me that the real best

interests of all groups coincide.

Kllswoi 111 Barnard

To the Editor:

1 would like to call attention to

the article in vesterday's Collegian

written by Gilbert J. Salk under the

heading of "Vou Are What Vou

Eat." Through the use of the

editorial page 1 would like to

correct a statement written by Mr.

Salk.

Mr Salk suggests that the

perfect answer to curbing "unsale

lood" would Ik> tor all the tanners

to switch over to organic

production ol lood How easy he

makes this sound But Mr Salk.

inequality and amount of food that

be
by

Fertilizers

Refusing To Apologize

To the Editor:

I am a Jew I am also a Zionist. I refuse to apologize

for rither mv religious beliefs or my love of the people

Israel Because of this. I am writing to protest he

lact that the editors of the Collegian are allowing the

editorial page to become a forum tor prejudicial

mudshnging against Judaism.

1 am objecting to the publication ol a tetter in

Wednesdays issue, authored by a cowardly soul who

does,, have the guts to sign his name to his letter and

. I* c edit for his imbed.hc statements His desire tor

nonvn.ty is understandable, the solicitors of such

b*0U^bn*ee0U rarely have the audacity to identity

,h

Thrluthor of that piece of trash tries to pass

h.msell oil « he's not fooling anybody > as an ex-Z.on.st

who is now "'bred ot these Jews and Zionists and their

lies" He tries to set himself up as a Jew who is con

Icssmg his crimes against humanity and apologizing

lor the rest of the worlds Jews who m his opinion are

sim.larlv guiltv This liar is confessing only his own

batted, and is apolog./mg lor nobody He is ne. her an

ex-Zionist nor a Jew. and his statements are blatant

lies designed to incriminate those who refuse 10

apologize for their Jewish la.th or Israel, nationhood.

Jews have always been called upon to apologize.

today we are saying "NEVER AGAIN!

1 wish the author ol that letter would have the

courage to come out into the open and identity himsel

by name or to me directly My number is 5464168.

doubt that he or she will, since liars and bigots don t

usually have an) guts

Again I think the Collegian should live up to ts

slogan..! being a Free and Responsible Press and take

the responsibility to keep the editorial page tree Irom

this t\pe of bigoted SHMUTS.
•
r

Matt rackefl

lEd \«»le The letter in question was siihiniltcd sad 1.

RaviO* rtroag personal biases OB Ihe issue, deude.

that I was B*4 in I position to make an unprejinlued

uYusion on it. The. elore. it was read »»> several others

who lelt it was indeed, printable.)

we have today couldn't

produced on a large sea

organic farming only,

are necessary to make lood

growing economically feasible and

to keep production as high as it is

.lust using organic matter wouldn t

return enough needed minerals to

the soil For example, il you grew a

field Of tomatoes and picked oil all

ol the fruit, and returned the plants

to the soil through composting, you

would be unable to return to the

soil all Of the needed elements

because many ot them were taken

out by the tomatoes which were

harvested Inorganic chemical

fertilizers are a supplement to

organic fertilizers and they replace

minerals which plants through

composting ean t return to the soil

soil

Farmers, since the age ol

Aristotle, have been adding

organic matter to the mil Tras is

nothing new Toda\ the common

method is to grow a cover ol winter

wheal or rye audio plow it into the

Boil Also animal manures are

need BUI as I said belore. this is

not enough Inorganic fertilizers

used in the correct amounts are not

hi harmful as you lead yeur

readers to believe

Also Free Universit) started a

home gardening course

Hemester, taught

Alden Tuttle oi tht

Science Depi

b\ professor

Plant and Sod

Itohl allah.m

It Used To Be Easier To Be A University

*»**:>.::
:
::->XvX-:v.'.-.vX

>:Wx#*x*&:x#$:::$:$:&^ m

The nineteenth century ended on December .tl MN-JMo
interesting lact was generally recognized by the late 19WS

Now ,. is almost universally acknowledged. The twenneth

century is upon us. indeed, has been upon us for some lime

and may have pasted lieyond our comprehension or controL

Changes of time produce changes in society. I rotound

changes, such as a tardily recognized turn of the century

produce upheaval, dismay New questions arise.before old

ones have been answered. Crisis presents itself in every

structure and stratum of the social fabric. Lven crisis

becomea commonplace.

Most commonplace and most fashionable among con-

temporarv crisosis that of identity. Persons of refinement

nd s« le are expected to undergo identity crises at regular

in ervals Institutions and organizations^"»*~»
modernity must search their corporate soul, then search

gain Nation-states undisturbed by questions of purpose

and priority are regarded as backward This is the era of the

igmzng reappraisal and the thorough going reassessment

"
n.verMt,es

P
are par, of the current S^itaJJ^ttg

share and help shape the CSWJUt.atyte: **n™?**
even rent asunder by questions of identity and purpose

msilies staried as cozy, medieval comnmnitte. of

teachers and students, thev developed into bastions I irsto

enl ghummem, later of pnClege; they became sen^mental

about themselves, ladylike, precious remote, freshman

i an es sophomoric snobs, and reminiscing alumni ap_

pl/ared onXir spacious lawns It was all very lovely and

T^^mailet were ruffled when someone deeded

fha e footodi stadium would be a nice^»**££
atom bomb No one thought t 'nconjruous hat defohants

were l>eine developed inside the halls of i\> rAtr>"' ,

\

Thon^M verv efficient the way the computer spewed out

heTrades fit-the numbers enrolled in the humanities class,

U we? •t bis surprise when someone suggested that the

universitv ha Most its sou. More surprising, someone

agreed with h.m. then another, then some more: ldent.t>

^T^^ university, like many another social institution, has

ve'sago »1£tl^to^ a thousand schools make

knowledge " That has always been the ideal

Thn Harmon defined the university a few years a£
•The modern university is .a prime tra.mrujlRroundlorJhe

nr\ servation of all the major enforced separations that

aCru^t our hfe together It is the place where one acquires

or retains the credentials to get or sta> ahead, that », get

•head Of somebody else, that is, leave many brothers

behind That is closer to the present reality.

Is knowledge to lie used lor the improvement ol man or to.

uorldlv success-! The caseation has always confronted the

universal As early as the thirteenth eentur> .
Bologna w as

silv preparing .ts students lor definite and practical

camera while Pans cultivated knowledge tor less me.

cenarv reasons Specialization has «CTOSOedlajs^Jdeal

since then, in both the arts and sciences The question

becomes ever more acute .

Fanciers of the so-called "liberal education tend to

disdain trade, business, technical and professional schools

Members of those schools usually have little ov e tor the SO*

s vied aesthetes in liberal arts Both would do well to .efed

on their own sins We all know the student who comes no tor

he education, but tor the diploma, who will suceesstulb

resist the lormer and get the latter But we eh» tosj, M
George Stonier reminds us. that "a man can read Goethe n

o evening that he can play Bach and Schubert and go to

h, da Ssth at the Auschwitz gas chamber in the mor

L •• We need techn.c.ans and professionals, we need

artists and poets We do not need sub-humans m either

categors

The issue tor the twentieth century is so clear-cut that to

reJSt it smacks of cliche: Knowledge must hejSSOd to

benefit mankind or it will be used tofestroy^^£*«
the universitv is to respond, quickly, to that reality. The

uurr^e of the university is to help mankind become

KXanTty to make man human Techn.c.ans. specialists,

p oTSnals. man with expertise in ^J^J^dod
vears aeo one vear ago. this year, next year all are IM <

oca

Hut htv must- Ix- persons, not fleshly data banks, human

brings not machines with blood Computers and machines

da hf ncrease the.r capac.ty to perform sub-human tasks

The m"n »*0 run then! and the causes lor wh.ch they run

most not Ih' sub human. , .

The™ vt-rs.tv must help humanity d.s-over ..sell, help

,om,n mv reassert .tselt. turn the ennu. ol the new leisure

S^reativtty. To do these things, the university wttl tave to

.,e boring w.th government and business and beg.no

rriato to them as somethmg other than concubines he

un vers, v must refuse any longer to dabble m megadea hs.

om ch .'logical manipulation, in the devdopmentof useless

roducts in ever more profitable means of wasting

resmnres and despoiling the environment The university

must develop a conscience ...
Man fespair ol the university s ability to reform Many

do no. know it needs to reform Some know it must and th.nk

"
The universitv was very smug not very long ago Always

,h -re we e those within it who understood it. laults and tried

odo something about them Their numliors were not great

until the nineteen sixties Then the> ea.ne ... droves Thev

Tud^pnwdtod .he .dent.tv cri* m -huh Ihe

un.vers.tv hnds ..sell today Students will be instrumental u.

resolving it il n is to Im- resolved

There has been ronsiderable unpleasantness between the

KeneraUons in recent yean Adults th.nk k.ds don .
know

ng Inrause thev d.dn. grow up during the I epress.o,

"

nd e ri bought in World War 11; k.ds think ..dults don .

'k v anvth.ng because thev grew up during the Depress,,,.

"
I ought m World War II The fad m l.»«h generations

Know a great deal about some verv different thing. Kach

^ould l.keto share it w.ththe other. I
g.venacha.ue

The adult world likes to note that the pupil .s no4 greater

,hau. aster No. evervone unde, stands thai ne.thr .s the

s," greater than h-s pupil IredrUCtorj have
J

range o

mn,ortan< knowledge and rxpe.r.em e no. shared b

students but the converse is also true, and has not oeea

X^«"< enough The kids knew all skm£ to instancy

Kk musk represented an important movement and

devei^t to itofteM Km tht scholarly world « *

'Tdlu'at'ion 'worth. Of th. name occurs on.v when Muden.

ami eacher embark on .. together, sharing the ex,.-r.riHe

An an who has heard the ponl...ea«,ons o. numbers d
or, essorx ma) know ol some amazing tae.s and mterest.ng

^^bothe is not an educated man He.sthatonlvi.be

Ir.s participated in the process nl his own learning

St Xnts should plav a determinative role hi establishing

University Curricula and policies That statement is o

course heresa) in the v.ew oi „....,> acuhj meinhers and

Bdmirastrators But students are going to pUj i deter

mina„ve role whether the.r mentors l.ke it or JOt_ If the

students do not determ.ne the direction ol their own

SjSISn ihey rimply wiU not learn, or what they learn w.ll

be ot little meaning

None ol th.s means that the laculty .s sold out. or even sold

short Faculty members know the.r fields; they an- es

nerienced thev understand much that their students do not

They confer degrees, and unless we expert them to ignore

conscience even while the university attempts to regain it,

|n,.„ lul( . m the academic process must also be deter-

minative Indeed, il w.ll be more determinative as tor

gives wai to suasion and monologue becomes dialogue I m
best teachers have always known that, it has been in efWCl

among them tor centuries .

Universities were once communities „i teachers an

students The sense ol community, ol shared enter p. jse ..inn

mutual concern, was lost lomewhere along i^ ^- ««
"

be regained Until il is. the university will not find It* It nor

lull. II its purpose

I Reprinted from Sophia. Winter |gfl)

otM
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7Z Finally vou will probably ha

B> GILBERT J. SALK
MDC Staff

Probably the most commonly

used and recognized deferment is

the I—V medical/psychological

deferment. An understanding of

what this deferment is and how to

properly request it will make

things considerably easier for

those using this alternative.

The I—Y is given to those

deemed unfit for military service

except in time of declared war or

national emergency. It is used both

as a temporary deferment for

those with short-term medical

problems and as a semi-permanent

classification for those with more

serious difficulties

Tne i_y covers a wide range of

infirmities. It is important to

remember that the military

regularly places people in

situations which make extreme

demands on their physical and

emotional capabilities This is the

key to the medical deferment. If

you have a problem which MAY be

aggravated l>> extreme physical

exertion or climatic conditions, or

which could, at times, render vou

unable to perform your duties, then

in all likelihood you qualify for a

1 v
Let's consider some examples

YOU have braces on your teeth.

This isn't really a handicap unless

you get too close to a girl who also

wears braces. In a combat
situation, however, the braces

could possibly pull loose. The

dangling pieces of metal could

obviously become a distraction,

and quite possibly a hazard.

You have a large scar as a result

of an operation. You can go

through vour daily routine without

any problems. But what happens if

you have to face the rigorous daily

"routine of boot camp9
If the scar

tissue is weak, there's a possibility

it might separate. This would

obviously incapacitate you, and

may make the army liable to be

sued. They don't particularly want

to be placed in such a situation.

You are allergic to insect bites

In most cases, you are able to

avoid situations where you might

Ik- stung And in any event, properne suing. .*\nu in »m> *»«.m. y~t~- .... i

medication is probably not too far have the right to appeal

Other things which may exclude

you are severe allergies, any at-

tack of asthma since your 12th

birthday, migraines, high blood

pressure, trick knees, elbows,

shoulders, or other joints, very flat

feet, some back problems, etc.

The list is nearly endless. Suffice

it to say that many things which

are merely annoyances, or less, in

civilian life can become a matter of

literal life or death in many
military situations. If your health

is going to be a real hassle for the

army, the army doesn't want you.

You can protest this all you want,

but the draft laws clearly state that

thev cannot draft you if you have

any of the ailments on the Surgeon

General's list of deferable con-

ditions (the list is available in the

Draft Office in the Student Union >.

If your draft board makes a

mistake and tries to draft you. you
However,

away. But in the jungles of

Southeast Asia, lor example, there

are hordes of hungry insects which

seem to be more attracted to than

repelled by most insect repellants

An insect bite could incapacitate or

even kill you Thus, il you have

ever had a serious reaction to any

kind nt insect lute or sting, and it

required medical attention, you

may !*• eligible lor a I- Y.

Hoffa Denied Parole
WASHINGTON W -The U.S. Parole Board Wednesday denied

P ,, e to li'anister President James K. Hoffa. apparently ending his

Stances for re election as chief of the world's largest union
1

The ixMrd continued Hoff's case to .lune of 1972. long after the union

"' Parole'l^ni Chairman George ... Heed said the seven members of the

hoard made the decision after fully reviewing the entire record of Hoff

'

'wa.emen. issued by the board said Hoffa had been notified of the

''"lames Neagles. staff director of the parole board, read the boards

Statermm but re. used to answer any questions The board did not Avufce

,hc v ote ,.n the parole decision no. did it indicate its reason for making the

,U

Hn!la sought release Irom a 13-year federal prison term for jury

^HTia^rsiud asking to the board that they were hopeful Hoffa

^Ih.^'a^^case. a good case." said Kufus King, a NSashmgton

lawyer for Hoffa. The 51 vear-old union leader was also represented h>

MSffi ISrentra. Robert Crancer and James P Ho.la also^ IltaTremamed president of the Teamsters while in the

federal penitentiary al Lew.sburg. Pa .
was turned down w hen h

e
I

sough) parole on Oct >. 1MB He entered Lew.sburg March |, 1M9 under

an eight year -entence for jury tampering

if you prepare carefully, it is

unlikely that you will need to use

the appeal process

If you feel that you have medical

or emotional problems, either

current or old. consult a draft

counselor He or she will be able to

give vou advice suited to your

particular situation The following

will provide a general guide.

however The most important

thing lor medical, or any other.

deferments, is proper documen

I at ion YOU should have letters

irom every doctor who has ever

treated vou lor the ailment or

condition for which > ou are seeking

the defermeal The letters should

state in both medical and lay terms

the nature of the problem, how

often the doctor lias seen you. what

treatment has l>een prescribed,

and the prognosis lor recovery If

at all possible, the letter should

also state the doctor's belief that

imhtarv training or dutv either will

or could possibly cause an

nggravation or recurrence of the

condition, and/or that the condition

will or could possible interfere with

your performance of duty.

If your doctor is a super-patriot

and Is reluctant to help prevent you

Irom being forced into a situation

where you might have to kill

somebody, do not remind him that

his Hippocratic Oath requires him

to act to save lives. This might

annoy him and complicate the

matter unnecessarily. Instead, tell

him that the draft board requested

that you obtain letters pertaining

to your physical condition to help

them reach a decision in

classifying you This is not an

untruth In the order to report for a

physical, you are told to bring such

letters with you You might also

remind him that it costs the

government a tremendous amount

of money on men who will have to

be discharged tor medical reasons

Thev also will not want to pay you

any disability pensions which you

would be entitled to if you were

damaged in any way while you

were in the service.

other documentation, such as X-

ravs. etc . should also In? obtained

it

"

pertinent You should keep

copies of all documentation, of

course

INDIAN MAXIS

Spreads - Posters

•t

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
N^M !• \n.lirr.l To«*r

Finally, you will probably have

to report for a physical

examination. Bring two copies of

your documentation with you ( but

be sure that you still have the

original at home in case both of

these sets are misplaced.) When

you are asked to turn in any doc-

tor's letters give them one set and

keep the other for safekeeping in

case the first is accidentally

mislaid in the circular file or

elsewhere.

PEACE.

Questions to this column should be

addressed to: Gilbert J. Salk, c/o

Draft Counseling Services RSO #395,

Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.,

Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Free personal draft counseling

available. Draft Counseling Ser

vices, 418E Student Union 2nd. floor

POETRY
FICTION £
ART *

PHOTO O
SPECTRUM is interest-

ed in vour creative work.

Drop by the SPECTRUM
office and drop it off.

We are now located in the

old R.S.O. office in the

Student Union, address

is:

SPECTRUM
R.S.O. 102
Campus Center
UMass

SOUTHWEST CINEMA PRESENTS

Lynn Redgrave in

ft G£0KGy

APRIL 1 2 & 4

f9

7:15 & 9:30

HAMPDEN COMMONS
Admission 50c

Sponsored by S W. Patriots

GRAND OPENING

Saturday April 3, 1971

CHUDY'S
RT. 116

PLAINFIELD, MASS.

3/i hr. from Amherst, in the Berkshires

Open 7 days o week — 10 am. until dark.

Mohawk Tires
AT

LOW, LOW CASH AND CARRY PRICES

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westf.cM
562-3604

MOHAWK COMMANCHE
2+2 Rayon Fiberglass

F78-14 (replaces 7.75-14)

MOHAWK MONTEGA
Full 4 Ply All Nylon Cord

First Line Tire, 7.75-14

wbite wall only $24.14'

black $15.63°

MOHAWK AIR FLO
Full 4 Ply All Nylon Cord

7.75-14 black $13.36°

Other sizes at comparable prices.

• plus KKT arid sales to*

"Dada" Is A Wet Nurse

•|)er Dada" No. :t by (.tiin.ni artist John

llrurlfirld. The work was the third and final cover

lor i)er Dada". the periodical of the (ierman

Dadaisls. Ileartfield. a (ierman b> birth, changed

his named because of disagreement with (ierman

policies during the First World War.

"According to the newspapers, the tail of a holy

COW is called Dada' by the Kru Africans, and in a

certain part of Italy, dice and mothers are called

1 );ida . 1 >ada is I he wet-nurse, or anything else juicy

that may yet be discovered about the origin of this

work."

So writes Hans Kichter. one of the founders of

Dada. part o! whose huge Dada exhibition will be on

campus for the Five-College Festival of Dada and

Surrealism. April 20th to May 8th (the rest of the

exhibit will be on the other four campuses). The

program also includes several evenings of films

introduced by Dwight MacDonald, workshops,

plays by Picasso and by Gertrude Stein, a Jarry

puppet p'av. Happenings and performances by

artists Al Hansen and Vito Acconci. and a multi-

media simultaneous concrete poem performed

under the direction of poet Jackson Mac Low.

Why Dada. an art (and anti-art) movement that

nourished 1916-22'.' Why Surrealism, whose heyday-

was the period between the two World Wars
'
The

Festival organizers feel that Dada and Surrelism

were in important respects precursors ol the

counterculture, giving much thought to a

revolution in consciousness, to dream and trance

states, magic and astrology, the workings of

chance, multi-media and typography.

People who would like to work on the Festival are

invited to a meeting Friday, April 2 at 3:30 in the

Norfolk Room of the Student Union. Those who

would like to help but can't make the meeting may

leave their names and phone numbers with the

secretary at H&-4H7t.

A Beggar's Banquet -

Deviating Satire
ByEDJANUSZ

MDC Staff

The UMass Music Theatre is currently presenting Bertolt Brechts

The Three-Fenny Opera" in Bowker Auditorium. The play is regarded

as a modern classic not only of the theatre, but of 20th century music

because ol the score by Kurt Weill.

Brecht created a devastating satire on the whole fabric of the world he

perceived "The Three-Penny opera" lampoons the Christian idea ot

charity by portraying it as worked into the social and political con-

ventions ot the day, and either ignored or taken advantage ot by the

greediest pillars of society. It also takes swipes at an entire society that

emphasizes personal wealth at the expense of kindness, love, and a

voluntary effort to create some sort of equitable world.

Brecht is noted for emphasizing his political and social ideas at the

expense of theatrical entertainment; this is true to some extent m "I he

Three-Fenny Opera," but the song success of this play I stage history

shows that it is still a hugely enjoyable melodrama.

The current production is enthusiastic and vigorous, lhe orchestra

unfortunately was hurried behind a stairwell, dampening some of the

instrumental effect, but this was minor problem given the singing talents

of the cast. Stephanie Schloss as Jenny had the most exciting vocal

performance with "The Black Freighter." to winch she delivered a

superb intimation of frustration and bitter rage.

The casting was rather uneven overall. Miss Schloss was a standout, as

was Carol Both, who was delightful as Mack the Knife's most innocent

lover andall the minor characters filled up their sometimes sparse roles.

Tim McDonough. who is familiar to CMass theatregoers, had the most

trouble He played Mack himself, the big-time safe-cracker whose bouts

with law and women are the story of the opera; but the character was too

oilY for McDonoughs more straightforward approach. His grull voice

was sometimes indistinct, though he sounded great on many ot the songs

The versatile set was essential in portraying the mass misery ol a

beggar's London. The costumes were equally authentic lor the mood ot a

tawdry and devalued society.

The Threepenny Opera" is playing through Saturday The produc-

tion is a first-Class rendering of both Brechts social message and a street

person's night at the opera. Whatever your taste in entertainment, it s

well-worth seeing ^__mmm______m

Afternoon TV

Gone To The Dogs
.. . . . i i i I i !OTi . \

Bv WILLIAM HAUSTON
MDC Staff

Dario Politella. CMass Associate

Professor of English and resident

wit. Wednesday invaded the soap

opera world of afternoon TV
programing to co-host the local "At

Home with Kitty" show.

Pohtella's a

ppearance was
in connection

with the recent

publication of

The Illustrated

Anatomy of Ca-

mpus Humor.
his collection of

humor from co-

llege newspap-

ers across the

country

Politella was
assisted on the

show by his now
I anions dog, M-
ichael. who re-

ceived :\% of the

vote m a recent

Sunderland to-

wn election, a

sure sign that

the town is go

ing to the dogs.

the town is go-

ing to the do

Us."

Dynamic Pianist Sets

Two ConcertsNext Week
The height of hilarity was

reached when Kitty produced a

walkie-talkie and began talking to

a reporter in a car in downtown

Agawam about what was going on

that might be interesting

Other high

lights were a

conversation wi

th a rather win

dy woman who
had analyzed
Kitty's handwr-

iting and re-

lated the resu

Its in such pat

ronizing and am
bigious terms
that the news

paper astrolog

er> would have

blushed

The program
itself could ha

ve aptly been

called "The
Illustrated An
atomy of Tele

vision Humor"
for the fare was
strictly corn on

the cob Poli

tella was right

in his element

Such are the dreams of the

everyday housewife if she was

loilun.ite enough to catch

Associate Professor of

Knglish Dario Politella At

Home With Kitty" yesterday

afternoon. Appearing with

Politella was his dog Michael,

who slept through most of his

owners performance. (MDC

photo by the Duke)

as he waltzed his way through the

show with matronly Kitty Broman,

who together chatted away the

hour while introducing the usual

variety of inane entertainment

The remain

ing talent con-

sisted ol a

\ oung potter tr

om Leverett,

who seemed to

want to get back

(o work rather

than talk, and

a woman < \

plaining how to

lix your dress

it you had fat

arms

Politella slu

mped in his

chair in the wan
ing monents of

the show and ag
am talked of his

book while show

ing illustra

lions from it

The cameraman took several

closing close-ups of Politella s dog

Michael asleep under the chair,

which is where I wish Id been after

staying home with Kittyv

David Bar-Man, the dynamic

Israeli born piano virtuoso will

appear at CMass in two recitals.

Tuesday, April «i and Wednesday.

April 7 in Bowker Auditorium at 8

p m These events are the final

concerts of the 1970/71 Fine Arts

Council Celebrity Series replacing

lhe indisposed Byron Janis.

Mr Bar Ulan made his debut

with the New York Philharmonic

in !%<» and since this time, he has

appeared as soloist with the or-

chestras in Boston. Philadelphia.

Chicago. Detroit and Los Angeles,

not to mention the most prominent

Kuropean orchestras such as the

Berlin Philharmonic. Amsterdam

i onccrtgebouw and Boyal

Liverpool Philharmonic The

Chicago Tribune has characterized

Bar Ulan as a bravura pianist

with enough technique lor any two

standard keyboard players
"

Mr Bar Ulan will perlorm two

different programs during his two

day v isit to the Amherst campus at

CMass on April Sth, his program

will include works ol Antonio Soler.

Paul BenHaim. Schubert.

I'.eethoven. and Liszt lbs final

concert lists works by Jean

Philippe Kameau. Beethoven.

Mendelssohn, Chopin and Liszt.

Reserved tickets to these con-

certs are now available by con-

tacting the CMass Fine Arts

Council Box Olfice. 125 Herter

Hall. Telephone 548-0*12.

Remaining tickets will be

available at Bowker Auditorium

one hour prior to each concert

For The

Bridc-To-Bc
We have lovely

CRYSTAL

STAINLESS

CHINA &

SILVER

at

Baker— Winn
Jewelers

;il South Pleasant St

Amherst

Come to BERKSHIRE CLLBBOOM for

SM. APRIL 3rd ltf».U* Adn...,ion Ml

The Sophomore Men's Honor Society

THE MAROON KEYS
ARE ACCEPTING FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS

which ore ovoiloble at R.S.O.

Reception Desk, First Floor, Campus Center

For additional information contact

Richard Simmons 6-7604

DEADLINE THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1971

Representative

DAVID BARTLEY (Hjlyoke)

Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives

will be the

GUEST at a COFFEE HOUR

Friday, April 2 at 4:30 p.m. n

THE COLONIAL LOUNGE
Sponsor*•d bv the University »nd Stole Communication* Council
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Prof. Noyes Honored

By Forestry Group
Professor John H. Noyes

Department of Forestry and

Wildlife Management at I' Mass.

was honored bv the New England

Section, society of American

Foresters, as the recipient of their

award for Distinguished Service to

the Forestry Profession.

The award WW presented at the

section's fifty-first annual winter

meeting in Manchester. N.H..

earlier this month.

A graduate of the University of

Connecticut and Vale University.

School of Forestry. Noyes is the

lixtfa recipient of this award.

He is past chairman of the New

England Section. Society of

American Foresters, and last year

served as general chairman of the

Section's Wtb Anniversary-

meeting.

He currently serves on the

planning committee for the next

national meeting of the Society of

American Foresters, and is a

member of the Society's Com-

mittee of International Relations.

Before coming to the University

in 1957. Professor Noyes was

employed by the U.S. Forest

Service in their regional office.

Upper Darby, Pennsylvania, as a

tire control inspector for Seven

northeastern states

He held administrative positions

on tin- White Mountain. Cum-

berland and George Washington

Trinity College Considers

Three Year Bachelor Degree

PROF. JOHN II. NOYES

National Forests, and was em-

ployed bv the U.S. Forest Service

in the 19IJ8 New England hurricane

timber salvage operations.

While on sabbatical leave in 1966.

he studied at the Commonwealth

Forestry Institute, Oxford

University A member of several

professional societies, he is also a

Trustee of the Old Lyme, Conn.,

Historical Society, and is active in

a number of other community

activities

HARTFORD, CONN. (IP.) -Theodore D^ Lock-

wood, president of Trinity College has asked the

college's curriculum committee to consider

establishing a three-year bachelor's degree program.

in i letter asking consideration of a three year

proVam'option to the committee. Dr Lockwood.said

two reasons prompted his suggestion First, ne

wrote 1 sense that at th.s time of coiunderab e

curricular fluditv we shall see many experiments to

provide far greater flexibility in the pace at which

students complete their undergraduate program.

In considering a three year degree program. Lock-

wood said. 'It should be voluntary. It should be
^

dif-

ferent not simply acceleration. He added M>

assumption is that it would most likely involve

qualifying examinations-rather than credit ac-

cumulation."

Lockwood said that such a program might tend/'to

attract the better student." However, he-said It »

not alone the superior student who ***£** £
program recognizes is that students differ in the

-earliness' with which they achieve the goals we set.

•Society may prefer that we provide four years

suspension from labor during the ages 18-22. but l

would hope we would not plan education in those

terms Therefore. I admit that this program should

incorporate the possibility of interruption.

Lockwood also said a program might take the form

of a student finishing his degree in three years and

then optionally, "pursue a masters degree during the

following 12 months."

Some might view a three-year program as "a

contraction and therefore a diminution Lnckwood

said T do not. for I feel we have moved away from

that 'kind of measurement in higher education.

Commenting on the new curriculum in his annual

report released here recently. Lockwood stated that

•Trinity has sought to respond to the necessity of

change by redesigning its academic programs. There

is little doubt that the new curriculum, now one year

old, has quickened student interest in significant in-

tellectual matters."

The freshman seminars were a welcome break with

what students had known in high school, and they have

served as the base from which a new and better ad-

visory system is being built," he said, "and the

creation of new cooperative programs has expanded

the educational opportunities available to our

students. But there are problems. Many people inside

and outside of Trinity, have become uneasy about the

lack of rigor in certain new courses, especially those

offered under the experiments authorized by the new

curriculum."

In California

New Guidelines Approved

For Student Newspapers
„r r-oi.fomia ih«« lunctioii of communic

<hC University of California

Hoard ol Regents has approved

new guidelines lor the state

system's nine student newpapers,

tightening administrative control

While mosl ot the guidelines had

been sul I ><> < tu> *•* «

the papers themselves, lour

provisions were added by Regent

lohn E Canaday. win, has been the

strongest critic of the campus

press among the regents The

added guidelines provide:

That the chancellor of each

campus be directly responsible

tor the conduct of student

publications

That the chancellor or an

appointed representative must

review each paper within 24 hours

,,t publication

That apparent violations of the

guidelines must be referred im

mediate!] to the campus

publications or communications

board tot review

Thai the review body does

not act Of complaint within three

weeks the chancellor shall make

such ruling! as he believes to be

appropriate

The regents approved Mr.

Canada I additions to the

guideline unanimously, with one

bstenti . . .

Student editors have criticized

the additi.-ns as amounting to post-

publication censorship, negating

the function Of communications

boards and putting each "chan-

cellor m a direct adverser)

relationship with the newspaper OH

a day-to-day basis/' according to

Ann Raskins, editor ol the Dail)

Hi-uiii. newspaper at the University

ot California at Los Angeles

<.—€o.»t,\ /6o«tact\
ATTfNTiON HM \.%*S L,

MATCHUM
(UICT'ON

°»
Ifasmom »k;«t

r*AMts

rWIRE

[frames

10TV.

ij4mJwr5t CVtical/^uwe
I!l5 Nurth Pl*«»«nl >!.. »ih»»"-»

Generous Hot Oven
GRINDER*

and
an already famous rich

PIZZA

Bell's Pizza
Free Delivery of PUias

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
-256-8011 & 253-9051

Adelphia - Senior Men s Honor Society will sponsor a

Special Showing of

LITTLE BIG MAN

starring DUSTIN HOFFMAN
On Sunday April 4, 1971 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

at the CAMPUS CINEMA 1

Tickets for this One Evening Only will be Specially Priced at

$1.75

Tickets must be purchased in advance at the Student Union Ticket Window beginning Monday, March 29th untd

Friday, April 2nd. mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Junior Receives

MoneyForResearch
Ellen C MacOooakl Of Worcester, a junior at UMass has been

awarded a $50U scholarship by the National Environmental Health

Association tor research on mercury pollution.

The scholarship will support an independent research project to

be carried on next vear under the Senior Honors Program. Miss

MacDonald plans to use an atomic absorption spectrometer to

make quantitative determinations of trace amounts in several

species of fish that normally live in the Connecticut River.

The project may identify a species that can be used as an index ot

mercury pollution On completion of the project she will write a

report lor publication in the Journal of Environmental Health.

Funds for the scholarship are provided by Economics

Laboratory of New York City, a firm specializing in research and

development procedures, equipment and products lor sanitizing

food processing and hospital environments.

Miss MacDonald is studying environmental health in the UMass

Department of Public Health Her advisor in the mercury project is

Karol S. Wisnieski. assistant professor ol public health. She is a

graduate of Leo T. Doherty Memorial High School in WorcesterU*
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William A. MacDonald of ,2 Tory Fori

Lane. Worcester.

Off-Campus Program

MBA Applications Due

SCHOLARSHIP FOR
KIOSK AKl II — Ellen (

MacDonald receiver her

ward !«> research <»» m«' 1
'-

iur\ pollution.

Cyclebreaker Tonight
Cyclebreaker this week

features some funnj and some not

so !unn> moments on its April

Fool s Day Show, tonight at 6:30 Oil

WMl'.V
Former MDC Managing Editor

Mark Silverman will be featured

as "A Newspaperman Talks About

Newspapers and other Things,

during a .50 minute rambling about

Pakistan. Yahoo. Glen Campbell

and Other things The Witty,

debonaire dean ol campus jour-

nalism personalities is making this

exclusive appearance on a one shot

basis.

Joining Silverman on

Cyclebreaker" will be a recor-

ding; '»> Eddie Arnold and a

Itichard Nixon song inedlev

Applications are being accepted

for UMass only oil -campus master

ol business administration

program Deadline is May 15 for

the tall term

The program, the only ac-

credited MBA program within a 58-

mile radius ot Pittstield. is open to

qualified Greater Berkshire

County residents who have college

degrees in any Hold Credits

necessary to complete degree

requirements range from :?•' to 80,

depending on prior preparation by

the student.

Classes, which will be conducted

.-venings at Pittstield High School,

include ionises in the following

subjects Managerial Accounting.

F 1 n a n c 1 a I M u n a g e m ent.

Management of Organisations,

statistical Methods, Production

and operations Research,

Marketing Management. Business

and its Environment Social and

Legal, and Business Polio

I- acuity members travel from

the Amherst campus to Pittstield.

and the course ot stud) m the

1'ittstield program is ot the same

qualit) as m the regular Amherst

campus program The MBA
program is lull) accredited by Un-

American Association o! Collegiate

schools ot Business, so lhal each

faculty member has either a Ph. D.

oi law degree
Applicants must take I he Ad

mission Test for Graduate study in

Business. The next test is June 36

at the I Mass Amherst campus,

and deadline lor applying lor the

test is June 1 Students may apply

before Maj c> for admission to the

program, and I Mass will get the

test results.

To obtain further information on

the program or the admission test.

contact Prof. M William Frey.

director ol masters programs, at

the School ol Business Ad

ministration, University of

Massachusetts. Amherst. Mass

II1IHI2

prof. Prey will be in Pittstield

three tunes next month to talk to

interested persons No ap-

pointment is necessary to talk w ith

bun about the program April I ifl

the community room ol the Union

Federal Savings and Loan

Association, April 22 in the board

room of theCit) Savings Bank, and

Vpril 2a at Union Federal All

sessions will be from 7 w to 9 p in

l-iot Frej will talk from <
'.» to S,

and students ma) ask questions

I ruin 8 to 9

ON THE \IK——Former
MIX Managing Editor Mark

Sil\e r in a ii pre pa res fee

loiiighl's ( vclebre aker. on

WMl A M.I on \oui FM dial.

i£ .1 .xi iiiiiiuh " r,

Workshops Concern

Voluntary

Library Notes

Overcrowding
Of Facilities

The following is released from

the Goodefl Library

The worst kept secret on the

campus is the iact that Goodell

Library's stack space is over

crowded With the move to the

lower Library still a year and a

hall away, monumental el torts are

iK'ing made to utilize more ef-

ticiently whatever space we have

More space tor microfilms is

now available due to the changes in

Keserve procedures and storage.

some science materials will be

moved to the Physical Sciences

Ubrai n as soon as it is completed;

a non public area on level 2 has

been cleared and monographs

classified H HF <Social Sciences I

have been shelved u. that area,

monographs classified P<J

(Romance Language and

Literature have been moved Irom

| (.\el 9 to level I; and. the

monographs classified P PN
.language and literature* have

been moved into the vacated space

on level :>

Other shifts in the collection will

be taking place, and users of

(ioodell may experience some

temporary inconveniences. For

these we apologise; we hope that

shortlv the materials in (.oodoll

will be more easily tound and more

efficient!) stored II you ex

perience an) difficulty, please

tbeck With the Circulation Desk

Initiated and directed by con

cerned students, a Voluntary-

Services Workshop has been

arranged lor Saturday in the

Wesley Methodist Church

fellowship hall. I am. -4 p.m.

the workshop grew out ol

student discussions concerning the

ramifications of voluntary service

What is the validity of 'glamour

services such as the Peace Corps'

What are the problems involved in

separating out only 1 or 1 years of

your life tor voluntary service, and

what are the problems in sub-

stituting voluntary service lor

military service'' What changes

generally take place in the

philosophy and attitude ot a

volunteer ' said a statement from

the group

"Abo of great concern was local

volunteer opportunities What

agencies are available, where is

help needed, in what way can an

m.hv.dualboeflective' the> went

on
With these problems and issues

in mind, an experienced group ol

resource people is prepared to

exchange ideas and share in-

clination in Saturday's workshop

Agencies and organizations

represented include Peace Corps.

VISTA. teacher Corps,

educational missions. The Fish,

The Salvation Arms and the Bed

Cross, said the statement

The structure of the workshop

is verv informal; a panel discussion

will stimulate questions so that

students can then gravitate into

.mall discussion groups about the

agencies and or opportunities in

which the) are interested The day

Will Ih> interspersed with collet'

breaks and lunch lor $1.25." the>

added
"Registration is limited to 75

high school and college age

students, although pre registration

is not necessary Information

livers are available in most dorms

oi poster pockets, as well as in the

.student Union and the Campus

Center For information or

registration, call the Weslev Coop

,4'H>..i..i thev concluded

Summer Session

(orrection: The normal credit load to, the Summer Session .* mne

«"dits not six. as stated in the Summer School Bullet,,, I red.t overload

cards are onlv BeCSSSSej it one registers in excess ol n.nec.ed.ts.

Slimmer Session Oil ice.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

7 piLMS — SATURDAY, S end 10 p.m.

SU BALLROOM

FREAK ? .... OR GREEK ?

That's the difference?

Times are changing.

Styles are chancing.

But people are still

basically the same.

Decent.

If you think of Greek as straight,

you're wrong.

If you think of freak as Communist,

you're wrong.

There are no "Greeks" or "Freaks".

Just people.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

accepts men for what they are, not

what they look like. If you want to

arow with the fraternity, with the

university, and with other men, Icok

at us.

Wed., March 31

Thurs., April 1

7 -9 p.m.

Informal Rush

Call 5-0070 for rides.

NOW
COLLEGE DRUG

SEE THESE

GREAT OFFERS!!
By:

Coty — LASH 'N LINER

Revlon — COLOR SHINE (Lip Gloss)

Aziza — SOFT LINER

M'uguet des Bois (By Coty)

BUBBLE BATH

SPRAY MIST

PARFUM DE TOILETTE

FLACON MIST

CREME DE PARFUM

CACHET COLOGNE SPRAY MIST
By Prince Matchobelli

AZIZA BRIGHT EYES:

Remover Pads and Medicated Eye Drops

ot

COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main St

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEASON

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

MARCH 31 —APRIL 3

University Music Theatre presents

Brecht-Weill's

Amherst

"THREE PENNY OPERA
a

l MiP "! I i
,<. great successes ol the century In i fully-staged

pi eduction!

Reserved ticVets available by collina.

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202
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Goodell: New Pamphlets And Set-Up
KJW\*\s*v jr

,, llv , Klin humanities and social sum

I \\ IRON MENTAL CON-
SOLIDATION

In view oi the widespread in-

terest in the environment, which

crosses departmental and college

lines ..no of the finest collections

on renewable natural resources on

the campus is being broken up in

order to consolidate it in basic

disciplines to which it pertains

The librarv ot the Department oi

Forestry and Wildhie

Management will be dispersed this

semester to the Physical Science.

I lie Science and Social Science

collections. The Department's

collection, which has been housed

in Holdsworth Natural Resources

Center, is composed primarily of

biological periodicals and texts on

Wood Utilization and Techno!

i physical Sciences'. Forestry,

Wildlife Management, Fisheries

Management iLlfe Sciences' and

Resource Planning and Economics

(Social Sciences'

It is hoped these moves will

encourage interdisciplinary in-

terest m environmental problems

and subjects.

INFORMATION FORUM
The Reference Department of

Goodell Library will present a

series of three Information

Forums on April Hth. 13th and 20th

at 4 p.m in Room 613 of Goodell.

These lorums have been planned

to help graduate students in the

-No tices
ARMENIANS .

Armenian Language Class at 7.30

p.m. in Machmer W22 Noah will

attend The Der Hyer will teach.

CAMPUS GOLD GIRL SCOUTS
Mandatory meeting for all

members on April 20 at 8 p rr
i

in Rm
801 ot the CC Call Lorraine at 6 8261

it you can't come.

C
^AM

S
are welcome to the meeting of

the Chess Club, tonight at 7 p.m. m
the New Hatch

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private Pilot Ground School will

meet at 7 p.m in CC. regardless of

how many April Fools show up.

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL
Meeting Friday, April 2 at 3:ju

pm ,n Norfolk room, SU. for people

who want to work on Festival.

FINNISH CLUB ...
Meets tonight in Dukes Room of old

SU All are invited

FREE UNIVERSITY PLAY GROUP
Meeting for people who have been

working "with the play group to

discuss progress, changes Thurs at

2 30 at the Play group

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
There will be an important and

informative meeting tonight at 8 p.nv

,n Rm 80a 808 of the CC Majors and

students interested in Geography as

a major are urged to attend The

Benefit will be yours.

HlLLEL _, , -«,
Sabbath Evening Dinner, 7 p m.

Hillel Center .n Rm 420 of the 5U.

Make reservations now

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
LOWSHIP

"Suqar on Snow'' and supper party

at Holly S home; Sat ,
April 3. Will

meet at the tar side of Haigis Mall at

12 30 return to campus about 9 p.m

Cars needed! Contact Holly (6 7395)

hefore Fnriav night if interested

Friends invited.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
I G U. is sponsoring a discussion

and lecture on Human Sexuality led

by Dr Alan Liberman tonight at 7 30

p.m , 406 N Pleasant St. Open to the

University.

J.Q.A UPPER
A creative writing workshop is

being offered Thursday nights at 7 30

p m in J.Q.A. Upper. All welcome.

Come and bring something you've

written. For more info call Maroa 6

8372.

MUSIGALS
Rehearsal at 9 in Lewis piano

room
SKI PATROL

,
_

Meeting at 6: 30 in Norfolk Room
SU today. April 15 elections discussed

Patrol needed for Brodie, Berkshire

and Tom.

Rich Perkins' sections will have a

quiz the week of April 5 on Social

Structure.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC.

Elections are going to be held, so

everybody should try to attend For

mto call 545 1389

TERTULIA
Come chat in Spanish! Tertuha

meets today from 3 4 in the Spanish

Foyer 4th floor. Herter Hall, op

posite the elevators.

WOMEN
Come to an informal 'rap' session

on Women's Liberation Thurs. at 1

am at the Women's Center at Free

University

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
Monthly meeting New members

welcome Rm 904 of the CC at 7 30

p m. Tonight

humanities and social sciences

make more efficient use of the

Library by introducing them to

some basic general reference

tools The first session will cover

general sources of information

about books and periodicals, the

second session will cover basic

reference tools in the social

sciences and the third session will

cover basic reference tools in the

humanities.

For more information contact

Mary Jo Lynch at 5-0150.

CAREER PLANNING
The Reference Department of

flooded Library has prepared an

annotated list of information

sources which will be useful to

students who are planning their

careers and/or seeking em-

plovment Copies of CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES AND
BUSINESS FIRMS: SELECTED
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
are available in the lobby of

Goodell Library and in the

Placement Office in Whitmore.

Car Inspection

Starts Today
Registrar Richard E. McLaughlin wishes to remind drivers that all

registered vehicles must be inspected between today and May 15.871.

The types of vehicles which must be inspected include passenger, trucks

trailer? motorcycles, motorscooters and motor-bikes, school buses and

vehicles with farm, dealer repair and owner repair plates

Motor vehicles passing the inspection will have a blue sticker placed on

their windshieldsVjected vehicles will be marked with a rec and wh e

sticker and they will have through May 15 to have the necessary repairs

made and must resubmit the vehicle for inspection before that date. Any

motor vehicle or trailer without the blue sticker on May 16 may not be

operated on the highways of the Commonwealth, operators in violation of

this law face court prosecution and fine.

The motor vehicle adjuster will include in his examination brakes

lights, registration plates, horn, tires, windshield, and wipers, steering

system and ball joints, muffler and exhaust system, bumpera. fmders

and external sheet metal, safety chains on trailers and floor panels for

rust damage. He will also test for excessive smoke from the exhaust

system artI if the condition exists w.ll reject the vehicle until repairs are

made to eliminate it.
.

. .

The Registrar added "an early inspection is advised due to the usual

short supply of repair parts and mechanics available to do repairs in time

^prevent the vehicle being ruled off the road for lack of the blue in-

spection sticker."

MDC Classifieds Pay

YOU ONLY GO
AROUND ONCE IN

LIFE

RUSH

TRY ZETA NU

Thursday 7-8:30

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

riom-er, Teac. Garrard, FE, A*t«r.

Huher. TDK, oaaaei*«« and open reel

i ape, Standard radio, Ctah »pe»kera

l.P'«, H track* and other necewltlea

.

f*w Amheral Aodlo. **

I'aed Furs — Jacket*, capes and

•tolM for spring. New shipment, of

. ,,«t... -onie raccoon. All uliet. *18

i„.l up. Call 263-599V tfl-H>

~,hr, Gold, BraM. Antique Jew 1 1-

r». and <.la«» lletid*. I.nrite select Ion.

Keaaaoablc prices. Cull Kd or Helen

.<:i-6Ml after i p » tn

i Western Tapes — 8 frit.

,rl s:i ea 5W-5395. ,tl1

i-ii.-i \ imaha !5u Endure, -HUM* nil..

run-, well, i-eed for lint It roiid and

I rail -".'• or beri offer. Call UWTT
,M

i Chevj Convertible, Rood cond.

« ,11 WW. " '

- \ Ml ee 4500 miles. I

,, II...- rend Price 04M <»i ">"
,<

i I.mini VIII. furnished apt , avail.

I. in.- 1 w /option for the fall.2 be*
r. nun, swimming pool. Call '.J56-64.V;

tf l-l

"
K.Mini in Orchard Hill, $T.'5 or best

offer tor re.t of ttrmewter. Call Tom
.I'.nlli a fter ti. tt*-'t

Share house /own bedroom, walk
io I'nlveralty. Single $90 monthly —
, v;l ,| 1/15/71 Double or sinKle for

.ununer Hon M9-3071 nlte- ttl !

Ill; I I. I I <>K -I MMKB SCHOOL
— Furn I liilrm. apt. for July and
Vim No tema rea. Near Campus
Tool and air cond. Married couple

or nirls preferred. SI<il/mo. Call

140-3016 after 5. tM-10

TO SUBLET

tfi-
i ish >1«-10'

Fender Jaguar with ruse and n«-

rcsnories, Baod mini., excellent sound,

>ir, oi heel effer Call John r,\>.-

\<r.: "*•*

Suxukl AlOOrc. 2073 mi, breaks in

hi l i mi . S«>0 fliit. tome see for

> ..iir-. If "*'»

MOTORCYCLE — Need cheap

transportation? I00CC Honda tream
r ,,. t .ondition. S'.'OO Hrm. < all

after i,x '

^l'oir of STOReiker Buckle Hoot.

Don't fit me, worn 3 times. Size 7

Asklne S50. Call 323-1091 after 0.

I)>na SCA-35 Stereo amp., estv

rond , on warranty, asklnr JtiTi. Call

mauley nny day after 5 p.m. 323-

W.)\ .

"
'

"—
Botex IWLA, does lap dissolves,

rude In mid nut metering system with

I lenses and bar. SIOO. Leave note In

Krfltor-a Bo« St MDC. lft-1

—Tlie shoe-In behind Aubuchon's In

the Allev. Trices rlitht — men and

women's sandals, sneakers, moccas-

,i,is. cIobs, boots, belts. Bargains^

—
40 hp VW enitine rebuilt. $1R0 with

trade. Also other VW engines and

H.assis, Canjm-4820 eveningsJU1
— in sneed Knclish rncer, very ml.

conn *S. Wljl ha«.e Call after

in p in. 883-SM7, ask for Alec tfl--

-\<M.- IM> Sprint, $100 or best offer.

M6-44M0

For summer with opt. to cont. —
I Led apt. Puffton VII , swim. pool,

ulr cond Call &19-11T0;
*-«

1 ltdrm. Apt. at Cliffside Includes

nil utilities, swlmminr pool, tennis

courts, avail. June 1 to at least

Auk. H. Call r,(ij-28l2 after 4 p nv

,' bedroom towiihouse. Squire Vil-

I„l.t. >underland. All utl. From June

I to Auc 31 with option for fall

< a ll «W5-3080. tn'-

~
I bdrm , Cliffside Apts., Jane -

IM | very reasonable. Call 665-3fiin

l i - 9 p.m. tf4~5

4 bedroom house to sublet from

June 1st to Sept. 1st .
Located A '

?
miles from campus In Iladley. 'ail

•>8 1-5023.
.

„ ttV-
Summer sublet with option. ver>

larite I tiedroom townhouse at moun-

tain ranite. Everything brand new

this year Evenincs CT3-9300. tf4-fl

Hummer s.il.let w/optlon to renew

lease in fall — 2 bedroom apt.. 1

mile from campus. Call 2S3-22I7

Available June 1, 2 bodrm. apt .

Quahhin Vlllase, Belchertown. Wall-
to wall carpet, air cond. $150/mo.

lull 3!3-7«14 aft. 5.

19«7 VW, excel, runnlns condl-

i,„„. low mileate. $850. Call .81-

031 5.
"'•'

fhevy Belalr '63 4 door. 6 c>l ,

auto , rood cond. Call Tony at .->t

s;h Also til Corvalr Monxa 6 cyl .

nitomatic .
"'

I !>•;.-» Cher. Impala Conv., It. blue.

refT eood cond , radio, heater, snow

tires, etc. SH.MI or best offer. Call

Mike 5UI ::•.' -.'003 Kenn. tfjMi

IMil Ferd Galavle conv.. V-8. auto-

matic, new brakes, muffler, carbu-

retor, turq. & white tiood condl-

il.oi J'aj^after 4:30. 519-0021. tfl-1

.. I. ran. I I'rix, ex. cond .
pride-

fnllv maintained, all power, auto.. 2

dr . hi., $450. Call 665-3948 after

.' p m. Ask for Ron. tf4-2

IMS Cherrl recently Installed en-

cinc radiator, clutch, and trans-

mission, excellent runnlnc condition.

-nil or best offer. Call 546-6116
tf4-2

HH (ialaxle, excel, cond , yellow

black interior, stereo.. 516-6320.
tf 4-8

Mustans conv , 3 speed, 289

V-8 In exceptional cond . $173 or best

offer. For more Info leave note in

\ . u s Editor's Box at M.P.C. tf4-l

I ir.l.ird 400. posl, rear disc brak.«.
rxcellent riinniiiR condition. 2 sets of

.r.«. tape deck hookup, $1300, will

talk Hill .',3-5893. tf 1-2

1000 VW in excellent condition with
onnronf, new motor and trans. Ask-
iiic $700. Call Kent at M0-0471, 64«i-

.iii'Mi or aft. 5:30 S83-3373, 50,000 mi.
tft-l".

1968 Hat 830 Spyder, rood cond
«900 or best offer. Call 519-6239 af-

ter 6 p.m. tf4-ll>

>"W '68 Buc, new rnsine last June,

I'.OOO miles. Excel cond. Badio, new
tires, $1295 Call Steve 1-781-5230

days, 1-783-5972 nights. tf4-8

1965 Volkswagen, sunroof. Call

I -023-5279 evenings
.

tf 1-3

I9ti9 VW Formula sunroof sedan.

low mileage, immaculate inside and
out. Extras galore . $1300. Tel. 1-

..'.-.-4710 or 1-732-1187. tf4-

!

Ripped off on service by local >«
dealers.* Bring It to an HONL> I

mechanic. Ilealer-traine.l In merlin

ales and diagnostics. 349-1703. tfl •

Have much stereo recording equip

...ent, no money 1 Will transfer youi

reel, cartridge, record or favorite

\M/FM program to 8 track car-

tridge or 4 track reel. Call Karl

-.19-0013

PERSONAL

xnvone willing to try turning Con-

grr—man Paul McCloskey of Califor-

nia into a president. Call Ml Mg^
~ "A million heilos to Bonella and

(irrsory. XXX. The Navajo Kld^

"~Big
-
Creep, yoo missed your blrth-

darl Hey you never know! Have a

happy anyway! No. 2 skunk 4-1

F Boommate wanted beg June 1

\pt within walking dlst. of C »»«'"•;•

Tool, air cond.. furn. apt fall ««>-

i;.'(9 after «pm tn-.««

Passionate male seeks sincere re-

lationship with young female fall

Dan at «-8830_nnw ! .*-'

This week the Warty Pbsllus

\ward was conferred upon Bonella

r„r confiscating the Prince llouve

directory right on! _I
BASS PLAYER

Wanted for Brnheck type Jafi

Kronp Call Tom 319-0113 »'*''
f
«,

Female roommate as of April 1

Own room, option fall. Call 519-

ta.%8 anytime
. _,f

JL"

'

Male or frmale, own room In *!

I.c.lroom apt. $00 month. Available

now. Call 6-9338. ask for Marc.
tf I «.

Roommate wanted — male $30 mo
Iladley 384-7718. _tf 1-3

Avail. Immed , own room, male

or female. Call Karl between 5-10

349-0013. sT4»l

FOR SALE OR TRADE
OH Flat 850 2 dr. cpe., 4 sp .

sell outright or trade for cycle over
ii30 re. Call 236-6901 after 4:30 p.m

tfl-!

SUMMER SUBLET
Hummer sublet from June 1 - Aus

SO, 100 Colonial Village, furnished

I bedroom, swim. pool. Call 258-
tf tu-tti

2 bdrm apt. between town and
. uupus Partly furnished. Friendl>
neighborhood Rent $160, negotiable
Call 6-719.3. fi-7197. B-7111 tf4-5

BOOKS
We buy used books and records

— Whitelight Books (in the Alley)

No texts t tn-U

WANTED

JOBS
to NORTHMEN of all trades

-1 OI'E. \I.\-K_\ around $2800 /mo.

Write Job Research. PtL Box
:

161.

Ma-A. Toronto. Ont Enclose $XOO

FOR SALE— AUTOS WORK WANTED

FOR RENT
XpHrtnTe^rTfoTTent for

"-J"*
-

:j-v-.;;; r::tr«e^ni,e^.t;„\.

""Porsche 1963 S-90. sunroof, red.

exc. cond. 546-9107.. ti«"
Must sell 68 Cortina, ex. mfeb.

cond.. o\er 25 mi. gal., only 15.000

mi , automatic trans., disc brakes_

Best offer_5;al l 5e6-972B. t ft-.

-,S Xl(i\. gooifToTMl., 61.000 miles,

no rust, $100. Call David Hammond,
.-.r, -UtiiK) (9 - •) «<i.V3267 (6 - 9 p.m )

>ludent will babysit any eies

Love kids, experienced. Call Sue .'.It;

7107 eve "*-'

ROOMMATES WANTED
-,' girls wanted to share cottage In

Oennispnrt. June till end of Aug
Ca ll 316-3465, ask for Judy. tf l-2

-""Roommate wanted — own bedroom.

M or F near campus, on Triangle St

starting immediately. Call 5l9-67!Mi

Black sincere male student nesr
Amherst. Please write to white male
(temporarily in Ohio) interested in

possible close summer relationship

i-onfldentlal. Box 723. Amherst.
Mass. tft-5

Children, aces 3-6. needed for psy

-

cologlral testing. Call 542-2549, be-

tween 9:30-4:30 weekdays. Payment
si M one hour. tf 1-3

Compatible nymphs, preferably
sleeiy, desired by pair of insatiable

yet erotic males. Not a psych experi-

ment. Call 233-7664. If 1-2

ROOM FOR RENT

SERVICES

\mherst Audio services stereo

omponents. tape decks for home oi

, ar. 197 No. Pleasant St., 258-8133

Wanted immediately: 3rd room-

mate for 3 bedroom Fuffton Apt

(all 840-0800 after 6 p.m. t fl-fl

Roommate wanted at Squire Vil-

lage, incl all ntll. nnd furnished

Option to pick up lease. Avail lm-

mediateh Onlr 080. Call 663-269-.

tf»-2

Mitt — 3 miles from campus, own
room, nice farmhouse, share with :

tins, $50 plus util. Available Imme-
diately. Call Louie 549-1703. If 4-3

PARTY
Tubberware Part*. April 1. "I,

1:00 p m. Call tS3-30BO Plastic >»'

can do onytblnc with I 1

ti

B60-356B
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From Head To Assistant --No Mistake
(Kditor's Note: With the ap-

point inent of Dick MatPherson to

replace the retired Vie Fusia to the

head coaching helm. UMass
football has undergone a complete

change of faces on its coaching

staff. In order that university

sports enthusiasts get better

acquainted with the new men who

will assist coach MacPherson in

the fall, the Collegian sports pages

will carry a special series of

sketches written by staff reporter

Mark Vogler which will focus in on

the background and interest in-

formation pertaining to each of the

six coaches. Today is the third of

this five part series.)

People next to him were
astonished and critical of his

decision to abandon a head

coaching job in favor of an

assistant's post. But newly

acquired offensive coach George

Flood obviously knew what he was

in for and came to the right place if

it's a better brand of football he

was after.

The going had been pretty good

for Flood whose seven year tenure

as head coach of Union College was

the third longest in the school's

football history. Afterall, he had

assembled two of Union's four

winning clubs in the past 20 years

— two in the last three. And at a

college where a winning grid

season is practically a novelty it's

impressive that Flood's career

record stands just under the .500

mark at 27-29-4.

So why did he depart such a

sound situation which existed at

Union? Perhaps Coach Flood

himself can best explain.

"Many of my colleagues felt that

it was silly to give up the position I

had They argued against my
leaving a fine small college head

coaching job for an assistant

opening 1 was satisfied with my
work at Union. But 1 was very-

pleased to get the appointment to

work under Coach MacPherson on

a fine situation offered at UMass.

on a more competitive level of

football than the one offered at

Union."
Earlier acquaintances with Dick

MacPherson more than likely

revolve around the new comers

appointment to the Massachusetts

staff. Flood was a grad assistant at

Springfield when MacPherson was

plaving football for the college in

1955. Since then the two have

maintained contact for about 15

Player Seeks

Third Straight
GREENSBORO, N.C. lAP) -

The absence of Arnold Palmer and

Jack Nicklaus focuses attention

even more sharply on Gary
Player's quest for a rare third

consecutive victory in the $190,000

Greater Greensboro Open Golf

Tournament
The resurgent Big Three, who

dominated pro golf in the middle

1960s, have won five of the last

seven tournaments - with the tough

little Johannesburg rancher

leading the way.
Player has won the last two tour

events and is seeking to become

the first man in nine years to win

three in a row on the rugged

American circuit. Palmer was the

last man to turn the trick, in 1962.

"I'd feel more confident about it

if the course were a little tighter,

not so wide open,'' the 34-year-old

Player said.

"Winning three in a row in this

country is an extremely difficult

thing to do. what with the caliber of

the competition. In most other

countries, you can figure there are

only 10, or maybe 20 players who
are capable of winning. Here,

everyone in the field is a threat.

"But I am playing the best golf of

my life. I'm not putting extra well,

but my over-all play is the best I've

ever done. I'm not capable of

playing better."

The figures back him up. Player

has won over 165,00/) in the last two

weeks and $76,216 on his five-week

swing in this country. That's an

average of $15,225 a week. He's the

defending champion here.

years. In fact the now head coach

occasionally recruited off Flood

through earlier coaching

associations at UMass and Cin-

cinnati University.

Flood was a sports sensation in

his younger years at Peekskill

High where he captained the three

major sports and helped to make
his school champions in all three. A
top notch quarterback in the

schoolboy circuit, he earned All-

County honors as a senior.

He spent a year at Manhattan
before transferring to Springfield.

Although his basic skill on the grid

iron was passing he was forced to

switch to defensive halfback where
he established a school record with

three interceptions in a game
against AIC.

Turning his talent to baseball in

the spring, he was a member of the

first Springfield outfit to attend the

Omaha Baseball World Series

(1951). Flood also played with

Allan Barber (he's presently the

freshman diamond skipper) when

the Springfield nine reached the

finals of the NE NCAA regional

playoffs in 53.

Upon graduation (53) he served

two years in the United States

Marine Corps where he received

his first coaching experience. In a

season of service ball in Japan he

piloted a club to a 5-4 finish. He was

discharged as a 1st Lieutenant and

returned to his alma mater to work

on his masters degree.

Truly the elder statesman of the

1971 Redman Coaching cast, Flood

has 16 years of football tutoring

under his belt — 18 if you want to

include service ball and graduate

assistance.

His coaching career officially

originated with a two year stint at

Fox Lane High (NY) where he

undertook football, wrestling and

baseball. In seven seasons at Rome
Free Academy (NY) he molded

two unbeaten ball clubs and three

conference championships. Such

success led the New Yorker to

Union College coaching.

Flood will be working with

MacPherson in controlling the

offensive phase of the contest. Both

are in agreement that UMass will

have to ship up a pretty good

passing threat balanced by a

strong running attack in order to

achieve success.

Although Flood didn't extend his

quarterbacking into college,

MacPherson places a great deal of

confidence in his assistant's

knowledge of the offensive aspect.

"George knows and loves

football and people. He enjoys

quarterback and offensive

theories. A leader and an

organizer, that's what offensive

football is all about and that's why

we asked him to be here."

"The main reason for my being

in coaching is to work with young

people. I feel I'm both in my
profession and have a hobby

besides — it's all wrapped up in

one. I'm in an area in which many
people are interested.

Winning is your main goal in

competition that denotes success.

And that's what we're striving for.

There are naturally many
educational values along this road.

But winning is the main end we

shoot for. We will be successful at

UMass only if we win.

As far as the coming season

goes, we hope the offense will be

interesting to our fans and

followers. We want to win as well

as to be a sound offensive football

team."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAA,

The little Capricorn girl probably
enjoys playing Monopoly. She shows
an interest in obtaining possessions

at a very early age. The little

Capricorn boy displays an interest in

business affairs and can ask per

plexing questions The Capricorn

child forms attachments to adults

and tends to make friends with older

children.
* * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Home
affairs, domestic matters are ac

cented. Stick to the practical

Discard schemes which have no solid

foundation. Don't risk capital on
speculative venture. Conservative
view is best now.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Ac

tivity now is associated with neigh

bors, relatives. Short journey may be

on schedule. Be alert, versatile. Keep
open mind to novel ideas Be willing

to experiment.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): You

now find much in common with

Taurus individual. Financial ac
tivities favored. You can obtain

genuine bargain Many past efforts

now can pay dividends. Act ac

cordingly.
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Lunar

cycle high; circumstances turn in

your favor. Put forth special effort;

take initiative. Encourage new
contacts, challenges. One born under

Leo offers special aid Accept.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Cooperate
with Cancer born individual Stress

original ideas Shake off emotional

lethargy. Open yourself to exciting

experiences. Intrigue is part of

picture. You'll enjoy it.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Accent

on friends, special desires, social

activity. Aquarius individual plays

prominent role One who taught you

in past lends helping hand. Show

gratitude. Turn on charm.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Em

phasis on reputation, special honors
You make contact with one who can
open new horizons. Be receptive

Spread influence. Optimistic view
now is essential to progress.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Good

lunar aspect now coincides with long

journeys, added education, special

advertising campaign. Be idealistic

without losing sense of practical

values.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21)

Check tax figures; take inventory

Marriage or business partner makes
special request. Welcome chance for

constructive change. Not easy
keep secrets; act accordingly.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19):

Home environment receives unusual
attention. Strive to cooperate with

family member. Be diplomatic. You
gain more this way. A special

agreement, contract must be con
sidered.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Feeling of restriction is but tern

porary. Realize this and attend to

basic chores. Avoid extremes. Don't

skip details. What appears minor
may become major if neglected.
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Long

range investment play could be
productive. Perceive potential. See
beyond the immediate. Open com
munication lives. Write and
publicize. Accelerate self expression

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are due for exciting times. If

single, marriage is distinct
possibility In May, you make a new
start You are dynamic, independent
and an original thinker. You seldom,
if ever, are satisfied with second
best. You want to lead and usually do.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Frolic

6 Mortification

11 Cotton
filament

12 Vegetable
14 Beam
15 Locations

17 Greek letter

18 Cypnnoid
fish

19 Retreats

21 Man's
nickname

22 Pertaining to

punishment
24 Earth

goddess
25 Shallow

vessels

27 Drunkard
28 Ficlamation

29 Fork prong
30 Causing

sudden
surprise

33 Liquefy

34 Babylonian
deity

35 Condensed
moisture

37 Sagacious
38 Indefinite

article

39 Apportion

41 Spanish article

42 Mislead
45 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

46 Astate(abbr)
48 Inn

49 Girl's name
50 Mend
52 Wild ass ol

India

54 Part of

fortification

55 Ranted

DOWN

1 Sunglasses
(slang)

2 Lift with

lever

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10

11
13
16

19

20

23

26

28

29

31

Note of scale

Artist's stand

Prepare for

print

Cubic meter
Stockings
Part of

•to be"
Chart
Gaseous
hydrocarbon
Journey
Lubricates

Made more
secure
Confused
(colloq.)

Stick used in

hand spinning

Part of

tace (pi.)

Heavenly being

Con|unction

Note of scale

Near
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32
33
36

37

38
39

Note of scale

Kind of moth
Covered with

trees

Have on one's

person
Fruit of oak
Genus of

grasses

40
43

44
47
49
51
53

Rip
Lamb's pen
name
Man's name
Simian
Mature
Paid notice

Symbol for

silver

11

14

18

22

::•

E
37

41

46

50

27

33

54

&ZTS

-B

23

130

-.'
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42

'
i
51

''A

»
31

777
.-..

43

48

38

16

24

z_\

34

29

32

w
?, 52

55

62

2
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1
26
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Spring Sports Outlook Bright
B) EARLEBARROLL

MDC Stall

Baseball coach Dick Bergquist

and lacrosse coach Dick Garter

luith expressed confidence after

i heir spring trips and bright

outlooks for their teams this spring

ai the tirst Varsity M Club lun

cheon ol Ihe spring season

yesterda) at the Newman Center.

Bergquist, whose Redmen
compiled a i 3 slate on their

southern suing, was verj high on

his strong pitching statt. his solid

flatin eoU*5«an

SfHVOA

•< » evm issue iu
THl • APRIL 1 W71

g ere* and the enthusiasm

inokie ballplayers have

-am
With the added extra game per

i in (he Yankee ton

lercnce. including weekend series

,,i i mes in two days against

rmonl and Maine Bergquist

il someone will need pit

thing

When pitching is needed

gquisl feels he has the men to

do it in .lack Bernardo. Torn King.

|. -m White. John olsen and Chip

Baye All performed well on the

trip allowing on the average onlj

lour hits per game
ourdo who was also on hand

expressed Ihe leeling ol this proud

.1 tii. northern

pii. inything like the

southern pitching, there'll be a lot

ol zeroes on the hoard lor the op-

position."

Jack Conroy. senior co captain

and third baseman was very

pleased with the performances oi

ins younger mates m the infield on

the trip He cited first baseman

Mark Palau. second baseman Jim

Saracino and shortstop Eddie

McMahon, a Freshman tor then

outstanding play on the southern

suing In concluding Conroy also

looked Forward to a fine year for

the Kedmen.
Bergquist wrapped up his

program on an inspiring note.

after this trip we fed we can give

anyone in Nem England a good

baseball game
"

Garber called his team's spring

trip, the most successful trip in

manj a year" as evidenced by the

stickers record ol 5-1 against some

ot tin- finest competition in the

nation

In a game noted lor its bod)

contact Garter said ot his team

•we're verj small, but we're ver)

last anil have goodstick ability

This should be the best team

ever on campus.' added the coach

We'll be ver> exciting to watch
"

Lacrosse is not the glamour

sport on campus, although the

loam has always gotten good

support due to the tine teams

Garter lias put on the Held This

ason should be the best ol all

un the southern trip. Garter's

Guerillas as Ihe) are known

throughout New England got oft to

a big start in beating Arm) for the

lust time in ten years and only

after the team had had tour days

OUl on the Held This had to In- a

lug psychological boost to the

players, Garter pointed out

Lafayette was thi- ne\t opponent

and tte biggest learn that Garter

has ever seen but hi- stickmen

trounced them ."
I in a manner

• described a- running m
and out between ihe legs ol the

bigger players on the opposition

HI \I»V I OK SKXSOV— I on Mai man i l») lets on.- fly in action last spring against lulls IW at

Voterit an midfielder, described in his reach as the best in the retain at his psoitis*" was verj ss>

lonihUk sbenl tte cowing season yesterda) at the UMass Van*) M club Uaseacea.

Game ihree was .i big one

against one ol the top five teams m
the countr) Nassau Communit)
College, .i liot bed lor some ol thi'

best players in the nation But

again the Bedmen came out on lop

and from there went on to take two

oi the next three to complete their

> i record

In looking to the season ahead.

Garter was sbo optomistic in

saying, "the prospect tor the

season is very good We will be

playing the toughest schedule ever

by a I Mass lacrosse team and

whether we can win them all

depends on injuries and the ability

'.> pla) iop opposition game alter

game
Kor thi first turn- the NCAA will

he holding a national laerosse

tournament to decide the national

championship at the end ol the

regular season It will be just an

eight team tournament and Garter

feels thai ins Redmen will have to

beat out both Harvard and Broun
both oi which the Redmen play, to

qualif) lis the top team in the New

England region

Garner also introduced three oi

his stars. Al Buggiano. Lou
Marinaeee and John Gannon
Kuggiano was catted at 5*9" the

biggest and toughest delenseman
we have and one ol the best m the

cast

Ins

best

and

Marinaeee was cited by

coach as being possibly the

midfielder in the countr)

< iamon, also a midfielder is not far

behind ins partner
All three fell coniidenl after tte

spring trip and are looking loruard
as are the rest ol their teammates
to the beginning ol the spring

season

Next week Bergquist returns to

the Newman center lor ihe second

luncheon Ol the spring and he'll be

joined bj bead track coach Kin
O'Brien

Culp Hurls Bosox Past Pirates
\\ I

N

I'ulp

Vmcrican
ignincnt

HAVEN. Kla AP
tuned up lor his

League opening
b\ firing a masterful

loin bitter )esterda) as the Boston

Sox put together a tour run

inning lor a 1 2 exhibition victor)

i ihe Pittsburgh Pirates

» ulpa veteran right bander uith

.i ,u 28 record sim <• being acquit

n the Chicago Cubs after the

ison struck out lour and

ked onl) two in going tte nine

inning distance for the first lime

II. needed just KM pitch.

The Pirates, who had won seven

oi eight previous pre season starts

against American League rivals

look a I tl lead on Willie SUrgett'S

third spring homer in the second

The Bed Sox nailed down the

,!•< ision by combining halt ol their

in hits against right bander Dick

Ellis in the third

Reggie Smith. Carl Yastnemski,
Kico Petrocelli and George Scott

each singled across runs alter

rookie Doug Gritfin opened with a

double

A triple by Bichie Hebner and an

mheld grounder accounted for

Pittsburgh's other run in the sixth.

Culp. the only Bed Sox pitcher to

go nine innings, said he took the

mound intending to 'throw about

MM) pitches, even if that came in six

innings " He was just over in going

the route

2Th
This is by far the best I've ever

pitched in spring training." the

soft-spoken Texan said I let out

everything today, throwing a lot of

hard sliders I think I'm ready for

the opener next Tuesday in Boston.

but I wish I could take this weather

with us
."

Culp finished his preseason

training with a total of 27 innings in

live starts after a minor shoulder

ailment He allowed just 12 hits and

lour runs, striking out 17 and

walking eight. His earned run

iverage was I 13.

Knicks Lead Hawks, 3-1;

Can End Series Tonite

RKt>—Manning the hot-corner for the first time in a Bed Sox

uniform Itico Petrocelli has performed very well this spring at his

new position. Yesterday against the Pirates the former shortstop

collected two hits in the Bed Sox 1-2 win over the Pirates.

Scott, enjoying his usual out

standing exhibition season, had

three singles in four times at bat.

hiking his average to a lofty .433

Boston manager Eddie Kasko

took up his lineup with the arrival

of catcher Duane Josephson,

acquired from the Chicago White

Sox Tuesday.
Luis Aparicio was moved into the

leadoff spot and Griffin dropped to

the no 8 slot in the batting order

Smith was moved up to the second

position, followed by Yastrzemski,

Petrocelli, Scott. Josephson and

Billy Conigliaro.

\s of now. that will be my

regular lineup,'" Kasko said.

Griffin is a hard nosed player, but

I hope to take off any pressure on

him."
Josephson. who said he had been

to bat only about 20 times with the

White Sox this spring, was n-for 4

but lined hard to center in his

fourth trip to the plate.

The Bed Sox hiked their

Grapefruit League record to 12-13

in their final appearance at Chain

Lakes Park They conclude their

Florida exhibition season against

the Detroit Tigers at Lakeland

Thursday and then break camp
Saturday

\K\\ YORK \P The New

\ oik Knicks. after prw ing Atlanta

has no home court aib aiitage and a

definite bacfccourl disadvantage,

return to then own friend!) con

lines a! Madison Square Garden

tonight with a chance to close out

Iheir piayofl series against the

Hawks
Ihe Knicks lead the best ol

•even game Eastern Conference

semifinal in the National

Basketball Association alter

whipping the Hawks tune in

Atlanta for a t i lend

Much ol Ihe credit goes to the

Knicks backcourt ol Walt Fra/.ier

and Dick Barnett. which has

completely outshone Atlanta's

combo ol Pete Maravich and Walt

Haztard.
Fra/.ier, playing in his home

town in Atlanta, led the Knicks to

both victories, the second a 113-107

triumph Tuesday night when he

Espo Paces B's

Over Habs, 6-3
MONTKEAL (AP)-Phil

Esposito continued his phenommal
goalscoring feats last night,

scoring his 70th and 71st goals of

the National Hockey League
season to help the Boston Bruins to

a B-3 victory over Montreal.

The Bruins also got a two-goal

performance from Dallas Smith

and singles from Wayne Carleton

and Wayne Cashman.
Phil Boberto. with two goals, and

John Ferguson with a single, ac-

counted for the Canadiens scoring

Boston's Ken Hodge assisted on

three goals to set a record for

points garnered by a right winger

in regular season play. He now has

104 points, bettering the mark of

103 set by Gordie Howe of Detroit

two seasons ago

scored 26 points, had six rebounds

and eight assists

In the lour games, he has scored

a scries leading 109 points, hitting

almost .)(» percent ot his Held shots.

grabbed 29 rebounds and had 12

assists Barnett. with S points

Tuesda) night, has B9 points with

better than M |K'i cent shooting

from the held

Notices
FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT

( II ANGES loach Dick Mac
Pherson has announced the

changes in the times and dates in

drawing ol equipment lor spring

football |>er order of coaches

Bishko and Saffron, head coaches

«.l equipment. The new dates are

next Wednesday through Saturday.

April 7-10. at H 10 am. and 11 am.
i p.m.

* * *

CHEERLEADER TBYOUT-
S Cheerleading tryouts are being

held tonight and Monday night in

the Boyden Auxiliary Gym. These

first meetings are primarily

practice sessions before the "first

cuts'' on Tuesday (April 6). All

meetings begin at 7 p.m.

Some knowledge of dancing and

tumbling is helpful but the em-

phasis is on "being peppy.'

Cheerleading offers students an

opportunity to visit other colleges

(away games) and meet people

from other areas as well as on the

campus
Tryouts are open to all un-

dergraduates, both male and

temale. Tonight. Boyden Auxiliary

Gym, 7 p.m.
* * *

SPBING SOCCER—There will

be a meeting of all spring soccer

candidates on Monday. April 5th.

4:30 p.m. in Boom o, Boyden

Building

*MlL /}
/o
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Letters To The Editor

They Shoot Horses, Don't They?

To the p.ilitor:

I'd like to announce my resentment and horror

concerning yotti front page picture of Tuesday, March

10 showing a noise and rider. The caption read,

•LADY GOD1VA Well, not quite At least she has

some ol her clothes on. But it may strike you as a

funny place to be on a horse, the front yard of Bartlett.

Maybe not. UMass did have a pretty good reputation

once .is a cow college
"

Being a member Of the aforementioned tour-legged

group of animals. 1 demand an apology for the lewd

and ignorant insinuations made by this picture and its

cutline. It is implied that a horse, the most noble of all

creatures, is on the same intellectual level as the base

and debauched cow Hasn't the horse taken enough

from you human chauvinists?

It wasn't bad enough that we spent a hundred years

in the west being ridden to death by drunken animals

who threw everything from whiskey bottles to guns at

us No. then Hollywood had to glorify these ruthless

ruffians and we spent another fifty years acting out

the roles that our ancestors had lived. And where are

we now I'll tell you where. We're on reservations and

in corrals in isolated spots around the country like

Horse Falls. Idaho or Steed City. Montana.

When was the last time you saw one of us prancing

. i round your citv streets. Sure, the pigs still use up but

they keep us under tight control. Were dragged out

whenever a riot starts so that we can get smashed by

dubs and kicked and beaten by your college

comrades
We haven't given up yet though, although we seem

to be the forgotten breed in this country. It's the

treatment we receive from such sources as the MDC

Who's The Pig?
lo ihe Editor:

In Friday. April second's Massachusetts Daily

(ollegiate columnist Dave Williams neglects to

mention the tact that I am a graduate student in his

editorial on the notices page under the headline ot

Campus Carousel
."

,,. .

Now when Ding Dog David wrote that Steve Hincle

and Harvey the Babbit and me were making bathtub

Gin in Munson Kdm -:.. he was lying And this didii t

hothci me except for the political implications in his

column
Kor one thing, there are none

For another. Williams goes on to say that Despite

the rapid urbanization ol the specified area, the level

ot mob.l.tv among local residents deprecated

noticeably during the second time period

In all oi this Williams ignores the symbolism. 1 say

to Mr Williams, the "STUDENT PIG
.

get

motivated, get psvehed. lets go Bedmen and boycott

lettuce, even though the Strike ended 10 days ago.

Power to the People. Love and Freedom.
Hogg Bumpberg

Pierponl

which only serve to prolong the agony we have suf-

fered for so long We don'l even have a Jane Fonda,
and Mister Kd doesn't get many speaking
engagements anymore.
One ot these days we'll return. When we do, the

Collegian will be one of the tirst lo get stomped upon.

And 1 do mean stomped upon

Name Withheld B) Request

The Chilean One

To the hriitor:

You are a pig. In the event that you are not a pig and

yesterday's MDC was the result of a printer's

mistake, please disregard this letter But. it not, then

you are still a Pig.

Let me tell you w hy you are a pig

The Fasciust Government of Chile has imprisoned

our brother Meggello Yelverton. a local political

worker, who the pig government said was guilty of

raping the pig wife of the pig chief of police

Even if this is true, we. the brothers of Yelverton,

say that all he did was liberate the pig wile's organ

And this is a sacred act

We demand that the Collegian give us 100 free in-

ches of advertising space to further our cause, since

you are the representative student newspaper If we

do not see a 100-mch ad in tomorrow's MDC we will

assume that you are still pigs.

Fret1 the Chilean One. ..Power to the People
Love.

William C Cii/e

There Will Be No
Mass. Gazette

Tomorrow. .

.

Or The Next Day . .

.

Or The Next Day . .

.

"Sure, It Was Tough
5 5

i i We Were Tougher

To Ihe Kdilor:

.lust .i lew words about the

recent demise ol what was. I

hear, at one time a line

metropolitan newspaper, the

MDC In Ihe times ol crisis lacing

us today, the collegian, in its

infinite wisdom, has decided to

turn to such things as hog far-

mers, unspayed female dogs, and

Harold knlt'in for COP) on the

editorial page The editors, who

aren't as important as the> think

the) are. believe that these things

are tunny Ha. ha. ha

When I was a boy. we looked at

the world straight on instead ot

trying to turn it Into some three

ring circus. Sure it was tough, but

we were tougher Ah. you guys

are soft The newspaper game is

tough. I should know But when

\ou have to turn to tutile at-

tempts at comedy, and I use the

term loosely, you pass over the

really important issues ot loda\

like the way our brothers

ripped of! by the Campus Center,

the Chancellor's masticatonal

habits, and the unresponsiveness

ol student leaders I'm fed up

w ith the trash you guys put in this

paper Since the last Jim Mitchell

piece. I have been unable to lind

anything on my intellectual level

worth reading Come on guys.

yon can do better 'Dave Don't

"print this il I'm not on

<y tiebreaker on WMl A tonight.

I'm just great Mark i

Mark Silverman

Where We Stand
We here at the Collegian feel that its about time to clear the air ol

what Eric the Bat calls 'bullshit, bullshit. ..and more bullshit"

For too long things have gone un-commented upon, issues that are

close to each and everyone one of us students. We want to get to the

crotch of a lot of things which seem to us to be important

For a long time now we have felt that marijuana should be

legalized. That mav be impossible at present but the least the

University store could do is stock a greater variet) ol rolling

papers Students are tired oi walking to Augies just to get there

favorite brand and flavor. A little paper action, please'

We endorse, at his time, the concept of copulation between men

and women We believe that even administrators and faculty

members could svmpathize with the plight of we students It is

difficult to live up to our reputation as "the immoral inhabitants oi

Sin city" with our present living conditions We urge the in-

stallation oi moveable but soundproof dividers tor double rooms

Just lor the record, we want to congratulate the more

progressive members ol the University community lor trying their

darndest to make student lite easier by eliminating unnecessary

course work. We're depending on you for this years Spring Student

St rikt?

We call for the institutionalization of the Student Strike, to be

held every year at a time when it becomes too nice to finish the

year We urge the Chancellor to appoint a Committee to study any

number of excuses we can use to bullshit the rest ol the state into

believing that we are acting on conscience.

We support the new University wide Senate as means ol

keeping a lot of loud mouths tucked away m the same room with

each other

The Student Senate deserves a hand for being the only group on

campus with the guts to put its foot down about those

precissionettes. Another blow against militarism!

This has been a record vear for the UMass mud builders, and

we think that those dedicated souls digging up the campus deserve

a pat on the back for making this one of the noisiest and muddiest

places in Massachusetts. Good work Jack.

The rest of the world deserves a kick in the right place, too.

Thanks lor making this world and nation of ours a place where war

corruption, disease, poverty, and racism can be so nobly inbred

and maintained in honor.
* » *

and that's the way we here at New England's 'Largest" daily

organ I eel.

Confession Of A Spy
1 a as a spy lor the FBI. I lived

amongst you, l learned your

secrets. I breathed when you

breathed, ate when you ate. drank

v\ hen you drank, and got wrecked

in m> spare tune For one briet

instant. I was you only I was

getting paid to be you Sometimes

it pays to know J Edgar Hoover

True, yell almost caught me
once I wonder what is was

Perhaps it was the time I inhaled

the w rang end ol a joint and got oil

on it Maybe it was when I gave

hi rem Zimbahst. Jr. I standing

ovation I've got it It was when I

stood up lor the playing ol the

National Anthem on TV Ah. but it

matters little now I cleverly

deceived you tor long enough to

discover what was going on

I guess you wonder how I tricked

you That pink begonia I wore on

the land ol my /oot suit was no

flower at all Nay, it was my slyly

disguised tape rccordei

microphone although I was alraid

that carrying around a stereo tape

recorder with two speakers might

give me away But Zay re's was all

nut oi poi tables

I would have got some greal

candid shots of all your immoral

activities, too. il I hadn't forgotten

not to use my se< ret camera as a

cigarette lighter I must have

burned about 20 shots

In the end it was yout

mistakes that did you in Vou

me fooled lor a while. I'll adl

That stall m the plastic I did

look like tea and I did '

those pills were lor yOUT headache

But it was what you said that gave

VOU away When I told you I

thought thai that Moody Blues

album you were playing was

groovy, you replied "yeh man.

heavy, h-e a y' Flares went ofl

ai ni\ head aid trumpets blared .1

Kdgar always (old us that you

Ireaks are always saying that word

and whenever we hear it we know

that one ol you il getting high I

pulled out my Ihp out official-FBI-

wallet with the -silver three

pointed badge number <~n; and

busted you on the spot But you

bastards couldn'l phi) fair and

admit thai I had WOO
I'll admit it was | bit em

harassing when we got down to Ihe

station When vou told the sergeant

al the desk to check mv pockets I

thought it was some sort ol joke I

was .is surprised as the) were

when those turned out to be labs ol

mescaline in that tin of I \cedrtn

you Have me What a dirt\ trick.

\ .hi Ireaks realb have no mot

do you?
Ill be out in a lew months Ml I' '

time I \e spent 111 Mils jail tl I

have thought onl) oi y<

occupies m> even tin

repa) >ou l*i
' | " :

"'

.,nd I shall I
phm

Who i

lu ''

amor »u I ' ill • »rn

n on

ithe i 'H eat when ^ou eat, I

will dn ik when you drink, onl) this

tnm we'll get necked together

\noil\ Minus

M jsachusetts Gazette -

The Massachusetts gazette iS a foolish product of some irresponsible

card sharks who are usual! . guilt) oi playing without a lull deck No one

is responsible for anything to II igel serious, and in tad we are still in

search of many ol the authors We would have had more signed columns ^.<inv "• »..—

and stories but we could onl) think ol a certain number of phony names II

are upset b) any of the contents in this rag then you're in more

ble than we are No one reads this lor accuracy and approval which is

obvious and certainly neeessarv This paper appears annually, much to

the consternation oi all concerned.

you
troubl

ISSI I EDITOR
SIX I I

\ame withheld »»> resjnest
\ Hot k ol pelicans
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Redmen StunUCLA, 84-80, In OT
By HOWARDCOATSALE
SpecialToThe Gazette

'The biggest upset in the history

ol college basketball." said one

writer The most bumbling ex-

perience ever lor a John Wooden

coached team." said another

\\ hat more could be said about last

night's startling I Mass basketball

upset over the NCAA champion

i i i. ,\ Bruins before a packed

house ot ho/.erk lans at Slippery

Rock Coliseum.

The final score was «4-«u in

overturn and it was the heroics ot

Redman reserve Sam Provo which

paved the way tor this un-

beheveable conquest.

Humbled, embarrassed and

destroyed last weekend at the NIT.

the Redmen were just not to be

denied last night

What was billed as a matchup

between the super forwards, Julius

Krving and Sidney Wicks, never

materialized as both players

coach .lack Leaman made the

move thai will immortalize him

performed to a standoff while the

rest ot the Bruins built up a 15 point

lead at the halt.

With listless play in the back

court hurting the Redman attack.

someday in the basketball hall of

tame by calling on Provo to get the

Redmen going again.

In between picking the splinters

out olt his rear from heavy bench

duty, Provo poured in 32 points in

the second hall to bring the Bed

men back to a 70 all tie as

regulation time expired.

With the tans screaming lor an

upset the slick haired Provo went

lo work again and hit tor seven

more Held goals in the overtime to

give UMass its final margin of

victory.

Exhausted, exuberant and still

aching from the splinters. Provo

was carried to the locker room by

his tans to celebrate his T>elieve it

or not ' teat Me could not be

reached for comment in all the

hedlum of the dressing room.

In the loser's locker room, a

stunned coach Wooden was quoted

as saying. 'San who'.' From
where' 1 Scored how many?"

Sports Tid-Bits
Assistant sports information

director Dick Bresciani has been

named as the top candidate to the

lM)sition of Athletic Director ot

UMass, following the retirement ot

Dean Warren McCuirk. in the

latest weekly ratings put out by the

UMass Board ot Trustees

Bresciani. on the strength ot an

outstanding winter sports wrapup

lor the Athletic department, made

the big lump from tilth spot last

week to number one this week

Following Bresciani in order

were Jim Mulcahy. president ot

the UMass Varsity M Club; Vic

Fusia, former UMass head football

coach; Wall) Novak, ticket

manager, and Metawampe to

complete the top live candidates

t Mass basketball backcourt star

Bob Dempsey has turned dowi

lucrative officer to play tor the San

DiegO Rockets of the National

Basketball \>sociation. Drafted

lor Ins ballhandhng and defensive

ability the 5' 11 guard balked at the

..tier because the Rockets would

not let bun bring his backcourt

partner Bill Greeks along with

him
* * *

Informed sources have it that

former Kansas and Olympian

miter Jim Ryun who is now

residing in Oregon is expected to

,
(<1 ck up and come to t Mass next

fall to assume chores as assistant

track ' "aeh
» » *

Within the next lew days a

bomb shell may be coming out

ol the Boston Celtics front office

concerning the possible return of

Celtn Mat Bill Russell. Ob-

., .lose to the former number

six that he is contemplating

givin
i

the movie business and

retui pro basketball.

Madison Square Garden. Johanson

w ho w as rumored to have come out

ot retirement last year, made his

final decision to give it a go again

in January and has since been in

secret training.
» * *

Also in the world of boxing

former heavyweight champion

Muhammed Ah and sports com-

mentator Howard Cosell have

agreed to spar three rounds on

ABC's Wide World of Sports this

Saturday Cosell, who has been a

close triend of All's since the

former champ was an Olympic

star fell that Joe Frazier took

enough out Of Ali to allow him to

take this risk against the former

champ
* * *

The world famous Harlem

Globetrotters have scheduled a

game with the UMass coaching

staff lor May 8th at Boyden

Gymnasium on hearing of the

challenge trom the Trotters, coach

Peter Broaca was heard saying.

•Oy •

F<

PlO)

rout

Moi

this

Ion
Ing.

last

ten

kno

title

ha\

er heavyweight champion.

tterson fresh oft a ninth

ockout ot Kufus Russell on

n^ht will sign a contract

OOn to meet another

i\ yweight champion
Johanson of Sweden The

these two met was over

ago when Patterson

d out Johanson to regain his

. ,d lost to the Swede. Plans

fight Net tor April Z\ at

REFUSE* TO SI<;N-Bob Dempsey (32) shows defensive ability

which made him .. high pick by the Rockets in the NBAs annual

collet;* draft. < MI>1 photo by Ray Kllerbrook)

Sports Quiz

^

UM Chucks YC^"^
Bv BRLCIE GRENTZ

Gazette Staff

University of Massachusetts athletic director. Warren McGuirk

announced today that UMass would be dropping out of the Yankee

( onference and that next year the school would compete in the

newly formed Hudson River League.

The Hudson River League will be composed of five other schools

l>esides UMass. These will be Susquehana University. Albany

State, Schenectady Community College, Kastern New York State

and Texas-El Paso.
^

,

\sked why UMass was making the move McGuirk said. Were
seeking a higher level of competion " Most Redmen coaches

agreed that the competition in the Hudson River League will be

much tougher than that of the Yankee Conference.

Yankee Conference president. Bob Boyd, remarked that the

conference would be looking for a new school to replace UMass. He

added that manv schools are seeking entrance into the conference

and that the leading candidates are Weber State and Holy Cross

Head basketball coach Jack Leaman seemed quite enthused over

the switch to the new Hudson League. At yesterday's Varsity M
Club luncheon he commented. "Being a part of the new Hudson

River League is the best possible thing that could happen to Red

man basketball. It'll he great to play against some good stiff

competion for a change."'

Football coach Dick MacPherson was also happy to be in the new

league "Playing in the Hudson River League will give us a better

shot at recruiting athletes from the Hudson River Valley which is

one of the hotbeds of high scho football

MonoMenVictorious
i ...... ,1 . .-wi civ

1 .no was the leading scorer for

the UMass varsity basketball team

this year

"

A. Mike Paghara

B. Al Vaughn

C. Ray Wilson

D. Duke Sims

2 Where does the UMass hockey-

team play its home games?

A. Boston Garden

B. The Connecticut River

C. The Campus Pond

D. Bartlett Hall

:{. How did Springfield College

boat I Mass in basketball
-
'

(For answers call Paul Garrant at

WMUA)

More Sports

Page, Richard

Notices
INTRAMURAL LAWN

MOWING All those interested in

participating in the intramural

lawn mowing championship please

contact coach Graham in the in-

tramural office, 251 Boyden.

Competition will be held in the

athletic field across from Boyden.

WATER POLO—Anyone with

the desire to learn the game of

water polo contact coach Joe

Rodgers at his office in the Boyden

building.

By SLEEPYSAM
Communitv Chest Correspondent

VENTNOR PLACE Cap-

turing the national championship

tor the first time in UMass history,

the three man Monopoly squad of

Jake Jailbird" Jacobee, Fred

•Free Parking'' Flanigan. and

Paul "Park Place"' Palinski

defeated the University of Kansas

in the longest championship to

date

The 127 hour finale, which broke

the long standing record of 126

hours, 59 minutes and 47.654

seconds, was preceded by the

Kastern finals which paired the

University of Florida, the defen-

ding champs against the UMass

mono men. Florida is renowned for

great monopoly teams due to their

constant practice sessions in and

out of classes. But long hours of

practice in the basement of Goodell

library paid off handsomely for the

Redmen
After wiping out Florida s funds

in a mere 47 hours and 10 minutes,

Jake, Fred and Paul flew to Hawaii

tor the finals. Kansas had a star of

their own in Roger "Railroad"

Reynolds and it was Reynolds that

nearly defeated UMass single-

handed lv

R was in the 4th hour when

Kansas' number one man rolled

three consecutive tens and picked

up the three remaining railroads to

give Kansas the first monopoly of

the game.
Things looked dimmer for U Mass

as Jailbird' Jacobee got locked in

jail, and Kansas picked up their

second monopoly. It was the 69th

hour which spelled trouble for the

Kastern representatives as

•Railroad'' Reynolds did another

of his famous three puffs on the

hand and three shakes before his

roll. He let them go and as the first

one turned up reading six.

everyone held their breath. The

crowd quieted to an erry silence

and as the second die spun to a two

the UMass faas screamed bloody

murder But the second die was

hallways on the board and half off.

The mono men from UMass
protested vigorously but to no

avail. Kansas had monopoly

number two.

Railroad Reynolds had ap

pa rent ly l>een shaken from the

judges warnings earlier, that he

"was rolling the dice illegally. But

he still came through in the clutch

as UMass desparately tried to stay-

in the game.
Suddenly Jailbird Jacobee got

the break of his career, and as he

emerged from jail with a double

lour, he proceeded to roll a one and

a three. He had landed on chance

and as he sceptically lifted the card

he leaped in ecstasy. He had been

instructed to "Go to Boardwalk''

since Park Place Palonski had

alreadv picked up his speciality

UMass had its first monopoly.

UMass started to move Three

times Kansas landed on Boardw alk

and minutes after Fred landed on

Free Parking UMass moved into

the lead.

The 97th hour rolled around and

as Jailbird swooped into Penn-

sylvania avenue, UMass had its

second monopoly. Mortgaging at

every opportunity Kansas couldn't

cope with the pressure

Twenty-six hours later the

Redmen fans rejoiced as "Park

Place" Polonski held the famous

shoe overhead, the token that had

brought them the national

championship. After five long days

of rolling and building and selling

and bargaining UMass took the

crown back to Amherst.
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It's supposed to be nice
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Nixon Orders Calley Released From Jail

NIXON STKPS IN-President Nixon yesterday asked that U.

WUI an Calley be allowed to stay out of the stockade pendm

£3i£ review and appeal of his case. C alley was sentenced to hfe

imprisonment for nurder at My Lai.

SAN CLEMENTE, Calif, lAP>- President Nixon

ordered Lt. William L. Calley Jr to be released from

imprisonment Thursday pending review of his con-

viction <>| murder at My Lai

Acting in the wake of a White House announcement

that it was pelting thousands ol letters and wires

running 100 1 for clemency, the President personally

telephoned the chid ol staff to tree (alley from the

stockade at Ft. Benning, Ga.

Presidential press secretary Ronald L Ziegler said

Nixon act..! as President rather than as commander-

in-chief, and This is not a legal step, it was taken at

the President s discretion."

Ziegler said the duel executive fell personally that

Calley should not continue in the stockade, or go to the

milium prison at Leavenworth. Kan., until reviews

and possible appeals ol his conviction have been

completed ,.__ .

Calley had been kept at the stockade under heavy

Biard since Ins conviction by a six-man military jury

Monday ol the premeditated murder ot at teast 22

unarmed Vietnamese men women and children at My

Lai, March 16. I%»
,

The 27-year-old (alley, blinking in the glared

television lights, left the stockade at 7:55 pm EST, a

httle more than 24 hours after he was sentenced to life

imprisonment

Calles had led a relatively tree pattern ol life sine

being indicted for murder Sept. :>. 1969, on the eve of

his scheduled release from service Dining the in

intervening months, (alley was assigned ad

ministrative duties at this home ot the l S mlantry

with his living quarters across the street from his job

in a one-room bachelors apartment. The chid

restriction imposed on him was thai he could not leave

Kl Benning without permission.

(alley under Nixon's action, was to resume life in

his quarters al Ft. Benning where he lived during the

long court-martial

The same jury that convicted him ol murder sen

tenced him Wednesda) to life imprisonment at hard

labor The action touched oil a nationwide ground

swell ol opposition, m the form ol oilers oi money

demonstrations and letters of protest

The presidential action also Forestalled any plan to

transfer Calley to the Army disciplinary barracks at

Ft. Leavenworth, Kan . a move that had been con

sidered possible

\npeals Irom the life sentence imposed by the tria

jury Wednesday afternoon are automatic in the initial

stage of the military court process

1 ater thev mav be continued in the higher reaches

of the military and federal court systems It (alley B

ease went the entire appeal route, it could take years

The Marines Invade The SU Lobby

- ^^^^^
s . , obbv The , ttere not well received by certain factions of the student body
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Kullerton > 3
Nation Supports Calley

See page four

SU Fee Equalized
u See page two

New Grading System
See page three
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Senate Studying

Concert Committee

Shoes Come Off

In Campus Center
iu BETHGOODELL

Ml H 'Statl

The Studenl Senate is no*

studying a bill which would create

a permanent structure for a

Concert Commission to replace the

Interim Planning Committee

established with the abolition of

,-lass government A public

hearing is being bold tins evening

at which anyone interested in the

legislation can express opinions or

concerns
The permanent Concert Com-

mission which the bill would

establish is an Ad Hoc Committee

of the Senate, of the following

composition 4 members to be

selected by the Southwest

Assembly; 3 members to be

selected by the Central Area

Council. 1 member each selected

by the Area Governments of Or-

chard Hill. Sylvan, the Greeks, and

Northeast 1 member selected

from the l Mass Black Community

to be chosen by Afro-Am; and 11

members to be selected from

student body at large, to be ap

pointed by the President ot the

Student Senate

The act also calls tor a Chairman

to head the group who will be

seleeted from among its mem
bership by the Senate President If

enacted, the act will go into effect

on Mav 10, 1971.

The bill has been committed to

the Student Government Affairs

Committee for study and

recommendation The Committee

can recommend to the Senate to

pass it in its original version,

amend it. or propose a new plan tor

running concerts, according to

SGA chairman Larrv Ladd
Senator Ladd feels that Tt is

important that the Senate not

decide this act m isolation. It is a

question which the whole

1'mversity Community should join

in deciding. For this reason, he

has urged everyone interested in

the future of major concerts on this

campus to attend the SGA hearing

tonight at 7:30 in Room 804 of the

applications submitted from the t ampus C enter.

Stoneham Disputes

Existence Of Expert
Joel Stoneham. Director of Food

Services, in a statement to the

Collegian disputed the existence of

an efficiency expert as referred to

m a letter to the editor in Monday's

Collegian

rtlil letter, written by two

students at I Mass . read in part.

"Over the past few vseeks the new

management, under the guidance

ot the newly hired efficiency

expert . has instituted many im-

provements in the efficiency of

operation The letter went on to

state. Tt is most interesting to

note that the vtticieney expert' has

hardh ever been seen at the

Franklin Dining Common Two
supervisors, whose work shift span

the entire workday of the com-

mons, have seen this man only

once."

When asked to comment on the

existence of the "efficiency ex-

pert' . Stoneham stated that "no

such person exists, unless they

consider me to be an efficiency

expert".

Stoneham considered the fact

that these studenLs had applied tor

and been refused jobs at Franklin

Dining Common, a possible reason

tor their statements The policy in

hiring student help at the dining

commons is tirst-residents on

campus who possess meal tickets,

then non-meal tickets holders on

campus, and finally off-campus

students

Stoneham stated that the two

writers of the letter do not own

meal tickets, and their response

was perhaps triggered by their

anger at not receiving jobs

\\s DAN KAMAL
MDC Staff

One of the major criticisms of

the new Campus Center is that it

does not otter enough to the

students tor whom it was sup-

posedlv built.

Well, that criticism will now and

forever be classilied as un-

warranted in view of yesterday's

artistic •'sit-in."

It all started when a student in

l.arr\ Wilcox s art class, which is

concentration on 'momentary

art" or the act of doing something

spontaneously, decided to have a

shoeless, sit-down bash as her

project

These projects are supposed to

create situations conductive to

impulsive, momentary ex-

pressions So the class was

arranged in two lines of barefoot

students w hose apparent impulsive

expressions were to implore

passerbvs attempting to wade

through the field of ingrown

toenails to join the group

Alter a short wait during which

the art class received many in-

credulous stares but no par-

ticipants they were finally joined

by a venturesome business-like

gent

.

As usual, after waiting for

someone else to make a crucial

move before acting themselves

For a while the shoes came off and everybody was talking, then the

concrete stepped in. (MDC Photo by Dave Bernstein)

some UMass students slowlv

started filtering into the group.

Soon the area in front of the

bookstore was inhabited by a truly

beautiful conglomeration of warm,

sincere people who by taking off its

shoes had in fact joyously

discarded the albatross ot

inhibition

Then in an action symbolic of its

new found freedom of expression.

the group began to send its shoes on

round-trips up and down the

escalator. Talk about momentary

expression!

However, in an unfortunate

ending to this momentous event in

human experience, the few dozen

beautiful people stood up and

reluctantly put on their shoes

Then they stopped talking to each

other

All Students To Pay
Equalized S.U. Fee

Military Changed;

Morale Low-Miles
B\ BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Staff

The military today has changed

greatly, morale is at it's lowest

level These were a tew of the

opening remark^ ot ,Ioe Miles of

the Gl Civil Liberties Defense

Committee to group of fourty

people who attended last evening's

ting ot the Youth Socialist

Alliance's Militant Forum
Miles founding member of GI'i

United Against The War at both

Fort Jackson, South Carolina and

Fort BrsggS, Ninth Carolina,

addressed the group with a talk

entitled "Are Soldiers Citizens'
1 '

In the early part of his talk he

spoke of how popular the GI an-

tiwar movement is today and how

popular it was when he was a

private in the army for 23 months

without a promotion "The John

Wayne type ot Army he said, "is

todav impossible to find " The GI

of todav is a thinking man resisting

« hat the army is trying to put over

on him said the former member of

SNCC He said that the soldiers

fighting in Viet Nam are opposed to

the war when they see what it has

done to the people and the country

of Viet Nam Soldiers fighting in

Viet Nam. he stated, avoid contact

with the enemy as much as

possible Ho added that the most

popular phrase among GU is

owe it to your bod) to stay alive

Concerning the convictioi

William Callev >d that GI'i

will probably demand thai the) be

able to consult lawyers before

going into battle

speaking about the Black

Movement in the Arm) In wid that

the Blacks are being taken Off the

streets in a country where they

lacked freedom and are made to go

S.0M miles to fight for freedom

which thev never knew

The former Gl also stated that

theirs is a great amount fo

The former GI also stated that

there is a great amount of Racism

in the Armv Blacks receive less

promotions, and get longer time in

the brig for infraction of the rules

than do white GIs. Continuing he

told about Klu Klux Klan groups

which sprang up to try to suppress

By ANNUL KNETT
MDC Staff

Graduate and undergraduate

students will be paying an

equalized Student Inion-Campus

Center building fee from now on. in

accordance with a decision made

at the Sl'G Board's meeting last

night.

Previously, graduates paid less

than undergrads because it was

felt they did not have as much use

for the building as did undergrads.

According to Bob Nims. chair-

man of Sl'G Board, the move was

made for many reasons.

We no longer feel that

graduates have less use for the

building than other students. As a

result, were trying to initiate new

programs that would be of more

interest to graduate students than

some we're operating now-for

instance." he continued. T don't

think too many grad students are

attracted to the bands Program

Council has in the Hatch, where

they might be intrigued by an Art

Program where they could present

their work
"

Nims also gave examples of

activities which had proved at-

tractive to both levels of students

These included the Coffee House

held even Wednesday night in the

OC and the now-defunct Noodle, a

vegetarian restaurant which was

operated by a grad student but

expired because of red tape

Nuns added that next year's fee

has not been decided as yet. He

said that the cost would most likely

rise, following a schedule which

was established last year. The

schedule provided for an

escalation of costs extending over

a time period of three years.

He went on to say that the

equalization of fees was mainly an

economy measure, taken in an

attempt to pay for the building and

the bonding

T want to emphasize," said

Nims. "that grads can use BSD

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

areas as much as undergrads can

I feel this point has been neglected

in the past
"

"Now that the building is gaining

in popularity.'' he continued, 'the

SUG Board is working to

streamline its policies and

programs We also hope to ratify a

new constitution soon which would

help us define our role in terms of

the OC and Whitmore-we're going

to try to make SUG Board and its

dealings more of a campus issue
'

"Fees will be considered within

the next three weeks." Nims said

There will probably be a hike

Maybe that will arouse campus

wide discussion, which would help

us in our jobs immensely. With

comment from the students,'' he

added, "both graduate and un

dergraduate. we'll be able to use

our money much more effectively.

We're challenging the students to

get out and work for what they

want they'll be the primary

benefactors."

gatherings of Third World groups
""

Miles then spoke of the Founding

of GIs I nited at Fort Jackson.

Applving Malcolm X's teachings to

the war Opposition, he started to

get together a strong brotherhood

of GIs together in opposition

against the war. By breaking down

discipline which the army tried to

instill in them they overcame the

Army's attempts to make them

feel inferior They then conducted

a totally legal struggle to oppose

the war by circulating petitions

and holding open meetings at Fort

Jackson The Military trying to

suppress their freedoms

guaranteed by the constitution

brought 8 of the group to trial in a

trial which became popular as the

trial of the Fort Jackson 8. After

getting much support from the

media and groups the eight were

released from the charges. Miles

added that the Army is afraid of

publicity and try to shun it as much

as possible

In closing, he said that civilians

can do a lot to aid GIs in then-

struggle against the war He told

the group that by building the

antiwar movement at home, they

will encourage the GI opposition to

the war. Miles also urged active

participation at the Spring rallys to

tie held in opposition to the war

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
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7 PAYS A WEEK

Joe Miles
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Bromery Gets Power Of Approval On Dorms
•^ m ..ii in -a dm-m such as Cashin, the

ByANNESTADNlCKI
MDC Staff

The importance of student

participation in forming dorm

governance policies was stressed

by Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs in

an MDC interview yesterday.

The Board of Trustees voted to

allow the Administration all

authority in making decisions on

living arrangements at its meeting

last month. Bromery has essen-

tially been vested with the power ol

approval in this area.

Bromery commented also on the

residence hall life styles to be

offered at the University, the

Student Affairs Task Force, the

proposed University Senate, Work

Week results and his tour through

several University dormitories

Wednesday.
A diversity of life styles must be

offered by the University to allow

for different student needs and

desires, Bromery said. Single sex,

co-ed and 'quiet'' dorms will be

planned and allowed for, he added.

No matter what the life style of

the dorm, the proposals must be

well thought out, Bromery ex-

plained He said that this pertains

to not only residence halls which

plan to go co-ed. but also to dorms

which would like to institute minor

changes

The Vice Chancellor said that

hopefully a system of re-

evaluations on perhaps a yearly

basis could result from this policy

of approval. First students in the

dorm must approve the proposals,

then in the living area and finally

the Chancellor's office grants final

approval, he said. He emphasized

that he must have advanced notice

of proposed changes once they are

passed by a dormitory because the

Board of* Trustees has asked to be

kept informed of current

developments.

•The major role of the Student

Affairs Department is to be the

facilitator of the students,'

Bromery said. "I encourage

students to talk to Student Affairs

people and make their feelings

known."
He said that he hoped to spread

authority out to the lower levels ot

the Student Affairs Department in

the various areas in order to gain

closer contact with the students. It

is essential that students work in

concert with Student Alfairs stall,

he said several times.

Bromery explained that in his

opinion the University does a good

job of training people tor their

professions, but "we do not develop

active participating citizens He

said participation in lormmg the

dorm policies generates respon

sibility in a student and respon-

sibility conversely demands
participation.

"It is unfortunate that such a

small percentage of students ac-

tually vote on policy decisions

within the dorm, such as whether

to go co-ed, allow parietals and so

forth,'" Bromery said.

Concerning the current reform of

the Student Affairs Department

Bromery said that the Task Force

is trying to talk to as many

students and others in the various

levels of Student Affairs.

The Task Force asks for

testimony on (1) major gripes, (2)

what areas they would like to see

more responsive and (3) specific

ways the department should be

reformed. After a proposal has

been drawn up it will again be

brought before the public for

comment. Bromery said.

"As far as 1 know this has never

been done here or at any college in

Student Alfairs.
- ' Bromery

claimed. He said that the research

component that the Task Force

hearings incorporate look at the

population and try to deal with it or

look ahead
•Were going to stop being

behind," he declared

Bromery said Of the proposed

University Senate: ••co-operation

and coordination with all parts of

the University is necessary. If all

the energy groups expended an-

tagonizing each other were spent

working together, the result would

be tremendous."

Work Week, performed in

Central Area over vacation, was

termed a success by the Vice

Chancellor He said to measure

w hat was accomplished as opposed

to the cost. Another consideration

Bromery said was important was

that Work Week was a great op-

portunity for student participation.

•We must balance the tangible

and intangible," Bromery said. He

encouraged more such projects.

Touring Coolidge. Baker, But

terfield and Cashin dormitories

Thursday with President Wood,

Bromery said that he noticed it is

always the wrong things that are

pointed out in the residence halls.

"The only way to build is to work

on what is right." Bromery sa.d.

He pointed out that there are even

good parts about living in the

towers but no one wants to admit it

He said a tower is an ideal place to

build a community in. a sense of

comradeship can be developed.

Bromery also explained that the

older dorms should l>e refurbished

on a timed schedule.

In a dorm such as Cashin. the

Vice Chancellor said students

would just have to try on the new

life style offered and move out il

thev didn't like it. He would like to

see different dorms develop dif-

ferent lite styles so as to offer a

variety of alternatives to students,

he said.

Students may not find what they

are looking for in Cashin because it

seems to offer smaller, closer

group-type relations, Bromery
suggested.

When asked about another rent

hike this year, Bromery said he

expects one, but he said

"everybody will see the whole

financial picture " The student and

administrators on the committee

will open up the workings to the

campus, he said

Bromery accounted for the

probable rent hike by pointing out

that students demand more set-

vices and get them

•What cannot be stressed

enough is that students make

themselves heard on this and am
policy," Bromery said Student

Allans can work only with student

participation."

Fac-Sen Approves

New Grading System
The Faculty Senate, in a meeting

last night, voted it's approval of a

new eight point grading system,

and an increase both m the number

ot core requirement and general

courses a student may take pass-

lail

I'rolessor IMumstead. Chairman

of the Academic Matters Com-

mittee, in a report to the Senate

proposed that the official grading

system <»t the university consist of

grades of A. AB. B. BC, C CD. D.

and F
In this plan, the grades <>t v\

Withdrawal i. Incomplete, and

UP Withdraw Passing' would be

ret a met!

The committee was rormed due

to different grading systems

proposed by the Faculty senate

and the Student Senate in 1801 The

present proposal is the same

pasted b) 'he Faculty Senate in

itea .

The Senate also voted m lavorot

another proposal by the committee

to allow each School, College or

Division ot the University to for-

mulate and enforce the number of

p.,sv fail courses each student may

take

In this new system, a student

would be allowed to take up to IS

courses pass tail while an un-

dergraduate, and up to 5

University core courses pass -tail

Among the objections brought up

to the new grading system were

contusion it might cause among

colleges students might transfer

to It was also suggested that

different pass-fail requirements

WOUU make it hard for students to

transfer in

University.

schools within the

20 Year Old Not Yet
"Emancipated"
- .nun nf Tin. Kcu.strar said Miss Garrett problems

I'rolessoi reports to

I acuity Senate on new

gliding system and pass-lail

options.

BOSTON >AP> The town ot

Brook line said a 20 year old Boston

University sophmore was "not

emancipated trom her parents

and so could not vote m upcoming

elections but a tederal judge ruled

Monday that she could with a

provision

I S District Court Charles K

Uwanski ruled that Patricia A

Garrett a resident of Brooklme

whole attending Boston University

could register and vote but he said

her ballot would have to be im-

pounded pending a decision on her

eligibility

Persons IK years and up can vote

in Massachusetts and the State

Attorncs General currently is

preparing guidelines on their

eligibility

Brooklme - .lections are Marcli

JU .

Brooklme Voter Registrars MM
Miss Garretl did not maintain a

legal home in Brooklme and should

register either in her mother's

home, the Cturlcstowu section ol

Boston, or in her father's home,

Gan . Indiana

The Registrar said Miss (iarrett

a Boston University sophmore was

not emancipated" from her

parents and therefore could not

register and vote.
• * » * *

Student Senate Counsel Bichard

M How land, commenting '»n the

implications ol the ruling said

II ill.' court rules in lavor ol

(iarrant. the policy employed in

Amherst would not DC lawful

ObviOUSl) the issue is in con

siderable doubt, indicating the

problems that a town such as

Amherst laces

I low land stressed that there lias

beefl no decision He said that it

has heen postponed until the At

Lome) General comments
ii Garrant wins her case,

students will be able to register to

vote in Amherst. Howland slated

Monday night .it B Ml when he

appears before the town select

men. Howland will suggest

guidlines to be recommended to

the Attorney General

AT THE

CHEQUERS
Friday 9 til Close

Get High on —

>

The Poppy...

also a Flower
(only 50*)

MAHAR — FRI.

APRIL 2

6:15 8:45

For YOUR PLEASURE

Senta Berger

Rita Hayworth
Trini Lopez . . .

(see ydu there)

come see our ever expanding selection of

eye -wires
« * •

got a second pair of glasses?

we can put a metal covering over the lenses

and presto . . .

you'll have sunglasses!
' • • •

we continue to have a complete line of contact lens

fluids, but

look at this . .

.

an 8 oz. bottle of one of America's best

contact lens solutions
for

only $3.75
we invite you to try it

!

don call
guild optician

56 main it 253-7002 amherst

THE MIXED EMOTIONS
featuring

THE SOULFUL"
BEN STEVENS
50c admission

«t
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HmiseCheersT^y Release
President Nixon's order tor the

immediate release of IX. William

L. Calley Jr. pending review ot his

conviction for murder at My Lai

was applauded Thursday in the

House of Representatives,

reflecting the opposition to the

verdict that had swelled across the

country

News ot the Preaidenl s action,

announced at the Western White

House in San demente. Cam.,

drevk applause and eheers trom

House members who were in the

middle oi a debate on extension ot

the draft

The same reaction occurred

elsewhere
.lohn Koemer, executive director

ol the Maryland American Civil

Liberties i rflon, said, 'Our

organization is generally in favor

ot keeping defendants tree until

some final judicial decision w

made talle\ is no exception; 1 see

IK) reason «li\ he shouldn't be

released pending a review

Calley, 27, was convicted

Monday by a six-man military jury

at Ft. Benning. Cla. of the

premeditated murder of at least 22

Vietnamese old men. women and

children at My Lai on March 16.

l%8 He was sentenced Wednesday

by the same jury to life im-

prisonment at hard labor Appeals

are automatic

Before Nixon's action was an-

nounced, Sen Henry M Jackson.

D Wash .
suggested the President

appoint a panel ot •distinguished

citizens" to review (.'alley's case

and to provide a 'speedy review

and a thoughtful review thai would

have some credibility."

Reaction across the country had

been running strongly against the

verdict There were telegrams ot

support, otters ot money, plans tor

demonstrations.

More than 1,200 telegrams were

delivered Tnursdaj morning to the

courthouse at Ft. Banning and

thousands ot letters were delivered

tO Callev's apartment. Most were

believed to support the soldier.

Presidential press secretary

Ronald 1 Ziegler said Wednesday

the White House already had

received :>.(HHi telegrams and there

was a backlog ot »,000 wading to

be transmitted He said they were

running 100 1 in support ot ('alley.

Gov. Edgar D. Whitcomb of

Indiana, a decorated World War II

veteran, ordered all state Hags

llown at hall stall to protest the

conviction and sentencing

Gov. Jimmy Carter ot Georgia

proclaimed April ."> •American

Fighting Men's Day'' in the state

and urged residents to display the

flag and drive with headlights on

He said he took the action because

Calley 's conviction and sentence

have lowered the morale of is
soldiers m Vietnam.

ARUN Troops Recapture

Border Artillery Post
I iik u ,,mtil..il oi the sail

v\KitiN W South Viet

namese troops were reported

Kndav to have recaptured an

urtillen post near the Laos border

after two days ot furious lighting

\ Saigon military spokesman

said South Vietnamese forces took

back the base late Thursda\ trom

the regiment ot North Vietnamese

regulars which had driven them

out the da> before

The spokesman said bodies ot

more than 200 North Vietnamese

wen- counted around the base, m
south Vietnam's mountainous

central highlands six miles east ot

the Laos Frontier

The South Vietnamese were

aided b> heavy American air

support including fresh raids by

hornhers against North

Vietnamese positions

In s.ugon the t S Command

reported >!' Americans killed in

combat last week the highest

death loll m a month, and 542

Americans wounded, the highest in

»ix months Figures tor the

previous week were >4 killed and

wounded
The stepup in enemy action

came as ,i south Vietnamese at-

tack force returned trom a one day

raid on an enemy base on the Ho

Chi Minh trad six miles inside

House
Extends
Draft

WASHINGTON APi Turning

aside all efforts to cut oil draftees

lor the Indochina war. the House

approved a rWO-year dralt CT

tension Thursda) clearing the way

lor President Nixon s /no draft
'

volunteer army
The bill, which also grants the

president's requested authority to

abolish student draft determents

.is ol last April 23, was sent to the

Senate where its late is uncertain

Two days ot efforts by Indochina

war critics, first to abolish the

dralt and. that tiling, to cut <>tl

draftees tor the war, were over-

whelming!) defeated one by one

I he measure passed rhe

bill's nearly tripling ol President's

Nixon's pay boost incentives to

attract enough volunteers to end

the dratt b\ June Hi. 1073 to 12 7

billion starting next July 1 from

Nixon's 1887 million request drew

not a single challenge

The House approved a third >ear

ol civilian service lor conscientious

objectors with a provision to put

them in uniform it the> do not

perform the civilian {oba

satisfactorily.

Laos
Latest reports trom the central

highlands indicated that lighting

was still going on tor control of one

ot the outposts. Fire Base No 6.

located >ix miles east ot the

Laotian border and eight miles

southwest ot the town of Dak To

The South Vietnamese also

reported an increase in casualties

last week, with 7!">(i killed in action

and 1.721 wounded Figures tor the

week before were 00 killed and

1,760 wounded

The ligures covered the seven

da) period ending at midnight last

Saturda) and did not include the r.

Vmerican InMUH-rs killed and 7C

wounded in the sapper attack last

Sunda> against Fire Base Mary

•Ann

The I S command also reported

a Americans deaths last week

trom nonhostile causes such as

accidents and illness, seven lewer

than the previous week

The allied commands reported

;{ r,74 North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong were killed last week,

compared to :>.K19 the previous

w eek
Since Jan. 1. Ml, •»*•"««

Americans have been killed in

combat m Vietnam and 2M,M1

have been wounded

kort BFNN1NG GA.-Lt. William Calley. Jr.. and his attorneys

l.alimer. - #

Senate Republicans

Launch Offensive

Senate Approves

Public Service Jobs

hack efforts to water down the measure or shut it back to the

' Te^Mo Senate vote sen. the bill to the House where Democrat.,

.eaders have*r«nus«l to push ,t .
perhaps br.ngmg II to the floor later this

'"sponsors said they hope ,t can be on President N.xons desk early in

M
Bu, Republicans Ireely predicted m the Senate debate that Nixon would

v Ptn it as he did a similar bill in December 1870

m?K Stic managers of the bill said it not only would provide jobs at a

,,me ot hiRh unemplovmen. but also help states and e.ties meet pressing

in innower needs tor main government services

ii , ,he s answered that it would make only a small dent in the

JSfttSVheTsam that the Senate should pass instead Nixon s

untwist revenue sharing manpower proposal
'

1 e ols ou d 1h> in such areas as education, health, recreation, con

e-.hw enforcement. lire protection, and transportation.
M

'

i lera government would pay 90 per cent o, the cost of the

program, the local government sponsor the other 10 per cent

WASHINGTON AP) senate

Republicans launched a spring

offensive Thursday against

Democratic critics of President

Nixon s Indochina policies.

In a series of Senate speeches.

•even Republicans led by sen

Hugh Scott ot Pennsylvania, the

minority leader, assailed targets

ranging from presidential hopeful

sen Edmund S MuaMe to news

accounts ot South Vietnamese

troops retreating hostility trom

Laos . ..

Sen .1 vv Kulbnght. the

Arkansas Democrat who is

chairman «»t the Foreign Relations

Committee, countered by praising

news coverage ol the war and the

Laotian campaign. He called on

the administration to acknowledge

the IS supported operation had

been a failure

Scott said that trom now on his

assistants will patrol the Senate

floor so Democratic criticism of

Sunday !

!

ot

Sh* English fab
the

Budweiser ®

HAPPY HOUR

the President s policies does not go

unchallenged He said he also

plans to revive the GOP "Truth

Squad. " used during political

campaigns to answer opposition

attacks

The GOP speakers included tour

l reshman senators. Robert Talt Jr.

ol ohio. Lowell P Weieker Jr ol

Connecticut William K Brock ol

lenncsseeand.) (llennBcall.lr of

Maryland, as well as Sen Clifford

p Hansen ol Wyoming and Sen

William B Saxbe oi (duo

Saxbe. a longtime critic ol the

war and l S involvement, said he

is even more sick and tired" ol

those who continually play

politics with this unfortunate war

Scott and Tuft directed par

t icular I u e at Muskie. w ho said in a

television interview earlier this

week he regrets that he did not

publicl) oppose IS involvement

in Vietnam six years ago

A&l/Jfit• •
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Earn degree credits m the cool, refreshing Maine climate.

Recreational opportunities abound at nearby lakes, nioun

tains, seashore Undergraduate and Giaduate courses at

Orono. Distinguished faculty, visiting lecturers, confer

ences, workshops Modern dormitory accommodations

TWELVE WEEK SESSION JUNE 21 TO SEPTEMBER 10

Three week and six week sessions Regul.i.

Six week session July 12 August 20
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Brezhnev Doctrine
ifab,

With 25c Beers 3 til 7

FBI Probes
Peace Group

MOSCOW i AP) -Two foreign Communist leaders

challenged the Brezhnev doctrine Thursday in the

presence of its author, calling for independence and

sovereignty for all Communist parties.

Enrico Berlinguer. No. 2 man of the Italian party-

the largest in the West-insisted on "full independence

for every party and every country."

Nicoiae Ceausescu, first secretary of the Romanian

Communist party, called for a "new type of relations

among Socialist countries based ™J.nde^nde^e

and national sovereignty, equal rights, and nonin-

terference in internal affairs.
'

Belinguer and Ceausescu took the speaker s

rostrum m the afternoon at the Soviet Communist

TSS lollow^C^echoslovak party leader Gustav

Husak. who thanked the Soviet Union for invading his

Tile ttS supported the doctrine of limited

sovereignty for Communist countries-attributed to

SortTS* leader Leonid 1. Brezhnev-Berl.nguer

staked out an independent line for Italy I f^.
Husak was cheered by the more than 5.000 Soviet

delegates and foreign guests in the Kremlin Palace ol

Congresses. Berlinguere address was received with

seaUered applause and a cool gaze from Brezhnev.

Taking up Brezhnevs line that the occupation of

C/echoslovakia was the "rendering of interna .ona

S3SS? Husak declared: "This ^ern^ional

help saved our country trom civil war. <**«"

revolution and helped preserve the gams ot

socialism
"

•»..j„ .„ t h..

Husak expressed the "sincere *T
alltu* l° l£

Communist party of the Soviet l'"™-^*™*
government and the Soviet people for having

responded with understanding to the concern of

ze hoslovak Communists for the fate of socialism

and for having responded to their appeal for help.

The official thesis is that Czechoslovak government

and party leaders-who to the outside world appeared

to be giving their backing to Dubceks reforms-invited

the Soviet tanks in.

A few minues later, foreign delegates reported,

Berlinguer stepped to the podium.

He justified his party's bid for a role in the govern-

ment and rejected attacks on the Italian Communists

support of pluralism, which one senior Soviet party

official attacked obliquely at Wednesday's session. By

pluralism, the Italians mean there should be no

central authority for the Communist movement

Pyotr Masherov, an alternate member of the ruling

Politburo had criticized the "pretentions of those who

want to create new models of socialism by imposing

pluralism." . , .._ . .

Berlinguer replied by saying Italy s ' Communist

party has one million members and nine million votes

and has something to say about the country s

situation The Communists are therefore seeking a

role in the goverment, along with the Christian

Democrats and Socialists."

At another point in his speech, Berlinguer stressed

the right of his party's independence.

"The Italian party wants to express its solidarity

with the Soviet Communist party and with all the

Socialist countries," he said

"But that does not mean that we identify ourselves

with each and every choice that other sociahs

countries and. generally speaking every Communist

party has made and may make within the limits of its

own responsibility.

The Italian party was one of the most critical of the

Soviet invasion and to some extent it has never ac-

cepted it.

WASHINGTON iAPi-The FBI

confirmed Thursday it has

questioned relatives of prisoners of

war about the peace group which

relays mail to and from POWs in

North Vietnam.

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover

said the Committee of Liaison with

Families of Servicemen Detained

in North Vietnam was investigated

to see if it were in violation of the

Foreign Agents Registration Act.

At the same time, another FBI

spokesman said the probe "was

terminated in December of 1970

without any prosecutions."

FBI scrutiny of the liaison

committee came to light Tuesday

when the mother of a missing

American serviceman said an FBI

agent had warned her to have

nothing to do with the group.

Numerous other POW families

then reported similar interviews

with the FBI but said they were not

warned against contact with the

pacifist group.

The FBI investigation was

requested in a letter dated Nov. 25,

1970. from Hep Richard H. Ichord,

D—Mo., chairman of the House

Internal Security Committee, to

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell.

The letter was sent at the urging

of Hep. William Scherle, K- Iowa,

.a committee member, who has

been active on the prisoner of war

issue and had complained earlier

of the liaison committee's role.

The Internal Security Committee

also has investigated the entire

peace movement, including

members of the liaison committee,

and held hearings on the subject

last year.

Hoover confirmed the FBI probe

in a letter to Kep. Jonathan

Bingham. D-N.Y, who had asked

for an explanation after a POW
mother testified before a House

Foreign Affairs subcommittee.

ovak Communists tor me .die u. *v~—
Program For Disadvantaged

Initiated By Grad Student

ByBETHGOODELL
MIX Stall

\ special program to bring

disadvantaged Spanish-speaking

students to the Universtt) has been

initiated this semester by a

graduate student in the School ot

Business Administration Eliot

Don Atencio. originator of the

program, has arranged to enroll

five young people trom the Puerto

Kican community hi Holyoke in the

University who could not meet

standard "admission requirements

The live students, all in their

twenties, have a sincere desire to

get college educations, but until

this time the) bad no idea that they

could OjO it. according to Atencio

Professor Eugenio Galban.

Chairman of the Mount Holyoke

Spanish Department, knew ot their

desire and also ot Atencio s wish to

do something to help the Spanish

speaking minority in this region

They decided that a University

education could do the most good

lor the voung people.

Through the cooperation of Dean

Lawrence Johnson of SBA. Dean of

Admissions William Tunis, and

people in the Registrars and

Financial Aid Offices, the live

Puerto RteaM entered the

I niversitv this semester in spite of

academic deficiencies and

financial difficulties.

For their first semester, the five

carr) reduced academic load of

three courses and are specially

tutored Two are enrolled in the

School ol Kducation. two in the

College of Arts and Sciences, and

one in the School of Business. All

expect to carry full course loads

alter this semester and to earn full

degrees None is at this time in

academic trouble

The students have received

limited financial aid from the

University Also, the Student

Senate Wednesday evening ap-

propriated up tomm to pay lor the

tuition, fees, room, board, and

books of the live for this semester

Atencio says there are plans to

incorporate* the program into

('('LBS after this semester This is

contingent, however, upon the size

of next years CCEBS budget.

Which has not yet been determined

Atencio hopes that CCEBS will

have adequate funds to include the

five present Puerto Rican students

and ten others from the Spanish

speaking community next year.

This semester "is like a dream

come true" for the five special

students, according to Atencio. He

explained that for Puerto Rican

youngsters, a college education is

virtually unheard of Most are

deficient in English and very few

even make it through high school,

dropping out to help their lamilies

financially. At present, there are

almost no regularly enrolled

students at the I 'niversitv from the

Spanish speaking community

Far East Junkets

Popular In House
WASHINGTON ,AP> -House committees spent more than half a million

dollars last vear probing around the four corners of the world

Th?mo^ by M traveling groups included appropriated dollars

and lor^gn cur
P
rencies owned by the United States and normally used for

1

lug-Sand5£S£££« spots attracted many of the tourmg

legislators and the staff members who accompanied them

%e7cl£n«Sinmunist nations of the world were overlooked b>

theT5 standing committees and five special groups that found business

.hnvid retiuiring their inspection or attendance.

1tV«32ei ranged from $91,700 by the Foreign Alfa.rs 0»
miliee to S28"» bv the Committee on House Administration

'"r "veScarrying the credentials of the Foreign AUmrs group turn.

up m more than M nations on every continent except Australia IMH

tr .vels started in Januarv and continued into December

^ku^^sp^SorS bv the House Administration Conmi.tt^ was

Hep i uneii N Nedzi. D Mich . who spend $2*^ on a two-day trip to

Sweden and The Netherlands

Militant Forum Tonight
Tonite at 7 M) WFCR will

hroadcast the Militant Forum of

the Air This week the program

deals with the Chicano Liberation

Movement and the Lettuce

Boycott The Millitant Forum.

sponsored by the YOUng Socialist

Alliance, covers a different issue

•Very week. Programs for the next

lew weeks include the Boston High

School Strike, the Angela Davis

. ase, and the Spring Anti-War

Offensive WFCR EM is al kh">

Next Tuesday atli :toWMI \ II 1

will air the program

Medicare May Get A Price Tag

transcendental meditation

W rVSHINGTON .APi -Provisions

10 charge both aged and low

income persons part ol the cost ol

health services they now receive

free have been tentatively written

into a new welfare bill, it was

learned Thursday

Programs sffected are

medicare, the Social Security-

linked program lor those 85 and

older and medicaid, the state-

lederal program for those at the

poverty level or dose to it

The ' House Ways and Means

Committee. . putting together a

complex welfare bill, wrote in cost-

sharing provisions at the recom-

mendation Of President N.xons

administration, sources said.

However, the legislature draft is

to be restudied by the committee

after it is completed, probably late

this month, and a strong move to

reconsider and knock out the

charges was predicted

Under present medicare

provisions, patients pay the first

days hospitalization cost,

estimated at $60. then incur no

more expense unless they remain

in the hospital more than 60 days_

The proposed new language would

require the patient to pay one-

cighth of the cost l>eginning with

the 15th day

The committee also reportedly

agreed to include in its draft a

provision that reasonable charges,

taking into account ability to pay.

av Ive made for medicaid ser
may
\ ices

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Amherst

Auto School
|34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

IcALL FOR INFORMATION!

HATFIELD BARN

Mt PM^rrWcONCERT
ARMAGEDDON

ft
BLUEBERRY CARNIVAL

ft
CLEEN LIVING

CAPT. VIDEO UGHT SHOW
Admission $1.00

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to enpand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

2nd introductory lecture

Friday, April 2 8 p.m.

Campus Center 1 74

MAHARISHI FILM
Sunday, April 4 8 p.m. Campus Center 1 68
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U.S. Cars Riding

On Overloaded Tires
,.: .„ ; ,..^ »« th«. n»nartment of requires only

WASHINGTON <AP>-Figures

from auto makers show that 50

models ot domestic and imported

cars ride on tires which provide an

overloading safety margin of less

than 1 percent of the loaded

vehicle's weight.

Makers of the cars with the slim

tire reserve load margins call the

reserves adequate, although tire

experts rate overloading and its

near equivalent, under-inflation.

as major causes of tire failure.

Kunning a tire with more load

than it is designed to bear is un-

file. Bays a government report. "It

shortens the life of a tire and may

lead to sudden failure." That

means a blowout

Hut a driver virtually needs a

scale in his driveway to tell if his

tires can carry the load he's put

ting in his car

Beginning with the 1970 models,

auto manufacturers have sub-

mitted to the Department of

Transportation figures showing the

tire reserve load, or the amount of

weight a tire could support beyond

the manufacturers recommended

maximum load.

This year's reports, besides

showing the 50 models of domestic

and imported cars with a ire

requires only that a cars tires

shall not be overloaded at the

manufacturer's recommended

load.

Auto engineers said all car parts

have a built-in safety margin

Spokesman tor the Tire Industry

Safety Council said any safety

margin would be difficulti=,=; afeaatrars
of the loaded car's weight, also

disclose that some models of

Renault. Toyota. Kord. Plymouth

and Dodge have a reserve of 10

pounds or less

However, the size of tire reserve

load is complicated by the inexact

measurement of trunk capacity in

cars, the necessity with some cars

of changing air pressures to ac-

comodate different loads and the

effect of extra weight like trailers,

luggage racks and even mud or

snow, which can add 100 pounds to

a car's weight. The government

tires are 10 per cent stronger than

they are rated

The load-carrying capacity ot

tires depends on tire size and air

pressure The larger the tire-

regardless of construction or

material-the more weight it can

support Increasing the air

pressure also increases load

carrying ability

The Tire Industry Safety Council

has estimated that 6 per cent of the

passenger vehicles on the road

have overloaded tires

Cashin Residents Sound-Off

Wood-Bromery Receptive
By DOUG DEARBORN

MIX Staff

The residents ot Cashin House,

the new suite style dorm beyond

orchard Hill, met yesterday with

Hies Wood and Vice Chancellor

Bromery. Gathering informally,

die residents discussed needs and

aired grievances
i me common complaint has been

suite shuttling Students have been

mined Ironi rooms they were

assigned to other suites on account

ot obscure and shifting coed living

policies

Lack ot lounge and recreation

space irritates the residents They

said there are no lloor lounges in

the K story building, wittl just <»ne

small and inadequate lount>e on the

entrance level

The dearth ot communal spa

counted with the fragmenting and

polarizing effect ot suite living, has

iostered • > sensed isolation among
shin dwellers, according t<> Mrs

Hugg. head ot residence Each

suite becomes a social foCUS

j wider contact with

other floor neighbors, she said

tins is particularly true lor p«

who are not gregarious or active

extroverts, -!)<• added

Mrs Kugg explained that the

NYCFD
Seeks Men
NEW YoKK lAPl "Soul

brother, become a lireman New
York City needs yOUT black 6S

perience," reads a purple and

black poster distributed by the

Vulcan Society, an organization ol

black firemen

The campaign by Vulcan and the

city's fire department to improve

the meager representation of

minorities of the U.ouo man force

appeals in the language and to the

hie style of ghetto youths

on the poster is a sketch of a

young man with an Afro hairdo.

Hut David Floyd, president of

Vulcan, warns potential recruits

not to grow their Afros too long

because "hair burns easily."

"They say the Fire Department

is part of the establishment.''

Floyd said Monday. "But I tell

them they can wear dashikis on

their days off. Then I tell them the

starting salary and they begin to

get interested."

•With $9,400 a year the starting

salary," Floyd says in speaking

appearances at high schools or at

classes conducted by the Vulcan

Society at its Brooklyn

headquarters to prepare recruits

for the Sept. 18 Civil Service exam,

you can buy a lot ot Black Power

and if you want, all the beads,

earrings and dashikis you'll ever

need."

physical structure is socially

divisive. One result has been

general apathy toward University

affairs, she said. Other factors

contribute the disinterest in Cashin

matters. The dormitory admitted

residents on Jan. 25 for the lust

time, a rather short time to foster

cohesion and concern. Thirdly.

main denizens ot the house are

temporary sojourners. When

Thatcher House is renovated they

will return to their true abode

Other complaints included lack

ot wardrobes, and a woefully small

kitchenette to service the whole

<iu> and Uirl standing around in new dorms.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEASON

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

MARCH 31 —APRIL 3

University Music Theatre present*

BrecJit-Weill'e

"THREE PENNY OPERA"

Sen.Aiken Proposes

Single Term Office
WASHINGTON lAP>-Sen.

OeorgeD. Aiken, B Yt. saying he

wants to free a president "Ironi the

millstone of partisan politics,

proposed Thursday a con-

stitutional amendment limiting a

president and vice president to a

single six-year term.

it is an indisputable tact.

\iken told the Senate in joining

Democratic Leader Mike Man-

sfield of Montana in backing the

amendment proposal, "that no

president can give his best to the

nation or maintain our prestige in

the world as long as he is con-

stantly being fired upon by those

whose principal purpose is to keep

him from being re-elected."

Aiken, the dean of Senate

Hepublicans. who has served since

mi said that "with the possible

exception of President

Eisenhower, each president 1 have

served under two Republicans and

building

Harking space is nearly absent

at Cashin House Residents must

park behind WOPE or along

Eastman Lane. the> said.

The hall is also endowed with a

perverse alarm system, according

to residents who are often aroused

with no just cause

Cashin House is at 95% oc-

cupancy, with 412 residents at

present When Hrown and Mc
Namara residence halls open this

September, the Northeast Complex

will house 14(H) students

ot the great successes of the century in a fully-staged

production!

Reserved ticVets availoble by calling

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545 0202

four Democrats-was assailed and

harassed not only by members ot

the opposite party but also by

dissatistied members of his own

party."
•At times, 1 have felt the op-

position was warranted and con

tributed to the welfare of all the

people." he added, but "in other

instances, harassment and em-

barrassment of the president was

purely politically motivated and

proved costly to the American

people."

No president can expect to have

a successful foreign policy it he

does not have bipartisan support

on the home front." he said

No American president can

boldly propose far-reaching

domestic changes if he is con-

stantly looking back over his

shoulder at the opposition, ex

pecting an attack from the rear
'

Explosion Hits

LA City Hall

LOS ANGELES lAPl An ex-

ploding bomb ripped through a

public restroom at Los Angeles

City Hall Thursday, hurling glass

into a hallway which would have

been crowded minutes later with

employes leaving lor the day

There were no injuries in the 1:56

p.m. blast, which demolished the

second floor men s restroom The

room is about I0Q teet from six city

councilmen s offices The offices

were not damaged

Police said the smell of gun

powder permeated the restroom

res when they armed but added

that lhe> were without clues to the

exact nature ol Ihe explosive

device used

It was the third restroom

bombing at a Lot Angeles public

building m eight months oneot the

previous blasts killed a man

All the damage oi Thursday's

blast was confined to the restroom.

A telephone operator two floors

above the explosion in the 27 stor\

Cit) Hall described it as .i

"tremendous blast that lasted

maybe live. six. eight seconds

\l Hocanegra. a 20 -year old

messenger clerk for the

Recreation and Harks Depart

meat, said he left the restroom

only minutes InMore the explosion

He said he saw no one in the

taciht\ and saw no packages in

side

The explosion occurred one Door

In-low Mayor Sam Yort\ - office

and the City Council chambers

V'orty and most ot the council

members had lelt the building

ahortrj before the blast

Man) ol the buildings

building was se,

police investiga..

the rubble tor clues

• evacuated and theemployes were ,»>.< i. ...«.»

was sealed oil as FBI and

police investigators picked through

OPEN HOUSE

8:00 -

BEER & BOOZE

THETA CHI

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

L

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604
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Man's Best Friend

Victim Of Leash Law
By LINDA A. BALICK1

MDC Staff

It has long been said that dogs

are mans best friend but a look or

walk around campus will quickly

give evidence that canines as well

as felines and other animals

abound as evidence of the attempt

by UMies to make their campus

residences and lives a little more

homey. .

They are in all sizes, shapes ana

breeds from mongrels to pedigrees

mutts to pure breds, Collies, St.

Bernards, German Shepards

Dachunds, Chihuahuas, Doberman

Pinchers. in all colors and shapes.

Tom cats. Siamese. Persian

calicos and midnight blacks...all

seeking a home and a master or

mistress to provide comfort to.

They are to be found

everywhere... in classes, outside

classes, in hallways and residence

hall corridors and lounges any

where their masters paths may

lead them and if they are

masterless. wherever there are

people who may be kind enough to

give them a loving tap, play fetch

with them or be willing to take

them home.
Their search and wanderings

takes them all over campus where

they run free in such places as

dining commons twhen they sneak

in and evade ticket takers and

other personnel) to lovingly and

pleadinglv beg for any small tidbit

which might be given them. Other

places to lie invaded have been an

occasion*] academic building, the

library and on rare occasions even

Whit more
The i

n

t .st common place to M I

them up until die last week or so

that is has been the Campus

(cuter Student Union complex^

There they seemed to run tree and

supreme through lounges lobbies,

stairwells and hallways and

inevitable the places where they

tind the greatest companionship

and hopefully love and attention

the Hatch. Coffee shop

Cafeteria and even, saw, the

Top ot the Campus
.s„me ol their Campus (enter

wanderings have bstfl appreciated

and even delighted upon by

passersby as they provide

laughter and a cause lor a smile

with their antics The sight of a

master or mistress lovingly caring

for or talking to his pet or gently

coaxing them in a stubborn

moment has also been a source of

Ketreat is called. (MDC photo by Al Jagoda)

delight, laughter^oyment or for hazards of pa^gs roaming

those who are dog or pet owners or

lovers at heart an occasional

sympathetic tear.

Their free wandering days are

over however at least for those

without a master and a leash for

the Campus Center in cooperation

with Health services has been fit to

restrict the presence of dogs or

pets in the building to those who

are on leashes. Notification of the

establishment of the leash law

came in the torm of the third in a

succession of signs announcing

•No Pets" or No Pets Allowed

which have dotted Campus Center

wads and bulletin boards all

semester The leash law was

established to eliminate the

at will in the complex causing

disturbances as well as to comply

with common health measures

which are found in most public

restaurants and buildings

In residence halls however they

have become a fixture as they

settle into cozy corners or roam

into and out of any door which

seems friendly and inviting. They

are enjoved for the most part by

most residents around and indeed

help to change the often cold and

drear\ atmosphere of the

residence hall corridor into a true

home like atmosphere as they

capture the hearts of friends

around them

It's really CRkZ? to

want to be a Priest

or Religious today

—unless you want

to work to heal a

I

Dr. Richord L. Leonord
Optometrist

announces the opening

of his office for

VISUAL ANALYSIS
AND

CONTACT LENSES
BY APPOINTMENT

^

Town & Country Building

79 S Pleasant St.

Amherst
256-8052

n
I

l

find out more by mailing this coupon to:

Dominican Director of Vocations

869 Lexington Avenue

New York, New York 10021

I

I

One of the many dogs being banished from the dining commons

and"latch b>X enforcement of the leash laws. (MIX photo by A.

Jagoda)

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

DIRECT FROM MT. SNOW
THE FINEST IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

SWORREN & PYKE
or

me Ennlial? fab
9:30 til 12.30 SATURDAY

MBTA CHIEF WANTED

. . . well not exactly,

but the Student Senate Transit Service needs

a new manager. Interested in a paid position^

Submit a Tetter of application complete with

qualifications to —

Student Senate Services Committee

before March 30, 1971

Questions: Call the Transit Service Office

at 549-6184 (Student Union)

It may not be like President Wood's job, but we do

buy half a bus a year.

PRINT SALE TODAY

ORIGINAL PRINTS BY

U MASS STUDENTS

CAPE COD LOUNGE
March 31 - April 2 - 9:00 - 5:00

Thursday, April 1 - 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Sponsored by the Program Council
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He Just Tries

To Make People Happy
„ ««.!« cave MllIT

HUMBOLDT, Kan. (AP)-The

sign on the door reads: "The office

of Lee H. Murren Retired. No

business. No prospects."

Murren, 70, spends his time

giving away small gifts marked

Have a Happy Day."

He rented the office so he could

keep out from underfoot at home.

Murren retired in 19M as chief

clerk of the Sinclair Oil Co.'s

Carrollton, Mo., office and he and

his wife moved to Humboldt.

Too manv people, says Murren

•retire go home and sit down and

want the wife to prepare three

meals a dav and they generally get

under the feet of their helpmate.

-So I made up my mind Mrs.

Murren could retire with me. By

having the office, I
_
go to 'work

everv day as usual and she has

been able to continue with her

usual activities."

Work" for Murren consists ot

giving away presents-to friends.

College Without Walls

Plans Announced

{ tri E . S.v.1* W, earned the two medals he is holding as lumbal

infanin man during World War II. Sa*ard ,s m W***9***k
CaUej and is upset about the guilt* ve.dut. Sasard sa .he o Id

State School
Head Resigns

BOSTON iAP>-The superin-

tendent of Belchertown State

School, which was criticized b\ .i

recent legislative report, has

submitted his resignation, the

Department ol Mental Health

announced Thursday

Dr. Lawrence P Bowser in a

letter to Mental Health Com
missioner Milton Oreenblatt left

the effective date <>l Ml resignation

up to the department

In a letter. BOWSCT said. 'When 1

accepted the appointment in I960 1

did so with the intention that after

10 yeen I would retire

Barber Thursday, the depart

meat reported Roland A Nagle

had been named administrator for

mental retardation in Region 1

which includes Belchertown

The former administrator. Dr

M. Philip Wakstein. was fired

recently m I controvers\ ever

conditions at the school

Wakstein tirst brought con

ditions at the institution to public

attention when he took a

newspaper reporter and

photographer to the school.

A subsequent newspaper series

on the institution sparked a

legislative investigation. In a

report last week the legislative

committee described the facility as

.i total failure
"

BOSTON | Al'i GOV Francis W.

Sargent announced plans Thur-

sday to establish a "college

without walls" in Massachusetts

The governor, speaking at a

news conference with Chancellor

Edward C. Moore of the Board of

Higher Education, said such a

school -could cost as little as 10 per

cent of the expense of a con-

ventional university."

.\U>ore explained the proposed

school as one which would operate

through television and

correspondence Students who

successfully complete the program

would be eligible for degrees of

bachelor of arts or associate in

arts, he said.

Sargent said, he hopes the

program will be designed within

the next vear and will provide an

education "for those with parttime

as well as fulltime jobs, or for those

unsuited to the formal structure of

a college or university with its

rigid requirements."

The concept, Moore said, was

first developed in Great Britain.

He said the state of New York is

working on development of a

similar program.

on a recent report by a special

legislative committee which

termed Belchertown State School

•a total failure '. Sargent said "the

report is not being swept under the

rug by the administration. He said

his "administration will "do

everything we can" to improve

conditions at the facility

acquaintances and strangers.

The gifts are small items-pens,

coin purses, key chains, carving

knives and toys.

•It's just my way of trying to

make other people a little happy,"

he explained. "1 can afford to do it

on a small scale. The money that I

spend on this is money we would

spend on children if we had any."

Murren estimated he gives away

several hundred dollars worth of

Happy Day" presents each year

"Everyone enjoys getting a

gift," he said. "You'd be surprised

at the people who have plenty of

wealth themselves who are

genuinely happy to receive a

small, spontaneous gift with a

happv thought It's just my way of

•The Lord has been good to me,"

said Murren.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Th. S«m» Amoi.nl Ot T.m. To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Inc.... Vour Concentration And Improve

Your Compreheniion Study At A Fastf Kale

ELECTRONICALLY TROOUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TU HAPPEN

Please Specify

8 Track Tape, Cassette, Or LP Record

Send Check or Money Order $9 95 Eacn
Include 75c Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts. Inc . Box 3357

Charlottesville. Va 11907

They're
back
again!

JAMHERSTJ

ample parking

EVES. 6:40 • 8:50

SAT. and SUN.
MATINEE 1:30

THURSDAY

4/1

THE COMMITTEE"
Filmed Live on the West Coast

ANTI-EVERYTHING

& FRIDAY THOM 104

4/2

7:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

9:00 P.M.

Not that it matters, but most of it is true.

20th CENTURY FOX PRESENTS

PAUL NEWMAN nrx
ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE ROSS
BUTCH CASSIOYAND
THE SUNDANCE KID

PAMVISION* COLOR BY DELUXE

LATE SHOW FRIDAY AT 11:30 P.M.

Rated X
'EDDY" color

Not part of regular Friday

program Seats $2.00

ivi'ir.iJUi.vfjiHI-''*^ 1*

[USE NEW

•^T »T 5 »IV€tDA» »D
W SPUD

DUcountt for Group*

FIRST!
ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATION•y

EST SUPPORTING ACTOR,
CHIEF DAN GEORGE

DUSTIN HOFFMAN IS PERFECT!';

1 1 1 1 1 1 BIG MW
Mon Fri

2:00-7:10 A 9:45

Sat. Sun. Cont: 1:30,

4:00, 7:K>, °-45

EXCLUSIVE ROCKER LOUNGE COMFORT

SUNDAY, APRIL 4

Clint Eastwood

A Fistful of Dollars

S.U. BALLROOM
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Higher education has undergone

profound changes almost

everywhere in the world in recent

years. Dr. Barbara Burn of the

University of Massachusetts

reports in a new book prepared for

the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education.

Dr Burn, director of in-

ternational programs at UMass

Amherst, is the principal author of

the book. "Higher Education in

Nine Countries." published by

McGraw -Hill. She reports on the

colleges and universities of

France. Great Britain, Canada,

Australia, West German. Japan,

Sweden and Russia, and visited all

these countries but the last.

A chapter on the ninth eountry-

India-is contributed by Philip G

Altbach. associate professor of

educational policies and studies at

the University of Wisconsin. Clark

Kerr, chairman of the Carnegie

Prices Slow

Profound Changes

In Education-Burn
.-* f^__^hrf

T?LTT„X.n Za hmps A restricting enro

Texas Praises
Albert DeSalvo

In Rise
The government reports that the

upward movement in wholesale

prices slowed in March, largely

because oi a drop in farm prices.

Prom Washington, new material.

President Nixon confers with

representatives ol industry,

universities and unemployed

scientists and engineers in an

effort to find solutions to Job

problems caused bj defense

cutbacks
From San Clemente, (.aiit..

developing, wirephoto staffing

Welfare bill drafters tentatively

approved charging low-income

lamdies tor part of the cost of

federal state health care

Commission, and James A.

Perkins, chairman of the board of

the International Council for

Educational Development, also

contribute chapters to the book.

Japan, France, and Germany,

where student violence drew at-

tention to the stark inadequacies of

the traditional university, have

moved toward fundamental

reform Britain, Canada and

Australia have strengthened their

non university institutions of

higher learning, taking enrollment

pressure off the universities but

also threatening their traditional

role, the volume reports.

Even in Russia there is pressure

for change, according to the book.

Dr Burn reports a trend toward

broadening the highly specialized

higher education that has been

customary in the USSR. This, she

suggests, could rock the political

foundations of the Soviet society by

producing graduates more prone to

question it."

In all of the industrial nations

described, Ihe numbers of young

people seeking higher education

have greatly increased All but the

French have resorted to admission

quotas or other means of

restricting enrollment. In Japan

and the Soviet Union, admission

pressures have been particularly

severe because universal secon-

dary school attendance has been

achieved rapidly.

A solution in most of the in-

dustrial nations has been to create

or expand new kinds of educational

institutions. The new schools try to

provide opportunity for higher

learning to students qualified for

but unable to gain admission to a

university. They also seek to offer

more specialized or technically-

oriented training than do the

universities, and to provide higher

education at a relatively lower

cost

.

Student disorders, including

often violent clashes between town

and town, also have been common

in the industrial nations Even the

campuses of developing India

-

which ranks third after the U.S.

and the USSR in total university

enrollments-have been torn by

bitter political factionalism.

Almost everywhere but in Japan,

where disturbances have been

severe, students are acquiring new

power in institutional government

AUSTIN, Tex. (AP)-The Texas

House fell for an April Fool joke

Thursday and approved a

resolution commending the alleged

Boston strangler.

After word got around what they

had done, the sponsor. Rep. Tom

Moore of Waco withdrew his

measure.
Moore's resolution praised

Albert DeSalvo and said he had

been -officially recognized by the

state of Massachusetts for his

noted activities and un-

conventional techniques involving

population control and applied

psychology.'"

It also said that "this com-

passionate gentleman's dedication

and devotion to his work has

enabled the weak and lonely,

throughout the nation, to achieve

and maintain a new degree of

concern for their future."

Moore didn't mention in ex-

plaining the resolution that

DeSalvo, 39, was described in

psychiatric testimony in a

Massachusetts court four years

ago as the self-proclaimed Boston

strangler who killed 13 women.

Congradulatory resolutions pass

the House in large numbers with

the barest of explanations.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

7 FILMS — SATURDAY, 8 ond 10 p.m.

S U BALLROOM

THE LONE RANGER

and

THE LONE RANGER AND
THE LOST CITY OF GOLD
APKIL I — 7:00 p.m.

In the BERKSHIRE
Admission

and 10:00 p.m.
CLl TBROOM
50c

Sponsored by MacKimmie House

SOUTHWEST CINEMA PRESENTS

Lynn Redgrave in

99

APRIL1.2&4 7:15 & 9:30

HAMPDEN COMMONS

Admission 50<

Sponsored by 5 W. Patriots

SPECIAL LATE NIGHT SHOW

Francios Truffoit's

"THE SOFT SKIN"
FRIDAY, April 12 11:45 m '

HAMPDEN COMMONS
Admission 50<

Sponsored by Southwest Patriots

Gu3?GEGfcB)¥
Come to BERKSHIRE CLUBROOM for

Representative

DAVID BARTLEY (Holyoke)

Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives

will be the

GUEST at a COFFEE HOUR

Friday, April 2 at 4:30 p.m. in

THE COLONIAL LOUNGE

1

. _JL«. « j *.+n f-^a Admission sui
SAT.. APRIt. 3rd 8:S0 • l~.su

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

7 FILMS — SATURDAY, 9 and 10 p.s*

SU BALLROOM
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I'm In The Selling End

WASHINGTON-In the world of panned oh

soleseence. the service contract plays a most vita

rot There is hardly anything you can buy now that

doesn't have a service contract to go with It.
<U

The otner clay 1 went UltO my « avorite department

store to purchase a paper cup tigenser.
; D°he said

As the man was writing up the sales slip he I»W
;

•Would you like to have a service contract with this

"weSi
1

u°cou.d£ down and you would have to

call someone to fix it. If you take out a service con

ra 't which will only cost you $40 for the year, we

would send someone to your house tree of charge.

••But Why would you sell a paper cup dispenser that

would break down in less than a year.

•Please don't get me wrong. 1 m not saying hat this

p„per cup dispenser will break down. We ve sold

several of them that need no servicing at all. But our

experience has been that the majority of the

denser* do cause trouble after frequent usage.

Where did you intend to use this paper cup d.spen-

•in the children's bathroom. They don t seem to

ever rinse their glasses after they brush their teeth

•Then you'll certainly need a service contract.

These paper cup dispensers w ere not built to stand the

punishment of children using them every day.
P

Bm there is a guarantee with the paper cup

d,"Cs onlv .« its used by a senior citizen three

time, a week' Ot course, you don't have to take the

service contract- its strictly optional

•But we know a dentist who installed one of our

paper cup dispensers in his office and it broke down It

kept dispensing three paper cups at one time. He

didn'l have a service contract, so it took three months

before we could get to him. By the time our man

repaired the dispenser, the dentist had used $645

worth of paper cups, not to mention the $25 we had to

charge him for the house call."

•But
"

1 said naively, "it seems so unfair to sell

someone a new product and then inform him it's liable

to break down."
"On the contrary. We would be dishonest if we sold

you the product and didn't inform you it would break

down These service contracts are for the protection of

the customer. Two weeks ago a lady bought one of

these paper cup dispensers and after two days, it

wouldn't dispense any paper cups at all. She had to

keep leaning over and trying to drink directly from the

faucet Fortunately, she had a service contract with

us and we sent over a man right away. It turned out a

sprocket spring behind the reject lever had slipped out

of the three-way hook. He replaced it in an hour and all

the ladv had to pay for was the new parts."

"Except for a bad back she developed trying to lean

over the faucet, it only cost her $12."

I still don't understand why a reliable store like

this would carry a paper cup dispenser that wont hold

"
-Well frankly sir, we're not too fond of these paper

cup dispensers" ourselves. We don't even make any

money on them".

Then why do vou sell them'" 1 asked angrily.

•Because', he said primly, "we make all our profit

on the service contract, stupid."

Copy right 1071, l-os Angeles Times

A View From The Top
:».. "-- In ..lilitiMM til til!

The Minute Man

The following article by Pres. Hubert Wood ap

maied in >csterda\'s Boston (ilobe.

I appreciated the Globe's thoughtful appraisal ol the

uowth of the University of Massachusetts in Its

March 30th editorial, and the careful assembly ot

tacts and opinions that it involved. .....
1 am onlv sorrv that the evaluation concluded by

advocating I general tuition increase apparen >

without considering the effects on State and Com

mumtv Colleges, as well as the University.

Let me state again the logic that I believe leads to

the opposite conclusion -that is, keeping resident

tuitions for all public institutions at present levels.

The figures I used, and which the Globe editorial

quoted accurately .namely. 39% of the CMass-

Amherst students' parents planned to go into debt to

finance their education. 35% of the mothers were

going to work for the first time: 21% of the lathers

hoped to get a second job to pay the costs I

.
make plain

—The majority Of University of Massachusetts

students com.-
'

trom hard-working families in

moderate circumstances («% of last years

graduating class at LMass-Amherst came from

families with combined parental income of less than

$11) I MM! >

lThe student body also includes a large proportion

from poor families. (Almost 72% of the UMass un_

dergraduates applied for scholarships last year, and

onlv 9% were able to get aid.)

If a substantial tuition raise occurs the character of

the student bodv will change drastically. Any tuition

increase that would yield significant revenue can only

discourage students from poor families from at-

tending the University. It can only increase the

proportion from well-to-do families. This shift from

poor to rich would be even greater in state and

community colleges In addition to tuition, there are

the required lees which have increased more than H i

in the last 10 years. At the LMass-Amherst campus,

total costs to students have increased 127% trom the

Fall of 1958 to 1970. So the squeeze is already on.

The only way to offset these effects of higher tuition

and let's would be to increase scholarships. Here two

other facts are clear.

In states where tuition in public institutions has

been raised, as in Michigan, the promised scholarship

relief has not been kept.

If indeed commensurate scholarship aid were

provided, revenue relief would be substantially

decreased

Thai in whv 1 advocated getting the scholarship

fundi flrsl and then considering legislation con-

cerning tuition. .

The tundamental fact about linancing higher

education, public and private, is that cost levels for

quality education exceed the ability of the majority ol

students and their families to pay. Therefore

providing quality education requires major subsidies

in the torm of scholarships, direct government grant

v

and generous tax benefits for charitable con

Unbuttons Later SO these subsidies are returned by

the additional taxes the student pays from his higher

earnings in his later career.

Without first enacting scholarship programs or

imaginative work study proposals such as Speaker

Bartlev has recommended, a tuition increase for

public' education will only close the door to many

talented youngsters. It will not benefit in any

significant way either taxpayers or private education

It will deprive the Commonwealth of the full con

tnbution that talented youngsters can make, given an

education at the highest level of their ability.

it is so often

1 find myself

hanging no clinging

to a leaf

A Prayer

Our Daily Collegian

I thank you for my daily smile

Forgive us our debauchery

as we forgive yours, for we know

it is all in |est you are absurding

The Word
It m> kingdom comes then

I shall be taxed

on earth as it is in heavan

there is always need for comic-

relief.
Amen

Anonymous

with my tiny hands

and the wind blows

the fraility ot my body-

up and down etc

of course you

cannot separate

the sun from the shadow

and there is no stillness

no death

of course to find yourself

you must be alone

but each time I peer

to the ground

it is farther away

Jim Mitchell

Widening The Gap
Well spring is finally in the air,

along with the sounds of Jesus

Christ Superstar floating out of T-6,

mellow smoke rising from the

pond, and talk of another strike on

May 5. The way I see it. Christ is

pretty harmless and I guess a lot of

people dig grass these days, but I

just can't help cringing when the

Mote, <that wonderful group that

brought you thousands of dollars

worth of damage here last spring)

decides that we need to strike once

again

It is senseless to argue the im-

portance of the main cause they

support, i.e.. our immediate with-

drawal from Southeast Asia. They

are right. But I can't help but to

question the tactics that the Mobe

advocates to try and achieve this

Craig Schiff end
A strike, and the other activities

that surround it, will prove nothing

except to widen the credibility gap

that now exists between students

and the outside world' You've got

to remember that a strike is in

terpreted much differently by

outsiders than it is by students and

the participants

At planning meetings there is

always an abundance of logic,

rhetoric and good intentions.

Something seems to happen though

when the cause is taken to the

street Eloquent four syllable

words somehow get changed into

inflammatory four letter words

Relative order turns to anarchy,

rock throwing, spray paint, and

unfortunately a lot of misun-

derstanding. President Nixon,

school administrators, the

legislature and parents rarely get

to see what goes on behind the

scenes What they do see is a small

group of insurgents who make
themselves out to be represen-

tatives of a large student

population, turn a system that they

painful put together over a long

period of time into chaos.

But more important than what

I In it passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have

W- governed my life: the longing for love, the search for

W knowledge, and unbearable pity for the suffering of mankind
¥# -Bertrand Kussell

people think when a strike takes

place and gets out of hand, are the

individual privileges that it denies^

No. it's not really too much to ask

of a student to give up a couple of

classes that he might have cut

anyway. It's only one little

freedom, and we've got lots of

them to spare, right'' But when

freedom is denied in the very name

of freedom, it becomes just a bit

hypocritical, and further, unjust.

To sit back fdly and permit a

small group to use the university

as a setting for their own brand of

justice would show clearly who

really is the silent majority.

We all look forward to the day

when there will be peace in Viet

nam. and indeed the whole world^

But to have this at the expense ol

our own internal tranquility is to

me a very dubious goal.

Letters To The Editor

Not So Crazy About Dave

It is indeed unfortunate yet interesting that the

readers of this campus newspaper have toit*jSUbjed

o an editorial such as Wednesdays "Just Wild About

Harry" article, written by David Williams.

It is unfortunate yet interesting that the readers

were never even afforded an opportunity to read the

article which he criticizes, for the release was never

orinted even in edited form.
P
U is unfortunate yet interesting that Mr. Williams

writes about ASA meetings and misquotes statements

made at those meetings when he has never even at-

tended an ASA meeting.

Keearding Mr. Williams statement that the concert

conSt^s work "is necessarily being done in

secret
" there are some people on campus i some of

whom were at the Wednesday nite ASA meeting, who

obieS to the fact that the fate of their own money is

Stag decided upon in secret. But Mr. W.lhams

^rJiartiuTS.
1

Wilbams' statement that I want

••to bring in groups under contract to Columbia

KeWds because he's campus rep lor Columbia 1

dearly explained at a meeting before spring vacation

hat mv job as a representative on campus "to ass*

he concert committees in getting groups up teretha

mghrotherwise be more difficult to book - and that I

ece. e no added privileges or enumeration should

my assistance be used. But Mr. Williams wasn t at

'"neShea^ogies and statements tesnmtssn,m **

Colleiiian staff that ASA's notice of Wednesday 1

meetfng was probably misplaced, that an ASA news

You Are Guilty

'Vhv ^Washington on April 24th- Because you

are guilty. Because you share in the deaths of Viet-

'^Kor every petition vou didn't sign - someone died.

POT evtry meeting you didn't attend someone died

For the strike vou didn t support someone died ror

the demonstration you didn't take part in - someone

1

'what good does it do to work for peace'? Ask the

soldiers who are now home.

What harm is there in not getting involved Ask my

nfcee. You see, I have a picture of one of those

someone*. It shows him with my niece on his knee He

has a red suit on with a pillow stuffed in his stomach

and big white beard It was Christmas - his last

Christmas this someone died. He was sent home

trom Vietnam in a plastic bag for a closed casket

luneral His death is one of too many for too long
_

Your participation in Washington on April 24th will

shorten and help end this war and it will save

someone's life. If vou are not in Washington, someone

else will die. Weigh vour reason for not going against

this human life Vou will have to live with your con

cluS,°n
x Veteran K»r Peace

So It Goes
l0
BL sTquote that I extracted from the New York

Times Magazine section a few weeks ago. I originally

extracted this quote from Vonnegut because what U

had to say appealed to me in general But. m light o

the recent decision on the Calley Court Martial,

though. I might send it on to you. In my opinion ,t

seems more applicable than every

The flaw in the Christ stones, said them tor
_

from

outer space, was that Christ, who didn t ook Hke

mi h.Tas acua.lv the Son of the Mast rssSSfthl

Being in the I niverse Headers ->*^ '"£
when the* came to the crucifixion, they naturally

thought, and Kosewater read out loud again.

Oh hoy -they sure picked the wrong guy to lynch that

"Till that thought had a brother: "There are right

people t„ lynch." Who.' PSSffSI not well connected. So

" R,M>S __"Slaughterhouse-Five"

Steven Schlossman

Why The Redmen?

story done some time ago was never printed because

of space limitations, that a news story for this past

Wednesday's meeting would not appear because only

a little over 20 people attended, and that the policy of

the Collegian is not to serve as a "bulletin board" for

meetings the paper of the following day carried a 3-

column 54 line article about Wednesday nite's Mobe

meeting (which, according to a Mobe member. 30-31

persons attended), and a 3-column 67-line an-

nouncement of a meeting involving the Tiao-Yu-Tai

issue appeared in the same paper.

May 1 sincerely advise those on the Collegian stall

to advise Mr. W iliiams - since he may not listen to the

advice of me, ASA, or any of the other individuals and

groups he has immaturely attacked - of the legal

consequences involved in using misquotations,

slander, and open, vague threats (such as "he's going

to come to grief") in his writings.

And finally, if we are the generation that has

pledged to clean up the mess in the world before it

cleans us up. let's get together and try to at least

practice those ideals here on our own campus before

we leave it We don't have much time, you know-
Peace.

HAROLD KOI/UN

Vicious Journalism
To the Editor: .

David Williams' editorial on Harold Koltin was an

example of poor and outright vicious journalism.

Before Mr Williams decides to attack anyone. I

suggest that he know the facts.

Mr Williams attacks Harold for not properly

lollowing "the ethics normally employed in the

newspaper business." If Mr Williams ever checked

out the facts, he would have discovered that one of his

own staff colleagues. Bob Nesti, at an ASA meeting,

told Harold to write his own article since he was

becoming a "burden" on the Collegian. If Mr. Nesti

was misinterpreted, it is not Harold's fault Either Mr
Nesti as a representative of the Collegian, should

learn to express himself more clearly or stop bab-

bling

Mr Williams also attacks Harold for his desire to

inform the students on this campus about certain

concerts which are in the planning stages. It seems to

me. that if Mr Williams and only a "select few

students have some privileged information about

concerts on this campus which is denied to the rest of

us regardless of reason, then Mr. W ilhams and those

•select
' tew are. indeed, an elitist group Kapish, Mr

Williams''

Mr Williams closes his attack on Harold by saying:

It he doesn't quit hitching "he's going to come to

grkf When Harold later questioned Mr Williams as

to what this nebulous statement actually meant. Mr

Williams rejoined: If vou don't shut up you re going

to get stepped on " Does Mr Williams, with the aid of

the Collegian, now take it upon himself to repress, by

force, anyone who complains about things on this

campus'.' . ,

Mr Williams seems to be unprofessional and

detrimental to the Collegian If the Collegian is to

remain a "a Iree and responsible press' either

editorial writers such as Mr. Williams should be

removed from the staff, or subject to the same editing

policy which everyone else faces

Yellow journalism was instrumental in starting a

war between the U.S. and Spam in 1898 Something we

should not be proud of I sound familiar''). I see no

place for this type of journalism in 1971, especially on

the UMass campus
Lawrence Tannenhauni

Kd Note: - Mr. Williams is subject to the same editing

policy as everyone else. I

Here at UMass. we like to think of ourselves as one

of those great islands of open-mindedness with

beautdul people of peace and love abounding We say

u^at we fmd the exploitation of people immora and

repulsive If this is so, why must we only help to

uriher ingrain the image of the American Indian as

one of savagery and brutality by calling ourselves, the

REDMEN? MoeRodenstein

All Letters To The Editor must be typed, double

spaced at sixty spaces per line. They should not

exceed one page in length and must be submitted by

I p.m. prior to the day of publication The same

rules applv for Editorial Points

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

Also all ettersmust contain the name and address

of the writer which will be withheld upon request.

Editorial Points

In case you hadn't heard, all

1971 Kord" Pinto's have been

recalled by the manufacturer. 1

wonder what happened to that

looney horse running around

campus''
* * *

In a fashion world revelation,

the Duke and Duchess of Wind-

sor came out against "hot

pants" with the Duke branding

them as "ridiculous". What
makes an ex-king so hot.

anyway.
» * *

It you have a macabre sense of

humor, you'll probably ap-

preciate the lollowing AP wire

story

:

Salem. Ore. -A man collapsed

Guiding Light
To the 'Editor":

\s the guiding light of Yahoo I would like to object to

the April Fools publication 1 1 I see no reason why the

Collegian should want to join in the struggle between

the Student Senate Executives. Chancellor Tippo and

Yahoo for the distinction of having the poorest taste in

campus humor The Collegian should be satisfied with

just having poor taste 2) I further object to the use of

mv name with anything that resembles humor I am

considering the initiation of legal action, but am

willing to settle out of court if you will renounce your

capitalistic ways and stop slanting your news to the

middle-of-the-road. . „
Jack Koch

in an automobile and his com-

panion tried to revive him with

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation

Both men died of apparent

heart attacks.

Police said the bodies ol the

two Woodbum. Ore., men were

lound in the automobile Monday

night They were Perry E

Whitecrow. BO, and Norman E.

Envart. 52.

II was not clear which man

was striken first, police said
* * *

One might conclude that Capt

Medina was attempting to make

some type of deal by saying that

he would retire trom the

military if acquitted.

Sickle Cell Anemia
\neima is a deficiency of hemoglobin, the red coloring matter

which is contained in the red blood cells Hemoglobin is essential in

supplying oxygen to all the tissues of the body.

Sickle tell anemia is a condition which the red blood cells ai e

abnormal in shape and contain an abnormal type' of hemoglobin

Most of the affected persons are blacks but some are whites of

Mediterranean origin. Sickling ol the blood has also been reported

,n American Indians, and in the inhabitants ol South India. Mule

East and Caribbean countries. Normal red blood cells are disk

shape .i.e biconcave) In sickle cell anemia, the red blood cells

assume a crescent or sickle shape, when their supplv of oxygen is

low The sickle shape is due to the presence of an abnormal

hemoglobin "sickle hemoglobin" wh.ch drysta l./.e under con

ditions of low oxygen tension and distorts the shape ot the cell

Sickle cell anemia is so called, as you can see. bseause the c< lis

assume a crescent or sickle shape.

The life span of normal red blood cells is about 1 2.. days W oni mil

cells are constantly being destroyed and mm ones produced I he-

red cells ol the sickle cell anemia patient are read.K destroyed and

now ones produced Their life span is often less than 60 days. I he

person with side cell anemia can produce new cells, often at a

rapid rate but he becomes anemic because production can not

keep pace with rapid destruction. Sickle cell anemia is SO inherited

delect of the red blood cells.

Tins is a dreaded disease- wh.ch needs to be eradicated and the

onlv way to achieve this .s through tunds for extensive research

Since we are fortunate enough not to have been bom with this

disease, please give- what you can for the sake ol £MI*M0nce
again tunds may be sent to Dr Bromery office st 375 VMutmon

Administration Building. Anther* Mass S1O0S We would ap

oreciate \our support
H Student Committee \uanist

Sickle Cell Anemia

Ernestine Jewssl. chairman
BISJSSSlQ. Adams

S4SK5M9

"Goodsscsa, We're Not Trying To Lean On You —
We VI ant You To Work Out Your Osm Way Of

Vitrptlf Our Tersstt"

:•:•:•:•:>;:•:
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Music
B\ BOBNESTIand
PATSUPRENAUT

MDC Staff

BOSTON BALLET This acclaimed group returns to

SmithZ Saturday at 2*0 and B:30 and
I

*«toy£

2:30 and 8:30, and Wednesday at 4 and 8.30. ine

, will feature such artists as Kdward \ illella.

Kdra Toth. Peter Mart.ns. and Violette Verdy. ($>

DAVID BAR 1LLAN The dynamic Israeli pianis

w.ll give two recitals this Tuesday and Wednesday at

8 .!!) in Bowker. Works of Beethoven. Schubert, and

Liszt will be performed. <$)

Albums: short takes

Theater

t . Till.- T1IKKK PI"NM OPKH \. the I Ma«
H nessber. of the company rehearse a ^^J^J^£ „m%k, r Yuditorium. X review

sarsrss^^ — - > — - *"-*

•$> Films

\FISTFUI OF DOLLARS (Sunday, SU Ballroom, .

and9 jo, dim Eastwood is the Man with No Name is

!ni , another ol Sergio Leone s films that n

lone on atmosphere and violence

CHARLIE chaplin kilms (Saturday. SI

Ballroom 8 and 10 > Seven filma of the great silent film

i mc.ud.ng THE GOLD RUSH, the lull lengh

silenl film made in IKS that is considered by manv

one of Chaplin's finest filma _

THE COMMITTEE Friday. Thompson uu. i and

x filmed performance of the popular Weal Coast

Satire group Their irreverant humor hits nearly ail

aspects -I American life, from drugs to patriotism,

and, although (or the most part It's tunny some of .t

seems dated now rDiVC
DRACULA HAS RISEN FROM IHK GRAVE

Tuesday. Thompson 104, 6:30 and II M * British-

made horror t.lm featuring veteran Dracula

, haracter actor Christopher Lee. Hammer r .1ms Inc

have been making horror movies like thta since the

mid Fifties and. despite lie.ng a hit heavy-handed.

ureal tun . . m

FtTTZ< Friday, Campus Cinema, II) A t.lm version

ol Kochelle Owens pla> about a man who marries R

Jg a real pig. and the reaction o. the tounlolk to his

S'd beastl»lit> A production which was derived

o,„ .... ...i Broadway'. Cafe uMama the »ite.

kT> and outrageous .roup under the chrectH n . ,1

TomO'Horgan and la hardly for the LOVE STOW

"gEORGY GIRL -Friday and Sunday. Hampden

Commona 5, 7:18 and 1:30) Lynne Redgrave

, H ,nev,d stardom because of her -nt'cally acclaimed

portrayal ol an ugly duckling in swinging London of a

tew years back Alan Bates and James Mason are

featured in this t.lm about a young girls un

conventional way to find happiness.
,..„___„

HUSBANDS, Campus Cinemas) Ben (.azzara.

Peter Falk, and .John Cassavettes are three men on a

binge in this somewhat long and interesting study o

middleagc (assavettes directed some of the fines

performances of the year and continues his searing

attack on upper-middle das: American life.

IENNY (Thursday. SU. 7 and 9:30) A surprisingly-

engaging film. Mario Thomas and Alan Alda are a

young couple living together in New Wk Some

Lectures

find) wrought ptriormaacea and tunny situation

^^£*3!x\c***» Ctoanm Had.e>

.

Showcase' nomas. W Spring..eld
,

The most

SSS •orlaiinod.i.motthevearDust.nHoUn.an

otavs the only survivor ot < 'listers Las Stand and

recouirtTite Story Arthur Penn loosely directed this

u„nv. long, ballad like. film. Hoffman to v^ *£
hut Chid Dan George runs away with tin acting

'"rg-uiitt RANGER and THE LONE RANGER

VNDTHE LOST CITY OF GOLD Friday. Thompson

UH I The Old television hero and his sidekick and their

8
LOVE-STORY -Campus Cinemas. Hadley;

Sho aMT.nemas. W Sprmgt.eld Calvin Ttodte.

Northampton Al someone is Rolling Mone Magazine

nmntrd out Its rcallv not even worth discussing

ThV PnPPY IS ALSO A FLOWER I
Friday.Mahar.

8 5 iin(1 8 is \n expensive made for Udeviawii film

featuring an all star cast trying to stop a dope ship

menl Good public relations for all itrvorveil

THE QUEEN Friday. II. Campus Unemas.

HKliev \ most interesting documentary about a

beaut) pageant held lor traasvestib

[•HERE'S \ GIRL IN MY SOUP .Academy of

Musu Northampton' A Broadway comedy of some

Masons back about a lecher and his a tempts o

seduce a lovely young lady was made into a fa ry

amusing corned) thanks to performances of Goldie

''^K^SAVAOh-l^: and STUDENT FILMS

.Sunday. Thompson 104, 7 and 9> A Wit atfoj.

documentary about a young divorcee living in Los

Angeles trvmg to cope with the anx.et.es and

pressure* of American life It was controversial then

lor its attention to the more grosteque and repellent

aspects of contemporary American life.

Also on the program are some student films from

the First New England Student Film Festival. A full

program will take place on Wednesday at 6:30 and

8:30 in Thompson 102.
. ...,,.

WATERLOO (Showcase Cinemas, W Springfield) A

gigantic historical spectacular featuring Rod Steiger

as Napoleon. Christopher Plummer, and Orson

Welles.

The Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Lecture

Series will present a festival of the arts on April 5th

t

Vd«ltonafration and lecture by Harry Hall on

•Pottery as a Way of Life" will begin the series on

Monday along with a reading and commentary by

Mark Van Doren on his ownpoetryand an exhibit and

discussion by Paul Seep, editorial cartoonist of the

B
TuSday WiU begin with a lecture by Leo Marx on

revolutionary pastoral.sm and a lecture from David

Silver host of "What's happening Mr. Silver on

How long ago was 1984"
'

Kifects of psychedelic expreience In art and music

w.li be the topu- of Stanley Krippnera lecture on

Wednesday Also underground film maker. Stanley

Van DerBeck, will have a media rap-around

highlighted by films.

Ed Pincus will lecture Thursday on film production

along with a showing of "One Step Away". "Panola .

and "Portrait of a McCarthy Supporter

The series will terminate on Friday with a per-

formance-recitation of "The Ecologies of Virgil by

David Slavitt (Henry Sutton) and Liam Miller lec-

turing on the 20th Century Irish theater

All coffee hours will begin immediately after lec-

tures Lectures will be available to visit interested

classes during the day. For further information see

the Collegian or call MB 2351.

Woodstock Returns

J5TK35.«=»MEBfcMSS

not because it a a bad ™"^*El
;JE

f its predecessor and be the

K „• what it's worth though, this double album does contain some ex-

n ^Se^xw^v^l^enoilienon, he .till was one ol the finest

1? "",? ?"IZSL Mriih.' Vr u ps Z'underrated and un-

souti^ West 1

DespUe the collective talents ol Felix Papyri Jj»
*« l

^
n.d Mountain one ol the most boring groupa abou •

pto)
;

mhI .

.IhI.V Lais are reasonable, still there does, . seem much aubttanci

^S^tSlSt^^ aU ***T^T-
W KHl" oik ge Side tour .. nally enda with the crowd singing the

mthem ol our generation Let the Sunshine In" and ,t ,s appropriately

S

^vun!isTOct
h

rWu ,sn , bad at all. but there s probably no point to

inlying !iL Just walk .hroug.i > our dorm on a Fnday afternoon this Spring

and you'll have \our till

iiuii iml Heavv. Sam Samudio. <
Atlantic

ta&mSfot remember the Pharaohs la rnahing yal another

COnSact^S time as a blues s.nger Its too ' "fi^?^
nnw-ll seVioUSlv at least before he MM e^ertainrng. now he s a bit

•

1K »u^ ke.h,- iron, cover. Sam is sitting on a rather-B bik.e film

I he sic s slickly done, vet empty and staining. On the back.cover

s n, anks all those, including all his dogs prostitutes he has known,

'children and . inally ti.nl I think he needs all the help he can get.

i.itiiiiw Shelter Merrv clavton (Ode ai 1

m" ,V( lavton bscame known becauae of h. r work wtth the Stones

«

I ETITBI FED In this excellent aJbum aha cotnea into her own inert s

.'hard funky feeling to her voice that gives now feeling! to such song,

unt Road and Bridge Over Troubled Waters she a. her bes

.hough, with her material and the title song The arrangements.are-all

,,n,lv done, with the noticeable touch of Billy P.eston the excellent back

up man on the Lennon album

M«M»nset -Joe Bauer Warner Bros -Raccoon •

hKllauer. with some o. his triends from the Y.iungbloods and

elsewhere has produced a |am session record of uneven quality While ai

, st one of the tracks. Penguins ,s beaut.lul most of the record taj

verv lackadaisical ncording in a blues jazz mix It s < •ertainly n.ce. and

easygoing to a i.mlt

Earth. Wind, and Fire (Warner Brothers)

\t the.r beat this ten-member band is at least as tight as Chicago, vi ho

they kmd ol resemble but with less emphasis on the brass They aren t

alwavs at the.r best . though, and this one is further weakened by a lot of

rather dumb studio talk, which is even more noticeable became the s.d.

,re very Short Side Two is only about 12 minutes long) When they n

good, though, they're really good So are a lot ol groups

Dnuii Kershaw Warner Brothers)

Do vou like Doug Kershaw ' If you do. you'll like the new set. though

there s more of a rock influence than I remember from his earlier

albums The standout for me was the pure Cajun "Son of a Louisiana

Man
"

Things We Like Jack Bruce (Atco)

Bruce has emerged as the most inventive of the "^rea™;.
H23ZZS.

lake is pure jazz; Bruce plays with John McLaughlinDick Hecks alb

Smith, and Jon Hiseman. The most exciting match in the record is that

l>etwcen Bruce and Heckstall-Smithon clarinet, expecially on Ballad lor

Arthur", and the record as a whole is a fine representation ol four true

talents. m j

(OMPWY Original Cast Album. (Columbia).

COMPANY is the most acclaimed musical of last season, recently

adding the Tony Award to its many honors and this alburn is ample

lust.fication. Stephen Sondheim a most exciting score; his sardonic lyrics

cleverly rip apart marriage and city life and his music captures the cold,

metallic quality of the city.
,

The company" of performers are excellent. Stand-outs are Pamela

Myers and Elaine Strich who stunningly- performed two bitter attacks on

'

The orchestrations and record quality are excellent as is everything in

this most brilliant musical-comedy.

It's extremely difficult to pick the best numbers, there is something

extremely striking about a melody or a lyric (or both) in nearly all of

them There is a verv clever parody of the Andrew Sisters entitled "You

Can Drive A Person Crazy", a very-splashy, vaudville-style production

number called "Side by Side by Side", and a most dramatic finale in

Being Alive". ,

Often musical-comedv is frowned upon by some for being, at nesi,

shallow, it takes a score like Sondheims COMPANY to convince them

otherwise u v.

B.N.

An Expression of Black SpiritTAKETWO
Notes From Yale: 1996
*

. • .I,,,., .,n„r.H A.w.lh^r IhillfJ if VOU SaV VOU IV

By Nathaniel Hayden

(Testdale, a moderate size

suburban middle and upper middle class

black community located seven miles Irom

Kosemottl in central New York. To make a

long story short. I'll put in an article that I

saw while looking through some ol the

microfilm copies of the Albany Daily News:

Wednesday. Janet, i«K2 Ahugearea ot

land located approximately lorty

miles southwest of Albany has been

designated as the site of a satellite

city the construction of which w.ll be

subsidized by the federal government.

It is hoped that the city, which will be

called Kosemont. will provide close to

a quarter ol a million jobs.

\ large group ol middle and upper-middle

income blacks in New York and Boston got

toaether and decided to buy some ol the land

.round Roseraow to build black towns.

These communities are known as Crestdale

ind New Nairobi Most of the dwellings are

!„ operative apartments and single lamily

homes I think the main purpose for the

creation ol these communities WSJ to be in

the position to say to whites. -See. we can do

it too" They are very much like the Jewish

nhettoes on Long Island or outside oi Boston.

The only major difference I can see is that

instead of going to the Catakilla during ttte

summer, our parents go to several resorts

which have sprung up recently

Adirondacks

near the

"The pressure

created by the

intense competition

is phenomenally

destructive."

The intense competition in both towns is

pathetic In nn high school each year, elite

scholarsare chosen from the top 1°,', of each

class scholars top 2-W,. honor students

from the top S-|f% and the av ant garde

hum the lop H 2uV Whenever a student

iduates m ens <»i these categories, his

parents usual!) have a huge part) tor him I

, ; ,ll these parties the BPO's, which means

the Bin Pay Oil s The pressures are un-

[>elieveable M mention them anyway

Each Near, our principal went to a public

meeting with principabol all high schools in

the Metropolitan Rosemonl area, to corn

pare the percentage! ol kids from each <*

the.r schools Who would Ik- attending the

ood or beat" colleges and universities the

following term

During the lumor year in high school,

students Who WOUM represent Crestdale

Ihgh on the student quiz show on television

called "Us All Academic" were elected

Horn the top lifth of the class My Cod I

think the way m which kids fought over the

opportunity "to appear on the show-exem-

plifies the Rat Race perfectly Several

months iK'fore a panel of four is supposed to

appear on the show, each school has

preliminary screening They line up about

ten prospective panelists in the dining hall

They are barraged with questions for abou

twenty minutes The two or three who get

the highest number of points are told to

prepare lor another barrage the following

dav The one who answers the highest

number of questions correctly becomes the

one who will go on the panel ol tour Who

appear on the show The same procedure is

loHowed for the other thirty or so kids being

considered The method fluctuates ac-

cording to the number ol kids who are m
tcrested A large number ol the students

who are eligible Iry oul each year l his «

because it our panel wins the game, the

students involved are given a tun

scholarship lor their lust year ill college.

The pressure created by the intense

competition is phenomenally destructive. II

a student doesn I make it into one ol the

1VYKS or one ot their subsidiaries and in

stead goes to the state university, he often

feels as if his life has ended. They actually

think their lives depend on which college

they attend Another thing, if you say you

want to be anything besides a doctor,

lawyer, engineer or professor, you're

considered a drawback Recalling that fact

immediately reminds me of all the times I

trembled when I got less than a 90 or A on an

exam 1 knew that my parents would take

some kind of sanctions (such as depriving

me of my paltrv allowance for a couple of

weeks I and my "teacher would strongly urge

me to cut down on my extracurricular ac-

tivities i like eating, sleeping, etc.).

1 would say that the pressure waned

slightly alter we took our SAT's and

Achievement Tests. Then it was simple, we

would either live "the good life" or be

damned to a late worse than death depen-

ding on the results My results. 770 verbal.

B8U math and achievement tests marks in

the low Tikis and mid -lion's, were in the

words ol my lather, -barely acceptable"

Instead ol bridge and mah-jongg. our

mothers play Keep the Kids m the Cultural

Center game From the age of three through

high school, just about every kid is coerced

into attending the local Black Cultural

Center. There they are force fed black

history, black drama, etc. 1 agree that it i>

tiood for blacks to u- well informed In these

areas, but I know that what we are taught in

the schools is sufficient.

The piesMires created b> this urtense

competition goes into other spheres of one's

life besides school Kven your social lite

depends on how well you are doing in school.

An avant garde girl would be harshly

ostracized if she ever dared to date a boy in

the middle or lower half of his class I

remember two occasions on which I was

refused dates not because ot my appearance

or the like, but becauae asone put it:

I really adore vou Harlan You're

always bright and witty 1 just don't

have the time to go to the Snack

Shoppe w ith you 1 tan understand how

vou fed about tm Irequent relusals to

go out with you I w ould like you to take

into consideration the tact that I am a

scholar Academic ratings such as

mine are not eas> to come by. I have

onl) enough time in a day lor I he

essentials. I just cant let my rating

slip We can alwavs go places during

the summer »>h. no. I just

remembered. I'll be up at camp

Wigonqua all summer, beginning right

on the last dav ol school. I'm sorry

Harlan I reallv wish I could manage

the time I hope you understand

Racism is rampant m Crestdale and New

Nairobi There isn't a single white lamily in

either communit) There are a few Puerto

R.cans scattered around New Nairobi, but

this is nothing more than tokenism Kven in

racist white suburbs there are a lew Super

Nigger^ sprinkled around The most in-

tolerable thing is the exclusion ol Puerto

Kicans Hell, they're as oppressed as it not

more oppressed than blacks lis probabK

because people have the leeling that thev

should wait around lor a century or two

Five" do not constitute a majority. Since

there are large numbers of blacks now

applying to colleges, admissions olticers

choose blacks Irom the same communities

which produced the highest number of

students who stayed until graduation, i.e_

the "Big Five". This of course has caused

the majority of black students from the Big

Five to grow larger in numbers. Black

students who are not from one of the Big

Five are often ostracized because they are

not members of 'The Nobility". "The

Nobility'' was created seven years ago by

students Irom New Nairobi at Harvard^

Membership in "The Nobility" is bestowed

only on black students from the Big rive

who are in the top hall of their college class.

1 was thrown out once because a couple ot

terms ago. my ranking dropped down to the

47th percentile'. The organization is a direct

result ot the continual pressures that 1 spoke

about earlier The most successful students

are the ones who completely accept the

pressures Thus, it was their idea to create

•The Nobility '

Tm sitting here wondering "What the hell

are our parents going to gain by continuing

the pressure" What more do they want"' 1 m
going to list some ot the statistics that

Crestdale High School recenth issued:

I he college acceptances .md rejec-

tions are all in I >l the students who will

deiinitelv graduate, K7",, will enter

lour year colleges. B% will enter junior

colleges, and only 5% will not continue

their education Here in a list of the

number accepted by a lew of the top

colleges and the average board scores

<>t the entering students compared to

the average board scores »>i the fresh

men classes at the prospective

schools:

ADDRESS: 31 WESTGATE BLVD.

MARK DeBOURG-YALE BOARDS: SAT:

V7H(i M780; ACH's: 770, 790, NO ACA. AV.

95 31% ADDRESS: 339 EASTMEADOW
I Ol IS BROWN-CORNELL BOARDS: ALL

BOO ACA AV. 94.50% ADDRESS: 21

CLOVERDALE COURT
BARRY FERGUSON-HAMPSHIRE-
BOARDS: SAT: 78(1 MKIK) ACH's: 730. 770,

77ii ACA AV 94.80% ADDRESS: 05

WHITHERSPOON
BRUCE THRUBER-U, OK NO CAROLINA

\TCHAPEL HILL-BOARDS: ALL 809 ACA.

AV 94.17% ADDRESS: S3 CLOVERDALE
COURT

DUE TO THIS EXCEPTIONAL
CHIEVEMENT, THESE STUDENTS WILL

EACH RECEIVE A FULL SCHOLARSHIP
FOR THEIR FIRST TWO YEARS A'l

THEIR NEW SCHOOLS.
CONGRATULATIONS .

"He went to

Hampshire College,

which at that time

was considered a very

experimental college."

L

SCHOOL

COLUVH'A
CO»'.'
PHIN
STANf^BD

NO *°
•PPt.ED ACCEPTED HOA«DS SCHOOL »V

>]
11

JJ

14
)•>

34
1]

EVJ6
• "ST

SMITH J*

VI HOLVOKE 7

SAABIMWI -

HAVPSH.HE io

11

I)

II

34
AI

30
a

31

1J

V
33
13

v
MI'O

/AIOV'OO

V^30V'0O

one oi m> friends who

Cornell loW me that unti

application from either

(beast Crestdale

is a student at

recently even
Crestdale, Nor-

\,-u Nairobi Central, or

"Racism is rampant

in Crestdale

and New Nairobi.

There isn't

a white family in

either community.

"I'm sitting here

wondering, What

the hell are our parents

going to gain

by continuing

the pressure?"

tt

before we -accept'' them.

The impact Ol this chauvinism on my

fellow black college students is worth noting

(lt this point What do we do when we are

I reed irom the system tor long lengths ot

|,l,r" Here at Vale, and at RiOSt "I the Ivy

1 eague schools lor that matter, the black

students come predominantly from the

lollowing communities

H crestdale 2i New Kochelle 31 New

N.mohi Bethesda-Chev) chase 5) Shake.

Heights . ,.

\n> black student who isn't irom one ol the

•Big Five" is ignored. He or she is

automatically excluded Irom the big events

that take place amongst black students Due

to this 8 large number transfer to the

University st Michigan and other state

universities where students Irom the "Big

since there Will be approximate^ 1250

graduates, 13 students a ill be elite scholars

This year thev are

\NDRKW WILLIAMS HARVARD HOARD

SCORES: ALL hod lINCH DING

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS). ACADEMIC
AVERAGE lACA. AV.) 88.75% ADDRESS:

in SUNRISE TERRACE TRESWELL
LVDIA ROBERTS-PRINCETON BOARDS
ALL Kim EXCEPT MATH LEVEL II 1780)

AND FRENCH «780i ACA AV M .;>:<"„

ADDRESS: 87 SOMERSET HILL WEST-

NORWOOD ,„.,,,
BARBARA A PHILLIPS-RADCLIFFE-
ALL8B8EXCEPT SPANISH <790> ACA AV

97M% ADDRESS: MS LOWELL DRIVE

GEORGE RANDOLPH-HOWARD
UNIVERSITY-BOARDS: V790 M800. ACH s

770. 7W, 7(10 ACA. AV 87.38% ADDRESS: 42

WESTERLEIGH M „ (1)l>

I \WKKN< K D MORRISON HARVARD
BOARDS ALL BOO ACA AV 97.23% AD

DRRSS: 375 HARLEM KOADEAST
GREGORY FRANKLIN, III AMHERSl
BOARDS: \LL BOO EXCEPT ENGLISH

I oMP \ND HEBREW 760. 700) AI A A\

„.,,-, \DDRESS 1528 DUBOIS BLVD.

mm;n \ Mcpherson Hampshire
BOARDS ALL BOO EXCEP1 S.VI MATH

TWi \ND SPANISH ACH 17811 M>

DRESS: 120 ROCKY HILL LANK
CAROLINE I) WIS RADCLNIK
BOARDS: ALL boo ACA AV 88.38% AD-

DRESS CLEAVEK ROAD
VIRGINIA GARRETT-PRINJ ETON-

BOARDS: ALL 8(io EXCEPT AMERH AN

HISTORY ACH (780) ACA. AV, 88.81%

New Nairobi South II S ll uas immediateh

stamped ACCEPTED <>i course then- is a

degree ol hv pcrbole in that statement, but

the percentage <»l students from these

schools m the population oi the elite colleges

in phenomenally high The situation has

become so bad w good, expending on your

, ,.„,„„„ about Crestdale and Neu Nairobii

that each year thousands oi parents, white

and black, beg to be allowed to move ...to

one of the communities, or at least be able to

pav to have their children sent Io one of

them The most frightening thing about all

of this is that fact that after graduaUonJrora

college and graduate school, members oi

the Nobility" usually return to the towns ol

their youth. These two processes, the ever

growing number ol applications lor

ivsidenc) bv newcomers and the return ol

Ihe NobihK w ill increase tin- Bui Five

to enormous proportions Therefore these

pressure compounds grow bigger and

bigger, snottier and snottier ever) year

These towns have been lauded b) mans

whites as Symbols tit the Emergence ol

The New Black Man Many others want to

stop it because it is a grave threat to the

.tains quo What can I say. however, roe

System has laugh! me hou to compete

successfully with the ever increasing

demands societ) is making m order to move

up the socioeconomic ladder The System

has given me a tireat deal ol confidence I he

thing I donM like about it is that everything

is ngidlv precisely defined When every

point in your life is clearly mapped oul

before vou. the only thing you can do is

follow it You don't dare go Io the right or to

the lett because there is an ever present

leeling that it you do. you will be plunged

into an abyss Irom which there is no escape

My lather is quite diflerent Irom me He

alwavs hked to have things clearly

delineated It's weird He went to Hamp

shire College, which at that time was con

sidered a verv experimental college It's

h,rd to imagine htm, MY FATHER, m an

experimental college He tells me that even

then be knew thai he wanted to become a

lawyer when I asked why he went there he

told' in- l knew that il I had enough sell

discipline to studs hard and graduate from a

school such a Hampshire l would have

little difficult) adjusting to law schooli.
1

,„,,( lead thai Ihe more expei
'"'

lollegeone attended, the bettei ! -'

traditional graduate school' I
h ;c often

argued with him because he had uracticauy

prepared., blueprint lor lib at the age ol

Uenteen It always ended with h.m asking

thequestion, Would it have been better ifl

had been a dilettante, not knowing in whicn

direction 1 was heading? To this option!

have no reply . and it forces me to ask mysell

what I would have done
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Senate Investigates

'War Research'
WASHINGTON (WCNS) The

explosive issue oi -war research,

which attracted so much attention

on the campuses a year ago.

resurfaced here last week with the

start ot new Senate hearings on the

Defense Departments (DOD)

*7.H8 hilhon request tor 'research

and development."

This Figure includes $205 million

lor the academic establishment.

Hut the significant fad in this

request, according to Dr. Carl M.

York ot the White House's Office ot

Science and Technology, is that the

Administration is quietly shifting

its priorities lor funding basic

research

In an interview on the state of

•war research ' after last Spring's

demonstrations brought the issue

to national attention. York noted

that the DOD share of academic

research not only has decreased

I rom the level of the last year of the

Johnson administration i $252.8

million', but also has been sur-

passed tor the second year by the

share allotted to the National

Silence Foundation <NSF >
($387

million in 1972 vs $212.6 million in

Itttt).

Countering protestors
arguments that DOD money has no

place in a university campus. York

said that the academic community

has a very necessary role to play in

DOD
•Our underlying assumption is

that DOD should not Ik' banned

from the academic community."

he began
Kirs! off. "ROTC must he

maintained in order to insure that

a volunteer armya officer corps

not include boot camp-types

without a ming idea in their

(leads

Second. DOD needs the new

lb} basic research

nits on i »it> campuses

Sen Miki Mansfield D Mont

epted his assumption

>rk suggested, when he

succeeded in unending the I>< >D

uppropriat on bill to resti ict

research jrants to ''strict!)

defense d projects

l think Sen Mansfield's in

tent." York said, "was to warn the

research establishment to carr)

,,ut ., careful scrutiny <>t all

projects I
1 - amendment had its

desired effect to make other

departments as well as Defense

sharpen up their procedures and

shape up their programs

Although die amendment no

longer applies in the new budget.

York said the Administration is

not seeking 10 increase DOD tunds

on campus
The presence ot DOD money on

campus," "lork emphasized, "is

complete!) unrelated to the

Vietnam War The academic

community I message on this

subject comes through loud and

clear: 'Oct 'Hit ot Vietnam Now

The President is answering that

consistent! with We're Trying."

"Once it issue is clear in

everyone':1 mind," he added, "then

you can say with safety that every

thinking member ot the university

community recognizes that ours is

not Utopia, that we must be

prepared to defend the US, oven in

peacetime. Therefore, one must

conclude that the interaction

between campus and Defense must

continue
"

DOD. he continued, 'depends on

basic research lor new technology.

If vou accept the fact that the

country must be defended, this

assumption is given. This $205

million level -which we plan to

keep constant -is the government's

way of insuring some degree of

interaction exists between the

defense and academic establish-

ments Universities win thus act as

critics of DOD research projects

and sounding boards for future

ideas
"

This money." he added, "is

provided not for the welfare of

university professors and graduate

students as some kind of subsidy

-

hut lor the good of the Defense

Department."

Rebel Forces Capture

Key East Pakistan City
•/ a »*w« wasn't a Rahman battled tor ti

NEW DELHI tAP>- Rebel

forces in Fast Pakistan captured

Thursday the key city of Jessore 80

miles southwest of Dacca, the

provincial capital, newsmen
returning from the scene reported.

The Pakistan government

charged it has reports of armed

Indians infiltrating border areas of

Fast Pakistan to join the

secessionist forces. An Indian

Foreign Office spokesman in New
Delhi denied the charge.

•We went all over the town

Ireely," said a Swedish reporter

who returned to India after visiting

.lessore with several other

There wasn't a

in sight. It is
correspondents.

Punjabi soldier

liberated, or whatever you call it.

Reporters said they saw Fast

Pakistan civilians cut down at

least 12 West Pakistan

businessmen with spears and

knives on the streets of Jessore.

They said all businesses were

closed and no women or children

were in sight.

Bus loads of Bengalis from rural

areas were coming into the city to

join the fight against the Pakistan

armv. witnesses said.

The reports said forces loyal to

breakaway leader Sheik Mujibur

CC Print shop Offers Services

The Campus Center Printing Shop offers a wide range of services to the

University community. Their Xerox 7000 is capable of reducing copy size,

thus frequently reducing cost. They have m.meograph and spirit

^Mgn-mrkm^machmery includes both linoscribe and embosograf

equipment For a Specialized touch an artist is available for design.
q
They have professional typesetting equipment which produces camera-

ready copy suitable for offset printing.
. ,. .-

The Printing Shop also handles the advertising inside the campus

shuttle buses.

Rahman battled for three hours

with Pakistan soldiers occupying

strategic points in the city of about

300,000.

West Pakistani units, the report

said, retreated to a camp about a

mile from town where they began

shelling suspected concentrations

of resistance fighters. Witnesses

said civilian had already been

evacuated and the artillery did

little damage.
However, the official Radio

Pakistan continued to maintain

President Agha Monhammed
Yahya Kahn's government had

crushed the rebellion.

"All major towns, including

Dacca and Chittagong, and the

entire countryside in East

Pakistan, continue to be calm

today and there is no report of any

incident." the radio announcement

said.

Other reports from along In-

dian's 1.349-mile border with East

Pakistan, however, indicated

Mujib's forces still control vast

regions of the provinces rural

areas.
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TWA
INTRODUCES

With a Youth Pass-

port card you get V*

off on all TWA
domestic flights, on a

standby basis. And
reduced rates at many

places you'll stay.

$m) Youth Passport
»0U1N '«« imnti'icathm c»m *mtc»non fo« aim

(pltlM print)

UpiratH* Dita (JfSl llrtMiy)

Hair C*o»UROWN lit Color BLlSE M«i«B r««Mio Otsf**

SifMluro (C»r*noM«r)

No. 400027 (f^ibm
fctpH tM conditio"* •»

Youth Passport cards

cost $3 and are available

to students aged 12 thru 21.

AND 2YEARSTO PAY

With TWA's Getaway

Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals,

cars, just about any-

thing to just about

anywhere. And then

take two years to pay.

CHRIS KYLE
cord

1?

The Getaway Card
is available to most

students in the U.S.A

For additional

information contac t TWA
or your lex al travel agent.

SPEC HUM is interest-

ed in \ >ur creative work.

Drop by the SPECTRUM
office and drop it 6ff.

We are now located in the

old R.S.O. office in the

Student Union, address

is

:

SPECTRUM
R.S.O. 102

Campus Center

UMass

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa

House Dems.
See Wage Hike

Communique Revolt

Ends In One Day
WASHINGTON (AP)—House

Democrats, saying the war on

poverty is being lost, opened a

drive Thursday for a two-step

increase in the minimum wage

I rom $1.60 an hour to $2.

Speaker Carl Albert promised

speedy action on the legislation,

which also would extend federal

minimum wage protection to an

estimated seven million state and

local employees.

Although Congress last raised

the minimum wage in 1966, when it

was $1 25. the final step to $1.60

went into effect just eight weeks

ago in some industries.

Albert said the increase in

consumer prices since 1966 has

outstripped the pay raise, leaving

workers at the minimum level

worse off than they were five years

ago.
. .

The push tor a minimum wage

increase marks another attempt

by congressional Democrats to

take the offensive against the

administration in trying to prop up

the economy Bills to provide

public service jobs for the

unemployed and to speed up public

works construction in areas of high

unemployment also are being

rushed through Congress under

Democratic colors.

The administration declined an

invitation to testify on a minimum

wage increase last year. But at a

news conference in January, Labor

Secretary Jame S D. Hodgson said

the effect of the last increase on

unemployment figures should be

studied before a new boost is

provided.

AMMlt, who appeared at a news

conference with Hep. John H.

Dent. D—Pa., chief sponsor of the

new legislation, said a family of

tour is better off on welfare now

than it would be if forced to exist on

the $160 an hour wage.

The combination of rising

unemployment and inflation,

Albert said, added more than one

million people to the poverty ranks

last vear after the number had

dropped sharply during the

previous decade

QUITO Ecuador (AP)-A disgruntled generals

one-day revolt against the regime of President Jose

Maria
*

Velasco Ibarra ended Thursday the way it

began-with a communique. Not a shot was fired in the

^Gen FrtncfcWO Guzman, undersecretary of defense

announced in a communique that the rebel leader

Oen Luis Jacome Chavez, had surrendered to the

armv commander in chief, Gen. Julio Sacoto Montero.

Communique Issued

One day earlier. Jacome Chavez and his tellow

rebels had issued a communique announcing their

revolt against Velasco Ibarra, elected president of

Ecuador five times and ousted three times.

The rebels threw in the sponge a few hours after

they had claimed mounting support for their cause.

Jacome Chavez had claimed backing of the army>s

airborne battalion and "military units throughout the

^^announcement of the coups demise said

Jacome Chavez had assumed full responsibility for

the uprising but 50 officers from Ecuador s War

Academv were reported under barracks detention

General Retired

Jacome Chavez had headed the War Academy but

was ousted Tuesday He was also ordered retired from

The short-lived coup was not aimed at 78-year-old

Velasco Ibarra himself, but at his nephew, Jorge

Acosta Velasco. who as defense minister is considered

by many the strong man of the regime.

"The rebels demanded the ouster of Acosta Velasco

lrom control of the Defense Ministry and the

replacement of Sacoto Montero as army chiei.

Threaten Force

The insurgents had threatened to take forceful

measures unless their demands were met. They ac-

cused Acosta Velasco of destroying morale in the

armed forces with dictatorial methods.

Acosta Velasco rejected the rebels" demands and

announced that "any attitude contrary to orders will

necessarily have to be punished."'
|
. |m-

With word that the coup had collapsed. Valasto

Ibarra swung into action, rounding up his political

opponents.

Concrete Pouring

In Tower Library
, .. ™> riutmictrv inu'(>r conink

The concrete of the Tower

Library is being poured at the rate

ot hall a floor about every two

weeks Each individual pour,

accomplished in one day. uses

(went) three truckloads i23u cubit-

yards' of concrete At press time,

the second half of the floor num-

bered three more than the num-

bering indicates, since the en-

trance tloor. main floor <one level

down", and lower tloor I below the

main tloor I are unnumbered. Work

is also progressing on the south

sci turn ot the lower and main

floors, which will be topped by a

ground level terrace when com-

plete The building should Ik- ready

[OT occupancy during the tall ol

1972 unless there are serious un-

scheduled delays

The Physical Sciences Librar>

should be completed structurally

by early summer ot IWl However,

the utilities are tied in with the

Chemistry tower, completion of

which is expected in the fall. An

analysis is being made now to

.let eimme whether it will be

practical to occupy the library

before completion of the entire

contract

Norelco introduces the micro-thin head.

Shaves up to 44% closer,50% faster

than ever before.

Q ' " "

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

CALIFORNIA ARIZONA HAWAII

Professional Trainee positions cur

rently available in all field* for 1

month s subscription containing hun-

dreds ol current openings and

JOBS .n the SUN s proven technique

tor landing vetir 10b' Satisfaction

guaranteed Send $9 to:

P̂.O. BOR 133

L» )OLLA. CALIFORNIA 92037

[KENT STATE

WHAT HAPPENED-ANDWHY

L

Pulitzer-prize winner,

James Michener, recreates

the tragedy at Kent. In an

eye-opening book conden-

sation he reveals, step by

step, the events that led to

the fatal shootings. It is all

here, including thesurpris-

ing reactions from adults

and students across the

country, and Michener's

advice about handling the

division between American

lifestyles.Oneof38articles

and features in the April

READER'S DIGEST

New super Microgroove"
O.OHmm-thin heads shave

you up to 44% closer than the ones

that beat the blades. ^B.*v

Now 90-slot design fQM shaves

you up to 50% faster,Vs# a
,

na fl,r

smoother than last year's.

Whichi-vci Tuplchiad.i III

you buy, conl model Off

reeharsjeahtff, you ji«'t

new micro-thin

hrads-plus;ill (In-

proven quality

features of

the world's

favorite.

Kot.llA

action for

-niiM'tli'i

shave*

bloating

beads t" follow

your !.i« '• i
-

,lt nharpen
Mill

pop-up trimmer i"t

l.l.mii- Amlinil.il

travel wtMei

\
'

'•*
' >

1

1el 4hCT

•hor

v»itfio .'

tforelco
» 1971 North Americ.n Philip* Corporation.

100 East 4?nd Street. Ne* York. N V 10017

SORRY — WE GOOFED
THE SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER WILL

BE BACK NEXT WEEK FOR FINAL

SITTINGS. MAKE APPOINTMENTS

NOW IN THE INDEX OFFICE, S. O.
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Student Teaching

Program To Start

Room To Move

Drug Seminars Starting

A Summer Program lor student

teaching will be starting in

Greenfield, Mass.

The program will commence

.lunc 9, 1971, and end July 30, 1971,

with practice teaching beginning

July 2H. and lasting live weeks until

July 30.

The teaching day will begin at

7:45 am and end at :i:U0 p.m.,

Monday through Friday. The lirst

2-1 2 \uvks of the program will

consist ot classroom observation in

the Greenfield schools during their

regular session i which ends June

2.")', supervisory seminars, and

curriculum seminars Methods will

NOT he offered in this summer
teaching program All courses

should he completed prior to this

summer program
Criteria tor selection will give

preference to seniors graduating in

January 1972, and then to each

rlass alter the senior class.

Masters candidates and other

students

Kach student application will be

reviewed by Jerry Freiberg and

final acceptance will be given by

the Greenfield School District.

The summer teaching program

will demand a great deal from the

student Me will be responsible tor

remedial and enrichment

programs A substantial reading

list will be required prior to the

first seminar, and the student will

be teaching up to three 2-hour

classes per day

Ten credits will be given lor the

entire program at the regular

summer school rates.

Applications are available in

Room 100, School of Education and

must he returned to that office no

later than April 8. A maximum of

22 students will be accepted into

the program
Please contact Jerry Freiberg in

Room UKI or call 545-1533 if there

are any questions.

in

Turnball Speaker

At Tech. Dinner
James K. Turnbull.

vice president ot the

executive

National

Forest Products Association will

be the principal speaker at the

annual Wood Science and

Technology Student Industry

Dinner Monday. April 5. at 7 p.m.

in the I Mass Campus (enter.

Mr Turnbull. member of the

President's Export Expansion

Council and the International

Committee of the IS Chamber ol

Commerce, and director ol the

Executive Committee ot the

American Forest Institute, will

address the assemblage ot over 100

students, key industry personnel

and educators on the major

problems relating to providing the

nation with the fiber products

needed to meet housing and other

critical production demands

He has been executive vice

president <>t the American Plywood

Association, and lias served as

chid executive of Western Wood

Products Association WWPA,
headquartered in Portland.

Oregon, is the nations largest

lumber trade association

During the earh sixties. Turn-

hull served as an associate with

DeBell & Richardson. Inc. of

Hazardville, Conn., consultants

and consulting engineers He was

also a personal consultant to Fthyl

Corp .
Mitsubishi Rayon Corp .

liurg Warner Corp. Kexall Drug

and Chemical Co .
Mobil

Chemicals, Amos-Thompson
Corp., and American Viscose

Corp., mainly on overseas joint

ventures

The wood science and technology

and wood utilization programs at

I Mass which have been developed

in the past 10 years, now have an

enrollment <>t over 75 students and

almost 200 alumni, many of whom
are in key positions in the wood and

service related industries

throughout the United States

The annual dinner brings the

Industrial Advisory Council for the

program, other key industry

representatives, alumni and

students together to give the

students an opportunity to learn of

the industry's concern for them

and the opportunities available

A series of events will take plaee

the upcoming week which we
wish to recommend to all who have

interest in the influence of drugs on

our culture. The first of these

events will be the New England

Crisis Center Conference to be held

April 2 4 and sponsored by

Clearinghouse. All people working

at crisis centers and anyone who
wishes to get involved are invited

to attend. Further information is

available at Clearinghouse, in the

Student Union.

The second event in the series

w ill be a presentation by the Room
to-Move staff entitled. The
Psychedelic Experience: Self-Help

Techniques for Working With Bad

Trips It will be offered at 8:00 on

Monday. April 5, in Thompson 102.

The evening progam will begin

with a lecture given by Room-to-

Move staff member. Dan Brown.

His evolving specialty is in

counseling bad trips. He teaches a

seminar in the psychology depart-

ment. Psvch 392. "A Critical

Analysis of the Psychedelic Ex-

perience" and another seminar

entitled 'Altered States of Con-

sciousness" which presents

humanistic and existential ap-

proaches to the study of dreams,

hvpnagogic states, psychedelic

drugs, hypnosis, trance, fantasy,

and religious experience.

The lecture to be presented

Monday night is a synthesis of

some of the material evolving from

these courses and from his work at

Room -toMove
The first part of the lecture will

provide information on drug

availabhty . drawing from the drug

anahzation program at Room-to-

Move. the lecture will attempt to

dissolve the myths about what

psychedelic drugs people think

they lake and what they actually

take.

The second part of the lecture

will attempt to provide clarity on

the variety of experiences com-

monly called "bad trips ". and to

explain techniques that should be

known to people who use

psychedelic drugs in case they or

their friends have a had ex-

perience. Techniques to be covered

will be non-verbal techniques,

verbal and talk techniques,

imagery techniques, hypnosis, and

various types of lolkmedicines.

The third part of the lecture will

be to provide information on how to

minimize the dangers for those

who use psychedelic drugs

regularly. After the lecture, there

w ill be small group discussions led

by members of the Room-to-Move

staff.

The third event will be a number

of presentations by Dr. Stanley

Knppner, Director, Menninger

Dream Clinic. Dr. Klippner is

involved in active research in

dreams, parapsychology, hyp-

nosis, human potential,

psychedelic drugs and is the author

of over 100 articles in these areas.

He is also advisor to LSD Rescue

Squad of New York City and

leading authority on crisis in-

tervention with drugs.

As vou may remember. Dr.

Kripptier spoke at the University

last November on the topic of

•Paranormal Experiences in

Communes ' -this was research

done by visiting and living in

various communes in the United

States over the last three years. At

that time, he also gave a training

session on drug counseling with the

Room-lo-Move staff.

On Wednesday. April 7. Dr.

Krippner will return to the

University sponsored by the

Martin Luther King Festival of

Arts and the D V P. Program He

will offer another training session

to Room-to Move on non-verbal

drug therapy on Wednesday
morning. In the afternoon he will

speak ut the Surrealist Festival

and at 6:30 Wednesday evening, in

the Student Union Ballroom, he

will give an open lecture entitled

•The Effects of the Psychedelic

Experience on Art and Music"

which will be followed by an open

coffee hour in the Dukes Room. At

9:30 he will present a paper en-

titled "Educational Strategies and

Drug Abuse" to the area health

and mental health services.

People who use drugs are par-

ticularly advised to take ad-

vantage of these programs; a

practical wisdom is to be learned.

These presentations might provide

helpful suggestions on how to

better take care of you and your

friends if you have a bad ex-

perience and how to learn to use

these drugs in the safest ways. All

other people are encouraged to

attend in order to learn general

information, for we believe that

there is no such thing as a "drug

problem" or a "drug culture".

Drug usage penetrates our entire

technological society.

What we hope to provide is un-

biased information which should

be listened to by all people if they

are to understand motivations and

drug experiences in a rational way.

These events are a rare op-

portunity for such education. We
urge all to attend

The Sophomore Men's Honor Society

THE MAROON KEYS
ARE ACCEPTING FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS

which ore available at R.S.O.

Reception Desk, First Floor, Campus Center

For additional information contact

Richard Simmons 6-7604

DEADLINE: THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1971

Festival

of the Arts
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series

Monday.
April 5th

Wednesday
\prll 7th

HARRY ROLL —
•Pottery as a Way of Life"
Demonstration — C.C. Concourse
Lecture — SBA 120 — 8:00 p.m.

1 • 4 p m.

STANLEY
"Effects of

KRIPPNER —
Psychodelic Experience

In Art and Musi.

C.C. Auditorium
Coffee — Dukes

- 6:00 p.m.
Room

ALSO?
A FLOWER

MARK VAN DOREN —
Reading and Commentary of His Own Poetry

Lecture — Thompson 104 — 8.00 p.m.
Coffee — Colonial Lounge

STAN VAN DER BEEK —
"Media Rap-Around"
Underground Film Maker
C.C. Auditorium 8:30 p.m.
Coffee — 10th Floor Campus Center

#r
Based on a story

by Ian Fleming

PAUL SZEP —
Editorial Cartoonist of the Boston Glohe

Exhibit and discussion Memorial Mall. 2-5 p.m

p in

Coffee Memorial Hall

and 8

Thursday,
April 8th

of a
"One Step
McCarthy

Tuesday,
April Kth

Starring: Yul Bryner

Omar Sharif f, Steve Boyo
Senta Berger

50* 50<
MAHAR

Fri., April 2 6:15 - 8:45

LEO MARX —
K.-volutionary Pastoralism —

a Literary Question

Herter 227 — 8 p.m.
Coffee — Memorial Hall Lounge

DAVID SILVER —
"How Lorn? Aro Was 1984?"

Host of "What's Happening Mr. Silver?

C.C. Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.
Coffee — Colonial Lounge

Friday.
April »th

ED PINCUS —
On Film production with a showing of

Away", "Panola", "Portrait

Supporter"
Thompson 104 — 8:00 p.m.
Coffee — Colonial Lounge

DAVID SLAVITT (HENRY SUTTON) —
A Performance recitation of «,„_»•..

'The Eclogues of Vergil

C.C. Cafeteria, performance and coffee at 8 p.m.

LIAM MILLER —
"20th Century Irish Theatre"
Memorial Hall Auditorium — 8 °° P m -

C ffee _ Memorial Hall Auditorium

ALL COFFEE HOURS WILL BEGIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER LECTURES.

Boogie on out! Fun for everyone. Have the time of your life. Live a little. Let yourself go.

Treat yourself to a weekend with . . .

_ . _ ^ i^\# FRI. APRIL 2 - 5th fl. Kennedy 8 -* 1?

CLEAR Sl\ SAT.. APRIL 3 - 5th fl. J. Adams 8 -> 1?

Guys 50c Girls 25c - A Mere Pittance

J

APPLE CORPS
•Wine, Cheese and Goldies April

3 Field Rec. Room Orchard Hill.

Please have requests ready.

BAHA'I PROCLAMATION
There will be a film & music

Festival on the Baha'i Faith held in

the Commonwealth Room SU, bat.

April 3 trom 2 11 p.m. All are invited.

BICYCLE CLUB
Check trip boards on upper level of

SU near Outing Club boards for

spring trips.

CHI DELPHIA _ ,

Meeting of all active Chi Delph.a

members Sunday at 6 p.m. Call Mel if

you can not attend.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
There will be a meeting of the

Executive Committee of the Com
muter Assembly on April 5, Monday
at 8 p.m. in Rm 808 of the C.C. All

members must attend.

FREE LIFE CELEBRATION
The FLC will begin its celebration

Sun at 2 in the C.C level 2 near the

coffee shop. Thereafter we can be

seen in the tunnel or reciting poetry

or whatever in Southwest.

FREE U AUTO CO OP
People wanting to learn auto repair

by working on their own cars or

helping others there will be a

meeting April 7 at 7 p.m at Free U.,

bring energy and ideas

FRESHMEN WOMEN
Applications for Scrolls,

Sophomore Women's Honorary
Society are available m the R.S.O

office They will be accepted through

April 4th There will be a tea Sunday,

April 4th, Memorial Hall 1 2 30 p.m.

Friday Evening Services 6:30 p.m.

Hillel Center.
Deli Supper Sunday at 6 p.m. in the

Hillel Center. Speaker Vaclav
Holesovsky "Would Mary by any

chance be on the American Side?

HISTORY MAJORS
The history dept.'s curriculum

committee will meet at 8 p.m ,
/wnv

April 5 m the 6th floor lounge of

Herter to discuss changes in the

requirement for undergraduate
mstory majors. The meeting is open

to all history majors. Attend!

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
There will be International foik

Dancing ton.ght from 8 12 p.m. in the

Campus Center Aud. Beginners are

welcome There will be teaching for

beginners and advanced.

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
We are trying to reorganize classes

NOTICES
tor the spring. Starting Monday night

530 7:00 p.m. on the 9th floor of the

C.C. Please come all those in

terested.

ORCHARD HILL
Mirkwood April 10 8 p.m. Grayson

Lounge Coffee and Folk music good
atmosphere entertainers call Mike,

6 7057 or Steve 6 7122.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
For the time of your life join the

Friday night at Phi Sig Club. Open
House 8:30 p.m., Phi Sigma Kappa,

510 North Pleasant St. All welcome.

PI BETA PHI
Indoor Barbecue Have a hamburg,

hot dog and more, at our "Indoor
Barbecue" on Sunday, April 4th at 5

p.m. at 388 N. Pleasant St.

POLYGLOTS SOCCER
First meeting of spring this

Saturday, April 3, on fields west of

Boyden Gym, from 10 a.m. to noon.

Newcomers welcome. Prerequisite:

enthusiasm for soccer. If questions,

call Patrick (2566702).

REVELERS
Reveler applications are available

in the R.S.O. office or from any
current Reveler. Applications will be

accepted until April 7.

SCROLLS i APPLICANTS
A tea will be held in Memorial Hall

irom 1 230 p.m on Sunday April 4.

Interviews will be scheduled, if

unable to attend please call Janet 546

9924.

TIAOYUTAI
Meeting for those interested in

defending TYI islands. Plans for

April 10, Washington march will be

discussed tonight, April 2, at 8:30

p m in Rm 168 of the C.C.

UNITED CHRISTIAN F'TION
Movie, Martin Luther King, A

Profile, Montgomery to Memphis,
will be shown at the Amherst
Regional High School Sunday, April

4 Monday April 5, at 7:30.

usee
There will be a meeting for all

members and interested people on

Sunday, April 4 at 8 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge.

VETERANS
Veterans wanting to play soccer,

practice 10 a.m. Sat. Softball 1 p.m.

Sat Name of team is Beta Chi. Look
for Pete with purple shirt Number 11

or call 253 7851

LOST
2 notebooks Zoo 8.HD 270 lost

Tuesday in the C.C. Bookstore.

Please call Marian 66821. Very
important.

Civil Engr., Graduate of Reed
College & present at the April 1st

EMS sale, please call J. Owen at 617

742 9832 regarding your lost gloves.

A dark blue overcoat taken from
soccer field Wed , please return my
wallet, keys, meal tickets, etc.

Thanks Pierpont 218.

Tan car coat at L.C.A. on St.

Patrick's Day. Call Pat 256 6868 if

found.
Brown framed glasses in white

case lost. Grey fountain pen attached

to case. Call Charlie 546 1075 if found

FOUND
A pair of wire prescription glasses

at Puffton after the snow melted. Call

549 1196 and claim.

PINNINGS
Betsy Peet, '74, of Patterson to

Charles Charming, '71, of Medway
H.S.

Physicists Meet

On Environment
Physicists from the New

England area will hold a two-day

meeting < Amherst College April

2-:i. A symposium on "Physics and

the Environment" and a tutorial on

•Nonlinear. Optics" will be open to

the public.

The symposium on "Physics and

the Environment" will be held

Friday. April 2 at 2:30 p.m. in

Merrill Science Lecture 1. The
public is invited to hear three

distinguished scientists at this

session George Reynolds of

Princeton University will discuss

"One Physicist's Response to Air

Pollution." David lnglis (Amherst

2»> of the University of

Massachusetts faculty will speak

on 'Nuclear Energy and the

Malthusian Dilemma." Alan

lluught 'Amherst 58) of United

Aircraft Research Laboratories

will speak ol "Prospects for

Fusion Power
The public is also invited to the

tutorial on "Nonlinear Optics"

Saturday. April :{ at <» a m in

Merrill Science Lecture I.

Scientists featured in the tutorial

are PL. Kelley of the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology's Lincoln
Laboratories, speaking on "In-

troduction to Nonlinear Optics;"

George L. Lamb, Jr. of United

Aircraft Research Laboratories

("Analytinal Descriptions of

Ultrashort Optical Pulse

Propagation"); and N Bloem
bergen of Harvard University

("Conservation Laws in Nonlinear

Optics ">.

Sessions are open to the public

Make Your Own
Beaded Curtain

Wooden Beads
t

MIZAUR'S

MERCANTILE
>r\l In Amlirol Towrr

Generous Hot Oven
GRINDERS

and
an already famous rich

PIZZA

Bell's Pizza
Free Delivery of Pizzas

§§ UNIVERSITY DRIVE
236 8011 & 253 9051

yz with r^y9>

^^= GREEN STAMP^^= \

[COLLEGIATE MARKETING PROGRAM!

Pi Beto Phi

invites

University Women
to attend an

Indoor Barbeque

Sunday, April 4
at 5:00 p.m.

388 North Pleasant St.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
UNIVERSITY OF MASS./BOWKER AUDITORIUM

WED., MARCH 31 — SAT., APRIL 3 8:15 p.m.

University Music Theatre presents

"Three Penny Opera"
Fully-staged production of Brecht-Weill Musical!

TUES.. APRIL 6 & WED., APRIL 7 8:00 p.m.

Replacing Indisposed Byron Janis

David Bar -Ulan, pianist
Exciting Israeli-born virtuoso in two different programs!

Works by Soler. Ben-Haim, Schubert, Beethoven and Liszt.

April 6. On April 7 works by Rameau, Beethoven, Men-

delssohn, Chopin and Liszt.

Reserved Tickets ovoiloble from Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall (or at Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offices.

"A memorable, heart-warming 90 minutes .

"Who would believe history could be

so entertaining and enlightening7 "

ETES

Nowadays its difficult to get all the things you

want to satisfy all your needs As a member of

a college organization, you can use your group

buying power to "put it all together by collecting

S4H Green Stamps. We call it Groupower.

We have helped campus groups like yours an

over the country achieve their goals in this exciting,

simple way. These include micro buses, house

furnishings appliances and Christmas toy donations

lor children to name just a lew. And the goals can

be group travel, scholarship funds, CARE packages,

or anything your group needs

If there is something your group wants look

up the S&H Campus flep. He or she will visit

your house or group and explain how easy it is

when you let S&H help you "put it all together

with Groupower.

S&H CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

John Ferriter

413-256-6108

"I hope you will replay your special so our parents

might have the opportunity to see it."

THE PEOPLE SAID IT ALL!

When it ran before, a

flood of letters and

telegrams came pouring

in almost the moment

"Swing Out Sweet Land"

was over.

We've printed a few

typical comments above,

partly to remind you

how special the show

was. but mostly to

make sure you're

watching again when . . .

,..s""
S

BUDWEISER
IN "SWING OUT SWEET LAND"

Thursday, April 8 8:30-10 P.M. EST NBC TV
(Check for local time and station)

•
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Nixon Fiscal Budget

Notes Grad Research

J - - • i I 1 !

WASHINGTON President Nixons fiscal budget tor

federal support oi scientific research on the nat.on s

campuses has two main emphases

Support oi research-particularij basic researeh-

would increase, while programs to enlarge the

canity oi universities to produce Ph.D.'s in science

would decrease. . __

Research to help solve social problems, such as

environmental pollution, crime, health, and tran-

sportation. WOUW get increased ^^J^SSLl „f
These trends were most apparent in the budge of

the National Science Foundation, which would be $622-

million. a 1116-milUon increase over the current year

The largest increase m the NSh budget >Hli»-

HliUion WOUW be for support of research projects.

bringing the total to |2S7.8-tnillion Most of this would

to h,i basic research on the campuses, although the

foundation also supports some research by mdustrv

and private research institutes

The foundation estimated that it would be able to

nuance 5 3U0 research grants averaging S48.1HKI each

for 7 700 scientists and 7.200 graduate students in 450

institutions Last year NSF estimated that it sup-

ported 3.OT0 research projects.

I he budget this year is really concerned with

keeping the \oung investigators alive, said \\ llham

D Mi Kirov, director of NSK ,..„.
In contrast, funds for NSF programs of institutional

support for science and science education would

decrease under the Nixon budget.

Kunds for NSF's science education program would

drop from $H>o .6-million to $77.3-million under the

Nixon budget The most drastic reductions would be in

direct student support, where most programs were

being dropped or phased out

Mr McElroy said some of the students who lost

fellowships and traineeships would be able to get

support through research grants.

The cutbacks in student and institutional support

reflected the federal government's concern over the

growing surplus of PH.D/S in many scientific

disciplines

Edward K. David. Jr. President Nixons science

m\\ isor said one goal of federal science policy was to

increase the number of doctorates in fields where

there were shortages, while reducing the number of

l>h 1) s being produced in disciplines where there was

a surplus ,

Mr McElroy said that NSF had no plans to directly

affect the numbers of Ph.D.'s in various fields, but he

indicated that it night do so indirectly through the kind

of research it supported For example, he said the

new emphasis on research projects aimed at helping

solve social problems 'will undoubtedly attract new-

people
"

UMass
Pint Lillian K Goodman, acting

,i,an oi the UMass School of

iing has participated in the

Washington. D.C gathering of the

American Association of Deans <>t

lotlegc and t niversity Schools of

Nursing

in addition to speaking with

deans from schools throughout the

nation. Dean Goodman and others

in the Massachusetts delegation

met with Senator Edward M
Kenned> to d si im their \ital

, ,„

.

g the deliver}

, , oi ofessor

n\ m th«- S< nool of

•

i Mass
ishington. D I

this week to present a paper at the

iHth International Meeting of the

institute Of Management Sciences

Prof i» Donnell s lindmgs. titled

Toward Unifying the

Management Sciences.' took four

years ol intermittent research w itfi

support from a grant by the

Research Council of UMass He is

presenting the findings to the

College of Management
Philosophy ot the Institute, whose

purpose it is to identify, extend

and unify scientific knowledge

contributing to the understanding

and practice nt management

l)r Frank \N Hcny. assistant

professor <>t linguistics at UMass,

will deliver a paper. 'Focus and

Interrogatives in Hah Mungaka,"

in Eos Angeles at the Conference of

African Linguistics The con-

ference will Ik* held on the UCLA
campus March 2(i and 27.

Dr Donald C. Freeman,
associate professor and chairman

ol the program in linguistics at

UMass, will deliver a paper.

Linguistic Theory and Metrics."'

at the annual meeting of the

Northeast Modern Language
Association in Philadelphia on

April I

GUSHING, Okla.. WAR ( RIMINALS?--Cushing veterans

Slanlev (Jertner. left, and Richard Whalen protested the court-

martial conviction of U. William (alley Tuesday by asking police

to jail them as "war criminals" for action they committed in

World War II and Korea. They say if (alley is guilty, so are they.

The lockup was just for pictures-police did not jail the men.

Water Safety Course

Offered At WOPE
A co-ed Water Safety Instructor refresher course will be held in

Women's Physical Education Building pool Monday and Wednesday 4:.W

- 6 p.m beginning April S for a six week period. Attendance at each

session is required in order to complete the course

Those planning to take the course must show a V\SI certificate at he

first class meeting which was valid through March. i*» Interested

persons are requested to register at WoPE in person or by phone before

For further information: contact Esther M. Wallace at the WoPE

JUuldnm

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
FOR RENT

I
Cnrrnrd, IT. A***J

IWi.r ll>H catfdtf »nd .'J"*n rr. 1

tarn-, Hfsinlard r»dia, l'(»h »pe»ker»
!.»' «. C tmekl «nd other nrcmlne*
- . a. .»!.-»• \a4I». M

i .. i
ii kets, c*pes and

I f,,r -i rin« New siilynurnts ul

Hnu rmnion All sixes »I3

iu. < Mil •• ^4-10

-11,. r. t.nlil. Bra**, .Vnti(ju«" »««fl-

. 1 (.I,,., Bends. Larcc election.

Kr*»*MlMe prii .- Call Kd or llrlni

M I-....M HlIT •> |1 III JL*1*_
1'iiit Chevj CanrrrtlMr, Hood mml.

• all I. MO «"

H> \ ,11 11 4,~>»0 mllrs. *•*

.. ll.nl ,,.nd Tri.e ? 190 00 !*•"

< .-1.. m urn. tn -

Imil.r .laKiinr with case and ar-

,.,, l-i.i.iI ...ml., eirrllrnt •ound.

(171 or best offrr. C all Jolin W«-
li.7^ !l±?
"

Mizukl \10O<< . -'On nil. bre»»* In

at looo ml , SatS flat <<""' •"
/,
or

>**jf*r-lf. *-Wf9 "'**!

MOTOKt YCLK — »** che*t>

• ran-portatlon? ICOcc Honda >'<""
Kmcellent condition. $«©0 firm, tall

after 6 263-93S8 *it?
p»lr of *'.9 Reiser Buckle Boom

linn t fit roe, worn 3 time*. Hl«e .

Ahkli.lt $50 Call 3J3-4091 •«*'»•
tf4*X

D>na M'A-35 Utereo amp , JM^
,ond . on mmrrmatj. aaklnc $66. Call

Htanlei any dar after 8 P m. 323-

4001.
"*"'

-inicrr Newlne marli , »l«-»»f. n<"-

lel xm. WW. fall gSfi-WMU. 4 '

Hi .Ian I Here* >our flrat oor-

nriHe. Ua|M» Hirthilay from Jim and

ill M *-
•0 Halt BealUtlr Amplifier, excel-

lent ,onditl.»n Call Tete at •_>?*_
II 4-D

The Shoe-In behind Aubachon'a In

the Aller. Prleea rinht — men and

somen's •andalu, *neakers, rnocran-

iim, cloita, boots, belta. B*r«alo»^

v rim, ot fnr rent fur KUmmer —
• M . in,n In .onfiiitif Irnse. Total elec-

iri. Miuire Villie<*. Sunderland. Call

M..V3V..V __«
Kooni in Orchard Hill. $l-'3 or be»t

.iffrr for rr^t nf •.,-meBter tall Tom
, i . - t il 13 after K tf4-S

""^imre hnu«e/o«n bedroom, walk
in lnlwr»it>. Miiele $90 monthly —
„\»ll 4 IS 71 llniiMe or Kinale for

Mimmer Knn $40-3811 nlte» tfl '

PERI l< I FOR ~l MM1KM lKMil
— I urn 1 t.drin. apt for July and

\ub. No lra«e req . Near Can>pu«
Pm.l and air « ond Married couple

.r rirU preferred $161 /mo. Call

.-, i;i-r«i|ti a fter 3 tM-16

Apt. for rent — .lune - Au« Op-
ii. ,n tn keep apt in fall. One bio, k

I ruin ramniix in pr'nale home. Slli'i

..,,, , all utilitie* in«l. Call «•»•«».
tfl-H

TO SUBLET
Cor mimmer with opt. to ront. —

I bed apt Puffton VII , Bwlm. pool.

air cond. Call 549-117S. tf4-.'

1 Mrm. Apt. at Cllffslde Include,

all utilitie*. swimmln* pool, tennia

, i.uriK. avail .lone 1 to at leait

Aut. 31. Call 665-2842 after 4 p^
J bedroom townhoune. Squire VII-

laite. Snnderlapd. All otl. From Jone

I to Auk. 31 with option for fall

< all 668-3080. *__
1 bdrm , Cllffslde Apt*., June -

\u« , »ery reasonable. CaU 666-3619

6 - 9 p.m. "*•'

4 bedroom house to sublet from

June 1st to Sept. 1st. Located 3*
miles from campus In Hadley. t aii

5*4-6*23 _±*
Sonimer sublet with option, very

large 2 bedroom townhouse at moun-
tain r»n«e. Ererythinr brand new
this year. Evenings 253-9.T96 tf4-9

Summer sublet w /option to renew
•ease In fall — 2 •j**''00™ _•?*•• *

tf4-6
mile from campus. Call 263-2247

40 hp VW enrine rehoilt, $180 with

trade. AIho other VW engines and

<l.a«sis Call 681-4810 evenings tf4-7

10 speed English racer, very gd.

.ond . SI5. Will haggle. Call after

in p in. -'>.T-5847.j»sk for Alec. tf4--

"TStTHO Sprint, $100 or best offer

516-408."
tM'a

riimTn llnb-g moTle « aiiier.i In e\r

,,„„,.. 1 lenses on turret. «n.

rramen and min-li more, tall «-••'',

(Hiw Asking $•';V
tfl-i.

—K, entiling made by limiian hand-.

„t the People's Craft Cnnp, 4!) S^

|'leB«ant. ovir Hastings. I

Available June 1. 2 bodrm. apt .

Quabbln Village, Belchertown. Wall-

to wall carpet, air cond. $150/mo.

Call 323-7614 aft. 6. *t4-9

To sublet — 2 bedroom apt , June

1 to August 31 with option to renew
In *ept , furnished. Will negotiate

rent Call .'53-3330. tM-9

I bdrm. apt. for rent May 1. «p-

linn t» pi< k up lease Tool, uir cond.,

dishwasher. Cull 619-6-JM after fi

Must sell 68 Cortina. e« roech.

cond., over 25 mi. gal , only 18.000

ml , automatic trans., disc brakes

Heat offer. Call 616-3728 tf4-7

1967 VW, excel, running condi-

tion, low mileage, $850. CaU 181-

0316. M4-2

Chevy Belalr "65 4 door, 6 cyl ,

auto , good cond. Call Tony at 253-

MS. Also 61 torvalr Mon» 6 cyl .

automatic

.

**t*
1fHS5 Chev. Iropala Conr , It. bloe,

very good runil , radio, heater, anow
tires, etc. $830 or best offer. Coll

Mike $40-7883, ?imi5 Kenn. I f4-7

UilO ItMW ~30 mtrcv, 9000 miles,

SHOO. \, ,.ss,,rle«, black, perfect

dike owned /maintained by factory

trained mechanic *«ale forced by

owners old age. Call 519-3179 an>-

tlme »__
«? <<rand Prim, ex. cond., prlde-

fnlly maintained, all power, auto.. 2

dr . h t . $430. Call 665-3948 after

5 p m. .Ask for Bon tf4-»

1962 Chevy, recently Installed en-

gine, radiator, clutch, and trans-

mission, excellent running condition.

$200 or best offer. Call 646-6116
tf4-2

H8 Oalasle, excel, cond , yeUow
black Interior, stereo.. 646-6320.

tf4-B

"65 Mustang conv , 3 speed, 289

V-8 In eiceptlonal cond $675 or beat

offer. For more Info leave note In

News Editor's Bo* at MDC. tf4-l

Firebird 400. posl, rear disc brake*,

excellent running condition, 2 set* of

lire*, tape deck hookup, $1600, will

talk. Hill .'33-5893. tf4-t

1965 VW in excellent condition with
sunroof, new motor and tran*. Ask-
ing $700. Call Kent at 546-9171, 549-

•iii'MI or aft. 6:30 253-3372, 50,000 ml.
tf4-16

l!M,H lint 830 >p>iler. good cond.
vuMl «.r best nrfer Call 349-6239 af-

ter « p.m. tfl-16

VW a Hue, new engine last June,

I .'.IMMJ miles. Excel, cond. Badio, new
lires, $1293. Call Steve 1-781-3260

da.is, 1-783-5972 night*. tf4-8

l!Ni5 Volkswagen, *unroof. Call

I -623-3279 evenings tf4-6

1969 VW Formula sunroof sedan,

Inxv milenge, immaculate inside and
•mt. Extras galore.. $1500. Tel. 1-

526-474$ or 1-732-1487. tf4-2

«3 Fabnln ,'*eilan, 20 mpg, good on

.111. good bod.i, radio, heater, stand-

ir.l transmission, S125.IM). Call Tom
l«7-7ii9.1 nn>lime (t.ranb.v) tf4-7

PERSONAL

\nvone willing to try turning Con-
gressman Paul McCloskey of Callfor-

nlo Into a president. Call 646^4000
ti4-o

"
Itrad — lleloted birthdays are best.

Margo. J_
\fine — congratiilatlnn* on your

new hot bed. When can we expe.7

tour flaming pillow? Smokey the

ltear^niUit_and friends. 4^2

niippv liWIi birthday to number
one roommate. I.nve Plana Ross. 4-'*

Happy Blrlb.lar Cralsy-pooh from

t h

r

ee vindictive bitches. 4-2—
Ted's Stud Service — "You call —

we ball-. Call 6-6918. 4-2

SUMMER SUBLET
t bdrm. apt. between town and

. ampns Partly furnished. FVIendly

neigbhorhood. Rent $160, negotiable

Call 6-7498, 6-7497, 6-7444. tf4-8

ROOKS
We boy uaed bo*** l

— Whltetlgtit Bo*aa (In

N* taxtal

Alley)
trs-M

WANTED

BASS PLAYER
Wanted for Brubeck type

group. Call Tom 649-0113 '*«*•

JOBS
—MEN of aU trade* t*NOBTH
isl OPE ALASKA around $2800/roo.

Write Job Research. P.O
**_,'ff'

Sta-A, ToeonU, Ont. Enclo*e $3^

p.m. tf4-30
BARGAINS

ROOMMATES WANT1P
2 girls wanted to share cottage In

llennisport. June till end of Au«.

Call 646-5465, ask for Judy. tl4-«

Roommate wanted — own bedroom,

M or F near campus, on Triangle st

.

Starting Immediately. Call M9
-*J9*j

Roommate wnnted at Squire Vil-

lage, Incl. all ntll. and furnlrted.

Option to pick up lease. Avail. Im-

mediately. Only $65. CaU •w-^j
Female roommate as of April 1.

Own room, option fall. Call 648-

6338 anytime. "*'*

Male or female, own room in S

bedroom apt. $00 month. Available

now. Call 6-9338, ask for Marc
tf4-$

F Roommate wanted beg. Jone 1.

Apt. within walking dlst. of Campos.
Pool, air cond., turn. apt. Call 549-

6239 after 6 p.m. tM-3S

Roommate wanted — male $60 m*.
Hadley 584-771$ tf<-»

Avail. Immed , own room, mala
or female. Call Harl between 6-10

549-0013. tf4-»

FOR SALE OR TRADE

" Black sincere male *to*eai near
Amherst Plena* write t* white mala
(temporarily in Ohio) interested In

possible rloM summer relationship

Confidential. B«« «$. Anh*^*Z
Mass.* *__

Children, ages 3-6, needed fer o*y-

cologleal testing Call 64«-264», b«-

iween 9:30-4:30 weekday*. Payment
$1 50 one hour. tf4-B

Cliffside Apt. wanted immed. or

n* soon a* possible. Call 646-9819

Compatible nymphs, preferably

sleexy, desired by pair Of Insatiable

yet erotic males. Not a psyrh experi-

ment. Call 253-7664. tf4-t

ROOM FOR RENT
NOW — 3 miles from campus, own

room, nice farmhouse, share with 3

guy*, $50 plus ntll. Available Imme-
diately. Call Louie 619-1*03. tf4-$

SERVICES

Amherst Audi*
component*, tape deck* for

car. 197 74*. Pleasant St., M*-$1XI

Hipped off On service by local VW
dealers? Itring It to an HONEST
mechanic. Dealer-trained In meenh-
nics and dUgnagtlC*. 54P-IT03. tf4-S

TVPINO — Theala, Man**eripU,
DiMertntlona, Master*, In fact all

t>p1ng rcialremmt* can be handled
through BANDY'S SFCRETAR1AL
SKKVICK. dial 6818006.

tf-eawff S-14

FOR SALE— AUTOS
Porsche 1963 S-9t, aonroof, red.

etc cond. 646-9107. tf4-8

The Mine-in — behind Aubuchon's

in the All.v 1'ri. e is right. Men
and women: sandals, sneakers, moc-

..naaln*, • Inr*. boat*, brM*. <•-

m Flat 850 2 dr. cpe , 4 op.,

sell outright or trade for cycle ever
630 cr. Call 266-6901 after 4:30 p m.

tf4-2

INTERNATIONAL JOBS
Europe, South America, Asia,

Australia, U.S.A.
Thousands of openings — all fields

. . . social sciences, business, *ci-

ence. Engineering, education, etc.

Earnings to $300 weekly.
Summer and permanent

.

Paid expenses, overtime, bonuses.
travel.

Complete info, only $3 00
Write Int'l Employment,

Boi 721-M512
Peabody, Mass. 01960

4-2

Team
By SAMUELFIRENZ0

MDC Staff

Tomorrow afternoon the UMass

varsity tennis team will face

Boston College in its season

opener. The 1 p.m. match, to be

held on the courts behind Goodell

Library will pit UMass against a

totally revamped h C team.

Captain Alan Goldberg will lead

the team at first singles and fellow

senior .John Bloom will play second
singles Bloom has recently been

hampered by a weak ankle and
Coach Kosakowski might rest the

senior depending on his pre-match
status

Three other singles positions are

definite tor tomorrow's match. Bob
Webman and Mark Brass, both

Tigers Trip Sox, 13-12
LAKELAND, Fta. <APi-Gene

Lament capped a 22-hit attack with

a bases-loaded pinch single with

two out in the ninth inning

yesterday, lifting the Detroit

Tigers to a wild 13-12 victory over

the Boston Bed Sox in a Florida

exhibition windup.

KH
The Hod Sox. who collected 20

hits, moved ahead 12-10 with three

runs in the ninth, but southpaw

reliever Sparky Lyle. the fourth

Boston pitcher, was unable to

check the Tigers in their half of the

inning.

A single by Aurelio Rodriguez,

an infield hi"t by Mickey Stanely

and walk loaded the bases with two

out Ceasarduttierez beat out an

inlield chopper for one run. Then

Lamont lined a single to right

center on Lyle s lirst pitch for the

two deciding runs. It was l^imont's

first hit this spring.

Rookie second baseman Doug

Griffin and centerfielder Billy

Conigliaro had four hits each and

combined to spark Boston's nin

th inning rally which was wasted.

George Scott had three singles and

finished Florida training with 14

hits in his last 2o times at bat.

raising his average to 453.

(ail Vasti/em^ki and Reggie

Smith, tuning up for the American

League opener in Boston Tuesday,

each contributed two-run homers

and drove across tallies with

sacrifice flies

The Tigers, bombed 17-1 by the

Chicago White Sox Wednesday,

unloaded as Bostons pitching

collapsed entirely Detroit

collected at least two hits in every

inning against Bill Lee. Bob Bolin.

Cal Koonce and Lyle

Rodriguez. Stanley. Jim Nor-

thrupand Jim Price led the Tigers"

hit parade with three safeties each.

Guttierez. who entered the game

as a pinch runner in the sixth, had

a pair of key singles.

Dean Chance, picked up from the

New York Mets. made his first

appearance on the mound tor the

Tigers. The veteran righthander, a

former ace with the Minnesota

Twins, was rocked for five runs in

the first two innings.

Chance's successors also were
hit hard by the Red Sox, but the

Boston pitching was just as bad
and the Tigers head from Florida

with a 13-14 record. Detroit will

play two games en route home.

The Red Sox, who will break

camp Saturday norning and play

weekend exhibition games in

Birmingham, Ala. and New
Orleans, finished Florida pre-

season training with a 12-14 record.

freshmen, will be playing in the

number three and four spots

respectively. In the number five

slot is sophomore Steve Ferber. the

top singles player from last year's

freshmen squad.

The number six spot is still a

question-mark, and Coach

Kosakowski is deciding between

juniors Chris Coffin and Jim

Bonheim. and freshman Fred

Bra lev.

In a way of doubles Coach

Kosakowski* is still working on

combinations. Thus far Coffin and

Bloom, and Brass and Bornheim

look like sure-fire doubles teams

against B.C Goldberg will be

paired with either Webman or

Braley; again things are only

tentative.

Coach Kosakowski commented,

•If we don't win the B.C. match

then we're in for a long season, but

since they have a totally new

ballclub." they'll hardly be

pushovers."

Trevino Shares Lead;

er Well BackPlay-
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)-Lee

Trevino charged with a 67 and

gained a share of the first-round

lead Thursday in the $190,000

Greater Tournament while Gary

Player's dreams of a third con

secutive triumph took a severe jolt.

Player, the tough little South

African who won the last two tour

events and is defending champion

here, struggled in with a four-over-

par 7.") and was tar back in the field.

Trevino. one of the last to finish

in the dusk, was tied a' four-under-

par with New Zealand left-hander

Bob Charles, and veteran Miller

Barber,
Five more were just one stroke

off the pace at (58.

They are Australian Bruce

Crampton, former Masters champ

Art Wall. Pete Brown, Dave
Kichelberger and tour sophomore

Jack Lewis
National Amateur champion

Lanny Wadkms headed a big group

at 60.

The discouraged Player hit one

out of hounds, once round the water

and three-putted lour times en

route to the 75 that tied him with

Masters champion Billy Casper

The talkative Trevino hasn't won

this year hut has been beaten a

total Oi only three strokes the last

two weeks as Player took the titles

in the Greater Jacksonville and

National Airlines Opens

The flamboyant Trevino closed

with a rush in the deepening gloom

on the 7,034 yard, par 71 Segelield

Country Club course

He played the back nine first,

made the turn in 35 and then cut

three strokes oil par on his last

four holes.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
j£f By SYDNEY OMAJW<

Aquarians seem constantly to be
open to new experiences. Some
natives of this zodiacal sign are so
aware, have such an abundance ol

curiosity, that they find it difficult to

settle down and sleep. Many
Aquarius youngsters put up a real

battle when bedtime arrives.
* • *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You
may feel tangled in red tape. Your
ally now is patience. Perceive true
meanings. Refuse to be deceived by
one who recites tall tales. Stick to

facts; advance practical efforte.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Hold

off on short journeys. Ideas need

more development. Visits can be

postponed to ultimate advantage.
Impatience now can be costly Study

Aries message
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Go

slow on financial transactions Check
personal possessions. Finish tasks.

New starts now would be premature.
Highlight willingness to wait and
evaluate. Take inventory carefully.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Steer

clear of legal disputes Make wise

concessions. Express ideas, but do so

n manner calculated to win
adherents Arrogance now loses

friends and blurs objective.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Avoid

excess speed while traveling. Ten

dency is to skip essentials. This can

create problems. Keep medical
dental appointments What seems
unpleasant may be very necessary

VIRGE (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Some
desires, goals are revised. Key is to

be flexible. Sense of humor helps, too

Sagittarius individual can throw light

on obscure areas. Be patient with

argumentative friend.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Routine

is upset. What is accomplished is

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Sntwtf to Yesterday s Puzzle

5
6

done so through unorthodox chan

nels Be willing to give, but be sure

your own value is not un
derestimated Message will be
strikingly clear.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Delay

indicated where travel, long range

plans are concerned Get proper

authorizations. Signatures are ob

tainable. Ask questions and answers
will be received
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21).

Impulsive move could be costly

Take time to gather pertinent m
formation. You may have to make
special request from family member
Do what is necessary.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19):

Overcome temptation to be overly

aggressive. Key is to wait for proper

openings Associate may have better

idea of terrain Know this and be

patient. Avoid self deception.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18):

Travel indicated in connection with

visit to one confined to home,
hospital. Be gracious Make con

cessions. Avoid unnecessary
arguments Heed words of one who is

olde .

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

Lover's quarrel could erupt. Control

emotions Remember, you have to

face yourself in morning. Avoid

making foolish accusations,
promises or threats. Relationship is

put to a test.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are dynamic, original, but also

possess qualities which are tender

and inspire confidence Your sen

sitivity draws members of opposite

sex You can bring together those

with opposing views You aregoing to

make a significant move in home
area

Copyright 1970, Gen Fea Corp

1 Contended
with

6 Document
1 1 Short for kind

of steel

12 Slumbering

14 Sun god
15 Man's name
17 Brother of

Odin
18 Finish

20 Fiber plant

21 Ocean
22 Protective

shield

24 Girl's

nickname

25 Heavenly
body

26 Jumped

28 Dismay

30 Quarrel

31 Yellow ochei

32 Indites

35 Handles

38 Regrets

39 Cravat

41 Leak
through
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43 Narrates
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Rumored Signed ByABA
By PETER PASCARELLI
SpecialTo The Collegian

i Mass basketball itar Julius

Erving, said yesterday thai he lias

been in contact with American

Basketball Association teams, bul

would not comment about whether

he has signed, lias not signed, for

how big an nl lor or with what team

He has been rumored to have

signed . $500,000 pact with the

Virginia Squires

Erving, who is a junior, with one

more year ol college eligibility left,

said a in a Boyden corrdiror in

answer to questions about his

rumored M^imit; with the ABA, "I

really can't saj anything" When
asked tocomment on remarks he is

reported b> the Associated Press

to have said concerning contract

si/o. Erving said, l have'nl said

anything t.» anyone."

Erving, who teemed as friendl)

and personable as ho ever ho is

and uho talked about everything

else, would not make any other

comment about the situation other

than ho has talked with ABA
people. He made his comments
after conferring with I Mass coach

.lack Leaman tor almost an hour in

Loam. in s office

Leaman, obviously, shaken and

disappointed by the rumored

signing, said. 1 don't know

anything more than anyone. I

tuiess they have told him not to

discuss at all

• 111 say Irankly. that I'm not

very encouraged I've never dealt

with people like this AHA though.

that make everything a big secret

It what the) do is right, why must it

bo a secret'
1

The coach went on to lay bit-

terlv . What really burns me up is

that no one has called me. no one

has contacted me I don't hear a

thing I didn't hoar anything until

last week when I was in Houston

lor the NCAA titles. Then 1 heard

Monday that ho had talked to

people and had gone to

Philadelphia t<> confer. 1 fell then

ho was going to sign

•Its just a political move,"

Leaman went on. "to bring about a

merger between the two leagues
"

The coach reiterated over and

over again that ho has no bit-

terness toward Julius personally.

L
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Phis is his decision to make

Myself, and m\ assistant Raj

Wilson Erving 's high school

coach have talked to him but what

can you say in the face of the

amounts ol money they are

throwing at him.

"He's a mature kid And he will

just have to sit down and figure out

what's best tor himself. If the

reports about him signing for

1500,000 or whatever are true, then

that would make him comfortable

lor life. That's- what a coach hopes

lor. I guess, to see his kids, become

secure It he's set lor life than

that's good tor him

It's just such a disappointing and

disgusting thing to see pro people

tempt a 20 year old kid like this."

I Mass Director of Athletics.

Warren IV McGuirk, said. "I'm of

course terribly disappointed if this

should happen. Bul we at the

university should be thankful that

Julius gave us such two wonderful

years An opportunity tor security

sometimes comes only once in life,

and maybe this is his It sickens me
though to think ot the implications

things like this have for college

athletics Why we are threatened

now with seeing outstanding fresh-

man athletes never playing varsity

ball

\ spokesman tor the Virginia

Squires, Publicity Director Andy

Cox, said in Norfolk, sardonically.

win I vo never heard of him?

What's his name'' Mow good is

he?" And a spokesman lor ABA
commissioner .lack Dolph said

when asked to comment on Er-

ving s report ol ABA contact. "A
lot ot young men want to play pro

ball I don't have any knowledge of

him at all Is he a senior?"

Erving is reportedly being

represented by Pro Sports In-

corporated, a New York based

firm that represents athlete's

contracts They were unavailable

tor contact

If Erving does, or in fact already

has. signed, he would be the fourth

underclassman signed by the

maverick ABA. Erving would join.

Univ. of Detroit's Spencer

Haywood. Michigan State's Ralph

Simpson and Mississippi's Johnny

Neumann. In addition the ABA
ma) have signed this year players

St(.\H) OK \OT?-l Mass basketball star Julius Krving is

rumored to have signed a pro basketball contract with the American

Basketball Association. Krxing is mum on the story as is the IBM.

(MIM photo In (lib Kullerlon I

who have continued to play varsity not known

ball after signing. The players that contracted

have signed as underclassmen, provision

were said to be hardship cases. It is

1 1 Erving is being

under the same

Tennis Team Boasts

Depth And Quality

Leaman Labels Season "Fantastic
99

B\ SAMUEL PIRENZO
MDC Staff

\b«»ut to embark on its 1**71

I Mas- varsity tennis

teamfii dentil as its number one

vtdence ol its great

depth, i icti Stephen Kosakowski

is . onti iplatmg using eight men

during the course ot one match.

contrary to the traditional six

In th. haMs of Boyden. and the

confine 'I the Cage since the

middle >i February the netmen

bavebe* i working out Due to lack

ol space, the tennis team has been

making use of any and all empty

pact mod the campus. The

squasl courts served as an

inadeqi, ite practice area for the

t«am, as everyone waited for the

snow i clear on the 12 courts

behind i lOdeU Library

Coat Kosakowski said "This

\ear I think we have the largest

numb, ol good quality players

that Wi ve ever had. There are

gbottt Strong candidates in the

runnii for positions, and Still

about >thers that haven't been

tried

lb, the list oi the top 11

cami - is Captain Alan

Goktfa me oi three returning

letteri John Bloom will also be

inakn i eturn appearance, as he

and Goldberg are the only seniors

on the squad.

In the wav of juniors Jim Bor-

nheim is the third man to have

played on the lf70 tennis squad,

Chris Coffin is the other half of the

junior constituency and Coach

Kosakowski is high on him.

Sophomores Steve Ferber and

I lave Bellware are two more of the

candidates Both were members ot

last year's freshman squad, and

both are hoping tor spots on the

varsity level

Hounding out the tine host of

prospects are five freshmen. The

1*»T 1 season will mark the tirst year

ot freshman eligibility in tennis.

and Fred Braley. Mark Brass. LOU

Kessmg. Mark Lundberg. and Bob

Webman are five underclassmen

looking to lienetit by this rule.

Coach Kosakowski feels quite

justified in starting any one of

these freshmen "Most of the

newcomers have had enough

tennis experience and tournament

plav to justify their making the

team. Also most of them have had

good high echool competition

which should also help them in

making the adjustment to college

ball, said K sakowski.

BvEAKLEBAKKOLL
MIX' Stall

"Fantastic season ' was the label

head basketball coach Jack

Leaman gave to his team's 2:t-4

performance yesterday in looking

back over the past season.

I don't think anybody thought

we would be this good." the coach

went on to sa\ "There were a lot of

question marks for us before the

Mason began Kenny Mathias was

coming oil a bad season. Mike

Pagliara was trving to fill in for

Bay KUerbrook. the fourth highest

scorer in CMass history and Chris

Coffin had to take the place of Jack

Gallagher who was the most un-

derrated player to come out of

I Mass

All three did great jobs for me
this season. I'm very happy with

the performances of all. They

played as well as they could with

the 23-4 record
."

Leaman called the Syracuse

performance his teams "finest"' of

the vear and the big win over

Boston College his "favorite" win

due to the rivalry between the

athletic department of both

schools.

noted Leaman, "it came off a poor

performance against UConn after

the B.C. game. I just couldn't

convince my boys that they had to

work hard "for Springfield
"

As lor the team's play after the

Syracuse win Leaman said, we

were Hat against George
Washington at the Gardens and

only a great performance by Julius

Krving got us by We struggled

against New Hampshire and Maine

and when we came up against

North Carolina we pist weren't

ready to play Too many people

had bad performances."

He went on to add." it was un-

lortunate that we had to play the

last 1» minutes of the North

Carolina contest without John
i Betancourt > and Julius, who were

the backbone of our team this

vear."

Kosakowski brings a 139-56

record ovet to the

i97i season He has h id onlj one

losing season amonf
years and he doesn t see his

I one an> sight

In those 22 seasons only twice did

a Bedmen team finish lower than

second in the Yankee Conference.

With ten conference titles in that

span, number 11 is in the making

lor this season.

T think we've got a real good

shot at the title this year. Khode

Island, which took it last season,

and. UConn will be our toughest

competition, but I definitely think

we can take it."

It was after both games that the

Redmen lost their playing edge

and resulted in the loss to

Springfield and the poor per

formances in the last four games
including the NIT.

"I feared for I game like we

played at Springfield all along,"

Sports Talk
This Sunday night WMUA

sports announcer Ken
Houseman will host head
basketball coach Jack Leaman
and co-captains Julius Erving

and Ken Mathias beween 10 and

11 p.m. for "Sports Talk". Phone

calls will be taken.

As for next year, the strength of

the team is hard to figure out right

now in the wake of the rumored

signing of Erving with the ABA.

With Erving no doubt the team

will be of tournament calibre

again, and without him Leaman
still leels that he will have a good

team with enough veterans and a

good Ireshman group to work with

•We've been down before and

came back and no doubt we'll be

able to come back again it Krving

should not be with us."

This year is I big year for

recruiting lor the CMass
basketball program as the players

who have led the Redman rise to

prominence like Erving, Betan-

court and Pagliara will all be gone

after next season.

North Yarmouth Academy. A
resident ol New York Cit>. where

he was a highly sought after high

school player, he's big and strong

ott the boards with a good scoring

touch, having led his team this

eoaon to the runnerup spot m the

New England Prep tourney.

The other player is Mike

I'anaggio ol Deerfield Academy
who was cited in a national

basketball magazine as the most

promising backcourt man in New

England.

bOMBOn also said that he is

pretty dose to having a t*tt center

from New York oty come to

l Mass Right now the big guy is

choosing between UMass and

Georgia.

Hoop NOTES -Coach Leaman
has been nominated for one of the

live coaching berths at the Pan-

American Trials Camp, June 8-26

at the Air Force Academy.
Colorado Springs The Olympic

Basketball Committee will select

the coaches in Dayton, Ohio

tomorrow In the final New
England statistical ratings UMass
led all teams for the second

straight year.

No tices
FOOTBALL KHUIPMEN1

I'llANOKit-Coach Dick Ma
Pherson has announced the

changes in the times and dates oj

drawing equipment lor spring

football [KM order of coaches

BishkO and Saffron, head coaches

ol equipment. The new dates are

next Wednesday through Saturday.

April 7 in between K and 10 a.m.

and 11 am and B p.m.

So far there are two sure recruits

coming in the fall. One is Tom
(iillam, a 6-7 frontcourter from

spiuv. SOCCER—There will

be a meeting of all spring soccer

candidates on Monday. April 5th.

4::U) p.m., in Room 0. Boyden

Building

New England's

Largest

- College Daily

OUir eflaiflarlpwttfl

^^*W W^^J A ftll AM0 MSPONSI.U ~ »«»

Weather:
Screwdrivers aren't for

shooting up. Today will

be a nice one
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Bartley See No TuitionHike^TlmYear_
J-*M'X *""-WJ .

-
noted that ot all public assistance .

e. .p.en.

. «_ . ~^T~TT^ ..,ai.. t... location as their domicile ,,,.,:. m.his between the ag<
BvldNDAA BALICKI

M DC Staff

The legislature will not pass any bill this

sear to change or increase tuition Such an

increase but] come within the next two to

three years." Such was the comment of

David' Bartlev. Speaker of tht

Massachusetts House of Representatives

.luring a us.t to the CMass campus r nday

afternoon. . . .

Bartlev (D-HoiyokO) served as a guest

lecturer' lor Stanley Bach's Legislative

Process course and later entertained

questions from a group of about 20 at an

, normal coffee hour in the Colonial Lounge

He also commented on such other topics as

abort** laws, student voter registration

the Cottage Without Walls proposal and

general well a re costs

The tuition raise was not intended to

|„wir taxes." Hartley said. "There s no

n,e t« placing an extra burden on those

, ."pavers who have children in college just

!„ make extra money lor the Common

*
'if added that any increase should come

from the Board of Trustees, but that efforts

should also bt made to establish funds for

more scholarships.

there would be some legitimacy to in-

creased tuition if it were balanced off by

more scholarships." he said^

Bartlev also did not favor the proposal for

,stablishmcnt of tuition rates based on

ability to pav He said: "Such programs in

I the
>

areas have proven to be un successful

and more of a burden both ,n administrative

organization and in financial support

When Queried as to recent statistics that

Massachusetts ranked 49th in the nation m

state aid to higher education. Bartlev

remarked thai il una a "phoney statistic

and that, m tact, over the last two years

Massachusetts bad increased Us aid 10

higher educationM per cent second only to

New York State in that area

He commented that The emphasis in

dollar amounts should be on the un-

dergraduate level rather than on the

graduate It was Ins view that too much

nionev was being spent on the graduaite

level while the Commonwealths true

commitment in the area ol higher education

,0 the undergraduate was being dujhted

We are not living up to what should be

our true commitment and responsibility.

Battle) --aid. ,

He noted that contrary to public belie

.abortion legal m the state of

Massachusetts now. any doctor can per

form an abortion if he says it isjssentia to

the health ol the mot her

bills currently before -

designed to remove the punitive statures ott

1

-I do not believe, however that there will

be any change this year but it will even

tually be changed." he said

Concerning the 18 year old vote and

students attempts to register in towns where

thev attend school Bartley commented that

local voter registrars are »rong4he

legislative intent was that you could vote

wherever vou said your domicile wjjs

Students should have the right to claim their

.llegc location as their domicile

Instated ,hat the Massachusetts

legislature "ought to continue efforts

mend the Massachusetts constitution o

grvXl8%roWvotem^^
abo added' The >na.|ont> age should be

bought dow „. Olti or all legal matters no,

,U

u\;;icT ...so welcomed Govern*

Jrgcn!^ proposal fOT a Co.loge W|thOU

Wa lia ia saying "It >> atrocious thai •

, ,n such as this with a vntae d

iTooo.otW should be closed for twelve

lmu,seve,wday We shoul. make a e,n s

U) provide ..pportunit.es for adults and

others to gain an education

s.'rgeuts proposal would allow cti/ensot

.,11 ages to stud> towards a degree on a part

Unu'basis ltappn.ved.«niay»H
;

g.n>Wl.'

lall ot i«2 and would eventually be es

m(1„t w ».<WQ itudenu"
|Jj."g?s

H uas also Hartley s view that the ( KKHS

orouram should be expanded

There should be no special citaens.

llt hot the!^^*£!£? ,': everyone .mould be given opportunities.' he

urrentlv before the legislature an everyw

Concerning the Student Senate I approval

ol sum lor Hinds lor ten Puerto H.cans Iron.

lolvoke Bartlev said the Mate has not

expanded its scholarship pobc.es anywhere

near the level it should be

When (1
ucs.,o„ed as .0 general nSStoUnce

4l nd wel.are costs. Bartley noted that the

greatest problem in this area lay in the Aid

t r ependent Children prog, am He also

noted that ot all public assistanc - '"P"'"'-

miKt are while Caucasians between
the ages

ot IH 'K He said welfare costs are going up

10 the point when- it Will «0 longer DC a

stiama to receive assistance It was n»

hope that medicaid wiB be tightened tins

'"hwui Bartley "u vieu that mam of the

lomimmwealth's problems could be solved

,i the lederal gmemmenl were to take o\ei

lb,, public Vssistance programs n me>

dld so we would have $500,000,000 which

rnll | ( l i.e spent in what should be our three

,„.,,,„ areas of concern higher education

public health and DUbliC h.ghwa>s Su.ne

i, um ol I'residetit Nixoiis revenue sharing

bill would help ,.

Hartley also commented thai ol in*

proposed lour cenl increase m cigarette tax

issu cents should go for education and that

be lavors a sales tax on machine. \ sa\ing

ndustry should pa> its share of the burden

Ttie only industries that will be driven out bj

,t will be those who are already on the was

nut because they cannot compete with

Japanese product*

t^nceming hia plans for 1972 Bartley

commented thai he would run "for some

elected ottice but declined !o spec.K whi.h

office saying that it was hit belie! that one

should be interested enough to try to do the

l^.st job in the oll.ee he already has rattier

than mcrch viewing it as a step towards a

higher office

r." —

'
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Senate Hears Budg
By BETHGOODEIA

MI )C Staff

The Student Senate held a

special meeting last night to try to

get through its first stage of

budgeting students groups for next

year Action taken opened the way

for the Budgets Committee to

compile its final set of recom-

mendations for the total Budget

Act. so that the Senate can go

through its first reading of the Act

this Wednesday

Budgets Committee would then

hold a second hearing with each

group to consider changes

requested bv individual Senators.

Alter this second hearing, each

budget is entered into the Budget

Act. ..

After last night's meeting, the

budgets of all but two

organizations have now had their

first reading in the Senate. These

groups. Learning Resources

Center and DRUM, will be in-

fr
/

*A
Snrilor Nick Npostolo mak.-s a point during last nights Student

,„,«,„, up I Budget VI. "hich can tin turn bv acted on hy the

sluauAl! hut l«« oruani/ations had their proposals read. (HOC

photo h\ \i Jagcdal

The tirst stage ot budgeting BM
been Ihe hearing in the Senate ot

budgets as they were recom-

mended bj the Budgets Conv

mittee. alter a hearing with each

organization to Ik* funded The

eluded in the Budget Act with the

hgures recommended by the first

hearing of the Budgets Committee,

without the first Senate hearing

\\ hen the total Budget Act is tirst

read in the Senate this Wednesday.

particular changes in any budget

may be made by a vote ol the

Senate The entire Budget must

then be read again at the next

Senate meeting, when more

changes can be made.

Following this, the Student

Activities Tax will be set for next

year, determined by the sum of all

the budgets. The Senate has been

directed to present its tax request

to the Administration by April 15.

Two budgets were considered at

last night's meeting so that they

would be ready for inclusion in the

Budget Act Wednesday. The

Senate heard a budget request

from the 1972 Senior Committee lor

a Senior Tax of $5 per class

member for next year, amounting

to a total of $19,345.

Besides operating expenses,

lunds tor three major activities are

included in the Senior Committee

budget: Class Gift, Senior Day.

and class Projects. Plans call lor

the Class Gift ot HO* U> l)C a

scholarship fund, the Senior Day to

be a traditional 'good time", and

tor the Clash. Projects to be an open

account to be spent lor whatever

causes the class sees tit

The budget ol a proposed student

information center was also given

preliminary consideration by the

Senate, it then voted not to fund the

organization. Founders of the

group. Rapline. were planning to

use the $1W7 they requested to

start a service to give students a

clearing house of information. This

would have included a telephone

service and a drop-in center.

The Senate voted to strike the

budget in its entirety, basically

because it duplicates Ad-

ministration services already

offered on campus.

Chief Justice of the General

Court Robert Rochford, appeared

at the Senate meeting to subpoena

the Senate to a hearing about the

funding of the Student Mobilization

Committee. The General Court has

been petitioned by an un-

dergraduate to consider the

legality of the Senates Budgeting

of student tax money to Student

The petitioner questions wnemer

it is legal, according to the Student

Government Association and

federal constitutions, to use funds
|

from a compulsory student tax to

pay for an organization whose

membership is allegedly restricted

to one political position. The Court

hearing is scheduled for Tuesday

evening at 9 p.m.

In a subpoena delivered by

Justice Jerome Moriarty, Senate

Treasurer Richard Verrochi was

called to appear at another

General Court hearing, in his of-

ficial capacity. The hearing

scheduled for April 12 is to be

concerned with the Senate Fiscal

Act.
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N.Viets Battle Anti-War Vets Given

For Fire Base yale Chapel For Sanctuary

*AIG»N W North Vietnsmose troops, laying siege to a South

\,e, m se artUen bSe perched on a mountain top. hurled ne*

,'lZ\,s. div but u ere repulsed, military sources reported
'
,s

;: .XnTwere killed during a five-hour battkat

, ,
• a e" m he central highlands dose to the Laotian ^orte^raistag

N^hV^tnamese losses in five day of

^

w^ f^^,0

a^JSSv
l

Si
Most oi the enetm soldiers were tlain i>> warpianes snd ..rt.lury that

b ,x e I , • m ... fire around the tiny outpost thai -as overrun by the

N r | V ctnameM. on Wednesday but recaptured the next day

The south Vietnamese mil.tan sources said two defender! were killed

.„ o£ , funded ,n the lates, attacks They gave ^tOUlmm^ro^
; 'sualt.es suffered bv the south Vietnamese as far as N killed and IM

...». and Cambodia meet about 300 miles north of Saigon

C S \n spokesman lor the Saigon command, claimed the

,„„„,. casualliei w«* comidwrf Wghw lhan Mated.

MDC Classifieds

Can Sell Anything

NEW HAVEN, Conn lAP)—

A

group ol antiwar veterans was

granted yesterday the use ol Vale

l niversi'tv s Battel! Chapel as a

symbolic sanctuary tor draft

registers and deserters

Three veteraas-dreiseit In their

unilonns troma group ot about 100

members of the Vietnam Veterans

nst the War >u*h\ up in the

midst oi the crowded Palm Sunday

service to formally ask lor Ihe use

ol the chapel as a sanctuary lor a

fk

\ former Marine Corps

lergeant. Jack Smith of West

Hartford, read their petition

We w/hO have seen thousands of

people mindksslj slaughtered in

the nam.' <>i their freedom, ask

sanctuary for those who no longer

will lend themselves to a conflict

whkh perverts the principles of

then beloved nation
'

All members of the group. Smith

said have received honorable

discharges He added that their

role during the week of sanctuary

in the chapel is to provide a lorum

lor the deserters and draft

resisters.

A spokesman for the chapel

council granted the request The

Rev William Sloane Coffin Jr ,
the

university chaplain, emphasized

that the sanctuary would be

symbolic beeause there would be

no resistance if federal marshals

entered the chapel to arrest any

deserters or draft resisters

There can Ih- no violence, the

sanctuary is lor the resisters or

deserters, la tfve voice to then

conscience." Coffin said.

The veterans camped out

Saturday night si the site <>i an

historic sanctuary here as part ol

their campaign to have Congress

convene public hearings on alleged

war crimes in Southeast Asia

Is K the Mass. Dailv lollegian iney're ream..* on the Amherst

( onimon? No. its a group of Muscovites reading about the opening

ol the 2Hh COttgrcSS Sf Russia's Communist Party tAP Wirepnolo

tearless of Tass>

fcljr *aa9ari}tt«rt1* flatlg ffiollfgtan

O.f.ceo. the DA,L Y COLLEGIAN are on me second floor of *• MH** Un.on on

m un,vers,.y C*mp* „p code 0.002 Pnones are M 2SS0 (new,.. Ml 0U4

(sports^ and M9 1111 led- ton

Second Cass postage pa.d a- MMTtt. »« DA.LY COLLEGIAN put».. ve

nmn weem, Monda, through FriMf during the ac.dem.c year except dur.ng

„«..,on and ,*am per.ods three or tour t.mes a weeK follows a vacate or

e.an, per.od or *h,n a hohday talis ffftft* a weeK Accepted tor mi.hng under the

aothor,ty o< the act of March 8 18" as amended by the act of June II. 'V43 Sub

scnpt.on rates are V 50 per semester, tu 00 per year

THANKS
For Your Patronage

HAMPDEN RESTURANV
CLOSED

JET TO

EUROPE & ISRAEL

Inexpensive flights

throughout the year
Lowest Fares, choice ot

1 way or round trip

STUDENT HOLIDAYS
40 East 54th Street

New York, N.Y. 10022
212/832-6844

"Lack Of Interest"

Closes Hampden Rest.
muMMM <t,.nVnt attitude toward the tood served with each met

By DEBBIE BERNSTEIN
MDC Staff

The hungry appetites of UMass

students who stick around for the

weekend can no longer be satisfied

student attitude toward the tood

and service was very favorable,

even though it was basically the

same people who returned each

weekend. This she felt was in part

served with each meal. These

added touches, Miss Resteghini

feels, made the Hampden
Restaurant a nice place for guys to

take their dates.

Ellis feels that even though

Honors Program
Held Saturday

weekend can no longer oesauwicu ---~- --

bU u Ellis feels mat even inougi

at the Hampden Restaurant. As of due
J»

d !j"» !^^y
of Soutn . student interest was at first good

ihA weekend of March 13-14 the Although the residents oi so ^^ warmer weathethe weekend of March 13-14 the

restaurant was closed due to what

Mr. Richard Ellis, initiator and

head of the restaurant cited as "a

decline of student interest".

Situated in Hampden Dining

Common, the restaurant was

opened on January 30, to fulfill the

need for such a weekend operation.

Staffed by students themselves,

the restaurant served lunch and

dinner on both Saturday and

Sunday. A normal restaurant

menu was offered with prices

ranging from $1.60 to $3.75 for a

steak dinner.

Joanne Resteghini, a waitress at

Hampden Restaurant, felt that the

west were aware of the existence of

the restaurant, interest was not

wide-spread to other parts of the

campus such as Orchard Hill, she

said.

However, those who were served

at the restaurant were quite

"complementary." This Miss

Resteghini attributes to the at-

mosphere of the restaurant. The

tables in a section of the regular

dining area were covered with

table cloths and at night the tables

were lit with candle light

There was a self-service salad

bar located in the restaurant, and

big warm loaves of bread were

the onset of warmer weather

would cause the acceptance of the

restaurant to decrease.

Istheendof Hampden Restaurant

final? Are UMass students

destined to live on a weekend diet

of grinders and pizzas for the rest

of their days at the University?

Ellis believes that there a

possibility that the restaurant will

re-open next year. However, he

noted that reinstatement of

Hampden Restaurant is totally

dependent on the demands of the

students.

len Restaurant, telt tnat me Dig w<*.... «--— "

Population Placement

Urged By Pres. Wood
. J:— ...:n _i_ tha ,,mnirvs urban crisis, UMass our uvciau •• r~ — directs the ebb
bodies will solve the country's urban crisis, UMass

President Robert C. Wood said Saturday

•We now are belatedly facing up to the con-

sequences of the freedom of migration, the random

distribution of people over nationa space said

Wood, director of the Joint Center for Urban Studies at

Harvard and MIT before becoming president of

UMass last year

our overall metropolitan growth

As Dart of the 'national policy that directs me euv

and fbw of population and its distribution across he

cont nent" Wood suggested "a major effort to build

new communities"; to subsidize industry in cities of

mc^erato sL "to escape the crushing public cost of

rafftc iams crime, disorder in the high school and

polttta? and to ighten regulations of suburban

BARBARA ANN CLEARY
MDC Staff

The first of two Honors Program

conferences was held in the

Campus Center Saturday. The

second will be held next Saturday,

April 10.

Invited to participate where

various qualified students in their

senior year of high school. Almost

all of those who attended Saturday

had deferred a decision on UMass

pending decisions from other

schools.

The incoming freshman, their

parents, and various members of

the faculty and of the Honors

Program met for an informal

coffee hour in the morning.

Throughout the day interviews

were held and each candidate was

interviewed informally by a team

of one faculty member and one

student from the Honors Program

Guides were available for tours

of the campus for parents and

candidates.

Lunch was held at the Top of the

Campus Restaurant for in-

terviewers and candidates. Brian

O'Connor, director of the Honors

Program, introduced Dr. Everett

Emerson. Dr Emerson is former

director and prime moving force of

the Program He addressed his

remarks chiefly to the students

Emerson said that the chief goal ot

education is teaching the student to

learn on his own, to be in

dependant.
Although grades do have a

limited function, he continued, the

real goal is independence in

learning, the ability and will to

continue learning

He cited the need to read beyond

regular assignments. He en-

couraged the students to use the

resources available for their own

benefit, books, libraries, and

especially professors.

In order to continue to grow

beyond college, you must obtain a

liberal education," Emerson

continued. A liberal education is a

sense of liberation and freeing

from limitations, he said.

Emerson cited the opportunities

available in the Honors Program

for this liberation. The Program is

very flexible and allows for in-

dividual independance, he said.

Independence is accomplished

through a greater range of per

sonal choice, according to

Emerson. Each semester the

student must take one small honors

seminar, increasing opportunities

for different types of learning, he

said. . . ..

Advisors Robert Keefe and Di\

O'Connor, are available to each

student In addition, courses may

be taken at other schools.

Questions about the Honors

Program or admission may be

answered at the Honors Program

office. E 22, Machmer

SpSa«-J^S^ '^T&govenimen,^^^^SFede^a/ Home Loan Bank of Boston. Wood outlined

three new directions" to help solve urban PNUajM.

The development of a genuine national policy for the

distribution of our urban people among cities and

re

New
S

forms and institutions in government below the

^•New Nicies and programs in the acquisition, use

and taxation of urban land.
.

Wood said "The heart of the proposals is for an

are^de government for a relatively lim.tednumber

Sn^
'^Candor requires me to say that the attention, belief

ind committment of important segments of American

mdustr^nd government to urban problems seem to

have rapidly waned." he said.

ment for a relatively limited number ^^ _

Street Party Blocked

By Police In Madison
'» - -* tnw Vlf-iU-l

MADISON. (WIS.) AP-Some

1 out) voung people tried to hold an

unauthorized street party in the

heart of the city's student-hippie

area vesterdav. but no major in-

cidents developed as riot-equipped

police kept most of them on the

sidewalks.

Police confirmed at least three

arrests and said one officer was

hospitalized after being

with a rock.

The street party was timed for

the end of a weekend convention of

national leaders of the Youth In

ternational Party.

Three days of rioting broke out

two years ago in the area, known

as Miffland. when young pe°Ple

held a street party in defiance of

police orders.

Yesterdav about 1.000 persons

congregated on the sidewalks of a

block-long segment of Mi

Street.

Yippie leaders had held a series

of discussion meetings Saturday

and decided to issue a call to

Yippies nationally to go to

Washington next month for a

spring offensive against the In-

dochina war
Nationwide demonstrations were

urged in connection with the

planned Washington activities.

block-long segniem w '»••

Mass. Senate Dandidate

Would Poll Voters On Bills
f T x^w»*

,__ ._ rhina War and de<

BOSTON (AP) -Charles C.

McCarthy. 30. of Newton an-

nounced his candidacy for the Lis.

Senate yesterday as an in-

dependent and said if elected, he

would conduct a telephone straw

vote by computer on all bills before

he voted on them.

•People are fed up with the

decisions and laws forced upon

them " he told a news conference

at a hotel "These people feel that

man should have a little more

control over his destinies and

1
' 1 \v s1

He said. "I guarantee, as U.S.

Senator trom Massachusetts I will

always vote in the Senate not ac-

cording to my will but strictly

according to the will of the

majority of the electorate of this

Commonwealth as expressed on

each Senate bill that reaches the

Senate floor."

He proposed a system in which

registered voters would telephone

a computer to cast their votes on

pending Senate bills

He said voters would be required

to dial their voter registration

number and Social Security

number before voting in order to

prevent fraud

McCarthy, who said he has never

held public* office before, said he is

an attornev and a special assistant

to the president at Chamberlayne

.Junior College in Boston

He said he opposes the Indo-

China War and dedicated his

campaign to Roger LaPorte, a

pacifist who set himself on fire in

1965 before the United Nations

building in New York

McL'Sllh) will run for the Senate

in I!i72 against incumbent

KcnoMtean Edward \\. Brooke.

Governor Bumper's

Bumpers Bumped

saTcharles Dewey, 27. of Jacksonville - only Dewey meant it literally

£wev and his family were on their way fishing yesterday when they

arriripntallv delaved Gov. Dale Bumpers golf game
d

7um
n
pe
3
rs-Vnd hi party were ,n a car «****>

SfRjehT
temotinc to make a left hand turn on Arkansas 10 near Little Rock

Fldon Rankfn. 43. of Pine Bluff stopped behind the governor I car and

,) "ev rammed into Rankin, pushing his car into**#£*£* ^
The* onlv Injury was to Mrs Dewey, who was "«» hospital. z

d State

1 >olfce estimated the damage to all three cars at more than $3,000.

Unshaken, the governor continued on to play golf

A summer at

Southampton College

is also a summer
HB at Southampton.
A summer at Southampton College is to your

academic credit, with small, informal classes taught
3

by Southampton's bright young faculty and by

renowned scientists, art.sts and educators

And after class. . .the beaches, boat.ng, golf, theatres.

art colonies and more, much more.

All you could want from summer is at Southampton.

Two 4-Week Art Workshops

July 6-Juty 30
August 2-August 27

Two 5-Week Sessions

June21July 23

July 26-August 27

I

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

Director of the Summer Program, ^m*«
SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE
^"a^p "N.Y. 11968 • (516) 283-4000

Please send me Summer Prop.ram bulletin.

I am especially interested in:

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES ,,, or

Sonal Science. Humanities, Natural Science. Teacher

Education, Business Administration

G

p?o

A
fefonai°Ed!!^on, Social and Behavioral Scenc^ libera.

.

AMs

GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN HUMAN EC010GY

SUMMER ART WORKSHOPS
Pontine Sculpture. Ceramics, Graphics, Him

COLLEGE LEARNING INSTITUTE FOR COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP m Basketball. Tennis, Wrestling, and

COURSES m Sailing, Swimming. Water Skiing

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St

Westfield
562-3604 State. -Zip.
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In The Nation And The

"Cillev In Interview

:

#

' Just As Wrong Going

Vietnam As To My
To

U William L * allej ,
Jr -

thai while awatlin he

developed a fear oi dying ac

cidentallj because it'.- world

Mould itiink he "copped i

Time magazine reported Sun

daj
Sometimes, like in airports, l

can feel everybody starinj

me," t'allej was quoted as

staying I have stages ot Feeling

paranoid The psychological

testing showed l was paranoid,

hut hell, there are people trying

to kill me."
Calle> was interviewed bj

correspondent Peter Range

Time said, just before he was

lound guilt) last Monda) oi

murdering at least 22 civilians at

M> Lai He wa« later sentenced

to life imprisonment

it l^ot killed inmj car on the

way to Atlanta, everyone would

think Callej copped out. " the

magazine quotes Calley as

having said

L'alley, who is heme •

under guard a: his !•'• Benning

(ia . apartmenl while awaiting

appeal, was quoted as savin

was "sorrj anybody had to die

.it M) Lai, •sorry 1 ever had to

kill a soldier in Vietnam."

In M> Lai, I made one ot a

thousand mistakes 1 made in

\ iet nam I was just as wrong

going to Vietnam as to My Lai.

But I'll he very proud to have

been in the l s Ann) and

[ought at M> Lai it it shows the

world just what war is
"

The case has brought

widespread public support tor

clemenc) tor the 27-year-old

lieutenant, and President Nixon

announced Saturda) he will

review the ease alter military

appeals .ire exhausted

Retired Brig. Gen Telford

faylor, who was one of the

prosecutors at the Nuremberg
war crimes trials alter World

War 11. said the Calk?) verdict

although

have been

his

a
v\Tis too harsh

acquittal would

disaster."

Did the jurors disbelieve or

choose io disregard the

voluminous testimony that

(alleys platoon had been >>:

dered or encouraged by what

they had observed in Vietnam to

behave as it did?" Taylor said in

Lite magazine

Or did they hold the

lieutenant responsible lor the

sins and shortcomings ol his

superiors?" Taylor continued.

The first eonelusion is un

supportable, the second

ignominous, and the anbiguit) is

itselt a grave delect in the

judgment rendered

•Inevitably, it will be said on

all sides, it lor various and

contradictory reasons, that

('alley has' been made a

scapegoat
"

New Amendement Askes
For Withdrawal Date

WASHINGTON \V \ new Cooper-Church

amendment will ask President NiXOn to set a date tor

,! withdrawal oi all IS tor.es Horn Vietnam, its

authors said Sunday
ms John Sherman (ooper R-K) and rrans

ihurch I' Idaho authors ol earlier amendments

itjn I S involvement in Indocl

asure would give Nixon a negotiating tool I

and whatever

. |st« h< could g(

,;n . nubtful an..

\1, Hatfield amendmenl

Church said it would be impossible to uet the Hat

neld-McGovem amendment through both houses ot

Congress B
Cooper said the amendment proposed by Sens

tieorge McGovern. I) SI) . and Mark Hatfield, R-

(tre neither solves the problem ol IS POVj I nor

approaches the problem ot ending all lighting m
\ ietnam

Bj declaring die United States will withdraw ah

troops « oopei said, their amendment would iet Ni)

countries the ;'.ssur ey can assist in

• rmenl <>i the Indochina conflict.

per Chun hibited

ground < >nd military

ud\ isers in - dia

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Memorial Lecture Series

FESTIVAL OF ARTS

TODAY:
HARRY ROLL, potter

Demonstration - talk

C.C. Concourse. 1 - 4 p.m. - SBA 120, 8 p.m.

MARK VAN DOREN,
' [leading and Commentary of His Own Poetry

Lecture: Thom 104, 8 p.m. - Coffee, Colonial Lounge

"PAUL SZEP, Editorial Cartoonist of the Boston Globe

Exhibit - Discussion 2 - 5 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Memorial Hall Lounge

LEO MAKX - "Revolutionary **•**£»•"»,,
DAVID SILVER — "How I/mR Aro Was 19M I

«"-SRSXii KK..TKER - "«£*. VggtSSSS ' '"
A" """

RTAN V\\ DEB BEEK - "Media Kap Around". Films

C.C. Auditorium

THUB8DA1 -
N(1 s _ nim Producllolli Thorn. 104

FRIDAV - _ ****** ^aff'^C. J '^Soritl Hall
l!l\M MILLER — "Twentieth Century Irish the. Memorial nan

( alley leaves court after beinR sentenced

Egypt Offers New
Peace Proposal

Egyptian President Anwai

Sadat, m his latest peace offer,

said Egypt would accept a new

cease-fire it Israeli troops with-

drew from the occupied east dank

oi the canal and portions ot the

Sinai Peninsula Egyptian U

would then occupy the vacated

territor) and the canal, blocked by

scuttled ships in the l«K war,

ild be reopened

Sadat warned Sniurda> ll

..

ponse to his overture -

nlhs

1
,. • lu lal

new -|>a|H : M \hram quo!

as Apr}] is the month

shall decide betw

Mrs Men told the Labor party

tference. "We should willingly

see the canal open to shipping ot all

nations, including Israel, and the

restoration oi civilian life in the

area." but she added:

•ll i.s becoming interestingly

clear that the Egyptians think we

have t«> compensate them for

reopening the canal which they

themselves closed
"

Room To Move

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center

Call 5-0400

Sources close to Israel's Cabinet

say Jerusalem is likely to offer

again the so called Dayan plan for

clearing the canal was partially

settling the Middle East conflict

The plan, drawn by Defense

Minister Moshe Dayan sugj

partial rollback ot Egyptian a

Israeli forces along the waterv

lo defuse the confronti

II was Mr- Meir's first pub

on Sadat's proposa
-

.

iffed

pro|

rht

ill have

i he cat

Th i old premier rejer

international guardntees in place

,,i 1U .U an • ire borders

Israel • tpressing amazement at

who think geography hi

nonsens

But she said she regretted Israel

is having a serious argument with

the United states' on the question

ot guarantees, which Washington

says can safeguard Israel far

better than new borders.

Israel ''should not forget what

the I S. and ('resident Nixon have

done lor Israel in recent years.

especially in the field ot armi

supply/' she said

TVDY SOUNDS
TM

IMPROVE GRADES
Th« S»~" " '"-" T " *t

USE STUDY SOUNDS
•

Your I

ELECTRONICALLY TSODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS 1U HAPPEN

m
MantJdnq in

e|

I !90

The Sophomore Men's Honor Society

THE MAROON KEYS
ARE ACCEPTING FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS

which ore available at R.S.O.

Reception Desk, First Floor, Campus Center

For additional information contact

Richard Simmons 6-7604

DEADLINE: THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1971

Future Dem. Leaders

Issued Challenge
ft*Acc! ._ u, ..r ikic npnn>« Instead. the nredi

SPRINGFIELD, MASS
,..\l»i The chairman of the

Democratic party National

Committee challenged the future

leaders of the country, Sunday, to

live within the system.

Lawrence K. O'Brien delivered

the keynote address at the opening

session of the :Ust Model Congress

at American International

Congress after being awarded a

doctor of humane letters degree.

The top administrative adviser

to Presidents Kennedy and

Johnson challenged 300

representatives from 47 high

schools in New Kngland. New York

and New Jersey hy asking three

questions:

Is the American democratic

system itselt worth preserving"'
' • \re there basic changes in the

American system that should be

made.''

Are there better ways lor man

to govern himsell

\ native ol Springtield. the

former postmaster general told an

overflow crowd to remember that

the American democratic system

,s lundamentally a way. a method

and a process for reaching

decisions With the exception of the

essential guarantees found in the

Hill ol Kights. the United States

Constitution says nothing about the

end results of this process. Instead,

the Constitution sets down the rules

of the game, rules that have held

up remarkably well over two

centuries of extraordinary change

and challenge.

These rules are based on the

notion that human error inevitably

must be part of government."

•To put it simply" he added, "no

member of congress is willing to

give in to a president just because

the president thinks he's right. No

president of the United States

regardless of party or popularity

has the power simply to command

the obedience of Congress. This is a

tact of American politics that most

presidents lind difficult to accept.

This is true not because

members ot Congress are stubborn

or are men of little vision but

because the president in tact may

be wrong And because the toun-

ding lathers realized the president

might be wrong, they gave

members of Congress the power to

lay no and make it stick."

in one of his personal ob-

servations. O'Brien said: "The

\merican democratic system is

unique in its ability to change in

response to changing needs and

conditions of the American

people." ,. ...

He concluded his address with

Onstttuuon—y» >w^»«— ---

New Taiwan Envoy
Assumes U.N. Post

"
. .» . tu„ vv.. ivntild deDlore that it

WASHINGTON iAP»-The
newly appointed foreign minister

ol Nationalist China said Sunday

he Will not reply solely on the

United States in his effort to keep

Taiwan's IN seat and its Security-

Council membership
Chow Shu Kai plans to leave at

once tor Formosa to shape his

strategy for the struggle which

may come to a head when the U N

Assembly meets next fall

We gained our UN status as

the result of World War II for

« Inch several million Chinese lives

were sacrificed." he said in an

interview

The diplomat. M. who has served

six years as ambassador here, is

aware that the United States is

weighing a shift to a two-China

policy that would not oppose the

-eating of Peking provided

Nationalist China retains its seat in

the world organization

We would deplore that if it

should materialize." Chow said

Concessions by the outside world

merely whet the appetite of

Peking
"

The Nationalist foreign minister

said it Peking attains its objectives

m the United Nations then it will

seek to become the leader of a third

|>loc of nations opposed to both the

United States and the Soviet I nion

he prediction that "future

generations will view the lina

third of the 20th Century as one of

the most creative and exciting

periods in the American

democratic experience.

He then added that govern-

mental leaders are anxiously

awaiting the "ideas and energies

you will soon bring to the political

"life of this nation."

Ripon Picks

Hickel As
Man Of Year
CAMBRIDGE, Mass (API

Former Interior Secretary Walter

.) Hickel was chosen Sunday by the

Kipon Society as its Man of the

Year.
The society, a liberal Republican

opinion group, said the award was

based on a poll taken of readers of

its magazines. Forum, in which

Hickel received the highest rating

of any member of President

Nixon's cabinet.

Hickel subsequently was fired by

Nixon
The award is in part a

recognition of the Nixon ad

ministration's achievement in the

environmental field." said Kipon

President Josiah L Auspitz

"In part it is also a tribute to

Secretary Hickel's dedication to

national reconciliation at a time

when polarization was the

prevailing wind
"

In April. 1970. while he was still

secretory, Hickel sent a letter to

President Nixon suggesting that

the administration was not

demonstrating enough concern for

the attitudes of young Americans

and that Vice President Spiro T.

Agnew should let up on his attacks

on campus dissenters.

Tenn. Freeway
\DedicatedTo King

slain civil rights leader Sunday to mark the third anniversary of h.s

de
Kine when slain, was in Memphis to help back demands by 3,000 city

sanation workers 98 per cent of them black, for union representation.

The sanS workers paid tribute to King by marching from the

Lorraine Motel, where King was standing at the time he was shot.

The City Council, after debating the matter each year stao^doath,

approved naming the entire north-south freeway for King by an 8-6 vote

la

The
U

lU

d
v

ay
James Netters. black councilman who presided at the

dedication, told the gathering that it was appropr.ate to i^^^ h>^
wavs section for King because King 'traveled America s highways and

byways to stamp out injustice and discrimination.

'About 200 persons attended the dedication, a major, y of them blacky

The i>-milem)rth-south freeway. Interstate 255, goes through the heart

of the city and bisects several black neighborhoods.

Gallop Poll Shows_

Nixon Leading For
"

PRINCETON, iN.J.»AP-The

latest Gallup Poll statistics report

that President Nixon holds a 43 to

per cent margin over Sen

Kdmund S. Muskie. D -Maine, the

Iront runner for the 1972

Democratic party presidential

nomination.

The survey, taken in mid-March,

says the President not only has

improved his standing over

Muskie, but maintained his lead

over Sen Edward M Kennedy.

I) Mass , and Hubert H Hum-

phrev. I) Minn . two other leading

candidates for their party s

nomination.

In mid-January, the Gallup Poll

hawed Nixon and Muskie virtually

tied lor voter preference while the

President had a margin of 46 to :58

per cent over Kennedy and 46 to 36

72
per cent Humphrey.

The poll showed the President

held a lead over the potential

nominees despite his popularity

drop below 50 per cent, the lowest

since he took office. Compared to a

year ago, the figures show all three

Democrats have made gains.

IntheSouth's 13-state region, the

poll shows the President has a

considerable lead over the three

senators and a similarly wide

margin over Alabama Gov. George

Wallace, a possible third party

candidate Nixon. Humphrey and

Wallace divided the vote about

equally in the 1968 presidential

election

Outside the South, the races are

closer The ligures show Muskie

trailing the President by only 1 per

cent. 43 to 44

laiesanu un >->»*«.•. ~.«

—

# ^

Elections In Chile

Maintain New Gov.
Tte leftist coalition of Marxist President

s,K ol, iiUe ce'etved more than 51 per cent ol the vote ,n earl>

"tort Monday n,*h, Irotr,OM%&£«£milljon cast. the

With 1»M.» votes eounled out,^»«
Communists and

!:

,,"X",
ar

, 'S -.^'rreentondTdates from the main opposition

Suan'tXeratX Na\iona. parties had »« per eent Sphn.er

Canine Cobbed *1K5S?U had s„ugh, - »

,

n3. cen, *^ «.i » ~*.»

,£$&%£&«SR« of the vote ,n Septembers three-way

Mlendebm!«"'*"•
,„ , 836 votes for Andres Zaldivar. a

,hri^an
<,

Ut

h
mot.r

,

and
0,e

rre

,

asury minister in the previous ad-

ministration

0 SALE V
Starts Monday

April 5

$2.99

DAYTONA BEACH, Fto.

\|> The National Guard put

Nero a German sheperd dog. in

their armory to keep anyone from

stealing assorted tanks, guns and

ammunition
Saturday night somebody stole

Police said Nero, a recently-

purchased rookie guard dog ap-

Lrentlv was lifted by a thief who

dug a hole under a fence and then

lilted m the hole after absconding

\Mth the pOOCh.

Ben Rollins, commander of the

National Guard unit, raisedJj
(focus* the case until he had

not 1 1 ied the FBI

It's Spring!

Get

Soft Balls

and

Soft Ball Bats

at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer Stationer

\r, S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

COMPLAINTS? fiff.

THE WORST OF THE JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

IF YOU COULD READ MY MIND
— Gordon Lightfoot

LONG PLAYER— Faces

LOVE'S LINES, ANGLES AND RHYMES
The Fifth Dimension

EMERSON LAKE AND PALMER ^ lllkir.

JAMES TAYLOR AND THE FLYING MACHINE
TEA FOR THE TILLERMAN

— Cot Stevens

TUMBLEWEED CONNECTION
— Elton John

STUDENT SENATE
SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Semcet

(Dining Common., Parking, Bus Shuttle, Hout.ng. etc.)

JUST FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

Also if you'd like to join in and help, just leave

your' name and phone number with the secretary.

GOLDEN BISCUITS— Three Dog Night

WHALE AND NIGHTINGALES
__ Judy Collins

PEARL — Janis Joplin

THE CRY OF LOVE— Jimi Hendrix

IF I COULD ONLY REMEMBER MY NAME
— David Crosby

DAVE MASON AND CASS ELLIOTT

NANTUCKET SLEIGHRIDE— Mountain
STEPPENWOLF GOLD
THE GOOD BOOK— Melanie

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER
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Satin (EnUegtan
David Williams
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BOARDOF EDITORS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESSMANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR

PHOTO EDITOR
FINE ARTS EDITOR
ADVERTISING EDITOR

NEWSSTAFF
SPORTS
EDITORIAL
DARKROOM
AD LAYOUT

Richard C. Hanson
David D Williams

John E Mullen
Barry J Rubenstem
AnneC Stadnicki

EarleT Barroll

Stephen Schmidt
Robert Nesti

Marjorie B Mullen

TODAY SSTAFF

Bob Scheier. Janet Hughes. Pat^prenant

Barry Rubenstem
Al Jagoda
Jim Gold

Undergraduate newspaper
?^^^^X^^^^^ '«" "

respons.ble tor ,ts content and no tacul V ™ e™ Ders or

tor accuracy or approval pr.or o ^ tiUc^on
f thlS paper They do not

Unsigned editorials represent * e ^'^^J.^Sn.V student body as

r^l»«VJ^^ represent ,he per

onal • ows ot the enters

Stark Reality

» .us v u-i. represent son,,- ... the- no* .unions ernes in wai se*

,

, .snons.bU for the deaths oi millions ot cm IBbm ... ttoi Id Wai il

, ,' 11, p.sl.t.abl,- : and Ml stacUs*. « mentioned

>", e mepl.ci.
,

massix, ;
.n,«iml,su„n,natH,o 1 n»„, 1,s., Xm.nca.

\ircrat in **.thea*l tola which have murdered untold —her, ..i

'In!,,;' -a" -I, d.ans and Which . onl.nu, daily »o des.rov the count. vs.de

nut those whoaiconlv galK) of living there.

", read aver the past several years, these policies t« Made quite

coatclouslv and carried oui with deadly ferocity, hj the leader, o. Ike

iXHuteJ Govern-** «h„ have known iu.lv the iaŝ ,e«nces ..I

U,

UXul arguing a*rtlW the l riled State, involvement in Vietnam and

,,n ^tillable .... -) tevd ai national at fat- national F -
, oioundb evideat that Ufa leaden »f our government darfag Utfs wai

ta^Ltraa^S approved o. action, and policies - tin- most ho...lying

! ur maumald" actions and cies whk.^^^^^
more than it •murder" of innocent civilians ' fa individual \..ie..t-n

servicemen daring our involvement fa Southeast lata.

, s, •n.r.ls and Presidents wbe have created Uaeae polices Mat

,M . he Id accountable He s,o,, and intent ... these ^Jjjrfag
J- J ;

We .re a nation where the individuals responsibility .s h.ld

,,...„;... la n- been "« Wat* Vietnam "" Y?*S "*£?
K"SS fXSftm perpetrate cH-e. .rf the least detente natur.

..1.1....S like soldiers everywhere, are lacked into the \u« M

mn r

' - wtle ordered to ho.uh and des.r,, by other nve.

SffXJEJ. chosen not fa perpetrate what nu.s, he called criminal

uls mains, the people of Southeast Asia

^iernus,
1

search through Us numbed '+*£««""*
J"

, ,,.,. saturation hombinu -defoliated' conscience and l.nd the I to
.

^ :;:".:,. datng. and those who have acted beyond the reahat

JS a ViohiUon "1 whatever justice which,
could exist. We have to decide

nltimalelN what kind of people we want lobe.

Pitt have alwavs been one oi my lavonte an.mals^

Whef1 was a uttio k.d a friend of mine had a couple oiK big mean things, and a few other-black and

wfate Srkera. We used to go down to watch Ml lathe

Sop them with the scraps front the htgh school

ca^eria where he worked. It was fun to wateh. The

PUB would come grunting and snuiflmg around he

[rough and beg.n to eat and eat. Once I got brave and

smacked one of them on his big floppy ear and wat-

ched him squeal and run around his little pen. He must

have weighed about 4txi pounds.

I saw some pigs the last time 1 was home. Only now

they have a $250,000 pen on the main street and drive

around in four blue and white cars. My town has about

13 ooo people It seems like you can't step out ol the

house w ithout seeing one of our 'men in blue

Now before all the straight -lacers who read this get

apoplexy, fat me explain 1 have nothing against

police i think they serve a necessary function. But

that doesn't include beating, harassing and bothering

people 1 generally reject Freudian psychology as one

man's attempt to palm off onto everyone else h.s own

lu.ng ups but when I read about pigs 1 believe what

Freud said about guns being big penises. Just once I d

like to home and talk to someone I know who got

stopped for something who DIDN'T get harassed. Just

once I'd like to read about a demonstration where pigs

DIDN'T put tape over their badge numbers all the

better to beat you with

Km 1 asking too much'.' Little kids are taught out ol

their fourth grade health books to respect police. \ou

remember that deal we had to draw maps of the town

and show where the fire station was and where the

police station was and tell what to do in case we saw

an accident or something. Well. I never really did

swallow that line Everything that pigs have done

around me has more or less convinced me that

something's wrong with that system. Ill admit I ve

gotten my share of breaks from the police, and then

some They've been good to me at times. But at other

times they were just plain pricks I don't begrudge

them their moments of anger when a drunk teen-ager

runs into a station wagon full of people But if they ve

put themselves into the kind of position they re in.

where thev can take that anger out on somebody in-

nocent . thev ought to think tw ice before they act

Art Buchwald

No-Fault Whiplash
WASHINGTON One ot the

things we're going fa be hearing

more about as una' goes on is "no

lault insurance " Everyone has his

own idea ol what no-fauH

automobile insurance should be,

but bastcall) it boils down to the

idea that when someone lias an

accident, his own insurance

compan.) would settle the claim

instead Ol seeking damages Iron,

the ,,th, : part) of his insurance

compain
The advantages ol no lault

automobile insurance ^w thai you

would eliminate a lot of phony

claims from people who sa> the>

had suffered grievous injur;

Litigants would have t«» wait years

to be paid oil tor an accident, the

nation's courts would be tree fa

deal with other matters of much

higher priority, and. hopefully,

automobile insurance premiums

COUld be reduced

rhe disadvantage is thai no-fault

insurance could put a lot ot law vers

out ol work

li therefore comes as no surprise

thai the trial lawyers are cranking

up a tierce lobbying campaign to

prevent no-lault insurance from

becoming the law of the land

M> friend Briefless, who deals in

nothing but automobile accident

cases, becomes very emotional

when you mention no lault in

surancc to him.

They re t rv nig to take the bread

out ot our mouths." he said tear

lulU -II we can't sue. we II die

"Oh, come now. Briefless." 1

Mid It cant be that serious
"

You can say that But do >ou

know suing insurance companies is

the second largest industry in the

I nited States If they institute no-

tault insurance you'll have

breadlines from Baltimore to San

Diego I in not just talking about

law vers I'm tattling about all the

other people it will affet I
private

investigators legal set retaries

aim\ pan! witnesses, not to mention

the yellow legal pad paper com

panics There is more al stake here

two cars getting into a lousy

accident

But Briefless, sure!) there is

other law work that you can find"?

1 said

Nothing that pays as well

Sometimes it it's a difficult case

w. get 'O",, oi the settlement The

ver) least we'll get is a third II we

lose we get nothing But its the

onlv thing we know how to do You

can t sav to a man who has been

trained in whiplash and pain and

suffering suits to no out and Warn

a new trade Do vou know what has

made America the greal count r> it

is today"

I in' not sure. I admitted

"The nght oi one person to sue

another person lor an automohile

crash
No kidding?''

\iid also the right to -elect

counsel to sue the other person,

plus the right ol the oilier part) to

select counsel to defend the suit II

yOU take these rights away Iron)

Americans, what have (hey lelt
'

No lault automohile in

surancc

'

"Exactly The American dream

in this country i> to be hit by a cola

truck or a (ireyhound bus that was

m the wrong
"

I never thought of it that way

Are you going fa take this

American dream away from the

people'' What fun is it to have your

own insurance company settle with

you when in your heart ot hearts

you knoM thai vuth a sympathetic

Hit; you'll get moo.ooo from

. it her nil v - insurance company''

•You make a strong case against

no lault insurant i
I told

Briefies

"The legislators think no-fault

insurance Is i meat idea ' he said

slamming a law i»><>k on his desk

••Bui ivhen thev find 2 mill

law vers collecting unemployment

insurance, they're going to be

sorry they didn't leave automobile

insurance atone

I'opyrigkl i'»"t ' « ,s faujefai

Time*

The Stench Of

Our Land

Broken windows, bottles, minds.

Long Unemployment Lines,

Flattened tummies.

Fattened swine,

The t.eck with bureaucracy

Who pat you on the back.

Better tunes are coming.

At Harvest Time
"

1'r.n I i.n.u.ob

This Time May Never Come
.„;J„.>ni,™r nu,n Smallwnrl(l this university, too How c

By YOUNGJACHON

Two and I half years in a

foreign country isn't as short a

time as someone may think. It is

long enough to get shocked by

immunised against, and even

associated with the entire

culture that we stay m For

example, the long hair doesn't

surprise me anymore as it lirst

did. For the lust tew months, my
letters to m> family and to my

friends were lull ol descriptions

ot those people who made me

think myselt as a complete

stranger to this country

Mother, this country has

strange combinations of very

high modern buildings with long

haired and bair-footed boys

Now I feel sad not to get

shocked any more and accept

everything as a matter-of-fact

Yet, the strange thing is. I don't

I eel I'm part of the society I'm

always a watcher - not in a

critical sense but in a sense of

non participator Lots of posters

on the street What are they lor"

Maybe there is an election lor

senator or something Oh well,

not my business It is sad when

vou can'l red a part of where

you are; I even feel alienated

from mv own country, because 1

cant keep up with all the things

happening there This is one ot

my dilemmas: I'm beginning to

lose m\ sense ol belonging

People think that life would be a

lot simpler if they just sat and

did what they wanted to do

regardless of what was going on

outside of their own small world.

Maybe this is true for the people

who already gained their sense

ol helonging. but to me at least

things seem very different. I

always leel that there is

something missing, and I feel

like I'm Moating on the ocean for

a while

once 1 discussed this problem

with one ol my American

friends, and She solaced me by

saying that she also leels lost

sometimes because everything

changes so rapidly Her advice

was to try to leel a part of this

country because Tin a part of it

already. She was right. I'm part

ol this' country already. I go to

the supermarket, I use a car. my
husband is studying in the

university here, and I work in

this university, too. How can I

participate more than this? Yet

how is it I just can't feel that I'm

a part of it when I am a part of

if
People, maybe I see lots ol

them, yet I recognize none ol

them No toolings, no warmth

They pass by muttering

meaningless In
' One ol those

Chinese, they think what dif-

ference does it make whether

you »ame Irom China. Korea or

Japan? Indillerence

I go to the vending machine

Click The dime goes down, and

I he candy drops Irom the

mac lime No people to talk to. I

pick up the prepackaged ready-

marked vegetables, meats and

Iruits in the supermarket. No

more or no less No people to

argue with Just pay to the

cashier as she pushes the but

tons How can 1 feel that I'm

part of it when there is no feeling

toward other people^

I read newspapers. Mr. smith

died yesterday Of cancer Mrs

Somebody gave birth to a gnl.

and Miss so and so announced

her engagement to Mr so and

so Who are they''

Perhaps two and a haU years

is loo short a tune to be part of

this world I think I should

Wait., tor how long" Until the

time comes What can I do but

wait, even though this time may

never come.

(Heprinted from the Foreign

Student News Bulletin)

Letters To The Editor

Disturbed Internal Tranquility

Editorial Points

To the Editor: , ,.

From all appearances, the gap referred to in Jim

Mitchell's column Friday is one between the facts and

liis interpretation of them To begin with, the SMC on

campus did not decide that we need a strike. The

Collegian article printed on Wednesday clearly stated

that the proposal for a one day strike on May 5th in

memoriam of the killings at Kent and Jackson State

came from the National SMC Steering Committee

meeting earlier this month, and was just that: a

oroposal. The steering committee of UMass, SMC.

inerelv called for a meeting of all concerned groups in

the area to vote on whether to implement a strike.

Head the Collegian. Mr. Mitchell.

Is the widening credibility gap between "students

md the outside world"' responsible for the un-

precedented extent of labor support for the April 24th

National Antiwar Demonstration in Washington and

Sin Francisco? I National UAW. among many others,

is organizing rank and file to march under their own

banner lor immediate and total withdrawal).

The interpretation of any strike by -outsiders is

directh related to the organization and activities ot

the strikers. The UMass SMC steering committee

apparently has more faith in the maturing and com

cern ol I Mass students as regards the tragic deaths ol

six students, than does Mr. Mitchell.

Mi Mitchells selective perception ol rock throwers

;i „d sp.ay painters as characterizinglairt^"^
,plto ;m/ es the very narrow mindedness heJf»»J?
other The tremendous amount ol haid wort

sustained bv a considerably greater number oi serious

people throughout Ma> seems to have escaped his

l.otK, These include the Leaflet Community on the

Stay Healthy

"'VM^.tApriMaletlertotheeditorbyMr

«to%lah^
What Vou Bat bv Gilbert Salk in the Match 3 toiue

,, the MIX" I would like to correct the correction o.

\!
l

ranlu, State the organic 'arming is

economical!, unfeasablc and ^\^""" ulU"

U(U1 ,d not return enough minerals t^ In so.

|| organic fertilizing IS economically ui le.•** '

J

*

onl, because ol the present economic s
,
uit. i ih. h

. .fu, . lood Hem more lor its cost than loi

.urtona a I health.nl value Organic farmers get

I;;:;;!,.,, their lood which covers UK* extra effort to

r^J^n^^tm more o, the needed

mm'^.o"ne sod than d.K,chem,caHer. .U«ng

ThL h,s been proven m experiments at SDA ex-

H^mlent sia^ns at Beltaville Marylandland

elsewhere Chemical fertilisers supply N. P. and K

y ,e basic plan, nutrients Organic ler.il,/e,s

IN P and K m addition to many other organic

nialenals and minerals wh.ch are needed hv the

Pl

siudg.- h'avos garbage, paper and other organic

« Sand things that the ct.es are up to their knees

n v v.ld bTsubstituted for chemical fertUteers

IX
1 l

th;ul poHuttag „ur land and water Many

communities have already begun this.

V laded to mention chem.cal mseclicdes and

„,r ,!leswh,charealso..sed.oprociuce«lH.
<

cuud^

ind amount ol rood that we have today Organic

iTnn'rs have substitutes lor these wh.eh work with

nature rather than against it

Vou should read some ol the books suggested by Mr

s,k We have many technological adva^es that

Uu're is no reason why we should should not stay

healthy to enjoy them
KuSs Anderson

Be Enlightened
'

'F^vonewho ,s here at the University is thinking of

uett ine aJob at some time in the future. How do you go

^b ut ^ettmg one? The Placement Office on campus

is herc^lor this express purpose-to help you find a job.

Wha are its pohc.es> How do they go about looking

lor positions for students^ What can be done to get

^f^ttonTbnly the will ^^SmSSium-
enlightened II vou qualify, please call Jam! at .>•»>

«"'.
or leave a note in Senator Pearlman s mail box in

the Student Senate O.f.ce. Thank P^^^^
Student Senate Services torn.

Cambodia Invasion, and Education workshops on all

aspects of the war. At the height of the strike. 53

workshops were held in one day and all were well

attended.) ., ,M .

II the strike is voted upon favorably, we will ask

more of the Five College area students than that they

-mve up a couple of classes that they might have cut

anyway." as suggested by Mr. Mitchell. We hope to

engage participants in more meaningful activities

such as organized informational workshops and

memorial services.

•But when freedom is denied in the very name ot

freedom
' Mr Mitchell' The freedom of the students

at Kent State, perhaps.' At Jackson State 9
I he

freedom of the people of Southeast Asia"?

To sit back idlv and permit a small group to use the

University as a setting for their own brand ol justice.

Mr Mitchell" To sit back idly while the U.S. Marine

Corps recruits on this campus'.' To sit back idly while

the U S government in the name ol the American

people, sends more than 3 million men. over a period

ol ten years, to impose its own brand ot justice on the

people ol S.E. Asia.

Perhaps our internal tranquility needs to DC

disturbed in the light ol the tact that a war which has

resulted in the deaths of over a million men. women.

and children even now rapes on.

Tom Monarty

In a poll released yesterday by

the Boston Globe, it was
discovered that (57% of the

polling sample in Massachusetts

disapproved of the court-martial

of Lt William L. Calley. Fur-

ther. 48 (

V, felt that generals

should be brought to trial and

78% thought that the life sen-

tence given Calley was too

harsh. President Nixon may not

listen to people, but he sure does

pay attention to those polls
*****

Mayor Richard J. Daley of

Chicago claims that being

mayor pays him only $:i4,000.92 a

year Daley made the statement

m response to a charge made by

Republican candidate Richard

Friedman last January. It

seems like thai measly amount

would hardly be enough to cover

the property tax he must have to

pav 00 Chicago
*****

Dr Harry Breitman, a

physician In Philadelphia

became the lirst Pennsylvania

doctor to be sentenced to jail for

Medicare fraud. However, when

200 of his patients complained

that he was the only doctor m the

neighborhood who made house

calls, the judge I reed him
J»

weekdays. In other words,

people don't mind il they get

cheated as long as they can have

it done at home

Participating Citizens

titizens" among those of us who live here
( ^^

Reserve A Room Two Unbelievable Years

|o the I ditor: .

lhe March 29th issue ol the Haily Collegian punted

, letter from a resident ol a coed dorm complaining

that certain aspects of her dorm life had d. ted

presumedly because males were now part ol the

environment. We do not dispute her argument, not her

right to air her complaints We wish only to clarify two

matters First ol all. the writer was speaking only o

her particular dorm Since she tailed to mention what

dorm she is a resident of, we fed it necessary to aaj

that she does not live in Wheeler House Secondly, we

Wish to point out that lor us here - coed living has

been a positive experience, one which has enhanced

our chances ol obtaining an education here at the

I mversitv an education in the broadest sense » oed

living here has not lieeu without its problems to In-

sure but there will alwavs he some problems in new

situations These do not. however, detract Irom the

fad that we leel that integration ol the sexes has

Ktded a new and vital dimension to dorm living

helping to make an unnatural living situation more

liveable and humane Normal day to day interaction

is helping to create an atmosphere where men and

woim£ can a, least bruin to look at .each out and

deal with each other as people Those who lived m the

dorm in the years preceding the current arrangement

ire willing to testuv to its radical improvement

Finally we cannot possibly adequately outline in

this letter what we.neanby a positive experience m

dorm hvmg But, since we are graduating about a

third ol the residents this June, we encourage you to

come over 10 Wheeler look around, talk to the

residents and get a leel tor the place Then U you re

convinced reserve a room lor ne\1 yea.

S3 Residents «4 Wheeler

,1',";
. c handed rebounds 1 i lhegre.te.1 >"•''""

"«?! ^eStttMSSre :;L, Ervin, nigh. d. nn. I £
nert sSSTwH should »' I— '»' «>«• ""' ''""" ;

:nd w^hh.m Play .
orwecan,o,oa New V ork Net games amtn he pi,

in \ew York But H will just not be the a roe.

Thank vou. ..ul.us Ervtog. to. IWO unbehevablc ve., ^ ^^^
No Small Thing

teresting similarities between the trialof U w ,11
.

Crimes Trial al Nuremburg. ailed to .
u « ina

^nM,rican

which is' a" 'ne just, h-.i •
-

.

>u "• ^ „ ,,„,
System makes me conscious and ' "" K

.,„.,„, s>stem«
,han. n some o. the oilier counln- *..,cha el ^'

,,„„,„, in M , 1|M .

, refer, oi course, to the tod that ttos mal howi ver umm J
was conducted by our government ra^n

l^Xmng
,aSe. imposed upon .. And that. I betowe, is no onall thing^

•\,„| Beakle^ Il Makei I - look like Han,.. F«*f

Ringing Out

To the Kditor: . ... ^ *

With Passover the ancient Jewish holiday that

commemorates the deliverance of the j ewish peopto

out of the bonds of Egyptian slavery into he and .1

isr-iel-beainning Friday April 9. it is instructive to

w theTesu "gence li a'modern Jewish nationa

awakening that .s now tak.ng place m the Sov.et

U
The Soviet Jews are an oppressed peep* jMg!'"

totalitarian bondage The case of 33-year old Boris

Kochub vevskv from K.ev. in the Ukra.ne provides an

example Kochubiyevsky publicly supported Israel

during me Six-Dav-War of June. ItfT In September

SS he pubhclv asserted that Bab. Vardhe ravine

outside Kiev where the Nazis slaughtered scores of

itilands ol Jews ,n HM, was a tragedy for u-Jewish

neoole In November. 1%» he wrote a letter to me

Sm?et leadership, stating that it was imposaibte for

h n to live as a Jew in the USSR since there are .
>

Jewish educational, cultural or communal

stitutions and that he consequently wanted to

g. te'to Israel Kochubiyevsky was arrested one

Slater and subsequently was tried and sentenced

Q ihree years ot forced labor in Siberia lor anf>

Sovie, slander The K.Khubiyev sky case ,s only one

'"rhosr who believe that history repeats itsell need

U„ k lur her than the Soviet Union where today, as

n Eg vpt live thousand years ago. freedom lovmg men

and wtSnen are throwing off their schackles as the cry

Let my people go" rings out^aft>|dman
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^^s^sss^sTSSixssrsxss^
in Bowker Xiiililonum. Bar-Ulan »m prm.i

The Best, Bar-None
David Har Ulan, the noted Israeli-born pianist

will perform two totals at the Jjjjlfj
Massachusetts under the auspices of the Fine Arte

Council Mr Bar-IUan repkcee the £«£"»
Byron Jams for thete linnl eventi of the tfIO-71

Celebrit) Seriei . .. ...

,.,„• his program on Tueada) evening, AprUjBth,

Mr Bar Ulan has programmed works by I adre

sou, Paul Ben-Haim; Schubert, Beethoven and

Us* un Wednesday, April 7th. Mr Bar Ulan,wUJ

perform works hj Ramcntt. Beethoven. Men

detaohn, Chopin and Liszt-J*""**"*
^heduled for Bowker Auditorium at » «h) p.m.

Koserved tickets are ava.lable by contacting he

I, versitvs Fine Arts found. 125 Herter Hall.

I luhoe VLVo> ( »2 Remaining tickets will be

Ivatobteat Buu ker Aud.mr.um Box off.ee one hour

nnnr to each concert. , . ,,
1

iV'ivu Bar Ulan has appeared as solo.st with

v.Sua v every major orchestra in this country and

abroad and Considering one of the most exciting

keyboard artists before the public today.

Air Cleared
About Alley

American Dance The**Jg'^^Sb^ta^Sction with the

The flyers and posters ^ich were distrnmeai
Ngw

Ailev v.s.t were supplied by Columbia Artists Manag men

York and were prepared. I am sure. «^n««leMd e>t 1

i

J

personally While the illustration on both,p eces d d IUki ^
members of the Company it hva ^^.uSitefoui^inlW
stressed the mter-racial quality^ff^LfSSSa choreography.
The illustration used is that of Mr. Adey s most am

bers of his

•Revelations" and the decision to photograp*» th«* _memj

Company. 1 am sure, was solely ygjMJJ^rjW^J an Honest

Mr Padgett felt that we advertised th« cnga.».mint in a

SES5SSKS^^S - Erected to

^V.th.'eference to Mr. Padgetts -Unsm that this

ffig*^,
ructed with the Dick Gregory aPPf*"^ ^Tmatte?<rf record. 1 have

I mU8l say that I quite agree with tarn
;

AjamaWter on^TJ^ t0

u,,tten the several people involved ^^^^%SStS^ at the

,ee whether a central 2*^ *f£ f^nnusf^rpr^nUhisisnot
University which governed•»"

f̂^â £T™t waste of

„ all groupsE»,2aSj*K5&—TSSSSSt
Alley wigaKement and (he Oregor> «*»*™

^ , The Kine Arls

H fn.snu.med the~*"«^«^^
ltSSXl3ulU1i office

seessfc&uff.ssrs hCTew«»- .... ~»
conflicta can be avoided in the future.

sincerely,

Terry C. Schwarz
Manager

Kine Arts Council

Poets, Potters, Prizewinners

Hiehlight Festival of Arts
^-'

. ,,,, o u rhsrussion on i

Hs PATSUPRENANT
Ml M" Stall

The 1171 Martin Luther King. Jr.

Memorial Lecture Serine will open

Its festival ol the arts on Monday

*ith Harry Hall Hall, a potter o

the Oriental method, wUl lecture at

K <M»p m in SBA 120OB pottery as a

mS of life with Ids art as the

center Oi his philosophies Hall will

also give a demonstration from

1 00 to 4 <hi p m on the concourse

level Of the Campus (enter

Uso sharing opening day honors

will be Mark Van Doren Van

Doren one of the beat known

\mcr.can poets of the Twentieth

( entun and winner of the Puhtizer

prize for poetr) in Thompson H>4 at

BOO p ni A coffee hour with the

distinguished professor from

Columbia University will follow

the lecture in the Colonial Lounge.

Paul Ssep, editorial cartoonist

for the Boston Globe, will also be

here on Monday along with >

display ol his works He will be on

hand to talk to anyone interested at

Memorial Hall Imm 2:00 p.m. to

, uop m ,andatg:00p.m, A coffti

hour will follow.

one of Tuesday's speakers win

be Leo Marx professor of English

at Amherst College and author

Machine in the Garden, one of the

most i umpn hensivo studies of

CUMMINGTON
COMMUNITY
OF THE ARTS 1

in Cummington. Mass., is a

small summer community

of individuals pursuing crea-

tive work. For brochure and

application write:

Mr. Christopher Horton

71 Lovely Street _

Unionville. Conn OGOBj

1
203-673-501 I

pastoriahsm in American

literature Discussion on the

question Of revolutionary

pastoriahsm will be held at Herter

J27 at 8 00 p.m.

David Silver, Artist-in-

Kestdence at Brandeis University

and creator-host of WGBH-TVs
What s Happening Mr Silver"'

will also appear on Tuesday at the

Campus Center Auditorium at 8:00

p.m ,

Wednesday's series ot

distinguished lecturers will begin

with Dr. Stanley Knppner from the

Maimonides Medical Center with

the Dream Clinic to lecture on the

effects of the psychedelic ex-

perience in art and music He can

he heard in the Campus Center

Auditorium at 1:00 p.m.

Stan Van Der Beek will be the

other guest lecturer on Wed-

nesday. Van Der Beek. a leading

underground filmmaker and

professor at MIT. will have a

media rap-around highlighted by

1,1ms in the Campus Center

Auditorium at 0:30 p.m.

Ed Hincus. well known film-

maker and professor at MIT will

[Europe-
| All in One Book!
SOFA publishes the only sludenl

Iravel book hsImgEuropeanStuden
Charter Flights, car plans, student

trains tours, hotels, restaurants

Addresses, discounts. * more

(Over 200 pages)

Dear SOFA, Please send

The Official Sludenl Travel Guide

to Europe (* beyond!).

I enclose $2 SO

Free information on individual

student travel

Nan I

give a discussion on the production

of filmmaking along with the

showing of 'One Strip Away

"Panola ". and -Portrait of a

McCarthy Supporter on Thursday

in Thompson KM at 8 (Ml p.m

The lecture series will end on

Kridav with a performance

recitation of 'The ccologues of

Virgil by David Slavitt (Henry

Sutton i novelist, critic, and poet.

He wrote The Voyeur, and The

Exhibitionist He can be found in

the Campus Center Cafeteria at

I (Ml

I., am Miller permanen

residence of Dublin. Ireland will

lecture on • "20th Century Irish

1 iterature'* in Memorial Hall

Auditorium at 8:00 p.m on Friday

All guests will be available

during the day to visit with in-

terested classes

DO YOU REMEMBER??

Saint Patrick's Day?
Open Houses?
Happy Hours?

DO YOU WANT TO BE A PART OF?

Mass Grass
Pledge Formal

Greek Week
Exchanges
Discotheques
Banquets

And A Unique Style of Life Called Brotherhood

THETA CHI
OPEN SMOKER

INFORMAL
8 9:30

MONDAY (April 5th) - WEDNESDAY (April 7th)

496 N. Pleasant St. — Neat to Newman Center

:h _ State 1<Q

Mail to SOFA. European Student

Travel Center 1560 Broadway. New

VoX NV 10036 (212 586-2060, 39

tours to Eastern Europe, slu-

To^THBiTht ^rAVenCe
New"or*" NY 10036 .212 76S-7422,

Senior

|

|CitixenJi$^nt$

Placement O ~i a i

To Jobless Seniors
rhe Placemen lu '

following notes Lo stude

.seniors still looking iur ><

should take note the

Vlanagement Inten exi rial

l0 be given May 1. IW1. i\

plication.-., are available in u

Placement Office and are due

\pnl 12. Those interested Bhoul

lake action now

\ degree from a tour year school

istheonl) requirement, along with

Paris Program
Meeting

Scheduled
A meeting tor all students in-

terested in the Paris program will

be held Wednesday April 7th at 7

1>M in the third tloor lounge in

Herter Hall.

Professor Brian Thompson, next

year's director of the program, will

discuss and answer questions

\ total of thirty students from

the Amherst and Boston campuse>

will be accepted in the program, to

live with a family in Paris.

The students will take half ol

their courses at the Sorbonne and

other French schools, and the other

half with two UMass faculty

members.
N.m-majors may take part in the

program. The only prerequisity

suggested is a "decent knowledge

of spoken French" according to

Dr Fredrick Busi, this years

director of the Paris program.

The Paris Program is co-ed.

Cost for the program is not more

than the average school year at

IMass here

Dr Busi encouraged students to

apply . He said 'you only risk

gaining the beneiit ol travel ex-

rience."

pecia) intei • i

i areers in Business II contain

information on applying to a

business position as well as or

Business Action ior Peace, an

organizatioi i
concerned

businessmen formed as a result o!

last year's strike.

Business Today, is a magazine

written i>> students for students

This spring's issue includes an

interview wit! Attorney General

John Mitchell.

For people interested in the

priesthood, a day of introduction

will be held at St. .John's Seminary

in Brighton, ^pril 22 and 23. Thos

attend can gel an idea of wnai

theological school is like.

illege Placement Annuals are

now available in the Placemen!

t mice for those seniors registered.

It is the official occupational

directory of the Regional

Placement Association, providing

information on the positions

customarily offered to college

graduates by principal employers
~

.seniors can still register to nave

the Placement Office help then:

find a job

10/ j Toti
Torn • ip.m IfVM \

program will be concerned v l
i

the problems oi the American consumer struggling to survive ii

inflated economy

Mo Ken Mosakowskis special guest for tonighi jlive.WH >"

[orun will be Miss Sharon King ol the Consumer Prota urn Dt>

the o (ice oi the ilassachus -
ornej General.

Tonics expected to be covered in tonights discussion include

adver .sing the "truth in-p:ickuBing" la* .
the rise ot ioom co-oper- . ...

•

and the legal recourses ava.uU.le to consumers who fee) they bai

shortchanged or swindledshortchanged or swuidiea __ »

LawBooks CourseDevelopa.11 -11.. I .. . .1... ...T.'i. IlllV I

/

Comely Speaks

At Smith Tom.

rhe law statt ot the School of

Business Administration will offer

a short course on legal materials

and their use beginning on April 7

at the Goodell l.ibran. The courw

will meet weekly in Wednesday

evenings lor four successive

weeks
While the course is intended

primarily for reference libr

there will be some additiona »>i

available for Ihose desii

working knowlede ol tl, e

collection and its use

Those interested should cootac

Mary Jo Lynch ol the Ubrar
04(i7

Dr. Paul B. Comely, professor of

preventive medicine and chair-

man of the department of com

munitv health practice at the

Howard I'niversity college of

medicine will speak tomorrow

night at Smith College on

Population. Pollution. Poverty,

and Politics m Public Health
."

In the talk, which will be held at 8

p m. in Wright Hall. Dr Comely

will discuss the nature ot the

present health crises facing

Americans, and the need for

greater emphasis on education,

housing. environment, and

prevention to combat them.

A member of the President s

i omnnssion on Population Growth

and the American Future. Dr

Comely is chairman of the

executive board of the American

Public Health Association, of

which he is immediate past

president

Born in the French West Indies

in IMS, he received his bachelor ol

arts in 1928. his M D. degree three

years later, and his doctorate in

public health in 1W4. all from the

University of Michigan. He joined

the Howard University ad

ministration as director of the

university health service in 1937.

In 1947 he became medical

director of the Freedman's

Hospital in Washington. DC He

also filled a joint University-

Hospital appointment as chief of

the division of physical medicine

and rehabilitation and served as

director of the Howard center for

youth and community tudies, and

acting project director of the

Comprehensive Neighborhood

Health Center for the upper Car

doza area.

Greeks Raise Money
For Dystrophy

. . _i: ...i,;

A Shamrocks ior Dystrophy'"

Tag Day held on March 10th and

Uth at the University of

Massachusetts has resulted in I

contribution of $J,0M to the

Western Massachusetts Chapter ol

the Muscular Dystrophy

Associations of America. Inc

The event was sponsored by

Sigma Phi Fdsilon Fi aternit> with

supporting help lrom three

sororities. Sigma Kappa. Alpha

Chi omega and Kappa Alpha

Theta
Charles Kobinson. Chairman ol

the drive, said We wish to thank

the students and laculty for then

generosity and the three sororities

who worked hard to make this

Shamrock lag Day an over-

whelming mccesa
Muscular Dystroph> is a muscle

destroying disease which d jbl<

its victims, so weakening then

that a common cold can kill 1

addition to supporting research

the Western llassachu&ett

Chapter also maintains an e\

tensive patient service program

and sponsors a summer camp

Amherst

Auto School
|34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

FOR INFORMATION!

Sickle Cell
Drive Started

TteK „,,y bt 1 Mudm l« your dm* rhemn ctaw* dMM
-ukle cell anemia ,, ..vnenence^
Such a p- ten thin and small loi hteag xpu 'u

^

SBB
5 ; iut . „, i,K . (lls, :is, . period. 01 acthfo. ^\ par-ma. overconcern

and over protection. ,, .in „ M1 ... sin ..., httie

eliminate this disease, send contributions to Dr Bromery 1 otlu

Whitmore Admmistrati-m Building

l»ariS Helsinki Moscow Monaco Brussels Belgrade Geneva Oslo

I EUROPE FROM $195 f

8
KOI ND TKir AIRKAKK

1 tm to —
k- u^ from i »-t 1° ^
W H» Halm ««•!>•> Xirllnr l«l"» =
m *• ,l0,,,, - * a/* i/4 4 $m *'»5 w" 601 Boston-London-Boston 6/4 - 7/4 4 . |

I 595 BosU>n.Frankfur«.Bost<>n 6/11 • 8/10 9
J» ^

§ Ui Boston LondonBoston 6/11 •

JJ»
ij

?
t m Booton-London-Bosson Jg ;

igj *
gj m 5

> 513 N.Y.-London-N.\. 6/29 s/w

> AUiO AVAILABLE: international Student 111 |

I Tilr' ^Gigantic T x 6' Waterbeds - $39.90 .

1^^^ I
five-year W*£<

H opEN ONLY TO - <
±

-, CoHeKe"t«deV?ts: Faculty. Staff and Family. £

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian %

"
at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.

fi

S I litrhls admininlfrnl b) : Murlen«» lntcpna(lnn»l
"^

1 \riirrl.«n Wudfiit Travel Ah»im- Ar,M,r> M lrhlRH>i ^M «1 Ma« AW., ll«x«on. WmU £
KMt-SMl %m

| AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL ASSOC. %

P "7 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. «.„»„,kmi<! s»

1 Please send me information on: Europe... Uaterbeds. .. |
1 I" Name ^

| Address |
• sip 3

Z^iSmirimmmlimmmm s»'"»"« T"*"' z"ri,:h

ATTENTION

JUNIORS AND SENIORS

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
SENIORS . PRE GRADUATION DELIVERY

RING DAYS
TUESDAY &> WEDNESDAY

APRIL 6 6-7
JOSTEN'S FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES

WILL ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR ORDER

SEE THESE ATTRACTIVE RINGS ON DISPLAY

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER
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"Festival Of The Arts"

Lectures Begin Today
This year's Martin Luther King

Memorial Lecture series at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst will be 'Festival of the

Arts: New England." beginning

today
The 10 lectures and lecture-

demonstrations will be given today

through Friday. April 9. by poet

Mark Van Doren, TV personality

David Silver, cartoonist Paul Szep.

authors Leo Marx and Henry

Sutton, film-makers Stan Van

DerBeek and Ed Pincus. dramatist

Liam Miller. Dr. Stanley Krippner

and potter Harry Holl.

All are open to the public without

charge. Coffee hours will be held

after the lectures and the visiting

artists will be available to visit

with interested classes. The Martin

Luther King series pays tribute to

Dr King on the anniversary month

of his death, and is sponsored by

the Distinguished Visitors

Program and the senior class.

Harry Holl is a potter of tne
,

oriental method who lives and

works on Cape Cod. Mark Van

Doren is a Pulitzer Prize winner

and one of the best known poets of

the 2()th Century. Paul Szep is

editorial cartoonist for the Boston

Globe Leo Marx is a professor of

English at Amherst College and

author of "The Machine in the

Garden." David Silver is artist in

residence at Brandeis University

and host for the WGBH-TV show

What's Happening Mr Silver9

Dr Stanley Krippner is at the

Maimonides Medical Center and

has worked with Room to Move,

the U Mass drug drop-in center

Stan Van Der Beek and Ed Pincus

are film makers and faculty

members at Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. Henry

Sutton is the pen name of David

Slavitt, novelist, critic and poet

Liam Miller is active in the Irish

theatre

A complete schedule for the

series follows:

Monday. April 5- Harry Holl

"Pottery and a Way of Life,

Demonstration: Campus Center

Concourse 14 p.m.; Lecture-SBA

12(1. a p.m. Mark Van Doren -

Lecture-Thompson 104. 8 p.m.

Heading and Commentary of His

Own Poetry" Coffee Colonial

Lounge, Student Union. Paul Szep -

exhibit and discussion - Memorial

Hall 8 p.m.. Coffee-Memorial Hall.

Tuesday. April 6 - Leo Marx

•Kevolutionary Pastoralism-a

Literary Question 9 ", Herter 227. 8

p m Coffee - Memorial Hall

Lounge. David Silver. Campus

Center Auditorium - "How Long

Ago Was 1984?". Coffee-Colonial

Lounge.

Wednesday, April 7 -- Stanley

Krippner "Effects of Psychedelic

Experience in Art and Music,"

Campus Center Auditorium, 6 p.m.

Coffee Dukes Room. Student

Union. Stan Van Der Beek -

Media Hap-Around'' Campus

Center Auditorium, 8 p.m. ;
Coffee -

10th floor Campus Center.

Thursday, April 8 - Ed Pincus on

film production with a showing of

•One Step Away," "Panola" and

•Portrait of a McCarthy Sup-

porter'-Thompson 104, 8 p.m.

Coffee-Colonial Lounge, Student

Union.

Friday, April 9 - David Slavitt

i Henry Sutton) "A Performance-

Hecitation of The Eclogues of

Vergil' "-Campus Center Cafeteria

performance and coffee 8 p.m.

Liam Miller - "20th Century Irish

Theatre"-Memorial Hall

Auditorium, 8 p.m. Coffee-

Memorial Hall Auditorium.

Mayday Movement
Support Urged

™ a i.... Arn-il J Ppnnle

Student Teaching

Program Offered %£&

For the first time in the history of

the movement, national third

world organizations are joining

with the antiwar movement in

conducting the spring offensive for

peace and justice.

The National Welfare Rights

Organization headed by Dr.

George Wiley, and the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference

directed by Dr. Ralph Abernathy,

are bringing their constituencies

into this spring's activities

April 14: TRIBITK IN ACTION

TO MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR.

Suport for SCLC-NWRO call for

action on the theme: "Freedom

from hunger, war and repression.

Focus on SCLC-NWRO demon-

stration on Wall Street. Nationwide

local activities such as: Hunger

marches to dramatize hunger for

jobs, housing and peace; Fasts;

Teach-ins and other special

programs in schools on April 2;

Tax Protest and Resistance ac-

tivities on a community level

relating to reordering priorities;

Rallies on April 3; Religious

Tributes to Martin Luther King on

Grad. Art
Showings

A summer program for student

teaching will start in Greenfield.

Mass on June 9th, and end July

:50th, 1971 Practice teaching will

begin July 28th and last five weeks

until Julv :U)th.

Criteria for selection will give

preference to seniors graduating in

January 1972 and then to each class

after the senior class.

Methods will NOT be offered in

this summer teaching program.

Applications are available in

Koom 100. School of Education,

and must be returned to that office

no later than April 8. A maximum
of 22 students will be accepted into

the program.

Interested students should

contact Jerry Freiberg m Room

100 or call 545-1533 if there are any

questions.

Correction
The Student Government Affairs

Committee of the Student Senate

will hold a public hearing on a

permanent structure for a Concert

Commission to replace the Interim

Planning Committee The hearing

will be tonight at 7:90 in Room 804

of the Campus Center

The graduate art program at

UMass will begin its master of fine

arts thesis showings this week in

the Herter Hall Art Gallery.

Masters candidates will exhibit

paintings and printmakings during

the month of April, in the gallery

from 10 am to 5 p.m Monday

through Friday

Exhibitors include John Jeffcott

of Northampton, April 3 to 10; John

Wallace of Euclid. Ohio. April 10-

27; Henrv Pelletier of Weston.

April 17 "to 24; and Elizabeth

Strasser of Croton Hudson. New

York. April 24 to May 1.

The public is invited without

charge

MDC CLASSIFIED

Sunday April 4. People will be

urged to live on Welfare lood

budget the week of March 28 to

April 3 Local WHO'S will sponsor

welfare dinners April 4. (Money

collected from Hunger Marches,

Fasts, and Rallies will be sent to

National Welfare R'ShJ, 8

Organization, 1419 H. St. N.W..

Washington, DC. 20005).

April 5-9 NEW YORK CITY.

SCLC AND PEOPLE'S
COALITION. £trrv

April M NEW YORK C1T\

.

Sill AND PEOPLES
COALITION. Demonstrations,

including militant non-violent civil

disobedience at Wall Street to

dramatize demands of America s

poor.

Howdoyou
rateasan

independent

thinker?
Answer Yet or Mo.

1. All your friends have decided to

wear short shorts. You ready don't

like the look. Do you follow the

gang?
Yes D No D

2. You've just met a marvelous,

interesting guy who's shorter than

you. Would you be embarrassed

to go out with him?

Yes n NoD

3. You've been invited to dinner

again by a group of nice but

uninteresting people. Do you feel

obliged to accept?

Yes D No D

4. All the charts say you're 10

pounds overweight. You feel fine

and your clothes look well. Do

you diet anyway?

FOR SALE

Pioneer, Tea*. Garrard, PE. Axte,

.

Fisher. TDK, caaeeite aud oiien rwi

taa*. Standard radio. Utah oaeakero

IP*. S tracks and other neceaatUea.

Sea Amherat Audio. JL
~

Coed tun — Jacket., capes and

ot.lea for sprin«. New shipments of

rosin, same raccoon. AU sUes. »>•»

•„d op. CaU 2SS-tt995. ^Llg
~~Susukl AWOcc 2073 ml. breaks In

at 1000 ml . $300 fl«t. tome •*•/•'

iourself. 6-W79- li±?—
Wv> alt RrsliMlc Amplifier, eaeri-

Irnt condition. Call Pete at M*MT

—10 hp VW enitlne rebuilt, $180 with

trade. Al«o other VW entines arid

.hassls, Call M«-4«W CTcntnta. tM-1

l!Mrt IID riprint. WOO or best •»*>/•

%m+m. tM~5

~l«mni Bole* movie camera In esc.

,,„„,.. | lrn*e« on turret .
Slmrr

frames and much more, tall »"•*»-

:<HO0 Anklnc $225. U±?
"

Sony TC125 Cassette Tape ^-ck.

like new. Asking «60. Call *****
anytime t,4'B

I hdrm. apt. for rent May 1. Op-

tion to pick up lease Pool, air cond..

dishwasher. Call MJMK39 after «

p.m. tf4'30

Slimmer sublet — option — 4-5

bedroom. Main St , near Amherst

Mr Available June 1 Call ***-*"*!

4 rm. Apt.: 2 bedrooms kltch.

II v mi. Can hold 4 people. $140 /mo.

min. utilities. June 1 - Auk. 31. Call

Karh 54B-1I1I 5 - 7 p.m.

HELP WANTED
~~ Male subjects wanted — P,y;',

,0«2'

sir rjperlmrnt. Average pay *- "°
5

K....m lli Itartlett

ATTENTION

Need a plate to nta> for the sum-
mer I must sub-lease a 1-bedroom
apt startin* In mid-June. Contact

Everett Jameson. 3lfi Puffton, tfl-0

5 bedroom apt.. Squire Vlllare,

Sunderland Dishwasher, pool, etc.

Best offer with option for fall. Call

iKiS-3572. tf,-fi

3 hdrm apt , June - Auunst. Cen-
ter ef Amherst. Will discuss rent

Call 516-110!) after 5. tf4-l»

- \r\RTMKVT lUNTKKS: irrf

»ks livlmr In Mt. Ban««>, lasts

„eel.s in May. If Ton "•"J g •»>

, „„ancy from June 1^*11 electric

,lr conditioning. 253-.W57. tf4-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
Male or female, own ream in 2

bears.... •!»« *» T"I" £?r*
now « all K-933B. ask for »*rc

tf4_4
' F KiMmTiiate wanted be« June 1.

\pt within walkins dlst. of Campus.

Pool, air cond.. furn. apt. Call
I

5I>

i;-.':>3 after 6 p jMj 5EE.
" KoVminaie wanted — male W0 mo.

Ha rtley 5*4-7718. _tfl-5

Roommates wanted. M, F. or both,

besinninic June 1. Very cheap, com-

lortahle apartment In Northampton

(all .Wl-tilVi Keep tryinit

CAMPERS FOR SALE SUMMER SUBLET
nr~Tord Camper fully "PlM"*'

„eeds some work: VW trailer hitch

atii l<x;R VW Bur runs perfect, t>oii>

2 hdrm. apt. between town anil

.ampns Partly furnished Friendly

neighborhood Rent tliiO. negotiable

(all li-74!»5. w-71117. 6-74H. tf4-5

BOOKS
TRAVEL

FOR SALE— AUTOS

FOR RENT
PERFECT FOR SCM3IEH »CMUt.L

_ rum. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

%u«. No lease req. Near Campus
Pool and air cond. Married couple

at Kirls preferred. Call M"»16
t
*{^

Apt. for rent — June - Auk Op-

tion to keep apt. In fall One bio. k

truin campus in private hjimv Jit. •

KM . all utilities tncl. Call **-*£*;

One bedroom apt , In Puffton.

\tail. June 1st. Option on h-a**"

(all 540-etOt. - tz

TO SUBLET
~1 Hdrm. Apt. at CUffside Includes

all utilities, swimmin* pool, tennis

courts, ayall. June 1 to at least

Aub. 31. CaU 663-2842 after 4 p m.

-
1 bdrm , CUffslde Apt... Jane -

\ub , *ery reasonable. CaU •» -
:'8

,

,»

g - 9 P.m. U*±
—Summer sublet with option, very

larne I bedroom townhouse at moun-

tain rante. Everything brand new

this year Evenings 253-9396 tf4-9

—Hummer sublet w /option to renew

lease In fall — 2 bedroom apt., l

ii.rie from campus. Call M3-M47.

Available June 1. 2 bodrm .
apt .

(juabbln Vlllace, Belchertown W ail-

to wall carprt. air cond. $150 /mo.

( all 323-7614 aft. 5 tf4-9—
To KU b|et — 2 bedroom apt., June

1 to Aueust 31 with option to renew

n Hf|.t . fumishe,:. W.ll MtH^
rent, (all EU WW "-»

Porsche 1963 S-90, sunroof, re*
e«c cond 546-9107. "*'*

Must sell 68 Cortina, ex. merh.

.ond . over 25 ml nal . only 15,«4»

ml , automatic trans., disc hrakes_

Best offer. Call 546-9728 tf4-7

1965 Chev Impala Conv , It. blue,

very Bood cond , radio, heater, snow
tires, etc. $850 or best offer, fall

Mike 546-7883, 2005 Kenn. tf4-7

1«)70 BMW 750 mtrcy, 9000 miles,

SHOO Accessories, black, perfect

bike owned /maintained by factory

f mined mechanic Sale forced by

owners old age. Call 549-3479 any-

time "*-«

<* Oalaxie, eteel. cond , yellow

black Interior, stereo.. 546-6320.

I!H15 VW In excellent condition with

sunroof, new motor and trans Ask-

lue J700 Call Kent at 546-9471. 519-

mm or aft. 5:30 253-3372, 60,000 ml
tf4-15

V.m Hat ~850 Spyder, Bood eand

*>.M1 or best offer. Call 649-6239
>

af

-

ter 6 p.m. tf4'16

VW '68 Bub. new enslne last Jone,

I'.OtK) miles. K*cel. cond. Radio, new
tires. 81295 Call Steve 1-781-5250

lay s. 1-783-5972 nights. tf4-»

I9ti5 VolkswaBen, sunroof. Call

I -ii>:t-5'?79 evenings. tt*-9

«3 Falcoln Sedan, 20 mpB, Bood on

oil. rood body, radio, heater, stand-

ard transmission, 8125.00. Call Tom
u;7-7«93 anytime (C.ranby) ttjW
_

irH!7 Flat 850 Coupe, e*cl. f«>nd -'

s'.MI , leaving the country. Osl*
IIHH after 7 p.m. % '*'9

|0»i7 MC.B Roadster. Abarth ex-

l.a.ist, radial tires. AsklnB 1250. 253

11 -7
4~5

l!Mi6 Olds 442 ConT , good cond^

.

new tires, clutch, etc. Call 6-9771 af-

ter 11 p.m. ,,4"fl

r- , ^«,

8"9"!il
,

5

,

^2:23 27 29 30

—H> buy used books and records

— Whltelight Books (in the Alley)

No texts!

WANTED

RIDE WANTED
-

Hide wanted to Springfield Monilav

,.,„, Friday Will share expenses.

1-Vease call Llbby at 546-5476. j^

WANTED TO BUY
" Women's English Bicycle in b»«.I

ition. Please contact

ti-11«t
tfl-7

PERSONAL

Ul„,.k sincere male student near

Vmberst. Please write to white male

(temporarily in Ohio) Interested in

possible close summer relationship

Confidential, Bov 723, Amherst.

Mass. tf *-B

Children, ases 3-6, needed for psy-

.ologlral testing. Call 542-2549, be-

tween 0:30-4:30 weekdays. Payment

|| 50 one hour. <f4-5

( liffside Apt. wanted immed or

ns soon as possible Call 516-981!)

tf4-8

Pltotographer doing story for Sev-

enteen magazine wants undergraduate
girls with very groovy rooms to pho-

toeraph Call Pan 2.-i3-399jt. tf 1.-7

82 for females for one hour psych

expt testing physiological reactivity

and loudness perception. Sign up 7."i

Unrt Tod or Tom. 4-8 4-13

ROOM FOR RENT
Anyone willing to try turning Con-

gressman Paul McCloskey of Califor-

nia Into a president. Call M***^
—
PeaTe

-
Symbol Olow BurW Fit

standard socket Two for MM post-

„„i,| Satisfaction **£-**** J^J
}en,po-kits. 1 •! Bishop Terrace. Strat-

ford. N I 8084. «* 7

—Hot Toddies are making it this

semester. P E. ,*n

NOW — 3 miles from campus, own
room, nice farmhouse, share with 3

guys. 850 plus util. Available imme-
diately. Call Louie 519-1703. tfl-6

SERVICES

JOBS
—\ifn of all trades to NORTH
smIpE. ALASKA around J^O/mo
Write Job Research. PH.

"°Vt 00
s.a-A, Toronto. Ont Enclose $Mt.

Yes NO n

Amherst Audio services stereo

components, tape decks for home or

<ar. 197 No. Pleasant St., 256-813:).

tf

Kipped off on service by local \ W
dealers? Bring it to an IIONF>T
mechanic. Dealer-trained in mrrhii-

nics and diagnostics . 519-1703 . tf4-9

TYPING — Thesis, Manuscripts.
Dissertations, Masters, in fact all

typing requirements ran he handled
through SANDY'S SKCRETARIXL
SERVICE, dial 584-8005.

tf-mwf 5 It

5. You appreciate all kinds of

music. Except opera Do you think

you should listen anyway becavse

it's "the thing to do"?

Yes No

If you've answered "No" to three

or more questions, you really

rate as an independent thinker.

Another example of your in-

dependent thinking: You use

Tampax tampons.

Why Tampax tampons? Be-

cause, when you compare them

all. only Tampax tampons give

you these advantages: Each

Tampax tampon comes in a

silken-smooth container-applica-

tor. Both applicator and tampon

can be flushed away. No un-

wieldy stick or plastic tube to

dispose of.

Worn internally. Tampax tam-

pons are completely comfort-

able. Can't chafe, cause odor or

irritate like bulky pads. Tampax

tampons. They make every day

of the year Independence Day.

Righf from the start . .

.

ktrfti *< o * • '
n * '"

s,ow >%Tn nt ta-it'OHS nr * -•'

rAMMX1 TAMPON* A«r MAOC ONLY *
TAMPAM INCORPORATEO. PALMKR M A •* **
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Brotherhood meeting at 7 p.m. in

Memorial Hall tonight.

BAHA'I PROCLAIMATION
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Com

monwealth Rm of the SU, Robyn
Chandler & David Young will speak

on the Baha'i Faith All are invited to

investigate the message of

BahaVllah

BHAGAVAD GITA COLLOQUIUM
Anyone interested in studying the

spiritual science of the Bhagavad
Gita and realization of this

knowledge is invited to come to

Cance House Lounge Monday at 5:30

p m call Karunanamoya for more
info. (9) 586 2324.

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting at 7 p.m. on Wed., April

7th in Norfolk SU Plans for spring;

elections, tours, trips, Bikecology

Day (May 8). Wheel over.

BRETT HOUSE
Girls Brett House is going co ed in

the Fall. Sign up before April 20 m the

Head of Res-Apt. on & first come
basis

COOLIDGE MIDDLE
Telephone answering (message)

service if you want to leave a

message to anyone in Coolidge

Middle call 5 2817 between 7 & II.

ENGLISH DEPT.UN
DERGRADUATE COUNCIL
English Majors: There will be a

meeting of EDUC on Monday, April 4

at 6:30 p m in Memorial Hall. All

majors invited

GIRLS' TRACK CLUB
Special meeting m Thoreau

Basement Study at 6 p m., Monday
Everybody come. To determine how
you run the rest of your life. New
people come too. Lynn 6 7415.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
Voting for the off icers for next year

will be held Tues. in the CCA. If you

can't be there to vote please contact

Robert Allaire 545 2418(9) for an

absentee ballot

HISTORY MAJORS
The history dept's curriculum

committee will meet tonight at 8 p.m.

in the 6th floor lounge to Herter to

discuss changes in the requirement
for undergraduate history majors.

The meeting is open to all history

majors. ATTEND!

INTEGRAL YOGA INSTITUTE
We are trying to reorganize classes

for the spring. Starting Monday night

5307 p.m. in 9th floor C.C. Please

come all those interested.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 178 of the C.C at

7.30 p.m. for allthose interested in

talking about, drugs, religion &
Baba.

ORCHARD HILL
Mirkwood April 10 8 p.m. Grayson

Lounge folk music and coffee if you

wish to play, call Mike 6 7057 or Steve

6 7122.

If you care

enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist

challenge...

It isn't easy, being a Paulist.

HnJpinp paps between young

and old. black and white,

past and future But it is a

challenge.

The Paulist mission is to

people . .
individually

and in all the societies in

which they live

... to discover Christ

wherever he is acting

... to be attuned to the needs

of the present, yet to form

a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in

finding out more about the

Paulist priestly challenge,

write to:

R«v. Donald C". Campbell, CS.P.

Vocation Director

cpaulist
, ,_

Tathetg
Room 111

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

NOTICES
PARACHUTE CLUB

First part of the ? is Tuesday, April

6, at 730 p.m. in Rm 174 of the C.C.

The people who signed up and anyone
else who's interested.

PEOPLE'S COALITION FOR
PEACE AND JUSTICE
Washington DC Imperial Capital

April 24 to May 7 come to stay.

People needed. Caravan, vehicles,

hitchhikers, medics, mechanics, food
people, creative people, meeting
place is the SU downstairs.

S.F.C
S.F.C to renew memberships call

Kristin 6 8120.

UNITED CHRISTIAN F'TION
Movie Martin Luther King, A

Profile, Montgomery to Memphis;
Amherst Regional High School,
tonight at 730 p.m.

LOST
1 Gruen watch with date & day

markers, black leather strap lost

somewhere betw. Munson & Hamp
den DC. just before Spring break.

Please contact Dick 6 5390.

A pair of black frame glasses in

Mahar aud. Monday night. If found

please call 6 7147.

Please return my chocolate brown
fringe jacket ripped off in Free U.

Thursday night or I'll freeze to death.

Call 545 7389 or just return it.

Diamond ring with gold band, at

the Pub Thursday night. Fits on

man's little finger extreme sen_

timental value. If found call 6 8623

ask for Ken.
A blue cover 4 subjects notebook

(Perma hide) lost at 6 p.m. Wed.,

March 31 on Soccer Field. Call Baba
Rm 213 Hamlin at 253 9207 or leave

message.
A brown keycase with ap

proximately 10 keys including VW
keys. Please contact Richard at 546

7604 if you find them. Thanks.
A silver colored watch lost

somewhere betw. Southwest and the

intramural fields April 1st. Call

Ralph at 6 8658 after 7 p.m.
Thursday April 1st Machmer E37

lost a white Aikido gi If found please

call Jan 5-0401.

1 Marketing 224 notebook lost in

car while thumbing from Puffton.

Important call Kathryn 549 6675.

FOUND
1 male tiger cat with two collars.

Amber color. Call 6 8966 or 6 9005.

Ring in C.C. Ladies Room.
Describe it and it's yours. Call Susan
69659.
A key to the Torrey Rm was found

in Bartlett Hall earlier this month.
Call 549 1311 8. ask for Kathy.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAR*

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's Puzzle

A Virgo woman can rise to almost

any occasion. She has a keen sense of

timing, to say nothing of drama.
Whatever the situation, the woman
born under Virgo can handle it if

under pressure. Never un

derestimate the power of a woman
especially one born under Virgo

Some famous Virgo women include

Greta Garbo, Sophia Loren and

Lauren Bacall.
* • •

ARIES (March 21 April 19): lm

pulsiveness now could be costly.

Take time to survey situation Leo

individual is right in urging caution

Be independent, but avoid any trace

of arrogance Message will be m
creasingly clear.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Some
obstacles actually can work to your

advantage Challenge now proves

invigorating. Know this and don t

shirk responsibility. Follow through

on hunch It could pay off j>'9- ,

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Short

lourneys might better be temporarily

delayed Forces now are scattered.

Element of confusion is present Wait

for additional information. Get
puzzle pieces in place.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Some
one who is envious could try to throw

wet blanket over your plans. Key is to

value your assets. Refuse to

denigrate yourself. Build self

esteem Welcome chance for love.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22). Lunar

cycle is high, but old debt limits

actions Take it slow and easy

Means don't be led entirely by im

pulse Be ready for breakthrough^

Affects standing, prestige and
financial position

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Stick

with what is familiar Wandering too

far from home base now would be a

mistake. Know this and act ac

cordingly Leo individual aids cause.

Many answers are temporarily

behind the scenes.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Some

funds may be restricted You do best

now through attitude of wait and see

Avoid lumping to conclusions. See

clearly Refuse to be deluded by
empty promises Strive for patience

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21): Some
ideas need further development
Don't attempt to move too far, too

fast Conservative course now would

be constructive. Relative may sing

blues Don't get involved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

You may feel like you are walking on

eggs Delicate balance exists in

special relationship, situation You
should finish present task. New stan

now would be premature.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19):

Nothing to apt to occur halfway

Feelings, activities are intense. Take

new road; leave past behind. Look to

future Original methods help

enhance potential. Odds favor your

success. ^AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18)

Carry on with essentials Don't m
vent problems. Family member may
be pessimistic, but it is your own
faith that really matters. Accent on

marriage, legal partnership. (

s low
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) :

Stress

ability to be flexible without being

weak Stand tall for principles, but

also keep open mmd. Neighbors
relatives look to you as example. Be|

fair in any appraisal. You will gam
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are completing an important

cycle, to be climaxed successfully m
August Your greatest asset isl

pioneering spirit. Finances due for

remarkable improvement, beginning

in June. You have intellectual

curiosity and gain is shown through

written word
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Simian
4 Coin
8 Dude
11 Incandescence
12 Appellation of

Athena
13 Reverence
14 Man's nickname
15 Lamprey
17 Delineates

19 Vessel

21 High
mountain

23 Make lace

24 Trade
26 In music, high

28 Part in play

31 Hard shelled

fruit

33 River island

35 Beam
36 Parent

(colloq.)

38 Snickers

41 Pronoun
42 Priest's

vestment
44 Negative

45 Conjunction

47 Country of Asia

49 Number
51 Pronoun
54 Recent
56 Decay
58 Goddess of

healing

59 Whipped
62 Pedal digit

64 Artificial

language

65 Sea eagle

66 Withered

68 Part of violin

70 Afternoon party

71 Care for

72 Spread for

drying

DOWN

1 Permit

2 River in Italy

3 Female sheep

4 Kind of lily

5 Spanish article

6 Openwork
fabric

7 Fruit cake

8 Agent
9 Be in debt

10 Footlike part

11 Openings

16 Babylonian

deity

18 Swiss river

20 Sunburn
22 Large plate

25 Place

27 Cravat

29 Ordinance

30 Organ of sight 43 Fruit

32 Metal 46 Definite

34 Attempt
artK:le

. .

36 Dance step 48 Encountered

37 Mohammedan 50 Famed

name 52 Ventilated

39 Small child 53 Jog

40 Stitch 55 Direction
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57 Preposition

59 Wager

60 Before

61 Born

63 Newt

67 Registered
nurse (abbr.)

69 Note of scale

$
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Hoopsters Feted at Banquet
BvEARLEBARROLL

MDCStafl
Amongst all tlu> commotion <>t

the past few days concerning the

recenl rumored signing of Julius

Krvmg to a pro basketball contract

bv the V'riginia Squires ot the AHA.

the i Mass basketball fraternity

got together Saturday night at

North Dining Commons u> pa)

tribute to this year's Redman hoop

squad in a testimonial sponsored

by, the Court Club

living who has been keptin

(Sollrgian

Sp&tto

\'t <SUE 116
-. 1 -

i lose raps during the wee* was on

hand v% ith his attorney and the

latest sloi-\ has it that he will be "
Virginia either today or tomorrow

to make the final negotiations on

his reported |5*t.tM pact with the

Sqnires.

The Court Club, which planned

and organized the banquet is a new

organization on campus that came

in to existance last tall with the

purpose to lend financial and

physical support to the UHaas
basketball program.

With the financial aspect

seeming!) a secondary quantity

tor this occasion, those present.

including the families, friends and

the media lent their overwhelming

physical support in acknowledging

the Redman achievenemts ot this

past campaign
.lack Donahue head basketball at

Holy (ross was the featured

speaker and gave a rolicsome

rendition before settling down to

the more seriOUl matters ot

praising both the squad and their

head coach for what he termed

one ot the lew teams on the

. invader schedule that he truly

respects

He (old the players to remember

Netmen Beat BC
IU sol I I

I KUMAN
\li

•

ng away ith the Boston

College netmen in grand fashion.

Iht' i Mass tennis team romped to

aH H i victor) yesterday afternoon

The Sunday "atternoon contest saw

i Mass drop just two sets in nine

matches in a display ot total

nomination

The season opener against H <

um\ been scheduled for Saturday

afternoon, but due to mis

scheduling the B.C athletic

iJepartment on the match had lobe

ixistported for one day

With sun shining and the wind

,ng Captain Alan Goldberg

Matted it all oil with a 8-1 "J win

\, -\t there was Jim Bornheim. a

minor who played what Coach

Kosakowski called an -utt

inding match" as be w.m at

>nd singles 9 7 and 6 I

John Bloom captured third

singles with narry a problem

winning •• I. Ml Then in the tilth

and sixth -lots it was rreshmen

Mark Brass and sophomore Steve

briber winning easily, 64, M and

I, j respective!)

Mter Bornheim had rapped up

the match with the fifth Redmen

victors, ihe doubles became mere

lormalit)

Teaming with Goldberg .it first

doubles was Hob Webmen They

had little trouble in scoring a frl, 7-

, win then the seventh and eighth

1 Mass players made their ap

pearance in the persons ot Chris

t offin and Fred Braley Coffin and

Bloom took second doubles m »i-:?. fc-

j lashtou. and Brass and Braley

i
ame trom behind in the second set

to close out the match w ith a 1-2, 7-5

victors

Tins is inst about what I e\

pected" commented loach

Kosakowski He went on t«» say, I

thought we played well and we

should be in good shaft t«> face

MIT on Wednesday
In duplicating the »-l victory

over B < "t one year ago. UMaai

gave .i good indication ot its <\

lellent depth Hut as Captain

Goldberg said. I don't think that

this match enables us to show our

true colors Perhaps not, but

Wednesday will surely give the

netmen that opportunity

their parents, their friends and

what they've learned at the

university because it they lose

their skills on the court these will

be the only things to get them by in

the future.

••I'm very proud of the players

who perform for me and very

jealous of the good teams and

players and some of the greatest

people, not lust as athletes but as

people thai I've ever met right

here in the I' Mass basketball

program .

Cm very fortunate also that I

can call .lack Leaman a friend,"

Donahue said in completing his

talk , .

Award winners included John

Betancourt, the Samuel ic

Samuels award as the top foul

shooter on the Redman squad;

Chris Coffin, the George H,

Richards award as the most tm-

proved player on the team and

laving, the George Burke award.

symbolic of the most valuable

player on the team

Coaches Leaman. Peter Broaca,

Kay Wilson and Mike Bernstein

were given awards of appreciation

by the team in a showing ol the

unit) m. the basketball program

that has spearheaded the Redman

successes of the past five sears

under the coaching Staff Ol

Leaman
In closing the program Leaman

had a lew thoughts on the ABA
When I wake up in the morning I

hope its just a nightmare Some

mornings 1 wake up and I nope it's

all over I have I eared what has

taken place m the past week tor a

while.

The onls good thing that I can

.as about the league is that they

base good taste in dealing with a

man like Julius Krving II they

keep talking to people like Julius

then they can*! help but get bet-

tor." said Leaman who has lieon •

bitter denouncer of the ABA's

actions in signing underclassmen.

MOST IMPROVED REDMAN4 aught in the heat of what he does

host, sacrificing sflsnatet glory for the betterment of the team 1 tins

COffia received the (.eorge II. Kichards. most improved playtr

award at the Bedman Banquet. < HOC photo by Gary Mickman

)

in signing unaereiasMm-n. ^^ ^^

Bruins Win Finale, 7-2
BOSTON tAPl Phil Ksposito

scored three times to break the

once unheard ol T.Vgoal barrier

yesterday as the Boston Bruins

eoncludod their record-shattering

National Hockey League regular

Mason with a 7-2 victory over the

Montreal (anadiens

Boston's Derek Sanderson

scored two short-handed goals in

the kittle between the two teams

who will meet here Wednesday
night in the opener of their first

round Stanley Cup playoff series

Sanderson opened the scoring at

.1 ol the tirst period after

Westlall intercepted a pass.

Yvan Cournoyer tied it with his

;7th goal late in the session, but

Ksposito tipped in a Don Awrey

slap shot midway in the middle

period to break the deadlock and

Westlall hiked the count to S-l a

low minutes later.

Ksposito connected on a power

play at 15:06 to reach the 75 goal

milestone, then completed his hat

trick early in the finale.

UMass Stars Here May Pound
Ippearances of UMass pi" stars

and the debut <»l new Head Coach

Dick Macl'hcrson s 1'iTl Redman

lootball team in an intrasquad

game will highlightBernJe Dallas

Has at Alumni Stadium. Mas 1

The das long schedule ol esents

will be offered lor a slight student

admission fee of II The pnuinti

will go toward the creation of a

Bernie Dallas Memorial to be built

on the mall to the university drive

side ol Alumni Stadium In ad-

dition to the central monument to

Dallas, memorial will have space

lor the honoring of outstanding

UMass students in all areas of

student life

Intramurals
SOCCER

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME

I

2

3

4

6
1

2

3

4

s

6

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

;

I

2

3

I

TEAMS
LCA vs PMD
SAM vs. PSK
APOW SAE
APOvs SAE

KS vs TC
BKP vs TEP

S 20 3 Ms vs Oxfords
Gypsies vs Pathogens

Boys vs. Pranksters
Troians vs Pipers

Redwoods vs T routs

W;edjys vs Bulldogs

SOFTBALL
S 15

6 30

7:30

volliesvs Bags
Challenge vs Go Mads
Divers vs Bohemians

Heads vs Stoned

Zoo vs Erudites

D'ldoughs VS Clackers
Stouts vs Scups
Thighs vs Heros

Falcons vs Choppers
Skulker^ vs Cult

Turtles vs G/psies

MunchN - 1 • i hants

/

3

S

6
;

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

8 30 Untouchable vs. TKB
Leftovers vs Moes
Bosses vs Jellows
Band vs Banditos

9 30 Civ Eng vs Bodies
Zoo vs Beadledoms

Env Eng vs Busters

10 30 Aca'ms vs Ironmen

aeagrams vs. Spartans
Smashers vs Bruisers

S 15 2nd Team vs Squires
Soft vs Airborne
Nads vs Fellas

Orioles vs Plumbers
Bunch vs. IFT

Sugarloaf vs. Souls

Pops vs Marauders
"10" vs Tribes

21 vs. Cranes
Puffers vs Brewers
Termites vs Batters

I Mass grads Greg Landry.

Detroit Lion star quarterback and

Milt Morm. Cleveland Brown tight

end star, will lead the contigent of

pro stars which will take part in a

morning clinic and discussion

period, lor state high school

roaches and players and the

public. Also participating in the

clinic, will be former Redmen

Boston Patriot defensive tackle Ed

Toner and Green Bav Packer Phil

Vandersea. plus Maine grad. star

Denver Bronco linebacker John

Hoard. Boston Patriot assistant

coach Sam Kutigliano. and recent

I Mass pro draftees. Bob Pena.

Pierre Marchando. and Nick

McGarry.
In the afternoon, the first

MacPherson team will have an

intrasquad game, as a climax to

spring practice

Dallas, a 1%« I Mass grad. was

killed in a tragic auto accident

three years ago this month. A

group ol classmates and friends

decided to honor him Dallas, while

a UMass undergrade was class

president lour years, co captain of

the IMS UMatS football team,

president ol Kappa Sigma, a

member ol Adelphia and chosen

for Who*! Who in American

Colleges and I'nisersitios

Ticket information is available

by contacting David Welles in

Bovden ol .lames Allen in the

\lumiu Affain Office in Memorial

Mall

NEW ORLEANS, LA. I API The

Boston Bed Sox sent to men to the

plate and scored seven runs in the

seventh inning to romp to a 14-8

mctorv over the New Youk

\ ankees yesterday in the final pre

season exhibition game for both

teams
.

Duane Josephson. Don Pavletich

and Joe l^houd hit homers and

John Kennedy a two-run tripple in

the inning

Ken Brett, who hurled the sixth

and seventh innings and gave up no

runs and two hits, was the winner

Me relies ed starter Gary Peters.

who staggered through three run

lirst and second innings as he gave

up 10 hits and seven runs in his

live inning stmt Yankee starter

Mel Stottlemyre and loser Gary
Waslewski gave up seven ruas

each. Waslewski pitched only two

innings, but was the victim of the

big seventh.

Ken Tatum pitched the final two

innings.

Boy White hit homers in the first

and fourth innings for the Yankees.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL HANDBALL
TOl BNKY The second annual

Pvramid Small Ball Handball

Tournament will commence on

Monday, April U This tournament

is open to all faculty, staff,

graduate and undergraduate

students To enter, simply sign up

at the Intramural Office. 215

Bovden. no later than 4 p.m., April

*****

< OHM BOW LING (o
Recreational team bowling will

commence on Monday. April 12

and will be available each Monday

and Tuesday evenings Irom
7-J

p in at the Bovden air-conditioned

alleys I'ormau team entries will

not be required, nor will a set

schedule be established.

To participate, simply report to

the alleys, prior to 7 p.m., on either

evening ^Monday or Tuesday) and

notify Mr Ray Pollard. Bowling

Alley Manager, of your intentions

to compete as a team. A team will

consist of two men and two women
Ihe cost ol the bowling will be $1.50

per bowler <50* per line-no charge

lor shoes) EACH EVENING the

team with the highest total pin fall

will be named champions and team

members will receive a refund of

their bowling fee.

For lurther information, contact

Bay Pollard (ft-SB) or Peter

Graham 15-2K0H.
*****

KooiBALl. EQUIPMENT
( II \\<;KSCoach Dick Mac
Pherson has announced the

changes in the times and dates of

drawing equipment for spring

lootball per order ol coaches

Bisttko and Stallron. head coaches

ol equipment

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUff Ma**attitt*tttB

^ dg^/ A FRII AMD tl$f»ON$litl ^^MIS$ ^^

Weather:

It's a gloomy day in

mudville.
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Governance Commission Hearings

For A 'University As A Whole
(KditorN Vile: The following article is

printed to enlighten students as to the

position of the Student Senate on the issue

o. campus gove. nance This is dune so.in

conjunction »ilh the hearings being held

toda\ to learn student opinion ol the

proposed iniversitv Senate. The hearings

are being held from 1 to 5 S.S*. »' tht

Colonial Lounge in the Student Inion.)

A preliminary report of the Sub-

Committee on campus Governance, from

UN Student Government Affairs Com-

mittee of the Student Senate released the

iollowing report intended for presentation

to the open hearings of the Campus

Governance Commission on April 6 and to

the Student Senate tor discussion at its

meeting on April 7

The recommendations and questions

contained in this report represent the

majority ol the sub-committee. The

Iollowing persons participated in the sub-

committee meetings: Ross Benjamin

Bruce Berstein. John Hogan. Janet

IVarlman. Marv Silveira. Hick Staples.

with Larry Udd acting as chairman.

We endorse the concept of the

Iniversitv Senate as presented in the

second interim report In principle, it will

1
1 .ate a sense of the University as a whole

rather than as a myraid collection of

warring tactions Dialogue will replace

negotiation A sense of unity and shared

values could grow from it. A University

smate would tend to divide more over

issues and ideology than along artificial

student /faculty /administration lines

Neither group or groups is a monolith.

We do however have strong reser-

vations that the legitimate concerns of

students could be lost or diluted in the

present proposal Indeed, if the proposal

serves in am way to muffle the voices of

students on this campus, we would oppose

,t The University Senate, if it is to be an

improvement over our current system,

must guarantee that each group has the

power to influence those decisions that

would ailed it It is on that basis that we

mi bin it our recommendations

•Our major recommendations are:

1
1 1 That the Senate be composed of 70

students (56 undergraduates and no fewer

than 14 graduates). 70 faculty members

and 5 members of the professional staff.

1
2 > That the ratios on many of the Senate

committees be adjusted to increase

student representation.

13) That there be a guarantee that at

least one Senate officer be a student.

(4i That each conference have a

suspensive veto over all Senate legislation.

(5i That each conference have the

authority to take advisory votes.

This report will first discuss these

recommendations, and then proceed to list

our other recommendations as well as ask

questions about areas that are unclear to

us:

1 1 ) That the Senate be composed to 70

students I 50 undergrads and no fewer than

14 grads), 70 faculty members, and 5

members of the professional staff.

Students deserve at least an equal

representation in the Senate. Decisions

made by the Senate will affect students as

much as faculty. The student body must

not be relegated to the role of vocal

minority, but must be recognized as an

equal partner in the university enterprise.

i2> That the ratios in many Senate

committees be adjusted to increase

student representation

On the following committees, students

and faculty should have a ratio of 1-1. or

realisticaliv of at least 2 students to 3

faculty: Undergraduate Academic

Matters Committee and its sub-

committees on curriculum, academic

regulations, calendar, admissions policy,

and financial aid. Graduate Academic

Matters Committee and its sub-

committees on curriculum, admissions

and academic regulations, and five-

college cooperation; Board of Admissions

and Records: and Financial Aid Council

We have serious reservations about the

lack of ratios for Standing Graduate

Councils and that there is no guarantee ol

representation for foreign students on the

Foreign Students Committee. We further

recommend that the ratio on the Camputer

Research Committee be 3-1-1.

13) That there be a constitutional

guarantee that at least one Senate officer

be a student

Because the faculty members have

longer tenure in the Senate, could have

greater skills in old-style politics, and

could outnumber students, it is too possib e

that all of the elected Senate officers could

be faculty members This would not be

consistent with the goals of the University

Senate. Therefore we recommend that

there be a constitutional provision that at

least one officer must be a member of the

undergraduate or graduate conference.

(4) That each conference have a

suspensive veto over all Senate legislation.

There is a possibility that the Senate, on

any issue, could decide a matter to the

detriment of one of the constituencies. This

provision would insure that a conference

could at least ask the Senate to reconsider

such an action

(5) That each conference have the

authority to take advisory votes.

It is imperative that no constituency be

denied the opportunity to speak on any

issue

In addition to our major recom

mendations. we recommend that the

following constitutional changes be made:

of the academic year. It will eliminate

many problems of residence and

classification. Further, we recommend

that a senator who has moved into another

district must be subject to a vote of con-

fidence by his district to remain a senator

from that district.

(b) That a Senate officer be removed by

a two-thirds vote. A vote of 3/4ths is

unreasonable on almost any question, but

if a Senate officer has lost the confidence

of 2/3rds of the Senate, we believe that he

merits removal. Three-quarters unduly

binds the Senate.

ici That a constitutional guarantee

require that all constituencies of the Fine

Arts Council financially support the

Council in equitable proportions. All

constituencies should pay reasonable fine

arts fees.

id) That the provision requiring ap-

proval of constitutional amendments by

referenda of each constituency be drop-

ped This is unnecessary and burdensome,

if every amendment, no matter how petty,

must be submitted in this fashion

We wish also to submit the following

questions for clarification:

ia> That elections be held in the fall

semester, at most 4 weeks after the first

dav of classes, assuming office one week

after elections This, among other things,

will help to insure that a senator will be

residing within his district at the beginning

1 1 1 What is the definition of a •full-time

student"?

(2) What are the duties of the Senate

officers
9 The offices of president and

executive vice president are particularly

unclear.

When the final draft constitution is

submitted by the Joint Commission on

Campus Governance on April 15. the

Student Government Affairs Committee

will again study the document and submit

its recommendations, for adoption or

rejection, to the Senate and to the Student

Government Association in referendum

Political Cartoonist Szep

Talks ofJob and Things
B) RENECOMPTOIS

M DC Stall

I thmk ridicule is a lar more

effective device than going tor the

throat mi said l'.uil Michael Szep

last night at a eollee hour at

Memorial Hall

Better known simply as "Szep

!,, his thousands ol tans, the

popular cartoonist has been

creating controversial cartoons lor

the Boston Globe tor tour years.

Sxep was born in Canada and

still retains his citizenship there.

It helps me take an objective look

,,t the situation." he said He

wanted t<> be a political cartoonist

since he was i *> . so he studied at the

\il School of the Iniversitv of

Toronto
Alter graduating 1 had to take

manv |ohs m the art field before

the position at the (.lobe presented

itself," he continued, i was really

lucky to get the job at the age of

24.
"

_
Each week Szep draws five

cartoons tor the (done It takes him

eight hours to complete a cartoon

Irom conception to final draft.

Said Szep You can placate the

liberal all you want, but its the

silent majority and the con-

servative that I want to reach He

went on: I receive hundreds of

calls and letters a day, usually

running 3 to 1 against which shows

me that I am getting to the people I

want to."

He also receives much political

feedback from his cartoons

•Volpe used to get quite bullshit,

as have Governor Sargeant and

'nam other local politians," he

D.J.
MAKES IT HAPPEN

AT

3bt Engltal? ^«b

Tuesday Nite
(LADIES NITE)

Most Drinx 50c
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Pooular Boston Globe cartoonist Paul Sxep talks to students last

nighTa! a eX hour in the Campus Center. (MDC photograph by

Steve Schmidt.)

said District Attorney Edmond

Denise even tried to sue me for

liable and slander
."

, His favorite subjects are Melvin

Laird and Richard Nixon, he said.

He commented, "Laird has a

certain shiftiness which makes

him easily adaptable, and Richard

Nixon has a built in sinisterism

which makes him very easy to

satarize.

When asked if he had ever had

any aspiration for public office, the

cartoonist quickly replied. "Are

you kidding'' Absolutely not'

(Up Aisaarlpuftti flails atfllltftUm

OHM ol the DA.L Y COLLEGIAN are on the se.ond door of the Student Un,on on

,ne un.versay c.mp.v zip code 01003 Phones are S45 »S0 (news). 545 03"

(sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa,d .. Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN pushes «,ve

„m« weekly Monday through Fr.day during the academ.c year except dunng

va ca..on and exam penods. three or .our MM a week following a vacat.on or

exam per.od or when a holiday ..Us w,th,n a week Accepted .or mo.l.ng under the

authority of the act of March 8. 1.79 as amended by the ac. of June tl, 1943 Sub

scr.pt.on rates are V SO per semester, »14 00 per year

Senate Has Yet To Decide
Final SATF For Next Year

BybETHGOODELL
MDC Staff

The Student Senate has now

arrived at a tentative figure of

$4150 lor next year's Student

Activity Tax, but this projectioi. is

still far from finalized. At least two

more weeks of Senate con-

sideration are necessary before the

definite figure is reached. Student

reaction will also be taken into

consideration in that time.

The size of the tax is determined

by the total amount of funds which

the Senate votes to budget to

student organizations for the

coming year. The Senate is still

considering its budget recom-

mendations for the 25

organizations to be funded by the

student tax. Its present recom-

mendations call for a total of over

$t>25.uoo to be budgeted.

Kach of the 25 budgets has been

included in a Budget Act which the

Senate must now read through

completely twice before ap-

proving During both of the

readings scheduled for the next

two Wednesday Senate meetings,

changes can be made in any

budget.

To make a change, a

Senator reads his proposed

amendment before the Senate,

which must then agree by a

majority vote to consider and

debate the amendment. The

change would then be incorporated

into the Budget Act if approved by

a majority vote After the two

complete readings, it takes a 2/3

\ote of the Senate to approve the

entire Budget Act.

At this time, it is not possible to

tell what changes, if any, the

Senate will make in the budgets.

The total could go up or down or not

change at all. According to Senator

Kevin Kulakowski, chairman of

the Senate Budgets Committee, the

final total "depends on the

reflection we get from the student

body on how high or low it wants

the tax to be. Students will have to

convey their regard of the budget

to their respective Senators and

the Senate as a whole." To more

completely inform people of the

Budget Act, Kulakowski will

discuss the Act on WMUA this

evening from 8 to 8:30. Phone calls

will probably be taken.

Once approved by the Senate, the

Budget Act is reviewed by the

Administration and trustees, who

must approve the tax for it to be

collected If the Administration

vetoes the Senate recom

mendations. Senators would have

to go to the trustees to explain

them in hearings. According to

Kulakowski. the only grounds the

Administration would have for a

veto would be if the Senate

requests a tax of over $40.

This years Student Activity Tax

was for $36.50. Among substantial

changes in this year's budgets are

the following: a substantial in-

crease in Free University;

essentially a doubling of Area

Government; a 1/3 cut in INDEX
Three new organizations are

budgeted: Black Mass Com
munications. Room to Move, and

WROY. The budgets of Raphne

and Precisionettes are struck

Kulakowski is presently trying to

make up a number of extra copies

Senate Drawing Up Plans

For Concert Committee
By TKD HAYKAL

MDC Staff

The Student Senate proposed a

lormation of a voluntary com-

mittee consisting of three students

to resolve the problem of selecting

a concert committee for ensuing

concerts, at a meeting last night

The problem at hand involves the

selection of new committee
members and the acquiring of

concert groups, according to

Student Senate requests

Silverman

Threatens

Senate
The Commuter Assembly voted

last night to give the Student

Senate 13309 for a day care center,

seheduled to open next fall

S38BJ of the funds will pay for

permanent equipment for the

center, which is designed for three

to five year old children of I! Mass

student's The Assembly further

voted to allocate UN tor two

scholarships, and said that it would

give the center an additional $200

in scholarship money if the

University administration will

match that amount

In other action, the assembly

voted to table a motion of censure

against the Student Senate for

what Assembly Chairman Mark

Silverman called, "The Senate's

reluctance to hold elections for the

two commuter senator vacancies.

We ve gi.en them a week to do

something about this... then I'll be

forced to act
"

Senate President Glenn Elters

responded by saying that he will

look into the matter.

A proposal drawn up by Senator

Bill Abbott to include 26 individuals

on the committee was rejected by

the Student Government Allans

Committee after discussion This

proposal for selecting new

members would had had 15 in-

dividuals selected through area

groups and 11 would have been

appointed Irom applications and

selected through the Senate

committee

The voluntary committee con

sists of Harold Koltin. Russ Vieira.

.md Mean Bouftard. They will be

meeting Sunday night to form a

new proposal to present to the

Senate Committee about the for

mation of the new concert com
mittee.

of the Budget Act, which will in-

clude category listings of each

budget. He hopes to have them

available for students in the RSO
Office by Wednesday afternoon.

Proposed SATF Budget

Afro Am $5450
Area Governments @ $4/resident

$65,832
Central $8391
Northeast $4532
Orchard Hill $4386
Commuter $14,093
Southwest $17,177
Fraternities Sororities $2943

Cash in $4532
Contingency Fund $4532

Belchertown Volunteers $775

Black Mass Communications $14,185

Collegian $89,427

Coalition for Environmental Quality

$6240
Community Action Foundation
$17,337
A Better Chance $3493

Action Lab $2448
Committee on Nutrition and

Human Needs $1560
Committee on Poverty $1581

NES $8205

Draft Counseling Services $5295

DRUM $18,967

Free University $16,422

INDEX $63,565 nnn
Learning Resources Center $2680

Northampton Volunteers $797

Office of International Affairs $5750

Room to Move $1950
RSO Office $42,500
Rugby Club $260
Spectrum $26,466
Student Senate $140,248

SWAP $2632
University Mobilization Committee
$3870
University and State Com
munications Council $3730

WMUA $45,063
WTOY $12,138
YAHOO $750/
$595,356 Total Budgeted
5°o of this total is added for a

Stabilization Fund and a Capital

Equipment Fund, equalling $29,767

FINAL TOTAL $625,123

Tonight

In DC 9
The Student Affairs

Reorganization Commission will

meet tonight at 8 PM in

Berkshire Dining Commons »9 to

hear any students interested in

the reorganization of the Student

\llairs Department.

Poet Knocks War,
Optimistic Anyway

,..>iii/L<«i..u'ii i iamv ,.«m«»s with keenmti distance'
Bv MIKE McWILLIAMS

MDC Staff

Mark Van Doren. one of the

most acclaimed poets of this

century, conducted a reading

and commentary of his own

poetrv last evening in Thompson
Hall. The Pulitzer prize winning

poet read a number of his poems

and then commented on the

thoughts and views expressed in

them. After the reading, a coffee

hour was held in which Van

Doren discussed his views on a

number of topics.

In the first half of his readings

the poet concentrated on the

more somber aspects of life

today or what he expressed as

the ternbleness of the world.
"

In poems such as "Disaster"

and "So Simple" Van Doren

dealt with the various levels of

misery in the world and noted

that disaster is common to all

lifestyles. "The modern city is a

disaster" he further noted. In "I

went among the Main Streets"

he related a trip through a city

slum and all the visual misery he

noted there. Other topics of this

type were found in poetry such

as "In Evil Time" and "When

The World Ends".

The last part of his readings

I related to what he considered

the ••^ood signs of the times". In

Born Equal" he noted that

justice is being sought on

universal terms and that respect

can be found in many forms

"Perhaps" he stated 'respect

comes with keeping distance".

Mr. Van Doren finished his

program with a reading of one of

his longer poems. "Undersong".

The coffee hour following the

reading, found the poet

discussing the numerous

problems of the human con-

MAKK \ W IMMtlSN

dition The topics ranged from

involvement in Vietnam (which

he I eels could be terminated

immediately if the Nixon ad

ministration was motivated

thus i to the effects of common
public education Van Doren

holds out hope for the world

despite existing conditions

because of what he feels to be a

sense of optimism on a world

scale In the end he leels that the

real human problems are

beyond human solution and

always will be but that

significant trends in the

direction of those solutions in

dicates some hope for our race

'Free' H.S.

Needs People
A group of UMass students who are organizing an alternative to high

school needs people They are looking for teachers in the areas .,1

Enalish Art and Science/Mathematics who wish to work in a treel\

structured environment. Qualifications are not academ.c degrees but

enthusiasm for subject matter and ability to get others involved

Within the next two weeks funds for salaries will be solicited from the

ua rents of high school students.

Trusting will be held tonight at 7 00 ( »M m the ninth floor lounge ., he

Campus Center Interested people are urged to bring ideas about the

purpose and goals of such an alternate school

If unable to attend the meeting contact Boh/elmanat HMMI 01 at tin

Philosophy Department

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

m

-THE Ltt>£RS/ry OF M«5S*WUSETB

FILM STUD/ SEMES

IN aaOFWADON WITH

Tf€ UNMRSJiy FILM SUD/ CENTER.

PRESENTS

npnt stuM
whe&w, mi 7,rm

IN THOMPSON KJl + l<X>

630 + 830 PM.

TICKETS :

AVAILABLE Al THE DOOR.

Make Your MOTHER Happy

LAST CHANCE for SR. Pictures.

THIS WEEK ONLY
WORCESTER ROOM
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Fewest in Five Years -%T*„+^m~%
U.S. Troops Leaving Vietnam

SAIGON \P\ rhe l S,

Command announced Mondaj

another cutback in American

military manpower in South

Vietnam dropping the number to

about 300,000, lowest since late

summer 1986

\ further cutback a in prospect

President Nixon is scheduled to

announce Wednesday the next

round ol troop « ithdrawals. He has

already indicated that he will

maintain or speed the present rate

oi 12..VH) men a month.

The l S. Command in Saigon

announced a reductionol 4,600 men

that dropped the over-all troop

strength to 301,960 as oi last

Thursda) Since then, continuing

withdrawals have lowered the total

to 300,000 or a little below

The last time that milestone

figure was reached was in late

Ui^usl ol l%ti m the midst ot the

last paeed buildup that hit its peak

„t 543.400 troops in April l%i».

lhe current sixth round of is
troop withdrawals cornea to an end

Ma\ i By that time, the American

force here should Ik- down to

HK4.000 men. and may lie even

fewer it the present rate is

maintained

Nixon's announcement Wed-

nesday Will cover the next phase

alter May 1. although he has not

indicated the time period it will

embrace.
His last such announcement on

\pril no. 1970, covered one year

and he ordered a cutback of 15MM
men

Tne U.S. Command an-

nouncement on the troop question

came to the fore as the lighting

dud down in Indochina

There was no word ot any Iresh

lighting at Fire Base 6, a South

Vietnamese artillery outpost in the

region where borders of Laos.

Cambodia and South Vietnam

converge

Heavy fighting has raged at the

lire base. 300 miles north ol Saigon.

for five dayi and South Vietnamese

defenders" reported they repulsed

another North Vietnamese attack

Sunday.
The South Vietnamese command

in Saigon claimed 1.817 North

Vietnamese have been killed in the

live days ot combat and list their

own losses as 71 killed and Y\2

wounded.
The Saigon command also

reported a sharp engagement

Sunday in eastern Cambodia three

miles "southwest of the town ot

Snuol. The command said South

Vietnamese troops killed 50 enemy

soldiers and took casualties ol one

killed and ^;"> wounded.

In Laos, the Laotian Defense

Ministry said North Vietnamese

troops are building up their

.strength by installing antiaircraft

guns near the royal capital of

Luang Prabang.

DemocratsAskAdministratioi

To Stay Aloof. In Vietnam
_ ..mi ....i .a »Wiit i ovulot ion

ittle below '" l " _ _

Pakistani Rebels Vow
To Fight Until Victory

IADANGA. East Pakistan API Sheik Mujibur

Rahman's independence lorces held onto si. etches of

Last Pakistan territory along the border with India

Monday, vowing to fight until ttiey defeat the I ak.stan

B

The arm) Oi President \gha Mohammed Vahya

Khan, trying to prevent this province ot 75 million

person* Irom seeding and becoming an independent

nTuon appeared to be in control ol the majoi cities

including Dacca, the provincial capital

But 11 days after the civil war broke out. numerous

border towns such as Chuadanga remained ,n he

hands oi the follower! oi the sheik, leader of the

Awami League, who is believed to be in West

Reports received in this command post ot the south-

western sector of the sheiks foit» saW the arroy was

trying hard to regain control over the strategic

district Cit\ «>! -lessore. 40 miles to the southeast

Radio Pakistan continued to say that the army it m

full control ol the situation m East **£* »n»

effectivel) dealing with the armed ml.
1
rators ,

miscreants who are now isolated lhe Indian

government denied again 11 was permuting an) in-

filtration from its borders An official spokesman sa.d

in New Delhi that .... order had been issued to border

Urit> forces not to permit any Indians to cross mto

Ki

inVbSmga. 80 miles north ot Calcutta, the local

•liberation forces were so confident «»l v.ct»r> that

thev talked about letting West Pakistani soldiers

urrender
Mai Mohammed Abu Osman. one of the two

supreme commanders of East Pakistan s armed

L. proclaimed a policy of harassmen and

tarvat.on against the West Pakistani andtolared.

It they surrender we will let them go. If not. we will

butcher them all
"

. . .,_

He claimed the southwest sector, comprising -a

million Bengalis in a halt moon in a **£<***
Ganges K.ver. was lotallj berated except tor Khulna

and the cantonment of Jessore

InAgartala, India, a border town, the acting leader

ol liangla Desh-the name given the rebellious

province told Associated Press correspondent Dennis

\eeld his lorces were trying to acquire arms from

am one who will sell them

Muanur Rahman, organizing secretary of thi

\wami League and the ranking Las, Pakistani leader

s„ll at liberty.said in an interview his representatu s

were negotiating in London for 100,000 rifles trom any

rriendly country. ... ,, tllom
•

•We w ill buy arms trom anyone who w ill sell them.

he declared Buy them trom Russia if they agree

He demanded that the United states and other

powers clamp an arms embargo on Khan s regime in

West Pakistan lor the sake ol humanity, justice and

civilization , «„„„!„
Rahman vowed tin ^miist lorces of Bangla

nosh would wage guerrilla war -until every ^ahya

Khan soldier has lett OUT BOll

WASHINGTON iAP '-Senate

Democrats Monday called on the

administration to stay out of this

year's elections in South Vietnam

and prove IS dedication to self-

determination.

We have preached self-

determination at least since the

time of Woodrow Wilson." said

Majority Leader Mike Mansfield

Introducing I resolution

designed to guarantee U.S.

neutrality. Sen. Adali E Stevenson

HI ,

>1)" 111 » accused the ad-

ministration of actively working

lor re-election of President Nguyen

Van Thieu and Vice President

Nguyen Can Ks

The two leaders are up tor re

election in October following

legislative elections in August

Stevenson said the IS In-

humation Agency m South Viet-

nam has been promoting the Thieu

K\ regime

He also said I S Ambassador

Ellsworth Bunker was quoted in

the South Vietnamese press last

lull as saying the United states

supports re-election at Thieu and

Kn
Although Bunker later denied

Midi a statement. Stevenson said

the damage was done

In a tlooi speech and at a news

conference later. Stevenson ac-

cused the administration of

seeking to continue the Vietnam

conflict as a proxy war among

Asians
Stevenson's resolution would

establish a commission oi five

House members and live senators

to oversea I S activities during

the election campaign to assure a

bands oil policy

The intent of this resolution is

not to defeat Thieu and Ky. but to

neutralize the political advantage

which our military involvement

affords them." Stevenson said.

Senate Republican Leader Hugh

Scott said Stevenson s resolution

might do more harm than good.

He said it would be interpreted

as a covert move to undermine

the present government or to

maintain it."

In another resolution introduced

Monday, Sen .lack Miller,

I R Iowa I calls lor complete with-

drawal ol all American lorces from

south Vietnam within 12 months

following an exchange ol POWs
and an accounting lor men missing

in ait ion

U.S.-Red

Trade

Deal OK'd
WASHINGTON AP Without a

voice raised against it. the Senate

approved Monday legislation

designed to increase t s trade

with Communist Last Kurope.

The key provision was included

in a bill passed 8t to 1 which would

expand the authority of the Kxport

Import Rank.

Under the section, American

businessmen could see* the

facilities ol the bank to finance

deals made with countries behind

the Iron Curtain

try Must Register

Firearms With Government
WASHINGTON W A

unanimous Supreme Court upheld

today the l%« law that requires

manufacturers and importers of

certain kinds of firearms to

register with the federal govern-

ment.

Shaking lor the court. Justice

William o Douglas rejected the

argument the registration is sell

incriminating.

The ruling permits prosecution

ol two Califomians on charges of

possessing unregistered hand

grenades

Throughout bis opinion, Douglas

emphasized that the information

obtained Irom registrants by the

lederal government is not turned

over to the states tor prosecuting

violators ol separate state laws

This turnover ot information had

impelled the high court in IMI to

strike down an earlier lederal law

requiring lirearms registration.

The theory in that case was a

registrant's protection against

self-incrimination was breached

when Washington gives the states

material with which to prosecute

him under state laws.

Congress wrote the new law

following the court's decision It

requires registration of people who

make or bring into the country

shotguns and rifles with short

barrels, automatic weapons,

silencers, bombs, rockets and

lirenades

IS Dist. Judge Warren J.

Kerguson dismissed the in

dictments with a ruling that the

law is unconstitutional. The
Supreme Court reversed him.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

In 1%9. a Los Angeles grand jury-

indicted Shirley Jean Sutherland,

of Beverlv Hills, and Donald Freed

ot West Los Angeles. The govern

men! said they planned to give to

band grenades to the Black Pan

ther part\ Mrs Sutherland. 36, is

the daughter of T.C. Douglas, head

of Canada s New Democratic

party

160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
5862742

Tekoa Insurance Agency
10 Brood St.

Westficld

5623604

COME VISIT US AT THE

Coed Fraternity SAM
We hove everything but we wont more.

Open informol Rush Tuesday, April 6 and

Thursday, April 8 from 8 to ™
ot the Chapter Hosise, 387 N Pleosont St.

Call 50845 for rides.

Love Between Equals

Come and hear what Gay Lib has to say at

Tri Sigma
Tues., April 6th at 7:00 P.M.

Hides provided at Newman Center at 6:45 P.M.

Draft Counselor's Corner

Some Basics On lb
ByGILBKKTJ.SALK

MDC Staff

Nobody, including the

Selective Service system, seems

to lie very clear about the lottery

system, but there are a few basic

points to be made which will lead

to at least an elementary un-

derstanding of what it's all

about.

All males receive their lottery

number during the calendar

year in which they turn 19. In

other words, if you were born in

1951. your lottery number was

drawn in 1970; if you were born

in 1952, vou will get your lottery

number in 1971. and so on.

Kveryone born before 1951

received their number in the

drawing held in December 1969.

The number you draw remains

w ith vou for the rest of your life,

regardless of when you serve

vour eligibility year

Currently, draft boards send

out induction calls by a quota

system, with a maximum limit

placed on what lottery number

can be included in the call. This

may soon change to a system

whereby a national call is issued

according to lottery numbers. In

other words, a call for a given

month might draft everyone

whose number is below 75, in-

stead of the present method in

which a board is instructed to

call up to 25 men. provided they

don't draft anybody with a

number over 75. The difference

is that the new system, if it is

passed, will standardize the

upper limit of the lottery number

called.

The most difficult concept to

understand is what constitutes

one's eligibility year, and what

happens afterwards.

Your eligibility year is the

year in which you may be

drafted. The earliest this can

happen is the year you have your

20th birthday (the year after you

receive your lottery number.)

However, you must have either a

1_A, a I—A-O, or a I—

O

classification to be included in

the eligibility pool.

If you have any deferments,

you are not eligible to be drafted,

and will not be included in the

pool However you need only to

be eligible on Dec. 31 to be in-

cluded in the eligibility pool for a

given year. Regardless of your

lottery number, if you do not

have a deferment on Dec. 31 and

you are 20 or more years old, you

have served your eligibility

year.

So what happens now? That

depends on your lottery number.

If your number was reached by

your board and you did not have

a deferment at the time which

you later lost, you are in a

"special circumstance which I

will attempt to explain below. If

your number was not reached at

all, you served your prime

eligibility year and on January 1

will be put in the 2nd priority

pool The only way you can be

drafted from this group is if

everyone in the new prime group

is drafted. In that case, the

board would go back a year and

pick up where they left off.

(Thus, you become less and less

eligible as each year after your

prime year goes by.)

If you are deferred during the

year you turn 20, your prime

eligibility year will be the first

year in which you lose your

"deferment. You will retain your

original lottery number,

however.
Now for the special case

described above. Say for

example that your lottery

number is 100. You have a

deferment until the middle of

November, when you lose it. By

this time, your board is calling

people with numbers up to 225.

Due to procedural regulations

and red tape, as well as standard

inefficiency, January 1 rolls

around without your board

issuing you an induction order.

You are NOT home free. You are

put into a special Extended

Priority Group You are more

eligible to be drafted than people

in the new prime eligibility pool.

(This is true for at least the first

quarter of the year. Whether you

continue in the EPG beyond the

first quarter depends on your

involvement with appeals. See a

draft counselor, and pray.)

If all this is confusing, you

probably understand it. If you

need advice about your standing

on the lottery, and you're unable

to fit your situation easily mto

one of the situations described

above, see a competent draft

counselor. Don't guess, and

don't trust a draft board clerk or

member to know any more than

you do. It's your life baby.

Protect it

PEACE

Questions to this column should

be addressed to: Gilbert J^ Sal k,

c/o Draft Counseling Services RSO
#395 Campus Center, Univ. of

Mass .Amherst, Mass 01002.

Free personal draft counseling

available Draft Counseling

Services, 418E Student Union 2nd.

floor.

Room ToMoveSponsorsFilm

OnExpandingConsciousness \

v„U,,graph,c. computer J-J--j£«-R „?£ S^fy.
p,x.llaled. electronically distorted <-oniusc-cC "on °e

.

,£,

\pril 8 IW1, Room to Move is sponsoring film snowings enm«~

tinemogii' The Expanded Cinema.

Auditorium

,he films to be shown are many of the newest experiments in the

IHTimentation

To enable men the world round to communicate on a level where thismMmmm
around Spaceship Earth" he asked.

Ball Workshop. The Magk Machine, and many others.

rental and publicity

Celebrate Women's Lib April 17
.. . , „..., different aspects of Women s

Bid To Register 18-Yr.-01ds

Should Win Strong Support
.. _ i -..^ -a

April 17 is Women's Liberation

Day

Tonight, at 7:30 in the Women's

Center tin the Free University

opposite the Hatch) there will be a

Women's Liberation meeting to

discuss the New England Women s

Coalition and April 17.

April 17 has been established as

Women's Liberation Day by

NEWCO. which is a coalition ot

some 25 women's groups like the

Northshore Feminists;
Massachusetts Organization for

FullNtght

OnWMUA
Tonight on WMUA there is a full

night schedule of events. Begin

ningatti:30PM.Y.S.A.,TheYoung

Socialist Alliance presents the

Militant Forum, a weekly

collection of news and information.

At 7:30 PM. a special com

memorating the life of Martin

Luther King, produced by Ken

Mosakowski
At 9(K) PM. Tuesday Evening

Classics, a two hour program of

Classical recordings presented by

the WMUA Classics Dept All these

programs this evening on WMUA,
01.1 FM in Amherst.

the Repeal of Abortion Laws

< MORAL) ; Boston Women United.

Boston Female Liberation, the

YWCA (Young Women Com-

mitted to Action). Radchffe

Women to United Mind and Body.

Third World Women's Caucus;

Gay Women's Liberation; several

different collectives; and women s

liberation groups from many-

different schools in New England:

Boston University. Northeastern,

Clark. UMass, etc.

Women's Liberation Day will be

marked bv women from all over

New England meeting in Boston:

at 12 00 that Saturday afternoon

women will meet at Copley Square

and march to the Boston Common

lor a rally with speakers and en-

tertainment. Different groups will

set up various booths explaining

different aspects of Women's

Liberation.

\s one feminist explained, lhe

day is called around the central

demands of control over our lives

and control over our bodies: free

abortion on demand, free 24 hour

community controlled child care

centers equal pay. equal work

and equal employment and

education opportunity, and a

repeal of all laws governing

private sexual l>ehavior."

Tonight s discussion will be on

what exactly is the New England

Women s Coalition especially who

makes it up. and what, is our part

in it All women are invited to come

to this meeting to discuss this

question and more specifically,

April 17 and the women s

demonstration

The Sophomore Men's Honor Society

THE MAROON KEYS
ARE ACCEPTING FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS

which ore available at R.S.O.

Reception Desk, First Floor, Campu* Center

For additional information contact

Richard Simmons 6-7604

DEADLINE. THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1971

Seeretarv of State John F.X.

Davorens bid to register all 18

vear old Bay Staters to enable

them to vote in presidential and

national elections is expected to

win strong support when it comes

up tor public hearing next Wed-

nesday. April ». before the Com-

mittee on Elections

Davoren has enlisted the backing

of both the Massachusetts City-

Clerks Association and the

Massachusetts Town Clerks

Association for H 5120 which

would legally enable clerks and

voting registrars to sign up It year

olds and put them on separate lists.

\t age 10 their names would t>e

moved to the regular voting lists.

Supported by Speaker David M.

Bartlev and Senate President

Kevin B Harrington, the measure

will come before the committee on

elections chaired in the Senate by

Sen Edward L Burke of

Kiammgham. and in the House by

Hep Allan McCuane of Greenfield

This petition has an emergency

preamble which, on signing, would

make it effective immediately.

Secretarv Davoren. chief election

officer of the Commonwealth

explained, "and I am hopeful that

,t will receive strong support from

such groups as the League of

Women Voters, the Youth Voter

Participation Group, the Junior

chamber of Commerce and

leaders of both major political

parties." .

Secretary Davoren has

previously
" recorded himself in

lavor of the enactment of an

amendment to the Federal Con-

stitution to permit 18 year old men

and women to vote in all elections.

The amendment was ratified in

both branches of the

Massachusetts Legislature by an

overwhelming margin.

TONIGHT APRIL 6

9 p.m.-1 a.m.

EPISCOPALIANS:
There will be a regular

Celebration of Holy

Communion according

to the rites of the Epis-

copal Church on

Wednesday Evenings at

7:00 p.m. in the New-

man Center Chapel

beginning on the

Wednesday in Holy

Week, April 7th.

CISCO
Heirs To Santana

Drums
Lead Guitar

Francisco Young
Lead Guitar with

Iron Butterfly

Rhythm Guitar

Conga Drums
Organ

EVERYONE WELCOME Admission: 75c

BLUE WALL CAFETERIA

hron,ored by: C C. PROGRAM COUNCIL
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sonal views ot the writers.

Be There

ALLSTON, Mass.-The curley-haired Irish priest

with the developing paunch of a 35 year old. offered

me wine and the tost to the bride and groom, the"

moved to the Best man. he drained the chalice of its

sweet sherry The Maid of Honor had to fake the wine

and Mike, my best friend, was married.

1 stood in the front pew of St. Anthony s Parish in

this profoundly Irish Catholic neighborhood, watching

Michael Lindsey and Patricia Karris joined
I
in holy

matrimony...through the Church of Jesus Christ, our

lord" in awe, that this canting ceremony would join

them "in sickness..." etc. for all the days of their

lives Which is a long time, even for a guy who is

Legally old enough to drink.

Pat hi as nice a girl as could ever go through a

Catholic elementary school, into a Catholic secondary

school graduating "to a Catholic nursing school. Then

deciding to marry my best friend Mike, who turned

•absurdist" a long time before a priest told him that

he wouldn't be able to marry Pat without going

through all the church's rigamarole. He did. and is

now spending a week in Florida, with his wife who

wanted, and probably needed, it. He will settle in

Medford. attending night school at Boston State.

Marriage is a difficult event for me to contemplate

especially for Mike. I guess he did it because, he had

decided that he was "in love with Pat enough to want

to live with her for the rest of his life/

She means everything to me," he said to me from

the front seat of his VW, with his new wife beside him,

driving along the Southeast expressway, after the

wedding Pat had the same confident look on her face,

that was there walking down from the alter at St.

Anthony's. She was ready for Mike and will like being

married to him.

I just wish that there was something around that

would tell you on some sort of objective scale, when

the right time for marriage really is. Some people

worrv an awful lot about it One guy named Jack, who

I never met. once said that after you get tired of

looking for all that there is in life, you get married I

think he's wrong; once you get tired of looking for life,

you're dead Not married. Marriage has got to be

something a little bit more natural than that. Maybe

people really need one special person, possibly lor tne

rest of their natural lives. 1 don't understand it.

*****

•No human society would have ever succeeded if

the institution of marriage had not been deeply

ingrained, says my room mate, who once took an

Anthropology' course, and attends Mass on Sunday

and lives anexistential fantasy the rest of the week

If mv room mate is right and Mike is right, then I

guess 'this whole thing about marriage is just too

complicated to worry about.

to the proposal
ommittee on Campus (lover-

thrir acceptance.
...^..nrfuiinn of this group was that

„,. a sludrnt." In I MtuaU-r, •*«" ' r»«" *"
r,°"v,? such is no. th,

Ss£®SEBS5BSE»a
I niversily to be there tomorrow.

"Your Majesty. We've Woven Thi* Wonderful New

Outfit For You. Designed To Give You

Special Magical Protection

Elliot Eisenberg

Writing Dopey Things
, ve been sitting at this typewriter for hours." business j.

good for. and lately it hasn't even been

opinion on this page so often tells *£*** ™ **« *£ thumbing through Virginia, writing a

column has appeared. So this is it. more or less.w* ^^ and ^ autumn lt was

need more writers up here so come on up and give us a "^gSr l5 JJ , urtner south , went . the less

perceptible was the change in season Autumn
... k • a.

** f . . . .1

hand
Writing like that eats my heart out

When you think about it this is the most volatile

Notion of the Collegian. When the Otters are in-

teresting, when the columnists and the editorials have

mething to say. the oped pages represent the best

and Isf creative efforts of us student Journalists.

Infortunatelv it also works the other way The other

pages after all. can be filled from the AP ticker, but

this one rises or falls on our own work.

Its sometimes easy to forget that we are actually

writing that the words which won t come and the

interest of friends in what of ours is good and bad. are

experiences of people who make a living at this

TswViters-or apprentice writers-we can be jealous

We have to psych ourselves to the idea that what we

-,re saving is worthwhile, and sometimes in he

orocess we try to pull ourselves up mentally at the

expense of others. Its hard to tell someone that you

didn't like what he wrote; its harder to say you did

'^Sometimes writing these columns has been.a ball

There were times when I'd write something

humorous, about the bars around here, then carry it

around the Hatch and use it to introduce myself to

nlcXking chics who happened to be sittingi
atone

over coffee. Some of my friends say that s all this

Art Buchwald

surelv come to Washington", 1 was about to say over

the phone to the girl in the Collegian office. ' not as

uuicklv as to the North, but not as slowly as to the

South
'

' But I was in a small diner out in the boonies,

and the two truck drivers behind me were getting

edfif waiting for the phone "Kh." said one. he I

reading poetry over the phone." 1 heard that and all 1

could see was' Easy Rider 1 hung up. paid my bill and

got my tail out of there That column wasn t finished

until later

It doesn't take going to another part of the country

to find something to say. but I do think its easy to get

stale sitting around here doing little more than rap-

ping out columns and getting by in courses. It takes

reading and talking to people, new people; it takes

occasional breaks from the hectic pace of the

Collegian offices It takes something to realize how

isolated and different we are from so much ot what is

modern American life.

Silverman was right recently when he said that tne

quality of these pages has suffered It has and they

need new blood and new ideas Even Eisenberg is

writing dopey things like "we need more writers up

here so eome'on up and give us a hand."

Tell It As It Is

WASHINGTON -Everyone seems to have his own

opinion as to how successful the J^os opera ™ was.

The Administration has indicated that it s quite

pleased with the incursion and that everything went

a cording to plan Press reports are less optimistic

and some reporters went so far as to describe ,t as a

Once again the poor American public doesn't know

whom tcJ believe. T^make it easier 1 have decided to

let everybody write his own news story and tell it as

St is According to his own feelings on the war. Just fill

'"WASHINGTON, DC-Pentagon spokesmen have

announced that the recent incursion into Laos by the

South Vietnamese was the greatest — of the

Indochinese war. While expressing disappointment

that the ARVN did not remain in Laos until —

,

the consensus was that the incursion had proved that

the AKVN could - when put to the test.

Pointing out that the operation had gained— <A>

months. ?Bi weeks. «C» days, for the South Viet-

namese, officials said that the operation would permit

President Nixon to step up his withdrawal plans

t„ troops a month.

The spokesmen said that not only had the ARVN

in their objective of taking the key town of

as well as cutting off route ,
but

they had destroyed - boxes of ammunition.

bags of rice, chicken

Asked about American air losses, the Pentagon

spokesman said that the United States had lost

helicopters at a cost of $ 5- million

and bombers at approximatelythe same

But he said it was worth it because the American

planes had dropped tons of bombs on Laos,

which was more tonnage than was dropped by the

allies during all of World War —— -.

The Defense Department official said. We win

continue our - air strikes along the

Ho Chi Minh Trail."

Asked how many Laotians had been killed or

wounded by the incursion the spokesman denied any

more than thousand had been involved. He

also said that critics of the incursion had exaggerated

the number of refugees. "To our knowledge there are

no more than thousand Laotians in refugee

camps," he said.
,,

•The important thing to keep in mind, he con-

tinued.
'

is that the - season is coming up.

and this will make it much for Hanoi to

Gen. and Amb. in Saigon have

tea bans

crack North Vietnamesefeet of Oil pipe and

Thev also killed—
soldiers This now brings the total body count of North

Vietnamese soldiers killed in action up to -

m
The

n
operat.on s could be attributed to

reported to President Nixon that they are

with the results, the spokesman said. President Nixon

told them he was very also.

Asked win his briefing did not necessarily jell witn

(hose puss stones coming out of Saigon, the Defense

Department official replied. "In regard to press

coverage ol the war. I would like to refer you to Vice

President Agnew s recent fund raising speech in

when he said the press and television media

were
and so on and so forth

intelligence

American advisers

planning,

AKVN officers who had fought without

and Copyright IfTl, Los Angeles Times

Letters To The Editor

An Excuseless Act Of Moral Genocide

Editorial Points
"-" ^T . ..,- .„ *_.!...• -vi ,.ia,. v Although I at'U

open letter to the Student Affairs Reorganization

BO
Koremost in a basic reform of an organization is the

establishment of a philosophy of operation and a

statement of the reason for the need of such an

organization. Such is the case with the current Student

A,

I

f

t

a

'is

S

th

e

e

f

°ca^e that is difficult to affect change in

dormitory living conditions. There is no one fault for

his but one major aspect is the fact that the person

whose authority it is to state those conditions is

unCwn or not approachable. Is it the Trustees the

lean the Area Coordinator, or the Residence Hal

staff' For instance, the decision as to the conditions of

coeducational living I ie, where and how )
were defined

inTn attempt to present students with the quality of

We ?hey dSred. Did the Trustees understand that in

diluting the proposal by not allowing freshmen and

same floor conditions (even where phys.caly

'mssible) thev defeated the purpose of the plan? Or

when students demanded that the policy for painting

rooms be altered according to their needs and desires.

w?sit clear at any time whose decision it was and why

I was no? immediately available" Or, thirdly when

he Northeast (Sylvan) area opened why was there no

plann ng for parking facilities" Had not the students

pro?" "ed violently they would have been living in the

furthest part of campus and been parking in the mos

Smest lot. Judging from these limited examples it

,s obvious that where responsibility lies is not clear

tor so clear that no one sees it).

Ms the case that students seek out that ad-

ministrator closest in proximity to him for airing

constructive ideas and grievances. This is not a

matter of working through channels or tonnes*

Rather it is the Area Coordinator that the student sees

as far enough away to be responsible, yet close enough

m o\ seen
8
Unfortunately, in the past it has been

early impossible to receive satisfaction there and the

student is defered to that nebulous responsible party

one h fa mile away. Students and staff must realize

hat he staff has the task of serving the student One

Baker's Dozen

T
°.n

h

a

e

March
r

31 letter to the Editor. Mr Richard NT

Rvan observed that of the 1700 veteran, on^he

University of Massachusetts campus on y 250 have

shown an interest in the "Veterans for Peace

movement here. He suggests that "the other 1450

SncetS are not involved with his organization,

perhaps favor war Mr. Ryan should soak his head

Many of us would flock to a valid peace movement, if

sucha movement existed The fact is it doa-t The

Veterans for Peace" movement on this campus has

been basTardlzed by the presence of an .Ujance art*

the MORE and the YSA. It's schedul.ngand ac trut.es

are steered (oops! I meant coordinated! ) by the m

terchangeable flunkies that control these latter two

^StaE Ryan insinuates he is "one of us", perhaps he

should b^Veminded that the ex^Gl's here-are severa

years older than the average UMass
i

student and are

less apt to be intoxicated by empty *^* *

™

selective indignation. Also, many *»**•**
£

time in Vietnam, and are painfully aware that U.S.

Imperialism is not the only cause of that war

Many Veterans on this campus were-deeply insulted

by Ryan's comments, but we ratted *•**«*£
the source by what seemed to be > McNamara type

body count. Could it be, Mr. Ryan, you 250 count

reafly a Baker's dozen with 237 ghosts

Wild West Idiocies

should not have to be like Ulysses in attempting to

seek answers to problems which can be solved. The

raison d'etre of dormatory living is to foster

responsibility for one's self, to deny the chance for

growth by the exercise of that responsibility because

of a functional problem is to commit an excuseless act

of moral genocide.

There are three sorts of problems which can occur

in an oncampus living situation. First, there are

problems that arise within each dormatory. Second,

there are problems unique to each living area. Third,

there are universal, school-wide problems. Now, in

issues affecting the daily lives of the student the area

coordinator, not the Student Affairs office or the

Trustees, is most capable of recognizing the

ramifications of policy. Therefore, jurisdiction for

parking, dorm life styles (specifically the manner ot

co-ed) dorm fiscal and political autonomy and staff

choice or lack or need of staff (specifically in terms of

tenants associations, heads of residences and coun-

selors) must be given to the Area Coordinator.

The American Revolution occured I in parf) because

people were dissatisfied with a King several thousand

miles away deciding what was best for them When

the King conceded part way it simply made matters

worse because their basic philososphy was being

ignored and rebellion began. The revolutionaries

demanded home rule because they knew that they,

and not an exploitive King, were best able to see their

own situation. The parallels are obvious Studen

Affairs must be constructed so that only the most

general problems are dealt with. To go half way is to

do more harm than not to act at all. To reorganize and

not totally reform is to deny the existence of the

original problem. ^ B . Zond,rma„

Do You Exist?

To the Editor

:

Yes, sports fans. Julius Erving

has officially signed with the

Virginia Squires of the ABA.

True things will be a lot dif-

ferent and probably a lot quieter

come next basketball season,

but there'll be new excitement

and new things to get interested

in But it just won't be the same.

The sad part of it all is that a

classy guy like Erving is vir-

tually forced to give up some

things that mean a lot to him just

because some greedy people are

trying to force their way into a

merger. Although it may seem

contradictory, about all we can

do is wish Julius the best of luck

and hope that the ABA falls

apart as soon as possible.
* * • * *

Georgia Governor Jimmy
Carter has been making it

known that he feels his state

should abolish the office of

lieutenant governor, a post now

held by former governor Lester

Maddox. Although Carter said

he would not press the issue,

Maddox commented. "1 just

dare him to try." The way things

have been going for lieutenants

in Georgia, perhaps Lester

better not press the issue.
*****

U William L. Calley men-

tioned in an interview held just

before he was found guilty with

Time magazine that he

developed a fear of dying ac-

cidently because the world

would think he "copped out".

According to the article, this

paranoia bothered him almost

constantly during the months of

the trial. Perhaps he should

spend more time worrying about

what people think of him while

he's alive rather than after he s

dead.

If the Bruins lose a game in the

playoffs, it will only be because

they are trying out a few new

lines for next season.

Perhaps iUs'my internal optimism that gets me mo
trouble ^At least I should have been suffic.ently

warned when I passed the playing of Butch Cass dv

and the Sundance K,d" on the way to see.ng LitUe

Big Man" at the Campus Cinema '»r
> ^"J™?

the same anger, confusion, frustration and d^ap

pomtment with this newest of modern \\ Id West

idiocies as 1 had upon viewing the former last vear

It is my optimism a Inch leads me to bel.eve that

^
sophisticated and realistic portrayal of Indian life and

white man thinking a century ago w.U l>e putor£mr
But it seems that it ,s only the usual.inve »

a^ "--run

garbage that makes money, the truth not being worth

examining At a time when we plead for our govern

ment to rearrange its priorities, it is Ume we ask all

segments of society to do likewise The film LUUe

Big Man echoes the shallowness of a society which

insists upon playing games with serious. Please dc«t

waste yo^r time as I did- don't see^BJ^

Subjugation without representation is tyranny. The

students of UMass spend the major part nftheyear

here in Amherst-nine months of every year. They

spT>nd theTreater part of their money here The good

SSeof Amherst are afraid that if the students get

Se vote, thev will take control of the town Is that no

he right and duty of a majority in a democracy? Let

t rememS- that ,f it were not for the good student s

uurchasing goods in Amherst, the merchant-

SJual stfwould go broke in two weeks Certainly I

do? have to say anything about the prices they

charge; the merchants of Amherst are making a

fortune from the isolated and captive student body .Do

vou think that if it weren't for the student, that he>

wouldTver be able to rent half the apartments they

have a half the price they do" They have us at heir

economic mercy but such is the nature of capitalism

But to have us at their political and legal mercy too is

not the nature of democracy. Why shouki th* be the

students constitute the majority, the democratic

majority The people of Amherst are dependent upon

mm for economics%ut he is at the mercy of the town

Tnd ts laws over which he has no control. By what

pnnc pie htit right that a student should live m a town

Tnd contribute to it economically and still be deprived

oTpoStical participation in it? All we ask for ,s our

democratic and LegVl rights, if this seems radical it is

blca^e the people we ask them of are unrepresentive

"wakTurand look at Berkeley where the students

w.U soon control the city council and will institu e

much needed reforms in public education, day-care

inters drug centers, rent control, and community

con rol of the police If this is the radicalism which the

people of Amherst are afraid of, then they are afraid

oT nothing less than a democratic desire to make he

community responsive to the needs of the people. Stop

bemrapathetic^ize the time and realize the op-

Dortunity that real democracy presents

The question of whether students have a right to

vo e is a legal one and should be brought to the court if

necessary as is now the case in Boston. However we

dotacvl Ui is hope The Secretary of State ,n Calif no

a notedII iberal. sent a letter to all election registrars

?n that state advising them that to bar a student from

oting at least in federal elections, is a crime The

actions of the Amherst registrar may be criminal and

unconstitutional, lets find out!
„hf,ther tne

The question is not simply one of uhether tht

student should vote, but rather what is the standing o

the university student in the community Is the

univ Jsi v merelv an ivory tower, an abstraction with

'r ^
world outs.de ,f it is an unacademic proposition that

savs that the university has no '^7^ ' '
'*

community and 11 Is tn undemocratic rule that stab I

\Z JS majority should be governed by the minority

o .uest.oi is simply this, does the student live ma

uohtc I vacuum nine months of the year and become

^ meal entity tor only three months r£community

which has little or no affect on his he the rest of the

year" " the student exists in any real sense, he exists

here and should be able to vote here
Ipman

A One Way Street

By JACK GRIFFIN ,

Hank and 1 are working dorm security^^"^g^t0

this motorcycle tucked away in the corner of the lobby and we go over o

t .ke a look It's a nice bike, clean anyway, and pretty big Bill coitus in

hadge a luTand a mousiache I'm standing in .rent of him and he asks

or identification. I think that's pretty stupid but another man m .

-
b u

£2 cornerCthe big black guy. who looks somehow mean,

savs -r don t care what you think ' He really means -Fuck off. boy

yn^g to break the lock. So do I. Hank and I are pretty down aOut itJUw

li hinearape Well not quite I ask one of the colors why they rt taking

The nkelway He s reallv not a healthy look.ng man and he turns away

TheTne next to him. whose face looks like a«.owl |«J £j J*"
hazard and would you put it in your house" IIft***^*^^
atreUes as they stand around the f.re hazard Right on and who are y

ou

ki

TheSv with the hammer finally breaks the lock He asks if Ik- should

way street and moral responsibility

BEBBUUafS CABTOON

&tt#l '
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NES Special

Fantasies of Children's Minds
(Kditor's Note: The following stories were written by children

participating in the NES program in Springfield. Many of them

are tutored bv I'Mass students.)

( >nce there was this old man who wanted to be a king. He

lived in a forest with all the animals. When people would come

in the forest and just for meat he would capture them and keep

then for his slaves. The people in the village didn't like that.

One dav the king of the village got a group of men to go out in

the forest to get him because they didn't like him he was mean.

The third day the group of men set a trap to capture him. When

the old man "stepped into the trap the men took the old man to

the king and the king punished him. They they killed him and

the people in the village never saw him again. Age 11

once there were three snowmen in the park. And when I

went over there the sun was out and I saw them melt. And a

little bov came over there and said, "What happened to my
snowmen''' and I said 1 was coming to the park and I saw the

sun out and I didn't do it the sun did it. Age 7

I have a sister, she is 10 years old. They call her the F.B.I.

agent of the house. She does not miss a trick. Whenever the

phone rings she is right there. When my mother starts to talk

Martha is right under her nose Age 13

Black and White should get together because that is the only

way people can live. People can't live without fighting and

shouting at each other because every time they talk about each

other they start fighting with each other. But people should

alwavs love one another and live without fighting and the

world would be better. But most people don't figure it out the

way thev should. They think that they can get something out of

lighting". But they don't, they should do things the way they

ought to because anyway they don't get nothing but sores and

scratches When my sisters fight my mother

heat them good because they ought to be friends

instead of fighting. She tells them that they

ought to like one another no matter if they are

These children, from impoverished

families of the Springfield area, are busy

plating and creating at the NKS center in

that city. The children are tutored by in-

terested I'Mass students.

black or white. So any way 1 think all colors should get along

with each other if they do 1 think our world could get along. I

wish we could try it. Well I don't have no more to say so I will

close this up. It is close. Age 13

This is a story of how I helped my mother get ready for her

party. 1 got up this morning and got dress and she fixed break-

fast "for me and my brothers and her. We had eggs and bacon

and toast. We had orange juice to drink. Then she asked me to

go to her friends house and asked them if they wanted to come

to the Stanley party. She had the order blanks and the book she

made invitation slips and this is what it said:

"Do you want to come to a Stanley party at 43 Central Street

this is what 1 said: ., C(rfla,

"Do you want to come to a Stanley party at 43 Central Street

at 8 00 Thursday night at Mrs. Robinson's house.

I ran all over the place going to her friends house soon I was

finished and I asked her could I go to my girlfriends house she

said ves 1 could go and then I stayed over her house until 2:00

then'l came home and ate lunch then I asked my mother could

1 go with her to her friends house she said yes. So I went with

her and her freinds little girl was there We played and played

and played until her other girlfriends mother came and her

husband bought her doll some doll clothes and she only could

fit her F J.s She could not fit her pants set so it had to take it

back and got another one bigger than that so it could fit her

then while they took it back we played cards. After that we

plaved Spirigraph after that we had to go home then when we

got"home I asked mv mother could I go to the NES. and she

said yes and I said would she ride me down there she said yes

so I got into the car and when we got here I said by and she said

by and when 1 got here Mr Smith said 1 got here just in time

and my tutor trend gave me apieceof paper to throw away and

then we read a story of a puppy sitter then we wrote this story

Age t»
,

r

Southern Politics Discussed
In WMUA Special Report

Attention, Motorcyclists

Tonight at 7:38 p.m. WMCA's
News and Fublic Affairs Depart-

ment will present a special in-

depth report on an unusual

political struggle currently taking

place in the First Congressional

District ol South Carolina, which

includes Dorchester County and

eight other impoverished counties

Mrs Victoria Delee. the 45-year-

old black civil rights activist from

Kidgeville. is campaigning

vigorously to win the

Congressional seat formerly held

l>\ L Mendel Rivers, the chairman

oi the House \rmed Services

( itininittee. who died on December

2», 1970

A special election to fill the

I scant seat will be held on April 27,

1971

Mrs Delee. with the en-

dorsement of the United Citizens

Partj ol South Carolina, is op-

iwising Mendel .1 Davis, the 28-

veai old godson of L.Mendel
Rivers, running as a Democrat;

and 44 yearold Dr. James Fd
wards, a Charleston dentist who
won the Republican nomination

Roth Mr Davis and Dr. Fdwards

are political conservatives. Both

are white Both have well-financed

campaigns But 34 percent of the

registered voters in the First

District are black Mrs. Delee feels

that she can win if the white con-

servative vote splits and if even a

small percentage of the white

moderates and liberals who voted

against Davis and Edwards in the

primaries decide to support her in

the election Mrs Delee's can-

didacy has attracted national

attention in The New York Times

. articles February 15 and 25. 1971 >.

I he \ew Yorker magazine I
March

27. 197D. and other publications.

over the Spring vacation.

WMUA commentator Ken
Mosakowski .who will narrate

tonights program' and Ann

Nichols, acting head of the I'Mass

Committee on Nutrition and
Human Needs, visited Mrs Delee

at her home in Ridgeville. The

Committee since last year has

been attempting to focus public-

attention on the widespread
malnutrition and conditions of

worm infestation which plague

thousands of poor people in Dor

Chester County. South Carolina,

and in hundreds of other 'hunger

counties'' in the United States.

l^ast Tuesday, the Committee

and the Immanuel Lutheran

Church of Amherst co-sponsored a

Bread for the Hungry'' luncheon

which raised $250 for the Four

Holes Day Care Center, which Mrs.

1 )elee established in Ridgev ille last

year. The day care center now has

a total of 7» malnourished black,

white, and red children enrolled.

although many are ill with chicken

pox and other diseases and must

remain at home.

Mrs Delee leels that the only

way the poor people of her district

will ever receive the help they need

is lor her to represent their in-

terests in the Congress of the

l nited States

Student Senate Counsel Richard

M Rowland issued the following

statement on motorcycles on

campus
in as much as there have been 8

arrests on campus recently.

Be sure to wear the ap-

propriate headgear as required by

la*

Drive only on roads, not

Stdewattut, lawns, etc

Register your vehicles and

keep the registration in your

possession when driving.

Insure your motorcycle.

Have your motorcycle in

spected

ATTENTION

JUNIORS AND SENIORS
UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS

Amherst

Auto School
34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

CALL FOR INFORMATION

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
SENIORS - - PRE GRADUATION DELIVERY

TONIGHT

D. H. LAWRENCE'S

Sons and Lovers

the excellent film adap-

tation of Lawrence's

masterpiece about the

sexual frustrations and
coming to artistic matur-

ity of Paul Morel.

MAHAR - 75<
8 ami 10

RING DAYS
TUESDAY c> WEDNESDAY

APRIL 6 6-7
JOSTEN S FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES

WILL ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR ORDER

SEE THESE ATTRACTIVE RINGS ON DISPLAY

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

Dreams and Fantastic A rt

In ion at 1:91 P.M. J

Film And Drama
Festivals Planned

The first New England Student Film Festival, sponsored by the

I -niversitv Film Study Center and held originally at MIT on December Il-

ia will arrive on the University oi Massachusetts campus on
i

April >

Sponsored by the University Film Study Series, the program will include

two hours oi film selected from the eighty-eight entries submitted bv

Se

S^,hei^ included will be TX 7,7*. by BV. student Jesus „

Muldonudo; two animated films. The Trip, by Nathan Garland (Yate)

and Sand bv Caroline Leaf (Harvard); the prize winning document... >

r_>n<l Street Movie, bv Nicholas Doob 'Vale, and a gangster movie b>

Stanford student David Chase, called The Rate and hall ol Bugs

TheTestival films have had wide acclaim. David Sterritt in his review

lor the Christian Science Monitor, described some oi the films he saw- as

"examples of the best independent youth-oriented l.lm making. And

film maker Jonas Mekas. who was present throughout the origin;,.

festival concluded in his column for The Village Vo.ce. that -neither Neu

York nor San Francisco has the monopoly on -creative i.lm any longer

The Festival program will be shown in Thompson Hall Aud.tonums 102

and iii6 at 630 and B::U) p.m. The first showing scheduled to ac

col.ulte those interested in attending the D.V.P lecture i, Stan

VanDerBeek and other evening events

Tickets will be available at the door for both showings

Wednesday evening the I Mass Theatre will do a final product..... o.

Aristophanes" THE CLOUDS at 8p.m. in Bartlett Auditorium.^S presented last December. CLOUDS was selected as a l.nahst

at the \mer.can College Theater Festival held this past week,,.

Washington As one of the ten f.nahsts. it was selected from the more than

150 college productions considered ...
i

ia Stewart directed and Janet Craft choreographed with an original

music score bv Jav McAull.ie William Arrowsm.th did the^
translation

Ted m th,s produciion There will be no admission charge lor this per

rormance

Borodin String Quartet

Set Concert Next Week
The Borodin Siring Quartel

will appear in a single concert at

the UMass on Wednesday evening,

April 14th This concert in Bowker

Auditorium at a on p m. is part of

the 1*76/71 Fine Arts Council

Chamber Musk Series and brings

in the attention of Connecticut

Valley music lovers the Soviet

Union s leading string quartet

Joining the Borodin String

Quartel on this fourth North

American tour w ill be the

distinguished pianist, Lyuba

Edlina who will perform the Piano

Quintet in G Minor by Dimitri

Shostakovitch Also programmed

is Beethoven'i string Quartet in B

Flat Major. Opus 130 with the

(iros.se Fuge. Opus 133 Members
ol the Borodin String Quartet are

KostisUN Dubinsky. iirst violin.

Y.uosiav Alexandrov. lecond

\.olin; Dimitri Shebahn. viola and

Valentin Berhnsky. cello

STUDY SOVNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Improvl Dfion •»" '» w»»«."-»

Th« S»m« Amount Of T m# To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS

Your rontprrhtn. •
.

«• * FMMI **•

ELECTRONICALLY .RODUCtD SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS 10 HAPPEN

Pieaso Spci ly

.ssrtte^Or LP «<>«,"!

.1 Oirck or Money O'der V> V>

include 75c Handing and Postago
Sound Concepts, Inc .

Box 335?
. . i .... . i ... w

Reserved tickets for the Borodin

string Quartet'! concert are now

available l>\ contacting the

U Mass's Fine Arts Council. 125

Herter Mall Bemaining tickets

Will be available at Bowker

Auditorium one hour before the

concert A telephone reaching both

bos offices is < 4i:i > MS4M

Charlottesville, Va ?7W< —

COMPLAINTS?
STUDENT SENATE

SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Services

(Dining Commont, Parking, Bus Shuttle, Housing, etc.)

JUST FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

Also if you'd like to join in ond help, just leave

your' name and phone number with the secretary.

FINE ARTS COUMCIU 1*70/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

TUESDAY, APRIL 6 & WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7

David Bar -Ulan, pianist

Two different programs at B:00 p m

Noted Israeli-born artist will perform works b> Sole..

Ben-Haim. Beethoven. Chopin and LttXl on luesday. April

6.

On Wednesday. April 7. Mr. Bar-Illan hai programmed

Ramcau. Mendelssohn. Beethoven. Chopin and Liszt.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14 — 800 P.M.

Borodin String Quartet
Lyuba Edlina, Pianist

Soviet tn.on s h-ading quartet performs Piano Quintet by

Shostakovitch and BcethOVCn'S String Quartet. Op. 130

with Groses Kupe. Op. 133.

Reserved Tickets availoble from Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Holl (or ot Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offices.

C

Festival of the Arts

TODAY
LEO MARX: "Revolution© ry Postorolism'

Author of Mochine in the Garden

Lecture: Herter 227 8:00 P.M.

Coffee: Memorial Hall Lounge

DAVID SILVER: "How Long Ago Wai 1984?

Host of "Whot's Happening Mr. Silver?"

Lecture: C.C. Auditorium 8 00 P.M.

Coffee: Colonial Lounge, Student Union

Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series

Wednesday-
STANLEY KRIPPNER: "Ettects of Psychedelic Experience in Art ond

Music"

STAN VAN DER BEEK: "Medio Rap-Around Films

Thursday-
ED PINCUS: Showing of "Ponolo", "One Step Awoy," ond "Portrait

of a McCarthy Supporter'

Friday—
DAVID SLAVITT: (Henry Sutton) "A performance-recitation of "The

Eclogues of Virgil"

LIAM MILLER: "Twentieth Century Irish Theotre
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NOTICES O's Over B's In East

ACTION LAB
Tutoring at the jail tonight Bus

leaves from Whitmore at 6.30 p.m.

in
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Pledge class meeting at 8 p.m.

802 ot the C.C tonite.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Amateur Radio Assoc W1PUO

meeting on Wed., April 7 at 7 p.m. m
"Radio Room" Engineering Lab
Bldg. (orange computer bldg.)

ANGEL FLIGHT
There will be a meeting tonight at 7

p.m. Attendance is mandatory.
Elections will be held.

ARMENIANS
April 21 22 has been set as the date

tor the torch lite 24 hour vigil.

Questions contact Tom Derdenan
549 6613

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Everyone is welcome to attend our

meeting, where students will tell of

experiences in Christian Science.

Tonight 6:45 p.m. in Rms 911 915 Of

the CC

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Monthly meeting of the club Wed

evening, April 7 at 730 p.m m Rm
165 159 of the CC. Come & ask

questions

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS
Open meeting tonight, 9 p.m . room

805 809 of the C.C. Film: "The Other
Americans"

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting tonight at

6 30 m Rm 168 170 of the C.C Exec,

ooard will meet at 6 15

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB
The regular square dance will be

held m the CCA Tues at 7 30 8 with

review. 8 930 lessons, and 930 1030
meeting and club level dancing

HOME EC. STUDENT FACULTY
COMMITTEE

First issue of the school of Home
Ec Student Fac. newsletter is now
available. Contains information
pertinent to all majors. Available

main lobby Skinner Hall

NAIADS
Water work for Naiads today 5:30

at Wope. Thursday instructional

period for tryouts 7 p.m. at Wope.
Questions call Sandy 549 6385.

N.E.S.
Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight at 5 45 in 177 of the C.C. All

interested should attend.

NURSING MAJORS
Come to the Spring Party, Wed.,

April 7, 230 4 p.m School of Nursing
Conference Room

PI BETA PHI
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi invite all

Univ. women to a fortune telling

party tonight from 7 830 p m. at 388

N Pleasant St.

SPANISH TABLE
Spanish Table meets for dinner

tonight from 5 6 in Hampshire
Commons Come chat with us.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
REORGANIZATION
Tonight an open invitation is ex

tended to students m the Southwest

area to discuss the reorganization of

the student affairs dept with the

members of the student affairs

reorganization commission at 8 p.m
m DC ' 7.

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN
Regular meeting tonight 930 in

Rm 903 ot the C.C Would people with

outstanding polling sheets please

turn them in completed or otherwise!

For further info call 665 3901.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST
LEAGUE
YPS 1.. will meet at 8 p.m m

room 803 of the CC tonight All

members must attend

ZOOLOGY STUDENT FACULTY
LIAISON COMMITTEE
Zoo. dept. Student Faculty bag

lunch: Dr. Klingengern will show a

movie on fossil hunting. Undergrade
faculty invited. Wed. 1200 130, Mor.
349.

LOST
A scarf lost in Bowker Aud. on Mar.

31. Call Ken 321 Hamlin.
2 keys on Rawhide strip: (Idorm, 1

bicycle) betw. J. Adams & Pierpont
last Thurs. morning. Please return 6

5264.
1 knapsack with books left in a VW

on a ride from Sunderland to UMass.
If you have it, could you please leave
it tor Ed at booth at the parking
garage?

Pair ot black framed glasses in a

brown case If found please call 546

6400.
Wallet lost in Thompson 106, April

5, at 10 a.m. If found call 584 0610 in

Northampton or leave it at Munson
Annex.

FOUND
Puppy brown with white around

collar part German Shepard and
Collie 3 4 mos. old. If anyone wants
her please call Shelly 546 7450 or the

Dr. Roder (dog pound) I only have 10

days. Please someone give her a

home.
A man's wedding band found in

Boyden gym in a handball court. Call

546 6253 ask for Roy must identify it.

BOSTON i AP>—Ever since the

Boston Red Sox won the American

League pennant at 100-1 odds in

1%7 there has been the temptation

each spring to pick them to win

again But not this year.

The Baltimore Orioles are

loaded with talent and appear a

sure bet to sweep to another Kast

Division title. The Bed Sox. the

New York Yankees and the Detroit

Tigers must hope for a total

collapse by the world champions.

The Bed Sox won 12 of their last

14 games in 1970, but still finished

21 iK'hind Baltimore and six hebind

the Yankees. Boston's hopes are

high after some bold moves which

annoyed some fans, but 21 games
are an awful lot of pick up in one

season.

The Orioles didn't stand still

during the winter months. They

added solid pitching strength in

trades, and in Florida and on paper

look like the class of the league.

The Bed Sox definitely appear

better defensively and their hitting

in exhibition games was solid

despite the loss of Tony Conigliaro

and Mike Andrews in deals.

However, the pitching was as

spotty as every.

In Florida, the Bed Sox looked

improved enough to finish ahead of

the Yankees and the Tigers. But

the Orioles should own the league.

To pose any kind of a threat in

the pennant race, the Bed Sox must

get off to a good start. They were

11-1/2 games behind the Orioles at

the end of May last year and never

had a chance.

The Bed Sox filled one longtime

trouble spot by obtaining catcher

Duane Josephson from the Chicago

White Sox last Tuesday. Josephson

stepped in ahead of Don Pavletich

and Bob Montgomery im-

mediately.

Josephson is a hard hitting right-

hander with a .440 average against

Boston last season He is more than

adequate as a receiver.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

J

Free UMASS Delivery
FROM

For The

Bridc-To-Bc
We have lovely

CRYSTAL

STAINLESS

CHINA &

SILVER

at

Baker— Winn
iewtttn

II Smith Pbasaiit St.

AmhrrM

Ecology— Environment

Want To Work On It?

The Coalition for Environmental Quality lCEQ» is holding

I project conference on Tuesday. April 6 at « :00 P.M. in

room 162 C C. Three positions will be filled at a special

election" President. Treasurer, and Projects Coordinator.

The conference can elect six members to the Steering

Committee, too' Any undet graduate is eligible help

life support system

RAPP'S DELI
79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Next door to Peter Pan Bus office

This Week's Delivery Specials

PASTRAMI GRINDER
Reg. $1.09 Now $1.00

ITALIAN COLD CUT GRINDER
Reg. $1.15 Now $1.05

SALADS — POTATO, COLE SLAW or MACARONI
Reg. 25* Now 20*

CANNED SODA
Reg. 25* Now 20*

ECLAIRS
Reg. 25* Now 20*

Phone 253-9336 for free delivery

$2.00 minimum from 6-11 every night.

Speciol Prices on Deliveries Only _

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

1'ionrer, Te»c, t.urr»r,l, I'K, Ml .

I.^i.r. HIK. MWUl ft ft* r"'
. -.«s ".nmdard r.nlio. I tali B#e*k«r«

.. a tntcka and other. MNMW.
. kj,,lii r«l V,. I.. "

i „d lur- — JackrU, <u|n« ...-I

•Uulea for surins. :»«» nhiyiiiri.!. «'

r..M». »«me raccoon. AU •>«"•, *"
p. Call 243-SW5. ««-*•

,U AMMi. « . t**l Mil briral.- "'

0( iw).i mi . > "» tm < •"»«•
•"•'/"l,

> our—If. *Hi'J~>» '"

^Twatl Realistic Amplifier, wet I-

l.nt condition. Call 1'ete at i, > •

t I •-*»

10 hu VW m«ine rebuilt. SHW wm«
trade. ANu other \ \\ .•mslnen and

mil *^n M l isss 1

1

lainrr —

"

,;<> Yamaha IN >er.inil.ler. StfM

„u r r tall Kote - :>u; -*'"* _ <"-*

ltimin Boles mow* camera in j

v

.1., I lenae* on turret. IMn-«

frame* and ni.i. H more < »»»» ''• «

UN Aakin* >-->^ . _.

h new. MMai Mt- *»»
''••'V) \

anytime. —" *" -

Econ. %»n J/onl. rMPJthw.
paneliiiK. .iirtnin-. ti "« < :'l>e *»*
Ural oiler , tall 5W-4WM «.«'

It. II noturt." I'- helmet, Mite V»
with wnup-on titer »i".r, > Ml WW-
C«ll < »rt .-il.VIMMil

—
1 bdrm . CUff.lde Apt... JjJ* *

Au< . Terr re.noo.ble. C.U M*--*1*

h - » p.m. ilr?.

—>oauner aublet with option. very

larce « bedroom tovinhouor at moun-

tain r»nie Evemhln. brand new

tnl. *e»r EvenlM. KH-9396 tf«-9

summer sublet w option to renew

le.ae In toll - 8 yS'iSJE"
mile from c.mpo. C.U 253"2247

tf4-6

ATiTl.blr June 1. 8 bodnn. .pt
(

.

t(u.ht.ln Village. B*lcn'r '0W
T|,v
W*„

to w.ll c.rpet. .Ir cond. !!*"••
t all 3a.V7M« « »

"*•*

To nublet — t bedroom »pt., June

1 |« August 31 with option to renew

in Sept . ft.rnl.hrd. Will "««»«'
rent (.11 253-8330 ««j»

1 hdW .pt. for rent m.t t Op-

tion to pick up lc.*e Pool. .Ir cond ..

,|lahH.ahrr. C.ll M0-«3.» •"«',«
p.m. .

tf*-3q

Summer (tuhlet — option —_ 4-IJ

hedroom. Main St.. near AatHrnt

MP. Av.ll.hle June 1 C*H 2,V1-5.«1

Muttt sell 68 fortln., r«. meeh.

.ond., OTer 25 ml. «.l . only 15.PP0

ml , .ntom.tir tr.nti., disc br.he._

Be»t offer. C.U 546-972*. tfS-T

1965 Cbr». Imp.l. Coot.. It. blor.

terr «ood cond , radio, heater, mow
tire., etc. $850 or best offer, (all

Mike 646-7883, 2005 Kenn. tM-7

1(110 BMW 75P mtrcy, 9000 miles.

SIHHl. Acceasorlr., black, perfect

hike owned /malnt.lned by factory

trained mechanic. Salr fore^ by

owner's old .Be. C.ll 549-3479 .ny-

tlme gg
«H Oalaztr, ricrl. cond , yellow

Ma.k Interior, atereo.. 548-8320.

CAMPERS FOR SALE
63 Ford C.mper fully equipped,

needs some work! VW tr.ller hlteh

H4| 1!W8 XV! Bur runs perfect. hod>

in rood shape, SU73. Call :*i '' 1 ' ,:

— Whiteli.ht Book, (in the Allej)

y9 texts! MMB

WANTED

PERSONAL

li!) - '70 Chevrolet., Fords. Ood.ea
lmm *«!»0 - t9°9. Free r.taloK. Pan
Am. AB1„ 8 Hanse Ave.. Freeport.

\ V 11520.

FOR RENT
—rEKFEcfToR soLMi.it ScBooL
— Furn. I t"lrm. upt lor July and

AM. >"o lewe re<i Ne.r C'.mpu..

Pool and air cond Married couple

fr ,lrh preferred. Call &IS-3818 aHer

5
.

tt*-W

Apt. for rent — Junr - Au«. Op-

tion to keep apt in fall One Mark

from campus In private home
.

fl«a

NM , all utilities Incl. Call 8*3-*

-

ol -

tf*-s

Dorm room for rest of this'.«•"-

ester. MS. Contact llerk at MS*"'
„ r 253-3373 or 549-6696. »"•»

~Koomy 2 bdrm. apt., walkin* di»-

u.n.e lo campus, air ronil . •«"•
June I. '.t'l-ttHMH. 81 Pre.. Apt.. tf4-7

4 rm. Apt : 2 bedrooms kltch.

Ilv rm Can hold 4 people. £110 /mo.

mln. utilities -lune 1 - AoK. 31. Call

Barb Stt-llH '< -7 P. m. tfl-9

Need . place to stay for the sum-

mer I must suh-le..e a 1 -bedroom

apt startlne In mid-lune. Contort

Fverett .laiiie-nn. IM Pniijon. tfl-9

""V| bedroom apt , Squire Village,

s.indertnnd. DtohwatkeT, pool, etc

Ite.t offer with option for fall. Call

IW.V3372 .
"*•*

3 bdrm apt , June - August. Cen-

ter of Amherst. Will discuss rent

C.ll 546-1169 after 6. «
»*•

5 bedroom apt at RollInK t.reen.

riir conditioned, all utilities, and

.wintmhw pool. ••""< ' ,0 '•' ''"*!

\iil-. :il ( iill «sa-37»d «"-»

TO SUBLET
1 Bdrm. Apt. .t CUffslde tadrtn

.1 uTlUtle.. .wlmmln. pool, tennis

n.iirta. »t.U. Jnne ' t0 m
I

22 31 . C.U 665-284J 1fr 4 p^

lleaiitiful setup furnished apt- "nil

pool for the summer or lon*er, one

room, only $145 mo Call SM MM •»-

ler 5^ l
f±L'

For summer with opt. to cont , :t

bedroom Puffton apt from June I -

Auk. 31. $50, off each mo. Call 519-

6014 aftrr 5 p m. ___,I1'"

A bdrm. apt. at Puffton. .vail.

Junr 1 for summrr. AC, pool and

trnnls & appliances. Rent nr.otiable

— tall 519-6696 and ask for Juv.

tharly. tT>-"

FOR SALE— AUTOS

1965 VW In r«cellent condition with

sunroof, new motor and trans. Ask-
In. $700. C.U Kent .t 546-9471, 549-

litijMj or .ft. 253-3373, 50,000 ml.
tf4-18

•67 Mercedes 2303 4 dr., power
steerlnr, .utoin.tlr; '67 VW 2 door:

•«« VW 2 door. Greenfield. 771-1773.
tf4-9

VW '68 Bor. new engine MM June.

l.'.OO. miles. Excel cond. Badlo. new
tires. $1295. Call Steve 1-781-5^50

days. 1-783-5972 night.
.

tf4-8

(13 F.lcoln Sedan. 20 mpg, good on

nil. good body, r.dlo, he.ter, stand-

ard transnussion, $125.00. C.U Tom
t<;7-*693 anylime (t.r.nhy) tf4-7

1967 Flat 850 Coupe, eicl. cond..

$700 , leaving the country. Call M6-
1188 after 7pm tf4-JI

1963 Mercu ry Monterey S- .V» v -.

l>8 T-Bird l.anilau. 2 dr., new Mi-

ehelin tires: tl Ford V8. auto.. ««
uon. I'*: '<•"> Cadillaac «»nv A <

t. reen field 77 1-4773. t f t-f»

Ts, PB. riidio, e*cellent condition,

best offer tall 549-606 1. tf4-9

~"fJef away In a *6? Falrlane 500.

AT. PS. fac. rebuilt '.'60 V8 with

.'5.000 mi. . will pass Inspection. B«d>

irood. 519-1111 between 4 and 9 p m_
tf 1-7

1966 Olds 442 Conv . good cond .

new tires, clutch, etc. Call 6-9771 af-

ter 11 p m. tf '- r'

,»n»onr willing to try tnmlng Con-

gressman Paul MeCloslrev of C.llfor-

..... into a president. Call 516-4000

^

Peace Srmbol Olow Bulbs. Fit

st„ndHr.l socket Two for $6.00 post-

mM satisfii. tion guaranteed < on-

lempo-klts. 12 Bi.hop Tecrnc-. BlTaf-

r..rd. N I 08081. tf4-.

17lb 11 U}\ — IVware, t'.e Phnn-

...... has no faio'itea,
I I

Ilia, k sincere male slndent near

v.nberst. Plrmir write to white male
(temporarily In Ohio) Interrstrd in

possible doae aummer relationship

i onfldcnti.l. Bo\ 723, Amherst.
Ma«.J

tf4-8

t liffside Apt. »»anled immrd. or

.. soon a. possible < all .'.16-9819

tf4-8

Photographer doing story for Sev-
entern m.gaxinr wants undergradnate
rirls with very groovy rooms to pho-
f..graph. C.ll I>an 253-3995. tf4;7

ROOM FOR RENT

l„ lirisiiu II - Happy IV.rihdnv.

..»e. <nr. .istic 1116. I'**

NOW — 3 mllrs from campus, own
room, nice farmhouse, share with I

curs, $50 plus utll. Available imme-
diately. Call l.onie 519-1703 tfl <

JOBS
SERVICES

"VlKN of .11 tr.des to NORTH
HI4»rtJ \1\sKA around $2800/mo

Write Job Brsrarch. P.O. Bo« 161.

sta-.\. Toronto. Ont Enclose SM£

ROOMMATES WANTED
"vi.lr or frniiile. own room In 2

» room apt. «««> month. Available

...,w < all 6-93:18. ask for M.rc.
tf 1-6

"l Roommate wanted beg. June 1.

\pt within walking dlst. of Campus.
Pool, nlr cond.. furn apt. Call 519-

ii.' t!> after 6 pm. < •
- :,°

"Roommates wanted, M, F, or both,

beginning June 1. Very cheap, com-
fortable apartment in Northampton.
Fall 584-6159. Keep t rying. tf4-6

SUMMER SUBLET

Amherst Audio services .lore..

component., tape decks for home or

car. 197 No. Pleasant St , 256-813:'..

tf

LOST
Reward for return of a black

wallet lost .... i.iui|».s. identification.

II.. I. Tlanielitt, call HM SswT. *•'' IMek-
ei.son

.

!-•!

TRAVEL

ATTENTION

Summer sublet from June 1 - Aug

.

30, 100 Colonial Village, furnished

2 bedroom, swim. pool. C.ll 256-

§«32. tf tn-th
" si.nd Squire vTll., 3 twlr., air end .

pool, dlshw.sh. ww. carpet, part

furn . all utilities Inc. Opt. to re-

new le.-c, $200 m. Jit - Aug. Call

MaVttM tfl-9

Porsche 1963 8-90, sunroof, red.

eio. cond. 546-9107. tf4-8

APARTMENT HFNTERS! 2 free

wks. liting in Mt Range, last 2

weeks in May. If you decide on oc-

cupancy from June 1 on. All electric

- air conditioning. 253-5857. If4-7

.1 Bdrm

.

lower rent.
Apt., Puffton
Call 5 19-07.19

Village,
tfl 7

BOOKS
"We buy used books and records

SIMMER IN El ROPE! Chartered
r. ...nil trip jet flights plus mn.n
helpful services. WATERBFUS loo!
tall 549-1357 or IM MB

4 - 6 8 9 1 3 15 It. ;.'M 27 29 30

OVEREANT> IJ^IlPEIirriON TO
INDIA. leaves London" mid-June
$190. AJiio return CHARTERS to
l/ondon $190 .pprox. Encounter
OverLnd. 1414 E. 59th SI . Chlc.go,
III. 606.17

3- g 4 8 10 12 16 18 30 4- 8 8

RIDE WANTED
Ride wnnted to Springfield Mnndav

thru Friday. Will share eipen.es.
Please call I.ibby at 546-5476.

lf4-6

WANTED TO BUY
Women's English Bicycle In good

condition. Please contait Elaine
6-1181. ni-7

UM Ruggers Open With Triple Sweep
^-**"-^

. . „... . L _ ..:..i ..,.„.,^^a ,»v wpII hv to learn about the gi

The UMass Kugby Team opened

its Spring season at home with a

big day on Sunday playing three

games with Hartford Rugby Club

and The University of Con-

necticut Kugby Football Club. The

day opened with the UMass first

fifteen playing the Hartford A side.

UMass came away with a big win,

5-0, as they took charge and played

the game in their style.

The UMass Kuggers were led by

(apt Frank Boksanske who scored

the only try of the test. The game in

large measure was quite even. On

the opening kickoff. UMass ran to

within the Hartford 5 year line but

could not move the ball in for a

score. Hartford did not waste time

getting out of trouble. For the

greater part of the first half, it was

the UMass forwards lead by Mark

Chenoweth who pressured the

Hartford backs into making

numerous mistakes.

Hartford led by All American

Bill Foy were not able to mount a

consistent attack. Chenoweth shut

off the Hartford running attack.

LatC in the first half after

Chenoweth tackled Foy. Paul

Reynolds picked up the loose ball

at midfield, ran down field,

avoiding a few tacklers; he was

soon joined by Boksanske and

Steve McElroy. The trio ran

downfield. finally isolated

Boksanske, who poured on the

speed and ran past everyone for a

try. The conversion was

straightforward and made by Dale

Toohey The score stood at half-

time 5-o.

The second half was no different,

UMass came out to win. They could

not mount a consistent attack but

kept Hartford at bay for nearly the

whole half The Hartford side did

penetrate effectively in the late

stages of the second half. On two

occasions it looked as if they might

score, but continual recovery by

the UMass backs and the continual

hard play of the forwards kept

UMass out of trouble and

preserved a solid win for the

Spring Kugby season opener.

The second game featured the

UMass second XV against

University of Connecticut first

rugby XV There was no question

from outset who had the better

team UMass went out and con-

sistently outplayed UConn The

I Mass "forwards were remarkable

in their pursuit In the course of the

game the UMass forwards scored

three trys The trvs were scored by

Jim Tkacik. Bill Kesgen and Steve

Council The backs scored two trys

as well, both on the effective play

of Dave Culver.

Within the first five minutes,

UMass forwards had established

the domination they maintained

for the whole game. Deep in UConn
territory a ruck on the five yard

line resulted in loose play from

which Jim Tkacik picked up the

ball and dove in for a try. The try

was converted by Jim Clapper and

UMass had a 5-0 lead early in the

game.
Domination was again apparent

a little later in the half when at

approximately the 40 yard line

UMass gained control of the ball

from a set scrum The ball came

out to Dave Culver at fly half.

Culver ran laterally, cut back

inside, and in a remarkable bit of

broken field running, sprinted

through virtually the entire UConn

team for a try. They try was not

converted by Clapper and the score

stood at 8-0.

Just a few minutes later, Bill

Kesgen tapped the ball back to

scrum half Bob DiKamio. DiRamio

rifled the ball down the line

towards Culver and to Craig Lovell

who played an excellent first

game. Penetration came in the

center when Lovell was tackled.

The ball was loose, Kesgen picked

the ball up and found his way the

next 20 yards in for a goal setting

the score after Clapper's con-

version at 13-0. The half was over

with UMass atop 13-0.

UConn recovered a bit in the

early second half and the

domination of the UMass forwards

was not as apparent as it had been

earlier in the game. But the UMass

team was not to be denied ad-

ditional scoring. Penetration by

Dave Culver into the secondary of

UConn was instrumental in setting

up the first try of the second half.

Culver at about the UConn 40

kicked downfield into the goal and

the kick was covered very well by

Craig Schiff who dove on the line

ball and scored the first UMass try

in the second half.

The score at that point was 16-0

and the UMass team was content

to rest on its laurels for the greater

part of the rest of the half. The

score by Hartford came on a

breakway from wing forward

Mark Lark and was set up by Bill

Foy who was playing his second

game. Play was rather even for the

large fraction of the second half

until in lineout play at the very end

of the game, Steve Connell snat-

ched the ball about a yard out and

dove in for a try. Conversion was

not successful and set the final

score: UMass 19, UConn 3.

The domination of Kugby at

UMass was again apparent in the

third tilt. The game offered an

opportunity to many players who

hadn't played much rugby before

to learn about the game in a

pleasant way since UMass won 5-0.

The game, a bit sloppy, was fairly

even but the UMass players

demonstrated their ability to learn

and played a sound game. The only

score of the game came in the first

half when Jim Clapper at scrum

half broke inside and picked his

way 30 yards for a try. Toby Lyons

converted and UMass's score was

sufficient for a win and sets them

on a good track for the rest of the

season.

UMass goes into its second set ol

games this week and when they

travel to Boston and play the

Mvstic River Kugby Football Club

two games on Saturday. Mystic

should present one of the more

difficult games of the season since

they usually feature a very ex-

perienced side UMass, confident

of its abilities, will be looking for

another good showing

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Pu/?l

1

SYDNEY OMAtt«

Where sense of direction is con

cerned, Gemini and Virgo individuals

seem to excel. When driving in a

strange city, these natives are

ingenious at picking out landmarks.

The Gemini and the Virgo are ex

cellent guides, they are not likely to

lose their way.
* * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Control tendency toward headstrong

actions. Survey situation. Accent on

health, work, relations with close

associates. Strive to build good will.

Otherwise, there is loss.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Plans

expand. What was restricting now is

removed. There is greater freedom

of thought, action. Make contact.

Spread your own word. Write,

publicize and advertise.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Study

Aries message Be safe rather than

sorry Check details. Study fine print

One you trust may now be misguided.

Best to heed inner voice. Refuse to go

against your own grain.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Be

ready for change, travel, variety.

Member of opposite sex plays ex

citing role Creative activity is m
tensified. Specific emphasis on

journeys, ideas Relative may sing

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): If you

spend too much now on nonessen

tials, you may regret it later. Con

centrate on home improvement
Conditions in domestic area demand
attention Diplomatic approach will

^viRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Legal

entanglement could create some

delay and dismay. Key is to time

moves Cycle is basically high. What
appears a setback will probab y

rebound m your favor. Stick to

principles.
LIBRA (Sept. 230ct. 22): Some

secrets are revealed. Not a good time

to try hiding things including

feelings. Express yourself. Realize

those in positions of authority will

back you. Stand tall.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Finish

rather than begin complete tasks,

assignments. What appears on

surface is deceptive. Look beneath

superficial indications. You get

chance to display potential. Go to it

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

You seem now to be very intuitive,

but you also are seeing persons,

situations as you wish they could

exist. Key is to really know the score.

Superiors are testing Be aware.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19):

Subtle approach is necessary. Heavy
handed methods now will work
against you. Realize this and act

accordingly. What has been a secret

will be revealed. Protect yourself in

clinches. ««»«« , D iAQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Have fun but don't neglect com
mitments. You will have to face

yourself. Some who encourage you

may have ulterior motives. Take
time to analyze. Give full play to

intellectual curiosity.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Break

through red tape. State needs m
frank manner Leo individual can

now prove valuable ally. Aid comes
through unorthodox channels. Know
this and proceed accordingly

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are beginning a cycle which can

lead to adventure and love. Ex
citement replaces boredom
meaningful existence shoves aside

boredom You will be going places

and doing things
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

ACROSS 3 Named
4 Cook slowly

5 Pronoun
6 Sun god
7 Chemical
compound

8 Unwanted
plant

9 Petty ruler

10 Mature
11 Rocky hill

16 Man's
nickname

18 Weird

20 Bright star

21 Bog

22 Kettledrum 32 For shame!

23 Wooden pin 35 Sums

25 Untamed 36 Residue

26 Former Russian 37 Cake mix

rulers 39 Item of

28 Sodium chloride property

29 Vessel 40 Edible seed

31 Vital organ 42 Danish island

In music,

high

4 Scolding

woman
9 Posed tor

portrait

12 Hawaiian
wreath

13 Plague

14 Time gone by

15 Missive

17 Seesaw
19 Base
20 Hebrew

festival

21 Stalk

23 Animal coat

24 Float

27 Small lump
28 Transgress

29 Metal tubes

30 Hebrew month
31 Possessed
32 Enemy
33 Sun god
34 Roadside

hotel

36 River island

37 Prohibit

38 Malay canoe
39 Peer Gynt's

mother
40 Cronies

(colloq.)

41 Rubbish
43 Fondle
44 Old, decrepit

horses (slang)

46 Occupying a

chair

49 Lamprey
50 Songanddance

show
52 Period of time

53 Existed

54 Amphibious
mammal

55 Edge

DOWN

1 Everyone

2 Confederate
general

43 Equal

44 Stitch

45 New Zealand
parrot

46 Petition

47 Silkworm

48 Obstruct

51 Astate(abbr)

t 2 3 £v 4 5 6 7 8
•7TT
'.•'. 9 10 1 1

12
77? 13

14

15 16 17 18

. V T |
-r-»-l

-TV TD
::•". :•.'. 19 20 ".'.'

21
r22

rrpn
23 '.".*.

\;:*

24 25 26

27 28 29

30 ...
31 S3 3

'

> .
*

!'.•'.

——:

'

'

33

34 35 ::•: * **.».» J/

38 39 :•:'.
40

T It
42 43 -. . . .-.-.

44 45 46 47 48

49
;•;•:

50 51 52

53 •::
:

54 55

l» by I nited Ft i'T > S> ... 1 H.I •-. i n.' (

DRUMMER BOY
55 University Drive
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rE^it^SignsABA Pact
By EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff L t ftko

had the collegiate coaches of America up in arms.

Erving is the second un-

derclassman who has signed with

(he ABA ill the past month.

Memphis had earlier signed

Mississippi sophomore Johnnv

Neuman to a multi-year contract

aw\ it appears from recent press

clippings that the ABA hattle has

just turned into high gear against

the National Basketball

Association and more signmgs of

underclassmen can be expected

"We are anxious as anyone to

see the young man finish

college. said Squires owner

Karle Foreman lies an In-

telligent young gentleman who

wanted to play professional

basketball We did not influence

him to sign, but we are pleased he

selected the Squin

Us very hard to buy what

Foreman has 10 MJ as the major

argument against the league it its

unconcern for the educations of

these young men All they seem

to want is their basketball skills

and nothing else The secrecy ot

these transactions and the

seeming attractiveness ot the

pad hide the underhandednes- <»t

this league

i pon hearing <>t the terms that

Frvmg signed for, an irate head

Redman basketball coach .lack

Leaman last night said "They're

uomg to tr\ to make themselves

look as m>od as the\ can But we

must remember the t>pc «»t

people that they really an

The contract also calls for a

bonus tor Frving when he

receives his degree and special

tutoring for him if he needs it in

pursing a degree.

latin OaUtftan

Sp>*u
w*
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Leaman called these clauses.

"hypocritical things they put in

there to appease the college

people."

To add to the lalicy of the

report it was said that coach Kav

Wilson had accompanied Erving

at the signing and in truth coach

Leaman said that Wilson was

with him at the university all day

I pon being reached last night

Wilson noted that tirst of all

Julie's happiness becomes
paramount Mentally he

Wilson I was there but physically

it's impossible to be in two places

at the same time.

If this is what Erving wanted or

possiblv what his advisors

wanted 'to say that Wilson was

there i then it doesn't offend him.

A spokesman for the Squires

said Frving did not sign as a

•hardship case'' as had Spencer

I lay wood and Ralph Simpson last

year

The spokesman also went on to

say that Frving contacted the

Squires through an agent and

that he had received other offers.

On hearing this l.eaman could

not buy it and said that an agent

had contacted Frvmg to sign with

the New York Nets When the

negotiations fell through the

agent then went to the Squires

and the secret negotiations

began

l.eaman earlier in the day

reiterated what he has said all

week m that he has nothing

against Frving. "I have a great

deal ot confidence in Julius

Frvmg I leel he 11 make the right

decision lor Massachusetts, his

family and himself
"

As one of the chief critics ot the

dealings <»l the ABA Leaman

went on to say. the big thing that

I imd wrong with it is the veil of

his 1 AST MOMENTS .Mi-American Julius Erving. flanked by

.eanuna^ harlie Peters (left, and Mike Pagliara^s,ts ou h,sh^

minutes as a Kedman on an unfamiliar bench in Madison Square

Garden. tHOC photo by (iary Slickman.)

secracy the ABA has placed on

the entire thing No one yet has

contacted the I Mass athletic

department about the

negotiations

II what they are doing is right

why does it have to be a big

secret?"

Warren McOuirk. Dean ot the

School of Physical Education and

Athletic Director said, "it's

unfortunate that these young men

do not have the chance to finish

their baehelor degrees.

The ABA appears to want to

make it clear to the NBA that

they're In business and these

signmgs are a tremendous
breakthrough for them

•Julius is just a pretty won-

derlul boy and the opportunity to

sign was great
"

The Squires have submitted

Erving s contract to the league

Office and are waiting a response

Horn the ABA oflicials which

>eems certain to pass from the

recent wheelingdealings of the

league

people that thev real ly are
l ""M,""t '' !" rv " _: . ~^ j^

Bosox Hosts Yanks In Opener NDStar Goes Canadian
T.mnvrn.AP.-Jc* Theismann Argo Coach Leo Cah.ll had bee

HUSTON AP The new look

Boston Bed Sox and a New York

Yankee team which -'nod

relatively pat alter ia-t ; -ar's

sui prising second place lmish open

the 11171 American League season

toda) at Fenwas Park

Hard-throwing Stan Bahneea

who fashioned a 14-11 record tor

the \ ankees last year, and veteran

lv.iv i ulp. Who was 17 14 for

BostOI despite hi> club's di-.ip

point ng third place finish drew

the pitching assignments In a duel

,,i right-handers

\ near sellout crowd of more

than in.nou is expected despite

forecasts of cool and cloudy

weather, with highest tem-

peratures in the 40 s and with rain

likely by afternoon (lame time is

1:30 p m
The Red Sox. who dipped heavily

into the trade market during the off

season, will have three brand new

faces in their starting lineup while

everyone else except Culp will be

playing it a different position from

the one in which he saw the most

service List year

Catcher Duane .losephson.

shortstop Luis Aparicio and rookie

second baseman Doug (iritfin are

the new men. Kico Petrocelli ha>

been shilted from short to third

base. George Scott from third to

first Carl Yastntemski from first

to left held Billy Conigharo from

left to center and Reggie Smith

i pmi center to right In manager

Eddie Kasko's wholesale shakeup

The Yankees, on the other hand.

look much the same as last year's

hustling young club which won 9:t

games and beat the Bed Sox out by

six games tor second place in the

Fast behind Baltimore's runaway

champions.
"We haven't made too many

changes, manager Ralph llouk

says Instead, were counting

upon the additional year's ex-

perience our younger players

acquired last season."

The New Yorkers will have an

infield ol Danny Cater. Horace

Clarke, Gene Michael and Jerry

Kennev and an outfield of Roy

White." Bobby Murcer and Jim

LytUe, with If70 rookie-of-the-yeer

Thurman Muason l>ehind the plate,

(ulp. the Red Sox top hurler for

the past three seasons, will be

making his first opening day start

in a Boston uniform He opened the

1965 National League campaign for

the Philadelphia Phillies but ran

into Jim Maloney when the (in

cinnati ace tossed a two hitter and

struck out 16 in taking the decision

This will be Bahnsen's first

opening day assignment, but the

N ankee tireballer has always been

lough against the Red Sox.

boasting an K 4 lifetime edge in-

cluding a 2-1 mark last year. Culp

was only 1-4 vs. the Yankees in I97(»

and now has a f>-5 lifetime mark
against them

TORONTO ( APi- Joe Theismann

stunned the Toronto Argonauts by

signing a two-vear contract with

the Canadian Football League

team after it had all but given up

hope of landing the Notre Dame

star quarterback

We were surprised and

delighted." John Bassett. chair

man of the Argos' board said after

Sundav's signing The agreement

was announced Monday No terms

were disclosed

Theismann runner up to Stan-

ford's Jim Plunkett in the Heisman

Trophy balloting as most valuable

college player last season, was

reported to have agreed to terms

with the Miami Dolphins early last

month

Argo Coach Leo Cahill had been

negotiating with Theismann to join

the Toronto team but gave up after

the reported deal with Miami,

which had picked him fourth in the

National Football League draft in

February.

But Bassett said Monday that

Theismann s March 8 visit to

Miami had resulted only in an

agreement on terms. The Dolphins

later sent Theismann a contract to

sign but the quarterback ap-

parently found it did not com-

pletely coincide with the terms he

thought he had won
This gave him pause for

reflection, said Bassett, which led

to his coming back for another talk

with the Argos.

Tonight's Intramurals
SOCCER

LIGHTED
FIELDS T

O'Brien Repeats As All Opponent
"*:.... ,__ ...u„ „.,m«,i for the Fordham. Walt Szczerbiak. 6'6, of

Four seniors and a sophomore

have been named to the UMass

1970-71 All Opponent basketball

team.
The only repeater from last year

was Boston College star guard Jim

"o Brien who was named for the

third straight time. O'Brien was a

;,th round draft choice of Buffalo of

the NBA and a 3rd-round choice of

Pittsburgh of the ABA
Seniors Charlie Yelverton, 6'3. of

B's-Espo SmashNHL Records
NFW YORK <AP> Forty-seven

records were set during the

National Hockey League's regular

season. 38 by the Boston Bruins-the

big one being Phil Fsposito's 76

goals.

Fsposito also collected 78 assists

lor a record 152 points, according

to the NHL statistics released

Monday.
The runner-up m the scoring

race was Boston's Bobby < >rr who

set records for defenseman of 37

goals and 139 points and a league

record of 102 assists

The other Bruins ranked third

and fourth-Johnny Bucyk with 116

points and Ken Hodge with 106 and

Bobby Hull of Chicago was fifth

with 96 points.

New York Hanger goalies Ld

(iiacomm and (idles Villemure

won the Vezina Trophy with a

goals against average of 2.26.

Fordham. Walt Szczerbiak, 6'6, of

George Washington and Bob

Kissane. 6'8, of Holy Cross and

sophomore guard Ernie

DiGregorio, 6', of Providence

comprise the first team with O'

Brien. Yelverton was drafted 2nd

bv Portland of the NBA and 8th by

Pittsburgh of the ABA. Szczerbiak

was the 3rd choice of Phoenix and

Texas and Kissane was taken 5th

by Phoenix and 2nd by the New
York Nets.

The second team included for

wards Bill Chamberlain, 6'6, of No.

Carolina and Steve Waterman, 6'2,

of Springfield, tt'7 center Jim

Garvifl Of Boston U. and guards

George Karl. 6'1 and Steve Previs,

6'3, both of No Carolina.
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, ME TEAMS
4 40 Senators vs. Oaks

Eagles vs Seagram*
Lovers vs. Maroons

Tubes vs. Santos
Team vs. Fellas

Poop vs. BX
5 20 Civ. Eng. vs. Education

Squares vs. Zeroes
Bulldozers vs. Cans

Bruisers vs. Panthers
2nd Team vs. TKB

Sticks vs. Giants

SOFTBALL
515Carbunckles vs Reefers

Racoons vs. Highrise
Unknowns vs. Gold

Volunteers vs. Staffers

2

3
i

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10

11

12
13
14

15
16

Ores vs. Oxfords
BX vs. Psychout
Hockersvs. ICCC

10 30 Clouds vs. Shift

Matakesh vs. Zags
Brother vs Eyes
Pimps vs. Mom

5 15 Acne vs Flash
Bulldogs vs. Tarts

Smashers vs. Plague
Holes vs. Leb

Spunks vs. Pranksters
Smokers vs Foresters

Death vs. Bucks
Team vs. Family
Nurds vs. Pines

Lemons vs. Buffaloes
Maples vs. Bears

Chipmonks vs. Lovers

630

7:30

8:30

9 30

PSK vs. PMD
SAM VS. LCA
SPE vs APO
PSD vs. PLP

DC vs. TC
KSvS. BKP

Rookies vs. 3 Ms
Super vs Dung

Orbitalsvs. Hasbeens
Education vs. English

Conglos vs. Zeros
Pacadigns vs. Math

Squad vs. Lubees
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Weather:

Spring confusion, Isn't it

horrible"

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
M LDNESDAY, APRIL7,1971

photo bv l>-"'« Bernstein..

TS3«»t»WBB&^

Leo Marx Speaks

On Tastoralism'
-Bn STANtd.SoV

Mix Stall

Hall before »n »<"*«"* °!
'-' >"'"

1';'
„. „ „. r,.lrl.a , i r„m a ,omp!ex

SSsKSSsawssB
"^^MOMM* "Trip ,. Manor «-£-^*#S2

„,„Kal restructuring
.JJ^mSSSw L. he added. ,f polite,

,,! p,,l,lus never seen before Marx concluaea
.oraltsm » "

ILnTr^r.ne^n.'T^ra^deSMS a poldtca,

solution

OK LEO M\lt\

I) Will SII-VKK

S.W. Task Force Meets
See Page 2

Senate Hearings Held
See Page 5

Nixon Speaks Tonight
See Page 4

... As David Silver

Talks of Happenings
, -B\ BOBNEST1

Sil\ei iKgan mi. i.m
(truell \Mnle of the erosion of the

!:-!':::.""£' ^ 1&*£?Z& -

m)^ ho, fa7awa> from our sdv«^^™«n body Vol. ar« one
lh,. best thing abOtH COCaiM is that it fills out >ou. nou>

you feel your windpipe. ,
, , , local

The .i.^uss.on turned to tMevjw. Sd™J™ ™
S:h „ •

,„r

educational Huston telev.s.«.n ibow What - Happi wag aw

mo
;;\^;\;;,;he a.;t't::Uals «» « *** 55-2- - **~*

jssssttttjsz£^;Lr wh,ch ,hr<>au 'ns

them, just wont goon the a.r " te™"*™*«
u{ n()t to ( ,)trr

Calling h-s attitude ^^^J^S^^^ should forget

commercial television with hopes ol untnging y

brought about, it could work^
controvers.al CHS

When ™^*£**£^^ Sdver said he hadn't seen it£^^^<^ tS ^e rule "You wouldn't have a

senes entitledpentagon^Suck^ every week^ ^^ -^
H^heartKank Zappa, or M.ck Jagger on televiaion recently >.

k

SStThad th^leffer^on Airplane on four years after they had all died.

he
A
a
mencan Television is so bad that it won't even buy the Beatles

MagK-aV Mystery Tour' and that was nothmg hut garhage. he con

'"s^er finally ix-came bored with d.scussmg television and read short

piece* from the works of Cage and Olson ..

P
After reading I ,>oem ot Blake. Silver said he »as k

,

;

'
*

•I'm getting an enormous amount of money lor this he MM inecr

•hut I deserve it for coming to places like this

«

U
ollge lours an- what Silver has been doing since the demise ol Ins

television urogram and he told s<.me stones about somof hismU tnps Once he visited convent In PwwiylvanM
'

ion;,,', off ST*!*** ^<, bearing the Beatles VI be) Koad fo. i

( i.ntiiMHil on Page 1
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Topi
D.C. Living Conditions

ics For S.W. Task Force
By BOB CALLAHAN

Mix' Stall

The subject ol conversation at

last nights TASK force meeting in

South West centered around the

meal ticket policy the service ot

the Dining Commons, and the

hopes ot converting South West

into a real living and learning

Residential College.

Vice-Chancellor <>! student Al-

lans Randolph Bromery and Vice-

Chancellor ol Administrative

Services Thomas Campion joined

about 25 SouthWest students in an

informal rap session In opening

the meeting, Dr. Bromerj-said that

the main purpose ol the 1ASK

Vice-Chancellor of Student At

lairs Randolph Bromery and \ ice

Chancellor of Administrative

Services Thomas Campion joined

ibout 25 Southwest students m an

informal rap session. In opening

the meeting. Dr. Bromery said ttot

the main purpose ot the 1ASK

Force is to trv to get inputs trom

the students as to what to do to

make student affairs more

responsive to the needs ol students

The lust issue ol discussion

concerned the mandatory Dining

Common policy and the students

unpes concerning the quality and

choice of tood served in the

Commons Dr. Bromery told

real Residential College. John

Hunt. Mead Master ot South West

told the group that conversion

ot South West told the group that

conversion would not be possible.

He said to think that they can be

changed is an illusion and he added

They are three White elephants

money appropriated is through the

Legislature, which is a pretty hard

task" -But this can be done

through lobbying by the students

and their parents

In a meeting Monday night with

residents ot the Quad the topic ot

conversation included the meal

and they must be ted.

speaking about residential

colleges. Dr. Bromery ielt that the

University never made a sincere

group that Mr

Southwest Master John Hunt talks to last nights meeting o. the

,MIM dicker
d
.s' uT 'tuition, and dorm

security which appears to Ik- a

very important issue among Quad

residents 'The debate concerning
me ^""""y "

; ,m.a | tickets was about the same as

South West meeting. Speaking

about tuition. Dr Bromery ex

plained that the tuition was

returned to the State for

redistribution Speaking about the

Student Security program.

Douglas Korsythe. in charge of

campus security "interim
--

said

that when the tunds for Student-

Security guards are depleted this

month, two policemen will patrol

the Quad Area at night. This new

policy met with considerable op-

position trom the students.

releasing a multiple options plan

later this week concerning the

Dining Commons Dr Bromery

suggested to the group that a

Dining Common Council DC set up

composii mostly student

members to suggest changes in

policy and to make the Commons

more responsive to student s

nec's A suggestion then arose

|n„n one ot the students suggesting

thai one or two ot the Dining

facilities In- closed and recon-

verted to classrooms, meeting

areas and libraries to help in the

conversion of South West into a

the residential colleges. In the

tollowing discussion students

suggested bringing in taculty

members to live and work in the

South West area in an attempt in

building up the area To this idea.

Dr Bromery said if the whole

reward svstem is changed around.

dun it would become possible to

net Faculty into the Dormitories.

Students then asked how they

might go about getting money to

convert the dorms into more

suitable places to live. "Until the

dorms are State owned." Bromery

said About the only way to get
id wnoui uiv «">»> "".' "- w—

S. W. Needs Spirit,

Belonging, And Unity
... f? ..,...,..Tf,c,«m.mi\. B ht Clubs, as At the beginning ol i

Millions Not Made
Off UM Students

Bv JEFF THOMPSON

terview yesterday.
hnvinji times and seasons.

Topics discussed "*3L*£^to£wb the new trend of

£gSISSfflES&S between students and Amherst

businessmen.
nine-month business period because

Amherst only ^JJ^^^M said. "Even during that

SntSSKn SnSyT-JS &ep. the students away from

the center ol town
businesses to invest in

JSJrt guilts* money, but he said they have their

**&** gear ~S£iR2* SSOOSA
13.000." l*^.^^H£^ nSoSSng store to go out of

solcK to students Ustes, *^^ ;u , tne ne
*.

trend in clothing.

^mv^oyvv^^ ^^^^ dlsContinued its boys
-

enough to wear, the majority ,,n,
"\J^a rters dungarees with

Kvery kid that has dropped out o s yU to I arttr s d
u g ^

^o^tii^^
Friday, and Saturday af^noons

•For the merchant, shophlting is a
,

iouri v>

with If he prosecutes, he risks reprisals If he doesn t. ne ioo

al>oul „ha. wen. on of. «•£•, h.•
rephed. TWjtaJMQ «

Ss.atsMiw5w»ass
own morals downtown

self-service food stores
iinniinn the \mherst Kecord. he said tnai sen «'>iu

conscientious.

Of Birds And Clouds
1 ,...»..|.,linni: tllllH tl

Southwest Patriots arc an

nouining Spring selection ol new

members The aim ol the

organization is to promote spirit,

belonging and unity m Southwest

The activities ol the group are

quite varied Social activities in-

clude Class Onion Night Clubs. M
well as outdoor dances and con

certs Patriots are presently

working on Southwest week

Which will be at the beginning ol

May. and will consist ol activities

ranging from crafts h» picnics

Viet Vets Ask Help

From American Vets

own smaller Winter Soldier" testimony in conjunction with the I Mass

V^^FSm^h a film of veterans testimony about the acts in

"on this canl

'

' V.S.» for Peace includes all veterans. According to

ih I mi anTne with.180 days of service is a veteran, not all men who

A meeting will be held Thursday at 6:30 PM in rooms 170-172 o

Campus Center tor all those interested and qualified.

\l tin- beginning ol each year an

.rientation session is sponsored lor

new members to Southwest, the

purpose «»f wnich is l0 unite

students and help them adjust to

what seems to be a large

University

A weeklv movie series is spon

sored bringing popular movies at

as low a cost possible The group

aboactsasa pep squad al I Mass

lootball games and as proctors at

the nightly study halls in Hamden

Commons
Applications are available in the

Patriots Office in Coohdge Tower

Lobby. Anv undergraduate ol

Southwest is invited to apply

Selections will be made after

Southwest Week Applicants will

be judged as to their sincerity and

willingness to participate in the

activities of Southwest Week
Kccommendations. and an in

tormal interview will be required

Patriots are open to new ideas

tor Southwest, whether they be

social, academic, or cultural Join

us in I get together hour April 2S in

the tilth floor lounge of .IQA

The Classical Drama Festival

will continue this week <>n Wed

nesday afternoon. April 7. at 1:00 m
Hasbrouck » Professor William

\,-row smith will lecture OH

•AK1STOPHANES BIRDS;

KUiis AND THE POLITICS OF

KAN1 US> William Arrowsmith,

who now describes hunselt as

Prolessor At Large and

Kducalional Consultant, created

\merica s largest and most lively

department of (lassies at the

University of Texas He hi well

known lor his translations trom the

Greek and Latin and tor his

revolutionary theories ot lughei

education He is presently teaching

Wednesday evening tin

I Diversity Ol M.issachuxrtt>

Theatre will do a tinal production

,,t \ristophanes ( lounV at 1:00

,, m in Hartlett Auditorium

William Arrow smith did the

translation used in this production

There will be no admission charge

lor this perlormanee

fctjr «aa9arlrttftftt« flatlg Otollfgtati

Ofi.c. o.M DAILY COLLEG.AN are on the seconc ..oar ol me S-uden. urnon oo

M un.verv-y c-mpuv ,.p code 0,002 Phone, are S45 2SS0 m«„l. SO 0344

isportsi and S49 13U led. tor)

Second class postage pa,d at Amherst, the DA,ly COLLEGiAN pudi.shes IM

mm weekly Monday through Pr.day dur.n, the ac.dem.c year e«cep. dunng

vacat.on and e.am per.ods three or .our t.mes a week foHovy.ng a v.cat.on or

Mm per.od or when a hoi.day tans HMMI a *eek Accepted .or ma.iing under the

author.ty o. the act o. March I. !.!« as amended Oy the act o. June II. 1943 Sub

script l0nratesare»r SO per semester »14 00 per year

/Right On i

ASA (American Student

Association' meets tonight at 7:?()

in Room (Ml ot the Campus Center

to ACT on the issues Of the Free

Spring Concert Festival, Collegian

Policies. Campus Center Tran-

sformation, and "the Com
mencemenf Secret

\ny student w ho has questions or

uripe's about any of the above

issues or about related issues and

wants to IX) something about them

/urged to attend. L

STILL HAVEN'T HAD YOUR MUG SHOT ?

Friday the senior photographer leaves for good. Don't miss him.

STILL APPOINTMENTS LEFT IN THE

INDEX OFFICE, STUDENT UNION

Final Vote April 30

Public, Senates Meet on Governance
Bv BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Staff

At a meeting open to the

general public, members of the

three Senates on campus met,

(Student. Graduate and

Faculty > , to make comments on

the basic principles and

mechanisms of the proposed

University Senate. The document

will then be revised if necessary

and it will go to the Senate where

the final vote will be held the

week of April :W.

At the meeting the Chairman

discussed why the idea for a

Unicameral Senate came about.

The reason given was to make the

University a community "in the

real sense." This would come

about through rational discussion

of problems by Faculty and

Students alike. The second

reason given for the establish-

ment of a University Senate was

that three separate Senate bodies

couldn't handle important issues

of joint concern.

The first topic for discussion

concerned the time limit involved

,n working on the document. A

few felt that not enough time was

given to discussion but those

against giving more time cited

that many people weren t in-

terested and just pr°long^d

discussion wouldn't do any good

They cited the lack of attendance

of students at the open meeting.

Next issue discussed at the

Tuesday afternoon meeting

concerned the membership of the

Those at the meeting said that

they wanted Senate members to

come and discuss ideas from the

beginning and the way that the

proposal was set up was so that

different factions would not be

lighting among each other.

followed and it said that one or

more conferences might result in

disciplinary agents. It was

decided that issues involving all

members of the community

would be initiated on the floor and

that issues only concerning one

<MDC photo by Ciib Fullerton.)

proposed University Senate. It

was recommended that members

should be independent and that

they should not represent specific

interest groups as the in-

dependent Senates in the past

on

Discussion was then centered

ines 143 and 144 of the

proposal. A member of the

Commission suggested that

separate groups be able to for-

mulate their own bills. Debate

group such as the undergraduate

students would be initiated in

conferences of the particular

group involved.

Most of the remaining

discussion centered around what

one member of the committee

deemed the •numbers game, or

the ratio of Faculty- undergrad-

Uiad representatives to be

established as the permanent

ratio for the University Senate.

Several of the committee

members present lavored a 1-1-1

ratio, while others favored other.

unspecified, percentages It was

proposed by one committee

member that a temporary ill

ratio be adopted tor a year.

allowing Of course lor the ap

proval of the University Senate

proposal. At the beginning ol the

second vear ol the University

Senate, the success oi the

program would be investigated.

using attendance records and

other similar documents

Other questions were raised

about the constitution ol the

proposed University Senate

Final resolution of the recom

mendations of the committee will

be presented to the Student

Senate sometime in the near

tuture

Peace Treaty Circulating

For Campuswide Support
* ** nilrttC r

The Peoples Peace Treaty signed by the South

V.eUiamese National Student Union, the South

VietnamSe Liberation Student Union, the North

Vietnamese Student Association, and the United

Sta e?Sional Student Association is an Jtlempt Jt

creating a new drive for peace that wil£** an

tiwar majority of the American population with the

Teople
V
wllr

a
^oon be circulating the treaty

tS Uere the treaty can be signed and where in-

formation can be obtained
. PpoDle's

All those interested in working on the^Peoples

Peace Treatv. discussing May Day acuvii >»• -

Tara-n to Washington, and^P^^i'SS
at CMass on May 3th are urged to attend the WJO-

nesdav. April 7 meeting at 7.W in roomsNM0 of the

('SSis a copy of the Joint Treaty of

^

K J known that ^^-^,^^.^5^

sgSssesm
T The Americans agree to the immediate .£ total

withdrawal from Vietnam and pub cly to set the

bv which all US military forces will be removea.

American prisoners, including pilots captured while

fSS?iSf£325*11 cease fire between U.S.

mrce/and thole led by the Provisional Revolutionary

Government of South Vietnam.
nrocedures to

4 Thev will enter discussions on the procedures io

iuaVante^ the safety of all withdrawing troops.

I The? Americans pledge to end the imposition of

sell--determination and mutual respecMm"thi m

.impendence and political freedom of the people of

Vietnam and the United States

by the government of the I nited States

Continued from Page I

" r

it 'was an incredible feeling

waking around the place seeing all

the nuns in green midi-dresses

and hearing Here Comes The Sun

and She came In Through The

Bathroom Window somewhere in

mv head." he said

The talk came to an end when

Silver said the "five hundred dollar

hour had passed" and he wanted to

go off and play music.

You Can Take Nine

Credits This Summer

^rJSffS—S «ve „ayS a weeK.

^ jAtfcwr load consists of six credits N,ne cred,* may be

"ffaKTi. n,a,„ -.ion. -ye
S J

departs have scneduM

courses wh.ch run through different dates,Jht "Xpartm

thropology. Education. Eng,neer,ng^tngl,sh_ food nm ^
Kconomics. Nursing. Physics, and Speech o feMh « ^ , ,,„,„,
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FINE ARTS COUNCIL WO/71 SUItS

events
BOWKER AUOITOmUM/UNIV«$ITY OF MASS.

TUESDAY, APRIL 6 & WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7

David Bar -Ulan, pianist

Two different proframs at i:« p .m

W ^~^J pjSS BSSJ B^
i

m a wa*KsWp ^DKfctHr>a,

HELP WANTED

MUST apply in person.

DRUMMER BOY

Colonial Ue***"

).*

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14 — 8:00 P.M.

Borodin String Quartet
Lyubo Edlina, Pianist

^.viet Unions leading quartet performs Wane-Quint* g
Shos.akovitch and Beethoven's String Quartet, On

with Crosse Fuge. Op. 133.

Reserved TlckeH oroiloble from Fine Art* Council,

125 Herter Holl (or ot Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offices.
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Nationwide/Worldwide
Speak Tonight

Nixon May Up
To

Rate
WASHINGTON lAP)-Presidenl

Nixon secluded himsell with statt

members Tuesday in the final

stages of putting together Ins

Wednesday night announcement ot

a now round ol U.S troop with-

drawals from Vietnam

Vlthough there is wide

speculation he will announce an

accelerated pullout, the White

House kept strictly silent on what

he will sa\ as well as on recent

unofficial estimates on the figures

he would come up with

\ soar ago. the President did not

reach a final decision until three

hours before he announced it.

Si nee that time, when he told the

nation I5O.Q00 troops would he

pulled out in the year ahead, with

drawals have averaged about

12 500 a month and I dary

manpower in South Vietnam has

declined to around 300,000. And the

administration says it will come

down 2M.Q00 by Ma) », the goal

originally set

Hut from there on there was only

I
speculation as to numbers and

withdrawal rates Some guesses

renter on stepping up to 15.000 to

20 000 pullouts a month

sen George 1> Aiken. lR-Vt),

said Tuesday that in the past two

weeks withdrawals have been

pushed up to a rate of 18 000 a

month which will he made of-

ticiallv public Wednesday night

He added that it Nixon retained

that rate, the President "would get

them all out sometime next year.

Aiken was interviewed by

Metromedia Kadio News

Hut White House press secretary

Konald L. Ziegler stressed that in

past months the 12.500 withdrawal

rati- has been an average rather

than a steady pace He said totals

wore below that ligure in earlier

months and above it in later

stages So in April, he said, the

withdrawal was about 17,000

Since the President chose to

announce an annual withdrawal

ligure a vear ago. there were

conjectures that he might do so

again and come through with a

ligure ot perhaps 200.000. And

some reports have it that the

number of American troops left as

a residue in Vietnam would be

down to 40.000 or 50.000.

Nixon has said that some U.S.

troops will stay in Indochina until

Hanoi releases all US. war

prisoners

Hut Nixon has voiced also his

confidence that the South Viet

namesc have demonstrated they

can pretty much "hack it,' as he

put it at' a news conference, on

their own.

Nixon has said he was against

making a unilateral deadline for a

total withdrawal of the U.S. forces

Nevertheless, there has been

some swelling ol sentiment in

((ingress to name a date, polls

have not been U» glowing as to

presidential popularity, and Nixon

will be under continuing pressure

Imm here on to wind up the war-

with the 1972 presidential cam-

paign in the offing.

Hassein Asks Guerrillas

To Attack Israelis Border

„„„„h and l S M.Hlary BMlw»«nw—I— - -

Refugees Witness Mass
Executions In Pakistanl^AVV *-* "V, .- in «* province, Dacca.

... IIS ... 1.1,1 ^.X'll \\
( \UTTTA. India »AH> -I

and other foreign refugees trom

Bast Pakistan said Tuesday the

rebels and their antagonists, the

army, had staged an orgy of mass

executions in Chittagong Burning

and looting left that great port an

almost deserted wasteland

The Bengalis of East Pakistan

still were fighting outside Chit-

tagong but the city itself was in the

hands of West Pakistani army,

reported some of the 37 Americans

and 82 other foreigners reaching

Calcutta on the British ship Clan

MacNair
The army only had to see a

Bengali on the street and they shot

him. said a Briton -Chittagong is

now deserted Everyone has lied to

the villages outside
."

Said another Briton who was an

engineer in a Chittagong jute mill:

In mv own mill, people were

murdered m front of my eyes

Many people were burned in their

houses when the army put them to

(he torch The) seemed to take a

delight in destruction Machine

guns were going day and night and

there uas -helling trom gunboats

offshore

The Britons said, however, that

i ur two weeki before Wesl

Pakistan's arm) arrived. Bengalis

had been murdering West

Pakistanis living in Chittagong.

Ihey told ot corpses lying in the

streets for nine days

Leon l.umsden. an American

engineer working on a I S aid

project reported Soldiers just

walked up to anyone wearing a

hingi. the native Bengali dress, and

shut them through the head He

estimated lie had seen 15 Bengalis

killed

Bengali dress, and shot them

through the head He estimated

he had seen 15

\\Y saw dead bodies and

smelled the stench of death." said

Neol O Toole. New Kochelle. NY.,

employed in a US. CAKE mission

m Chittagong. 'There is in-

discriminate looting and burning.

i) Toole reported the West

Pakistani! armv ruled Chittagong

the past week by brute force and

terror Me predicted the East

Pakistanis would make a stand,

adding Already they control

most of the countryside."

Jesse Eaton. a Baptist

missionary from Lockport. N.Y..

reported the army of President

Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan had

cleared an area of about five miles

around Chittagong Beyond that,

the Bengalis were in control.

Eaton, his wife and three

children drove 60 miles from their

mission to Chittagong.

You run into no man's land just

pan! the Chittagong radio station

and its son \ards l*>fore you hit the

Pakistani army positions." he

said That was the most terrifying

part of the journey
."

While Pakistani jets knocked out

the radio station, the East

Pakistanis still control it

From there to the center of

Chittagong we saw only the ashes

ot bamboo huts. Eaton added.

Stones told by refugees and

information gathered by reporters

slipping into East Pakistan in-

dicate Yahya'! army was in

creasmgly isolated in the major

cities ot secessionist Eas

Pakistan

\lter 12 days ot civil war. a

general picture of strength of the

opposing lories was emerging

The West Pakistan army is in

control ot at least the major cities

in the province. Dacca, the capital,

and Chittagong

Klsewhere in the 5f>.126-square-

nnle province, and even on the

outskirts of Dacca and Chittagong.

the followers of Sheik Mujibur

Kahman and his outlawed Awami

League were reported to be in

control

Foreign correspondents who

have visited East Pakistani towns

held bv the rebels near the Indian

border the past week have

reported that army units have

retreated to their cantonments, in

scenes resembling U.S. cavalry

stands in forts of the American

West during the 19th century

With internal river tran

sportation disrupted in the

province, the army, according to

Indian intelligence reports, was

having logistical problems that

were being complicated by a fuel

shortage

AP King Hussein of Jordan told

the Palestinian guerrillas Tuesday

to end their attacks on his army

and fight the Israelis occupying

Jordan's west bank

The king said his army, which

lias fought the guerrillas for 12

consecutive days now. would

willinglv support the guerrillas

against Israel's west bank

positions

"Nobody is more anxious than

we are to "safeguard the resistance

movement." Hussein said in an

address before a delegation of

Jordanian doctors, lawyers and

engineers in Amman "But the

guerrillas should shift their ac-

tivities to their proper sphere-the

Israeli-occupied west bank
"

The king said he was determined

to maintain order in Jordan and

•make every citizen feel safe in his

home."
The commandos fought "trench

to trench" pitched battles in

northern Jordan with Husseins

army Tuesday in fighting what one

guerrilla leader warned could lead

to prolonged civil war

According to government and

guerrilla accounts, the fighting

centered around a guerrilla

stronghold 25 miles north of Am-

man, the Jordanian capital, and at

a Jordanian air force base close to

the Syrian border.

Each side blamed the other for

opening fire

The guerrillas reported in Beirut

they threw back four infantry and

armor assaults on commando
positions at Sakeb, six miles west

of the key town of Jerash, 25 miles

north of Amman.
The guerrillas claimed to have

lost three dead

\ military spokesman in Amman
made no mention of that action but

reported a night rocket assault on

King Hussein Air Base, 30 miles

northeast of Amman
A number of 6-inch rockets

were tired at the base damaging

two jet aircraft," he said.

Part of Hussein s air force of

Hawker Hunter and Lockheed

Starfighter jets is stationed at the

King Hussein Air Base. The

guerrillas have claimed the king is

preparing to throw in planes

against their forces.

Tuesday's rocket attack may

have been an attempt to parallyze

the king's air power in advance of

any such move.
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USE STUDY SOUNDS
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ELECTRONICALLY "ROOUCED SOUNDS

CAUSE THIS 10 HAPPIN
Pieaso Speoty

H Track Tape, Cassette. Or LP Record

send Check or Money Order Bliuc
include He Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts. Inc, Box -»3"

.Charlottesville, va 22902—

A Harvey Wallbanger Happening!

TONITE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7th 9:00-12:00
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DOOR PRIZES EVERY HOUR

/' ***
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Festival of the Arts

TODAY
STANLEY KRIPPNER:

"Effects of Psychedelic Experience is Ait ond Music'

Lecture: C.C. Auditorium, 6:30 p.m.

Coffee: Dukes Room, Student Union

STAN VAN DER BEEK:

"Media Rop-Around" — Underground film maker.

Lecture: C.C Auditorium 8:30 p.m.

Coffee: 10th Floor Campus Center

Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series

Thursday—
ED PINCUS: on film production with o showing of "One Step Away",

"Panola", and "Portrait of a McCarthy Supporter"

Thompson 104, 8 p.m. Coffee: Colonial Lounge

Friday—
DAVID SLAVITT: (Henry Sutton) "A performance-recitotion of 'The

Eclogues of Virgil'
"

C.C. Cafeteria, 8 p.m.

LIAM MILLER: "20th Century Irish Theatre"

Memorial Hall A'uditorium, 8 p.m.

Coffee: Memorial Hall
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Culturnatives

Zap A New I
ByGlLBEKTJ.SALK

I want to say a few words today about

the Calley case as it (maybe) relates to

cultural alternatives, but first I have a

couple of short zaps to share with you

ZAP #1: Pierpont dorm will run a week-

long series of workshops on nonviolence

with particular emphasis on the April 24

March on Washington. There should be

some good stuff for those of you interested

in either the march or in nonviolence. The

program will run all next week. I'll be

doing a rap on my idea of revolutionary

nonviolence (the end is a product of the

means) Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the main

lounge Come learn and teach. Watch the

Collegian for other info about the week.

ZAP #2: If you are looking for a relevant

summer job or employment after

vacation, the United Christian Foundation

has a new service you should check out.

Flaine Fraser is running a vocations-for-

social change counseling service. She has

been gathering info from government

church, and private agencies on social

service-type programs and employment.

Salaries are generally small, but the work

provides its own rewards. The locations of

the jobs are in Spaceship Earth (in the

US and abroad.) Visit UCF in 319

Hampshire House on Monday or Friday

afternoon between 1:30 and 4:00 p.m.

Now on the Calley. I don't want to

speculate on his guilt or innocence here.

Vm more concerned about an important

precedent which Richard Nixon has set by

releasing Calley from the stockade until

his appeals are exhausted. This was an

,mportant move which should be

duplicated in the case of every prisoner

who is in jail awaiting either trail or ap-

peal In the name of the kind of justice o

which we pay lip service, no man should

spend a day in jail until he has been tried

and granted his right to an appeal, he is to

be assumed innocent, and no innocent man

should be penned up in a cage against his

will. . .

Some will cry that someone who is

dangerous to society, who has perhaps

committed a murder, should not be

allowed to walk the streets. This is a kind

of doublethink. We are all, it seems

willing to free Calley, who was accused ol

multiple homicide. Others who are ac-

cused should be granted the same rights.

The question goes far beyond this

relatively simple one as we begin to study

it however. If our counterculture is based

on some kind of respect for humanity,

where is there ever room for cages for

human beings? Can we ever solve the

problem of men treating other men as less

than human if we allow our institutions to

deprive our brothers of their humanity? I

would suggest that we must do away with

prisons altogether.

Our institutions are a reflection of our

culture, but at the same time they shape

the growth of the culture. If we find that

certain institutions are betraying our ideal

culture, we must do away with that in-

stitution This holds for political systems,

educational systems, life support systems,

and judicial systems.

Our new culture will hopefully do away

with punitive "justice" and institute a

program which will assert and reinforce

the humanity of lawbreakers. This will

obviously mean that the entire legal code

will have to be rewritten so that life and

personal freedom is always more im-

portant than property, rather than vice

versa as it now exists. It will require that

our judicial system begin to place a

greater concern on individuals than on

courtroom ritual. It will require paying

District Attorneys to see that justice is

done rather than for obtaining convictions.

It will mean training police to treat pigs

like human beings, rather than acting like

pigs themselves. I Dig on that for a little,

will you9
) It will mean finding alternative

ways to deal with convicted lawbreakers

which will allow them to retain (or regain I

their self-respect, instead of caging them

and destroying their humanity We all

suffer when we throw people behind bars.

As Martin Luther King Jr. said, "No man

is free until all men are free."
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i
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Jt~l YSA Supports Prague 1
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given sentences ranging from one

to tour years. Two other defen

dents still await trial

Internationally the defense of the

Prague 18 includes such out

standing socialist intellectuals as

.lean-Paul Sartre, and Ernest

Mandel. who has been denied an

entry visa to the United States,

because of his revolutionary

socialist viewpoint Sponsors of the

defense campaign in the United

States include Irving Beinin of the

radical weekly <iuardian. Isa

Hanna of the NYU Organization

ol Arab Students May Kochiyama

of Asian Americans for Action.

Nan Maglin of New University

Conference. Raymond Markey.

chairman of the political action

committee of AFSCME (American

Federation of State. County, and

Municipal Employees), and Pau

Sweezy of the socialist journal

Monlhh Keview

Locally the UMass USA will run

petition drive to be sent to t

Myrna Hill, a Black feminist

trom New York City, will speak

Thursday night. April 8 on the

mterrelationships between

teminism and Black nationalism

and m so doing will address herself

to the myth that Women's Liber-

ation i is a "middle-class white

movement. ,

•Women's Liberation demands

equal opportunity in jobs. Black

women workers, averaging $3,000

per year, have the lowest average

wage in the country.

Women's Liberation demands

tree community-controlled

abortion services. Four times as

many Black women die from child

bearing related causes as do white

women. . , c

•Women's Liberation demands

community controlled 24 hour-

child care. Bureau of Labor

Statistics show that a larger

proportion of Black women in

almost every age group hold jobs

than do their white sisters.*

The discussion, sponsored by the

Militant Forum Series of Young

Socialist Alliance, will be held at

H: oo Thursday night in Room 174 ol

the Campus Center

( /eehoslovak consulate in New

V»rk City

The petition will read: "We. tne

undersigned. socialist,

nationalists, feminists, and gay

activists struggling for

revolutionary change within the

greatest imperialist power in the

world the United States, express

our international solidarity with

the Prague defendents charged

with "Trotskyist activities'' and

YSA stands unconditionally in

support of the socialist system of

Czechoslovakia embodied in the

state ownership and planning ol

the means of production, according

to the spokesman But YSA feels

that thought control, political show

trials, not only fail to protect

socialism Irom imperialist attacks

but actually aid imperialism by

constituting a slander of the very

idea of socialism, he said

Socialism. Yes' Bureaucracy.

No'" was his cry.

A summary of the charges,

which were prepared in Prague by

the Czechoslovak tan government,

against the eighteen young

Czechoslovaks students and

workers included the following

-Posting the "Manifesto of the

Revolutionary Youth Movement in

the philosophy department ol

Charles University in Prague

-A private meeting in Prague at

which one of the defendents "ex

pressed radical views and spoke

about a possibility of an armed

uprising" (emphasis added)

-Organizing I demonstration at

the East German Embassy to

protest the expulsion of Burmese

Paris Helsinki Moscow Monaco Brussels B.-lR«d>

students from East Germany.

Encouraging members of the

group to read articles by Trotsky.

Bukhahn. and Djilas.

-Producing four hundred

mimeographed copies of I b<K>k

entitled l.uieaiuiai> No»

Rexolulion Yes.

In addition, one defendent. l- Hipp

Serrano. «M charged with the

crime of translating W*****"

Trotskyists and revisionists 1 he

summary ol the indictment also

stated I he detendents wanted to

replace the state and party ap-

paratus by I system ol so called

self management of the entire

people
."

YSA leels that it is very strange

to be tried in a socialist country

lor holding the viewpoint of U'nm.

the spokesman said They invite

anvone in the Amherst area who

considers themselves
revolutionary socialist, nationalist,

lemmist or gay activist to join in

this campaign to defend the

Prague 18 For more information

come to the YSA table in front of

the Hatch tomorrow
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WASHINGTON President Nixon pulled out all

stops in trying to rally enough Senate votes to get the

funding of the SST passed. Although he failed, he

should net high marks for every tactic he used.

One that came to light, just a few hours before the

vote was a letter he had hand-delivered to Sen.

Margaret Chase Smith of Maine saying that he in-

tended to keep open the Portsmouth Naval Base in

New Hampshire, where many citizens from Maine are

employed
Sen Smith became so indignant at what she con-

sidered an attemptedbribe to get her to vote for the

SST that she released the Dear Margaret" letter to

the press and then voted against the supersonic

transport

While this was a setback for Mr Nixon, it s doubtful

that this will l>e the last such attempt to win over votes

by promising federal projects to various senators.

The next big bill President Nixon hopes to get

through is his revenue-sharing measure for cities and

states, and we can just see a spate of letters being sent

oft to the Hill a few hours before that vote

They'll probably go like this:

Dear Clinton,

Alter consulting with the Defense Department. I

have decided to go ahead with the building of a sub-

marine naval base in New Mexico, for $100 million.

The base when fully built will employ 20.000 people

and will bring to Mexico another $500 million in wages

and industry.

Became New Mexico is not connected to any major

waterway, I have concluded that this would be the

safest place for a submarine base. The Navy is now

working on methods of land transportation to deliver

and bring back the submarines from the sea You

have mv permission to announce this, and Mrs Nixon

and I are looking torward to seeing you at Tricia's

wedding.

Sincerely,

Dick

-.onal views of the w.

•It >a\- Hew They're Winding l><">n •
»•«' War"

Dear Mark,

1 am happv to inform you that 1 have authorized a

multi billiomdollar project to include Portland. Ore..

m our ABM system. Mel Laird tells me that Portland

is probably the kev target of any Chinese missile

attack, and we in the White House believe the people

of Oregon deserve all the protection they can get. With

this installation, plus revenue sharing, which 1 know

the Senate will pass, I can see Portland becoming the

most important city on the West Coast.

Why don't you come down to Key Biscayne tor the

weekend'.'

Sineerely,

Dick
* * *

Dear Jim.
.

As you probably know, we've been looking for a new

site for our atomic underground tests, and the AFC
has recommended Westchester County in New York

as the ideal place. (Underneath the Penn Central

railroad tracks. >

I thought since vou were a freshman senator, and

because Of mv affection for your brother Bill, that you

would like to hear about it before Jake Javits. The

AEC plans on spending $300 million and hiring 600

people, which will bring great prosperity to the area.

Alter the revenue sharing vote this morning, why not

come over to the White House and have lunch? I'd love

to meet your sister

Cheers.

Dick
» * »

Dear Strom.

It's hard to squeeze one more military base into

Charleston. S ('
, but our defense people think they can

do it What's your poison''

Sincerely.

1 >ick

P S Julie and David said they'd baby -sit tor you any

time youand Mrs Thurmond want to go out.

Copyright l*»T l . I .on Vngeles Times

Emory Rounds

A Little Bit Brighter

I ve been around campus now for

two \ears. and sometimes I

wonder il its all been worth it And

yet at other times I wonder it it

isn't all as had as these pages say it

is

Yesterday was another of those

typical UMass days gloomy,

more like autumn than spring

Students were dragging them

selves around to their clsiSM and

whatnot m a quiet daae I felt

bare)) able to do even that. I'd

woken up t«> jump down my

roommate's throat for not waking

me in tune [or •:•», not realizing

that I probably wouldn't have gone

anywa)
no i was m terrific shape for my

eleven o'clock breakfast oi a

hamburger and watery Pepsi my
annual spring |oiirne> to the

doldrums was beginning, ac-

companied this year by an awfully

persistant sore throat Bui Fear

not, readers. 1 am not writing

inereh to tell you about my own

bumble problems I know that you

nave enough <>t these naiaitli <>i

your own
Kor the past week I had been

trying desperately to track down

mv Modern Novel professor the

bastard had given me a low mark

on a test, and though I might have

deserved it. I didn't think he should

have gone and nit picked True, I

have not spent *e ,1,m' UK*m**y

to do aMinich studying as I should -

trying to put this paper together is

a it'.t ot work tor the few people who

hang around the office but that's

another column 1 was angry and I

wanted to talk to him

There was a bomb scare

vestcrday in SBA. where my
Modern Novel elass is held My

professor was no where to be seen.

so I took a chance and walked over

to Bartlett, btocbook ready, a little

nervous now that the confrontation

was so near at hand. I knocked

softly . and someone stirred Maybe

he's got another student in there. I

wishfully thought I'd never been

this dose to a professor before,

ntUCk less talked to one

M\ professor peeked out ot his

office timidly, as if he were e\

pecting someone be didn't want to

see Bui bis expression changed,

and he smiled as he shook my hand

while directing me into a battered

office chair ihs office would have

been cramped it there had been

much more in it but it certainly

didn't look as it he lived there 1

looked out the window watching

the crane hovering oyer the new

psychology building, trying to

think ot what I wanted to say.

•How are things going?" he

asked I turned to see his face - he

was elderly, and his face gave the

impression that he'd been around

tor a long tune He seemed as

nervous as me
I told him everything was okay

and soon we were talking just like

an) other two normal civilized

people We discussed things like

student apathy, the dope on

campUS, the latest hooks and

movies, the new campus gover-

nance proposal, and well, almost

anything that wanted to be said.

I had been there tor about an

hour and Id almost torgotten win

I .1 gone m the hrst place M;

.uiiier about the test became

ridiculous it was no longer as it a

computer had sjraded the essay

Tins p.-rson. perhaps old enough to

be mj grandfather was really just

i pretty good guy 1 decided not to

even bother to ask him about the

exam I I mured Id try and make it

up on the next one
I l.M.k my leave, and outside the

day was maybe a little bit

brighter

Taking A Ride On A Train

®i*n

You're on a train rithng aimlessly

I or ward.

While hopelessly watching the

scenery fan oul at you

m vague bullets oi greenish blue

The sun reflecting off the window

sails lediouslj over your eyes

holding you in its hypnotic gambol

as it dips out of the opposite win-

dow
Breathing shallow, you fidget

uncomfortably in your seat

and decide on really nothing

Whenever you try to get up

you're pulled back -impotent

like running stationary in a dream.

And with swelling resignation

you drop down agitated into your
seat

I'.aeh time gathering up
pulling back, submerged,
finally your breathing, thrusting

body

breaks over the crest

and plunges headlong

beyond the tracks

and gazing back
at the rapidly vanishing train

you brush off your coat

and knowingly shake your head.

LeeK. Hishoff

"Please, See!"

We walked
And the people at Home
walked the other way

We walked.

And the people at Home
had nothing to say.

We crawled

And the men at the top

hid under the dome
We crawled
And the men at the top

had their dinners at Home

We stopped
And the man in the lead

said we should defend.

We stopped

\ml the man in the lead

.Hid the rest ol US end.

We died

And the people at Home
walked the other way.

We died.

And the people at Home
had nothing to say.

William Staton

Letters To The Editor

Hot Air Creates A Fog

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

In an April 6th letter to the editor, Mr. Robert A.

lorry beautifully executed a salient thrust to a

previous letter by Mr. Richard M. Ryan on behalf of

the 'Veterans for Peace" on campus. My purpose is

not to defend the group, merely to question his intent:

Would he actively support a "valid peace movement"

or is he simply suffering from diarrhea of the mouth?

I organized the "Veterans for Peace" at UMass on

February 19th of this year. I saw veterans as a

credible source that the American people could relate

to igainst the War. To further this prospect I felt a

noii-political, veteran and G.I. organized group to

end US involvement in lndo-China" was essential.

To all interested. I emphasized "non-political". I am

no longer actively involved with the group because of

uersonal disagreements with those (few) who are still

active I spoke to Mr. Corry at great lengths at our

table outside the Hatch before our first meeting and he

was quite aware of my position. I never spoke to him

again I never saw him again. Where was he and the

1450" others, when I needed real, "valid" in-

volvement: not hot air9 Hot air creates a fog to hide

behind. You blow your horn loudest when you can t be

'

Well I don't see where a lot of noise will bring down

any walls for us. 1 prefer working for Peace. I am

Sin Of Omission
To the Kditor:

In a letter yesterday. Mr. Robert A. torry com-

mented upon an earlier letter of mine concerning

Veterans for Peace. He states that the Veterans are

steered by -flunkies" from the MOBE and \SA. In

fad one of our officers is a member of those two

organizations, he is also an ex-lieutenant in the Army.

It a veteran happens to be a socialist who wants peace,

cant he join a veteran's group for peace. If you

belong to the Young Americans for Freedom and are a

veteran and want an immediate withdrawal from

Indochina, vou can join us. We will gladly welcome

any veteran who can support our one sentence pla t-

torm "We demand an immediate withdrawal of all

US forces from Indochina." If moderates leave

support of peace to the leftists, they should remember

that there is a sin of omission as well as commission

Mr (orrv also seCCM to doubt my credentials as a

veteran I'M gladly show him my DD214 that proves

one year eight months and ten days of foreign service

with the Marine Corps in Viet Nam. For that matter

1 II show him my membership card in the Veterans of

Foreign Wars. ,^
This group is not pro Viet Cong. We have seen too

much shit with our own eyes to have any delusions

about Good Guvs and Bad Guys on a battlefield

Mr Cotry does make a very good point in his letter.

He implies that a "Baker's dozen and 237 ghosts

form our group About Bl people have signed mailing

lists and petitions at our tables in the Student
.

t n.on

Onh about a dozen do most of the work, the rest

apparently, are too busy or disinterested. The sad part

J that d vou're a veteran, people consider you to be

pro war As a home town triend asked, " Dick, haw

vou run into anv of those peace-creeps at I Mass

Nixon counts you as part of his silent majority.

VOU risked your life fc> support the war People

respect vou tor your courage and maturity. II you

don't speak out against the war. you are still helping

"taskMr COfTJ «* M"5 °,ner veU>ran °f mill
,

U'!' V

service to meet us Thursday. April H, at 7 p.m. at tne

( ampUS Center. Boom 170-172.
K Richard M. By an

Closer To Home
To the Kditor:

.
. _^..^

Where can the pregnant co-ed seeking an abortion

turn to for financial aid"5 On their campus there are

very few avenues open for obtaining money for tnis

purpose. Turn to her parents'? Very few girls ever tel

their parents of their pregnancies The boys. Most

likely he too is a student already struggling with the

rising cost of education. Friends'' How much money

would your friends be able to loan you for a personal

MaaMi?

When one considers the number of girls from this

school who have had an abortion and who needed

money for the operation, one will recognize the need

lor a loan fund on campus
On Monday afternoon I attended a meeting to set up

such a fund The planning committee is willing to do

the leg work involved, but we do need student support

and most importantly then monetary backing. At the

University ol Maine a few cents is taken out of each

student s activity fee to go into a similar fund, but the

Abortion Laws in Massachusetts would make a

similar plan unfeasible here. For this reason funds

would have to be solicited from the students directly

If vou want to hear more or wish to voice your

opinions, there will be another meeting on April 14 in

room 802 Campus Center at 1:30 p.m.

Thas been estimated that one of every four co-eds

on campus has had an abortion. The problem might be

"closer to home" than you flunk.

m^^

presently an active Draft and Military Counselor. This

is my effort to end the war. I help people to not go in

and attempt to show those in legal ways out. What are

you doing fellow veterans? When will the air and walls

of your rooms and the Hatch finally become stagnant

and boring? Do you think you could stir yourselves to

action now?
Sure, there are some veterans that are for the war,

but the vast majority of us are against it. Let's make

ourselves known.

I was in Nam and I hate every aspect of it. But 1 11

not sit idly on my ass playing thumb switch. I'll work_

Alone, if necessary. With others wanting to work, if

available. I have my doubts if anyone wants to act. If

you do, contact me through Draft Counseling. If not,

see how you relate to the poem on page 6.

Bill Staton

He Beat Shirley

To the Kditor: .

In recent weeks Republican Congressman Paul

McCloskey of California has talked of entering the

Presidential primaries next Spring, against President

Nixon. McCloskey is primarily concerned with forcing

the President to bring an end to the war in Viet-Nam.

The Congressman has said that if the Congress does

nothing to end the war. and no Republican with

greater stature than himself enters the race, he will

become a candidate. He is expected to decide

sometime this summer what he will do.

McCloskey s opposition to the war dates back to

l%8 the year he beat Shirley Temple in an upset

election to take his seat in Congress. For the next two

vears he worked to put pressure on Nixon to end the

war finally breaking with the administration during

the Wo elections. By February 18. of this year he had

been alienated enough to call for national discussion

and debate on possible impeachment proceedings

against President Nixon for his conduct of the war.

\ McCloskey candidacy would have a fairly good

chance in Massachusetts. Nixon's standing in the 1968

primary. John Volpe. was beaten 2-1 by Rockefeller,

and the Republican's in this state are liberal as

Republican's go. McCloskey himself, with a

moderately liberal voting record in the House, and a

record was a war hero in Korea, seems well cast for

an antiwar candidate Nixon and his curious crew will

be hard put to pin an 'unpatriotic'' or "soft on com-

munism
-

' label on him

This evening at 9. The Committee to Elect

Congressman Paul McCloskey of California President

ot the United States, (popularly known as the Mc-

Closkey for President Committee* will meet in room

WU of 'the Campus Center. If you are interested in

working lor McCloskey. or are just looking for more

information, please come Frequently if you call me at

1-4000 vou can also get information on Met loskey

Ben Muse

Mrs. Louise Bruyn, who

walked from Newton to

Washington in protest over the

war in Vietnam was granted a 30

minute interview with

presidential aide Robert H.

Finch Monday. In their

discussion. Finch promised to

ask President Nixon to meet

with her personally this week. If

it actually happens, it may set a

dangerous precedent con-

sidering the numbers of people

expected to march on

Washington on April 23-24.

* * *

Does the name Hanson ring a

bell? No, we don't mean the well-

known editor of your local

college daily. The person in

question is John Hanson, who,

you will probably be surprised to

discover, was the first President

of the United States under the

Articles of Confereration and

President of the Continental

Congress and who. if Rep.

Clarence Long has his way, will

soon have his own day. And why

not? If our Hanson can have a

daily why can't his namesake

just have one day?

* * *

The following item appeared

in yesterday's Boston Globe:

Rep. Silvio O. Conte

i R—Mass. ) has prepared a farm

bill amendment to help the

Washington Senators in their

financial plight by giving them a

subsidy not to grow corn in RFK
Stadium modeled after a similar

amendment which would make

300 sugar beet farmers eligible

for subsidies for not growing

corn. Neither the beet farmers

nor the ball club have ever

grown corn, but since the

government cannot give the beet

farmers a subsidy not to raise

sugar beets, the bill, which has

passed the Senate, would call

them corn farmers and pay

them not to raise corn.

No comment.

Sheer Nonsense
To the Kditor: ,

In yesterday's Collegian there appeared a letter

from Robert Corry which dealt with bis cnbasms of

the UMaSS Veterans For Peace. I am « onh.lent that

several ol mv lellow vets will respond to all ol ( orry s

accusations "but as a member of both the Vets and the

Young Socialist Alliance I red called upon to answer

lus more serious allegation that the group M controlled

h\ both the Student Mobe and YSA.

The Veterans established themselves as a group in

February v 'h one purpose to end the war Since that

itstime,?
Even in ' y

could not

that our un^
point across

conducted
recruiters

forts have been devoted to that purpose

ith we realized that our political actions

scussed in a vacuum When we realize

less as veterans will aid us in getting a

use that uniqueness-i.e. the veteran

coi »ation with the Marine Corps

gut .. n *ut> rpjilize that an action

More Food For Thought

T
Vwee

h

k

d
na°s

r

passed since my first letter was published in the Collegian

corre^tmg Gil^alks column on Organic Gardening. Since then, a letter

S3 printed on this same page stating that my views Jj«wra*
I would first like to say that I am not against the idea of < rgam

^
Gar-

dening in a small garden But as I said in my letter of April 1
larmmg

rScall on a large scale is not possible The followers of J4.Rodast,

he a kied Ibgh Priest' of Organic Gardening are wrong when they

n si hat the fcSa which we buy everyday can be grown by the Organic

methodMl "slanted monthly magazine. "Organic Gardening and rar

ng and his books, "Pay Dirt." and The Basic ^«*<**>£
Gardening" mentioned by Mr Salk give<^^*™***£^£Z
ot food growmg practices of the nation •torm^ind^Mr^O^teu
an editor not a farmer. But omitting important tacts, and using^very

Ule aentif.c data in his publications. Mr Kodak? is able to convert

anv gulhble followers to his organic method. Apparen ly these people

know verv little concerning food production and are easily led by thi

tc" hniuues Elr Rodale employs Mr Salk and Mr Anerson are

araSv two ol his victims To them I suggest reading any of the

SS printed by the I'.S.D A or any of the books in the Plant and

ScntsSctnce Libraries on Sods or Vegetables andf^J«*^ p
Mr Anderson. Chemical or inorganic fertilizersH^MNJhanlN, .

•mdIK to the soil There are approximately 15 elements which tan Ik

iSilae.vtothe sod with thesetypes of fertilizers
;

AndM*****
use ol fertilizers they can be applied in any amount needed by the plan

With u£• of all organic matter in food production many of the needed

Hmlminbepresent in the organic matter but no. in sufficient

, mount |„r'good crop growth For example. Phosphorus ,P. he nios

1 ekmg elemenTm sods
8

if not supplied in the needed amount« preven

roplTom maturing early and as a result they will be kl led h> »s

hefore they are able to be harvested Insufficient amounts ot PoUsh w .11

, se , 1 ,nts to become verv acceptible todisease and to loose their vigor.

3TuS!g^sc^ch ZS5 and corn wiH have= ,mp.,U, kerne.

tevekmnent due 10 insufficient amounts nl this Hvimnl

orga'n" materials take a long tim- ,„ break ton. >n U-wltoHfg
„...rtV.,l elements Thev alsu have hi he supplied in extrenu l> laiM

! nan,!!.- Mam tons oi I >rSanu material are needed ,o produeo his, one

it in favor of all chemical larm.ng Both orga.m .natter and

leJti /e
r"

a e needed together One cannot work without the
,

her

F r those w ned about -poisonous contaminants ... foe the Food

and D. u" Admm.strat.on keeps a c lose watch on all food pro need m the

1

In d«iroM would like to say that what I have wr.tten is .e result of

$^^££*!*™ m the Dept would be met helpful m

answering questions which anyone has on th.s matter. ^^
requires the most nv ;ive participation possible, we

work with other groups-i.e. our planned attendance in

Washington on April 24th. It would be sheer nonsense

to divorce ourselves from the rest of the antiwar

movement for the sake of organizational punt
y_
We

have decided not to do so. Our relationship with the

Student Mobe takes no more than this form Above

this tactual question remains the fact that any Vet

who favors immediate withdrawal is asked to join-no

one limits membership other than on this basis

The consideration reduces itself to decision making

The method we use is a democratic process callec

majority I uleone vote per person. Given the fact mat

membership is not controlled and there are only .

YSAers in the group I cannot understand how one is

led to believe that the group is controlled

A final point to be made is that nowhere is his letter

does Corry mention specif.c issues that he d.sagrees

with. Instead he wrongly conjures up the fear ot an

infiltrated group as proof that whatever;»tdocWed

must be wrong. I invite you Mr. Corry and the others

you cited in your letter to come and talk to us about

our program on a concrete and realistic basis
y B BernieLougee

Co-chairman, Vets for Peace

Heavy Stuff

To ih* i;«htoi

It s almost May. and here we air

IMies. one and all sweating out

finals, papers and graduation Boy

that's heavy stufl Well don t worry

about a "thing. The Student

Mobilization Committee has

passed the word, its "STRIKE

TIME"
Wow'. That brings back fond

memories ol sleeping late, telling

teachers where to get off. catching

the rays and catching the "As".

For you freshmen, the Strike

meaas. if successful, that you'll

pass each course with nothing

' II you
• did last

Score!

,i stake m
IIS i m>

. looking

more horrible that

Strike real hard. hk<

spi iii^i. you'll get B

So you see you do ha

the Strike For me
second Strike so I II

forward to trying m> hand at spray

painting, l might even wail in line

to put m\ leet upon old < »/ s desk

But anyway sports tans, the new

season is upon us Last spring S

records were made to be broken.

To the streets Hevolution until we

are all honor graduates
Mark Johnson
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The music of Paul Ben-Haim.

winch followed, is as yet rarely

heard Ben Haim was a refugee

from Na/i Germany; the lour

pieces we heard reflected the

confused world of Germany bet-

ween the wars: the stunned, lazy

nihilism of the large bohemian

movement contrasted alarmingly

with the forces which became

World War Two. Ben-Haim s

composition used warm jazz in-

terspersed with tense staccato, and

W as astounding.

TONIGHT

Wednesday Night

Coffee House

Open to

Everyone

The Blue Wall'

Cafeteria

Ed is still looking

for new talent

Contact him at

549-1418

between 4 and 7 p.m.

.

HAMBURGERS

19*

CHEESEBURGERS

24*

introducing:

2 pieces Chicken

French Fries

Cole Slaw
Roll

Honey

79*

DRUMMER BOY
55 University Drive
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Sponsored by NAT.ONAL PEACE ACT.ON COAUTION ~>~~Z£~-ipOPSOrC 7
COORDINATORS: Ml G.,«-C^r. Don Gurew.h. J^rry Gordon, J™«» L.He

y.

Music/Films
Student Presents

,
Graduate Recital

a Bachelor of ^ us c

., .S The Medium The Turn of the Screw, and

ESsraiMSKSSwaff" i?s

Women's Choir ^.C?««j.™«'
"".f'Sde wort! to Paul Hind-mith.

W
The public is invited ,o a.lend No admission lee «rtttbe charged.
The puDiic is wiviicu in am-..*.. »--^-"—

-

___^____.—

GOT AN APAklMENT
to RENT? ?

Btf/NG /N FOL/i? CLASSIFIED

ADS AND THEY WILL RUN
FREE IN THE .

U-MASS BOSTON PAPER |

The Borodin Quarte, «H. appear in ..^gg^rg.SiSrt^k^^

Sa«:"a.\t
r

'Se^^^^^^^ "^ **" "" **

Room To Move Sponsors t'llms

With Kinesthetic Feeling
i^.w.m in Move Th

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

By BARRY SCHONHAUT
MDC Staff

To give the community a better

idea of what sort of films are being

shown tomorrow in the Cinemagic

film showings the following

descriptions are offered. Realize

that these verbal linear descrip-

tions of the tilms are not nearly

sufficient to give you the

kinesthetic feeling which these

tUms are geared towards

The Magic Machine a film ot tne

colorful, joyous junk sculpture of

Robert Gilbert- i like fantasy.

its realer than most of the

reality."

lanabusan animated tilm in

which seeds, stems, papers, and

grass do their thing

Lapis-Lapis means philosophers

stone It derives its name from Zen

disciplines in which Zen masters

would meditate on the intricacies

of beautiful stones. The modern

dav laapisa computer animated

tilm will take you away into its

many spinning infinitesimal^

small worlds

l iheimtik :>.:. a computer filnv

live vears in the making A world

more geometric than that of Lapis

draws us into itself. This film has

the feeling of some mysterious

trancendental intelligence at work

in the universe

C'ircusa three ring circus on

film We see the circus as a child

The multiple exposure technique

captures the frenzy and joy of the

experience.

Beatles Electronique
electromagnetic video distortions

of the Beatles performances on the

Ed Sullivan show a few years back.

We see the Beatles as eerie electric

pop stars of the 21st century

Neusreel of Dreams

Vanderbeek piles layer upon layer

of visual information and lets us

synthesize our own meaning from

the message
Hum I'uddinga collection ot

animated films by children 8- Id

vts old Proof that kids really do

know it all These short films are

alternately heavy, light, and

totally tripped out.

Short Subject this one is a sur

Pr
\loon i»«»A metaphysical

voyage through time-space void

which will keep you high for a long

time Techniques include video

Feedback, color synthesizing and

tar out optical P^ting t'ffecbv

The tilms will be shown Thur

Mtay April What 1:00. ^00. <;<<>.

,nd I :»0 in the campus (enter

\udilorium and are sponsored by

Boom to Move There is no ad-

mission charge to see the films.

But a small donation <25f-50e>

would really be appreciated to help

RTM defray the costs of film rental

and publicity.

Amherst

jAuto School
134 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

IcALL FOR INFORMATION]

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

e Great White Hope

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

Sunday M«t.i>«« — AH Sh*"* — * P "*•

DLSI1N
HOffVtAN
IITTIE
BIO MAN

tiauv4.iiwv.iw.. ^

ASA Meets Tonight
„. i__« .>,...,,-, .mi .tit Sprret.

EPISCOPALIANS:
There will be a regular

Celebration of Holy

Communion according

to the rites of the Epis-

copal Church on

Wednesday Evenings at

7:00 p.m. in the New-
man Center Chapel

beginning on the

Wednesday in Holy

Week, April 7th.

ASA (American Student

Association I
meets tonite at 7 :io in

Room 911 of the Campus Center to

ACT on the issues of the hree

Spring Concert Festival. Collegian

Policies. Campus Center Tran-

sformation, and the

mencement Secret.

Anv student who has questions or

gripe's about any of the above

issues or about related issues and

wants to DO something about them

is urged to attend.

Lore Show 1 1 ,j„ 2
"OLIN KI$J|$V"

ond
THf LOVrO ONf

nmpus
Routt 9

m * SAT LATI SHOW SI SO

The Sophomore Men's Honor Society

THE MAROON KEYS

ARE ACCEPTING

FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS

Available at the R.S.O.

Reception Desk, First Floor C.C.

For more information contact

RICHARD SIMMONS 6-7604

DEADLINE: THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1971

We think the dormitory is an inadequate attempt at creating

a natural life style.

Don't be sold on rumors.

Come down and see for yourself.

Zeta Nu Open Smoker

WED. APRIL 7 th 8:00 - 9:30
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Familiar With Boss On Two Fronts
.i i — A I , . ii . i . i . L . -i

(EDITOR'S NOTE: With the

appointment »>t Dick MacPherson

to replace the retired Vic Fiwhi to

the bead coaching lulin. UMass

rootball has undergone a complete

change in facta aa its coaching

staff, in order Uwt uni\nsit>

spoils enthusiasts gal Better

acquainted vvith the newnwa arha

will assist coach MailMu'ison in

the fall, the Collegian will ian>

special soil's oi ihetehea, a/rtttea

in stall reporter Mark Vogler,

which "ill focaa in oa the

background and interest i»-

toi iiiation pertaining to each of tin-

six assistants. Tocla> is the fourth

in the ti\»- part series.)

Now football assistant Ken

Conatser probably haa no qualms

with the ohm way of life. Afterall,

he (in! spend his boyhood thoiv.

went on to play collegiate football

.it Cincinnati, and proceeded to

coach nine seasons in the Buckeye

state.

Hut when offered an assistant

post on the i Mass football staff, he

balked at a local job opportunity.

gave up a now home, rounded up

his family and headed east Whs

all Of a sudden the shift to a New

England setting''

Well for one thing, the ap-

pointment of Dick MacPherson to

the helm as successor to Vic Fusia

was indeed significant. For

< onatser had played out his senior

year at Qnci with MacPherson as

an assistant under Chuck Studley.

a former Kodman head Coach

Studley and MacPherson had come

over together from UMass
Then three years later Conatser

worked directly under Mac
Pherson as a grad assistant-this

by the way, was Conatser s only

college coaching experience prior

to his new position. Conatser ad-

mired the coach greatly and ex-

pressed his wish to one day coach

below him That wish was fulfilled

this winter with the renovation of

the football staff

Expressing resentmenl over a

mowing trend in college football

w here quite a tew coaches figure to

produce more successful teams by

getting a firmer hold on and

manipulating the education of the

student athlete, Conatser feels the

presence ol Dick MacPherson will

safeguard against such one-sided

loot hall technology at I 'Mass.

I think he can give to college

football what is needed. He can

take the factory out of college

football. This was one of my main

concerns when I came to College

football. Alter visiting with Dick

MacPherson. he answered the

questions 1 wanted answered, how

he'd run his program on a college

setting at I'Mass so that the

student athlete would be a very

intricate part of the campus and

not a separate entity. 1 also felt the

situation in working with him

would make me examine myself

more as a person and help me grow-

in many ways.

•His concern for the University,

the student body, student athlete,

and the team is in relative value to

the game of football We will coach

and approach the game as

professionals, but not dictate a

player's academic life. 1 would be

no prouder than to have one of our

loot ball players as a leader in the

classroom."

The addition of Conatser to the

grid staff adds plenty of color to an

already interesting and en-

thusiastic group of men. As a

Western Hills High athlete he was

an All-Cincity choice, alternating

his time at guard and linebacker.

He also played on the hoop squad

and competed in track

As far as being close to notable

sports personalities. Conatser can

boast better than anyone on the

staff -that is when it comes to

baseball Yep Pete Rose iReds).

Fd Brinkman (Senators), Russ

Nixon (Red Sox), Art Mahafey

(Phils), and Dick Drott (Cubs) all

made their breakthroughs from

the play grounds of Cincinnati into

the big leagues. Conatser grew up

with Rose, played football

with'em. and later coached his

brother.

A partial scholarship aided his

wav to a college education in his

very own locality Starting at

linebacker as a sophomore he

played on the team which saw Joe

Morrison (NY Giants). Jackie Lee

(Kansas City Houston), and Dave

Canary dormer "Bonanza

celebrity as seniors. Oscar

Robertson (NBA star) lived in the

same dorm as his.

Conatser started for three vears,

but didnt have too exciting a

career. He did. however, have one

rare experience that even would

rattle Dick Butkis, the bully of

linebackers. He recalls a game

against Northern Texas in which

he made his "most memorable"

tackle, by bringing down Abner

Havnes (a two year MVP in the old

AFL).

FOR SALE

IlMieer. Te»e. U»rr»rd, Pii, A«U*.
Flakar. TDK, —OH and open rwl

liM standard radio, Ct*h ••eftkrra

tJFS, a tracks and other otceaalUea.

Sea SjSjajaj Aodla. W
Caed I°ora — Jacket*, raprs and

telea for aprln*. New •hipmrnU of

coaU. ••me raccaan. AM aUea $15

and up. Call 2a3-SSSS. tf*-U

~(iu«nU AlOOcc. 2073 ml. break* In

at 1000 ml . *m flat Come •*»«•»

>oor*elf. fr-6979- < ' '"

'

40 tap VW engine rebuilt, $1»0 with

trade. Also other VW enrinet and

cba»»la t Call 681-4880 eyenlnn. tM-T

<;<j Vumuhii ','50 BeMUBMer, *•<-<

offer. tan_K<»--"- -|6-gW*i " '
H

—Sony TCliS CMottti Tape Dim U.

Hl^Tew Mini *». *»U SSMf*
anytime

.
_ 52

Vi Ko.n . Ian Ford, rarprttlMt,

i.nnrlinic, <urtai»". l!W« »«H «'" k

Heat offer. Cal l
'" '

Bell motnr. >• !• helmet, -m- :•..

with annp-iin foM »'*" r
.

>:" """
(al l tort 645-0061. «£]
Car part* — 'J P» »*«»«« "•''"

2 tarter \\s and AfB M*«- «»ro*,«

iteetoteMM !•>""> and more Call I n»f

li-?l<>3.
'"' •

It'* Poncho weather — l"*« •""-

ri\p<l colorful, aenotoe aanctaot Irani

smith \.mri.n. Limit. ! su|i|.l>
. < ull

tifi5-;t05t after 5.
"'•-'

o WBtt Kenlistic stereo amplifier

excellent condition. Call Pete St*
'.me. 12.

I'Hifl Kawaoakl Bush Whaeker ^~~<

re Trail-Mr..! hike. TtWMI mi situ

Call; 58>->i«:>8. " | - 1 >

Gibson Folk C.uitar, model WJ'
$8© frallt niO Tape Reror.ler «t*»

Both in \er> Rood condition, t ii"

5 15- -Mi 10 Ask for Curt in 4M. tfl-!l

Honda CB lfiO, e»cel, cond.. "Sel-

mets and other acres Itest i.ffVr

6IB-5325 tf>t>

Sofa and chair net. ST": Sansuii

amp w/spkrs., combi metal skis

?ii8-7720 aft, fl. tf| -8

1!»70 Br'nlcestone 350, 40 lip. G up .

new K70 tire Best offer SSMStt.
4-7

TO SUBLET
1 Bdrci. Apt. at CUfhMe lnclodeo

all otllltle*. awlmmlnf pool, tennU

coorto, aTBll. Jane 1 to at lea»t

Aoi 31. CaU 666-2842 after 4 |> m
tf»-7

Hammer aablet with option, very

large 2 bedroom townhouse at monn-

taln rantte. Everything brand new

thl* year ETonjnao 26.V9TO6

.

tf4-9

'"'ATallahle June 1, 2 bodnn. apC.

Qoabbln Village, Belchertown. Wall-

to wall carpet, air cond. »160/mo.

Call 323-7614 aft » "*'9

To anblet — 2 bedroom apt., Jone

I to Amioat 31 ulth option to renew

In Hept , furnished Will neiotlate

rent Call 263-5330. tf49

"Tbdrm; apt. for rent May 1 Op-

tion to pick up lease. Pool, air cond.,

dlshwaaher Call 549-BS39 after fl

p.rn^ " < '3"

Hammer aablet — option — 4-B

COMPLAINTS?
I STUDENT SENATE

SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Services

(Dining Commons, Parking, Bus Shuttle, Housing, etc.)

JUST FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

Also, if you'd like to join in and help, just leave

your name and phone number with the secretary. I

tJ* IT.5 BIVEIDAtl ID.
*"^

w. smo.

SCHOOL GROUP RATES

^5&e>«oW,

FINAL WKS.

ONLY
MINUTES
FBOft

YW...

IS
SHOW-
CASf^a»*inan»

HABIT

SEE
THE
BIST
ntSTI

LOO
93S

Fri. 2:00

7 20

Sot.

ROD STAGER -CHRlSimiER PLLA1MER

Naat: "lawraata o« Aroklo"

GREAT MOVIEMAKING

'little big man
Moo.-Fi.: 7 00 7 10. 9:45

So<., Sun: 1:30, 4:00

7:10, 9:4S

Moit: "Bor»*60t Enocvtivo"

7 Atoatmy Award Nominations

F,i: 2:00-7:M. 9:30

laV Son: 2, 3:45, 530
7:30. 9.30

MDC CLASSIFIED
bedroom. Main St.. near Amherat

Ctr. Available Jone 1. Call ** VM-
tf4-7

4 rm. Apt.: 2 bedrooms kiteb.

U». rm. Can hold 4 people. $14*/mo.

mln. oUHtlea. June 1 - Ao«. 31. J
CaU

Barb 849-1114 fl • 1 P « "*•»

Need a place to eta* for the •om-

mer I moat aab-leane a 1-bedroom

apt atartln* In mid-Jane. Cont»«t

Everett Jamewon . 34fl Puffton. tf4-»

3 bdrm apt . Jane - Aucuat. Cen-

ter of Amherst. Will discuss rent

Call 646-1169 after 6 "4-19

2 bedroom apt. at Rollins Green,

air conditioned, h11 utilities, and

.wlmmlnK pool. Ii 1 to at leaNt

Am. St. C*H ta»-379» tff-o

Beautiful setup tiirnUluil apt. anil

pool for the summer or lunrrr. one

room, only »1»5 mo Call t!ti5-:?.Vtl af-

ter 6. __!f±!!)

For summer with opt to cont , 3

bedroom Puffton apt from June 1 -

\uk 31, *>«. off esrh mu < ull ">«''-

IWI4 after p m tfj : »

' A bdrm. apt at rufft<-n, avail,

.lone 1 for summer \< . |><»>1 and

tennis ft appliances. Knit newottable
— Call M9-66IK5 and a»k fur Mr,
Charly. LfH

•: bdm. apt . util. Incld. June 1 -

\iik :tl Itption to renew, Sl.Vt/nm

necotiablr. full Paul 5l!)-6«:n »r

fil,vaWl._ tti-1*

Sublet 2 bedroom furnished apt

CulaaJal Villare, snlmmin« pool, nil

utilities paid, rent Is neitotiable. Call

.'Vi-»I70. » fMS
Z Mrm. apt. Squire VillaKe, Jon?

1 - Auk. 31. 1'i baths, all utilities,

lompletelv furnislied. Will SlaWI—
rent. Call <K>.V3;taa tf4-13

1 Bdrm. Townhouse, Squire Vil-

lage, Sunderland. All utl. Incl. Op-
tion for fall. Call B05-308Q.

tlrea. $1»B. Call 8t«»a l-'**-''8*

days. l-7«3-o07? nl«hf

.

*»*-*

63 Falcoln Sedan. 20 rapt, «ood on

oil. food body, radio, heater, stand-

ard tranomlaalon. $125.00. CaU Tom
407-7090 anytime (Granby) tf4-i

1907 Flat $80 Conpe. e«el. «^f-«
$700 . learln« the coontrj. CaU 540-

I4SS after 1 p m. «_-
(18 T-Blrd I^ndan, 2 dr., new Ml-

rhelln tlrea; '67 Ford V8. aato., wa-

non, F«. *63 Cadillac conv. A. C.

t.reenfleld 774-4773. «J£?
1%.-) Mercury Monterey R-5B V8,

PS PB radio, excellent condition,

heat offer. Call 54i>-60$4. tf4-9

Get away In a 'B2 Falrlane 500.

AT, PS. fac rebuilt 2tM» V8 with

20.000. mi., will pass Inspection. Body

sood. M9-1114 between 4 and 9 p m_

ROOMMATES WANTED
F Hoammate wanted bea. June 1

Apt. within walkln* dlot. of Campos.
Pool, air cond.. farn apt. Call 549-

6239 after 9 p.m. 114-30

SUMMER SUBLET

TRAVEL

Sund Squire Vlll.. 3 bd>.. air cond ,

pool, dishwash, w.w. carpet, part

furn , all oHUtleo Inc. Opt. to re-

new leaae. $*00 m. Ju - Auk. < all

li^iiV-^^W tf4-9

~~:
J" Bd*m Apt.. Puffton Vlllaie".

lower rent CaH 549-0739

Golnc to Europe this summer
ltu> -lease '71 cars. Special low rale

plans far students and faculty. Call

Geonce Courmouals 5-2420. Leave
mesoace tfl-ll

WANTED TO BUY
Women's Fnrllsh Bleycle In «ood

rondltlon Please contact Elaim
fl-1181 <»-'

lord Wacon. e«od traniportalon

for the summer. «.«K1.95. Call *««-

mu.
. <!i±

1WI3 Chevrolet, excellent condition,

price «l-">0 or be«.t offer Call Brian

Martin Blli-tillW any time. tfl-9

.l.iBuar \K1I0, ex. condition, re-

built encine. new front end, new
lap and brakes. Call 110 MM afUr

hi«. Ask for Van. tfl-<>

19«1 Chevy convertible, Kood rond

Need the money fast. Call Bobbie

1 bdrm Presidential apt June. 1st

Option to carry lease. All utilities

Ca ll 549-fflK*> after 3 tft-9

~W or F. Immedfatel> , V/i ml from
Cumpiis, own room S4tJ9/"*a or

le«« Call Pat 3l9-398t; mealtime oe

after 10 p m J^2

FOR RENT

BOOKS
We buy osed books and records

— Whitelicht Books (In the Al««;>

Na te«ts! tfB-,B

WANTED
2.%fi-»i81« tfl-9

ATTENTION

1 bedroom apt , partially furnished,

includes all utilities, swimminir pool

and tennis courts. Avail. Jone 1 -

Inc. 31 $130 a month. Call 549-fi«i.->l

tf4-ll

To sublet from 6/1 to 9/1 laree

apartment, Ideal for 4-5 people, ex-

cellent location. Nutting Ave. Call

(.all, Kathy or D.J. at 545-0320.
tfl-0

FOR SALE— AUTOS

APARTMENT nCNTERSl 2 free

wks living In Mt. Range, last 2

weeks In May. If yoa decide on oc-

mpancy from June 1 on. All electric

- air conditioning. 253-5857. tfl-7

CAMPERS FOR SALE
63 Ford Camper folly equipped,

needa aome work; VW trailer hltoh

$14; 1968 VW Bug runs perfect, body

In good shape, $1175. CaU 256-6W.V

Black sincere male student near

Amherst Please write to white mo e

(temporarily In Ohio) Interested in

possible rlose summer relationship

< onfldentlal. Box "''X Amherst

Maea. !i±?
rilffeide Apt. wanted immed or

as soon aa possible (all 516-9819

PERSONAL

Porsche 1963 8-90, sunroof, red,

erne cond 546-9107. tf4-t

Most aell 68 Cortina, rx. mech.
cond., over 25 ml. gal., only 15,000

ml., automatic trans., disc brakea.

Beat offer. CaU 646-9728 tf4-7

I960 Cher. Impala"Conr , It. blue,

very good cond., radio, heater, snow
ttrea, etc. $86* or best offer. Call

Mike 646-7883, 2005 Kenn. tf4-7

OS Oalaxle, excel . cond , yellow

black Intertor, stereo.. 646-6320.
tf*-8

1965 VW In excellent condition with

sunroof, new motor and trans. Ask-
ing $700. CaU Kent at 546-9171, 649-

t;«96 or aft. 253-3373, 50,000 ml.
tf4-16

'67 Mercedes 2:<05 4 dr., power
steering, automatic; '67 VW 2 iloor;

<:« VW 2 door. Greenfield. 774-1773.
tf l-!»

Peace Symbol Glow Bulbs. Fit

standard socket Two for $6.00 post-

paid Satisfaction guaranteed. Con-

tempo-kits, 12 Bishop Terrace, Strat-

ford, N J 08084. tf4-7

Open meeting, committee to elect

Congressman Paul McCloskey Presi-

dent of the Vnlted States Wed.
April 7, at 9 p.m. Room 802, C t

4-7

Photographer doing story for Sev-

enteen magazine wants undergraduate

girls with very groovy rooms to pho-

tograph. Call Pan 253-3995. tf4r7

r.S. Coins bought, said, traded

Free estimates Contact Bob Mur-
rln 406 Chadbourne or P O Box 101.

Amhers t. Mass 4-_7

We have a frigid sister dorm
Would like to establish relationship

with girls dorm In Southwest Call

5-2812 between 8*9 Mon. - Thurs
tfl-f>

—
PERFECT FOB SUMMER SCHOOL

— Furn. 1 bdrm. apt. far July and
Aug No leaae req. Near Campus
Pool and air cond Married couple

or girls preferred. Call 519-3916 after

8 tfl-ltt

Apt. for rent — June - Aug. Op-
tloa to keep apt In fall One bl»< k

from campus In private home xn .

mo , all utilities Incl. Call 253-2?«l
tf4-8

Dorm room for »e«t of this sem-
ester, $50. Contact llrrk at 546-9171

or 253-3373 or 649-0696. Jf4-8

Roomy 2 bdrm. apt., walking dis-

tance ta campus, air rond . avsil

June 1 649-6888, 81 Pres. Apts tf l-7

Immediate occupancy — 1 bed-

room apartment Puffton Village

$156 per month. Call 756-6871 Op-

tion to continue next year. tft-'J

Available April 13. 3 room apart-
ment, garage and woods 230-8:153

tf4-i:t

2Vi room apartment . Available
June 1. 1 mile from campus. All

utilities paid. $130 mo No phone
1 niversity Park No. I, Main St. be-

tween 5 and $ p.m. tft-9

To rent for summer, with optimi

to continue, 2 bedroom apt in Sun-
derland up to 4 occupants $185
mo. Incl. utilities. Call V6A5-390!

tfl-13

SERVICES
HELP WANTED

Amherst Audio eerxlces stereo

components, tape decko for home or

ear. 197 No. Pleaaant St., $96-613.1

Ili Jungle, now's Jane In 203?
4-7

The Easter Runny Is cominc.

Watch him do his trick In the natch
4-7

BUI Trevltt (Bllvlt) — you didn't

get my flaming pillow but you sure

were hot under the "blanket". Aline

and all >our ex-flames. 4-7

Do \ Id — you make us happy I.ove

you, I.uclndn and Company 4-7

TTPINO — Thealo, Manuscripts.

Phraiitatlona. Masters, In fact all

typing? requirements can be handled
throogh SANDY'S SECRFTAKIAI.
SERVICE, dial 581-8005

^mmfji-y 4

Tune-up, $5.00 for 4. 6 or 8 «>l

Just one of our many opecialti<»

I) A R's Repair Serxlce Call my.
time for app. at 646-5923. tfl-8

LOST

1 or 2 women live-in, Infant care,

sewing, etc. part time. Apt-like m -

com. prov. in return. 2 nil. from
Campus; Mehta 649-1112; 5-05««i

tfl-l.

If interested in earning 8100 - $3<MI

extra a month, part-time In Amherst,
area. CaU Springfield 785-1106

tfl-H

JOBS

VW '68 Bug, new engine last Jane,

12,000 miles Excel, cond. Radio, new

—MEN of all trades to NORTH
SLOPE, AI.AsKA around $2800 /mo
Write Job Research. P.O Box 161.

sto-A, Toronto, Ont Enclose $3 00

One gold circle pin Inscribed with
Initials L S G Lost between Cnni
pus (enter and Quad. Reward Call

t ni* 115 5-0549. tM-13

Sunday In the orchard: trl-eolored

cat wearing green collar. Call 51'.

7202 » f ^- ,

HOUSESITTER
nousesitter: F graduate rluilni'

wants to housesit for sunmier
while taking courses. Will care
fur yard, plants, fcotise and
whatever else needs doing.

Contact: Judy
7 Ware St., Cambridge

354-5152
Willing to pay negotiated rent

1-7

ALPHA ZETA
Meeting tonight with prospective

and present members at 9:15 in Rm
817 of the C.C.

AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ASA meets tonight at 7:30 in Rm

911 o« the C.C to Act on the issues of

the Free Spring Concert Festival,

Collegian policies, Campus Center

Transformation, and the Com
mencement Secret.

AMHERST WALK FOR
DEVELOPMENT
There will be a meeting of the walk

tor development, April 7 at 730 p.m.

in Rm 908 904 of the C.C.

BAHA'I PROCLAMATION
Tonight at 8 p.m. m he Com

monwealth Rm of the SU, John 8.

Chr* Falconer will speak on the

Biha't Faith All are invited to m
vestigate the message of Baha'u'llah

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting tonight in Norfolk Rm.,

Upper level of the SU at 7 p.m.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINARS
Today at 11:05 a.m. in Rm 252 of

Goessmann Lab, Dr. Richard Mavis

ot the Biological Chemistry Dept of

Washington Univ will speak on A

Membranous Enzyme Catalyzing the

initial Reaction of Phospholipid

Biosynthesis". Coffee will be served

at 10:45 a.m. ...

Joseph Dubin, a Grad Student, will

speak on "Biochemistry of Narcotic

Addiction'' Thursday, April 8th at

n 30 am. in Rm 252 Goessmann
Lab. Coffee will be served at 11 15.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
"College Life" tonight at 8 p.m. m

the Colonial Lounge. Paul AAcVittie

will speak on "What Are We Worth

Sharing Refreshments.

r nUD
CDHR meeting tonight at 8.30 p.m.

m Van Meter Classroom 121

COALITION FOR A PEOPLE'S
PEACE _ . . _j
Everybody together. Tonight at

7 30 p m m Rm 805 of the C.C

discuss peace treaty, May Day ac

tivities, caravan to Washington,

Conn. Valley Peace picnic, go can

vassing

CRAFTSMEN'S GUILD
There will bea Craft Fair April 14

16 Come to the Craft Center for m
tormation & to sign up.

CUSP PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Meeting tonight at 8 p.m m Rm 903

of the C.C. Regular business, then

Mr Weaver ot the Speech Dept will

try to help us become more effective

DADA SURREALIST FE S T I VAL
Meeting tor the Dada Ubu puppet

Dlav Anyone interested m puppet

making and performing come
Thursday, April 8 all p.rn in Rm 178

of the C.C. or call Janet 584 0587

All those interested m Organizing

Events (demonstration spontaneous

poetry readings, etc.) m the spirit ot

Dada or Surrealism please contact

Saul Ostrow, 253 7263 (Mon 8, Wed
at 52380) or Elvira 256 8143

Dr Stanley Knppner of the

Menn.ger Dream Clinic "'»_s
f«

a
a
k °n

•Dreams, Surrealism, and Fan astic

Art" today at 130 p.m, Colonial

Lounge, SU All invited.

1 REE U AUTO COOP
People wanting to learn auto repair

by working on their own cars or

helping others are getting together

tonight at the Free U at 7 p.m. All

welcome.

GAY LIBERATION
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Gay

Center, Free Univ. Going to be

discussing ideas for the Gay Festival

at UMass on May 8 & 9.

HILLEL u . „
Executive Board meeting at 6:JU

p.m. tonight. All welcome.

MAUNDAY THURSDAY
There will be a spaghetti dinner at

8 30 p.m , followed by a communion
service, at Florence Congregationa

Church in Northampton. Rides will

be provided. Call Carol Fox 67248.

MASS MEETING
A meeting of all University student

groups and individuals will take

place tonight at 8 p.m in Rm 162 ot

theCC to decide on May 5 actions m
memory of the deaths of our brothers

and sisters at Kent and Jackson

State.

NOTICES
NAIADS ,h„co

Instructional period for those

wishing to try out for Naiads

tomorrow, April 8, at 7 p.m. at Wope.

Questions call Sandy 549 6385.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves Hasbrouck and Pat

terson tonight at 6:30 p.m. All

welcome please come.

PEOPLE'S PEACE TREATY
There will be a meeting for all

those interested in working on the

treaty tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Rm 805

of C.C.

PSYCH 101/SOC 101P
Tobacco Road" 4 40, 8, 10 p.m. m

Mahar Aud.

REVELERS
Cookie Sale tonight. Bring cookies

to Sigma Delta Tau at 630 p.m.

Bring jackets for pictures.

Revelers is the University men's

and women's service and spirit

organization. Applications are

available to members of all classes at

the R.S.O. office. Deadline for ap

plications is today.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite all interested university

women to a Bunny Club party Irom 7-

8.15 at the chapter house, 409 N.

Pleasant St.

SNC n .

Steering Committee meeting of

SNC tonight at 6 p.m. Mobe office,

Franklin Rm, second floor of the SU
Important Everyone welcome.

VETS FOR PEACE
Testimony of Vietnam veterans

about the nature of the war. Video

taping of their live statements Rm
170 172 of the C.C. at 6:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 8 at 630. Any
Vietnam Veterans who wish to testify

come also.

YSA MILITANT FORUM
Myrna Hill, Black feminist, will

discuss the relationship between

feminism and black nationalism at 8

p.m. m Rm 174 of the C.C, Thursday,

April 8.

A brown leather wallet lost, (f

found please call 66844 and ask for

Amy or Sue.
Boy's High School Graduation Ring

lost "Clinton High School", Class of

'69, size 7 12 If found please contact

Bill at 66955
If you found a blue baby back pack

in Lot 4 please call collect 1 617 544

6939
Tennis Racket lost in Coffee Shop

of the C.C Call Tina 546 8281, 217

J Q.A.

F OUND
Friday on SBA walk near Mahar

silver colored ladies watch, Waltham
brand, broken Speidel type band Call

549 6161.
Male tiger cat wearing two collars,

amber colored found. Please call 6

8966 or 6 9005.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answei to Yesterday's Puzzle

SYWEYOMARR'

Aries can be abrupt. Individuals

born under this zodiacal sign want to

get to the point of any story ma
hurry it would not be wise to choose

a long anecdote if trying to interest

an Aries person. Make .t short a no-

sweet and you are most likely< \o

succeed with members of this

zodiacal family

ARIES (March 21 April 19)

Enlarge scope of current activities.

Means realize that little things can

add up to something of significance

Don t underestimate your own et

torts Stress versatility, imagination^

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Good

lunar aspect now coincides with love,

creative endeavors, activity con

nected with children. Tendency is to

speculate Be sure you have facts, not

mere rumors. Then you can succeed^

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) :
Accent

on home, end on matter. You com
Dlete, decide, set mental policy You

tmish concept relating to where you

are going and where you will be.

Family member is much involved

CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Relatives are restless. Best to en

tertain at home. Promote har

monious atmosphere^ APP r
n
e

.

c 'at e

assets Pay compliment to loved one^

You make significant gam through

diplomatic approach. ..

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Money

looms large as considerst.on. don t

waste assets See persons, situations

,n realistic light A P.sces •nd.v.dual

may be daydreaming Realize this

and plan accordingly you II be

ha
viRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22) Lunar

cycle is favorable; means new

contacts, projects mould be «
couraged Your personality sparkles^

Opposite sex is drawn to you Stress

.^dependence, humor and

onqmalitv

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Some
activities are restricted. You may
have feeling of confinement Key is to

keep long range view m focus^ Hold

off on new projects Be considerate

toward one who >s handicapped
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): Spark

can be transformed into fire of

romantic interest. You receive

meaningful compliments. Social

activity is emphasized. Accept in-

vitations. Some hopes, wishes are

fulfilled. „„ _ „ _,,

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21).

Don't stake reputation on word of one

who constantly changes mind
Survey situation. Stick to standards

Compromise now would be error

Stress quality. Advancement is in

dicated. _„ , ,„,
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19)

Let others know that you do have

plans, objectives Spread influence

through writing, advertising. Keep
communication lines open Be m
touch with those at a distance.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb^ 18).

Accent on money associated with

mate or business partner Some
delay «s to be expected Plan ac

cordingly Be ready to make m
telligent concession. Tax, insurance

matters are reviewed
PISCES (Feb 19 march 20). Lie

low Do more listening than talking^

Let competition make move Perrnit

mate or business partner set pace Be

a keen observer Concetrate on

public relatmgs Be aware
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

vou are more spiritual than many
rmght imagine. You tend to give

impression of being carefree But, if

truth be known, you are a searcher

You attempt to fmd your place m
scheme of current events By June,

vou will be on more solid ground m
emotional and financial sense.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp
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9
12
13
14
15
17
19
21
22
24

Strip ot

dressed pelt

Essential

Nod
Greek letter

Roman official

Exist

Lower in rank

Unproductive
Wide
Equality

Festive

Conducted
26 Dampens
29 Walks

unsteadily

31 Peruke
33 Recent
34 Chaldean city

35 Guido's high

note

37 Dance step

39 Negative

40 Insect egg
42 Affirmative

44 Engine

46 Rip

Weaken

Fat of swine

Free of

Street urchin

Occur

bB Bookkeeping
record

Time gone by

Famed
Song

Number
Look fixedly

Before

Note ot scale

Priest's

vestment
Jump
Container

Native metal

Benign tumor
Pope's veil

Uncooked
Condensed
moisture
Make deep
guttural

sound
Eagle's nest

25 Plunge
27 Singing

voice

Saber
Crafty

School of

whales

Roman bronze

Not hollow

Game fish

6
7

8
9
10
11
16
18
20

22

23

28
30

32

36

38

41

43 Sink in

middle
45 Ensnare
47 Tear

49 Having less

color

52 Lairs

54 Ancient

Persian

55 Chapeau

56 Mature

57 Negative

59 Organ of

hearing

60 Grain

63 Symbol for

tantalum

48

50

51

53

55

61

62

64

65

66

67

DOWN

Gave food to

Southwestern
Indian

Wander
aimlessly

Reject

Standard of

perfection

1 7 3 r. 7 a
rrr 9 10 1 1

12 13 14

15 16 17 18

'.»*.
•

.
.'.

19 20
;>•:!

21

1 > *.

22 23 24 25 26 i> 28

f

29 30 31 32 3 J

i

34
"

. #

35 36 37 38 V)

40

46

41 42 a
- •

• • •

44 45

47 48 49

lljj

50

; 1

. . .

51 52 53 54
[:

:

:

:

S3 56 5? 58 <9 60

61 62 63
•

64

65 66 67

* r
• iti 1 K. 7

It's Spring

Get

Soft Balls

and

Soft Ball Bats

at

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

40 Reserved Spaces

still available!

THE CAMPUS CENTER
GARAGE

has 40 reserved spaces

still available on a first-

come, first-serve basis.

Rates are
$10.00/ mo. for Students

$15 00/mo. for Faculty

ond Staff

You may reserve your

space at the Campus Cen-

ter Hotel lobby desk.
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Sports

Spring Teams Look To Op
By EARLE BARROLL

Mix 'Mali

While the attention of the UMass

sports scene was focused on the

Julius Erving Virginia Squires

story. there were many dedicated

athletes who went unnoticed in

then preparation for the coming

spring season

With this weekend marking the

beginning ol the spring schedule,

the baseball, lacrosse, tennis,

track goli and crew teams have

been putting in both practice and

competitive hours to read)

themselves for the tough '»-> ( l

ahead
This past winter was the most

successful sports season ever at

the university with the teams

compiling a record in the neigh

borhood oi 68 wins and around 20

losses with main individual and

team titles and honors to go along

with the impressive winning

percentage

The incentive is there tor the

spring athletes t<> shoot tor this

record and with the added

toughness ol the opponents for all

the teams, t>» reach this mark will

lake some doing

After successful trips tor both

the baseball and lacrosse teams,

during vacation, both squads have

been training at the mercy ot the

elements tor their northern

openers this weekend,

On Saturday, the diamond

dusters travel to American in

ternational College in Springfield.

i oach Dick Bergquist's team is

deep and strung in pitching, strong

m defense, hut weak at the bat

With the toughest schedule that

am i Mass baseball team has ever

laced ahead ot them, the Kedmen

will have to get their hats going to

reach their goal ol the College

World Series in Omaha
Dick Gaaber's Guerillas are

-mall, hut very quick ami are good

stickmen which should make them

\cr\ exciting to watch this spring

On Friday, the stickers host an

International team from England

in their opener With the addition of

main tough opponents to their

schedule and the incentive ot an

VAX hid going to the best team in

Sew England, this should be an

interesting and exciting lacross

season
Track takes a big boom this

spring due to the new Olympic

Hack that the Redman tracksters

tZA. 1
REDMAN PITCHING POWi

spring Three tap notch pitchers

loin White iSoph.i. Other solid

\ustin.

will Ik- holding their home meets

on This is the first time in many

years that the university com
inunitv w ill he able to see m person

the I Mass stars who have covered

the Collegian sports pages with

their track heroics.

i »n Saturday, the tracksters open

at home against Boston University

.mil Northeastern who finished

tirst and second m the indoor New

Knglands during the winter

Ibis should he one of the best

track meets in the region this

spring with main tine individuals

performing
The tennis team has alrady

chalked up one victory to date over

Huston College and hosts \1 I T

K-The I Mass varsity baseball team

on this years squad are (l-r> Jack B*

barters OS) the staff are Lou Colabello.

this afternoon Coach Steve

Kosakowski s net men boast both

depth and quality this season in

their run at another m a long line of

Yankee Conference tennis titles

won by I Mass
Crew has been probably the most

unglamourous sport on campus in

the six years of its existence. Last

year's crew was one of the best in

the east and it appears from pre-

season practice that this yea is

team will be even better and could

take the championship in its

division in the easterns.

Nut many teams in the east will

be able to compete with this

brauny and bright unit which has

been training on the Connecticut

will be strong on the mound this

maris <Si\>. Tom King (Jr.) and

Chip Baye, Jena Otssn and Tom

River since the ice thawed a lew

weeks ago
On Saturday the crewmen open

their racing season on the road at

Wesleyan.
And finally, the golf team opens

its season next Friday jotting

Vermont. With just about the

entire team coming back from last

year's Yankee Conference

champions this squad will be right

up with the very t>est teams in New

England.
These are the teams that will

cover these pages during the

spring On Friday, the Collegian

will have a speeial on the opening

weekend ol spring sports

Conatser
i ..iiimiud front page t<»

tnlortunatelj for Conatser the

whistle had already blown lbs

team was hn with a 15 yarder

and Conatser himself, was deck

unconscious i>\ an enraged team

..I I Lis

i onatser can look back at the

,M i,|. lit now and chuckle, but lu-

ll taught him a good lesson

When you try something like

quipped vuu better expect

,
• hit Since it affected the

. uilii.me of the came I learned a

: lesson from thai 1 didn t

laekle Hayne* with my mala

(ml it was. i teal irrational mOVC b

youdon'1 pl«> bur you re gona get

huit in the long run

itne thing that < onatser ••

particularly proud ol when

luating in ••: is that he

ijuahlted lor the Dean 8 list

, rs To him that meant

much as tootball

irting .mi at Hambk Junior

High ihetinci native molded u

lab in bis 111
' '•"»''•

He then traveled to his former high

there he pioleted the junior

. i finish Noxl

raduate as

undi II. > and M.cPherson

Then i ame the he... I ...aching

signrm Mis \t two different

IM Schedule
• SOFTBALL

LIGHTED
F IELDS TIME TEAMS

1 5 15 Challengers vs Divers

2 Bags vs Bohemians
3 Go Mads vs Stoned

Vollies vs Heads

Netmen Host MIT
schools Conatser cured some

pretty sickening losing stieaks In

his lust campaign at Harrison

High he say a 47 game wildest

streak extended t<> a S7-game

binge But be capped his five years

there with two successi\e chain

pionships -closing out his final

season with a 1 1 log

He once again returned to his

lormer high school, this time as the

-kipper \ '.''name losing string

..waited him and he relinquished it

with a somewhat healthier J-7

.in Now he sets himselt afresh

to Ins new chore at UMass
i onatser - -tress on education

.md his charm in transforming

rs into winners undoubtly have

it appeal to Conch Mac
I'hei son

li. epitomized what the college

tootball player should be a

licated athlete, a dedicated

student He eptionuzed what a

i h.Mil lootball coach should

dicated teacher i oach, and

i, i and character moider <>t

young men H« is an excellent

•
, hnique and technical

wise an excellent recruiter and

will h.lp make us a winner because

he is a winner -ays Macl'lur-un

ot hi- offensive line coach

By SINCLAIR FOSTER
MDC Staff

II the snows don t come then the

engineers will That's the

Engineers ot MIT who will lace

the I Mass tennis squad m a t p.m.

match here this attornoon

The l Mass netmen will lace an

\l 1 1 team that routed them »-l

last season Hut M I T lost tour ot

their top five men trom last year's

squad, and onl> senior captain

Steve Cross remains

-.oral promising sophomores

Will be tilling out the usitors

lineup Thej include Mike

Schonberg. Lance KeUmger, Butt

Blair, and Carol Wyman One man
who wiIIIr- exceptional trouble lor

the Kedmen is Hill Young Young is

.i irishmen from Austin. Texas

who in all likelihood will be play ng

number one singles

MM' will be lacing I'Mass alter

theil IWO week southern trip

where they played the likes ot

North Carolina. Davidson North

. arottna Kate and Georgetown

In lacing what might well be

their toughest match ot the .ear

1 Mass will be immg with the UIM
-ix men that downed DC, HI, <>n

Sunday Captain .Man Goldberg

will I*- in the number one slot once

again followed by Jim Bornheim.

John Bloom, Mark Brass. Steve

I'erbcr and Bob Webman Doubles

play will find Goldberg and Perber

in the number one position, with

Bloom and Coffin, and Brass and

Bornheim, playing second and

i bird respectively.

on Monday afternoon l Mass

sent down their second squad to

lace the Coast Cuard Academy m
\ew London. Conn The un

scheduled match saw a contingent

ol lour lreshmen and two

-ophomore Kedmen defeat the

\arsitv Coast Guard squad .VJ

Bob Webman and Steve Kerber.

the two starters on the \arsity that

made the trip, played first and

strond respectively. Webman was

extended to three sets taking the

match 6-4, &6, tit. while Perher

had little trouble winning li 1. til

Preshmen Fred Braley and

Mark l.undberg emerged vie

lorious at third and tuurth singles

respectively as I'Mass took a 4

lead over the Coast (iuard

s.,,M,..more Dave Bellware and

lreshmen Lou Kessing were not

quite so fortunate and as the cold

wind whipped oil ol the Con

nectictit River the home club

narrowed the lead to 4 :l

But the double combination ol

Webman and Braley took the lust

doubles match m », 4. $4 form to

wrap up the contest

While the I roshmen sophomore

Kedmen team was down in New

London, the netmen s lour top men

were back at \mherst practicing

up lor this afternoon*! match

Weather permitting, the six

singles matches against MIT will

get underway at :t p.m. The im-

portance ot this match is

paramount as tar as the Kedmen

,ne concerned Said Coach

Kosakowski. "11 we win today we II

In- m good shape to have a great

season I don't think that last

year's K-l loss was a good in-

dication ol that team's ability and

line to the graduation ot most of

their players I'd say that we have a

good shot at taking them
"

While Kosakowski is still

Higgling his -ingles and doubles

lineups, his only regret is the

practice tune that his players have

had I wish I bat we had had more

time to practice our singles play,

hut nevertheless we should be

mure than adequately prepared,

commented Kosakowski
With a greet main sophomores

and lreshmen on both teams the

match s outcome becomes vir-

tually unpredictable How these

new nun perform should spell the

difference in what looks to be an

extremely tight contest

SOCCER
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13
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6 30 Troutsvs Maroons
Brigade vs Starters

Giant vs Phallics
Aces vs Trojans

7 30 Bulldozers vs Senators
Terrors vs Commanchees

Panthers vs. Colts

Cougars vs Cans

8 30 Hemlocks vs. Elms
Redwoods vs Grants

Pipers vs Eagles
Barracudas vs Rams

9 30 Buster vs Zoo
Beadledoms vs Div Eng

Bodies vs Burners

10 30 Bruisers vs. Seagrams
Spartans vs. Academics

Ironmen vs. Hi Los

5 15 Soft vs Nads
Squires vs. Fellas

Airborne vs Plumbers
2nd Team vs Orioles

Sugarloaf vs. Pops
IPT /, M irauders

Souls vs Tribe
Bunch vs "10

"

Batters vs I'. ifters

Br'-vv^rs vs. 21

1

2

3
4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3
4

5

6

1

2

3

4
5

PSK vs LCA
PMDvs ZN
SAE vs SPE
PLP vs PSD
TEP vs KS
TC vs DC

5 20 Oxfords vs Pranksters
Tribesman vs Boys

3 Ms vs. Gypsies
Troutsvs Trojans
Pipers vs Nurds

Bulldogs vs Invitation

4 40 Oaks vs Maroons
Pines vs Lovers

Senators vs. Eagles
Santos vs BX
Jacks vs Poop
Tubes vs. Team

5 20 Zeroes vs Civ Eng
Education vs ind Eng
Panthers vs. Bulldozers

Cans vs Monuments
Giants vs. 2nd Team

TKB vs. Dudes

Sport Notices
INTRAMURAL HANDBALL

TOlIRNEY The second annual

Pvramid Small Ball Handball

Tournament will commence on

Monday. April 12 This tournament

is open to all faculty, staff,

graduate and undergraduate

students To enter, simply sign up

at the Intramural Office, 215

Hovden. no later than 4 p.m .
April

I

to compete as a team A team will

consist of two men and two women

The cost of the bowling will be $1.50

iMt per line no charge for shoes)

EACH EVENINO the team with

the highest total pin fall will be

named champions and will receive

a refund of their bowling fee.

For further information, contact

Kav Pollard < 5-2239) or Peter

(iraham ( 5-2901 1.

*****

*****

IM Results
SOCCER

Squares 3, Zeroes 1

Ed 4, Civil Eng. 1

T.'am over Fellas, WBF
Cult l. Tubes
Poop 2, BX
TKB over 2nd Team, WBF
Giants 1, Sticks
Lovers 2. Maroon I

Seagrams 2, Eagles 1

itOTS over Oaks, WBF
Panther i ? Bruisers I

' ms 3, Bulldozers 2

CO-RCC BOWLING Co-
Kecreational team bowling will

commence on Monday. April 12

and will be available each Monday

and Tuesday evenings from 7-9

p m at the Hoyden airconditioned

alleys Formal team entries will

not be required, nor will a set

schedule be established

To participate, simply report to

the alleys, prior to 7 p.m . on either

evening I Monday or Tuesday and

not it v Mr Hay Pollard Howling

\llev Manager ot your intentions

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT
CHANGES Coach Dick Mac-

Pherson has announced the

changes in the times and dates of

drawing equipment for spring

tootball per order of coaches

Bishko and Saffron, head coaches

ot equipment. The new dates are

today through Saturday . April 7-10.

between Hand 10 am and 11 a.m.

and 5 p HI.

TRACK OKKICIALS-There will

Ih> a short orientation meeting for

all officials of home track meets

tomorrow at 4 p m. on the new

track located directly adjacent to

the varsity baseball field. In case

of inclement weather, the meeting

will be in Boyden 251

NO FREE PLAY There will be

no free play at Boyden on Easter

Sunday, April 11

VARSITY M CLUB The UMass
Varsity M Club Luncheon today at

the Newman Center at 12 45 p.m.

will leature baseball and track

with Dick Hergquist and Ken

O'Brien.

WRESTLING MEET The AAU
six slate wrestling meet will be

held a! Harvard on Saturday. April

loth. Entry forms may be picked

up in Homer Barr's office.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QU|F flbflfiarlpwrttft

^^^^^ +J A PtM AND PISPONSIill ~ ««

Weather:
Snow going away for

summer Sunbathers

may start when Tippo

yells go.
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Assures War 's End _.»• e i 1

Nixon Ups Withdrawal
WASHINGTON iAP> -President Nixon, putting his second-term hopes

JneraUvonSe line, announced Wednesday night an only slight increase

m monthly troop withdrawals from South Vietnam for a seven-month

lH>

\,

(

,he same time. Nixon said in an address prepared for a nationwide

U,1

7::;;
,

:issme youtnigb. *» confidence that Ameican involvement ,n

^ clue!**?£**£ his intention to withdraw between May 1 .

lH j
1

>ec . an additional 100.000 American troops from South letnanva

.nonthlv average ol barely over 14.000 as compared w.th the avuage ot

12 :>oo in effect for the past year

I his would i educe the troop level to about IK4.000.

V haps the most remarkable aspect of Ntaoa'S speech was th a t

lh -.1 it seemed clear, he was not bow ing to pressures Horn many stdles to

eomc up with something dramatic that would prom.se an early end to

A
Ins'te-KT KSm

>n ,n" ca^^X the presidency .
I pledged to end

Mnen'm mvoKement m this war'l am keeping that pledge. V ou should

'lb- daiu^Tsu^slor'h" disputed decsion to invade enemy bases to

SUSrn^rm^t^^ to the court^tta,

conviction of Army Lt. William Ca.ley, Jr."J*^*^ murder at

\u I u Sivinti he spoke as commander in chief. Nixon said

»ll ...| ilis SB datv to speak up for the two and a half million f.ne young

tSSsSkkssjbS52Sj:
w Imhtive been raised m th.s country, fanned by reports of brutalities m

VJ

Sn
a

anoier subject much in the public eye. Nixon called again on Hanoi

U^SZSmi unconditional release of all prisoners of war ,n In-

^ue^tions have been raised about the performance of the South.Viet-

5e,L have contributed to the achievement of our goals m V.et-

'T went on to argue that both were ********~^1^
vauenUv tonight 1 can report that Vietnamization has sutceeaeo\TS!Sn he sa,d t£ ***** of theJ^^^S
.miration and because of the achievements of the South Vietnamese

:^
r

rat.on in fir. am announcing an increase in the rate of American

"w^e i^ increase of roughly 1 .500 men a month fell well short of much

Ud%
TbrwTbnng the Punier of American troops withdrawn from

South Vietnam S^.ski over two-thirds of the number who were there

^CZZ£££~** acceleraUon ,n troop withdrawals the

Pre^t\aS The government of South Vietnam fully supports our

A> in* had done several times in the past. Nixon asked:

Sh 11 we lea e Vietnam m a way that-by our own act.ons-conscously

tur^thl country over to Communists' ifjr shaU we^m. way haT

L-ives the South Vietnamese a reasonable chance to survive as a irtt

^ople Mv plan w.ll end American involvement m a way that would

Pr
M thV^e"^ the President dealt with a mounting congressional

,horus ol^gestTons and demands that a fixed date be set for total Wttlt

^ctnngl^
^TtltuUyT^**HT*~Z~*i to the American

people is that I wol'lso be mak.ng that announcement to the enemy.

\iiHit would serve the enemy s purpose and not our own

M eTSh^nJtoWTumt he fill get America out in a manner that will

'^Tsiaking h,s presidency on the end of American involvement in the

Wa
.KuTea^v^u

d
believe this? I understand why this question is raised by

nKinThrrsmcrreVople. Many^»^™^S^
difficult war. actions have been announced from Wasn

^J
ton ^'^"^

v nnosed to lead to a reduction of American involvement in Vietnam

ovTimd over these actions resulted in increasing American forces in

Vietnam and higher American casualties.

Ton.imt I do not ask you to take what I say on fa.tlv Look at the

imert^n iroow l« Vi.'lnam Thirty«K lhousan<l had (lutl there. Ihrre

I , m .rx-ans wer. belog M ««r, we*. Thore was no com-

"i ,s v • ,lan le end lh. Untied SU««i mvolvemen. m .he war.

,H„, »™Ke P-in.s u .s.».he»S. Asia , „,ap -*-^ •• M-» - «*•— » lh
" »- ™

I
,a. s. I), «Se aUemptod lo answer all questions put to htm.

DoIf Droge Speaks

On Nixon At Amherst
BvANNGURNETT

MDC Staff

I think that the most important

perspective of the Vietnam war,

and one that has been consistently

overlooked, is the fact that it is not

an American war but is an in-

trinsically Vietnamese struggle,

said Vietnam expert Dotf Oroge

last night to a tumultuous crowd of

students in Amherst College's

Johnson Chapel

Oroge. an aide to Henry

Kissinger, said "It is easiest to

come to a point about the war when

looking at the Vietnamese side of

The talk, originally to have been

broadcast nationwide on WGBH,
was moved Irom Converse Hall to

Johnson Chapel without ex-

planation shortly before the

program began Students con

sistentlv interrupted the speaker

as tempers llared and discussion

became heated

I sing a map of Vietnam. Droge

detailed the history of Vietnam

Irom the year «hmi through to the

present, both geographically and

politically. He stated that the

divisions which exist now between

North. South and Central Vietnam

have been m the makings lor

hundreds ol years

North Vietnam s Inundations

he chronologicall) around too

AD. he said. I his is when the

Vietnamese became a separate

entity Irom the Chinese However.

they remained basically com
muiust in attitude, as did their

Chinese ancestors.

The lormation of Central Viet

nam was completed around 1600.

he continued 'Most of your recent

leaders in Southeast Asia have

come Irom the Central area Ho

Chi Minn, lor example

The South Vietnamese, or the

Calilornia people' of Vietnam.

began to lorm around 1700," he

said Their territory has a better

climate Irom an economic point ol

view, hence, they were envied by

the other sectors
"

The people of one sector rarely

get along with those of another,

said Droge This, plus the

chronological heritage of the

country as a whole, has resulted in

an ideological division ol Vietnam

which has become a geographical

actuality

The only time that the country

has been a united nation was a

period Of about ho years beginning

in IMS. Hovver. the Krench took

over the country not long

thereafter,' he said The French

thus upset the natural order ol

Vietnamese life, and their reign

,-an be thought Of as the beginning

,,| m. Klein problems in Southeast

Wiih th< coming oi the rrencn.

regional districts were reformed,

be continued "This was the

beginning ol the political concept

ot village sell governance, where

the villages had no control over the

central government but were m
stead divided into several counties

With this heritage.' he said, "the

village has become a legal entity

Droge said he saw South \ i«t

nam's part in the war as "A

consummation of their revolt

.(gainst communism He detailed

the North Vietnamese inliltration

ol South Vietnam and the in

creasing I S involvement He said

that IS involvement came about

As an attempt to prevent South

Vietnam Irom being overrun by

Communists ,

A aueat

i

on and answer period

followed the lecture which became

a heated deflate session Topics

such as My Lai. Nixon s war

policies, and the importance ol

national priorities were raised

Droge attempted to answer all

(|uestions put to him

The meeting slowed down alter

Nixon s address, which was piped

in, concluded The address raised

much debate and m general gar

nered unfavorable response I Jroge

answered questions pertinnel lo

the Nixon addles- and heard

comments pertaining lo his law

until the meeting concluded
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Senate Examines Budget,

All-University Senate

ByBETHGOODELL

proposal present.

Karlv in the meeting, plans wore announced tor an

upctmmg ser.es ol aetivit.es which aeeordmg to .ts

Xnners will "leU President Nixon he's on to way out

^ 7" The activities being planned in Providence.

I

"

on Sundav. April 18. were explained by a

Spokesman Irom sponsor of the event Citizen, tor

Alternatives Now

olht. r busmess included an announcementl of plans

,mim photo b> Gary MP—a* 1

Krippner Discusses

Psychedelics And Art
... .., th.> tii.i that stations cai

The group .s basically trying to tell the President

that people across the country -are getting things

aether to bring an end to the war in Southeas Asia

„d to tell him that -he's had it", according to the

spokesman Plans call for a number ot open meetings

early in the afternoon on national topics such as the

.uncement ot canmuaiw « * - -
war! welfare, and taxes and then a ^onstration jit

A |w mlu,tlon ,as the only change made£ the ^viS^^^
budge, of Atro-Am, ^cCfoTttnS^*™ a" opposed to the war and want an Amman with-

B22 weS^XSSXjSg 1 ar
f
*iS b> l)eCembef *

objects and tor honoraria, but 7>r

?h^SSmateaS UMass students will also have an opportunity to

categories in the budget as accepted by the »eM»nre ^m^ anti .war movement next

'or Sonorarij to b.jng in ig-J-*,*gJ3 Thursday. Apr?l 15. A studentJ*"*- - £
I unctions such as dances, a BiacK aris

By STEVE FELD
MIX Stat!

The artistic side of the

peychedelic experience was ex-

plored last night as Dr Stanley

Krippner, Director of the Dream

< lime ot the Maimonides Medical

Center spoke to an audience ot

>„ine 150 freaks in the Campus

('enter Auditorium

The lust

dealt with

painters
psychedelic

part ot the evening

various modern day

who employ the

experience in

works Needless to say. the results

were visually stimulating and

thought provoking

there are lour leveh ol COO

svienceness one can experience

while on mind altering drugs.

according la Krippner \ i The

sensor) level-where one discovers

the visual excitement associated

with LSD and mescaline 2 i The

,-,., .Elective analytic level -where

one remembers the past and its

repressed thoughts. S.« Ine

symbolic level-where one envisions

symbols and their place in his life

l The spiritual or mystical level

when- one contemplates s god.

either within hirnseU or watching

uver Inm

Krippner showed art which

displayed the four levels included

acic both good and bad trips All

were creative and exciting

The second part ol his lecture

dealt with rock musk At nopoint

m history has there been any such

styles, instrumentation and lyrics

than in the music of today Kock

music reflects political, military

international and interpersonal

ideas as well as drugs

There are two psysical

properties ol sound thai distort the

mind texture and volume' To

.how this. Jimi llendrix's Purple

(laze was played Also given as

an example ot this was a song by

Ulue Cheer. I group that uses 15

amplifiers, often playing above the

pain threshold in hearing

irony in the fact that stations can

still play alcohol orientated lyrics.

Included m his talk of drug songs

were Norweigian Wood", by the

Beatles which is supposedly slang

tor marijuana, and Mothers

Utile Helper by the Rolling

Stones, which shows the black

side ot man's nature It tells of

adults using drugs while putting

down the kids 'Lucy in the Sky

with Diamonds . by the Beatles

combines mood, lyrics and texture

to express a psychedelic <x

penenee It tells ot the way one

sees people, images and himself
"

conferences.

The two other budgets<**!»^*^£&
line was lor a recently lormed Mill River Project

when as Planning to conduct a three-month study on

ollut.on ot the river bv the Amherst sewage treat-

entrant The group wanted $44»of *£^"»£
tor next year, most of it for payment of four full-time

people in the study.

Senators voted to strike the entire budget, basing

the r vote on the arguments that student funds should

not Ik use to study a pollution problem created

largely by the University when the state would no be

oavrn^ anything; and that the projects acl.v.t.es

ESmed toW a Supl.cat.on of another studenfunded

group-the Coalition lor Environmental Equality. The

Senate voted 15 36-5 not to include the Budget.

tnursuav. /iyi • »" «» — ... , ., .

questions concerning the movement will be run that

day bv the Senate. Details were announced last night

by" the Senates Student Government Affairs Com

mittee, which is in charge of the vote.

After voting March 31 to endorse the Peoples Peace

Treaty and the Spring 1971 calendar of nonviolent

antiwar events, the Senate also voted to set up this

referendum to test campus-wide opinion. The

lollowmg questions will appear on the referendum :

Do

you support the People's Peace Treaty? Do you

support the immediate and total withdrawal of the

I S troops from Southeast Asia? Do you endorse the

non violent march planned in Washington for April 24.

lor which a permit has been issued? Do you endorse

the nonviolent civil disobedience planned in

Washington tor the first week in May?

Seven Senators announced their candidacies for

Senate offices last night, with contests developing in

r .l- r „,..».„«£- Ninu/ .iiiirmllv in the
Ato s.ruck was Ihe «• budge, of thelj-n-Jg ^^SZTS^SoZ Now officially in .ho

,u,„urc-es U-nU-r. a grpup mend.ng to coUec. and J^ ^ s ^ sa„dw

Krippner did warn, however, as

did George Peters, drug expert

who spoke at I Mass ovei a month

ago that there are many hazards

in taking hallucmagians ''One

must know himselt and be

sophisticated when dealing with

drugs

'Psychedelic drugs are

potential!) dangerous, but cannot

be prohibited without suppression

ot a creative and a vital force

OIUV IWO Ol lilt- iuui [«»»""» — *

running for the Presidency are Lee Sandwen

Pierpont and Leo (lark-commuter. In the other

contest the following three Senators are candidates

lor the position of Executive Assistant for University

Relations: Bruce Bernstein -MacKammie, Larry

Ladd Dw.ght. and William Abbott-commuter. John

Hogan is unopposed for the Vice-Presidency and

Richard Verrochi Greenough for Treasurer

Ycrroch. is the only incumbent Elections will be held

at the April 21 meeting of the Senate.

The Senate had just begun to discuss the University

Senate proposal at the time of this writing The early

see discussion was centered around Student Senators

date set by h^A«^niatrntion«whfchn-MJ^oim suggested set-up may weaken the

thelUidgetActitthereisgoingtobean subsantia I

^ ^^ ^^ {Q , .^candary,

increase in the student activity lee-lor next year M
p(m ,.rU.ss position

." Discussion was expected

this tune, there is a Strong P-^^und $5 * continue lor at least an hour

increase Irom this years $.«> M by arouna >o

niei . a fc'"uH ——

'

" °
. ,u„

sse.n.nate educational resources Irom around the

,u itrv about living and learning experiments. The

««m described itself as centering around self-

SreSed learning and wanted to print a catalog of all

the information it gathered

The Senate still must read through the rest of the

1U dge. \'t a first time and then again. By;I majority

vote it can make amendments in any budget either

me through To try to complete the process by April

5 he Senate approved of calling a special meet ng

or liext luesday Iven.ng The April 15 deadhne is he

date set by the Ao^ni^nononw^ttsm^eee

e promimeu »iuiuui -iukc' *—«—

«

'Va7Der Beek Shows Experimental Films
ii i 1 1, .i l„. iwi'il ^i moc. ist II

a ih.t .is not readv Der Beek noted that the computer
t Nlass proved that it snot reauv

romoleU, nver 100.000

He spoke lowly ol the K< I
-

newly passed rule which prohibits

the ploying of drug-orientated

lyrics over the air He told ol the

lor Van Der Beek experimental

t ilnung as I he luses blew out in the

Campus (enter Auditorium while

he was demonstrating his

techniques

Jointly sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program

DVPl and the Senior Class. MIT

Professor Stan Van Der Beek

spoke on the topic Media Rap-

Around and showed his movies

last night to an audience of 200

In a society in which there are

more TV sets than bath tubs and

more radios than people, the

computer is playing a growing

role, said Van Der Beek.

A movie consisting entirely of

images made by computers was

shown This movie also was unique

,n that three lilms were shown

simultaneously on different

screens in the lront of the

auditorium

This tilm was made Irom punch

cards led into the computer Van

can complete over

decisions per second.

He then showed a movie filmed

by CBS concerning the daily life of

Van Der Beek in his studio In-

cluded was an experimental tilm of

the human body, in which he put

various images in the outline

shapes ol the body

Van Der Beek explained a

process of SiinocasUng which he

successfully employed at station

WGBH in Boston This process

allows him to send out two dif

lerent sets of waves from the same

station

He said that he used simocasting

to transmit a documentary of

images on the subject -violence."

Van Der Beek also showed this film

to the audience

' GOT AN APARTMENT
to RENT? ?

BRING IN YOUR CLASSIFIED

ADS AND THEY WILL RUN
FREE IN THE

U-MASS BOSTON PAPER

g|p sssHartpwrtte tang «oll»»te«

, t,„,« »»« «um*~ «. —"££ s

:t;,tj,

xznr;zzzzrjzz :rs - - «
scr ,pt,onr«,t«areV SO per semester. V4 00 per year

Festival of the Arts
Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series

Ed Pincus
Speaks on film production

showing ,,

"Ponolo", "One Step Awoy", ond "Portrait of a McCarthy Supporter

THOMPSON 104
8:00 P.M.
TONIGHT

COFFEE: iMrF
COLONIAL LOUNGE
STUDENT UNION

UNIVEKSHY Ur .vin^^'v^--
. __ ^^ ^^ u^ j^

BUYING ?

OR
SELLING ?

M D C Classifieds

WILL DO

THE TRICK

MANY EASTER WISHES

from the

Campus Center

Barber Shop

Specializing in

fine haircuts

just the way you want em

WE AIM TO PLEASE!

Wellworth Pharmacy

says

HAPPY EASTER
TRY OUR FINE

COLOGNES

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

and

TOILETRIES

Greet for Gifts or Personal Uses

23 North Pleasant St.
Amhenr

Come to the

yakoo ts acce.pling written maleruil

Charlie Bradshaw H
Student Union Hatch

SUNDAY SPECIALS

[or the next issue to amuse (MM f*»

students w/io an ietnl rJor those who

tannol reuti lJo/u,o M tunplinij carlnu„s

Uohoo— inJ Jtoor Student Union

THE LEAD INTO A

GREAT EASTER WEEKEND

Sirloin Steak

French Fries

Tossed Salad

Roll & Butter

$1.55 plus tax

Chicken In

the Basket

French Frle*

Roll & Butter

$1.29 plus tax

ot

&i7? lEngliai) $ub

Tonite

9.30 close

m .. _ _ - cut here

THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR

One Luscious Hatch Sundae
(any flavor)

for only 29c

Valid on Friday. Saturday and Sunday

April 9-10-H
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In The Nation And The World

Soviets Airlift Arms To Egypt

ByTHE ASSOCIATEDPRESS

\n airlift of Soviet men and arms to hH>pt

is under way mth a buildup of missile power

^speVu-d. according to Western diplomatic

reports reaching London

Word of the airlift came Wedneoctey from

diplomats whose governments an

represented in Cairo, lnereased air sh p-

meXthey said, were first detected about?

to in days ago Informants gave thCSf

details l^„.,,» has.

Soviet military manpower in Kgspt has

increased lateh by 2.0110 men. llu

a^^tiveBriUV^teforS^ate»c
Studios has said about 16.WQ were there last

*The number, of surface-to air missiles

SAM3 sites and an unspee.fied number

SAM2 sites Now. a vast, new antiaircratt

offense complex has been detected along

the MU- Valley from Cairo to the Aswan

[ );,m and along the Mediterranean seaboard

as far west as Libya.

The number ol surface-to-air missiles.

SAM28 and SAM3S, also have been in-

creased liv how much is not certain Last

month the institute estimated Soviet forces

were manning up to BO SAM sites and an

unspecified number of SAM2 sites. No* a

vast new antiaircraft defense complex has

been detected along the Nile Valley from

Cairo to the Aswan Dam and along tin

Mediterranean seaboard as tar west as

''"'''soviet let tighter deliveries have been

increased along with amphibious trucks ana

other equipment The insUtote^inatoJ

Soviet pilots were manning up to IdO M1G21J

lets in six controlled airfields last

December , .

President Anwar Sadat of Egypt has said

April will be a decisive month for the Middle

East He warns lighting could be resumed if

Israel refused to respond favorably to

Egypt's peace proposals The Middle has

cease firethat went into effect last August

was terminated by Kgypt last month

\ former U.S. ambassador to the I nited

Nations Arthur. I. Goldberg, stopping oil in

London on Ins way home from a private visit

,0 Israel, contended the United Nations

never really considered a total Israeli with-

drawal to borders that existed before the

i%7 Middle East war.

Goldberg told a news conference the key

Nov 23 1987, U.N. resolution which he

said he helped draft makes it clear the

United Nations rejected the idea of restoring

the prewar status quo.

Goldberg's comments followed a rejection

bv Israels ruling Labor party of proposals

that the Israelis withdraw from occupied

territory in Kgvpt. Syria and Jordan.

on the diplomatic front, a British Foreign

office spokesman reported a new formal

British-Soviet dialogue on the Middle hast.

This began last Friday m London.

presumably at British initiative.

The unannounced one day session brought

together the two top Middle hast experts

from British and Soviet foreign ministries.

The foreign office sought to stress that the

meeting was a routine affair even while

making plain it was the first of its kind. It

seemed clear the British, like the French,

are unenthusiastic about leaving all the

peacemaking moves to the Americans and

Kussians only

Jordan. Palestinian guerillas were

leaving Amman Wednesday and engaging in

indirect negotiations with the Jordanian

government Both sides indicated the

present crisis was diminishing.

Aside Horn the sporadic firing of weapons

that characterizes daily life in the desert

kingdom, there were no government reports

„t any fighting.

\ member of the guerrilla Central

Committee, Abu Mutassim, confirmed the

guerrillas were leaving the capital for bases

in the north.

••We are doing our best to abide by the

Cairo and Amman cease-fire accords of last

September, even though certain persons in

the government are making it difficult with

provocative statements about their capacity

to wipe us out in a few hours
."

He said the withdrawal from Amman
should be completed by Thursday night.

In Cairo however. Arab leaders were still

divided on whether to meet in person or

delegate their representatives to deal with

the issue of ending fighting in Jordan

Antiwar Congressmen Ask Court

To Declare Vietnam War Illegal
x w -1-' v'x- .. „,, ...... ... ,i,w .„i„ „„ the war is

^r^siCpTS^^rx^^c?^ -.. -

Meany Accuses Administration

Of Faulty Economic Policies

w tSHlNGTON AT' AFLrCIO

President George Mean) accused

the administration Wednesday ot

pursuing what hecalled misguided

economic games plans and trying

to make labor the scapegoat tor

1 he economic mesi

Chairman Arthur Burns ot the

federal Reserve and much of the

administSUtion leadership have

been engaged 111 the shocking and

blatant use ot a double standard.'

Means said

"To cover their record 01 failure

111 economic policy, with its tragic

consequence! lor millions of

American families, they try to pin

the blame on workers while

providing subsidies and aid tor the

banks and big business/' Meany

Testifying before a Senate

fianking 'subcommittee, the labor

chieftain said wage curbs recently

decreed for construction workers

,,re unfair and unworkable.

\ny restraint, he said, should be

applied across the board on all

segments of the economy

Meany was appearing to endorse

STUDY sovms
IMPROVE GRADES
--«» Amount Of time To stjfly

,„c,.«."J.< *rxs?z rUETk.

proposals to extend legislation

providing the President with stand

bj authorit) to stabilize pri<

rents wages and salaries and

invoke selective credit controls

But he used the occasion to

mount a sharp and frequent!)

sarcastic attack on Burns and the

U/hit* House
Defending the administration,

sen John Tower, 1< Tex said the

President had been conciliatory

toward organized labor and "I

don't think he merits this kind of

thing
"

Meany told the subcommittee.

chaired b% Sen William Proxmire.

I) wis that despite a "game

plan devised h\ Burns to curb

inflation and restore economic

health, everything has been going

Up, up. up '

He realh accomplished

something,' said Meany Almost

a miracle

This business ot making the

construction worker a whipping

bo) is absolutely and completely

unfair, said Meany.

President Nixon, in an executive

order late last month, created a 12

man commission to review wage

settlements in the construction

industry

WASHINGTON lAP) Three

antiwar congressmen Wednesday

asked the I S District Court here

U) declare the Vietnamese war

illegal and to order it stopped in SO

days unless Congress approves it

Since the Constitution gives

Congress the right to declare war.

thev said the Nixon ad

ministration and the Johnson

administration before it violated

their right as congressmen to

decide whether the nation should

right

It is the lust time members ol

» migrcss have sought such a court

test The Supreme Court has

consistent!) refused to hear other

suits against the war

Last Near it refused a direct test

o| a Massachusetts law against

sending state residents to fight

undeclared wars That case now li

working its woj up through lower

courts

This is something we hope will

not be jUSt another lutile gesture,

'

said Rep Michael Harrington.

1, Mass The suit WSJ tiled by

Harrington and Reps Warren .)

Mitchell I) Md and Benjamin S

Rosenthal l> \ v.

Lawrence U Velvel. one of live

young attorneys who drew up the

.„,i Mid recent legal trends make

,t likely the courts ill consider the

suit

The questions ol whether

congressmen are being denied a

right to decide on the war is not

political but legal, lie said Courts

ret use to hear cases they consider

political

Velvel said a ruling could be

expected under normal cir

cuinstances in three or tour

months, but he said attempts

would bf made to speed up the

process

Nixon Rapped,

Praised On Calley
WASHINGTON API Sen

Birch Ba\h. I) Ind .
accused

President Nixon Wednesday ot

playing politics withthecased U
William 1. Calley ,)r He laid

Nixon should henceforth keep his

mouth shut about the M> Lai

murder conviction

sen Robert Tatt Jr. R-Ohk)

defended Nixon's intervention in

the case as an act ol courage, one

necessarv lor the sake ol militarv

morale

The White House meanwhile

said there prohabb will l>o some

response to the letter in which

< apt \ubre\ M Daniel 111. who

prosecuted the (alley case

criticized Nixon s actions

The President ordered Calk

release from the stockade at it

Berating, Ga . mtavor ol a military

version ol house arrest Later

Nixon announced he will |ht

sonally review the tinal military

judgment of Calley
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Nixon Called Emotional
By Viewers Of Speech

* ~ .,
, lm •- .^t.nnwiHP hoping that the President would have more to I

MiuW-nts gather in the television room of the Student I nior
,

to view

President SUn's speech on Vietnam. Keaetions were m.xed. hul

most felt that Nixon was overly emotional and "acting .

Living Preferences

Subject Of Survey

mediately alter President Nixon s nationw dt

Speech on the Viet Nam war. a poll was taken in the

Student Union to determine viewers reactions con-

cerning the thirtv minute talk. Students, nonstudents

and Administrators attending an annual convention at

the Campus (enter were polled for their opinions.

The comment most prevalent concerned Nixon s

acting rather than what he said. Most all ot those

interviewed said that he appeared to be overly acted,

more emotional than anything else, and one person

felt that he could use a lew more tips on method acting

so that he could come across more humanly topeople

\ Graduate Student when asked tor his opinion said

• j » „-«a oe o fathor fiuiire talking

hoping that the President would have more to say than

he did When a School Administrator from Salem was

asked his opinion he replied that he felt contused as to

what else is going to be done and that he was a little

perplexed about the speech.

He also added that he hopes Nixon is right and that

he could understand the Chief Executives position lor

not wanting to state a definite date for total troop

withdrawal from Viet Nam.

Still others went on to say that Nixon didn t say

much at all and that what he said was all generalities

and not enough tact . One L'Mass coed stated that some

of the statements made by the President weren tm
lSSSSSSik when asked tor his opinion said ^gmm-g— »>

ILhe Speech when the

that the President appeared as a father figure.talking ^«» am pa^ ^^ q{ ^
down to the nation telling them how they should think. ™£^ "^drawing American troops from Laos

He resented the President putting himself on a people in «"»"
because of the typhoon season

pedestal. Many of those watching the televised speech ^^^^SS. She went on to say that she

[dt that the Presidents reference o he deceased $^»™?£^ lhal the Speech wasn't up for

"SSSWaS^ ^ZT^^I^^^^ -ass

^Sff^SStSSSS^^ j2U -o- that he fell asleep during the first

had expected him to say. The next most prevalent part of the sptecn.

comment from those interviewed was that they were

1KANNESTADNICK1
MDC Staff

To determine student

preferences in residential living,

the Student Affairs Department

will conduct a survey via computer

cards tonight in dining commons

throughout the Iniversity

The survey will operate to the

students advantage because it will

attempt to gather information

about the life styles that students

want in their dormitories, ac-

cording to Dick Palumbo.

spokesman lor the Student Affairs

He said tonights endeavor is the

first time the department has tried

to ascertain the students interests

Stressing the tact that students

should take the questionnaire

seriously, Palumbo listed several

ol the alternatives students will be

offered in the survey They were

CO ed dorms with various

arrangements of separate

male temalc floors or rooms, non

CO-ed dorms with 24 hour

visitation! policies, non coed

dorms with set visiting hours and

current plans to move or remain in

present dormitories for next year

Palumbo said the survey would

quiet " etc.) will be considered in

the light of the number of students

interested and the present ac-

comodations that satisfy their

desires.

Pour dormitories propose to go

coed next vear and await ap-

proval. Palumbo noted The houses

are Johnson. Hamlin. Baker and

Brett, he said Thirteen dorms are

presently offering co-ed living

The) are Lewis. Brooks. But

terlield. (ireenough. Gorman.

Wheeler. Dickinson. Webster.

Prince, lance. Washington Lower.

Moore and Pierpont.

Although not all students who

live m dormitories eat in the dining

commons. Palumbo said the

Student Alfairs staff felt this was

the lastest place to reach

residents Time is of the essence

because approval of proposals

should come before spring room

ehoosmg to avoid confusion next

fall, he said.

This sampling is expected to

reach a n\ where Irom SM to HKKl

people, Palumbo said. He added

that it was hoped to make cards

available to other dorm dwellers in

the Student Union, probably

State Legislators Attend Panel

milHi said the survey ueura .- opinions also

'•"*•?£zsjst: ^V™^ x su«
.md aid the Administration in

approval ot dormitory proposals

lor different life styles, for

example going co-ed'

We have tO get an idea ol hOU

many students want i certain lite

style ico-ed), and how many are

willing to move to get it. before we

can approve the proposals lor any

ol the v.. nous life styles . co-ed.

Bromery's office received

the power to make decisions

concerning dormitories and life

styles at last month's Board of

Trustees meeting Palumbo said

that serious student participation

in the survey would be one more

step towards greater student say in

the affairs that govern their lives

Orchard Hill Area Students

Meet To Formulate Petition
x

...w. tmocHm nieht were
By ETHEL HARRIS

MI )C Staff

\pproximatelv sixty students

attended- an open area meeting in

Dickinson Lounge last night to

discus* the luture of the Orchard

Hill Besidential College and to

lormulate I petition to be sent to

the Administration of the

university within the next week

1 )r Leon Baron. Master of Orchard

Hill, is scheduled to meet with

Chancellor Tippo and Vice

Chancellors Bromery. Campion.

and (lluckstern next Wednesday to

discuss the question of lunding tor

the ( Jrchard next year in particular

and the entire question of

residential colleges in general.

Seven demands, which were

lormulated at an open area

Southwest Cinema
presents

ARTO GUTHRIE in

r

s

Restaurant
n HAMPDEN COMMONS
THURSDAY, April 8

7:30 & 9:30
Admission 50tf

MHisored t>> s. W. Patriots

were
dorm
area

meeting Tuesday night

discussed in individual

meetings preceding the

meetings.

Specific issues in question in-

clude the possibility of a multi-

purpose cafeteria; autonomy in

housing and admissions; and

autonomy m the selection and

compensation of faculty

Complete details on the meeting

will appear in Friday's MDC.

Bv JEANNE
MDC Staff

Sen. George V. Kenneally, Jr. of

Dorchester, chairman of the state

legislative transportation com-

mittee; and Sen David H Locke of

Wellesiev. senate minority floor

leader w:ere guest speakers at the

first panel in Practical Politics

moderated by former President of

The Mass. Senate, and sponsored

by the Government Department.

The program began late, and two

of the speakers scheduled. Hep

Robert A Belmonte of

Krammgham. minority whip; and

Rep Paul Murphy of Dorchester,

house majority whip, did not at

lend Donahue explained the

change as 'a busy legislature" due

to the abortion bill.

\n unscheduled speaker. Neil

Jerru a State House Correspon

dent and a syndicated columnist

and law school student, took the

Hoor and elaborated on 'press

relations with legislators."

Legislators try to magnify what

tnev do". Jerru stated Senators

and Kepresentatives build up a

facade lor the press, he claimed It

the public knew what it takes to get

legislation through, it would be

appalled."
Donahue responded that "t nder

the rules there is no possibility of

anyone sneeking anything

through He added his; high

regard lor the working press

Massachusetts is fortunate to have

its lull time reporters."

Shortly afterwards Sen Ken-

nealh began; "the leadership of

the State Senate often involves

personality, and ideas of in-

dividuals The tone is set by the

presiding officer Under Maurice

Donahue, we were given a job and

expected to get it done."

"We have a governemt of per-

sonalities as well as a government

of laws This does not mean that we

do not represent or listen to the

constituency We give our industry

and best judgement

He then elaborated on the Master

Tax Bill, calling it an essentially

Hood bill", and progressive- He

concluded that :
"Governor shown

leadership has not been able to

control the Senate
"

Sen Locke opened by com

mentmg on the abortions bill

mong

young people'' Concerning the 10-

50 Democratic majority in the

State Senate, the Republican

legislator said. ":M. it evens up the

sides Kour of the ten Republicans

have leadership positions." he

continued 'The role of the

minority party is that of the

oponent. to put a spotlight on ac-

tivity
" This results in having "the

merits of the argument weighed."

When asked if the Republican

Party has a future in

Massachusetts. Locke answered;

•Clearlv. ves The Republican

Party will return to power when it

takes a position on the issues of

concern The question is: What is

the Bepublican Party for°" He

went on to describe the Democratic

Party as the "Santa Claus Party

predicting that "The bubble will

break ' Sen Kenneally then

„. , describing it was

•only fair". "In order to solve the

tax problem." he continued 'we

have to get money from those in

higher income status."

Civil Service Reforms, and the

change in veteran Preferences was

also brought up Both Sen. stated

that applicants will still have to

pass a test. Sen. Kenneally

elaborated that Disabled

veteran! have preference only in

getting an initial position

Promotions are not subject to this

policy

Lastly, the Shea Bill was men

Honed. Can the Mass Senate

legislate on national issue'' The

Shea Bill prohibited any Mass

iiti/.en Irom lighting in an un-

declared war Kenneally said:

You should find out where the

fellow vou elect stands That's why

we have a forum We owe a duty to

S»i*S5 S«^-£-.2tfX
Administration is ignorant of the

plight of the working class The

Republican Party is not for-

wardthmking
"

To the question ol why there has

not lieena Democratic Governor in

Mass in several yenra, Donahue

offered The Democrats did not

nominate the right party." while

Kcnneallv suggested a stronger

convention

LacfcC was then asked about his

rational on tuition Locke admitted

to having I iled legislation which

would raise tuition from $200 to

$600 and then elaborated on his

proposed loan funds, tuition-in-

relation to family income in-

flation. State taxes, and the lack of

adequate vocational education

Sen Kenneally also viewed the

tuition matter stating that

Ksentiallv. $209 is not keeping

kids Irom coming." He proposed

feasible scholarships to this school

The Graduate Income Tax was

next discussed Kenneally said that

However. Sen Locke lelt

differently. "The Shea Bill was a

political maneuvreon Beacon Hill

There is nothing the Mass

legislators can do to end the War in

Viet Nam. only the President

Three Administrations ratified and

approved it The Senate have

enough to do U ithout involving Mell

m political inaiieuvres

Other panels will be on V\e<i

nesdavs ol this month, in the

Campus Center, at 7:30 Topics tor

discussion will he Ad

ministration. April 14. The Role

,,f Pressure Groups. April 28

Panelists will include officials <>t

various state departments, such as

Dr Milton Greenhlatt. com

missionei of mental health; andol

public segment, such as William I.

Putnam president m television

itation WWLP in Springfield, and

Dean C Cunning, executive vice

president of Massachusetts

Merchants. Inc
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Mobe Charters Busses

To Washington Protest
..

* Y ^ ^H-*- committee F mediate withdrawal of all US. troops I

The UMass Student Mobilization Committee is

chartering busses to bring students to a major

demonstration in Washington DC on Apr. 24 which

will call for immediate withdrawal ot all U.S. troops

trom Southeast Asia. , .

A seat in the bus costs $15 for the round tr p.

Checks should be made out to SMC and matted
I

to,

UMass SMC Box MS, campus Center, UMass.

Amherst Busses will leave midnight r ridav. April

a&W
3S?Se bus are as.ed to assemble m

front ot the student Union at 11:10 p.m. and to bring

their own food and drink.
.•«-.# «i.m

The return trip will be leaving Washington at 7.00

on Saturday evening vmttmi
A statement issued by >ne. Connecticut \ alev

\nti War Coalition Coordinators about the

*<££££ «- "-«*£E23£
has been fighting in Vietnam, some Americans have

been ^tiling against the fighting Now more and

more American5-78% of Americans-are opposed

to the War. and now are getting ready to act on their

*Sr2u££ Sphere will be a major demon-

str.hon ,n Washington. DC calling for an im

mediate withdrawal of all U.S. troops trom

Southeast Asia. It will be the most major demon-

stration ever against the war." they predicted.

•Support for this demonstration is coming from

all parts of American society, from many people

and groups who have been quietly opposed to the

spending of millions and millions of hard-earned

dollars lor the purpose of brutally killing Southeast

\sian people, but now are ready to go to

Washington, to stand up and move on their op-

position and demand of the President that he listen

to the American people," they claimed.

•ou \pril 24 we will prove that the anti-war

movement is made up not only of students but ot

students and working people and Black and Third

World people, of G.I s and veterans, and women,

children, and men, it said.

•on April 24 we will bring more people to the cit>

ot Washington than have ever been there together

on one day before: each of us will make it clear that

we will not return home and sit quietly while our so-

called representative government continues to

make ashes of another country, continues to

escalate a war we refuse to tolerate any longer, they

concluded

Moratorium Meeting

Set Next Wednesday
.. • »:_„ ..II ..»,,,

I

Campus Carousel ,

Parking Problems Elsewhere
Q . I Hl.unsshM ItlTT and help offset distorted views

The Student Mobilization

Steering Committee meeting

decided to hold a May 5

Moratorium Meeting on Wed-

nesday, April 14.

DoYou Have
Sickle Cell?

Because this disease strikes

early in life, medical research is

being done to find a cure

Do vou have sickle cell anemia?

How do vou know if you do or

not 9 Some of us who think we do

not have this disease probably

have genetic traits of it in our

blood. It is a known fact that sickle

cess anemia is hereditary and the

sickle cell shape of the red blood

cell causes multiple reactions in

the body which causes a victim to

become severly ill to death.

At this meeting all student

groups will decide upon a May 5

moratorium for the students killed

at Jackson and Kent State last May
.> A leafletting campaign will take

place next Tuesday to gain student

support for" the meeting.

An offer for an auxiliary Mobe

office in the Pierpont dormitory at

South West was accepted

unanimously. "We should have an

office in South West. This is where

half the students live," said Claire

Morarity. SMC spokesman

Discussion on selling tickets to

the April 24 demonstration in

Washington. DC was discussed. A

lull staff was set up to man the

tables at the front of the Hatch to

make tickets available.

By TONY GRANITE
MDC Staff

\ PAIN IN THE DRIVERS SKAT

is the way the Indiana Daily

Student has headlined a com

mentary on Parking On Campus

at Bloomington
Which reminds of the sign a

Irustrated student planted in the

lull lot at Kansas State-Pittsburg.

not too long ago. It read. "God is

not dead he just cant find a

parking place."
• • *

SPEAKING OF KRISTRA
llo\ this headline drew our eye

in the I I Alabama EXPONENT,
this week Ants in your pants

It covered the story of a survey

nt the new femine hygeine

deodorant sprays so commonly

advertised in campus papers.

Three women tested several

products and expressed their

opinions of the effectiveness of

each One of the more positive

reports was the discovery that one

ot the sprays will also kill

roachc
• * *

$»Ml i«mi LOSSES IN IM litMS due to

damages and thsftS are being

tallied at Nollll mv. according to a

itory m their Vhtette.

Malicious damage of some

$2tio.(ioo occurs Hi) per cent ol the

time m the mens dorms, ac-

cording to physical plant

spokesmen But damage

women's dorms is increasing, they

say. since guest hours have been

initiated

Losses are made up from dorm

lees, so everyone shares.
• * •

KR1KNDLY PARKING SLIT at

Louisiana State has been brought

by the Student Government

Association against the Board of

Supervisors to prevent them from

establishing higher penalties for

parking violations than state laws

permit
And they've won the tirst round,

according" to a story in The Daily

Rcvette, which reports that a local

judge has upheld a 1958 statute that

limits fines lor parking violations

on I university campus to $1 The

University had raised its fines to

$.V
* • *

TOO fAST FOB EM. Ell? is what

the same newspaper at LSU seems

to l>e saying with this recent

headline: 'Campus Police to make

effort to cite speeders
"

*

SEX ED \N WSWER TO SMI T?

That'l w hat the chairman of the I'S

Commission on Obscenity and

Pornography told too students at

the College ol Law at Oklahoma

state, recently

The Oklahoma Daily quoted

William B Lockhart as saying that

\ education would fulfill

youth's interest in sex information

and help offset distorted vie

Irom pornographic materials.
* * *

t\MMlli i-**-* *-

Cantor Edits New Book
Alexander Hamilton's views of

the world, his political theories,

and his principles of government

are outlined in a new book.

Hamilton." edited by Milton

( antor. associate professor of

history at UMass.
Insights into Hamilton are

provided by his writings, writings

ol his contemporaries, and

writings of modern historians.

From The Papers of Alexander

Hamilton." which were published

in 1774. is reprinted this statement.

No person, that has enjoyed the

sweets ol liberty, can be insensible

ol its inlinile value, or can reflect

on its reverse , without horror and

detestation
"

Hamilton the constitutionalist.

the constructionist, the economist.

is shown in many facets Ol his

character Prof Cantor writes

lumilton s concern in 1777 was

not protection of property so much

as the substantial happiness' of

the people."

Hamilton" is published by

Prentice Hall Inc of Englewood

Cliffs, NJ

F ILL STORY goes on in the pages

of Lex. the weekly newspaper of

the John Jay College of Criminal

Justice in NYC. The paper is still

getting letters protesting the with-

drawal last Fall of 15 special

agents who had been enrolled for

training there when an agent

criticized a professor for allegedly

refusing to permit a student to

respond to 'derogatory" comment

about the F.B.I,

t ommunication gaposis?
• * *

TRADITION TOPPLING on the

campus" The laboratory paper.

Insight, of Fresno (Calif) State has

surveyed 58 campuses at random

throughout the country and has

decided that Traditional ac-

tivities such as homecoming have

decreased over the past decade At

least 90 per cent of the colleges and

universities surveyed report some

traditional activities have been

phased out

Many people believe traditional

activities are nearmg an end.

"Reporter Joe Motto says, but a

much better term would be: they

are nearing a re-direction
"

CONFLICT R'oUM at Middle

Tennessee State has been

established to help the hordes of

confused students who find

themselves with snarled

schedules.

Volunteers rescue students who

Und themselves left out of closed

sections or with class hour con-

llicts or victimized by computers.

And when 65 per cent of

registrants on the last day have

problems, such as a room can

become a mecca for the afflicted

We urge your support in the fight

against this dreadful disease which

may be passed on to our future

generations Contribute to a worth

white cause. Make checks payable

to Sickle Cell Anemia Drive, and

send to Dr. Bromery's office, 375

Whitmore Administration
building. UMass, Amherst. Mass.

01002 Also, there will be a radio

interview with the committee

members on WMUA Thursday,

and Sunday Please listen in. 7th Annual

Art Exhibition

West* eld St«t« College

April 28 - M«y 14, 1971

$1,500-00

Awards & Purchase Prize*

PAINTING — GRAPHICS

{or information and entry

forms write: Art Dept.

Westf.eld State CoMeqe

Westfeld, Mass- 01085

If you'd want Ted Williams

I

-
-"»• " ~

I IIP THIS (IM PON

$2 TV
Service

Discount

T

MUTUAL

Present this coupon

when poying bill Only

one coupon per service

coll. Fastest TV Ser-

vice (Color or Block &

VYhite) on all mokes.

offer expire*
April 81, 1071.

house and garden

Rr,Q, Hadley. 536-1223
i

VALUABLE COUPON

"THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS"
Introductory

Flight Lesson

an o entog of poetry and drama from Shakespeare to Gordone

13.14—8 p.m.—SU Ballroom
75c (at the door)

presented by the Campus Center Program Council

April

I

I

I

FRANKLIN AIRWAYS, INC.

iTurners Foils Airport Turners Foils, Moss i

583-4380 J

This coupon and S5 buys your introductory fliqhl losson. It's our way

of introducing you to a brand new (light training, program developed

by Cessna, world leader in personal (lying. A new s^em thai brings

flight training down to its simplest form makes H easy'for everyone

to learn to (ly Learn Irom the leader - your Cessna Pilot Center.

I

I

I

English Dept. Coffee Break
tv/t'11

Guilt Feelings Over Spilt Milk
I-. I. ...... .w.t.. Tin' IdIIiiUII

*sViGte.*toMHlfa
S(MWs>tsUpMwt^•W»,,

•

(Editors note: The following two

notes were found on the English

Department bulletin Board; The

first on March l
l
J, the second on

April 2. The MDC staff feels that it

points out a curious moral issue,

whatever it is.)

7

Four-Course Load
Pending Approval

ByLINDAA-BALICKl
vinr "staff

»| I T DIM KS...One professor who Rot so guilty

G.I.'s May Obtain

Legal Counsel

The American Civil'g^^^tSSSL'^S

defence Melvin La.rd to notd> m "^ c°™
ar activities.

ASA Fails To Meet
WhenNone Show Up

-. . **_ t \ . i . .. Tran.

MDC Staff

nu- desireforincreasedefficientuseofstudent^

led to the investigation ol the poss.bd.ty oi insMuiting a
£j

semester plan A committee formed by^ A^a

epartment has

headed by Professor William Naft ol tht
\^X> submdted for approval.

Seen charged with formulating J^j^oSaS? somefaculty
[nterest in the plan has come as P«rtofaSSSSmm small pieces

m,mlH,s that the students time ,s**%*$£& Sends to cause

^flatt ahowed more time to do outs.de -hngs^nd

prepa.at.ons. the committee members tee that hi : u lh

; M1S „

tts£tt2£E2&?> - <•*»

upon „,.m,,vc '-P'-"-''>';^ d

„

t" ,

Vu '..",,,,- ... ta ,..™l,..,l to

»Mcfc such . chM» would PGM lor

«*«J»»
I£ *

;
'."„,,

'„umlH.r of

Sl^t^'ra^'SitSS ,uollu,n, u, sou,

and M. Mudools m te oducat onal e d. I ..k
m m

<^Z™1ZT^^!^l~ !» P- i undo,-

potion Ihcy should r«.to^•^i ĵ
J£m'Z£ d,-,,,..

„,„,..«-,--
,,„rsue his own personal interests in his coursi wo.k iu

tH. k „ty box leave a P
îtJ2 to a SatoSS complet.on of assignments

stamped, self addressed envelope COSMDHSS
^

Have Out Of Body Experience r

Then WFCR's Looking For You!
X. part 04 an independent study knowing what .« was WhaMW

project. WFCR is looking for

people who have had an out of the

hodv experience.

It is estimated that 20% of a

college population has had such an

experience, most people

1 bought a cup of coffee the other

day. leaving my dime in the kitty

box! which was empty. As 1 left, a

tacultv member entered the

lounge' He looked suspicious, so 1

waited around the corner until he

left and then entered the .juiige

again discovering that not only

had lie not paid ror hrs otlee but

that he had taken my dime.

I want m\ dime back, and I am
prepared to expose the I acuity

member involved if I do not

receive it by noon of the 2\nh

Frank E Keyes.Jr

All Of this week I have not been

able to sleep because of

feelings.

I have reconsidered my original

threat to expose the faculty

number involved in stealing

money Irom the coffee kitty in the

faculty lounge, and 1 have decided

that I am not only guilty ol black-

mail but blanket blackmail to boot

That is. instead of receiving just

one dune. m\ dime that was stolen.

I have to date received $1.80. This

extra money has bean sorely

troubling me all the week long. I

must tree imsell .1 1 am to sleep

soundly again

Therefore. I propose that these

lacult\ members whom 1 didn't see

rip off the kitty box leave

sta

in my man >o\. •*"« "••

their dimes to them. If this does not

occur my <>nlv recourse will be to

set up I scholarship lund for needy

professors.

I Mease respond this week 1 am
quite desperate

Frank E Keyes.Jr.

- r mean

Reservations Now Accepted Jti

For Hardwood Workshop '

"'

„..^o ,™ h^ino economic status ol the wood

l^st evening a meeting of the

American Student Association was

to be held under the leadership of

Mr Harold Koltin The meeting to

act on the issues of the Free Spring

Concert Festival. Collegian

policies. Campus Center Tran-

sformation, and the Com
mencement Secret was never held

l>ecause nobodv showed up Harold

dejectedly left at 8:00.

MDC Classifieds Pay Off

Advance reservations are being

accepted now for the 12th annual

Hardwood Lumber Grading and

Measurement Workshop at UMass

on May 17 through 21.

The co sponsors are the National

Hardwood Lumber Association

The Massachusetts Wood

Producers Association and the

New England Kiln Drying

Association. through the

( ooperat.ve Extension Service and

the Division of Continuing

Education at CMass
Walter Jenkins, deputy inspector

lor the NHLA. will be the principal

instructor. t'Mass wood science

and technology I acuity will assist

The workshop will stress fund

mentals ol grading and will include

practical applications of NHLA

grading rules

The workshop is the latest in a

series of continuing education

activities designed to improve the

economic status ol the wood in-

dustries in New England Advance

information and reservation

blasts can be obtained from

I'lUfSSSSf John H Noyes. Hold

svu>rth Natural Resources Center.

University <»f Massachusetts.

Amherst. DIMS

is looking for i> people «ho haw

Hone to sleep and found thcinseb es

conscious of either being

someplace or seeing their physical

bodies asleep in cither case >ou

must I*' sure that it «asn I I

dream. ..

ou have ever lound \oursell

ng such an experience yoa

i do a service to humanity

Contact Ed McCain- at WFCK MS-

nliHi II he s not in at the moment,

leave your name & numln-r & he

will contact \ou

3 50 PUTS YOUR MUG IN

THE INDEX

SENIOR PICTURES-THIS WEEK

Norfolk Room — S.U.

YOU
FLY. .

.

. . take a Peter Pan to

Bradley International,

Airport.

|)„. I..,M.> MN*. '•<''••••" '
"'""

I nl* . of Mass.

i.i q.-i ;o<Hi or :vi.ri-y!* I

HAMBURGERS

19*

CHEESEBURGERS

introducing:

2 pieces Chicken

French Fries

Cole Slaw
Roll

Honey

79*

DRUMMER BOY
55 University Drive
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LOOK THESE
THE EASTER BUNNY IS NEAT

in our

NO-HAIRCUT-TRIM
from

College Town Barber Shop
1 83 North Pleasant St.

Amherst Franchise for

THE AMERICAN MALE HAIRSTYLE

The Now Thing in Men's Lib

WE DARE TO BE YOU-LY DIFFERENT

253-9884

he University Store

w all students

a Happy Holiday Weekend'

Spring Is Here Now

So Come In And Browse.

$5 rack
coster weekend only

see you there . . . then

behind dangling . .

.

open 10-5 mon. - sat.

253-9552

COLLEGE DRUG
says

HAPPY EASTER I

with this

SPECIAL!!!

NEW — by Coty

SUCCES-FOR MEN
COLOGNE — AFTER SHAVE

I FREE FACE BRONZER
a $3.00 value

with any Succes purchase

4 Main St. Amherst

HAVE A GREAT

EASTER!
And when the fun is over and papers,

a thesis, a dissertation or plain notes

pop their heads up, call on

em-sec
SERVICES, INC.

Licensed Employment
Service
Professional Secretarial

Copy Service (IBM copier*

29 Prey St.

Amherst. Mass.
Tel. 549-0KO

ASSACHUSETTS

AILY

OLLECIAN

CLASSIFIED ADS

REALLY WORK,

TRY 'EMI!

I uST OPENED!
Brand, Spanking New

Albion Shell Service

Center
* * *

FREE!!
STEAK KNIVES

with $3,00 purchase or more
* * *

Specializing in

ELECTRONIC ENGINE ANALYSIS
and

TUNE-UP
Rte. 9 at University Drive

Amherst

Michigan highways.
^ # C-£ T T P\

Boston University Sets Up

Student Volunteer Center
_„u,: n~rt~ onrf universities clearinghouse, matching stu

Honor Societies

Initiate Freshmen
Approximate* s.x per cent of thefrjta.« «£.»«£ l^vorsny of

The excitement and sat.sfael.on of doing one s <»n
£

research projects under faculty guidance.
m_.ii. i.,..,.rs of

SSjaSSSSBS&rfai*
medical profession

Advisors of Alpha Lambda

ALPHA CHAPTER

of the Brotherhood of

Boston University has been

awarded a $159,000 contract by the

li S Office of Economic Op-

portunity to set up a unique center

to help other colleges and

universities establish or improve

student volunteer activities in their

communities.

Boston University was selected

Irom nearly M applicants to set up

the National Student Involvement

Assistance Center <NSIAC>. ac

cording to its director. Scott Mc-

Cutcheon He previously headed

BUS student volunteer program.

Urban Educational Services.

Unrated at 7W Commonwealth

\ve the NSIAC will maintain

complete tiles on student volunteer

programs throughout the nation.

enabling colleges and universities

to share their experiences with

each other and with schools

establishing new programs At

present about 1,200 schools have

such programs, but only about 100

are run by full-time directors as is

BU s Urban Educational Services.

The NSIAC also will produce

eleven program kits on specialized

programs such as public and

mental health, drug education,

iamilv planning and legal aid. In

addition, it will prepare and

publish a directory of all volunteer

programs conducted at institutions

of higher education throughout the

United States

BUs Urban Educational Ser-

vices serves basically as a

clearinghouse, matching student

volunteers with community

agencies or groups seeking student

help Sandra Shriver, the acting

director, estimates that last year

her office matched up some 1500

volunteers with jobs.

Urban Educational Services

currently is providing students for

such projects as working with the

mentally retarded in the Walter E

Kernald School in Waltham;

assisting with the paraplegic swim

programs lor Children at the

Dorchester and Cambridge YM
(As. and serving on an

emergencv task force that puts

dwellings into habitable condition

at the request 0. the Boston

Housing Authority

KAPPA

cordially invites all university men

to attend

OPEN SMOKERS (informal)

Thursday, April 8th

Monday, April 12th

8:30 - 10:00 p.m.

7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

510 North Pleasant St.

Get Your Kicks With Kickapoo

ORIGINAL

Quality

Liqueur

Kickapoo

THE ALL-PURPOSE AMERICAN DRINK

LIGHT AS A FEATHER

DON'T

SAY

"COOL"

SAY

KICKAPOO

SMOOTH'

Vl gallons

$6.95

fifths

$2.99

x
/l pints

99^
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David Williams

BOARDOF EDITORS

Harvey, Diantha, Tom & Me
EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR

PHOTOEDITOR
FINE ARTS EDITOR
ADVERTISING EDITOR

ISSUE EDITOR
NEWSSTAFF

Richard C Hanson
David D Williams

John E Mullen
Barry J Rubenstein
AnneC. Stadmcki
Earle T. Barroll

Stephen Schmidt
Robert Nesti

Marjorie B Mullen

TODAY'SSTAFF
Jim Gold

Sue Gerson, jeannette Martineau,

Ethel Harris, Jonathan Werner
Earle T. Barroll

Steve Schmidt, Gary Alpaugh, Tim Fagan
Don Glickstem

Tony Moore

SPORTS
DARKROOM
EDITORIAL
ADLAYOUT

for accuracy or approval prior to P^ 1'"^ ^ fhis paper They do not

SS3swS2as?aBSB5gaaf«s
sonal views o« the writers.

Nixon Is NutsMM MM.provedI^M-f-^^aSuim

iP?llttjfcX«Cs* lo AnuTua and the res. of the

i,'rUI,':,!,r Ik.;,,,, proud o, .herons of .heDM S.a.es m Sou.heas.

V
r'; m ,k,m> Ins Iroop withdrawal rales lor .he res. Of .he year. Ihe only

JSmSSSSL n, wha. was billed a S a major polype£

h

ho MM has shown .hat he down. wan. to (ace what n. s

Egsggggm

SSHSess
""I an vou believe this' the President challenged last night. with h.s

"tb^hUfr No. Mr President You jus, haven', given us

anything to believe.'

-Look — ligM »• The End Of The Tunner

Even when I was back in high school, when I thought

everybody hated me, I always had the feeling that

people naturally have to belong someplace. 1 spent the

greater part of my adolescence searching for where 1

belonged for the place where 1 could be myself and be

accepted. 1 don't think I've found it yet. 1 still do a »ot

of looking and feeling and learning. Someday I 11 tind

it. I'm sure. . .

My search has covered a lot of ground, both

physically and spiritually The physical place never

matters as much as what you get out of being there.

The people are the ones who count. I think I ve been

kicky I've met some great people.

The first one was a girl named Diantha. She comes

from a reasonably well-off family on the North Shore

where she's sort of the family black sheep. I met her

the night that her sister and mine graduated from the

same nursing school. We exchanged the customary,

almost forced, promises to look each other up at

school but we never did Finally 1 bumped into her on

a bus coming back to school after having spent the

weekend at home She was very intriguing and I

wanted to know her 1 kept pestering her to go out bu

she always put me off for some reason or another,

don't think she couldn't stand me or anything she just

didn't like to relate to people that way. We did go to

Washington together for the November moratorium

and once in a while wed drop over to Thompson for a

movie but the whole thing never amounted to

anything It dragged on until February, me worrying

what was going on in her head, but never having

enough sense to ask her. I was almost relieved when 1

got the chance to tall in love with a more conventional

girl one I could understand

But. and it seemed unfortunate at the time it hap-

pened, that didn't last long.

This new girl also came from the North Shore, but

unlike Diantha she didn't go to school here. I had to be

content with spending the weekends with her To keep

busy 1 hung around with a couple of guys in the dorm

Micky and Tom Now. Diantha was well acquainted

with grass While I was still eating my heart out over

her grass was about the farthest thing Irom my mind.

Id never smoked it. didn't even know what it looked

like or smelled like Well. Micky and Tom changed

that We consumed copius amounts ol the weed over

the last three months of last spring

Grata can change a person. 1 give it at least a little

credit for helping to open me up. It's tough to sit in a

guys room and smoke his dope without at least in

teractmg with him and learning from him. Though I

didn't regret not seeing Diantha then, because had

someone else, I began to get a glimmer of un-

derstanding about her. I knew a little bit more about

what made her tick.

The three of us had a lot of fun blowing grass for a

while Finally my new love asked me to stop, the day

the Strike started, and I did. But then she did me in. I

was left high and dry, stuck in an apartment in Boston

and doing nothing but working and sleeping

Tom used to drop around once in a while on his way

to SDS meetings. He seemed very sad, not the same

guy who once ran from Brett House to Brooks House

naked just for a laugh. We both needed a lot of

cheering up, but we couldn't get it from each other.

One night we snuck into Harvard Stadium to see The

Band It was no good. Both of us were stuck very low

and I couldn't see any end to it

When 1 finally got a chance, I moved back home.

Almost right away I was back smokiog dope,again,

smoking even more than before. 1 d.dn :
see

s

Tom

again until the first day of school, after I had had to

tell mv parents all about the dope because of a scare

we were going to be busted. But by this time, early

September. I had begun to move a long way towards

Something 1 was different I smiled. I talked to

people I no longer felt like walking through depart

men! stores aimlessly, just to look at the people.

Tom moved upstairs in Moore House and roomed

with a guy named Harvey 1 go up there every night,

partly because I have to because Tom freeloads his

breakfast off me. but also because I'm at peace when

m up there. Harvey calls the guys thatl.ye near him

the Family "
I can feel something good there. I can

now see a lot more about the way things are. or

because I think that this whole thing is good, it seems

more the way things should be.

Tom and 1 have both changed He no longer sub_

scribes to 'The Militant", no longer troops around

shouting Out Now ' and all the radical jargon. You

talk to Tom or Harvey and there's something honest

about them 1 suppose that's what had me whirling

around trying to find a spot to call myown. Honest>

begins at home I'm still trying to find what comes

after this first step, but I'm no longer in such a hurrv.

I've discovered that, trappings and situations aside,

there's a lot of good in being with people you care for

Don Glickstein

Zeyda Leyda Schiksa

This is t'hasbourne Ziegfield III. from WMDC.
reporting from the plush Commonwealth Room in the

annex of the new 24 million dollar Campus Center

Complex in Amherst, Massachusetts I am here today

lor the initiation rites of the freshman women's honors

society. Ze\da Layda Schiksa.

More than 150 virgins, selected for their intellectual

pursuits are filing slowly and solemnly into the room

basked by the inviting red light of three candles_

Surrounding the girls are parents, relatives, and

boyfriends, craning their proud necks to catch a

fleeting glimpse of the initiates who are clad in the

latest chic gowns from Kracker Jacks.

The audience is hushed now, as the President of

Zeyda l.avda. brilliant Mary-Elizabeth Cohen, begins

the sacred oath. Let's listen:

•On my honor. I will do my duty to God and my

honors society, and to obey the Zeyda Layda laws, to

help other people at all times; to keep nyself

physically strong, mentally awake, and morally

straight
."

. .

That was the Zeyda Layda Schiksa oath being ad-

ministered to 150 new members. As the applause dies

down. Dean of Honor Phyllis Lactic walks to the

podium to begin her keynote address.

"As you stand here today, girls, you are observing a

most honored tradition. You have achieved in-

tellectual maturity, and have demonstrated it to your

teachers and parents by obtaining the largest grades

and points in the University. That is no small ac-

complishment. But neither is it a big accomplishment,

for veritably, you have just begun on your holy quest

of accomplishment. Some of you, no doubt, will

achieve your bachelor's degrees and graduate our

School. Others of you will go on to better things and get

your master's degree. Finally, the very best of you

will "stick it out ". as the colloquialism goes, receive

your doctorates, and become pregnant Thank you for

everything
"

Dean Phyllis Lactic, a real pro of a Dean, has just

concluded her keynote address, and is now rising to

the occasion of pinning Zeyda l.avda pins on the new

members In the address, she lauded the honors girls

lor grade grubbing and bullshitting, and ended with

an emotional appeal for Zeyda Layda Schiksa women

to get married to doctors

WMDC special Zeyda Layda Schiksa coverage will

continue with quartered cucumber sandwiches, fruit

punch, giggling, and inane conversation in one

minute, when the afternoon tea begins. This is

t'hasbourne Ziegfield III.

Thunder shrieks across the land

As dust flies boldly towards the sky.

From blue to brown

The heavens change

For monsters creep across the World.

What be these monsters roaming round

Of steel and strength beyond compare;

Tis warlord's ways

To make you see

That mortal's lives are ruled by these .

.

So peace on Earth is far from real

Or doesn't show it's timid face,

For peace to be

The World must see

And rid us of these thunder steel.

Dann K.Soldan

L

Letters To The Editor

Bob Replies ; Trotsky Lives ; Sid Tries

To the Editor:

When I submittee my April 6

letter criticising Richard Ryan's

attack on the 1,450 veterans at

UMass who have chosen either by

design or indifference not to

become involved in the "Veterans

tor Peace" movement, I expected

the issue to die right there. It

didn't Now I am accused of

•creating a fog," "committing a

sin of omission" and "in my
Diarrhea of the mouth" leading

much "sheer nonsense."

If Bill Staton and Dick Ryan's

convictions and idealism

motivated them to create a

•uonpolitical veterans resistance

movement to the war, their lack of

vigilance in monitoring its original

aims continues to be "rewarded"

bv a compromised position and (an

uiiderstandibly) poor response

irom the very group it seeks to

organize. The architect of the

compromise, Bernie Lougee, the

Vets for Peace" co-chairman also

sidelines as a MOBE chieftain and

VSA lackie. Where others are

"committed"; Bernie is simply

opposed" (to everything). If you

would take the time to listen to him

and distill his message you will

have the familiar dehydrated,

nihilist bullshit. His contributions

to your group are legion, in the

main, he is responsible for the

groups lack of effectiveness.

( an vou understand that because

the Veterans for Peace" has

become affiliated with these leftist

groups, many veterans see you and

them in the same light? Can't you

understand their "pig in shit

affinity lor any issue that has

sufficient national exposure to

otler a chance to stir up more

trouble The aim of the vast

majority of these groups is not to

otter assistance in solving these

-issues ". only to aggravate and

inflame then, all the while luring

the gullible, the romantic idealists,

and the fools into thinking the

•only solution" is to trash the

country Is that your aim too?

If you are sincere when you want

the ex GI's here to join and par

ticipate in your group, then offer

them a chance that doesn't com

promise them
Make a purge yourself -ask for

Lougce's resignation, and the

resignation of anyone else who has

designs on ruining the single aim of

your organization. I'm coming on

April 8. at 7 p.m. to room 170-172 to

listen to you. 1 hope every one of

the other ex-GI's who is concerned,

though not committed yet to a

peace movement, will also join

with me to listen.

Bob Corry

Phi Zappa

To the Editor:

In a letter to the Editor of April 6,

Robert A. Corey stated that he and

other veterans have withheld

support from the "Veterans for

Peace" group of this university

because it "has been bastardized

by the presence of an alliance with

the MOBE and YSA. It's

scheduling and activities are

steered. ...by the interchangeable

flunkies that control these latter

two groups."

Since its publication other letters

have appeared which deny YSA
•control ." Yet if one were to in-

vestigate the leadership of any of

the four most active groups on

campus he would discover some

similarities. Sidney Finehursh.

Claire Moriarty, Bernie Lougee

and Jane Roland share among

themselves leadership positions in

YSA (Mr. Finehursh and Miss

Moriarty), the MOBE (again Mr.

Finehursh and Miss Moriarty),

Veterans for Peace (Mr. Lougee)

and Woman's Liberation (once

more Miss Moriarty and Miss

Roland in her debut).

It seems more than coincidence

that Mr Finehursh, Mr. Lougee.

Miss Moriarty and Miss Roland

share in common membership in

the Young Socialist Alliance

VSA i There is. of course, no

reason why the USA. a Trotskyite

communist group, should not seek

to control and steer all these

organizations It is a political

group seeking to impliment its

program through any means and

any organization.

But lor some to claim that the

tew YSA members in each

organization disproves the charge

thai they are USA controlled is

deceptive. Mv own experiences in

the militant left I
which included

working lor a group of American

deserters and resisters to military

service in Montreal) makes me

well aware of the possibility that a

dedicated group can "steer and

control" a larger group if it can

seize the leadership positions of the

larger group and. therefore, make

•administrative" decisions. YSA

has certainlv been attempting this

The problem, then, for persons

like myself (and possibly Mr

Corey) is thus: Knowing that the

Trotskvite concept of party

membership demands supreme

lovalty to the party above all other

interests, i.e. YSA above all. how

can I support any group whose

leadership is YSA controlled if I no

longer believe in socialism and

never have believed in Trotsky*' If

I lack organizational skill I must

remain silent, or better, reinvest

my taith in the system.

Finehursh. Moriarty and

Company will understand if you

sign me ...B Bukhann
Frank M. Baglione

Editorial Points

To the Editor.

Many students have expressed

discontentment with the im

personality of the University. They

have complained about being "just

a number", or coldness and

superficiality among their fellow

students, and even loneliness on

our metropolis campus. Yet many

of these same people put down the

Greek way of life.

How many of these people have

looked into or tried fraternal

living? Inherent in this form of

communal living is friendship,

understanding, and acceptance for

the individual that you are

Fraternal living offers so many

other things too. such as personal

expression and development, and

even interaction with today's

problems outside the campus

through service. The bonds of

brotherhood and sisterhood not

only provide social opportunity but

more importantly expansion of

concern and understanding

towards others.

Although I am not a Greek I have

been associated in many ways with

Greek living for the three years

that I have been on this campus I

Letters to the Editor must be

typed double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writers signature, address and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request).

The limit is one page and the

deadline is 5 p m the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters

The same rules apply to

Editorial Points except that the

limit of these is 25 words. No

prizes will be awarded or gifts

given out. This is not a contest

Its simply a forum for those of

you who don't feel like writing a

whole letter or who don t know

more than 25 words

To the Editor:

Red-baiting is the refusal to

deal with the political arguments

of a group or an individual and

instead substitute name calling in

order to conjure up false images of

behind the scenes manipulation.

The argument that the anti-War

movement demand immediate

withdrawal is answered by the red-

baiter saying there are "Reds" in

the movement. ("The Veterans

lor Peace' movement on this

campus has been bastardized by

the presence of an alliance with

MOBE and YSA .") The argument

that decision making in the

movement should be made
democratically is answered with

the phoney assertion that "Reds"

control the movement. ( "...the

interchangeable flunkies who

control these latter two groups.")

The argument that socialists have

the right to participate in the

movement and to be

democratically elected to

leadership positions is answered

by illogically castigating the

motives of socialists: they aren't

really against the War; they're

just
"

against U.S. imperialism

( "Many of us would flock to a valid

peace movement.")

The MOBE and Vets for Peace

have no position on the question of

the role of U.S. imperialism in the

War Thev have no position

precisely so that people with dif-

ferent positions on this and so

many other questions can still

unite on the one thing they can

agree: immediate and total with

drawal. YSA does have a position

on U S imperialism and if anyone

disagrees with it let them state

their reasons, not imply that op

posing the murder of hundreds of

thousands of victims of U.S. inv

perialism is somehow an invalid

reason to oppose the War.

Socialists did not decide that the

U.S. should pay »0% of the costs of

the French colonialist in Indochina

in 1*4 Socialists did not prompt

President Eisenhower to say 80%

Of the Vietnamese would vote for

Ho Chi Minh Socialists did not

intervene with troops in a Civil

War .) ooo miles Irom their borders.

Socialists did not decree that the

only common feature of the

countries in the so called r ree

World (South Africa. Spain, S.

Vietnam.) is the right of U.S_

businessmen to freely invest and

reap profits If anyone disputes

these facts let them display the

evidence But no one can say they

are improper motivation to oppose

the bloodbath in S.E. Asia

Red baiting has long been a

means to discredit, divide, and

destroy movements for social

change. It became particularly

popular when it was used to

galvanize public support for the

post War American foreign policy

which led Irom Korea to Vietnam

Some politicians discovered they

could build entire political careers

just on the basis of red-baiting and

the people who were killed, im-

prisoned, or had careers ruined as

a result

We socialists will not be in-

timidated by the tactics and

arguments of Joe McCarthy We

will continue to give lull and un-

conditional support to the anti-War

movement to bring all the troops

home now And we will light to

keep the movement from being

divided and destroyed by red

baiting attacks.
Sid Finehirsh

Chairman

Young Socialist Alliance

The Amherst College ad-

ministration was apparently

upset about the possibility of

something happening at the

televised presentation of one of

the Nixon administration's

representatives last night at

Converse Hall. They didn't even

want to admit the press, which

the press resents, as an un-

necessary impediment to the

accurate reporting of news

worthy events.
*****

"Do you want to see a tuition

hike?" said one upper-echelon

administrator in response to a

joke about a new "Spring

Student Strike."
*****

There ought to be outside

clocks around the University so

that students will know exactly

which class they are deciding to

skip, expecially now that the

weather is about to get nicer.
*****

Could the noise in a girl's dorm

be directly proportional to

sexual frustration?
*****

The Curry Hicks swimming

pool has been under repairs now

for almost a year. Maybe the

Athletic Department wants us to

jump in the lake.
J *****

We note with deep sorrow that

the Sesame Street Cookie

Monster got a tummy ache a

couple of weeks ago from eating

too many cookies. "I can't stand

it!
" the monster screamed as he

lit into his thirtieth box Do any

UMass administrators eat

cookies?
*****

For the first time since

President Mather retired, a

catalogue of the University has

not had any photographs of

straight-looking short-haired

students. The front cover of the

Summer School catalogue shows

a inendly Zoology Department

snake.

have experienced and taken part in

all the activities and emotions

which I have just mentioned and

have lound the experience to be

much more than a few hundred

typewritten words can come near

to expressing
Mai\ L. Hale

I . J
j -Patrols were bolstered at all|

1 ether air strips in the vicinity asj

I word went out that He Chij

I Minhs forces planned to attack)

I ever) area where United States)

I personnel work. The Yietminh|

I radio has accused the United)

I Slates of intervening in the lndo-|

I ( hitia war." I

' New York Times. March!). IM4|

Succinct

'Vvou™ planning to write a letter to the Collegian, be sure to include

some catchv phrases which will impress the reader. But it you can think

oHnv oHhan'd. maybe some of the following m;.Ihlanous HondiUes (1

just had to get one in myself I from past particles in the MDC w II «™ey«

some ideas Self-appointed Christ figure...saviours of the status

uuo g eaUsland of open-m.ndedness ..
propagandize my own brand ol

sexisfbigotrv quasi-inielligent. sem.-illiterate. .our qumtessent al lit

world in the vallev self-styled radical semi-concerned radical ...white

p^udiVa'dic.l
k
subjugation without ^Xuv^st sTu

yenocide antediluvian mentality... confortable chauvinist six in

SnUtv absurdta* the vibs of tolerance, pacification, paternalism

^%^SS^m^ aspiring intellectuals unkempt, inferior,

surrogate students ..faceless anonymity ..Peace.

L J||y>|)M„,

Love Me, I'm A Liberal

Vs a hm believer in civil liberties I certainly sympathize with the

problem of he Blaks. Puerto R.cans and other minority groups

lower there is one group who faces more prejudice and has had less

r^XSe'v^thf Blanks. That group^M>«M^
,.,wW *l vears of age In order to illustrate the plight ol the \oung. an a

ke a t D.ca 19 vefr o d college student as an example He alone, out of

•Inn! oX a«e groups musf register for the draft Until this year he

could no regisferl^ vote which makes the young the last group to attain

suffrage He also does not have equal protection under the laws-he is too

vouSo drink vet he can stand trial as an adult for possessing alcohol he

ffied from certain clubs, movies and other similar places because

dthough he iSs more education than the average American man. he is

iSred'to not be "mature enough" to cope ^*~«»fiEb»
he decides he would like to earn some money and applies for a job Mjs

often old me must cut h.s hair, even though the length of his ha* does not

hinder his ~rformance on the job. It seems as though the establishment

Senators want the young man to bear the greatest responsibility <
that

of defend no h,s" country! without sharing the "rights and pnvileges

ttf sunoosed v protecting. I would like to suggest that all you dedicatedS^-. liberties of the young your next objective^^

Disgusting Apathy

South Wes is a big place In an area of approximately one square *,
-^»u s uden.s are crammed into 22 story skyscrapers and a number of low

SdSiies Among these brick giants sits a small log cabin ap-

neaniErexv out of place among the brick and cement of South Wes

^Snded a meeting at South West Tuesday night as a reporter for the

Iteik CoUeaian There Dr Bromery and Mr Campion met with &

student I?aS^about problems of South West. Surely, in an area such as

South West here must be problems confronting those who chose or were

SeedZSveSere Yet only 25 students out of 5,600 could find the t.me »o

at end Are the rest of you South West students happy with the present

Sions or ,s it that you just don't cars? At^^a^
lH„a, ., nH constructive criticisms came out. At first it was sow to get

ifaH rollung but once people started rapping, a lot of good ideas came

^ lit' the miS-nng that this type of discussion was we,, worth U

and ha tit was an invaluable aid in helping to restructure Student Affairs

a" this University On my way back to the Collegian office thr ugh a

supri April snow storm. 1 passed the log cabin its^broken door

creaking in the wind, with swirls of snow blowing**.Wjp™
cabin was built by many students m an attempt to make I^^"^
human It was to be a place that students could call their own i i

11-uSdav night when people had a real chance to change South Wet onlv

about 25 people seemed to really care.

Kohl allahan

Wheeler House
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Dwight MacDonald Talks On Art And America

ByBOBNESTl
\1 DC Stall

"The Collegian's not very good.
- '

(wight MacDonald said sar-

donically as ho moved his

revolving chair back into the

middle of his narrow Bartlett of-

fice. Something physically of a

cross between Kris (Cringle and

Burl Ives, he relaxed his large

hodv and gave an exasperating

little laugh i rarely see much in

the paper worth reading,'' he

explained.

Dwight MacDonald has always

been vocal with his opinions. Since

the I930'i he has been one of the

leading critics of American
culture, from politics to films. He

now teaches both here and at Yale

while residing here in Amherst.

MacDonald said he liked

teaching at UMass and found,

except lor the Collegian, the

campus most -exciting". "There's

always an awful lot in the way of

cultural events in the five college

area."
Kor six years MacDonald was

lilm critic lor Esquire Magazine

and a book of his criticism was

ecently published in a paperback

edition He called the quality of

films today "terrible'' saying the

last "great period"' of films "ran

Irom Wild Straw berries' up to '8

12'."

"These films." he said, "were on

the same level as those in the great

Silent Film period beginning with

Griffith's Birth of a Nation' and

continuing through the Twenties."

His interest in films has led him

to help program a number of silent

Surrealist films for the Dada Art

Festival, April 20-May 8. (see

related article below).

Long a critic on American

culture. MacDonald finds the

reaction Americans have had to

the Calley case "disturbing." He

cited a television program which

showed a burly Southerner

speaking in defense of Calley and

thought it "really weird." "It was

as if he was saying Free Bobby

Scale' ". he said.

MacDonald thought the reasons

behind the Free Calley' movement

probably lie with the mechanics of

the mass media. "It must have

news, he said, it must have heroes"

and Calley has become one "do to

the mechanics."
MacDonald reflected on the

Student Strike last spring calling it

rather successful", despite the

general lack of Student par-

ticipation in politics this past year.

"Nixon did get out of Cam
bodia," he said. "There has been a

change of tone towards student

dissent and it managed to muzzle

Agnew a little bit"

•Students," MacDonald
maintained, "have short attention

span They were very excited for a

week or two" until they either

•relapsed into apathy or became

radicalized and unwilling to work

within the system."

MacDonald thought it interesting

that the "elections did do well

through no fault of the students."

•The Middle Class," he said

"has a rudimentary sense of

survival" and the election results

reflected this. "It is apparent that

getting out of Vietnam im-

mediately is becoming th<

majority opinion."

As we left. MacDonald mused on

just how the interview would be

written. His only previous en-

counter with the paper was when

he spoke at an anti-war rally in

Amherst and this paper's reporter

went home early because it was

cold, and so he was wary. He

thought about this until he was

down in front of Bartlett Hall and

realized he was walking in the

wrong direction.

Capitalism Gets Shafted

Major Barbara a dramatized discussion or debate

attacking the problem of organized chanty-Will be

presented bv the I Mass Theatre on April 14. 15. 16. 17.

at H 5o p m in Bartlett Auditorium.

Mate Barbara, a comedy by George Bernard

shaw is the storv of Barbara Indershaft. who. joins

the Salvation Armv and becomes anti-capitalistic She

,s opposed by her lather. Indershaft. a munitions king

and armament manufacturer who encourages the

development ol a capitalistic society indifferent to

spiritual values

Barbara, advocates refusing money ottered to the

Salvation Arms by her lather and Bodger. a liquor

magnate Later in the plav. however, she is forced to

observt

l was happy in the salvation Ann) roi

moment I escaped from the world into a

paradise oi enthusiasm and prayer and soul

saving but the moment our mone) ran short, it

all came back to Bodger it was he who saved

our people: he, and the Prince oi Darkness, m>

Papa i ndershafl and Bodger: their hands

stretch everywhere: when we feed a starving

fellow creature, it is with their bread, because

there is no other bread; when we tend the sick, it

is in the hospitals they endow; if we turn from

the churches they build, we must kneel on the

stones of the streets they pave. Turning our

backs on Bodger and Cndershaft is turning our

backs on life

Director Doris Abramson has high praise for the

kind ol ensemble playing that has developed during

rehearsals This is my favorite of all Shaw's plays."

she recently said "It is a lively, at times maddening

debate about money, power, ideals, and public and

private values Relevant '
1 should say Shaw may not

realK have had any more answers than we do. but he

sure shares a lot ol out questions

etting is h> Jefi Fiala; costumes by Liz Weiss;

lighting l>> Paul Wonsek. and technical direction by

Nicholas Scott

Tickets for Major Barbara can be purchased at the

Bartlett Auditorium Box Office, or by calling the box

office, S45-2»79 Admission is |1 75

GOT AN APARTMENT
TO RENT ? ?

BRING IN YOUR CLASSIFIED
ADS AND THEY WILL RUN

FREE IN THE
U-MASS BOSTON PAPER

e Great White Hope
Sunday Matinee — All Showt — 2 p.m.

CINEMA

DaJa Arts Festival

A Rare Golden Age

17 00

CIMMAin 9 00

i
-e it

That sticks 11

your era*

"A HIP EPIC!"

.. •; <£

Screen*:

7:00 ond 9:30

Rated GP

DIST1S
HOII MAN

I

IIIIU
BIO MAN

CINEMA
JUiMatfuw

IjwOMea!

1 he 1 urator ill one ol America -

three top film collections will

visiting the University campus

\la\ .111. bringing two rare films

under his arm . I. noes Card,

curator ol Eastman House in

Km hester N V ,
Will bring with

him what is probabl) iheonl> print

in this count!*) oi LuisBunuel's The

<„,Mrn tgr 1 *& d'Ot, IWOi and

the Kuturisl lilm Thais lfl«i by

\nion Gtulio BragaUa,

\h 1 ard - visit was arranged as

part ol the Five College Dada

Surrealist Festival Apr 20-May 8

1

bj Dwighl MacDonald. eminent

lilm > rftic and visiting Professor

uho will introduce the films On

\ia> «h, Mi Card will visit Smith

i ollege

The Golden Vgf, perhaps

Bunuel s ItnesI film, is generally

unavailable in this countr)

cording tO the .Museum ol Modern

\ri because Bunuel has with-

drawn all copies ol it he COUW get

Ills hands on under threat ol ex

communication

<»n the same program is ex

pected to i>e shown the Wat
sun Webber "Fall oi the House oi

l slier the same producers "Lot

andSodorf) '.and the second hall ot

Bustei Keaton's Sherlock. Jr.",

which Mr MacDonald calls an

example Ol tolk surrealism
"

Anyone Who would like to do

projects demonstrations, receive

guest artists do publicity, tran-

slate irom French and German,

put up exhibitions, act. do

arch, etc . etc tor the Dada-

surrealist Festival is united to a

meeting this Knday at 3:30 in the

Nantucket room ol the Student

Union

11 p.m.

I Friday

land
I Saturday I

Late Sho«

L«'c Show 1 1 .:•• ,

T^ LOVfO ON£-

^^
Final Days!
Screens:

7 00 8, 9:00

nmpus^
Sn£tna4 y

AMHtRST

Route 9

FRI. 4 SAT. LATE SHOW SI.50

ESCAPED FROM RUSSIA

ELLA TARMSHE
Israeli Co-ed

recently arrived from Russia, now touring U.S.

will speak

on the Jewish underground movement in Soviet Union

ot 8:30 p.m.

"LET MY PEOPLE GO"
film documentary of Soviet Jewry

will be shown at 7:00 p.m.

Mahar Aud. Thursday April 8
Sponsored by R.A.F.I.

What does a DRAFT DODGER
and

a PREGNANT GIRL have in

common?

JENNY
Tonight 7 and 9:30 SU Ballroom

Admission: 50c

GREAT EASTER OFFERS
BEST

EASTER WISHES

from

Rapp's Deli

A Happy Easter!!

or

iummer is not far away now
come in and ge'

SUNGLASSES
(prescription or piano)

and beat the crow

* * »

For all your delivery needs

CALL
253-9336

79 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

T 8 oi. bottle of

• America's best

CONTACT LENS FLUID
for only $3.75

fen cad

EASTER GREETINGS

from

C&C LIQUORS

Planning a special Easter dinner??

Remember . .

.

no celebration is complete without

FINE WINES

from

C&C
61 Main St.

Amherst

check out the

new LOW RATES

of MDC

classifieds

Between 9:00 and 4:30

STUDENT UNION BUILDING

A Complete Sandal

Selection

by

DEXTER
GOLO

WALL-STREETER AUDITION

DUNHAM
HUSHPUPPIES

UNIROGAL

4^m
submarine
sandwiches

OPIZZA
ONLY QUALITY fNCrREDICTS'
WltL SATISFY THE WHGPY-V

TER GREETINGS

from

Rowe's Inc.

CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH
Serving Hampshire County

Since 1938

OLYMPIA TYPEWRITERS

Electric, Portable, Manual

ADDERS
CALCULATORS

(Electronic)

DUPLICATORS
COPY MACHINES
rice all Typewriters and Adders

CQTW
^J

A*C
WBUS« . . „

OP ITAUAN TCMATO

rcp^e !n all rtsur of ouh

COMFIN Af© CNK* T»« ADOKD

TABLED AND WAKM WSROF
QonTr«\rVLV EXPANDS SHOWf

.

We s**rv

Tel. 549-3875

37 Eosr Plcosont Sr.
Amherst

Hampshire Business

Machine Co.
Olfice Machines and Equipment

PKAY fcT
AMHERST

N. PLEASANT
AMHERST
MASSACHUSETTS
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Election Campaigns

Need Reformations
WASHINGTON IWCNS) \>

new hearings on limiting campaign

spending begin in Congress this

week, agreement on the issues

involved is far Irom unanimous.

The one issue with which all

members ot Congress do agree.

however, is the need tor reform. As

Republican Minority Leader Hugh

Scott Pa told the Senate last

month, it is m\ leehng. and 1

knout others join me. that we must

now be about the real business ol

reforming our election campaign

laws The problem has been with

us too long to ignore

Four basic issues face Congress

in the task ol reforming the elec-

tion laws disclosure ot con

tributions and expenditures;

limitation on donations and ser-

vices regulation ot media ad-

vertising and tax breaks for

contributors

Republicans, including

Republican National Chairman

Rob Dole i Kan. i and Sen. Scott.

generally favor lull disclosure and

reporting ol expenses This first

step Ken Davis, an aide to Scott.

explained, lias a cleansing effect

ol making large donations less and

less likeij because ol the negative

effect that publicity has on the

source ol a large contribution

Democrats, speaking through

Joseph \ Califano, Jr ot the

Democratic National Committee,

urge strut limits be imposed and

perhaps federal financing ot

federal oil ice campaigns

What is often cited in rebuttal to

such calls for limitations is the

advantage incumbents would hold

ugamst challengers 'Below the

surface/' Davis said, 'this is an

attempt to keep mcumhenLs-the

majority <>t whom are DemocraLs-

m office Thej can appear to be

reform minded by urging

limitations, and at the same time

assure their incumbency."
Republicans, however, believe

limits ol a different sort are

possible One lavonte is the

limitation of individuals' con-

tributions ot $MM tor President.

$25(10 for Senator and $1000 for

Representative. This proposal of

Rep John Anderson <K-I11 >. ac-

cording to his aide. Dave Stock-

man, would apply to media ad

vertising, telephone expenses and

postage We took items that are

obvious to the public s eye," he

said, and that are available at

standard rates

Rep, Barber Conable tK—NY>
would add limitations on all con-

tributions but set at a high enough

level i hat allows for a rough and

tumble campaign in the most

expensive areas, his aide Paul

Nelson said.

An even more controversial

proposition is the regulation of

media ad -rtising. Democrats last

sear tailed to get Presidential

consent to a tv and radio spending

limitation because, as President

Nixon pointed out last year, it is

unfair to limit only the mass media

and lea the print media un

touched
Sen s ott's proposal would g<

beyond /iu- Democrats' original

proposal >t last year and not only

limit t\ id radio costs by offering

special tour weeks before

primari and six weeks before

general lections, but also limit

print advertising by reducing

mailing costs for candidates

during the same preelection

periods I he repeal of the equal

time pi .vision which requires

television and radio broadcasters

to oiler t |iial time to all candidates

has attracted support among most

Republic ins as well as Democrats.

The final issue in limiting

campaign spending involves the

financing of campaigns and

political activity Democrats have

urged the federal government to

underwrite candidates' expenses.

Republican proposals, however,

seek to encourage a broader case

of contributions through the use of

tax incentives and limitations on

the aggregate amount any one

person, organization or committee

(from labor unions .to political

parties) can donate to a can-

didate's campaign
There must be increased

stimulation ot citizen participation

in the political process." Sen. Dole

told the Senate during its hearings

earlier this month While the GOP
receives B0% ol its money from

contributors of $100 Of less, ac-

cording to its finance office (the

average donation being $13.68), the

party must still reply on 20% of its

expenses coming Irom large

donations

Scott s proposal, similar to that

Of Conable and Anderson, would

•provide a maximum ol $2f> tax

credit or. as an alternative, a

maximum ot $100 tax deduction.''

•There's a feeling on both

sides. Scott s aide concluded.

that we've got to do something.

People don't know if they can trust

their representatives in

Washington In most cases their

tears are unwarranted But if they

believe these rumors, we're in
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trouble
'

T!mVeTuTeTg^!uT$.. ,.)(, has been gh en to I Mass by the i ombust.on bng.nee. mg Co. « VS ml

I „cks \ onn left to right. John R. Dixon, chairman of the I Mass mechanical and Menace

'ngh.ee ing department Robert J. Momssey. I Mass director of placement and ***£**".
"J

,v d ( Uhie. manager of employment and training at Combustion Kngn.eer.ng lhe g. .,nt« I

upp . c . 1 ion andair pollution studies in the mechanical and aerospace eng.neermg depart.

Perpetual Scholarship

Will Be 1971 Class Gift

By JUDY EPSTEIN
MDC Staff

Class gilts will remain a living

legacry ot I Mass heritage for both

the past and the future Some of

these gilts can still be found on

campus dating back to the schools

beginning

The most popular class gift given

were trees and stretches of

sidewalks I niortunately. con-

struction on campus has often

•uprooted " these namesakes Mr

Johnston of the Alumni Office

recalled a humorous anecdote

concerning one particular class

tree.

I pon the site of a new chemistry

building it was discovered that the

1921 class tree had disappeared. A

new tree was planted in its place

over a steam pipe and was killed

The tree was relocated elsewhere a

second time

other class gifts have continued

to plav an active part in campus

life The granite benches, given by

the classes of 1913 and 1921. still

remain by the pond and outside

various buildings on campus

The statue of Metawampe, given

by the class of 1950. still stands his

spectral guard in back of the

Student I nion

In days past, treshman caught

stepping on I sidewalk class

numeral by an upper classman.

suffered dire consequences-most

often a dunking in the pond.

There are gifts on campus that

have never had use In the top of

old Chapel remains I set of 11 bell

chimes, given by the class of 1911.

and an electron chanllon. a joint

class gift of 1958 and 1%1

Several classes have left

scholarships through the UMass
loundation These gifts are tax

deductible, perpetual scholarships

In tact, this year's class gift is to

be of the same type. A scholarship

lund is being made in honor of

Marty Shapiro, a student who

passed away this year who was

active and devoted to student

activities.

According to Norm Patch,

chairman of the Senior Committee.

this scholarship will serve in three

ways. It will honor the name of the

student loved and missed by all. it

will be a living class gift to be

utilized by those in the future and it

will appease the financial state of

some of those who will might be

affected by possible tuition in

creases.

Class gifts have lived on not only

m the name ol the class that gave

them but also in the name of the

people who will benefit from them

in time to come Although some are

obliterated and some are stashed

away, they and their classes will

not bo I orgot ten

SPECIAL
on

DIAMOND NEEDLES

as low as

$395

MIENTKA Inc.

Phonograph 1 TV.
Sales • Service

Tel. 25S S866

79 South Pleasant St.

AMHERST

transcendental meditation

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to expand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

first introductory lecture

THURSDAY, APRIL 8 — 8 p.m.

second introductory lecttore

FRIDAY, APRIL 9 _ I p.m.

AMHERST COLLEGE

(Convene Hull — Red Room)

The class of 1*121 gave this bench as its elass gift. This years class

gift Wfl he I perpetual scholarship. (MDC Photo by (.lb Hillerton.

. /» IM RIVERDALE tD. cT 5

P2'3
.master charge

lj/'lIS IMVMOAll II^ w. $

USE NE

"1%
FIRSTI

W SPUD

Pitcowit* for Group*
755-5131

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONON/

1ST SUPPORTING ACTOR,
CHIEF DAN GEORGE

DUSTiN HOrrMAN IS PERFECT: N

u i n i mo man"
Panav1S•on*'Sech^Mco*0'• [GP|*»

Mon-M: $«»• *»•• Cent: 1:30.

2:00-7:10 * 9:45 *O0, 7:10, *45

iHEBEl

CHRISTIAN SERVICES
Holy Week and Easter

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
867 North Pleasant Street

Amherst

Thursday. April 8 Holy Communion

Good Friday. April 9 Liturjry ........ 12:00

("Jesus Christ Superstar" played in church 1:30

Good Friday. April 9 Holy Communion

Saturday. April 10 Easter Vigil 7:30 p.m.

Easter Sunday, April 11 Dawn Service 6:00 a.m.
Festival Services .... 10:30 a.m.

On Good Friday there will be an additional service

for the campus community at

FIRST BAPTIST CHl'RCH
North Pleasant Street, Amherst

12:00 • 1:00

For transportation and other Information call

549-0322 or 5491638

7:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.)

7:30 p.m.

BERKELEY, Calif.-ELECTION DAY IN BERKELEY- Two

elderlv women and a long-haired young man leave a polling P,ace ,n

Berkeley today after casting their ballots. At stake in today s elec-

tion are'filling the position of mayor, four seats on the city council

and a plan for separate police departments in black, white and

student areas.

Berkley Radicals Try

For Council Majority

aJrthSto give them clear control of the government >n th.s

Thr«
y
seKyled radicals were elected as councilman m

TuSaV Section Warren Widener. a Negro who supported the

,,duals was elected mayor-with a seat on the council

The 'S nov. must appoint a ninth councilman to fill the slot

ahirh Widener vacated to run for mayor.

Wtat k«S radicate from gaining complete control was he

electfnn !o*eCouncil of Edward Kallgren a white attorney who

'"Brown the fourth member of the radical slate, was top runnerup

mrrevtlSa°o
U
"prop^. - divide .he pohce ^rce mto three

•taSffl5?«ri?E election, said he had no,

divided whether to support Brown

The appointment of another council member v
1
be the new

counalsfirst order of business The council takes office my r

•It takes five votes to "»* » XCTcan be^ -*lh«.t

»««re«»wRsaa
they're not that radical, he said.

narrow 21 921

S3SIS tase" on "the sheer fact tha, 1 lost

I^WrttTfcSSSJS!, defeat of the

proposal to do this.

Short-haired Hippie

:

A Friend Of Many
Among the many "students' best

triends" that daily roam the

UMass campus is a small mongrel

named 'Hippie.'' Although he

appears to be a miniature golden

retriever, Hippie's breed is a

mystery. But whatever he lacks in

pedigree, Hippie makes up in

personality.

Hippie's guardian is Billy Austin

of 18 Nutting Avenue. However, his

domain ranges from Southwest to

WOPE with his favorite spot being

The Hatch. There he circulates and

socializes with dogs and humans.

His carefree existence and

socializing would be destroyed if he

were confined to a leash as

required by the new Hatch law. His

diet might also suffer.

Hippie is a contender tor first

place in the begging category. His

unique method of resting his head

on a convenient knee and longingly

eyeing a morsel seldom fails. If he

is ignored, a golden paw against

your leg will remind you of his

presence.

Always ready for a lew friendly

pats. Hippie will perk up his head

at the sound of his name and im-

mediately greet his caller. He is

not known to discriminate between

races or sexes; he will respond to

any friendly hand or morsel ex-

tended.

One of Hippie's many triends.

Betty Marr of Coolidge Upper,

talked about him as he leaned a

tired torso against her. He had just

finished a rigorous game of

frisbee. . ,

It seems the 2 year old Hippie s

real owner resides in Cleveland,

Ohio, and Billy Austin is his

Amherst guardian. Last summer,

however. Hippie jetted out to

Cleveland for a summer's visit

with his master. Then in Sep-

tember he returend to his countless

UMie friends.

Hippie never fails to show ex-

citement when he is greeted. His

actions are reminiscent of the

Minority Enrollment

Rises Across State

infamous Snoopy s famous spring

dance Even his ability to make

Iriends by leaning against whoever

is near can be traced to Snoopy

A true charmer. Hippie captured

the heart of a non-animal lover He

said 'He's the only dog I can

tolerate.
-

and he is the only dog

allowed in some classes on campus

because be is so well mannered.

Although Hippie has many

campus friends, he is usually a

one-man dog lor as long as you

interest him He can be enticed by

a game of frisbee, an invitation to a

private room if he can have an

elevator ride, or the opportunity of

getting a dining commons meal.

When his hunger has been

satisfied or he is worn out from

playing he will lie down briefly at

the feet <>f his benefactor until

someone or something else at-

tracts his attention and he moves

on.
, ,

Hippie is truly a student s best

Iriend, for awhile at least, although

he may consider the students at

UMass his best friends.

STILL NO
MUG SHOT?
Bring $3.50
today or tomorrow
to the Norfolk Room

u
JJHERSTl

In the last two years, black

students enrollment has grown

substantially in some colleges and

universities in the state, but most

public institutions continue to lag

behind in admission of blacks.

According to the latest figures

from the US Office for Civil Rights,

the percentage of black students in

the enrollment of public and

private colleges has finally caught

up with the percentage of blacks in

the state population

In 1%8. blacks made up slightly

less than 2 percent of the total

enrollment. This fall they con-

stituted 11 percent, exactly he

same as the black portion of he

state population, according to the

1970 census.

But many of the largest gains

eame in the handful of nationally

known, high prestige schools that

have large numbers of out-of-state

students The state and community

colleges that, in other states,

provide the gateway to higher

education lor minority and low

income groups have made only

minimal gains in black enrollment.

Blacks made up 2.3 percent of

the enrollment of all public

colleges and universities. The

percentages were 1.6 in the state

colleges (compared to 9 percent

two years ago > and 1.1 percent in

the community colleges. Only at

the University of Massachusetts

branches in Amherst and Boston

do black enrollment figures reflect

or exceed the statewide black

population (Blacks made up 4

percent of the enrollment at

Amherst and 6.7 percent in Boston.

In addition, not all colleges

report Although the New England

Board of Higher Education lists 176

colleges and universities in

Massachusetts, only UK) reported

to the civil rights office

walking distance

EVKS: 6:40 H:.V»

"WAT. Sat. - Sun
at 1:30

Most of the colleges that showed

significant gains in black

enrollment had special recruiting

and scholarship programs for

blacks Public colleges and

universities are hampered in this

area because of a lack of

scholarship money.

Only UMass at Amherst and to a

lesser extent at Boston was able to

mount a large-scale effort to

recruit black students and provide

additional tutoring once they were

in school

In addition to 5189 black

students. Massachusetts colleges

and universities reported 2441

other minority students (Indians,

Spanish surnamed. Orientals) out

of a total enrollment of 169,324.

Nationally, black students make

up 66 percent of the enrollment in

higher education, although blacks

constitute slightly over 11 percent

of the total population

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

KNOWLES

FLOWERS
PLANTS
ARRANGEMENTS
CORSAGES

for a

Happy Easter

i No. rieasant SI.

Amherst. Mass.

Tel. Ml MtT

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD

CRAP
TRY THE

**»*

We mode it greet

You mode It fomoos.

Bell's Pizza
Open

until 1 a.m. every doy

'til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Free Delivery of Pizxac

256-8011 253-9051

The Power, the passion, the terror

of Emily Brontes immortal story of young love.

Uluthering Heights

w«msjK.»wjasH!asssu
0,rertrrtbv'-'OBlRT>J<-'> "*•" _ -

l jufrRNA f1QN , ,..
,OMRl H,lS •££££-• £-««*,« INffRNAT.ONM P. il

62 MAIN ST
AMHERST MASS

PoftLiC R.C3T Ro«hi«)
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Opposing Quarterbacks Unite At UMass
I Y\ _*. ^———.- jgMB

ItCDITOK'S NOTE: NVitli •*
appointment <»i Dick VlacPherwHi

in upline ili»- retired Vic Fusta to

tin' head eoavhtog helm. I Maw
(outball has undergone • complete

fhaiige ni face* on its coaching

fttalf. in order thai universit)

spoils enthualasta u«'» hetter

acquainted w itlt the n«v\ men wl>»»

will assist coach NkiilMicison in

(In I. ill. the Collegian WW ia"> :l

special series «>i sketches, written

ii> stall reporter Mark Vegler,

which will locus in on the

background and interest In-

loi-inatiuii pertaining to each of the

six assistants. Toda) is the last ol

the five part series

Football is a funny game You

never know where your travels will

carr) you The gu) you competed

against yesterday might he

working with you tomorrow

Take for instance the fall of MBfft,

a period which will live In the

annals of the rtedmen coaches' log

lor what it's worth In one ol the

grid matches that season Bob

Pickett, then the Iront line quar

lerback tot Maine and Bill Max
well, who was calling the signals

lor UMass at the lime, matches

their passing power lor the tirst

and only occasion

\s 1't turned out. Pickett

unloaded a good game and the

Maine men rolled to an LS-6 Vtt>

ior\ Classified as foe as far as

football lore is concerned, both

quarterbacks were total strangers

to one another To both it W8* just

another game
\ow. near!) 13 years afterward

\,s some strange series ot cir-

cumstances, the two have been

brought together as assistant

coaches on the 1 87 1 l Mass football

stall \u afternoon which dimly

sticks out in their minds, or

perhaps a a> long forgotten, has

developed into some rather In-

teresting table talk lor the sake ot

coffee breaks

Coach Pickett lias often kidded

his new colleague about the old

acquaintance but didn't want to

pass comment, insisting that bed

rather hear the loser's side to the

stor\ Maxwell's version is a hit

innocent as he attempts to stray

away Horn the subject matter

Coach Pickett did give me a

little ribbing about that 1 didn't

know him before hand or before

joining die coaching stall Its a

little strange and actually 1 didn't

realize we bad played against each

other until recently

"The most significant thing that

l could remember about that game

was looking across to the defensive

alignment and spotting the

smiling face of middle linebacker

ftoger Klhs l he went on to play lor

the \Y Titans-Jets). Me was en-

joy inn a hat he w as doing, having a

very fine afternoon, and it was

enough to spoil your confidence."

Pickett, a three sports standout

at Cony High School, polished off

his schoolboy days with a year at

Maine Central Institutional Prep

School betore entering his own

state University Commanding the

quurterbaekmg station for a good

part ..I bis collegiate career, the

Augusta native spearheaded the

Black Hears to a pair of pennants

in the Maine State Series a

league which also comprised

Hates. Bowden, and Colby Besides

carrying the passing load for

Maine. Pickett was quite often

inserted in the defensive backfield.

With intentions of pursuing

coaching as a prolession. he made

it bin upon his graduation in 1969

I ndertaking his first tutoring task

,,s an assistant at Laeonia High

N II things began with a boom

lor Pickett as the school captured

the state crown witha 7-1 mark He

was then promoted to head coach

where be served tor two years

betore moving on to Portsmouth

High iN II '. Success also awaited

bun there as he pruned two state

champions in the course ot his four

year stay "i 62' (S-D and 64' i7-

•ji.

I'ickett switched to the college

scene m 1966 in directing the fresh-

man forces at his alma mater He

guided them through a :M earn

paign. dropping their lone contest

to BU in a 7-<i heart breaker If his

success as a high school mentor

didn't speak enough for itself.

Maine needed no further proof

alter the way he handled the trosh

assignment A year later Pickett

was promptly elevated to the

\arsit> level where he remained

before coming over to UMass.

Nearing his 13th year of

coaching. Pickett remarked of the

factors which convinced him to

accept his new position at UMass:

•l was happy at Maine, but at the

same time I'm glad to be with the

Kedmen I feel that the at-

mosphere at UMass is one that I

definitely want to be a part of —
because of my profession and

because their philosophy toward

education and football is one that I

want to be a part of.

I leel very honored that Coach

MacPherson chose me for this

position and I wouldn't have come

here it I didn't have such high

regard lor him as head football

coach."

To the man on the street the

average assistant coach would

tend to seem like a gadabout —
constantly drifting from one

assignment to another In all ac-

tuality he is seeking something

better, lor in the coaching field you

can always go higher Asked if he

hmiselt was gunning for some
ultimate goal in his career Pickett

didn't commit himself.

Tin quite content to he where I

am now . but I think being satisfied

DEFENSIVE W1ZAKD — One time Kedman foe and now UMass

defensive coach is Bob Pickett, pictured above. < MDC photo by Dave

Bernstein.)

is something that someone should

never want to be. I think when a

person becomes satisfied he's no

longer gonna be 100 percent useful

at what he's gonna do at a given

time
•That's one thing we stress

among lootball play ers. to never be

satisfied, that one can always give

a little more and try harder I don't

think anybody would want to feel

as though they ever reached their

potential If such were the case one

would never achieve 1(K» percent of

his capabilities
"

Maxwell was a distinguished

lour letter man in his days at

Mansfield High Captaining the

three major sports he also ran the

mile for his track team.

A nifty passing arm and a

master mind to match. Maxwell

came to UMass at a time when the

lootball program was in a growing

stage Besides his double-duty as a

signal caller and defensive half on

the grid iron, he was quite the

lacrosse player at the university.

In lact he secured UMass MVP
honors in the sport in Si' and W

Continued on page l»
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FOR SALE

I'inuwr, Tf»c, Garrard. I*E. Ai»W.
nifctr, TDK, wMH'ttr mid ui>m WW
tapa, »t,iudard radio, I tab n»* iCw r-

IP-, H truck* mid other ueceMltles

(•*•• Anihyrt Audio
.

t'

I Mf Ttt9 — Jacket*, ci»ims» Mid
•tulc* for ayrine >ew ahipiurnte of

ro»t«, mraie raccoon All all** IIS

lid u f. « *U ,'3J-»93_ tM-lu

ilSUld AltHKc. M13 nil. I'reak* In

• t n nU , *M*0 fl»t. Conn* *ee for

I .mr-r lf. 6-W7tt tffrP

tX) IiiiiihIih -'iO X-rnmMi-r,
< all R05, r «H »

1 1 i i ia#ettr i«i" Oei k,
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Ii<", Ir-in
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•{ lull xiwil rilri- r unr-. pctlaMr

l\ «illi -mini, ""hini.i CWMh -h-

mi iM.rt.ii.l,- I |.-»r;t,T nml ii-''

I ki*r>llliti| n,v t*
i.ii.iiiiiil.ril. ii >i il.irn »jmtrm*

I ..nr \vir.'- Ki MM • I M«rkfi -I" "•

r» 1,-r S"i.!>:, . I.il o in- HM>\

H|,kr. ~ I (II l-iul • • 1M JJT-I-'

IrmiMi- \iciii-!i, (.nil.ir iv.lll |iii U-

,,,,. : . , r - 1. 1,1 in r*t i Ii ni i ""'I -

• mn r , ii_Mik,- Ht .-.ii;-!'S I ti !-:•

"\ aha \ it. -i I'x.i. lirandp* "1

:<ll tr.nl l.ik.« In I I Kliiipi- MH
mil*--. -I",n nr I..-I ,itl,r "><» Ht'Vf

at l*> PhllHpn »t. Am ln-rst. till'

Mt'«T SE1 I ! I'-r mil ni-w llliltlris-

iiikI Im>\ -iiriiiK < nil Chfta »Mf»VMri
Ifl !l

4 mi. Apt : ? hetlroom* klfch.

Ilr rm. Can hold 4 people $140/mo.

inln. utlUtlr*. June 1 - Aup 31. < all

Barb 340-1114 » • 1 P m « f<-»

Need a place to »t»y for the —*
nier I ruuht «.iih-lf»»e a 1-liedroom

apt startlnc In mid-June Contai i

l.verett .lanirion . 3 Hi Tuffton If •-!•

3 txtrm. apt . June - AukuM. (en-

ter of Amherst Will di«cu*» rrnt

Call Bt«l-l H»U after 6 I f
\

' '

'

i bedroom apt. at RollinK t,r,en.

air conditioned, all iitilitlf-. nnd
K»lmnilnie pool. June I to at l>a-t

Auk. .11 ( ill »Kt-3TW «»•»

IVautlful setup furnished opt. anil

pniil tor the »iininirr or lnni.-er. onb
%l U rm l ill M3-33M .oier 3.

Ifl-J!>

I or Duniiiirr "llli opt to unit . S

hi drill Cuff ton apt Irnm inm 1
-

Au« .11. S.'>». off <a<h mo I all .">l!»-

ijQI I afler 3 p in. "*''•

A bdrm apt at I'ufflon. aiail

June 1 for MMHf \C. P"«l and

temda £ appliances Kent B*«atiablr

Call 6lt>-6«!"l and ask for Ja>.

Chnrl>
J .

,,,H

l.dm. apt . util Inild June I

An* 31 Option In renew SITsi ma
M.i-nlliil.le < (ill Paul nir»-lili:i7 or

"I ,n|;

siublet 2 bedroom furnished ni>'

I ..lonlnl Vitiate, s«iinmin* pool, nil

utilifies paid, rent Is nesolioble * iH

'.Vi-ailO. tfl1 !

2 bdrm. apt K,|iiire Villa*e. Jun#
1 - Au*. 31 IH Imths. nil utilitiea,

completely fiirtil-lnd

rent Call r,»kV3!»RH

Will .11-. Il-S

tfl-13

l,ike-ne«
-iieeii. >m

Enslish uirl's

( .01 349-3JK8.

hike.
4-H

IWJ & 1W3 VW sedans, good en-

gines, brakes front ends, tired lm-

,lje-, S.'Mi A *:r.n Vl hp VW encine.

-.'0.000 mi . *!">o "ith trade, (nil

.-.Ml-ia'JO Tf4-g

2 Bdrm. Townhouse, Sipilre Vil-

la*e. Sunderland All utl Inci Op-

tion for fall Call *>>• -1'"*" tri'-

1 bedroom apt , partially furnlsli.il.

In, ludes nil utilities. s« inunin* pool

and tennis courts A\ nil June 1 -

\u* 31 S130 a month Call 549-r>i;.11

tf III

To sublet from fl/1 to 9/1 la rue

jiparlment. Ideal for 4-3 people, e*-

fellent location, Nuttin* Ave. Call

I, nil, Kathy or D J at BI3-03JO.
tfi-3

To sublet June I — t bdrm. t»«n-
hiiuse. I 1 ', bnth. nil Mil. inc I. nod

location Call M3-90W. Will di-«u—
renr tfl l

3 bdrm . apt. at Puffton n\a\\

June 1 for summer. AC. pool and
tennis nnd npplinnres. Rent neeotin-

ble Call S4n-fMi0fi Ask for Jnv or

Charlie tft-1 J

08 Oalaxle, excel cond , yellow

black Interior, stereo.. 840-6320
tf4-8

IMS VW In excellent condition with
sunroof, new motor and trans Ask-
In* S700. Call Kent at 516-0171, 640-

iwifW or aft. 253-3373, 60,000 ml.
tf4-13

«7 Mercedes 2305 4 dr., power
steerin*. automatic; '67 VW 2 door;

iid VW 2 door. Greenfield. 774-4773.
tf4-0

\\f 'HA Bu*. new en*lne last June,

l.'.OOO mile*. Excel, cond. Radio, new
tires, $1205 Tall Steve 1-7H1-S26*

day. 1-7H3-6972 nUhta. tM-d

1067 Flat 850 Coupe, excl. cond.,

<;<m , leavln* the country. Call 516-

1 188 after 7 p ni. tf4-9

*m T-Bird Landau, 2 dr., Dew Ml-
ihelln tires: 'ii7 Innl V8. auto., wa-
non. P*. <i^ Cndillnc ennv. A C
tireenfleld 771-4773 tf4- f>

|<NW Mercury Monterey S-55 VS,
I'-. Pit. radio, excellent condition.

best offer. Call 549-0064. tf4-P

lord Wa*on, *ood transportaton
lor tlie summer S(rD f»-V tall SUV
..I II tfl-ll

I*»»i3 ( hevrolet, excellent condition,

l.riie |IM or best offer. Call Brian
'I. irtl n 3lii-i;l68 any time. tf4-'J

Ja*uar \KII0, ex. condition, re-

built encine, new front end, new
t.,p and brakes, (all 516-5903 after

six. Ask for Van. tf4-«J

1961 Chevy convertible, rood cond
Need the money fast . Call Robbie
2.-HJ-681Q. tf4-9

Must sell 'OH Cortina, excel, mech

.

cond , 25 mp*. only 13.000 mi , auto,
trans., disc brake*,. Best offer over
^ Cull 810-9728. tf4-!3

H7 Pont. Keinan* coupe, 320 auto ,

irnod cond. SU'.tij or best offer. 5HI-
:n:>3. U4-1-;

MS VW sunroof. Askin* $:i.">0

Call ol.Vori!.-, days, l-«?3-j;79 eve-
inss. tfl-9

Wanted — 2 female roommates to

^bare H-rooni house. JlMI.OO per m».
June - Um . I mile« from campus
(all 0-733 1. 6-7 332. 6-73(0 tM-M

SUMMER SUBLET
Sund -.mire Vill.. 3 bdr., air cond ,

pnnl. di-bwasli. vv w carpet, part

furn . nil utilities Inc. Opt. to re-

new len-e, $200 m. Ju - Au*. (all

1KB tSM tN '9

1 bdrm Presidential apt June 1-t

Option to carry lense. All utilities

Call .•>!'• iiW0 after 5. tfl i

'<igmni.r aublet from June 1 - Au*
30, 100 Colonial Vlllaae, fnmlsbeil

2 bedroom, swim. pool. Call 2K6-

6012 «f *«•'"

BOOKS
We buy used books and records

- WhlteliKht Books (in the Alley)

Vo texts! i"-' 8

WANTED
*

I liffslde Apt. wanted immed or

a. sunn as possible, (nil 516-9819
ti I*H

He have a frlxid sister dorm
Would like to establish relntlonsb-p

with itirls dorm In Southwest Coll

3- .'812 between 8 & 9 Mon - Thurs
tf4-9

Applications for male residents

ire 1,,-ini; .n • epled in Mr,inks llmi-e

<n a lirst-ciune. firsl-ser»ed basis

sicn up now * tfl-12

SERVICES

PERSONAL

3 bdrm. apt.
mer at Puffton

to sublet for sum-
Call 519-6822. tfl 12

TO SUBLET
Hummer sublet with option, very

lar*e 2 bedroom timnhouse at moun-
tain range. Everythln* brand new
thla vear Brenln** 253-9396 tfl-9

Available
-
June 1, 2 bodrm. apt ,

tftiabbln Village, li, I, hertown WnlU
to wall carpet, air cond. fltt/ma.

Call 323-7614 nft > "I B

To sublet — 2 b.droom apt , June

1 to Au*ust 31 Willi option to renew

In •«< , furnl-lieil Will ne«otlnte

rent. Call 2fl3-;.:<50 .
til-

I bdrm. apt- '" r r,,,,, May 1. Op-

tion to pick up lease Pool, air end ,

dl-hwnsher (nil BUI MM after I

|. m tf4-.tu

2 bdrm. furnished apt. Great spot

for summer, halfway between ram-
pus and Drake. June - Au*. Rent
SliiO negotiable. Coll 5I6-7I95. 6-7197.

li-7141. tfl-ll

1 bdrm , walklnir distance to cam-
pus, includes nil utilities, nir cond.,

di-lmaslier. Avail. May I w /option

C168/RM Will neeol Call 519-6116

e<e.. 8-0166. 6 - >
1^2_ tf4-13

Summer sublet or rent three room
apt , (liffside Carpeted, pool and
tennis courts, fncine « oi.Is \vnll-

nble May 25. Phone M5-3BM eve-
tf4-15

FOR SALE— AUTOS

Look out Pub — Junsle is on the

priral tonicht. 4-8

Tit* Easter Bunny is here! Watrb
him make it at the Hatch loday

±4}

\ot now Wall*, not ever! »vrr!
Waned Esmnralda "nurd 4-8

This week the Warty Phallus
A«nnl cues to Joey for job-huntins
with a broken ripper Ones anybody
think lie will Bet hired? Good luck
from the WPAC. 4-8

Amherst Audio services stereo

components, tape decks for home or

ear. 197 No. Pleasant Ht , 250-8133.

~tune-up, 85.00 for 4, or 8 cyl

Just one of our many specialties

II A, IPs Repair Service. Call any-

tlme for spp. at 316-3926 tfl-8

lAI'KKT TVP1**T — honors papers,

ibese-. doctorate dissertations Call I

Mr- Joan Tartar (617) 3II-6H.':

Will nrr.ini:,- pick-up and delivery
tf4-l2

Dorm room for rest of this sem-
ester. WO. Contact Herk at 646-9171

,, r 253-3373 or 649-0696. tf4-8

Immediate occupancy — 1 bed-

mom apartment Puffton Village,

MM per month. Call 250-6874. Op-
t lon to continue next rear. tfl-9

Available April 16, 3 room apart-
meiit. *ara*e and woods. 256-83r»3

tf l-l i

V't room npartment. Available

June 1. 1 mile from campus All

utilities paid *I30 mo No phone
Iniversity Park No. I. Main St. be-

tween 3 and 8 p.m. tf4-9

To rent for summer, with option
f.i nntinue, t bedroom apt in Sun-
derland up to 4 occupants $185
mo Inc! utilities. Cnll v665-3901

.

tn-13

I nr -iiinuier <> opt to cont nioif-

hi fiiriii-lie.l f lieilrnom apt . 833
Iter |»er»on. 1-3 people Mt. Ranee
\pt (all even in-- ..; sin: tfl-16

For rent (6-13 to H-?!!) f arniboii-.'

in Alexandria. N II , I bdrms , 6
mi to Newlnunil I.like 8750 plu-
ull. II Brown, l'arnli-i- l.n. Halifax,
Mass tfl-ll

HELP WANTED
I or 1 women live-in, infant carr,

sewinit, etc. part time. Apt-tike nc-
intii prm in return. 2 ml. from
Campus; Mehtil 519-1112: 5-O.VUi

tfl- l*i

If interested in earnin* $100 - $300
extra n month, part-time in Amherst,
area, (nil *prin*field 785-1106

tf4-13

s» wanted females for psych, expt.
niicerned with ph>siolo*icnl reartiv-
n> nnd loudne— pen cptiiin . s-icn
up at 7*i Bartl.-tl 4-8 4-15

TRAVEL

LOST
One mill circle pin inscribed with

initials I. "* O. I*oat between Cam-
pus Center anil Quad. Reward. Call

Lois 115 8-0349 tf4-13

Sunday In the orchard; trl-co!ored

eat wearin* *reen collar^ Call 510-

:»o> tfl-9

TRAVEL
JOBS

MT.N of all trades to NORTH
SLOPE. ALA-.KA around $2800 /mo
Write Job Research, P.O Box 161.

stn-%, Toronto, Ont. Knrlose $3.00
tfl-20

(iolnc to Europe this summer?
Bu> -lease '71 cars Special low rale

plans for students nnd faculty. Call
(,eor*e Courmouxis 6-2420. 1-eave

message. tf4-ll

FOR RENT

Porsche 1003 H-90, sunroof, red.

exc cond. 610-9107. tf4-8

ROOMMATES WANTED
~F Roommate wanted be* June 1

\pt within wnlkln* dlst . of Campus.
Pnnl. nlr cond.. furn apt Coll 519-

«-!.T9 nfter 6 pm. If 1-30—
\\ niited 2 female roommates for

-ept. to *lu> of next »< -hool >rnr

Puff Ion xi||„ L.e, SMMoTISi Carobn or

Joan. tfl-ll

PERFECT FOR SFMMER SCHOOL
— I urn 1 bdrm. apt. for July and
"MM, No lease req. Near Campus.
Pnnl and air cond. Married couple
or *lrls preferred. Call 519-3910 at'ter

8. tfl-10

Apt. for rent — June - An*. Op-
tion to keep apt. In fall One block
frmn rumpus In private home 8ir,",

mo , all utilities Incl. Call 253-2204.
tfl-8

srWMKR IN El ROPE! Chartered
round trip jet fliclits plus many
helpful services. W ' VTERBEDS too!
Call 619-1357 or 649-3063.

4 - 6 8 9 13 1 5 16 22.23 27 29 30

OVERLAND EXPETHTToN TO
INDIA. Leaves London mid-June
$490. Also return CHARTERH t„
London $190 approx. Encounter
Overland, 1414 E. 69th St., Chicago.
ni. 00037.

8- t 4 8 10 12 16 18 30 4- 6 8

WANTED TO BUY
A fen speed rncinc bike in kooiI

• onditinti. Call l.ii or leave HXMM
at 316-1168. tfl-9

GOOD DEALS
Don't say you can't afford foot-

gear until you see us — the SHOK-
IV behind Aubuchon's in the alley.
Women's sandals from S.I. 30 up. —
Men's sandals from $6 up. tfl-9

CAMPERS FOR SALE
•i3 Ford Camper fully equipped,

needs some work; VW trailer hitch
SI I: 1968 VW Bu* runs perfect, body
in Bund shape, $1175. Call 256-6762

tfl-9
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Holt Family Needs

Money For Kidney
Pauls Holt. 17. of Austin,

Texas, m^t undergo treat-

ment every other day for

kidney disease. But her lather

has been told that the supply

„l i-hemicals lor the kidney

machine will be cut off within

, few weeks if current bills are

not paid i$20,oooi.

I'aula's treatments must

continue for four years, at

which time she will be

receptive to a kidney tran-

splant Her 2t)-yearold

brother is suffering from the

same disease.

Campus service
organizations, Angel Flight

and Arnold Air. will have

representatives at the tables

outside the Campus Center

Bookstore to collect con-

tributions for the Holt Family

this Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday, from 9 A.M. to 4

Scouten To Speak For Media Center

Edward L. Scouten ol the

National Technical Institute lor the

Deal in Rochester, N.Y. will be

a guest speaker at the Northeast

Regional Media Centers Media

Specialists Program seminar on

the hearing impaired today at

UMass.

Scouten is an associate professor

of English at NTID, the only post-

secondary technical school lor the

deal on a hearing college campus.

Rochester Institute of Technology.

He will speak to students on

English development through the

I'aula Holt. 17. of Austin.

Texas. must undergo

licatment every other day

lor kidney disease. But her

lather has been told that the

supply of equipment for the

machine will be cut off

unless current bills are paid.

P.M. This is part of a nationa

project

Nominations Accepted

For Teacher Awards
The subcommittee of the

University Affairs Committee

responsible for nominations for the

Distinguished Teacher Award is

now soliciting nominations for that

award from the University com-

nunity.

Any member of this community

interested in nominating a

member of the laculty for con-

jtg8g88g$c»ssa$^^^s> ^"«««»«««««»»**,,*e*

No tices
AR
Nr^A

oag
S
ec.ass.TheDerHyer

qotta work. It's Holy Thursday

Noah's qomg to the mountain to pray

BAHA I
PROCLAIAAATION.

Tomght at 8 p.m m the Com
monwealth Rm of the SU Mark Sadan

.ind Hayden Moore will speak on the

B«iha'. Faith. All are welcome to

investigate Baha'u'llah's message

CANCE HOUSE
Cance House will be site of an

Environmental Awareness Media

Show discussion tonight at 7 30 p m
,n Mam Lounge. All welcome.

^The Chess Club will meet tonight

trom ; 11:30 p.m. in the New Hatch

All are welcome.

EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE:
On Orchard Hill by the ob

..-,tory 6 am. Russ Biork will

talk on the Resurrection Come ana

worship

EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
Today there is an Education

Assembly meeting scheduled from v

am toll a.m. in the Educ Aud

Proposed Constitutional amend
tncnts will be discussed

FINNISH CLUB - -
Meeting tonight in 177 of the <- <-

All are invited.

y REE LIFE RAP
Come and discuss what s been

happeninq rfl your head, tonight ai

; 30 p m on 417 P.erpont Everyone

welcome

NAIADS
Instruct.onal Practice lor 'hose

wishing to tryout for naiads today ax

7 p m in Wope

R Ai- I .. -___
At the Cape Cod lounge Israeli ioik

dancing, a film "Let my people go ,

<md a speech by Ella Tamshe, a

young Israeli girl who iust recently

.scaped trom Russia. See you there

at 7 30 p.m

Week Please call 545 1552.

Arts & Crafts Bazaar Anyone

interested in displaying or selling

goods at Southwest's Spring Carnival

and Ba/aar, please call Gordon at

545 1552 or Yael at 545 2015 to make
space reservations.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS:
Spring Selection for new members

open to all residents of Southwest

Applications available in Patriots

off.ee m Coolidge lobby. Get

acquainted hour Sun., April 25 at a

p.m m JQA, 5 floor lounge

SPANISH TERTULIA
Tertulia meets from 3 4 today

Anyone interested in chatting m
Spanish is welcome Four h Moor.

Herter Hall, opposite the elevators

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE.
Social meeting tonight with

refreshments Excellent opportun.ty

lor gay people to meet m a com
tortable atmosphere All gay people

welcome call 545 1389 for into

VETS FOR PEACE
v/D,oran c

Testimony of Vietnam Veterans

about the nature of the war Video

'taping of their live statements Rm
rill W2 of the C C at 6 30 today Any

V.etnam veterans who wish to testify

come also

SKI PATROL: ,,„„H
All Patrolmen arc invited to attena

the course on Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation on April 14 at 7 P-"\ ' n

Rml65oftheCC Please call Sue at

549 6032 or 545 0341 to insure a place

CPR certificates will be given to

those who attend.

SOUTHWEST:
Coffee house in the little hatch

tonight from 8 11. All performers and

tolk enthusiasts welcome.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS:
Folk Fans Anyone interested >n

performing at an outdoor folk concert

m May, as part of Southwest's Spring

A yellow wallet lost last weekend

has Salem State ID s. Please call 6

Q » C A

Holyoke H.gh School Class ring,

69' initials EJM Please call 68850

Light tan pocketbook lost in Herter

on Monday with vital credentials,

please call 546 5310

Gold wire framed glasses, m a

qreen pr.nt case outside of Kennedy

Wed Morning, call Karen 6 8530

leave message. ._._....

1 dark brown leather glove (girl s)

w ,th white fur lining lost Call 546

3

°Brown orange male cat lost around

Apnl 6 m Amherst Post Office 256

6189
Would the brother m blue who

rifled my wallet from Boyden kindly

drop the wallet in the mail; youcan

keep the bread but I need the ID. s.

Dr. Heller

To Speak

At Amherst
\ distinguished Hungarian social

philosopher. I)r Agnes Heller, will

give a tree public lecture today at

4 no p.m in the Converse

Asaernbly Koom. Amherst College.

Dr Heller is a close collaborator

ot Prof. George Lukacs and the

author ol several volumes tran-

slated into German, French and

Italian She is attached to the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences in

Budapest and serves as an editor of

an mternation journal. Tra\i^

In I9H Dr. Heller was expelled

Irom the Hungarian Communist

Part) for signing .i statement

denouncing the Soviet invasion of

Czechoslovakia

Dr. Goldsmith

To Speak Here

At Colloquium

sideration for this award should

submit the name of that faculty

member plus a short supporting

statement to either the Chairman

of the Distinguished Teacher

Award Committee, Glen Cordon.

Government Department or to the

secretary of that Committee,

Richard Vonklin, Office of the

Provost.

The purpose of the award as

indicated by the Board of Trustees

is "recognition of outstanding

quality of teaching*' and carries

with it a stipend of $1000.

use ot Knglish with pivlmgually

deal students and on NTID ser-

vices on the post -secondary level.

Before joining NTID in August

1970, Scouten was principal at the

Florida School for the Deaf and has

been associated with the Rochester

(N.Y.) School for the Deal,

Gallaudet College and the

Lousiana School for the Deaf. He

holds a bachelor's degree from the

University of Nebraska, a cer-

tificate in deal education from San

Francisco State College and a

master's degree from Gallaudet

College.

He is a member of the American

Convention of Instructors for the

Deaf and the Conference of

Kxecutives of American Schools

lor the Deaf.

The period for receipt of

nominations begins April 1 and

extendi to April 23.

This award presents a unique

opportunity to reward good

teaching It is hoped that anyone

wishing to participate in the

nominating process will do so.

40 Reserved Spaces

still available!

THE CAMPUS CENTER
GARAGE

has 40 reserved spaces

still available on a first-

come, first-serve basis.

Rates are
$10.00/mo. for Students

$15 00/mo. for Faculty

ond Staff

You may reserve your

space at the Campus Cen-

ter Hotel lobby desk.

A talk will be held this week m
the current CMass Physics and

Astronoim Colloquium series

|), Donald Goldsmith of the

University of California at

Berkeley will speak on Heating

.,,„) Ionization ol the Interstellar

Medium X-Rays and by Cosmic

Uuvs . todav at 4 M) p.m in

Hasbrouck 124 Tea will be served

both davs at 4 p.m. in Hasbrouck

2t AH interested persons are in-

vited

A small black & white ferr.er found

m Puffton Call Kathy 549 1311 or

after 5 p.m call 549 3916.

1 pair of brown glasses, black case^

l saw them drop from bicyclists

pocket on Ferring St. Call Paul 6

^Camera Inquire at Campus

Center Lost & Found
Keys 7n brown leather case, found

near soccer field 4 on April 6 Pickup

in SU Lost & Found.

MDC Classifieds

Pay

STUDENT SENATE

ONE (1) SORORITY

TWO (2) COMMUTER

SEATS AVAILABLE
in the

STUDENT SENATE

Nomination Tapers available in front of the

Student Activities Area, first floor, Campus

Center.

NOMINATION PAPERS DUE APRIL 16

ELECTIONS- APRIL 22

RICHARD BURTON

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
in

WHO'S AFRAID OF

VIRGINIA WOOLF?

7.00 & 9:30
FRIDAY, APRIL 9

50<

S.U. BALLROOM

FEMALE STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN

CO-ED LIVING
HAMLIN HOUSE, conveniently locoted in the suburbon districts oi

the Compus, the Quod, is going co-ed.

to build something we can call home.

COME OVER TONIGHT BETWEEN 7 AND 10

ond find out whot we ore up to.

or call DON at 5-2720

or' FRANK (220) 5-0792

MATT (224) 5-0793

FRAN (103) 5-2928
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Ella Tamshe
To Speak On
Soviet Jews
Kussian-born Israeli student

Kll.i ramshe will visit the l Mass

campus on Thursday \pnl 8th

Klla is. a 22 year old girl,

emigrated to Israel with her family

in p..,:. jusl after the Six l>a\ War

While in the Soviet Union she was a

leen age activist in her people's

struggle lor equal rights

As .1 young girl she joined the

Jewish underground in Vilna and

m Kiga, and fought dauntlessl) for

the right ol the Jewish people to

display their culture in communal
social and educational activities,

und to emigrate it they so desired.

Several tiroes she narrowly

.scaped arrest bj the KBG. the

Soviet secret police

Klla s family applied to the

Sw iet authorities lor permission to

.ungrate in I95S. This was an

extremel) dangerous thing to do in

view of the Soviet regime's

repressive policies toward its

citizens In 198S, some eleven years

later, when the Tamshe lamilv

nnallv received permission to

.•migrate to Israel. Klla's lather

was immediately tired from his

place oi employment.

Miss Tamshe will speak on the

plight ol the Soviet Jews Thursday

at « .in p.m in Mahar Auditorium

Her lecture will he preceded hy a

special showing »»i the film "l«t

Mv People Go" at 7:00 and « 45

p.m The lilm includes scenes

recent l> smuggled out ol Kussia

Ed Assembly
Considers
Amendments

Myrna Hill To Speak

At Militant Forum
-There is a theory held bj some people that you cant be • Black

nationalist and a feminist at the same time.

Tha, iheorx is incorrect, and is based on a misunderstanding of what

both movements are about Both movements are revolutionary

S re is 'cent article b> Myrna Hill, a Black Feminist trom New

>> oTL U S u. u 1 he speaking .18:00 tonight in Room .74 of the Campus

CenTer The discussion 'The Relationship between F^«««» Bta*

Natinalism \ is sponsored b> the Militant Forum series oi I Mas. Young

^I'll^a^ulunoinher o. the Neu York Women's Strike Coalition as a

,, resen ative ol the Third World Caucus. She is also a member of he

Vltn-ll NUrui Women a Alliance and the Thud World Task Force o. the

student Mobilization Committee. .

1, c mi aring feminism with nationalism. Hill contend that both Blacks

u ;( en are kept in a state of constant high unemp oyment. so as to

serveasa reserve labor supph during such national emergences as

^^The^sence ol nationaltem is the very rational clam, thai the mack

ml„or J, o, America has a right to national sel.-deternunation And the

essence' of feminism is the valid dam. o female human beings

,i, t 'rmii.e and control then own destm.es. live Horn exploitation, she

*a!i.!t the Congress to Unite Women in Boston las. weekend, where she

was an invited guest

The discussion is open to the public.

Silverman To Cause
Radio Ruckus Tonight
Tonight on "l'y tiebreaker'"

something very serious, and

something nod so serious A tape

i .cording ol testimonies given by

Vietnam Veterans in Detroit

testifying as to the atrocities that

they had seen in their terms ol duty

in Vietnam The recording that will

be played is part of a soundtrack

produced hy Winterfilm

Productions lor a film about the

Detroit testimonies.

Also on Cydebreaker" Mark

Silverman returns lor another

riotous, chuckle Idled per-

lormancc That's on

(\clehreaker ' beginning at ii:*ii

I'M on Will A KM.
Beginning at nine PM will be

another two hours of the wonderful

trom Kiresign Theater These are

specially produced recordings

done lor select radio stations

around the country These

recordings cannot be bought in any

local record stores so be sure to

tune in WMFA ll.l KM.

New Black Center
Coordinates Events

\ series ot Constitutional

Amendments will he considered at

a meeting ot the Fducation

Assembly <>l the School of

education on Thursday morning

\pril Bth) from 0:00 a.m. to 11:80

.i m in the School Auditorium.

The m.nor amendments concern

the reconstitution ol the

K.liicational Assembly, changing

procedures lor Referendum, ad-

ding recall provisions tor School

Council member., and

strengthening the Fxecutive

Committee
All students are invited to come

and participate

Copies of the proposed amend

ments are available in the School

Council Office. Dean Dwight Allen

will he available to answer

questions.

The Five College Alro-American

Studies Fxecutive Committee
announces The Fstabhshment ()l A

Cultural And Social Coordinators

< enter

It has been our experience during

the lust semester to note that on

certain days as many as three

separate events ot interest to Black

people were being held Some

weeks passed with no activity at

all In an effort p> better coordinate

these activities so that a maximum
ol Black people can take ad-

vantage ot these line offerings and

so that there can be a greater

balance ol these activities, the

above mentioned service is now

available." they said in a news

release
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Pllll UM2LPH1A, HEADS SCHOOL BOARDS (iKOl I' Kenneth

I Bull, master, president of the Scotia. NY. school board. «h« was

elected president of the National School Boards \ssociation at tnt

gmpl annual meet in Philadelphia Tuesdav .
Buhrmaster. .... a

hanker who has served on the school board in Scol.a since Itff.

succeeds Dr. t.eorge K. Kwan. of Sheridan. Wvoming.

Registrar's Office To Close Fridays

Due to necessary economies in the expenditure of M funds .student

employees, the Undergraduate Registrars office .Registration.

KKords and Transcript sections, will be closed to "drop-in service as

wdl as telephone inquiries on Friday of each week for the period April 9

through July 2 for purposes of restoring files and normal processing to

working order

''ANYONE Individual or

Group Black or White-planning

some event of interest to the Black

Community I speakers, con-

lerences. art shows, poets, talent

shows, dances, etc.) are asked to

please call the Five College Black

Studies Office located at Amherst

College (542*2300) weekdays from

»-5 to clear with Miss Thompson.

secretary the planned events and

date. With OUT FiveCollege Master

Calendar, they said.

An added feature of this service

will be that on Friday of each

week, the Five-College Black

Studies secretary will release to

the media I Black radio and school

newspapers a schedule of the

events lor the coming week in the

Black community, they said.

Free UMASS Delivery
FROM

Recruiting DatesAnnounced
Five recruiting dates have been

received in the Placement Office.

American Foresight April 2 and

April 28 i summer employment.

American Academic April 21

I summer employment >

Fidelity Union Life Insurance -

April 22 (career opportunities)

Svracuse. New York Public

Schools April 29 (elementary and

secondary

>

Check with the Placement Office

lor more details and if interested

make an appointment for an in-

terview

RAPP'S DELI
79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Next door to Peter Pan Bus office

This Week's Delivery Specials

PASTRAMI GRINDER
Reg. $1.09 Now $1.00

ITALIAN COLD CUT GRINDER
Reg. $1.15 Now $1.05

SALADS — POTATO, COLE SLAW or MACARONI
Reg. 25* Now 20*

CANNED SODA
Reg. 25* Now 20*

ECLAIRS
Reg. 25* Now 20*

Phone 253-9336 for free delivery

$2.00 minimum from 6-11 every night.

Speciol Prices on Deliveries Only _

Vets For Peace

Hear Testimony

6:30 CC 170-172

STUDYING, EATING, WORKING, ACHIEVING,

HAVING FUN Together

BROTHERHOOD
COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

INFORMAL RUSH

PHI MU DELTA
7:30 - 9:30

FRAT-SOR PARK

CALL FOR RIDES 5-2163

8, 1971
""'""""
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Pickett And MaxweU
vViHuiaUv think of the prospects he represents vi
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MaxweU points to his first and

irtSi names in a Redman uniform

as the best of his career. The team

refltsterod an unimpressive 6 16-2

mark over that span, but their

nuarterback had the distinction ol

being a victor in his finale. Paswng

for two ids and pulling oft an in-

terception at the whistle, he paced

his mates to a 19-6 win over the

Wild Tats ol UNH.
Professing a greater love for

football than he did lacrosse.

Maxwell continued to play alter

graduating in I960 with a short

Noil usually think of the prospects

ol going from high school to college

;is a promotion in this field

I knew that my record wasn't

too hot and 1 expressed this to

Coach MacPherson, Bui he said he

wasn't hiring tor the record alone

He was hiring for more than an

athletic record, he was hiring a

person, a person who could relate

with other people and one that

could be a teacher as well as a

coach."
As head freshman mentor

Maxwell will be responsible in

seeing that the schoolboyers are

well prepared in making the

His
semi-pro sum in1

1

*
varsity ganv

Football League 11980-65). torn

netinfl on the Whitman Town team

he received club M\T recognition

in 19*1 . . „
With various lacrosse coaching

assignments along the road

Maxwell secured his initial grid

coaching chore as an assistant for

Silver Uke Regional High from

1960-63 He then assumed complete

control of the helm at Wareham,

assembling Tri County League

Champions in his first two years.

He also coached basketball for lour

\ears his workmanship attributed

to a Bav State Tourney Title in 1966

lacked up by recognition as coach

of the area all-star team I selected

hy the New Bedford Standard

Time).
,

In his nine year tenure at

Wareham Maxwell teams conv

piled a 40-38-2 mark Maxwell had

scouted opponents with Mac

l>herson while a student assistant

at I'Mass. This did figure and was

probably a favorable factor in

Maxwell's appointment to the

"| was rather surprised that the

opportunity was presented to me

stated the new assistant 1 read

about Coach MacPhersons ap-

pointment in the paper 1 was

pleased for him because 1 had

come to know him while an un-

dergraduate student

•I met him at a coaches clinic in

Boston and he spoke in regard to

the possibilities of coaching here

Champion O's

Nip Senators

duty during the varsity game will

entail scouting future opponents.

Coach MacPherson wasn t

tooling around when he vouched

for the new assistant's capabilities

Alter all, freshmen success looms

as a cornerstone to UMass' football

luture He feels Maxwell is the

man to improve upon last season's

winks, lrosh record.

1 choose Bill Maxwell because

ae represents what the school ol

Phys Ed is trying to produce in its

grads. He's competent, loyal,

enthusiastic, and ready and willing

to guide the young men ot today

He has compassion and un-

derstanding for today's youth.

He'll be a great coach to lead our

freshman program

'

Bob Pickett's experience and

background both as a player and a

coach make him a pretty sound

selection as defensive coach.

MacPherson admits that this

assistant has a very clear un-

derstanding ot all the angles ot the

game ,

•Bob Pickett is a warm and

sincere person who has in all ac-

tuality participated in all phases of

lootball and worked at all levels.

He was a great recruiter tor Maine

m the North Shore area of

Massachusetts and we wanted that

talent heading west rather than

north He will be responsible tor

our defense And I'm sure that the

1971 Kedmen will be outstanding in

this area

KROSII COACH - Former Kedman grid great Billy to""*.

aboTe ! iinoi \S3L.S freshman fartb.ll coach. 1
MOC photo bv Dave

Bernstein
»

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
jfc By SYDNEY OMAJW

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday s Pu" 1

ACROSS

Taurus and Libra •n*v ,duals> **

limes, can be identified by the

unusual qualit.es of »«'r voicev The

sound can be soothing and dramatic,

almost at the same IW Th* voices

ot these natives have a distinctive

sound One may not always enioy the

sound, but it is seldom boring.

BALTIMORE lAP » -Frank

Kob.nson s slicing double to right

held snapped a fifth inning He and

gave the world champion

Baltimore Orioles a 3-2 victory

„ver the Washington Senators

>esterday in their 1971 home

opener

Robinsons hit scored Dave

Johnson, who had singled ofdoser

, as,.y Cox and moved to third on a

We ^ Boog Powell Cox retired

the side after issuing a one-jut

mtentional walk to Merv IUI-

tenmund. loading the bases.

Dave McNally. who worl*
games the past three season*

including 24 last year went the

distance for the Orioles after a

shaky start u„nH*»r
The Baltimore le«- h

,

and"
retired Elliott Maddox with the

bases loaded to thwart aHr* in-

ning threat and then yielded two

runs « the third on four con

secutive two out hits

Singles by Frank Howard Mike

Kpstein and Joe Foy-the las* two

„, mf.elders gloves produced one

run and Maddox singled honu

[mother before McNally retired

Paul Casanova ff

Washington rapped nine hiIs ot

McNally. who ran M. l**me

record over the Senators to ZM Mi

has beaten them 13 times.in,14

decisions since the start of the Nfl

season.

Amherst

Auto School
1 34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

IcALL FOR INFORMATION

ARIES (March 21 April 19).

Secres are revealed You t.nd out

what you are getting tor
?

wha
t

is

q.ven Means this .s a nmetoplace
cards on table face up Financial

Qtatu* ran now be clarified.
S,

TAURUS
n
?Apr,. 20 May 20). Ob

tam hint from Aries message Guard

'GEMINI (May 21June 20 Land.

oroDerty what >s solid th.s com

mands attention You may be relying

on wrong person Review ^mate
oh, Actives Gain is shown, but in

unorthodox manner Family member

"CANCER (June 21Ju.y 22): CJ«£
.nstructions. directions, Messages

now can be confused, garDiecv

Relative -n transit makes unusual

request Avoid scattering forcev

Hold off on iourney Patience .s a real

aS
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Values

rhanac You real./e what is .m

PO?Hnt. Key IS to rely on pas
t
ex

penence Older P^"Jt

0e
ReaT.ze

your best interest at heart Realize

fhis and respond accordingly

VIRGO (Aug 23jSept. 22)
.

cor,

lusion could be order of day Sift

mrough varying reports; corns
.

w,th meat of matter. Some are try ng

To d.sTract you with rumors Dismay

maturity Steer clear of senseless

ar
SVBRA

,S
('sept 23 Oct 22 1

Refuse

to have wool Pul'ed over your eyes

to lump at shadows^
%roRPiO Oct 23 Nov 21 you

can s°e5se °nat others really desire

you get 'inger on pulse of pubhc

HesDect your own views elevate self

eVteem Aquarius .nd.vidual figures

Prominently. Be co-operative, but not

Sagittarius inov 22 Dec II):

stre\? oosit i ve factors. E xper . ment

L.th vwS of accomplishing goal

responsibility you pave way for ga^n

raPBiCORN Dec 22 Jan ivi

.

!%saR-iiS'2fS&ii
Rusmess transaction needs torther

matters which affect security Take

SavWWM
movement, choice Kece"'

k lS

po
.Kc.h!<.\Mr You are dynamic,

areater avenues of e*Pr
c
ess,0

?nro9
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Declare

openly
Scour
Idle talk

Rampant
Greek letter

14 Compass
point

Allude to

Was put in

harmony
Standards of

perfection

Tiers

Moccasins
Pre oun
Mohammedan
leader

Devoured
On land

A state (abbr >

Rocky hill

Prefi*: not

French
article

Vehicle

Printer's

measure
Mixes
Strike

. Pairs (abbr )

40 College degree

(abbr)
Rodents
Wings
Fright

Onward
King of birds

Mature
Part in play

54 Prophet

55 Communist
56 Paradise

57 Woody plant

DOWN

1 Timetable
abbreviation

2 Contend
3 Executive

4 Unwanted
plants

5 Baseball
abbreviation

1

5

9

12

13

15
17

19

21
22
24
25

26
27
29
31
32
33

34
35

36
38
39

41
42
44
46
48
51
52

n

-.6

18

20
22
23

25

27

28

29

30

Affluence

Units of

Siamese
currency
Flying

mammal
Italian

seaport

Again
Articles of

furniture

Note ot

scale

Force
onward
Passageway
Top of head

Solar disk

War god

Is ill

More mature

Manner of

running

Academic
subjects

34

36

37

39

41

42

Officer's

mount

Concoct

Sewing
implement

Peeled

Cook in oven

At a distance

43 Theater bo«

44 Walked on

45 Note of scale

47 Exist

49 Confederate
general

50 Before

53 Printer's

measure

n2 3 4
HI
•.-.

5 \ r . *.v ? 1

12
W

3 . . .

4

15 16 17 18

.

19 20 ".*."< 21

22 23 24 25

To"
26

. . .

• » 27 28
* .'.'

7v

31
*

. • «

32 V 33

*»*»*»

J4

1
-

35 :•:•:• *> 37 38

39 40 ''.'.

45

41

42

46~

43

47

44 •••'

48 49 50

51 . .

.

52 53 54
.

55 •::• 56 • - I
5/

Diatr. by I'mted Feature Syndica te. 1 nc 8
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Bad Weather Sets Crewmen Back
B> BRONASIMON

MDCStafl

The inconsistencies ol our "if-

vou don'1 likt H w;ut
t

•

minute" weather can set tin

caches ..I I Mass spring spoils

U, pulling out their hair Yester

(1;iv > Noreaster cancelled a ten

ms match -snoW what sno,

and .aused agony for the base

ball and lacrosse teams 11m

£er, most affected by our late

and vaned wmter has been the

UMasa Crew Club.

Ootlrftan

SponU
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Sentenced bj tyrannical snow

ind ice to almost lour months

hard labor i lifting weights i in the

basement ol the WOPE Budding.

the I Mass oarsmen were unable to

practice Iheir trade on the Con-

necticut Kiver until a lea weeks

a«o when the ice finallj brokeup.

No* they have to face periods of

calm and storm while the weather

decides if its winter or summer.

This time ol indecision is com-

monly called spring

The late start onto the watei has

chopped off about 50 miles from the

m.vv s average spring trauung.

Normally, the oarsmen should

have rowed 275 miles m all at this

time, but thej have completed on!)

aboul 225 Coach Mike Faherty w

somewhat dismayed by the ab

sence ol these 50, which he terms

• loundation miles." that is. early

workouts for correcting mistakes

;llld making a complete trans ero

,he .simulated stationer> shell that

was used m indoor workouts lhe

regular bulk ol rowing is now

allotted to conditioning and

lraining tor the live scheduled

races during the next live

weekends

Toach Kahcrty can only call this

season's competition lough
"

This Saturday opens racing with

I
meet downstream on the ( on

necticut Kiver in Middletown.

Conn.. against Wesley an

I inversus .Coast Guard Academy .

and the M.I T Boat Club

lhe Kedmen lace the two

toughest lo beat crews ot their

schedule next Saturday April t<th.

a-, the) travel to Syracuse. N N

Syracuse University*! oarsmen

were nith place National In-

tercollegiate Rowing Champions

last year, and Georgetown was

KK.IITIV.THKKI.KMFATS
Ma working against mother nut

tenth place A good number ot both

schools participants ol last year

an' returning undergrads

\pril 24th calendari/es I Mass

against St Joseph! College, the

defending Dad Vail champs, and

Maris! College, whose crew

Kahert) compliments as -the best

team in Men England.' The place

. Mr—* behind in their pre-season training.^^^^ *"
ire to read) thessseh es to, this Saturday * •peuiag race.

.... ih. I t:iH Vail Kei
Poughkeepsie, N V

The closest thing to a home meet

tins sear is the Rust) Callow

Regatta in Worceater on Maj 1st

The New Kngland championship is

at stake lor this day s events

Supercrews Trinity and Marist will

be there

League standing determinant

tin Dad Vail Regatta. Imah/es the

season with two days <>' racing.

Ma) 7th and 8th. in Philadelphia.

I Mass placed fourth there last

sear and now stands set to give St

Joseph's, Trinity and Georgetown,

the top three finishers Of last >ear.

a hard run tor their effort.

neeticul uiNci uniu •»

B's Win Cup Opener
BOSTON \P llu ' Boston

Bruins overcame Montreal i

clutch and grab tactics and

withstood the tots of Bobby Orr in

the linal period to defeat the

Canadiens 1-1 last night in the

opener ol then National Hockey

League playofl series

Drr the highest scoring

defenseman in NHL history

scored once and assisted OB

Bostons second goal before he _was

given holding and misconduct

penalties by referee John Ashley

with IU 55 toft in the final period

(Mr wai called tor holding

Montreal's John Ferguson and

then had uncomplimentary

remarks lor Ashley

Alter receiving the misconduct.

the Boston star pushed past a

linesman and bad to be physically

restrained b> teammates from

goum alter lhe releiee

\shleN earlier had guen 10

minute' misconduct penalties to

Montreal's Pete Mahovltoh and

I'hil RobeitO and Boston s Dallas

Smith
The Bruins capitalised on a tNNo

man advantage at 3 W of the first

period as orr connected on long

slap shot

Montreal whfcn tried to out-

muscle the Bruins at times, tried to

scoreon a power play at i:Uot the

second period Ferguson received

credit for the goal as the puck

trickled into the net while Orr and

goalie Gerry Cbeeveri were

tangled on the ice

Midway through the period Orr

led Smith, whose long shot was

tipped m by Wayne (ashman.

putting the Bruins in front to stay

I- red Stanlield added an in

Mirancegoal at •:« of the t.nale

nter Uncinate Johnny Bucya baa

checked Marc Tardil free trom the

puck m the Montreal /one

Cheevers turned m a brilliant

performance with 30 saves, in-

eluding a couple on breakaways

Rookie goalie Ken Dryden ot the

Canadians was equally brilliant

N\ith »» saves

The two teams will meet again ai

the Garden Thursday night when

the Bruins nmII seek their I2UI

straight playofl victory m defense

ol the coveted Stanley Cup

inland lnepiace. iam^-v ^.-^

Baseball, Track Openers

Previewed At Varsity M
.. ,. .u... u.^ he the m the first week

ByEARLEBARROLL
MOC Staff!

What better type of weather

, ould one ask lor than yesterday I

sem.bl././ard to usher in the

opening comments of a baseball

and a track coach prior to eactl

oneg opening contest three days

awa)

Sports Notices
iMK\Mtlt\l. HANDBALL

tot RNKY The second annual

Pyramid Small Ball Handball

Tournament will commence on

Monday. April 11 This tournament

,s open to all faculty, staff.

graduate and undergraduate

students To enter, simply sign up

at the Intramural Office, 215

Boyden, no later than A p.m.. April

y
• • •

« o-lt»:c BOWLING Co

Recreational team bowling will

commence on Monday. April 12

anil will Ik- available each Monday

and Tuesday evenings Irom 7-9 at

the Boyden air conditioned lanes

Kormal team entries will not be

required, nor will set schedule be

established

To participate, simply report to

lhe alleys, prior to 7 p m on either

evening iMonday or Tuesday) and

notify M> Kay Pollard, Bowling

Xllo Manager, ol your attentions

U, compete as a team A team will

,..„,s ,st of twomen and two women.

The cost of the bowling will be $1 w

• -,.* per line-no charge for shoes).

KACH EVENING the team wi h

|hr highest total pm bill will

receivTa refund of their bowling

n . and will be named champions

For further infonnation, contact

Kay Pollard 15-323B1 OT Peter

Graham i5-2sOI i

i * *

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT
( || \M.KS Coach Dick Mac

Pherson has announced the

changes m the times and dates of

drawing equipment lor spring

|( ,(1 , l)a il per order of coaches

Bishko and Saffron, head coaches

,.t equipment The new dates are

loday through Saturday. April B-in.

between k and lit am and it a.m.

and > p m .

tltUk OKKH IMS There will

be a short orientation meeting for

all officiate ot home track meets

today at t p.m. on the new track

located directly adjacent to the

varsit) baseball Held In case of

inclement weather, the meeting

will t>e held in Hoyden 251

NO FltKK IM.AY There will be

no tree play at Hoyden on Easter

Sunday. April II

WKISTI.IM. MKKTThe AAl

m\ st.ite wrestling meet will be

held at Harvard on Saturday. April

in Entry forms may be picked up

m Homer Harr s office

the key to their talks

•weather permitting', head

Kedmen baseball coach Dick

Hcrgquist and head track coach

Ken O'Brien along with athletes

irom both sports previewed their

weekend encounters yesterday at

the I Mass Varsity M Club Lun-

cheon at the Newman center

Baseball led off the program.

with Kerg<|Uist giving praise to his

pitching stall and noting some

changes in the Redman lineup tor

opening game at A If to add

some punch to their attack

Due to the snow the baseball

team nv.is forced inside yesterday

lor the Hrst time since it came

hack trom Us spring trip and

Hergquist said Ins Kedmen would

use this inside practice to review

iheir situation plays for the opener.

Herg(|inst had Brian Martin and

lam Colabello speak to the

(lathering OH the improvement nf

baseball in New Kngland by the

former and the preseason con

.ht.on.ng of the pitchers by the

latter

Martin cited the added games on

the Redman schedule as well as on

other teams in the region as the

key to the improved calibre of

baseball .

He also It-It that his would be the

best competitive year ever in

Yankee Conference play with the

nv inner given an automatic t>erth to

the NCAA tournament

He ended his comments with a

brief description of the Cape

League which he called "the best

organized baseball league in the

country This league is sponsored

I.tiu l olabello

by the pros and brings together the

best collegiate players in the

countr) lor a H game schedule

.lining the summer
Colabello, who pitched the

Kedmen to the college world series

twovearsago, put the major stress

m conditioning on running and

calisthenics. including jump

roping, wrist rolls, pick ups and a

new aspect of the Redman
training the mile run. which he

said developed competition

between the players."

He noted that the pitchers begin

a week before the rest of the team

Tonight's Intramurah;

Weather Permitting
^^^-rr.Ai , ? LubeesvsSOFTBALL

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME TEAMS

1

2

3
A

1

2

3

A

1

2

3

A

1

2

3

A

1

15 Racoons vs. Unknowns
Reefers vs. Gold

High Rise vs Staffers

Carbunckle vs Volunteers

6 30

7 30

8 30

9 30

LCA vs. PSK
PMDvs. ZN
PLP vs SPE
APO vs SAE
BKP vs DC
TCvs. TEP

Mongols vs B's

Roaches vs Tubes
Education vs Conglos

Hasbeens vs Zeros
English vs. Math

Orbitalsvs. Pacadigns
Ores vs BX

2

3
A

1

2

3

A

5

•
7

8

9

10

It

12

13

14

15

16

Lubees vs Psychout
Oxfords vs ICCC
Squad vs Hockers

10 30 Marakesh vs. Brother
Shiff vs Eyes
Zags vs Mom

Clouds vs. Pimps

s 15 Dogs vs Smashers
Flash vs Plague

Tarts vs LCB
Acne vs. Holes

Smokers vs Death
Pranksters vs Bucks
Foresters vs. Family

Spunks vs. Team
Lemons vs Maples

Pines vs Bears
Buffaloes vs Lovers
Nurds vs Chipmonks

the first week ot February

From there they build up strength

and stamina through conditioning

and begin tossing baseball alter

len days with the goal of the

luirlers" In-ing inn pitches thrown

down south on the spring trip.

on Saturday, the Kedmen play

uwa) at Alt', weather per-

mitting, and on Monday they play

their borne opener against Iutts

and come back on Wednesday to

host a strong Yankee Conlerence

contender m UConO

1) Knen called the new track

facility St I Mass one ot the best

in the nation and certainly the best

in \ew Kngland On Saturday his

trackmen open their season

hosting Boston University and

Northeastern, who brushed Hrst

md second in New Kngland during

this past indoor season and along

^,,h the Kedmen represent three

ol the top five teams m New

Kngland lor this inaugural meet on

the new track

In evaluating the meet. oBnen

lell irom last years meet between

these three learns and the iridoor

performance that the results would

i M . somewhere near IMS-el m a

dost meet going either of three

This will Ik- a meet ot team

eloseness spiced with outstanding

individual performers including

l Mass Kon Wayne. Kddie Arcaro

and Dave Kvans. B.D S Kord

Dennis and John Cherry and

Northeastern s Tom Sirois and Jim

( arisella

Sprinter Walter Mayo, a senior

spoke on the new togetherness and

added spirit ol the team this season

due lo the new track.

Me pointed out that in the past

lhe team was tragmented around

the campus linding any type of

area conducive to practice.

resulting m no one knowing who

uas who on the team.

I his season the story is different.

Nvith this new dimension of

togetherness making the outcome

ol the season look much brighter

As lor Mayo, himself, who has

been one of the best sprinters in

New Kngalnd during his collegiate

eareer. he has his sights set on a

hundred yard time of 9.5 or 9.6

seconds
Next week at the Newman

(enter, lootball and golf will be

featured with head coaches Dick

MacFherson and Dick Page the

special guests

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QIi|f AiBflariiiSjrtte

^^^^^ W^^J A mi AND «!SPONSIUI ~ MISS

Weather:

Rosa are Ked, Violets

are Blue. Tomatoes are

things, That are good

tor you.
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Scott & Byrd Believe Nixon

All Out By 73

You Don 't Appeal To The Masses

Vets Told To Change Image

-By hi IBCALLAHAN '

MDCStafl

lhe appearand- of Robert Corry at last nights

Veterans lor Peace meeting caused a f^fj^
debate throughout the 21/1 hour meeting ( orry who

t ttackeiHhe organization through letters o he

<,|,tor ot the Collegian, told the :IS people nn ho attended

:°h -resent ( !rgan,/.a.u,n's affiliation* wUh other

• ups on campus turns off other veterans He said

U t mstart a trulv active movement to unite veterans

real statements and lo stop turning offj etei ans by th»

images presented m their propaganda

Corrv a veteran ot Viet Nam. said tefim****
have todo more and WOTI harder to get all of the 1,400

i/pterans on campus together

IU appealing onlv to politically oriented peop e

youcan'uSealtothi masses whom you are try tag to

• vert Torrv told the group A member ot the

ar u, then toldthe aud.ence that Hern.e l.ougee nms

;S verN few who had worked hard trom he

beg. ni g ol the groups organ./.a.ion a few mon hs

mo and that those DOW complaining about he

;^„zat,«na.ul itsoff.cers were nowhere,,, sigh o

lulp out in organizing the group. Another veteran

su!u-d\hat tSgroup had no money ^b^«d
that tins was a reason for the small turnout at

'"immediatelv after that discussion. Corry made a

•J^on that the Veterans for Peace change their

p a ormTh, was seconded and after a short debate

le weeing of the statement was changed to one that

would create more appeal. The corrected platform

now reads. "As former members of the IS. Armed

Forces ue urge immediate withdrawal oi all I

forces in indo Chin.

Following this. Bernie l.ougee proposed that

committee be formed to get the ofanions ol Veterans

on Campus concerning the war This motion

unanimously passed

Earlier at the beginning ot the meeting. 4 membi

ol the group made a video tape recording describing

the atrocities that they had seen perpetrated daily

upon Vietnamese prisoners by the American and

South Vietnamese forces This was done to show to the

neople who have never been in combat how evil and

n.essN war really is The members' testimony in

eluded citing cases of children being shot, run over by

military vehicles, and the ^^^.^^f
prisoners. One oi the group noted the tact that the t s

bays the Vietnamese |>eople tunes as much tor a

water buttalo killed accidentally than lor a human

"speaking on the April 24 trip to Washington, l.ougee

told the group that s.gnatures are needed to be

brought to Washington and that a Benefit Dance will

| H> held this Friday to raise funds to provide tran-

sportation lor Veterans to the gathering Attnal act on

ol the meeting concerned starting a petition to the

Governments involved in the war. asking them for

immediate release ol all prisoners.

on Tuesdav. April 20. the next meeting ot he

Veterans for" Peace will be held to discuss the

Washington Moratorium and to bring up ideas tor

improving the organization

WASHINGTON <AP> - Two top Senate leaders. Republican Hugh

term in January 1973 - provided North Vietnam trees u.».

prS2f!L spnate GOP Leader and Bvrd. the Democratic whip, said in

announcement of further U.S. troop witMrawals.

t£%*& *££teW. - "epend,„g on wha, happen, w„h .he

held at- oun aS e bv American voters U he fads lo redeem h,s KM

Americans are held by the Hanoi 8overn"ient
admmslratlon to

jt^affiSL^&55SSlmsw
TJSuSS Republican said in an interview. Hanoi s m-

ln tins way.jm nun h
. us(>(1 (() , )a ,^uin w ,th

,;„ the adnunistration to tell the Amencan people exactly wlun all

3SS£S5sBaBsaBiB
to tfi m> '","'. '"",'„,,.

i R.N y i ii»- bail lot in.- Moadaj nigM m**".

,S N,":
'

--,- lo, ,. m..,„ „„h„M- tod eounaeled

t an early date

On The Inside

:

1

Room And Board Going Up
See Page Two

New Security For Dorms* See Page Three

Center Of Campus Destroyed
See Page Eight

Hussein Seeks Peace

With Arab Guerillas
liYTIIK XSMM IVM-.IH'HI-^

v h.L.hr-mkum Syrian military delegation met with Jordans King

„:«;:£„ on ^ursda) - seek . peace settlement between the

icinc's trmv and Palestinian guerrillas

'"rTn ::;&ss£Xm
J2s?z r

«
lhe Syrian dm m mo

( MU( .nl ||as . who are massed

SZSSf^^ZZZ ™ST4 • so,,,,,

,„;„„,„ damps ms,d, tta ^.n border
[as^

"li^^Z-m^ons pros.-,-,-, ««--}.o^ say Hjey «

'^^s^sstp^sssiax: se, i
undl.r ,h,- *™»S*rt*S?- SfBt-i .oerrdlas and

„S: armvTe -ommandos
n
J,-rt- reported to he near,nB complete

!S,r » .thdra.a, o, mena^^J^r™^ ,„

roSrSSL,™IS' Arahtade^,n tne fcSZ S*. -« take P,ace

'^!'",no.''m™le,l hy KSyp«. L.hya. Syria. Sudan, .^banon. Kowo.l.

IS rel^ntatles IffZSZSi to 'stop IheM hath m dor-

''t' W A
a
v?v.

nC
a
y
prominen. tsraeh newspaperM Thursday what «

called essential cond.tions for a partial Israel, w.thdrawal from the Suez

°tE! mlBUn correspondent ol llaaretz said Israeli troops could not

repeal more7hane,BM mdes „, a point where they could s„ll oto-rv.

''T (~dee
n,

,0

Lv Sc-hif said the area would have „, tx- patrolh-,!
i

hy

.nlnlerSSoml police (ore, contammg some Israel, hut no N„>,-.

'Tsracl would reserve the MM to rc-occupy the- voc-ah-d J^"*"
'*

was tSm over by Egyptian h,rc,-s ,n preparat.on for an all-out war tor

,hS?'S Imsu-r Mahn,„ud K,ad says h,s ,ou,„ry w,ll never

,,-^ u, ,,nus'm™t , f its burden with Israel and will continue preatog

Z il XZ: wMhdrawal ,,l Isro.-h „„„-s l„„„ «CUp** Aral,

territories
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The Question Is: How Much? # T -*-

Room And Board Are Going Up
HV WNKSTADMCKI

MIX Staff

CMass students can expect at

least a $1<M) increase in room and

board next year according to

rigures offered by Vice Chancellors

Thomas Campion and Randolph

Bromery at a meeting with student

leaders yesterday morning.

Campion and Bromery proposed

lour board plans and two rent

alternatives that could meet the

increased costs projected for next

soar They are soliciting advice

from students about the com-

position of student advisory boards

that will study and recommend

which plans to use.

The major reasons for the in-

creased costs that account for a

hike are rising labor costs, an

increase in utilities cost last year

and a protected rise m the next two

years, and the selling of bonds tor

the permanent financing of one

dining commons and a number of

residence halls. Campion ex-

plained He added that the tact that

there has been no board increase in

two years but expenses have m-

i reased is also a major reason

The present board plan is a 15

meal. Monday-Fridaj plan which

i> mandator) lor everyone who

Uvea in Southwest In other

residence areas it is mandatory for

everyone except seniors, those

over 21, Iraternity-soronty

members and those exempt

because ol medical problems I

is $530 a year The following op-

tions were presented to be

discussed and studied before any

decision is made about a board

hike

IMan 1 Continuation of current

plan with additional exemptions

for Southwest residents, consistent

With the rest of the CampUS
Special did accomodations would

be provided lor The cost would be

$581 or a 151 11%) increase.

plan 1 \ choice ol i m-meal

ino breakfast m 15 meal plan with

the same exemptions as in Plan 1

The cost lor the 10 meal plan would

or a $13 (3%) increase, and

for the IS meal plan, it would be

m,i | 16% I increase.

options offered in room rent

plans were as follows:

IMan A - A $50 increase tor all

typos of residences. State dorms

would cost $550, Building Authority

dorms $610. and Suite type dorms

:>7imi IMan provides for renovation

of two dorms, refurbishing, in-

creased security and student

initiated projects such as the

recent student work week.

IMan B - A $65 increase across

the board for all types of

residences State dorms would cost

1602,000, and maintenance and

other operational costs $99,000. it

was reported Because there has

been no increase in board for two

years the dining halls have been

operation at a substantial deficit

which will be paid off in the next

three years through the board hike.

Campion and Bromery said.

The board increase would have

to be higher except that ef

liciencies have been carried out in

last two years imore self-service

lines, etc i, and several of the

labor costs and mortgage

payments are lower.

Campion explained that the

board figures for Rhode Island and

New Hampshire appear to be much

lower than LI Mass but actually

they are not. He said if $16 were

added for a seconds policy, $39 for

higher labor costs and $15 for

higher mortgages, New Hamp-

shire would have $70 added to their

scale, explaining away a great part

of the difference.

Uflverelty ol Kimchuielti

food Servle* Department

Mandatory

li»eale/wk.

Ltd. Second*

Mandatory

Ltd. Second*

K*n<l»tory

No Second*

Mandatory

lbae*l*/iA

Unlimited

Second*

Board Uu Copper l*on*

Mandatory.

l&eteeW/vk.

Unlimited

Second*

Nev Englan* FY '1 * FY/

Hand* to ry JMandatory

14aeaU/v*..

Ununited

Second*

Mandatory

2QaieaU/«k.

Unllalted

Second*

Ho Mortgage

Mai\d§ tory

:i«ee !•/>*.

Unllnlted

Second*

Ng»*>eTt1at°ry

21»eal*/«*.

Ununited

Second*

Clan .'> The same options and

exemptions as in IMan 2 except that

those living in residence halls but

not eating in dining commons
would help pay for amortization ol

the (lining commons at a rate of $62

a student i This ligure was arrived

at by dividing the number oi people

living m residence halls into the

total annual mortgage payment*
That 162 lee would l>e included in

hoard rales, in which 10-meal plan

would coat S530, no increase, and 15

meal plan uould cost Stioi, a $72

it",. 1 increase

Plan t Same as IMan 1. a 15-

meal plan, but with exemptions to

juniors as well as seniors To in-

jure debt payment ol dining

commons, those living m residence

halls but not eating in dining

commons will pay a building fee of

|62 Cost ol 15 meal plan would be

m.imi. or .t $70 13 ."',.
i increase.

One additional option was
brought up it seconds were

eliminated an estimated cost

savings ol siti per person per year

could be applied to board rates

The current rate ol room rent is

$500 in -Slate" (traditional) dorms

and in Bret! and Gorman Houses,

and $5fO in Building Authority

dorms and Lewis and Thatcher.

and $650 m suite type dorms in the

Northeast Area

State dorms were formerly

owned and run by the State of

Massachusetts They include:

Butterfield, Greenough, chad

bourne. Brooks, Hamlin.

Knowlton. Baker. Crabtree, Leach,

Arnold. Wheeler. Van Meter Mary

Lyon. Dwight, Hills, and Johnson

Building Authority dorms are

linanced by that body and include

Southwest and the suites.

Building Authority dorms

and suite type dorms $715

Differs Irom plan A in that $175.ooo

more money would be made
available lor alterations, refur-

nishing, repair and student

projects.

In their report before the group.

Campion and Bromery stated that

this year employees received a 1%
COSt of living increase, and another

»,"„ i> projected for next year. This

is in addition to annual 4% step

increase- they added. This was

only one reason for the board in-

crease, they said

( ost ol I«mh1 lor the same number

ol people lias risen $181,000. labor

options provide ways of cutting

costs, it was noted

CMass board rates compare

favorably with other institutions in

New England, according to

Campion See Chart) Most in-

stitutions have increased board

rates this vear. CConn by 17.3% to

st.iii. MIT by 22.8% to $700. Brown

by 10.6% to S7:io. and Harvard by

1.3% to $875 New Hampshire in-

creased bv 7 9% to $475. Rhode

Island by 115% to $530. Maine by

12 7% to $620 and Vermont by 3.7%

to $560 At some of these in-

stitutions where board is lower

than at CMass. such as at New
Hairipshire. no seconds are served.

Khode Island would add the $16,

- H and $52 for amortizing the

commons, he said. The additional

$107 would more than make up the

difference with I Mass board
rates. Campion concluded.

The casta of maintenance labor

arid of utilities in residence halls at

1 Mass are pointed out in the self

explanatory charts printed on this

page
A reason lor both a board and

rent increase is that the University

Building Authority <BA> was able

to sell the bonds for the amor-

tization (permanent financing) of

one dining commons and a number
ol residence halls recently.

UTILITIES COST - SQUARE FOOT

RESIDENCE HALLS

MAINTENANCE LABOR COST (INCL STUDENT LABOR)

RESIDENCE HALLS (ALL DORMS)

(WITHOUT RENOVATION)

3 24/HR, - '

,---'a«3/HR(PfK>JECTE0)

6O0r3Q FT (PROJECTED)

587/90 FT

SSe/SOFj^r-^ 304/HR

oxL^MflflB 1

JUN 69 JUW 70

579/90 FT(PTOJECTEO)

Campion said. He added that this

means that the annual debt service

payment is now at an annual rate

H% higher than two years ago.

Amortization is self liquidation

of the costs of building, Campion

clarified. He said the BA sells

bonds to pay for the buildings such

as the dining commons. If interest

rates are too high, the BA cant sell

bonds because they could not af-

lord i nor are they authorized) to

pay back the high rates of interest

to the bond holders. The BA
therefore takes out short term

notes at lesser interest, he said.

Student room rent pays for the

short term notes, which in turn pay

for the interest on the principal

debt. Campion said.

Selling of bond issues on building

authority projects has increased

debt payment by more than

$660,000 for fiscal 72 over fiscal '71,

(ampion concluded. He used this

as his rationale in the report to

come to the conclusion that student

rent must be increased to finance

the amortization described There

is a limit to the time allowed to

repay the principal of the bond, he

said, thus the hike in room and

board rate is necessary to pay the

debt of the thirty year bond.

other reasons offered

specifically for an increase in room
rent were increases in the cost of

living, the 9% rise in cost for

building and maintenance
materials and the cost of utilities,

which has risen 18.2% in the last

> ear and is expected to increase by

4 .">"» next year.

The report estimated the cost of

renovating two dorms will be

approximately $400,000. Campion

said it is essential to get the funds

to renovate soon Tor this reason:

'There were 17 dorms con

strutted between 1935 and 1950.

Since that time major renovations

have l>een carried out on only two.

Lewis and Thatcher. At the rate of

one | year, it would take until 1987

to complete renovation on all those

dorms, at which time it would be

necessary to begin over again with

Lewis and Thatcher and some of

the newer Building Authority

dorms The pace of renovation

must be increased to two dorms a

sear to complete renovation of old

dorms by 1980. and to halt rapid

deterioration of living conditions

within these dorms. Campion
declared.

Next year it is estimated that the

number of students at CMass will

be 30,380 lor the Amherst campus,

according to Bromerys and
Campions report Of this number it

is expected that 11.567 live in

campus residence halls and 9,250

will eat in the dining commons,
(ampion said that proposals were

lormulated upon the basis of these

rigures .uid also on the basis that

the Board of Trustees requires 95%
occupancy in dormitories.

Both Vice Chancellors Bromerv

and Campion stressed the fact that

the proposals were arrived at after

careful research but the final

decisions would not be made until

students had studied the options

and made known their opinions

Further information about the

student advisory council will ap-

pear in lorthcoming issues of the,

Collegian

It was noted that students should

not confuse the room and board

hikes with upping the campus

center tee. which is now under

consideration. There will be a hike

in that fee also, but Campion said it

is very indefinite at this time. He

said it will be in addition to the

hikes proposed yesterday.

JUN 71 JUN 72

TEAR

LEGEND

MAINTENANCE COST PER SQUARE FOOT - APPLIED LABOR

AVERAGE HOURLY RATE PER HOUR - DORM MAINTENANCE

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

New Security Plans

Initiated For Dorms*''* "^ »a»e»J*»W*» nrnunmiS it WaS CXI

Local Group Plans

For April 24 March
Bv JIM COLD
MDC Staff

A new security proposal to be

implemented on April 18 will

assign each green uniformed

security guard to a dorm as his

individual base of operations said

Douglas Korsythe, Interim

Director of Security in an MDC
interview yesterday.

Also new is the plan which put

police officers onto assigned beats

accompanied by prowl cars, he

said Both of these new plans, said

Koresvthe, "provide more service

to students faster*' in the area of

security.

Korsvtho also explained the

search lor the new Director of

Security and the ending of the

student security aid program.

Present at the interview were

James Fitzgerald. Housing

Security Office; Lieutenant Daniel

Schwartz, and Sargent Philip

Cavanaugh.
The security guard will check

areas around the dorm to which he

is assigned, but will return to that

dorm and check in. Security

assignments have been rearranged

to allow for up to 21 guards on

Friday and Saturday nights and 14

on weekday nights Also, there wi

be a total of six Resident Hall

Assistants, who remain in the

dorms
In this way. according to r it

/.gerald. students will get to know

the unarmed guards and the armed

police better. This will protect

students from intrusion into the

dorms, he added. Korsythe hoped

that knew" community relation-

ships would develop between

students and guards and police.

According to Cavanaugh. two

policemen and one patrol car will

be assigned to each of the following

areas: Southwest, all of the hill,

and an area from Cashin to the

Campus Center.

Korsythe pointed to an incident

concerning the vandalism of

motorcycles parked in Southwest

as one type of violence that might

be avoided by the increased foot

patrols. He also said that as a

result of a meeting w ith the owners

of the cycles that arrangements

have been made to install lighting

in that area

He also cited complaints ol

assaults on women students in the

east area (Central and Orchard

Hill I claiming that foot patrols will

be better able to get in between the

dorms than the prowl cars.

We're trying to put police

where the students are", said

Fitzgerald He emphasized that

police will now react faster to the

student calls now that they are

closer to them.

Cavanaugh said that the beat

patrolmen are regular police of-

ficers in off -shift time. He claimed

that they are very familiar with the

campus" and can quickly "react to

situations as they come up."

Students are not being put out of

their security jobs by these

programs, it was explained The

students' money comes from a

separate fund which will run out by

the end of the month tat different

times for different sections of the

campus).
Costs are now being determined

lor extending the program and

rigures will be presented to the

administration at a meeting on

Wednesday It will then be decided

whether or not to continue the

program.
After reviewing suggestions lor a

new Director of Security, a search

committee of students, faculty,

and administrators have narrowed

the choice to ten. said Korsythe

The linal decision will be made in

about a month he added "We

really put them through the

wringer" said Korsythe. ex

plaining how an applicant lor that

job is interviewed He said that

they are here lor two days so they

tan get a I eel of the campus

"Their mortality rate is a little

better than college presidents,

said Fitzgerald.

Korsythe feels that "we can't

force security on the kids if they

don't want it." Klaborating, he

pointed out that the administration

is taking care of intrusions and

external security, but that students

should be responsible for damages

Irom within the dorms

Students are a definite aid to

security he concluded as he ex-

pressed sorrow at the loss of

student security aids

By ROBERTSCHEIER
MDC Staff

Some people think that ending

the war will change a lot of things

in this country, but it is just one

fragment out of a whole web of

things that have to be done in this

country to change the pattern of

domination, exploitation, and

competition that is killing this

country.''

This is how Robert DaPrato, a

member of a group ot local

students, who want to use the

period irom the April 24 anti-war

march on Washington through May
:> for cultural as well as political

protest in Washington, summed up

his aims lor the activities.

The group met last night in the

1'ierpont lounge to discuss plans

for the trip to Washington, training

sessions in nonviolent

disobedience, and raising money

lor lood and other supplies

The unnamed and loosely

organized group seeks to express

alternative hie styles as well as

political views by living and

working in Washington for ap-

proximately two weeks By living

togetherand working out their own

systems for survival, they hope to

make a "cultural statement ".

ending in anti-war activities from

May 1 -"» sponsored by the Mayday

Trii>e. with which they are allied.

The Mayday Tribe is a national

organization based along tribal

lines, which is sponsoring the early

May activities. This will include

camping out in Washington on May

I. massive non violent civil

disobedience aimed at im-

plementation ol the Peoples Peace

Treaty May 3 and 4. and a

nationwide strike May 5 toenforce

their demands
The group will also rail) with

such groups as the People's

Coalition for Peace and the Student

Mobe. which is supporting the

April 24 action but not the Ma\da\

activities.

The group Bees its presentations

oi an alternative life style

described by one member as

•tribal socialism' as attempting

to get at the underlying causes in

society ol events like the war in

Vietnam, oven at the expense ol

alienating some ol

middle ol the road
support

It stresses keeping control ol

activities at the local level, with

small groups deciding on their own

tactics, keeping awaj from the

usual pattern ol a small group ol

leaders telling the rest ol the

movement what to do.

The Free University is con

IribUting to the program l>>

erecting inflatable domes at the

demonstration site lor people to

live in

the more
anti-* a i

Commission Calls

For One Senate
By IRWIN LEFMAN

MDC Staff

The joint commission on Campus Governance met

todav in order to discuss the possibility of having a

Unicameral Senate. This proposal calls for the

Student Senate, the Graduate Student Senate, and

Faculty Senate to combine into one powerful gover-

lt is the hope of the commission that this type of

government will improve the quality of government at

the University. According to the second interim report

ol the commission. "Such a body offers an op

portunity for meaningful student faculty dialogue on

the central concerns of the University V acuity will no

longer have to relv upon their colleagues second or

third hand account of student experiences and

opinions in order to understand how students perceive

a particular problem Similarly, the students will be

able to profit directly from experience and

professional expertise of the faculty.

The principle features of the constituion for this type

ot Senate calls for definite membership, conferences,

officers, legislative processes, and 'nterim

procedures as follows: The voting Senate membership

-will initially include 70 faculty members. 43 utv

dergraduates, 12 graduates, and 5 professional staff

m
The nonvoting membership will include nine

uraduate alternates, plus the Chancellor and \ ice-

Chancellors (ex-officio) In subsequent years, as the

graduate student body increases proportionately,

alternate seats will be converted to voting seats, with

an equal number of faculty seats added

The Senate will have Undergraduate. Graduate, and

Faculty conferences, membership of which will

consist of the respective senators. The Conference will

have exclusive jurisdiction over a few specific areas,

and will also have the power to exercise vetos over

Senate legislation in certain other areas of special

concern.

The Senate will select annually a President, two

Vice Presidents, and a Secretary.

In order for something to be ratified, each Senate

will be asked to submit the Constitution to its con-

stituent The constitution will be sent to the Board of

Trustees for approval if each constituency accepts it

by i majority of those voting."

'The commission felt that having students on the

Senate would result in less coercion and a more

legitimate commission
One Faculty Senate member remarked that

students should have more say and more voting

power.

Other Faculty Senate members felt that this type of

Senate is not really necessary, and that the proposal

was being "railroaded through However, after

debate, it was argued that in fact there was plenty of

time for the proposal to be discussed.

Another member wittely remarked that since the

Student Senate is getting paid, perhaps the faculty-

may need some time off in order to meet their busy

Senate schedule as well as their teaching com-

mitments.
Perhaps this new Senate will be able to har-

moniouslv mute the administration which is in

terested in state affairs; the faculty, which is in

terested in the "world of learning", and students, who

have personal interests and ambitions, into one

democratic governing body.

Rep. Ronald V. Heliums, <l>.. Calif • on the right, and Rep. ReRa

UMSag, ID., N.V..I are among four of the House Demon Us span

soring the ad hoc hearing planned to Investigate I S polities in In

riochiiia which ma> lead to war crimes. The blaring! are planned for

Iprl nth.

memDer&inp ui **•*«.>• ~—

Antiwar Leaders

Call Speech 'Hoax'

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

It's Too Late

to moke on appointment --

but you can come to the

NORFOLK ROOM
TODAY

to have your

SENIOR PICTURE TAKEN

LAST DAY

Bring $3.50

WASHINGTON (AP'The
leaders of the planned April 24

antiwar demonstration said

Thursday President Nixon's

speech on Vietnam withdrawal

was a hoax on the American people

and "an outrageous display of

cynical double talk
'

Jerry Gordon, national coor-

dinator of the National Peace

Action Coalition which is planning

rallies in Washington and San

Francisco, said Nixon "asked the

people to accept the possibility of

unending war in Indichina."

Sidney Peck, national coor-

dinator for the Peoples Coalition

for Peace and Justice, said: "At a

time when three fourths of all

\mericans demand withdrawal

Irom Southeast Asia he lays down

a token withdrawal program that

insures the continued escalation of

the war."

Gordon and Peck, in addition to

the antiwar militants, spoke at a

news conference called to answer

Nixon s speech Wednesday night in

which the President increased

slightly the pace of U.S. troop with

drawals Irom Vietnam, ordering

another loo.ooo men borne by Dec

1 He rejected appeals to set a date

lor ending IS. involvement

THE GIRLS DO IT

!

(POUR THE BEER) .
at the

Sip atoiaariptrttft flaitg (Sollfsiaii
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In The Nation And The World

Still Dying
NEW DELHI, India [AP)-Eaft

Pakistani independence forces

claimed three victories Thursday,

further isolating West Pakistani

army troops holdup in major

iitie's and rural tortresses in the

secessionist province

Usociated Press correspondent

Dennis Neeld. reporting from the

rebel held town o! Kushtia. said the

East Pakistanis appeared to

control about halt of the province

Late reports said rebel forces

blasted a rail bridge linking the

anus held cities ot Dacca, the

capital, and Chittagong, the major

port, destroyed an airfield near

Comilla and captured an arm)

depot holding nine tons i t amis and

ammunition
Information received h\ Indian

intelligance agencies corroboj

man) of the rebel claims

Neeld said that at least 25 million

persons a third ot East Pakist

population are living in areas

controlled by independence

fighters. Numerous towns and

cities on the western half of the

Ganges River, which divides the

province, have set up governing

action committees, he reported

Horn the town of Kushita. :*(> miles

east of the Indian border

Kushita's deputy commissioner.

Mhammed Shamsulhuq. told how

the town's strongholds had been

seized b> 247 arms troops March

25-26 when the militar) president.

Agha Mohammed Valna Khan,

ordered them into action

But tour days later, he said.

rebel militiamen, police and

soldiers counterattacked
iu->ciging the West Pakistani

troops in a school and radio station

When the West Pakistanis tried

to break out at nightfall their

trucks were stopped bj roadblocks

and the soldiers tied into the

countryside, the deputj com

missioner said There, most ot

them weW cut down by villagers

armed with hatchets, knives and

bamboo staves, he added Only 13

ot the 247 were taken alive.

Military commanders for the

jailed rebel leader. Sheik Mujibur

Rahman, claimed the army troops

were confined to only a lew can-

tonments in areas west ot the

Ganges.
The commanders are counting

on the monsoon rams at the

beginning ot June to make army

movement impossible In-

termittent rams alread\ have

turned some secondar\ roads into

quagmires
The New York Times said in it-

Thursday edition that it had

learned from a prominent Western

source ot the seizure ot the entire

leadership of rebellious i

Pakistan

The newspaper described the

source ot the iniormation as

someone m a high position with

close contacts with the eaderso

the Awami League The league led

the revolt that broke into war with

\V»st Pakistan.

The Western source viewed the

reported arrest ot Sheik Mujibur

Rahman, head of the league, as the

Pakistani government s most

significant step to date in putting

down the revolt, the Times said.

The source was unable to say

whether the captured Awami
League leaders had been killed or

imprisoned clandestinely the

newspaper said.

ywhe
SAIGON AP -American bat

tletield deaths climbed sharply ti

HH last week in the Indochina war.

the highest weekly toll m the last

nine months, the I' S. command
announced Thursday

In other developments: A

terrorist bombing wrecked a

downtown Saigon bar crowded

with I S soldiers Thursday night.

killing two persons, one an

American soldier and the other a

Vietnamese women Twelve

American servicemen were among

16 wounded ha rher reports had

said 4i» were wounded

It was the first such attack

directed agaiasf Americans in

Saigon since last December.

I S plants hammered North

Vietnamese forces beseigmg a

smith Vietnamese artillery base m
the central highlands

ut the KH Americans killed last

week 33 'lied in 'he North Viet

namese sapper attack March JH on

Fire Base Mar) Ann :o miles south

ut Da \ailg

fabulations showed that

American battlefield deaths m the

first three months ot the veai were

about Hii per cent less than in the

me period last >ear. and Ku per

t less than in the first quarter Of

li*

The Command also reported 347

Americans wounded last week, a

drop from the preuous week s

total ot Ht The latest tigures

raised to 44.87»i the number of

Americans killed in the war and to

NT 2.S8 the total wounded

IS officials tallied 22 deaths

last week from nonhostile causes

such as accidents and illness,

raising the total in that caregory to

MM.
South Vietnamese headquarters

reported SB government troops

killed and 1.178 wounded last week,

compared with the previous week -

tigures of 756 killed and 1.72*1

wounded
The allied commands claimed

:},687 North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong were killed last week to boost

the war total to 730.756.

In the blast at the Saigon

waterfront bar. U S soldiers said

the bomb apparently had boom

planted in the building' earlier. It

wenl «>U shortly after '.• p.m in

front ot the bandstand

It was not immediately, known

whether the blast a! the My

Phuong bar, the Vietnamese name
tor the discotheque, was set off by

\ let (out; saboteurs, bj South

Vietnamese with anti American

sentiments, or bv someone with a

grudge against the ownei

In South Vietnam's central

highlands. North Vietnamese

troops kept up pressure on South

ninthVietnamese outposts for a

day.
American B52 bombers and

smaller tactical bombers in-

tensitied their attacks against

North Vietnamese positions in an

effort to help beseiged South

Vietnamese at artillery Fire Base

The base. 300 miles north of

Saigon, has been under daily at-

tack since March It, and changed

hands twice in the first two days

in Cambodia, enemy troops

seized a section of Highway 4. the

lifeline route linking the capital

cit> ot Phnom Penh with the

country's only deep water port at

Kompong Som on the Gulf of Siam

Cambodian paratroops aban-

doned a two mile section ot the

bighwa) Thursday alter they had

been driven back by a heavy at

tack
.

The .North Vietnamese and \ let

i ,,tUz opened up the attack Wed

nesda\ with mortar tire against

the paratroopers attempting to

move westward down Uighw

about M miles Southwest ot Phnom

Penh
The Cambodian Command

> laimed 2imi ol the enemy were

killed and acknowledged that 21

government troops were killed and

about UHi wounded

Oil Hitting

English Shore
EASTBOURNE, England lAPi

\ Danish vessel and a British

tanker collided in the English

Channel Thursday night and oil

leaking trom the tanker [x>sed a

pollution threat to beaches on

Britain's south coast

toast Guards said 500 tons <»i oil

seeped from two tanks of the 1,600

ton llullgate alter she collided ott

Beach Head near Eastbourne,

with the 500-ton Ida J oyer ot

Denmark The Danish ship was

( arrying petroleum nas

Tugs carrying oil-dispersing

detergent beaded lor the scene and

antipollution teams along the coast

were alerted A Department of

Trade spokesman said there was a

chance the ml would drift out to sea

,1 the wind remained out of the

northeast

Both ships were on charier to the

Esse Petroleum Co No casualties

oi major damage waa reported on

either vessel, and they headed

later lor Southampton under their

iw n power

N.Viets Deride
Nixon Speech

PARIS AP)—The Vietnamese

Communists derided President

Nixon's latest troop withdrawal

program Thursday and cold-

shouldered his call for serious

negotiations.

President Nixon has renewed

his call for serious negotiations

IS Ambassador David K E.

Bruce told the UWth session of the

Paris peace talks. T await your

positive and constructive response^

An early peace in Vietnam and

early end to the killing there

demands no less

The North Vietnamese and \ let

Cong response was to reiterate its

old demands for a complete with-

drawal of US troops from South

Vietnam.
The Communists reacted quickly

to Nixon's speech Wednesday night

in which he claimed success for

Vietnamization. announced a

slight increase in monthly I 5

troop withdrawals and gave

assurance that "American in-

\ohemont in this war is coming to

an end
.*'

The North Vietnamese said

Nixon is •'persisting in telling lies

to the American people
"

South Vietnam, with strong IS
support, proposed a mutual

repatriation or internment in a

neutral country of able-bodies

prisoners who have undergone a

long period of captivity

The Communists harked back to

their old position that talks on

prisoner release must follow

Washington's fixing of a date for

total withdrawal of its troops from

South Vietnam
North Vietnam accused the

United States of "orchestrating a

loud campaign of propaganda on

the false issue of prisoners of war

North Vietnam's acting chief

delegate, Nguyen Mmh Vy. said

that 'to pretend there were great

victories after heavy defeats is the

way the Nixon administration

seeks to avoid confessing the

failure of the Nixon doctrine and

policy of Vietnamizing the war and

to press the policy of aggression

and war."

( alcutta-l nidenfied babv was among 100 foreigners evacuated

ho.n Fast Pakistan as violent and bloody conflict ranes across

rountry

.

Legal Betting

Rakes It In
NEW V« »KK - AP I >lt track betting got off to a rousing start in New

York City Thursda) . as long lines of betters gave Grand Central terminal

the air ot a racetrack grandstand

Hundreds ot would be horse players were shut out when the window^s

dosed as scheduled at 7 p.m.. one hour before first post at Roosevelt

Raceway harness track on long Island.

•Were running out of tickets said Bon Michaels, a vice president of

the citj sOfl Track Betting Corp . the lirst legal system ol its kind in the

nation" We tiad enough tickets to plaster C.rand Central Station

Officials had predicted a first A^ handle ot Sio.oon more than that

I taken m on daily double be'- alone

Eventual!) tickets were rationed a' five to a customer More than 100

betters were lined up at one time before each ot 10 windows in (.rand

Central, windows where railroad tickets once were sold

\lread\ f&9 million in debt, the <> TH corporation opened not only at

the 10 window Grand Central lacihty but also at a six window parlor in

Queens Local customers who previously had established credit weir

allowed to telephone in !>ets from w ithm the state Calls from out of state

are not accepted.

The off track windows served as extensions of the seller's windows at

the track, except they closed an hour earlier rather than at post time

Betting information was fed to the track for inclusion in the parimutuel

pool Scratches were handled as they would be at the track. However,

the off-track bettor had only the morning line in the newpaper to guide

him. rather than up-to-the-minute tote board odds.

The OTB has yet to work out agreements with Vonkers Raceway,

another harness track, and Saratoga. Aqueduct and Belmont, the three

thoroughbred tracks operated by the New Vork Racing Association

Corporation president Howard J. Samuels anticipated the corporation

w ould get off to a slow start handling about $10,000 a day in bets — until 30

or so parlors are operating, sometime this summer At that stage, he

said oTBshould reach the breakeven point of a $200,000-a-day handle

Eventually Samuels envisions 100 parlors thoughout the city and

possible annual revenues for the city of $160 million

Feds Assault Police
BOSTON AP' FBI informants

working undercover with New Lett

organizations have assaulted
demonstrations,
purported FBI

policemen at

according to

documents.
One ot the memoranda told

agents m a special squad assigned

to New Lett groups to caution their

informants not to get so carried

away at demonstrations that they

participate in assaults on police

The document, said to have been

issued by the FBI's Philadelphia

office, said that there had been

reports Of agents getting involved

in attacks on officers

Copies of the FBI documents

were obtained from Resist, a

Cambridge-based antiwar group

They allegedly were part ot a some

1,000 documents stolen March H

from the FBI office in Media. Pa

and distributed to some news

media and public figures by a

group calling itself the Citizens

Commission to Investigate the

FBI The FBI has confirmed that

documents were taken from USB

oil ice.

War No More
" „>«,•

Anti-War Corp. Starts Campaign
.__ -. —« „ „nH r vamn thP Atomic hvdro dynamics and geo-thermal With the

BOSTON iAP>-A non-profit

corporation to generate public

pressure against the Vietnam war

and war in general will begin a

broadcast campaign next week on

the West Coast. Sen Mike Gravel,

I D-Alaska) announced Thursday.

The organization, to be called

War No More,'' would "try to

coalesce public opinion to a

stronger commitment against the

war than now exists," Gravel said.

Speaking at a news conference

the day after President Nixon

announced planned troop with-

drawals totalling 100,000 men by

the end of the year, Gravel called

the administration's Viet-

namization program "a plan to

keep on our involvement for

decades until we win."

T don't think there is anything

new other than the decision to

accelerate the withdrawals by

l,5oo troops a month" Gravel said

of the President's announcement

Gravel said that what he called

the debacle in Laos" had made

the added troop w ithdrawals by the

President a political necessity.

'The reaction wasn't very

voluble," he said, compared with

public uproar following the

Cambodian intrusion, "but the

reaction in the polls was very

clear."

The President's claim that the

Laos operation was a success, he

added, "adds to the Presidents

credibility problem with the

people."

G ravel said an intensive ad-

vertising campaign, initially on

radio, by the "War No More"

corporation will aim to prod the

public to "step forward and

demand" peace.

The campaign will be financed

initially by a private loan he has

taken. Gravel said, adding he will

seek further contributions to ex-

pand and continue the effort.

He said the campaign might

ultimately expand to other nations

but said. "We have been and are as

bellicose as other nations around

the world We delude ourselves to

think we are superior."

On domestic matters, Gravel

rename and revamp the Atomic

Energy Commission.
Under the measure the agency

would be called the Energy-
Environment Commission and
would expand its activities to in-

clude all sources of energy, in-

cluding research of methods not

yet tried.

"The government should study

more intensively alternate electric-

energy sources such as the sun, the

tides, atomic fusion as opposed to

the existing fission process, and

processes involving magneto-

hydro dynamics and geo-thermal

energy," he said.

Gravel advocated repeal of the

Price Anderson Act, which, he

said, limits liability for accidents

at nuclear reactors to six cents to

the dollar.

He said the act undermined

claims that the power reactors

were entirely safe. "If it truly is

safe, let them go buy insurance to

protect people. If it's not safe, let's

reevaluate" the commitment to

nuclear power plants.

With the demise of the SST,

Gravd said, the proposed trans-

Alaska oil pipline has become the

most pressing environmental issue

confronting the public.

He urged careful study of all

possible means of transporting the

oil from Alaska's North Slope. With

proper precautions he said, the

pipeline might be less dangerous to

the environment than other

methods such as transportation by

sea in tankers.
eto- nuciear powei pu»iua.

Nixon Criticized

For Calley Intervention
.-» :_!•_ . .,.! t I,.. i .1 win I I III

WASHINGTON (AP)-Ten
congressmen Thursday called

President Nixon's intervention in

the Lt. William Calley case "ex

tremely improvident."

They applauded a protest of

Nixon's action by the Army

Capt. Aubrey Daniels

statement that he is appalled to see

so many political leaders of the

nation who have failed to see the

moral issue in the Calley case is

and they didn't think Calley should

be the scapegoat for them and

others.

At that time the congressmen

said the broader military policy
moral issue in tie v auev case is «»« -~ - — » .SU and ,s ,o be, applauded.- wh,h lexers such=ple> as

On domestic maueis, vji«*^»
„.,,„.. „f mil™

said he would propose legislation to prosecutor of Calley.

Selective Service Officials

Resign Over Calley Snafu

the ten said in a statement

•As we have seen, the temp-

tation toward demagogy even

affects the high office of the

presidency," they said.

Nixon's announcement that he

will make the ultimate decision in

the case involving Calley. sen

tree fire zones" should be in-

vestigated by Congress.

In Thursday's statement, the ten

congressmen said that the Calley

case primarily is a judicial matter

involving the personal guilt or

innocence of Calley and judgement

on this can't be made until appealsUUK3US =E«a«
i AP)-Draft board members in more than a dozen

states have resigned in protest over the conviction and

sentencing of Lt William L. Calley Jr., saying they

Sgree with the verdict and want no part of a system

they claim is unfair

President Nixon has announced he personally will

make the final military decision. Nixon also ordered

Calley released from the military stockade pending

appeal. , ,

The resignations were scattered. For example, four

„jey claim is unfair.
.

- N Mexico's 164 draft board members resigned

Selective Service System officials 'ntervie^dman
^^'co

^ ^ ^ £
Associated Press Survey said the res gnations would Tiwej. je^ ^

rjjjn,^ ^ ^xssociaieu rioa ju"w «~— «. ,

have little or no effect on upcoming inductions And

they stressed only a few members of the nation s 4,102

draft boards were involved.
»-i,1-mww.

Typical of those resigning was Ben F. Strmgfellow

of the Hampton, Ark., board. "I will not and cannot in

good conscience serve on a body that will send my son

or^nvones son to combat in Vietnam not knowing

whether he will return a convict or a hero, said

S,

^contra"t. Roger G. Sherman, a member of the

Indianapolis draft board, said. "Of course I m con-

tinuing to do mv bit I have complete confidence the

\rmv judicial system knows what it is doing

CaBev 5 was convicted last week of premeditated

murder of Vietnamese civilians at My La. and sen-

enced to life imprisonment. The conviction and

sentence are subject to automatic appeals and

svlvania. three in Texas, about half a dozen m In-

diana, eight in Iowa, six in Arkansas, eight in

Nebraska, one in Utah, five in Illinois.

Robert Allmon. 50, was among the three members

of the Harrison County, Iowa, board who resigned.

•We just felt we could not. in all good conscience,

draft men to be trained to kill and then have them

possibly be court-martialed for doing what they were

trained to do." he said.

Several draft board members said that althougn

they did not agree with the verdict, they would remain

on the job. >.*j-i m.
The members of Local Board 93 in Deland, Fla ,

issued a statement saying they were "deeply

disturbed" bv the Calley verdict and hoped it would be

reversed, but felt "resignation is not the solution to the

problem
. '

'

killing of Vietnamese civilians at

the village of My Lai. has brought

both approving and critical

comments from various members

of Congress.

The ten signing the joint

statement are Reps. Phillip

Burton, I D Calif . > ; John Conyers,

iD-Mich); Bob Kckhardt. (D-

Tex ) Don Edwards. (D-Calif).

Don Eraser, (D-Minn); Henry

Helstoski. (D-N.J); Robert

Kastenmeier. (D-Wis); Edward

Koch, iD-N.Y). Abner Mikva. <D

111); and William E. Ryan. (D-

N.Y.l.

All but Eraser sponsored a news

conference last week at which

lormer servicemen said they had

committed or seen others commit

what thev defined as war crimes

The President's intervention

has impaired the military judicial

system and lessened any respect it

may have gained as a result of

these proceedings " they said. "We

consider the President's intrusion

at this stage as an extremely

improvident executive intrusion

into the total judicial process, a

process terminating with Supreme

Court consideration."

Above all. they said, the country

must look beyond the ultimate

solution of this case to the total

context of the policy and conduct of

the war at the time of My l.ai

•We believe this is a matter of

highest national policy concern

and that the tacts should t>e fully

aired at the congressional level,"

thev said

AT THE

Prosecution Of Former Servicemen

Termed "Insoluble Problem"
WASHINGTON <AP> The

Defense Department said Thur

sday it lias given up trying to find

legal avenues tor prosecuting

In, „u-r sn vicomen involved in the

alleged My Lai massacre

Pentagon spokesman Jerry W
Kriedheim said discussions bet

ween Arm) and Justice Depart

nunt lawyer! have ended without

any agreement on how to try men

who have returned to civilian life.

It has turned out to be. as a

practical matter, an insoluble

problem at this time." Eriedheim

said He indicated the problem is

one of jurisdiction.

Fifteen of 24 men under in-

vestigation by the Army at one

time in the mass slaying of more

than too South Vietnamese

civilians March 16. 1%8 returned to

civilian life before they could be

charged
Prosecution of soldiers, still on

active duty posed no legal

problem. They Army charged 13

officers and enlisted men under the

Uniform Code of Military Justice,

including Lt William L. Calley Jr

who was convicted last week of

murdering 22 civilians

Only two of the 13 still face trial;

the others have been cleared
)

However, government legal

authorities were confronted with

serious questions on the course to

lollow in trying to prosecute any ot

the IS ex-soldiers deemed to have

been involved.

Tins is because the Supreme

Court in 1955 ruled out military

court mart ia Is lor former ser-

vicemen Since then, it has been

generally accepted that ex-

servicemen cannot be brought

under the jurisdiction of military-

courts lor trial

The 15 lormer G Is in the My Lai

caat include Paul Meadlo who as a

\* itness in the Calley trial admitted

helping the lieutenant shoot old

men. women and children at M>

As civilians. Meadlo and the 14

others are no longer subject to

military prosecution And because

the massacre occurred in Vietnam

t hey do not come under jurisdiction

ot civilian courts in the United

States

Kriedheim said the Army and the

Justice Department studied the

problem lor 18 months and were

unable to resolve it.

CHEQUERS
Friday 9 til Close

COMMUTER

SEATS
(and One Sorority)

Available In the Student Senate

NOMINATION PAPERS DUE - April 16

ELECTION - April 22

THE MIXED EMOTIONS
featuring

•THE SOULFUL"
BEN STEVENS
50c admission
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New StockbridgeDean
Talks Of School

ByJEANNETTEMAKTINEAU
MDCStafl

There exists within tins

i Diversity's liberal academic

structure the paradox <>t '*
eon

cent rated and technical two-year

agricultural school known aa

Stockbridge.

Whether Stockbridge will or can

maintain its autonomy is one ot the

issues lacing newl) appointed

I (ran John W. Dennison

Dean Dennison. who is also

\ssoeiate Dean ot the UMass

School ot Agriculture said that he

would Mike to have it part ot the

I Mass Community" He feels that

much <>l Stockbridge s

•uredecorum as an academic

unit" waa tost when its students

stopped dorming together

Tin- students ot Stockbridge

have mixed feelings about their

on this campus." he said

mentioned their

especial!) in the

place

•Some nave

lower status.

Student .senate The Tour-year

Senate tried to keep us out " He

termed this matter a "bane ot

contention"
.

Main Yulliet. President ot the

Stockbridge Student Senate and an

Vnimal Science Major, stated that

he versonalU would like to see

Stockbridge enlarge This year

Stockbridge received 1000 ap

[.liiations and it has a maximum ol

'-••" u.

Dean Dennison meanwhile

agreed that mueh ot the I diversity

Community is untanuliar with the

School's history and objectives

Stockbridge has been located on

UMassscampus sinceWS to MM
it began awarding Associate

degrees It has over 5,500 alumni

According to background in-

formation provided by the School

Agriculture, stockbridge s

objectives include that; -Those in

programs related to production

agriculture are well grounded in

applied sciences and those

majoring in programs such as

Agricultural Business

Management, Wood Distribution,

and Hotel and Restaurant Ad-

ministration receive a good basic

education in Economics and

Business
Moekbridgo's student body U>

eludes (i2r» lulltime students, and

•Uler people who want to update

their jobs", said Dean Dennison In

conclusion he commented As a

man coming into an academic

world rrom a technics

background, it's been a real

pleasure to work with these Stock-

bridge students."
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It's Agreed We Should Vote,

But No One Knows Where
**^ ^"* *" j ... i>. .,i,4 ki ..,,iwuWt><i areentabl

BveryoiW at the selectmen's meeting on Monday

night agreed that a person legally entitled to vote

should cast a ballot in the community wheiehettves.

The only question was. how do you determine

At the request of Attv Richard Howland. who is

retained by the IMass Student Senate, selectmen met

with the Board ot Registrars. Town Clerk Lsthei

Dim.uk Ted Laurenson. local chairman of the

Committee to Elect a New Congress, and Robert

Weiner recently elected Town Meeting Member and

chairman ot the Hampshire County New \oters

Committee
, ,

... »._^._
In registering new voters tor last tails election.

Mrs Dimock used the guidelines set lorth by Atty.

General Robert yu.nn that only tull time, permanent

residents oi the town should be registered here, and

thai one ot the criteria to be used should be whether or

not a student is being supported by his or her parents

It this was the case, prospective voters were urged to

register from their parent s address

Mts Howland urged town otticials Monday night to

take a position on the question ot residency uvregard

to a specific case of Patricia Garrett ^> the rownol

Brooktine. Mrs Dimock stated. Let me say at the

outset that we WOUW have registered this young

woman' Brooklme officiate disagreed with her

contention that she was I resident ot that town She

was allowed to cast a ballot, but her balkX was im

pounded pending a clarification by the Attorney

^
\lthe outset ot the meeting. Mrs Dimock S position

was that the town was awaiting a decision. Atty

Howland said that since Amherst would be deeplv

affected to the decision, it should make its wishes

Clear through an amicus curiae" brief, or "friend of

Howland suggested tiX steps which I prospective

voter should be asked to take when registering, which

he would like II see incorporated into the voting tew

On the first live including proof of age.

,„H ir . not Texas, but due West of the Campus

jusl received I new dean.

More Civ. Films

ShownToday at Smitr

The tilth set of films in the

British Civilization" series. "The

Pursuit ol Happiness." and "The

smile ot Reason." will be shown at

Smith College Knday « April ft)

The screenings are open to the

documents should be considered acceptable for proof

of residency, method of notifying registrars of change

of residence-there was no disagreement among those

Pr
^Tragraph six contained the crux of the question. It

read " a substantial resident' shall mean that the

person seeking to be registered as a voter must be

physically present or expect to be present in the place

where he desires to vote at least six months in any

%ear The tact that a voter or prospective registrant is

absent from the citv or town for purposes of seasonal

employment . vacation or other purposes shall not be
•

•- -•
; h ;;ul7nar sponsored

ot anv effect in determining voter qualifications ^ ^ sholege Art Depart
Source of income shall not be a qualification for voters

in anv wav
In support of the last sentence Howland pointed out

that residents ol nursing homes voted where they

lived regardless of whether or not they were being

supported by their children Weiner added that he felt

it simply wasn't American" toask a person where he

got his mooes before he was allowed to vote

Laurenson pointed out what he said were the ad

v antages of getting voung people just becoming aware

ot political issues and processes, involved in actively

working in campaigns. The alternative, he indicated.

uas a trustration at being unable to participate in

decisions which affected them He also questioned

whether the equal protection under the law" doctrine

was not involved when financial support was used as a

criteria Some graduate students, he noted, received

financial support from their tamilies. but they had

batfl registered locally

Howland said that, to all intents, a student had lett

his lamilv when he went away to college, and that

Amherst could be considered a stop along the way. He

is here as long as many young professionals are-

hetween four and seven years. Howland added

Registrars and selectmen will continue their

discussion next Tuesday morning at the regular

weekly selectmen's meeting

ment. the i:t part series on the

cultural life ot Western man is

narrated by Sir Kenneth Clark

The series, ranging Irom the tail ol

Rome to the present, was prepared

lor the British Broadcasting

Company The films will In- shown

at 1 15, 7. and 9 p m in Wright Hall

on the Smith campus

••The Pursuit ol Happiness,

depicts the harmony created in the

IKth century by baroque and

rococo Music is described as the

dominant art term, which with

architecture, reflects the

emotional life <»i the time

The smile ot Reason describes

the lorging ot a new morality by

the philosophers of the

enlightenment based on mans

ability to reason. Voltaire, w ith his

cries for justice and tolerance in

the world, lays the groundwork lor

the American and French

rev olutions

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

For people who appreciate

quolity _ there it only one

Bell's Pizza
open 'til 2 Frl. & Sat.

'til 1 Sun. to Thur.

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

Free Delivery of Pizzas

m. the lust live including proof of age. what
-r^ • J

Orchard Hill Future Discussed
V/1 U1U1 U

.,.„ —w^-i. x cost -feasibility 7 Autonomy in filling existin

liv ETHEL HARRIS
MDC Staff

Approximately sixty persons

attended an open area meeting in

Oickinson lounge last night to

discuss the future of Orchard Hill

and to lormulate a petition to be

sent to the Administration within

the next week Dr. Leon Baron.

Master of Orchard Hill, is

scheduled to meet with Chancellor

Tippo and Vice-Chancellors

Rromery. Campion. and

Oluckstern next Wednesday to

discuss the question of funding for

diehard Hill next year in par

ticular and the entire question of

residential colleges in general.

Rob Dew snap, of Orchard Hill

Area Government, who moderated

the meeting, explained the concept

ol a residential college in terms ot

semi autonomy and as an

alternative to the large

University and large lecture

halls He stressed the importance

„i the colleges right to hire

faculty At present, the depart

ment must in- compensated when a

faculty member is borrowed" by

orchard Hill to teach a special

course, however the I mversil\

administration has not ap

propriated the necessary funds to

Compensate the department

Vnother need for the Hill ac-

cording to Dewsnap is a

multipurpose building to serve as a

ne central rallying point for

residents A cost feasibility

study lor a dining commons on

orchard Hill has been dropped

The Hill has instead been promised

a mobile unit to be built behind

Dickinson House, which would be

only one-third the size of the

Student Union Ballroom. Dewsnap

stated

The seven demands, which were

tormulated at an open area

meeting held at Webster House

Tuesday night, are as follows:

I. Support in developing and

implementing our own education.

£ A multi purpose cafeteria

:t. Autonomy in housing and

admissions matters.

4 Autonomy in the selection and

compensation of faculty and

teaching courses on Orchard Hill,

in accordance with our 1970 semi

autonomous proposal this will

mean that we will need at least the

equivalent of 10 l/l time positions

lor Kail 71.

| With respect to the core

curriculum. Orchard Hill will work

with existing departments in

creating courses reflective of the

needs of orchard Hill Residential

( oilege students to be taught at

ttfchardHill Orchard Hill courses

Will afa»0 be consider*' I for COTC

distribution credit whenever ap

plicahlc-

i, ,\, originally promised.

reduced teaching leads tor Faculty

i;, ndents and Preceptors.

\utonomv in filling existing

orchard Hill staff pe°Ple and

flexibility in creating future

IHisitions

As a result of the area meeting, a

Steering Committee was formed to

determine a plan of action between

now and the time of Dr. Baron's

meeting Wednesday. Possibilities

discussed were petitions to the

university administration,

discussions on academic matters

with department heads in the

Iniversity. and group meetings

with University administration

officials.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

Festival of the Arts

Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial Lecture Series

DAVID SLAVITT (Henry Sutton):

Auhor of THE EXHIBITIONIST, THE VOYEUR, DAY SAILING

A performonce - reeitotion of "The Eclogues of Virgil"

Performance and Coffee — C C. Cafeteria —8pm.

LIAM MILLER:

"20th Century Irish Theatre"

Coffee and Lecture Memorial Hal Auditorium

Religious Service

For Berrigans Today

Victorian Studies

Conf. Starting April 12
A (iood Friday service to focus

attention on the Rev. Daniel

Berrigan and the Rev. Philip

Kerrigan, Catholic priests and

brothers now in federal prison, will

be held at B p.m. Friday (4/9/71
1
in

Grace Episcopal Church. The
interdenominational service is

sponsored by Clergy and Laymen

Concern about Vietnam

iCALCAVL
Lay theologian William

Stringlellow will preach on The

burden of the Berrigans is upon

us The lirothers are in Uanbury

tederal prison lor destroying draft

I lies at Catonsville. Maryland, in

an anti-war protest. They are now

awaiting trial, along with lour

others, alter indictment by a grand

jury in Hamsburg. Ha., for alleged

conspiracy to blow up Washington.

\)C heating ducts and kidnap

presidential advber Henry

Kissinger.

It was at Strmgfellow's home on

Block Island that Daniel Berrigan

was apprehended by the FBI last

August Stringlellow was indicted

for harboring a fugitive, but

charges were later dropped.

Stringlellow has a worldwide

reputation as an attorney,

theologian, social critic and

author One of his books, "My

People is the Enemy," describes

his legal service to black people in

Harlem lie is a native of Nor-

thampton, where his parents still

live lie has spoken frequently in

the Pioneer Valley area.

Also taking part in the Friday

service will be the Rev. James

(lark. Grace church pastor; the

Kev. Lewis Mudge. Madeline

deFnesse, .lames Curry and the

Kev. Franklin Dorman. Robert

Tucker. Janet Morgan and the

Kev. Arnold Kenseth will read

poems written by Daniel Berrigan

during the "Catonsville 0" trial. A

selection rrom a sermon recorded

h\ Daniel Berrigan will be played.

The offertory will go to the

Berrigan defense lund.

C.E.Q. To Collect

A Quarter From All

During the week ol April 1U. The

Coalition tor Environmental

guahtv is to sponsor a "Quarter a

Student" Campaign in the Student

Union.

Porcia Weiskel. a spokesman lor

the C E.Q., supporting the New

England coalition of En-

vuonmental Quality, stated that

the Campaign hopes to collect a

quarter Irom every student and

lacultv member ol the university

For the campaign, lour tables,

manned hv members of the

coalition, will be set up m the

Student I'nion. the Campus Center,

and the Fdueation building.

A primary eoncern ol the

coalition is the opening of the

nuclear power plant la Vernon,

Vermont. Miss Weiskel stated She

Iurther commented that there have

been 'anonymous" statements of

people directly involved with the

Power Plant "who leel that the

Plant Will i>*' high risk area

Regarding licensing ol the

Vernon plant. Miss Weiskel stated

lh.it the C K Q is primarily C0fl

reined with two problems: II

radiological health and safety, 2>

man made radiation to he em
mitted daily

on April 20th. A.E.C officials,

Irving to obtain a license lor the

plant, will hear tacts and in

lormation ot various en-

vironmental groups thai question

the safety ol the plant The pre

hearing will be held in Krattleborn.

Vermont.

1 'Ghetto"
OnWMUA

Sunday evening on WMt A is a

lull schedule oi events Beginning

al v u() p.m . The Liberation News

Hour, a collection of the latest

news and information irom the

radical newslronts of the world

\i b mi p in Black Perspective,

this week the subject ol the con

venation is The Ghetto", hosted

|w Noah, this weeks guests are

Frank Davis, and Marty Biuestein

and the) talk about the ghetto, its

problems and some solutions At

too p. in International Hour, a

collection ol music Irom around

the world, hosted by George

( ourmousis Tune in to WMl'A-FM

Hi. I KM.

Quarter donations to help sup

port the C.E.Q. at Brattleboro may

be made on April It thru 22 at the

campaign tables Petitions lor

support ol C.E.Q. activities and

tree literature will be available

Lee Thibodeau

The concept that Victorian Britain was the first

modern society will be examined In-ginning April 12 at

a Five College Victorian Studies Conference entitled

"Britain in the l»70's: A Decade of Conflict.

The conference is sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts and Amherst. Hampshire, Mount

Holvoke and Smith Colleges. Films, lectures, and

discussions will be held on the five campuses from

Mondav, April 12 through Sunday, April 18

The conference will be the first local attempt to

provoke student interest in Victorian studies, and to

eh-inee the old image of the word Victorian, Con-

terence chapman Dr. Michael Wolff of the I Mass

English department sees the Victorian era as the

•first arena of modern conflicts" and the prototype o

todays society. According to Dr. Wolff, "We are what

the Victorians feared" in that technology has

dehumanized and essentially demoralized todays

The decade of the l«70i was chosen for the obvious

centennial reason, and because it was the decade that

saw the movement from the High Victorian period

18-to- 187» to the Age of Transition 1880-1920. In addition

to the confused emergence of an increasingly

technological society, the aestheticism of this decade

lorced an intensive testing of the premise that art had

to be serious and had to convey a moral message.

The conference will have four art exhibitions:

•April 1871 Kvents and Personalities." Memorial

Hall University; "Art and Photography in the

Nineteenth Century.- Art Building. Mount Hotyoke;

The Victorian Scene in the 1870s." Met onnell Hal

Museum. Smith; and "The Victorian Woman. Mead

Art Building, Amherst College.

The events scheduled lor Monday. April 12 through

Thursday, April IS are open to the public-, while

Friday through Sundays events are Open «lyto

registrants. The registration fee is $:t.oo and should be

sent to BSVP c/o Michael Wolff. Bartlett Hall.

University of Massachusetts All five college students,

however, mav register free of charge

The billowing is a schedule ol events:

Monday, April 12 5 p.m.. Lecture Landscape as

Literature: The Sense of the Visual in the Nineteenth

Century Wright Hull Auditorium. Smith; Rachel

Trickett St Hughs College. Oxford; Elizabeth Drew,

Visiting Professor, Smith. 8 p.m., Amherst College

Colloquium: Imperialism in Africa and India. Alumni

House.
, „

Tuesday, April 13-2:30-3:45 p.m.. Open meeting:

Britain in the 1870s, University. Bartlett 301; 7:30

p m Open meeting: Culture in Crisis: Perspectives

on Matthew Arnold. Wright Hall Common Boom.

Smith 8 p.m.. open meeting: The Darkling Plain:

The Landscape of the Victorian Intellectuals, Stunson

Boom, Library, Mt. Holyoke.

Wednesday, April 14-8 p.m., Amherst (oilege

Colloquium: "Middlemarch" and Feminism; 8 p.m.

lecture The Calotvpes ot David Octavius Hill and

Robert Adamson as seen by Their Contemporaries,

Art Building. Mr Holyoke; Heinrich Schwarz.

Curator Emeritus. Davison Art Gallery, Wesleyan

University.

Thursdav, April 13-2:304:45 p.m., Open Meeting:

Britain in the I87tis. University, Bartlett 301; - p m.,

Film The Dickens Chronicle. Main Lecture Hull.

Academic Building. Hampshire. 8 p.m., Lecture:

Holman Hunt's Awakening Conscience lhe scene

0| the Fallen Woman. Wright Hall Auditorium. Smith.

1 mda Nochlin Pommer. I'rotessor ol Art. \assar

Friday April lS-1-3 pm . Registration for general

sessions, Memorial Hall. University 3-5 p m Panel

Science and Religion, Memorial Hall. University h io

p m . Panel Culture and Aesthetic Values. McConnell

Hall 103, Smith

Saturday April it m 12 noon Panel Imperialism,

Converse Assembl) Hall. Amherst. 1:30-3:30 p.m.,

Panel The Boleot Women. Converse AssemMv Hall.

Amherst 8 pm .
Lecture Gerard Manlev Hopkins.

Johnson Chapel. Amherst Anthony Burgess. I p in

j.||m David Copper! leld. Mam Lecture Hall.

Vcademic Building, Hampshire

Sundav April lt-10-M noon Sequel rne < <>n

tereiue. Victorian Studies, and the Future New N ork

Room Mary Woolley Hall, Ml Holyoke

The Graduation Present

Why settle for a solid chrome ballpoint pen. a

zodiac calendar watch, or even a supercharged .mported

car that goes only 120 miles an hour?

There's a slim, sleek mult.-m.ll.on dollar jet that

could have your name on ft, You can streaK along 10 miles

above mere earthlings. And cover the entire course

at LeMans in minules. —.

—

With it comes an invaluable post-grad education,

and the coveted wings ot gold, worn by only a tew

thousand Naval Officers.

Right now is the one chance m your Met me

to really swing, as wide as the sea. as h.gh as the sKy.

If you're going to be something,

why not be something special?

Naval Aviation Program informa

tion team will be on Campus on

April 12-16
The Navy
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At The
Pond . .

.

hf lnulil in- i»l the Fine Arts

Outer has wiped out much of

what used to be the center of

campus. Where the bridge

used to be that spanned yjr gst

mil pg vjr pmf
The building of the Fine Arts

(enter has wiped out much of

what used to be the center of

campus. Where the bridge

used to be that spanned the far

end tit the pond there's now a

trickle of mudd> water going

to now where.

As for the Kim trees that

were once planted along

Slockhridge Koad. well, about

the onl\ trace of them and the

grata that once surrounded

their bases is an old plaque

and a now unused trash

h.ui el.

FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Muskie Hits

GM Again
WASHINGTON \r -Sen Ed

iinmil s Muskie, D-Maine,

renewed Thursday his vn-

dorsemenl ol the so called Cam-
paign «. M saying the project's

put pose is to make General Motors

.uid the rest <>t the nations huge

corporations ore responsible to

the needs ol the puhbc and more

conscious ol the problems ot our

societ)

"Campaign G.M is actuall)

protoundl) conservative because it

attempts to broaden corporate

responsiveness bj internally

changing corporate procedun

Muskie said as he urged approval

ol these modest proposals

Providing for General Motors

shareholders te nominate direc

lors, to allow consumers and

dealers to vote in some ot (i M '

elections and to require G.M. to

disclose publicly information about

air pollution, auto safety and

minority hiring and franchising

policies

\ tew nun in the boardrooms ol

some ol our large corporations

make decisions that permanent!)

affed our land and lives. Muskie

said

"The wa\ out ol this dilemma is

not to attack corporations, but to

make them a part ot the solution.

Uu-kir said

r

C EMPIOYMENT
J OPPORTUNITIES

NIA ARIZONA HAWAII

Professional Trainee positions

currently available in all fields

For 1 month's subscription con

Uioing hundreds ol current

i pertmgs ?rc complete job

search information package in

cludmf. sample resumes, salary

& cos: '>f livmg comparisons. &

area executive recruiters direct

ory. (satisfaction guaranteed)

send $9 to

JOBS IN THL SUN
, 133, la JoM: 92037

1 ^N^:^*^
CHRISTIAN SERVICES
Holy Week and Easter

IMMANLEL I.CTIIERAN CHURCH
867 North Pleasant Street

Amherst

Thursday. April 8 Holy Communion 7:30 p.m

< ;uod Friday. April 9 Utunjy ........ 12 :00 - 1 £%•.
( "Jesus ( hrist Superstar" played In church llSf • 3:00 p.m.)

Good Friday. April 9 Holy Communion 7:30 p.m.

Saturday. April 10 Easter Vigil * :S0 P m -

Faster Sunday. April 11 Pawn Service 6:00 a.m.

Festival Services 10:30 am

On Good Friday there will he an additional service

for the campus community at

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
North Pleasant Street, Amherst

1 !:00 • 1:00

For transportation and other information call

5490321 or 549- 1638

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

DIRECT FROM MT. SNOW
THE FINEST IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

rm - Ti amir- - «•* •*«,». - bum - bhhuum - cumr, „ik

SWORREN & PYKE
ot

3hu lEttgliali fub

RICHARD BURTON
and

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
in

WHO'S AFRAID OF

VIRGINIA WOOLF?

7:00 & 9:30
FRIDAY, APRIL 9

50*

Amherst

Auto School
34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

CALL FOR INFORMATION!

THE

ABSOLUTE LAST
TAKEN

IS TODAY, DON'T MISS IT. BRING

$3.50 TO THE NORFOLK ROOM,

SECOND FLOOR, STUDENT UNION

Registrar's Office

Closing On Fridays

$4.4 Million Given

By Govt. To One Man
The Registrar's Office in the

Whitmore building will be closed

on Fridays for the remainder of

this academic year revealed Ralph

U. Jones. Registrar, yesterday.

•Our allocation of 03 funds

i money for student employees)

has been depleted," said Jones,

and this office probably depends

more on student employees than

any other office on campus."

Me said, "31 students presently

work here for 602 work hours per

week. This amounts to the time of

16 lull time employees. Since we
have exactly 16 full time em-

ployees, we rely on students for

.")()% of our service."

Jones explained that students

are used almost entirely for file

work, and that with the amount of

requests for social security, and

bank certification forms, tran-

scripts, grade corrections, student

inquiries, and transfer credits, the

files must be kept in a workable

order or "a clerk might have to

spend 15-20 minutes looking for a

file card."

Additional funds were requested

but only $540/wk. was given when
$1100/wk. is presently used for

student paychecks. Jones said,

'With the office closed to the

public on Fridays, we can spend

that day exclusively for fixing the

card files."

He expressed concern that one

day a week might not be enough for

this task, and that possibly another

halt or full day might need to be

added.

"We can never stay in our

budget", hesaid, "because one year

is never like the next. The

university enrolls an additional

1500 students per year, and our

office staff does not increase

proportionately."

Jones also said that his office is

affected by every single change on

campus, and that readjustments

lor changes require much time.

When asked whether a tuition

increase would be the answer to

the problem, Jones explained that

"any increase in tuition would

simply revert to the general fund of

the state legislature and would

only offset the government subsidy

to the total education of the state."

"Added tuition money paid by

the university students would not

come back to UMass but only go

into that general fund," he said.

Jones concluded by saying that

as soon as the money comes in

from the 03 fund, the office could

open again for a five-day week, and

the students would be able to man
the files during the normal
operating day.

Presidential Plane

Gets Bomb Scares

WASHINGTON (AP)-The giant

J.G. Boswell Co. farm in

California, one of the nation's

biggest cotton producers, collected

$4.4 million from the government

last year in crop subsidies

That was almost $60,000 most

than the farm received from the

taxpayers in 1969 according to

official records.

Rut now. if a new farm law is

strictly enforced, giant operators

like Boswell will be limited to a

yearly subsidy of $55,000 per crop.

The limitation is in effect this year.

The big payment to the Boswell

firm; perennially the front runner,

was at the top ol the list again when

the Agriculture Department
disclosed Thursday the names of

137,000 growers who each received

$:>.ooo or more in payments last

vear
Kight other big operators joined

Boswell in the million-collar class.

Thev were:

Giften, Inc., Huron. Calif.

(4,086,114; South l^ake Kamrs,

Kresno. Calif $1,875,454; Salyer

Land Co.. Corcoran, Calif.

$1,547,174; H.M. Tenneco formerly

listed as Kern County Land Co.,

Bakersfield, Calif., $1,317,051;

Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar

Co., I'uunene, Hawaii $1,232,166;

Waialua Sugar Co., Ltd., Haialua

Hawaii, $1,111,060; Vista del Llano

Farms. Kirebaugh, Calif.,

$1,1(16,762; and U.S. Sugar Corp.,

Clewiston, Kla., $1,073,980

In addition, 14 farms were listed

as having received between

$500,000 and $1 million last year.

Although made under a variety

ol programs, the payments are

keyed to controlling crop

production and compensation

farmer* for taking surplus land out

of use

The new farm law, which sets up

programs lor cotton, wheat and

teed grains through 1973, continues

subsidy payments but. at the in-

sistence ol Congress, also includes

the 665,000 limitation

Sugar payments are not covered

b\ the limitation in the new law

WASHINGTON »A1' > President

Nixon's pilot says there have been

three bomb scares on presidential

I lights at Berlin, at Dublin and on

Nixon's most recent trip to

California

Air Force Col Ralph D
\lbeita//ie says he has had to

decline, sometimes almost to the

point <>i rudeness, offers <»i some

foreign govesinnents for tighter

excort for the presidential air

plane
He is proud that in its for

a punctual minded President, Air

Force < toe lias never been earl) •»«"

late to a destination by more than

iv, leconds
And although the early odel

Boeing 7WS used Ear presidential

I rips already are going on 12 years

old. the) .ire so \vell maintained

that they should be satisfactory lor

thai duty until 1975. he says

7th Presidential Pilot

Alberta/./ie. a sell -Styled hillbilly

Irom Morgantown. W Va., and only

Correction

Undergraduates should return

their applications for summer

School to the Registrar's Office,

not the Admissions office.

the seventh man to hold the official

title ol presidential pilot, talked of

his assignment at the Lunchbox

Forum, a meeting of aviation

oriented individuals at the

Smithsonian Institution s National

Air and Space Museum. Wed-

nesday

••We have our moments ol panic

and our moments ol pleasure.

Alberta/vie said

\\r have had SOtM problems I

Aouid be remiss it I didn't admit it

\\. have had our scares and our

threats three actual bomb threats

one nl them m California this last

trip

"None Ol these things e\ er make

the newspapers becanae they

never reach that proportion

\o Escorts

Alherta/m- -aid that as a simple

matter ot safety, to a\oid any

possibility ol a collision. Air Force

one nevef has an aerial escort.

There are still some nations in

the world that feel this is a matter

ot protocol with them, and feel they

really ought to fly escort to the

President's plans," he said

•We don't think our own fighter

pilots ought to fly escort

STUDY SOUNDS

Two I onlrontatioiis

1 have had two confrontations

so far and managed to turn both ot

them oil

We even were threatened one

tune with a breach ol diplomacy

I said. well, it that s what it

takes we will just have 8 breach of

diplomacy I won t have any lighter

aircraft fly excort with me" I

never heard from them
"

GOT AN APARTMENT
to RENT??

BRING IN YOUR CLASSIFIED

ADS AND THEY WILL RUN
FREE IN THE

U-MASS BOSTON PAPER

Deerfield Dri?e-ln

Koutr !i and 10. sautli Deerfirld

Tel. Wft-Mlu

SAT. A; SLN. ONLY

Closed Good Friday

Ann-Margaret and
Joe Namath

on Alton Cor'/Boge* Smith pfodudon

ililiiiu'
Sunday Matinee _ All Showi — J p m.

CINEMA I

IMPROVE GRADES

The Seme Amount Ot T.me To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Incmu Vo..r roncer.tra.on Ann ""P'°v?

Vour Compr.h.n».on Stu1» At A Fetter
IJJJJ

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

Please Specify

ii Track Tape, Cassette. Or LP Record

Send Check or Money Order »V 95 Each
include 7Se Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts, Inc ,

Box 33
*-. i.lt»...lln \l
una Lontruu, "". 2™ZS
.Charlottesville, Va 7TK7--

CotO' by Mo»«lob AN AVCO IMaAttV 1111*11

ALSO
Joseph I levm* presents

An AvCO Emoissy f»""i

"The people
next door"

Ccnor ay Delui* An **" Embassy Releaseaw
starring

Lli Wallach - Julie Harris

Showtime 7:30
Sun. G ft C nt 7:30

17 00

CINEMA III
900

"I HIP EPIC!

.It Sti

your craw

flont il .

Screen*:

7 00 and 930
Rated GP

1)1 SUN
HOfTfvUN
lITsTE
BIG MAN

CINF.MA
tttfacfifiw

tyWOlul 11 pen

I
Friday

and
Saturday

Skew

Laic Show n ,,,12
STOLEN Kt$nl

m

TH * LOVfo ONE'

Final Days'
Screens

7 00 4 900

flmpus i H.O..V
AMMIKST
HADI (V

I INI

"The Best of Both

Worlds"
with

MAUREEN HURLEY ond DARRYL CROATCN

APRIL 13 ond 14 — 8 P.M.

SUB
C. C. Program Council

with in

t
, AMH£RST[

walking distant- p

EVES! 6:40 • 8:55

MAT. Sat. - Sun
at 1:30

The Power, the passion, the terror

of Emily Bronte s immortal story of young love.

Uluflieriqg Heights

WrmmmsmsmsiSS'-U\rW WIlUlALVIU IIUUII V"^/' VM,,y BRONTt- Produced By SAMUfL/ ARKOfF
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City Or University?
For those »l us who live on campus, the seeunty problem is something

which must be contended with daily This I'niversity. having the size and

layout ol a good sized metropolitan area, also is eursed with the van

dalism and Crime* ot a comparable city Security measures which treat

i lu- area simpb, as a college campus will fall tar short of the mark

That is not tOM) .
however, that the methods employed by metropolitan

law enforcement officers should be imported to Amherst. The I'niversity.

though ha\ mg ph\ sical similarities to a city .
also is markedly dillerent in

terms ol population and cultural environment The area is comprised of

college students, ranking in age from 18-21. not hardened criminals or

professional hoodlums

To form a security plan which takes all ot these factors into con-

sideration is a Herculean task and will probably result as an evolution of

.cents rather than an immediate deliberate program The proposal

suggested b\ Interim Director ot Security Douglas Forsyth, however, il it

proves to be economically teasible. could be a step in the right direction

wall) -peaking. Forsyth's proposal would provide more security

Within the dormitOT) complexes themselves b> allowing tor two

policemen and one patrol car to t>e assigned to Southwest, the hill, an area

t rom ( ashm tot he i ampus < enter This >> stem on paper anyw ay w ould

supply securit) service quicker and more clleetively

Uthough il might appear initially that this new move will do awa) with

,,i .«i leasl lessen security work for students. Forsyth contends that the

student fund lor such work is running out anyway Therefore, and this is

an important point, no students will be put out ol work h\ the proposal

\\ hether or not this plan ever becomes a reality probably matters little

in the long run securit) outlook on this campus Vet it does reflect an

increasing concern on the part ol the involved parties to make what they

feel is an honest effort towards improving the situation It this attitude

can be prolonged 111 the person ol the new Director ot Security about to be

appointed, this place might end up as more ot a college campus than a

cih

Opening Grandstand Play Of The Season

WASHINGTON -President Richard Nixon said

recently that the Vietnamese war would probably be

the last war the United States would ever fight. He s

probably right.

The reason for it is television. It's obvious no

country can ever fight a war again if its television

commentators keep interviewing enlisted men about

the battles

I thought of this the other evening as I watched

several enlisted men talking to a television

correspondent in Vietnam.

My mind went back to World War II and I tried to

imagine what the guvs in my Marine Corps outfit

would have said if someone had stuck a microphone in

their faces and started filming their reactions to the

landing in the Marshall Islands.

'This is Terry Bartlett here at Eniwetok with the

U.S. Marines. Standing next to me is Cpl. Zeth

Kinguurv of Zenith. Tenn. Hows it going, corporal''

It's going real bad. I don't know if we can hold out

the night with me ammunition we have The Japs are

dug in and we're getting a lot of heavy fire, a lot of it
"

'What is your name, sir
9 "

"Pfc Roger Bernstein of Brooklyn. NY."
"Roger, do you think the United States should have

tried to take Etfiwetok?"

No. it was a mistake. Washington doesn't know

what's going on. We're taking a lot of casualties out

here for a worthless piece of coral
"

Then vou don't think you should be here""

No. sir. I really don't And neither do any of the

other guys
"

How's the morale of the troops
-'"

•It s not good We haven't had a warm meal in three

da vs. and there are flies everywhere We have to sleep

in foxholes and the heat is fierce in the daytime I have

nothing good to say about this place

'What's your name?"
"Pvt. Tony D'Amato of Chicago."

'Tony, why do you think President Roosevelt in-

sisted on an invasion of Eniwetok?"

"It's hard to say. I've been against Roosevelt's

strategy from the start. We should be bombing Tokyo

and Osaka instead of wasting our time on these

islands. I also think we should forget about Europe

and concentrate everything in the Pacific. After all,

the Japs bombed Pearl Harbor-not the Germans."

"What is your name?"
"Pfc. Tim O'Brien, Waco, Texas."

"How do you size up this operation, Tim?"

T think all we're doing is trying to make Gen.

Mat-Arthur look good. He lost the Philippines and now

the Marines have to get it back for him Most of the

guys in this outfit are pretty sore about always having

to bail out the Army. We're thinking about getting a

petition together to send to our congressmen com

plaining about doing everybody's dirty work."

"And your name, sir?"

•Pfc Charles Hildgard, Butte, Mont."

•What do you do?"

•Tin a cook."

•How do vou see the big picture?"

It seems to me that Adm. Nimitz is not getting

maximum effort out of the Pacific fleet I would

replace Adm Halsey with a younger man and bring

more pressure on the Japs by U.S. Air Force strikes

on Truk and Okinawa. The Pacific command knows I

have never been for taking Eniwetok."

"Thank you. And so you have heard from the men of

VMF 113 on Eniwetok They are all agreed that

nothing could be gained by this invasion. Whether they

are correct or not. only time will tell This is Terry

Bartlett in the Marshall Islands."

Jim Mitchell

Constructive Violence
it isn't loo often that anything

good ever results Irom violence.

but the past lew weeks in Brockton

have pros en ditlerently Starting

Witt) an alleged assault on a

teacher t>> s couple ol black

students suspension of school for a

lew days a\\i\ then last Mondays

scuffle al a dance which resulted in

the use ol tear gas, Brockton High

has had more than its lair share- ol

racial tension and violence

Seeing that the long submerged

animosities had linally surfaced,

school administrators used this

lact as an opportunity to try and

gH bothjdack and white students

to sit dow i) and talk things out In a

series ol rap sessions that have

been held these past lew days, the

students have done a remarkable

|0h ot working their hassles out. to

the point where superintendent of

schools. Dr Anthony D'Antuono

saseead the situation by saying.

it s hard to believe we had racial

trouble in this school no tTss than

two days ago

The manner in which these

problems were solved just goes to

i eat inn a point I have been trying

to make m this column tor some
lime now That is. talk is cheap,

which is exact!) vvln it is l much
more admirable method to work an

unpleasant situation out Violence

while u°od lor attracting attention

and sometimes,bringing things to a

head, is an expensive it not im-

(M)ssible way to get to the root ol a

pmhlcm
I ,1111 slowly coming to the

realization though. that sometimes

before people can l>e urged to act

constructively on something, they

must be appraised of the

magnitude si the problem, which
might be effected through the use

ol some jostling about, but not to

the pou t where there is a complete

absence ol law and order

In a greater sense, what I think it

i rally gets down to is the lact that

it is sometimes contrary to human
nature to raise the voice before the

list when a situation really

becomes intolerable But most ol

us pride ourselves lor living in a

civilised society, even though our

true animal instincts must

sometimes be lupresaed.

I don't think anyone will ever be

comended lor being the instigator

ol msurection. but it just may be

that it is a reflection of our true

animal selves, trying to tell us that

something has gone amiss, and

needs to l>e corrected.

The thing to remember though,

is that m the final analysis, talk

and reason are still the most direct

routes to understanding and peace

and must never be abandoned.

Richard C. Hanson

The Financial Stretch
The figures are in. The patrons are placing their

bets And the Room and Board Increase Derby is

about to begin, with four "Board Plan" options

leading the field, while "Plan A" and "Plan B" are

neck and neck in the room rent stretch -the financial

stretch, that is.

Book makers are holding back on the final odds, as

the real money lines up to examine the sleek graphs

and strong figures that the blue-chip horse brokers

Irom all corners of Whitmore's green pastures have

placed in the lineup.

Ladies and Gentlemen The stakes are high and the

action will be hot Because, the students around this

University are going to have to call the shots about

how much they will pay to live here next year.
• * •

Yesterday morning, Vice-Chancellor Thomas
Campion, two months into his new job as head of

"Administrative Services", outlined his policy of

"open covenants openly arrived at" "while he

presented his graphs and figures to a small group of

Student Senate representatives and the local press.

"No decisions have been made" Campion em-
phasized as he explained the need for what will be at

least a $100 (X) increase in the Room and Board costs at

the University. Citing the exhorbitant increases in

costs, particularly an 18.2% hike in utility costs this

year, the Vice-Chancellor offered nothing but options

to the students, who will have to live with an increase

in total costs of about $150 00 (The Campus Center tax

rates and the Student Senate tax rates have not been

set yet, but will be going up.)

All the indications are that making the final decision

lor next years costs will be quite a horse race, par-

ticularly when debate opens on measures which would

charge students a flat rate of $62.00 for dining

commons, even if they don't eat there.

What is startling and refreshing about this year's

horse race is that Vice-Chancellor Campion and Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Bromery, worked

together on the proposals. The effect being that em-

phasis is being placed on "student needs" rather than

the best interests of the administration. The

presentation of costs given by Campion, was very

carefully designed to dispell confusion, unlike

presentations of this sort in past years.

• Campion is known to have studied "carefully" the

reactions to the room rent hike last year, when
thousands of UMies marched on Whitmore to protest

the guarded attempts to a Treasurer to dump a major

increase on the students, without even talking about

it.)

Letters To The Editor

And In Her Debut, . .

.

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

I'd like to add a few more words to the red-baiting

controversy that's been hitting the Collegian pages for

the last week. I use the term red-baiting because

that's a popular method of covering up political

disagreements with name calling.

Apparently, I've been "discovered" as "leader-

ship" of the Women's Liberation movement on

campus. As Bukharin puts it, ".
. and Miss Roland, in

her debut." In my debut! A quick glance through the

files of Colonel Marchand, the UMass security officer,

will reveal what all other long-time hatch rats have

known for ages — that I've been on this campus for a

good many years, and have, since first coming here,

been involved with the UMass radical movement.

1 bring this up only because it is precisely my time

spent with groups like pre-PL SDS and the Women's

Liberation Movement — which was the only

organization I belonged to for over a year and a half —
that led to the development of the political analysis

that brought me to join Young Socialist Alliance. < i.e.-

We in YSA are such clever infiltrators that we

managed to belong to peace and other groups before

wed even heard of YSA.) It seems that either

Hukharin has not been at UMass as long as I have, or

he ignores the presence of every campus activist not

in YSA.
The latter seems the case since, to the insult of

many hard-working men and women, Bukharin

notices only YSA members and immediately — in his

mind elevates them to positions of leadership.

Theft are no "leaders" within the Women's

movement on campus, but there are several women

who have been active longer and tend — sometimes to

our dismay to speak more often. Needless to add.

they are not all Young Socialists.

And. by the way. one does not "seize" leadership

positions YSA members in such organizations as the

SMC are often elected to positions of responsibility

because they are hard working and constant

True To Himself

leafletters, speakers, chatters — but again, so are

many many other people within the Mobe who hold

elected positions of responsibility.

One more note: many University students are

probably very confused by the anti-YSA talk filling the

Collegian, as none of the critics has mentioned any

real political disagreements with YSA other than

dislike of YSA and a fear of "infiltration" that can

only stem from the 1950s super-commies who, ac-

cording to our teachers, could walk into any

organization and within minutes have everyone voting

his or her way.
Oh. yes, my one more note: we in YSA are very open

about our political ideas and never keep our

organizational affiliation the big secret that seems to

make some people want to "expose" us. I invite

anyone interested in radical socialist politics, or

anyone confused by the ongoing Collegian con-

troversy, to drop by the YSA table, every Thursday in

front of the Hatch, to chat. Thanks.
Jane Roland

Vice President SpiroT. Agnew

has been invited to the third

annual Hollerin' Contest

scheduled this summer in the

town of Spivey's Corner, N.C. In

a letter to Agnew, contest

chairman Ermon Godwin Jr.,

told Spiggy he could speak or

holler, whichever he preferred.

The Vice-President has yet to

respond. As far as we know, CBS
has not been invited.

» * *

Has anyone seen the expensive

granite table up in the Top of the

Campus sitting disassembled on

a patio'.' The matter, probably

caught up in the bureaucracy of

this place, has likely been tabled

for further consideration.
* * *

W infield Scott Waters, 85, was

arrested and convicted about

four years back for assault with

intent to rape. Recently, a

federal judge ruled that there

was no evidence that the gaunt,

stoop shouldered Waters could

have attempted a sexual assault.

If you can plead insanity in a

court of law, why not im-

potency?

Terrible Irony
To the Editor: . .

I am the parent of a college freshman and I am writing to a number ol

college newspapers in reference to the revision of the Selective Service

Act

I am opposed to the provision just approved by the House of

Representatives and now under consideration by the Senate, which

permits the President to abolish student deferments... retroactively to

April 23 1970. Those students who are now college freshmen will be the

first students since World War II to have their education interrupted^ In

the present situation this seems unwarranted. for it comes at a time when

S^. r\l Tl ^j.:~~ the draft is being phased out and the administration's goal is zero draft by

UUnC6 Ul rT6VCntlOIl 1973 The terrible irony is that the students who are now college freshmen
v>r U.XXWV.

w
.

u ^ the clasg (o ^ affec(ed

To abolish any student deferments is punitive, but to abolish them

retroactively is reprehensible. No other deferments have ever been

abolished retroactively. ..

I urge you to publish this letter in order to urge all students to write

immediately to their Senators to protest this revision Have their parents

write also "Bombard President Nixon with letters and telegrams We

must eliminate the retroactive aspect of the new Selective Service Act

Act quicklv . the Senate will be voting on this same issue very soon
M Thomas Daubei I

To the Editor:

1 am co chairman of I Mass Veterans lor Peace. I

have been directly insulted by Robert A Corry when

he made the statement, "it's scheduling and activities

are steered . by the interchangeable flunkies that

control these latter two groups." 1M0BE & YSA).

Kirst. some personal history: I was a lounder and

later elected Vice-chairman of G.I S for Peace at

lort Bliss < El Paso) Texas. It is one of the best

organized and well run peace groups in the country It

publishes the (.igline. a monthly paper which is

distributed tree to 0.1.1 I was punitively translerred

Irom El Paso. Texas after 1 helped initiate an in-

vestigation of the Fort Bliss Stockade.

M\ transfer found me in Fairbanks. Alaska where

the Amy hoped to cool my activities in the -60 h

temperatures of Fort Wainwright. I then joined a

newlv formed peace group. United Servicemen of

Alaska We operated a coffeehouse for active duty

G1S and published a monthly paper. The Green

Machine.

I wont detail much of the harassment an active

dutv GI can receive once he is labeled by the Brass as

a Peacenic ". Let me just say that it cost us $200-$300

per month to publish our newspapers. This money

came from donations by our members We didn t have

the support of RSO or anything of its kind It took work

under extreme conditions of harassment I put my

promotions, mv honorable discharge and my freedom

in jeopardy by"standing up for what I believe in. What

1 am insinuating is that people like you, Mr Corry,

never flock to any movement no matter how valid its

objectives or means are. It would cost you some time

and dedication. n
Mr Corry. I have U ied to live what I believe in Will

vou state publicly exactly what you have done in the

name of peace besides your attempt to insult me. I

apologize for the self-grandizing I felt obligated to

indulge in. I felt it was necessary to establish that

Veterans for Peace has not been bastardized by a

flunky.

By the way, I am 25 and I don't consider my age as

any important criterion in making such a blatantly

stupid generalization as, "the ex-GI here are several

years older than the average UMass student and are

less apt to be intoxicated by empty slogans and

selective indignation."

I think that you are a true elitist and I suspect that

no movement could ever adapt itself to your brand of

cynicism.

Moreover, Mr. Corry, I really believe that the war in

Indo-China is immoral and illegal. I want it stopped

While vou waste your time and mine arguing per

sonalities, people are being maimed and killed. While

vou waited for a "valid peace movement" to form, my
iriends are dead or alive and killing. You make no

sense at all. Does that sound like empty slogans or

selective indignation.
George B. Scheurer

Co-Chairman

I Mass Veterans for Peace

To (he Editor:

1 read with interest your article concerning

President Wood's suggestion that "only a long-range

pohev of national population distribution and the

formation of regional government bodies will solve

the count rv's urban crisis." This view appears to be

total!) myopic and. in the long run. will probably

create more problems than it solves.

Dr Wood calls for "three new directions", the first

ol which is the development of a "genuine national

policy lor the distribution of our urban people among

cities and regions our present congestion in large

metropolitan areas may actually be quite a boon to

future generations who will have comparatively small

areas ol despoliation to endure If there is land in this

country that is "underpopulated" it is probably so lor

a good reason Either it is being utilized for

agriculture or it cannot support many people: the

displacement of people to these areas will only

aggravate the support system lf-Dr Wood's plan is

implemented there will be no refuge from complete

and planned environmental devastation Also, what

will happen when these cities and regions grow into

mature mogolopoh" Evidently then we will develop a

genuine national policy to colonize the moon, the

planets, etc

The second new direction is the establishment ot

new lorms and institutions in government below the

national level
" This plan may be appropriate il we

plan to slow down whatever progress is currently

l>eing made in areas of governmental concern. One of

the prime problems of big cities is a somnambulistic

bureaucracv which is incapable of accomplishing

little more than self preservation When the trouble is

an over abundance of logjams. I don't see how adding

a larger one will solve the problem.

The third direction is a call for "new policies and

programs in the acquisition, use and taxation of urban

land Alas, none of these new policies were indicated,

either because of the Collegian's lack of space and/or

interest. or simply because Dr Wood hasn't worked

out the particulars vet Perhaps it isn't his job to delve

into such mundane or politically sensitive affairs as

the taxation of churches and universities, elimination

of tax incentives for industry and the initiation of

more than just a primitive vestige of mass tran-

sportation Mv opinion is that the acquisition, use and

taxation of urban land is about as efficient as it will be

in the foreseeable future, and that the efficiency will

decrease as population increases. Land use is only a

svmptom of the problems of overpopulation, and the

problem cannot be solved by only treating the sump-

tom ... .

Mv proposal is that we immediately inaugurate a

program aimed at reducing the population growth

rate to zero This will halt our menacing growth and

gradually reduce our population to manajge-able sizev

This can be accomplished by LIMITING THE

NUMBER OF CHILDREN TO NO MORE THAN TWO

PER FAMILY and this must be coupled with readily

disseminated birth control devices and the repeal ot

all abortion laws This will give us time to solve our

urban problems without having cities explode at the

seams and ruin whatever unspoiled land remains If

zero population growth were made a national policy

our population could be stabilized by 2000 This

•simplistic" proposal would eliminate the need of Dr

Wood's ethereal policies of distribution and with

certainly much less adverse impact
J

John B. May turn

Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-

spaced, at sixtv spaces and must carry the writer s

signature address, and telephone number <all of

which will be withheld upon request i. The limit is

one page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to

intended publication. The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters. _

Start Of Something New
To the Editor:

\s one ot the main v eterans on campus interested in the happenings in

Southeast Asia, having spent my year there, yet not committed to any

group coalition, movement, or committee, perhaps I can shed a little

light on the apparent apathy of my ex military peers The to lowing

statements are not meant to antagonize any of the alread> established

peace organizations such as the Veterans tor Peace. Mobe, or the ^ S.\

M\ only intention is to express another, perhaps relevant, view

When Bill Staton initial!) set up his table in the Student I nion I signed

his list ol interested veterans because I believed it to In- an organization

made up ol prev.ouslv uncommitted ex <i I I desirous <»l seeing the war in

Nam terminated This was my impression Irom the conversation I had

with Mill Staton When I learned that oneol the top ipembers of this group

is also one ol the top members of another group I decided to shy away

Irom the Yets tor Peace

Whether or not Bernie l.ougee is devoted to the ideals ot the Vets for

Peace is not an issue here What is important is that his membership as

the co-chairman destroys the integrity of the group lbs positions of

power in other groups cause a bad light to be shed on the vets and

destroys the image we as veterans would like to project not to academia

hut to" the communities throughout the state and nation II the power

structure of the Veterans lor Peace is comprised of people who have

strong commitments toother groups it will never be believed that this

allegiance is not compromising The leaders of a political group shou d

havc« only one political allegiance least they leave themselves open to

severe criticism .

When the veterans are sure who is leading the group, where the group is

heading, and how it plans to get there I am convinced that the many

veterans who have abstained from political activity will be no longer

apathetic I intend to join Bob Corry in his quest for enlightenment Who

knows' Maybe Mr Corry and I are the beginnings of a new organization

Stranger things have happened
(ierald A tjuarb's

Not So Sure Anymore
1

VwoiSta temptation to attack the editorial by ^ GttcMn »
i.tled Zeyda Levda Sch.ksa" on the grounds of ant.-feminism

nim -.aina livJ choice of subject matter, or just the banal overworking of

a thTmc unw or,hv of good journalism However. Mr Glickstein s article

'does preint an illuminating insight into the attitude of the universityas a

v h,"l towards those women who would pursue an academic career A

w mans motivation for attending college is almost always assumed to be

hTame she is either biding time while husband hunting, or, by means

of her higher social status as a college graduate, trying to attract a man

from a better economic bracket, "to get married to doctors as Mr

Ostein put it Nothing is said about the personal fulfillment of

J .in for women- it is generally assumed that we have only a

seconoLry nteresTmm en^iv^. meaningful training. Those holding a

related wint rf view hesitate to "waste" the benefit of their en_

couragen^ent on women, since they will just eventually get married and

thus nut their knowledge to no use.

Perhaps Mr Glickstein and others feel threatened by those women who

demand something more from the university experience than four extra

veTrs m whtehto decide whose dependent they want to become Certain y

th eVonomic and social reinforcements for a woman scholar are quite

minimal It is disappointing to find even greater discouragement within

an academic community, where the general viewpoint seems.to conform

,o that of Don Glickstein s disthbe. As a married student with a ch Id I

have often been asked why I should want to attend a W*^^1^
When I first came here my answer to that was quite apparent, but now

I'm not so sure.

Maria l> < SSBglSM
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Theater

Weekend

Lit Typiowicz. freshman theatre major, studies a

design Professor Elizabeth Weiss has made for the

IT production of MAJOR BARBARA, (see detads

at right).

ByBOBNESTI
MDC Staff

MAJOR BARBARA , .

A comedy bv George Bernard Shaw presented by

LIMass Theater in Bartlett Auditorium April 14

through 17 at K:30. .

The story of Barbara Undershaft. a woman who

reeling that the evils of the present system must be

remedied, joins the Salvation Army and becomes anti-

capitalistic Her lather is a munitions king and ar-

mament manufacturer who encourages the

development of capitalism with indifference to

spiritual values. Kesult: A lively debate about money,

power ideals and public and private values.

According to director Doris Abramson: 'Shaw may

not reallv have had any more answers than we do. but

he sure shares a lot of our questions."

The setting is by Jeff Fiala and the costumes by Liz

Weiss Tickets are available at the Bartlett Box Of-

fice. Bartlett Hall. ($>

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
A touring group, the American Theatre production,

present an evening of drama and poetry from

Shakespeare to the current avante-garde playwright

Charles Gordone ($>

Films

Albums

A Female Elton John
'J^^^^l-whom wU. be .he female eoun.erpar.

, ilthe?e would be one i of James Taylor and Elton John. There s really no

trmrp looking Carole King has arrived.

CaroW?X has been a songwriter for a long. long. time. Her songs

havf̂ en rec
g
ordi b^such varied artists as the Shirells. the Dr.fters^he

Beatlet he Bvrds, Barbra Streisand, and Aretha Franklin. She has been

someone behind the scenes for most of the last decade and this album has

The musfclfmVXiSblues, the lyrics contain the simplicity which

makes Joni Mitchell and James Taylor songs such personal experiences^

He7be"t songs include the reflective 'Home Again" and the beautiful

title tune which she sings with soft grace and simplicity.
1

On some of the blues numbers, such as 'Natural Woman her-voice is

urainv hard and a bit funky. Her version of "Will You Still Love Me

TomoVrow puts the Phil Spector arranged Shirelles' version to shame

The album is extremely well-produced. Besides vocals Carole King

plavs an excellent piano, and there is constantly fine back-up work by

James Taylor, Danny Kootch, Joel O'Brien, and Curtis Amy.

In concert recently at the Boston Garden, where she appeared w.th

James Tavlor. Carole King before singing "(You Make Me F eel Like) A

Natural Woman" paused and asked the audience to try and forget that

\D\1.EN U (Saturday. Sage Hall. Smith College.

7. IS and «».:i»>BoWildenberg*s first film since 'Elvira

Madigan" This is a strangely cold and beautiful study

ot an important labor dispute in Sweden during the

early thirties

THE BANK DICK (Saturday Merrill Science

(enter. Iwkerst College. :::«» and 10) W ( Fields as

Egbert Souse a humbling citizen who captures a bank

bandit and is rewarded with a position of special of-

ficer m the bank One of the best of Fields wonderful

film characterizations

BROKEN AKKOW (Sunday. Thompson Kit. . and !»

The UMass nlm study series will present 'Broken

Arrow"
This I960 lilm starring Jimmy Mew art. Jell

Chandler, and Debra Paget, and directed by Delmer

Daves is one «>t the Hrst attempts to deal with the

American Indian Ul any kind ot an objective light

The stor\ renters around the efforts of frontiersman

Tom Jeffords Stewart to help create peace between

the Indians in Arizona, around 1870, and the hostile

and bigoted whites ol the area Stewart tries to tind

the powerful t oehise Chandler in order to secure the

peace In between there is plenty <>t action and ad-

venturc and even a love affair between Jeffords and a

young indian maiden named Sonseeahray < Debra

Paget The film also stars Jay iTonto> Silverheels.

Broken Arrow" later became a popular TV series

Starring John Lupton and Michael Ansara in the lead

roles

FIVE EASY PIECES (Academy of Music, Nor-

thampton > A man. is caught between two cultures and

ultimately simply leaves, picking neither Watching

him make this decision is the subject of this funny,

engaging film featuring a most sensitive performance

by Jack Nicholson. The film won a triple accolade

from the New York Film Critics for being the best film

of the vear the best director, and the best script

FIVE .MILLION MILKS TO EARTH (Monday.

Mahar Aud. K> A Science-fiction film from the Fifties.

A discussion precedes the film at 7

FOK A PEW DOLLARS MORE (Sunday. Student

Cnion. 7 and»> Another Sergio Leone-German Italian-

Spanish western. Clint Eastwood and Lee Van Cleff

are featured as laconic, moneyminded. gunman in a

Idm that's long on color, action, and atmosphere.

THEGREATWHITE HOPE (Campus Cinema) The

Pulitzer Prize Winning play was expanded to film,

and in doing so. made its flaws more apparent. The

film suffers from a static quality that is only saved by

the stunning acting of James Earle Jones and Jane

Mexander The film follows the career of black boxer

Jack Jefferson and the problems beset him for being

the heavyweight champion in the earlier part of the

century. Adapted from the career of boxing great

Jack Johnson

THE IMMORTAL STORY (Talkie. Northampton)

Orson Welles and Jeanne Moreau star in this film

about old age directed by Welles.

IT HAPPENED ONE NKillT (Saturday. Amherst

College. Mtrrifl Science (enter. H and 10) One of the

most delightful film comedies of the Thirties. Clark

( labia and Claudette Colbert star as a fugitive heiress

and a rebellious newspaperman, respectively, who

meet on a bus in Miami. The film won Five Academy

Awards in 1934 for the principal actors its director

Frank Capra. and the film itself has longed remained

one of the best-known and remembered films of all

time.

LITTLE BIO MAN (Campus Cinemas. Hadley.

Showcase Cinemas. West Springfield) A most stun

nmg film, the best of last year. Director Arthur Penn

has managed to make a successful, free-wheeling,

lyrical adaptation of a most-difficult novel. Dustin

Hoffman gives a (etching performance as a man

caught between two cultures, and Faye Dunaway and

Martin Balsam are fine in supporting roles. The true

Mar ot the film is Chief Dan George whose per-

formance is perhaps the tinest in American tdms of

recent years.

l.O\ E STORY Kampus Cinemas Hadley Showcase

t nomas. West Springfield) Erich Segal's bonanza

An interesting phenomena from a social point of view,

not that interesting otherwise

PSYCHO (Thursday. BU. < and !)::n>> The essential

film black comed) and mightly frightening at that •.

The story's about a pvchopathetic murderer and is

directed with the wonderful dry humor of Alfred

Hitchcock. Janet Leigh is featured along with An-

thony Perkins and Vera Miles Its essential Hit-

chcock, most entertaining with some wild plot turns.

You will probably never take a shower in a motel

room after seeing this film.

ROMEO AND JULIET (Tuesday. Mahar. 7 and »>

Photographed in color as a stage presentation, this is

the England's Royal Ballets production of the

Prokofiev ballet The film features the dynamic and

stunning performances of Rudolf Nureyev and Dame

Margot Fonteyn.

VIRDIANA (Talkie. Northampton) Luis Bunei s

treatise on religion It's about a young novice who

gives up her calling to make amends for a wrong she

thinks she has committed. Through her religious zeal,

she manages to injure most of those she comes in

contact with.

\\ ITERLOO (Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield) Rod Steigers biggest part, that of

Napoleon is a huge spectacle film. Sergei Bon-

darchuk. who directed the Russian epic WAR AND
PEACE some vears back, perfects his art of staging

battle scenes here The huge cast features Christopher

Plummer and Orson Welles as Louis XVIII.

Willis AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLK? (Friday.

St. 7 and !> Mike Nichols film version of Edward

Albee's brilliantly acid play about dreams and reality.

The story is about two unhappy couples on an all-night

binge and slyly exposes the facades of their lives.

Elizabeth Taylor gives probably the best performance

of her career as Martha and Richard Burton is ex-

cellent as George, her weak husband. George Segal

and Sandy Dennis both are fine as the younger couple

and Nichols manages quite adequately the difficult

task of capturing on film this searing theater ex-

perience.

WITHERING HEIGHTS (Amherst Cinema.

\mherst) American-International now is cashing in

on the classic novel set with this adaptation of Emily

Bronte novel. It is surprizingly good, that is if you can

take most of it.

|

Music

AMHERST REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
CHORALE The local high school group gives a final

concert before their British tour. It will take place at

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College. (Donations

requested I

KORODIN STRING QUARTET The Borodin String

Quartet will appear in a single concert next Wed-

nesday evening. April 14th. in Bowker Auditorium.

( )ne of the Soviet Union's leading string quartets, they

will perform two works: the Piano Quintet in G Minor

of Dimitri Shostakovich (assisted by pianist Lyuba

Fdlina) and Beethoven's String Quartet in B—Flat

Major Opus 130 which includes the Grosse Fugue,

opus 133 Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Council Box Office. 125 Herter Hall, or at Bowker one

hour before the concert.

RECITAL: WALTER CHESTNUT Walter Chest

nut trunpeter and member of the UMass faculty

working towards a doctoral degree, will give a concert

this Tuesday at 8 in Bowker Auditorium. The program

will include works of Gabrielli, Torelli. Joseph Haydn,

Francis Poulenc. and Donald Erb. Assisting Mr

Chestnut will be other members of the UMass faculty.

BUDDY MILES

Aretha had ever done it. Listening to the cut on this album, she need not

even had asked
\ MESSAGE TO THE PEOPLE, Buddy Miles (Mercury)

That 'the Buddv Miles Band is one of the tightest and best sounding

ensembles of its kind in the country is do secret This album can o.n>

enhance Miles and his band's reputation.

BOCK ON. Humble Pie I A&M »

It s hard to take a group like Humble IMe seriously, they parody SO

mam other groups that it seems their conscious intent Unfortunately,

h ugh it isr!ft. and what's left are echoes of such 'biggies as Alvm Lee

and Ten Years Alter Led Zeppelin Stephen Stills. Santana. and even mild

verv mild Frank Zappa At those moments when their rather humble

talents break through, you hope they would return to imitating Alvm Lee

guitar work - at least that's bearable.

RITA COOLIDGE, (ASM) . .. , m .

A&M Records is attempting a monopoly on the new fine female

vocalists coming along. They have both Merry Clayton and Carole King

on their sister label Ode-70 and now have a quite dynamic Rita Coohdge

for their own.

Rita Coolidge sings hard, driving

blues Her version of "Born Under

A Bad Sign'' makes the Cream

sound anemic in comparison. The

iK'st cut on the album is her

pulsating handling of the old

Marvin Gaye song. "Ain't That

Peculiar ".

Also Stephen Still, Leon Russell.

Booker T. Jones, and Spencer

Oldham all lend their talents in

making this such a fine debut

album
Since the death of Janis Joplin,

there is probably no finer white

lemale singer of blues than Rita

Coolidge.
B.N.

SECOND CONTRIBUTION,
Shawn Phillips (A&M)
The era. ho-hum. of the solo

artist is here. Shawn has a nice,

stridently clear voice, but it was all

I could do to listen to this record; I

still have no idea where the

divisions are between the first four

songs The lvrics. which are helpfully printed on the liner, are decent, but

I had to read them. It's too bad. because the guy could be good, but with

the wealth of ignored solo talent around you, you can easily tind

something else to listen to.

JUST A COLLECTION OF ANTIQUES AND CURIOS. The Strawbs

(A&M) .

Here's another attempt to bridge the rock-classical gap. Strawbs is less

pretentious than many such groups, though their attempts at eclecticism

are rather superficial, they sometimes put together a haunting sound

reminiscent of medieval folk music. There is really nothing outstandingly

new in Strawbs' music, but the mix is quite refreshing

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER. Paul Desmond (A&M)

These are ten interpretations of ten Simon and Garfunkel songs, with

Desmond on sax and a collection of other people including Herbie Han-

cock and guitarist Sam Brown. This is a very nice fireside record, but tne

result adds nothing to the originals: El Condor Pasa is gorgeous but tne

songs that most needed sprucing up aren't really helped. S&G fanatics

should like it; it's much better than most "Such-and-Such plays the

Beatles'' type of affairs.Jr EdJanusz

RITA COOLIDGE
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TAKETWO
Laughing—Now

••...words are written out and they turn

into observances, rituals; they till lives.

these signs and symbols written out by the

hand ol a stranger who could DC I

maniac...students sit and watch in silence,

.nul learn Iheir lesson
"

I
remembered that part ol a New Yorker

short Story as 1 sat watching Ivanhoe

Donaldson drawing the three ring sign for

liallantine.onthe blackboard in his political

science lecture, enclosing the X ideology

and the K ideology and word ol the ar

change! Carmichael within that wierd

geometry. I burst out laughing Then 1

looked about to apologize for disturbing the

t
.|ass: NO ONE HEARD ME laughter and

death mix like alcohol and gasoline, and no

one can hear laughter l so we think I
with six

feet ol dirt packed over them, and so the

students sat in silence copying circles

uroUnd Malcolm and King And my

distracted laughter was not conlageous.

hardly audible

In the weeks between 1 saved all the

paychecks, earned i unearned i as a T A lor

a trip over the recess, but had to fly back

unexpectedly because my father-in-law

died "They finally got to put racepowder on

you. tough' ole man:' I whispered to him

when I looked at him for the final time, but it

wasn't until alter wed gathered that

evening and m> thud drink that the humor

ot that broke me down. I never cry at

funerals and I never laughed before, but,

damnit. ii Sidnej saw himsell lying there

with his lace painted he'd still be laughing,

and I told everyone that within earshot

We drank more than we should have, alter

that, and perhaps laughed more than we

should have It was another lucking world

we were all lying there with Sidney with

rouge on our laces and all our worries were

o\er. and il someone didn't call a truce on

bringing up the cares ol \esterda\ we'd all

have drowned m our laughing-tears, dead

Mio'liuf.

You sleep 'I nil and the next day you re

alive. What's so tunny'' Every third guv in

Vietnam holding on to Ins life with a rifle is

Black The number ol brothers in colleges

,nui Black brothers behind bars is one on

one Prisoners write classics-Son.ja. George,

Ethndge and Eldndge -and students sit and

watch in silence, and learn their lesson all

ol us). The mood is the color

But not everyone always nets the word

the I list sister I run into on the campus is

Jackie Berryman and she is laughing her

io\eh hcadbackand fro Hmmm, I say.

which she takes to mean What's tunny
'

•'You remember that day you broke out

laughing in Ivanhoe's lecture '.' well I just

remembered it
" That was long ago, 1 reply

Well. I'm laughing now." she said, doing it

again .

I headed along How come she didn t ask

_ By Richard Hardie

me Why I laughed that day She was just

happy to laugh at me correction the me

that is in each ot us herself. Put it together.

I settled into a chair at the Top W the

Campus.
"lb. there

Dry Martini. Beefeater, straight up.

With Vodka instead ol Vermuth." the

waitress adds
Wait a minute Do you have any

gasoline?

-'Down in my car. she says

Well go down and mix a little m " Hell,

bloods, it ma) be the eve ol the revolution

\nd maybe the next daj we get our laces

made up Who II be around to do it" The

kids, they'll survive and Jackie, doing it

again.

Ha

Knockout
He stretches out. "S " shaped

on the clammy, canvas matting

\ grown Ictus, unconscious

With his head tucked under

A useless leather glove
ONE'

Oct up' Get up'."

TWO'
"That Cod am bum'

THREE!
lie led wid his chin'"

FOUR!
•| lost live bucks on em'

FIVE!
lie threw it He threw it'

SIX

The black was too las lor him'
SEVEN'

BoootHMMI 11000'

Compassionless animals howl at him.

I hrow beer bottles and crumpled

Programs into his inanilla rope cage.

With its three hon/.ontal bars

Which are so easy to escape

It sou are the winner

Vnd not the loser

Knocked out

EIGHT!
NINE'

TEN
Jehu Taylor

*

""JST
nistratpc

"In our cult

we bring up
differently."

i-u

the man saysT"

proudly,

n my son

kicked his football through the

garage w indow

be came to me
of his ow n tree will

pleading

please please

take me into the bathroom

and strap me daddy

I won t I eel good until you do'

< iverheard.

^*

Cultural And Social Center Established
^-* *-**• *-*-**• ••**• " ™—

, ..„„l,.r«.n,-«.^ ;irl show s C

This is to announce a new service ol the Five-

College Afro American Studies Executive Committee

that is THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CULTURAL
AND SOCIAL COORDINATIONS CENTER

It has been our experience during the lust semester

to note that on certain days as many as three separate

eveiltl ol interest to Black people were being held

Some weeks passed with no activity at all In an eltort

to better coordinate these activities so that a

maximum of Black people can take advantage ol

these line offerings and so that there can be a greater

balance of these activities, the above mentioned

service is now available.

ANYONE - Individual or Group Black or White -

planning some event of interest to the Black Corn-

speakers, conferences, art shows, poets,

talent Shows, dances, etc I are asked to please call the

Eive College Black Studies Office located at Amherst

College (542-2300) weekdays from M to dear with

Miss Thompson, secretary, the planned events and

dates with our Five-College Master Calender

An added leature ol this service will be that or,

Kr.dav ol each week, the rue College Black Studies

secretary will release to the media Black radio and

school newspapers, a schedule of the events tor the

coming week in the Black community.

We ask lor your cooperation:
Eivet ollege

Afro American Executive Committee

instants
and u laugh

js i open my case

before u

artificial

| i watch

behind darker shades

and u giggle

and vr children stare

u who believe in hair

less legs

unnatural beauty

quietly

as i pass with mv Black halo

the real is running

out

lor u.

daily

but tune is no

thing to me
as i boogaloo ft dance

a

way

i my rat ta tat tat

makes things

\erv

still s \ I

Lissin

Dixie (up is a Division ol American Can

Ladies and gentlemen, this is Captnamerica, your pilot.

Letting you down between the cannons

Which organ orgym above the ovens

Burning nonwhite mils and hoyshlack and bettyeHos,

Wheezing hohdav gassos over the fluffy punvener)

ot tomorrow i ecotogissys

And the cannons are chimneys are honeybriars

Hanging from whiteeth

American know somehow done it again,

( ta ins w hen the bant her Jumped into the I Hxie < up

She mergered with American ('an

LESSON

Nextmie lies pulling his knoektie

Check out Ins pipebowl.

And don't let him die ol cancer

Krom the back no

Sou pickin'

Hichard Hardie

Write For Take Two
I he weeklv le.itUH' Dike I wo is in need ol creative Bl;u k people

ul„, waul l« wide, lake pictures, do page lavout. or just .ihout

.mUhiin; else Take TWO is yetff page. Don't let it die II vou wiiiil to

Hosomelhinuto make the page heller, leave vmir contrilMilioiis .1

the MIX Office and sa> il s lor Take two. Or contact Kich.ml

Bardie or John Tavlor in the English Department They II •'« ul.«'

to pat vou to work.
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Drama And Poetry

Evening Next Week
•'An evening oi drama and

poetry" is the phrase used to

describe the production "The Best

ot Both Worlds." starring Maureen

Hurley and Darryl Croxton. Miss

Hurley, who is white, and Mr.

Croxton, who is black, recite ex-

cerpts from poems and drama

from Shakespeare to Langston

Hughes, demonstrating that

'black and white are beautiful."

Mr Croxton and Miss Hurley act

as they read, exhibiting enor

inously" wide acting ranges. Miss

Hurie) has been seen on Broadway

in "The Love of Four Colonels,"

starring opposite Hex Harrison.

Otf-Broadwav she has played Lady

MacBeth at the Great Lakes

Shakespeare Festival m 1%9. has

appeared on TV in such shows as

Studio One. Kraft. N.B .1

Playhouse, and Hallmark, and has

made a film for Paramount, "'loo

Late M> Love
'

Mi Croxton has appeared oil

Broadwav in "Murder in the

Cathedral" and"X Has No Value.

He has had extensive experience in

resident repertory theatre ap-

pearing most recently with the

Washington Shakespeare Festival.

In Baltimore he played Osnc in

•Hamlet" and the fool in "King

Lear."
In "The Best of Both Worlds

they perform and recite excerpts

Irorn such playwrights and poets

as Shakespeare. Shaw. Sterling

Brown. Fdna St. Vincent Millay.

Oscar Wilde. Frederick Perls.

Lance Jotters, I>angston Hughes,

and monv others. "The Best of

Both Worlds" will be performed on

April 13 and 14 in the Student Union

Ballroom. Admission price is 75C.

and tickets will be sold at the door

only. This program is sponsored by

the Campus Center Program
Council

Pope Assails Defectors

HOME \P' Pope Paul VI

assailed the defection of Roman

Catholic priests "for vile earthly

motives" on this Holy Thursday,

and came close to comparing them

lo Judas «rho betrayed Christ.

The Pope denounced the

defectors ma Holy Thursday ritual

commemorating Christ's Last

Supper The Pope washed and

kiss,-,! the leet o! 12 poor, old

Italian men Irom a nursing home

Ibis was .i departure Irom his

previous Holy Thursday practice

ot bathing the leet ot seminarians

( )ne must distinguish case Irom

ease and SHOW understanding.

pity . torgi\ em** patience perhaps

m waiting tor the return, and

always love." he said of the

delecting priests.

But how can one tail on this

occasion to weep from the

dehverate abandonment by some

and the moral mediocrity which

t bmks it natural and logical to

break a long premeditated promise

solemn!} taken?"

The pontitt called the detectors

"these runnwa) brothers" and

said "they have abandoned and

scandalized" their communities

Among the personalities of the

Last Supper we cannot lorget

Judas.' he continued 'The

presence <»l the traitor weighs on

the heart of the Master Who
cannot but feel a shiver in his heart

at the grave and terrible comment
of Jesus: It were better for that

man it he had not been born.'

I cannot think of this tragic

Easter drama without associating

it in my spirit as bishop and pastor

to the abandonment, to the flight of

so many brothers from the

priesthood
."

The 7:i year-old pontiff traveled

to the basilica of St. John Lateran

lor the loot washing ceremony
Do/ens ol cardinals and diplomats

attended. SWEDEN top Yugoslav ambassador to Sweden is carried to an

ambnVau after being shot three times by two Croat.an gunmen.

B^nt Hie" guard fwo suspects The gunmen kept police at bay

for »."> minutes. _^^___————^—

—

MDC CLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

summer sublet with option, verj

Urge * bedroom tovrahonae »t moun-

tain rinir Everything brand new

jjjj re™' Erenlnia tK±3»^__tt*±

Available Jane I. * bodnn. «pt

"

ijuabbln VllUce, Belcb.ertown.WaU-
U, will carpet, air cond. *•»/»•
(all 323Q6U mtt. B. tf4-»

To nublet — 8 bedroom apt.. June

I to AucuNt 31 with option to renew

In »ept . furnished. Will «>'««;»•*'

r.nt. C»U 253-5369. *»•»

1 bdrm. apt. for rent M*7 E Op-

tion to pick up lease. Pool, air cond.,

rtl.hw.iher. Call M9-6?38 •'«''«
p.m. tr«-3Q

4 mi. Apt i 2 bedroom* kltch.

ST. rm. Can hold 4 people. flM/mo.
tnln. otllltl^. June 1 - Ao«. 31 Call

Itarh 849-11 1 4 B - 1 P "» tf4'9

Need a place to atar lor the eum-

mer I mutt nuli-Uane a 1-bedroom

apt. etartlnr In mid-June. Contact

Everett .lame»on, 346 Puffton. tf4-9

3 bdrm. apt , June - Aug-uat. Cen-

t.-r of Amhemt. Will dlscuae rent

Call Blft-1169 after B. tf4-!P

2 bedroom apt. at Rollins Oreen.

air conditioned, all utilities, and

Hwlnunlnc pool, June 1 to at least

An>. 31 Call 253-3790 tf4-9

Iteautlful setup funilshed apt. mad

pool for the summer or lonaer, only

mi.i mo. Call WW-3501 after »
tf»«*g

lor sumincr with opt. to cont ,
3

hnlrooni Puffton apt. from June '
.

-

\u«. .'1. »">0, off each mo. Call W»-
» u after S p m. *i*I*

> bdm. apt . utll. Incld. June 1 -

Aur 31 Option to renew, flW/mo
negotiable Call Paul W9-6637 or

MS-gMl *"'"
sublet 2 bedroom furnished apC

Colonial Vllla«r, awlmmlna pool, all

utilities paid, rent Is negotiable < ail

".V)-B170
tfS-l J

2 bdrm. apt Hqulre Vl»a*e. June5

1 - Au* 31. 1«* baths, all utilities,

rompletely furnished. Will «»•«"••

rent Call «KW-39M "4-13

5 Bdrm. Townhouse, Squire Vil-

lage, Sunderland All «. tad- "JP-

tlon for fall Call 86B-30M *t*-9

1 bedroom apt ,
partially furnished.

Includes all utilities, swimming pool

and tennis courts. •*«" ,'«"' '
'

An* 31 $130 a month Call M9-««5r

Apartment for rent. June 1 - Aus.

il in Puffton fi'.'OO a month. 3 bed-

rmmm, air conditioned. Call H"^'
.-.t9-«>95t. mu

Save! New carpeted 4-room apt .

•.imimrr sublet w/opt to continue

Only fli.V 10 mln. from Amherst
Call fiftV3H.W. tf4-13

1 hdrm. apt. at Cliffside, all otll.

.

<nlmmlnc pool, tennis courts, avail-

able Immediately. Call 865-3942 af-

ter B p.m. *
f4-"

1 bdrm. apt. sblt/opt. Avail.

June 1. an frn.Jotll. f13*. 2 ml
rM. B» 441. Namh. 549-1773 tf4-13

3 bedroom apt . completely fur-

nished. AC, swimming pool, tennis

rourts.walking distance to campus
Rent negotiable. Available June 1 -

Sept 1 (413) M9-6439. *±

FOR SALE— AUTOS

"~To sublet from 6/1 to 9/1 l»rge

npartini-iit, Meal fcr 4-B people, e*-

rellent location. Nutting Aye. Call

(.all. Kathy or D.J. «t B4S-0320.
trt-9

To sul.let June I — 2 bdrm. town-

house. IV6 bath, all ntll. In*. Good
location. Call 253-5073. Will dl"/""!

rent. «""
3 bdrm. apt. at Puffton avail

June 1 for summer. AC, pool and

tennis and appliances. Rent negotia-

ble Call 549-6696. Ask for Jay or

Charlie. tM "
3 bdrm. apt. to sublet for nxsm-

mer at Puffton. Call M9-6822. tf4-12

2 bdrm. furnished apt. Oreat spot

for summer, halfway between ram-
pus and Drake. June - Aug. Rent

SIM necotlablr. Call 5I«-7I05. fi-7l<n,

li-7411.
tfll>

1 bdrm.. walking distance to cam-

pus, Includes all utilities, air cond.,

.Il.hwasher »,«». May 1 w/oi.tlon

*1H5/mo Will negot. Call 549-fil Ml

eve.. 5-0166. 5-21Br «^*-"

—Summer sublet or rent three room

npt . Cllffside. ( arpeted, pool and

tennis courts, faring wood's. Avall-

„l,le May 25. Phone 665-3568 eves

198B >W In ezceUent condition with
•unroof, new motor and trans. Ask-
ing $70« Call Kent at 546-9471. 549-

•i«0« or aft. 253-3373, 50,000 ml.
H4-1B

'67 Mercedes 2305 4 dr., power
steerlnv. automatic; '67 VW t door;
'66 VW I door. Greenfield, 774-4773

tf4-9

1967 Flat 850 Coupe, e«cl. cond.,

8700 , leaving the country. Call 548-

1488 after 7pm. tf*-S

68 T-Hlrd I-andan, t dr., new M1-
. helln tires: '67 Ford V8. aoto., wa-
gon, PS, '65 Cadillac cony. A. C
CreenHeld 774-4773. tf4-9

1968 Mercury Monterey B-55 VS.
PS, I'll, radio, excellent condition.

best offer. Call 549-6064 . tf4-P

lord Wagon, good transportaton
for the summer. $99.95. Call 546-

6411 tf4-9

1963 Chevrolet, excellent condition,

price $150 or best offer. Call Brian
Martin 546-6168 any time. tf4-9

Jaguar XK140, ex. condlMon, re"-

hullt engine, new front end, new
top and brakes. Call 546-5905 after

slK. Ash for Van. tf4-<

Ifttil Chevy convertible, good cond.

Need the money fast. Call Bobble
y,W-fi*l6 tf4-9

Must sell '68 Cortina, eicel. mech.
. ..nil , 25 mpg. only 15,000 ml., auto,
trans , disc brakes. Best offer over
SiiQO. Call 546-9728. tf4-15

•67 Pont. Lemans coupe, 326 auto.,

Kood cond. $1295 or best offer. 584-

0153. tf4-12

l'Ni."> VAf sunroof. Asking $.150

Call r.l.VO025 days, 1-623-5279 eve-

ings. tf4-9

1965 Volkswagen, good condition,

$300. Call BUI at 263-7512. 4-9 4-12

Must sell — 1969 Mustang Mach
I, am -fm stereo, 4 spd., 351 cu In.,

excellent condition. 546-6390. tf4-22

1970 BMW 2002, needs 2 tlrea, col-

or Colorado yellow, 18,000 miles,

s.'HOO. Call Athol 249-9383 anytime
\>W for Chuck. tf4-13

coats, HBM raecoM. AU gtMaVPS
and op. Call 8B3-BW- tMlu

"Suiukl AlOOcc. 2073 ml, breake In

at 1000 ml., $300 flat. Come *•<*'
yourself. 8-8979. "*-»

—Sony TCI 25 Caaaette Tape Deck,

like new A.kln, $60. C.U 665-3440

anytime. _**±J!

~Mg2 Ecoo. Van Ford, carpeting

.

paneling, curtains, stereo tape deck

Best offer. CaU B49-69B4. tf4-9

It's Poncho weather — J«»* »'
rived colorful, genuine ponchos from

south .America. Limited supply.
.

C a 1

1

W.V3501 after 5.
.

tt4'"

1969 Kawasaki Bush Whacker 175

cc Trail-Stree* bike, 7000 ml. $440

Cull: 5H4-WW81
tfl-H

"~ Olbson Folk Guitar, model l.(.«»

$80 Crals- 910 Tape Recorder $H(

Both In Terr food conJKIan. Call

545-2848. Ash far Cart In 424. tf l-9

Guaranteed, aota *tarm ayatems

Four wires to connect. Marked $19 !••>

xours for $5.95. 8 Lafayette l«M»»

»|,kr, $75. Call Paul 516-5424. tf 4-1 -'

Framus Acoustic Guitar with pick-

up. 2 yeara old in excellent condi-

tion CaU Mike at 546-9821. tf4-9

Yamaha VTG-1 1964, Grandpa of

all trail bikes. In good shape. 8200

miles. $150 or best offer, bee Steve

at 45 Phillips St. Amherst. tf4-9

Ml sT SKLL! Brand new mattress

and bo« spring. Call Chris 646-5309

ROOMMATES WANTID
F Boanunate wanted beg June 1.

Ant . within walking dlst of Campus.
Pool, air cond.. forn. apt. Call B48-

6239 after 6pm. ttt-M

Wanted 2 female roommates for

Sept. to May ef next school year.

Fuffton Village, 549-8675, farobn or

Joan, M4-14

Wanted — 2 female rsommatea to

share 8-room house, $60.00 per ni»

June - Aug.. 2 miles from campus
Call 6-7331. 6-7332. 6-7330. tf4-14

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET
Bund Squire V1I1.. 3 bdr., air cond .

pool, dish wash, w w. carpet, part

furn , all utilities lnc Opt. to re-

new lease, $208 m. Ju - Aug. Call

068-2888 »*•
1 bdrm. Presidential apt. Jane 1st

Option to carry lease. All utilities

Call 549-6999 after B. ISM

BOOKS
We bay need books and records

— Whltellght Books (In the Alley)

No tertsl tf»-,H

1962 A 1963 VW sedans, food en-

gines, brakea front ends, tired bo-

dies. $250 * $350. 63 hp VW engine

20.000 ml., $350 with trade. Call

584-4820. "*-°

1 set (4) Goodyear polyglass tires,

sise 14, $100, over 60 percent ofC
Call 283-5484 after 8. tf4-l_l

1970 Yamaha 305. low mileage, ex-

cellent cond. $550.68. CaU M»-««*;
659-3497. tf4-12

Camera for sale — 38 mm. 8.L.F.

Miranda O $100 or best affar. OtM
510-6262. t,4~'<

Must sell queen sixe. almost new,

TV, kitchen table, chalra. CaU 253-

7404. i"'-

WANTED
We have a frigid sister dorm

Would like to establish relationship

with girls dorm In Southwest Call

5-2812 between 8 ft 9 Mon. - Thurs
tf4-9

Applications fir male residents

are being accepted In Brooks House
on a nrot-eowie, first-served l.ssis

Sign up now I tf4-12

SERVICES

DUNEBUGGY
Fae. rebuilt 40 hp VW engine.

100 ml., cyclone exhaost aystem_

Purple naked - custom »«riped

l„«l>, fully enclosed w/"T'-top.

side curtains, gas heater, and

AM/FM stereo radio.

A real eye-catcher.
Many Internal extras.

CaU ROM
516-9809

tf4-15

Amherst Audio services atereo

component*, tape decks for home or

car. 197 No. Pleasant SI , 256-813.T

" PEKFECT FOB BCMMEB SCHOOL
— Fnrn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and
Aug. No leaae raq. Near Campus
Pool and air cond. Married couple

or glrle preferred. CaU B49-3918 after

5. tM-M
Immediate occupancy — 1 bed-

room apartment Puffton Village

S156 per month. Call 256-6874. Op-

tlun to continue next year. tf4-9

Available April IB, 3 room apart -

iiient, garage and woods. 256-8333^
tf 4 1

2V4 room apartment. Available

June 1. 1 mile from campus. All

utilities paid. $130 mo. No phone
I niverslty Park Ns. 1, Main St. be-

tween 5 and 8 p m. tf4-9

To rent for summer, with option

to continue, 2 bedroom apt. In Sun-
derland up* to 4 occupants $1S5

mo. In. I utilities. Call v665-3901
tf4-13

For summer w/opt. to cont. monV
ern fnrniNhed 2 bedroom apt., $35
per person, 1-3 people Mt. Range
Apt Call evenings. 258-8187. tf4-18

For rent (6-13 to 8-29) farmhouse
in Alexandria, N II.. 4 bdrms.,
mi. to Newfound Lake. $750 plus
ut I. II Brown, Paradise l.n, Halifax.
Mass tf4-14

Apt. Available from June 1, t bed-
rm . two floors, Rivrrglade Apt , in

Amherst. $160/mo. Call 253-3838
tf4-13

Rooms to rent from Jane 1 te
Sept. 1. Student house close to ram-
pus, corner of Philips t Nutting. $50
mo. or $55 with utll., I rm. $25
'.53-9985. tf4-13

1 bedroom apt. to sublet til Aug
with opt. Puffton, ut i 1 in. I May 1.

tall 549-3768 or 545-0074. Ask for
Jill. tf4-14

Spacious 3 bedroom townhouse in

South Amherst beginning Jane 1 with
option to pick ap lease. CaU 253-
5149. tf4-FI

HELP WANTED
FAI'F.KT TYPIST — honors papers,

Mi.-.-., doctorate dissertations. Call:

Mrs. Joan Taylor (617) 544-6K-":

Will arrange pick-up and delivery

TVPINO — Thesis, Manuscripts.
Dissertations, Masters, In fact all

tvping requirements can be han.llcil

through SANDYS SF.CRLTARI \l.

SKB \ l( F. dial 584-8005.
tf-mwf 5-1

4

1 or 2 women live-In, Infant care,

sewlnf, etc. part time. Apt-like sc-

rsm . prey . In return . 2 ml .
from

Campus t Mehta 649-1112) B-0566
tf4-15

If Interested In earning $100 - $300
extra a month, part-time In Amherst,
area. Call Springfield 785-1106

tf4-13

PERSONAL TRAVEL

CAMPERS FOR SALE
63 Ford Camper fully equipped,

needs some work; VW trailer hitch

$14; 1968 VW Bug runs perfect, body

In food shape, $1175. Call 256-81
^

FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE. After,

Fisher, TDK, oassette and open reel

tape, Standard radio, Ctah speakers

LPs. » tracka and other necessities.

See Amherat Audio. tf

"
Used Furs - Jackete. capes and

•toles for aprinf . New ehlpmenU of

Look out Jungle, Jungle Jr. and

St. Pattl have Joined forces but

they won't get even. 4-»

Happy Birthday Cyndy. (.your
17th?) Love, fa. 4'9

"
I love you BBl Forever, your Mou-

sle,
,

"*•*

Happy birthday. Karen, in 613

Love, your Hardhat. 4j^»

Happy Birthday Captain Kanga-
roo Love, Sue. 4'9

Blivit In 43« Baker': I'm the one

who painted the sign, not the nuns,

in Van Meter. 4J>

JOBS

LOST
One gold circle pin inscribed with

Initials L.8.O. Lost between Cam-
pus Center and Quad. Beward Call

Lois 118 5-0549 tfl-13

Sunday In the orchard: trl-colored

cat wearinf freen collar^ Call 516-

7202. try*

Lost, grey tiger cat. In Amherst
area Beward Call 649-6174. 4!)

SFMMKR IN KfROPK! Chartered
round trip Jet flights plug many
belpful aerrlceo. WATERBED8 too!

< all 549-1357 or 549-3963.

4 - 6 8 9 13 15 18 22.23 27 29 30

WANTED TO BUY
\ ten speed raring bike In good

,..m lit ion. Call Li« or leave message
:M 5IR-1168. "4-9

MEN of all trades to NORTH
si.oPE. ALASKA around $2800/mo.

Write Job Research. P.O. Box 161,

Sta-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3.00
tf4-$0

TRAVEL
Going to Europe thU summer?

Buy-lease '71 cars. Special low rate,

plans for students and faculty. Call

George Courmouxla 5-2420. Leave

message tf4-ll

GOOD DEALS
Don't say you can't afford foot-

wear until you see us — the SHOE-
IN, behind Aubuchons In the alley.

Women's sandals from $3.50 up. —
Men's sandals from $6 up. tfl-9

LEVIATHANTo Pla^

Benefit For Vets
IATHAN, presently on tour veterans IEVIATHAN, prese

m the area, lias agreed to piaj a

benefit dance for the Uliass

Vetereans tor Peace The dance

will be held in the lampus Center

Uiditorium at « p.m. tonight. A

small admission charge of fifty

cents is requested.

The purpose of the benefit dance,

as announced by co chairmen

George Schureur and Bernie

I ougee, is two fold. First to he'r-

defray basic organizational ex-

pences of the Veterans For Peace

and secondly to bring the message

ol the group to many more

BICYCLE CLUB:
Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary Tour

Saturday, meet 10 a.m. back of

Hatch, sign up sheet on trip board or

just show up. Monday meeting 7 p.m.

Rm 808 of the CC.

B-TOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaving Whitmore at 1245

Saturday for Belchertown State

School

DADA-SURREALIST FESTIVAL.
Meeting for all those who want to

nelp with the Festival. Nantucket

room, SU, 3:30.

GAY LIBERATION AND WOMEN'S
L
Liberation Dance tonight spon

sored by Women's Lib, Gay Lib. and

Student Homoph.le League

Featuring Steel. Berkshire D.n.ng

Commons 8 p.m Everyone welcome.

Liberate yourselves.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Don't just have a good Friday,

have a great Friday. Open House.

Phi Sigma Kappa, 8:30 p.m., 510 N.

Pleasant St All welcome

SAE

'

SAE Open House Sat .
April 10

trom 9012, 118 Sunset Avenue.

Elections Monday night. Absentee

ballots on bulletin board. There will

also be Virginia slides at the Monday

meeting. (Rm 165 of the CC. at 630)

PINNINGS:
Kathy Muzyka, '73, of \/an Meter to

D.ck Moulton, '73, of Gorman
Kathy Brum. '73, of JQA to Paul

Slack, '72, of Phi Sigma Delta^

Lila Jones. '73, of IGU to Albert

Spekin, '72, of Phi Sigma Delta

Janet Aaron. '73, of Sigma Alpha

AAu to Russel Sobelmen, '72, of Delta

h
Ann Kassabian. '72. of Sigma

S.gma S.gma to Leo Edmunds, 72, of

Alpha Phi Omega

ENGAGEMENTS:
Barbara Holt, 71, of S.gma S.gma

Sigma, to Bruce Sturgeon, 71, ot

Sigma Alpha Mu
Barbara Rossen. 74 of JQA to

Lawrence Fogelrest, '72, of Nor

theastern. D .

Angelika Mahlo. 71, of P< Beta Ph.

to Daniel Melien, 71. of Holy Cross

College. _^^—^

This will be accomplished by

having printed material available

at the dance. Also a petition stating

the groups opposition to the War in

Indochina will be available tor

signing. This will be presented to a

Massachusetts politian in

Washington on April 24th.

Co chairmen Lougee and

Schureur stressed that although

the dance is sponsored by

veterans, all students and non-

students are invited for an evening

of relaxation and entertainment.

Notices
101 11: 15 lecture a set of keys in a tan

leather case. If found please return to

Debbie 308 Knowlton or call 5 2510

LOST:
1 dark brown leather glove with

white fur lining. Call 546 8096.

Good Chance
By 1 8's By

For Vote
1972

WASHINGTON iAP>
Wednesday's ratification of a

constitutional amendment
lowering the voting age to IB by

Kansas and Michigan greatly

enhances chances it will be law

The momentum is obviously

gathering,'' said Bruce Smith, an

aide to .John Gardner.

Overwhelming approval of the

lK-year-old vote measure came

after a statewide referendum

passed by a 2-1 margin.

1 blue cloth rainhat lost between

SW & Bartlett. If found, please call

Lynne at 6 8022.

1 small, suede, brown, pocketbook

lost in Herter or Bartlett, please call

Linda 546 1159.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Kansas, the great backbone of

the nation, has set an example of

an awakened consciousness,"

Smith said.

Other states which have ratified

are Minnesota, Delaware.

Washington. Connecticut. Ten-

nessee. Massachusetts. Hawaii,

Montana. Arkansas. Iowa. Idaho.

Indiana, and Nebraska.

By the end of April, Common
cause expects Maryland.

California. New Jersey. Wisconsin,

and Pennsylvania to have acted on

the proposed amendment.

So far. no state has turned il

down.
Some states, however, have no

legislative sessions after this

spring lor two more years.

Gardner mobilized Common
Cause to back the 18-year-old vote

measure shortly before Congress

finished acting on it

Unless the amendment is in fori e

in W72, he predicted, there will be

massive voter confusion

The Supreme Court last

December upheld Congress

authority to lower the voting age in

federal elections But it said stale-

still have authority over voting age

rules for state and local contests.

Unless three-fottfths of the states

ratify the amendment before the

1972 election, different lists ol

eligible voters will have to In-

prepared for state, local and

lederal elections.

Common Cause is preparing an

intensive lobbying effort in states

considered crucial in the weeks

ahead: New Jersey. Nevada. Utah.

Vermont, Missouri. Florida.

Colorado and New Hampshire.

Aquarians capitalize on surprise:

the element of the unexpected is

second nature to Aquarius. These

persons have a bizarre sense of

humor, are progressive, inventive

and are intrigued by the ususual. The
Aquarius native makes quick

decisions and is an ally of the

unorthodox Some famous persons

born under Aquarius include Zsa Zsa

Gabor, Norman Mailer and Jack

Lemmon.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Ac

cent on marriage, business part

nership, ability to comprehend views

of opposition. Be flexible. Gam shown

through written word. Promote
qreater degree of self expression.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Give

special attention to pets, dependents.

One who performs special services

deserves added recognition. Be

punctual. Check appointment
schedule, improve relations with co

workers.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Sense

of drama dominates. You shake off

lethargy. There is opportunity for

meaningful change. Travel is also on

agenda. Improve ways of com

municating. Check with Libra m
dividual.

CANCER (June 21 July 22)

Emphasis on early experiences and

how you utilize them. You go back to

past But important factor is how you

transform what you know into

current action. Message will be

C

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Beclever in

expressing ideas You know what it is

you need. Dey is to make your in

tentions clear. Relative attempts to

be helpful Ultimately, however, you

must be able to assert requirements.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22): Earning

or spending power is emphasized

Stick to what you know. Refuse to be

tempted .nto unknown areas. Don t

risk capital on speculation I

self esteem. Realize your worth.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Cycle

high, you can trust judgment, in

tuition. Take initiative. Stress in

dependence of thought, action. Strive

tor originality. Give full play to

creative efforts Lead rather than

follow.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Some
degree of seclusion may be

necessary. Protect interests by

being discreet. Don't reveal all you

know Visit one who is confined to

home, hospital Stress charitable

^SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Accent on fulfillment of important

desires, by being thorough you get

what you want. Friend who is

haphazard in methods should be

bypassed Listen well to Leo M
dividual. „„ . ,„
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19

Special honor is due. Accept with

pride Communicate ideas. You
opinions now are sought present

them Member of opposite sex plays

significant role Be dynamic in ap

proach to problems.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18K

Good lunar aspect now coincides with

ability to get across major points

Travel is on agenda so are special

communications and lone range

plans Be receptive Accent

"PISCES (Feb 19 March 20).

Money from others emphasized. Be

positive of what special documents

contain, imply Avoid any tendency

to substitute wishful thmkmq tor

actuality Key is to be realistic.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

r

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
vou draw people to you with their

questions, problems You are at

traded to law and medicine. You are.

however, better at helping others

than at aiding yourselC By October,

you get chance to break through red

tape Travel is very much m picture

Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

1 South African

Dutchmen
6 Strip of

leather

1 1 Time of

year

12 Characterized

by death

14 Irritates

15 Simpleton

17 Note of

scale

18 Ethiopian

title

19 Tusk of

elephant

20 Everyone

21 Latin

conjunction

22 Stalks

23 Semi precious

stone

24 Continued
stories

26 Masts
27 Evils

28 Prophet

29 Score

31 Encourage
34 Depend on

35 Crown
36 Note of

scale

37 Bitter

vetch

38 Separates

39 Fruit

seed

40 Three toed

sloth

41 Manservant

42 Speck

43 Cylindrical

45 Rented

47 Satiates

48 Finished

DOWN

1 Chastise

2 Shade
trees

3 Worm

4 Artificial

language

5 Snuffles

6 Mixes
7 Another name

for Ilium

8 Rodent

9 Symbol for

silver

10 Stone
support

11 Fathers

13 Hails

16 Portuguese
title (pi.)

19 Country of

Europe

20 Separate

22 Absurd

23 Musical
drama

25 Small
brooks

26 Scorches

28 City in

Washington

29 Handle

30 Eagle's

nests

31 Lease

32 Prepared tor

print

33 Famed
BE

35 Stories

38 Top of head

39 Attitude

41 Animal doctor

(colloq.)

42 Insane

44 Sun god
46 Printer's

measure

Pistr. by Inited Feature Syndicate. Inc. 9

HAMBURGERS

19*

CHEESEBURGERS

24*

introducing:

2 pieces Chicken

French Fries

Cole Slaw
Roll

Honey

79*

DRUMMER BOY
55 University Drive
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Spring Football Starts Monday
With

New Head Coach

Dick MacPherson

And Staff

Highlighted By

Bernie Dallas Day

May 1 ' 'Building Towards The Opener'

'

BMWW »»u ..-.u .^m:""' tssss&ss&zzs&z&s&z*^^
. i k .' n . . r ? r rmx» .-*ajae*f** ." J » ' *' -' *uzz-uaziZ

Sox Lose In Ninth
Siebert Impressive

Coody Leads Masters
•^ ... t_i_ 4„ im. <i Muutprc titlp

CLEVELAND <AP» Rookie

Gomer Hodge's two**, two-run

single m the ninth inning lifted the

Cleveland Indians to I Y\ home

opening victory over the Boston

Kill So* yesterday

Hodge, who had doubled as .1

pinch hitter and scored in the

eighth inning, tingled ofl Ken

Tatum to icore Raj Fosse and

Doug Camilli

H..sti)ii had huilt a 2 lead on a

pair di inningropenjng homers, t>>

Luis \paricio m the third and by

pitcher Soon) Siebert in the fifth

Siebert, who had pitched 1 two

hitter over seven innings, then was

tagged bj Hodge's double, pinch

-mule by Ted Uhlaender and John

Lowenstein'i tingle m the eighth

before Sparky Lyle came on to end

the rallv

Then m the ninth Tatum took

nvei and wax i>reeted by Yad.i

PinsOII s Bingk Fosse was hit by .i

pitch and Ken Harrelson

sacrificed < amiUi pinch hit and nil

grounder i«> George Scott who

II n, I'insoii out at the plate the

other runners going to third and

md Hodge then followed with

nn winning hit

Siebert was tremendous tor the

lirst seven innings, allowing only

two hiN both singles by Larry

Brown The veteran right-hander

truck out five and walked only

one
When the Indians tmally lor to

then e\ teammate in the eighth.

Ly le came in with runners on first

and second and nobody out and

bailed him out The left-handed

rebel .ut tiot Brown to hit into a

double play by Boston's new

combination, Doug Griffin to Luis

\pancio to George Scott, then

retired Craig Nettles on a fly ball to

end the inning.

With the right handed hitting

heart ot the Cleveland batting

order coming up in the ninth,

manager Eddie Kasko lifted Lyle

in favor ot right-hander Tatum.

but the move turned out badly as

the Indians rallied for the decisive

rums
gam McDowell was the

Cleveland starter, and Boston's

two home runs were the only hits

allowed by the fireballing left

bander in the seven innings he

worked. Aparicio s homer went

over the left Held wall despite a

leaping bid by Boy Foster, who

crashed over "the fence m his at-

tempt to catch it Siebert s went

Mime 410 loot to dead center

McDowell struck out nine bat

lers. luir the Indians 20 game

winner of s year ago was wild.

wafting live men. hitting another,

and going to long counts on many
other batters

Vince Colbert hurled the last two

innings lor Cleveland and was

credited with the victory, while

latum took the It

Boston s lirst of the season after

I I
1 opening day victory over the

New York Yankees

Ymee Colbert hurled the last two

innings lor Cleveland and was

credited with the victory, while

Tatum took the loss Bostons first

ot the season after a 3*1 opening

day victory over the New York

Yankees Tuesday.

AUGUSTA. Ga (AP»-Charles

Coodv. a rangy Texan who blew a

chance to win this event two years

ago. ripped six strokes off par and

stormed into the first-round lead in

the :?5th Masters Championship

with a stunning 66 yesterda>

The H-yearold Coody. veteran

of nine vears on the pro tour, held

an imposing three-stroke lead over

a group of five tied at 69.

Thev are veteran Don January,

Bob Lunn. former PGA champion

Bav Floyd. Bob Murphy and Hale

Irwin, a 2f> year-old tour regular

who is seeking his first

professional victory

Jack Nicklaus. the reigning PGA
champion and the man favored to

win this tournament, had a

mediocre to He missed two short

birdie putts on the final two holes

ill never learn.'' he said

shaking his head in disgust I was

moving my head. 'Til just never

learn to keep still

it wasn't a good round. It

wasn't bad. but those two missed

putts kept it from being good.

Tm tour strokes back, but

there's three rounds to go."

He was only one of the really

glamour names of the game able to

break par during the warm, sunny

day that lured a massive gallery of

some 20.000 to the 6.980-yard, par

1% Augusta National Golf Club

course.

\M usual, a large portion of them

followed Arnold Palmer, who has

won this title a record four times

But Palmer took a 73. including a

double bogey six on the 10th hole

where he missed the green and

three putted from five feet.

missing Irom eight inches on his

second putt

i plaved atrociously,' Palmer

said its the worst round I've had

all year. I can't think of anything I

did well I drove poorly and I hit a

lot of bad irons I made a couple of

putts, but I missed a couple of short

ones, too

Defending champion Billy

Casper had a 72 "and am very

pleased." he said i feel fortunate

to have scored that well today.'

Tony Jacklin of England, the

U.S. open title-holder, matched

palmers 7?

(dodv. a Texas Christian

graduate and former Air Force

officer, had a big chance for the

1969 Masters title.

He held the lead alone when he

walked off the 15th green on the

final round

i remember thinking I could

par in and win it." he recalled. But

he bogeyed all three of the closing

holes and finished fifth.

The 6-foot 2. 190 pounder

mastered the par fives Thursday.

taking birdies on all four of them,

and just missing an eagle three on

the second

it really doesn't mean that

much. What With f>4 holes to go." he

said it's just got me in very good

shape I'm very happy about it, of

course, but there's still a long way

to go

Coody has won two tour events,

the 1954 Dallas Open and the 1969

Cleveland Open.

He's been a consistent money

winner lor the last several years,

but hit a slump last season when

his clubs were lost on an airline

Id had that driver for a long

time. he said. "We'd been

through a lot together I guess |

had to go through IS to 20 new ones

before I lound one I could work

with
"

E was afay one ot tne reauy «•«. »— - ^» -
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Bucks, Lakers On TV Tonight
7

. _. . . .l„ 1 a^ ^rhnr n( Alcinder . on t he ot her ha nd

Sports Notices

MILWAUKEE lAPl-The
powerful Milwaukee Bucks will

seek to move into the National

Basketball Association playoff

linal bv beating another California

team the Los Angeles Lakers-in

the l>est oseven series starting

Friday night

The Bucks qualified for the

Western Conference playoff final

by crushing San Francisco four

games to one

Friday's contest will be shown

nationally on ABC-TV, starting at 9

p.m. EST

Any hopes the Lakers harbor of

heating the favored Bucks rest on

the 7 foot 1 frame of Wilt Cham-

berlain, who has the unemviable

task ol stopping, or at least

negating, the high-scoring Lew

Alcinder.

In five games during the regular

season. Chamberlain out-played

bis young opponent only once.

Surprisingly, that wasn't the one

game that Los Angeles won.

Chamberlain won the league

rebounding title for the ninth time,

averaging I8.2 per game.

Alcinder. on the other hand, took

scoring honors with 31.7 points a

game and was named the NBAs
most valuable player.

The Lakers pulled a surprise by-

get ting past Chicago. Los Angeles

lost guard Jerry West, the 1969-70

scoring champion, last month But

Gail Goodrich took over the

scoring duties for the Lakers,

averaging :in points a game against

the Bulls, and rookie Jim Mc-
Milban moved into the starting

lineup.

IN lit \Ml It M H XNDHAII-

Till ItNFY The second annual

pyramid Small Ball Handball

Tournament will commence on

Monday. April 12 This tournament

is open to all faculty, staff,

graduate and undergraduate

students To enter, simply sign up

at the Intramural Office, 215

Hoyden, no later than 4 p.m., April

I OOTBAU Bill IPMENT
(II \MJKSCoach Dick Mac

Phersofl has announced the

1 banges in the tunes and dates of

drawing equipment for spring

loot ball per order ol coaches

Kishko and Saffron head coaches

ol equipment The new dales are

loda> through Saturday. April O-lo.

between 8 and 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.

and 1 p.m.

UKESTMM" MEET The AAC

six state wrestling meet will be

held at Harvard on Saturday. April

in Entry forms may be picked up

m Homer Barr s office.

(ii-kk( bowling-Co-
Uecreational team bowling will

commence- on Monday. April 12

and will be available each Monday

and Tuesday evenings from 7-9 at

the Boyden air-conditioned lanes.

Formal team entries will not be

required, nor win" I set schedule be

established

Bullet's Johnson In Lineup
NEW YORK iAP' At least one

member ol the New York Knicks

would like to see All-Star forward

(ius Johnson back in unilorm lor

the Baltimore Bullets in their

second playoff game Friday af-

ternoon

i wish he was healthy I like to

act everybody at lull strength in

the playoffs. They mean so much."

said Dave DeBusschere of the

Knicks. who normally guards

Johnson when the two National

Basketball Association clubs

conduct their stirring duels.

And there is another, more

selfish, reason

start Tuesday's game until the

Knicks walked onto the court and

saw Johnson sitting on the bench in

street clothes, probably can stop

worrying about Carter and resume

w curving about Johnson

Johnson, whose ailing knees

have kept him out of numerous

games toward the end of the

season, was expected to be ready

for Friday's game, with the help of

several pain killing shots in his

knees
•He's planning on playing

Friday." said team physician Di

Kenneth Spence, although he

wouldn't speculate on the chances

It was no easier for me with

him out ol there,' DeBusschere

added it was tough lor me to

keep up with Carter."

Fred Carter, a guard playing

lot ward in the absence of Johnson,

almost helped the Bullets pull out

of the game Tuesday night, coming

oil the bench lor 19 points Ixiore

DeBusschere scored six points

down the stretch to help New York

to a 112 111 victory.

The Knicks linally switched Bill

Bradley and then Ca/.zie Bussell

onto Carter and slowed him down
However, DeBusschere. who

didn'l know Johnson would not

Hurlers And Youth Spark Redman Nine
ByEARLEBARROLL

MI»C Stall

Coining oil a somewhat

dissapointmg IS It season by

previous Redman standards, the

I Mass baseball team and par

licularly Us head coach Dick

Bergquist come into this season

with the enthusiasm and optimism

thai can only be generated by a

team with its sight set on New

England supremacy and a trip to

the college world series in Omaha

In the past I Mass baseball

teams have been known as ex-

perienced and power laden squads

with the emphasis on the veteran

known how of the big guns to come

through with the big play and the

big mning to win ball games

1 his year will be quite the op-

posite with the Redmen relying on

perhaps the strongest and deepest

pitching stall m the east and the

enthusiasm and hustle of an

abundance ol young players on the

squad
II enthusiasm, dedication, and

hustle are .is important as we

think, then we should be able to

give anyone on our schedule a

battle, 'said .. confident Bergquist

p, ior to the- spring trip.

\ new dimension has been added

to the Yankee Conference this

season with the addition ot five

more games to each schools

schedule to meet league

requirements set up by the NCAA.

Due to this, pitching, which is the

Kedman strong point, will play an

important pari foreachteam Add

lo this the tight schedule of playing

games ever) other day and

sometimes day alter day and the

problem ol pitching becomes even

greater.

For this reason the spring trip,

that the Redmen ended on a suc-

ccsslul 3 3 note was devoted to the

establishment ol a strong mound

stall which coach Bergquist is

proud to say "ended m complete

success."

Leading this year's hurlers will

be Jack Bernardo, a senior and one

ol the tricaptams. juniors Tom
King and Sophomore Tom White.

All three pitched strong ball down

south, especially King who came

oil an arm injury to pitch rimless

ball for a dozen innings

Backing these three up and

lighting fOT the fourth starting slot

are Ireshmen Chip Baye and John

otsen ot fresh basketball fame

Both are big. hard throwing right

banders and will undoubtabl) pla>

a lug part in the seasonal plans ot

Bergquist

Add to this group Tom Austin

and i.ouColahclla. who pitched the

Kedraen into the world series two

wars ago and the pitching that

Bergquist is so proud ot speaks for

itsell

This mound squad is bigger than

the basketball team was. going

something like 6'9 6*6, and 6*5 up

trout with a couple ot ti iers in the

backcourt It's an impossing sight

when the opposition sees a giant

bee bee thrower on the mound

I biting was the weakest part ol

the 1 Mass performance down

south and has continued to be in a

couple ol scrimmages up north

Without the likes ot a Bob Hansen,

a Joe IhSarcina or a Ray Filer

brook. the Redmen will have to

count on a run at a time this year

instead ol waiting lor the big

•:•.:•:
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outburst ol years past

This will make lor an exciting

brand of ball. A type like that of the

Mets or the Dodgers in the Koutax

era. The Kedmen will make use ot

the hit and run. the bunt, the steal

and other finesse plays to keep

their ol tense on the go.

The big stick lor the Redmen is

defending New England batting

champ Brian Martin who was also

all District One last season. After a

spring trip m which he hit about his

weight it is expected that he will

return to his all-star form

Martin, who is also a tri-captam

will be- in right field with his rifle

arm and will be joined in the

outfield by freshman Charlej

Manlev. Karle Manley I

sophomore. Mike Sawyer, a junior

and Jim Kile>. a freshman who

Bergquist is hoping will supply a

big bat in the batting order

In the mtield the Redmen will

have'.'"> soph Dan Espositoat I

.lack Conroy, a senior tri captain

at second, freshman Eddie Mc

Mahon, who has been a pleasant

surprise, at shortstop and Mark

Patau, also a sophomore at third

Backing these men up are Dan

Kellev, Ken Brewer, Steve Newell.

Jim Saracino and an injured Hose

Kelle\

catching has been a pleasant

surprise lor the Bedmen Fresh

man Tom McDermott and Junior

Kerr) Dab give the Bedmen what

Bergquist' calls "good big time

college cathchmg. which should

Ik> important with the strong pit

ching stall

It s now obvious that youth plays

a big role as does the mound core

It will l>e these two aspects that

Baseball

Schedule

10

10
10

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr 12

Apr 14

Apr 17

Apr 18

Apr 22
Apr 24
Apr 26
Apr 28
Apr 30
May 1

May 3

VWvy 6

May 8

May 10

May U
May 13

May 15

May 17

May 19

Northern Schedule
A I.C <A) «

A.I C (A>3
A IC (A) 3

Tofts (Hi 3

UConn (H 3

OC
OC
OC
OC
OC

.liick Bernardo

x-x

Bergquist Has Omen Brewing
Bs MAKKVOGLBR

MDC Stall

Ac cording to his lucky stars, this

should be a very line year for Dick

Bergquist and ins Redman nine 1

sav this with no insight on

astrology, but just common good

old diamond intuition

B\ taking one glance- at his lour

years Ol head coaching one mighl

easily spot such an omen so

favorable. For in 1%7 and 1989 his

squad rolled to Conference

championships Ideally. lU'i

naturally being an odd year. Ids

into the pattern nicely

Besides copping the YanCon
Bergquist piloted

the Year 1 1999)

Alter an illustrious athletic

career in his high school days at

Orange, Massachusetts, he

matriculated two years at Bates

college In so doing he chalked up

letters in both baseball and loot

ball

\ two \ ear US Arim tour

proceeded two more \ears Di

college education at L'Mass

Majoring in Phys Ed. the aspiring

roach graduated with cum laude

Bergquist earned himsell two

letter., apiece while a member ol

thcuniversin lootball and base-ball

teams He played lor the I Mass

squad which landed the baseball

title in YanCon action m H».><

In 1969 he received his masters

degree irom the University ol

Maryland, and the same year he

worked as a teacher coach at

Hudson Kails (NY). A year later he

returned to Ins alma mater and

undertook the Ireshman baseball

assignment which he- maintained

lor seven vears. at which time he-

was promoted to the head coaching

|M»St

Filtering his 12th year on the

Massachusetts stall. Bergquist has

. I

i • m?)
- J A fc

U-VM
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Brian Martin

will lead the Kedmen through an

awiult) tough schedule

The' Yankee Conference is

stronger than ever, the New

England melt-pendants are always

reach to give the Kedmen a tough

battle and with the addition ot

Harvard to go along with

nationally ranked Dartmouth the

Kedmen arc- in lor one heck ol a

northern campaign
All this adds up to an interesting

and exciting season for I Mass

baseball fans and possibly, another

.
to Omaha for the Kedman

nine

Vermont (2MAM2.30
Vermont (A 1 00

UR l (A ) 3 :00
UNH H 1 30

Boston U H 3 00

Dartmouth ( A 3 00

Maine h 3 00

Mame (2' H 11 00
.-. .iiiams 1 A! 3.00

Holy Cross *H 3 30

UNH 2 A 12 30

Amherst (A) 3.00

Boston Coin I 00

Spnngtieid (Hi 3 30

URI (2) [HI 12 30

Harvard AI4 00

UConn (2) (A) 1 00

lac k l ooroy

a varsity, career record ol »>•> 4J 1

lbs teams are 21 1? m conlerence

play

BergOJUist holds team unity and

pleasant atmosphere in high

regard when it comes to building

winners

I think to establish a close

relationship with the players. \ou

have to gam then reaped We re

here with the players and It's up to

us to WOl* as dose to them BS WC

, an I think as coaches we should

put everything into our program to

jpve them a first class program

•Beyond this program, there'i 1

tittle sell pride l would like the

members ol the team to represent

1 Mass. and go out and be known as

one ol the best baseball clubs in the

cast In order to attain this we-

must create- a tightly knit unit.

there must be harmony ofl the held

as we-ll as Mihesivc-ne-ss III our

pla>
>-
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Spring Football Starts Monday
With

New Head Coach

Dick MacPherson

And Staff

Highlighted By

Bernie Dallas Day

May I ' 'Building Towards The Opener
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Sox Lose In Ninth
Siebert Impressive

Coody Leads Masters
•^ ... „ui„.„ imi>i Musters title

CLEVELAND IAP)-Rooki«

Gomer Hodge's two-out. two-run

single in the ninth inning lifted the

Cleveland Indians to a 3-3 home

opening victory over the Boston

Red Sox yesterday

Hodge, who had doubled as a

pinch hitter and scored in the

eighth inning, singled off Ken

Tatum to score Kay Fosse and

Doug Camilli.

Boston had built a 2-0 lead on a

pan ot inning opening homers. b>

Luis \pancio in the third and by

pitcher Sonny Siebert in the filth

Siebert, who had pitched a two-

hitter over seven innings, then was

lagged l>\ Hodge's double, a pinch

le by Ted I hlaender and .John

Lowenstein's single in the eighth

before Sparky Lyk came on to end

the rail)

Then in the ninth Tatum took

over .ind w.is greeted by Vada

I'inson - Hii^lt PoUC was hit by a

pitch and Ken Harrelson
•

it iced Camilli pinch hit and hit

a grounder to George Scot! who

tl ,,, I'inson out at the plate, the

other runners going to third and

,nd Hodge then followed with

gam winning hit

Siebert was tremendous lor the

Firs! seven innings, allowing only

Iwo hits both singles by Larrj

Brown The veteran right-hander

Struck out live and walked only-

one
When the Indians finally for to

then e\ teammate in the eighth.

l.\le came in with runners on lust

and second and nobody out and

hailed him out The left-handed

relief set got Brown to hit into a

double play by Boston's new

combination. Doug Griffin to Luis

Apancio to George Scott, then

ret ired Craig Nettles on a fly ball to

end the inning

With the right handed hitting

heart ot the Cleveland totting

order coming up in the ninth.

manager Kddie Kasko lifted Lyk
m favor of right-hander Tatum.

hut the move turned out badly as

the Indians rallied for the decisive

rums
Sam McDowell was the

Cleveland starter, and Boston's

two home runs were the only hits

allowed by the fireballing left-

hander in the seven innings he

worked Apancio's homer went

over the left field wall despite a

lea pi nu hid by Boy Foster, who

crashed over the fence in his at

tempt to catch it. Siebert s went

some 4in feet to dead center

McDowell struck out nine kit

tcrs. bur the Indians' M game

winner of a year SfO was wild.

walking five men. hitting another.

and uoing to long counts on many

other hatters

Vince Colbert hurled the last two

imingS for Cleveland and was

credited with the victory, while

Tatum took the I"

Boston's lust of the season after

., | l opening day victors over the

New York Yankees

Vmce Colbert hurled the last two

innings lor Cleveland and was

credited with the victory, while

latum took the loss Boston's first

ol the season after a 3-1 opening

day victory over the New York

Yankees Tuesday

AUGUSTA, Ga. iAP>-Charles

Coodv. a rangy Texan who blew a

chance to win this event two years

ago. ripped six strokes off par and

stormed into the first-round lead in

the :55th Masters Championship

with a stunning 66 yesterday.

The HI yearold Coody. veteran

.it nine vears on the pro tour, held

an imposing three stroke lead over

a group of five tied at 69

Thev are veteran Don January.

Bob Lunn. former PGA champion

Rav Floyd. Bob Murphy and Hale

Irwin, a" S year-old tour regular

who is seeking his first

professional victory

Jack Nicklaus. the reigning PGA
champion and the man favored to

win this tournament, had a

mediocre 70 He missed two short

birdie putts on the final two holes

III never learn,'' he said,

shaking his head in disgust I was

moving my head. "I'll just never

learn to keep still

It wasn't a good round It

wasn't bad. but those two missed

putts kept it from being good

Tin tour strokes back, but

there's three rounds to go."

He was only one of the reallv

glamour names of the game able to

break par during the warm, sunny

dav that lured a massive gallery of

some JD.ckhi to the 6.980-yard. par

12 Augusta National Golf Club

course
\s usual, a large portion of them

followed Arnold Palmer, who has

won this title a record four times.

But Palmer took a 73. including a

double bogey six on the 10th hole

where he missed the green and

three putted from five feet.

missing from eight inches on his

second putt

"I played atrociously." Palmer

Mid Its the worst round I've had

all year I can't think of anything I

did well 1 drove poorly and I hit a

lot of bad irons I made a couple of

putts, but I missed a couple of short

ones, too
."

Defending champion Billy

Casper had a 72 and am very

pleased." he said i feel fortunate

to have scored that well today

Tony Jacklin of Kngland. the

CS open title holder, matched

Palmer's 73.

Coodv. a Texas Christian

graduate and former Air Force

officer, had a big chance for the

1969 Masters title.

He held the lead alone when he

walked off the 15th green on the

final round

I remember thinking I could

par in and win it." he recalled. But

he iMjgeyed all three of the closing

holes and finished fifth

The 6 foot-2, 190-pounder

mastered the par fives Thursday.

taking birdies on all four of them,

and just missing an eagle three on

the second

"It really doesn't mean that

much, what with ">4 holes to go." he

said. "It s just got me in very good

shape I'm very happy about it. of

course, but there s still a long way

to go

Coody has won two tour events,

the 1164 Dallas Open and the 1969

Cleveland Open
He's l>een a consistent mdhey

winner tor the last several years.

hut hit a slump last season when

his clubs were lost on an airline

Id had that driver for a long

time. he said We'd been

through a lot together I guess I

had to n through IS to 20 new ones

before I found one I could work

with
B was only one of the really onm-i. ._ • ^.

*
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Bucks, Lakers On TV Tonight
7

.... l .iw, i ..bori: harhnr n( Alcinder. on the other hand

Sports Notices

MILWAUKEE <A1>> The
powerful Milwaukee Bucks will

seek to move into the National

Basketball Association playoff

final by beating another California

team the LOS Angeles l^kers-in

the best o-seven series starting

Friday night

The Bucks qualified for the

Western Conference playoff final

by crushing San Francisco four

games to one.

Friday's contest will be shown

nationally on ABC TV. starting at 9

p.m. KST

Any hopes the Lakers harbor of

beating the favored Bucks rest on

the 7 loot 1 frame of Wilt Cham
berlahl, who has the unemviable

task of stopping, or at least

negating, the high-scoring Lew

Alcinder.

In five games during the regular

season. Chamberlain out-played

Ins young opponent only once

Surprisingly, that wasn't the one

game that Los Angeles won
Chamberlain won the league

rebounding title for the ninth time,

averaging 18.2 per game.

Alcinder. on the other hand, took

scoring honors with It .7 points a

game and was named the NBAs
most valuable player

The Lakers pulled a surprise by-

get ling past Chicago. Los Angeles

lost guard Jerry West, the 1969-70

scoring champion, last month But

Gail Goodrich took over the

scoring duties for the Lakers.

averaging M points a game against

tin- Bulls, and rookie Jim Mc
Milium moved into the starting

lineup.

Ball Handball
commence on

This tournament

faculty, statt.

undergraduate

IXTH \Ml mi. HANDBALL
TOl l!Ni:v The second anni

Pyramid Small

Tournament will

Monday, April 12

is open to all

graduate and

students To enter, simpl) sign up

at the Intramural Office, 215

Boyden, no later than 4 p.ffl .
April

FOOTBALL KOI M'MKNT
Cll W'KS Coach Dick Mac
IMierson has announced the

changes in the times and dates ol

drawing equipment lor spring

football per order ot coaches

liishko and Saffron head coaches

„| equipment The new dates are

toda> through Saturday. April S-10,

between Hand 10 a.m. and 11 am
and *) p.m.

WKKSTIJNG MKKTThe AAU
six shite wrestling meet will be

held at Harvard on Saturday. April

Hi. Entry forms may be picked up

in Homer Barr's office.

• * *

co— HFC BOWLING-Co-
Becreaiional team bowling will

commence on Monday. April 12

and will be available each Monday

and Tuesday evenings from 7-9 at

the l'.oyden air conditioned lanes

Formal team entries will not be

required, nor will a set schedule be

established

Bullet's Johnson In Lineup
\KW YORK lAPi-AI least one

member of the New York Knicks

would like to see All Star forward

(ius Johnson back in uniform for

the Baltimore Bullets in their

second playolf game Friday af-

ternoon.

i wish he was healthy I like to

see everybody at lull strength in

the playoffs. They mean so much."

said Dave DeBusscherc ol the

Knicks. who normally guards

Johnson when the two National

Basketball Association clubs

conduct their stirring duels

And there is another, more

selfish, reason.

start Tuesday's game until the

Knicks waked onto the court and

saw Johnson sitting on the bench in

street clothes, probably can stop

worrying about Carter and resume

worrying about Johnson.

Johnson, whose ailing knees

have kept him out of numerous

games toward the end of the

season, was expected to be ready

for Friday's name, with the help of

several pain killing shots in his

knees
•He's planning on playing

Friday." said team physician Dr

Kenneth Spence. although he

wouldn't speculate on the chances

It was no easier for me with

him out of there." DeBusscherc

added. "It was tough lor me to

keep up with Carter."

Fred (arter. a guard playing

loi ward in the absence of Johnson,

almost helped the Bullets pull out

ot the game Tuesday night, coming

nit the bench lor 19 points before

DeBusscherc scored six points

down the stretch to help New York

to a 112 111 victory

The Knicks finally switched Bill

Bradley and then Cazzie Bussed

onto Carter and slowed him down.

However. DeBusscherc. who

didn't know Johnson would not

Hurlers And Youth Spark Redman Nine
., ... .1 ... .>..^i

ByEAKLEBARKOLL
MDC Stall

Cuming off a somewhat

dissapointiog 15-11 season by

previous Redman standards, the

l Mass baseball team and par-

ticularly »ts head coach Dick

Bergquist come into this season

with the enthusiasm and optimism

lhat can only be generated by a

u-am with its sight set on New

Kngland supremacy and a trip to

the college world series in Omaha.

In the past Ullass baseball

teams have been known as ex

perienced and power laden squads

with the emphasis on the veteran

known bow of the big guns to come

through with the big play and the

big inning to win ball games

This sear will he quite the Op-

posite with the Bedmeii relying on

perhaps the strongest and deepest

pitching stall in the cast and the

enthusiasm and hustle of an

abundance o! young players on the

squad
I! enthusiasm, dedication, and

bustle are as important as we

think, then we should he ahl.

, anyone en our schedule a

kittle." said a confident Bergquist

prior to the spring trip

\ new dimension has been added

to the Yankee Conference this

Mason With the addition of live

more games to each school B

schedule to meet league

requirements set up by the NCAA
Due to this, pitching, which is the

U.dnian strong point, will pla> an

important purl for each team Add

to this the tight schedule ol playing

games every other day and

sometimes day alter day and the

problem ot pitching becomes even

I

greater.

For Ibis reason the spring trip,

that the Bedmen ended on a suc-

cessful :*-3 note was devoted to the

establishment of a strong mound

stall which coach Bergquist is

proud to say "ended in complete

success."

Leading this year's hurlers will

be Jack Bernardo, a senior and one

of the tri captains, juniors Tom
King and Sophomore Tom White.

All three pitched strong ball down

south, especially King who came

off an arm injury to pitch runless

hall for a dozen innings.

Backing these three up and

lighting lor the fourth starting slot

are freshmen Chip Bays and John

tilsen ol frosh basketball lame.

Both are big. hard throwing right

banders and will undoubtablj play

a big part in the seasonal plans ol

Bergquist

Add to this group Tom Austin

.Hid Lou Colabella, who pitched the

Bedmen into the world series two

years ago and the pitching that

Bergquist is so proud ol speaks for

itsell

This mound squad is bigger than

the basketball team was. going

something like 6*9, »i't>. and 6'S up

Iron! with a couple ol S*3ers in the

backcourt It's an impossing sight

when the opposition sees a giant

bee bee thrower on the mound

Hitting was the weakest part ot

the I Mass performance down

south and has continued to be in a

couple ol scrimmages up north

Without the likes ol a Bob Hansen,

a J«K' DiSarcma or a Bay Filer

brook, the Bedmen will have to

count on a run at a time this year

instead ol waiting lor the big

outburst ol years past.

This will make for an exciting

brand ol ball. A type like that of the

Mets or the Dodgers in the Koulax

era The Bedmen will make use ol

the hit and run. the bunt, the steal

and other linesse plays to keep

their offense on the go.

The big stick for the Bedmen is

del ending New Kngland batting

champ Brian Martin who was also

all District One last season. After a

spring trip in which he hit about his

weight it is expected that he will

return to his all-star form.

Martin, who is also a tri-eaptain

will be in right field with his rifle

arm and will be joined in the

outfield by Ireshman Charley

Manlev. Karle Mauley a

sophomore, Mike Sawyer, a junior

and Jim Kiley, a freshman who

Bergquist is hoping will supply a

big hat in the batting order

In the infield the Bedmen will

have 6'5 soph Dan Esposito at lust.

.lack Conroy, a senior tri captain

.it second. Ireshman Eddie Me

M.1I1011. who has been a pleasant

surprise, at shortstop and Mark

I'.dau. also a sophomore at third

Backing these men up are Dan

Kelley. Ken Brewer. Steve Newell

Jim Saracino and an injured Hose

Kelle\

(atchmg has been a pleasant

surprise lor the Bedmen Fresh-

man Tom McDermott and Junior

KeiT) Dab give the Bedmen what

Bergquist calls '"good big-time

college cathchmg. which should

be important with the strong pit

clung staff.

It's now obvious that youth plays

a big role as does the mound core.

It will he these two aspects that

Baseball

Schedule

Apr 10

Apr 10
Apr 10

Apr 12

Apr U
Apr. 17

Apr 18

Apr 22
Apr 24

Apr 26
Apr 28
Apr 30
May 1

May 3

\".ay 6
May 8

May 10

May 11

May 13

May 15

May V
May 19

Northern Schedule
A. I.C. (A) »00
A. I C (A)30C
A I.C. (A)3:00
Tufts (H) 30C

UConn (H)300
Vermont (2)(A»12 30

Vermont (A) 100
URI (A) 3:00

UNH (H) l 30

Boston U (H) 3:00

Dartmouth (A) 3 00
Maine (Hi 3 00

Mame(2)(H) 11.00

Wilhams (A) 3.00

Holy Cross (Hi 3 30

UNH (2) (A 1 1? *

Amherst (A) 3

Boston College (A) 4

Spnnqtield (H) 3

URI (2) (H) 12 30

Harvard (A) 4.00

UConn (2) (A) 1

Jack Bernardo

Bergquist Has Omen Brewing
Bs MARKVOGLER

MDC Stall

According to his lucky stars, this

should be a very line year lor Dick

Bergquist and ius Redman nine. I

say this with no insight on

astrology, but just common good

old diamond intuition

B\ taking one glance at his lour

.ears ol head coaching one might

easily spot such an omen so

favorable. For in l%7 and vm his

squad rolled to Conference

championships. Ideally. H»7i

naturally being an odd year. I its

into the pattern nicely

Besides copping the YanCon

Crown in «i9'. Bergquist piloted

I Mass to a District One Title and

heat Southern Illinois in the

College World Series For a job

well done his efforts were
rewarded as District One Coach of

the Near 1 ttfj]

Alter an illustrious athletic-

career in his high school days at

Orange, Massachusetts. he

matriculated two years at Bates

College In so doing he chalked up

letters m both hasehall and loot

hall

Brian Martin

will lead the Bedmen through an nationally ranked Da.tmou I. h,

UWtuUy tOUgh schedule h-dme,, are ,n h,r ,.ne heck o. a

The' Yankee Conference is northern campaign

stronger than ever, the New Wl this adds up to an interesting

tSnd ind««ndants are always und exciting season for (Mass

ead g veUie Bedmen a tough baseball tans and OOSSlUypother

battle and with the addition ol trip to n„,aha h,r the Redman

Harvard to go along with '»ne

30
00
00
30

00

Jack Cnnroy

a two-year US Armj tour

piecceded two more years ot

college education at 1
Mass

Majoring in Phys Kd. the aspiring

coach graduated with cum laud.'

Bergquist earned himsell two

letters apiece while a member of

the university loot hall and baseball

teams He played lor the I Mass

squad which landed the baseball

title in YanCon action m IW.

la IH.">H he received his masters

degree irom the University ol

Maryland, and the same year he

worked as a teacher-coach at

Hudson Falls 1 NY > Ayeai later he

returned to his alma mater and

undertook the Ireshman hasehal

assignment which he maintained

lor seven vears. at which time he

was promoted to the head coaching

post

Filtering his 12th year on the

Massachusetts stall. Bergquist has

a varsity career record of <!> f- 1

lbs teams are ^7 IS in conference

play

Bergquist holds team units and

pleasant atmosphere in high

regard when it comes to building

winners

I think to establish a close

relationship with the players, you

have to gam their respect We re

here with the players and it s up to

us to work as close to them as we

can 1 think as coaches we should

put everything into our program to

^ive them a first class program

Bevond this program there's a

little sell pride I would like the

members of the team to represent

I Mass and gO OUt and he known as

one of the best baseball dubs in the

east In order to attain this we

must create a tightly knit unit.

there must he harmony oil the held

M uHl as cohesiveness m our

play
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Garber 's Gorillas Raring To Go
I
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By STEVE FEKBEK
MIX? Staff

In |>ii,.; I Mass had a great

lacrosse team In 1969 Coach Dick

Garber had his second "great"

Bui Ihe 1971 version might well be

Ihe best team ol all

•position lor position I think that

tins is the fines! lacrosse team in

UMass history." commented
loach Garber Both in 1963 and

i barber - Gorillas were the

New Kngland Champs, and both

limes thev were ranked 18th in tin-

nation But neither ol those teams

dad the overall balance and skill

Unit this team possesses

liu- i'm.m undefeated team had

Ihe imdlield and the attackmen as

>>uts ol Ihe squad In 1963 the

,n, « was there but as Garber

pointi'd out, 'There was not nearl>

I he skill on the 63 team thai we

. t> HOW

Chough size is a relative!) in-

signiliean! Iactor in determining

,,i a lacrosse team, i!

..urn i- an indication to the teams

t\|H' ol pla> This years team is

small and ijuick. and tans will be

treated to more ol a stick-handling,

linesse typeol game, rather than a

physical one

Chis u'.ir u playof! system has

I .ecu devised tO determine the

numher one lacrosse team in the

nation \i season s end an NCAA
, umimttee will selecl eight teams

limn around the nation to par

ticipatc in Ihe tournament A bid IS

I'xpeeted to be extended to a New

Kngland ballclub. and it is to this

,,,(! that the stickmen will be

nrkmg ioi the next six weeks

over the last three seasons

Uirbei - guerilla > have lost onl) 2

in . compiling a JO 2 mark over

thai an -teti The Redmen will be

iddon tothis impressive

.,i,| and a host ol talented in

dividual.* should make this season

highl) successful

uding a host ot excellent

Iplaxcrs are the tri-capl

on i ..hi Mannaeci, and

Al Ituggiano Kuggiano, the senior

defensemen, will be joined by

senior Joe Smith, junior John

Walsh, and sophomore Tom Boek

m helping goalie Bruce Crawford

keep the opposition's scoring to a

minimum IN these tour deten

semen, onl) three will be starters.

but all four will be rotating

irequentl) throughout the course ol

ihe season

low lie iraw lord is back for his

second season as a starter said

liarber on the junior goalkeeper,

He has improved tremendousl)

irom las! season, and he is

delinitel) in the categor) ol oul

standing goalie' as tar as I'm

concerned

in the wa) oi mid-fielders

liarber is more than happ)

Messed with three quality lines.

ihe Kcdmen can expeel both

outstanding and eonsistent pla>

Irom the men in the middle

Vlahnacci and Gannon will team

up with Dana Stone in composing

the first lineol mid-fielders l nlike

other positions in lacrosse, the

iiihI rielder is required to do an

extra ordinary amount ol running

Thus the necessity for more than

one line

Phil Sheridan will provide the

ottensive punch and the balance

essar) on that second line.

I 'aired with Tina Bosworth and

Tom Brennan, Sheridan, cited as

the quickest man on the team.

should help to make it an excellent

second strong line

Vpparent!) let in the waj oi

delense and mid-field, i Mass is

ng to need to score some goals

too i ompeting lor the three attack

positions are six outstanding

candidates Juniors John Nagle,

i harles Hard) and Paul Hitch

currentl) have an edge on the

, oiniH'tttioii But Steve Hershcopf,

Kt\ m Bush, and I'aul Wickman
not too far behind

Ml six attackers will sec plenty

: , lion, and the) ll be looking lo

nil the scoring gap left by Ml

American Tom Malone. UMass'

star atta kman of one year ago

Along with a tremendous squad

goes a lough schedule, the likes of

which UMass had never had.

Harvard and Brown will he the two

teams with whom UMass will be

competing for the New Kngland

V \ \ bid, and the Kcdmen will get

a chance to show their stuff in head

to head contests against both of

these teams

Both the Brown and Harvard

games are awa) matches, thus

I Mass fans won't get a look at the

Kidmen s toughest opponents But

the) will get a look at two other fine

teams in Adelphi and Kairleigh

Dickinson Both ot these teams

[was! an outstanding caliber ol

pla) . and the home I icld advantage

might ucll be a necessary one

come the end <>i April

Thus far pre season play has

gone pretty much as expected as

the stickmen had a highl) sue

ccssful trip down south, and have

Iwen scrimmaging all week long in

preparation lor today's season

opener Boston State and the

Connecticut Valley lacrosse dub
were two of the Kcdmen s victim

tins past weekend. On Monday and

Cuesda) the) faced a Cortland club

that undouhtahly took some of the

cockiness out of some ol the

pla vers

In all the team has looked pretty

good according to Coach Garber

fhere have been a lew pleasant

surprises in Kevin Bush and

Dwight Bloomchnst and a lew

minor corrections that have to he

made at the start ol every season

With seven senior* on the

starting team the stickmen are

looking lor a banner season

lodging hv the quickness and

ring ability that the) exhibited

the past few weeks, and with the

incentive ot m NCAA hid in the

back oi their minds, this year

should be quite a beaut)

swaawsw^sss^s^wa*^*******2*®52*^

Lacrosse Tri-Captatns
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Seventeenth YearAt The Helm;
Lacrosse Coach Dick Garber

vi vukv(k;lek
dDC Stall

- athletic department

od thing going in

l., li; ,
.. called minor

„pori whu hi een an upswing in

receiving national

local acclaim The
program.

, good thing going

Iheir head roach Dick

i cwit L'Masa mentors

ttc-d themselves lo one

„ .is great a length ol time

is

irber approaches his iTth

campaign as the stickman's

*kippci \nd although he's one ol

Hi, old timers m the Boyden

Directory, his methods are tar

I nun outinoiled In tact v\ hen

•. ou ve been around as long as this

miv winning becomes second

nature thie ol Ihe exceptional

collegiate lacrosse coaches lo

k the centur) mark in vie

lories, he sports a stunning lifetime

,,,| ol l m 57 .'over his previous

U, seasons a! I Mas*

\ Springfield College grad, he

piled up seven letters ill lootball.

basketball, and lacrosse before

going on lo I'enn Mate where he

ired his masters degree in

education
His nrst year as headcoach i56

the second season ol formal

lacrosse Ul I Mass saw the

Kcdmen m> to pieces with his

disastrous and w mless dehul 41 7

i But his charges were not to be

denied and no sooner bore the

^O

nickname ol Gari>er s Gorillas

New Kngland titles in 8S' i

,,,„! ,,'i io-oi settled the score for

earlier setbacks Northeast

Division B championships were

,,|s,, at his disposal m t.l H J 1

andavearago 7 zi In recognition

tor all he has contributed to the

aameoi lacrosse (iarber was feted

with Ihe lust I rancis 1. 'Babe

Krause Award in 1060. emblematic

oi the country s outstanding

, ollegiatc lai roaae coach

In the past live year-. Garber

learns have received national

llinkinns ,.| .With. _»7th. 20th, IHth.

and 23rd respectively But the

sports information office claims

lh.it ol this week Ihe lacrosse team

has reached its highest i>eak ever

Though Ihe) are currently ard in

New Kngland, they're dose to the

topseeded clubs m the nation with a

no II ranking.

Imewho does a pretty good job of

molding winners. Garber stresses

ihe importance ol victory but feels

that it should not be overem-

phasised

I stress conditioning, tun

demeiitals. Ireedom ol style in an

athlete K play and ol course I ask

everyone to give an honest effort to

win I don't, however, reduce it to

the idea that winning is the only

valuetha! you get out ol competing

in sports

Winning is your ultimate goal,

but then- are other values derived

Horn sports A team athlete has an

obligation to his team, his school.

,,s well as himsell 1 want to see

players have tun playing I don t

a ant to see drudgery or just hard

work I want to see some honest to

goodness fun in playing

rcT TTTT-r-r-
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Stickman Schedule
Apr 9 English Intern'l (H)

Apr 14 Middlebury (A)

Apr 17 Tufts (A)

Apr. 21 Harvard (A)

Apr 24 Wcsleyan (H)

Apr 27 Adelphi (H)

Apr 29 Fairlciqh Dickinson (H

3 15

315

2:00

3 00

2 00

3:00

)

3:00

May 1 UConn (H)

May 5 Amherst (H)

May 8UNH (H)

May 10 Holy Cross (A)

May 12 Brown (A)

May 15M.I.T (A)

2 00

3:30

3:00

3:00

3.00

2 00

Trackmen Host BU And NU On New Facility

By ROBERTMEDEIROS
MOC Staff

Tomorrow afternoon will mark

the return of spring track to the

UMass campus alter a six year

layoff. The Redmen will be hosting

Boston University and Nor-

theastern on the new Olympic

track which is located in back of

the baseball stadium. The

throwing events will start at 1:00

with the running events scheduled

lo go off at 2:00.

Tomorrow's meet will feature

three of the top teams in New
Kngland as well as 20 outstanding

individuals who placed in the New

Kngland Indoor Championships.

Boston University won the New
Kngland Championships in a

memorable upset while Nor-

theastern linished second. The

meet is too close to call with the

many individual battles shaping

the linal result.

Ihe most exciting race of the day

w ill probably be the HKO. where four

ol the top live finishes in the New
Kngland 1000 yard run will be

competing.

the most exciting race of the day

will probably be the HMO. where four

ol the top live linishes in the New
Kngland looo yard run will be

competing. John Beatty was the

winner ol this race as only I

J

seconds separated the lirst five

finishes l Mass will be

represented by Dave Kvans who
linished third in the New
Kngland**. Kalph Bowman of

Northeastern and Carr Locke of

Bl by way ot Scotland round out

Ihe top live.

The throwing events will leature

three ol the linest weight men in

collegiate circles Mel Taylor and

lorn Sirois of Northeastern will

compete head on against UMass*

Kddie Arcaro One of the out

standing competitions of the day

will involve the high jump where

(al Carpenter and Kd
Shaughnessy will jump against

Dan Byron and Ken Boyd of BU.

Northeastern has the number one

pole vaulter in New Kngland in Jim

Cavasella.

All three teams have outstanding

sprinters with BC's Ford Dennis of

Liberia seeming to be the most

outstanding individual sprinter in

the meet. Dennis, an international

sprinter, will receive his major

competition from Walter Mayo.

Tony Pendleton, and Hon Harris of

I 'Mass and Steve Hogan of Nor-

theastern. UMass will have a clear

edge in the hurdles with Gerry

Spellman and Jim Graves leading

the way.
Ron Wayne, the New England

Cross Country Champion, is the

outstanding performer in the

distance events, and will receive

challenges irom Allien Massaquoi

ol BU and Northea stern's Bruce

Butterworth and Billy Howe The
44n should provide great action

with Haul Horrigan and Steve

Wittenhagen taking on BUs John

Cherry of Ireland and UMass'

Steve Levine and Gent Costello.

An evaluation of the team's

strength and personnel for

tomorrow's meat and the season

will now be given Co Captain

Arcaro will again lead the way in

the throwing events Arcaro was

last years leading scorer on the

v arsity . and holds school records in

the discus and the shotput He is

also the team's number one

hammer thrower, and is nationally

ranked in collegiate circles.

The javelin will be a strong point

lor the team, and will consist of

Rocce Potitto, treshman record

holder Jim Queeny. and Peter

Natti. last year's leading scorer for

the freshmen. Gil Sylvia will also

compete In the javelin. Bruce

Bursey will back up Arcaro in the

hammer while John Homon will

add strength to the discus. Barney

Schneider will work with Arcaro in

the shotput.

The Jumping events will again

be one of the Bedmen's strongest

events. Cal Carpenter is the school

record holder in the high jump, and

will be backed up in the high jump
by Kd Shaughnessy who will also

compete in the triple jump and the

long jump.
Dave Canterbury will be UMass'

leading performer in the triple

jump as he finished second in this

event last year in the Yankee

Conference Championships.
Joining Canterbury in the triple

jump will be Hip Dyer who is also

the team's leading competitor in

the long jump. Mark Hobinson will

compete in the long jump with

Dyer and Shaughnessy as this trio

gives the team line scoring

potential in this event John Kamb
will be UMass' leading performer

in the pole vault.

The sprints and the hurdles will

see t he addition of the 440 relay, the

1

1

hi and 22o yard dashes, along with

the 44(( intermediate hurdles This

is line with Coach O'Brien as the

team leatures one of the most well

balanced sprint teams in New

Kngland The sprinters include

Walter Mayo. Tony Pendleton. Hon

Harris. Dennis Busa. Bob Haucci.

and Stokes Hall

The hurdles will again leature

spellman and Craves Graves

linished second in the (Hi high

hurdles in the New Kngland
Championships, and will be

competing in the 120 high hurdles

this spring Co Captain Spellman is

coming oil a line indoor season,

and should be approaching

Athletic Experience Attributes

ToKen O 'Brien 's CoachingCareer
ByMARKVOGLER

MDC Staff

Successlul is the man who sets

the example And the adage well

applies to Track Coach Ken

U Brien because he is just that.

lie was super enough .it

loxboro High School

Massachusetts 1 where he stacked

up an astronomical total of 13

letters while competing in

schoolboy sports Leadership was

one of his finer qualities which

si unit led his makings of a coach -

he captained football, basketball,

baseball, and track in his senior

year, a rarity no matter what part

ol the country you re in

.larked success billowed the

athletically inclined O Brien to the

campus ot I Mass He was a key

cog on the harrier squad which

secured three successive con

\MK.\1) OK THE PACK—I Mass hurdler Jerry Spellman wins the

ltd yard intermediate hurdles in last years meet with Boston

I niversity and Northeastern. Tomorrow the ace hurdler will he out

to duplicate this victorv on the new I Mass Olympic Track.

national recognition. Last year he

was an 1C4A linalist in the 120 high

hurdles, and finished fifth in the 440

intermediate hurdles at the Penn

Belays Bob Landry, Bill Clark,

and Steve Crimmins will back up

Spellman and Graves in the hur

dies

The middle distance events

showed the greatest improvement

over the course of the indoor

season This is l>ecause many ol

the runners in these events were

competing in their lirst varsity

season It can be exacted that

these runners will continue to

improve this spring and should

provide the team with greater

overall point scoring potential.

Kvans provides the nucleus ol

Ihe middle distance events, and

will be competing in the HKO Kvans

has been competing on a national

level the last two years, and will

again be a fader this season Al

Uatigan and Arnie ItOTOO will

continue to back up Kvans in

impressive lashion. John Maloney

a .11 be pushing these three runners

as he shattered Ihe freshman

team s record by three seconds

this past season.

The 440 is an example of the

team s great potential Competing

in this event will bt sophomore

Steve Levine and Ireshmen Gene

(ostello and Mike Tesdale

Ihe distance events were the

strongest events during the indoor

season This was mainly because

ot the running ol Wayne, who was

the team's leading scorer during

indoors as be doubled in the mile

and two mile throughout the

season Waynes lirst place finish

in the mile and his second place

finish in the two mile led the team

to a second place linish in the

Yankee Conference Cham-
pionships

Ihe strength til the distance

events also lies in the men who

backup Wayne Larry Paulson will

back up Wayne in the mile while

Tom Jasmin. Roger Tasatka. and

Doug OToniMll will be backing up

Wayne in the two mile

lerence crowns Irom IftO through

1^.2. including a New Kngland

championship the later year His

1 ;>2 7 half-mile billing in the

conference championships was
quite invincible, and as a matter of

l act still holds up in the record

l>o<>k to this day.

But along with his athletic-

achievement he was still a devoted

student One ot the brains of any

t Mass brain trust he graduated

irom l h<' school ot education with a

rotate! cum oi :s 4 He received his

masters degree in OS' and coached

at the I niversity ol Bridgeport,

piloting them to I runnerup finish

in the Collegiate Track Conference

Championships.

I pan returning to his alma

mater li'Brieo assisted Bill

Kootrick tor two lull seasons In-fore

assuming the track command
duties in 190B. In crosscountry his

barriers nailed down two second

plaee finishes before taking it all in

ihe Yankee Conference this past

Kill overall, his three year

credentials stand at 24 7

In i»H Ihe outdoor tracksters

were tilth in New Kngland under

ins careful guidance His indoor

squad wound up third in the NK in

1 »Mi«»

lii a synopsis of his coaching

philosphy O'brien correlates

athletics to life in general

I think athletics is the greatest

laboratory available in education

It's black and white and very

objective, of all possible en-

deavors that I know of athletics is

one ol the greatest areas by which

a person can tind out more about

himsell

•As you go through life you

should have a reason lor living I

think that s what living is all about

YOU have to realize what abilities

sou have and what contributions

you can make to any group ol

which you belong

I believe athletics go the same

way Athletics gives you a chance

to examine yoursell and lind out

just what abilities you have."

Bernie Dallas Day
Honors Former Great

Bv D.WKAMAL
MDCStafl

About three years ago. Benard

Dallas was killed in an auto ac

I kkm! near Philadelphia. On May

l. the Alumni Association is

sponsoring Bernie Dallas Day

A graduate of the class ol I9M.

Dallas had a most impressive

college career Besides being 00-

captam ol the !%."> I Mass lootball

team, he was class president of the

Kappa Sigma Kraternity in WMi.

was an Adelphian the same year.

and was listed in Who s Who in

American Colleges universities

The May 1 memorial day will

( .insist ot I pro clinic, a luncheon

and campus tour lor visiting

toaches. high school lootball

players, and parents, and the

Bernie Dallas Memorial game a

Kedmafl intraaqoiJ game.

Primary professionals par

tuipating in the clinic are I Mass

gradeGreg Landry, MiltMonn. Kd

Toner. I'hil Yandcrsca. and former

t niversity ol Main star John

Hoard
Landry, the lust (halt choice ol

the Detroit Lions in l%H. led the

lions to the divisional playotls

while completing 61% ol his

passes He will speak on ball

handling techniques, footwork, and

the throwing action ol the drop

bach pass

Monn. the lirst pick ol the

Cleveland Browns in ltn.0. was an

All Pro tight end m l%« and has

twice led N KL tight ends in

receiving He will concentrate on

tight end receiving and pass routes

.md blocking Irom the tight end

position

Toner has been with the New
Kngland Patriots lor lour years,

seeing action at Ihe delensive end
and tackle |>ositions A valuable

swing man lor the Hats, he will

instruct ofl the delensive line play

ol the pro 4 :! delense with om
phasis on the pass rush

Vandersea is captain ol the

Green Bay Hacker suicide squad

and played in the hrst Super Bowl

game He will speak on outside

linebacker play versus the run and

the pass

Huard is the line middle

linebacker ol the Denver Broncos

and will talk about his position and

the \ \ delense versus the run and

pass.

Also present Irom the pro ranks

will 1m- Sam Hulighano. ollonsive

coordinator ol Ihe Patriots, who
will emphasize wide recetveri

pass routes. Nick Mt Garry ard

Pierre Man hando ol the Patrio s

and Boh Pea* oi the Cleveland

Browns

The formal <>i the dime w ill have

all but one of the pros instructing in

(.ladchuck Kield with the Bedman
squad and visiting high school

players as an audience, while Ihe

one remaining |
"(> will be

demonstrating in Alumni stadium

with high school coaches, parents,

and student Spectators looking on

The pros will be switching hack

and forth between both holds until

each pro individually has spoken in

Alumni Stadium
student support is essential if

Ibis mot! worthy undertaking is to

Ik- a success Price lor students

will tK' $1 HO Proceeds Irom Ihe

game will go into Ihe Bernie Dallas

Mall which will be ((instructed in

Iron! of Alumni Stadium and also

to the Bernie Dallas Memorial
Scholarship Fund winch will be
awarded each year to Ihe student

deemed the best all around student

al l Mass This does not

necessarily mean the Ik-sI athlete

or the Ix-st student academically,

but a combination ol many positive

attributes

Any questions on (he same can
Ih- directed to eo chairmen ol the

event. David Kellev and James
Allen
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Baseball Team Opens At A.I.C.

Infield Changes Bolster Hitting
*r . ..inMifrlnnal hull Hown

By EARLE HAKROLL
MIX' Staff

With the hope of a spring-like

weekend in the offering, the UMass

baseball team travels to American

International College tomorrow to

open its northern campaign

against the Yellow Jackets in a

game beginning at 2 p.m.

Confined to Curry Hicks Cage for

the past couple of days, the Red-

man nine expect to get outdoors

this afternoon to get in a little

outdoor preparation before their

opener

A 1 C had been traveling on a

southern swing since the Redmen

came back from theirs and should

be m pretty good competative

shape
The Yellow Jackets are an

unknown quanity going into this

game as no one seems to know

exactly what they've done down

Mtuth" Consequently coach

Bergquist and his players have no

scouting reports and they'll start

from scratch tor this game
Last year I Mass crushed A.I.C.

\1 l. here and the revenge motive

thus comes into play on the part oi

the Yellow Jackets If one goes

hack a couple of years UMass

slaughtered Tufts. 29-0. here and

last year in the return match Tufts,

at home, psyched itself up to the

point where it defeated the Red-

men.
So UMass will have to be ready.

feoUrafen

Sp**u
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As tor the starting pitcher.

Bergquist plans to work Jack

Bernardo, Tom King and Tom
White in this game with the starter

anvones pick. All three pitched

exceptional ball down south and

have been on the mark since

returning to campus.

In a shake-up move in the infield

to add some hitting to the UMass

attack, Mark Palau has been

moved from first to third, Dan

Ksposito has been inserted at first.

Jack Conroy has moved over from

third to second base and Ed Mc-

Mahon, a freshman has been in-

serted at shortstop.

The catching assignment is

between Tom McDermott and Bill

Ryan, with the former, on the

strength of a fine southern trip

probablv getting the nod.

Brian Martin will be in right field

where he earned all District One

Honors last season as well as

leading all major college hitters in

New England with a .422 average.

The two remaining outfield

positions are a tossup between

Charlie Manley. Mike Sawyer and

Jim Kilev.

Off of last years performances,

A 1 C will probably be going with

Dana Wcstlund on the mound. He

a as 3 -4 last year and even with that

record is the mainstay of the pit-

ching staff

As tor their offensive punch.

Chris Semino batted .410 last year

and carries the bulk of the yellow

jacket attack on his bat.

It's now time for the Redmen to

put what they learned on the

southern trip to work up here in the

north With their sights set on

Omaha and a trip to the world

series, tomorrow may give a little

indication of what to expect in the

season to follow.

Garber's Gorillas

Host English Today
Crewmen Race At Weslyan

By STEVE EERBER
MDCStatt

The British are coming. The

British are coming In tact they'll

be here at 3 IS this afternoon to

the highly touted UMass
lacri -m

Having been in the United States

lor near!) three weeks the English

International learn will wind U|

American tour with the Redmen.

On the Held behind I

Gymnasium, the l Mass stickmen

will open «on after 7 i i

eksol pi u tice thai included one

the mosl successful southern

ei Vnd in their opener they

going to be facing a tough

opposition in the English

Thus la i English International

lias pla; games, traveling to

Washington D.< Pennsylvania,

North i • ilina. New Jersej and

now in Uasssi husetts Prior to

date with UMass the) have

run up a 4-1-1 mark, beating the

likes ol Duke 15-5, l'enn

V llanova lB-4 and Washington

t tillege 1 1 5 North Carolina played

them to fi 6 tie, while Washington
• i.ee came up with the only win

against the foreigners, by a 15-11

margin

In countering the line attack ol

the English the Redmen will send

out the most balanced and skillful

team ever to play lor t'Mass Tri-

i aplains .John Cannon, Lou
Marmacci and Al Ruggiano will

lead the starting ten in their 1971

debut.

Coach Garber commented. "We

will have good play at every

position this year, and I'm looking

torward to another successful

season.'
1

The "good play starts at goalie

where junior Bruce Crawford will

Im' starting his second straight

Mason in the goal, .loe Smith and

John Walsh are two more of the

strong holds on the starting ten.

and the) along with Ruggiano will

comprise the defensive unit tor the

Redmen Tom Bock will i>e the

number tour man on defense, and

he figures to see a good deal of

action as a result ol (iarber s plan

tion

Mid hold will be bolstered by two

tri captains that made All

\inencanlasl year, in Cannon and

Marmacci Dana Stone will join

sc two in forming the number

one line ol midfielders 1'lul

.shendan will lead the second line

-it midfielders, as Tim Bosworth

ti \u\ Tom Brennan will Join

Sheridan in their key role

substitutes

John Nagle. Charley Hard) and

Paul Ritch will be going at it from

the attacking /one. as the)

represent onl) three among many
a ho are like!) to get in a good deal

ut playing time

In the way ol scoring I Mass will

he looking towards Nagle.

Vlarinacci and Sheridan, three

stickmen who provided the of-

fensive punch during the southern

trip and throughout much ol this

past week's practice sessions.

Eour years ago an English In-

ternational team visited the United

States They compiled a :t -:? record,

and since then their caliber of play

has improved considerably. But

(iarber s Gorilla's will be ready to

meet the challenge. With a possible

NCAA hid at the end of their 13

game schedule they would like

nothing better than a strong

showing against English In-

ternational Who knows, by 5 p.m.

this afternoon, the English might

not know whether they're coming

or going.

Spring Previews

Baseball-Page 11

Lacrosse-Page 18

Track-Page 19

B) BRONASBiON
M DC Staff

Eour eight-man boats from the

I Mass Crew Club will be given

floating starts" in tour races

tomorrow on the same water the)

tram on. but farther downstream.

m Middletown. Connecticut. The

days events begin at 2 p.m with

Wesleyan University doing the

hosting

Separating the affairs into club

and Ireshman races, the Redmen

have entered a varsity and a junior

varsit) race and two Irosh com

petitions. The course for each

eight s travelling is about 1500

meters upstream into a Mill

current. and is launched by what is

called a floating, or dead, start

the shells are lined up on a stake

..lid given a signal to start rowing

immediately, thus not receiving an

opportunity to gel the feel oi

rowing before pushing into a

r.aiim tempo
The biggest varsity boat ever

assembled, and in a brand new

shoenbrod straight rigged like Ike

three other UMaSS < ratts.

Bow Dave Richard senior, co captain

2 Al Flanders sophomore
3 Joe Piela soph
4 Tom Mone sr.. co captain

5 Bill Moran soph
6 Bob Weimar tunior

7 Ted Fitzpatrick soph
Stroke Jeff Allen soph
cox Chris Jedrey senior

averaging at ti'2" and l
lJ7 lbs

compete against three very strong

teams. Weslevan. Coast Guard

Academy, and the MIT Boat

club.

Sophomore Tom Rurak will be

ready to substitute in case one

oarsman's injuries take over,

while coxswain Kenny Raymond,

also a sophomore, has been listed

.is temporarily injured'-with

larvngitis.

News of the Wesleyan crew s

l>ertormance to date this year has

reached Amherst The Wesleyan

eight, which consists of five

returning varsity members from

last year's tenth-place Dad Vail

team, and presently sophomores

Irom their lourth place freshman

Dad Vail, made a tremendous

sprint near the end of their race

against Trinity College, and won

by 12 seconds.

Last week, however. Marist

( ollege. one of the best in the area,

beat Weslevan by a slim two

seconds UMass has never taken

lust place over Wesleyan on

Wesleyan s home course, but beat

them once in Amherst
Meanwhile, this is the first year

ol Coast Guard's crew program.

Olympic champ and former

Columbia crew coach. Bill Stowe.

has put together a team that has

looked impressive. Starting

GEORGE V\ VSIIIMITOV.'— No. it's UMaea crew coach Mike

I iherO aided In coxswain Bet laves, in his launch directing lu>

new men up ami down the Connecticut River during practice.

I ahcrtv is tireless in his job as crew coach at the university

and additional changes tor future

races." he said
training m Elonda tor I he month ol

January, <<, has been out on the

water all vear and have rowed

unbeaten so lar in Southern meets

.mil two races ol their regular

season.
Not associated with M I T as a

school organization, the MIT
Boat Chm harbors individuals who

have been national contenders, and

will send down a 'loaded'
-

boat

Irom Cambridge. This talent has

already beaten Trinity last week,

and will only race in the varsity

tomorrow.
The rest are three boat contests.

Weslevan and Coast Guard pitch

their jv's against the Redman

junior eight Crazily consistant on

their .5W showing this year, the

Weslevan jv' captured a win by

sprinting over Marist. but lost to

Trinity, the opposite that their

vanity performed.

The other UMass shoenbrod has

lined up

Bow Paul Winchell sophomore
2 Mel Streim
3 Clay Morin
4 Doug Thompson
5 Chris Hodson junior

6 Kevin O'Brien
7 Rick Jones

Stroke Steve K inner sophomore
cox Bob Jayes junior

averaging a mass of 18:t lbs.

Because of the late start onto the

water. Coach Mike Eaherty's race

plan has been moderated to a

slower pace of stroking, even lour

strokes per minute less than what

the opposition will stroke. By far

the overall strongest squad he has

yet had to work with. Eaherty s

ideas ol his oarsmen will be

manliest after tomorrow's results.

I anticipate a lot ol seat shifting

Two different ireshman races

are scheduled Coach Kurt Bet

chick is sending two pococha, one

lined with

Bow John Gombar
2 John Curtis
3 Russ Schott
4 John Lund
5 Richard Clair
6 Jim Kennedy
7 Philip Kenney

Stroke Kevin Kaylor
cox Jody Kianides

against Wesleyan and OG frosh.

and another.

Bow Mark Brown
2 Rich Jamara
3 Jim Ulwick
4 Joseph Labenski
5 Chris Kudla
6 Steve Ryan
7 Fred Scalese

Stroke Bob Sanderson
cox AAike Thompson

against A mixed team of Coast

(iuard third varsity members and

Irosh. and against Middletown Hill

School's crew which already beat

the Wesleyan Irosh this year.

Order of races of the day:

2:00 all freshmen
2:20 jv

2:40 varsity
3:15 UMass frosh vs CG third varsity

& Middletown.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Pip flaflflarlpwttfl
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Weather:

High in the (id's today

Chance ol showers
tomorrow Relax
Spring's here.
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Orchard Hill Committee Calls For

Greater Autonomy, Core Courses
-—

i

1 : " ~.
^ ...i 77. 7 »u,Mii sob courses in

By JANET HUGHES
Mix stall

Uist night, a massive publicity

campaign was launched by the

orchard Hill Steering Committee

in order lo acquaint the University

community vuth the goals and

problems ol Orchard Hill.

In a petition soon to be

distributed, the Steering Com
nnttee has outlined its definition of

a residential college, in the lorm ol

even demands Several of these

demands call lor Autonomy in the

selection and compensation ol

lacultv teaching courses on Or

chard Hill." The courses most

desired bv the Steering Committee

introductory and tore courses, in

both the humanities and the

sciences
\s the petition states in another

demand, "Orchard Hill will work

with existing departments in

creating core courses taught on

orchard Hill which reflect the

needs of Orchard Hill Residential

College students
''

In order to pubhci/e their desire

lor more orchard Hill courses.

members of the steering Com
mittee will attempt to see heads ol

departments m the different

school*. The) hope to speak with

the department heads to line up

more courses m different schools,

and to enhst the most support

possible before Wednesday

\| 3 IK) Leon Barron, the Master

of orchard Hill, will \n> meeting

with Chancellor Tippn and Vice

Chancellors, Ghicastern, Bremer)

and Campion Rromcry and

Campion will he speaking in Field

house Tuesday night, the exact

time has not yet been decide')

The committee will also con

centralC on educating the student

community as to just what is i

residential college A lact sheet is

being drawn up lor distribution

among the residents ol the < Irchard

Hill community, along with the

petition

Wcording to a proposal sub

milled to the Kacult) Senate, <

Residential College" is "a semi

autonomous institution offering the

advantages of a small college

while al the same time thriving on

Ihe variety "I well developed

courses in t irmly

discipline within Ihe

The Steering < '>m

the campaign will

misconceptions thai

and students ma) ha

the Residential < olle

established
I Diversity

nnttee hopes
tl.nily any

both faculty

ve regarding

ge system

MDC

SPORTS HOTLINE

5-0344

On The Inside:

Student Senate Suit
See Page Two

Rennie Davis At Cage
See Page Three

Americans Allowed In China
See Page Four

sjsjjijBBjBjaBi^anmai^^™^^^^^"™

^

Mien Davis < background I asks members to see and talk with

Department Heads far publicity campaign to promote more courses

to he Offered on Orchard Hill I MIX Photo by Steve Schmidt

»
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Student Senate Taken

To Court By Students

X s,„irie broke out in the San Francisco court «here the Soledad Brothers are being

uloiter murder. KKO.VTV artist Walt Stewart did this sketch of bad.ffs subduing

t.eorge Jackson after he hit a bailiff...

ByJEFFTHOMPSON
MDC Staff

•In two suits we are attempting to use the

student Judiciary to correct what we 1eel are

wrongs of the Student Senate, sa.d Ned

Mulligan, a spokesman for a committee

taking the Senate to the University General

"in the MIX' interview. Mulligan stated

that his committee feels that the Student

Senate has too much power ($600,000.) and

that it is run in a tendentious manner by a

handful of the senators.

The first case is to determine what

membership in the Student Government

Association <SGA> constitutes.

•Glenn Elters reportedly has received his

undergraduate degree We have a letter

from the Graduate School stating that

Elters is enrolled in the Graduate School.

he said. .,

No one has vet denied this claim.

Mulligan added, "and it will be the courts

dutv to decide
."

Mulligan cited a rule that says the Student

Senate President does not necessarily have

to be enrolled at the universit\

But he added that the rule was put in so

that if Whitmore didn't like the president

and threw him out of the university, it

couldn't throw him out of office

In Biter's case Mulligan telt that it was

not the meaning <»! the law to leave the job

open in perpetuit\ for someone.

•| don't think that the law intended for

Elters to be Student Senate President

forever." Mulligan said

The other suit involves the retroacti\ it> <>!

the bill concerning salary tor Senate of-

ficers.

Mulligan states that certain senators have

told him that the senate officers have been

paid tor their services for the year ($150 per

month lor the President; $125 per month for

the other officers) from September to the

date of the referendum.

"We call for returning funds that were

used to pay officers on a bill that was
overturned by a student referendum," he

said "They were reportedly paid

retroactive pay from September and since

the students voted not to pay them, they

should give the money back."

Mulligan said the Court agreed to hear

these cases on April 15. His committee will

be represented by graduate student Joseph

Kilmartin.

When asked what measures he thought

should be taken to improve the quality of

government, Mulligan said, "The Student

Senate should have a constitutional reform

It is now a legislative and an executive

branch of the government. This offsets the

usual checks and balances system."

Mulligan noted that the Senate is

proposing a $13.50 increase per student for

next year "We'd like to make the senators

aware that they can't go on capriciously

there must be restraints put on them." he

>aid

Alter saying that the Senate now has

authority ti> do anything that is legal (not

against state or federal lawa), Mulligan

said, I think the best thing to do would be to

double the liie of the Senate The size of the

s.iiate hasn't changed hardly at all since the

school enrolled only 4(MX) students."

Summer Stat. Courses Offered

...bi,e here the figh, moves around the corner into the hall. ***&*+***
Bfter ,udu, Walter ( alcagno set Xugust I as the new date for the tnal. IM

WirephotoM

The Department ol Mathematics and

Statistics is offering SUt Ml (CM) and Stat

r>l - V>1 • which are not listed in the Summer

Session Catalog of 1971 Interested students

tan obtain further mlormation from Ram
Uahiya, S-lttt.

3rd World Organization

May Have Fund:

MDC Classifieds

Sell Anything

I. VNNE STADNICKI
Ml m .stall

ihr Mono budget lor Haraml
initially approved by

the Student Senate in Its first

fading, ma) not be passed

use *ome student senator has

rjuestioned whether or not the

group s i onstitution is

discriminator) »s to membership
Wcording to Chairman Danny

\\ Kenzie. Harambe is i multi

i i ial group meeting the cultural

,,i ,1 social needs ol the Third World

,1 I Mass He said it oilers

grams to bring Third World

members together and it needs the

limils. which can DC difficult lor I

small group to attain

Membership is ol two kinds,

active and associate, McKenzie

said Active members are all Third

World members and associates are

all the undergraduates ot the

University he explained. Active

members can vote lor officers o(

Harambe. while the associates can

Mt Kenzie said, he continued,

ing thai everyone has the righl

to take part in the activities

pomored by the organization

i me oi the activities the group

sponsors is an annual conference

for the Third World This year

emphasis is on Pan Africanism,

McKenzie said Last year t 1m- Arab

world was emphasized and in the

luture Latin America and the

« aribbean will be the theme, he

said

Harambe tries to g<> to the

students. McKenzie said It

develops ciMTCspoadence between

people who share like views, he

said

in swalulli harambe means
Let s Get Together' and that is

primarily what we are trying to

do. McKemie explained

Problems the group has faced m
"getting together " have been

main, according to McKenzie He

Psych. Colloq.

The department of psycholog) at

I Mass will present the next in a

series of colloquiums today in

room 231 Herter Hall at 4:30 p.m

Featured speaker is Dr Julian

B Hotter, professor and directoi oi

the Clinical Pfeycholog) Training

Program at the University ol

Connecticut He will speak on

General Expectations lor In

lerpersonal Trust

said the) tried to e«t space in the

Student i nion but not nowhen
Harambe is therefore temporarii)

located on the third floor «»t Mills

House, he said The group now has

telephones 52758 or 52152) but for

a long lime there were no lines of

communication, he added

Organization has at last reached

the point where there are definite

people to coordinate, MacKemie
explained

In addition to McKcn/.ie. the co-

ordinators are Cassandra Duarte.

Shirley Alexander, and Kudolph

Jones Also on the executive

committee are Jackie Berryman.
treasurer. Janice Peters.

corresponding secretary, and

Doris Williams. recording

set rctaiA

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604
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"THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS"
an attraction that eloquently proclaims:

Black and White are Beautiful

featuring the dynamic talents of

MAUREEN HURLEY and DARRYL CROXTON
performing black and white works
from Shakespeare and Oscar Wilde

to Langston Hughes and Charles Gordone

APRIL 13 & 14

S. U. BALLROOM

75c (at the door)

Presented by the C. C. Program Coum il

8 p.m.

Anti-War Rally Set For

April 1 8 In Providence

Rennie Davis
At Cage Tom.

By BOB NEST1
MDC Slat!

An anti-war and anti-Nixon rally

will take place Sunday. April 18th

in Providence, R.I. It's purpose,

according to Garry Dotterman,

is "to bring together groups that

have in the past worked against

one another and find common

grounds to work together."

Dotterman and Brown student

Scott Harris were here on campus

to promote interest in the rally and

thev invited people who can work

to tight Nixon and the war and

would like to take part in

discussions about alternative

candidates in 1^72.

Dotterman hopes women. Union

members, college students, and

those on welfare will pressure the

President to end the war

I'he New Politics will

demonstrate that there is a new

political constituency", Dotterman

said. •The new voters and the

older 23 million are not following

traditions. They are looking for

candidates who will talk to them

and will speak on the issues
"

There w ill be discussions on the

war. and other social issues from 1

to 3 P.M in the Biltmore Hotel

across from the train station in

Providence. Among discussion

topics are welfare structure and its

inadequacy, the economy related

to the war. senior citizens, people

peace treaty, vets against the war,

the ("alley issue, and the new voter

constituency.

A ratty will follow at 4 on the

steps of the State House after

which will l>e more discussion

groups.

The reason the rally will take

place in Providence according to

Dotterman is that 'politically it

will have more impact on the in-

dividual congressmen if it occurs

in his city or state rather than in

Washington DC."
There will be other rallies

similiar to this one across the

country this summer. Dotterman

said Plans are now for ones in

Indianapolis and Minneapolis.

"Providence is an opportunity to

become active by picking goals

and candidates", he continued.

•By moving today and not

tomorrow, it can make a dif-

lerence

Klein Says
I 'resident u> enu me »m.

Ed. School Trains NixonUnsure

Urban Teachers OnCaUey

Kennie Davis defendent of the Chicago 8 conspiracy charges and

longtime movement activist, will be speaking at the UMass Cage Tues.

m
KonnSv InvotedTn SD^ and the New Mobilization, he is now active in

the Popk^s Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ), whose
,

goal .so

combine traditional anti-war forces with ant.-racism and ant.-poverty

groups in a broad multi-issue organization.

The three central demands of the PCPJ are "immediate withdrawal of

all US military air. land, and sea forces from Viet^«^^5
U S set a date for completion of the withdrawal * $h^,gUd™nU

^H
annual mcome for a family of four with a date set for >te enactn en and

•the freedom of all political prisoners with a date set for their ^tease.

The PCPJ is a co-sponsor with the Nat.onal Peace Action Coalition

I NPAC) lor the April 24th anti-war demonstration. Fo lowing tha
t
date.

these activities are planned: April 24-May 1 a peopleW*^ ~£
violence teach-ins; May 1st, a peace festival at Rock Creek ™£"™
Judv Collins and Joan Baez. May 2nd. a rally with Dr Ralph Abernatny

,nd Caesar Chavez May 3rd and 4th, mass.ve non-violent evil

d"sobed.enc?e at government buildings; May 5th. a national moratorium

on business as usual. Similar activities have been planned to happen at

^R^D^s^U^Sorating on these May Day activities the

urgencv of the Indo-Chinese situation, and the Peoples Peace Treat>

alter which will follow a question and answer period. Everyone ,s urged

to attend

Bv DON GL1CKSTE1N
MDC Staff

Most elementary and secondary education students graduate from the

enters, v totally unprepared to teach in the under-supplied, over-

crmvSd UHyXarent schools of our cities. One of the ten new

e cher training programs of the School of Education will offer next

IVar s juniorsSeniors special training and student teaching in urban

St

The
S

rrban Teacher Training Program (UTTPi. developed by the

Schools e e .or Urban Education, will feature student teaching m-

SSip. ,n cities ranging from Boston, Worcester, and Springfield to

i miisville Brooklyn, and Philadelphia.

A undergraduate interested in the Program is urged to take Im

troductc?n to Crban Education and the appropriate elementary or

eon a v education psychology course in his freshman or sophomore

T e s Sent officially enters the Program in his junior year, when

helakes a new pre-pract.cuin course in -survival strategies for-the urban

tssroOm internship will occur in a persons junior year, when he w,l

uefn his school s community with 10-15 other interns. A unique part of

and 110 mtne spring oii^
ieacher-training programs

Center for Urban Education (5-1582)

Student Marshall

Posts Now Open
This year the Commencement

Task Force has decided to allow

interested seniors to apply for the

honorary position of Student

Marshall at Commencement.

Student Marsha Us are chosen

seniors who will lead their

respective academic schools in the

Commencement Procession at

Graduation on Sunday. May SO.

There are no stringent cumulative

requirements but. rather, a sincere

interest and willingness to lead

ones class at Graduation

Seniors may obtain applications

now Irom the Deans of their

schools and return these ap-

plications to those same Deans by

Tuesday. April 20. 1971.

The Deans ol the various Schools

and their addresses are:

Graduate School Mortimer H.

\ppelev. Munson Hall. College of

Agriculture Ernest A. Buck.

Stockbndge Hall. College ol Arts

and Sciences Jeremiah W Allen

South College, and College of

Business Administration - Wendell

K smith School Oj Business Ad

MILLS
Coffee House

ministration

Also for School of Education -

Duight W Allen. School of

Education. School of Engineering

Kenneth <i Picha. Engineering

Building. School ol Home
Economics Helen G. Cannoyer.

Skinner Hall. School of Nursing -

Mrs Lillian Goodman. Public-

Health Building. School of Physical

Education Warren P. McGuirk.

Hovdeu Building, and Department

,,l Public Health William Darnty,

Draper Hall.

WASHINGTON <AP> -President

Nixon's communications director.

Herbert Klein, said yesterday the

chid executive hasn't decided

what to do with Lt. William Calley

Jr., the Army officer convicted and

sentenced to life tor killings at M>

Lai

Klein said also he sees no In-

consistency in the President s

campaigning in iwh on law-and-

order platform and intervening in

the ( 'alley case while it is on ap-

|K-al.

Klein was interviewed on the

CHS TV-radio program -Face the

Nation
"

Klein said he doesn't think

military revteu boards will be

swayed by Nixon's announced

intention to act alter military

appeals are ended or his order to

give Calley more freedom on the

base while his case is appealed.

Non-Violent
Workshops

Offered
Living Nonviolent Revolution, a

Iree series of workshops, lilms.

seminars and May Day planning

sessions, will be held in Pierpont

House April 12 18

The series will deal with non

violent civil disobedience and

mobilizing participation in the

anti-war activities in Washington

DC April 24 May ."> An office will

Ih- set up in Pierpont as a

clearinghouse lor these and other

local anti-war activities

All Living Nonviolent Revolution

programs are Iree and open to the

public and members of the Five

College Community are especially

encouraged to attend

School Of Ed.

Ponders Racism

ee^anathologv of our time" and that -education must mount a

n^U^prorS and intervention designed to block the transmission of

'

"^roup wS roe" for^o-day retreat on Nantucket Island March

M ApnM H17L released it's study to the School of Ed community m the

farm of a memo from Dean Dwight Allen of the school.

^^a^mSnent? the faculty and administrators added, •means

at least thai everv student will learn in the course of h,s education o.

,.,,.,sm a nd how it affects his work as an educator.

The rewt con inued to say that commitment to such a program.would

mSJ rem?a\Sng it's priorities, modifying admissions and .acuity

recruitment policies, and revamping course offerings.

The report ^definition of racism presented was the everyday racism

that can be either conscious or unconscious.

Mon. • Thurs. 5 p.m.

Mon. • Fri. II - 1

Friday 5 P nl -

Saturday 1 P-m.

Sunday 12

. 9 p.m.

:15 p.m.

. I a.m.

. z a.m.

6 p.m.

DO YOU REMEMBER??

Saint Patrick's Day?
Open Houses?
Happy Hours?

DO YOU WANT TO BE A PART OF?

Mass Grass
Pledge Formal

Greek Week
Exchanges
Discotheques
Banquets

And A Unique Style of Life Called Brotherhood

THETA CHI
OPEN SMOKER

INFORMAL
8 • 9:30

TONIGHT

496 N. Pleoaont St. — Next to Newman Center

Full range of undergraduate and

graduate courses, special institutes

fnd workshops Residence halls available

2 sessions: June 28-July 30 and

August 2-September 3

(day and evening).

Phone (516) 299 2431 or mail coupon.

Summer Session Office

C W Post Center

G'reenvale. LI. NY., 11548

Please send me Summer S*S»ionS in* rmattOfl buM«1

Undergraduate [ .

Graduate Day I *

Adit'

City
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In The Nation And The World

Pakistan Claims Indian
Aggression On Border

^•^ ^"^
i -i ~ •«* o in ..'limn onn two I

NEW DELHI. India ( AP>-Radio Pakistan claimed

yesterday two companies of Indian border security

forces infiltrated rebellious East Pakistan and were

wiped out bv government troops.

It said the Indians were intercepted "well inside

Pakistani territory" on Saturday.

The Pakistani broadcast coupled its announcement

with a fresh pledge of support from Communist China.

It also said that political leaders in West Pakistan

were urging that the "aggression" from India be

stopped ., . .

The radio, the official organ of President Agha

Mohammed Yahva Khans government, said that the

two Indian companies "were part of the infiltrators,

who have crossed into East Pakistan from India

It said the security forces were armed with mortars.

machine guns, rifles and grenades when they were

attacked bv the Pakistan army in Jessore district,

near Benapole. an Indian border town about 60 miles

northeast of Calcutta.

The radio said that two of the security men were

captured along with a machine gun, two rifles, a

grenade and a radio set.

The Pakistani government claimed last weekend

that it had destroyed a convoy of nine Indian vehicles

filled with arms' and ammunition in the northern

sector of the secessionist province, which shares a

1.349-mile border with India.

Eoreign Minister Swaran Singh of India expressed

doubt that Pakistan would attack India during the

current crisis. ...

•We will have to safeguard our borders with

Pakistan
" he told newsmen in Northern Chandigarh

city "But I do not think that Pakistan rulers will be so

reckless as to embark on a military adventure against

The foreign minister described previous Pakistani

allegations about armed Indians infiltrating Last

Pakistan as "baseless and meant for propaganda^

He said the Pakistani leaders had resorted to the

•usual tactics" of blaming India for any internal

problems.

9 9

Ping-Pong Tearn' 'Re-Opens

China After 22 Years

Albert Claims
Nixon Recession

SuStavtta. House Democratic leaders caa no loager wa,t for

President Nixon to repair the economy ____
t

conference
P^^pSrg fne national leadership so urgently needed to

en
A,oe

U
r

r

,^Koutrprgrara
U
for

P
rest„ring the economy hut suggested

mSxsass&jSttmr he said
-

" needs priming**
"WEEi tSUStSZSS* reworking of ft.^Presidents

His statement •"<"«-<"
Means Cha rman Wilbur Mills

HousSlmark between now and the 1972 presidential election,

^ked?5 his statement amounted to the Democrats' 1972 economy

"•IMS ^Tot months
5

unemployment rate ,s a nine-year high,

corporate profUs and manufacturing employment are at a f.ve-yeai-lov

aXrimpKrment of professional and technical workers is the worst

since 1958.

WHY NOT EARN

i;<tit..i > note: John Roderick of

I he Associated Preei ^ 1S ,)IU ' "'

three American newsmen per-

mitted t<» enter Communist I'hma to

cover the tour of the I S table

tennis team It was the first time

such permission was granted t<>

t s correspondents since the

Communists named power m 1919

Koderick 5i, was an AP
correspondent in China in 1945-48

and lus sen ed in t he Ttokj <» hnreau

since 1959

_j .lollN RODERICK
Associated Press Writer

PEKING \l' This is mj first

dispatch from China in 22 years

l he new - I have to report would

have been incredible onlj a fea

weeks .uz<> Americans are

welcome in the People's Republic

And the prospects for wider

people i" people contacts with

Americana ot all kinds are en

couraging.

Base this estimate on the

Irtendl) spirit with which Chinese

from Scumchun to the Chinese

, ,i( ital received the IS members of

the l S table tennis team

Saturda)

it is bolstered by the warmth «»i

the welcome extended to me and

two other American correspon

dents as we hurried to catch up

with the team yesterday

We are the lirst I S

correspondents ever given visas as

working newsmen, officials here

told us The table tennis team was

the first American group ot any

kind invited to the mainland since

the Peoples Republic was

proclaimed in 1949

our assignment is to cover the

tram Hut the biggest story ot all

c lima is all around us and crying to

be t«>id

It is too soon to say that all the

harriers which have kept

Americans out of China and

Chinese out ot America tor so

main years are coming down. But

a hole has been made in the once

unpenetrable wall

The spring like warmth in

t > China contacts at the human
le\ el cannot tail to melt some of the

ice that has congealed m the long

winter ot hostilit)

I crossed the border at the

British colon) ot Hong Kong at

in Ml on a siinn> Easter morning

with John \i\iv and .lack Reynolds

ot the National Broadcasting Co.

and two ot their Japanese

television crewmen. Uiromasa

Vamanaka and Masaaki shnhara

THIS SUMMER?
HERE S A SECURE SUMMERTIME JOB (DEFINITELY CO-

ED) WITH GUARANTEED PAY. YET YOU CAN REALLY

MAKE IT BIG - ONE. TWO, THREE THOUSAND $$ FOR 11

WEEKS WORK STUDENTS ONLY. WITH CARS.

JOIS NOW OPEN IN THESE AREAS:

s»i Vavand

OR WITHIN

SO MILES OF ONE OF OUR OFFICES LOCATED IN THE FOLL0WINC CITIES:

l

With us were lour other foreign

newsmen, .John Saar, an English-

man, and Frank Kischbeck. a West

German, both <»l Time Life, and

lose Schlesmger and Hob Whyte

Irom the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation.

only Rk* and I had ever been to

(hma and we were here in the

sears before the Communist

takeover

7th Annual
Art Exhibition

W«tfi«ld IMS College

April 28 - May 14. I97I

$ I 50000

Awards & Purchat* Priiat

PAINTING — GRAPHICS

for information and entry

forms write: Art Dept.

Westfield State Colleqe

Westfield. Mass. OI085

"

• 1 8l>.> Pi

interviews:

J

MONDAY-APRIL 12th

RM.165-WHITMORE HALL|
1:15 2:30 4:00

AF-
INC

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

$ NEED MONEY? $

For people who appreciate

quality _ there it only one

Bell's Pizza
open 'til 2 FrI. & Sat.

'til 1 Sun. to Thur.

65 University Dr.

256-8011 253-9051

Free Delivery of Pizzas

Sell Advertisements for the

Collegian and Earn 15%

$
Commission !

!

FOR MORE INFORMATION COME TO THE

COLLEGIAN OFFICE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

Between 9:00 & 4:30 — Monday - Friday

$

THEWORLD IS FULLOF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND PLACES.

To help you get thereJWA introduces the Getaway Program.

It you could din bin h- hiking •< ross Spain ot

< ampingatonga road in England Staying al .i

i hateau in F ranee or living near a U\k h in

California ivv\ brings you Getaway
l nst there's the Getaway < ard With it, you < an

charge airfare, hotels meals, i ars just about

anything jusl aboul anywhere And then take up to

two years to pay

| here s also the Nouth Passport (ard It lets you

fly .it 13! i% ott on .ill domestic tights on .1 standby

h.isis

It also gives you redtK w rates at many plat es

you'll be staying

Youth Passport is good on 20 other airlines It costs

S \ and it's available to anyone between 12 t mi\ 2 1

\nd it you send in the coupon, well send you the

Getaway Vacation Kit

It has a Getaway Hook. .1 224 page look at l«> ot

the great c itiesot the world

Ihreebroc hures, one on America, one- on Lurope,

and a third on Africa, Asia, the Orient, and the

Pac itic

It has the independent Getaway Brochure l«"

thosewho would rather travel by themselves than

with a group
\nd it has applic .itions tor Imth the Youth

Passport andGetaway ( ard

Mail in thecouponfor HrVAs tree Getaway

Vacation Kit

And tindout how easy getting away really is

The Getaway Program
U.S.A./EURC )Pfc/ASI/VPACIFIC/AFRICA_

jl\v\ P.O Box 465.

IFarmingdaie, N V 11735

(Please send me
iTWAs free Getaway Vacation Kit

I

I Name —_

I

I Address

TWA

"1

IG_y_ State

—
1

Zip 1

MocomtJ
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Four Courses

The campus is preparing for the last Spring before

1972 when one can expect that most popular factions

n the Lion will ^ preparing for the Pres^entia

primaries, and ultimately for the battle of the pol tital

cyclops: those whose vision is narrow enough to be

thrown into a Presidential election.

There is still a Chicago. The Armed *******
nation are still engaged in war for the

f
ke of a

Presidents •honor." People in this country are still

helplessly aware of what the war in Indochina has

meant to\he inhabitants igooks). and the concurrent

affects of such a conflict on a nation already rent b> a

history of racial tensions and de-humanized vital

Yes All that we have heard about the F B .1.1and

Armv intelligence is true. Yes. We have committed

attrocities in Vietnam; all those people who are dead

and who have been forced into refugee camps

were/are breathing, beautiful, alive human beings.

Yes Many people in the United States don t un-

derstand that their country's leaders could be wrong

That the United States is a monster let loose by men

who don't want to be responsible for creating and

controlling it. Both the American people and their

leaders have accepted for too many years the

anesthetized reality of war and preparation for war.

If vou have ever felt bogged do»n by the burdensome course load

around here vou II probablv be interested in the activities of a small

committee headed by Professor William Naff of the Asian Studies

partment. The concern of the group, and ultimately of everyone a this

I ,m ersil> . is the improvement of the use of time resources not only by

vinih-iiis but bv facultv as well. , ,.SI

tT:^ topic of this committee has been the --tigation o the

mmIMU) of instituting a four course per semester plan at UNM.H
mple terms, this system means that instead of carrying aNmMJ

13 credits, or five courses per semester, the normal work load would

^rstLS. bXnTthe four course plan is that students would be able

to devote more time and interest to each course while al^n,.^
delving deeper into their particular areas of study. Both facultv and

students manv feel, would gain from this plan because students would

have .,»«. " time to prepare for each class and this would stimulate more

worthwhile and substantial discussions.

X so since each student would have a greater amount of nonn-lassroom

time, he would be able to pay more attention to other areasiMM
not speeifWa.lv academic, are of certain importance in the tola

( „ive.sitv experience. After all. there is a lot more going on here, and in

i h»- Five College area, than just classes.

Obviously there are myriad prob.ems involved with the adoptioi
i

<
,
I.

four course system. Many of the smaller programs at the UM>>9
would no doubt suffer and the number of courses could decline b> an

estimated twenty per cent.

Vet manv of these courses survive mainly because they provide an

easv three credits which is what undergraduates must often search for

under the present svstem. There are a large number of students who

simplv can not survive a fifteen credit program without at least one

gut
1 course. Therefore, most of us are only taking four full time courses

an
ihe

d

positives of the four course plan, we think, strongly outweigh the

negatives and it has proven itself already at such institutions as Smith.

Amherst and Mt. Holyoke. It can work here. too.

• m
*I Hope They Just Mean Civilian**

* *

Now the Spring is upon us; the new texture of the

earth and all that grows, begins to move in us a sense

of life People will lie. face down, on the damp, warm

earth with the hot-white sun to their backs: You hold

the earth in your hands and your chest get? fight

straining to live with the bitter knowledge of the world

beyond vour classes and work.

People are caught in the curl of a giant wave, that

twists and rolls and crashes again and again.

Relentlessly sucking away at the brain, until the

confusion and brutality of this sea of life pacifies the

senses, you can hold your breath and surface to see

the sun and wide blue sky.

Those who have learned to survive in the murky

depths of our political sea will hold sway, and the

endless series of crashes will go unnoticed, by those

who reach the surface numb and alive.
* * »»

The great debates of our times have ruined too

manv people We stand, as a nation, tottering on the

brink of a nervous breakdown, with everything from

our own native morality to our cure-all economy,

tumbling away-The president speaks to no one but

tries to comfort us. with hollow phrases which no

longer strike resounding chords in our vascillating

psvche-And now the preparations for a "Spring of-

fensive" are starting. Long hours have been spent

scheming and organizing this Spring; one year too

early to move the country's political machinery and

eight years too late to stop where we started.

one is inclined towards passing the Spring in peace

cramming for exams, and then working all Summer to

make enough money to return. (Perhaps, a trip to

Washington would break the monotomy.)

As the great debates of conscience burn in the minds

of those willing to hear the arguments, much of the

marching will become symbolic of the years spent

marching; trying to move the political forces of a

nation, whose politics have long been jaded by lack of

conscience.

This is a critical Spring for this nation, lacking the

leadership and goals that its people deem best. Men

will be w hipped into frenzied mobs under the hot-white

Spring sun. urged to action, to show their colors.

The whole nation will head to the resorts and

beaches this summer with a deep-set un-

comfortableness about their lives. Next year the

frenzy will become carnival, the great fears and

debates will once again be focused on the whirlwind

campaigns of those battling cyclops. And the people

will emerge cleansed for the future, with vague

memories of 'those troubled times" we are living

now

Emory Rounds

Eh, What's Up, Doc?

<fc>i»7l ^je-RBt-ocK

1 woke up with another sore

throat the other day, and decided it

was about time to drag myself

down to the infirmary for a check-

up. That was my first mistake...

Kvervone knows about the forms

hassle You could be suffering

from acute appendicitis, and need

immediate attention, and still have

to try to remember your student

ID number. I filled one of these

gems out. checking the box which

indicated 1 wanted to see a doctor.

My second mistake was not

making an appointment ahead of

time.

Half an hour later my sore throat

was all but gone - but I was

committed. For once I was
determined to go to the infirmary,

get up the patience to hang around

long enough to see a doctor, and

actually find out that there was
something wrong with me It

Married that every time I'd go I

was healthy.

Anyway, half an hour after I had

filled out the sheet, my name was

called. Nervous and excited, I

quickly followed the nurse down

the gloomy tan hallway. Rooms to

the right of me, rooms to the left of

me - 1 felt as if I were walking into

the catacombs of Rome. I was

asked to be seated and a nurse

came in. She read over my file,

humming to herself, every once in

a while raising her eyebrows up

over her forehead. She read my
symptoms off the entrance paper,

mii iled kindly into my tired face,

and asked me whal was wrong

I guess she thought I had lied on

the paper Bui I don't give under

pressure, and fed her hack exactly

whal I'd put down in the first place

Not to be outdone, she gently

|ammed a thermometer under my
tongue, and started asking me
questions I don't think I made too

much sense, or at least it didn't

sound tome that I was. what with a

thermometer in my mouth, but

that didn't seem to disturb her and

she kept right on scribbling into my
file. After a few minutes she

supposed I'd warmed the mercury

up long enough, and slid the

thermometer out She hummed, I

squirmed. I wished that I'd been

too sick to come down.

But alas, they weren't through

with me yet. Next she took a throat

culture <Kver had one*1 Don't).

Then she filled out a little slip and

directed me to the lab.

This is where all the fun begins -

if you havn't been in hospitals too

many times you can almost

imagine yourself going into

surgery A girl with a too somber
face pricked my skin with a multi-

pronged device - I wasn't quite

ready f°r that, or for the blood that

started to gush out She was calm
and did a very good job of ignoring

DM m my moments of agony. She

sent me away to wait by myself,

and soon came out with the report.

The nurse had asked me to

return with the lab report I tried to

another mistake. Besides nearly

losing myself in the labrynth-like

hallways, I couldn't find my nurse.

I went to the main desk to tell my
tale of woe. and they led me to

another room to another nurse. I'd

forgotten my throat, but my knees

had begun to wobble. She asked me
all the same questions as Nurse

number one and more. She even

had the same tricks up her sleeve,

and when the going got too rough

for her she sent me packing back to

the lab, promising that after this

I'd be able to see a doctor. I

hopefully, but slowly, walked back
to the lab. Maybe I really was ill.

Tins tunc I was read] , but so was
the attendent I wanted her to stab

ni> left hand, but she didn't

remember our last encounter, and
wanted to Use her training. It was
oiilv when she threatened
anaesthetic when I gave in.

Mistake number lour My linger

bled, into the tubes and onto the

slides and all over my pants and it

just kept on coming and coming. I

must've panicked - the next thing I

knew I was seated in front of a

Marcus Welby sort of fellow. I was
either my day of judgement, or I

had at last gotten what I came for.

And it was over almost before it

happened.
Telling me there was nothing to

worry about, he busily attended to

writing all sorts of intricate for-

mulas onto a slip titled "Phar-

macy ' At last My first nurse

came in. smiled, and left, trying to

remember where she was. I think

the nurse behind the doctor (yet a

third > was trying to remember who
she was She just sat there.

The doctor was finally finished.

He stood up. sighed, and handed

me the paper Four items were

prescribed, two hours after my
entrance. I was happy at last,

although sad about leaving This

place had begun to seem like home
As I was leaving I turned and

asked the doctor what was wrong

with me.
He shrugged, and said

"Probably nothing...."

Well if he didn't know, neither

did I And as I was tearing up my
pharmacy slip. I felt a dull familiar

ache seep back into my throat.

Letters to the Editor must be

typed, double spaced, at sixty

spaces and must carry the

writer's signature, address, and

telephone number (all of which

will be withheld upon request >

The hunt is one page and the

deadline is S p.m. the day prior

to intended publication. The

editors reserve the right to edit

all letters

The same rules apply to

Editorial Points except that the

limit of these is 25 words No

prizes will be awarded or gifts

given out. This is not a contest.

It's simply a forum for those of

you who don't feel like writing a

whole letter or who don't know

more than 25 words.

Letters To The Editor

Why I'm Still Marchin'

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

There has been a lot of printed letters devoted to

peace/ political groups on campus; the content of

which has been slammed against the walls of our

minds We are led to believe that every group, every

leadership on campus has the correct alternative and

way for the peace movement. We scream prostitution

bv and disillusionment with such groups as the Mobe

and Vets for Peace, and now the tactic is to defame

individuals.

But how committed are we all to peace; or is it just

leadership and power? It would seem that if our

commitment were as deeo as our voices are loud and

our egoes are overblown, we could make any

organization work for peace.

Manv of us sav we were disillusioned by the May

strike "by the Mobe. Look it. people, there's a little,

elderly lady who has stood in the same place in

Springfield protesting the war. For six years she has

'stood everv Saturday, in the rain and snow -maybe

with only six people standing next to her; she has

never forgotten how to smile. She's been verbally

abused has seen the war escalate; she is strong and

•done but she is still there in Court Square. Now tell

me about disillusionment. Most of us have the fucking

nail to have never done a damned thing for peace until

one spring for a couple of months and a passing cum

but because we didn't quite have our way then and

l,ecause we didn't get our way as leaders now. we re

going to stomp off muttering something about

disillusionment and needing another alternative

because someone else is doing a poor job.

Our motives are a little dishonest and over-

rationalized. The peace movement has become a tool

used by people who want easy power with no real

responsibility or commitment but when they find

more stalwart, dedicated people already in the

movement and in power, they destroy the hard effort

Of the movement by calling for an alternative.

I'm not in YSA; I am not a veteran; and I am not

particularly loval to the Mobe. I want peace; I'm sick

of war and conflict. So, I chose an organization, the

Mobe with money and a foundation and, despite the

criticism, some damned good, hard-working people

who want peace, too. Mr. Corry and the rest like him

disillusion my hope that any of us can ever live in

peace but I have no intention of starting another

group to voice and foster that hopelessness. Mr
Corry think; you might find that you have created

your own frustration. "Despair is the sickness unto

death." ,.

Jackie Letahen

Is (AP) O.K. ?

Simply Spring

To the Editor: ..

Traditionally spring is never f^^km «S4B

somebody reports having seen the first robin. But like

all traditions alternatives challenge them. On r nday.

April 9th at 3:35 p.m. an alternative to the first robin

theory' was presented to me and I was sufficiently

convinced to once again deviate from a norm and

accept it as the first sign of spring. This all happened

when a stragglv-haired child of the universe was

skipping around the campus pond and came across

the last hunk of snow to be seen, which appeared to be

the remains of a snowman. After releasing whatever

Ixinds held this great white lump so firmly to tne

arth the child cautiously carried this liberated mass

o the banks of the remains of the campus pond and

chucked ,t in Then with his arms extended upward

into the sun he yelled aloud, it's spring As the

current caVried this half submersed lump pass me I

hrew a rock at it and spit ,1 Soon it had completely

disappeared and I thought -it is indeed SPRING.

Allen llinkle

Are You Victorian?

Through a misunderstanding, the news release

abou this week's Five College Victorian Studies

Coherence credited me with an ommonalmost

diametrically opposed to my actual opinion The story

id me saving that we should study Victorian Britain

because'waf the prototype of a technologicaljoctoty

and "technology has ^humanized and essentall>

demoralized today's humanity. ' *+*?**»»g
believe this last quotation. Rather I believe that

bShnology opens up opportunities for improvemen s

n\tandfrdsof living and life expectancy whichjn

turn make possible levels of human freedom and sell

developrnent^hich challenge and evengreater,.most

conventional beliefs about society and culture. In

other words. 1 think Victorian Britain should be

studied as a source for some positive and optirn ist c

options within the contemporary situation^ People
Mj

the humanities have already said more than enough

about the despair and dehumanizat.on whirl.seem to

them to accompany industrialization and democracy

think studying the recent past from a more hopeful

perspective^ actually help to make%£*«%

To the Editor: A VUVy
The masthead of this paper proclaims: A FREE

AND RESPONSIBLE PRESS." That means without

bias or prejudgement, doesn't Wl Then what »s the

reason for the constant reference to the N.L.F. Nortn

Vietnamese. Pathet Lao. Khmer Royge and pro-

Sihanouk forces as "the enemy"" Whose enemy?

Thev"re not our enemy. Are they the enemy of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian?

When the ant,-Saigon/U.S. are not referred to as

•the enemy," they are instead called North Viet-

namese troops." Soldiers of the Thieu-Ky regime are

The South Vietnamese." The picture is clear. North

Vietnam is trying to conquer a separate country and

US guys are helping to defend against the

agression Remember the State Dept. movie Why

Snam" that we saw in high school? It starts ou

with a film of Hitler melting into a picture of Ho Chi

Minn The M DC. is helping to perpetrate this myth

withI every distorted A.P release that is prmtedon its

pTges (For those who might still believe this theo y.

here's some interesting information from The In-

dochina Story by a Committee of C**m~d Ajtan

Scholars: When the presence of the *^*™£
(400-500 men (women.) was reported on Apn

I 27^
65

by Secretary of Defense McNamara there
I

^ere

already 23.000 U.S. troops in South Vietnam This was

two months after we started bombing the Nortlv

Imagine North Vietnamese bombing the U.S.. or

hundreds of thousands of Chinese in toxica

There are other news sources: Libera ion New

Service Free Ranger Intertribal N.S.. College Kress

strvice Inter-mind. Also if you want to go so far as

^n the Underground Press Service, you can ex-

change with all the other members and get to use any

of their articles or graphics
A f

Were at a crisis point in human history. A free,

dallv Paper could be making a great contribution

fowa
y
rd
P
Sd,ng a creative,>~*S^?™*%

and a free university. "New England s Largest

College KIsV' could be more than a campus version

of th? surrounding largest liberal establishment

dailies
Jeff Barden

Al Fisher

The Lyndon Baines Johnson

Library, the sixth Presidential

Library, is nearing completion,

and according to the New York

Times, it will hou^e 500,000

photographs of the former

President. Perhaps LBJ's gall

bladder will be available to

future researchers, too.
* * *

Does John Wayne really wear

elevated boots because he's only

five leet three? Parade

magazine denies this vicious

rumor: the Duke is six feet four

and weighs 240 pounds.
* * *

The American Table Tennis

Team is in the People's Republic

of China. Chinese officials

allowed them to participate only

because a member of the team.

Ping Pong, has a Chinese an-

cestry.
* **

An Associated Press report

Irom Mozambique told the story

of a 62 year old man who was

attacked by a 6-foot crocodile

while swimming in a local lake.

The UMass campus pond doesn't

have any crocodiles, but

wouldn't you rather go swim

ming in Mozambique than in

Lake Sludge

?

* * *

You'll have to admit that if

Mayor Lindsay switches parties

and becomes our next President,

it would be pretty ridiculous ol

him to speak of "Fun Country".
* * *

A local pharmacy in Nor-

thampton is owned by a member

of the John Birch Society. One of

the paperbacks he sells is en-

titled "Sex Education: Por-

nography in the Schools". Don't

laugh Would you want YOUR
child to masturbate?

* *

People who think of the Mid

West as fascist, Nixon or

Wallace country should be

reminded that Wyoming was the

lirst state to adopt women's

suffrage.
* * »

A favorite maxim of the School

of Education's Dwight Allen is:

When lording a river in India,

stopping in midstream is the

sure way to tail. An analogy can

be made to the Faculty Senate:

When talking non-stop for hours

and hours, silence is the sure

wav to start thinking

No Well Writing

To the Editoi

There exist a brand of tea in American Stores such

that it originates from South Alnca and it is caUed

Kaif.r Tea " 'Kaffir" in South Africa has the same

denotation as "Nigger" in the United Wales.

This so-called Kaffir Tea is a health beverage^ It is

marketed in this country by Worth.ngton F oods Inc^of

Ohio and has been patented by Battle treekhoods^

Those comrades who are into organic food an

strongly urged to refrain from buying it They should

also be vigilant against any product handled by the

aforementioned companies,^^^^^^

^n^Jponse'to Mrs Calagiones letter (4/9/71 1
about

my column, "Zeyda Layda Schiksa

When a writer tries to communicate a point of view

and fails totally to do so, when he is interpreted as

holding an opposing view to what he really beheyes

then he is not a terribly literate writer. Although

critics have a maxim -never admit that you're wrong

or you'll lose credibility -I must admit that I did not

communicate very clearly. ....
The purpose of "Zeyda Layda Schiksa was to

expose the .nd.Kn.t.es that the freshmen honors

societies impose on both women and men of con-

- s.derable achievement 1 attempted to satar.ze the

women's society, Alpha Lambda Delta, only because- I

had the |oy oi attending its ceremonies and not the

'"women should str.ve lor the equal rights the)

deserve irom discriminatory universities businesses

and individuals They should not be subjected U»

Mickey Mouse campfire-girl type initiation.rites.

Although the ceremonies are voluntary, I would have

hoped that mv column might have spurred the women

and men of the honors societies themselves to find

more dignified practices than toting doilies and

candles and reciting meaningless oaths

Don (ilickstein

Harvard Grades

,Kd Note In light of the Faculty Senates debates about the School of

Kducattn's Uss-Fail svstem and the institution of an X-step grading

; s"e of\. AB. C. CD... we reprint excerpts from the minority report of

Harva 1 aw School's Committee on Legal Education. *hich has been

dating the institution of mandatory Pass-Fail grades for all first year

law students.)

, ru AHFS AS EVALUATIONS --..even if one accepts the proposition

pose is served To exalt the A www
..mnlovers and the students

But the grading system^^il^be^StWS » students who
themselves.that yes here,^^e^^vmlmMe *re* <*

receivedaBandthe 4whoreceiveaaB m m

s^r^^^^J^aSS^ ariStran,y scparat,ng

studenfs with similar levels of

J**"""* . what kmd Gf per-

And yet there remains a more basic qu^»°n * nd
\ their £st

formance does an examination grade eva uate A
<—|:X5:AK&SB of time and under a

certain amount of pressure... -.-. ,„„„! skills research

trouble... j^i^-ntivp Take the case of a student

Grades can act as a powerful d's
J
n«"''^ ' = ,..'"'

Junt. exams He
who received relatively poor ™*» " ^"^."ge firm he was

S

^tADE°S
d
A?PL

e
ACEM 1fNTAIDS..-- 1The .mpnrtance of grades, has

^SXX~sS™Z^ be a portfoho ,n,o

,„ this kind of P^r^X.rtum'ty for the student to demonstrate a

''V
;'
U
'l""u'"ul,l mnlo,,,. UKl .™a,d student diligence

•7£rs,A-4
S5r5£i s» "arE

"(

The mcsenUPa^Fail I option svstem satisfies no one. It is a palatabk

J,t ca comn om e wmchwas adapted to defuse a community crisis. It

presents no
P
'coherent educational philosophy orconi.—^^^

" Andrew Schepard

Dnvid R.Riemer

1 competence
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Dept. of Ed. To Hold

5th Spring Marathon
Alternative Schooling in an

Urban Society" will be explored at

the iifth Marathon happening of

what's going on in education, today

through April Kith, at the School of

Education.
Spring Marathon '71 will feature

a talk by Jonathan Kozol. author of

Death" at an Early Age." a

criticism of the Boston school

system. Mr. Kozol will speak

Thursday, April 15, at 8 p.m. in the

School of Education.

For one week, the public-from

high school age and up- will be

united to attend workshops and

participate in discussions which

will have particular emphasis on

urban education Wednesday will

be "Urban Education Day." and

deans and program directors of the

School ot Education will discuss

the relevance of the School ot

Education programs to education

in the inner-city

Programs throughout the week

will include views «>f what's going

on at Marks Meadow School, the

laboratory elementary school for

I Mass education students;

\ idcotapes ot Bcfaoota in the New
England area, lilms. workshops.

and panel discussions.

There will be no registration fee.

Loaders ol the discussion groups,

workshops, and other sessions will

be educators from UMass and

othei colleges, ind other segments

ot soiietv

Marathon the past two

undone halt year- tave shown that

solid learning can take place in a

context outside 'he normal course

schedule and can stimulate fresh

thinking about goal* and program>

in education.' according to Dwight

\\ Allen, dean ot the School ot

Education once each

semester, the School cancels most

classes and schedules a Marathon

during which I Mass un-

dergraduates may earn academic

credit The public may also attend.

Absentee
Voting

Explained
Any eighteen to twenty-one year

old students at I Han who are

residents ot \eu York City may
register by mail it the> SO desire

Absentee registration forms and

absentee voter ballots will be

supplied upon I inquest. The address

to write to is Stanley Ferris.

Director ot Registration, Board of

Elections, 80Varkk St . New York.

N Y 10113

and in past years the halls and

rooms of the Education Building

have been crowded with people

I'rom the area, surrounding states,

and other parts of the nation.

This year the Marathon will

extend itself to lounges in nearby

residence halls Activities will be

conducted from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

daily, with evening sessions

scheduled after dinner.

A complete program of events

will be available at the School of

Education the week of the

Marathon. Here is a partial

program.
Monday. April, 12--Creative

Vocabulary Development,
Learning to Learn Through Art.

Politics of Planning a New School.

Mathematics Learning Center. Are

leathers Second Class Citizens.

Alternative Public Schools -by

Dean Dwight Allen. Computers and

Education.
Tuesday. April 13-The Lollipop

Art Workshop, A Humanistic

Approach to Teaching English

Composition. The Educational

Futures Games, Programmed
Instruction, Situational Leader-

ship. City Space tor People, Why
Blacks

' Must Control Their

Education.
Wednesday. April 14- Our

Children Are Not Being Beached in

School, Career opportunity

Black Studies

To Host
Professor

Professor Jean Wiley presently

leaching at Federal City College,

Washington. D.C . will be visiting

the Black Studies Department
toda) Among Professor Wiley s

activities are: her long mem-
bership in SNCC, her past job as

Editor at the Institute of the Black
World in Atlanta and her in-

volvement in the creation of the

(enter For Black Education in

Washington. D.C.

The Black Studies Department is

hoping to attract her to teach next

year in her field which is

Literature and English Com-
position Students are invited to

participate in the INFORMAL
RAP SESSION with her today at

1 lOp.m in the Coffee Shop at the

Black Cultural Center
Also scheduled is a Mass

Meeting Thursday. April 15th 7:00

p.m. in the Public Health
Auditorium on the topic of the

Mississippi Voter Registration
Project being planned for this

summer.

Thursday,
Classroom
ternational
Classroom,

Program, The School as Com-

munity, Early Childhood

Education, Teacher Corps and

Urban Education, The Urban
Shadow Over Our Schools,

Teaching English in Ghetto

Schools.

April 15 -The Open
Workshop, In-

Studies in the

Communications in

Spanish, Ten Future Trends That

Will Affect Teachers, Cutting Red

Tape in Decision Making. Using

High School Students as Teachers

in the Elementary Schools.

Friday, April 16 -Notions on How
to Teach Poetry. Communication

With the Deaf, Natural Childbirth

Film. Computer Games.

Travelling

To Europe

TMsSummer?
Students who w ill be travelling in

Europe any time during the

summer or next winter can save

money by obtaining an In-

ternational Student Identity Card.

This card entitles the holder to

discounts and student reductions at

some theatres, concert halls, shops

and most museums Holders of the

ID Card are also eligible for the

services ottered by the national

student travel bureaus, such as the

intra -European student charter

I lights, student train and bus

transportation, low -cost tours and

holiday centers, accommodations

in student hostels and meals in

student restaurants

The Office of International

Programs. 221 Whitmore, is selling

International ID Cards Required

to purchase them are $1.00. proof of

lull time student status, and a

pasapsffl size photograph

A lew places are still available

on the Five College charter flights

to Europe this summer. These go

to Madrid. Paris. London, and

Milan Students, faculty, and staff

and their immediate dependents

are eligible for these flights To
obtain more information or to

apply for the flights, contact the

International Programs Office,

telephone MM71I

Develop. Walk
Slated May 9th

A local group is sponsoring a Walk for Development Sunday, May 9th,

to raise funds for local and foreign self-help projects.

The walk is part of a world-wide effort being conducted under the

auspices of the Young World Development branch of the American

Freedom from Hunger Foundation.

The walkers will go around before the march to friends, neighbors, and

relatives and ask them to sponsor him by pledging a given amount of

money for each mile he walks. He will then carry a walk-card which he

will have stamped along ten checkpoints spaced along the route.

After the walk, the person will return to his sponsors and ask for the

money pledged for his efforts.

The funds from the walk will be turned over to the Amherst ABC (A

Better Chance) program, Operation Breadbasket, the American

Freedom from Hunger Foundation, the Amherst Action for Development

Committee, and a self-help program in an African nation.

The Amherst Walk for Development Committee urges all residents of

the Five College area who can give any support, whether as walkers,

sponsors or workers to call the committee at either 546-9655, or 546-5272.

The Committee's office is at the old Amherst Junior High School on

Lessey St., and walk cards and information is available there weekday

afternoons and evenings from April 13 until the walk.
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EUROPE FROM $195
ni.
No
601

595
583
:>m
513

ROl ND TRIP AIRFARE

Route ,>»,e»

Boston I ,<>ndon-Boston 6/4 • 7/4

Boston Frankfurt-Boston 6/11 • 8/10

Boston London Boston 6/11 • 9/5
Boston London Boston 6/22 • 8/24

N.Y. London NY. 6/29 7/30

t .i-i u
as from Cont to

H'relu Airline to You

4

8
12
9
4

$171 $195

180 205
175 200
190 215
180 219

ALSO AVAILABLE: OA __
Inter European ch»rt«r flights, International Student ID

cards, Eurail and Student Rail Passes, Youth Hostel Appli-

< tttlOllH otc.

also: Gigantic T x 6> Waterbeds - $39.90
escape on the klngsize waterbed from the ultimate In trans-

ported joy — California manufactured vinyl bag with a

five vear guarantee.

FLIGHTS OPEN ONLY TO —
5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.
Flights Brfminlntered by:
American Student Travel Assoc.

27 Mass. Ave., Roston. Mass.
536-2511

All serrlees coordinated by:

Students International

•f Ann Arbor. Michigan

AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL ASSOC.
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Please send me information on: Europe... Waterbeds.

Name .
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NOW THE PEOPLE SPEAK

Vote on

«ip.

Oporto Palma de Mallorca Piza Rennes Salxburg Tangier Zurich

The People's Peace Treaty

and the Spring Calendar of

Anti-war Events

Thursday, April 15 9-5

in front of the University Store

School Of Ed-Marathon Weeks
^JV*AAV£VrJ. V>T M. JL-#V* *.

fhe Qf man ,

s environmenta , Rm 228 Fac o
9:00

Rm 128 Creative Vocabulary
Development. Presentations will

demonstrate technique (rationale)

ot vocabulary spelling activity. R.

Mason Bunker.

TV Studio, Rm 23 The Videopaper

Thing A multi media presentation

ot videopaper production with kids

at Mark's Meadow this semester.

(Involved kids using videotape,

audio, plus writing, doing layout,

etc.) We want this to be a

workshop tor people interested in

putting media in the hands of kids.

Shari Stuzel and Claire Kurtz.

Rm 228 Mathematics Learning
Center. An expressive experience

in the world of mathematics
education via games and other

activities. Bill Masalski.

10:00

Rm 128 Epiphenemenal Drawing.
Bill Koen.

Rm 225 Learing to Learn Through

Art. A review discussion of the

Arts Division of the Federal

Program which operated in New
Bedford, Mass. This summer the

program was aimed at reaching

the "disadvantaged'' of the city.

Lawrence Frates.

Rm 122 Politics of Planning A New
School We are beginning to plan a

new school in Chapel Hill, North

Carolina. Come talk with us about

the issues that surround such a

venture such issues as public vs.

private, accreditation, finances,

grades. We hope this might be the

beginning of an ongoing

relationship with studen

faculty at UMass.
Goldstein.

25 minute film produced by the

School ot Education Media Center

tor the White House Conference on

Children. Elementary and

secondary students and teachers

from varied school districts in the

country candidly discuss the

myths of our educational system

and the specific barriers they

present to real learning. Also,

students' suggestions for im

provements in their learning

environment are presented.

Epiphenomenal
tinued).

Mathematics
(continued).

In the Corridor
(continued).

Drawing (con

Learning Center

with Dwight Allen

Buck and Kay

Auditorium Tacher Corps Movies^

Family of Ghana A realistic and

insightful account of life in a

fishing village, its traditional ways

and one man's hope for its future.

Ancient Africans Rich film,

testifying to the greatness of the

African past.

Rm 226 Affective Listening or

Learning to Listen with the Heart

Listening whole heartedly is more

than just hearing. Simulation of

situations and gaming will be used

to teach affective listening. Rich

Meier, Howard Adler, Margie

Harrison.

Corridor Outside Rm 135 In the

Corridor with Dwight Allen.

Dwight discusses on film several

educational alternatives including

Microteaching, Differentiated—
Teaching Staff. Flexible

Scheduling, the Student as

Teacher, Large Group Instruction,

etc

The Videopaper Thing (continued).

Affective Listening (continued).

12:00

Rm 128 Are Teachers Second Class

Citizens?: The Legal Rights of

Teachers. Questionnaire, im
mediate feedback and discussion.

David Schimell and Lou Fischer.

TV Studio Rm 23 Television News
magazine on Education: Alter

native Schools in Western
Massachusetts. TV. show and
discussion Joyce Newman.

Rm 228 Describing Schools: What
does the "organization" teach? An
attempt to analyze the implicit

knowledge "taught" by the

structural characteristics of the

organization. Gerry Gold.

Rm 226 How to Change A School to

Meet Learner Needs (Flexibility

Planned). Explanation of change
strategies. Michael Melnik.

Rm 122 Tree House Learning En
vironment. Demonstration and
Discussion Gerard A. Pottebaum,
President

state of man's environmental
crisis. Ken Hoagland and Jim

Thomann.

Rm 128 Individualizing Inservice

Teacher Education as a Means for

Educational Change. A septematic

means of creating and main
taining a change process through

an individualization of the in

service training program. Herbert

Tilley.

Rm 226 Factors in Planning
Educational Programs for

Delinquency Prevention.
Discussion of relationships bet

ween suppression of human
potential and delinquency prone

behavior and the kind of

educational approaches required

to work with delinquent
populations. Daniel C. Jordan.

Tree House
(continued).

Learning Environment

Teaching
tinued).

SEED Mathmetics (con

2:00

Auditorium Alternative
Schools. Dwight Allen.

Public

Education
(continued!

After the Apocalypse

Mathmetics Learning Center
continued)

11:00

Auditorium Education Alter the

Apocalypse Glenn Hawkes

Rm 122 Bermuda Workshop. A film

and. discussion of an

oceanographic experience for

children in grades e.ght and nine

,n Bermuda. The discuss^n m
volves changes in attitudes toward

school and learning. John Ross.

TV Studio Rm 23 "Education SOS' A

cWantTocWorkOnTheCape
This

Summer ?

You can, if you know how to go about choosing a job,

landing a job. and doing a job. Cape Cod employers need good

Summer help, and thousands of college students need Summer

jobs. We're not an employment agency, but our brochure, HOW

TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE" provides the answers to all sorts

of questions concerning Cape Cod Summer employment.

Act now, and you may be the early bird. Wait a month,

and you may have to wait another year.

For our brochure. "HOW TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE"

send $1.00 to:

CAPE COD CENTRAL
WELLFLEET, MASS. 02667

228 Factors in Planning
Educational Programs for

Delinquency Prevention.
Discussion of relationships bet

ween suppression of human
potential and delinquency prone

behavior and the kind of

educational approaches required

to work with delinquent

populations. Daniel C. Jordan.

Mark's Meadow Cafeteria
Simulation on Alternative Schools.

John Theroux.

Mark's Meadow Rm 147/149 The
Integrated Day Workshop Masha
Rudman.

Puppetry in Education (continued).

3:30

Rm 122 Dialogue on Crime and
Delinquency. A continuing

discussion session for the full week
on such topics as juvenile

detention, halfway house
programs, adult instituions,

delinquency, deviancy, crime in

the streets, citizen involvement

and student roles in dealing with

the problem. Larry Dye.

4:00

Rm 128 Panel on Cross Cultural

Education. Members of in-

ternational Education Center will

entertain a discussion with a Latin

American group on issues of crois

cultural exchange and education

as well as problems of educational

development in Latin Ameica.
International Education Center.

Dialogue on Crime and Delinquency
(continued).

Simulation on
(continued).

Alternative Schools

Integrated Day Workshop (con
tinued).

Rm 228 "NUMBER 9" a Youth
Crisis Growth Center in New
Haven, Conn. Mike Vozick and
other staff people from Number 9

will discuss their open door center

which deals with all kinds of youth
problems twenty four nours a day.

7:00 9:00
Auditorium The Marathon Film

Festival: Chromophobia (11

min), The Wall (4 min.) Cosmic
Zoom (8 min), The Pusher (17

min). Awareness, Why Man
Creates (25 min), I Wonder Why,
That's Me (15 min), Eye o« the

Beholder (26 min), Threshold,
and others.

Rm 128 Puppetry in Education.

Teaching the hard to teach

problems of the young through the

use of puppets. Narcotics, drugs,

stealing, knowing yourself,

respect for others, vandelism.

Discussion and demonstration.

Mrs. Dorothy Rankin, nationally

famous marionette artist.

Rm 226/228 Human Relations: Group
Exercises In Non Verbal Com
munication, Effective Attending

and Self expression. Mike Sch

wartz.

12:30

Auditorium The Child As
Mathematician A demonstration

and discussion of Project SEED
mathematics discovery teaching

techniques with a dozen inner city

fifth graders. Recently proposed

for state wide adoption in

Massachusetts Sponsored by
Hampshire College. William
Johntz, Founder and National

Director, Project SEED

1:00

Rm 228 Non western dimension and
its role in urban life. Prsentations

by the International Education

Center.

TV Studio Rm 23 Media Messages
Made With Storyboards An in

troduction into the ideas and use of

storyboards in film making, plus a

presentation of the development of

a particular storyboard, the film

made from it. the TV tape made
from the film, and the same
message translated into radio and
printed graphics. Reg Damerell

Montague Attic In Search of a

Future A Futuristic Study of

Mankind's Environment Through

the use of the delphi technique,

participants will generate some
forecasts of environmental hap
penings. Participants will learn

how to develop a delphi for

classroom use on any level and the

STUDENT SENATE

ONE (1) SORORITY
and

Tree House
(continued)

Learning Environment

Auditorium
Education
Thinking
Seymour
Artificial

3:00
Computers and
Teaching Children
Talk and movie.

Papert, Director, the

Intelligence Laboratory

TWO (2) COMMUTER

SEATS AVAILABLE
and Professor at MIT.

Montague Attic A Working Model of

Individualized Instruction and Its

Implications Presentations will

give an explanation of the model of

individualized instruction being

used in Coatesville, Penn ,
and a

discussion of its implications t

education. Jeff Hecht

Rm 226 Individual Differences in

Learning. David Coffing and
Characteristic I

Seminar.

Rm 124 Questions
Dwight Allen.

and Answers.

Children's Library Computer
Games: A Demonstration of

computer assisted instruction

using games and opportunity for

umlimited "hands on" game
playing. Hap Peelle.

in the

STUDENT SENATE

Nomination Papers available in front of the

Student Activities Area, first floor, Campus

Center.

NOMINATION PAPERS DUE APRIL 16

ELECTIONS - APRIL 22

Were
you born
to fly?

Not everyone is It takes a

blend of brains drive, and

dedication We're looking for

men like this for the Navy

Air Team, men who are Doers

If you measure up, we'll

teach you all the skills

demanded to handle our

sophisticated aircraft When
we're through, you'll have your

Wings of Gold and a commis-

sion as a Naval Officer So it

works both ways. You gel

an aeronautical education and

a career And we get another

born flyer

The Naval Aviation Program

information team will be

visiting your campus on the

date(s) marked below: why not

drop in and see if you were

bOrn to fly

April 12 - 16
Student Union
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Focus Examines
18 Year-Old Vote

Tonight at 10 I'M. WMU*Vs
•Focus" program will examine the

national ami local impact ot the 18

year <>U1 * ote.

Moderator Ken Mosakowski's

guests lor tonight's live, 60 minute

lorum will be Robert Weiner ol

Amherst, currently Hampshire

County coordinator for Youth

Voter Participation ol

Massachusetts and chairman ol

the Hampshire County New Voters

Committee; and Ted Laurenson ol

North Canton, Ohio, former

Western Massachusetts com

dinator ol Movement for a New

Congress
Weiner, a graduate student in

American Political History at

l Mass. also serves as an elected

Town Meeting Member m Amherst

and an Associate Member oi the

Amherst Town Democratic

Committee Laurenson. a senior at

Amherst College, is doing in-

dependent stud) with emphasis on

S.W. Gets
Counseling

Service
The Communitj Development.

Counseling Center and Human
Relations Center announce the

opening ol a neu office to serve the

Southwest Residential community

The members oi these services

stalling this office are Norma

( Huckster*! I tonald < 'ovc-rdale. and

Kichard Littlefield. The main

purpose ol this sen ice is to provide

personal counseling, community

resources, vocational counseling.

communitj action, and referral

intake lor the Counseling Center

ibis service is now available in

Kennedy Tower on the iirst tloor

The hours are troin v*- 12 and 1-5

Monday through Friday I Mop in or

call for appointments. M5-14O0;

•45-0804; 545-0833

political science. He is presently

engaged in reasearch directed

toward solving the legal problems

Ol students wishing to become

registered voters in their college

communities
Among other topics, tonight s

discussion is expected to cover:

issues, such as the draft, which

might unify IK to 20-year olds as a

voting bloc; last week's municipal

election m Berkeley, Calil .
m

which three left-wing candidates

won positions on the Berkeley City

Council, and the difficulties en-

countered by CMass students

attempting to register in the town

ol Amherst

FordBeatsGM
DETROIT lAPl Henry Ford II.

chairman of the board of Ford

Motor Co., earned more money in

safer} and bonus last year than the

board chairman of General Motors

Corp . the giant ot the auto in-

dustry.

Ford's leap ahead was caused

mainly by the tiT-day GM strike

last "tali CM cancelled all

executive bonuses, cutting board

chairman .lames Roche's pay b>

s 111,",. (MM

I

Ford made $340,000 m salary and

s_'i,n.iMKi in bonuses m 1170 lor a

total ol 1500,000, down $15,000 from

i960 Roche received only his

sj.Vi.uun salarv

AHEA: , .

Nomination papers for officer

elections will be available Tuesday,
April 13, in Rm 120 Skinner Hall

Elections will be held prior to

counselling week.

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting tonight 7 p.m. Rm 808 of

the C.C. plans, tours, Bikecology

Day, May 8.

BRETT HOUSE.
Girls Brett House is going co-ed in

the tall Sign up before April 20th in

the Head of Res Apt. on a first come
basis.

CLASS OF 1971:

Applications for Student Marshaiis

Seniors from the Deans of their

respective Academic Schools. They

are due Tues., April 20.

ENGLISH DEPT UN
DERGRADUATE COUNCIL:
There will be a meeting Mon., April

12, at 630 p.m. in the lobby of

Bartlett for anyone wishing to work

on the Student Faculty lounge.

GIRLS' JOGGING CLUB:
Come jog with the Shiz kids. Meets

everyday at 4 30 m front of Boyden.

Bring energy 8. enthusiasm with you.

Call 6 7415

GERMAN DEPT :

Attention Summer School Students

German 120 will be given during the

summer school It will not be found

listed m the catalogue. Students

interested should come to (or contact

5 235 ) the German Dept to sign up

tor it.

GREEKS:
Jack Carroll is gomg to Greek

Week so you should go too

GREEK WEEK COMMITTEE
Straight or Freak Go Greek

Week!

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS:
The first issue of the Student

Faculty newsletter which contains

information about jobs and
scholarships is in the Main Lobby of

Skinner Hall

Notices
MEHER BABA LEAGUE:
Meeting at 7:30 in 805 of the C C.

tonight tor all those interested in

BaBa religion and drugs.

OUTING CLUB:

General meeting and elections

tonight in Rm 165 of the C C. at 630
p.m. Slides of Virginia. Party af

terward 130 Brett House.

PARACHUTE CLUB:
Part two of the F.J.C. tomorrow,

Tuesday, April 13, in Rm 174 176 C.C.

at 7 : 30, be prepared to roll around on

the floor

L0ST: c ,,,

1 blue cloth rainhat between SW
and Bartlett. If found please call

Lynneat6 8022
1 knwpsack with books in a VW on a

ride from Sunderland to UMass on

i 3 If you have it, could you please

bring it to the booth at the parking

garage.
7 week old black puppy lost m

Orchard Hill area. If you find him
please call George at 583 2641.

Will the person who found my
knapsack in front of Thompson 106

please return it to me. All I need are

the books, you can keep the rest if it's

that important to you Call Maryanne
253 3095.

Wed., Aprl. 7 Psych 101 lecture

1115 section in Mahar a set of keys in

a tan case were lost. If found call

Debbie 308 Knowlton 5 2510.

aaONDAY, APRIL 12,1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM:
Dr. Julian B Rotter, Professor &

Director ot Clinical Psychology,
Training Program at Univ. of Conn,

will speak on "General Expectancies
tor interpersonal Trust" today at

4 30 m Rm 251 Herter. Coffee at 4

p m m Bartlett 35.

SCIENCE FICTION FILM:
S Million Years to Earth is playing

today (Mon , Apr. 12) in Mahar at 8

p.m A Free Discussion lecture of

Science Fiction films will be held at 7

p m. (also Mahar).

YOUNG REPUBLICANS.
Spring organizational meeting,

please come. All welcome.

F
°A
U
small black terrier with white

paws found m Puffton Area^Call 549

3916 or 549 1311 & ask for Kathy.

A yellow female angora kitten,

white face and paws found m
Greenough House. Call 545 2642 Mary

217
2 keys found behind Bartlett,

Thurs Identify at coat check room,

C.C.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Th« Sim» Amo.nl Ot T.m« To St-dy

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Inc.lM Vo-c Conc«nl-Jli»n And '";P'ov*

Your Compr.henvon Sl-it, Al A F ..<.!«. «J'«

ELECTRONICALLY RODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSF THIS TO HAPPEN

8 Track Tap. Or IP Hpcord

O Cneck or Monev Order S9 95 tach
include 7Sc Handling and Postage
Sound Concepts, inc , Box 3352

.Charlottesville. Va ??90;-.

STOP THE WORLD —
I WANT TO GET OFF

br Anthony Newler
and Leslie Hri<-u»fc*

Hirrttril by Csurlnej Flanagan

A Musical Comedy
Pla>lng

Friday. April 16 at 8:S0 p.m.
and

Saturday. April 17 at 1 p.m.

in Chapin Auditorium
Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley
All tickets *!.00

I ..r hmmIm < »'l r> sfi-UHMi. e\t

.«•>. Imm M h in. lo * 9 "•• «•••*•

HutMrday from 10 u in. to I P »i

TONIGHT
(2nd a,

AT 700 P.M. - in the Blue Room of Worcester Commons

North Dining Commons between the Quad Dorms and Morril)

PROF. NORMAND BERLIN (U.M. Eng. Dept.)

will give his ever popular talk on:

SHAKESPEARE'S SHYLOCK
The public is welcome.

(sponsored by Hlllel)

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
1 bdrni. opt. for rent May 1 «•!•

tl..n to plek up lease. Pool, sir roiiu..

gUkmmSl*, Call W9-«.::t» Hft«;r «

p.m. tti-.w

3 bdrni apt . June • Au«ust. Cen-

ter of Amherst. Will iIItus* rent

« all MMIii!i after S. tf4-in

Itrautlftil setup furnished apt. and

pool for the summer or lon*er. onl>

Mil inn. Cull MMM after »

•• EST apt . ««'l Inelil. .lune 1 -

Via- 31 Option to rencu. $150/mo

,. cotltiMe. Call Paul Ml tUl or

yawl. "*•'•'

••unlet ? bedroom furnished apt

( r.lonlal Village, swlmminr pool, all

-llltles paid, rent Is negotiable. C all

-141*0 •»•*

: Mm. apt Squire Vllla«e. Jun-»

1 . \uc 31 1>4 baths, all utilities,

.nmpletely furnished. Will dljcuaa

-ent Call 6UV:«>*» l/±]
3
-

~l hedroom apt . partially furnished.

IftrtaaVa nil utilities. awlnimlna pool

an.l tennis rourf. A«JI. ;'
un* \

"

\tiit. 31 $130 a month. ( aU o49 ' fl"''
1

.

1 hdrm fiirni-liril npt. In Am-
her,t trnin lime to Amrust. *» »-

iltinV* ntilitir- in >!•*>. < nil !•!••-

i h, r>Jii-!ii:ll nt nlcht.

I'lNlmi . walklna distance to cam-
pus, inrludea all utilities, air cond ,

,INIiwn*her Avail May lw /option

flitt/mo «'i" necot. Call Sl!>-flH«

eve. . IMU66. S-ilB? tf4-"

WiMWIrlW sublet or rent three room

Ml . ( iiff-ide Carpeted, pool and

tennis courts, faclnr woods. Avall-

.l.le May ft. Phone 6«.V3.V5« eves
tf 1-lfl

Apartment for rent. June 1 - Au«.

<l, 3T I Puffton *;«0 a month, 3 bed-

ronms. air conditioned Call Howie
•I't-nn-.i iti-u

"<nve! New carpeted 4-rnom apt ,

•.timmer sublet w /opt to continue

OnW tttt. 10 min from Amherst
Tall Wi.y3H.'ifi V.}

1 hdrm apt sblt/opt Avail

June 1, all frn. /titll. «i:M». 2 »"•

1 M. Bx 441. >amh. 519-1173. tfl-13

FOR SALE— AUTOS

hdrm apt.. June to Aueust, op-

tion to continue in full. < .>» »l. »-

I1IH3.
fl 1( '

1 hedroom npt . nt Cliff-ide to sub-

let from either M;iv or June 1 to

s,.,,| I vvitli option of renewmc
lease in *<ept Will di-niss rent tall

«:,-:rw tfi-u
" Mu-t sublet 3 hedroom Puffton

npt , pool, air rond . willinr to of-

f.r eeneroits dinronnt June 1 - Auc

I with option to lease in Sept rail

r, t;i-r,T r,7

.

™t!l
sublet from end of Mn> til Aur

:t and option to continue total co»f

a-MM! New 1 hdrm townhouse Should

be seen to npprecinte. rvenine«i
2.'i3-

ww. Ifi:
1
!;—| |„| rn , nTpT iTt ( liffside avl

utilities, pool, tennis courts. Avnll

immeil. C .11 WtVWm nfer ". p m
trt-llt

Must sell '«« Cortina, e*cel. mech
. nnd , 2"> mpr. only IMM ml . auto,

trans., disc brakes Best offer over

*rm. Can sjs-or**. tu-it
rB7 Pont. I^man'a ci.upe, 326 auto .

eood cond. S1295 or best offer. 881-

?Hft3 tf4-12

IOCS Volkswagen, rood condi t ion

.

S3QO. Call Bill at gf.3-7->12. 4-1) 4-1 2

Must sell — 1?MH> Slustnnit Mach
I. am-fm stereo, 4 spd . 351 cu. In .

iwcellent condition. 5 10-6390. tf4-22

Itrlt HI fNti needs 2 tires, col-

or Colorado yellow. Ki.000 miles,

s-HOO Call Athol 219-93R3 anytime

\»k for Chuck. If4- 1

3

~lOfiT"MO Mldect w/1970 MOB en-

gine. »w top and tires $900. Mu«l
sell now. Cull l.lnda 510-7993. tfl-1 5—

1 968 BMW Sun Roof, Becker AM-
PM, studded rndinl snow tires, e*-

• ellent condition, garuced Call -53-

M.H!I or 515- '2330. tfl-l.i

llMiO Kawasaki Bush Whacker 175

ir Trall-Mreet bike, 7000 ml. $»4«

toll: 581-6698. tt*-l*

(Guaranteed, auto alarm ayatems.

I.,ur wires to connect. Marked $19 95

Miurs for $5.93. 2 Lafayette 1O0A

spkrs $75 < all Paul 516-5421. tfl-12

1 set (4) Goodyear polvclasa Urea,

siie II, $100, over 60 percent off.

< all 233-3464 after 5. "4-1.1

1970 Yamaha 305, low mileage,_e»-

.rllent cond. $550 00. Call 545-22911.

1150-3497. IM-r.

Camera for sale — 35 mm. 8.L.F.

Miranda O $100 or best offer, tall

3 49-6262. tti-lt

Must sell queen siie, almost new,

TV. kitchen table, chairs. Call 253-

7164 4-M

1970 llritlcestone 350 40 lip 6 sp

rotary valves, new K70 tires, two
stroke power can lie >ours. Best of-

fer 5I6-8902. 1-1'

Roommate wanted. Squire VII.

ipts . fum . includes all utilities.

m,-> inn From June - Aur Call 665-

!M»5 «f I"

BOOKS
We buy used books and records

— Whltelicht Books (In the Alley)

No teifst tW-1'

WANTED
Applications for male residents

are being accepted In Brooks House
on a first-come, first-served basis

sign up now I tfl-12

3 girls to share cottage in Fal-

mouth for summer. Call 584-6612.
tf4-ll

SERVICES

DUNEBUGGY
Fac. rebuilt 40 hp VW ennine.

300 mi , cxlone exhaust system
Purple flaked - custom striped

l...il>, fully enclosed w/"T'»-top,
Kick curtains, gas heater, ami
\M HI stereo radio.

A real e.ie-culcher.

Many Internal extras.
Call HON
516-9809

tfl-15

Amherst Audle •errtcea etereo

i omponents. tape deeke for home or

inr. 197 Ne. Ple^ant St., 856-8133.

KNPERT TYPIST — honors papers,

theses, doctorate dissertations. Call:

Mrs Joan Taylor (617) 644-6822.

Will arrange pick-up and delivery.

TYPING — Thesis, Manuscripts,

Dissertations, Masters, In fact all

ttplng requirements ean be handled

through BANTJY'8 SECRETARIAL
SERVICE, dial 684-8005.

tf-mwf 5-1

1

LOST
JOBS

TRAVEL

To sublet June 1 — 2 hdrm. lewn-

house. PA bath, nil ntll. Inc. Good

location (nil !.'.3-5073 Will N™-*
rent. t»-ia

~3 hdrm. apt. nt Puffton •TalL

June 1 for summer. AC, pool and

tennis nnd npplinnces Rent negotia-

ble Call M9-*m Ask for Jay or

( harlle

OVICRLANTJ EXPEDITION ti»

INDIA. I/en»es London rnld-Jone

*loo Also return CHARTERS to

london $190 approx. Eaeonnter
overland. 1414 E. BIRh St., Chicago.

111. $0637. . -
> II I II U MM M » I I

FOR SALE

3 hdrm apt

mrr at rtiffton

to sublet for sum-
( all 519-6822. tfl-12

i hdrm. furnished apt. Grent spot

f„r suminer, halfway between cam-

mis nnd Drnke June - Aug. Rent

Jt.iO ncB-.tlnlile. Call 510-7195, 0-7197.

i;-7l H ,M "U

Pioneer, Teac, Garrnrd, PE, AstflT.

Cisher. TDK, onssette and open reel

tape, Standard radio, Utah apeaAers.

I I's. 8 tracks and other neceaamea-

see Amherst Audio. 5
"Used Fura — Jackets, capea and

stoles for spring. New ',
hiPment#

«°f.
.oats, ssme raccoon. All aliea. »io

,.nd np. Call 263-&995. tf,*-"

It's Poncho weather — .<—»_•*
ri»e.l colorful, genuine ponchos from

ssuth America. Limited supply,.tall

i..,.v:C,ni after 5. "* e ~

MEN of all trade* to NORTH
ril.OPE. ALASKA arnnad $2800/mo
Write Job Research, P.O. Bo« 161.

Sta-A, Toronto. Ont Enclose $3.00
'

tfl-20

ROOMMATES WANTED
F Roommate wanted beg. June 1.

Apt. within walking dlst. of Campus.
Pool, air cond., furn. apt. Call 619-

0239 after 6 p.m. tf4-3

Wanted 8 female roommates for

Sept. to May of next school year
Puffton Villuge, 619-6675, Carolyn or

.loan^ tf4-ll

Wanted — 2 female roommates to

share 8-room house, $00.00 per mo.
June - Aug , 2 miles from campus
Call 6-7334, 6-7332, 6-7330. tfl-H

1 female roommate wanted to

slmre furnished Rolling Green apart-
ment June to AiiRUst. Call Leslie

319-0288, it
4
!
16

Female wanted, will have own
lieilroom, on Rt . 9, twenty min. from
liimpus, sin urn . utilities included,

June Sept. Call 323-7350. tf4-1 3
~ W anted ronmmute for 3 bedroom
apt at squire \ ill.ice furnished, Im-

One gold circle pin Inscribed with

Initials L 8 0. Lost between Cam-
pus Center and Quad. Reward Call

LolsJ 1 5 6-0549. tf4-l 3

Would person who ripped off my
topics In calculus hook from C.C.
Bookdrop. Phase return papers in

hook to lost and found at ^t \_
checking room "*'13

TRAVEL

For summer w/opt. to cont. mod-
ern furnished 2 bedroom apt , $33

per person, 1-3 people. Mt. Range
Apt Call evenings 256-6107. tf4-16

For rent (6-13 to 8:29) farmhouse
in Alexandria. N.H.. 4 bdrma ,

ml. to Newfound Lake. $730 plus

utl. H. Brown, Paradise Ln, Halifax.

Mass_ »'»-U

Apt. Available from June 1, 2 bed-

rm , two floors. Rlverglade Apt , In

Amherst. $160 /ma. Call 253-3*38

Rooms to rent from June 1 to

srpt 1 student house close to cam-
pus, comer of Philips * Nutting $5<i

mo or $56 with utll.. 1 rm. $.'3

253-9985. tti-l*

1 bedroom apt. to sublet til Aug
with opt. Puffton, utll Incl. May 1

Call 649-3768 or 545-007I. Ask for

Jill. r=TT=
Spacious 3 bedroom townhouse In

South Amherst beginning June 1 with

option to pick up lease. Call 263-

5I49_ tM-ll

To rent — 1 hdrm. Cliffside. avail-

ahlr June 1, furnished. 605-3196.
tf4-m

HELP WANTED
I or 2 women live-in, Infant enre.

sewing, etc. part time. Apt-like ac-

com. prov In return 2 mi. from
Campus; Mehta 549-1112; 6-0566

tfl-15

If interested in earning $100 • $3*0
extra a month, part-time In Amherst,
area. Call Springfield 785-1106

tfl-13

Make money — sell credit card
applications. Call Peter 253-7236.

tfl-13

PERSONAL

Going to Europe this sum.m.r?
Buy-lease '71 cars Special low rate

plans for students and faculty. Call

(eorge Conrmoutls 5-2120. Leave
message. til ll

FOR RENT

Witard — Happy Rirthday. Sam
4-1!

Children nges 3-6. needed for ps.v-

chologicat testing. Call 512-2549 be-

tween 9:30 -4:30 weekdays. Pa>-
ment $1 50/hr. tfl-H

NB — open >oiir e>es and real-

ise the way it's always been, open
>our mind and >ou will find the Wl
it's always been open jour heart

and that's a start. 4-12

mediate occupancy,
mi lease 005-2005

Option to pick
tfl-H

"PERFECT FOR SIMMER SCHOOL
— Furn. 1 bdrm. apt for July and
Aug. No lease req. Near Campus.
Pool and air cond. Married couple

or girls preferred. Call 519-3918 after

5, tfl-16

Available April 15, 3 room apart-

nient, garage and woods 256-8353
tfl-13

To rent for summer, with option

to contlnur, I hedroom apt. In Sun-
derland up to 4 occupants $185

mo. incl. utilities. Call 665-3901.
tfl-13

Are IN a
KAPPA AI.PIIi II1I.IA

AL1 MNA?
Are you interested in inectiiii:

KAO alumnae and working with
an active college chapter? Please
contact

:

Kappa Alpha Thetn Alumnne Club
P O. Box 613

No. Amherst, Mass. 01057
• He name, address at\d

phone number.
tfl-16

Tracksters Impressive Runner-ups In Opener

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Stall

Northeastern University once

ahead by 28 points, was forced to

come from behind in the last event

to overtake the UMass track team

by a 78 to 75 score on Saturday.

Boston University, the New
England Indoor Champions,

linished out the scoring with 39

points, in the first home track meet

at UMass in six years.

UMass was handicapped without

the services of ace miler and two-

miler Hon Wayne who was suf-

fering fr°m an attack of the flu.

Gerry Spellman, the number one

440 intermediate hurdler in New
England, also could not compete in

his favorite event due to a case of

blood poisoning and the flu. Even

without these men, the Redmen
still managed to make a serious bid

at what was considered to be the

number one track team in New
England. What the 78 to 75 score

indicates is that a healthy UMass

team would have defeated Nor-

theastern, and that UMass may
now have the number one track

team in New England

There was • crowd of ap-

proximately 41KJ people on hand to

u itness the inauguration of the new

t rlympic track Even though it was

a dark and windy da\. the crowd

had plenty to cheer about

throughout the afternoon, and

.specially in the closing minutes of

the meet
Eddie Arcaro was the out

standing competitor of the meet.

leading all performers with 12

paint* He added to his heroics by

winning the shotput with a new

school record of 51'6" which breaks

his old record and also won the

discus and finished third in the

hammer.
The hammer was the first event

of the day as Arcaro put the first

points on the Kedman score board.

Tat 440 yard relay was the first

running event of the day. The

Uedmen led throughout most of the

race, but were edged out at the

tape by Northeastern's Steve

lingan

The long jump was the next

event with Kip Dyer capturing

taeoad place with a jump of 21'10"

while John Kamb was claiming

lourth place in the pole vault

I Mass aVM scoring points, but

rapidly tailing behind in the

meet as Northeastern led 211 to I It

was at this point that Arcaro made
his record breaking toss to win the

ghfllput Harney Schneider backed

up Arcaro m the shot by taking

lourth place Irom Northeastern s

Mel Taylor, the New England

shotput champion
John Cherry brought the crowd

to hie as he kicked out the last

quarter to win the mile in a 4:15.4

(locking.

Northeastern continued to pile

up points as it captured first and

second place in the 440. John

( ecca showed that he will be heard

Irom this season as he placed

lourth in this event. The results of

the 440 gave the Huskies their

largest lead of the meet as they led

UMass 44 to 16.

Sports

Notices
INTRAMURAL HANDBALL

TOURNEY-The second annual

Pyramid Small Ball Handball

Tournament will commence today

This tournament is open to all

laculty. stall, graduate and un

dergraduate students
****

CO REC BOWLING-CO
Kecreational team bowling will

commence today and will be

available each Monday and

Tuesday evenings from 7-9 at the

Boyden air conditioned lanes.

Formal team eittrtei will not be

required, nor will a set schedule he

established
<**

CO RISC SWIM <<> recreational

swimming returns to Boyden Pool.

Monday through Kriday Irom 4:30

to | p m

It appeared that Northeastern

was on its way to another lopsided

victory. The Redmen appeared to

be out of contention, and were just

holding their own against BU with

a slim 16 to 14 lead for second

place.

Things begin to change at this

point as soon as the results of the

javelin were made known. Rocco
l'etitto led a UMass sweep in the

javelin. Petitto's winning throw of

19o'8" was only 2 inches shy of the

school record. Jim Queeney
finished second with Gil Slyvia

finishing third. Dennis Boisvert

finished off the sweep with his

lourth place finish.

The high jump was considered

BU's strongest event. Terrior Dan
Byron did win the event, but the

next three events were taken by

UMass Redmen. Ed Shaughnessy
turned in a second place finish

while Cal Carpenter captured

third John Osborn linished out the

scoring in lourth place.

The crowd began to sense a

change as the momentum swung to

the UMass side. The results of the

triple jump were announced, and a

roar swept through the crowd.

Mark Robinson led a one-two-three

finish in this event as all three men
cleared 42 feet. Barron Littlefield

finished second with Ed
Shaughnessy third placing in his

second event of the day.

UMass entered the 120 high

hurdles trailing Northeastern by

only two points. A sick Spellman

led a one-two-four finish in the

hurdles. Jim Graves backed up

Spellman with his second place

finish while Bill Clark finished

lourth. The momentum had clearly

switched to UMass. The Redmen

had blitzed Northeastern 36 to 3 in

the last four events to take a 52 to

47 lead.

The crowd again cheered when it

was announced that Arcaro had

won the discus. John Homon
linished fourth to increase the

UMass lead to six.

Ford Dennis showed w hy he is an

international sprinter as he easily

won the dash. Walter Mayo and

Stokes Hall linished third and

fourth, respectively in the dash to

pick up valuable points for the

Redmen cause.

UMass, without the services of

Spellman, took fourth place in the

440 intermediate hurdles due to the

strong effort of Jim Graves.

Northeastern in an attempt to

take over the lead entered Steve

Hogan, Paul Horrigan, and Steve

Wittenhagen in the 220. Each of

these men placed in the New
Englands, but it was to no avail as

Redman Ron Harris won the 220

with a spectacular start.

The finish of the 880 saw BU's

John Beatty edging ou Dave Evans

in the last straightaway. Nor-

theastern took third and fourth

place as the UMass lead remained

at three.

With Ron Wayne out of the two-

mile, the pressure of the meet fell

upon Tom Jasmin. Cheered on by

the screaming crowd he ran an

inspired race placing second to

Northeastern's Billy Rowe. Doug
O'Connell needing a third place

finish to keep the UMass lead,

sprinted the last 200 yards to

overtakeJoe Flynnof Northeastern

lor third place.

With only the relay remaining,

the Redmen held a 75 to 73 lead.

UMass needed a first in the relay to

win the meet and a second to tie.

The relay team made a valiant

attempt, but lost in its bid, with a

third place finish.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYWHEYOMAM-

Taurus individuals, more so than
others, strive for contentment. Once
a native of fhis sign begins a routine,
it is difficult to change. Taurus, on
the positive side, is determined. On a

negative level, determination turns
to stubbornness. These persons, once
aroused, can battle for principles. In

dealing with Taurus, sweet talk is a
great ally Some famous persons
born under Taurus include Joe
Louis, James Mason and Audrey
Hepburn

« • *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Don't
play games with security financial

or emotional. Money belonging to

others might be put in your care Be
responsible. Show mate, partner that

you do understand.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Lie

low Do more listening than talking.

Key is to be a shrewd, quite observer

Be wary in signing agreements,
contracts. Partnerships are em
phasized. But study fine print.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Give
special attention to purchase of

apparel Not wise to try substitutes

for quality Pets, other dependents
make known their needs. Be firm but

fair —
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Good

lunar aspect now coincides with

creativity, children, affairs of heart

and speculation. Active time; you
shake off lethargy There is ex

citement People notice your efforts.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Domestic
affairs claim spotlight, as do long

ranqe investments. Check property

values Don't give up $omething for

nothing Cancer born individual can

lead way Join forces.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Accent

on short tourneys, special writings,

ability to communicate with

relatives. Straighten out misun
derstandings. Explain views,
maintain sense of humor. Avoid
extremes.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Spotlight

on possessions; guard valuables,

income potential is increased. You
break logjam What had been
delayed now is accelerated. Be ready
tor constructive, significant changes.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21): New

contacts should continue o be en

couraged. Many comment favorably

on your appearance. Accept com
pliments graciously. Be independent,

not arrogant. State views in positive

manner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):

Certain amount of seclusion is

necessary ; being alone is not same as

being lonely. Realize this and
respond accordingly. Don't tell all

you know Being descreet now is a

necessity.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19):

Social relationships are emphasized.
Some happy monents are featured.

You can fulfill hopes, wishes. Key is

to be confident Give special con
sideration to another Capricorn in

dividual.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

Unusual request can be successfully

fulfilled Obtain hint from Capricorn

message A friend actually is anxious

to aid. Throw aside false pride. You
qam special recognition.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Fine

or writing, publishing and ad
vertising. You break through with

original concepts Long distance
communication could cause
favorable change of pace Be
receptive. Develop philosophy.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
don't fight delay. Use time con

structively. Recent changes on home
front will boomerang in your favor.

You are versatile, bright Your m
ventive qualities now can be sue

cessfully utilized You finally

discover what it is you are really

seeking
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Friday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Doctrine

4 Parent (colloq.)

6 Fastened with

ribbon

11 Steeples

13 Click beetle

15 Note of scale

16 Escorted

18 Spanish for

"yes"
19 Artificial

language

21 German title

22 Petitions

24 Unit of

Italian

currency (pi.)

26 Dirt

28 Prefix: before

29 Country of

Europe
31 Sow
33 Initials of 26th

President

34 Falsehoods
36 Paper measure
38 Compass point

40 Seasoning

42 Wand
45 Number
47 Foray

49 Century plant

50 Tolled

52 Tidy

54 Teutonic deity

55 Printer's

measure

56 Sifted

59 Greek letter

61 Retreat

63 Encomiums

65 One who avoids

company of

others

66 A continent

(abbr.)

67 Poem

DOWN

1 Suffu:
adherent of

Enthusiasm
Note of scale

Intertwine

Residue
Breed of dog
Beverage
Cushions
Latin

conjunction

Sandy waste

1 2 Symbol for

ruthenium

Part of step

God of love

Spoken

Above

Chinese mile

Ancient Greek
district

27 Dregs

30 Period of time

32 Facts

35 Malign

37 Masculine

?

3

4
5

7

8
9

10

h O
A

EjR S S T R A
G

! 1
s

i

E ^M T R A i c
A
L

K D 1

' O T |
R A spi V O R Y A L

E T^ T
A

E _JaT i P A L

SS E R 1 L Ss
si]

P
E
A
R

iR

i

1
L 5

Tl A L J H Ej A R Tjl M
R r

E L v 1 i A R. A D
E R ' A R T sp P 1

1

'

EA
T

1 H A L E T o
rE!R!E T E ,I_|E A S 9 O

E S [e|k c R
2

38 More painful

39 Glossy paint

41 Bound

43 Molded

44 Symbol for iron

46 Printer's

measure
48 Small valleys

51

53

57

58
60
62
64

Facial

expression

Tissue

Anger

Note of scale

Employ

P reposttion

Proceed
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Face Tufts Today At Home

Pitching Leads Reamen Over AIC
By BARLE BARROLL

M1>C Stall

SPRINGFIELD Behind the

strong live-hit, 15-strikeoul per

lormance oi .Jack Bernardo, [om

King and Tom White, the l Mass

baseball team opened its northern

campaign on a winning note 6-2,

over American International

College hereonSaturda> The win

lMX)sted Ihe Kedman record to

IM« hing in the same weather

conditions cold, overcast and

at both teams expenem

ul1 ihVii southern trips, the Red-

man mound trio lived up to tl

Ml,, ,if ol the top pitching

stalls m the east in their initial

outings up north

i ting a three man. Ihree mm
miih .11 Bergquisl was able

I,, nive his Ihree hurlers

petit lion before the schedule

ucts h«,, . this week
;,.,, bed the first three

aIH l allowed no runs on

strik • • and walking i

m ,, outing h> the senior

right h; . ..

Kii ic in for the mid<

il, l( , i. a steam al

hitters giving up

„n lj un unearned run while

striking .nil live, walking one and

giving up .hi infield hit

White pitched the last three

jsassBsaascsasssssssassaast
"

;-»» -"•— «5SSMSS«5
that the pit

(Soil*!

Sp**t*
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innings and combined a live lasl

ball with a table-top curve to strike

out eight Yellow |acket> nut ol nine

uutv while issuing three wafcs, no

hits and an unearned run

The Kcdmen combined head- up

base running and time!) hitting to

amass their six ru

Alter no scoring in the first two

innings. ItMass broke the ice in the

third as Charley Manley opened

with a walk and advanced to thud

on a sacrifice bunt by JackConroy

.Hid smart base running on his own

part Brian Martin lollovved with a

looper to right field, -coring

Mauley and giving UMass \A

lead

In the fourth Dan Espostto, who

was inserted at first base to add

more hitting to the lineup, made a

genius oi his conch as he

responded with a towering home

run over the right Rekf fence and a

!
ii Redman lead

\ic came hack in the bottom

hall oi the inning oil King as the

y< How Jackets capitalized on

VlanJey's misjudging ol a H> baU

lot a double, a wild pitch b> King

and a pass ball fof an unearned

run

I Mass came back in the tilth tor

three runs I'onroy led oil with a

walk and >tolo second and third

Me had three to, the game I Alter

Martin went out on strikes. Mark

Patau singled, scoring t onro>

Mike Sawyer grounded out with

I'alau moving tO second and fresh

man Kd Mc.Mahon doubled down

the left Held line to score I'alau

Ksposito came through again

scoring McMahon on a single as

the Kcdmen combined three hits

lor three runs and I 5 1 lead alter

five

the sixth wrapped up the I Mass

storing with Mauley reaching on

an error, stealing second and

coming home on a bnsehit by

ConrO)
\ i c scored again in the eighth

oil White on three walks and an

mlield hit

lane scores lor the name were.

I Mas-. m\ runs. OB nine and no

errors A.I.C., two runs five hits

and three errors

The winning pitcher was Ber-

aardo whose record now stands at

j l. with Duns Weattand, the

starting pitcher lor All', ab-

sorbing the loss Mis record now

-lands at 1

EspOSttO was the hitting star

with two hits including the home

it should be noted

clung. Ihe defense and the speed on

the bascpaths that coach Dick

Bcrgqtlist had cited as his teams

strong points alter the southern

swing were the keys to this win.

With nine hits the Kedman ol

tense did improve over earlier

performances hut it did come

against somewhat mediocre

A |.C pitching stall.

Still the hig gun that the team

needed mav have l>een tountl in

Ksposito and this can mean I lot to

an) hatting order.

tins fiensson at three, Ihe

Kedmen open their home season

agate*! Tufts, Tolls is coming oil

Of .. double header loss to

NprtegfieM SU Saturday and ils

aiiNones gUSSS as to how Ihe

IuiiiImis have recovered alter Ihe

l wo -ames out in the adverse

elements.

What can In- expected from

lulls, whether its physically

read) oi not. is an all out effort to

beat the Kedmen. Two years ago

ina world series lype eft oil by the

Jumbos.
with sealers from me

humiliation ot two years back still

on the team, there's still the at

titude ol get the Kedmen on Ihe

Jumbo's minds.

Par the Kedmen Bel gquisl will

he starling freshman fire bailer,

(hip Baye. ll«> has had a little

centre! problems but with gsed

control llns alteruiMMi and wilh his

speed he could make the afternoon

laugh I"' the Jumbos
Kcruqursl expects to go to John

nlsrii. another Iresbman and

senior I.on (nia hello as Ihe game

ategresses io give mem com

petiti\e action as he did M
Saturday's uainc. using three

hurlers.

The Starting lineup tor the

Kedmen will remain the same with

Tom McDermolt behind the state,

Ksposito. lonrov. McMahon and

I'alau in the infield and Manley.

Mawyer and Martin in the outfield.

Lacrosse Team Falls To English, 12-7

By STEVE FERBER
MIX Stall

Before last Friday no one knew

exact!) how good the English

International Lacrosse team was

Alter the 12-7 beating that the)

handed to (iarher s Gorilla I

i- rida) afternoon, everyone had i

better idea

(Mass had jumped out to a 2

lead, in their season opener across

irom Hoyden Gymnasium The)

wen controlling the action for

most ot the first quarter. Then all

,>l a sudden, in a span ol six

minutes, the Knglish scored sc\cn

limes From there Ihe game was

about asevenascould he expected

with the Kedmen making a charge

near the end. hut to no avail

II was all I Mass at the start

Playing against an extremel)

quick Knglish team, the stickmen

had shot alter shot turned away b)

Ihe Knglish goalie Kmally at 12:27

oi the nisi quarter UMass got on

the scoreboard It was Charley

Hardy who whipped the ball m
Horn the lelt side, into the upper

light hand corner The Kedmen

were up hy one. and as the quarter

dosed out. the l-o score was sur

prising!) low

I think that scoring only one

goal in that Inst quarter is what

did us in." commented Couch

Intramurals
SOFTBALL

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME TEAMS

1

2

3

4

I

2

3
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

I

2

3

5

6

/

8

, 15 Stoned vs Vollies

Bohemians vs Go Mads
Divers vs. Bags

Heads vs. Challengers
6 30 Dildoughsvs Stouts

Erudites vs Scups
Clackers vs. Heros

Zoo vs Thighs
7 30 Skulkers vs Turtles

Choppers vs. Gypsies
Cult vs Elephant

Falcons vs Munchkins
8 30 Leftovers vs. Bosses

TKB vs. Jellow
Moes vs Banditos

Untouchable vs. Band
930 Zoovs Burners

Env Eng. vs Bodies
Busters vs Beadledom

1030 Seagrams vs. Hi Lo's
Smashers vs Ironmen
Bruisers vs. Spartans

Plumbers vs 2nd Team
Fellas vs Airbornes

Nads vs Squires
Orioles vs Soft

9

11

12

13
14

15

Tribes vs Bunch
Pops vs. IPT

"10" vs. Sugarloaf
Puffers vs. Hits

Termites vs Cranks
Batters vs Brewers

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1

3

4

5

IS

4 40

SOCCER
LIGHTED
V IELDS TIME TEAMS

POSITION ATHENIAN
2 vs. 3

4 vs. 5

POSITION SPARTAN
2 VS. 3

4 vs. 5

POSITION TROJAN
2 vs. 3

4 vs 5

Gypsies vs Tribesman
Boys vs Oxfords

Pranksters vs Pathogens
POSITION NORTH

2 vs. 3

4 vs. 5

Stouts vs Reds
Extra Knox, Lyons

5 20

Uarbnr Then- goalie came up

with some great saves, he really-

kept them m the game I thought

that we should have had lour or

live goals in that period

Period two began, and it the iirst

15 minutes belonged to the Red

men. the next IS belonged to the

Kedcoats

The quarter began pleasantly

enough lor I Mass With just six

minutes gone a lieautilul play gave

Ihe home dub its second score

I 'hil Sheridan laked his man. drove

into the middle near the crease and

tossed the hall high in the air over

lo Paul Kitch The I Mass at

taekman caught the hall and shot it

hy the goalie all in one fluid

motion

Then the Knglish made their

charge, and what a charge it was

It began at K ;»:? with a pretty over

the head goal as the visitors at-

lackman turned his hack on the

goal and Hung it in. Within two

minutes the home team's lead was

no more An Knglish last break left

an attacker all alone on the left

side, and it was knotted at 2-2.

The British kept right on coming

and the tiebreaker came with

I Mass one man down. While

I Mass was still absorbing the

shock of having lost their lead in

such a short time. England scored

again, just 17 minutes later

The Knglish were taking ad

vantage ol their lace oil ability and

after everv goal it was Kngland

with the ball, off and running.

They ran well, and that is what

upset V Mass Most of the time, in

America at least, when I team

coma down on offense they set up

ihe attack But the All Kngland

players ran and ran They didn't

pass until they were in close and in

that second quarter their running

paid oil handsomely

II was the last break that gave

the Knglish their final three goals

before retiring lor halltime At

13:96 an attacker stood alone in

I ront ol goalie Bruce Crawford and

Hung in it for number five. Again at

14 T7 and 14 4K. seconds before the

hull Kngland lound the I' Mass

nets, and took a 7 2 lead at the

break.
Hall numlier two began as

dismallv as quarter number two

had ended Again, with a man all

alone near the UMass net the

Knglish scored.

Kmallv the Kedmen got back on

the track It was tri captain Lou

Marinacci that scored unassisted

at 4 ::$*». but two and a half minutes

later the Knglish had come up with

two more. Ten to three England,

and lans were wondering about the

l>est team ever" predictions.

The Kedmen showed some life,

as t'aul Wickman cut in front of the

visitors net. gathered in a Hardy

p.tss and scored the fourth UMass

goal Then with just 14 minutes

gone Marinacci scored single

handed again, lakmg to his left

side, drawing his man away, and

lirmg it past the goalkeeper.

Kudol quarter three, and UMass

was still within striking range

They had gathered momentum,

hut at MiK ol the final stanza, that

momentum came to a halt The

eleventh Knglish tally just about

wrapped it Up and as time ran out

on I Mass goals hy liannon and

Wickman 'the latters second of

Ihe day i only served to make the

linal score a bit closer.

The) were quick, they were

accurate, they lound the open man.

the Knglish were impressive. If

IMass had gotten those four or

Hve goals early in the game, who

knows But there are 12 games

ahead for Carber's Gorillas to

show why they were ranked 1 1th in

the nation in pre season polls.

The whispers of doubt around

campus will grow, at least until

their next game. One loss like this

certainly won't shatter anyone's

dreams! and won't seriously hurt

the Kedmen's bid for the NCAA's

Crew Tomorrow

New England's

Largest

College Daily

dlir Aa**attfnsttt*

Satlg (ttaibgtmt
^^F A FRII AMD RISPONSIBtE ^^ MISS

Weather:

Get out of the Hatch. It's

better today than

yesterday.
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(MDC Photo by Kd Fenwick) —

Wood Sees UMass In Relatively Good Position
— Bv BAKBARA ANNCLEARY —

MDC Staff

President Wood was the speaker

at a special meeting of the Faculty

Senate yesterday.

Wood touched on a number of

broad topics concerning the

present state and future direction

of the university.

Wood said that he and the

trustees felt it was important to

visit each campus. "I don't feel as

isolated as I did when I began

visiting from the Amherst cam

pus," Wood said.

At his last talk here, he said, he

stressed that University life in

general is in a perilous condition

today. However. Wood felt that

UMass is in a comparatively good

posi t ion

.

He cited what he felt were grim,

disturbing trends at the University

of California and in the Midwest.

UMass, however, is a singular

exception to these trends. Wood
continued.

The budgetary suggestions of the

Governor continued to move the

University forward, according to

Wood However, he stressed, there

are certain unusual problems this

spring, because the budget

proposal will come before the tax

increases in the legislature.

Wood also stressed that

programs for the disadvantaged

should hold top priority in the

budget. Commenting on the

proposed tuition hike, he said that

simple increases in tuition were

not the answer to budgetary

problems He also said that it was

encouraging that the committee

reported adversely on a cluster of

bills concerning tuition increases

In lurther commenting on the

present state of the University.

Wood said that he found relations

with legislators and ad

ministrators cordial and friendly

Wood also said that even though

we are relatively well off today,

purposeful innovation is needed to

lorestall destructive revolution

He cited certain fundamental

changes which are necessary, one

ol these being a change at the

graduate level Wood explained the

preoccupation with defense and

On The Inside:

Student Dies In Tower Fall
See page 3

Nixon Plan Called Inflationary
See page 5

N.E.S. Recruiting Soon
See page 2

space, and some of the bad results

Irom this The basic dilemna.

W.mkI lelt was correcting these

conditions and getting involved in

educational activities related to

peaceful concerns

We must show that we are

sensitive to social needs .
con

tinued Wood Now the arts and

humanities will achieve a new

significance, and there will be new

interdisciplinary action, he said

There is a debate going on today

over a deliberate, selective, search

lor priorities, said Wood It is

necessarv to examine our

capability to respond to our en

vironment", he continued

Wood also examined some of the

luture possibilities lor the

University, He mentioned the

recent advances in the School of

Education as an innovation and as

an example of advancing with

experiment and risks

The President s Office wants to

he associated with special

projects, he continued He cited the

need to put thought and energy and

resources into the dilemna ol black

mil white Wood also mentioned

the need lor a Iresh look at

organized labor.

Wood reassured his audience

that all this was a redirection, not

an abandonment of traditional

inquiry.

Wood discussed the emerging

organization of the University,

also The President's Council will

soon propose I system of carefully

delegated powers covering the

Trustees, the President, the

Chancellor, etc

The luture strategy ol the

University, especially growth

also an important issue, said Wood

He lelt that the si/e and structure

were determined hy outside ten m
and pressures more He em
phasi/.ed that before we are well

into the next academic year, lar

reaching, crucial decisions will be

upon us

Kef assistance in this he ^

looking to the Future of the

University Committee They are

dealing with complex problems

.iiid discovering new information

Worn! asked lor cooperation and

assistance in the discussion which

will lollow the committee's report

Wood concluded by saying that

the University continues to go

forward. Crucial decisions will be

made m the next lew weeks h>

legislators, the President s office

the trustees, and In the Faculty

Senate He asked lor help in their

mutual interest and common
concern

In the question and answer

period lollowing. Wood expressed

support lor efforts to get faculty

back into the classroom, sub

sidization of humanities, and
developement of residential

learning opportunities He said,

however, that the issue of an all

University Senate was a campus

issue and expressed the feeling

that experience in Boston makes

the Trustees and him ready for

anything
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What To Do --Just In Case
BvKDWARDKOGARTY

MIX' Staff

Ml interested in becoming medic

marshal!* are invited to attend a meeting

Wed . April 14 in room 802 of the Campus

tenter This meeting is compulsory as

the) will be taught how to handle the

equipment they will use.

The Student Mobe Committee has

bought enough supplies for 30 people. Each

person will be supplied with gauze pads

tape and a water bottle It is requested

that ' people supply their own cutting

Utensil and water container

"Am person is eligible to become a

medic marshal!, so long as they can keep

their cool under pressure/' said Mark

Rosoff, Medic Marshall Co-ordinator

"The person who has been hit by tear

gas usually feels like he has the flu and is

very angry. It is up to the medic marshall

to calm this person as well as attend him,''

he said.

Rosoff said that the most important

l unction of the medic marshall was their

presence. They serve to relax *he tension

of the crowd and calm down dangerous

situations.

•The type of person we don't want is the

one who will over-react. This will only

serve to create more tensions in the

crowd,'' he said.

In recognition of the medics peace

keeping role the Washington Police have

agreed to give them special consideration

afon" the march route. They will be given

last notice of troubled areas and directed

to these areas. ,MPU
This tvpe of consideration is contrary

to that received in Chicago where medics

were beaten, if they were at the scene of

anv action." said Rosotf

Co-ordination of the various medic

groups is being taken care of in

Washington by Dr. Randy tope of the

Medical Committee for Human Rights.

There will be three or four first aid stations

along the route. Doctors and nurses will be

available at the stations and on the streets.

We can't foresee trouble this year. If

the crowds go where they're supposed to,

then there is no reason for violence," said

Rosoff
lt .

Last year's violence was a result of

confusion. Two lines of police were

squeezing against a crowd of people and

shot tear gas into the crowd. The police

were actually pushing against each other,

although they didn't realize it, he said

The type of tear gas used last year was

pepper gas, a weak tear gas. Nothing

stronger is expected to be used this year.

N.E.S. Recruiting Soon
The N E S Coordinating Committee will hold two

meetings tomorrow m the Campus Center. The pur-

pose of the meetings ate to recruit volunteers but for

two different reasons

I he first meeting will be held in room l,< of he

Campus (enter at 5:45 PM to discuss with interes ed

students the possibility of their working[with he

\ k s Committee as a lull time member. The second

meeting will t>eheld in the NES office room 104 at , 00

PM for students interested in participating in two held

tups this Spring involving tutees from the NES cen-

The first field trip planned will take place April 24

The destination and the activities that wi 1 OCCUT wtil

be discussed at the meeting Interested students who

have approached the NES committee should attend

this meeting. Anj interested tutor wanting to plan an

ouhng 5th his br her tutee should also attend this

WJKKLi-* so hopetu.U there will ap-

proximatel) be M to M children from Springfield

ook.ng to wear you out and cover as much ground as

J«£b»e So .1 you're looking to loose a little weight

coordinating committee meeting which has as the

main topic of discussion new faces and new'Wood- The

ideal person to drop in on this meeting would be a tutor

with a tew more years left at UMass.

There are specific tasks shaping up in tne

organization which will need people to till them. One

such task would be that of an educational librarian

who not only catalogues things but also writes up briet

instructions or game descriptions for such things as

cuisenaire rods. ..

Essentially, if vou can imagine the organizational

needs ol a tutoring program then the type of work a

volunteer will do is self explanatory It is serious work

and it almost means putting academics in a second

rate position, possibly where it belongs

Therefore if vou are interested in belonging to an

educational program organization or joining in on a

Saturday romp please attend the respective meetings

tonight at 5:45PM in room 177 andatTOOPM in room

104 m the Student Activities area in the Campus

Center.

'Hamlet 'LeadsEmmy Nominations
_....... ,.,...„. .o .... ^.innwlilor his nominated as outstanding variety

HOLLYWOOD lAP) Hamlet

leads with 13 Emmy nominations

announced Monday by the

television academy Second place

a tie at nine each between the

four-hour Vanished ' and -"The

Senator segments ot a since-

canceUed series, The Bold Ones."

other high scorers include the

Mar\ Tvler Moore Show with eight

nominations . All in the Family.'"

a controversial comedy series

about bigotry, uith seven, and the

Klip Wilson Show with six

The National Academy ol

Television Arts and Sciences

statuettes for 1870 71 programming

ievemeni wifl be presented at

the 23rd annual Kmmy awards

show to be televised nationally

Ma) 9 from Hollywood

Kichard Chamberlain. TV's

former i>i Kildare, starred in the

\,,\ 17 Hallmark Hall ol Fame
presentation ol Hamlet." but he

not nominated as best actoi

Nor *as playwright William

Shakespeare mentioned although

.inim Barton'? id iptation was

iMti

Both the Shakespearean classic

ind "Vanished" were nominated

outstanding single program In

Ihe latlei an adaptation ol Klet

i her Knebe! best seller, Richard

Geology Light Show

The iieographical Association

presents Dr Joseph Hartshorn

ut the Geology Dept. on 4 13 at k

p m in room H04-X0K CC
speaking on the Malospina

<; lacier in Alaska All are united

lO this spectacular slide shOVt

Widmark WAS mentioned lor his

performance as the is president

The nine nominations tor

Vanished" were among 20 for

NHCs World Premiere" series.

In this group category. Hallmark

Hall of Fame was second with 19:

The 13 for 'Hamlet " and six for

The Price " The Arthur Miller

plav brought an acting nomination

to i.eroge C Scott, who tried to

t urn down his ( iscar nomination for

Fatten
"

All in the Family was

nominated as outstanding comedy

series, with mentions also of its

stars. Carroll O'Connor and Jean

StapJeton.

Marcus Welby. MD. was

nled. along with its stars. Robert

Young, .lames Brohn and Elena

Verduge
outstanding l omedy series

nominations were lor "All in the

Family," "Arnie." "Love

American St vie. the Mary Tyler

Moore Show and The Odd

Couple

For outstanding series The

First ChUrchills," Masterpiece

Theatre Public Broadcasting

s ,.,\ ,ee Ironside NET
Playhouse; "Marcus Welby.

M D.," and "The Senator" on The

Hold ones

|),rk« avetts. David Frost sand

Johnny (arsons shows were

nominated as outstanding variety

talk series, edging out rival Merv

Griffin's.

Composer Burt Bacharach

scored twice for 'Another Evening

with Burt Bacharach" on the Kraft

Music Hall last July 29 and The
Burt Bacharach Special'' March

14.

Outstanding single performance

by I leading actor: Jack Cassidy.

The Andersonville Trial," Hal

Holbrook. "A Clear and Present

Danger World Preier;" George C

Scott. The Price. Richard

Widmark. -Vanished:" Gig

Young. The Neon Ceiling
."

Outstanding single performance

|>\ a leading actress: Colleen

Dewhurst, 'The Price;"' Let

Grant, "The Neon Ceiling:" Lee

Grant. Hansom for a Dead Man

World Premier
."

Outstanding continued per-

formance by I leading actor in a

dramatic series Raymond Burr.

-Ironside;" Mike Connors

Mannix." Hal Holbrook, "The

Senator The Bold Ones. Robert

Young, 'Marcus Welb) M l»

Outstanding continued pel

formance by a leading actress in a

dramatic series: landa distal.

The High Chaparral Susan

Hampshire. The First Chur-

chill;" Peggy Upton, "Mod

Squad
"

Draft Counselor's Corner

OneMoreDeferment
Bv GILBERT SALK

MDC Staff

i ^.,c vum .ItaruMcd the hardship deferment for cases of

1,1 PUS
i

' n'h ns Ther^ar pother hardship conditions which may

q̂ i lregt^^in
,nXS These are emotional and

physical dependencies
„hv«sicallv dependent upon you to the

fittffwSSSSi^ZSSSSm .o *. you an ,dea o,

the approach -.
d ur mother is an

"'a

ro„«n?Sr«u would firs, need ,o£ a le.,er from her
r > docunm m ini i

roslrk.|ed her lo the house, describing hei

SSSSSSfetfJswatt

STdne^doa not need to be a relative If anyone »s physically

%2£Z upon you in any way for any reason.see a .qua fied draft

counselor to discuss the situation. You may qualify for the III A hard

Sh

The emotional dependency is probablv a slightly more common ontv If

vou being drafted would cause somebody extreme emotional upset, you

m»v nualifv A cautionarv note: This does not mean that if your girl will

ry'when y„u ge vouTnotice. you don t have to go The key wordm this

c?se is "extreme
•' Usuallv. this means that a nervous breakdown or

ome psychLmatic illness is likely to develop if you are forced to leave

Agam this is not limited to members of the family. Documen at.on
,

.

necessary however, and must establish two things. First, it mus

rmonst?ate that there ,s a true dependency relationship. Then you must

prove that some extreme emotional reaction is likely to occur.
P
This is obviouslv easier to do if the individual has had some history of

emotions! problems and has been treated by a psychiatrist and/or

hospitalized in the past *«• Hraft
If vou feel that you may qualify for such a illIStilt,**•**

counselor Both of these categories are tricky to document, and you

should have competent advice. PEACE

Quest-ons to this column should be addressed to Gilbert J^Salk, t'oDrJ
Counseling Services RSO -395, Campus Center. Un.v of Mass., Amners

M
F
S
ree°pe^sona. draft counseling ava'lable. Draft Counseling Services. 418E

Student Union 2nd floor

MILLS
Coffee House

Mon. • Thurv I p.m. '» p.W.

Moil. • I ri. It - IxM V ™.

1 riday " m

Saturd

f lay 13 I

Rare Bird
Handlers
Wanted.

College graduates interested in flying Navybirds

all around the world as Pilots or Flight

Officers are eligible Birds in all shapes and si/rs

available for imniedia'e itu

University of jv\*ssAchuscttsTncatrc I

Major
Barbara

by Bernard $haw

APril 14-17 8:30 P ™-

Bar t let t Auditorium

General Admission $1.75

Box office 545-2579

If you're going to be something,

why not be something special? Jg The
Navy

I
5Hjr flaaaarlpiflrttB flatlg (Call*gtnn

OH rem It* DAit > COL L EM AN are on Iht second floor o* the Student Un,<

jnwrs'y C»rfM 0«" OlOOi P"ones are SiS 25* "'*- -.45 0344

ifWtSl *rd M« W\ oil. tor!

•.„ BAtuv COU.SOIAN pwWIShtS li»«

, ,

•
, year exctpt Jur nq

,a i, j .1 ^'flt.or 0.

. . .

Award Committee
To Meet April 20

By DKBBIE BERNSTEIN
MDC Staff

, A lon
Kichard Conklin, Assistant to the Provost, has*™

t̂^ l

}££.
the first meeting of a committee in charge of submitting recom

mendaUons of nominees for the Distinguished Teachers AwardJThto

committee, a division of the University Affairs Committee of the t acuity

Senate, is chaired by Glenn Gordon of the department of goven^nt

The Distinguished Teachers Award is funded by Standard OH ol in

diana. Esualfy three recepients are chosen, each receiving a grant o one

thousand dollars Winners for 1970-71 were Mr. Caldwell Ray ol tne

a^rtmenYo?elono«nics. Bill Wilson of the department of sociology and

nirk Garber of the Physical Education Department.Dt^SS£^ to no'w in the process of ^**%™^*™.
students. An opinion sheet will later be circulated to colleagues, depart

ment heads, deans and students of the teachers

While each committee is in charge of setting its owncntena for the

nominees, they have in the past been evaluated in six categories. Thest

Ur
His ability to stimulate students through challenging ideas and ef-

fective communication techniques.

Knowledee of subject matter in his discipline.

h"s abufty to interpret and relate the results of contemporary

scholarship through his teachings.

His ability to relate to students and colleagues in such a way as to ad

vance the general purposes of the academic community.

His interest in counseling students. ^„f „oar«
Consistent, distinguished, teaching record for a Pe»odofywrs

Am other criteria considered equally or more ,mPortdnt^\ ?he
filling out the opinion sheets is also taken into consideration by the

Tonkin? secretary of the committee, urges students to nominate

teache^theTteel fulfill the above qualifications,^*ign be done

g
submitting the name of the laculty member and a short ^PPor»nB

statement including what he teaches and other general '" ^mat.on^ to

eMKHSordon in the Government Department or Conklin in the Provost s

office The deadline for nominations is April 23

Wmners of the Distinguished Teachers Award w,U be announced at

1971-72 opening Convocation.

Russia's Role Worries U.S.
WASHINGTON! AP) The United States expressed serious concern

Monday over Russia s growing role in the defense of Egypt, implying the

iS Soviet arms shipments could upset the Middle East cease-fire

The sTa e Department, setting forth official anxiety over the rtrtkn.

also sought to fait pressure on Israel for some new peace move toward

E
A spokesman implied that the lack of progress in peace negotiations

was tosome degree responsible for the latest Soviet shipments.

Prpss Officer Charles Bray told a news conference:

W^ re keeomg careful tabs on the most recent flow of Soviet equip-

ment to the United Arab Republic Egypt so we may have some idea o its

effect on the military balance and because of the implications that this

2nd oSctSi may have on the present cease-fire conditions in the area

Sficiab told newsmen that the United States must be-alert to a

m 1itarv buildup at a time when progress has slowed down on the

nMoUaiiiS" ronf These officials said that the greater Soviet involvement

!H*ER?Ji?!defense ,s the latest evidence of the dangers of big-pouer

confrontation in the Arab-Israeli conflict

Student Dies In Tower Fall

KAT Wins 'Sorority Sing'

BvTEDHAYKAL
MDC Staff

An evening of light voices and harmony was

presented last night at the 28th annual Sorority

Singing Concert sponsored by the UMass

Panhelienic Council

First place winners were Kappa Alpha Theta with

their selections of "A Time For Us" and "Jesus

Christ, Super Star," directed by Bonnie Poremba.

Kappa Kappa Gamma took second place honors

with "The Windmills of Your Mind" and The

Beatles's "With a Little Help From My Friends."

Susan McCarthy did the directing for the second

place winners.

"Stone Soul Picnic", and "The

Stone Soul Picnic," and the "Declaration of

Independence," under the direction of Carol

Desantis. brought third place honors to the group

representing Sigma Kappa

Judging was done by Miss Kathv Stencel and Mr.

Newton Miller on the basis of appearance.choicc ot

numbers, and performance.

Performing during the judge's deliberation were

the Music Gals who were enthusiastically received

by the girls attending the annual event. They sang a

number of selections such as "Soon it's Going to

Rain " "Save the Country." and'i Believe". While

they were singing "Side by Side." the audience

joined in the singing.

Dean Curtis. Dean of Women, presented the first

place winners an award of a silver platter inscribed

with the name of their sorority

Janice Camoe introduced the Sororities and the

guests during the 1 1/2 hour Sorority Sing.

Also participating in the performance were girls

representing Sigma Sigma Sigma, Chi Omega, Iota

Gamma Upsilon, and Lambda Delta Phi.

Penobscot Bay-' 'Shipwreck Alley
5 5

BELFAST. Maine lAP (-Belfast

Habormaster Robert Young told

the Environmental Improvement

commission Monday Penobscot

lias would Income shipwreck

alley" il Maine Clean Fuels. Inc.,

is allowed to build an oil relmery

on Sears Island.

Young cited the combination ot

heavy tanker traffic and Un-

hazardous navigational aspects ot

the hay

His testimony came during the

sixth day of " the EKTl public

hearings" on the controversi.il

proposal to Innld a $150 million oil

desulphurization plant on the l.ooo

,ure uninhabited island.

Maine Clear Fuels has applied to

the EIC for permission to construct

the refinery complex on the

Penobscot Bay island The com-

mission has the power to veto an>

industrial development of more

than 2<i acres that might endanger

the environment.

Young also said MCF's proposed

ship channel would require con

tinuous dredging to accommodate

the giant tankers hringmg oil to the

refiner)

Young, who is also a lobster

tisherman. told the commission

thai even small oil spills would

destro\ lobster eggs

Canton Peterson ol .loiiesport. a

retired harbor pilot, testified that

the approaches to Penobscot Ba>

are ihe most dangerous on the

Atlantic coast

Proponents ot the project

testified at the earlier sessions,

winch began in Searsporl March
2:{. The Closing sessions have been

scheduled to allow the B1C to hear

testimony Irom those opposing the

refiner)

Petitions with the nanus ol more
than 2-\.ooo Penobscot l'.a> area

residents were presented to the

commission Mondaj
Harold S Paclnos. attorney lor

the Coastal Resources Action

Committee, handed EIC members
copies oi resolutions passed by n
nearby towns opposing the

proposed refiner)

.vi, inn < iiai m»»»»-ri

Bomb Law Being Tested

A UMass freshman. Philip Burke

of 4i:t James House, fell to his

death earlv yesterday evening

Irom Washington Tower in South

west

.

Burke, a psychology major, lived

at 14 Chestnut St., Gloucester. His

death was ruled an apparent

suicide by medical examiners

Burke's parents were reportedly

on campus at the time ot his death

According to a University

spokesman. Burke apparently fell

Irom the twelfth floor lounge onto

the hood of a car parked on the

Fearing St side of Washington.

The constitutionality of a law

which prevents a student trom

receiving linancial aid and work

studv if the student has been

convicted of making bomb threats

to universitv property is presently

being tested by the University

.igainst a UMass student

The student, convicted for a

recent bomb scare, has had a

hearing concerning the following

Federal law

No part of the funds ap-

propriated under this Act shall be

used to provide a loan, guarantee a

loan, a grant, the salary of or any

i enumeration whatever to any

individual applying lor admission,

attending, employed by. teaching

at. or doing research at an m

i ol higher education who person who made bomb threat

v

aged in conduct on or alter -ul Student Senate <
ounsel.stitution

hai engage
August |, l»y. which involves the

use ol (of the assistance to others

in the use of) lorce or the threat of

force or the seizure of property

under the control ol an institution

ol higher education, to require Of

prevent the availability ol certain

curriculum, or to prevent the

laculty .administrative ollicials. or

students in such institution from

engaging in their duties or pur

suing their studies at such in-

stitution

••The University has taken action

to determine whether this section

will appK to the recent case ol the

Kichard M How land

The ( ivil Liberties I 'mon ol

Massachusetts is representing the

student in the present case

tiowtand continued He also called

attention to the tact that "the

regulation may apply, and be

lound constitutional, which will

add to the burden oi penalties

ahead) enforceable under federal

and state criminal laws

D.J.

TONITE!
9:30 TIL CLOSE

Ettgltelj ?uh

When News

Breaks

5-2550

Hotline

FINE ARTS COUNCIL WO/71 SUItS

events j

BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MAS*

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14 — 8:00 P.M.

Borodin String Quartet

The leading Soviet Union Quartet performs ProkofieVs

String Quartet No. 2 and Beethoven's Quartet in B Flat

Major. Opus 130 with Grosse Fuge, Opus 133.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Th. S>mr Amo,.n- Ol T.m» To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS
lncr«at« v

. '
I

I

* 0<1
r ,'7r»,«

Vo,,f Como.»h«ns.on JMwdV M A f«» »»'«

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

JclTwonev Order W -

Include '•><. Mandlmq an '

•

nd Concepts i,i< i*o*.,13»

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

i

160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

THURSDAY, APRIL 29 & FRIDAY, APRIL 30

Dizzy Gillespie Quintet

Featuring Mike Longo, piano; Sam Jones, bass; Rudy Col-

lins. Drums; Dizzy r.illespie. Trumpet; Sonny Henry. Gui-

tar and Potato Valdcz. Conga Drums.

Informal Seminar and Jaix Workshop 2:00 P.M.

Comp tickets available to ticket-holders of either

evening concert.

Reserved Tickets available from Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall (or at Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202
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In The Nation And The World

Israel Offers Partial

Mid-East Settlement

_

<AP> Kgvptian officials turned down Monday a

suggestion by Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan

to withdraw Israel's troops from the Suez Canal under

a permanent cease fire and agreement that no Soviet

or Kgvptian troops will cross the canal

The" Egyptians insisted their forces must occupy

positions on the Israeli-held side of the canal.

"Egypt will accept nothing less." otticials in Cairo

said "We have nothing new to add. Our position has

been clarified by President Anwar Sadat s

restatement of April S."

s.uiat in his restatement, defined the partial with-

drawal of Israels forces from the Sinai Peninsula as

the Inst step toward relinquishing all Egyptian

territory occupied since 1%7 Sadat said he would then

reopen the canal

Sadat also said Egypt would promptly cross the

waterway to assume its national duties as Israel

withdrew

Dayan who put forth his idea Sunday at a news

conference in Tel Aviv, said any partial pullback

•must lead to the comprehensive settlement lor which

we are willing

Authoritative sources in Cairo described Dayan S

suggestion as a "partial settlement which hgypt

cannot accept anything less than total settlement.

they said

Cairo emphasizes that it requires Israeli evacuation

of all occupied areas, including territory in Syria and

Jordan It also requires restoration of "Palestinian

rights
1

in an equitable settlement of the refugee

problem something which has elluded world

statesmen for years.

Dayan apparently envisaged some sort ot

demilitarization, of western Sinai to be patrolled by

international forces.

Sadat. who has said April will be Egypt s month ot

decision on peace or war. met in Cairo Monday with

heads of state from Sudan and Syria in a

nunisummif of Tripoli charter states.

Strong man Muammar Kadafi of Libya, the fourth

member of the Tripoli charter, bowed out of the

sessions without explanation at the last monent and.

instead, dispatched two members of Libya s

He\olutionary Council. Maj Abdel Salam and Ma]

\bdel Moneim Elouini

The Tripoli charter was negotiated and signed a

year ago bv the late President Gamal Abdel Nasser

with Libya and Sudan. It envisages the eventual

confederation of member states Syria later joined the

charter „. .. . .

The chiefs of state hope to consolidate policies in

case current peace efforts collapse

n Gov V Accelerating

War With Guevarist Rebels
Ceylo

COLOMBO lAPi Government

lorces-heavirj outnumbered on the

ground-have stepped up then air

war ana i list the Che (iuevanst

rebels who are still reported in

control <>t Ceylon's outlying jungle

and plantation regions

there was increased sir activitj

over Colombo Moada) and the

government announced aerial

attack! on the terrorists in

k.»>i.mm and Wags rubber

plantation districts near the city

Occasional air raids by twin

propeller craft with .1 machine

gunner leaning out ot the side to

enforce curlews in the ancient

Singhalese capital ot Poloanaruwa

were reported by travelers

returning to Colombo
1 a., lame Soviet built aircraft

, sighted on the tarmac at

Bandaranaike International

\nport. believed to have *

brought from India to help the hard

pressed government
\„ \,r Ceylon Indent jet has

been shuttling British ammunition

I torn bases in Mngapore lor the

past live days
Informed sources in London said

Britain is supplying restricted

quantities ot small arms and

ammunition to the arnn. which is

large!) British equipped

Both the I idled States and

Britain are reported considering a

request from Prime Minister

Sirtmavo Bandaranaike for

helicopters The Inited States

ulread) has agreed to supply spare

part- lor the lour American

helicopters in the Ceylon air lorce.

the American Hag vessel K V

Melville from the Scripps In-

tuition at San Diego. Calif..

remained at anchor in Colombo

harbor lor what its crew and

scientific stall said was a possible

evacuation ol Americans at the

embassy's request

lhe government reported

several clashes with the insurgents

Monday, claiming Jo terrorists

were killed in a battle at Balle. in

lhe north cent ral region of the

COUIltlN

Government lorces appeared to

have the rebel activity in Colombo,

the capital under control, and

military supremacy ol several

..reas occupied by the guerrillas

was reported reestablished

According to informed sources.

military authorities have sci/ed

secret "documents outlining plans

Amherst

Auto School
[34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

CALL FOR INFORMATION

lor an attack Tuesday or Wed
nesday by the insurgents on

Colombo

Temporary Increase In

Air Fares Approved
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Civil Aeronautics Board authorized Monday"

i temporary 6 per cent increase in domestic air fares and the airlines

indicated they would put it into effect May 7.

The board moved also to permit the airlines to raise the increase to 9

per cent within 50 days.

Since that proposal is subject to the filing of exceptions, there could be a

delay in its effectiveness, or even a reversal ot CAB dec.s.on.

Hence the interim 6 per cent increase, which the board said it was

,, an ng because of the^mmediate and pressing need for fare relief and

me sizable losses being experienced by the carriers.

The ti per cent and 9 per cent increases both apply specifically to coach,

wh.chSe
C

basic fare But since the^^^^otefSre?
remains unchanged, the same increases will apply to all the other fares

The increases are for fares only in the 48 adjoining states a CAB

sookesman said International fares, and fares to and from and within

AbsraHawmL Puerto Rico and other outlying areas remain unchanged.

The value of the fare increase to the industry was difficult to impute

because of uncertainties as to whether all airlines would go along with he

lullIncreases permitted, and as to what changes might be in prospect in

volume of traffic and in the general economy.

r-AH Chairman Secor D Browne said estimates of the added revenue

^d™i^r cent increase range from $115 million to MM
million, for a one-year period.

Last Near the trunk airlines lost $97 million, and the local service

airlines lost $57 9 million.

Pdward E Carlson, president of the nations largest domestic airline.

United, called the CAB action good news indeed.
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ED MAJORS
& Secondary Certification Candidates

Be sure to read "Alternatives" appearing in the

Daily Collegian on Tuesday, April 13th. "Altern-

atives" will give information on new programs of

the School of Education.

TWO

COMMUTER

2
Come to Teacher Education Meeting at Mark's

Meadow Auditorium, April 15th, 9:00-10:00,

10:00-11:00, or 11:00-12:00 for further explanations

and more details on all programs.

SEATS
(and One Sorority)

Available In the Student Senate

NOMINATION PAPERS DUE - April 16

ELECTION - April 22

BOTH OF THE ABOVE ARE
VIABLE TO YOUR FUTURE!

School of Education - Teacher Preparation Program Council

Nixon Tax Plan Charged "Inflationary
55

WASHINGTON (AP)-A former

chief of White House economic

advisers said Monday President

Nixon's imultibillion-dollar tax

break for business could be in-

flationary, would actually hurt

investment in the near future and

should be withdrawn.

"This looks to me like wrong tax

eut in the wrong way at the wrong

time," said Walter W. Heller,

chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisers under

President John F. Kennedy.

Doubts about the legality of the

plan "will have a chilling effect on

investment plans, thereby

reducing the economic impact of

these proposals," Heller said.

He joined a well-coordinated

chorus of opposition to Nixon's

proposal to speed up tax write-offs

for depreciating equipment at a 20

per cent faster pace, a system that

could cost the Treasury $36 billion

over the next 10 years.

The opposition is led by con-

sumer advocate Ralph Nader,

Democratic Sens. Edmund S.

Muskie of Maine and George

McGovern of South Dakota, a

public-interest tax lobby called

Taxation With Representation,

several private economists and

some union leaders.

Heller, now a professor at the

University of Minnesota, said the

proposal will cause no big rush to

accelerate investments and will

take a long time to achieve its

stated purpose of stimulating the

econdmv
"Indeed, after starting out

slowly, the plan would reach its

peak in revenue loss and economic

thrust just about the time that

demand inflation will again con-

front us," he said in a statement.

Heller's position was announced

as the Nixon administration

prepared to release on Tuesday its

third "inflation alert," a White

House exposition on wage and

price movements.
Instead of Nixon's depreciation

plan. Heller favors reinstating the

7 per cent investment tax credit.

Nixon announced the new

depreciation changes early in the

year, and administration officials

have said they will go into effect

basically unchanged despite a May

:i public hearing on the proposals.

The opponents are attempting to

force the administration to with-

draw the regulations, submit them

to Congress and try some other

route to boost the economy. Nader

announced plans last week to

launch a legal attack against the

move.

Aid Coming For Viet- Vets

Psych Dept . OnMove
The $582 000 National Science Foundation Grant just received by the

psvchologv department is "an indication that the department is ready to

move to a position of real strength in research and graduate education,

according to Prof. Richard T. Louttit. head of the department.

The award was made this week by the National Science Foundation and

will support training of graduate students in the social science aspects of

TSuSrt* the psychology department to increase its faculty and its

number of graduate students. Other funds will provide for hiring

technical and support personnel and obtaining equipment and supplies.

According to the National Science Foundation, the $582,000 supports an

area in which UMass already has significant doctoral level strength to

serve as a base for further improvement.

Part of the University's support is a new psychology building, lob.n

Hall expected to be readv for occupancy in fall. 1972.

To be supported by the National Science Grant are the five social

science areas of the psychology department-cognitive processes, p^
sonality psychology, child psychology, educational psychology and

psNchologv The other two areas of the department clinica

psvchologv and biopsvchology. currently have training grant support

Irom the National Institute of Mental Health

Development of the grant application was done under the direction of

Prof Seymour M Berger. head of the social psychology area of the

''
m? ravehologv department grew to its present status under the

leadership of Dr Mortimer Appley . now dean of the Graduate School.

Potters Display Their Wares

WASHINGTON (AP) -Contending the nation owes its

Vietnam veterans an extra measure of help, President

Nixon announced Monday a $l-million program to

attract disadvantaged veterans to expanded GI bill

job and education benefits.

Nixon said the Office of Economic Opportunity

program is aimed at direct contact with the 350,000

Vietnam-era unemployed veterans by cadres of

former GI's from poor backgrounds who are now

studying under the GI bill.

"We owe these men a debt of gratitude for their

service-but we also owe them something more," the

President said. "The dismaying fact is that unem-

ployment among Vietnam-era veterans still is

significantly greater than it is among non-veterans in

the same age bracket."

The programs-administered for the OEO by the

National League of Cities and the U S. Conference of

Mavors under a $1 .016,375 < )EO grant is to start in low-

income and blue-collar neighborhoods in 10 cities on a

demonstration basis.
.

Details were spelled out by government officials

and veterans involved in the program after an hour-

long meeting with the President.

Former infantry Lt. Robert Penn. a Negro who

already has been trying to attract disadvantaged

veterans to GI bill benefits in his hometown of Buffalo.

NY., said the primary beneficiaries of the GI bill

have been men with high school educations.

"Somehow they're not reaching the less ad-

vantaged," Penn said.

"What we're going to try to reach is the high school

dropout. Veterans can talk to veterans better."

The cadres of former GI's already taking advantage

of GI bill benefits are to recruit disadvantaged

veterans not only for on-the-job training and education

under the GI bill hut for other programs including

rehabilitation for drug addicted men
The cadres, said OEO director Frank Carlucci. will

conduct their out reach work in the ghettos, slums and

the barrios

Carlucci estimated that more than a million low

income Vietnam-era veterans are eligible lor GI bill

benefits hut many are not taking advantage of them

and often don't know about them.

James F. Oates. Jr., head ol a Jobs lor Veterans

Program created by the President last October, said

350,000 veterans now are unemployed

Carlucci said the pilot project to recruit them tor GI

iH-nefits is to be conducted in Los Angeles, Detroit.

Cleveland. Chicago and Indianapolis and live other

areas to be announced later He said the project is

cosponsored by the National Urban Coalition.

MDC Classifieds - Best Buy Anywhere

3 heads
CermiBk Invitational has

brought the works of 10 American

artist -craftsmen to UMass April 9-

30.

On display in the Herter Hall

gallerv from If am to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday will be

ceramic creations which include

0M of clear glass with neon gas

light; two glass beer mugs; a

doughnut with expansion joints; an

earthenware "temptation pie;"

and a fired clay, sand-filled

u tather balloon

lhe a it ist sari- Dale Chihuly. an

assistant professor at the Rhode

Island School ot Design. C Fritz

Dicisbach. resident artist at the

IVnland School ol Cralts; Erik

Gtont>erg. associate professor at

the University ol Nevada; Nancy

JUTS, Former teacher for the School

ol American Craftsmen and

College ol Continuing Education.

Kodger Lang, associate prolessor

art at Metropolitan State College in

Denver; Timothy W. Mather,

assistant prolessor at Illinois State

University; David Middlebrook.

assistant prolessor at the

University of Kentucky. Donald L

Ueitz. associate prolessor of

Powell Criticizes

Gov't Intervention

NEW YORK I
APi The president

,,| the Associated Press Broad

casters Association. Thomas
Unwell, criticized Monday the

congressional subpoena on the

Columbia Broadcasting System in

connection with its production of

news documentaries.

•It is in the splendid diversity of

America's prolessional news

sources that we should look lor

correction of any abuses of the

editorial function and not to

members of a government agency

attempting to set itself up as an

arbiter." Powell said.

ceramics at the University of

Wisconsin; David Shaner. full time

potter in Bigfork. Montana, one of

only six known occupational

potters in the United States; and

Robert C Turner, acting chairman

of the art department at State

t diversity of New York. College of

Ceramics
The show was organized by Jim

L Wo/.mak. associate professor of

ceramics. It is open to the public

without charge

The new Norelco

Tripleheader III. Now
with micro-thin heads

that shave you up to

44% closer. Anew

Exhibit of

Israeli Art

Lobby

Hollie Flonogon Theatre

Center for Performing Arts

Smith College

Sponsored by

B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation at

Smith College

and

Amherst College

in cooperation with

Pucker/Safrai Gallery

Many of the works are

available for purchase.

90-slot design that lets you shave up

to 50 r
; faster than any previous

Norelco. Floating heads that

follow your face. Pop-out trim-

mer for sideburns. And more.

2 heads
The new Speedshaver II. With

one less head. And a very small

price. But otherwise, just like

the Tripleheader.

Same heads. Same blades.

Same dose shaves. An
inexpensive shaver with

an expensive shave.

Irving

Irving doesn't shave. But

if he ever changes his mind,

Norelco will be ready. We'll

even make it easy. With 18

self-sharpening blades.

/vore/c

Worldwide voltage selector.

Heads that flip up for easy-

cleaning. Even a handsome

metal travel case.

Norelco. Very easy to take.

OtBlCO 1971 North Amer.can Philip* Corporation. 100 Fast 42nd Street, New York. N Y 10017
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•\\l,r* — | Hope N obody Made \ Tape

Of Thai Phone "Call"

WE WOULD WELCOME A
1

coNcreess.oMAL "WesriGKnotf
ItvJTO THE WHOLE- OPERATION
OF THE FBI. —deputy

cOl»"

Elliot Eisenberg

David Williams

Untitled Eulogy
You get up in the morning and look in the mirror, go

through the day and you still feel attttaf.

Everything's there in front of you but youCM t teel it.

you cant touch .1. it isn't real. There's nothing you can

do about it. You sit in the Hatch and wait, bu aftei a

while you realize, you know, you can teel it and it

hurts, they're not going to come to you oecause you

look sad and lonely.

Us different when vou can at least teel something,

but vou cant remember when the last time anything

touched vou was It might have been the moment your

roommate came in drunk and told you that you were a

hot shit and vou went to sleep feeling good But you

woke up the next day and he had forgotten what he had

said and no matter how anxiously you looked at him.

he just complained about his head.

Vou trv and vou try to fix it so you feel good about

something but' the problem is that you don
t
know

w hat vou feel bad about, so you just drift and drift, you

Mark Silverman

go from place to place and you get a little bit in-

terested in one thing and another but they all turn out

the same and vou wonder why you even bothered. You

look back and think there was nothing in it for me

anyway But even so. you still can't stop thinking that

it was "your fault, vou were the one who didn't fit in.

that nobody liked or even listened to. That hurt, You

go to the dining commons with the guys on the floor

and you're alwavs at the end of the line. There's

always someone behind you but you never see him.

So "what do vou do? Maybe you accept it and after a

while vou realize it wasn't so bad and that you're

getting" along all right now. so what was the problem

then'' Or maybe vou let it build up and up and it's too

big for you to handle by yourself. Then you're in

trouble and vou're all alone. There's no one to turn to

but yourself" and when you turn, you find you don't

even care vourself...

The Chancellor 's Chastity Belt
Oswald Tippo is normally I very cranky man on

Monday mornings, and even his wife's poached eggs

and Irish cot tee do nothing to ease the beginning of the

week for the Chancellor. So it was. to say the least.

unusual to see the Chancellor bouncing into Whitmore

\esterda\ morning with a big smile across his face

( Kwald Tippo had read the newspaper and had seen

the A P. storv which, he lelt sure, would end his

headache over the proposed increase in I Mass

tuition. ,,. . ,

The storv read like this. By official decree.

chastity l>ol'ts are not safetv devices and so are subject

to taxation in Britain. The customs office has

classified the belts as "minor items of apparel.

which makes them taxable.''

This was a great day indeed lor the University. For.

as every Whitmore administrator knows, the sole

reason behind the legislative drive for an increase in

tution is the States need for additional revenue

sout.es The chastity belt scheme, if enacted in

Massachusetts, might pour enough new funds into the

State rteasury, and make a tuition increase un

necessar) „ . u u
So Tippo ran into his office yesterday and called Boh

Wood who runs the I'niversity from his office in

Boston Wood, who is vary political, liked the idea, and

said i hat he would talk to a friend of his in the State

L€

But wJoda suggestion of the chastity belt idea

didn't thrill the legislator "Who in hell is going to buy

a chastity belt today," the legislator questioned.

Wood came up with the idea of launching a major

advertising campaign which would read something

like •Strap one on for the State.''

But the legislator didn't think that this would go

over too well either So Wood called Tippo back and

said that he didn't think the legislature would go for

the idea of not increasing tuition and taxing chastity

l>elt.s instead

Now. Oswald Tippo is smarter than the average

administrator, which probably makes him smarter

Hum the average State legislator. Tippo came up with

an idea \esterday afternoon, an idea which all the

legislators m Boston will probably buy, an idea that

will {Hit the chastity belt idea to use and will keep the

tuition hike to a minimum
Tippo reasoned that the liuversity can charge all

students a Chastity fee at registration, of say perhaps

$15, and then just forward this money right to Beacon

Hill All students must pay University fees without

questioning them, and thus there would be no moral

arguments that could come up in Tippo's use of the

chastity helt idea

Tippo also leels that the Chastity tax will please

MM parents, and promises that no students will be

exempted from the tax The whole idea pleased the

Chancellor so much that he took his wife out to dinner

last night and told her about his idea.

Hut like all great, progressive thinkers, Tippo often

pets some Hack trom his wife. Emma Tippo told

( iswald she didn't like the idea and asked. "W ill there

Ik» an additional charge for a key".'

"

The Greatest American Export
B) JIM MOHAN
M DC Staff

\ prat I have here claims the

greatest American export to the

world is the hot dog Well, taking

into consideration the man and the

On The Road With Kerouac
Alter 1 saw Mow I p I had to go

out and get some white jeans. Now
I've got the bug to throw a few

things in a bag and disappear for a

while For a long while. The

leeling s been accumulating. I've

done a little thumbing and some
driving around the country, but

when Casey and I got back from

the South, he said -Burger, there's

a book you've got to read " Casey's

in the Guards now, I drove him out

a lew nights ago. but just before he

lelt he gave me a copy of ON THF
KOAD by Jack Kerouac I've just

put it down and I've got the bug to

leave again.

Although I'd never read anything

by him. Kerouac's spirit was with

us as wc sometimes thumbed,

drove and walked trom here to the

( itvtol'hilly to Chicago, where we

got the ear I trom I used car dealer

named Leonard, who's also my
lather i and then south to New

Orleans and Florida, stopping at

garages until we got almost back.

I) C at rush-hour sunset. New

York again then almost as far as

Worcester until the car gave up for

the last time and we had to borrow

< assy's cousin's truck to tow it in.

Kerouac had come. Casey told

me a lew times, from Lowell which

is near Chelmsford where he lives.

What a great man, Casey kept

saying and 1 just myself found out

ON THE KOAD is the most

autobiographical tale of chases by

car and by thumb and bus, from

one coast to the other by one of the

first freaks Sal Paradise,

moderating, floats back and forth

Irom New York to California and

back again, eating apple pie with

ice cream because it has at least

some nutrition and tastes good.

• It inking, smoking, making it with

the honeys Once he says that the

prettiest girls in the country are in

Desmomes. Iowa I don't believe it

hut Casey was right and I laughed

and laughed and when they went to

see the hootchy-kootchy girls in

Chicago I laughed some more.

because that's what Leonard calls

them
Most of the time Sal travels with

Dean Moriarty who drives like a

maniac, races Cadillacs at 110

mph, steals cars when he can't

afford or borrow them, has wives

and babies all over the country and

Casey says is based on a real life

person who hung around with

Kerouac and Allan Ginsberg in the

Fifties, then drove the bus for Tom
Wolfe while acid was legal and who
now is dead He really drove like

that and like Casey says you just

can't pull that stuff for too long

before it catches up with you.

Along the way they look oc-

casionally for Dean's father who is

a hobo somewhere. Spooky enough

when Dean says to Sal that one day

they. too. will die the death of a

hobo Spooky because just recently

the author died a broken, sick and

poor man.
I asked Casey's dad if he had

known Kerouac. "Not personally,

"

he said, "but people arou*1

didn't like him He was ad. ik aw.

a no-good."

That he may have b-en. and it

may have been r,ason for his

landsmen to reject him But

Kerouac was one of us So much so

that I can't get him out of my
system

attitude the statement is easy to

excuse, but the events of recent

days makes one wonder.

Lt William (alley is a man
accused, and convicted of murder

He was found guilty by a Military

Court ot Justice lor the murder of

22 Vietnamese civilians, and

sentenced to life imprisonment at

hard labor William ("alley is a

soldier How in hell can the man
gel I lair trial by a Military Court.

The man should have been tried by

a civilian one.

Phis isn't to say that the man is

innocent. It's to say that I don't

believe any man (Calley in par-

ticular) should be subject to justice

as administered by the military

How is it possible for a group of

people with a vested interest in a

particular career to try one of their

own for such a crime as murder,

murder that stigmatizes that

group. It can't

The greatest claim to the ef-

ficiency of military justice is that it

is immediate. But in that im-

mediacy can the rights of the in

dividual be guaranteed? Let's put

it another way Can a group of five

officers, and one enlisted man, all

career men, judge a short time

enlisted man'' Can a group of boy

scouts try another boy scout for

raping an old lady"

It's interesting to note that now
some of the jurors of the Calley

trial want to change their vote.

What kind of bullshit is that? How
in the hell much longer are we
going to let American Citizens,

with every right that that title is

supposed to guarantee, be tried by

such undemocratic organization as

the military?

Wc like to picture mankind .is

steadily pulling himsell towards

freedom Always the individual is

better oft today than what he was

in the past If that's true then it's

time to offer equal justice to all

men. Calley included.

our illustrious President showed

his laith in military justice, when

he said he would have final word in

Calls) s sentence If he has no faith

in the so-called justice then who

does
' hile we re on the subject of

' ptain America did you happen to

hear what they are investigating

now 9 A CBS. documentary

called The Selling of The Pen-

tagon Somebody hurt the poor

generals' feelings, and somebody

is going to try to scare hell out of

somebody else. Give them the

finger, and show them a copy of the

Bill of Rights.

Something else before I con

elude Why doesn't Dick retire J

Kdgar Hoover? The man was

appointed by Calvin Coolidge more

than 47 years ago He can't have

that much on that many people

The job of director of the FBI is

an appointed one by the President

But the same man keeps getting

reappointed. I don't want to put

Hoover down. He's done a lot for us

before most of us were even born,

but if it is true that the FBI is

listening in on the phone calls of the

Congress then they ought to get

that guy out of the business. It's

time lor him to retire anyhow

That's it for now. If you like the

column let me know. If you don't,

keep it to youself At least I write

about something that I hope

stimulates you

Letters To The Editor

Only Hurting Themselves

Editorial Points

In the 4/12 Collegian, there was an interview with

Mr Neil Mulligan, concerning several lawsuits

against the Student Senate. I think that Mr. Mulligan

should check some facts before giving "exaggerated

information.''

First is the case of Senate President Elters. The

article contained the reason why a non-undergraduate

may be the president-because it protects him/her

from potential expulsion or ejection from the

University community by the administration. It is not

the meaning of the law to leave the job open in per-

petuity for someone, as Mulligan says. However,

anyone who knows anything about govern-

ment/politics (senate or otherwise) should realize

that no one can be lor will be) "Student Senate

President forever.''

Second is Mr. Mulligan's objections to. and reforms

lor student government. The Senate, as a whole, acts

as the legislature entirely. The Senate officers act as

the executive branch. They do so through a com-

munication and a practical necessity. We have to

remember that we are not a minature Washington.

I) C We don't have the communications lines, the

facilities, or the people to have a Presidential cabinet

entirelv separate from the Senate. Mr. Mulligan also

proposed doubling the size of the Senate, as it "hasn t

changed since we had 4.000 students. " This is another

gross exaggeration. When we had 4.000 students, we

had about 20 Senators. We now have over 80 Senators

1 1 Senator per ir>() students).

Next Mr. Mulligan has said that the Senate is

proposing a $13.50 increase per student, in the Student

Activity Tax Again, Mr Mulligan please update and

Check your facts In early March, the Chairman ot

Senate Budgets Committee in another MDC In

terview l said that the Tax may go as high as $50 per

student This is now more than a month later, and

\ ou'll t ind that the figure is down to $40.50. as reported

Any Suggestions?
To the Kditor:

Wednesday I was in the Campus Center where there

were manv grown ups in formal attire and name tags

Feeling plavful. but sincere. I smiled at many of them

over a period of about two hours Every one of them

had the same reaction, stare and quickly snap their

head aw av loiter on a friend and I quietly walked into

the Campus Center Auditorium and sat down to try to

grok the meeting taking place (Massachusetts

Principals Conference). The room was half-filled with

suits and tags, and their manner was very bored They

were voting on a motion We were then asked by a

monitor if we were members of the conference. We

quietly said no and then were asked to leave Our

egress was trailed by the monitor repeatedly saying.

"I'm lorry, I'm sorry". The energy in the room was

very noticeable Anyone who happened to notice our

being there stared and looked away ner

vously almost wishing someone would do something

(ashamed?) which the monitor did. Now I'm an

education major and I never saw so many hard core

educators in one place and to tell you the truth, if I m
fortunate enough to have a child. I can't see letting

him then l>e raised by wooden stick-people. Someday

most of you will give them control of your child Any

suggestions''

Rediculously Small

To the Kditor.

Sometime soon go to Boston Go to Lgleston Square

station and take a Stuart Street bus Ride down

Columbus Ave. and look around you See the dirt and

the ugliness, the overcrowding, the poverty Imagine

what it is like to be raised here, where every stranger

is an enemy, where the senses are rubbed sore and

raw by the ugliness and the noise See those who have

managed to survive with incredible dignity and love

But see also the human beings ruined by their

surroundings, driven to drink, to drugs, to violence, to

cynicism. . , . .

Then ask yourself why this is allowed to exist, what

it would be like if the billions poured into defense, into

napalm and atomic bombs, into virulent bacteria and

choking gas, into more and more sophisticated

military and police techniques and armaments, were

pouredinto the city to make it a decent place to live

Pick up the paper and read how the Kennedys, the

Rockefellers, the Fords and the Vanderbilts hve_

Now tell me that the enemy is Communism The

enemy is the Soviet Union, the Vietnamese people.

Allende Castro. Mao Tse-tung. Now tell me this is a

classless society with opportunity for everyone

You know what I'm Saying" Lets go to Washington

and say it. The three demands of the Peoples

Coalition for Peace and Justice are:

1 End the war now.

2. A guaranteed annual income of $6500 for a

family of four

3. Free all political prisoners.

Three ridiculously small demands considering the

robbery and brutalization that goes on every day
3

Gerald V. Gillespie

in last week's MDC. (In addition, the class tax has

been dropped). This figure may further dip, depen-

ding on this weeks budget hearings. These meetings

are Tuesday and Wednesday, and shall be open to the

public, as usual.

Finally Mr. Mulligan says that the Senate has the

authority to do anything that is legal, providing the

action is not against state or federal laws. If you look

at the facts, you'll find that the Senate has scope over

certain areas, with "restrained powers".

I think Mr. Mulligan should remember one thing

that seems to have been overlooked: the Student

Senate is composed of students, and is elected by

students. You'll find students of almost every political

belief, with almost every academic major. Student

Senators have no desire to do something that will be

detrimental to students. Why should they want to hurt

themselves?
John llogan. Senator

Yesterday was the kind of day

when UMass really bares its

hairy chest to the sun.
* * *

If UMass' political awareness

was at a level equal to the rate of

consumption for intoxicants

people wouldn't be wondering

"What could happen if Amherst

went the road of Berkeley.''
* * *

No matter how you look at all

the options presented by Vice-

Chancellor Campion for in-

creases in board and room rent,

it still's going to cost us more to

live here.
* * *

The ultimate insult: "You

may be small but you're

weak."
* * *

This editorial points column

has really taken off. and your

neighborhood daily now rejects

about SO "points'' each day. But

keep writing in. We like student

humor.
* * *

Associated Press reports that

l S planes are dropping 7 1/2-

ton blockbusters on North

Vietnamese besieging Fire Base

ti For such a small country.

North Vietnam must have some
awfully huge blocks.

Don't Care Enough

To the Kditor:

Concerning the letter of Mr Robert A. Corry in the 6

April edition of the MDC: How could a few "in-

terchangeable flunkies'" invalidate an otherwise valid

peace movement supported by 1700 veterans, or even

one hall that manv. The conspicuousness of a few

\eterans who also belong to other "invalid'' peace

movements is a result, not of their joining the

Veterans for Peace, but of Mr. Corry and 1449 others

\(>T joining.

The Veterans for Peace have not been very

stringent in their membership requirements. They

have asked only that members be veterans and that

they oppose a continuation of the war in Indochina

Because of this, members have been known to also be

members of MOBE, of the Episcopal Church, of the

Democratic Party, .»nd even students at I' Mass.

I suggest then* that the reason the Veterans for

Peace is not a valid " peace group is that we older

veterans reall\ don't care enough to make it one

And. by the way, I don't remember hearing shouts

against Imperialism at the Veterans for Peace

meetings, only of grave concern for a mistake our

government, a government we favored strongly

enough to support by joining its armed service, is

making in Indochina.
I! K. Dearborn

My Finger On It

To the Kditor:

If this letter is published it hopefully will fulfill one

ot my course requirements whilst I pursue the fleeing

M Ed degree. I do this not out of respect for the

course but rather out of respect for the powers that be.

That is. for the people who have been given the power

i or who have taken the power - whatever your view

may l>e> to grant degrees by or from and to niggers

like you and me
And if vou powers and instructors that be think I

think vou know something I think I should know you're

wrong but I do think I think I know something you

don't know because what I think I think I know I don't

think you know or you would not think I think you

know something I think I should know and if I ever put

my finger on it. I'll keep it there

Dennis J. Kolodziejski

A Mere Token
To the Kditor :

One Senator (Kennedy) and four Congressmen

iBoland. Drinan. Harrington, and O'Neill) from

Massachusetts have joined in sponsoring the Vietnam

Disengagement Act of W71. The rest of

Massachusetts' delegation must be encouraged to

support this attempt to reassert Congressional

authority.

Seventh three percent of the people want the US

OUT of Southeast Asia by the end of this year

Congress will listen if they're convinced we mean it

Letters (with home addresses) are certainly worth

the time and postage

A mass demonstration April 24th will be more

meaningful if it is seen as a mere token of the op

position to the War Write today. March on the 24th

Putnam Barber

Awful Lot Of Manure

To the Kditor:

May I add mv comments to those of Gil Salk in the March 31 Collegian.

He says "You are what you eat. We need to give serious thought to what

we eat. and relearn old ways of food production which will help us to stop

polluting our bodies...".

He's got to be kidding!

Such nostalgia is touching but the old ways of food production are a

guarantee of mass starvation on a grand scale. The increase in

population grinds inexorably on and worldwide food production is racing

Irant.callv to keep up. The "green revolution" in agriculture has bought

approximately ten years as a breather. The fantastic successes

.

.hybrid

corn dwarf wheat, short stemmed rice, sorghum, millet, etc which have

mcreased yields as much as ten-fold are a real tribute to the dedication

and talent "of the scientists who have accomplished these miracles.Yet

one theme is common to all of the crops above They have been

genetically designed to take advantage of the potential of massive ap-

plications of fertilizer in order to accomplish their increases m yield The

world is in a veritable revolution in fertilizer usage. With it goes asvm-

erease m the use of chemicals for crop protection Hie I '^'dents

Science Advisory Council has prophesied a six-fold increase, world wode.

in the next 20 years, in the use of pesticide chemicals. The increase in

fertilizer use may well be much more than this. Many experts sincerely

doubt that even tins will be sufficient to avert widespread famine

Mr Salk makes a plea for organic gardening Fine' I agree 1 he> are

10% correct The use of mulch and organic debris for so.! conditioning is

admirable and highly desirable However, when a case is made against

chemical fertilizers and pesticides, the organic gardeners should realize

that thcN are now in the home garden hobby area and should not make

any serious claims in feeding the world or even this country ( Hie example

may be sufficient In order to get an optimum corn crop in the corn belt

200 bushels/acre). 200 pounds of nitrogen fertilizer per acre is required.

This is equivalent to 20 tons of barnyard manure per acre II you multiply

this by the 12.000.000 acres in corn alone in the US. it makes an awful big

pile of manure. For one crop alone' Where do the organic gardeners

expect to get sufficient organic fertilizer to produce the food required for

this country alone*'

\ return to the old ways indeed' Today, we have approximately 11/2

billion people too manv to even consider this At the present rate of In-

crease by the year 2.000 we will have 4 1/2 billion too many for a return to

the old ways the energy involved in considering nostalgia for old ways ot

lood production might be better spent in propaganda for population

control Think about it' We have encountered the interest in organic

gardening in a new course. FS &T 101. "The Struggle for hood

MoiK-tullv we can put this in its proper perspective!^ K.J.I-rancis

Nicolas \ppert Professor

Great Leaf) Forward

Letters to the Editor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer's

signature, address, and telephone number (all of

which will be withheld upon request). The limit is

one page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to

intended publication. The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters.

<~»9TI
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MlTt.il Hpa1th--A Service For Students
B> PAULA PAVELCSYK

MIX Staff

The University Heatth Services

are not all housed within the walls

„| the Infirmary The Mental

Health Service, in the midst of its

frequent moving*, has made the

thud level Ol Machmer Hall its

home since last August. Earlier

homes were the Infirmary, Brooks

House, and Arnold House. The

most recent hope is that the Mental

Health Services will, after dwelling

in a soon to be built separate pre-

lab building temporarily, make its

permanent home in the new In-

firmary
The Mental Health Services were

established around I960, with Dr.

Julian JanowiU as the first stall

member and director of the ser-

vice About two thirds ol the work

has been individual counseling and

therapy, although group therapy

sessions have been conducted, as

well as dormitory talks about

topic* like drugs, sexuality, and

eral mental hygiene Such talks

were carried on by community

counselors in the past

The Sen ice used to involved in a

counselor training program for

dorm counselors, This vital

training helped counselors to

recognize and understand

emotional and psychological

problems Today, the work con

sists mainlj ol individual therapy

for university students, earned on

h\ a stati ot two psychiatrists

even psychologists, and one social

worker
Most ot the students who visit

this department are >ell reterred.

however, some are reterred by

Infirmary physicians who fed that

their patients' medical problems

are the result of tension or anxiety

Other referrals come Irom heads

of residence and friends. The staff

sees some 1500 students a year,

most of whom begin counseling in

somewhat depressed or anxious

states Nevertheless, most of the

patients are not 'mentally sick"' in

the opinion of Dr. Cann, one of the

staff psychologists. However, a

tew students are quite seriously

emotionally disturbed. For many

students, one to four one-hour

meetings with a staff member

suit ice to help them overcome

their problems, although others

may need more meetings, and

some require medication and/or a

tew days in the Infirmary In such

cases the advantage of on-campus

treatment is evident a -distur-

bed'
-

person can continue his role

as a student Some of the problems

encountered are suicide attempts.

feelings of depression, and identity

Conflicts

The role of the Mental Health

Services m the drug problems on

campus has been mainly the

dormitory talks that were con-

ducted in earlier \ears. The fear ot

having authorities discover the use

of drugs by an individual is the

mam obstacle to the student

seeking help Some drug users, of

whom there are quite a few on

campus, still think that the Mental

Health Services is the kiss of death

tor them This fear, however, is

ungrounded, because all records

are kept strictly confidential

Information is released only with

the students written permission

Parents are not notified when a

student \isits Mental Health

Services lor a drug problem or an\

other reason Implied is the un

dersianding that the student

himsclt will discuss his situation

with his parents if they express

concern The University Ad-

ministration and law enforcement

agencies honor fhe Mental Health

Services' confidentiality policy

The University Mental Health

Services exists for the welfare of

the students.

the staff members basically act

cern about the gap between college

life and the outside world and

anxiety about life and the draft. In

these" aspects, psychological

counseling can help a student

become more comfortable

psychically with himself, and this

may mean becoming more con

fortable with the outside world.

A study was made on the majors

from which the patients at Mental

Health are drawn Students from

Knglish. psychology, sociologyjKsrasw ^"-rrs
get their clients to feel more

comfortable with themselves and

at times to become aware of new

dimensions of their being. Unlike

the hard sciences, a science ol

behavior can not always produce

observable, tangible, material

results. The improvements in a

patient's emotional and

psychological state are often

subtle Inherent in psychotherapy

is the belief that a person has the

potentiality to adjust himself,

improve himself, and become

aw are of himself and his relation to

the society around him.

The Mental Health Services

hopes not to simply mold the

student to the -establishment.

Nevertheless, one of the criticisms

ot this service has been that it is an

establishment organization Many

students are unsure on the topic of

their tuture and the question of how

to establish themselves in society

after graduation The Ireedom and

lack ol inhibition on this campus,

although it has many good points.

may create tears and problems tor

students on the threshold of leaving

college life for the cold cruel world

outside acadeima There is con

majors comprise a higher

percentage of mental health

patients than other majors; the

differences are small but

significant. According to Dr. Cann.

it mav be that there are fewer

students from the "hard sciences''

and engineering because of the

level of concreteness that these

majors offer. The more amor-

phous, vague, and undelineated the

program of study, it seems, the

harder it may be to form a con-

crete view of the world. This is tied

m with a searching sense of what is

going on in oneself. On the other

hand, science majors relate the

objectivity of their majors to their

view of reality

one's view of the world and ol

oneself could be made more stable

and "real" bv modern psychology.

The Mental Health department is

on campus for the service of drug

problem students who have con-

tused thinking, or observable

psvsiological effects of tension or

anxiety When in doubt about

yourself, consult your nearest

Mental Health agency. Call 545-

ZV.n tor an appointment.

BOSTON W Stephen F

Krasnei . 22. ot Kmdewood. N.J..

petitioned the Supreme Judicial

Court Monday to order his release

on bail pending his appeal from a

year's jail term lor making a

battering ram used to smash open

a door at Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

Superior Court Judge Henry H.

( hmiehnski imposed the sentence

alter a jury convicted Krasner in

Middlesex Superior Court last

week the judge denied bail

pending an appeal

Krasner WAS convicted of

making a steel pipe battering ram

which lour persons used Jan 15.

1970 to smash down the door of the

office o4 Mil President Howard W.

Johnson About M persons, some ol

them students, occupied the offices

to,- ft hours. protesting

disciplinary measures taken

earlier against some students

Superior Court, but the state ap-

pealed, and the Supreme Court

upheld the contention that the ram

was a burglar tool

Krasner received his degree in

architecture from MIT last Sep-

tember The battering ram was

made in the metallurgy depart

ment in a class conducted by a

teaching assistant in metal

sculpture.

The indict

n

originally

•nt against Krasner

is dismissed in

\T^jf% - Redstone*' ^m

^mm mm r oiucinii t Dn — — > .RT S RIVERDAIE ID
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SCHOOL GROUP RATES
FINAL WKS

WATE

:-!' PU MMKR
N«Kt "lowf»n<« ol Arabia" (ffl

£\ "GREAT MOVIEMAKING''

LITUE BIG MAN
Mon.-Fr, 2 00 7 10, 9 45

Sot., Sun: 1:30, 4 00

7 10, 9 45

Neit "Borefoot E«.cu*'v."

Dl STiNHOrrMLA*

7 Academy Award Nominations

Mon.-Fn 2:007 30, 9 30

Sot Son 2, 3 45, 5 30

7 30, 9 30

MONDAY & TUESDAY IN HAMPDEN D.C.

Lawrence Olivier in

One showing
each night at 8

Sponsored by Patriots

Door-Knocker AsksFreedom

NOW THE PEOPLE SPEAK

Vote on

The People's Peace Treaty

and the Spring Calendar of

Anti-war Events

Thursday, April 15 9-5

in front of the University Store

TONIGHT

Romeo M Juliet

Rudolf Nureyev as Romeo
Margot Fonteyn as Juliet

and the Royal Ballet in

the greatest ballet film

ever made,
for those who love and loathe it.

MAHAR — 7 and 9:15 — 75*

School of Ed-Marathon Week
9:00

Mark's Meadow Rm 145 The Lollipop

Art Workshop Observation of the

actual program in action at

Mark's Meadow. Lawrence
Frates.

Rm 226 "A Brown Man Can Marry A
White Girl, You Know."

9:30

Rm 128 The Educational Futures

Game. Participation in a fast

moving game playing roles that

are important in the politics ot

education. Billy Rojas.

the
10:00

Corridor Outside Rm 135-ln

Corridor with Dwight Allen.

Rm 122 Reinforcement Theory and

Self Concept.

Auditorium Situational Leadership.

A must for administrators and

teachers.

Rm 226 A Humanistic Approach to

Teaching English Composition.

Rm 228"The Story of O". Panel

discussion of individual rights in a

large academic institution (Univ.

of Mass.)

Montague Attic Films and Feelings.

An exploration of the uses of film

in humanistic education Par

ticipants will view a number ot

films and go through the exercises

with the two leaders. Mark
Phillips and Ralph Beren.

The Lollipop Art Workshop (con

tinued)

The Educational Futures Game
(continued).

11:00

Auditorium Reconceptualization of

the Role of the Arts in Education.

Rm 223 Programmed Instruction: Its

Use and Misuse.

Rm 122 "Negotiating the Self and the

Other, An Existential Learning

Theory".

TV Studio Rm 23 "Education SOS" A
25 minute film produced by the

School of Education Media Center

for the White House Conference on

Children

In the Corridor with Dwight Allen

(continued).

"The Story of O" (continued).

Films and Feelings (continued).

11:30

Rm 128 SMERD Brown Bag
everyone is invited. Al Ivey will

speak on "Research Issues In

Media Therapy."

12:00

TV studio Television News magazine
Education: Alternative Schools in

Western Massachusetts. T.V.

show and discussion. Joyce
Newman.

Rm 228 Epiphenomenal Drawing.
Bill Koen.

Rm 226 "Sixteen Children'

and Jeffrey Goodman.

Q: What would happen if

was truly "special" for

dividual child?

Epipheonmenal Drawing (con
tinued).

1:00-3:30
Meet in Lobby Near Auditorium

Outdoor Activities for Alternative
Schools: Field ecology and birch
tree tapping.

and the

American
Songs ot

Marsha

education
each in

A: We wouldn't need "special
education".

Q What would happen if you took

some kids hearing and deaf, sighted

jnd blind, rich and poor, black and
white and placed them all in one
program.

A: Lots would and did happen.

Auditorium The Focus Program in

Louisville Schools A look at an
alternative school program
operating in Louisville s

elementary schools. Louisville

Teacher Corps.

Rm 122 Communication with the

Deaf. Discussion of com
munication metnods used by the

deaf and instruction in finger

spelling. Mr. Stanley Patrie.

Children's Library In Search of A
Future A Futuristic Study of

Mankind's Environment.

SMERD Brown Bag (continued).

1:30
Rm 228 Scientific Ethics

Classroom Teacher.

2:00
Rm 128 Development of

Technological Society.
Progress?

Montague Attic SCOPE— School and
College Opportunity Program for

Education

Auditorium Teacher Corps Movies.

Borom Sarret (The Cart
Driver)—A moving account of the

injustice, indignity and despair in

a poor man's life. Taow Tauw is

eager to work, ready to marry and
assume a man's responsibilities.

Day after day he looks for work
that doesn't exist. He wonders
what will happen to him, how he

can survive. Phela Ndaha (End of

the Dialogue)— The first Black

South African documentary on
apartheid, 10 million Blacks ruled

by 3 million whites. Made illegally

and smuggled out of South Africa.

Ananse the Spider An animated
West African folktale. Africa
Dances The Ballet Troupe of

Guinea performs at the U.S.

Tassili N'Ajjer A beautiful
documentary on the ancient
African Frescoes in Libya.

Rm 226 "Alternative Schools and the

School of Education".

See TV Monitors in Corridors "The
Newest Media for Education:
EVR Cassettes ". Discussion at

4:00 in room 128.

Rm 122 Questions
Dwight Allen.

Rm 226 Problems of Urban
Education A Comparative Per
spective England and America.

Montague Attic Anti Amerikan
multi media discussion. Newsreel
films: "High School" "Black
Panthers" etc. Crankie film:

History of the Women's Struggle.

Scientific Ethics and the Classroom
Teacher (continued).

Questions and Answers (continued).

"The Newest Media for Education.
EVR Cassettes" (continued).

Development of

Technological Society
American

(continued).

Teacher Corps Movies (continued).

3:30
Children's Library-Computer

Games: A demonstration of

computer assisted instruction
using games and opportunity for

unlimited ''hands-on'
game playing

Rm 228 Dialogue
Delinquency.

on Crime and

4:00
Rm 122 Easy Structures for Poetry at

the Elementary Level. An ex
posure to and practice in writing

Haiku, Cinquaine, Diamente,
Typographical and Concrete
Poetry.

Rm 128 Discussion of Electronic

Video Recording Cassettes
prepared by the American
Program Bureau.

Anti Amerikan multi media
discussion (continued).

Dialogue on Crime and Delinquency
(continued).

4:00-6:00

Rm 226 Using Collisions of Ideas as a

way to teach and structure a

course.

7:00-9:00

Rm 226/228 Simulation: "Mid
dletowne" Board of Education
acts on "New Living Social Studies

Curriculum".

Auditorium The Marathon Film
Festival: Chromophobia (11

min.). The Wall (4 min.), Cosmic
Zoom (8 min), The Pusher (17

min), Awareness, Why Man
Creates (25 min), I Wonder Why,
That's Me (15 min), Eye of the

Beholder (26 min), Threshold,

and others.

and Answers.

Montague
People"
Outdoor
Living.

Futures GameThe Educational
(continued)

A Humanistic Approach to Teaching

English Composition (continued).

1.00
Attic "City Space for

Designing the Small
Urban Area for Quality

(A studio problem in

Environmental Design). Doris
Carter.

Auditorium A Conceptually Based
Curriculum With the Arts as its

Core.

Rm 226 The Need to Eliminate
Teachers and Schools. The case of

Samaritrophia Jeremy Leven.

Rm 122 Why Futuristic Myths About

Computers Are Self Defeating

Sixteen Children" (continued)

Scientific Ethics and the Classroom
Teacher (continued).

2:30

Children's Library Human In

structional Applications of

Computers: A Demonstration. An
on line demonstration of com
puter assisted instruction
programs, particularly games for

elementary school children.

3:00
Mark's Meadow Cafeteria Rm 13V

"The Self: One Way of Looking at

All Us Mes' ".

Mark's Meadow Cafeteria Rm 137

Freeing Groups to Create A
Model for Increasing Task Group
Effectiveness.

The DELI Is

NOW OPEN
11:30 - 6:30

Campus Center Cafeteria

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

ETC.

ETC.

BLACK and WHITE are BEAUTIFUL!

The Proof Is

nTHE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS"
Featuring two distinguished talents

Maureen Hurley and Darryl Croxton

'A very moving and memorable experience ... one can see it countless times and countlessly marvel.
Washington Post

Poetry from Shakespeare and Oscar Wilde to Langston Hughes and Charles Gordone

The C.C. Program Council is proud to present this distinguished, limited engagement.

April 13 and 14 SU Ballroom 8 p.m. $.75 (at the door)
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Law Series Continues Tonight,
Topic Is Equal Housing

Notices

The second in a four-part series to explain rights

and responsibilities under the law will be Tuesday,

April 13, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Amherst Regional

Junior High School Auditorium.

Springfield attorney David Burres will speak on

"Equal Opportunity Laws in the Sale and Rental of

Housing." A member and former chairman of the

Hampden Countv Civil Liberties Union, he is com-

missioner for the Western area of the Massachusetts

Commission against Discrimination.

The Tuesday evening sessions are co-sponsored by

the UMass Center for Business and Economic

Research, the Amherst Continuing Education

Division, the Hampshire County Board of Realtors,

Amherst Human Relations Council, Amherst Housing

Authority, Amherst Chamber of Commerce, Citizens

Review Commission, the Hampshire County Civil

Liberties Union, and the Hampshire County Bar

Association.

The course, which is free to the public, is designed to

inform people of Amherst and surrounding com-

munities what the law says about duties, rights, and

responsibilities regarding employment, housing,

police-community relations, and the court system.

BAKER HOUSE COED
Baker House is going coed. In

terested girls or groups of girls may
call Tom at 6 6051 or Doug at 6 6078

evenings.

BMC. P.
Black Radio is Alive. Ujama Drum

Mon., Wed., Fri., 7 10 WMUA 91.1

FM. News, views, jazz, R & B.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.
At the testimony meeting tonight,

students will share Experiences in

Christian Science. Tonight 6.45 Rm
911 C.C.

COLLEGIATE FLYING
Private Pilot Ground

meet at 7 p.m. in

weather problems.
C.C

CLUB
School
to sort

will

out

Spanish Club Presenting Film Festival
Beginning April 13, the Club

Hispano in conjunction with the

Department of Hispanic

Languages and Literatures of the

University is pleased to present a

spring FILM FESTIVAL. The

series consists of 3 films in Spanish

and 1 film in Portuguese, all with

English subtitlf-

lursday. April 13. the Brazilian

tilm Vidas Secas." adapted from

a novel by Graciliano Ramos, will

!*• shown at 8 15 p.m. in room 227

Herter Hall This him deals with

life in the backlands of Brazil.

Wednesday. April 14, at 8:15

pin, the Mexican film 'Subida al

CieJo." will be shown in 231 Herter

Hall. This film, directed by the

renowned Luis Bunuel, is the story

oi | mother who is dying, her son

who has just been married, and her

two other wonderfully

psychopathic sons who scheme to

net the inheritance.

Wednesday. April 21. at 8:15

p m . the Spanish film "La Caza."

will be shown in 231 Herter Hall

WMUA "Live" Broadcast
Tonight, beuinninu at 7:."i«l\.M. WMl A will attempt to broadcast

li\ i (lit- address to be ghrei fo> Rennie Davis, from the lurry Hicks

Cage. Il«- is scheduled to speak about the May Day activities and

Ike People s Coalition for Peace and Justice, of which he is a

member.
WMl \ fl.l KM.
Other programs on WMl A this evening:

i. (Ki-ti:lii Evening News Keporl

•;.:'.n-7::l<l Voices ol Dissent. YS.\

Folk Festival will be pre-empted for Rennie Da\is

at 7:M Rennie Da\is "Fixe" at Cage

»:tt-ll:M Tuesday \ight Classic

II (Mini:, l.ate Night News Report

M:l.'»-;i:0n 'Rocket" Rick Morton

This anti-war allegory by writer-

director Carlos Saura. reunites

four old war comrades on a rabbit

hunt in the hills where they had
formerly fought. Each man has

changed and as the film progresses

the self-interest and brutality of

each is revealed.

Wednesday. April 28. at 8:15

p.m., the Spanish film "Miguelin",

which won the Children's Film
Award, at the Cannes International

Film Festival in 1965, will be shown

in room 231 Herter Hall It is a

film for and about children,

specifically. Miguelin, a little boy

who devils the Sacristan of the

village cathedral to teach him his

l^itin responses so he can become
an altar boy.

Tickets may be purchased at the

door or in room 416 Herter Hall.

The price for students is 50* per

film or $1.75 for the series. The

price for non-students is 75* per

film or $2.75 for the series

For further information call 545-

2887

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION 8.

HUMAN NEEDS
Urgent meeting, 6 p.m. Rm 178 of

the C.C. Vote on Constitution.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL LOAN
FUND
Meeting 130 Wed., Rm 802 ot the

C.C. tor dll those interested in setting

up an Emergency Medical Loan
Fund.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
All those planning on going on the

Vermont trip on April 19th please
meet in Grinnell Arena on Tues.,
April 13 at 6 p.m. tor short meeting.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting at 6:30 in

Rm 165 ot the C.C. Exec. Board will

meet at 6: 15.

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting tomorrow, April 14 at 3:30

p.m. in Rm 903 ot the C.C. Please

come see what we're doing.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
CLUB

II ho
The regular square dance will be

held in the CCA. tonight at 7:30 with

review 7:30 8, lessons8 9:30, and club

level 9:30 10:30.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Education Honor Society Kappa

Delta Pi Initiation and Honors
Convocation April 15 at 7 p.m. in Rm
817 of the C.C Guest speaker Dwight
Allen Dean of School of Ed.

MAROON KEYS
There will be a mandatory meeting

Tues. evening at 7 p.m. It will take

place in Rm 433 James. Interviews

and constitutional amendments will

be discussed. Contact Richard
Simmons if there is any conflict.

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is "An Application

of Discrete Transformation Groups
(Or Used Car Dealer's Dilemma)",
it will be held at 4 p.m. today in

Colloquium Rm, Arnold House.
Coffee will be served at 3:30 p.m in

the Math Lounge.

NAIADS
Instructional Period for those

trying out for Naiads. Tonight at 7

p.m at the Wope Pool

I $2 TV
( IIP THIS I 01 I'ON V-. G

Service

Discount

Present this coupon

when paying bill. Only

one coupon per service

call. Fastest TV Ser-

vice (Color or Black &
White) on oil makes.

Offer expire*
April 81. 1071.

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET

|i . Imths. «H ntlllUes.

Will dlsCUSS
If4-1

3

1 Mrm. npl. (or rait Ms» 1. Op-

tion to pick up lease. Pool. sir ootid .

ril.lms.hrr. Call »»9-«K3» after I

9.m. If4-30

~~3 bdrm. opt . June - August. Cen-

ter of Amli.r.t Will dUcuss rent

( nil after 6. lf4-IJ»

llesutlful setup furnished opt. and
pool for the summer or looter, onl>

si 15 mo mil G65-3001 after B
tfWt>

! HUu. apt . utll. IncM. Juno t -

tus 31. Option to renew, SIM /mo
..es.tiaMe Call Paul »•»*•« •'

ata-wi.
„

w*-13

suMrt 2 bedroom furatohed apt

Colonial VMo** swlmmlns pool, all

utilities paid, rent lo neeotlabhv f all

MM "*•"

I r.drtn apt require Vlllese. Jan*

I - Au* 31 I", Imtr-
I'ompleteh fnrni«lieil

rent C»ll_ ••'

I Mrm luriiUhed apt. In Am-
|,.r«t Jr'.ni June to Auffuot. 225 In-

, Imlr* ullii.- in lionne. < all ••»-

., .». •..••HI nt ni«ht_ «TJ;
1 '

~ :iTdVm apt . Jon* to Aotual. op-

tion to continue in fall, tall 519-

ntj fi'in

I teamen i apt »t ( liffolde to suh-

I. t from either May or June 1 to

*,.,>» I tilth option of renewing

len«e In !»ept Will diw u»o rent tall

<

tf*-U

M.i.l Mihlet 3 bedroom Puffton

apt . pool, air fond . willins to of-

(«t cenernim di»roiint June 1 - Au«
I wMk option to leaoe In Sept. Call

-. I'i-.;7fi7 .

tti-l*

Hnhlel from end of Maj til Au»
(I mill option to rontfnue total root

-ii ! Niw I lulrin lewnlieoae Mhoiild

be «een to apprerintr Kienlngo 253-

MN . tL*'
in

1 l.lrni apt, at CUffslde ail.

utilities, peel, trnnio courts. Avail.

Iimn.il « ill 005-3012 nfer 5 p.m.
tf l-ln

In'.ni.let
-
JnnVl — 2 bdrm. town-

house. VA bn-h, ull util. Inc tiood

lo.ation. "Call K8-WT3 Will dl.cuss

rrnt «» 13

Mrm. fttrtilihed apt. Great spot

for »nmmer. hnlfnny between ram-
MM nml Prnke June - Aus. Kent

t|« iiecotlnM.-. < nil f.lfl -7I9.\ 6-7197.

1 .7111. tf| - 1 '

I l.ilrm , tralktM dMence to cam-
pus. Includes nil utilities, air cond.,

<ll«hini«tier Aiftll Mny 1 w/optlon

S|A3/mn Will nerot .
Call 5l»-flllfl

.ie., 5 OlOfl, 5-21H2 l!i*J
3

•suinui^r ouMet or rent three room
opt . CliffMile Carpetrd. pool and
trnnlo eonrts, fnrlni ivnod». Avall-

nble MaT 23. Phone 6«5-35«8 eveo
tft-15

Apartment for rent. June 1 - Aua.
tl, 37.' Tuffton *?00 a month. 3 bed-

roomn. nir ronditloned Call Howie
5 lf»-«95

1

tf4-15

Save! New carpeted 4-room apt ,

siimniir aaelel " ' <»|>t to rontlnue.

Onlv fltf. I« mln. from Amherst
riili_fi«5-385fl_ ttt-13

~~l bdrm opt stilt opt .
Avail.

lime 1, nil frn. Aitil. ?I30. 2 ml
|u, |tx 441. Nnmli. r. 10-177.t tf4-13

Mummer aublrt from Juno 1 - Aoe
to. 1*0 Colonial Village, fomlahed

bedroom, awlm. pool. Cat! *5fl-

«W2. ' '"-*"

Apartment Ilontera! Sommer aob-

let with option*. 2 bedroom town-
hoin»e at Mountain Ranee All elee-

rlc. air conditioning, Kiiimming peel

1_ a 1 1 253-5«22 tfe-M—
To oublet from «/l te 8/1. large

• partment Ideot for 4 - 5 people,

eveellent location. Nottln Ave. Call

i..nl. Kathi. or D J. at 545-«32e
tf4-15

siummer oublet. Jane 1 - Aug 31.

option to renew, l.orie one bedroom
apt . pool, at Crown Point Rent
negotiable Call 545-2221 or after 8

2M-4231. tf4-H

tffi.lency apt from Jone 1 te

\ug 31 QuabMn Village. tM a mo
Air rond and all ntllltleo Call

riiorn at 253-0212 or Paul 3t3-7«l2

Roth after 7 p.m. tf4-?2

n l.dr apt oommer soblet In Pnff-
ton Villaae. 2 batho. air condition-

ing. di»hwai»her. pool, tennlo coort

Price negotiable (all 519-0675
tf4-1fl

""
2 bedroom apt for June I Option

to renew leaoe In fall Rent nero-
tini.le CaU t53-tt<1 tfe-W

(den! for summer 1 bedroom apt
( liffslde with option to rontlnue
nil utilities, diahiv.isher. pool, tennis

is—Ha Rent negotiable Call ««V
t
f>7» after tfl-16

FOR SALE — AUTOS
^1ust

_
iie||~0H Cortina, excel, merh

.

'-..nil , 23 mpg, only 13.000 ml . auto,
trans , dlae brakes. Rest offer over
SOoe Call 546-9725. tf4-1^5

Moat aril — 1969 Mustang Marti
I. am-fm stereo. 4 spd . 351 ru In ,

eeeellent condition. 646-W90. tf4-22

l!i:n HMW 2002. needs 2 tires, rnl-

or Colorado yellow, 16,000 mlleo,
S.'HOO Call Athol 249-9383 anytime
t-k for Chuck. tf4-13

1967 MO Midget w/1970 MGR en-
gine. New top and tires 8900. Must
sell new. Call Linda 546-7993. tfl-15

~iim BMW Son Roof, Becker AM-
FM. studded radial snow tlrea, ex-
cellent condition, garaged. Call 233-

9689 or 545-2330 tf415

1960 Alfa Romeo, 2000 Spyder. Call
'!.-• l-.'VI6l evenings tf4-16

It'e Poncho weather — Joot ar-

rived colorful, genuine penchee from
Mouth America. Limited supply. Call

065-3501 after 5 tf«-«

194V Kawaaakl Boah Whacker 175

re Trail-Street bike, 7000 ml. $440.

Callt 5»l ><W. H4-14

1 art (4) Oeodyear polygUoo tlrea,

alie 14, S100, ever 60 percent off.

Catl 253-5404 after 5. tf4-13

Kawaaakl 120 te. 1909 combina-
tion road bike and trallrrblke, qolck-
< hange transmssion, $235. Call Mark
Oa vkt 323-7011. tft-lO

2 foil »l«ed refrigeratore, Sylva-

nia console etereo, portable typewrit-
er and raae. 19" TV with etand.
\ll Itema new and at lew, low pric-

eo 6-M25. 4-13

Bicycle — Peugeot 10 ep. ftH
Inch, generator, lights, fender*, orig-

inal $113.00, now $75 00. 084-5288

ei enlnge. tf4-15

65 Must, conv , 6 cyl , 3 epd .

excellent cond Call 665-3927. tft-lt

1970 Honda 330 ce, bloe Scram-
bler, excel, cond. 8300 ml . luggage
rack and back rest Inrl. $650. Coll
Ton y 546-4047. tf4-14

'<Sl"W'ill.iN mail truck rune well

SIQO Call 323-1132. tft-16

DUNEBUGGY
lac. rrboilt 40 hp VW engine.
:t00 ml , oclone extiaoet eystem.
Purple flaked • custom striped
ii<.d.i, folly encloaed w/"T"»-top.
side curtains, gao heater, nod
\i| I M atrrro radio.

A real eje-catcher
Man/ Internal extra*.

Call RON
6I6-90W

If4-1$

BOOKS
We bar -— Whiten ght Booko (In the A flee)

No textel tftVl*

WANTED
3 glrlo te ehare cottage In Fal-

mouth far summer. Coll 5*4-6612
tf<-14

Wanted — one paper on Roman-
tle Poeto. Will per $• Coll $-f*008

One female Interested In sharing a

room on Orchard Hill nest oemeo-
ter Call Rick 6-0590. 4-13

LOST
One gold circle pin Inecriaed with

Initials L.8.O. Leet between Cam-
pus Center and Quad. Reword. Coll

Lola 11$ 5-0549. %t*rli

Would person who ripped off my
topic* In calculua book from C.C
Hnokdrop. Please return papers In

book to loot and found at C e'

checking ream; tf4-13

$5 00 reward for the return of »

tn.ni.ir.il angora cat wearing a

green collar. Last seen In the or-

chard. Call 510-7202 or come to CM-
Webater^ tf4-13 15 !<•

1 Knapsack w . booko In o \ W
on a ride fr. siU„u>rland to 1

Mass. on 4/3. If >ou haie It rnuld

>ou leave It for M at the booth a

l

the parking gara ge. 4- LI

" RKWAKI) — Reddish-brown set-

ter, retriever puppy with black nun-
tie and tall. Juno. Missing April

5th. 253-3003. tf4-l«

Hpacleua 3 bedroom townhouee In

s.nutb Amherst beginning Jane I with
option te pick op leoee. Call 25.1-

5I49_ tM-iM

Te rent — 1 bdrm. Cliffside, avall-

able June 1, furnished 665-3496
tf4-lrl

3 bedroom tewnhoose Rolling Green
ta rent newt Till June 1, Sept 1 or

forever. Will else trade far apt
with 3 or more bedreeme. Call 256-

8148 or ofc. 4-ls

HELP WANTED
1 or t women Uve-ln, Infant care.

aewlng, etc. port time. Apt-like or-
com. prni In return 2 ml. from
Campus; Mehto 649-lll2i 5-0500

114-15

If Interested In earning $100 • $30u
extra a month, part-time In Amherst
area Call Springfield 7*5-1106

IM-l i

Make money — eell credit car*
applications. Call Peter 253-7236

tfl-1

1

PERSONAL

JOBS
FOU RENT

MEN of oil trades to NORTH
HI OI'E. ALASKA aronad $2800 /mo
Write Job Research, P.O. Bos 161,

«<ta-A, Toronto, Ont. Etaeloee $3.00.
tf4-80

66 MO 1100 sedan, front wheel
drive, good merh. cond. Will pass
state inspection Call 253-7253

If4-1$

TRAVEL
tsTMMER IN ETROPEI Chartered

round trip Jet flight* plus many
helpful service*. WATERBEDS too

!

Call 549-1367 or 549-3963.

4 - 8 9 13 16 16 22.83 27 29 30

FOR SALE
Pioneer, Tenc, Onrrnrd, PK, Axteji,

Usher, TDK, on**ette and open reel

tape, Standard radio, Utah speaker*.

IP'*, 8 track* and other necessities.

Heo Amherst Audio. »*

" Must sell Quern *ize bed almost

new. TV dining table, 4 chair*.
4-13

AKA1 1HO0SD Tnpe Recorder plays

recoedsj reels and 8 track cartridges

Tlu* lots of tape. $183. Also Pana-
sonic Player, $15. Call 636-0248.

tf4-15

ROOMMATES WANTED
~T Roommate wanted beg. Jnne 1.

Apt. within walking dlst. of Campus
Pool, air cond., furn. apt. Call 619-

6239 after $ p.m. tf4-30

Wanted 2 female roommate* for

Sept. to Mar of next school year.

Puffton Village, 649-6676, Carolyn or

Joan^ tf4-14

Wanted — 2 female roommates to

share 8-room house, $60.00 per mo.
June - Aug , 2 miles from campus
Call 6-7334. 6-7332, 6-7330. tf4-14

1 female roommate wanted to

share furnished Rolling Green apart-
ment June to AogUSt. Coll Leslie

519-628$. tf4-1 6

Female wanted, will have own
bedroom, on Rt. 9, twenty mln. from
campus, 840/mo , utilities Included.

June - Sept. Call 323-7350. tf4-13

Wanted roommate for 3 bedroom
apt at Squire Village furnished, Im-
mediate occupancy. Option to pick
up lease. 665-2606. *l*-l*

Roommate wanted, Squire VII

apt*., furn , Includes all utilities,

$63 /mo. From June - Aug. Coll 605-

2605. tf4-14

* PERFECT FOR SIMMER SCHOOL
— Furn. 1 bdrm. apt. for July and

Aug. No leaoe req.. Near Campus
Pool and air cond. Married couple

or girls preferred. Call 649-3916 after

8^
114-10

Available April 18, 3 room opart-

ment, garage and woods. 256-835.1

To rent for summer, with option

to continue, X bedroom apt. In Sun-

derland up to 4 occupants $1H5

mo. Incl. utilities. Call «o6-3»01
tf4-1.1

For summer w/opt. to cont. mod-
ern furnished 2 bedroom apt , $38

per person, 1-3 people Mt. Range
Ap t Call evening* 256-8107 «tl-j6—
For rent (6-13 to 8-29) farmhouse

In Alexandria, N H., 4 bdrm* , 6

ml to Newfound Lake $750 plus

ull. II. Brown, Paradise Ln, Halifax,

Maws. tri-14

Apt. Available from June 1, 8 bed-

rm., two floors, Rlveritlnde Apt , In

Amherst. $160/mn. Call 203-3838

Children ages 3-6, needed for ps< -

etiological testing. Call 542-2549 be
tween 9:30 - 4:30 weekdays. Pov-
ment $1 60 /hr. tf4-1

1

Happy Birthday Sho rt Shit. 4-1 5

Bon Annivrrstiire Philip. Avei
\mour. Pat. 4-13

Peeehie, paw aren't the Serial
Kutt.rH> ion think ioii ir. \
friend. 4-1*

Are goo o
KAPPA ALPHA I III l i

ALrMNA?
Are mu Interested In meetlnt
RAO alumnae and working with
an active college chapter',* Please
contact:
Kappa Alpha Theta Alumnae (In).

P O. Box 613
No. Amherst, Mas*. 01057
(ilve name, address ami

phone number.
t(4-l»

GIVE AWAY
Kitten, 8 wks., black and «hit.

spastic mole. Free. .I-'.'OI.I. Ted
hi ii.

ATTENTION
APT. HI NTKRS — 2 free «kT

living in Mt. Range Inst 2 wk*. in
May. If you decide un in rupami
from June 1 on. All electric. Air
cond. 253-5857. tf 4-1.1

SERVICES
Amherst Audio services eteren

component*, tape decks for home or
car, 197 No. Pleasant St., 860-913::

ft

Rooms to rent from June 1 to

•sept . I . Student house close to cam-
pus, corner of Philips A Nutting $50

mo. or $55 with utll., 1 rm $26
'.,-13-9985; tf4-l 3

["bedroom npt . to sublet til Aug
with opt Puffton. util. Inrl May I

(all 519-3768 or 515-0074. Ask for

Jill tfl-14

HOUSESITTER
linns, »ittrr: F. student M.inl-
to housesit for summer in

Amherst urea. Will rare lor
>nrd, plants, house urnl \Oi.it

ever else needs doing.
Contact t I. mi ii

ou ( nmpus 6-7413
Willing to negotiate.

4-1.1
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Bruins Deadlock Canadiens

;

Host Hopeful Habs Tonight
J^ * ... n i i.« !,„...,. fZarrxi PhfnPVPrs will

BOSTON (AP)-The Boston

Bruins, confident the adrenalin is

llowing once again, were back in

the role of favorite yesterday after

trying their best-of-seven National

Hockey League playoff series with

the Montreal Canadians at two

games apiece.

"It was a great game to win,"

Defenseman Bobby Orr said after

the Bruins squared the series

Sunday night with a 5-2 victory in

Montreal. "It means we came

home with a lot of confidence."

The Bruins, who blew a lour goal

lead in a 7-5 loss in the second

game and then bowed 3-1 in the

third, trailed the Canadians 1-0 in

the second period before Orr took

charge in the fourth meeting.

Orr tied the score with a

backhanded swipe at the puck and

went on to connect for two more

Hoals. becoming the first defen-

seman in the 44-year "modern

era" history of the Stanley Cup

playoffs to register the hat trick."

The Bruins, who set all kinds of

scoring records during the regular

season, wen- frustrated by rookie

goalie Ken Linden for three games

A's Win
MILWAUKEE iAP> -Joe Kudi

and Kick Monday blasted third

inning home runs and Roland

Fingers pitched a four hitter, to

give the Oakland As a 5-0 victory

over the Milwaukee Brewers

Monday.
Kudi led off the third against

Lew Krausse with a shot over the

left field fence. Two outs later. Sal

Bando was hit by a pitch and

Monday socked his second homer

of the vear.

The As added two runs in the

ninth on Don Mincher s double, a

single by Bando. a ground out and

Dick Green's single.

Fingers, in complete control

Irom the start, gave up a single by

Dannv Walton in the second inning,

then held the Brewers hitless until

the seventh.

The game was delayed twice by

rain-for 25 minutes before the start

and for 52 minutes in the fifth in-

niiu

...exclusive!

Student

fares to

Europe
Saveupto

*212
round-trip jet

Icelandic Airlines jet;

you from New York to tux-

embourg m the heart ot

L -ropef T|ons

to everywhere. I* you stay

overseas ovr 45 d<iys or

• nder I 7 lays, OU new
student far' cf $30:^ nund
trip save-, .ou $2 1 2 as

against low^t comparable

fares of any other sched-

uled Offline Effective for

students, ages 12 to 26.

who depart before June 1

or after August 15 Even

twer fares for groups Save

via Icelandic no matter how

long you stay. See your

travel agent. Mail coupon.

To- Icelandic Arflii

h30 Fifth Ave. N.Y. 10020

212) PL 7-8D85

Send folder CN on Lowest Jet

"before they broke loose.

"It was our best game of the

series," Boston Coach Tom
Johnson said. "We held Canadians

to 12 shots on goal in the first two

periods and any time you do that

you have to be playing well."

After defeating Montreal in five

of six regular season games, the

Bruins figured to breeze past the

Canadians in the first round in

defense of the Stnaley Cup.

However, Dryden, a 6-foot-4 All-

American at Cornell last year, has

been tough for the Boston sharp-

shooters. He has made fantastic

saves, particularly with a quick

glove, in robbing the Bruins.

Dryden, who was on the bench in

favor of a sixth skater when Boston

scored its fifth goal Sunday night,

is expected to be back in goal tor

the fifth game in Boston Garden

Tuesday night.
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Gerry Cheevers will remain in

the Boston net as Johnson plans to

stick with his "hot" goalie the rest

of the way. Veteran Eddie John-

ston, the victim of the second game
blitz, was relegated to backup

duty.

Johnson also announced that

Mike Walton will remain at left

wing, replacing Wayne Carleton on

the third line with Derek San-

derson and Eddie Westfall. Walton

had one goal and helped spark the

Bruins Sunday.

With Oklahoma City eliminated

from the Central League playoffs,

the Bruins recalled defensemen

Bob Stewart and Ron Plumb,

center Ivan Boldirev and left wing

Don Tannehill for standby duty

during the remainder of the NHL
Stanley Cup series.

c

!

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
<* .6, SYDNEY OMAWt-

The Virgo person, although
generally restless, is capable of

absorbing details Those born under

this zodiacal sign can fool them
selves, but it is difficult for others to

pull wool over their eyes. These

people can capture subtle nuances.

They usually are aware of fine print

Virao is rtrawn to Capricorn, often

marries Pisces and can have brilliant

conversations with those born under

Scorpio.
. * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Hold

off on financial commitments. Take
time to evaluate. Inventory of your

own assets is essential. Finish maior
project. Leave no loose ends. Money
pressure will ease.
TAURUS i April 20 May 20): You

will have to handle added pressure.

Don't duck responsibility. A past

commitment makes reappearance
Maintain balance Throw aside
outmoded concepts. Get down to

business •

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Play

low key. You gain most now through

quiet approach One who constantly

complains must be given facts of life

Refuse to be a door mat for any

person Message will be clear.

CANCER (June 21 July 22 Accent

versatility. Don't scatter forces

Finish what you start. Spread in

fluence. An older friend may have
legitimate objection Be a good

listener You learn something of

value. . „^ .

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Check
details, don't overlook apparent

minor matters. One born under

Scorpio can help unravel mystery.

Accent on securing property. Stay on

top of situation. Be available.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Take
nothing for granted Reports need
verification. Some messages now
tend to go astray. Key is to do some

personal investigating. Ask
questions. Go to source. No secon

dhand reports
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Some

financial pressure is indicated.
Payments come due. Weight budget;

take inventory Home improvements
are necessary. Make gesture of

reconciliation to family member
You'll be happier.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Be

aware of competition. Don't fool

yourself into false sense of security

Be wary of one who is quiet, but

resentful. Face facts as they exist

Recent venture will bear fruit

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21)

Improve relations with associates,

co workers State needs. Frank
approach now will be constructive.

What had been hidden is revealed

You know where you are going
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19):

You complete important task *nd

receive added recognition. Steer

clear of dispute between friends

Otherwise you could be caught in

middle. Tread lightly. Laugh at your

own foibles.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18):

Your values are put to test You may
have to choose between inertia and
progress. Latter course takes
initiative. Don't permit yourself to

remain in any rut.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Some
plans are altered Have faith m
ultimate outcome Giving up now
would be error. There will be

changes You will adjust to them
Protect interests via legal procedure

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
the month of September wli be me
most significant of the year. 1 Com
mercial success, emotional
fulfillment are on agenda If single,

marriage is on horizon. You finally

will get as much as you give
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle AnsAP' to I Puzzlt

A
5
6
7
8
9

JO
14

ACROSS
1 Flap

4 Caud.il

appendage
8 Knock

11 Anglo Saxon
money

J 2 Stratagem

13 Appellation of

Athena
15 Writing

implement
17 Obtained

19 Man's
nickname

20 Scold

21 Sink in middle

22 Prefix: three

23 Prophet

25 Female (colloq.) 26 Lamprey

26 Direction 28 Music as

27 Be mistaken written

28 Sodium chloride 2

Small shoot
Be ill

Prefix' not
Lawful
Rodent
Man's
nickname
Equals
Mine
entrance

16 Vehicle

18 King of

Bashan
21 Greets

22 Make lace

23 Stitch

24 Before

25 Long, slender
fish
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It

29 Encountered

30 Pronoun
31 Fruit pastry

33 Note of scale

35 Afternoon
party

36 Measure of

weight

37 Drunkard
38 Region
40 Acquire

41 Biblical weed
42 Metal

fastener

43 Dance step

44 Posed for

portrait

45 Hypothetical

force

46 Doctrine

47 Traps
50 Depression

52 Girl's name
54 Reverence
55 Ethiopian title

56 Cleaning
substance
Fondle

DOWN
Uppermost
part

F .

•

31 Ocean
32 Speck
33 Preposition

34 Devoured 44
35 Number 46
37 Petty ruler

38 Footless 47

39 One bone 48

40 Contests 49
41 Chinese pagoda 51

43 Postscript

(abbr )

Break suddenly
Possessive
pronoun
Nahoor sheep
Female sheep

Acontmint
(abbr )

Note of scale

A LETTER
fROM HELEN
Su€ETfTOifc

?
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Redmen Trample Jumbos 25-0
Bv DAN KAMAL

" MDC Stall

Next time, the Jumbos (Tom

Tufts University should send their

football The visitors, playing as

though this was their first ap-

pearand on a baseball diamond,

absorbed a 2WJ bombing from the

Redmen yesterdaj in a game
played at S Kield.

UMass ir!) replical

king <>i lulls

Jdn'1 do anything

vrong rhen again the Jumbos
didn i do all thai much right

Capitalizing on a host of walks

and seven Jumbo errors, the

Redmen also added some timely

hitting to run up the astronomic

score.

IMass had 14 hits on the day.

including two grand slam home

runs, which must be a record for a

Redman team Dan Esposito,

connecting for his second round-

tripper in as many games, blasted

the first grand slam in the second

inning His clout followed a run-

scoring single by Mark Palau and a

walk to Ed McMahon Espo

jumped on the first serving by

Tutts John O'Kane and sent it

some I0U leet over the right-center

field fence.

Mike Sawyer had chipped in with

a bases clearing triple in the first

inning, and Espo's homer and a

lew unearned runs gave the

Redmen a KM) lead alter two

frames
Alter I Mass had added single

tallies in the third and fourth

I rallies to increase their lead to 12-

n. the game settled down somewhat

h Rich Taylor tor Tufts and

Redman John Olson pitching well

Olson in accordance with Coach

Dick Bergquist's pre came pit-

ching plan, had replaced starter

p Baye in the fourth inning.

Have, the promising freshman,

boosted Redman hopes con-

siderably with a fine performance.

He gave up only one hit in four

scoreless innings while striking out

three and walking two. Baye

displayed good speed and a good

curve in his stint.

Olson, although not quite as fast

as the hurler he replaced,

exhibited fine control in his three

innings, giving up just one walk

while striking out four.

The score remained 12-() until the

bottom of the seventh inning when

the home team exploded for 10

more runs, the highlight being a

grand-slam home run by utility

man Dan Kelly Kelly's blast, like

Espositos cleared the right field

barrier and came with Jim
Saracmo. Hosea Kelly and Brian

Martin on the basepaths and with

alread) six runs across for the

Redmen.
Colabolla followed Olson to the

mound in the eighth inning and

retired the last si\ men m order.

thus completing a combined two

hitter by the three I Mass hurlers

t Mass completed the scoring in

the last ot the eighth with three

runs to make the final SHJ

Eleven men got into the hitting

column for the Redmen as

Opinion. .

.

Spring Spotlights

New Weekend Heroics
B) EARLEBARROLL

MDC Stall

Saturday Will go down in the annuls ot I Mass sports history as

the day of the big man On the baseball diamond at A.l.C on the

( ..nnecticut River at Weslevan and at the first home track meet in

six years the heroics ot the big man stood out in a day marked by

the adversity ot the weather and the excellence of Redman efforts.

At Alt' the Redman nine was spearheaded in their victorious

northern opener bv the pitching of 61 Jack Bernardo. 6'3 Tom King

and 6*6 Tom White and the hitting of 6'5 first baseman Dan

Esposito ,

.

, r
.

1 he three jurlers limited the Yellow Jacket hitters to only five

safeties, two of which were of the infield "bleeder" type and one

on a misjudged fly ball

Fifteen A I C. batters went down on strikes and it seemed as the

heights of the pitchers increased, the strike out victims increased

per pitcher Bernardo had two. King five and White finished off

with eight

Esposito supplied the Redmen with the big stick in the batting

order that the coaching staff has been looking for. He had two hits,

one of which was a towering shot over the right field fence.

on the Connecticut River, the UMass crew team won its opening

race in convincing style over the Coast Guard Academy and

W.sleyan. the home school and a team in the Redmen had not

defeated on home waters in the half dozen years of its existence

Averaging over six-feet tall and almost 200 pounds per man. the

crewmen performed with the strength, speed and skill that will

undoubtedly mark their racing form throughout the season.

This is the biggest, fastest and best crew team to ever row for

I Mass and by the season's end these bright and brawny athletes

will have made their presence felt in the big Regatta s and

Championship races

Alter six years, a home track meet was held at UMass on one of

the finest track facilities in the nation and certainly the best in New

England
m , _ . 4 . . .

on this day the UMass weightmen did something that track

experts in the Boston area would never even dream of happening

They put it to the Northeastern strong men and in a very convincing

To bring out the true accomplishment of the UMass weightmen it

should be noted that over the past decade the Northeastern

weightmen have been the most feared and respected group of track

athletes in New England Any talk of Northeastern track always

centered on the big men
During this time the Huskies produced many shot putters and

weight throwers of national prominance and going into Saturday s

meet. Northeastern was sporting a nationally ranked hammer

thrower and the New England champion in the shot put

\s things turned out. Eddie Arcaro scored 12 out of a possible 18

points which is a perfect weight performance for a meet He broke

the school mark in the shot of 51* 6" and in so doing drubbed the

New England champ
KoccoPettito led a UMass sweep in the javelin coming within two

inches of the school record at 1%' 8"
^ lU A A f„„r»h

Add to these two individual winners the second, third and tourtn

place finishes of Jim Queeney, Gil Sylvia, Dennis Boisvert Barney

Schneider and John Roman and one can see the magnitude ot this

stomping of the Huskie strong boys.

In the spring it often seems rare seeing big men win the ap-

paudits of so many. Usually big men are equated with the

basketball and football seasons

But this and probably many other spring weekends and week-

days will belong to the big men of the UMass spring sports teams

Bergquist substituted freely after

the fourth inning Mark Palau,

Mike Sawyei and Esposito each

had two hits apiece

At last report, the l'niversit> "I

Connecticut is bringing a baseball

team to Ainhersl Wednesday, a

real good oneal I i I Soil won't be

soeasj ! |l v dl he a

true test of how !ai I Mas- I iseball

is going tson

Oarsmen Labeled N.E. Power;
Cop Pair of Races Saturday
By BRUNA SIMON

MDC Stall

MIDDLETOWN, CONN -After

linishing in second place in the first

two races, the I Mass oarsmen

fought the current, wind and waves

fof the top honors m the last two

races It was coach Mike Kahert> S

varsity combination of one of Kurt

Betchick *s Ireshman teams who

overcame the very impressive

(oast (iuard Academy crews, as

W.sleyan University's Cardinals

were totally out of every event on a

verv windy, brisk, cloudy Saturday

afternoon. The Redmen proved

themselves to be a strong New
England power, a team their op

ponents will have to work hard to

beat

Things began somewhat
discouragedly when the Redmen 's

slower rate of stroking gave them

no chance to catch up to the strong

Coast Guard freshmen and junior

varsity boats This low stroking is

accredited to the delay of begin-

ning practice on the water this

year because of bad weather.

At the start of the first race, the

(oast Guard frosh gained a half

boat length lead over the Little

Redmen Slowly UMass got to

within a one tenth boat length of

the lead, but a steaming sprint in

the final portion brought CG a 6: 14

timing UMass crossed the finish

line at 6:20.5, and poor Wesleyan

stopped at 6:29.5.

While Coast Guard was stroking

I .14 or :*5 per minute, the UMass
freshmen, untrained by shorter

water time, rowed at 32 The red

ribbon team's seating was: Bow.

John Gombar. 2. John Curtis, 3,

Russ Schott. 4. John Lund, 5,

Richard Clair. 6. Jim Kennedy. 7.

Philip Kennedy, Stroke. Kevin

Kaylor. Cox, Jody Lianides.

The ISSfl meter course led the

shells relatively straightaway

upstream into a still current

piercing headwind ol about II

knots, and moderately rough water

which caused lower times

In the junior varsitv event, Coast

(iuard quickened to a hall length

on the ! Mass jv's in the starting

sprint where CG's tiring 4:< strokes

per minute was opposed by the

Redmen s 54 When the race set

tied down to 34 1/2 lor the (iuard

and 30 for UMass. the Redmen s

strength kept bringing them close

to the lead, but the five extra

strokes was too wide a margin to

give

Also suffering some hard times

in rough water. UMass finished at

a 31 beat, closing in on Coast Guard

and lost first place by only a half

length, where five extra strokes

should have figured lor two lengths

of a lead There was no trouble

beating Wesleyan. as the times

read: Coast Guard. 6:11 .5. UMass.

613 6. and Wesleyan, 6:2(14

Downed by two seconds were:

Bow. Paul Wr

inchell. 2. Mel Strein.

:i. Clay Morin. 4. Doug Thompson.

:,. Chris Hodson. 6. Kevin O'Brien.

7, Rick Jones. Stroke. Steve Kin

ner. Cox. Bob Jayes

The strongest boat ever to come
out of UMass' Crew Club, in

averaging 6'2" and 197 pounds,

lined up with Dave Richard at bow.

Al Flanders at 2. Joe Piela at :1.

Tom Mone at 4, Bill Moran at 5.

Robert Weimar at 6, Ted Eitz-

patrick at 7. Jeff Allen at stroke,

and Chris Jedrey the cox, captured

iirst prize in the varsity race,

which proved to be the fastest and

most exciting competition of the

day.

Cut down to only three par

ticipants because the grads from

the M I I Boal i lub were scral

ched beforehand with earl;, newi

that the) could not conn Co

(iuard w is looking for a clean

sweep ot the meet However

i Mass varsit) surged out to an

eari) lead rowing at a 33 tempo

while Coast (iuard was at 42 The

hulk ot the race saw the Redmen
leading all the wa> but still un

derstroking, a to CG's 35 About

HHXl meters through, the coastal

protectors closed to near a half

length, but a I Mass power 2<i sped

them to a length in front, and the

last 2(K> meters were rowed at a 34

pace Wesleyan s varsity was left

behind in open waters in the first

4(H) meters, making the event a

two-boat race. The shortest times

of the day were: UJVlass 5:46.1.

Coast Guard 5:47 8. and Wesleyan

J 54 (i

The enthusiasm and joy of

winning their first race hit the

other Little Redmen shell when

thev crossed the line at 6:50 after

starting off four boat lengths ahead

ol the third varsity and freshmen

mixed Coast Guard crew, which

ended at 6:59.5 Mark Brown. Rich

Jamara. Jim Ulwick. Joseph

l.abenski. Chris Kudla. Steve

Rvan. Ered Scalese. Bob San

derson. and Mike Thompson were

collapsing in the seats of their

pocock from a thrilling exhaustion

Both coaches were pleased with

their wards showings, but expect

to do some rearranging for this

Saturday's meet against Syracuse

an Georgetown.
'As the seasons opener, we

looked impressive, and are

probably established as the crew to

beat in New England. I think

Syracuse and Georgetown should

look out lor an upset.'' were Coach

Eaherty's closing remarks

Tonight's Intramurals

SOFTBALL
LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME EAAAS

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3
4

1

2

3

4

1

5 15 Staffers vs. CarbunKles
Gold vs. Hi rise

Unknowns vs. Reefers
Volunteers vs Racoons

6 30 ZIMvs. LCA
PSK vs SAM
SAE vs PLP
SPE vs PSD

7 30 TEPvS. BKP
DC vs. KS

Super vs. Mongols
3M's vs. B's

8; 30 Math vs. Orbitals
Zeroes vs. English

Conglos vs. Hasbeens
Pacadignsvs Education

9 30 ICCC vs. Squad

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

10:30

Psychout vs Oxfords SOCCER
BX vs. Lubees

1 4 40 Eagles vs Pines

Hockers vs. Ores
Mom vs. Clouds

2

3

Lovers vs. Oaks
Maroons vs. Seagrams

Eyes vs. Zags
Brother vs. Shift 4 Team vs. Jacks

Pimps vs Marakesh 5 Poop vs. Cutt
LCB vs. Acme 6 BX vs Fellas

Plague vs. Tarts POSITION PIONEER
Smashers vs. Flash

1 5 20 2 vs. 3
Holes vs Dogs 2 4 vs 5

Family vs Spunks POSITION LOWRISE TOWER
Bucks vs Foresters 3 2 vs. 3

Death vs Pranksters 4 4 vs. 5
Team vs. Smokers POSITION ATLANTIC
Lovers vs. Nurds

Bears vs Buffaloes
5 2 vs 3

Maples vs. Pines
6 4 vs. 5

New England's

Innovative

School of Ed

Stye maasarliuaettB

Alternating
Weather:

"Here comes the Sun.'
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UMass School of Ed Makes
New Commitment To Teacher bd

Chipmonksvs. Lemons

The School ol Education of the University of Massachusetts has

committed i.sel. «o improving the preparat.on of teachers I wo months

,r h Sch«H,l created the SC« Teacher Preparat.on Programs ( ou.u,

ffppE v.th broad powers and resources to encourage he mvolvement

of in Centers and aU facult) and graduate students m »«^«^«£"
Jnooimed to TPPC m re two undergraduates, one graduate student.

,,,'r ullx memhers Mcmbe. sh.puas deliberate!) muted to.nine ...

keepTPPC small enough to be workable and efficient Mcmbem names

,
• • K.chard (lark. Chairman; Norma .lea., Anderson. Jon Ball Paul

I (,X r Hegmald Darner.!!. W.ll.am Eanslow. Michael (.nimten.

WUliam K.-ad and Hera e Reed Associate Dee* Earl Setdmaa is an e»

"'

Imme'hatek after being tom* TPPC requested all Cen.e, vl.HU.tv

a„d graduate students to originate new program, and propose hem to

TPPC The result .s a remarkable array ol programs approved 101 the

"
The?atuSe foThaving alternative programs Irom which students can

eh aee « given by a TPPC spokesman: No school, no educator, nor

stat cJ il^ng agency can recommend an* program or one series of

courses and experiences as being the best »a> to prepare to teach The

variahles are too numerous and too changing.

Sabo^S wither TPPC member: "One variable is the students

thems'd es None is alike In interest, personality. * *£«£*'*
nroaram suitable to one may be entirely inappropriate for another. B>

5S" ^alternative programs, the student can self select the one which ,s

most in keeping with his or her interests and aims

One of ^criteria established by TPPC for evaluating programs is the

program s ability to make closer connections betw^ educat.om.theory

SS^EIB £ tlle^n^cTv .KEl.^Zl^^,^^:^^^^^ experienced within self-contained

P
Tn
g
te

a
rnTh.ps pre-practicums. tutorials, field experiences, and ex-

Internsnips,

\m p -
expanded in most alternative programs

iH'uT.grermenns f.mai.v unanimous and universal among teachers

kIV,.Z -s adV.suig Students to seek admission to his program o.
,
hour

-
1

,,

i ;'n 1^Z:lHZ^Z^ U, deta,. on the loHowing pages

CtaS*SSSI shXid be paid to program prerenu.s,.,. where ap

plicoble. and the ipecilu means ... gaining admission

&SXZ!S£EX#£Z:ix:.v£ ! - »-. • - -•>

Letgii swenoon.

On The Inside

:

Alternative Programs
See pages two, three, & four
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Pre-Teachers To Live
Semester Off Campus

rhe educational experience <>i

on-the-job training, im-

plementation ol educational

change, communication with other

teachers and administrator* in

real" job situations, lit<
v away

from the I niversity: these are the

components m the Off-Campus

teacher Educational Program.

Realizing thai much of a new

teacher's education comes while

Irving to survive on Ins tirst job.

the nit Campus Program allows a

student to experience many of the

alternative educational situations.

difficulties in implementing new

methods and ideas, and general

problems ol "field survival" that a

new teacher faces, while the

supervision, evaluation and

ources of the School ol

Education are still available to

him
With the focus on actual field

, xperience, the program will be

divided into three phases

The first, entitled the Pre

Practicum" phase may include up

to six credits Included will be a

series ol lectures on inundations.

not necessarily a semester long

course, but tailored to various Held

need- a supervisor, seminar

using mkrroteaching clinics for sel

help, discussion ol alternative

structures, designed to give

general knowledge ol present

changes in education; seminars on

neld survival designed to help

students realize the real life"

situation in the neld. and an in

tern extern seminar, which will

allow externa to help pre interns

n lor their coming intern ex

ience and will allow externa to

. i with faculty to help evaluate

the total program
The Practicum*' phase ot the

program will be iter-long

..n campus experience including

Up to h redits Practia I .aching

will be arranged in a number ol

Kill Byxbec and Bill Fanslow. Kanslow is the Director of the Ofl

< brims Program. Wreeter el the Office of Field Experiences, a

member ol TPPC. He received his Ph.D. in Secondary Education

from Stanford University.

identified schools and school

districts throughout the I S

Canada, and England, which have

unique problems that are of keen

interest to many students The

practice teaching experience will

vary greatly depending on the

school program selected by the

student This semester will also

involve peer supervision, utilizing

concepts learned in the micro

teaching clinics, with periodic

reports to the I'niversity Weekly

seminars with the cooperating

teachers and the stall ot the school

anil one week workshops on site in

the ofl campus centers will al-

part ot the practicum semester

The Post Practicum" is the

tmal phase ol the program in

voiving abOUl two credits This

phase will also allow an extern to

imohe himselt m other courses

and experiences at the School ol

Education to round out his ex

penence
The program will involve 150

students in the field per semester

generally first semester seniors

and juniors, but not limited to those

two groups loder graduates may-

be included, particularly in the

pre practicum phase as early as

then sophomore year This

program meets all Massachusetts

Certification Requirements

Beginning with Spring. h*72. all

participants must have at least one

semester on campus alter their

held experiea

The Official name of the program

is (HI CampUS Teacher

Education Program K 12 ." Fur

ther information about the

program, or about admission to the

program mav be obtained from

William Kanslow or William

Byxbee

Young Husband-Wife Team Offer

Low Structure "Explorations!"

\ one year teacher education program has been created for students

who do nbt want or need a structured program but who are
<

willing to get

olved with themselves, with others and with the schools to try to bring

bout some change Directed by a young couple. Marsha and Jeffrey

(.oodman "Explorations!" welcomes any student with initiative

rUponsibil.tv drive, enthusiasm, guts, inventiveness, a spirit ol inquiry

.

a desire for fun, anda loveoi life and people.

With as vet no lixed blueprint. "Explorations!" will be built by the

combined efforts of the group members. Each student will plan his own

personal curriculum, worth up to 15 credit hours per semester, within the

program It will be possible to work toward certification. "Ex-

plorations' will offer the required number of elementary education

semester hours as well as the supervised student teaching experience

other requirements can be negotiated. The group can expect to par

ticipate in such things as intensive workshops, weekend retreats, in-

dependent study and site observations in many types of schools. A major

thrust of the program will be to explore alternative and innovative

schools and to arrange internships ranging from radical free schools to

traditional classrooms allowing students to explore their own personal

teaching style and values.

Approximately students (preferably juniors and seniors
i

will be

admitted to this program There are no formal prerequisites. However, a

personal interview is required with the Goodmans before registration.

They will be available m Room 22.'>. School of Education at the following

tunes

Tuesday, April M 10:00-3:JO and 7:00-9:00

Wednesday, April 21 to 00-12:06

Thursday. April 22 lo.oo-:»::io

It you are al.solu.clv unable to make any ol these times, call 515-0941 for

an appointment For Further information, the Goodman can be reached

at home at 2S3-J100OT through a note left m their mailbox in Room IX,

s, hool oi Education

Individualized Program
Is Old And New!

Ni.im.i l.an X.iderson is the new Xssislant

|>r. in I,. i KtOdent Ml.ois vvith responsibility

ioi admission, academic adviaement, and

lilitrnonl Mir received her Kd.U. from the

i niversitv ol Illinois

rhe Individualized Program is designed for

twogroups ol students those who are already

well along in their preparation and want to

Finish within the same framework as the>

started; and. those who are not admitted to

other programs or who prefer other routes to

teachei preparation

Typical!) students in the Individualized

Program will take courses in the following

areas Foundations Psychology. Curriculum

and Methods, and Student Teaching In

addition, sophomores and juniors who have

had little experience With children will take a

pre practicum where they can gain some

experience Within the Individualized

Program, students are free to propose a

programs lor themselves

if the basic components
defined do not meet 'hen ih

invariety '»|

education
traditionally

jectivea

iipen to any students, clenwntaiy and

seoondnrj who have l>een admitted to the

School Of Education, students should develop

their program ol study with personnel Irom

the Undergraduate Advising Office prior to

pre legist ration Students who were in the

teacher preparation program last year will

not have to change their earlier plans

The Individualized Program is under the

direct control ol the Teacher Preparation

Programs Council 'TPPC'

Freshmen
it is especially important for

lieshmen to attend a Pragma
Presentation at the Mark's

MeadOW Auditorium on Thursday

.

\pril 15 Horn <mio 10:00. from

10 BQ U ihi or irom 11:00-12:01 to

hear all about the Sehool ot

Education's Alternat i v e

Programs Many will be admitting

Sophomores next year Attending

can affect y our future for the next :i

v ears'

I IIIM'IMO III IIIIIHM-> '"p>" • _

EdMajors ForA Iternative Schools
' 'Go Wild ' '26DaysEachProg, "

Unique Program In

Early Childhood Ed
Designed to prepare secondary

education majors i<»t such alter

native schools as the Metro High

Si hool in Chicago, and the Penn
svlvania Advancement School in

Philadelphia. The Alternative
schools Program TASP) features

two on site internships in urban
ings and i Iso two 26-da)

[ward Bound wilderness ex

pel ieiu es

The second and fourth semesters
ol the two yeai program will be

A. Donn Kesselheim.

Director of the Uteraatlve

Schools Program. He helped

establish an experimental

srhool-without walls the

Chicago Public High School

lor Metropolitan studies

(METRO). A Harvard Ed D

-pent almost entirely in In

lernships m metropolitan areas

I
\sp students will live with

lamilies in the community
wherever possible and will have

firsthand experience in community
development and team building

Most ol their time will be spent in

getting to know the people who the

alternative schools will be serving

and building a background ol skills

in eomniunitv work
The lust atid thud semesters will

he spent on campus in learning

moduli's selected Irom a wide

arrav ol options, some already

existing al the School ol Education

such as Humanistic Education or

\esthctics and others which will be

specially developed for TASP, such

a- Kutuhstics or Communications
(in campus, the student will be a

member ol a support group ol to l*»

I

• students working together to

review each others work and to

lacilitate personal and
professional urowth •

Outward Hound is a worldwide
organization which conducts
groups into w ildernesses where the

uncomplicated challenge w the

elements forces the individual to

( ope w ith understandable stress in

hunsell or hersell and others The
shared experiences ot the group
also help build a bond, a sense ot

community. Research indicates

thai nut ward Hound tends to

produce a greater flexibility in a

teacher's style, to increase the

degree ol independence allowed to

students, and encourages empathy
and understanding, aside Irom
pedagogical relationships

r \SP students will receive a

Bachelor's Degree at the end ol the

senior year, anda Master's Degree
at the end ol the lull program The

TASP stall will take an active role

in helping students find jobs in

alternative schools following
graduation
Normal entry into the program

will be at the beginning of the

junior year, although full par

heipahon in TASP will not start

until the student is a senior As

juniors students will develop a

teaching specialty with the advice

and help of a doctoral candidate ol

the Center for Urban Education.

By the end ol the junior year,

students will have completed the

core curriculum requirements of

the I niversitv

Students ol any of the

cooperating members ol the hive

College Group are invited to apply

lor admission to TASP. expecially

students belonging to a minority

group and or coming from an

urban background For the coming
academic year, enrollment will be

limited to ^ juniors and .">() seniors.

Admission to TASP is by per-

sonal interview with Donn
Kesselheim. the Program
Director. Interested students

should sign up lor an interview on

the sheet outside Koom I30C at I he

School of Education before April

20.

\ uewlv developed program is

now available to Students in-

terested in teaching preschool,
kindergarten and primary grade
children. It will provide a
professional year ol training for

tumors, seniors, or as a |>ost

baccalaureate year ol preparation
to teach children from age two to

eight
i nuke more traditional ap-

proaches the program will be bunt
on two held experiences, eight

weeks in the fall and another eight
weeks in the spring during which
students might live oil campus.

Ideally, each lield experience
will be in a different type ol

community students, thereby, will

gain some understanding of the

varied cultures and backgrounds
ol the children with whom they

work Hopefully, too. the teaching
environments will offer different

tvpes of structures, ranging from
highly organized to informal.
Teams ol faculty and students

will be created wherever possible

to work together, support each
other, analyze experiences and
evaluate growth. Seminars II be
held regularly during the field

experiences with instructors
traveling to or near the on-site

locations
The Early Childhood Program

(ECE) will" consist ol 30 credit

hours, in live phases orientation.

1st held teaching, transition. 2nd
held teaching, and post teaching,
students will not be able to register

David Day, Director of the

Earl) childhood Kd Program;
also of Head Start Leadership.

A Wavne State I niversitv Kd.

D.
for courses other than those of the

ECE Sequence.
Prerequisites include some

previous contact experience with

children, such as working lor Head
Start or as a Vista Volunteer, and
completion of Psychology 2112. 301,

or Human Development 270

Limited to 40 students, juniors,

seniors, and post-graduates

Selection will be based primarily

on an interview with David Day.
the program director.

Interested students should sign

up for an interview outside Koom 4

a! the School of Education from
\pril 12 lo April 16. Interviews will

be held April 2:? through April 28.

Urban Ed Majors To Become

Inner City Reform Strategists
. . _....„.., .,.* ,h«t uif. eive caoacit.es in small groups to preparing and c(

HTM Gentry, Director of the I .ban education Center and its new

program. Former Director of the Westside Study (enter in

Pasadena. California. His major interest at the School of Kd is the

training of teachers for inner cities and the development of inner-city

programs such as the Career Opportunities Program. He reeeived

his Kd. I), from IMass

A new wholly contained program that will give

students a political sophistication to the degree that

will enable them to become successful teachers and

reform strategists in inner city schools has been

devised by the Urban Education Center.

Given the present state of crisis in most urban

school systems, it is not enough tor teachers to have

learning concepts and teaching skills. They must be

able to relate academic theories and concepts to ur

ban children; understand the socialization process ot

schools be aware of the values they impart in the

classroom, be able to reflect on what is happening in

the midst of diversity and conflict ;
and be able to dea

with problems of institutional racism Teachers must

also have a working knowledge of the problems of

accountability, decentralization, and community

control of schools.

To prepare students emotionally and intellectually,

the focus of the program will be an internship com-

bining teaching and living in an inner city community

Students will intern in groups of ten to thirty in various

cities including: Boston. Worcester, and Springfield,

Massachusetts; Philadelphia. Pennsylvania;

Brooklyn, New York; Patterson New Jetjey,

Louisville. Kentucky; and Los Angeles. California

Methods instruction will occur on site with

workshops involving the student, cooperating teacher

and graduate supervisor. The intern experience will

Ik? structured to develop a procedure for moving from

I case studv approach to working in tutorial and other

capacities in small groups to preparing and coor-

dination lessons with an entire class.

nsh.p will follow a semester ol on-campus

course- meLdmg •introduction to Urban M»caUon^

Alter internship, participants will return to Amherst

lo one or two semesters of follow up experiences.

Including an Evaluation seminar. Externa^inay then

choose irom a variety of advanced MUnWintrtM
education and related courses in other School of

Education Centers and I'niversity l^partmenb.

Near the completion of the two year program,

participants will engage m a second practicum in-

volving specitic projects in curriculum development.

Students will be encouraged to initiate projects

relating to their individual teaching plans

The official name ot the program is Center for

Urban Education Teacher EJn»tion Model, or

CUETEM. In Fall and Spring. 1971-72. CUETEM wih

admit 200 students to the program Approximately 90

students tin elementary and M secondary education

majors-including juniors and seniors, will begin then

on-site internship in Fall, 1971 In January. 1972. aftii

a semester of pre practicum experiences, an ad-

ditional 110 students will be placed in internships in

urban areas. . . .

Admissions to the program will be handled by

members of the Urban Education Center. Individual

counseling can be arranged by calling the Urban Ed

Center and making an appointment with Barbara

Love Bobby Gentry, Billy Dixon, or ( arolyn Peelle

13 Students To Become ' Islanders

For Year On Martha 's Vineyard
... .i .„, t-;»«n ir»r one education . __lor one education

academic year m the public school 1) Development and evaluation of

system and the sell contained n -class cu

Martins Vineyard community is

the unique feature ol the In-

tegral- ve Program hi Teacher

Education UPTEL Simultaneous

with practical classroom ex-

periences, students will pursue a

program ol common and in-

dividualized readings, projects.

seminars, and conferences 'lhe

theoretical, the experiential, and

lhe clinical w II be thoroughly

integrated

Lest the Idea "t sp ndmg an

academic year on a n sort island

lead to thoughts Ol play and

vacation, the Program Director

warns that IPTE ha I strong

commitment to acaden rigi

indicated by the fallow ng course

content are

\ Theories and lechniquea ot

learning and leaching

B. The -elt in the learning

leaching process

C. Theoretical foundations

E. Case Studies ol community

roles in education

K Differentiated teaching ex-

perience
ti independe? t Stud)

Students will l>e encouraged to

specialize in the areas most per-

tinent to bis or her personal and

professional growth.

IP'I'F is open to both juniors and

seniors Enrollment lor 1971 72 will

1m- limited to ten elementary

majors and five secondary majors

Selection Ioi the program will be

in three stages Fust: completion

ol application lorm obtained Irom

Donald Cunift. the Program

Director tollovved by a personal

interview with him. Second:

tentative selection by the Director

and a representative ol the Mar-

tha s Vineyard school system

Third: Review t>> an impartial

observer, and final selection.

Don Cunilf. Director of the

IPTK Program, is a doctoral

candidate at the School of Ed.

His Masters Degree is m
\ d m I n is t r a tioa an d

( urricidiim Dei elopinenl

teoretical foundations 04 ^^ _^ -a-i

Integrated Day Program b or

Seniors & M. Ed. Candidates
SJCLMJXJLO \-*» ±VX * ^T^.u ,„ ..v- La.muageArts.Hc

Job Opportunities
school svstems are looking for full time professionally oriented staff

; dale "s ability to relate positively to the age group lor winch he will hi

resp!.ns.bU-. as w ell as to colleagues and people in the community

In amoral the field of education is no longer able to absorb unlimited

n, mbe s d oersons desiring to teach Successful systems can now be

sXcme and employ onl> those who meet their own specheahons an,

standards

torrent needs exist ... the areas ol mdustr.a! arts, school tartan*

school psychologists, special teaching foi learning disabilities ..entail,

•t / s callv and emotionally handicapped, M-ch and hearing

sne • .'is remedial specialists. especially reading and perceptually

hipped school social workers, instructional media specialist;

k egi ten and early childhood specialists, school nurse* en

nmi^tal sp^ciabW and elementary COUNTS, "*£"**
although the need exists for the roregoing, during t.gh budget

Uemcnts they are the first to becut orhaveoperation curtaued

At present math seems to OS the academic area not saturated with

applicant The physical sciences would follow, and then the biological

S££eV Foreign languages and English otter much coinpetit.on lw

pISEns and aud, steady positions are extremely compehmc ,
no.he.

naior factor for consideration is geographic location C.eab. op

porfunit.es exist m urban and inner c.ty schools as opposed to suburban

schools where openings are minimal

rhe one-year Model Elementarj

Teacher Education Program

iMETEP) has been designed to

prepare teachers with strong

competencies relating to the In-

tegrated Day approach to

teaching.

This relatively new approach to

the education ol children, views the

teacher's role as exposing the child

to a rich environment of materials

to explore, to encourage the child

to be sell-directing, become in

tensely involved in activities which

interest him. and, by continual

diagnosis and assessment of his

intellectual growth and develop

ment. to guide the child to ex-

periencea which will allow him to

maintain a maximum rate of

growth and development in all

areas ol concern In this way the

child develops the desire and

ability for sell education

The hrst semester will consist ot

a II credit workshop providing

participants with competencies in

diagnostic and strategic skills in

the management ol the Integrated

Dav as well as in curriculum and

content areas The METEP faculty

is attempting to coordinate the

following areas in an integrated

modular program:

I

-

William Masalski. Director of Integrated Day >,K™P-
""J

Masha Hodman. Masalskis special area is Math educat.on wh.h

Redman's is Language Arts and Heading.

Language Arts. Heading Masha

Kudman
Science Dick Konicek

Math Hill Masalski

Aesthetics Susan Hrainerd

Human Relations Al Ivey

Curriculum Development

Mason Hunker
During the second semester each

candidate will serve an internship

in an Integrated Day elementary

school working with carefully

selected supervising teachers

Observation, evaluation and un

deriving philosophy will be in-

eluded in the workshop semester,

as well .is in the internship

semester
Current juniors and seniors will

be accepted into the METEP
program For the fall ol h'7l.

enrollment will be limited to >"

senior elementary education

majors and 18 Masters ,,t

Education candidates; 50 junior

elementary education majors will

he admitted in February, 1972.

Admission will be based on a

personal interview with the projei I

stall and. i written statement Irom

candidates including reasons lor

wanting to participate in the

program Application forms are

available in Room 210 al the School

ot Education and should be filled

out and returned there by «>:H0

\ M on April 2i» The names ol

applicants who are selected lor

personal interviews and a sign-up

sheet will be posted outside Hoom

210 by 9:00 AM on April 21 For

further information contact Hill

Masalski or Masha Hudman at the

School oi Education

Teacher Certification

sulerable Anv student who expects tO leach outside Mass... bust II

Sd study the requirements J the state where he or she may be, and

man to take course satisfying those rouu.remen.s Information ol this

KpTcia available both ,n the Education Library and the Placemen. I i.hce

at Whitmore

(Vrtitu . atl()I1 r^rtrwentl for elementary and I ndarv teachers m

Massachusetts are:

Klementarv School Teacher (Kindergarten through Grade VIII) IK

semester hours in Elementary Education No. less than a semester hours

must be in supervised student teaching in the elementary grades The

remaining semester hours must include courses covering 2 or more of the

following areas Educational Psychology including ( h.ld Growth and

Development Philosophv of Education Methods and Materials in

Klementarv Education Curriculum Development in Klementarv

Education.

Secondary Teachei .lunmr.nd Senior High Schools, 12 semester hours

inlSondK^SStion Not less than 2 *merterh«ir» must be m

sinervised student teaching m the secondary schools lhe remaining

s m m" hours must include courses covering 2 or more of the lo. owing

u-e-.s Educational Psvchology. including Adolescent Growth ana

Dev'dopne Philosophy of Education. Methods and Materials in

se, ondarv Kducahon Curriculum Development it. Secondary Education

IK semester hours in major subject field or helds

The Department ol Kducahon has concurred with the ' niversity ol

Massachusetts, School of Education that the alternative programs

described in this newspaper will meet minimally the profssional

education requirements for a Massachusetts Teaching I ertihcate at tr e

appropriate- level Nevertheless, students who plan to leach out ol siau

should become aware of, and build into their programs any additional

requirements
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Soph-To-SeniorContinuousProgram

DirectedBvMarksMeadowPrincipal
elementary education majors will

have tin- unique opportunity to

begin a two and a halt year

association with the new Teacher

I ducat ion Program at Marks

vleaOOU iTEPAM). The Marks

Meadow stall will be assisted by

School ot Education faculty and

graduate students as they address

themselves to major and ditfieult

issues in education

IKI'AM will consist of live

phases, each a semester in length

Phase 1. Kxplormg Kducation

Careers," is a 5 eredit course

designed to allow students to ex-

plore their interest and com

mitmenl t<> teaching The course

Mill include directed observation.

selected readings, and exploratory

contact with teachers, interns, and

students

TKPAMs Phase 11 will consist ot

i six credit course called. "The

. hlld .ind His World." Each

student will hegin a systematic

observation ot one or two children

shn>e development will be

lolloped over a twovoar period

Seminars in child development and

psycholog) will parallel the

systematic observation

one semester will make up Phase

III. I sing this classroom ex-

perience as a catalyst, students

will spend the following semester

Phase IV) exploring problems

and concerns which they could not

have anticipated or dealt with

earlier in the program This phase

will include directed reading,

seminars, and course work in

toundation areas

Phase V w ill be a final semester

ot lull time teaching during which

the student will undertake the

duties ot a regular staff member
including working with student

teachers in earlier phases of

TEPAM
I ndergraduates may enter

TEPAM in either September or

February «>i their sophomore year

Thirt) juniors can be admitted to

Phase II ot the program at its

inception in September who have

had some prior experience with

young children and car demon-

strate a commitment to following

through with the program Nor

malls, the onl) entry into the

program will he fifty sophomores

to Phase 1 in Soptemt>er and

another !dt\ in February. Out of

Ed Psych
To many a teacher who is ignorant of educational psychology is

like a doctor who knows nothing about medicines. Many of the

alternative programs, thus, require that participants take

educational psychology, or work in related fields such as child or

adolescent development.

Whether or not a student is in a program which requires ed.

psych students at the School of Education are advised to heed the

counsel of placement officers, certification directors, and em-

ployers of teachers who say, "take it!".

wmmfi
Mike Greenebaum. Prin-

cipal of Mark's Meadow.
Director of the TEPAM
Program. Faculty Member of

(he School of Erf. and TPPt
Member.

each group of fifty, only thirty will

Ik able to continue on to Phase II.

Kducation majors who are

currently Ireshmen and

sophomores will be admitted to the

program on the basis of an in-

terview with Michael

Greenebaum. Principal of Marks

Meadow, and Director of TEPAM.
Interview appointments can be

made by signing up on ap-

pointment sheets in the Marks

Meadow office Interviews will be

held between April 20-2:5 in the

Marks Meadow Office
ystematic observation anotner nuy in rru.-7 . *y^ |~f

Spring 72 Program Prepares tor

Fall Internship With Summer Workshop
*

.. _ ......I 1.. i.iuhl 1 mi in tht> nrevious teai

r„ _ • sprint; semesh
al 11 -!<•!

SUP her

will allow

the B \

ith

tdents Med not

.h 1 the program until

• 11

I in- new program has been

giutl to provide .1 novice

, her w ith as solid an

. durational toundation and

pmiessioiKii training .1^ possible,

sinle ensuring the acquisition ot

prolessHMial skills m ideal as well

k lual leaching situations The

-lain - major emphasis is on

Itikr lliiMM Dm • 1 lui 11I Kll-

i' ii.uiiri ill Program. .<

tint Inl il ( .llllllll.lli has \i \

III s, I4-II1 1- I dill ill Hill

iting the
i
ractical

-; ,n>m situations with the

1 teorettcal considerations,

avoiding t»oth sterile scholasticism

and mindless activit> The

(yam hopes to allow each

issess his own
ties and potential, t<> build

ins strengths and minimize his

ami to gain the con

ndence lo lunction eitectivelv and

humanely
Students enter in the second

semester as minors with a three

1 redil tutoi ial seminar During the

succeeding summer, students will

enroll in an intensive lour week

workshop creating ideal teaching

situations m preparation tor the

Full semester internship

inning the Fall semester in-

ternship the student Will teach in a

local school, granting nine hours

credit, and concurrentl) take two

v ourses a methodology seminar to

S( in the public school teaching

situation, and in educational

ptyeholog) course Al the end of

the internship, the student is

inted ins Bachelor's Degree, by

virtue ol the previous summers
i-redil he graduates in January.

1 he -indent then embarks on his

Master's Degree program

The Spring semester is spent in

, ourse *ork on campus especially

redil educational foun-

dations experience which attempt:

) build upon the previous teaching

experience and analyze them m
terms ot their theoretical com

ponents \u additional six hours ot

elective* are chosen in con

uhation with the student - ad

\ ISO!

The following year the student is

placed in a .1 lull time, paid in lull

teaching position in a public school

under the supervision ot an in-

service advisor ON the program

Mall The student continues

seminar work locusing on in-

tegrating the teaching situation

a ith its theoretical considerations

At the end ol the year the student is

mauled fifteen hours credit, and.

in June, receives his Master's

Degree The program will fulfill

Massachusetts certification

requirements

An orientation session will be

held during the Fall semester.

Mffl, to further acquaint interested

students with this program

Following the orientation session.

students will have individual in-

terviews with I member ol the

Educational Foundations Center

\dnnssion to the program will be

t.ased on an interview \p

proximately r><» students will be

chosen t<» enter the program

initial!} There are no specific pre

requisites for entrance to the

program

International Ed Offers

Possible Experience Abroad
Student field experience in other

cultures or subcultures as a means

of inspiring and training teachers

to teach about other cultures will

be one goal of the new In-

ternational Education Program.

Believing that American
Fducation needs to teach about

other wavs of life, especially of the

non Western world, this one-to-two

year program is considering

possible field experiences for its

students in such places as Nor-

thern Ireland, Mexico, and French-

speaking Canada, as well as in the

IS. This field experience would be

worked out individually within

each student's schedule and would

include teaching, taking courses,

or an independent study project

involving another culture or

subculture Tutorial or on-campus independent study projects will also be

possible

The program will also make provision for prospective teachers to

iHvom..competent in the Foundations of Ed* d.on. leaching methods

,ndor curriculum development Students will receive counseling

combined with .1 Held experience and Held supervision, making It

possible 10 mdi. .dualize the program to meet : . specific needs t each

Themogran - designed tor junior hum am. eCOW social tudfefl

and English teachers, and i lementarj educj on m 1
I respective

teachers in other fields may also join the progi 1

Massachusetts certification requirements lor social studies ana

English teachers at the secondary level will be met b; the program

Klcnientarv education majors will need to take .
pprovir-itelv six credits

outside the program towards certification.

Enrollment for the program tor September IW1 will be limited to ap-

proximately 10 elementary education majors and IS secondary majors

from either the sophomore or junior classes The same number ol

students will be admitted to the program in February, lf7J. Admissions

to the program will be made on the basis of personal interviews with he

directors George I'rch and Bob Pearson. Further information on the

program' is available at Montague House Interviews for admission

should be arranged through the project directors

George lull, a Director of

the International Fd
Program, has j long list of

overseas ed t reditv Ph.D.

hum Michigan.

Every Ed Major

Present & Future
April IS Attend General Alternative Programs

Presentation in Mark's Meadow Auditorium

First Session <i no in (HI

Second session 10 (Kin :«
Third Session 11:00-12:01

See continuous slide

Meadow Observatory
presentation m Mark's

. I |« 1 I M 'I • - • -1 --

m itiM v I tint .iimn - «^

Three Additional Programs
ConsiderFor Students To

\ program lor which space does

allow an adequate description

one yeai 1 xchange lor H l Mass
Indents in special Kducation on

the Pitchhurg Siati Campus. For

minimal 1 M; about it. contact

William lanslow. or the Student

Vlfairs IHiice.Jtoom \2-\

There is another program under

Ihe auspici - ol the federallj

lUnded Northeast Regional Media

( enter for the Deal whose Director

is Raymond n'yman lbs office is

in Thompson Hall

still another program

Distributive Kducation which will

be accepting '.<> to -hi M'condarv

education majors lor the Fall <>l

I'M Information may be obtained

irom Robert l.cvine or .lack

ihuska in Room -'. School of

Fducation. or by calling i 1527

IS

Cost Of Living No Higher
Interning Off Campus

Many ol the alternative

programs offered by the School of

Kducation require interning off

campus as iar awav as California.

The Director ot l-'ield Experience

reports that the basic living ex

(H-nses are usually no higher than

on campus
For example for the current

academic vear. housing m South

west and Orchard cost students

s.IHo per semester, lor board. $2»l."i

which does not include meals on

weekends, lor linen. $15 per

semester Therefore, the amount

students have lor room, board and

linen tor one semester oil campus

is *:>»io

( H course, many areas oiler a Iar

greater opportunity lor spending

much more on entertainment than

Amherst Knt er t a 1 nment

.

nevertheless, is hardly a basic cost

ol living The Director of Field

kCxperience Imds that the basic

costs are about the same as lor on

campus in Amherst

April 20-23

April 20

May 10

April 28

May :i-in

BE SURE TO COME THURSDAY TO THE
SCHOOL OF ED AT 9, 10, OR 11 AM

Attend Individual Programs Presentations

Early Childhood. Noon. Room 122

"Explorations!", Noon. Montague Attic

Integrated Da\ Program, 1:00, Auditorium

International Education, I 00, Montague House

Live Semester Otl Campus, 2 00 Auditorium

The Alternative Schools Program. 1 00, Room ZX
Mark's Meadow School Program. 3:00, Auditorium

Martha's Vineyard Program. 1:00, Montague

House
Urban Kducation. 4:00. Auditorium

SUP Foundations. 5:00. Room 22H

Distributive Fducation. 1:00, Room 226

Individualized Program. 5:00, Room 128

Sign up for interviews for programs

Drop in at Student Affairs Office, Room 123. and

speak with advisor on your total programs,

graduation requirements, etc.

Check lists of acceptance into programs outside of

Student Affairs Office. Room 123.

Pre-Registration Week

Sign up for courses and/or Alternative Programs:

May S: School of Kducation Library

May 4 in: in offices of Centers & Programs

Consult with advisors in Student Affairs Office.

Room 123

Your Pre Registration card does not have to be

signed before turning it in to Registrar

New England's

Largest

College Daily

OUir 4ta00ar(7ttsrtt6

Satin (ttalkafatt
* n^/ A Fill AMD IWONSIill ^^ ™ISJ

Weather:
It'll either be great, or

you'll have to wear your

galoshes.
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Speaks In Cage

Rennie Davis Seeks Help For Vietnam
By BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Staff

•Mav Dav comes out of Viet Nam. It is an appeal from the people of

Viet Nam for help' With these words Rennie Davis. Defendant of the

( h.cago 8 conspiracy cha, ges and longtime movement activist
.

began an

hour lone talk at the Cage last evening elaborating on the May Da> ac-

Ss the urgency of the Indo-Chinese situation and the People's Peace

1

'ivlvis who recently returned from a trip to Viet Nam. told the 650

Jock who urned out to listen to him of the terrible conditions caused by

hetig war m south Fast Asia He stated that chem.ca sprays being

sed bv the U S Army in Viet Nam are causing many children to be bo.n

, h severe deformities. He told the group that the Army has sprayed

over ten million acres with poisonous sprays with no regard to the people

v ng there He went on to fay how the people are being driven out of he

small towns and into the cities. The Viet Namese Society is being

destroyed and the proud culture of the people is being ruined, continued

D
Shaking about the students in Viet Nam. Davis said that students are

movTi "id acting in response to the student ant. war movement in the

Cnded states H • tod the group about a movement of students which was

broken up In 'combat police using helicopters and gas threr a hundred

w "re arresUHl and taken to a prison ,n Kan Sahn were they remain today

^r^V^N^^y. ' he said, 'there are approximately

200.000 political prisoners receiving tortorous h^atment

Speaking about the May ant. war movement. Davis told the group «*"

whaTgoes on ,n the movement will tavean^jpaet^^J~^
Nam lie said that we must move now and what we do will create power

aC
rhe

S

.^pl!- s I Vace Trc'lv" as the next topic in Davis' speech. A mule

I ram vvhntan ^the body of Martin Luther King wMl beJ^J^J
the treaty from the Southern States to Washington D.C.H ^Hl contain a

llunl^'ol Sands Mgwd by hundreds ^f.^^." *«*-
nhisdoeumentlavsoutawavtoendthewar. Davissaia

in Ap^ilHth (L s from all over the country together with wives and

m , hers | servicemen killed in South Fast Asia will gather in the

N m n s apdol to conduct a war protest The veterans will launch an

mcursion I^Congress to put on a mock search and destroy- mission

They wd" also surround the Supreme Court and hold the members capl.v e

unt, it worLron the constitutionality of the war. Davis told the audience^

The Peoples lobby was the next topic of diacuaaion last evening He

sa id thaMh.s event will be the most largest people's lobby in the United

states; Th s won t be a one shot event, we will be there to stay Dav s

Udd the group While in Washington the people will congregate in the halls

of CoapSI! circulate copys of the peoples Peace Treaty to Government

workers and will assemble campsites to live in.

Mav Dav Davis told the group, is an international distress signal On

Mav Day May at. demonstrations will take place all oyer the world

pZle froirTall over the planet will take to the streets and demonstrate to

sS the woHd that Viet Nam l.ves On this day a festival of peace wM

"Se place ana the people will issue an ultimatum to President N«ontha

hevwfll stop the Government of the country if the Government doesn t

stoo The wa
P
r in Viet Nam. Davis told the applauding audience A

organ'mg headquarters will then be set up to conduct the various ac-

"
He went on to say that on May 4th one of the largest non violent civil

disobedience campaigns in the country will take place People wffl march

loTllthe major roads leading to Washington and sit there arms folded to

keen the* huge flow of Government workers from getting to work. Davis

conTinuedlb?saying. "At 7 30 10.000 people will sit down to shut down the

P0?C"sth the grounds of Congress will be the site of another

demonstration and he told the group that this and other Universities

Sid hold a one day strike in support of the ant. war movement.

STARS AND STRIPES ITS NOT-Thls was the background for

Rennie Davis' speech in the cage last night-and its nothing less than

the North Vietnamese flag.

"TIIERF TO ST XY'-Rennie Davis, one of the ( hicago H. tells» people in the (age last night that the

people s lobby would stay in Washington until their demands were met.

On The Inside

:

Senate Meets on Budgets
See Page 3

C.C. Fee Increase
See Page 3

Viets Still In Cambodia
See Page 4

Ping-Pong Team Loses& ° See Page 4
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'Time Of Man'
Examines Earth

'Hippies' Move Into Mansion

Fix It Up Better Than Ever
4 ...i... ha,H c »ht> storefront rock plate lrom vandals.

The TIME OF MAN. a film

produced in cooperation with the

American Museum of Natural

History, will be shown throughout

the area today through April 16th,

courtesy of Pioneer Valley

Chapter! Zero Population Growth.

2io Elm St., Northampton.

This film was originally shown

as a major documentary on

television. It explores the meaning

ot the word environment through

Amherst Presents

Russian Lecture
Dostoevsky. Camus and

Faulkner" will he the topic of a

tree public lecture by Dr Edward
Wasiolek of The University of

Chicago tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the

Converse Assembly Room.
Amherst College The Amherst

College Department of Russian is

sponsoi

Dr Wasiolek is author of

"Dostoevsky The Major Fiction."'

published in 1%4. and is editor of

the Chicago edition of the

l>u>t oei sky •

' Notebooks.
'

published between l%7 and 1970.

The visitor has also made
scholar!) contributions to critical

literature about Faulkner. James.

Twain, Tolstey and Switt

Dr Wasiolek is Avalon Professor

ot Slavic and Comparative
Literature at The University of

Chicago

an examination of the natural

history of the earth and its

creatures. It also contains a series

of case studies on animal

populations and primitive human
cultures which have survived or

perished according to their ability

to adapt to their environment.

In part of the film. Dr. Margaret

Mead examines various primitive

tribes in the world. The movie

turns also to modern western

society, with a montage of

newsreel clippings illustrating the

trend of man's behavior in the

twentieth century

The T1MF OF MAN will be

shown to Southampton Middle

School and Easthampton High

School on April 14th. Williamsburg

High School and Goshen Schools on

April ISth and Amherst Junior and

Senior High Schools on April 16th

During the evenings of the week.

ZPG hopes to reach all audiences.

Tuesday evening the movie will be

shown as part of the Business and

Professional Women's Club annual

dinner meeting
The film will be open to the

public free of charge. Wednesday

through Friday evenings at the

following places

April 14th 3:00 pm Academic

Building. Lecture Room. Hamp-

shire April 15th 7:90 p.m. Mc-

Connell Auditorium. Smith College

April 16th 8:00 p.m. Amherst

Junior High School Auditorium

The film is recommended for

junior high to adult audiences.

DETROIT i AP>-Five rock

musicians and 15 of their hippie-

style friends have moved into a

mansion in Detroit-and apparently

they're most welcome tenants as

they repair and refurbish the 47-

room estate and keep vandals

away.
'We're doing what we can. It's a

great old house and we can help fix

it up," said Larry Merryman, 23,

who heads the Stonefront rock

band that lives and practices in the

home's theater-size ballroom.

Emanuel J. Harris, a Detroit

attorney who now owns the

mansion, once the home of

millionaire Gar Wood, said the

young people have been devoting

part of each month to refurbishing

and repairing the area. He said

thev also have been protecting the

What To Do
For A Flood

The Inter League Committee for the Connecticut River will present a

conference on "Flood Zones: How They Should Be Managed." tomorrow.

April 15. at the Cniversity of Massachusetts Campus t enter.

sessions will start at 10 a.m. and will end at 3 p.m. The public is invited.

The conference chairman. Mrs. Bernard H. Flood, said: "The conference

is the direct outgrowth of the comments made by the Citizen Review

Committee appointed bv the New England River Basins Commission to

review the Comprehensive Study of the Connecticut River.

Interest in the valley centers around the proposals made for a number

of flood control dams" Many citizens are questioning these and asking it

there are alternative methods such as flood plain zoning to be used, she

added

The discussion periods will be open to general participation Mrs. Flood

said "The specifics of programs will be briefly reviewed by speakers but

the bulk of the time will be spent in attempting to develop an un-

derstanding of the complexities of the problem and the prospects for

success of the various methods outlined
"

place from vandals.

Besides Merryman and four

other band members, the granite

mansion on small Greyhaven
Island in the Detroit River is the

residence of 15 other persons,

ranging in age from 8 to 40. There

also are 5 dogs, 9 cats and 5 kit

tens.

Prior to Merryman's signing of a

$700-a-month lease eight months

ago, the mansion had gone through

a number of rentors who let repairs

slide and the grounds become

overgrown with weeds.

Police said the group has caused

no problems except for "excessive

crowds at times " They said the

neighbors there are three other

houses on the island have had no

complaints other than those about

the traffic problem when there are

parties at the mansion

The only difference between

their parties the neighbor's and

ours was that they lined up

I udillacs and Imperials and we

had beat up Chevys and

Volkswagens." said Roselvn

l,eonard. who sings folk songs

professionally with her husband

David and lives in the mansion

with her two daughters, ages 8 and

It)

Current projects of the com
munitv are planting a flower and

vegetable garden, mowing the

lawn, removing the stumps of dead

trees and patching together some

balustrades along the river side of

the house.

Is A Toothbrush Really

A Dangerous Weapon?

If You Sign Up
For An Interview—Go!

hijack code, notified Winnipeg of

the circumstances

When the plane entered heavy

cloud cover, the pilot began a

gentle turn back toward Winnipeg

He kept the aircraft in cloud until it

was only half a mile from the

Winnipeg airport

The pilot grappled with the three

young hijackers while the copilot

ianded the plane, the spokesman
said

The three were turned over to

police and juvenile authorities

WINNIPEG Man AP—Crew
members of a small commuter
airliner, aided by heavy cloud

001 er . pulled a bluff on three young

would-be hijackers Tuesday and

landed at Winnipeg International

Airport, where authorities were

waiting

Three juveniles armed with

sharpened toothbrush handles

tried to force the pilot of the

regular Dauphin-Winnipeg Mid

weal Airlines flight to land on a

highway, airline spokesmen said

The pilot told them there was too

much snow on the road surface and

the) decided to go to Yorkton.

n . IOS miles west

The cop.lot ol the seven- No reason was given for (he

pMK*« plane, using a special hijack attempt

6

Administration ' Topic

OfSecond Donahue Panel

Maurice A Donahue. Walsh-Salt onstall Professor of Government at the

I niversit) d Massachusetts m Amherst, will moderate the second of four

panels on aspects ot state government, today on the UMass campus.

Forme. Massachusetts State Senate President. Prof Donahue w'.ll lead

the discussion at 7 :3o p.m. in room 174 176 of the Murray D. Lincoln

Campus (enter.

Administration in the state government will be focused on by

panelists Dr Milton Greenblatt. commissioner of mental health; Cleo r .

.bullet commissioner of corporations and taxation; Richard E.

McLaughlin, registrar of motor vehicles; Steven A Minter, com-

missioner ol public welfare; and Carroll P Sheehan, commissioner.

Departmenl ol Commerce and Development

The next panel will be Wednesday. April 21. when "The Role of the

Media in state government will be discussed. The public is invited to the

sessions, tree of charge

By JANET PEARLMAN
MDC Staff

The Placement Office is on this

campus to serve the students

Recently their efforts have been

frustrated by the students them-

selves Those who are signing up

for interview appointments with a

recruiter have not been fulfilling

their commitments.
Not coming to these interviews

means that some students who
were turned away for interviews

need not have been (they lost an

opportunity they could have had.

»

Students who fail to call to cancel

their appointments are only

hurting their fellow students.

When the recruiters do not

receive many students they do not

feel that their trip was worthwhile

When the reputation of UMass goes

down students who are not

responsible for its decline suffer

unjustly. If a student should have

to cancel, please write a note to the

recruiter explaining your reason

for not attending the interview In

this way it will not reflect badly on

UMass.
Various aptitude tests available

to all students throughout the year

to help themselves find their own
resources. These tests can help you

better understand what kinds of

tields you are best suited to The

Placement Office specializes in

Career Planning. It is there to help

undergraduates plan their futures

Sophomores should drop in to seek

advice

Note to independent study

majors you should document your

work for the files in the Placement

Office by getting a signed

statement from your advisor This

will make your credentials more

explicit for any interested em
plover

4CINEMA I

|
SUNDAY MATINEE - ALL SHOWS 2 pm.

2ND WEEK
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to prove it
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At Special Meeting

Ten Budgets OK'd by Senate
By BETH GOODELL

MDC Staff

The Student Senate met in a

special meeting last night to

continue debate on next year's

budgets lor student organizations.

At the time of this writing, 10

budgets had been heard and no

changes made in their coll.

amounts. Four others were

postponed and more were being

heard.
Accepted by the Senate without

monetary changes were the

following: Area Government

($65,832 O $4/Area resident).

Belchertown Volunteers ($775),

Black Mass Communications

Miss. Activists Need
Help Electing Blacks

-*
. .. _• i-i i. »„..,<>r- ,im li hp the subiect o

Legitimate fnd constitutional black power will be [he subject of a

number of meetings to be held on the campuseV**»tM*A leg j ea

'"SssflZ" symbol of white racist political and economic op-

sVuSents from the five college coming to Miss.»JPP' to vuth loca

black communities in re-registering black folk and helping 10 pu

*12^*£o^ « * the total elec
.

torate

JS^^S^<35rSS« whites in some 20 countries. It tota

Ihese twentv counties that the major effort of the summer project would

n aketht eSort the major one of black studies in the valley this year.

M^ke Thelwel chairman of the WEB. Dubois Department
^

said

recwSv "this is precisely the kind of project serious black studentsS be concerned about If the student response is what we hope t will

be ,f tt funds' can be found, and we have already begun explonng

Purees of funding in the black community because we feel that black

Xs must md h
g
e tools for their own liberation -.although funds.from

accepSe white sources will not necessardy *«&?&: 5lta
Technical and mechanical details can be worked out. P̂ WewtUM
«fch a oroiect The black studies department requies community par-

program will be discussed

$14,185), Coalition for En
vironmental Quality ($6,320),

Collegian ($89,427), Action Labs

($2,448), Committee on Nutrition

and Human Needs ($1,560),

Committee on Poverty ($1,581),

Northeastern Educational Ser-

vices ($8,205), and Draft Coun-

seling Service ($5,295).

The only changes made in any of

these were to remove restrictions

on how three of the groups spent

their funds allocated for speakers.

The Senate Budgets Committee

had recommended binding clauses

on this "honoraria" category in

most groups to restrict them from

paying their speakers for more

than travel expenses.

The Senate voted to remove the

clause from the Committee on

Nutrition and Human Needs, the

Committee on Poverty, and Free

University. This followed an un-

successful attempt to remove it

from Black Mass Com-
munications.

Senators opposed to the binding

clause argued that it was an

•unwarranted restriction" on

groups which should be allowed the

responsibility of deciding, them-

selves, on how to use the funds

given them. They argued that only

the individual groups could tell

how best to spend money on

Senator Lee Sandwen rushes to cast his vote as Senator Phil ( ohen

and Vice-President Pat Beharrv look on during last nights Senate

meeting. (MDC photo by Kd Kenwirk.i

speakers. Senators desiring io

retain the binding clauses argued

that the Senate is responsible for

protecting its constituencies and

should have some control over how

monev is spent.

Among the groups postponed

until tonight was Index There was

a motion on the floor to reduce the

student funds in the budget to $1

from $6:1.565. This could either

eliminate publication of a year

book or lead to the printing ot a

book financed by subscription only

The postponement was granted

until tonight so that represen-

tatives from Index could be

present to explain how this or any

ot tier decrease would ailed the

publication.
I IO SpiMU 1I1U1H-J "1. -• -

C.C. Fee Increase Imminent

Bv EMORY ROUNDS
MDC Staff

"Next vear the Campus Center

tax will "probably be somewhere

around $60. But that's using last

year's figures, and not having next

"year's budget to look at."

Such is the cost of the Campus

Center, said newly elected Student

Union Governing Board President

Robert Nims in an interview

yesterday. Besides the $12 increase

Nims discussed the Board's new

constitution and some ideas for the

"Awful Waffle."

Nims explained that the student

fee covers the paying off of the

original bonds on both the Campus
Center and the Student Union. The

fee will also cover some of the

operating costs of RSO, will help

instance, there may be two prices

on bookstore merchandise one

being for students with IDs and

the other for non students. This

may be tried in the food services,

hut the problems are obvious But I

operating costs of KSU, win neip "ui »« »;•""; „ ...
, h„ nrir ,.„.

pa%r fhe bondings' professional ™«»£^^&*3

m will be aiscussea -

School of Ed. Marathon

Workshops In Full Swing
_ .. ~{

staff (administrators, janitors,

part-time help, etc.), and will

contribute towards Program
Council's budget. Nims said that

although the bookstore, hotel, and

food services departments of the

buildings contribute." it would

hardly be enough to keep the

building operating on its own."

The SUG Board has also in-

formally communicated to

Whitmore and the Board of

Trustees that "students are not

in the Hatch and Coffee Shop will

not go up."

"Another idea is something in

the line of a catalogue shopping

type operation, with maybe Sears,

where the students could order

merchandise at a discount," Nims

said And the crafts center run

through the program council will

be in full swing next year
'

Nims then went on to explain the

Board's new constitution. "The

most important aspect of this

constitution is that it clarifies the

Board's relationship with theBBSS ssst.artSA

By CINDI PRICE
MDC Staff

You have been assigned the

letter D. Your next task is to mill

around a large room with your

eyes shut, seeking six other people

The Educational Video Cor-

poration, a subsidiary of the

American Program Bureau, ran

some of their films on closed cir

cuit televisions located in the

corridors. The Corporation

Garage " Nims continued by ex-

plaining that "although in five or

six years the garage could be a

very lucrative operation, students

shouldn't have to absorb close to a

$3 million yearly loss right now

when they can least afford it."

* S
,
hUt

-

rsnefl Tut tS wo?d developed and is now marketing a

m order to spell^out he wora
^JJ^tdMleW. This runs on a

Tuesday Remember your eyes are

shut and you can not utter a sound

Sound hard? It is.

This was one of the exercises run

in conjunction with a workshop

held yesterday at the School of

Education, on increasing the ef

fectiveness of task groups

Marathon week is now in full

swing at the School of Education

One to two hour seminars are being

"Sometimes the students don't

see the benefits they receive i

( )ne to two hour seminars are Deing »
Abru/zi chief physician at the

held daily on top.es re evant to ^J^^Jy y
Ralph Nadar

disappearance of natural

resources from the local area.

Three members of SCOPE, a

volunteer turoring service in

Worcester, spoke to a small group

about their program

Se«eXer^=Sa 4i&jggS5 sWE5»att
y^rsnffj gSaSHfe EwftEWS;
colleges and universities to air ^^^^aJS'SSoS N.ms went on to discuss some of

their programs.
rnheoe the ideas coming up next year, "for

The programs, made by EVL, Louege.

are geared to the college audience

and focus on controversial topics

The first series, comprised of ten

shows, features such guests as Bill

Baird narrating a filmed abortion.
4- __ft I! ni iittf*

mechanics of the Board, now have

an even greater voice, in areas

such as building policy and use. It

will also bring the Board's com

mittees to a better understanding

of the areas they deal with, such as

Food Services

The new constitution calls lor the

presidents of the various student

senates. upon the reeom

mendations of the outgoing Board

officers, to appoint members of the

Board each April These positions

will l>e open soon, and anyone

interested should keep an eye open

lor more information

education "Problems of Urban

Education", "The Newest Media

for Education; Casettes ,

•Computer Games", "Scope

Tutoring Program". "A Focus

Program on Louisville Schools

and "Reinforcement Theory and

Self-Concept" were a few of the

programs offered on Tuesday

In addition, several movies on

comparative education systems

were being shown. Questions

concerning the School of Education

and the new Alternative Schools at

the School of Ed. were answered by

Dean Dwight Allan and Bob

Woodbury.
Walking through the corridors,

and attending the classes it was

evident that many people from

outside the University were in

attendance Some had come to

conduct workshops in their area of

Woodstock Festival. Ralph Nadar

and Bernadette Devlin.

Another seminar explored the

use of computers as an aid in

learning a foreign language This

program is now being utilized at

the University of Illinois. One of

the problems encountered with this

system is a lack or oral com-

prehension and practice.

Doris Cole, an instructor at

Worcester State College, explained

the necessity for better utilization

of the environment. Until recently,

the education field has failed to

make students aware of their

living surroundings. She stated

that educators who wish to

stimulate visual awareness in their

students might explore some of the

following areas; evaluation of the

local environment through field

trips; visual noise created
conduct workshops m their area o. k--

camoufIage techniques

expertise, while others were there ^ m ,m made objects; and the

to listen.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

In order to introduce a new line of youthful consumer

products to retail outlets, A.A.E. of Cambridge, Mass. is

offering a special summer sales program to eager and respon-

sible students. A car is necessary, and previous sales ex-

perience is desired, but not required. Average commission

earnings - S2.000. plus individuality and creativity with-

^
Contaci Placement Office Now, 545-2225, For Interviews

On April 21st.

1
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VN Drive to Break Siege

Heavy Fighti Cambodia
SAIGON \P Advance

elements <>t a 3,000-maa South

Vietnamese relief force pushed to

within a mile of Fire Base 6 without

opposition Tuesday in a drive to

break a two-week North Viet

namese siege at the central

highlands outpost

U S jets attacked eneim missile

sites in Laos and heavy lighting

was reported by the South Viet-

namese in Cambodia
The relief operation at Fire Base

B began after massive is aAir

Force BS2 strikes-heaviest in the

highlands in nearly a year-pounded

the area a mile east of the base

In addition, two U S. C180 cargo

planes dropped two more 7 1/2-ton

bombs into an area w est of the base

near the junction of the South

Vietnamese, Laotian and Cam-
bodian borders Two of the block-

busters were dropped on Monday

The bombs had been used

previously only to blast away

jungles so that helicopters could

land The bombs are sometimes

called 'Daisy Cutters
*'

The B52 bombers, Hying in from

their Thailand base, struck six

times to clear the way lor the relief

force, unloading some 600 tons of

explosives,

There was no report of lighting

cither at the base or around it. as

has been the case almost dail)

since the firsf North Vietnamese

attack March 31, It was possible

the eneim forces had pulled back

to regroup and resupply. although

there were no solid intelligence

reports to confirm this

The base has been the local point

of lighting in South Vietnam since

the end of the South Vietnamese

campaign in Laos

It is one of a string of hilltop

outposts in the central highlands

blocking some of the outlets of the

Ho Chi Minh Trail.

Klements of two North Viet

namese infantry regiments and

one artillery regiment-about 7,000

or 8.000 men-were originally

reported in the area.

Their offensive in the highlands

was believed by some allied

commanders to be a retaliatory

blow to the South Viet namese drive

into Laos in Februarj and March,

although Hanoi's troops have

mounted highlands attacks at this

tune of the year lor the past tew

years
In Washngton, Secretary of

Defense Melvin R Laird said the

North Vietnamese have lost the

capability of mounting a sustained

offensive in South Vietnam despite

their attacks in the central

highlands.

Speaking at a news conference.

La ud said enemy forces battling in

the higlands were not involved in

the Laotian operation.

"Any attack is a serious attack,"

he said, "but the capability for

serious attacks in that area is not

great."

Small scale lighting was

reported elsewhere in South

Vietnam
The U.S. Command said two

P105 tighter-bombers attacked

North Vietnamese surface to air

missile sites inside Laos three to

five miles southwest of the Mu (iia

Lass, a mountain gateway leading

from North Vietnam into the Ho

Chi Minh Trail

The command said the U.S.

lighter bomber fired two missiles

at two sites after radar gear on the

planes indicated the ground sites

were locked on" the U.S. planes

and preparing to fire. Results of

the U.S. strikes were not known,

the command said

South Vietnamese headquarters

said 148 North Vietnamese troops

were killed in fighting near the

eastern Cambodian town of Suong

on Highway 7, about 20 miles west

of the Vietnamese border and 105

miles northwest of Saigon.

Headquarters said South Viet-

namese losses were 10 killed and :58

wounded.
The lighting erupted earl)

Tuesday when the North Viet

namese shelled and attacked one of

the seven South Vietnamese task

forces in eastern Cambodia.
Saigon headquarters said the

attack was repulsed with help

Irom U.S. helicopter gunships and

lighter bombers.

The North Vietnamese also

shelled command posts of two

other rask forces and a third South

Vietnamese position. The South

Vietnamese said their casualties

were light.

US. Will Be Present

In Asia After Pullout
WASHINGTON <AP> -Secretary of Defense Melvin R. UjUj

Tuesday the United States will keep air and naval power in Southeast

Asia, under the long-range Nixon doctrine, after American ground troops

were withdrawn. . nc •_

Asked what Vietnamization and the Nixon doctrine envision in U.S. air

support after the U S. troop pullout. Laird told a news conference

:

••I would envision that the United States presence as far as air forces

are concerned, that this would be part of the realistic deterrent which we

will maintain in Asia... .. .

"To say that we would not have a presence in Asia under this realistic

deterrent strategy...would be very misleading."

Thus Laird was more explicit than previously on intentions to maintain

such power in Asia beyond the Indochina war
m ...

At the same time, he repeated his forecast that the United States will

complete the shifting of combat responsibilities in Vietnam from

American troops to the South Vietnamese army this summer

However he said as he has before that combat forces will remain in

Vietnam to protect what he caUed the American presence." meaning air

and logistics elements supporting the South Vietnamese

Once again Laird predicted that the controversial South Vietnamese

ground incursion into Laos will prove to have been a success, when
i

an

analysis is made in September and October whether the enemy is hurting

^Laird^aTd current attacks launched by the North Vietnamese in the

northern and central region of South Vietnam are being earned out by

North Vietnamese troops which were not involved in battling South

Vietnamese invaders in Laos.

And the North Vietnamese, he said, are using ammunition, supplies

which they already had available before the South Vietnamese in-

terrupted the southward flow of material in February and March.

In general. Laird indicated a belief that the North Vietnamese can

mount localized attacks but that "the capability for sustained attacks in

that area is not great."

On other subjects; . „ t .

-Laird said there is evidencethat the Russians have gone forward

with sophisticated weapons shipments and the establishment of a naval

base in the Mediterranean area." This was the first official cmfirmation

of reports that the Russians have been building a base for their Navy in

Egy
?he defense secretary said, in taking about cost increases in

weaponry that inflation has accounted for more than a 50 per cent boost

He said "I don't believe its appropriate for me to comment on

aspects of the trial of First Lt William L. Calley. Jr., convicted of murder

in the My Lai Massacre case.

Catholic Bishop Calls

For Lt. Calley Pardon
BOSTON (AP> -A Catholic bishop

from Detroit said Tuesday that

President Nixon should pardon Lt.

William L. Calley. Otherwise, he

said, the American people will not

face up to the collective national

if, at the same time, we were

willing to look at the fault that the

royal American nation is involved

in."

If Calley is punished, he said, "I

think we will feel absolved of our

responsibility for what happened own participation and we w 11 not

at My Lai.

Said Auxiliary Bishop Thomas
Oumbleton: "It seems to be what

is happening here is that the

American people, who have
become more and more aware of

the kind of atrocity this whole war

is, that the American people are

beginning to look for someone on

whom guilt can be placed, and that

perhaps they have found this

person in Lt. Calley."

Bishop Gumbleton made his

comments on The Advocates, a

nationally televised public affairs

program, during a debate on the

question of a pardon for Calley.

The young Army Lieutenant has

been convicted of premeditated

murder in the deaths of 22 civilians

in the assault on My Lai in 1968.

The bishop continued, "As long

as he, Lt. Calley, remains the

single focal point of guilt that is

involved in this war. then the

American people are not going to

face the fact that this whole war is

based on the promise that civilians

canbe killed. ..It would be effective

to have a pardon of Lt. Calley only

i

feel accountable for what has

happened."
Also appearing on the program

was Army photographer Ron
Haeberle, whose pictures of the

dead and wounded at My Lai were

used as evidence in the Calley

court martial.

Haeberle said he felt "sick" as

he took the pictures of the victims,

but he said of Calley s actions:

"He committed a grave thing,

but I don't call it murder."

Other witnesses on the program

included Harvard Professor

Seymour Martin Lipset, who
predicted the American people

would come to accept and un-

derstand the verdict against Calley

when they learn more about what

happened at the Vietnamese
hamlet.

"I think very few people realize

the people who were killed were

people in custody, that they

weren't just people hiding behind

buildings who might have
grenades."

He said he believed the uproar

over the Calley case is "the

beginning of the postwar debate

between the right and left, between

the pro and antiwar groups, as to

why we lost the war or why
American aims in Vietnam weren't

accomplished."

Dr. David Crane of Indianapolis,

a psychiatrist who testified for the

defense at Calley s trial, said on

the program:
"I think the most dramatic

impact of the Calley verdict is the

fact that any G.I. in the combat

zone today, if he is given an order

which he deems to be a legal order-

and it is, in fact, an illegal order-he

can be executed for acting on that

If it is a legal order, and he deems

it to be an illegal order, he can be

executed. And while he's making

this decision between the legal

consequences of the two, he may be

executed by the enemy."

Sorry . .

.
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The correct telephone numbers

for Harambe are 345-2751. 545-2752.

545-2753. The address of Harambe
is Room 302 Mills House.

"MEN of oil trades to

NORTH SLOPE, ALASKA.
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IS SPRING
FINALLY
HERE?
FOR

SOFTBALLS

AND

SOFTBALL BATS
SEE

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 S. PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST

The only reason you're reading this now is because you live in a dorm.

If you're thinking of an alternative, read on.

College is supposed to be an educational experience, and no matter what

anyone says, education comes from two sources: half from books and half from

people. Without books you still have people; without people you have nothing

Students these days are a strange group; they're determined to have a

a powerful say in how they live, in the type of environment they most desire,

in living up to their personal life styles. They enjoy working together for com-

mon goals and interests, living not under mother's thumb, but their own.

I live with a bunch of guys on No. Pleasant St. They're all sorts of colors

and creeds. They have a lot of different life styles, habits and opinions. They're

athletic and not so athletic; they're smart and they're dumb; they re active and

they're quiet. Two things they all do: they learn from each other and they

operate a hell of a a nice house.

If you've read this far, you might like to drop in and rap tonight at

8 o'clock. We're looking forward to it.

Rush Chairman

PHI SIGMA DELTA
358 No. Pleasant St.

Corner of Fearing St.

and No. Pleasant St.
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US-SINO Table Tennis Match Goes Smoothly
PEKING AP-Visiting U.S. table

tennis players met a Chinese team

Tuesday before 18,000 cheering

enthusiasts, in a match that could

be described as an exquisite

display of Chinese tact and

politeness to guests.

The Chinese regard themselves-

and are regarded widely-as among
the world's best table tennis

players. They could have fielded

powerful players and humiliated

their American guests. They

didn't. It turned out that the

Chinese men won only by a score of

5 to 3 and the scrappy U.S.

women's team bowed to the

Chinese women 5 to 4.

"They played us in what they

had billed as a friendly match, and

I believe their selection of players

and the match they played were

unquestionably friendly, since they

provided entertainment for

thousands of people rather than

trying to destroy us with a quick

victory,'' said Graham B.

Steenhovern, 59, of Detroit,

president of the U.S. Table Tennis

Association.

"We are sure they used this

demonstration as a means of

providing their younger players a

chance to learn something from

the American-type game."

The match was played in a vast,

modern gymnasium. The

thousands of Chinese spectators

burst into applause when the

Americans marched in with the

Chinese team. A banner in Chinese

said. "Welcome to the table tennis

team from the United States."

The Chinese even took the time

to express sympathy for an ailing

member of the U.S. team, John

Tannehill, 18, of Middleport, Ohio.

The voice on the speaker said, "We

tender him our sympathy and

regards."
Tannehill has been the most

enthusiastic of the visiting team

members about China and the

Chinese. He has described

Chairman Mao Tsetung as the

world's greatest moral and in-

tellectual leader, and has said that

in comparison he saw the United

States as "a nation of conformists

rather than individualists."

From his sick bed. Tannehill said

he would like to spend another

couple of weeks in China, and that

is the feeling of most of his team as

well as the correspondents

covering the visit.

With Tannehill remaining at the

Hsin Chiao Hotel, recovering from

chills, headache and stomach

trouble, the Americans had only

seven players on the floor as the

lights went down and play began at

two tables in the center of the

gymnasium. The audience was

deeply intent.

Long-haired Glen Cowan of

Santa Monica, Calif., was a crowd

favorite, not because of his play so

much as because of the red

headband he wore to keep back his

copious locks. Although they ob-

viously favored their own team,

the Chinese were generous in their

applause for the visitors.

The American players were

Cowan, Errol Resek of New York.

George Braithwaite of Brooklyn,

NY., Jack Howard of Seattle.

Wash.. Connie Sweeris of Grand

Rapids. Mich., Olga Soltesz of

Orlando, Fla.. and Judy

Bechnenski of Eugene, Ore.

As the teams left the court.

several of the Americans walked

hand in hand with Chinese op-

ponents.

It was a smoothly staged show

from beginning to end, although

there could be no mistaking the

unrehearsed good will of the

crowd.
The game, however, in a sense

was only a sidelight to the larger

aspect of this first visit by any

American group to China in two

decades.

It would be watched carefully

around the world for signs of any

real improvement in the frayed

relations between the United

States and the People's Republic.

The initiative was clearly Chinese,

and if it is followed up by more

such gestures, there is a prospect

of progress.

From what a visiting

correspondent could see in Peking

in two days, the fading away of the

tumultuous cultural revolution

which convulsed China from 1966 to

1969 has been accompanied by

what seems an incredible measure

of relaxation as the nation turns its

attention to rebuilding, politically

and physically.

The cultural revolution

destroyed the political foes of

Chairman Mao Tsetung, chief of

whom had been President Liu

Shao-Chi. In answer to my queries,

I was told by Chinese-who seemed

astonished that the question was

asked to ail-that Liu indeed was

alive and that he probably was

being re-educated.

Men Held In
Assassination Plot

CHICAGO (AP) Four men accused of plotting the assassinations of

Mavor Richard J Dalev and the Rev. Jesse Jackson were held in-

communicado Tuesdav and a police official said he expects several more

^'ofncla^r^elgator would discuss details of the case with

^AlthTgh the accused mens bonds were set at only $5,000 each. Thomas

J. Lyons director of the police intelligence division, said. ' This is not a

Drank but a seious offense." .
P
A source m the state attorneys office who uould not permit the use of

his name described the alleged plot as a move by black rn.l.tanto to touch

off racial strife during which they could loot stores and later sell the stuff.

But Jack Schmetterer. first assistant state's attorney would sa> onl>

.

We are investigating and it would not be professional for me to com-

m
Deputy Police Supt. John T. Kelly said he expects more arrests

The anonvmous source in the state attorney s office sa>d alleged

plotters planned to kill Daley and Jackson, a civil rights leader just

before the election last week in which Daley was chosen for an un-

precedented fifth straight four-year term. _,.
Jackson endorsed Daley's Republican opponent. Richard L. h nedman,

three days before the election

Charged with solicitation to murder and awaiting arraignment in

Circuit Court April 21 are: .

-Earl P Dillard 37. and Howard Harris, 33. both unemployed

laborers Charles Whiteside. 35. a bartender; and Terry Simmons, 38. an

Unsi^
aga.nsUhem did not name any intended victims. The case.came-to hgh

when Harris and Dillard. arrested April 10. were brough into court

Monday on complaints that said. "On April 3 with intent that murder be

committed against the Hon Richard J Daley and the Rev Jesse

Jackson, he encouraged and requested others to commit <ha t offense.

Dalev was vacationing in Florida and unavailable for comment. A

spokesman said he didn't know if the mayor had been informed of the

^Kshville. Tenn . Jackson said. "I hope that whatever the facts are

established to be. the law will be soundly enforced in pursuit of justice as

it affects me. the accused and the well-being of our city

Babbitt
Meets Christ
"College Life" the weekly in-

tormal meeting sponsored by

Campus Crusade for Christ will be

held tonight at 8 p.m in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union
Tonight's guest will be Jim

Foster I businessman from

Springfield involved in the

American Brass Company. Jim

will be sharing his experiences

with Jesus Christ. Presently, he is

conducting a Christian teach-in in

the Springfield area. Gary Morris

of the "Clear Sky" will be leading

some folksinging. Refreshments

will be served.

U. S. Saves Day
COLOMBO. Ceylon AP-A U.S.

Air Force plane landed in the

capital of this strife-torn nation

Tuesday with vitally needed spare

parts for Ceylon's air force, which

has stepped" up attacks against a

vouthful rebel force.

One Cevlonese jet crashed after

a strafing run during the day

against the rebels.

In another development, in-

formants said the government had

ordered some officials of North

Koreas embassy to leave the

country
mx US-built helicopters were

being readied by Britain for im-

mediate shipment to Ceylon to give

government forces more mobility

in fighting the hit-and-run

guerrillas, called Che Guevansts.

who have attacked government

installations from their jungle

hideouts since April 5.

Britain is the major supplier of

Ceylon's armed forces but the

Ceylonese air force is equipped

with American Bell Jet Ranger

helicopters. It was reported in

lx>ndon that Britain would pay for

the helicopters and eventually

would be reimbursed by Ceylon, a

member of the Commonwealth.

A Foreign Otfice spokesman in

l^ondon said Ceylon had asked both

the British and U.S. governments

lor six more helicopters Britain,

he said, made arrangements with

the United States to ship them to

Cevlon Britain has no similar

helicopters

Spare parts flown in by the U.S.

plane were for helicopters already

being operated by the Ceylonese

British small arms and am-

munition were being airlifted to

Colombo from Singapore.

The crash of the Ceylon air force

jet was the only major action

reported Tuesday
The plane crashed in flames,

killing the pilot after he carried

out strafing operations on in-

surgent positions near Trin

eomalee on the northeast coast, the

government said.

On the diplomatic front, several

members of the North Korean

Embassy were asked to leave the

country, according to informed

sources They were believed linked

to the insurrection, although it was

not clear how or how many were

involved.

Even bathing every day
can't Nto/> it.

Feminine odor starts inter-

nally, and no mount ol bath-

inn can remove it. Soap and

water simply can't reach the—
• •• o.-tl' the odot start*.

That's the reason you need

Nort'onns" . . . the tCCOnd dtodOU

am." These tiny internal sup-

positories kill terms stop odor

effectively yet safely. In fact.gwv

tie, doi tor-tested Norfoffill are

SO Safe and easy to use, yOU CSJ1

use them as often as nCCCSSary.

No bath or shower can give

you Nortorms' protection. < «ct

Norforms, and vou'll teel se-
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The second deodorant.
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STUDENT SENATE

ONE (1) SORORITY
and

TWO (2) COMMUTER

SEATS AVAILABLE

you'll want Cessna

to teach you|» fly.

in the

Amherst

Auto School
34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

CALL FOR INFORMATION!

STUDENT SENATE

Nomination Papers available in front of the

Student Activities Area, first floor, Campus

Center.

NOMINATION PAPERS DUE APRIL 16

ELECTIONS - APRIL 22

Introductory

Flight Lesson
liisim-rr fh'imj

I

1 L

, coupon and $5 buys your ,ntroductory flight lesson. It's our way

o. .ntroducng you to a brand new fl.ght tra.n.ng program developed

by Cessna, world leader ,n persona. I.y.ng. A new system .ha. bnngs

fl,ght tra.n.ng down to M s.mples. form makes N easy tor everyone

,o .earn to fly Learn from .he '-der- your Cessna P.io. Cen.er

FRANKLIN AIRWAYS, INC
Turners Falls Airport

Turners Falls, Mass
583-4380 J
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Sierra Club Will Recycle,

Reprocess University Paper
In recent weeks, a sampling of

opinion was sought by the Western

Mass Group of the Sierra Club

regarding the idea of separating

office waste into recyclable paper

and other, mixed trash, for the

purpose of selling it for

reprocessing. The response has

been overwhelmingly favorable.

\s a result the Director of the

Physical Plant and the Chancellor

have endorsed a pilot program, to

be earned out by the University

and to run through the end of the

fall semester 1971 If successful it

is hoped that the operation will be

expanded.

Collection of separated recycled

paper began last week in the first

building. Munson Hall, thanks to

its custodian Mr Uyan. Miss Kva

Schiffer and Mr. Paul Whiteman.

Head ot Custodians, will work out

the details of the operation with the

departments and custodians of

each building separately and will

MippK each office occupant with a

copy ol the list ot items which are

anil those which are not) ac-

ceptable. Consistently the most

helpful comments and suggestions

have been received from

custodians Needless to say. the

success ot the entire operation

depend* on the close cooperation

between them and office oc-

cupants
The guidelines are as follows

I The custodians will do no

separating Any separating must

l.e done in the individual ott

No separation will be attempted

in classrooms I
Anyone in a given

department not wishing to par

ticipate is free to leave his trash

mixed as heretofore We onlv ask

that everyone eenseientleoslj

refrain from contaminating

separated recvi table waste paper

Such contamination « ill Jeopardise

an entire recycling operation

I The following is a list of

recyclable and non-recyclable

items IF IN DOUBT, DISCARD
i e . thro* it into the mixed

trash' The list is based on

specifications by the company, to

whom the paper will In- sold for

reprocessing in Holyoke and

Springfield paper mills.

Specifications vary from one

dealer to the next depending on his

equipment
Acceptable (need not be flattened

computer cards and printouts

newspapers
cardboard cartons
magazines
paper bags
letters, memos, envelopes

xeros, m.meo and ditto copy (no

ncils) .
occasional staples are OK

(removed by magnet)
soiled paper towels, napkins,

tissues ..

iunk mail (no cellophane!)

maps
padded book mailing envelopes

old examinations, telephone books,

catalogs paper plates it not waxed or

plastic coated

Mobe Calk One-Day
Moratorium May 5

cardboard "saucers" used for

meat packaging, even if soiled

old Christmas cards, picture

postcards
match covers (no matches!)
inside box from frozen vegetables

cardboard packaging if not waxed
or plastic coated
cardboard egg cartons

coffee
paper,
frozen

white,

Not acceptable:
carbon paper, stencils (mimeo or

ditto)

any waxed paper products:

cups, milk cartons, wax
outside wrapping from
vegetables, paper plates

photo copy material
photographs: black and

color prints and slides

cellophane
scotch tape
any plastic plastic bags, plastic

egg cartons
styrofoam: coffee cups, etc.

aluminim foil, pie plates
cigarette and cigar butts.

:l Computer cards and printouts:

Most departments generating

these already recycle at least the

cards Others are reminded that

the company pays $20.oo/ton for

printouts, from S2»i.oo/ton up tor

cards (boxed) and picks up cards

in appreciable amounts on demand

2-3 times a year from The Com-

puter Science Department

4 Storage bins outside buildings

in the program will be clearly

marked -Recyclable paper only -

no trash, please " Please help

explain around campus the nn

port a nee of NOT CON
TAMINATING BATCHES OF
WASTE PAPER SEPARATED
FOR RECYCLING.

.) The newspaper collection

organized by CEQ 'whose Mark

segal has worked closely with us as

well will continue unchanged.

The rational for the recycling ot

paper is that the I mversitv

generates about 40 tons of waste

paper |>cr week This represents

about 60% ot its total trash. Ob-

MoiisK. whatever amount can be

salvaged will help reduce land

pollution and save in tuture land

acquisition and landfill operation

costs In addition, it takes 17 trees

to produce one ton of paper 40 tons

represents 8M trees.

De-inked waste paper can be

used to manufacture newsprint,

building board, corrugated card-

board, match covers, and - with

varying amounts of virgin fiber -

most other kinds of paper, in-

cluding bond. It is hoped that the

University and the town may in

time be persuaded to contract for

paper supplies made for recycled

paper, as New York City and the

Federal Government are now

doing

For any inlormation.

suggestions or requests regarding

the program, contact Eva Schiffer.

516 Herter Hall (Tel :v():$24 or 256-

..o.T.II.

Students from across the country

are organizing one-day

moratoriums and strikes on May 5

to commemorate the murders of

students last year at Kent State

and Jackson State Colleges.

The P Mass Student Mobe has

proposed a one-day moratorium on

May 5 at CMass. They have called

tor a University-wide meeting of

every student, every religious,

political, and interest group, as

well as every sorority, fraternity,

and dormitory to vote on that

proposal. Debate over that

proposal and the university vote

will take place in room 162-175 ot

the Campus Center at 7:00 p.m.

tonight, Wednesday.

The National Student

Mobilization Committee, the

National Student Association, and

the American Association of

Student Governments, in concert

with Black Student Unions across

the country have endorsed a one-

das moratorium on "business as

usual on May 5 to commemorate

the deaths of our brothers and

sisters and to demand immediate

withdrawal of U.S. troops from

Southeast Asia.

Since last May's antiwar actions

which rocked the country,

thousands more have died in what

the SMC calls the quagmire that is

Southeast Asia." Antiwar ac-

tivities have been indicated on

preposterous charges-and jailed,

the SMC claims.

Because the War has continued

unabated, because Nixon has with

impugnity escalated the War by

invading Laos and bombing the

North, because be feels he can pick

Dean
Wanted

A search committee, chaired by

Urol George R Richason Jr., has

been convened to recommend a

successor to Dean Warren P
McGuirk of the School of Physical

Education Dean McGuirk will

retire Jan. 1, 1972.

The committee solicits

suggestions and nominations from

all members of the University

community. Undergraduate
representatives on the committee

are Carol Lee Andrews and Duane

Brown; the graduate represen

tative is William McCafferty

GOT AN APARTMENT
to RENT ? ?

BRING IN YOUR CLASSIFIED

ADS AND THEY WILL RUN
FREE IN THE

U-MASS BOSTON PAPER

Fly your
own

J# jet!

Naval Aviation Programs Team will be at

The Student Union April 12 - 16.

off antiwar activists one by one.

and because he continues to con-

tradict the clear will ot the

majority to end the War in

Southeast Asia, we feel it's im-

portant to put some political punch

in our opposition to the War,"' said

one UMass SMCer. A one-day

moratorium against the War and in

solidarity wdh antiwar activists

throughout the U.S. will make it

clear that we are serious about

ending the War We are not "fair-

weather opposition, appearing

only once in the fall and once again

in the spring." he added.

Frank Melton, editor of THIS

BLUE AND WHITE FLASH, the

student newspaper at Jackson

State, said in a recent press

release "My brothers at Jackson

State College asked me to deliver

this message to the President and

the nation; when you have racist

people like Governor John Bell

Williams and the Mississippi High-

wav Patrol shooting innocent

Black students on a college

campus, and vou front with us and

the nation to act like you're con-

cerned but vou don't do anything

about it. to hell with you because

I've got a war on my hands right

here at home against you and all

other people like you Therefore.

as .1 Black student. I urge all Black

students to join in a call for a

National Moratorium on April 24

and May 5, to protest through non-

violent action, the War in Vietnam

and to demand immediate with-

drawal of all U.S. forces from

Southeast Asia and to demonstrate

to the world that the policies of the

Nixon administration are

distasteful and offensive to the

people of this country."

Craig Morgan, Student Body

President at Kent State, added

We re asking you to com-

memmorate Kent State not

because intimidation and

harassment of the student antiwar

movement is unusual, but because

May 4, 1970 proved that it is not. If

lour can be killed, nine wounded,

and 25 indicted at an average,

unknown, midwestern university,

then it can happen anywhere."

MILLS
Coffee House

Mon. - Thurs. 5 p.m. • 9 p.m.

Mon. • Fri. 11 - 1:15 p.m.

Friday 5 p.m. • I a.m.

Saturday 1 p.m. - z a.m.

Sunday 11 • 6 p.m.

The DELI Is

NOW OPEN
11:30 - 6:30

ampus Center Cafeteria

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

ETC.

ETC.

the Top of the Campus

Restaurant now takes

reservations for lunch

and dinner.

LUNCH 11:30 - 1:30

DINNER 5:30 - 8, Wed. & Thurs.

5:30 - 9, Fri. & Sat.

just call 549-6000

and ask for ext. 449

Orchard Hill Closeup

Residential College-Actuality or Myth?
By ANN GURNETT

MDC Staff

Orchard Hill Residential College has its roots embedded
I

in he

traditions of Harvard, Yale, and the older English Universities. Although

t might not seem at first that a school with a 'cow college' reputation ike

UMass could accomplish such a feat, Orchard Hill has been an operating

branch of the University since 1964. .—,._._

Tta concept of a residential college first came to the tttajS^UMaet

faculty and administrators In 1963. At that time a Faculty Committeewas

formed to look into the possibility of establishing an institution lonely

modelled after the Yale House system on UMass' Amherst campus. The

Tot adv"e^ by the Master of a Yale house, submitted a propyl for

fhe beginning of such a program to the Administration and Trusts. The

prop^sTw"racc%ted
P
in the Fall of 1964 and the program began to

'

fU

U
C

wa°s

n
decided to set aside a new building complex located on Orchard

Hi is th?Se of the Residential College. The complex, comprised
I

of four

builmnwwM designed to accomodate 1300 students, with apartments

t£ Heads of KeLeW and Faculty Residents To *•»*** toaj*

dorm, but not in a residential capacity, were a preceptor and twftv«

FacuItv Fellows Also appointed was a Master, performing he job of

overallSector and clXator in both an academic and social sense for

'"The" ratio^behind establishing a Residential College was the an-

ticipation of many faculty members that the sense ^ a^ym.ty ex-

perKmced by many students was certain to increase a
f,

enrollment grew

but life styles remained stagnant and inadequate. It was felt that a

residential cdlege would offer to the interested student the advantages of

a^mluer cXgfin conjunction with a variety of well-developed courses

within the broader scope of the University.

The Hill is in its prime in the spring, when the apple trees start blossoming. O Lot looks a litt.e dif-

ferent "itholl its bLket of snow, along with almost anything else you can think of. ^^^^

Problems Encountered . .

.

i^a*^^^
dings. (MIX photos by (lib Fullerton)

originally it was planned that as many required courses as possible

wou dTe Uught in the dormitories, as well as whatever elect.ves^seemed

wnTe Whenever possible, courses were to be taught by I^J^TSCi
ThP reasoning behind this was that by having their own staff who the>

aK:™^ «S 2! ft™*iff
a
Tm

ofmakS p^s.ble to attend a small, personalized college within realm

«I^p "mver^Ttv Throughout its seven years of operation, the College

tl had i ^cesses but it has also failed in many of its original ob-

Sives 'Thrwlwrand hows of this failure are an interesting com-

nTentao on the entire University and its Administration

"The Orchard Hill Area has been

struggling for several years to

obtain recognition and support as a

semi-autonomous Residential

College. The struggle has been

frustrated because of a situation

which has not given the staff of

Orchard Hill an opportunity to do

more than perpetuate the status

quo This situation stems from a

lack of local control and the

absence of the commitment to

actuallv develop the concept of a

Residential College." (The

Residential College: An

Organizational Proposal >

The above quote mirrors the

feelings of students. Ad

ministrators. and faculty of Or-

chard Hill in relation to the Hill's

lailure to fulfill that which was

expected of it The primary reason

tor the failure, according to Allen

Davis, assistant to Leon Barron,

i Master of Orchard Hill I is the fact

that Orchard Hill is at the bottom

of Whitmore s list of priorities.

When we came back, in Sep-

tember. " Davis said, we were

notified by Whitmore that the

Master s Trust Fund, originally

the sole monetary source for the

Hill, had been cut completely We
didn't have a penny to call our own

When the Administration was

contacted and asked about the

matter, we were informed that the

Physical Education Trust Fund

was more important than was the

financing of the College We were

fortunate" he continued, "in that

we had made an agreement with

the Student Personnel Office that

we be allowed to use their funds
."

The money that was supposed to

have been allocated to the Master's

Trust Fund was to have financed

social functions, courses, and

darkroom facilities It was not to

have been used in paying teachers

of Orchard Hill courses.

The disappointments did not end

there for the residents and ad

ministrators of the Hill After

seven years of trying to have a

dining commons built solely for

residents of the Hill, a cost

feasability study was approved

last year by the Board of Trustees

with a maximum budget of $50,000

Before the study could be started,

however, administrators of the Hill

learned through the grapevine"

that the administration had can-

celled the study and had no in-

tentions of ever building a dining

commons for the Hill Once again

it was a question of priorities, and

the Hill wound up on the bottom of

the list

Perhaps the most frustrating

disappointment to be encountered

was according to Davis, the

refusal of the Facult> Senate and

Administration to pay attention to

a proposal to have Orchard Hill

recognized as a semi autonomous

Residential College, lor the second

year in a row The proposal was

sent tor two consecutive years to

Deans whose names were on the

mailing list Upon receipt of the

proposal, the Deans were supposed

to read and consider them and then

submit them to the Faculty Senate

tor consideration

"As far as 1 know, said Davi-^

not one ol the leaflets ever

reached the Senate It s been one

delay after another to have our

petition recognized
"'

A linal blow was landed with

respect to taculty teaching courses

on the Hill According to an alleged

agreement made between Dean

Shapiro, his successor Dean Allen.

Provost (iluckstern and Dr

Barron. Orchard Hill would have

been allowed to borrow up to five

lull time faculty positions,

amounting to five faculty teaching

on the Hill per semester Each

department that lent" facultv to

orchard Hill was to be com

pensated by Provost (iluckstern I

office However, none of the

departments were compensated

lor the faculty lent to the College

due to a mix up ol sorts

MWewhere midway between the

administrations ot the Hill and the

Universit) This confusion

engendered much resentment

which w. is ultimately aimed at the

Hill, making it difficult tor Hill

administrators to work with

faculty in several departments

. Future...

The string of disappoint ments lu.s brought the students, administration

and facuitv ol Orchard Hill to their tee, In an attempt to finally earn the

,".
o. Residential College whkh the Hill has displayed tor seven years

with no actual toundation. a seven part petition has been drafted by a

steermg committee formed of twenty live representative, „ the H I

e mm.in.tv The steering committee has also organized the students of

hTlTiUnto a united group searching to finalize the conception o a

residential coHege In l series ol meetings startmg with the entire 11.11

comnmmt and narrowing down to individual corridor meetings, the

,3s nave defined their role within Orchard Hill Residential OoUege

,nd re seeking to impress their tee.mgs upon the Administration A

I ,,, last night Apr I IX held between Bromery. Olucks.crn <
amp.on

hfstSenS Ol the Hill and one to be held today between the Master

nf.he h ami -ho same administrators, may well be the climax ofhe

Vht . o 1 ke on-hard Hill . sem, autonomous Residential College If It

occeeds it may pave the way tor Southwest and other residential living

areas to Willow' and assure the University ot a truly diversified, per-

sonalized living learning oxperieno

Pi

sign

Hill

nple pla

in the li

has net :»a\im nitn the Administration.

Thanks are lorthcoming to D. Leon Barron, his assistant
I

Allen

Davis Larrj Stave, and all the people involved hi making tin hm

lhc place „ ,s it can only be hoped that the steering comm ttee, me

sni,S;,„sand.)r Barron and n,s assnc.aW ^ffS£j
administration the necessit) ot making Orchard Hill the semi

autonomous Residential College it was ongmaliv Intended to n

\ tin Garnet!
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"You're An Officer And A Gentleman— Ami

Both Of Yon \rr VeryGeaeiww

Richard C. Hanson

In The Vernacular
"""^ ... tiil' cninn It hoc -j or«

If vou have come this tar in life, you've probably

soon and read anv number of columns trying to por-

trav au currant vernacular and other idosyncracies ot

the English language, which have a great deal of

usage amonst certain defined -elements within the

greater society. The classy magazines feTI their

readers about how the Black Panthers talk, always

with the rigid -pig'' and "honkey" leading the list.

Kussell Baker lets everymen know what "everyman

is talking about. And Mad Magazine perverts

everything down to a reasonable level of absurdity

UMass has developed an extraneous vocabulary

which possibly cuts to the heart of what a University is

all about For example:

CD- ED—This perfectly sexist term used to mean

the pretty Homecoming queen type with a tight

sweater and enough to fill it. Now its a dormitory

where men have easy acess to those former co-eds

ADMINISTRATION-This used to be the watch-

word for incompetency and vagueness, compounded

by a profound desire to eat at the Top of the Campus

and have a drink after .. whatever they finish doing

what everv thev do all day They haven't changed, but

they have multiplied and created longer lines at the

Whitmore Coffee Shop

LIBRARY— If it has a complete listing of "SEKU

AM) GRAIN QUARTERLY" dating back to 1794 you

know its a library. Chief characteristics include lots of

room for books they don't have, and a promise for

even more such space in the near future But. libraries

aren't built of books alone, the new one is constructed

with baked clay from the fertile plains of tomato land

HATCH—This was once a place where bunny

rabbits grew fat and copulated, now people just get fat

and think about it. while they try to get stomach

cancer from drinking coffee

THE SQUAD— It has a grassy area in the middle,

analagous, we imagine, to the hair in the armpit

everyone knows it is to this University. The Quad

(from the Greek?) can be recognized easily by its

graceful exterior and putrid interior and is never

mentioned in any of the University's official

propaganda.
STUDENTS- They are the clean cut young ladies

and gentlemen portrayed on this year's course

catalogue. They don't smoke marijuana and only have

beer on Spring Day.

GREEKS—Just another group of those teeming

millions trying to establish their "role" at the big

University. They do it by remaining true to the more

traditional American values...sex, violence, football,

etc

SEX This is one of those subjects that has become

a little touchv-feely.

MARIJUANA-A new substitute for orange juice

and Wheaties that the Chancellor once studied as a

Graduate student. "We used to have it in jars" says

Tippo Maybe he had something there?

TOP OF THE CAMPUS—"A great place to get

high."

STUDENT SENATE—"A course given by the

government department to teach those who never

broke from mother University how to act civil inspite

of themselves.

ALTERNATIVE—A way of getting through four

years of University education without any of the

harmful effects of education.

VIABLE"—Getting away with it

COMLIT 201- (with

checked suede boots and a dutch boy hair cut. I

M.D.C "It comes out everyday."

Art Buchwald

A Living Monument

©<«7»"*^*<»*-C?er K-

Untitled Thoughts
I remember when I smelled a flower and I was in a fragance of beauty

I remember when I heard a bird and I was in a song of joy

I remember when I tasted a raindrop and I was in a rainbow of truth

I remember when I felt a touch and 1 was in a heaven of love

I remember when I saw a smile and I was in a sea of eternity

I remember when I was a child of innocence; pure and untouched

But now the flowers have wilted and I smell the stench of filth

But now the birds have died and I hear the sounds of hate and violence

But now the rain has stopped and I taste the hopelessness and despair

But now the touch has gone and I feel the emptiness and void

But now the smiles have faded and I see frowns of bitterness and anger

But now I am not a child because I had to grow up fast

I've become a product of civilization
Peal Canarde

No Girls Need Apply

W xsillNGTON-Once again the critics are yelling

lor J Edgar Hoover's resignation House Majority

Leader Hale Boggs last week demanded that Atty.

Gen John Mitchell replace the FBI leader. Other

senators have asked the President to force retirement

on the 76-year old Hoover

The trouble with this is that neither John Mitchell

nor the President of the United States has the

authority to make Mr Hoover quit

What verv few people realize is that J. Edgar

Hoover is a National Monument at H » he only one who

can alter his status is the National Fine Arts Com

mission

The National Fine Arts Commission is composed ot

m ven people who have the authority to declare which

monuments in Washington stay and which ones go

There is no possible way of moving J Edgar Hoover

unless the Fine Arts Commission decides he no longer

serves an historical purpose

So far. the commission has been reluctant to declare

Mr Hoover surplus One commission member told

me. "The test of an historical monument is whether it

represents an era that everyone is interested in
"

"What era in history does J Edgar Hoover

represent "
I asked

"The Dillinger period. Mr Hoover is the only

monument we have in Washington commemorating

the wonderful days of John Dillinger If we put Hoover

in storage, there will be a big gap in our national

history."
,

. ..

"But there has been an outcry lately to replace him

with something modern and more up to date."

"The National Fine Arts Commission faces this

dilemma every day Do you stay with the old or go

with the new'' It is our feeling that Mr Hoover is the

onlv living national monument left in Washington, and

«e would be doing a great disservice to the country if

we tore him down."

"I can see that from your point of view." I said

But what about progress ? You can't ignore the needs

ot the capital."

"You must keep in mind." the man said, "that

Washington is a tourist town, and people from all over

the world come here to see the foundations of this

country The first sight everyone wants to see is J

Edgar Hoover For 47 years he has been one of the

main attractions. Children have grown up with his

legend He is an inspiration to every American We
would not be fulfilling our function if at this late date

we took him off his pedestal."

i appreciate history as much as anyone." I said

But if the Fine Arts Commission refused to replace

Mr Hoover, he could be the FBI forever
"

Perhaps, but our business is to protect this nation's

landmarks We're not concerned with politics or the

demands of the times All we ask ourselves is Does it

fit in with the old architecture of the city, will it

recreate an ambiance of a bygone era and does the

monument tell us something about ourselves''' Mr
Hoover fulfills all these qualifications

"

"Well, if you won't put him in storage, are you at

least thinking of moving him to a less conspicuous

part of town?"
Frankly, we are giving that some consideration. If

the pressure continues, we may authorize a new spot

for him away from the Justice Department
"

"Where"'"
"We have a wonderful site we're looking at right

now. near the Shrine of the Immaculate Conception
"

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

Jim Mitchell

The Evil Machine

A number of high schools

received a copy of this letter last

(all With college acceptances

going out now. we thought it was

timely.

"As you undoubtedly recall, I

visited vour school" last spring

instead of this fall due to our heavy

tall schedule of visitations.

Therefore. I am enclosing with this

letter a data processing listing of

all the students who applied from

your high school last year with all

of their characteristics and the

action taken upon their ap

plications...

For this year we believe that

any girl who ranks in the top 15

percent with mid-500 boards who is

recommended by you and in a good

solid college program undoubtedly

will be admitted For the males

drop in down to the top 25 percent

with low 5<K>'s with the other same
characteristics and they should

make it Please defer submitting

applications until the first set of

marks are out unless you have

outstanding candidates who wish

to apply earlier...

Sincerely yours.

Ernest Beals

Associate Dean of Admission>

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst"
(Reprinted from the Phoenix)

Probably one of the easiest ways

to make the headlines these days is

to write an article on ecology and

hand it to your friendly editor. I'd

like to take advantage of this fact

and try to shed a ray of light on an

often overlooked area of ecology-

noise pollution

A few summers ago as a

swingshifter at UMass. I got my
lirst exposure to rural noise

pollution While sitting through my
classes, small armies of lawn

mowers would invade the other-

wise placid environment with such

noise that we would have to stop

talking until they had temporarily

gone by As soon as the bell rang

and I made my way to the next

dass. they would surround me with

all the din of a diesel locomotive.

There is really no argument

that the lawns be cut, but must it be

done with all the brain blasting

lanfare of a jackhammer? It has

never ceased to amaze me that a

55ii tip Cadillac can whiz by at

sixty mph in almost complete

silence, yet a five horsepower lawn

mower, or a Honda trail 90, rarely

leaves anyone within a thousand

leet undisturbed.

Not only is this noise bother-

some, but has been proven harm-

lul A sustained noise level of K5

decibels can and will cause per

manent ear damage Think of this

next time a lawn mower goes by

blasting out 98 decibels, or that

harmless Honda at 110 decibels

Spring is just around the corner

along with green grass (what's left

of it here I . and the diligent mowing
men There is no reason however,

that we must be assaulted by the

machines' booming blast this year.

I understand that there is now on

the market an inexpensive and

easily installed muffler that cuts

down the noise by 40 decibels This

would make the lawnmower about

as loud as ordinary conversation

I would like to urge those in the

physical plant to consider this

device, not only to save the lazy

summer serenity of our campus,

but tor the health of our students

too.

Letters To The Editor

Adding Unwilling Bodies

Editorial Points

TO the Editor:

On April 1. 1971, the U.S. House of Representatives

voted 293 to 99, to approve H.R. 6531, the Ad-

ministration-supported bill which would extend the

draft tor two years, until July 1, 1973. During the two

days of debate preceding the final vote on H.R. 6531,

House members rejected more than a dozen amend-

ments by anti-war congressman, including an

amendment by Rep. Michael Harrington (D-Mass.)

to end the induction authority by July 1, 1971; an

amendment by Rep. Charles Whalen tR-Ohio) to

extend the draft lor only one year, until July 1, 1972;

an amendment by Rep. Donald Frazer (D-Minn.)

providing that no registrant drafted after December

31 1971 be required to serve in Indochina; and an

amendment by Rep. Sam Gibbons (D-Fla.)

providing that no registrant be drafted for service

outside the United States unless the President or

Congress had officially declared war or declared a

state of national emergency because of armed attack

This bill just passed in the House should be of

particular concern to college students because, should

[he U S. Senate version of the bill. S. 427, be approved

the new law would permit the President to abolish all

undergraduate deferments (except, curiously enough,

divinity students' deferments, which were re-

instituted early in the House debate). Before

egalitarians begin applauding the House action at

removing this large loophole, which for years has

favored the more affluent who could afford college-it

should be noted that to some extent the abolition ot

undergraduate deferments would be retroactive: i.e.,

anv registrant whoobtaineda college deferment after

April 23 1970 would henceforth be ineligible for such

deferment and liable for the draft. Thus, it seems that

a number of the young men in the class of 1974 may

soon be chosen to add their unwilling bodies to the

front lines in Indochina.
. A _. _

Insidious'' Yes. particularly in light of the fact that a

majority (52% » of American citizens indicated in a

Left Without A Seat
To the Editor. J . . .

Up until now. the Campus Center dining room and

bar hasn't really given me anything to complain

about I'm complaining now. First of all there are

never enough waitresses or cocktail waitresses to go

around during the onslaught of a convention

Secondly, students are not allowed to charge drinks.

Onlv departments with special accounts are afforded

this priviledge. yet if the concerned is worried about

non paying students, it is absurdly simple to track

them down It certainly shouldn't be too difficult to

demand payment from a student who would be

required to give his address (and possibly his ID

number). , ... . ...
Thirdly, the dining room does not seem to think tnat

the student's money is as green as an olster s

Repeatedly, students have to wait for a table while

conventioneers or someone over thirty is seated

immediately.
Tina Swift

Who's KiddingWhom
To the Editor:

.

An organization or group may call itself anything it

wants, and many do Reading the April 12 article on

Harambe, the Third World organization, however, one

wonders who is kidding whom.

Third World'" has a pretty clear meaning in the

world today. It refers to countries of the globe which

belong to neither the "free world" (America s allies,

in large part) nor the Communist bloc (China the

Soviet Union, and their allies). Many, but not all of

the third world countries are composed of non-white

peoples. Some countries of the third world are quite

vocal about being third world ; for them, third world is

a concept they find value in stressing. Other countries

which qualify for third world status haven t yet an-

nounced their involvement Being of the third world

may -but does not necessarily -involve commitment

to certain attitudes or policies about the word power

imperialism, development, racism Being of the third

world does, necessarily, imply being foreign

At this University there are more than 600 foreign

students enrolled, the majority of them from third

world countries. I recognize none °f their names

among the seven officers of the Third World

organization listed in Miss Stadnicki s article. Is i

possible the real third worlders at UMass haven t yet

discovered there is a campus organization which is

"meeting their cultural and social needs Or

perhaps the real third worlders have heard, and don t

want any part of an organization which, knowingly or

unknowingly, is intruding on their preroga lives
«

and

identities in its pretentious and unjustifiable claims ot

representation ^^ Boat|n

Harris Poll in January, 1970-more than a year ago

-

that they favored an end to conscription and in-

stitution of an all-volunteer army. (A Life

magazine/Harris Poll survey reported in January,

1971, that 69% of 18-, 19-, and 20-year-olds favor a

voluntary military over any form of compulsory

service.) The House bill also included a provision

increasing the required civilian service of con-

scientious objectors from two years to three. The

House rejected, 242 to 131, an amendment by Rep.

David Dennis ( R-Ind. ) which would have continued

the required CO term at two years. This new CO

provision is apparently the response of our

"Representatives" to the 100,000 CO applications

submitted by young men to their draft boards during

1970 „ -a
Within a few days' time the Senate will consider

various bills concerning the draft. Those who wish to

join in lobbying against draft extension, andfor draft

repeal, may contact Arlen Brunson or myself at 306

Moore House. 546-5371.

Kenneth K. Mosakowski

The Surgeon General of the

United States made some in-

teresting observations in a

recent report concerning the

effects of marijuna. The
document stated that it takes

about forty marijuna cigarets to

do as much damage as two

cigarets in terms of tar and

nicotine. A good suggestion,

perhaps, for those smokers
trying to quit might be that they

simply cut down to about a pack

of marijuna cigarets a day.

the local sand blasters union

After all, last year made May

their peak month.

ABC
U.S.

* * *

The Red Sox and Bruins won

on the same day and it almost

restores your faith in the world

again.
* * *

Ever wonder who is doing all

the writing on the buildings

around campus? Perhaps it is

John Scali, a former

reporter has joined the

INFORMATION AG
John Scali, a former ABC

reporter has joined the U.S.

Information Agency of the

Nixon Administration. 1 wonder

if CBS feels slighted.
* * *

One wonders whether the

swans will feel at home when

they return to the mud puddle

they once knew and loved.
* * *

Calvin Coolidge may have

been a great guy but wouldn't a

statue for him have been more

appropriate than a director of

the F.B.I

Unfair Practices
To the Kditor:

The following is a petition drawn up by forty women

who applied to become part of the UMass Nursing

Program: To the students of the University,

We the undersigned, have been made aware of the

grave difficulties within the School of Nursing at the

University of Massachusetts, Amherst. We demand

that the administration expand the existing

inadequate facilities to accomodate those students

already enrolled at the University who wish to enter

this department, before accepting any new students."

We ask for the united support of the entire student

body in this endeavor, which is crucial to the adequate

development of a nursing program to fulfill the health

needs of the Commonwealth.

There will be a table in the Campus Center as well

as petitions in the Dining Commons to gather

signatures from the University community at large^

We hope to point out publicly the plight of the potential

nursing student here at the University.

The University has already begun accepting in-

coming freshmen and transfer students into the

nursing program for next Fall before even con

sidering those of us who wish to change our major to

Nursing from within the University. We feel that this

is a grossly unfair actdenic practice, and further

shows how a University with the size and potential of

UMass can act in a manner which does not care for the

students it has already enrolled.

Christine Ciosek

Pennv Clark

As Clean As Thou

Greater Flexibility

'VunnglnlVast six months, Americans have twice been asked by the

Americfn Red Cross to join in a massive letter writing campaign to he

government of North Vietnam, demanding that it uphold the points stated

at the Geneva Convention, m the treatment of American War Prisoners

The effectiveness of this and other United States efforts can be measured

by what seems to be a greater flexibility in Hanoi s stand Since the start

°
l. Three times as much mail has been received from U.S. prisoners in

North Vietnam as in the previous five years.

2 Approximated 320 Americans have been identified as prisoners ot

the North Vietnamese as compared with scarcely 100 a year ago.

3 Hanoi has indicated prisoners may write and receive one letter a

month and that families may send relief parcels once every •£»"""*-
4 In May 1970, six weeks after the American Red Cross launched ts

second "Write Hanoi" effort, a total of 194 letters were received by

families of U.S. prisoners, five of which had no prior confirmation that

nTmen were in fact prisoners. There were also letters from ITmen

known previously to be war prisoners, but from whom their families had

5 latest figures show that some 430 American servicemen are being

held as prisoners of war Another l.ooo men are missing and possibly

^"conjunction with this movement, there will be a "Write Hanoi"

campaign during the week of April 20th through the 23rd, from 9 am. to 3

p n7Th.s wUI include a table in front of the University of Mass Campus

Store in the Campus Center There will be form letters to sign and per-

sonal letters to write along with buttons, flyers, and Pamphlets

On Thursday. April 22 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on the 8th floor of he

Camous Center there will be an informative discussion concerning

POW s and Men Missing in Action The moderator will be John

Kozlowski. the Springfield College Recruiter and ass.^.ngh.mw.1 be

Mrs. Norman Hinckley of Springfield, mother of a P.O.W., a* ten

tatively Miss Patricia Sullivan of Northampton, sister of a POW.

As pari of this movement the campus religious centers w, I include

special prayers for P.O.W.s and men missing in action on April 18th and

2510 Kathy Los

Donna Weston

Letters to the Editor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer s

signature, address, and telephone number (all of

which will be withheld upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is 5 p.m. the day prior to

intended publication The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters. . ,

To the Kditor:

Concerning Jim Moran's column of 13 April; I

believe Mr. Moran underestimates the fairness of

military courts. As a 24-year old reserve short timer I

served on several court martial boards. In civilian life

I have not yet been entrusted with jury duty, and

probably won't be until I'm an upstanding member of

the community. The military requires that the

defendant be offered the services of a lawyer no less

qualified than the prosecutor, and free of charge. Most

Judge Advocate General types (drafted lawyers) are

also short timers and work diligently to protect the

defendents. In addition the defendent may hire a

civilian lawyer How well do our civilian courts

protect us?

I'm not suggesting that the court which tried Calley

was not under an awful lot of pressure, both from

within the military and from without, but it appears to

me that Mr. Calley was tried by much more of a jury

of his peers (most had been to Viet Nam) than he

would have been in most civilian courts. I think the

military establishment is as clean as the civilian one

in this area.
R. K. Dearborn

Sporting Attitude
To the Kditor:

What does Julius Erving owe to the University of

Massachusetts? It would seem to me highly possible

that Julius Erving has given the University more than

he has received and I would suggest, therefore, that it

would be intellectually, physically and emotionally

impossible for him to arrive at a decision that would

be right for "...Massachusetts, his family and him-

self" I would submit that there is no alternative other

than to accept the fact that Julius Erving alone knows

what is best for Julius Erving

The ABA is a fact of life and whether or not the

University of Massachusetts coaches and basketball

fans approve of the tactics used to sign the star' it

would surely be more fitting at this time to adopt a

sporting attitude and say, "Good luck Julius and

thank you for what you have done for the University of

Massachusetts".
Kosi Scheel

YSA Ubiguity

ByMATTTACKEFF
During the late 30s and early

40's there was a substantial part

of the American population

which was opposed to American

military involvement in WW II.

The largest anti war group of

that period was the isolationist

•America First" committee.

That organization was
democratically run and

ideologically diverse All of its

participants were united in a

common effort to steer America

clear of any involvement in the

European holocaust. The group

had several distinguished

followers: Senator Bob Taft, a

Republicsn; A.J. Muste, a

Pacifist; and (prior to Hitler's

breach of the Hitler-Stalin non

agression pact William Z Foster

and Earl Browder of the Com
munist Party The fact that the

committee had diverse mem
bership seemed to hide the fact

that among the nucleus and

ringleaders of the organization

was a hard core cell of

professional antisemites and
Nazi sympathizers, people like

Charles Lindgergh. Gerald L K
Smith, and Father Coughlin

Most members of the committee

were honestly anti war. they just

didn't realize that they were

fronting for the Fascists.

Today there is a similar anti

war front, the MOBE The

lollowing of the MOBE is

diverse I myself worked for the

MOBE in high school In reality,

the MOBE is run and operated

by a corps of "interchangeable

llunkies" from the YSA, a

Trotskyist outfit. Today, many
people are aware of this, but

when I was involved in the

group, many people in it were

unaware of it and w ithdrew from

the MOBE when they found that

they were fronting for the Trots

Sid Finehirsh calls it "red

baiting" for people like Mr
Corry and Mr Baglione to call

attention to the ubiquity of

Claire Moriarty. Bernie Lougee

and Sid himself in the leadership

positions of other organizations

l don't think to. Why should the

YSA get uptight at charges ol

their ubiquity Unless perhaps

thev are trying to hide that fed

in order to maintain effective

front groups
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School o:
9:00

Rm 223 Playthell Benjamin Tapes on

Black History.
9:30

Rm 128 Human Relations and Urban
Education.

10:00

TV Studio Rm 23 Our Children Are

Not Being Reached in School. Nat

Rutstein.
Rm 128 Career opportunity

Program Youth Tutoring Youth
Worcester, Mass.

Montague Attic The Career Op
portunities Program in

Springfield. How the University

can Better Prepare Teachers for

the Urban School. Don Wilkinson.

Rm 228 Innovations in a Dynamic
Society. Nick Revielle.

Rm 226 The School as Community,
the Community as School

Chicago's Metro High School

Rm 223 Playthell Benjamin Tapes on

Black History
Rm 122 Reforming Educational

Environment in Urban Settings.

Auditorium Minority Group Children

In Educationally Mentally
Retarded Classes.

Rm 230 SASSI Preparatory School

All day continuous showing of a

slide tape and films on SASSI

Prep.
Corridor Outside Rm 135 In the

Corridor with Dwight Allen.

11:00

TV Studio Rm 23 Early Childhood
Education and Urban Need David

Day.
Rm 228 Career Opportunity
Program Relevant Teacher
Training Program.

Rm 122 Measurement and the Study

of Urban Education Problems.

Tom Hutchinson.
Montague Attic The 1968 NYC.

Teacher's Strike or Life Crossing

a Pickett Line.

Rm 223 Playthell Benjamin Tapes on

Black Histor/.
Rm 128 Teacher Corps and Urban

Education

Week
Rm 230 SASSI Preparatory School

All day continuous showing of a

slide tape and films on SASSI

Prep.

in the Corridor With Dwight Allen

(continued). .

Minority Group Children in

Educationally Mentally Retarded
Classes (continued).

The School as Community (con

tinued).
12:00

Auditorium The Urban Shadow Over

Our Schools. Dwight Allen.

Rm 226 "The Washington, DC Satf

Development Laboratory".
Rm 228 Work study Programs tor the

Hard Core Disadvantaged.
Montague Attic- Preventing

Discipline Problems in the

Primary Grades.
Rm 223 Playthell Bemamm Tapes on

Black History
Rm 230 SASSI Preparatory School

All day continuous showing of a

slide tape and films on SASii

Prco
TV Studio Rm 23 "Education SOS" A

25 minute film produced by the

School of Education Media Center

tor the White House Conference on

Children. ,. .

Rm 122 The Reading Establishment

as it Mitigates Against Change
Dave Yarington

Teacher Corps and Urban Education

(continued).

1.00

Rm 226 Outward Bound and Alter

native Urban Schools

TV Studio Rm 23 -Television News
magazine on Education: Alter-

native Schools m Western
Massachusetts.

Auditorium A panel of community
residents from Dayton will discuss

chanqes that have occurred >n the

education establishment and the

community They exhibit thegreat

wealth of talent and creativity that

exists in the Black Community,
and the excellent potential for

solving problems if one is willing

to listen to and take advice from

the real experts, the folks that live

the problems on a day to day, night

to night basis.

Rm 223 Playthell Benjamin Tapes on

Black History.

Rm 228 The Career Opportunity
Program in Brooklyn. Royce
Phillips and Brooklyn
Paraprofessionals.

Rm 122 Continuing Education.

Education for Everybody from 16

to 106.

Rm 128 Transitional Bi Ungual
School, City of Worcester Public

Schools. c-k^i
Rm 230SASSI Preparatory School

All day continuous showing of a

slide tape and films on SA5SI

Prep
Montague Attic Discipline problems

of First Year Teachers in Inner

City Public Schools.
2:00

Education Library What .s in the

Education Library on Urban
Education? . _

Rm 128 The Big Bad Wolf is Dead
Some Urban Educational lm
plications. Wolfius X.

Rm 122 Competency Based Teacher

Education and Urban Education

A slide tape presentation followed

by questions and answers. Jim

TV Studio Rm 23 The Hoi yoke Free

School Experiment.
Rm 124 Question and Answer Period

Dwight Allen
.

Rm 223 Playthell Benjamin Tapes on

Black History

Rm 228 "Distar An Experiment in

Primary Grade Reading".

Rm 230 SASSI Preparatory School

All day continuous showing of a

slide tape and films on SASSI

Prep.

Outward Bound and Alternative

Schools (continued).
Discipline Problems (continued)

Panel of Community Residents from

Dayton (continued).

3:00

Rm 128 Asian American Perspective

on Urban Education. Bob Suzuki,

Professor, University of Southern

California. __
Rm 223 Playthell Bemamm Tapes on

Black History. _ ^_
Mark's Meadow Rm 137 Opening the

Urban Classroom.
Auditorium A Play "Black Culture

Center in Heaven" by W'llie

Williams and students from
Springfield, Massachusetts.

Montague Attic Reality Testing Thru

Altered States of Consciousness

and Perception.
Children's Library Computer

Games: A demonstration of

computer assisted instruction

using games and opportunity for

unlimited "hands on" game

Rmm'The Forgotten 10«o of Urban
Education A discussion of the

method of placement, coiv

tainment, and self esteem
destruction of pseudo retardea

children contained in special

classes for the retarded in urban

areas _. ,,,
Mark's Meadow Cafeteria Rm 131

The Career Opportunity Program
in Brooklyn. Paraprofessionals

from Brooklyn will discuss the

program. _ .

Rm 230 SASSI Preparatory School

All day continuous showing of a

slide tape and films on SASSI

Prco
Rm 228 Worcester Public Schools

Dynamy Program.

The Holyoke Free School Ex
periment (continued).
Question and Answer Period (con

tinued)
4;00

Marks Meadow Cafeteria Rm 13T

The Civil Rights of Teachers In An

Urban Setting Case Studies Lou

Fischer and Dave Schimmel.

Rm 226 The Brooklyn _. .....

Paraprofessional as a Student

Earl Seidman.

Rm 122 Non Western Dimension in

Urban Education by Use of

Foreign Students.

Rm 228 Teaching English in Ghetto

Schools Panel and Discussion.

Panel (led by one) of young

teachers in ghetto junior high

schools. ._.

Mark's Meadow Cafeteria Rm 13V

Can the University Based
Researcher Help Save City

Problems?
Rm 128 Owning Your Own Curricula:

An Experiment of Change in Inner

City Schools in Chicago.

Rm 223 Playthell Benjamin Tapes on

Black History.
Auditorium "Forty Sounds of

English"Film on the

Initial/Teaching/Alphabet.

Reality Testing Thru Altered States

of Consciousness and Perception

(continued)

5:00

Rm 128 Panel of Urban Educators
principals, paraprofessionals and
teachers will give their reactions

to and assessment of the
presentations given throughout
the day on the relevance and
commitment of the School of

Education to Urban Education

7:00-9:30

Herter Hall Rm 212 An Evaluator's

Dilemma: How to Measure
Change? Presentations will center

on a discussion of some of the

problems as well as a review of

some of the models proposed for

measuring change. Participants

should have some background in

statistics.
7:00-10:00

Rm 226/228 Starpower. A Simulation

Exercise Through simulation we
will take a look at society and our

behavior in it with a special em
phasis on the interracial scene

today. Bring some change!
7:30-9:30

Auditorium School of Education
Talent Revue. We have gathered a

lot of fun people for a talent show
We'll have singing, instrumental,

a yo yo act, and a skit. Roland

Wiggins.

Private-Public Colleges

Must Join Against State

Retort Wood. President of the

I mversitv of Massachusetts, said

last night that private tmd public

colleges and universities must join

,n a collaborative, rather than

competitive effort, to convince

state and federal lawmakers anew

they are a national resource which

cannot be allowed to go under

Speaking on the financing and

luture of higher education in New

England, Dr Wood stressed that

No amount of fiscal wizardry and

l»elt tightening is going to save

private higher education, however,

without some substantial infusion

,.l lederal and state assistance.'*

Public higher education, he said.

vmII require a very substantial

commitment of resources'* if it is

to strengthen its quality and meet

i> increased needs

Both public and private in-

stitutions are vital to this region

success They can weather higher

education's financial drought if the

differenl experiences they have to

offer are based on collaborative,

not competitive planning'

President Wood noted that

Mas achusetts and New Hamp-

shire spend less per capita on

public higher education than any

other states in the nation.

New England's academic

< omimmit\ needs to be "genuinely

united" igainst the 'tidal wave of

growth . nd c hange." if it is to build

a Ix-ttcr luture for New England

and the nation.

The real challenge is going to

in- how to remain clear about the

university's essential purposes.

and how to protect these trom

being bled to death in the name of

economy."'

I u Wood cited rising blue collar

wages, faculty expectations,

tuition backlash, construction

costs, computer costs, unexpected

repairs, vanishing research

dollars, and "let's face it-

competition with low-tuition public

institutions that make college

presidents-particularly at private

colleges -feel like Kamikaze

pilots
'

•If there is anything that the

present liscal crisis teaches, it is

that this is no time for amateurs in

the Hnancial management of

education The days of Mr Chips

sort of running the school with his

let! hand are over."

President Wood addressed a

meeting ot the New Kngland

division ot the National Association

of Kducational Buyers at the

University's campus center here

The NAEB is a professional

organization of educational and

hospital business and purchasing

people.

He predicted in the next decade

Ihe demand lor higher education

will grow rapidly; ex-

perimentation wiB become more

widespread, but without financial

extravagance; there will be in

creasing pressure to get more for

the money and better utilization of

facilities; additional federal and

state resources will have to be

lound. for public and private in-

stitutions.

Dr Wood told the audience.

however, that if the new decade

•brings just more and not better

education, we will have failed the

future."

WOMEN
Seniors - Graduate Students

"•mull. irr»li*r. Mimmrr camp c»M-

, ..it f»r KlrU in Hmfern Main*

MMNAM • Inter* irwlntc f»r •tmtt:

— P»>«-h mmiuT, with 4rumm ability:

la HMMi rolr plarin*, ••IWin** the-

t«tre experience* far ehlWeen

— Mii«le major, with choral con-

iluctin* ability: for amall «roui»

Mrniinars on Barh to Beatlf*

— Ed. major, with real ability t<»

S«ln. (»»l>. or Sail MP C l»

•loop

.

Moderate pay <«••-!>••.> - Mi-
nium challenge and oatta'actionx

(all Amherst 258-9501, for

interview at school.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 5WI1S

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14 — 8:00 P.M.

Borodin String Quartet

The leading Soviet Union Quartet performs Prokofiev's

String Quartet No. 2 and Beethoven's Quartet in B Flat

Major. Opus 130 with Grosse Fuge, Opus 133.

THURSDAY, APRIL 29 & FRIDAY, APRIL 30

Dizzy Gillespie Quintet
Featuring Mike Longo. piano; Sam Jones, bass; Rudy Col-

lins. Drums; Dizzy Gillespie, Trumpet; Sonny Henry, gui-

tar and Potato Valdez, Conga Drums.

informal Seminar and Jaxx Workshop 2:00 P.M.

Comp tickets available to ticket-holders of either

evening concert.

Reserved Tickers available from Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall (or at Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202

Hotline

5-2550 $ NEED MONEY? $

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Sell Advertisements for the

Collegian and Earn 15%
Commission!!

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

$ $

JL

FOR MORE INFORMATION COME TO THE

COLLEGIAN 0FF1C
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

Between 9:00 & 4:30 — Monday - Friday

Zero Population Growth

Man Must Stop Multiplying
(Ed. Note. The following article

is the first in a series dealing with

the problems of overpopulation.

The articles are presented by four

members of the local chapter of

Zero Population Growth < Pioneer

Valley ZPG). three are graduate

students at the I niversity of

Massachusetts. The fourth

member is a local gynecologist.

Kack article will outline specific

population problems: Implication

„| population growth; Food Sup-

pis; Rceosvces: Responsibility for

growth: Obstacles to slowing

population growth; and methods of

population control. Further in-

loruialion may be nained by

contacting John .Maytum at .">*»-

S.VM or UeorSjf Wilder ">l!M>7KX

Today there are many respon-

Mble people who are seriously and

justifiably concerned about

mankinds present state of affairs

and doubtful about his future.

Their concern is over many and

varied issues; war. pollution,

crime, nuclear proliferation,

corruption and inefficiency in

government, famine and many

others Vet. in the words of

Thoreau. "there are a thousand

hacking at the branches of evil to

one who is striking at the root.'

Overpopulation may well be that

root This docs not mean that all

our problems will be solved if we

limit our growth, but it does mean

that none of these problems will be

solved 1 1 we do not halt our un-

needed a »d harmiul

multiplication. Thirty-eight Noble

Priae winners led by Julian Huxley

and Cass Canlield recently issued

the following statement: "Unless a

favorable balance of population

and resources is achieved with a

minimum of delay, there is in

prospect a Dark Age of human
misery, famine, under education

and unrest which could generate

growing panic, exploding into wars

lought to appropriate the dwin-

dling means of survival."

How do people determine that

there is a serious population

problem"' There are several basic

statistical indicators. The birth

rate, or number of children born

per thousand per year, and the

death rates are significant values

when considered together. If the

birth rate exceeds the death rate,

then population is increasing In

the •have" nations of the world

(Western Europe. USSR, New

Zealand and the US) birth rates

are relatively little ahead ol death

rates In the "have not" nations,

however Asia. Latin America and

Africa), birth rates are stalled at

high levels while death rates are

declining Before one retains the

impression that there is no

population problem in the U.S.. he

should consider that the IS. with

,,",, ot the world's population.

consumes W% «»' *ne world's

resources

The rate of population growth,

which is a I unction of birth and

death rates, is expressed as the

annual population increase. The

U.S. with an annual rate of

population growth of 1% is now

doubling its population in 70 years.

World population is now growing at

the rate of 2% per year and may
well double in :55 years. Yet only

two years ago. the world's doubling

time was 37 years. Kuwait,

doubling every nine years, has the

world's highest doubling rate.

Thus, human numbers are

skyrocketing.

Birth rates, alone, can be

misleading. The percentage of the

population under 15 years of age is

a useful indicator for future

growth, since it reflects the

number of people who will soon

reach reproductive age. The ex-

treme difficulty of substantially

reducing the growth rate of a

nation with a high proportion of

young people has been illustrated

by recent events in Japan.

Faced with an acute population

problem alter World War II, Japan

made a drastic effort to limit its

population growth through birth

control measures Abortion was

legalized. As a result. Japan cut

her birth rate m hall in less than 15

years, something no nation had

done before. Yet, during those

Mars Japan's population in-

creased M%, from 75 million to 90

million people.

Despite her attempt. Japan I

population increases were

inevitable because in 1945 her

population contained a high

proportion of young people with no

children of their own. They sub-

sequently produced the bulk of the

nation's children.

India's population contains a

highly disproportionate number of

young people, and that is basically

why India's population prospects

look so grim. In contrast, Sweden's

population is almost uniformly-

distributed throughout all age

groups, and their luture appears

comparatively bright In the U.S.

the birth rate has shown a con-

tinuing increase since early 1969

We cannot afford to wait for

another generation to put the

brakes on population growth If,

tor example, the IS. achieved

replacement level tin which each

female produces an average of one

female offspring) in the year 2000,

population growth would not stop

until 2005 with a linal population

si/.e ot more than 360 million

people The President's com
mission ol Population and

American luture recently released

this lorboding statement: "II

lamihes had two children and

stabilized immediately. the

population would still grow from

206 million to 260 million by the

year 1000. By 2071. the total would

be 541 million II families had an

average ol 3 children, the

population would be :?21 million by

the year 2000 and nearly one billion

a hundred years Irom now. the

commission stated

According to Paul Ehrlich.

author of the Population Bomb and

a population biologist at Stanford.

it we continue at our present rate ol

increase lor only 900 years, the

present population would

theoretically grow to 00 million

billion people. This number would

correspond to a population density

of about KM) persons per square

yard of the earth's surface, land

and sea Ol course, due to war.

famine, disease and pollution these

proportions would never be

reached And these seem to be the

chiel ;igents that mankind is

reiving upon to limit his population

growth, rather than some birth

control procedures
The question ol just who is

providing all the fuel lor this

population explosion will be

examined in the next article
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David Kherdian, Armenian Poet,

To Read In UMass Poetry Festival
a 4* f - *— it...

ByTOifDERDERIAN
M DC Staff

David Kherdian. noted Ar-

menian poet, has accepted an

invitation to read his poems in the

second annual UMass poetry

festival Kherdian was born in

Kacine, Wisconsin and now lives in

Hanover. New Hampshire

He didn't start writing poetry

until he was <5 years old. and living

in San Francisco. Before then he

had compiled and published: A

BihliouraphN of William Soroyan.

nt'.i-HMH. Roger Beacham. 1965>

and Six San Francisco POCSS.

He has published :? books of his

poetry: Fight Poems and On the

Death «»f Nj Father and other

Poems. And with James Baloian.

another Armenian poet, he edited a

collection of poems entitled: Down

;it the Sanle Fe DsfOt M Fresno

Poets. Fresno. California has a

large \rmenian population

community with which Kherdian

was closelv associated when he

lived in the San Francisco area

Pakistan Questions

Answered Tonight
What's going on in Fast Pakistan" A group representing various points

of view will try to come up with some answers in an Orchard Hill forum

tonight at the University of Massachusetts.

•The Crisis in East Pakistan" will be discussed by a panel beginning a

7 30 p m in Noah Webster Lounge, with Webster House r acuity Resident

Luther Allen as moderator. The public is invited

Panelists will be Anwar Syed of the UMass government faculty .UMass

graduate student Sajjid Naseer ; David Yaukey a UMass ^oemjogist who

lived and worked for two years in East Pakistan; and Mohammed I H.

Khan of the Lower Pioneer VaUey Regional Planning Commission He is

former head of the political science department at the University of

Lahore in West Pakistan

Lead Controversy

Discussed Tomorrow

He says of poetry. "I gain the

luture by reclaiming and making

whole the past I can achieve 'only

through poetry) a working

relationship with my unconscious,

which gives shape and form to

periods lived in chaos and

ignorance.

In a sense all of my writing is

autobiographical, because my own

story, when truly told, becomes

everyone's.

"

As'an Armenian. Kherdian has a

great deal ol past to draw Irom

The Armenian nation has one ol the

longest histories known The

original country at the cross roads

of the world in the Middle Fast has

been subject to Ihe tyranny ol 14

conquering Armies and yet

remains strong culture although

scattered in diaspora from Fresno

to Beirut

The time of David Kherdian s

reading has not yet been an-

nounced by the English Dept

SPRING IS HERE
AT LAST!!

GET YOUR

(WE HOPE!)

SUNGLASSES

WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS

WE HAVE A DIRECT PIPELINE TO

THE MANUFACTURERS.

WE BELIEVE YOU WILL REALLY ENJOY

A NATURAL GREY

Shatter Resistant Lens

WHY NOT STOP IN AND TRY A PAIR ON.******
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPERS TRY OUR

Bausch & Lomb

AVIATORS
WITH GOLD FILLED FRAME AND LEATHER CASE

JUST $14.95

56 Main St. dor, Amherst

GUILD OPTICIAN

Mr Joel Warren, Research

Associate. Ethyl Corporation,

Detroit. Michigan, will be on

campus tomorrow to give two

seminars.

Ethyl Corporation is one of the

two U.S. corporations (the other is

Dupont) that produce tetraethyl

lead, an antiknock ingredient used

in most automotive gasoline.

Tetraethyl lead is the subject of

much controversy because of the

recent announcement by the

automobile industry to the effect

that they plan to produce future

automobiles that can run on low

lead or unleaded gasoline.

Most of the controversy is on the

public health aspects of lead

released by automobiles and the

possible side effects of the new

lead-replacement additives. Mr
Warren will discuss this and

related topics in two seminars he

will be giving on Thursday. April

15th The seminars are open to the

general public

•Automotive Emissions and

Tetraethyl Lead, will be held in

S B A 110, 4:00-5:00 P.M .and

Ethyl's Lean Mixture Exhaust

Reaction System" will be in the

Campus Center 163-164, 7:30-8:30

P.M.

LAST PERFORMANCE TONIGHT

"The Best of Both Worlds"

You won't want to miss Maureen Hurley and Darryl

Croxton performing the thoughts and words of the world's

foremost poets, authors and playwrights, both black and white.

Shakespeare - Oscar Wilde - Langston Hughes -

Charles Gordone

APRIL 14 S.U BALLROOM 8 p.m. $.75 (at rhe door)

Presented by the C C Program Council
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Shaw Play Opens Tonight ^^ ,_^

Wto Do The Simplefolk Do,

TnSeoHvvTuo, Ids in this seen, from MAJOR BARBARA, the IT production opening tonight.

,,elr»!arh"u a listens to the problems of an unemployed bloke. (MM Photo by Bob Nest,. I

MAJOR BARBARA, a comedy by George Bernard Shaw, at-

tacking the problem of organized charity will open tonight at 8:30

MAJOR BARBARA is the story of Barbara Undershaft, a young

woman of the upper class in Victorian England, who joins the

Salvation Army and becomes anti-capitalistic. Her father, a

munitions king and armament manufacturer, opposes her and

encourages the development of a capitalistic society indifferent to

spiritual values. . M
Barbara advocates refusing money offered to the Salvation

Army by her father and Bodger, a liquor magnate. Later in the play

she is forced to reconsider her decision.

Along with having high praise for the kind of ensemble acting

which has developed during rehearsals, Director Doris Abramson

called MAJOR BARBARA 'my favorite of all Shaw plays. It is a

lively, a times maddening debate about money, power, ideals, and

public and private values,'' she said.

A revolving set has been designed by Jeff Fiala ; costumes are by

Liz Weiss; lighting by Paul Wonsek; and technical direction by

Nicholas Scott.

Tickets can be purchased at the Bartlett Auditorium Box office,

or by calling the box office, 545-2579. Admission is $1.75.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 14, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Quartet Gives Concert Tonight

X„ in-rehea.s.,1 shot of the Borodin Quartet. This '̂'»«^* «™>^
..ppear in a single concert tonight in Bouker Auditorium at X. They uill perform

uorks of l»rokolie\ and Beethoven.

The Borodin String Quartet from the Soviet Union

will appear in concert in Bowker Auditorium this

evening. Wednesday. April 14th at 8:00 p.m. under the

auspices of the Fine Arts Council. This will mark the

first occasion a Russian ensemble has visited the

University and brings to this campus the Soviet

Union's leading string quartet.

The program for tonight's concert will include Sergi

Prokofiev s String Quartet No. 2 in F Major, opus 92

and Beethoven s String Quartet in B Flat Major. Opus

130 with Gross* Fuge. Opus 133. The Beethoven work,

in its complete form including the Grosse Fugue, is

encountered rarely in concert halls these days,

therefore, the Borodin's inclusion of this work is

highlv awaited bv discerning music lovers. Members

of The Borodin String Quartet are Rostislav Dubinsky.

First Violin; Yaroslav Alexandrov. Second Violin.

Dimitri Shebalin, Viola and Valentin Berlinsky. Cello.

Reserved tickets for tonight's concert by the

Borodin String Quartet are priced at $1 for UMass

undergraduates; $1 30 for other students; $2.50 for

I Mass lacultv/staff and $3.00 for the general public

and may be purchased at the Fine Arts Council. 125

rferter ilall until 4 M p.m. from 7:00 p.m. tonight, a

box office will operate at Bowker Auditorium for

remaining tickets Both box offices may be reached by

telephone by dialing 345-0202. Advance reservations

are advised.

works of I'rokotiev ana neeinovrn.

Local Company Premieres Horovitz Play

World premiers ol Israel

Horovitz' Here, formerly The

Worlds Greatest Hey. will be

produced by th« Stone Theater

< .roup under the direction of David

Ktmmer, who brought to the

Pioneer Valley | new version of

I'eter Pan last tall Hero will begin

its tour das run April 23. in the

Stone Basement Theater. Amherst

< ollege

Original!) Mr HorovHs sought

New York production tor his new

plaj but hai i ome disenchanted

with New -^ theater business

Nov* be lias ned to close friend

David Rimn al Vroherst College

to disco, possibility <>t play

production unhindered by the

commercial pressures of

professional eater.

Among Israel Horovitz reper-

toire is Obie i Ml Broadway's
equivalent to Ton) i winning The

Indian Wants the Bronx Mi

Horovitz also writes screenplays,

leaches at Cit) College ol New
York and is a doctoral candidate at

City Universit) of New York.

Besides Peter I'an, which

received enthusiastic reviews in

the Daily Hampshire (ia/ette and

in New York's Village Voice, Mr.

Kimmer directed and acted in

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Improve G'B^es wn.ie uevn.."K

The Same *"" "' °' r,m* '

USE STUDY SOUNDS

Horovitz Bats last spring, then

during the Student Strike he

traveled with Bats on a tour of

several Western Massachusetts

secondary schools.

Experienced members of the

Stone Theater (.roup will star in

Here l'«»m McKittenck, as Hern

appeared in a recent production ot

rfcreepena) opera. Dream
Knftiae, and McNally's BettleeBI,

which accompanied Hats on area

tour last spring Men Golden has

performed in undergraduate
theater at Smith. Dartmouth and

Amherst, most recently in the

plays The Homecoming and The

Kesc Talon. Very active in

Amherst theater. Peter Trencher

has acted in two Horovitz plays.

Horning and Hats and last fall

appeared m Wayseen
Also in Hero will be Pal Casatth/,

Alison < ox, Ted Smith. Mary
Stevens and Chris Torch

Two preview performances ol

lino will be presented Wednesday
and Thursda) . April i\ l at it p.m

No tickets an required for these

performam •

Tickets lor performances on

April 23, M, ZS and 26 at K30 p.m.

and at 2 30 p.m Sunday (April 25

>

itternoon can be obtained at No
CHARGE by sending a self-

addressed, stamped envelope to

Box I4M. Amherst College, DUMB

Tickets may also be picked up

beginning April 14 during lunch

and dinner at Valentine Hall.

Amherst College

I'aris Belsinki Moscow Monaco Brussels Belgrade Geneva Oslo

Improve
DateIncr.at* Vour c "'

V
ELECTRONIC*LLt rRODUCCO SOUNDS
* CAUSE THIS 10 HAPPEN

Plea
R Track Tapi f,rd

S.?nd Checker Wonc. Order

include >K Handi.nq and Pos ..

Sound Cone p'

..riurli." *<>< '

—

COMPLAINTS?
STUDENT SENATE

SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Services

(Dining Commons, Forking, Bus Shuttle, Housing, etc.)

JUST FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

Also, if you'd like to join in ond help, just leave

your name and phone number with the secretary.

*
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EUROPE FROM $195
roi \i> tkip aiki IS*
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$171
180
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180
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200m
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Route '»•««•

Boston I tuition Boston

Boston Frankfurt Boston
Boston • LsSMtSSl - Boston
Boston London-Boston
N.Y. -London NY.

ALSO AVAILABLE: . _ ,, ... —
Inter European charter flights. International Student HI

cards, Kurail and Student Kail Passes. Youth Hostel Appli-

cations, ete.

also: Gigantic T x 6' Waterbeds - $39.90
est ape on the kinysixe waterbed from the ultimate in trans.

ported joy — California manufaetured vinyl baR with a

five year 'guarantee.

FLH.HTS OPEN ONLY TO —
5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.

Flight* rtiliiiiin-t.riil by:

American Student Travel \isnr

•!7 M»w*. Ave , HoNlon. Maw.
.v!<;-'iivii

All service* coordinated l>>

Student* International
of Ann Arbor, Michigan

m
I

AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL ASSOC.
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

Please send me information on: Europe..
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Waterbeds.
3

I
3.

sip 3

Oporto Palma de Mallorea IMza Rennes Salzburg Tangier Zurich

Name

Address

Culturnatives

Adding To The Compost
By GILBERT J. SAIK

MDC Stall

It seems that the •letters to the

editor" section of the MDC has

become something of a hat

t leground for those on either side ol

the organic vs chemical -farming

issue I'd like to add a lew more

words to the COmpOSl heap. I will

also review a few books on sur-

vival, for those of you who care

My own ideas on lood con

sumption are changing, so much ol

what 1 will say is nothing more

than speculation Take it with a

grain Ol sea salt

It seems to me that most ol those

who claim that we are unable to

produce sufficient quantities of

lood by organic methods are

making some serious false

assumptions One is that this

country is currently producing a

surplus'' of food 'The quotes are

due to the fact that people are

starving in this country and in

much ol the rest of the world. This

makes any treatment of •'surplus''

lood other than distribution to the

hungry criminal Anyway.) Our

surplus is dumped in the ocean,

plowed under, left to rot in silos,

burned, or othe-wise wasted. In

addition. man\ n, >ur farmers are

paid to not grow cr -ps. Thus, the

tact is that, as we are currently

utilizing our food, we are

producing lar more than we are

able to use.

The argument that we need

chemicals to lorce crops out of the

land in order to provide enough of

our lood. in light of this analysis, at

least bears closer examination.

There are other factors to con

sider as well In this country, over

af% of our agricultural land is

devoted to feeding livestock

Nearly 75% of our grain production

is led to livestock As the hulk of

this leed is used by the animal for

its growth, or passed off, the return

value ol this lood is very low. Put

simply, meat is very inefficient

lood source There are many other

sources of protein. If we are

concerned about our ability to

produce lood so that nobody needs

to starve, we should probably all

become vegetarians so that OUT

lood production can be for our-

selves rather than lor animals.

Another factor is what pesticides

do to natural litecycles Consider

DDT For decades, the Food and

Drug Administration and the other

control agencies permitted its

widespread use. Only recently

have they discovered its harmful

side el lects Birds eat insects

contaminated with DDT. It

remains in their bodies, ac-

cumulating as the bird eats more

insects One certain effect of this

accumulation is that it weakens the

shells of the birds' eggs, in some

cases to the point that the egg will

be crushed under the weight of the

nesting bird Pelicans and other

birds are now considered en-

dangered species due to this

phenomenon.

As the birds lose their ability to

reproduce, a few other disasters

will take place. Some birds help

pollinate plants. This will lessen

their chance of survival. Drastic

reductions of bird and plant life

will destroy food sources for other

animals, peihaps wiping them out

as well Since birds provide one of

the most important checks on the

proliferation of insects, in all

likelihood we are using chemical

insecticides to kill off natural in

sect control so that in the future we
will have no choice but to use

chemicals which will have to be

r\ en stronger than the ones we now
use which will possibly poison us.

Its not science liction, baby.

Enough scientists arc concerned

about the possibility to make me
B8.) we've got to take a serious look

at it.

I'd rather not do it and find out

thai I Could have than do it and find

out that I shouldn't have because

my baby died of DDT in its

mother's milk

The case has been made that

some newly developed varieties of

crops have been genetically

produced to take advantage of

massive applications of chemical

fertilizers. It's great that science

has been able to do this. The next

step should be to develop varieties

which are able to thrive on organic

fertilisers. To adapt plants to

pollution and use that as a

justification for continuing to

pollute makes about as much sense

as giving everybody gas masks so

they can breathe sulfur dioxide and

using the masks as a rationale for

not cleaning up noxious emmisions

trom smokestacks and exhaust

pipes.

Obviously, none of this can be

done overnight. But a start has to

be made. Nature does provide

sufficient soil nutrients and natural

pest controls to allow us to stop

poisoning the earth. We, as in-

dividuals, should start trying to

change our eating habits so that we
consume the most efficient foods,

and make every attempt to

procure organic foods whenever

possible The world you save may
be your own.

PEACE.
BOOK REVIEWS.
The Book of Survival by Anthony

Greenback ($.95-New American

Library, NYC > comes out of a bag

that most people have no idea how

to take care ot themselves when

they are actually in a crisis

situation. Greenback feels that if

people read the book, the in-

formation will be collected in his

subconscious where it can be

called upon if an emergency

arises It just might work. The

book covers almost any

imaginable emergency situation.

and usually proposes several ways

to cope with it Unlike many such

hooks, it does not assume that you

are equipped with Batman's utility

belt, a tool kit. and an Indian's

knowledge ol woodsmanship.
Whether dealing with being lost in

the woods, trapped in a collapsed

building, or in the middle of a

panic-stricken crowd, the book

describes how to make do with the

things you most likely will have

with you -your head, hands, feet,

clothes. It looks like a good book

tor anyone living who wishes to

continue in that state.

I)i ow uprooting by Fred Lanoue
i$4.95-Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Knglewood Cliffs, N.J.) teaches

you how to float indefinitely -in

water, that is. According to tests of

the method cited in the book, it

works. If you spend much time in

or around "the water, this might be

a good book to read. There should

be a less expensive paperback

edition, though.

Skills for Taming the Wilds by

Bradford Angier I $6 95-Stackpole

Books. Harrisburg, Pa > is a good

guide for the outdoorsman. In

addition to basic camping and

other outdoor skills, the book

provides some excellent

suggestions for dealing with

survival situations. Angier has

written a number of books, and is

considered an authority <>n

woodsmanship This book is

primarily useful as a field manual.

however, and should be printed in a

soltcover field edition to reduce

pack weight as well as cost. It's a

good friend to have along.

Outdoor Survival Skills by Larry

1) Olsen ($3.50-Brigham Young

University, Provo, Utah) is an

excellent book on how to go into the

woods with nothing but the clothes

on your back and a smile-end

survive. On second thought, maybe

you had better cheat and bring the

book with you tor the lust couple ol

trips. There's so much material

that you won t remember it all. If

you want to get away tor a couple

i.l days or a couple of decades, take

this book with you. It shows you

how to build a shelter ol snow or

branches, how to find or catch

lood. how to make tools, how to

depend only on yourself and your

own skills tor survival. Dig it.

In the coming weeks, CULTUR
NATIVES will deal with many dif

ferent aspects of cultural alter

natives. If you're into it and want to

rap, or if you want Mother Earth
News, stop by the Draft Counseling
Office in 418D SU 2nd floor You'll

have to take your chances because
draft counseling comes first, but if

we're free we'd enjoy sharing ideas

Ecology Talk

AtAmherst
The ecology of the river and the

watershed will be discussed by a

member of the National Academy
ol Sciences in a free public lecture

today, at 8 p.m. in Merrill Science

U«cture Koom 2, Amherst College.

Dr Kuth Patrick, guest lecturer, is

chairman of the Department of

Freshwater Biology of the

Philadelphia Academy of Sciences

DO YOU SUPPORT THE
PEOPLE'S PEACE TREATY?

A JOINT TREATY OF PEACE

Between the people of the United States.

South Vietnam Si North Vietnam

vt&rsM22&-«s5: and

rar;
r

peop.es

We hereby »*ree .0 end .he war on «h« foUowin*=.gg^fSfc
can live under Ihe Joy of independence and can «vo« 1

.

lnK a society based on human equali'y and aspect 1

di , lnatlon aga ins,

ting the war we also reject allL'or
n
m

fion
I

a
" C

rig

n
n and ethnic grouping which

ear ."h^oTine-WwssgS Sss-^SSr^i.

"TS. Vietnamese t^TZTSTj^ 'iSiSSSVtSff^
reiea'se'^.U^^rlc^rrfsoners'^lnc^n^pilots captured while bomb-

ing North Vietnam.
between U.S. forces and those

4 They will enter discussions on the procedures 10 K

of all withdrawing troops.
,mfWlBition of Thieu. Kv and Khiem

5. The Americans pledge to end ^J^P™ 1*1"" "Ur right to self deter-

on the people of South Vietnam in order to ^ure theirjlR

mination. and so that all political Prlsone™ c""
. coalition government

6. The Vietnamese pledge Jo %m « P™!,1™
?« respect the results -

o f e^oTin^c^ Qhow Where You Stand

*a£2ggg£$gSii!S*a Vote At The Referendum
peace and neutrality of Laos and^Cambodia in »™°ro

, affairs o{ these
W W *W

1962 Geneva conventions, and not to interfere in me mitrni

two countries. ,«u«iv«»

9 Tpon these points of agreement, we pledge to end the WSTSSf resole

,11 o
9
therq

n
uestions

P
in the ^^^^^S^^TS^O^^i

priate to implement the terms of this Jm"\Tn.?Pd States
its acceptance by the government of the United States.

[is acceptance by the government of the United States

Do you support the immediate and total withdrawal of

U.S. troops from Southeast Asia?

Do you endorse the nonviolent march planned in Wash-

ington for April 24?

(A legal permit has been issued.)

Do you endorse the nonviolent civil disobedience

planned in Washington for the first week in

May?

Signatories

South Vietnam National Student Union

v.uth Vietnam Liberation I nion

North Vietnam Student Union

National Student Association

Thursday, April 15, 9:00-5:00

In Front Of The Book Store

Saigon, Hanoi and Paris, December WTO
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Campus Carousel

Ride On and On, and
Bv TONY GRANITE

MDC Staff

BARE FACES BEAR FACTS.

Male nudes created by art faculty

at Northern Illinois U. are getting

another look, according to a

Streamer story in The Northern

Star.

Seems that when the art work

went on display at a gallery in

Peoria, city officiate warned that

the painting might be in violation

ol the city'8 recently-passed ob-

scenit) ordinance

Their solution was to order the

gallery's director to station a

guard near the painting to restrict

persons under 18 years old from

looking at the painting. The

alternative was that the gallery

could lace an obscenity suit

Since the gallery did not have the

personnel to post such a guard, it

settled lor posting a sign telling

persons under 1H not to look at the

painting. »**•

OTHER HI MOR from the campi

results from this headline ac

companying a film review in ih«-

Daiiv Texas; 'Doctort Wives

displays MDocritj

mi tPRIL FOOL ISSUE ot the

Vermont lech Pioneer warned

thai It you believe anything you

road here except this item' then

you're crazier than the guyi who

put it together
"

Stones included one about

•Mother -In Residence Program

Approved Contraceptives

Stocked As Service to Campus ;

Pol Party Planned '" and 'Juicy

Offers Made by Job Recruiters

And in what they titled -Who

sa\s tanning is a boar'' the

Pioneer editors pictured 9 piglets

buatt) feeding from sow Their

caption A Modern Nippleodeon."

MORE HUMOR tame out of

Texas, where one Legislator ot-

tered a resolution passed by the

State House of Representatives

praising one Albert DeSalvo .or

being "officially recognized by the

State of Massachusetts for his

noted activities and un-

conventional techniques involving

population control and applied

psychology." _
The tun loving Rep Tom Moore

who offered the resolution didn t

mention that DeSalvo was

described in psychiatric testimony

il, a Massachusetts court tour

years ago as the self-proclaimed

Boston Strangler who killed 19

women

MEANWHILE. AT QUEENS
COI LEGE, the Phoenix reports

the passage by the Academic

Senate there ot a new In-

dividualized College Bachelors

Degree which permits selected

students to take up to one-fourth o.

their credit loads in non-classroom

work and does not entail any

required courses

Enrollment will be limited to Ml
students

COMMERCIAL TERM PAPERS
is the "in thing" on the UMaine

campus, as well as the Boston

area, according to a page one blurb

in The Maine Campus.

Page rates range from $2 to $6

for custom tailored work. Four

organizations are supplying the

area market, according to the

story. One is Termpapers

Unlimited of Brookline, Mass.,

operated by a 22-year-old part-timt

student at Babson Institute,

Pakistan-India
OnWMUATonight

This evening on WMl A V»l 1 FM
at I :w I'M on "Viewpoint'

1 the

subject of discussion will be the

Pakistani India conflict The guest

on this week's program will be

Pro! Anwar Syed of the University

ot Mass Government Dept.

hollowing "Viewpoint" will be

liama Drum", a production of

the Black Mass Communications

Project

ALPHA ZETA:
Initiation tonight Rm 817 of C.C. at

9 15

AMHERST WALK FOR
DEVELOPMENT.
There will be a meeting ot the

Amherst Walk for Development
Committee and all interested persons

at 7 30, tonight in Rm 801 ot the C.C.

AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ASA will review and formulate

action on any popularly supported

intra university issue, maior con

certs, collegian policies, Senate

activities, Campus Center, Com
mencement activities, etc. Tonight at

7 30 p m. in Rm 178 of the C.C.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Dr G Wyatt of Yale Univ. will

speak on "Insect Fat Body
Biochemical Factorum at 1130

a m Thursday, April 15 m Rm 252 ot

Goessmann Lab Coffee served at

1115 am.

BETA KAPPA PHI FRATERNITY:
Open House tonight at 8: 30 p.m in

Van Meter classroom

GORMAN HOUSE:
After you locate Gorman House on

your handbook map come see what it

is like any evening. Applications are

available for Co Eds or call 6 6421 or

6 9535

FREE UNIVERSITY
May is not far away.

Boston; Universal Termpapers is

operated by a PhD Candidate who

ealls himself 'Mr. Papers". In-

ternational Termpapers Unlimited

of Boston, owned by a Nor-

theastern grad, and a writing

agency calling itself Quality

Bullshit," source unknown.

The reactions range from

•plagiarism" by faculty,

•unethical" by administrators; to

•the game of academics"-

according to students.

NOTICES
GREAT DECISIONS:

Special "Great Decisions" Forum
•The Crisis in East Pakistan

tonight at 7 30 p.m. at Webster

Lounge Orchard Hill. Participants^

Anwar Syed David Yaukeyi
and

Mohammed Khan All are welcometo

come and join the discussion.

# •
Write on.

****

AND A NON-APRIL POOL ISSUE

of the UWisconsin Oshkosh Ad-

vance-Titan headlines a story of

outstanding high school students

entering college as sophomores.

•Under new policy, students get

credits without taking courses."
****

so THAT? THE WAY IT is. Tills

WEEK. ON THE CAMPUS
CAROUSEL.

GREAT SCIENCE FICTION F ILAA:

Five million years to Earth came
late. Will Show Thompson 04 8 p m
today One of the best SF films of an

times.

MEDICS FOR WASHINGTON
All those people that want to be

medics for the march on Washington

AdmI 24, please attend an

organizational & training meehns

tonight at 9 p.m m Rm 803 of the C C.

NAIADS:
Tryouts for Naiads Thursday, April

15 at 7 p.m at Wope

PSYCH 101/SOC 101:

"Stigma" "Marat Sade" 4.40, 8, 10

p.m in Mahar Aud.

SCROLLS:
Meeting tonight 545 p.m. in Rm

917 of the C.C. EVERYONE MUST
ATTEND! ! ! If completely impossible

you must call Wanda 549 0095.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Spring Selection for new members

open to all residents of Southwest.
Applications available in Patriots

office in Coolidge lobby get
acquainted hour Sun., April 25 at 8

p.m. JQA 5th floor lounge.

ZOOLOGY DEPT BAG LUNCH:
All Zool undergrads, grads, 8.

faculty are invited to an informal

weekly get together, today 12 1 30

Mor 249

LOST:
Good News for Modern Man New

Testament though in poor condition,

I do need 8. use it Please call Sue at

6 6749 or drop off at 227 Field.

Red notebook subject line headed
materials If found please call 546

6400.
Child Psychology by Medinmus

and Calculus by Lipman Bers. The
two separate owners whose names
are inside need them for upcoming
exams call 6 6344 or 6 6109.

A pair of gold rimmed octagonal

glasses that required tightening

Please call Noreen at 6 5146

FOUND
., .

Guy's glasses found April 9, bet

ween Goesmann & Campus Ctr. Call

546 8006 ask for Gail

A pair of wire rimmed glasses, oval

shaped found on No. Pleasant St. Ask
for Jose Martinez at the language

Labs in Bartlett Hall.

Maryanne Larned: I found your

books in Machmer Friday afternoon

Call 546 4043.

PAUL SMITH'S COLLEGE GRADS:
All graduates of Paul Smith's

College, no matter what your major,

please contact either John Batten or

Tim Devineover in the Wd Tech Dept

as soon as possible If they aren't

around, leave your name, address

and phone number in the Wood Tech

Office (125 Holdsworth).

MDC CLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

I bdn». apt. for rrot Mar I- '••

tlon t« pick np I'M*. Feel, olr »•"•
dlsbwaaber. Mi fliS-e-n* afl*r *

p.m. ***'»

3 bdrm. apt , June - Aiimel. «.»><-

tor of Amhemt. Will oiacuae r»nf

Q»U 848-1108 ofter 6. «> <-' 3

rVautlful eetop fornlahed kpt *»" 1

p..ol for the nmmrr or longer, enl>

8148 mo. Call 864-3501 »'«« 8

4 Mm. fnrnlshee npt. In -»»-

hrrst from June to AutuM. »-'3 '"."

. Icirtee utllitlro In hou-r < all W»-

8J38J, 646-9134 at nl«h« U.*Zl*
-~3 Mr*, apt .. June 6 AaMONt, "'•

Hon to continue In fnll. tall IVIS-

61 83.
'*•

'

!

~i bedroom apt. at Cllffelde to oi.h-

In from either Mar or June 1 I"

"'itt. 1 *»»»> option of renewing

leaae In Sept Will IMM r'n,
./1

" ,

1

'

iwn-.Ti»3J v*iy
MnTt ontilet 3 bedroom Pnffton

apl . pool, air cond , willing to or-

fer genernm discount June 1 - *"*
II with option to lease In *ept < all

BtfMTTin. -—J'il1
"

~*iiiMel from end of Ma* til Aug

31 and option to continue tola! cost

SHOO! New ? bdrm townhou«e should

be oeen to appreciate. FTenlngo !V-

*vw. tfl •"•—V drm. apt. »t Cliff*** •*!

ntilltica. pool, tennto conrta. A*ail.

Immcd Tnll ««8-3°« afer ft p

•

m
^_ |fi

"
t bdrm fnmiohed apt r.reat »P"I

for oammer. halfwar between rau.-

n.is and Drake, .lune - Aug. Kent

Jinn negotinble. tall Mt-tto*, «-.»"••

6-7444. ILLLl
Mummer anblcl or rent three room

apt , tliff.ide torpefed. pool and

• pnnto marts, facing wood*. A»ail-

Hhle MaT ft. Phone 6fift-316« e,"
tri-ii

Apt. at Cllffslde for gumtner with

opt 1 Bdrm. all utll. Call 886-3*™

nft«r ft p.m. 4-14._ 15. 16

1 Bdrm. Apt. Quabbln Vll. Twin
bed*, fully furnished, all utilities.

AC, wall - will rnrpet. Juno 1 -

Mitr II JM"'1 P- r mo. Will nero'late.

fnll 32S-6386. 1j_j_ '

1 bedroom apt. Cliflslflc. Kurnlab-

cd. Air cond.. S. pool. 665-W75
4-14 - W

»pnrtn cnt for rent. *me 1 - Aug.

II, 372 Pnffton J3«0 » month. 3 be«l-

rnon,.. air conditioned Cull Howie

MQ-nsiH. __!Ir,i>

~ Apartment Huntera ! Summer »u»-

let with option*. 2 bedroom town-

hnitae at ^lountftln Rnnge All elec-

ric. air conditioning, awlmmlng ponl

Ca ll 2ft3-B028- !'4"1.

~ To auhlet from 6/1 to 0/1. larre

npnrtment Ideal for 4 - 5 P'ople.

excellent location. Nuitin ***<>"
c;nil. Kathy, or D 1 at » MW

Cncdroom r»pt. living rootn. kltch.

bith. June 1 - Sept. 1. F»c loca-

tion, 1 ml. from campus $17." 'mo.

but willin* to negotiate - Oil far.dy

• r Judy 2T>3-!»on« at 6:00.
4-1 4 • 2

1

To sublet June 1 - 2. 2 bdrm
towrihoiise. Pi bath, all utll. Inc.

Cood location. Call 2.-.3-!M>73. Will
(!!«ni«s rent. 4-1 4. 15. 16

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Muat aell '(• Cortina, excel, aaech

com! . 24 mpg, only 15.0*0 ml . auto.

Iran* . dlac brakea. Beat affer a»er

WW. Call 646-9Tt«. 1I4-1B

Muat aell — 1969 Muatang Marh
1, am-fm atereo. 4 apd.. 351 co In .

excellent condition. 646-6390 . tfO-W
1?H77 MO Midget xe/lir;* MfJB en-

gine. New top and tlrea $900 Must
ael l now. Call l.lnda SW-7993. tf4-15

I9C« BMW Sun Roof. Becker AM-
FM. atudded radial enow tlrea, ex-

cellent condition, garaged. Call M-
9669 or 646-2330. *?*I?*.
"~1960 ,\lfa Romeo. 20*0 Spyder. Call

2.%3-Slflt evening^ —tJW«
66 MO 1100 aedan, front wheel

drive, good mech. cond. Will pass

atnte Inspection. Call 253-7263.
tft-1

1961 Old^mobile P>-namlc 88. con-

vorUble, Vfl. Auto. Trana. Power
steering v brakea, radio and heater.

Must aolL Excfllent cond. 519-0114.

Cddy. 4-11 & 16

f965 Corvnlr 4-door. Excellent con-

ilition. $400. Foreign atudent loov-

Ing the country. Coll 546-9961 even-

ings^ 4-14. 13. 1C

Chevrolet - 196." Bel Air. 4-door

•odan. 6-cyl. automatic. 53.000 nille-

VerT Pood cond. fT.jO.OO. Call Tony.

•J-,3-2828. 4-U. 15. 21

change tranemaolon, $234. Call Mark
BmvU 323-761K tf4- lo

Bicycle — Peugeot 10 ap. '.';'.

Inch, generutor, Ughtg. fenderH, ord-

inal $115 00, now $75 00. 684-6i««

erenlngg^ *' *- ' %

66 Muat. coux , • eyl . 3 apd .

eiceUent cond. Call 666-3927. tf4-1 4

~1970 Honda 360 cc. blue Scram-
bler, excel, cond 860* ml . luggage

rack and back reat nrl. $650 Call

Tony 646-4047. **+-**

•61 Wlllyo nail truck runa well

$1*0. Coll 323-4462. t**-J«

Craig 910 Tape Recorder. Ver»

rood condition. Asking $80. Call

.'.1.-.-2640 ask for Curt in 424.
4-14. 1^

1968 y<0 cc. Triumph T10OC. Cnll

after alx. 253-7490^ 4-1* • >"

Sail through the Berkahlrea on a

Oike. Bike for axle - I960 Hond:.

X'M. Call 253-7625. It Is In good

shape. *-!<• !
•'>

1966 Tnmaha TPS - 3C. New paint

job. excellent condition $300 or beat

offer. Call 546-1084. £M
Tamaha 69 D-1B. E^c. cond. But

offer. Call Roger 546-S966. Must aell

immediately. 4-14, 15. 16. 20. 21

WANTED
3 glrta te ahare "•"M*'*™-

mouth for auxamer. Call 8*4"
f̂

,

4

*
|4

Wanted — one paper oo
'JjJJJ"-

tlc Pacta. Will POJ $» C.11 *^*
i

Colonial Village - "1 "•"" l,r"
floor apt. For Juna 1. V>>***,

m ,c

LOST

" Are you • __.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA

AlXIBtAt
\re you Intereated »

, "^"J
r\o alumnae and working with

an ic*ve college chapter? PlewX*

K^P^'Alph. Thet. Alunmae Club

P.O. Bex $13

No. Amheret, «•«• Big
Qtaa name, oddeeaa and

phone number. mm
Steve a Rtud P^rvlce - Next time

i ,ro be up a little Uter and well

„me rilttle earlier. 2 little bo*..^

1 Bnapoack w «*ak* "• • »»
„„ a ride l». !$*« -»•;
Maaa. on 4/3. U ye* »••»»* «•'*

»ou leave II for Ed at the kwstk •*

.he parking garage- 7"

" REWARD — Beddlah-brown aet-

ter, retHever puppy with black mux-
,1,' .„d tall. June. Mlaalng April

fti k. 853-3**3.
«*"

'Happy belated birthday Heea. Bee

vf.u aoon JC
To Pooplea: Congratuiattona on

Mhunuerquel from your flxxtte-rt

frtawS - Oral Phallic and Normal^

JOBS
FOR HINT

Iota Qamma Upsllon aororHy de-

sires Intereated young couple or

elderly woman for post Ion aa house-

mother. For Information call Pres.

at 545-0082. *-l«of1*

FRK
f*ree - two albino rata. CJoodas

pet». Ca*e and food Included. Call

.,4fi-6530. sV14, 13

ROOMMATES WANT1P
F Roommate wanted b*g. May 1

Apt. within walking dtat. of Campua
Pool, air e««d., tmrm. opt. C«ll •*»-

«it3> after I p.m. $!*-$»

Wonted » female n ggamot— for

TRAVEL

Summer anblet, June 1 - Ang. 31,

option to renew. Large one bedroom

apt . pool, nt Crown Point Rent

negotiable. Call KH-ftCl or after 5^
256-6231

.
l
fy!

"'Efficiency apt. from June 1 to

tux. 31. QnnhMn Villnce. S90 a nio

Air cond and all
»«»;">*„.

J "»

Thorn nt 253-9212 or Paul 323-7HU

Both after 7 p m. t»-

*> hilr npt. anmmer sublet In Puff-

ton Village. 2 bntha, nlr rondition

Ine, dishwasher, pool, tennla court

Price negotiable Call 519-6676.
i r i - 1 n

~"« bedroom apt. for June 1. Option

to renew leaae In fall. Rent »e«a-

tlnble Call 253-2217.^ £»-«•

Real for anmmer 1 bedroom npt

Cliff -ide with option to continue

„1I utilities illaliwoaher pwl. tewnla

cnaurts, Rent negotiable C.h •»
:^>76 after 6.

SUMMER IN ETJROPEI Chartered
rniinw trip jet fllghta plue roonr

helpful acrvlcea. WATERBM>S too!

(all 519-1357 or 649-3963.
4 - 8 8 9 13 15 10 22.23 27 29 3

HAWAII — Anyone goln* to

Hawaii on the DSKr and w-lio would

like to switch semester please call

Vnl at 256-8173. *-1»

FOR SALE

Pioneer, Teac, Garrard. PE, Alter,

Fisher, TDK, eaaaette and open reel

tape. Standard radio, Ctah apeakers

LPs, 8 tracke and other ncceaaltlea.

See Amheret Audio. *'

It 'a Poncho weather — Just ur

rived colorful, renuine ponilioa from

South America. Limited aupply. Call

605-3501 after S. If*-'-'-

f9fi9 Kawasaki Ihiah Whacker 175

re Trail-Street bike, 7060 ml. S«l"'

Call;_68l-«WiW . "• "
HawaanU 12* tr. 1969 combina-

tion road bike and Irallerblite, quick-

Sept. te May of next achoel year
Pnffton Village, S49-M78. Cfjrolyu or

Joan. ~tl*
Wanted — f female reemmwtee te

ahare 8-roem bouee, $4*.00 per mo.
June - Aug . I mile* from campnt
Call 6-7334, 8-733$. <-733*. tf«-l*

I female roommate wanted le

ahare furnished BalUug Green apart-
ment June to Auruat. Coll 1-ealle

519-8288. tf4-l$

Wanted roommate for S bedroom
apt. at Muulre Village furnlehed, Im-
mediate occupancy. Option to pick

up leaae. 666-2Q06. *f*-'<

Roommate wanted, Suulre Vli.

apto., furn . Include* oil utUltleo,

$c,5/me. From June - Aug. Call 886-

mk. t/4-14

M or F roomate wanted. 1% ».
from campus own room $42. 50 per

mo. or lesa. Call Pat 549-P.986

K.cp trying. 4-14. 13, 16

"ne or two feni roomates wanted.

One bdrm furn $80 Incl utilities. Will

liargle over |>rice. 253-5972.
4-14 ft 15

" PBRFECT FOB 9V*MX* f«,W»
;

-Furn 1 bdrm. opt. f*» *«>•*
An, No lea** req. Ne*r Cw»«*
lool and air con*. tt?f*J*,/??£!
..r girl, preferred. C*U M»"3il,^5

Ker gummer w/ept. te eont me^V

em furnlehed « b*J,#,mj;p
*
¥:JS«

,„r pereon. 1 - 3 people M»- »*«;
»„» * . 11 «*«lnga 260-8187. tf*-18

-
1 or rent (6-13 to 8-t») "'-«•»•;

In Alexandria, NH. 4 b*rma ,
•

ml te Newfeuud L*ke. "'•
MflV

uil. H. Brew., P*r*4to* L.. ™fi
1 beilreem apt. to euDlet Ol AM

with opt Pnffton. utll Incl MoyL
tall 649-3768 er 646-**74. Aak for

Jill
. . 2221

-T. rent - » MT^M,
-««-V

able June 1. furulohe*. O^o-Soii^

"
a bedroom tewnheuo* *•"»"« ««•"

to rent new I Till Jon* I. e>P« » •/
forever Will *la* trade for apT

with 3 er more bedreoma. Call 256-

KHH er efc. Eg
"if. rm. apartment, one mile from

raTni.ua. Will pay one month'* rent.

VnlverottF Pnrk. $100 per mo. Call

,, fLllO. 4-14. 15. 16

1 Mrm apt. air cond., dlahwash-

er tennla, pool, disposal, mod..

•lean, quiet, new section, of Puffton.

545-niOfJ e\t. 21. Leare mesaage Pat

fJlorl*. $156 mo. 4-14. 15, 16

—Surprise again! Happy 7th month.

It s atlll nice to find you under

my covers. Love from your "rmph^

$|hO reward for Information and

return ot Canon Ft Camera taken

4 8 from Kennedy. Call 546-7812 or

25.1-9I75. 4-15 • 1«

Miittapan Kill, patient Tf Pr^

Faheml. aharlnf room with me at

lk-th Iarael Hoap. on April 21.J
1"'

Please call Rita 868-2748 rMPOn-
TAXT. *-14 - 21

Ernie's Black, he's dynamite and

he s coming - April 28th. 4-14 - 20

GIVE AWAY
Kitten. 8 wka . block g^gT^wWU

apostle mole. Free. 5-2643 *•*

ATTENTION
APT. HCNTEK8 — « free wka

living In Mt. Range last t wka. In

May. If >ou decide en occupancy

from June 1 on. All electric. Air

cend. 253-5667. t*+-lJ

SERVICES

TYrlMI — Theale. —
PhUHrtntlew*. Maatera. la fact all

HELP WANTED
1 or 2 women live-In, Infant core,

sewing, etc. part time. Apt-like ac-

com. prev. In return. S ml. from
Campua; Mehta 519-1112; 5-0566

tf4-15

PERSONAL
BOOKS

We buy used boeke and reeorda
— WhitMight Book* (In the After)

No rexta! tfB-15

t hil.lren ogee 3-6, needed for pay-

hological testing. Call 648-2649 be-

tween 9:36 - 1:3* weekdoyo. Pay-
ment 81.58/hr. If4-14

-rnAc iniun pr«jt« CaJI b# BOAdl^P

through HANDY S HKCRETARIAI
HBHTICE, dial 884 WW.

tf-nxwf 8-14

Amherst Audio ocr tleoo ooereo

rompeaeato. Upo •eeko fo» Mono *»
cor. 187 No. Pleasant St., M**13^

ITousepainting - Low cost, Duality

.•ork by experienced etudente. Tel.

.10-6762. JEf*
*

DUNEBUGGY
lac. rebuilt 4* bp VW engine,

:<*0 ml., cyclone exhaust gyetem

Purple flaked - custom otrlped

body, fully enclosed w/'-T'-top.
aide curtains, gaa beater, and
AM/FM atereo radio

A real eye-catcher.
Many Internal extra*.

CoU RON
816-9800

Ifl-"
Never answered a want ad

.

Answer this one. A little aellinc.

some bu-iness management and a

lot of personal initiative can mean
$l.ono-ptua » month. Part time,

future full time. Applications now
heimr taken. Call 516-4049 Bob
Tucker 4-14, 15. 16

JV's At Worcester
To Open Season

By MAKTY KELLEY
MDC Staff

With nature being very stingy

with batting practice this spring,

the UMass Junior Varsity Baseball

nine will but hope for the best this

afternoon in Worcester as the

Bedmen yearlings under head

coach Bay Wilson embark on a 16

game slate with a i p.m. tilt

against Worcester Academy.

No doubt the weather has caused

considerable havoc lor Coach

Wilson. It should be a novel af-

ternoon for Wilson and his 21 man

squad, but the Bedman mentor

(eels the team will jell quickly.

Hitting will be our main problem.

But the first lew games will be

important for not only our hitting

but tor setting our linup straight."

Coach Wilson plans to do a lot of

early season juggling, but one

thing definite will be today s

mound cvcle. Getting the starting

nod on the hill will be soph

righthander Ed Kerr Kerr will be

called upon to go three frames

followed by trosh southpaw Steve

Merrill lor the middle innings,

•iighthander (ilen Campbell, also a

rtshman. will linish up depending

upon whether the contest will be

seven or nine sanzas

Completing the seven man staff

are frosh righthanders Steve Bain,

Howie Spear and soph John Welch

Krosh Eric Lev ine is the only other

southpaw hurlcr on the hill besides

Merrill

The yearlings will have the most

talent "and depth in the backstop

corps Frosh Mike Phillips has just

edged out classmate Ed Hamel for

todays start behind the plate

When Hamel catches Phillips will

play first. Krosh receivers Ken

Stuart and Jim Lynch also can be

used elsewhere with Stuart filling

IM Schedule
SOFTBALL

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME TEAMS

1 5:15 Bohemians vs. Heads
2 Go Mads vs. Divers

3 vollies vs. Challengers
4 Stoned vs. Bags
1 6 30 Brigade vs. Giants
1 Maroons vs. Phailics

3 starters vs. Trojans
4 Trouts vs. Aces
1 730 Terrors vs. Panthers
2 Senators vs. Colts

3 Comanchees vs. Cans
4 Bulldozers vs. Cougars
1 8.30 Redwoods vs. Pipers

1 Elms vs. Eagles
3 Grants vs. Rams
4 Hemlocks vs. Barracudas
1 9:30 Beadledoms vs. Env.

Eng.
Bodies vs. Zoo

3 Burners vs. Civ. Eng
1 1030 Spartans vs. Smashers
2 Ironmen vs. Seagrams
3 Hi Lo's vs. Academics
5 Fellas vs. Orioles

6 Airborne vs. Nads
7 2nd Team vs. Soft

8 Plumbers vs. Squires
9 Maurauders vs. "10"

10 Souls vs. Pops
Bunch vs. Sugarloaf

12 Tribes vs. IPT
Brewers vs. Termites

14 Cranks vs. Puffers

15 Hits vs. Zl

SOCCER
1 4 40 ZNvS. PSK

LCA vs. SAM
3 PSDvs SAE
4 SPEvS APO
5 DCvs.TEP
6 KSvs BKP
1 5; 20 Tribesman vs

Pathogens
, .

2 3M's vs Pranksters
3 Gypsies vs. Boys
4 Nurds vs. Trouts

5 Trojans vs. Redwoods
6 Reds vs. Bulldogs

in at first and Lynch in the outfield.

Around the horn a freshman

infield has been set with Bick

Hansan at third, Tony Serino the

shortstop. Ken Brewer at the

keystone, and frosh hoopster Larry

Heron the first sacker. Brewer,

just released from the varsity will

also see some service at short to

help give way to frosh Bill Moan
who'll log a lot of playing time at

second base.

Patrolling the pastures for the

Little Bedmen are frosh Walt

Parker, Winchester Willard, Larry

Heron, and soph Fred Kielbasa, an

Amherst native. Hopefully Coach

Wilson can find the right outfield

combination early with Lynch and

Stuart not to be forgotten in the

bidding. Besides hitting the out

lield alignment looms as a primary

weakness to date.

In noting his strengths Coach

Wilson reiterated, "Defensively

our infield is very sound. We have

fair team speed and will run when

we get the chance."

Offensively Coach Wilson looks

tor Bick Hansan to follow in the

footsteps of immortal brother Bob

Hansan as a Bedman slugger.

Also. Mike Phillips has good power

but the ability of such key figures

as Ken Brewer and Bill Moan to get

on base will be plusses the Bedmen

need.

If the Bedmen firemen can find

the plate often and early enough

today, coupled with an offensive

production to suit victory's needs,

the UMass JV's should return to

campus with the confidence to give

crosstown rival Amherst a suitable

shellacking in their home opener

Saturday at 2 p.m.

ST1CKMEN IN ACTIOVThe I Mass varsity lacrosse team is at

Mlddleburv today for a game at 3:15. For details see preview on page

|(. (MDC Photo by Ned Diffendalei

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
-s^ By SYDNEY OfelAM

Astrology aids us in understanding
cycles The wise man attempts to

control his own destiny. Astrology is

a valuable tool to this end. Some of

the most famous practitioners of the

scientific art have been born under

Leo and Aquarius. Studying
astrology familiarizes one with
mathematics, astronomy,
psychology and history. If nothing

else, it is a fascinating hobby. I feel it

is much more give it a try.
* * *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Strong

emphasis on travel, publishing You
write and communicate. Take steps

to initiate long range plans Refuse to

be satisfied with the ordinary. Your

view now fhould be a sweeping one

TAURUS (April 20 May 20):

Association with mate, partner

centers around financial aspects.

Overcome temptation to be petty.

Realize that key now must be co

aperation Check policies, tax

returns, general inventory^ .

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent

on partners, public relations, legal

maneuvers Be flexible. Perm.

t

opposition to have a say. Sense of

humor now can extricate you from

delicate situation Act accordingly

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Basic

issues dominate Settlement of old

score is indicated One you made
promises to now may want to collect

Be thorough. Get money's worth.

Also, give your fair share.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22). Romantic

interests are featured Some
youngsters may represent somewhat
of a dilemma. Find out the 'why' of

events Avoid superficial judgement

Adhere to golden rule. Then you

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Home
influences dominate You have to

shake off tradition in order to make
progress This may not be easy, but it

will be necessary Realize it and

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Ans/.er ?o Yesterday's Puzzle

respond accordingly.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Perceive

hidden meanings. Ideas abound. Key
is to select quality. Don't settle for

second best. You can improve
techniques. Relatives, neighbors
figure prominently. Be a good
listener.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Ac

cent on debts, valuables. You gam by

investing in what you feel is of value

Outside advice now may not suffice.

Heed inner feelings What was a

setback turns in your favor
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Personal involvements now are

likely to multiply Situation becomes
complicated. Avoid panic Cycle is

high; circumstances ultimately will

favor your efforts. Finish major

^CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19):

Degree of confinement is evident

Bide your time, ride with the t'de

Don't attempt to force issues. You get

help from special group, club on]

organization Make inquiries.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18)

Some wishes are impractical. Revise

goal Don't price yourself out of

competition. Your intuitive intellect

can supply needed answers Socia

affair will prove stimulating.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

Flexible approach can achieve goal

One m position of authority wants to

give you a chance Be receptive Co
operate with Sagittarius individual

Liaht touch is now best for success

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are finishing major project

August is likely to be a most
significant month You get rid of

burden not rightly your own There is

more responsibility, but also greater

happiness You are a vital person, a

natural reporter and one who
aware of current events.

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

1 Shakespearian
King

5 Former Russian

ruler

9 Contend
12 Single instance

13 Girl's name
14 Astate(abbr

)

15 King of Bashan

16 Mark left by

wound
18 Female (colloq

)

20 Prefix: not

22 War god
24 Fish sauce

27 Cut
29 Weakens
31 Collection of

facts

32 Doctrine

34 Small rugs

36 Symbol for

thoron

37 Sell to

consumer
39 Made a sudden

attack

41 Prefix: not

42 Athletic group

44 Knot in wood
45 Vigor (colloq )

47 Heavenly body

49 Heraldry

grafted

50 Paradise

52 Sewing case

54 Babylonian
deity

55 Cover

57 Walked on

59 Pronoun
61 Period of time

63 Appellation of

Athena
65 Sea eagle

67 Nothing

68 Mans name
69 Proboscis

4 Things, in law

5 Rips
6 Brook
7 Near
8 Tattered doth
9 Pretentious

suburban
residence

10> Preposition

11 Man's nickname
17 Symbol for

calcium

19 Cooled lava

21 After dinner

candy
23 Mast
25 Amuses
26 Taper

27 Band of color

28 Fuel

30 Antlered

animal

33 Cravats

35 Mathematical
function
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38 Tardy
40 European

43 Substance

46 Part of flower

48 Rustic

51 Negative

53 Maiden loved

by Zeus

56 Moccasin

58 Lair

60 Golf mound
61 Printer's

measure
62 A state (abbr )

64 Note of scale

66 Artificial

language

DOWN

Game at cards

Guided the

course of

Alternating

current (abbr

1 2
5"

* '.»•. 5 tt
7 B .-..

*"
9 nr

A
12 •'::

13
i*j

14

15 555
.•.

16 17 :::
i

«

18 19 :: •::•:

mm
20 "I77

!
23

o A J...
J5 26

27 it ':::
29 30 Bar

1

32

3T"

33
:

:
:
:
:

34
• •

35

Y.\i

38 39 40

41 BBS 42 43 y.-\ **

45 46 47 48 &*
50 51 rrr52 * ",

•77p 7?. y 56 :":":
: i7 58 60

61 62 i a a

l • •

63 64 66

I
67 7^68 1 * *.

69

Di»tr by UattOd rratun Syndic .i tr. I DC. •4

Women 's IM
Hoop Result.

< ongratulations to the winners

of the 1971 women's intramural

basketball tournanu-nt

Residence Hall Champion-

Patterson House'
Sorority Champion-Kappa

Alpha Theta
Independent Champion-

Puiiton Independents

Playoff! for th<« Campus
Championship were Tuesday.

April fith The dinner was

Patterson House Look lor

notices concerning women's
intramural tennis doubles
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RedmenHost UConn InKey YC Tilt

Bv EAKLE BAKROLL
MIX' Staff

The I'Mass baseball team gets

down to serious business today as it

hosts the red hot Huskies from

UConn m the opening Yankee

Conference game for both teams.

Game time is ;? p.m. at Varsity

Field.

Due to the late scheduling of

spring vacation at I'Conn the

baseball team was unable to make

,i southern trip Nevertheless they

made up lor lost time and have

played six games in the last couple

ot weeks and have been victorious

in each contest

Right now head I Mass baseball

coach Dick Bergquist calls UCotUI

the team to beat in the Conference

und today should give a good in

ation as to the chances ol a

Redman title

today's contest will feature tWO

ong. hard throwing lefthanders,

Jin Jachym from UConn and

l M, ss Tom King Jachym is one

,,i the best huriers in New England

.,nd las! year shtltOUt the Redmen.

During last summer he pitched

ill the strong < ape Cod League and

S one of the best there with an H-

uirk His specialty i> excellent

, onrrol and to go with this he is cool

ind has a -harp mmd on Hie

mound

«, liiuluXi

latlg QlnUegtan

SPORTS
King was chosen to pitch

yesterday bj his coach and it came
as a difficult, yet a pleasant

decision tor coach Bergquist.

Having to pick from King. Jack

Bernardo and Tom White puts the

coach in a good position lor an

effective starter

King has been super sharp so tar

this season In 1.") innings ot mound

duty so far he has allowed no

earned runs has struck out 22

batters, issued only seven walks

and has allowed only three hits

loach Bergquist gave assurance

yesterday that his pitchers would

go the lull route the rest ot the

season depending of course, on how

the opposition treated them Using

three pitchers per game for the

Inst two northern games was an

effort, and a most successful one.

to get his pitchers some mound

work before the Yankee Con-

ference schedule opened.

Backing up Jachym on the field

is perhaps the best defensive team

that I'Conn has fielded in the last

live years These men have been

one of the main backbones in the

six straight wins, as week hitting

up to Mondays 14-0 shallacking of

Holy Cross put extreme pressure

on them to keep the opponents oil

base The results are obviously

impressive

John Slosar. whose (WO doubles

heal Providence last week is the

top gun for UCotUI at the plate

He 11 have a strong compliment in

the batting order from both Ray

Bricklv. a converted short stop to

catcher and outfielder. Joe

Jerosian, who besides getting three

hits against Holy Cross. WM also

the winning pitcher giving up only

one hit and striking out 19

Crusaders

The only change in the I'Mass

lineup will be behind the plate

where Tom McDermott will

replace Bill Sawyer who started

.igainst Tufts.

#>

The rest of the starters will

remain the same with Dan

Ksposilo Jack Conroy. Ed Mc-

Mahon and Mark Halau in the

infield and Mike Sawyer, Charley

Manlev and Brian Martin in the

outfield

Remember, this game is a real

big coiitt si for both teams and

should supply tor an interesting

afternoon at Varsity Field

Gorillas At Middlebury
• m.j. n-^u.t ..„.rl \„rl«- Vi»nr:illv this sort of Wet

ONE OF M WY-Brian Martin conies across home plate with one ol

numerous runs scored against Tufts in Monday s EM romp. The

Kedmen plated near Maw less baseball against the Jumbos and must

do the same it the\ are to win again in todays Yankee Conference

contest \s ( onneclicut. I Conn is considered the team to beat in the

Yankee Conference and todays game is of vital importance lor

t Mass. (MIX Photo h> (.ar> Slickman).

By STEVE FEKBEK
MDCStaft

Middlebury plays a very

physical game. Which means that

when Garner's Gorillas travel to

Middlebury this afternoon for their

i
contest, they are going to be in

tor a rough game.
Looking to rebound from their

season opening setback at the

hands of the English International

team. I'Mass will be up against a

very big and extremely strong

baliclub

Last Saturday Middlebury

dropped a 6-5 contest to Wesleyan

but in scouting the game Coach

Garber noticed several strong

points that UMass will have to

counteract

In the goal for today's home club

is Vaugh Gooding, a strong senior

netmmder who looked extremely

sharp against Wesleyan over the

weekend Chris Gretjtak and Andy

Staiey will be Middlebury 'a

strongest delenseman and at

tachman respectively, but the mid

held is where they will be most

impressive

Braley Bruce, leads today's host

Coach Garber recalls the game two

\ears ago when Bruce gave I'Mass

all it could handle Bruce can shoot

with either hand and he has a

brutal shot Only one of Mid

dlebury s really big middies.' he

will be the key man to stop today,

as the Redmen look forward to

their first victory of 1971.

The quality of the field might

well have an important effect on

the outcome of this afternoon s

battle Two years ago a UMass
lacrosse team journeyed up to

Middlebury where they played

with puddies on the field, sliding

and slipping everywhere

Naturally this sort of wet field

benefits a physical t\ pe of baliclub.

I Mass likes to run. and then-

exceptional stickhandlmg ability

will no doubt be hurt by a dam-

pened field Middlebury had a

snow overed field as of Monday

morning and things have been

touch and go. with tie game nearly

switching to I Mass' home
grounds But Middlebury will host

the game, w ith the expectation that

their field will be clear by :< p.m.

today

'We hope we can get off on the

right foot today -we sort of sput

tered the other day." said Coach

Gaiter. Although rain is expected

today up in Middlebury, and the

game might well become slow and

physical. Garner's Gorilla's first

away game should be a big suc-

cess.

Trackmen At Holy Cross

In Season 's First Meet

Redman
Sports

Today
BASCHMI UConn at L'mass,

Varsity Field 3 p.m. Opening

Yankee Conference game for both

teams (Tom King (UMaOS) VS

Jim Jachym (UConn)
i.\( kossi; UMass at Mid

dlebury, 3 p m Garber'a Gorillas

try lor their lirst win I ince coming

back Irnm the southern trip.

lit \( K I Mass at Holy •

p m With the strong showing on

Saturday against Northeast)

the trackmen have establl

themselves as a first t ate New

England power and should show

the Crusaders what a team victory

is all about

IM Results
Softball
Bulldogs 7, Holes 4

LCA 13, ZN 8

PSK 9, SAM 6

SAE 8, PLP 6

TSD 11, SPE 5

DKP 15, TEP 8

KS 6, DS 1

Lovers 12, Nurds 4

Buffaloes 4, Bears 3

Maples over Pines, WBF
Lemons 10, Chipmunks 2

t CB 12, Acme 1

: d rrs 12, Plague 9

Smokers 3, Flash 1

Maffor* I3< Carbunkles
Hi Rise 14, ooid u
In* n< NIK 3 "rs 2

Vo I
p coons 7

. tO, F d-v

I orest'.T 11 Bu
of

; K.f>rs 11 ' •

Moncjol'- ' '

3 Ms IV B

Bv ROBERT MEDEIROS
MOC Staff

The UMass track team will

travel to Holy Cross today for Holy

Cross's first meet of the year. The

UMass Redmen will be out to

improve its record to 2-1 The

throwing events will start at 3:00

with the running events getting

underway at 4:00

UMass will be the favorite over a

young underrated Holy Cross

team This year's Holy Cross team

follows the "pattern of other years

The team is strong in the running

events while weak in the throwing

events Holy Cross possesses many
outstanding individuals, but is

weak in the area of team depth

Rick Comeau is Holy Cross's

most outstanding runner, and will

be competing in the 440 and

possibly the 220 and mile relay.

Gary Peyton will represent Holy

Cross in the 880, and should pose a

threat to Dave Evans who is one of

the outstanding half milers in New
England.

Dick Kahey and Bob Boreet will

handle the distance running chores

for Holy Cross, but should find Ron
Wayne, Larry Paulson, Tom
Jasmin. Doug O'Connell, and
Roger Tasatka too tough to handle.

Wayne will be running in his first

meet of the season, and should be

fully recovered from the flu. If

Wayne is ready, he will be the

favorite in the mile and 2 mile.

Gent Hartry is the backbone for

Bruins 7, Montreal 3

Holy Cross in the sprinting and

jumping events. He w ill face tough

competition from the UMass team

of Walter Mayo. Ron Harris. Tony

Pendleton, and Stokes Hall.

Holy Cross's only major threat in

the throwing events will be Steve

Cavanaugh. Cavanaugh carries

the bulk of the throwing events,

and will be competing in the

discus, hammer, shotput. and the

javelin. Cavanaugh will have stiff

competition in Eddie Arcaro who is

coming off a 12 point effort which

includes a record breaking per-

formance in the shotput last

Saturday

Sox Win

Notice
Today at 12 15 at the Varsity

M Club will hold its weekly

luncheon at the Newman Center

The featured speakers will be

golf coach Dick Page and head

football coach Dick Mac-

Pherson. MacPherson will speak

on spring football and recruiting

to date. Door prize $1. .">().

Soccer
Panther:, ., HUldogs l

Bruisers I, Monuments
Eagles 6, Pines >

Lovers over Oaks, WBF
Seagrams 1, Maroons
Squares 1, 6iv. Eng.
Ind. Eng. 1, Zeros
Giants 1, TKB
Sticks 3, 2nd
Team 2. Jocks
Poop 2, Santos 1

Fellas 1, BX

BOSTON <AP Veteran .Johnny

yk wrecked Montreal's

.inehack hopes with a dramatic

unassisted goal at 12 47 of the third

period as the Boston Bruins

defeated the Canadians 7-3

Tuesday night to take a 3-2 ad-

vantage in their best-of-seven

National Hockey League Playoff

Series.

The Bruins took a 5-1 lead into

the third period, but the Canadiens

came out as if to duplicate their

comeback from a similar disad-

vantage last Thursday, when they

won the second fame of the series,

7-5.

Goals by Frank Mahovlich and

John Kerguson narrowed the count

to 5-3. The Canadiens appeared to

have the Bruins on the ropes with

more than 10 minutes remaining

However. Bucyk came off the

bench, picked up a loose puck and

went into score his first goal in five

playoff goals. He cut in on the right

wing, his off position, and crashed

into two defensemen just as he

fired a shot into the far corner of

the net.

That was all the Bruins needed

as they reassumed command and

moved to within one victory of the

semifinals in defense of their

Stanley Cup Championship.

WASHINGTON AP- Dunne
.losephson and Carl Yastr/emski

hit home run* off Denny Mcl^ain

and the Boston Red Sox survived

three errorsto make it two straight

over Washington. 5 3 Tuesday
night.

All the Senators runs were

unearned off Boston starter and

winner Sonny Siebert. who needed

ninth-inning help from Sparky

Lyle.

Josephson hit his first homer of

the season following a single by

George Scott in the second and

Yastrzemski hit his first with two

out in the third.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather:

Windy like yesterday,

but not as cloudy or

cold.
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Administration Response Mixed TT . 77 t^ J

Barron Confronts Whitmore With Hill Demands

By BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

•I don t think that we lost the round." commented Dr. Leon Barron.

on ine^iven proposals wh.ch Orchard Hill has been trying top-, for

on ine ""™ip ,*r
f

.

t
• ue of tne proposal calling for support in

"ore S,*Z carXl.y screened, making the percentage of people

mmmmmm
«• «« !"' '«"'mi

;

ed »> "jS 'X^tor T,ppo "ell that .1— a

drrtjr?t5r£S?; .» *—> .«— .ha. he *

SSSSSSS&stsasss

I*, , ,„uiu, t .... ««» "2*y»«5 SL^nSTwutai .he to^n

mind

i

Ur I eon Barron Master ol Orchard Hill, prepares to speak to I .m.rsity "Mb

tt (
', HW lippo a,ol N icc-C nance s „„,„„,> «..„,*.£„ an,. I I

I;;,,, esillentia. tZftt at Orchard Hill < MIX photo b. Da* Mp«S* •

ials. He met \

lo <lis< iiss his

esterda\

proposal

On The Inside

:

Senate Hears Budgets
See page three

Panel Discussion

Focuses On Welfare
See page three

v that writing on walls te.ls more than writing tern, papers

OIIK photo »>> Oarj Atpeeajn
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Present Administration With 7 Demands

StiiAante Seek Rationale Uf tiM
By JIM GOLDMAN

MDCStafi

The student Affairs

Keorganization Committee was

llH .

t on orchard Hill. Tuesday

evening. »»> •'
llos,lU' cr

?
wd

,

approximately »o students and

lacult> members. The impatient

audience confronted the com

mittee with questions and requests

concerning the further develop-

ment ol the orchard Hill

Residential I ollege

Botn iacuitj and students

nanded the clarification ol the

i iiiversitys policy to tne

residential college and the inv

pliinvntation •»! its paf*
com

,nents to orchard Hill

The reorganization committee,

led i>y Vice-Chancellor Bromery,

was subjected to an unanticipated

barrage ol criticism. In previous

area meetings with the committee.

discussions centered on student

living and organizational problems

within the area

The Hill residents, however,

came prepared to discuss the

status ol the Orchard Hill

Residential College Provost

(iluckstcrn. Vice-Chancellor

Bromery, Campion, ami Fit

raid along with Student Senate

Vice President Pat Beharry were

the main local points

Issues discussed included: a

feasibility study for an Orchard

Hill inuiti purpose cafeteria, an

increased Teaching Assistant

allotment, the decentralization ol

control m housing and other ad-

ministrative matters. the

recognition ol Orchard Hill courses

lor University core distribution

credit, and compensation lor

orchard Hill faculty, faculty

lellous. and preceptors

Orchard HlU residents this week

have been attending corridor

meetings and signing petitions in

support ol these residential college

concept demands: 'I Support in

developing and implementing our

own education. 2. A rnuKi-purpose

i-aieteria; J Autonomy in housing

and admissions matters. 4

\utonomy in the selection and

compensation of faculty teaching

on orchard Hill In ac

rdanee with our IWO proposal,

a ill need ai least the equivalent

,,i live lull time positions for Fall.

|.»7i , orchard Hill will work with

-ting departments in creating

courses taught on orchard

Hdl interdisciplinary courses must

also be considered for core

distribution credit whenever ap

phcable i. Reduction oi teaching

loads, as originalh promised, for

Kaculn Residents and Preceptors;

: Autonomy Ui staffing orchard

Hdl
"

[he staffing of Orchard Hill

courses was also a "crisis" issiuv

The Hill faculty ia presently staffed

by members of the University

faculty who voluntarily carry a

course overload, by laculty ob-

tained through bartering TA

positions with various depart-

ments, and by the release of

faculty members by their

departments.

Provost (duckstern assured the

residents that 4TA positions will be

allocated to the Hill for the fall

semester This is an increase of •*

TA positions over the present

allocation Uluckstern emphasized

the increased Hill share ol TA

positions in view ol the recent

drastic cuts in the TA positions He

also suggested that the present

methods of staffing be continued.

students maintained, however.

that the livelihood ol the

residential college should not

depend <»n the "goodwill <>i the

departments " one student asked

the Provost. How long must

orchard I Ml beg for its faculty"?

UlUCkstem agreed with the

students

Faculty members were

especially concerned about

compensation lor their services on

m chard Hill. CadweH Kay stated

that members of the faculty did not

generally believe that their par-

ticipation in the residential college

was considered worthwhile by the

department heads and personnel

committee.

Dr. Barron requested that

Provost Oiuckstein issue a memo
to department heads and personnel

committees encouraging faculty

participation in Hill programs

Oiuckstein responded saying he

would not be bashful about stating

the value ol participation m the

residential college

Alluding to the nature of the

problems on orchard Hill.

Uluckstern stated. '

I admit this is

something that should have been

tocu.-ed on earlier 1 in witling to

have discussions on I basis now

which I wasn t previously

Near the end ol the meeting, he

said. My support will be stronger

alter tonight
"

£S:33ffiS3BS3E
iMIM photo by Fred Hdrttgei

Action Starts

On May 5 Strike
ru ED FOGARTY

MDCStafi . . ,

\ strike organizing! omm.ttee formed last night by area students to

Jpor, o. a one das strike, in memorium tor the students
.

k.lled at Ken.

I|( | .lackson State Colleges (Ml year, to take place on Ma> I

I be Moratorium is a call tor action, to stop the business as usual It is

aday toeducab ihepeopk saida Committee member

tlit , will be an open day U> UN Student community Kducat.nnal

Sffi asSS zszsxssssr*
romlhedon, . •;

i '« ,

r
,up,n,

;

,M,li

;!X
n

^rom»» Uie possibility of a one day strike A gr

Sinsontl ,on,.el,,|u,c t ,,rd 11.11 announced that they

: support of the one day strike

1 1, mi »ved toset up a number „t groups to promote student

li ike proposal

have^toWrcomelhe apathy on this campusVke
Washington activities to the I u

miittee member

bwiUI , lab.es - up m the Mode,,

I

'• ^aySStrikemovement

II , led to iocus the I %
,VTvt,r

m'

' "

Ml ,,,n, ir ,n,n.o, KentandJaeksiMiMatestudentsslain as ca,

ii ac have a multi issue platform, then we will limit tht numim oi

IH^^COuld^pp^
Peace would support a mufti-issue platform said Bernard Lougee. vet i

loi |\ ice representative

I, was made clear that the single issue «»t the moratorium should m no

U1 ,
,|,

indents Ironi participating in the strike
*•'•

Z ule , ofa Moratorium is ,ery much bound up -g"""* *«

PMression issue and mam others It should be a rallying cry lot an

'Indents movements." saM Claire Moriaiij Committee member

Reduction in the number of TA
positions requested by the

residential college, inaction of a

Kacultv Seante Academic Affairs

sub committee on the < MRC l.ong-

tiange iMannmg Proposal, and

non disbursement ol $50. nun

trustee endorsed teasibihty study

ha\e been cited as the reason tor

the recent upsurge in activity

The latter development was the

.object ot heated discussion

student s questioned the authority

ol planner Jack lattlefields

seemingly arbitrary decision to

ignore the trustee order.

l)r Rarron. Master of Orchard

in li commented that he has I

memo Irom lormer President

Lederle informing hun of the IWO

trustee decision Rarron first

learned of a stall through student

minors The Master stated that

later in a conversation with Lit-

ileiield. the planner admitted that

there was such a stall in the

allocation <»t the 150,000 study

\ ice Chancellor Campion was

the target ol criticism in relation to

housing matters Student and

laculty complaints concerned the

inflexibility ol a centralized

housing office. Requests tor

utilization ol empty rooms and

expansion in the number and

(SJality ol laculty residences were

voiced Dt Luther Allen, a Faculty

Resident, rated the quantity of

laculty apartments available on

orchard Hill as •pittance."

Discussing the need lor housing

autonomy he stated that the Hill's i

purposes differ trom all other parts

ol the campus One student

sugu«'sted rent reimbursements in

dormitories used for classroom

space

Concerning the application ot

orchard Hill courses toward the

University'! core distribution

requirements, (duckstern stated

that the structure ot the courses

vull lirst have to l>e carefully

studied He also stated that the

diehard Hill courses will have to

reflect the Univeraitj standards

already established

The meeting Tuesday night

resulted in lew ol the commitments

sought by the Orchard Hill

residents

A billow up meeting with the

Provost. Yi*e Chancellors, and

members of the student Attain

Reorganization Committee will

take place on Tuesda> May 4. at

in nop in in Kugene Field lounge.

Meanwhile the steering com

mittee ol Project Ten. composed of

>tudents. stall, and faculty an

nounced support of the 'movement

ot orchard Hill residents to give

real meaning to the title of

Residential College

For too long, the l'niversity has

publicised the promise of

residential colleges without

granting any significant measure

ol its substance. " they said.

We urge the I 'diversity to adopt

the principle ot decentralization

and to take measures to reallocate

resources in such a way that

campus groups wishing to create

distinctive educational programs

share in the support needed to

make them a reality they con

eluded

Communism and Democracy

are working together at

UMass for the individual.

We're a bunch of guys, helping each other, listening to each

other, getting our heads together.

ftp JUswlpittttB Bailg tfollrnjon

'*«*> "•**' M503i4
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Labels have ruined a lot of good things. Don't let them ruin

this opportunity to meet us. We're different.

Determines Student Tax

Senate Budget Considerations Continue

By BETH GOODELL
MDC Staff

As Student Senate deliberation

on budgets continued at its meeting

last night, the projected Student

Activity Tax for next year

remained at around the $40 level.

The Senate is still in the process of

considering each group's budget

requests the first of two times.

Changes in any of the 26

organizations to be funded by the

tax are still possible.

At last nights meeting, still in

progress at this writing, a total of

$43,560 had been added to the

Budget Act. This was in the form ot

the addition of a $10,450 budget for

Harambe. a new Third World

campus organization; a $30,000

increase in the Senate budget to

provide funding for the CCEBS

program; a $3,860 increase, also in

the Senate budget, to go toward a

day care center. One decrease was

made in the budget total--a $750

drop in Free L'niversity. reducing

its funds tor speakers to $1,000.

,n requesting that the Senate add ^jpffi
-peeing ****

ararobe to the

e

Budget
z

Act
n
"*+«&

legislation to

Senators I arrv Ladd. John llogan. and Bruce Bernstein discuss

ileTto r Kht> .Senate affairs at last evenings ^SS^tll
iSULX Senate office in next ^^i£Sl23C
ami Bernstein .... the position ol internal \ ce-l .

. sid. rrt.Ml

external Vice-President. IMDC photo by <.ar> Alpaugh).

II

spokesmen of

explained that its general aim is to

unite all students from the Third

World in the sharing of their

common experiences. They also

stressed that it is a "blatant he"

that anyone has been discouraged

Irom joining Harambe. There had

been charges heard around

campus that Black students were

dominating the organization, to the

exclusion of other Third Worlders

such as Orientals and other foreign

students.

The $10.4r>(> Harambe budget

includes categories for speakers.

performers, conferences, and dues

to national organizations It was

approved !>> a 2S-1M vote ot the

Senate.

There was extensive debate over

the addition «>t $30,000 for the

CCEBS program lor disad

vantaged students, part ol the

budget ot the Senate itself. Tins is

the fourth consecutive year that

the Senate has given the program

this amount. The monej has in the

past always been spent on the

CCEBS tutorial program and

probably will be again next year

In asking that the Senate con

Untie its support, the Chairman oi

the Board ol Directors oi CCEBS,

SBA Dean Lawrence .Johnson

informed the Senate that the

program has lost the linancial

support ol the Ford Foundation

which this vear was a sum ol

$150,000. Ford had been giving its

grant the past three years to start

prevent foundations from giving

anyone funds in an attempt to

influence governmental legislation

led to the Ford discontinuation.

Johnson said that for this reason

CCEBS is especially in need of

Senate support next year. Johnson

plans to raise this years total ol

m CCEBS students to MO next

year He also mentioned the

possiblitv of making the tutorials

mandatory for CCEBS students,

and also the fact that plans call lor

the addition of Puerto Kican.

whites, and American Indians to

the now predominantly Black

program
When asked why funds Irom the

i <>mpulsor\ tax should be used lor

the program which recruits, and

then keeps in school, economicall)

and academically deficient

youngsters. Johnson said that "this

activity is for the benefit ol the

campus as a whole The presence

ol CCEBS students, who could not

otherwise attend the University,

benefits the entire population He

is annum lor a 4",', Black

enrollment on campus

The CCEBS appropriation was

added to the Senate account known

a8 Senate Sponsored Events Also

added to tins category last night

u;is s:t.KMi to support a day care

center now being established

other funding m the account goes

toward book loans, the hive

College program, nnd con-

tribution to the John F Kennedy

Commissioner Claims Welfare Costs 'Heavy

'

__ - - -- - Evervthinn lor his own pOOtM a »*"«
,w.n:irtm ,.nt ol Commerce a

Bv JEANETTE MAKTINEAU
MDC Staff

Last night s Administration"

Panel Discussion on Practical

Politics locused largely on the

Mass Welfare System. Stephen A

Mmter. commissioner of public

welfare was among the guest

panelists.

About the Wei

tare System, Co-

inmissionersa id:

Everyone is a

minor authority,

everyone has his

own opinion. "He
alsoexplained th-

at the legislative

base is the public

writ a re adrnend-

ment to the Soc-

ial Security Act.

and commented
that'TheStateof

M a s s a c h u

setts has one of

comprehensive. "Everything

everybody." he continued

Steven A
Minter

the finest. most

Student
Charged

With Assault
A D Mass student has been

charged in connection with an

assault on a UMass coed

Gregory Jackson of Washington

Tower has been charged with

attempted rape. assault and

battery , assault with a dangerous

weapon, and unnatural act.

Apprehended by police at 1:20

a m. Wednesday. Jackson ap-

peared in District Court today

where his case was continued to

April 20 with bail set at $20,000

The HEW develops the

regulations The State plan must

he submitted lor approval. It is

predetermined by the Federal

Government." Minter explained

Mmter w ent on to list some of the

people concerned with the ad-

ministration of public welfare,

including the General Accounting

office, HEW auditors, and the

Governor himself He concluded

his comments by stating the ob-

jectives of his Department as: "To

maintain and provide a sense of

perspective and to retain the basic

responsibility for the system of

government
"

l.ater. when asked why the

present Welfare system was not

geared "to get oneself off the

welfare pavroll. Minter explained

that "if directed at the AFDC. this

is not its adopted philosophy Us

philosophy is to help people He

also stated that the present system

did not provide for "a strong

lamily unit."

Commissioner Minter was also

asked about the possibility of the

Federal government taking over

the cost of Welfare "Fifty per cent

is assumed by the Federal

Government ." he answered If the

Federal Government were to

assume the full cost of Welfare, "it

would not be a great panacea He

described the cost as "a heavy

burden", and "better than revenue

sharing".

The Kegistrar of motor vehicles,

Richard E McLaughlin described

his own pott as "a sensitive area

with "total contact with the

citizenry" He concluded his

opening comments by calling the

motor vehicle a "Franken

stein Seventy one years ago.

the car was considered a

plaything Now it is an important

source of economy
"

When asked what the State was

planning to do about accidents due

to drunken driving, Kegistrar

McClaughlin mentioned the

Governors detoxification bill

Most ot the drunken drivers in

volved in accidents are chronic

alcoholics, and the Bill would treat

this matter accordingly

The Commissioner of cor

porations and taxation. Cleo F

J a diet in turn stated that he was

uell aware that tomorrow is April

19
" He also stated that there are 43

different kinds of taxes in Mass

His role he explained is "to work

with legislature to get a suitable

revenue".

Dr Milton Greenblatt. com

missioner of mental health, spoke

ol the "magnitude of the problem

ot mental health Assume that

every fourth house is lull of mental

problems." He placed mental

problems into live categories:

neurosis, psychosis, character

disorders, and brain damage
syndrome and addiction

Commissioner Greenblatt

described Mass as doing "one ol

the best jobs." "No person can say

that he s lost Each area has its

own lacilities
" He concluded his

opening remarks by saying By no

means are we able to give every

citizen the care we should

The Commissioner ol the

Department ol Commerce and

Development Carroll I' Sheehan

elaborated on his position, to lr> to

attract tourists and industry into

Massachusetts We have to in\ it.'

m jobs he said Business begOtl

business'

He explained that some ol tne

problem was due to tight mone)

and cuts m space and defease

expenditures
Sheehan stated that We are not

mst competing with 4» other states

but xuth the Iree world" He als<>

elaborated on some much needed

legislation We need an am
mendment to Act 62 to provide low

eost loans to private enterprise

The Koleol the Media in state

government will be the topic ot

next weeks panel discussion at the

CampttS Center in Room 174. i

V m The public is welcome

attend

Library.

In the Index budget, un

successful attempts were made to

make sizable cuts in its $63,000

printing category. In the end the

Senate reduced it by just 13,000,

leaving its total student tax

allotment at $60,000. This years

was close to $93,000. The $60,008

budget will allow the printing ol

around a 251) page yearbook.

Chancellor Oswald Tippo ob-

served a brief portion ol the

meeting last night. When queried

|,\ a Senator, he quashed recent

rumors around the Senate that he

would veto any Senate request lor

a Student Tax of over $46 for next

>ear He said that he had not made

an> commitment of the kind

Much ol Senate debate this year

had centered around the prospect

of a veto Many Senators have been

trying to make cuts in budgets to

assure that the total Budget Act

would remain under the $40 limit

Whether the tax will nou rise in

light oi the Chancellor's statement

cannot be determined t ti*- Senate

con still make changes in '"i>

budget

In other business, the Senate

voted to strongK recommend to

the lacult> Senate that it adopt a

1072-73 academic calendar which

the Kacultj is t<> consider todaj

The calendar would move up the

(iate ( ,| first semester registration

to the last week oi August '"i' 1 «
final examinations before

Christmas Second semester would

begin in mid January and end « ith

the last dav ot Imals on Ma> W
Ibis calendar would put the

i diversity's sessions more in line

With the rest of the Five College

area It was also presented to the

Student Senate as a lust step to a

greater change in future calendars

to either a t I I" i>
li'" or ; '

trimester system

The selection of a director for the

Senate Transit Services lor next

year was announced last night

kobert Godding, now an assistant

manager, will succeed graduating

manager William Perkins He was

recommended hj the senate

services Committee irom among

several applicants

Announcement was also made n
the scheduling ot a special Senate

meeting It will Ik- held Sunday.

April 25 at 7:31 The mam order ol

business at that time will be

discussion ol prospective increases

in fees and room and board costs

to

MDC
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In The Nation And The World

U.S. Newsman May Enter

Red China In Future
aw ^^'^^ ^-^ ..:.. .j c..,.-.. k«ui »«»<>n vitv numerous.

Members o. Ite I nited States table tennis team stand in front of

„„.„ ,„,,,., in Peking in Communist China. Hum left are: Geer|

MMri B.ook.M,. NV, Mfr **~"«*gr
Dlea suites, ..I Orlando. Fla.5 Jack Howard ot Seattle.

££ Slenhoven. I"*** - £^^J^ Ml
Isolation Iran Detroit, tissue Swearta «»• Greed K

:
,,,

^
s

ri ,

i ,,,,, < ow an of San Monica. I alii ; Bird Rese* ol New YorkC .t>

Ore..

Wash.:
e nil is

Mzofl Program Eases

U.S.-Chinese Relations

PEKING i
\1'> -Premier Chou En-Lai, announcing

that U s newsmen will be allowed to enter China 'in

hatches, hinted Wednesday that he wants to visit

North America

He also said a -long cultural exchange between

Britain and China may be in the offing and discussed

the American hippie movement.

thou 7;$ spoke at a reception for table tennis teams

from the United States. Britain, Canada. Nigeria and

Uolomibia. These were mv.ted to visit China when the

world championships ended in Japan a week ago.

Chou said main American correspondents have

wished to come t.i China but there had to be a first

group They will come in hatches, he said, adding

that new smeii trom other countries also will be m-

Kesident American correspondents have been

hatred from China since 1949 A tew writers have been

admitted Irom time to time lor brief visits. Other

groups ol foreign correspondents, such as British.

French and Canadian, operate here regularly on a

restricted basis. .. A
The hint that Chou would like to visit North

American came in a remark that he had never seen

that continent He thus did not specifically speak ot a

visit to the l nited States, which has no diplomatic

relations with Peking Canada has such relations,

established recentlv by the Pierre Elliott Trudeau

government Ambassadors were named Tuesday.

Chou is often spoke of as Chinas leading moderate^

Me said his government wants to have contacts with

all countries, even those with which it has no

diplomatic relations.

Turning to the Americans, the premier said.WASHINGTON \P Pres.dent Nixen announced Wednesday a five

P«nfp^ ^^^^^^esolC^^Ke

SSSTS Pronged ,ree,e b^ween *£g*jg™* steps

Presidential press secretary ^^XchttSi and American

peoples." Nixon said he has

decided on these actions:

The United States is prepared

tited States have been very numerous. They have

been cut off for a long time. Now. with your ac-

ceptance of our invitation, you have opened a new

naae in the relations of the Chinese and the American

beoDle I am confident that this beginning again of our

friendship will certainly meet with the majority

support ol our two peoples."

Glenn Cowan, 19, Santa Monica. ( aid., one of the Id

members of the IS table tennis delegation, asked

Chou what he thought of the American hippie

'"'Tin not very clear about it." the Mandarin-turned

revolutionary replied in the second place what

have seen is only very superficial But perhaps the

youth ol the world today are dissatisfied with their

present situation and want to seek the truth.

In the course of changes of ideology among young

people various tonus are bound to emerge.' he said.

These tonus cannot be said to be final because in

their search youth must go through various processes.

This should be allowed to them When we were young

it was the same with us. I understand the ideas of

youth. They are very curious."
'

Chou said that 'through the development of

mankind universal truth is bound to be found in the

end It is the same as the laws of nature.

The voung should always try to find something in

common with the great majority." the premier said.

In this way the great majority of mankind can make

progress to advance and achieve happiness.

Chou added that "the spirit must be transformed

into material lorce before the world can move for-

ward One must get the agreement of the majority ol

the people

aid L Ziegler said Nixon made

his decision two <>r three weeks

pillowing a high level ad

Advisors Leave Allied Base

While ARVN And Enemy Clash
xx

.. ~a for ..dvanced into positions in the are

review begun last
ago.

ministration

December
So the substance ot the action

hag no connection with the recent

action b) the Peoples Kepuhhc ol

i hina in its imitation to the I S

table tennis team and surrounding

circumstances." be -aid

But White House official!

acknowledged that the timing of

Nixon's announcement was. as

Ihev put it. appropriate in the aura

((t good will stemming from

Peking's hospitality in the un

precedented current visit to China

l,% a l S table tennis group

It did not get into w hat the I nited

Mat- might do in the future about

ufficiall) recognizing the Peking

regime, with whom it now has no

diplomatic relations

The presidential announcement

issued in the White House as a one

page statement -dealt with a range

!,, travel and trad.- restrictions

which have been in effect since the

earl> i960!

In line with his state of theworw

message last February promising

to gne last handling tor visas, or

entrj permits, lor visitors or

groups ol \isitors trom Red China

U S currency controls

previously barring use of

American dollars in dealings with

Bed China will be dropped

American oil companies ma>

now supply fuel to ships or planes

going to and trom Red China.

except OH Chinese owned or

Chinese-chartered vessels sailing

to or trom North Vietnam North

Korea Off Cuba

I S ships and planes m.i> now

carr> Chinese cargoes between

non Chinese (torts and U S owned

loreign flag ships ma) call at

(hmese ports

The r S government will

prepare a list ol nonstrategK goods

Which mas be exported directly to

Bed chma. without a specific

license Following a presidential

review and approval ot items on

this list, direct imports ot specified

items trom mainland China also

will be authorized

and were uownv% in

Editors Pick Jackson, HHH ssMg
Best To Beat Nixon in 1972

1

WASHINGTON lAP)
Darkhorse llenrv M Jackson and

Uh.k loser Hubert II Humphrey are

Democrats mentioned most by

editor- who were asked to name

the one with the best chance of

beating President Nixon next year

In a random sample of 40

members attending the American

Society ol Newspaper Editors

convention. SVENS, Jackson Of

Washington and Humphrey of

Minnesota emerged virtually neck

and neck, and slightly ahead of

Sen Edmund S Muskie of Maine

Sens Edward M Kennedy ol

Massachusetts and Harold E.

Hughes ol Iowa drew equal

mention a lew months back, while

Sens GeorgeS McGovern of South

Dakota the on!) formally an

nounced White House hopeful in

pack and Birch Bayh of In

i re also rans

The editors split on whether

Nixon, it he runs, can keep his job

in 1972

SAIGON i AP)- A South Viet-

namese relief lorce engaged

enemy units in heavy lighting a

halt mile Irom the besieged Fire

Base B m the central highlands

Wednesday. Some ot the bases

defenders tried to lice on the

landing skids ol a I S. helicopter

taking out I S advisers.

The battle at the base entered its

third week
The U S helicopter lilted out

(our of the live American military

advisers at the trontier base dote

to the border juncture of Laos.

Cambodia and South Vietnam

I tekf reports said that three

other i S advisers, attached to the

smith Vietnamese relief force that

engaged the North Vietnamese

near the base, were missing These

reports, however, lacked Official

confirmation and the i S Com

mand in Saigon said if had no word

ol missing advisers

At the hilltop base itself, about 4o

south Vietnamese soldiers

swarmed around the I s

helicopter that evacuated the lour

Americans Wednesday afternoon.

Fight of them jumped aboard

and were flown with the advisers to

dquarters. Some of the

"ing to the chop

I landing skids and fly out in

nuch the same way that some

.,auth Vietnamese troops did

during the recent withdrawal from

Laos But the helicopters crew

shoved and kicked them off.

No reason was announced lor

lilting out the lour U.S. advisers.

Correspondents in the fighting

sector speculated that they were

ex ha ust i-d by the prolonged siege

and were brought out for a rest

The lone remaining adviser, an

officer, volunteered to stay behind

with some 500 weary South Viet

namese defenders, newrj bolstered

t,\ a I. oiH) man relief lorce that is

deployed in the immediate area A

lead element ol the rebel lorce

reached the base Tuesday night

it was one ot the units of the

South Vietnamese rebel lorce that

locked with the North Vietnamese

a hall mile northwest ot Fire Base

ii

It was alter this engagement that

the reports reached rear

headquarters that three is ad

\ isers were missing.

Except lor the South Vietnamese

troops that fought the lengthy

engagement a hall mile irom Fire

Base 6, the other remlorcing troops

advanced into positions in the area

without resistance

Associated Press photographer

Neal Ulevich, reporting from

Pleiku where the IS support

helicopters are based, said the

latest reinforcement unit sent m
was a South Vietnamese

paratrooper battalion This bat

tahon. llevich reported, was lifted

into a landing zone 2 I 2 miles

southeast ol Fire Base I by I S

helicopters, and drew no lire Irom

the North Vietnamese
The latest reinlorcements

brought the number ol battalions to

eight that are now committed »>y

the South Vietnamese command to

the rebel ol the base

The action in the central

highlands dominated the war

situation in South Vietnam but

saigon headquarters reported

iresh enemy shellings against

south Vietnamese forces fan eastern

< ambodia
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Nixon Endorses Plan

Move War Prisoners
.. u i r,- _*_ c.i-j wImmn nl the Nonh Vi<

WASHINGTON (AP)—President

Nixon endorsed Wednesday a

week-old Saigon proposal that sick,

wounded and long-term prisoners

on both sides in Vietnam be in-

terned in a neutral country.

Although White House officials

said the United States had been

aware of the South Vietnamese

recommendation before it was

made at the Paris talks last

Thursday, Nixon waited six days to

make a formal statement on the

subject

Asked to explain the delay, press

secretary Ronald L Ziegler said

the timing of the statement was

prompted by the fact that another

Paris negotiating session is

scheduled for Thursday
Proposal Not New

Ziegler acknowledged that the

Saigon proposal was not new-even

last Thursday-which seemed to

indicate a new and wider effort by

the United States to get most

American prisoners of war out of

North Vietnam as soon as possible.

The press secretary said 378

Americans are known to be

THE SUBJECT! INFLATION: President Nixon with Dr Paul W.

McCracken. head of his Council of Economic Advisers, yesterday as

they studied a chart during conference.

EconomicSnapback

Yet To Devlop

snanback sought by President Nixon has yet to develop.

^Th^eral Reserve Board reported Wednesday that mdustna

production one of the key measures of the pace of the nation s

economy moved forward by less than two-tenths of one per cent

,a

ThT°D
n
roduction index indicated the economy still is suffering

the Pr™ut ""'
. . desDite reCent optimistic statements by

P
TheE£Cii mdustna. predionmiched nu

If.
J-*-*

iur 7 v» averaee in March, compared with 164.9 per cent a moum

earlier when mdustnal output actually declined The gain of three

pompon the Tale represented an actual percentage gain of less

*S£ttl£&S+ advanced in March, but that gam

J,s oTfset by further cutbacks ,n output of business and defense

T^rTu'esdav the Nixon administration s chief economic ad^

v, eflJ Paul'w Mccracken, had predicted that output of the

nl,,,ons goods and services would register a strong gain during

J,5^1~^il^ product,on
seemed

l°
dampn

<^a^^^
fay1 per cent to $1 .MS trillion, a figure higher than those forecast b>

most private economists.

prisoners of the North Vietnamese

and some others are held

elsewhere in Indochina.

Nixon's efforts to promote broad

movement on the prisoners of war

issue was underscored by the fact

that, in his statement, he made no

reference to the fact that the

Saigon plan would affect only the

sick and wounded and those held

prisoner for an undefined 'long''

period of time.

No Longer Hostages

The President said that in-

ternment of war prisoners in a

third country would mean they no

longer would 'serve as hostages

lor political or military purposes.

"

This language seemed to suggest

that an early move of American

prisoners to neutral ground would

supersede his public pledge to keep

American troops in South Vietnam

so long as Americans are held

prisoner m the North.

The Chief executive said the

South Vietnamese proposal fell

short ol total release of all

prisoners, which is our goal." but

said the suggested first step

would be a reasonable and

responsible way of alleviating the

plight of prisoners of war on both

sides."

Nixon said third-country in-

ternment of prisoners is covered

specifically in the 1949 Geneva

convention on treatment of war

prisoners, signed by North and

South Vietnam as well as the

United States.
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Muskie Charges FBI

With Earth Day Spying

r,Y f lasl ADril's Earth Day antipolution observances
W
'i anUHMion rallies a're a subject o( £»»*»»«~« «"

SsSasSsssjsjsssttSz
surveillance without any indication of a specific target. It was a t.sn.ng

TSKid «?& President Nixon nor*^S**£S£
•will do anything to change this situation «d^U^J^I^<

SS
in the lace of reports of investigations that should outrage tne nauon.

'""XiMhe KB. nor the Justice Department had any immediate

^turce^SSed^t anv surveillance of Earth Day activities

n^^ei^Xo
to, a Democratic Society and Progressive Labor Party. Nsn.cn

describe* as a pro-Communist Chinese organization

\,skessLH'ech came just 10 davs after House Democratic leade. Hak

Bo^ac^iedSra of tapping congressional telephones, a charge ,he

KB1 denied.
nercentaue of congressmen betteve

u^srsS-^ndK^iL taw ss .—
-£ES^ 1U£Z£SS££* a -« ."dependent board to

ofe K KBi and^^^^^^ aSs Yn

&££*££ £rV£* £5T. ,ncfud,nga rally a, wb.cb be

^S^-fti
1

*. K but one of about ««.<• KB. reports „( Karth

^iaStlSXW'*-^ but said ,b,s report was no,

lakiili^he Media Pa . KBI Ides, and ,s in no way connected with that

istra^swwt*1 -JS.-ssss—,,
and

perhaps even to local police.

From Pakistan t J *

Refugees Pour Into India
*"** . .. ... ^.:_-.__.. i ...on M««a ikM the 1 .{49 mile

NKW DELHI. India

i AP ' Refugees from East

Pakiston poured into India Wed

nesday, fleeing from advancing

Pakistani troops seeking to crush

the three-weekold rebellion in the

Eastern province.

What was a trickle has become

I stream." a high Indian official

said

At the same time, one of West

Pakistan's top political leaders

called lor an end to martial law-

conditions in the East and urged

resumption of political activities

Zullikar Ali Bhutto, lormer foreign

minister, contended in Karachi

that only a political settlement can

end the bloodshed

While Indian officials would not

disclose the number of refugees.

more than 5.000 East Pakistanis

were staying at a makeshift camp

at Bangaon. 50 miles northeast of

Calcutta, on the India Pakistan

border
Reliable sources said at least 500

persons had crossed daily since

Monday into the Bangean area

The Statesman newspaper in

Calcutta said that reports trom its

correspondents showed that at

least 51.<KK) refugees had entered

India this week Irom different

Bumpers Softened

For 1973 Autos
_. , ...i.. .n limn <T;ish I

\\ \SHINCTON AP-The
Department of Transportation

softened its original position

Wedneadas m announcing

requirement! lor improved

bumpers on U»7:i automobiles.

The department held to tta

proposal ol last tall that Iront

bumper* abaorb i nve-mile-an

hour crash without damage to vital

car systems

But laced l>v massive resistance

Irom automakers, it abandoned a

similar standard lor l
lJ7:t rear

bumpers in favor of I 2 1/2 mile-an-

hour requirement. which

specialists say present cars can

meet
The bumper standard was

described as Imal but still is

Ktlbjed to reconsideration il ap

Hals are tiled Major auto lirms

have indicated that they can meet

requirement! similar to those m

the government standards

The Department s National

Highway Traffic Safety Ad

ministration also postponed lor one

year, until IfH models a

requirement tor uniform bumper

height Iront and back

AutO Official! have estimated the

improved, energy absorbing Iront

bumpen will cost consumers about

s,ll

The standard also requires

improvement ol l
(.i74 rear bumpers

to pass a lour mile an hour crash

teal Additional bumper

requirements may be added later

[or |974 models, the department

said ,

Federal sabt\ official! said a

five mile an hour crash into a

kirner is equivalent to a collision

between parked car and ana

traveling at lo miles

In such I collision some ol the

destructive lorce would be

dissipated through movement of

the stationary car in contrast to

the striking Of I fixed surface such

as a concrete wall

Douglas W Thorns, acting

federal MUet) administrator, said

he 'decided to moderate the

requirement lor rear bumpers

because In require rear end

strength comparable to the Iront

would involve extensive structural

redesign without I commensurate

increase m safety

The bum|HT requirement follow!

complaints Irom insurance

companies and consumer ad

\ (Kates about the high COff of CM
repair after minor accident*

parts along the l/M» mile border

with East Pakistan

Most Of the ret ugees many of

whom were women and children

who had lost their menfolk were

coming Irom the .lessore region in

the western part of the province,

where army resistance was not

reported iwgHgllne

\ witness said that East

Pakistan delenders abandoned

their positions along the border

with East Pakistan

Kadio Pakistan reported that a

column ol Pakistani troops driving

northwest trom Dacca linked up

with an army Harrison at the

university town «>t Kajshahi after

i tearing the arc
The broadcast quoted an official

statement in Dacca as saying the

column pacified Pabna, lahurdi

and Natore belore reaching

Karshahi

The entire area now il tree ol

miscreants and infiltrators." the

statement Raid

Troops Pelted
In Belfast

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

,,\i». Protestant rioter! battled

British troops in Belfast Wed

nesday after attacking a Roman

Catholic church for the second

lime m less than .M hours

Hour hundred militants pelted

snidurs with rock! Troops m riot

armor grabbed a youth pinning a

British Hag to a
l
M)st just outside

the main doors of the church

Klsewhere in the Ulster capital,

Kotnan Catholic mobs stoned

police patrols in a violent Imale to

the Easter round of religious and

political parades
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Modern Poets Featured At Poetry Festival
J- W * *^ **w ^ * * ._.._,_ .u.. ...(.v.. hi> is cciuu V leilOWIied lor ... ,.j,i:,;„„ vi.,pv

One ot the fineal arrays «>t

contemporary posts ever

assembled at one event will be

included in the 2nd annual UMass

Spring Poetry Festival, April 20-24.

The event is being sponsored by the

imc Arts Council and the MKA
Program in English, and assisted

h\ the Program Council. EDUC,

and the Dada-Surealist Festival

The schedule is printed elsewhere

mi the page
The impressive array ol in-

ternationally renowned poets will

be supplanted with readings by

young poets from the immediate

area who have been associated

with the University. Each outside

guest will present one major

reading ol Irom :'.n-4u minutes and

a hnel reading ol about 10 minutes

New music precede each ot the

—Festival—
Schedule
lues . 20 Apr -11MU I'M -

( K WILLIAMS. (Thomas
O'Leary) Sonia Sanchez -4 :15

p m William Stafford,

dne) Campbelh, (Atuua

Moore: SONIA SANCHEZ-
;; 15 I' M mew music Irom K

I' M ». MICHAEL HARPER,
.Line Lunin), WILLIAM
STAFFORD

Wed 21 Apr 12 10 P M
GEORGE STARBUCK, Kay

Vmorosi), Michael Harper

\ 15 P M ALAN DUGAN
John Ashberrv. (Barbara

Winder' THOMAS KIN

SELLA* 45 I'M JOHN ASH
BERRY, Thomas Kmsella.

Bill Tremblay), DAVID
KHKKDIAN

Thur 22 Apr 12 in P.M.-

BILL KNOTT. i Elizabeth

Gross) Seamus Heaney-415

p \l .1 I) REED, 'Bill

Hassan i. SEAMUS HENEY-
K 43 P M MAKY ELLEN
SOLT, Kichard Murphy. (Joe

Shell ler». ROBERT
CREELEY

Fn . 2:$ Apr 12 10 P M
ROBERT BLY, <(iiuliana

Mutti) Bill Knott 4 15 P.M.-

RICHARD MURPHY,
Richard Wilbur. (William

Mailler), Robert Bly-0:45

p M Demise Levertov,

McKinley Moore), George

Star buck. RICHARD
WILBUR

Sal . 24 Apr 12 10 P M
DENISE LEVERTOV, Johari

\tnini 'Stephen Herman •

1 |5 p M WILLIAM PITT
ROOT. Robert Creeley

l.mes (leghorn i JOHARI
\MINI 1:45 I'M JACKSON
MacLOW, I Robert BohmL
( K Williams. JAMES TATE

lour evening readings.

Vmong the most renowned poets

appearing will be Denise Levertov,

who has been active in antiwar

activities and appeared at I 'Mass

at the Alumni Stadium April 15

Moratorium She is generally

considered one ot the finest living

women poets and is along with

another festival participant.

Robert Creelev. most centrally

identified with the Black Mountain

movement
Creelev. is a New England native

and Harvard graduate, who has

become known lor intensely

personal poems and ex-

perimentation m rythmn.

William Stafford, is presently

poetry consultant lor the Library

„| Congress He grew up in the

midwest and has suffused much of

Ins poetry with the imagery ot his

prairie and larm upbringing

Stafford, served lour years in

continment lor being a con

scientious objector and has been a

longtime peace activist.

one of the most honored par

ticipants is Richard Wilbur An

\mherst graduate. Wilbur has

received the Pulitzer I'ri/.e and

National Book Award for "Things

of this World " He has been a

Guggenheim Fellow and received

a Prix de Rome
Another visitor will be Rabert

Bly. editor of the journal The

sixties, and one ol the early anti-

war organizers A Minnesota

native, he is equally renowned tor

his translation as lor his poems. In

[968 he was awarded the National

Book Vward and took the awarding

ceremony time to castigate the

American publications industry tor

not opposing militarism and then

gave his award to the Resistance

Movement
Also appearing is perhaps the

most prominent of the New \ork

poets. John Ashberrv. a writer lor

\rt News other participants will

include three ol the linest living

Irish poets. Richard Murphy.

Seamus Heaney and Th«mas

Kmsella Three prominent black

poets will also l>e participating,

Soma Sanchez. Michael Harper

and Johavi Amini. editor ol the

Third World I'ress

In addition Mary Ellen Solt.

experimenter with concrete

poetry, James Tate. Jackson

MacLow, J D Reed, C.K.

Williams. George Starbuck, Alan

Dugan. William Pitt Root, David

Khedian and Bill Root all will be

reading All the above have won

awards and prizes too numerous to

list

The co directors of the lestival

which was a huge success a year

ago. are Joseph Langland and Paul

Jenkins ol the UMass English

Department

People's Peace Treaty

Shows War's Solution

MANY
GOING?

. . . charter a Peter Pan^pu

Bus to wherever _it is

you're going.

i Editor s note Today the Student

Senate will hold a referendum on

the ratification of the People's

Peace Treaty, as well as student

opinion on immediate withdrawal

from Vietnam and endorsement of

luture antiwar activities The

lollowing is a detailed explanation

ol the Peopled Peace Treaty >

In August 1970 the National

Student Association voted to ex

ptore the possibility of a joint

treaty <>t peace emphasizing that

the American and Vietnamese

people are not enemies A treaty

was dralted and ratified by the

south Vietnamese Liberation

student Union. North Vietnamese

Student I nion. South Vietnamese

Student I 'nion. and the National

Student Association This spring

there will be attempts to circulate

it. have it signed by all Americans

opposed to the war, and to

eelebrate it in Washington. DC on

MAY DAY
The Treaty is a simple nine point

document:
I The Xmcricans agree to im-

mediate ami total withdrawal Irom

Vietnam and publicly to set the

date by which all American lories

will be removed.

This has been a fundamental

demand ol the NLF. as well as the

American Peace Movement these

last six vears.

2. The Vietnamese pledge that as

soon as the IS. government

publiclx s»ts a (late lor total with-

th.iwal. they will enter discussions

to secure the release ol all

Vmerkaa prisoners, including

pilar* captured while bombing

North Vietnam.

S. There will be an immediate

cease lire helween I S. lories and

those lead by the provisional

evolutionary government of South

V letnam.

4. They will enter discussion on

the procedures to guarantee the

saletv ol all withdrawing troops

., The Americans pledge to end

the imposition of I hieu-Kv-hhiem

on the people ol South Vietnam in

order to insure their right to sell

determination and so that all

political prisoners can be released.

«i The Vietnamese pledge to

lorm a provisional coalition

government to organiie

democratic elections. All parties

agree to respect the results ol

elections in which all South Viet-

namese can participate Ireelv

without the presence ol loreign

troops.

7 I he South Vietnamese pledge

to enter discussion ol procedures to

guarantee the salety and politcal

freedom ol those South Vietnamese

who have collaborated with the

I S. or with the l.S. supported

regime
K the Americans and Viet-

namese agree to respect the in

dependence, peace and neutrality

ol Laos and Cambodia in accord

with the Ifftl and VMVl tieneva

conventions and not to inleiiere in

the internal allairs of these two

countries.

11 I pon these points ol

agreement, we pledge to end the

war and resolve all other questions

in the spirit ol self-determination

and mutual respect lor the in-

dependence and Ireedom ol the

people ol Vietnam and the t nited

Slates

The Student Senate voted to oiler

up the Peoples Peace Treaty to

a campus reterendum in order to

give Nixon an indication ot where

American students stand The

relerendum will take place in Iront

ol the Bookstore. Thursday April

15th t today* between 9 am and I

p.m
1

Up UU« l*M» MuUwit l n«on '*••'«

I ill*, of Mass.

Tel. 5431006 or 545 2328

Referendu:
The Senate has voted to submit the following questions to the

student body m relerendum

Do sou support the Peoples Peace Treaty'' YesQ] No [_J

Do sou support the immechate and total withdrawal ol the I S

o,n Southeast Asm' Yes[ No|
1

Irom

Do you endorse the nonviolent march planned in Washington lor

' \pnl24 ' (a legal permit has been issued' Yes No

All programs will be held in

M.ihar Auditorium with the

exception of those for Wed. at

I in and 1:45, which will be

held on the south steps of the

Campus Center (Student

I nion Ballroom in case ol

rami

Do nou endorse the nonviolent civil disobedience planned in

Washington lor the lirst week in May' ^es|
|

Nr

THE GOOD

THE BAD and

THE UGLY

SUNDAY, April 18 S.U. BALLROOM

7:00 & 10:00

50c

*»«»«««««««*«««»«*^^
Due to necessarv economies in the expenditure of 03 funds .student

employes, the Undergraduate Registrars office .Registration.

eiords and Transcript sections, will be closed to -drop-in service as

we I as telephone inquines on Friday of each week for the period April 9

mrough July 2 lor purposes of restoring files and normal processing to

working order

Undergraduates of SW

PITTSFIELD, Mass AC \

flotilla ol rubber rafts will begin a

live day voyage down the

HoUSOtoniC River Thursday

morning, hoping to reach Cong

Island Sound

A group of students and faculty

Irom Berkshire Community

College are staging the waterle\H

look at the pollution of waterways

as part of the areas Karth Week

observance.

Southwest Patriots

APPLICATIONS

are available in

Patriots' Office, Coolidge Lobby

DUE APRIL 26

PSYCHO
Thursday, April 15

SU Ballroom
7:00 & 9:30

50c
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Draft Counselor's Corner

Do Something Soon!
M. /Ml t.l.-l.T 1 CAI V . I... » .._• ,,,11 l.i

Car Inspection Goes On
Have Yours Done Early

ByGlLBEKTJ.SALK
MDC Staff

1 think it's time to talk again about some of you

getting off vour asses and doing something about your

draft status. It seems that a lot of people don't realize

yet that thev are going to graduate, flunk out, tran-

sfer, change graduating class, or do something which

will cause them to lose their student deferment. 1

know that the weather is nice and it's great sitting out

by the pond listening to the grass and buildings grow-

I'd like to l>e out there myself -but if you don't move

soon, you may be listening to the sounds of a 1)1 rolling

vou out at five ayem.
"

In other words, take some time out soon to get some

draft counseling. If vou don't know what you're going

to do about the army/draft/deferments, get some

advice/information/help now

Let me draw a picture for you. For the past week.

most of our counselors have been sitting around

playing cards waiting for you to come in. They could

be out by the pond too. In a month, when reality cat-

ehes up with vou. almost all of them will be unable to

counsel because they will have exams/term paper-

s/finals to get ready for. That means there will only be

one counselor on dutv most of the time, and I won t be

able to help all of you if you all come in at once.

lake a hint. (let your draft problems dealt with

while we are able to give them the attention they

deserve Putting it off does nothing to make the

problem go away; instead, it increases the likelihood

that you will be wearing fatigues at this time next

year. .

.

.

If you know people who are freshmen this year who

ligure that they have a couple of more years to go

before they have to worry about the draft, shake them.

The new proposed draft law will take student deter-

ments away from anyone who was not a student

before April 1970. This years freshmen will lose their

deferments if this law passes.

Please, brothers. Get on the stick.

The Draft Counseling Services has its office in

Boom 418E on the second floor of the Student Union. It

is located behind the Cashier's area. The office is

uauallv open from 9:00 until 4:00. Group counseling is

held on Monday and Thursday afternoons from 1 : 00 to

4-uo in Boom »05 in the Campus Center. There is

counseling Tuesday nights in the Master's Office in T-

2 The Valley Peace Center is open Monday through

Friday afternoons. It is located in the building behind

Aubuchon Hardware in downtown Amherst, off Main

The best 00 counselor in New England is located in

Northampton Call Frances Crowe at 584-8975 for an

appointment.

Do it now. PEACE.
Questions to this column should be addressed to:

Gilbert J Salic, c/o Dratt Counseling Services RSO #395,

Campus Center, Univ. of Mass., Amherst, Mass 01002

Free personal draft counseling available. Draft

Counseling Services, 418E Student Union 2nd floor

go awav: instead, it increases the likeiinooa
_^^^ #

-

Amherst Selectmen Decide

Voting Regulations Liberal
.Q:_.. V.hP.r home towns. This January. This type of s

Begistrar Richard E.

McLaughlin wishes to remind

drivers that we are now in the first

week of Massachusetts semi-

annual compulsory inspection

period which runs through May 15.

The types of vehicles which must

be inspected include passenger,

trucks, trailers, motorcycles,

motorscooters and motor-bikes,

school buses and vehicles with

larm, dealer repair and owner-

repair plates.

Motor vehicles passing the in-

spection will have a blue sticker

placed on their windshields.

Rejected vehicles will be marked

with a red and white sticker.

Necessary repairs should be made
immediately and the vehicle

resubmitted for inspection. Any

motor vehicle or trailer without the

blue sticker and any vehicle with a

red and white rejection sticker on

May IB may not be operated on the

highways of the Commonwealth.

Operators in violation of this law

lace court prosecution and fine.

The motor vehicle adjuster will

include in his examination:

brakes, lights, registration plates,

horn, tires, windshield, and wipers,

steering system and ball joints,

muffler and exhaust system,

bumpers, fenders and external

sheet metal, safety chains on

trailers and floor panels for rust

damage. Vehicles emitting ex-

eessive smoke from the exhaust

system will be rejected until

repairs have been made.

•This has been a long Winter-

hard on motor vehicles -and an

early inspection is advisable if you

want to make certain you are

driving a car in safe condition,"'

McLaughlin said.

The persons answering

questions on Pakistan last night

represented only Fast Pakistan.

No defenders of West Pakistan

were present.

Selectmen took a stand against

liberalization ot voting registration

procedures \esterday

on the matter ol registering

, Indents to vote in the municipality

m which thev live while attending

eollege, selectmen acted on the

request <>t Vtt) Richard Howland,

who acts as legal counsel lor the

I Mass student body. Howland

asked selectmen last week to

present an amicus curiae hnel to

state AttJ Gen Robert Quimi in a

ttrookline case, in which i student

Patricia Garrett. was refused the

tight to vote by the Town oi

Brookline on the grounds that she

a as not a bona fide resident The

decision on the Garrett case is

expected to have broad cim

plications for any town which

houses a large number ol students

\ttv Rowland asked selectmen

10 take the position that legal

domicile is where a student says it

IS Selectmen took the opposite

position yesterday, and agreed to

support a statement presented to

Ihem l>\ the town Hoard ot

Registrars Voting In favor oi me

registrars statement were Merle

Howes Stephen Kecdy, H Hills

Skillings and Michael Sullivan

Selectman Nancj Eddj wai ah

sent

The registrars statement reafli

•The members "t the Board n
Registrars have considered the

Garret! \> Larkin case and the

communication <»i Attorney

Howland
"With reference tlrst to the court

cast, as was pointed out at the

Selectmen s meeting on April •>.

vliss Garrett would not have had to

Co to court had she lived m
\niherst Prool ol six months

i esidence. plus the intent to remain

here plus a sworn statement ot

emancipation, would have been

them in their home towns. This

type o! student, which comprises

the great majority ot the student

population, seems to the Board to

hea transient, and in many ways,

artificial kind of inhabitant ol the

town The town has no voice in the

campus government. May the

question be raised as whether

-indents should have a voice in

town government. but no

responsibilities lor the ad-

ministration of town government?

The teaching and ad-

ministrative personnel, on the

oilier hand, again in the mam.

establish homes in this or

surrounding towns, live in them the

vear round, and normally have left

the 'parental roof They would

seem to have much more reason to

have a voice in town government

In addition to these two groups,

main single students find it

desirable or expedient lor various

reasons to live in rooms or apart-

ments ofl campus Some of these

students may actually establish

homes here but probably the great

majority <>! the« again are here

only during the school >ear and

still have homes to which they

return lor vacations and at the

close ot the school year It is im-

possible lor example, to do street

listing in apartment complexes

occupied mostly by students

during the intersession period

January. This type of student

doesn't seem to be a bona fide

resident, either. The instructions

tor the State Census currently

under way clearly directs that only

those students who have no usual

place ol abode other than at such

educational institution should be

enumerated as one of the school

lamil) These will normally be

\<>r\ lew in number. It may be

pointed out here that there are

probably more students listed in

\mherst than in most towns,

because ol the large number of

married and self supporting

students

A married student, on the other

hand, has usually left his parents'

home and established his own

home. The court has said that the

place where a married man's

lamilv resides is generally to lie

considered his domicile If a

married student feels he has

established a home in Amherst, he

may register to vote here. The

question ot support need not be a

factor..."

In addition to the registrars

statement, selectmen voted to add

a letter ol their own to the Atty

General stating that the impact on

the town could be detrimental it

more liberal interpretation «>f

esidence were to be given in a

town where students outnumber

permanent, lull time residents

Amherst

Auto School
34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

CALL FOR INFORMATION

WOMEN
Seniors - Graduate Students

Small. «rr»liv«\ Mimmrr r»mp »om-

i, it> fur Birl* in Wr*«rrn MWM
mountain* - inl«r»ir»inK for itmtt:

— r%>rh major, wllh dram* al.ilil>:

to rnatilr rolf wlajlnn, •li»ii>f B»
Htr«- «-\|M>rirncr» tor rliildrm

— MuhI« major, with choral ton

iluttinc al>ilil>: 'or amall >rMp
srininurs on Bath to Bratli".

— Ed major, with real ahilit> t«.

Swim <W»I>. or >*•''' •• ' "
nloop

.

Moderate pa.« (*:te»-5O0 ) - M*ti

mum ihallrnce and »ttti»fu<ti«>n»

Call Amherst 253-9501. for

interview at school.

Black Liberation On Forum Tonight

Striteuv lor Black Liberation" .s the discussion being presented

,„n.ul I I v

>

the M ihtant Forum The lorum. given by Norman Oliver

.inianupation. uou.d have been ^^f.^^
accepted as pro... ol residence and studen ^^ »ewsnaper yrtUn Ibv^B

^jj^ ^^^ rf

ONLY
IWNUTES
FROM
YOU...

6IT
THE
SHOW-
CASE
HABIT

SEE
THE

BEST
FIRST!

;

MaMt: "lowrtMt ol Afobiq" M ^^^

£\ "GREAT MOVIEMAKING"V
UTTll: BIO MAN

Mon -F-. 2 00 7: 10. 9 45

Sot., Sun: 1 30. 4 00

7 10. 9 45

M«»l "6o'*too« Em»cu»i»»'

IM MlN HOI fMAN

7 Academy Award Nominations

. ^«TO "•" r " 2 00-730.9 30

\C)St So' *-- >• ^ 45 '
5M

*Cffy\i 1 30. 9 JO

flSlffl IHMicBraw

WH1MHM

•CINEMA
I
SUNDAY MATINK - ALU SHOWS 2 P *

CINEMA II

»he would have been allowed to

register. Thai i>,h- «>l student has

what this board leels to Iw a valid

residence in Amherst The Board

ol Registrars has Followed this

liberal policy with students lor a

long time, although only recently.

with the eligibility ol younger

students, has it been widely ap

plicable ...

In discussing the newly arrived

young people who may be eligible

to vote in Amherst. Attorney

Howland points out that a sub-

stantial majority ol both students

and teaching Off administrative

personnel may remain in Amherst

about the same span ot years. This

may be true, but the Board leels

that there is a substantial dif-

lereuce between these two groups

as a Whole Students m the main -

have a room on campus, must in

most cases go home for holidays

and vacations, and as a general

group have little contact with the

TownofAmhei I Mo udentson

campus who have ra register

bland Park Community College, he worked With the Association of

Black Students and the Student Mobilization Committee.
' "

iver Nanona. Organisation Secretary oi VSA. has spoken.rct.es

around the country on the revolutionary dynamics of the Black

movement
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What's on Your Mind?
,, happen ,o he pass,,,^ l.iel ,m..r,il, """'^Z^^

, ,„ .„« -,
, in tmlax and see m»iiu- lines m >our path, it isn t In*****

,; •
\ ,

"
ne ,; ...»n- * *«. MfUU IMcv ...Mead. -»

on, r.m.iiii.Mimr.HN- want* t«» know w hat > i»u Ihink.

in. p ,i«u,.l a. iTl,.T.ul»in. ll.e Student Senate. which xoled te .
..

,,o,., i' ,»i's ».,,,„ Treat? .Ml Ike spring l«l cateudur . "«..-

I. „ | antiwar event*. i« submitting to,.. questions to theMMM
, I .nula, MO**.. UN- purpose „, the . ete, end,,,... "«•«**£

„„.! mJ.,.. Senator nuytvuy.b. to ikf SI*- SS* •«• »* '" "'»'«

^^SSSLrSTi. xpevls lhat a „> o, I. rtote.

w i|| faS N H «h, in.po, ta.u , ... tins, ***** lie. not in th,.. n.n, passage

„,s, ,l,c ...... when I division ..I opinion warranted on th. wa .ss i.

Loliilauu as rlkkrd as ,, ,„.,> sound, must h, th, ultimate ,nd o, th,

m
;:;;;;s ::::,;r,i. s **. « s,g,„,ic.,.,t ... a, *•« «- .,s,,„ts «».,

>, ; Ill's ,.,u,o,s,,n,n, o, th, Peoples Peace Tve.* ££*££
st, uions M„.,srnls Ike view* ol th, .epresenlat.ves ol th, sludent tnmIx

; h1 : linpoitant H -, H has been charged ***£*•* +
,,,, s,,,„s 1. he th, constant enigma "•• legislative bodies, that he

'

, ,,. s" .at, is ,,,„,p„s,n,ativ, II nothinge.se. th.s teehng somewhat

(l !.,;,,,s „„„, th, >,nat, s actions on th, matter under d.seuss,„n.

Hiciclore th, sigiiiluance ol its vol, is debatable.

,, s „„, de.Jlab.e. howev ,. .s th, ..npo. ,a.u , o, I I a a, ge lu. no.

„, „h,.i% s n..„,.ul..h and l.l an ,„..all> tor* pos.m, xol, on all to

,. Is ..,, u,l, ,a„. ... th,s, r,sp,,ts. ,«,n,ons„at, the MW ...

MMAr oosiuxr »olit\ ihai.u,s on th, national level.

, , on, .0 th, point uh,. , an all-out, lull scale Htorl hi n„,ss...> to

„ os :;ih, .nan.tl o, south.as, Vsia
«
h, J^fi^I^^JTlK

nul lM . „, u.n. no, n..n this Springs demonst. at.onv lak, im Ih.

"l! ho—-, th.v help to ,,p.,s,nt the mass support «huh the ant.-

w.ii position has attain, «l — -«--

M, lioimh xou ...av .lisau.„ with on, or anoth,. part ol the
.
opl,

,.,,,„. ,,,,,«x o, ,x,n on th.s spnn«s propos,,! aetn ,t,es
:

It stdl MM
,,,,,,„ S., m,„ ox„hH.k small variations ,n MtM to order to

IimI.iv s nlrienduni

Pre-Washington Paranoia

WASHINGTON -It's very rare that *eCJAgeta

caught flat fm.ted. but the other day when Ked ( hina

.nv.tod the United States to send a table tenn.s team to

Peking the Central Intelligence Agency discovered it

had no champion Ping Pong players m
organization whom it could send along on the trip.

CIA officials were going crazy trying to

someone before the UA team left tor Peking

S

' in 'panic the CIA officials deeded to hold a crash

p, Igram to PmgPong Ne.ghbors who Uye «^
angley Va . where the top-secret agency >^«<- dted -

reported scemg truckloads of Ping Pong tables going

^mf.^Corted that they can', sleep at night

beSSe o. the noise of thousands of halls being h,t

back and forth across the tables set up in the C IA

*aT agent who ever played Ping Pong in boy

^

camp W at the beach had been given leave from his

regular tlut.es and brought to Ungley in hopes he

might be developed into a champion Ping Pong player

before the IS. team took off for Peking.

The CIA also held an employees' Ping-Pong tour

namenl during lunch hour with cash prizes ot up to

HtW.tNNI ol unaccountable funds to encourage more

people to take up the sport.
fr;,.;aic „(

Yet despite these desperate measures, officials ol

the agency are pessimistic that they'll be able to

develop anybody worth) <>l playing Ked China at table

•What difference does it make it he isn't a cham-

pion I asked a CIA official
.

We have a serious problem.'' he said. 'This is lie

lust time we're playtog Ked China at an> sport lable

tennis is the most important game in China.

The USIA and the State Department want the

United States to Held the best team it can tind because

,hev believe that it we can deleat the Chinese at Ping-

Pong it would be the greatest propaganda victory of

•'On the other hand, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the

CIA feel it would be better to send a mediocre team

and risk defeat in exchange for finding out what Mao

Tse tung is reallv thinking

The ideal, of course, would be to send a champion

Ping Pong player who also can figure out what is

coin* on in Peking. But so far we cant find anybody."

Win is that?" 1 asked. 'Surely in this vast

organization you must have some excellent table

tennis players."

"Unfortunately, most of our agents are golfers, he

said sadlv Wealso have some tennis players and a

few people who play croquet But no one here ever

thought to recruit Ping-Pong players."

Couldn't you borrow I champion player from

another agencv of the government?"

The only one who would have qualified was a man

who worked tor the FBI and had won the in

tercoUegiate Ping Pong championship ot 195b. But

unfortunately, he was fired a month ago for telling a

friend that he didn't like J. Kdgar Hoover's barber.

Then it looks like the United States table tennis

team may have to go to Peking without CIA

representation" " 1 said.
.

Unless we can come up with a sleeper, tneofticial

Mid Our recruiters are out on the college campuses

right now and their orders are to find someone,

anyone It doesn't make any difference it he can pass

l security clearance as long as he has a vicious

backhand"
•Will anyone be punished because the C IA was

unprepared to prov.de an agent for the Ked i hina

table tennis tournament"'' 1 asked.

"Our personnel director was demoted and tran-

sferred to Iceland the other day. but at the last minute

President Nixon commuted his sentence

Crisis In Education

pre Washington
Kcnnie Night in

Kd . I.mus/
Paranoia «>r

Washington)
Near the end ol his speech mi

ruesda) night. Rennie Davis

commented on our inability to uet

iMirshit together He was right, ot

, ourst" .md his speech told me
a h\

I Wasn t one ill the five hundred

mi so who sau Mi Davis B)

, hance. I heard most ol his speech

,,n the radio I in glad I did.

because he has to i>e the most

articulate revolutionary going; not

only didhesta) lairly Iree Imm the

must decrepit New Left cliches and

itology, but he rang \uth an

impassioned sincerity that I've

ever heard

The lust hall ol his speech,

absolutely the most devastating

picture ol American abominations

i could have imagined, tefl me
practically in tears I telt as it I

had been listening to I voice Irom

hell In S sense I had. because

Davis expressed his r.ige tar better

than I ever could at this war that

has already created a generation

«>l mutants and a desert ol

chemical disaster Sure. I've

always you know been against

warand against violence, but I was

suddenly useless, as it I was just

waking up from some kind of

flower-power dream, and had l>een

cheating the rest ol the world

because I had managed to avoid

being crippled by something I can t

even pretend to understand

it didn't last I wasn't going to

march against this lump in Asia I

was suddenly listening to myselt

march lor Bobby and Kricka.

against racism and sexism, lor the

Soledad Brothers and the

psychedelic revolution "Smoke a

little dope before you go get into

each others heads Somebody

who had come in while I was still

marching against the war handed

me a ban "i Fritoa.

What happens il lni against the

war but I don t want the Soledad

Brothers deciding who can got

away with murder any more than I

want Nixon deciding who can get

away with murder'' What happens

it I in against the war- but 1 don't

The contradictions ot the technocratic philosophy

are blantlv and rapidh becoming apparent The

dooming philosophy ol modern insitutions. including

school manifesto itsell in the open ended nature ol the

promise ol progress There can be no open-ended

progress lor technology is already killing by

poisoning the environment, by modern warfare, and

h\ over population

The promise ol open ended progress is a promise ol

science unrestrained bv reason The school is the

essential propagator of this type of technological

madness bv treeing education trom the school people

may then learn the truth about the society in which

they live.

No country in the world can afford the educat,on ,ts

people want* in the form of schools. Recent estimates

lor the United States suggest that it would cost eighty

billion additional dollars to fully meet present

educational demands in terms of more and better

schooling The continued attempts to supply the

demand lor college study will result in the con-

demnation of black and rural minorities to an in-

definite wail lor an adequate education.

lake all institutions schools are merely a framework

lor the behavior of human beings, a haven for Utopian

minded Skinnerians Schools have also a monopoly on

educational resources, thus, a partial monopoly of

certain kinds of educated men and women The

ideology ot school is also contained within itself Thus.

the school has become what the church once was, a

total mstituion. the sole sponsor of independent

thought creativity, and individuality -or so they

preach we all damn well realize they practice con-

lormitv and perpetuate medioeraey

Until I was able to leave the campus. I was confused

about the problem of school It was impossible for me

to develop a real perspective while I was actually

surrounded bv the problem It becomes apparent to

me now that radical university students and faculty

can in part be explained as unwilling captives of the

school, partly as people more influenced by ideology

than by practice, and in part as those who have

become aware of the discrepancy between what

schools are and what they claim to be.

The lust amendment of the Constitution ol the

United States tells us that. There shall be no

establishment of religion " Well my brothers and

sisters only the terms of the problem are different

todav the "major threat today being the domination of

men's mind's by the omniscent. SCHOOL SYSTEM.

We desperatelv'need to do-school, to develop alter

natives to schools not only so that all men can share in

true education, but even more importantly, so that all

men can treely learn what they need to know to save

themselves Irom technologies' damnation. The

blatant error of the philosophy of progress can be

exposed onlv by truth In order for man to perceive

this truth he must first become aware that he has

come to obtain the role of prisoner, in a prison where

he is even blind to the bars.

Thomas Hodgkins put it down rather concisely in

lH2:i, Men had better be without education than be

educated bv their rulers; for this education is but the

mere breaking in of the steer to the yoke; the mere

disipline of the hunting dog. which by dint of severity

is made to forego the strongest impulse of his nature,

and instead of devouring his prey, to hasten with it to

the leet of his master."

For more information concerning de-schooling and

alternatives to education write for CIDOC Cuadero

ilOOS, which is Kverrett Keimer's book. An Kssay On

Mternalives In Education. C1DOC, Cuernavaca,

Mexico It cost about one half of a dime bag but its

worth it

James.I. ( urley

(lass of 72

I eel like hauling my ass to

Washington to protest sexism.

which is lo.doo years old and can't

be handled by screaming through

loudspeakers to 500,000 stoned and

tired marchers, and which I don't

leel like protesting anyway' 1

What happens if l"m against

violence ol any kind -but I had to

laugh when Kcnnie Davis, sou;

ding like a traffic-report

helicopter, organized us street by

street, tried to handle hall a million

freaks, and mentioned the term

non violence"' once, in between

promises to "shut the mother

fucker down'.'"

I would like to go to Washington.

because the peace movement is

something 1 believe in more
strongly now than ever But I don't

like the thought of my presence

being used by I'antherites.

Millettettes. NUUsters. and

Kubinoids I don t like the near-

certainty that out of the massive

number Ol people of all types that

will be there, there won't be

enough to start a light of propor

lions that can't be predicted -and

I'm not talking about cops I've

already heard one story that says

Dylan will be playing lor Iree on

May Day weekend; I wonder how

many minds will be made up by

that."

Letters To The Editor

Compliments Are Flying

•One Question, Chief VHial Do I SttV When

Ihev \*k Me How Would I Know.'

To the Kditor:

Perhaps Matt Tackeff might be better able to

understand why we to VSA get uptight at red-baiting

if I compare it to Hew baiting The Jew baiter accuses

„H. |ew of the 'crime'' of being what she or he is,

namely a Jew. In exactly analogous fashion the Ked-

haiter "accuses the Ked of the "crime" of being what

she or he is, namelv a revolutionary socialist. In both

cases the accusation is not of criminal activity but of

criminal being. ,

Consider Mr. Tackeff s column m yesterdays

i olletiian If we simply change the references to V SA

o references to Jews, the baiting nature of the column

becomes dear. The column would then read "Sid

.••mehirsh calls it (Jew baiting for people like (Mr.

X and Mr Y> to call attention to the ubiquity ot (Jews)

in the leadership of other organizations. I don't think

so Why should I Jews i get uptight at charges ol their

iibuiuitv Unless perhaps they are trying to hide that

met in order to maintain effective front groups^
'

Ol course 1 have tried so hard to hide the fact that I

an a revolutionary socialist that 1 gave a talk at a

Militant Korum last semester on a Marxist in-

terpretation ol the May Student Strike which was

,,.,!OI.,ed on the front DfgC of the Collegian. Obviously

the reason 1 have written numerous articles and

letters in the Collegian expressing a revolutionary

soci .list viewpoint and often signed as the chairman

ot the Young Socialist \llianee is that I am "trying to

hide the fact to order to maintain effective Iront

erouns Claire Mortorty has tried so hard to cover up

her political beliefs that she also spoke at the Militant

Korum at the beginning ol this semester on why as an

-anti Waractivist she was also a socialist Her speech

was also reported in the Collegian Bernie Lougee has

tried to keep Irom being exposed as a socialist b>

usually wearing his YSA button pin on his sweater.

Could sonieon, tell ,., Muit the hell Tackeft istotouig

about w hen he « hanges we to YSA try to hide the tact

The truth is that we to YSA are extremely proud of

t ,M . leadership our members have given the ant..War

movement It was YSAetl who originally argued the

neeo lor the anti-War movement to raise the demand

lor immediate w ithdrawal That was 5 years ago when

the majority ol the movement supported on y the

: i,

l

m ;:;;(,

J

,or"",egot.a«.ons
" and "Stop IhelBombm*

The madequacv of the movement supports what was

originally the YSA position.
.

It wasYSAers who have always argued against the

.m.i War to peace politicians like Lyndon Johnson

Interpretations

The Time Has Come, The Walrus Said, To Speak of Many Things

To i In- Kdilor: .

There is a froat deal ol nus understanding andm.s-

mlo. mat.on pertaininn to the nature ot "HAKAMKK

.md its general purpose Thereare many different

interpretations ol the term Third World. I don t think

any one national group can claim a monopoly on its

meaning . —

^

There is no doubt that different national groups tend

to applv their own interpretations to it and sometimes

tries to nationalize it like Mr Boatin did in his article

He says : "Being of the Third World does nec-essarily

mplv be.gn foreign" and "those countries of the globe

which belong neither to the tree world nor the

Communist bloc' Applying Mr Boa tin s n_

terpretation of the term, we concluded that the Third

World does not exist and is nothing but a Hgment Of

our imagination We interpreted Mr Boat.n as saying

that the Japanese. Indians. Pakistanis. Arabs

Alr.cans. and the people of the Car.bean and LaUn

America are essentially not members of theword
Third World Community We are sorry but we have to

disagree with Mr Boutin's interpretation^

Mr Boat.n also pointed out the fact that he was

unable to recognize the names of any of "aramne s

members. We would like to point out the fact that two

ol the members of "Harambe" are foreigners and

they identify themselves with the international Third

World struggle

Our interpretation of the term Third World is ap

phcable to people w hose ancestors or even themselves

have been victims of United States and Kuropean

Imperialism at one time or the other Mr. Boat.n tends

to nationalize the term and make it applicable only to

foreigners; "Being of the Third World implies being

foreign"; if this is the case, does Mr. Boatin exclude

the Native American Indians. Mexican Americans

Chinese Americans. Japanese Americans and Black

Americans? The mere presence of these people is the

greatest manifestation of United States racist^im-

perialistic policies towards non white peoples. These

beanie are still being exploited by the dominant

majority of the United States Mr Boatin refused to

staie the names of the countries that he recognized as

Third World countries

We would like to inform Mr. Boatin that the two

loreigners who are officers of "Harambe" have been

busily working towards getting more Third World

student involved. Already there are two foreigners

and there are still two vacancies that need to be filled

We cannot help but conclude that Mr. Boatin is

completely ignorant to the intentions ol "Harambe

and we would strongly suggest that he make an effort

to meet with the people involved We can be reached

at S27-5133 We would be more than happy to meet with

him
Rudolph Jones

Demy MeKensle

and Kugene McCarthy who only use the movement up

until election day. This perspective for independent

mass action is' now gaining a majority in the

movement. „^ma
Through our ideas and our work we have become

leaders in the anti-War movement elected

democratically to those positions because non-YSAers

have come to agree with our anti-War perspective

even ii they dissagree with our overall socialist

perspective and they respect the energy we put in

lighting lor the same goal as they: an end to the War

"Ve think that ward like the one in S.E. Asia are

products of the capitalist social system
.

1

un
fi

d^^m^
we live; that wars like the present one will go on until

this social system is removed from the lace o the

globe We think that this idea will like many of our

other ideas will win the support of sa
majority o

Americans If you agree and want to help build that

majority lor socialism -join us. ..._.J Sin r inehiisn

YSA

More About Matt
To Ike Kdilor: . tt

.

Matt TaekcH's contempt lor the students at tbis

Universitj is unparallelled According to h.m. every

student save Inmsell. of course, and a couple ol his

I r.ends -is putty to the hands ol red "J^J^T^
Not onlv that, he contends that despite the (act that we

manipulators ' openly set up revolutionary soc.a hst

literature tables, openly write letters to he

COIIKOIAV and openly discuss our socialist

program he contends that somehow we have

managed to conceal our identities as socialists from

the students here He not only thinks you re dumb, he

thinks you're deal and dumb.

Matt is not Inmsell to the antiwar movement. He

supports Nixon's policy ol escalation m Southeast

Asia \nd.in supporting the VS presence there, he

opposes self determination lor the Vietnamese^ r or

these reasons and others he attacks the ant.wai

movement to this country We should not mistake his

,ed baiting ol the movement he is not attacking one

or two md.v.duals. but everyone who is ""OUsTy

committed to ending the War He will call >

dupes' and your organization fronts ^«J»«
hopes to discredit and undermine the majority hen

and across the l S who oppose the War

But Matt is not only calling names He is serious

to putting an end to the antiwar »*"«ro«**»^
Me and several Others are bringing suits ..gainst th

S u lent Senate lor lunding the Student Mobilization

Committee on this campus lbs objective is to cut o

funds to the group, to **^*&J£Ji£Z
personal vendetta aga.nst I lew ot us in the M oh. is

aUowed to continue in this way. everyone else in the

SMC who has worked to keep the antiwar ™>vemem

alive everyone on this campus who opposes the War

will Ih> affected vl . ,

( h.ire Moriartx

Co-Chairwoman SMC

«(n+H=«JU

Spring Foliage
Lo! the conqueror worm
squirms concerned

\ earning lor the real turn

tw.is rooted by I lalse alarm spring

.md the old mole is cold

shivering!) bold

hankering to net hot

,mce the cyclic death ol the hideous trost

takes effect

The hideous Irost'

which escap'd to tool April

out oi winters lost grave

Has .limited earlybini hopes ol the earths

mip.it lent seedlings

The irost' gre> breath

oi old age phlegm

will be buried lor two seasons

like a hibernating zombie

eyes deep in the WCketS. a putrescent lilm

upon the hp^

thai kiss the hollow cheek

ot a larolt luture

Spring l>a\ soon. I dreamt so'

tied to a stake on the rille range

before • iiring squad oi snowmen
I .it in Trills

If You Must

To the Kditor: _
Sometime soon go to Warsaw, or better yet I rape,

or Budapest See the Ireedom of these great "peoples

republics See their sorry state as they strive lo. a

taste lor ireedom. and watch them get blown to bits,

mutilated bv tanks and see their leaders get thrown

into tails to" rot. never even getting the chance lor a

trial quite often, or if they do. then take a look at their

irial
.

.

Then tell me again about your demands

I rind the war now -those of you who have the in-

smhts the knowledge, necessary to accomplish this

Mil elected a President Richard Nixon, who said he

would do this At this time there are not half as many

, I( ,ops m Vietnam as there were when I was there

And now. reports say he s even established a

timetable lor withdrawal
• Guarantee a family ol tour an annual $6500 in

come then attempt to stem inflation, and motivate

people to work
,,

(Free VOW |»olitical prisoners then kill more

hving breathing men who wear robes and blue

unilorms- and do it to the name ol humanity

Now tell me that the enemy is capitalism Show me

a Black in the Kremlin, or a practicing < athohc in

China

Think first

Then iio to Washington, il you must
* A. Michael X.oian

Letters to the Kditor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixtv spaces and must carry the writer s

signature, address, and telephone number < all ot

which will be withheld upon request I. The limit is

one page and the deadline is 5 p m. the day prior to

intended publication The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters. —

Drawing A Parallel

n iw orl CaUev can no to Columbus. Ceorgia under a light

iXrt,;:;.:!;!-;;^".^ a»^^

sSqlSslsssiseK

people s Peace Treats has caravan.

All out lor April Mlh!
Anne Dra.minis

Memo From Phillips Street

"we wlshfannounce that the Commuter AssembK Kxecut.ve (
ounc.l

hil s endorsed Lee Sandwen for President oi the Studen, Senate I Ins

virenfheSe^^
o^orkwith other people We fed he ran to-stl^P^^1?^^
We urge an Commuter Senators to vote tor \a<- sandwen lor i rami

Edward Bryanl

Hnhi.ii Dtaskane

David Duncan

Commuter Isseenuij

Executive Council
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Turkey To Be "Link"

Says Professor Vali

S33£53SEsssas«

* K
;'t

,

,.'!M.n,r

,

VHl Mi invited to conduct a research project on the

tffi Mra'ts and NATO a. Stanford Un.ver.ily-. Hoover lns,„o„on on

War. lli-volution. and Peace. .,« since 1%1 was born
The ^ernmeat professor, who^^^^J^J^ and the

in Budapest in IMS «i^^J^J^Z^JiBS!^ unt.l 1949

gsarrsstfWSSSSs and hfsa
neaped into Austria. They came to the I rated States in 195..

Change Needed
Married Priest

Is Excommunicated
FRANCISCOi \r \ breaks a Church law, but he said

UMass
Named Guwenbeim Fellows

A scientist, a historian and a

writer from U Mass Amherst

faculty are among those honored

this year as Guggenheim Fellows.

Associate Professor of Physics

Norman C. Kord. Jr. History

Professor Stephen B. Gates and

School of Education Visiting

Lecturer Peter Schrag were

among :>.">4 outstanding scholars,

scientists and artists named
Mondav as 1971 Guggenheim
Fellows They were chosen from

among 23ti:i applicants from the

U.S. and Canada.

The John Simon Guggenheim

MenioTraFFoundation awards the

fellowship* "on the basis of

demonstrated accomplishments in

the past and strong promise for the

luture." The award carries a

stipend for a year of continuous

work.
Professor Ford's research area

is biophvsics; he has been studying

the characteristics of large

molecules such as those that make

up living tissue. "We've been

working mostly with liquids,

looking at light s ottered from

these large molecules. From this

we can tell something about the
ie Jonn Mmon uuggcuiKrin. «,. ^a.. .».. yv

^

Nat 7 Science Grant

Given To Biology Prof
•L_ .11 \..^t io-ir thti twn in-

s w
prominent Roman Catholic pastor,

the Kev Robert F Duryea, has

i,»<imi excommunicated ;" !| i

removed from ins post after

Church authorities discovered he

been married for nearly seven

,,s. it was learned Wednesday

He and his wife have a ".year old

son. Paul, named lor the present

Pope
Father Duryea. 4H. waa vice

president ot the Priests Synod ot

the San Francisco archdiocesan.

.m elected member of the Ar-

(
hdimeasanCouncilof Pastors. and

pastor "l the thriving 4,000

member St Peter s Catholic

chUTCh o! suburban Pacilica

Parish lav leaders and other

clerg) slafl members voiced

dismay at his removal, and said be

has been a higt) effective pastor

Some ot them were said to have

known ot Ins marital status For

more than a year but kept it in

confidence

His leadership ot our com

nuinitv as a married priest has

en excellent."' said the i i

member elected parish council.

and added
Because ot qui experience with

Father Duryea. we teel that the

Church S rule Ot celibacy which

deprives our community ot I

minister such as Father Duryea

souW Ik- changed as aoaa m
possible

Shi Francisco Archbishop

Joseph T McGucken expressed

regret that the actum was

necessary . hut said in I statement

"B) the law ot the Church, his

action involves automatic <\

communication, and, ot course,

prohibits the exercise ot his

priesthood We will keep him in our

prayers, ai well as the welfare of

the people of the parish, which is

uppermost in our minds."

lather Duryea. a tall, hand

gome, and gentle clergyma .

said

he was leaving his ministry very

much against mv will ." He readily

acknowledged that his marriage

\h conviction is that the law is

detreinentaltothehteandgrowthof

the l hurch, and must be

changed I have proved to imscll

and to anyone with an open mind

that the traditional objection to a

married priest is nonsense

(anon Law J:.KK provides tor

excommunication ot any priest

that contracts marriage, without a

dispensation from their clerical

orders

His marriage, on June IK. IfH

was by a Icllow Catholic priest.

associates said, but declined to

identity him Father Duryea also

declined to lurther identify his wife

at this time.

Senator Dole
Supports

VotingAt 18
WASHINGTON, D <".- Senator

Hob Dole. Chairman of the

Republican National Committee,

urged state legislatures to Hive

speed) approval ot the Con

stitutional Amendment giving IK to

•u year olds the right to vote

in a letter to all Republican

Governors, state chairman and

legislative leaders he said that ik

to 20-year-otdi should have the

opportunity to lake part in the lull

range Ot electoral activities next

sear and hereatter We believe

that eleven million neyv voters can

make a significant contribution to

the dialogue ol democracy which

ue puisne daily

Speaking lor his Party Dole

said. We supported the Fifteenth

Amendment to allow Black

Americans lull voting rights of all

citizens. We supported the

Nineteenth Amendment to extend

the franchise to women, it hi n°*

time lor our Party at all levels to

welcome America's youth into the

tolls ot our nation's voters

Dr. Lincoln P Brower of the

Biology Department at Amherst

College has received a grant of

$iK.oou Irom the National Science

Foundation to make a study of

•Climatic Control of Tree Growth.

Range, and Adaptation in Forest

Communities." Professor Brower

will work with Stephen Kessell. of

South Paris. Maine, an Amherst

lunior. in the project

Dr. Brower and Kessell. who is

undertaking independent study in

biology, submitted a joint paper to

the maga/.ine F.cology in Sep-

tember. 1970. outlmg their project

Thev will use the grant to continue

building computer models of the

interactions among trees and

between trees and the en-

vironment.
We can already predict, with a

small percentage ot error.' says

Kessell. what kinds ot trees will

grow and which will gnm beat in a

certain location We simply Iced

into the computer such factors as

Cloud cover, humidity, tem-

perature, ramlall. slope of the

land, and elevation Our project

has real practical advantages -we

can tell someone what kind of tree

he should plant on his land in order

to achieve the best results
"

Dr Brower and Kessell will be

working • ith the Eastern hemlock.

,i tree whose environmental

behavior other investigators have

not been able to understand They

have already discovered that what

was thought to be one kind of

hemlock is actual) two strains.

one oi which grows slowly in

severe climates and the other of

which has a high growth rate m a

favorable climate with con-

siderable ramlall.

Brower and Kessell will study

how the two types ol hemlock in

leract a ith each other and with the

environment This year wiU be

spent studying the range ol

Fastern hemlock which extends

irom south ol the Hudson Bay to

Uabama Next year the two in

vestigators will study a second

range of hemlock which stretches

Irom the Rockv Mountains nor-

thward to Alaska The project will

require considerable travel to

remote, backwoods areas to collect

data

size, shape and how they change,"

he explained.

Such research has ultimate

bearing on how various biologica

processes work, he added. He will

continue these studies next year at

Oxford University with the aid o!

the Guggenheim Fellowship.

Professor Dates two latest books

are To Purge This Land With

Wood: A Biography of John Brown

and Visions of Glory: Texans on

Ihe Southwestern Frontier. The

latter book takes a revisionist look

at the American frontier

character. As a Guggenheim

Fellow. Dr. Dates will work on a

biography of Abraham Lincoln.

Peter Schrag is a writer, author

and social critic, editor of Change

magazine and editor at large ot the

Saturday Keview He is the author

of Voiies in the Classroom and

Milage School Downtown, two

hooks on the crisis in American

education As a Guggenheim

Fellow, his studies will concern the

politics ol social disintigration.

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD

CRAP
TRY THE

NpmM

62 MAIN ST.

AMHERST MASS

(across reon-THC

Public RCST Rooms)

DIP THIS CIM'Pttt

$2 TV
Service

Discount

MUTUAL

Pre«ent this coupon

when paying bill Only

one coupon per service

coll. Fastest TV Ser-

vice (Color or Block &

White) on all ma
offer nnfrei
April 81. 1071.

house and garden

9, Hadley, 586-1223

1 ~~* VALUABLE COUPON

Rep. Francis Hatch (Beverly)

Minority Leader of

the Massachusetts House of Representatives

will speak on

"Restructuring the

Republican Party"

Friday, April 16, at 3:35 p.m.

In Machmer W24
A Coffee Hour will follow in the Colonial Lounge at 4:30 p.m.

ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

.„ ,„|,| by Ihe diversity and M.te Comm.inlc.tio.., Ou.kII

Kyourewaiting forthe
governmentto sign

a peace treaty with

Vietnam, slop waiting

Ihepeoplemust

makethe peace

And thisisthe treaty.

Be .. mm **_•* *m+SJS*jntmSSS.VtSSUSmmSiBMMfiHRMguuug:
ing a society based on human ^"^yo

an^J â
C
id discrimination against

ting the war we also reject all forms oi racism - i
. eroup jng wh ch

Jell.^^^'Arrie^pSon'.^neru'd'.nrpno,. c.p.ured whiie bomb-

ing North Vletn»m.
between US. forces «nd those

-SBSSSEsSSSSSssb—
mlna5oTid so that all poBttcal pH—» -» »*~2i- govCrnment

6. The Vietnamese pledge to form • f^J^'tJ^jSct the resultso?SS^SS£^St»aWRS without the

8. The Americans and Vietnamese agree o respect the -ndepe^emje.

peace and neutrality of Laos and Cambodia in »ccoro i

thege
1962 Geneva conventions, and not to interfere in tne .mema. «

two countries. « .„m

». Upon these points of nf.~n.ent.^ P'^g^ e"d the war and reaoKe

all other questions In the tf1 ,° 'li'XJoV fvS »"" «h'
for the independence and political freedom of the people oi

United States.

its acceptance by the government of the United States.

between ordinory Vi*wm«. oihI Ameneoii pwple.
"'V'tSL A

(Hire l*e mm r. tow fc» wor. «nd lfc« mot S
°'"L5L

I?!!!*
i£

re«nt Clop H> *«™ tM 73% •» ••««*• ^ftT*
~

United St«f« ,..en.m.»t .«» ct Vl*«m fcy *• «"<f«
WW." *^

w... lo tell ^fcer people .bo-t the hope thot the MyMMt «c«
help ,ou to bri.9 » » y« «""*'*. * 1— ""

'. A-« '£Z*
., school, to your home. Bec.oM if enoush P«pl« ™nt peace. * «u*

come.

VOTE TODAY

The People's Peace Treaty

and the Spring Calendar of

Anti-war Events

Thursday, April 15 9-5
Signatories

South Vietnam National Student Union

South Vietnam Liberation Union
North Vietnam Student Union
National Student Association

Saigon. Hanoi and Paris, December 1970
in front of the University Store
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Soaring With Shaw
BvEDJANUSZ
"MDC Staff

d .».,rH <h™ takes on religion, capitalism, idealism, and England in

h,S«r
d
«tb:^ currl-f, UMT Sroducfon beine shown in BarUeU

T
TWoroblem with Major Barbara is thai it is primarily an intellectual

pUv wi* a minimum of movemon, and an abundance.of menta sw«*
play It is up to the players to keep an audience, and the University cast

*Z?SS2U*£tSJS& had a fondness for manipulating£lly

££ across Ins stage With theexception of the satanic^ribnur.

\ mL,c Itndershaft his characters in Major Baibuia are laeansm.

. u uls T o inor roles are therefore oftentimes easier; Arthur

Kftfe *t thJ luZ -nnbecilic Cho.lv and Sheila McMahon as a saintly

caivation Armv ffiri were especially impressive. •

h '

d L w»W mere5 a problem. Mary Robb Carr, playing

,, . , h i salvation Armx ma,or. was excellent as long as she was

S it, r m*l Of winsome .deal.sm; but her conversion to the

Kuheend was so unt.cn that 1 doubt anybody could make ,
con-

vlm-Sng Barbara turns into a mmdless syncophant too quickly to believe.

and ^ ^S3^£^9lmm Brass, was much stronger; a

JSnnu,«£ n d Vn nc Union and Metzschean Sociologist who

SdaTave any i .tician gasping in the dust for w,t and ongma h y.

Shaiver be -nay lack m appeal to our consciences (or ,n coherence.

Ptm& Barter, is not for everyone, just as Shaw^^^2^.
an excellent performance on a set that .s striking in Us stark contrasts

5SS " ans.on. welfare center, and munitions lactory; and .you

dpgo prepare vourself for a dist.nct m.nd-expenence. as much as for a

"IvkHs^n "bought at the Bart.ett Box Office; Major Barbara is

playing through Saturday

Happenings Originator

To Visit Campus Today
. . i . i_.„ vparn With one lollatlt

Al Hansen, an artist and one of

the originators of Happenings, will

be on campus today to help

organize the 5-College Festival of

Dada and Surrealism (April 20th to

May 8th). At noon in the Colonial

Lounge. Student Union, he'll rap on

his ideas for carrying out the

Festival in a true spirit of Dada
then at 4 p.m. in the Council

Chambers upstairs he'll show
some slides of his own work.

In between times he'll go

everywhere and anywhere, sizing

up the campus for the Happening

that he'll return in a couple of

weeks to direct.

According to one explanation.

Happenings grew out of Dada via

the collages and environments of

Kurt Schwitters, a Hanover artist

who kept constantly adding pieces

to i huge and intricate pillar in his

house. When there was no more

room in the house, he cut a hole in

the ceiling and expanded the pillar

up instead.

lime/Space Art and Incomplete

Itequiem lor W.C. Fields. He is

currently at work on a day-by-day

collage history of the last ten

HEY

years. With one collage for each

day, he will when finished have a

total of 3,653 collages.

GOOD FO

\ (I Miainu-visual poem bv artist AT Hansen, who will be on campus

Untax to help organize the l)ada-Surrealist Festival. This is one ol a

series of such poems made from the words, numbers and lines on

Menkes Bar wrappers.
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kets can be bought at the Bartlett Box Office; Major Barbara is M Hansen „ ^ autnor of * ££^^'^^^efr^.. the words, numbers and lines on

ing through Saturday Primer ol Happenings & ||ershev Bar Hrappers. XT 1

Srhool ofEducation Marathon: Modular Credit Week
t3UlvJvJl Ul J_>UUWUti.V/XX -!.MMA *~-,

: 3o Panel On Cross Cultural Edcuat.on Mark ,

s Meadow Gym Movement I

. . -, til niiinniia nn Crime and (continued) r.n m 1 »>!aa tiir.in
9.00

Auditorium TPPC introduction by

the Teacher Preparation Program
Committee to the new teacher

education program tor the 19/1 u
academic year

TV Studio Rm 23 The V.deopaper

Thing A multi media presen

tat ion ot videopaper production

with kids at Mark's Meadow this

semester.
Rm 128 A Survey of the Use of Space

on Campus.
10:00

Auditorium TPPC-lntroduction by

the Teacher Preparation Program
Committee to the new teacher

education program for the lv/i n
academic year

Rm 122 The Alternate Learning
Project A Title III Proposal for

High School Education m
Providence, Rhode Island

Rm 226 Futuristics m the Classroom

Rm 228 A Humanistic Approach to

Teaching English Composition

Rm 128 Value Clarification.

The Videopaper Thing (continued)
11:00

Auditorium TPPC- Introduction by

the Teacher Preparation Program
Committee to the new teacher

education program tor the 1971 72

academic year
Rm 122 The Theory Modification

Method of Research, as exem
phtied by the work of Ann Roe and
Tom Hutchinson, will be described

and discussed
Montague Attic Classroom
Management: Motivation,
Leadership and Change a

proposed course for New Teacher
Education Program

TV Studio Rm 23 "Education SOS A
25 minute dim produced by the

School of Education Media Center

tor the White House Conference on
Children

Rm 226 International Studies in the

Classroom The Tricks of the

Trade
Rm 223 The Network of innovative

Schools What Are We? Where
are We? Where Are We Going?

A Humanistic Approach to Teaching
English Composition (continued)
Value Clant cation (continued).

12:00

Rm 128 • turistics in the

Curncu
Rm 228 Chai Agents In An Urban

School m Washington In

novation >vim
Auditorium t ideational Pioneering

Dwighi
Montague Attic "Explorations"

Plan your own program? Learn
what you want to learn?

Rm 122 Ear Childhood Education
What is t, nq place now and what
is plannu | m ECE at the un
dcrgraduate <md graduate level.

international Studies in the
Classroom (continued).

stimulators
TV Studio Rm 23 Communications in

Spanish? its Benefits to the

English Speaking Community.
Rm 226 A concrete proposal for a

more humanistic education in

psychological services, social

studies and teacher education

Montague Attic "The World and
Teacher Education" International

Educations'
Washington Innovations Team
(continued).

2:00

Rm 128 Reinforcement Theory and

Self Concept
Rm 226 Summer Village 71:

Description and discussion ot a

pilot project testing the ap
propriateness of a middle school

core concept
Rm 228 Ten Future Trends That Will

Affect Teacners Futuristic ex

position of trends critical to

education
Montague Attic MAT Program.

Excellent teachers can be found in

any human group parents, school

teachers, medicine men, athletic

coaches, business executives,

kids _ .

Auditorium How to Combine Trave

and Teacher Education Special

Off Campus Programs.
Communications in Spanish: Its

Benefits to the English Speaking
Community (continued),
identifying individuals with the

capacity to be effective both as

teachers and as faculty growth
stimulators (continued)

2:30

Rm 122 The Completely Modular
Curriculum.

3:00
Auditorium Teacher Education

Program at Mark's Meadow Mike
Greenebaum

Rm 223 Cutting Red Tape in Decision

Making: Linear Programming
Model "Deciding How Best to Use
Your Teachers "

Rm 128 Using High School Students
As Teachers in the Elementary
School A Project at the Halfway
Mark

Children's Library Computer
Games A demonstration of

computer assisted instruction

usmg games and opportunity for

unlimited "hands on" game
playing. Hap Peelle

Rm 226 Outward Bound and Alter

native Urban Schools.

Rm 228 Human Relation's Teacher
Education Proposal

Mark's Meadow Cafeteria Freeing
Groups to Create A Model for

increasing Task Group Ef
fectiveness.

Montague Attic "Master Teacher
Program". Discussion of viability

of teacher education preparation
specially oriented to un
dergraduate feedback.

3:30

Rrr 122 Dialogue on Crime and
Delinquency. A continuing
discussion session for the full week
on juvenile detention, halfway

house programs, adult m
stitutions, delinquency, deviancy,

crime in the streets, cituen in

volvement, and student roles in

dealing with the problem.

4.00

Rm 223 Cutting Red Tape in Decision

Making PERT "How to Graduate

(to Bigger Problems) Someday
Members of Introduction to

Quantitative Techniques in

Educational Management Class

TV Studio Rm 23 KIDDEO VIDECv
Kideo Video is a child centered

television program which
organized, directed, written and

video taped completely by

elementary school students, m

cooperation with the School ot

Education Media Center

Auditorium CUETEM—Center for

Urban Education Teacher
Education Model Barbara Love

and Carolyn Peelle

Montague Attic Integrative Program
m Teacher Education at Martha s

Vineyard Don Cuniff.

Rm 128 Do You Know How You Af

feet the Future. A forum on the

Future. Futuristics Staff

John F Kennedy Dorm 19th Floor

Lounge Creativity As A Way of

Life: Introduction to Creative

Problem Solving

Outward Bound and Alternative
Urban Schools (continued).
Dialogue on Crime and Delinquency
(continued).
Freeing Groups to Create (con

tinued)

500
Rm 228 "The SHP Undergraduate

Masters Program in Teacher
Education"

Rm 226 "Teacher Training for

Distributive Education." Com
bines cooperative work experience

components and utilitarian fac

tors. _
Rm 128 "individualized Program

Panel On Cross Cultural Edcuation
(continued).
Creativity As A Way of Life (con

tinued. _ __
7:00

Rm 226 Personal Program Planning

in the School of Education NOW!

!

7:00-8:30

Rm J28 "Environmental
Amenities".

7:00-9:00
Auditorium The Marathon Film

Festival. Chromophobe (11 mm .),

The Wall ( 4 min), Cosmic Zoom
(8 min), The Pusher (17 min).
Awareness, Why Man Creates (25

min.). I Wonder Why, That's Me
(15 min .), Eye of the Beholder (26

min). Threshold and others.
7:30-9:30

Rm 128 OPEN EMTS— Educational
Media Technology and Systems
EMTS Course Spectacular. David
Coffing.

Mark's Meadow Gym Movement tor

Self Exploration Marianne
Simon.

"MEN off oil trades fro

NORTH SLOPE, ALASKA.

. . . this is a classified ad

which has appeared since

March 30.

rr IS A HOAX!

Please disregard!
(Collegian)

BLOW UP
Saturday, April 17

50c

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

SU Ballroom
6:00 - 8:00 - 10:00

Integrated
Preparation

1:00
Auditorium -VETEP

Day t acher
Program

Rm 128 Th< Completely Modular
Curncui

Rm 122 Iden' fymq individuals with
the capac y to he effective both as
teachers .md as faculty growth

RESIDENCE
DIRECTOR

s«-|ttrml»rr position* avBilnlilr for di-

rrHorM of Northampton Junior Col-

Imc dormitories.

AMHMM IK>rm 50 uludfntn. Ponitinnn

Miiti< ipntrd for mnrricd couplr*. and
iimlr rrmliit.- Htuil'iilM Kooiii, lioard

and aalary

.

If you ran inukr a dorm inori- limn

n barrack* rail or write for an ap-

plication form

NORTHAMPTON
JUNIOR COLLEGE

76 rl..i,(int n,
Northampton, Mm* Oior.n

University of Massachusetts Theatre

Major
Barbara^^ by Bernard $haw

April 14-17 8:30 P-m -

Bartlett Auditorium

General Admission $1.75

Box oHicc 545-2579

TWO

COMMUTER

SEATS
(and One Sorority)

Available In the Student Senate

NOMINATION PAPERS DUE - April 16

ELECTION - April 22

Boston March, Rally Set

For Women's Liberation Day

HEART OF \UiMv\R KEU TOR—Looking down into heart ol

nuclear reactor •! $!«:» million Vermont Yankee atomic plant under

v onM.m-lion at Vernon. Vt. I ranium pellets in Zirconium rods xul

luat water under pressure in reactor chamber to drive coin entional

sua... turbines. Chamber is B teet deep and 17 feet inside diameter.

Studs ..round rim are lor fastening dome lid tight.

Women's Liberation Day is

Saturday. April 17 according to a

release from the New Kngland

Women's Coalition.

Women trom all over New
England are scheduled to meet at

Coplej Square in Boston at noon,

and march to the Boston Common
lor a rally with speakers and en-

tertainment, it said:

•The rally is focusing around

issues central to all women.
women demanding control over

their lives and control over their

bodies: this involves Iree abortion

on demand -no forced sterilization:

free 24 hour community controlled

child care equal pay. equal work

.md equal educational op-

portunities; and the repeal of all

laws regulating private sexual

behavior." the release said.

Booths will t>e set up on the

Common explaining these issues

and other aspects ot the women's

movement, it went on.

This rally can be seen as a

sequel to the massive demon-

strations held last August 26, on the

50th anniversary of the en-

Iranchisement ol half the adult

population of this nation-The

Nineteenth Amendment, which

guaranteed the right to vote to

women on that day last summer.

tu.iKH) women in New York City

alone demonstrated around issues

central to women's liberation;

thousands more marched in cities

;ill across the country," they said.

Women's Liberation Day has

been called by the New England

Women's Coalition, a coalition of

women's groups throughout New

England. Different groups within

NKWCO include Northshore

Feminists ; Massachusetts
Organization for the Repeal of

Abortion Laws IMORAL); Boston

Female Liberation. Radclilfe

Women to Unite Mind and Body:

Young Women Committed to

Action lYWCA); Third World

Women's Alliance: Gaj Women's

Liberation, and several different

women's collectives and women s

liberation groups at Clark. I'Mass

Amherst I . and other schools." the

release added
April 17 will be the iirst major

demonstration called by NKWCO.
which was formed several months

ago. On March 2:5. NKWCOwasone
ol the organizers Of demon-

strations during the abortion

hearings in the Massachusetts

legislature And. on the weekend ol

March 26, NKWCO sponsored the

Congress to United Women, which

attracted over 70U women lor two

days ol workshops, speakers.

films, and getting to know each

other
"

•One spokeswoman, explaining

H lew of the demands ol the

demonstration, said 10,000 women

die every year from illegal

abortions so we must demand the

cud to abortion restriction laws

Women earn two-thirds of what

men earn Black women earn even

less so we must demand equal pay

and equal employment op-

portunities

All women's groups in New

England that agree with the basic

demands of the coalition are

welcome to become part ol it

And all women are welcome to

join the demonstration on April

17
"

Power Plant Towers To Protect

River From Thermal Pollution
VERNON, Vt (APi- Water

cooling towers that cost $7 million

re being used to cool Vermont s

,mgr\ conservationists.

The Iirst atomic power plant in

the Grata Mountain state, a $145

million. .Ytn.ou) kilowatt facility, is

Hearing completion in this tiny

Milage near the Massachusetts

Border
Alter repeated outcries trom

conservationists, the Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Tower Cot

poration built dm «>t the most

extensive arrays of cooling towers

m the world to curb thermal 'heat l

pollution ol the Connecticut River

The towers, 22 in all and sur-

mounted b\ tans With helicopter

si/e blades', are designed to retool

the river water used to condense

the stream generated by the

nuclear reactor

The coolers are mounted in two

structures 160 feet long that look

like huge cargo ships aground in a

onetime cow pasture

\ public hearing was called b)

the Atomic Knerg\ Commission

lor April 20 m nearb\ Brattleboro

to enable concerned citizens to

challenge whether everything

possible has been done to guard

against nuclear and heat pollution

Vermont Yankee needs I

provisional operating license from

the AKC before beginning test

fueling of the reactor With several

million dollars worth ol uranium

pellets stored at the site

A hall dozen Vermont con

nervation and environmental

groups have campaigned lor

nearly live years to make sure

Vermont Yankee meets rigid

satet> standards

On the state level Vermont Atty

( ,en .lames M .lellords has fought

lor strut controls He put it simply

at .. hearing m Washington: "We
are willing to pay extra tor

regulations to insure that our

Green Mountain boys do not turn

purple That is our right

Harvey D Carter ot Pownal,

attorney for the Southern Vermont

Conservation Society, is leading

the battle at the citizen level. A

former Statt representative, he did

not seek re-election so he could

devote lull time to the conservation

campaign.
The society is headed by John

Stevens of Bondsville. executive

director, who says the public

i annot rely upon trie AKC to force

the big power utilities to meet rigid

safet) and pollution standards, The

VEC has no yardstick lor thermal

pollution, he said, and "1 Imd it

hard to understand why the AKC
does not show more concern lor

citizens Thermal pollution speeds

the death ol a river

The long battle has been «\

pensive for the conservation

societ) which is $2.">.imio in debt and

has appealed lor funds

Vermont Yankee isowned bj two

major utility firms in Vermont and

light in the rest ol New England

intervention by i s Sen George

I) Aiken i K Vt I I resident ol

neari.N Putney, also gave three

small rural electric cooperatives a

auto© .
leurope I
gfj dopt 24-A ': H[

I
BBBB

Gra

STUDENT/FACULTY GRANT Program

Special rates in European overseas travel

for purchase, lease, & rental of cars. For

details and brochure write: University

rant Dept., Auto Europe, 1270 Second

enue, New York, New York 10021.

I
BBSgHJ

.

A TREMENDOUS DOUBLE FEATURE!

VINCENT PRICE in

"House of Wax"
Showing ot 7:30 Admission 50*

and

LON CHANEY JR. in

"Frankenstien Meets

the Woltman
Showings ot 9:30 Admission 25«

THURS., FRI & SAT. in HAMPDEN COMMONS

MILLS
Coffee House

Mon. • Thurs. 5 p.m. • 9 p.m.

Mon. • Fri. 11 - 1:15 p.m.

Friday 5 p.m. • I a.m.

Saturday 1 p.m. • £ a.m.

Sunday 12 • 6 p.m.

1

piece ol the action

Albert A tree of Rutland,

president of Vermont Yankee,

admits we started about five

years too late " He said there was

no similar outcry years ago when

Connecticut Yankee built its

atomic plant at Haddam with

negligible thermal controls.

Some ol tree's opponents credit

him w ith making a sincere effort to

protect the environment, others

claim only citizen pressure has

lorced the utility to show concern.

(ice warns if Vermont Yankee

Atomic doesn't goon the line by the

end of the \ ear as planned the state

will be liit h> power shortages

greater than ever before."

State agencies in Massachusetts

and \eu Hampshire, as well as

Vermont, have notified the AEC
that they plan to send represen

latives to the April m hearing,

i rider the terms at the law srhen

Vermont was organized as the nth

state in IT'H New Hampshire was

given jurisdiction over the river

thai forms their common houndry

WHOLE WHEAT TRADING CO.
181 N. Pleasant St.

has manly earthly delights which can take

you back to the garden - including organic

and naturals ...

grains - vegetables and fruits - honey

dairy products — vitamins . .

.

WE ARE GOOD FOR YOU

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westficld
562 3604

WE'VE GOT IT!!

YES, we now hove

POTO' GLOSS® by Yardley

so

"GET INTO GLOSS" — LIPS, CHEEKS, EYES,

and other places.

* * * *

SEE OUR

YARDLEY-Lash-a-lot (mascara)

—Easy Liner

—Shadow Sheen
at

COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main St.

Amherst
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iDrGaylin To Lecturd

%Dn 'Peace Prisoners 1

:-i& N()RTHAMPTON-Dr. Willard (Jaylin. author of "In the 9

M Service of Their Country.- a study of war resistors in prison,
j

%$ u ill speak on "The Peace Prisoners" at Smith College. •;

$:# :

:

The lecture will be given at 8 tonight in Sage Hall on the

P Smith campus It is open to the public.
\

m
l)r (iavlin is adjunct professor of psychiatry at Columbia

W I niversitv Law School and at Cnion Theological Seminary.

M and associate protessor of psychiatry at the Columbia
:

m Psychoanalytic School His book is the first study by a

m psychoanalyst o! selective service violators in prison. In his

W research he interviewed 26 such men. black and white at two

M Inderal penitentiaries and a work camp What he learned

M convinced him ol the need for extensive reform ol American

ffl courts and prisons and the Federal Parole Hoard

s
Di Gaylin has also written 'The Meaning ot Despair " and

$8 Psychoanalysis and Social Research." as well as man) ar

M ucles m Commonweal." The Vale Law Journal,

M ( olumbia t niversit) Forum" and various psychiatric

M publications In addition to his institutional positions, he

;:•:•::: maintains a private psychiatric practice and is president ol the

M Institute ol Society, Ethics and the Life Sciences, a research

::•:::•: organization ol professionals in many fields

•Xy ... ...
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ARMENIANS
Language class will meet as usual

Mach W22 at 7: 30 and the ark came to

rest on the mountains of Ararat

Noah's Log 13 B.C.

Speaker meeting tonight at 7:30

pm in Rm 163 164 of the C.C. Mr.

Joel Warren Ethyl Corporation Topic

•Thyl's Lean Mixture Exhaust
Reaction System

BAKER HOUSE COED
Baker House is going coed. Newly

painted, room telephones, built in

desks, central location. Interested

girls or groups of girls may call Tom
at 6 6051 for information, tour, or sign

up.

CHADBOURNE HOUSE
Girls, we have 40 vacancies tor the

Fall if you are interested, visit us, or

call the residence director, Marcus
I Buckley 5 2360.

CHEMISTRY IN ACTION
Robert Maizell, Manager,

Technical Inlormation Service, Olm
Research Lab will speak on Modern
Approaches to Chemical Information

Handling in Engineering E Aud.

todav at 4 30 p.m.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private Pilot ground school will try

ither again at 7 p.m. in C.C. Old

and new pilots welcome.

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL
Al Hansen, an originator of Hap

penings, will talk about organizing

Notices
some Happenings on campus, 12

noon, Colonial Lounge, SU, at 4 p.m.

He'll show slides of his work m the

Council Chambers, SU.

FINNISH CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Rm 17/

of the C.C. All are invited to attend.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Tapes of Oz Guiness' lectures in

Harvard and Boston, Feb. '71 Come
listen & rap: Memorial Hall, 7:ju

p.m.

NAIADS
Tryouts for Naiads tonight

p m. at the Wope pool.

at 7

OUTING CLUB
Mt. Monadnock Day Hike Sunday,

April 18, Mt Holyoke Range Hike

Monday, April 19. Sign up sheets are

on Outing Club Bulletin Board.

PSYCH 101/SOC 101

"Marat Sade" 8 p.m.

Aud.

only Mahar

RAFI . Q
Israeli folkdancing tonight at a

pm in Cape Cod lounge Student

Union All are welcome.

SOUTHWEST COFFEE HOUSE
In back of little Hatch tonight from

8 11 All folk performers and en

thusiasts welcome.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
ARTS & CRAFTS BAZAAR

Anyone interested in displaying or

selling goods at Southwest's Spring

Carnival and Bazaar, please call

Gordon at 5 1552 or Yael at 5 2015 to

make space reservations
FOLK FANS Anyone interested in

performing at an outdoor folk concert

in May as part of Southwest's Spring

Week please call 545 1552.

Cllss Ring, Holyoke High School,

•69. initials E.J.M. please call 6 8850

1 3 sectioned notebook containing

Kinesiology & W.S.L
"v/.ions 'o

urgently needed 2 applications to

Chelsea College. England. If found

call Doris 546 8367.

White plastic UMass fag con

taining a Craig microphone lost and

an art 284 Termpaper please can

Virginia 253 2881

Rockland High class ring. Blue

stone, initial DLP. If found please

call Denice 546 7271.

Sometime in March, a gold ring

with the initials JNK was lost. Great

personal value please call J«m 665

4

°B°rown suede pocketbook lost in

Bartlett Classroom Call Donna at 6

8171.

Grey male cat found in Worcester

Dining Commons at 11 30 Wed. At

ternoon call 6 5167 or 6 5234

Prof Born ToAid Kafka Publication
Associate Pro! Jurgen Born ol

the Germanic Languages

Department at UMass is one ol

lour international scholars

selected to prepare a critical

edition ol the complete works oi

lian/ Kafka
I'ioI Born was selected because

in i'h.t he co-edited a German

language edition ol Kafka's letters.

Ihe volume. Briele an Felice.

which has been translated into

English l>> James stern of

England, will soon be released by

Schocken Books. Inc. ot New York.

The four-man editorial board for

the new complete Kafka includes

members trom (iermany.

England, and France, who met

with Prof Born in Frankfurt.

Germany, recently Creative

works, letters and diaries ol Kalka.

one ot the leading prose writers of

the 20th Century, will make up the

edition Fran/ Kafka, who was

born m Prague in inta lived until

1924 and is considered the most

outstanding figw« of thc Prague

Circle of writers

POP63EXUA1S
GET DRAFTED/

the "low-to" of gay deferments—

rap session with droft counselors ronrre

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE

7 p .m . — 9th floor — Compus Center

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
1 rxlnu. apt. lor rrnt May I. "I>

lion to pi«k up lr«»e. Pool, air com!.,

ill-huitftlier. Call MMM after tl

VJn.
«"-:«

3 bdrm. apt , June - Aucuat. Cen-

ter of AmhrrM Will ui«iu«» rrnt

(nil "I' II 88 aftrr ». tft-I U

I'.. ttutiful setup furnished apt. ami

Ml for the Huuuner or longer, onl>

51 »-, mo CM «C5-:i50l after I.

—
Mihlet from end of May til Au«

ill and option to continue total co.t

S3M! New 2 bdrm to«nhou«e Minn III

he aeen to appreciate. Evening* tM-
tiyM tfl- l'i

I bdrm apt at Cllffulde •*!

ntilitir*. pool, tennia court*. Avail

Inimed Call 84S-3942 afer 5pni
(

1 bdrm efflc. for Mimmer «uhl,t

Mith o|>ti»n to renew lease All utll

ale rand . pool. ilUhtr. Rent neco-

II .LI.' Call IW5-3OT

Mimnirr aahlet or rent three room

apt , «Uff»lde (arpeted. pool and

tennia courts, facing woods Avail-

H l>le Mar ii Phone Wi5-S.VW eves
tf4-15

Apartment for rent. June 1 - A«g.

31 171 Puffton »-'•• a nnwitli, 3 bed-

rooms, air conditioned < 'all Howie

5«H«K>t tf*-»

~To sublet from li/I to 0/1, l«r«e

apartment MchI for I - 5 people,

rxi-rllrnt location. .Nu.tin Ave t .ill

(Sail, Kntbj. or D .1. at 513-M'Jo.
If 1-13

Nuiiiinrr -nl. let, June 1 - Auc 31.

option to renew Large one bedroom

>»nt . pool, nt < Town Point Kent

negotiable Call Mfr-tttl or after IS

•.'.-^i-n
.'3J^

m-lb
~ I.ftidencr apt. from June 1 to

\ur 31 Qunbhin Village. *90 • mo
\ir ...nd and all utilities Call

ll.om at SStstfU or Paul 3'3-7««i

It., Mi after 7 p m. wt-tl

• b,lr apt. summer aublct In Puff-

ton \ilbiKe, 2 baths, air condition-

iuc. di»hwasher, pool, tennis court

I'rice neuotinble Call III Sflli
tfl-lfi

i bedroom apt. for .lune 1. Option

to renew lease In fall. Kent nero-

Mahle Call M3-8247. «»-;0

Ideal for summer 1 bedroom apt.

( liff-ide with option to continue

all utilities, dishwasher, pool, tennis

coourts. Kent negotiable Call ««»-

.tntn after « . Jlil1 «

\pf at Cliffslde for summer with

opt 1 Bdrm.. all util. fall «i5-3W3

alt er B p m. "'- 16

1 Kdrm. Apt Qunbhin VII. twin

l,.,l-. fullr furnished, all utilities.

\C. wall-wall can^t .lune 1 - Aug
31 SI.'S per mo. Will negotiate. < all

3.'3-li3Wi ?
ft'lw

1 bedroom apt . I liffside. fir-

i.i.lietl. air <oml , s pool. Wi5-.il.>

t fl-lfi

—
Sublet 1 bdrm fum . many trees.

much grass, secluded Lf. panelled

II, rm SH5 mo. Call !W»l-?.Vi7 after

S_
«"•*>

• bdrm. apt .lune - Aug , air

> oml etc Near Sunderland Ctr .

oiiearloaf Apt* . rent and furniture

negotiable, fa l l <io5-3i;.' ttl-T.t
~~ summer snlilct, opt. >ear lea»e. .'

bedroom apt Puffton Village. Rent

negotiable Call 5 IB-W.W tfl-l fi

1 bdrm. apt. June 1 - SepC 1

i, option to renew. Stove, refrlg .

util paid Near Campus. $I'J5 mo
( iill after .-,:3<> »r,.V;3IM. ^«-'-«>

r roammates oe if necessary Mm-
mee sublet at Puffton. option to re-

mrm lease in fall Mill haggle price.

. mH ISMSSf. tfl-??

? bedroom apt nt Rolling C.reen

June 1 • Aug 31 with option to

renew ease Pool, rarpetina, air ean-

ditioned. All utilities ln< luaVd Call

v;-at41. it *• -'

FOR SALE -- AUTOS
Mast sell 'Bo Cortina. eme*l. meeh.

. oml , S3 mpg. only 1.VOO* ml . auto,

trans . disc brakes. Best offer over

<MH> Call 3l6-m?B. U4-1B

Must sell — 1!W» Mustang Mach
I. am-fm stereo. 4 apd . 3.M ru. In ,

vrellent condition. &IC-639* . tf4-22

JmTMO Midget w/1970 MGB en-

title New top and tires $000. Mail
Mi l now. Call 1-lnda Mfi-7993. 1f4-1 »

~I!M(H BMW Sun Roof, Becker AM-
IVI. studded radial anow tlrea, ex-

cellent condition, garaged. Call S53-

<iS0 or 313-2330. tf*-**

l!*i« Alfa Romeo, 2000 Spyder. Call

.'Vl-jliil evening*. tf4VH

Mi M(« 1100 sedan, front wheel

drive, good mech. rond. Will paaa

.late inspection. Call 253-7253.
tf4-13

rail oldoiiiohile D>namlc M, con-

».rtil.h\ \H, auto, trans., nawer
-lei-ring and brakes, radio and heat-

,r Must sell. Fiirellent cond. 540-

tll 11. Eddy. <"-»«

""iota Corvalr l-door. Excellent con-

dition «I00 Foreign student leav-

ing the rount r>. Call 5l«-9ofil fve-

Hin». tn-iw

Che, rote! io«3 Bel AiT; 4-door

sedan, (i ol , automatic, 53.000 ml.

\en good cond. $350 00. Call Tony
233-TSt*. tf4-14-15-21

lfe Poncho weather — Juat ar-

rived colorful, genuine ponchoa from

xiuth America. Limited supply. Call

665-3501 after 5. tf*-8<

Kawasaki 120 tr. 1&69 combina-

tion road bike and trallerblke, qultk-

liange transmaalon, $235. Call Mark
Davis 323-7611. "4-1* .

Bicycle — Peugeot 10 ap. 22',^

Inch, generator, llghta, fender*, orig-

inal $113.00, now $75 00. otM-S-'HK

evening*. t^** ' 3

•61 Willy* mall truck run* well

$100. Call 323-4432. U4-19

Oacar Schmidt 15B autoharp, like

new, with caae and tuning wrench
Call 25$-6t>3g after 5:30. tf4-n :

lVatrrbeds fully guaranteed, all

you need — frame*, liner*, pods,

rover* and more, $49, $70, S*.V Come
and check It *ut. 6M-B496. Call

anytime. Keep trying. tf4-22

Cralc 910 Tape Recorder. TOO
good condition. Asking $IMt Call 51V
2640. A»k f*r Curt In 424. tf4-1'»

sail through th* Berkshire* on a

Hike, Bike for sate • I960 Boniln

:«0. Call 253-7625. H U Id good

shap^ M4-15

Vaaiaha 69 D-1B. Exe. rond. Best
offer. Call Roger B46-89M. Must
sell Immediately. tf4-21

For Sale, By Owner — 3 bdrm.
ranch, bit. -in*, tin. playrtn. w /large

yard. Dead end street. For appt

cal l 233-7251. U4-16

Sony TC-355 3-head reel-to-reel

tape deck, 1 yr. old, seldom naed,

eir. condition, $170 or best offer

Call Tom 253-7236. tf4-20

C.oing on block In the fall and

ilon't want to pay full sem. rent?

Need F roommate. H n»l from
campus, SiU/mo. Call 2V,-$23I eve-

nings <"-1«

BOOKS
We buy used book* and reaord*

— Whttellght Book* (In the Arler)

No te»f»l MS-IS

4100 reward for Information anil

return of Canon Ft Camera taken

4-$ from Kennedy. Call 516-7612 or

•.'33-9475. LL'J!
Mattapnn girl, patient Yf Dr. Fa-

heml. sharing room with me at Belli

l-rarl Hoop, on April 21. '69 Please

can Rita B6H-27M IMPORTANT

WANTED
Wanted — one paper on Roman-

tic Poet*. Will par $$ Call 6-8006
tf4-13

To the Woman Jock and her man
Congratulation* on the rock. The
Fearlesa five on fourth 4^1

3

Jan L. — when are you going to

grow op7 Those who kno»? 4-15
'

tf4-21

Frnie'* Black, he's dynamite and
he's coming. April 2$th tfl-2*

Colonial Vllllacf - 2 Mrm first

floor apt. For June 1. 253-28*0
tf4-16

Couple looking for small rottag*.

ar •leeplna'-fooking accommodations
In n.vannl*-Varmouth-Deanis area

Call 546-W73. tf4-16

Waated: Inetprnsive a*ed canoe,

any type. Call Jack at 5-2373 *r SSS>

after $:•$. tfl-16

GIVE AWAY
Kitten. $ wka., black and white

•pa-tie mala. Free. 5-2«13 Ted
tft-ia

ATTENTION

LOST
-
BE#AB0 — *Vsia1ah-br*wn ael^

ter, retrleTer pappy wRh black mur-
al* and tall. Jan*. MUsIng April

Stb. 253-3H3. tf4-!6

APT. Hl'NTEBS — t free wks
IIvine In Mt. Range last 2 wka. in

Mar. K jeo decide on oceupam

f

from June 1 on. All electric. Air

cond. 253-5i57J tf4-l >

SERVICES

FOR HINT

JOBS
Iota Gamma t'psllon sorority de-

sires Interested young rouple or eld-

erly woman for position a* house-
mother. For Information call Pres

at 515-0082. tf4-13

FREE

"PERFECT FOR SUMMER 8CHOOI
— Forn. 1 bdrm. apt. for Jolr and

Aug. No lease ran;. Naar Campu*
Pool and air c*nd. Married coople

or girls preferred. CaU 540-3916 after
tf l-lo

For summer w/opt. to cont. mo*
em furnished 2 bedroom apt . $35

per person. 1-3 people. Mt. R»n«»
Apt Call CTenlng*. 256-$107. tf4-16

To rent — 1 bdrm. Cliffside, avall-

able Jane 1, furnished wa'349"
4.1€

Amherst Anal* services stereo

component*, tape decks for home or

car. 197 No. Pleasant St , 206-8133.

Housepalnting - low rost. quality

work by experience student* Tel

540-6762. tf4-21

TCNF. VP $5 00 — plus parts for

4, 6 *r S ryl. Cot a problem with
your far? tall D S B's Repair
service anytime at 546-5925 We
have road servire, too. tfl-in

5 bedroom apt , living rm., kltch .

bath. June I - s,pt. 1 K\c. loia-

tii.n. 1 ml from campus *175/niii

I,nt willing to negotiate Call Candy

or Judy 233-000$ at tliW., tf l-'.'l

"T* anWei line I - t. 1 bdrm
townlioii-e. P, l.-lli. all uli in',,

t.ood location < ill '.'.-.3-3073
.

Wi I

!li-. nss rent. , f ' "'

"lu7nUh.il •, room hoii-e on l'hil-

|i,,. -I . i.t.liti." .ml Call •l !, -

f

, ' ,

t
';!„

-I'resldenlial Apis No U. *1fl" per

,,„„„„ Inclndlng ittllltles 1 iM-ilr.......

.vailahlf ir»"' •'""•• ' «" Auaaal 31

I ease is ni.Hnn.l ntt.r August 31

till ,-,l!l-0li'l
''•'

Mm. «4>l • I" I ifr rondltloner

, ( „i partinlly furnished %Tallahle

|Mn#. | - AtWHsl I Ren! is

„,i.i, rati
'" ••'

Itli; Military Jeep Iniversal C.I2A.

I-,, heel drive power takeoff, hydraa-
liis. $300. Call Boh at 6-5291.

tf4-2Q

63 lury II wagon. A-8, automatic.

air cond. $273. Call 5IO-f.300. t f4-16

"^O VW. Flared
'.' bhj , mags, C.-1I

raut.v, 18,000 mi.
m:i>0 Call 5-2112.

Fenders, Holley
Goodyear*, war-
e\ . fondltion

Tom 418. tf4-16

1069 Corvette coupe, dark green,
-Lie evlinust. radio. 427, 300 lip. 4

-i"l S3.VM1. 6A5-3935. tf4-22

TRAVEL
si MM Kit IN ECROPE1 Chartered

round trip jet flhrhts plus many
helpful services. WATERBEPS too!

« all .-.I0-I3.-.7 or 519-3963.
t 8 $ * 1.1 15 16 22 23 27 29 Sn

FOR SALE
Pioneer, Teac, Garrard, PE, Axte4 .

Fisher. TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, fstandard radio, Utah speakers

Li's, 8 tracks and other necessities

>ee Amherst Audio. tf

Free - two albino rats* Good as

pets. Cage ani food Included. Call

316-6530. *f*-l»

SUMMER SUBLET
Saauser anklet from JSt 1 • Aag.

30, IN Colonial Village, f*rnl*hed
I bedrasm, swim. pool. CaU 256-

sm «r fr-th

SUBLET or LEASE
Sublet June • Ang. 31 or leaae i

bedroom furnished all elec. eff . apt
Call 549-6765 or stop out at Mill

HolUw, No. 61. tfjt«

ROOMMATES WANTED
F Roommate wanted beg May 1

Apt. within walking dlst. of Campu*.
Pool, air cond.. fum. apt Call 310-

H239 after 8 pm. tf4-30

I female roommate wanted to

share furnished Rolling Green apart-
ment June to August. Call Leslie

519-6288 tf4-18

F roommate wanted — beg. Ji.ne

I to "sept. Op. to renew. Rent ne-

n.tialile. Call 233-7821 after 5 p m
tfl- 22

M or F roommate wanted. V'-t ml.

from campus own room 812.50 per

mo. or less. Call Pat 510-3086 Keep
^rylrnr^

;

H4-M
One or two fern roommates want-

,(l tine bdrm . fur . SHfl Incl ntili-

n.s vvill haggle over price 253-5072
tf l-1'i

3 bedroom townhouse Rolling Green

to rent nowl Till June 1, Sept. 1 or

forever. Will also trade for apt

with 3 or more bedrooms. Call 236-

8118 or ofc. i"
18

2 bedroom townhouse, S<julre Vil-

lage. All atllltle*. Available June 1

- Aug. 31. Option for fall. Will ne-

gotlate rent. Call 665-3080 tf4-16

2'<i rm apartment, one mile from
campus Will pay *ne month's rent

1 nlversity Park. $130 per mo Call

6-6310. tf4-U

| bdrm apt , air cond . dlshwash-
er. tennis, pool, disposal, mod ,

clean, quiet, new section of Puffton
r. 13-iiino evt. 21. Leave message Pat.

f;lorla $156 mo. tf4-1«

HELP WANTED
I or 2 women live-In, Infant rare,

sewing, ete. part time. Apt-like ac-

com. prov. In return. 2 ml. from
Campos: Mehta 549-1 112i 5-0566

tft-n

REWARD
$5 00 reward for the return of a

trl-cslored angora rat wearing a

greea cellar. Last seen In the or-

chard. Call 546-7202 or come to 624-

Weboter. tf4-13 13 Id

Whoever took my watch and ring

from Boy den locker last Frl. $50 for

watch, $25 for ring ABSOL1TELY
NO QFESTIONS. Dan Smith. 712
Webater, 546-7218. tf4-Hi

HORSES

PERSONAL
Are you a

K\PPA ALPHA THETA
ALUMNA?

\re you Interested In meeting

K \U alumnae and working with

an active college chapter? Please

contact: _,, .

Kappa Alpha Thetn Alumnae Club

P.O. Bnv 513

No Amherst, Mass 01057

t.lve name, address an,«l

phone number.
tf4-lfl

T* rent for trail rides Saturday
and Sundaj 25$ acres of trails

sp.-llman Farms, Three Rivers Ril .

Hclchertown. Tel. 283-6283. tQ-2'.'

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Montreal Tri .

Apr. 16. I am willing to share e\-

p.nses. Call Geoff 6-7631. 4-13

To anyplace between New Vork
City and Wash. DC. April 15. Hi

and 17. Call 346-1040. tfl-13

DUNEBUGGY
Fac. rebuilt 40 hp VW engine.
300 ml., cyclone exhaust iivstcm
Purple flaked - custom strlpiil

body, fully enclosed w/"T'»-fop,
side curtains, gas heater, ami
AM/ I'M stereo radio.

A real eje-catcher.
Many internal evtras.

Call RON
616 PH09

tfl-13

page and MacPherson Keynote

Varsity M Club Luncheon
nnomimiii s# „ I1M t

iM , v.,„k(H' Conlemice and football and introdm

Veteran Littler Heads

Monsanto Open Field
..-,-. . :«»!.-_ -« ..ith Uilly C^^fM

By FRED ROSENTHAL
MDC Staff

Sports information director and

head golf coach. Dick Page,

nit-viewed this year's golt season;

„Mi new head football coach Diek

MacPheraon talked about spring

footbaU at yesterday's Varsity M
Club luncheon.

The golf team is beginning its

22nd year ot competition and over

these yean has had only three

losing seasons. Last year the team

won the Yankee Conference and

Coach Page stated that to repeat

would be the team's number one

objective this season.

Page is optimistic about the

coming sc-ason. About his players

he says, "I have as good material

as I've had." There are six seniors

on the ten man squad and any of

these six could be the number one

man
Alter Page finished Coach

Macl 'herson spoke about Sping

Orioles Blank Tribe
CLEVELAND lAP)-Boog

Powells two run homei and Mike

Cuellers four-hit pitching carried

the Baltimore Orioles to a 3-0

victor) over Ihe Cleveland Indians

yesterday
Powelrs homer, nis second,

came »rithtwo ou1 in tl \
third and

,180 scored Men i:< Mennuind.

who was walked bj Cleveland

startei Sam l

.i Do

Pai Blair boosled thc lead to S-0

in id. sixth » th i'.i«»und rule

loubk thai scored Frank Robta

Oakland 6,
Twins 1

ST PAI L, MINNEAPOLIS
\|- Reggie Jackson hit two

tremendous home runs and pitcher

Diego Segui smacked a three-run

shot as the Oakland As belted the

Minnesota Twins ti-1 yesterday.

Jackson, batting If* going into

the game, ignited a live-run As
sixth with a 422 -foot home run

Sal Bando. doubled and Dave

Duncan produced a run scoring

single Then Dick Green walked

Mid Segui swatted a .JTil-loot homer

against Tom Hall. 1

The next inning. Jackson ex-

ploded 4:r? -loot clout off reliever

Sal Campisi

Segui checked the Twins on live

hits until the ninth when they

seored on I single by Kich Keese

and a double bv Jim Holt, ending

Oakland's bid lor a third straight

shutout.

Tonight 's

Intramurals
Softball

LIGHTED -rtr/v.AC
FIELDS TIME FAMS

and,on Robinson had singled

taken second on a wild pitch.

Uo\ foster got two ot the four

hits oil Cuellar He singled in the

second, and the Indians didn't get

another man on base until the

seventh when Poster and Vada

I'inson singled

football and introduced his

assistants who he calls the 'heart

ol the tootball program." Mac-

Pherson spoke very strongly about

team discipline and teats that this

is his number one concern during

the spring workouts.

The head coach also talked about

academic requirements tor

athletes He said he and his

assistants all leel that this is very

important and that they would like

to take as many good students as

possible. But he also said that he

would take athletes who were

academic risks'' adding that he

should have "all realms ol

students just as the university

docs

Coach MacPherson also an-

nounced that several line athletes

had decided to attend I 'Mass next

veer

L*
n . („ra i necessary, but have oposite goals

Aries persons, described as natural n ,^7* y

to be ana i y t,cal You'll get
pioneers, are leaders but usually are '

aKe 1
on^°

s^ er
seekmg someone who can lead them. n

.

9
,Q RA (SeDt 23 Oct 22) Solidity

That is. Anes needs aHect'on. love. L BRA isapjj «
,deas become

more so than perhaps most Person^ ^P^ You ge t back.ng from
Aries can appear .arrogant but^n

c, ' v
f

e
means

y
YOur emotions

usually is saying, ' f'ease .not rce P* »
Relative who opposed you

me!" Natives o» this S'?"?^^"*"
n

T

w becomes a staunch ally

to Leo. often marry Libra and can no*
c£*£ |0 , 0ct 2 3 Nov 21): You

lend sp.ee to almost anyone SW- ^
, range effort

Some tamous persons oorn under get rew
^

a
n been wait ing

Aries include Marlon Brando. Bette Means *"^ vo
& appgarance Ap

Davis and Gloria Swanson.
predate quality Protect valuables

ARIES (March 11 Apr.. 19): Be Realize your own worth Bui.d sell

receptive Enlarge scope of ideav esteem
22 Dec.

Refuse to accept .unreasonable *
A
^"na , c

u
yc , e hig h. Cir

restrictions. Sagittanous individual 21 k Lunar cy u ^^
can now prove a valuable ally. See ^fmnat.ve Make new starts in

beyond the immediate Plan ahead-
^ew direct ons. Be willing to give

TAURUS (April 20 May new a r ec-10
person

20) Versatile approach car, *V r
n
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A
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,

,

R
a

l'?o°R N (Dec. 22 Jan
mount seemingly Perpl«.no
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N
)a , consideration to

problem Money ,s involved
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to m ^ confined to home, hospital

20): Permit mate or business part AQ
S
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e
b
vent dominates En

aJunusraaSfiSS 3H3s8r*j!Ha!S
ween the lines Legal question can be and Sag

PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP)-Gene

Littler, making his first start here

since 1959. ranks as one of the

tavorites going into today's first

round in the $150,000 Monsanto

open Golf tournament.

The 40-year-old veteran, winner

ot 22 tour events including the 1961

IS Open, has had his troubles

most of the year but pulled his

steady game together last week

and finished fourth in the Masters-

his best showing in a year.

"I'm still working on my ac-

tion " the quiet, unassuming

Calitorniansaid. its a light from

year to year, and there's a very

line hue' between being good and

had You must make continual

adjustments.
i guess the best thing you can

sa) 'bout my golt is when 1 hit it

badly, the ball stays on the eour

Crossword Puzzle
4 Form of

. .

.

6 The ones her*

7 Rockfish

3 Prefix not

9 Stroke

10 Puffed up

11 Sudden sha-;

pain

13 Mend with

cotton

16 Person who
advocates
change

19 Little pies

20 More daft

(slang)

23 Kilns

26 Boy
attendants

28 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

29 Note of scale

31 Railroad (abbr

)

.attler. along with Billy Casper

and Lee Tievino, ranked as the top

candidates for the $30.01x1 firsl

prize in the 72-hole test on the ti.679

yard, par 71 Fensacola Country

Club course.

Arnold Palmer. Jack Nicklaus.

Gary flayer and IS. Open

champion Tony Jacklin of England

are among the major names

missing. Palmer and Jacklin

simpij are taking time off before

next week's Tournament ol

Champions, Player went home to

South Africa and Nicklaus is

recovering trom his narrow loss to

Charles Coody in the Masters.

Coody also is skipping the

tournament In tact, so mam Oi

the top players decided againsi

playing that almost M -pots arere

open lor qualifying, one of the

largest oi the year

Answer to YestfJj, s Puzzle

individuals

favorably settled Be diplomatic

CANCER (June tlrJtjL'

22) Diligence now pays dividends

Get co operation of co workers,
associates Change ot routine may
prove upsetting to a friend, but

revision is necessary Act ac

CO
LEO

,V
(Ju.y 23 Aug. 22) Your

feelings dominate logic That's fine

but don t get carried away You do

have to face yourself in the morning

Means qive logic a place with •

PU
i
S
|RGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): You

may be drawn in two directions at

once Past commitment coincides

viMh current desire Both are

Aries
figure
far inprominently You can go

fulfillment of hopes, desires

PISCES (Feb 19 March
20) Break through red tape, go

directly to source Refuse to be

discouraged by one ot little faith Leo

individual makes emotional plea

Listen and evaluate Appreciate

*h|?T&AY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
vou will gam renewed confidence.

with July indicated as outstanding

month for this year You cannot live

without love Don't deprive yourself

over issue of false pride You will be

more active, happier, productive

and more loved
Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Con

AC RObS

6 WoUhiess
.. .

:i v\ig

12 Harbinger

14 Peer Gynt's

mo -

15 Consumed
17 Cnmese

pagoda

18 Symbol for

niton

19 Careful reading

21 Initials ot 26th

President

22 Gaze with

desire

24 Note of scale

25 Unlock

27 Dine

28 Preposition

29 Frog

30 Flowing

33 Mm
34 E»ist

35 Comparative
ending

37 Part of church

38 Preposition

39 Broom

41 A state (abbr

)

42 Stronger

45 College degree

(abbr)

46 Possessive
pronoun

48 Exterior

49 Wager

50 E«pel from
country

52 Hesitates

54 Arrows

55 Acrobatic feat

DOWN

32 Pronoun
33 Treated

maliciously

36 Mans name

37 Dry

38 Tipsters (slang)

39 Bnmless cap

40 Small rugs

vTvJa
> •

AAJt

43 Civil iniury

44 spreads tor

drying

47 Resort

49 Baker's
product

51 Coniunction

53 Greek letter

1

2

3

4

I

2

I

4

1

7

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

J

4

5

6
/

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Gold vs. Volunteers
Hi Rise vs unknowns

Carbunkio .s Racoons
Staffc; vs Reefers

POSITION ATHENIAN
2 vs 3

4 vs 5

POSITION SPARTAN
2 VS. 3

4 vs 5

POSITION TROJAN
2 vs 3

4 vs 5

Ding vs Tubes
kookie.. vs Roaches
Zeros /s Pacadigns
Engiir vs Conglos

Orbitals vs. Education
Math vs Hasbeens

Psychoul vs Hockers
0> fords vs BX
Squad vs Ores

C vs. Lubees

10 30 tyes vs. Pimps
Zaqs vs. Brother

Clouds vs. Marakesh
Mom vs Shift

PI igue vs Holes

Tarts vs. Smashers
Acme vs. Dogs
LCB vs Flash

Bucks vs Team
i oresters vs Death
Spunks vs. Smokers

I amily vs. Pranksters
Bears vs Chipmonks
Buffaloes vs. Maples

Nurds vs Lemons
Lovers vs Pipers

5:15

6 30

7 30

8 30

9 JO

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME

Soccer

l

1

3

4

5

6
1

1

I

J

6

TEAMS
4.10 Pines vs. Seagrams

Senators vs. Maroons
Eaylos vs Lovers
jacks vs Fellas

Tubes vs BX
n vs Poop

520 ind Enq. vs Zeroes

Civ Enq vs Squares
Monument^ vs Panthers

vs Bruisers
Dun^s vs. Gianis

2nd Team vs. Sticks
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UConn Rally Nips Redmen, 3-2

Bv EARLE BARROLL
MDC Stall

old man winter returned lor

another cameo appearance at a

UMass baseball game, but this

time be was an unlucky onlooker as

the UConn baseball team eame

from behind with single runs in the

ninth and tenth innings to earn a

hard uphill 3-2 victory over the

liedman nine at cold, windswept

Varsity Field \esterday

Tins was the tirst ol three en

counters between the top two

contenders tor the Yankee Con-

lerence title and the win was the

seventh without a loss tor the

streaking Huskies while the loss

dropped the Redmen toM and one

game behind UConn in the league

standings

Kiding the strong pitching ot

starter Tom King and staked to an

early 2-41 lead behind the bat ot

Brian Martin who knocked in both

runs, the Redmen ran m to trouble

in the last three innings as the

Huskies rallied tor their win

King bad pitched the tirst seven

innings striking out ten. walking

three, and giving up only lour hits

and Ins lust earned run ol the

season V\ ith the weather as brutal

US it was he retired alter the

seventh and gave wav to Jack

Bernardo
While King was mowing the

Huskies down. UConn ace Jim

Jachym, alter a shaky lust three

Iranics. was likewise keeping the

opposition in check and lastedeight

mnmgs striking out si\. walking

three, and allowing six hits and two

runs.

In contrast to the effectiveness ot

King. Bernardo just didn't have it.

He got through a shaky eighth

inning stranding a runner on third

who had doubled oil the senior

righthander

latly QtoUrgian

SPORTS
In the ninth, he was reached tor a

triple with one out by John

Ihlenburg and wild pitched him

home to send the game into extra

names
With oneout in the tenth I Conn s

Harry Trohalis also tripled and

scored on a sacrifice Hy to give the

I luskies a one run advantage w Inch

the Redmen were not able to an-

swer in their hall ot the inning

Huskie reliever August Gar

batini pitched shutout ball lor his

two innings ol work and came

; as the winning pitcher up

pmg his record to 2-0. Bernardo

took the loss and now stands at 2-2.

The Redmen opened the game

quickly as Charley Mauley, who

had an outstanding day at the plate

and in the field, opened with a

walk He then stole second and

scored on the tirst of Martin's run

producing hits, this one a sharp

double to right center.

In the second IMass lost a good

opportunity to score as walks to Ed

McMahon and Dan Esposito put

two men on with no outs only to see

this threat wiped from the boards

when Tom McDermott tanned

alter trying to sacrifice the run-

ners up and McMahon was caught

stealing on the same play.

Manlev and Martin combined

again in' the third lor another run

with Manlev leading off with a

single, moving to second on a

sacrilice by Jack Conroy. who had

two hits in i he game and scoring on

a single bv Martin to left tield.

Thai was the final seoring tor the

Redmen as Jachym bore down and

had to put out only a seventh inning

threat, when Ksposito and Mc-

Dermott hit back to back singles.

to complete his days work.

Alter being held scoreless lor the

I irst live Irames by the blazing

speed and variety ol pitches of

King. UConn scored in the sixth

when Jachym sliced a triple into

the right field corner and scored on

a single by Brian Herosian with

two out alter King had come back

to strike out two men after the long

!#^r^^
<•

KING OK THE IMIX—Tom King Hfi). shown in action last week

niainst \.lt .. pitched seven superb innings in yesterdays ten-

inning loss to UConn. The fire-balling lelthander "^ h^» "";

touchable since returning from an arm injury. (MIK photo by Dan

Kama I

,n a doubleheader These will be

w hen the Huskies host the Kedmen longer season

Bullets Rout Knicks
Series Now Even

BALTIMORE At' Hie

Baltimore Bullets routed New

York lor the second consecutive

game at home. In-atmn the Knicks

Mil Ml last night to deadlock their

National Basketball Association

Eastern Conference finals at two

Uames apiece

The Bullets, who dropped the

I irst twogames of the best ot seven

s» nes m New York, ted 22 t»al the

end oi ttw nrst quarter ami

remained in Iront throughout as

lhe> controlled the boards

lorward Jack Marin led the

Bullets with _'T points while con

Irihuting i"> rebounds, an unusually

high number tor him. while guard

Earl Momor added -•"< points and

backcourl running mate Fred

i arter had 2

1

Center Willis Reed of the Knicks.

who reintured his right shoulder In

the Hist quarter, was on tin- liench

tor the tinal 17 minutes ot the game

and finished w-.h N iM.mts

led b) Dick Barnett and Dave

DeBusscherc. the Knicks cut a 13-

poinf Baltimore advantage lo 60-63

near the end ol the third quarter,

hut Marin. Monroe and Carter

increased the lead to W M as the

lourth period began

I he Bullets, who won by Hn points

m last Sunday's nationally

televised third game, ran off a

nine point string late m the game

teal the runaway Walt Fra/ier

led \ew York with Hi points and

Harnett tied Reed with 14

Netmen Return To Action

At Amherst This Afternoon

The Kith game ol the series will

I*, played Friday night in New

Vara with game No I «n Baltimore

Sunday afternoon

/

By SINCLAIRPOSTER
MDC Stall

After a It da) layoff the UMass

tennis team laces Amherst College

this afternoon m their tirst ot BUI

matches in the next Hi days

Una week ago Sunday the net-

men put IH' away HI. and since

then have had one match snowed

..ut and another postponed MIT

was snowed out on April 7th. and

will meet the Kedmen on the 21st

Holy Cross had a date with the

Redmen far the 14th. but they too

were moved upon the schedule and

will visit the I Mass courts on

Sunday the 25th, later this month

Now comes Amherst, and

I wiring anv problems Irom the

weatherman. IMass will be

playing on Amherst s home courts

at I p m today

Amherst has traditionally had I

powerful team, and this years

xquad is no exception On then-

southern trip they fared poorly but

the competition down south is Iar

superior to that ol New England

Thus Iar Spring! icld and

Bowdoin have been Amherst

victims both by the score ol M
Clearly, Amherst had hardly been

tested since their return to the

north Likewise. I Mass has yet to

be tried as they. too. won easily in

their season opener

Nationally ranked Mike Pelliter

will lead the cross town rivals

against the Kedmen TomShur will

Ik- plavmg one notch lower and

Chris Collin will follow him,

playing in the third slot

Lenny Kicknel and Al Ahearn art-

two more ot their starting six. as

the) till out a squad with talent and

experience Four ol their top live

men are seniors, and the ex

penenced gained in one or two

vean of vanity pto) *IH ** a b,B

lector as this match is only the

second varsity contest lor three of

t Mass starters

Two ol the netmen s players are

experienced, as Captain Alan

Goldberg and John Bloom

represented the onrj seniors on the

team, and will be playing in

positions one and three respec

Uvely In the case ol Goldberg

there is some doubt as to his

playing status. Goldberg has i>een

hampered b) a bad hand lor the

,,ast week, and whether or not he

will lace Amherst s nationally

ranked senior this afternoon will

not be known until match time

Jim Bornheim will be playing m
between the two seniors as Mark

Brass. Steve Kerber and Fred

Brake) will In- Idling out the six

singles slots in that order.

Doubles play will see the en

trance ol IMass own Chris Coffin,

as Coffin will team with Bloom, in

the second doubles position,

diiecllv behind the combo ol

Goldberg and l-'erln-r Bornheim

and Brass w ill till out the lineup as

the Kedmen look lor their depth to

deleat Amherst
Besides Goldberg s playing

status, there is one other lactor

that might provide problems for

the netmen Amherst plays their

home matches on a clay surface,

and because I Mass has t>een

practicing on hard courts, they w ill

certainly lace problems in ail

lusting to the slower court

Despite the handicap thai will be

offered the visiting Kedmen. Coach

Kosakowski reels that I Mass will

give Amherst all they can handle

\mherst was sited in the Held ot

Brown and MIT as the netmen s

most difficult opponents But with

good depth, and the practice they

have reaped over the past week

and a hall, they should be in good

shape to capture the town cham
pionslup

north Likewise. I Mass has yet to between use iwo wmmmm - —-
^ ^ f_^ #

Bosox Bow; Yanks Trip Tigers
~. v ..... v a...,hi<. Hrivinf in the lirst DhTRimnN KACII DK()\F IN A

* w^

k
I

IN \(HON TODAY—Believe it or not the scheduled lacrosse

Came Between IMass and Middlebury at Middlebury was cancelled

veaterda) due to an earl) morning blizzard. So. today these two

teams will go at it again ;it Middlebury beginning at :\ p.m. Garber s

Gorillas carrettU) ranked number II in the nation, will be *"'>"'"*

tor their first win ol the leesea against the big and rugged >li<l-

dleburv Stickers (MDC photo by Ned Oiffendale).

* VSH1NGTON i AH' Tim

Cullen drove in the tying and

winning runs with a single off Bill

| ee as the Washington Senators

scored six runs in the seventh

inning to defeat the Boston Ked Sox

H ;> last night

Mike Nagv was working on a

two-hitter and had a .. lead when

walked Mike Epstin leading oil

the seventh Joe Foy .
Frank

Howard and Richie Sclvmblum

[ollowed with singles, bringing in

rebel pitcher Bob Bolin.

Bolm missed the bag on a Ihp

[rem George Scott on Jim French's

grounder, leading the bases Bolm

then walked pinch hitters Tom

McCraw and Flliott Maddox

without throwing a strike, forcing

m two runs

Alter pinch-hitter Dick Billings

lorced French at home. Cullen.

who had hit into two double plays,

singled home two runs.

The Ked Sox jumped to a lour

run lead oil Jim Shellenback with

Nagy s double driving in the lirst

run
The w inner was Darold Knowles.

the hard luck reliever who had a J

H record last year, but who had

won two this week

NEW YORK AH Felipe Alou.

making Ins debut with New York,

drilled a lourth inning home run

yesterday thai touched off s tour

run uprising and started the

Yankees to an I 4 victory over the

Detroit Tigers

Alou was acquired last Friday

Irom Oakland but was given

permission to report Wednesday

Alter his leadoff homer the

Yankees added three more runs off

starter Mickey Lolich. 12. before

the inning was over.

With one out. Koy White singled

and Danny Cater doubled. White

scored the go ahead run on John

Fibs' sacrifice lly and. altera walk

to Bobby Murcer. singles by Gene

Michael and winning pitcher Fritz

New England's

Largest

College Daily

OUjr flafltfarlpsjrtta
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Weather:

A long, sunny, mild,

Patriotic weekend.
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\ LONG TIME AGO—Though
I low e\ ertsome people w ould ha

out of an allic by I.airy Goldberg)

»^:r:^.=^^

Will Investigate Teaching Distribution

Fac-Sen To Study Fall Recess
-By JEANNETTE MAKTINEAU"

MDC Staff

Yesterday's Faculty Senate

meeting focused on next year's

academic calender, a proposed

investigation into the University's

practices relating to faculty

teaching load, a 'Man and His

Environment" Program, and

special report from The Tenure

and Grievance Committee.

The motion to revise the Fall

academic calender was proposed

by Prof. Allan Hoffman He

pointed out that "UMass calls for

school to be in essential continuous

session for 10 1/2 weeks between

the beginning of school and

Thanksgiving and for only 3 1/2

weeks between the end of

Thanksgiving and the end of

classes He moved to "study the

advisability of introducing an

autumnal recess into the Fall

semester, so as to provide two

approximately equal 7 week class

sessions.
- '

The Senate voted to give the

motion space in the Calender

Committee, and to refer the report

until December l. 1971

PETERSON EACH DROVE IN A

With one out. Koy White singled

and Danny Cater doubled White

scored the go ahead run on John

Klbs sacrifice fly and. alter a walk

to Hobby Murcer singles by Gene

Michael and winning pitcher Fritz

Peterson each (irove m a run.

Peterson puked up his Hist

victory, although the Tigers

reached him for nine hits in the

lust five innings and chased him in

the ninth

Aurcio Rodriguez doubled in one

Detroit run in the third and singled

lor another in the filth. Dick

McAuhlte homered in the eigh for

the third Tiger run

On The Inside

:

Trackmen Win;
Details

Tomorrow

U.Mass Called

Permissive, etc.

See page four

Foreign Student

Talks Of Problems
See page three

Sen. Booth at last nights Far. Sen. meeting

Prof Cadwell Kay of the

Economics Dept , and Prof

William Connolly of Government

moved to gather information

about the distribution of teaching

responsibilities within academic

departments' Several students

voiced their opinions stating that

"Students are directly involved

It's his job. but it's our education
"

The Senate voted in favor of the

investigation

The Institution for Man and His

Environment issue left much to

Im- decided As proposed this In

stitution would report to the

Provost's office

The Institution in its first two

years shall (a) Concentrate on the

planning, development, and im-

plementation of interdisciplinary

education at both the un

dergraduate and the graduate

level, and <b> develop a

programmatic approach to in-

terdisciplinary research and

public service

The motion met with opposition,

especially concerning its proposed

•outside funding"' Senator Nitsky

commented to this I am ap-

pauled that we should have to vote

lor clean air and clean water.'' The

vote on the motion was postponed

until next week

Senator Leverne Thelen

proposed a seriesof motions "In

grievance case before the

University Tenure and Grievance

Committee two laculty members
maintain that 1 1 » the faculty in the

School of Education was being

illegally denied their right to make
exclusively faculty recom
mendations on matters of per

sonnel and curriculum (2) the

graduate laculty in the School ol

Education was being illegally

denied their right to make ex

clusively graduate curncular
matters, and (31 the definition of

who was faculty and who was not

laculty in the School of Education

was not in accord with the

University regulations

The subsequent allegations ol the

University Tenure and Grievance

Committee were dismissed as

department matters, not matters

lor the Senate by the Senate

Also passed by the Faculty

Senate yesterday was a motion

Irom Prof Lee Edwards Thai *

Committee on the Status ot Women
at the University be added to the

standing committees of the

Senate
"
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Environment Groups

Sponsor Folk Concert

Sxrlle. swinging, sensual, startling, sensational, seasonal:

vibrant, tolupttt— . Vt—MfMf. vkMI) \isteral, vernal: bouncy.

birdlike, tessNsctesl huo>ant. beatiik. (MDC Photo b\ (iib

I ulli'i ton i

ByEOJANUSZ
MDC Staff

The CEQ in conjunction with the

New England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution is sponsoring a benefit

tolk performance on Sunday. April

18 at 2:30 I'M. to be held outdoors

at the School of Education.

The tight over the safety of the

nuclear plant at Vernon. Vt ,
is

beginning with preliminary

hearings this month. The New
England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution, along with three states

and other organizations, are

building intervention cases. The

Coalition has a very thorough and

effective case and feels it is

necessary to hold exhaustive

hearings on the safety of the plant

The plant is within a mile of two

elementary schools and a high

school. Quabbin Reservoir is 14

mild downstream from the plant,

and the water there will un

doubtedly catch radioactive

particles "released daily from the

plant

There is still a agreat deal of

research and legal hassling to be

taken care of. and the Coalition

needs money to pay for it all. The

tolk performance on Sunday will be

free, but there will be hat-passing

to help cover the expenses.

There will be a large lineup of

talent; definitely set are Michael

Gremlich of Bernardston.

Margaret MacArthur of Marlboro.

Vt., Rollins and Stevenson of

Putney, and Texas-born Charlie

Jones
Jones has been studying

flamenco guitar for over ten years.

While living in Texas, he got in-

terested in Mexican music; he has

studied in Mexico City, in Spain

with flamenco masters, and has

traveled across North Africa

learning the endless variations of

Spanish folk music from gypsies.

He looks upon flamenco as

having the intensity of "Total

music, a crossroads between East

and West." in its unlimited room
for both the classical form and for

spontaneity.

A few days ago, he was working

for the Vernon plant as an
engineer, checking concrete
specifications. "It's not necessary

to shut down the power plant," he

says "I just want to see the right

controls, like on the auto."

Help yourself to a fine afternoon

of spring and music, and bring

what you can to make this area

safer to live in; the Coalition needs

money desperately to put holds on

the uncontrolled growth of this

potentially dangerous situation.
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DA ChargesUMass Nuclear

Area Drug Center
BOSTON Franklin Hampshire Dist Atty John Callahan says that

"between J"> to SO youths in the Amherst area are making $1.1XH) a week

each M-lling drugs to high school students in Northampton. Holyoke.

Chicopee and Ludlow
"

i illahan's disclosure came after the Legislative Committee on Counties

Wednesday cut some $2..">oo from his budget request for funds for a

[ungramto curtail drug traffic.

lUahan.whowas elected to his first term in Novermber. said that the

22,000-studenl University <>f Massachusetts campus in Amherst is the

marketplace tor the area in the sale of LSD. pills and heroin
"

He said that recent incidents have been reported at high schools in

cities and towns near CMass where students suffering from drug over

doses have reported the drugs were obtained from suppliers in the

university area

Planned Drive

rhe district attorney said the money cut by the legislative committee

would have been used to start a program where state officials would buy

drugNirom suppliers, thereby securing evidence for arrest and conviction

In outlining the drug problem in the Franklin Hampshire area.

. ..Malum said arrest statistics indicate that 25 per cent of all drug abuse

involves heroin

Callahan said student use of drugs at CMass is on the rise and that drug

,ge increases during examination period when students take large

quantities oi pills to stay awake
\> to drug usage in high schools in the region surrounding the

university, Callahan said school officials and police are "extremely

aware that the colleges, especially the university, are a source of supply

lor the high schools."

In »he* drugiknow no bounds. Callahan said "A drug user is

I likely come from I stable home as he is to come from a poverty home
"

II we don t get some funds to launch a program to buy drugs and trap

these (.ushers then all we II be able to do is pinch kids at pot parties."

Callahan said

State Rep Charles Flaherty I) Cambridge. House chairman of the

committee, following the budget hearing, said that he would restore

roo ot the sum cut from the Hampshire County budget, but claimed

that the district attorney could use other funds to institute drug pur-

chasing problems

Raises Question

At the same time. Flaherty said he would like to know "what is wrong

with cities and towns appropriating their own funds to buy drugs."

People are yelling about the increased costs of county government,

but the) >till come in and look for more money." Flaherty said.

\- lor the likelihood of state appropriations for drug purchases,

I- l.iherty said they will not be forthcoming this year.

I Reprinted from the Springfield Daily News I/I.V7I)

Power
Sympos

A three day symposium on

nuclear power will be held at

Hampshire College April 2<i. 21.

and 22 in honor of Earth Day in

cooperation with the Coalition for

Environmental Quality iCEQj

A film from the Atomic Energy

Commission will be ^novvn at " w
p m Tuesday in the West Lecture

Hall of the Academic Building. A
tape of a speech by Dr John

Goffman last fall at CMass will

folio* at 8::iu. "The Advocate

from television will also be shown

at K so in the East Lecture Hall.

Professor David R Inglis will

speak at H p m Wednesday in the

main lecture hall of the Academic

Building Earth Song", and

audience participation play will be

at 9 p m also A troupe called

earth family" will perform The

play is tree but all contributions

are welcome

love is

i.

girfie Show !

. . . letting him go

out with tbf boys.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
IN CONCERT

SWORREN & PYKE!

Black Poet Reading

Highlights Festival

One of the highlights of the first

dav of activities in the Second

Annual CMass Spring Poetry

Festival, beginning Tuesday, will

be a reading by Sonia Sanchez.

Miss Sanchez one of the foremost

woman black poets. An Alabama

native, she did her undergraduate

work at New York Cniversity and

Hunter College She has been

published in countless journals and

reviews, including the Minnesota

Rev iew New England Review, and

Alro American Festival of the

Arts

She has taught creative writing

at San Francisco State College,

under Black Studies.

The festival begins Tuesday

alternoon at 12: 10 in Mahar with

readings by C.K. Williams. San

chei and a reading by a poet,

Thomas O Leary The festival

continues through Saturday with

readings from many of the finest

living contemporary poets in-

cluding Robert Creeley. Denise

Levertov, Richard Wilbur. Robert

Stafford and others, plus readings

by local poets who have been

connected with the University.

A complete schedule and a poem
bv Miss Sanchez follows.

SMALL COMMENT, by Soma
Sanchez
the name of the beast is

man or to be more specific

the nature of man is his

bestial nature or to

bring it to its elemental terms
the nature of nature is

the bestial survival of the

I it test the strongest the richest

or to really examine
the scene we cd say that

the nature of any beast is

bestial unnatural and natural

in its struggle for superiority

and survival but to really

be with it we will say that man

il | natural beast bestial in

his lusts natural in his

bestiality and expanding

and growing on the national

BCOM to be the most

bestial and natural of

any beast, you dig?

Correction
Harambe did not receive Slu.oot).

The Student Senate approved its

final budget at $7,808 The

proposed budget was $10.000.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Need a Gift to Give?

NOW ON SALE!
STAINLESS

by International

Bread Trav
V/i" Round

Bowl
Butter Dish

Salad
Serving Set ,

Gravy Boat
w/Ladle

}

I

only

$5.95 ea.

only

$7.95 ea.

and many more at

Baker- Winn
JEWELERS

31 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

WRIGHT'S Paint flf Wallpaper

!) I'KAY ST.. AMHKKST A
featuring VyVV r*

Benjamin Moore Paints

NOW ON SALE! only $5.95 per gal.

Regal Wall Satin A m A
.

Tel. 549-6237 SAVE $1-74 per gal.

Sale Ends May 1st

9:30 r 12:30 50* Cover

M)t flaasartptflrtt* flailg (Eolltgiatt
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To Be A Foreign Student

In The United States

i

Sliding dovxn the escalator has become standard procedure

du.-iiiK a\ isit to the ( ampus (enter, even tor the younger members

Vh, con.munitN One venders if students will have as much

I ouhle adapting to the Center as »as expected. If any one reading

1Focus ' Examines
Anti-War Plans

By LINDA A BALICK1
MDC Staff

Alan Lana is from Nigeria. As

such he is one of 600 foreign

students who have come to the

United States and in particular

UMass to gain knowledge and

experience to take back to their

native countries.

In the course of the five years he

has spent in American universities

first as an undergraduate at the

University of Wisconsin and now as

a research assistant in the

department of Plant Pathology.

Lana has experienced many of the

problems which confront a foreign

student in this country

Among the major problems

which the undergraduate foreign

student faces is the undergraduate

requirements which are standard

in American colleges and

universities The need to fulhll

liberal arts requirement* before

entering a major field often bin

den the foreign student's desire

(or specific knowledge. "A foreign

student who comes to America to

studv has only one thing in mind-to

get an education in the field of his

interest He is not really interested

in courses which are meant to

broaden the mind, he has come to

gain specialized knowledge in a

Held which will be of benefit to the

people of his country and to the

country as a whole.'* It is his

feeling that the American graduate

system, by virtue of its

specialization and increased

facilities provides the education

which the foreign student desires.

Aside from that the other major

problems which Lana sees as

confronting the foreign student on

campus is his inability to really get

to know people. He explained that a

foreign student, particularly on the

graduate lev* 1
is so seriously

concerned with his academic work,

that he does not have any real

opportunities to socialize or mix

with other members of the student

body. He therefore sees the need

lor American and particularly

UMass students to make attempts

to come to know about foreign

students through the means of

simple conversation if it is at all

possible In this way an exchange

nl views and understandings can

come about which will help to

make the foreign student teel that

be is a true equal part ol the

campus comnumiU

Such interaction would also give

foreign students the opportunity to

lull ill whal be considers as a

responsibility ol the foreign

student in the course of his in-

teraction with American students.

1 leel that foreign students have a

responsibility to educate

\inoricans about their home

country and customs and to dispel

any prejudices or misinformation

which may have been spread about

the country In that way un

derstanding among individuals can

be established which will help to

ease world tensions.

"

While not willing to speak for all

foreign students Lana expressed

an admiration for the American

student for their "solidarity and

willingness to stick behind issues ".

In speaking generally about the

foreign student on the UMass

campus Lana had high praise for

the Foreign Student Office which

be said has proven extremely

helpful in informing and reminding

foreign students of many rules and

regulations as well as informing

them of opportunities. He did

express concern over the fact that

an International Club does not

exist on campus and stated that

efforts could be made to institute

an organization which would help

the foreign students to become

better acquainted with each other

as well as to better inform tl»'

(ampus community about Ihe

foreign students and their

respective countries

Commenting <>n the United

States and its various problems

and policies, Lana said that in his

own view President Nixon seemed

to be concerned about ending the

war in Vietnam but that he doubted

it he would succeed He also

commented that while he leit the

American Negro had a cause that

he was going about it tin- wrong

wav "Violence is not going to do

anything to help the cause

Regarding Lt Callev he stated that

it he is going to be punished the

punishment shorn J be shared by

those who gave him the orders
"

This Monday at 10 P.M..

WMUA'l Focus'" program will

examine preparations by UMass

activists for participation in the

massive anti-war demonstration

scheduled to take place in

Washington. DC. on April 24th

The demonstration, expected to be

one of the largest ever held in

Washington, will be followed by a

series of organised, non-violent

acts of civil disobedience in the

nation's capital, should President

Nixon refuse to order an inv

mediate withdrawal of all United

States military forces from In

dochina.

Moderator Ken Mosakowski I

guests for Monday's live. 60-

minute forum will be spokesmen

from the UMass Student

Mobilization Committee and the

I! Mass Veterans for Peace, as well

as a representative of the local

support group for the -Peoples

Peace Treaty." a document being

circulated across the nation

resolving an end to the war in

Indochina.

The treaty, which will be read on

Meads* night's program, has been

ratified by the South Vietnam

National Union of Students, the

North Vietnam National Union of

Students, the South Vietnam

Liberation Student Union, and the

tinted States National Student

Association The UMass Student

Senate recently voted to endorse

the "People's Peace Treaty' and

yesterday held a campus-wide

referendum affording students the

opportunity of ratifying or

disapproving the document.

VIMl UKT ».uu».u».w..

R.M. Starting Project

To Help Runaways
_ ..» ftl..„i, th.c i* not a public school, or a

U.Mass. Area
Drug Center

Bv J KFF THOMPSON
MDC Staff

To adequately meet the needs of

the runaway problem in the

Franklin. Hampshire county area,

the leaders of Room to Move are

forming an independent project

called Our House, revealed Frank

Sacco. a spokesman for the group

yesterday This will be a

"therapeutical community and

referral service for runaways in

the 14 18 age group.'' he said

The idea originated since Room

to Move ( the drug help center I had

been receiving so many runaways

that come to the university for

some action like drugs Sacco said

Planning to start this Sept 1. Our

House will have approximately one

half of its staff from UMass, and

Fven though this is not a

university program." said Bob

Boss, another spokesman for the

group. -Whitmore does recognize

the need for this type of project,

and verbally we have .been well

endorsed."

Our House will be a non profit

organization A Board of Trustees

will supervise the program

through the project co-directors

An additional staff of four will

work with the directors to facilitate

groups and participate extensively

with the runaways

There is a need for six full time

staff positions Staff members will

be trained in group facilitation,

counseling The staff will also be

acquainted with the skills of the

prospective programming:

public SChOOl, or a private in

stitution ol education (hat could In-

set Up by "Our House said RflM

In response to a question about

the type "f child that our House

would net. TB« Mangan. another

other spokesman, said. "A lot of

the kids will have warrants

already out lor them on stubborn

child charges We will have two

lawyers working lor them
"

Boss expressed anticipation of

approval by the parents, who will

have to give their permission lor

their child to lie enrolled in the

program "After I child runs away

once, he will continue to run away

until the problem at home has been

corrected The parents will be

ready to give someone else a

chance to work with him
"

BOSTON—Franklin Hampshire

Dist Atty. John M Callahan says

that between "25 and 50 youths in

the Amherst area are making

$1,000 a week selling drugs to high

school students in Northampton,

Holyoke, Chicopee and Ludlow
'

Callahan's disclosure came

Wednesday after the legislature's

Committee on Counties had cut

about $2,500 from Callahan's

budget request for funds which

would go toward a program to cut

back the drug traffic.

Callahan, who was elected to his

first term last November, said that

the 20,000-student University of

Massachusetts campus at Amherst

is the "market place in the sale of

LSD, pills and heroin
"

Callahan said that recent in-

cidents have been reported in high

schools in cities and towns near the

university where students suf-

fering from drug overdoses have

reported the drugs were secured

from suppliers in the university

area.
t .

The district attorney said the

money cut by the legislative

committee would have been used

for state officials to purchase

drugs from the suppliers, thereby

procuring evidence for arrest and

prosecution.

Rep Charles Flaherty. D-

Cambridge. House Chairman of

the committee, said after the

hearing that he would restore

$1 700 of the funds cut from the

Hampshire County budget but

claimed that the district attorney

could use other funds to institute a

drug purchasing program

At the same time. Flaherty said

he would like to know, "What is

wrong with cities and towns ap-

propriating their own money to

fight drugs? People are yelling

about the increased cost of county

government but still they come in

and ask for money, Flaherty said.

The Northwestern District

received another setback Wed-

nesday when the House rejected

two bills to increase the district

attorney's staff in Franklin

County.

jrr to

EUROPE & ISRAEL

Inexpensive flights

throughout the year
Lowest Fares, choice ol

1 way or round trip

STUDENT HOLIDAYS
40 East 54th Street

New York, N.Y. 10022
212/832-6844

Rep. Francis Hatch (Beverly)

Minority Leader of

the Massachusetts House of Representatives

will speak on

"Restructuring the

Republican Party"

Friday, April 16, at 3:35 p.m.

In Machmer W24
A Coffee Hour will follow in the Colonial Lounge at 4:30 p.m.

ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

Sponsored b> the University and SLte Communlc.tlonH Council
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Muskie Says

Nbcon'Doesn'tCare^

'^^Tlnte.hisVd^n^ra.ion has watched nuUions of America;,

lose ScriS.". earn a decent living.
" Muskie said ,n a speech prepared

fc^MJSSaSSEffiffl&— fa,, on hacd

attack President Nixon's economic policies in the stridently partisan

TES^«1S35?5»-*i -« «»"d M Kennedy of

Mas"achu"eT,s. in "^hesVarUer this week, also said Nixon was in-

'ZS&ISSSSA 'have a game plan for the economy hu, the

only ones who can do any scoring are the bankers
n iav inB

•We must tell this administration in plain language-stop playing

games." the former vice presidential candidate said

*

Stoo putting all the blame for inflation on the backs of construction

wortm^vmlktag organized labor a scapegoat for the failures of this

ad
lX' Humphrey . Muskie attacked Nixon for withholding appropriated

tunds for such programs as public service jobs, housing and mass transit

MuskTe condemned the administration for "fighting to give business

the kind of tax break business doesn't need, the economy doesn t need and

we don't need
"

U. Mass. -Permissive

Deplorable, Disturbing
» _j j„.. rt h.orc nf is .ooo fine this type of operation to

WHITMAN. Mass. (AP>—A

suburban school superintendent

here has attacked the students and

administration of the University of

Massachusetts for what he called

•deplorable conduct'' and "moral

permissiveness" on the Amherst

campus
Dr. Harry E. Boothby.

and daughters of 15.000 fine

families in the commonwealth, and

they hold the values of their

parents and represent a cross-

section of the citizens of

Massachusetts.

"

Questioned about his comments

Thursday. Dr. Boothby said that "I

don't want to point the finger

this type of operation to go on."

He told the committee, "1 don't

want to send my children there."

On Thursday however, Boothby

who has six children, said he did

not mean he would definitely

refuse to send any of them to the

school.

Tin old-fashioned, perhaps,"

l,r "T>,
E

' ,KS Sec fS therfa UMass"Zd Boothby said
.

«1 may be the guy
superintendent principal of he spec, .tally ner ^ ^^ ^ - |f , ^ pj
Whitman Hanson regional high

school, told members of the

regional school committee Wed-

nesday night he had spent two days

at the"campus last week and found

the situation 'very disturbing.'

University dean of students

William F Field replied in a

statement Thursday that it is a

pity that Dr. Boothby mistakes

individual instances of

misbehavior for a general pattern

of conduct."

Field added: "With nearly 20.000

students on this campus we are the

M/e ot | town and have many of the

problems of a town Our un-

dergraduates are almost all from

Massachusetts They are the sons

said the state university

necessarily unusual."

"Any parent who is con-

templating sending youngsters to

anv college," he said, 'should

invest one day and evening to

observe what's going on."

He told the school committee the

night before that the university

administration 'earns and

deserves any trouble they get from

students The operation at

Amherst is of the basement

variety The conduct of students is

deplorable. 1 am disturbed. 1 don't

want to pay, nor do I believe others

in the Commonwealth want to, tax

dollars lor that type of operation. I

can't understand why they allow

who's out of step. If I am, I'm

willing to be chastised for so

being."

In his statement Dean Field also

said it was "unfortunate" that

Boothby did not talk to the ad

ministration to find out whether

the things to which he objected

are violations of the university

rules and regulations and whether

they are encouraged by the

university.

"Such cases which can then be

documented and traced can be

corrected. Kesponsible criticism

seeks correction, not sen-

sationalism."

S.Viets Launch Drive

Into Central Highlands

naersidiiu »u> i««-j

Egyptian Minister

In Moscow for Talks
_ _ . .. • ««..u — •— initiator Ahha Kban <

SAIGON (AP)-South Viet-

namese troops under a U.S. air

umbrella launched a drive in the

central highlands Thursday

against North Vietnamese forces

who have been on the attack there

tor 15 day*
In a push through the jungle-

covered mountains, the South

Vietnamese were trying to track

down and destroy a regiment of

North Vietnamese regulars on the

outhern sector of the higland

front

with several fresh battalions

thrown in, the South Vietnamese

combat tore m the highlands

sector rose to 6,O0O-7.a80 men

The\ were backed up b\ an

arrav ot U.S. fighter-bombers,

last firing helicopter gunships. and

long-range artillery

opposing them were elements of

lour North Vietnamese regiments.

estimated variously from 6.000-

K.ooo men and probably backed up

with reserves across the border in

Laos and Cambodia.

The fighting sectors stretch from

2tMi miles north ol Saigon to about

5tHi miles north of the capital near

the Cambodian and Laotian

Frontiers.

The new South Vietnamese drive

was launched 00 the southern

anchor ot the front near ire Base

Lonely, one of the hilltop .-utposts

Riots End In Face-Off

AfterDeath of 12 Year-Old
• i ,i... !...., u .ill m itiT I'.mnntl

BELFAST, Northern Ireland

\i' The shooting oi .» 12-year

old boy sparked riots that ended in

a lace oil earlv We«lnesda\ bet

ween 1.000 troops snd 2.000 missile-

hurling Protestants

Paratroopers split the mob with

,1 surprise charge and an army

spokesman said eight hours alter

the shooting incident: "'The lids

fairly tightly on
"

Flaming gasoline from a

homemade bomb set the clothing

ot tour British trooper* alire The

(lames were extinguished quickly

and the men escaped injury

A shop was set ablaze, but troops

.loused the lire with water cannon

The latest violent episode in the

long Catholic Protestant feud

erupted as the Protestant! were

returning from their last big

demonstration ol the Kuster

weekend
Two bursts of automatic lire

rang out when the parade passed

Seaforde Street, the only Roman
Catholic enclave m the area A

bullet struck the boy in the leg and

he was hospitalized for surgery

Armv spokesmen said three

adults' were slightly injured by

gunfire and another was hurt in the

resulting name

menaced by North Vietnamese

lorces Lonely is 80 miles south of

Fire Base fc. where the enemy

launched his offensive

Onlv small skirmishing was

reported as the operation got under

way.
Farther north, newly arrived

South Vietnamese paratroop

reinforcements fought a sharp

engagement for an hour near Fire

Base ». against North Vietnamese

troops using flame throwers

Saigon headquarters said North

Vietnamese troops also attacked a

South Vietnamese inlantry position

B hall mile northwest of Fire Base

before dawn Thursday

Headquarters said two oi the

attackers were taken prisoner but

reported no other casualties on

either side A lone ot two infantry

battalions searched the area lor

• he North Vietnamese without

naking contact, but reported

mding bodies oi 47 enemy soldiers

Abo had been killed by air strikes

,.n<l artillery tire

From Pleiku. operating base ot

U.S helicopters supporting Fire

Base ti. Associated Press

photographer Neal llevich

reported that six helicopters

, ,,i ned out a supply mission to the

base without encountering North

Vietnamese fire

1 AP» -Foreign Minister Mah
moud Kiad of Egypt arrived in

Moscow on Thursday for talks with

Soviet leaders on the next move in

the Middle Fast crisis.

His government has said April

will Ih> a decisive month in the

Middle Fast and that war could

break out with Israel if reasonable

progress toward peace is not

achieved.

Riad said before he left Cairo

that the trip to Moscow was

•within the framework of regular

consultations" between Egypt and

the Soviet Union. He reiterated

that Egypt insists on Israeli with

drawal from all Arab territories

occupied in the 1%~ war.

A partial withdrawal is

unacceptable by Cairo because it

WOUU mean a surrender to Israel's

terms.'' the foreign minister said

Amherst

Auto School
|34 MAIN TEL. 256-6066

DRIVING LESSONS

WE PICK UP

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Foreign Minister Abba Eban of

Israel told the Jerusalem Post the

territorial demands Israeli leaders

have made are a "maximal

position" for negotiation.

These demands include Israeli

control over the Strait of Tiran.

needed as an outlet to the Red Sea.

the (iolan Heights of Syria, the

Gaza Strip, united Jerusalem, and

demilitarization of the west bank of

the Jordan Kiver

Eban said he thought the

demands sufficiently broad to

leave room for flexibility, and not

so rigid as to he ultimative."

Budweiser®

Happy H0uR

GItjf $ub

SUNDAY

3 til 7 25 1 Beers

SORORITY
and

COMMUTER

Nomination Papers

Are Due TODAY
ELECTION APRIL 22

$ NEED MONEY? $
Sell Advertisements for the

$

Collegian and Earn 15%
Commission !

!

FOR MORE INFORMATION COME TO THE

COLLEGIAN OFFICE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

Between 9:00 & 4:30 — Monday - Friday

$

THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE

IS COMPOSED OF 9 _
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

What Is The General Court?
A Viable on-campus alternative to the

Northampton District Court

The Supreme Appellate Student Judiciary

The Democratic "Check" on the Legislative

Branch of Student Government

YOU SHOULD KNOW
The General Court Case load has multiplied

steadily in recent years as Faith in the

Student Court System Increased

If we are to keep still more disciplinary cases onl

campus and out of the District Court, we mus*

continue to have interested and hard working

students on the court

Applications Are Now Being Accepted

SELECTION INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD BY

APPOINTMENT ON TUESDAY

APRIL 20 5:00-11:00 P.M.

Application forms may be picked up in the

Student Senate Office. DEADLINE

return of applications is TUESDAY MORNING.

FURTHER INFORMATION CALL BOB 6-8904
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Zero Population Growth A I ^

Population Growth Threatens All
A

,
, ,.y,tir n , thirteen who is demonstrable nonsen:

\ recent publication entitled "Birth

control Handbook" from McGill University

stated that "the population explosion is only

a threat to the supremacy of white nations.

This is contrary to [act. A -Population

Profile" published by the Population

Reference Bureau, indicated that the dif-

ference between high and low birth rate

nations, according to demographers, is

whether thev are economically undeveloped

or advanced' In the economically depressed

regions ol Adia, Africa and Latin America

which have extremely high rates Of

population growth, illiteracy remains very-

high. . .

Pakistan is an Asian nation with a severe

population problem According to a

Pakistani family planning expert, "hast

Pakistan is a special crisis on a crisis

subcontinent It's got 72 million people

jammed into a space just a bit larger than

Arkansas, which has only 2 million .. n

Pakistan, population control is a politically

sensitive issue, being opposed by con-

MrvaUve Moslem political parties which

believe that the Koran opposes any form of

birth control

David Wolfer. director of the Fertility

Research Unit at London University, drew

an important lesson from the recent Hoods

in Pakistan Although the death toll in the

tragic Hood in Pakistan is on an un-

precedented Male it will. 1 fear, all too

soon come to be seen as but the curtain

raiser to an era of Immense disasters...as

population, and with it the complexit\ and

interdependence of human societies grow.

the margin of tolerance for even minor

dislocations will be less and less and their

consequesces more and more
"

The poor and the near poor account for

half of all unwanted births in the U.S.

However, according to Paul Ehrlich and

John Holdren. "fewer than one-third of the

babies born in the U.S. each year belong to

the poor and fewer than 20% to the non-

white Evidently the backbone of population

growth in the U.S. is supplied by the parents

ot white Middle America, many of whom
assure themselves that having a third or

fourth child is reasonable because they can

afford it." These writers also stated that the

slightly higher birth rate among U.S. poor is

more than compensated for. in terms of

stress on resources and the environment, by

their lower per capita impact and the tact

that thev comprise a relatively small

traction of the population Reproductive

rates of both whites and minorities are

closely correlated with income and

educational level Affluent black couples,

tor instance, have slightly fewer children on

the average, than do comparable white

couples
. ,,

Leading Families of America .
an

organization requiring each member family

to have at least four children, recently

claimed that six million families in the U.S.

are eligible for membership. These families

account for 16% of American children

\ccording to a New York Times article.

members of Leading Families." which

claim a mailing list of 160.000 families, feel

I hat the size of the families is nobody s

business." A mother of thirteen who

belonged to the organization recently

revealed why she felt justified in having a

large family. "Frankly. 1 don't advocate big

families for everyone. Its all right tor us

because 1 happen to be healthy, and 1 think

my husbands a saint, and we have no

glaring discipline problems."

In a speech given at Mount Holyoke

College this January, Dr. C. Tawuber,

assistant director of the U.S. Bureau of the

Census, minimized the problem of

population growth in the U.S. To support his

contention he argued that a sizeable number

of counties in the U.S. actually lost

population While statistics do in fact in-

dicate that such shifts in population were

frequent. Dr. Taeuber's speech clearly had

shortcomings. If the population of the U.S.

increased as a whole long enough, it would

become immaterial whether or not given

areas of the country once lost population. It -

does not matter that 74% of the population or

140 3 million people live in urban areas. The

point is that every person added to the

population of the U.S. would further tax the

nations and world's land and resources

regardless where he or the bulk of the people

lives.

A recent editorial in the Daily Hampshire

(iasetU further undermined Taueber's

reasoning and also indicated that population

density is not the sole basis for judging

whether an area is overpopulated. It stated:

It is widely supposed that there is no

problem so long as the population density

per square mile is relatively low. The notion

is demonstrable nonsense. the point to be

made is that most of our country's thinly

populated acreage is thinly populated for

good reason. It is farm land or, to an even

greater degree, arid mountainous land

remote from urban centers and for the most

part incapable of supporting many people."

Also, many areas which were acquiring the

bulk of the population shift, such as Oregon,

Florida and Colorado are beginning, ac-

cording to the New York Times, "to put the

brakes on growth." In the words of Carroll

P Sheehan. Massachusetts Development

director. "The very thing that attracts

people will be lost if growth continues."

Garrett Hardin, of the University of

California, has implicated overpopulation in

many modern political and social problems.

He has argued that the greater the

population, the more remote does the citizen

become from important decision and

democracy becomes meaningless. Harden

also believes that per capita services

become costlier - not cheaper, as many

believe — with greater concentration of

population. Crime and disorder can also be

expected to increase as the population

grows.

It bocomes increasingly obvious that

organizations like "Leading Families of

America" perform no worthwhile service to

the U.S. and the world, and in fact may be

creating a life untenable for the many off-

spring they insist on bearing.

The next article in this series will consider

the possibilities of providing food for future

populations.

Ceylon Government

In Control Of Rebellion
«*<*»* ^-* ^^. „. . i i ..,, .h.., < -„i\ ior allied involven

COLOMBO. Ceylon AP'-The

government appeared confident it

was m control of Ceylon's 11-day-

old leftist rebellion Thursday,

easing its curfew over the island

nation Colombo, the capital,

returned to a semblance of nor

mality

In another development, reliable

sources said all North Korean

defensive a development they said tor alleged involvement in the

thev consider significant. insurrection.

The government, however, notes What connection the North

that although the guerrillas are Koreans might have with the

avoiding contact with government rebellion, sparked by so-called Che

forces armed groups are roving Guevaristo guernlas with Mao.st

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

the countryside and there have

been reports of them com
mandering heavy vehicles

The curfew over the country's 13

sympathies is not clear

sources miiu an nuim ,»w.~-.. -

dmlomats had been ordered out of million people was shifted from 4

li.. :_ „__ „ „, 1 •• m tn£nm-fiam
the country, presumably in con

nection with the uprising

An armed service spokesman

said "There is no room for com-

placency yet." but only scattered

clashes "between the youthful

rebels and government forces have

been reported in the past two days

Political analysts say it is still

tooearlv to claim the rebellion that

began April '> has been crushed,

but add the government seems to

have put the insurgents on the

p.m. -4 am to 6 p.m. -6 am
While the war of bullets appears

to be subsiding, the government

stepped up its political offensive.

According to reliable sources, it

has ordered the entire staff of the

North Korean Embassy out of the

country
Police in Colombo cordoned off

the embassy The sources said the

staff of five diplomats, including

Ambassador Hwang Yong Yu,

would be expelled within 24 hours

STOP THE WORLD —
I WANT TO GET OFF

br Antbaar Ncwlry
•nd Leslie BricuM*

IMrrrtetf fc* C««rta«J FtonMM
A Musical t •uii-ai

PU>lMK

Kriday. April 16 at 8:30 p.m.
al

Saturday. April 17 at 1 p.m.

in Chapin Auditorium
Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley
All tickets $2.00

l.,r rrarrrMtien* mil KI6-MMN*. '*»

.»>. lr..m It •Ml. t» » l» •«« •l*' 1 '.

H.iK>r<l*> from M m. to 1 P ni

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
5623604

the Top of the Campus

Restaurant now takes

reservations for lunch

and dinner.

AT THE

CHEQUERS
Friday 9 til Close

LUNCH 11:30 - 1:30

DINNER 5:30 - 8, Wed. & Thurs.

5:30 - 9, Fri. & Sat.

just call 549-6000

and ask for ext. 449

THE MIXED EMOTIONS
featuring

"THE SOULFUL"
BEN STEVENS
50c admission

Does Marijuana Have
Cancerous Affects?

CHICAGO (AP>—Two resear

i hers reported Tuesday that tars

from marijuana smoke produce

the same destructive skin changes

in mice as tars from tobacco

smoke

tobacco in a test system designed

to indicate carcinogenic-cancer-

producing-potential in mice."

They told a press conference that

condensates of marijuana tars and

those of tobacco tars produced

Room To Move

All About US

The researchers, Drs. Raymond indistinguishable changes in mouse

Magus and Louis S. Harris of skin when painted on the skin,

the University of North Carolina The sebum, or fat, secreting

School of Medicine, Chapel Hill, glands of the skin were destroyed.

This is sometimes a precan-

cerous condition. There also was

an overgrowth of skin cells in the

treated area.

The researchers used 200 mice in

their experiment and studied them

for one week. They obtained tar

from marijuana grown in

Mississippi.

To be subjected to as much tar as

was used in the experiment,

humans would have to smoke 40

marijuana cigarettes a day, they

said. Marijuana they noted, con-

tains half as much tar as tobacco.

( Reprinted from Smith College paper

)

In violent contrast to the flourescent glare around

me the soft light of the room in front of me spoke ot

relaxation and humanity. And so did the sign in the

window: Room to Move. 1 walked in.

Almost as soon as I had told Paul Goulston I 72
)
that

people to work with them. The students at Room to

Move are all experienced with the drug culture. That

way people involved with drugs know they won t get a

moralistic lecture if they come to us with a real

r

°WeYe expanding," he continued. "We hope- to

cautioned, however, that their

studies have not proved that

marijuana causes cancer in human

beings.

Their report stated, "the current

growth of marijuana use has been

rationalized in part by the lack of

objective toxicologi data regarding

such use."

in view of the strong evidence

relating tobacco inhalation and

human lung cancer it seemed

logical for us to compare the

properties of marijuana com-

bustion products with those of

Almost as soon as I had told Paul Goulston < 72. tna «^c ~£~ -
ge.b7sed

"

operation . But were not

I wanted to do a story on Room to Move a boy «f about ^J J^r^ on people. What we want to do

sixteen who had been sitting on a couch playing with a gloing to torce**™^™£^ l0 train students at

dog announced that Room to Move helped transients ^XStS^n set up their own cen-

"like me right Paul. ,,

1 turned to Paul. "I thought you said y™^rea ^ Move „ 24 hous a day , except from 5-7

drug drop-in center. W dealIwttl^almost any
weekdays and from 9 am to 7 p.m. on Sun-

problem you can name, he admitted, wc
;
never iurn v '

% tne none number
anyone away from the door. But we work primarily day^Therejs aiway^

^ ^^-^ „ pau ,

with drug problems."

Chinese Army
WelcomesU.S.Team

SHANGHAI (AP)-China's

army, often described as ready to

throw the American aggresser into

the sea. gave an enthusiastic

welcome Thursday night to the 15

members of the U.S. table tennis

team.
Soldiers made up about 80 per

cent of the 5,000 spectators who

watched an exhibition match

between U.S. and Chinese teams.

They clapped vigorously when the

Americans appeared

The Americans got a warm

welcome when they arrived in

Chinas largest city from Peking

and I meeting with Premier Chou

En-lai. who said he expected more

Americans would visit China soon.

A Chinese sports official said he

was very glad you have come to

Shanghai' and the visit was "a

sign of friendship which we hope

extends to all American people."

Mclntire Charged
With Misuse

In Us Information sheet, UMass's Room to Move

defines itself as "...the result of community concern

felt by students to help each other in an honest and

caring manner. Because student drug use is such a

volatile topic. .
t

Much of the information and counseling in the past

has been of an opinionated and restrictive nature.

Room to Move is an effort to provide an objective non-

threatening, completely confidential way for students

to obtain aid. should they need or desire it The

purpose of the drop-in center is to serve as an in-

formation, education, referral, and service center.

1 was surprised that it was possible to have such a

Center right on campus, in a UMass building. Well

the Student Government gave us this spot. Paul told

me. Ironically, "this spot" is none other than the

former barbershop in the student-owned Student

Union Politically, we're a very touchy issue, he

continues. There's always the danger that we won t

get refunded Right now the Administration supports

us and lets us do it our way."

•How did you get started"" t asked

•We'll be - let's see - two years old this Spring.

It'll be our first year of operation, but the ideacame

up two years ago Ron LaFrance and I picked five

omer students in the fall of '69 and organized a

Irafning program, which we used to train more

students in January. We opened in A
P"J <Vh

'

|rainina
Naturally. I was curious as to what the training

program involved. "The students learn how to deal

with bad trips and other drug problems Paul ex-

plained "Thev also learn all the medical and legal

t™L ,.1 the drug culture and how to train new

•We have an image as a crisis center Paul

said regretfully. "But besides helping with bad trips

we're a link between all the health services on

campus - we do a lot of educating, in the dorms here

at UMass, in local high schools, and in church youth

groups Also we have a lot of information available

right here We really want people to wander in just tor

the hell of it. I mean, you don't have to be on a bum-

mer to call. ,,

.

, ., . ,. .

•One thing I want to make clear, he added is that

Room to Move makes no decisions for anybody. We

present the positive and negative sides to

'Tle
y
handed me a mimeographed sheet that defined

the funcions of the drop-in cent

He handed me a mimeographed sheet that defined

the functions of the drop-in center and told me to take

a look around before I left I took a peek into the back

room which had been intriguing me a I
through the

interview. The doorway was hung with India print

curtains and the ceiling was draped with an orange

parachute The room was full of mattresses - it was a

1

if1 walked out the door, a small poster caught my

eve:
Be not too hard

For soon he'll die

Often no wiser

Than he began

That's Room to Move in a nutshell

Paul Goulston
5-O400

COLLI NGS WOOD. N.J

( AP>-Dr Carl Mclntire. a fun-

damentalist radio preacher who

has been charged in a suit with

misappropriating funds of the

American Council of Christian

Churches that he helped found in

1941. denied Wednesday any

wrongdoing.

He said the plaintiffs engaged in

an ideological dispute criticizing

his politics.

The suit filed in state Superior

Court in Camden Tuesday

demands an accounting of any

funds Mclntire may have received

in response to solicitations in his

radio broadcasts

•The allegation of misap-

propriation of funds is sad and

ridiculous." he said in a statement

issued bv his office "All the funds

have been frozen by the bank in-

volved."

Me said he made several at

tempts to settle the dispute, which

was initiated by the council.

•Repeated efforts on our part to

obtain meetings with these

brethren to resolve and settle the

matter in accordance with the holy

scriptures were rejected." he said

Instead thev went to law against a

brother Nothing was stolen or

misused.
Mclntire. who has attracted

national attention with his Mar-

ches for Victory in Vietnam,

staged in Washington, said:

"The real problem is the

ideological difference in which

their group opposes the militant

confrontations which have been

our practice They released a

statement repudiating the mar-

ches for victory in which most of

our people participate.

if they are unwilling to meet

outside of court, as we have

requested, and resolve this matter

as Christians, we will file a counter

action
."

MILLS
Coffee House

5 p.m. l»-m.

11 - 1:15 p.m.

i a.m.

•£ n.m.

6 p.m.

CALENDAR DEADLINE
Anyone wishing to place an event in the Program Council

Calender please bring it in by

April 20.
Bring to RSO 101

or leave in mailbox RSO #316

Please include title, time, place and sponsor.
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FESTIVALS
GEORGE Wi:iN Presents the 18th.Annual

NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL
JULY 2, 3, 4, 5. 1971

feUtal Ik Id. Newport Rhode Wand

NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
IhJ ..fur ., M*-\«* i^'li""

JULY 16. 17. 18

Kstn.il held. Newport, Rhode Island

OHIO VALLEY JAZZ FESTIVAL
JULY 30, 31

HAMPTON INSTITUTE JAZZ FESTIVAL

JUNE 25, 26

Hampton Roads Coliseum, Hampton, V.rgtn*

Full mform.UH-M U* -'II ocn.v "

MFW THIS YFAR - Greyhound 1 cst.v.il 1
xturs.on,

1

Al.dLs .- lt
c...MAVFOK.

!>(> Bns *N Ne\<.p" rl Rhode
I ESTIVALS

Inland l»2X i»

' "MEET SOMEONE NEW" *\/

featuring

CLEAR SKY99

APRIL 16
8 p.m. to 12 p.m.

"Juice for Use

'

only 4 bits, for all you nits°

•boy and girl NITS
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I sort of lost myself the other night A friend and I

were just walking around talking, and after about an

hour I began to get this feeling that was very un^

settling I felt sort of removed from myself and 1

couldn't exactly figure out just where I was seeing

th

Thfs dTn t happen very often, thank God. We had

been talking about things that we do and what they

mean to us. It began to dawn on me that nothing

means very much to me. There aren't too many things

that I do right now that I'd like to be still doing say ten

years from now. I've never really been known for my

foresight. It's practically non-existent, though I have

manaled to plan ahead enough to keep mysel

covered And I don't even think I'm any kind of

And face it, there is a lot of bullshit in life. But where

does this so-called insight of mine leave me as far as

other people and myself are concerned? For one

thing its very hard for me to see why people get in-

volved in any one thing deeply because I sense that a

lot of the things that people do are just ways to find a

little meaning in life for themselves. For me, it s hard

to get myself really committed to anything because I

can feel something behind everything.

I don't know what it is that's there. But over the last

four or five months I've been able to shake the terrible

lost and drifting feelings that used to drive me so

crazy I've settled down inside as it were. This hasn t

made me complacent or lazy or smug or anything like

that On the surface I think it's made me a little bit

skeptical of people's motives for doing things, though I

pragmatist That is, I find it very difficult to.exemse J^StSaSSS^fcrifltaiwtat he wants to do.

all the options available to me at one particular ^^
j ^^ ^ ^^^ me when^^ get ^cited

moment i \ -« * -- t *.~~ciAaw tn Ho Humh hilt I I'an't and01

AlTof this leads me to think that I'm just going to

«SffiSS35sS55fiSgaa?«s
sonal views ot the writers ^^__^_

Runaway Aid
As manv of vou realize, the Room To Move program has^ becom*>M

effective and necessary feature of this campus. Instead of denying that

the situation exists, this body deals realistically with drug problems. In

he same vain, the leaders of Room To Move have recently proposed

another project which attempts to aid in the solution of a regional

ftCMme of the new independent project is Our House and its purpose-

is to deal with the large number of runaways that occur every year no

ink in this area but in the nation at large. This concept is an outgrowth o.

the .act that Room To Move is receiving a number of these runaways

right now. .„..,

The details of this proposed action can be found elsewhere in the M1H

;„ul need no further elucidation here. Considering the significant amount

ot runaways in this area (estimated at HI annually lor the Amherst-

Northampton area-, the need for such an organization appears obvious.

Y«1 it is not that simple.

|„ order to make the plan workable, funds will be desperately needed,

some sort ol physical structure must be purchased, preferably a larm

where the runaways would Of able to live and grow as well as other basic

HviaC requirements . ,

\s ol the present time, there appears to be no formal lund raising

structure lor Our House It is true that Bntterlield House, in a responsive

,„.« admirable gesture is sponsoring a part) with the proceeds being

donated to the project. This, however, is at best a small sea e effort to

raise the necessary finances Perhaps it other residence halls lollowed

the clutter! ield precedent, the monetary rewards lor Our House would he

substantial and we would haft that this would happen. t xpcr.encc.

though teaches us to he less than optimistic in this respect.

\s usual the ohy ious source ol lunds is the I niv e. sit> administration .a

.-roup thai has well endorsed- the project. Kndorsement is line hut aids

Utile in buying property and leeding people I he I niversUv and the

Hoard ol Trustees have recently made public their awareness ..I then

community responsibility and Our House is an ohvhMM segment ol this

obligation and must not be igno.ed. We urge the I niversity to g.ye

serious consideration to financially aiding the Our House project.

sometimes i gci a i«h • w^. ^•••t-j -«»
.,

of that happening to me But then at other times I m
sort of glad that there aren't too many external things

to tie me down. I like to think that I'm sort of an in-

ternal person There's more to me than meets the eye.

This is fine as far as I'm concerned, but I often have

trouble when 1 have to look at another person and

separate the seen from the unseen. I will very often

about things I consider to be dumb, but I can t and

won't stop them from doing it, even if it hurts me in

some way. I just shrug things off and go back to what I

happen to be doing at the moment.

Where does this leave me as far as Everything is

concerned'' I don't really know. I have been known to

sit down and explain the Universe out as I see it. Yet at

the same time, 1 feel that if I understood Everything, I

wouldn't be existing in the state that I am now.

So in the long run I guess this all leaves me about as

confused as everyone else about the order of things^

separate the seen from the unseen I will very o en u '--;;—-
Tcant understand how or why Iget

re£ct out of hand the efforts of other people to find
."ffXe And the real problem is that I vacillate

something that's real for them. But this is
_

only ^^^SSp^S of like a big blob of

because it takes a lot out of a person to get to he
"^/JJhXetched and squished all day long,

bottom of things and distinguish the good things in life taffy that gets sireicn M

Art Buchwald

Income Tax Day
WASHINGTON -Yesterday was

Income Tax Day. It was probably

the most important joyous holiday

in the United States and observed

b\ everyone, regardless of race,

creed, religion or color While

evervone paid tribute to it. tew

peOfW know how Income Tax Day

came about

The lather of the income tax was

bora on April 15, \M2. to Mr and

Mrs Hiram Tax Ol Washington.

D.C His parents named him

Maxwel Tax. but to Ml lanuly and

friends he became known as Max

Tax
Max was a bright boy and

studied verj hard at school He

wanted to become a doctor but Ins

p.. rents thought he should be an

accountant In those days you did

what your parents told you to do.

and so Max. at 21. became a cer-

tified public accountant.

Emory Rounds

Maybe It Was Just The Glue

I'm not sure - maybe its the weather, maybe its the

school, or maybe its'the people - but lately this place

doesn't seem to be all what its racked up to be.

I or instance, the other day I was making one of my

infrequent visits to my room - I just don't seem to be

spending much time there lately. Anyway, just as 1

was leaving to hit yet another class. I caught a

glimpse of someone tall and red-haired falling into a

room down the corridor. The lighting was bad. but it

looked like mv roommate, so 1 chased after him to say

"Hi", and maybe get to know him a little better.

I entered the room cautiously, sniffing an odd

fragrance - 1 hoped I wasn't interrupting anything.

There was a crowd of about ten in there, whispering

things like "Wow. heavy,'' and 'Yeah, groovy."

Something really strange was going on.

One of the kids standing in the doorway, left and I

got a look at the cause of the excitement. One of the

more stable kids had apparently just finished building

a model car. vou know, the plastic kind you can build

three ways, stock, custom, and drag - and they were

all standing around watching him. I felt a tap on my
shoulder, and another friend of mine strode in with his

accomplishment it looked good, except that the

wheels were having rouble keeping on the same level.

But thenthis kid'slegs were having the same problem.

Someone quiet Iv mentioned that they had to go

study for an exam, and a few of the others concurred

but nobodv moved to leave this show and tell. Soon

we were joined others, bearing their handiwork, and

before we knew it. the fever had consumed us all. One

kid got together his leather work, while another

brought in the things he had carved out of balsa wood

A kid with a vo-vo challenged the kid playing with a

flourescent paddle-ball set. One of the kids volun-

teered his car for a quick run to Zayre's to look for

some more model kits. So in the excitement of the

moment even 1 perked up to go looking for toys.

Six of us marched into Zayre's, sending the pink

jacketed help into a flurry - I suppose they feared

some mass shoplifting outfit had arrived from New

York to go on a spree, cleaning out the place and

wrecking the store manager's day. Each and every

one of us were followed, but we still had enough pride

to try to lose them - would you like to be seen in the

toy section wearing vour blue UMass jacket? I finally

ended up by choosing a '46 Ford Pick-up. an easy

enough kit to start with.

We arrived back, and the lounge became as busy as

Santa's workshop - and just as believable. It looked

as if we'd started a movement. Other parts of the

dorm had heard tales of something odd going on and

before long we had an audience. The smell of paint

and glue was thick in the air. and there were more

smiles than frowns. It was a contest of who could do

the best first - but at least it gave us something to do.

I forgot about my Botany test on Friday, my history

paper due the next week, and my seemingly futile

search for a summer job. For the first time in a long

time the corridor was laughing together, having fun

getting to know each other...we really felt as if we

were accomplishing something...

But Max soon discovered there

wasn't enough for accountants to

do, and he couldn't find any people

in Washington who would let him

keep their books

Every time he approached a

company or an individual, he was

asked Who needs you
""

Max became embittered and he

decided that someday people

would rue their words He set out to

devise a plan that would make

ever) person m the United States

dependent on accountants from the

day they were born until the day

they died

Bui how"
Due day m 1M2 he attended a

speech given by President

Abraham Lincoln on the White

House lawn
Mr Lincoln said sadly, in one

part ot his speech, "You can tax

some ot the people all the time, and

all ot the people some of the time

But you can't tax all of the people

all the time."

These words stuck with Max and

that night he kept mulling it over in

his mind At I o'clock in the

morning, he sat up in his bed and

shouted. •Eureka''' His wife.

Tina. said. "Max. what is it?"

Tina. 1 think I've got it. I

believe I have a way of making us

rich lor the rest of our lives. Lin-

coln needs money desperately It

we could put a levy on everyone's

salary in this country, the

government would have more
money than it would know what tc

do with."

•But how would that help us

Max?" Tina asked.

The government would make
this levy so complicated that only

accountants would be able to figure

it out If people didn't hire us, they

would go to jail."

Max went down to see President

Lincoln. At first Lincoln was ap

palled by the idea

"The oil lobby would never let it

through." Lincoln said.

"We'll exempt oil people." Max
said.

"All right." Lincoln said, "I'll

buy it And because you came up

with the idea, I'll call it the Max
Income Tax Plan. (The Max was
later dropped because there was no

room on the form.)

As Max predicted, the demand
lor accountants was so great after

the law was passed that he became
a millionaire overnight. He also

was asked to lecture all over the

world on his plan England was so

grateful to him that they knighted

him and he has been known in the

country as sir Tax.

But unfortunately . Max was so

busy lecturing, entertaining and

working on other people's income

taxes that he forgot to file his own
one day the IRS confiscated

everything he owned and in a few

weeks he was a broken. piMlileaS

bitter man Because his plan

camed so many people so much
anguish, he died without I Inend in

the world

It was onl> alter his death that I

grateful government decided to

pay homage to him. By

presidential decree. April 18 was

declared Income Tax Day. and

each >ear on that day the secretary

ot the Treasury places a wreath on

Max s unmarked grave

Max Tax is long since gone, hut

his name is on the lips ot all ol us

Copyright l»7l. Los Angeles

I imes

THEY CAME FOR THE

PANTHERS AND I SAID

NOTHING BECAUSE
I was not A PANTHER.

THEY (AME FOB THE BLACK

MAN AND I SAID NOTHING

BECAUSE
I WAS NOT BLACK

THEN THEY CAME FOR THE

STUDENTS AND 1 SAID

NOTHING BECAUSE

I WAS NOT A STUDENT.

THEN THEY CAME FOR THE
LIBERALS AND I SAID

NOTHING BECAUSE

I WAS NOT A LIBERAL.

AND WHEN THEY CAME FOR

ME. I LOOKED AROUND
AND SAID

NOTHING.

BECAUSE I WAS ALONE.

by elaine brown

in the Los Angeles Free Press

submitteeby

Nancy Pontbriand

Alan Oku

n

Letters To The Editor

Interested In People

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

Maybe its my own fumbling way of handling things,

hut sometimes I get pretty irate concerning some of

the artificial "rules of the game" governing

male/female relationships of various categories.

Women's Lib has its point: why can't people respond

to one another, favorably or not. as unique in

.hviduals rather than demanding conformity to the

standard "Dos" and "Don'ts" of cultural

male/female roles. I personally feel quite constrained

Have It Spayed

'^ccordfng'to Chinese calendar, this is the year to

honor the special virtues of the dog, his qualities of

love lovalty, and forgiveness.

The problem is that we already have at least

40 ooo oou dogs in the United States but we continue to

breed" puppies at the rate
°f
»~ "^ " "*

moment there are more than 15,000,000 nomeiess

L s The homeless dogs suffer the most Many people

live that a dog turned loose in an alley or in a rural

area can fend for itself, but most abandoned animals

dfe miserable deaths. They are the surplus. The

surplus animals that get killed quickly are the lucky

ones The humane societies and the better city pounds

use humane methods but in many places the slaughter

1S done with lead pipes, clubs, agonizing poison,

shotguns or obsolete gas chambers in which tem-

peratures rise past 200 degrees.

II is all a result of breeding too many animals.

It sou own a dog. have it spayed Tag your animal

with proper identification to prevent its loss When

you leave for the summer, or graduate, and won t take

hm , with vou. see that he has I home Ihink ahead

before getting i puppy Can you always keepiWnv

WiU he be able to go with you^"^X o^
campus"! Join this campaign to stop the surplus of

homeless animals
Name withheld bv roejtWSt

Good Vibes

at times about having to passively "maintain my
cool" in order not to appear aggressive, a chaser, out

to "trap" someone, or as if I were angling for a date (I

don't even like to relate to people in that way )
when all

I'm interested in is a guy as a person in his own

right...or in some cases as a friend with whom to

discuss the male point of view. Sometimes I'm so

afraid of scaring someone away by expressing too

much interest, or of hurting someone by "leading

them on" when all I wanted was a friendly-type

relationship, that its really really hard to be myself

for fear my motivations will be misunderstood. Is it

really so wrong to be interested in people as people,

and to behave accordingly?
Carol Maclnnes

In Your Veins

..,, \pr.l I9t'h. Patriots Day. there is going to

boogie at the campus Pond Flight. Arnuggedon,

Dave Ley meandolhersyv.il provide the music I here

will also be movies, organic foods and good vil.es all

ol winch will be free .

i he boogie wiH continue as long as the people want

,t to because the Maydaj people plan to set up a ten!

community si the pond area The Mayday group in

tend to live b> the |M»nd until April 22nd when our car

caravan leaves for Washington l>«

Come tothelioogieat thecampus pond and live wiw

us We a ant to torn. I com.iu.mty that will live the

me way m Washington SO let s start getting

ether now We must he organiaed and prepared for

the Mav actions in the capital city OUT contribution

will be the actions ot i united community ihrougi.

, ommunal living, eating and playing we shall become

united Jom us el the poad We nsed your support

l.eny < hlloio

Passing A Course

To the Kditoi ,. .ahiiM
\s the semester comes quickly and quietiy crashtog

in our direction, il hi onca again tune to think i the

ruture Not the unknown (hs.an. ..Lure ou s.d thw

lour year hide a way. hut the insanely neai It re

KOT as we all know procrastination car.
,

1h I. fa

something -snot done about .t m time for he^.ne
w ith the robins and spr.ng come the ^^btedeluge

ol trad.t.onal papers and exams Net to »«."»»

spr.ng is different thai being my last spr.ng on this

.ampus I have me. I new requ.remen to pas a

course, yes. you guessed it a KK1TKR TO THK

K,),TOK " MikcNathanson

mmmmmmmmmmmm
No Decision

To the Kditor: .

A Michael Aroian has the best reasons to go to

Washington... not on April 24th, however, but on

Friday April 23rd.

He has an Armenian name and Armenian blood. The

same Armenian blood that was spilled, rather slop-

nily bv the clumsey Turks in 1915. These clumsey

Turks were rather efficient. They killed massacred,

a million and a half Armenians. One half of those

living at the time. This is a more thorough ex-

termination than Hitler managed with the Jews

\ Michael Aroian has the best reasons to go to

Washington for a demonstration before the Turkish

Embassy for a resolution of the Armenian Question

The question has not been settled. The Turks have

not paid any retribution or acknowledged that they

committed those atrocit.es m 1915 and before, when

women and children were bayonetted because they

Moslems . ... r .

Turkey would like to destroy what is lelt ot AJ

menu....; m that part ol the world but tor its games

playing the U S and Russia for all the aid possible

The situation is delicate here is a matter for

repression the public must be informed

\ Michael Aroian it s in your yeins

Think now

You must go to Washington

YOU have vour cause
It icha id Tashjian

The lead story in yesterday's

Springfield Daily News had the

headline, "UM Called Area Drug

Center ", and stated that Dist.

Atty. John Callahan had com-

mented that the UMass campus

in Amherst was the "market-

place for the area in the sale of

iDDS, pills and heroin". The

Story went on to say that

'Callahan had been denied money

to use to purchase drugs at the

University so that it could make
arrests. State Rep. Charles

Flaherty,, Chairman of the

Legislative Committee on

Countie argued that the cities

and towns should appropriate

their own money for buying

drugs. So fellow students, it

seems you're not the only ones

having trouble getting the

money up
• * *

If "Love Story" manages to

win the Oscar, won\ it be a blow

lor old-fashioned sen-

timentatlity

For all you patriotic

Americans out there, you have a

new idol or perhaps an old one.

Added to the traditional

threesome of mom, apple pie

and the proverbial girl next door

is the name of the old favorite,

Kate Smith. Miss Smith recently

received the Freedom Foun-

dation's National Recognition

Award for, among other things,

"presenting wholesome en-

tertainment". Well, you have to

admit, she is WHOLEsome.
* * * »

In the English village of

Twyford, a phanton stripper has

been appearing at night and

disrobing herself to the passing

motorists. Police though don't

know what to charge her with if

they catch her because under the

law a person has to expose

himself-or herself with intent to

insult a female. Isn't anyone

going to stand up for men's

rights''

Test of President 's

Abortion Statement
- Following is the statement by President

Ending Red Tape

l<> ilo Kditor:

rhe School ol Education has comeiundei rtrong

criticism iron, main students Including myself, in

the nasi two veara concerning counseling ol indn idual

p^Sems and courses of studs Having just returned

,om what I expected to he another Irustrat.ng v .sit to

the School Ol Ed for help. I have reevaluated my

criticisms I would like to extend .. word ol praise'to

two women, carol Leslie and Maxine Knssn.an ,n he

Undergraduate (Hi.ce ot the School ol Kducat.on

The* were most helpful and concerned with my m
.l.y.dualprohlem.andwen. togreat lengths, including

phone calls and memos, to help me II other a*

ministratora and oit.cals were as concerned and

,,,ested in helping students, much o. the rustra ion

,„ dealing with bureaucratic red time could be ended

>.imli l.ioiiella

SAN CLEMENTE, Calif

"ZXXSX. regu^ng abor„„n ,n .heMM££*£
the orovinceof states, not the Federal Government That remans tm

sLTon ulv. as one state alter another takes up this question, debates

.1 md decides it That is where the decisions should be mad.

Par. to hat reason. I have directed thai the policy on abortions at

Ameman military hams inthe tinted States beU*£to cmrmpond wtih

the laws ol the states where those hasesare located II he laws
.

a

particular state restrict abortions, the rule a. the military base hospitals

oe to corrosoond to that la\y , .

He el e '
ol this directive is to reverse service regulations issued

I

last

summer iSS hid liberalised the rules on abortion, at military

Tpitais The new ruling supersedes this and hai been put into et.ee,

.nous courts the country has a right to know-my personal view*

S^rsonal and religious belief. I considei i
rtions an unac

,e, e lorn. o. population control Further, unrotriCed abortion

o. abortion on demand. I canno. square will. m> personal behel

n b • .anct.ty of human life including the ife 04 the set unborn ro

'mely the unborn have rights also, recognised ... few. recognised even ...

principle* expounded by the l nited Nations
'

' u- bTa nation with a JudeoChristian heritage It - f'- '" «'

s,.n„us social problems p.obl.-ms ol malnutrition. ..I broken home, ol

M
*'d, and uenerous people will ..... Opl ta my Mew for ^kMd
ilternative to its social dilemmas Rather, it will ..pen its hearts

.

..<

millions <•! Other lands

Ri printed Irani the n^ i i »•' '

•\\<-*ll Keei i on Getting Our \i«l Hirers*

March To Washington

He stood on the rati

to face reality

,,nd Oh to hi tree to Ik* tree

They cried out Ih'Iow

I earing I he truth

Thai only the lost one did know

Perhaps it is I belter idea

That he had

Which makes us so envious, no"

Then il you re so sure and all knowing

Why is it lie smiles as he goes !

Anonymous

m
•::•:•

1
w

To the Kditor: . $:$

While being extremely elated by and gratelui %g
for the Collegians coverage of Orchard Hill s p
current attempts to secure more meaninglul :*:;.

administrative support of its residential college ^
program. I feel 1 must correct the statement gg
attributed to me on page one of yesterday s

qg
issue . :&*

My decision to stay on as Master ol tbe :$

College has not bean made. It will depend on gv

w bet her or not we can secure a commitment at :
:
:
::;

our next meeting with the administration,
gg

curren.lv set lor April 28 ;:•:•:

I.eon Barron gg

M
:•:•:•:•:•:

To Letter Writers
l (>tters to .he Kditor must be typed at sixty

spaces double spaced and not more than two pages

in length They must be in by 5 p.m. on the day prior

"
.ntcndod publication Kellers must be signed and

should include the address and phone number of the

author ..11 ol which will be withheld upon request

'

Letters which do not follow these specifications

will receive only secondary eonsidcratuuvNo letter

will be printed without the name- .1 theaulhoi

-The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

both for space and content

Editorial points may also be submitted and to I low

the same general rules ol the letters except that

they may be anonymous ^
„++f-r.i+^>^>'
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Weekend
An Expression

Of Black Spirit

ByBOBNESTIand
EDJANUSZ

Music
BntterfieMs Blue* Band, (lean Living. Fat

Butterfield Blues Band is one of the best

around and put on quite an exciting show

(lean Living and Fat are two nice added

attractions Friday night at the Cage in

Amherst College, 8:30 P.M. <$>

I oik Concert . .

t

\ concert to benefit the Northeast Coalition

01) Nuclear Pollution. It features local folk

.irtists from Vermont and Massachusetts;

Margaret Mac Arthur. Michael Gramlich.

Rollins and Stevenson. Will and Sally

Roberts, Jeff Whittier. Stanley Taylor.

Linda Brown, and new coming star Charles

Jones

Films
HI N- 111 K i Thursdav. SI Ballroom. 7:M)

The legendary spectacle. Charleton Meston

plays Ben-Hur, a Roman citizen during the

reign of Octavius Caesar. A well-crafted.

fondly remembered film

UIOU—UP t Saturday SI Ballroom. K. X.

and 1<»' . .... n -J

\n inquiry into the nature of reality David

Hemmings plays a -hip" London

photographer who. while taking some

pictures of a quiet afternoon in a park

witnesses a murder-or does he? Hta search

lor an answer takes him through the 'Mod.

swinging" London ol 1966 Michaelangelo

Anton.onis l.rst English language film is

tightlv controlled and most intriguing with

appropriately passive performances by

Hemmings and Vannessa Redgrave

CITIZEN K\NK » Talkie. Northampton*

Considered bv manv leading film critics as

the hesl film ever in American cinema

K.,sih one ol the most legendary and sen -

sational films ever made and a brilliant

,ui de force" lor its director and star

Orson Welles It s I fictional recreation of

the career sf newspaper magnate William

Randolph Hearst with Welles playing the

enigmatic Kane
( (Mil II \NI) LUKE Fridax .

Merrill BetettCC

inner, Unnenl college. 7:u> and i»»

Paul Newman in a tine comedy-drama

..bout a chain gang member who faces

unjust and sadistic authority Very well

done with excellent performances from

Newman, George Kennedy, and Jo Van

Fleet

FRANKENSTEIN (Friday. Campus

(ho- inas II >

The original version of Mary Ferce

Shelley's romance about a doctor who

creates a monster Boris Karloff plays

Frankenstein s monster

EHWKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLf
M\N < Friday and Saturday. Hampden

IMninu Commons. SW. 9:3©)

With the success of the original, came its

man) sequels This one came from the early

forties and featured Lon Chaney and Bela

Lugosi It's V«ry tvpical with the only in

terestmg thing being perhaps the ingeneous

way scriptwriters kept reviving the mon-

sters

TIIE GOOD. THE BAD, AND THE UGLY
(Sunday, St Ballroom. 7 and 1:31)

The best of the Sergio Leone western. An

epic look at the old West that is most stun-

ning to look at The cinematography and

music are a cut above most Westerns and

make this one well worth seeing The long

and rambling plot follows the exploits ol

three men. Clint Fastwood. Lee Van t leel.

and Eli Wallach, before and during »he

American Civil War A long and exciting

film , „
TIIE GREAT WHITE HOPE (Campus

Cinemas. Iladley)

\ fictional account of the tragic boxing

career of Jack Johnson, a black man who

held the world title during the early part ol

the century and suffered much abuse

because he did James Farl Jones and Jane

Alexander give two of the best per-

tormances of last year and save this film

that sutlers from script and direction

problems
IIOl'K OF THE WOLF iTueaduy, Mahar

\uditoiium. H and 10)

\ horror film by Igmar Bergman. Not his

best

HOUSE OF WAX (Friday and Saturday.

Hampden Dining Commons. SW
~>-'f\

one ot the lirst three-dimensional turns

made bv Warner Brothers in the early

Kitties and as such is filled with objects,

such as tailing buildings and all sorts of

phallic shaped objects, projected out at the

audience Aside from that technical note,

the film is a fairly well-done, horror film

about a man who suffers the slings and

arrows of outrageous fortune and is left

most bitter because of it Vincent Price

Mars with Phyllis Kirk as the leading

ingenue

IKIIU iLMng)—Friday. Thompson 102

This t*H Japanese film is perhaps

Kurasawa s most poignant statement about

the meaning ot life.

LAST SUMMER 'Saturday. Sage Hall.

Smith, T:;;n and «c:to>

Frank and Fleanor Perry's frightening and

stunning look at adolescene Four rich and

bored youths spending the summer on Fire

bland explore the nature of cruelty, finally

exploding in the savage rape of the plain and

introverted girl in the group Some taut

direction and an ensemble of four, excellent,

young performers < including Cathy Burns

and Barbara Hershey I make this one of the

best films made about youth

KIM. KONti (Saturday. Merrill Science

(enter. H and It)

\ great film The story about a giant ape

captured and brought to New York where he

excapes and wreaks havoc It's one of the

most exciting films of the Thirties with

special effects of the highest order

LITTLE Bl(i MAN (Campus Cinemas.

Iladley: Showcase Cinemas. West

Springlieldi

I Kcars to the contrary, the best film of the

year A lyrical and rambling allegory about

the nature of man Dustin Hoffman is a

w hite man brought up by an Indian tribe, the

Human Beings, and is named by them Little

Big Man He alternates throughout between

the White and Indian society, he's caught

between them, in a series of both funny and

horrifying events. Arthur Penn directed this

highly successful adaptation of a most

difficult novel. Hoffman is excellent but is

outshone bv Chief Dan George, who in a

supporting "role gives the finest performance

in an American film of recent memory.

LOVE STORY (Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield >

How can you take it seriously*'

THREESOME (Campus Cinemas. Iladley)

Another Furopean sex import. "One's

impossible, two is dreary, three is company.

safe and cheery
."

WATERLOO (Showcase Cinemas. West

Springfield >

Isn't bad a spectacle, otherwise it's "Kit-

sch of the highest order. Rod Steiger plays

Napoleon as if his middle aged paunch was

beginning to get him down. Christopher

Plummer plays his rival Wellington w ith the

kind of nonctiallante boredom that will put

vou asleep. Sergei Bondarchuk directs the

battle scenes with authority and makes

them the best part of the film.

WITHERING HEIGHT! (Amherst

Cinema. Amherst; Academy of Music.

Northampton)
American International Pictures new

version of the Emily Bronte novel isn't too

bad at all. but may leave you wanting for the

original Olivier film.

Theater
HERO
The world premiere of the new play by the

prize winning, avant-garde playwright

Israel Horovitz Horovitz won the Obie (off-

Hroadwav s equivalent to the Tony for The

Indian Wants The Bronx, and has been

acclaimed as one of America's leading

voung plavwrights. This production is being

directed by David Rimmer. who last

semester was responsible for Peter Pan.

and is being performed by the Stone Theater

Croup Two Two Preview Performances

will be presented Wednesday and Thursday.

\pril -Ml at 9 p.m., no tickets will be

necessarv tor these performances Tickets

lor performances on April 23-26 at H30 and

Sunday April 29 at 1:91 can be obtained at

No charge bv sending a elf addressed stamp

envelope to Box 1466. Amherst College.

MOB. The run will take place in the Stone

Basement Theater. AC
Major Barbara

UT's production of Shaw's comedy is well

done and highly recommended The comedy

is about a young woman. Barbara Un-

dershaft who becomes a Major in the

Salvation Army She has a conflict with her

father, a capitalist munitions manufacturer,

who she hopes to convert Directed by Doris

Abramson, it features some excellent en-

semble acting in a most engaging comedy

Through Saturday night at the Bartlett

Theater. 8 30 P.M. <$>

Stop The World-I Want To Ciet Off

The manv ages of a man's life are explored

in this award winning British musical

comedy by Anthony Newley and Leslie

Briscusse At Chapin Auditorium. Mount

Holyoke College. Friday and Saturday

evenings at l:Mp
.pfty

The poetrv festival that attracted such a

great response last year as a unique and

timely event is being repeated From

Tuesday through Saturday of nex week,

many of the most acclaimed ol last year s

guests, plus more of the greatest poets of our

time and an abundance of local talent, will

be reading at UMass again.

There will be three programs every day.

at 12:10, 4:15, and 8:45. All are in Mahar

except the last two Wednesday events which

will be on the south steps of the Campus

Center, weather permitting

Tuesday starts off with C.K. Williams as

featured poet, with shorter readings by

Sonia Sanchez and Thomas Leary. The

second reading features Miss Sanchez, one

of the most distinguished Black poets, with

William Stafford, Sydney Campbell, and

\mos Moore At night another Black poet,

Michael Harper, will read with William

Stafford, who like many of the guests has

been a longtime peace activist and had

served four years in confinement as a

conscientious objector.

Wednesday afternoon presents George

Starbuck with Rav Amorosi and a shorter

appearance bv Michael Harper Outside at

A 15 are Alan Dugan and Irish poet Thomas

Kmsella with John Ashberry and Barbara

Winder. The day closes with John Ashberry

and David Kherdian. outside again, plus Bill

i'remblav and Thomas Kinsella.

Bill Knott 1940-66 headlines Thursday's

tirst program, supported by Elizabeth Gross

and Seamus Heaney Mr Heaney. another

of three distinguished Irishmen at the

festival, returns for a longer reading at 4: 15

with J.D Reed and Bill Hassan. At night,

Robert Creeley returns to CMass; he is a

New Englander who has been active in the

Black Mountain Movement and who ap-

peared in last year's series of readings.

Appearing with Creeley are Mary Ellen

Solt. Richard Murphy, and Joe Sheffler

Robert Blv. one of the biggest hits of last

year'* festival, is also returning, giving a

long reading on Friday at 12:10. Bly is

another longtime head of the peace

movement and was the National Book

Award winner in 1968. an award which he

gave to the Resistance Movement Ap-

pearing w ith him are Giuliana Mutti and Bill

Knott 1940-66.
.

At 4:15. Richard Murphy, another Irish

poet, reads with short appearances by

Robert Bly, William Mailler. and Richard

Wilbur, who is the highlight of the night

event Mr Wilbur is an Amherst grad and a

winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the

National Book Award, and will read with

George Starbuck. Denise Levertov, and

McKinley Moore.

Saturday, the final day of this second

UMass Spring Poetry Festival, starts off

with Denise t^vertov. one of the most

famous political activists in the world of the

arts She will read at 12:10 with Johan

Amini and Stephen Herman.

Books

Straight Shooting From Breslin
O _ ,.~ i^.» *w u-r .ninino pnmnanv He and Leonard don t talk abo

Peter Trencher

Students, rehearse

Which will have it's

Croup.

and Tom McKitterick. both Amherst College

a scene from Israel Horovitzs new play HERO,
world premiere next week by the Stone Theater

THE GANG THAT COULDT SHOOT STRAIGHT

Bantam $l.2."i . .

Where I come from vou don't worry about titles.

None of this remembering who is mister and who

doctor and who professor People have titles, you just

don t worry about them

There's Leonard He's my father and he sells cars.

A used cars a used car," he says, "and our cars are

well used
"

• .. u;„

1 once saw him sell a car to a blind man Running his

hand along the fenders, kicking the tire, the customer

aid to his wife. I don't know, honey, it feels like a

g
FveWonce in a while Marty the Meatman comes

by Sometimes he buys cars. Sometimes he brings in

New York sirloin or filet mignon from his meat truck

and they barter over it. "Sure feels like fifteen pounds,

Leonard." he says and settles for ten.

Marty the Meatman might be one of the all time best

car customers there are. He'd bought thirteen cars

from Leonard last time I checked. He ought to have

been a freak. He once bought a 61 Karman Ghia for

$150 then didn't like the color so painted it orange

With house paing Then drove it to California and back

and sold it Didn't sav how much he got Then got off

his truck one day and told Leonard he'd sold him a bad

oar

Across the street Carlo the Barber sits in his chair,

waiting for business. He lives in a tiny room in the

back and occasionally looks at his clarinet. Went to

Italy in the Thirties to become a musician. Came back

a barber and things have been going like that ever

since .

In the afternoons Marty the Mailman comes around

with the day's mail. Maybe, too, some tips on the stock

market. He once recommended a Canadian gold

mining company He and Leonard don't talk about it

anymore.
One day a customer brought his brother in-law to

the lot We got to talking and he was the first black

official to the international from his, the country's

largest, local His company had tried to get him into

management now that the union wanted him Freak

them, he said BA in business from the state univer-

sity and fifteen years with the company and they call

him the Rooster because he works in a Kentucky

Fried Chicken shop nights

When you're city people out in a country place like

this, you feel a special affinity for other city people. I

recently met some; picked up THE GANG THAT
COULDT SHOOT STRAIGHT by Jimmy Breslin.

Breslin's people have titles too There's Kid Sally

Palumbo and Big Mama, Benny the Bug and the

Water Buffalo. Big Jelly and Tony the Indian. They

don't sell cars. They're in the mafia.

They also don't know up from down; they don t

know how to kill or even how to stay alive. And they

are even funnier sometimes than Marty the Mailman

when he puts his feet on the desk and pulls the dog's

tail and starts to tell his stories. Because you sense

that Breslin is a Marty, the kind of guy you'd want to

keep buying beers for and listening to all afternoon

and all night.

Breslin is city people and understands where he

lives He is in New York where everyone is an-

tagonizing everyone else, and yet he can say that

•both sides live together and apart and they hate each

other in a way which only people who are the same

will not admit it always hate each other."

If he hung around Leonard's he'd be Jimmy the

Genius

TAKETWO
Replies To Notes From Yale: 1996 By Duane Jacobs, jr

m , . • _,___r... :*_. * ._ •„ ,rvac»Hal» Npw Nairohi. New Rochelli

To the Kditor

:

\s a resident of Crestdale and member of

the Nobility" here at Yale, f must reply to

Harlan Haydens' recent article in "the

Yearling*". He has given a grossly distorted

view of Crestdale, our neighboring town

Now Nairobi, and "the Nobility".

In the second paragraph of his treatise he

said, "I think the main reason for the

creation of these communities was to be in

the position to say to whites, "See, we can do

it too." This is a lie because the planning

document issued by the Black American

New Communities Organization (BANCO)

states specifically on page 15:

1 ) For the first time in the North, we want

to provide for our people an alternative to a

depressing ghetto or oppressive lily-white

suburb.

2» For the first time the Northern Black

man will control his own schools, police and

things of that ilk.

3 i For the first time in the North we will be

able to see if Black capitalism will work on a

large scale. All of the stores and shops in the

town or towns will be owned and operated by

blacks.

Mr Hayden blithely ignored the true

objectives of the communities and chose to

insert his own capricious reasons for the

creation of the towns This erroneous

presumption was compounded with the

statement that "(Crestdale and New-

Nairobi ) are very much like the Jewish

ghettoes on Long Island or outside of

Boston". Why did he not continue his

analogies? He deliberately neglected that

well-to-do black people also have several

communities of this sort. Albeit I can un-

derstand the reasons for his bitter sen-

timents regarding Crestdale, there is no

excuse for careless accusations such as

those that I have just cited. Due to my ex-

periences, t can truthfully say that Crest-

dale is a wonderful community to grow up
in.

I have lived on King Lane in the south-

central section of town for fifteen years.

King Lane, Rockledge Street, Eastmeadow
Street and Rocky Hill Lane-North, South

and West are dubbed CO-OPIA PARK. This

is because all of the buildings on these

streets are thirty to forty story cooperative

apartment houses, f didn't mind. Despite

the fact that it is the most densely populated

section of the town, t had plenty of room to

enjoy myself and play with friends. Around

each apartment building there is a large

play area with dozens of trees. We were

even allowed to build clubhouses and had a

large baseball field. There was a big

swimming pool for kids over 13 (and kids

over 30 occasionally ) and a wading pool for

those under 13. In school 1 worked hard and

when I finished my homework I always

played hard. Since the school authorities

based everything on ones' test marks I must

say that I, and no doubt my classmates as

well felt pressured and tried to do our best, f

did all of my work and got the high grades

not only because of the fear of failure, but

also knowledge of the life of my ancestors in

this country. The knowledge that for cen-

turies my people were forced to labor for

others until exhaustion or death made me
feel that the least I could do was to work as

hard as I could for myself. I sincerely

believe, but have no way of knowing for

certain that this is the main reason for the

competitiveness in the Crestdale and New
Nairobi schools. After school I used to spend

an additional two hours each day in the

South Central Crestdale Black Cultural

Center. This is where my knowledge of

Bbck history was supplemented. It can be

argued that we were "conditioned" there to

work harder, but without a doubt, the

purpose of it was simply to tell us about our

heritage.

The most disturbing aspect of my
background is the fact that I went to school

with only well-to-do blacks, went to summer
camp with only well-to-do blacks, and never

had a chance to get to know:

1) what whites are like

2) how the poorer blacks live

The second peeve was really absurd. When
we spoke about the condition of the Black

man in America today in the cultural center,

the instructor spoke as if all blacks lived like

we did. She spoke as if black poverty (if

poverty can be discussed in racial terms)

disappeared when television series such as

"Julia" (the 1960's>, "The Brown Family"

(the 1970s) and "The Ladies of Selfridge

Park", (the 1980s) which depicted blacks as

just plain folks appeared. However, there is

no doubt that flaws such as these can and

will be corrected. Fortunately, a sizeable

number of Crestdalers and New Nairobians

who have attended colleges and universities

are returning to their home towns to rectify

the situation, t have heard that in towns

such as Harlem, Bedford-Stuyvesant and

other large urban black ghettoes, the youth

are returning to improve the housing and

schools. This is one of the aims of "the

Nobility". One of its' bylaws states:

The primary aim of members of "the

Nobility" shall be to return to the

place of our youth, so that we may
help it grow and flourish. In order to

do this, we must equip ourselves as

well as possible with the tools for

survival in this society.

Regrettably, the organization has become

very exclusive. At first, any black college

student who wanted to could join. However,

it has decided that those who fall below the

50th percentile in their class ( in any college

or university) or who does not come from

one of the "Big Five" black communities.

(Crestdale, New Nairobi, New Rochelle,

Shaker Heights, Bethesda-Chevy Chase)

will not be qualified to enter a black com-

munity with the skill to improve it. By doing

this, the leaders were saying in effect, "One

who is not in the Nirvana (top half of ones'

class) and is not a resident of one of the

Brahmin (Big Five) communities is not and

shall never be equipped to help his people".

I am cognizant of the fact that many

reforms are needed in "the Nobility". The

best way to bring about these reforms is to

work within it, not denegrate it in public.

The Nobility should not be scrapped entirely

because it has done a great deal. For

example: 1) Several thousand members

volunteered to work in the place of migrant

workers' children during their vacations one

year (including summer), so the children

could attend a special school program and

have dental and medical checkups. The

families were given all of the money the

students earned. This was the impetus for

the creation of hundreds of similar

programs set up by college students across

the country. 2) Members of the Nobility

decided that there was a dire need for

another black publishing house. They pooled

their resources and have set up "Noble

Publishers, Incorporated". As a result of

this, the number of books written by black

authors has increased twofold There are

many other reasons for retaining the

Nobility, however, I believe the two I have

just mentioned are ample proof that it is a

positive force.

To sum things up Crestdale. I must ad

mit, is an odd place On the surface, there is

cold astringency Beneath it there lies

warmth, beauty and hope This is why many

of us love her.

"The Yearling" is the new literary

magazine at Yale.

The Stubborness of Snow

i »

amj i a

In darkness empty madness furious I irFdi^ms Tail sink

In arms empty madness craving

Where once in night 's ancient smile

We lied as a fusion of spirit to spirit breath to breathy ^
Forehead arms cheeks temple to templA

< >ur bodies/templcs/worshiped in darknflfcs & sun

By eyes lips & each caress

Complete African canvas ^vM
No TV. shadow guide no time to jive

Pure soul impression/woman/so hard to find & hold

But by inches time our love broke

Our completeness aged &

Turns as the seasons warmth cast & then storms

Whirling images/memories touch senses yr fleeting

Steps to & fro/yr body motions melts into darkness/

Space lost

Causing eyeballs to bleed

Your heart my mecca polished

& u whom I love

I hate the stubbornness of snow
in April

izlqg spifi

iticiai

ugly dusters
roots 1)1 trees

jB weight

back' spring

M kn-kjhese clusters when I can

my heel

squarely striking snow

like a bat

squarely striking ball

feels so good

stubborn dirty gray lumps

explode
magically

jrttb crystal

•glisten

. briefly in the sun

April 2 Ith

•vwa

Stand now alone in darkness

madness/sanctuary

EMIOKAN SUDAN

DVPTo Sponsor Dr.GeorgeWiley

On Wednesday, April 21st the DVP is sponsoring the visit of Dr

George Wiley Executive Director of the National Welfare Rights

Organization. Dr. Wiley will be speaking at 8 p.m in the Campus

Center Auditorium with a coffee hour following Rap session on the

same day from 4:30-5:30 in the Coffee Shop at the Black Cultural

Center This energetic activist and his organization have been

fighting all over the country for improvements for welfare

recipients such as school clothing for children, legal protection,

utility money, a reasonable minimum income, etc. More recently

the organization has joined forces with others in the War Against

Repression Since these problems are of extreme importance to us

in the black community hearing Dr. Wiley would seem to be a must

Watch next week for information concerning the coming visit ot

Muhammed Ali.
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Around the clock

be closed between

begin promptly at

turnal habits.

Records
All $i9r^st-

$5#frSst
$6.9&-List

$73S-fcfet

$<£9*H3st

24 HOUR SALE
6:00 P.M. FRIDAY - 6:00 P.M. SATURDAY

bargains on L.P.s, Tapes and components with unprece^^
noon and 6:00 P.M. Friday so we ma7.^^ noc-
6:00 P.M. and continue through the night with hourly specials to jar your yF.

Each •

Each
Each
Each
Each

$2.99

$3.69

$4.29

$4.99

$6.49

- PLUS These Super Specials -

Jesus Christ Superstar $6.99

Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young W.49

George Harrison $7.29

Chicago $5*99

ALL $6.98 - $7.98 TAPES
8 TRACK & CASSETTE

$4.99 each

Twin packs or double tapes also

Suitably Discounted

HOURLY SPECIALS

' 24 Hour Specials

23% OFF on oil SERVICE BROUGHT IN with fhb od

$1.99 each for ony NEEDLE in ttock

(supply extremely limited on magnetic styli)

.59 buys on 8-Trock or Colette CARTRIDGE CLEANER

with any tape you buy.

a poir clo«e» out our inrontory of UTAH WD-90
LOUDSPEAKERS ($17800 orig. list)

Eoch unit contains a 12" woofer and a mid-range

and tweeter.

buy. another cloMOut on STANDARD 30 woH AM-
PLIFIERS (1% or less THD and mag. phono input).

for world reknown SENNHEIfER heodphone.

regularly $33.95.

for two boot-up, scratched but otherwise perfect EPI

Model 100't.

$69.00 for o CRAIG-PIONEER 3121 8-Trock Cor StOfO©

$49.00 SKYLINE 8-Trock homo ployer dock

$130.00 AUTOMATIC-RADIO AM-FM STEREO CASSETTE

RECORDERS! Includes 10 watt amp (built in)

Rogularly $239.95.

8 P.M. FRIDAY
10 for the price of 8 on oil

TDK tape - cassette or open

reel.

2 P.M. - 4 P.M. SATURDAY
All remaining 8-tracks

$4.69 eoch

9 P.M. FRIDAY
$10 00 trade-in allowed on any

Grado Elliptical Magnetic Car-

tridge.

4 P.M. SATURDAY
SPEAPER WIRE _ A penny a foot

NO LIMIT

10 P.M. FRIDAY
Toyo AC-DC Portable 8-Jrack

Stereo Player $76-00

($119.00 list)

5 P.M. TILL CLOSE
IN STORE SPECIAL

LEFT OVERS, ETC.

11 P.M.FRIDAY
CRAIG or STANDARD AM-
FM Cassette Recorders that

list for $94.95 each -—

$71.00 eoch

STEREO - SYSTEMS

MIDNITE
The worst of the 8-tracks —
306 of the worst selections in

recorded music.
99* eoch

PIONEER SA 500, 36 wott (IHF) AMPLIFIER

With AZTEC Vego Acoustic Suspension 5PfeAKEK5
List 99.95

GARRARD SL 55B AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE that

has on ottroctiye bose and dust cover

GRADO FCE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

List $79.95 pair

List $70.50
List $35.00

1 AM SATURDAY
Brand X C-90 Cassettes

99* eoch

SUPERB STEREO SYSTEM SPECIAL

Pioneer SX 990 100 wott (IHF)

Receiver >299.?3

Axtec Picosso Loudspeaker
(fontostk) 219.90

PE 2038 Automatic Turntable If5.00

Pickerisg VIS AME Cartridge 49 95

$588.00
Substitute EPI 100's and deduct

another 49 bucks.

$229.00

2 A.M. SATURDAY
Sale of demonstrators Speak-

ers Receivers, Turntables, etc.

Sore at least 10% and
sometimes 40%

3 A.M. SATURDAY
Penny Sale on SENNHEISER
Headphones — buy any new

receiver and get the phones

for U

A ONE ONLY
SUPERB STEREO SYSTEM SPECIAL

PIONEER SX 15WTD 145 watt

(IHF) RECEIVER 399.95

AZTEC PICASSO LOUDSPEAKERS
(10". 12". 2x6 horn) 219.90

GARRARD SL95B Turntable
complete 142.oo

PICKERING XVI5 — 750E
CARTRIDGE —-00

$639.00

PIO> ER SX 440 RECEIVER, 33 watts (IHF)

2 PI Model 50 Acoustic Suspension SPEAKERS

SL GARRARD Automatic Turntable

GRA FCR MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

List $169.95
110.00
70.5C

$299.00

35.0

S3SS.45

4 A.M. SATURDAY
Remainder of Midnite Special

49< each

PIO £ER SX 770 RECEIVER, 52 watts (IHF)

2 A/TEC MINUET LOUDSPEAKERS
SL 55 GARRARD Automatic Turntable

GRADO FCE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

List $199.95
119.90
70.50
35.00

5 A.M. SATURDAY
FREE COFFEE

& Donuts and brownies it

someone will bring some.

STRICTLY FOR THE RECORD
PIONEER SA900 AMPLIFIER

(128 watts rms) fZo»..»a

2 EPI Model 201 Quarter SPKRS. 398.00

GARRARD SL92B AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE, complete

GRADO F-12 Low Ouput Flat

Response Magnetic
CARTRIDGE

1 Pair TELEX STUDIO HEAD-
PHONES (the very best)

142.50

60.00

100.00

$349.00

6 A.M. SATURDAY
Heod Cleaner FREE

with any 8-track or cassette

tape.

$798.00

THE AMHERST AUDIO* PHILOSOPHY ON STEREO SYSTEMS

both Mt«M-lfit>d and tested performance, reliability, and me MMinp

SMMB S=£3r3=SSSSS2SANY brand we sell and most Important, build your system nun com

ponents that cannot be duplicated at the same price.

Iamherst AUDIO"
IM NO. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

7 A.M. SATURDAY
Free batteries for any portable

tape recorder.

S AM. SATUtOAV
FOUR CHANNEL CHICAGO
CONCERT. Setecf cuts from

all three albums electrontcolry

re-mixed for this performance

and reproduced in utter real-

ism on $4,131 worth of equip-

ment.

THE BIG DEAL
2 EPI TOWERS (Demos) 500 lbs. of the

very best In speakers, List $2,000.00. Of

coarse you'll need something to power
them. So here's the deal! . . .Bay
these demos at their list price and get

the most versatile receiver In tfce world

todrtve them. PIONEER'S SXtOtO 240

watt RECEIVER with reverberation am-
plifier for s combined price of

$2,000.01
loMvety

9 A.M. SATURDAY
No special this hour so you

may compare our prices with

our competitors.

4 CHANNEL DECODERS In stock

$59.95
Ask for our package deal for rear amp,
amp, speakers and decoder.

10 A M.-2 P.M. SATURDAY
All Cassette Tapes remaining.

$4.19 each

Also add to any of these systems. TAPE
RECORDERS by Tear. Standard or

Craig at SIMILAR SAVINGS. Be sure to

be on time for the hourly specials, limit-

ed stock.

CASH, CHECK, MASTER CHARGE,
or BANK AMERICARD only

Non-refundable deposit on system spe-

cials. No rainchecks.
Also, many other specials too numerous
to mention
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Chinese Actions Puzzle

Moscow Far East Experts
Under the towering spire of the

massive Stalinesque Foreign

Ministry building in Moscow,

experts "of the far east division

must be biting their nails, won-

dering what sort of devilment is

being cooked up in China. Are

those Peking "revisionists"

planning some sort of Great Leap

Forward in foreign policy?

The Chinese are smiling at

Americans and suddenly

presenting an amiable image to the

outside world. To Soviet experts

that must surely spell some sort of

bad news.

It isn't necessarily good news for

the IS. government, for that

matter The regime thus far is

smiling only upon table tennis

players and the few correspon-

dents permitted to accompany

them on their unexpected tour into

Red China The reason behind all

this is far from clear. There has

been no indication of smiles on the

official level nor of any softening of

Peking's attitude toward

Washington.

It sounds like bad news to the

Russians, however, because they

are as suspicious of a Peking ap-

proach to the United States as the

Chinese have been of a Russian

approach in the same direction.

The two one-time Communist
allies, now accustomed to calling

each other bad names, often ac-

cuse one another of shining up to

the •American imperialists."

A China relatively isolated from

much of the outside world had been

troublesome for Moscow, notably

in the field of ideology and in im-

pact on the extreme left

It remains to be ?een what

Peking does next.

Is China about to woo

Washington actively"' Is the table

tennis thing just a curtain raiser?

The answer-for the time being-is

probably "no." But the Chinese

probably would just as soon let the

Russians stew about it.

The regime, as AP correspon-

dent John Roderick noted, seems

relaxed and confident of itself, now

that the nationwide purge and

upheaval called the cultural

revolution has faded into the past.

It can enjoy the luxury of taunting

hoth the Russians and the U.S.

administration. Its gestures can be

defended ideologically as aimed at

"people," rather than govern-

ments.

Peking makes a sharp distinc-

tion. It commits itself to nothing,

and yet it is in a position to reach

tor dividends from all this, should

the opportunity present itself

Patriot's Day
Library Hours
C.oodell Library

Sunday, April 18 Closed

Monday, April 19 2:00 p.m. 12:00 midnight

Chemistry Library

Saturday-Sunday, April 17-18 Closed

Monday, April 19 100 p.m.-10:00 p.m

Education Library

Saturday, April 17

Sunday Monday. April 18-19 Closed

9:00 a.m. -3:30 p.m.

Morrill Library

Saturday, April 17

Sunday, April 18

Monday, April 19

8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Closed

2:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.

ALL OTHER LIBRARIES CLOSED APRIL 17-19.

School of Ed-The Last Day MDC Classifieds

9:30

122 Sequential Monitoring of

Counselor Repertoire Develop
ment.

10.00

Km 228 E DCs Open School Follow

Through Program
Rm 128 A Humanistic Approach to

Teaching English Composition

Rm 226 Fire Fighter m Community
Relations

Montague Attic Using CAM m the

Classroom
TV Studio Rm 23 Using Media to

Reach Children m the Classroom

Nat Rutstein.
10:30

Auditorium Multimedia Pr" e
C

tation on Alienation Tom CiarK.

11:00

TV Studio Rm 23 "Education SOS" A

25 minute film produced by the

School of Education Media Center

tor the White House Conference on

Children
Rm 226 "Realities of an Inner City,

inter City Voluntary Bussing

Program New Bedford"

Rm 122 Computerized Test con
struction.

A Humanistic Approach to Teaching

English Composition (continued)

E D C 's Open School Follow

Through Proqram (continued)

Multimedia Presentation on

Alienation (continued)
CAM (continued).

12:00

Auditorium War Without Heroes:

The war m Vietnam as seen

through the eyes of three female

high school seniors
Rm 228 Notions on How to Teach

Poetry Jacques Jiminez.
Rm 128 Communications With the

Deaf Discussion of com
munication methods used by the

deaf and instruction m fmqer

spelling
TV Studio Rm 23 Television News

i.ume on Education Alter

vc Schools m Western
Massachusetts

Applications of Gestalt Therapy
(continued 1

1:00

Auditorium Natural Childbirth Film
Rm 226 Researchers and the Com

munity Linkage Between the

Ivory Tower and Community
Groups.

Montague Attic Human Relations:

Group Exercise in Decision
Making.

Rm 128 Applications of Gestalt
Therapy to Educational Ad
ministration

Rm 228 The Year of the Child:

Community Action tor Advancing
Child Mental Health.

2:00
Rm 122 Sequential Monitoring of

Counselor Repertoire Develop
ment

Auditorium "'atural Childbirth: It's

Implications for Education.
Discussion.

Montague Attic Individualizing In

Service Teacher Education as a

Means for Educational Change.

Rm 228 Racial Confrontation in the

White Plains School System.

Rm 226 The Integrated Day: Slide

presentation ot classrooms in

British primary schools focusing

on four critical aspects of the

mteqrated day
3:00

Children's Library Computer
Games A demonstration of

computer assisted instruction

using games and opportunity for

unlimited "hands on" game
playing

Confrontation in the White
School System (continued)

Montague Attic Films and Feelings

An exploration of the uses of film

in humanistic education

7:0011:00
Herter Hall Rm 231 "Twelve O'clock

High". Situational Leaderships
Case Study

tfa»~».fi2'3
ITS IIVEIOALE *0.

w smo

SCHOOL GROUP RATES

DecrfieU Drifc-h
R.ute 5 .nd Hb South D**rfiHd

FKI . SAT. and SIN
tmmmnmimxmtamKmmnHmn <ven

A MKE NICHOLS HIM

ALANMKIN

CB^
733-5131

FINAL WKS.

3«£

ONLY
KUHUTES
FROM
YOU...

WTHjWO

%»•» VMM °* *,ob,°" H

Tonite & Tomorrow Nite!

Vincent Price in

"A HOUSE OF WAX"
7:30 50<

and
Lon Chaney in

"FRANKENSTIEN MEETS
THE WOLFMAN"

9:30 25<

in HAMPDEN COMMONS

JCWKltfl

also

LITTU MUSS
flOD 0IG HflLSV
am aim«t v «uoo» mooocnon

Ri/CTy,

»•

SEE

THE

BEST
FIRST!

.master chary

A^^k^ 1

DlMlNMOIfHAN

y ft r
GREAT MOVIEMAKING

'LITTLE BIG MAN'
Mon.-Fr. 2-00-7 10. » 45

So) Sun 1 30. 4 00

7 10. 9 45

N»«i "Barefoot Ei»cut.»»"

. ay
f% V 7 Acodemy Award Nominations^ ^T.4^^

Men -F-. 2 00 7 30. 9 JO

So. Su" 7 3 45. 5 30

7 30 9 30

Showtime 7: SO

tt KM
flVfj \~~ AliMacGra*

FXCIUSIVE «<XH« 10UNGE C0MF0K1

*CINEMA I

SUNDAY MATINEE - ALL SHOWS 2 p

University of Massachusetts Theatre |

Major
Barbara*^ by Bernard $haw

APril 14-17 8:30 P-m -

Bartlett Auditorium

General Admission $1.75

Box office 545-2579

- 2ND WEEK

LITTLE BIG MAN

WAS EITHER THE MOST

NEGLECTED HERO IN

BISTORT OR A

LIAR Or INSANE

PROPORTION'

SCREENS: GP
7:00 AND 9:30

CINEMA II

SCREENS:
7:00
9:00

DLSTLN
HOffMAN
1ITTLE BIO MAN

K
ME

LOVE
STORY

\ FROM
{ DENMARK

CINEMA III

V/z miles north of

Univ. of Mass.
on Route 63
New golf can
Food and Drink
Golf clubs for rent

Imthe champ and

I've got a gold belt

and a white woman

to prove it

Jhat sticks in your

if raw, don't it'

y threesome
J

[THINK OF THE POSSIBILITIES)

LATE
SHOW

- i. i Smt *»' 8"oW

Women" io Chapter,

Doily Fee Bom
Weekdays $2.50

after 5 p.m. $1 50

Saturday, Sunday,

Holidays $3.50
Complete
Golf Shop

The Great

White Hope

am pus ^nkensfeln'

AMHERST
HADLE V LINf RT«

7:00
mes Earl Jones 9:10

Jane Alexander
FRI & SAT LATE SHOW 11 P.M $1 50
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Notices
Al PHA PHI OMEGA
There will be a meeting Monday,

April 19, of the brotherhood at 7 P.M.

in Memorial Hall.

A
?4
M
hou

N
r'^a

S
y torch lite vigil is on!

We'll Keep it going from noon Wed.

Aoril 21 to noon, Thurs., Apr I 22. All

ethnic invited. ^mand explanation

from Tom Derdenan (Noahs Ark)

S49 6613 or Ken 546 9703.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Open house at U Mass observatory

Friday, April 16, from 8.00 P .M. to

l 00 AM Public cordially mv.ted.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving Whitmore 12 45 on Sat.

for the State School

BR
G^rls

T
Br eyt

S
Housei5goinflCO.edin

tM Fall. Sign up before Apr
.

I 20, n the

Head of Res. Spt. on a first come,

basis. „_
BROOKS HOUSE
We are going more coed in

terested guys call Mrs Yourga at 5

2538, or come down. F irst come, first

served

will

April
be
20

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL „.,
General meeting at 7 PM in 817

C c Mandatory meeting. Refresh

ments will be served.

C
Benefit Folk Performance for New

England Coalition on Nuclear

Pollution Sunday, April 18, 2.30 P.M.,

School of Education.
Film "Dam Builders

shown at the Tuesday,

meeting CC 165 at 7 PM
COLLOQUIA LEADERS
The final lists for those

one credit for Spring W' Un.vers'Jv

(Honors) Colloqu.a musl
i
be in to the

Honors Office, Machmer E 23, by

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Tickets for field trip must be

turned m before bowling nigtit

meeting Look for times on CC daily

SC
There

6
will be a meeting of the

Fxec Committee and all Commuter

Senators Mon.. April 19, at 6 30 in

Rm 168 of the CC

to receive

9,
They stood together to claim a dream!

Walt Disney productions'

TECHNICOLOR O -3»

LATE SHOW FRIDAY AT 11:30 PM

All Adult Action Color Show

"HOT LIPS FOR HOT HEADS X

(not part of regular show, all seats $2.00)

GENERAL COURT
Applications for the general court

are being accepted. Pick up forms in

Student Senate off ice. Selections will

be held Tuesday 500 11:00 P.M. by

appointment
C REEKS
Your chance to play the 'role"

Skit night April 2, Campus Center

Aud., 8:00 P.M., with Charlie

WtER* VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
IVCF Spring Conference on the

problem of pain and suffering vs. an

all merciful God. Registration forms

must be in by April 19 Must call

Dennis Penner (5 2643) if interested,

and for info on transportation

MELVILLE COFFEEHOUSE
Saturday night at 8:00. All per

formers and folk fans welcome.

NEWMAN CLUB
Come to the Hatfield Club Satur

day, April 17. Cars leaving from

Newman at 630 P.M. Sign up m the

student office
ORCHARD HILL
Mirkwood Sat., April 17, Grayson

main lounge Folk music, etc. Per

formers call Mike 6 7057.

RECREATION DEPT
Recreation Semmic: Look farx.

Friday, April 30, 4:00 10 00 P.M. Bus

transportation provided Sign up m
Andrea s office as soon as possible

Deadline April 28.

ROOM TO MOVE
Room to Move 8. Free University

need artists & craftsmen to display

their wares out by the pond alongside

^ rock concert May 15 8. 16 Tables

will be provided. All day affair.

Call Stella 549 3631 »#M i«
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Gay dance tonight at Hampshire

College Academic Building lounge. 8

p M. Everyone welcome. Call 545

1389 for more information

TAU EPSILON PHI
Open house today 2306:30 P.M ,

418 North Pleasant St.

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Mt Monadnock Day Hike Sunday,

April 18, Mt Holyoke Range Hike

Monday, April 19 Sign up sheets are

on Outing Club Bulletin Board.

There will be a meeting for all

members and interested people.

Monday, April 19, at 8 P.M. in the

Colonial Lounge
PINNINGS
Janice Crockett, Class of 72, Van

Meter, to James Bornheim, Class ot

•72, Brett House.
Margie Davis, Class of '72, Puffton

Village, to Rocky Hudson, Class of

'72, Sigma Alpha Mu.

^RSt^a^aass of '73, 224 Van

Meter North, to Bob Gomes, Class ot

71 Kingston, Rhode Island.

Linda Mason, Class of '72, 224 Van

Meter North, to Bob Asher, Class of

'71, 230 Baker.
Jeanne Cochran, Class of 71, PI

Beta Phi, to Chris Schmidt, Class ot

71, Sigma Alpha Mu.
Stephanie Sim, Class of '71. Rolling

Green Apts., to Kenny Mathias, Class

of 71, Hills

Christine Ferreira, Class of 71,

Sigma Delta Tau, to Robert Mello,

Class ot '72, Providence College.

Donna Roos, Class of

Brooks, to Steven Schiller,

'71, Metheuen.
Valerie Campagna, Class

jerry D'Eramo, Class of

Kappa Epsilon
Sheryl Resh, Class of

Range Apts., to George
Class of 71, Mt Range Apts.

Debbie Flaherty, Class of 72.

Thoreau, to Tom Farrell, Class of 73,

Colonial Village
Barbara Bock, Class of 72

Melville, to BruceOliver, Class of 71,

F ramingham State.

Vic.n.ty of Herter Hall, pair o]

qold rimmed octagonal glasses. Call

Noreen, 319 Cance, 6 5065.

Small, grey part Siamese kitten

lost m Orchard Call 546 4027.

Pair of tinted wire rimmed glasses

n black case. One North Pleasant

Street Call Bill Curley, Delta Chi.

546 0195.
FOUND

Silver earring, V*'
sha£*?'

7 ,,
,n

front of Bartlett Hall Call 546 7M4
2 copies each of Danish Made Easy

and Gyldendals Magasin found by

campus pond Ariane Brymolfson

written on inside cover. Pick up at

CC checking service at foot of ex

calator

Class of

of '71, to

'71, Tau

71, Mt.
Gochros,

Franz Kafka
Exhibition Here

A traveling exhibition on Franz

Kafka will be at UMass during the

Fifth Amherst Colloquium on

Modern German Literature.

The exhibit. which was

assembled four years ago for a

showing during the Kafka sym-

posium in Berlin, will be on the

fifth floor in Herter Hall. 8:30 a.m.

to 5 p.m. from today to May l.

In the Campus Center from April

30 to May 1 . the UMass department

of Germanic languages and

literatures will host the r nth

Amherst Colloquium on Modern

German Literature: "Kevolte Und

Bxperiment."
Talks and discussions will be by

several scholars, including Horst

Denkler, Hubert ohl. and Jurgen

Born, all of the i Mass faculty;

ottoF Beat of Maryland, Peter i

Hobendahl Of St Louis. Marjorie

Hoover ol Oberlwi. Walter Hin-

dered ot Colorado and Stanford,

and Guv Stern of Cincinnati

Pat's Day Festival

A free Patriots Day festival will

be held at the pond Monday. April

19. .

The festival begins at noon ana

will last into the night Flight.

Armageddon, and many other

local rock groups and folk singers,

will provide the music.

Tents will be set up following the

concert and people will live near

the pond throughout the week to

publicize the May Day activities

planned in Washington. DC April

24-May 5.

MDC CLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

"
I bUrm. apt. for rfnt M»7 1. »>l>-

tloo to pick up leas*. Pool, air cond..

SSmmS. Call ftlfJ-fK3» •«« £
p. m. —

3 bdrni apt , Junr - August. Cen-

ter of Amherst. Will discuss rent

Call 619-1169 after 5. "«-*»

~Hcautlful setup furultued apt. and

Ml for the summer or longer, only

$113 mo. (all 66J-3501 after 0.

ua*JV

*ul>let from end of Mar ttl A"»
>

*l and option to continue total cost

SmOt New * bdrm townbousa. Miould

l.e seen to appreciate. Evenln«a «>
»3W. tf *-ia

~
1 bdrm. apt at cimsiae a*]

utilities, pool, tennlo court*. A%ail.

immed. Call 665-39« afer » P «»
, ,.

—
r~ronmmatra or If necessary aum-

nirr .ublet at Tuffton option to re-

new lease In fall Wll haggle price

rail 549-«W»°_ "*'-

-« bedroom apt at K» l"n«
41

r,rf7*

.lune I - Ana 31 with option to

renew ease Pool, carpeting, air con-

rlltloned All utilities Included Call

"V1-BAA4
"*"*-

-ri,,lrni apt at Cliffside Include,

all utilities, swlmmnc P«ol. *•""'"*

, ,,„rt. \Miil lune 1 to Ana 31 n Ith

opOon to cont Call 6«.V«U« *££
TS,drm Ouah "-III Apt .

w w
, ..rnet, air con.l . all ntll **.J#
renew lease Bid mo. June to Sept

1 Cal l 313-WW UJtfi
sublet oparintK two bedroom town-

lionse. furnished with option to re-

new lease Call MaMMa ***$+ Q

(.nine to Kurope this summer.

It,.v. lea»e 'l cars. Special low

rate plans for students and tncuU

l> < .ill flearse I'tiurtlKiuna »--'

I. air nirss.iKe

FOR SALE

summer oublet, June 1 - AM. 31,

option to renew. Large one bedroom

apt . pool, at Crown Point. Rent

negotiable. Call M-ilil or after
J.

25a-6?31 .
m-ia

Efficiency apt. from June 1 t*

\ug. 31. Quabhln Village. B9B a nio.

Mr cond and .11 MbMbs. _£•»
l horn at m tW or Paul 3*3-TMt.

iv.th after 7 p.m. Jit**
l..lr apt. summer sublet In Puff-

ton Village. 2 baths, air condition-

ing, dishwasher, pool, tennl* court

l-rlce negotiable Call 519-«6*5

•

* bedroom apt. for June 1. Option

to renew leaoe In fall. Bent neio-

ti shle Call »53-??17 «**-«•

"ideal for summer 1 bedroom apt.

(Uffslde with option to continue

all utilities, dlehwasher. pool, taonla

roourts. Rent negotiable. Call •»-
3918 after 6. tfa-M

Ant at Cllffalde for aummer with

op,
P

l Mr. '
all utll. Call W-MJ3

after 8 p m __tM-ia—
1 Bdrm. Apt. Quabbln Vll. twin

beds, fnllr furnlohed, all utlRtlea,

AC. wall-wall carpet. June 1 - Aaf
31 I12S per ma. Will nefotlata. Call

3»3-a3M *ir™
I bedroom apt . i' B,T««£. JE"'

ni-lied, air cond , t. p**l
••JEJJi

2 bedroom apt , llvlna no , Utch.,

bath. June 1 - Sept 1. *"• 'op-
tion. 1 ml from campus »l'"y n,#

hut wllUna ta negotiate. Call C»f*J
or Judy »83-90»B at 6:W- tr^M

~To eublet June 1 - * * adrm.
townhonae. 1% both, all utll. ••.
i.ood loeaMan. Call 8o3-5«13 .

Will

dlscnsa rent. "*•"

furnished B room house on Phll-

lipa St., utilities Incl. Call MMm.
—

Presidential Apts No il. fHHf P"
month Inrludlnc utllltlea. 1 bedroom

available from June 1 to Aufuat 31.

lease Is optional after Aumst 31.

Cal l 649-0OT1. f±!?
3 bdrm. apt ,

pool, air conditioner

and partially furnished. Available

June 1 - AnRUst 31. Bent la neeo-

tlable Call 2»3-97'.'7. <»^2

1 bdrm. efflc. for summer aublet

with option to renew lease. All utll

air cond . pool, dlsliw Bent ne*"-

I

I

a ble. Call 605-30T?. *f4-1 8
_

"Sublet 1 bdrm fum , many trees,

much arass. secliulcd La. panelled

Hr rm. $M mo Call S8*-?M7 after

Hk
tf4?

8 bdrm. apt. June - Ana., air

cond **• *>B' Sunderland Ctr .

«i,iaa'rloaf Apts . rent and In™"""
»,enMable__Call r,ft5-342'; tf«-?3

""Summer aublet. opt year lease. 2

bedroom apt. Puffton Vlllnre R-nt

l,,lrm. apt. tunc 1 - Sept 1

w/ontion tn rencu <5tove. refrlr .

.til paid ***t rampaa WW n,«
UT,i |>,,i'i

--at, lfl-"n

I bedroom townhouse, June to

\ncust. partly fnmlahed. ate cond .

all electric, option to continue ";
f)79« "*•**

Two adiolnina mod 4 room apts .

equipped steep a for June - Aur. or

part Rent !1*>. utll Incl Can
i

«o

separate Will necot rent Pool

and park_ Call rvt-iJ07w DaTC. ffjjjg

RF.ni CKD SIRIFT — ? bedroom

apt In Puffton Vlllare. pool, tennis

,nurt. air cond . 2 hath. Ct» »»
mm. ' T '- 1

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Muat eell — 19«9 Muetana Mach

1. am-fm atereo. 4 apd , 351 «•••»
eacellent condition. o4a-40>*. tt*-tt

"i960 Alfa Roineo, 2a4»"lpyder. Call

jeMdtd evenlnta tr4*1B

1»«1 Oldam.blle Dynamic M. con-

Tertlble, VB. auto, trans , P»w«
•tecrln* and brakea, radio and heat-

er. Mu.t sell. Excellent <••"«"?:
Bill. Bddy tM-"
"

19«5 Corralr 4-door. Excellent coa-

ditlon %*» Porrtri atadent leatr-

Ina the country. Call HM« '«•
nteta. !?S±"
" Chevrolet 1»«6 Bel Air, 4-daar

sedan, « eyl , automatic, BMBB .
Very aood cond. $3M BO Call

1

Tan

y

g53-t«M. tfa-14-lt-n
""

10441 Military Jeep rnlreraal C«A
4 wheel drive power takeaff. hydraa-

llca. IBM. CaU Bab at l-MW
tfW|

«3 rary II waaon, V-B. autamaMc.

•I r cond $ns. Call B49-BB09 tf4-lB

;« TW, Flared Fepdera, Halley

t bat , mara. G-14 Oaadyeara. war-

ranty, 1B.0BB ml., •»•'•*?•-
H70B. Call B-t41Z, T.m 418. tf4-1B

196B Corrette coupe, dark fT**";
aide evhaust. radio, 421. 390 hp. 4

apd. $3BB0 6C8-393" tt*-tt

Oida 442 4 apeed Mlchelin tire*,

»rev w /black vinyl tap, air, exc.

.omlitlon. 33.B00 ml. Call after «

p m. g»3-3356
.

« f4-?:l

>~W bus 1959. aood tires, rebiiilt

10 hp enttlne, RE 214B7. *37S. Call

Beetle Town. 1»ni S Main *., Aea-

wwm. 'f*'- 7

•71 Pinto, 43*0 ml . cassette ate-

reo. 2 cabinet speakers. KiOfl series

Call John anytime. 548-8062. tf4-23

Pioneer, Tear. Garrard, PE, Alter.

Flatter. TDK, caaaette and .pen reel

?.£T Standard radio. It.h •P"*''-
1.1TB. B track, and other neceaeUlea

Sea Amherat Audio. *_
IC. Poncho wather — ?*****:

rived colorful, genuine poncho, froi .

s„uth America. Umlled aupply..CaU

teS6-350 1 after 5. rli^r

-Kawaaakl 12B tr. UM» comblna-

„„„ road bike and tralWblhe,.quick-

rwange transms.lon, *1M t *u ,7"'*

Davis 323-7611. IIV18

' '61 Will>a mail truck runa well

tlBO Call 323-4 152. "±21
—(Hear Schmidt 15B autoharp, like

new. with case and tunlna »>M.
tall *56-«93g after 5 :3b; ««;,"—w,,erbeds fully guaranteed, all

, „„ need — frame., liners, pad.,

cover, and more. $49, gtvjg- «•«•*

gad check It out. 584-5196 Call

anytime Keep trying »«

•

~Yamaha"«9 D-1B. E«c cond iv.t

offer Call Roter 516-8966 Must

gell Immediately Lf - —
"Ear Sale. By Owner — j bdrm.

ranch, blt.-lne, fin. playrrn^ w /large

,ord Dead end elreet. For appt.

call 253-7251^ ![i'
,,,

"
Sany "TC-355 3-head reel-to-rtel

tape deck. 1 yr aid, aeldom uaed.

eac condition. 817B ar beat after

Call Tom 253-7236 *J*-™
~
16 apeed Peugot Bicycle, men'a 23M

frame, 3 months old Must sell aoon

Call 3t9-«i89fl. early or late, IM-sa

"The Craft Coap Is IJke wholesale,

right from the craftsmen to von

New now: Carved Soopstone, Pipes

Fancy Quilts, More Candles. Weav-

ina. Leather. «i>".

Coldspat refrla , B en. fC. » mo
old . excellent condition. Call *•«-

m\r. ^Ir'L
Hiking Bootst 1 pair Fablanl. al-

most new; 1 p. Austrian ftandmaile.

excellent cand . .laea deceptive, try

them, about B'/t.. E. Schlffer.
25J-

aaaa. MJ^I
foxii^ Mobile Home farnlshed. t

or 3 bedroom on lot 16 mllea from

fampns Call 4B7-9B56 after «.

If4-*.l

~
Telectr. Stereo Beel Tape rlecord-

er. walnut cabinet, a nice piece of

furniture and a good machine. Call

Jim fifiVIOBB after «. tft-tt

female roommate wanted to

•hare furnl.hed Rolling Oreen apart-

ment Juaa ta August. Call 1^»«*
649-6288. tt*-19

V roommate wanted — beg. June

1 ta Sept Op. to renew Rent ne-

gotiable. Call 253-1824 after 5 p m

M or F roommate wanted. V<t ml

from campus own room $12. 54) per

mo or less, tall Pat 519-30f». Keep

ragtag. .

"»-'"

—Clolng on block In the fall and

don't want to pay full sem.

"One bedroom apt . 2".. rooms. 1'.-

ml l -Mass. near Conservation

:,rea. swimming, air conditioning, all-

,le.trl, Avail. May 1 «*» ln<r

-,J'l-lilt33.
tfl-'M

PERSONAL

v.. (I T roommate. ml from

campua. $«5'mo. Call » »»>;

nlngg. 3-^—
Snmmrr Roommates wanted M or

F Modern rm house, 3 ml. from

campus. $126/ 8 wka. utll. In, I.I

Whole aummer rates available
.

>.•

lease. 349-aH9S.

Are yon a
K\PPA ALPHA THETA

ALCM>A?
\re you Interested In meetlnic

K »0 alumnae and worklnB with

.in active college chapter? Please

< ontact: _, .

K ippn Alpha Theta Alumnae Club

P O Bot 513

No Amherat, Mass 01057

Live name, address aipl

phone number.V
tf4-16

BOOKS
We buy uaed book, and .

— Whltellght Book. (In the ARoy)

Na taatal *"•"

WANTED

4100 reward for Information and

return of Canon Ft Camera taken

|-« from Kennedy. Call 5W-7012 or

•.'53-94*5 tf*-H

Mattapan girl, patient Yf Dr. Fa-
lieml, sharlnr room with me at Beth

l.rael Hosp an April 24. 'fin Please

rail Klta arj|-?7IB IMPORTANT
tft-21

"Colonial Vllllaae - « M™' nr-'

flssr apt. Far June I. 253-2880

Couple looking for smnll cottaaa,

ar Bleeplng-cooklna accommodatlans

In Hyannis-Yarmouth-Dennls area

C all 546-8675. \
' *'

"

^^nte^: |neapen«lve uaed canoe,

any type Call Jack at 5-2573 BV«M$>

gWW after 6:66 1f1J

«

Accountants, cooks, domestics,

laborer, bartender, seeretarles ste-

nographer, teachera. waitress, sale--,

men and women, bank tellers! See

I in-Sec Servlcea, » Pray St.

Jan L. — when are you going to

grow up? Those who know? 4-13

Krnie's Black, he's dynamite and

he's earning. April Mth_ tf4-26

-lie's sieaie and Paula's Prosti

„ r\ice — S»ere»s Stud Service apo-

laatara. Was ant on call Call again

Cira. i-««

Fred, enough af this silly spat!

Meet me at Amherst Audio. Fridav

nie ht at 3:4)6 a.m. Bruce 4-10

Free Vlnnle. Free The Bear Bro-

thers. For Information call Jack
"Poker" PItty. Tel 540-0.f>3 tft-?»

GIVE AWAY
5 anoiii .partment by May 1«' »r

June 1st. Call 256-6215 from 2 - l:M|

toilay.

LOST

Kitten, 8 wka., black and white
spastic mala. Free. 5-2643 Ted

tf4-16

ATTENTION

REWARD — Keddlah-brawn act-

ter, retHeTer pappy with black mm-
ale and tall. Jana. Mlaalng April

51 h. 253-3663. ,f4-1*

APT. HUNTERS — « free wka
living In Mt Range laat 2 wks. In

May. If yau decide on occupancy
from June 1 an. All electric Air

cond 253-5867 tf4-1.l

FOR RENT SERVICES

SUBLET or LEASE
Sublet June - Ana. 31 or leaae 1

bedroom fnmlahed all elec. efr apt

Call 549-0765 or stop out at Mill

Hollow. No. 61. "**

FREE

~ PERFECT FOR RUMMER SCHOOL
_ Furn. 1 bdrm. apt far Jalr and

Aug No leaae ran.. *•»» Campus

Pool aad air cand Married couple

,.r girls preferred. CaU 649-3916 alter
. tn-ia

"Far aummer w/opt ta cent, mo*-

em furnl.hed 2 bedroom apt . $35

uer aereen, 1-3 people Mt. Range
^^ITcTentngs^BB-BlBI. tf4-1fl

" Te rent — 1 bdrm. Cllffalde, avall-

nhlr Jane 1. furnlehed 665-3496

.

3 hea'room townhouae Rolling tireen

to rent newt Tin June I Sept 1 or

forever. Will ataa trade for apt

with 3 or more hedrooma. Call iim-

HI48 or ofc.
'

"Free! 7 adorable kittens deaperate-

|j need homes, otherwise thevll

be sent to the SPC A Call 0-08JI

and ask for Sue or Amr. 'f 1-- 1

HELP WANTED

TRAVEL
srMMER IN E1ROPEI Chartered

round trip Jet flights plus many
helpful services. WATF.RHKDS tool

Coll 549-1357 or 519-3963

4 . 6 8 9 13 15 10 22-23 27J9_36
""OVERLAND EXPEDITION TO
INDIA. Leave* London mid-Jane

$496. Also return CHARTERS to

London $190 appro*. aTneounter

(rrerlnnd. 1414 E. 59th St , Chicago,

'" Tt4 8 16 12 16 18 96 6-6 8

p:l>

inics

,—oT^rglrts wanted to compile

„„!.„„ in good l"'''"-^""-/ .^ y,','

Call weekends or late eve-

S'-,1-7.VW. Keep t rying, tft- 1

ll^eWnTr^ envelope ««"•»-

ers Send stamped envel and 25c_ to

,.\M. Enterprise*, oio t obh si.

\ihens^« ia . nwiQI llili

ROOMMATES WANTED
F Roommate nantrd beg. May I

Apt. wlthla walking dlat. of Campus.

Pool, air cond.. furn. apt Cell Bin-

«239 after 6 p m. ,MI"

2 bedroom townhouse. Squire Mi-
lage All utilities. Available June 1

. \ug 31. Option for fall Will ne-

gotlate rent. Call 665-3080 tf4-10

V: rm apartment, one mile from

.ainpus. Will pay one month's rent

1 nlverslty Park. 8136 per mo. Call

6-6516.
*"•"

1 bdrm apt . air cond , dishwash-

er, tennis, pool, disposal, mod ,

clean, quiet, new section of Puffton

S.IV0I00 exf ?1 l.eave message Pat.

Cbirlii $150 ma tftn:—
V't for rent sharing with «">•

_ , Mil 2VJ-6370 a fter .1 p m. tft-;:—
lor rent — excellent tor snniinir.

: li.ilroom bouse, lune I - s.pi I.

lo.-nted ot f 1 nlversltv Drl\e b.for.

stsp K shop. No lease req. C ill

'-, IBM anytime after ttl-'.'l

Amherst Audio services stereo

rampaaanta, tape docks fsr home or

car, 197 Ns. Pleassnt St., 2o6-813:).

Housepalntlng - law coat, qaallty

work by experience students Tel.

549-676t. 114-21

TCNE CP $6 66 — plus part, for

4, 6 or 8 til Got a problem with
xiur car? Call D ft B's Repair
Service anytime at 516-6925. We
have road .ervlce, too. tf4-l6

TYFTNO — Tbeal^i anueerlpta.
IHaaertaflaas, Masters. In fact all

tiptng reqalramantg ean be handled
through SANDY'S SECRETARIAL
.SERVICE, dial 5B4-B605.

tf-mwf $-14

REWARD
$5 00 reward for the return of a

trl-colored angora cat wearinf a

green collar Last seen In the or-

chard. Call 516-7262 or come to 624-

vVehstcr H4-13 13 Id

Whoever took my watch and ring

from RoMlen locker last Frl «5fl
i

for

watrk, atS for ring ARSOUTELY
NO tjl ESTION'S. Dan Smith. 712

Webster, 5IO-72HT tf4-1_H

HORSES
~ To rent for trail rides Saturday

ami Sunday M acres of trails

Spcllman Farms. Three Rivera Ril .

BcTcliertoiMi T.I. 283-f.-:B3
.

tfj'!

Netmen Host Yellow Jackets

Face Tough Road Next Week
Sextet Runs Marathon
"aar*4aa»«»aB»-a»'s*a' *» . r „ ao i n thi> Uts

Bv SINCLAIR FOSTER
MDC Staff

lVnnis is a spring sport, and

spring means nice weather. Tell

tlie tennis team that. Having their

third straight match postponed in a

matter of one week, the netmen are

I >i't> inning to wonder if winter will

leave them alone and let them get

hack to their business.

I Mass was scheduled to face

\mhcrst yesterday afternoon, but

\inlurst lulled it off due to cold

weather and ferocious winds The

match has been moved up to next

Tuesday which makes the tennis

team's schedule a little bit tighter.

Starting this afternoon the

netmen begin an eight day period

that will include five matches.

\ i C. \mI1 visit the UMass campus

this afternoon for a 3:00 match.

Their team is a traditionally poor

one. and they won't be showing up

with too much talent today.

Last week A.I.C. was white-

washed bv I'Conn 9-0. and Coach

kosakowski will not be playing

three of his top men, resting them

Ruggers Play

Strong Trio
The UMass ruggers play three

Raines this weekend, trying to

holster the record, which, after last

weekend's loses to Mystic River

RFC. read UMass As, 1-1. B's, 1-

1. and C's. 1-0.

Tomorrow at ?:30. at Arcanum

Field. Northampton, the UMass C

team takes on the B team from

perennially strong Providence

RFC
< in Sunday, beginning at 1 :00 on

the rugby field west of Boyden,

I Mass first and second XV's host

Holv Cross College in what should

be two strong games between

evenlv matched teams

Last fall UMass and Holy Cross

>pht a pair of games. The UMass

As dropped a close one, 8-3. The

UMass seconds trouced the Cross.

183

Also on Sunday afternoon, a

rugbv clinic will be held at UMass

lor the benefit of the several teams

in the Pioneer Valley

Last weekend's outing against

Mystic resulted in two losses for

I Mass. first XV. 13-3. and second

XV. 11-8 In both tilts UMass

played sound and strong rugby

against very potent and ex-

perienced Mystic sides.

At halftime in the first game,

UMass and Mystic were tied at 3-3.

but early breakaway tries for

Mystic iced the game, despite a

strong UMass rush in the waning

minutes of the game
Mark Chenowath played his

normal superb game. but

generally UMass was flat, perhaps

psyched out by Mystics

reputation.

In the B game, early tries left

UMass down 11-0 at the half. A

second half surge on scores by Jim

Clapper and Dave Culver fell short

as time ran out. On the basis of

their play, in the B game. Clapper.

Culvtr, Bill Kesgen and Craig

Lovell will probably play on the

first SV against Holy Cross.

The next two weeks will feature a

great deal of rugby at UMass for

all three sides. The club welcomes

any and all spectators and any

willing players Practices are held

on Tuesday. Wednesday and

Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the rugby

held west of Boyden.

lor the four matches next week.

On Monday afternoon. UMass
will host its third consecutive

match, this time the opposition will

be Tufts. Tufts boasts a better

squad then both B.C. and A.I.C,

the two opponents that UMass will

have had to practice up on. But

Tufts should be little trouble for the

Redmen if they are on their game.

The long week begins with

Amherst, and the time of the

match will still be 3 p.m. This

afternoon's match and Monday's

contest should give the netmen a

clearer view of how they will fare

against Amherst. Both of the

weekend matches should spell

"win'' for UMass as they prepare

themselves for two of their

roughest contests against Amherst

and MIT on Tuesday and Wed-

nesday.

Coach Kosakowski will be going

with the same lineup as he, too, is

more than annoyed at how things

have been going weather-wise.

Last season the tennis team had

lour of their scheduled 12 matches

rained out and if things don't clear

up soon UMass could find them-

selves with a few more than four

cancellations.

Possibly the only positive thing

coming out of yesterday's post

ponement was the rest that will be

afforded to the ailing hand of Alan

Golberg, a key factor if UMass is to

upend Amherst and MIT. But

otherwise the players are getting

impatient, putting up with the

tremendous winds of UMass in

preparation for the heavy schedule

of matches in the weeks ahead.

Running 80-100 miles a week for

the last three months, including a

20-25 miler on Sundays, a strong

group of UMass runners are

primed to run their best times in

the 75th annual Boston Marathon

on Monday.
Heading the group will be lorn

Derderian, who will be competing

in his fourth Hopkinton to Boston

run He placed 31st in last years

record setting field of 1000 with a

time of 2:29.57. Chris Chambers,

the only new comer to the UMass

six, will be running with Bob

Sullivan and Tom Jasmin, all

attempting to get under the 2:40

mark for the first time. Dave

Fiben and Joel Fox, both entered

in their third Boston jaunt, are both

ready to break the magic three

hour barrier.

The runners, training mostly

together, have at times covered

distances as far away as Wendell,

Fast Dudley, and climbed across

the top of the Holyoke range,

leaving from the Cage. In the last

few weeks the runners have been

getting used to race competition by

entering various road races.

Derderian's sixth place finish at

New York's Farth Day Marathon

and Chambers 11th place at

Wellesley's 10 miler were the top

performances.
Derderian. speaking for this

years addition of UMass

inarathoners said: "We all hope

for an overcast, sort of misty day.

Like the dawn of creation. Fnough

to keep the runners cool but good

enough to still bring out the 325,000

spectators.''

This year's field of 10(H) runners

leaves the Hopkinton Green at 12

noon with a reward of beef stew

awaiting the finishers at the

Prudential Center in Boston. Two

runners from Finland and

Ireland's Pat McMahon are

favored to battle for individual

honors.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAN*.

Message
l can work with time; - all the way or nothing

where "comebacks" are concerned, will be clear
„,.;„„,. n , this sian excel You mav LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. hi. «"eni

outaCaoncorndown!but it is next to on completing projects. Pr.cejn»V

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

^(1^1 I1.UI M \-0,< .«..- '

because these people keep a constant

eye to the tuture The potential ot

most natives of this sign is

tremendous. Some famous persons

born under Capricorn '"c^de
Richard Nixon, Muhammad All ana

Marlene Dietrich.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You

gain through versatile approach

Have alternative methods at hana.

One who laughs much may be crying

on inside. Realize this and make
intelligent concessions Promotion is

dU
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Good

lunar aspect now coincides with

spiritual development, greater seit

understanding You are able to more

clearly define actual desires

Separate needs from wishful

,h
GEMINl (May 21 June 20): Jo one

who is active, animated may attempt

to embarrass you with questions

Maintain po.se Money situation will

be resolved Refuse to be in-

timidated. You have plenty on your

S

' CANCER (June 21 July 22): Trust

facts now rather than i.uncheti Stick

to what you know Steer clear of legal

entanglement. Seek expert adv.ee

Don't attempt to be your own lawyer

Be open to various viewpoints.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22). Give at

tention to pets - don't neglect what

might appear to be a m
!

nor
,

r"^' t

fr
Check your own medica
appointments. One you

with is due to ask specia

VIRGO (Aug
22) Children demand attention^

Time for some basic changes: don t

permit yourself to be trapped .n

emotional rut Nothing halfway now

be taken into confidence Avoid one

who is careless with details.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21): Stress

greater independence, originality

Key to success now is versatility,

humor Be flexible. Visiting relative

will come up with pleasant surprise.

Check messages.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec

21) accent on money, personal

possessions, payment and collection

of debts. Fine time for assessing

what you need. Take inventory

Perceive potential Get finger on

pulse of public.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan

19) Lunar cycle is at peak; what

you want is obtainable. Key is to ask,

experiment. You come alive. Give

full play to intellectual curiosity.

Ignore one who is constantly gloomy.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):

There are obstacles. Some, however,

can actually prove beneficial. You
can ask and receive favor from Leo

individual. A setback is due to

boomerang in your favor Act ac

"plsrftb (Feb. 19-March

20) Accent on how to gam what you

desire There are changes and aid

from opposite sex. One who appeared

indifferent does a turnabout. You are

gratified by added attention

IF TODAY l
c YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are introspective, spriritual. You
surprise many because what you are

isqenerally hidden. What you appear

to be, very often, is brash. In ac

associate tuality, you are sensitive, knowing

favor. You have come through an emotional

23 Sept. pressure cooker period; now, you

emerge whole. June will be the most

significant month of this year for you

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

1 Greealetter

4 Musical
drama

9 Pronoun

12 Be ill

13 Spoor
14 Native metal

15 Tell

17 Sandy waste

19 Portion of

medicine

21 Near
22 Pay attention

25 Astate(abbr)
27 Ascend
3

1

Goddess of

healing

32 Things added

34 Paid notice

35 Expire

36 Weaken

37 Latin

conjunction

38 Join together

again

41 Golf mound

42 Jog

43 Couple

44 Young salmon

45 Spanish article

47 Cry of

Bacchanals

49 Clergyman

53 King of

birds (pi.)

57 Time gone by

58 Scorches

60 Beverage

61 Still

62 Bend

63 Ship channel

DOWN

6 Babylonian

deity

7 Free of

8 Appellation of

Athena

9 Garden tool

10 Be mistaken •

11 Soak
16 Sum up

18 Denude
20 Goal

22 Vital organ

23 Downy duck

24 Teutonic

deity

26 Espies

28 Maiden loved

by Zeus

29 Scoff

30 Chemical
compound

32 Scottish for

"one"
33 Make lace

35 Lavishes
fondness on

1
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39 Prefix: with

40 Female sheep

41 Symbol for

tantalum

44 Wooden pin

46 Misplaced

48 Kiln

49 Remuneration

50 Mature

51 Decay
52 Recent

54 Fall behind

55 Guido'shigh

note

56 Place

59 Three toed

sloth

Organ of

hearing
Cravat

Everyone

Man's name

Chief
executive

Pistr. by 1'nited Foaturr Syndicate
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Track

Crew, Golf
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Redman Nine AtUVM For Three
ByEARLEBARROLL

MDC Staff

U Wednesday's ice box weather

was not enough to keep Redman

tans away from the UMass-UConu

baseball game, the University ot

Vermonl has tound the perfect

deterrant for its tans

.lust add together below freeing

temperatures, howling winds

rolling in across the tundra and a

couple «>t feet »>t snow surrounding

Ihe ball park and the little men in

the white jaoicts will be waiting to

ipprehend Catamount baseball

lans who rind this to be baseball

ithei

Barring these "minor

distractions, the CMass baseball

team will be in Burlington over this

weekend for a doubleheader

tomorrow and a single game on

Sundav against the Vermont nine.

Assuming that his Kedmen will

be playing in flannel pajama

country", coach Dick Bergquist was

very enthused about playing three

games in two days "This is

something new lor us and I'm all

for it By the third game on Sun-

day, we'll find out which team has

the pitching
•1 hope this pitching' will be a

Strong point tor us I feel we have

as deep a pitching Staff as anyone

m New England has In series ot

this kind the team with the pitching

has come out on top most of the

time

In Vermont the Kedmen will be

lacing a team that emphasizes the

running game. The Catamounts

will steal, bunt and hit and run.

Last season the> stole M bases m
j-1 games which means speed in

an) league

On its southern trip Vermont was

4-4 including an extra inning loss to

Northwestern from the Big Ten.

During the trip the Catamounts hit

35 which means trouble for any

pitching staff

The heart ot the Vermont lineup

features two All-Yankee Con-

Gorillas Under Lights

Play Tufts Tomorrow

ference choices last season

George Mmarskv batted 294 last

year and is playing second base.

He played center field in earning

all-league honors.

Don Robinson, who was also

chosen All-District One. led Ver-

mont at the plate last year, hitting

m
On the mound Vermont has one

veteran . George Smith and a

group of six new pitchers, making

the staff rather unknown going into

the weekend
Smith won half of his teams

games last year IS) and posted an

excellent 2 47 earned run average

He'll probably get the most support

from freshman .James Entires who

was a major league draft pick last

spring.

Bergquist has chosen Tom White

to pitch the first game tomorrow

The sophomore lefthander was

very impressive in striking out

eight batters in three innings at

A 1 C
Depending upon White's per

formance whether he needs relief

or not I the starting assignment will

go to either John Olsen. Chip Baye

or Jack Bernardo In both games

Lou Colabello and Tom Austin will

be readv lor relief stints

on Sundav Tom King will start,

lies coming off a great per

formance against CConn and has

been one of the hottest hurlers in

New Kngland this season

Bergquist will be going with the

tame lineup that started versus

r

£7lTACOUNTS

CConn From here he will make

changes if needed

Tom McDermott will be behind

the plate with Dan Ksposito, Jack

Conroy. Ed McMahon and Mark

Palau in the infield and Mike

Sawyer. Charlie Manley and Brian

Martin in the outfield.

DIAMOND DCST - Ron

Beaurivage, a t>'2. 195 pound first

baseman from Manchester, N.H.

has signed a letter of intent to come
to CMass in the fall He is one of

the leading prospects in New
Kngland and coach Bergquist will

be waiting anxiously during the

summer when the major league

draft comes up to see if he goes pro

or comes to CMass.

B\ STEVE FERBEH
MDC Stall

Keturning from the wintry land

ot Middlebury, Vermont with

victory number one well in hand

the! Mass lacrosse team will be up

against two more physical teams

m tonight's exhibition game, and

tomorrow afternoon contest at

Tufts

I his evening - 7 p m game will

leature the Boston Lacrosse Club.

a squad composed of former

college players In and around the

ion area Playing under the

lights across from Boyden gym

the exhibition game will feature

smother physkall) oriented team.

much like that ot Middlebury

Bill DeVore, i Mass lacros

i..plain ol one \ear ago. will join

SteveCoanoii) andSteve Anderson

both oi whom were on Garber's

1969 squad) m representing the

1 Mass alumni tonight

The Boston Lacrosse Club will

also leature | lormer All

American attackman, i Princeton

graduate, and he will provide most

,,! the coring punch for the

visitoi

In playing I M game schedule,

the Boston club likes to bring down

a good squad to CMass. and the >

p m battle will be more than a

warmtsp lor the Tufts contest

tomorrow
lults University is where

Garber's Gorilla's will be seeking

then second victory away from

home On Wednesday Amherst

hosted the Tufts team, and after

observing the game Coach Garber

commented This is the best team

that I've seen come out of Tutts in

quite a lew years

Despite losing to Amherst b> 7-1

score Tufts impressed Garber

While trailing by 4-1 at halftime the

l Mass coach viewed the game as

an even one, With both clubs get

ting ott about the same numlwr of

shots The difference was that

Amherst lound the pipe a tew

times and Tutts muffed a number

ol easv chances

TuftS' attack looked sharp, but

then defense is more likely to

bother the Kedmen The team is a

big one. and since this is the third

physical team that CMass will be

lacing m as many days, un

doubtablv their defenseman s

rough and tough style will slow

down the Kedmen
Thus lar MIT and Amherst have

been victorious in clashes with

Tufts, with the lormer conquering

bv IS-f Tomorrow's hosts have

ehalked up their only win of the

son against the Boston

Lacrosse Club by a 9-4 mark, thus

tonight's outcome should be a good

uauge as to CMass' chances

tomorrow afternoon

on Sundav morning 32 varsity

lacrosse players will be feeling the

effects of three brawny ballclubs

Their excellent speed and fine

stick handling ability will most

likely carry them through two

victories this weekend, and Sunday

morning aches will feel well worth

the battles

Tracksters Rip Holy Cross

;

Compete TomorrowAt B.C.Relays
!

. . r..i _„. nci„. ih.ii »h«- resureent Kedmen com*

B\ ROBERT IIEDEIROS
MDC Staff

The CMass track team raised its

record to 2-1 Wednesdn) as they

dropped Hot) Cross 13 i 2totw; i 1

The \ ictory was paced by captains

Eddie Arcaro and (Jerry Spellman

who each won two events Koeco

Petitto continued to excel as he

shattered the school record in the

javelin with throw of 201 '.V.

The throwing events again

provided the impetus for victors BS

all lour events were won by

Kedmen Arcaro claimed his

second double victory with vic-

tories in the shotput and the

hammer Petitto's record per

lormance in the javelin led a sweep

in the event for the second meet in

I row Peter Natti coming back

irom a disappointing performance

Saturday responded with a first

place finish in the discus

(Jerry Spellman. recovering

Irom blood poisoning and the flu.

dominated the hurdle events He

took first place in the 440 yard

intermediate hurdles and the 120

high hurdles Spellman's effort in

the 120 highs led the team to its

second sweep of the afternoon

Kon Wayne, recovering from the

llu. made a successful return as he

won the mile with a strong kick in

the last quarter. Kon Harris won

his second 220 race in as many
meets John Kamb was the winner

in the pole vault on tewer misses.

The long jump saw Kip Dyer win

Ins lirst event of the short season.

The team will be traveling to

Boston tomorrow for the Boston

College Relays, It will be the

team s lirst major test of the year

involving New Kngland com
petition CMass will be competing

with the objective of winning the

meet Northeastern and CConn are

strong, but this may be the year
SUMMARY

Mile Wayne (UMI4 77 Fahey(MC>4 74

120HH Spellman! UM US 9 ClarMUMlW 3

440 ComeaulMOSl ; Dyer(MCIS70

100 JacksonlMOlO 7 Mayo! UM 110 S

880* PeytonlHOI 57 Evans(UM)) $9

440IH Spellman! UM>» 5 Orr(HCI59 3

?» Harr.s(UM)736 Ooyle(HC)73 8

7MILE Croo*e(HC>9 JS 7 F ahey(MC)9 38 6

VILE RELAY Holy Crossl 30

Hammer Arcaro(UM)153 7 Kavanauqh(HC)lS0'4

Discus Natti(OMI143'4\ 7 Kavanaugh(HCI135'8l

PV Kamb(UW)l36 DuqanlHC))7 6

LJ Oyer(UMi?l9 Marttord(HC)19'10

TJ HartylHCUrill/? Little* ield(UM)40 10

Javelm PetittolUMlTOVS Sylvia(UM)l83'7

HJ Biaber(HC)6'l Carpenter(UMI6 1

Shotput Arcaro(UM)49 7 Schneider(UM)45'4

that the resurgent Kedmen come
out on top CMass could be the

number one team in New Kngland

come Saturday
The Kedmen are especially

strong m the throwing events, and

could capture lirst place in the

discus and the javelin. They will

also be the favorites in the 480

shuttle relay which involves each

man running the 120 hurdles

I Mass will have a goo* shot at

winning the 440 relay, and placing

high in the 880 relay. They should

also pick up valuable points in the

jumping events and the two-mile

relay and the distance medley

Bourbet(MCI4 7S

Landry(UM)18 4

CeccafUMI53
Pendleton (UM M0 6

Maloney(UMl?00 3

Clark (UM 159 6

CalibentylMCItie

Jackson (HC173 9

Vvood(HC>9 43

Bursey(UM)130'7
Homon(UM)133'71/7
MamiltonlHOll 6

Orr(MCM9'6
Robmson (UM) 395
Boisvert(UM)l77'IO

Augusta! HC>6'0

Hickey(HC)44'5

Crewmen Race At Syracuse
hosted ine iiins i*-ai». »•—

i _ t 1

Golfers Open Today
** ,, L.I.. cnnKnmnrpe dm

B) KLWRIGHT
MDC Staff

The sun will be shining at

Hickory Kidge Country Club this

alternoon as CMass current crop

ot varsity hnksters tee off at one

n clock against Vermont They will

he ilelending their Yankee Con-

ference Crown captured one year

800
Coach Dick Cage, who doubles as

Boyden's Sports Information

Director, believes that the seniors

will hold the kev to the success ot

the Kedmen Golf Team this spring

as six players will be closing out

their undergraduate careers.

"Ed Puzas. Dave Salter. Mike

Minkos. Dick King and Don

Langeven were all regulars a year

ago Art Cicconi. a transfer Irom

Oklahoma is capable ol making a

real contribution to the team d he

nlavs to his handicap Juniors Kick

Toule and .John Kul have the ability

to plav in the top half ol the regular

.ineup while sophomores Jim

Met he and Dave Aitkenhead were

the top players for the frosh a year

ago and will be ready to step into

the lineup if the upperclassmen

I a Iter.

The overall depth and ex-

perience is the best it has been in

the past five years and the Redmen

are out to prove that their first

place finish in the Conference

Championships a year ago was no

fluke
"

The strong winds of the past few

davs have proven detrimental to

the team's recent practice

sessions, but regardless, this

year s team doesn't lack ex-

perience in varied playing con-

ditions On their home course in

Amherst, this strong CMass golf

squad should take care of Vermont

and then their seasoned readiness

will be tested again in another

conference meet on Monday versus

New Hampshire

By BRONA SIMON
MDC Staff

CMass oarsmen better have

their oars full of plenty of water

tomorrow in their quest to over-

power Syracuse and Georgetown in

a tri school meet to be held on Lake

Onondaga in Syracuse. New York

By far the toughest contest of their

schedule, the Redmen shells will

be lined next to very strong

Georgetown boats and perhaps

On Tuesday
The CMass lacrosse team

defeated Middlebury College, 13-

5, yesterday. Haul Ritch with

five goals and Phil Sheriden with

four led the Redman attack. For

complete details see Tuesday's

Collegian

In basketball coach Jack

l.eaman announced that one of

the best prep school players in

New Kngland will be attending

CMass in the fall. For the entire

story see Tuesday's collegian.

even stronger ones from Syracuse.

Both CMass opponents have

lame still attached from their last

year's performances. Syracuse

won ninth place in the National

Intercollegiate Rowing Cham-
pionships, and Georgetown took

tenth position in the country-wide

affair The Redmen will have to

prove that tomorrow till not just be

a competition between two boats.

This is Syracuse's season

opener. Many of the rowers that

captured nothing below an eighth

place in last fall's Head of the

Charles Regatta, in which Redman
crews finished third and ninth,

have not raced or scrimmaged so

far this year on Orangeman
waters.

On the other hand, Georgetown

came within one tenth of a second

of beating Navy earlier this

season. Last week they fell to St

Joseph's, the best team in

Philadelphia, so the record of the

defending Dad Vail overall point

champion is deceiving.

Five races will be run on an

international course where the IRA

championships and PanAm trials

are held The 2000 meter course on

Lake Onondaga is usually ac-

companied by winds and choppy

waters.

With a little more time prac-

ticing on the water, and with ex-

perience from last week's contests,

the Redmen will row two more

strokes per minute. Syracuse and

Georgetown are both relatively low

strokers, so the events will

probably be solved by the

strengths of the crews.

Of the five races. UMass is en-

tered in four; the varsity, junior

varsity, and two freshman
Syracuse and Georgetown have

screened their third varsities

against each other.

i anticipate a hard pulling race

that any of the three could win.'

said coach Mike Faherty.

Especially in the varsity and jv

where there is a five or six second

difference to predict very close

races A good break, or a great

sprint could make the difference."

New England's

Largest

College Daily

Otyr Mn**attiustttB

latht (jtalkgtmt
^ S^/ A FRII AND BPONSIill^

Weather:
Nice weather, eh?

Knjoy it. you jerks
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Stafford, Sanchez Open Reading.

William Stafford. ..

William Stafford, who will

read today at 4:80 P »«• at

Mahar Auditorium, and 8 p.m.

at Hampden Commons, no. 7 m
Southwest, is the author of

numerous volumes of poetry

and his work has appeared in

several anthologies as well as

in leading American

periodicals.

lit- was horn in Kansas and

his poems are infused with

prairie and farm images.

Stafford obtained a BA and MA
Irom the University of Kansas

and his PhD from the

University of Iowa.

The 57 vear old poet was a

member' of the peace

movement long before it was

popular. He served time as a

conscientious objector during

World War II He has also been

extremely active in con

servation activities.

Stafford currently is on leave

from his position as Professor

of English at Lewis and Clark

College in Portland, Oregon, to

be Consultant in Poetry at the

Library of Congress

In addition to the visiting

poets, each day there will be

readings by young poets in the

immediate area who have been

associated with the University

this past year Today's readers

follow.

Today, at 12 10, Thomas

I) Leary will read. He has

edited a poety quarterly in

Amherst. The Quabbin. and

has published in several

periodicals and anthologies. He

has completed a first book of

poems. Pool at the Funeral.

Sydney Campbell, who reads

at 4::w p.m. today, offers the

following biography of herself:

Sydney Remembers the faces

but not the names/is most at

peace on a small island in

Washington/has lost track of

the order of things between

1«MJ8 and 1971 /is fond of eggs

and laughing in closets/she is

still alive.

Jane, Lunin, who reads at

K45 tonight, was born in

Boston. Her poems have or will

appear in the Massachusetts

Review, the Karpoint. Intro HI

(Bantam Books) East Coast

Poets (Quixote Press) and

others Her first book of poems,

Thieves, is looking for a

publisher.

(Up fltsaarlpuftlf flails (fallffta*

OH. cent the DAILY COLLEf IAN are on me second floor of the Student Un.on on

,„e Un.vers.ty campus. * code 0100? Phones are M5 2550 (news), MM*
(sports), and W9 .1311, <e<*J(or)

Second c,a\s post.* pe.d a. Amherst, the OA.LY COLLEGIAN pubhsr.es tm

,,mes weekly Wondav «h'<wgn Pr.d.y dur.ng the ac.dem.c year except dur.ng

v.c.t.on and exam periods three or four f.mes a week follow* a v.c.t.on or

exam per.od or when a hoi.dav 'alls w.th.n a week Accepted for m..i.ng under the

autr.or.ty of the act of March 8. 1879 as amended t>y the act of June II. 1*3 S"b

scnption rates are*; Super semester tuooperyear

Among his publications have

been Allegiances, his most

recent collection of poems, the

Kescaed Year, Traxeling

Through the Dark, and West of

Your i itv, all collections of

rjoems He has several prose

hooks also, and has been

published in numerous an-

thologies, and periodicals.

including, Atlantic, Harpers

Saturday Review, New Yorker.

Hudson Review, Kenyon, New

Republic, and numerous

others

Stafford has taught and

lectured and read all over the

country, and has won many

honors, including, the National

Book Award. Shelley Memorial

Award, Guggenheim
Fellowship. Rockefeller

Foundation Award, National

Council of Teachers of English

lecturer and others.

WATCIIIMiTHKJET
PLANKS DIVE
We must go back and find a

trail on the ground

back of the forest and moun-

tain on the slow land;

we must begin to circle on the

intricate sod.

By such wild beginnings

without help we may find

Ihe small trail on through the

buffalo-bean vines.

We must go back with noses

•Hd the palms of our hands.

and climb over the map in far

places, everywhere.

and lie down whenever there is

doubt and sleep there.

It roads are unconnected we

must make a path,

no matter how far it is. or how

lowlv we arrive.

We must find something
forgotten by everyone alive.

and make some fabulous

gesture when the sun goes

down
as they do by custom in little

Mexico towns

where they crawl for some
ritual up a rocky steep.

The jet planes dive; we must

travel on our knees.

Sonia Sanchez

C.K.Williams...
7w IVilbims who will read at the New Yorker. Poetry. North

,
?n ma Malar Auditorium. Amman Review and the Colorado

•;.,! bSrn inNewark. N J in .936. State Review, as well as ,n other

He attended Bucknell University magazines

"here he plaved basketball, and He is the author of A Day «Jfc

Xr an interim of travel m Anne Frank, and Lies, and I Am

Furope he graduated from the the Better Name, forthcoming this

l Iniverstty of Pennsylvania in 1959 year.

His articles have been published in

Local Poets Join

Visiting Readers
m fc iUn fn/sne

Sonia Sanchez, who reads

today at 12:10 p.m at Mahar

Auditorium and 4:30 p.m. at

Mahar. is one of the leading

black women poets in America.

She was born in Bir-

mingham. Alabama, attended

New York University and took

her BA at Hunter College in

1955, Her poems have appeared

in Transatlantic Review.

Minnesota Review, New

Kaglaad Review. Afro-

\merican Festival of the Arts.

lot Malcolm, and others.

Miss Sanchez is currently

teaching creative writing at

San Francisco State College,

under Black Studies

MALCOLM
l><> not speak to me of mar-

tvrdom

of men who die to be

remembered
on some parish day

I don't belie\e in d>ing

though I loo shall die

and violets like castanets

will echo me.

Vet this man
this dreamer,
thick-lipped with words

will never speak again

and in each winter

when the cold air cracks

with frost. I'll breathe

his breath and mourn

m> gun filled nights.

He was the sun that tagged

the western sky and

o a

melted tiger-scholars

while the> searched for stripes.

||«- said. "Fuck you white

man. we have been

curled loo long, nothing

is sacred now. not your

white face nor any

land that separates

until some \oices

squal with spasms."

h.» not speak to me of living,

life is obscene with crowds

of white on black,

death is my pulse,

what might have been

is not for him /or me
but what could have been

floods the womb until I drown.

Sonia Sanchei

Michael Harper . .

.

Michael Harper, who reads

this evening at 8 p.m. at

Hampden Commons *7 in

Southwest and tomorrow at

12: 10 in Mahar, is one of

America's leading black poets.

He was born in Brooklyn and

educated in California. As an

undergraduate at Los Angeles

State College, he was an out-

standing football player. His

poems explore the hidden

histories of Blacks, Indians,

Kskimoes. and all the victims

of white supremacy.

He has taught at Reed

College, Hayward, Lewis and

Clark and was recently a

Fellow at the Center for Ad-

vanced Study at the University

of Illinois

Harper is presently on the

faculty at Brown University

and the author of Dear John.

Dear Coltrane, and History is

Your Own Heartbeat.

BLACK STUDY
No one's been told

that black men
went first to the moon

the dark side

for dark brothers

without space ship

gravity complex

in our computer centers

government campuses

instant play and replay

white mice and pig-guineas

in concentric digital rows.

Someone has been

pulling brother's curls

into fancy barbed wire,

measuring his forelegs,

caressing his dense innards

into formaldehyde

pruning the jellied marrow:

a certain formula is ap-

pearing:

someone has been studying

you.
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Rep. Hatch Speaks On Current Problems

Schedule Information

All readings will be at Mahar

Audiorium with the following

exceptions. Tonight's reading will

be in Hampden Common M7 in

Southwest. Tomorrow's readings

at 4:90 and 8 will be on the south

steps of the Campus Center,

weather permitting In case of cold

weather or rain, the 4:30 reading

will be in Hasbrouck Auditorium

and the 8 p.m reading in the

Student Union Ballroom.

All evening readings will be

preceded by new music at 8, with

the readings beginning at 8:45.

Today's schedule follows:

TODAY: 12:10 at Mahar. C.K.

Williams. Thomas O'Leary. Sonia

Sanchez 4:30 at Mahar. William

Stafford. Sydney Campbell. Amus

Moore. Sonia Sanchez. 8:45 p m at

Hampden Common Hi in South

west; Michael Harper, Jane Lunin,

William Stafford.

Subsequent schedules and in-

formation will be published each

day during the festival in the Daily

( ollegian.

By IRWIN LEFMAN
MOC Staff

Representative Francis W.

Hatch, minority leader of the

Massachusetts House of

Representatives spoke to a

small group in the Colonial

Lounge on Friday. Some of his

major points discussed were the

standing of the Republican

party, tuition hike, and abortion

reform
Rep Hatch leels that no

adequate legislation can be

passed in the House til there "is

a balance between Republicans

and Democrats'' Out of 24<»

members in the house, only 62

are Republicans, he said.

Hatch explained that "lie can

only go so tar with his mem-

bers" but it is hard when you are

(he minority

The Beverly Representative

teels that some new. young,

races and ideas are needed in the

house to institute change and

progress. He felt that there is an

advantage to having such few

members, however. He claimed

that it is much easier to control

the group, and get unanimous

approval for a piece of

legislation.

Representative Hatch also lell

that a house cut is needed. He

maintained that a house cut

would strengthen the

Republican minority and take a

burden off the taxpayers

shoulder.

When asked about the tuition

hike Rep. Hatch replied that "a

tuition hike is in order as long as

an adequate scholarship is set

up
" He lelt that the scholarship

should be set up to aid the needy

despite class standing.

The House minority leader

also felt that legal drinking age

should be lowered to 18. He said

that since drinking goes on

anyways, it might as well be

legal He said that it all ties in

with what society considers to be

an adult age. He maintained

that eighteen year olds ought to

be able to vote in state elections,

because he considers them to be

of a mature age.

In alignment with the

representative's liberal policies,

he mentioned that he voted to

modify county government as

w ell as the abortion law. He said,

•U is ludicrous to keep people

ignorant about birth control, and

birth control devices.'' In this

puritanical state of

Massachusetts, one can get

arrested for displaying birth

control information, he said.

The minority leader does not

see the possibility of the

legalization of abortion in this

state He felt that there are too

many legislators against it.

A student questioned the

Representative as to why bills

take such a long time to be

.MOCM.tgrGftNkrt^.i
,.
hjs , s where represe„,at,ve

passed The representative

replied quite frankly, that the

first obligation of the legislator

is to get himself elected. Most of

his political activities are

centered aroundgetfinghimself

well known and popular he said

Hatch lelt that he was not suc-

ceeding He felt that since he is

such a liberal, he encounters

some problems with other

legislators

Hatch also mentioned that he

was quite impressed with the

University and the students He

has high respect tor the

students, and asked any in

terested students to stop by his

office in the State House in

Boston

ican miiiuiuj «*..*. « ---•- .

ti to ^ well-Knownamp up < i
<

, off the taxpayers take such a long time io
_
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Marathon Week "Stimulating Experience
** *AX ** *"* Aw•m ...... Tlu. students irom the University

,~A «n V ,fnr;i ( hlldb rth. "" MUW
.. _ ._ „Ui

By CYNTHIA SWINDELL
MDC Staff

•A stimulating learning experience, and

•a great way to learn" were used to term

the successful week long education

marathon bv those who attended the event

Approximately 25.000 teachers students

and education administrators attended the

series of lectures and specialized programs^

The tirst education marathon began in

||S as a class project The first marathon

consisted of fifty events, which £•»**
noon andended at midnight. In th.

r
next

three vears the marathon grew from this

mitial project to an all day. week long

series

The marathon began earlier this year as

the education department sent out circulars

concerning an upcoming marathon at

UMass and inviting interested parties to

present lectures at the marathon Hundreds

ol educators responded, as well as CBS and

IBM, which presented an audio-visual

Pr
ATan"entertainment special, Wednesday

night as part of the marathon, a talent show

was presented A general invitation was

.ssued to all those who wanted to par

t.cipate The talent night was a complete

success, as a variety of musical groups

attended and presented their acts

The marathon is meant as a learning

experience outside the specific course

retirements. Each hour four to iivelec-

tures were presented to the public. These

lectures covered a broad spectrum of

subjects, ranging from educational data, to

inlormation to enlighten the community^

During one hour it was possible to attend a

seminar on Sequential Monitoring of

counselor Repertoire development [°*

those- interested in new lorms of educational

training And for those less interested in

educational topics, during the same hour a

lilm was presented on Natural Childbirth

The goal of the marathon was to stimulate

people to learn, vet also to enable people to

discover what the education department is

doing in the community.

Throughout the week it had been err.

uhasized that no one must attend any of the

lectures Attendance at any of the lectures

was not mandatory and .1 am seminars

became uninteresting, the participants were

encouraged to leave at any time

YH lor those students in the education

department, the marathon presented an

opportunity lor them to receive modular

credit by attending thirty hours ol lectures

The education marathon is not publich

advertised and mainl) receives its

popularity through word ol mouth \ et

msp.tc of this lack of publicity, students

attend the marathon Irom the I inversus Of

Kentucky, the University of Iowa and

McGill University

The students Irom the University ol Iowa

attended the marathon to obtain in

formation, in order to set up a marathon at

their own University The students Irom

McGill University, in idling out a luryej

presented by the marathon committee

Wrote that it' was well worth traveling W
unit - lo attend

Beside these students, bus loads ,,|

teachers and students arrived each (lav

from Ihe surrounding areas

In the survey taken by the marathon

committee all unanimous!) iwamdlM
Ihev would attend another marathon Other

comments were thai the event was •in-

structive and informative, a new way w
enlighten peopie toeducation, and

enjoyable

way to learn about the education depart-

ment s courses AH found the marathon an

educational experience

CEQ To Sponsor

Total Media Show
G F O s on Campus Education Committee will sponsor a Total En-

sl,de ShU S.art.nea t
8:...)and™nn^mU^.endS

o %^
£ "/^ui VwSSEr uSSriM" ta« been ordered for .he

Z;^fS&r-SSTj rv^en.an^en.ed S.ides

Admission is one hundred percent free

Pond Bridge To Be Site Of Duel
. ». f.. ....... .ncicic ih^t

Country Music Orgy Tonight

Tnn.chts WMUA Folk Festival will feature tapes made last week

,S r nLn (rove North Carolina Old Time Fiddlers t onvention.

7 {(Ml 00 .

Mobe To Meet
student Mobe meeting

TONIGHT
t, ini p m FianklinKoom.su

Mobe office!

everyone welcome

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT WELFARE?

This is to announce that Mr Saul

nstrow of New York. NY has

challenged Mr George Jerry

Sawma of Buffalo. N.Y.. to a duel

Mr ostrow maintains that nt

eannot think of a reason not to duel.

md Mr Sawma insists that he

could not think of a reason not to

duel first The duel will commence

,l k :w a m on Tuesday. April 2nth

at the Campus pond bridge Mr

Sawma will choose the weapons

(IIP THIS OH PON

$2 TV
Service

Discount

MUTUAL

Present this coupon

when paying bill. Only

one coupon per service

coll. Fastest TV Ser-

vice (Color or Block &

White) on all makes.

offer expire*

April 81. 1071.

house and garden

Rt. 9, Hodley, 586-1223JJL((

[COIdR. GEORGE WILEY^Q
|l

I HEAD OF THE

NATIONAL WELFARE RIGHTS

ORGANIZATION

Can tell you a lot about welfare

and the NWRO goal of jobs or

income now!

TUESDAY APRIL 21 8f'"

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

VALIABI.K COUPON
A DVP PRESENTATION
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In The Nation And The World

Aenew Has Doubts About Ping Pong lour
A. A- ttW *-* ^" w T

particularly the use in one story o
C-*

. „:„ a hours Monday Horn other sources
ih.. worH -"vsauisite" to descrito

WILLIAMSBURG, (AP)-Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew told

Kepublican governor* Monday he

has misgiving about the American

tabic tenuis team's tour ot Com-

munist China.

\ Kepublican source also said

\gnew had indicated earlier he

had doubts about the current ad

ministration course in dealing with

relations with China "He seemed

to be implying we shouldn't have a

thaw,'' this source said

The source said Agnew also

discussed China policy in a private

conversation with a group ot

newsmen early Monday and

emphasized then that the Cmted

States still has commitments to the

Nationalist Chinese government on

Taiwan
\, the Monday luncheon Of the

Kepublican Governors con-

ference, Agnew was quoted as

saying the table tennis tour ot

China had been over emphasized

at home
"Basically, he was saying some

Of the things that were praised in

China were things that would be

criticized here." one governor

said

Agnew was quoted also as saying

that one member of the team.

whom he did not name, appeared

to be returning home talking the

Communist line

Agnew reportedly complained

that during the tour, a 15 by 15 toot

room, the home of a Chinese

family was described as an

apartment Me asserted the same

quarters in the United States would

have been denounced as evidence

ot repression and poverty

Agnew mentioned to the

governors that while he had been

accused ol avoiding newsmen

during the Williamsburg con-

Icrence. he actually sat up until

early morning hours Monday

talking with a group of them

The vice president saw nine

reporters in his hotel room in an

off therecord conversation that

began at l2::H)a.m. and went on tor

2 1/4 hours.

In St. Louis. The Post-Dispatch

reported in a dispatch from

Williamsburg by Thomas Wot-

tenad that Agnew told the

newsmen he had not discussed his

views with President Nixon. The

storv added that The Post-

Dispatch was not represented at

the off the record session, and said

details of the meeting were learned

from other sources

The Post Dispatch said Agnew

expressed concern that the visit by

the table tennis team had put the

United States at a disadvantage in

world opinion. He was quoted as

lu.v.ng referred to the -courteous

and enthusiastic reception that

the Chinese gave to the Americans,

and to have expressed the view

that the United States had been

trapped into a disadvantageous

position from a public relations

point of view

Agnew was reported also by the

newspaper to have objected to

some press accounts of the trip.

particularly the use in one story of

the word "esquisite" to describe

Chinese sportsmanship in using

some lower-ranked players against

the Americans. The Post-Dispatch

did not say whether Agnew named

the source of the story

The newspaper said Agnew
emphasized he was only ex-

pressing his own views. It said

Agnew s remarks put him in ap

parent conflict with Nixon, who has

expressed approval of the table

tennis team and hope tor better

relations with the Communist
Chinese.

details of the meeting were learned some press account - »_ «^.

Manson Family Formally Sentenced

Nixon Asks Help

In Welfare Reform

.... . man can be rewarded for doing nothing He said tnere is as

m^h'.hgnity m" cruobing floors or emptying bedpans as ,n any other __ ^
work including being President

terntorv asked to speak before sentence was passed

,n a speech that won praise Irom
,

the-two^^^J^TJ^X bowed, he said in a voice waving wihemo

LOS ANGELES I
AP.-The judge in he Sharon Tate

case declined Monday to spare the lives of Charles

Manson and three women followers and formally

sentenced them to death for what he called seven

senseless murders
"

.
. .

Not onlv is the death penalty appropriate bu it is

almost compelled by this case.' ^said *£*"**"
Charles H Older after denying defense motions for a

new trial and for reduction of sentence^

Manson and three women members of his hippie

tvoe clan were condemned to death March 29 by the

same jurv that convicted them of murder-conspiracy^

Miss Tate a beautiful actress, was savagely slam

along with four visitors to her home in 1969. The next

night a man and wife, wealthy market owners, were

similarly stabbed in a "copycat killing

Manson. 36. his once bushy locks;
now a_fubWe.

exe^unvest om^neu^nng meetmg in ^restored colonial capital.

Nx ugton^reasep^
,," ton welfare reform He called it -White House priority No 1.

Ih President s appeal won particular favor from California Gov.

Ki id 1 • ga who
P
aVocates requiring work or training lor welfare

I'petsq ,s an idea whose time has come." Reagan tod reporters^

\ x, ailed the present weltare system a monumental failure and said

he t'nors , ostein that will encourage people to take work. And that

means whatever work is available ..

V ing at some welfare recipients have objected to "n^djobj

N,x "ai i haveprohablv ,lone <,u.te a leu ,n m> lifetime and added"

,

pi.Vl-rea.l on ihe table and gives you the .atis.act.on ot

,,'!,;;,;,;; S your children and lets) ou look everyone else in the ,-> e, I do

think that is menial

bowed he said in a voice wavering with emotion,

have always lived in the truth of your courtroom^ I

have alwavs done what I was told. Sir. I invented this

courtroom I accept this court as my father. .
I ac-

cept the judgement of my father.

The women. Patricia Krenwinkel. 23; Susan Atkins.

22 and Leslie Van Houten, 21, who all confessed roles

m the slayings. declined to make any statement They

came to court with their heads shaved.

Judge Older said he felt death sentences would

show the revulsion of the community for the kind of

conduct engaged in. This is an appropriate case for

the death penalty. After 9 1/2 months of trial all of the

superlatives have been used... All that remains are the

bare stark facts of seven senseless murders-seven

people whose lives were snuffed out by total strangers

for motives that remain known only to them.'

Slain with Miss Tate were hair stylist Jay Sebring.

coffee heiress Abigail Folger. Polish playboy

Wojieiech Frykowski and Stephen Parent, friendof the

Tate estate's caretaker.

Despite the formal sentence, attorneys say any

executions are at least five years away due to lengthy

appeal litigation. Manson and Miss Atkins face ad-

ditional murder charges.

Rockv To Challenge Court
.

J , th „.m u,l.are nh.losophv
^ Uoder.ck said the I

NEW YORK IAP»-Gm Nelson

\ Rockefeller ol New York says he

,,!.,„. to challenge the I

Supreme Court's decision barring

[ari! residency requirements.

and hopes 10 re-tore the work

THE GRIPE TAPE
(...or letter)

Today through Thursday

10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

In Front of the Hatch

Do you want to speak your mind

about the now andfuture University

of Massachusetts ? There will be a tape

recorder set-up for you to tell the

{Future University Committee what you

think this University is and should be.

Ifyou can H make it to the Hatch,

write a letter to the Daily Collegian

C/O 'GRIPE".

TELL THE UNIVERSITY
WHERE IT CAN GO

(Paid for by : The Future University Committee)

ethic'' to welfare philosophy

I think well win this The

emergency is so serious and so

great we cannot continue.''

Rockefeller said at the annual

Associated Press luncheon held la

the Watdorl Astoria Monday

aring state costs, lack of

housing, health problems and

crowded schools provide

ompelling reason" for

iblishing < one year residenc)

(inrem.-nt lor well

pients Rockefeller told an

audience of newspaper publishers

and broadcasting exeeuth

irber. ll

reports bj radio hookup Irom >i\

\l' correspondent aid the

• Id. including Joh rick,

first American news service man
lo \ isit mainland t hina m 1- U'.u^

Roderick said the Peking

government admitted a tew

newsmen and the American table

tennis team because, he belie

the) had their eye on the United

Nations

Sample Standard

Yoga Diet

and
Grow Spiritually

April 20 - 30

12-1:30 P.M.

Monday - Friday

Berkshire Room, S.U.

MARCH ON

WASHINGTON

APRIL 24

TICKETS ON SALE OUTSIDE

HATCH AT MOBE TABLE

Meet Your Senate Candidates_

Leo Clark President
Lee Sandwen

,.,„ dark is running what he calls a ^pronged^j*"" 1™ he

would make the Senate a more effective body leg.slatively
^

,rs

\
ot ^„^

won ke to see that -each of the Senators themselves could feel hey are

maWn^
u, impIs th-it -'strengthening the Senate Committee structure is me wtj

commute*, before items of legislation *~^J&^££iZ woufd
By filtering business down through the committees. Senate™ «»UM

, calk know what's going on and be able to contnbute more directly, than

""Wk woulda^tmo makeYhe Senate more visib!e and legitimate in

meet with and talk fo people formally and^uiforma &•* <»*,™ < £

re an ex^nsion of independent study, grading revisions and the

e^btart^tTmoVe undergraduate departmental councils such as

"Mother^lal^ionUe;wo^t^rm of the Senate budgeting

pro -edu e » he a Nation of the Student Activities Tax. He would like

Pernor Ending of groups which service the entire campus, such as

LTlS^mTpWam in Springfield, the Senate Transit Service, and

;!!«"Sd give sSch groups priority over smaller, special

University program

THK PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES—Leo Clark,

(below) and Lee Sandwen,

(top.

Lee SamUen is campaigning on the slogan "Next year is the year oi he

iacultv awakening- He feels that faculty in general and especia ly the

Faculty Senate, "are not prepared to deal with students as legitimate

members of any real academic community. Some faculty members are

very much opposed to any student involvement in advisory and

l

'tnX™ wa^t^Sistudents aware of what he calls the 'road-

blocks' which the faculty puts in the way of student-change. He says there

,s a major confrontation building up between the Student and Faculty

Senates and he intends to draw the students body together around the

Senate as a force against faculty roadblocks. He wants students to learn

that their Senate can offer alternatives to faculty control in campus

^XS^SS&SXS* have ,f they work c.osefy

Srea for services such as gas stations and(^^ ^^"^orporatc

S:V^^S\f,^Stv^'c
S

o:KuTbe pr„v,d% by

,.,„)„-, Ten since february !*•) '
«' l^^'f^a v fundcSI

projeel u,

Senate Academic Affairs Committee.

Bill Abbott External Vice-President
Larry Ladd

lictlunk.fhcincumi.entvioe-l'ros.dont should continue In do whal Ihe

:";a;,l ';:.h.''"cc,,,n,l,cs,. , 1
„,,.u,„,l,rl ,7,.Nu,„„u 1 ,

academic major

Ed Voci

Internal Vice-President

He is seeking this position

umcerned largely with University

relations with me intention «>t

•making students more aware thai

lhe> can do thmus to bring about

eha'nge ihe changes he would

i>speciall) like to see are academic

,ini and innovation, and

greater economic autonomy lor

students

lu . topes , t , promote academic retorm working with the Faculty

SsssBssasssas
.TSS inS'lh .he Vudcnns Aliaus , on,„n„c,. ,he S,,v„,,

'

-T':::::::; irv:'^
1

^;.^";;;™;":::::'''::;. - - •
• -

;;:',!;. in n ( ,o.,er l-rrn and his academic major is Soe.ologN

John Hogan

llr [eeta the Internal Vice President deals mainly with coordma.m,

< ommittees U1thm the orflanisation in order

iUSK^^S und n,akc the Scnaiors fully .«"

„t what's going on
rh.ii> of the Senate Activities Com-

miUce.l h.m man mini * '"*'

! ,h Scnat(, s , nce October.

ttSSSRStt an5 K^taurant Administration

Bruce Bernstein

„ ,,ec,ed. he plans to be his own man. going off in the direction that

would do the students most good
, ,

t dorm and area

^SSSSSiS^^JSSSiSSSScS^ and the SGA

^•^•-"xari^s'^S ,,e nrst io 'ne<, ,he

Senate m October. !« His major is Psychology

KleCon of S.udcn.^^^^^^^^
Senate meeting Wednesday night As a public seryra^ne^i^o K

presenting this forum of Candida tes. '™ r

m â
S

|,

a
students will

SSS'SSe «5iSK. IS vo!«K preferences to their

representative senators.
=»,iHentsenatorswho represent all

jg£E£lS2+ A"'oSn^'Srprercuisite'is tha, he

''';;;,n.''::;,'."',cd .nm M» the officers term is one year, effective

immediately. u;i;.„ n t navinc Senate officers and the

|„ the light rt the puss hi lily o ^'^Tu "mnsderation of Ihe

nature ot the jobs, the tto leg an ",B« ^'""
, th(,, r ,.,„.„.,,

f^Stt̂
5n?mC^y«trs^h^««««-

and Steve Keld ____—^——

In academic retorm. Voci would

posh lor putting the teacher back

m the classroom and making the

student to teacher ratio mure

lavorable to students For

economic change, he would work

i„r the system <»t incorporating

students services He sa\s he is

ver) excited by the concept «>l

student owned and operated gas

stations, record stores, clothing

shops, etc

Vod sees his lirst job in Senate

relations with the I niversity as

one ol getting students to work

together to help themselves He

leels that In these days of student

activism, there is a very limited

number of people willing to get

involved in things There seems to

Im- only a minimum involvement by

many '

The Senate is too closed to

students now. according to Voci.

and he intends to open it up "to

allow students to work to help

themselves " Me says he has

already moved in this direction by

sponsoring recently passed

legislation which could be a first

step toward wider publicity of

Senate activities

Vod represents (hadbourne and

,s in the class ot 7:1 He has served

in the Senate since October IS70

and is currently chairman ot the

Senate Ser\ ices Committee He

has also participated in class

government and served on other

committees

Treasurer

Rick Verrochi

either making a purchase or paying a bill

S^S«S,^t?^^,
?fSSS. ,s experience One has ,„

kn,»IZ toTand what lo expect ,n order to be able to do the job

%Z£ZS2£*Xn^ib io,n,ng ,n Ocfober. M. »
academic major is Government

John Stevens

H, booes to promote letter work ability and understating o opiums

ThZ "s going to be differences of opinion, but it shouldn »
( .use o.

Iit-ers of the Senate to become alienated because of it.

He believes that the Treasury Post is one that can make or break tin

S"n
Th;. TreaSUT, has all ol the power The uay they handle matters ,s

very important to the way the Senate is understood
,m ,n.ttee

I, has been on the Senate for one year, and on the r .nan-
<

C '' ' '

s,, I e ,„. the year He is part o. l,,ng Range Planning^lie receiv«

/: ',, „,s iron, lour dd.eren, departments tor bis work ,

.1^ S .

.
.
•«• «•

'salso involved III academic affairs and student matters Slid

(,. iv eminent is his major
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Area Newspapers Having A Rough Time
_.> * -* — A— — ..!*..'. ii-.i li'iu \\

By DENISE MAGNELL
MDC Staff

On the tables of the Southwest dining

commons there are folded pieces of

cardboard listing the activities for "This

Week in Southwest." An advertisement

calling for a "reliable means of in-

forming, coordinating, and unifying the

Residential College" appeared on these

table "tents" for two weeks last month.

The ad was calling for a Southwest

newspaper, and it went unanswered.

The organizer this time was a

Washington Middle resident. Bill Walsh,

who now isn't sure "whether kids are

satisfied with the Collegian or are just too

busy with other things " Last semester a

group of students were allotted $700 by

the Southwest Assembly for three trial

issues -the appropriation still lies dor-

mant

I'm afraid what it would take is a

Southwest emergency,*' Walsh con-

tinues • maybe another dining commons

confrontation' or if the Collegian

became totallv unresponsive to South

\cest If it got off the ground it could

really work a lot of potential help is

waiting to see what happens they have

to have something in their hands before

they commit themselves."

Each year we've resolved to have a

newspaper and each year we haven't.

Credit could make an enormous dif-

ference. I wouldn't hesitate in building

colloquia around newspaper work."

The current student affairs

reorganization could mean a new identity

for each dorm and. as Hunt puts it. "may

increase student impulse and demand for

the paper."

orchard Hill had two

newspapers" until this semester

area
After

three semesters the "new" Hobbit folded

because "no one wanted to take the

responsibility any more no one had the

time "
i The "old ' Hobbit was a shor

Hived newletter of two years ago which

evolved out of a notice sheet. Hill Hap-

penings, still paid for and printed by the

Hill's Master's Office >

To revive the paper, a former Hobbit

staffer feels "they need really ambitious

people and a lot more organization."

• • •

In the case of Southwest, the Master's

Office offered to take care of the

technical aspects of production the

bookkeeping, the typing, the printing

"What we need are writers and an editor

to organize, getting student response is

the most important part." claims Master

Of Southwest John Hunt.

He views the area as a sizeable city and

a Southwest newspaper as a "central

requirement ." Its main obstacle is "the

wariness of getting involved
"

Recalling last semester's conflict

between individuals over what type of

paper to have, he said. "An underground

newspaper is fine, but it is not what we

need We need a community thing telling

about decisions being made com-

mentary rather than a day-to-day news

organ by which people can react to life at

the university "

The Sage, with a $220/year budget

provided by the Orchard Hill Area

Government and approximately 20

contributors and staff, remains as the

Hill's only newspaper. It had its begin-

nings in "a Webster House newsletter

about 3 or 4 years ago and now comes out

weekly.

The editor. Roy Perdue, does not fit the

Sage into the newspaper category. "The

material covered in it is completely

disjointed from the campus paper. It

contains community news of the Hill and

its four dorms: meetings, government

and curriculum
."

Perdue tries to keep his reporters' jobs

interesting by varying the activities they

are assigned to cover. He has

correspondents in every dorm collecting

notices and doing features on dorm ac-

tivities Other contributions are asked for

through correspondence and a meeting

per semester out of which usually comes

"approximately 50% who are willing to

work actively."

Expansion of the Sage will come as a

function of the interest of Orchard Hill

students." Two new domestic columns,

one on decorating rooms, the other giving

easy recipes for cooking in the dorm,

have been added as regular features but

the size of the Sage will remain for the

present time at ten to twelve pages per

issue

• • •

C Ross Stuart edits "The Central

Voice" in the basement of Baker House

In an editorial last semester he wrote,

"There is one really nice thing about

being the editor of this rag. It's that I get

to blow off steam, vent personal ven-

dettas, salve my own conscious failings

and see my name in print Other than

that it can be a real drag Why you ask?

Because I never get any help putting this

thing out (with the exception of a few.

very few. people who are willing to write

articles for me) and that gets to be a real

drag very quickly."

Ironically, it is the oldest of area

publications, starting in the tall of 1%7_

(One of its first editors was Richard

Story now Assistant to the Chancellor.)

Originally it was funded by the area

coordinator's office, but is now included

in the Central Area Council's budget.

The Central Voice does not contain

much factual reporting ("we don't come

out often enough to put any real news

in") its emphasis rests in opinion

columns, some signed by pseudonyms.

One column labeled Tom Pain can be

used by anyone in the university com-

munity. Stuart would "welcome such a

response from the administration."

Three areas -Central residents,

academics, and Whitmore -are the foci

of the Voice.

"Central area is the ghetto of the

campus. We get the least money and we

have to fight for every penny. I try to let

the student know what Whitmore is doing

to him. People have to start being more

honest and stop making false promises,
'

says its editor.

Copies of the Central Voice are sent to

department heads in order to build an

interest in the area. Stuart contends that

professors rarely know what is going on

in the dorms, but might be interested m
finding out about programs and projects

taking place in residential areas.

On the subject of soliciting material,

•There must be a ton of literary talent

out there and none of it is being

used...we're offering a vent but nobody

picks it up. Our focus is on feedback,

trying to find out what the residents

want, speaking to the area in hopes of

getting a response."

"But until people show interest, ex-

pansion is out of the .question
"

With a low-point of two-three, a high-

point of ten-twelve, and an average of

lour five staffers. Stuart contends that

the Voice in its present state "un-

tortunatelv provides for a strong per

sonality to control the paper for a length

ot time
"

Whether they are still publishing or

not, the overall view on area publications

is bleak. Elections are not held on the

Sage because its editor knows his is

actually a 'rather thankless job." The

position is passed on to whoever will take

the responsibility, as is the editorship of

the Central Voice.

In the midst of this dampened outlook

is the Northeast area's Mandala. The

Mandala is a journal, a combination of

news and literature, a "collection of

writings communicating the interests of

the students and staff in the area, to the

area." It is a success.

Its recruitment efforts are aimed

towards freshmen, capturing the en-

thusiasm of first-year students before it

dies out Jack Richardson, an advisor to

the publication and head of residence of

Thatcher believes the journal "gives

these freshmen a sense of being

significant right from the beginning ..we

try to make them feel whatever their

interests are, they fit in."

The two associates editors are fresh-

men. In charge of the news-gathering,

Mike Thompson finds as the only setback

in having a younger staff "not always

knowing where to look for things hap-

pened as an upperclassman would."

However, with such a staff there is more

of a chance of keeping people for three or

four years."

Literary Editor Susan Laidig finds

soliciting material harder than her news

editor colleague.

"Maybe people don't think their work

is worthy of being published. They might

feel it's too personal for others to see. But

next year we'll be established," she adds

optimistically. "People will start saying,

Oh yeah. I remember that,' and will be

more willing to submit their literature."

The difficulty in sustaining interest in

the Mandala, as with the other area

publications, stems from the demands

made on the staff's energy and time.

Jack Richardson looks forward to a time

when the pragmatic experience students

pick up from the Mandala will be

rewarded.

People should feel they are getting

recognition (via academic credit) for

being a member of the staff... it will at-

tract more of a desire for ex-

cellence...and it will be easier to produce

a varied and quality journal."

To Richardson, variety seems the key:

•Each new issue should have a different

quality You could spend an issue on

short stories, one on news, another on

cartoons The staff is constantly trying to

do new things within the medium...trying

to make a radical transformation from

what it was the time before."

"Each issue is a growth issue," adds

co-advisor Bob Campbell.

The major limitation in expanding is

the lack of funds. Right now the Nor-

theast are government funds the journal

($800 on a monthly publication basis).

Added financial support would bring

better quality paper, and photo and art

equipment, for a start Artistically-

oriented students would be more inclined

to bring their work to the Mandala rather

than to a campus-wide publication if they

thought it would reproduce "as is."

(Asst Area Coordinator Campbell said

plans are now underway for a darkroom

in Knowlton Basement.)

• • •

Mandala is a Buddhist term sym

bolizing integration Bringing a com
munitv together begins with integrating

academics with activities, learning with

doing, people with people.

We needed a new approach to a

communications vehicle." concludes

Campbell.
Their approach is working.
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Dada Festival Deciphered
» i a... -Venom and Thursday. Author ol "A

Scheduled events'' Programs''

It wouldn't be Dada to have too

much organization" was the cry as

(he great Five-College Festival ol

Dada and Surrealism got under

way today. Hut as a sketch of the

I irst of the Festivals three weeks

they gave out the following:

TaaigM iTue*aa> > A color tilm,

Dreams That Money Can Buy"

( i«i44i bv Hans Richter, one of the

rounder! of Dada. Other Dadists

such as Marcel Duchamp appear

in the film, » p.m. in 104 Thompson

\\eilnes«la\: "Venom and

Eternity 7 , a thoroughly weird film

made t'l»:>:i> by Jean-Isidore Isou

of the French "Lettrist" school It

includes poems "constructed lor

the pure beauty of their noise, and

abstracts made by tearing and

scratching the film At 9 p.m. in H)2

Thompson.
At Smith College, "Dreams That

Money Can Buy" will be showing 8

., m at Wright Hall, and artist Al

Hansen will conduct a Happenings

workshop.
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,„ his concrete poem by Mary Ellen So.t the lines are spelled oul in

Mono i«»<ii' a* "'N as ,eUers

limsdav: Author of "A Primer

..I Happenings & Time/Space Art"

will run a Happenings workshop at

noon, probably in the Colonial

lounge of the Student Union. At 7

or 7::u> he'll give a talk, using lour

slide projectors, on "What Can

Dada Do lor Us Now That We Need

If''

Mary Ellen Soil, noted concrete

poet and anthologist, author of

Flowers in Concrete'' and

•Concrete Poetry, a World View."

will present her own work in

Mahar auditorium at 8:45 p.m.

At Amherst College, an

exhibition of concrete poetry

should be ready to open at Frost

library. At Smith, Mrs. Solt will

present slides and tapes of world

wide concrete poetry at 4 p.m. in

Seeleye Hall. Room 10 At 8 p.m.,

Venom and Eternity" will show in

Wright Hall

Friday Mary Ellen Solt will

present concrete poetry, including

her own work, at :J30 p.m. in 231

Herter (Note: This is the

presentation earlier scheduled for

Wednesday afternoon). A color

lilm. "Forty Years of Experiment:

From Dada to Surrealism" (a full-

length anthology of Hans Richters

work) will be shown at 8 pm. in 227

Herter.

The Weekend: Jackson Mac

l^w. a simultaneous concrete poet,

author of "The Marrying Maiden",

The Twin Plays" and "22 Light

Poems", will read at the Spring

Poetry Festival. probably

Saturday afternoon. In the Theatre

Courtyard at Smith at 9 p.m. he'll

present a multi-media

simultaneous poem (probably

Air. Earth. Fire. Water" recently

performed at the Boston Museum

of Fine Arts) with 10-12 students

whom he II earlier rehearse. On

Sunday afternoon at the campus

pond at UMass hell direct one of

his simultaneous political poems

S.C.R.E.W. Whom
You Please

1*. UMass chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, the national service InrtM-

?..L n theVimous Center There will be two categories of voting in this

mock decUon 3e rom a ist of SCREW, approved candidates for the

nLidual award and the other a write-in vote for the departmenta

Vh HwnUmTwill be a penny a vote with no limit on the number of

IS^pe?^, a^XV3M be donated to the Library Fund to

"^tudTnts^ urged to take advantage of this opportunity to "put the

screws ?o" that prof or department which wrecked their ego, cum. or

semper by seemg their favorites photographed with humorous and

somewhat embarassing joke awards.
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Gov't Asks Right To Strip
WASHINGTON lAPl The

government asked the Supreme

Court Monda) to restore the right

ol border guards to order travelers

to disrobe on the 'mere suspicion"

the) may be carrying hidden

narcotics or other contraband

This search power, last affirmed

by Congress in 1866. was held

unconstitutional last year by a

federal court in San Francisco The

court acted on the complaint of a

woman convicted of bringing two

ounces of heroin into the country

from Mexico in her underpanties.

Seeking a reversal. Samuel R.

Pierce Jr .
general counsel of the

Treasury Department, conceded

that to search a traveler's body, a

customs inspector should be able to

articulate his suspicions.

But. Pierce said, no more than

"mere intuition based on ex-

perience" is legally sufficient to

support ordering a traveler to

remove his clothing soit may be

sea rched for contrajba nd

The calse concerns Sandra

Dennise Johnson. 27, a drycleaning

store clerk in Los Angeles In 1968

she and a woman companion were

stopped at the San Ysidro. Calif.,

customs station and told to undress

in I windowless room so their

clothing could be checked by a

woman guard.

The heroin and some tranquilizer

were lound in Miss Johnsons

underpanties No contraband was

found in the other woman's

clothing. Miss Johnson was con-

victed and sentenced to five years

in prison.

Last March the U.S. Circuit

( ourt in San Francisco ruled 2 to 1

that inspectors cannot order strip

searches unless they have "real

suspicions" that is reasons they

could articulate.

Delivery
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The demonstration! planned tor th.s week on

through the tirst weeks of May are caret ul >
or

Sated to bdng large numbers of people U>ithe

most vulnerable place in the Nation, at a time

calculated to create the greatest emot.onal and

psychological impact conceivable.
. avprv; to

i, ,s a stage, as is all the world, tor the players,Mto

t«ke on their roles, and perform .well before aU the

kings and future kings of this nation. \Nho will watch

from the elegant electronic balcony provided b> those

armies of the evening news''

The struggles of individual conscience, the frenzv o

a dispersmg mob. the much trumpeted ^fationa of

war and peace will ring from the stage and all w .11 find

an audience and a critic in the halls of government

and homes of America.
,

Th.s week started well with a dress rehearsal

yesterday by about 1900 former participants in the

V.ctnam' and Southeast Asian theater The SCTUlfy

Vets marched through the pleasant parks
i

ol

Washington. DC. and w.th the help of former A tv.

General Ramsey Clark, they were blessed with

victory over the functionaries who wanted to keep the

old war dogs up all night

The Vets got top billing with CBS, whose came, a

showed us long hair and smashed plastic M IS nfles. A

smooth looking spokesman for the Vets told I BS that

the men were -getting angry w.th good reason,

alter being denied entrance to Arlington Memorial

Cemetery where some (iold Star mothers were to lay

wreaths in "honor" Of all American and Asian WS1

Day by das the momentum will pick up More Vets

will arrive to join ranks, and the great avenues ol the

Capital will become swelled by those moving in early

lor Act Two. this Saturda>

The tourists will be watching from the steps ol

Elliot Eisenberg

Capital building while war Crime trials are held; like

short vignette flash backs to better times before in

America, as one Life magazine Senior Kditor put it,

•Something went wrong."

April 24 is the great compromise date. It is a week

before the hard-core civil disobedience is scheduled to

strangle several major sections of Washington's

bureaucratic enclaves The core planners of this

whole Spring series have sought to rouse the huge

crowds before there is a final confrontation. The

teeming millions across the land will have already

decided to go or not to go to Washington. After

Saturday, they will probably find their way back to

places like I Mass People will think about "just one
'

ear ago when the President publicly sent troups into

Cambodia. The volatile actions in Washington will be

radiating whatever shock waves there are, across the

nation . ,.

May S will slip in quietly, like all demonstration

days. People will be attending rallies, and it the

weather is nice thousands of UMass students will bare

their backs to the sun near the campus pond.

Washington. D.C. will be. as always, the theater ot

confrontation; this week the verbal assaults and

passionate sol.hquevs. the following weeks, the

Physical carrying of people and government, will

scream its message across the TVs and front pages

ol America
These are the politics ot confrontation, with high

.lakes and bloody cards, The audience will applaud

the heroes and boo the bad guys, split down the middle

on the question ol who really is hero and who reall)

is i bad guy

N,. one can tell what the last act ol this nation l own

passion play will tiring to light You see there is no

playwright to our drama No one has heard from God

No Group Of Idiots
Huned amongst the myriad

i .ports ol the weekend's anti war

activities was a brief remark made
in Washington by one of the

nation's more important political

ligures While the statement may
have ostensibly had little or

nothing to do with the peace

movement its purpose was cer

tainlv to weaken or discredit the

people involved.

In a speech delivered l>etore the

it e p u b 1 1 c a n Governor's
\ssociation. Senator Robert J.

Dole, chairman of the Republican

National Committee commented

that. The McCarthyism of the

,)iis pales i>> comparison with the

Muskieisni ol the TO'l The

reasons lor this remark seem two

lold hirst, it is a blantant attempt

to discredit a possible Presidential

opponent of the Republican in-

cumbent and. at the same time, to

lake some ol the lorce awav Irom

tin- anti war activities about to

Art Buchwald

War Antidefamation League

\\ ISHINGTON It had to come sooner or later. A

group ol solid citizens has organized the War An

tidelamation League. The president of the league. C.

Bennett Neypalm, told me, "Everyone is bad

mouthing war just because of Vietnam. There is no

reason to t>e against all wars just because Vietnam

gave war a bad name
"

Who is responsible tor this"''' I asked.

The newspapers and the television networks They

only tell yoa the bad things that have taken place in

the Vietnamese war All they ever talk about is

casualty figures, body counts, massacres, war

(limes' bombing and PX scandals No wonder most

people have turned oil on war
."

How does the league propose to combat this in-

sidious campaign?"
Were going to |M)int out that people shouldn t

blame all wars because ol what they've read about

Vietnam There are good wars and bad wars Just

because this one went sour is no reason lor people to

say We don I want any more war

"l imagine you will picket, too?" I said

•We're going to go further than that We're going to

Mvvork producers,

mentioning the

,cie their kids e,<> to

pay \ isitS to editors olfic

and we're going to get tl
•

Vietnamese war altogeth.

what it the) refuse to

We II jUSt tell them we ko

school

•You guvs plav rough I said

That isn't all were going to do It any people plan

to produce a movie ahotit the Vietnamese war. we re

going to make them sign a pad saying they won't

mention the word 'Vic
'

tl i pictut

We also are going to have script approval to make

sure that there is nothing in the film that might offend

people who make their living from war And we're

going to demand that all proceeds from the premiere

of the him go to the Military Industrial Complex Ulcer

Foundation."
Do you believe the movie companies will give in to

your demands'*"

They better, or well throw tear gas in John

Wayne'l dressing room

You people are really uptight."

"Why shouldn't we be? Everywherd you go. you

hear people knocking war They blame war for

unemployment, high prices, bad housing, crime and

the generation gap Somebody's got to stand up and

say you've none lar enough .' The next time you start

knocking war, we'll put a land mine in your rose

bushes
That should make people think twice, I said.

All the War Antidefamation League is trying to

do. said Neypalm, "is to keep people from putting all

wars in the same bag Each war should he fudged on

its own merits America has had some great wars m
the past There was the War of 1812, the Civil War the

Spanish American War. the Mexican War and World

War I Now those were wars that we could all be proud

ot .lust because the Vietnamese war didn't turn out

the way we all dreamed it would doesn't mean war is

not good
What docs w mean'
It means the next time we have a war. everyone

has to try harder

Copyright ittTt. Lea Ingetes Times

take place

The first ol these assumptions is

the most obvious Sen Dole, in his

role as chairman ol the National

Committee, is calling upon the

uactionai > nature ol many in

dividual* in an attempt to tic the

Maine Senator in with the

•dreaded" McCarthy, i figure

universal!) despised around the

count rv

Dole attempts to make the

connection by pointing to Muskie's

charges against the FBI and its

Director.) Kdgar Hoover As sou

recall Muskie claimed that the

FBI spied on him during an earth

daj rail) in If7», a charge which

has not been reluted In tact. Dole

hunsell stated in the same speech

that "the FBI report on Muskie

w.is not oi course, intended lor

public disclosure and basicaU)

making it public can Old) hurt the

KM and the iot> it docs I must

assume, then, that this was the

senator s purpose although it is

difficult to understand the

reasoning Is it really?

Muskie appears to he simply

performing ins role as a member oi

the opposition party, though his

motives too are like!) tinged with a

hit ol ambition Rut classifying the

Maine Senator's charges with the

scandals ol the early .~>o s is an act

ol the basest political order
loreshadowing one ol the dirtier

election campaigns ol recent

times

This does not immediately seem
to he ot any significant importance

to the antiwar movement and t In-

activities ol the next week Vet it

appears that it is more than a

coincidence that on the same da)

Dole made these statements

Senator Muskie was speaking

before a Dump Nixon rally in

Providence, a rally which was not

total!) devoid oi antiwar sen

timents and. with Washington just

days away, was clearly planned

with the pence movement in mind

Now. to someone other than a

dose observer, it is MS) to vie*

Muskie as one ol the leader's ol the

antiwar movement, in Washington

anyway, although this might be

seiriousl) challenged by many To

that omnipresent silent

majority .though, the relationship

must seem quite clear Dole l»\

trying to somewhat weaken the

political opposition certain to be

aimed at President Nixon in P.17J

is at the same time attempting to

draw a straight line Irom M«

Carth) to Muskie to the antiw.ii

movement There are tew people

who can support all ol these and In

,i process ol nuilt by association

Dole is trying to eliminate support

loi all ol them
Though this may seem like a

useless exercise, it does not appeal

unlikely that any or all ol these

things were not at one tune oi

another taken into consideration

by Dole Alter all. we must

remember that although it is ens)

to think so. we are not up against a

group ol idiots

Made In Japan
These words now the result

oi uncountable erasures

always swept clean like

children's innocent games
'Men want to believe their words
are ol stainless steel their games
demand different rules and
can't be run the same
the craters and scars
indelible on the hues of the

players i

elastic and rubber cities

guarded b) white hot streaks ol

steel and lead

the cities always elastic and
rubber
regardless ot \ ictor

regardless ot >. ictim

regardless ol words
which wars thrive on

words to be eventually erased

seemingl) never having existed

simpl) an illusion .

onl) then the words
once iron

are smelted into Volkswagens

with American Hags fluttering

Irom the antennae

the occupants listening

to transistor radios

the game's emcee jubilantly

gloating over one more casualty

list

and reassuring us

TDK AMERICAN DREAM IS

COMING TRUE
satisfied

the veterans drink Munich beer

and eat South Sea sardines

caught b> a trawler

whose owner would have shot you

2S years ago
and all I see

is stuffy little men
clinging iron-like

to soft little white marshmallow

words
belonging to children

l;i\ Jackson

Letters To The Editor

A Plea For Rationality

Editorial Points

To the Kditor:

1 see from the April 14 issue that the food production

discussion goes on. Mr. Salk apparently disagrees

with me so may I restate my case.

The statement is made that this country produces

more food than it consumes. This is very true and the

U S can easily double its present production. It can do

this only because of its highly sophisticated technical

ipproach to agriculture. This makes use of optimum

levels of fertilizer, pesticides, automated equipment,

new species of plants and animals, and above all, a

hounteous supplv of good land. This is just not true of

most of the world today. We cannot base hopes for a

nood future on the U.S. outlook alone. We meed a

much broader outlook. How long do you think the rest

of the world will tolerate the U.S. with 6% of the

world's population using 40% of the world's resources^

Admittedly, most of these resources are not connected

with food production, but some of them are. Other

countries which see a fat and well-fed U.S. will not

stop to consider just how much of the resource con-

sumption goes to food production. The U.S. can afford

to be benevolent in its techniques of food production,

preservation and marketing.

A case is made to switch U.S. production of animal

orotein to plant protein to obtain more total food for

humans This fact is well known to the large U.S. food

companies and many millions of dollars have been

spent for research to fabricate soy protein into

products which people will eat. We now have products

made entirely from soy protein which are almost

indistinguishable from pork, ham chicken beef,

scallops bacon, sandwich spreads and meat loaF The

U S consumed 400 million pounds in 1970. But this is

lor the U.S. with its sophisticated technology The

developing countries are years away from these

advantages.
4 .

The statement is made in the April 14 issue that we

should develop plants to use massive applications of

organic fertilizer instead of chemical fertilizers 1

repeat Where does one expect to get the tremendous

amount of organic fertilizers required to produce the

food to feed our present population." Fertilizer is

primarily nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium and

the plant doesn't know whether they come from a

chemical factory or a dead animal. We have an

adequate supply of chemical fertilizers available. To

imply that we have an adequate supply of organic

tertilizer is nonsense.

We May Look Weird
To the Kditor:

Tuesday's newspaper contained a letter from Kd

McCabe about seeing formally attired grownups in the

Campus Center who did not return his courtesy when

he smiled at them. I am not a member of the group he

referred to. but I am a grownup, more formally at-

tired than the college students, living in the Campus

Center for five weeks I too am trying an experiment,

not for two hours but now on my seventh day

.

I realize at 36 I am much older than the "Kstabhsh

ment" here, and do appear very square and out of it.

but I was here two full days before a student even

spoke to me, and then it was because 1 used slight

profanity in the lunch line and he reacted to it. Since

then, in six days I have got back twelve smiles, two

waves and a conversation with two anthropology

grad students during lunch Students, some of these

elderly folk hanging around the Campus Center would

like to listen to vou, hear what you are and where you

are and where' its at. We may look weird, but we

listen (live us a chance! Talk, smile, communicate.

Thank you for the steam valve I know you can t

print it. but I don't have a typewriter. Wherever you

are thanks for listening, and I'll keep smiling

Betty Dowd

Proof Of Your Goal
To the Kditor:

Spring is finallv here again, and with it comes the

rebirth of a neurosis that is very familiar to any

resident of Southwest. It seems that some individuals

are so plagued with feelings of inferiority and in-

security that they must announce these feelings to the

world I refer to the incessant blasting of stereos out

windows at all hours of the day and night. People, you

are not impressing me or anyone else with your

musical taste or the volume of your stereo. Many of us

would like to sit outside and not have to hear the noises

we hear inside If we want to hear this music, we can

play our own stereos

Then Of course, there are those few who have

exams they have to study for; or those who have been

singled out with one of the many spring epidemics and

need some rest m the middle of the day The fact that

vour speaker is agunsl the window at full volume does

not make you cool . it makes you a pain in the ass

22Southwwc , . . ,u„.,»

Southwest is enough of an ecological mess without

noise pollution too Please grow up A loud stereo

playing a dynamite album is not proof ot your cool.

Peace ...... .

Name Withheld K> Keenest

May I also make a plea for rationality in the use of

pesticides. No human deaths have been attributed to

DDT poisoning from food. On the contrary, it has been

credited with saving 25,000,000 lives primarily through

malaria control. DDT is also estimated to have

prevented 500,000,000 illnesses. It is one of the safest

pesticides we've known and it will continue to be used

around the world. Its use should be curtailed because

of its persistence but absolute bans are unreasonable.

The ecologists have captured the ear of the public

press and it is high time that we had a counterbalance.

The replacement of DDT with more toxic compounds

may introduce even more hazards. Perhaps we can

buy enough time to do the necessary research to

develop more biodegradable compounds or possibly

specific biological controls. Let us hope so!

F. J.Francis

Department of Food Science

and Technology

An act of Congress designates

the last Saturday in April (the

24th) as "National Collegiate

Press Day ".

To get into the spirit of things,

why not take your favorite

student journalist to a Happy

Hour?
* * *

As one noted observer com-

mented, "the only rational way

to look at the whole thing is to

pretend that hockey doesn't

exist."
* * *

Why do guys over 6'3 always

go out with girls under 5'3? Why
don't they pick on somebody

their own size'.'

* »

*

During this National Library

Week (April 18-24). be good to

your books. And take a librarian

to lunch.
* * *

Senator Kdmund S. Muskie

ID Maine) is certainly getting

it from all sides these days He

has been accused in the last few

days of consorting with Trot

skyites (for his participation in

the Providence rally) and ac-

cording to Senator Dole,

chairman of the Republican

National Committee, "The

McCarthyism of the '50's pales

by comparison with the

Muskieism of the '70s''

(because of Muskie's attacks on

the FBI). And he isn't even a

declared candidate yet.
» * *

There seems to be a direct

correlation between spring and

increases in anti-war activity. If

that's true, doesn't it seem

strange that the arctic blasts

keep returning right before the

March on Washington'.' Perhaps

Nixon knows someone we don't

know.

So Wrong

TO the Kditor:

In the feature article on me "To Be A Foreign

Student In The United States "; in the April 16, 19/1

issue of the Daily Collegian, there are some

misconceptions as to what I said and meant Let me

lirst express my profound gratitude to the author Miss

Linda Balicki. Miss Balicki deserves an applause

from all the foreign students for her efforts in making

the voice of a foreigner heard on this campus for a

change Unfortunately due to my Atrican accent she

misinterpreted my answers to some ot the questions

she asked during the interview.

I was quoted as saying that a foreign student ;
is not

mterested in taking courses which are to broaden the

mind " This is a misunderstanding What I said

during the interview was "I am not too happy with the

undergraduate curriculum in most American

universities. If the North American university is to be

an effective force in assisting the less developed

nations' it must be innovative in developing an in

ternational dimension that would parallel the

domestic problems. It cannot be successful in its

mission if it merely attempts to mold and or make the

rest of the world adopt a system that has evolved in

response to the needs of the United States.

I did not say there is no International Club on this

campus There is one which has been rather dormant

,n the last few vears but which I feel can and should

tulfill its responsibilities to the University community

with its newly elected officers

As a black African. I am for the American Black all

the way in his fight for freedom and equality

Foreigners outside the U.S. regard the latter as a first

class nation If America is to remain a first class

nation she cannot afford to have second class citizens.

II American blacks and whites cannot live together as

brothers thev can as well perish together as fools It is

morallv wrong for any man to think another man

inferior because of the color of his skin or race, fcvery

man must be regarded as a fellow human being and be

respected as such I have never and will never support

violence because the killing of man has never proven

to be the final solution to any problem but I hope the

American blacks will keep on pushing and stick it up

Kight on. .„ _
,&

Allan O. Lana

Rash Statements

To the Kditor:

We would like to apologize for the rash statements

made concerning UMass by our former principal. Dr

E Harry Boothby, as reported in the Collegian of

APnl *'
, I V- -

Quite simply, he is a reactionary individual, ror

instance at graduation last year he had leaflets

distributed that can only be characterized as being of

an extreme conservative bent Similarly, in his annual

report for IW0, he lamented the fact that rules li.e

dress codes, etc ) have become increasingly difficult

to enforce because the courts have declared that

youths have the same rights Si adults.

We believe that this is indicative ot the kind ot

presumptions that determine his statements Two

days at the Campus Center hotel do not enable one to

render a valuable criticism ol the entire campus
hen Forsberjj

Ronald HaHock
Joseph Kelle)

The Student Revolution
Bv NEIL COLEMAN

MDC Staff

Flash, the student has an identity crisis, if you didn't know or realize it

before, please be advised that's its true. In 1964 Mario Savm sa.d tha the

student was the modern equivalent of the oppressed f***^;™*
Gregory has said that the student is today's nigger 1 he fact that students

are geared to tit into industry, to fit into the machine to conform, and the

events of Chicago and Kent State give these ideas their validity. But the

thought still persists that the student has an identity ol Ms own A

revolutionarybought occurs, that the student, as a Student, has a place

in

\

S

Zk around vou. the students are major consumers, of records,

clothes, cars and etc. By the act of our consumption we causepeopk-to Ik

emoloved we cause big companies to make money Just look at the ads.

hT.v re all vouth-oriented. Even the military has gotten
^
the.message

Thev know where its at If it wasn't for the young and the draft, they

wouldn't be able to tight their wars. No wars would mean that there was

no need lor bombs or bullets and all the poeple who are employee
I
or who

make money from the MIC wouldn't, if it wasn t for the student Ut

tact it we the students are a vital factor in the economy In fact the

foundation of the economy may not be war at all. but the student It s not

a war economv; it's a student economy'

This should suggest the importance of students ; it seems to suggest it to

ever one else buTthe student The student has an identity crisis^ Perhaps

its because of deferred maturation The student is in school, he a

physically and psycologically mature, he wants and mydsMs freodom,

but vet he still relies to some extend upon his parents lor financial sup

port" In such an unnatural situation friction develops The generation gap

rsbound to exist The student is mature and wants to be an individua
.
but

parental restraints prevent full self-expression He is young, vibrant and

Kieal.st.c and wants to remake the world in *"*****££*
prevents him The same forces which seem to allow him freedom,

prevent the exercise of it. No wonder the student is frustrated and at a

loss for his identitv amidst a society that allows him to be a consumer and

a draftee, and in "fact depends upon it. but still refuses to allow h.m to

have a voice in the world he helps maintain

A student who cant work within the system goes outs.de it So we have

the sub culture, but even it. to a large degree is economically dependent

upon the outs.de world Students in the sub-culture also have to work, buy

clothes, food and etc See how they've got us trapped' They are going to

net vou one wav or the other If the President decides to invade Thiland

Tomorrow and 'vou're drafted, being a member of the sub culture isfl

going to help vou If the president pushes the button, being I member of

me Counterculture isn t tfo.ng to save you If you get busted being a

member of the sub culture is certainly not going to keep you out of Jail.

Nor is protesting going to help, you don't want to protest an act after M

happens vou want to prevent it from happening

Hook 'at my Black brothers and I see that they aren marching

anymore The Blacks have got their thing together Stokely arm.chael

sin ailed the beginning of the second phase of the Black Revolution when

h^p Kla.med Black Power. Malcom X laid the groundwork for that

revolution when he sought to give Blacks an identity, a seperate Black

identitv That's where its at. identity, solidarity and power and-that I

wha the students don't have The Blacks have got their thing^ together.

Thev know what they want and they don't have to wa. for HufeertHum-

phrey and their white all.es to go out and get .t Students have an .den tity

Crista tley don't realize the power they hold Lets draw the line, realize

our identity and exert our power as students. If we vote as a community

as students, than the people will begin to see and listen to the voice of the

St

Wha! was done in Berkeley can be done here and UMTS. Why should we

demonstrate just to have the politician tell us what he II do. when we tan

leTthe politician what he has to do. to get our vote. In the town o

Amhest
P
w,th a non student population of only i:i,000. the student. ,

registered, would constitute much more i ban a majority In he Amherst

( ongress.onal district the five college students would at least be a strong

swing vote Across the nation the young number 24 million and could

easily decide a presidential election Thus the possibility of student power

is verv real and with that power comes the possibility of dictating events

instead of demonstrating against them, is in our hands, if we but exercise

it'

betters to the Editor must be typed at sixty spaces, double

spaced and not more than two pages in length. They must !*• in by 5

p in on the day prior to intended publication Letters musl be

signed and should include the address and phone number ol the

author, .ill ol which will be withheld upon request

Letters which do not follow these specifications will receivi

secondary consideration No letter will be printed a itho

ul the author.

The editors reserve the right to edit all tetters both

content

Editorial points may also be submitted and fol

general rules of the letters except that the) may bt
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Books

To Be Hitching
By BOB NESTI
MDC Staff

THUMB TRIPPING by Don Mitchell;

I Uii l a in Books. »5<

It had to happen, someone had to write

a so called authentic novel about the

•counter-culture-. There have been a

number of banal films made on the

subject, beginning with the everpopular

F\SY K1DKR. but novels have lagged

behind People who are cool dont write

anymore, they make banal movies.

Still the public reads, although what

they read (witness the popular novelists

of the day-Suzanne. Robbins. Segal)

isnt very good Youth culture was wide

open market for those tired with

Hollywood and the Jet Set. and I had a

feeling that Don Mitchell wasia shrewd

middle aged writer who with Till MB
TKIPPIM1 had taken advantage of this

subject matter by writing a bad novel

about it.

1 was wrong. Don Mitchell is a con

temporary of mine It s just that he

writes like a fifty year old man. He s

written t if you're up on your hip

cliches, you may have guessed) the story

of two college students who spend a

summer together hitching up and down

the California coast. Being clever Mit-

chell has his leading characters Gary

and Chay meet while on acid and. after

spending some time together, decide to

take to the highway.

It's probably not intentional, but Gary

and Chay are hardly likeable He's a total

paranoid with a touch of masochism He

must be to continually take rides from

people whom hes so suspicious and

afraid of In some circles this is called

•experiencing life as it is". Luckily for

Mr. Mitchell these circles are known as

publishing houses.

Chay isn't out to experience anything

more than Gary. She remains in the

background lor on her back) continually

making mindless remarks prefaced by

such expressions as "Right on", "Far

out ". "Oh wow", and an occasional

heavy". Her function is that of a

reference point; since neither Wood-

stock, Altamont. Kent State, of the

phases 'Out Now" or "Free All Political

Prisoners" are mentioned by Chay, I

date the story as taking place sometime

in the mid-Sixties.

The novel is comprised of stories about

the people who pick this joyful couple up

as they hitch. These people are obnoxious

or horny lor both) and Gary and Chay

must hassle with them The person whose

hassled the most though is the reader, for

all this gets extremely boring, especially

when they are picked up by nearly every

stereotype expected to be found in

Southern California culture.

First there's the aging "hippie"

couple, Sol and Sandra Silverman (Mark

should sue), who are trying with little

success to "turn on" their nine year old

son The kids all right, he's the only

bearable character in the entire book,

that is until the end. Here his parents

have corrupted him by slipping him

quarter tabs of acid with his Bosco and

the kid becomes a mindless cretin

muttering remarks like "Wow, all our

belly buttons are inside out." Heavy.

From here there's the usual assort

ment of weird types who are out there

picking up hitchhikers. Toni, the mystic

homosexual who attempts to make our

hero and Diesel, the speed-addicted

truck-driver who makes futile attempts

to buy Chay. There are others whose

motives are less explicit and must be

viewed through the fog of Gary s

paranoia. . .

If all this isn't bad enough, the novel is

one of Social Significance. Its found in

every chapter as the characters are

forever discussing drugs and "hippies' .

The point being those over Thirty just

don't understand. Mitchell is a clever

writer, he must read Time and

Newsweek every week. I think they

labeled this The Generation Gap back in

1966

Finally Mitchell offers cogent proof

that this chasm isn't just an editorial

writer's dream. Near the end of the book

Gary and Chay get wrecked with a

middle-aged business man who

"freaks", so to speak, proving once and

for all that stereotypes run deep and true

Partly it's this falseness that makes

THUMB TRIPPING so utterly con-

temptible. Take, for example, the

reactions to the frequently used drugs.

These resemble the kind found on a Look

Magazine Drug Chart for the worried

parent. With my limited knowledge on

the subject, I have never known a 10 mil.

dexedrine to have the cataclysmic effect

they had on Gary and Chay. It's hardly

often people trip on diet pills.

Tlll'MB TRIPPING is also detestable

because it's a poorly constructed, poorly

executed, written novel. Gary and Chay

are hardly developed as characters; the

events seem contrived ; everyone sounds,

in description or conversation,

hopelessly cliched; and the dialogue is

hackneyed Witness this revelation Gary

makes, it's characteristic of what the

novel's like throughout:

"Me too
' belched Gary. This trip was

already heavy, and he knew it might turn

into a bummer. But he found all his

bummers irresistable: freaking, he knew

he's gone as far as he could with a per-

son, a scene. To pull our sooner was a

shuck, and maybe someday he d
;

stop

freaking. Maybe he'd become l*eChay.

If not, he'd still be addicted to the hit-

ching
"

Page 145

Trip Heavy, Bummer, Freaking; it's

positively spooky that someone cou d

seriously be able to put aU these trite

expressions in a few short phrases^ I

could see it as a joke, or perhaps an entry

to a Frank Zappaish contest in which you

must see how many of these garbled

expressions you can place in twenty-five

words or less, but not in a serious work of

fiction, about today's youth.

Then again. THUMB TRIPPING may

not have been written for me. Someone

obviously like it, it was published and

a film is being made of it. There are some

good blurbs in the front of the book

(although they seem strained) which

leads me to finally want to play Mit-

chell's game and conjure up a clinched

image. . .

Come this summer 1 can see on a beach

in Dennisport, a somewhat fat. middle

aged woman wearing orange sunglasses,

Peace sign pierced earrings, and a tight

Filene's two piece bathing suit which

effectively highlights her expansive

middle, blinding white in the morning

sun. She's sitting alone reading THUMb
TRIPPING and is loving it. After all, it

was written for her

Nat Turner: Slavery As It Was
Bv ELLIOT EISENBERG

MDC Staff

llll CONFESSIONS OF NAT

II |{N KB l>> W illian* SI > run:

Signet; $i -•*>

The last ten years have probably

seen the appearance <>f more

literature l>% and about black

\merica than in .ill the rest «>t our

history combined There have been

the memoirs, the calls to

revolution, the fiction and the

poetry and the telling it like it is

hj people like CarmichaeJ roe

i i\il Rights movement, which

began in I9W «nh the Brown

sion and died a temporary

ileuth with the lailure •>! the Civil

I

• .it m, and the election

Richard Nixon.

.,1 it> historians There also

u lung back towards

lerstanding oi the beginnings

black American experience,

slavery

James Baldwin writes that the

American black man is irrevet

>.ihi\ separated in culture from his

African ancestors; Ins feelings

while the) might be black, are alto

American Perhaps he notes.

perhaps yean and \ears ago the

journey back might have been

possible, but no more

Nat Turner was no ordinary

llave He could read and write and

ligure. he was good with his hands

.is « ith his mind and did carpentry

and mechanical work, rather than

dirt work at the time of the revolt.

He grasped the bible; it was

through the holy words and the

benevolence and curiosity of an

earls owner that he learned to

read It was through his preaching.

which he took up later in life,

through bis mystical religiousness

thai Nat was able to reach the

slaves wbuh were to torm the

revolt

WOTIIKR COUNTRY.
THIS CONFESSIONS describe

almost too well the emotions which

How when a man has nothing left to

lose The characters to which Nat

introduces us are disturbing

because the uneducated, unskilled,

unemployed tree black man in the

1830's bears so much resemblance

to his dependents a hundred and

lorti years later

I UK CONFESSIONS OK NAT
It BNKR. perhaps like many

things which are so profound.

mows on one slowly. It doesn t

slop

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

This, then, is the contribution of

INK TONKKSSIONS OF NAT
II ItNKK I look into the kind of

hfe which slavery was It is a

novel, an historical one to be sure,

but it speaks to us as no

sociological or quantitative study

ever could about slavery Nat

Turner is the leader of the first and

possibly only serious revolt by

American slaves, planned, led and

peopled by hlack men The revolt

took place in southeastern Virginia

in the summer of 1831 ; when it was

over H white men. women and

children were dead The whites

who finally overpowered the

revolting slaves either sold them to

be used in Alabama or Mississippi

or Arkansas, or banged them To

satisfy their curiosity of the

revolts origins and leader, they

granted him I short period of time

to live before the gallows d he

would dictate his confessions This

much is history and U is where

St >n>n begins

rurner's rebellion tailed It

tailed because much ies> than the

number oi slavi - than be an

ticipated would join Mm; mam «»•

those who didn't Join then white

master? in putting him down It

tailed to<> beeaute is Uie »nruc»al

moments ot be tie \. t lost control

of his men to liquor and r \elr>

\s a southerner who gnw up

near where the revolt took place.

Styron has the feel of the

characters He has been criticized

bv black authors lor making Nat

Turner too white, but if one allows

that, he must conclude that neither

eana black artist successfully deal

with a white man's thoughts

.lames Baldw in. for one. has done a

prettv good job of just that in

LIVE BAND FREE
Every Tuesday Night in the

HATCH
ft. 11 FREE C.C. Program Council

Diamonds
Lowest prices in

the world.

I have no overhead

to pay.

Call

Rich
Amoroso

549-0940 or at TE<J>

Some of the positive aspects are evident: close friendships,

participatory roles, semi-personal dining facilities, highly

competitive athletics and self-determined social functions.

How about stopping by and meeting us? Well be showing

some underground film at about 8:30 p.m.

Phi Sigma Delta

358 No. Pleasant St.

Comer of Fearing St.

and No. Pleasant St.

l

Tazz Great Closes Series
+J ... ,.:..„. uM.fi»iJMiM Laurinburg. S.C., he

1

The Dizzy Gillespie Quintet will

appear in two concerts on the

UMass Amherst campus, April 29

and 30. Each concert, under the

auspices of the University's Fine

Arts Council, will be at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Joining illustrious trumpet

player Dizzy Gillespie will be

Mike Longoon piano; Sam Jones

on bass, Kudy Collins on drums;

Sonny Henry on guitar, and

1'otato Valdez on conga drums.

As a composer, bandleader,

and trumpet virtuoso, Gillespie

has had great influence on the

musical scene for more than

three decades. A native of

Diiry Gillespie

Laurinburg, S.C., he had a

thorough musical education

before migrating to New York

City. As a youngster he was

soloist in bands led by such stars

as Karl Mines and Cab Calloway,

and in his early twenties he

formed his own band.

Gillespie was an important

ligure in the birth of "bop",

which brought new time

signatures and new melodic and

harmonic complexities to jazz.

With his goatee, dark glasses,

and hip humor, he became a

virtual symbol of this important

musical development.

Long a popular recording artist

as well as performer, Dizzy

Gillespie recently opened a new

vista for himself and his Quintet

when they appeared at New

York's famed rock ballroom.

Fillmore East.

Reserved tickets for the con

eerts are $1.50 for UMass un-

dergraduates; $2 for other

students; $2.50 for UMass faculty

and staff and $3 for the general

public. Tickets may be obtained

by contacting the Fine Arts

Council office. 125 Herter Hall,

telephone (413) 545-0202. Mail

orders for tickets will be ac

cepted. Please make checks

payable to University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Council,

and enclose a stamped, self

addressed return envelope.

Dance And Percussion

Concerts This Week

Thursday, April 22 and Friday, April 23, at 8.15 p.m.

Auditorium on the Amherst Campus.
Seasons

"

Dances in the concert this year feature Hve .^ons

choreographed by Mr. Peterson a jazz piece for 18 dancers, Koo^an

^XHt^^^r^ b

R
yta

e
ren°Scott.

'^ASSt* by Marshall Blake. Donna^^^^
lord Harriett Wilt. Melinda Wein, and Mary Kane, all students in me

^^^l^'of^"^^?!! Dance Cub will be the guests of the

Concert Da^ce Group and will present their original choreography m

plbls' choreographed and performed by Steven Johnson, Robert

Rendelton and Jonathan Wolken. ^w^-cof
A Dance to Dance " created by Miss Patton, features the members of

the Umversty Dance Touring Company During this past seasor.the

Touring Company has performed in 8 colleges, and high schools

tTgh
per

l

forance
8

,

,

ro
d
pen to the public and contributions of 50, for

studentVand $1 .00 for adults will be collected at the door
» • *

Yale Slavic and Russian

Choruses To Merge Thursday

The University of Massachusetts Percussion Bay**, «***«
direction of Peter Tanner, will present its second annual concert

TuSdLy April 20 8 p.m. ,n the Campus Center Auditorium on the UMass

AGSarS
U

will include Donald Minutillo of the Hartford Con-

cervaTory o Music Dwight Peltzer. a member of the University ol

Ma sSsetts music department faculty ; and[the South Had.ey High

School Percussion Ensemble, directed by Herbert T. Hardt.

The program w,ll conclude wi.nlKeezers "For Four Percussion,**, and

TCaS!«7* the pubHc. wdhou. charge, as one or ,he

department's series of concerts.

Paris Helsinki Moscow Monaco Brussels Belgrade Geneva Oslo

The UMass Department of Slavic

Languages will present a joint

concert by the Yale Russian

Chorus and the Yale Slavic Chorus

on Thursday evening April 22, 1971

in Herter Auditorium 231 at 8:00

p.m.

The Yale Russian Chorus is

directed by Daniel Godfrey and is

dedicated to communication of two

kinds: musical and non-musical.

Since its founding fifteen years

ago, the Yale-Russian Chorus has

involved itself in interest in

Russian culture. The Chorus has

traveled to the Sovet Union on five

occasions under its own initiative

with funds raised from concerts

and through private sources and on

these occasions sang Russian

music informally on street corners

and in parks The members were

offered a unique opportunity to

learn about Soviet life at first hand

and also to exchange ideas about

society, art and science in

America The Yale-Russian

Chorus won first prize at the In-

ternational Choral Festival at

Lille, France in 1962 and in 1968

was received with enormous en-

thusiasm at a choral festival in

Yugoslavia.

The Yale Slavic Chorus was

formed under the auspices of the

Russian Chorus last season In

spite of its relative youth, the Yale

Slavic Chorus has achieved a

certain prominence for its concerts

and embraces Yugoslavian folk

songs, Russian folk songs and

liturgical music within its

repertorie The Yale Slavic Chorus

is under the direction of William

Robbins.

This joint concert by the Yale

Russian Chorus and the Yale

Slavic Chorus is open to the public

without charge and brings to the

attention of area music lovers one

of the most interesting singing

groups in the East.

MDC Recruits

Thursday, 7PM
Collegian Office

IS SPRING
FINALLY
HERE?
FOR

SOFTBALLS

AND

SOFTBALL BATS
SEE

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 S. PLEASANT ST.
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rter flints. International Student ID

lards EurErind Student Rail Passes, Youth Hostel Appll
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also. Gigantic T x ff Waterbeds - $39.90

escape on the kinKsixe waterbed from the ultimate in trans^

ported Joy - California manufactured vinyl baK with a

fire-year guarantee.
FLIGHTS OPEN ONLY TO —

5 College Students. Faculty. Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.
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BAKER House is Coin

I)
Co-ed 1 1 v* ina

$ Central heat)

3) Private room phones

4) Une fcuifr-in desk sets

$)Ro«e/ civets W\lk closiy curtains

1) Entire Jorm Just repainted

8) Groups of air Is Cfl-rt

a/50 te accomodated

call Tom dtG-LM
For information . tour

)
or to si] ft up

Open Student Senate Meeting

On Rents and Fees For

Next Year

SUNDAY
APRIL 25

7:00

Student Union Ballroom

The entire University community is invited
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Ruling Clears Way For Trial

In Wisconsin Abortion Case
XXX

. . . __^ i.™ .,„d attacked the federal courts intervenl

WASHINGTON (AP>-The Supreme Court set aside

,och" n .4 b a three-judge federal court in

M^uikee th'at Wisconsin's abortion law .s un-

"The^T^on dears the way for prosecution of a

Milwaukee gynecologist, SWtaey a BjJMJJJ
charges of performing an abortion on a 23-year old

*
The'three-judge court ruled in March 1970 that the

J" law violates the privacy rights o women In

November it enjoined Wisconsin officials from

Sing Dr. Babbits or any other physician who

ends V pregnancy before the fetus has "quickened

'1 his gener!Uv does not occur until the fourth month.

l£ vacating the ruling the Supreme Court cited a

sertes of its own decisions in February that prohibits

dera courts from intervening in state prosecutions

£cStin special situations The case was returned to

STuS. District Court in Milwaukee for recon-

"t^onsin had appealed the ruling to the MgfrCOUg.

Us attorney generaTRobert W. Warren, defended the

law and attacked the federal court s intervention

%£ Wisconsin law permits abortions only when

they are performed by a physician in order to save the

ide of the mother. Violators are subject to up to 8

vears in prison and a $5,000 tine.

The three judge court based its ruling on the N nth

A, uMidment which it said gave women a right ot

pnvacN mo decide whether she should carry or reject

an embrvo which has not quickened

•The police power of the state does not. ..entitle
,

,t to

denv the woman" this right, court said. The ruling

also declared the mothers interests are superior to

that of an unquickened embryo.

\ttv Gen Warren, in appealing, disputed tha the

N.nth Amendment establishes privacy rights.that£re

suDerior to state laws He also argued that nowhere

m the Jx ot the Constitution did the Framers provide

that an expectant mother has a right to destroy her

^Sce'william 0. Douglas dissented form the

Supreme Courts refusal to hold a hearing at th.s point.

Its attorney general. KODeriw «o..~
^^^ #

Announce SummerJobOpemngsl

The Placement Office wishes to

announce some summer jobs

available. A camp near Albany.

\ v needs the following eoun

seWs general male, tennis, arts

and crafts, horseback riding,

water skiing, trip counselor, ror

more detaili on these leads, go to

the Placement Office. Also, there

arc mx internships available

through the National Trust for

Historic Preservation. This

organization works to preserve

\merican historical sites,

buildings andobjects The jobs will

be .it the headquarters in

Washington, D.C. or at the house

museums It's a ten-week program

beginning in mid-June The ap-

plieation in resume form is due b)

Ma\ 7, and should be senl to

Miss Patricia E Williams. Ar-

chivist Nat 1 Trust for His

preservation, ~w Jackson Place,

\ \\ Washington. 1> «' 280Q8

\ sample resume ma) be on-

taiwd ui the Placement Office for

need help writing one.

areer Pli ( ouncil,

armed from the .student

senate Services Committee, is the

students
-

contact with the

Placement administrators. Its

goals are set to be establishing

some kind of communication link

between the Placement office, the

service it has available to the

students, and the uninformed

studentbody Career Planning

touches every student, but un-

lortuuatelv for many students they

never know this service is

available until its too late

Students are urged to receive

career planning information in

their Sophomore or Junior years

Vnvone who is interested in m-

lormmg himsell and his tellow

students about Career Planning.

please consider participating in the

Career Planning Council r or

further information call Janet

Pearlman at :>4*j-h:{o7

T TO EUROPE

I S AS
PACE AVAILABLE
From $99 o/w

CALL:

ic Avery 546-7701

Dichner 546-6944

WHOLE WHEAT TRADING CO.

181 N. Pleasant St.

has manly earthly delights which can take

yon back to the garden - including organic

and naturals ... \>*m—*
grains - vegetables and fruits - honey

dairy products - vitamins . .

.

WE ARE GOOD FOR YOU

Opportunity Open For

,
Senior Honors Study

I All members of the class of 72 who.have^X^S^^
above are eligible to prt£p£ * *«j*j£Honor?a^uor honors

cording to w. Bri«0'Corin«,/toti^^or«
»

k O'Cww
project replaces six or nine fm,

es^ "^ "

rê under the direction of

sa.d It results in an undergraduate {^^^J^o^diUom\ faculty

one faculty member together with a committee oi rwu

members, he explained
nrn iPct will be graduated with

A student who successtull)'complete ,a pro^twm &
his

departmental honors and have an appropriate cuai

transcript, he added. «*-*—! facultv relations, individual

The project facilitates close stud^r( ^X in which the student is

research and the selection of a sP^c 'a
JX^m^n honors project usually

mterested.Op^^^^c^ "placed he continued. The
entails more time and effort than he courses ry™

that ,s personally

satisfaction of completing a major study on a tome

interestingis most rewarding an

a

^^^^^^.^ contains ad-

A special table in the Honors Office < Machmcr t, ^ b

ditionai information^^.^2^ haUhe interested student

t^^^^S^ 1^^^^^ department^

request further information.

IF YOU WERE DIRECTING

DAVID
COPPERFIELD
WOULD YOU CAST

W. C. FIELDS
^ IN THE LEAD?

OF COURSE NOT!

TOMORROW NITE 8:00 ONLY
THOMPSON 104 f*C

w. c n«u» •'»

DAVID UOIM'ERFIIXD

GENESIS III

<£,

A CINEMUS MAXIMUS

I irst Area Showing! This tYrekttld

\n exciting aiithwkw »' experimental.

• I.., umeiitarv ami emm-ily

and
I lunula* 1 ridax and >iiioIh> M" 'I tt,

at ItM and IttM ».m.

Hampden Dmlna Commons, >"«itiiw. s.

Admission sl.Vl Students, all ethers MJi

sponsored liv the Southwest Patriots

\dvau«<- thkHs a\ailaltl«> at

Studriit t nioii Box Offter

TONIGHT

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

HOUR OF THE WOLF

the nightmare vision

of the tortured artist

MAHAR 8 * 10 75*

NOMINATIONS ARE

NOW BEING ACCEPTED

FOR THE ANNUAL

METAWAMPEE AWARD
For the Faculty - Staff

Good Guy Award

Please deposit nominations in RSO office J

End Slump With 6 Win
By MARTY KELLEY

MDC Staff

WORCESTER—For nearly

seven innings it looked as though

the UMass JV's would escape the

I rigid confine! of Worcester with

its first win, but an explosive six

run seventh followed by a sen-

timental tour run eighth enabled

Worcester Academy to put the

wood to the Little Hedmen, 10-4, in

near freezing opening game
temperatures last Wednesday

Over the long weekend, the JV's

did manage however to chalk up

their I irst win behind the efforts of

froth fireballer John Olsen and the

hat ol Mike Phillips Alter being

blanked Saturday afternoon. 6-0.

by cross town rival Amherst and

the slants ol Chris Williams, the

Kedmen came back for win

number one yesterday afternoon

over Worcester Junior College, 6-1.

Olsen blitzed the visitors with a

blazing fastball as the tall

righthander, loaned from Coach

Dick Bergquist'8 staff for some

extra work, yielded only three hits

and a harmless tally in eight im-

pressive frames, olsen fanned

seven of the first nine adversaries

and IS in all enroute to a masterful

performance. Steve Merrill

worked the ninth flawlessly to pick

up the save.

Alter shaky starter Bill Daily

stranded 12 men in the first five

frames including nine in the first

three, the Kedmen finally put it

together for five decisive runs in

the sixth and the game.

Mike Phillips split the power

alley in left -center for a line drive

three run triple to highlight the

stanza. Fred Kielbasa chased

home the other run on an infield

dribbler and had the other Redman

•ribby" with a bases loaded walk

as UMass chalked up its first win.

But Redman hurlers Ed Kurr

and Eric Levine found the of-

fensive support lacking as UMass

dropped its first two contests. The

JV's will try to rebound against

Amherst tomorrow in the rematch,

but the capper had to be the

season's opener at Worcester.

Alter sharp lefthander Merrill

pitched near perfect one-hit ball

for four frames, the hosts came

alive to rack Merrill's predecessor

Ed Kurr lor six runs on five hits in

the seventh frame. The outburst

obliterated a 2-0 Redman lead.

Second baseman Bill Moan
Kedmen came oacK ioi ww #

Meiia SprintsTo B.A.A. Victory
" ._ ... ...J ... .....,w .hr.111 i Ml miles to no linish.

chased home Ken Brewer, who had

singled, with a sharp baseknock to

right for the first tally of the year

in the third.

As Merrill and Kurr silenced

Worcester Academy's bats on only

two hits for the first six innings, the

visitors herded home run number

two in the sixth on Steve Newell 's

sacrifice fly to center plating Kurr

who singled to center and ad-

vanced on Tony Serino's infield hit.

Apparently numbness set in as

Kurr brought calamity in the sixth

with the game winning rally. A two

runch pinch triple by Pandy Andy

triggered the uprising which

featured run scoring singles by

Fred Tan and Greg Pojani along

with a wind blown RBI triple by

Joe Duffey.

While starter Steve Fredette

kept the visitors at bay. reliever

Steve Bam watched his fastball get

painted black and blue with lour

more runs in the eight. The crusher

in the frame was provided by

Duffey who ripped a prodegous

three run line drive home run to

right center to close out the victors

scoring.

The Little Redmen tried gamely

to get back into the affair in the top

of the stanza with a two digit

package Consecutive doubles by

Rick Hansen and Ed Hamel

followed by Tony Serino's run

scoring single to left only helped to

augment a 10-4 final.

Give credit to starter Steve

Fredette who weathered the

freezing elements to win in the nine

frames while allowing four runs on

seven hits, walked six and struck

out five

BOSTON (AP)— Unheralded
\lvaro Mejia of Colombia

outkicked Irish Pat McMahon after

a long elbow to-elbow duel and

20-yard victory

75th Boston A A
sprinted to a

yesterday in the

Marathon
The 39-year old Mejia and McH-

Mahon broke out of a sixman pack

alter IK miles and waged a tension-

packed road battle the rest of the

w a\

Mejia linallv got the edge in the

linal mile and t unshed the 26-mile.

185-yard Patriots Day classic in 2

hours IK minutes. 45 seconds

McMahon. the third place

finisher m 2 14 53 last year, was

lavored to win in the Hopkinton to

Boston run

However, the mild weather and

the hot competition left him little at

the end and he finished live

seconds behind Mejia.

\ former Irish Olympic runner

ami a graduate ot Oklahoma

Baptist the 2«»-' ear -old McMahon.

now a sch«H)l teacher in nearby

1.. .well, fdtied in I rout b\ a couple

ot strides about 1 1/2 miles to go

Mejia. who scored a stunning

\ ictory over Australia's Ron Clark

and the Russians in a pre Olympic

to ooo meter run in Mexico City in

1966 appeared to be faltering.

However, he dug into his reserve

and managed to overtake Mc-

Mahon. .

Mejia. an unemployed metal

worker from Redwood City, Calif.,

jg married to Terry Stickell. a

tormer U.S. Olympic team diver.

Mejia and McMahon were

locked in a duel with Finland s

Seppo Nikkari and Markku

Salminen. Byron Lowry of San

Francisco, and John Vitale. of New

Haven. Conn . at the 4th check-

point. 17 :5/4 miles from the start, in

Auburndale.

Then the pack hit the I irst ot

three hills and Mejia and Mc-

Mahon made their move.

gradually opening a 75 yard lead

They continued to pull away on

the second hill and had the race to

themselves alter Heartbreak

Hill" less than five miles trornthe

linish.

South Africa's John Halverstadt

closed strongly after running off

the pace most of the way and

captured third place in 2:22.23.

Vitale was fourt in 2:22.45, and

Lowry fifth in 2:2:5.20.

Rounding out the top 10 were Art

Coolidge of the host BAA, 2:23.23;

William Speck of Providence

College. 2:23.54; Salminen.

2:24.02; Ron Wallingford of

Toronto, 2:24.21 and former

Marine Captain Bill Clark of Los

Angeles. 2:26.19.

This was only my second

marathon and my biggest problem

was blisters. Mejia said. 'When

we hit the last mile I thought I had

it won Before that I was just

waiting

I figured McMahon was the

man to beat and 1 finally took the

lead I think with 200 yards to go."

Mejia interrupted his running

brief!) on a couple of times during

the race to splash water from rain

puddles on the road on his hands

and body ^^^_^_^___

SoxDropped by Tribe

In Extra Innings 5-3
BOSTON (AP)-Roy Foster

smashed a two-run homer in the

i:$th inning yesterday, giving the

Cleveland Indians a 5-4 victory-

over Boston in the Red Sox' annual

Patriots Day game.

Fosters first homer of the

...son. off Bill Lee. the fifth

Boston pitcher, followed a leadoff

walk to liraig Nettles and broke a

14 deadlock.

The Red Sox countered with a

run in the bottom of the 13th on

singles by Duane Josephson and

Billy Conigharo, a walk and Luis

\pancio s bases loaded force-play

tap before Cleveland reliever Ray

Lamb got the final out.

hornier Red Sox slugger Ken

Harrelson put the Indians in front

Mi with a three run homer in tlu

fourth, but Boston came back with

two runs in the sixth and an

unearned run in the eighth to tie it.

Vada Pinson led off the

lourth with .i single and stole

second Nettles walked and

Harrelson. traded by Boston two

years ago to the day. drilled Mike

Nagy's I irst pitch into the left field

screen tor his first home run of the

vear
The Red Sox struck back in the

sixth Reggie Smith walked and

Carl Vastrzemski singled him to

third Petrocelli also singled,

scoring Smith and sending

Vastrzemski to third, but was

thrown out by Ted Chlaendor

trymg lor second George Scott

then singled, scoring Vastrzemski

A walk, an error and I single b\

Scot! lied it for Boston in the

iKhth

vrhat

Gay Liberation or ... .

Free University City or . . .

Mobilization Committee or

Prisoners ol War or .

World Games

The Greeks invite YOU to discuss and

share your views on Thursday, Apnl 22nd
J

7:30 P.M.

8th Floor of Campus Center
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Orange DampersRed Over Weekend
^^ " ^^ /^ *

. u a Rurak John Gombar, Bob San-
**-*

. L u„ii„ ...««, ;« . ..... »v,,.r tenths »f a second ahead KUraK, J«nn "»""*••
cnn

By BRONA SIMON
SYRACUSE, N V Saturday

the supermen of Syracuse

University and a spunky

Georgetown eight dominated the

waters oi Lake Onondaga, leaving

the UMass oarsmen to a long.

quiel contemplatory hus ride

home u ith no laurels ol first place

Finishing at best in the two-spot «
tlu< junior varsity race,

statistically the record book will

not give the total story ot Kedman

performances
\tter the finish line was streakea

solid orange from Syracuse rowers

m the first three races IMass had

entered, the final event pitted the

vanity shells of I' Mass. Syracuse,

and Georgetown in the most ex-

citing and tense competition the

good sized home crowd and I Mass

contingency would get anxious

over on a mild, sunbathing type

day .. ,.

With the disappointments ot the

first three races clinging to the hull

ol the varsity's shell, the senior

Kedmen, Dave Richard, M
Flanders. Joe PieU, Kevin

O'Brien Bob Weimar. Tom Mone.

IVd Fit/.patrick. Jeff AUen, and

coxswain Chris .ledrey, shook loose

the burden, rowed their best so lar

this year and kept tthe race as

tight as it possibly could be the

bows of the three shells were in a

straight line with no one giving

away. When the crews came into

respectable viewing distance of the

spectators, the Kedmen had a few

inches lead This was at about the

ir,tKi meter mark of a 2000 meter

course Then Georgetown started a

tremendous sprint and pulled

ahead ol IMass and Syracuse

About a boat length behind, the

Orangemen increased then-

stroking vehemently, while

aspiring lor one more victory to

make their day perfect. But their

sprint began just a little too late.

and Georgetown's kryptonite did

its stuff to crosss the line at 1:21.9,

Trackmen Lag As Huskies

Cop 2nd Straight BC Games
By ROBERT IIEDEIROS

MDC Staff

Northeastern tor the second year

in a ro« is the winner of the Boston

College Kelavs. Northeastern

finished with a total of 61 P°,ntj\
Dartmouth, the runner up. scored

36 points while Boston College, the

host team, rounded out the top

three with 27 points.

IMass finished a disappointing

ninth with 19 points. UMass did

score in nine relays which was

second to only Northeastern who

placed in eleven events The

team's poor finish was not over

shadowed bv the fact that only two

weeks ago the Kedmen lost to

Northeastern by a slim three point

margin Also during the indoor

season the IMass Kedmen soundly

defeated second place Dartmouth

hv a 7.1 to :U margin

just four tenths of a second ahead

of the supermen in orange jerseys,

who were still surging at 6:22.3.

In the meantime, the Kedmen

had lost their endurance in the

wake of the hydraulic machines,

simply because physically they

were not prepared to row so fast so

lar. but worked admirably to finish

only live seconds behind the lead,

at 6:27.2 which is a commendable

performance and an exceptional

time.

If you could forget about

Syracuse who had an indisputable

lead in the junior varsity contest,

the race between I'Mass jv's and

Georgetown's was quite good.

Neck and neck for most of the way,

the Kedmen's impressive power

stroking settled the decision tor

second place, as Paul Wmchell.

Mel Streun. Clay Morin. Doug

Thompson, Chris Hodson. Steve

Khmer, Bill Moran. Kick Jones,

and cox Kenny Kaymond rushed to

the tinish line at 6:30 and

•onquered Dad Vail point chain

Coach o Bnen said. The team Tasatka gave siTong^•"g,* ^^^^o lagged at

showed great potential, but needs themsdves a the PUced eighth pijn.^W^
of course , nad

polishing up The team is close, but

not close enough as yet to be

considered a leading contender for

New Kngland honors
"

The 440 relay and 880 relay are

examples of the team's potential.

The Kedmen placed fourth in both

relays, and were only 7 seconds

out of first place in both races The

difference in time between first

and tourth was due to poor baton

passing

The Kedmen were heavy

tavontes in the 480 yard shuttle

relay but the second leg of the

relay, Bob Landry fell on the last

hurdle I Mass dropped to fifth, but

did set I new school record Fresh

men Doug n Connell and Koger

and tenth, respectively.

Eddie Arcaro broke the school

shotput record for the second meet

in a row as he led the shotput team

to a third place finish Arcaro also

led the hammer team to its third

place finish Peter Natti and Ar-

caro teamed up in the discus relay

to capture another third place

finish for the Kedmen cause

The long jump team finished

third behind the efforts of Rip

Dyer. Ed Shaughnessy and Mark

Kobinson Rocco Petitto led the

javelin team to a fifth place finish

while the high jump team placed

tourth The mile relay team

rounded out the scoring with a fifth

place linish ___

6:31.2, The Orange, of course, had

already zoomed in at 6:21.5.

Positioned against freshmen

whose caliber was unknown to

UMass crew heads, the Little

Kedmen did not fare as well as

their big brothers.

In the opening race, Syracuse

freshmen had open water on

UMass frosh combination of Mark

Brown. Steve Kyan. Rich Jamara,

ak John Gombar, Bob San-

derson, and cox Mike Thompson,

for the whole race. The younger

Orange, who had rowed in high

school, showed their lengthy ex-

perience in crew with a 6:31 time,

to the 6:f>4 bv Little Kedmen whose

newness to" the water could not

expect them to overcome near-

experts

This same type ot race was

recreated when another set ot

freshmen, this time including

Georgetown, resulted in Syracuse

once again showing its superman

ab.ht.es. at 6:32.4. Georgetown

followed m at 6:52.3. and UMass

Irosh Phil Kenney. John Curtis.

Chris Kudla. John Lund. Kich

Clair. Jim Kennedy. Kuss Schott.

and Kevin Kaylor, coxed by Jody

Lianides, punched the clock at

7:1,1 .u
The emphasis on crew in the

Svracuse area is astoundingly

strong Every high school and

college have their own little

boathouse and practice as if

rowing were the American sport

instead of baseball. It is no wonder

that Svracuse has such a superior

crew team. Most of their oarsmen

are even scouted while rowing in

high school.

On this side, however, the

Kedmen are making due of their

water time which a wicked winter

had been reluctant to give them, to

.mprove and ready themselves

even more for a meet this Saturdayssaas.^^ '* * *-»•,

Redmen Shutout Vt. Thrice

Gorillas, Netmen Coasting;

All Results on Back Page

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
I Mnn. apt. for rent «U» -• *>V-

ilon to pick up leaee. r»ol. *lr cw>d..

•enfir. eS »»-«:*> •'«•* ^
~3 Mrni. apt.. Jane - Au«u»t. ten-

ter .f Amber.!. Will «»•*«>• ««
C»U_Mg-tl69 after 6.

.
tr4-1*

"Beautlfil aetup furaUhed apt. and

pool for the ouoinier or longer, only

$116 mo Call Wft-Mel after 1^
" EfOeleocy apt. from *"• * '*

Auk 31. QoabMn Village. «• a mo

Air rood and all "tlUUej. Call

Thorn at «53-»21t or Paal 3S3-7MT

Both after 7 p » "*~"

2 bedroom apf. for June 1. Option

U renrw lea^e In fall Heat •«•-

tinhlr «•-" g-Vt-aJW'- Ul''-

t beareeaa apt , CliffaMa. *>"-

nl.hed. air cand .. • peel-
•""gJSj—

I bedroom apt . livlna rm .
hitch .

bath Jane 1 - Wept 1 *",'£:*
lion 1 ml from campuo »"5/m,

but wllU"« «• ne.atl.te. Call Cendr

•r Jeer 843-90W al 6:et. tM-«l

M.mnier "miI.M — furni-hed » rm

h„u«. on Phillip- N .
ut.llie. Inrl

fall JHiMilV-* "*'-•

"
a bdrm. apt .. paal. air ^•"•J"Md partially furnl.hed Available

June 1 - Aug...! SI Rent I. nego-

tiable, rail 25i >:n_ ***»
—

Sublet 1 bdrm tan.. """US
much .reaa. aeeluder Lr panel

£
U* rm. 9M me Call 6*4-2861 ^after

~t bdrm. apt. *ane - Aa« ,
air

rand etc Near Sunderland^rtr.

Huc.rlo.f Apt. . 'Wit and '""••"re

n>..tlable. Call 665-3422 tf4-Cl

"
1 bdrm. apt'. 'Jane t - 8*pt 1

« /option to renew. «•**• "***„'
otll. paid. Near Campu. »»«5

, #
m"

< .1 1 after »J6 jM-^jM '14-26

F roommate, or If neecary mm-
mer .ublet at Puffton. option to re-

new lea.e In fall Will haggle price

rail 649-6M6 tfr"°
« bedroom apt at Rolling Oreen

June 1 - Aug 31 with option to

renew ea.e Pool, carpeting, air con-

ditioned. All utllltle. Included < .11

2S6-.4A4 H±!?
~1 bdrm" apt »t Cllffslde Include-

.11 ntllitleo. .wlmmng pool, tennla.

court.. Avail June 1 to Aug. 31 with

option to ront Call 6f..V?«l2 after ^4

p m. __^_^
"2 bdrm. Quab. Vill Apt . w w
carpet, air cond . all utll In*., opt.

renew lea«e. SI6S mo June ta Sept

1 Call 323-40W)

t.ignot 31 with eptlan t. •••»•«»?*
negatlabe. »41M.!M. ^If4-S6

Ta .ablet 2 bdrn». apt. In P"ff-

tan. air *and . paal. *t* J*" "J
furniture Included T.ll 54JMt<n af-

ter 5._
Redu< eil rent, furnl.hed. 3 bed™'

ruffian VII . June 1 • Anir 31.
,

op-

tlon to renew, air cand . .wlm pool.

,.i,hw..her. escellent loeatlan. Call

S4a-4WIS. ^^_______ '' Q**'1

_
t"bdrm taa-nhau««. Sqoire Village

Sunderland All all. Ind. M«» 1 fa

Aug 31 with option for '••'''
fMi.ytm I!tiI—
t'bdrm. apt. In Freaweniiai. June

1 . »ien«. 1 with option ta canli-

nue. air c«id .. «ahwa.her «•»*•*•;

diap . elaaet .pare galare. »»»••"
utllltle. IUft-6517 tf4-^3

~~Sublet June 1 - Auc^M — « fc«rm

•Ir rand S145/ma. Everything Vh-

riuded , is w+.tnmmm/m^£

FOR SALE
LOST

Toby Apt.. In «underland

ftld. A.k far Jehn - Hick 4-21

1 bedroom apt , Puffton on Vil-

lage $156 /mo . June 1 - Hept 1 .r

longer IM.hwa.her. pool etc See

Patrick or Lou In 321 Pufftan

FOR SALE — AUTOS
'Mart aril — 1969 Mu.tang Maeh
I. am-fm .teree. 4 .pd , 351 eu In .

eirellent condition 64ft-6396 tf4-tt

"Cherralet 1965 Bel Air. 4-daar

•edan, 6 eyl . automatJe, 53.664) ml.

Very goad cond. o55i.6t. Call Ton,

»53-tat». tf4-14-15-21

1»46 Military Jeep fnlveraal CJ2A
4-wbeel irW* power takeoff, hydraa-

II*.. S566. Call Bob at Mf.
I960 Carrette caape, aark green,

aide e«hau»t, radio. 427. 396 hp. 4

.pd mm. 665-3935. *•-**
~
Old. 442 4 .peed Mlrhelln tlrea,

grey w /black vinyl top. air. e«e_

condition. 33.606 ml. Call •'«;'»
p m. 253-3356. " 4"

-V

VW bo. 1953. good tire., rebuilt

4* hp engine, RE 21467. Bt». Call

Beetle Tawn. 1*64 8. Main *•'**£

Maiieer. Tear. Garrard./=•*»»».
I, .her. TI>K. c-»»ette aud open reel

S^awTrd r.dio. Ctah "P«nkjr»

II".. 8 tract., m.d other necaaaltlea.

X, Ambtnt Audio. ¥
" lt»~Poiicho weather — Jo.t ar-

rived colorful, geoalne poncho, fram

>„„!!, America Umlted nppH.CM
w^WiOl after 5 . „

VV.ierb7d. fully "u-rw, «,edLjl
l

win need — frame.. Uneru, paaM.

ZSJi an- "-re. 619. 17. . S65 C jme

u.d check it aut StM-MSW. «^«»"

«nytlnjeJ
Keep_U>»o«_ W4-TX

-^V^ihT«9 O-IB. E«c f«* *•*
„„„ tail Rc«er 546-9966. Mart

„ll Immediately liTiL

t.ne deck. 1 jr old. aeldom aae*.

t,r c^n!lit»«., $176 ar beat affer^

tall Tom 253-7236. g*g
~~i« .peed Peug.t Bicycle, ««'• **"

frame! 3 month, old. Mu.t aeU aean^

i.ll 649-6996. early or late. tf4-w

"
Caldapat refria . 5 ea. ft . • ma.

old . excellent condition C*,1
,#
5
L
":

M\3, wa-«i

"llfklng Boot.: 1 pair Fablanf, ai-

nia.t new; 1 p. Aaatrian handmade,

excellent cand . aliaa jlfiljlll .
try

i hem. about »V4- » Sr-llf*'• «*»!

m»57
j

nrzi
IfMil Mobile Home farnl.hed.

or 3 bedroom an lot 16 mllea from

f .mpu. C.ll 467-9656 after 8^

-h.,,,.11 grey, part Wamaaa ajttrn.

I.„t in the Orchard. Call Ca.hin.

,H^ 10 .'7. Reward. i^J

GIVE AWAY
- Free hamster, now Call 5IV671"

at 5MI-771I. A^k for Rob ar Jan

.

IIOOMMATES WANTED^
F Roommate wanted "*'• M*' *

Apt. within walklnt dl.t ^of ( ampu..

Fool, air cond.. fare apt Call 64»-

SjSj after 6pm I
1**3*

F roorom.le wanted - b*«
nt
Ju"r

I to Sept. Op to renew Rent ne-

,o«.bi;
P

Call 253-7624 after 5 p^
"Summer Roommate, wanieo M or

F Modern 6 rm. haaae, 3 ml. from
r. •w«'^, - k_ m Incbl
anipu*. $129/ a wa.. «««

Whole aummer rate, available >-
lea^ . 649-6695. J£*i

2 roommate, wanted, rent »«5 each.

raadaletely fnmi-hed townhoune —
Cire VIII. t ;.ll »»»-364». J»»* "

Sept Option "to renew.

Year !e.*e .vail 1 June Town-
house al Rolinc Green all utilities.

l> . room.. !»'• bath*, nil the e\tra«

i»; rm%y livimr Call 2V1-9KH after

r, p.m. t fl-21

3 Iwilroomi. (> roonw n~n«l baae-

ment. I ml from Campu« I liliti-x

in,. 4-3 people or familv 510-

,jj»T. tM-t9

Room- lor rent In laree. private

home <*|,.ice available for larpe

•lumber of girl, (up to 1«) full Ml-
•^.«K». tfl-SJ

PERSONAL

BOOKS
He buv u.ed book, and «•»"•»

— whin- light Book, (in the An»y>

>.. Urt.l

WANTED

Telectro Stereo Reel Tap* *«•'*;
er. walnut cabinet, a nice piece af

furniture and m food machine .
rail

Jim JnSS-4666^ after 6 tt*-n

Brown Suede Poncho brand new.

It.st offer. Katht .116-5629. tfl-21

SUBLET or LEASE
Sublet Jone - Ana. 31 ar lea.e 1

bedroom furnished all elee. eff gM.
fall 549-«7B5 or atop oot at Mill

Hollow. No 61. fi^

FREE

"Sublet .parioa. two bedroom town-

houoe. furnUhed with option to re-

new lca.e. Call ISMM ""^"^.^
—

I bedroom townhoune, June to

\iiriiHt. partly furnl.hed. air cond.

all electric, option to continue 2113-

JI708.
,f * '

Two adjoining mad 4 room apt...

equipped .leep 8 f«r June - Aug or

art Rent $1«*». oil! Incl (an go

Jnarate Will negnf rent Pool

•ml park Call 258-6076 Pave If. M

KFlllTEn srnl.FT — 2 bedroom

ant In Puffton Village, pool, tennl.

r.»rt!V *ond.. 2 bath. C.l 849-

UOKM ^ tiv^s.'

—t^Bedrm. Puffton Apt with cool

.ir and P«ol Available June 1 -

"71 Plnta, 4306 ml., caaoette .te-

rra, 2 cabinet .peaker.. 1606 aerie.

rail John anytime IVI6-6062_ tf4-q
~

I'MU Dodge Dart. R * «• »"'

Irana t'PTn Reliable Iran* .
«'-

w". MartV Re. Call SI9-0827 after

5 p m

.

"

"orU-lnal owner niu-t ^IIW Tem-

pe«t HHt. 71.fMM» nillea. $IW» FV
IMt. »uto . radio, radial.. 11 t> «»•

poal fraction, perfect condition thru-

out fall St.".-2166. il**1

" MuTt~.ell 1W3 Austin tfcab 30O0

Mk II. overdrive, excellent conili-

• ion! ne«t offer, fall »••%.,,
-

F.v7e1lent 2 dr .

" '«3'Wack Cornel

,.,ni.rlil,le. 8200. fall gSMSIt.^^

—
«i Buick Special, running cond

Need. Home «ork »w wMU* •"•«

tiro, convertible, »:<0« or be.t offr

2S9-7t38. Peter around 3. tfi-~i

'
Free! 7 adorable kitten. de.perate-

lv need home., otherwl.0 theyll

be M-nt to the SPfA. Call 6-«844

md a.k for Sue or Amy
.

tf4-2l

"help wanted

Accountant.. cook.. '•m«,t'c":

latMirer. bartender, .ecretarie. at*.

.'".rapher. teacher. "*%*> -»*
men and women, bank teller. I See

Fm-Mec Service., 9 Pray St.
^

-
» room apartment by May i.t or

June lot. Call 256-6215 from 2 -
4:.

JO

1 pilar

.

.
III- -

aj wanted female, for p.ych. eapl

concerned with phy.lologlcal reactiv-

ity and laudnea. perception Sign

up at 78 Bartlett *'8 *•**

—%nv dormitory with ten or more

vtuilent. Intere.ted in a readme

,„ur.e. plenM- call Dirk >»nteu.am»

•VI-VUO. No f*e
:

"lH1

^Thedroom apartment needed for 3

<„r 4) girl, for next .chool g«».
I»,.|ierafe! fonlait Maria b-1181 or

Jackie .-.i!)-oo«ri 1"--

Mallapan girl, patient Tf Dr. f a-

hemi. .hartng room with me at Beth
l.rnel Uo.p on April 21. '•;!» Plraae

..II Rlfa 869-2718 IMPORTANT
tf4-21

Ernie'. Black, he', dynamite and
he', coming, April 28th. tf4-29

>ue'. Slrate and Paula'. Proaty

Tiifll— — Steve'a Stod Service apo-
liigiie.. Wa. out an call. Call again
lira. 4-16

Fred, enough of thla .illy .pat!
Meet me at Amherst Audio, Friday
night at 3:69 am. Brace. 4-16

Freo Vlnnle, Free The Bear Bro-
ther.. For Information call Jack
'

'

P

oker" Pltty. Tel. 546-6295. tf4-«9

firo — Apolou.v accepted. We .till

love i. hi Turdface. fan vou rotate
1 hi. weekeiid? •>ue'a Slca*e and
I'.iiilu'. Frosty Service. 4-20

Aloha \ormal! fonuratulation. on
HawaHl Don't worry, rr.is. .kirt.

v ill l» maxi neat Spring. — Your
1 iv iii.m Friend. — Oral, .Anal and
I'hallic. 4-20

ll\PPY millllDW S\M MAN-
I IV 4-20

\|j| _ All my hue on your 21.

t

•irthdav. Ah\.iy., J««I (alnio.t).
4-29

The Lebanese Lover of Otll floor.

II K, belated birlliil.iv greeting.. 1-20

llol Pant, iiroudlv announce, her
1 11- lui'iiient to The Funk anil Elvi.
I We Pel* I. I. dancing vxltli Joy. 1-'2Q

Wanted to buy — two belly jewel.
— call ftHi-7393 after .i«. 4-20

Happy Kirlhil.n l.iniler! From
Mnir Roomie and the Kith Floor In

ATTENTION

I or 2 girl, wanted to contplle.

noenw in good publishable form. Will

pay 8 fall weekend, or Ml «tj-

i„g. >2j:i-75«6. Keep trying. tf4-. l

H.inV.owner — Envelope addre..-

er. •.end .tamped envel. and 25c to

«.WI. i;nlirpri.ea. 610 Cobb St.

Athena. t.» . 89981. "4-20

~SUMMER SUBLET
summer .ublet from Juno 1 - Aug.

:«», iini Colonial Village, furnl»hed

2 bedroom, awim. pool. Call 266_

60.12. « —**
; bdrm. fownhou.c, wall to wall

• rpl . dishwasher rtr . June 1 -

\11iMist ,{|, furnished. $159/mo. tW-
;lll tt*-?«

FOR RENT
\.,t for rent .baring with two

_ . h 1 1
''.Vi-8370 aft cr 3 p m. '

I

—
, „r rpn t — rgrellcnt for aommer,

! room hou.e, June 1 - >ept 1.

|„.nled off tnlveraltsr Drive befiire

si..,. * Ska*. No lea.e r«aj. Call

253-5fM anytime after^B^ im- »i

niM^beilrooni opt , Wt room., IMi

mi I" -Ma... near fon.ervatlon

area, .xvimmlng, air conditioning, all-

,.|,.,trlc Avail May 1. $H0 In. -L

MtMWM. tM""
*

1 .,r lime to in sits! with option to

1. n-e in s,.pt •• bi'drnom apt , I ni-

,,-iiN Park, 1 miles from Campu..
,| :u inn I all 2.Vt--..ilK If 1-22

APT. HTNTERS — 2 free wka
living In Mt. Range laat 2 wka. In

May. If you decide on occupancy
from June 1 on. All electric Air
ri.nd. 253-9857. t ft-1 >

Apt. for rent Imm June 1, 2
hertrM., t floors, air cond , full

kit. Inn ind din. rm , parking: for :t

,ur. Ki\eruladi. Apt.., Aiuhersf
kiihI/iiio. Call 233-3938. ifl-.'j

TRAVEL PLEASE

Going ta Europe thi« "'"!"""'

Buy, leaaa '71 car. ferial ^low

rate plan, for otiidrnt. and focol

ty. Call George Courmouilo
"-•JISj

leare me.».ge.

line Bedroom Apt. in Puffton —
I, i»e run. until Aug. 31. You may
i.tUv over Available June l»t. Call

-,li.i,(i.|.-i Keep tr>ing — will nego-

tiate. <"---

CH\RMIMi I till \1" "> rmt —
' lulrm. apf at < lilfside June 1 -

s.pt 1 6195 /ma. All util Included.

11. ml. tennis nnirt. Call jlli-98rt.1 or

'l.Yt-9471.
«"•«

2 bdrm. not . for I. up and down.

t''. bath, air cond , wall to troll

. irii Cheap, will talk price Call

'Vi-iioHO. ttAJI

SERVICES
Amherst Audio nervier, rterrn

component., tope deck, for home or
car. 197 No. I'lensant SI., 256-81X1.

tf

llonsepainting - low cost, quality
work by experience student. Tel.
5-I0-676Z. tf4-21

HORSES
To rent far trail ride. Saturday

and Sunday 250 acres of trail..
Spellman Farm.. Three Rivera Rd ,

Bclchrrtown. Tel. 283-6293. tfj-22
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Pledge class meeting at 8 p.m. in

Rm 802 of C.C tonight.

ANGEL FLIGHT
.

There will be a meeting tonight at /

p.m. The elections will be concluded.

Attendance is mandatory.

ASPIRING NURSES
There will be a meeting for the

forty girls wishing to enter the

Nursing Dept. in the fall, this evening

at 8 p m in the Butterfield Lounge.

Miss Nicholson & Dr. Goldman will

be speaking.

BRETT HOUSE
Brett House Coed Girls There s

still time to sign up for Brett in the

fall. Come over, check us out and sign

up before May 3rd

CANCE COED ROOM CHOOSING
Thursday, April 22, 6:30 9:00 p.m.

tor anyone wishing to move into

Cance for the fall semester, 1971.

C E Q.
Film "Dam Builders" to be shown

at tonight's meeting in Rm 165 of the

C.C. at 7 p.m.

CLASS OF 1971

Applications for student marshans

tor Commencement Exercises are

available from the Dean of your

academic division. They are due

back to the Dean today.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private Pilot Ground School in c.«_.

at 7 p m. will discuss navigation.

Bring Computers and Plotters and

bodies and souls.

GERMAN DEPT. SUMMER
SCHOOL STUDENTS
Attention German 120 will be given

during the summer school. It will not

be found in the catalogue. Contact s

2350 or sign up for it in German Dept.

GORMAN HOUSE
After you locate Gorman House on

your handbook map come see what it

is like any evening. **#***£!*"?
available for co eds or call 6 6421 or 6

9535.

Spring hasn't Sprung but GREEK
WEEK has begun. Check your house

for schedule of events.

Shape Up! Olympic Games,
Sunday, April 25th, 12 2 p m.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

The regular square dance will be

held in the Bristol Essex Dining

Notices
Rooms at 7:30 p.m. tonight with

lestSns at 7:309 30 and club level

dancing from 9.30 10.30 p.m.

MATHEMATICS MAJORS
This week's talk is "Partially

Ordered Sets, or Who's In Charge

Here Anyway?", by Dave Fouhs.

Today at 4 p.m. in Colloquium Rm,
Arnold House. Coffee at 3:30 p.m. in

Math Lounge.

MUSIGALS . n
Musigals Tryouts tonight at 6.3U

730 p.m. in Lewis Piano Room

PARACHUTE CLUB
Tonight in the C.C. check daily

calendars for room. Last class 8.

course wrap up. Sorry couldn t get

the film.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Student Teachers in the tan

semester 197172 must attend a

meeting Tuesday, April 27, at 7.30

p.m in Room 249 Boyden.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ASSEMBLY MEETING
There will be an Education

Assembly meeting on Wed., April 21,

enough. .

you can meet
the Paulist

challenge...

It isn't easy, being a Paulist.

Bridging gaps between young

and old, black and white,

past and future. But it is a

challenge.

The Paulist mission is to

people . . . individually

and in all the societies in

which they live

... to discover Christ

wherever he is acting

... to be attuned to the needs

of the present, yet to form

a vision of tomorrow's world.

If you are interested in

finding out more about the

Paulist priestly challenge,

write to:

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, CS.T.

VocatkM Director

cpatdist . _
fathers
Room HI

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

from 4 6 p.m. in the school of EcL

a!? The purpose of this.metJlng >s*

discuss how we can translate out

concerns for eliminating institutional

racism into action.

STUDENTS FOR MCGOVERN
Regular meeting tonight at v.ju

p.m. in Rm 903 of C.C.

TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL MEDIA
Total environmental media show

continuous media from 8:30 p.m on

in SU Ballroom Band Slider Films.

Free (Earth Week Special).

W
WMUA's April Station meeting will

be held on Thursday, April 22 at 7ju

in our studios. The public Is welcome

to attend.

CambridgeParker's Heaven
CAMBRIDGE (AP (-Cambridge is illegal parkers' heaven. The police

have run out of parking tickets.

To make matters worse, they don't know when they'll get in a new

""Middlesex County prints the tickets, and until the legislature approves

theTountr>
<

ST^VbSdget. county officials say it won't have enough

money to insue any new ones. mar.L«i i A«t
Cambridge is the county' most lucrative parking ticket market. Last

year, illegal parkers in the city returned $359,121.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
No bowling this week because

Hail.

of

L°ST
black wallet with important

articles in it was lost. Please call IPaul

Chang, Butterfield dorm #129. Thank

V
°A pair of brown oval glasses lost in

Hasbrouck 126. Call D.ane 549 0177.

Doily Foe Basis

Weekdays $2.50

after 5 p.m. $1.50

Saturday, Sunday,

Holidays $3.50
Complete
Golf Shop

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

SYDNEY OMAM^

Cancer youngsters often write me
about their school grades^ The grades

are erratic, going up and down, itis

important for teachers to realize that

children born under this zodiacal sign

are really interested, but very

restless Some educators take birth

dates into consideration when as-

sessing the potential of a chiicr

More educators should become
familiar with astrology

ARIES (March 21 April 19). Much
that occurs may be shrouded in

mystery. Be wary of one who speaks

only off the record. Some facts must

be for the record. Otherwise, you

may find yourself standing alone.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Some
of vour fondest desires can be

fulfilled You have backing. Go
ahead. Refuse to be discouraged by

one of little faith You have knockout

punch You can put across unique

P 'a
GUlKay2. June 20) Obtain

valid hint from Taurus message

Stress is on performance. What you

do now will be appreciated by one in

posit.on of authority. Spotlight on

potential and promotion, you mane
solid advance.
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Your

.ntu.tion is active You cut through

deadwood and get to source Trust

mner feelings Ignore one who
procrastinates, makes promises but

does nothing Get going on V our own

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): What you

thought was part of past may, like

legendary phoenix, rise again Keep

m.nd open. Some may startle with

unusual requests, theories Don

t

cast first stone. You II get fa.r share

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Lie low

Observe rather «"«" a"^. JJS
flexible Sagittarius md.v.dual will

aid Kev is expansion Refuse to

stand still You must time moves

Take it easy, but go forward

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22 . Em-
phasize practicality. Don t play

games with security. One who
tempts, promises is not for you.

Know this and respond accordingly.

Have fun, but don't risk capital. You

will understand.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23NOV. 21): You

can show off best quaht.es Good

lunar ispect coincides now with

creativity, love, intensified rela .ons

with opposite sex. You get green I .ght

from one you admire, respect

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21).

Home, environment, r^tllMwMi
family members are spotlighted

Build for security. Refuse to heed

siren call of irresponsibility. You get

proposal which deserves careful

consideration. _
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19) Be

versatile Realize that ideas can be

numerous but total concept is

special You will understand Ne.gh

bor is likely to tell tall story. Mam
tain sense of humor
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18) Be

aware of what is of real substance

Don't fall for fast talker Ask to see

hear and test facts By being

realistic, you gain respect and

money Know this and proceed ac

C0
P,SCES (Feb. 19 March 20)

Emphasize the new Encourage one

who has ideas You benefit from

tresh approach Leave the past,

concentrate on potential of future.

You now begin to go P,ac?
s.-_,J _ AV

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you appreciate music, may also have

talent in this direction. You will f.nd

that a move, domestic adiustment

made th.s year will ^ beneficial

You can be stubborn. But charm

overcomes and most persons find you

extremely attractive
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp

1 Tibetan gazelle

4 Part ot "to be"

6 Hinder

11 Connect

13 Simpler

15 Negative

16 Pertaining to

birth

18 Arabian seaport

19 Abstract being

21 Story

22 Note of scale

23 Church
dignitary

26 Take
unlawfully

29 Turkish
regiment

31 Tidings

33 Behold'

34 French article

35 Soft food

38 Ocean
39 Symbol tor

gold

40 Cooled lava

41 Narrow flat

board

43 Direction

45 Resort

47 Elevate

50 Astate(abbr)

52 Journey

53 Part of face

56 Aroma

58 place for

worship

60 Prefu down

61 Reversible

figured fabric

63 Omits in

pronunciation

65 Wove nimbly

66 Compass point

67 Grain

9
10
12

14

17

20
24
25

27

28

29

30

32

Symbol for

silver

Semi precious

stone
Substance
Strikes out

Babylonian

deity

Former Russian

ruler

Downy duck
Female ruff

Indefinite

article

Registered

nurse (abbr

)

Wolfhound
Resort

Tears
Female sheep

Man s name

Boxing match

Word Of sorrow

Jump
Seasoning

£ T A
A_J iL

REL

am ranni naa ijg

norac nrara aaaa
an anna

> sjo
eTA"
Wll IS

ALE
Q A T

to

36

37
42
44
46
48

High
mountain
Participate

Instrument

Lamprey
Odor
Muffles the

sound of

Pope s veil

51 Country of Asia

54 Mental image

55 Nuisance
56 Hypothetical

force

57 Parent (colloq )

59 A state (abbr I

62 A state (abb

64 Note of scale

DOWN

Mans
nickname

2 River in

Siberia

1

Dtotr. by United Feature Syndicate, inc. *»

/I THINK I'LL

' 5EN0 MI55 H£l£N

SUietTSTOft'ACOfV

OF m MANUSCRIPT

*lTU)A$A£KfcK
ANOfTWMVNIbVr

[famous AUTHORS like to RECEIVE

MANitfCan? FROM iJNKNOuN URJTEKS..
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RedmenSweepThreeFromUVM^** A __ -»- ^ir«« ninoa aivine ud three hits, but

ByEARLEBARROLL
MDC Staff

Doing whal it does best-pitch,

run and play defense-the I'Mass

baseball team went on the

warpath over tin- weekend and

came away with a resounding

throe game, throe shutout sweep

ol the Vermont nine. ;<-o. (i-n. and

7 (i at Varsity Field

Originally scheduled as an

away series at Vermont, it was

moved to Amherst due to a

blizzard in Burlington that lelt

the Vermont field hotter suited

lor sledding than for baseball

Keeping with the weather

trend ot the past few weeks, both

teams had to put up with ex-

treme eold and wind that lelt

only the snow covering missing

lioin a complete duplication ol

the Vermont scene

It's been said that pitching is

percent ol the game and

anyone who braved the elements

to attend all three games will

lestif) that coach Dick

Bcrgquist gol a complete ft

percent ol the game effort from

his stafl

\ ermont came into the

weekend with a team batting

uverage ot 315 against strong

.pitching on it> southern trip and

this included some big hats down

the order averaging W or

above

Well, all the Catamounts could

muster ofI the Kedman stall was

lo hits, all singles, including a

majority on the -bleeder side

and to top this off only one

Catamount was able to reach

third base and this was in the

last inning ol the last game. In a

nutshell, the Cats did zero.

while the Vermont offense

was put to rest the I Mass attack

gained momentum throughout

the series and by the end of the

last game the Kedman ot tense

still winging away at the Ver-

mont pitchers

Clutch hits, bunts, hit and run.

steakmg bases, power shots.

Name it and if it had anything to

do w ith offense the Kedman nine

probably did it during the series

In an effort to held .1 healthy

nine for each game Bergquist

shuttled his lineups around and

m doing so didn't take an) ot the

mustard away from the Kedman

attack

On the held near-perfection

a as also the name ot the game

as the Kedmen committed only

one error, that coming on an

attempted picket! throw On the

other hand Vermont was turn

bting its wa) to defeat com

miting a do/en errors in the

three games.

Tom White got the Kedman off

and winging on Saturday in the

first game, hurling a sparkling

one hitter a little ground ball

between lust and second by the

pitcher in the tilth-striking out tS

in a complete game outing by the

big lefthander.

Throwing l-»7 pitches White

opened strong and finished

strong striking out the last live

Catamount batters He also

contributed two hits

Single runs in the first, eighth

and ninth were the margin of

victory for the Kedmen. Ver-

mont starter Dave Ertz. who
turned in the strongest visiting

stmt, gave the Kedmen only two

singles, both coming in the

&4r AisMifcslorR*

latly ffioUrntan

SPORTS
second inning before tiring in the

last two innings when the

Kedmen struck for two runs on

live hits

Kit/, was let off the hook in the

lust two innings stranding live

Kedmen including three in the

lust when he walked the first

three I Mass batters, hit the

fourth man to loree in a run and

then got the next three men out.

A single by freshman short

stop Ed Mc.Mahon drove in Mark

I'alau with the second run in the

eighth and a single by Jack

Conroy in the ninth drove in

( barley Manley who also scored

the lirst run. with the third run

What came out of this tirst

game were two trends. First

Kedman pitching was more than

equal to the .311 Vermont

average and second the Kedman
were readv to beat the

Catamounts at their type of

game, running.

On Sunday a doubleheader

was played and by the end of the

lirst game Vermont was about

ready U> puck it up and head

back" to Burlington.

Tom King got the starting nod

for game one and pitched seven

scoreless innings, striking out

seven, walking six and allowing

only lour hits, three of which

didn't leave the infield.

Lou Colabello finished up for

King and got the save with a fine

two inning performance for the

senior lelt bander who took

another step in regaining the

form that made him a standout

two years back.

The Kedman opened with a

single in the first inning and

came back in the fourth and fifth

innings to bust the game open

with seven runs.

The second game had fresh

man Chip Baye on the mound
and he delivered to the tune of a

six inning one hitter to run his

season's performance only two

hits allowed in Hi innings on the

mound

lbs last ball was humming and

when he threw his curve it was

all over lor the Catamounts.

Jack Bernardo, coming off a

disappointing performance

against IConn. pitched like Jack

Bernardo in this game and

linished out the last three in-

nings giving up three hits, but

most importantly displaying the

qontrol that has been his

trademark.

For the two games the names

of Charlie Manley, Brian

Martin. Jack Conroy, Bill Kyan,

Jim Saracino, Kd McMahon,

Jim Kiley and Tom McDermott

stand out" as the big producers in

the total Kedman demolition of

the Catamounts.
Manley and Conroy taught the

Cats what baseball speed was all

about as Manley ran his stolen

base streak to 14 without being

caught, and with two also had

three hits while Conroy got on

base seven of 11 times at bat in

the two games

Martin knocked in two runs in

the lirst game and made a circus

eaten at the rightfieJd wall to

add to his effort

Kyan and McDermott split the

chores behind the plate and for

pitchers to perform as they did

the catchers deserve much of the

credit To top this off Kyan hit an

inside the park home run which

the big catcher "legged out ".

Saracino and Kiley got their

lirst chance to play in a while

and made the best of it. Saracino

had a flaw less day in the field at

second base and also had a

couple of big hits while Kiley

was likewise smooth at third

base while ripping a couple of

shots lor hits in both games.

In all it was a complete team

effort formm Everyone who
saw action made his con-

tribution to the Kedman attack.

It was undoubtedly a long ride

back to wintersville for the

Catamounts on Sunday night

third Dase and mis was 111 wc ^ 1

BulletsTTake Series Stickmen Romp Over Weekend
M.W**V.rS u £".. VM..7TV.V.. lieKusschere of the

x
\KA YORK AT Fred Car

;n s decisive Jump hot ended two

rs ol frustration lor the

Baltimore Bullets as they

eliminated the defending chain

,,1011 New York Knicks from the

National Basketball Association

playoffs *ith a dramatic 93-91

iM . List night

Carters basket with l:«B to play

put the Bullets ahead W3rtS and

1 lung desperate!) to the edge

m 1 he 1 ma I seconds to win the best

ill , series tour games to three

I he victor) put the Bullets into

the championship series against

the Milwaukee Bucks, the Western

winner starting Wednesday night

in Milwaukee in the lirst game ol

another best-of-7 affair

The Knicks. who bad eliminated

the bullets in the playolls the past

1wo vears, took the game to the

linal second alter Walt Frazier s

i.asket shortly alter Carter's made

the score 98-91.

Alter Dave DeBusschere of the

Knicks and Carter traded missed

shots, (ins Johnson ot the Bullets

was railed tor traveling and New

York had the ball with 11 seconds

l„ go But Bill Bradley s

desperation, oft balance shot trom

the corner tell short

Karl Monroe, whose seven points

in the final quarter kept the Bullets

ahead, except tor one brie!

momement, finished with 2fi

points .lack Marin added 2<i

It was Monroes basket and a

rebound b) Mann with 1:48 to play

that put the Bullets ahead tor good

This is the tirst time the Bullets

have made the NBA championship

linals since IWH
Dick Barnett topped the Knicks

with 21 points An aching Willis

tieed, troubled throughout the

series with a painful shoulder and

needing two pain killer shots in his

knee lor this eame. scored 24

TIIK PASS—Mi'\r l.evine deft) receives baton from teammate

tiene I'OSlella. l« patwntfe) ' Boston College Belays. As a team I Mass

did not la/« well POT the details see page IV < MIX photo by Kd

Mangiaratti)

Bv STEVE FERBER
M DC Staff

(iarbers (Jorilla's are rolling

now Alter dominating Middlebury

in 13-5 fashion last Thursday

I Mass lelled the Boston Lacrosse

Club 11-3 m I Friday night

exhibition game Saturday's fiasco

was much ol the same as I Mass

overwhelmed Tufts 24-1

I thought that we played

progressively better with each

game In Middlebury we played

.veil and Hist missed a lot of shots,

it could have really been a

runaway." said Conch tiarber

Against Boston, we had all kinds

ol chances in the first half."

(iarber continued, 'similar to the

game against the Fnghsh. but we

had troubles imdingthe net early.'

Then the Tufts romp saw the

Gorillas really put it together.

shtM)tmg well, stick-handling well,

just a beautiful team effort."

In Vermont, the Middlebury

affair started oil slowly, much to

the consternation of the Bedmen.

Phil Sheridan gathered in a I^ou

Mannacci leed at 4 2H of the

opening period to start the day s

scoring Sheridan scored his

second of four goals less than six

minutes Liter as Charley Hardy

assisted making the lead 2-0

Middlebury struck right back, just

to seconds before the period's end

,,nd when the home club scored

hrst in quarter number two the

game was tied

Four Kedmen goals snapped the

: dlock, bul the 1.2 halflimi

short while

.
1 John Nagle chalked up his

• ^ual ol the Middlebury

Aired with tWOS • and at 7

•he stickmen were wondering

whether their multitude ot shots

would ever pa) oil

Finall) il did, as Caul Hitch

scored the third of his game high

live goals Then the lourth quarter

saw I 'Mass dazzle the home club's

goalie live more times running out

the dock while scoring their first

victory Of the season

Even the 13 a margin betrays the

domination that took place. It

easily could have been 23-5," said

Coach Gather, as UMass had a

hard time keeping their shots on

net

Friday night's exhibition game
had an added attraction in that

snow Hurries were falling

throughout Again the Bedmen had

troubles getting untracked. but by-

halt BUmber two things were

completely in control.

A (I halltime lead moved to ll-:t

by game's end on the back of two

goals by Haul Wickman. Kevin

Bush, and .John Cannon The

Boston Lacrosse Club lived up to

then expectations of being a

physical ballclub. but UMass'

stick handling was too much for

them
Saturday's afternoon game

meant three games in three days,

but I Mass hardly showed the

effects. With their first stringer's

plaving onlv one half of the game.

the stickmen hit the Tufts goalie

exactly where he was most

vulnerable, high to both sides

(iarber s tionlla's shot well, ran

well and did justabout everything

right They even started quickly.

Sheridan had another big day. this

time managing six goals, scoring

his lirst three inside within the

opening six minutes;

Five lirst quarter goals later,

and Tufts had given up The 8-0

margin after the lirst 15 minutes

dismantled Tufts, as they fell apart

rapidly, wilting to the Kedmen
pressure.

Tht second quarter saw tour

more scores and the third quarter

saw .1 IS minute barrage, with

I Mass collecting 12 goals in the

quarter. Finely, with minute's left

in the game. Tufts managed a

score, as the UMass third string

goalie had appeared to make the

save, only to drop the ball into his

own net

\Prep StarComes toUMj
I The future of UMass game in a little over a half's ^
:•: . .....1...11 ~t ., w.a :id ion ner contest, the reason .v*

New England's

Largest

College Daily

flHjr flastfarlpitttt*

* ^ ^* ^/ A Mil AMD KWONSIBU ^ "«S

Weather:
Wear even less today,

cause its another

goody.
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The luture of I Mass
basketball received a big

boost last Thursday when it

was announced by head

coach Jack Lea man that Bill

Kndicott. a «i 2 C2 guard

forward from Laurel (rest

I'tep School Bristol. Conn.)

via Somerville High would bo

attending l Mass in the tall

Kndicott played under

Walter Peri") m his high

tool days for Somerville

and led his team in his emor

ar to the semi-finals of the

state tourney while earning

all slate honors

This past season he led his

prep team to the New
Kngland 1'rep School

Championship and was also

picked to the New Fngland

All Tourney lirst team

Playing lor coach Duke

i
Ben/..Who is also the Athletic

i Director ol the school. Kn
: dicott averaged 16 points per

game m a little over a hall's

action per content, the reason

lor this being that his team %£
was so good that its fast :•:•:•:

break and pressing style ot gx

play broke most ol the games y&
open b) the hall allowing the gv

starters lo rent :•£•:

Leaman talis Kndicott "a gg
player in the mold ol former gg
Kedman great Bay Filer %£
brook He's a great lei

Ihanded shooter and is e\

.-optionally quick He's an
gjg

outstanding addition to the :•:::•:

t Mass basketball program
'

:-x

In choosing I Mass over x£
Georgia, Kndicott will be :|:*:

following m the lootsteps ot a -Xx

line ol fine Somerville ijgg

players who have played
|£jg

their college ball at UMass £*.

These include Peter :&|:

Cayeska. Joe Disarcina and x-x.

John Olsen Irom this year's ££:

freshman squad. ¥:•:•

x-x

^.^^jar^^ara:^--^^ gas as **=- -^
met last night

men on tht' tell

I hive

in S special

v%ill be the

Kcrnslein.i

Budget Act Passed

Senate
Student Senate President Glenn

Biters resigned his office at last

nights special Senate meeting

during heated debate over the final

passage ol the Budget Act for next

year The resignation followed the

Senate's rejection of the recom

mended Act. bul was then lollowed

by the Senates reconsideration

.md approval of the total budget

Filers resigned with the

lollowmg words: I'm not going to

represent this body any longer I

resign as your President I will

remain as a Senator because 1 do

want to represent the students But

I cannot represent this body I am
appalled b\ this body tonight and

you ohviouslv don t need me But

as a last message. I implore you to

pass this Budget Act. which is the

Inst I have seen in my years at the

University
"

The Act, as approved on the

reconsideration, will create I

probable Student Activity Tax <>!

v,t, mi for next year Most ol tho»

Senators who debated to defeat the

Budget Act cited their concern that

the student bod) as a whole would

On The Inside

:

Poetry Festival Continues
J See Page 2

Senate, Mobe Go To Court

Cambodia In More^Trouble

not like the Act as .1 Stood I hey

fell there wen- too main small

special interest groups being

lunded which do not provide a

SCTVtce 10 the campus as I whole

They mentioned that they doubted

that man) m the groups in the \< t

would receive student tax funds it

the matter were put to a student

vote .

Vice President Patricia Beharry

automatical!) became Acting

President with Klters' resignation

(lllicer elections are M heduled for

thin evenings regular meeting "I

the Senate The new!) elected

officers will take office hi one

• k

|»roviston tot lalaries for >• nate

ullueis has been made in the

Senate's budget for next yeai

pending the results ol a releren

diitn to be held the lirst week in

May The Senate did this bv adding

ategor) for the necessary funds

.,( ,, total ot 13125 This would

compensate the President al

$I2S month, and the two Vice

Presidents and Treasurer at

slon, month, lor nine months A

binding clause prohibits ex

penditurc ol the lunds unless the

student ixxh acts favorabt) in the

referendum
I'lans lor a I niversity Senate

have been dropped b> the com

mission which had drawn up .1

proposed constitution for a

unicameral bod) A I'niversit)

sen. it<' would replace the Faculty.

Graduate and Undergraduati

Senatet I he Commission s

proposal had been scheduled loi

lurther consideration b) the three

senates and ultimate!) t>:> theii

constituencies bul the Com
sion has withdrawn it deeming

lurthei consideration pom*

In its final report issued Vpi il

<ind read to the sen. it.

evening, ihe ( Commission

it is withdrawing its plan I

formal consideration bee;

lacult) sentiment has hi

decisive!) awa) from » univi i

senate and because studenl sen

inneiit seemed onlv lukewarm

The commission based this

judgment on its observation «»t the

reaction; of the two senates ihe

Commission considers itsetl

discharged unless otherwise in-

structed by the senates which

established it
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Spring Poetry Festival

Variety Of Poets Read Today

A Noted Irish Writer
Thomas Kinsella. who reads at

4: 30 and B45 at the south steps of

the Campus Goiter, was bom in

Dublin. Ireland in 1928. He

resigned from a civil position in

1965 to come to America.

Present 1\ a professor of English

and Poet' in Residence at Temple

University, kinsella. has

received numerous awards in

both London and Dublin tor his

[>oetr\

He spent 1988-1969 in Ireland

on a Guggenheim Fellowship, is

l( member of the Irish Academy

oi Letters and is the artistic

director for the Lyric Players of

Belfast

Kinsella is author of Another

September. Downstream, and

\\u- lain, published by the

Oxford l niversit> Press His

mosl recent book. Notes from

Ik* land oi Ike Dead, will be

published later this vear

ANOTHER gEPTEMBER
Dreams fled awav, this country bedroom, raw

With the touch of the dawn, wrapped in a minor peace.

Hears through an open window the garden draw

Long pitch black breaths, lay bare its apple trees,

Ripe pear trees, brambles, windfall-sweetened soil.

Exhale rough sweetness against the starry slates.

Nearer the river sleeps St. John's, all toil

Locked fast inside a dream with iron gates.

Domestic Autumn, like an animal

Long used to handling by those countrymen.

Rubs her kind hide against the bedroom wall

Sensing a fragrant child come back again

—Not this half-tolerated consciousness

That plants its grammar in her yielding weather

Hut that unspeaking daughter, growing less

Familiar where wc tall asleep together.

Wakeful moth-wings blunder near a chair.

loss their light shell at the glass, and go

To inhabit the living starlight. Stranded hair

stirs in the still linen. It is as though

The Mack breathing that billows her sleep, her name
Dratted under judgment, waned and-hearing dagg* rs

\ndbalances-down the lampless darkness they came.

Moving like women: Justice. Truth, such figures. _Thomas Kinse| ,a

Man Dugan Thomas Kinsella

Ashberry: Art Critic, Poet
THESE LAO STRINE CITIES

These lacustrine cities grew out of loathing

Into something forgetful, although angry with history.

I hc\ arc tin- product of an idea ! that man is horrible.

tor instance.

I hough this is onl> one example.

I hex emerged until a tower

t ontrolled the sk%, and with artifice dipped back

Into the past lor swans and tapering branches.

Km ning. until all that hate was transformed into useless love.

I hen \ou are left with an idea of yourself

\nd the feeling of ascending emptiness of the afternoon

\\ Inch must be charged to the embarrassment of others

Who fl\ b\ >ou like beacons

The night is a sentinel.

Much of \our time has been occupied b> creative games

I mil now . but we have all-inclusive plans for you.

We had thought, for instance, of sending you to the middle

of the desert.

To a \ iolent sea. or of ha\ ing the closeness of the others be air

To>ou. pressing yea back into a startled dream

\s sea biee/es greet a child's face.

But the past is ill ead> here, and you are nursing some private

project.

I he worst is not over, yet I know

YON willbehapps here Because of the logic

Of xoui situation, which is something no climate can

outsmart,
lender and insouciant b> turns. \ou see

V0« ha\e built a mountain of something.

lhoimhtlull> pouring all >nur energ> into his single

monument.
Whose wind is desire starching a petal.

Whose disappointment broke into a rainbow of tears

John Ashberry. who reads

today at 4: 30 p.m and 8:45 at the

South steps of the Campus
Center, is a well-known art critic

and poet, who returned to New
York City two years ago after

nearly a decade of living in

Dans He is the author of several

books of poetry, as well as a

novel and prose plays.

As a writer. Ashberry seeks

and uncovers the hidden relation

between disparate objects. He is

currently the associate editor of

Art News.

Whose disappointment broke into a ramhow oi leais

Dugan's 1st Book Won Awards
^* »,__ — aha roads- lnd»V at

COOLED HEELS LAMENT At.AlNST FRIVOLITY

THE M\SK OF DESPAIR
Dngan*S deathward. darling. >ou

in \our unseeable beaut>. oh

fictitious, legal person, need

be onlv formally concerned.

hut there is someone to much here.

perspiring in vour waiting room.

Because I did not listen when you said.

Don't call us. well call you."

\our credulous receptionist

believes I am a phoney fairy jew

capitalist-communist spy

for Antichrist, a deviated mal-

adjusted lobbyist for the Whiskey Trust,

or else accepts me as I am :
a fool.

So while I sit here fouling song,

wasting mv substance on the air.

the universe is elsewhere, out

the window in the sky. You.

in your inner office. Muse,

smoking a given, good cigar

and swapping dated stories with

star salemen of the soul,

refuse to hear my novel pitch

while I sit out here getting old.

Alan Dugan. who reads today at

4:3Q at the south steps of the

Campus (enter, was born in

Brooklvn in 1923. He is a graduate

,,! Mexico City College

His first book, Poems, published

in 1961. won the Yale Series of

Younger Poets Award, the Pulitzer

Prize, and the National Book

Award His work, although it can

be humorous, lyrical or cerebral, is

most effective when his poems are

tough, brutal and ugly

Starbuck: A Teacher

And Honored Poet
George Starbuck. who reads at 12:10 p.nr today at Mahar

Auditorium was born in 1931. a descendent of the Nantucket clan

lbs fust book. Bone Thoughts. I960, won the \ ale Series and aL

„ acted wide notice. Hit second book. White Paper, was published

bv Little Brown in 1966

"Starbuck has directed the famed writers Workshop at he

University of Iowa, and just this semester has undertaken he

direction* of the imaginative writing program at Boston

University ioll
TRANSLATIONS FROM THE LNGL1MI

I. Pigfoot twith Aces Under) Passes

The heats on the hooker.

Drop's on the lam.

(ops got Booker.

Who give a damn?

The Kid's been had

But not me yet.

Dad's in his pad.

No sweat.

1. Margaret Are You Drug

tool it Mag.
Sure it's a drag
With all that green flaked out.

Next thing > ou know the> II be changing the color of

bread.

But look. (hick.

Wh\ panic?

Se\enn>eight> >ears. we'll all be dead.

Boll with it. Kid.

I did.

Give it the old benefit of the doubt.

I mean leaves

S< hmeaves.
You sure \ou aint just feeling sorr\ for \ourself?

:t. Lamb

Lamb, what makes >ou tick?

You not a wind-up. a Battcr\ Powered.

A U> wheel, a plug-in. or what?

You made out of real Beelfur?

,You fall out the window you bust?

You shrink? Turn into a No-No?

Zip open and have pups?

I bet you better than that.

I bet you put out by some other outfit.

I bet you don't do not

h

in.

I bet you somethin to eat.

Kherdian: Armenian-Amer. Editor

8br flaasirlpMrtts flailg (Column"

Oll^eof the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on »he second floor of If* Vudent Umon on

,he Un.vers.ty campos /. P code 0100} P*on« are 5*5 2550 mews.. 5*5 0144

.-»0 54» mi (ed "or

,no CMV, POS'age p, •"• DAILY COLLEG-AN pushes Mvt

t.mn *«*'» ***•» ""«** *' ^ d,jr "" ,he » c« tl"T" c yMr "cep
'
°ur ' n9

vacat.on and cam per >M» thrM or to, WW* WW*** a vacate or

e.am per od-< .••-.-
I MHW.mil I WW* Accepted <or mal. nq under the

au , hor ,, y „f .... - IB.'9 *s amended oy the act t June U 1943 Sub

scnpt.on rates *re»; Wper semest-r »>4 0Cper year

David Kherdian. who reads

this evening at 8: 45 at the south

steps of the Campus Center, is

the editor of Ararat Magazine,

a literary quarterly which

concerns itself with Armenian

American writing

A Wisconsin native. Kher-

dian. has taught at Fresno

Slate College, where he hM
offered courses on the Beat

poets and the Beat movement
He has read at many colleges,

and universities, in coffee

houses, bookstores and clubs.

He is the author of Down at the

Santa t-'c Depot. On the Death

of M\ Father and Other
Poems, as well as prose studies

Oi William Saroyan. Gary
Snyder and the San Francisco

Renaissance

111 YKAKS LATBB

Standing on the leafy bank

On my first day back;

Overlooking hills & ravines

And the river 1 fished:

I knelt, reached back over

I he >ears. and threw a stick

That tumhleda wild green apple.

One bite, and it all came back.

Local Poets Reading Today
Three local poets will read

today. Kay Amorosi, who has

I,ecu pubiahed in several

joumaia, and is al work on ins

second book, Will read at 12 10

in Mahar Barbara Winder, a

Ml 'A student, and published

poet, M ill read at 4 :30, at the

south steps ot (lie Campus
Centei Bill Tremblay, who has

published in several reviews,

.md whose lust book will be

published i>> the Mass Press.

will read at B IS on the south

steps ol the Campus Center

In case of rain or cold

weather, the 1:31 reading will

be moved Ironi the steps to

llasbioiick Nuditorium I he

M:(MI reading would be mo\cd to

the Muilent I ninn Ballroom
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Will Classes Really

Be Starting In August?
By LINDA A. BAL1CKI

MDC Staff

Prime among the topics for consideration at tomorrow's Faculty

Senate meeting will be the Space and Calendar Committees proposal for

the 1972-73 academic calendar. Their proposal would have classes

beginning in late August with first semester ending before Christmas and

"tS'S laSed at last week's meeting, while an additional

motion bv Prof. Allan Hoffman calling for a study of an autumnal recess

was debated and subsequently defeated. Friday's Collegian erron.ously

stated that Prof. Hoffman's proposal had been approved.

During the course of the Faculty Senates discussion of the Space and

Calendar Committees report a list of nine objections was given by David

Booth the chairman of the committee, representing the objections of his

committee towards Prof. Hoffman's proposal. The motion was made that

the Hoffman proposal be referred to the Space and Calendar committee

tor study but it waa overwhelmingly defeated. The Committee proposal

was then tabled at the request of a faculty member who desired time to

poll the members of his department to acqu.re their views on the subject

To I* discussed tomorrow will be a motion by the committee That he

Faculty Senate adopt Calendar A unanimously recommended by the

Space and Calendar Committee for the year'1972-73 with the stipulation

that penalties for late registration be waived and that the drop and add

period be extended for those students who can demonstrate tha
t
they

cannot register on Registration Day. and have so notified the Registrar,

in writing by the date when tuition payments are due^

The major features and advantages of the proposed calendar a re that i

completes the first semester before Christmas thus eliminating, the most

unpopular aspect of the present calendar-that of exams after Chr stmaa

provides three three-day weekends in the fall semester in addition to

Thanksgiving provides for a three week recess between semesters a

SSer beginning on January 15 and ending ™J%V**£
allowing an extended summer break. In addition it will also allow some

imversitv students to take advantage of interim term offerings at other

a lev institutions, increase Five College cooperation and
1

allow some

faculty members from valley institutions to develop and offer joint

courses during the first semester of each year.

Disadvantages of the calendar include eliminating one reading day in

both semesters, shortening the traditional examination period of the first

semester working a hardship upon some of the students who have

summer employment and limits the ability of students to take courses at

nnn vallev colleges using the interim term

The Studen Senate at it meeting last week approved the comrmttee s

pro^sa by a 25-13-3 vote with those who opposed it. voting not because

thev opposed the proposal itself but rather feeling that it d.dnot go far

Inough-^erfavored institution of the 4-1-4 proposal, according to Senator

John Hogan
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NWRO Executive
Speaks on Welfare

Wiley
Today

Bv BOB NKSTI
MDC Staff

Dr. George A. Wiley, Executive

Director of the National Welfare

Rights Organization, will speak

tonight at 8 in the Campus Center

Auditorium w ith a Coffee Hour to

fallow at 9 in the Cape Cod Room
of the Student Union.

Called by the Washington Post

a llamboyant street-corner

orator of high skill". Wiley will

speak on the goals of his

organization and the problems

laced in getting governmental

action and needed reform.

The National Welfare Rights

Organization, the group Wiley

helped form in 1966, sets as its

immediate goal the passage of

the bill introduced in Congress by

Senator Kugene McCarthy which

would abolish the present welfare

system and introduce a

guaranteed actuate income of

$5,500. The current income for a

family of lour is $i6Uu.

The NWRO has grown to

become one of the biggest

grassroots organizations in the

country with lOO.OtM) due paying

members and affiliation with 300

local welfare groups across the

country.

o

Dr. George A. Wiley

Wiley was initial in the groups

beginning. Long an activist in the

Chavez -Abernathy tradition.

Wiley served as the Associate

National Director of the Congress

Racial Equality (CORK)
during I965-19M. At the time Dr.

Wiley joined the staff of CORF,

he was Associate Professor of

Chemistry at Syracuse

University.

In May 1966. Dr. Wiley founded

the Poverty/Rights Action

Center in Washington D.C.,

whose purpose was to organize

poor people around problems that

directly affect their daily lives In

August' 1967, the Ii7 WKO's which

had been organized across the

country met in Washington to set

up the National Weliare Rights

Organization, the first national

organization ot poor people since

the 1930'a. NWRO designated the

Poverty Rights Action Center as

its national headquarters

Since its conception the group

has been instrumental in

initiating or helping any

legitimate weliare reform to take

place in this country

Co-ed Dorm Proposals

Must Be In By Friday
.. . . ...i ilw. It'iuiu nl tnexellt

BvANNESTADNICKI
MDC Staff

Any dormitories considering

going co-ed this fall must submit

their proposals to Dick Palomba in

the Student Affairs Office in

Senate President, Pay Issue,

Mobe Funding In General Court
• .1 .._,......-...• .^.r, ,| chnnlrl not

BvBOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

Is Glenn Elters legally President

of the Under Graduate Student

Senate"' This matter and three

others were brought up at last

Thursday's General Court

Hearing In case involving

Mulligan vs UMass Under Grad

Senate, the court declared that

even though Glenn Elters is no

longer a student I Elters graduated

List February I he is still eligible to

hold the President's office

Alter hearing testimony from

both the Registrar's Office and

Elters and Hartwell. a former Vice

President of the Student Senate,

the Court denied Mullgan's

petition In making the decision the

court cited the Constitution of the

Student Government Association

which states The Constitution

allows the Senate to extend the

enjoyment of certain pnviledges of

S.G A membership, such as the

right to hold Senate Office, to in-

dividuals who have ceased to be

memlHTs ol the S.G.A. provided

that such privileges were
originally bestowed when such

individuals were members of the

S.G.A.

The Student Senate officers pay

issue came up lor judgement in the

ease ol Inglis vs The Student

Senate In this case, the General

< ourt ruled that the Coordinator of

Student Activities and the

Treasurer of the Student Senate

were negligent in the Disbursal of

retroactive pay to the Senate Of-

ficers previous to the Student

referendum that rejected the

Senate Officer pay resolution The

Court ordered the Treasurer to

stop payment on any funds that

were to be disbursed under S-137,

however the Court insisted that

Judicial action would not be in-

stituted to recover funds already

disbursed.

The funding of the Mobe was also

heard by the Court. In the case of

Pantaja vs Student Senate, Pen-

taja charged that because Mobe
requires a person to be against the

War in Viet Nam to be eligible to

loin and that it is a political

organization it should not be

eligible for Student funds In it's

decision, the court ruled that it was

perfectly legal for it to be given

lunds as long as it is not blatantly

political It also said that the Mobe

Constitution was in violation of an

individuals freedom of con

science. Mobe's funds were

declared frozen until the defect in

their Constitution was corrected

The following day they met to

revise the Constitution and the

lunds were immediately restored

In a final case which was

dismissed. Kevin Kulakowski

petitioned the Court to declare

Senate funding of Drum and

Harambe illegal After a short

bearing. Kulakowski asked that

the case be dismissed

Whitmore no later than Friday

April 23rd.

A co ed review commission will

review the proposals and set up

guidelines, in light of the results of

the residential living survey taken

in dining commons last week.

The co-ed review commission

met yesterday to discuss future

plans on co-ed dorms in the

University.

Members of the commission

include lour administrators and six

students.

Dick Palomba. an un-

dergraduate has been designated

convienor by Vice Chancellor

Randolph Bromery.
According to Palomba, it is the

responsibility of the committee to

review all petitions and proposals

lor co-ed dorms making decisions

on the basis of present guidelines

set up by the Board of Trustees.

Another responsibility the

commission has is to review all

present coed dorms and report

what their good points and short

comings are. Palomba continued

He said this should help the dorms

improve.
Forty five per cent of the diners

in campus dining commons
responded to the residential living

survey distributed April 8th,

Palomba reported He said 78% of

the respondents favored co-ed

dorms and would move to one

Paloaba said these facts have

been used to determine the need

lor more co-ed dorms. He em
phasized, however that no dorm

could "no coed unless it submits a

proposal by Friday."

Marshals Needed for D.C.
There is an urgent need for

marshals to keep an eye on things

during the April 24 demonstration

this weekend If you plan to be in

Washington before 10.00 P.M.

Friday. April 23. and can lend your

services as a marshal, the

movement can use you. Sleeping

iiccomodations are guaranteed for

.ill marshals So if you can make it

please go to St. Stephen's Church.

Kith and Newton NW. Washington

DC

Got A Gripe ?

Tape It Up...
A tape recorder will be set-up in front of the Student Union Hatch today

through Thursday for students to 'gripe'' about the University as part ol

the President s Future University Committee's attempt to incraaai

student input to their report on the future of UMass

The table will be manned from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m between the old

University Store and the Hatch to give students a chance to offer advice

and criticism about the present state of the University and what can be

d
The

i

DaUy Collegian will be helping in the task by accepting written

-gripes" and thoughts C/O "Gripe Letter". Daily ^"f^"
S££2

Union All of the letters and tapes will be presented to the huture

University Committee.

Buy MDC
Classifieds

J

MILLS
Coffee House

Mon. - Thurs. 5 p.m. • 9 p.m.

Mon. • Fri. 11 - ItM l»m.

Friday 5 p.m. • i »m.

Saturday 1 P-m. • 'I am.

Sunday H • P m

HARAMBLE
invites

all interested individuals to come out

and hear what they are all about.

8 P.M. Thursday, April 22nd

Engineering East Auditorium

C. FIELDS — TONITE

W. C. FIELDS
in

DAVID COPPERFIELD
TONITE — THOMPSON 104 _ 8:00 o^f 75 «
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Vietnam War Lulls

Cambodian Crisis Critical

Wl DNESDAY, APRIL 21, 19/1
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SAIGON t .\P » -Cambodia
wrestled with a government crisis

Tuesday while its forces battled to

hold the nation's only highway to

the sea and U.S. B52 bombers

hammered enemy troops

Bringing

The War
Back Home
WASHINGTON AP Nearly

i wm) fatigue clad Vietnam

veterans demonstrated inside and

outside the halls of Congr

Tuesda) '« opposition to the war in

Southeast \sia

Vfler -t.igmg a guerrilla theater

m which the) simulated search-

iind destro) tactics near the old

Senate Office Building and on the

i ipital steps, the group chanted

,,„. m minutes 'Bring our

brothers home now

Hic\ chanted with clenched n>t>

,,i plastic toj rules spinning high

over tlieir head^

Some touri>ts stopped and

Matched Others continued on their

and this prompted one of the

demonstrators to shout Mop and

watch what we're doing We re

bringing the war home

Between the staging 0< theater

throughout the day. the members

of the Vietnam Veterans Against

the War. whieh is conducting a

week long demonstration, \isited

with their congressmen and at

tended senate and Mouse com

inittce hearings

veral hundred ot them tarn

med into a Senate hearing room

,nd cheered when Sen George

VlcGovern USD and others

i ailed lor an immediate end to the

war
rhej javt >• standing ovation to

McGovern's testimony before the

Senate Korean Relations Coin-

mittee several shouted Kight

,,n. brother

\\, ..re all shocked by the

barbarism ot M> Lai. but do we

consider the large crime involved

in killing several hundred thousand

innocent civilians bv our massive

threatening another important

highway to the north.

The t'oeus of the Indochina war

sw itched to Cambodia while action

in South Vietnam and Laos hit a

momentary lull.

Cambodia's political crisis

developed with the resignation of

Premier Lon Nol and his Cabinet

Gen Lon Nol. 57. cited poor health

in his tett.* of resignation to Cheng

Meng. the chief of state. Lon Nol.

who had served also as minister of

defense in his government of

National Salvation, suffered a

stroke in February, leaving him

partially paralyzed.

Me returned to the capital ot

Phnom IVnh last month from

Honolulu, where he had undergone

treatment at a IS hospital

Me has headed the Cambodian

government since March IB. 1970

when Prince Norodom Sihanouk

was removed from office.

On the battle Iront. the results ot

lighting lor the control on Highway

4 Phnom Penh's sole link to a

deepwater port, still were not

known, more than a day alter

enemy forces launched an attack

against a weary Cambodian

garrison at Pich Nil Pass

Latest reports indicated that the

Cambodians still held the pass 63

miles southwest ot Phnom Penh

the capital, and the heights above

it that control the vital highwa>

link to the port of Kompong Som

i s BS2 bombers, flying more

than "»o missions throughout In

dochina in the past two days, at-

tacked enemy positions north of

Highway 7 that runs across part of

Cambodia north of Phnom Penh

from the South Vietnamese border

There were scattered reports of

ground action Tuesday in South

Vietnam and Laos.

The IS. and South Vietnamese

operation in the A Shau Valley

bordering Laos moved into its

second week, but there still were

no reports of significant contact

with the enemy
In another development. United

Press International said the

remains ot a woman found last

weekend southwest ot Phnom Penh

are presumed to be those ot Kate

Webb. 2.H. the news agency s

correspondent in Cambodia She

disappeared nearly two weeks ago

in an ambush on Highway 4.

Miss Webb born in New Zealand

but an Australian citizen, is the

ninth foreign correspondent known

to have been killed m Cambodia

since the warspread from Vietnam

across the border

UM-.K IIIKKK-ln a scene reminiscent of World War I. fresh

South Vietnamese troops thread their »a> ***+•**«*?£?
IUP Firsts* .. in South Vietnam s Central Highlands. White rem-

Forcesseats arrived at beleaguered garrison. Communist forces

,hbrd .rtilten tire into the bases landing ™ne. * AP Wirephoto..

firepower,' McGovern said

These crimes against humanity

,,i eon the scale ot those that led us

to sentence to death (ierman and

Japanese officers at the end of the

World vv.<r n
Leaders ot Dewey Canyon III,

i he name ot the week long

demonstration, became disturbed

when a rumor circulated that

President Nixon had said less than

;o per cent of the group actually

were veterans A White House

spokesman denied Nixon had made

the statement

The veterans are bivouacked on

the Mall near the Capitol A federal

appeal! court lifted part of an

mjuction Monday which allowed

them to sta\ there Sunday night

provided they didn't set up camp

Most ot them did sleep there

however m bedrolls and makeshift

lents

COMPLAINTS?
STUDENT SENATE

SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Services

(Dining Commons, Parking, Bus Shuttle, Housing, etc.)

JUST FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

Also, if you'd like to join in and help, just leave

your name and phone number with the secretary.

Choose YourRoom
Between May 5-7

Will Join D.C. March

Vets Ready To Go!
By ROBERT SCHE1ER

MDC Staff

Room choosing has been they are now residing may sign up yhe Veterans for Peace met uwt night in the

rescheduled lor the week ot Way :s «>n this date Campus Center, and although a poor turnout limited

the session to informal discussion, it was decided that

the group will join the March on Washington April 24

and demonstrate in the Veteran's contingent.

The group, which expects twenty to thirty vets to go

to Washington, urges veterans who want to demon-

strate against the war to buy a bus ticket and march

with the Veteran's contingent. By identifying them

selves as veterans, the group hopes to break down the

barrier between students and the rest of society

regarding the war. and give added legitimacy to the

peace movement.
Increased support from the labor movement is also

expected bv the vets in Saturday's march, which was

i

J, 11171

Monday. Ma\ 3 Students who

wish to remain in the room they

are now occupying may sign up on

this date

Tuesday, May ^Students who

wish to move to a different room

within the residence hall in which

Wednesday thru Friday, May r>

, Students who wish to move to a

residence hall different Irom the

one in which the) now reside may

sign up on this date

Urban Crisis

Talk Tonight

attributed to the (act that labor would give credibility

to anti-war sentiment from veterans.

The group is opposed to the May day movement,

winch plans activities irom May 1 r, under the slogan

•If the government won't stop the war. the people will

stop the government
•' The> said that the demands

such as a guaranteed annual income, and tactics such

as trying to shut down the Pentagon are both futile and

alienate many potential supporters.

Buses will leave Friday midnight lor the march

whose goal is seen as an expression ol the support we

have.'' and a vehicle to educate people in other issues

as a result of their involvement in the march.

They group will also support the one-day memorial

strike May Tith in commemoration of the Kent State

and Jackson State killings, and will set up a workshop

for the day

•Classical Spring.'' a series of

events sponsored by the program

m Latin, Creek, and Classics, will

continue with two public lectures

today "April 21):
,,

•ROMAN VIEWSOF WOMEN,
a lecture by Professor Anne Parry.

University ol Massachusetts 4:50

a.m., Herter :W\

•ATHENS IN THE TIME Or

LOKD BYRON," a lecture h>

Professor C.WJ. Eliot, University

ot British Columbia K im» p.m..

Kartlett SI.

Professor Eliot's lecture is

sponsored by the Western

Massachusetts chapter of the

American Institute ot Ar

chaeology

Edward Bantield, Professor of

Government at Harvard

University, will speak on "A View

ol the Urban Crisis'' today in the

Colonial Lounge, Student Union, at

4:ou PM. The public is invited to

attend.

Jesus ' Role

For Blacks

Reviewed
Dr Krnest Wilson, black

evangelist, teacher, and lecturer,

will speak on the role of .lesus in

the hie ol the black American, on

Wednesday, April 28. in the Student

Union Ballroom, at 8:<KI PM
All campus blacks are urged to

attend

ArmeniansRememberMassacre

Will Run Race Around Pond

Beginning at noon today the

Armenian students ot I Mass will

•,tart a 24 hour relay run around the

campus pond to show their em
pathv with those who perished in

the 1915 massacre ol the Armenian

people by the Turks

They will run at night with a

torch and by day with a symbolic'

list ol the dead

\ priest, a poet. SH astronomer

and a marathoner will run along

With the students and Armenians

trom the Springfield, Worcester.

and Boston communities. In all. 50

to too runners are expected

This commemoration is part ot a

nationwide observance Irom the

Turkish embassy in Washington on

|rida\ to the United Nations in

New York on Saturday April 24

loin Derdenan and Kichard

lashjian are directors of this

event

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

$ NEED MONEY ? $

Sell Advertisements for the

Collegian and earn 15% Commission!!

FOU MOKE INFORMATION COME TO THE

COLLEGIAN OFFICE

$STl DENT UNION BlIlLOINO J^
between »:«« • »™ - Monday Frldav

THE GRIPE TAPE
(...or letter)

Today and Tomorrow

10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

In Front of the Hatch

Do you want to speak your mind

about the now andfuture University

of Massachusetts?
There will be a tape

recorder set-up for you to tell the

Future University Committee what you

think this University is and should be.

Ifyou can 't make it to the Hatch,

write a letter to the Daily Collegian

C/O "GRIPE".

TELL THE UNIVERSITY
WHERE IT CAN GO

(Paid for by: The Future University Committee)

transcendental meditation

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to enpand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

COLOR DOCUMENTARY FILM BY
ERIC ISEN

DISCUSSION FOLLOWING
WED. APRIL 21 8 p.m.

AMHERST COLLEGE
CONVERSE RED ROOM

THURS., APRIL 22 8 p.m. UMASS
THOMPSON 102

STUDINTS INTI»NATIONAl MIDITATION SOCIITT

«FO J MM in. AMMtHST. MASi 010*1
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No Better Way
TIM nation could be thi uM into turmoil during the next several weeks of

demonstrating against the war policy which keeps us mvolved in the civil

wars nl Southeast Asia. . ..• _

I In got ,1mn.nl has m% er heen less credible even to a people who hav e

mown used to not believing w hat the (.overnment say s.

"
In marked contrast to last years huge anti-war gatherings people this

, mt arc planning to go beyond marching in the streets to emphasize their

feelings I he organizers and thousands of individuals across the ™untr>

arc going to literally take the streets: the first real challenge that this

eo\ eminent will have ever faced.

Win the President of the I'niled States will not keep his own campaign

pledges to bring peace to the Indochina, boggles the mind. How he^can

operate a foreign polio so contrary to the values this nation should have

that millions of citizens have demonstrated against it in every possible

wav. leaves one with a sick feeling in the gut.

Last vear. students across the country were forced to ask themselves

what could be done to show disagreement with this nations present war

policy Since then thousands of people have died from the same national

policies, so long ago recognized as barbarous and criminal.

What the hell can anvone do about it?

We have long felt apprehensive about massive crowds of emotion-

charged indiv iduals. A large crowd can act in ways beyond the control of

anv individual participant asserting itself as a mob. with no conscience.

( Armies hav e alwav s been nothing more than disciplined mobs.

)

The individual must decide whether he or she will become part of a

mass movement towards the particular end of forcing the government to

discontinue its war policies keeping in mind the political reality of

Xmerica lodav is one where only huge numbers of people are effective

when the policy being changed is one of the magnitude that this war

d S

\pri! 'I this Saturdav. will be the first major step in this Springs anti-

war activities. We urge everyone to weigh the consequences of par-

ticipating in this potentially volatile action. We ask that you weigh the

results of not participating.
.

Kverxone who goes to Washington this weekend, especially those who

will stav on for the hard-core civ il disobedience, must recognize that they

are tied into the most turbulent times this nation has faced since the t ivil

We are divided Our sense of morality numbered by the never ending

ramifications of waning war with technological deadlines, pathologically

'ToTo Washington this weekend if you can. Try to feel the pulse of a half

million , pie Join in the chants and sooth the harried instincts of feSM

around \ou.
,

... . ^
You will be part ol whatever happens, in a visceral way you will be

what happens. Perhaps there is no better way.

A Duller Roar
It s election time in the Student Senate again and though the roar may

he duller than usual, the importance of the outcome has not lessened at

all In a period of increased criticism of the Senate and political flux, the

results of tonights battles could go far in determining the future of that

bodv and its relation to the University community.

It would be easv for us to simply list the people we would like to see

elected In this wav . we might be able to repay some of the favors we have

received from the Senate and to gel even for many of the injuries we have

suffered. In reality that type of action would have little value to the

Senators involved and less to the voters.

Instead, the burden of selecting Senate officers lies with you. the

constituents of that governing body. The same people who are constantly

lamenting the unresponsive activities of the Senate should be the same

ones who are in the loi clront of a move to get their favorites elected. It s

,.,sv to sa\ that its the Senates election and drop it at that. Ihe

responsible and responsive" people, though, should realize that with

their influence the Senate can reach the heights which it is capable of

*

It M Ml in i» s "'» s «' ; ' 8«—H election. Instead, it is an election for all

constituents to make known their views and to see that they are at least

board \nv person who lails to take this action forleits his right to

criticize the Senate for not reflecting the beliefs and altitudes of the

students.

For most of vou it probably started out innocently-

enough The guvs down the hall were getting stoned

and vou just happened to wander by to see if anybody

had anv peanut butter or something and they askea

you in and you got high. You liked it and so you kept

Tell' weep not now that the end is near. You've had

your fun and don't let me hear you say nobody warned

°The high school class of 1967 people are now seniors.

Kor all intents and purposes they are the veteran cope-

smokers on campus. Grass was just starting to leaK

out of Boston into places like Brookline and Newton

around the spring of 1967. Silverman himself was once

caught with a joint in a bathroom at Brookline High in

1967 but the teacher, in his pre-turned-on-freak

naivete, thought it was a butt and let him go with of-

fice detention

Just tell your 17-year-old brother to pull that stunt

now and see what happens.

The Boston Common of the summer of 196/ had a lot

to do with dope creeping even further into the suburbs

Boston is less than an hour away from some real farm

country The then seniors (class of 1968) had no

problems at all getting in town to see the hippies.

When they went home into the bedroom communities

like Kramingham. Swampscott. and all the rest, they

brought the first traces of the drug culture with them

back into the sticks.

It all happened slowly, almost so slowly that no one

who was in it could tell it was happening. Those on the

outside the ones with the power to stop it. had no idea

what was going on They didn't act until it was too late

and when they did. they went in the wrong direction.

But pretty soon everyone was doing it and the people

in the class of 1969 were more well acquainted with

grass at the age of 16 than all the others before them

were w hen thev reached college It's now a way of life

among certain elements 'back home." You go home

and you hear the 15 year olds with hair longer than you

ever thought would be tolerated in your town

whispering about "that heavy trip they took last

Friday." ...

But while all this has been going on at home, with

kids getting tuned on younger and younger, things

have remained, for the most part, pretty constant

around here Each year a new freshman class has

arrived and each year it's a little bit more

sophisticated than its predecessor But to those of us

who can remember smoking, or at least seeing people

smoke, in 1967. this is really no surprise.

You can't sort of sit back and see how much drugs

have infiltrated because you can't remember a time in

the immediate past when they weren't there.

There was a thing about smoking before the blind

masses started doing it. At first it was a secret little

thing that held vou apart. And after you got off to

school and everyone, but everyone, at home started

smoking, you realized that you actually had been

some sort of trail-blazer or pioneer.

But you can't rest on your laurels now. The monster

that you spawned is slowly but surely catching up with

vou and you will be overwhelmed by it.

*

The underground culture has, out of necessity,

dev eloped its own kind of underground grapevine. Let

one bunch of people plot to have some kind of a concert

with a reasonably well-known group, and it's amazing

how the word spreads. By the real hard-core freak

population is there to herald the event.

What does all this mean? It means that even though

Harold Koltin himself had a hard time finding out

what groups are going to be here for those foolish free

concerts, the Word is out. The freaks of Massachusetts

are tuned in to what's happening and they're going to

be here. They've heard plenty of rumors and they've

believed every one of them They don't care that they

aren't invited and not wanted, they're going to be here

because it's expected of them. They're going to come

up here in the biggest goddam crowd you've ever seen

and they re going to be obnoxious and spoil things for

us and "they're going to wreck this place.

And it's all because you smoked grass trying to be a

big man.
Sure vou kick vourself the morning after and ask

yourself "why did I* do if" But it's too late for all that.

You should have thought, back in the days before they

sprung vou out of Newton South or Beverly High, you

should have remembered that there are some things

worth saving, that if you smoked dope at the age of 17,

then in two years someone else who was 15 would

smoke it and think it was all right.

And I'm going to sit back and laugh. I went to school

in Boston in 1967 and I remember seeing the kids come

back from the Common down Marlborough St. to sit in

Spanish class and put a chunk of hash on a cigarette

and snort it before the teacher came in the room. And

I joined them-once. They I got smart and didn't smoke

dope until I got good and ready. My brother who is 3

vears younger than I am turned me on.

He's coming up for the free concerts. But unlike the

vast legions of mindless idiots who'll come up here to

get wrecked away from Mom and Dad for a weekend,

he is coming up to watch the funeral. For in its own

blind insanity, in its quest for get high now pay later,

the youth culture will surely find its own undoing.

Everyone Is Tapped

CORRECTION The column entitled "No Group Of Idiots" which

appeared in yesterday's MDC was not written by Elliot Eisenberg as

it was published. Instead, the author was Barry Rubenstein

WASHINGTON -Washington is a status town, but

the trouble is that status has a way of changing all the

time A few months ago. you rated in the capital if you

received a telephone call from Martha Mitchell after

midnight.

But that's old hat now because almost everyone in

Washington has gotten a midnight call from Martha

Mitchell The new status symbol is to have your phone

tapped by the FBI.

While senators and congressmen, newspapermen

and even Administration officials have shown great

public indignation over the FBI tapping lines, secretly

everyone hopes he is important enough to have J.

Edgar Hoover's men listen in on his calls

The other day I put in a call to Broadbeam, who

writes a Newsletter on Tropical Fish for pet stores all

over America.
As soon as Broadbeam picked up the phone, he said,

"I told you never to call me at the office."

Where should I call you*7 "
I asked him.

Til give you the number of a telephone booth at

Wisconsin and () Streets. I'll be there every night

between "> and fi. Let the phone ring three times and

then hang up. I'll call you back."

"But, Broadbeam Why all the mystery''

"

"I'm sure the FBI is tapping my phone. Listen Do
you hear it?"

I don't hear anything."

" Exactly Most phone lines in this country are filled

with static Don't you think it's odd that we have a

perfect connection?"

"Well, now that you mention it. it does seem odd.

But why would the FBI want to tape the line of

someone who puts out a Newsletter on Tropical

Fish?"
"Why would they want to monitor the speeches of

Sen Ed Muskie and the other people who spoke on

Earth Day? Who knows why the FBI does things?"

"But Broadbeam All I called about was that my

guppies have been getting sick and I thought you

might know why."
"I can tell you why." Broadbeam said. "The quick

brown fox jumped over the white fence."

"What are you talking about?"

"That's code, stupid." Broadbeam said. "It will

take them days to figure that one out. They can tap me
all they want to, but I'm not going to make it any

easier for them."
"Look, Broadbeam. You may be going to a lot of

trouble for nothing. Suppose the FBI isn't tapping

your line?"

"That's a dirty thing to say." Broadbeam said

angrily "Don't you think I'm important enough to

have my phone tapped?"
"I didn't mean that. But I just never thought the FBI

would have much interest in someone who writes a

newsletter about Tropical Fish
"

"That's how much you know. Just yesterday I was
followed for four blocks by two men wearing rain-

coats."

"What's so strange about that?" I said.

"It wasn't raining," he shouted.

"Oh. I didn't know that. I guess they are interested

in you after all."

"Listen, about your guppies," he said. "I'll leave a

message for you under the fifth column of the Jef-

terson Memorial facing the White House."
"Thanks Broadbeam." I hung up.

A lew minutes later, my wife called. "Do you knowr

what your son Joel did with my car this morning?"
she said.

"For God's sake." 1 cried, "don't tell me on the

phone They're tapping Broadbeam's phone and now
that I called him, they're probably tapping mine. Put
a note in a sealed envelope and hide it in the cherry

tree and I'll read it when I come home."
Copyright 1971. Ims angeles Times

Letters To The Editor

The Feeling Was Very, Very Fine

Ediiurial Points
. ii ,....,J ,.11'inrt z*hoi

To the Editor:

Sunday's rock festival at the pond deserves some

clarification for your readers. Anyone who passed by

and thought that people just "sat around drinking

Boone's Apple Wine or took time to get wrecked"

i MDC April 20) clearly didn't understand what was

happening out there.

We were gettin' high, ya see: high on our own

energies, our own gig, each other, the day AND the

night( when the music finally stopped coming from the

stage after 2 a.m. many made their own), high on the

combination of people, place and weather which made

it all come about.

The festival was originally conceived of by the local

May Day Tribe -the people who plan to take our

culture and our politics to Washington D.C. for two big

weeks Our caravan leaves from the Campus Center

Thursday morning at 9 a.m. Were trying to get the

word out to as many people as possible about what

were doing-films, workshops, literature, boogies,

one-to-one raps and howeyer else we can relate to

people -and Sunday's festival helped us do just that.

You cant separate the politics and culture of love, this

is what the festival and May Day are all about.

But Sundays get-together at the pond was far too

collective an effort to attribute it all to one small

group of people The May Day Tribe got the place,

staging and publicity for the gathering, but from there

it was really The People who ran the show. It didn t

cost anybody anything except their own time and

energy "which there was lots of. Bands came up all

day and way into the night to offer their services.

In fact at least three groups want to play Tuesday

and Wednesday as well If we can get a permit to keep

it going People with vans willingly moved the needed

equipment across Western Mass., much of the

equipment having been donated by people who

couldn't play. Tents were set up by /for those who

wanted to spend the night, and firewood and food

came from all over to keep folks comfortable The

Proud Of The Fact

To the Editor: .

Those who've attended past ASA meetings can be

proud of the fact that ASA was the only body on

campus to which, upon its demand, the secrets of the

Free Spring Concert Festival were revealed directly

by the committees coordinating the concerts^ It is also

in part to those who've attended ASA meetings that

credit for the virtually certain passage by the SGA of a

nrooosal I and two others formulated, giving the

student body the decision-making power concerning

groups for future major concerts up here The

American Student Association is not radical in the

sense of being violent or extremist but is definitely

radical only in the real sense of getting to the root of

th

To
Pr
commun»cate effectively and inflwncej*•

oositive way middle America is a goal of ASA But this

cannot happen unless students of various universities

can communicate effectively among themselves And

h,s mTrn ,s not portMe without *^"~
munication within a given university MM*J***
getting to the root of the problem This is being

"^effect this latter basic goal. ASA has recogmzed

the parallels drawn by itself and other studen s on this

campus Nixon ,n '69 tells the American people to stop

denting about the war and to unite^behind hta-

Glenn Elters recently writes a letter-to-the-editor

Sed Swer Youf Voices"; the escapade into

Laos involving Americans, was kept a secret from

he American people- -the Free Spring Concert

l^stivaT nvolv inTstudents. is being kept a secret

from the student body, and this years Com-

mencement activities, involving students, is Deing

ES Hecret from the student body. We ta k abou

changing the policies of our government yet canno

even change the policies of our own Collegian or

*£Sl£%i* each of you personally to attend this

WedI nighrV ASA meeting, to be held in Room 162 of

the Campus Center, at 7:30 PM.
mrMKoMn

Editorial Writers!

MDC Recruitment

Meeting

Thursday, April 22

at 7 p.m.

in the MDC Office

people were very generous in scraping into their

pockets for the May Day Food Fund (we're setting up

a kitchen in Washington to help feed thousands of

people each day).

Oh yes, we did do a pretty good job of keepin' each

other with plenty of smoke and drink.

I hope this helps clarify what Sunday's festival was

all about. We were stayin' high on each other. I also

hope this kind of feeling and energy stays with us

around here. We've got a lot of coming together to do.

One more correction on Tuesday's coverage of the

boogie: the performers were Armegeddon, Rot,

Bloodstone, Freddie's band, and a fine jazz band and

rock jam group whose names escape me right now.

Things were happening so fast and heavy out there,

it's hard to keep them all straight. But I know for sure

that the whole feeling of the day and night was very,

very fine.

Bob DaPrato

Men Were Born

To Ihe Editor:

Heroes are born and heroes die everyday. Both

happened Sunday April 18. Ken Dryden was born, and

those mighty Bruins who did such a beautiful soft-shoe

though the ranks of the National Hockey League this

season died.

Boston will long remember the Stanley C up playotis

not for what it brought but for what it failed to bring

The people who will suffer the most are those fans who

put their heroes on a pedestal that proved impossible

to sustain For the Bruins were only human, a fact

everyone will have to agree with now. The ex-

pectations their fans had for them were superhuman,

based on a "super" season. But the cheers and ac-

colades that drove the Bruins all season turned upon

them in the seventh and final game and instead of

being driven to great heights those cheers were

transformed into the kind of pressure that cost them

their mistakes. It is the old story of trying too hard. If

the expectations are too high failure is that much

more inevitable.

Whatever the reason for the Bruins collapse much

can be gained from the outcome of the series We who

followed all seven games have been witness to a pride

of a group of men who attained the heights lesser men

deemed impossible The Canadiens met impossible

odds and beat them. This should be an inspiration

regardless of whether you were for the Bruins or

Canadiens. Pride is much stronger than all the Bobby

Orrs and Ken Drydens in the world Boston also

learned that the higher the pedestal, the longer and

harder the fall. It will be a much more aware and

mature Boston Bruins team next fall because of the

valuable lessons every great man or team has to

learn. Heroes fell Sunday in Boston Garden, but as

many men were born.
Frank I). Renaud

Doesn't it seem odd that

Agnew should criticize the Ping

Pong diplomacy taking place

between the US and China when

he used the paddle so effectively

in the past himself?
* * * *

The following passages ap-

peared in the Springfield

Republican of April 11 and were

quoted by Hy Gardner:

"During his campaign for

President, JFK threw some

barbs at President Eisenhower

and Vice-President Nixon

because of the way they an-

swered his charges of a

recession.

"As 1 interpret the President,"

candidate Kennedy quipped,

"we're now at the end of the

beginning of the upturn of the

downturn. Every bright spot the

White House finds in the

economy is like the policeman

bending over the body in the

alley and saying cheerfully,

Two wounds are fatal. The other

one is not so bad!"
* * * »

About the only way you can get

into a lot of cemeteries these

davs is in a box.
* * « »

BETTER THINGS THROUGH
CHEMISTRY—Isn't it won-

derful to see all of these glowing,

orange-faced coeds'' QT will do

it everytime.
* * * *

President Nixon summed up in

a speech April 19 his job as

President better than we ever

could have done it He com-

mented :

•Scrubbing floors or emptying

lH?dpans-my mother used to do

that is not enjoyable work, but a

lot of people do it, and there is as

much dignity in that as there is

in any other work to be done in

this country including my own."

Absurd, Isn't It?

Have you ever noticed the weird sense of absurdity that shrouds this

place I've always known it was here but I really felt it one day a few

weeks ago 1 was in the Campus Center, lying down on one of the couches

trying to read. 1 fell asleep; it was when I awoke that I first sensed the

absurdity. ...

It became apparent to me that I was a victim of lime and Cir-

cumstance Where I am and what happens to me makes me what I am

Being in the false atmosphere of the UMass microcosm makes this

feeling doubly intense. I found myself striving to be as natural as

possible But i soon discovered that all my efforts to unfabneate myself

I in order to lose the sense of absurdity > were only hidden fabrications in

themselves I knew that I could never be a complete entity w ithin myselt

unless I lived naked and ate berries off bushes. Isn't that absurd"' I know

it's true however, because I have yet to shake the feeling

It makes me a lot more human when other people feel this same thing

Sometimes I think I'm the only person left here Don't scoff at my ego

centrism I'm strong enough to admit it But to get to the root of my

problem - this sense of absurdity, I think its basis lies in my innate

loneliness. Ah, loneliness, the universal disease. My sense of absurdity

started when, waking from that couch it was as though I awoke from a

long and fruitless search for something that would end my loneliness 1

realized suddenly that it really was futile and that I would be alone

forever no matter the Time and Circumstance

Now I hate the people who told me that my loneliness was my own fault

or that I was suffering from a bad case of the freshman blues. What

makes my feeling of loneliness at this moment any more insigificant or

typical than one I felt a few years ago or will feel in the future''

AH this wouldn't be so bad if I could make myself believe it now tha

I've awoken and realized it Being the stupid ever hoping person I am

will probablv disregard it and start having faith again Then I will fall

bruised at the feet of the absurdity-breeders. Time and Circumstance, get

up and brush myself off to start all over again And so. while I am sti

suffering from mv lineliness and most of all. my sense of absurdity. I will

continue my search I wonder how many times it will take until I can at

least have a sense of finality over my sense of absurdity

iMHHl ThillkillJE. Chiff— rWd If ™* I-™'"' Wa>
V.

Gets %HvWowe,IS«yWe Should Call A 1'oln•.•m«n

Sign Of Hope

To the Editor: .

For three years I have been confused by the School

of Ed and its overnight changes and lack of an

adequate advising system As hopeless as ever

walked into the School of Ed during the modular credit

week and dropped into Rm 123 to check on my folder

and solve some of my confusions I had no hope ol

finding anybody interested in the problem of an un-

dergrad minority student. But I saw a sign of hope

when I was helped and straightened out kindly and

patiently by a "foreign girl" who works as an advisor

in that office. She spent more than thirty minutes after

5 n m with me to solve my problem I had never seen

so much consideration before. Maybe there is a sign of

hope
Nancy Barron

To Letter Writers
Letters to the Editor must be typed at sixty-

spaces double-spaced and not more than two pages

in length They must be in by 5 p.m on the day prior

to intended publication. Letters must be signed and

should include the address and phone number of the

author all of which will be withheld upon request

letters which do not follow these specifications

will receive only secondary consideration. No letter

will be printed without the name of the author

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

both for space and content.

Editorial points may also be submitted andJollow

the same general rules of the letters except that

they may be anonymous.

)t9h 44m.frm
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Zero Population Growth

Man Is Running Out Of Earth
XT -"-•^-^A ' t^r

™»-r nraduction from breeders on ning this crises Into a m^htii
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lil \olr- This i^ il>«' It'inlli in .i

„,.,„- «.t articles dealing with

overpopulation H *>•!« «'»''

population imi resonrce*. and

attempts to nIh'xn !»'« WW "'>' 1 »'

resource* CM support onl> limited

population.)
,

In discussion <>i the population

problem mam uninformed people

argue that the problem if not

serious and point to the tact that

there are man) areas oi the world

tlut haw low population densities

it the present time It is true that it

the average density were in-

creased from the present world

wide figure oi 69 per square

kilometer lor a population ol about

,,, billion people, many more

people could fit If the density were

increased to that of Japan, KM per

square kilometer, we could tit

uboul I ini billion people on the

earth II the density were that M
Manhattan. 75,089 per square

kilometer the total would be about

Hi trillion The problem with this

argument is that although these

people could have space to fit at

these densities, the land s<» oc-

cupied could not support such

great numbe
,.,,„,! areas, which at the present

time have the lush population

densities mentioned above, import

most ol the materials needed to

support the people living there h\

the high densities ol Manhattan, it

,s obvious that all resources to

support the people there are

supplied from the outside The

ds ..I the earth as a whole

however COUld never l>e supplied

Irom the outside, from other

planets or the moon, since it would

be impossible to transport the

needed quantit) of materials

The earth will run into* problem

in supplying resources even it the

population doesnM increase al

the present mm be. \t the present

tunc the consumption "t the

resources of the earth is not spread

n l) among the worlds

population The I nited States, with

onl) about six percent ol the total

population consummes about 4i»

percent oi the innual production of

minerals In !<«,., the tinted M
lonsummednn third ot the worlds

tin product i" one fourth ol its

lertilizer, hall its newsprint, ont

loiirth ol it- el and SDOUl one

tilth ol it- 'on Kven il

\th were to stop

ui.t to bring the

,,p to the standard

states, the iron

I have to !«• m
upper production

id production

The seriousness ot the mineval

problem cannot be over Mated!

The problem oi supplying the

world with energy places a great

.nam on our resources I he in-

creases in electricity to process the

poorer and poorer grades ot ores

that we are forced to use are very

great In 1Mb, 3.4 kilowatl hours ot

electricity were needed to refine

one ton ol Mesabi iron ore. but

some of thetaconite lower grade*

ores now used require as much as

inn kilowatt hours The energy cost

to recover any important minerals

Irom the sea are absolutely

prohibitive

It the rest ot the world were to be

industrialized and brought up to

the present Tinted States power

consumption rate, there would be a

very great strain on the worlds

ability to produce such amounts oj

electricity The IS consummed

about 1 ..'billion killowatt hours of

electricity last year We would

need to increase power production

,. .tunes just to raise the rest of the

world to United states con

sumption levels, without any in-

crease in the population \Ne are

last running out ol tossil luels

which supply most ol the power at

present

Where will this new power come

„•„,„ II all the hydroelectric

potcnt.alintheworldwereused.it

could only supply about one lourth

ol the present world power con-

sumption Solar power is not

practical tor large scale energy

production, so we are lelt with onl

two other energy sources

and fusion power
Nuclear power

maii\ problems

and two thirds

produced has to

generation has

it is inefficient

oi the power

be dumped into

nuclear

cooling water as waste heat Kven

neglecting the damage that the

resulting thermal pollution causes.

by about the year 2000, all the river

water of the United states would be

required as cooling for the

projected number of nuclear

generating plant Nuclear plants

produce tremendous quantities ol

highly radioactive waste products

during their operation A million

kilowatt plant produces as much

radioactive waste each year as

about 10,000 Hiroschima type

atomic bombs Disposing of these

h\ products is a very difficult task.

In addition as much as the

radioactivity of one such bomb

may be released from each plant

during its first year of operation in

the form of radioactive polution.

The chance of an accident in

creases greatly with the rapid

increase m the number of nuclear

plants

Nuclear power generation has its

limits in that only I small traction

iless than one percent) of the

nuclear luel is the usable torm of

I j:5:> The remaining l'2:W is not

used by reactors at the prsent time

and SO we will run out of uranium

in a short time It has been

suggested that ' breeeder"

reactors which turn the waste I 2:m

into a usable form during the

course ol their operation would be

. solution to this oroblem. but

power production Irom breeders on

any large scale may be as much as

au years in the future

Another source ot power which

might solve power problems with

little ol the disadvantages M
unclear plants is that of tusion

power It would be clean and ef-

ficient and its supply would be

almost limitless The only problem

is that it is not yet available It is

hoped that it may be possible to

demonstrate that fusion power is

possible in about five years. The

problem is that fusion power, if it

can be produced at all. would not

Ih> available for as much as 20-25

years in the future. Thus it will not

be able to solve our immediate

problems.

The above arguments should

make it clear that we are facing a

crises in our supply of minerals

and energy This is true even it

there would be no future population

growth' We must control the

runaway increase in the earths

population if we are to avoid

ning this crises into a nightmare II

everyone in the world is to enjoy

the standard of living necessary

for a happy comfortable life not

only must population growth be

stopped, but the birth rate should

be reduced enough so that the

population starts to decline Only

in this way can we enjoy the life we

would like to live without reducing

our irreplacable mineral capital to

a dangerous degree. It has been

estimated that a population tor the

United States of about SO million

and f€r the world of about MO

million would allow us with careful

conservation to enjoy all our

resources without the fear of

depletion The fewer people we

have the more available tor each

individual and the higher standard

of living he will be able to enjoy. If

we don't stop population growth,

however we are headed towards

disaster as these important

resources are used up without any

possibility of replacement.

TONITE !

\ FOLK NIGHT
rn.rn.rn aawa a

nun

JACK VERONESI
9:30-12:30

Get Your

"SHIT"

Together At

LAMBDA CHI

ALPHA-

population gl

completely

rest <>t the wo
nt the Unite

production

creased sixfol

sixfold and

eightfold

In addition those consumption

rates \ast >unts ol minerals

would be need. I tost to create the

nomicbas. tor such a standard

Which has be.;, built up over many

years in the inited States

railroads, buddings, power lines.

etc Ibis leat would require about

, , tunes the \ early iron produc

t„,n loo times the copper. 200

times the lead 7.'» times the zinc

and 2M limes the tin Except for

iron these quantities exceed the

known or Inferred reserves of the

world's minerals and even the iron

could not be t
.inverted into steel

because of I lack of molybdenum

WEDNESDAY

INFORMAL RUSH 8:00

Need a Gift to Give?

NOW ON SALE!
STAINLESS

hy International

Bread Tray onJv
V/i" Round \

w"y

n lt
*?»'

J $5.95 ea.
Butter Irish *

S<
sJ?vinK Set

I

OI"y

°^Uto I $7.95 ea.

and many more at

Baker -Winn
JEWELKKS

si south Pleasant si.

Amherst

TONIGHT!
Dr. George Wiley,

head of the

National Welfare Rights Organization

will explain

"The Struggle for Welfare Rights"

8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium

• FOLLOWED BY A COFFEE HOUR

IN THE CAPE COD LOUNGE, S.U.

Presented by the Distinguished Visitors Program

Campus Carousel

and Down, Up andUp
ByTONY GRANITE

MDC Staff

HEADY HEADS DEPARTMENT:
the University of Denver Uarion

announces the appointment of a

new member of the English

Department with, "Homo Expert

Joins Faculty."

The appointment was made
possible by a "humanities grant."

Dr. M.Z. Montgomery is most

renowned" for his work with the

International Encyclopedia of

Pornography."
* * * *

SPEAKING OF HEADLINES
conjures this one, appearing in the

Mestlc of Southern Illinois

I
mversity-Edwardsville: "Alestle

Needs Dirty Pictures."

Which turns out to be shock

treatment, lor the pix it is seeking

are Pictures that show life on our

planet showing, .dirty streams,

dead tish King in polluted waters,

ugly belches that pour from our

industrial smoke stacks..."

The pornography of ecology, in

other words.
* » * *

WD IN

NEWSPAPER
THE SAME

there appears an

advertisement that surely must

illustrate the current cool craze for

"No-ness."

The ad recruits entries for the

•Lake Carlyle Queen Contest."

Featured are NO entry fee and NO
talent necessary. And maybe, n

contest

.

* * *

GRRJUPEVINEIsa feature of the

Indiana Daily Student which elicits

questions from the campus and

provides instant answers.

A recent query struck closer to

home than the editors had an-

ticipated when a reader asked:

Is there some reason for

this? ...The ids is no longer a

student newspaper. Very, very

little is included that does not carry

AP or UP! datelines. And campus
articles are of the inane-cutsey

types I never thought the sole

purpose of a eampus paper was to

present national news and events.

Win use so many news services,

like Copley " Can't any of you

write? Why do you need a staff-

simply to arrange news dispatches

Irom the other services?
"

Win. why. why"
CRIME PAYSON I AMI'l S that s

what the statistics at UTexas say,

according to a story in The Daily

Texan, recently.

Increase in crimes was 4,741

more cases in 1970 than the

previous year. And money value

jumped bv more than $10,000 in the

same period, to $48,679. And of the

1 1 1 persons charged with crimes on

campus, only 34 were students.

The robbers are coming, the

robbers are coming!
* * * *

ABORTION BILL ABORTED at

Louisiana State U ,
when the

Student Government Association

defeated a measure to provide for

a fund of $3,000 to help defray

traveling expenses incurred by

coeds wishing to obtain a legal

abortion in New York

The Dailv Reveille reported a

heated" debate preceded the

voting
* * * *

STUDENT REDRESS SYSTEM
has been adopted by the English

Senate at the University ol Nor-

thern Iowa, according to a page

one blurb in the Northern low an.

The system establishes a cadre

of ad\ isers to assist students who

have a grievance against in-

structors in the English Dept.

Nine students have been ap-

pointed by officers of the English

Club as a panel of three to hear

each case.
* * * *

BREAKFAST IS BEST, according

to an Illinois State U. nutritionist

who studied the eating habits of 65

students on that campus.

She found that only 44 per cent

ate an "adequate" brakfast and

that 4 per cent skipped

altogether.

The result, she says, may be a

lack of ambition throughout the

day
, c

She noted that "a quick cup of

coffee"' proved to be more

detrimental than no breakfast at

all. With only a cup of black coffee,

the neuromuscular tremor count is

increased, the maximum work

output decreased, and the reaction

time increased, causing a less

favorable response.

Eat up. students

When A Battery Dies

Where Does It Go ?
When a mercurv battery dies, it

doesn't go to heaven. It'll probably

end up m the dump where the case

will corrode and the mercury

ultimately will be released. It may

end up polluting the local water

supply This pollutant is important

because it can be toxic to many

organisms at low concentration

The recent mercury scare

demonstrated that its effects need

not be felt solely near the site of

discharge.

Mercurv batteries aren t the

main source of mercury pollution,

but they aren't insignificant either

There are millions being used, for

hearing aids, for cameras, for

transisterized equipment in

general.

Now the mercury pollution mess

can be reduced A hearing aid

manufacturing company has

decided to take back used mercury

batteries for recycling. C.E.Q. will

collect any used batteries at its

recycling table in the Student

Union lobby during Earth Week.

and at the office « Room 124

Campus Center, Student Ac-

tivities i after that, and forward

them to the manufacturer.

Wagons Ho .

The Five College Area caravan

to Washington, DC. for April 24-

May Day activities leaves Thur

sday morning at 9 am from the

campus center parking lot

The caravan will travel down

Route I and stop in towns along the

way to pass out May Day literature

and talk with people about the

Indochina war and May Day It is

expected that the caravan will

arrive in Washington by Friday

night. April 23.

All people from Western

Massachusetts who intend to stay

in Washington during any of the

April 24 May 5 activities will have

a special" place to stay in

Washington This will be in either

Koek Creek Park or the grounds of

a nearbv church, depending on

« hether or not a permit is granted

lor use of Rock Creek Park.

Anyone desiring any more

caravan or tactical information

should call r>46-5167. 546-5233. or

visit the May Day table in the

Student Union.

A CINEMUS MAXIMUS

Premiere screeniiiRs! Don I nhM it-

Sen the works of avant-garde filmmakers

Thursday. Friday and Sunday April It. 23 and

at 7:30 and 10:00 p.m.

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

Admission $1.50 Students, all others $2.00

Advance tickets available at

Student Union Box Office

Sponsored by the Southwest Patriots

Want To Go OnA Trip

)

This week 'College Life" is

traveling to Brattleboro to hear

Arthur Hlessitt minister of the

lamed Sunset Strip m Hollywood

and spokesman for the .lesus

Movement Transportation will be

provided from the Stockbndge

Hall bus stop at 6:30 p.m. Wed-

nesday. April 21.

Arthur Blessitt has received

national publicity for "His Place

the Christian coffee house on

Sunset Strip When his landlord

evicted "His Place" because it was

hurting the business of neighboring

night clubs. Arthur fasted for 28

days ouside of the coffee house^

l^st summer, he was a member ot

a small group that carried a life-

size cross across the country. By

simply preaching "Jesus loves

vou ". Arthur has seen thousands

ol youth who previously were

turned on to drugs now turned on to

Christ. ., , _

The Jesus Revolution a lolk

group Irom Brattleboro will be

playing Wednesday night also

\l II.MION
K\tom or it

ir >on haw h iwliMw H^f***'
"'

;t • or above IS « or •l»o»r must

havr thr approval of >o.ir <J'l-r

menl) you are rll*il.lr to parti. i|.»<.-

in the Senior Honor* Program It

involve* tt-9 credit- of -tiid, on ..

toato that » l"tere«tln« to >ou ami

approved by • toruH> member «*•

a B rre« to »rt M >.or •dvW »«r

further Information, vtolt the Honors

Olfi.e (Mnehmer BMS) •*«*• » »l>e-

rlal table with brochure* and forms

ik »et up. We »tron«ly ur«e >o« t»

roiiMilt an appropriate faculty mem-

ber before »l«nlmt np for the pro-

gram All preliminary form» should

i.c completed for pre-rc*ist ration in

May.

WANTED:

College men and women for man

agement positions in government.

Must meet physical requirements

Financial aid available for in

college trainees, or applicants

can enroll in special training

course on graduation Stateside

and/or overseas travel

guaranteed.

COOL HAND
LUKE

Starring Paul Newman
and George Kennedy

in Thompson 104

this Fridoy, April 23

7:00 and 9:15 P.M.

Admission 50tf

Here's a government position with a

real future for both men and women.

An officer's job in the Air Force. A

management level job in anybody's

book. Certainly, there's no better

way to get the experience and train-

ing needed for executive responsi-

bility.

If you have two years of college

remaining, you could find yourself

earning an Air Force commission

while you learn, through the Air

Force R0TC two-year program

Along with college credits and a

commission, you'll receive $50 each

month as a student. And upon grad-

uation, that management position

we promised wilt be waiting for you.

If an advanced degree is in your

plans, you'll be happy to learn that

the Air Force has a number of out-

standing programs to help you fur-

ther your education.

If you're in your final year of col

lege, you can get your commission

through the Air Force Officer Train-

ing Program It is open to all college

grads, both men ar.'i .•.omen, who

qualify.

Check it out. You'll find th

Air Force is one career that offers

something for everyone Nearly 430

different jobs, ranging from afro

nautical engineering to /oology,

with almost everything else, includ-

ing flying, in between. But whatever

your duties, you'll soon discover

that the At Force will let you move

just as far and as fast as your tal-

ents can take you

So look ahead and let your col

lege years pay off for you with a

managerial position in the US. Air

Force. Just send in this coupon or

wnte to U3AF Military Personnel

Cent*K, Dept A. Randolph AFB

Texas 78 148. and get your postgrad

uate career oif the ground

BON 411

USA' ' Personnel Center

Dept A
Randolph AFB. Texas 78148

Please send me more information

on:

Officer Training School

Air Force ROTC Program

-

•

STATE IIP

''

I understand there is no ot

Find yourself in the United Stores Air Force
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Thanks To People Like You

Holt Family Drive Succeeded
The Save the Holt Family Fund

Drive, sponsored by the local

Arnold Air and Angel Flight

Squadrons, and recently held

outside the Campus Store, was a

great success This project was

sponsored on a national level with

155 participating Arnold Air

Society and Angel Flight

Do You Have
A National

Defense Loan?
II you do. and you are receiving

your degree this .June, you should

have an *exM interview" with a

representative <>l the Cashiers

Office, in order to have your rights

and obligations explained Please

call A5-2459 or stop in the NDSL
iHfice in Whitmore, Room Ji5. to

arrange for this interview.

squadrons to eolleet money for the

chemical desperately needed to

keep the two surviving Holt

children alive

The family needed $2o.ooo im-

mediate!) On this campus the two

groups managed to raise $:V70 in the

three da> s ot the campaign At this

time, the national collection

agency located at West Virginia

Universit) has collected ap

proximately $14,000. In addition a

group o! Air Force personnel

located in Viet Nam raised another

$50,000. The combined amounts

should be able to pay off the

family's debt and maintain the

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

children's health until they will be

receptive to kidney transplants

The local Arnold Air Society and

Angel Flight, on behalf of the Holt

family, would like to thank all

those who contributed.

Turn On
A Radio

Tonight
Tomte. at7::H). WFCR («.5FII)

will air a special documentary
concerning the J GEILS BAM),
their music, their philosophy, and

their roots This documentary was

two months in production, and is

quite extensive.

UMSupportsApril 24,

People 's Peace Treaty]

On March 31 1971. the Student Senate voted to endorse the

People's Peace Treaty and the Spring 1971 calendar of nonviolent

anti-war events including the nonviolent demonstrations planned in

Washington for April 24 and the first week in May. The Senate then

voted to submit the following questions to the student body in

referendum These are the questions and results of that referen-

dum held on April 15; Do you support the Peoples Peace Treaty?

Yes B5tt No 122. Do vou support the immediate and total with-

drawal of the U.S. from Southeast Asia? Yes - 878. No - 96.

Do vou endorse the nonviolent march planned in Washington for

\oril'-»4" Yes Ml No - 138 Do you endorse the nonviolent civil

disobedience planned in Washington for the first week in May ? Yes

780. No - 189

Attention: All RSO Groups

A Fall Mugbook is now being prepared, including

pictures of the Class of 1975, and information about campus

and community services and organizations. Please check

your mailboxes today and fill out the questionnaires, so that

your group will be represented. Return completed forms

BY APRIL 28 to main desk of the Student Activities Office,

first flioor, Campus Center.
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Boston l^ndon-Boston 6/4 • 7/4

Boston Frankfurt-Boston 6/11 • 8/10

Boston-I^ondon-Boston 6/11 • 9/5

Boston London Boston 6/22 • 8/24

N.Y. London N.Y. 6/29 • 7/30

ALSO AVAILABLE: . —
lnt*r-Eanpf charter flights. International Student ID

rards, Eurail and Student Kail Passes, \outh Hostel Appli-

cations, etc.

also: Gigantic T x ft Waterbeds - $39.90
escape on the kingsixe waterhed from the ultimate in trans-

ported joy — California manufactured vinyl bag with a

fi\c year guarantee.
FLIGHTS OPEN ONLY TO —

5 College Students, Faculty. Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.
* sa - I —_^_ ...utlfia iail
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I ht lit* dmlnlMrrrd by:
Xmcrlcan Student Travrl Assoc
•1 Mass Ave . Bosun. Mass
HMM1

All >rn i« rs coordinated l»

Student* International

•f Ann Arbor. Michigan

AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL ASSOC
27 Mass. Ave., Boston. Mass.

Please send me information on: Europe..
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.. Waterbeds... >
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Opurt.. Palma de Mallorca Piza Rennes Salzburg Tangier Zurich

MDC CLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

1 bdrm. apt. for rem! May 1. Op-

tion to pick up leaae. Fool, air eonu .

dishwasher. I all &«M*39 after «

p.m, ff4-3w

Efficiency apt . from Jane 1 to

Au*. 31. Quabbln Vlllase, $90 a mo
Air < ond and all utilities Call

Tliora at 253-9212 or Paul 323-784?

Bath after 7 p.m. tti-U

~~T bedroom apt., Cliffside. Fur-

ulabed, air cond , 0. pool. 665-2073

2 bedroom apt., tlvlnt rm , kltcti ,

bath. June 1 - Sept. 1. Kio. loca-

tion, 1 ml. from campus $175/mo
»,ut wllUnf to neiotlate. Call Candy
or Judy '-'M-tHHiH at fl:0fl. IM-'M

Summer Sublet — furnished S rm
iiaw on Phillips M , utiltles Incl

Call rii!»-6l79.

3 bdrm. apt., pool, air conditioner

and partially furnished. Available

June 1 - Auguot 31. Rent lo neso-

tlable. Call M3-97«7. tt*-n

2 bdrm. apt. June - Am , air

rond. etc Near Sunderland Ctr ,

Hugarloaf Apts , rent and furniture

neiotlahle. Call 6W-3428. tM-23

F roommate* or If necessary M»-
mer aublet at Poffton. option to re-

new leaae In fall. Will haatle price.

call 549-6889. tfd-ff?

~2 bedroom apt. at Rollins Oreen
June 1 - Auk. 31 with option to

renew ease. Fool, carpetlnr, air con-

ditioned. All utilities Included. Call

j»56-B004, tf4- 2.'

1 bdrm. apt. at Cllffalde Include*

all utilities swlmmna- pool, tennis,

courts. AtbII June 1 to Au«. 31 with
option to cont. Call 665-Z842 after 4

pV tf5-14

2 bdrm. Quab. VIII. Apt , w.w.
carpet, air cond., all utll. Inc., opt.

renew leaae. S16S mo. June to Sept

1. Can 323-4066. tf4-23

Sublet spacious two bedroom town-
house, furnished with option to re-

new lease. Call 253-3360 anylme.
tf4-M

1 bedroom townhoose, June fe>

August, partly furnished, air cond ,

all electric, option to continue.. 253-

9798. tf«-23

Two adjolnlnr mod. 4 room apts .

equipped sleep 8 for June - An*, or

part. Rent $160. utll. Incl Can to
separate. Will nwrot. rent. Fool
and park. Call 256-6078 Pave. tf4-23

REDTCED Sl'Bl.FT — 2 bedroom
apt. In Puffton Village, pool, tennis

court, air cond., 2 baths Coll 5W-

6088__ tf4-23

3 HeHrm. Puffton Apt. with cool

ni'r and pool. Available June 1 -

Aiieost 31 with option to lease. Rent

neKotiabe. 549-6288. tf4-26

To sublet 2 bdrm apt. In Puff-

ton, air cond , pool. etc. Some free

furniture Included. Call 549-6063 af-

ter 5 M*'*3

Reduced rent., furnished. 3 bedrm
Puffton VII . June 1 - Aug 31. op-

tion to renew, air cond . owlm. mm.
.Ii-h«:isher, excellent location. Call

519-6973
.

*f±?i?
' hdrm lov.-nhouse, "»onlre Village.

Sunderland. All utl. Incl. May 1 to

\uc 31 with option for fall. Call

jwvjjosir •»«?
2 bdrm apt In Presidential. June

1 - Sept. 1 with option to conti-

nue, air cond . dishwasher garbare

elisp . closet space galore, 1185, all

utilities 5lfl-6517_ tf4-23
_

>»„hlet June 1 - Aug. 31 — 2 bdrm
air cond $ll5/mo. Everything In-

cluded 15 mln. from campus at Mt
Tobv Apts in Sunderland Call 66.V

2216. Ask for John - Pick. 4-21

1 bedroom apt . Puffton on Vil-

lage $156 /mo . June 1 - Sept. 1 or

longer IMshwasher. pool etc. See

Patrick or Lou in 321 Puffton
_tfl-2:<

$ bdrm apt. for June t. option

to renew lease in Ml. Rent neeo-
tiable. Call 256-82H); tfl-2;t

FOR SALE — AUTOS

Must sell — 1969 Mustang Marh
I, am-fm stereo, 4 spd.. 351 rn In.,

excellent condition. 646-6390. tf4-22

"Chevrolet 1985 Bel Air. 4-door

sedan, 6 eyl , automatic. 53.000 ml
\erj good cond. $550 00. Call Tony
253-2828. tf4-14-18-21

1969 Corvette coupe, dark green,

side exhaust, radio, 427, 390 hp, 4

spd. $3500. 665-3935. tf4-22

Olds 442 4 speed Mlchelln tlrea,

grey w /black vinyl top, air, e*e.

condition, 33,000 ml. Call after »

p m 253-3386. *J±?3.
VW bus 1959, good tires, rebuilt

40 hp engine, RE 21487. $375. Call

Beetle Town, 1804 R. Main St., Aga-
wam. 114-27

'71 Pinto, 4300 ml., cassette ate-

reo, 2 cabinet apeakera, 1600 series.

Call John anytime. 546-8002. tf4-23

ifMit Podge Part, R * H, atd.

trane., CFTP Reliable trans., al-

ways starts. Res. Call 549-0827 after

5 p m. **4-23

Orlrinal owner must aell 1967 Tem-
pest Hdt, 71,000 miles. $1200. PS,

PB, auto., radio, radials, HP S .

posl traction, perfect condition thru-

out Call 515-2166. tf4-23

~IHg>t sell 1963 Austin Heoly 3000

Mk ill. overdrive, excellent condi-

tion! Best offer. Call 253-5022.
tf4-23

~Excellent 2 dr , '63 black Comet
convertible, $200. Call 584-7612.

tf4-22

•63 Bulck Special, running ea»«V

Needs some work. New spiked snow
tires, convertible. $300 or best offer

2.t3-7?36. Peter around 8. tf4-21

SUMMER SUBLET
2 bdrm. townhoose. wall to wall

rrpt., dishwasher etc., Jane 1 -

August 31, famished. $150/m» 2$:<-

2114 tf4-2«

PLEASE
One Bedroom Apt. In Faffton —

lease runs until Aug. 31. You mar
tike over. Available June 1st. Call

I4S-4MM. Keep trying — will nego-
tlate. tf4-22

GIVE AWAY
Free hamsters now. Call 84»-07ir,

or 581-7711. Ask for Rob or Jan
til-.-'

WANTED SERVICES

Wountanta, cooks, oemeotlcs,

laborer, bartender, aecretarlea ste-

nographer, teachers, waitress, aales,

men and women, bank tellers I See

Km-Sec Services, • Pray St.
tf4-23

\ny dormitory with ten or more
~t intent* interested In a reading
. swat, please call Pick Ssnteusani..

•VI-VII0 Xo fee. tf4-tl

2 bedroom apartment needed for 3
. nr I) girls for next school year.
M, M.. rate! Contact Maria 6-1181 or
Jackie .-.19-0095. tf4-?2

FOR RENT

SUBLET or LEASE
sublet Jane - Stat. 31 or Mar •

bedroom furnished all elec eff. apt

Call 549-67115 or stop nut at > •
'

•

Hollow. No. 61. !»-»

FREE
I reel 7 adorable kittens desperate-

l\ need homes, otherwise the* 'II

i..- s.-nt lo the sim\ (all 6-flMll

.unl ask for Sue or \nn tfl-21

HELP WANTED
1 or 2 girls wanted to compllr

porms In good publlshoble form. Will

|.n> $ tall weekends or. late eve-

ings. $25:<-756ti Keep toiiiK. tfl-'M

ROOMMATES WANTID
F Roommate wanted beg. Mar 1

Apt. within walking dlst. of Campos.
Pool, air cond., fain. apt. CaU 540-

6239 after 6 p.m. tfa-H

F roommate wanted — bet. Jone
1 to Sept. Op. to renew. Rent ne-

gotiable. Call 253-7824 after pm.
tfl-tS

Summer Roommates wanted M or

F Modern 6 rm. house, 3 ml. from
campus. $120/ 8 wks. utll. Incld

Whole snmmer rate* available. No
lease. 549-6698. tf4-21

2 roommntrs wanted, rent $65 each,

completely furnished townhouse —
s

(| uire VIII. Call 665-2605. June -

sypt Option to renew. tf4-22

BOOKS
We buy used books and reoords

— Whitcligbt Books (in the Alley)

No frttsl tf5-15

\pt for rent sharing with two
— mi l 256-8370 after 8 pm. tf4-22

T»r rent — excellent for summer.
1 bedroom house, June 1 • Sept. 1.

located off I'nlverslty Prive before
stop \ Shop. No leaae req. Call

.•Vt-W'S anytime after 6. tf4-21

For June to August with option to

lease in Sept. 2 bedroom apt., Vni-
\erslt> Park, 2 miles from Campus.
<ltn /mo. Call 253-5018. tft-22

t HARMING A CHEAP to rent —
2 bdrm. apt. at Cliffside June 1 -

>ept. I $105/mo. All utll. Included,
pool, tennis courts. Call 046-9865 or
i.VI-9471. tM-T!

2 bdrm. apt. for 4, up and down.
I'. Inith, air cond . wall to waif
i.irp. Cheap, will talk price. Call
•.ti-tilUM tf4-30

Venr lease avail. 1 June. Town-
hniise :it Holing Crren all utilities.

i
1

• rooms. 1' . baths, nil the extras
for easy living. Call 253-9461 after
li p m. tft-21

3 bedrooms, 6 rooms and base-
ment. 1 mi. from Campus 1'tilities

inc. 4-3 people or family. 549-

MW. tf4-26

Rooms for rent In large, private
home. Space available for large
number of girls (up to 16) Call 519-
»WaV tfl-23

PERSONAL
Mattnpan girl, patient Yf Pr. Fn-

ri. mi, shuring room with me at Beth
Israel Ilosp. on April 24, '60. Please
rati Kit it 868-2748 IMPORTANT

tf4-»1

Cubby-Wole?
4-21

Amherst Aaala aerrteea ttarea

components, tape decks for »•»••*
car, 197 No. Pleasant St., 256-81 33

.

Ilousepalntlng • lew coat, quality

work by eiperlence stodents Tel.

M9-6762. *'*-"

TTPINO — Thesis. Manuarrlpta.
Dissertations, Masters. In '•<*•''
typing requirements can be handled

through 8ANPVS BECRETARIAI.
SKRVICE. dial 5818008. ____-

tf-maf $-14

HORSES

Kerf, how is jour
\,.ur sn,in| Butterfly.

ATTENTION
»!•» for rent from June 1, 2

iieiirm , 2 floors, air cond , full

kit. lien .mil din. rm., parking for 3
inrs Itiierglade Apts., Amherst.
M4M/MM. Call 253-3838. tfl-!.'l

To rent far trail ridea Saturday
and Sunday 250 acres of trails

Spellman Farms. Three Rivera Rd ,

Belchertown. Tel. 283-4283 tj»-*»

GOOD FOOD TO EAT
Whole Wheat Trading <V. 181 N

Pleasant St. has many earthly He

lichts which can take you back to

the tardea organic grains, produce,

dairy... MM

FOR SALE
Pioneer, Tear, Garrard. PP., Aatar.

Fisher. TPH, sassette and open reel

tape. Standard radio. Utah speakers
LP's, 8 tracks and other necessities

See Amherst Audi*. tf

It's Poncho weather — Just ar-
rived colorful, genuine ponchos from
South America. Limited supply. Call
665-3501 after . tf4-22

Waterbeds fully guaranteed, all

you need — frames, liners, pads,
rovers and more, $49, $70, $80. Come
and check It out. 084-5496. Call
anytime. Keep trying. M4-22

Yamaha 69 P-1B. Exr. cond. Best
offer. Call Roger 046-8966. Must
aell Immediately. tf4-2 l

Coldspot refrig
.
, 5 ru . ft , 9 mo*

old., excellent condition. Call 046-

C8I3
.

tf4-21

Hiking Boots t 1 pair Fablanl, al-

most new; 1 p. Austrian handmade
excellent cond., sites deceptive, fry
them, about 8'/2 E. Schlffer, 256-

6057; ff4-21

1961 Mobile Home furnished, 2

or 3 bedroom on lot 10 miles from
Campus. Call 467-9856 after 6

tf4-23

Brown Suede Poncho brand new.
Best offer. Katht 546-5029. tf4-21

_ ourteen Redman Athletes

Chosen Outstanding Performers
-.-- *I_1_a__ I Bat __!_ _«-»• mil *.:_ ~._.J !<.»!• amass * Urt KooiC f\f I \\i M I" (IkhI I

Red Sox Down Indians,]

Tatum Sharp In Relief
Fourteen UMass athletes have

been chosen to appear in the 1971

edition of Outstanding College

Athletes of America, an annual

awards volume published to honor

America's finest college per-

lormers.

UMass selections were, rootball-

Kussell Wood and Fat Scavone;

Basketball-Ken Mathias;

Baseball-Brian Martin and Jack

Bernardo; Wrestling-Sheldon

Goldberg; Track-Larry Faulson

and Hon Wayne; Hockey-Robert

Bartholomew; Lacrosse-Lou
Marinacci; Golf-Edward Puzas;

Tennis-Alan Goldberg; Gym-
nasticsNorman Vexler and Soccer-

Kichard Matuszczak.

Student-athletes were nominated

NOTICES
N STUDENT training class will r

on the basis of their displayed

abilities, not only in athletics but

also in community service and

campus activities. Other criteria

for those selected included

character, leadership both on and

off the field and scholarship.

Biographies of all Outstanding

College Athletes of America will be

included in the 1971 edition to be

published in July.

BOSTON ( AP>-Gary Peters

doubled home the first two runs of

the game for the Boston Red Sox in

the fifth inning and defeated the

Brown and a walk to Buddy

Bradford, loading the bases with

two out.

Tatum came on at that juncture

c^wMtZTsT y^ay -"Euk* -5E 2-S

«

AMERICA
ASSOCIATION:
Agenda includes Free Spring

Concert Festival, Campus Center

Transformation Collegian Policies, &
Commencement Activities in Rm 162

of the C.C. at 730 p.m. tonignt

AMHERST WALK FOR
DEVELOPMENT:

Tired of reading about hunger,

poverty and disease come rap with a

urouo that is doing something about

il today in Rm 911915 of the C.C

trom 7.30 9:30

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Three movies, Apollo XI, Eagle has

landed, radio view of the Earth, and
.•xplorinq the Milky Way. Public

nvited to Rm 20 Hasbrouck at 8 p.m.

BAKER HOUSE COED
Baker House is going coed Freshly

repainted, room telephones, built in

desks interested girls or groups of

girls may call Tom at 6 6051 for in

tor , tour, or to sign up Develop
community.

CANCE COED ROOM CHOOSING:
Thursday, April 22, 6 30 9 p.m for

anyone wishing to move into Cance
lor the fall semester, 1971 in the

apartment

C DH R
CDHR meeting tonight at 8:30 in

Van Meter classroom (121)

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEED:
Open meeting tomorrow 930 p.m.

,n Rm 177 of the C.C All members
should attend election of officers

COMMITTEE TO REPEAL THE
DRAFT:
Seminar on the new draft law

proposals, including abolition of

student determents 7 p.m tonight in

Webster House Recreation Lounge

C U S.P.—PSYCH MAJORS
Meeting tonight in lounge across

from Psych office at 8 pm Next

year's officers will be elected so

please come.

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL:
Come to Al Hansen s Happening

Workshop, Thurs., at 12 30 in C.C
Rm 174 6 And Thurs night m SBA
116 Al Hansen will talk with slides on

What Can Dada Do For Us Now
That We Need It?"

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL
The Dada Festival has a phone

everyday Mon thru Friday from 12 2

call 545 0437 for information and or

Dream Analysis Also tor messages
there is a mailbox m the Student

Activities Office.

Film, "Venon and Eternity by

Jean Isidore Isou of the French
"Lettnst " School An avant garde

must

i REE SPRING CONCERT FR
STIVAL _ . ^,
Come to Rm 162 of the C C tonight

at 7 30 and find out what's going on.

FREE UNIVERSITY
Mayday Alternate Media to keep

the mfo flow moving m and out of

Washington Media people 8.

motorcyclists willing Leave name at

Free U 5 0066

FRENCH CORRIDORS
The French Corridors are spon

soring the movie Last Summer Frr,

April 23 at 7, 9, 11 p.m in C C Aud

MAROON KEYS:
Interview will be conducted Wed.

evening at scheduled times in Rm 804

and 808 of the C.C. Maroon Keys 70 7

should arrive by 7 p.m. if there are

questions contact Richard Simmons
6 7604

training class will meet in the attic ot

Montague tonight.

STUDENT MOBE:
Student Mobe is selling bus tickets

to Washington for April 24 demon
stration. Interested students should

go to Mobe table outside Hatch.

ZOOLOGY DEPT BAG LUNCH:
Dr O'Connor will speak on

"Honors Programs & the Zoology

Dept , Wed 12 130 in Mor 349. All

interested undergrads, grads and

faculty are invited

WMUA Covers

UM Lacrosse
This afternoon at :i p.m. the

I Mass lacrosse team will be at

Harvard in its biggest test of this

current season. WMUA will be

on hand to cover all the action on

91.1 Im Covering all the play by

play will be Bruce Glazer. Air

time is 2:45.

with relief help from Ken Tatum.

Billy Conigliaro doubled and

Doug Griffin singled him to third to

open the fifth, then Peters lined a

shot down the right field line that

scored both runners. John Ken-

nedy was hit by a pitch, finishing

Cleveland starter Camilo Pascual,

and Reggie Smith greeted reliever

Steve Mingori with a two-run

double to make it 4-0.

Peters, who had given up only

three hits in the first live innings.

was tagged for a solo homer by

Kay Fosse in the sixth, then gave

up singles to Koy Foster and Larry

The Boston reliever got Hodge to

ground out on the first pitch and

held the Indians hitless the rest of

the way to preserve Peters' second

victory in three decisions.

?a^$^^^»^g?as«cc»s^is^^a^s^^^c»g

Bernie Dallas

See Page 12

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAft.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

Neptune is a planet associated,

among other things, with oil Neptune
rules Pisces and many Pisceans are

successful when dealing with oil It is

difficult to hide things from natives of

this zodiacal sign. Living with a

Pisces person is akin to living with a

human lie detector.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): What
was at a distance comes closer You
get needed backing You are able to

obtain working program Green light

is given by one in authority. Be

confident Make your own decisions^

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Not

wise to mix money and friendship.

You could lose both Focus on

specific goal Finish what has been

started. Your desires may have to be

revised Stick within budget
requirements
GEMINI (May 21 June 20). Go

with tide Means don't try direct

approach to opposition You gam by

waiting Time is on your side one

who opposes you will make mistakes

K observant, you will make PfOgrew.
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Hold

off on sweeping changes Details

demand attention. Get needed
checkup Be sure machinery is in

working order Take time to be

positive Obey hunch
c , r„tc

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Stress

versatile approach Learn rules

before you attempt to bypass them

Means have clear picture of where

you are and where you are going Co

worker may not be too well informed

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Ap
parent minor matters demand at

tention Don't overlook details Some
who make promises are m no position

to fulfill them Know this and accent

self reliance Cut through red tape

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Con

cntions are not settled. Decisions

made now are subject to sudden

change Know this and prepare ac

cordingly. Gemini individual can

help you to see clearly

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21):

Overcome temptation to be ex

travagant You can be gracious

without being wasteful Family
situation is due to improve, but you

must do your part. Make gesture of

reconciliation
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21)

Check reservations, appointments.

One who is usually dependable may
fall down on iob Do some personal

research Avoid self deception Key
is to strive for realistic approach.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

One behind the scenes may attempt

unsavory manipulation. Be aware of

your rights. Stand tall for principles

You gam ultimate vindication Older,

stable individual will be ally.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18)

Friendly advice now could be costly

Means stick to experts Tips, touting,

inside information these now are not

for you You should toe line Apply

self discipline No schemes
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20)

Dynamic approach is best, cutting

corners is not answer Strive for

originality, uniqueness Don't permit

any person to belittle your efforts^

Stress greater independence of

,h
?r?OD

a
AY°?S YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are paying your dues Emotional

pressure can be relieved But, for

now, you are learning lessons, fin

ding out where you belong and who

cares as opposed to who sweet talks

You are filled with surprises Many
who, at first, do not take to you end up

being stronqly attached.

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea. Corp

1

4
6

II

13
15

16

18

19

21

Poem
Note of scale

Chemical
compound
Punctuation
mark
Of neither sex

Symbol for

tellurium

Male fowl

Preposition

Afternoon

(abbr.)

Woody plant

22 Quarrel

24 Repast

26 Is mistaken

28 Exist

29 Attempts

31 Lampreys

33 Negative

34 Pertaininf, to

the laity

36 Plunges

38 Parent (colloq )

40 Parcel of land

42 Part of flower

45 Sick

47 Possessive
pronoun

49 Diminish

50 Insect eggs

52 Fiber plant

54 College degree

(abbr)

55 Preposition

56 Bodily

infirmity

59 District Attorney

(abbr.)

61 Feast

63 Glossy paint

65 Challenged

66 Note of scale

67 Demon

DOWN

1 Choose
£ More profound

Teutonic deity

Pedal extremity

Worship
Went in

Bishopric

8 Sod
9 Latin

conjunction

10 Come back

12 Prefix: not

14 Cowboy
competition

17 Withered

20 Post

23 Babylonian

deity

24 Mountain
(abbr)

25 Jump
27 Undergarment

30 Storage pit

32 Jet forth

35 Paired

37 Pterce

38 Under age

17

fS]oTa] ("a

AIG E

DIE T 6 R

E
N
E

ETA s I E R|

N A T A L A D EJI-,

*Tsl T A L E rIe_

pTr
A 1

E1 L A T E O B

A
c E

w< e yits L
A
O
U£JAP seIa

A
S
A l A T I F T

FlA P K O MO|T
Mr T O U RilLj P

|OjP o A L T AMD E

[p A M A SlU E lIup e S
o A nVe aE|Q A T

39 Placed in line

41 Decorate

43 Garland
44 French article

46 Army officer

(abbr)
48 Metal

51 District in

Germany

53
57

58

60
62
64

Girl's name
Suffix:

pertaining to

Symbol for

tantalum
High mountain

A state (abbr

)

Note of

scale

Distr

I CAN £EE 10 NOuJ IN FRONT

of ¥& fireplace, mv heap

IN HER LAP, COLLABORATING

ON A 6R6AT NOVEL

PSYCH 101/Soc 101

"Hospital" 4:40,

Mahar Aud.
8, 10 p.m. in

READING STUDY CENTER:
Any dormitory with ten or more

students interested in a Reading

Course call Dick Santeusamo 253

5940

RECREATION DEPT.:
Recreation Semimc Look par*,

Friday, April 20, 4 10 p.m Sign up m
Andrea's office as soon as possible

Deadline, April 28. Free Bus Tran

sportation

SCREW
Student Committee to Reappraise

our Educators Weltanschauung
(SCREW) voting for the

SCR EW award at a penny a ballot

this week at the SCREW table in

theC C Joke awards for the winners

SCROLL. „ .

All Scrolls, who could not attend

Tuesday's meeting. Must attend

tonight's moptmq C C "m 917 at 6: 15

p m
STRENGTH

Joo Sans
TRAINING:
Wed. n nht strength
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Stickers Face Tough Harvard
By STEVE FERBER

MDC Stall

Beginning a LO-daj spree that

will include five of the toughest

teams on their schedule, the

UMass lacrosse team will lace a

highly touted Harvard squad at :i

p.m. tins afternoon al Harvard.

In playing their third straight

game on their opposition's home
Hold. UMass will face a Harvard

Shr CiMiibivni

lath? (Eqllfgtatt

SPORTS
team that probably has more

u<H)d lacrosse players than an.)

other team in the country," said

Coach Uarber.

In lour contests, Harvard has

compiled a M mark, but the 500

record can be deceptive Both

losses were to teams ranked within

the top 10 nationally as Navy »last

year's national co-champs i and

Cornell pummelled Harvard 8 -8

and !• :l respectively.

Rutgers and Ponn have been

victims ol the Ivy Leaguers h\

scores ol 7-6 and 13-3, and it has

been the strength ol their mid-field

that luis led to victory m both of

those contests

that -strong" mid-field ol

Harvard's contains lour lines that

are constant!* rotated so as to give

the opponent nightmares All four

,,i their lines are good, as they keep

the pressure on b> changing sets oi

mid Holders as frequently as

possible.

With numerous Harvard stick-

men returning from hist year's

squad, the Redmen will face a

defense that is composed ot three

football players that lack nothing

m the wav ol >peed

In the wav <>! attack. Hob

Xuckernian at ..4 and 220 lbs. will

keep the UMass defense busy while

I. oil Rosenburger, Kick Frisbee,

.,iui Verdi Disese will be three ot

those talented mid ticklers tilling

Mil tin- highly respected Ivy squad

With two big wins behind them.

(iaibcrs Gorilla's hope to look

sharp this afternoon, as they did

against lulls last Saturday Said

Uarber, lake most good games

bis one will be decided in the mid

held The mid field has got to

control the ball because Harvard

has an extremely potent attack."

The problem which tlarber is

contemplating is how many mid-

lu-ld hues to go with. At this time

Uarber plans to use two lines as

opposed to Harvard's lour, so

I Mass' middies should be ready

tor a but) day of lacrosse

Last year Harvard handed

UMass their lone loss of the season

It was a LH; affair, which saw

Harvard hunp out to a t;-i lead

before UMass woke up.

Playing as tight as a drum, the

stickmen were awed by Harvard.

US the first halt began, and playing

catch up the rest ot the wav. the

Redmen just couldn't make it

back At one point in last \ ear's

battle, the gap narrowed to 6-5, but

after missing an open net. Harvard

moved out again to six more

scores

Psych is an extremel) important

part ol an) game, and Gaiter tools

thai it will be a key today Against

many ol their opponents, all

I Mass need do is score a lew quick

goals and the other team will

remain psyched out throughout the

contest This is exactly what

happened at Tufts, as they ex

pected to get killed, and as soon as

I Mass scored a lew they gave up

This afternoon's battle cannot

allow lor a lirst half lull that ruined

ROAMING GOALIE: UMass goalie Bruce Crawford roams out of

his net as he follows the plav in a game against the Knglish National

Team Other Kedmen in the play are Al Buggiano (15) and Dana

Stone tit) tMDC photo hv Ned Diffendale.)

them one vear ago Harvard nnnutes to move closer to that

hardly seems to Ik- the tiod-like number one rating in New England

ballclub ol a year ago and I Mass and that NCAA bid at year s end

will certainly have to have it for 60

Netmen Triumph Twice Dallas Day Coming
X ^UiAVXX j^

| BvDANKAMAL particular
w * \ ,i, ...... i. .it.., u imii'i' in

B> SINCLAIR FOSTER
MI M Stall

i apturing four singles and two

doubles matches, the i Mass tennis

a withstood their first

challenger «>i the season and

defeated a tough Tufts squad

il. > afternoon n contest moved

Ihe netmen to a ',"' mark, after

id disposed ol AM WJ last

Saturda> afternoon

Getting u good wo koul in

preparation lor two ot its toughest

contests i Mass took an early lead

against Monday - \ isitors by

taking four at the iirst five mat

i hes

» uptain AlaiK.oldberg started it

oil with a ••'.. 6-2 wm but Tufts

evened it upas Chris Coffin bowed

at the second ^lot •> 3, M

Then the netmen started reeling

oil their victories as third singles

man John Bloom came away with

a stead) keep the ball in play »i-:5.

t. I win. Next Steve Kerber gave

the home club a three to one

margin taking his match in

stragiht sets B

Mark Brass, the tilth singles

man. chalked up another Redmen
win conquering »• -». 1-3, and Tufts

managed their second point as

their Sixth man came from behind

to down Fred Braley in three sets

The doubles contests >aw three

light matches, two ending in

Kedmen victorj It was Jim

Bornheim, teaming with Mark

Brass that clinched a win for

l Mass m i. 4 6-3 fashion Then

Bloom and Coffin put it together t

i while Goldberg and Kerber

dropped a wild ot

ihe Redmen bad gained then

lirst victor) against a formidable

opponent, as Tufts was just coming

oil a > 4 win over UConn, the latter

expecting to battle t Mass for the

i unierence title

TWO davs earlier. I Mass taced

what was' perhaps the worst team

the) will see all >ear Smashing

,\1C 'to. UMass dropped only one

set in the entire match, as Chris

Coffin was the lirst man to least,

winning at lirst singles ti-2. 6-1

Then Braley. Kerber. and Wedman
captured the second, third, and

fourth positions respectively.

losing <»nly two games amongst

them

Mark Lundberg and David Kat/

made their varsitv debut in singles

a good one. as Lundberg won 6-1, *i

I. andK.it/. made all six smules the

EVANS TO WAYNE—Two of the very best runners in New

Kngland Dave Kvans (right) and Ron Wayne hook up for this haton

pass at Saturday \ Huston CoBegC Helays. This coming Saturday

these two will he at the prestigious Penn Relays. (MDC photo by Kd

Mangiaratti>.

Kedmen s taking his man ti-4. M.

Three doubles contest became

formality, as I Mass had garnered

a win without lour ot their top six

men in uniform

B) defeating MC and Tufts,

l Mass moved to a 3-6 record, but

then season success will hinge

heavily on their upcoming mat-

ches

This afternoon UMass will u<>

against MIT. alter dropping their

lirst of the year to Amherst.

yesterda) afternoon. MIT has

always had a strong squad, and

loda) will be no different. The

home mutest will give the Kedmen
a good chance to get back on the

winning track, as they come back

to hardcourt surface. to which they

are accustomed.

MIT will face the same men that

I Mass put on the court yesterday

as Goldberg, Bornheim and Bloom

will occupv the lirst three slots.

and Kerber. Brass and Braley will

hll up the bottom three positions.

How will the netmen come off of

their Amherst match mentally,

will be a big lactor as the Kedmen
hope to far* well against the

highly touted Kngineers

Bucks vs. Bait
MILWAUKEE \P The

Baltimore Bullets and the

Milwaukee Bucks clash Wed-

nesday night in the opening game

oi tiie National Basketball

Association championship finals

The game, which starts at 9 p.m.

EST will be nationally televised b)

AB«
Baltimore squeezed past the

New York Knicks. 93-01, Monday

night to gain the title berth against

the Bucks who downed the Lol

Angeles Lakers, lour games to one

in the Western Conference finals

Now York was the defending

champion

Varsity M
The l Mass Varsity M Club will

hold its weekly luncheon today at

the Newman (enter beginning at

12 IT) sharp Today's featured

sports will be baseball and tennis

with coaches Dick Bergquist and

Steve Kosakowski and athletes

from each sport This luncheon is

open to all. Admission is $1.50 and

there will be a door prize.

By DAN KAMAL
MDC Staff

t )n May 1. at Alumni Stadium.

the University ol Massachusetts

will pay tribute to one ol its

finest athletes. Bernard Dallas.

who was killed m a 1*K>8 auto

accident Berme Dallas Day

will consist ol a pro clinic with

Greg Landry of the Detroit

particular

A three letter winner in

football, Dallas was co-captain

of the r.*>.> squad that posted a <

i record, including the last six

straight He was a two-way

star, playing both offensive

center and defensive

linebackei He was also a two

wav star 00 an undefeated '8-n

Bernie Dallas
Lions. Milt Morlfl of the

Cleveland Browns. Phil Van

dersea of the Green Bay

Packers, John Hoard of the

Now Mi lean Saints. Bubba I'ena

ol the Cleveland Browns, and

Kd Toner. Nick McGarry,

Pierre Marhcando, and Sam
Rutligiano all ol the New
Kngland Patriots There will

also be an intrasquad game

following the clinic

The purpose ot the day is to

procure funds lor the planned

Berme Dallas Mall to be con

Structed near Alumni Stadium

and also lor the Berme Dallas

Memorial Scholarship which is

to be given annually to the

Student chosen lor superior all-

round qualities.

Although the name Bernie

Dallas may not be familiar to

main undergraduates. Dallas,

a 1986 graduate contributed

much to the University in

general, and to athletics in

i freshman team in 1%:* and

was chosen 2nd team All New

Kngland that year In the very

successful I'.*.:, season, he was

chosen All Yankee Conference,

All New Kngland. and

honorable mention All Kast

In an impressive complement

to his athletic achievements

Dallas was president ol bis

class lor all tour years,

president ot Kappa Sigma

fraternity, an \delphian. and a

member" ol Who's Who in

American < olleges. and also the

winner ol the Oswald Behrend

Award in 1986

Alter graduating. Dallas

continued his lootball career

and was chosen the top rookie

on the Philadelphia Bulldogs of

the Continental Football League

in 1966, He was scheduled tor a

tryoul with the New York

(bants ot the NFL when he was

killed in the tragic accident on

April 2»). 1%H
>

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QUjr flafltfarlpwrtta

6f^7 A Nil AND fJfSPONSIBll
^r '«**

Weather:

Sun partly obscured by

clouds Sunbathers face

cool day.
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Hogan, Ladd, Verrochi Also Winners

Sandwen Elected Senate Prexy

III is Till PHKSIDKNT Newlv elected Senate President lee Sanduen J««l» the f™*J}*
*.". '».^"a is headline: Project ...Hippie Wins Senate Preside,,.> .... MM photo hy t.ary A.paugh.

On The Inside

:

Medical Advice

For Washington Marchers
See Page Seven

Supreme Court Rulings

:

CO's Abortions, Busing
See Page Four

Wiley On Welfare Rights

See Page Three

|)r (ieorge A. Wilev. director of the National Welfare Rights

Organization, was last nights DVP lecturer. OHM photo by t.ary

By BETH GOODELL
MDC Staff

Power to the students through the Student Senate was stressed

throughout last night's election of Senate officers Lee Sandwen as ol

next Wednesday, Will be in the Senates charge to work as its President to

achieve the goal ol strengthening the student voice on this campus

\is«, elected to office last night were .John Hogan as Vice President for

Internal Allans Larry Ladd as Executive Assistant lor I n.versitv

Relations, tknown commonly as External Vice President .. and K.chard

Verrochi as Treasurer.

The general theme heard throughout the speeches ol the candidates

and their nominators was one of great concern for making the Senate a

powerful vehicle for legitimatizing the Senate in the eyes ol the student

body Academics and student life were stressed in most ol the speeches

as being the two areas where the Student Senate must increase Its power

to institute change

Hoadwea Predicts Confrontation

\ confrontation with the faculty next year was predicted by Sandwen in

his campaign speech. "There are better educational opportunities than

are offered on this campus, and I intend to confront the faculty on this

matter
" He based much of his campaign on his experiences in programs

al educational alternatives such as Project Ten. Free University, and the

lederal Office of Educational Opportunity.

President Glenn Elters (who withdrew his resignation as President

made the night before* nominated Sandwen. saying in one of the lighter

moments of the meeting that 'Sandwen is crazy enough to do this job.

More seriously, he told the Senate that he felt Sandwen was better

qualif ied lor the job than he himself had been.

Kilmore Seconds Nomination

Former Senator Tom Filmore seconded Sandwens nomination, saying

that the educational process is what is going to kill us or cure us Next

vear'. battleground ,s Witt the faculty." He cited Sandwen s experience

m educational alternatives as making him the most qualified of can

^Sandwens race with Leo Clark was up in the air right oarto the

balloting, prompting Sandwens first response upon announcement of the

» ictorv to be Ciollv gee whiz." He also announced a -victory party to be

held in Washington. DC. this weekend, known otherwise as the April 24

March on Washington

Clark had run on I platform of making the Senate, and ospec.allv da

President more open tostudent feedback Mewing the office as the most

ml luential student office on campus, he intended to strengthen the Senate

mainly by strengthening the committee structure within the Senate

senator Albert I Umstead. who seconded Clark's nomination, spoke ot him

M ., i,,i It ernat.ve to what the Senate has now"

Ihe vote was Sandwen- m Clark -32. Karry Ladd 1 write-in Ladd

, ,s no. campaigning tor this office I All of the voles ,n the <
lechon WOf«

taken by paper ballot

Nogaa Defeats Bernstein

IOM Hogan defeated Bruce Bernstein in the election lor what M

eommonh called Internal Vice President Hogan campaigned on a

I,n (ll making changes ,n the committee structure to make .he

::;:r:»l ss. ***** ** * «**%*^££5
o, coordinating the Senate by unifying its internal workings Bernsbm

'

I el his campaign one o. al.erna.ive ideas He lei. .ha. the Senate has

, r o. an attitudma. problem than s.ruc.ura. and WMtedUocha-J

What he called a current trend in the Senate .o respond to studen.s as

nowor structures and not as individuals
'

1 rrv -,dd was elected as External Vice Prex.denL a portteO h«

(1, ed as a lobbv.st who must bridge .he gap between the values of th

students and thecal institutions in which the students "- -e I

cited his -high tolerance for bureaucracy as one of h.s
,

lx IWr

l.m.hlicat.ons for this ,ob which w,l. have much to do with the Senate I

relations with the University

Cefeea, Veel lose

Philip Cohen and Ed Voc opposed Ladd m the race Cohen stressed

student life especiallj residential as beam one ol the an-., which should

receive much mow Senate attention in the future Vod. also, campaigned

, )n „ , oocem r« making changes in student life Incorporation oi student

services such as gas stations and clothing stores was one ol his plans for

improving Ihe loi ol the student

Verrorhl Defeats Stevens

K.chard Verrochi defeated John Stevens m the election ... Treasurer

Verrochi is the only incumbent officer He was supported bj the currenl

President and Vice President, who cited their satislaction in working

with him this past year
„,.!.,„,

The Senate meeting concluded with a lew brie! remarks bv Robert

Kocnlord Ch.el Justice of the (Jeneral Court He had chaired the

meeting a standard election procedure He look the opportunity to thank

the Senate lor its -tremendous cooperation with the General <
ourt this

past vear
"

Mpaiiuh. •
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Creeley Featured Today
Spring Poetry Festival
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THE t OM KETF. POETRY OF MARY ELLEN SOLT

Today's Local Readers

Local poets to read today will

Ik? Elizabeth Gross at 12: H) in

Miihar Miss Gross has published

in several places and is a Mr A
student at UMass Joe Sheffler

will read at 8:45 in Mahar Bill

H.isson will read at 4:30 m
Mahar Hasson comes from

Chicago and is teaching at

Eastern Connecticut College. He

is working toward his doctorate

at the UMass School of

Education

The Foetrv Festival is spon

sored by the Fine Arts Council,

the MFA Program in English and

assisted by the Program Council

KDUC. and the Dada & Surrealist

Festival. Co-directors are Paul

Jenkins and Joseph Langland of

the I Mass English Department

Giant In American Poetry

THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Robert Creeley, who reads this

evening at 8:45 in Mahar, was

horn in Arlington, received his

B.A from Black Mountain

College in North Carolina. He

was editor of the Black Mountain

Review and has taught at the

University of New Mexico and at

SI'NY in Buffalo.

Creeley is one of the most in-

lluential figures in contemporary

poetry. He has been the recipient

of numerous honors including a

Rockefeller Foundation Grant, a

Guggenheim Fellowship, and a

I). II. Lawrence Fellowship. He is

the author of For Love, Words.

I'ietes. and several volumes of

poetry, as well as The Island, a

novel published by Charles

Scribner's Sons.

II IK PATTERN
An MMM as

I speak. I

speaks. It

wants to

be tree hut

impassive lies

in the direction

Of its

words. Let

\ equal \. \

also

equals x. I

speak to

hear nivself

speak'.' I

had not thought

lhat some-
thing had such

undone. It

was an idea

of mine
ROBERT CREELEY

Visiting Amherst Poet
William Pitt Root who reads

todav at » 30 in Mahar. was born in

1941 " Me was raised in Southwest

Florida and has lived on the West

Coast since 1965. He has worked in

manv different situations, in-

cluding in factories, shipyards,

bars, libraries, stockrooms,

warehouses and schools.

Root is presently visiting poet at

Amherst College He is author ot

The Storm and Other Poems.
published bv Atheneum in 1969. He
is also author of two books, not

published vet. Circle of Struggle.

and Striking the Dark \ir For

Music. He is in the process of

completing another volume, called

Songs from The Wheel Whose
(enter Is Everywhere.

THIS IS NOT THE TIME FOR POETS

This is not the time for poets. No.

Now men and women waking

horn the false dreams of their lives

hurst bv the thousands into the streets of cities

to declare themselves. They proclaim

their bodies in the astonished presence

of the dictators of dreams where they are warned by guns

to wake to die.

Those who wake in prison

wake in another's dream. When they cry out

we must break down those walls.

we must be free.

The poets of our time are on the rooftops,

in the streets, in courtrooms and prisons

declaring themselves with their bodies.
Down with all lies,

all lies kill. The courts and prisons of the soul.

down with them all. And those

who would kill us if we wake, down with them all.

Bill Root

Mahone Replaces Heaney

William Pitt Root

Barbara Mahone. will read

today at 12:10 and at 4:30 in

Mahar in place of Seamus
Heaney who was unable to attend

the Festival

Miss Mahone is a freelance

Black writer from Chicago. At

the moment she is connected with

the Organization of Black

American Culture (OBAC)
writers workshop She is a

graduate of Fisk College

She has published a volume of

poems called Sugar Fields with

the Broadsides Press She has

published poems in Black World.

Tuesday, Nommo. The Journal

Of Black Poetry, and several

anthologies.

Solt: Master Concrete Poet

atjr flaasarlpurtli feilg ©ollfftaa

O.f.ceo* the DAILY COLLEGIAN are OP the second Moor of *» Student Un.on on

tne Un,v.r S ,t y camouv I* code 01002 P*on« are S45 »50 (news. 545 0344

(sports), and 549 13H <ed.tor]

Second class postage pad a- *."*•*» tne daily COLLEGIAN pubises t.ve

l.me* weekly Monday through Fr.day dur.ng the a.ademc year except dur.nq

vacat.on and e«a-n per.ods three or tour «*•* tonow.ng a vacat.on or

eKamper.odor wnenanoi.da, M l« " " a *ee* Accepted Mr ma.i.ng under the

authority ot the ac-otVarchS »87» as amended by 'he act ot June 11, <»43 Sut>

scr.pt'on rates arei? 50 per sp^»ster tuOOper fmt

Mary Ellen Solt. reads this

evening at 8:45 in Mahar. She

was born in 1920 in tiilmore City,

Iowa. She is a writer of concrete

poetry, and became interested in

the lorm in 1962 when she

discovered an anthology of

Brazilian concrete poems

In I'.KiH she published Flowers

In Concrete, influenced by the

objectivist methods of William

Carlos Williams and Louis

Zukofsky, as well as Brazilian

concrete forms She teaches in

the Comparative Literature

Program at Indiana University

and has edited an anthology of

Concrete Poetry which won

several major prizes, such as the

American Association of

University Presses Book Award
Her articles and poems have

appeared in numerous
magazines and anthologies in the

US., Europe, Japan, and South

America.

Bill Knott 1940-66 Reads
Bill Knott 1940 1 906 who reads

at 12 10 today in Mahar has

published Naomi Poems. St

Uerand with the Big Table Press,

Chicago. Another publication.

Ninhl ol Naomi with the Barn

Dream Press, comes
vear.

out this

Mter the festival he goes to the

MacDowell Colony in Peter
sborough Nil to write.

II MR POEM
Hair is heavens water flowing

eerilv over us.

Mter a woman drifts oil down

has long hair and is lost.

UNI VtKSII Y ur ivinjjnv-' 'w^ , . _______. ,

Politics Panel Reviews News MediarUUUW X ail^X *W"__»
Mele , t that it is most important for Uj. Or*

William L. Putnam and Abe Mich.elson^agj.
last evening on the role of the news med.a >n politics. ( MIX Photo by

Oary Alpaugh)

By BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

Four members of the various

news medias. Radio, Television

and Newspapers, met Hjst evening

with a hundred people in a panel

discussion, in Practical Politics.

Present giving their views and

answering questions were

Reporter and Columnist Abe

Michelson. Dan Griffin

representing Radio Station WEE1;

Publisher of The Holyoke Tran

script Bill Dwight, and William L.

Putnam, President of WWLP-TV
in Springfield.

State House news reporting was

the subject of a short talk by Mr.

Michelson. He told the group that

there should be a well organized

news bureau to cover State House

news.

After outlining to the group the

news policies and format of WEEI,

Dan Griffin said that the people are

the top concern of his radio station

Trustee Shaler Visits Orchard Hill

He felt that it is most important for

people to know what their

legislators are doing in the State

House.
'The media is a natural ad-

versary. It stands between you and

your political leaders," Bill

Dwight, Jr., brother of the Lt.

Governor told the group.

Bill Putnam who editorializes

trequently on Channel 22 said,

The lundamental purpose of a

democracy is to keep any one in-

dividual from running away with

the show
"

In a question and answer period

lollowing the opening remarks the

audience brought up questions on

issues such as the limiting ot

campaign funds, regulation of the

media, and Agnews criticism of

the Press.

In response to the question

raised concerning the limiting ol

campaign lunds. the panelists

agreed that it would be a good idea

but that it would be impractical

and unable to work unless it is

strictly enforced.

Dan Griffin when asked about

media regulation, told those in

attendance that the various medias

do regulate themselves. When

asked for his opinion on the matter.

Bill Putnam replied that it would

[ye a good thing to be subject to

some kind of outside control in the

interest of the public.

Agnew's criticism of the media

was the next topic of discussion

brought up by Bob Pierpont Dan

Griffin said that the media is not

too concerned because it is doing

the best job possible. 'There will

always be allegations
1

' he con

tinued, "But they won't affect

Broadcasting."

'When the media thinks that it is

perfect then we are all in trouble,'

Bril Dwight stated. He remarked

that when the Vice President s

speeches are read in their entirity.

he is correct more often than he is

wrong
In closing, the panelists

discussed the advantages and

disadvantages of the media

By IRWIN LEFMAN
MDC Staff

Alan Shaler, youngest member

of the Board of Trustees came to

orchard Hill to hear and discuss

some of the issues and problems o

the Hill, including the commitment

bv the board of trustees for having

a residential college a
'

multi-

purpose cafeteria on the hill and

more student recognition of Or-

chard Hill

MetawampeAward

Nominations

Now Open

Nominations for the annual

Metawampe Award are now being

accepted by the Metawampe
Committee Students are being

asked to suggest their favorite

taculty or administrative "good

guy " for the award before Monday

in the box in RSO

The award consists of $1000 and

an engraved plaque Last year

Seymour Shapiro, former Acting

Dean of Arts and Sciences, was the

recipient.

This year Chairman John Long

has expressed a desire for varied

nominations He would like to see

students nominate individuals in

dilferent areas who do their jobs

well and contribute something to

the University

Said Long. We would like to see

someone that the students like and

relate to receive the award,

someone who acts for and with

students at UMass."

Alter the nominations are closed,

the committee members tap

proximately ir>> will investigate all

candidates through interviews

with students and colleagues A

process of elimination will bring

the total and nominees down to

three or lour individuals, who then

will be studied more closely by all

merabtn Of the committee

Final selection of the recipient of

the Metawampe Award will be

prior to May :Jrd. at which date the

plaque and check will be presented

,„ the Student Leaders Night

Ceremonies.

Mr Shaler mentioned the fact

that he and other trustees were not

really aware of Orchard Hill and

,ts problems The trustee revealed

that not only are the trustees

unaware of the Hill, but also

students who live on this very

campus.
Larry Monetta. a student from

orchard Hill area government

mentioned that it was very difficult

to appropriate funds for printing

brochures in the Hill, but not in

Southwest
Also brought up in the meeting

was the proposal of Orchard Hill to

become a semi-autonomous

residential college; calling for

autonomy in housing and ad

missions to the hill, a multi

purpose cafeteria, credit lor the

orchard Hill courses to fulfill

t diversity requirements, their

own 1 acuity, and time off lor

lacultv and perceptors on the Hill

Trustee Shaler replied. "1 don t

see whv the University has to be

depersonalized just because there

are 20.000 students on this cam

pus." ...

However, the trustee was a bit

skeptical on the idea of having the

-multi purpose " cafeteria on the

hill, saying that there are already

enough problems with Dining

Commons. It was pointed out

though that this facility would be a

hatch type of arrangement.

whereby students will be able to

buy what they desire, and store.

not run by the University, and for

recreational and academic mat

lers

Mr Shaler told the small group

that there are legal problems with

giving preference to students who

wish to take Orchard Hill courses

Dr Leon Harron. master of the

Hill, pointed out that the courses

are open to anyone in the

I mversity who wishes to take

them
When asked about trustees

leelmgs on the tuition hike. Trustee

Shaler, who is also Dean of

Students at Wilhston Academy,

replied that il a -vote were taken

right now. they would be blantly

opposed However, he said that

room and board is different Irom

the tuition issue the state does not

control the room and board

liMliimintl the money must come

Irom somewhere.

The start ofa love story

is something as small as a

moment's heartfall.

Guerlain named Chamade

after that moment.
GuerlauVs lovely new

fragrance in a renllable

cologne spray. 6.50

Also available in Shalimar,

Chant d'Aromes,

L'Heure Bleue, Mitsouko

andVoldeNuit.

EMBROIDERY
YARN BOOKS
NEEDLES

MIZAUR'S
MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main St.

Amherst

DON'T FORGET
YOUR FEET!

$ NEED MONEY ? $

Sell Advertisements for the

Collegian and earn 15
r
c Commission!!

FOR MORE INFORMATION COME TO THE

COLLEGIAN OFFICE

$ STl DENT I'NION Bl 'ILIUNO ^J>
between 9:00 A 1:30 — Monday Frid»>

I THIS THURSDAY ONLY:

BLUEGRASS at the

COFFEE HOUSE
(Blue Wall CaMnia, Campus Center)

with

DON STOVER^ ^.^^ Mountain Boys

(Authentic Country Music)

THE RATTLESNAKE
GUTTER STRUTTERS

(Good Time Sound from Amherst)

DOC — JOE — BARBARA
(Doc's Final UMass Appearance)

LEO DUART and FRIENDS
(Hillbilly from Martha's \ ineyard)

Only .25

Doors Open at 7:30 p.m.

Show Starts at 8:00 p.m.

COME EARLY and STAY LATE
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In The Nation And The World
CO's Refugees Decided. Too

Vkmi Court UbholdsDCAbortion Law
WASHINGTON iAP)Jhe ^^JL l^Lvy on - Hong Kong before settling hi

Supreme Court approved Wed- ^^r menUl grounoV _ ^fiTtni- decision aermits

Belfast. Main." "GIANT l'ROTKST"Students at Searsport

District lunio. High School have protested littering by construe mg

I (feat tin man. made fr»m some l.tMHI roadside tins. (Al

Wiin iMtoTOi

Allies Seek Fight

In A -Shau Valley
..i_f... i too in I hi- ntiithel

v\i<;t»\ AP South Vietnamese

commanders dispatched more

troops into \ Shau Valley in hopes

oi drawing the enetn) into tight

but the enemj has not taken the

bait, command officers said

Wednesdaj The) expreaaed

belie! tins could be the reaull ot

heavy enemj losses in the La

incursion

Irving t<» avoid engagements w
-„-rii leu contacts and

i,, not know ii ihc enemj will

I Maj G
imandei

Soul ' lnlantr>
n at

North

. mliltra

,„i iiir South Vietnam^

jed ilir number oi thru

„ps m the valle> since Tuesda>

pingto engage the enemj but

nothing big baa happened yet.

t 'hit said ins forces were laced

with elements of one North Viet-

namese division and three

regiments, in addition to three

other regiments across the border

in Laos

Me implied, however, that the

operation in Laos, Utm Son 71i>.

had seriously crippled the enemy's

supplv network, which accounted

lor the lack ot action m the current

drive

In «i related development, nine

I S K>2 bombers rained tons of

bombs on North Vietnamese m

tration routes m the northern

sector, including the northern tip ol

ihe ;umite long A Mum Valley

The extent ot Ameican ground

involvement in Lam Son :±u still is

not clear, although at least one

battalion Horn the 101st \nboine

Division is reported to be operating

in the area

Ughl and scattered action

i m othei parts ot In

ilochina

In smith Vietnam. Viet t ong

mn :.,i |VkO busloads ol

mtrj kiilr

Nixon erhauls

Aid em

,1 ( (ingress Wedne*

lor i

. ign aid system and an inci i

iid money tor the coming year

In presenting a t bil

request for the fiscal year starting

.lul> I. Nixon submitted two new

bills lor international security

assistance and lor international

economic development and

humanitarian aid to replace the

one package arms and economic

legislation ot previous years

I'nder international security,

Nixon would lump together

military aid. credit sales of arms,

and economic assistance to

countries such as Korea whose

defense is deemed important to the

United states

nesdav prosecution ol physicians

Who perform abortions, but said

pregnancies can be ended legally

lor mental health reasons

The 5-2 ruling upheld the 1901

abortion law lor the District ol

Columbia against claims that its

working is so vague doctors do not

know which operations an per

missable and which are not

Hut by authorizing abortions to

protect
'

the expectant mother s

mental health and by putting the

burden on prosecutors to prove an

operation is illegal, the justices

gave physicians considerable

leeway
Not settled yet is whether women

have .i\\ inherent pn\ate right to

obtain an abortion simply because

they desire to end their pregnancy

This issue is pending before the

court in abortion cases Irom a halt

dozen slates

The District oi Columbia law,

written by Congress lor the capital

prohibits' abortions except when

ecessary lor protection «>t the

mother's life or health And it

stipulates they must be performed

bv a licensed physician

In November IW), I S District

Judge ( .erhard A ( iesell dismissed

an indictment against Dr Milan

Vuitch oi Chevy chase, lid..

operator ol a clinic three blocks

irom the white House

(iesell said the law was un

constitutionally vague and that it

impermissibly put the burden on

the defendant to prove tin

operation was medically

necessary
Justice Hugo I. Black, in an

nuuncmgthe reversal. >a id doctor-

routinely make judgments about a

person s health m considering

surgery and have no trouble

liguring out what the word health

means
\ proper definition, he went on

mold include " *nlal health

urdless <»t whether the woman

had .' previous history oi mental

tleii

phis is the way the t - ' cuit

, trict ut i olumbia

plioll ot Ihe view would

physical or mental ground

Thirty-eight states have abortion

laws Their late remains unsettled

since the court did not reach the

issue ol privacy

Vuitch commented. The guys

the Supreme Court
(III tn» •'"!

whole mess back to the doctors

mvsell as a physician can see that

thJs is correct Its strictly a

medical problem

He told a reporter he will con

tinue to perform abortions at his

'

in a second ruling, the court said

„„.,, who claim they became

conscientious objectors after

receiving their draft notices are

not entitled to reconsideration by

theirdraft boards However, the«

; decision said they cannot be sent

into combat until military

authorities make a judgment on

their claims

In a third ruling the court said

the I nited States ma.v turn away

refugees fleeing Communist

countries il they settle temporarily

m .mother country on the way roe

, i decision concerns a refugee

Irom Communist China who b*>k_

Die abortion decision permits

prosecution ol Vuitch with a

possible prnalty of one to ten years

m prison if he is convicted Of-

ficials would have to show at the

trial that he operated under en

cumstances not necessary to

preserve the woman s life or

health

Chief .lust ice Warren K. Burger

and Justices John M Harlan.

Byron It White and Harrv A

Blackmun joined .lust ice Black in

sustaining the law Justice William

u Douglas, dissenting, agreed

with Judge (iesell that the law is

too vague Justice Hotter Stewart.

also dissenting, said he would have

ruled that no competent physician

, ,,uld be prosecuted under the law

Justices William .1 Brendan Jr

and lburgood Marshall held the

supreme Court did not have

jurisdiction over the Viutch case

Ihev were joined in this point by

Harlan and Blackmun but once the

court chose to rule h> a five lour

v ote Bretman and Marshall did not

Mate a \ lew on the law itselt

GIRLS-
BAKER House is Going Co-ed

I) Co-ed llvina

1) Central location

3) Private room phones

4) [arae built-in desk sets

s)Built-in booUcases* desktop

G) Roomy cl«set5 With tmWf curtains

1) Enttre dorm hst repainted

8) Groups of qirls

also te

airis can

accomodated

Ton\ at Q~(o OSI

for \hjormckti(m Tour or to s lift Up

SUMMER
/OBS

IN FORT LAUDERDALE

A complete and prec.se directory of HOW AND WHERE

toopply »or summer ,obs ,n Ft Lauderdale. Yacht and

beach |obs are among the opportunities. Summer |obs

will be harder than ever to find this year - for men and

women - so don't delay The earlier you apply, the

better your choice of ,obs will be Send S2 to
:

Summer Jobs - P Box 10353 Ft. Lauderdale, F lo 33305
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'Right To Life ' Called Precious
*—

'

. . ^ ... ....^i.i.mIhiIo the ui>:dth ot the n

Bv ETHEL HARRIS
MDC Staff

Ur George A. Wiley. Executive Director ot the

National Welfare Rights Organization, addressed a

crowd ol about one hundred people last night in the

Campus (inter Auditorium, in a program sponsored

by the Distinguished Visitors Program, and explained

the welfare rights movements as one which regards.

"the right to life itself as the most precious and basic

one we hold", and that the movement was chiefly

concerned with the struggle to obtain the basic

necessities of life.

We have enough money in our economy to support

all at an adequate level, Wiley stated, yet one fourth
i

ot

all Americans go to bed hungry at night. Citing that

the top twenty percent of the nation receives lourty

lour per cent' of the annual income, but the bottom

twenty percent receive only four per cent, he cited a

definite need to redistribute the wealth ol the nation

He referred to American as a ••stingy, but affluent

nation" which channels its energies into destruction

and war rather than the needs ol persons at home

Referring to a Nixon speech on the present welfare

crisis" Wiley attacked the proposed Nixon plan as

offering only "limited solutions" for the present riscal

problems oi the cities and states, yet not providing

sufficient means to aid the poor. The government has

determined an income ol $3900 per year tor a lanu l> ol

four as the poverty level, but the average welfare

grants for a family ot four would be only $2500. Nixon s

plan would aid the working poor only at a low level,

but would insist on people working under any con-

ditions or at any wages, or lose w elfare bend its 1 bus.

business would be provided with a pool Oi cheap labor.

Wiley said

DRINKING IT l P....IF the Senate and the^~£^~*
vesterdavs Rouse vote, those in the **^***Z%^1**
their first legal drink of alcohol soon, perhaps from the above casts

even. (MIR Photo bv Steve Schmidt)

Lower Drinking Age

Approved By House

nearly three hours of debate.

A motion to reconsider the vote comes up Thursday .

Thebill gamed m.t.al approval in the House Tuesday on a 124-100 roll

^ThrmealrfreWted favorably last week by the legislatures joint

« omm.Ttee Z»*GoWnment Regulations, was sponsored by Howard

Un^air^
The legislature already has passed and^^ Go^F rai«is W

.

Sargen

a bill lowering from 21 to 18 the permissible age to marry wimoui

The^eg'lTre last week also passed bills to lower to .8 the age at

which iTrson "lay make campaign contributions in excess of $2o and to

'SwSnSl^rej.ted an amendment to

substitute 19 for age 18 in the drinking bill

- percent receive oniy iour pei ran, w otm «

Kolton Claims Groups Closed
.,_»__ __ »iuu. «l um.ms such as the students would want

II we can't change policies on

the Collegian, if we can't reform

the organization of the student-

owned Campus Center, what can

we expect to accomplish by going

to Washington on April 2:{ and 24"

asked Harold Koltin to the 30

people who attended the ASA
meeting last night in the Campus

Center

The meeting locused on

problems the activist organization

has laced in recent weeks Koltin.

the groups organizer, spoke on

what he considered the closed

policies oi groups such as the

Collegian, those organizing the

tree concerts, and those planning

the commencement
It the student body were

allowed to vote in referendum.

they would disagree with most

policies now in effect throughout

the campus, he said

Speaking on future plans tor on

campus concerts, the idea the

new student Government
\ssoeiation has sponsored was put

lorth It suggested that a campus

wide poll be held on whom the

students would want The new

conceit group would then act as

administrative bodv "to carry out

student wishes. Harold said

Itecently the Senate struck down

binding ol any concerts lor next

year Koltin questioned the

priorities ol the Senate action

He said the raising o! Student

\ltoinev Richard Rowlands pay

Horn "n.:>oi> to 20.000 was

'unreasonable and that some ol

that money could be spread out lor

concerts

transcendental meditation

as taught by

Maharishi

Mahesh
Yogi

'Kidnap ' Priests to Appear

Tonight in CC Auditorium
•,,o pnestf named as ****** &•!•£ PjJ

to WgP
presidential advisor ^SlSS^J!cuSSL Center Auditorium Fr
System Will speak here tonight at 8 ...he W^Tm , Will appear
Ned McLaughlin -

right • ^JlJSt^SS'S\Laymen Concerned
under the hunt sponsorship ..t

)
mn

\
rs

!
'

^,e ^tts United christian

SSaSSa^as^A^
Kerrigan and I- Phillip Kerrigan.

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous

technique which allows each individual to expand his

conscious mind and improve all aspects of life.

COLOR DOCUMENTARY FILM BY
ERIC ISEN

DISCUSSION FOLLOWING

WED. APRIL 21 8 p.m.

AMHERST COLLEGE
CONVERSE RED ROOM

THURS.. APRIL 22 8 p.m. UMASS
THOMPSON 102

STUOINTS INTWNATIONAl MlOtTATION SOCIIT*

RfD J IOX »• AMHIKST MASS 01002

HARAMBLE
invites

all interested individuals to come out

and hear what they are all about.

S T.M. Thursday. April 22iul

Engineering East Auditorium
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An Open Invitation to the University Community

To Attend An Open Hearing

of the

COMMITTEE
ON THE FUTURE UNIVERSITY

Friday, April 23

1-6 P.M.

Colonial Lounge, S. U.

The Committee will be hearing testimony from panels of students,

faculty, advisory, personnel, and the Amherst Environmental

Concern Committee.

All are welcome to attend--and it is hoped

that many will he able to participate.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

L

DON'T COME TO SUNDAY NIGHTS

STUDENT SENATE MEETING

... IF $160.00 MEANS NOTHING TO YOU

RENTS AND FEES ARE GOING UP NEXT YEAR AND COULD TOTAL AN EXTRA $80.00 PER

SEMESTER.

Looking

Which

Special Meeting At 7:00 p.m.

In The Student Union Ballroom

i i ,i ii ;#., r\m.iii.mitvuv invited to present their views. Representatives of the administra-
All members ol the University Community aic uivucu w i

Hon will be there to help show all sides.

4

24 Hour Marathon

Armenians Run for Freedom
i . u I.'.., i. ........ in l\'-i chinut nn ;illH

Bv DAVID WILLIAMS
M DC Stall

Turn Derderian is an easy guy to

talk to Last night he sat in a cold

ten! by the pond and talked about

why lie and his sister and some

friends are running around the

pond lor 24 hours

Tom is an Armenian and he's

proud ol it Armenia is a small

country next to Turkey which has

been all but destroyed by the

Turkish and Soviet governments.

In 1915 the Turks swept into

Armenia and murdered 80% of the

population, mostly women and

children, since the Turks had taken

most ol the men into the Turkish

army.
one and a half million prople

died during those massacres, the

I irst instance of genocide in the

20th century.

Armenia was taken over by

Communist Russia on December 2

1920 What followed was typical ol

what happens to a country when

taken over by the Communist

The intellectual class and the

clergy were wiped out in an effort

to destroy the oass structure in

\rmenia

Life today in Armenia is a battle

against repression by the Soviets

People who harbor any kind ol

nationalistic feelings are not dealt

with gently by the government

RUNNING FOR KKKKDOM-Rich Tashjian carries the baton as

he puis in another lap for freedom Tashjian ran more than fifty laps

.round the pond ve>terda> as part of a vigil to commerate the «-

tiiu-tion ... more than a million Armenians. More than «^people
had

run s la»*r more >e>terday. More are expected loda>. (MM photo

ay (iib I ullertoni
"1 A 1 *

Washington Medical Advice
... „.... ° „..^.,,„n c\ tear Has. C8 Mace is usually squirted from

ByANNESTADNlCKl
MIX' Staff

General advice for sell care at

the Washington demonstration this

weekend was outlined by UMass

medic coordinator Mark Rosoff in

an MDC interview yesterday.

The injuries most likely to occur

at a confrontation are head cuts

and gas irritation, according to

Rosoff. He detailed various

symptoms and treatments that he

felt marchers in Washington

should be aware of.

For instance, a scalp wound,

such as that caused by a club, is the

most deceiving type of injury.

Rosoff said It often looks more

serious than it is, but there is

always the possibility of con-

cussion with any head injury, he

explained
When an individual has been hit

and unconscious, upon regaining

consciousness he should stay still.

Rosoff said. "He should move only

if there is positive danger from

staying in the same situation
."

Rosoff warned against moving

any victim of a head injury or any

one dizzied by a blow on the head

until a doctor has been called in.

He said such an injured person

should not be allowed to walk off

alone in search of aid because the

possibility of serious brain

damage.
Symptoms of concussion include

a dazed state of shock, white,

drawn face and dilated eyes

i enlarged pupils). Rosoff ex-

plained. He said treatment should

consist of subduing the person

having him relax If other means of

transport are available, they would

be preferable to allowing the in-

jured person to walk, he added.

Rossoff explained that there are

three kinds of gas the demon-

strators could run i n

I Charlie

Bradshaw

TONITE!

9:30

(Btie ¥Mb

Washington: CN tear ga*

pepper gas. and mace.

CN looks very milky, comes out

of a canister "and irritates the

mucus membranes of the nose, and

eye," he continued He said

treatment would l>e to wash the

eyes with uater and to use a lew

drops of Murine The skin could

also be washed with water because

CN is water soluble, Rosoff said

He added that CN is the mildest

lorm of gas used.

Irritation to the nose, and eyes,

and a strong stinging sensation to

the skin, and sometimes nausea

are the symptoms associated with

CS Rosoff continued. He said CS is

much stronger than CN and it also

appears as a milky cloud.

•Mineral oil should be used to

wipe off the skin, and eyes should

be washed out with water and a few

drops of Murine in the case of CS,

Rosoff said. The reason for the

different treatment is that CS is not

water soluble, he said If water is

put on the skin it will cause a more

intense stinging sensation, he

explained.

Rosoff said all forms of tear gas

cling to clothing and hair He

advised washing of both at the first

possible instance to prevent

continuation of irritation to eyes.

He also said that when hit with gas.

be sure to keep the hair off the

face

Mace is usually squirted from a

canister," according to Rosoff He

said it causes severe pain in the

eyes and reddening and irritation

Of exposed skin areas Ingredients

ol mace are CN tear gas. general

propellent and kerosine. he added.

Treatment for mace should be

heavy irrigation of the eyes and

skin for IS to 20 minutes. Rosolf

said All affected areas should be

w iped with rubbing alcohol and eye

drops should also be applied he

said

General advise for gas is not to

run. Rosoff continued He said that

by running there more gas intake

than by walking, despite the longer

amount of time.

in a confrontation the best way

to avoid and deal with injury and

the injured is to remain cool,"

Rosoff said. "Reach a medic or

first aid station as soon as

possible."

During the march first aid

stations will be set up at St Mark's

Episcopal Church on 3rd and "A"

Street and at St. John's Church on

16th and "H ' NW. Three Mobe first

aid stations will be at the begin

ning. middle and end of the march

route General coordination

headquarters for the week will be

at N-PAC, 1029 Vermont Ave NW.

telephone 202 638-6601 or 202-638-

6225.

But Armenians are proud, tough

people They are proud that Ar-

menia was the world's first

Christian country They are proud

ol the heritage of the Armenian

people They are very proud to be

Armenians.
So last night Tom and his budd\

Rich Tashjian sat in a draft y tent

and talked about what being an

Armenian meant to them. Tom
wanted to organize some sort ol

observance by the pond because

he's concerned that the lesson to be

learned from the Armenian
tradegy has been forgotten all too

quickly.

•The average student doesn't

know and is not told about what

happened to the Armenian

people," he said He hopes that the

vigil, which ends at noon today.

will arouse the curiosity of those

who watch in the Armenian
culture Tin re are plans underway

now to have an accredited course

in the Armenian language taught

next fall.

Tom picked the idea ot a 24 hour

marathon because he felt it beet

symbolizes the tragedy which

occurred :>»i \ears ago. He leels

that the running that he and his

sister Lynn and Rich and all the

. it hers who join them do will

somehow symbolize the endurance

displayed by the Armenian people

when the\ were overrun by the

Turks
It represents a personal

commitment, an investment of

more than a lew minutes of

marching around with a placard.''

lie explained

There are more memorial ob-

servances scheduled lor the

coming weekend They include a

demonstration outside the Turkish

Embassy in Washington and

another at the tinted Nations

Armenians leel that the first step

towards getting recognition as a

people is for the Turkish govern

meiil to admit that it is guilty of

genocide

The vigil by the pond will end at

noon today Tom said quietly last

night that'll he and Rich and Lynn

have to run all night they'll finish

the 24 hours

ForTom this might prove to be a

real chore He ran in Monday's

BAA marathon and he's a little

tired

But he'll keep right on running to

bring justice to his people.

High School

Reform
Recommended

BOSTON iAP> The state should

»r> to develop high schools that

after comprehensn e academic and

vocational training, according to

a report released Wednesday by

the Massachusetts Advisory

Council on Education

A comprehensive high school,

according to Dr Lloyd Michael ot

Northeastern University who
directed the $l00.ono study, is the

type of school that can meet the

educational, vocational and

avoeational needs of all youth in a

community most effectively and

economical!)
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Tomorrow begins the long awaited weekend of April

•5>4 For those who are making the trek to

Washington, today will be a day of trawl and ex-

citement For those who aren't, ll will be a time tor

'^ne 'meaning ol this weekend is difficult to pinpoint

That it is a conscientious effort on the part of many

devoted people to put an end to the senselessness m

Southeast Asia can not be denied. However, in many

ways it is more significant than simply a mass

demonstration in support of a policy already accepted

as the popular feeling in the nation by most

Americans Though this may be the apparent purpose

ot the whole thing, it will not be the meaning.

In main ways what comes out of the nation s capital

in the next tew davs will be simpler then even the

demonstrators suppose People realize, and have

realized ever since the March was in the Panning

stages that thousands upon thousands ot individuals

would come to Washington to demonstrate their an-

tiwar sentiments.

Past experience has taught us that demonstrations

ot this type produce little in the way of overt results in

terms of executive changes in policy. What has been

decided bv Nixon and his advisors will not seriously be

Mark Silverman

changed by the mere numbers of April 23-24.

In a more roundabout fashion, though, it is possible

that it might The meaning of all of these activities is

clear the peacefulness or lack of it will go a long way

in determining the support which the antiwar

movement gains or loses. In other words, the prime

anal should be to demonstrate that thousands, or

hundreds ot thousands, of people can congregate to

manifest their beliefs without resorting to the violence

which has plagued many demonstrations in the past

Before everything else it must be realized that the

nation is watching. Though the safety of the people

« no go to Washington is important to all, what is even

more significant is the reaction that the country at

large would have to an outbreak or disruption of any

type Whether vou are a revolutionary, a veteran, or

even lust someone who cares about a friend in Viet

nam >ou must realize that nothing can be ac

comphshed without a broad base of support. Whether

or not that support is forthcoming will be decided by

the actions of those people in Washington.

If there is anv way of altering what has been decided

by the upper echelon of our government, it lies in the

demonstration of peacefulness that can come out of

April 23-94. That can and must be the meaning of it all

, •-kef fc^&c-o

-Wrll. We're Farter Than Thai Sound Aayhow

Children At Play
In case >ou hadn't noticed, the

student Senate elected its officers

last night In case you didn't know.

the Student Senate is your official

public voice and levies your

student activities tax each year

Just in case you might happen to

c are. the Student Senate is not the

most pleasant thing in the world to

watch
When it holds its election, the

members ot the Senate, who for

some reason call themselves

Senators, are even more obnoxious

than at other times Klection time

means making speeches in tront of

a microphone This is very ap-

pealing, because when they speak

in this manner, the Senators think

l hat they are powerful

Bui the Senators are not very

powerful Anything they do can

always be slapped down by the

Board ot Trustees, it the Board

leels thai the Senate's action could

hurt the University.

this has never happened

because the Senate has never done

anything monumental enough to

affect the general workings ol this

University t<> the point where it

wottM concern the Trustees

So the Senators who think that

they are important but who. in

reality, don't count any more than

any other students, put on a show

last night.

And. as you might guess, the

tpeoches the) make are stirring

They say things like My can-

didate is a good man Good

It should please the students of

this I diversity no end to know that

then next Senate President has the

courage ol John J McCarthy and

the determination of Frank Bellotti

as Im- lights the never ending battle

to >top the Stamp Club from being

funded
Kor. it there is anything more

absurd than a grown adolescent's

desire to I*' I Student Senator, than

it is his desire to be Senate

President And what could be more

obnoxious than hearing the

senators babble and cry over what

personality will be chosen to had
them

'

It is I good thing that the

students ol the University don t

attend Senate elections in person

II they did. the Cniversity Senate

wottM be established in a week and

the Student Senate done away with

lor good

Subversive And Proud Of It

i i:d. mile The following letter is being sent to .1. Kdgar

Hoover by the undersigned members of the Valley

Peace (enter!

Dear Mi Hoover.

In the light of recent revelations of government

spying on American citizens, in which your agency

has taken a major role, we the undersigned, members

ot the Valley Peace Center of Amherst,

Massachusetts, believe it only right and proper that

you investigate our organization for its possible

subversive thoughts and activities.

We request this investigation because efforts in

favor of peace and justice such as ours have often of

late been characterized as aid and comfort to the

enemies of this nation, and even as stumbling blocks

to victory in Indochina That the moral and political

ideals we so inadequately represent may actually

eonstitute a real counterweight to the pygmy

patriotism you and your latest patrons speak for could

constitute tor us a legitimate source of satisfaction

But only an investigation expressing your distress

with our work will make us feel entitled to it Were

your agents actually to attend our meetings we might

both profit, in anv case, in another way: we from an

example Ol the FBI's legendary efficiency, and you

Horn our example of grass roots democracy at a very

human and contused level.

Not all our activities are properly subject to charges

ol ineffectiveness, however We are pleased in that

relative scale of pleasure the war has forced upon us-

th.it OUT selective service counseling has been steadily

expanding, 10 reach out to an ever wider cross section

ol people in this part of the Pioneer Valley Those who

dedicate themselves to this task under our spon-

sorship have now helped hundreds of young men to

form essentially moral judgments about the war. and

perhaps even about political life in general, that must

differ notably in content and style from those ot which

you WOUW approve We say this because we have

never thought to measure the worth of our activities in

that statistical manner-growth rates, attrition rates

. bod) counts, numbers ol names and dossiers on lile-so

essential to hureaoci atu uovernmont toda;

Furthermore, while as an organization we have

never reduced our various sentiments to a creed, we

think it fair to say that most of our membership

supposes the necessity and desirability of a sub

stantial. not to say radical, restructuring of those very

institutions you believe yourself to be defending, and

whose spirit increasingly resembles the spirit ol

suspicion and tearfulness you have helped to give

them We believe this restructuring necessary and

desirable because none of us can see how the distorted

priorities and means of present policies may be

separated from the institutions vhich have produced

and maintain them On the other hand, we do try to

avoid perhaps not altogether successfully-taking a

holier than thou attitude toward people who disagree

with us. since we believe such attitudes can be a

Iruitful source of the repression increasingly

characteristic and newly so at least for the white

middle class of the services you have undertaken tor

recent Administrations All of which is to sav that we

»>elieve in government by discussion in an atmosphere

of public confidence rather than in government by

tiat. laits aeeomplis. false accusations, fear and

dissimulation.

Kest

Lest this request to lx' investigated by you oe

thought paranoid, we refer to a directive seized from

your Media. Pennsylvania office, asking FBI agents

to stimulate paranoia among what you. or they,

regard as dissidents In an age when government

itsell so demonstrates its own paranoia, ordinal")

citizens mav perhaps be excused lor feeling uneas)

Since tins is indeed our feeling, we shall try to counter

it with another request that is lar Irom paranoid, since

it is intended specilicalh to help Washington regain

confidence in the good sense Of ordinary .Americans

This second request, which you may substitute for the

lirst with our leave, is to call lor the immediate

resignation ol \ outsell and sour closest collaborators

m the Bureau. We mean to give this call the widest

possible piihlieilv And we bope yOU will do the same

John J. lit/neraldet al

Letters To The Editor

Accessory Before The Fact

To the Editor: . „.

Ever heard of Neil McLaughlin or Joseph Wen-

deroth'' Probably not. They are coming to the Campus

Center Auditorium tonight at 8:00. In fact, they are

two co-defendants arrested for allegedly conspiring to

kidnap Presidential aide Henry Kissinger and blow up

uart of the Washington heating system. There are

many alarming aspects to this case but one 1 find

particularly upsetting is that this is the first time in

me Movements history that someone has been

arrested before any event actually occurred. William

Sloane Coffin, Spock et al were arrested because draft

cards were turned in; Jerry Rubin, Rennie Davis et al

were arrested for the Chicago disturbances during the

1%8 Democratic Convention. But with McLaughlin,

Wenderoth, Berrigan et al nothing had or has taken

P,

The implication is that you may be arrested not for

what vou have done but for what the FBI thinks you

mav do The conspiracy law used against McLaughlin

and Wenderoth is another step in the erosion o our

civil liberties which protect our society trom

becoming a totalitarian system

Another aspect of the Harrisburg caseuhetr.

location ) is that those involved are part of the Catholic

Left all have taken part in or supported nonviolent

civil disobedience against the government in open

action stemming from their religious convictions.

They see the Christian religion demanding that they

at firm life through protest. These are dedicated men.

1 urge all of you who are concerned about the

governments action against these men or interested

in their life styles or beliefs to come and hear them

speak tonight it mav be the most important thing you

ever did for vouself . vour country or your faith.

Sain Juliiison

They're All Hawks

"You 5 9

'
°, ZZSZm this bit of prose the other day and IJ

like to share ,t with everyone. The author remains

anonymous but it could be hundreds of people.

YOl

Do you remember the time when 1 .bwrowed your

new car and I dented it .1 thought you'd kill me. But

Remember the time I spilled blueberry pie all over

vourTug I thought vou'd hit me ..But you didn t.

And how about the lime I forgot to tell you that the

dance was formal and you showed up in jeans....l

thought you'd drop me But you didn t.

tH

A
U
n
g
d remember the day 1 lagged you to the taach

and you said it would ram and it did. 1
thought

vou'd scream "1 told vou so! '.But you didn t

1

Kcmemlir the time 1 flirted with the guys to get you

jealous and you were I thought you d hate me. But

y<

Uo
d
vouRemember the countless times you tried to

heinous and 1 would giggle...! thought you d leave

me But vou didn't , . .

Yes there were plenty of things you didn t do. but

youput up with me. understood me. protec ed me and

Xe and there are so many things I wanted t.

tell vou and make up to you when you came home

trom VM Nam ...But you didn t ^^^
Yerevan

Aprd 24 marks the anniversary of the 1915 massacre

of the Armenians by the Turks John Updike wrote a

poem about Yerevan, the capital city of Armenia

Armenia. Asia's waif, has here

at last constructed shelter proof

Against all Turkish massacre

A soft volcanic rock called toof

Carves easily and serves to be

The basis of boulevards

That lead from slums of history

Into a future stripped of swords

The hotel, pink and cresent shaped.

Faces a fountain Mountains, tan

And sere, bear poles for power raped.

Affectionately, from Lake Sevan

Mount Ararat, a conscience, floats

cloudlike, in sight but unpossessed.

Kor here, where Noah docked his boat.

Begins the brutal, ancient West.
6 Tom Derdenan

You Missed It

\a^We«^
outstanding performance of The Best of Both

W
We

d
am writing Qtts letter on behalf ol the actors.

M-mreen Muriel and Darryl froxton «.ho were

wondering why the UMatS audience was.so um
number Minder 251 when they always get ciow.ls

mining other college campuses

ToSe profs-Why wasn't it publicized better in yarn

English, Speech, and Theatre classes.

You really miss* great experience
Jo\ »e M cnsh>

Rhonda Blair

The term "Red baiting" is a catchword concocted

bv the left for the purpose of intimidating or silencing

that which they fear ..intellectual opposition to

Marxism Those who employ the term do so with the

intent of likening anti-communism with antisemitism.

sometimes called "Jew-hatting." Such a semantic

tacade decent have any validity. Racists are people

who hate other people because of their ethnic

background Intellectual anti communists have

nothing in common with bigots. Their opposition is to

an ideology which has given the world nothing but

totalitarian police states

I lave beXccused of supporting Nixon s policy of

-escalation" and of trying to shut oft the antiwar

movement at I'Mass. Both accusations.are »alsc Tht

overwhelming majority of antiwar activis s demand

OCT as an end in itself The minority of Marxists

demand OCT not as an end. but as a means to a end

To them, the end is total Communist victory To nu

they are just hawks on the other s.de^ The aims of the

ant war in general are aims which I support, and

,a e aTwavs
g
supported 1 don't think one has to be

opposed to the ant. war movement in order to be

critical of the minority of Marxists within it

Last v 1 have participated in an effort to challenge

the Student Senate funding of the MOBE because I am

opposed to any political group receiving.funds ex-

propriated involuntarily from the student body Since

MOBE claims to have a large following, they should

have no trouble surviving on "ta^*^*^

Ode To Spring

The day is soon comming
For the tun and the cheer

There'll Ik* amusements for everyone

And plenty of beer

So watch lor the day

At eleven twenty-three

And as everyone knows

It s the time for the spree

The bells will ring

The sun will shine

And believe me, man
It'll be a good time

Editorial Points
The State House of

Representatives gave initial

approval to a bill Tuesday which

would lower the drinking age in

Massachusetts to IK. That must

come as a large relief to all you

beer Ireaks out there.

If people had known that ping

pong would have such a great

influence on international

relations, perhaps finding a

suitable table lor the Paris

Peace talks wouldn t have been

such a hassle

At the same time as the IK

year old drinking age is being

discussed in the Massachusetts

House. Sen George Aiken

i K VT I has proposed that the

i s Constitution be changed so

that ik year olds be allowed to

become members ol Congress

Perhaps the connection is more

i ban coincidence.

Bernard Herman, in a study

published in yesterday's Boston

Globe, listed 16 reasons lor the

decline of the city of Boston

Among the categories named

were age. governmental

structure, ethmcism. lack of

respect for government, limited

experiences, corruption, the

alienated voter. in-

stitutionalization, frozen lunds.

Ivy League schools, educational

system, establishment, civic

spirit. New England en-

vironment, newspapers and TV,

and overorganization. ll you're

not guilt} ol one ol those things

I hen you probably don't live in

Boston, or anywhere else lor

that matter.

Pauls. Lareaax

To Letter Writers

letters to the Kditor must be typed at lixt)

spaces double spaced and not more than two pages

in length. They must be m by 5 p.m on the day prior

to intended publication Letters must be signed and

should include the address and phone number of the

author all of which will be withheld upon request

Letters which do not lollow these specifications

will receive only secondary consideration No letter

u ill be printed w ithout the name ol the author

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

both lor space and content

Bditorial points may also be submitted and lollow

the same general rules Of the tetters except that

thev mav be anonymous

Editorial Writers

MDC Recruitment

Meeting

Today, 7 p.m.

MDC Office

Names Are The Game

„ M nartv local curvv Trotsky.te feminist and sometime sup-

per e ,1 g apt' pickers, lettuce pickers gay liberationists abort moists

e^ron^taTisU black self-deWminists, ad m.m.uni.s.s hinksln

, tcr hst.c because I argue that the- college people Iron, I Mass *ho

.Tto^ashintfon 24 April are inadvertently playing into the crazies

hands VetUuVlacts. i'laire and those of her mentality have no mo

detetoMtM immediate withdrawal or easy solution to \ le.na.n than

urt.s -Mav or the Rev. Carl Mclnt.re do. though lo. different reason*

Xn^as soh, -on would indicate the system continues to be respondent to

its cm/ens urging* in a strictly marxian context a system must have

::;haSus
g
pXnt,a. for sell *2Z*-*~*vSMjKSffiS

permanent revolution to occur In other words I the YbA M»s «m im

^sZ lu'cause it is resolved within the existing governmental a

pa,atus then thev stand to lie awake waiting .or the icolut.on for one

The^nKitv ofAmericans have always, and continue to favor phased

w&SSrfik** became clear the United States had no intention ..l

trvhwtn*w.n L (Maire says •immediately . and N.x«.n says u hen ue

get Sr prisoners back and if looks as if the South Viennese ^t"*hasa

decent chance of standing on its own In the meantime the last IK months

taveten*£„ . (iPs return I
mostly combat . roops andby this commg

Oecen her another 100.080 will leave By election lime all ground forces

will be ou, The entire demonstration scenario sudden* begun "• **
likm "chasine an ebb tide out to sea

Here s where the difficulty sets m: the revolutionary mental, y must

c ,o tahze ciuicklv on the conimuously diminishing heal generated h> his

tew^£rfcr?^«Vietnam», becomes non issue soo,,. A spring day.

\or I M is chosen bv the MOBE, VSA. and SOS. tens ol thousands ol

do
P
|rs of student tax'monev goes into having capitalist printing presses

Steuofirstckttn propaganda posters and leaflets con.am.ng all the

£ K Full page spreads in the collegiate and other un.vers.tv

LVner^^a^luTouti3h3rtto5 the .went .And t1aire»creu begin

worknV^^Se Anyone with halt a brain tonaj ^^^1
ntnrt.initeh though it appears a common concensus that all th«

["T^v,^^,i^^^^s^^ huge majorlt) of ymmg

\mcricans This is I patent distortion, ol course

ncethe demonstra^n ,s underway in Washington
<
»' ;™- *

orob iblv attempt to provoke an incident with the National Guard -
r cops

ntheirusua ash.on A pt^tect illustraticm ol the tac.ics euiph.ved m ge

niK-ents nvolved
• occurred in Host.,,, one Saturday mgh. last

kXu u-v when the Second American Revolution was slated to kick oil m

l)OUI1(1 m hump into innocent people on I crowded sidewalk So IM n«

thing vou know the inevitable explosion OCCUTl

• II < vuling vour body as fuel to assist the ca/.es in making

n Ihv ssu( • oeplacV.he Vietnam iSSUC, which is rap.dh falling apart

;^|. o lb •' es II thev can cause a massacre, say bv shooting

;,;^/;ops o, sold,c-rs .rom With* the crowd and make ihem return .he

sounds like um may I suggest the University s sk> diving clubiaa an

', !, 1;it(
. activit} I-.. KM you will be trained, equipped, taken up jhh.

I
, p ,„,• and dropped into thin air Al some poin! in your tell you

. v , "h
.'

a oizous op/.on o. pullmg the ripcord ... no. If . really up o

vouanhatpom. Thinkabout whatyoureaoing? Enough •patemal.sm

for new GOODNIGHT CLAIRE!
gi*ferrj
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Subsidies Said Needed

For Amherst Rent Drop
UIHPRST-The landlord -tenant relations committee ot Amherst met

i cently with the Leagued Women Voters Human Resource* Committee

which had conducted a stud) ot Amherst rents and the formulation ot

h
Wscov

n
ering in this stud) that the private sector builds the conventional

famUy unT which is not geared to the student life styte the League

,d oul that to obtain low rent housing n Amherst. .1
would be

In" vssa. y to have a subsidised program, as student! are 70 per cent o. the

^Create^Uh?1870 town meeting, the landlord-tenant relations com

nut.ee lu. for ten months been receiving grievances from both landlords

,nd tenants, working to resolve problem!

Unde Chairman Stevenson W Fletcher, the committee IS work ng to

establish methods o( avoiding problem situations before theyoccur one

Sample is the creation of a list of the rights of tenants and landlords

a hah is to be distributed to landlords and real estate agents.

Also under consideration is an approved lease « Inch * ould be used as a

framework K.chard Howland, general counsel tor students at tin

i n!vc, s,t\u. Massachusetts, noted the difficult) in creating one lease in

a community consisting of a shifting POf*»h» t
|
on

1

To lodae a complaint, the tenant or landlord should write to Um coin

J i i I unent information, il was noted Generally a solution r,

;.;.
t ;;.,u ,, fj^gg the consideration and recommendation o. the com-

^I^SfiS** —mg h,gh rent, m the Amherst an,,.

( , , n ed I ovland. is the allocation of taxes, with student complexes

;;;!',,; Vhe.vv burden o, school taxes when tew children From these

l^S££SP.««SS*i a formal, plan tor married ^tudent.

A .I,';;, \Zl p«>\ ide university housing for which rent would be taken out

„t the oa\ ..( the student when he is in the emplo> ol the I nixersit)

S 'her possibilit) would be to pa) 12 months rent in 10 months with

(he option ot subletting during the summer ^^^

Opportunity To Join

New England 's Largest

College Daily Newspaper
Immediate Training And Assignments

For Reporters And Copy Editors

Collegian Office Tonight at 7

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St

Westfield
562-3604

THE 33 PHILIPS ST. GANG
in conjunction with

The Student Senate
present for your enjoyment

THE NEW AND IMPROVED

Student Senate Vacancy Elections

To Fill 2 Commuter Seats

(In the Cape Cod Lounge— S. U.)

TODAY April 22, 1971 9 a.m.-5 p.m

Militant Forum Focuses

On Situation In Prague
. . ._«»_. n .,,.,„n i,n i' «t i

MOSCOW. DEPARTING WORDS—Soviet Foreign Minister An-

drei Oromvko. left, bids farewell to United Arab Republic Foreign

Minister Mahmoud Riad as latter departs from Moscow Tuesda\

after visit to the Soviet Union. Riad is also FAR deputy premier.

Fhoto from Soviet news agency Tass. ( AP Wirephoto via cable from

Moscow )

Frieburg Program

Gains Popularity

are even beginning to come in for the 1972-73 program^

a meeting about next years program is scheduled for 8 oo p.m.

ThurX ApnlTin^oom 164-171 in the Campus Center Students acl

mS?o
y
next years program or who are interested .n applying for the

nrneram in another year are invited to the meeting
fT2mS22m who have been ,n the

j
^Wf"»»«

years will be at the meeting to answer questions£«"2fZ2
mrludine how tolind housing in Freiburg, living costs, and other asp***

onS?a?a^JSe!!irt the University of Freiburg Next years program

**.r«>»«r Professor Peter Fliess, will also be present

SSSiSfSSmVnd the surrounding countrys.de w,H be shown and

light refreshments wrtl be served Students mterested ,n learning about

the Freiburg Program are urged to attend

Breaking The Cycle

The UMass chapter of Young

Socialist Alliance is enlisting in the

international defense campaign to

free IK young Czechoslovaks ac-

cused of Trotskyist activities." 16

ol the defendants were convicted

on March 19 on charges of •'sub-

version'* and given sentences

ranging Irom one to four years;

two others await trial.

The YSA will be sponsoring a

forum to discuss the situation in

Prague tonight. As part of the

Militant Forum series, Sidney

Finehirsh will speak at H:oo in

Room 163 of the UMass Campus
(enter The forum is open to the

public

Also, the YSA group is spon-

soring a petition to be sent to the

Czech consulate in New York City.

The petition reads: "We. the un

dersigned socialists, nationalists.

feminists, and gay activitists

struggling lor revolutionary

change within the greatest im

perialist power in the world -the

United States -express our in-

ternational solidarity with the

Prague defendants charged with

•Trotskyist activities" and

demand their immediate release.

We understand that the crime

Of Trotskyism" is used by the

present ( /ech government leaders

to repress anyone who opposes the

present
bureaucratic regime in the

name of socialist democracy.

We stand unconditionally in

support of the socialist system of

Czechoslovakia embodied in the

state ownership and planning of

the means of of production. But we

leel that thought control and

political show trials not only fail to

Craftsmen Needed

protect socialism from imperialist

attacks, but actually aid im-

perialism by constituting a slander

of the very idea of socialism

•Socialism, yes! Bureaucracy,

no."

A summary of charges which

were prepared in Prague by the

Czech government against the 18

young students and workers in-

cluded the I ollowing:

-Posting the "Manifesto of the

Revolutionary Youth Movement"
in the Philosophy Department ol

Charles University in Prague;

Organizing a demonstration at

the Fast German embassy to

protest the expulsion of Burmese
students irom Fast Germany;

Encouraging members of the

group to read articles by Trotskv

Bukharin. and Djilas.

One delendant was also charged

with the •crime of translating

works ot Trotskyists and
revisionists " The summary of the

indictment stated that the

delendants wanted to replace the

state and party apparatus by a

system ol so-called sell

management' of the entire

people."

For more information, everyone

is invited to the YSA table in the

I .Mass Student Union, set up every

Thursday.

iW&rSfi

i

lrwr. **,*»»» ftm'i lt|

T»iu«. ft >•>,•.•• U M»»s:>.

Fn. 7 »>•»» j,»>*r«»'|»u«t.«r

«w<r>l , .,u. ».

~0 rVi« e *»•».•«* I t>**t»r t**»«W.».«ni

5S vif.'*"^"* .»« t-««.»-.t LitMrwv

Room To Move and Free

University are sponsoring a

people s weekend May 16-17 Music

will be played continuously both

days There will be much table

space lor artists and craftsmen to

display and sell their things All

sales will go to the craftsmen

Bring your things around 11 08

Saturday morning to set up For

more information call Stella 549-

The DELI Is

NOW OPEN
11:30 - 6:30

Campus Center Cafeteria

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

ETC.

ETC.

Tonight on 'Cyclebreaker

beginning at 6:30 there will be a

variety of presentations including

interviews with some of the people

who have been around the pond

over the last week living in tents

and setting up a mass caravan to

Washington DC. also, once again.

Mark Sdverman will be guest

ottering, some observations, and

insanity plus Fd Roche wdl give a

reading Following
-Cyclebreaker". beginning at nine

KM will be another night of

r iresign Theater, with some more

Dear Friends recordings That s

on WMUA 91 I FM

Anti-Rabies Clinic Saturday
The Amherst Board of Health

has arranged with veterinarians

Ur Frederick G Ruder, Jr and

Ur John W Hilt to conduct anti-

rabies clinics for dogs and cats.

These clinics will be held Saturday,

April 24, and are scheduled as

lollows:

10 am to noon - Ur Ruder, at

Market Hill Road kennels in the

Cushman section.

I 4 p.m. — Dr Hik. at Amherst

Animal Clinic at West Street and

I'omeroy l^ane. South Amherst.

MONDAY and TUISDAY
Ladies admitted tor $150

THE GRIPE TAPE
(...or letter)

Today

10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

In Front of the Hatch
Do you want to speak your mind

about the now andfuture University

of Massachusetts? There will be a tape

recorder set-up for you to tell the

Future University Committee what you

think this University is and should be.

Ifyou can '/ make it to the Hatch,

write a letter to the Daily Collegian

C/O "GRIPE".

TELL THE UNIVERSITY
WHERE IT CAN GO

(Paid for by: The Future University Committee)
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Intern
Program
Operates

\ student intern program is now

in operation in the President's

ntfice Its purposes include the

development ol effective day to

da\ contact with student

representatives, an easier fhw ol

information, training in Universitj

stafl operations, and providing

analysis and recommendations for

l niversih wide student affairs

UINIV tK3ll ' vr "'"^. -v- _

Erosion Of Faculty Purchasing Power Cited
j^f vow iv ^j s

tlu> lor a lull pn)ttlssol . Bt a limv ,
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Tins semester

participating

program Miss

James Triplet!

Miss Pugh,
Vmherst. is a

two students are

in the intern

Betty I 'iinh ;>»d

from UMass
senior Sociology

• irom Klniont. Now York.

who has been active!) involved on

the Amherst campus for the past

lour years Her most recent ac-

tivities were co chairman ol SWAP

Und president ot the Campus

( mter Governing Board

Mr Triplett. from I Mass-

Boston, is a sophomore in pre-mod

Irom Marhlehead. Massachusetts

He filtered the University in 1965

with the lirst class on the Boston

campus and was involved in the

\|..ss Media. Dramatics Club and

student government before in-

terrupting Ins studies u ith a tour m
the l nited Mates \a\>

Miss Pugh and Mr Triplett are

current I) involved in exploring

alternatives tor interaction bet

n students and student groups

from each campus They are also

investigating avenues for in

proved student communication

,,, m the lurther design ol the intern

program

Last year, lor the first time in

more than two decades, the

average gain in salaries lor college

and university faculty members

le',1 below the increase in the cost ol

living.

This indication ot a •continuing

erosion" ol faculty purchasing

power was cited in the annual

survej ol faculty salaries done h\

the American Assn. of University

Professors

The uniformly gloom) report.

released at the association s

meeting in Philadelphia, said that

the academic boom years ol rising

enrollments and salaries have

ended and that the immediate

future looks dim
• i»i7ti was a bad year tor the

Room
Choosing
May 3-7
Koom choosing has been

rescheduled lor the week ot May 3-

,. 1971

Monday. May 3 Students who

wish to remain in the room they

are now occupying may sign up on

this date

Tuesday, May 4 Students who

wish to move to a different room

within the residence hall in which

the) are now residing may sign up

oil this date

Wednesday thru Friday. May .">

i
students who wish to move to a

residence hall different from the

one in which they now reside may

sign up on this date

academic profession," the report

said Whether it ushers m a

disastrous decade remains to be

-ecu It is a possibility that cannot

be ignored."

Hie report, which contains in-

lormution submitted b> 1367 In

stitutions. showed that average

lacult> salaries grew 5.4 percent

last year, compared to a six point

increase in the consumer price

index average compensation,

which includes salaries and fringe

benefits, grew 6.2 percent.)

Since salaries in some in

stitutions and lor some categories

ot faculty were well below the

average increase, the report

jointed out that 'lor some the cut

ai leal living standards has been

large

The effects have been especially

painful, the report said, in areas

such as Boston and New York

where the combination of higher

costs and higher living standards

added up to more than nine percent

last year

The squeeze on faculty salaries

is part of the overall bleak

financial picture in higher

education, the report said, and is

aggravated by the fact that faculty

are now in a buvers rather than a

sellers market While college

enrollments are leveling off. the

production of graduate schools is

rising the report noted, leading to

the so called PhD glut m the

academic market place

Paced with this situation, the

report said, colleges and univer-

sities will have to make difficult

decisions about how to allocate

resources

This year, lor the lirst time, the

annual survey docs not assign

letter grades to each institution

based on its faculty salaries. In

stead institutions are ranked from

one to 10 based on their salaries

compared to other institutions in

their category.

The average salary lor all ranks

ol laculty mall kinds ol institutions

was $11. '707. The average range tor

the entire country was irom 119.600

tor a lull professor at a university

to s»2(Hi lor an instructor at a two

year school.

Comparable figures lor New

England ranged Irom $21,470 to

$«)U30. Massachusetts schools

which ranked high compared to

institutions in their categories

were Amherst. Babson, Bentley.

Boston College. Harvard. Lowell

lech. MIT. Smith. Wellesley and

Williams.

Salary Standings
Following is a partial list of Massachusetts colleges that submitted

,nmn!"V,on in Ihe AAIT salary survey. Thejnmjbjr..^^
each institution stands, measured against others in its category, in

sMaries tor professors, associate and assistant professors and in-

sTruXs TheSe ranges from one to 10. w ith one being <the highest
. ^

American International C

Amherst College

Assumption College

Bay Path Junior College

Boston College

Boston State College

Boston University

Brandeis University

Bndgewater State College

Bristol Community College

Clark University

Col lege of the Holy Cross

Coll o» Our Lady Elms
Curry College
Emerson College

Emmanuel College

Fitchburg State College

Frammgham State College

Greenfield Comm Coll

Harvard University

Hebrew College

Lasell Junior College

Lesley College

Lowell State College

Lowell Tech Inst

Mass Inst Tech
Massasoit Comm College

Merrimack College

Mount Hoi yoke College

Mount VYachusett Comm Coll

Newton Coll Sacre Heart

Newton Junior College

Un.v of Mass at Amherst
Umv of Mass at Boston

6 7 5 1

1 1 1

3 7 5 6

10 8

2 2 2 1

3 3 5 5

6 7 7 i

2 3 7 7

4 1 7 4

I 9 10 10

5 6 5

3 4 4 2

2 4

8 8 6

S 6 6 9

8 7 9 10

5 5 5 2

5 I 7 4

8 9 10 10

1 1 2 1

10 10 10

6 7 3 2

4 6 5 •>

2 3 2 2

1 4 3 1

7 10 to 10

8 7 8 8

2 1 4 S

7 to 10 10

9 8 9

3 6
4 7 10 5

5 5 6 7

Army Defends

Use of Paid

National Ads
WASHINGTON \P Under

attack t>\ congressmen seeking to

bar the government from buying

.id nd television time, the

IVntagon deiended Wednesda> its

.,i paid broadcast advertising

il llie Army - 1 5 week. $10

million recruiting campaign is a

rss. the militarj should have

the i hunt c '•• use paid ads in a total

national drive to cut and even

tu.ilb end reliance on the draft.

said Deputy Vssistanl Secretar) ol

1 K-tense 1'aul Woolstadl

While stressing no decision has

i„en made on future use <»t paid

.,,lv he 1 1 needed under close

, |U , !.> the House <om
subcommittee that

branches are "not

about the idea and
. likely to want to

once the Ainu's

IT'S ANNIVERSARY TIME
Our Second

mimical
nthei -«

rnthuswi

the) urt

pro<

expt

A i

invnl

lelephoi

handle >

,,i.(MI

RADIO SHACK is giving away

DAILY - THURSDAY, April 22nd

thru

SATURDAY, May 1st

COME IN - REGISTER - NO OBLIGATION

RADIO SHACK
318 College St. — Amherst

(K mile east of Amherst College on Rte. 9>

5

Pocket

Radios

plus

many tempting

ANNIVERSARY

SPECIALS

Get Your Kicks With Kickapoo
ml the Arm) -

nllion tor T\ time.

,r radio. $1 J million

|2UU,OUU tor a

i ing sen ice to

enerated b> the .\(\^

.n and SIOD.UUU lor

ORIGINAL

w, -,ii\ hope that the

ontinue to make time

available Ihout charge to each

,,, |he - ea t<> help in their

reeruiti h Is so vita! to our

nn.,1 in' ' he added

il,-
.-•

! that during 1870.

Hi,. \n • Million worth ot

!ree radii lid TV tune, the Mr

I ( ,i( r - lllon, the Navj K i

million 'ii- Marine Corp

million

Quality

Liqueur

Kickapoo

THE ALL PURPOSE AMERICAN DRINK
LIGHT AS A FEATHER

MILLS
Coffee House

Moil. - Thurs. 5 p.m. » p.m.

Mon. • I ri. it - 1:13 jmi.

1 riday "> p.m. • l a.m

Saturday 1 I'm. • 8 a.m.

Sunday »* • P-m -

DONT

"COOL*

KICKAPOO

"SMOOTH'

Vi gallons

v $6.95

At Your Favorite Package Store or Lounge

fifths

$2.99

Vl pints

99^

Development Walk

Coming May

VVII I IXMSIU lt(. Va -THE SUBJECT: WELFARE-PniUtal Nixon used both hands to make his

J.TJS U,e Sepubllc.. C^vemj. I oiifcie.Hc ^moSESST* '" "»"»

shum. \ a. His subjects were welfare reform and mrOMM sharing. IW WIRE! HOIUi

The major objective of the in-

ternational Walk for Development

which will be held in 39 Other

countries simultaneously with

those in the U S., May 8-9 is to focus

worldwide attention on those

measures necessary to enable

every man to achieve a decent

standard of living and his highest

individual development said Mike

McCoy student head ol the

organization.

According to McCoy. In-

ternational Walk Day will locus on

Reducing worldwide military

expenditures, thereby permitting

nations to use their resources lor

more constructive purposes.

Assuring an adequate income tor

even laimly and lor ever) nation

through an equitable distribution

ol work opportunities and world

trade

Providing a minimally sound

diet lor the current world

population

.

Harnessing the growth ol the

world s population

Learning to appreciate diversity

ol culture and values among the

world k peoples;

Iteversing the degradation of the

earth and its environment

Bromery Proposes Paired College Concept
J X

mdents enrolled in predominantly I Yojcct headquarters m houlde.

\ I Mass educator has proposed

'Paired College Concept" to

provide a greater opportunity for

Black students to choose careers

and nam access to college training

in the earth sciences

l>r Kandolph W Bromery.

professor Of geology and vice

chancellor tor student affairs al

l Mass. introduced his concept as a

member ol the Advisory Com

mittee on Minority Group Mem
hers in Earth Sciences of the

Geological Societ) ol America The

committee was created to for

mutate programs and locate

lunding sources necessary to

recruit black and other minority

group students into the earth

sciences (Geology, Oceanography,

Geophysics, and Meteorology

It was adopted as one ol the

primary recommendations ol the

\dvisory Committee, which met in

Koiilder. Colorado in March The

proposal will be submitted to the

Governing Couctl of the tSeotogkal

•iociet) ol America in late April

Dr I'.romery explained the

oncept this way II brought into

operation, the Paired College

i oncept will permit Black

SW Patriots To Sponsor

Upcoming Spring Week

Isthe) have done mil the

al once ag

-,,,i a Spring Wee* "i

iiimeiit an " |v

. doled lo Mart S
•

'

i

, not< -pint bi the pa

iinment movies, night i tubs

a\u\ concerts It i a tradit

Although some information

till tentative, the seliedllle is M
' lollows

Sunday, Ma) J Spring Concert

und picnic, rood will be provided

Monday. May 3-Pinball

machines available in Dining

Commons 7 until late evening

Tuesday, May 4 Brother Sister

tntramurals: : tug of war

basketball, sottball I'mball

machines continued

Wednesday. May 5-Wednesday

at Kour-COncerl at the tattle Hatch

Terrace, 4 oo? ih>. Kefreshments

will lie available Movie The Boys

in the Band ". 7 30. Dining Com
mons 7

Thursday. May (.Dorm

intramural* Movie "The Boys m
the Band", same as above I'inball

machines continued

I i iday

P m Krei

ljMay 7 Block dan* <

< int. tooi horror mo\ ie

val,

starting at \2 iw v m Vrts and

, ra ||
ad booths

, ! ( ,, h , lubit \

dl b<

ailm^sion |'

Sunday
i iiinpu>

-im
I in act'

Pond
at th«

• » ..in en .it the

At night, lolk

• Little Hatch

indents enrolled m predominantly

Black Colleges to major in a

geological science by taking

neologv courses Irom an adjacent

predominant!) White college or

university The student would

continue hta enrollment in the

Black College, take all other

course work and receive his degree

Irom the Black institution

I he Black College catalog

would include ttie complete course

listing and other information

concerning the geological science

l!< pa i t me nt •"' "Uy
oceanograDR) geophysics en

vironmcntal science, etc ot the

Paired College' as il the depart

men! were an integral part of the

Blai k i ollege

Included in the proposal are

recommendations lor student

scholarships financial incentive

lis to faired (ollege- lot

hing and administratis

mployment programs

Hack inner city higl

and summei
igned lo

nal

niiting

...... ''

,
.• rhis pring for

tuple. I

National Vadein
onference '>u Minority

Group Part icipation in Science and

til chairman ol the Advisor)

( ommitlee to the American

Geological Institutes Earth

s, jence reacher Preparation

Project

( ol

lie also delivered a seminar at

Wesleyan t niversit) in Mid

dletown, Conn on •Geological

Interpretation id Aei omagnetic

and Acroradioactivity Surveys

Participants m Hie seminar were

selected 1 1 om pndessiolial

geologists and geophysicists al

tending the \oithea-t Section ot

the Geological Societ) ol America

Meeting m Hartford. Corai and

graduate students and laculty

irom the Department ot Geolog) al

Uesleyan I niversit)

lie has been invited to Ik- the

principal speaker al the Saint John

( ollege • ommencemenl in

i levctand May 14 He was selected

|») members ol the itudenl

g<>\ eminent and appioved b) the

pi e-ident

in Bromer) rxploral

plivsicist who li

depart'

lit- helpe/i lolitid

pi.

nuuttei

In addition to their educational

uli |ect iv es. the International Walks

raise money lor domestic and

international sell help projects

ranging Irom nutrition education

among Dakota Indians to

agricultural scholarships lor South

Korean vouth McCoy said

Worldwide the walks are spoil

sored by the U.N. Food and

Agricultural organization. Young

World Development ol the

American Freedom irom Hunger

Foundation is the I S. sponsor, he

added
I S walkers plan to meet a goal

ol |Ti million this year by having

each walker enlist a sponsor IOT

sponsors) Who agree to pay bun

Irom i'»c to $10 for each mile

walked said McCoy General!) the

walk routes are Irom 20 to 30 miles

in length, he said

i. roups desiring to participate in

the Walk for Development are

umed to contact the International

Walk lor Development. 1717 II

street \ W .
Washington. I) «'

.

•u li!2-6727. concluded McCoy

BREAKING OUT
FOR THE

WEEKEND?
. make a getaway

in a Peter Pan.

RbIbjc Ran.

\ 1 1 i.m m>
t i.\» oi ;:

If XIII llRtt' .1 I llllllll.llit)' lll'll-l' <>t

:i n or iihow I.' li or ilium- iuii»1

IMW tli«" «|i|iro»Hl nt Mnir il,|,.iri

Mnill Mill iiri- t'liuilili' In |i,ir!-;< i|i.it.

in ih«i si-mor iiiimir* Program H
mhiOms ii-;i pfHStta "I ~« nil » on .1

l"|iii Unit i> int i-r«--l in t In > nil .mil

.ii'i'Oiwcl i>\ n fniiih, iih'iiiImt ,<iin

:icrn's to mt ni >nnr ul\i»nr liir

farther InfTiiwtlow, \i»ii idr Hown
Olllil- I Vli|| llllllT Iv.'O "IliTI- H >|ll'.

liill tnlilr villi lirnrlmr, - .mil |.irtn«

i« RH lip \\r ^|rmii;l> UHW MMI N
• inisiilt :m H|i|irn|irinli' ImiilM nii'iii-

Iiit Inlnrr -.ii-niiii: n|i tnr llli' |i r i'-

eriun Ml |ir. 1 - linn r\ lnrm» »lmiilil

In i mii|ilr|i tl tnr pii rr|t«l rHlinn 111

anzoi
nsctjwn
MATS.

PA'rroN R

Q GREAT MOVIEMAKING'VUTTLt BIO MAN

MASH
pills

sun - I'rl -.:(KI • 10: i:

Sal I • «:»<» 11:00

Dl SHNHOIIM.VN

up
isi.!ii;h«.i..i

Mon In J"O0

. ; in - '1 I"

Sot S«« 2 I l"

1.1 11 - !I:HI

A CINEMUS MAXIMUS

s1AKTS TONIGHT — :* nlRlits onl> !

An award-wiimiiii; eolh« lion of short film-

i3 and !•"»

Tlmrsilttv. Irhlav and Sunday April 12,

at 7:30 and I0:(>0 p.m.
Hampden Iliniiu; Commons, Soutlivv«st

\dmission $1.50 Sludrnts, all others s;iMi

Advance tickets
Student I ohm

avallahle
Box Offic

at

sponsored liv the Southwest I'litnoK
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No tices
>dy Campaign

Lie-In Start Soon
A T^g^blgan yesterday at noon

bv the campus pond and is continuing

Sntil noon todaV We will run with a

"orch* a symbolic list of the dead 8.

lost for 24 hours around the pond iom

us.

rMFSS CLUB.
The Chess Club w.ll meet in

New Hatch tonight from 7 11 p.m.

welcome.

the
All

C
The

D
rlw^b^a meeting tonight for

*n active Chi Delphia Sisters at 8

pm in Rm 213 of JQA Absences

must be excused.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Private Pilot Ground School will

meet at 7 p m. in C.C. again to

!nscuss navigation with your tran

smedial procrastinations

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS.
Meeting tonight at 9 30 prr,l in Rm

177 of the C.C. Elections of officers

DADA SURREALIST F ESTIVAL^
People with voices are needed to

work with poet Jackson MacLow for

a living poetry performance to be

mven at Smith (Sat.) and at UMass

?Son ) h,s weekend call the Dada

number 545 0437 as soon as PO«,ble

Mary Ellen Solt. author of

Flowers m Concrete" will present

her work m Mahar Aud. at 8.45 p.

m

FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR^
Dr Walter Urba.n of Michigan

State Un.v will speak on " irradiated

Foods Tox.c or Wholesome?
today. Apr,. 23, at 3 30 pm in Rm
22? of Chenoweth Lab Coffee at 3 15

p m Campus community >s

welcome.

H,
.sf~a

E
eh Folk Singer. Malca Marorn.

Sat April 24 at 8 pm ,n Cape Cod

Lounge lollowed by Israeli snack bar

F r>

OUTING CLUB
Mt Toby day hike Sat April 24

Meet m Hatch at 8 Bring lunch body

Tsoul By the way, get those articles

ft.

PEC
Tatf the Money and Run''

starring Woody Allen play.ng m SI)

Ballroom, Sat., April 24 at 7 * 9 p.m.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
S
^n\eTested in voicing your opinion

about a position in the women s phys

ed debt for 71 '72? What .s needed

most' A dancer, sports person,

gTmnast, aquatics person^Come and

tell us what you think. Tues. April 27

at 1 p m. Student Lounge WoPE

PLACEMENT OFFICE
RE
Apr7^2

T,
2a
G
.i.orn,a 1 nst,r ofthe

Arts Dr Shoen w.ll be in the

recruiting area of Wh.tmore to talk

to interested students about their

program
65

There are 6 schools^w.th

grad programs^ Film. Theatre.

Dance, Music, Arts, and Cr.t.ca

Studies. Financial Aid is stm

aV
XV

a
.l27 Equitable Life M»ur.nct

Company Management Trainee

"sTons in Pittstield, Greenfield «.

Sormqfield Make an apptmt for an

mterview in the Placement Office.

SKI PATROL _ ,._

Elections will be held m Rms loe

170 of the C C Presence .s man
da tor y

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS:
ARTS a CRAFTS BAZAAR Anyone

interested <n displaying or celling

goods at Southwests Spring Carniv

and Bazaar please call Gordon at

545 1552 or Yael 545 2015 to make
space reservations.

FOLK FANS Anyone interested in

performing at an outdoor folk concert

,n May as part of Southwests Spring

Week, please call 545 1552

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE^
Dance tonight at 8 p m Berkshire

Clubroom m Southwest Refresh

ments All gay people welcome For

nformation call 545 1389.

Tortoise shell, ground glass

sunglasses lost by the pond on Tues

Please call Margie at 549 1262 or

leave a message.
Glasses in brown case lost last

week with my name on them can

Mark 66573. .. „._ 7
Bot 528 notebook lost in Herter 117.

Please call 323 4411 Heddy Weiss or

return to Lost & Found in Union.

FOUND:
Jacket left by hitchhiker in my car

Fn. night. Please claim it at Lobby

C

°Contact lenses found in Hungry U

call 256 6350

A massive demonstration is

being planned for the U. Mass.

campus two weeks from now; a

demonstration by students and

faculty that they really care about

their fellow man.

The Massachusetts Red Cross

guarantees that blood will be

spilled during the demonstration,

Irom student arms into plastic

bags for transfusion later into

hospital patients.

New Journalism Course

Slated For Next Fall

.„.,rc* tittPd 'The Rhetoric of Journalism" (Eng 380. Sect E80)

L
*j*pBS*g SETS newes, member of the journals

slumesiaculty of Ihe English Dept. at UMass

Howard M.M- offer the*-~*~»SgBJfcHKS
municat.on of the University of Illinois.

&S3BB&SB5S3&S Zero PopuhUon
stant literature are invited.

In what the Red Cross hopes will

be a record-breaking "lie-in,"

students and faculty are being

asked to sign up as blood donors.

The Bloodmobile will be on campus

May 4,5, and <i from 9:30 to 4:30 in

the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union.

Those interested in participating

in a meaningful and relevant

demonstration, should sign up in

tront of the Campus Center

Bookstore Monday through

Kriday, April 26-30. from 10 am
until 4 p.m. This will allow the Red

Cross to make adequate

arrangements.

A continuous shortage of blood

exists in Massachusetts. On the

average day, hospitals in the state

use over 1000 pints of w4ioie blood

for transfusion to patients, most of

which is provided by the Red

Cross. .

But the average number of pints

donated to the Red Cross per day

amounts to only 70 percent of the

need Now that students between

the ages of 18 and 21 no longer need

parental permission to donate,

students have a challenge to help

increase this average.

Remember, the Red Cross can t

transfuse excuses, so sign up to

donate today

LC
A
S
set of room keys with charm that

says Ronna & Jeff If found return it

to Mary 6 7442

Kecmirements of the course include -possibly two papers, one critical:

onfm the »orm o a piece of journalism The latter will require no

previous joSistic training. The course will be conducted through

fee tures and class discussion, and is limited to 20 students, he said

Persons further interested in the

/ero population series that has

appeared in the Collegian should

tonlatl .lack Max turn and (ieorge

Wilder at .">XI-H:.»7 for more in-

I or in at ion.

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLIT
parti.llr I—IM ,

«H !!" A
, .m.lltlonlng. »«ii«»>">C pool I <>"

•st-OM

1 bdnu. »l><- It rei.t Mia) 1 «'V-

tturt to pick up lr**e fool, *,lr c*nd..

,iUhw*»htr Call W-WM *****
v in.

*M "-

KfflcWrucT »pl- trotu June X •»

Aug. 31 gu.bbln Village. «H) • iu..

Ur i oiid -ml »H utlUtltr. Call

Ihom itl *53-OM? or r*ul a.'a-.M.

11, th mttrr i p iu

1 brdroom apt

iilnhed, air cond ,

CUtfolde Fur-
nool «WV2W7J

ttt-iJ

-uiumrr sublet — furnished 6 rni

!„.u«- un PIUMlps M . utillifo lii'l

t ill jlSMinn. _ lu '

—j bdnu. apt., pool, air condition"

rt„d p»rtLUi furnished. A»all*bl.

iune I - August » Rent I. n-^
liable Call m-9Til <£*-«

i bdrm apt. #— _- Jff'lJ*
...id ftc >«-ar -underland Ctr .

*u*»r\omt Apt. .
"«•*•»* ""^JtS

irt.llablf. Call «M-3*li »»-»-l

9 roommatM »r If necewary aum-

mrr iiublet at Pufftoo. option to re-

„r« |rw In fall. Will hanle prire.

, »u 519-eaw "*'*-
_
t bedroom apt at KalUna Urrrn

June 1 - Aaa. 31 with option t»

rmew eao* Pool, cnrpetlnf. al? con-

ditioned. All ottUtle. included Call

> ',4.0004. J"'f -

- ,-Mrni. apt. at Clifffide In'cludeH

All utllltle*. sirlfnnuia pool, tennia.

...iirt, \%»ll June 1 to Au«^ 31 with

..ptlon to cont Call C«5-2»12 "",*
p m. ___^———^-^———^—

—

—
? bdrm. Quab. VIU Apt ,

w w

,„rPH. air cond , all utll Inc.. opt

rrn.« leaoe. $l«5 mo. June to Hept.

I C ull 3J3-4a6« If*-"3
.

sublet spacious two bedroom town-

house, furnished with option to re-

new lc.se tall 253-3360 Mb»
(

f

—

1 bedroom townhouse, June I"

\ui-n-t, partly famished, air cond ,

•ill electric, option to continue Jg*vm "tjj
I « ,. n<l Jolnlnr mod 4 room apt* .

..liiluprd sleep 8 for June - Au«. or

,,i.rt Kent *IB0. utll. InM. t an
i

«o

-, i.,ir,ilc «lll ne»ot rent Po«

iiul park. Call gjH-lWIII j>a<e. tfl-23

Itl lit rr.lt sml.r.T — 2 bedroom

, ( pt In Puff ton Vllli»«e, pool, tennis

rt. Mr cond , I b»ths. C all M!^
l.iiHH U*™

Itedrtn. Poffton Apt. with cool

nlr «nd pool Available June 1 -

\iiLimt 31 with option to louse. Kent

iifirotUbe. ftW-fi-.'IM. tf4-26

~To sublet 2 bdrm. npt. In Puff-

»..n. nlr conil . pool, etc fio"'', fr7
furniture Included CrII M •*«*;
ter 5. "**"
Reduced rent, fnrnished. 3 bedrm

IMffton \\\ . June 1 - Au* 31. op-

tion to renew. »ir cond . swim. pom.

dlshw nsher. escellent location, tall

rVt'Miin:^ tfvw—
" bdrm townhon»e, Squire Vlllnce.

Sunderland All nil Incl. May Itl
Xiic 31 with option for fall, tall

Mi.v:inH0. _tf »-'!3

2 bdrm. apt- I" Presidential, June

1 . Sept. 1 with option to conti-

nue, air rond . di*h«n«her carbace

,liMi.. cloaet space salore, $lf». all

ntllltrfa. MaM»H._ ifil83—
l~b«lroam npt . Puffton on Vil-

lage tl5«/mo . lime 1 - Srpt . 1 or

lonrer. Wshwasher. pool etc Hee

l'atrlck or I.on in 3J1 Tuffton
^ ^

"~To sublet June" 1
1

- Au«. 31 -
> bdrm. Sqnlre \illace townhou-e.

-ApTrtment hunters ***~?
,m„|,rn np.irln.enl nil

»•*»««JJ
,„c. wall to wall rrpt . air «on,l

renew lon»e. I an -'•' »•••

Two bedrm apt at
,

p,,,f,#,
\ 1\

i !"

laie, pool, air ronditi..nln K available

„"c thro,. B l. Um. t»pton to con|

Call —le 1MWW ,,4 --*,

"sublet M^droom apt In Col VI-

laee. June - An« .
normal trrt»t *i^

fm can hare it '"'""'h'*/".-*%.?- if vou feed our Hsh: Call
•**J*° 1

—
Desperate - must suniet i --dm.

Tuffton Apt June 1st - *-« 3W
furni.hed. air cond .

pool. 1
ml'

from campns Rent J******* /.J'
Ruth or SIM.. MMJ7II after « M

"To sublet June 1 1 tHirnv town -

bo.iKe. all util Ine f.aad laeatlon

Will d»scu»s rent Call SM-M.J

""T^TTtiblet I bedroom apartment

from May 1st to Sept 1st •'•»""'

M ,„ sept 1-4 Kent JT^aMe
I oeition learlna st .

Call MHg
'bedroom npt for Jane l Opt Ion

to renew lease In fall Rent ne«o-

„al.le Cal l 250-tiaijg, *J±**
~~

.'.-."Per Cent Off — 2 Mrm towii-

l.oiise. l'i hath, air cond .
dWhwsh.

etc . all utll. in<l . pnrt'T fani
i

If

needed Call 2.V3jft<n tf«-3«

"~l«me 1 - SeptTl — 3 he Puff-

t ..it >il nt price of one hr . «

w.n» recenllc overhauled engine

rn7manTe"tr.sj:all^li>^lj>!LJi^
" IM. Alfa Romeo ?««• Spyder Cnll

2.V3-S40I evenln»a "*" _
"lfsSI Chevrolet Impala ronvertible.

m eu In., automatic, best offer

1,'rr $m. Call Geor« 11^
1!MI X»Uo 1 -''*. t m! . I

.
. "

nil new tires, very clean: needs be.i.l

Ita.ket work 4 door sedan. IWlM
one me.hani.ally In. lined. A*MM
S'lH h-'iVIX laf p III i l »

HQOMMATiS WANT1P
P Roommate wanted bet. May I

Apt. within wftUdnc dtst of Campus
Pool, air cond., tun. apt. Call M9-
SY38 after * p m. tf4-3t

P roommate wanted — bef. Jane

I to Sept. Op to renew. Rent ne-

otlable. Call 153-1824 afte» 8 p^m

2 roommates wanted, rent W each

.

completely furnished townhouae —
s,,ulre VIII . Call 6«5-t«08. Jane -

Hept. Option to reaew. _
<f4-2 *

summer roommate* wonted — OP 11 "

r ions 7 room houoe — Sunderland

<W m month Call 848-8898 __tf_4-3»

3 roommates r from Jane 1 »<»

sept 1 would like easT.«oln« and

tleilhle t^pe people Call 549-11*';

Puffton. ask f»rjnrl£_P>nc»1__j4-*
I

~~
| or 2 feriale roommate* to aha re

room in Fnlmonth tiaest Hoiinae |M
per week. Mn«t know soon, tinil

JunTT^Sept I - If*. pSg
apt In flowers and tree*. 1 ml'

from Amh CM »133/mo Include.

o,ll Call 233-5832 during ^"j^
"Apt. for rent aa of Jone 1 for

oummer only or lonter 2 law bed

rm. . modern ktchn in CoUnlal V«
Apt*. Rent neiotlable Call ?53-

f̂

*
3

Artie Jacket (Peace hand left tboul

er) mistakenly taken from HI
xVrthT party (4/18). >0 -"-.JftS

tf4 :

ATTENTION

:.I«-T888_

—REWARD of $15 i« n"***\
prranant eat wearing plastic 1

1
••

...llar. loot near Kane's >»•".-
Home. Call Vickl 543-2528 or »..

-

via i.
.

fSt
''.

RIDE WANTED

Apt. foe rent from Jane I. -

bedrm, 8 flooro. air cond . I'nil

kitchen and din rm .
parking for l

rnrs Rlverglnde Apto .
Amher»t

8168 /mo Call 253-3838 tf4-23

Ride wanted to Cleveland April *

<

«| Will share expenses
J'"'"'

wondrouo conversation. Call.lii'
tf 1- i

„r '. . Will share evprnseo

mid
.'W-8251

COUNSELOR
SERVICES

%t.iherat Audio •»","•• •JT1!
roinponents. tape doeko for jam* •'

ear, lfrl No. Pleaaant 8t , »s»-ai.».».

HORSES
~To rent for trail ride* »••«*>*/

and Hundaj *M _**»_* **»
spellman Farm. Three "•"" M

;

Helchertown Tel 283-8283 *l*- • •

~GQQD POOD TO EAT
Whole Wheal Trading Co . 181 >

Pleasant st hao many earthly He-

lights which can take yoa back to

the garden organic grata*, produce

dairy . 552

FOR SALE

—Kcsidenlal *eh*ol »eek* mature

...ale •• llve-ln c*an*el*r Room and

..oard plu. .alary. Call W4-«.W
ivtcrsham. Ma**. "«'•

|

SUMMER SUBLET
~

2 bdrm. t*wnhou*e, wall t* wall

, rpt ,
dl*hw»sher etc. June I -

\ugu*t 31. furntahed. $158/m*.,m-
"144. tf*-«2

Hammer aablet from Jan* 1 - *"
j

38, 188 Colonial Tillage, furnlohed

2 bedroom, awlm. P**l- Call 2M-

8832. tf SS
PLEASE

One Bedroom Apt. In Pnfftoa —
lease run* until Aug. 31. loo may
take *T*r. Available June 1st Call

'.19-8633 Keep trying — will nego-

tiate. IM"«j

pl.tely fur . air cond

nun* btwn 3 nnd 7 pm.
Call 3t0-

tfl-2?

BOOKS

-•ul.let In Boston June 1st, Ire I

Mrm* cen. loc. btw C'nmm W
• i.d Harv Sq 82T3 mo Contact

( iro | r,-H0?T \mher«.l or 213 Cuni-

l.ridce sf AlKton tfl-2fi

—«> bur nsed bo*k* and 'jao"'"

— Whlteligbt Books (In the All. «

>o teyts!
tf.VIX

WANTED

FOR SALE — AUTOS
Must *ell — 1W9 Mostnng Ma. h

I, •iii-fni atereo. 4 spd , 351 ca
.

In .

egcellent condition. 848-6398. tf4-22

"
Chevrolet 1966 Bel Air. 4-door

nednn, 6 cyl , automatic. 53,0*8 ml

Very good cond. is"»30 00. Call Ton>

253-2828. tf4-l4-l»-2l

lf>89 Corvette coupe, dark green,

aide exh*a*t. r»dlo. 427. 390 hp. «

spd. >3.VH). 663-3935. «*!?£

—Old* 442 4 speed Mlchelln tlreaj

grey w /black vlnjl top. ,•«•'• *mc _

condition. 33.000 ml. CaU ntN»

p m . 233-3356. «J±2—VW bus 1959, good tires, rebuilt

40 hp engine. RF. 21187. 8373. tall

Beetle Town. 1*04 I. Main *•**•»:
warn.

,

' V".

—

—
'71 Pinto, 4300 nil , cassette ste-

reo. 2 cabinet speakers 1«»8 serle-

< H || John^nMlme J^-RO02:
__tf4- .'.«

"~19T.I Podge Dart. R~* H, *t«l

trans . t PTD BeKnble trnns
.

.1-

w*>s start*. Re*. Call 640-8827 ^nfter

"liriglnal owner must "'111^7 Tem-

pe,t Mt. 71.008 mile. «!*"»„ ^
PR, auto., radio, rndials. HPs.
posi traction, perfect condition tliru-

out Call 613-2166. "4-23

""Must selt 19IJ3 Austin llenly 3000

Mk n. overdrive, excellent condi-

tion! Best offer. Call 253-502^ ^
Excellent 2 dr.. ™ "y^"/"™*"1

convertible. $200 Call 58I-.B12

.

(

Accountants. cooks. domestl. -

li.l.orer. bartender, necretarles ste

nographer, teach, rs. waitress, Ml**i

men and women, bank tellers I
sre

4 m-sec Sen ices. 9 Pray St.
tfl-?3

2 bedroom np:irtment needed for i

lor 4) girls for ne\t school 'ear

Desperate! Contact Marin 6-1181 or

tm kle 5t!)-009-. tfl-22

S2 for females for one hour ps».h

e\pt. testing plosiologiral reactitit>

and loudness perception sign up

M Bart *"'

FOR RENT

Must sell V.W. Camper. 10f.fi, ex

cond. w/l new tires. 4 spenker ens-

*~Apt for rent sharing with two

— call 250-8378 after 6 p^m tf4-2«

Tor June
-
to August with option to

lease In Sept 2 bedroom apt .
vnl-

versity Park, 2 mile* from Campus.

81 30 /mo Call 253-6818 tfl-22

TilARMINO * CHKAP to rent —

-

I bdrm apt at Cllffslde June 1
-

sept 1 8105 /mo. All util Included,

pool, tennis courts. Call 516-9865 or

2Y3-9I7 tz J?.TJ*

bdrm apt. for 4, up and down.

IU. bath, air cond . wall to wair

ra'rp Cheap, will talk price tail

258-0888. " '" "'

—Kooma for rent In large, private

home Space available for large

number of girls (up to 16> i all
I
M»>

««9o
:

tfi-^a

""For rent (6-13 to 8-29) farmhouse
in Alexandria, N.H.. 4 bdrm* ,

6

ml to Newfound 1-ake $750. plus

utl H Brown. Paradise I.n. Hali-

fa». Mas* 4 "?2

Pioneer. Teao, Omrrnrd, PB. A**w.
Fisher. TDK, «a**ett* and open re. I

tape, Standard radi*. Utah ap*x*ker«

LP*. 8 track* and other nec***ltTe*.

Me* Amhwnl Andta. u
If* P*nch* weather — Ju»t *r

rived colorful, genuine poncho* from

south America Limited .apply. I.al"

665-3501 after 6. U?~xc
~ Wateri>ed* fully guaranteed, all

you need — fr*me*. Uner*. pad-.

rover, and more, $49, $78. $85 < o""'

and check It out 684-6196 tall

anytime Keep trying. tf4- .

.

'ioai Mobile Home furntahed,

„, 3 bedroom on lot 18 miles from

Campus tall '67-9856 after 8 ^ ^
~ Durall Monia Motorocie <ofl

i

c.-

eood condition, low mileage. 83. .n

W63-3388 eve*. _." <'_
"

C amera Yashira .1-5 SLF 1 8 lens

filter and hood, auto 2* extender

give* 161 mm Will sell for $63
#J

Lest offer. Call 233-3013 tf4-!

sHOB-f>": For men nnd women
Don't forget your feet! tf 4-" '

GIVE AWAY
Free hamster* now Call 545-8. 1 ••

or 684-7714. A*k for Rob *r Jan.
tf4-?2

SUBLET or LEASE
Sublet Jane - Aug. 31 ar lease 1

bedroom furntahed all elec. eff. apt

Call 840-8786 or stop oat at Mill

Hollow, No 81. *f3-»

TRAVEL
HCMMER IN EUROPE! Chartered

round trip jet flight* plu* many
helpful *errlce*. WATER BrH)S tool

Call 540-1367 *r 640-3083.
4-9 8 13 16 16 22.23 W 20 36

HELP WANTED
stamp oat chemical detergents!

light pollution and earn money
while distributing organic washing
-, , hit ions made fr*m *oy beans

t all Sharon 253-288L tfl-23

PERSONAL

solid *tate 158 watt gullar ami

head. 2 channel: tremolo revcfi.

x.iriable fun; birch cabinet. 6148

< all 516-52.'ti

"component stf.rku
,

tiarrard l.nb 80 auto turntable

w /C.rado cartridge. Sony TC2T.0 V

l-track stereo tape deck, Ken-

wood KR-70. 90-wntl IM steren

Receiver/Amplifier, 2 KLII II

speakers. All 1 month old In

orig. packing w/full guaran-

tees. Worth over SCOO. sellln-

w /all accessories, only S:'.*.).

Call 58l-7.'77
tfl- v

Bv MAKTY KELLEY
Ml)(' Staff

&MHKKST Kcvenge was the

order of the day at Pratt field

yesterday as fireballing southpaw

Steve Merrill fired a brilliant two

hitter and drove in the winning run

with a base hit as the UMass JV's

avenged a M setback Saturday

with a polished 1-0 verdict in the

cold and wind across town.

Merrill was simply immense

throughout as the tall lefty fanned

thirteen stickers and walked only

one in going the rout. Only a line

double to right by Considine in the

nist Irame and Chris Williams'

single to left in the second even

tually separated Merrill from no

hit immortality. Merrill started

strong and linished stronger while

retiring the last seven in order

including the side in the eighth on

strikes.

While Merrill was mowing down

the Lord Jeffs nonchalantly, the

Little Kedmen were not exactly

tearing the horsehide apart. The

visitors managed but four hits

throughout, but strung together a

pair of walks, a wild pitch, and a

single by Steve Merrill to produce

the margin of victory in the second.

Starter Servini generously

donated the tree passes as Larry

lleron started the inning with a

LOST

The Wurt.v Phallus Award is

•i warded to Oinny *nd Michael for

outstanding performance in superbly

photographing i lose-up* of pile* of

horse-shit

.

,.

*'

'

To~KcTth — h*W»y 21st sweetheart

Love Linda, .till, and Jonl. 4-?2

Male. 23. white, looking for girl

who wants free room and board

Call 253-5110 *•-

Toots — smile or I'll pinch you

Who needs n reason? Affectionate!'.

»our stupid femme fatale. 4-?'!

C.lrt leaving for London .tune II.

needs someone to thumb to Morocco
with, fall fi-8117. Please keep try-

ing. tf4-2B

i. nl my apologies Wilkle. *-T!

REWARD 815.00 for return of

gift. Then Tony Serino laid down a

perfect sacrifice bunt pushing

Heron into scoring position. After

the runner moved to third on a wild

pitch. Merrill slammed a Servini

slant on a line to left to literally

win his own game.
Against Merrills sharpness only

one mild thrust went by the boards.

In the second Chris Williams

singled to left but wound up at third

after a two base throwing error on

an infield grounder. However, an

errant squeeze play cost the Lord

Jeffs the equalizer.

Offensively only Merrill. Mike

Phillips, Tony Serino. and Ken

Brewer garnered base knocks.

However, a gusting wind from

right field held up some fairly hard

shots off the Redman bats.

The JV's have now leveled off

their season's mark at 2-2. Merrill

has undoubtably become the

number one man on Coach

Wilsons staff. The lefty has been

just short of perfect on the hill. In

13 innings to date Merrill has yet to

surrender a run, K's 18, and

allowed but three free passes.

However, the Little Redmen will

have to find some suitable hitting

stride by the time Saturday rolls

around as UMass will travel to

Springfield College for a double

header starting at 1 p.m. Coach

Wilson would like to go again with

Merrill but the logical choices for

the double header are Ed Kurr.

Eric Levine, and Glen Campbell.

Merrill, who went with the

Varsity on their southern swing,

looks as though he belongs in the

big time after yesterday's per-

lormanee. Although the wind was

trigid enough to stiffen your ar-

leries, Morrill stayed loose with a

quick tastball and a dancing curve

ball that belittled Amherst from

start to finish. His control was near

pin point as the southpaw

lashioned a stimulating effort

which no doubt will bring a smile to

Coach Berquist's face

TV's Win At Amherst IBosox Down Indians
t»P _. ...,, rh 1m'iw<..nnnl :iiHHnwn;i i:{ innings to date Merrill has yet to _,__«_.. .„„ th* third

BOSTON (AP)-Kxploding for

lour fifth inning runs, the Boston

Red Sox came from behind to

defeat the Cleveland Indians, 9-7.

yesterday.
Boston trailed 7-2 at one stage,

but the four run fifth capped by

Billy Conigliaro's three-run homer

moved the Red Sox close, then

.John Kennedy's double and Reggie

Smith's run-producing single tied it

in the sixth.

Sparky Lyle came on to blank the

Indians over the next two innings,

and got credit for the victory when

the Red Sox rallied in the eighth

A walk, a pair of wild pitches by

Cleveland starter Steve Hargan

and Vastrzemski's lirst hit gave

the Red Sox a l-o lead in the first

inning, but starter Ray Culp was

shelled lor five runs in an extra

base hit barrage by the Indians in

the third.

Larry Brown started it with a

single, then after one out Buddy

Bradford, Vada Hinson and Ray

Fosse hit successive doubles and

i.iaig Nettles blasted a two-run

homer.
Vaz got one run back with his

homer in the third, but the Indians

picked up an unearned run thanks

to an error by Petrocelli in the

fourth and made it 7-2 in the lit th

when Reggie Smith lost Fosse's fly

ball in the sun tor a triple and the

Cleveland catcher scored on Ken

Harrelson's single

Smith started Boston's tilth

inning rally by drawing a walk

Vaz and Petrocelli singled tor one

run. then alter two out. Conigbaro

hit his second homer of the year

into the Ml field screen to cut the

deficit to one run.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Pro Golf
KANCHO LA COSTA. Calif

i API Arnold I'almer and Gary

Flayer, each a two time winner

this sear, rank as the men to beat

,n .in elite field of the world's best

-hot makers assembled lor the

Tournament ol Champions today

You've absolutely got to keep it

m the fairway or you're dead."

said Ken Still, one of the :15 golt

champions who l>egin the chase lor

the !33,«M lirst prize Thursday

The site is the La Costa Country

Club course, an extremely tough

7.114 vard. par 72 layout that ranks

« ith the most demanding the pros

play all year.

SYDNFf OMAM*

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

The key for Sagittarius is the open has been traveling gets ir-touch.

offc-JoTs *
n
rerrn

ma.rtl on^?^!^?^^^:,,
zodiacal sign. Sagittarius is intrigued

with language and. very often, is the

master of at least three languages.

Sagittarius is seldom petty, these

persons can be found in advertising,

publishing and in the theater

Sagittarius is harmonious with Libra,

Aquarius, Anes and Leo

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Lunar

cycle is high, circumstances favor

your unique efforts. Give life to ideas^

Get m motion Finish protect which

(<1 n gam you greater recognition,

iqnore one who sings blues.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You
can break through and communicate
with one who previously was out of

reach Know this, act accordingly.

Stress original approach Don't be

discouraged by minor setback.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): In

ventiveness is your great ally

Taurus individual can set fine

• xample Friends, hopes and wishes

are highlighted One who is

romantically interested lays cards on

a
CANCER (June 21 July 22): You

imd more than one way ot achieving

goal Be flexible Try various

methods, open lines of com
mumcation Cooperate with Anes
individual Some cherished am
uitions can be fulfilled.

LEO ;July 23 Aug 22): Good lunar

aspect coincides with journey,

writing, gain from special message^

Act on information. Don t

procrastinate You can now piece

together a puzzle Picture w.ll

become clear
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) In

vestigate find reasons why events

have been occunng Probe deep for

answers You need co operation from

mate or business partner One who

associations Strive to be diplomatic

Permit others to take initiative. You

do best now by listening and learning

Public appearances are indicated

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) Some
situations are frankly puzzling. When
you don t know what to do, wait.

Obtain hint from Libra message.

Don't commit yourself to definite

course You are going to learn plenty

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Creative efforts succeed. Romance
blossoms Activity is intensified

Nothing occurs halfway Give your

all You gain recognition

Professional efforts are due to

succeed „„ , ,„,
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19)

Accent on home, property, steps to

take lor added security Older m
dividual plays prominent role You

are able to round out efforts you

sight ultimate goal This is con

S
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) You

get started on special mission Pace

of activity is heightened. There are

lourneys, unusual reports Get

thoughts on paper Organize ideas

Avoid extravagance
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20)

Money gain indicated. Hunch pays

dividends Unorthodox approach is

most likely to succeed Look to

future Stop worrying about past

You aef boost from faithful friends

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you will find that September is apt to

be the most significant month for you

this year. You now get results where

previously there were mere
promises. You never follow the

crowd. You break away on your owrv

This was true even early M life. It

will especially true this year

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

1

4
9
12
13
14
15
17

19
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24

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

36

37

38

39

40
41

43

44

46
49

ACROSS

Greek letter

Spars
Jump
Bow
Separate
Reverence
Dedicate
Christian

festival

Anger
Toil

Openwork
fabric

Specs

Meadows
Mature

Peruke

Military

student

Symbol for

tantalum

Container

Prohibit

Note of scale

Conceals

Strike

Title ot respect

Wife of Geraint

Male swan

Unlock

Room tor

safekeeping of

valuables

Deface

Unwilling

Weirder

Ethiopian

title

King of

birds

Cravat

Emmet
Tendency

Bitter

vetch

3

4
b

I

7

8
9
10
11

16

18

20

21

22

23

25

26

28

29

Counsel
Partner

Simian
A continent

(abbr )

Handle
Pierce
Detestation

Be in debt

Through

Native metal

Pertaining to

the sun

Piece of cut

timber

Woodworking
machine

Once more

Noise

Eagle's nest

Strict

Emsted

Household
pet

31 Evergreen
tree

32 Baby s napkin

35 Dispossess

36 Torrid

37 fairy

39 Lucid

40 Paddle
42 Employed

2}

43 Encounter

44 Macaw
45 Large truck

46 Pixie

47 Goddess ot

healing

48 Things in law

51 Enlisted man
(colloq )

52

53

54

55
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Stickmen Lose Thriller To Harvard
By STEVE FERBER

M DC Staff

in a see-sat* heartbreaker, the

i Mass lacrosse team wren! down to

defeat at the hands <>i the Harvard

stickmen, 7-6 in overtime.
\ esterday afternoon's contest saw

three goals find their way into the

nets in the final 75 seconds oi the

overtime period Two of those were

h\ the Harvard bafklubai UMass

lost .1 game in winch they never

trailed, .it least until 45 seconds

\utc left

Despite Harvard's early

pressing tactics Garber s

i.onlla's roared out to a 2-0 lead. It

was Ritch on an unassisted at 2:33,

which was closely followed bj a

I'lul Sheridan goal it was Lou

vlurinacci who flung the pass o\rer

%%» lltM'WH

Saily <!IoUegtan

SPORTS

to Sheridan, and with less than six

minutes gone UMass was on their

way
Bruce Crawford was playing an

excellent game in the goal and the

Kednien defense was containing

the Ivy Leaguers m fine fashion.

Hut with just 19 seconds left in the

opening quarter Harvard got on

the hoard It was Ducky Hayes who

picked the hall up on the rehound to

bring the home team one goal

closer

The fourth penalty of the game

began the second quarter and just

as soon as UMass had killed off

then penalty Harvard scored

again It was a pass trom

Zuckerman to Milerkm that

knotted it at J 2

John Gannon quickly got the

Hodmen hack on top gathering in a

i».i-s from Charley Hardy at 4 oh

lor the temporary lead Again

Zucherman came back, this time

with an unassisted goal and the

hall ran out with a '•> tie.

Hall number two saw a Harvard

penalty enable the Kedmen to

score coal number tour It was

Hitch, with his second oi the day,

again oil ol a Marmacci feed that

put I Mass on top But again lug 6*4

jjo Ih I'hil Zuckerman got the

Ivies even, and with just over k

minutes left in the third period it

was 4 4 Scoring came quickly as

i|Uarter number three progressed

Hitch again, this time unassisted,

cave the I Mass stickmen the lead

in the seesaw battle Hut just H

seconds later, at 13:43 it was all

knotted again John Haggerty was

the home club's scorer, as his

unassisted effort closed out the

scoring in regulation time

The final IS minutes were all

defense. UMass was losing its

poise and hurrying their chances

as the final •><• minutes ran out. The

Kedmen uere playing control ball.

in contrast to their normal style ol

run run last breaking

Overtime was the next matter of

business, and two tour minute

periods constituted overtime

number one The opening tour saw

little oi anything, no close chances.

and a close checking game Then

Harvard was called for a penalty.

as the second lour -minute period

began UMass was unable to score

as the) were held in check nicely

by Harvard and with two minutes

left in the overtime. I second one

looked inevitable But suddenly

Hitch found the net and his fourth

goal ol the day at 2:45 lett I Mass

only 7."> seconds away Irom victory.

Then r> seconds later Hob Green
-cored an unassisted goal, and with

a minute to play both teams had I

res

The crusher came only 15

seconds later as Harvard's

Haggert) scored his second solo

goal and I I ot a minute later

I Mass went down to defeat.

Netmen Beat By Amherst

Bounce Back vs. MIT
iu SINCLAIR FOSTER

MIX: Staff

Abounding strongly Irom their

;; | loss to Amlu rst. the UMaSS
tennis team knocked oil I tough

Mil *quad I i yesterday at

in noon
on Tuesday the netmen took oil

lot \mherst'"s claj courts and had

mimic than a hard time ot it

Amherst whipped through Alan

Goldberg and Jim Bornheim,

dropping only two games m the

i nst two matches Then third

singles went Amherst's waj to the

u, ne oi . 5 ••
I with John Bloom

udling to Mark Coffin

\- the home learn went down the

inn- Mark Brass suffered loss

number lour lor IMass also

tailing i - • : Then Amherst

ipped up its five points with a

win in the sixth slot as Fred

r,i.,ie\ came out on the short end of

., i, l
t. '. m ore

From there tilth singles saw

Steve I 'i Imt drop a long 104 set

leinre injuring his left leg and

tailing •• » in the second set From
there doubles were just as much

trouble mi the Kedmen, as the

i nmhinat ion ol the slow surface,

.Hid the stnrllv superior play ot the

Imyscros! town were i<><> much for

the \ isitm s

John Bloom and Chris Coffin

managed to earn I Mass its only

point, pulling out a three set vic-

tor) in 7-5, 4 >. 7 5 tashion.

Nestorday s match against the

Engineers gave the Kedmen a

chance to show their stuff on their

home surlace. and they came
through in line style. As they split

the Tuesday Wednesday series

with two of their toughest op-

ponents o! the year. IMass cap-

tured lour ol the six singles

positions and glided in Irom there.

Vfter dropping first and second

singles I Mass fOUghl hack John

Bloom recovered trom a 141 first

,et loss and won the next two sets

mi.,, ,, 4 ttyk With I' Mass down

l,\ a point. Steve l-'ertx-r recovered

irom a temporary lapse to take his

match li-o. H ti Kerber had no

trouble in the opening set. but fell

behind 4-u in the second before

rebounding to win the match.

With the match at two points

upiece Mark Brass put I Mass on

top to sta> with a S-2, M victory in

the fifth singles slot Minutes later

I i ed Hi-a lev gave I Mass a 4-2 lead

to the tune ol ii-:i. »i-:5. and the

doubles began with I Mass one

point away irom victory.

Willi the match at two points

apiece Mark Brass put IMass on

loptOSta) with a «i-2. «>-7 victory in

the tilth singles slot Minutes later

Fred Hraley gave I Mass a 4-2 lead

to the tune of li 5. »i -:i. and the

doubles Ix'gan with IMass one

point away Irom victory

Akin to last Monday. Brass and

Bornheim wrapped up the match

for the Kedmen. scoring a M, M
vktor) Brass and Bornheim had

surged out to an early lead in the

second set. only to throw a little

scare into the Kedmen onlookers

before clinching the match
Bloom and Collin earned the

sixth Kedmen point, as they won a

t, :t. llii battle as darkness fell

upon the Kedmen

In playing their third match in

three days, the netmen earned two

victories, and brought their record

to I l Today is break day lor the

netmen. as they get under way

again with CHI tomorrow at

ternoon. and Holy Cross on Sun

dav Both are away matches

The Kedmen look in fine shape

tor the remainder ol the season, as

their depth won both the Tufts and

the MIT matches

The Kedmen. at the start ol the

season, were looking lor their

depth to ligure heavily in their

victories, and thus lar they have

done just that

Tennis CoachRemembers '50Champs
i'. I KKl) ROSENTHAL

Mix Stafl

II, ches

K,i- mi md Dick

He i gqu ball) wi n

loatured gw it yesterda

\ .iisit; VI club luncheon

speaking before a small

gathering at the Newman (enter

Kosakowski explained humorously

how his tennis team ol I960 won the

i nst Yankee Conference chain

pionship ever won by a IMass

team m any sport The coach told

how one ol his players was able to

befriend the opposition the night

bet ore the match the teams were

comprised ol two players each

them and get them drunk out of

their minds; thus making them

totally ineffective the next day

Continuing on a humorous note

KosakOWSki gave away his secrets

to vinning in k Yankee Con

i, i.r.tc One must withstand

i heal a

littli

• [erous than the oppom
then ended Ins speech with

• remarks on the spun

tern ' cii commenting that it i
s

iiss) '-port ' but an in-

dividual, lough -port to play " He

added that his players are as

( loselv knit a group as players m
any other sport

(dach Bergquist had his two star

pitchers With him. letthanders

lorn White and Tom King. White.

who pitched I one hitter against

Vermont last weekend, told about

playing in the Cape League last

summer Playing in the Cape

League helped me during the past

season I leel like I can beat just

about any team right now.'"

STH K.MK\ ON TI1K ATTACK—The varsity lacrosse team shown

here in action against the Knglish International team lost a heart

breaker xesterdav to Harvard. Harvard Beared two goals in the

closing moments of the game to beat I Mass ;«. (MDC I'hotobv Ned

Diflendalei

Redmen Nine Seel

Revenge At URI
BvKAKLKBAKHOLL

MDC Staff

When one team can so wreck the

title aspirations of another, such as

what Khode Island did to the

I Mass baseball team last year,

there is no second guessing as to

the amount of motivation each

player will have to get his due

revenge
This afternoon at Khode Island

the IMass baseball team will have

its chance to settle a score with the

Kam nine in a game starting at :t

p in

In hot pursuit of league champ
I Conn last season the Kedmen
were derailed twice in 4 close ball

games by Khode Island and
looking back over this coach Dick

Bergquist said, ihat killed us as

far as the conference title was

concerned last year."

< )ne ol the culprits on last year's

Khody team will be on the mound
today His name is Brian Sheeky

and he's a good one. Last year he

two hit the Kedmen at Khode

Island outdueling Don Anderson. 2-

l

In his last outing. Sheeky two-hit

Boston College as the Kams
deleated the Kagles. 2-0 There is

no doubt trom last year's season

performances and the mound work

he has done this spring that the

Kednien will have their work cut

out lor them today

II Sheeky thought he was in a

duel last year, he may have more
ol one this afternoon as Bergquist

will Ik- sending sophomore lef-

thander Tom White to the mound
WMte was super in his last start on

Saturday limiting Vermont to only

one scratch hit while striking out IS

Catamounts in a complete game

The remainder of the Hedmen
lineup will have Tom McDermott
In-hind the plate. Mark Falau. Jim
Saracmo. Kddie McMahonand Jim

Kiley m the infield with Jack

Conroy, Charlie Maaley and Brian

Martin in the outfield.

The Kedmen are currently 8-4 on

the season and 3-1 in Yankee

Conference play and will have to

keep winning to again keep pace

with I Conn which has run off IQ

straight victories including

Yankee Conference action.

The setting is just about the

same lor this game as it was last

year at this time with one ex

(option \ hungry bunch ot Red
man ballplayers have I score to

settle this year.

DIAMOND DUST In the latest

baseball stats I'alau is the leading

Kedman hitter amongst the

starters with a SM
average Bergquist has been

talking ol his teams speed i this

season and with 35 bases stolen in

to attempts he has the material to

back him up Manley leads the

Kedmen with n out of 14. followed

by Conroy with eight for eight and

McMahon six tor seven...Chip

Baye and Tom King lead the

mound crew Baye has not allowed

an earned run in 16 innings. King

has an earned run average of 0.31

and has also struck out 39 batters

in 29 innings..Adding the effective

performances of Jack Bernardo,

White and John Olsen the Kedman
hurlers have a combined EKA of

o.% which is unheard of in

collegiate ranks Next home game

is Saturday against UNH. On this

dav Varsity Field will b dedicated

to Karl E Lorden. former Kedman
baseball coach

Both King and White were

drafted b) major league teams out

nt high school White was drafted

bj Houston and King was drafted

In Boston on the tilth round

iii previewing the rest of the

eason Bergquist said thai his deep

pitching stall, which allowed only

one baserunner to reach third in 27

innings against Vermont, defense,

and speed should be able to win

some ol the key games coming up

in the next week or so .

performance

GolfersAt HomeToday

Tomorrow:
Spring

Football

B\ ALAN WHICH I

MDC Stall

Today, UMass takes on Holy

(ross and Boston College in an

important triangle meet at

Hickory Kidge C C Tee oil time is

1:30. The lineup should read som-

ething hkeCicconi. I'u/.as. Minkos.

King. Towlo. Salter and Langevin

as Coach Cage has decided to stick

w ith the experienced seniors. As

usual, they will be playing the

middle tees which total about MM
yards.

The course, which is in relatively

good condition lor this early in the

season, has been putting very

tough and this will have to affect

Mime scores. Boston College and

Holy (inss are both good teams

with some excellent prospects

Holy ( ross has already beat

Providence and Vale, and it's

sure bet that they will be eager to

prevent I Mass Irom extending it S

early season winning streak.

MDC Sports

Hotline
5-0344

New England's

Largest

College Daily

2Ujr MauattfUBtttB

latiu Gtolkgtan
<K^F A Pill AMD RESPONSIBLE ^^ MISS

Weather:

Clear and sunny in

Florida, possible snow

in the Berkshtres.
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Faculty Senate Adopts New Calendar
ByLINDAA BALICKI

MDC Staff

The Faculty Senate last night adopted a new calendar for the academic

year 1972-73 and heard Student Senate President Glenn titers declare

that The student revolution has come to UMass."

( it her business included the endorsement of a pre-paid group practice

plan for the University Health Services and the tabling for further in-

vestigation of I proposal to change the number of credits which must be

taken on a graded basis.

The calendar adopted bv the Senate begins the year on September 5

with exams for first semester coming before Christmas and second

semester beginning January 22 and ending May 26 It was offered by-

Dave Booth chairman of the Space and Calendar Committee as a com

promise between the traditional calendar under which we now operate

and the original proposal of his committee which would have seen classes

beginning August 29.

In his comments concerning the Faculty Senate and the taculty in

general Klters commented that in his experience the Senate "has proven

to Ik« unsympathetic toward student problems and is unwilling to even

attempt to understand students. This body has not engaged in debate with

students in good faith and has dismissed student opinion as adolescent

rhetoric », A
.

He went on to add that This body has refused to thange the status quo

in regard to student participation in any substantial matter, ^u have

allowed a group of reactionary faculty members (1 refer to them as

academic tasc.sts. they refer to themselves as the faculty group lor

academic rreedoml to Inflict its views upon this University with in-

creasing regularity
."

titers also stated in the near tuture I am sure the Student Senate will

review student participation in Faculty Senate committees and where

such representation is viewed as tokenism students will be removed and

no new stiulents will be appointed."

In commenting on the recent fate ol the Keport on Campus Governance

Klters noted that "the nature ot the debate in this body has shown this

body is again willing to support the status quo and is not in any way in

lavor ol involving students in the governance of this campus and in

mutual joint efforts to decide the problems and the future ol this

University This, coupled with the complete unwillingness of this faculty

to be responsive to alternatives m education have been the last straw. We

will M longer tolerate it

."

In conclusion Klters remarked -We are unsatisfied with the methods ot

the past we will not allow ourselves to be dealt with as we have been dealt

with in the past 1 envision a state of war existing between this body and

the Student Senate I prav for our victory and the creation of a truely free

university He also stated that his comments were supported by the newly

elected Student Senate officers and by the President of the Graduate

student Senate.

The pre-paid group plan as adopted by the Senate would reorganize

University Health Services so as to make billing and care more effective

b) allowing students to pay tor all their healthcare needs at the beginning

oi the vear which will cover all services

lElters Sees Faculty-Student War
( Kditors Note; The following is the text of Student

Senate President Glenn Klters address to the Faculty

Senate.*

The comments I am about to make are supported by

the newly elected Student Senate officers and by the

President of the Graduate Student Senate.

The time has come the walrus said to speak of many

things.

After having observed and at times participated in

this body over the past three years I should like to

make a few comments about this body, about the

faculty of this institution I in general terms I and about

the future situation ovis-a-vis faculty student

cooperation at the Senate level

This Faculty Senate has in my mind acted

irresponsibly toward students on this campus This

body and this faculty is uninformed about students

and it has done little or nothing to gain expertise in

this field In fact this body has proven to be un-

sympathetic toward student problems and is unw illing

to even attempt to understand students This body has

not engaged in debate with students in good faith and

has dismissed student opinion as adolescent rhetoric.

This faculty, this Senate, and similar bodies across

the country have attempted to create an academic

empire They have refused to recognize that education

is now a |omt effort between faculty and students This

bod) has refused to change the status quo m regard to

student participation in any substantial manner. You

have allowed a group ol reactionary faculty members

(I relet to them as academic fascists, they refer to

themselves as the faculty group for academic

freedom I to inflict its views upon this University with

increasing regularity Apparently no one is willing to

stand up to Mrs Hrogan. Lewy, Hollander, et al and

argue that they are living in an age of academia which

has been superceded by the present age of full student

involvement Students can only view this as an

aquiessence on the part of the entire faculty and as an

implicit acceptance of the views of this group. This is

a grave situation, this means that students and faculty

are diametrically opposed There can be no

cooperation there can lie no peace lietween students

and faculty under these conditions

In the near future I am sure the Student Senate will

review student participation in faculty Senate com

mittees and where such representation is viewed as

tokenism, students will be removed and no new

students will be appointed Ladies and gentlemen, we

are stating now for the record that we are patently

opposed to tokenism Tokenism is having one voting

member of the Faculty Senate Academic Matters

Committee, tokenism is repressive and is indicative of

an attitude toward students

\\ e have raised these points before, we have worked

hard, we have "done our homework esjiocialK in the

Held ot academic matters where the Student Senate

has produced the authoritative document in this ana
We have been patient We have pushed and badgered

but we have been responsible and mature

Chancellor Tippo stated last year that "present

methods" of campus governance are inadequate and

even harmful to the I diversity I agree, students in

general agree, but the response by this body to the

Keport Of the Commission on Campus Govornat

and the nature ol the debate in this body has shown

that this bod\ is again willing to support thestat .
-quo

and is not in any way m lavor of involving students in

the governance ol this campus and in mutual, joint

elforts to decide the problems and the future of Ibis

University This, be responsive to alternate es in

education have been the last straw We shall no longer

tolerate it The student revolution has come to I Mass

It will fie fought in the classroom and between

students and laeultv through their respective Senates

We are unsatishod with the methods of the past we

will not allow ourselves to be dealt with as we have

been dealt with in the past

I envision a state of war existing between this body

and the Student Senate. I pray tor our uctory and the

creation ol a truly free university

|>av id Hooth otters compromise calendar at \esterda\ s Kaculty Senate meeting while

Jeremiah Mien. Dean ol Fa« ultv of the Humanities pays strict attention I MDC photo b%

Kit Fenw ick

On The Inside:

Weekend Magazine
See Pages Nine-Thirteen

Vets Arrested In D.C.
See Page Four
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Spring Poetry Festival

Bly Returns Today
ROBERT BLY was horn in Minnesota, educated at

Han aid and Iowa, and lives on a tarm with his family

in Minnesota He is one ot the lew American poets who

dors not teach, and who consciously refuses to join

academic establishments He was one of the first

American writers to publicly condemn the war in

Southeast Asia, and his poems convey active, moral

messages
Blv is the founder ot a magazine called The Fifties,

then The sixties now The Seventies, which has been

effective in returning American literature to the world

community, after decades of literary isolation He has

made the poetry ot Pablo Neruda among other South

American writers, available to the American public

through his translations In 1968 he won the National

Book \uard tor Poetry for his book. The Light \rouml

Ike Bodj

.

Richard Wilbur

Coin 1 1 im

Denise Levertov
Speaks Tomorrow
DENISE LEVERTOV was

born in 1923 in England, and

came to America in 1948 she has

lived m man) parts of Europ
well a> Mexico tor h» ears and

- a Guggenheim Fellow in

.. iated Aith

the Black Mountain group of

poets and has been poetry i

ot ihr Nation lor man
She is the author of Willi t yes al

Ik* Backs si Oui Heads, Jacob's

l.iilitt i and The Sorrow Donee.

Shi active in the anti-war

movement and lias lectured

widely in the I tilted States

IHK THIRD DIMENSION
who d believe me it

! ,.iid They tood and

split me •pen limn

M alp lo « i Otcfc, and

still I in ulive, and

walk ai oinitl pleased with

the sun and all

the aoi Id's bounty. Hone

I simple

,i simple honesty is

nothing but

Hun i the ti •

bide the *ind between

then lea\ fs and

speak in whispei -

I be third dimension

Denise l.evertov

hides itselt

II the roadmen

. rack clones, the

stones .ire stones

lull love

i racked me open

.mil lin

alive lo

till (he late — bill H»l

hunesiv

the wolds

change it. Let it I

hen' in the sweet sun

,i lution. while I

breathe and

change path

Local Poet Reads

William Mailer

3ljr flaftsarlpsflrttB flailg fltollrgtan

Gtt . I it »hp DAILY rOLLEGi AN are on me second Moor o» 'ne S'udenf Union on

i he i,r, v . ode 0100? P^onps are 545 1550 inewsi. 545 0344

i sports i. >ind Ml

ond class pos- , .
• .'AN publishes Mvt

., ,«?,*• .*cept dur nq

• on ana warn period • • idlownq a vacation or

pecod V •• •
. :

nq under the

"
I I ' '

'
''•'

'

DRIVING TO TOWN IMF. TO MAIL A LETTER

It is a cold and snowy night. The main street is

deserted

The only things mux inn are swirls of snow.

\s I lilt the mailbox door. I leel its cold iron

There is a privacy I luxe in this MOW) night.

Driving around. I will waste mure lino
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That he has been to Boston seven

limes in his life lives in Western

Massachusetts, six years in

Amherst, has been, still is a

welfare worker in Springfield,

writes poetry

The Tell

exhuming
these songs, the old bones

are no memory: sharp
bone fragments dig the cry

is one of recognition The song

sings itsell

on

and on

Dean Of American Poets
K1CHAKD WILBUR, one of this

countr) s most articulate and

brilliant poets is the winner ot the

Pulitzer Prize for Poetry as well as

the National Book Award He was

born in New York City in 1921,

served in the 36th Infant!*) Division

m World War 11 A graduate ot

Amherst College, he has taught at

Harvard, Wellesley, and is

current)) a Professor of English at

Wcsleyan Universit) His tran-

slations o! Mohere have I

»idei) acclaimed, and he has

published al le ist I
volumes of

poetry.

Mind in the purest play is like some bat

That beats about in caverns all alone.

Contriving by i kind of senseless wit

Not to conclude against a >vall of stone

It has no need to lalter to explore

Darkly it knows what obstacles are there,

And so may weave md I litter, dip and soar

In perfect course through the blackes' a:r

And his this simple a like perfection
'

The mind is like a bat Precisely >«ave

That in the very happiest intellection

A graceful error may correct the cave

Amini: Diligent Revolt

JOHARI AMINI has spirit, free

spirit capable of yanking her right

up and over the rubble in the road

it she approves But she does not

approve She is diligent revolt A

salted iren/y A freedom ..a

perpetuating sensuousness. with

the trankness unfolding as the lines

gather, until there lit all is. per

fectl) open mm\ delibnite before

you the unman commitment. So

Gwendolyn Brooks about

.lohan Amini, whose book. Lets

(,i> Somewhere, is published by

Third World Press ol Chicago

lile has lieeome n

coming front the night

ol all stars & suns

raining in the heavens u

rosnsng where i waited

alone for dark

iii-v to come to comfort me
will ii enmlorl

in \ womb o kmu
will u revci

me in darkness

will li comfort

me with the

silence ol nightnoises

take me take me
mine then we
will walk when
it is rani we will

walk unspoken

things we will walk
into the exe ol Ml.ili

loll,n I \ III lilt-

Mc Kinley Moore Tonight

Thanks to Aries squeezed through the loins of April

1942.

Kaised in Norfolk. Virginia with much love and

attention.

My work is essentially known through public

readings
Have read and/or directed Black poetry

workshops at gracious Western academies in

western New England and elsewhere

Have not published very much for reasons

skillfullv personal

Am DEEPLY interested in Truth. Fiction and

Piano Preparing all \ for future exposure

I am in love with sound and the scent of the heart

throbbing to its wind the rattle of its shadow there in

the skin s lift to the hallowed energy at the pitch and

ring ol oM
I said to my sell in 1964 that -The POEM should t>o

a thorough integration of flesh and sunlight flesh and

darkness -a fusion Of spirit matter and time in some
alien and ever forming consistency."

Thai * ' the wish and trance of the earl) Ws
Vnd IhC skull still pumps that way

But in the scathing sphere of hug and Feel the

blindman/ the stone/TIN-SOUL- THE- SLAYER
of lost nigger my love/ to thump the heart and bone

of the double-assed cadillac driver-the tenet is

generated to this:

That the spirit of pigs and crippling myths be

destroyed, he who bears the word and vision of the

people the poet-teacher-seer enchanter must
witness the principle of personal power and

creativity which is, that the development and in

tentions of the personality determines a mans effect

upon his environment, and his COSMIC en-

vironment.

When the poet's personality becomes consistent

with the SPIRIT OF LIFE AND RIGHTEOUSNESS
(which is not greedy, capitalistic, depraved, TV
imbued butcher energy of the U.S. >/ when the poet's

personality becomes consistent w ith the SPIRIT OF
LIFE WD RIGHTEOUSNESS is when his WORDS
this thoughts and life desires I shall be the inspiring

creative force of his God-shall be the sharp new
vision and LORDLY voice of THE PEOPLE.

from an address given al American In-

ternational College Vpril !<». IffJ)

Present Your Views Sunday

On Room, Board, Fee Hikes
... i tl..n »« ha nrpcpnl

By BETH GOODELL
MOC Staff

Students are being given the

opportunity Sunday night to

present their views to the Ad-

ministration on the increases in

room, board and lees now expected

for next year. An open meeting of

the Student Senate is to be held at

that time to decide on the Senate's

recommendations for which of

several alternatives the University

should implement in raising the

costs.

Representatives of the Ad-

ministration will attend to present

their reasoning lor the increases

and the alternative plans by which

the necessary funds can be raised.

Vice Chancellors Thomas Campion

and Randolph Bromery have

proposed four alternatives for next

year' board plan and two for the

rent

Following the presentation by

the Administration, students will

be allowed to ask questions and

present different ideas they may

Czech 18 Subject

At Militant Forum
By STEVE FELD

MDC Staff

The Young Socialist Alliance presented speakers Nancy Mazonson.and

Sidney F.neh.rsh discussing the invasion of ^^™*" "^ "

*

consequences including the 18 Czechoslovaks accused of Trotskyist

XTes" The program was held as part of the Militant Forum series.
aC
N^-v MalonsonL in Prague at the time of the »nv.«« "Tte p«ge

w ere almost expecting action of some sort by the Soviet Uniom Theyw ere

surprised when it happened, not that it happened. It was an incredibly

unified all-out effort on the people s part.

X- reason for the invasion, according to Sidney F.nehirsh. was that

the spin? of Prague was spreading. This would obviously endanger the

lx*auroeratic elite of the Soviet Union.' ... a .w„.

urThe Czechoslovakia Eighteen. ' about the^J****^^
thev wee basicallv being accused of being opposed to the Stalinist regime

In ^/echoslavak.a They were convicted on charges of subversion on

u ir.h m Their sentences range from one year to four

Tildav there ?s a mass sentiment of socialist democracy in

CzeThs^wTTt is spreading to the Soviet Union itself. The bureaucracy

u^S^iemd There will be more Prague Springs in the future

ThefdSSdanS were fighting for the ideals of true Commun.sm-which

,s why 1 support their cause." Finehirsh explained

SUG Board Will Use

New Election Method \

The Student Union Governing

Board, going on the premise that

the Board of Trustees will approve

its new constitution, has revised

the methods whereby student

representatives to the Board are

chosen

\ecordmg to Rocky Hodgson,

newlv elected Secretary Treasurer

•>l the Board, it has been felt for

some time that student

representatives to the Board were

not chosen in a representative way

In the past, the method has

iK-en to hold elections, in which the

student body voted for the can

didate of their choice who
represented their academic year,''

he said However judging by last

year's voter turnout, in which

abOttf .;'„ ol a class of iUHMi voted

lor their SUG Board candidate.

elections are not a good way to get

representatives on the Board."

Hodgson outlined the new ap-

proach SUG Board will use to get

delegates

•Representatives from each of

I he student senates will be ap

pointed to the Board. he said

There will be Hi appointees Irom

the Student Senate. 4 from the

Graduate Student Senate, and 1

representative Irom Stockbndge

They will be voting members, as

will' be the three olluers. all

students, and the Alumnae
representative ."

Hodgson added that the present

uon voting members ol the Board.

specifically Building Manager-

Dean ol Students William Field.

\sst Dean of Students Jerry

Scanlon. and \ ice Chancellors

Bromery and Campion will

probably continue in their advisory

capacities

Choose

A Room
May 3-7

Room choosing has been

rescheduled lor the week of May 3-

7. 1971

Monday. May 3 Students who

wish to remain in the room they

lire now occupying may sign up on

(his date

Tuesday, May 4 Students who

wish to move to a different room

within the residence hall in which

I hey art now residing may sign up

on this date

Wednesday thru Friday, May .">

i
Students who wish to move to a

residence hall different Irom the

one m which they now reside may

sign up on this date

have. Also to be presented for

Senate consideration are the

recommendations of an ad hoc

committee of students which has

met with administrators and

directors of several campus ser-

vices to study the plans. The

committee, composed of seven

Student Senators, representatives

of area governments, and a SUG
Board member, has worked to

come up with its own proposals. All

will be considered in the Senate

debate.

The options for board as

presented originally by the Ad-

ministration are the following:

Plan l -Continuation of current 15-

meal plan with additional exemp-

tions lor Southwest residents,

consistent with the rest of the

campus. Special diet ac-

comodations. $S81, a $51 increase;

Plan 2- Choice of a 10-15-meal plan

with same exemptions as Plan 1.

10-meal $.">43, a $13 increase, and

If, meal $<U3, an $K3 increase; Plan

3 Same as Plan 2 except that those

living in dorms but not eating m
dining commons would help pay

lor building cost of commons at

rate ol 182 a student. 10-meal $530,

no increase, and 15-meal $602. a $72

increase. Plan 4-Same as Plan 1

but with exemptions to juniors too.

All living in residence halls but not

eating in commons pay $62

building lee. $tt«». •> ITO increase.

There is one additional option

possible ii seconds were

eliminated, an estimated cost

savings ol SIB per year could be

applied to board rates.

upturns offered in room rent

plans are as lollows: Plan A A $50

increase lor all dorms Traditional

dorms would cost 1550, Southwest

Orchard Hill. Thatcher, and Lewis

would cost S*iin. and suite dorms

would cost $700; Plan B-A $«5

increase lor all types ol dorms The

l75.onu greater than Plan A would

used lor alterations, refur-

nishing, repair, and student

projects

The open meeting to allow

student response to the proposals

will l>e held Sunday at 7 p m in the

Student Union Ballroom

Open Discussions

Part of Greek Week
ByLISACHERNICK

MDC Staff

Last night on the eighth floor of the Campus Center four open

discussion's were held
8

Student HfMimteMfa
Homophile league and Gay Liberation, Free University, and the POW

'XrcusllonlTretonsored by the Greek council as part of Greek

Week.

In conjunction with the prisoner of war issue, mimeographed letters^

the president of Hanoi were displayed for people to sign The tetters asked

for humane treatment ot prisoners ot war and the right ot the Kid\C.rasa

to inspect the camps in North Vietnam. Also, Mr. and Mrs. Norman

rurSsTof Sprinfield and Pat Sullivan a student at U Mass were

available to answer questions concerning the families of *>W s Mr and

Mrs. Hinkley have a son held captive in North Vietnam while Pat has a

brother held there.

Claire Moriartv spoke to about 10 people on the basic tenant of MOBE

She said the main demand of the MOBE is immediate withdrawal of all^ from Southeast Asia. According to Claire, the MOBE feels the best

way to facilitate the end of the war is mass demonstration tactics.

The Student Homophile League and Gay Liberation spoke to about
,

M
small groups of people on the purposes ol the SHL and Uay lid nc-

c^rding to a member of both organizations the SHL is a socially oriented

group where gay people can get together without the usual problems of

fopmg stra.ghtpeople Gay Liberation, the member said, is more a

pohtically oriented organization which is concerned with securing the

legal rights of homosexuals.

Free University was represented by Myrna Schwartz. She answered

questions about the Yellow Sun Food Co-op and the Day ( a. e ( enter, bo h

organizations which are connected to Free University According to

Myrna the idea behind Free University is to get people together lo do

this, she said. Free University communicates and exchanges in-

formation.

SWORREN & PYKE

IN CONCERT
9:30 - 12:30

©i> EngltBl] $ub
FRIDAY SATURDAY

:»o« < n\ i i:

J

Do you want to speak

your mind about the now

and future University of

Massachusetts?

Hearing of Future

University

Friday,

Committee

1-6 p.m.

(il.MMI TIB VSSUMBIV
I lit TIOMtESl ITS

Balboni

Mulligan

Hiinsberry

I'arslow

Byrnes

151

14(1

118

si

Bloodstone

John Adams

5th Floor

TONIGHT 8 p.m.

Bloodstone
|

Colonial Lounge

Open to all members

of the University Community

TELL THE UNIVERSITY

WHERE IT CAN GO
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In The Nation And The World

Vets Still Hold Mall

Police Arrest 108
w VSHINGTON \r Police

arrested 108 in an antiwar veterans

demonstration Thursday on the

Supreme Court steps white other

vets stuck to their Capitol Mall

bivouac in defiance of a court ban

thai was not enforced

The camp itself, a lew hundred

yards from the Capitol, thrived

with visiting congressmen,

speeches, a military style chow

line, lents. some vets toting toy

Mi.,- seeming!) well rested after

sleeping where the court said they

couldn't.

Park police watched the camp

with tacit approval, despite the

court injunction against it But at

the Supreme Court city police

moved in on the demonstrators

after an hour and a halt.

The veterans at tin- court were

protesting the Supreme Court

action upholding the injunction

against their sleepin. pitching a

tent or building a lire on the Mall.

where they have been staving all

week a> a preliminary to Satnr

American Fighter-Bombers

Hit Bases In No. Vietnam

SAIGON M' I s lighter ht»mbers pounded enemy targets m three

areas of Indochina Thursday including surface to air missile positions

inside North Vietnam ,

The missions dominated the war scene, as little s.gn.t.cant ground

action was reported .

Operation Lam Son 720, code name for the latest I S South Viet-

namese drive to smash enemy infiltration and supplies in the A Miau

Yallev bordering Laos, abo produced tew results

Searlv bombers hammered at enemy supply and troop in-

filtration routes and storage areas in the panhandle ot Laos bordering

North Vietnam, in eastern Cambodia, and along and bevond the

demilitarized /one dividing the two Vietnam*

The attacks against the missile sites marked the 1, th time this year and

the sixth this week that U S bombers have flown missions over North

\ letiiamese territory ..

The i S Command terms such raid* "protective reaction and an

inherent right ot sell defense . .

I he strikes were called lor alter pilots reported their thghts were iH-tng

tracked b\ radar, an action the command considers prepatory to tiring

The results ot the air raids remained unknown

Associated 1 Teas < n respondent Holger Jensen reported from La \ ang

Ihere had been no ma jor results thus tar in ( Operation Lam son 720

Gen Vu Van (Iiai. commander ot the South Vietnamese task

force said the purpose of the operation is to block an enemy buildup

during the drj season in the northern region

Mthough termed a combined operation, it was not clear to what extent

\mei ican forces were involved

\ dispatch from Phnom Penh reported that Cambodia troop> claimed

i s killed about 3ti North Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers Wednesday

during an operation 11 miles northwest ot Sva> H.eng Cambodian

casualties were given as 1 7 killed and 16 wounded

V. - gmficant ground action was reported in Laos

In Saigon the I S Command, m its week!) Casualt) report said ....

Vmericans were killed in action last week, an increase ot i4 over the

previous week The report also listed I* Americans wounded in action

during th.- week ending at midnight last Saturday, a drop ot US from the

pic\ ious week
, . . mh.i.

! „e . .port brought to 44 •74 the number ot Americans listed as killed m

Indochina since Jan I. IM1 During the same period, 297.77! \ S troopi

have been wounded and 9,469 have died trom nonhost.le causes such as

"
the "south Vietnamese command said its fOTCCS suflered 4»4 combat

deaths last week, a drop trom SO the previous week The number ot

wounded rose. however trom 1.1K8 to 1.V.2

day's major antiwar protest.

The veterans arrived at the court

singing and chanting 'bring our

boys home, now." and "all we are

saving is gne peace a chance
"

There were some obscenities,

but the tone was generally passive

Twice Capt V \V Coble an

nounced lO the protestors they

were violating federal law

When the police moved in mam
ot the veterans walked to the police

vans in prisoner style, hands

clasped over their heads

Bill Wunan. 23, Boston, had his

friends lake ins wheel chair to the

door of a police van. but the police

i arefull) went around him.

refusing to arrest him Thenheteft

ins chair to sit on the steps, still no

arrest lie lost both legs to a land

mine last \ugust m Vietnam

At eitv jails the I0B, two were

women, were charged with

disorderly conduct, rather than the

more serious charge cited at the

scene obstructing and impeding

uistice. which carries a possible

maximum penaltv ol one >ear in

tail and a >.">.onn fine

Individual bonds ol $10 were set

and the tree veterans their total

strength is around I.UUU set out

to raise the money bv panhandling

and selling blood to blood banks at

$25 a pint

The veterans voted 4H0 to MO to

stay at their campsite Wednesday

Free UMASS Delivery
FROM

RAPP'S DELI
79 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Next door to Peter Pan Bus office

This Week's Delivery Specials
GRINDER
Now $1 00

PASTRAMI
Reg. $109

ITALIAN COLD CUT GRINDER
Reg. $1.15 Now $1.05

SALADS — POTATO, COLE SLAW or MACARONI
Reg. 25C Now 20*

CANNED SODA
Reg. 25c Now 20*

ECLAIRS
Reg. 25C Now 20*

Phone 253-9336 for free delivery

$2.00 minimum from 6-11 every night.

Speciol Prices on Deliveries Only _
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CAMP VISITOR —Sen. Kdward M. Kennedy talks with Vietnam

veterans who are clemonsti atin« against the war at their tamp site

on the Mall in Washington. D.C. Chief Justice Warren K. hinder has

issued an order banning the use of the Mall, the grassv area between

the t apilol and the Lincoln Memorial, hut the veterans have not

moved. I IP Wirephntot

night alter hearing their chiel

lavvver. lormer l S \ttv (ien

Kanisev (lark, advise them to

comply with the strict in

junction

However, some vets eravvled into

their bed rools and their several

tents stood through the night Non

veteran! were asked to leave, and

pickets were posted to watch tor

the police

All along, the veterans' leaders

had maintained that then

resistance would be nonviolent

and non provocative

ISRAELI

MALCA
SATURDY, APRIL 24 8:00 p.m.

MAROM
Cape Cod Lounge

Followed by

ISRAELI SNACK BAR
Help celebrate Israeli Independence Day FREE!

the Top of the Campus

Restaurant now takes

reservations for lunch

and dinner.

LUNCH 11:30 - 1:30

DINNER 5:30 - S, Wed. & Thurs.

5:30 - 9, Fri. & Sat.

just call 549-6000

and ask for ext. 449

Zero Population Growth

Slow Down, World!
1 1 Id. note- 1 his article is the tilth in

a series on overpopulation. The

previous articles attempted to

prove the existence of a serious

overpopulation problem and

highlight unpleasant implications

for the near future if our growth is

not halted. The unlikely possibility

of providing food and resources for

present and future generations was

discussed. This article will present

Ihe main obstacles to slowing

population growth. Vw hwlher

information contact John Maytum

at :»HI-H:>i»7 or George Wilder Yl»-

07UK

>

In some areas of the world, such

as South Asia, there is a

statistical ignorance of the over-

population problem. Even though

there is an obviously large

population density, annual growth

and death rates are inadequately

known Thus a government will not

push a birth control program until

the people demand it, and this the

people w ill not do until everyone is

practically standing on top of one

another.

There is an unconcern for the

problem, even when it is

recognized. In a study done at

Cornell Imversity. and published

under the heading -Population

Control, Sterilization and

Ignorance", over UXK) people were

interviewed 74% of whom were

males. The group included 294

tacultv members. 174 graduate

students. J«i4 upper classmen and

,527 treshmen at Cornell 84% of the

above group generally agreed on

the desirability ol limiting family

size However, a majority (06%)

..,i,l it wanted three children or

more 28% wanted more than :5

children only M% fevered 2

Children and a mere !% expressed

a preference lor one or none. The

chokes <>t those studied appeared

t., he affected in no major way by

sex, marital status, paren

Ihood or professional specialty

Ihe investigators concluded that

the educate.) youth growing up

among us is -either unconcerned

about population growth or. at the

very least, unable or unwilling to

app'lv itsell to the simple arith-

metic ol growth."

There are seltish individuals.

Some persons would have large

families regardless of the eon-

sequences lor mankind

There are those with blind faith

that technology will always

provide an answer-this would

include individuals who anticipate

mankind will ship excess

populations to the moon, our neigh-

boring planets, and to the stars,

even while New York City is

having serious difficulty financing

its own garbage collection.

There are superstitions and

myths. In India outrageous rumors

have arisen about IUD's (in-

trauterine devices) which have

substantially decreased the use of

lUDs in that country. The rumors

were alledgedly spread by an an

American drug company in-

terested in promoting the use of

birth control pills. These rumors

include the following: a. The in-

teruterine loop sticks copulating

couples together, b. It swims

through the bloodstream to the

brain, c. It causes cancer, d. It

gives the man a shock during in-

tercourse.

Two other myths are widely

Ix'lieved. The first, discussed in a

recent article by Isaac Asimov.

holds that motherhood is sacred.

According to Asimov, 'must we

not accept the fact that is our

present world, excessive

motherhood is an evil and. indeed,

genocide'' For a woman to have

more than two children nowadays

is evidence of a frightening and

callous disregard <or. possibly

ignorance i... It is the woman who

deliberately limits her child-

bearing capacity who is now the

worthwhile and noble citizen of the

planet ." The second myth, a

popular one. holds that children

from one-child families become

sheltered, over-loved sissies if

male and over protected and

spoiled if female. But then

much evidence to negate this

stereotype. For example more

than halt the Westmghouse Science

Talent winners have been 'only

children" \n*i so have such

notables as Franklin I) Koosevelt.

Albert Kmstein, Charles land

heigh and Robert Louis Stevenson

There is a belief that national

Size and international power are

positive!) eorrellated

There is a beliet that a large

population will provide more

military security.

There are economic priorities

which compete with potential

population control programs for

government attention and

government spending.

There are priorities for health

programs which compete with

potential population control

programs.
There is a shortage of physicians

and related to this, an

unavailability of certain con-

traceptives in certain parts ol the

world In some areas there are not

enough doctors to insert IUD's or

to perform vasectomies quickly

enough to halt population growth.

There is an incentive for farmers

everywhere to have more children

than city people. Children are an

asset in rural areas where their

labor is especially useful.

Government leaders, our own

being no exception are politically

sensitive to population control

programs.
President Nixon delivered a

message on population and family

planning to Congress on July 18,

l%9 He presented figures which

revealed the magnitude of world

population growth. And he stated

that most informed ob-

servers. ..agree that population

growth is among the most im-

portant issues we face."

But despite his speech the

President subsequently said and

did little about the population

problem. In 1970 an HKW
spokesman insisted that the ad-

ministration had no plans to en-

courage a policy on family size

And President Nixon left the

population explosion unmentioned

m his recent State of the Union

message
The relative unconcern ol me

Administration has been reflected

in recent statements ot highly

placed government officials. In

fate March lf70, Mr H

Uouthakker. a member ol

President Nixon's Council Ol

Economic Advisors, stated that

ihere is little reason to expect

over population lor the world as a

uhoU in the foreseeable future

He characterised the idea of

population control as a possibly

simpleminded panacea and

denied knowledge ot an> casual

relation between growth oi per

capita GNP ."id growth in

population He added that unless

there are specific indications that

population growth interleres with

the attainment ol a desired stall

dard ot living, governments might

do well to be cautious in in-

terlerring with what is essentially

a private matter."

Yet in an article entitled

•Population Control in India",

John Lewis of Princeton Univer-

sitv stated that '...despite Mr.

Uouthakker, there is no real

question in India that, at least for

the next lu or 15 years the growth

ol per capita GNP and of the birth

rate will be inversely related."

According to an article in the

Population Bulletin "the single

most definitive achievement of the

population community in 1970"

was the passage, in both the Senate

and House, of two companion

family planning bills. The bills

would have made family planning

services and information available

to every woman in the U.S.,

regardless of income. Services

would have included birth control

pills and other means of con-

traception along with con

sulfations, examination, in

struction and referral to other

medical programs wh
f/<j

neeessarv $:M7 million was iunded

lor use over a period of three years

after consideration by a con

lerence committee and final Uoor

votes

Despite formal approval by the

President and both houses, Daniel

Flood (DPa), chairman of the

HKW Appropriations Sub-

committee of the House

adamently refused to permit any of

the money authorized to be ap-

propriated. Flood cited the Ad-

ministration's refusal to formally

request money. But a recent

editorial in the NY. Times stated

that "...a White House

memorandum sent to

Congressional leaders last mon-

th, killed Senate efforts to ap-

propriate the supplemental family

planning funds

D Fdgar Berman, once a special

assistant on health problems for

Vice President Humphrey,

recently stated that a voluntary

approach to birth control has been

totally ineffective and that

• luiids without laws will not

reduce the population growth rate

last enough Congress knows

this...", he said, "but timorously

continues to subsidize local clinics

and well meaning academicians

He concluded that we must limit

families by law

Final Exam Schedule

To Appear Monday

SUMMER JOBS/RESORTS
The U.S. Resort Council in

cooperation with resort and

vacation bureaus throughout

America and representing sevet.il

hundred members is now accept

mg resumes of college students

and graduates interested in sum

mer work who have some expe

nence relevant to the following

positions: waiter/waitress,

kitchen help, pool personnel,

child care, athletics and recrea

tion, office work; etc. Resort

work offers an opportunity to

earn reasonable income in a

pleasant atmosphere and a

chance to meet a variety of

people. To have your resume

distributed to these organi/a

tions use this exact form:

(1) Name (2) Age (3) School mi

dress and phone and date leaving

school (4) Relevant experience

(5) 2 personal references

(6) Areas preferred (71 Positions

desired (8) dates available (9) 2

or more applicants wishing to

work together Send this mtor

mation typed or clearly pun

with $7.00 for printing and dr.

tribution to: US Resort Coun

cil. 1472 Broadway. N Y
,

NY.

10036 - All resumes must he

received by May 3, 1971

Think Twice About This

Dr WavneKriar. Chairman of

the Department of Biology at The

Kings College. Briarcliff Manor.

NY., will be speaking Saturday. 2

P M in the Hampshire Room, SU.

Dr. Kriar recently has had two

papers published as a result of his

work with turtles. One was in

connection with his trip to the coast

of Surinam, South America, taken

with the help of the National

Geographic Society.
.

For the past 10 years Dr. I riar

has been obtaining blood samples

to help in the improvement of the

classification system for turtles.

His address in the Student Union

will be in the form of a lively Bible

symposium, "Have Youth Thought

Twice''" - Creation or Evolution

- Which?
Dr Friar received his MA at

UMass and his PHD at Rutgers

University.

Urban Teacher Training Program

Want to intern in an inner-city area?

Then you should discover CUETEP (Center for Urban Educa-

tion Teacher Education Program) for juniors and seniors -

starts September, 1971.

Intern at Parkway in Philadelphia, Brooklyn, New York, New

Haven, Conn., Patterson, N.J., Boston, Springfield and

Worcester, Mass.

If interested contact Center for Urban Education, 201 School

of Education Building.

Deadline for applications: Tuesday, April 27, 1971 - 12 noon.

Hello...

This is to announce, with great

sadness and remorse, that on

Monday, April 26, copies of the

linal exam schedule will be ready

and available somewhere on

campus.

Year End Hillel Parent - Student Brunch

STUDENTS ond FACULTY 50« — with or w.thout porents in tow.

Soeoker: DR. GERALD BERKOWITZ

ONE OF THE LAST GROUP OP HOSTAGES TO BE RELEASEO PROM LAST YEARS AIRPLANE HIJACKINGS

TO JORDAN

Commonwealth Room, S.U.

11:00 AM
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Interns Gain Experience

Working With Legislature

ByANNESTADNICKI
MDC Staff

The Government department is accepting ap-

plications for its Undergraduate Legislative In-

ternship Program, under the co-ordination of

Professor Robert A Shanley.

The internship program is a one semester.
6_

credil independent study program offered through

the government department It allows three junior

or senior political science majors to gain "valuable

experience in practical government and politics in

the State House in Boston" according to Shanley

Choten bv a selection committee of three

government professors and three students interns

trom previous years, the students must have a 2.5

cumulative average in their government courses to

be eligible to apply. Those majors with a lower

average will need a letter of recommendation from

one of their political science professors Shanley

said

The spring semester of each year is the internship

period Shanley said the student works with the

legislator of his choice at the State House

Intern work is supervised by a UMass political

science professor and by the representatives office.

To earn the six credits the intern must write two

papers on the work he does on the committees and

in the legislators
-

offices.

Applicants must also enroll for an additional nine

Southwest U.S. Drought

Major Agricultural Disaster

credits of regular academic work at UMass Boston

Living arrangements in Boston must be worked out

by the individual students.

This semester's interns are Leo Clark, Jeffrey

Bolger. and Howard Hurley They are serving as

aides in the offices of Representative Felix

Perrault, Senator Andrea Nuciforo and

Representative John Buckley, respectively.

Leo Clark listed speech writing, research on bills,

attending committee hearings and handling con-

stituent complaints as some of the duties of an in-

tern

He said the value of internship lies in the op-

portunity it provides for a student to test the

theories he has learned in class against the real

operation of a functioning legislature.

it allows for a great deal of dialogue and in-

teraction between the student and practical

politician,'
-

Clark said.

Professor Shanlev said that the close work with

the individual legislator allows the student to see

the real responsibilities a legislator has

The atmosphere and unwritten rules of how a

legislature works is also part of politics, and it is a

part we can't teach in the classroom, and this is

where internship can be a valuable experience.''

Shanlev added.

Interested students should contact Prof Shanley

in 202 Thompson Tower during pre-registration

week

.

.

DALLAS. Tex. (AP> A
drought that U.S. Secretary of

Agriculture Clifford Hardin terms

a major agricultural disaster'' in

parts of the Southwest gave no

indication Thursday of ending.

And half a continent away,

Florida remained in the grip of a

prolonged dry spell

The dry weather has stretched

into western Kansas, dried farm

ponds in Missouri and was causing

concern among foresters in

Pennsvlvania, Texas. Ohio,

Arizona, New Mexico, Mississippi,

Ceorgia, North and South Carolina

and Tennessee.

Wheat was being plowed under in

parts of Texas, Oklahoma and

South Dakota because there wasn't

enough rain for it to grow.

Scattered thunderstorms in the

past two weeks have eased a

crucial situation in San Angelo,

Tex , but the hit and-miss down

pours failed to blanket the hard-hit

state They came too late to save

most winter wheat or to prevent a

heavy sell-off of cattle lacking

drinking water and grazing.

West Texans still were dragging

out their favorite, time-honored

quip:

•When Noah got his flood, we got

halt an inch.''

Before the rains, two million

acres of Texas farmland had

suftered wind erosion this year

because ol dry soil, very little crop

cover and high winds.

The Texas drought began seven

months ago. Many West Texas

areas had no rain of consequence

until the recent scattered showers.

The Dust Bowl area of Oklahoma

and Texas Panhandle famous in

the 1930s, may be in the best

condition in the Southwest because

of late winter snows.

Secretary Hardin toured parts of

Texas and Oklahoma Wednesday

to look at the problem and an-

nounced that 39 Texas counties and

\H> m Oklahoma will receive federal

aid.

Gov. Preston Smith wants 147

Texas counties declared disaster

areas, a designation that goes

beyond Hardin's order

Florida's drought has led to

many water saving measures.

Waitresses in some places were

told not to serve water to diners

unless they asked. Lawn sprinkling

was banned or restricted

Irrigation is limited.

The fresh water shortage has

been further complicated by

seepage of salt water into some

city supplv systems.

Raintall" in South Florida since

i ictober has been about five inches

compared with a normal of nearly

20. In Jacksonville in northern

Florida, rain is half of normal.

Rally To Defend Angela

Tonight at Smith College

A rallv to defend Angela Davis will be held at 7:30 tonight in Sage Hall

at Smith College Two representatives from Black Women to Free Angela

will speak, and a film about Angela's extradition from New York to

California will be shown

Miss Davis a black Communist and former assistant professor of

philosophy at the University of California, is presently on trial in

California She faces charges of murder, kidnapping, and conspiracy to

murder and kidnap It is alleged that she purchased the guns used in an

attempt to free three black prisoners at Marin County Courthouse last

summer which resulted in three deaths. Under California law the pur

chaser of the guns may be held equally responsible for a crime

The rally is being sponsored bv the Smith College Committee to Free

Angela as part of the nation-wide effort to win freedom for Professor

Davis and other political prisoners.

UM Publications Host

Collegiate Press Day

Get Tapped
On Sunday. April 25th. at 9:00

p.m the 1971 members of Mortar

Board will be tapping the newly

selected members Over a hundred

applications were reviewed on the

basis of scholarship, leadership

and service.

Applicants are requested to be at

their place of residence. A short

pledging ceremony will take place

in the Colonial Lounge following

the tapping

Bells & Dress Flares
ALL PERMA PRESS by

LEVIS®
From ONLY $7.00!!

Plus

HUNDREDS OF SHIRTS TO
COMPLIMENT THEM

Thompson 9

s
Clothing Store
AMHERST CENTER

The lust annual National

Collegiate Press Day at I'M

Friday and Saturday. April Z\ and

J4. will be attended by student

editors from institutions <>t higher

.•ducat ion throughout New
England

llosi-, ot the two day colloquium

are the National Council of College

Publications Advisors tNCCPA)
and I he tour I'Mass student

publication The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian, newspaper, the

Index senior yearbook; Yahoo.

humor magazine; and Spectrum,

literal*) quarterly.

Theme <»t the conference will be

A Free and Responsible Campus
Press In a Free and Responsible

i ampus society " and will be set at

i two-hour convocation beginning

the conference .it 7 p.m April 23.

Coordinating the program are

ociate dot Dano Polttella ot

i In- UMass English and Journalistic

>tu<iics departments and Prof

I
1' Elliott Smith ol Massasoit

Community College, chairman of

NCCPA District I

National Collegiate Press Day.

set bv Congress as the last

Saturday in April, is the second

day of the UMass meeting. At-

tending will be student editors ot

newspapers, yearbooks and

magazines; as well as faculty

isors to campus press and

. presentatives ot collegi ad

ministrations

The Saturday meetings will be

•

1<u) sessions segregated by

j„ti roups The -

include editorial discussions for

newspaper. yearbook. and

magazine stalls, business and

advertising matters; production

problems; linancing of the student

presa; and student administration

relationships

Invitations to the conference

have been extended to 'anyone

WHO is interested in the growing

student press held
"

BACK FROM WINTER CARNI

"FEATHERBED **

plus light show by OZARK

Campus Center Aud.

Saturday, April 24

I dollar donation

8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

(Sponsored by 5 AM)

IT'S ANNIVERSARY TIME
Our Second

DAILY — THURSDAY, April 22nd

thru

SATURDAY, May 1st

RADIO SHACK is giving away 5

Pocket

Radios

COME IN - REGISTER - NO OBLIGATION

RADIO SHACK
318 College St. — Amherst

(4 mile east of Amherst College on Rte. 9)

plus

many tempting

ANNIVERSARY

SPECIALS

< XX S„K BK KK< YCKI.-Kor the past ~~*^g^ag^Mi^^S!:!
!2SS£Sr^:ittK^JKKiS^SS Photo by Sieve SchmUl,

Boggs Denounces Hoover

Calls For Resignation

WASHINGTON (AP)-House

Majority U'ader Hale Boggs of

Louisiana, calling again for the

icsignation of FBI Director Edgar

J Hoover, said Thursday the FBI

is moving toward thought control

ot the American i>eople

In I speech to the House

lolhm mg up his earlier request for

Hoovei s resignation. Boggs said

,111 apathetic Congress has per-

mitted the FBI U>expand its spying

practices unchecked

"Over the postwar vears." he

said, "are have granted to the elite

and secret pouc« withinour system

vast ne« powefi over the lives and

liberties ot the people
."

Boggf'l speech, which u.i~-

awaited as Ins answer to demand!

ot Hoovera defenders thai he otter

prooi ot his charges thai the FBI

tapped the phones of congressmen,

uent behond his earlier remarks

in its denunciation of Hoovei and

the FBI.
||«' said telephone company

investigators had found evidence

that the phone in his home had

been tapped, and he repeated other

alleged instances ot FBI sur

veillance that have come to light in

recent davs

But the mam thrust of his speech

was an assertion that the liberties

ol Americans have been un

dermmed by the secret activities ol

the FBI.

\tty Gen. John \ Mitchell, in a

reply to Boggs original charges,

said Let me repeat

categorically : The FBI has not

tapped the telephone of any

member of the House or Senate,

now or in the past
"

Over the years. Boggs said.

< ongress has been surrendering Ml

duty of oversight over bureaus,

agencies and organizations in the

federal government "which are

most sensitively involved with the

lives and liberties ol the people
*

We have authorized and per-

mitted the bureaus and agencies to

assume powers that belong to

Congress.' he added.

"We have established the rule ot

the dossier

VY.' have coiilerred respec

lability upon the Informer.

We have sanctioned the use ol

bribes ami payments to titisen to

Bpy upon citizen

"We have consented to the BC

cuaed bring itemed the right to

confront lu> accuser

But this is not .ill "

No member ol the House. Boggs

»aid. knows or tan know with

certainty which or how many such

bureaus Mid agenriri may be

m\olved in clandestine BC-

Hviti. not subject to

"meaningful reporting

Neither can any member ol the

House know with certainty, he

added. what the bureaus and

agencies involved with the liberties

ot the American people may be

doing"
Boggs emphasised that he was

speaking "only tor myself" and not

in his capacity as majority leader

of the House He is a Democrat

congressman from Louisiana.

•| have not asked and do not ask

that members of my own party

associate themselves with either

ni\ request or my remarks, except

as their own private convictions

ma\ move them to do so."

our apathy in this Congress,"

he said <>ur silence in this House,

our very lear ot speaking out in

Other forums has watered the roots

and hastened the growth ol a vine

ol tyranny which is ensnaring that

Constitution and Bill of Rights."

Haiti's 'Papa Doc' Dies

Teenage Son Succeeds
I.., in u I'HIV iMlaiti (APi-The era of Francois "Papa Doc

, .'.I',-MS ^Thursday and a now one was launched by h,s

"ESSiS"*! who mixed voodooism and intrigue to make him dictator

nouncement said he had been ®to^™*£L,
successor bis chubby

The official radio announced that his disignatid sikcim.ui.ni .

politics, the implication was that there is strong gl

U

anig a

him. Jean Claude was designated president lor hie. as was h£latner

Neither palace announcement nor the radio gave the caused

Duval.er's death '.hey withheld the announcement tor alio ,t
1 ^

Duvalier s health had failed after a series of strokes. He also suturea

f

Twas*uSS that the announcement of Duvalier s death came on April

B in.val.er considered the 22nd day of the month lucky He assumed he

presidency Sept 22. 1957, and often made important decisions on that day

0t

{aerTe announcement of Duvaliers death and the transfer of power

to Jean Claude, a first-year law student at the National University of

Haiti the radio Dlaved funeral music.

pSrt au Prince was quiet. Many Haitians seen on the streets were

nrviM The nalace guard band played somber music.
tf

Jean C aude .nade'his first appearance after being swornibrtcioU.ce in

the morning. He emerged from the presidential palace to the garden in

front and w as cheered and applauded by a large crowd.

U wasT reported that Duvaliers body would lie in state so the public

.•mild nav its last respects, but no details were made public

Tn^new Cabinets foreign secretary ,s Andnen Haymonda brother

of Gen. Claude Raymond, chief of the armed forces genera
1

staff.

Luckner Cambronne. a former minister forced out of politics by

Duvalier. is the new secretary of interior, defense and police

All other Cabinet members are known as friends of the Duval.er

f

*n*Lm because of declining health that Duvalier announced last

Januarv thS son wouW succeed him The national legislature adopted

an amendmin o the constitution that month lowering the minimum age

of a president from 40 to 18 The amendment was overwhelmingly ap

V^ 1̂̂ ^!^ â^ Jim H made him president

lor hie to carry on what he called "the Duvaher.st revolution^

Duvalier ruled with an iron fist, shot many of his opponents and made

enemie wVo pSted against him. but managed to nde out each crisis and

died in bed. a luxury not allowed many of his predecessors

chubbN

HAPPY HOURS

me English $ub

Financial Aid Director

Speaks At CCEBS Seminar

JSE itSttST4S^^
cTenns seminar for the staff of the CCEBS program on Thursday. Apnl

^Jrfaa^thltedtfMt at the University there were three major areas of

f.n^ca^ theseare: scholarships; grants; and

rns He discussed with the CCEBS staff how each of these areas appled

o the Unliemitv as a whole, to the disadvantaged students and the

nmnlexities of the married students needing financial aid

£KTc£nges that have taken place during the past four years

Morr^gavl"he class a brief historical survey of f.nancial a.d ser-

*tn^ySk^^ the main topics for discussion Where the

or^rabn dinar comes from and how it is spent was discussed at great

-t^^^^^^^^^^r, -a. ma.

E'iss'eV;1^2™SK informative and sensitive to the needs

of the CCEBS program

Some
research
'experts'

say you can't

taste the

difference

between
beers...

blindfolded.

What do you say?

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC • ST IOUIS

v.
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Room To Move

Questionnaire On Drugs, Lecture Upcoming
Some time in the next week about 2000

Students of I Mass will receive a form in the

mail asking each student to anonomously

describe his drug use and some of the

changes in his attitude over the last few

years. The form purports to come from a

sociology class led by Peter Park. It does.

The form will be sent to students selected at

random It would have gone to everybody,

but they couldn't get enough money for that.

So don
:

t get uptight because you get one.

A lot of work has gone into guaranteeing

the anonymity of the people responding to

the form The amount of background

material asked for has been trimmed

substantially from what was first proposed

t If you still" feel that a question could be

identifying to you, leave it blank.) Only

Peter Park wilfhave the list of to whom the

forms are mailed, and he will destroy it

after the mailing is completed. No one

outside the class will see the actual forms

when they come in Only the compiled

figures will be made public.

The study is important, we believe,

because statements and actions by people in

relation to the subject of drug use are

usually so clouded by myth and emotion We
have as one of our basic operating principles

at Room to Move that people are entitled to

honest objective information about drugs

upon which to base their own decisions We
think that the study by Peter Parks class

will supply this kind of information to the

lommunity

There is another aspect of information

about drug use which we Uhe staff of Room

to Move* would find useful. We are con-

stantly in training to do what we do better.

One thing we do is help people on bummers.

After the training we expect to get into with

Stan Grof this week, it would be really

helpful to us if we had some write-ups of

peoples experiences on bad trips or on trips

thai were really important to their lives. We
need to have "as broad a sample of ex-

periences to refer to in our training so that

we will be more likely to be able to un-

derstand what's happening with the dif-

ferent people we see who are bumming.

Writing up a trip can be much more useful to

the person who is doing the writing than

most people realize. If you write up a

bummer, it is quite possible that you will get

a better understanding of the issues which

contributed to your bumming out. If you

keep a record of your experiences with

psychedelics over a period of time, you will

have a sort of illustrated map of your own

inner processes and growth We will be glad

to try to help you make some sense out of

what vou write if you want us to. (Even if

you don't bring it to us. write it up for

y ourself . >

We would be really grateful for these

recordings in any form which people want to

do them If you want to find out more about

what we need or if you just want to talk

about your experiences, come by the center

(Saturday evening when Dan Brown is on

might be the best time).

WORLD AUTHORITY ON L8DT08PEAk

HERE „ .

Next Monday. April 26, will be an ex-

tremely important day for drug education

here at the University. Dr. Stamslav Grof

will be the guest of Room To Move, and we

cannot express enough the importance of his

visit Dr Grof is without question the world

authority on LSD and other psychedelic

drug therapy. Formerly, Dr. Grof served as

a leading research psychiatrist at Research

Psychiatry Center, Prague, Czech-

oslovakia, and is now Chief of Psychiatric

Services. Maryland State Psychiatric

Research Center. Baltimore. Maryland. The

Baltimore research center is itself

significant because it is one of the very few

centers remaining in this country which is

actively conducting LSD research on human

beings. , .

Dr. Grof is not as well known popularly as

he should be because he hasn't published

extensively-even in professional journals as

of yet; nor has he gotten entangled in the

popularized and distorted mass media

debates on LSD However, he is now ac-

tively involved in lecturing and has written

a book which is scheduled to be available

early next year. I have had the privilege of

seeing parts of this book and personally

believe that it is undoubtedly the most

ingenious material ever to be written on the

subject We anticipate its publication date.

Dr Grof has become world authority by

personally guiding over 1900 LDS sessions

over fifteen years. From this work he has

been able to chart out the possibilities for

experience in the psyche so as to develop

expertise to predict and guide the

progression of an LDS experience. He has

worked with a gamut of subjects: normal

subjects, neurotics, schizophrenics,

alcoholics, drug addicts, artists, musicians,

psychotherapists, as well as experiencing

those realms of the psyche with the drug

himself.

Dr. Grof will speak at 8:00 P.M. at the

Student Union Ballroom on "LDS and the

Great Religions of the World." He will share

with us some fascinating stories of his

patients' reliving and participating in great

moments of religous history and reliving

through symbolic expression past rein-

carnations. He will also show slides drawn

by his patients which represent the other

realms to which his patients ventured. After

the lecture, he will be available for

questions.

We urge ALL to attend this lecture:

anyone who has ever taken a psychedelic

drug and all those interested in the extent of

psychedelic drug usage, we request to at-

tend There is far too much misinformation

on psychedelic drugs-here is a chance to

hear and bring questions to perhaps the

world's authority. He is truly the Master and

Guide of internal states and experience

Don't miss this lecture.

Bishops Say 'No'

KbSui. legSTature&* would make it legal to provide b.rth con.rol

information to unmarried persons.

In'a prepared statement released Thursday the bishops said

'•Making contraceptive advice and service legally available to the

unmarried condones' premarital sexual experience and encages

promiscuity Moreover it compromises existing criminal laws

mnhihitine extra-marital sexual intercourse
P

rhe slafemem was signed by Archbishop Humberto S Mede.ros of

Boston and eight other bishops.

Northeast

Here This
outstanding engineering

students trom the Northeast will

meet at the UMass Friday and

Saturday. April 23 and 24, for the

North Fast Regional Student

Conference of the American In-

stitute of Aeronautics and

\stronautics (AIAA).
Twenty-seven graduate and

undergraduate technical papers

will be presented Twelve will be

chosen lor awards, to be presented

Saturday at an awards luncheon

The conference is sponsored by the

1 Mass department of mechanical

and aerospace engineering and the

I Mass student branch of AIAA.

Dr Robert L Gluckstern.

provost and vice-chancellor for

academic affairs, will open the

conference with remarks at 8 am
Friday; Dean Kenneth G. Picha of

the UMass Engineering School will

speak at the Friday luncheon John

R Dixon, head of the department

of mechanical and aerospace

engineering, will present awards

O Hugo Schuck of the Tran-

Engineers

Weekend
sportation Systems Center in

Cambridge will be the guest

speaker at a dinner.

Unique types of aircraft will be

displayed for the students at

tending the conference Friday

beginning at 2 p.m. On display at

LaFleur Airport in Northampton

will be a Scorpion helicopter, a

Benson Gyrocopter, a sailplane

and a STOL or short take off and

landing aircraft Prof Duane
Cromack is conference director

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

"TAKE

THE

MONEY

AND

RUN ff

WITH

JACKSON
— SAT., APRIL 24, S:00

AT SMITH— SAT., APRIL 24, 8:45
SPRING POETRY
FESTIVAL - U.MASS.
M All Alt AI I>— SUN.. APRIL 25. 9 p.m.
U.MASS. POND

MULTIMEDIA
SIMULTANEOUS

CONCRETE POET

MAC LOW

WILL YOU HAVE AN EXTRA

$160 TO SPEND NEXT YEAR?

WOODY

ALLEN

Sat. April 24

5(V

RENTS AND FEES ARE GOING UP AND COULD

TOTAL AN INCREASE OF UP TO AN EXTRA $80.00

PER SEMESTER

There will be an open senate meeting discussing alterna-

tives, Sunday with administrators and students at 7:00 in the

Student Union Ballroom.

7:00 9:30 p.m.

SU Ballroom

SPONSORED BY THE
NEWMAN CLUB
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CEQ Close-up-

North Pleasant
By the CEQ

Blight is the process that leads to the creation of a slum We see this

process underway on North Pleasant St. Visual and physical

deterioration is psychologically depressing to live near as well as

sometimes being dangerous to health. Yard clean-up can make available

space for recreation that you never thought you had.

Who is Responsible?
LANDLORDS: will not make improvements because they cost money

and will cause property tax increase

TOWN OK AMHERST & STATE OF MASS: are responsible for

property tax policy which reinforces landlords for not making repairs

and keeping up maintenance,
sit DKXTS aii' still responsible for the crap that they clutter up a

place with: it takes a minimum amount of time and effort to clean up junk

around the yard so a few blades of grass and a tew flowers can brighten

\ our days The returns are more than worth the effort Vou are not really

aiding and abetting the landlord because without constant maintenance a

\ aid will iv\ erl to an unmanageable tangle by the time you leave.

I Hi: i \i\Kitsm responsible because of its housing policies

towards oil campus housing. Subsidized student housing would alleviate

private landlords and in entives and/or pay for permanent maintenance

personnel could be worked out

[He University is also responsible for priorities pertaining to students

and the campus environment. Do we cater to conventions or classrooms?

i E.Q. Coalition tor Environmental Quality) sees this as a respon-

sibility in that the environment in which students live is badly

deteriorating in this ana We propose a compromise: a coalition of

landlords and student residents. CEQ will provide information, know-

how and mediation tor students who want to better environment.

Certain repairs can be easily done by landlords and much of the work

can be done by students All vou need is time, tools and materials. Design

advise on car" park problems might be gotten from lanscape architecture

students Pruning problems can be easily delt with by students of ar-

borculture at St<» kbridge. If you approach your landlord with positive

proposals he might concede to supplv materials and tools In any case,

• all us if vou are concerned and need help C E.Q. will help to provide

to improve your living conditions, if you so desire. Call 5-0618.

i asanas t enter <i Plat* trees whew Ihej are needed and not

where tbej Impress visiters end brass, it) Put sidewalks where they

ire needed instead <»i where the architect thought that they looked

line.

.1 U kM .

m V Pleasant St. Landlord Daniel Ray. House needs repairs and painting. The yard needs pruning

and cleaning-up and there's a car parking problem.

Lambda CM Alpha aim area l ar parking problem and lue hasard efuse m adjaiaiag lots.

On -

III V Pleasant St. Landlord D II. Jones House needs repairs, junk needs u. he picked up had lo.

hazard.

The Problems

1011

north pleasant st. N>

j'.hi North Pleasant Si

Landlord Ruder
im North Pleasant si

Landlord Daniel Hay

Clean up yard and pruning

II Park Problem

;n4 N Pleasant

Landlord William Aubin

House repair; (Hanging guttei

Clean up yard & pruning

Painting

ZETA M
Install Bathtub

Prune backyard
i ar Park Problem

MB \ Pleasant si

landlord Mulcahy

( ai Park Problem
t lean up Iroiil yard

KAM.LAMBA DELTAKHI, 1'dl \

KAPP1 Pill

Bad ai patk problem

Recommend join! fralernit)

enturei

TEy
(lean up .aids K. lake |in k QUI <>!

cellar W8) tire ha/aid

ii'. Pond & Green
i ,t ity ol M « Om
monwealth of \l

< ..i ai '>il Campus Green m
inngeson recre itionan ind

up prrciou ,
prevents urass

from gr< wing
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Harsh Words
In tours more common to an anti-war rally or a Spiro Agnew lam-

kostiM Glenn Filers look the floor of the Faculty Senate yesterday al-

l,. noon and derided that hod> lor tr>ing to create what he termed "an

acadennc empire on this campus. The Student Senate President, hard >

subdued in his lame duck role, hit on an issue which has drawn only

sporadic attention but which is of specific importance.

It would be casN to neglect Elters words as those of bitterness from a

trader who did not KMeve in his term of office many of the things which

In- h ail hoped vel with his experience in faculty relations, it is unfair to

make this classification. Instead, the bitterness of his words was likely

more a manifestation of his disappointment in the body he was ad-

dressing an organization which has neglected, or perhaps hidden, its

dutv to the students of this campus Though his charges of academic

l iicteM and visions ol senatorial militarism might have been a bit hard

,„, mam to slomach. his ideas obviously needed such a forceful carrier.

The r acuIlN Senate has indeed failed in bringing about the academic-

changes needed and in the process has transformed itself into an ivory

lower legislature, onlx casually glancing at the hounding student masses

below and then quietlv returning to its academic cells. It must be easy o

loi ncl or at least overlook the fad that students should have a major role

in their own education.

I he I im ersitx Senate appears now to be a thing of the past and for this

mm it appears unlikelx that students are soon to gam any more in-

llunur with the facultx or its representatives. Let (.lenn hlter s harsh

uords serve, though, as a foreshadowing of things to come. This

academic stone wall has existed long past its usefulness and as Klters put

it. We shall no longer tolerate it.*'

I used to know a guv named Billy Chatham who

loved crowds. He was the kind of person who would go

to a baseball game and spend more time downstairs

meeting people and standing in the hot dog lines than

upstairs watching the game.

He loved to go places in a crowd-it was that sense ol

community that envelopes a person and locks him into

a sort of group spirit that he loved about crowds. It

was this unified feeling of excitement that drove him

to go to Washington in 1967 with the first great march

against the war in Vietnam.

Billy was never very political. It certainly wasn t

any feeling of devotion that made him drive eight

hours to Washington. But. when he got there. Billy

Chatham found himself in the middle of a great

political movement, one which was just beginning to

interest the millions of Americans who rarely react to

anything political outside of a voting booth.

He found himself in a crowd of people who were halt

crazed because of a political cause. Billy found

himselt tagging along for the hell of it. without really

caring about whv all the other people were there.

Billy Chatham saw a cross section of theAmencan

Left during the March, a cross section of the Left, a la

l%7 The academicians were there, sipping gin and

wearing tweed sportcoats. And the 1967 flower

children were there too. They wore colored clothing

and some of them smoked marijuana They talked

about love and brotherhood and winning hearts first

and minds later and they were the weirdos of the

movement There weren't very many of the kind ol

people who might now be branded revolutionaries, lor

this was 1967 and things were just beginning

Draft card burning was just beginning to get

popular in 1967 and people hadn't begun to listen to

acid rock tape casettes quite yet -the big songs in 196<

were "All You Need Is Love'' and "Light My Fire.

Lvndon Johnson was still President, and he was one

ot the most popular conversation topics during the

March Another topic was how funny the Smothers

Art Buchwald

•Of Courac You Can Ha ><- Time For Replj -

When Ami If Von Can Gel Back In Power'

Brothers were.

Emotions in 1967 were a little bit more tame than

emotions in 1970 or 1971 . People did scream and people

did cry but very few people talked about real, outright

revolution 1967 was still in the era when it was

fashionable to talk about things like working within

the svstem and changing things from within.

But with the comparitively mild surface rhetoric of

1967 there was also the agony of Vietnam which really

hasn't changed much in the past four years. The

arguments have changed and the voices have become

louder, but the agony, the horror, is still the same.

Billy Chatham went down to Washington to be in a

big crowd in 1967 and came away talking about

everything that he had seen. He was confused. He

thought about Vietnam for the first time in his life, and

Billv Chatham began to talk about politics with an

interest that he had never displayed in the past. Billy

had gone to Washington with the crowd and had come

back wishing that he had not gone.

The march had made him think and he would now

have to make a decision. In 1968 he was drafted. Had

he not gone to the March, had he never tagged along

just to be in a crowd, he now would have just gone into

the Army without a second thought. But now he

worried "not just about the possibility of going to

Vietnam but also about his role in the Army, his part

in something which, for the first time in his life, he had

begun to question

But Billv went into the Army anyway. He wrote me

a letter alter a month saying that he had made a

mistake and that he should not have gone in He hated

the people, he hated the war. and he felt sure he would

go to Vietnam
,

,

.

,

It he had a chance. Billy Chatham would probably

be going to Washington this week He would not be

going just to be with a crowd. He would be going

because of his hatred for the war.

But Billv will not go to Washington in 1971. He came

back from Vietnam last year in a box.

Rummyed Reactions

WASHINGTON 'Good

evening, comrades This is Wo
Pang ot the Mao Tze-tung

Broadcasting System in Peking

Seated with me in our studio

tonight are the members of the

Peoples Republic of China Gin

Kuramy team Last week, in an

unprecedented diplomatic move.

the Americans invited our team to

visit the United States to compete

in the Gin Rummy Mixed Doubles

(lassie at Pebble Beach. Calif

This is the first time that citizens of

the Peoples Republic of China

were permitted behind the Nylon

Curtain and we would like to ask

them their impressions of what

they saw in this most mysterious of

all Western countries.

"Let us begin with Tai Bun. the

captain of the gin rummy team

Comrade Bun. what impressed you

the most about your visit to the

United states'"

•The Iriendliness of the

American people. Everywhere we

went, people said. We may not

agree with what your government

stands lor. but we really like

Chinese lood.
"

Comrade bo Song Did you find

people Wt IIthe American
clothed?"

•The older people seemed to

have enough clothes, but the young

people were very poor All the

young people we saw had torn

pants, dirty sweat shirts and none

ol them had any shoes Our

translator said that the young

people in America preferred to

dress this way, but we knew this

was capitalistic propaganda Why

would people who could afford it

walk around in their bare feet"

Comrade Bu Wong Did the

American! let you see everything

\ou asked to see'

No they didn't. They were very

Careful lO lei us see only the things

they wanted us to see For

example, they wouldn't let us Ml
Los Angeles

What reason did they give""

•They said no one could see Los

Angeles because of the smog They

said on most days even people who
lived there couldn't see it They

expected us to swallow this story."

"'Comrade Ho Toy Do you also

I eel the Americans tried to prevent

you from seeing what you wanted

to see""

>:•:
'.'.'.

'••>'.

'

Earth Week, 1971

Nothing could be more gratifying than the knowledge that so
|

many young Americans are taking such an active part in \m
\

proving the quality Of life in America And it gives me special

pleasure during this Earth Week to applaud these constructive

efforts to answer one ol the most challenging crises to face our

nation in this century

It i< imperative that we make our reparations now for the

damage we have done to oui air, our land and our water; and it is

crucial thai Americans <>i all ages and walks of life - oopei

.

work together toward this goal None cot etter suited to

dive inspiration Initiative and fresh ideal to this movement tl

x .,„ young people and « o I
a much con-

ionand

in the eventual realization ol th

Ms warme I

...

•X:

1

Yes But they were very clever

about it They said we could go

,in\ a here we wanted to, so one da>

I asked to go lor a drive in the

countryside They took me on a

road winch they call a Ireeway We
traveled five miles in tour hours

and b) the time we got out ol the

city, our translator said we had to

go back because it would take W
.mother tour hours to return to our

hotel So we didn't see anything I

asked it we could take a train the

next day and he told us there were

no passenger trains in the United

states any more. Ofcouree, none of

us believed it

."

Comrade Dan Gum What were

your impressions of the visit"

The thing that impressed me
the most was the cult of Nixon we

saw everywhere, it is like our cult

ol Mao Tze-tung with one major

difference. In the Peoples

Republic ol China, we give credit

to our beloved chairman Mao for

everything u<mkI that happens here

In the United States, they blame

Mi Nixon lor everything bad that

happens there."

"Comrade Ro Po-li. what was

the highlight ol the trip as far as

you're concerned?"
"1 think the highlight of the trip

was our private visit with Vice

President Sprio Agnew He was

verj friendly and he told us many-

things about' the Tinted States that

no one else would talk about

'Such as""
He told us that the American

press and television networks were

lull ol lies and they slanted the

news and took things out ol context

the American people never

knew the truth It was exactly what

Mao Tze tung had told us and wi

\« i-i iiapp> to heai it confin

from th nigh American

government ofl rial Al the end of

our interview, \unew gave i

ivenii uolt ball which be

had p< rsonalh pla

ied to tell us

Letters To The Editor

It Was The Worst of Times Syndrome

To the Editor:

Normally, the diurnal pageant of inanity, silliness,

and sanctimonious viewing-with-alarm on the

Collegian editorial page may be suffered to pass

without comment as the natural result of deadlines

and youthful ardor. Still, the April 21st lead editorial

on the upcoming anti-war demonstrations was more

than normally outrageous. For perceptible beneath

the accustomed torrent of trivial puerilities may be

seen the symptoms of a more profound malaise, a

more sinister blighting of the spirit: the "It Was the

Worst of Times Syndrome."
Sufferers of this syndrome are, in every age, con-

vinced that the problems confronting them are

without parallel for complexity, magnitude, and

foreboding of doom, that their counter-measures are

likewise unparalleled for courage, desperation, and

sincerity; and that the nation will hurtle hand-

basketed to hell if their counsels are not heeded.

The symptomology of the Collegian displays this

gleeful wallowing in superlatives. One line on the

fever chart runs: "The government has never been

less credible..." Vitiating counter-examples spring to

mind; John Adams, sponsor of the Alien and Sedition

Acts; Franklin Pierce, esteemed a traitor by most of

his countrymen for sympathy with the South; Warren

Harding, besmirched by high scandal and corruption.

Surely this is dubious historical judgement.

But a second symptom passes beyond the niceties of

estimation, and lands up in the realm of errant non-

sense We are told that the coming street demon-

strations will be "the first real challenge that this

government will have ever faced ." Fie on you. Sir! for

such zeal! Are these not real challenges: the Whiskey

Rebellion and Daniel Shay's Rebellion in

Washington's term, the Hartford Convention of 1814,

plotting New England I secession from Mr. Madison's

war that fraternal altercation since known as the

Civii War the Pullman Strike of Cleveland's term,

broken by the U.S. Cavalry? Or, if by "this govern-

ment," you intend "this administration," there is

At Home With Mud
I was only mildly surprised yesterday (April 22) to

find yet another in the scintillating series of letters to

the Editor from the pen of Mr Robert Corry He is

obviously piqued by the unexpected and un

precedented number of students at UMass who do not

agree that Viet-Nam is an issue "rapidly falling apart

right before their eyes" I am referring to the well

over 200 students who have purchased bus tickets to go

to Washington for the April 24th demonstration

against the war. For reasons known only to himself,

Mr. Corry chose to vent the venom of his frustration

on Claire Moriarty. whom he describes as a "curvy

Trotskyite feminist Since Mr. Corry makes no

secret of his feeling about Trotsky ttes and feminists.

one can only infer from the context of his letter that he

is equally abhorrant of the female body. He further

classifies Claire as a "sometime supporter" of a list of

causes which he doubtless considers un-American I

have not known Claire to be less than wholly sincere in

her support for any issue involving human rights and

dignity Finally, he refers to Claire and those of us of

her mentality (a word. I fear, he has confused with -

•persuasion ") as being "crazies". If Mr. Corry can

truly believe the fiction he has created by lumping the

MOBE. YSA. and SDS together as a conglomerate,

perhaps his own sanity ought to be questioned. In

conclusion. I can only say that Mr. Corry has done a

remarkable job of mud-slinging once again, but then

we all know what animal is most at home with mud
Victor .1. Burke

Stop A Thief

To the Editor:

Some people may call me a paranoid when I warn

them to lock their door at all times. However I no

longer agree I used to lock my door when I went out of

the dorm or downstairs to the kitchen or TV room

But why lock vour door when you are just going to the

bathroom or next door to visit a friend. It s such a

hassle to put the key in the door, turn it to lock and

have to carry the key around with you expecially it

you're wearing a skirl or slacks without pockets

'

On Sunday. April l* IWI, between the hours ol II

a m and 1 :45 p.m . I musl have been in and out Of m>

room fifty times ONLY during that time was m>

room unlocked OnS lay,April 18, 1871, brtweenthe

hour* of II 1:45 p.m. a CM Electric

tvoewriter Gl porl le nan dryer, a Selmer-Bundy

Clai net ache da UMass ID were stolen

from im n-om Whv el UpSC OVCT material thli

,,.\ '.i buy these

always the harlequinesque figure of Hubert Horatio

Humphrey on the hustings in 1968. So much for that.

The point of this letter is not to trip up, out of pet-

tiness of spirit, the Collegian for particular in-

discretions. It is rather to suggest that draining the

cup of bathos, calamity, and jubilant masochism not

only opens the Collegian to skepticism from the social

quietists, and ridicule from the recondite, but also

hinders the presentation of the editorial message

(however chuckle-headed that may be, beneath the

layers of black crepe). It is not altogether impossible,

that a cooler view of contemporary pertubations,

conjoined with some restraint in the slinging of ink,

might do much to elevate the Collegian to some

pretensions to respectability, and enhance its appeal

and impact throughout the University community.

Confiding in your innate good sense, and wishing your

journal nothing but prosperity and felicity, I remain,

Sir. your Faithful Reader,
C.T.Irwin

Enjoy

To the Editor.

I am told that loneliness is a problem here on

campus. I see loneliness in many faces. Yet somehow

I feel loneliness need not exist It is perpetuated by us

in the West by our group consciousness and by how

everyone has a need to belong I wonder. Are we

merely conditioning everyone to feel "lonely?" Can

one not enjoy solitude.' How can a person be truly

lonely (alone, solitary) when there is air and ground

around him'' Can he not realize the presence of trees,

of blades of grass? If you think they do not respond,

vou are not listening hard enough

If people tell you, "You are alone.' merely turn

around You do not live in a void. You are not alone

Throw out loneliness and realize the passion of nature

and of life. You will feel the warm smile ol the passion

of yourself Enjoy
Erik Filsinger

Walking Hurts

Editorial Points
It must be easier raising your

voice to the Faculty Senate when

your not a student.

long, you'd begin to get a bit

lackadaisical about the job, too.

* * »

*

* * * *

It's almost eerie what a few-

doughnuts can do to some
people.

It's amazing the number of

people who can complain about a

newspaper from the outside but

not want to take the time to

change it from the inside.
« # * *

It was 107 years ago yesterday

that the
*

U.S. Congress

authorized the director of the

mint to use the motto, "In God

We Trust" on coins. Alter that

You probably didn't know that

grizzly bears vary in color from

tan to black. The longest hairs of

the coat are often silver-tipped,

giving rise to the name, "Old

Silvertip ". Well, know you know

As of April 23. 1971, all wheeled

vehicle! are banned from the

oil ice of the MDC.

None of this probably makes
sense to any of you but then

again none of you make sense to

anv of us.
* * * *

Simply Wonderful

To the Editor:

To most of us food is means by which we can maintain our bodies in

good health and to satisfy our sense of taste. Food offered to God before it

is eaten by man, however, also gives us the purifying strength to main^

tain our consciousness or awareness of God. Food offered to God is called

prasadam in Sanskrit and it means "mercy". In shopping, in preparation

and in eating, prasadam. we are given a chance to remain conscious of

Him to be engaged in His transcendental loving service Krishna or God

requests in the Bhagavad (iita. "Just offer me a leaf, a flower, a fruit or

some water with love and devotion and 1 will accept it Therefore, in

offering food to God we onlv offer those things that he mentions in ad-

dition to milk products because Krishna is called the protector of the

cows The prime ingredient in all preparations, however, is the loving

attitude with which we prepare, offer and eat the prasadam This love

makes God transcendentally hungry" When the food is nicely

prepared we offer it back to the Source from which everything emanates

and by so doing our contaminated consciousnesses become gradually

purified and blissful. „ . ,,

Those persons who would like to sample this spiritually and physically

l)cnet.cial diet which is recommended by all yogis who are trying to

control their tongues and other senses in order to fix the senses on (.od.

are invited to come to the "Simply Wonderful in the Berkshire Room in

the old Student Union starting April 26 Lunch prasadam will be offered at

11 -m a m and served at 12:00 noon. Monday though Friday, April 2h to

May 7 by members of the Bhaktiyoga Society in conjunction with the

International Society for Krishna Consciousness Donations are

requested to help cover costs, but are not mandatory
H Hare Krishna

Ice Roth

ill' ... I - orki

t hi in's. I'm

I

mist • i

sine* tr*

dooi

I
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To the Editor.

I'm sure this question has been asked many times.

but whv the hell are so many people on this campus so

God-damn apathetic"' Maybe some of us were just

made without hearts That's all I can think of As

Ferlinghetti once said. "The world is a beautiful place

to lx? born into if you don t mind some people dying all

the time, or maybe, only starving some of the time,

which isn't half so bad if it isn't you " And he's right, if

it isn't you vou don't care!

I'm a* member of the Amherst Walk for Develop

ment Committee This Committee is trying to set up a

walk in the Amherst area to help feed some of the

hungry people in this world, and to give some of the

least fortunate a chance. Did you know that an

average dog in N America has a higher protein intake

than an average child in India'' We. as a committee.

have run two other editorials and many an

nouncements and have gotten no response from the

I niversitv community. At the moment a core of about

five students, five out of twenty thousand, are

struggling to keep this walk alive We need your help'

\t this point we're no longer asking, were begging

Please come and see us. or at least give us a call We

will have a table in front of the new bookstore from

Monday April 2H to Friday May 7 from 9 am till I

pin., or call us at 253-2958.

GIVE A DAMN'
l,\nn Slobodin

Dada Challenge
To the Editor.

This is a letter to the Editor and to the people in

response to the challenge ("We Challenge the Dada

Festival to Produce a Schedule of Their Events that

appealed m the Thursday. April 21! Collegian trom the

anti dadaists to the dadisUl

i rst ot all l believe "dadaist" was misspelled

dadist also dada is i arch a capital' ind,

mostly what would anti-dadaisl

schedule ol »ts? Would the:

Sucn insoiei ot onl) hard to bear bul

,mi
• the dada phone hi

I a smuiltan-

dada att

I

letters to the Editor must be typed at sixty spaces double

spaced and not more than two pages in length They must he m by a

p m on the day prior to intended publication Letters must be

signed and should include the address and phone number ol the

author all of which will be withheld upon request

letters which do not follow these specifications will receive only

Ml ondary consideration No letter will be printed without the name

ol the author .

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters both lor space and

content

People Who Tell Vou Aliout Ufl

Are Just Spreading Fear"
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Theater
III KO
The world-premier oi a play by the award-winning avante-garde

playwright Israel Horovitz performed bv the stone Theater Group. At the

Stone Basement Theater, Amherst College, evenings at 8:30 through

Monday, and a matinee Sundav at 2

I Hi: (.1 \S8 MIN VGKRIK
Tennessee Williams best play will be performed Sunday through

ruesda> evenings at 8: 30 at Sage Hall, Smith, I

Weekend
Albums : Short Takes

Films
Till- \kisiim vis i \mhtist Cinema, Amherst)

\ new full-length cartoon from Walt Disney It's about kidnapping eats

and features the voices oi EvaGabor, SU rling Holloway, and Phil Harris

COOl HAND > \ Kl iFrktay. Mahar. 7 and 1:151

it seem thai the print of this film is getting pretty well worn.

Nonethek ss il vou haven't seen it yet, it's well worthwhile Paul Newman

gives an excellent performance as a convict attempting to live with

sadistic authority Arthur Kenned) and Jo Van Fleet are exceUert In

supporting rolis

[MOTOR'S WIVES (Campvs Cinemas)

V hopelessly banal and clumsy film about ttie behmo^the-scenea of a Wg

cih hospital Everyone has secrets; the neurosurgeon is making with he

nice looking bed pan girl, and the hospital chiefs a scag freak, and the

head nurse has hot pants for one of her charge It may make you take up

faith healing ..... - •„,

GENESIS III (Frfciaj and Saturday, ilampden Dfcaktg ( ornmons. ,:.W

"\ collection ot ten short, experimental films The program is com-

prised ol drama tie screenplays, animation, social documentaries and

comedk Offerings Several Of these films have won tilm festival awards.

||\\(. KM IIK.lt Sundav. SI Ballroom. 1:M> and !» ::MM

Ihe final film m the Sergio Leone film series As in all the rest the Mm
boasts line photography and an excellent music score Clint Eastwood

in stars and the Man With No Name
KUIN WD M \KV I Thursday. 81 Kallroom 7 and !»::»»»

Dustin Hoffman and Mia Farrow shine in an otherwise flat and un-

distinguished film The two leads meet at a dating bar, sleep together.

then fall in love Even the New Moralit) couldn't save this re\-

Hollywood i li< I

i vsi Sl'MMl s i Ballroom, J, I. ID

s stunning and frightening film about tin

red immer
ndeach other The

•'

about gi

Bj Bin IU>\ No

Krai live John Sebastian. John Sebastian 'Reprise)

This is one of the most enjoyable albums in a long

time John Sebastian is one ot those truly happy

performers that's always so good to hear from and his

new album is more than what could have been ex-

pected

Recorded in concert last summer, the first tour

California concerts in particular, the Albums com-

prised ot old Lovin' Spoonful hits, oldies, countrv

blues and even the old standard Irene". John

Sebastian could probabl) sing anything and get away

with it. he has that kind of rapport with his audience

It s unassuming, easy. tun. and happy, and it all

comes through on this album.

He opens with expected soft good-time folk isuch as

the old hits Lovin Vou " -Younger Girl", and "Make

lp your Mind"' He next gets into oldies trom the

fifties in a fun way, before doing "Nashville Cats" and

some numbers off his single album.

He closes out. after a strong, powerfully-felt version

ot Dariin Be Home Soon", with some great har-

monica playing. Sebastian has played the instrument

all his life and in many ways, his harmonica playing is

the best thing on this very fine in concert album.
B.N .

.s. I

Irthui

I

...tine oi tl from

in and i

'»<-'

tlti k them- Hoffn ent bul

re unalls with the exciting performance ot I Wet

mini STOIO tShowcase Cinemas. We«l Springfield
'

ti;> ME! MARR\ XH Saturday. Sage Hall. Smith I

to mai

nond merchanl ind his pa

-h tutor

Wesl SpringfM

\ fU
medio du

rn.lv excellent fill

itheriand and

...i

\M> Kl v Salui
•'

H • i

Ilei ouwilll

nil . ||TI HOI' Cinema lleyi

irlJones

tip durit :1<l

id J in< Ak (lIS

riptandson

Mil \ VHM KINGBIRD (Friday, Merrill Science Center, Insfcerst

I oi. "ul 10)

morable films »f the Sixties. Gregorj PeckgivesMs

I
, as a lawyer in the South during the Thirties It is a

„i ,„,.,,, wen through the eves oi two

, htldren lively done

till MK4.IN SI-KIN*. Talkie. Nor'lhamplon >

rgman's medieval passion play A rape-murder and the

luenl vengean * pre< ede an act -»i God Hormal and most

ficull but excelk ntlj don<

Brine Me Home. Mother Earth (Reprise)

Mothei Earth is another fairly neglected gn<

which is hard to understand why considering the

talent and voice of their lead singer Tracy Nelson. Her

voice is grainy, rich, impressive bluesy baritone

I isten and compare, for instance to Rita Coolidge s

version of Seven Bridges Road" and then more iolk

version on this album. Tracy's voice is most over

whelming

The group backs her up well without losing then

personality, (as so often happens in this kind ot

arrangement >. They also w iw l> keep away from their

own material and do an exci lient let >>t blues done in

folk-rock style The soap of j longwritingE Kazare

especially impressive and tin gro. i m >retJ

fine job with them WhoeverE K.. nay be, his work

should be further explored

i

•

. ersion o

ier thai

i

p. i haps uninh

indft Id

1 r.o I

Frank. - •

cell.
;

ing

and

strong lead on a

ailar

e

n>\

Music
-tival

Ika Marom will appi ai Saturday night at 8:00 in the

Studeni Union Miss Marom hi •> oi international songs and

internatiom I reputation due to her appearand i rnegie Hall.

il Command Performance in England

Mt-monal I oni erl

I i College music faculty is presenting i memorial concertior

thelal P Emeritus Oliver Larkin. Among the works performed

ivillbeB J su.Joj 1 1 Man's Desiring," the Quintet for Clarinet and

dorart, and selections trom Beethoven's Trio In B Flat and

Mozart's So lata in I) Major The concert is taking place in Sage Hall.

Smith < ollegi :• afternoon, and is free

t M;iss ( oiicfi t Kami

rhe i mass Concert Hand presents music in Bowker < ompositions are

bv Gordon J icob lohn Lewis, Lero> Anderson, L. Knipper. and Robert

Russell Bennel ni ol Cole Porter Songs; also selections

AousBorgsk) s -Pictures al an exhibition' .
This tree concert is

Sunday at 3:00

Hexagram
i
albums Is starting I

. there are a coupk intrj

Id rock Smokej K«>'

some b-

meanini and it's startin ttletightfa

Individual Expression
•civ Buss the A on is

ii to make it work one i
artiy I

rowd n<

ipton Bramletl
'

in u, 1-- vhii n freshing loh< i

i .1.

I Kpreftftions, l hi i< . Richards Warner Br<

.i mild sort ol whin blues, not

nandli
,;. Russell Hel «g voice

,u- i mm ngements. His ma

problem is he isn't much of a songwriter Some oi his

en originals are nice, bul others sutler from

:!, repetitive melodies and loolish lyrics I'm

stoned, stoned, stoned, stoned, stoned BtOOOOOQed on

This is probabl) his only fault for when Turtey

Richards is good, and he is throughout most of the

album, he makes some line easy listening.

ni\ oi (.old. Pearls Before Swine Reprise)

Pearls Before Swine have been, unfortunately, an

elusive group for a number of years. A version they

did on an early album ot Leonard Cohen's Su/anne

"

is fondly remembered by some aside from that, the

group has drilled Irom memory
They are a soil, acoustical guitar-oriented group

and tall into two distinctive music styles When the

groups loader Thos Rapp IS singing, their sound

resembles Leonard Cohen, when there's the soft,

fragile vocals Of Elisabeth and David Noyes. its

Pentangle
lis good to have this group back in an intelligent.

solt. unpretentious album It's most refreshing to hear

a group who is SO careful with their material as Pearls

Before Swine

The Floating Opera (Embryo)
Some mild-very- mild jazz rock from an Ann

Arbor. Michigan, quintet There are a couple ol decent

songs, such as "Age ot Onan." but as a whole this II a

pretty interesting record, one on which the songs tend

to List much too long.

Hold (m, it's ( ..Mine. intrj

Vangus
maid, tl

'

:: '' IU1

fantastic Count d
'•

:

lenl v Ik . bums Though

the best

I)

Firsl the bad I

to h i I know
•,. best v*k Mam

nine

tO lov

Fin

. h

ill the soc

• tk

I ai

ored "Here v\-

thai

maati • pieci

Balancinj on the

.
1 1 • etliereal ballads

tlbum
! i.r. eling, tho igh just -

most haunting compositions and

Edge oi Tin i a top notd expressr

ear l'v< heard tin son] before somewhere
I m still waiting mi Joe M( Donald to come out with

that really fantastic album ah/ray; bought the Fish

were capable ot. and whic' he COUkl still do on bis

own In tin meantime, thise .mother very good album

lor him

The DeaMe Brathers (Warner Brothers)

Acoustic Croednnce'' The songs are rock'n'roll, but

the performances are quie' sometimes like Crosby

Stills and Nash's tirst all rn, sometimes like an

iiuamplilied Band. Not to ay that they are par-

ticularly versatile the voice:, otten sound a- if thev

were too lar away Irom the nuke, and the songs run

together without any change in expression or

sometimes even in chords
K..I.
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TAKETWO
Replies To Notes From Yale
To the Kditor:

I was pleased to see an article on Crest-

dale in The Yearling. It was a very im-

portant article because it gives us the

reasons for the current situation that black

students here are in. As Mr. Hayden men-

tioned, there is "the Nobility". In addition to

that, there are two other organizations.

They are the traditional BSU and the

African Students Association. With three

factions such as these, it is difficult to get

anything done collectively. Although I live

in New Nairobi, 1 see no need to distinguish

myself because I happen to live there. That

is why I chose not to join "the Nobility". I

could not join the BSU because its' quota for

members who live in one of the Big Five had

already been filled. This definitely detracts

from the spirit of the BSU's when they first

organized in the 1960s 1 guess since we

aren't suffering as much as we did during

that period, there is no need for unity

amongst black students of all socio-

economic levels.

The chauvinistic views expounded by "the

Nobility", and even the title of the group is

parallel to the fantasies in E. Franklin

Frazier's book "Black Bourgeoisie". True,

many blacks today can afford their castle in

suburbia and the like, but I think the idea of

a group of blacks, or anyone for that matter,

getting together and designating themselves

"nobility" is appalling.

There used to be a term called "ghetto

fever", to characterize the attitudes

prevelant in many ghettoes. Today we have

the suburban plague. In the 1970's, there did

not seem to be any mass movement of

middle-income blacks to the suburbs when

they were gradually pryed open, but this

changed when according to the New York

Times in an article in 1982 stated:

NEW CITIES TO BE BUILT
ACROSS THE COUNTRY
Washington, June 8- George Hen-

derson, Director of the Department

of Housing and Urban Development

announced here today that thirty new

cities will be constructed throughout

the nation within the next five years.

The purpose of creating these new

cities is to increase the reduction of

concentration of large segments of

the population in large urban areas.

As was the case with highway con-

struction, the federal government

will pay 90% and the state govern-

ment 10%. Housing in the new towns

will be fully integrated. Mr. Hen-

derson said, "We will take measures

to insure that minority groups will

have a share of the housing which is

at least equal to their representation

in the population. The schools, police

forces and the like will be set up with

this in mind too.

Seeing that the government was serious

about protecting their right to move into

suburbia, many blacks took advantage of

the opportunity. Unfortunately, as in the

case of immigrant groups, newcomers are

being looked down on by those who preceded

them. Of course, the community I live in is

one of them. It's a shame because these

communities had the potential to become a

combination of the best of both worlds: the

middle class white culture, and the Afro-

American culture. They chose instead to

caricature some of the aspects of each

Examples:
1 1 "Manv of the meals I serve my tamily

.By Nathaniel Hayden

are in that "down home tradition". We have

chitterlings, hog maws and spare ribs each

weekend." A very good term for what I have

just mentioned is "gastronomic soul".

2) Whenever I go to the theater in New

York, I always stop by Harlem, to see if any

improvements have been made. 1 doubt that

I will ever go to Harlem again, however,

because it's still very depressing.

:i) Elvira Hotchkiss' son Marvin is going

to The University of Georgia Law Schol this

fall. For some reason she asked, "Why the

hell aren't you going to Columbia or Yale?"

He was so shocked by this that he decided

not to go at all.

4) "Davis, face it. I'm worth more than

you. Yes, your position has the prestige, but

"mine offers the cash I'm sure there is no

doubt in vour mind as to which of the two is

valued more. You can't buy a summer
cottage with prestige." Its statements such

as these that makes one feel that Crestdale

and New Nairobi, not to mention the other

towns like them were not worth building

Stephen .loubert

Black Studies .By Richard Hardie

I was leafing through the Smith

College course catalogue the

other day... let's see, under B.

there it is. Black Studies:

Courses. descriptions-I swear, it

was like finding marijuana in

that Sears directory that farmers

are always leaving in the

outhouse Wouldn't that blow

your mind -under M. and there,

nestled cosily on the same page

with baby mattresses, little

leaves of grass, shipping weight,

etc We know w hat Sears is about,

and if they start selling pot

there's going to be a lot of people

shopping around for another vice

That's immature? -well so

maybe is Sears and pot and

Smith, but Black Studies is NOT.

First of all. lets stop

capitalizing it -Black Studies

Whenever an outstanding negro

was getting his praise we always

used to wait for the phrase :
and

So and So is a credit to his race.

The wording has changed a bit

these here days: He gives glory

and dignity to America through

deep attachment to the past,

present and future of his race;

and the smith catalogue had a

very interesting variation on that

theme: You get credits for

studying those courses. I don't

think they're credits to or for

. . / swear, it was like

finding marijuana in

that Sears directory

that farmers are

always leaving in

the outhouse.

your race, that is. I think you're

going to be a credit to the college

three hours worth for studying a

century of heretofore fucked up

black history.

Black studies has a grander

history than its come lately

tenure in the Smith catalogue

might indicate 1760 Name of

course: White Civilization. Name

of school: slave ship. Student:

Olaudah Equiano. Professor:

Himself, and 1 was now per

suaded that I had gotten into a

world of bad spirits, and that they

were going to kill me Their

complexions too differing so

much from ours, their long hair,

and the language they spoke,

united to confirm me in this

belief..! found some black people

about me I asked them if I were

not to be eaten by those white

men with horrible looks, red

faces, and long hair They gave

me to understand we were to be

carried to these white people's

country to work for them I then

was a little relieved, and thought.

if it were no worse than working,

my situation was not so

desperate But I still feared I

should be put to death, the white

people looked and acted, as I

thought, in so savage a manner;

Black studies has a

grander history than

Us come-lately tenure

in the Smith catalogue

might indicate.

for 1 had never seen among any

people such instances of brutal

cruelty, and this not only shewn

towards us blacks, but also to

some of the whites themselves.

One white man in particular I

saw. when we were permitted to

be on deck, flogged so un

mercifully with a large rope near

the loremast. that he died in

consequence of it. and they

tossed him over the side as they

would have done a brute I could

not help expressing my fears and

apprehensions to some of my
countrymen. I asked them if

these people had no country, but

lived in this hollow place Then.

said I how comes it in all our

country we never heard of them

YOU black professors m the

black studies departments want

to know where to begin il you

can t use the standard t<»ols ot

Sears and white education Take

that Smith catalogue and paint

the two pages black, and you

want to get it lurther back in the

classroom not under the

teacher's nose, so list it

alphabetically under some other

letter Try R No. don't capitalize

it. just r'

Expressions

depression
EXPRESSION

C
R
E
A
T
I

V
I

T
Y is what you arrive

in times like these

a pen in your hand

melodious thoughts swim through

the numbness of your

desiring to create

Create, WHAT??
create something eccentric

pull the feel in a reason to live

EXPRESSION
through an artist:

paintings

music
dance
drama

search out the truth of life

Literature

Poetry/ the freest

talent one can indulge

and cure these

depressions
with

I Am

MINI)

EXPRESSIONS
Cassandra Williams

i thought,

i thought i was a
baby,

i thought l was a
child,

i thought i was an
adolescent,

i thought i was a lady

But NO.
What i don t think i am.
From the embrvo to adult

Maturity, i think

NO MORE.

i leel

i leel pain

i leel a need
i leel devotion,

i feel heat

AND NO.

What i don't leel i am
From adolescent to adult

Maturity, i feel

NO MOKF.

i am
i am a person,

i thought
i was

i lelt

i was

AND NOW

i know
I AM.

A WOMAN.

Untitled

Cassandra Williams

Sp 4 Henry Cleave alias Too Sweet

Won a medal in nam

Someone called him a man- newMAN

Short afro combed tight

Won himself physical therapy lessons/

In a wheelchair

Chasing glory/abstract lay a-plan for

loiter days in usa/cut blown away by

non discriminatory shrapnel

Sp/4 Henry Cleave

Arriving at Port Authority nyc

Had no one to hold doors

& taxis to say the least

Were very hesitant to stop

Sp/4 bro henry cleave alias toosweet

Won a medal in nam

ispresentlystuckon42st

selling usapens&pencils

MIOKANSCDAN
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March Wages Outstrip

Of Living
~

inspki OPIUM KIEUMUp. IMrgs* Mnrpfcy, imi.. center

«ith 'hands m knees, and Kep Robert H. Steel.-
.
R Unn hirt-

lleevM. Inspect a Held of opium popp>s just teftfelling to app. ai to

'

,!, „k, „l \hon. Tu. ke> . Heps. >l»rph> and Steele >a.d M«nda> n

Saigon the dfM problem among Amcican troops in \ ic nam is

alrno't impossible Z I S. command to control. In bacHgniund

peasant wo.nen hoe the soil. Man kneeling is not identified. -
\l

WIRrlPHOTO) .

Mobe Meeting

Before Trip

There will be a brief but important marshal's

meeting in the Mobe office (second floor S.U.;

Franklin room) tonight at 10:00 P.M. Reminder-

All those going down to Washington on the busses

please be in the S.U. lobby no later than 11:30

P.M. tonight.

WASHINGTON lAP>-The
average weekl) wage of some 48

million rank-and-file workers

spurted up$137 to $123.98 m March

and outstripped last month s rise in

living costs, the government said

Thursday
Most oi the gain was due to .1

longer average work week as

economic activity in many in-

dustries, particularly construction,

recovered from February's slump,

the Bureau ot l.ahor Statistics said

The average work week

lengthened 1>\ 18 minutes and.

combined with a one cent hourly

gain in pay. caused the rise of

tight tenths ol one per cent in the

average paycheck, the bureau

said

Alter deduction of federal in-

come and Social Secunt> taxes and

allowance for the March rise of

three tenths ol one per cent in

living costs, the average paycheck

was worth 59 cents a week more in

purchasing power, it said

•The March rise in the work

week made up for big drop in

February and it's hard to say

whether it is the beginning of any

movement further," said a

spokesman lor the bureau

Although purchasing power W8J

still 2.1 per cent below the record

peak m September of 1WH. the

March rise represented a con

turning trend of higher buying

power in the last several months

except in February, he said

Purchasing power had (alien :?»

l>er cent or $3 50 a week below the

1968 peak last November, and the

latest figures showed a recovery ol

$1.57 since then, he added

The figures cover non

supervisory production workers

who make' up more than half the

nation's total civilian work force of

82.6 million

The report, following Wed
nesdav s announcement oi the

March living costs rise of three-

tenths ol one per cent, seemed

certain to cheer President Nixon m
his el torts to curb inflation.

The White House had said the

price report, showing the smallest

first quarter rise in living costs in

lour years, was 'extremely good

news."
Organized labors ciuel

economist, Nathaniel Goldfinger ol

the AFL CIO said prices were

still running 4.6 per cent above a

year ago and wiping out much ol

the purchasing power Of workers'

wage hikes

Hut another critic ol Nixon s

economic policies. Sen. William

Proxmire, l> Wis .
chairman of the

House-Senate Economic com-

mittee, suled with the White House

in calling it "the most encouraging

indication in many months'' that

Nixon s policies are beginning to

curb inflation.

\l II.MION
IXAMM ol -.:

If >oii limr a t'liiiiiilalUr .nrr.iir ol

II • or al>otr |l H or alum- MM
limr the appro* nl ol >oiir ili|..in

nielli) >ou arr> rliLiMr tu |i.irr;i i|i.ili

in the Senior Honor* PrwrWN I'

intaltr- «>-!» rreilil* uf »linl» on •

li.|in tlmt i» iiili-rr-linit l«i > mi .i"'l

.ifiirutril b> a fa«nli> member « km

;l Lr.'r. tu mt a* jour ail»i-«or I »r

further infiiriiiiitioii. »i»it the Honor*
mine (MadMHW aVtS) where » »i"

.ill table with hrmhiirr* .mil form*

la »<>t ui> w> MwmAi * >"" '"

suit mi appropriate fa.ult* in •

Iter hetnrr MKiiini: ii|i lor till" p'"-

rram \ll prel«*iiii!ir> tonn» .lionl.l

!•• i uiii|ilriril lor Brr-rrei«l ration in

Redstone*

tU*-**-
COMING
CINEMAS « * J

TJ IIVEIDALE ID.

w. smo

MM "Q"'* »*Tts
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Hi--

1

eiiturr
.\«tor

PA1 TON t;p

I Sun.
Sat.

Fri.

8: 00

!:00

8:00
2:15

Sun.
Sat.

plus

Fri. ">:00 - 10 :i:

. 6:00 - 11:00

C\ GREAT MOVIEMAKING'

^LITTLE BIG MAN
IN MIS HOffMAN1

. • £l e

SUMMER IN

THE SOVIET UNION

>i\ Weeks at MOSCOW and
I,, nmurad I ni\ ersiti.s

Optional Kxcursions tu

ik.nt and Samarkand

>i\ Semester Hours u|

\. ademic Credit

student (ost: S990. Tb.r.

is no comparable tour

available at this low cost.

Only students A. futility

are eMgible.

Applicants should have
bueku round of one year
Russian or equivalent.

Tour Dates: duly 4 tag. ;*

Write:
Mi.bael A. Coffey
tenter for Russian studies

I niversity of Virginia
< harlottcsville. Va. KSOl

The nanging *as the best show m town

'

gttwwrong
•f.nish the j'

FBI Arrest Two
In Fraud Case

BOSTON (AP)—Two Newton men were arrested by the FBI Thursday

on charges involving alleged issuance of unauthorized letters of credit

and loans on the assets of an Everett bank.

Arrested on indictments issued Wednesday in Boston were Richard H.

Gens 42, a former state assistant attorney general, and Richard L. Linn

59, a former vice-chairman of the board of the Industrial Bank and I rust

Co., the FBI said.
t

. .

The indictments charged them with issuing $285,000 in unauthorized

letters of credit on the assets of the bank, an FBI spokesman said. He said

most of the credit letters were issued to a foreign film company in Pans_

They were also charged with acceptance of falsified and mi la ted

personal financial statements used by the bank to issue a total of $80,000

in loans, the FBI said.

James L. Handley, special agent in charge of the Boston r Bl office,

said the FBI has responsibility for investigating such frauds at federally

insured banks.

WMUA Offers
Weekend Programs

This weekend WMUA offers a

collection of different programs.

On George Courmouzis' "In-

ternational Show" an Iranian

student will be featured playing an

Iranian stringed instrument, also

other music will be featured.

That's on the international Hour'*

lH*ginning on Sunday evening at

B N I'M. Preceeding that

program will be Black Per-

spective'' with Noah ..touching

upon some of the more important

issues coming from the Black

community. "Black Perspective"

begins at 8:00 P.M. on Sunday

evening At 7 :00 P M do not forget

to tune in to "Liberation News

Hour" for the latest news coming

Irom the radical fronts of the

world

on Saturday morning at 11:00

A.M.. "Just Talk" with Sheldon

Katzman. a telephone con-

versation program

Architecture!
GOLDEN. COLO.-Plastic Pad-

The plastic home of Ron Kessinger

of Golden. Colo., looks like

something built for martian

families. The multiple-domed

structure contains 1,600 square feet

with no beams. Inflated plastic

balloons are sprayed with foam to

a thickness of five inches. Cost,

excluding land was approximately

I2K.0W0. ( AP Wirephoto >

SAN FRANCISCO-lt cost

$•;»:. siio-Sa n Francisco dedicates

its Ferry Fountain Wednesday

(left)-a massive jumble of con-

crete covered steel rectangles

conceived by Armand V aillancourt

or Montreal. Canada who predicts

it will "shake people up."

something it's already done.

AREA FIRST SHOWING

Deerfield Drive -In

FRI. • SAT. • SUN.M tm— • tm% KM f«»«i»

Sophia Martello

Loren Mastrotanni

TliePriesfsWIfe

Anthony
Ouinn
as "^lap
GP«& W»£. ;=ar;s.

ff

MORACCAN ROBES

Men's and Women's

MIZAUR'S
MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

Showtime 7:30

Sun.: Wife at 7:30

CONFERENCE ON

Clinical Psychology

Community Mental Health Reports

Friday, April 23 9:00 - 2:30 P.M.

Memorial Hall, 2nd Floor .

Schizophrenic People:

Process and Reactive Types

Saturday, April 24 10:00 - 1:00 P.M.

Campus Center Auditorium

Anyone interested is welcome -

Pick up a program in the

Psychology Office, Rm. 53 Bartlett.

COOL HAND
LUKE

Storring Paul Newman
and George Kennedy

in Thompson 104

this Friday, April 23

7:00 and 9:15 P.M.

Admission 50£

INGER STEVENS ED K6irfrWHH«U-^.— OHM J£-'

A CINEMUS MAXIMUS NFW SHORT HtMFxniRSiON'.

Sunday, April 25

Campus Center And.

50c

7 & 9:30

An outstanding and well balanced short film anthology.

•Genesis III rolls through TV mind rot like a bulldozer-

Indiana Daily Student

Friday and Sunday. April 23 and M, 1971 at 7:30 and 10:00 p.m.

Hampden Dining Commons. Southwest

Admission $1.50 Students, all others $2.00

Sponsored by the Southwest Patriots

Advance tickets available at Student Union Box Office Wed , April 28th - "THE PRIEST'S WIFE
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^pzxz&sz&z&tvzttz*^^ Smith College Plans

To Remain Celibate
.. .....,J tkot III,, ,llt ,M'vlt\ 1)1 II

Smith College will not become coeducational at this

time it was revealed yesterday.

\n ad hoc committee of faculty, students ad-

ministration and trustees has completed its year-long

stuck and a report is slated tor release next week.

\' top level source at Smith told the Gazette

yesterday that several major findings are included in

the committees final report. The source, while

declining to comment on the findings until next week,

did not deny the inference was obtained trom the

tollowing news release quoting Dean of Admissions.

David Lasher:

•Our applicants have given a lot of serious thought

to the kind of campus environment they want, and

they have deliberately chosen a women's college.

•The decision made byseveralwomens colleges to

admit men as students has not dimmed Smith's ap-

peal." he said.

The increasing concern about woman s identity

has helped us." he continued. "At Smith, women are

I irst class citizens and this is what today's applicants

want
"

Note Missing

Hour Sunday
Daylight Savings Time, that

annua) tradition kept around so

[aimers and sunbathers can have

an extra hour of sunshine starts

Sunday morning at 2 \ M
At that time, clocks should be

moved ahead one hour to facilitate

a lack of sleep and extra daylight

He stated that the diversity of educational op

nortunities Smith offers also attract students
1

-smith provides numerous opportunities lor

students to spend their junior year abroad or to study

at another American college or university for one or

two semesters." lie said.

The dean explained that admission figures show

that Smith is a vital institution offering a unique

educational program to young women. Lasher noted.

• Hu- applicants know what they want, and they know

that thev can receive it at Smith.

Total enrollment at the college is 2,500 and ap-

plicants represent 43 states, the District of C olumb.a,

Puerto Kico and 15 foreign countries

Several years ago. Professor Eli Ch.noy completed

a detailed feasibility study in which he recommended

a co-educational status.

The college has sent letters of acceptance to 650

ooe tial members of the 1975 class. The new class

S be slightly larger than the present freshman

Cl

Financial awards were given to 187 applicants.

AT THE

MOM <>\N. -I OSMONUTSIDKAOKSPUK STATION Ih.s

is tl„ Soviet concept ot an earth orbital space station drawn b>

i
I Keshan ( osmonaut Mexei l.eonov. Kelum

J

osinonaut '««'«>»

It,-,-,•««*.. x predicted Wednesday that manned orbital space Ma ions

u.th mtercnan.eable ceus will be common- within the next ten

j: seais i M'Uuephoto via cable from Moscow)

CBEMEBS
Friday 9 til Close

'Heroic Materialism

A Subject ofSmith Film
. ...,...» ,., tli.. Kmlilm (it \«'W

How to use

the system

to fight

the system

HAMPTON The last film

m || n Civilization

Materialism.' will be

*hov Smith College Frida)

\r

|)Ubh< Aithoul charge Sponsored
. -

i, g. Vrl Depart
• ih,. i; part series on the

tura | hie ..t Western mat

.1 bj Sir Kenneth (lark

I he series ranging from the tall of

[tome to the present wasprepared

tor thc> British Broadcasting

npany. The dim will be shown

,t \ 15. 7, and 9 p m in Wright Hall

mi the Smith campus
Heroic Materialism depicts

modern man's struggle to give his

own civilization new direction and

lorward thrust Money, gain, the

new god ..I the IMth century, is

reflected in the building <>t New

York t'uv to Ihe glorj <>t man
compared to the gothk cathedrals

hinlt to the glorj o

MILLS
Coffee House

Mon. • Thurs. 5 p.m. • 9 p.m.

Mon. • Fri. 11 - lltt p.m.

Friday 5 p.m. • I am.

Saturday 1 p.m. • '£ am.

Sunday 12 * P m -

Now at your bookstore

Delta paperback $1.95

Oelacorte hardbound $4.95

THE MIXED EMOTIONS
featuring

"THE SOULFUL"
BEN STEVENS

ED Dell Publishing Co.. Inc.
50c admission

FOR

ONLY

$8.50

sli !

I DON'T YOU HATE THE CAMPUS CENTER?

WELL ... DO SOMETHING, DAMMIT!!
i

Baker- Winn
JEWELERS

31 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

CAMPUS CENTER — STUDENT UNION GOVERNING BOARD

You can afford it while

you're still young enough to enjoy it

ALASKA??
The second edition of

"JOBS IN ALASKA"
tells oil you need to know.

$3 cosh or MO.

JOBS IN ALASKA
Box 1565

Anchorose, AK99501

APPLICATIONS - R SO

PICK ONE UP

FILL IT OUT :

&

BRING IT:

Tuesday, April 27, 1971

6:00 P.M.

805 - 809 C.C.

Having the want is one thing. Having the

wherewithal is another. The trouble with being

young is that all too often you have the one

without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.

Here is a true sports car for under $2500*-

the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.

In this case the real thing includes a race-

winning 1 275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-and-

pinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,

crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for

superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for

straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining

bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation

with an electric tach.

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40

years there's no generation gap. For the name

of your nearest Austm-MG dealer and

information about overseas delivery, dial

(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey

where the number is (800) 962-2803.

Calls are toll-free, of course.

'Manufacturer's su

preparation, state a

oaested retail price. Does not include transportation charges dealer

and local taxes « any British Leyland Motors Inc
.
Leon.a. N J 07605.
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APPLE CORPS:
Craft Fair. Anyone interested m

displaying or selling jewelry, craft

goods, candles, prints, sandles, belts,

beaded crafts, glassware, pottery,

knitted goods... Please contact

Valerie 66862 or Steve 67122.

BAKER DORM:
A Coffee House. Free and at 8 in the

basement of Baker Dorm Friday,

April 23.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaving Whitmoreat 12:45 p.m.

on Sat Shower some spring on

someone!

BICYCLE CLUB
Old Deerfield trip to Old Deerfield

Colonial Village, Deerfield River, Mt
Sugarloaf, Sunderland Hostel, Etc

Sunday, April 25, meet back of the

Hatch 10 a.m. Everyone welcome,

bring a lunch.

BLOOD DRIVE
The Bloodmobile will be on campus

May 4, 5, 6 Sign up to donate April 26

30th, 10 4, in front of the campus
center bookstore Blood is urgently

needed.

C DH R '

Sunday night, April 25th, movie

Black History: Lost, stolen, or

strayed m Hills lounge at 730 p.m.

Black and white uptight m Van Meter

Study Lounge at 8 p.m All welcome

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Bowling Night deadline is next

Friday Sign up now for both the free

strings and the Chicopee field trip

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL
Events for the weekend Sat

Jackson MacLow at 8 45 in Mahar
Spring Poetry Festival Also Sunday

evening by the Pond, Jackson
MacLow will present a simultaneous

multimedia political concrete poem
Events for Friday Mary Ellen Solt

will present a second program of

Concrete poetry at 3: 30 in 231 Herter

A color film "Forty Years of Ex
periment from Dada to Surrealism

(an anthology of Hans R'Chters

work) will be shown at 8 m 22/

Herter

NOTICES
FREE UNIVERSITY:
May is not far away. When the

generals 8. B 52's turn to dust

Mayday. If the NY. Times said the

antiwar movement was silent on

campus yesterday there was no

yesterday Prepare for Washington

because you're still alive. Mayday.

FUNNY FLICK FREAKS:
"Take the Money and Run

starring Woody Allen is playing in the

SU Ballroom tomorrow night 7 and

930 p.m. Come one, come all.

HILLEL: „ c
Brunch, Lox & Bage, April 25,

Sunday at 11 a.m. in Hillel Center 420

SU, Dr. Gerald Berkowitz, a former

hostage in Jordan will speak.

INTRODUCTORY SOC:
The Sociology 104 exam will take

place today, Friday at 2:30 in Herter

Hall, room 227 Make up to be an

nounced.

ORCHARD HILL:
Anyone interested m living in

Orchard Hill in '71 '72 Applications

now available in Master's Office 101

Field House

OUTING CLUB:
Business Meeting Monday 6 jo

p m in Rm 165 of the C.C Meeting of

those interested in Teton Trip in

June, Tues 6 30 in the Hatch

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
F ind out why people are flocking to

the Friday night at Phi Sig Clutr

Open House, Phi Sigma Kappa, 8 30

p m All welcome

Class ring, Holyoke High School '69

initials EJM. Please call 68850.

Blue windbreaker jacket in Boyden
locker room containing watch, key,

and medicine. Please call 67955.

Black umbrella, white handle
outside Thompson 104 betw. 5.30 and

7 30 Tuesday, April 21 . Please return,

call Eve 6 1227 before 10 a.m.

Light brown wallet lost Wed. night

in Campus Center (blue wall cat.

Coffee House night).

Wire frame glasses needed
desperately before 11 am today for

tennis match at Rhode Island.

Probably lost near cage. Contact

John Bloom or Steve Kosakowski 5

2759

PINNINGS:
Ginny Beiswinger, '72, of Alpha Chi

Omega to William Trabeau, '71, of

West Point.

ENGAGEMENTS:
Beverly Rochan, '73, of Holyoke to

Dennis Pike, '72, of Grayson.
Betty Holder, '71, of Patterson to

Joseph Fitzpatrick, '70, of Cohasset,
Mass.

Rosalind Zanchi, '72, of Sigma
Delta Tau to Sandy Fisher, '70, of

Alpha Epsilon Pi.

Joan M Cullen, '71, of Brooks to

Charles Hobbs, '71, of Colonial
Village

Kristina Irvine, '71, of Coolidge
Upper to Ronald Johnson, '71, of

Brett House

Greg Landry Milt Morin
Former UMass football stars Greg Landry ami Witt Morin will head an

impressive list of professional footbll players participating m the pro

clinic at Alumni Stadium on Bernie Dallas Day, Saturday. May 1. Ad-

mission price for students is $1.00.

"A remarkable film!'!
Judith Crist.

NBC TV (Today Show)

SPRING DAY
The big day will soon be here and

the flagpole will be greased The

sounds will come on strong and the

beer and cheer will be there.

VETS FOR PEACE
Film "Winter Soldier'' testimonies

by Veterans about atrocities in Viet

Nam Show continuously all day m
the SU Ballroom

LAST SUMMER
Fridoy, Aori| 23
Student Union Ballroom

7, 9, 11 p.m.

Adm.: 75c

MDC CLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

l bedroom apt . tUMrtde. 1 >ir

nUbwl. »lr concl . «. pool. ^5-^u
.

>

•> bdrm. apt. June - All*.,
,

air

cond He >ftr cuudrrlund Itr .

-uu-rluaf Avto . rent and furolum-

n.-«utt»l>le. Call eo^ -Ma-i; l

!

'

1 bdriu. apt. at (Uffokde Uicludr.

all utllillen, B»lniuui* pool. trnnU.

.Hill Avail June I to Aui 31 with

opllon to cut Cull Mio-.'HIi «•* «

p m. «t! !

it bdrm <luab. VIU. Apt , w.w.
.nryft, air cond . nil utll. Inc.. opt.

rrnrw leaoe. $1« mo. June to «*rpr

I. Call 383-WW. «*-*3

sublet •pftcloua two bedroom town-

houne, furnlohed with option to re-

new leaoe. Call 253-3300 •«'»»"'
„.,

~~
1 bedroom townhouae, Juna to

Auciutt, partly furolohed. air cond ,

all electric, option to continue. .843-

B7H». tl4"*

Two adjoining mod 4 imu npto .

rnulpped aleep S for June - Auf
.
or

pirt Kent $!«•. utll. incl. OMIJ
wparate Will n**ot. rent. Pool

nnd park Call gfta-WM Pave. tM-M

RUHTED SI m > 1—2 bedroom

ni.t In Puffton Vitiate, pool, tennla

ourt. air end , * batho I****

. bedroom apt. for lune 1. Opt<""

ta renew !ea*e in fall Rent ne«o-

tlaMe. Call
-»•>*'*>'> "' "

85 Per Out Off — I >><lrm tour,

hoiw. 1'i bath, air cond .
dUhw»h

He . all utll. Incl . nrirtly furn If

needed Call g.M-tnWT tf*-M—
June 1 - Sept 1 — 3 br Puff-

ton VII at price of one br . com-

pletely fur . air cond fall S»
iiiww Mwn » and 7 p m

3 Bedrm. Puffton Apt. with cool

air and pool Available June 1 -

Au*UHt 31 with option to leaae. Rent

neie otlabe. 6U>-«M •»«•
To aublet * bdrm. apt. In Puff-

ton. air cond . pool, etc Home fre.-

furniture Included Call M»-«0«.» nf-

ter 6 ***•*?

iteiluied renU funilthed, 3 bedrm

Puffton VII . June 1 - Anr 31. op-

tion to renew, air cond . awim pool.

illahwaaher, excellent location, tall

S

1

3-6973. __ **±S
"*•» bdrm townh»u«e. Squire Village,

..mderland. \ll utl Incl. Mar 1 to

Auc M »lt" option for fall, tall

005-30$©. tM~*3

~~sHbdrm apt In Presidential, June

I - Kept. » with option to conti-

nue, air cond , dlnhwa-her «•'•»•«•;

•IIhp . clowet npare galore. $l$o, all

utilities B49-6M7 . "V23

I bedroom apt . Puffton on Vil-

lage $150 /mo . June 1 - Hept 1 or

loniter |rl«hwaoher, pool ete. See

Tat rick or l.ou In M Puffton^

To aiiblf! June I - Aok. 31 —
• bdrm. ^<i«ire VillaKe townhoune.

|..irti.illy fiirni«hed. all utilities, air

eoadltimine, «winimlnir pool, fall

i il '"l26

\,.,rlmeiit huntera! * bedroom

iiio.brn npnrlment, all electric liv-

hut, «nll lo wall crpt . air cond

.lune I to AiiKUit :tl w /option to

ren,« 1,-nse < all Z.yi-SOK. MM"
fwo bedrm apt at Puffton \> I

Irtire pool, inr conditioning available

DM IbnniKli lnc t»|)ton to cont

< ;.ll Hale S4SMMM _ *»*•«•

Knlilel '!-lM.|ni«,m iipl in Tnl Vjl-

I me. June - Anir . normnl rent MM,
IMtn linie if furtii«li.Ml for S0!l W
— if rM Teed our flahl fall 853-3JI4.I.

Deviierate — must aublet 1 bdrm

Puffton \pt June l*t - A"K Slat

furnlHlied. air cond .
pool 1 mile

from campus Kent negotiable (all

Hull, or She. Mfr«m afl'r <UM^

Haklrt In Boston Jime 1st. l«e 4Mm cen loc btw fomm^ Ave

nnd Han Sq ItW mo .f^tm '

Carol «-*«r7 Amher«t or 813 Cam-
bridge St Allstorr f4 " 2fi

I urnUhed 1 bedroom, wlthta walk-

Inc distance of Iniierslty. June I

to Sept. 1 with option to renew

SUM per month, will IiukkIc 353-7173

or 5lft-o5fi9. tf4-W

Mod. * br. apt. Jane - Au*. Snm-
nier rent reduced $33 /mo. if willing

In lease thru 73. 1» min. UMass .

Mjj-'.'fUl suth after 7 pm. tf4-39

i^ bedroom apt . frorn Jane 1 -

sept 1, 5 mlnutea from campus
Walking distance to downtown Am-
herst Call 353-3356 ^il**!

3 rm. apt to sublet, AC, at Puff-

ton. 4 pro. June • Au«\ Call Jerry

Mv3i—

.

*t*:*l

fme-bedrm. fur. apt. near cam-
pus, air cond . dishwasher. $17$ mo
June 1 - Sept. - Orad couple or

facul pref. Call Friday or weekend
M9-W34.

, f-«3

FOR SALE— AUTOS

condition, $150 or beat offer, fall

tt.9-8573.
tM"7

~1!»70 Triumph Spit Mk 3. '« to"*
,

Miwt oell. am u.tiinr married tail

5WI-IUU after :»:00. StSj
f;HF\T CHKAP

TRANSPORTATION
nr, rord Falrlane, V-S, automatic,

no power ateerinc, no power
brakea. J«at rood, eheap trans-

portation. Rest offer take* It.

Call SI9-fl$M
• tfl-3«

components, tape docks for heme or

car. 191 No. Pleasant 81., tS«-$133.
tf

TYPING — Theaia, Hjwioarripta.
Dissertations. Masters, In fact all

t>pin« requirements can be handled
through 8ANUVK KECBFTAR1A1.
KERVICE, dial 5S4-8«05.

tf-tawf Ml

GOOD FOOD TO EAT

l>o yoa hove any frienda coming
here from NYC? I need a ride for

a friend any weekend. Thanv, John
ii-03Jfl. *-**

COUNSELOR

ROOMMATES WANTED
1* Roommate wanted b««. May I

Apt. within walking dltt of Campu*
Pool, air cond.. fur*, apt. Call

I
B4»-

after 9 p m

Whole Wheat Trading Co . 1$1 N.
Pleasant St. baa many earthly de-

lights which can take you back to

the garden organic grains, produce,

dairy... tf5-3

Kesidenial school seeks mature
male as lite-ln counselor. Boom and
board plug salary. Call 734-tMt*
Petersham. Mass. tf4-23

SUMMER SUBLET

FOR SALE

Summer roommates wanted — spa-

cloas 7 room hoooe — Sunderland

$5$ m month Call 64$$W$. tf4-3«

3 roommateo F from Jane 1 to

Sept 1 wooM Uke e*«y-goln« sns

flexible type people Call MMOJ
Puffton. aak for Cria Peace. 4-33

I >r t female roommates ts share

room In Falmouth C.ueat Hoonae. $11*

per week. Moot know soon ftall

MQ-S3W. ?±5
Roommate wanted. M or F. sum-

mer $33/ mo Easthampton. s27-^'|.

M-F ar couple. Ju - Au. Bent

rbeap. Call 54d-71T9.

BOOKS

Pioneer, Tea*. Oarrard, FK, Aste*-.

Fisher. TI>K, sassette and open reel

tape, Standard radio. Ctah sawakers

I^'a, $ tracks aad other netesslffes

Has Amherst Audls. H
1961 Mobile Home furnished.

or 3 bedroom on lot 1$ mlleo from

Campus. Call 4«7-9»6« after .

Uuratl Monsa Motorcycle 256 ct

.

good condition, low mileage, $350

665-356$ eves. tf4-2».

Camera Ysshlra J-5 KLF 1 len-

filter and hood. auto. Sx extender

gives 164 mm. Will sell for $68 sr

best sffer. Call 353-3015 tf4-33

SHOE-IN: For men aad
Don't forget yoar feet I

3 harm, townhouoe. wall to wall

crpt., dishwasher ete., Jane 1 -

August 31, furnished. $156 /mo. t53-

3444. tf4-36

Desperate! 8 bedroom apt. June 1

• Sept. 1, only $14* per mo., origin-

ally $173. Please call Candy or Judy
at suppertlnie. 853-900*. tfl-30

3 bdrm. tawnhouse at Squire VII-

lare air cond , swimming pool, car?

peled, dishwasher etc. June 1 -

An*. 31. Rent negotiable. Call 546-
Q*?* or 54<-$tq$. tf4-W

3 bdrm. apt. June-Aug Center of
Amherst. $131 'mo Call 356-691$ af-
ter sit tf4-W

PLEASE
One Bedroom Apt. la Puffton —

tease runs until Aea\ 31. Too may
take over. Available June 1st. Call
A49-4C3S. Keep trying — will nego-
tiate, tfi •

tft-3 I TRAVEL

olds 448 4 speed Mlchelln tires,

grey w/blaek vinyl top. air. exc

condition, 33,$»t ml. Call asMtl
p m 853-335$. ?«:*3

VW buo 1959. «ood Urea, rebuilt

10 hp engine, RE 314H7 $375. Call

Beetle Town. 1$»4 8. Main *.,*&*
wam_ *J±-?2

'71 Pinto, 4306 ml., cassette ste-

reo. 3 cabinet speakers, 1600 series

Call John^n^me^_ftj^$*03 . tf

«

-°3

~
1964 Dodge Dart. R • H, etd.

trans . CPTD Reliable trans , al-

»«ys starts. Res. CaU 649-0827 after

ft i- in

We bay used books and reoords

— Whltellght Books (In the Alley)

No teste I
M*""

WANTED
Accountsnts. cooks. domesticis.

laborer, bartender, secretaries ste-

nographer, teachers, waitress, sales*

men and women, bank tellers I Bee

I m-See Services, 9 Pray 81

.

tf4-2.i

—
To sublet June 1 2 bdrm. town-

house, all "til lnc Oood location

win .ti«<«*" "•" '"»" "•"•"St, .,,tfl- 6.1

—T„ .uhlet 4
_
bedroom apartment

„ u.<- i>t fo Sent l»t or June

'"'"to S^pt "t Ren. negotiable

J"„'c«non Fearimt Si . Call MWtlJV

Original owner must sell 1967 Tem-
pest lldt. 71.000 miles. *rm PS.

PH. auto., radio, radials, II D s ,

post traction, perfect condition thrti-

oil . fall 515-4836. tt*-X3

""Must sell 1963 Aostln Healy 3000

Mk II, overdrive, excellent condi-

tion! Best offer. Call 853-$t>33
#til-*-'

"~|7MiO Alfa Romeo 2000 Spyder Call

233-5164 evenlnirs. Jl4"*'

iH.r Chevrolet Impala Convertible.

3>7 cu In., antomatic, best offer

,,».r $100. Cnll George 5^-1365^

IMi Volvo 12IS, 4 sd . R . H .

nil new lires, very clean: needs head

gartwl «ork I door sedan, good for

„ne mechanically Inclined. Asking

*!I0. 6-9535 late p.m. Ml-?*

1963 VW Van/Camper w/'70> rn-

cine radio, carpeting, ice box. $1150

tail 'r.v.-'MHn

.

'
f ' •"'

km,-, lord waxen, $t*»i furnitur.-

nlshea, tools. Must sell everything.

toinu- lo Europe. 519-1115. Ml

Intversal Jeep, model (i:\ <v

blown engine. 4 W*. dr , sjeewplow,
power takeoff. liMlraulirs. $2"i0 or

hest offer. Will lonxider a trade

(.ill li-5.t»l. ttt-tU

'
1906 VW sedan. ev< client condition,

new tir.s. m -w cliilih. radio, sell

for $750. Call 515 ::>I3 after fin

p.m. call 253-377$. it*-"-'

ia$| rhevy S|M»rt\.in - 10$, « cyl .

auto . It ,V II. excellent condition

:w3-7i(i6 . ___±2:i

Chevrolet til 9 passenger ototlon

aaaan, $ •*!., automatic, radio.

po»er steering, power brakes, good

Paper on ANY topic of Vietnam nt

bnnt *. pgs A 'B' grade must have

been attained Will talk about price

Taper will be returned after copied

Rob 6-6396. tfl-.*9

FOR RENT

Solid state 156 watt guitar amp
head 8 channel; tremolo reverb,

variable fugx; birch cabinet. $110

< all 546-6336. If4-23

Will sell or trade 2 wide oval-

and adapters for VW or trade for

2 good VW tires. Call Rick 853-

9619. tfd-g'l

Ice maker $56. Call Jim Venetos.

773-383$.
,

*>W
~~3 month old miniature poodle
female, black, answers to the nam,-

Fans. Has shots. $46. Call M$>
4536. tf4-27

Name brand leather goods at un-
der retail prices. Jeff 546-5121: 25::-

$11$. tfl-29

KT"MMER IN KTROFBI Chartered
round trip Jet flights plus many
helpful services. WATERBED8 test
Call 549-1357 ar 549-3963.

d - 6 $ $ 13 19 16 If.83 87 89 36

HELP WANTED
Stamp out chemical detergents

!

light pollution aad earn money
u bile distributing organic washing
solntiene made from soy beans.
Call Sharon 253-28$!. tf4-23

TAG SALE

2 bdrm. apt. for 4, up and down.
|U bath, air cond . wall to wolf

carp Cheap, will talk price. Call

256-6660. tti-M

"Rooms for rent In large, private

home Space available for large

number of girle (up te 16) Call 519-

tft-?3

June 1 - Sept. 1 — lrg. 3-room
apt. In flowers and trees, 1 mile

from Amh. Ctr. $l35/mo. Includes

mil Call 353-5032 during late eve
tf4-23

Apt. for rent as of June 1 for

summer only or longer. 8 large bed-

rms , modern ktchn In Colonial Vlg
Ipta Kent negotiable. Call 253-9H52

tf5-5

l.g. furn. 3 bedroom apt. with
waterbrd for rent June - Aug. Easy
hitch to campus. 3-4 people com-
fort a]ily

J
_$150/mo

1
_6M«-257$

.

tf4-27

8 bdrm. apt., Squire Vlge. June
1 with option to pick up lease, fur-

nished for summer, all utilities inc.

$lH0/mo. Call 66V32I9 eves.
tfl-?r

ATTENTION
Apt. for rent from June 1, 2

bedrm., 2 floors, air cond., fall

kitchen and din. rm., parking for 3

cars . Rlverglade Apts
.
, Amherst

$166 /mo. Call 353-363$

.

tf4-23

COMPONENT STEREO
(.arrard I.ah $0 auto, turntable
w/Orado cartridge, Sony TC250A
4 -track stereo tape deck, Ken-
wood RR-70. 96-watt FM Stereo
Berelver /Amplifier. 3 KI.H 17
speakers. All 1 month old In

orlg. parking w/fnll guaran-
tees. Worth over $600. Selling

w/all accessories, only $3$5.
Call 594-7277

tf4*3^

(ilOANTirt TAO SALE — Sat ,

^un., 21. 25. E. Severed Rd., cor-
ner Slmtesbury Hill, green house.
Furniture, records, clothes. McNett
510-6120 4-23

PERSONAL

LOST
REWARD $15 00 for return of

Artie Jacket (Peace hand left should
cr) mistakenly taken from Bills

North party <4/16). No T'a. Call

3IIJ-7060. tf4 23

REWARD of $15 for return of

pregnant cat wearing Silastic Hea
collar, lost near Kane's Nurslmr
Home. Call Vickl 545-2528 or 253-

5094. tf4-36

Black Labrador puppy, C wks. old,

lost in field between Zayre's and
Bell's Call 253-3009. Reward.

tf42-«

RIDE WANTED

SERVICES

Amherst Audls services stereo

Bide wanted to Cleveland April 23

or 84. WIU share expenses bright

and wondrous conversation. Call .Pat

256-$254. *f4-*3

Girl leaving for London Jane 11.
needs someone to thumb to Morocco
with. Can 6-8217. Please keep try
Ing. tf4-86

The cult requests the services of
n proficient maiden for the sacrifl-
< ral rites nt the Dionysiusian Nuptial
Festival. Call Frsa Major at 316-
6917. 6-23

After seeing yon ontslde Ooodell
Sat. nlte and followed you to the
Hatch, I now want to meet you.
How about Sun. nlte at 7:30 C.C.
Music Room. 4-23

Wanted: One charming prince to
rescue old-fashioned girl from Ivory
tower. Cnll Barbara fi-$033. 4-23

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Summer ramp for boys — male

counselors needed. Swimming and
skiing Instructors. For Info write
amp Director, Camp Pins, Enfield.
» B- tf5-3

DISCOUNT SUBLET
•'to/mo. 4 people, 2 bdrm., air

com!., pool, garbage disp. and dish-
washer, carpet, scenic view of mts.,
utilities Incl. Jnne 1. Call 356-6143

ff4-3?»
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Crewmen In Marist Ali-Wilt Bout?
ByBRONASIMON

MDC Staff

The Presidents Cup is the prize

sought by crews from Marist

College, St. Joseph's Academy,

Villanova, the Merchant Marine

Academy at King's Point, Iona,

Holy Cross, and UMass in a gala

regatta tomorrow in

Poughkeepsie, NY., hosted by the

Marist oarsmen. The competition

will undoubtedly prove challenging

for the Kedman crews which are

.ispiring to shake off a non-firing

week ol practice and to come

home much happier than Irom last

week-end's disappointment in

Syracuse.

UMass has been slated into five

events, with the meal important

race set to open rowing action at

i

., rtl The varsity crews will

be given the best i renditions of the

Hudson River to row in, before the

usual expected rough waters come

m with the umd
\ new combinal on from the

experimenting co - h Mike

! uhert) 's practii t trials <»i this

lc will find their toug eat op-

ponent tobeSt Ja eph rsity in

alietdol fivecrews The defending

i»:hI \aii champions, St Joe's has

onl> been beaten once so tar this

.,. b) Navy Otheni their

all senmr i»ne sophomore eight has

BB Sat on
WMUA

this Saturday, inril M, wmi ,

opens its baseball broadcasting

ion, as the UMass rledmen take

on the Wildcats from Nevi Hamp
shire. The Airtime for the

Dttagdcaal will bt I OOP M .
for the

dedication ceremonv ol Karle E
I.,. i den Kield. ii.rmciL \arsit\

Field

Ko) Gustafson will bring you the

inning by inning action with Bob

Udman providing -oloi WMUA
ii located at II l on your KM dial.

Check kfonday's MDC for a

complete schedule ot games to be

broadcast throughout the season

been winning on their usual rounds

against crews like Yale and
(leorgetown.

The undefeated Marist varsity

will stick their experience with the

home course on a line they hope

will lead them to a victory that will

impress the home crowd by

pushing St. Joe's. Marist has

beaten Wesleyan this year, but so

have the Redmen.
King's Point and Villanova round

out the varsity competition, with

Holy Cross a probably starter.

Suffering from a late start onto the

water, the Crusaders have already

lost to Wesleyan.

Taking to the water in a pocock

instead ol the schoenbrod, the

t Mass |\ 's are written as favorites

to win because ol their strong

performance last week end. Coach

Kahert) has predicted, "we have a

more than adequate chance lo

Win" against St. Joe's, whose jv's

were in the Dad Vail linals last

year, and Marist, whose boat is

composed mostly of sophomores

who finished in second place of the

Vail frosh contest.

In one of the four-man races, one

UMass frosh group will vie against

a Villanova varsity four, and the

other against a freshman four from

King's Point.

A five boat contest, the eight

Little Redmen will find the

dominating St. Joseph's and

Marist freshmen to be the teams to

heat Philadelphia and
Poughkeepsie are areas emphatic

Of crew, and both St. Joe's and

Marist do recruiting from high

schools to get experienced rowers,

while UMass frosh are still lear-

ning in their first year of crew

Tomorrow the UMass Crew club

will see just how they stand uith

t\so nl Hieir league's highest ad

versa lies that they will race

against later in the season.

HOUSTON <AP)—A fight bet-

ween Muhammad AH and pro

basketball star Wilt Chamberlain

was announced by Ali Thursday

and then less than an hour later

called off by an Astrodome official.

•We do not have a fight to an-

nounce at this time," Jack
O'Connell, senior vice president of

the AstroDomain Corp. told a news

conference at the Astrodome.

Karlier Ali had told newsmen
while awaiting Chamberlain's

arrival that he would fight the 7-

loot 2 basketball great July 26 in

the Astrodome.

"This ain't no joke, we are going

to light.'' Ali said. But then

O'Connell arrived and shot down
the tight, saying it was being

blocked by Chamberlain's tax

structure

O'Connell said Chamberlain had

agreed to light and that \h was

prepared to sign but that problems

arose during a conference with

Chamberlain and an attorney and

tax consultant who accompanied
him to Houston.

Chamberlain did not appear at

the Astrodome news conference.

The hangup at the last minute

resulted from Wilt's desire for a

$.
r
)(Kj.000 tax free guarantee, said

O'Connell. This raised more
complications than we could

figure out during the time of this

news conference."

O'Connell said. 'There is a 50-50

chance a fight could be worked out

later
"

He also said the ;54-year old

Chamberlain had signed an

agreement last February that he

would light Ali but that that

agreement was based on the

assumption Ah would beat world

heavyweight champion Joe

I la/ier Kra/ier won a unanimous

decision last March

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAM-

Crossword Puzzle

lop celebrities, in all fields, have
knowledge of astrology and some
practice the art. Astrology never was
more popular than it is today Many
speculate as to why. there are
various reasons But the important
tactor is that more persons now
understand the subject and read
about it. My own mail indicates that

young persons are investigating and
are finding that indeed astrology is a

rewarding subject

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Surprises <ire due. Mate or partner
m,iy act in eccentric manner What
you have m writing will hold up;
otherwise, there are changes,
revisions. A friend could misin

t< rpret motives.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Some

appointments are broken because
associate changes plans Be self

reliant Others now seem intent on
upsetting basic foundations One who
teaches can be a valuable ally.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20):

Display sense of humor Laugh at

your own foibles A friend who is

argumentative needs special con
sideration Don't cast first stone You
have to give now in order to receive.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Check
details Tendency is to become im
patient with what appears to be red

tape Actually, an apparent minor
matter may represent important
steppmgstcne Know this and act

accordingly.
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): You would

be wise to delay long range decisions.

There are changes upcoming which
should be considered Realize this

nd be analytical Cooperate with

Gemini individual
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22):

Financial picture will brighten.
Meantime, avoid conflict with family

members Key is moderation. You

gam most through diplomacy Play

waiting game i ime is on your side

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22; Exciting
time involves member of opposite

sex. Creative urges are highlighted,

oomeone is apt to whisper sweet
nothings. Take it for what it's worth
nothing. Key is to be realistic.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Obtain

valid hint from Libra message See
persons, situations as they actually

exist. Don't try to make something of

nothing Use imagination m con
structive manner No brooding
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Some friends may act in eccentric

manner Don't be drawn into sen

seless argument You could be

caught m middle. Be sympathetic
toward one who confides delicate

problem
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19);

Money maneuver could backfire

unless you are aware of fine print.

Check leases, policies. Be sure you
are backed by protection m case of

emergency New contact should be
beneficial.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18) You

are able to perceive potential Have
faith in your own ideas. Learn by
teaching, share knowledge Be
careful in judging Aries individual.

Be sure your facts are in order.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Be
wary about signing petitions, special

lists, checks. Avoid financial risk

where possible. Money picture is not

stable You should guard
possessions, protect valuables.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are completing a major cycle By
August, you should reap benefits of

recent investments, special efforts

and contacts. You have come through

a difficult period. Now, progress will

be accelerated Congratulations are

m order
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea. Corp

ACROSS

1 Pitcher

5 Jog
9 Hawaiian

wreath
12 Repetition

13 Garden tool

14 Coniunction

15 Teutonic deity

16 Undergarment
18 Obscure
20 Saint (abbr )

22 Landed
24 Bark cloth

27 Retail

establishment

29 Dregs
31 Algonquian

Indian

32 Longs for

34 Knocks
36 Roman Catholic

(abbr )

37 Musical
dramas

39 Woolly

4 1 Above
42 Cash drawer
44 Swift

45 Place

47 Distribute

49 Walk with

measured step

50 Paradise

52 Story

54 Symbol for

ruthenium

55 Negative

57 Masculine

59 Behold'

61 Be in debt

63 Warmth

65 Burden

67 Wager

68 Comfort

69 Simple

DOWN

1 Before

2 Adored
3 Latin

conjunction

•i

5
6
7

Things, in law

Quaver
Sword
Stamp of

approval

8 Spread tor

drying

9 Tibetan priests

10 Printers

measure
11 Cypnnoid fish

1 7 Note of scale

19 Pronoun
21 Pitch

23 River duck

25 Specific

26 Agree to

27 Husband or

wife

Saucy
Mast
Declared
Break suddenly

Narrow opening

Three banded
armadillo

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
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28
30
33
35
38
40

South American
animals
Doctrine

Exalt the

spirit of

Negative

53 Spanish article

56 Definite

article

43

46
48

51

58
60
61

S3

Shade tree

Poem
River in

Siberia

Pronoun
Babylonian

deity

Fa'oe Islands

whirlwind

1 2 3 4

££
5 6 y
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9 To"" 1

1

12 13 ^ 14
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16 17
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22 23 58
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Redman Nine Downs Rhody, o
H\ EARLEBARROLL

Mix Staff

KINGSTON, Rl. For more

than a st'iir the l.Mass baseball

team waited to get another crack

.,t Khode Islands ace hurler.

Brian Sheekey, who put a damper

on its title nope* last season with

two victories <>\er the Redmen.

Yesterda\ the Redmen nine got

their chance and made the best <>l

it in dri\ ing Sheekey to the showers

.,t the end of six innings on their

a.i\ to .1 convincing 6-1 victory

over the Kams
phe wm tipped the Redmen

record U>9 4 lor the season and 401

in Yankee Conference action while

the loss was Hie second tor the

Hams against two wins and their

nrst in Conference pla\ against no

Wills

loi i White was the pitching hero

lor the Kedmen as he went the

route tor the second straight time

allowing m\ hits, one run on an

opposite Held homer, struck out ten

and walked onl\ two hatters

\lter walking the tirst man to

lace him. the tall lefthander went

to work and retired the next 14

Kams until Ken wheless unloaded

with two out in the Hit with a hume

run which incidental!) broke a

string oi ;j consecutive runless

innings b> the l \lass huriers

Utei the long clout White boar

down .mil onl> had to get out ot a

la>t inning bases loaded jam which

he Mid on., strike-out and a ground

mi! m complete his effective out

tmc

Alter three scoreless innings

the Kedmen Opened the game up

with m\ runs in the middle three

Irames
.lack Conro) led oil the Kedmen

lourth with a single up the middle

and moved to second on an infield

grounder bj .Inn Kiley Mark

I'alau. w ho had a great day both at

the plate and m the Held singled to

i enter to score <'onrn\ with the

l list I M.iss run

With one out in the first White

helped himself with a single to left

center and scored on a triple up the

power alley in right center by

Charlie Manley Alter moving to

thud on an mlield out hy Conroy,

Manlev got m a run down between

third and home on an attempted

double steal with Brian Martin

going from lust to second 1 he

Kama made live tosses to get

Manlev. hut the guy with the

olden wheels' eluded all the

attempts and scored

3k' ItWiH*"

latly QlnUfnian

SPORTS

In the sixth, the Kedmen

responded t<> the I'KI run in the

bottom ot the litth with three ol

their own Palau opened with a

double The next two Kedmen were

set down l>> Sheekey hut Tom
\U Dennett delivered a single to

drive in I'alau White walked and

\lanle\ again drove a shot up the

allcv in right scoring hoth Mc

Dermolt and Manlev to end the

Kedmen scoring and send

Shceke\ to the showers much

rather' than he and just about

everyone else expected.

\,ld to Whites strong pitching

and the teams clutch hitting the

defensive gems turned in by

shortstop Ed McMahon and scored

baseman Conroy and the smart

heads up base running on the part

ot the entire team and there's one

heck ol a complete all-around

victory ,or l,KK'h 1)lck lu'r#luist

The coach was noticably happy

alter the game His Kedmen

needed this win to keep pace with

I Conn This was a mission they

had set lor themselves since the

beginning ol the season and per

forming it fa such convincing

fashion only adds to the magnitude

ot the win

The YankeeConference is loaded

with pitching this year. Sheekey

will undoubtably get another shot

at the Redmen up here but lor the

time being he will remain a terror

lor the rest ol the league probably

helping the Redmen along the way

until he reaches Amherst finds

another bunch ot hungry Kedmen

waiting lor him again.

REDMAN HOST UNH
Tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. the Ked-

men nine will l>e in action again

hosting the University of New

Hampshire. This game is ot

significance not only as far as the

Yankee Conference standings are

concerned but also because the

Varsity Baseball Field will be

dedicated to lormer I' Mass

baseball coach Karl K Lorden in a

brief ceremony before the game

I.orden coached Kedmen baseball

lor 21) years and this Held is being

dedicated to the man who con-

tributed so much not only to the

I Mass athletic department but

also the the entire l.Mass com-

inumtv Chancellor Oswald Tippo

and Dean Warren McOuirk, Head

oi the School ol Physical Kdueation

and Athletic Director will make
short speeches

As lor the game. UNH will be a

major test lor the Kedmen in the

conference. The Wildcats are 1-1

to dale and m their last outting took

I Conn to 11 innings before losing.

This is a team that is loaded with

strong young pitchers, keeping

with the general theme of the

conference this year. This af-

ternoon the Wildcats are at un-

deleated Springfield and the

Kedmen will probably see either

then number one or two pitcher for

their contest

Bergquist w ill send Tom King to

the mound tor CMass. In his three

outings since returning from the

southern trip the fireballing lef-

thander has given up only one

earned run in Mi innings. He'll be

taking a 34 record into the game.

With the recent shuffling of a

couple of positions the definite

Redman lineup won't be known

until game time. But the way

things have been going of late, any

nine that the the tield w ill be a solid

nine

Baseball Tomorrow

:

UMass Hosts UNH
Dedication Game

Trackmen Run In Philly
.1 1 ...I ,. mi tli.. mei'l

Gorillas Home
B> KOBERT MEDE1ROS

\||)( Malt

Diet mass track team will again

i„. represented in the prestigious

ivnn Kelavs l " Relays are

.mnualK held ii Philadelphiais

i rankhn KicW. ai 1 is one ot the

oldest and most popular meets m

the countn it i- estimated that

Ml fans will Ik- on hand lor

. „ i..x v qualifying heats, and an

. .tmiated B.U r tomorrow I

place*

unals

line ot

papularit)

caliber <»i

, onipetmg
talent Iroin

the reasons lor the

ot the meet is the

athlete that will he

The Relays attract

the college and high

school ranks irom all over the

eountrv

I \|.,ss has bad some degree ol

success in this meet in recent

: , lb.' UN relay team placed

third in the tinals two years ago

Last vear Gerry Spellman. running

in the Uo intermediate hurdles

d fifth m the tinals

I Mass has again entered an H80

,ela\ team which will include

Walter Mas o who was a member ot

the team that place in this event

two vears ago Joining Mayo will

be Tony Pendleton. Ron Harris and

Dennis BUM
I he tno ot Mayo, Pendleton, and

Harris will return in the 44<> relay,

and will be joined b) Stokes Hall

Both ot these sprint relay teams

nave the potential to place high,

hut tin- Final result will depend on

the effectiveness ol the teams

baton passing

Ihe other rela> team entered

will he Ihe sprint medley Gene

i osteite will run the lust leg ol the

relax which will be 440 yards

t ostello. a freshman, competed in

the Pent! Kelavs last >ear a- I

member of the Fordham Prep mile

,eta\ team (ierry Spellman will

run ihe second leg which will Ik- 221)

.mis. Hon Harris, running in his

third relax ol the meet, will lake

the third leg which will also be -220

yards, and Dave Evans, the

Yankee Conference loou champ,

will run the KHO anchor leg ol the

relax

Speiiman will also be competing

on an mdixidual Ikisis m his

laxontc •vent, the 440 in-

termediate hurdles Last yt*ar

Spellman, in capturing his fifth

place finish, established a new

school record

Eddie Arcaro will !*• competing

as an individual in the shotput and

the hammer Arcaro continues to

Ik' a standout lor the Kedmen In

hoth ot his performances this

spring he has broken the school

record in the shotput His per

lorniauce in the hammer at the BC

Kelavs should rank him in the top

lu collegiate hammer throwers in

the nation according to early

spring results

Netmen Travel To Rhody
Bj SINCLAIR FOSTER

MUC Staff

ii,,.- shook! be tough, but we're

going (iown Vith an idea ot

winning s, » said Coach Stephen

Kosakov ki aboul this afternoon s

lennis match .<g<'

i mvcrsit; of Rhode Island

I. bode Island

Ihe Ram* -"I i'' straighl

duel matches dating back to the

season •
' ' hat

t M,,vs knocked them oil In

Sports Notices

compiling an undefeated record in

I'd Khode Island has downed a

good Springfield team 7 1/2 l I -

,, IU I beaten a weak Maine club tMJ

Last year the Kams won the

v, ankee < 'onlerence. which was the

nrst lime in quite a while that the)

had beaten UMass out m the

conference championships

Back from last years conference

squad are their number one

1IU 1 | men, und Conerton and

N ,.^j | keep '.oldberg and

\l>

no A<

f'llX ill
'

:

BEIJ tiOLl D '

: M

golt team captured two

vietorn esterday o !i,!1

, u ||,-, .md Holy (loss in a

triangular meet held at Hickoiy

Kidge. the home ol the I Mass golt

team . _ .

Tomorrow at i p.m the Redman

golfers return to action lor an

importanf Yankee Conference

encounter with Khode Island at

Hickory Kidge

|. nr the complete details on all

these matches see Mondaj a

Collegian

Webnian more than busy

Ibis afternoon's match shapes

as as a tight one as Kosakowski

commented, Were playing real

well now .
mainlx because the team

has started to jell We worked hard

all spring, and now its finally

paying off."

In the way "I individuals

Kosakowski went right down the

line 1 m expecting Goldberg to

come on strong as the season

progresses He ha- been bothered

bj a bad right hand and as ol yet H

still hasn't healed Hob Vxebmanat

number two put on a vers good

performana inst MIT Wed

, |a , as he played againsl ot*

,i H . loughesl boys in New '

nn- Bloom is com

i {n ,,, m ror as and I'm v<

rerbei Then fhere are our two

Ireshmen. Brass and Bralcy who

,, finally rounding out I m ex-

pecting them to continue their

improvement

Kosakowski moved along to

doubles, saying." Chrisy Coffin

indJira Bornheim have been doing

exceltenl jobs lor us. Coffin is

eoming on well in doubles and ol

course Bornheim is a big factor in

that third doubles position.

because that position has won the

| ;1 st two matches lor us

By STEVE FERBER
M DC Staff

Returning home trom the

Harvard heartbreakar, (Jarber s

Gorilla's will host Wesleyan

tomorrow afternoon at 2 p.m. The

stickmefl will have the task of

recovering both mentally and

phvsicallv Irom the rough deteat

suitered on Wednesday, as

Wesleyan will be formidable op-

position indeed

In three games to date Wesleyan

has laced two teams that CMass

has alreadv knocked off. Tufts and

Middlebury tell to tomorrows

\ isitors by the scores of 18-3 and H-5

respectively In their other contest

Washington and Lee downed

Wesleyan UH as Washington and

l.ee happen to have been the only

tram to defeat the English In-

ternational team, which handed

I Mass their first loss

In the Middlebury contest,

although the score was close, the

overall play was not Wesleyan

looked much the superior team, a

squad with good speed and a very

good lirst line of mid fielders

That lirst mid-field will consist of

Peter Seigle (No SI Sandy Tueci

No 31 1 and Hob Mekeel <No. 31).

This lust mid field has excellent

Meed with three bovs that can

taun the ball'' in Coach Carbor s

words
Mark Kredlend (No. 44

1

and

John Hillock No 42 » will lead the

Wesleyan attack as these two will

be playing the sides with big Jim

Vkin plaving the crease in bet

ween Akin will be the second big

attackman that I Mass defenders

will face this week Harvard s Phil

/uckerinan went at f»'4 220 lbs

« bile tomorrow s big boy weighs in

at Ot h>s and stands »i'5

With essentially the same team

as last sear. Wesleyan revolves

their attack around Billock who

bandies the ball quite a bit. Tucci

and Mekeel in the mid-field will

most hkelv provide CMass goalie

Bruce Crawford with a busy af-

ternoon as they take most of

Wealeyan*i shots on net

Where CMass is most likely to

make headway tomorrow af-

ternoon, is against the second and

third string mid fields of

Wesleyan (larber s (lorillas are

an excellent riding ball-club that

dean the ball well, whereas

Wesleyan imds itself at somethig

ol a loss when those categories are

mentioned
Weslevan is one of New

Kngland s top 10 ballclubs. which

is saving a great deal considering

the fad thai t Mass is number lour

in New Kngland and number II m

the country fsvehologically this is

a tremendously big ballgame.

because next week the Kedmen go

up against two teams in the top 20

in Adelphi and Fairleigh Dickin

son

Pagliara Elected

Hoop Captain

Mike 1-ugUara has been elected Capfc of lb '
tdversitj

MassTchiiSvarsity basketball tearnfo, -

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QU|r sfbuarlptirttft

lathi (ttflibgtan*m Wm +J A NUI AM0 IISPONSIIll ^^ WK*

Weather:
Your guess is as good as

ours. And ours are

usually way off.
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i tin the weekend'n anU-war w moastra*

Mike I a glial a iuis im : i > • v . .. --i— ^_ , >->. .'» > »•» --~ - •

.

« ^

I ;ili I "ArelSupporters Turn Out for D.C. Rally
the Yankee Conference championship and the sneon

"truKht berth in the National Invitational Tournament

l> gna a was the third best IMass scorer with 275 ^Jg**»*
,ve -,ie Me scored in double figures IS times w ith highs of 24 at Boston V.

a«d ,7 ig in node Island. He made 103 of 231 field goal tries for a 44 >

n^rkaiSeflofS free throws for a 742 percentage He was second

assist: with 1 12. just two behind John Betancourt although missing one

"a
M,ke

V

au-ragc-d

,r

.Tpv.nts for the undefeated 15-0 freshman team and

*-e! «he th rd g i
a. •

I as a sophomore lor the IK 7 Itedmen He is majoring

m Accoiln^gZIhe School of Business Administration and to a member

ol Kappa Sigma Fraternity

ByJANEKOLAND
Special to the MDC

Up to a thousand people from UMass and

the surrounding area joined the upwards of

)t,oooo anti-war demonstrators in

Washington, DC. this Saturday.

The demonstration, which the Boston

(Jlobe called the largest ever in the capita

city was also unique in that it was the first

demonstration against the war in Vietnam

that was not overwhelmingly student

oriented

Marching in contingents alongside the

massive amounts of students participation

were thousands of older people, organized

labor, veterans and active-duty (i.I s,

women and gay people and welfare rights

organizations

—organized labor contingents were par

lK„|, rK well-received: wherever District

.,:, Distributive Workers or I AW Koca.,9

went they were applauded and cheered b>

the other marchers Union contingents^

which stretched on and on through the line of

march brought thousands of demonstrators

into the c.tv one local in New York char

tered an -ntire tram for its rank and file

membership
The march was scheduled to begin at

12 110, with assembling into differenf

groups starting at I©:0B a m hut b) K OU m
the morning busses had alrcad> poured into

the city m such numbers thai specially

designated parking WM were lull

( onliiuoMl on aagf two
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UM Students Join Marchers

Peace March Jams Washingt
Continued from Page I

Most people marched in different

contingents: active-duty G.l.'s and

veterans Against the War. draft

rcsisters, pacifist groups and

peace groups, the Third World

contingent; United Women's and

Cav Liberation contingents.

federal employees. trade

unionists, professional groups.

religious groups, and students

Most contingents were spirited and

chanted much of the way along the

parade route The gay contingent

was especially spirited, chanting

Ga> Power" and "2 -4-6-8-Cee.

this march is really straight;" the

women's contingent chanted

sisterhood is powerful bring the

troops home", and from most

ever) section could he heard "Out

Now" and "End the War Now

The rally itself took place on the

steps of the Capitol, with

demonstrators covering all grassy

areas surrounding the building for

blocks around while others were

Mill marching to the rally site As

more demonstrators entered the

city, they waited at nearby areas

and listened to speakers; many

hundreds of cars and buses were

unable to get into Washington

because ol traffic jams and ti-ups.

Different speakers and en-

tertainers addressed themselves to

different aspects of the anti-war

movement Among the speakers

were John Kerry of Vietnam Vets

against the War. Jerry (Jordon.

coordinator ol NPAC; Mrs Uoretta

King Mrs Sally Davis. Angela

Davis' mother; (ongresswoman

Bella Abzug. David Delhnger;

Harold Gibbons, international

vice president ot the Teamsters

Union; and Andrew Pulley ot the

Socialist Workers' Party, plus

representatives of the gay

liberation movement.

Speakers stressed the need ot

building an independent antiwar

movement, talked about the size ot

the crowd, and the fact of more

older people than ever before

present

The demonstration demanding

an immediate withdrawal of I S.

troops Irom Southeast Asia was

originally called by the National

Peace Action Coalition at a mass

meeting held last December in

Senate Votes Against

Room , Board Hikes

Chicago, and the call to demon

st rate was endorsed by thousands

ot groups and individuals. The

,,11% was co sponsored by the

1 'copies Coalition for Peace and

justice which also called tor

setting the date tor attaining a

$B5UU a year guaranteed minimum

income and treeing all political

prisoners

Buses Irom this area were sent to

Washington by the Student

Mobilization Committees at I Mass

and Mount Holyoke, by the Valley

Peace Center and from Greenfield

and I'lttsfield. and uncountable

numbers of individuals drove and

hitchhiked. Unfortunately one of

the University busses broke down

soon after leaving Amherst and so

was forced to turn around with

forty almost demonstrators.

Spirit among I' Mass marchers

was high, like everyone else, most

l.Mass students were over-

whelmed b\ the numbers of people

present Those from Western

Massachusetts were also amazed

\w BCTHGOODELL
Mix'Statt

111,- student Senate voted last

„ight t<> recommend that the Ail

inn list rut ion not increase room and

,„„,,, r0sts next year The vote

came at a special open meeting ot

the senate called to discuss the

increases the Administration

expects to make and to consider

iiltermtive plans lor meeting the

increased costs ot doi ins and food

-el \ ices

I he Senate passed the following

*H ,.i recommendations instead ot

supporting an) of the proposed

options lor increases presented b)

Administration •< We
ominend that there be no in

,-,• m residence hall and dining

i
onimoiis lees s„ long as students

,,<• lorced to pa) interest and

capital lor construction ot these

chile not retaining the

-Ml,. I» That there I"

itraiorium on the construction ol

,mj neu dormitories or dining

, ominous 01 other student financed

liuildings; «• That a system ot

lent control !>«• lorcelulh ad

ttvd tor Amherst and the

in i omnium communities: and d

i ti.it a stud> committee be formed

to recommend to the Student

senate. In May 12. the charge and

membership lor a permanent

Student Senate. »»> May 12, the

, barge and membership tor a

liermanenl student senate com

mitiee on non a« ademic fees

lichind the passage ot the-.'

recommendations is a strong

sentiment in the Senate that

students are being lorced to pa) tor

,„, un|aM- l niversity building and

, un.lmg pohe> Many ot the

Senators s|>eakiiiH last night lelt

that students are paying lor

u istakes that were made
,,„.,.,,;,„. m t»- past when the

system ol dormitory construction

was estaH led

treasurer rtichard Verrochi and

everal others argued that 'since

-indents are paying for the

buildings, why shouldn't they own

them in title ' Currently, the title

is in the name of the Building

Vithontv. control in the hands of

the l niversity, and Imancial profit

m the pockets ol bondholder.

Senators pointed out. They

,|iieshoned why students could not

own and control the buildings lor

which the) pay

Senator Daniel Stearns com

pared the present situation to that

,,| il„. -...vine --the student is

iger lie said a student living in

Central paying lor the bond in-

terest which goes to 'big

businessmen" is like the slum

dweller paying rent to the slum

landlord

President Glenn Klters con-

curred with the trend of the

senators objections, saying "The

people who own the bonds are

lieing catered to far more than the

students who pay tor them This is

a form ot gross capitalism being

lorced onto students 1 think we

should say \er> strongly that we re

not happy with this

The only debate against the set ot

recommendations was made by

\ ice President Patricia Beharry

She said that the recommendations

do not race the reality that there

will he an increase this September

she agreed that it is important to

stud) the basic premises of the

system, but she wanted the Senate

to deal specifically with the

proposed increases and options at

this time

Mil; ( HAM It lOH for Sup-

porting Ser\ices Thomas tampion

presents the Senate with the huts

.m<l Figure* during last nights

debates o\ei iiniiii and board in-

ercascs.

fcljr ftaftaartpurtti flails Colleton

. .
. ones are 5*5 7550 -« M* "344

I

...... r.nq

..... M3 Strti

at trees in bloom and green leaves

and grass all over the city.

In the words of one participant

Irom UMass, "The rally was
fantastic: because of the huge

amount of people, the entire day

and the entire city became a

demonstration.
"Imagine so many different

kinds of Americans gathered

together to demand that the

President and Congress listen to

them Americans demanding the

right to determine America's

foreign policy; thowing opposition

to the vicious war on Southeast

Asia."

She prophesized "We won't be

tooled by phony peace candidates

of either Party; the independent

anti-war movement in this country

will continue to grow and continue

to till the streets until the

American people can determine

our own loreign policy and the

Vietnamese are allowed to

determine lor themselves their

own form of government
."
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Ali To Speak At Cage Tonight

Before the Senate voted S2-W to

accept the recommendations

printed above. Senator Ed Voci

expressed the Senates ap-

preciation to Vice Chancellors

Bromerv and Campion tor their

involvement with students in

studying the increases Voci also

said' that lor the Senate to

recommend any increase would be

inconsistent with its philosophy

that students are being lorced to

pa) fOf someone else's past

mistake He said that the Senate

does not place the blame on

anyone, but that the time for

change has come
Vice chancellors Bromer) and

( ampion responded to the Senate's

recommendations by saying that

they understand the reasoning

behind them They said they will

not penalize anybody i,nd that they

will continue to work closely with

students to decide on the costs for

next year and to study the system

.is i whole

Comrn. Studies

Future U.
Bv ROBERT SCHEIER

M DC Staff

The President s Committee on the Future of the University mettFridaj

afternoon in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union, and heard a

variety of student, faculty and administration speakers on subjects

ranging from dorm life to funding for the CCEBS program

The committee, which is made up of three parts one-third members

Irom the I Mass community, one third interested residents of the state

and one third people from outside of Massachusetts, is charged with

investigating and recommending to the president policies on such

problems as the size ol the Amherst campus, admissions policies, the role

of the Boston campus, and opening up the school to a greater diversity of

age groups
,

The subject of student life on campus was approached from several

different angles in the course ol the meeting. Work Week, a vacation

project where Central Area students fixed their own dorms was brought

up as an example of an activity that promoted a sense of belonging in a

residential college, which many I eel UMass lacks

\ student lelt that much of the problems in student life comes Irom

Whitmore s inability or indifference to taking action towards student

wants and needs Later, Dr Randolph Bromerv. Vice Chancellor lor

student Allans speaking on student affairs in general, said that the

i ampuswas jusl too large lor -one Dean of Students in Whitmore

The < ( Kl'.S program was described as -really scraping lor funds and

having just scratched the surface on what it should be doing by Demi

Jacobs of the College ol Humanities He said that he would like to see >"%

ot all ol the state colleges and universities student bodies come Irom imhh

lamihes He added that although there are 600 black students at I Mass.

II but hlt\ ol them are on CCEBS scholarships

Dr Broinerv added that he had done some research, and said that the

lust CCEBS graduating dans will be larger than all the previous bases

students graduated by I Mass in it's history

Free UMASS Delivery
FROM

Diamonds

Lowest prices in

the world.

\ have no overhead

to pay.

Call

Rich

Amoroso
549-0940 or at TE(|>

RAPP'S DELI
79 So. Pleosont St., Amherst

Next door to Peter Pan Bus office

This Week's Delivery Specials

PASTRAMI GRINDER
Reg. $1 09 Now $1.00

ITALIAN COLD CUT GRINDER
Reg. $1.15 Now $1.05

SALADS — POTATO, COLE SLAW or MACARONI
Reg. 25<Z Now 20<

CANNED SODA
Reg. 25? Now 20*

ECLAIRS
Reg 25* Now 20<

Phone 253-9336 for free delivery

$2.00 minimum from 6-11 every night.

Special Prices on Deliveries Only —

Former world heavyweight ehampion and Muslim

minister. Muhammad Ali, will lecture tonight at

Curry Hicks Cage at 8 p.m. in another in a series ot

featured lecturers sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program
Ali is currently under indictment for refusal to serve

in the armed forces and in retrospect is regarded as a

prophet of the now popular anti-draft movement.

An exquisite master of public relations and an idol

to all black, white, young and old. he is mobbed by

autograph seekers and well wished whenever and

wherever he appears in public.

He turned professional after winning the Olympic

Cold medal as a lightheavyweight in 1960 and was

responsible tor the resurgence of the boxing game

with his quick wit and graceful retorts.

Innovator of the 'Ali Shuffle" and poet laureate of

the ringed square, he defeated Sonny Liston in 1964 in

Maimi to gain the world championship and during the

next couple of years became one of the top goodwill

embassadors for America in his over-seas bouts.

He was stripped of his title in 1967 when he refused

induction into the U.S. Army claiming exemption as

religious leader of the Black Muslim Sect.

Late last year he started a comeback and after two

successful bouts was defeated by Joe Frazier in early

Late last year he started a comeback and after two

successful bouts was defeated by Joe Frazier in early

March to lose his title and suffer his only defeat of his

(**i i*(*t*r*

Since then he has had a heavy lecture schedule

mcludingtonight's stop at UMass

Between :5::to and 4::to there will be a rap session at

the Black < 'ulture Center, followed by a Coffee Hour at

the Student Union Ball Boom and the lecture at B

C.E.Q. Holding Retreat

To Organize, Plan

Muhammad Ali. who will speak at the Cage tonight at 8.

Romney Here For

Reform Conference
Public officials Irom three levels

ol government, led by George

Kearney and Governor Francis W.

Sargent, will play major roles in a

two day conference on in

tergovemmental reform at UMass

today and tomorrow

Governor Sargent. Chairman of

the New England Governors'

Conference, SdH represent the six

New England governors He will

.peak toda\ at »:S am on the

problems lacing all governments

and options lor improving services

and finances The title ot his talk is

"Kfxcnuc Sharing An Idea Whose

i mie Has Come?'
Keynote speaker for the Town

Meeting on Intergovernmental

Betorm, ipunaored by the Nev«

i Mi-land Council, will !•*• George

Itomney, Secretary ot Housing and

i i km Devdopment He will speak

on the NiXOO administration s

revenue sharing program and the

sharing program and the benefits

to state and local governments.

following Sargent's address

\ luncheon address by 1"

Iniureme \ WOOdWOfth, chiet ol

staff. Join! Committee on internal

Bevenue Taxation in Washington,

will be directed toward an in depth

discussion ol fedtral takeover ot

welfare costs

In the afternoon. Bobert E
Steadman of the Committee for

Economic Development in

Washington, will talk on the needs

lor state local government im-

provements
Following dinner, Larry

Margolis, executive director of the

Citizens' Conference an state

legislatures, will present "An

Evaluation ol New England

Legislatures.' Besponding to the

address will Im- Marshall Cobleigh.

Speaker ol tin- Neu Hampshire

House ol Representatives and l.t

Governor John S. Burgess ot

Vermont.
Tin- luncheon address on

ruesday. will be given b> Daniel L

Skoier. Director ot the American

Bar Association Commission <>n

Correctional Facilities and Ser

vices in Washington. He will speak

„„ -Moderating the Criminal

.lust ice System
other major speakers inciuoe

Robert H McClain . Jr Executive

Director of the Massachusetts

Master Tax Plan Commission.

Maurice h Donahue, former

Senate President and now

Professor ol Practical Politics at

UMass; and Kenneth I'ickard.

Executive Director ol the

Massachusetts League of Cities

The Coalition for Environmental

Quality. 'CEQi is planning a

retreat to the mountains to give its

members and other interested

persons an opportunity to "get

their heads together'' about the

environmental movement on this

campus The plan resulted from

numerous discussions at CEQ
meetings Members felt that while

(EQ continues to provide valuable

services to the University, the

group still tails short of its

potential.

The object of the retreat is spend

Cniversity getting to know each

other, and trying to get a clearer

idea ol what CEQ'l role might be in

the ecology momement.
Scheduled to leave Friday af-

ternoon. April :iu. and return

Sunday afternoon. May 2. the

retreat will be almost totally un

structured to give people time and

freedom to deal with those

questions they are concerned

about Opportunities for relaxation

and all kinds ol recreation will be

available at the 440 acre Cum-

minglield Activity Center in

The retreat is open to anyone

interested in making CEQ more

effective next year, but must be

limited to f>u persons The cost per

person will be $14 or less, including

meals, accomodations and tran

spoliation

Registration lor the retreat

should be done today b) calling

t'Eq I54S-0618I, stopping by the

office, or coming to a special CEQ
meeting tonight at 7 I'M in room

Hi4 ol the Campus Center, where

the retreat will Im- discussed in

detail

a weekend together awav Irom the_Cumm.nP»nn Ms»««

Vehicle Inspection

Registration Info.

a .

their license plates, and

spring inspection sticker

Massachusetts motorists are

reminded that they MUST display

current registration sticker on

a new
on the

windshield prior to May IS. Due to

staggered registration, many

people are carrying validation

stickers in the vehicle They must

be affixed to the license plates.

The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts requires that all

students whose motor vehicles

hear license plates from states

other than Massachusetts and who

are eligible to operate these

vehicles on the roads and highways

ul Massachusetts, register their

vehicles with the Police Dent, of

(he town in which the school they

are attending is situated.

Registration Of I vehicle with the

University Barking Coordinator

aom not satisfy this obligation

Due to the increasing number of

out ol state operators l>eing cited

lor tin registered vehicles, all non-

resident students are reminded to

apprise themselves of their par

ticular stales requirements In

lormation and the necessary

registration forms may be Ob-

tained at the University Police

Dept

BIIKIXI 111 THE MOIV
I NIVS-lhet VM *• •»«' spending a

weekend at the 1 1«> BCTe Cum
miagfteM letlvit) tenter la

i innminuton. where they will try

to "gel their heads together" OH

hiture activities.

Before Agnew wos o

household nome, we were

o tradition!

Bell's Pizza
Free Delivery

of Pixtos

256-8011
253-9051

* THE GOLF SPfcX»3|is+;

*. THE DENTIST
g. THE PHARMACIST

iSOU rAAHAR AUD.

College Life Classis-

COME TOGETHER
BROTHERS AND SISTERS

bear £RNIE WILSON
—farmer prise tighter

•former Jaw musician

truvritag speaker in \merica and Vfrka

"IESUS and the BLACK MAN"
" ...,...( ........ul . i . I i . v li iii i-nl ventertitinnient refreshment!!
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Egypt Expresses Hope

At Sec. Roger's Visit
.. ^-j— i r™m Most newspapers

Egyptian officials expressed

hope vesteeday that Sec

Ktiyptian officials expressed

hope yesterday that Secretary of

State William P Kogers wil bring

a clear-cut view on how to solve the

Arab Israeli conflict when he visits

Cairo next month

We have made our position

dear and have nothing more to

add an authoritative source said

in Cairo. 'It would indeed be a

waste of time if Mr Rogers is

coming to the area only to sound

out our views

The Egyptian foreign minister

said Saturday any arrangement to

reopen the Suez Canal must be

inseparable from an over-all

peaceful settlement ." Egypt m-

Yorty May
MakeBidFor
Presidency
\K\S YORK .APi -Democratic

Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles

says he i thinking of running lor

president and will 'test the

waters" m New Hampshire this

'

We want to see how the people

leel " the mas or said

tie stopped over here during the

weekend enroute to Nee Hamp-

shire where he will take political

soundings on his chances in that

state's Democratic presidential

primar) next March It will be the

lust primary in the nation OfltoM

Klorida set* one earlier

Most <»t the Democratic can

lil(ltlt ,s said Yorty, are pulling

the party too far to the Ml Make a

moderate position

Yortj said he could not support

aro oi the politicians now con

tidered possible Democratic

contenders
I think it is wrong to r> to

,, lUsr the presidenl to fail, he

I
Man) Democrats are

harassing and tryjng to sabotage

the presidenl That's what MusWa

and McGovern are doing

n Edmund Muskie ot Main.

ind sen George McGovern <»i

south Dakota are both Democratic

contend* although <»"!>

Govern has announced his

, audidacy

Yort) saidhewMinvitedtoNew

Hampshire b) party leaders and

iHjsinessmen and that he had been

assured ol support by the Man

> hester Union Lender

The l.<»s Angeles mayor said it

was a mistake lor Musk.e and

McGovern to try to make issues ol

the EHl and the war

It will turnout that they aren t

,ssues at all.
• he said The main

thrust ol his own campaign, he

said, would be the economy and

defense. "We have to plan We

have to figure that Kussia will

..ttack us.'
-

he said.

Yorty said he regretted the

recent del eat in Congress of lunds

lor the supersonic transport plane,

and blamed Sen Henry M.

Jackson. D Wash . for a lack of

leadership in that regard

sists an Israeli withdrawal from

the canal area must be followed by

a total pullback trom all territory

occupied after the war of 1967.

That's our position and we wil

not give it up." one official

declared 'We are not ready to

accept any vague arrangements.or

promises that cannot be {unfilled.

We had enough of that

The official Middle East News

Agency said Kogers on his arrival

Tuesday. May 4. will meet w.th

dime Minister Mahmoud rawzy

and Foreign Minister Mahmoud

mad It made no mention ot a

meeting with President Anwar

Sadat But a meeting could be

arranged later, since Rogers will

stay, until Thursday.

Koflers' visit to Cairo is the I irst

ol a I S secretary of state since

i«3 when the late John Foster

Dalles went to Kgypt. It >s also

believed the lirst official visit by a

secretar) of state to a nation that

has no diplomatic relations with

,he tinted States Egypt broke off

relations in the 1%7 war

The Israeli press reacted tepidly

to Rogers' plans to visit hgypt.

Jordan. U'banon. Saud, Arabia

Most newspapers agreed with

Kogers' contention that no

dramatic breakthroughs should be

expected in Mideast peace efforts

•Diplomats' voyages nowadays

have no particular influence, being

useful only for study and

demonstration purposes, said tne

semi-official Davar
However. Kogers' readiness to

work tor stilling the Mideast

conflict and reopening the Suez

canal "is further proof ot

America's inclination to give top

priority, in the Mideast policy, to

ensuring peace in the region.

Davar added
some Arab countries did not

appear to welcome Kogers' visit.

bSyots ally Libya predicted the

visit would be a failure because

Israel is continuing its aggression

and the United States is en

outraging it." as Vice Premier

\l>del Sallam .laloud put it

In Beirut, capital of Lebanon,

some anti American demon-

strations are expected to greet

Kogers Similar demonstrations

also are expected in Amman.

Jordan's capital, by Palestinians

and other extremist elements

Leaders Meet, Held

"Frank" Discussions
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UMass Profs Join

Recreation Meet
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irises ol the IfMis
miversitv of Illinois, is sponsored by

pollution, and youth values
Nfl ,ional Kecreation and Park
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Boston, gave the keynote addresses
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Today 's

Game
With B. U.

91.1 FM
3 P.M.

STATIONARY
SALE!!

NOW ON
AT

A. J.
Newsdealer & Stotioner

45 S. PLEASANT ST
AMHERST

F|HI A«T$ COUHCIt WO/71 S«l»

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

f~™ST29 g. FRIDAY, A^RIU 30

DIZZY GILLESPIE

TRYOUTS!
for

Precisionettes

MON. Till RS

April «• - m May 3 6

4:10

at DttkhWMWi Parkin* Lot

(lie*! I* l!i"<l'» «•-""< !'••»*»>

Bring » friend and a smile'.

CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

QUINTET
Mike Longo, Piano

Sam Jones, Bass

Rudy Collins, Drums

Dizzy Gillespie, Trumpet

Sonny Henry, Gu.tar

Potato Valdez, Conga Drums

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

Informal Seminar, 2:00 P m. 4/29

Jozx Workshop, 2:00 p.m. •/*?

Open without choroe to those purchos.ng

rickets to either evening concert.

Reserved Tickets available from Fine Art. Cound,

125 Herter Holl (or at Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offices.

Priest Speaks In C.C. On
Vietnam, Right To Live

By CYNTHIA SWINDWELL
MIX Stall

•The role of the Church is to

relate to the severe issues of the

times. 1 examined the Vietnamese

War and the peace movement and

decided to contribute as an in-

dividual' " said Father Neil

McLaughlin in his speech spon-

sored by the Amherst Clergy and

Laymen Concerned About Viet-

nam, the University of

Massachusetts United Christian

Foundation, and the University of

Massachusetts Newman Club in

the C.C. Auditorium Thursday

Night.

Father McLaughlin, who is

assigned to a poor west Baltimore

Viewers Vote

Against Calley

Clemency

BOSTON AF The Advocates, a

public affairs program of the

1'ublic Broadcasting System,

reported %esterday that viewers

responding to a program on W
William F (alley voted oyer

w helming against granting him

clemency
\ spokesman said the program

received ^.978 letters m response to

an April 13 telecast on which

•everaJ aspects d the (alley case

were argued

He said H4 per cent ol the letters

opposed clemency to Colt)

Parish related the events leading

to Ins arrest with the Harrisburg

Six and defined his individual role

in the trial and the meaning ot the

indictment.
•1 am not a revolutionary,

stated Father McLaughlin T only

wanted to be a simple priest and I

to be of service to the people.

Father McLaughlin cited an act

of the Vatican Council, which

stated that any act of war aimed

indiscrimmantly is a crime against

Cod. He noted that the Church has

ignored this act in their view of the

Vietnamese war. and that the

South Vietnamese Bishops have

asked aid from American Bishops

but have thus far received no such

aid.

1 have spoken to chaplains"

stated McLaughlin 'who say that

there is no answer to a soldier who

is guiltv about his actions in the

war and that these problems are

ignored l>\ the chaplains

He stated the involvement in

South Yietname is playing with the

existence of the Vietnamese

people He lelt that genocide

warfare is a severe question, since

i ight now in Vietnam, children are

being born, severely deformed. He

further explained that although

troops are being removed, they are

substitued by anti-personal

weapons. These weapons seek out

and locate moving object, assumed

to be the enemy , but may indeed be

civilian.

He stated the arrest of the

Harrisburg Six stifles the freedom

of speech and that when the FBI

wiretaps private citizens and

subsequently arrests them for

their beliefs, free expression is

endangered. Not only does this

concern the Harrisburg Six. but is

also an implication for all citizens

"Through out history citizens have

discussed the injustices of those in

power, violent and non-violent

means have been discussed and

this is a part of the tradition of free

speech."

Right-Wing Panda

Goes Celibate '

LONDON (AF» Modest Chi-Chi, the panda who refused to marry a

•Communist." has become a lady hermit.
waddles

In the embittered middle years of her spinsterhood. Chi-Chi u addles

more often into the depths of her pen to brood. ..

Fven the donkey next door, wfth whom Chi-Chi worked up a noserub-

hirui romanc "as year couldn't stem the mood to brood. And. of course

An^AnThe^n^ P«nda to whom Chi-Chi was twice betrothed, long

since has stepped back into his lonely life at the Moscow zoo.

The onset of maidenly shyness in Chi-Chi got downright cr.tica in 1970.

thlzX cal Society of London admitted Sunday in its annual report

Tourl^s were screaming. They wanted to see Ch.-Ch. even ,f she didn t

t IheTocJetrdehcately invaded the lady hermits privacy and in-

tailed a Dicture window in Chi-Chi s den. .... „ »„

Chfchi doesn t know it. but the t-auma of rejection isn't bothering An-

An. He shrugged of? repeated rebuffs by Ch,-Chi and returned to Moscow

to

Seating and drinking and walking around." said Igor P.

Sosnovsky Molcow zoo director "He never was very gay, but m general

hes living a normal life."

AS.A. Examined

On Focus Tonight

Yorty May Make
Presidential Bid

NKW YORK (AP)-Democratic

Mayor Sam Yorty of l^os Angeles

says he's thinking of running lor

president and will "test the waters

in New Hampshire this week.

WV want to see how the people

feel." the mayor said.

Most ol the Democratic can-

didates, said Yorty. "are pulling

the party too far to the left. I take a

moderate position
"

Yorty said he could not support

any of the politicians now con-

sidered possible Democratic

contenders

Tonight at 10 I'M
,

WMUA s

Focus " program will examine the

purposes and goals ol the

\merican Student Association

iASA), a newly formed student

organization on the UMass cam-

pus ..

Moderator Ken Mosakowski s

quests lor tonights live lorum will

|>e two members of ASA. Harold

koltm and George Doucette The

concerns ol the group, voiced

recently in the Daily Collegians

editorial pages, have centered

about several instances, according

to \SA where the L Mass student

bodv as a whole has been excluded

Irom decisions involving large

.unountsol student lunds One such

instance cited by ASA is the

planning ol a series ol Spring

concerts now scheduled lor the

month ol May
Tonights FOCUS* program rs

also expected to raise some

editorial commentary <»" Satur-

day's massive antiwar demon

stratkM in Washington. DC. An

early segment ol the program will

leature the taped speech ol former

Navy Lt John Kerry ol Vietnam

Veterans Against the War. who

addressed the many thousands ol

anti-war protesters assembled at

the Capitol steps during Saturday

afternoon's peace rally

$2,000 Byers

To Be Here
Tomorrow

\rtist James Lee Byers i poet

laureate of the United Stales, the

hermit of New York City,

Thousand Dollar ByertJ' will be

,,t l Mass All day Tuesday. April

.7 ||e will lie holding all -day

workshops and a happening in the

eorl) afternoon

one hundred volunteers are

needed to participate in the hap

pening which will take place on

\orth Pleasant street Anyone

interested please contact Elvira

Ioimv i25fr«H3>,SaulOstiW (253-

., or Michel oren 12»*440>.

ACCOUNTING AND

FINANCE MAJORS

Let us help you:

PLAN AHEAD .. .

To Become a CPA
THE BECKER

CPA REVIEW COURSE

BOSTON
(617)536-1440

Our Successful Students Represent

1/5 OF USA

lowtobebeautfi

underneath it all.

Under your makeup, keep

your tkiii glowing wilh our

two facial diaca. They cream, they

lotion, they perk you up
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Legs should be long and

smooth. Shaving should be

short and sweet. Our big

super fast Lady Norelco does

the job in practically no time!

A lot depends on your feet

Treat them to a proper

pedicure wilh our

six handy attachments.

Shiny hair needa a healthy

scalp. Stimulate yours

with our deep maasager.

Gentle. Relaxing Mmmm

To look great, you have

to feel gTeat We give you

two massagers that make

you feel great What a comfort

Do your naila like a pro

with Lady Norelco. You get

filing thing*, buffing things,

cuticle thinga. everything

9

tc —

Gigantic T x 6' Waterbeds - $39.90

th,s^.^^aeo-%. -srsLrJsr. k
ALSO:

five year guarantee.
FLIGHTS OPEN ONLY TO-

5 College Students, Faculty. Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.

I in- lit- admlnlttrrrd b>: student* International

American Student Travel A**oc %nn Ar|(or Mlrlu«»n

•>1 afMa Ave , BoNton, Mit»

stsesti

AMERICAN^ STUDENT TRAVEL ASSOC.

27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass
Waterbeds.

Please send me information on: Europe... v*ai

Name .

Address
zip.
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shav.nq head to shave more of you af once And a really

close! shsving foil So Us hnally easy to keep your legs and

^thaT^^^acT^s fhat i„ rig onfo fhe shaver and

10 3

iTraSfuUp yellow. H. fun io use. And U makes you leel besulif »1

And that's what really counts, underneath it all.

Lady Norelco Home Beauty Salon

Oporto Palma de Mallorca Piza Rennes Salzburg Tangier Zurich
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(Aha? tfaBflarfjUBfttB Don Glickstein

latllt dflUfmatt Some of the Veterans Wept.
+J * Mif and isroNS.iu ~ '«« *w—M veterans from camping out or
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WASHINGTON- "1 don't care

what happens to them", a police

officer said. And so. the medals,

swept up into a jumbled heap on

the white stone steps ot the Capitol,

wore raped by gawking tourists

and robbed of dignified burial by

souvenir grabbing Americans

11 the angle was right, one had to

squint because of the glaring white

sun reflecting off of the stars of

Silver and Bronze, the Service

Crosses, and the Purple hearts.

Some of the veterans wept
* » * *

Senators Jacob Javits and

Abraham Kibicoff were ex

changing bitter and dramatic

words over the elimination ot de

facto segregation in schools in the

North But the whisper* of the

tourists in the Senate (iallery were

turned not to the floor, but to the

khaki fatigues of the veterans as

they walked in to observe their

government

1 wonder how man) of them are

realh veterans a pretty blond

haired woman stated to a man next

to her

\ veteran supported bj two

aluminum crutches made ins way

eal

Louise Day Hicks office said

thai she was in Viet Nam. but halt

a dozen pages and assistants saw

tier ill Washington that day. She

was not available lor ap-

pointments.
* * *

A visitor was waiting for a friend

The Longwerth House Office

Building has long, cavernous

corridors Jerry Cunningham has

no legs and was tn-ing wheeled by a

triend down the long hall Jerry

wanted to visit his Congressman
* * * ** • * •

m the ftayburn Building

Kcpresentative Hastings Kiith

emerged from ins offw

\u- you a veteran Did you

ward to see met" he askiil

\u the visitor was not a veteran,

but ii Mr Keith would

Hastings Keith is against an

immediate withdrawal from Indo-

i tuna

Congresswoman Bella Vbzug

-aid that beeause \ id Nam
a. h that people want loforj

Viet Nam veteran is the most

forgotten veteran of an) war

lieutenant William K Kinae) of

the t s Part Police loW repor-

ters

*We are not going in there al one

in the morning and |>uk Up some

wounded veteran .m<l throw him

into the street

oiithel'tthol April, duet Justice

Warren Burger was sharply and

intelligent!) questioning an at

torne) before the Supreme Court

Hugo Black, a little man. appeared

to be sleeping William Douglas

It-It the bedch about five minutes

before the Court adjourned for

lunch

Late in the day on the joth. Mr

Burger upheld I Justice Depart

nient request to prevent the

veterans from camping out on the

Capitol Mall.

But the veterans said that they

had slept in enough mud for the

Country, and Lieutenant Kinsey

agreed The veterans remained,

live hundred yards from Congress.

* * * *

On Saturday, the rest of us

marched They'll say that we were

the generation that didn't know

what to do. so we were the

generation that inarched.

The march was frustrating, as

usual But unlike our other mar-

ches, we emerged from this one

with a horror and an anger that

will not abate

* * *

Ronald Cerrizzi. 22 and unem

ployed, threw a listlul of medals

onto the steps ol the Capitol.

This is lor Specialist 4th Class

Bob Smeel and for Sergeant

Johns and for Lieutenant Pan

marough, who were killed in behalf

ol their country

Art Buchwald

That* Ju*l TV Kate Of Climb Of The Plane —
The Top Seeret Ii Over Hen" Equal Dignity

7/^€^«-» *-©«^K.

WASHINGTON One of the major political issues in

the'nT72 political campaign is going to be welfare The

American worker is furious at those who collect

monev for doing nothing. Gov Ronald Keagan was the

first to sense welfare as the nation's No. 1 "gut issue,

and now President .Nixon has decided to run with it

In a speech last week, to Republican governors, the

President discussed the welfare picture and men-

tioned that one of the things wrong with welfare is

that people would rather take money from the

government than work at what they considered

"menial"' jobs -
The President told his audience, Scrubbing floors

or emptying bedpans -my mother used to do that-is

not enjovable work, but a lot of people do it, and there

.s as much dignity in that as there is in any other work

to be done in this country-including my own.

My friend Sid Liebes. who works out at Stanford as a

physicist, has been giving a lot of thought to the

problem of menial work and how we can get people

who are on welfare to take it.

He said "What President Nixon says about menial

jobs having as much dignity as his work is just not SO.

Have you ever seen a band play 'Hail to the ( hief

when someone empties a bedpan
0-

"Not since I've been in Washington. I admitted.

•To solve the problem of getting people willing to go

Off welfare to take menial wor* such as cleaning

scrubbing and washing dirty dishes, you have to

understand something about the nature of work It is a

scientific fact that the higher people ;are in an

organization the happier they are in what they re

"•The secretary is happier than the cleaning woman,

the sales manager is happier than the secretary, the

vice president is happier than the sales manager, and

the president and chairman of the board are

presumably happier at their work than anybody else.

LaShta" continued. "There are exceptions, but as a

rule this holds true Most successful people say they

wouldn't want to do anything else. The lower down on

the ladder the more complaining you hear, until you

get to the stockroom, where the turnover is

frightening

"The one thing we all know is that people have to

teel they're doing something important or they just

won't work.''

What do you propose
"

The Liebes Plan," he said T suggest that we

reverse the salary scales to that the people who are

doing the most menial work get the highest pay.

For example, the cleaning woman would start at

$75,000 a year; her immediate superior, the floor

waxer, would get $60,000 a year; a secretary would get

$50,000 a year and so on, all the way up the line until

you reached the president of the company, who would

get $3,500 a year. The worst jobs in this country would

pay the most
"Since the people on top are happy in what they re

doing, they don't need large sums of money to per

suade them they're contributing to society
'

"But wait a minute. Liebes," I said "If the people

on top only make 13,560 a year, they might quit and go

on w ell are
"

"Never," Liebes said. "Only the people in the upper

classes still consider it a disgrace to go eat at the

government trough."

There should be a hole in your plan." I said. "But I

I an t see one."

It s foolproof," he replied. "Once you make menial

jobs the highest paying ones, you solve your welfare

problem overnight Show me a street cleaner making

$50,000 a year and I'll show you someone with as much

dignity as the President of the United States."

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

Letters To The Editor

A Long Time For Peace

Editorial Points

To the Kditor:
. , ..

The latest round of letters, in a seemingly endless

debate started again in the Collegian. The conflict

between 'interest groups" (not political groups) is

numbing, but the fostering of misguided misin-

formation is irritating:
.

The democratic system of American government

has rarely responded to its peoples needs, until

they've gone into the streets to publicly embarass the

government into action. Cases in point: veterans

benefits (Cox's Army), Women's right to vote, labor

unions civil rights, and anti-war movements.

Demonstrations are the only viable, powerful means

to initiate change, to be heard for the noneconomic,

nonpolitical interest groups of the American people.

, ,h yea there's voting, but don't forget we voted two

..residents to office who promisasj peace, and it still

hasn't come To start change and action, to move

bureaucracy and congress, demonstrations must be

ITstrue that ioo.ooo men have been withdrawn from

s E Asia and. as a pawn in politics, the rest may be

; (lll by 72 I
Wouldn't it be grand if the elections were in

5? I This seems to indicate a "winding down o the

w,r Not for the .1 million Vietnamese refugees, the I

mi lion amlMKhan refugees; not for the 1 million

V
'• namoso soon to be relocated ' trom S. Vietnam %

Hvtnlr^provtecm^
,re not being wound down, either And. loi the MO.OOO

...I,.,, .oinhat troop, left m that "apalmed mj
naddv the war is still too long Since Mxon. 20.000

mJ; lll;,. died and by the time he gets the

Hon he wants thousands more Americans, as well

,s v,;,na,mse are condemned to die We're not

chasing the ebb ti re making the wax.

As for members of the anti-war movement, we re all

aware of who and why we are, concerning our stand

against the war. Its maddening to have someone

intimate our stupidity, to state that we re being duped

by perpetrators of a revolutionary conspiracy. The

members of the movement have fought too long

against lies and propoganda to be duped into believing

ideologies, lighting revolutions, forming conspiracy

we don't understand or with which we don t agree_

And if we don't agree on ideologies, we can find

agreement on one issue, the Vietnam war mus end

„„w Claire didn't invent that issue which is real and

generally supported; the nature of the S.E. Asian war

°Tcan also say with some patriotic hope. "My

country right or wrong When right, to be kept right,

when wrong, to get right " That is not the rhetoric ot a

conspiracy, but a tenet of democracy -and. anyone

who would deny that tenet is the conspirator and

,,u-mv of this country not YSA or l la.re of the

makers ol the wave of reform and conscience Our

country is wrong about Vietnam, and it won t get right

, our waiting for Mxon or 1972 OT l«M or lor the

socialists and revolutionaries to leave the movement.

What is to be done, must be done now and im-

,m 'd,aU '
l>

Jackie LetaMea

It must be easy to get the

feeling that no one is listening

when the highest government

officials seen at the Washington

demonstration was Senator

Vance Hartke
*****

Secretary of Defense Melvin

I^ird has already stated that he

w ill not serve another four years

in his present position He feels

that four years io the job is long

enough. Maybe Nixon feels the

same way.
*****

According to the Phoenix,

Northeastern University has

decided that its graduating

seniors don't want a com
mencement speaker. It seems

that the senior's list of recom

mended speakers included

William Kunstler. Charles

Carry, George McGovern.

Ralph Nader and Julian Bond.

According to NC President Asa

Knowles. "To have one of those

recommended speak would cost

us the public image."
*****

It's getting so that you can tell

a person's political beliefs just

by asking him to estimate the

number of people at a peace

rally.
*****

There were a lot of new faces

at Saturday's march including

many hard hats and union

members Well, you know what

they say about "strange bed-

tellows."
*****

If vou had to put it into ad

vertlsing language, maybe you'd

have to call this the "I n spring"

spring.

Hot Ticket More Talk

numo' onh «o get the Student Senate and this

vcr it o support what is going to happen in

sh ngton I) C Mav I through 5 and the nation-wide

nke h n av result therefrom We advertised th.s

•osmon as best we could around the Student I mom

i »,.. i ,,-t that one of us could win and that a large

I t.on of ime " tes were for Balboni and Mulligan

The The winner ! is baffling We asked people to vote

or our position, not for us. The other winner in the

etoeUon is not in support of our position
,

and ,h,s

makes the election of he and one of us absurd and

meaningless We adv.se that people know the politics

() , the people for whom they vote ^ K Balboni

Dorothy Hansberrv

One Last Mission

* wish that a merciful God could *******
this

own memories of that service as easily as this

Admin stration has wiped their memories of us^ But

these last io years and more, and so when in 30

years from
now our
brothers go

down the street

without a leg.

without an

arm. or a face,

and small boys

ask why, we
will be able to

say Viet Nam'
and not mean a

desert . not a

filthy obscene

memory, but

mean inste id

the place

where Amencan finally turned and where soldiers

like us helped it in the turning.

former Navy Lt. John Kerry

1/22/71. speaking before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

< reprinted from the Boston Globe I

' No Bmke has written .Letter to the Kditor

X„r
'-

that Robert tony is an mveteraU- nnuL

simger~.k in to that animal which habituates mud

n 1 s \ Burke s evidence lor th.s insult is Robert

It; s" -marks in the < o.legian concerning
;

a cerlam

•curvy Trotskyite lemimst. and the recem

i'hilfiren s March on Washington

Ye tseeu s.lvitMr Burke does not want for ability

,o . ,i mud at his opponents ettJber.Al*^
rude allusion to Mr Corry as one like ihearnrnal

most at home with mud." there «!«. era-

.-..m-irk -Since Mr Corry makes no secret oi ms

Sng (sicVabos. Trotskyites and feminists^ one can

nlvfnfer from the context of his.letter that he ,s

.^.uallv abhorrant I sic > of the female body Not ev en

; nag ctan could draw that type of an inference from

Robert Corry s considered remarks.The only

reference he makes to the female body is that Miss

Vlmrtv is "curvy, which is hardly a statement o

absence It seems the tag ••"^s.mg.ng »n£
another, like that of "red-baiting. *hith ^SA people

md their devotees enjoy slinging

'Id .lU. ar, other 'STZt'^SSTol^
Mr Burke carelessly tossed about Robert lorr>

atariartv is involved with; everything from lettuce

nek's ogavl.berationists Mr Corry obviously was

suties.ng that "curvy " Claire was more the do-

gooder "han the good doer" and interestedM .all

those causes as a Trotskyite organizer only Nowhere

does he say. however, that he J0~.dei« any of these

causes un American Vet this is what Mr Burke

ried desperately to read between the lines and what

he' ned to pass off on th.s papers readers as fact

^m\o refute Robert Corry s st^en^aUhe
vntire demonstration scenario suddenly begins to

look hke chasing an ebb tide out to sea' ^ausejjl

iroorjs will be out of Vietnam come the 72 elections.

MMBurt" tries to amaze us with the meaningless

statist^ that" well over 200 students" purchased bus

tickets to Washington for the demonstration Thjs is

rn\.aning"ess because he did not give US the numbers

who purchased tickets last year for a similar

demonstration Nor did he tell us what, if any funding

ihese demonstrators' vehicles owe to the MOBb. All

we know .Tthat last year the students defeated on

^erendum the Student Senates at,:emPt «?
'jnd l-rt

„, ,he cost for transporation. ****^Jffi£Z
sticks question of student approval may have neen

avoided by funding MOBE «rectly.

The one part ol Mr Corry s lettet which Victor

BiS el not touch upon, howove,
.

*»£**«**•,
, ling argument that the interchangeable flunk., s

Sursh and his heir apparent Mo,.a.t> I
of the

•1 k tr ysa and the MOBE are less than honest

when'hey proclaim they wish to ^P*J~£ "g
end For if popular opinion could convinu tie

Government that this should be done, and H seems

I urn h this has happened, it ^J^'JE
Sate that the system works And this is the last th .g

£ fnends seated behind so many tables ouLs.de the

Hatch desire us to discover. ^ ^ BaRi|one

Washington

Mi PresMeni, set »s remind

VOU lh.il \m.iic a s Inst and

iiiulust »«»miiiitmeiit is t<>

iii.inkiiKi-and in ladei'hhu we

ha\«- Ihtii \iolalinu t»«;«t » oin

mitineiii for IS years, and everj

,la% we sta\ wr \ iol;»l«- M more

ItrriMy.
Senatar Vane* llarike

Photos on pages 6 and 7 by Richard Hinckley and Jim l.avrakas.
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"Giles Goat Boy" Author Coming Thursday

.,„!,„ Barth. M%fUH and author al GILM GOA1

HON H»SI IN \ KIAHOISK, and 1IIK SOT—

VM | .'|i| \( IMK.uillsjH-akth.s llunsdax night in

(In- I .impii- ( Mit«r \nditoi iuni at

John Barth, one of the (inert living American

novelists, will speak this Thursday night as part oi a

multi-media happening ••PKRlSUr in the Campus

Center Auditorium at ».

Barth was called by the New York limes as he

best wider oi fiction we have at present and one ot the

iH-st we have ever had."'

In the tall of 1965, I poll of MO prominent authors

critics and editors placed John Barth among the best

American novelists to emerge in the past twenty

years The New York Herald Tribunes Book Week

which reported the poll, noted that Barths 'profound

n ision ot the world, evident in all his books, makes him

one ot our most promising writers of the novel ot

ideas
"

In the interval since then, that promise has been

resoundingly fulfilled. GILES GOAT-BOY, a

demanding allegorical novel, which was greeted upon

publication in 1966 with a chorus of praise, enjoyed an

Immediate sale oi over WOW copies. Most
.

recen tly.

Mr Barth has received accolades for LOST IN THIS-

PUNHOUSE, the work which won for him nomination

lor the 1969 National Book Award in fiction.

John Barth. was only M >^rs old when 1g Ifirst

opvel was published TitledTHEFI£AT!NGWERA.

it was the runner-up for the 1989 National Book Award.

I," second novel. THE END OF TOE ROAD WM
published in 1959 to an enthusiastic press. 1

Hh

SOT WKKDK.U'TOK. a huge novel, rich in historic

truth and Wxarre historic invention bristling with

ideas and imagination, and structured by the most

intricate clockwork plot since Toss Jones I New Yart

linns Hook Review) appeared in 2%(». as Barth

turned M

Eating Out

August August

i
Vmlitnrium ai »»'

Off-Broadway Success

To Explore Urban Drug Abuse
~.

. «. >,. u \i i..nri.'d the performance of "r

By DAVID WILLIAMS

your „ rS. reacMon - one of»ZX^£2£gKS<&
„»y you expert 10 (eel ^nd grmd.ng under you^hoesbui

SSE Si SThfpTac^r etd £Z o^Sr,ha,npto, o, a„

"», hard .o Buess. after youve *~*»l?£fag& as"a

Jack Augusta in Northampton ^s »me»hat of atocal rep ^
good eating place that makes it so^P*^^

Trail. Be that as it

TSU?.--is that the food, ah seafood.M~Jggj*

Rocky Mountain Brook trou and filledjxrch ^ can
and ,ob .

raitis^^ in the wor,d -
but

^.StS. a^ts^Le-out counter that, in its own quiet way.

„i^?—gabiut^r;^^^^^^ buUding
But the best part of ^^'^^TJSa^ very out of

squats bes.de the railroad bridge in ™r™™V
*°J£ fron , door and do a

place to begin with. But. like I£* you walk
™^J™ imied lace

double take It struck me as^ ^lb are *ct?ated with the lobster

rath^tanaCapeC^^ and nis j
ous

pots, harpoons, large lo™er
J^** H

sorts of memorabilia. There's

fishing buddies, mosel schooners and other sorts 1

1

Augusts has

jack Augusts is a busy place and <"^e susw.'* * >h°rl
wj„ ru„

a four star rating from HOC gourmets

b5 PATSUPRENANT
MDC Stall

Do,.. The Tiger Wear A

Necktie a contemporary drama

„„,,., n.-d with life m a drug

rehabilitation center, will be

presented Mas 5 to 9 at 9:39 P.M

in Bartletl Auditorium

The play, directed b> Jim

Young, wai an oil Broadwa\

success a lew Ifions BfO It

starred Hal Holbrook as an English

,eachef who attempts to helP a

group ot urban teenagers having

(true problems
Kecentl) the cast now in

rehearsal spent a weekend

louring the Odyssey House and

Clinton Youth and Family Center

la cam nome background tor the

plav The trip was designed to give

ihe*members a better insight into

pie and problems which lead to

Ihe drug abuse situation

In addition to leaching here al

i M.t.s Mi Young spends his

summers employed working with

mni ., ,,t\ youthi -»t \ew York

loacquaml themselves with ihe

onomic environment ot the

,ln,^ addict, the members visited

IheEusl Village area, the Bowery,

town Harlem and Spanish

llartcm. and the west -ide St

Manhattan
while in \ V the members at

tended the performance of "King

Harlem by the A IIf ann

Theatrical Ensemble. The en

sembfc is composed of Harlem

urea people and is aimed at in

lorming the people «>f «*» druB

problem
\ return exchange program,

sponsored partK by I grant from

Ihe Unherst Human Relations

louncil and money Irom the

llinton Youth and Family (
enter.

is planned lor a weekend previous

to the May 5-9 showing ol "Does |

I icer Wear a Necktie"'

i he purpose ot Ihe exchange is

to have the young people from

Clinton react to the reality or

unrealit) ol Ihe play said lim

Mciionough. cast member

Iheplav will also he shown to I

jail in Springfield and the RWor
,|,,le i oinnumity (enter _

Tickets are priced at si 75 and

.„-,. available at the Bar let

Theater Box Office, Bartletl

\uditorium For further in

formation call the office at ->4.v

DON'T YOU HATE THE CAMPUS CENTER?

WELL ... DO SOMETHING, DAMMIT!!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

CAMPUS CENTER - STUDENT UNION GOVERNING BOARD

APPLICATIONS - R.S.O.

PICK ONE UP

FILL IT OUT :

&

BRING IT:

Tuesday, April 27, 1971

6:00 P.M.

805 - 809 C.C.

Final Exam Schedule

1 rhe two-hour examination periods are identified by code numbers

according to the following chart:

£t. JSi , ,££ . MAT* ulT, m!?*J™ «Bj- »£•

lu:3U a.m. 2 6

1:30 p.m. 3 7

10

11

14

15

18

19

22

23

26

27

30

31

34

35

4:00 p.m. 4

ART

8

113

12 16 20 24 28 32 36

IT implies that all students taking ART 113 will be

exaAT^ U5willbe

examined on Monday, May 24, at 1:30 p.m.

"BOTANY 101

sec 5-8 23

a 12 M" implies that students in sections I through I of BOTAM

m will b^examlneS mperiod 23, sections I through ,2 ,n period 22. etc

WHEN EXAMINATION TIME IS DETAILED BY SECTIONS, IT K

to R? ASSUMED THAT ANY UNLISTED SECTIONS Arvf.

SCHEDULED FOR A FINAL EXAMINATION.

II. see your instructor for information on place of examination but NOT

before May 5.

,„ CONFL.CTS or MOKE^ipMMM<WM"«"»g
Students who have conflicts in their e^mmation *an

MAY 1

COURSE PD COURSE PD COURSE PD

A«.F EC 206

368

373

387

ACCTG 110

120

130

210
211

220 01

02

221

230

235
320

340

360
370

371

380

385

AFROAM110
111

120

131

132

151

152

161

261

262

AIRSCI 112

122

232

233

AN SCI 220

256

29

16

31

11

7

14

9

16

2

21

20

31

27

25

31

19

5

13

18

10

6

19

26

8

20
4

6

11

27

10

20

14

22

15

17

12

1

31

18

3

24

1

13

25

8

CAS
CHE

100

126

256

257

258

376

CHEM 102

110

111

112

114

23

27

19

1

7

25
29

23

25

7

5

02

10

11

12

15,16

ENGL
sec 18.19.25

20

29

36

39
40

308

334

354

359

362

370

ANTH 102

103

104

sec l 15 4

16 32 3

220 20

252 28

269 2

336 10

369 16

374 29

376 1

382 12

ART 113 14

11501 15

247 14

265 15

287 10

293 22

391 14

ASIANS ISO 30

ASTRONI00 23

102 23

122 22

238 28

344 29

BIOCHNU20 30

222 31

224 8

BOTANY 100 20

101

sec 5 8

9 12

13 16

12S

126

17501
02

200
211

226
228

281

304

CE 140

141

142

180

210
220
234

127

166

168

244

246

262

269

271

286

290

CHINSE127
167

CLSICS 105

226

265

285

COMLIT101
201

202

211

242

244

291

351

361

COMSCM22
131

132

S85

DUTCH 146

268

E E

1

29

5

15

29

6

8

4

16

9

13

9

18

9

1

31

24

3

17

9

28

14

26

4

18

10

12

4

15

13

31

4

6

22

25

2

27

11

18

21

29

8

20

28

6

30
4

12

19

16

23

25

136 01

02

08

09
14

152 01

02

03

201 01

202 01

02

203

24

21

22

19

15

25

9

11

17

10

23

1

15

20

10

28

12

4

12

21

18

7

COURSE PD
FDSCI 352

COURSE PD

361

372

384

FISH 270
272

FOREST112
121

224

226
227

234
240

25

21

12

5

31

120

122

130

135

136

138

140

142

148

2

14

19

4

30

19

21

15

25

COURSE PD
308 25

317 13

318 31

320 17

321 1

327 01 30

02 4

331 30

251 01 22

256 28

9

22

11

25

26

4

19

sec 1.2

3

4

20S

214

216

221

222

3

257

260

261

270

280

285

311

331

333

334

362

371

375

23

22

20
15

22

6

21

7

25

10

9

21

11

27

12

15

4

7

20
9

8

2

10

29

3

6

23

12

30
4

27

15

22

141

142

201

202

204

210

257

258

265

267

271

278

287

291

295

298

306

342

344

360

362

ECON 125

sec I 12

13 24

25

26

27

126

sec I 12

13 24

128

201 01

02

212 01

02

21401
03,04

222

231

232

241

242

251

252

262

267

272

282

341

EDUC 216
251

sec 01,02

04

05,06

312 01

02

356

E25
ENGIN 385

ENGL 125

.qc 02,03,09

05

10

126

01,17

sec 1

2

4

5

6

10

233 02

236

242

252 02

03

253

sec 1,2

3

262

sec 1,7,9

2.6

3

4,11

5,8

12

8

5

29

27

11

2

30

20

3

19

6

24
7

15

13

i;

n
13

27

18

25

22

3

21

19

16

FRENCH HO 9

120 '

130 10

132 10

133 10

142 l^

144 24

145 5

147 27

179 4

183 8

185 27

270 26

271 1

272 3

279 2

282 5

291 31

299 5

310 23

320 25

332 30

346 28

356 14

366 7

369 5

381 7

383 7

390 23

260

268

270
279

280

386

GOVT 100

sec 1 12

13 24

26

27

8

9

1

4

15

7

19

15

23

13

332

333

335

337

18

16

22

12

339 01 23

340 18

361 21

385 W

HTLADM 100 25

101 17

200 4

201 22

300 10

HUMDEV270 2

COURSE PD
187 24

200 27

202 22

211 5

212 11

221 31

233 3

246 20

257 21

313 1»

325 16

343 25

363 31

371 13

381 21

MEDTEC 101 19

COURSE PD
202 01 23

02 9

COURSE PD

203

204

205

206

240

243

253

259

274

275

276
278

363

370

8

10

6

25

9

24

3

2

31

14

18

19

11

24

263 12

362 7

378 15

REC 101

111

230

353

17

9

21

1

MGT 201

214

I E

ISO

sec 2 12

13 24 26

161 01 4

02 3

03 30

202 03 12

04 22

203 01 27

02 20

21801 24

02 2

03 22

310

380

256

260

271

342

354

380

ITAL 120

126

130

146

162

182

291

1

23

27

21

25

3

28

10

10

10

10

10

24

7

19

24

23

231 01 26

02 31

03 2

04 12

05 28

247 01 30

02 6

248 4

265

342

345

371

391

392

394

25

31

29

8

27

30

11

JS 208 22

MICBIO >40 21

142 21

250 18

280 22

340 26

PHIL 105

sec I 12

13 22

23 32

110 01

02

03
04

05

06

07

125

126

162

204

218

226
241

261

280

390

391

14

13

10

2

14

5

14

18

9

21

28

23

18

30

13

26

3

29

10

3

24

RHET 110

sec 12,15,22

17

25

27

32

112 12

160 01

02

165

170

175 02

RUSS 120

129

140

252

253

257

262

266

282

13

24

26
12

10

22

1

1

13

26

1

11

19

2

14

28

13

13

18

3

COURSE Pt
55

56 2

57 I

58 I

59 1

60 2

61 I'

62

63 2

64 H

65 I

66 2-

67 I.

68 !

69 I

70 2

/l 2/

72 U
73 li

14 II

75 21

76 II

n ii

78 12

;v 12

HO 12

220

235

237

241

242

254 01

16

25

9

15

1

19

263

sec I

3,4

19

29

19

26
28

28

30

1

10

4

8

29

3

20

15

21

12

4

3

23

14

2

26

28

19

30

18

19

24

12

5

26

24

29

29

4

25

3

10

265

266
267 02

03

272

274

275 01 26

02 10

13

9

1

4

I

16

GB FIN 201

,ec 02,03

04,05

703

204

210

221

222

230

231

233

258

oi 2

26

15

1

11

4

18

16

14

6

12

23

02 26

03 3

272 01 21

02 8

29275

290
291

292

303

321 01

30

31

6

20

4

322

355

358

02 28

7

23

31

276 01 28

02 15

780 3

283 01 22

02 26

288

312

331

334

362

363

24

2

26

15

7

5

380 03 14

04 14

381 04 6

382 01 8

02 14

03 21

04 U
05 8

385 20

386 31

GENBUS742 1

245 6

250 2V

254 21

256

260 04 1

1

05 11

261 8

263 3

264 10

266 2

270 01 15

02 20

272 17

385 2

GEOG 135 29

136 29

155 26

200 24

232 5

280 3

GREEK 140 22

162 16

HIST 101

sec 1 9 27

10 16 8

1720 29

sec.

ENT 126

272

290
374

24

19

7

25

ENVDES262 9

272 5

274 21

362 25

GEOL 100 5

101 14

107 6

120 11

192 6

220 28

231 22

251 23

280 13

GERMANU0 9

111

116

121

141

1 4

58
9 11

12 14

15 18

ISO

151

sec 11 19

20 28

29 37

201

203

211

213

215

217

219

221

225

227

232

235

238

239

302

303

18

2

12

18

25

5

11

26

19

LATIN 140 17

161 10

162 26

LING 201 01 23

02 7

03 28

04 27

05 25

06 17

202 16

203 14

M&A E '44

145 11

163 9

221 27

235 30

237 26

246 15

248 12

255 6

257 19

264 17

265 16

267 24

274 1

276 19

278 31

282 3

287 4

293 H
295 16

350 20

.VlKTG 201

sec I 7 29

8 14 19

IS 21 27

210 01 18

02 26

03 18

21601 18

03 30

04 27

217 12

222 02 26

03 25

386 24

387 21

MUSIC 10101 2

02 12

112 01 26

02 8

03 30

04 29

114 01 18

02 24

03 4

202 17

212 2

242 13

PHYSIC 100

117

121

122

161

162

163

171

182

184

252

256

272

786

30

1

25

29

17

9

21

3

13

17

4

20

23

30

31

5

4

SOCIOL
f or 101.103.104

& 105. see

lurther

233 25

247 31

251 01 28

02 28

SPAN HO
120

126

130

140

141

144

;vo

Ul'r

16
f
,

10

9

14

10

9

M
9

9

IH

15

6

03

755 01

02

256

sec 3 8

PLPATH 380 6

PLSOIL WO
105

210

215

220
240

245

270
285

POLISH 120

I.

17

5

24

20

3

l\

3

20

15 23

2S7 01

02

259

270

772

275 01

278

282

285

787

292

295

796

14

13

6

7

18

13

8

I

17

20
19

81 1/

03 24

II

21

13

2

75

8

13

MARSCI 201 J

MATH 021 17

100

. sec 1,2,5 16
1

3,7,8 17

29 4,9,10 '6

5 6,11.12 I

110 6

14 112 20

28 H3 5

16 US 6

3 116 16

4 117 17

27 118 16

31 119 17

21 121 17

9 123 17

19 124 16

1 125 16

7 134 '6

6 141 24

27 151 28

17 173 16

5 174 18

NF 127

130

156

251

350
351

352

360

373

375

NURSE 111

210

300

301

302

303

385

392

OHI

PE

267

270

389

393

lb

4

3

4

3

17

22

29

15

6
13

17

28

31

17

10

16

1

15

1

7

24

PORT 120

140

PSYCH 101

145

sec 1,2

10

30

31

31

SOCIOL
101,103.104,105

identified by
recitation

number only

SEC
07 27

05 12

07

08

4

15

09 11

10 12

SPEECH 115

121

140

152 04

181

182

2(11 01

704

212

725 02
04

06

227

778

IT*

240
/ii

243
/44

^48

^50

n*
its
/H6

787

rfl

STATIS 121

^32

751

115

316

TCEA 124

128

253

276
279

1

18

1

13

7

14

6

28

23

26

.

IV

1

\»

.

i

II

16

14

18

6

I

4

26

II

1

22

25

4

9

1

13

3.4

201

210

7

5

17

220 01 20

02 8

03 19

230 22

250 3

260

2

13

7

11

10

2

11

sec I 3

4 6

262

263

765

29

30

30

29

27

200 01 20

02 28

201 01 2

02 2

03 I

raooi 79

02 15

301 26

325 01 31

392 5

PUBHL l?l I W
02 13

03 '.6

04 13

05 20

13

14

16

17

18

22

23

24 8

25 21

26 10

29 II

32 15

34 15

36 24

38 12

40 11

WDTECH 207 8

204 >4

238 10

WILOLF262 3

41

42

4

19

43 12

46

47

/

7

iv n
50

51

53

4

II

II

ZOOL 101

135

138

145

221

223

227
230
740
281

302

306

308

335

350
370

22

19

22

5

3

23

16

29

28

8

16

12

14

22

14

17

54 7-1
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Undefeated Golfers Stop URI;

Prepare For YC Championship
* Th« „„k- Hodman uolfer who was really off his game

By ALAN K.WRIGHT
M DC Staff

The Redman linksters are quickly proving that.they

ire the imest spring sports team that the UMass is

t ( , hs vear They definitely are the best golf

quadfhat has ever been assembled by Coach R.chard

Page This fact was made paramount last Hida>

afternoon when his charges beat *"*£"»
SS553 Rhode island. 5 1/2 to 1 £^* •**g
lime that UMass has been able to beat I Rl in several

ye
?"e UMass golfers were able to break 80 in this

miport;l „, Yankee Conference match desp.to the

uustv wmds at Hickory Ridge tountrv < lub n South

Amherst which have been hindering play all season

tons Senior Don Langevin was team medahs with i

C. ptain Ed Puzas Oklahoma transfer Art C iccom.

and lunior Rick Towle all carded scores of -8.

H^wei ™he hero of the day had to be Mike M.nkos.a

senior electrical engineering major who posted a ,y

£Tholes, but had to continue for three extra holes to

Kit his Rhode Island opponent. They had been all

even alter their regular round of play.

On Thursday. April 22, only the day before the

victory over Rhode Island. IMass captured two

n nress.ve matches in a tr.-meet with Holy Cross and

Boston ( ollege The scores that afternoon were b-1 and

5 1/2-1 I 2 respectively

Towle received medalist honors by shooting a 76

while steady Puias, Mmkos and Dick Kmg had H I

The only Redman golfer who was really off his game

that day was Cieconi. who lost to both his adversaries.

This was especially surprising since he had had a

really hot round with a 73 earlier in the week against

New Hampshire. .,.

The golf team is in reallly good shape now with

Three Yankee Conference wins behind them, i Against

Vermont in the season opener. New Hampshire on

April 1M and of course Rhode Island last Friday.) The

important thing to remember about these matches, as

well as the superb performance versus BC and Holy-

Cross is that they have all been played at home on the

lamihar turf of Hickory Ridge where the tairways

have been responding well IMass now has to prove

itself on the road where they will be swinging lor most

of the rest of the season.

Panes -pros" were originally scheduled to play at

Springfield todav against Wesleyan and Springfield

Colleges That encounter has been postponed until

later in the season. The next opponents will be A I.C.

and I Conn, who should prove to be formidable foes.

These matches will be played tomorrow at 1 :00 away.

The crowded varsitv schedule then pits UMass

against Vale and Williams on Wednesday at Yale. The

team will then get onlv one days rest before they have

to head for Pleasant Valley Country Club in Sutton

This is one of the toughest courses in Massachusetts

and will be the site of this years Yankee Conference

Championships on April 30.

11NDBFE XTKD UNKSTKRS-Rick Towle (left) and Mike Minkos

•r oaring lo tee off on the twelth hole at Hickory Ridge have been

13. Ihe organs for the undefeated IMass golf team this season.

(MIX photo bv Al Wright)

Bosox Top Chicago
.... •> „„i,;„ M.«n i.n-.-mu lmm<> the tie breaking

Bucks Rout Bullets

To Take 2-0 Lead
u m TIM. iKK I \P> The Milwaukee Bucks made 14 of 20 shots in themmmmm
SSBSBsasBOBsan
ol 23 >hots from the lloor

h dK, Wlln

.art^%z&££&&.- - **-
hall tell apart alter intermission with only Jack Mann ame

lorcing home the tie breaking run

Mike Andrews, the former

Boston second baseman, lifted the

White Sox into a 4-4 deadlock in the

seventh with a two run homer off

Gary Peters Peters also was

tagged lor a two-run homer by

Tom Kgan in the fifth.

BOSTON tAPi — Rookie Don

Eddy walked Carl Yastrzemski

with the bases loaded in the eighth

inning vesterday. giving the

Boston Red Sox a r>-4 victory over

the Chicago White Sox that

stretched their winning string to

h\e games
Kddy. the fifth of six Chicago

pitchers, got two outs in the eighth

before walking pinch hitter Phil
^g^^staaasgctsggsgft

(iaghano Luis Aparicio tollowed &*~ U1 -' M
'

:;.

with a single and Reggie Smith o 1~ I^nllor
l>eat out an infield hit. filling the

luises.

Yastrzemski. who had homered

earlier to help the Red Sox build a

4 lead, then walked on a 3-2 pitch.

Bernie Dallas

Game-May 1

gatwgggg
ra^ya^^lxtfa^

auto ©
leuropeM ^^ ^^ | dept. 24B

I STUDENT/FACULTY GRANT Program

H Special rates in European overseas travel

H for purchase, lease, & rental of cars. For

\
details and brochure write: University

Grant Dept., Auto Europe, 1270 Second

Avenue, New York, New York 10021.

J \k-mdor

MDC CLASSIFIED

i
. ITTu Bi't »t uiff«iu> iiuiuu.-

,..! Utllltlt—. -.MI..IIIIIII l»U«>l, tllllll-

rt. .\»...l June 1 to Au« .11 »IO'

i in
tra-n

liT-lri... l'.itft.ii .*»•«• «!«»» *•«•

„.r .iii.I v<«-\
A»alli»».lr MM I

lu««»t Ill with option to kMt. Hi-tit

i..^..tiuti.-. 5I-i-h:hw Ui-.i

l„ Mblrt June 1 - Auk M —
1-.., Mf^trc >illoKf ti»wnliou«f.

.
. r r

.

.,ll> turni-linl. all utilities, Bir

-omlltlonlns, »wiiuimnic pool. l»"
. ,. :.;ni.

,
LLLi:

Apiirtini-nt hunter-! ',' bedroom

M.mlern mmrtmrnt, nil electric U«-

,.,.. «all to wall iT|»t . air <<••>»•

e I to AMMl <» w /option lo

rniw N^. I «H •.'M-W-.-i. tt*-&

T«o be.lrin apt. at P»frton
11

VH
1

"

! rt ue. pool, iiir conditioning available

,,..» tl.roiiKli Aue Upton to ront

i .11 Dale :. Iff-tWill. "*-26

Draperaff — mu«t mililet 1 bdrm
l-uiitm. MM •»>•'" >«* * Au" "JL
liiriiLlirri. nir «-ond ,

pool, 1 mile

from rampu- K.nt ne«otialile toll

K..II. or Mic. Ml fill "ft" JPjj

To MiMi-t 4 beilrooin apartment

from Ma> l«t to Sept. 1st or June

l.i to •»,,,( l»t Kent negotiable

l.,.,iti..ri l.urinit M . fall B,u^'j'°*
H

i bedroom apt. for .lune 1. Option

lo renew I. n«e In fall Kent nw-
,,„l.lc « Ol i.V.-8'i8«_ tf±?»

t» l>f t Off — I bdrm. town-

l.„u,... I • Iulli. air rond.. dlnhwgh.

,(c . nil mil Incl . partly furn. U
„.• .1 t nil i:.:i-3;wn. *J±*»—j^Te 1 - Sept 1 — 3 »>' ^att-

i..n \il at price ot one br . corn-

,,l.til> fur . air cond. Call 619-

i;kiiH Mw » and 7 p. in. '' 4'y7

««„ldp| In Ito^ton .lune lot. lite. 4

l.ilriii- ccn Inc. M\v Cnnim. Ave

..ml Harv «<l *r.S mo. Contaet

« nrol li-BO'.'-J Amlier^t or 313 Carn-

i.ridae Xt AINton. tM-2«

furnished 1 bedroom, within walk-

ing dlitnnce of I nlvemltr. June 1

to »*epl 1 with option to renew.

SUM per month, uili huEdle. SM-fl™
or 5Ki-0.Vi'' LL4!??-

>| nl] 3 |»r. apt. June - Auk. Num-

,„,r rent reduced »35/mo. If willing

tn lca«e thru 7i. 10 mi" I M
»"\o

uiiVili 1 1 Suth nfter_1jvnr t f l-jf»

—T" bedroom iipFl from June 1
-

aJt»t |. 5 minute* from cnmpn«

Wnlkliir iliHtance to downtowTi Am-

iM-r-t. full 1M-1W- iU'"*

-r7nT-..,.t to a..M;l. Al •
at Pu«-

1..11. X prm. June - Au« ' «» *«"
r.ift-tlM. Lir;i

~TT?i7r»niii upl «•' «
''• f

V'
1 '- '.

' „
rrwm June I I" ^i" ' " i,,, """""

,„ r..„.u I..-. Mill dlM-IH-l r."'

I .11 l.ir-i'n .' Keep tc'iiii: O'Il".
""

•.iiblrf Jwnr l"i - **V* ' '" r

nUhrd !
'•••li -• twilfni !•»• ntn.ii,

,l„,| ir; ,..r n.ul.t t.ill i.Vi-filnl br-

!..r. n»«n L
r—

; bdrm turiii»l» .1 >"i

\n-- :;l nir i urn I

l.r.-.n S.Vl-S3t!

apt June
......I. Kollinr

tfl-<o

SUMM1K JOt OrtNIHQS
-nnimer ..imp for bojra — male

,,.un»elor, needed J.»immln» and

.Mil.* ln»tru.tor« For Info writ.

( ,„„. Director, t aiup Han, Enfield-

x h 253

DISCOUNT SUBLET

t'hctrolrt fil 9 pn-ienicr utatlon

niiK.m, H ol automatic, radio.

p.mer »teerin«. power brakea, gno.j

...n.litimi. |IM or liest offer, fall

-.TX tfl "'-7

roil triumph *pit Mk 3. *\c
.
cond.

Mu-t aell, am getting married Call

MU-llfil after 5:00. ttl-M

'ii| \\V line with 10 hp 1 year old

.mine mill l"..»00 mile*, new bat-

I.rx. K\ll. UN. C«i 5l»-tU»2.
If }'

-*

ii5~C.TO :iMfl I *pd red w /black

NM • all Drtc i-.:;-;ilf»l nfter •»;»•
tfl-'.'7

UM Mu»tanit « e>l . excellent run-

i.iiis condition, one door dent. S-^Ml

Uill l.i.k.T CM11 'i.Vi-l.li:! tfl-tO

~"sio/mo. I people. I iMlrm .air

...ml pool. Bnrb.ice i1i*p. anil dl-h-

», n .hcr. ciirpet. scenic fiew •»"•«»••

ntllllies incl June 1. fall M**»*^

Need Aportment - Urgent

Mu-t find wml or niifiirni«.hed upt

i,x \|ifil :»» for one Will -Inn li-

nn. I-M-- r.»|.ii"-ii'le mnle Kr.i.l

.l.l.lenl Tel :,l.-.-15»<! .Mi^aue-.).

iH«t-l . . • _——- -

Croduoring! Musi Sublet^

-TT-,lr«om l'«"T»?V1»;r^iiS
,,,.,..., „re utilities. P»«'. «'"

;
, ,,,,,-t nil within vnlking di»ta"<e

I, V'ampiw. >egoti..l.le price. Call

Hiotime 5KMW»

CillEAT mEAP
TRANSPORTATION

li. lord Falrlane, V-8, automatic,

no power steering, no power
brake*. jnM good, cheap tranB-

Mi.rtation. l»c«.t offer take* It.

fall 549-C0HH
tM-?8

FOR SALE

m-:to

FOR SALE — AUTOS

in l,p engine, RE 21 Iff. *3W- fall

Heetle Town. 1«0» •. Main M .**£
« am -—-

—

19«4-Chevrolet Impala Conj'rtible

n"7 cu In., automatic, beat offer

;„'er $100. fall George m+Um^
—

1'Mil Volvo 122S. 4 a«l • B -

•
" :

„|| new tires, very clean; needa head

XHsket work 4 door sedan, good for

„„.. mechanically Inclined AiUil

Si 1 . 6-ff535 late p_mJ -~

~~ l-Hi.-V VW Van/Camper w/^TO en-

Kine rndio. carpeting, Ice bo«. fit 1*-

Call Z53-9603.
tMm{a

~~\\m roTd «.ison, $100; furniture

.llshen. tool*. Must •"" eve"! l

f

,

i

n
.«

...iM.^_to_F.i.rnne. 619-1445. tf4-«
—
Inlversul Jeep, model CJiA w.

blown eiiclne. 4 wh. dr., p.nowplow,

power takeoff, lodrnulics »?50 or

heal offer WiU comdder a **•*•

fall «-5i91 <f4 i"

I'....; VW aedan, excellent condition,

new tiren, new clutch, radio, ^ell

for fl.Vi fall fi 15-2543 after five

P m. rail 89S-377t. «'4-27

Pioneer, Tear, Ga>rr»r4\ PE, Aator.

Fisher. TDK, ia—ilt« and apeji reel

tap*, Htandard radio, Ct^i ap—Aera
UP'o. 8 tracka and ather nereaaltlea.

Woe Amherat Audio.

Uucatl Moota Motorcycle 250 cc
good condition, low mileage, %3M
wMgg SSSi

tf4 ' ,
'' li

Will aell or trade 2 wide ovals

and adapters for VW or trade for

z good VW Urea. Call Rick 253-

M19.
"'

. rpt. dishwasher etc, June 1 -

\aaost 31, furnished $15*/mo. 253-

ui !!«•
I»es|iernte! 2 bedroom opt. June 1

s>pt I. only $100 per mo., orlaln-

»lly $11.*, Please call fandy or Judv

at_suppertime 253-OOOw tf I (0

2 bdrm townhouse at Squire Vil-

Ucr air cond , owimmlng pool, car-

pried, dishwasher etc. June
tut 31. Rent negotiable fall 5l«

hi.'5 or •Vlli-903* tM-2«

•I hdrm. apt June-Aug. Center of

\mherst «l35/mo. Call «M»-691« af-

ter six <^4-29

i iMlrm nt Puffton bea. June 1.

\f. nil appliances and some furni-

ture, substantlrtl rent rrdurtion, or

. Is» ronnmiai' s wanted "ll-w/Hi Jj»

nt C harlie tll-!7

ROOMMATES WANTED
r" Roommate wonted be« May 1

Apt within walking dlst of Cainpo-

Pool, air cond.. furn. apt. Call B«»-

<23B after « p in. tf*-w

Summer roommates wanted — "P«-

cious 7 room house — Sunderlnnrt

%\n a month Call 548-oW>0 tfl -.«•

""Roommate wanted. >l or V, sum-

mer $33/ mo. Eaathamptoii. 527-«<...t

tf l-< i

t «ith option to pick up b«s«-. fur-

. ... I.. J for summer, all utilities Inc

s|su/mo. Call M-MM eves

^_ tfl-it

sinuire \illau-e Apt . : l'il"n . air

i mid , swim pool, dishw usher fall

.,(,-> CI51 reduced_rate tfl-.'*

Two liirnisbrd rooms for rent for

slimmer 'i
,

i mi from I'M One |M
mid one $."i5 mo. Kitchen privilere if

.bsired Available June 1st C .ill

3I9-3T4. tfl-.?

I bedroom townhouse in South Am
hrrt w /option. Kecinning June I

fa 11 SM-5H9. t f I - i!l

I iMlr apt. available June 1st at

Presidential SIM month, all utili-

ties Included fall 519-3597 after 3:00
tfl-3«

SERVICES

BOOKS
We buy need books nnd rroerrts

— Whilelight Books (in the Alio >

no tens- L,D;!S

Amherst Audio aervlrea stereo
components, tape decks for home or

ear, 107 No. Pleasant St.. 250-«133.

TYPING — Theaii^ MaaaaerlptoT
Dissertations, Masters, la far* all

typing reqnlrementa ran be handled
throurh SANTIVS SECRETARIAI.
SERVICE, dial 5M-A005.

tf-mwf 5-11

good fo6p~to eat
Whole Wheat Trading Co.. 181 N.

Pleasant st
. haa manr earthly de-

lights which can take yon bock to

• he garden organic grains, produce,

dairy... tfo-3

WANTED PLEASE

Ice maker $50
773-333*. .

Call Jim Venetos,
4-29

3 month old miniature poodle,

female, black, answers to the name
lang. Has ahota. $40 Call 54fl-

453$ tffcS

Name brand leather goods at un-

der retail prices. Jeff 510-5121; 253-

H148. J/Jl2?
'idmiral TV set $30, rreen chair

with wooden frame and matching

hit k Oft. Call 5C9-H3M2 tfl- .'7

Paper on ANY topic of Vietnam at

least • paa. A *B' grade must Ii.im-

been attained Will talk about price

Taper will be returned after copied

TUw. ?»«
Looking for three used girl's B"g-

lish style bikes. Call Jim M*-*SI«
tfl-:M»

One Bedroom Apt . in Puffton —
lease runs nntil Aug. 31. You may
take aver. Available June 1st. Call
.M9-A635. Keep trying — will nego-
tiate. tfi-22

TRAVEL

FOR RENT
2 bdrm.

LOST

REWARD — $15 00 for return
,

of

\rtic Jacket (Peace hand left •"•""*

rr) mistakenly taken from Hills

North party (4/16). No »••*"
516-766* "4 S
"

*15 REWARD for return of preg-

nant calico cat lost Sat. (4 /17) near

\mherst Nurs. Home, Amherst Ctr.

« all .-.-iJis .l.i >s or 253-5991 eves

Please! tfl-2»

SUMMER SUBLET

apt. for 4, up and down.

\Vt bath, air cond., wall to wolf

carp, (heap, will talk price. Call

•^.Vr-o«60. _ «f I-™
,1-room
1 mm
Includes

SUMMER IN El ROPE I Chartered
round trip jet flights plus manr
helpful services. WATERIIEDS too!

Call 549-1357 or 549-3963.
4 - 6 8 9 13 IS 16 22.23 27 29 36

PERSONAL
June 1 - Sept. 1 — lrg.

apt. in flowers and trees,

from Amh. Ctr $13j/mo
util. Call 2.13-503'! during late eve

tf4-2«

Apt. for rent ao of June 1 for

summer only or longer 2 large bed-

rms , modern ktchn in Colonial Vlg.

Apto. Rent negotiable fall IIVNM.
tf5-5

Girl leaving for London June II,

needs someone to thumb to Morocco
with. Coll 6-R247. Please keep try-

ing
.

tf4-26

Here's your H-mobile, object of

my shoe-fetish. It's a fantastic 7.

1,-leo and K-les. — Your Wench
4-iti

bdr townhouse, wall to wall

\.v . furn. 3 bedroom apt. with
waterbed for rent June - Aug. Easy
hitch to campus 3-1 people eom-
fsrtabb . $ljO/mo 5H6-2378 tfl-27

•» bilnn apt , s«iulre Vlge. Jane

CHILDREN
Children, ages 3-6, needed for ps>< li

I. sting. PaMiK-nt SI 50 /fir .
Tb-ns^

.all 5i:-.'5fJ da^s tfl-.'.O

NOTICES
ALPHA PHI OMEGA:

Elections tonight al Brotherhood

meeting 7 p.m. at Memorial Hall

APPLE CORPS:
Auction Sunday night 8 p.m.

Orchard Hill. Anyone wanting

anything" auctioned contact Larry

66637 or Steve 6 7122.

BLOOD DRIVE:
The bloodmobile will be on campus

May 4, 5, 6. Sign up to donate April 26

JOth, 10 4, in front of the CC.
bookstore. Blood is urgently needed.

C DH R '

Concerned about the Black white

problem? Confused? Come down to

Wheeler House tonight at 9:30. Movie

Black 8. White Uptight" will be

shown

DADA SURREALISM FESTIVAL:
Vito Acconci will do his body poetry

at 8 p m. in the Commonwealth
Room, SU.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
~
The regular square dance will be

held m the CC. Aud. Tuesday at 7 30

p m

MATHEMATICS MAJORS:
This weeks talk is "Career Op

portunities m the Publishing World ,

uy Doris Stockton April 27, at 4 p.nrv

Tuesday in Colloquium Rm .
Arnold

House Coffee at 3 30 M Math
Lounge

MEHER BABA LEAGUE:
Meeting Rm 811 ol the CC

tomqht. lor all those interested in

discussing Baba. Religion & Drugs

OUTING CLUB. ,_^> .» * -,Q
General Meeting tonight at 6 30

Meet.ng to plan Teton tnp Tues. 6 30

in Hatch.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Student teaching m the fall? You

must attend a meeting Tuesday

April ?7th at 7 30 p.m m Rm 249 of

Boyden

IN PHYSICALSTUDENTS
EDUCATION: . .

Are you interested in voicing your

opinion about a position in the

women's physical educ. dept for 71

72'> What is needed most? A dancer,

sports person, gymnast, aquatics

person Come & tell us what you

think. Tomorrow at 1 p.m. in student

lounge WoPE.

N T OFFICEP L A C E M E
RECRUITING:
Equitable Life Insurance Company

(Career Opportunities) Management
Trainee positions in Pittsfield,

Greenfield, and Springfield. April 27.

Make an appointment for an in

terview in the Placement Office.

LOST:
Historical Geology book from

Morrill Science Lib. Would whoever
"found" the book please return it to

the Lib. They can get much more use

Irom it than you can.

POUND m ,, .. .

A small dog was found Call Mane
6 5200.
Woman's wedding band was found

in the C C. Ladies Rm. Call Sheryl 422

Knowlton 52510 or 2511

1 black part Labrador puppy no id.

tound in Central Area. Call Sandy 6

9354 or Byron 6 9356

PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM:
"Reflections of a Retiring (not

modest) Psychologist" Dr. Harry
Helson, Prof, of UMass will speak

today at 430 p.m. in Rm. 231 of

Herter.

Tippo To Present

Senior Awards

(enter Auditorium, Chancellor Oswald Tippo will Prese™ l";

Mst.neuished Senior Awards to individuals who have been selected for

SSJSSIS the"r continued and distinguished service to the University

"ThTappointed nominations committee wishes to solicit^ nominaUons

irorn the
PP
Univers,ty community in an ef ort to cons,der evjry eligible

member of the Class of 1971. The committee
.

na«^n
/fn

k
^e

t0

ar

r

e

e

3S

°

™

mpnn students on the basis of their accomplishments in tne areas 01

Sen^k acmevement, stud.nt activities, University committee^

athle"u]s%nd community service projects but are not necessarily to be

tS^-JS^ wh0 «*" t0 hav
i;

m
,

ade

ou^s and"nrcZribuUons inany of these suggested areas a combination

n? these- areas or additional significant contributions to the Umyers.ty

commit; a

3

re Rested to be Submitted to the Student Activities Office.

Campus Center by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday. April 28. 1971.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS

Answer to Fridays Puzzle

SYDNETOMAW'

Taurus is attracted to Virgo, often

marries Scorpio, is good •nancial y™
Aries, should exercise caution

dealing with Leo and Aquarius. Many

ramoui boxers were born under

Taurus, a sign often identified by a

thick nee well developed shoulder

v

Taurus also rl sensuous, determined

and appreciates the good life, more

lo than does the average individual

Taurus helps add spice to life, not

,'veryone loves Taurus, but very few

would want a world without members

of this fascinating zodiacal sign

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Al

Northampton

Volkswagen

ARIES (AAarch 21 April 19):

problem of a relative may '"vo've

vou Portion your time. Be practical.

Aid those willing to help themselvev

Refuse to be drawn into vortex of

confusion Sense of humor .s great

""tVuRUS (April 20 May 20) Ac

cent on money, personal possessions.

Make necessary changes Don be

put off by associate who is ultra

t.m.d You will have opportunity to

add to income Be flexible

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Your

oao gets boost from family member
tmphasis on personality, ap

pearance Gift rl m picture. you

receive token of affection Cycle >s

high, take initiative

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Much

that occurs is hidden, behind the

scenese Emphas.s is on how you

handle confidential matters Show

that you are capable of keeping a

secret P-sces individual figures

prominently _ . .__
LEO (July 23Aug 22) Routine

changes Friend mtroduces you to

new food, experience Be receptive

You can make important contact

Key is to talk about what you know

Avoid senseless speculation^

VIRGO (Aug "Sept 22)

Professional gams indicated Y °u

receive wider recognition Avoid one

who attempts to use you Get credit

•^ it .s due Refuse to become victim

of sob story. _ . _
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22). Creative

resources come into play. You could

uet surprise acceptance of special,

written material Your prestige

rises What appeared a setback

boomerangs in yourJfvor
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) You

could become involved in mystery A

missing object turns up in surprising

place You guestion and are

questioned Rise above petty ac

cusat.ons Adhere to principles.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21)

Be versatile, flexible. Circumstances

tend to dictate your actions lm

portant to have alternatives at hand

You are aided by another Sag.t

tar.an. Leave details to others

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. IV)

You may leel somewhat restricted^

R ?de with tide Don't try to force

.ssues. Complete basic chores Check

essentials Keep medical, dental

appointments Avoid excess.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 8).

Pride is regained You rid yourself of

burden Concepts are broadenecr

Outmoded methods, ideas are

discarded Creativity surges to

forefront Ut.hze natural, inventive

qU
piSC

e
ES (Feb 19 March 20) Home

conditions dominate Include family

members m special activity, en

terta.nment You need cooperation

of loved ones improve property Pin

down arrangement which provides

'"f'tODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
what was started approximately two

years ago now begins to mature, to

oear fruit By next month, you will be

seeing profits instead of losses m
.motional as well as economical

.ireas You are a hard driving m
cuv.dual Many are offended by your

frankness But more persons fmd this

quality appealing and they ap

ureciate your basic integrity^

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

1 Existed

4 Once more

9 Prohibit

12 Likely

13 Angry

14 Macaw
15 Mock

1 7 Foul odor

19 Mountain
nymph

21 Nahoor
sheep

22 Garden tool

24 Cover

26 Poker stake

29 Poem
30 Amuse

32 A state

(abbr

)

33 E-ist

34 Bom
35 Near

3*S Obiected
formally

39 Prefn t*-fote

40 Disp<i'

41 Drunkard

42 Dist"'
'

Germany

43 SwiS".

45 Spoor

4 7 Rue

50 Deer s hom

53 Native

metal

54 Commonplace

56 Eggs

57 Vehiclt-

58 Tendon
59 Soak

DOWN

1 SmalHump
2 Shi

i A

5 Q ' '

being bie

6 Cooled
lava

7 Possessive
pronoun

8 Seines

9 Fruit

1 Part of

circle

11 Cheer

16 Anger

18 Growing
out of

20 Speck

22 Frolics

23 Worship

25 Pierce

27 Crown

28 Go m
30 Before

31 Communist

33 Essence

37 Wild ass

38 Small

child

39 Paleness

42 Pose for

portrait

44 Soaks
46 Again

47 Fabulous
bird

48 Period of

time

49 Prefm

three

51 Gin s

name

52 Rodent

55 Pn
inoi

1 2 3
< 5 6 7 8

".*•'.

9 1

12 w. 3

ititii

14

IS 16 17 18

~!~f TT1
7T"1

1
.

" . .
19 20

IjZju

21

22 23 24 25 26 27 J8

29 F:-:":
30

1 a •

31

32 ;.;. f33
LliJ

34
» *

36 37 38
"*"' JV

40 '"*
' *.

41 :•:'. 4?
'.*.'*

43 44 •::•: 45 46

47 48 49 50 51 5Z

53 "V S3" 55 ;.;.;. 56

57 58
3V

Untr by t nited Feature Sy odicate. I nc.

«!» Oiwl «iT. R«l MM t*

Pwitlar. HliHr I1MN

IM Oprl. Hlae WJMI

fj Krn«iil<. WNHl IMlf*

«• Cb*m> IVlalr, »l"' inm
M Far* T-Wr*. •••* ttmM

jrj HMalwam Orrrn itos ee

«7 I'notia. .
Orren ii!» ee

g| Mercury Cawrar. tirrrn MM ••

«7 Hat we. Ked <KW M
«; Kard WaaiHi. Yrll..« 1105 on

m. Kard HWMMb Krd 1113 00

703 00
Mi saal». <•»»

«.-, Kard Waaeo. MM 111! «5 00

lit VoUa Waaan. tirr> «03 00

til Kurd Kalcon. Krd 30300

i.l Kurd Falreti. Blur 403 Ofl

Many Other Late >Iudel

VW* To Choose From

Northampton

Volkswagen, Inc.

BM OfrfiO
5H4 86

•!l«; King SI. Kte. 5)

Northampton

Open Kves till I
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Frosh Lead Redmen Over UNH
X 1 Vyv3XX J—rfv^v*^** "*LZ—Z— -1 iieu ****** *»* *—— to

' RJJ Here T
By DAN KAMAL

MOCStafl
With the freshmen members of

the learn leading the way. the

I Mass baseball team defeated

the University ol New HamP"

sh ,re lo*;. Saturday in a game

preceded by the official

dedication of Earl E Lorden

Kield The Kedmen lifted their

record to MM with the win. while

the Wildcats" slate stands at 4-2.

Charley Manlev. Ed McMahon.

and Tom McDermott combined

lor nine of the Kedmen's 16 hits

and Ireshman hurler John Olsen

struck out nine out of Hi possible

Wildcats in .1 1/3 innings of

shutout rebel

I Mass broke into a l-o lead in

the tirst inning After Manlev

singled lor the first of his four hits

ol the atternoon and was thrown

out at second. Jack Conroy

doubled on a wind blown fly off

the left field tence and was

singled home by Brian Martin

The home team added two

more runs in the second frame

when McDermott doubled in

McMahon who had singled, and

Manle\ drove McDermott in with

Ins BCCOnd straight hit a two

base throwing error, a bunt

single In Manle> . and a wall was

tolloued b> a Mark PalM double

driving in one run and a two run

single by Jim Kiley as the

Kedmen increased their lead to 7

U, and the game appeared to be

well in hand
However, starter Tom King.

w ho had breezed through the first

tour innings, ran into trouble in

the tilth and was touched for a

three run homer by I'NH cen-

terfielder Fete Dresser. The left-

handed batter tied into a King

serving and drove it over the 375-

loot mark in right-center King

survived the fifth, but in the top of

the sixth, wildness. a costly error

by lirst baseman Palau on a

wind blown pop up. and a double

by Jeff Trundy accounted for

three runs and brought the

\ isitors to within a run. 7-6. Coach

Dick Kerquist lifted King at this

point and brought in Olsen The

tall righthander fanned Tim

Hanaggan to end the uprising

with two OR and two out

I Mass increased the lead to 8-6

in the bottom of the sixth when

Bally QIgUrgiatt

SPORTS
Brian Martin tripled home Falau

who had drawn a base on balls

The final two Kedman runs

scored m the seventh inning on a

lluke two run single by Conroy.

The left lielder. who had two hits

and a great diving catch for the

dav. hit a hard grounder with two

men on that headed up the

middle. INK pitcher Dennis

Keusel stuck out his glove and

deflected the hot shot into right

nold. allowing both runners to

score

While the Kedmen were in-

creasing their lead, Olsen,

although wild at times, was

having very little trouble

disposing of the Wildcat batters.

His strikeout pitch was working

to near perfection as he tanned

Hanagan to end the sixth, struck

out the side in the seventh, had

two K s in the eighth, and fanned

the side in the final frame. He

Melded only a scratch hit by

Corky Newcomb in his relief stint

while preserving the victory for

starter King ....«*.KEDMAN KANT1N0S:
Kergquist mentioned after the

game that it was a good one for

hit team to win because "we

were not particularly sharp

today. He was disappointed

that King (altered and was not

abte to hold on to the big

lead Bergquist also felt that

Olsen needed more work on his

breaking stuff, although the

Wildcat hitters probably think

the st\ hsh Irosh has the l>est stuff

,n New England the way he

mowed them down

BU Here Today
UMASS HOST BOSTON

UNIVERSITY This afternoon

the Kedman nine returns to

action hosting strong New
England independent Boston

University in a game starting at

;} p.m. at Earl E. Lorden Field.

These two teams have had a

strong rivalry including the big

payotf series two years ago

when the Kedmen defeated the

Terriors in the final of the three

game series to earn the right to

represent District One at Omaha
and undoubtedly both teams will

be at each other with victory

being a must for each. BU has

been playing good baseball to

date and is one of the top teams

m the Boston area, probably

rating only behind strong

eastern power Harvard.

Bergquist will be starting either

senior Jack Bernardo or fresh

man Chip Baye for this game

and the line up Bergquist will go

with probably won't be known

until game time.

lanlex drove McDermott in with m me ""»"" - ~
„ 1

_

Stickers Trounce Wesleyan Netrnen Beaten
.. .. ... in v.ithth.. assist noinn to Hardy, and it MDCStaff

._ = __.:_..
B) HOWIE BLOOM

MDC Staff

Nine different player* scored goals as the I'Mass

lacrosse team overpowered Wesleyan IM on

sat.udaN In playing their t.rst home game m two

Mvks Garber - Gorillas demoralized the i arcimals

vuth two quick goals in the opening period and kept

pouring it on until Paul Wickman garnered the imal

I;,, linen talK at 12 IA ol the tourtb quarter

rne lirsi period was all UMats, as Lou Marmacci

linked the ball m the Wesleyan goalie alter mst u

seconds had elapsed Three ot the next tour scores

, lashioned b> John Gannon, with Charlie Hard)

taking masterfulh behind the Weteyan net and hitting

i„. in captain all three times with perfect pass

,lghl in trout lor Kedmen -cores IWO. three, and five

llH'iitherl Mass goal came al 10:27 when attackman

\> 1U | Kiii h swept a loose ball in underhand unassisted

1 1„ lone SVeslevan score of the period came at 3 29 to

make the count at tha rhe quarter ended

.nth the Gorillas on top. < i

i Mass had a slight edge in the action m the second

period scoring the onlj two goals ot the frame me

culmination ol a last break saa Ritch take a pass from

l„hn Nagle on the left ol the net and shoot it hon •

Up the Kedmen leadtoe I at H 07 Forty-two seconds

later Nagle scored his first ol the game from way

outside as liis shot hit the right hand pipe and bounced

,„ | ate m the period Kedmen goahe < rawford

reinjured the knee he hurt in the Harvard game, but

,ftcr .. short pause in the action the letlennan

returned and ended the ball with eleven saves

The eighth-ranked Mem England team. Wesleyan

tailed In score in the third period loo. as the I Mass

defense stopped the visitors cold while the offense was

,pping the lead to 10 l Power pla> goals opened and

chwed the scoring in the period, with UMass tallying

Ms lirst of the stanza at n «9, Ritch from Marmacci

in make the score H 1 Nagle scored his second goal ol

5 4o. with the assist going to Hardy, and it

was Redmen 9, Wesleyan 1. I pping ^eir lead tonine

goals while a Cardinal was off the held for slashing

Hards netted the score that made it 10-1. with he and

Kitch combining on a beautiful play to close out the

The Gorillas came out growling in the final quarter

and built their lead to 111 at 147 alter killing oft an

earl) penalty Kevin Bush caught a pass by Wickman

and rifted it home for h.s lirst goal of the season A

,h.s pomt. coach Garber took goalie Crawford out of

the game and replaced h.m with junior RflO DuMont.

w ho came up with se> eral t me saves m the period

Wesleyan finally broke their scoring drought at 2 G

of the last stanza on an unassisted goal b) Mark

Kredland 11-2 wasn't good enough lor the Redmen

though and Tom Brennan added one to the stickmen l

total u >th the assist gomg to K.tchat »:£ The las. live

minutes saw UMass score three more times, as Dana

stone and Marmacci each took passes Horn Steve

ll.i shcopt at 10 56 and 11.17. respective!) .
lo boost the

Kedmen lead to l« Wickman s goal With less than

three minutes to pla\ closed the coffin on the I Bl

dinate and Garters Gorillas had a IM victory

I \( KUSSELOWDOWN: All told. I'Mass had 44 shots

on the Wesleyan goal, and had not the Cardinal net

minder come up with several brilliant stops, the Of-

ticials probably would have had to call off the tourth

Coach Garter said alter the game that he had I

concerned about the team being down after their loss

to Harvard and that practice on Tuesday and

Thursday looked like a morgue

We knew we needed to get a good jump and score

the lirst lew goals, and I think that psyched Wesleyan

out said the Gorillas leader

This week the Kedmen have matches on lues.lav

and Thursday against twooi the better teams on their

schedule Adelphi and Farleigh Dickinson

Trackmen Set UM Record
-*- X ^.VXV: X Ih^nd «n*w school record al iela> and despite a pulled

m.sbesa.Kl.. new school record al

'' KB
m,x- staff the prestigious Fenn Relays over

^^^Km^mS ^ValU^avo. Ton) Pendleton
competition mtlK '

,{on Harris and Stokes

.;;; *ni£lE£ -mbined efforts in the 440 yard

relay and despite a pulled ham
stung muscle b) Hall qualified on

i'i ida\ lor Saturdays final

in the final Gerrj Spellman

subbed for Hall and the four

speedsters placed fifth in the

College division behind Johnson <

Smith, Wayne State, Virginia

State, and Perm Mate

In all tares there were two

divisions with the top qualifiers

running their final In the cham

pionship division and the nexl

group running their final In the

i ollege division

(It the .1 schools entered in the

44(1 sard rela> the Kedmen placed

thirteenth overall which says

something for their Saturday el

lort

Dennis Kusa subbed lor Hall

By SINCLAIRFOSTER
MDCStaff

imlv week before the Yankee Conference Championships the

I t tens tea. got a hint at what they will be up against as they

ve V k. xkecl 1 by Rhode islandU last Friday Yesterday in the

; (Vd beneath the clouds m Worcester. Mass. the netrnen came back

stronalv against Holv Cross The score again wasM. .

\eMVdass.,,a.chsaw.h
,,rner.ng UMass their first point of the atternoon The hi. M
uctorxTx the Kedmen s number three man was quickly followed

''N-lr^SuIerstrtacing a Kedmen sc.uad
J-gJJ-jgffl

without the services ol their number one man in Alan Goldbti^

J!b Uellman took over Goldberg s spot, but came out on the short

s,de ol a i. I. «.4 score Mark Krass went similar ways, as a »»--. H
match later Hob Cross had the lead

,'ns.e e Vri>er whowas returning t« action alter I leg. njury

hadsWelined him on Fridaj . evened the match downing h.s man t

» t. -1 in the tour singles position -aa.a.1 m
Kred Bralej and Jim Bornheun both put .t together, and «*-!,«

a0d6 t! B 3 lash.on IMass bad a lour to two lead going into the

"Tf^S. Bteom and Collin that turned the trick asthey continued

their undefeated play at second doubles, winning 7-5, 6-1. UMass

tlJJh H,.nt was added to when Kraley and Kerlnr captured third

doubles a -»;.«i:t to i.n.sh out the wind) afternoon^^^ o .. __

\tter the Kedmen ( . usader match IMass stood at ;>-2 overall, as

„IU . ol those losses was handed to them Friday afternoon down in

Khode Island In playing their lirst match against a Yankee
•

ton^

,,, erne team. IMass looked lacking and lelt much to be desired in

the wa\ ol fourth and sixth singles ... ,t«,; P

The defending Yankee Conference champs, in extending then

unbeaten streak to 21 matches, won tour ot the s.ngles matches as

I Mass Mark Krass set the tone tor the da> at lourth s.ngles Jim

Kornhe.m at sixth singles dropped a ^^f^Won^ M the

Kedmen sonh reprice were victories at third and tilth singles

Bloom and Kralev were the bright spots as Bloom continued h.s

great success and Bralej kept the match alive as the doubles

Tn*the doubles, oari Bloom and Ceflia came awaj i .« tonous and

dropping first and third doubles spelled deleat lor the K^men

(oach Kosakowsk. lelt that his team never should have lost the

contest, as he commented. I can t even call the match flBff

pointing, it was t(M) disgusting '

UKI has tar irom the personnel that captured the conference tith

last year, and the Kedmen think that Friday's match was little

indication as to bow things will turnout come this w«-ekend

I Conn and New Hampshire are on this week B agenda for t lie

netrnen and these two matches will mean a great deal as to who

will receive the seeded positions in this weekend s championships

m.Maine Howccei they turn out. I Mass ,s looking lor a coherence

'

With a surprise or two. and more consistent pla> a!lthewa> down

the line, the Redmen just might take it

<fl It K I' \SS-Waltei Mays
i lelt > passes oil lo tony I'en-

(llcton lor Ik* second leu of the

lio yard relax in which the

Kedsaaa speedsters placed fifth

in the College Division and

thirteenth ocerall in the 71 team

field at the IN"" Kela>s These

luo sprinters came back to run

IWO legs on the HMO yard relay

team which placed ninth overall

out of HI schools to complete a

line da\ for both trackmen.

i.MIH photo by Kd MangiaraUD

[he IWi yaro relay and along with

\la\o Pendleton and Harris

placed fifth in the (ollege division

afKj ninth overall out Of 61 schools

and Ibis was alter 4."> minutes rest

between relays Again this is an

excellent effort in this type ol

competition

Harris. Spellman, Gene Costello

and Dave Kvans churned out a

school record in the sprint medley

with Kvans strong KHo anchor leg

featuring this teams eltort.

The opening leg almost met with

disaster as Costello was involved in

a pileup on the first turn which

called lor the restart of the race

still suffering Irom his mishap

the Ireshman quarter miler got off

to a slow start and by the anchor

leg I Mass was in seventh place

Kvans took the baton and moved

up well on the field and finished

lourth with a new school record

Tomorrow the tracksters return

lo action as a team against always

powerful t'Coiin In probably the

biggest track rivalry in New

Kngland
The Huskies h.ive a long mi

beaten streak going in dual meets

Ibis meet will be at home lor the

Kedmen and a duplication ol their

performance against Northeastern

in the inaugural meet will pose

man) problems lor the men from

I Conn

JV Twinbill

UM 1 1 Spfdl

Spfd 3 UM2

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Ali Charms Packed Cage
By EARLE BARKOLL

MIX' Staff

Former heavyweight champion

and Muslim minister. Muhammad
Ali. told a packed Curry Hicks

Cage last night "the first

knowledge that we must achieve is

of our purpose of life'" in a lecture

spiced with the emotional impact

and respect that has followed the

ex champ on his nation-wide tour

of College Campuses
Sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program, the lecture

ID

Trustees Appoint

Dept. Heads
See page two

Romney, Sargent

Advocate Revenue Sharing
See page three

Students React To
Calendar Plan

See page three

Student Busted For

'Foul Play'
See page three

locused on an aspect of life that Ah

said everv person sooner or later

asks himself, that being his pur

pose in life.

Me called the purpose in life "the

greatest discovery in life and until

one finds his purpose in life he is

dissatisfied."

The very secret in life is desire

and a goal" that one seeks can be

small comparison to the power he

developes in the process of his

determination." Ali continued.

•One is dissatisfied if he doesn't

know his true purpose in life and

unless this is accomplished he will

not be satisfied EVERYTHING
HAS A PURPOSE.
"Knowing a purpose enables one

to achieve their purpose and if he

doeeo'l know it he is ignorant of life

and becomes a machine of life.

Ah drove home in the manner only

he knows how to convey

In seeking this goal he said that

weakness comes Irom lack ol

endurance and patience and one

will take what comes .it the

moment and will not wait for the

nexl da)

He directly addressed the group

saying "Only one out of the one

thousand ol you seated out there

has a purpose The rest of you are

placed in a job and are discon

tented."

You are so absorbed in your

college work that you have no time

to think about the purpose in life

and many of the youth are wasted

in this manner."
"Many confuse happiness with

pleasure This is an ellusion

Pleasure is only a shadow of

happiness and rarely can we find a

How many of you can say that

vou are happy"' Maybe one out of

every ten." Ali went on showing

that the only way that someone can

be happy is when he has found his

purpose in life.

He continued. "Deep within all

man is the yearning for happiness,

but the onlv man who is happy is

one that has lound the knowledge

of his purpose of his life

"Man is interested in one thing

but moves on to something else He

don't know how to go after his

purpose in life because he doesn't

know what it is

lale is short he went on to point

out "Those of you who are twenty

sears old have only lived for

maybe a couple of years If you

subtract sleeping time, school

time, traveling time, television

time and other time consumers

then vou have only lived lor about

two yean
"

For this reason he stated. "In

childhood one must find then-

purpose m hie Once one find- this

purpose the sw itch is turned on and

a light comes on

TO show the power ol purpose.

\li said, "ten men with a purpose

have more power that a thousand

men that don t know their purpose

•Go ahead in spite of all dif

Hculties to your purpose", he

urged the gathering "Nothing

should stop you Irom going after

yoar purpose

My purpose was to be

heavyweight champion I knew

unconsciously when I was younger

that this was what I wanted to be

Now thev want me in jail, but I'm

still happy, because the sacrifice I

made was great, but in the end I

have more power.' said the el

champ m drawing his career into

hue with his topic

He concluded his lecture b>

telling the throng "d N times you

tail, the moth time you II find your

purpose
The question and answer period

that followed brought out the

lighter and humorous side ol Ah

that everyone has come to expect

Irom him
He called his prediction of Wilt

Chamberlain nmmmmmmmm
ber
He said on Joe Krazier. There

ain t no doubt, he must go out
"

But then asked how he could

represent non violence and yet

light in the ring Ah answered

The intention of war is to kill M>

purpose is not to kill any person

There can be no comparison

between boxing and war My lists

arc covered with cotton batten and

gloves when I enter the ring and

war wouldn't be bad if they used

gkwefl Nixon should challenge Ho

Chi Mmh with the gloves on to

decide the Viet Nam war And to

lop this oil there are less casualties

in boxing than in football, hor

sending and many many other

sports
"

ile called Howard Cosell his

biggest supporter and agitator ,

but went on to say that this was

why Cosell was the most popular

sports announcer in the world

To the pleasure of the crowd Ah

concluded his appearance with his

lamous "Ali Shuffle in a comical

rendition with a student calling

himself "Smoking .loe
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Trustees Do A Full Day's Work
i ttenartment name changes Restaurant and Tri

..,**, ,,,,orH:,v. Th.. institute will have Carritt for the position ot uep« „«,„,,.„'. agenda. ministration.
By BOB CALLAHAN

MDC Stall

Highlighting yesterday'!

Trustee's meeting was the ap-

pointmeni of Professor Kobert G.

Hoopes to the position of

Associate Provost of the Amherst

campus and the appointment of

Mrs. Dorothy X Marshall as

Dean ot Faculty and Provost at

I Mass in Boston. Both

nominations received I

unanimous vote Irom the

Trustees present at the afternoon

meeting held at the Yankee

Drummer Inn in Auburn. Mass

Alter the confirmation ot the

two appointments, the group

\oted in ravor oi the nomination

ot Koger B. Hiekler. M D as

Professor and Chairman of the

Department oi Medicine at the

I Mass Medical School in Wor-

cester It was also noted that next

v ear's class ol the Medical School

w ill have the largest ratio of girls

in the country

The Institute for Man and His

(environment was also approved

y esterdav . The Institute will have

three main thrusts; education,

research and training. Dr.

Gluckstern stated to the group

that a director and associate

director of the institute will be

appointed within the next month

t'nder consideration are Dr.

President Wood

Carritt lor the position of

Director, and Dr. Carl Swanson

is Associate Director.

Tenure recommendations
which were presented at the

Trustee Committee On Faculty

and educational Policy on April

16, by Vice Chancellor

Gluckstern were approved

Monday afternoon. There was

consensus that student par-

ticipation in tenure decisions was

of vital concern and should be

assured

Also during the meeting, the

Trustees approved several

Student Exchange Programs.

The student exchange programs

with the University of Bir-

mingham and the University of

Keele, Fngland were passed.

Trustee voting was in favor of a

UMass Soviet and Fast Furopean

Studies Program This will

provide for language competency

in Kussian or Polish along with

emphasis on interdisciplinary

studies

Department name changes

were also on yesterday's agenda

The dept of Environmental

Sciences was changed to The

Suburban Experiment Station^

The Dept Of Hotel and

Restaurant Administration is

now named the Dept. of Hotel.

Trustee Troy <left>

Chancellor Tippo

and

and Travel Ad-

An added feature of the

meeting was Mr. James Brooks

who informed the Trustees of the

sanitary landfill problem on the

I Mass Campus. He produced

photographs which showed the

problems and danger to the

environment created by this

operation. He stated that the

purpose of his presentation was

to show the public that the state

Dept of Public Health doesn't

have an adequate number of

personnel to safe guard the

health of the public. Chancellor

Tippo replied by saying that the

present operation will be ter

minated on May 1st and that a

joint landfill operation with the

colleges in the area will be in-

stituted off campus.

The meeting also marked the

official introduction of newly

elected Senate President I^e

Sandwen to the Trustees. Mr.

Sandwen was introduced by

outgoing Prexy Glenn Elters.

Viet Cong Claim American

Deserters Fighting For Them
PAKIS U'The Viet Cong

delegation at the Pans peace talks

said Monday that a certain

number" of American deserters

are lighting in enemy ranks

,inst l S forces in South

\ ietnatn

Duong Dmh Thao. chief

spokesman ot the Viet Cong

delegation, called a news con-

lerence to distribute an order ot the

day Irom the Viet Cong command

This promised safe conduct and

appropriate rewards' to IS.

mi \ icemen who cross over the

enemy lines out ot sympathy for

the Viet Cong cause

In reply to questions. Thao said:

A certain number of American

soldiers are lighting in the ranks of

the National Liberation Front The

number is still small because the

battles m South Vietnam are

particularly bloody

Thao claimed a much larger

number of American deserters are

behind Viet Cong lines but are not

in the lighting

These men. Thao continued.

are hiding in the towns of South

Vietnam and waiting for an op-

portunity to return to their homes

or
' tind asylum in a neutral

count rv

Thao said he did not know the

exact number of American
deserters nor the details of their

work with the Viet Cong forces

once they reach our lines.'' he

Mid, and they tell us they wish to

loin our ranks, we give them tasks

in accordance with their abilities

or their wishes
"

The Viet Cong's order of the day

was issued because the growing

opposition to the war among U.S.

olficers and men in South Vietnam

has created a new situation there.'"

Thao asserted

He said the Viet Cong command
wanted to make it clear to all

American troops in Vietnam that

the Viet Cong has no quarrel with

the American people and intends to

Hive its lull protection and help to

I S serviCCflMi expressing their

opposition to the war

He told a questioner the Viet

Cong "lias no difficulty what-

soever distinguishing between

IS soldiers and units who oppose

the war and those who. on the

contrary, eagerly carry out U.S.

aggressive policies
"

There are some American units

whom we already know to be op-

posed to the war. and such units

are not attacked by our forces," he

said He gave no details or specific

examples.

The Viet Cong order of the day

instructed all Communist com
mand troops in South Vietnam not

to fire on surrendering or deserting

American soldiers, but to give

them "good treatment ..aid and

protection."

Asked what the rewards would

be lor American sympathizers,

Thao recalled that the Viet Cong

previously made an offer of money

to deserting soldiers of the South

Vietnamese army But in the case

of American soldiers, he said,

•their highest reward surely is to

be recognized as fighters for

peace."

He told a questioner that the

order ol the day applied only to

Americans and not to Australians.

South Koreans or other foreign

troops lighting in Vietnam

He said all deserting American

soldiers would at their request be

given a safe conduct to a neutral

country lor asylum

Grof Favors Psychotherapy

In LSD Treatment

The LSD experience and Great Heligions of the World" was the topic

of d2coi£eZn sTanislav Grof addressed an audience last night m the

Sl

Grof\n SB rteaS spoke of h,s work ,n Spring Grove in Ba.Umore.

tie elaborated on two approaches used ,n treating patients^w.th LSD

• h.» nsvehedelic and the psvcholytic. Grof favors a positive

Ps\chohe^pv approach with goals of ••transcending the barrier between

ret humarValues and the present s.tuat.on of the patient Feelings.of

mttn*am overcome and a main goal of the therapy .s to encourage the

"oS oescSJd "the^Jtrng surrounding the psychedelic treatment

Musk- is plaved the patient has on eyeshades and he is administered a

do'ge JmS* micrograms of pure LSD. Non-verbal ""inn^aUon

by those present is used only if reassurance is necessary, according to

G
After four or five hours the patient is encouraged to talk about his sa-

ner ence Grof continued Later, walks outside are taken where the

prtantul exposed to natural objects, he explained. Colors and tastes are

exDerienced as in everyday life, he added. ....

Grof has worked w.th such groups as alcoholics, hard-core drug addicts

and groups with serious mental disorders with 'surprising success. He

spoke of Extremes of tolerance for pure LSD. noting that^**ffg
patients exhibit "dramatic regressions on only 50 micrograms while

others show no significant effects after receiving doses upwards of dOO

m
Records" of all sessions are kept by psychiatrists in the hope of

discovering any laws for predicting the types of experiences which the

patients will have. Grof explained.

He stated that the second half of all sessions is the crucial period.

Prolonged reactions to LSD are not a result of LSD remaining in the body,

he said Flashbacks are a continuation of the "out-consciousness in tne

individual as he experiences feelings which remind him of experiences

under the influence of LSD. he explained

Dr (irof told the audience of certain stages in the LSD experience such

as anguish and the feeling of dying, giving away to experiences ot

blinding lights and colors symbolizing religious feeling and rebirtn.

He gave examples of people citing detached information on ancient

cultures later admitting they had never read anything on the subject

Some felt they were experiencing life in other time periods, he said

Many patients became more interested in human relations than in

material gain after extensive LSD therapy. Grof explained. Increased

/.est lor life, appreciation of music and art typified the acquisition ot a

new set of values, he said. .

(irof concluded that the evidence he presented shows ' the possible

therapeutic value of psychedelic treatment for the successtui

rehabilitation of former social outcasts."

// 's For You
Mr. Granite
AMARILLO, Texas (AP)-A new

wardrobe can be eye catching but

the one worn Saturday by an

Amarillo man caught the wrong

eyes.

Kva Tooms, 45. of Amarillo

thought the clothes looked

familiar Sure enough, they were.

They belonged to her son Robert,

24, and were taken in a burglary of

her home April 2.

Mrs. Tooms slapped a half

nelson on the man and dragged

him to a pay telephone where she

called Potter County Sheriff's

deputies

The 2H year -old man was in

Potter County jail Monday while

deputies continued to investigate

the case

MDC Classifieds

Pay

Ask One To Lunch

aijr gUMarlnurtti Vails (toll***""

OM.ceo* the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on me second »loor of the Student un.on on

the Un.vers.ty campus. ;>P code 01002 Phones are MS 2SS0 (news), 54* 03"

(sportsl. and 449 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa.d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes «.ve

times weeKly Monday ihrouqh Fr.day dur.ng the academ.c year encept during

vacaton and exam per ods. three or tour times a <*ee* following a vacation or

exam per od or vyhen a holiday tails w thm a week Accepted tor mailing under the

authority ot the act ot March 8, 1879 as amended by the act ot June II, 1»*3 Sub

sc notion rat^s are\l SO per semester. 114 00 per year
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Romney And Sargent Agree On Fiscal Solutions

Bv BOB NESTI
" MDC Staff

Housing and Urban
Development Secretary George

Komney and Governor Francis

\V, Sargent both endorsed

President Nixon's Revenue
Sharing Plan before "A New

Kngland Town Meeting on In-

tergovernmental Reform''
yesterday morning in the

Campus Center.

The plan, now facing

congressional opposition

volves decentralizing

stiff

in-

the

Secretary of Housing and I rban Pi' d ll""*JE**SgC
Presidential candidate t.eorge Komney seen speaking in fax or ot the

President s revenue sharing plan now before C ongress.

bureaucratic management on the

Federal level through returning

the power to the state and local

governments.

•People at the local level have

the great advantage in that they

understand people and are in a

better position to make effective

use ot given amounts of money,"

Komney said.

Komney outlined the

President's proposal, which

involves returning income tax

revenue back to the states in two

forms The Inst sends back 1.8%

ol a state's income tax payment

for the local government to use as

they see tit

The second involves Congress'

eliminating the more than ISU

Federal grants and aids existant

and defining specific purposes for

the money uses These would

include funding lor law en-

forcement, manpower,
education, transportation, and

urban and rural development.

"Return this power ana

responsibility to local levels:

that's what constitutes the new

American Revolution." Komney

declared.

Governor Sargent concurred

with Secretary Komney and

stated his belief that Revenue

Sharing is the first step to avert a

major crisis.

Sargent forcasts the crisis for

two reasons. First, despite tax

cuts, revenues are rising on the

Federal level Second, taxes on

Comnor Sargent stated the

stall- 's case yesterday as to

whv he favored the

President's plan which would

bring additional federal

revenue to cities and towns.

the state and local levels do not

meet present needs

Calling the Federal Govern

ment a 'swollen bureaucracy",

Sargent said Washington
monopolizes the revenue of the

income tax and the states are left

to pick up the pieces They must

do this, the Governor added,

through the enactment of

"special" taxes such as gasoline

and sales taxes

Sargent said Revenue Sharing

would "calls halt to this parallel

growth" and would meet and stop

the current liseal crisis,

Revenue Sharing would be the

lust major single move away

irom a centralized federal

government, the Governor said

Both Romney and Sargent

believed then 1 would be little

chance that the plan would be

passed at the current session ol

Congress, although both see hope

lor its passage next year

At a press coulerence which

followed the meeting both

Romney and Sargent expressed

their respect lor those who kept

the massive demonstration in

Washington this past weekend as

peaceiul as it was

Washington

Protests Move To Streets

WASHINGTON \P Anti-war

protest tMs roamed the Capitol

Monday in a sort ol extended

guerrilla theater ot shouts in the

senate. .1 "wailing wall" on the

steps, and a paint splashing spinolt

into ,i congressional office

The antiwarnors were in small

groups acting under the general

theme ol People > Lobby " This a

lullo'A on to Saturday's peaceiul

protest which drew more than

..to. and a prelude to a "Ma>
week Ol widespread

calculated disruptions b>

predicted so.uoti

1 he day's activities had no

measurable effect on conduct or

svernmental businei

Seven were arrested for blocking

,1 Pentagon entrance, nine for

shouting m the Senate nine tor

blocking an intersection near

( reorgetown

In a hall hour Senate debate was

halted three times with shouts ol

•stop the war.' "peace now." and

what about the children in

Vietnam... You're 1 bunch oi

tools
" Three shouters were

removed quietly by police and the

spectators' gallery was cleared

and closed but reopened in a short

while

Seven students began a last m
the oil ice of Sen. Hugh Scott of

Pennsylvania, the Republican

leader

There was I rally on Capitol

steps in favor ol a 16,500 income lor

welfare families, and the

demonstrators heard five

congressmen IS them to be

peaceiul

About Midemi ostrators Jammed

into the office ol Sen Barn
(ioidwater.R An/ . splashing red

paint on the walls <>t one room,

saying the) were producing ;•

massacre

(ioldwater aide Leonard Kilgore

.aid one <>i the demonstrators

would fire a toj machinegun, and

others would tOSS plastic bags ot

blood-colored pamt The senator

wasn t in Sen John Tower,

|; Tex said between 30 and 50

protestors stormed" ins office

shouting, taking over the reception

i oom

In both cases demonstrators lied

the offices ahead ol police

Threatened with arrest. 25

demonstrators broke up their hour

long sit in in front ol the oil ice ol

sen John Stennis, I) Miss.,

chairman oi the Senate Armed
Services Committee.

The wailing wall "their name

lor it was a tactic involving low

moans to represent the anguish of

Time Enough
For A Long Trip

B\ JIM GOLD
MDC Staff

•You know where I'm going" Florida." said a I 'Mass junior m reaction

,o the new calendar arrangement for the vm 7:5 academic year He was

expressing the |oy ot having finals over before Christmas vara ion an. a

month ott before the spring semester Time enoimb for a long trip. h«

Most reactions tfi the calendar taken in an Ml >< survey indicated vast

.upPii » the plan However. ^^^J^gSSSSjAn
""

calendar plan could not be implemented,!, the tall nl -1 instead ol 77

Great said I sophomore male

"As loneas they leaveus out of school until after Labor Day, I think il s

fine s.,ida T reshinan girl explaining how her summer |obat tlu< ape IS

contracted toend after Labor Day n riginal calendar proposal wa

have .indents returning to sdmoi ,.„ August J«i but the accepted props

extended that to September ")

, ,„, .acultv member said he l.ked the idea and mid how the .
atendai

^ j^ • wdl now more closely coincide with those ot other. t.ea colleges

V TflS L 31I1S MOSt people like the part ol not having to worry about takme I...
a'

VjaO X CAAXiaj
Bnwt1Kmas vacation This, said one freshman, will allow timefoi

real vacation between the tall and spring vacations

Thl . ,„,,.„„.„ .,„ow> to. a H week .all semester and a It w.,-k SO

death, writhing on the floor.

crying

Wailing went 00 00 the Capitol

steps the Senatechamber-about 20

people after the earlier disruption-

the senate cafeteria, and at the

hearing ol the Senate Veterans

Committee

Klsewhere in the Capitol small

groups talked to anyone in the

corridors who would listen and

tried to lobby their congressman to

stop the war

\K\s ORLEANS AP Vice

President Spin. T Agneu said

Mondav that most congressional

critics ol FBI Director .1 Edgar

Hoover are presidential aspirants

trvmg to score political |M>mts with

the radical left

It gives oil an unpleasant

political odor, said Agnew The

vice president, here to address the

southern (.as Association COO

vent ion. devoted his 2K minute

speech In defending Hoover Ho

derided reports ol FBI spying on

members ol Congress.

Agnew said Sen Fdmund
Muskie. 1) Maine. shares the

phobia ol those who l>elieve they

fTC under surveillance

semestei

MDC
Classifieds

Emma
Reads 'em

Bell's Pizza
Real and Rich

and Good
and the Price

is Right.

256-8011 - 253-9051

FREE Delivery of

Pizzas.

Student Busted For Foul Play

The unidentified man in the

picture stole a lew Urn many bases

\cstenlav . not to mention the balls

he picked up along the way. The

Hist <lell> picture shows the

)ttt>itant lad carrying away a

souvenir Irom the field the arrow

points to the baseball in his hand.

Tue second frame shows the

tampan Police hustling him away

lor the hcininus crime of making

oil with a hall that could have been

a record home run. hut w;is .ic

lu.illy i loul ball. < an vou see this

happening h< Keuwaj Park? Mix

photo hv Kd Mangiai atti'

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northompton
5862742

10 Brood St.

Wcstficld
562-3604

„ r
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In The Nation And The World

Phosphate Aging Accepted
#

_
7 .

Nixon Seeks Delay In Pollution Warning
,_, uflM »hP DhosDhate removal proci

W hat can I say? seems to be the question President Nixon is asking

,„.,,. | he Nixon Administration asked the rederal Trade I om-

11Uss.»n vesterdaN to postpone requiring manufacturers »» »«™

,.„„s„„,ei s ol the dangers of phosphate pollution possible through thi

MM s4 certain detergents. \nd this is Faith Week?

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Nixon administration, backed by

the nations largest detergent

maker, asked the Federal Trade

Commission Monday to delay

action on a proposal to require

manufacturers to warn consumers

of phosphate detergents pollute

water.

U.S. Surgeon General Jesse L.

Steinfeld and Russell E. Train,

chairman of the Council on En-

vironmental Quality, requested

more time to conduct tests on

phosphate substitutes

Both, however, agreed that

phosphates contribute
significantly to the accelerated

aging ol the nation's lakes,

streams and impoundments.

Train, in a statement read by an

aide, added that we must con-

tinue and intensify our efforts to

obtain reduction or elimination of

phosphates in detergents as soon

.is assurance is available that the

material or materials to t>e used as

a substitute will not cause equal or

worse pollution problems and will

not endanger human health

The FTC proposal, it enacted.

would require all detergent

makers to print on packages the

statement:
•Warning: Each recommended

use level of this product contains-

grams of phosphorous, which

contributes to water pollution. Do

not use in excess. In soft water

areas use of phosphates is not

necessary." . .

Phosphorous is an element which

accelerates the natural life span of

a lake or stream by artifically

fertilizing the water, touching off a

boom in plant growth. In a process

known as eutrophication. the

plants eventually choke the water

and decaying vegetation can ab_

sorb so much oxygen that lish and

other forms of marine life will

sul locate.

About two million pounds ol

phosphates in detergents are

consumed annually in the United

States And about hall ol the

phosphates in the nation's sewage

systems come from detergents,

an aide to Train testified

The long term solution to

phosphates Irom municipal

sewage must include both

reduction or removal ol

phosphates in detergents and

phosphate removal processes in

municipal waste treatment

plants," Train said

Steinfeld asked for a delay

because 'It should be realized that

tests conducted thus far indicate

that some of the currently used

substitutes for phosphates are

clearly toxic and pose serious

accident hazards, especially to

children."

Howard J. Morgens, president of

Proctor & Gamble, the nation's

largest detergent manufacturer,

objected to the labelling

requirement proposed, charging it

would have the effect of forcing

the industry to remove phosphates

Irom its detergents

The industry would have to

replace the phosphates with other

materials before those other

materials have been proved to be

sale lor people and the en

vironmenl
Certainly there is no proof

am where in the world taking

phosphate! out of detergents alone

would eliminate excessive

eutrophication." Morgens added

nl certain neieim-iu*. »»•- -

Rogers Visits Mid-East
Secretary of state William P.

Rogers arrived in London on the

I irst legol his Mideast trip Monday

voicing hope lor step by step

movement toward a binding

peace thai wiM «• just and

lasting "

Vfter a Southeast Asia Treaty

organization SFATO. meeting

here and a Central Treaty

organization CENTO session in

Ankara. Rogers caps his tour with

a one-week iourney to tour Arab

countries and Israel.

. mi purpose is to strengthen

I S ties with the countries of the

Middle K.ist and to play a helpful

i ole in giving added momentum to

the painstaking process which we

hope will lead, step by step to a

binding peace that will be just and

lasting. Rogers said in an airport

arrival statement

Rogers presidential jetliner Hew

in Irom Washington alter a seven

hour ihght

His two-week jet speed journey

will take him to lour Furopean and

Mideast capitals and bring him

[Ke to (ace with the leaders ol

governments. Turkey declared

martial law in 11 provinces, aimed

at student disorders but also to

provide security lor Rogers visit

Thursda)
In Tel Aviv. Israeli leaders-

predicted a new outbreak ot

lighting along the battlelronts that

have i>eeii quiet since the is
sponsored cease lire in August

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan.

in ., Memorial Day letter to

relatives ot slam soldiers, said

Egypt, encouraged !•>

sophisticated new Soviet weapons

threatens to resume the war

Mis statement followed a war

nmg b\ Chiel ot Stall l.t Gen

llaim Bar-Lev that the Egyptians

round themselves with no recourse

other than renewed lighting

There was shooting along the

Sue/ Canal on Sunday

Israeli antiaircralt batteries

opened lire on an Egyptian M1G21

when it overflew Israeli lines in the

northern sector, the Tel Avh

command announced Asked il the

plane was hit. spokesman said

We iiist don't know
'

Court Gives Towns
Low-Housing Rights

IKH.I RS i RIP? The Stale

Department said Thursdav

that Beeretar) el state

William P. Rogers will leaxe

Monday SO dip taking him

at least to Turkey. Officials

here and abroad indicated he

would probably go also to

I K>pt. Israel. Jordan.

I citation and Saudi Arabia.

i \p Wirtphots Map'

Rogers visits are expected to

>tu antl American demonstrations

in some ol the Mideast capitals

WASHINGTON lAP The
supreme Court Monda\ gave Un-

people in towns and cities all o\er

the nation the right to block con

struct ion ol low rent public housing

in then communities

The :>d:l decision may blunt a

broad campaign to disperse poof

minorities Irom inner cities to

outlying areas

Justice Hugo I. Black spoke For

the court .is it sustained an

amendment to the California

Constitution thai requires voter

approval lor federally assisted

public housing He said the 1961

amendment was not aimed at any

radal minority and though it may

disadvantage the poor, it is not

unconstitutional

Eleven other states have similar

voter checks on public housing

The ruling supports the theory

behind them and may encourage

demonstrate
democracy.

othei states to adopt like

procedures
Provisions lor relerendums

devotion to

not to bias

discrimination or prejudice.

Black said He v^s backed by

i hiel Justice Warren F Burger

,,nd Justices John M Harlan.

Potter Stewart, and Rymn R

White
Justices ThurgOOd Marshall.

William J Rrennan Jr and llarr>

\ Btackmun dissented while

Justice William <> Douglas

disqualified hunseli Blackmun's

von- was his first major difference

with Burger, a fellow Minnesota!)

Marshall said that singling out

the pOOT to bear burden not

placed on any other class ot

citi/ens tramples the values that

the 14th Amendment was designed

to prated

in face with the leaders oi ii »> r— *.,••. t •* * t_ L '—
Pres. Commission Asks China-U.N. Membership

WASHINGTON \I'
J

presidential commission which

views membership in the United

Nations as a duty, not I

privilege' Monday urged

President Nixon to beck IJ N seats

[0r both Communist and

Nationalist China.

The commission, headed by

Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge

favored also U N aeats for Fast

and West Germany, North and

South Korea as well as the two

Chinas
The report came at a time when

President Nixon was studying a

separate U.S. government report

dealing with recommendations for

U S strategy at the United Nations

toward the China question and for

| s recognition of the Peking

regime
R was released also at a time

when the State Department con

firmed that the United States had

Utilised thud governments to act

as go-betweens to inform Peking

(hat President Nixon wished to

improve relations with the Peoples

Republic ol China

Stab' Department spokesman

Charles Bray confirmed that the

Nixon administration's desires had

been discussed with a number ol

other governments and >
! seems

quite possible that representatives

ot those other governments made

known our views to the Peoples

Republic ol china

The State Department did not

sav what response there has been

Horn Peking, if any But Fdgar

Snow . in an article written for Fife

magazine, said Mao Tse tung told

him he would be happy to talk to

Nixon, either as a tourist or as

President

The report by the blue ribbon

Lodge commission said the United

Nations can best do its job ol war

prevention and settlement of

disputes ii its membership in-

cludes all governments ol the

world provided they subscribe to

the principles of the FN Char

ter
"

GOLFERS

Rental Clubs

Food & Drink

Club Storage

Ask about

Student Rates

OOIF COURSE
AMHERST

[everyone WELCOME

lVz miles
north of

I Mass on Rt. 63

Daily Fee Basis

Weekdays — $2.50

after I p.m.
$1.50

Saturday, Sunday.
Holidays — $3.50

FINE ARTS COUNCIL WO/71 SWIM

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS

THURSDAY, APRIL 29 & FRIDAY, APRIL 30

DIZZY GILLESPIE

QUINTET
Mike Longo, Piano

Sam Jones, Bass

Rudy Collins, Drums

Dizzy Gillespie, Trumpet

Sonny Henry, Guitar

Potato Valdez, Conga Drums

Informal Seminar, 2:00 p m. 4/29
Jazz Workshop, 2:00 p.m. 4/30

Open without charge to those purchasing

tickets to either evening conceit.

Reserved Tickets available from Fine Arts Council,

125 Herter Hall (or at Bowker Auditorium one hour

before event.) Telephone 545-0202 both offices.
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TJMass Trustees Name
New Department Heads

The UMass Board of Trustees has named four heads

of department for the UMass-Amherst campus.

Appointees and their departments are: FWt.

Warren I). Anderson, chairman of comparative

literature ; Prof. Raymond OP. Farnsh head of

agricultural and food economics; Prof. rL Otaton

Fuller, head of biochemistry; and Prof. Harold L.

touch, chairman of zoology.

The appointments were made yesterday at the

Board's regular monthly meeting, in Auburn.

I'rof Anderson came to the UMass Programita

Comparative Literature ,n September 1W0. He had

Tat the College of Wooster, the Un.vers.ty of

Xigan. and the University of Iowa. His degree*

include a B.A. from Haverford College and
I

MA and

l>h I) from Harvard University, and a B.A from

Oxford University.
.

Publications by Prof. Anderson include |
i

tran

station of "Aeschylus: Prometheus^\ rlaS
That Are Lords of the Lyre." an article in Classical

^Prof 'Karrish .s professor and acting head of the

department of agricultural £*£*1 *J£
University of Connecticut Beg.nn.ng June 6 he will be

pressor' and head of the .^ass department of

agricultural and tood economics. He has a *******

Cornell University, an M.S. and Ph. D. from the

University of Connecticut. sb»1M
tie has been an agricultural economist for the U.S.

Department of Agriculture and Extension Marketing

Specialist for the University of Arizona^

ll.s publications include: "Bigness in IndustryNjnd

Wriculture," "Some Comments on World rood

Supply" and "The Effect of Income-Transfer

Programs on the Distribution of Income.

Prof K Clinton Fuller, who will begin In September

as head of the department of biochemistry comes to

UMass from the University of Tennessee-Oak Ridge

Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences where he is

director He is also on the scientific staff of the Oak

Ktdee National Laboratory, biology division.

Previously he held positions at the University of

California at Riverside. Dartmouth College, and

Dartmouth Medical School.

Among approximately 100 publications by Pro!.

Fuller are several on photosynthesis. He has a B.A^

Irom Brown University, an MA. from Amherst

College and a Ph. D. from Stanford University, and

an honorary MA. from Dartmouth College

Prof Harold L. Rauch has been acting head of he

/ooloev department, and will become head of the

department immediately . He has been at UMass since

September, 1950, beginning as an instructor and

becoming professor in 1961. His field is genetics.

In 1944 he earned his B.S. degree from Queens

College in 1947 his M.S. from the University of

Illinois.'and in 1950 his Ph D. from Brown University

r

His publications include work on such topics as hair

growth and pigmentation in mice, and ectodermal

parasites in hamsters.

Environmental Institute

Established By Trustees

\ new institute designed to focus

the LISIIHII of the University of

Massachusetts on the problems of

the environment has been ap-

proved by the UMass Board of

Trustees .

\t as meeting in Auburn

\ rsterdav the board approved a set

ot guidelines lor the establishment

ol the Institute lor Man and His

Environment In its lirst two years

Ihe institute will concentrate on the

planning, development and im-

plementation ot education for

graduates and undergraduates At

the same time it will develop I

programmatk at problem solving

approach to Intel disciplinary

research and public service.

The institute will be a statewide

lacihU lor teaching, reserach and

service administered by the office

()l Dr Robert L Cluckstern.

provost and vice chancellor for

acadom.c alta.rs at the Amherst

campus
We hope to appoint a director

and BSSOCiate director of the in-

stitute within the next month. Dr.

liluckstern said.

The Institute lor Man and Mis

Environment will have three main

thrusts Dr Cluckstern said one

will Ih« a bread education program

SO that the average citizen will be

Bbie to make value judgments

about the environment A second

will be the training of people to

evaluate the state of the en-

vironment The third will be

research -devising ways of

bringing together the aesthetic, the

economic and the sociological

inputs with engineering and the

biological and physical sciences

Hoopes Appointed

Associate Provost

s»Asssa^RSs&-i
As associate provost he will assist Robert L. uiucKsiem, H' u

"SMI. «o .Mass. Dr. *£- -~^
(rIg£5

department at Oakland University. He has an A.B degree irom i on

cTege Iowa; an A.M. from Boston University; an MA. and PlYD. from

gfesssssSifesra
T ^„7ar«ic?es ^a

b
d
ooks ineiude •*. Ul*>gto»j»»

!

WMUA Special-

Washington, D.C.

-TnlT^e speakers£ be J-*-*-*? EffjEfEJEi
lormer Navy U. John Kerry ...

^''J"^*'' M'rs & IIj >avis, motfw
Veterans A Kams. .he War £•»•£««*>*»* "J^g.,^ , and .he

x,,So"sk,
PU„,aMm<.s...nhe<-ap,.olralh..nS.m.,,h^

Climb Every Mountain

Mrs. Marshall Named
Provost of UMB

'

tS*-tSJiZSE* .» .he pos,„o„ yesterday, by .he IMM*
Board of Trustees , 1auT ( i|ece in Penn

aught at -st one course ,n the Spanish department^™ ter

in .HHii.on m Ix-ine director of special studies at Holy t ross. sne is a

Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
s (n

,,::;;'-;!hTr,;;;;,^nS.r^s,„dy1„Vha
J

a„^
'Ssa »,,!,, ... -he M.*rn Language As^,o„^eAmenca„

trustee ot Smith ( oHege ^*"'"
„ nBl|aCes of (he Woodrow Wilson

Kulbnght Award loUtta Amer'^ executive engineer for

House OK's Lowering
Drinking Age To 19

BUnOM .AP.The Massachusetls House Monday gave final

,„„, ,n a. io a h.U winch would lower .he legal dr.nk.ng age to .9.

wag approved on a I2R-WI vote

\ member Irom the Aspen

School ol Mountaineering in

Colorado will be at the Campus

(enter tonight, at 7 <><) p m in

mom tl7, to discuss mountain

climbing in Colorado this summer

Two progrnma are offered •'» the

SehiHil a Wilderness Expedition,

designed lor those interested in

becoming proficient outdoorsmen.

and a Climbing Expedition,

developed lor those interested in

technical climbing

At
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•Soiiw Of The Tiling You Hear ThesM* Day*

Air Absolutely Shocking"

(D'Vrr

Art Buchwald

Surveyed To Death

WASHINGTON The world will not end with a

bang or a whimper. It will probably end with a poll

Americans are being polled to death at the moment

and sou cant leave your house without someone

asking how you fed about something.

The other day I had to fly up to New York. As 1

adjusted m> seat and got ready to snooze the

stewardess handed me a questionnaire. • VVould >ou

mind tilling this out for our airline'- 1 looked atMUM

questions. 'Are you happy with our service.

many drmks did you buy'.'- 'What is your color

preference for our baggage racks'- "Why did you

choose to fly this airline"?"

1 dutifully filled out the questionnaire and went to

my hotel. After eheekmg into the room 1 tound a

questionnaire on the nightstand.

The management would be grateful d you will tut

out the tollowing: Did you find the room made up

when vou checked to? Were there enough towels to the

bathroom? Wash eloths" How often do you plan to

take a bath during vour stay'" And so on and so forth

1 eanceled mv lunch so 1 could fill out the

questionnaire honestly After turning it over to the

manager I went out to hail a taxi. A pretty girl in a

mini skirt with a ehpboard came up and said. 'Would

you answer a few questions for a survey our company

is doing on New York tourism?"

1 in verv late." I pleaded.

It will only take a moment. How long have you

been waiting for a taxi?"

•Just | lew moments There's one," I said

Please, sir I still have some questions to ask you

"Hurry," I pleaded.

Why did you come to New York
"

For meetings." I said anxiously.

Then not for pleasure?"

Well. I in hoping to get some pleasure in. but I

can't until 1 find out what they tell me at the meetings

There goes another taxi."

She stopped me from hailing it and continued.

What irks vou the most about New York City?"

Being polled while I'm trying to hail a taxi."

"1 have only 20 more questions to ask. sir. When you

walk around New York, do you look in the shop win-

dows'.'" And so on and so forth.

I finally got rid of her, but there were no taxis in

sight so 1 had to walk to my appointment. Ten blocks

later I was stopped by a man with a briefcase who

said. 1 beg your pardon, but could you tell me if you

think Mayor Lindsay is doing better, doing worse or

holding his own in New York City?"

"I don't know I'm a stranger here. 1 live in

Washington."
Washington'" He took another poll out of his

briefcase "Do you think President Nixon is doing

iH'tter. doing worse or holding his own?"

"What gives'" I asked. "First you ask me about

Lindsay, then Nixon"'

Don't tell anyone," he said. "But I'm moonlighting

and working foir two political pollsters at the same

time."

I tried to get around him but he blocked my path

Look, if vou don't want to talk about politics. I'm also

doing a survey for a market research company on

chocolate flavored cigars."

I started to run down the street and he followed me
so I sought sanctuary in a church on Fifth Avenue

The service had just finished and a minister handed

me a mimeographed sheet of paper which said "In

order to make our afternoon services more relevant

would vou kindly tell us whether you were: (At

Emotionally involved (B> Spiritually fulfilled. (C>

Satisfied with the musical number selected by our

organist I D I Did vou have a good view of the altar?"

I filled it out and left The man with the briefcase

was standing in front of the church. "How about

giving me your thoughts on hot pants?"

(op\ right IW7I. Los \ngeles Times

In The Face Of Death

Needless Slaughter

I ,1 note The following was submitted by the Friends of Animals. Inc.)

\m.Tii ans revolted bv the massacre of baby harp seals, the threatened

extinction of whales, and the killing of polar bears have a golden op-

port unitMo t ranslate their justifiable outrage into direct action.

\n incensed citizenry can strike a telling blow against the brutality and

needless slaughter by writing their representatives in Congress.

demanding they vote for the Harris-Pryor Bill of Rights for Ocean

Mammals ,
_

Jointly sponsored by Sen Fred K Harris (D-Okla.) and Kep. David

Prvor •!) -Ark.i, the Bill would:

1 Make it a criminal offense for any American to kill seals, polar bears.

whales sea lions, walruses, or any other ocean mammal.

2 Ban the importation into the United States of all products from ocean

mammals thus removing the economic incentive for their slaughter.

1 Phase out the seal kill on our Pribilof Islands without abrogating the

current treaty with Japan and Canada. The United States now agrees to

kill s.als on land lor those two countries in exchange for which they

prohibit then nationals from killing seals in the open waters. They treaty.

which expires in 1978, gives Japan and Canada the option of accepting

thru shares m the annual kill in dollars -as they have done in past years;

or, ,| they insist upon the skins, the Aleuts will kill 18,000 seals for them

each sear until I'.iTli.

1 Direct the United States State Department to initiate a truly in-

ternational treaty in which all countries agree to stop killing ocean

mammals, both on land and at sea

The < iovernments ol the I nited States and < anada must be told by their

employers the public that barbarity which stuns the minds and

sickens the hearts ol all decent people must bo outlawed

Kuiht now is the time to push for passage of the Harris Pryor Bill -

which bans slaughtering the 42.oon seals usually clubbed for the pur

„ ted benel.t of the I S Treasury before the next Pr.b.lof kill begins

hl , ,,,„, „, JulM . ,\ COD) o. the Hams Pryor Bill may be•obtained
I

by

writing Friends ol Animals. 11 West Nth Street. New York. NY 1002.1

By NEIL COLEMAN

ThS campus was rather quiet this weekend; no

doubt owing, at least in part, to the many people who

went to Washington I was struck with nostalgia by

reading Silverman's editorial on the first peace

demonstrations in DC in 1967. In a way I can imagine

how rYdam Clayton Powell felt. He was a congressmen

Irom Harlem w ho was elected for many years with the

slogan "1 paid my dues." which of course he had He

had been demonstrating for equal rights back in the

thirties when there weren't too many such demon-

strations I have been to my share of demonstrations,

and I would have been to many more except that back

in l%4 and 1985 there weren't that many of us to

demonstrate
In those days the dove faced a four fold problem He

questioned the omnipotence of the United States

government which was viewed as unpatriotic. He

questioned the tenets of the anticommunist crusade as

laid down by John Foster Dulles and his successor

Dean Busk: men whose opinion was sacrosanct in the

era of foreign policy Anyone who questioned a policy

directed at the "Red menace" or the "yellow peril"

was certainly open to attack In those days, the dove

also attacked liberalism and its chief saint. Lyndon

Johnson, who had just won election by a large

majority, lastly the dove seemed to be attacking

democracy itself, the principle of the rule of the

majority Even then, of course, not everybody sided

with the commandor of the V.F.W. who wanted to use

nuclear weapons, like most good liberals most people

were in the middle. What a scene to contemplate,

liberal America maintaining its equilibrium between

two platitudes, wanting peace, but supporting war.

Fortunately somewhere along the line it lost its

balance.

Today things have changed, at least on the

theoretical level Questioning the American govern

nunt has become more common place. John foster

Dulles anticommunist policy of brinkmanship is

gone We no longer hear about "unleashing Chiang

K.i i shek Lyndon has retired to Texas leaving Hubert

to light a rear guard action for liberalism. Even the

people have come around All of which is quite a bit,

when you look back and it is a healthy sign until one

realizes that it cost 1 1/2 million Vietnamese lives and

4:>.<>on American lives and the war itself still goes on

There are more people now than in 1965 and

demonstrations have become a happening. They want

to stop the war or stop the government. They're

Irustrated. I'm frustrated, everybody in the country is

now Irustrated with the war. We've done all we could;

we are doing all we can; we want to do more and in-

deed we must do more. But for all that has changed,

things still remain the same. There is, it seems, a

sameness to life and to death. It seems that there

should be a statute of limitations to such things as

wars For it really appears almost hopeless and

frustrating and yet it must end Many of us are

Irustrated by our lack of success, some are so

desperate that they allow themselves to be side

tracked by Nixon and still others grow bored when the

day to day struggle for peace is not as exciting as a

strike. You begin to feel the futility of Sisyphus

struggling against the heavy rock of war. Yet even in

the midst of our futility there is hope and nobility. For

if we have achieved nothing, even if we can achieve

nothing, we must try. In apathy lies damnation, in

effort lies salvation. For with our continued efforts,

we can exert our lives and our humanity for peace in

the face of death and inhumanity which is war.

Equal Under The Law?
ByJIMMORAN

I '"'t you don't even know that

you support three racially

segregated groups here on cam-
pus We must be a real bunch of

suckers Do you know why we have

to support them'' Because your

senate hasn't got the damn guts to

tell them to stuff it

This is not to say that the goals of

these three groups are in error. It's

to say that you just can't hold one

group above the other to achieve

that goal You can not under any

circumstances refuse moml>ership

to any student because he is not of

the proper race.

Look back on all the work that

was done to make everybody equal

under the law And think about all

that damn hate and brutality that

had to be endured, then go ask

yourself if it is right to support

these three groups

It seems quite possible that if our

own general court can not correct

this situation then the American
Civil Liberties Union will be called

in next tall to handle it.

On something else. The "dump-
Nixon campaign" is unnecessary.

Nobody in their right mind could

vote tor him again. I just hope the

loyal opposition doesn't stick

somebody up on the band wagon
that will force so many to vote for

so little, again.

How many years has Dick been a

lawyer'' It's been almost 25, and in

the almost :i years that he has been
President he has made at least 3

remarks about pending cases that

even an idiot knows you don't do. If

he can screw up as a lawyer after

more than twenty-five years,

imagine what he could do if he

were President for eight. If you

cant recall the incidents just

mentioned, one was with the

Manson case, and 2 and \ were with

the Callev case

Martha Mitchell is running the

government. Who else could screw

things up that bad"' .. oh yah. . Dick

Have you heard her latest gem'.'

She thinks the nine justices on the

Supreme Court should be fired

because of their ruling on bussing

in public schools. I wonder if J

Edgar listens to her phone calls?

Letters To The Editor

Mr. Elters' Confusion

To the Editor:

The Collegians #129 (4/23/71) report about the

Faculty Senate meeting of 4/22/71 was devoted mainly

to the" statement which Mr. Elters read at the

iK'ginning of the meeting. Since the statement was

printed verbatim on the same page this seems

redundant, considering that the majority of agenda

items of the meeting were not mentioned at all in your

report. This seems to be standard practice. The

reason for mentioning it at this time is that it seems

characteristic of the sort of studious disregard on the

part of the student leadership of faculty concerns

which Mr. Elters-falsely and in ignorance-accuses the

faculty and its senate of practicing with respect to

students' concerns.

In particular it would have been sound journalism it

vou had reported the comments about Mr. Elters

statement which were made toward the end of the

faculty seante meeting. Let me reiterate my com-

ments' on Mr. Elters' statement for your readers. Mr.

Elters referred to Mr Brogan. Mr Lewy and Mr

Hollander as "academic fascists." No doubt it would

be convenient to Mr. Elters if this vicious attack were

disregarded and thus treated as an instance of what he

calls "adolescent rhetoric." But choosing to take Mr

Elters as seriously as I have always taken my

students, and having experienced the grim actuality

ot fascism personally and at first hand, and

remembering the bitter struggle against it. a struggle

in which 1 had a good fortune to take part, 1 must

regard the designation of these particular colleagues

and, by implication, ol like-minded colleagues, as an

odious obscenity

Such colleagues are in the forefront of the con

tinuous struggle to establish and to maintain the

measure of academic freedom which makes Mr

Elters' and. we hope, all students' education truly

liberating and thus worth their while. And such

academic freedom has a chance to live only if the

pressure of agitation on the part of both, established

and passing, interests is kept away from the

University. For the pursuit of scholarship wilts and

dies under such pressures, and is, in fact, vulnerable

to am show of force Scholarship and command

performances are antithetical. We are painfully

aware of what the universities are like in totalitarian

regimes. And some of us remember what happened to

the universities undei fascism It is the pressures

extraneous to the academic enterprise that pave the

wav to fascism

Not Easily Cowed

To the Editor: .

our "academic Fascists" seem to be a highly select

group of those who disagree with the proposal for a

unicameral student faculty senate made by the

tiovernance Commission of which Glenn Elters was a

member This Commission, appointed last May failed

to make the interim report the first semester which its

charge called for. but suddenly delivered its final

report thus late this second semester, requesting

speedy approval

Several members of the Senate expressed the

opinion that the report came too late on a crowded

calendar to permit proper consideration at this time

and raised numerous objections to the proposal itselL

Only one senator expressed approval of the proposal

as it was presented _ M _

Mr Elters himself was present and offered no

answer at that time to these objections, nor did he

offer an answer to any one of them in hisintemperate

s atement to the Senate this past Thursday His

conception of faculty student dialogue on this issue is

to single out as "academic Fascists three o he

facultv supposedly responsible for hoodwinking.all the

rest. One of these is not even a member of the Senate.

Two of them have had sad experience with the gr m

Fascist menace to which Elters refers with *udi glib

mexperience. As for myself as the third, I mus

cental being surprised to find I am a Fascist since ,

has hardly been a decade since a university president

Accused me of being a member of a Communis t
cell

apparently because I disapproved of his arbitrarily

firing one of my vounger colleagues

Since the Faculty Senate did not accept the proposal

at once (never mind how delinquent the Commission

report never mind how weighty some of the ob^

tactions to ,t might be-, a state of war is declared

against us The hope seems to be that what cannot be

thrust down our throats without permitting us even to

gag mav yet be force-fed to us by means of threats

Mr Elters showed his skill at manipulating the

Faculty Senate by threats last spring on one notable

occaston but it may be doubted that this trick will

work as well in these quieter times Moreover he

particular victims he has singled out for intimidation

mav not be quite as easily cowed as he supposes^ It

mav even begin to occur to some faculty members

who have not hitherto been notably Fascist that Mr.

Elters is not setting a particularly persuasive

example of the benefits that can be expected from the

unicameral senate which he advocates.
Howard O. Brogan

Commonwealth Professor of English

In light of all this it is understandable that Mr.

Liters' confusion of the motive of academic freedom

with academic fascism is perverse and pathetic.

Mr Elters' statement is full of wholesale con-

demnations, generalities, sweeping statements and

misplaced labels Concrete issues, specific references

to suggestions as bases for discussion are absent,

perhaps by design For example, I would have liked to

hear what academically relevant concerns on the part

of students the facultv is putatively uninformed about.

The only effect which Mr. Elters' statement could

possiblv'have is to create bad feelings, an atmosphere

of suspicion, and to foment trouble, perhaps this was

also by design. But no student who thinks is tooled by

Mr Elters' statement, because attaching labels

neither identifies nor solves problems. No doubt the

opportunities for communication should be used more

lully; but Mr Elters does not promote com-

munication No doubt further opportunities can and

ought to be developed in consideration of specific

needs for such opportunities; but declaring war. in

Mr Elters' sense, is not designed to promote such

opportunities.

War in Mr Elters sense means extraneous pressure

and force, precisely the sort of thing that destroys the

academic enterprise, together with its freedom. Not

that this enterprise is by its nature pacific. Far from

it' The academic enterprise is a matter of critical

challenge and response, a vying for excellence in the

discipline of the mind. Here the best argument and the

most plausible evidence prevail-and not physical and

psychological force Whoever is prepared to present

himself to this challenge, is welcome to the academic-

ranks All else is ancillary or adjunctive, or else ex-

traneous and hence potentially destructive ot the

academic enterprise.
Leonard II. Ehrlich

Philosophy Department

Editorial Points
A Boston Globe story reports

that about $«i(K),(Kio per year is

spent by Massachusetts on the

salaries alone for promotional

service in the state's public

relation's budget. From this end,

anyway, it appears that it's

going to take a lot more than that

to make people believe that

Massachusetts is such a nice

place to live.
* * * *

People who graduate with B

averages make more money

than people who graduate with

As So stop studying so hard
* * * *

Those who saw Muhammad
Ali at the Cage last night will

have to agree that he's a lot

more than just another pretty

face
* * »

*

There's going to be a lot of

diplomats out of work when

people discover that some
problems just aren't solvable

* * * *

Funny, it doesn't look like a

library
* * * *

The Bed Sox winning five in a

row is a lot like the weather

we've been having lately. It just

isn't natural.
* » * *

England's Princess Anne may
have a shot at her country's

( llympic team since she is one of

Britain's top riders. I wonder

what Tricia had been doing with

her spare time?
* * * *

Senator J. William Fulbright

recently said that he thought the

US foreign aid program was like

a diplomatic pork-barrel"

Perhaps Israel would like to

disagree?

What's A Little Blood
'

'How manv°times have you heard fellow students claim the big problem

with the older generation is its lack of compassion and mterestm

mankind " How many students do you know who are turning off the older

generation for these reasons'7

Well then what have you done lately that's really relevant What ha*

vou done that really contributes to mankind'.'
"

If you have no answer to this question, why don't you decide now to do

something to help others Sign up to donate blood

Big deal vou sav ..what does that really do Well, it is a big dea --to he

family whose lather may have had his life saved with vour Mood I o the

parents whose sick baby received your blood To the husband whose wife

possibly was helped by vour blood. They don't knowyou. and probably

hem will. Bui they know that someone helped when they hadl> needed it

\nd that's damned meaningful, damned relevant

II vou i eallN care, then sign up to donate now Recruitment is April 2b

Ml in Iront of "the Campus Center Bookstore. M am to 4 p .in. It doesn t

matter if vou smoke dope either, so don't use that as vour excuse

Remember, .the Bed Cross can't transfuse excuses'

I Mass Blood Drive
Committee

I Mass Blood Drive Committee

A First Class Slum

To the Editor:

I decided this past December that because my tinal

semester was approaching, it would be favorable to

live it oil campus I made this decision although it

meant giving up the paid position I held then as

assistant head of residence The paramount deter

minant in mv choice was simply that three and a halt

sears ol living in a slum was sufficient <The slum to

which 1 refer is Kennedy Tower

It was with great dismay, therefore, that I read in

Friday's Collegian that, in fact. I was still living in a

slum'nl the residences cited bv> the ( EQ in its study

ol urban blight, mine was one of the dwellings listed

The problems CEQ spotted were a car park problem,

and a vard in need of some attention

The "purpose of this letter is by no means a

chastisement of CEQ. which has done a service to the

University and Amherst community by its accurate

descriptions and positive suggestions It is rather an

attempt to enumerate several of the significant dif-

ficulties involved in the maintenance of property

laced by anv student who might rent one of the large

houses on North Pleasant St. (Let me deal specifically

with the four or five houses owned by the Hay

brothers.

>

1 Money Anvone who thinks it is less expensive to

rent an apartment I other than those in Villages) is

seriouslv mistaken. The landlord receives $190 a

month from three of us for a five-room apartment He

w ill charge the lour girls who will live here next year

$220 Unfortunately, that does not include oil. ($93 in

January alone I
phone, utilities, or trash pickup There

is a significant saving on food, of course, but after

paying for all the above, you have little desire to ex-

pend any further resources, be it money or energy

2 The landlord provides little in the way of tools

(two old snow shovels). Even if you were inclined to

approach him for a few rakes, etc.. you wouldn t find

him He lives somewhere in Connecticut and the only

time we've seen him was when a check bounced.

3 Finally, the nature of the problems themselves

There is not room to park all the cars on the drivewav

thus the cars on the lawn But tire tracks on the grass

•re far less objectionable than Anderson's tow trucks,

the horrid late of any automobile parked overnight on

the street The other problem is refuse on the lawn It

is foolish to imagine that is the product of the people

living on that property The trash is the result of a lew

inconsiderate people who are part of the throngs that

parade into town daily, and see fit to make trash

receptacles out of the bushes

The car problem is beyond my control However. I

will personally make a sterner effort to rid our lot of

beer cans and wtne bottles, though it will mean paying

someone to emptv the barrels more frequently My

onlv wish is that the other parties responsible, i.e. the

administration. Amherst, and the property owners,

will also make the efforts outlined by CEQ in order to

alleviate the conditions that could turn Amherst s

main street into a first class slum
James Orenstein

Thanks For

The Vote

lo the Editor:

I wish to take this opportunity to

thank all those who took the time to

vote lor me and to offer a solution

to the paradox ol wh> so main

people voted tor me and at the

same time for Balbom Perlmps

the) simply wanted one more

chance to see him resign again

Seal Mulligan

Letters to the Editor must Ix-

typed at sixty spaces, double

>paced and not more than two

pages m length They must be In

b) :> p m on the day prior to

intended publication Letters

must i>e signed and should in

chide the address and phone

number ol the author, all ol

whuh will Ih- withheld upon

request
Letters which do not follow

these specifications will receive

onl) secondary consideration

No letter will be printed without

the name ol the author

the editors reserve the right

to rdit all letters both lor apace

and content
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Books

Reliving The Strike
, .^7^.1 ._~thaMU« thai David Eisenhower

Frrnandr Kaeser and Kstela Kersenbaum Olevskv will present
,

•

, o.u ert of music for piano four-hands this Wednesday. April U^UM
V M in Bowker Auditorium. Both members of the I Mass faculty,

this free concert will include Moiart's 'Andante mit Vanationen K.

Z. and Sonata in I) Major K 123." They will also perform works

ol Schubert. Beethoven, and Ravel.

By ELLIOT K1SENBKRC
M DC Stall

SURVIVING THE SEVENTIES
b> Benjamin DeMott, Dutton UM
SURVIVING THE SEVENTIES

is not what its title and dust-jacket

would have us believe, a manual

lor surviving revolutionary times.

No. it is not a manual in the strict

sense; it is a more subtle book than

that

The search lor the causes of what

ails us has caught the interest of a

number of writers; Roszak and

Reich come quickly to mind. In

some ways. Benjamin DeMott

continues in their tradition,

chipping away at American myths.

It is our possibilities and how we

approach them that bind together

the essavs in the first two-thirds of

the book. "Everywhere in the

culture, in sum." he writes, "the

same themes sound: the will to

possess one's experience rather

than be possessed by it. the longing

to live one's life rather than be

lived bv it. the drive for a more

various* selfhood than men have

known before..."

The idea is not new. but exciting:

that there is much we as a nation

and as individuals can become if

onlv we will it On the one hand.

DeMott champions the search for

alternate experiences, but also he

warns that such optimism incurs

costs The great god Possibility

encourages men to be fantasts.

forgetful of the responsibilities that

begin in probabilities rather than

in dreams..."

or. as another observer has put

it it tends to get us in trouble when

we begin really to believe that

The impossible takes a little

longer."

The essays proceed to examine

the women's lib and ecology issues

as extensions of our investigating

that which we might become.

When DeMott writes about men

and women we sense that here is

more than a social commentator;

speaking to us is a man who un-

derstands by experience their

changing relationships.

The last third of SURVIVING
THE SEVENTIES should be of

special interest to one at L'Mass: it

contains a journal of last spring's

strike at Amherst College.

Its surprising to learn that we

know so little about our neighbors

at the top of the hill Even the

strike which was supposed to draw

together students of different

colleges didn't work with us except

tor a tew brief hours on the town

common.
In DeMott's journal we meet,

perhaps tor the first time, the

characters about whom we've

heard so much. Calvin Plimpton,

the super rich physician-president

who makes house calls and mar-

shals the money.

David Eisenhower, who "ate

alone, left alone: and the look of

unself-preoccupation, of comfort,

of non-disturbance, of good nature,

didn't leave his face. Seeking no

eye he didn't evade any either-'

George Kateb of Political

Science, possibly our best mind.'

who galvanized the community at

the outset of the strike.

And most of all. Benjamin

DeMott. for twenty years professor

of English at Amherst. pa rt of tne

strike as a member of its steering

committee, yet detached to his

journal Subject to the same

bewilderment by money and social

distinctions as anyone else

Brimming with ideas on education,

ecology and women's lib. thoughts

on what we might expect from the

Seventies.

FREE LECTURE ON

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

"A Basis for Justice" by

Allister Smith Thursday,

April 29, 8 p.m., at the

Christian Science Church
in Northampton Center

and Masonic Streets.

Across from Registry of

Motor Vehicles.

Tops In Pops

His Truth Goes Marching On
\\\ BOBNESTl

MIX' St at t

I In Baltic IImiiii <»l It < alley.

Mel Brooks made l tilm several

kn entitled ' The

I'uMlmeiV In it Zero Mostel

played a down-and-eul Broodwas

producei «rl»0 needed to nuike

some quick money His plan waste

produce a Brotdwaj musical ol

*uch incredible bed taste that it

a mild fold immcdwiteh Mostel

then would take ofl with what

rem.uned ot the backers' money

l he show With which he hoped U)

mill his audience's sense of

and propriety wai

mustcalized version of Hitter'srise

power in Naai Germans entitled

Springtime For Hitler .lust one

,rnplc oi the utter lastelesi

ol it w,i> a production number

which featured loose-stepping

chorines making a huge human

istika in the best Busby Berkley

stvle

The irom ot it all was that the

audience <iidn t take it seriously.

the) couldn't, and it became

Minding hit The producer, by

the way. was lo'ind out and sent up

Ml an extortion rap

Mostel s basic mistake was that

he underestimated the depth taste

inthiscountr) could goto We have

had some excellent examples ot

this in recent years, starting with

the Kenned) fetish and continuing

to an abnoxious degree with the

entire Middle class Peace

Movement Nothing though is as

poor as the right wing chauvinism

,,1 mII styled patriots extolling the

praises ol the American Wax

Some years back an American

Legion convention was lu-.d in

Northampton There hasn • been

one there since and for good

i eason It seems when the boys get

together ior their annual God.

l-.mulv. and Country cartharsis.

they usually spend more time

guzzling and rutting Not that there

is anv thing particularly wrong

Witt) this behavior, it simply does

not live with the dear old

Motherhood and Apple Pie Virtues

Then again though, neither does

the murdering of civilians during a

war Somewhere in the distant

past, in I devastated defeated

nation at our feet, a trial was held

There high-ranking N;,/|s UM '(1 ,,s

then defense against war crime

charges thai the) were only

loilowing orders The decision, if 1

remember correct!) aid thai

.,, r e militan rules and

le-potisible lor his actions The

Boston Blobe made the point

yesterda) when it said: i.t ('alley

obeyed orders, and so much for the

virtue ot military obedience

The entire (alley affair has

sickened many Americans James

Smith a computer manager down

in Nashville Tennessee a young

\mencan. was quoted in the

recent issue Ol Hulling Stone

Magazine as saying the Lige

magazine pictures ol M) Lai were

possibl) the most appalling thing I

ever sa« I COUW not let them sta\

in mv house I didn t let m> wile

see them
.lames Smith is a purveyor of

that btd taste mentioned earlier

.lames Smith penned the Krics to

the mcrcdibU successful song

rtf Battle llvmn of It. Callev."

In case our isolated existence

here in the valley htt allowed you

to miss this nauseous exercise, let

it suffice to say that it is a paean to

Calley He becomes the Vietnam

Sergeant York It is the first time

in recent memory that a mass

murderer has become a culture

hero, a major culture hero.

l.iHNi.nou tone million^ copies of

I his record have t>een sold in one

1 I week People believe this man

has been victimized, individual

responsibility is once again passed

by, the logic ot guilt is carried

further up leaving no one guilty

The entire Callev issue is un-

dowhtedlv going to make some

people very rich Mr Smith who, to

lurther quote him. shrewdly wrote

the song to give the prevailing

opinion in Middle America ' \ ou

don t need a weatherman to know

which way the wind blows, said

some lolksmger some \ears back

The onlv thnm- which

distinguishes Smith from many
others is that he sensed this

somewhat appalling teeling and

had the balls to write about it

Eventually (alley too will write

a book and become quite a wealthy

man. which leads me to ask the

question: How sou gonna keep em
down in the trenches after they've

beard of (alley .'

TONIGHT

DOSTOEVSK VS

KARAMAZOV

m-•" OP
All Mac6raw

RyanO Neal

Mo»-f" HXWXtVJO
SOI. Sum 360, 3 45

S30. f». »30

o

with Yul Brynner as Dmitri, Claire Bloom as Katerina, Maria

Schell as Grushenka, Lee J. Cobb as Fyodor, Richard Basehart

as Ivan, Albert Salmi as Smerdyakov

MAHAB - 6 and 9 - 75c

GtOUF

CALL

733-5131

2 AIT >

GALlftlES

WSTIN BOFFbUK

IS SUPERB'
Jwdi* OM

iDfiror
.Nm York*

Wf ****** -*p

Getting Their Dada's Out In The Open
C^ i:„* oh«,t c Thnmncnn ii* Wednesday, May 5

The most barbarous skepticism of un-

believers and the uninitiated has finally led

the Dada-Surrealist Festival to release the

following certified authentic but necessarily

incomplete schedule of its activities over the

next two weeks. The appearances of Italo

Scanga, the Jarry puppet play, the various

theatrical irruptions in the dining commons,

a few films whose public mention would

cause tremors the Festival is not prepared

to risk, the workshops on (or in) the grass-

will or will not be fully detailed in future

columns; the public is meanwhile referred

to this calendar, day by-day:

Tuesday, Apr. 27

12 7 p.m., James Lee Byers, artist

workshop and a Happening, Commonwealth

room, SU.

7 pm "Tunnel piece," a Happening in

light and sounds, pedestrian tunnel under

Mass. Ave.

Wednesday Apr. 2X

i:io p.m. Open workshop with Mark

Amitin of the Universal Movement
Repertory Theatre, Hallie Flanagan

Theatre, Smith College.

AM) p.m. Mary Ann Caws, Associate

Professor of French. Hunter College. "The

Soluble Fish and the Useless Vessel."

Herter 227. (2nd lecture Thursday at

Amherst College).

5 p.m. Film, "Paradise Now," introduced

by Mark Amitin of the Universal Movement

Repertory Theatre, Wright Hall, Smith.

8 p.m. "How to Make a Dada Poem,"

reading and creation of Dada-Surrealist

poetry, with Marie-Rose Carre, Frank Fata,

Christian Garaud, Sally Lawall, David

O'Connell, Nicole des Hosiers, Ute White.

SBA 120.

8 p.m. Film, "40 Years of Experiment:

From Dada to Surrealism" (a Hans Richter

anthology), Wright Hall, Smith.

Thursday. Apr. 29 ....

3 30 p.m. Mary Ann Caws, Associate

Professor of French. Hunter College.

•Circus Scene and Games: a Dada_

Surrealist Approximation." Converse Red

Room. Amherst College

8 p m "Fluxus films" (Happenings) and

surrealist shorts. Wright Hall. Smith.

Al Hansen, artist and author, will direct a

Happening (time and place to be an-

nounced )

Friday. Apr. :M»

8 pm Film. "Ubu Roi' (Jarry, in

French). Wright Hall, Smith.

8 pm. "Fluxus films" (Happenings) and

surrealist shorts, Thompson 106.

Week of May 3-8

Keith and Deborah Hollingworth, artist

and dancer, will conduct workshops on

campus in producing neo-Dada events.

Workshop: "The
Monday, May :»

1:30 p.m. Theatre

Empire Builders" (excerpts) by Boris Vian,

preceded by a talk by Prof. William

Moebius Studio Theatre, S. College.

4 p m Nicolas Calas, art critic, Fairleigh

Dickinson Univ., "The Challenge of

Wednesday. May 5

4 pm Lucy Lippard, art critic and author,

discussing aspects of surrealist painting, 231

Herter ,, _ ..

8 p.m. Films. "L'Age DOr" (Bunuel),

"Thais" (Bragalia), "The Fall of the House

of Usher" (Watson/Webber), "Lot in

Sodom" (Watson/Webber), "Sherlock, Jr

(Keaton), introduced by Prof. Dwight

MacDonald, film critic, and James Card,

curator, Eastman House, Campus Center

auditorium

8 pm Lucy Lippard. art critic and author,

discusses surrealist painting, McConnell

Hall, Smith.

Surrealism." SBA 120

8 p.m. 3 short plays: "Desire Caught by

the Tail" (Picasso, excerpts); "What

Happened" (Gertrude Stein); "The Wed-

ding on the Eiffel Tower" (Cocteau), Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre. Smith

8pm Film: "8x8" ( Richter ). Thompson

102.

Tuesday. May t

1 p.m. Delphic oracle The Pythia will

answer questions and resolve dilemmas,

south steps. Campus Center

8 p.m. I short plays: "The Gas Heart"

iTzara). "Bazoogv" <Krausman>. "Lets

Kat Hair I Laszlo). Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theatre. Smith

Haitian surrealist
Thursday. May 6

4 p.m. Rene Belance,

poet, reading his poems (with translations)

and recounting his experiences with

Brenton in Haiti. Colonial lounge. SU.

8 pm Films: "L Age D'Or" iBunuel).

Thias " I Bragalia ». "The Fall of the House

nt Csher I
Watson/Webber i. "Lot in

Sodom .Watson/ Webber.. "Sherlock. Jr

.Keaton i. introduced by Prof Dwight

MacDonald. film critic, and James Card,

curator. Eastman House. Stoddard Hall 10.

Smith

Bicycle Is Earth 's Best Friend Southwest

•Bikecology " is ecology through

bicycling, according to Friends for

Bikecology in Santa Barbara

California Bicycling causes a

minimal amount of stress on the

earth's ecological systems since it

requires so tew natural resources

to function and at the same time

creates little disruption to the

earth

The Bikecology Movement is

concerned about people -

l>articularly hicychsts with regard

to their environment The
movement hopes to create an

awareness of bicycling as a

positive influence on the ecological

reform of our land, and to establish

the bicycle as a significant mode of

transportation

The advantages brought about

l>\ functional bikesystems would

Im> plentiful according to Friends

lor Bikecology. the beneficiaries

are all individuals and the total

environment.

Friends lor Bikecology claim the

loilowing:

The I.k vile oilers mo abnormal

stress to our natural, physical or

mental beings; it does not pretend

to isolate us Irom our environment

The bicycle is dependable and

ideal lor everyday use It is an

excellent tool for light shopping,

errands and paper route delivery.

The bicvele makes going to work a

relatively easy and enjoyable

matter

The bicycle represents a most

economical solution to today's

transportation problems; it gives

individuals from all levels of

society an opportunity to par

ticipate in and enjoy a means of

personal mobility which is socially,

economically arid environmentally

beneficial.

—The bicycle allows new friends

to be encountered; the bicyclist

can speak to the pedestrian; the

bicycle is an excellent tool for

lieople watching."

The bicycle allows par-

ticipation in family oriented ac-

tivity, it promotes togetherness

The bkyde allows individuals

to gain wholesome .\enise and

personal physical Fitnesi

The bicycle brings about

reform m costume by the use of

freer clothing.

The bicycle offers a com-

paratively unstructured ex-

perience of the environment and

provides an opportunity to get

close to nature It affords a means

ol tree and independent locomotion

through a variety of spaces.

Bicycling provides an opportunity

to become sensitized to the land-

scape as well as to people, thus

strengthening the bond between

people and ecology

The bicycle offers op

portunities for sensuous ex-

periences beginning with the

sensation of motion and including

the ageless joy of the free ride.

Smelling the scents of nature and

home cooked lood while bicycling

is most pleasant

Mild demands are placed upon

the individual lor maneuvering

skills and intellectual judgements

The bicycle aids in reducing

traffic congestion in urban and

suburban areas and represents I

partial solution to congested high

ways

—The bicycle creates no air or

noise pollution • except a very

Iriendly tic-tic tic of the gears).

The bicvele is small in size; it

requires very little of the earth's

resources No fuel is required tor

motion, only manpower.

Toes.

J8 SHanqe ^ilmb
W , T11 presentations <* <^6 ^no.ses.r-.

Surreal Slides i music , -^ _ W

COLLEGE LIFE CLASSIC

COME TOGETHER
BROTHERS and SISTERS

Heor

ERNIE WILSON
former prize fighter

former jazz musician

traveling speaker in America and Africa

"Jesus and the Black Man"
WEDNESDAY, 8 P.M. S.U. Bollroom

DON'T YOU HATE THE CAMPUS CENTER?

WELL ... DO SOMETHING, DAMMIT!!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

CAMPUS CENTER — STUDENT UNION GOVERNING BOARD

APPLICATIONS - R.S.O

PICK ONE UP

FILL IT OUT :

8.

BRING IT:

Tuesday, April 27, 1971

6:00 P.M.

805 - 809 C.C.
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NOTICES
AD HOC COMMITTEE TO STOP

™he?e
U
will be a planning meeting

tonight, at 8 p.m. in Chapm Hall, Rm
101. on the Amherst campus. The

meeting will concern plans to stop the

Northampton draft bus from leaving

Northampton on Thurs morning,

April 29 Join us

BLOOD DRIVE
"
The Bloodmobilewill be on campus

Mav J. 5, 6 Sign up to donate April 26

30th 10 4, m front of the C C store.

Blood is urgently needed.

C
Movie Black & White UptWit"

Mown tonight m Brett at 7:30

.. n Butterfield at 9 p.m All

CDHR will be showing the movie
History Lost. Stolen or

btrayed" 'on.oht in Lewis at P rri »

vou .ire concerned about the black

oblem please come.

• EMISTRY IN ACTION
Mr Carl Barnes, President of

Alrac Corp of Stamford, Conn will

lK on They Said 't Couldn't be

Done Wednesday April 28 at 4.30

m Engineering East Aud

^ISTIAN SCIENCE
•on.ght s meeting, members win

nonces of nealing in

Christian Science, 6 45 in Rm 911 915

of the C C All are welcome.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private Pilot Ground School m c c

p m tod.scussX Country flymg

•h computers, plotters, maps,

i< lis hooks, checks, and all.

CRAMPTON:
An informal get together, tonigh

at 8 30 p m in the Main Lounge of

Crampton Have your questions

answered by representatives from

other Exhange Universities.

UNIVERSITYUNIVfcKbMT AUTO

There will be a meeting at 6.15

p m in Rm 165 of the C.C. The

sisterhood meeting will meet in the

same room at 6 30 p.m

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

The regular square dance will be

hold .n the C C Aud with lessons

trom 730 9.30 and club level 930
10 30

HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS:
Eliminate the Hassle of Counseling

ek! Come to the special Court

Kj Day, Saturday, May 1 m
nner Aud. from 8:30 1200

HUMAN FREEDOM
Bob zelman will speak on and rap

about Human Freedom ' m Wheeler

House Basement Lounge at 8 p m
tomght

MATH STAT
While not listed m the Summer

Session Catalog for 71 the•Dept of

Math and Stat will offer Math 116.

121. 2H. and 833.

N E S
N E S coordinating committee

meeting tornqht at 5 45 m Rm 177 of

the CC All interested should attend

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Buses leave Wed. night at 6 30 p m

All officers remember special

meeting Wed night, 7 30

ORCHARD HILL:
Orchard Hill is having an auction

Saturday at 8 p m Anyone wishing to

onng anything contact Larry 6663/

sponsored by Apple Corps

PSYCH MAJORS
The Psych Dept has instituted the

following change in requirements.

Psych 145 (Statistics) is not

Prerequisite tor Psych 211, 221, 261,

271, 281 and 282.

RECREATION DEPT :

Recreation Seminar: Look Park,

Friday. April 30, 4 10 p.m. Sign up in

Andrea office as soon as possible.

Deadline Wed., April 28.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Applications are available in the

Patriot*. Office, Coolidge Tower

Lobby This is the last week ap

plications will be available.

SPRING DAY.
Take 6 from 30 and add 5 This is a

day to come alive.

STUDENTS FOR MC GOVERN
Regular meeting tonight in Rm 9UJ

of the C.C. at 9 30 This meeting is

important All invited.

WOMENS LIBERATION
There will be a meeting tonight at

/30 pm. in the Women's Center to

jss May Day activities. All

women urged to attend

ZOOLOGY DEPT BAG LUNCH
This Wednesday Dr. Sargent will

show slides and speak on his research

in cryptic coloration Anyone .n

terested is invited to attend 12 1 30,

Mor. 349.

L
°Thlngold ID bracelet; engraved

with the name Cathleen Arm* eels

naked without it If found, please can

Cathy at 5 2417

My brown suede pocketbook was

left m your car Monday morning

after you left us off at Fearing St

Please contact Moe at 253 5628^

Blue umbrealla in vicinity of Hatcn

was lost. If found please contact Sue

6 4037.

F(
Lad.e's Tissot watch, black strap,

,n C C found on Sun . April 25, at /

p m Call Jan 546 6356 until you get an

Civil War II,

Cairo, Illinois
Recently a group of Black students from the 5 college area at-

tended a conference in Cairo and C'arobondale. Illinois concerning

the steadily deteriorating conditions in Cairo °"^"3^th

'J
area they ormed a 3 college committee called the Committee for

i "ace m Cairo in conjunction with the United Front a communUy

group based in Cairo which has been active in organizing the Black

community. , ,„. , , a—,^-..-!

On Thursday evening at 8:00 m Johnson Chapel a »
Amherst

College the committee for Peace in Cairo will explain to the

, „ versitv community what they have learned. This meeting w.U

iTprededed by a press conference at 7:00. All people who are in-

terested are urged to attend. .

With this meeting, the committee is beginning a thirty-day drive

to collect mooes . food, clothing, medical and office supplies and to

publicize the Carlo situation in an effort to obtain a congressional

investigation. , . _,

\11 those attending the Thursday night meeting are asked to

bring I can of food, usable clothing, medical supplies, pencils,

paper, etc.

School ofEd To Hold
Spring Colloquium

answer

i >n the afternoons of April 28 and

20. I :oo to .">:00 p.m.. in the Murray

Lincoln Campus Center the School

ot Education (University of

Massachusetts! will present its

Spring Graduate Colloquium

Meetings are open to the public.

The Colloquium will provide a

showcase of significant research

now underway or recently com-

pleted bv doctoral candidates in

Education The two day program

uill leature 40 speakers, each

making a 20 minute presentation of

his work At the close of the

presentations visitors and fellow-

educators will engage in a

discussion nt the issues presented

The Colloquium is designed to

bclp inform faculty and students in

the School of Education as well as

other departments of the

University, the 5 College com-

nninitv. ednealari in the area and

the general public about the nature

of research activities in the School

of Education

Tnhv \|.t« In «nnrlrrliinfl

)Mi.v:?1C B»k for John - "if*

'l Mrm »i»t. ut Cliffaide Include*

all ulllltlr«, *»liuniiig pool, troiiU.

. „uri» \\all June 1 to .\u«. 41 with

ui.tluu to «ont li»ll Stt-'aM "".' 4
.

V in- ___
i tablet June 1 - Au« 31 ~~

i bilrrn ~'iulre Villneo to«nhuu»e.

parttall) hiro—beS. »H utllitle*, »l»

, onJItionlU, »w_un__ pool- tall

i
tti-.i

v irtment hunters! I bedroom

luo.l.rn apartment, all electric U%-

h», »i>ll la "ill iri't . n" tond.

June I la Xu-ii.t _ * /option to

r.„, » \..i- < nil .
»*±~

I..-,, mi. — imi-t -oblet 1 bdrm

ruffian -P< lune 1-t - Aur 31»t

rurnUlted. air .ond .
pool, 1 null"

,,„« II. nt negotiable. Call

I after 6:00^
tf4-Z8

~To wublrt 4 bedroom apartment

fr,.„. MM 1-t to Sept. Ut or June
... ,..pi lat Kent negotiable.

ring <t . CaU 5l6
jJ-"^

Call

_ 1~ Bedroom iip« Squire Villa"

r„„l ,ir MMi . «11 rlrrt .
MMfc*

in, MB MM -Wll-M* Mm 1 ^ ^

MDC CLASSIFIED
r .„ 1.-...MM) ml. tarh. warrant). WOm

|>ar|
..... , ..,, -,«i.nr. tl.i i ,i._
IMM
firm.

1IH>3 Chevrolet lmpala. 2 mm,
fj. automatle Mu*t nee to appre-

riatC. Call MMOn, a«.k for
^'J';

hdrm. furn. apt. >r. old. reran*

bam mod. convert., w to w carper.

UrepWe. See to appreciate. « sail

after a »««.««««. tffr.i

M

~
,; R,.nm ra-pW«el> furni-hed apt

Iti.lnx t-lier. air < ..n.l June 1 -

in.- di.iance frnn. rMa» < all SJP-
i - - t ___

Mtm. Oub. XW. *# . ~ "

, irpH. air raaaM . >H -OT m''

r.-neu 1. ,- »WS mo *«• to

J,,,, i i ,ii_v<-im;<; tfl-M

In \.,il,rr«t 4 rtdTTO BPl *W*
}

- l fuml»lied Contact Mark
M or Ton, HIM ,f,?0

<.RE\T CI1F.AP
TUA>>l'ORTAT10N

i rd 1 airlanr. V-8, aotomallc.

»io power ateerlnr, ne power

hrakra, Just good, cheap tran»-

i.irration. Be.t offer takea It.

(all 545-6088
tf I- "•

vimimer *ul>let

\uk 30 Puffton
liiruUbed. Rent
US-4WW.

from June 1

Village. 3 bdrm
negotiable. Call

tl4-3fl

REPAIRS

FOR SALE

.. t„-droom apt. for June 1 Option

t« rrae- !.»-• Ui fall R*-nt ncgo-

tlabl.

•, per Cent off — I >drn, M«n
I,,,,,.,.. li, l.,th. air rond .

dUhwali.

all utll Inrl .
partly turn If

needed < "» 853-39OT

.

»<*•*

- Sept 1 — 3 br. Puff-

\,l «t price of one br , com-

,,!..», I , fur . air i ond Call M9-
..kiik 1,1—a .% and 7 pm. '**•*'

"~l nrnUhe.1 1 BeSroonZ within wajk-
f CnlreraHr, Jun« *

i.. «ep1 I "ith option to renew.

ana per maath, will haggle. *53-' 1"
B!>.

tT4j2*

M ...I - t>r apt. June - Aug. Sum.

met rent rfduced *33/mo If willing

,„ |. -,.,. thr.i n 1" mln. I M»«» .

' " -uth after T p.m "* '

.drooni apt ' T,,m Jun' * *

aepl I. 1 n,lnut<>i from campn*
\\ .Iklnir ili-tance to dow-ntown Am-
i.. r.i < nil .•.II-", C,,mpl.'t.-I> f"f-

, l'i.. I

,

tf4'-"

_
. r,„ apt to MUblet. AC, at Puff-

loi,. I prs. June - Aug. C all Jerry

M- MOO
,

_*_!
I heilroam upt at t liffilde. »%1.

lr.„u June 1 to Sept I with option

,., renew len-e Will di-cus» rent

( ill liii.ya-.'n'i K^«*P trying tf4->8

anblet iml IS - Sept 1, fur-

nUhed I bedrooms, central location.

: dattan per night Call 256-61(11 be-

f.ire noon.

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
rja_iarr rua for bo?« — male

conn«.l"r> n.. ,l.d «.„inunlng and

«kllnc In-trti, u>r* For Info wrlfe

« ,,„p Dlrrrtar, tamp Plu«. Enfield,

v II
___tf.vi

Groduoting! Must Suble t!

——bTdroom apt Puffton Village. v<-

elude.l ire uiilitic. paal. ««»•><-

,„ r ,. ,u within watting ,l..t..n,,

,)f ,.,„„.,„ Negotiable pr.., C_
anytime ___

FOR SALE — AUTOS

Pioneer, Teae. QmrTl*. PO, Aa«ar.

n-her. TDK. aaaaettc and apan reel

tap*. Mandard radio, Ctah apaa>cr»

I.P'a. M Iracka and other necawftfi*.

m* Amherat Audio.

/.Ippera repoaired: on >our coal»

-Inning kit* etc IIARl.OWS fine

Luggage A Leather t.ood*. Keya -

liiKgaae repaired. l.M Main it
Norihamptlon 58 1-

"> ! [3.
if 3-1

1

FREE
j

:
ou7 kittens need permanent

l,i,mi ! 2 male. 2 female < onta. t

i 1,1 «-8!XW or leave meaaaae «i

ueek old kiltena if4-2*

-t irniale roommates wanted far

,„r„,.lMd R.-lllnv »•"«» »*l,;_2!
t„r June. July. Auguat. Call L*a»e

ji!i-i;;an _»_
F roommate wanted to ahare 1

bdr. lawafcNW, fully furnlahed.

\.< , June 1 - \uau*t 31 In Ml.

R.nwe. >o lea*e nece«nry - option

i„r I a ll 233-31!_ Hil19

finale room St.V double rm. W»
,„r mr-on. h.tihen pHvUcsn,
«,„,),. Ktudio -p.,.. Sea. now, fall

,,r Mimuier. KW-391*. after «. Keep

irytoa " *'M
BOOKS

We nu» usM-d books and reaorda

— Wlin.lulil Ho'l- «<>» tb* *£"l
N„ U*t*I __1*

WANTED
PERSONAL

Ice maker >50.

::.i-:«38.

Call Jlro yeneto*.
4-rj

month old miniature poodle,

female, blatk, anawera to the name
Fang. IIa» ahota. $10 fall 51";

4830., U*~n
Admiral TV -et S30, green .hair

uith wooden frame and maulilng

ba-.o.k 835. Cal l 5IH-6382. t£4 -

jvTuble bed . Ooad lomlition

„r be-t ,IIT t Bll VtHWie. :.(•

til" **

Happy 27th year Jnmpl
thanks for evrythlna Apple

Bumo

DISCOUNT SUBLET

H0 /mo 4 people. 2 bdrm .air

rond pool, garbage dUp and dl»h

«asher. carp*»- acenlc »lew of mi-

utllltlea Inrl. June 1. C»ll 256-M I;

I ,per au ANV topic of Vietnam at

|raai * Ma. A If grade moat ba»e

,., ,„ attained Will 'ilk about price

l-aper will be returned after copied

e'i . _*_?
I king for three used glrl'a Eng-

lish -fit bikes. Call Jim W6-15I0
tf4-30

|,.-|,,r.,i. ia rent country home
,„ aeclnded ..r. , Married couple

I |
. b., June for long term

i all ",;i-. •:* \«l« tor Jack.
tf4-30

—
\W I - 1

• . "good tires, rebuilt

40 Up -.Klne, KE 2UJ7 MW. *•"
rette Town. 1.801 S. Main St ,

Aga
Bee
winn

, ...i ( heyrolet lmpala Conyertlble.

a In ,
automatic, be«t offer

M«t Slim Call lieorge 58ij-13«3^

^
1961 Valro 1S5S, « ••___• _S •

all new- tire-, very clean, needs hen.)

Baakrl work I d».,r -edan. good for

one mechanically Inclined AglllM

|2H • I late p in tfl-.H
—

1M., \\\ Van ".'< iimper w /TO
i

en-

gine radio, carpeting. Ice bo* fl10»

Call 833-0603 !__?
i , :, Ford waaon, 820«; furniture

dishes, toola. Must sell e»er>tlinL-.

gains to Europe 5I!»-1H5 JM-
'"

1'Miil MV sedan, eirellent condition,

new tires, new clutch, radio, aell

f„r DM, Call RW-SM3 after fi»e

p m call 253-3778. «4Vff

station
radio.
good
(all

[•Mil Mobile lliuiie, furni-li-l.

or I bedroom on lot 1" miles.

..irn pii-. Call 4 ii7_-''» '" "

( hopper" 61 BarTej si»,,r-ter '

built engine. ( »bra - '* '' '
v " '

lent road t ,11 -.H..-I.-KI. keep Irtln

(Sundays -.hi-'pI" t tn- "

"
i :,, n- \ I IreWrd >•'<", 1 cam

-.„„„ nil ltoui:lit In London « "•
fully maintained, nnit »ra-li. I

l»e-t offer oier Sllall. Call Vm\*
fi-3077. .'[*_

71 Vamnh.i 200 cr street blW.

Owner Wt for senlee. F.iH g" >

rantee on bike. Only 10 miles ,.-,

if. I paid 8650, asking *5*> rail

.516-6128. '" ''

TOR SALE ^^
leather

Need Apartment - Urgent

Moat Ond semi or unfurnlslied apt

by April 30 for one Will sign 1 :

mo. Teaae. responsible male er.i.i

student Tel. 5IV1586 (Meeaane-I

886-1723. 'tl-:.

GOOD DEALS

Rm. In area N. riras. & 8un-

«.i \. *, p» - May. Pleaae call

I >!,,„• ii-:ia*. I tt4-M

FOR RENT

Free ose
1 bed room

of furnl., disbea with

( llffslde apt. alanine

.fane 1st I lor sale 6T» \ W Bug. Mod
condition. Pleaae call for apt at

car 665-3917. ' __

GOOD FOOD TO EAT

Name brand
under retail prices.

256-8148.

Konds Hi

Jeff 816-51 21.

tft- '"i

LOST

Whole Wheat Trading to , 181 N
I'leasant St . has many earthly de-

lights which can take yoa back to

the garden organic grains, produce,

dairy .

.

Igj

CHILDREN

( |„\r„l, t i:l !l p i—enger
wairon, 8 ol .

automatic,

power steering, power brakes,

condition, f!50 or best offer.

3 bdrm furnished apt. Jone 1 -

\itit .'tl air cond , pool Rolling

, . r.eti 256-6322
. £*_!.

Summer sublet practically right

on campus Nuttinc Ave , 3 bed-

rnis. kitchen, living room, bnth

mt, roomy I people, rent negoti-

able Will take loss.

54f>fi573
"

K070 Triumph Spit Mk 3. e«c totid

Must sell, am getting married fall

581-11161 after 5 :00. "I- 1

""
^61 VW bug with 40 hp 1 year old

engine and 13.000 miles, new bat-

ten. IUII. 8350 Call 549-6382^

tfl-.'7 -^

REWARD — »10 W> »°r return of

Artie Jacket < Peace hand left ahould-

er) mistakenly taken from H Ha

North party (4/16). No V: CtjM

046-7660

( lublr.n. ages 3-6. needed for WPCfe
• ..ting Payment $1 50/hr. Please
. nil .*.r'-25in days. tf4-3>

815 REWARD for return of preg-

nant calico cat loat Set (1/17) near

Amherat Nura. Home, Amherst Ctr

Call 5-2828 deye or 253-3994 eyee

Pleaae I
tfl-28

SUMMER SUBLET

HELP WANTED
\eioiiutant-, eooks, domestics,

I ibarer, bartender. legal aeere-

i.irie-, sfenngrapher, teachers.

waitrc--. -nle- people, bank tellera

I

l.»l »L< s,. r >,.,-, B Tray <t.

ira

Desperate. most sublet 3 br

npnrtment In Puffton. 15"rom June

I - Aug. 31 We will pay first

month'* rent Call 519-1805.

(f4-30

3 bdrm apt , pool, air conditioner

and partially furnished Available

June 1 August 31 Rent Is nego-

f in hie. Call 233-9727. tfM
f<i aublease June 1 to Aug. 31

option to renew Eff apt furnished

<hare bath with 1 person Close

to eampns <«0 per month Call

Judv 253-9675 bef 2:30

l!5 OTO .389 4 spd red w /block

i„i Call Dave 253-3194 after 6 p m^

•iMi Mustang 6 e>L, excellent run-

nlng condition, one door dent. 8500

Uill bicker (all 256-6874 tf4-3Q

M VW Siiuiirebaek, good condi-

linn. original owner. After 5 p m
call 883-9614

\ king
runs line

B7», (all
:;io

of autos! 1950 Cadillac,

mid is in good shape

Dave at 665-2623 after
tf4-30

I OH SALE — ALTOS

li

— Tartly furn " bedroom npt. at

Rolling' Oreen Jnne 1 t» »ot 31

Pool carpetiri-". nlr conditioned, all

iltilitie- included Will negotiate

Call 253 9798_ "V4

-s„M..t "June 1 - A,- 31, «**"»
„lr end . »«/»• Lverythlna ln-

"laaX, 13 mln fr lampus at Mt

Ifan vw sedan, one owner, re-

built eng . good snoiv Ores, ii.m

-lieker Mu*t see to appreciate

,.:, Will haggle. 519-3737.
tfl-'.".i

•70 Plymouth lluster 310, 273 II P ,

I l;i. I Disks, Ibial Breaker. Pool

rraetlen, Ballyr wi,,eU, palyclaa

Deaperatel 2 bedroom apt. Jone 1

- 8ept. 1, only 8100 per mo., origln-

aDy 8173 Pleaae call Candy or Judy
at aeppertlme. 883-9008. *lt?°

t bdrm. townhoaee at Squire VII-

lage air cond , swimming pool, car-

peted, ilehwaeher etc. Jane 1 •

Aog 31. Rent negotiable. Call 816-

9W8 or 848-9030 tf4-28

i bdrm. apt. June-Aog. Center of

Amherst. »138/mo. Call 986-8918 af-

ter el«. tf4-29

2 bdrm. at Puffton beg June 1.

AC, all appliances and some furni-

ture, substantial rent reduction, or

elae roommates wanted. 519-6696 Jay
or CharUe. tf4-'7

Summer oublet from June 1 - Aug
30, 100 Colonial Village, famished
2 bedroom, awlra. pool. Cell 186-

M3X. tf tu th

j to 8-^1 nmllcr off Rt. 9. 2

ROOMMATES WANTED
F Roommate wanted bef. Ma? 1

Apt within walking diet, of Cetnpaa.

Pool, air 1 1, nd . farn. apt. Call 54»-

4B39 after 8 p m. %ti-3*

Siuumer roommittea wanted — epa-

cioua 1 room bouse — Sunderlund

850 a month. CaU 516-8990 tf4-30

Roommate wanted, M or F, eum-
mer 833/ mo. Eaathampton, 827-4653

tf4-27

Roommate wanted M summer.
New apartment furnished 875 mo.
I.ii-thuinpton. Call 527-1063.

T i, or 3 roommates wanted to

-bare u> hou-e in llyatinifl for tile

sammer. Call 519-3718 or 646-6339
4-27-28.

~~i bdrm. apt. for 4, up and down.

IV, bath, air i ond . wall to walr

, ,rp (heap, will talk price. Call

., ^ < ,aiO tf_4-30

\pt for rent as of June 1 for

summer only or longer 2 large bed-

rma , modern ktchn in Colonial Via.

Apta. Rent negotiable. Call 253-9852
tf5-8

Eg. furn. 3 bedroom *pt. with

waterbed for rent June - Aug. Eaay
hitch to , amp, is. 3-4 people com-
fortabb. SI 50/mo. 586-2578 . tf4-27

Squire Alllage Apt . 2 bdrm., air

« ond , swim, pool, dlehwasher. Call

IHJ5-3951 reduced rate. tf4-28

JTwa" furnished rooms for rent for

-, i miner. 2'i ml. from CM. One 860

und one $55 mo. Kitchen privilege If

de-ired. Available June let. CaU
519-3764. tti-tf

3 bedroom lownhouse in Sooth Am-
hert w /option. Beginning Jone 1.

Call 253-5119. tf4-«t

1 bdr. apt. available June let at
Presidential. 8150 month, all utili-

ties Included. Call 549-3597 after 34*
_!__•

One furni-hed bedroom lit Mta.
Runce Townhouse Apt. Available
June 1 to August 31. 850 per month
including all utilities. Call Andy
153-7226. tf4-M

NORTHAMPTON May 1 - 31A rma.
modern, refrig., disposal, carpet,
-t,,»r; easy walk to Smith, down-
town 8115 with utilities. Call
.'.H 1-2106 liter 5 p.m. tfl-29

3 Bdrm. 4 ml. on Rt. 9. 8118
in, I. util. Available July. 253-8662

tf4-2f)

For rent — excellent for summer,
3 bedroom house, June 1 - Sept. I.

located off Fnlverslty Drive before
Stop * shop >*o lease req. Call
2.Vt-5855 anytime after 8. tfl-28

SERVICES

Amherst Audio service* alereo
components, tape dceka for home or
ear. 197 No. Pleasant St , 258-8133.

tf

TV 's Dropped By Huskies Yesterday, 1-2
J *K __. „_ __.t: ...v, th_ A walk to Tony Serine leading off and Steve Newell had ace

By MARTY KELLEY
MDC Staff

A l'rodigous two run homer by

Mike Phillips far over the 35U foot

marker in left field in the second

inning helped back righthander

(ilen Campbell's four hit pitching

as the Little Kedmen went on to

humble Springfield College 11-1 in

the opener of a Saturday

doubleheader before dropping the

nightcap :>-2.

The Kedmen bats tinally came

alive fOC the first time this season.

Phillips' blast with Steve Newell

aboard in the third propelled

l.Mass to a 2-1 advantage. From

ihence the Kedmen never let up

with Ken Brewer banging out three

of the nine Kedman base knocks

good tor tnree 'ribbies" the

yearlings coasted to an easy 1 1-1

\ erdtct
Campbell, after allowing a quick

tally to the Chiefs, blanked the

hosts the rest ol the way. The tall

i ighty stranded ti runners via free

passes. KO'd lour, and dished up

but four scratch singles in

registering the impressive win

Alter Phillips powered the

visitors into the lead to stay, the

.IV I rubbed it in with a six run

package to add to a :> l lead. The

winners picked up a two run

package in the six run package

Alter Phillips powered the

Netmen Host
UConnToday

BvSINCLAIKKOSTEK
MDC Staff

In their last home match before

the middle of March, the CMass

netmen will lace the Huskies of

I i onn at :»p.m this afternoon. The

Huskies have been hovering

around the 50U mark all season

long, as they are the only Yankee

((inference team that will have

played all live teams in the con-

lerence bv championship time.

I i onn ' lourth conference

opponent will be the Kedmen. as

I (onn sports a 2-0 mark, beating

visitors into the lead to stay, the

JV s rubbed it in with a six run

package to add to a 5-1 lead. The

winners picked up a two run

package in the sixth as Ken Brewer

plated Tony Serino with a double

and scored on a single by Mike

Phillips

UMass put the lid on the opener

with six runs in the ninth on five

hits. Ken Brewer's booming two

run triple was the key blow that

sent the Kedmen merrily on their

way until they tangled with the

Chiefs in the nightcap.

Inquest of a sweep Coach Wilson

sent ace lefty Steve Merrill to the

kill, but the mound stalwart was

touched for a three run fifth that

plummeted the Chiefs to a 3-2 win

;md a split in the doubleheader.

Merrill was nursing a 2-U lead

until the fatal fifth when a walk, a

pair of stolen bases, and three

singles pushed across the

necessary runs for the winners In

all Merrill issued only four hits,

walked two. and fanned five in a

seven inning performance

\ walk to Tony Serino leading off

the lourth eventually led to the first

run of the game. A fielder's choice

and Ken Brewer's line single drew

lirst blood for the visitors. In the

fifth Merrill- ripped a two out triple

which preceded Tony Serino's KB1

single which eventually closed out

the scoring for UMass.

Once again Steve Merrill looked

sharp on the hill but the Kedman

bats cooled considerably in the

nightcap as the Chiefs bunched

three of their tour hits in the fifth to

provide the margin of victory.

Yesterday in the cold and rain

behind Varsity Field, there was no

solace for the Little Kedmen as

their record slipped to :i-4 via a 7-2

setback at the hands of the CConn

JVs
A six run Husky explosion in the

seventh provided the damage
which obliterized a warly lead.

Starter Kd Kurr had looked sharp

until that point but was reached lor

three runs on a pair of hits as many

walks and an error.

Singles by Kd Kurr. Ken Brewer.

and Steve Newell had accounted

for the go ahead runs in the third.

With Kurr carving a two hitter

until the seventh, it looked as

though the Kedmen would sneak

back above the 5U0 level. But then

came the barrage.

Alter Kurr was raked from the

hill, reliever Kric Levine

weathered more of the storm. A

sharp bases loaded single to center

by Sinatro chased home two more

Huskies as starter and winner.

Jones, kept the hosts at bay to

register the triumph.

UMass once again has suffered

Irom inconsistency from the dish.

Limited to but four hits, the runs

were but too few and far between.

Walks hurt the Kedman fortunes as

Kurr's own wildness spelled his

own disaster.

The JVs now limping with a 3-4

overall mark hike to Hanover N.H.

to meet Dartmouth College JVs
tomorrow at 3 PM.

WMUA To
Air Games
This season. WMUA will

broadcast Kedman Baseball

home and away The following is

a listing * tentative I of the games

that will be aired:

28 2:45 p.m. DartmouthApril

(away i

May 6

i home

)

3:15 p.m. Holy Cross

May H at the completion of the

lirst Of a doubleheader with New

Hampshire <away)

p.m. BostonMay 11 3 45

College taway)

May 13 3:15 p.m. Spring! ield

\ home i

May l."> at the completion of

the lirst game of a doubleheader

ith Khode Island i home IE

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SY0NETOMARR*

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

\ew Hampshire 5 4 and clob-

bering Maine 8-1 The Huskies

have also played Vermont, but at

the time of this article s writing the

results were unavailable

The 5 2 Kedmen will be facing a

stronger than usual UConn

team." said Coach Kosakowski.

Ihey will have three returning

lettermen in the first, fourth and

sixth positions Also among
I Cunn's linest will be the number

one man from last year's freshman

squad.

Two transfers. Alan Peck and

Tom Ulrich will complete the

Huskie lineup as both teams

prepare lor the conference

championships this coming

weekend
Thus lar. Tults and Holy Cross

are the two teams that both UMass

and UConn have faced, and the

outcomes of those matches shed

some light on today s c ontest Tufts

downed I < onn 5 4. two days before

the Bostonian team came to

Amherst At home, the Kedmen

soundly swamped Tufts in 7-2

lorm.and looked impressive

throughout

As lar as the Crusaders are

concerned, both Yankee Con

lerence teams came up with wins.

UConn by a 5 4 margin, and UMass

w inning ri-3. In both match ups the

Kedmen came out on top. and if

any prognostications can be af

lorded. UMass clearly looks to get

the edge
Coach Kosakowski does not

expect an easy win. and is being

especially cautious after the Khode

Island blunder last Friday The

playing status of Steve Ferber. the

Kedmen s number four man. is

still up in the air. Kosakowski

might just rest Ferber until the

Conference championships so as to

really surprise the opposition

Today's visitors have had a good

deal of exposure to tight matches,

having had three 54 matches,

emerging with victories in two In

comparison, the home netmen

have yet to play in a match that

went right down to the wire, and if

this afternoon's contest tightens

up. no doubt the Huskies will have

some experience to fall back upon

The past two years have not been

easy for those born under Leo,

Taurus, Scorpio and Aquarius.
Tremendous improvement is in

dicated, beginning in June,
especially tor Taurus and Leo.

• # •

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Desire

for change is strong, but there are

numerous details to be considered.

Don't be afraid of delay. Take time to

check out essentials. Restless

relative is best ignored.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Ex
penditures should be examined. You
may oe paying tor something not

received Check values,
requirements Budget should not be

stretched to breaking point Take
inventory.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Views

are expansive Take mate, partner

mto confidence. You need added co

operation Refuse to base efforts on

promise, illusion Get information in

writing Then you avoid broken
promises
CANCER (June 21 July 22):

Associates may argue Maintain

neutral stance. Do what must be

done, within rules and regulations

Overcome temptation to make
radical move Even course now is

constructive .

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) :
Obtain hint

from Cancer message Some of your

hopes, wishes are subject to revision

Friend who made promise may not

be m position to fulfill it Take this in

stride No quarreling.
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Fresh

outlook is necessary. Getting bogged
down m family troubles would be an

error Know this and respond ac

cordmgly. Put off property decisions

Facts now are puzzle pieces

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Hold off

on lourneys Check reservations

Goal may be something other than

currently anticipated. One at a

distance tends to garble important

message Read between the IWSS.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov^ 2\).

Tendency exists to spread efforts m
too many directions. Don t take on

more than you can handle Other

wise, there is emotional and

monetary loss. Change routine. Dme
out with tnend
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21K

You may be expanding operations at

too fast a pace One close to you

requires special consideration^ Be

aware of details, pitfalls. Part

nership angles need more study

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan. 19

Message from one who had gone out

of vour life may be received Key 'S 'o

maintain sense of proportion Steer

clear of commitment which can only

result m needless controversy

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18

Lover s quarrel may occur Don t

maqmfy it. Strive to be diplomatic

Avoid saying things which leave

emotional scars. Family member
may say something out of line Be|

underst|nding
b „ March 20)

;

study

Aquarius message Don't be m too

much of a hurry Applies especial y

m domestic area Take time to

consider family, domestic
requirements Not good for long

ranae commitments. _. v>

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
vou draw people to you with their

problems You inspire confidence,

are concerned with law, medicine.

By October, you get chance for

qreater happiness through self

expression One who seems irv

different will become close, you wii

he happier.
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

1

4
9

12
13

14

15

17

19
20
21
23
27
29
30

31

32
34

35
36
37

39
42

Pronourt

Snares

High
mountain

Exist

Hostelry

Falsehood

Dispossess

Semi precious

stones

Comfort

Above

Chair

Screeched

Detested

Rage

Note of

scale

Worm
Coral island

Measure ot

weight

Prefix down
Merganser

Bread
ingredient

Slumbering

The
sweetsop

City in

Russia

44 Remainder

46 City in

Germany

48 Trades

51 Hawaiian
wreath

52 Prepares for

print

54 Fish eggs

55 Range of

knowledge

56 Recipient

Of g'ft

57 Music as
written

DOWN
1 Possessed

Before

Iterates

The one here

Wanders
Devoured

Hebrew letter

8 Lazy and
Slipshod

9 Warning
device

10 Girl's

nickname

11 Footlike part

16 Evaluate

18 Fuel

20 Spoken

21 Lean tos

22 Artist's stand

24 Coronet

25 Worn away

26 Depressions

28 Wetted down
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27

33 European
linden

34 Shreds

36 Withered

38 Direction

40 Chemical dye

41 Rasp
45 Gaelic

46 Antlered
animal

47 Bishopric

48 Storage
compartment

49 Decay
50 Ocean
53 Noteot

scale

I <30TA"C" IN MATH... I

60TA"C"IN£N6USH...ANDI
60T A *C" IN REAPING
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Redmen Subdue Terriers, 11-1
Bv DAN KAMAL

" M IX' Staff

The only question yesterday

afternoon WM whether the rain

would hold out long enough tor the

game to be official, as I Mass

trounced Boston University, n-i at

Karl K Lorden Field.

It. •..•,»•»»"•

Satlif 01oU?9ian

IMass broke open a scoreless

ballgame with a four-run outburst

in the third inning. Billy Kyan

opened the home half of the third

by drawing a base on balls from

Terrier starter Bill Babcock, and

moved to second on a sacrifice by

Bernardo Charley Manley. who is

now batting at a torrid .887 clip.

followed with a single moving

Kyan over to third and moved to

second when the throw went

through to the plate-

Jack Conro) drove home Ryan

with the first Redman run with a

squeeze bunt Mauley came home

on a w ild pitch, Mark Palau singled

to knock Conroy in. and Brian

Martin, who had reached on an

error, came in on another BU
tniscue.

SPORTS
In lipping its record to 11-4. the

Redman nine came up with a good

all around performance Jack

Bernardo. Chip Baye, and Tom

White combined lor a tour-hit. 13-

stnkoout pitching gem. and the

Redmen hitters banged out ia hits

oil two Terrier hurlers Bis
record dropped to S-l with

yesterday's loss

The Redmen increased their lead

to "hi m the tilth when Martin

singled home Manley who had

doubled lor his sixth hit in the last

two games

Both Matte) brothers reached

base in the sixth inning via walks,

and Karl romped home with the

sixth l Mass run on a Conroy

single.

With Have having taken over for

Bernardo in the seventh, the

visitors broke the shutout with

their only run of the game. An

infield hit. an error, and an KBI

smgle bv Dan Osmanski accounted

tor the BU tally

UMass dispelled the Terriers'

thoughts of a comeback with a five-

hit live-run eighth inning that was

aided by two costly BC errors The

big blast in that inning was a triple

bv Dan Ksposito. a line shot to

right held that had Terrier right

fielder Osmanski completely

battled

DUGOUT DATA Coach Dick

Bergquist was quite pleased with

the performance of his pitchers,

particularly Bernardo The senior

righthander worked a strong six

innings, allowed two hits, struck

out live, walked only one. and had

only one ball hit into the outfield off

bun...

Baye and White were also im-

pressive have, although he was

touched lor the BU run. had five

strikeouts in his two-inning stint

and was really firing .. White

Imished up the game by fanning

the only three men to face him ....

Bergquist was also pleased with

the hitting of Ksposito who was

three lor live at the plate. ...The

I irst live hitters in the order ac-

counted for 11 UMass hits; C

Manley. Conroy. Martin, and

JV Oarsmen Con Cup
Bv BRONASIMON

M DC Staff

POUGHKEEPSIE NY Saturdas was u day of mixed emotions

„„. lhe UMass Crew dub. In the first race, the Redman varsity

, Pht were long laced after not rowing as well as they could and

irustrated bv St .Joseph s into second plac* In the second.contes

then boat arrived at the tinish line m exhaustion a nd joy before all

opposition to beamingl) carry home the President s Cup t ophy for

SJir event All treat oarsmen lrom IMass were silent and

disappointed when their tour and eightman combinations were

U,„en by the held of contenders, and when their other se of our

were not given the opportunity to race because they did not hast I

"WL ever . w I, P one group of teammates, the jvs. puts on such an

overpowering display, Us easy to be contaminated with feelings

caused bv the disease of victory. Especially when there are a large,

gaudv trophv and the dunking of a coxswain involved
.

he President s Cup Regatta, sponsored by Manst College,

opened ceremonies with the varsity competition after a 45 minute

eTav Disorganization was great, as each event took a long time to

Kin with! crews left just sitting on the water. Here the vars.ty was

lorced to make two starts after eternal lining-ups.

\ 1p fa ** J e, »
Al,en

I K°ev,n O^Br.en Cox Chris Jedrey

Described' broach Mike Faherty as "the worst race the varsity

has ever rowed
" the Redmen should have been surpassed by more

than just St Josephs. But. even on a bad day. UMass is tough

competition.
, . ,u„•

St Joe's captured the event for the third year in a row, when their

crew pulled ahead of the Redmen. Marist. Holy Cross and

Yillanova. who finished in that order, at about 800 meters into the

2<>oo meter distance, and stayed sizably ahead for the duration.

Finishing times were: St. Joes. 8:42, UMass. 8:55 and Manst 8:56.

Continually the Hudson waters were increasedly roughing it up.

and the incoming tide was getting stronger, worsening rowing

conditions and slowing down the times

Waiting quite a while again at the starting line, the Redman jv s

not off to a very bad start, and St. Joes and Holy Cross were the

leaders at 500 meters. Then the Redmen gathered themselves

together and surgingly made up for lost ground. 1000 me ers

through UMass overcame Holy Cross and a threatening Marist. in

on St Joes, and magnificently overrode the Philadelphia^ by a

length The 8 01.4 victory fulfilled Coach Faherty s Friday

prediction that 'the jvs have a more than adequate chance to

win ' The trailers were St Joes at 8:05.9. Marist at 8:11 4. then

I1C. Merchant Marines Academy, and Fordham.

In a cardiac, come from behind-to-win performance,

Bow Paul Winchell 6 Steve K inner

2 Mel Streim 7 Tom Mone
3 Clay AAorin str Rick Jones
4 Doug Thompson cox Bob Jayes

surrounded their new trophy, and then celebrated their success by

heaving cox .laves into the mucky Hudson.

The promise of lending UMass I four man shell was broken, and

liosh. Rich Clair. Jim Kennedy. Chris Kudla. John Lund, and their

coxswain Kennv Ravmond were denied the right to compete.

Cut down to a two boat race, the Little Redmen. Fred Scalese.

Joe Labenski. Mark Brown and Steve Ryan, piloted by Jody

Lianides had to fight the rough waters as well as the Merchant

Marines varsitv The bulk of the race was rowed fairly even, but

the result was lopsided as MMA came across in 10: 12.7, and UMass

came across in 10:30 7 and in a boat full of water.

Both freshman boats rowed well In the eights, Jim Ulwick. Bob

Sanderson, John Gombar. Rich Jamara, Phil Kenney. John Curtis,

Russ Schott. Kevin Kaylor, and steerer Mike Thompson, kept up.

but St. Joes had too great of a lead for anyone to equal Marist and

Villanova surged at the last minute, and left UMass last.

•The varsity had a bad day alot like the basketball team did

against Springfield," Coach Faherty similarized. "The jvs,

however rowed extremely well, and I have no doubts that both our

boats will be top seeded in this Saturdays Callow Cup to determine

the number one crew in New England

(INK OP MAXY-Senior righthander Jack Bernardo unloads one of

his untouchable slants in yesterday's Ml humbling of B I On the

receiving end of Bernardo's bullet is backstop B.IIR>an while

center!.elder Charley Manley looks on nonchalantly (MM photo by

I (I Mangiaratti)

Patau all had two hits to go along

with Kspo's three safeties .

The Redmen travel to Dart

mouth Wednesday

contest with the

dians

lor a crucial

powerful In-

Manley, Conroy, Martin, and The Reunion uuncm w _*
- ~

Turkmen In Tartan ShowdownAAUVfVf"V" ^",,7^;1 hle ol achieving top threat to the Redmen cause, and

B\ ROBERT MKDKIROS
MOC Stall

ChC IMass track team will play

host to I Conn this afternoon. The

meet will be a continuation ot one

ol the most intense track rivalries

in New England. The meet will SM
a confrontation between two teams

who have dominated the Yankee

Conference in track since its in-

ception The throwing events will

start at 3:M with the running

events getting underway at 4:00.

The Redmen will be out to im-

prove then record to :M Their only

loss this Spring came in the last

event to Northeastern who went on

to win the recent BC Relays.

IMass and UConn have shown

throughout the Spring season that

they are capable ot achieving top

New England honors This meet

will also prove to t>e a preview oi

the Yankee Conference Chan
pionships which will l)e held at

UMass
This meet has all the makings ot

being a typical IMass I Conn
match up" II past performances

hold true, this meet should go dow n

to the last fen events with the

w inner possibly being decided in

the last event Team depth should

play the greatest factor in the Rnal

results

tConn s Ron Kvans is one ol the

most outstanding and versatile

athletes in New England. Evans is

the recent winner of the decathelon

in the BC Relays Evans will pose a

Gorillas Host Rugged

Adelphi In Major Test g
1 Cnn

Bv HOWIE BLOOM
MDC Staff

Alter its sixty minutes of target

practice on the Wesleyan goalie

Saturday, the Redman lacrosse

team will be looking for more of the

same as it hosts Adelphi in a game

beginning at three o'clock this

a Iternoon.

The U>ng Island-based club,

ranked among the top 20 teams of

the nation all season, sports a 5-3

record, having dropped close

decision* to Brown 1 1 1-7). Cortland

^1 -71. and Air Force (9-7). while

defeating MIT (20-5). Middlebury

.ll-4». Colgate (22-D. Rutgers (10-

li). and Tow son (17-2).

•tine of the truly better teams

around . as Coach Dick Garber

put it. Adelphi is enjoying its best

season in several years and

chances are there will be no repeat

ol last Saturday's laugher.

Controlling the play lor the

visitors will be attackmen Russ

Burton, Charlie Arnone. and

crease attackman Terry Wallace.

At the midlield position Sammy
Oidick will lead the rush along with

Dan Mayer, a high school team-

mate of Redman Charlie Hardy

Adelphi has been running three

midfield units this season, much

like UMass. Their starting team is

the one which stands to give

Gorilla goalie Bruce Crawford the

toughest time though with Garber

rating it as being "very, very

good • Every player on the

Adelphi squad is an experienced

Dong Island lacrosser, that part of

the country being the hotbed of the

sport

Giving the visitors the toughest

time this afternoon should be

leading scorers Hardy, four goals

and 19 assists. Paul Ritch. iifteen

goals and ."> assists, and Phil

Sheridan. 11 goals and one assist If

Hardy keeps up his early season

pace, he could break former

Redman Tom Malone's one season

assist record of 44.

"The Adelphi game will be our

lirst of three in what should be a

really tough week with Farleigh

Dickinson on Thursday and Con

necticut on Saturday". Garber

warned With only one day of rest

separating each of these games,

the Redmen had better be

prepared lor some aching bones

come next Sunday morning

threat to 'he Redmen cause, and

should be involved in some in-

teresting head on hattles.

The high jump is Kvans

strongest event, but he should

receive stitl challenges lrom Cal

Carpentn and Ed Shaughnw
Competition in the javelin and long

lump will see Kvans taking on

Rocco IVtitto and Rip Dyer.

respectively The triple jump will

see Evans main competition

(dining lrom Mark Robinson and

Barron Ldllefield.

Ron Wayne and IConn's Dick

.spoiling will renew their rivalry in

the mile and 2 mile In the Yankee

Conference indoor Championships

\\ avne won the mile while Spurling

was finishing second The opposite

was true in the 2 mile as Spurling

was the victor, and Wayne the

runner up
The win will also see the con-

tinuation of a dual between Dave

ns and Jim Verdon Verdon

be attempting to avenge his

s to Dave Kvans in the Yankee

Conference 1000 yard Cham
pionship

The Redmen will have the edge

in the sprints and hurdles. The

sprinters and hurdles have per

lormed well in recent weeks as

seen by their outstanding per

I ormantes in the BC and Penn

Relays
The throwing events have been

the key to the Redmen success this

Spring This will be especially true

todav as these events represent

strong points for both teams. Eddie

Arcaro. Peter Natti and Rocco

Petitto will provide the impetus in

an attempt to secure a UMass
advantage in these important

events. If the Redmen are to win

today's meet, they will have to

come up on top in the throwing

events.

Today In Sports
I. ACROSSK Adelphi at

IMass. :5 p.m. Garbers Gorillas

take on another of the top teams

in the country in this contest.

The stickmen areM coming into

this game.
TRACK UConn at UMass. 3

p.m. This is the second meet of

the year on the new UMass
Olympic track and pits the top

two teams in the Yankee Con-

lerence against each other in

probably the hottest track

rivalry in New England. UConn

has a long unbeaten streak

coming into this meet.

TKNNIS-UConn at UMass, 3

p m Coach Steve Kosakowski's

net men are coming off a big

Yankee Conference win at

Rhode Island and are preparing

lor the league championships

next week. This match should be

a good warmup as the Huskies

will also be at these cham-

pionships.

GOI.F-UMass at A.I.C.

against the Yellow Jackets and

UConn. Match begins at 1 pm_

with Dick Pages undefeated

linksters gunning for their sixth

and seventh wins of this season,

while preparing for defense of

their conference title next week.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

OUir MasntifOBtttB

lathi (ttflUeetan
4 m nvJ A FRif AMD MSPONSIUl ^^ MISS

Weather:

It should be nice, but

who are we to say''
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Charged With Operating 'Bar'

Grayson Seven Face General Court
•* .... j .u... i.„ ..- c r-r^nntlv Ireoueniingthe

By BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

With a large body of support

totaling approximately sixty

people, the seven residents o

Grayson House in Orchard Hill

went before the General Court last

evening to answer to 5 charges

brought against them by Asst.

\na Coordinator Mr Nicholas r.

Bovs
The charges concerned the sale

of alcholic beverages by the seven

operators of the alleged 'Bar

lhe group pleaded not guilty to all

five charges after they were read

by Robert Rochford who presided

over the session.

The seven defendants were

represented by Henry Bouffard.

who is a student Senator from

Dickinson House Representing

Mr. Boys was Mr Mike West

In a preliminary motion, the

speaker for the defense brought up

a motion for dismissal of the

charges He stated that his reasons

w«re that the charges may be

duplicated in District Court and

that the hearing was a violation of

the Defendant's 14th am
mendment The motion was denied

by the court

Mr West then spoke lor Boys

saving that the alleged bar was in

violation of State and campus

regulations and that it was not

licensed and that it sold to minors

He added that Mr Forsythe. In

terim Director of Security

recommended that the case be

brought to the General Court

rather than to the District Court of

Northampton
Speaking for the Defendants

Bouffard noted several bars which

had and are operating on campus

with the Administration I

knowledge He felt that the

University is at fault because of the

tact that it is bringing charges onl>

alter action by the District Court

Mi Bovs when questioned by the

Defense stated to the Court that he

was aware of alcohol on the

seventh floor and that he became

aware ol the situation after being

invited to have a beer Boys also

told the Court that he •'advised of

the dangers of the Bar but he

never told the group that the bar

had to be closed Boys who has

been Asst Area Coordinator since

On The Inside

:

Sept stated that he was personally

aware of "alcoholic activity ' in

other dorms in the area but he did

not mention that it was illegal and

that they should be closed He also

brought" out that when talking to

the Grayson Counsellor he never

told him that the bar had to be

dosed
\tter this round ol questioning in

which Rons had been extremeh

hesitant at times. Paul Qumn the

counsellor ot the seventh lloor took

the stand to answer finest ions by

Mike West
gumn stated to the Court that he

u;,s aware ol some ol the

University policies concerning

alcoholic heveragas. At a meeting

April "). he vcas told to see that no

trouble OCCUrS '•upstairs He said

that he took no action to see that

the Bar was closed He added that

he had personallv seen Dr Barron

ircquenling the bar Continuing his

testimony he stated to the court

evidence ol a number of parties

and dances on the c ampus at which

boar had been served lor a foe He

added that ns administrator ever

objected to these functions ix-mg

Miss Lvnne McCoy look the

st.md alter Mr QUOKl The area

Coordinator told the Court thai sh«-

took no action to shut down the

operation She added that she

never viewed her role as a police

function and she lelt thai students

are responsible lor their own M

tions

Due to printing (leadlines the

ston hi unable to be covered in its

entirety Tomorrows Collegian will

,arr\ coverage ol the final part ol

ihr meeting and the verdict

declared b) the Court

Viet Cong Start Offensive

Draft Counselling Pull-Out

Weekend Concert Announced
W Pages 10-11 rhree ... lbs members ... lieneral < eurt bear ih.- ., '

' ;;,*

.„„, against Um- seven Grayson stndents charged *hh »W
iper«iigabarhitbedor«itory.<MIM phetobyKdren*
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Pierpo^sPro^t-io Humanism
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By BARBARA ANN CLEARY
MOC Staff

Project 10, the experimental

program in Pierpont, evaluating

and examining itself, has

broadened its operations and

reaffirmed its objectives.

In an informal discussion last

week new and old participants

and advisors of the Project

discussed their experiences and

plans for the future.

Although the Project is in the

process ol structural changes, it

has basically the same goals as

When it started

One of the basic goals is to

make education personalized.

The student must take lull

respomsbility for Ins education

Horn design to execution.

The Project rests on the

assumption that the living aspect

is or more important than the

classroom experience They are

therefore trying to create a living

structure thai is humane and non-

alienating

\n under graduate's education

is no longer simply to develop

expertise, but is abo P laa>

where he discovers his identity

.Hid what it means to be a human

being .

How is this priniciple carried

oul in |' in- One ot the major

areas is the academic program

which is now the strongest it has

ever been More and more

courses are being ottered and

there is more and more student

participation in the course design

ami orientation.

The goal ot the teachers and

students who are most active is to

integrate what is in real life with

whatever wisdom is in books.

An example of this is the Five

Course Plan In this taculty and

students will get involved in

special interest groups At the

moment thev are doing studies

Irom Nietche and Marcuse to

studies in existential philosophy

to groups doing traveling in

Washington.

The general feeling is that

given the resources available and

certain misunderstandings, the

Project had done the best it

could One of the major misun-

derstanding was that a lot of

people came in with the idea that

Project 10 was there to give them

things rather than facilitate their

own efforts.

Many project achievements

and outstanding individuals were

mentioned
The Project has given birth to

Free University and Roadarte.

the -media collective tribe"

These were used as examples to

show that the Project is what you

make ol it. that it is not I topia.

but I starting point for a lot of

really tine things.

As one participant said, "'We

don't give people everything

themselves, they have to go out

and do it for themselves, but they

are given every opportunity to do

it." , .

There were many people trom

the Project who helped to

organize May Day activities.

Recently, workshops in non-

violent revolution were held.

There have been seminars

dealing with drugs and the

"perimental education.

Morris Mitchell, involved in the

Trans-World College in New

York the Nielsons, directors and

founders of the New Ex-

perimental College in Denmark

and the twenty four year old

president of Franconia College

were recent speakers.

This program is the result of an

orientation toward cultural

enrichment which is looking for

more and more interflow bet-

ween the Project and the real

world.

decentralize large

into component units The aim is

to let clusters of faculty and

students get involved in having

greater freedom and maximum

options

The ultimate aim ot P— 10 is to

become an experimental college,

and it is now growing in that

direction.

They would like to see the

Project as a model for what can

^o on in a dorm as far as the

security system, co-ed en-

vironment, staff organization.

JOSSSSSSSSSSSSiS^^
(MDC photo bv Steve Schmidt.)

problems involved in the use of

heroin and psychedelics.

This all contributes to a feeling

of involvement in a cultural,

political, and educational ad-

venture
This has also spawned a

guerilla theatre troupe which has

performed at the Dow recruit-

ment and at Hampshire College,

and continues to exist

one of the most successful

programs is the effort to deal

creatively with the drug problem

Much of this activity is an

attempt to get things out of the

theoretical plane and get the

leehng of ideas

The seminars themselves are

not of the type usually given in

tte University, but deal with

rrfore specific topics

In addition, there is a series of

guest speakers, described as 'old

and voung funky people Most of

these visitors, also known as

Project Fellows, are people who

have marip a mark in ex

The purpose of Project 10 is to

create a condition for alternate

ways for self-discovery and to

create an atmosphere in which

people can be liberated They

hope to be as diverse and

pluralistic as possible There is a

heavy experimental emphasis

and pressure to apply what you

are learning

Recently a Project 10 long

range planning committee

developed a proposal for a semi-

autonomous college with its own

core laculty and perhaps even-

tually Us own degree granting

capacity.

This is structurally similar to

orchard Hill, but the project will

attempt to retain its own peculiar

character
There w ill be more of a tutorial

arrangement with faculty who

will work out individual learning

programs Maximum options will

Ik? provided.

The project is part of a

movement across the country to

and courses

Next vear there will be a tri-

partite head of residence con

sisting of psychology counseling,

community development, and

administration, with teams of

undergraduates in each depart-

ment
The people who are really

involved in the Project see the

I niversity as not merely a

training place for a job, but as a

place to learn how to learn and

how to live.

One of the major obstacles

which has been encountered so

lar is a leeling of lack of real

commitment on the part of the

University to make this idea a

reality What is necessary is the

commitment of a core faculty,

the waiver of core requirements,

and an end to living

arrangements which are not

humane This would involve

permission to knock down walls

where necessary in the

maximization of alternatives.

is planning

to become a" four year program

next year. After a recruitment

and publicity campaign this

semester, it will begin with four

classes of students next year

instead of just freshmen and

sophomores as it is now.

It is believed that the addition

ol juniors and seniors will add

more stability and activism.

Included in the expanded

program will be an attempt to

ameliorate the transition of

Ireshment from high school to

college. Often all expectations

are lost and the University is seen

as just a glorified high school.

Therefore, freshman seminars

will be instituted which are

modes of inquiry, instead of

survey courses It is anticipated

that these will be more
challenging and also more

stimulating.

The idea ot Project Scholars is

.ilso being planned Individuals

will come up with proposals for

independent study and spend a

semester working on it with an

advisor.

It is also hoped that individual

concentration B.A majors will

come there to live II someone

wants to be m a place which is

Styling itselt toward U OX

permental college and still get

the best out ot the larger

university, then the new Project

might be a good place to consider

living and learning.

The Project will also be

welcoming back ex project

people who would like to consider

returning

Project 10 is now open for

application The idea of mutual

selection has been emphasized,

and applicants are encouraged to

come and talk to Charles Adams,

the director, in the Project 10

office (545-0871) or anyone else

involved in the project, such as

Dave Hoffman. Denise Bisaillon,

and Dave Dunkin. among others

who can be found in Pierpont

There is also a written ap-

plication, which advises "U you

want an alternative to this ap-

plication, write your own. Feel

Iree to use some other medium in

place of in in addition to written

answers. ..Stay loose and try to

enjoy your application
"

Questions, all of which are

optional range from "why do you

want to be a part of P-10? to

(iive us a rationale for your

existence" to "Title this ap-

plication."

There will be selection com

mittee to read applications and

where possible to talk to in-

dividuals
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Nixon On Television Thursday BfeflPfe

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon will hold a

White House news conference that will be open to live

radio and television coverage Thursday at 9 p.m.

KDT „ .

The session in the East Room will precede a

presidential departure about 12 hours later for an

abbreviated trip to California and the Western Whi e

House A prime purpose of the flight will be o

welcome back the First Marine Division-the last to

return from Vietnam
Nixon originally had considered spending a week on

the coast but now will be coming back to Washington

next Monday and holding a meeting with Republican

congressional leaders the following day

Nixon's latest news conference at the White House

was on March 4. but on April 16 he held a question-and

answer panel session with representatives of the

American Society of Newspaper Editors and White

House correspondents of the Associated Press and

United Press International

Press secretary Ronald L Ziegler gave no in

dication Tuesday that the President was prepared to

produce any major announcements at the one coming

up Thursday Ziegler said Nixon would go directly to

questions.

The press secretary told questioners that the

shortening of the California trip did not actually mean

a change in plans because there had been only talk

that the President would spend five or six days at his

home by the sea at San Clemente, Calif., and never

any formal firm decision to remain on until May 6.

And make Mother's Day last
i

longer

Call or visit an FTD florist today. And
order a BigHug Bouquet to arrive

early. He'll send it across the street.

Or country. A special arrangement.

For a very special mother. Yours.

Usually »v*.Uble$inCn
•t l«St than IC.JU

Up ifsUistrlpiirtti Bails (ItolltsUMi

OH.ce of the DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Un.on on

me Un.vers.tv campus. I* code 0.002 Phones are S4 5 2S50 (news). US 03.4

(sports), and S4» 1*11 i editor)

Second class postage pa,d a. Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publ.shes f.ve

t,m« weekly Monday through FfW»* dur.ng the academic year e.cept during

vacation and e.am periods, three or four t,m« a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday tails w.thm a week Accepted for ma.i.ng under the

authority ot the act ot March 8, U79 as amended by the act of June M, 1943 Sub

scr.ption rates are V 50 per semester. *14 00 per year

You get what you wont

Bell's" Pizza
Taste, Quality and

Richness

65 University Drive

256 8011 253-9051

Open until 2 a.m. Frl. and

Sat. 1 a.m. the rest of the

week.

The FTD BfefrW? bouquet.
•A» an Independent buiinewman. t.ch FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

Officer Installation Tonight

Student Senate Back To Normal
ByBETHGOODELL

MDC Staff

Now that the Student Senate has

concluded its lengthy deliberations

on budgets for next year's student-

funded activities, it will be getting

back to routine legislation.

Following the installation of the

newly elected officers tonight, the

Senate will follow an agenda that

has piled up during the past month

of budget debate.

One of the items which will

probably be considered tonight is

an act which would set up a fund to

be used for loans to students who

are appealing legal decisions. The

fund for next year would be set at

$25UO.

The purpose of the proposed fund

is to make money available for the

prosecution or defense of issues of

interest to undergraduate

students. Any undergrad would be

eligible to apply for a loan or a

guarantee of payment for the

purpose of paying the legal fees

and costs of an appeal to a Superior

Court in the state. The request

could not exceed one half of the

costs.

The Legal Defense Fund would

be administered by a committee

composed of the Student Senate

President. Vice President.

Treasurer, Chairman of the

Student Matters Committee, and

the General Counsel of the Senate,

as voting members. The Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs, or

his delegate, and the University

ombudsman would be non voting

members.
The committee would decide on

whether to accept a student's

written request. It uould apply the

lollowing criteria in making its

decision : 1 > need of the student ; 2 >

likelihood of success of the appeal;

and I) the total cost involved.

lx>ans granted from the Fund

would be subject to repayment in

lull within six months of either the

final decision rendered by the

< ourt. the separation of the student

Irom the University, or the com

pletion of any sentence served. No

interest would be charged prior to

the date that repayment is due. If

anv money is spent from a

guarantee of payment, it would be

repaid the same as a loan.

The Student Senate would also

ha ve the power to use up to one half

of the Fund at any one time for any

suit on behalf of the Student

Government Association. It would

take a two thirds vote of the Senate

to make such a commitment

Criteria governing such usage

would include the interest and

effect upon the general student

body, the likelihood of success, and

the cost involved.

Money for next year's fund has

already been included in the

Senate's budget The Fund itself

will not be established, though,

until accepted by the Senate

the cut in the tax is also ac-

companied by the elimination of

the class tax, which had averaged

around $4/student in past years.

When the Senate first started

considering budgets a couple of

months ago, it looked like there

might be at least a $4 increase in

the SAT. But the Budgets Com
mittee and the Senate made
various cuts in many of the groups'

requests, finally ending at the

$35.50 figure.

Kulakowski says the Ad-

ministration must now accept the

tax figure, for it to become official.

He has no doubt but that it will be

accepted. Unlike last year, when

the Administration for a time

considered rejecting the Senate's

figure, this year's proposed tax has

been widely publicized, according

to Kulakowski. The Ad-

ministration's objection last year

was over the fact that the tax was

not set early enough by the Senate

for students to be adequately in-

formed.

The measure concerning dorm

phones calls for the installation of

at least floor phones for every

dorm lacking individual room
phones. The measure is being

taken to area government for

consideration instead of the

Senate. Sponsors William Spinn

and Larry Ladd say that their

constituents in Northeast have

been pressuring them to do

something about inadequate

service in their dorms.

The item calling for the

establishment of a permanent

Concert Commission will be

removed from the agenda because

the Senate last week rejected an

interim committee's request for

funds for next year for a per-

manent commission. The Com-

mission, if funded, would have

been set up to organize concerts,

filling the vacancy created by the

abolition of class government

* * *

The Senate has reached its final

ligure for the Student Activities

Tax (SAT) for next year It has

been set at $:15.50. one dollar lower

than last year's Senate Budgets

Committee Chairman Kevin

Kulakowski has pointed out that

Know TheLaw
This evening on 'Viewpoint on

WMl A beginning at «:!<» pnv
there will be a discussion about

U'gal Aid. Guests on tonight s

program will be Doug Landry, a

student from UMass. active in the

program, and Bill Fitzgerald, an

attorney for the Chicopee Neigh-

borhood Legal Services, the

discussion will center around

government sponsored legal aid,

and the community it serves Tune

into "Viewpoint ", this evening at

6:30 p.m., on WMUA...91.1FM, in

Amherst.

The Fall 1971 Course

Description guide is due on

campus early Thursday. It will

be distributed at all dining

commons, the Union and various

other places. Additional

descriptions will be published in

Thursdav's MDC.

* * *

Two items printed on tonight's

agenda which will be removed,

rather considered, deal with room

telephones, and with a concerts

commission.

Stop A Bus

Thursday
There was a meeting last night at

Amherst College to discuss stop-

ping the bus going to the

Springfield Induction Center

Thursday morning at the Nor-

thampton Draft Board.

A spokesman for the group

mentioned the connection this has

with the actions in Washington this

May The action is intended to be a

part of the larger actions that will

take place around the country and

around the world this May.

Demonstrators will meet

Thursdav morning in front of the

Northampton Draft Board. All

are urged to come even if they only

come to support the demonstration

and not actually take part People

are asked to be there at six o'clock

Bike Riders

Declare War
A Center for the recovery of

Stolen Bicycles has been

established It is a reactionary

attempt to recover bicycles that

have been ripped off on this

campus. Things are tough when

vour bike gets ripped off and the

center will attempt to recover

stolen bikes and return them to

their rightful riders If you have

had your bicycle stolen and would

like to see it recovered or would be

interested in working in this

center. Write: E J Roche c/o the

Collegian.

.x m wvt v CRK \T D XY FOR \ »'* * '* but nobodv seemed to care last Sunday vs hen (
********

PERISID
a multi-media presentation

by

JOHN BARTH
(author of Giles-Goat Boy, Sot-Weed Factory,

Lost in Funhouse, Floating Opera, End of the Road)

April 29 8 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

IT'S ANNIVERSARY TIME
Out Second

JUST 4 DAYS LEFT
RADIO SHACK is giving away 5

Pocket

Radios

COME IN -REGISTER -NO OBLIGATION

RADIO SHACK
318 College St. — Amherst

(./, mile e-t of Amherst Collie on Rte. 9)^,^ Sahirday, MaY 1st

plus

many tempting

ANNIVERSARY

SPECIALS
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Draft
The

Uieal

ollowing information is the latest

Board Memorandum issued by

Nation;. I Selective Service Director Curtis

w ran It is intended to serve .is a

directive to all local boards in considering

applications for Conscientious Objector

status All persons opposed to tin- war

and or participation in war should read it

very carefully it you qualify, or even

think lhal vou mifchJ qualifj as a CO under

the guidelines set down in these LBM, you

should see a draft counselor as soon as

possible

Also please show this to frienda and save

it tor luture reference

tins memorandum discusses certain

criteria based on the provisions ot Section

,, i ji ,,! the Military Selective Service Act

ui i%7 as amended, and decisions of the

courts which should guide local boards

and appeal boards in considering

registrants claims for conscientious

obj« 'tor classification-

Compulsory military service

legislation in the United Mates has always

recognized conscientious objection roe

lavs as it exists today m statutory torm

requires for classification in classes 1 u or

a Thai a registrant he opposed to

participation m war m any torm

i, Thai lus objection i>e founded on

religious training and hehet and

{ Thai his position l>e something other

than .ssentiallv political, sociological, or

philosophical views, or merely personal

moral code
w MUNANY I- <>UM

I
The clause war in any torm should

be interpreted in the following manner

., \ registrant who desires to choose

the war m which he will participate in not a

conscientious objector under the law His

tbjection must he to all vsars rather than to

a specific war

b \ hehet in a theocratic or sp.r.tua

war between the powers ot good ami evil

,i,H>s not constitute a willingness to par

ticipate in -war" within the meaning of

selective service law

KEL1G10USTRAINING AND BELIEF

l Thepriman test that must he used is

the test of sincerity with which the belief w

held Hie hoard should he convinced by

information presented to it that the

registrant's personal history reveals views

and actions strong enough to demonstrate

that expediency is not the basis on his

claim
, I he belie! upon which conscientious

objection is based must by the hi unary

eontrating
, The behet upon which conscientious

objection is based must Ih> the primary

controling lorce in the mans hie

i. The term religious training and

belief" as used in the law may include

s„ielv moral or ethical beliefs, even though

the registrant himselt may not charac-

terize these beliefs as 'religious in the

traditional sense, or may expressly

characterize them as not religious
"

, The registrant need not believe in a

traditional "God" or a Supreme Being"

u, be considered favorably

Che registrant's conscientious ob-

lection to war must stem from his moral,

ethical, or religious beliets about what is

right and should be done and what is wrong

and should be shunned, and he must hold

these beliefs with the strength ot

traditional religious conviction

J In order lor the local board to lind that

a registrant s moral and ethical beliets are

against pa it icip.it ion in war in any torm

and are held with the strength ot

traditional religious conviction, the local

hoard should consider the nature and

history «>l die process by which he

acquired such beliets The registrant nuis

demonstrate that his ethical or mora

convictions, once acquired, have directed

his hie in the wav traditional religious

convictions ol equal strength, depth and

duration have directed the lives ot those

whose beliefs are clearly rounded to

traditional religious conviction

in Hoard members .should make every

effort to weigh the claims ot all registrants

on the standard of sincerity, not giving

particular advantage to a registrant who is

learned or glib The registrant need not

use formal or traditional language

II A registrant who is eligible Un-

conscientious objection on the basis ol

moral, ethical or religiOUS beliets is not

excluded from the exemption simply

because those beliets may influence his

mcws concerning the nation s domestic or

foreign policies

\i. The law does not require that a

registrant claiming conscientious <>b-

lection be a member ot a "pMCC church''

m any church, religious sect, nor does the

law require affiliation with any particular

group in order to be classified as a con-

scientious objector.

13. Where the registrant is or has been a

member ol a church, religious

organization, or religious sect and where

the claim ot conscientious objection is

related to such nieint>ership. the board

may proper*) inquire as to the fact of

membership, and the teachings of the

church religious organization or religious

sect, as well as the registrant s religious

activity However, the fact that the

registrant mav disagree with or not

subscribe to some ot the tenets of his

church does not necessarily descredit his

claim

14 Boards may not give procedence to

one religion over another All religions or

beliefs are to be given equal consideration

r, Beliefs which are real and valid to

some mav be incomprehensible to others.

Boards are not tree to reject labels

because they consider them "im-

comprehensible". Their task is to decide

whether the beliefs profeated by a

registrant are sincerely held and whether

they govern his action both in word and

deed

EXCLUSIONSFROM CLASSES 1-0AND
\ i)

iti Persons whose beliefs are essen-

tiallv political sociological. or

philosophical views, or a merely personal

moral code are ineligible to be classdied

IS a conscientious objector Such persons

consist ot two uroups:

iai Those with beliefs of religious,

moral, or ethical nature, but whose beliefs

are not deeply held, and

ibl Those whose objection to war does

not rest at all upon moral, ethical or

religious principles, but instead rests

solely upon consideration of policy,

pragmatism, or expediency

CLASS I A O

IT A registrant claiming Class 1-0 who is

in the opinion of the local board has not

provided sulfieient evidence to warrant

the I O classification, shall not be

classified in Class I A as a compromise

IK A registrant who is found to be

eligible lor classification as a con-

scientious objector should be placed in

i lass l-A-0 when his conscientious ob-

lection encompasses only combatant

training and service m the armed forces

s Curtis W la rr

What To Do In Case Of AppeabDon't Panic
. , , ._.,., .u.,, i \ , lassitication which I wish to

Now, with copies ot the written

summary ot my financial situation

and a list of all the documents

which should be to my tile I keep

tppointment with the hoard

It possible, I Ining a witness with

me, preferably someone with

whom the board members

identify such as a clergyman.

businessman, or some other tairly

ptltabJe person' It should be a

male because most draft board

members are male chauv mists and

think that women know nothing

about am thing, particularly when

it relates to the dralt I know that

the board may not admit my

witness, bul It's worth the attempt

When I enter the inner sanctum.

I introduce myselt and pass out

copies ol my statement, which I

then read aloud This ensures that

they will at least 1* familiar with

the summary since I cannot be

>ure that they have examined any

ot the document
When I enter the inner sanctum.

I introduce myself and pass out

copies of m> statement, which I

then read aloud, this insures that

they will at least be familiar with

the summary, since I cannot be

sure that they have examined any

of the documents I have previously

submitted I also read my list of

supporting documents. Then I ask

them if they have any questions

about the information, or any

doubts about the validity of my
claim
As much as possible, I try to

remain calm and reasonable, even

in the face of their hostility, if there

should be any When they get tired

at talking to me or when I have

completed the presentation of my

information (whichever comes
first), they will tell me that they

will let me know

1 immediately write up as exact

a transcript ot the discussion as 1

can. checking with my witness to

make it as complete as possible.

Then I send a copy ol this to the

board ol inclusion in my tile,

sending it Certified Mail. Keturn

Heceipt Kequested My copy and

the receipt, when it comes back, go

into mv own copy of my tile

I ntortunatelv they were not

convinced, and I get another 1 A in

the mail My draft counselor ad-

vises me that I may submit a letter

,»t appeal within thirty days of the

date on the classification card.

which I do In the letter. I say again

that I am not satisfied with my
classification, and that I wish to

appeal I also request another

meeting with the Govt. Appeal

Agent As usual, the letter is sent

Certified, etc , and 1 keep a copy

tor my own records.

Again 1 meet with the Agent, fill

him in on what's been going down

and ask for advice. Then I write up

the discussion and do the usual bit

with it. On his advice, and the

advice of my counselor, I add last-

minute additional supporting

material to mv file. if .

Eventually, my board notifies

me that my file has been for-

warded to State Headquarters for

action by the State Appeal Board

All is now out of my hands The

mvsterious body meets and

decides my fate It they reach a

unanimous decision to continue my

I A. that is the end of my formal

appeals The board may even send

me an induction order with the

notification Of the Appeal Board's

sion If the decision is not

unanimous, but is against me. I

have the right to appeal to the

aiential Appeal Board.

In either case, at this point I

should consult an attorney who is

competent in Selective Service

law II the Appeal Board was

unanimous against me. a lawyer

will help prepare some steps to

either halt the induction or build a

deiense it I decide to refuse in

duction If the appeal is to go on to

the Presidential Appeal level, he

will help prepare a legal brief to

add as additional supporting

evidence or at least to advise me of

my chances and options beyond

that point

In other words, there is a wide

range of appeals available to any

registrant who feels he has

received an undesirable

classification. Lse them for your

protection and see a draft coun

selor to help you use them in the

most effective wav. Peace.

Whenever you receive a

classification card from your

inendly local, it includes a

statement saying that you have

thirty days in which to file an

appeal of the classification You

should use this appeal right at any

time you are not satisfied with the

classification All you have to do is

Continued from Page 1

result of military related injuries, you are IV- A and

mav not lie drafted

MINISTERS AND MINISTERIAL STUDENTS-If

yOU are a lull time divinity student or a practicing

clergyman, vou qualify for a IV I) Some legal in

terpretahons as to who qualifies lor a IV I) are yet to

be made «The law requires that a minister must

spend at least 100 hours a month practicing to qualify

As yet, the law does not believe apparently, that one

can serve God unless one is wearing a collar I This is

an area still open lo challenge m the higher courts

OVER AGE It you're over 3S, you are V \. over

,ae To all practical purposes, you are over age once
'

s ..u have your 26th birthds re are son*

ceotions, but in general hie begins .it -'•.

CONSCIENTIOI OBJECTOR This is not a

religious <>i pacifis! defermenl people with religious

, m) ,„ pacifj rimiMNaieol course eligible tor

the I O or 1-A-O classifications, but others may

also qualify The law provides CO status for those

)PoseH to participation in war (Note: it does not say

opposed to wan for religious, moral, philosophical, or

ethical reasons. My experience is that nearly

everyone who takes the time to think about it is a

conscientious objector .In fact, it seems to me that

the Selective Service attacks the problem backwards.

Those who want to serve in the military should be

asked to request status as conscientious participators.

and ma ,le to prove that their conscience and training

require thai they kill people.. I he I A

classification is lor those willing to serve as non-

combatants in the military, usuallv as medics; the

I < i is not required to serve to the military but must

work for two years in the national health, safety, or

interest Never request CO status without first

consulting a draft counselor

Mite tQ the board, tell them that

sou do not want the classification

they have assigned you. that yon

wish to appeal through a personal

irance and thai you would

like an appointment with the

..mernn.ent Appeal Agent before

the personal appearance. M helps.

but is not required, to tell them

what classification you would like

Tor illustrative purposes, let's

assume that I just graduated and

have been ret lassiled 1 A. The

classification card arrived in

lodav a mail. Altera brief moment

of panic I realize that it's tmally

time to act I hire me hither to mv

nearest draft counselor and tab on

ins shoulder we decide that I have

a lair chance for s III A hardship

defermenl because my wife just

had a baby and can't work, her

lathe: inst got laid off from his job

because of Nixon's latest move to

stimulate the economy and can't

support her. my lolks are putting

two more kids through school and

are iust barely making ends meet.

nd we have doctor bills up the

proverbial

V\ith the counselors assistance.

I compose a letter outlining the

situation, add a couple of tear

drops lor effect, and mail it to my
board (Certified, return receipt

requested, of course. > In the letter

1 ask lor a III A classification.

They send back the appropriate

lorm. and back 1 go to my coun

selor We fill out the form and

return it to them (Certified, etc.)

Alter due deliberation, they send

me another I—A.

Aghast, I rush back to my draft

counselor He tells me to appeal it.

Together we compose another

letter:

Dear Draft Board,

My name is John Q. Public, SS

\ classification which I wish to

appeal I should he classitied

III A on the basis ol extreme

hard-hip 1 Mease schedule me for I

personal appearance so that I may

discuss m> circumstances with

you
•In addition. I would like a ap-

pointment with the Gov Anneal

\genl prior to the personal ap

pearancc
Thank \ou. etc . etc eti

This letter is also sent Certified

Mail. Keturn Receipt Kequested.

as is all material sent to the board,

and l copy is kept m my personal

ide at home
Kmally 1 meet with the Appeal

\gent lake most, he is an at

tornev. and his loyalties are. at

iK-st divided He is supposed to

advise me ol the best way to

proceed within the law in seeking

the (lassitication I desire, but if he

thinks I don t deserve it. he will tell

the board So I don't tell him

anything I don't want the board to

know But I dutifully note his ad

v ice and consider it in planning my

luture actions I also write down,

verbatim, a transcript of our

discussion and send a copy to the

board to be included in my file.

Supposedly, I would have

brought all the available

documentation of my financial

situation with me, and he would

have told me where my case was

weak and what 1 could do to make

it stronger My next step, then is to

seek out the strength-stronger. My
next step, then is to seek out the

strengthening material, so that 1

can bring it with me when I meet

the board.

Kmally. before I go to my per-

sonal appearance. I write a

.summary of my situation and

prepare a list of all the documents

«XYZ ( note the dehumanizing use which should be in the tile I run off

of numbers ..just like the enough copies of each of these to

university ) I recently received a -band to each member ot the board.

WARNING! Selective Service regulations change

frequently. This material is intended to be used only

as a guide to suggest various alternatives to the draft

to you. To be sure that you qualify for a given

deferment, or to get advice on what to do about your

draft problem, consult a draft counselor.

Do not, under any circumstances, request advice

from vour local board or from a draft board clerk.

The information they give is frequently wrong or

misleading; at times your conversation might ac-

tually prejudice your chances of getting or keeping a

deferment. __
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Passes Senate Committee

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senate i^omm*****

Draft Bill Jumps Hurdle
_ _. „ . ^._^„ „.,iwitv hP sought their undergraduate

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Senate

Armed Services Committee ap-

proved Tuesday a bill extending

the draft for two more years and

permitting President Nixon to end

deferments for college un-

dergraduates.

The bill, close to the version

requested by the Nixon ad-

ministration, is expected to face a

strong fight in the Senate from

Indochina war foes and advocates

of an all-volunteer army seeking to

limit the extension to just one year.

Consideration is expected in the

Senate in about two weeks. The

current draft law expires June 30.

The two-year duration is the

same as voted earlier by the

House. But the Senate version

carries only a $987 million increase

in pay and allowances-the figure

sought by the administration-

rather than the $2.7 billion ap-

proved by the House.

Both versions would give

President the authority he sought

to end deferments of college un-

dergraduates.

The Senate version would mane

this effective with enactment of the

legislation, thus permitting all

students now in college to finish

their undergraduate education.

The House version would make

the authority retroactive to April

23, 1970, making students who

Dada Features
Bagged Poetry

Panel Discusses

Pressure Groups

of Item^multaneouslym a £~*»*" ' ^^haidTroLd
a «KT making studenla who SBA 120 at 8 this evening. The poetry *^£££fi»tOM in the Dada-

entered college lalt tall eligible for and the audience invited to make up its own couag i~«

the draft a, the end of the current Su„ea.i
f
„n

KLJffi'^'lSS
"^"y"

and

ffS «**&*£: '"The SoiuoT" Hnd"fe. S3- V,ss,l.

Games: a Dada-Surrealist Approxima ion ,
will be at J

verse Hall Red Room at Amherst College.

academic year.

Maurice A. Donahue, former

president of the Massachusetts

Senate, will moderate a panel on

"The Role of Pressure Groups" in

state government tonight.

The last in a series of four, the

panel will be in room 174-176 of the

Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. Prof.

Donahue is Walsh-Saltonstall

professor of practical politics, in

Strike Poll Gains

Strong Backing

turn's evenings meeting, plans will be made for conducting numerous

in Washington

Three Mayday Reps

Will Blitz Tonight

the UMass government depart

ment.
Discussing the topic of pressure

groups will be: panelists Dean C

Cushing, executive vice presiden

of Massachusetts Merchants, Inc.;

Joseph P. Hagerty, Jr., Esq.,

manager of American Mutual In-

surance Alliance; Thomas M.

Joyce Esq., banks and utilities;

Walter P. Muther, Esq., legislative

counsel of the Associated In-

dustries of Massachusetts; and

Edward Sullivan, business agent

and secretary-treasurer of the

Building Service Union, Local 254.

The public is invited, free of

charge

Stenotypy Course

Offerrea Next Fall
Stenotype is keyboard shorthand,

groups will be: panelists Wjnv,
combininTa fairly simple machine

Cushing, executive vice president combining a tuny, ajjj^
^ ^

used by court reporters and others

who must make verbatim records

of words as they are spoken.

The Division of Continuing

Education of the UMass and the

Continuing Education Department

of the Amherst Public Schools will

join forces to offer a course in

stenotypy beginning in the fall. A

meeting of all those considering

taking the course will be held

tomorrow evening at 7 :
30_p_m_>n_

Room 905-909 of the Campus

Center.

The course will meet once a week

for two hours an evening on

Wednesdays at the Junior High

School beginning Sept. 8. The

preliminary meeting this month is

designed to determine the amount

of interest in the course and to

provide interested people with

information about stenotypy as a

field

Interested people may call or

write the Division of Continuing

Education at the University

NORTHAMPTON BICYCLE
. I- i _

8 Pleosonl St., 584-9623

RALIEGH — AUTHORIZED SALES & SERVICE

Selling One, Three, And Ten Speed Bicycles

* Atlas 10 Speed (Italian Bicycles)

Mercier 10 Speed (French Bicycles)

Repairs On All Makes

A team of three Mayday
representatives from Washington.

DC will discuss the "Mayday

Action " tonight at 10 p.m. in the

Union Ballroom

The purpose ot the Mayday blitz

is to give last minute information

to area colleges, and to counteract

government propaganda, ac-

cording to one of the team He said

Mayday will be a series of non

violent "acts of civil disobedience on

a mass scale, designed to shut

down normal un\ernment

operations until the war in In

dochina is ended

The team also reported that a

rock and folk concert will take

place OB Mav 1st & 2nd, around the

Washington monument. They

reported that the following groups

had already agreed to perform:

Pete Seeger. Tim Hardin. Mother

Earth. Richie Havens. Arlo

Curthne. Phil Ochs, Jesus Christ

Superstar cast. J GBl* Band.

James Brown. MCS, and Peter

Yarrow and Mary Travers. At the

same time, a people's tair of crafts

will take place, and members ot

the team invited people to show

their own products other events

and details will be discussed at the

meeting ..

Members of the team are J m
Walsh. Jennifer Windsor, and Art

Heitzer
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m Up to 14 credits for day students during two,

nveweek summer sessions • Up to 8 credits)

for evening students • Almost 400 graduate and

undergraduate courses taught by regular

Hofstra faculty supplemented by outstanding

visiting professors • First session June 17
-

July 21 • S^ond session July 27 - August 27
-

• These courses also available at Hofstra's

Extension In Commack July 6 - August 6.

#For information and catalogues, write or

call: Director of Summer Sessions

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND, N.Y.

MQnjJ tg<IB1 560-3511

Consider
the
source

The first

malt liquor

good enough

to be called

BIJDWE1SER ANM1USER BUSCH. INC • ST 10UIS
>
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Another Kind
Of Revolution

A -COLLEGE LIFE" special

tonight at B o'clock in the S.U.

Ballroom will mainly feature

in Ernie w ilson <>t Philadelphia

speaking on tin' black man's

seal ih for alternatives nr
revolution), in relation to the

ultimate alternative. Jesus

Christ

l)r Wilson, evangelist and

teacher, a former jazz musician

;itul prize lighter, has traveled

extensively in this country, in

Europe .md Africa speaking to

thousands <>i young people about

the revolutionary Jesus

The ' er> informal program

will also feature a "dynamite"

gospel singing group. A feu

students will talk lor a lew

minutes about how .lesus Christ

relates in their lives; and a

Trustees OK New Program

For Ecological Education

llrnie Wilson

retreshment - rapping - get

acquainted" period will follow

I'his is an open invitation; but

the Mack community ii

especially urged to check out

this worthwhile experience

A new institute designed to focus the resources of

the University of Massachusetts on the problems of

the environment has been approved by UMass Board

of Trustees

\t its meeting in Auburn Monday, the board ap-

proved a set of guidelines for the establishment of the

Institute for Man and His Environment. In its first two

yean the institute will concentrate on the planning,

development and implementation of education for

graduates and undergraduates. At the same time it

will develop a programmatic or problem-solving

approach to interdisciplinary research and public

^The institute will be a statewide facility for

teaching research and service administered by the

oil ice of Dr. Robert L. Gluckstern. provost and vice-

chancellor for academic affairs at the Amherst

campus. .

•We hope to appoint a director and associate

director of the institute within the next month;
1

Dr.

Gluckstern said.

The lnstitue for Man and His Environment will have

three main thrusts. Dr. Gluckstern said. 'One will be

a broad education program so that the average citizen

will be able to make value judgments about the en-

vironment. A second will be the training of people to

evaluate the state of the environment. The third will

he research devising ways of bringing together the

aesthetic, the economic and the sociological inputs

with engineering and the biological and physical

sciences."

Yogi Food Simply Wonderful

Plan A Family

Tonight At 8
Dr William Darity. professor of Public Health and Head Department

0| Public Health at IMass. will speak on Birth Control and family

Planning" in the Campus Center Auditorium tonight atrp.m.
!„• DaritVS experience includes 10 >ears with the World ea h

Organization During that time he served as consultant ^Health

Education to the United Nations Belief and Works Agency for Arab

Refugees, he served :< >ears as Regional Advisor in Health Education for

17 countries in the region.

Dr Darity is all. hated with many voluntary organizations He is a

member of the Board ot Directors of the Planned Parenthood

Federations ol America, and the Sex Information and Education Council

of the United States SIECUS). He is President of the Hampshire ( ounty

Public Health Association Dr Darity has published in national and in-

ternational health journals

The lecture is sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma, the National Service

Sororit)

SmipU Wonderful" is a yogi

restaurant ot sorts that will offer a

spiritually and physically

beneficial diet" to all those willing

lo sample it this week m the

Berkshire room ol the old Student

Union
Lunch prasadam will be ottered

at 11 Ml a in and served at 12:00

noon, through Knda\ Ma\ 7th b)

members ol the Bhaktiyoga

.society in conjunction with the

International Societ) lor Krishna

Consciousness

food ottered to God is called

prasadam in sanskrit and it means

inerc\ '.said a spokesman lor the

group. He said In shopping, in

preparation and in eating

prasadam we are given a chance to

remain conscious of Him. to be

engaged in His transcendental

loving service."

To most people lood is the means

by which their bodies can be

maintained in good health and to

-atisly their sense of taste, it was

said The spokesman explained

that food ottered to God before it is

eaten by man also gives us the

purifying strength to maintain our

consciousness or awareness ot

God."
Krishna or God. requests in the

Bhagavad Gita, '.lust oiler me a

leal a flower, a truit or some water

with love and devotion and 1 will

accept it in offering food to God

the spokesman explained that onl)

those items are included plus milk

products, because Krishna is

called the protector ot cows

The prime ingredient in all

preparations is the loving attitude

with which the prasadam is

prepared, ottered and eaten, he

continued

This love makes God Iran

scendentaUy hungry'. the

Bhaktiyoga spokesman said

When the tood is nicely prepared.

FINE ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

V A

DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET
KA.i/P inKirn Pinno MICKEY ROKER, Drums

^MJONES^r
r , cQD|F

_ SONNY HENRY, Guitar

DIZZY GILLESPIE, Trumpet

Thursday & Friday April 29 & 30

Bowker Aud. 8 P-m -

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrade $1.50; Grad. Students $2;

UMass Faculty/Staff $2.50; General Public $3

Fine Art. Council. 125 Herter Hall. 545-0202

WC oiler it back to the Source from

which everything emanates and 1>>

so doing our contaminated con

sciousnesses become gradually

purified .md blissful
"

Everyone is invited to offer

prasadam. this week and next

l lunations arc requested to help

cover osts. hut arc not man

daton

Remember . .

.

REMEMBER The last date

to report contlicts in your final

exam schedule is April 5<rth

to win a Nikon
and other valuable prizes.

Send us your black and white photographs and color slides

If they can be used in the Empathy greeting card and poster

line you'll be paid at our regular professional rate and

your entry may be selected for one of these prizes.

1st Prize - Nikon Photomic FTN camera with 50mm f2 lens

2nd Prize - Nikkormat FTN camera with 50mm f 1 .4 lens

3rd Prize - Nikkormat FTN camera with 50mm f2 lens

Honorable Mentions - an unlimited number of photographs

published and paid for at our regular professional ratr

The Empathy Photographic Contest is continuous Our first

contest deadline for the above prizes will be September 30. 1971

The next deadline, for a new set of valuable prizes, will be

January 31. 1972.

Keep sending us your photographs Many will be published

before the deadline and you will receive our regular publication

fee plus a credit line Remember the sooner you enter the

sooner you may win 1

For entry forms containing the full details and for a look at what

Empathy has already published . . . see your local greeting card

or poster dealer. If they do not carry Empathy, please send us the

store name as well as your own We'll forward full contest

details to you immediately

Empathy Graphics, 7 West 30th Street, New York, N. Y. 10001. Dept. PC.

Campus Carousel

A Pretty Good Ride . .

.

ByTONYGKANITE
MDC Staff

FEMALES CATCHING UP... at

UTexas-Arlington, time was when

males outnumbered females on

campus at the rate of 4-1. But the

Shorthorn now reports the coeds

are catching up. Latest figures

(oops) show that the femmes can

now claim a proportion of 3-1.

There are now 10,645 men and

:t,47o women among the total

enrollment, which represents 36

states and DC
Will Women's Lib spoil this

paradise, too?
* * *

l»\Y FOR PLAY -that's what

athletes get at U Wisconsin-

Milwaukee, according to a banner

headline in the I \IW Post.

Football and basketball players

there get $ir> I week spending

money, in addition to tuition,

books, room and board. A fringe

benefit is free tutoring, if needed

To pav lor such. about 20 per cent

ol the total Athletic Department

budget is earmarked lor 41 such

scholarships. The number is being

increased to r>o. in the Fall.
* * *

MILITARY NOTICE* 4RE h

NO—NO at Central Michigan s

radio station, their Life newspaper

^a\>

WCHP—AM has announced it

will no longer carry public service

announcements for the US
military.

The decision came as a result of

a US Senate sub-committee sub-

poena of CBS-TV films, tran-

scripts and names and addresses

of persons appearing in its con-

troversial special, "The Selling of

the Pentagon."
WCHP executive staff explained

in a policy statement that "it has

recently become apparent that the

IS government is "more than

willing to accept free air time but

is not willing to tolerate the

criticism of its practices which is

essential to a free and open

society...'"
* * »

sot K IT TO KM At Portland

i Ore) State I '.. says the \'anguurd.

they're dispensing pantyhose by

machine in coeds lavatories.

"The dispenser was put there

sheerlv on a test basis," a witty

writer has written, "if it doesn't

mesh, it will be dispensed with.

The machine is stocked with one

size fits all' nylons in four different

colors."

Know that lis but a single step

from hose pants to hot pants!
* * *

HOT PANTS AKKNT HOT ITEMS
AT MIAMI-DADE, according to

their Catalyst. But they're talking

about the men. "who would rather

stick to the grubbies and feel safe."
* * *

NO—BUST POLICY for

emergency drug patients has been

lormulated in San Diego, Calif., by

the county's district attorney and

law enforcement agencies, ac-

cording to the UCal Riverside

Highlander.
The result is that persons suf

l cring from a drug or alcohol

overdose will not be arrested while

seeking emergency treatment at

authorized emergency clinics In

addition, such clinics, and

hospitals, are not required to

report persons seeking such aid,

nor will the centers be subjected to

general observation by law of-

ficials seeking to apprehend

narcotics users.

Which seems like a sensible

attitude.
* * *

DROPOUT I* OSCAR
NOMINEE.. .Carrie Snodgrass,

who was nominated for her role in

the "Diary ot a Mad Housewife,"

dropped out of Northern Illinois U.

in 1963 on the advice of a theater

prof who now remembers "She

didn't like school very much."

The Northern Star story says she

went on to Chipago to study at the

Goodman Theater, whence she

reached Hollywood and parts in

such television shows as "Judd lor

the Defense."

Be A Master
Businessman

ThP master of business administration program offered in Pittsfield by

t
M^wm^dls^ssed Thursday. April * by Prof NT Wi.ham rrey

director of Masters degree programs at the I

f

niyersit>

Prof Krev will meet with prospective students Irom 1 30 to . p.m. m im.

" M?KEL?,™S*«'.I- Mav .5 deadUn, .or app.y.n* for .he

tall term.
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Many Otli«*r Late Model
VW's To Choose From

Northampton

Volkswagen, Inc.

3»4 -0660 5JM-86-M

•16 KiliK St. (Kte. .»)

Northampton

Open Eves till 9

TONIGHT

Wednesday Night

Coffee House

Open to

Everyone

The Blue Wall

Cafeteria

Ed is still looking

for new talent

Contact him at

549-1418

between 4 and 7 p.m.

£' v

(nKCOKacaiTOT.GA1

;!

HR9T PRIZ6

$.2J0C
50 fcCOND PRIZES

2 rWiGrai hot Mirrc outfits

& A MIROf M M gXflOE MNMLS

5Q THIRD PRIZES

A MIR Of M i 1 &®Cf£ MNMK

Could you be walking around on the ami Gams of i97i

?

Could yours be the great-looking legs worth 52.500 cash, for

your education or whatever else you please?

Could you be one of the 50 co-eds (one from each state)

whose leqs win you Second Prize, two great hot pants outfits

^ Hang Ten -Plus a pa, of Scho.l Exercise Sandals to keep

those gorgeous gams in shape?

Runners-up from each state get Third Prize, a pair of Scholl

Exercise Sandals.

Limber up those legs. gals. Go get the details at your Scholl

Sanda. display in local department, shoe_or drug stores.

j^^^i Scholl

if wnu-re not ready to put your legs on the line, get yourself a pair of

Scroll Exe c se Sandals, the one, with the exclusive toe-gnp. the

Lper-coStable sanda!s that help shape up your legs while you walk.

photo to Scholl Great Gams Con^f. Bo« Biz.
< •

,er
M
than midn ,ght. July 31.

Rew York 10036 Entries mu»1 bo pos mirica no
(wo Qr (ounyeaf

a^JBg22fS5SHswu««sM!
*<,?.„" ttsunsn a

e
.«;™'«»« »., ^ «... »« »«

-

stand the rules of this contest
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Useless Gesture
On.- tan usuallv be assured that all of the Student Senates -political"

maneuvering is fairlv harmless to the axerage student's v ital interests.

But usuallx isn't alwavs and at times, those dedicated denizens of the

( ...nous (enter deep lose sight of the right time for making a useless

gestae toward freeing their constituent v from the harsh realities of this

•higousin.'ssman's" world.

M t ai .•
i-elei i ing to the Student Senates rather inane initial response

to the feel itahle raise in r.M>m and board fees next vear
P<Mi ;,.,,„..e

The Senate recommended that there "be no increase in the residence

ha I an. timing commons fee M long as students are forced to pay interes

,
"p

tal for the construction of facilities they will never own. Tha

„ ed wi II. a moratorium" on the tonstruttion of new facilities^ a

' '

, .location of rent control for Amherst and the formation of a

I;,,;,,,,,!,,, which will permanently deal with "non-academic fees seems

to be the Senate-sown wav of exercising student power.

•£
d.,..h i the Senators who passed these measures are sintere hJWr

desire to tell the proverbial system to disappear, but the reiom

mentis w ith the'ext eption of those forming a~""»*^
a e

on room and board rates and advocating rent control for toiW«, «*

usebss and de.av furthur the decision which most students want to see.

how much more is it going to cost to go to L Mass next year

.

"The Administrations presentation of facts and figures behind the-need

for the increases, represent what we feel is a sincere effort to help the

lent The options presented by Vice-ihanceUor Campion during

mee ings with the Senate are generally viewed as the best ava.lab.e_

The onlv possible reasons for the Senates act.ons Sunday night
;

are

those of flexing the Senates ego. The Senate is try.ng to make the r.ght

TJ luld r;oreTh
P
e

e

Senate not to make such gestures, commonly

made ^ SepitTa feeling of bad faith, and to complete debate and action

on the increases students will pay as quickly as possible.

About a year and a half ago 1 climbed onto a bus in

the middle of the night when I should have been

sleeping and rode for eight hours to participate in

what was, up until that time, the largest demon-

stration ever held in Washington. Or so it seemed

anyway. Some would have you believe that the Poor

Peoples March had been bigger. But that was the

thing about Washington in November of 1969. You

came away with an overwhelming feeling of

cameraderie.
It was a very powerful feeling and not only seemed

to come from those around you in the crowd, but also

seemed to well up mysteriously from within yourself.

It was the type of feeling that made people link arms

spontaneously in a marching line. It was the type of

feeling that made people sing and dance up and down

to the tune of "Let the Sunshine In" as performed by

the original Broadway cast of Hair. Just the merest

mention after the fact would make people who had

gone swell up in pride and say "I was there."

For me. the closeness that I remember feeling with

the crowd, the feelings of just sheer kinship with the

hundreds of thousands of others, were missing this

time. ,.

This time there were people who were dedicated, or

mad or something like that.

Washington in 1969 started off auspiciously enough

tor me ,1 was convinced even while getting on the bus

that the whole thing was something of a field trip But

even back then (as if this were all ancient history

which in a sense it is since, as people say. things

happen so last I there were a few people who had gone

off the deep end so far as to be actually serious'. The

vast majority of the people who went looked, to me

anyway, as if thev should have had at least a little

curiousity about what the System had to offer before

they helped to bring about its demise But I let it go at

the" moment: its only natural to expect a crowd of

I Mass anvthing's to look all the same.

So I got on the bus and went to Washington and

marched around and got tired and got ripped off for a

green bookbag full of apples and generally had a good

time I came back to campus with the enormously

pleasant feeling of having accomplished something. 1

couldn't explain it except to myself. Not having a

reputation as being very vocal or outspoken about my

political beliefs. I was beseiged by questions asking

why had 1 gone? My immediate answer was that I had

had a chance to go'with someone that I thought would

be fun to go with. Since this answer, although only

partially true, seemed to be more in keeping with

character, people went away satisfied.

For a while I actually found myself getting caught

up in some kind of revolutionary fever. I began to

believe that 1 had gone to Washington to protest a war

The feeling went away after a while, and I was

relieved.

I began to explore other parts of the World and the

antiwar movement gradually began to catch less and

less of my attention Nothing that a person feels ever

dies in him. no matter how removed the person gets

•Tm Bt'pinniiic; To Worry About A
Third-Strike Capability"

from what caused the feelings in the beginning. But

the spirit of protest began to dwindle and fade in me. It

was revived again during the Strike but I almost

consciously forced it out of myself after a week.

The spirit of protest didn't die in others. The

Movement came back from Washington hungry. They

could have come back satisfied, at least for the

moment. But they didn't and they saved themselves.

The Movement attracted more and more people, some

of whom had never before voiced any kind of protest.

They quickly grasped the trappings and the lingo, and

most importantly, the concern.

In another part of the World, so to speak, I began to

decide that 1 didn't want to do anymore protesting. It

wasn't as if I were shirking my responsibility or

anything, I just decided that 1 could better spend my

time doing other things. So when Washington rolled

around this year. I barely gave it a thought. I toyed

with the idea of going down with Silverman and get-

ting up an MDC Washington Bureau but even the

thought of all that bother wore me out. I stayed on

campus and let everyone else who cared go.

Last Friday night I was sitting in the Little Hatch

where I stumbled across a pamphlet named

Mayday.' Since I invariably read anything that's

stuck under mv nose. I began to look at Mayday' to

see what it was all about. Of course it was about

Washington but it was different than seeing the

petitions and the leaflets that appeared in 1969 when

the Student Senate tried to pay everyone's way to

Washington When that happened everyone was up in

arms about his I or her) money. The UMass contingent

was led by Tony Teso and Gil Salk and people like

that They looked radical and talked radical, but

through their words you could discern some careful

thought Thev weren't fiery, exhorting people to burn

and disobey They were calm, almost tranquil, about

the purpose of the trip

Protest against the Vietnam war increased because

the war continued As the government committed

horror after horror in Southeast Asia, the public's skin

grew almost tender, and it howled with every new

atrocity Small wonder, then, that this time.

Washington in 1971. saw not concerned people, but

desperate people heading for the protests. The same

people who went in 1969 went in 1971, but this time they

weren't angry or mad This time they were frantic.

I sat in the Little Hatch last week and read this

Mayday' thing. A little information booklet on how to

survive, it read with a quiet, tightly controlled feeling

of panic I tried lo think of what it would read like in 50

years It's message is timely, yet somehow trivial and

I read it and laughed A half million people go to the

Capitol to stop a war and a country and demonstrate

and then come home and pride themselves on the fact

that there was no violence, that no one got clubbed or

gassed.

What better way to destroy a monster than by

waving your arms in excited silence in front of its

face?

What 's On My Mind
It hurts

when you lind someone,

but someone who
seems not to have found

you.

I wish she could see

what she means to me

:#*

still

I'd like her to know that I care

still.

so I hope she's reading this

somewhere;
and I have hope, too. that

maybe someday
Doug I .on x

t

A letter has been received

from Ombudsman Ellsworth

Barnard concerning an

allegation made against a

member of the Collegian staff.

On advice of legal counsel, the

letter is not being published

pending further action.

The Kditors

:•?•:.:.:.:-:•:.:•:•:•:•:•;

#•&:•:•:•:•:•:•::

l9V+ter*J3J-^*,0.9 1/

(Ed. note-The following

message was received from the

People's Coalition for Peace &
$g Justice)

:;j#: You may have received

Si-:- materials which we have sent

•j-j-ji": out describing the activities

$:•:•: we've planned for late April and
•i:j-| May here in Washington

'$$ As you may already know,

$& people are coming to

SSi Washington with a sense of

•*:•:• urgency about the present and

£:jx luture policies of the govern-

j:j:::

:

:
: ment of the United States. Key

jijijx movements for peace and social

$:j: justice have united on the basis

?:*: of three inter-related demands
?:& which we will put forth here in

;£:;:'; Washington:
•:>:£ 1 > Immediate and total with-

&& drawal of all U.S. military

:£:£ forces from Indo-China.

x
x

::j
2) Freedom for all political

jgv. prisoners.
:x::'?:;x;X'X;x*xwx*x*Xv:
.".'.•.•.•.•.•..••:•!•:•!•!•:•!•;•!•>>.•.•.•.•.•.•.•,

A Sense of Urgency
3) An adequate income for all

Americans.
We feel that each of these

demands is crucial to raise at

this time - with the increasing

devastation and slaughter in

Southeast Asia; rising unem-

ployment, falling incomes, and

substantial cuts in welfare

payments; and a number of

serious political trials now
underway. These include the

conspiracy trials of the

Harrisburg 13 and the New
York 21 as well as the murder
trials of Kricka Huggins and
Bobby Seale in New Haven and

the Soledad Brothers, Ruchell

Maggee and Angela Davis in

California.

A people's lobby and civil

disobedience actions are
scheduled for Congress (April

26); the IRS (April 28); the

Department of HEW (April 29;

xXxXtf&x

m

Selective Service (April 27);

and the Justice Department on

April 30 and May 4 to drive

home these three demands
And we will culminate our

week's activities with a massive

people's rally on the New Haven
Green, May 7, to demand that

Bobby and Ericka be set free.

We would like to request

strongly that in any stories you gig

may wish to prepare about the jjtjjg

activities of late April and May.
Ijjjjj:

you include a clear statement of gig:

all three demands so that igg

everyone will appreciate the
|

serious commitment we have to

them all.

Yours in struggle for peace and
j||

justice.

Jane Fonda. Kennie Davis, gg:
Dave Dellinger. Sidney Peack, $£
William Douthard, Brad Lyttle, Jigg

Trudi Young

Letters To The Editor

A Chance For A Voice

Editorial Points

lo the Editor:

The Student Senate has elected its Constitutional

officers for the next academic year Consequently, the

IH.w President will soon be making his appointments

lor the chairmanships of the Senate standing com

mittees. Any student is eligible for a chair-

, unship the prime requirement is interest and a

certain knowledge of that particular committee's

jurisdiction. A brief description of the Senate com-

mittees follows:

W.demic Affairs deals with feasibility of

icademic reforms, the adoption of new grading

procedures, Teacher and Course Evaluation, and

potential improvements of the educational process.

Xctivities: - grants the charters to any student

i- roup that wishes to become a Recognized Student

organization, and handles related questions and RSO

^Budgets prepares a budget act, granting ap-

propriations to RSOs that are deemed to have a

valuable concept and a set of programs that will

benefit the University community.

Finance - appropriates small sums of financial aid

or loans to RSOs that again have a need and a worthy

U
Public Relations handles all advertising for

elections referenda, and other Senate projects.

Services - deals with all auxiliary enterprises on

campus - dining commons, dorms, health council,

parking, vending, etc.

Student Matters maintains watch over all

disciplinary rules and regulations, it provides

suggestions for improvements of all non-acedemic

procedures; is the committee responsible for the

direction and up-keep of the student judiciary system

Social \ction coordinates the activities of the

For Contemplation

In response to letters yesterday by Mr. Brogan and

Mr Ehrlich let me merely state that I am referring to

academic fascism Academic fascism is having

curriculum, grading procedures course content,

etcetera, decided for you and not being allowed any

meaningful input Academic fascists are three who

believe in this philosophy As far as the
,

whole

philosophy of Mr Ehrlich is concerned. » believe as

dee. Harold Taylor I
ex-President of ^rah Lawrence

College) that "(T)hose who now deplore the attacks

on what they refer to as the fragile structures of

authority and freedom within the university are late in

discovering that the authority of the university is

fragile because it rests on obsolete ideas about

ta
\k"Bragan feels that my whole statement to the

Faculty Senate was based on "sour grapes because

of apparent Faculty Senate disapproval of the report

of the Campus Governance Commission I would

suggest to Mr Brogan that while I believe in the

importance of a unicameral system of governance I

would not be as crass as to indict the faculty or the

Faculty Senate on this one point which in actuality has

not really even been formally considered As a matter

of fact the Student Senate could, and indeed might

with the consent of the student body, create a

University Senate merely by accepting faculty

members to the Student Senate Contemplate that

Howard O Brogan. Commonwealth Professor ot

English.
..Icon Filers

President

Student Senate

National Student Association here on campus in

Social action also provides a sounding board tor all

social reforms, relating what other universities are

doing and how their programs can help us.

Student Government Affairs - SGA is responsible for

the running of all elections and referenda, "main-

tains responsibility for the SGA Constitution and other

legal documents of the Senate and other student

^Wavs & Means examines the financial standing of

RSOs if someone wants to have the books examined.

as to the legal expenditure of Student Tax r unda.

Next vear's Committees are going to be shaped by

the new chairmen. I urge you to consider either

joining or chairing a committee next year - it tould

benefit both you and the student governmen

association. If "you are interested. please CO***

either Lee Sandwen or myself this week at the Senate

office. John llogan

Student Senate

Filling The Vacuum
To the Editor:

Muhammad Ali was splendid. The former

heavyweight boxing champion proved once again that

behind his fast hand there lives a sensitive, intelligent,

and fantastically humorous individual. The sparring

match with "Smoking Joe". the "Ali Shuffle", and the

•rapid fire" give and take in the question/answer

period again showed Ali to be a star ( as if we had to be

reminded). His sermon about "purpose in life" was

the only thing in his appearance that left us hanging

..It the edge of our seats. We felt Ah had a way or

deafen to achieve this purpose, but if he did. the

solution wasn't conveyed to us in a way we could

understand Each of us in our own lives must

somehow find this "purpose", or as All so correctly

pointed out, "we are apt to become wealthy men and

women with little happiness. Many confuse happiness

with nleasure This is an illusion
'' He also led us to

believe that if you have not found your purpose in life

b\ the time you're a child, you will never really find it

This is not true. If "only one out of the one thousand of

us seated out there has a purpose", this is surely a

sorrv state we are in.

What the former heavyweight champion started,

another former prize fighter may finish for anyone

who is interested in hearing about how to have a real

purpose in life Ernie Wilson will be here Wednesday.

April 28 in the Student Union Ballroom at 8:00 p.m to

speak on this very subject Mr Wilson, also a former

Jazz musician, has found a purpose in life through the

person of Jesus Christ He claims to know of a way

that he can enable any of us to fill up the vacuum in

our individual lives if we have the desire to do so He is

not connected with any institutionalized church or

religion, nor does he represent any fund-raising front

group Ernie is simply a man who has tasted ob both

poverty and wealth, loneliness and fame, lack of

purpose and finally purpose If you can spare an hour

vw/may find it's the most worthwhile time you ve

invested in the "two years" you've been alive^

Lana Antico

Debbie Apkerian

Ever notice the pile of dirt

near llerter where their building

the new Fine Arts Center. One

day it's there, the next day it's

back again, and the next day its

gone again Some guy in a

bulldozer is kept busy with this

important job. But that's

progress tor you.
* * *

It looks like they're about to

raise the cost of cigarettes

again. in Massachusetts

anyway. The Senate approved a

lour cent a-pack boost in the

cigarette tax although a

reconsideration vote is

scheduled. Pretty soon it will be

cheaper if they outlaw the stuff.

Boston College has decided to

drop the school's six year-old

Chinese literature and language

program BC President Joyce

explained that Chinese was
now beyond the scope of sub-

lefts we can support." Rumors
abounded that the real reason

tor the decision was that Asst.

Prof. Li-Li Chen, the school's

only professor in the program,

could not play ping pong.
* + *

It may be letting the cat out of

the proverbial bag but there is

going to be a free concert this

weekend.

Letters to the Editor must be typed at sixty

spaces double-spaced and not more than two pages

in length They must be in by 5 p.m on the day prior

to intended publication Letters must be signed and

should include the address and phone number of the

author all of which will be withheld upon request

Letters which do not follow these specifications

will receive only secondary' consideration No letter

will be printed without the name of the author.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

both for space and content.

Editorial points may also be submitted and follow

the same general rules of the letters except that

thev may be anonymous^

Response To The Critics

To the Editor:

Doubtless the campus community is very bored by now by the red-

baiting controversy engendered by Tackeff. Baglione, and Corry

However, I cannot let their fabrications pass unchallenged.

Tackeff speaks of the "intellectual anti-communists" as exemplified, I

suppose, by Bob Corry , whose "intellectualism" extends to include lies

and outright fabrications. For instance Corry/ lied to the Veterans for

Peace when he told them he supported the immediate withdrawal of all

U.S. troops from S.E. Asia. He told the Vets his only objection to their

program was that they should "urge" and not "demand" an immediate

withdrawal. The fact that he was lying comes out clearly in last week's

( ollegian. where Corry supported a "phased withdrawal." I can only

speculate what his motives were for lying to the Vets, but it seems clear

he is an opponent of the antiwar movement, who will use any unprincipled

action whatever to destroy it

Corrv totally fabricated the story of the Kenmore Square riot

Whatever riot took place last February, the Young Socialist Alliance

which is committed to building a majority for socialism through peaceful,

legal actions, had absolutely nothing to do with it V\e are not pacifist,

and we will protect ourselves and our brothers and sisters ^«m physical

attack by anv means necessary, but we have a long record of arguing

against and taking action to prevent ultraleft tact.es of rushing.and

confrontation for the sake of confrontation, which only plays into he

hands of provocateurs. We understand the frustration which ted£d
some of our brothers and sisters to confrontations actions but the>

remain the victims, not the criminals. The real criminals sit in the WhiU

House directing the largest terrorist combing campaign the world has

""known As'for the Kenmore riot, if it ever took place ctate^«.
Mr Corry , to come up with one shred of evidence that the \ SA was in-

volved, besides your imagination

I don't have to say very much about Corry s prediction of violence at

the April 24 demonstration. The largest antiwar demonstration in history

was also the most peaceful. Of course the reason for the nonviolence of

the day was the good sense and peaceful intent of over 600,000 Americans

in Washington and San Francisco But special credit must go the

thousands of march marshalls and medic marshalls, some of whom came

from UMass. And special credit must go to the chief marshall of the

demonstration, Fred Halstead, Socialist Workers Party candidate for

President in 1968

Consider the next "intellectual anti-communist "

:
Mr Baglione He

parrots Corry in saying the YSA isn't really for an end to the War. A

better example of Orwellian Doublethink could not be found. To be for an

immediate end of U.S. involvement is to be for its continuation Come

now. Mr Baglione, your audience is smarter than that.

The last of the trio of "intellectual anti-communists" is Tackeff him

self. Tackeff's pretensions of intellectualism should make the in

telligentsia weep. In not one, except the last, of his letters to the Collegian

of the last several weeks of red-baiting did he mention the slightest in-

tellectual opposition to communism In each of these letters he was

content to point out what everyone knows; that there are YSA members

in the antiwar movement and that they in fact had been elected

democratically to leadership positions If Tackeff had taken it on himself

to point out that the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) was led by

Irish Catholics, (O'Toole and Moriarty I everyone would have thought he

was crazy But no. he charged that there were revolutionary socialists in

the leadership and thereby invoked the entire McCarthyite hysteria of the

1950s.

A Feat For Fit Feet

AMHERST
VAliC

FOR DIVftORilKT
9" 1**1

In the Kditor:

Today you can make a decision.

Today vou can declare yourself a

committed human being

-

committed to the cause of

development And the way to

accomplish this seemingly

monumental leat is to participate

m the Walk for Development to be

held on Sunday. May 9.

The procedure tor the walk is as

follows: Several weeks before the

walk each individual walker will

approach his Iriends, neighbors,

relatives, etc , and ask them to

sponsor him by pledging a given

amount ol money lor each mile he

walks At H:<>o on the morning ol

the walk the walkers will assemble

at the University Stadium and then

proceed to lollow a previously

charted twenty five mile course

which is shown at the left. Each

walker will carry a walk-card

which he will have stamped at each

of the ten check points spaced

along the route. After the walk is

completed, each person will return

to his sponsors and ask them for

the lunds they have pledged for his

efforts. The lunds will be allocated

to certain local and foreign self

help projects. The walk-cards are

now available at the table which

has been set up in the Campus

Center, next to the bookstore

So. today, when you walk

through the Campus Center and

M* the Walk lor Development

table, stop bv. Take a walk card

( ommit yourself to the struggle to

«>nd world hunger
NOW!!'
Walk for Development

Committee

Finally in his last letter he tells why he thought his accusations are

significant the Commies have impure motives If Tackeff wants to in

dulge in Corry s. lies, let him claim wanting to stop the blood letting,

which I believe is done solely in the interests of U.S. imperialism, is an

impure motive If he wants to convince us his own motives are pure, let

him state exactly how he supports the antiwar movement, which he

claims to do Let him state if he supports the demand for immediate and

total withdrawal. And if he doesn't, let him state exacUy where his

position differs from Nixon's

And if he still wants to join the legion of liars, let him claim that the

YSA supports the police states of Stalinist Europe and Asia Too many of

our comrades have rotted and died in Stalinist prisons and continue to do

so because they fought against the Stalinist bureaucracy, for me to let

that Tackeff innuendo pass unchallenged

In the end red-baiting hurts most the many thousands of independent

antiwar activists whose moral and intellectual opposition to the war is

passed off as "manipulated" and whose hard work is ridiculed as having

been duped ' The red-baiters' fascination with pointing out the com

mies in the movement is really a criminal maligning of the talents and

energy of these independents

Sid Fin.-hirsh

PS II the red baiting trio wish to continue this discussion I suggest we

stop using the valuable news space of the (ollegian and boring the

majority of the campus Mr Tackeff, Mr Baglione, and Mr < orry ,
are

you willing to have a face to-face debate?
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The Weekend
Saturday, 11 A.M.
By The Pond

Al Kooper

Sunday, 1 P.M.

At The Stadium Fields

Boz Scaggs

Brewer and Shipley

Curtis Mayfield

Sea Train

Seatrain Spans All Styles

Alter almost two years ot work,

s,-., ham has Id sail, dropping

anchor almost everywhere as its

admirers jump on board The

group, built with the ashes ot the

Blues Projerl has an exciting

sound • from unusual in-

strum. ombinationa

musics wnds thai

: i, ssical, tolk and

1

1

.it n •

anyoi

ii < -

Martin
tics

USl

-.(III,'

• >ung men I

!ti time one

ggreg itions

• listening to f<

- the Washington

producer, George
iso handled the

•hmks thev

i- the ( ab 1- OU1

The group > memhers are And}

Knit... ite bass, Richi

trie violin. Peter

Rowan, guitar vocals. Lloyd

Baskin eyboard/vocala, and

Larn \ ianuik on drums

Kulberg t)egan to torm Sea Train

..s the Blues Project was tailing

. ( part On that group's last album,

he had played with Green*, who

had already gone around with the

Greenbrier Boss Bill Monro

Blue (irass Boys, and Jim

kucskm s Jug Band

Kulberg and Greene are the only

remaining members ot the original

Train, which 1 la
ilbum in i'"

tot cording

We tried to do too

i
: > things that we really weren't

i rain has since : e formed

, a tighter group ol versatile,

polished musicians hat are

commanding respect wherever

the> play. A highlight ol their

concerts comes when Kulberg

launches into the classic Flute

Thing.'' an old Blues Project piece

which builds slowly into a driving

workout. Greene demonstrates his

skillful electric fiddle playing on

the old country tune. Orange

Blossom Special." as he makes his

instrument sound like a train

chugging down the tracks In a

sweet number called "As I Lay

Here he plays a recorder part on

the fiddle and finishes with a iig

Rowan a solid guitarist with .1

rich baritone \01ce. hacks them

with country, blues and even soul

lines The der >l Earth

opera, he met Greene when thev

played together tor Bill Monroe

1 his band reall) set the w.wwb

on tire. a reviewer wrote it

t'rawdaddj recentlj It

thrilling to witness the effect

Train has on an audience Gettinf

hack to rock and roll, driving ir

front ot themselves, a music which

at once is tilled with sincerity anc

magnetism."

More Live AdventuresofAlKoopezr

Al Kooper is one of the great production men in

music today as well as being an excellent performer in

his own right.

Kooper sings driving white blues as first shown in

his work with Blood. Sweat, and Tears, the group he

helped build. Before leaving the group he was

featured on their lirst Columbia album. "The Child is

The Father To The Man*'.

Kooper then set out on his own, producing and

performing He worked with Mike Bloomlield in a jam

session and produced half of "Super Session", one of

the best rock albums of the late sixties. This led to

The live Adventures of Al Kooper and Mike

Bloomlield". a double album set recorded live at the

Fillmore West

Kooper has made two single albums along with

producing and doing pack up with other groups. He

worked with the Rolling Stones on their "Let it Bleed"

album, playing horn, piano, organ, and guitar

Recently it was reported that Kooper is returning to

Blood. Sweat, and Tears and they are currently

working on their next album

Boz Scaggs

Moving Up Fast

Something of a cross between country-rock and blues, BOZ SCAGGS is

a seven man group that looks to be the next San Fransisco-based group to

make it really big in popular music.

Their recent Columbia single is beginning to move up the charts as are

both their albums. The group has also been receiving some excellent

concert reviews being compared to Paul Butterfield's Blues Band and the

lamented FJectric Flag.

Boz Scaggs leads the group doing vocals and lead guitar along with

writing some first-rate songs. He was formerly the lead guitar with the

Steve Miller Band until he broke away some two years ago.

The groups first album on Atlantic, produced by Rolling Stone

Magazine Fditor .lann Wenner. went virtually unnoticed despite some

line reviews SanFransisco columnist Ralph J. Gleason called it "a great

album, absolutely one of the best of the year and the free style undisputed

champion undiscovered album of l%t» 1970."

Despite this good press, the album did not begin to sell until recently

Boz then changed record labels, to Columbia, and also made some per

sonnel changes The group now includes trumpet, trombone, tenor sax.

second guitar, doubling electric piano, bass, and drums Their sound is

tight and their set is varied.

From the recent concert reports and judging from the release ot their

new album, BOZ SCAGGS is showing they're getting better all the time

Feature Rock, Folk, and Soul

The Blessed

Event Has Arrived
By BOB NESTI '

MDC Staff

You probably heard first from a friend or maybe simply just overheard

II ihout two months back when you were sitting in the Hatch after your

id' 10 eating a sticky honey -dip donut between sips of your coffee. A girl

sou saw at the Drake last Friday night comes through the door and as you

follow her through the Hatch, you pick up the conversation at the next

Ul
'

Yeah. I guess they're having the Airplane and the Dead for free

this Mav. It's gonna be outa-sight, let me tell you."

Then Mick Jagger came blaring from the juke box and you lost the

conversation. Prett* soon though it was established in your mind that

.here would be a major concert come this Spring. After all. the Traffic

concert had ended any hopes of any major group coming up here to play

,n the (age and in the past this place had been a haven for good groups,

'

LasTvearyou braved the Cage and the crowd, to see Sly. Uura Nyro.

lethroTuU. Johim) Winter, Ten Years Alter. Three Dog Night and the

Sie-of-tbe-year the Jefferson Airplane Then, despite the tact you

aned and pissed ^.out the crowd and the heat and the rather mediocre

formance. you could at least say you saw Ian Anderson or Alvin Lee or

, ie Slick which is all that counts w hen freaks get together these days.

1 his year things began to get a little bit grotM The Steve Miller con-

... , h.ought foreshadows ot doom that finally broke loose with the Traffic

ico at Homecoming Here people were i.nally hurt and. in good eon-

ence the Administration outlawed any turther Cage concerts.

This though did not outlaw outdoor concerts and with thoughts ot

spring Day and memories of the dehghtlul lreeb.es of last year (with

lames Taylor, Pentangle. Hedge and Donna, et all) people began an-

ting the good weather Also, you wondered, about .dltha money

which normally funded such audacious occasions as SENDOFT ana

II inter Carnival now that they were reduced to sock-hops ,n the Campus

' '

The' bought went through many peoples minds, many different people

in man! different groups. Someone, probably after seeing W™dstock for

he fourth time and having joined the Executive Council decided that

Ivervone should band together, throw all the collective bread into one

large sum and bring to campus a supergroup

Which ,s where vou came in. the Hatch, overhearing the Ph. Sigma

l>e taguv at the next table telling his chick that a brother ,n his house was

on the concert committee and they were about to sign a contract with the

X,

T
P
hmgt coUmueJlng these lints, You heard a bit here, a piece there

The Administration was hassling those J^^^SS^lI^SL^l
w ant to turn the campus into a zoo

1£ AdnffiL didn't want certain groups, but they need not had

worried for the Woodstock spirit was beginning to wear and ''"^^

^

promised funds did not appear Group names which were tossed around

now were of lesser magnitude H ., ^ as
Those Dackaeing the big event began to realize the affair wouldn t De as

bifl exntcted The thought was refreshing, to say the least, for the idea

ISffi2SS?being swapped by four times its student^popuatmn p. ed

the mind Those working on the concerts^attemptedAo make 1
a student

t0

ThevtSt!eHvtn^S rumors flew they did their best to cover

J^!!^^mn the.r by then shrunken (by original estimates

,U

Fma.K cvervthmg was ready, the groups picked «*££* **

loresight (When James Taylor was here **jW**W££i^
limited cult as Brewer and Shipley and Box Scaggs do now) Son peoptt

are bound to be disappointed but they II go and probably hav, I |

time, which is all that should be expected

Brewer and Shipley

Making
0m loke over the line

Sweet Jesus

One toke over the line

Standing all alone in a railway station

One loke over the line.

If vou ve been through the Hatch recently you \e

probably heard that chorus Its replaced James

Taylor and The Who as being one of the more

frequently plaved songs on the jukebox and on the

a

tra
S
Tn!chter in a review ,n the Dec it* Billboard

said ihev shine with some great-sounding guitar

work and vocal harmonies and *«ffatiating ctatter

Their gentle protest is of the persuasive kind and

although not at all subtle, the melodic, almost

s.ngalong mater.al takes out some of the s ting. One

toke over the line' and "Oh Mommy from the.r

current Tark.o" album, with the.r provocative

Ihemes and country style melodies were audience

favorites at the Bitter Knd in New Wk
Brewer and Sh.plev are a group that can come ol

f
m

, hve perlormance as good 1 .1 not letter than
.

as on a

High decibd levels aren't I prerequisite for a

capacity hall A one show sellout concert by Brewer ft

SWptey at Carnegie Hall proved this n a review »

this concert. Variety Magazine said .ha he two

guitarists from Missouri are well versed and ex-

tremelv comfortable in the acoustic countryfolk

idiom Their voices and guitars smoothly fuse

together to form a mellitlous harmonic collage that is

buoyed by their strong vocal couplings Aside from

their own" line material, the pair show themselves on

Mighty Ouinn and "AM along The Watchtowei to

be excellent Bob Dylan interpreters

Brewer & Shiplev is a group that was overlooked

once But that was a long time ago II the vibrations

that were lelt at the Bitter Fnd and at Carnegie Hall

are any indication ol success, then Brewer I Shiplev

have it made
The pair s tight harmonies and acoustic guitars ,,vr

augmented by a collection ol musicians including

lerrv Garcia, lormerlv ol the Grateful Dead Nick

Gravenites Mark Naftaltn, and drummer Bob Jones

Besides appearances at the Bitter Knd and ( larnegie

Mall Brewer and Shiplev have put on many shows at

Clubs colleges and on television The listing ol their

important recent appearances is long but a lew worth

noting are The Boston Tea Vartv The Fam.lv I log In

San Francisco Oklahoma State I diversity and the

t pbeat show
Brewer and Shiplev are now emerging on the music

scene as one ot the more taknted less assuming

groups about Their appeal is almost univei

because then music is easy and makes nice listening

During the next year Brewer and shiplev look to be

om ol popular mus.c s important new finds nttey

combine the beat elements ot rock, country

in songs that are Milted to then talents

and lolk

1 oe expecuu
^

Curtis Mayfield

Says Don't Worry
WF. PEOPLE WHO ARE
DARKER THAN BLUB by Curtis

Mayfield l»70

We people who are darker than

blue

Are we gonna stand around this

town
\nd let what others say come true

We're just g«M»d for nothin

Thev all figure.

\ boyish grown-up shiftless jigger.

Now we cant hardly stand for that

Or is that really where its at

We people who are darker than

blue

This ain't no time for segregation

I'm talking bout brown and yellow

too

High vellow gal. cant you tell

You're just the surface of our dark

deep well.

If your mind could really see

You'd know your color is the same

as me.

M

Marshalls
Are Needed
People with First Aid

Certification by the

American Red Cross

are needed to act as

concert marshalls.

If interested come

to a meeting tonight

at 10 in the RSO Office

or contact either

Wayne Clark )65002)

or David Poisson (69221

(Page compiled by Bob Nesli and Bob Callahan.

>

'
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School
,.„ol m. Richard Markham "Toward Individuality with Community: Some

Philosophical Considerations.

Room 905
Chairman: Drea Zigarmi r „, Crtr,

L
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n
aCrnes%

h
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e
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n
v^a

P
tfo^D^rto -mprove an Ongoing

Program: A Methodology."

Room 911
Chairman: John Newby Dm,-h;,-»

Room 915
Chairman: Nathaniel Mann _ .

Room 903
Chairman: Prentiss Love

B^^K^WkS&i^iSBS; and the Educational En-

vironment."
Room 905
Chairman Richard Markham

,

Rea
5l2^

S
ii.

J
.r-p£t^radua^ed^caTon in the social protessions: A

J^f£&$l?i™%"\*\o*. community building, and

imagination.'
Room 909 ^_._
Chairman. Donn Kesselheim

JS^ttSyaTW^oWSo. -or «»„,«.. A,

ministration."
Room 911
Chairman: Steve Morgan D k«h.c
Reactors: Lyman Bramerd, John Rhoades

Langston Bannister "A study to determine

Teachers in Inner City Schools."

Room 915
Chairman: Jeffrey Eiseman „
Reactors Gloria Joseph. Royce Phillips

300 p.m. James Hoxeng "Alternatives in Education

Room 903
Chairman: David Evans

Room 909
rh^irman Albert Anthony

JSHsmsx iss= an.—
Decision Making "

Room 911
Chairman: David Flight

RSr

aor
Rr* r

T'

,

,e
D
!.

L
reJop

R
m
a
e
V
n.
B
Sf?an,<lianiSm in M Eng , iS„

Language Universities of Quebec

Room 903
Chairman: George Urch
Reactors William Lauroesch, Ray Budde

Wayne Porter "Factors related to turnover

Connecticut I960 1970."

Room 911

Chairman Nathaniel French .,.,„„„,
Reactors Richard Clarck, Ronald Fitzgerald

the effectiveness of

Reform to Nihilism."

Butter up a
faster tan with

Coppertone

Tanning Butter
Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oH and

cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That s

why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning

Butter than any other.

Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 1 1 great

tanning products by Coppertone.

A produrt of Plough, !nc

4:00 p.m.

of Supeintendents in

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

( M»v og. 1° & completion of oilooii 1 too' ol collogo t

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
. . . computing 3S0 ouHUnding Boyi. Girlt. Brother -9u!«r

nd Co Ed Cimpi. located throughout the Ntw England. Mid

die Atlantic States and Canada.

INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concorninq lummtr employment at Head

Counselor.. Group Leader*. Specialties General Counselor..

Write Phone, or Call in Person

Association of Private Camps - Dept. C
Monwell M Ale«ande<. f«»cu»>»« Director

S5 Witt 42nd Street, OX 5-2656, New York 36, N. Y

GIRL
Baker House <s Go'm

I)
Co-ed \\v\r\<j

"

1) Central location

3) Private room phones

$ Larae built-in desk Sets

S)3 Jlt-in booUcases + desk lamps

&) Room/ closets with closing curtains I

1) Entre dorm just repainted

S)Groups of air Is can

also te accomodated

Call Tom at Q'GOSl
For in/ormat.w

J

four
)
o r t<> sip up

DON'T FORGET
YOUR FEET!

FOB
MEN A WOMEN

Boots
iSneakers
Sandals
Clogs
Moccasins
Loafers
etc
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NOTICES
APPLE CORPS:
Craft Fair May 2 1 6 Orchard Hill.

Anyone interested in displaying or

selling sculpture, prints, leather

uoods, beaded crafts, pottery,

lewelry please call 66862, Valerie for

Information or to reserve a table.

AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
The "4C's" will be reviewed and

icted upon: Concerts, Campus
Center, Commencement, and

Collegian.
For those interested in knowing

about the upcoming Concert Festival

)s well as for those opposed to the

Senate action to not fund any future

.oncerts. Meeting tonight at 7 30

p m m Rm 169 of the C.C.

BLOOD DRIVE:

The Bloodmobile will be on campus
May 4 5, 6 Sign up to donate April 26

'<0th, 10 4, m front of the C.C. store.

Blood is urgently needed

CDHR .

Movie "Black History: Lost,

Stolen, or Strayed" to be shown in

Berkshire Dining Commons at 830
pm Black and White Uptight" to

nown in Dwight House at 7 30.

Both tonight All welcome.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS:
Meeting tomorrow at 6 30 pm in

Rm 811 815 of the C.C Dorchester

County tapes to be played

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY:
There will be a meeting, Wed ,

April 28, at 6 p.m. in Geo Washington,

Sth floor, plans for next year will be

discussed

COMPUTER MUSIC
Charles Dodge, of Columbia Univ.

on Thursday, April 29 at 4 pm will

hold a seminar on the uses of com
puters in the composition of music

also at 8 pm he will have a lecture

recital of representative musical

works At Academic Bldg at

Hampshire College Everyone
welcome

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL
How to Make a Daoa Poem", a

reading and creation of Dada
Surrealist poetry with Mane Rose

Carre, Frank Fata, Christian

•aud. SaMy Lawall, David

O Connell, Nicole des Rosiers, Ute

White, in SBA 120 at 8 p m

Mary Ann Caws, Associate
Professor of French, Hunter College,

will give a talk titled "The Soluble

Fish and the Useless Vessel," at 3:30

p.m. in 227 Herter.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL LOAN
FUND:

All those interested in working on

the E.M.L.F., there will be a meeting

today at 1:30 in Rm. 902 of the C.C.

FREE UNIVERSITY.
"Time is Running Out" May is not

far away. We have the Mayday
Movie m 16 mm. Anyone wanting to

show it contact Free U at 545 0066

Mayday Flat Media also available

Organize yourself.

GAY LIBERATION:
Meeting Wed. night at 7 30 p.m at

Gay Liberation Center. May Day
activities and Gay Festival will be

discussed For any information
phone 545 1389

MAY 5th STRIKE ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE:

.

Meeting at 8 p.m. tonight in Rm 17t

of the C.C; open invitation to all

persons interested in organizing a

one day strike on May 5th as a

memorial to the 6 students killed last

year at Kent State and Jackson State.

N.E.S.: .... „
Tutors wanted to participate in

field trip to Look Park Sat , May. For

ride please contact Karen Butler 545

2700 before 5 or Cendy Batchelder

546 5076. Leaving at 9 am Fun, food,

games.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Buses leave tonight at 6.30 p.rn.

Important officers meeting at 730
p.m

Strike One . .

.

The picture in yesterday s

nillrgiaii ut toul play" did not

provide the lull story. The thief

was not apprehended hy police

because he witched a home run

ball. l>ut because he grabbed the

hall from two other spectators and

OUTING CLUB:
Trip to Mt. Mansfield (Stowe,

Vermont) April 30-May 2. Sign up

sheet on OC Bulletin board. Wild

Purges Night, April 30, Party on

Jim's land, meet in Hatch 8 p.m. for

ride.

PHI ETA SIGMA:
Phi Eta Sigma dinner and short

business meeting. Sat., May 1, 6 p.m.

in Rm 1009 of the C.C.

PRECISIONETTES.
All University Women: Come

alive' Tryout for the Precisionettes,

Mon Thur , April 26 29, May 3 6, at

4 40 next to Boyden Tennis Courts.

PROJECT TEN.
Project Ten Phoenix. Next year s

soph ,
jrs., & sens, wanting special

programs (like BA in indiv. Con-

centration) should check us out. The

new Protect is getting it together as a

4 year experimental college. Closer

student faculty learning. Women's
Liberation Radical Studies irv

dependent study former P
members, re enlist Call 5 0871

PSYCH 101/SOC 101:

"The Great Imposter" 4.40, 8, 10

p m in Mahar Aud.

REVELERS:
Please be at the C C. tonight at 6

p m and Thursday evening for in-

terviews. Attendance is mandatory

SENIORS: , . ...

Seniors interested in making this

year's Commencement Activities

Student Oriented rather than

tradition oriented are urged to attend

a meeting tonight in Rm 169 of the

C.C. at 7:30 p.m.

STUDENT MOBE:
Mobe meeting at 6 p.m. wed.

evening in Mobe office tonight to

discuss activities for the rest of the

year.

TEACHERS WANTED:
Math & Science teachers to iom a

Teacher Corps Program directed by

the Univ. of Hartford Must make a 3

year commitment. Single males
preferred Overseas assignments.

Sign up in Placement Office tor appt

with interviewer 5/7.

UNIVERSITY LECTURE.
Dr Darity of the Public Health

Dept lectures on critical issues in

birth control and family planning

tonight m C.C Aud. at 8 p.m Open to

the University with no change

LOST:
Small gold notebook lost. Please

call Sue at 66749 or drop off at 227

Field.
An 18 x 24 art pad lost last Wed. or

Fri in either the CC. or Stockbndge
Hall if found call Ken 319 Hamlin

A pair of silver wire rimmed
glasses lost in S.W. area Glasses are
in a red case Please call Kathy 546

7268
Brown leather handbag lost in

parking lot in front of Bell's Sat.

about 6 p.m. Call Jane after 6 253

9606
Small, beagle type dog named

Lance lost Sunday afternoon in S.W.
He's black with a white chest &
brown legs. If seen or found call

Rhonda 6 5260.

Off white wallet lost in Cage Mon.
night. Please return as my ID. is

desperately needed and the pictures

have sentimental value. Call

Rosemary 546 1213

FOUND.
Fluffy brown and white dog found.

Call Millie 217 Butterfield 52418

Blue Phonetics textbook found on
Rte. 9 near Amherst College last

Thursday Call 253 9881

One watch Monday night was found
in the Cage. This watch was found
after the people left the front of the

stage in search of Mohammed All's

autograph Call 253 5756

1 pair of prescription sunglasses
found in Hatch Mon. night Call Bill

at 5 0156.

I 10K ring with blue stone found
behind campus pond Call Alan 66068

1 silver cufflink found between
S W and Boyden Friday night. Call

253 9881.

Soft, smooth pen*,
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u.n Gigantic r x 6' Waterbeds - $39 90

escape on the kingsixe w.terbed from toe£~£*£TL I
< ported Joy - California manufactured vinyl nag wim 5

five-year guarantee
•: iri.ir.i
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All Eyes Kit.
Now there's a compact that holds

all you need for beautiful eyes.

The new Maybelline All Lyes Kit.

And it's specially designed for all eyes

...in kits for blondes, brownettcs,

and brunettes.

Each kit has a pencil for a shapely

brow. Three shadows with applicator

to shade, shape, ind highlight

Cake Line with line line brush.

And a special feature, famous

Maybelline Ultra I.ash

Mascara. All packed

into the most compact

compact there is!

-

s
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ii.tiii*

. c^e'iS^^
Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.
All oervleeo rooriHnnten'

Flights admlnUtered by:

America* Student Tr«v«-
*>7 Mi», A*e . Boston.
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Mot*

All oervleew coordinated l»
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Girl Gymnast 4th In Nationals Lady Umps?
The UMass Girls Gymnastics

team received a set-back and some

individual victories in the National

Intercollegiate Gymnastics
Championships held at Penn State

University this past weekend.

( )n the darker side of the picture,

injuries to key competitors

prevented the girls entering as a

team Members who had qualified

in the top 10 at Regional Cham-

pionships could enter as in-

dividuals only

On the lighter side, the three

girls who entered as individuals

did well and brought home in-

dividual honors. Senior captain

Linda Seikunas made the finals on

the balance beam and placed 12th

in the final competition Freshman

Anne Hurmeister earned a berth in

the Imals in both of her events. She

placed 11th in the balance beam

and 4th in the floor exercise

competition Her score in the finals

was <t 15 which gave her a tie for

second with former Olympian

Kathv Gleason. However, in

totaling the preliminary and final

competition scores, Anne came out

in 4th place.

The only other individual entry,

Marina Hodiquez, did not place in

the finals due to two falls off the

balance beam Without these falls

(worth .5 each) her score would

have been one of the highest in the

preliminary competition.

Floor exercise
1. Kathy Gleason
2. Barbara Fleming
3. Lee Ann Lobdill

4. Anne Burmeister

Vaulting
1. Patti Corrigan
2. Barbara Fleming
3. Kathy Gleason
4 Jeanne Wayerski

Beam
1. Sarah Brumgart
2. Kathy Gleason
3. Barbara Fleming
4. Luci Miller

Uneven Bars
l Patti Corrigan
2. Barbara Fleming
3. Luci Miller

4. Lee Ann Labdill

TO SUBLIT

The team championship was won

by Springfield College, with a score

of 101.25. Second place went to

Indiana State University and third

place to the University of Nevada.

Individual honors were as

follows:

Buffalo State
Fresno City College
American River College

Univ of Massachusetts

Springfield College

Eastern Washington State

Indiana State

Springfield College

Ail-Around
1. Kathy Gleason
2. Barbara Fleming
3 Patti Corrigan

Luci Miller

ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP)-An
appellate court ruled yesterday

that professional baseball's

physical standards for umpires are

not justified and discriminate

against women.

The decision was favorable to

Mrs. Bernice Gera, 39, a New York

housewife who has been trying to

land an umpiring job in the New
York-Pennsylvania League since

1969.

The ruling by the Appellate

Division, fourth department. State

Supreme Court upheld a decision

by the State Human Rights

Commission that the league

refused to hire Mrs. Gera because

of her sex. The commission also

had ordered the league to revise its

standards, which require an

umpire to be at least 5-foot- 10 and

no less than 170 pounds.

BALTIMORE (AP)-The

Baltimore Bullets of the National

Basketball Association signed Stani

Love, their No. 1 college draft

choice, to a reported multi-year

$500,000 contract, it was announced

yesterday.

The 6-foot-8 center from the

University of Oregon will play at

forward for the NBA Eastern

Division champion Bulletts.

Texas in the American

Basketball Association also

drafted him.

Bullets coach Gene Shue said he

didn't think Love would have any

trouble making the transition from

center to forward.

The university of Oregon star

who set 20 school records, in-

cluding the most points in a game

in a season and career during his

three years, signed the contract in

Washington about two hours after

a noon press conference at the

Baltimore Civic Center.

MDC CLASSIFIED

~
1 bdriu. «pt. *t ClUUM* Include-

nil utlUUea, •wlmmng »«ol. tennU.

tmm. A»«ll June I to Aoi. »l »•"»>

..yttcu to cont. C*U MfrttU •_**<
v m.

,

tfB-U
Avurtment hunter. I 8 bedroom

modern apartment, all ele«»rt« m-
l„(, wall to ««U crpt . air couov

June I to Au.uat 31 w /option t«

renew lease, tall go3-tt08*. »*-^

Desperate — mu»t auoiet 1 bdrm

Fufrton Apt. Jane U* - Au« M.
furnl.hed, air cond . ___! «»•
from campue. Bent nnotlable. tall

Ku.li or She, 51!>-«Ta alter ^Otv

—To aublet 4 bedroom apartment

from Max lot to Sept. lit •***_»
lot to Sept. lot. Bent negotiable.

Lor.Uon FearlM St.. Call HrW^ .

—5" bedroom apt. for June 1. Option

to renew leaoe In fall. Bent neto-

t table. CaU t0»^m. _!**-*•

~ti Per Cent Oft — 8 bdrm. «•*»•

houoe. IV. bath, air cond . Jl.h*oh.

etc . all utll. tad . partly furn.11
needed CaU JM^n. JMO*

"" FurnUhed ["bedroom, within walk-

ing dletance of InUeralty. June 1

to Sept. 1 with option to
J*"""

•

atM per month, will ha««le. **»;""
or M«-4HH». tf4-CT

Mod. * br. apt. June - au«. Bom-

mer rent reduced »36/mo. If wlTOn.

to leaor thru 78. 10 mm. CMaaa-
wa-jBtl Suth. after 7 p m. tn-icw

1 bedroom apt. from June 1 -

Hept 1, * minute* from campua.

Walking dletance to downtown Am-
ber.! CaU 853-1156. Complete!/ fur-

nlohed. IlTi?
"

i bedroom apt at curroide, arL

from Jane 1 to Sept. 1 with option

to renew lea.*. Will dlacuae rent

< all 865-38*3. Keep trying. tf«-»

Sublet Jane 15 - Sept. I. *ur-

nl.hed 2 bedroom*. mMMMM
I dollar, per nUht. CaU S**^61

..^:
foae noon. gg
~T~bdrm. famlohed apt. Jane I -

Aag. 31 air cond , pool. *"*"*
fereen 85d-«38t. tt4-3»

"Summer eablet practically right

on rampaa. NatttaB Are., 3 •*•-

nm, kitchen, UTtag room, bath

Terr roomy. 4 people, rent Becatl-

able. Will take looo. **>*

Desperate, moot aablet t br.

apartment In Pnfftoo. Tttm Jnna

1 - Aug. 31. We will par f»r.t

month's rent. CaU 54S-15W. ^
3 bdrm apt., pool, air eondlUoner

and partially famlohed. Arallable

Jane 1 \a«u«t 31. Bent la nego-

tiable C all 853-9787. MM
To onbleaae June 1 to Aog. 31

notion t.. renew. Kff . apt. furnished

Nhare bath with 1 person. Close

to carapns. $*0 per month. Call

Judy 2.yt-9675_bef^ 2:30. tf4-2»
""

Pwrtlj torn. 8 bedroom opt. at

Rolllnit (ireen. June I t.» Aug. 31

Pool, carpetlnr. air conditioned, all

atilltle. Included. Will negotiate

Cal l r.3-979» tf_5-t

~ Subli-t June 1 - An*. 31, 8 bdrm
olr rnml , »145/mo. ETerythlng Jn-

cluded. 15 mln. fr. campus at Mt
Tob> Apts In Sunderland. la"
W.V22KJ ask for John - Dick

4-87- *H

i rtedroom apt. Soul re Village

Pool, «lr eond , all elect , utilities

Inc. r.';.ViSH3 available June 1.
tf4-S'»

A Room completely furnished apt
DIxhM nxher, air cond. June 1 -

Auk. 31. flM/mo. Amherst - walk
Inr. distance from CMass. Call Bt!>

1571 «M
8 Bdrm. Quab. Vlll. Apt , w.w

carpet, air rondd . all utll. Inr .

opt. renew lease, flfift mo. June to

Sept 1. Call 323-406*. tM-3<»

In Amherst 4 bdrm. apt. June 1

- Hept. 1. Furnished. Contact Mark
6-BI.-M or Tom 6-0134. J?*!

29

1 bedroom Quabbin Village twin
beds. wall-waH carpet, AC, fully fur-

nished, all utilities June 1 - Auir 31.

only (110 per month. Call 323-«3»'t

tf4-3

Z bdrm. apt. May 24 - Aug., air

cond etc. Hngarloaf Apts. Near
Sunderland Ctr. Bent and Furniture

negotiable. CaU 665-3488

.

tf5-7

I .« rite room In 14 rm. house, 15

mln. from Campus, June 1 - Ana.

11 S43 mo. 5M-6262. Bob O after

j pm. !«!»
flAOt Generous offer, must sublet

June - Aug., renew lease opt., 1

bdrm. apt.. Cllffslde, ££*£•.
swim pool, tennis ct. All utll. C all

aft 5. 665-3739.

2 bdrm. townhouse, Squire Village.

Sunderland. All utl. lnrl. May 1 to

*nc. 31 with option for fall. Call

«fi5-3060. y4'3*

Sublet — one bedroom furnished

apt , elec. kitchen, utilities paid,

five mln. to Vnlr. SlM/mo. Juno
1 to Sept. 1. 217 Cllffolde, Bund.

tf4-30

1 bdrm. apt. June 1 to Aog. 31
with option for renewal, 6130.00 per

month. rtllltle* Included. 1 mile

from rMass . can 853-5087. tf5-14

3 bdrm. Puffton I. utilities Inel.

519-0499. tti-3%

1 bdrm. apt. from June 1 to Auk.
31. partially furn.. air cond.. pool,

etc. $156. Sec Jeff at 342 Puffton
tf4-30

FOR SALE — AUTOS
«4 Comet Ocloue, one owner, IIP

m, many eitra. CaU 564-6679 after

5 p m. ilrJ

~l Buirk Electra Conv , no bo<l>

r..t H a H, runs well, but muffler

redo repair, rear window torn. >o
loxxer than $125. Dave Crimp at

5>: 2120. ,M " t0

-
I064 Chcrrolet Impala i on? ertll-lr

.

-\n e«. ta., automatic, beet offir

."r $400. Call Qeor.c W*"13
".,,,

"
1961 VoWo 1828, 4 od . B . M .

all new Urea, »ery clean; needs head

gasket work. 4 door sedan, good for

„ne mechanically Inclined. Aokln*

«-;i0, 0-9535 late p m. tf4-8B

1965 VW Van/Camper w/ 70 en-

clne radla. carpetln*. Ice bo*. $1IV»

t all 853-9603. JM:f?
1965 Ford waaon. $800; furniture

•Itoheo, tools. Must sell every thins,

solos to Bnrope 549-1445. 1 f 4-8$

1070 Triumph Spit Mk 3, e«c. cond

Muot seU, nm aettlna married ^OkB
504-4161 after 5:00. ***-*
"

'61 >W bus with 40 hp 1 year old

.n«.ne and 15,000 miles, new bat-

tery. BAH. $360. Call »49-63$2^m
""••a Mustana 6 cyl., ciceUent run-

niiiB condlUon. one door dent. $5oo

Will Mcker. Call 8$6-6$74. tf4-30

«5 VW Bnnnrcback, food condi-

tion, oriatnal owner. After 6 mm.
all 253-9644. tf4-8$—
% kins- of autosl 1950 Cadillac,

runa fine and is In «••* •h
»«J",

*75. tall Dare «t •65-8683 after

auto. t"'J*

1967 VW sedan, one owner, re-

built cm., fond anew tires, new
.ticker. Most ace to appreciate.

i -, Will hnaile. 549-3737.
tI4-2a

Tf Plymouth Duster 340, 875 H.P ,

t itbl. Disks, Dual Breaker. Post

Traction, Ballye wheels. P"»'«J«?
MJJN ml , tach, warranty. $1100

firm. Call $66-1475. tf$-3

~1!HS3 Chevrolet Impala, 8 door,

3t». automatic. Must see ts appre-

ciate. Call 546-6887. ask for Mt.

I'HIS Chevy sedan. B A H, pow-

rr brakes and otecrlas. sood f«n<H-

tio.,. $485 or best offer. Call Bick
-,

t v..!H» tf4-30

««. ra.Ho. i 9 litre enc . costs HIM
new. smart body and color. Call

IH. k 5IB-B263. "'•'"

TiO Olds 44.'. 4 speed, air. cvtrellent

i.ion. Mlthelin «irr«. K rev with

t.hick vlnvl top l ill after 5 p m
13356. >fj-'

—
I nmertil.le •'. I Ol.N, no» •

>'<"'

new bat., B A II. *%£>* Hi ". k'la
I running conil ,-|H;-T».>7 Ut-.M

~'lH,-!> Po.lce Dart. .T»3-3I!>I tfl-3« >

"~1'»40 Pl» mouth sedan, fair running

. .million, can be restored, $95. < nil

Hi-tilW7 "4'3*.

CW7 Triumph Spitfire in root! con-

.htion, radio, snow tires and new top

> i mm or best offer. Call May at

. - I.U.I (days) or 549-6420 (ere) tf4-:W>

GREAT CHEAP
TBANSPOBTATIOJf

Ml Ford Falrlane, V-8, automatic.

no power steerins. na power
i.rakea, Just sood. cheap trano-

uorlatien. Beat offer take. It.

Call $49-6066
f4 »

lkuuble bed. Good condition. $.'.'>

or best tiler. Call Wayne. O 16
-^!;,,

1<h31 Mobile Uoine, furnished, I

or I bedroom on lot 10 mile, tnm
.ampu.. Call 467-9856^ tM-Jtl

^Chopper" 64 Harley Sporster 'e

i.uilt enslne, t obra seat etc. E\<el-

lent cond. Call 586-1254. keep tr>ln*

| Sunday. 584-9777.) «±f*
1970 BSA~Firebird 650, 2 carb

3000 ml. Boufht in London. Care-

full, maintained, never MlM«-
Itest offer over $1150. Call Dave

Mttf. 35?
71 Yamaha 800 cc street bike.

Owner left for service Fu «ua-

rantew on bike. Only !••""«••",
it. I paid $650. ••"»' ••-fig
516-6188.

*''*--g

" Same brand leather looda at

under retail prices. Jeff ***:*]%
•36-8148

.

Sso Norton Cycle, completeljr re-

built. comi^tltion cnatoe. »«btened

frame, other extras. $630. lot^ tafo

.all '»«" ^vt-3171 after 6. tf4-3n

""i<»60 Honda 305 «*"***•£ "^
some work, best offer. Call Blck

idaWOJtJ. IIllZ
~

l'lt» llondi* 300 cc. 6300 mile.

orU e.cellent cond. 549-6373 .Her

3 P m. —~x~—1970 Dunebuscy. blue metalflakr

iKMly. rebuilt 40 hp enf .. OBttWCtac

e«haust, white conv. top. MM
tires black Interior. $630 or B <»

< all John 546-7016
.

tf5-4

~ Must Bell — '70 Ducau sjjj c.

Desmo. e«cel. cond. $700. CallJNJ
r

v

eninss 233-3810. "3-

1

Sony Tape Becorder TC 10V ev-

.ellent condition. 7" reel Mt6Jl6
tapes, 4 track. Call Jonathan 6-W107

Vespa Scooter l!»fil ISOcc $123, soo.l

condition, price Includes helmet. Cn II

665-3047. ,n -'

~Ski boots. Befiach Gold Star.

rood condition, 1 year old. inner

boot, $50. Call Jonathan 6-8607.

REPAIRS
Zippers repoaired: on your coats,

shavinc kits etc. HARLOW'S Fine
Luccace A Leather floods. Keys -

luEsace repaired. 137 Main St,

Northampton. 584-5233. tf5-14

FREE
Four kittens need permanent

home! 2 male, 8 female. Contact
Joan 6-8996 or leave messace. 6
week old kittens tf4-28

GOOD PEALS
Free use of furnl

.
, dishes with

1 '..ilrootn CUffslde apt. starting

June Istl For sale 69 VW Bur. good
condition. Please call for apt. or

cur 665-3917. 4-81-88

REWARD
l.o.t — Class Bins. Holyoke High

s«-hoo! '69, Initials E.IM. Reward
Please call 6-8830. tfl-J9

DISCOUNT SUBLET

LOST

2 bdrm. Puffton, air cond., pool,

avail., June 1, opt. to renew lease.

iM.rount on rent. Call 549-6518.
tfl-30

$40 /mo. 4 people, 8 bdrm., air

cond. pool, garbage dlsp. and dish-

washer, carpet, scenic view of mt. .

utilities incl. June 1. Call 256-6113
tf4-89

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Summer camp for bora — male

counselors needed. Swlmmlni and
-kilns Instructors. For Info write
Camp Director, Camp Plus, Enfield,

X H tf$-3

Groduoringl Mutt Sublet!

8 bedroom apt. Puffton Villas*, In-

cluded are utilities, pool, tannla

court, all within walklns dUtance
of Campus. Nccotiable price Call

anytime 549-6689. ***•*

POLITICAL

REWARD $15.M for return ot

Artie Jacket (Peace hand left should

er) mistakenly taken from Hills

North party (4/16). Na I*. C*J
546-7660. tt4f3

$15 BEWABD for return of prcf-

nant caUco cat lost Sat. (4/17) near
Amherst Nurs. Home, Amherst Ctr
Call 5-8586 daya or 853-6994 eves

Please I
«"-»

If you live in the Fltchburf-Leo-
iiiinster-Oardner-CUnton ar.-a and
want to chance Mass. Govt, call

2M-92I4, Bob In 305, leara meanate.
tf4-8$

FOR SALI

Pioneer, Tone, Onrmrd,/^AMv,
rioher. TDB, enaaette and epeo reel

tape. Standard radio, VUb P«*k«r*
LPs. 8 tracks and other necessities

See Amherst Andls. _H
Ice maker $50. CaU Jim *""»««•

773-3838.

Lost near Cniversity Park, a fluf-

fy grey cat, has stitches on her sto-

mach. Disappeared on April 2!

Please rail 253-57C1 if you have
found her. tf4-30

SUMMER SUBLET
Desperate! 8 bedroom apt. June 1

- Sept. 1, only $100 per mo., origin-

ally $175. Please call Candy or Judy
at snppertime. 253-9008 HL3*

2 bdrm. townhouse at Squire Vil-

lage air cond., swimming pool, car/

peted, dishwasher etc. June 1 -

\iii 31. Bent negotiable Call 546-

9025 or 546-9030. L'J:
2*

2 bdrm. apt. June-Auf . Center af
Amherst. $135 /mo. Call $66-6918 at-
ter ate. M4-W

Beacon Hill Apt. to sublet June
1 with option for lease in Sept. $IM0,

2 bedrooms, hark porch. Call collect

1-617-742-0648 6 to 6 p m. tfl-3

3 bdrm. at Puffton be*. June 1,

\C, all appliances and some furni-
ture, substantial rent reduction, or
rise roommates wanted. 619-6696 Jay
..r Charlie. IIl?"

6-1 to 8-31 Hadley off Bt. 9, 8
bdrm. furn. apt. jr. old, reronv.
barn mod. conven., w to w carpet,
fireplace. See to appreciate. Call
after 5 566-8632. tf5-3

Summer sublet from June 1 to

Auk. 30 Puffton Villare, 3 bdrm
famished. Bent negotiable. Call
549-6791

.

tf4-30

2 bdrm. Puffton apt., poss. pari,
furn., reduced rent. Tel. 549-6646.

*__*
i bedroom apt.. Colonial Vlllace.

option for next year. Call 853-9359
swimming poet, available June 1,

after 6. tf4-30

8 bdrm. townhouse, wall to wall
crpt., dlshwssher etc., June 1 -

Ansust 31, furnished, $150/mo, 233-

2444. tf5-3

1 bedroom Puffton Vil., air cond .

utilities, pool, tennis et.. Incl. Avail
Jane 1. Call 549-0727 anytime. Rent
negotiable. tfl-30

ROOMMATES WANTED
F Roommate wanted bei. Mnv I

Apt. within walking dlst. of Csmpu*.
Pool, nlr cond.. furn. apt. Coll Bf°--

613$ after 6 p.m. I f*_l

Summer roommates wanted — spn-

clous 7 room house — Sunderl.intl

830 a month. Call 546-8990. 114- '0

Roommate wanted M ruiimsm i

New apartment furnished ¥*5 RM.
Easthampton. Call 527-1063.

tf.7 J

1, 2, or 3 roommates wnnted to

share a house In H>nnnis for l$M

summer. Call 519-3718 or 16-6330
4-27 -'.a

2 Female roommates wnnted for

furnished Rolling l.reen upartement

for June, July, August, t nil Leslie

549-6288. t'6-3

F roommate wanted to share I

bdr. townhouse, fully furnished.

AC, June 1 - August 31 In Mt
Range. No lease necessary • option

for fall. 233-6121. tft-?!l

Single room $13, double rm. *M
per person. Kitchen privileges,

study, studio space. Res. now, full

or summer. 536-3912, after 6 Ke.|i

trying. " *-w

Roommate needed bv female in

Boston, June 1 - Sept. 1. Please rail

Linda 316-3012. Keep trying. tfj-l

BOOKS
We bur used beaks and retards

— Whltellsht Books (Id the Alley)

Na festal ___
WANTED

Km. in arc*
.H %. Sept -

l>l me «-!>K- I

N. Pirns. A Suu-
Mjv. Please call

tf4-:.<'

t ..uple ne^d Rm irriliiiimts !•••

Sesjt. If want ! or need lioiue i'j

-li.ire will! us, write It. Proiit. I*

I nulewoml Ave , Briullton, M»»»
\ - I __i!

FOR RINT
'

i tNlrni. apt. for 4, up and bWwn.
1'*, bath, air cond . wall to waif

. urp. Cheap, will talk price. Call
• rp

tfl-30

*pt for rent as of June 1 for

.turner only or longer. 2 large be.l-

rins , modern ktchn In Colonial Vis

tpfs Rent negotiable. Call 853-983.'
1

tf3-3

Smilre Milage vpt . 2 bilnn , nlr

• •ind , swim, pool, dlohwasher. Call

•.t;.-»-395I reduced rate. tfl-.'H

Two furnished rooms for rent for

.iimmcr. 2'/. ml. from VM. One S<iO

mil one $55 mo. Kit. lien privilege If

le-lred Available June 1st. Call
.-. t'J-3764. tH-29

3 bedroom towiiboiise In South Am-
hert w/option. Ibcinning June I.

i all 233-3149. tf4-29

1 bdr. apt. available June 1st ut

Presidential. $130 month, all utili-

ties Included. Call 319-3397 after 3:«fl

tf4-30

tine furnished bedroom In Mtn.
Knnre Townhouse Apt. Available
June I to August 31. S30 per month
unhiding all utilities. Call Andy
' Vt-7226. tfl-30

NORTHAMPTON May 1 - 31'- raw.
modern, refrig.. disposal, carpet,
.tovei easy walk to Smith, down-
town 9113 with utilities. Call

HI-2106 afer 5 p m. tfl-29~ Bdrm. 4 ml. on Rt"! 9. $140
In. I utll. Available July. 853-5668.

^___ tf4-29

For rent — excellent for snmmerT
3 bedroom house, June 1 • Sept. 1,

located off Vnlversity Drive before
stop A Shop. No lease re<|. Call
;33-3835 anytime after 6. tf4-28

2 wka free rent fr. May 15 to
June 1 sub. for summer with opt.
i 1

• ml. from Campus, all utll ,

furn. 1 nlverslty Pk. Apts , 46, rail
.'33-3913 after 6. Bruce. t f5-7

Your own room, 4 ml. from Am-
herst on Rt. 9, $50 a month. Peter
233-3662 tf4-3«

SERVICES
Amherst Audio Mrvlcee sfereo

components, tape decks for fronie or
car. 197 Na. Pleasant SI., $59-8133.

If

TYPINO — Thesis, Manuscripts.
Dt—Pi tsj l tuns. Masters, In faM all

typing requlremenra can be handled
through BANDY'S BECRETARIAL
BRRV1CB, dial dA4-$005.

tf-mwf 5-1

1

GOOD FOOD TO EAT
Whole Wheat Trading Co., 161 N

Pleasant St. has many earthly de-
lights which ran take you back !••

the garden organic grains, prodn..
dairy... tfS-i

CHILDREN
Children, ages 3-6, needed fur P*>rh

testing. Payment $1 50/br. Pl.nv
call 542-2549 day. tf4-:ti>

HELP WANTED
Accountants. cooks, domestic.

I.iborer, bartender, legal Bfltfi

furies. stenographer, tenclu r«.

waitress, sales people, bank teller. 1

EM-sEC Services, 9 Pray St.
113 '

PERSONAL
Elite Masseur with u taste bir

the sensual extremities of the ap-
preciative fella. Contact Leimte.
316-873$. tfl-?H

Motorcycle! For Sole

Paper en ANY topic of Vietnam at

least $ pan. A 'B' grade must have

been attained. Will talk about price

Paper wilt be returned after copied

Bob 6-8W6. tf4-'-"J

Looking for three used girl's Eng-
lish style bikes. Call Jim 546-73l»

tf4-3«'

Desperate to rent country hom>'

In secluded area. Married couple
need home by June for long term
fall 771-2328. Ask for Jack.

tf4-3«

BMW B60 1967, low mileage, Wi\-
om Shield, large gas tank, saddle
bags, many extras. • u.t $1960.00,
f.r.t $950.00 cash takes it. $$$>
768$. If3-

I

RIDERS WANTED
6 people needed for bus trip t.»

NYC May 1. Bus leaves Amli. 7
a.m., departs NY 8 p.m. same da.*.

$9 round jrip. Call Juikle Trio.
256-6361. ut >•!

Netmen Drop UConn
YanCon Tourney Pr(

Tonight 's Intramurals

LIGHTED
FIELDS TIME

Softball

By SINCLAIR FOSTER
MDC Staff

Highlighted by four three-set

matches, the UMass tennis team

knocked off UConn 6-3, in the

closest match of the Redmen's

season.

Yesterday afternoon's home
contest began easily enough, with

John Bloom continuing his hot

streak, wiping out his opponent 6-2,

6-3. Then Jim Bornheim gave

UMass its second point as Coach

Kosakowski commented, "It was a

good win for Jim, giving him two

straight wins after the Rhode

Island match."

Next on the agenda was fifth

singles, the first of the many three

set matches. Fred Braley

rebounded strongly from a 6-4 first

set defeat, then swept by Tiberio 6-

2, 6-1. Alan Goldberg, back from

picking potatoes for the National

Guard, came up short in the second

Notices
WRESTLING There will be a

meeting today ol all J.V. and

\ursity wrestlers at 4:30 pin in

the wrestling room. All should

attend ****»

NO FREE FLAY Boy den

Gymnasium will be unavailable for

free play on Saturday, May 1

long match, as he took the first of

three, only to lose 2-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Robert Webman gave the

Kedmen a key fourth point,

dropping his foe 6-4, 4-6, 6-4. It was

Webman's first big win, and a very

important one.

As the singles concluded, Brass

was downed in a tight three-setter

6-3 5-7, 12-10, and UMass held a 4-2

lead that easily could have turned

the other way around.

•Tor a while it looked like we

would be down 4-2 before we began

the doubles but fortunately

Webman and Braley pulled their

two long ones out," said

Kosakowski.
Then the same beautiful story

was Bloom and Coffin, as the

undefeated second doubles team

romped to victory 6-1, 6-0. Bloom

HOLY COMMUNION

according to the rites

of the Episcopal Church

is celebrated

each Wednesday evening

7 P.M.

in the

Newman Center

ATTENTION
JUNIORS

Interested In earning $6.00

for l hour of your time??

The Bell System will con-

duct a Recruiter Training

Conference during the week
of May nth »t the Campus
Center. Several Juniors are

needed for practice inter-

view session.

Gain the experience of an

actual job Interview and

make money too !

!

Arrange for participation In

this program at the

Placement Office

Room 239

Whitmore
Administration Building

It's Spring

!

SEE

Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

FOR

A. J.

Soft Balls
AND

Soft Ball Bats
45 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst

A recent survey of new Michigan

orison inmates, by psychologist

Maurcie Keyser,
(

^owed a

predominance under the zodiacal

sign ot Aquarius, followed by

Capricorn and Taurus. At the other

end of the scale the least number of

new inmates was Ar.es. Dr.

Keyser's initial survey covered only

2,000 prisoners.
* * •

ARIES (March 21 April 19). You

may have to pay more for services

than anticipated Take this into

consideration when planning budget

Family member should be made
aware of requirements Be

diplomatic but frank.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Your

emotions may be clouding iud9rnent

Applies especially where member of

opposite sex is concerned. An
agreement could be broken. Be

ready, alert and mature
GEMINI (May 21 June 2<T

Practical issues can be favorably

settled. Key is willingness to live up

to obligations. Handle responsibility^

Not w.se to delegate duties Do what

must be done in person
CANCER (June 21 July at; Yeo

attract persons to you with their

problems Finish rather than begm
projects Be sympathetic to Ar.es

individual, but don't get caught up in

financial whirl. - v
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Don t mix

business with friendship If you do.

expect to pay a price. You gain most

through new contacts One who takes

you for granted is due to make
serious mistake Cr>m~
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept. 22)

:
Some

who should know better make ool.sh

accusations Maintain balance^

Check records Protect yourself in

clinches. What appears adverse will

boomerang in your favor.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) You gam

and Coffin had decided their

second straight match, and

yesterday they were as powerful as

ever. After second doubles had

sewed it all up, Goldberg and

Braley, at first doubles added a

little something to the Redmen's

win, capturing their match, 6-3, 8-6.

Kosakowski said, "It was a tough

match, a little tougher than I was

expecting, especially on hard

court, a surface that UConn is not

used to."

With the Huskies falling, UMass

pushed its home mark to 5-0, as the

hard courts near Bartlett seem to

provide that little extra which

spurs them to victory. Overall the

Redmen are 6-2, and 1-1 in Con-

ference play . The netmen are only

one match away from their big

weekend in Orono, Maine.

ECAST I

oniv if you permit others to make
?he.r own mistakes Means hold your

tire Some decisions require more

t,me, study One who should be an

ally is confused Act accordingly,

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) You

enjoy a good scrap. You may get one

during this period Key -s to rna.nta.n

sense of proportion Accent .s on

ability to agree to disagree You gam
needed information __-__, 01 ,

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21).

Make concessions. Don't insist, force

or cajole Key is to have dialogue

with one who holds opposing view-

Express yourself, do so in intelligent,

mature manner No ™reatv
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)_

Stress harmony in dealing with

family members Domestic area is

highlighted. Your work, chores, the

way you relate to associate these

also a
V
re emphasized Tread lightly

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).

Gain cooperation of "ff*Jtfg~
Separate fact from illusion. Over

come tendency to be victim of wishful

thinking Young person makes

unusual request Take time to make

C
^SCE

d
S?

i

Feb
1

-19.March 20). Check

agreements, contracts Don't give up

something of value for nothmg -n

return Some may be po.sed to take

advantage of any careless acfons

Know this, respond accordingly

"f TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you have original ideas Sorne take

oleasure in challenging you, but you

also en,oy meeting challenges You

are attractive to opposite sex You

will be doing more traveling than

usual Once you take a stand, you

stict to course You have many
principles You live up to thenv

You're not easiest person to get along

with, but few can deny that you are a

fascinating individual

Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp
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8

9
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11

12

TEAMS
5:15 Bohemians vs.

Challengers
Go Mads vs. Vollies

Bogs vs. Heads
Stoned vs. Divers

6:30 Scup VS. Thighs
Clackers vs. Stouts
Zpo vs. Dildoughs
Heros vs. Erudites

7:30 Gypsies vs. Munchkins
Cult vs. Turtles

Falcons vs. Skulkers
Elephants vs. Choppers

8:30 Jellows vs. Band
Moes vs. Bosses

Untouchables vs. Leftovers
Banditos vs. TKB

9 30 Burners vs. Beadledom
Civ. Eng. vs. Busters

Zoo vs. Env. Eng.
10 30 Hi Lo's vs. Spartans

Academics vs. Bruisers
Seagrams vs. Smashers

51 5 Fellas vs. Soft

Airborne vs. 2nd Team
Squires vs. Orioles

Plumbers vs. Nads
Mauraudersvs. Sugarloaf

Souls vs. Bunch
IPT vs. "10"

Tribes vs Pops

13
14

15
5

6
7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6
I

6:30

Hits vs. Brewers
"21" vs. Batters

Puffers vs. Termites
Maroons vs. £rigade

Giants vs. Trouts
Aces vs. Starters

Trojans vs. Phallics

Senators vs. Terrors
Panthers vs. Bulldozers

Cougars vs. Comanchees
Cans vs. Colts

Elms vs. Redwoods
Pipers vs. Hemlocks

Barracudas vs. Grants
Rams vs Eagles

Soccer
POSITION ATHENIAN

40 1 vs
-

2

3 VS. 4

POSITION SPARTAN
1 VS. 2

3 vs. 4

POSITION TROJAN
1 VS. 2

3 VS. 4

20 Oxfords vs. Pranksters
Tribesmen vs. Boys

3M'svs Gypsies
POSITION NORTH

1 vs 2

3 vs. 4

Wzedzys vs. Reds
Bulldogs vs. Stouts600

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1]

15

17

18

23

24

26

28

Breaks
suddenly

Measuring
device

God of manly
youth

12 Glossy paint

14 Parent
(colloq )

Seed
containers

Metal tube

Prefix

before

20 Nocturnal
mammal
Chinese
pagoda

Meadows
Hindu
garments

Preposition

29 Chemical
compound

31 Swords

33 Greenland
settlement

35 Openwork
fabric (pi

)

36 Signified

39 Nerve
networks

42 Teutonic deity

43 Approaches

45 Classify

46 Short sleep

48 Mine
excavation

Hole
Former Russian

ruler

Sanskrit

dialect

55 A continent

(abbr )

56 Mexican
shawl

59 G.gie

61 Repulse
62 Mollifies

DOWN

Extras

Negative
High
mountain
Conspiracy

Soft drinks

Pronoun
Printer's

measure
8 Hit lightly

9 Send forth

10 Mend
11 Fruit

13 Inclines

16 Mast
19 Consumed
21 Country of

Asia

22 More mature

25 Surgical

thread

27 Locations

30 Evaluates

32 Bar legally

34 Warmth
36 Depressions

37 Rubber on
pencil

38 Let fall

40 Flowers

41 Essence
44 Fresliet

47 Peel

49 Lamb s pen

name
52 Knock
54 Possessive

pronoun
57 Hebrew letter

58 Spanish article

60 Symbol for

tellurium

t;

51

53

JET TO EUROPE

ISAS
SPACE AVAILABLE

From $99 o/w

CALL:
Lonnie Avery 546-7701

Alex Dichner 546-6944
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Tracksters Rout UConn, 85-69
-as- X. ^^W*"*- . ..

, lim .k ivt .|iamied as Harris led

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MIX' Stall

Led by junior Ron Harris and

freshman Doug OConnell who both

turned in double victory per

formances. the f Mass track team

swept to a convincing 9MS victory

over previously undefeated UConn

vesterday at the UMass Olympic

!NU 'k The victory, before a crowd

,,, gome MM) people, snapped a

Ihiskic dual meet win streak of

some Htefl victories and sets the

stage lor a showdown between

these two squads at the Conference

championships

The performances ot Hams ana

D'Connell cannot be under

estimated. Hams won the 100 and

'Mi yard dashes, and W8S •'

member ot the winning 44f» rela>

team OConneU had impresaive

victories in the mile and 2 mile.

The Irosh s performance sparked

the other distance men as he ted a

one two-three finish in the two mile

and a one two Imish in the mile

rhe performances ot Hams and

OConnell seemed to offset the

brilliant show put on bj UConn b

Hon Evans Evans, a sophomore,

won tour events white piling up a

total <>i - 3 points.

rhe victors was especiallj

satisfying for Conch O'Brien and

the team as one ot their major

goals at the beginning ol the season

was t<» deleat UCoOfl

The throwers and the jumpers

have carried the burden in scoring

points since the beginning of the

season it was different yesterds)

latlg (Enljpgian

SPORTS
as the runners provided

necessary scoring punch

Redmen runners dominated

scoring as they totaled 65 ol

team's 85 points, and allowed the

opposition onlv 12 ol a possible 77

points.

At one point in the meet the

Kedmen trailed the Huskies :

Hammer
SP
Jav
Dis
HJ
LJ
TJ
PV
440 Relay
100
220
120 HH
440
440 IH
880
Mile
2 Mile
Mile Relay

Tins quicklv changed as Harris led

a sweep m the HH) to provide

UMass with a 47-39 lead. The

Kedmen never surrendered the

lead again, and finished with a

solid ill point victory

The hurdlers and sprinters

continued to excel as they took 33

out ol a possible 38 points from the

Huskies. The Kedmen ac-

complished this leat with sweeps in

the UK). 120 hurdles and the 44U

intermediate hurdles.

Dave Evans brought the fans to

lite m the K8<> as he roared back in

the last quarter to overtake and

soundly defeat I Conn's Jim

Verdon Kddie Arcaro and Jim

Graves also recorded victories in

the shot put and 120 hurdles,

respectively.

Ed Shaughnessy showed why

I Mass has a winning track team.

Shaughnessy. even though suf-

fering from a badly sprained

ankle, lelt that he owed the team

something and competed in the

meet He responded with a victory

, intern' haliwada (C) 181'5"

5f™ (Ml soil 2" McFarland (C) 48'8 1/4"

Siaim Sylvia (M) 1858"
EvanS (LI IV4 V

c„ari<i IC\ 147'

iSSTtifVi^ fha
a
u
n
ghnessy

47
,M, 6'4"

Shaughnessy (M) 42'5' "»""<*. (C>

the

The
the

the

13'Evans (C)
Mass 42 7

Hams (M) 9.9

Harris (M) 21.8

Graves (M) 14.6

Hilmar (C) 50.1

Spellman (M) 57.3

Evans (M) 153.

6

OConneU (M) 4:208
O Cohnell (M) 9

Conn 3:21

FINAL SCORE UMass 85

Coburn (C) >i

Conn 44 4

Mayo (M 1 99
Hilmar (C) 22.0

Spellman (M) 14.9

Ceccu (M) 50.9

Graves (M) 57 7

Verdon (C) 156 7

Wayne (M) 425.

6

jasmin (M) 9

Mass 3.2^.3

UConn 69

STRIDING TO YIITORY-Doug CVC onnell (second from lefO and

Tom Jasmin .far right, lead the pack in the two-m. le run a

vesterdav's Kedman romp oxer t Conn. OConnell was the veto,

with Jasmin second. (MIX photo by Kd Mangiaratlii

,n the triple jump, and second tvpe ot team spirit that has led to

place in the high jump It is this the tracksters success.

earned the burden in scoring wiiie^
Q Connell (AA) 9:33 2 jasm.n <M) 9 .41.7

A m m 7 •

, si nee the beginning of the M iie Relay conn 3:21 Mass 3.2^.3 p • r TVsJl A\ HD l/l /^ 1
n It was d.llerent yesterday FINAL SCORE UMass 85 UConn 69

^StlCK&TS ± OV £xW^W§f¥J^

Redman Nine At Dartmouth
ByEARLEBARROLL

M IK Staff

Preparation for this coming weekend will be the

nnin objective when the UMass and Dartmouth

baseball teams square off this afternoon at Hanover at

5

Birth teams have important weekend series corning

up in their respective leagues with the Redmen

testing Mame on Friday and Saturday air the Indians

hosting Harvard on Saturday and Sunday.

For this reason coach Bergquist and p.obably the

Dartmouth coach will be concentrating on readying

their teams while trying to win a ball game

Two years ago UMass was the District One

representative to the College World Series in Ornate,

last vear Dartmouth earned this honor and 1
both

dubs are to get another crack at a repeat^ per-

formance thev have to win their leagues which at the

moment presents problems for both squads

First of all Dartmouth is 12-8 on the season and in

On its southern trip. Dartmouth tore the cover off

the ball and had an astranomical team batting

average, but since coming back the Indians' bats have

not caused too many pitchers to shudder

The top gun for the Indians is Frank Mannmano. an

all District One choice last year and well on his way

this vear to repeating this honor.

For the Redmen. coach Bergquist plans to go with

freshman Chip Baye for the first two innings pente

From there he wil. eo with John Olsen, Lou Colabello

or Tom Austin in any order These pitchers have to be

ready for Maine with the Redmen in hot pursuit of

UConn. .

Jack Bernardo and Tom White are ready due to

their mound work against Boston University and in a

long series like the Redmen played just a couple of

weeks ago against Vermont the emphasis is on pit

Lh

iom McDermott will handle the chores behind the

un

First of all Dartmouth is 12-8 on the season ana in 10m £«~»~ "
'J £ Ed McMahon and

roSS place in the strong Eastern League of which at.MgJt^Og
the leader The Indians have lost four

games in the league which is surprising as they were

expected to be at the top on the strength of one of the

best pitching staffs in the nation spearheaded by Pete

Broberg and Fete Janes.

On the mound this afternoon for Dartmouth will be

Bill Saumseigle who is the number four Indian hurler,

and .1 things are rolling along in the favor of the In-

dians the Kedmen will most likely see Broberg or

janes for a couple of innings work to prepare for

Mark Falau round out the irfield with Brian Martin

and Charlie Manley in the oilfield with one position as

vet to be decided upon
. .

' BASELINE BANTOR-Palau leads the Redmen in

hitting with a .405 mark. Manley is at 351 followed

by McDermott at .314 and Conroy at .313 The team

batting average has soared to .272 in tte past few-

weeks The pitching era. has risen a little to 1 .04 but

who can squawk about that.

coupie 01 inning3 ««••» v" f~i _

Football Draft Held Today
By DAN KAMAL

MDC Staff

The telephones are all set up. and

today, in the offices of general

managers John Hulecki and

Dennis Keating, they'll be ringing

virtually non-stop during the long

awaited UMass intrasquad football

draft That's right, a football draft

.lust keep in mind the weather

we've been having lately and then

decide whether it's logical to hold a

football draft in April.

Actually, the draft is part ol the

WMUA
Covers UM
Baseball

REDMAN BASEBALL
RETURNS at 2:45 <>N WMUA!
The Kedmen take on Dartmouth

College al Dartmouth todaj

YOU can hear .ill the exciting

action as UMass makes its bid

for a College World Series plaj

ofj S p„t on WM1 A 91.1 V M

l{oV GUSTAFSON will be

bringing the pla> b> play and

BOBWILLMAN will provide the

color

Bernie Dallas Day proceedings at

Alumni Stadium. Saturday, May 1.

a memorial day to a former

Kedman great who was killed in an

automobile accident three years

ago The day, which also signifies

the conclusion of spring football

practice under new Head Coach

Dick MacPherson, will include a

pro clinic and autograph session

with former UMass gridders now

in the professional football ranks,

and will be capped off by an in-

trasquad game at Alumni Stadium

Included in the list of pros that

will be here are (ireg Landry.

Detroit Lions; Milt Morin.

Cleveland Browns. Fd Toner. New

F.ngland Patriots, and Phil

Vandersea. Green Bay Packers.

Getting back to the draft, the

l Mass squad has teen divided

between eo captains Hulecki and

Keating who will 6f the acting

general managers lor their par

ticul.ir team.

Bill DeFlavio has been named

personnel director lor the Hulecki

team, and Dick Cummings will be

1 h«" team's head scout For the

Keating team. Bob Donlin will

head player personnel, and Dennis

( lolling has been named head scout

The head coach lor Hulecki s

!t
,

(IIli will be Jim Regan of the

Springfield Daily News, while the

head mentor of the Keating squad

will be Al Whitmarsh of the

Worcester Telegram Whitmarsh.

incidentally, is a last-minute

replacement for Joe Concannon of

the Boston Globe who ran into

some draft problems early - he got

called up by the National Guard.

After a quite long soul-searching

session, Hulecki, DeFlavio,

Cummings, and Coach Regan

decided to forget about drafting by-

positions according to the team's

needs, and will instead go lor the

biggest name player available.

•To hell with the positions,'' Regan

said, we need someone around

whom we can build a team,

someone that will pack the stands

everv week."'

When asked how their team

would handle this crucial draft

Keating said. "Dunlin's and

Collins's reports were so com

plicated thatwe decided to go after

the biggest guys'' Coach Whit-

marsh had this to say, Tootball I

thought it was going to te a

baseball draft. I had my blank line

Up card all ready, tin)

with two such divergent ap-

proaches to the draft, H will be

interesting to see how it and the

actual game turn out

In Rough Battle
By HOWIE BLOOM

MCD Staff

F.ehteen penalties were caUed. including three for
hignteen pendiu

lacrosse team outfought

hkc tC both te onged back in the jungle, the Redmen won their

second ma row ,n what started out as a lacrosse game and nearly

n^dUS-P^ in the first period, as ,t»^»£»
on the visitor's goalie The first to count was propelled by Redman

ten Nae e early in the quarter, with Charlie Hardy taking a pass

S&tX3Stf net'and feeding it right out front to the tall

*l£m StterTued it up at 7:21 Andy Haugen to Terry

Wallace Haul Ritch put away his first of the game on a beautiful

nlav at the left of the crease, unassisted
P
The , st power play goal of the day gave the home team a two

.oil lead Ken seconds after an Adelphi player was sent off the

off an errant pass to boost the Redman s total to 3. the assist De.ng

^KiWphSnTSSlg more shots at the Redmen players

than at the GoriUas goal. Dana Stone faked two Panthers out of

heir skins toscoreandI the period ended with the Redmen leading

£

The -Scond quarter began with the Adelphi coach mumbling about

his ,n enor midfielder*, but when it came to an end he was smiling

agam as theTong Islanders had cut the Gorillas' lead to two goals.

^The half ended with UMass being outshone on the field and in the

ring but he first tl seconds of the third period found the Pan hers

akmg a cat nap as the home team finally won a face-off and came

Srafeht downed to complete a nifty pass play from Mannacc. to

» u..oh Li no- 25 Six seconds later, it was Redmen f, Adelphi .$

Paul R tch at 00 25. »« sec
down ^

[efm scoring leader chucking it up the middle to Nagle. who

'
in

xt

h

4

C
27 o

h
f

e
the

a
period Phil Sheridan made one of the finest plays by

. Redman acr^ser This season Cradling the ball in his stick

ShendT,^ racedinfield, ran around in in back of the net. and

from an almost impossible angle put it away unassisted^

Adelphi scored two minutes later to narrow the Redman lead to

f

°Frowns turned to smiles with three minutes left in the period^as

Chuck Arnone passed to Dan Mayer in front .of the^Redman n^L

who after he-had dropped one pass turned a bad play into a good

one bv pushing the ball past UMass goalie Bruce ( rawford

Alter
"

little more than a third of the final period had been

plaved he visitors had tied the score. 8-8. on three unassisted

goals, by Dan Mayer. Dennis Naighton. and Andy Haugen

' 7nes oTanguish went up from the UMass tench as Adelphi kept

the tell locked up in the (lonllas' half of the field, and after a

p .other shot hit the post. UMass called timeout
' '

nmeouts w,,rk wonders tor some team, and UMass proved it s

om . „t them as the home team fast breaked downfield alter the

/mnute was up and scored. Nagle from Hardy TWO minutes later

the two of them combined again, and the score was 1.1 k

The Panthers scored their ninth goal of the game at 13:14 of the

period and the home team braced itself lor a Harvard-like l.n.sh

1

Nagle had scored too many goals to let them go lor nought

though and al 14:47 he pulled m a pass Iron, Paul Wickman ad

shot .1 by the Panther goalie lor the fifth time in the game to ice the

victory for the Kedmen. ih>.

You Don't Gotta Go
A Selective Service Guidebook

Courage, Determination Needed To Fight Draft

As a draft counselor, I'm con-

stantly confronted by young men

who are trving to find an easy way

out of the draft Ways exist, but

there is a real moral hassle caused

b) using that approach to help

people solve'" their draft

problems
I am totallv opposed to the

military and every other system

which uses violence As a direct

corallary to this. I am also

irrevocably opposed to the draft

This is in part because the draft

provides cannon fodder t my
brothers) to the military. More

importantly, it does a constant,

more subtle violence to nearly

everyone of draft age. It forces

people to he to and about them-

selves It destroys their freedom of

choice by setting up an option

which is undesirable to most and

intolerable to many Thus, it

channels people into courses they

might not even consider otherwise.

So what is the problem'' Simply

that 1 don't want to continue

helping the draft teach people not

to confront themselves. This

means that I rebel against helping

people find an easy out. Instead. I

prefer to help them find their way-

through the system in a way which

preserves their personal integrity.

This means work It's more work

for me, and it's more work for the

individual involved But the real

point that makes the extra work

worth while is political As people

come directly to grips with the

systematic machinations which

are working them over, they un-

derstand first the ones they are

confronting, and. through them,

many of the others which are

eontrolling their lives They also

learn that the system can be

beaten in a direct confrontation

Thus, they learn more about

themselves as individuals and

more about the system as an op-

pressor Kach individual who finds

the courage and the energy to

confront the draft as an oppressive

svstem weakens that system's

ability to oppress others Kach

individual who works through the

hassles ot applying for a con-

scientious objector's status

weakens the ability of his board to

ignore CD's, legitimizes the CO
position for others, and bears

personal, solitary witness to our

government that war is wrong, and

that he will not, under any cir-

cumstances, be forced or per-

suaded to lend support to it. The

00, more than any others, is

responding to the plea for in-

dividual refusal to participate in

war's policy-rkillings voiced in

Buffy Saint-Marie's UNIVERSAL
SOl/lHKR
People who find an easy out stop

allowing themselves to feel the

oppressiveness of the draft, and as

a result leave their brothers

standing alone. If, on the other

hand, thev confront the system and

demand that it deal with them as

human beings with individual lives

to lead, the battle they face makes

them aware that others are in the

same boat and need the same jelp

that they received.

Basically, I want to see myself

out of a job as soon as possible. I

am not concerned particularly

with getting you out of the draft for

the sake of getting you out of the

draft I am concerned with helping

you free yourself from the draft so

that you can begin to confront

other systems with your humanity.

I am concerned with helping you

free yourself from the draft so that

vou can help others free them-

selves, so you can help end the,

draft, so you can help end the war,

and so you can help abolish the

army.
That's my basic concern as a

human being, and my bias as a

draft counselor Your responses to

this, and your problems as

registrants in the Selective Service

System also concern me. I'd like to

know what vou think.

Registering For The Draft

According to law, every male is required to present

himself at his friendly local draft board within five

days after his 18th birthday If possible, this should be

the draft board responsible for the area in which he

maintains his legal home address -usually the home of

his parents If he is out of the area and unable to get

back in order to register, he should report to the

nearest board They will take the necessary in-

formation and send it to the proper board

If you happen to be out of the country on your 18th

birthday, vou are still obligated to register In order to

do this you should visit the nearest U.S. consulate and

obtain the required forms
• • • •

\\\H\I\<.' SH.HiM- Service regulations change frequently

IM. material . »tem*d Is be need snl> as , *«<<««• to suggest

, iml s .iters • lm the .h-.u ... yea. la be Mrs .ha. yea aaaHf;

•halt iHt.l.Um .
..ins.iH •• draft counselor.

„„,„. 1. -H. M^HadMiHionnnuiK..,.!

,„,„,,,„ ,,u ,,.i board-He, k IV I I -SUSS lh.;> £rel.

;
'

llh „,,„,: ,„ „„sl, -,.linu. al Um.s yea* enversa ..... ***
Swan" prejudkr m.u.•« ham,» ... gelling «•-keeping deferment.

Failure to register is a violation of Selective Service

law and carries a maximum sentence of up to five

years in prison and a $10,000 fine There are many

ways vou can get caught if you don t register, and you

should consider these if you are planning to resist The

most likely is through High School graduation lists,

which most draft boards collect and use to check their

liles Kmplovers frequently request your draft status

before hiring vou. and may check with your board to

confirm the information you have given them If your

name isn t listed, there will be questions raised O

course, if you get busted and don t have your draft

card, the police may get curious

At some boards, the clerk may give you a

Classification Questionnaire (SSS Form 100. to fill out

when vou come in to register By law. you have ten

days to nil this form out and return it to the board > ou

have the right to take it home with you Insist on this

right Do not let the clerk fill it out for you or force you

to till it out m the draft office. The answers to the

questions OB this form will strongly influence the

boai d ~t d. n isiens on any deferments you request later

on so ) oil should read them carefully and spend some

time thinking sbottl your answers It at all possible

ice a competent draft counselor before answering the

Questions and discuss the questions with him

Must ol the questions on the Form |im> are related to

possible deferments Of particular importance are the

questions dealing with Conscientious Objection,

medical history, and dependents

If you are opposed to participation in war in any

form for reasons of moral, ethical, philosophical, or

religious beliefs and training, sign the statement for

Conscientious Objectors (NOTE: The statement still

refers only to religious beliefs, but the courts have

expanded the definition of religion to include^ moral

ethical and philosophical beliefs as well, so don t let

the wording throw vou off I If you sign this statement,

the board will probably send you a CO form in the very-

near future so get hold of the Handbook for Con-

scientious Objectors quickly and start preparing your

'inswt*rs

If you have had any history of medical problems at

all tie ever seen a doctor, had an accident, been

hospitalized, had an operation, etc > at least mention

it in the questions relating to your physical condition

It is not required that you include doctor's letters at

this time, but if you can. do so This will help start

building a case history in your file of possible

disqualifying conditions

If vou are contributing to the support of anyone,

mention it in the appropriate questions This can help

start to build a case for a possible hardship deferment

The important thing to remember is that your an

swers to these questions will be used by the board to

determine your classification In this case,

everything you say. provided you say the right things.

will be held in your favor
• • * •

The board with which you register will be your

board lor the rest of vour life You do not change

boards when vou move In some cases il \ou no longer

live in the area covered by your board, your papers

will he forwarded to a closer board for processing In

this case vour papers will be returned to your local

board for deastoos There is as way m which you can

change boardb

If sou register while you are h\mg out ot UK

country youwillbelemporaril) assigned to Board mo

in Washington DC Howevei as soon as you return to

the t s your We will be permanently transferred to

the local board covering the ires where you are

residing

What Are Your Options
\<>\ KKG1STRATION !..gall>. you

thould register with the SSS within five days

iltei youi eighteenth birthda) Failure todo

so carries a maximum sentence ol 5 years

but in practice you are usualb given the

ilternative ot registering late The ad-

vantage, oi course, is thai lbs SS doss not

have your name Consider howe\er. that

most schools automatically report your

academic status to \our local board, and il

me board finds that you're not registered it

could be a hassle The complications are

similar il vou get busted lor anything

Generally, non registration is not a viable

alternative for people moving within middle

class institutions

KESISTANCE This includes resigning

from the SSS by returning your draft card

i el using to report tor induction, ripping off

or trashing local and state boards, and

similar methods of non-cooperation and

interference You should expect to get

busted and sentences can range up to 5

years, so you should have a clear idea of

exactly what you hope to accomplish,

whether the resistance method you choose

will achieve yOUT goal, and Ui.ther its

worth trading time in jail f«

(•'MIGRATION Canada and other

countries have been reasonably friendrj to

\merican political refugees seeking escape

from the draft or the armed iorces The

moral emotional snd financial questions

raised b\ emigration are vcr> c. implex SIM

we will devote considerable space to this in

the lufure However, one simple fact is that

emigrating before vou must report for in-

duction is not a crime, and it leaves you tree

to return openly to the States to visit friends

and family.

As more and more voung Americans

become concerned about the cancerous

growth ol militarism in the United States,

the question of alternatives to serving in the

armed Iorces assumes greater and greater

importance Men are seeking ways to avoid

supporting the abhorrent war against

Vietnam and both men and women are

disturbed by the disruption and channeling

ol their lives caused by the Selective Ser

vice. Draft Counselor's Corner provides

information about alternatives

s , ( |,km \i best i lemporarj

delermenl As long as vou are regularlv

enrolled as a full time student and making

satisfactory piogress ,
you qualif) for a

i
-, M tor high school students or a II &

lor college students determent YOU ma)

retain this determent until you either

graduate withdraw, or lull behind in >ou.

studies Generallj speaking graduate

students ..re no longer eligible lor II 5

deferments. ......
MEDICAL AM) PSYCHOLOGICAL

There are two deferment classifications.

I VandIV F The IV-Kisa nearly perma-

nent classification meaning that you are not

qualified lor any service It * becoming

increasingly difficult to obtain a IV -f . I ne

I Y means qualified for service only in

time of war or national emergency It is

usually given subject to a six month or

annual review Many people with medical

histories which do not interfere with their

daily lives qualify for l-Y because the

rigors of military training and duty may

aggravate the condition If you think you

mav qualify lor a 1 Y consult your doctor

and a qualified draft counselor M
people have been able .<» "arrange

physical or psychological reasons lor

disqualification This works, but it s not

good idea to rei) as such outs without

adequate preparation

IIXKDSHII' II being drafted would

cause extreme economic, physical or

• •motional hardship on dependents or other

members ol vour family, vou mav qualify

lor a III A The lact that this determent is

not requested more frequently than it is

points up the blatant racism ol the SS in

practice I would guess that a large majority

Of rorecitv draftees quahfv lor III A

deferments. Drafl boards required by law

to place a registrant in th«- lowest

classification tor which he qualifies, never

lollow proper procedure in determining

hardship when it is indicated on the

classification questionnaire

SOLE St Kv IVING SON It you are the

sole surviving son in your family, snd >our

lather or one of your brothers died as 1

< ..in i mi. «t as Page *
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Follow The Right Steps For Deferment
* ^-*-B""'x'r ww Cy * ^^miRphnard In From this point on. the process <

„ . j, .i j_r »ko» umi >>an fnrward them to tne Doara. in " r

1 just finished counseling someone who

has orders to report for induction tomorrow

morning. Actually, 1 did not counsel as

much as I sympathized. At this late date.

most of his options are closed, and he will

probably need a lawyer. This is tragic.

because he has two or three valid defer-

ments open to him, and if he had sought

counseling earlier, he would have had

relatively lew problems

There is moral to this that is too

frequently ignored, especially by students.

The best time to start working on defer-

ments is before they become necessary. The

draft will not go away if you ignore it, and

studenl determents do not last forever.

\ lew words are therefore in order con-

cerning the general steps one should follow

in seeking a determent

I'irst. see I qualified draft counselor. He

or she will be able to give you directions best

suited to your specific circumstances. This

shoulu bedone as soon as you become aware

that you might qualify for a deferment. Do

not wait!

Many people with II—S student defer

inents" are reluctant to request other

deferments because they are afraid they

will lose their student status. This is not

true 1'he draft board must place you in the

lowest eligibility classification for which

you qualify. If you have a II—S and feel that

you are a conscientious objector, apply now.

The board will not even act on it until your

II S expires, but having it on file will be

further evidence of your sincerity.

Next, gather appropriate documentation

to support vour claim For example, if you

are seeking a medical deferment for

migraine headaches get letters from any

doctors who have treated you explaining

your case lullv Be sure the doctor states

that vour ailment will be aggravated by

military training, or that it will prevent you

Irom adequately performing your duties. If

vou are seeking a hardship deferment,

letters from clergymen, doctors, social

workers, and others familiar with the case

should be sought.

In all cases, have the letters sent to you so

that you can forward them to the board. In

this way. you can read the letters first to be

certain* that they are supportive of your

claim .

Third, start a file of all correspondence

you have with your board Keep all letters

you receive from the board with the en-

velopes in which they came. Place carbon

copies or photocopies of all letters you send

to the board. Send all mail to the board by

certified mail, return receipt requested.

They must sign tor the letter, and you get a

receipt to prove they got it. Staple the

receipt to your copy, and place in your file.

Fourth, request the appropriate form to

applv tor your deferment. When it comes,

answer the questions on a separate sheet ot

paper Then consult your draft counselor

about vour answers before actually filling

out the form Be sure to carefully observe

the time limit set for returning the form. It

is measured from the date the board mailed

it. not Irom the date you receive it.

Finally, send the form and the supporting

letters you have compiled back to the board

From this point on, the process will vary

depending upon the deferment you are

requesting and the particulars of your case.

Frequently, the board will decide that it

needs more information and will call you in

lor a personal appearance. If this should

happen, consult your draft counselor again

before making your appearance.

Remember, the Selective Service

regulations provide deferments so that the

system of obtaining cannon fodder will be

more humane. If you qualify for a defer-

ment, vou have a legal right to it, and,

perhaps, a moral obligation to seek it. If

you're into a resistance bag, that's cool, but

consider the possibility of trying to get your

deferments first, and then resisting.

One final point Many people qualify for

more than one deferment. If you fall into

this category . apply for all of them for which

vou can make a legitimate claim. The law

says that you should notify your board of all

changes in vour circumstances which might

el feet your classification; requesting

deferments is the way to do this.

Ma
In all cases, have tne lowers sent to yw -*'

vbe You Should Get A I-Y Deferment
' Y n-*^" -M" ** ^^

I, vnlir Hnrtor is a super- circular file or elsewhere.J to be a real hassle for the army, U ^_J?"** "fj, Too manv ^le fail to

Probably the most commonly

used and recognized deferment

is the IV medical/ psychological

deferment. An understanding of

what this delerment is and how

to property request it will make

things considerably easier for

those using this alternative.

The IV is given to those

deemed unlit lor military ser-

\ ice except m time of declared

war or national emergency It is

used both as a temporary

determent lor those with short

term medical problems and as a

semi permanent classification

lor those with more serious

difficulties

The 1 Y rovers a wide range of

infirmities It is important to

remember that the militar)

regular!) places people in

situations which make extreme

demands on their physical and

.motional capabilities This is

the ke\ to the medical defer

ment 1 1 sou have a problem

which ,\m be aggravated by

extreme physical exertion or

climatic conditions, or which

could, at times, render you

unable to pertorm your duties,

then in all likelihood you quality

lor a I V

Lets consider some exam

pies
\ on have braces ea y our teeth

This isn't really a handicap

unless yen >U't too close to a girl

who aiso wears braces. In a

combat situation, however, the

braces eould possibly pull loose.

The dangling pieces of metal

could obvioush become a

listraction. and quite possibly a

ha/.ard

Vou have a large scar as a

result ot an operation Vou can

^o through your daily routine

without any problems But what

happens ll you have to face the

rigorous daily routine of boot

camp? If the scar tissue is weak.

there's a possibility it might

separate This would obviously

incapacitate you. and may make

the army liable to be sued They

don't particularly want to be

placed in such a situation

\ou are allergic to insect

bites In most cases, you are

able to avoid situations where

yen might be stung And in any

event, proper medication is

probably not too faraway But in

the jungles ol Southeast Asia, for

example, there seem to be more

attracted to than repelled by

most insect repellants An insect

lute could incapacitate or even

kill you Thus, if you have never

had a serious reaction to any

kind ol insect bite or sting, and it

required medical attention, you

mas Ik* eligible tor a IV
other things which may ex-

elude you are severe allergies,

any attack or asthma since your

I2t*h birthday, migraines, high

blood pressure, trick knees.

elbows, shoulders, or other

punts \er\ Hat leet. some back

problems, etc

The list is nearly endless

Mil I ice it to say that many things

which are merely annoyances,

or less, in civilian life can

U'come | matter of literal life or

bath in many military

situations II your health is going

to be a real hassle for the army,

the army doesn't want you. You

can protest this all you want, but

the draft laws clearly state that

thev cannot draft you if you have

any of the ailments on the

Surgeon General's list of

deferable conditions (the list is

available in the Draft Office in

the Student Union). If your draft

board makes a mistake and tries

to draft vou. you have the right

to appeal However, if you

prepare carefully, it is likely

that you will need to use the

appeal process.

II you leel that you have

medical or emotional problems.

either current or old. consult a

draft counselor He or she will be

able to give you advice suited to

\our particular situation. The

iollowing will provide a general

guide, however The most im

porta nt deferments, is proper

documentation Vou should have

letters Irom every doctor who

has ever treated you for the

ailment or condition for which

yON are seeking the deferment

The letters should state in both

medical and lay terms the

nature ot the problem, how often

the doctor has seen you. what

treatment has been prescribed,

and the prognosis for recovery

If at all possible, the letter

should also state the doctor's

betid that military training or

duty either will or could possibly

cans* an aggravation or

recurrence of the condition,

and or that the condition will or

could possible interfere with

your performance of duty

It your doctor is a super-

patriot and is reluctant to help

prevent you from being forced

into a situation w here you might

have to kill somebody, do not

remind him that his Hippocratic

Oath requires him to act to save

lives This might annoy him and

complicate the matter un-

necessarily Instead, tell him

that the draft board requested

that you obtain letters per

taining to your physical con-

dition to help them reach a

decision in classifying you. This

is not an untruth. In the order to

report lor a physical, you are

told to bring such letters with

you. You might also remind him

that it costs the government a

tremendous amount of money on

men who will have to be

discharged for medical reasons

They also will not want to pay

you any disability pensions

which you would be entitled to if

you were damaged in any way
while you were in the service,

other documentation, such as

X rays, etc should also be ob

lamed if pertinent You should

keep copies of all documen-

tation, of course.

Finally, you will probably

have to report for a physical

examination Bring two copies of

your documentation with you

( but be sure that you still have

the original at home in case both

ot these sets are misplaced.)

When you are asked to turn in

any doctor's letters give them

one set and keep the other for

safekeeping in case the first is

accidentally mislaid in the

circular file or elsewhere.

Too many people fail to take

proper advantage of the

determent possibilities offered

by the SSS. There is a tremen

dous range of physical

disabilities which could gain you

an opportunity to not kill people

in Vietnam
The physical demands which

may be made on you by the

military far exceed those made
on you by normal, or even

strenuous, civilian life. Basic

training puts unusual stress on

weak muscles, healed bone

Iractures. old operation scars,

etc. Duty assignments can ex-

pose vou to climatic conditions

which might aggravate
respiratory diseases or skin

ailments Strict military diets

could expose you continually to

loods which cause allegic

reactions.

The list is mearly endless. The

point to remember is that what

might be simply a minor in-

convenienee-or no bother at all-

could become a major disability

to the military They do not want

to have to worry about giving

you special duty assignments to

cater to your allergies, or about

your recurrent headaches, or

stay spells keeping you out of

the action at a crucial time, or a

possible llareup of an old case of

asthma, or similar problems.

Above all else they don't want to

have to pay you disability for an

old injury or disease which

military training or duty causes

to return.

distraction, and quite poss»»> " — • " , .
~

—
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Documentation Key To Medical Deferments-^^^
. ,„ ..

* — bleat home Mail one copy to your AFFFS personnel seem.

I'll give you some idea of how to

Ho uses our ailments properly; i.e..

t,, bt sure that smi succeed in

convincing the AFFFS (Armed

Forces Fntrance & Fxamining

Station I personnel that you should

be lound unfit to kill people in order

to preserve vour nation's honor

The key to the game is called

documentation The doctors, aides.

and other ollicial types at AFFFS
are harried, hassled, and

frequently, hostile. These three h's

are important because they

frequently cause your examiners

to miss lairlv obvious deferable

conditons Therelore. it is to your

definite advantage to have a letter

irom your doctor stating that your

leg was amputated three years

ago, and that the chances that it

will grow back are minimal. He

should .dso state that in his expert

medical opinion he believes that

your one legged condition might

possibly interfere with your per-

formance of duty Do not count on

AFFFS to either notice your

condition or draw any conclusions

themselves.

This is said only partly in jest. I

know of one ease where a young

man who had one leg three inches

shorter than the other and who was

required to wear a brace passed

his physical, was inducted into the

Army, put through basic, sent for a

sear to Vietnam, and was finally

given an honorable discharge He

did not want to go. but he had no

idea ol his rights to appeal AFFFS
Imdmgs Simply, incredible things

can and do happen, so it is best to

take nothing for granted

okay You're convinced that it's

a good idea to have some
documentation with you Now.

what lorm should it take9

The most obvious is a letter from

your doctor - or doctors, if more

than one has treated you The

letter should state your condition in

both medical and lay terminology

This is so you don't insult the rare

educated AFFFS doctors and don't

go over the heads of the rest The

letter should also give the

prognosis, state the treatment

prescribed, and go on to the most

important part If there is any

chance at all. no matter how

remote, that the condition could

either be aggravated by or in

terfere with basic training or the

performance of duty, the doctor

should so declare The Army does

not want people who are going to be

on the sick rosters or who will have

to be given a medical discharge, so

it will try to turn you down if they

have any indication that you might

be one of these types

You have your doctor's letters

The next step is to get additional

documentation Were x-rays taken

to diagnose or confirm your con

dition " Get copies Were you sent

to a specialist " Get a letter from

him Were you hospitalized'' Get a

copy of the hospital report Did you

go to a clinic, an allergist, a

shrink' <iet letters

If vour condition is borderline,

additional substantiation from

people who know you might help

Do you sleepwalk, for instance''

V our doctor probably won't be able

to tell the AFFFS anything about

it. but your girlfriend, wife,

roommate, or mother tor all of the

above i might Get a letter.

KFFP COPIES OF
FVFHYTHING! Keep one copy on

tile at home Mail one copy to your

l)oard lor inclusion in your file

Send it Certified Mail. Return

Keceipt Requested When the

receipt comes back, staple it to

your copy. This is proof that the

board received the documentation

When you go for your physical,

take two copies of everything with

you Give them one copy at the

beginning when they request

doctors' letters; save the other set

in case they misplace, eat, or

otherwise lose the original

Your letters serve the simple

purpose of shouting in their ears.

Hey' Wait a minute. This guy

might have something wrong with

him Take a closer look." As

AFFFS personnel seem,

traditionally to be somewhat hard

ol hearing, they will not hear you if

\ou try to tell them youself You

must have the letters.

Remind your doctor, if he seems

unw tiling to write a letter, that it is

his patriotic duty to help save the

Army thousands of dollars in

outlining and training someone

who will not meet up to their

standards By pointing out your

condition to the army before they

have inducted you, he is saving the

American taxpayer money He
should get a medal from his local

VFW
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Manv Are Blind To Their Own Hardships
*

. .. ___. .« nmhablv a sliehtly more common things. First, it must d<

Lately, I've had several people

see me tor counseling who qualify

lor hardship deferments, but who

did not realize it Students have

been taught to consider themselves

among the more privileged in our

society, and therefore have a hard

time viewing their economic

situations realistically. But

students often do qualify for such

deferments
Basically, the Hardship defer-

ment is available to anybody who

is contributing to the support of

another person providing that two

other conditions are met. First, the

support must be such that its

removal will cause a significant

disruption in the life of the

dependent. Second, it is also

essential that no other person is

able to fill the gap left if the sup-

porter is drafted.

This can be more easily un-

derstood if I give a couple of

examples. A man is married and

has one voung child. His wife is not

working because she is taking care

of the child. For some reason,

neither his parents nor hers are

able to tor willing) to contribute to

her support Thus, he is the sole

source of income to the family.

If he is drafted, the family

allotment check provided by the

military would be insufficient to

meet the expense of food, rent,

clothes, medical needs, etc, for his

wife and child. This is a classic

case of hardship, and either he or

his wife can request that he be

given a III—A deferment.

In another instance, a man's

lather is out of work due to an

injury, and he is sending money to

his parents This money, combined

with workman's compensation.

just barely meets his family's

living expenses. They have no

other children who can contribute,

and no other sources of income.

This, too is a financial hardship

case, and either he or one of his

parents can request a 111—

A

deferment for him.

Any dependent can request this

delerment for the registrant, or he

can request it himself. A dependent

is anyone to whom he might be

contributing financial support.

This can be any member (s) of his

immediate family, but it can also

be illegitimate children, fiance,

girl friend, room-mate, friend, or

the little old lady (or man) up-

stairs. The only qualification is

that real financial support is being

given, and that this can, in some

way. be documented
As with other requests for

deferments, it is usually best to

seek the advice and assistance of a

draft counselor before requesting

the III—A, as careful, complete,

and accurate documentaion is

necessary.

It is also important to remember

that there are times when con-

ditions exist justifying a deferment

when you don't think one really

exists The classic example was

when George Hamilton IV received

a hardship deferment in order to

maintain his mother in her twenty

odd room mansion. (Or is the

system really so corrupt that he

got it because he was dating Linda

tor was it Lucy 9
) There are two

other hardship conditions which

may qualify a registrant for a

1H_ A deferment These are

emotional and physical depen

dencies

If anyone is either emotionauy or

physically dependent upon you to

the point that your absence would

constitute a severe hardship, you

may well qualify for this

classification. These conditions are

sometimes hard to document, but

let's look at the general categories

to give you an idea of the approach.

Let's say. for example, that your

lather is dead and your mother is

an invalid. She is not bedridden,

but her doctor has confined her to

the house and forbidden her to do

any hard work. If she is dependent

upon you to do the housework or

shopping or to take her to the

doctor for checkups, you may have

a hardship situation.

To document this case, you

would first need to get a letter foom

her doctor stating that he has

restricted her to the house,

describing her condition. You

should next get a letter from her

stating her condition, that you have

been performing certain chores for

her, and that she would be unable

to find tor, perhaps, pay) anyone

else to do the work. Additional

letters from people who are

lamiliar with the circumstances

(such as relatives, clergymen,

lamily friends, social workers,

etc.) would help strengthen the

case .

Ol course, if there are others who

could do the work in your place,

this would not constitute a hard-

ship situation It is important to

note here that the dependent does

not need to be a relative If anyone

is physically dependent upon you in

any way for any reason, see a

qualified draft counselor to discuss

the situation You may qualify for

the 111—A hardship deferment

The emotional dependency is

probably a slightly more common

one If "vour being drafted would

cause somebody extreme

emotional upset, you may qualify.

A cautionary note: This does not

mean that if your girl will cry when

you get your notice, you don't have

to go The key word in this case is

extreme.'' Usually, this means

that a nervous breakdown or some

psychosomatic illness is likely to

develop if you are forced to leave.

Again, this is not limited to

members of the family.

Documentation is necesary,

however, and must establish two

things First, it must demonstrate

that there is a true dependency

relationship. Then you must prove

that some extreme emotional

reaction is likely to occur.

This is obviously easier to do it

the individual has had some

history of emotional problems and

has been treated by a psychiatrist

and/or hospitalized in the past.

If vou feel that you may qualify

lor such a deferment, see a draft

counselor. Both of these categories

are tricky to document, and you

should have competent advice

PEACE
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Basics On The Lottery
"""^ www—"—- ovniain helow If your m

Nobody, including the Selective

Service system, seems to be very

clear about the lottery system, but

there are a few basic points to be

made which will lead to at least an

elemeptary understanding of what

it's all about.

All males receive their lottery

number during the calendar year

in which they turn 19. In other

words, if you were born in 1951.

your lottery number was drawn in

1970; if you were born in 1952, you

will get your lottery number in

1971 and so on Everyone born

before 1951 received their number

in the drawing held in December

1969 The number you draw

remains with you for the rest of

your life, regardless of when you

serve your eligibility year

Currently, draft boards send our

induction calls by a quota system,

with a maximum limit placed on

what lottery number can be in-

cluded in the call This may soon

change to a system whereby a

national call is issued according to

lottery numbers In other words, a

all for a given month might draft

everyone whose number is below

75. instead of the present method in

which a board is instructed to cal

un to 25 men. provided they don t

Jraft anybody with a number over

i The difference is that the new

system, if it is passed, will stan

dardize the upper limit of the

lottery number called

The most difficult concept to

understand is what constitutes

one's eligibility year, and what

happens afterwards

Your eligibility year is the year

in which you may be drafted The

earliest this can happen is the year

you have your 20th birthday (the

year after you receive your lottery

number ) However, you must have

either al-A.a I-A-O, or a 1-0

classification to be included in the

eligibility pool.

If vou have any deferments, you

are not eligible to be drafted, and

will not be included in the pool

However you need only to be

eligible on Dec 31 to be included in

the eligibility pool for a given year

Regardless of your lottery number,

if you do not have a deferment on

Dec :»1 and you are 20 or more

years old. you have served your

eligibility year

So what happens now? That

depends on your lottery number

your number was reached by your

board and you did not have a

deferment at the time which you

later lost, you are in a special

circumstance which I will attempt

to explain below If your number

was not reached at all, you served

vour prime eligibility year and on

January 1 will be put in the 2nd

priority pool The only way you can

be drafted from this group is if

everyone in the new prime group is

drafted In that case, the board

would go back a year and pick up

where they left off <Thus you

become less and less eligible as

each year after your prime year

goes by.)
, , . 4

.

If you are deferred during the

year you turn 20, your prime

eligibility year will be the first

vear in which you lose your

deferment You will retain your

original lottery number, however

Now for the special case

described above Say for example

that your lottery number is 100

Vou have a deferment until the

middle of November, when you

lose it By this time, your board is

calling people with numbers up to

225 Due to procedural regulations

and red tape, as well as standard

inefficiency. January 1 rolls

around without your board issuing

you an induction order You are

NOT home Tree You are put into a

special Extended Priority Group_

You are more eligible to be drafted

than people in the new prime

vim a iiuni"*- «"--

If You Choose Resistance
J . .... ,..,. „_.„..„,. these areavailableOneiS WeW..tG.byAl.c

Bood Mea to .alk to some people who have already

yy^^J^tiSja^Mt, lor refers.

Sole Surviving Son
There is one automatic deferment which many people know

nothing about, the deferment for a sole surviving son. Anyone who

mee s the legal definition for this classification is automatically

Sled to it and usually meets no resistance from his draft board

Simply a sole surviving son ,s a registrant who has no living

broSs and who has some relative (immediate family) who has

either been killed in a war or who has died of some war-related

'To'Vase^anrpossible confusion here, lets consider a few

^You^re an only child, or your other siblings are all sisters Your

father was killed in action in the Korean Conflict t really a war but

if'stad PR tocaU it that.) You qualify for this deferment If you

have a living brother, you don't.

Both your parents are living, but your only brother was killed m

Vietnam -blood brother, that is -the army does not believe that all

men are brothers. You qualify. .

Your sister ( or mother ) was in the WACs and died as a resu t of a

plane crash while transferring to a new unit If you have no living

^fatTr w^mjured in WW II. and the injuries leftItt.
i
in a

weakened condition which eventually contributed *° £is death

fifteen years later Again, if you have no living brothers, you

qU
Your brother died as the result of an automobile crash on base^

He was on duty at the time If you have no living brothers, you

qU
Your only brother was killed in an accident while on leave Your

father is still living You do not qualify Your father died of a hear

attack which was unrelated to any military injuries You do not

quality Your father died of some war related injury You do

qU
Tne

y
picture should be clear The qualifying factors are: 1 You

may have no living brothers, and 2. Either your father your

mother or a brotherorsistermust have died as a result of military

Sed injuries The death need not be as a direct result of war, nor

need to be immediate If the death-causing injuries can be directly

related to the military, you qualify for this deferment

Theldocun^totio?for this deferment would consist of a copy of

the Death Certificate, a statement from the Veterans Ad

mmis^atton (
preferably » or from a doctor testifying that the cause

of death was related to a military injury or disease, and a

Itement certifying that you are the only surviving son ,n the

'Ts with all other correspondence with your draft board copies^of

the documents should be sent to the board by Certified Mail. Return

k£e£t Requested, and the receipt should be stapled to your copy

when it comes back If you have any questions about this

dais* cation, you should consult a qualified draft counselor

eligibility pool (This is true for at

least the first quarter of the year

Whether you continue in the EPG
beyond the first quarter depends

on your involvement with appeals

See a draft counselor, and pray.)

If all this is confusing, you

probably understand it If youneed

advice about your standing on the

lottery, and you're unable to fit

your situation easily into one of the

situations described above, see a

competent draft counselor Don't

guess, and don't trust a draft board

clerk or member to know any more

than you do Its your life baby

Protect it

are available. One is We Won't Go by Alice Lyndlit si

a

compilation of writings by resistors in ja, who feel

they made the right choice in acting on their con-

sciences and refusing to cooperate with£system they

view as being immoral, coercive, and dehumaniz ng

The other is In The Service of Their Country. Written

bTa psychoanalyst who interviewed resistors in

prison, the book shows more of what a bummei jad

can be The resistors seem less sure that they did
1

the

right thing, and considerably more uncomfortable

with their jail experience The difference seems to be

m tne reasons forres.stance. the depth of thought that

went into the decision, and the expected results of the

^i'would strongly urge that those considering some

form of non-cooperation read both books.

My own feeling »s that resistance as a wayof

avoiding the draft, with no other rationale, is a poor

method to use In the first place, the risks and

discomfort are too high Being underground P»aces

strong restrictions on your lifestyle for a penod longer

than the restrictions placed by the Army or the less

. . . . i i u.. .horniivp <;prvice A lail
Jan remains a «•;

r
i ~ -K„„, ^hat that than tne resinciiuns piavc« «j .»- « -

and there are sources of information about what that
alternative service. A jail

Saw??JSriSS Kwte A" ,n a"-

"

a

good books on the jail experience for draft resisters

Break Out!

car to drive The draft tries to channel us into certain occupations ne

hS
^rr£us the first chance we have to taste anything like freedom

d^wnTo^^:.^!^ , our emotional dependencies, our

p

h
rogrTm cart and you've got to pull ,t and read-really read-the at

^Thl^bout uTmigTfeel good to try dealing with an institution that

wav mstead of e i^g d call your shots for you You've been taught sB

lur ?fP to manioulate evade conform, do it the easy way Now you can

lump.oft that wTgon ^ick your own path, and force the system to move

°V
G
r

ra

f

nt

r

ed°us just a little step, but what a great feeling And if you*M
once maybe you can do ,t a.a.n If you start expecting it.you Stort

demanding it That's the first step to breaking out of the rat race
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In The Nation And The World

Ho Chi Minh Trail Bombed

Cong
SAIGON iAP> — Enemy forces

pressed what U.S. officials call 'a

cheap offensive" through a fourth

day Tuesday. U.S. B52 jet bombers

struck new blows at the Ho Chi

Minh Trail and its outlets to try to

stem the flow of supplies into South

Vietnam
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong

gunners launched small shelling

attacks against allied airfields and

other bases running almost the

length ot South Vietnam.

For the most part, the economy
bombardments-only a few men and

tew lockets used for each-caused

minor damage and handful of

casualties

The rocket, however, scored a

direct hit on a fuel storage tank at

the sprawling U.S. air base at Da
Nang, 375 miles northeast of

Saigon. 35,000 gallons of jet fuel

stored in the tank and the fire

spread to an aviation fuel tank and

threatened a half-dozen others.

Among U.S. installations hit

were Cam Ranh Air Base, 190

mdes northeast of Saigon, and

Camp Eagle, headquarters of the

I S 101st Airborne Division near

Hue in the north A spokesman said

some Americans were wounded at

Cam Ranh Bay but only light

damage was caused at Cmp Eagle.

The enemy is expected to keep

Cheap Offensive
u.u nam «nd is the ,0ngeSt

up the shelling attacks through this

week, partly to take advantage of

moonless nights by firing in early

morning darkness.

The shellings' major military

effects appear to be terror and

harassment
The bombardments also give

North Vietnam a cheap way to

show it can hit when and where it

wants. Hanoi also apparently

hopes to encourage anti-war

sentiment here and in the United

States.

U.S. B52 bombers in two waves

rained explosives on outlets of the

Ho Chi Minh Trail in the nor-

thwestern corner of South Viet

and is the longest and heaviest

The raids along the Laos border, aerial campaign of the Indochina

16 and 17 miles northwest of Khe wa r

Elsewhere, only small and

scattered ground fighting was

reported.

raft Cutbacks A
Lowest In Seven Years

WASHINGTON >AI'

Secretary <>i Defame Metvia R.

Land announced Tuesday a cut

back in the draft caH far May and

indicated total ioti inductions will

be tin- lowest in seven years

Laird told a news conference the

actions are possible l*>cause of

the progress we have made' in

Vietnamizing the war and with

drawing t S troops

The defense secretary in effect

dropped the Ma\ i all trom 15.000

by combining it with June and

setting a two-month quota

totalising 20.000

This, he indicated, means that

about 10,000 youths will be called

up in May and another 10.lM.Kt in

June.
This will be a sharp drop from

the 17,00041 month draft quotas in

the January April period, totalling

60.000 men
Projecting ahead for the rest ot

this year, Laird said, i would

Vets Tell Congress

Of Routine Atrocities
WASHINGTON lAP Volunteer witnesses told an informal

congressional panel Tuesday thai while serving as military interrogators

Iheyiroutinely used electrical telephone hookups and helicopter drops to

torture and kill Vietnamese prisoners

One Army intelligence specialist said the pistol slaying ot his I hmese

interpreter was defended by a superior who said. -She was just a slope

anyway." meaning she was an Asiatic .. . ,in
The unsworn testimony ot five Vietnam veterans

j
as offered befon an

unofficial war crimes inquiry headed by Rep Ronald Heliums. D (
an

which has no official standing and no subpoena power

rhei said Vmericans who dealt with prisoners or \ .etnamese civilians

were encouraged to use am degree oi torture just so intelligence in

"Vhchael nd'a'lormer lieutenant who supervised teams ot questioners

Bakl the unspoken rule was, I don t care DOW you get the information.

^hfsakThfUrved with the American Dh is.on to >« when he wit

nessed Vietnamese civilians wired up to electrical field telephones

5Jone case, he said, the 'crank was turned tor so long." that a woman

under interrogation menstruated profusely

AnotherWitness, Kenneth B Osborn, 25, said he was trained at Ft

Holabird Md . as 8 spv handler
"
,n\ 'etnam ,n the spring ot i960, ( .shorn said he twice trave ed\« I *

Marine helicopters whan Vietnamese were dropped to their deaths to

inghlen other suspect .board into telling all they knew about enemy

*Ssb!S an enlisted man who posed as a civilian in Vietnam, said his

female ( hmese interpreter drew the wrath of an Army capta.n a member

ol the :»2.")th Military Intelligence Group

H« said the captain shot her in the neck and left the girl in his back

> ard, saying, he believed she knew too much about American intelligence

"'she'was just slope anyway. Osborne quoted the captain as saying

•What difference did it make anyway."

A stall spokesman said it has not been decided whether the panel will

prepare a tormal congressional report. ... »~--
1

| lllums said he has tried unsuccessfully to get regular committees like

Armed Services to probe alleged Indochina war atrocities.

estimate the draft calls would not

exceed the 10.000 figure for any

month."
He hinted the calls may fall

below that average and that the

final draft figure for 1971 might be

around 142.000. That would be

some 21,500 below last year and the

lowest total since the 112,500 in

HIM. the year before the United

States got deeply into the Vietnam

Wai
Lairds news conference was

unannounced in advance and came

amid fresh antiwar demon-

strations in the capital, suggesting

it might have been intended to take

some of the bite out of those

demonstrations,

on other subjects. Laird said

The Russians are "going

ahead with a sophisticated ABM
system." The Soviets have

resumed construction of their

antimissile defenses in the Moscow

area, he said, expanding the

system beyond tour sites with M
defensive missile launchers

toward an eight site shield with 128

defensive missiles designed to

guard the Soviet capital area from

t S. long-range missiles

There is some evidence that

thev the Russians have gone for-

ward with installing multiple

w arheads on their SS9 missiles, but

1 can't state positively whether

they can be aimed independently

at separate targets or whether they

are earlier generation multiple

warheads which are fired shotgun

lashion without separate aiming

He can't tell yet for certain

whether a new Soviet missile

deployment, spotted within recent

months, is "a brand new missile or

a modified SS9."

It the Russians continued to

move ahead .n their missile

development without progress in

the Strategic Arms Limitation

negotiations I would not hesitate

to go to Congress to ask for ad-

ditional funds" to offset the

Russian moves with additional

IS nuclear weaponry.

Sanh, were carried out as other

B52s pounded the Ho Chi Minh

Trail in southern Laos.

The B52 assault on the trail

started the middle of last October
^

Rogers Backs China

Entry Into U.N.
LONDON (AP)-Secretary of State William F Rogers has pledged

U S backing for a constructive role by Red China in Asia. He indicated

the I'nited States will decide within about four weeks on how to handle the

issue of Chinese representation in the United Nations.

The secretary told the opening session of a two-day conference of the

Southeast Asia Treatv Organization Tuesday that his government

welcomes Peking's overture for a new relationship

liter in private, he discussed the China question with horeign

Secretary Sir Alec Douglas-Home of Britain, a country that recognized

the Peking government in 1950.

Rogers gave Douglas-Home to understand Washington will make up its

mindi finally on the matter of Chinese representation in the United

Nations within the next four weeks or so. informants said.

The issue for years has been a source of disagreement between London

^ititaTn^ntTpeking to take over Chinas seat from Nationalist China

even though in the past it has backed American demands for a two-third

(ieneral Assembly margin on the question.

The Nixon administration has displayed readiness to support

Peking's entry provided Nationalist Chinese on Formosa remain a

member of the world body. .. ... .

This Two-China policy." urged again Monday by a P™*"^
commission under Henry Cabot Lodge, is unacceptable to the Chinese

Communist and the Nationalist Chinese ^ naas ^ith.n
China's new diplomatic posture dominated the exchanges within

SK \T(

)

The alliance was formed by eight nations 17 years ago as a shield

against the real or imagined threats and thrusts from Peking Since then

1

Prance no longer frightened of the Chinese, is boycotting the meeting

Pak.stan. friendlv to Peking, is being represented only by an observer.

Rotters as if to reassure his listeners that the Nixon administration is

not exactly starrveved about China's Ping-Pong diplomacy. Rogers

served not ice the U S commitment to SEATO and its members will go on^

This a commitment to defend any member that becomes the victim of

aggression.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604

Antiwar Sit-in

In Washington
WASHINGTON lAP) An

estimated ISO antiwar demon-

strators blocked the doors of

Selective Service headquarters

here Tuesday, preventing about a

dozen workers trom returning

alter lunch

Some employees, however,

climbed over the demonstrators to

enter the building and were not

topped

MDC
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COMPLAINTS?
STUDENT SENATE

SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Services

(Dining Commons, Parking. Bus Shuttle, Housing, etc.)

JUST FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

Also, if you'd like to join in and help, just leave

your name and phone number with the secretary.
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CourtDecisionRakes CO Queries Think CO
rv now you've probably heard about the Supreme

. It decision saying that there can be no "selective
lourt

• »•«« ohiectors This does not in any way

'Saations. The case in question was seeking to

tnH the working definition of conscientious ob-

;Xn and the

k,

co
g
urt simply (but unfortunately)

1

r Ih to accept that someone can be morally op-

posedt, a particular war without being opposed to

l

Tn esKncT anybU^ho was a CO before this ruling

, ill auahfies To reassure those of you who were

onsidenng applying for a CO, let me briefly explain

hTiuS Sationi for the classification

A Conscientious Objector is defined by law as a man

hn^ooosed to participation in war in any form by

^son of^rdy held religious beliefs and training.

,nme definitions are in order here.

The Supreme Court ruled last summer in the Welsh

decision that the terms "religious training and belief

m lu* moral, ethical, and philosophical beliefs so

L.! thev are not purely personal, and providing the

SKtoS come°aSout a^result of training^imilar

n Sor to traditional religious training, and that they

licupy a place in the persons life similar to that of

ltS rS^ornS-ueatlon. such as that you

, eceTve from parents, or experimental, such as that

u get from reading, movies which may have
,
to-

ItuenMd you. or significant things you have seen or

'Tbelief is sincerely held if it operates as a major

.aiding factor in your life. In other words, if you

S eve that you should do unto others as you would

.., . hic u you are opposed to the war against Vietnam, or opposed to the draft,

have them do unto you, and try to live your life in this ^ '
ed t0 ki inng or opposed to war in general, you should consider the

manner, then that is a sincerely held belief whicn r£mt that you may qualify for classification as Conscientious Ob-

could easily form the basis for a successful CO claim. £-»
Tnjg jg especiaUv true if you have no other legal alternative to

Obviously, only you can decide what operates as a J

servm jn tne armed ,orces Dut shou id be considered even if you qualify

major guiding force in your life. If you dor
i^

know ^^ other deferment
isn't it time you thought about it? If you apply for a

CO you will almost inevitably have to confront this

issue in yourself. It can be more constructive than a

sensitivity group.

"Participation" is a key word. 1

The only way to tell for sure that you are or are not a CO is to consult a

qualified draft counselor. It is not true that you must be a pactftot, a

Quaker, a regular church-goer, or sure that you would not have fought in^ .:..?. . ^. f„4:-...o nki^inr ^Hnn't simn v assume that-=Krt3£W' is a key word. The law does not
g*-.J«}g«?S23^0^.S*?t^£=Z*i'^^^ss^^^s^ls rou

r

arr„o.'"
oc^require uicii juu ire u(;jn~vU ^ ,-- —^»

must be opposed to participation in wars. That means

that your beliefs require that you do not join in the lun

and frolic of killing your fellow human beings or

destroying land or killing trees or whatever it is that

you are opposed to that makes you a CO.

Another tricky phrase is "war in any form this

means any war of which you can conceive. The board

cannot require you to say what you would do in a

hypothetical or historical situation. World War II can

World war li 10 oe a ^ons>cicnuuua uuj^vu. .
^~ ~~» r» ,

you are not a CO and stop thinking about it. Talk to a draft counselor

Fxcellent advice may be obtained from Mrs. Frances Crowe of Nor

thampton. one of the best counselors in New England. Her phone number

sIKSSre Or you can visit Draft Counseling Services on this campus in

418E on the second floor of the Student Union. Or stop in at the group CO

counseling sessions in 805 CC on Monday and Thursday afternoons.

1 (eel that it is important for a Conscientious Objeetor seek "*•££"

^W^^SSSSS ^ri^^^e^'^rsl^aredeolarlngyourseuand
know what you would have done for sure, and you

JgPf^ttS^aSrt?3«r»«il b**. You are directly con-

don't have to. If you cannot senously ™nce,ve of the "^ft^SS-JTjSrloS board with moral questions about

US. being invaded, you do not have to speculation Iron me
:

the^members M y°^
illustrated by the fact that

what you wou.d do if such a snuaUon^occurs. You need gtt*£•»£££££2 have mcreased over the pas. two or

three vears in direct proportion to the increase in CO applications 11

seenVobv?ous thaUhese men are being faced with mora, decisions
;

which

theThad not previously considered This puts a great deal of internal

pressure on the system.)

object only to wars with which you feel you might be

confronted

If you either know or think that you are a CO. con-

sult a draft counselor before you notify your board.

The counselor will advise you of the best ways to

proceed to seek the 1-0 or 1-A-O classification.

Peace

>dieve tnai you snuu.u uu - _^ , -
j

A CONeed Only Prefer Not To Kill
A > mr * ** ...»n* t/v il, t lhl>n»

\ou do not -repeat, do not -have

l0 Ik- .. pacifist or a believer in non-

viotonce in order to be a con

scientious objector

II niven a choice, you would

ureter not to kill people or be put in

a situation where you might have

to kill in self defense, you are

probably a CO. That is the swsnlesl

tnitial determining toctor. ah «se

is ;,mplil nation and clanlicatum

Vou may be a CO even if you

would kill in self-defense. Uhat

^„u would have to demonstrate is

that vou prefer not to kill, and

vsould take steps to avoid going to

places where there is a strong

hkelikhood that you might be at-

lached in such a way that killing

would be the only possible means

..t defense.

For example, if you knew that

yoil would have to shoot your way

Ihroagh the tunnel to get into

M.uthwest (assuming ior

moment that anyone would want to

get to Southwest), you would

probably try to find some other

route This would probably be true

even if vou had brushed your teeth

with Colgate that morning and still

had the protection of Gardol's

invisible shield, therefore not being

in any direct personal danger. The

idea is that you dont have over-

whelming urge to kill fellow human

beings. _ ,.

Call Vietnam the tunnel to South-

west After all. we've been hearing

about the light at the end of it for

about seven years You know that

if vou go there people will be

shooting at you (There is, ac-

cording to secret documents

captured from the Pentagon, a war

going on there, and rumor has it

that people shoot at people during

wars i Thus, it is quite possible

that vou might be called upon to

kill a so-called enemy in sell

(ietense-if vou allow yourself to be

lent there "in the tirst place

Okay. You don't want to go there

because human beings are

shooting at other human beings.

(Unlike the deer season, which

only lasts a week, the U.S. has

helped create a constant open

season on humanity in Nam I
Part

of why could be that you don't

want to have to kill somebody to

stop him from killing you, and not

being in a place where that

somebody can kill you seems like a

sensible idea.

If this rationale seems even

fairlv logical, and you really think

that "there might be some value to

human life other than its use as a

bullet stopper, you are on your way

to being a CO Visit a draft coun

selor and rap a little, or go to the

Draft Counseling Services' group

CO counseling in 811 Campus

Center any Monday or Tuesday

from 1:30 to 4:30 Christmas is

coming What better time to think

about peace on earth through

goodwill to all men Dig it.

Each request for CO status legitimizes the position in the eyes of the

board Four vears ago a Conscientious Objector was a freak- a board

dea t w tSoniy a handful each year Now. boards must process^JJjl
applications at each monthly meeting This has helped move the board to

tX the CO as the genuine classification it is Since "«£**2^*«
i a ,f«r inr a I—() is sincerity a request for a I -O from someDoay wno

ad
°
as UVother ".,^'

' caSe. a great deal of weight with board

members Thus, if vou are out of the draft because of a Ugh tottery

number but requesta I-O anyway, it may make it easier or the guy

behind you. who has no other outs at all to get recognition as a ( I

)

The final political plus is that having received a I - o. you almost

,u omancallv become a missionary Too many people never try lor a

1 Cause thev think its impossible to get When you get <nto a rap

.bSX«! «« rnentton thajTou have a I-
t, it^ft&Z™

,t is possible to obtain and maybe encourage them to seek it the msf \\ s.

ihus^utting more pressure on the draft and starting a whole new cycle

The nersonal plusses mav beeven more important For most people M

Xm„;« !-«'rVnm- l\- seen go ihrough ,he CO^~™£**
some semi solid answers lor himself

So think about it It takes time and effort, and can be one sj the most

guilty otromant.ci/mg them a bit. are real < an you digit

tU

g for the sent there in the first place. - —

^

Q^mP CO's Take Noncombatant Duty
wjOjIIC V>*Vy ^ A U1YV

. . ,. ,, .eassuring them that if tlssyars The advantages d
^-FV-rXXA ^^

. . ., -». inssr morahty' Do you fee that «**""*
vu „ m . <MV «. ^,hk1 .„,. strongest. I thn

Some (
'i.nscientious Objectors

are willing to enter the miliuo ""

the mounds that the> do DSt have

to tram with or carry arms 1
hex

[ed able to accept noncombatant

uul.t.ii-% <lutv Frequently, they are

assigned to the medical corps, but

i lies could be assigned to jobs BUCtl

,,skl' motor pools, desk jobs, etc

rnose cos willing to do jssn-

...nibatant service are classified

1 « " .v,

ll,e criteria lor this

classification are basically the

same as the criteria lor the I U

YOU must still be opposed to

participation in war for reasons ol

moral, ethical, or religious beliefs

and training. The primary dit

lercnce is that vou do not consider

noncombatant jobs to lie part of the

war activities.

obviously, this is usually a

purely subjective decision In

theor\ . boards should use the same

standards lor each classification

In practice, though, it is usually

easier to get a F-A-O because

boards are less reluctant to hand

them out The true determining

factor is which classification you

request

Hoards are not supposed to offer

the I A O as a compromise to a

registrant seeking a I 0. II > ou

qualify for one you qualify lor the

other as well

There are some important

questions that vou should consider

il you are thinking ol seeking this

classification. Fust, you should

lead the material on Conscientious

objection in general Then

determine how you relate your

reelings about war and killing

someol thclollou.ng ssus

Oo you vie* the mditary as s

unit" II sou do. it may be difficult

, or vou to isolate your non

combatant job from the overa

nllssmnol the military H-c.de.f it

would bother vou to be cutting

ol,,ns „, send someone else to

Vietnam WottW working in a

stockroom sending material to a

combat area be s.gmf uantl>

different from using that material

m a combat area, according to

morahty? Do yen leel that

working in s military kitchen

enables the army to send

somebody else into combat in your

place' How do yW relate to this

The \rm\ Field Manual lor the

Medical Corps states that the

purpose ol the Corps is to help

further the mission ol the military

l>„ you want to help further that

mission? Part of the function of the

nu ;du .s is to help bolster the

morale of the troops <by

reassuring them that if the) are

wounded they will receive good

medical attention I
so that they will

light better In some cases, par

ticularl) in combat situations, a

medic ma) bS ordered to treat the

lag senoush wounded lirst. let

ting others wait, so that they can

J* bach into the battle You nave

to decide how vou would relate to

these situations either when you

.,,e confronted *ith them or

beforehand

rhe advantages ol this position

,„e strongest. I think for those

who are frying to work out sonx

kind ol a lompronuse between a

leeling thai war is wrong and I

sense that it others must risk their

lives then the\ must do so .is well

\oncomhatants are considered to

bs members ol the military, are

entitled to all Gl benefits, ami

receive SO honorable discharge if

the) keep eat «»t trouble

Canada May Not Be The Answer

The border to Canada is currently pre ty open

mlS tourists, draft avo.ders and evaders..and

dnerters Deserters are men who have

•signed from the Armed Forces before heir

„ n acts have expired i Thus
(

.t .s p^stoaUy n
. ,sv matter to move there However, this has

re, ted a large population of imm.grants--

;::(
,plew;thoutjobr without direction, without

,mv definite future

TM. has created a number f.fJJ-J^J

"d<• ",' 'S?™
3

" Ith.sHLi S *. border
CMMla ll",';-"*^, ' '

,. 1( ,.r W||| proliably be

The problems are reaching such ******
on their tails nroiM.rtions that antiwar groups in (

anaaa

There ,s also a serious unemployment problem Wjrtums ^JJJ Americans

in Canada Simply, this means that there are no wh h werese p ^ ^ ^ () thp

obs IfyougotoCanada.youwillbea.onMgner wh w rr ^»*
(
.nCourag.ng people to

,ob preference in Canada ,s the same as hart - »afl are a

Thpy rosent

nat.Cesl.rst. outsiders last Mndmg work v.,11 bt stay^avm) P
by p^p,, wh itn . on

an incredible hassle No work meansThat finding tn ^ir * ^ ^^ , here arl,

Salclo^and.I^toa^^M^ ^.Te SShers Who need help Thev resen,

more incredible hassle Andcve > ob o era h fc p. ^ by ,,. h

pad you take up takes_,meS ™ma rofhi W^
^^^ ^ u^\^

reallv starts t«) come down when some brothers

are already being buried in the shitslide
who may lie there as an absolute last resort

Most I S immigrants go through a period of

severe cultural shock in Canada The concept o

Wng a foreigner, an outsider, is '^- '
conceptualize or prepare yourself for Mos go

SuoTSte of *SS^ndin^.v.ty^toh
lasts for more than six months I his s a nearl)

universal happening lor newroniers to < anada

"ra result, the suu.de rate among American

expatriates is extremely higl

so dig on it. people DO you have to go to

Canada, or is it simply an easy out' Are you

making it harder tor someone whose onI> otner

alternatives are jail or Nam. and he i '" " *«

his choice last week? The Revolution is aH about

humanity, man Which side are sou

* +i
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Conscientous Objector
Classification And Dependency

to. svsoui

Elective service system
^5SSL (X)RM FOR CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR

f
'

*
f- DAT! aUWTlONMAIM«>-)
1 AT LOCAL BOARD

If

Series I.-CLAIM FOR EXEMPTION

,NSTRUCTIONS.-Th. registrant .hould Mg. hi. nam, to either .Utem.nt A or B in this series.

*_ _ ..... in Jii>«la wnV
he cannot sign either one. he mu»t indicate why

,f. con.cientiou.ly opposed to participation '"""'"»"*

mint training and service in the Armed Force, but am

Tcxlled. (Refi.tr.nU panted thi. sUtus are classified
A ! am, by reason of my relifiou. training

form. I. therefore, claim exemption f

prepared to serve in a noncombatan*

I-A-O.)

**>*rf«unint and belief, conscientiously opposed to participation in warMisny

,Reti.tranU granted this .Utu. are classified I-O)

SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM

CLASSIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE

$£/i4°l€

INSTRUCTIONS .

(SSS Form 100).

Series IX-REUGIOUS TRAINING AND BEUEF

INSTRUCTIONS.-If more .pace » needed ok extra sheet, of paper

I ru-ribe the nature of your MM which is the bnei. of your cUim and .UU why you conawUr

it to be baaed on religious training and belief.

l
"" — r <-*

N.iiii. ol Kf >"i fl'ir-n ~SV^am}"'

r 0.TE OJESTIOHIMWE ICCEIVU ~\

AT LOCU MUD

Stries XI.—PHYSICAL CONDITION «

<U** r.#. *. U MMWF>

J H you were ever found not qualified for .ervice in .he Armed Force, «... (a) when
.
—

lorces, Mate ihe condition and lubmil * phyncian i itatemeni. u yuu ...

ll»(emenl al a later d»te. ^__

J ,fM have ever been an inmate or". palien, in
'.' men.al «^

,-bercuWni. h«piul «MM* g« *. as™ «d

add™ of e.ch hcnpiul or .mlitauon, and U» period of bo»c,«»lu««».

counut WO sums moil
"5 Set f l.t,r S, iviii- Nci

FTT
. I tily munl^lfd Suir^pwr.d /.ip cod**)

So I

, it. ^...— ~..e. H.f "< a»> - l"' »'' — " » »"* "** * ""
'
B *""" B «-"*—" * "***••

I Ma. I.n - atfc* •» IN hi.aiid".".

Series XII—COURT RECORD
ii - *v *. * aactnarti ^

I I (cheek one): D HAVE Q HAVE NOT been convicted or adjudicawd of . criminal often* or offe-wea, other

dun minor tramc v»l»iioni. (If "HAVE" box U checked, complete .hi, .ene.
)

<U<Uo. •(,) of the l«j|!t«T *h«U« Z£JZ ZJSSSZ
Nothing contain* in thi. title shsll *mMl WI""JS FoftJti * the

to be subject to combatant training and *^^ '"J~r^«f h eon.%>
UniUd SUU. who. by r-son of ifj ' '«£gJR J* wb~-
UouA,y oppoaed to part.cip.Uon in war in any form »•>»£ J^x,
tKm. the tonn rehgiou. training and bW»f do- not ^^
ZL Any person claiming.™£^j£^ZZL-* b, lis.

tMcause of .ueh eonstieetiou. stjwsHsTM mtm~~Z1 ^^ thai tttJa,

.oca, board shall, if he is indoctod »«•*•£? STH-ST-S
b, assigned to noncombataat "^'T-^^J^rm such noneonv

if he u found to be »««f
u~-lj'J^1 V%£Z* 1 local board,

haunt .**«•. »>*«">' *-* » "J' rJ~~3J to p^fom for

.ubjert to such iwguUtto-s a. the P7^'Tr P
!!b7.^B ££** work

. pinod «r~l to the ,-nod pr-enb-d "£?£% g£ or inUr-t
contributing to the m^ntonanc. of the

^ °*^JJ2^*» Appropriate

a. the loci board pursuant
;

to rWrnud^Z^ZZ^^*^
from his local oomru •»-«

«««»eeUd to perform s duty repaired of

title, to have txpowUfly faiJad or nwgieewi w v
him unoer this UUe

"

possible picture of how yotr belief, developed.)

INSTRUCTIONS

, ,„ ,,„ , ,«, .o nil wit »ndre.u,n th,. s^asssWasVj •" "• hrfon- tl.e .la.r Orn.n .o th, r.«h.\jfmm^m order

„, „ , , teJ U .,,.1 .ill l.^c nlon.ia.U.n lo man.. ,. MrlawA WAA AjasgetjIsSATj^ ll l M IM wMg maded »

;..,. ii. m <k lUirmcn, many -,»v <SMM apply, en.cr TIOES NO! APPLY." o, NONE. o.herww.

, .ai.,.1.11 all M-rir»

•-k, alv. .r. |U„r. >.« m notify your Wal board in «..«*. within ten dayi after it oteura. of ( 1) ^™»j;
«. ynL. J!£r. phSSaJ cond,...« and™, unanonat. mar.uL lam.ly. aependency sod manury au.u^ and (J) Asy

cMh, i la. t ~h« h nmht rhanr,e your cla«ih. auon.

Fill out with typewriter or print in ink.

• I'

Ol

I Name

llMI

1 mh.i nirw- «e*d ( If i

„—. ............ >-^

STATEMENTS OF THE REGISTRANT

rnillinl ii aa Tr»«c«k»d •• <•• Me^tlwi Seniea (•diaa
Series I—IDENTIFICATION

? Dair ol binh

i ti| tldwj i V I l*)Oaw/heit~] (.1 HeM-i.t a, V...«ht

4 f - r ,.i h..ih

b Citiern oi wk)Kt of (cowmry)

7 II natu.al.~d » e.m dale. pW. ««rt of ,««»«!«. «»d ««u.ri«l«. number

1 t urnnt iaiwsj addtr«

n .check one) : D AM D AM NOT now being retained in .he cu«ody of . court of crim-uu pjlllll.1

other civil luthorily. Specify -
iA».a«« <' - a«*«~

-'«»">"*" — ' _——
Series Xltt-SOLE SURVIVING SON

. , . .
, i-i AM n AM NOT .he lole lurviving »on of a lam.ly of which the father or one or more

JJSSSXJISU2£XfAC 2t,M k, «.^ F«ce,e„he Un.ted SuU, «

^d^equently d«-d a. a re«U. of injunei received or d»«ea»t incurred dut.n. luch terv.ee.

REGISTRANTS CERTIFICATE

INSTRICTIONS -You are required to make the reentrant'. cert.hca.e If you cannot read, .he °.u"'~u/~
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What's Your Lucky Number?

BIRTHDAYS AND LOTTERY NUMBERS

To learn your draft lottery number from this table,

find the column for your month and year of birth

and go down that column to the number opposite the

day you were born.

& £ £ a a a a »" g a a s
following

13-U

26-V

AVERAGE NUMBER, &f MQrvfTH

5 to
n \ X III 11

o 2

o
Ul

o

tu.kip hiTIIDK \\\ XI M \FT I AU.S-( hart shows the number of IS troops

period, including I5.immi men for month of May. 19.1.

GRAPH SHOWS for each month the average of that months

•as gicd draft numhers. » The expected average for a given

• S Vv IW ", It xxas also expected that six months xxould haxe

^SiJ^^lSSSdSrZ months would have averages

k .^ l The surorising factor is that the six months with means

S;than rCaK'grouped together.M»»*- r—

I

„. a study done by some MIT students after the first lottery,

.

J

New England's

Largest

College Daily

&% ManwtfUBtttB

lathi Gtollegtan^ " ^7 A rRif AMD MSPONSIIli ^_MISS

Wetf//?er:

Depressing as over,

followed by cloudiness
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Woman Senators Caucusman oenawrs uaw^iw ---n

Senate Officers Announce Fast
By BETH GOODELL

MDC Staff

The newly elected Student

Senate officers were sworn into

office last night at a meeting which

included the officers' an-

nouncement that they will be

lasting during the May Day

protests next, week. The Senate

also passed legislation support to

do the following: a University

strike on May 5. change referen-

dum voting procedures, and urge

the Administration to adopt a 13-

week semester calendar for next

lall The meeting also included a

»0 minute walkout by all female

Senators in protest of societal

treatment of women.

Immediately upon being sworn

,nto office by outgoing President

Glenn Elters, President Lee

Sandwen announced that he and

the three other officers have

agreed to fast for five days May 1-

-, as a moral commitment to show

where they stand in opposition to

the war in Vietnam

Sandwen called the last 'an act

of both conscience and leadership

We must continue to symbolically

or phvsically oppose the genocide

waged in our name. Ad-

ministrative Vice President Larry

Uidd added. Our complacency is

our crime A Senate officer has a

responsibility to see beyond

structures, bylaws, and endless

elocution. To me. this is a persona

witness for the fundamental

human values which this nation

violates systematically
"

iering from hunger and

deprivation. Perhaps if we ex-

perience some semblance of the

suffering in Vietnam, we can come

to realize even more the pain which

the United States has inflicted in

Asia."

15 Senators have pledged to join

in the last Participants pledge to

take liquids, only, during the five

day last. The officers hope to get

campus wide support in the

protest

Also in line with the May-

protests, the Senate declared May

3 a day of mourning for the six

students who died last May at Kent

State University and Jackson State

College at demonstrations during

the student strike. The Senate also

urged the entire University to

participate in a strike against all

normal business on May 5. This

would be part of a nationwide

strike on that day in support of

total and immediate withdrawal

Irom Indochina, of a minimum

guaranteed annual income of

Stiauu. and of the release of all

political prisoners.

Student referendum votes will

now !*• run in dormitories instead

ol the Student Union, as the result

of a bvlaw change made by the

Senate last night. The Senate made

one other significant change in

referendum procedures by setting

a minimum percentage of the

student population which must

vote on any referendum for the

vote to be binding on the Senate.

will be next Thursday, May 6. Its

two questions ask whether Senate

officers should be paid, and if next

vear's should be paid by the

tollowing rate: President

$125/month. and the two Vice

Presidents and Treasureer

$10u7month

The Senate voted over-

whelmingly to urge the Ad-

ministration to implement the new

academic calendar recently

passed by the Faculty Senate in the

year 71-72, one year earlier than

the faculty recommended. This

calendar's major innovation is^a

13-week Fall semester which

begins the first week of September,

with exams ending before

Christmas This would make in-

tersession a month-long break

The woman Senators totally

disrupted last night's meeting for

io minutes when they walked out to

caucus in the hallway outside the

Senate chambers. Senator Patty

Asack. leader of the walkout

explained that the women's action

was caused bv a feeling that "We

never know what's happening in the

Senate ' She said that the woman

Senators are not now serving

responsiblv. but that they intend to

caucus and work together to start

building up their participation to a

more responsible level.

Treasurer Kichard Verrochi

explained the choice of a last as the

means of protest: -Our brothers

and sisters in Vietnam are suf

The bylaws will now read that if

less than 25% of the student body

votes to overturn Senate

legislation, the legislation is

overturned, but the Senate can

pass the legislation again right

away it it wants, with only a slight

change in it The bylaws had made

a referendum vote binding on the

Senate lor two years alterwards

toother change was made so that

even il more than »% of the

student body votes, the decision

will be binding on the Senate only

until the next annual general

Senate election is held.

Former President Elters who

urged that these changes be made,

loresees no trouble in getting 25%

oi the student body to vote, now

that referenda are to be held in

dormitories (Commuters will still

vote in a central location on

campus.)

These referendum changes go

into effect immediately. The first

referendum to be held under them

Senator Asack placed the blame

lor the women's inadequacy in the

way that they are brought up in a

society which expects submission

of its "females She said that this

upbringing breeds fear to speak up

at Senate meetings because they

have no self confidence and are

always afraid of being "shot

down' b\ their male counterparts

she said that the girls seem to

always vote the way the males tell

them to because they have always

been taught to lollow the men's

leadership

The situation was brought to a

head last night when the women

observed that no females were

elected to office last week and that

none would probably be appointed

to the chairmanship of a standing

committee. The women plan to

caucus in the future to build up

solidarity among themselves.

Senator Asack says that they in-

tend to build up more power and to

increase their say so that they can

become more responsible

Student Senate

President Ice

Sandwen itsfl in

top photo > re-

ceives the reins

..I office from

outgoing Presi

dent t.lenn Fi-

lers in a light-

humored insta-

llation cerem-

onx. In a more

serious tone.

Sandwen then

urged students

to join him in a

fixe-dax f» s t

during the Max
l»av protests.

Senator lohn

Stevens (center

photo* reads the

senate i csolu

tion to declare

Max :• a dax ol

mourning.
Senator Bruce

Iternstein <hnt-

tom ) makes a

point in dehale.

I he meetinu xxas

later disrupted

hx the 10-minu-

le walkout of all

xxoman Senators.

i ^1

*

On The Inside : |

An armed officer from the

S.P.t A. was on campus

yesterday. Ihe purpose of the

gun is to put wounded animals

quicklv out of their misery if

ihcx cannot otherwise be

helped. (MIX photo by Gib

I- ullcrton I

Darity Recommends

Population Policy

See Page Three

Support For Cairo Blacks Asked
See Page Two

SOBSSSS^B^SS "**' "
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Committee Seeks Support

Of Cairo, Illinois Blacks

Administration Meets

OrchardHillCommunity

B\ ROBERTSCHEIER
M DC Stat!

TlH1 committee for Peace in Ca.ro. Illinois, called

roc 5-College support ol the residents of ( Biro in the.

v , ,, o the c,t! s white merchants and flight against

Xed economic exploitation and suppression ata

Sing las. night -n the Black Cultural .n M.ll.s

"
v'wrai members <»t the ^College Committee.for

Peace in Cairo who attended a conference in Car

bondale and Ca.ro. Ill told the aud.enee ap-

proximatel> 30 that a nat.onal conspiracy o
I

local

state and Federal government actum was t>mg tht

black people ol the area to work at menial jobs tor low

wages through the welfare system, and the

•whitehat" vigilante groups had met any ^at-
tempts to open businesses or gam better jobs with

counter demonstrations, v.olence. and bombings.

The> said that Cairo is in the middle of an economic

crisis stemming largely from a black boycott of white

owned businesses in the city The town, which.hadla

population ot 24.000 in 1940, shrank to 12.000 in 1%9 and

o a current 6.000; and leads the nation in sub-

standard housing and has one of the highest unem-

ployment rates m the country, they added

fin- current conflict started, they reported, when

younger blacks started to desegregate the town s

schools and summing pools. This led to resistance

from "local rascisl elements', which intensified atter

the black hovcott started and included •machine-gun

cross lire oi a black housing project for 151 nighty

When the blacks .ailed for police protection the

speakers charged the police attacked the people.

Thev also reported that many companies which had

branches in the city and hired black people, such as

Sears Roebuck and the Singer Co were fire-bombed

and driven out of town Black owned businesses such

as grocery stores and car washes were also 'bricked

and tirebombed
"'

.

Kinallv. the residents organized to form the Black

United Front, which the speakers said includes at

least half of the city's black population, to resist in an

organised way the elements seeking to retain the

status quo and suppress the black population, llu

successful boycott of the area white merchants was

the result of the action.

The "spiritual uplifting- and unity ol the people of

( airo impressed the group, which said that C airo is a

model for what every black and poor community in

the nation can do if it unifies and gets to work, and

called lor local support in the form of food, clothing.

medical supplies, and money to help the community

continue its action. a-*««-
The committee in the local area is composed ol i v

e

croups: Research, to get more lacts about the

situation. Publicity, to distribute'these tacts and make

known a situation that they telt the media has ignored

Vctivities to coordinate all their actions. Long Range

Planning, to organize another trip to Cairo, and

Soliciting, to gather the supplies to send to t airo

The Committee for Peace is Cairo, will continue to

exist.they said, until their four goals of national

publicity, increased community control in Cairo

federal aid, and a Congressional investigation of the

situation are met. ., .

We don't care where we get our support they

concluded -The people in Cairo are standing up

against a rascist society, and they need our help and

we need your help
"

,

At vesterdavs meeting, the steering committee of

the SMC voted to endorse the struggle of the Black

tinted Front of Cairo. Illinois.

The reasons for the endorsement were explained by

an SMC spokesman: "By supporting the Black Lnited

Front, the SMC is showing solidarity with the

Movement under repression

The Black United Front is. among other things, an

anti-war organization, one of the original sponsors of

the April 24 demonstration in Washington and a

member of the National Peace Action Coalition.

This doesn't change the tundamental one-issue

anti-war approach of the Mobe. but we find it very

important that all segments of the Movement unite in

the support of any sections under repression

By JIMGOLDMAN
MDC Stall

Stating than an Orchard Hill

modular classroom office facility

was a number one priority, Jack

Littlefield, Director of Planning,

yesterday assured a group oi

Orchard Hill student's and laculty

members that the $250,000 building

was pari of a $l« million capital

expenditure request in next year

budget

Chancellor Oswald Tippo. the

Vice Chancellors, and other

members of the administration

and laculty discussed the demand

submitted" by Orchard Hill two

weeks ago with representatives of

the orchard Hill community

Littlefield told the group that the

proposed 7300 square foot building

would consist of air conditioned,

carpeted classrooms and offices.

W hen asked about the previously

proposed multi purpose cafeteria.

Littlefield replied that type of

building would cost over $2 million

Oreater housing autonomy,

increased authority of the Master's

oil ice over area coordinators,

heads of residence, and counselors

were also offered.

Vice Chancellor Champion
suggested that Orchard Hill

assume responsibility for the

standard 95 percent occupancy

rate He also said the OH could

contribute $1200 per room for those

rooms permanently taken out of

service when the occupancy rate

tails below 95 percent.

Provost Gluckstem in response

to requests for additional TA
allotments for OH. stated that :l

more TA positions will be made

available He also requested a list

ol oil laculty residents and

preceptors from Dr. Barron and

stated that he would use his per

sonal influence to reduce their

teaching loads

Dr. Barron requested that the

Orchard Hill area coordinators,

beads of residences, and coun-

selors report directly to the

Mister's office instead of the

Student Affairs Office Bromery
maintained that he would have "no

hang ups about this as long as the

Master reports to the Student

Allans Office."

Dave Schoff, Associate Provost,

earlier in the meeting expressed

reservations about Orchard Hill

courses filing core requirement

distribution and the necessity of

OH interdisciplinary majors. He
suggested that OH students in the

interdisciplinary program be

sponsored by members of the

Orchard Hill faculty.

Next Tuesday. May 4 at 10:00

p.m., the Provost and Vice-

chancellors will attend an Orchard

Hill area meeting in Eugene Field

lounge to further discuss these

proposals.

Novack To Discuss Reform Tonight

George Novack. one of the

outstanding socialist scholars in

the Cnited States, and one of the

lew American socialists listed in

Who's Who, will be speaking at

I Mass tonight at 8:00. The

discussion, in room 174 of the

campus center is titled "Reform

and Revolution! in American
History

Over the past three decades Mr
Novack has collaborated with l^eon

rrotsky, C Wright Mills, and

hi nest Mandel In 1%4 he edited

with Isaac Deutscher a collection

ol Trotsky's writings. The Age of

IVinianenl Revolution.

Currently he is a contributing

editor to Inlet-continental Press I

biweekly socialist international

new s magazine which is translated

into several dillerent languages for

distribution all over the world; and

an editor of International Socialist

Review, a month!) Marxist

magazine
Born in Boston in 1905 and

educated at Harvard, since the

Scot tsboro Case in 19:12 he has been

actively engaged in the defense of

ci\ il liberties and labor's rights. In

19:57 he was a prime mover in

organising the International

t urn mission of Inquiry into the

Moscow Trials headed by the

philosopher John Dewey.

He has contributed many ar-

ticles to numberous periodicals

and lectured at leading univer-

sities throughout the lnited States.

Canada, and Mexico on questions

ol Marxist theory, philosophy, and

politics Several of his books in

dude Introduction to the Logic of

Marxism, Origins of Materialism.

and I Aistentialism \s. Marxism.

Novack's most recent book,

published last month, is on the

history of democracy, and

discussion he will give tonight will

be in large part taken from the

book
The discussion is sponsored by

the Militant Forum Series of the

Young Socialist Alliance.
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Darity: Population Policy Needed
*^ „ reached". . .. ,,_ :i _j as.*,

as

of

By ETHEL HARRIS
MDC Staff

Dr. William Darity, Professor of Public Health and head ol the Public

Health Department of UMass., expressed the need far • MtkfjaJ

population policy to control our population to an audience of about fifty

Arsons m tne Campus Center Auditorium last night. The program was

sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma Sorority.
rnntrn i Hnd

Darity cited several possibilities in his speech on Birth Control and

Kmilv Planning
•

for negative sanctions to be imposed upon those who

I,, ed large fammes. such as tax deductions and public- education for only

,hi
'

lirst two children ,n a family. He also suggested raising the legal

XriTsUtod that he does not completely agree with the Zero

PopSon Growth Program, as people may be •carried away^y Uu

idea that a stable population will solve our soc.a P^ms. H .noted hat

the ZPG program appropriately appeals to white, m.ddle-c ass lamu es

Panel Explores

Pressure Groups
By .IKANKTTE MART1NKAU

MDCStalt

The representation and taxation

oi the enfranchised majority was

discussed last night at the fourth

and final Panel Discussion on

Practical Politics .
moderated by

Maurice Donahue. lormer

President ol the Mass Senate, and

Walsh Saltonstall profCSSOT of

practical politics in the CMass

Government Department.

The topic was slated as 'Ihe

Hole of Pressure Groups on Beacon

Hill."
. ,.

Panelist Edward Sullivan.

business agent and secretary-

treasurer of the building Service

Union, Uocal 34 explained the

role ol pressure groups in the

obtaining <>» labor legislation^ He

stated that there are two kinds ol

labor legislation The first kind he

described as -highly emotional .

•lor the injured, and the unem

ploved. and lor education The

second kind involved labor

relations and union rights, and was

more difficult to secure "Pro-

labor does not necessarily mean

pro union

DeanC Cashing, executive vice

president of Mats Merchants

i,k referred about the same

nti/rniN in their role as con

Mimen He stressed his own role ol

retailing as -unique",- and "the

guardian ol the pubttci purse

string ..

Joseph P Hagerty. Jr Lsq .

manager of American Mutual

Insurance \lliauce. ueared his own

Visitor
,

Accomodations

Sought
Tables will be set up m dining;

commons this week to recruit

people to provide accomodations

lor people coming t«> I Mass lor the

Pan All ican Conference May 7th

and '»th

Cp lo this point there has been

iM-oodinK poor' response M
cording to a spokesman for the

conference He mid brothers and

sisters ol the Black community had

been asked tovonmteer via letters.

but few responded

The spokesman said it is hoped

thai people will help lo accomodate

these \ isitors

comments to the same sector

he stressed the importance

educating the public about auto

insurance: There is no way that

Massachusetts can live in a

vacuum." In his comments

Hagerty stressed the necessity for

'evolutionary reform in the in-

surance lield
." He charged that

Mass auto insurance payments as

iK'ing 'disproportionate" against

the claims "II it s not good for the

public, its not good lor the in

dustrv' . he stated

Thomas Joyce. Esq . Banks and

Utilities, in turn explained what he

considered as the function of

lobbies as to go up and put their

Inst loot lorward. to present the

U'st point of view In relating this

to the legislates constituencies,

he stated
-

It is important to the

people ol Mass to get both sides of

the atari Massachusetts cannot

prosper "until it can get the youth

fhe business communities work

together to get things This is what

a pressure group really means."

Walter Muther. Esq., legislative

counsel ol the \ssociated In

diistries ol Mass . reentorced this

I don I believe that lobbyists can

do a good |ob without serving two

masters The) serve their clients

M well as the legislators He

described this as "putting

, oalitioa together

During the question-answer

period, the two proposed state tax

lulls were brought up lushing

termed the elimination oi the

machine las as ill timed We wiU

need more money We can look

torward lo a general mlm lax

Sullivan, t«» i wiggeitien >>i <>"

track betting as a source ol

revenue Instead <»i an additional

consumer tax. answered that the

same people would i*- paying

YOU ean I tax money trom

anybody but people."

Mother agreed but added

K\enlually people BIO) pay. but

who pays lust, and how don he get

it back is important."

When asked about the pressure

groups being pressured into

contributing to campaign funds,

etc Hagerty answered "We are

not in the habit of buying

legislation Legislation will rise or

rail on its own
"

Donahue then thanked all those

who had participated m the Panel

i
smssions saying that he hoped

thai thev had been "enlightening.'

Condemning the state of health care in the United States Darity

claSSdZ ^ie V S was "the most backward nation in the West" in this

X raSi sixteenth in the world in the infant mortality rate and

eventennth In the male life expectancy rate. He favored socialized

mSic and a national health insurance plan, which he claimed would

benefit all income groups in the nation.
.

citing the fact that eighty percent of those women seeking abort, n

are married women, Darity favored'eg^^ *^
of the population ..as they desire." Abortion should be treated as a health

matte . and be performed under proper medical conditions he-said

In regards to methods of family planning. Darity stated that Iht
?

Pill

is no longer the sale pill." as it can result in serious side effects. However,

t s t le fm st enect.ve method of birth control if used c«rrectl£ be sakl

, her methods Darity cited were abortions as a "stop-gap method and

h intra uterine device. While sterilization is becoming more widely

accep ed Darity pointed out that most men who have been sterilized

have alreaclv had lour or five children; therefore, it is not very effective

^^IJiir^deT^relcation taught by we,, qualified ^ons as

neeessarv. and felt that family planning was
f

legitimate part ox
education This should begin "as soon as the child starts asking

luesf. ns
•

he said He felt that courses should be co-educational and

SreasX importance of relationships with other people^ as well as

biological lacts. Bather than a "moralizing «^tudejSSSLi*
nresentation of tads and open discussions in sex education courses

^SmgU« question of religion and family planning, Darity pointed

out hat "no religion in the world does not sanction some form of birth

control" The Catholic Church does not oppose birth control, but disap-

proves only ol certain methods of family planning, he said

) ,nt hen addressed himself to the question ol family planning and

bl'cl ie.UK de suiting that there is some basis for fear of a genoe.dal
black Li nwinc su i s

mentioned the punitive

32,, Kstrwd£mX,"which were ,n force ,n thnty-seven

, ,n he vear iwo as evidence from a study in which he participated

m I ar ord Dartv ound a "strong feeling of suspicion" of family

In^ng^geotSd., especially among young black males, and stressed

he need tor addressing ourselves to this problem

A question and answer period followed Dr. Darity s lecture

Dr. William Darity.

prefCMSff <»• public health at

I Mass spoke to I group of

students in the ( anipus Center

\iuliloi iuin last night on

•Birth Control sad Kamllj

Planning ." eMIM photo l»>

<.ury \lpaugh>

* and answer penou iwrjwtw w .^..... —
#

Wilson Tells Of Christ Experience
i i .„ >u„ I i i !! ••!( v on vi -nit iii i'cl rc.ilK stoi

Don t raise children on don'ts

becaUSO don'ts make donuts

Ernie Wilson told a group of about

a hundred students at last

evenings Campus Crusade for

Christ moating .

Dr Wilson, introduced to the

audience as a person who has done

a great deal in hie. spoke to the

groupon what the coming of Christ

into his hie did for him.

Wilson, who lived near the

Panama Canal, always dreamed of

coming to the United States to live

His dream came true and he im

migrated to New York to become a

Boxer The friend <>• many famous

boxen including Casaius Clay told

the attentive audience "Jesus

made me a new man Alter

quitting the i>oxiiu> racket, he

became involved in the Jazz scene

playing with Louis Armstrong

He then related to the group as to

how the Depress. or. changed his

life. Well oil while others were

desperately poor, he decided to

cast away his money and give it to

those who had so little during the

depression

ii you want to get really stoned,

see JeSUS," said Dr Wilson who

has spent most ol his life preaching

in Ihe institutions ol the world

without salary

Inclosing, he told the group thai

the answer t«» his problems in life

was .lesu-

SUG Board Appointments Announced
Lisa Mandell "73. Mike Stuart ,\

Lee Sandwen. Student Senate

President, lias announced the

appointment <»l the following

persons t<> Ike student Union

(aovermng Board for the lfn*7l

academic year

Kichard Nelson 74 Gayle

Krukonis 74. Emory Rounds

i., I Kudnei 72, Martha Tirp

\nd\ Zaikas 74. Howie Hresner

72. Chris Kuhmer 72

There are still six vacancies on

the SI ti Board for the coming

years \uy student interested ma>

consult Lee Sandwen or !*<>•' Nims

pplications

BREATHE!
(THE FRESH AIR)

at

GOlf COURSE
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liVIHYONE WELCOME
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Brine • Data
Rental Clolm

Si SO r,"b Staraja
*'- >0
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In The Nation And The World

Demonstrators Arrested, Tactics Criticized

PT HEARING Miliar IWIIflMW Mm* ih<; £•«• rT**

trsl.tN Ite bearing was en **!-powers. I
APWirephotol

^

Sergeant Claims Witnessing

Of Vietnamese Slayings
..n ..... "< ii" in ( :i

WASHINGTON AP * former

Vrmj stait sergeant from U
William Calley's <>ld outnt said

Wednesday he witneased the

wacre oi aboul W Vietnan

women and children a yew alter

ih»- murders at M> L*i

Dam) S Notley. 23, who>e

discharge papers ahnvi ha anrved

,n Vietnam with the American

Division's Uth Brigade, said

members of his squad shot the

villagers to death after a much-

admired soldier from his unit was

killed by a land mine nearby.

Notley gave his unsworn

testimony to an unofficial, self

eonstituted congressional com
mittee which is hearing volunteers

accounts of alleged war crimes

The panel has no subpoena powers

and hasn't decided whether to

submit its much publicized record

to Congress

This was the first time I ve

been able to talk about it." Notley

Mid\ I didn't even tell my wife

about it until last night
"

The panel, chaired by Hep.

Donald V Heliums. I) Calif., has

[or three days listened to former

American servicemen mve what

they said were eyewitness

counts ot indiscriminate killings ot

s,,uth Vietnamese and of beatings,

torture and murder that the)

-uhl.tinir- faltlfip.i'ed in

themselves

NoOe) said the murder- he saw

Mere committed in 'he village ot

Truong Khan* II, Quang Ngai

province, on or about April ih. IW*\

I 1 2 months alter he arrived in the

country.

He said his platoon sflM con

ducting a sweep through the area,

and had taken several casualties

while rooting uniformed North

Vietnamese from a hospital

complex.
Finallv. he said, one of the most

popular "men in his unit stepped on

I land mine and was killed

Notely said his lieutenant

assumed someone from a nearby

village a \il" m Gl slang had set

ihe mine
The lieutenant said. There

vil over then and there's people in

,d they re responsible i waal

some kills.' Notley said

Another squad went m hut found

it deserted Nolle) said Me said the

village WM then shelled with

white phosphorous incendiary

rounds, alter which the lieutenant

sent m Notley s squad plus a few

volunteers a" total of eight or ten

men
Once in the village the squad

spotted a group of about M women

and children, he said "1 didn't see

,mv men "

WASHINGTON t AP)-About 200 antiwar demonstrators were arrested

aftei
• fheyblocked the main entrance of draft headquarters Wednesday

aj^congre'ssio^al critics of the Indochina war said such tactics will hurt

^Five^cTivists tried unsuccessfully to persuade the Senate Foreign

Relations CommUtS long in the forefront of congressional war

ml?c,sm. to hmnchTf ilibuster to block other legislation until the war is

""set J W Fulbnght, D-Ark..^SS!^^^U^S^^
uolitical judgment of civil disobedience activities. It will set back and

^riously hSr the efforts of those who are trying within the structure to

e
trc^rge

he

s

Sa

McGovern. D-S.D.. a candidate for his party's

prSentTal nomination in 1*72, called blocking of buildings self-

deleating and told reporters The effect of such ill-advised tactics is to

play into the hands of the President.

The House Internal Security Committee voted to investigate whatit

called charges of Communist leadership in two peace groups, the

National Peace Action Coalition and the Peoples Coalition for Peace and

1 1 ist Iff

The committee said these two groups are the chief sponsors of current

protest demonstrations against IS policies m Southeast Asia^

The committee also announced an inquiry into reports of • subversive

activities directed toward the armed forces."

The headquarters of the Selective Service System was the center o

protest efforts for the second straight day as antiwar activities built

slowlv towards the massive civil disobedience threatened next week

when demonstrators plan to try to disrupt the government by blocking

roads leading into Washington

Demonstrators also handed out leaflets outside the Internal Revenue

Service and continued to visit congressmen and senators.

\t draff headquarters, the young demonstrators lay lace down in front

of the main entrance, forming what they termed a carpel <> bodies to

symbolise war dead and telling arriving employes they could enter onl>

bv walking over them .

Police Olid Jerry V Wilson had warned against trying to interfere

with employes and at about 7:30 a.m. the police began making arrests

Within the next hour the 200 had been carried off in police buses Most

were charged on misdemeanor counts of obstructing a public building

\etion in the antrwwr movement outside Washington is bringing

unexpected pressure to bear on congressmen

Calls and tetters are coming trom the homefolks. prodded for the most

part by Common Cause, the self -si vied citizens lobby headed by former

Welfare Secretary .John W Gardner M ^
\n aide to one of the congressmen sponsoring an end-the war

declaration had this to say about the surprise among some members ot

t \\v Mouse*

Some of them have been calling us and saying Help! What have we

done" They sav they have been getting letters and calls asking them to

sign our statement and want to know what it's all about."
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Children
f

s Lib Seeks End
To Adult Put-Downs

ByANNESTADNICKl
MDC Staff

It was bound to happen. It

started with the National

Liberation Front, then it was

Women's Lib and then Men's Lib.

The only logical step was

Children's Lib.

•Because we don't like to be put

down" Mike Forget, and Eric and

Nina Mankin, all students at Marks

Meadows Elementary School have

initiated the new movement.

after what he called "being

brutalized by a teacher
"

Teachers wreck our schedules

for things like an operetta," seven

year old Nina, a second grader,

complained. She continued, saying

that one teacher ignores kids who

aren't in the show, actually "treats

them like dirt".

Her brother Eric said the reason

kids get walked all over is because

they are little, both in size and

years. Eric, an 11 year old sixth

Mike an 1 1 year old fifth grader grader, is the major spokesmenTor
muw, an yw «-*

. •" . „, thpurnun Hesavs: When vou re 18

Yesterday afternoon Iho MDC Sews
J
Mfc.

J" .^"f^,^

struggle to acquire equal rights for
'

said in an MDC interview

yesterday that it all started with

Free University.

•We were all going to Free U. as

part of microteaching at the School

of Ed .." according to Mike. "If you

get an idea that Clearinghouse

(located at Free U.) likes, they

give you a ditto so you can make
posters. We made 25 posters from

the ditto and that's how we star-

ted."

He said the three cohorts came

up with the idea of Childrens Lib

the group. He says: When you're 18

vou resent being called a kid. Why
should vou resent being called

something that is very nice?

Everyone was once a kid, you

know!"

» acquire equal rights for "little" kids.
_^^^

State Senate Defeats

Tuition Increase Bill
* *T 7 ... ..-.b„ i.ioH . .imilnr measure Sen Mary L. ronse

BOSTON -The Massachusetts

Senate Tuesday again defeated

overwhelmingly an effort to raise

tuition rates in state colleges and

universities

The Senate crushed by :$4-l , a bill

sponsored bv Sen David H Locke,

K Wellesley. Senate minority

whip, to raise tuition in the state

institutions from the current $200 a

year to Sttoo.

Moratorium
Committee
Plans Strike

Bv JEFF THOMPSON
MDC Staff

Ihe I Mass Strike Committee

changed its name to the UMass

Moratorium Committee in action

last night at a meeting of fourteen

m the Campus Center.

On campus events scheduled for

May 5 include workshops, wearing

black armbands, donation cups

placed on campus, and periodic

nngingofchar^lb^lls. Off-campus

events include a b:00 A.M.

distribution of leaflets at factories,

an afternoon distribution of leaflets

at the Hadlev shopping center, and

M evening candlelight ceremony

on Amherst Common
In an open letter to the faculty

professors will be asked to cancel

their classes and give up their

dassrooms for workshops^ The

committee said that through their

HSO organization they will try to

reserve all the meeting rooms in

the Campus Center.

When asked about the content of

the workshops. Claire Monariy.

chairing the meeting, said that the

topics will be left open "Anyone

student, non student, or faculty

member can start one. she saicl

Appreciation was voiced for tne

Valley Peace Center which has

volunteered to ask the local stores

to close from the hours of noon to

2 iio P M.

Locke tiled a similar measure

last vear when he was a freshman

senator, and it was then over-

whelmingly defeated.

in delending his bill. l^oek said

last vear there were 18,000 ap-

plications for enrollment at the

University <>» Massachusetts with

onlv 38t» Ireshman openings, so

that live out of every six ap-

plicants had to be turned down."

Sen Mary L. Fonseca, D—Fall

River, chairman of the Joint

Education Committee, told

senators, however, that her

committee had received many
letters from persons opposed to

raising tuition levels

in view of the economic con-

ditions, my committee feels that

any increase in tuitions at this time

would be unwise." she explained

Eric says, "People will learn the

value of school if it is voluntary".

He added that he would go,

because already the Integrated

Day Workshop that the three

organizers participate in operates

on a similar principle

An other issue on the Children's

Lib platform is a Childrens

Liberation Center The purpose of

such a center would be to provide a

place for children to play with each

other, "like a day care center but

without adults" and to have

discussions. Eric said that three of

the kids had a very interesting

discussion with the Gay Liberation

people" this week.

The major problem Children's

Lib has faced so lar has been that

other groups have been stealing

their tables from in front of the

Hatch.

"We had a problem even getting

a table," Mike said. We had to get

an adult to sponsor us. Now we
have about 30 supporters, many
trom UMass and quite a few from

Marks Meadows."

The table, once it was assigned,

was "stolen" by the Vets for

Peace, then returned, then taken

again by another group. Nina

explained.

She said they had been promised

another one for today, though

Children's Lib will operate from

Free University Monday through

Friday from three to four PM
alter school) The reason for this

is that Free U is the only place the

group can go without money.

We don't want to ask people for

money." one of the kids said

MaybC this is really I new

movement

He said many of the successful Sen Fred Lamson. R-^lden
;

applicants were financialjy^to ^^^^^X
are trom the great middle class,

and here once again we want to

sock the great middle income class

right between the eyes."

pay higher tuitions, pointing out

that high-income students

represented 23 per cent of the

student population at three Boston

area private institutions, while the

high income students at UMass

represented 23 8 per cent of the

enrollment

He gave statistics indicating a

larger high income enrollment at

I Mass than the low-income

enrollment

Locke was joined by only one

other senator in supporting his

measure. Sen. John F Aylmer.

R-Centerville. but Aylmer's vote

was not tallied because it was put

in a parliamentary "pair" with

that of an absent senator voting

against the bill.

PERISID
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION

BY

JOHN BARTH
M. .. «-*-» S»V« W. U. • F—« "—»

°»"- End of the Road)

CIRCLE PLAYERS
presents

Arthur Miller's

ALL MY SONS
nt« Sat.. & Sun.

April SO, May » *
H:15 p.m.

People Institute

36 Gothic St.

Northampton

April 29 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium
Sponsored by C. C. Progrom Council
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I Don't Understand

professor types, with the balding top and wrinkling tront save a drear, >K a, h >s Swn idea of ho* similar the Springdaj festivities would be to

the student strike, at least from the University s pointd view

You might even call Springday the moderate student s own form of

JiSca" action Tin- sanWwiry that last year, most of the students around

K campus forced themselves to be poUtical activists until the grading

policv u -'^ M '' and ll,u,ls cancelled. u-k-A. k.
SDringda) is a kind of institutionalised civil disobedience Nobody has

,„ ,h,nk ,i>ou. getting it going The right people serve the PJJJF'ta*
1*;

ami the rest oi I Mass can go around with out thinking. But, t at .s tin

nature ol an institution; it only requires a sincere lorm <»t mindlessness

\ strike around this campus does tend to institutionalize itself, « itn tnt

right people playing the right parts, and everyone else attending

workshops Workshops are to activists, what beer is to .spr.nda> freaks.

There are mam institutions around this world of ours, most of them

so.no lorm ol political action, all harnessed and controlled \ ou lost what

is most important about an idea or purpose when everyone gets caught up

m organizing it
f . . — ..

t m curse there are those who really believe in the idea ol strikes. 1 he>

really resent anyone who isn't personally committed to
;

* heir 'u^u .

arch-friend of the striker is the type of person who will probably be at

Sprmgda\ today, drinking beef

The University will not crumble under the force of Springday or the

Student Strike, though There are just some institutions which have

durability I 'Mass even manages to survive the daily "strike Irom

classes practiced by more people than would really enjoy a massive

strike

Indeed, we are all faced with the dilemna of saving the greatest

•strike ot them all. this I niversity.
.

Mas bo a class is to a student, what a workshop is to a Springday

I reak >

Appeal To Reason
ByJIMMORAN

MIX' Staff

Last week John Kerry, in an appeal for reason to the United States

Senate, made it very clear what has been frustrating young vets since

this damn war in Viet Nam began
,„im„roeca„H

Unlike Spiro Agnew he did not have to resort to $5 words to impress and

the.1 ultimately confuse his listeners Eloquent and art.st.c he is. Unhke

Wnew though, he is also right

In Kerry's description of the vets' anguish, both at home and as soldiers

,„ Met Nam he was able to penetrate even the hard hearts of Senators like

stu Symington, but unfortunately hard hearts are quite the opposite of

h

"\ltor K.Trv made his appeal to reason, those poor unfortunate who had

tolgh olf trie German, in the woods and forts of Virginia during World

War*. donned their be badged garrison "p and went to do battle with

h.m I'm referring to the American Leg.om If they hope to top Kerry, they

hid better find a topic stronger than Freedom in V let Nam

Kerry and his like are surely the superior to the Legion when ,t comes

•ttS&wSmS* columnist George Frazier -the things

about Kerry what sets him and his colleagues of last weekend apart-is

that they paid their dues."

. ongresswoman Louise Day Hicks succeeded in setting back Women's

Lib by in years when she allowed herself to be propagandized by the

government in her recent trip to Viet NamM
ud Lou.se must have been graciously whirled about Viet Nam. -I

,h//.y.ng pace because when she got back everything she had to say

Tongrtsswoman Hicks says she got some new insight from the VIP

briefing in Saigon. the disgrace of this war is not in our being in

otnan.. but rather in those who oppose our boys while they are there

Mrs Hicks neglected to include those 'boys" who are protesting the

war in Viet Nam itself.
, „ ,

M,s Hicks nn.st have been slightly high herself when she swallowed

the American boys lean on drugs because they haven t been able to

depend on support of the peopleback home" line.

II the (ongresswoman I rom South Boston could pull her head out of the

Clouds and talk with a lew vets Irom her own district. ..better still if she

could sneak down to Washington St in Boston and see some of he boys

shooting up she might not swallow the l.ne fed to her so easily m V.et

Nam

Neal Mulligan has made it into the Student Senate. Its going to be an

interesting year for us with Mulligan in there to keep our reps on their

toes It might even be the end of that constant line of crap that comes out

of their meetings

By BARRY RUBENSTEIN
MIX' Staff

Numbers are important to all of us these days,

especially here at UMass. Wherever you go. whatever

you do, you're numbered. There's just no getting

around it

As soon as you enter the university, they hit you.

first it s simply a student identification number. Next

they nail you with course numbers and. when you've

about mastered that much, they toss on the old section

number Aside Irom all this required stuff there are

room numbers, locker numbers, mail box com-

binations, meal ticket numbers, classroom numbers

and a million other integers that lead you down the

road to infinity

But. as is the case in most everything. I Mass is only

a microcosm of the world outside

The minute you enter society, you are virtually

barraged with uncountable sums of digits without

which it is impossible to function. If you want to drive.

you must have a registration number, to talk, you

need a telephone number and. if you want someone to

converse with, you need two of them Perhaps you

simply vi ish to relax and watch TV. No chance

In most ways they've got you coming and gomg_ If

you enter the military they number you. but now they

do it even if vou don't It used to be you had to go to

prison to get* a number, but in recent times the FBI

appears to be extending that privilege to almost

everyone They've even got you if you just want to

work, ,,

They're use/ to be a loophole however, one small

portion ol life 'hat could be acquired without using an

integer, digit. 01 any such nuisance Technology has

changed even that though. Did you ever attempt to get

something to eat around here?

All of this might seem nonsensical but, in light ol

some recent political occurences, it leads to some

interesting questions.

\s with about everything else, students are

rebelling and rightfully so, against the increased

computerisation of the college experience. For if

nothing else, the numbers bog the already over-

crowded minds of most of us as well as adding to the

confusion and coldness of this adventure in learning.

One would expect, then, and not without

justification, that students would themselves attempt

to get away Irom this "integeration", at least in the

causes which they support. Such, however has not

been the case.
.

Have vou read the papers lately •' I he tabloids are

lull ol Chicago 7 s, Harrisburg Li's. Catonsville 9's

and in case you missed it. the latest member of this

elite corps is OUT own Grayson 7. It Mass is on the map.

Doesn't it seem odd that numbers have been

adopted bv the "counter culture" to label the

politically oppressed whom they support? The obvious

response* would be that by giving these groups num-

bers, it provides a sense of solidarity for those in-

'

All of which goes to show one thing. No matter how

much we complain about what is going on in our

society and how often we deride the present structure

and emphatically state that changes will be made, it

would not be unwise to retain a bit of skepticism. For

in our parents' efforts to remake us in their own

image, they have already achieved some success. We

are already playing the old numbers racket.

Art Buchwald

It's For You, Martha
WASHINGTON Atty Geo. John

Mitchell believes the Justice

Department should have the right

to tap people's lines without a court

order He maintains it is the

responsibility ol the executive

branch ol government to listen in

on domestic dissidents in the same

manner that they listen m on

loreign elements.

-T don't see how we can separate

the two." Mitchell said, "but it it

were possible. 1 would say that

experience has shown greater

danger from the so-called domestic

variety."

Now anyone in this country has

to agree that Mitchell has a point

The real problem is. "What
domestic dissidents should the

attorney general be permitted to

listen in on without a court order
'

In trying to find the answer to

this problem. I talked to an expert

in the held of constitutional phone

tapping

Or Hiram Cogsweller. a

professor of philosophical

eavesdropping at the J. Edgar

Hoover Community College of Law

and Order said. "Anyone who

attacks the fundamental in

stitutions of this country should be

tapped

"I imagine that would include

people who have called for the

abolishment of the Supreme

Court?"
it certainly does

tnd accused the court ol being

nine old men who didn't know what

they were doing''

"Thai was exactly the type ol

person the attorney general had in

mind
tad called up senator's wives

and threatened them il their

husbands didn t vote lor Judge

Carswell lor the Supreme Court"

Yes. that would rate a phone

tap

And told the editor of a

newspaper in Arkansas that a

I idled States senator should be

crucified''"

We want to know everything we
can about that sort of person."

And is out to get Mrs Nixon's

press secretary fired''"

•You're painting the perfect

picture ol a domestic subversive."

Cogsweller said.

And is lollowed night and day

by an FBI man?"
It's | part of the pattern." he

agreed. "A person like that could

destroy this country from within
"

Suppose this person was
married to a high government

official Wouldn't it be dangerous

lor the country if we didn't tap her

line?"

il the person you describe is

married to a high government

olhcial. then the attorney general

would not DC doing his job it he

didn't listen in on every one ol her

phone calls This is a security risk

i BSe ol the highest order
"

Suppose this person, to keep her

husband irom knowing about her

telephone calls, made them from

the bathroom""
•Domestic subversives tend to

do that sort ol thing." Cogsweller

agreed The attorney general

would be in his rights to tap the

bathroom phone as well
"

What if she wanted to send all

the students in the country to

Kussia?"
We would have to know what

she has in mind The security of the

nation could be at stake."

Suppose she hates Washington

and all it stands for''"

There is no question that this

person is dangerous This is what

Atty Gen Mitchell was driving at

How can he be responsible for the

domestic tranquility of this nation

when someone like that is running

around doing the things you

describe"' By the way. can I have

her name; I'd like to report her

right away."
"I'm not a stool pigeon." I said

indignantly 'Besides, you

wouldn't believe me if I told you
"

Letters To The Editor

Not What He's Cracked Up To Be

Editorial Points

TO the Kditor:

I sat in the Cage eagerly awaiting the arrival of

Muhammad Ali, expecting a very stimulating speech.

1 have great admiration for this man because he has

dared to publicize some very controversial opinions he

holds. 1 can readily understand the standing ovation

offered when he approached the stage. Such respect

is. I feel, quite appropriate.

His first lew words impressed me lor their

naturalness, candor, and unpretentiousness. I was

moved by his endorsement of the Cairo campaign, and

by his introduction of the speakers from Cairo, who

were, by the way, very forceful and effective. What

really distressed" me, however, was the message and

delivery of Ali's speech.

Ali spoke about man and his lunction in life. He

spoke with obvious personal commitment to his

message and with the fervor of a preacher. I was at

first impressed that he had chosen as his theme a topic

which conceras me deeply right now Nevertheless,

the logic of his speech was circular; he repeated his

message numerous times using the same vocabulary,

effectively hitting us over the head with his message,

namely, that happiness and fulfillment are not

achieved unless man knows his purpose in life. Fur-

thermore, he made many assumptions, implicit and

explicit, about his audience This offended me

"specially because many of the assumptions did not

apply to me For example, he asserted that probably

only one out of one hundred of the people in the

audience had ever carefully considered the question of

his purpose in life. Now such an assumption leaves

him very vulnerable, especially because in a college

community there are undoubtedly m my more than

one per cent who are frequently hasseled by such

thoughts. I was also disturbed by Ali's sexist jokes.

We were told, for example, that even after obtaining

the woman of one's dreams, a man wouldn't be

satisfied; he'd get another one just like he'd buy a new

car Then, Ali asserted, he'd still be unfulfilled since

people are all presumably plagued by more spiritual,

unconscious needs. I was even more disappointed by

the audience's enthusiastic response to such remarks.

I had expected their sense of humors to be more

tasteful and sophisticated. Their response in general

led me to believe that their idolizing instincts had

completely obliterated their sense of intellectual

discrimination.

I do not object to mingling metaphysics with humor;

it was the quality of the humor that bothered me.

I left the Cage regretting that I'd come, and won

dering if there were others who felt the way I did but

didn't dare express it.

I.ori Laird

In a move which could have

had strong consequences for the

Student Senate, new president

LeeSandwen, in his first official

message, stated that there

would be no further card playing

allowed in the Senate Chambers.

Already, the administration has

been given a "New Deal" tag.
*****

Since the state only has one

seal, why blow it up"'
*****

President Nixon is scheduled

to make another nationwide TV
appearance tonight and there

has been much speculation

about the content ol his speech.

One thing is certain, though. The

charts, which received such poor

reviews in their straight-man

role in Nixon's last appearance,

have been dropped from the act.

*****

Ever wonder what a

Secretary of Transportation is

supposed to do'' Well. John

Volpe recently spent an af-

ternoon in Maine dismembering

billboards.
*****

Now we find out that the

Chancellor doesn't even like

beer

Out With The Boys

To the Kditor:

I was very disturbed upon hearing that the Grayson

Seven was brought to General Court for conducting a

Bar" in their dormitory.

I've been on campus for two years now and I ve

lieen to many beer bashes and bars, all run on

1 niversity property and with the consent of Heads of

Residences and other officials whose job it is to help

enforce University regulations Advertisements in the

Collegian and signs displayed all over campus have

been used to notify the campus community of events

where alcoholic beverages can be procured

I don't feel that the seven defendents of Grayson

should be tried in court for conducting a bar when this

type of thing occurs all over campus with no objection

from the Administration In the testimony given

Tuesday night. Mr Boys who brought charges against

the guys, admitted attending functions where

alcoholic activity" was taking place. I feel that he

and other administrators on campus are to blame lor

the Grayson Seven getting all the blame for their

conducting of an illegal operation.

By not enforcing University regulations they seem

to give approval to this type of thing How should

students be expected to follow the rules in the rules

book given them when the rules aren't enforced by

those in charge'' „ ,

Name Withheld By Request

Flicker Out

Sle\ e Schmidt's impression of the windows of the mind.

To the Editor: . . ,.

I know this letter expresses the views.o
f
the hve

members on my corridor who attended the movies in

Mahar with me on Monday night I have a feeling that

the majority of people who were in the auditorium are

also in support of this letter .*--
With all the W.C. Fields flicks that have been shown

on this campus this year and last avid fansawai

eagerly the showing of something different Monday

night "The Barber," "The Golf Specialist, and The

Pharmacist were to be shown in Mahar VVord has

spread that the first two films are really good -classic

Fields

All of those enthusiasts who went to Mahar were

treated not to those films advertised but to a collection

of segments cut from half a dozen of Fields movies^

My friends and I had all seen those other movies in

their entirety. We walked down the Hill and paid our

titty cents to'see movies we had not viewed before.

To extend the showing to over an hour, the sharp

projection crew projected the segment "The Great

MeGonigle" twice on the screen before us. Thank you

sponsors for the fine night's entertainment, and be

aware that in the future we shall ask you before

purchase what will be shown.

See No Evil

To the Kditor:

\s a member of this university. 1 am shocked by the

ludicial action the administration has taken against a

lew students who allegedly operated an "illegal" bar

in Gravson House

The question at hand is Why all of a sudden this big

concern about liquor on campus'' I refuse to believe

thai the administration does not know that there is

lienor on this campus It seems funny that many

-social functions on this campus involving students

also involve celling liquor to these students, many of

whom are minors The administration, as far as I

know has never brought any action against the

members ol Hills House. Cance House. McKimmie

House. Kennedy Tower, etc . all whom are guilty of

selling liquor to'minors. The administration also. I am

sure knows about the beer blasts sponsored by Or-

chard Hill which are held in Worcester Dining

Commons and also that they too are guilty of selling

liquor to minors I wonder why action is all of a sudden

taken against these students from Grayson

But what makes me angry and frustrated is that

these people who have taken action against the

Grayson bar are also the people who have patronized

the bar Nick Boys who brought up the action has been

known to frequent Grayson Bar. Other members of

the administration and faculty have been seen in the

various bars on the Hill, specifically Jack Ljttlefield.

Dr Barron. Master of Orchard Hill, and Luther Allen,

lacultv resident of Webster House

It is my firm conviction that the administration

should be charged with contributing to the

delinquency of minors instead of these students In the

past the administration has not taken any action but

only due to outside pressure are they now doing

something about "alcoholic activities These

students may have realized the state laws concerning

alcohol but they also realized that the university

conveniently ignored these rules too By the ad

ministration s silence in dealings with alcohol, they

actually unofficially sanctioned these "alcoholic

activities' and now that there is trouble they are using

these seven students from Grayson as their

scapegoats

This is another classic case where the ad

ministration preaches one thing and practices

something else. It is my belief that these students are

taking the blame for some gross negligence on the

part of the administration Once again this university

shows that the administration is filled with people who

would rather save their jobs and reputations rather

than admit they made a mistake. I ask. when will it all

end and when will students stop being blamed for the

administration's mistakes
Debbie Kngland

Who Stole My Bike?

To the Kditor: .. ,

That's a prettv dumb question. But. who did.

Somebody stole my bicycle on Friday night I nday

night or earlv Saturday afternoon, Why did you do it

Do vou realize that I have not been the same since tha

bicycle was ripped off? That was a bad deed. Return it

,om<> Kd Roche

P | To those of you readers who have lost their

bicycles in the past, keep an eye out for a Schwinn

Varsity ten-speed, which was recently adapted to run

on fifteen speeds. It is presently blue with a red tape

on the handlebars, with a book rack on the rear Help

me find mv bicycle, and III help you find yours

Abject Confusion
To the Kditor: *

It is impossible to consider the so-called "Dada/Surreahst b estiva! as

anything other than a thoroughly reprehensible undertaking in the ser-

vice of the most abject confusion; impossible to greet it with anything

less than the fullest disdain & defiance.

No surrealism for the enemies of surrealism!
I raiiklin Kosemonl

Student-Faculty Cooperation?
To the Kditoi : ,_ _ . ,. .,

Vou will be receiving a request from the "Teacher/C ourse Evaluation

ol the Student Senate to participate in their evaluation this Spring. I urge

vou not to participate in this, because it would duplicate the evaluation to

Reconducted bv our own department

\t its meeting of April 20. our department Council adopted with one

change the proposal on evaluation of undergraduate teaching that was

approved bv a two to-one vote of our faculty (The change is that student

written comments on an individual instructor go only to that instructor

Prof. Sicks has been appointed to administer the undergraduate

questionnaires lor this Spring.
ir ,„ .„

The Council adopted a revised proposal or evaluation ol graduate

teaching see the Council minutes to appear.
NameWilhhcldlU Bequest

Do What You Can
To MM Kditoi .

\ga.n th.s year. Farth Week came and went with relatively lit k

fanfare To be sure there was another important cause to suppoit las

;.'k and it is hard to actively commit yourself to too much Bu

prelum our environment need not be restricted to one week s worth of

lH

Im usually bad with causes I support them in theory but don t know

what 1 can do'lf you're like me. I hope you 11 appreciate the list that some

classmates and I came up with You don t have to do everything But if

vou do something from this list that you never did before, you are going in

the hght direction The following is a list of some things that everyone

can do to help preserve the environment:

consume less

buy in larger quantities

don t take paper bags to hold purchases

-go shopping with paper bags you already have

-turn water off while brushing teeth ; use it to rinse mouth

-use less electricity

buy durable products

-give old clothes away
-use old clothes as rags

-don't waste food

-don't buy paper products

send back junk mail

walk instead of ride

-pick up litter when you see it

don t buy colored tissues or toilet paper

-plant trees and flowers

complain against excess packaging

use returnable bottles

-don't litter

don t pick flowers; leave them for others to enjoy

hang up your laundry on nice days

get rid of a second car

-buy a four or six cylinder car instead of an eight

share magazine subscriptions

-feed birds in winter

-change oil every 2500 miles

-don't buy snowmobiles

-push a manual lawn mower

put lift-off lid back into can instead of on ground

The list is incomplete and biased Do what you can. Every little bit

oe'P5
"

Ronnie Klein

A Lot To Be Said For Grass

Quite often I have read about and heard complaints from students

concerning the Campus Center, that $15 million dollar monstrosity called

the Awful Waffle bv many Umies who aren't extremely fond of it

I too have a complaint to register but not the type of complaint heard

Irom people on campus who are concerned about the building not being

student oriented My complaint concerns the external part of this mon

'

Every day I pass by the ugly edifice on the way to and from (lasses The

surrounding area is barren except for a few trees placed strategically so

that visitors to Campus will see them and be impressed The ground has

been extremely damaged by the compaction of heavy equipment so that

even a good crop of weeds is unable to grow

With all the money spent on building this thing, why cant the

University invest a little money to improve the outside appearance

<;reen grass and a few trees may do a little bit of good to soften the cold

drab look of this unwanted monstrosity
Name Withheld By Request
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Earth Song Tonight In Union

\ total-involvement ex-

perimental drama called EARTH
S()\ ( ; will be at UMass tonight.

Tne show will be in the Com-

monwealth Room in the Student

Union building at H.oo P m.

The performance involves each

member of the audience in

questioning mans survival as a

joyful being on Spaceship harth.

Through a series of dramatic

episoldes and original songs, the

Earth Family Theater Troupe

mirrors the underlying feelings

and dilemmas of contemporary

America violence, youth-parent

polarisation, population, "super

patriotism," alienation.

Colloquium Shows Doctoral Research

under way or recently C°™P'** ^^"I^utions ot their works

Although Martha and Paul

Boesings are professional actors.

Earth Family is not only a theater

troupe but an expanded family of

seven adults and three children.

They are evolving a life-style that

relates their convictions about

human nature and its potential for

growth in a group of people

engaged in a common effort. All

are invited to participate in

EARTH SONG. There is no

charge: C.E.Q. sponsored.

CORRECTION!
In ad below for \room mates in

room apartment. 183 Chestnut

Holyoke; Phone no. Should De

3192.

Armenians To Devulge Pialf Secrets

Amu-man students on campus wdl meet to devulge the secrets of

SSSESHfesassssa!
political situation. d Washington
Future plans for a 24 hour may n»

Armenian

is^iSxtri^s^ --<r.renian

language course will all be possible topics at the gathering.

GET SOME ANSWERS

Student Homophile Leo*- - $mN£TOHIGHT
7 p .m . _ Campus Center 917 — 545 I joy

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
"

1 barm, apt. •» CUlWd. IncluU-

all utilities, •wlmnin* pool, Jen""!'

court. Avail June 1 tjAa.. 31 with

option to cont. Call 666-21M* •««£^
U
"^D<.rtmeat hunter* I 2 bedroom

25 p,r Cent Off — 2 Mrm, torni-

houor IV. bath, air cond .
dl-hw-l..

ric , all utll. lncl . Partly furn It

needed. Call 2S3-3JHH. tM-»

"rlTrnlshed 1 bedroom. «"ltbJn
,
*'| lk

1

'

tnc dWtaoce of t'Blwr-llj. *»• »

t,. ^pt 1 with option to renew

>,,H per month, will ha«le. ««-«"
„r M<H>569. HI™.

Mod. * br. apt. June - Ail.»J«|
,„er rent reduced $34 /mo. If,.**'""•

,„ lr»»e thro 12. 1} tain. 0,
,

,
!*„;

IMJ*-«M1 Suth. after 7 p m. in-.J
""

1 bedroom apt. from June I

^pt i, 5 mlnutee from campu«

U„lkln« distance to downtown Am-
1,-r.t Call 863-1156. Completely fur-

ulslied j-—Tbedroom apt at I'Uffalde. ••«

from June 1 to Sept 1 with option

Jo
™ new leaee Will dlecue. rent

< all 665-3g03. Keep tryln«

'Sublet June 15

To oublet 3 bedrm. romon
>

apt ..

fully furnlahed. coot *****' •*
m.. hut make us an offer^Thl. la

the cheapest apt. fer 4 people •»

Ctmpnv MfMWOT- tf<-3*—BEDITED srBLET -- moat

itet rid of * bdrm. apt. In r»"«on_

(all HMg. **"

""Apartment — 3 bedroom furnlebed.

all utllltlea. pool, eeurU, 5 mlieo

from rarapui, June 1 to Aojrtiotai.

Rent netotlable. Call Jan a**"*™^

3 bedroom Puffton June 1 t«

«*ept 1 completely furnUn., pool.

tennU courts. Will negotiate rent_

Call Mff-MH.

PERSONAL
- ThU week the W.rtr rhallu.

Award roes to Flatter "1
1
thon«h

*t ml atood for etodleo" Oht Flai.

( ould you he aeriona?! £»
I>ear Barry — Happy Birthday

from your high achool sweetheart.
4-Z9

Chef I lo»e >ou, french fries,

knKhes, and especially yoor meat_

Ma ___±?—
Uttle man. I still Ioto too

hone we can work It oat. I neyer

can say goodbye. All my lore. Trac-

es of Tea (Good Lock). «-**

" Beacon Hill Apt. to .owe* --"»

I with option for lease In Sept
.
iwa.

Z bedrooms, hack porch. Call collect

1 -«H-1tg-—4B 6 to 8 n m. tM-^

~«-l to *-31 Hadley off Bt. 9, t

bdrm. fnni. *Pt TT. elf. tsMaaW-

barn mod. conveo.. w to w e*rpet.

fireplace. See to appreciate. Call

after 5 5M-M38. "£i
—Summer ooblet from Jane l to

%..g 30 Puffton Village. 3 bdrnv

furnished. Bent negotiable. Call

MJM791 tf4-3Q

8 bdrm ' Poffton apr. posy, part

furn , reduced rent. Tel. M*"**^

i bedroom apt , Colonial JWK
option for ne*t yen*. Call «o3-»359

..Inimlni pool, available June S.

after 9 i»±»
t bdrm. townhouse. wall to wall

rrpt . dishwasher etc^.. Jane 1 -

August 31. furnished. flM/mo, •»
eut .

tf»-

1 bedroom Puffton W\ . air cond .

utilities, pool, tennis ct., lncl. Avail

June 1 Call 5l9-tr:?7 anytime Rent

negotiable. M*'30

Hammer sublet from Jane 1 - Am .

M, ISO Colonial Village, famished

t bedroom, awlm. pool. Call t5«-

«t3< M tnth

Wfl Opel 8p«. Cpe.. t.5M mT.
ww, radio. 1.1 Mti* eng.. eoata $«M
new. smart body and color. Call

Pick 54«-«8M. ™*-~

~«9 Olds 448. 4 speed, air. o***"*"'

condition. MlcheUn Urea, trey with

black vinyl Up. CaU after 5 p_nv

Z53-3356.
"O"*

~ Convertible 63 Olds, new tires,

ew bat . B * H. Spring •tl'k''-

good running cond . »4«-7ag7. tf4-3»

1969 Dodge Part. 853-31»4. tf4-36

""l'UO Plymouth sedan, fair running

condition, can be restored, »5 <»»
856-6997

„
Ft!?

1967 Triumph Spltnre in goM con-

dition, radio, snowtlrea and new top

S1600 or best offer. Call May at

V13t3 (days) or 549-6486 (eve) tf4-3t

•63 Olda F«5. very good condition,

tall Mlraa after 7 pm. !»><.

MGB GT 1967 Hne condition, FM.
wire wheels. Pirelli tres $1156^ call

1-467-9765 6-1 p m. Oranby, 3»»""
tf5-5

1967 yxe, excellent condition, new

tlres. low mileage. $9?5 60. Cal

7K1-6315 after 5 pm. tf»-j

1964 Mallbu Conv . maroon, new

paint, brakes, shocks and battery

Perfect condition. After 5 call

" Looking for three used girl's Eng-

,Jh .Trie bikes. Call Jin, MMM
"Desperate to rent eoantry name

... occluded area. Married couple

need home by June for long term

(all 771-2589. Ask for Jack.

Km la area N. Pie- * •*"-

*et A. Sept - May. Pleaae call

I Mane 6-9814 tft-JO

< uuplc need lvng arrngnuite for

>ei.t If want 8 or need home to

-imre with us. write B. Prout. 47

Uiglewood Ave . Brighton. Mass_

\ M. it*:
3

Need apartment in Northampton 6

or 6 rooms. Call Alice 7-9 p m to-

night Ask for Alice. tf4-3a

FOR RENT
Vacant bedrm. In 3 bedrm. apt .

| mi. from Campus, furnished, will

negotiate on price or no. of PoVBJt.

(all morn. Mark 853-8376.

REPAIRS
:u>54

tf5-5

nUhed I bedrooms, central location,

"dollar; per night Call «»-«ol
f

be-

fore noon.

-rbdrm furnished •»•'•*:
Aug. 31 air cond . pool. Rolllne

(ireen 856-6328. ™-™-
~~
Desperate, must sublet 3 br

apartment In Puffton. From June

I - Aug. 31 We will pay first

month's rent. Call 649-1865

" 3 bdrm apt , gj '^'h'S.iI
and partially furnished Available

June 1 August 31 Bent Is nego

tlable Call 853-9781. *£*
To sublease June 1 to A«r 31

option to renew. Eff. apt. fornlshed

-hare bath with 1 person. Close

to campus $86 ••'»"*„*:".
Judy 9M-9«75_ber 839. tf4- J»

Partly turn. 8 bedroom apt at

Hulling Oreen. Jane 1 to Aug. 31

lool. carpeting, air conditioned, all

...illtles Included Will W^
(all 853-9198. *J±1
~1 "Bedroom apt Squire VUImc
Pool, air cond . all elect .

atlUtles

Inc 665-3683 available Jane «
~

8 Boom completely farnlabed apt

Dishwasher, air csad. JonO w *,k
"

Aug. 31 8186 /mo Amherst ..walk-

ing distance from CMaas. Call 549-

1.71 *it?

— iTBdrm Quab VIII..Apt., wrw
carpet, air condd . all utll Inc .

.^pt^new lease 8165 mo June to

-ept 1 Call 383-4666. tf4-39

liTAmherst 4 bdrm. apt. June 1

- sept 1. Furnished. Contact Mark

«S1» or Tom 6-9134^ tf4-8»

1 bedroom Quabbln Vl»«f. «*"
bed*, wall-wall carpet. AC. fully^fur-

nUhed. all atlUtles June 1 - AmB.
only 8116 per month. Call 38*6386

8 bdrm. apt May 84 -KJ
cond. etc. Sogarloaf *P*!-^J?**r
Sunderland Ctr Bent and **«"/'
ecotlable CaU 665-3488. tfo-7

"Large room In 14 ran. house. 15

mln. from f"»mpas. June 1 - Aat_

11 M3 mo. 584-8868. Bob O after

» | m. g4-*9

~~$169l Oenerous offer, mast «»>«*

June - Ang., renew lease opt., l

hdrm. apt , Cliff.lde. furalahe*.

swim pool, tennis ct All oUl. CaU
aft 8. 665-3139. "*-39

"8 bdrm. tswnhoase. Squire Vlllat*,

Sunderland. All ntl. lncl. May 1 to

Aug. 31 with option for '"••£•"
m;5-3096. "Q-3*

Sublet — one bedroom furnlahed

ant . elec. kMchen, ntlUUeo paid,

five mln to Cnlv «166/ma. June

l to Sept. 1. 811 Cllffslde. Sand.
tf€-W

1 bdrm. apt. June 1 to Aug. 31

with option for renewal. $136 66 per

...onth Vtllltles Included. 1 mile

from I Mass . call 853-5581. tf$-14

""a" bdrm. Puffton I, utlllUes lncl.

549-6 199_.
*****

t bdrm. apt. from Jane 1 to Aug.

31. partially furn ., air cond., pool,

etc $156. See Jeff at 348 Puffton
tf4-3

Summer sublet practically on

rn mpns. Nutting Ave., 3 bedrooms,

kichen, living room, bath Very

roomy. Bent negotiable. Will take

jags. Call 549-6161. tfB-3

$50 off each month on 3 bedroom

Puffton apt., air cond., swimming
pool, tennis cts. avail. Jane 1st to

»4et>t 1st with opt. to renew In

Sept.' 649-6080.

TRAVEL
JET TO ElBOPK Ism space ava..-

al.le from $99 o/w. Call l.on Averr

\4ti-7:nl. \l Pi. liner 516-6944. tf5-5

Zippers repoaired; on your
;
coat«

shaving kits etc. H-ABLOW'S Fine

Luggage * Leather Goodir Keys -

luggage repaired. 151 >»ln
.,.

s
1
,

i
•

Northamptlon. 584-5833. tf5-lt

RIDE WANTED

REWARD

FOR SALE

K'aJSSIr- radio. CU*
. .P*--

X.P'#, $ tracks and otlier n*toaani«-

«e« Amharat Aodlo. S
"Ice maker $59 CaU sE Vanetoa.

173-3B38J ^- Doable bed. Good ^""tJSL-Ji
5

or best offer. CaU Wayne, oAd^TW^

19« Mobile Home, J9^*^**^
or Tbedroom on lot 19 mile, from

°smir- gaj 467-B656. tf4-39

" "Chopper" 64 Barley Sporster **-

ffSkr-a& -a
( sunday j 684-9171 ) *!*£._
1910 BSA Firebird Boa. » f«* :

5000 ml. Bought in ^oooni.Co'J-
fT.ly maintained, never (M^a.^^
Best offer over $1159. CaU wave

6-9671—TT Yamaha 866 « slreel ulke_

Owner left for service. FoU gus

rantee on bike Only 19 »»•• on
,

U. I paid $656. asking $380. CaU

" Same brand leather foJ« *'

under retail prices. Jeff o46-618l-

—l^„t — Class Blng. Holyoke High

School '69. Initials EJM. BewaroV
Please caU 6-8859. tf4-89

DISCOUNT SUBLET

Two girls need ride to New 'York

anytime Fri. 30. Call 6-9846 Will $

"
Ride needed - round trip to Prince-

ton. New Jersey (or anywhere In

that area) Friday. April 30. after 1

p m Call Jean — 646-9913 will pas

and drive.
,

•*

TUTORS WANTED

~8 bdrm. Puffton, air cond . poolT

•vail . Jane 1. apt. ta renew lease

Discount oa rent. CaU 549-6518^

$40/mo. 4 people, 8 bdrm . air

cond. pool, garbage dlsp and dish-

washer, carpet, scenic view of mta ,

utilities lncl. June 1. Call *»•-*}**

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Summer camp for baya — male

counselors needed. Swimming and

skiing instructors. Far tafa write

Camp Director, Camp Plus, Enfield.

N.H. **-'

^^ Tutors wanted — fleldtrip

Sat . May 1st. Fun. food and games

For ride contact **™™ X"*£:.
rJOO or Cindy Batcheldcr 846-507«.

— anyone welcome. "*•**

RENT or SUBLEASE
-Opportunity to pic

k
^up ''Ofe and

a furnished apt In ^"^,^n^l
at greatly reduced ratea. Call W
0153. =Z—

WANTED TO RENT
" Two man shack •" •»"• "M'

eleetrirtty to Baa*. f^aaafgfBt agB.
Call Brace at 549-6681. l>ave mes

aMte If I'm not In.

I bdrm. apt. for 4. up and down.

IU bath, air cond . wall to wall

ca'rp Cheap, wlU talk price. OgJJ

856-6999 t""3*

""Two farnlabed rooms for rent for

summer 8* ml. from TM .
One 8«n

and one $55 mo Kitchen privilege If

desired. Available June 1st Call

549-3164. !J±£?
3 bedroom townhouse In South Am-

hert w/optlon. Beginning Jane 1

Call 853-5449 .
U4-89

1 bdr. apt. available June 1st at

Presidential. $150 month, all utlll-

tlea Included. Call 549-3591 »,,e,
tf

3
4'*J

One furnished bedroom In Mtn
Range Townhouse Apt. Available

June 1 ta August 31. $60 per month
Including all utilities Call Andy
853-188$. tM'3d

NORTHAMPTON May 1 - 31A rms
modern, refrlg.. disposal, carpet,

stovet easy walk ta Smith, down-

town $148 with atlUtles. Call

584-810$ afer 8 p m. tf4-89

3 Bdrm. 4 ml on Bt. 9. $140

lncl utll Available July. 853-5062
rfo-t9

i,,,,..,^nasasaBsalgasBBaaaaani •» 9t9j>KP' * —* —^

tSroduoHwgt Mutt Sublett SUBLET SAVINGS
t bedroom apt. Puritan vikiage. »-

eluded are utlUtten, naaU^tjanta

court? aU within wnlMng nlotanco

of Campus. Negotiable W****
anytime 549-6689. «*•**

POLITICAL

266-8146.
U4-89

-^O
-

Norton Cycle, completely re-

built, compctitlw. cnjlne. BrtUjtd

frame, other emtras. $850. *°r mis

-TUT Honda 306 Scrambler. n*eds

some work, best offer. Call Blck

M5-0810. i^=
~19«5 Honda 300 cc^.ja-- »1

«

orig. egccllent cond . 649-6315 ^after

" 1970 Dunebuggy. wue •*£"**'
body, rebuilt 40 bp >., <£""£
e.hau.t. white _fo°*-*op, anno

,lres black Interior. $859 or B
f

AK

Call John $46-1646. *££•

-Must Sell -J19 Docau »ao ce^

Desmo. e«cel cond. $160. Call Pat

evenings 863-3810. **»?
"

Sony Tape Becorder TC 165. ej.

cellent condition. 1" reel^wlthlO

tapes, 4 track. Call Jonathan $-$«9r

" IBB Scooter 19M15(K-c».^ so™
condition, price Include, helmet. Call

B65-3041. .
11*2.

Ski boots, KoHach Gold Stars,

good condition. 1 rear old. Inner

boot, $50. Call Jonathan 6-"601
^4.;M,

English bicycle, women's, 3 P«»d,

with baskets, like new. used only 8

months, $69 new, asking $46. 549-

0680 after 4. tr»~*

Sofa bed converts to double bed.

(......I working order, very reasonable^

Call nights 665-8861. tf5-30

" I you' live In the Fltchbarg-L*o-

mlnster-Gardner-CUnton area and

want ta change Mass. Oevt. call

853-9244. Bob In 305. leara «"^*^

FOR SALE— AUTOS
•65 Comet Cyclone, one owner, HP
m, many amtrao. CaU 584-6879 after

6 p.m. !£?-s

61 Bulck Klectra Canv., na body

rot, B i H, runa well, but muffUr

needo repair, rear window tarn. J»o

lower than $18$. Dave Crimp at

548-8189. Et??
1965 VW Van/Camner w/'76

sine radio, carpeting,

ROOMMATES WANTED
p Roommate wanted beg. May I

Apt. within walking dlst. of Campus.
Pool, air cond., furn. apt. Call MB-
6839 after $ pga. "Q-3*

Summer roommates wanted — opo-

« Ions 1 room house — Sunderland

$50 a meata. CaU 54fra990__tf4-30

Ptaommate wanted M summer
New apartment furnished $15 mo.
Kasthampton. CaU 581-1063

tfo-9

8 wks free rent fr. May 18 ta

June 1 aab. for summer with opt.

1V4 ml. from Campuo. all utll ,

furn. Cnlveralty Pfc. Apts , 46. esll

183-6948 after 6. Bruce. tfB-7

Year own room, 4 ml. from Am-
herst on Bt. 9. $50 a month Peter

853-5968. tf4-30

6 room apartment from May lot sr

June 1st to Sept. lot. located on

Fearing St Will discuss rent Call

Pat 6-8685 or Dave 6-8688. tf5-3

Williamsburg. Bt 9. 14 miles fr

ampns, for Jane 1 extraordinary 1

rms. and a loft; 6 comfortably, 2

kit., 8 full baths, all utll , can he 8

apts. 863-3365. tfjW

^Beacon Hill — we've got some of

I he most unusual studios and 1-8

i..lrm. apts. around. Available now
thro Sept. Reasonable prices. In
Boston Call 583-6625 tf5-5

SERVICES
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zoj-oow*
_tf4-89

Im IB ta

Amherst Audio Wervlcvsj igferen

components . tape daeka for home or

car. 191 Na. Pleasant 8V , 856-81 3n.

Call 863-9983.

Ice box. $1189.
tf«-S9

1966 Ford wagen, 8*00 1 furniture

dlobea. teela. Must aeU everything,

«oln« to Europe. $49-1448. tf4-89

1970 Triumph Spit Mk 3, axe. cend.

Must sell, am getting married Call

8H4-4161 after 6:09. <M

'66 Mustang $ eyl., esceUent run-

ning condition, ane door dent. $50(r

Will bicker. Call 88d-4M14. tf4-30

OS VW Squareback, good condi-

tion, original ewner. After 5 p m
call 853-9644. tf4-89

A king of autosl 1950 Cadillac,

runs fine and la In good ahape

*75 (all Dave at 065-2683 after

8:30.
"Q-30

1967 VW sedan, one owner, re-

built eng., good snow tires, new
.ticker. Must see to appreciate.

985. Will haggle. 549-3737.
tf4-89

8 Female roommates wanted far

furnished RolUng Green apartement

fsr June, July, August. Call I*»lle

849-6898.
.

"8-3

F roommate wanted to share 1

bdr. townhouse. fully furnlahed.

AC. June 1 - August 31 In Mt.

Rsnge. Na lease neceaaary - "Pt'on

for fall. 853-6181^ »*<-»•

single room $45, doable rm. $30

per person. Kitchen privilege..

»iiidy, studio space. Bes. now, fall

»r summer. 636-3912, after 6 Keep
ir>lng. g o-3*

Koontmate needed by female In

itosion, June 1 - Sept. 1. Please call

Inula 546-5048. Keep trying. tf$-4

.' roommates wanted to share 3
ixlrm townhouse for summer. Own
iin« . pool, air cond., opt. for lease

m Heat. $60 mo. inc. utils , Start

•i/l (all 685-3651^ tfS-7

10013
We buy used books and reoarda

— Whltellght Hooks (In the Alley)

>e tests I tf8-18

GOOD POOD TO EAT
Whole Wheat Trading Co., 181 N

Pleasant St. has many earthly de-

llghta which can take yen bark to

the garden organic grains, P'oduce.

dairy if^
CHILDREN

Children, ages 3-6, needed for psych

testing. Payment $1.60/hr. VMM
call 548-2549 days. *f4-3*

HELP WANTED
Account snts, cooks, domestics,

laborer. bartender, legal secre-

taries, stenographer, teachers,

waitress, sales peeple, bank tellers I

KM-SEC Services, 9 Pray St.
tflV-l

Motorcycle* For Sole

BMW RfiO 1967, low mileage, Wi»-
nm Shield, large gas tank, saddle

hags, many extras. Cost $1900.00,

first $950 00 cash takes It. 253-

7H89. tfS-4

RIDERS WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET
" Desperate I 8 bedroom apt. June 1

- Sept 1. only $199 per mo., origin-

ally WIS. Please ""Candy ar Judy

at annpertline. 853-9008. tla-M

—Tbdrm. apt *-*lA**i°2!lm £
Amherst. $135/mo. Call »**«*,

"./ia
ter alx

t,4^g,

'10 Plymouth JJuoter 340, 815 HP-
4 Bbl. Disks, Dual Breaker, Pool

Traction, Ballye wheels, polyglaa

15.000 ml., tach. warranty. $8100

firm. Call 586-1415. tfS-3

1965 Chevy sedan, B I H, pow-

er brakes and steering, good condi-

tion, $488 ar best offer. Call Blck

545-0810. "4-39

WANTED
Paper on ANY topic of Vietnam at

least 8 pgs. A 'B' grade must have
i>een attained. Will talk about price

Paper will be returned after copied

Hob 6-6996. tf4-89

6 people needed for bus trip to

NYC May 1. Bus leaves Amh. 1

a.m., departs NY 8 p.m. same day,

$9 round Jrlp. Call Jackie Trace.mST tf4-!9

BtiAKTIYOGA CLUB
'Simply Wonderful" in the

Berkshire Room of the Student

Union Eat spiritual vegetarian food,

12 1:30 every day through May 7th.

BLOOD DRIVE (GSS—APO)
The Bloodmobile will be on campus

AAav 4,5,6. Sign up to donate April 26

loth 10 4, in front of the Campus
Center bookstore. Blood is urgently

needed.

BRETT HOUSE
All residents, present or former,

must remove all goods from the

storage room by May 28. If you wish

to leave anything there oyer the

lummer, get a tag from the Head of

Residence or a counselor.

UMASS CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 in the New

Hatch.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
We shall again discuss navigation,

computers, plotters, and F.A.R. l«
the Private Pilot Ground School at 7

PM in the Campus Center.

FINNISH CLUB .

Finnish Club will not meet tonight

The room assignment for the May 6th

meeting will be printed next week.

HOME EC. MAJORS
Special May Day Counseling, Sat.

May 1st at Skinner Aud., 8 30 12.00.

-No tices
Home Ec. students may pre register

for classes.

HORIZONTAL CLUB
There will be an important meeting

Thurs. night at 8 in 102 Brooks. Any
new members are cordially invited.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
International Folk Dancing, 8 PM

Friday, April 30, Davis Center, Smith
College. Instruction from 8 to 9.30.

Beginners welcome.

JFK UPPER
Six Three Stooges Movies in

Mahar, Thursday April 29 at 8:30 and
Friday April 30 at 7.30 and 9:30.

Admission 25«.

INTRAVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Paul MacVittie will be speaking to

us on prayer focussing on the prayer

life of Jesus. Memorial Hall, 7:30

PM, Friday April 30.

MEDICS
Trained people needed to work at

concert on May 2. Please call Sue at

50813.

OPEN DISCUSSION
Pialf Class taught by a genuine

Armenian just got off the ark. Come
tell Noah what you think about the 24

hour relay. Machmer W22, 7:30 PM
tonight

Schoolof Ed. Schedule
„ ft „ i^Thaniel Sims "Afro American culture in Multi imaqes. A three

,:00 P m - N
fc

h
reCn

e
anaTy\is of current issues in Afro American culture."

Room 903
Chairman: Maiso Bryant
Reactors Fred Preston, Jack Allen

rt., r.ina.Mnsiai

Robert iLevme "Leadership training Programs m Occupational

Education
.

"

Room 905

and Colombia
"

Room 911
Chairman: David Day

ST Cab^E^Tovemem preferences as ind.vidua) OH
A
;|rences in Learmng from Color and Non color Pictures

Room 903
Chairman David Coffmg

. ar .n

„
R
,S^

r

^n
C
;-

a
v
r'"p,

D
^?s

n^r8̂ aX ™<,»«,on ,o enhance

the self concept of their children."

Room 709
Chairman. Frank Cyr

vironmental Education '

Room 911

Chairman: David Sch.mmel

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Trip to Mt. Mansfield (Stowe,

Vermont), April 30 May 2 Sign up

sheet on Outing Club Bulletin board.

Business meeting Monday, 6: ju,

room 165 in Campus Center. Movie:

"White Water Canoeing' will oe

shown.

Israel. Folk Dancing, Cape Cod

Lounge. Student Union tonight 8 pm.

All are welcome.

^Sailing Club All those interested in

seeing a sailing program at the

University, call RSO Thursday-night

between 7 and 10. 5 0437 or 5 0436.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
All those intending to go to the

world Science Fiction Convention in

Boston over the Labor Day weekend

please come tonight to the Science

Fiction Library at 7.

SOCIOLOGY 104

Makeup exam will be held

tomorrow, Friday, April 30 m Herter

227 at 2.30.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Arts and Crafts Bazaar. Anyone

interested in displaying or selling

goods at Southwest's Spring Carnival

and Bazaar please call Gordon at 545

1552 or Yaelat545 2015 to make space

reservations.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS
Folk Fans. Anyone interested in

performing at an outdoor folk concert

in May as part of Southwest's Spring

Week, please call 545 1552.

SPRING DAY
On your mark Get set... .Today

we'll all get to go with Paul s.

Lareaux and Herbie P. Chilroy.

Should it pour, it'll be May 4.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 7 PM in the

Campus Center. Rap session with a

doctor from the Infirmary. Brn

your medical questions. For more
information call 545 1389.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST
LEAGUE
YPSL will meet at 8 in room 801 of

the Campus Center. Important

meeting, please attend. All others

interested in democratic socialism

are welcome.

AJEDE
New Haven Folk Dancers in

concert of dances from the Balkans.

Saturday, May 1, 8 PM, Davis

Center, Smith College, donation IV

LOST
Lost Blue UMass iacket In

tramural, Field 4, 9:30. Monday,
4/26. If found please call Rusty, 546

7789
Lost one pair of shoes. Left in

yellow VW by error Tuesday night,

4/27 at Boyden. Call Harry at EAM,
545 0845.

Cyclebreaker
This evening on "Cyclebreaker"

on WMUA 91.1 FM at 6:30 PM
there is a variety oi segments:

Mark Silverman, as usual, a

reading of Poes "Tell-tale Heart",

some thoughts on criminality and

society.
.

Beginning at 8:00 pm Live

coverage of the Cairo, Illinois rally

from Johnson Chapel...following

"Cyclebreaker will be more from

Kiresign Theater. "Dear Friends".

Don't miss these non-

commercial recordings, never to

be sold in record stores. It's all on

WMUA—FM. this evening, so tune

in.

200 p.m.

En

FUTURE CPA'S
LEARN NOW ABOUT THE

NEXT CPA EXAM
NOVEMBER 3-5, 1971

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

SostoN (617) 536-1440

Our Successful Students Represent

1/5 OF USA
one 5,1971

SENIOR

CITIZEN

DISCOUNT
MATS.

733-5131

ONLY
MINUTES
FROM
YOU...

n
HE

SHOW-
CASE
HABIT

SEE
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BEST

FIRST!

tr-HOOt GROUP RATES

© WINNER OF 7

ACADEMY AWARDS Inc.

BEST PICTURE!

fA\&fcPN£

1 Mm. - Thor»
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rri. ft Hat.

t - 1- M:1S

n

STANDS'ALONE!
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g©,^ --;;.,„, "A MASTIB Wflll!'

counseling Research,

classroom

Room 915
Chairman Barry Kaufman

R , rucri
Reaclors: Larry Benedict, Gerald Barucn

300 p.m.-Edwa?d Pepvne"An integrated mode, for

Education and Evaluation

Room 903
Chairman: Larry Whitman

teaching behavior A study ot atypical ratings

Room 905
.

Chairman: Rolland Wiggins ,,...._.,,
Reactors. Mary Alice Wilson. Larry Whitman

Nicholas Appleton "AAyth and Education.

Room 909
Chairman: Gabriel Heilig ,.„,««-

characteristics."
Room 911

SelSST D
8
ave

P
y°aT"g

e
t

V
on. Dave Celling

W.fliam Foley "A Validation Studies of

model for an Individualized Curriculum.

Room 915

Chemistry
"

Room 905
Chairman Carl Hoagland

fonvwav&?& •
V
E
«,uTa^^nsr;fo

mT^r»¥
*»^..e i-. .nd ScM.

Behavior."
Room 909
Chairman Gilbert Sanchez

Room 911

^VIZT Gir^E RoKr, Wuerthner

Sot. Sun:

2O0, 4:30.

/ 10 940

1)1 MIS HOffMAN
"UTTll: BIO MAiV

EXCLUSIVE ROCKER LOUNGE COMFORT

FINE ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

Curriculum simulation

t*
A

>

DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET

MIKE LONGO, Piano

SAM JONES, Bass
DIZZY GILLESPIE, Trumpet

MICKEY ROKER, Drums
SONNY HENRY, Guitar

BALLROOM
7 & 9:JJ0 L_

Thursday & Friday April 29 & 30

Bowker Aud. 8 P m "

erved Tickets- jMoss tji - ii 50; Grod. Studcrv

UMoss :
' '

rd Pu

Fme Arts C 125 HoUJ
;

)1_
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You can afford it while

you're still young enough to enjoy it

Havinq the want is one thing. Having the

wherewithal is another. The trouble with being

young is that all too often you have the one

without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.

Here is a true sports car for under $2500'-

the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.

In this case the real thing includes a race-

winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-and-

pinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,

crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for

superb road-huqgtng. Disc brakes up front fci

straight-line non-fade stops. Twin redmirv;

its. And full sports car instrumentation

with an electric tach.

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40

years, there s no generation gap. For the name

of your nearest Austin-MG dealer and

information about overseas delivery, dial

(800)631-1971 except in New Jersey

where the number is (800) 962-2803.

Calls are toll-free, of course.

•ss«ys«^^^

Dizzy Gillespie Quintet
Appears Here Tonight

.,'W'__'!"r^..:_ 1 _. ...:n ,.:n„i e„<,„Q f«r mnrp than and hiD humor, he bee;
The Dizzy Gillespie Quintet will

appear in two concerts on the

UMass Amherst campus, April 29

and 30. Each concert, under the

auspices of the University's Fine

Arts Council, will be at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium,
player Dizzy Gillespie will be

Joining illustrious trumpet

Mike Longoon piano; Sam Jones

on bass; Kudy Collins on drums;

Sonnv Henry on guitar, and

Potato Valdez on conga drums.

As a composer, bandleader,

and trumpet virtuoso. Gillespie

has had great influence on the

musical scene for more than

three decades. A native of

Laurinburg, B.C., he had a

thorough musical education

before migrating to New York

City. As a youngster he was
soloist in bands led by such stars

as Karl Mines and Cab Calloway,

and in his early twenties he

formed his own band.

Gillespie was an important

figure in the birth of "bop",

which brought new time

signatures and new melodic and

harmonic complexities to jazz.

With his goatee, dark glasses.
ad great iniiuenct w n»c - - o—~

-
._~.

Pre-School Program Announced
- .- . -.».. » »-- tUn /4a,r / £.1^-1^1

A preschool program for 3, 4,

and r> year olds will be instituted

this summer.
The program will be a materials

centered approach based on the

theories of Jean Fiaget-designed

to allow the child to explore and

learn about himself and his en-

vironment-consonant with his

level of development In addition to

the materials of the classroom, the

out-of-doors will be used as an

extension of the schoolroom I who

can stay inside during the sum

mer7
). M

The Little Ked School House,

\mherst College, will serve as the

campus from June 28 August 20

.eight weeks). 9:00 am.-H.30

a.m.. Monday-Friday. $120.00/for

the entire session will be charged

Knrollment is limited to twenty

children, 4, 5 and a limited number

(it 5 vear olds.

For further information con-

cerning the program please call

ATTENTION
JUNIORS

Interested in earning $6.00

for l hour of your time??

The Bell System will con-

duct a Recruiter Training

t miference during the week

of May 17th at the Campus
Center. Several Juniors are

needed for practice Inter-

view session.

Gain the experience of an

actual Job Interview and

make money too!!

Arrange for participation in

this program at the

Placement Office

Room 239

Whitmore
Administration Building

Wrrh

Bell's Pizza

It'. Money W«1l Spent

OPEN
til 2 o.m. Fri. & Sat.

til 1 a.m.

the rest of the week

FREE DELIVERY

of Pizzas

:»45-lfV2K during the day (545-1556 if

no answer), or 256-6192 after 5:00

p.m. and on week-ends, Robert C.

G ranger-Doctoral Student in Early

Childhood Education, UMass.. and

David E. Day-Director, Early

Childhood Education Program,

I Mass.

and hip humor, he became a

virtual symbol of this important

musical development.

Long a popular recording artist

as well as performer, Dizzy

Gillespie recently opened a new

vista for himself and his Quintet

when they appeared at New

York's famed ror-k ballroom,

Fillmore East.

Reserved tickets for the con-

certs are $1.50 for UMass un-

dergraduates; $2 for other

students, $2.50 for UMass faculty

and staff and $3 for the general

public. Tickets may be obtained

by contacting the Fine Arts

Council office, 125 Herter Hall,

telephone (413) 545-0202. Mail

orders for tickets will be ac-

cepted Please make checks

payable to University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Council,

and enclose a stamped, self-

addressed return envelope.

Three Prizes Available

For English Essays
Th» Fnolish DeDartment has announced that a total of three

"Xssays which are to be considered for these prizes must be in

rrSwble'.ncTdingmosrwri.ten lis. Spring but not submitted in

last year's competition.

Cosby Expected Here In Fall

WASHINGTON-If he has his trying to interest the television

way. comedian Bill Cosby wont be networks ,n ainng a serious talk

giving up show business when he show " he would host from the

fakt" on a new career - teaching - I Mass campus where he plans to

next iall.
,eacn next SePtember

The comedian reportedly is

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

SYDt€YOMAM<

Gemini actor Robert Cummmgs,

is

keen on astrology and an expert in his

own right. He gives credit to his

knowledge ot astrology for much ot

his success.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Before

making decisions affecting domestic

environment, check with mate or one

close to you. You may not have an

available information Get co

operation from one who is

knowledgeable. .

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): A
relative may act in eccentric rtiarv

ner Don't get involved in foolish

scheme Be an interested observer,

but refuse to throw good money atter

bad, stress practicality. You will

understand
GEMINI (May 2VJune 20) :

You

have urge to throw caution to winds

It extravagant, you may be sorry>

Realize this and guide actions ac_

cordingly Finish protect. Avoid

premature starts.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Deal

with associate in more of an irv

dependent manner Cycle is high, but

financial woes of close associate

could affect you. Don t be

sidetracked from basic goal.

Exercise power of will.

LEO (July 23 Aug. 22): Avoid

expending money, energy on wild

aoose chase Take time to get

thoughts, facts m order Heed inner

voice Your intuitive intellect serves

now as reliable guide.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Friend

who encourages you to spend, may
have ulterior motive. Do your own

thinking Protect assets Don t waste

time, energy on one who is selfish

Message will be increasingly clear

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): Unor

thodox approach is best be willing to

take a chance on inner feelings One

in authority will provide backing Be

confident, aware of apparent minor

details Young person will aid.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Where

you were restricted you now have

greater freedom of thought, action

Emphasis It on travel, higher

education, willingness to learn Some

lessons come hard. Be prepared.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

What was an obstacle vanishes way
is cleared tor meaningful progress

Avoid needless fear Taurus
,

.rv

dividual can aid Don't permit pr.de

to stand in way of advancement.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19).

Lie low, do more listening than

talking You cannot buy your way

!n!S "Lor Permit others fo assert

themselves. Be perceptive Note

actions ot one who is secretive You

will learn. _ . ....
,

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb. 18K|

Stick to familiar patterns. Going too

tar afield now would be an error Be

practical Applies especially m
dealing with members of opposite

sex. Differentiate between love,

de
p
U

.

S
SCES (Feb. 19 March 20):

ingratiate yourself with one who*
concerned with law, medicine Show
appreciation for help received m
recent past Emotions fly high,

control creative forces Look for real

Ch
|

a
F
n9
TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

vou are intuitive, possess dramatic

ability You can interpret «eehngs

roles You can sway people You are

happiest when teaching, explaining,

enlightening others You are due for

change in domestic environment
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Fruit cakes

6 Cook in oven

11 Preposition

12 Poetic for

England

14 Skill

15 Girl's name
17 Prefix: before

18 Compass
point

19 Person having

loud voice

21 Sun god

22 Rock

24 Symbol for

dysprosium

25 Arabian
chieftain

27 Before

28 Note of scale

29 Praise

30 Quality of

being avid

33 Manufacture

34 Compass
point

35 Above (poet )

37 Fashion

38 Symbol for

tellurium

39 Finished

41 Paid notice

42 Milk farms

45 A state (abbr )

46 Things, m law

48 Secretary of

the Army

49 Lubricate

50 Click beetle

52 Pacifier

54 European

55 Feeling

DOWN

1 Cylindrical

2 Rear part

of ship

3 Artificial

language

4
5
6
7

I
9

10
11

Commonplace
Withered
Rages
Butter

substitute

(colloq)

Hebrew month
Drink slowly

Hot
Prohibits

13 Approach
16 Those who

support
something

19 Moved
stealthily

20 Causes

23 Mountain
nymph

26 Pondered

28 Prefn: down

29 French
article

31 Earth
goddess

B

32 Compass
point

33 Patterns

36 Scold

37 Female horse

38 Rows
39 Weird

40 Small valley

43 War god

44 Electrified

particles

47 Carpenter s

tool

49 Harvest
goddess

51 Note of scale

53 Promissory
note (abbr )

7o-

Diatr by fnited Feature Syndicate. Inc. ; >

256-801

1

253-9051

Mimrca
Bradshaw

TONITE!
9:30
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UMass Preps For Maine

Ouick Tump Paces Redmen Over Indians
> ««»«.!. •'with Ma.no a,£s it turned out the eight and continued hisout-

ByEARLEBARROLL
MDC Staff

HANOVER, N.H.—Jumping on

Dartmouth starter Bill Saum

seigle tor tour quick runs in the

tirst inning and live more in the

fourth, the UMass baseball team

went on to topple the Indiana, 10-4

.it ram swept Dartmouth Baseball

Field here yesterday.

The win tor the streaking Ked

**. Iimilwl"

latlg <|oltagian

SPORTS
nun was their seventh in a row and

twelfth ot the season against only

lour setbacks while the loss was

the ninth tor the Indians against a

dozen wins.

This was to he a da> 01

preparation for head coach Dick

Bergquist for this weekend's series

with Maine and as it turned out the

coach was very pleased with the

performances of his teams hitting

and the effective relief pitching of

Lou Colabello, John Olsen and

Tom Austin.

Charley Manley, who had

another great day at the plate with

three hits, got the Kedmen moving

right oft the bat in the first with a

sharp single to left. Jack Conroy

reached on an error and Manley

was thrown out at the plate after

Brian Martin had singled

Mark Patau doubled to deep left

scoring two runs and Dan Ksposito

tripled to left center to score Palau

and in return was sent home on an

error off the bat of Kddie Mc

Mahon. to account for the four tirst

inning scores

Kedman starter Chip Have was

ineffective in his two-inning stint

as he was plagued with wildness

resulting m two Indian tallies in the

second
But in the tourth I'Mass broke

the game open sending twelve men

to the plate tor five runs and a tat y-

l lead which they rode the rest of

the way to victory

Colabello took over for Baye in

the third inning and in the next tour

innings pitched his most effective

ball of the year limiting the Indians

to tour hits and two runs, one on a

home run and the other on a

misjudged tly ball to right Held

olsen pitched innings seven and

eight and continued his out-

standing role as the top fireman on

the Kedman staff He struck out

two. walked none and gave up

three singles in his workout.

Austin cleaned up in the ninth

without anv difficulty registering

two strikeouts while throwing a

live last ball which was noticably

pleasing to Bergquist in his post

game analvsis.

Martin. Ksposito. Palau and

McMahon each had two hits to go

along with Manley s three as the

Kedmen piled up thirteen hits and

continued to show an offensive

punch that was not expected before

the season began.

For Dartmouth Wayne Young

was the hitting star with two hits

including the long homer off

Colabello Frank Mannarino. the

top Indian hitter and one of the best

in the region was held in good

check by the Kedman pitching. He

had only a single to show for his

afternoon's performance

While Saumseigle was inef-

lective. Dartmouth reliever John

Freitos was just the opposite as he

shut the door on the Kedmen over

the last live innings giving only

three hits and a lone run when his

right fielder slipped running after

an apparent single which turned

into a three-bagger and a run.

The objective lor the Kedmen to

prepare was reached Bergquist

i eels his team is as readv as can be

lor this weekend's series » "sen pna» —y -™ "

g

Nobody Had A Com....
„,„./ m reoly to a question about his basic strategy going

*J DAN K \M Al.
he uame Regan replied. "1 will definitely have

MDCStaff n men on he held I was planning on fielding 10

ln „ roi)m tilled w.th dense smoke. fce .ncessairt 11 men on "^p^ff^S me that it was

ringing ..l telephones, end the niumbUngrfhead ptaj

^

;J A s lar as my game strategy. I wdl

coShes scouts and general""f^"*^ sup*
< quk.K .kicks. You want something

the long awaited I Mass intrasquad toot ball draft was u ,., Xl .^„ tntaU vnn ,hp , nitn
• i—

i

,..>,,, mit^idt* Alumni
vesterda) in a lockeroom outside Alumni

"nuTs obvious right away that this draft a prelude

to the intrasquad game at Alumn. Stadium on

Saturday, MaM. at 3 p m . was gomg to be somewha

Sn que when it did not start w.th the customary Hip ol

. ,n Instead. Mead Coach Dick MePherson said.

We ve deeded that John Hulecki s team will pick

lirst
' okay, maybe nobody had a com

Then II was deeded that players would be drafted

by position, m other words, .t an offensive halt back

"ere picked then all the offensive halfbacks would be

picked before moving on to a new position, also a DM

^ThTactlial dialling took about an hour, and when

, ,„, „H XKTKKS: Left to right-Dennis Keating^ DennisCoUins Coach MacPherson

,M n'ns t mornings, and kneeling. Bob Don.in ( I and Joe Sabehs

the smoke had cleared somewhat the mumbling had phone

stopped, a lew ol the draftees were given the_op-

.Jtnnuv to express their .eelmgs on ^drafted
1

Ron Marino, ol Dennis Keating I team had thta to

sav "I hearby come to terms with the team staffed by

Keating Donlin, and Collins. I stipulate one clause,

however that I be allowed to play defensive tackle

Bill Haitifan was next. "1 have come to terms With

the Hulecki team with these clauses agreed to in the

contract no spots, no push-ups, and fewGs
•! have signed with the Keating team, said Tom

I Mice His Clause no up downs

Paul Metallo was the last to speak. "I have agreed

to sign with the Keating team under one condition, no

''The two head roaches. ,),m Kegan ol the Hulecki

tJm and Al Whitmarsh, the Keating team a mentor.

Sen got up to answer reporters questions.

Kill DeFlavio.

IIOMF. AtiAIN-Charley Manley. scoring against Boston

I , ersitv continued his hitting streak yesterday against Dart-

nlth w ith three hits and also added two stolen bases to h,s record

lotal. <M1K photo by Kd Mangiarattn

tor the Black Bears, who are here

lor a single game on Friday and a

double header on Saturday at Kan

K Lorden Field

detinue \ use nu tuivn r,.v.- - —
more informative than that? Well, to tell you the truth.

gentlemen, I'm on my way to cover the Amherst -At

baseball game It is April, you know See you S. tur

da5 Kegan then lelt w .th a big smile on his face, t ne

lust knew that he was hiding something from the

P
''\?\\hitmarsh was next "I really cant tell you

much, gentlemen They just got me out ot bed

^SrdiV to ask me to be a coach. I don know

anything about the team or anything else, so 1 figure

111 do a good job One thing I can tell you - Regan is

in trouble, tell mm to prepare for anythingj-

The rookie coach continued. "I hope the I n.vers t

provides me w ,th a parka if it's cold It they don t. I II

n the warm press box and direct my team by

Stickers Face F-D
Bv JOHN MacGlLLVRAY

MDC Staff

The I Mass lacrosse team, playing under a demanding schedule.

w , I he going lor its th.rd straight victory of the week this afternoon

gainst a strong Farleigh Dickinson team The game will begin at I

P
Farkigh Dickinson, fresh off impressive wins over Duke. North

Carolina and Unto* is a strong, well-balanced team It was the

middle Atlantic Champ, two years in a row
t

Mm^\ZTr^ ma n
players come from that lacrosse hot bed. Long Island 1 he main

si renath of Farleigh Dickinson is its close attack of Dawson no. o3 >

and Krease (no Wl Between them they hold just about every

scormn record at the school.

Bocm.se K 1) usesonlv their first two midfields. UMass may try

to double up on them Oarbers Gorillas will also try to run against

• D in hopes of tiring them out. The team will depend on tn-

captain Al Kuggiano and detenseman John Walsh to keep Dawson

and Krease trom scoring. ..
t .ppv pv

Coach Kichard (iarber terms Farleigh Dickinson a very ex-

(
hm .eneed team and says that •

I Mass will have to exerctse ball

^u'lmeru'an and'Ir. captain John Gannon has been hampered

by a bad knee and may be lorced to sit mit the game

This will be another big game for I Mass in their quest for a berth

in the NCAA play oils at the end ol the season

Netmen Go Skiing
»... t iODn«vti iti,.ir is onl\ one place in th«

Tn'conclusion. Whitmarsh said. Tm really looking

forwardto this opportunity 1 always thought knew

^e han the coshes anyway I only hope tha when

the real' coaches take over in the second half, they

don't blow my big half-time lead.

he he press left the room, it was very apparent

that each reporter was looking forward anxiously to

! b g game on Saturday. That intangible ingredient

, Herce'r.valry. that adds spice to any sporting event

,, 1S ,here Alter all. what statements! No quick_

kicks
• •Prepare tor anything ." W.th these kind of

o^oversia/ comments FKKCKKD.N( the game.

„,,,,,.

-

m .mamne what the actual game will be like

"'

B „'hhead caches said that they would release their

tIi ;a l rosters sometime today ..the suspense is

mounting

By SINCLAIR FOSTER
MIX Stall

Despite the absence ol spring as

we drift into May. lew people still

have snow on their minds But

there are nme people on campus

that will bethinking white stuff, as

the I Mass netmen travel up up

and away to I Mono. Maine lor the

conference championships

One stop will be made on the

way, that in Durham. New
Hampshire, where the Kedmen

will get their Imal warmup against

the Wildcats at 1 p.m. this af-

ternoon.

Then to Orono where Coach

Kosakowski said, "The biggest

problem w ill be w hether or not we

pla\ Win. lose or draw we don't

mind going, but the chances of

playing it don't seem very good.
- '

With the talk of snow some of the

netmen are thinking of bringing

up their skis to Maine "It's

possible we could have a skiing

meet because some of my players

are competent skiers." joked

Kosakowski. "and I'm a pretty

good man on the hill myself.'

But if championships do get

underway the Kedmen will have

every intention ot dethroning

Rhode Island, to whom they lost in

match play this season 8 ft

There is onlv one place in the

Yankee Conference/ said the

netmen s mentor.'' and were not

going up to Maine just lor the

ride

This afternoon's warmup against

New Hampshire will help

Kosakowski determine his lineup

lor the weekend At the time ot this

writing the the singles and doubles

slots were still up in the air and by

| p.ffl today Kosakowski will have

a much better idea as to how to

play his men
Today's contest will leature one

ot three toes that I Mass will have

its hands lull with New Hampshire

dropped a r»-4 match to UConn. the

team that CMass knocked off just

two days ago But the W ildcats can

lx* tierce, especially on their home

eourts. and they II provide the

Kedmen with an excellent chance

to sharpen up for Friday, when the

ehampionships begin.

Kight men will be making the

northern trip in persons of Alan

Goldberg, Robert Webman. John

Bloom, Chris Collin. Steve Ferber.

Mark Brass. Fred Braley. and Jim

Bornheim All eight will be playing

m what is perhaps the most evenly

balanced Yankee Conference

championships to date.

ty M Detai

Tomorrow^-
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More Course Descriptions

SOCIOLOGY 275

Social Problems

Professor John Hewitt

Organization of Course: The course will

be primarily a lecture course, but

questions during lectures or in writing

beforehand will be treated very seriously

and. if plentiful, could form a basis for a

significant portion of lectures.

Aim of Course: The aim of this course is

two-fold First, it is a survey of major

current social problems, and is, as such,

an effort to convey information about their

possible causes and potential solutions

Second, it is concerned with the question of

what major social problems can tell us

about the society itself: Why are some

social conditions treated as problems and

not others Why are some forms of

l>ehavior regarded as deviant

Headings: The major text for the

course will be Robert K Merton and

Robert A Nisbet. Contemporary Social

noMfi. :*rd edition, a very recently

reviled edition of a standard survey of

social problems In addition, a variety of

other readings will be chosen, both from

i ho sociological literature in various areas

and lrom materials critical of American

society, including works by Matza. Scheff.

Slater, Reich. Goodman, Friendenberg.

Ktzioni and others

i;.-quirements: There will be at least

two and possibly three objective quizzes

during the semester, plus a take-home

final examination distributed sub-

stantially in advance of the end of the

semester Provision will be made for

.idditional credit for optional assignments

done by those who are so inclined.

Prerequisites: Sociology 101 Students

who have had a great deal of advanced

work in sociology should be reminded that

this is a survey course

SOCIOLOGY 275

social Problems

H G Stokes

Organization of Course: Lecture with

discussion

Aim of Course Presentation of (a) A

sociological perspective on current social

issues, including poverty, the urban en-

vironment, power distribution and

alienation: <b' Nature and origins of

deviant life-styles

Headings Test of readings, plus five

monographs
Requirements: Two examinations, plus

one project I i e research paper or oral

report to the class »

Pre requisites for Admission: None

SOCIOLOGY 278

I r limnology

Dr K D. Driver

organization of Course: Primarily

lecture but with opportunity for discussion

during each class meeting

\im of Course: A description and

evaluation of the field of criminal law. the

causes of crime and delinquency, the court

astern, prisons, and programs of crime

prevention

Headings E H Sutherland and D R

( ressey. Principles of Criminology.

Requirements: Mid-term and final

examinations, and five reports based on

field trips to the courts, reformatory,

prison, and jail

Prerequisites for Admission: None

SOCIOLOGY 278

Criminology

Roland Chilton

Organization of Course: Primarily

lecture I
opportunity for and en-

couragement of questions and comments)

Aim of Course: To introduce students to

the Sociology of Crime and Deliquency

through an examination of the system of

justice, an assessment of crime statistics,

a review of theories of crime and evidence

which supports or questions them an

examination of the notion of causality. «nd

discussions of such topics as organized

crime, corporate crime and the ap-

propriateness of criminal sanctions for

sDecific offenses < overcriminahzation)

book of edited readings yet to be selected.

Suggested Report of the Presidents

commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice entitled The

Challenge of Crime in a Free Society.

Requirements: Two mid-term

examinations and a final examination

(
primarily short answer essay, some

•'objective*' items.

Prerequisites for Admission: None.

SOCIOLOGY 285

Complex Organizations

Prof. Curt Tausky

Aim of Course: Topics to be discussed:

The structure of organizations, need for

organization, determinants of produc-

tivity, autonomy and constrains, power

and "authority, scientific management, and

human relations

Readings N Mouzeh. Organization and

Bureaucracy; C. Tausky, Work

organizations. T Bums and G Stalker,

The Management of Innovation; T.

Caplow and R McGee. The Academic

Marketplace; L Peter and R Hull. The

Peter Principle. R Presthus. The

Organization Society. Dubin. et al.

Leadership & Productivity.

Requirements: Papers: to be deter-

mined Examinations: a mid-term and

tinal

Prerequisites for Admission: Sociology

101.

SOCIOLOGY 292

Background in the Study of Social Welfare

Prof Gordon Sutton

Aim of Course: Concern is with

problems with the distribution of wealth

and social rewards, emphasizing social

policy Course begins with an historical

survey of British and American social

welfare policy Development of modern

social policy and practices are considered

in the setting of the New Deal and sub-

sequent events Problems of poverty and

inequality in society is discussed from a

sociological perspective. Planning, social

indicators and the social sciences are

viewed as sources of ideas which are

important in looking toward social welfare

reform

Readings: Required: Wilensky and

Lebeaux. Industrial Society and Social

Welfare; IS Dept of HEW. Toward a

Social Report and Social Security in the

l §.; Kershaw. Government Against

Poverty: Supplementary materials: 20 or

30 articles on reserve or in a reader. Op-

tional discussion of welfare issues:

Wednesday 7 30 P M.

Requirements: no papers. 2 hour

exams and final; essay and short answer.

Prerequisites for Admission: Sociology

101

Research Practicum

Milton Brooke
Organization of Course: Seminars.

usually monthly To the extent feasible,

visiting lecturers will be invited to address

students concerning research programs at

the Federal and State levels relating to

mdustnal relations. manpower

development and labor standards.

Aim of Course: To enhance graduate

students
-

skill and competence in problem-

solving, action-oriented research in

subject areas of vital concern to the labor

communitv and other interested groups

Readings: Milton Derber. Research in

labor Problems in the United States,

paperback. Random House, 1967, Julian

L Simon. Basic Research Methods in

Social Science -The Art of Empirical

Investigation. Random House. 1969. Other

suggested readings are listed for guidance

of students.

Requirements: Term paper on research

assignment Students make oral report to

class followed by an exchange of

viewpoints and discussion at seminars. No

examination
Prerequisites for admission: Course

normallv taken in second year of graduate

studies bv labor center students

Added "Notes. Class size: 12 to 15

students.

describing the sound systems of natural

language.

Readings: Required: The sound pattern

of English

Requirements: Weekly exercises. Hour

exams: 2. Final. Possible short term

paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Strong

recommended: Linguistics 201/501

General Linguistics. Upon permission of

the instructor.

HISTORY

MICROBIOLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY 140

The Biology of Microorganisms

Drs Lessie and Reiner

Organization of Course: 3 lecture

sessions per week
Aim of Course: The overall aim of the

course is to provide a description of the

general properties of bacteria and viruses

which relate to their important roles in the

environment and in disease and an ap-

preciation of the impact of microbial

genetics and chemistry on the current

understanding of the molecular basis of

life

Readings: Selected Scientific American

offprints.

Requirements: 3 or 4 exams. Final

exam optional.

Prerequisites for Admission: None

I

MICROBIOLOGY 250

General Microbiology

R P Mortlock

Organization of Course: 2. 1-hour lec-

tures; 2. 3 hour labs

Aim of Course: Introductory course in

microbiology for science majors.

Requirements: 3 to 4 exams.

Prerequisites for Admission: Organic

chemistry and one semester of a biological

science.

HISTORY 107

Organization of Course: none

Aim of Course: The course will involve

readings and paper writing around the

theme of revolution in European history

from the 17th through the 18th centuries

Readings: suggested and required

Requirements: Papers and readings

Pre-requisites for admission: This is an

honors course open to a small group of

freshmen.

HISTORY 115

East Asian Civilization: China

Mr Drake
Organization of Course: lecture.

Aim of Course: A survey of Chinese

civilization from the earliest times to the

present

Readings: A selection of required

paperbound titles.

Requirements: One mid-term

examination and a final

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

HISTORY 120

Latin American Civilization: The

Colonial Period

Mrs. Loy
Organization of Course: Two lectures

and one discussion period per week. Some

films

Aim of Course: A general view of the

cultural, economic and political

development of Latin America since

Columbus Topic: The Iberian and Indian

backgrounds; Spanish and Portuguese

imperial organization, relations of In-

dians. Negroes, and Europeans in the New

World
Readings: Several paperbacks.

Requirements: Two hour exams and a

final, essay type or take home. One book

report

Pre-requisites for admission: None

LINGUISTICS

SPEECH 203

Argumentation and Debate

Professor Ronald J Matlon

Organization of Course: The professor

will lecture and promote discussion, and

the students will participate in oral talks

and debates I Intro, to Argumentative

Propositions; II The use of Evidence; III

The use of Reasoning; IV. The Structure

and Presentation of Arguments; V. Intro

to Debating Propositions; VI The Debate

Case; VII. Attacking and Defending

Debate Cases; VIII The Presentation and

Evaluation of Debates.

Aim of Course. This course is aimed at

prelaw students, but is. of course, open to

any undergraduate

Readings: Ronald J. Matlon. Manual for

Tournament Debate. 1970 (to be

distributed by the instructor) ;
Glen E

Mills. Reason in Controversy. 1968 (to be

purchased); Harry P. Kerr. Opinion and

Evidence. 1962 I to be purchased) ;
Russel

R Windes and Arthur Hastings, Argu-

mentation and Advocacy. 1965 (to be

purchased).

Requirements: 2 examinations, oral

reports, and written assignments.

Prerequisites for Admission: None.

LABOR RELATIONS

LINGUISTICS 201/501

General Linguistics.

Donald C Freeman
Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion

Aim of Course: The aim of this course is

to acquaint students with the basic prin-

ciples of the structure of human language

-

the most complex and least understood

human faculty. It will consider such

questions as these: the validity of our

intuitions about our native language; the

principles by which speakers encode and

decode sentences of natural language; the

principles by which a child in a

remarkably short time constructs, from

very limited data, a grammar of his native

tongue; selected topics in the syntax and

sound structure of English.

Readings: Noam Chomsky. Language

and Mind 1 1968) ; M K Burt. From Deep

to Surface Structure (1971); D. T.

Langendoen. Essentials of English

Orammar. Other assigned library reserve

readings

Requirements: Two hour examinations,

one final examination, no papers.

Prerequisites for Admission: None.

LINGUISTICS 202/502

Phonological Theory
Organization of Course: Lecture

Aim of Course: To acquaint the student

HISTORY 140

Western Civilization From 1500-

1815

Ron Bittel

organization of Course: 2 lectures and a

discussion group per week

Aim of Course: With an emphasis on

intellectual and social history, to study the

world of the old Regime; and to pay

special attention to these

phenomena—such as modern science and

political revolution—which altered and

survived the Old Regime.

Readings: Required: assorted

paperbacks on English. French and

American Revolutions, one or two period

novels

Suggested: narrative text as sup-

plement to lectures.

Requirements: one or two hourlies and a

final, optional paper, active participation

in discussion groups.

Pre-requisites for Admission, none.

HISTORY 140

Problems In Early Modern
European History

Charles Rearick

Organization of Course: Two lectures

and one discussion section per week.

Aim of Course: The course will focus on

three large topics in European history

since 1500: the Reformation, the

Enlightenment, and the French

Revolution. Major objectives are to un-

derstand the ideas of influential or

representative figures and the outcome of

each conflict. Changes in attitudes toward
:iL Nm »Unx»n»;<%«<1 mst/lalr iicoH in i-nlininn I from T iilhor anri hie (imp trt

Montaigne to Locke to Voltaire and so on)

will receive much attention.

Readings: Three paperbacks of a

narrative and interpretative nature plus

several paperbacks such as Selections

from Montaigne's Essays and Voltaire's

Candide for discussions.

Requirements: Probably one mid-term

essay examination, one short paper, and

one final examination.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

HISTORY 150

Development of American Civilization

Prof. Hugh F. Bell

Organization of Course: 3

meeting/week-two lecture and one

discussion

Aim of Course: Introduction to the

principal themes of American history.

Emphasis is on the development of in-

stitutions and ideas rather than

chronological narration.

Readings. A variety of paperbacks-

titles not determined as yet.

Requirements: One mid-term and a

final exam
Pre-requisites for admission: None.

Added notes: Some knowledge of the

main outlines of American history is

assumed.

HISTORY 152 and HISTORY 735

Professor Howard H. Quint

History 152 Honors: Enrollment in this

course which considers selective topics in

American history from 1607 to 1877 is

limited to students selected by the honors

office and by the Department of History.

Students are expected to read at least 1

< one ) book a week and to be prepared for a

lengthy seminar discussion both on its

contents and on materials relevant to it.

HISTORY 735: (Topics in the 20th

Century) This course will concentrate on

select problems of the general period, 1900-

1920 such as: the nature of Progressive

leadership, the role of business in reform,

the cult of efficiency, direction legislation,

the nature of organized labor, socialism

and syndicalism. Muckraking, wartime

intolerance, conservation, the cult of

moral uplift, and local politics. Reading

assignments will be substantial, in

general, a book a week plus articles in

learned journals. There will be one major

paper, but no examinations.

of the course the class will evaluate its

work and compare conclusions with those

of modern historians who have written

about the trials.

Aim of Course: To some extent, the

aims of the course will be defined as the

semester progresses. Broadly speaking,

the aim is to provide the student an op-

portunity to discover the uses to which

historical sources can be put, and the kinds

of questions to which such sources can

provide answers.

Requirements: A collection of relevant

documents-trial records, Salem-Village

and church records, wills, deeds, sermons,

etc.—will be available in either printed or

mimeographed form. In this course more

than most, regular class attendance and

active participation, as well as prompt

completion of all assignments, are cen-

trally important. There are no

examinations or quizzes.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None

This is an introductory-level course

designed for both majors and non-majors.

While majors receive upper-level

American history credit for Hist. 185, they

are encouraged to take the course early in

their undergraduate careers.

HISTORY 152

Development of American Civilization

Honors Section

Mr. Davis

Organization of Course: Discussion and

pro-seminar

Aim of Course: To examine and analyse

several key themes in American history in

order to better understand the basic forces

in American life to 1877.

Readings: No text; wide use of

paperbacks
Requirements: Weekly discussion of

common readings, occasional quizzes,

short oral and written reports.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Students

will be selected by the honors committees

of the department and the university.

Enrollment will be limited to 15 students.

Added Notes: The topical approach will

be used and will include such topics as

Puritanism. Power Politics and Wars for

Empire, Revolutionary Causation, the

Significance of the Frontier, Jef-

fersonianism vs. Hamiltonism, the Rise of

the Common Man. Mission and Manifest

Destiny, Slavery and Abolition, Civil War

and Reconstruction

HISTORY 185

New Approaches to the Study of History

Instructors: Behenna. Boyer. Nissen-

baum. Tracy. Valvo. Wilson

The Salem witch trials of 1692 will be

the single topic of investigation this fall

Classes will meet in weekly two-hour

seminar sessions and. jointly, for a one-

hour weekly lecture. Part of the course

will involve a controlled probing of the

original trial records and other important

sources. The regular brief papers and

exercises will not be graded, but will be

returned with extensive comments and

discussed in class. As the semester

progresses, the class will use its

knowledge to branch out, singly or in small

groups, into more extensive independen

Projects- still working with original

sources in Amherst and Salem. At the end

HISTORY 200/500

Ancient World to Alexander the Great

Mr. Kirk

I - Prehistoric man. hunter and food-

gatherer.

II - Evolving agriculture and techniques

in S. W. Asia.

III - Literate urban civilization in

Mesopotamia and Egypt.

IV - "Imperialism," acculturation, and

international relations.

V - Israel, from tribal confederacy to

petty kingdoms: prophets of ethical

monotheism.

VI - Early Greek politics and science.

Required texts: I all in paperback):

McEvedy. Colin: The Penguin Atlas of

Ancient History. Clark. Grahame &

Piggott. Stuart: Prehistoric Societies;

Jones, Tom B : From the Tigris to the

Tiber. Covensky. Milton: The Ancient

Near Eastern Tradition; Hexter. J.H.:

The Judaeo-Christian Tradition; Finley.

M.I : Early Greece, the Bronze & Archaic

Ages. Reserve list of a dozen books, for

reference rather than detailed study

"Universal history. ..is not a burden on the

memory, but an illumination of the soul"

(Acton).
.

Term paper on subject of own choice,

required from graduate students, optional

for undergraduates.

Two hour-examinations, short essays to

test broad comprehension and ability to

conceptualize and discuss, not to test

memorization of factual detail. Same

principle applies to final examination.

For Juniors and Seniors onlv

HISTORY 210

Survey of European History from 1870-1914

Organization of Course: Both lecture

and discussion.

Aim of Course: To survey European

history from 1870 to 1914 with emphasis on

the interrelationship between domestic

and international politics of the major

powers.

Readings: A text (as yet undecided)

and a number of supplementary readings.

Requirements: There will either be two

hour exams and a final or an hour exam, a

paper, and a final

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

HISTORY 213

Intellectual History of 20th Century

Europe

W M. Johnston

Organization of Course: Discussion

seasoned by lectures.

Aim of Course: To acquaint students

with ideologies and world-views that have

shaped today's thinking, especially as

regards thinking about the future.

Readings. Authors advocating and

criticizing topics such as Marxism,

anarchism, existentialism, and ethology

will be read, mostly in anthologies.

Requirements: One 15-page paper or

three 5-page papers will bear witness to

how much a student has learned from

class discussion. NO examinations.

Pre- requisites for Admission: None.

Added Notes: Students who like to talk

in class will enjoy this course more than

those who do not.

HISTORY 216

History of the Russian Revolution

R H. McNeal
Organization of Course: lecture.

Aim of Course: To elucidate the

revolutionary movement in Russia before

1917, the overthrow of the imperial regime

and the provisional government in 1917,

and the establishment of the Soviet

government.

Readings: Has not yet been determined.

Will probably include: A. Yarmolinsky,

The Road to Revolution; W. Chamberlin.

The Russian Revolution; L. Trotsky,

History of the Russian Revolution.

Requirements. Has not yet been

determined There will probably be one or

two hour tests and no outside essay, owing

to library problems.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None, but

some previous course in history or on

Russian literature or culture is recom-

mended.

HISTORY 205/505

Age of the Renaissance

Vincent Uardi

Organization of Course, lecture and

discussion.

Aim of Course: The course deals with

the development of new ideas within the

institutions of the Church, the Empire, the

national monarchies, the Italian city

states, and in education and in the arts -

the work of a new breed of intellectuals

(the humanists), who revolted against

medieval restraints and sought to build a

NEW AGE based on the contributions of

ancient Greece and Rome and on the

dignitv of MAN. The emphasis is on

problems of intellectual history and their

role in the shaping of modern civilization.

Readings: Assigned reading in past

years: Ferguson. Europe in Transition.

noo-1.120; Boccaccio, Decameron; Dante.

On World Government, Burckhardt, The

Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy;

Huizinga. The Waning of the Middle Ages.

Vasari. Lives of the Artists. Cassirer. et

al.. Renaissance Philosophy of Man.

Requirements: one paper of 1500 words

, 5-6 pages, usually on an origina source;

one mid-term exam and a final, one of

which can be given orally on request.

Prerequisites for Admission: European

historv survev course before 1600 or

assigned background reading and per-

mission of the Instructor.

Added Notes: Considerable use of slides

of Renaissance works of art.

HISTORY 218

Early Modern Germany

Mr. Levy
Organization of Course: lectures plus

discussion

Aim of Course: An introduction to the

political and intellectual history of the

German states from the end of the Thirty

Years War to the Revolution of 1848.

Lectures trace the development of the

major German states, with special at-

tention to the rise of Brandenburg-Russia

Weekly discussion assignments will in-

clude the classics of German literary art

and philosophy.

Readings: A basic text plus weekly

paperback assignments I
reading load will

hover around 150-175 pages) Some titles:

Goethe Faust I part ID ;
Herder. History

of the Man; Engeles. The German

Revolution; Grimmelshausen. Adventures

of a Simpleton; Goethe. The Sorrow of

Young Werther; etc

Requirements: Mid-term and final of

the take-home variety worth one-third and

one half the final grade Class per-

formance and 2-3 quizzes on the basic text

will account for the remaining one-sixth of

the grade. (Graduate students will be

asked to do a term paper instead of the

exams; undergraduates may also opt for a

paper instead of the exams

Prerequisites for Admission: None

HISTORY 220

Modern Scandanavia

Organization of Course: Some lecture

but mainly discussion.

Aim of Course: To examine the

domestic and international politics of the

Scandanavian states in the twentieth

century.

Readings As yet undecided

Requirements: As yet undecided

Prerequisites for Admission: None

Added Notes: This is expected to be a

small class with emphasis on discussion

HISTORY 221

France since 1789

Professor Charles Rearick

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussions.

Aim of Course: The course will examine

major social and political conflicts in

French society since the Revolution of

1789 Special attention will be given to the

defeats and victories of anticlerical

groups, liberals, republicans, socialists,

organized workers, and artists in the

nineteenth century. Emphasis will be

placed on the attitudes and ideas of the

various groups as they take a position

regarding, say. the Church, a Napoleon, or

Alfred Dreyfus.

Readings: Gordon Wright, France in

Modern Times: J. Friguglietti and E.

Kennedy, The Shaping of Modern France.

Also several paperbacks on specific

periods of French History and at least one

novel. »K«
Requirements. One short paper at tne

least and two essay examinations I one of

which will be a final I

Pre-iequisites for Admission: None.

HISTORY 230/530

History of Modern Italy

Mr Sarti

Organization of Course: Lecturesarethe

basic means of communication but the

instructor welcomes and encourages in-

formal discussions. Students are free to

ask questions at any time. Audiovisual

aids, particularly musical selections, are

used to illustrate major themes

Aim of Course: Particular attention is

paid to the formation of an Italian national

consciousness in the 19th century,

problems of modernization, the rise of

popular and radical movements, and the

nature of Italian Fascism The problems

of Italian society are presented as typical

>f most rapidly modernizing countries

Readings: Cassels. Alan Fascist Italy

i pb) ; Delzell. Charles F . Italy in Modern

Times (pamphlet). Lampedusa.

Giuseppe di . The Leopard I pb) ;

Historical novel; Mack Smith. Denis Ed..

Garibaldi I pb) "Great Lives Observed"

series; Saladino. Salvatore .
Italy From

Unification to 1919 ( pb) Other readings

on library reserve.

Requirements: A mid-term and a final,

both in essay form Short quizzes available

on request Also, a short paper on a topic to

be chosen by the student with the in-

structor's approval. A substantial

research paper required of graduate

students.

Prerequisites for Admission: None. No

reading knowledge of Italian required

HISTORY 301

Argentina

Robert A Potash

Organization of Course: Lectures and

discussions.

Aim of Course: The purpose of the

course is to provide an understanding of

the historical evolution of a key Latin

American state. The transformation of

Argentina from a colonial backwater in

the eighteenth century to a seemingly

modernizing society toward the end of the

nineteenth century, the attempts at de-

mocratization in the twentieth century,

and the experiences with Peromsm. mil

itarism and nationalism constitute some

of the themes of the courses

Readings: J L Romero. A History of

Argentine Political Thought. J S. Scobie.

Argentina A City and Nation; R. A.

Potash. The Army and Politics in

Argentina.

Requirements: One hour examination;

one paper I about 10 pp) ;
final

Pre-requisites for Admission: No formal

requirement An introductory course in

history would be helpful

HISTORY 304/604

Gran Colombia

Mrs. Loy
Organization of Course: Lecture

Discussion. A comparative approach to

the history of Venezuela and Colombia

emphasizing similarities and contrast in

their development from colonial times to

the present Lecture themes consider

conquest, colonization, winning in-

dependence, the collapse of Gran

Colombia, the rise of parties and caud. los

,n the nineteenth century Approximately

half of the course concentrates^.such

twentieth century topics as the loss ot



Panama, economic and social change,

militarism, the church, agrarian reform,

race relation, and some films.

Aim of Course: la violencia. To con-

sider in detail a sub-region of Latin

America; To utilize techniques of com-

parative history; To create an un-

derstanding of current Latin American

problems.

Readings: Readings draw upon some

paperbacks, novels and excerps from

primary and secondary sources which are

duplicated and distributed to the class.

Requirements: Exams: Mid-term and

final, both essay type; Papers: One short

paper or two reports.

Pre-requisites for Admission: History

120-121 or background in Latin-American

studies is highly recommended.

HISTORY 316

The colonial period of Amer. History

Prof Hugh F Bell

Organization of Course: 3 class

meetings/ week two lectures and a

discussion.

Aim of Course: A study in some detail of

the colonial period with emphasis on the

transit and development of particular

aspects of civilization-social, political and

economic.

Readings: A variety of paperbacks -

titles not determined as yet.

Requirements: A variety to paperbacks

Requirements: 3 short 1 5 pages) papers

and a final exam
Prerequisites for Admission: None -

though this course is not recommended for

those students who have not taken History

150 or its equivalent.

examination and a final. Undergraduates

who prefer independent work may elect to

write a term essay of about 15 pages in lieu

of the hour exam, but not of the final exam.

All graduate students are required to write

a paper

HISTORY 324/624

The Progressive Era

Mr. Tager
This course represents an examination

of the effects of the Industrial Revolution

upon the perceptions of the American

people from 1890 to 1920. This "age of

reform" is to be surveyed as the transition

stage between an agrarian and an ur-

banized society. Changes in politics,

culture and diplomacy will be analyzed

from the point of view of the conflict

between a pre-industrial system of values

based upon individual freedom and the

social problems engendered by a highly

complex technological society.

Specifically, some of the topics to be

studied are: 1> the gospel of wealth

philosophy and the intellectual currents

which challenged this notion-James,

Dewey, Veblen, Ward, Norris, Dreiser. 2)

the nature of the reform impulse and an

examination of the controversy over the

cause of Progressivism. 3) the Social

Gospel movement and the social justice

movement, and the Progressive

movement on state and local levels. 4)

Roosevelt and Wilson and national

Progressivism. 5) the impact of U.S.

domestic affairs upon foreign policy -the

Spanish American War, Latin America,

the Far East, the First World War and the

peace.

HISTORY 320/620

The Civil War and Reconstruction

Mr. Dates
Introduction

'The Civil War and Reconstruction," an

eminent scholar recently contended,

"constitute the central epoch in American

history
"

It was a central era because so

many crucial issues were at stake: the

destiny of white Southerners who sought a

solution to their fears and problems in a

romanticized past; the very survival of the

United States as a nation, and the fate of

the black man in American white society

This course will try to provide an in-depth

examination of the major themes of the

period I roughly from the 1820s to 1877)
,
to

take a critical, dry eyed look at how a

whole generation of Americans failed to

solve the conflicts that divided them and

finally plunged into civil war because of

that failure.

Part One of the course will try to explain

not just how. but why the Civil War - and

unmitigated national tragedy - ever

happened in the first place; it will evaluate

all the old explanations I
agriculture vs.

industry, for example) and will in-

corporate the most recent interpretations

to show what caused sectional hostilities,

and to assess particularly the role of

slavery, the plight of the black man, and

the growing fears of white Southerners in

the coming of the Civil War. Part Two

examines the course and conduct of the

War itself, from the point of view of both

sides, and poses the crucial question of

what the War solved, if it solved anything

Part Three, covering the controversial

Reconstruction period, is frankly

"revisionist" - that is- it utilizes the most

recent historical thinking to demonstrate

that this myth-ridden period was not

"simply a black-out of honest govern

ment" I as a number of high school history

courses still portray it) , but was rather a

time of many noteworthy achievements

As an added feature of the course, we

will see a motion picture, The Birth of A

Nation. The film was made in 1915, but it is

still worth viewing because it contains

most of the myths and legends about the

Civil War era that this course challenges

The film is blatantly racist toward slaves

in specific and black people in general, a

film that reveals the racial attitudes of

white Americans not only in the an-

tebellum period but also in the post Civil

War era. I think it also reveals the origins

of some of the racial myths that persist in

our own time.

Readings: Eight paperbacks, including

a variety of things - biographies, dramatic

narratives, novels, and artful essays on

the major themes and most significant

personalities.

Examinations: There will be an hour

This is a lecture course, but there will be

numerous occasions when student par-

ticipation is anticipated. The readings will

consist of about a dozen paperbacks and

some articles. There will be 2

examinations and the student may choose

between a term paper or taking a final

examination.

For Juniors and Seniors only.

Central Asia to India and from Egypt

across North Africa to Spain. The impact

of the older civilizations on the Arab

Muslims is considered and the ad-

ministration of the Islamic Empire which

reflects the Arab-Muslim reaction to the

lormal structure of the older Persian and

Byzantine Empires is examined. Arab

interest and awareness of the cultural

heritage of the older civilizations at first

practical and mundane, later more ab-

stract is considered. The role of The

Islamic Empire in the preservation and

transmission of the classical heritage to

Europe is also studied. The course also

considers the internal structure of the

Islamic Empire under the Umayyads and

Abassids in an attempt to explain the

change from a viable open society to one

that is unable to meet the challenge of

military groups from beyond the pale of

the orthodox Islamic world.

HISTORY 360

Modern China

Mr. Drake
Organization of Course: lecture.

Aim of Course: To present the story of

China's developments during the past 150

vears. .

"

Readings. Various titles required most

are paperbound.

Requirements: One mid-term lor a

term paper) and a final examination.

Prerequisites for Admission: None. An

East Asian survey helpful.

HISTORY 362

History of Modern Japan

Mr. Minear
Organization of Course: Lecture.

Aim of Course: To familiarize students

with the historical roots of modem Japan

Readings: A selection of primarily

paperbound titles required.

Requirements: To be announced

Prerequisites for Admission: None. A

survey on East Asia helpful.

HISTORY 325/625

United States Between the World Wars

David S Wyman
Organization of Course: Lecture. Main

emphasis is political, secondary emphasis

on economic factors. Part on 1920s deals

with the business government;

progressive political currents and the

emergence of urban liberalism; the

economy ; and several problems connected

with the transition from a small town

oriented to an urban society. Part on 1930s

concentrates on the Depression and the

New Deal.

Aim of Course: 1. A basic foundation of

facts and events of the period. 2. Some

understanding of the causes behind the

events 3. To explore relationships be-

tween events of the interwar years and

American society of the 1960s and 1970s.

4. To impart something of the moods of the

1920s and of the Depression years. 5. To

put forward some sensible interpretations

of the 1920s and of the New Deal

Readings: Eight to ten books, totalling

about 2500 pages. Some of the reading

focuses on social history or social con-

ditions.

Requirements: Probably a mid-term

and a final exam, both mainly essay. Most

likely, short reports 1 1 to 3 pages per

book) will be required for the assigned

readings. Undergraduates may do a short

paper < about 8 pages) , but it is optional.

Graduate students must write a short

research paper or 4 critical book reviews,

in addition to doing the basic course

assignments.

Prerequisites for Admission: Junior,

Senior, or Graduate status.

HISTORY 340

Early Islamic Civilization

Professor Biddle

This course is a study of the rise and

development of Early Islamic Civilization

from 570 AD. to 946 AD. The life of the

prophet Muhammad and the influences

which shaped his career as founder of

Islam and the Muslim Arabian state are

followed by a study of the conquests of the

Islamic community which ranged from

HISTORY 390

Topics in Contemporary American

History

Dean Albertson

Topics to be considered: The

Barraclough Thesis Principal emphasis

will be on America since 1960. radical

political movements, social changes, the

war in Indochina, the counter-culture, etc

Required texts: Charles A. Reich. The

(Opening of America: Lewis Mumford

The Pentagon of Power; Seymour

Melman. Pentagon Capitalism.

Supplementary materials: Bobby Seale.

Seize the Time / John Updike. Couples. /

Tom Havden. Trial / Theodore Roszak.

The Making of the Counter-Culture /

Margaret Mead, Culture & Commitment /

Ramsey Clark. Crime in America

Prerequisites and limitations: None

Papers required: None.

Examinations and quizzes: In lieu of all

examinations students will be required to

write 6 to 8 500 word letters.

death camps; one or more of several

philosophical and psychological issues

raised by the "final solution" ; the reaction

of one or more of the Nazi occupied or

neutral countries to the Jewish tragedy

(e.g., Denmark, France, Switzerland);

individual figures in the Holocaust.

Readings: Gerald Reitlinger, The Final

Solution: Varian Fry, Assignment

Rescue: David S. Wyman, Paper Walls:

and the equivalent of about 6 other books.

Requirements: Completion of a major

research paper. Oral presentation of the

substance of the paper to the group.

Participation in discussions of the

readings and of the paper. Brief ( 1 to 3

pages ) written reports may be required on

the assigned readings

Prerequisites for Admission: Junior or

senior status. Class limited to 16 students.

Added Notes: The history major may

count this course either within or outside

his upper division specialization

requirement, depending on the subject of

his research paper.

HISTORY 394

History of Modern Vietnam

Mr. Minear
Organization of Course: Lecture.

Aim of Course: To view Vietnam's

development in the modern period, with

special reference to European and

American involvement.

Readings: A variety of paperbound

titles required

Requirements: To be announced.

Prerequisites for Admission: None. A

survey on East Asia considered helpful

HISTORY 702

W. M Johnston

Organization of Course: Six weeks of

discussion followed by six weeks of

criticizing students' papers.

Aim of Course: This course is designed

lor incoming graduate students. It in-

troduces them to theories of historical

research, and it subjects their writings to

intensive scrutiny.

Readings: D H Fischer, Historians*

Fallacies.

Requirements: A research paper is

prepared for the class to read A revised

version is due in mid-January. NO
examinations.

Prerequisites for Admission: Ad-

mission is restricted to graduate students

Added Notes: This course fulfills the

requirement for one 1 1 > historiography

course.

HISTORY 392

Topics on the Jewish Holocaust 1933-1945

David S Wyman

Organization of Course: This is a

seminar type of course consisting of ( 1)

reading and discussion and (2) writing a

major research paper In the early weeks

of the semester, students will read some

general materials on the Jewish Holocaust

while deciding upon individual research

topics In the middle weeks, reading and

discussion will move to such issues as the

background to the Holocaust, the response

of the non-Nazi world to the agony of the

European Jews, the death camps and the

survivors, and post-1945 attempts to un-

derstand this monstrous tragedy. In the

final weeks, students will present their

findings orally to the group

Topics to be Considered. Each student

will select, in consultation with the in-

structor, a topic of his choice within the

general context of the Jewish Holocaust.

Because of the nature of this subject,

important topics can be found in United

States, Latin American, British,

European, and other areas of history. A

few of the possibilities are: the responses

of any of the following to the plight of

Europe's Jews -the Latin American

nations, the United States, Great Britain

and possibly others; the Palestine issue

and the Holocaust; evolution of the Nazi

policy toward Jews; the concentration and

HISTORY 703

American Historiography to the Civil War

Mr Davis
organization of Course: Discussion and

pro-seminar

Aim of Course: Theaim of this course is

to provide first year graduate students

with an understanding of the major

themes as developed in the works of

leading historians and of various schools

of historical writing The approach will be

topical and the selected readings will

represent the most significant and lively

written articles and monographs in the

lield

Readings: Texts: J. P. Greene, The
Iteinterpretation of the American
Revolution: Grob and Billias, In-

terpretations of American History:

Eisenstadt. American History; Fine and

Brown, The American Past; Several

Problems in American Civilization in the

Amherst College Series.

Requirements: Weekly discussion of

common readings, one oral report and

paper, two examinations (mid-semester

and final)

Pre-requisites for Admission: Open to

all graduate history majors.

Added Notes: Enrollment will be limited

to 16 students

HISTORY 710 - Sec. 2

Ancient History

Near East 4 Greece

Mr Kirk

Topics to be considered: The Early

Civilization, a comparative survey; the

Ancient World-View; Akhenaton's

religious reform, monotheism and the

Hebrews; Bronze Age Greece and Crete;

Homer's Greece; Sparta' the Greek

"tyrants" ; Thermistocles and the Persian

War; Periclean Athens and democracy;

and imperialism, Demosthenes and Philip

of Macedon; Alexander and the

"brotherhood ofman" ; Hellenistic science.

Required Texts: Kagan, Donald:

Problems in Ancient History, Vol.1;

Christen, R.J. & Hazelton, H.B.:

Monotheism and Moses; M.I. Finley: The

Bronze and Archaic Ages; Tarn, WW.:
Hellenistic Civilization.

Supplementary Materials: Short list of

l)ooks on reserve.

Prerequisitesand Limitations: Graduate

students, upper-class undergraduates by

permission of instructor. History 200 a

prerequisite for the latter group.

Papers Required: Paper from each

participant, subject of his individual

choice in consultation with instructor.

Examinations and quizzes: None.

Graded on the paper.

HISTORY 710-3

Topics in the History of Modern Italy

Mr Sarti

Organization of Course: Mostly

discussion interspersed with occasional

lectures.

Aim of Course: Will cover selected

topics in the history of Modern Italy since

the end of the 18th century Topics covered

will include: Cultural Nationalism in the

Pre Napoleonic period. The Revolutionary

Experience. 1815-1849. Moderate

Nationalism under Piedmontese

Leadership. Popular Forces in the making

of Italv The problem of the South, Italian

Foreign Policy, Rise of Fascism. Fascist

Imperialism.

Readings : A few paperbacks for general

readings, but most reading assignments

will be designed to meet individual needs.

Requirements: An oral report and a

sizable research paper on a topic to be

chosen by the student with the instructor's

approval.

Prerequisites for Admission: No
knowledge of Italian required.

HISTORY 710 - 5

Topics in Urban History

Mr Tager
An examination of the origins of the

modern American city and the complex

• xrial problems engendered by large scale

urbanization. Weekly reading assign

ments. with presentation of oral report-

and book reviews, will survey the major

topics and writings on the subject. Student

participation in classroom discussion will

be stressed.

disagreement among historians of the

Civil War reveal about the nature of

History? About historians themselves?

Examinations and Papers: You may

elect two of the following options: 1. A

mid-term examination-either oral or a

take-home written exam < you make the

choice) . 2. An essay of 15 to 20 pages on

some problem or theme of the period. 3. A

final examination on discussions and

readings - either oral or written ( again,

you make the choice.)

Readings and Discussions: Each

seminar will be devoted to discussing,

criticizing, and evaluating an assigned set

of readings about a major topic in the Civil

War era. The Seminar Outline below gives

the topic and the readings for the weekly

discussions. I've also included a sup-

plementary reading list under each topic;

that list contains what I regard as the

more significant writings on the subject. If

you have the time, try to skim some of the

volumes on the supplementary list so that

you will be acquainted with them for the

purpose of the MA. or PhD. examinations.

GERMANIC
LANGUAGES AND

LITERATURE

HISTORY 750

Seminar in Contemporary American

History

Dean Albertson

Topics to be considered: The writing of

history, researching historical problems,

historical analysis and perspective.

Required tests: None.

Supplementary materials: To be

determined later.

Prerequisites and limitations:

Graduate student status.

Papers Required: One 30 page paper

based on original research.

Examinations and quizzes: None

HISTORY 733

Topics in the American Civil War Era

Mr Oates

Introduction

If the function of a research seminar is

to provide experience in historical

research and writing, then the task of a

topics seminar is to offer training for those

who plan to teach. Thus the design of a

topics seminar is to provide students with

a comprehensive knowledge of the subject

matter, an awareness of its problems and

historiographical controversies, and an

understanding of the significance as well

as the facts of the period under

examination. "True scholarship," James

Russell Lowell told his students at Har-

vard in the 1850's. "consists in knowing

not what things exist, but what they mean;

it is not memory but judgment." The aim

of this seminar, then is to ask not only how

the American Civil War came, was fought

and resolved, but why it happened and

what were its significances. Moreover.

iand just as importantly), why have

historians disagreed so sharply in their

efforts to explain the causes of the War. to

assess the role of slavery and the plight of

the Negro in the coming of that tragedy,

and to evaluate both the "forces" and the

people who were instrumental in bringing

the War about What does such

GERMAN 110. 120

Elementary German
Members of the Department

Organization of Course: 3 class hours, 2

drill hours.

Aim of Course: The course is designed

for the non-German major who has no

previous training in German. Emphasis is

placed on understanding and reading.

Sequence to be followed: German 110, 120,

130. 140.

Readings: Fehling-Paulsen-
Bauschinger Reh, Elementary German

(Chapters 1-20) Goedsche-Seiferth,

Deutschland • Land and Sprache

< reader)

.

Requirements: 4 quizzes, midterm and

final examinations.

Pre-requisites for Admission. None.

GERMAN 112, 122

Elementary Conversational German

Members of the Department

Organization of Course: 3 class hours, 2

drill hours. Students can make use of the

recently established tape library in the

new language laboratory where they may

work with the tapes individually and in-

dependently Sequences to be followed:

German 112, 122. 132. 142 or German 112,

136, 142

GERMAN 132, 142

Intermediate German
Members of the Department

Organization of Course: 3 class hours.

Students can make use of the recently

established tape library in the new

language laboratory where they may work

with the tapes individually and in-

dependently.

Aim of Course: The course is designed

for Honor students and prospective

German majors, and for those who are

interested in an intensive practice in the

four language skills. Emphasis is placed

on speaking and reading. An intensive

grammatical review is combined with

readings and discussions ( in German) of

modern German literature.

Readings: A.M. Reh, Continuing

German. A Bridge to Literature. (Stories

by Borchert, Boll, Malecha, Brecht, and

Kafka). Durrenmatt, Der Besuch der

Alien Dame (drama).

Requirements: 4 quizzes, midterm and

final examinations.

Prerequisites for Admission: German

122 or equivalent.

GERMAN 138, 148

Scientific German
Members of the Department

Organization of Course. 3 class hours.

Aim of Course: The course is designed

and highly recommended for Science

majors An intensive grammatical review

is combined with readings in Mathematics

and the Natural Sciences. Students are

trained in the art of translation (from

German to English). Successful com-

pletion of German 148 fulfills the language

requirements.

Readings: Dyck-Schwarz, Mensch und

Welt; de Luyster, Naturforschung von

lleute; Reh-Jacoby, Scientific German

( mimeographed)

Requirements: 2 quizzes, 1 oral report

(in English), midterm and final

examinations.

Pre-requisites for Admission: German

120 or 122 or equivalent.

Added Notes: On students' request the

course was expanded to two semesters so

that interested students have the op-

portunity to develop a very high skill in

reading scientific German. However,

students who feel the need for only one

course may have the option of either one.

GERMAN 161

Readings in German Literature

Miss Schiffer. Mr Seelig

Organization of Course: 3 class hours.

Reading practice and discussion.

Discussions in German as much as

possible.

and conversation in German.

Readings: A grammar review text

( Paulsen-Kaplowitt: A German Gram-

mar for Review and Reference) and

thesaurus ( Farrell: Dictionary of German

Synonyms) will be used in conjunction

with discussion material ( Bonnel-

Sedwick: Conversation in German; Points

of Departure ) . and one brief literary work

(Scholl: Die weisse Rose).

Requirements: Weekly essays, oc-

casional oral reports, quizzes, and final

examinations.

Prerequisites for Admission: German

140 or the equivalent.

Added Notes: Required for students

majoring in German and open to all in-

terested and qualified students.

GERMAN 202

Advanced German
Miss Bauschinger

Organization of Course: 4 class hours (

2

two-hour sessions). Class discussion in

German.

Aim of Course: To improve further the

speaking and writing ability of students

who have completed German 201 or are

otherwise qualified. Systematic

vocabulary building will continue, with

increasing emphasis given to more

complex and sophisticated modes of ex-

pression. Advanced composition and

conversation in German.

Readings: A grammar review text

( Paulsen Kaplowitt: A German Gram-

mar for Review and Reference) and

thesaurus < Farrell: Dictionary of German

Synonvms) will be used in conjunction

with discussion texts ( Feix-Schlant:

Gesprache. Diskussionen. Aufsatze and

Neuse: Deutscher Sprachgebrauch )
as

well as literary texts ( Andres: Wlr sind

Utopia and Dorst: Die Kurve).

Requirements: Weekly essays, oc-

casional oral reports, quizzes, and final

examination

Pre-requisites for Admission: German

201 or the equivalent.

Added Notes: Required for students

majoring in German and open to all in-

terested and qualified students.

GERMAN 221 ( I)

Survey of German Literature from 800 to

1700

Volker Meid

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion.

Aim of Course: The course is supposed

to cover the development of German and

European cultural history and literature

between 800 and 1700 as demonstrated

through the reading of selected

representative texts.

Aim of Course: The course is designed

for Honor students and prospective

German majors, and for those who are

interested in an intensive practice in the

four language skills and have no previous

training in German. Emphasis is placed on

understanding and speaking.

Readings: Braun-Nieder-Schmoe.

Deutsch a Is Fremdsprache, vol. I and II.

Goedsche-Seiforth. Deutschland - Land

und Sprache < reader)

Requirements: 4 quizzes, midterm and

final examinations.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

GERMAN 130, 140

Intermediate Reading Course in German

Members of the Department

Organization of Course: 3 class hours

Aim of Course: The course is designed

for the non-German major. An intensive

grammatical review is combined with

readings in modern German literature

Emphasis is placed on understanding and

reading

Readings: Paulsen-Fehl ing-

Bauschinger-Reh, Elementary German

• Chapters XX XXV > A.M. Reh. Con-

tinuing (ierman. A Bridge to Literature

.Stories by Borchert. Boll. Maleyche,

Brecht. and Kafka)

Requirements: 4 quizzes, midterm and

final examinations

Pre requisites for Admission- German

IJ0 or equivalent

Aim of Course: To increase the rate of

reading-with-comprehension of students

who have completed the first four

semesters < 110-140) of German or

equivalent as a better preparation for

junior-senior literature courses.

Systematic vocabulary-building. Practice

in reading at sight.

Readings: Durrenmatt. Die Physiker;

Hesse, Demian; Goethe, Egmont;

Thomas Mann, Felix Krull; Brecht, Der

gute Mensch von Sezuan; Max Frisch,

Homo faber.

Requirements: quizzes and exams;

final examination.

Prerequisites for Admission: German

140 or equivalent.

GERMAN 201

Advanced German
Miss Schiffer, Mr. Seelig

Organization of Course: 4 class hours.

Class discussion in German.

Aim of Course: To improve the

speaking and writing ability of students

who have completed the first four

semesters (110-140) of German or the

equivalent Course content includes a

selective review of basic grammar,

systematic vocabulary building, con

sideration of more advanced grammatical

and idiomatic constructions, and intensive

• • in free composition, translation.

Readings: Kurt F. Reinhardt. Ger-

many: 2000 Years. Vol. 1 The Rise and

Fall of the "Holy Empire" Revised

Edition Ungar Publishing Comp. New

York, 1965 Paperback Selected texts in

German.
Requirements: final examination.

Pre-requisites for Admission. German

161 or equivalent.

GERMAN 231 I old #267-268)

German Literature in Translation

Henry A Lea

Organization of Course: lectures and

discussions.

Aim of Course: To acquaint the student

with important works of German
literature in their political and social

context.

Readings: Lessing, Nathan the Wise;

Goethe. Faust; Kleist. Michael Kohlhaas

Buchner. Woyzeck; T Mann, Death in

Venice; Kafka, The Trial; Brecht.

(.alileo; Grass. Cat and Mouse
Requirements: one written book report

on a work not read in class, one

examination.

Pre requisites for Admission None.

GERMAN 257

Goethe's Faust

Mr Ryan

Organization and Aim of Court*

course involves a close | Hiding "! I •

i .uist. K.rster Teil and the retAng oi



selected parts of Faust. Zweiter Teil.

Some comparison will be made with other

treatments of the Faust theme. Class

discussions will be conducted mostly in

German.

Readings: Text: any text of Goethe's

Faust Frster und zweiter Teil. The edition

of the Christian Wegner Verlag, edited by

Krich Trunz, has a useful commentary.

Otherwise, either the edition of the

Deutscher Taschenbuch-Verlag I dtv)

:

Faust I/II I DM 3,80) or of the Reclam-

Verlag I Faust I and Faust II in one

volume, DM 5,80) is recommended.

Requirements: written essay, final

examination.

Pre-requisites: at least German 140 or

equivalent.

GERMAN 283, 583

Methods of Teaching German

Organization of Course: Seminar.

Although the courses is listed in the

catalogue for graduates and un-

dergraduates, there will be a section for

undergraduates only!

Aim of Course: A study of the various

methods of teaching a foreign language

based on the recent developments of ap-

plied linguistics and programmed learn-

ing Especially emphasized are: the

development of teaching materials by the

individual student and the application of

textbooks to the needs of various language

courses

Readings Robert Lado. Language

Teaching. Schulz-Griesbach. Grammatik

der deutschen Sprache. Edward M Stack.

The Language Laboratory and Modern

Language Teaching Various

mimeographed articles on applied

linguistics

Requirements. 1 oral report. 1 tape

program, midterm and final exam

Prerequisites for Admission: German

140 or equivalent (for undergraduates*

GERMAN 285/585

The Structure of German

Professor C.E. Reed

organization of course: Lecture and

discussion

\im of Course. The study of German

phonetics and phonemics. with an in-

troduction to German morphology.

Readings: Required Duden. Gram-

matik Duden. Ausspracheworterbuch

Suggested: Siebs. Deutsche Hochsprache

Assigned readings in generative gram-

mar Required: Linguistik I <
Ger

manische Arbeitshefte). Tubingen: Max

Niemever 1970.

Requirements: Mid-term and final

i»xam. Occasional problem-solving,

particularly in the beginning

Prerequisites for Admission: German

140 or equivalent knowledge of German

Added Notes: Especially recommended

for prospective language teachers.

GERMAN 301

Lessing and his Time

Professor Albert M. Reh

organization of Course: Seminar.

Aim of Course: Reading and discussion

of 18th century German poetry and drama

with special emphasis on Lessing, the

reformer of the German classical drama.

Included are also readings I in English) of

French and English writers who in-

fluenced the German literature of this

period ( Moliere, George Lillo, and

others)

.

Readings: German 18th century poetry

(mimeographed). - Lessing, Minna von

Barnhelm. Emilia Galotti. Nathan der

Weise (edited texts) Lillo. The London

Merchant - Moliere. Le Minsanthrope.

Requirements: 1 oral report, midterm

and final examinations.

Prerequisites for Admission: German

161. 201 or equivalent.

GERMAN 332

Brecht and modern German drama

Horst Denkler

Organization of Course: Seminar.

Aim of Course: German Drama and

theater of the 20th century in connection

with the political, sociological, and

economical developments in Germany.

Special emphasis: plays written by

Brecht, Durrenmatt. Frisch, and Weiss

will be read and discussed.

Readings: Bertolt Brecht: Der

kaukasische Kreidekreis led. by Victor

Lange). Bertolt Brecht. Mutter Courage

und ihre Kinder t ed. by Volkmar Sander)

Bertolt Brecht: Leben des Galilei (ed. by

Victor Lange). Friedrich Durrenmatt:

Der Besuch der alten Dame ( ed. by P. K.

Ackermann) Max Frisch: Biographie.

Peter Weiss: Marat/de Sade.

Requirements: Midterm examination,

paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: German

161, 201, and equivalent.

Added Notes: The course will be taught

in German.

GERMAN 385

Advanced Conversation

Members of the Department

Organization of Course: 2 class hours

i by arrangement)

Aim of Course: The intent of the course

is to provide regular but unstructured

opportunities for the continued practice of

the German language in an informal

setting The choice of topics and materials

will be made in accordance with the needs

and desires of the participants.

Readings: Articles taken from leading

German newspapers.

Requirements: 3 oral reports.

Prerequisites for Admission: German

120 or 122.

Added Notes: The course is designed for

students who want to retain their fluency

in German. 1 1 credit).

GERMAN 717

The Courtly Epic

F W von Kries

organization of Course lecture and

discussion

Aim of Course: A comprehensive

analysis of the Courtly Epic as a genre

based on a close study of Wolfram von

Eschenbach's Parzival

Readings Required Texts: 1.

Wolfram von Eschenbach. Parzival

Studienausgabe De Gruyter. Berlin. 1985

2 BibHographie zu Wolfram van

Eschenbach. hrsg U Pretzel und W
Bachofer. 2 Auflage Erich Schmidt

Verlag Berlin 1968. 3. Joachim Bumke.

Wolfram von Eschenbach I Sammlung

Metzler Bd 36 1 Stuttgart. 2 1966.

Requirements: oral report and paper or

oral report and final examination

Prerequisites for Admission: German

701 or permission

OERMAN 720

Advanced Composition and Translation

.lurgen Born

organization of Course: Seminar with

discussion

Aim of Course. The aim of this course is

to familiarize graduate students with

advanced stylistic problems; in addition

problems of idiomatic translation into

German of colloquial as well as literary

English will be taken up. Levels of Ger-

man style ('Stilschichten') will be

demonstrated and samples of German

narrative and expository prose from the

17th to the 20th century will be discussed.

Readings: Duden Stilworterbuch and

Duden Synonymworterbuch will be used

frequently in the course of the semester

Requirements: Students will be

required to write German compositions

and translations into German as weekly

assignments or to prepare ten-minute oral

presentations; these are to be given in

class and will be followed by an open

discussion. The topic of each oral report

will be previously announced so that

students will have a chance to prepare

themselves for the oral discussion.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Graduate

standing

GERMAN 750

Selected Aspects of the Later Goethe

Mr. Ryan

Organization and Aim of Course: The

course will treat several of the main works

of the later Goethe ( ca. 1805-1832) ,
and will

attempt to present a reasonably com-

prehensive view of this period. The main

works treated will be: the later 'Classical'

plays Die naturliche Tochter, Pandora;

the novels Die WahlverwandUchaften

;

selected aspects of Goethe's later lyrical

work and of his philosophical and scientific

thought.

Readings: Texts: the following volumes

of the edition of the Deutscher Taschen-

buch-Verlag (dtv): JWG 11: Weimarer

Dramen II (Die naturliche Tochter.

Pandora. Epimenides Erwachen) JWG 17

and 18: Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre.

JWG 19: Die Wahverwandschaften. JWG
21: Maximen und Reflexionen. JWG 39:

Schriften zur Botanik und zur Wissen-

schaftslehre. These texts can also be read

in other editions.

Requirements: Class discussions will be

conducted in German. In most cases a

written paper will be required.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

SCHILLER 52

The course will treat Schiller's dramatic

works and his program of classical art.

We will interpret the following dramas:

Don Carlos. Wallenstein, and Maria

Stuart.

We will use the Demetrius fragments to

discuss Schiller's technique and his

adaptation of Macbeth to illustrate the

reception of Shakespeare by the German

classicists.

Schiller's poetic theory will be examined

in his essay Uber naive und sen-

timentalische Dichtung; his collaboration

with Goethe on poetic genres will be in-

vestigated in some of their letters.

A very limited selection of poems will

serve for a comparison with Goethe and

Holderlin

i Students are advised to become

familiar with Kabale und Liebe and the

Kalliasbriefe during the beginning of the

semester.

)

We will use Goldmanns Gelbe

Taschenbucher. Volumes 450. 416. 434, 915,

925. 524, and for the student's own in-

formation and background material

Schiller I. II in the Metzlersammlung.

A term paper will be required, a list of

suggested subjects will be provided, or the

student may choose his own topic.

pressionismus ( Reclam 8726-28);

Einakter und kleine Dramen des Ex-

pressionisms (Reclam 8562-64); Prosa

des Expressionismus ( Reclam 8379-82)

;

GeorgTrakl: Die Dichtungen (Salzburg:

Miiller) (paperback edition) ;
Hans Arp:

Gesammelte Gedichte. Vol. 1.

(Wiesbaden: Limes); Gottfried Benn:

Auswahl aus Lyrik und Prosa

(Wiesbaden: Limes); Bertolt Brecht:

Ausgewahlte Gedichte ( edition suhrkamp

86).

Requirements: Paper.

Added Notes: The course will be taught

in German.
No prerequisites.

GERMAN 772

Expressionism

Horst Denkler

Organization of Course: Seminar.

Aim of Course: Expressionist German

art, poetry, drama, and prose in con-

nection with the political, sociological,

economical developments in Germany.

Special emphesis: poetry by Arp, Becher,

Benn, Boldt, Ehrenstein, Heym, Hoddis,

Lasker Schuler, Lautensack, Lichten-

stein, Schwitters, Stramm, Trakl, Werfel;

plays by Becher, Brust, Hasenclever,

Kaiser. Kokoschka, Sorge, Sternheim,

Toller, prose by Einstein, Kafka, Doblin,

Heym. Benn, Meidner, Schwitters; Dada

and Metz.

Readings: Gedichte des Ex-

pressionismus ( Reclam 8726-28) ;

Einakter und kleine Dramen des Ex-

pressionismus (Reclam 8562-64), Prosa

des Expressionismus (Reclam 8379-82),

Expressionismus - Der Kampf urn eine

literarische Bewegung Ed. by Paul Raabe

< dtv, sr 41), Expressionismus - Dramen.

Ed by Klaus Kandler ( Aufbau-Verlag) or

Deutsches Theater des Expressionismus

Ed. by Joachim Schondorff (Verlag

L angen/ Miiller)

.

Requirements: paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

Added Notes: The course will be taught

in German.

GERMAN 765

Realism

Miss Bauschinger

Organization of Course: Discussion

Aim of Course: The purpose of the

course is the discussion of the concept of

Realism in its different forms. Shorter

works of various authors will be read to

illustrate the theoretical implications.

Readings: Jeremias Gotthelf: Die sch-

warze Spinne; C.F. Meyer: Die Hochzeit

des Monches; Adalbert Stifter: Der

Knndor. Wilhelm Raabe: Des Reiches

Krone The course will center on Gottfried

Keller and Theodor Fontane. "Der grune

Heinrich" will be discussed extensively, as

will be "Irrungen und Wirrungen", "Frau

Jenny Treibel" and "Der Stechlin" by

Fontane.

Requirements: One paper or Final

examination.

Pre- requisites for Admission: None.

GERMAN 772

Twentieth Century Poetry II

Horst Denkler

Organization of Course: Seminar.

Aim of Course: Expressionist and post-

Expressionist German art and poetry in

connection with the political, sociological,

economical developments in Germany.

Special emphesis: poetry by Trakl, Arp,

Benn. and Brecht; but also poetry by

Becher, Boldt, Ehrenstein, Heym, Hoddis

LaskerSchuler, Lichtenstein, Schwitters,

Stramm as wel! as Expressionist one-act

plays and expressionist prose will be

considered. Literary movements like

Expressionism. Dada. Merz, and Neue

Sachlichkeit will be discussed in detail.

Readings: Lyrik des Jugendstils

(Reclam 8928), Gedichte des Ex-

GERMAN 774

Twentieth Century Prose

.lurgen Born

Organization of course: Seminar. Three

representative German novels of the 20th

century will be studied in detail: Th.

Mann. Der Zauberberg; Hermann Broch.

Die SchWfwandler and Robert Musil. Der

Mann ohne Eigenschaften

Aim of Course: The seminar will ex-

plore the depersonalization in the modern

novel and the gradual decline of the 'hero'

Readings: Will be suggested in the

middle of MAY AT THE Vor-

besprechung

Requirements: No final examination, a

major paper is required and two or three

brief oral reports which will be discussed

by the class Each participant is expected

to concentrate on one particular novel or

on one theme which pervades all three

novels There will be a brief preliminary

conference in the middle of May 1971 when

areas of concentration will be discussed to

avoid duplication in assignments.

Prerequisites for Admission: Graduate

standing; since this seminar will be taught

in German the student should have a fluent

reading knowledge of this language.

GERMAN 777

Bibliography

F.W. von Kries

Organization of Course: Lecture.

Aim of Course: To acquaint students of

German Literature and Philology with

bibliographic tools of the discipline and to

suggest useful bibliographic methodology.

Readings: Johannes Hansel.

Bucherkunde fur Germanisten, Schmidt

Verlag. Berlin, 1961 (latest edition).

Requirements: Mid-term and final as

well as a bibliographic project.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Graduate

standing or permission.

GERMAN 785

Special Topics: Grillparzer

Mr Paulsen

Organization of Course and Aim:

Seminar, it will be the task of the course to

work out the specifics of Grillparzers

dramaturgy from the text. In the process

the early Grillparzer will be contrasted to

the middle-aged and older dramatist

Readings: All of Grillparzers dramas

will be read, edition: Heinse, volumes 1, 2.

LATIN
LATIN 110

Intensive Elementary Latin - 4 cr.

Professor Lawall

Organization of Course: In the regular

class meetings on MWF new material will

be presented with audiovisual aids. In the

sections on TUTH students will meet in

small groups for practice in active use of

the language. Laboratory sessions will be

conducted at the scheduled hours in a

regular classroom. (No lab fee) These

sessions provide opportunities for

supervised homework with the aid of taped

pattern practices and the presence of an

experienced graduate student to help

students on an individual basis.

Aim of Course: To master half of the

basic morphology and syntactical

structures of the Latin language, to

acquire a vocabulary of about 1000 Latin

words, and to introduce the student to a

typical Roman family through extensive

graded readings. Students progress

directly from this course to Latin 140 and

may thereby fulfill their foreign language

requirement in one year.

Readings: Oerberg, Lingua Latina

Secundum Naturae Rationem Explicate.

Vol. I, Pars I. Instruction Booklet, Latin-

English Vocabulary, and Ars Grammatica

to accompany the text.

Requirements. Frequent quizzes and

brief compostions; 1 mid-term and final

exam.
Prerequisites for Admission: None.

However, it is expected that students who

have had some Latin in high school will

enroll in Latin 110, while those with no

previous experience will enroll in Latin

112.

Added Notes: 9 out of 10 students in

Professor Lawall's experimental section

of this course in the fall of 1970 reported

that they preferred this method to

traditional methods of learning Latin and

that they would recommend the course to

others. Classics 102. Roman Civilization

and Literature, is a recommended

collateral course in the life and thought of

the ancient Romans.

LATIN 112

Intensive Elementary Latin

4 credits

Professor Lawall

Organization of Course: Same course as

Latin 110 above. The two sections of Latin

1 12 have been specially set up for students

with no previous experience with Latin

LATIN 140

Intensive Intermediate Latin (C)

4 credits

Professor Cleary

Organization of Course: In the regular

class meetings on MWF new material will

be presented with audiovisual aids In the

sections on TUTH students will meet in

small groups for practice in active use of

the language Laboratory sessions will be

conducted at the scheduled hours in a

regular classroom (No lab fee) These

sessions provide opportunities for

supervised homework with the aid of taped

pattern practices and the presence of an

experienced graduate student to help

students on an individual basis

Aim of Course: The first half of the

semester will be taken up with a thorough

review of morphology and syntax with

emphasis on acquiring an active command

of the language; readings dealing with

Roman family life and mythology. In the

second half of the semester passages from

Livy and Eutropius on early Roman

history will be read. By the end of the

course students will have attained an

intermediate reading ability with an ac-

tive vocabulary of about 2.500 words

Satisfies the foreign language requirement

of the College of Arts and Sciences.

Readings: Oerberg. Lingua Latina

Secondum Naturae Rationem Explicata.

Vol I, Partes I et II. Vol II. Instruction

Booklets. Latin-English Vocabulary, and

Ars Grammatica to accompany the texts^

Requirements: Frequent quizzes and

brief compostions; 1 mid-term and final

exam.
Prerequisites for Admission: 2 or 3

years of high school Latin. No placement

test required.

Added Notes: Classics 102. Roman

Civilization and Literature, is a recom-

mended collateral course in the life and

thought of the ancient Romans.

LATIN 161

Catullus and Horace

Professor Robert Goar

Organization of Course: There will be

three meetings per week, at which

selected poems of each author will be

translated and discussed. The emphasis

will be on interpretation, but grammatical

and syntactic problems presented by each

poem will be thoroughly examined prior to

interpretation and evaluation of the poem

itself.

Aim of Course: Toacquaint students with

the best poems of two major Roman poets.

Poems to be read will stress the

vicissitudes of love; the individual and the

demands of society; man and nature;

friendship, artistic integrity, thewinningof

happiness; the refuge of art; man's

mortality, acceptance of political change;

rejection of materialistic goals; the at-

tainment of immortality through artistic

achievement.

Readings: Merrill's Catullus and

Bennet's Odes and Epodes of Horace are

the required texts.

Thornton Wilder's The Ides of March is

suggested as collateral reading for the

first part of the course, for a better un-

derstanding of the social context in which

Catullus did his work. There will be an

introductory lecture on Horace and his era.

Requirements: There will be two hour

exams, and perhaps one short paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Four

years of high school Latin.

Added Notes: None

LATIN 307/607.

The Teaching of Latin in Secondary

Schools

Credit, 3-6

Professors Cleary and Lawall

Organization of Course: The Saturday

morning sessions will involve a com-

bination of lecture, discussion, and work

on practical projects. Students electing the

course for 6 credits will in addition do

closely supervised practice teaching in

Latin 110 and 140.

Aim of Course: The course will cover

the following topics: Latin phonetics,

basic linguistic principles, basic principles

of foreign language teaching, the struc-

tural approach to teaching Latin, audio-

visual materials, the language laboratory,

testing, history of Latin teaching in

America, innovative Latin programs,

Latin in the elementary school, and

evaluation of textbooks and commercial

materials.

Readings: W. Sidney Allen, Vox Latina;

Robert Lado, Language Teaching; Frank

Grittner, Teaching Foreign Languages,

Robert Politzer, Foreign Language

Teaching: A Linguistic Introduction.;

Waldo Sweet. Latin: A Structural Ap-

proach.. Paul Distler, Teach the Latin. I

Pray You. ; And much other reading and

browsing in the Classics Curriculum

Library.

LATIN 326/626

Latin Didactic Epic.

Professor Cleary

Organization of Course: Lecture plus

discussion.

Aim of Course: To introduce students to

Latin didactic epic as a major literary

genre, to illustrate the growth of this genre

as a development from the Greek

tradUion. and to Illustrate its independent

development within its own literature. To

study the ancient Romans' scientific,

religious, philosophical, and psychological

thinking about man. his role and destiny in

the world as it exists around him. and the

attainment of a good life and self-

fulfilment.

Readings: Reading in translation of the

entire De rerum nalura of Lucretius, the

(ieorgics of Vergil, and the Ars amatoria

of Ovid. Detailed reading and in-

terpretation of selections in Latin

Reading in translation of Hesiod and

Aratus for the Greek background

LATIN 331/631

Cicero's Orations

Edward Phinney

Organization of Course: Discussion,

with infrequent lectures.

Aim of Course: A selective reading of

Cicero's major speeches; attention to the

political background of these speeches and

to the personal bias of their author; survey

of Cicero's rhetorical theory and its em-

bodiment in his actual speeches

Readings: Required: Austin, Pro

( aelio Poynton. Pro Milone, Denniston.

Philippics 1-2; Nisbet, In Pisonem;

Recommended: Bennett. Selected

Orations, Sutton-Rackham, De Oratore

Requirements: 3-50-minute

examinations, 1 interpretive oral reading

of a selected passage from the orations.

approach to the teaching of Latin. The

course is designed as part of the MAT
program in Latin and as a workshop for in-

service Latin teachers in the state.

Readings: To be announced later.

Requirements: Topics for projects and

papers will be worked out in consultation

with the Professor.

Prerequisites for Admission: As

auditor: None. For credit: Graduate

standing.

LATIN 790

. lew Perspectives on Virgil's Aeneid

Mrs. Anne Parry
Organization of Course: Seminar

Aim of Course: A close reading of the

entire poem in Latin will be com-

plemented by extensive reading in con-

temporary interpretations of the Aenid

and Virgil's art. Discussion will emphasize

the new perspectives on the Aeneid which

are provided not only by fresh directions in

literary criticism in the twentieth century,

but also by changing national experiences,

especially the new attitudes towards war

and imperialism.

Readings: Oxford Classical Text of

Virgil required. On reserve: annotated

editions of the Aeneid; extensive secon-

dary critical readings. Xerox copies of

articles will be distributed to the class.

Suggested paperback: Virgil; Twen-

tieth Century Views, edited by Steele

Commager.
Requirements. No final examination; 3

short papers or oral reports; 1 term paper.

Prerequisites for Admission: Graduate

status; a good reading knowledge of Latin.

LATIN 700.1 ., ..

Special Problems in the Teaching of Latin

1 credit

Professor Seligson

Organization of Course: Professor

Seligson will conduct 5 lecture-discussions

from 4-6 p.m. during a week to be

designated in the fall semester, to be

followed by one session on Saturday

morning. She will also be available for

individual consultations during the week.

Aim of Course: To explore some of the

recent developments in the structurr

HEBREW
HEBREW 110 Elementary Hebrew

Mrs. Baron
Organization of Course: Three 1-hour

weekly class meetings plus one 1-hour

weekly laboratory session. The lab session

will be conducted in a regular classroom

i no lab fee).

Aim of course: 1. To acquaint the

student with the basics of Hebrew

grammar.

2. To develop basic skills in reading,

writing, and conversation.

Readings: to be announced later.

Requirements: Short weekly quizzes or

hand-in exercises. Mid-term and final

exam.
Pre- requisites for admission: Students

with no previous knowledge of Hebrew are

preferred. Enrollment limited to 20 Some

space will be reserved for students from

the neighboring colleges.

HEBREW 130 Intermediate Hebrew-

Mrs. Baron

Organization of Course: Three 1-hour

weekly class meetings.

Aim of Course: Mainly to develop

reading skills and the ability of the student

to express himself in written and spoken

Hebrew.
Readings: To be announced later.

Requirements: Weekly hand-in exer-

cises, mid-term exam, a choice of a final

exam or a special project

Pre- requisites for admission: At the

present time a special test is being con

sidered as a means of verifying students

previous preparation in Hebrew.

Enrollment limited to 20; some space

reserved for students fiom other colleges

GREEK
GREEK 110

Intensive Elementary Greek

Mrs Reiner

4 credits

Organization of Course: Five class

meetings per week The instructor will

initiate repetition and substitution drills,

lead Greek question and-answer sessions,

and dictate Greek tonal sentences.

Aim of Course: Survey of the basic

grammar of ancient Greek; drills in

sentence comprehension and simple

conversation; reading of continuous

paragraphs from the Euthyphro of Plato

and the Svmposium of Xenophon

Readings: Ellis and Schachter: Ancient

(ireek: A Structural Programme

Requirements: Mid-term and final

examinations.

Pre- requisites for Admission: None

Added Notes: Upon completion of this

course, students may take Greek 140.

Intermediate Greek, and thereby satisfy

their foreign language qualification in two

semesters Classics 100. Greek

Civilization and Literature, is a recom-

mended collateral course in the life and

thought of the ancient Greeks

GREEK 161

Survey of Greek Literature

Edward Phinney

Organization of Course: Class hours

will be devoted to oral and written drill in

the ancient Greek language.

Aim of Course: A survey of advanced

Greek forms, with attention to vocabulary

building and achieving facility in Greek

oral and written expression; readings in

Greek prose of intermediate difficulty.

Readings: Required: Ellis and

Schachter, Ancient Greek: A Structural

Programme; Rees and Jervis, Lampas, A

New Approach to Greek.

Requirements: Short quizzes at ends of

sections, 2 50-minute examinations.

Prerequisites for Admission: Greek 140

or its equivalent.

GREEK 385

Special Studies: Development of the

Greek Consciousness

Organization of Course: Meeting hours

to be arranged. Classes will consist of

informal discussion of both topical and

linguistic problems.

Aim of Course: Survey for the advanced

Greek student of the literature and history

of the developing Greek consciousness in

the period between Homer and

Thucydides. Attention to the increased

economic, artistic, and literary activity of

the Aegean and mainland centers.

Readings from Mimnermus, Sappho,

Alcaeus, Solon, and Herodotus.

Readings: Barbour, Selections from

Herodotus; Campbell, Greek Lyric

Poetry; Liddell and Scott, Intermediate

Greek-English Lexicon.

Requirements: Mid-term and final

examinations. Research paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Greek

162, or its equivalent.

JOURNALISM
JOURNALISTIC STUDIES 201

Introduction to Mass Communications

Mssrs Emmart and Musgrave

Organization of Course: Lecture and

Discussion

Aim of Course: To introduce students to

basic and applied research about mass

communication with a focus on com

munication theory and on increasing the

student's skill in gathering and presenting

information

Readings: I all on reserve: Students buy

as needed* W Schramm (ed) Mass

Communications Commission on

Freedom of the Press. A Free and

^sponsible Press; C Buch. News

Itcscarch For Better Newspapers; M
Charnley. Reporting; articles in Jour-

nalism Quarterly W Rivers 4 Schramm.

Responsibility in Mass Communications.

1) White. Elementary Statistics for

Journalists

Requirements Research or wri'jng

exercises during most weeks and keeping

of Writer's Notebook One major research

paper Students writing for newspapers

may substitute tutorial program for the

major research paper

Two hour exams and take-home final

Pre requisites for Admission:

Sophomore standing

Added Notes: Students primarily in

terested in research about journalism are

advised to take Mr Emmart's section;

Students primarily interested in writing

are advised to take Mr Musgrave's sec-

tion Attention is given to research on

writing, readability research, studies of

iiccuracv in reporting, readership sur

.cys. and research on effects of mass

communication

JOURNALISTIC STl DIES 202

Language and Communication

B Emmart
Organization of Course Lectures

Aim of Course The course will give

answers, or the background for answers,

to the following questions at the rate of

about one a week : 1 What are satisfactory

models and descriptions of the com

munication process? 2. How can we

describe and model the natural

languages'' Logical lang .? 3 What

quantitative and math concepts apply to

lang9 4 How do lang facilitate or limit

our thinking 5. Within the lang. how do

stereotypes, generalizations, effect our

thinking and expression 6 What is the

style of informative language
9 Is it factual

or objective9 7 How do the difficulties of

learning new or specialized languages

affect us9 8 How far does the channel of

communication change the language and

information of messages9
9. How does the

selection of information impose values on

messages9 and. how do "gatekeepers"

work9 10. What is the role of persuasive

language in forming public opinion
9

I3L

How can we measure the amount of

meaning in a message9 The amounts of

signal and semantic noise, and distortion

12. What part do feedback and oscillation



play in communication? 13. In what way

are social structures and languages in-

terrelated*' 14. What are the current trends

of thinking about language?

Headings: George A. Miller. Language

and Communication. New York, 1963.

Requirements: There will be an hour

examination and a final examination. One

paper is required.

Prerequisites for Admission. Course

limited to 25.

ITALIAN
ITALIAN 126

Intensive Elementary Italian

8 hours, 6 credits

Staff

Organization of Course: Course meets 5

days a week for a total of 8 hours, including

lab, 6 credits Section size will be limited to

IS for maximum student participation.

Aim of Course: The acquisition of basic

skills in the language Learning effected

by means of immediate correction and

continual reinforcement.

Headings: Grammar and selected

leadings.

Requirements: Quizzes, two hour

exams, final.

Prerequisites for Admission. None

i ourse is intended for students with no

previous training in Italian

Added Notes: This course has been

offered lor the past two years as an

alternative to the first year of traditional

lour semester sequence This year, acting

on composite student and faculty reactions

which indicate that this course is both

more rewarding and effective, the

department has decided to offer it as the

onlv option to beginning students. Advisors

and prospective students should be aware

of the fact that though the course covers

the amount of work normally done less

well in one year, it does not mean double

the amountof work. It is simply a more

efficient way of doing things

ITALIAN 146

Intensive Intermediate Italian

I hours. 6 credits

Staff

Organization of Course: The course

meets three davs a week for a total of six

hours-six credits Sections will be small

for maximum student participation Two

instructors will teach as a team

Aim of Course: Reinforcement of the

basic skills and further preparation in the

language Readings and discussions of

literary texts, and an introduction to

Italian culture and current scene Suc-

cessful completion of this course will

satisfy C AS foreign language qualification

and will enable the student to perform

competently in more advanced courses in

Italian literature and language!

Readings Italian periodicals, an an-

thology of short stories and poetry, one

novel, one play.

Requirements Frequent compositions

on various subjects, occasional short

quizzes, two one hour exams, final.

Prerequisites for Admission: Italian

126 or equivalent of one year of Italian in

college

ITALIAN 161 (C)

Introduction to Italian literature I.

:'. hours. 3 credits.

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion

Aim of Course: Close reading of

representative works in Italian literature

from 13th- 17th centuries with some stress

on historical prospective.

Readings One anthology and one or two

short works.

Requirements : Mid-term, final, one or

two short papers or oral reports

Pre requisites for Admission: In-

termediate proficiency.

Added notes: This course may be used

to fulfill CAS core requirement in

Humanities.

ITALIAN 181

Oral Italian

3 hours. 3 credits

Organization of Course: Discussion.

Aim of Course: To provide students

with opportunity to practice speaking

Italian and improve their command of the

language through supervised but informal

discussion on a variety of topics.

Readings: Short stories in current

periodicals

Requirements: Short oral quiz, and mid-

semester and final evaluation.

Pre requisites for Admission: In-

termediate proficency.

ITALIAN 258

Italian compostion

3 hours. 3 credits

organization ol Course Primarily

discussion and in class correction of

written exercises.

i ourse To d lop eompeu •

in writing Italian necessary for those who

intend to pursue advanced courses in

Italian language and literature.

Readings: Reference grammar.

Requirements: Mid-term and final.

Pre requisites for Admission: In-

termediate proficiency in Italian.

Added Notes. This course was

originally conceived to give the student

training in less frequent elements of

grammar as well as practice in actual

composition Our experience last year,

however, showed that the double function

could not be served in one semester.

Consequently we are in the process of

expanding the course into a two semester

sequence in which case this course would

be concerned primarily with advanced

grammar and language work.

ITALIAN 292 P.

Dante in Translation

Dr. Sara Sturm
Organization of Course: Lectures will

provide background material, but class

will be conducted primarily through

discussion of works read.

Aim of Course: To provide a solid in-

troduction to the works of Dante, par-

ticularly the New Life and the Divine

Comedy, emphasizing both his ideas and

their poetic expression. Some reference

will be made to Dante's contribution to the

Western intellectual and literary tradition.

Readings: Dante Aleghieri, On

Monarchy. The New Life. The Divine

Comedv; Barbi's Life of Dante.

Requirements: Mid-semester and final

examinations and one brief paper.

Prerequisites for Admission: None.

May not be taken for credit by Italian

majors

ITALIAN 310/610

Prehumanism and the Early Renaissance

3 hours. 3 credits

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion

Aim of Course: A study of the major

figures in Italian literature of the 14th and

15th centuries; emphasis on the

elaboration of humanistic thought

regarding man's personality and his

education The class will read and

critically analyse works of Petrarca and

Boccaccio. It will also consider selected

works of humanists such as Alberti. Valla.

Pico della Mirandola and others, who in

the next century went on to develop many

concepts first expressed by the two great

Florentines A discussion of medieval

literature and thought before Petrarca will

precede by way of introduction. The

course will close with readings illustrating

the subsequent development of humanism

in Europe
Readings: Texts: Petrarca. II Can-

zoniere; Boccaccio, II Decamerone;

selected works of other authors plus

supplementary readings of appropriate

critical works.

Requirements One paper, and class

reports. Mid-term exam and final

Prerequisites for Admission: Italian

161. 162 or equivalent.

and final.

Prerequisites for Admission:

162 or equivalent.

ItalianBuzzati, Vittorini, Moravia, Calvino,

Cassola. Sciascia.

Requirements: One paper, mid-term

AIR AND MILITARY SCIENCE
flight to the present. Speaking and writing

skills improvement is an integral part of

this course.

Readings: Communication Techniques.

ITALIAN 345/645

Modern Poetry

Organization of Course: The class will

meet for three hours a week for three

credits

Aim of Course: This course will be a

study of the development and major

currents of modern poetry in Italy

Historical perspective will be gained by

considering the work of Carducci and

Pascoli. with reference to the

Crepuscolari and the avant-garde theories

of Futurism The class will emphasize the

hermetic poets and will therefore do close

reading and discussion of Ungaretti.

Montale. Saba and Quasimodo

Throughout the course attention will be

paid to the Italian social, political and

cultural climate in which modern poetry

evolved.

Readings: Texts: Poeti del Novecento

(two paperback volumes), with sup-

plementary reading in other collections

Requirements: Two papers, mid-term

and final

Prerequisites for Admission: Italian

162 or equivalent

Added Notes: This course is being of-

fered for the first time.

ITALIAN 350

Modern Novel

:\ hours. 3 credits

Zina Tillona

Organization of Course Some lecture

hut primarilv discussion.

Aim of Course: Detailed study and

analvsis of the works of major figures in

the Italian novel from Verga to the post

World War period

leadings Approximately 8 novels

,,..-, rrom the works of the following

dello

MILITARY SCIENCE III - "American

Military History I"

Captain John Libby

Comments: First course in Military

Science, 1 hour lab for leadership

development and guest lecturers.

Topics to be Considered: Lecture and

discussion of American Military History

from the Revolutionary War to World War

II with emphasis on the results of effective

leadership, application of tactical theory

and the politico-economic-military in-

terrelationship.

Required Texts: American Military

History by Maurice Mattloff (General

Editor)

Papers. One ( app. 10 pages)

Examinations: 2 Essays and quizzes

MILITARY SCIENCE 125 "U.S. Defense

Establishment"

Major Charles H. Bunton

Comments: 1-Hour lab for leadership

development and guest lecturers.

Topics to be Considered: Lecture and

discussion of national defense

organization, branches of the Army and

their mission, evaluation of U.S. Military

policy and the Army role in support of

national policies.

Required Texts: The Defense

Establishment In National Security.

Branches of the Army.

Prerequisite: MS 112

Papers: One (app. 10 pages)

Examinations: 2-Essays and quizzes.

MILITARY SCIENCE 251 - "Leadership

and Management I"

Major James C. Faison

Comments: 1-Hour lab for leadership

development and guest lecturers.

Topics to be considered: Lecture and

discussion of the theories of leadership and

management and applications in case

studies and leadership laboratory;

techniques of military instruction and

application of these techniques to the

classroom.
Required texts: Techniques of Military

Instruction; Taking Command, S. H.

Hayes and W. N. Thomas
Prerequisites: MS 126

Papers: Two ( 10-15 pages)

Examinations: 3-Essays and oral

presentations.

MILITARY SCIENCE 375

Fundamentals and Dynamics of Military

Team II

Colonel George 1. Connolly. Jr.

Comments: l-Hour lab for leadership

development and guest lecturers.

Topics to be considered: Lecture and

discussion of military tactics including

decision making, military law, command

and staff, introduction to the intelligence

cycle, and organization and employment

of the combined arms team.

Required texts: Taking Command, S.

H Hayes and W. N. Thomas; SUff Of-

ficer* Guide. Infantry Operations,

Uniform Code of Military Justice

Prerequisite: MS 251

Papers: Two (app. 15 pages)

Examinations: 3-Essays and oral

presentations.

AIR SCIENCE 121 - "Defense Policy

Colonel Paul H. Fisher

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion: student participation is en-

couraged.

Aim of Course: A study of the

organization of the Department of Defense

and the role of the military in national

policies. Discusses the nature and prin-

ciples of war.

Readings: United States Military

Forces in the Contemporary World -

Volume 11. Air Force ROTC. Air

University.

Requirements: A term paper, quizzes,

mid-term and final examination.

Prerequisites for admission. Com-

pletion of Air Science 112.

AIR SCIENCE 231 - "Growth and

Development of Aerospace Powerl"

Captain Michael D. Duto

Organization of Course: Lecture

discussion; student participation is en-

couraged.

Aim of Course: Examines the

development of aerospace power into a

prime national security element, the

development of doctrinal thought that

concerns aerospace forces, and the role of

technology in this growth and develop-

ment Presented in a general historical

pattern from the beginning oi manned

Volume I, Individual and Group Com-

munications. Air Force ROTC, Air

University. Readings in Growth and

Development of Aerospace Power,

Volumes I and II. 1970. Air Force ROTC.

Air University.

Requirements: Graded items include

term papers, two exams and two or three

student presentations.

Pre-requisites for admission: Com-

pletion of Air Science 122 or six-week Field

Training.

AIR SCIENCE 341

"Professional Officer I"

Lt. Colonel Robert E. Hayes

Organization of Course: Lecture,

discussion; student participation is en-

couraged.

Aim of Course: Examines aspects of

military mangement and factors relating

to effective leadership in the Air Force.

Readings: Professional Officer. Volume

11. 1970. Military Management. Air Force

KOTC. Air University.

Management: Concepts and Practice.

Industrial College of the Armed Forces.

1967. Washington. D.C.

Principles of Management. Kazmier,

Leonard J . McGraw Hill Bcok Co., New

York, 1964.

Concepts of Air Force Leadership. 1971.

Johnson. D.. Air Force ROTC. Air

University.

Requirements: Graded assignments

include several short papers, several

speeches and two examinations.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Com-

pletion of AS 232.

AIR SCIENCE III - "The United States

Military Forces"

Colonel Paul H. Fisher

Organization of Course. Lecture and

discussion; student participation is en-

couraged.

Aim of Course: Introductory course,

that examines the mission, organizational

structure, and the operating concepts of

the United States Air Force. Studies the

U.S. strategic offensive and defensive

forces, nuclear weapons and civil defense.

Headings. United States Military

Forces in. the Contemporary World-

Volume I. Air Force ROTC. Air Univer-

sity. _ j .

Requirements: No papers Graded

items include quizzes, mid-term, final and

class participation. Field trips, both

educational and informative, will be

performed.

COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURE

AFE 110 WORLD FOOD AND NATURAL
RESOURCES
Dr. John H. Foster-Satisfies University

Core Requirement D.

Organization of Course: Two lectures

and one small group discussion group per

week.

Aim of Course. The course has two

objectives.

a. Introduction to the forces controlling

world food and resource use problems

b. Expand the student's world view of

natural resource problems.

The course has four sections: (1)

Pressures on world resources, (2) World

resource potentials, (3) Concepts of

resource allocation and decision making,

(4) Other influences on resource

decisions.

Readings: Two required paperbacks:

1. Hunker, H. L. ZimmermamTs In-

troduction to World Resources.

2. Heilbroner. Robert L., The Great

Ascent.

Requirements:

a. One 5 page term paper.

b. Two hour exams and a final.

c. Participation in a public resource

policy debate in discussion sections.

d. Short quizzes on assigned reading.

AFE 235 AGRICULTURAL BISINESS

MANAGEMENT
Deane Lee
Organization of Course: 2-1 hour lec-

tures. 1-2 hour discussion

Aim of Course: The aim of this course is

to introduce the student to the application

of economic principles, management tools.

and analytical metfiodi in the

management of commercial farms and

other agricultural firms.

Readings: Text: Farm Business

Management by Castle and Becker.

Selected readings are required from other

standard books in the field.

Requirements: Three examinations, one

paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: One in-

troductory Economics or Agricultural

Economics course is recommended.

Added Notes: To give the student ex-

perience in making business-oriented

decisions, extensive use is made of a

computer game.

AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD
ECONOMICS 341 PRICE THEORY
Professor Christensen

Organization of Course: Lecture -

Discussion

Aim of Course: To integrate economic

theory and quantitative procedures in a

manner that develops the analytic ability

of the student and provides him with the

tools of rational economic decision

making.

Readings: Elementary Mathematics of

Price Theory-Allen; Graphic Analysis

Applications in Agricultural Economics-

Waugh; Demand and Supply Analysis

Waugh
Requirements: Homework exercises

(graded); Class participation; Team

project; Several quizzes and

examinations.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Required-

Ag & Food Econ. 206, 125, Math. 121; Also

Desirable-Ag. & Food Econ. 235, Econ. 201,

and Math. 116-117.

AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD ECON.

352

AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Professor David A. Storey

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion.

Aim of Course: To evaluate U.S. public

policies and programs relating to

agriculture and the rural sector of the

country. Major topics will include farm

price and income support programs,

programs for alleviation of rural poverty

and food trade and aid policies. The

particular programs and policies con-

sidered will be evaluated within a broad

conceptual and methodological

framework which considers all national

goals, programs, public revenue sources

and expenditures.

Readings: Texts: (D Tweeten. Luther.

Foundations of Farm Policy; (2)

Haveman. Robert. The Economics of the

Public Sector. Other reading materials

will be handed out or made available on

reserve.

Requirements: Exams: Midterm and

final; Class Debates: Each student will

participate in one class debate and will

submit written reports on other debate

topics. Debates will be on topics of current

interest

AG & FOOD ECONOMICS 582

•Water Quality Economics"

Mr Robert L. Vertrees

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion.

Aim of Course: To teach the student the

basic principles of economics that are

applicable to water quality management

and demonstrate how the economi prin-

ciples are applied in practice. Students

cannot become "Water Quality

Economists" or "Resource Economists

in a one semester course. However, after

completing the course they should be able

to read and understand the relevant

literature and comprehend how their

chosen discipline and profession interact

with various types of economists in the

water quality managment effort.

Readings: Text: Allen V Kneese and

Blair T. Bower, Managing Water Quality;

Economics. Techonology. Institutions

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press for

Resources For the Future. Inc., 1968K

Requirements: Several problems will

be given of a practical nature whereby the

students apply economic theory to prac-

tical situations of water quality

management of firms and municipalities.

Quizzes on occassion will be given. An in-

class mid-term and a final examination

will be given. A term paper on a topic of

interest to the student is required.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

Preferably students have had an in-

troductory course in economics.

Added Notes: Course is in-

terdisciplinary in nature, with students in

natural and engineering sciences as well

as the social sciences invited to attend.

F&AE 381

Unit Operations in Food Engineering

Professor S. W. Fletcher

Organization of Course: 1-2 hour lab; 2-1

hour lecture.

Aim of Course: To study the fun-

damental principles of heat transfer, fluid

flow, properties of bioligical materials and

psychrometry as applied to the unit

operations in food processing, including

evaporation, distillation, dehydration,

freeze drying, cooling and freezing.

Readings: Required: Earle, Unit

Operations in Food Processing;

suggested- Henderson & Perry, Ag.

Process Eng.

Requirements: 3 hour exam; 8 lab

reports, 6-8 quizzes; occasional

homework.
Prerequisites for Admission: Nominal

Math & Physics background.

F&AE 390

Instrumentation for Scientists

Professor E. A. Johnson

Organization of Course: 2-1 hour lec-

tures; 1-3 hour laboratory.

Aim of Course: To provide students

interested in research with the basic

knowledge to choose and use research

instruments covers the basic principles

and limitations of mechanical and elec-

tronic instruments.

Readings:

Required: Instrumentation for

Engineering Measurement, Cerni &

Foster, Electonics for Bioligists, Offner

Supplement: Instrumentation with Semi

Conductors, Brown; Environmental

Measurements. Piatt & Griffiths.

Requirements: Weekly laboratory

reports and 3-4 exams.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Nominal

math & physics background and per-

mission of instructor.

A&F EC 261 FOOD MARKETING
SYSTEMS
Prof. Fitzpatrick

Organization of Course: Lecture

Aim of Course: Familiarization with

problems and practices in the production

and marketing of the nation's farm food

and fiber products.

Readings: Selected readings will be

provided to the class, to supplement the

text.

Requirements: Four or five hour

exams, some homework problems.

Added Notes: Open to all majors

FAE 281 FOOD SERVICE FACILITIES

PLANNING
Organization of Course: 2-hour lab. 1-

hour lecture.

Aim of Course: Develop the ability to

plan and layout a commercial food service

establishment in terms of arrangement,

structure, utilities and equipment in ad

dition to the asthetics of the facility.

Readings: Suggested: Kotschevar &

Terrell Food Service Planning. Kazarian-

Work Analysis and Design. McGuiness

Mechanical & Electrical Equipment for

Buildings.

Requirements. 3 hour exams, lab

drawings, 6-8 quizzes

A. & F. ECONOMICS 775

Advanced Agricultural and Food

Economics.

Elmar Jarvesoo

Organization of Course: Three lecture

hours a week, usually in two periods on

Monday and Friday.

Aim of Course: To give the beginning

graduate students a firm foundation in

modern microeconomic theory with major

emphasis on production economics,

resource pricing and allocation, and on

income distribution.

Readings: Texts: Ferguson, C.

Microeconomic Theory; Heady. E. O.,

Economics of Agricultural Production and

Resource Use. Other readings covering

economic classes through the modem

theory to acquaint the students with the

contributing of leading economic theorists,

amounting to about 100 pages a week.

Requirements: About 10-12 home

problems, 2-3 hour exams, final exam and

a 15-page term paper.

Pre-requisites for Admission: No formal

pre-requisites, but introductory calculus is

needed to follow the lectures and to do the

methods in teaching agriculture in con-

junction with classroom student teaching.

The experiences of students in teaching

becomes one of the factors for course

content. A seminar approach including

audio visual media.

Aim of Course: To develop com-

petencies needed by agricultural teachers.

Readings: Required: Lloyd J. Phipps,

Handbook on Agricultural Edcuation.

Danville. 111., The Interstate Publishers,

inc., Second Edition, 1966.

Suggested: Robert F. Mager, Preparing

Instructional Objectives. Paperback Ed.,

1962. Palo Alto, California, Fearon

Publishers.

Supplementary Reading List is provided

the student.

Requirements: Oral reports, several

papers, teaching plans and curriculum

guides are required in conjunction with

student teaching.

Prerequisites for Admission: Educ.

372/672 and 376/676; permission of in-

structor.

Added Notes: Students enrolling in this

course are student teaching in an ap-

proved school. The class meets once each

week off-campus during the semester.

VETERINARY AND ANIMAL SCIENCE

home assignments.

AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Principles and Methods in Teaching

Robert C. Jones

Organization of Course: Special

ANIMAL SCIENCE 121

Introductory Animal Science

Anthony Borton and Staff

An introduction to modern animal

agriculture and the many scientific

disciplines it encompasses. Staff

professors will discuss the role of

nutrition, genetics, physiology, economics

and pathology in animal research and

production.

The dairy, poultry, meat, recreational

and laboratory animal industries will also

be evaluated in light of their role in serving

mankind.

Text: The Science of Animals that

Serve Mankind by Campbell and Lasley.

Pre-requisites: None

Papers: Two; a 500 word paper and a

term paper on subjects of student's choice

Exams: Two hour exams. Final exam.

ANIMAL SCIENCE 353

Poultry Management

Mr. Grover

Using the modern commercial poultry

industry as a model, the course reviews

the technological and economic

developments which have elevated poultry

enterprises to industry status. It discusses

the major institutions influencing the

industry, with emphasis on management

of the firm The course is of greater in-

terest to students seeking careers with

commercial agricultural firms No text-

book is required, but extensive reading is

assigned. A term paper, three hour exams

and a final examination are usually

required.

ANIMAL SCIENCE 359

Light Horse Management

Anthony Borton

This course is primarilv designed for

non majors and is concerned with the

selection, care and management of the

light horse Lectures stress the

relationship of anatomy, physiology,

genetics, pathology and nutrition to the

selection, care and management of the

horse Laboratories include the practical

aspects of horse management including

basic training techniques

Required Text Horseman's Handbook

Supplementary materials: Numerous

outside articles and supplied aids

Prerequisites: None

Exams: Two hour exams Final exam.

ANIMAL SCIENCE 219

Introductory Animal Physiology

Assoc Prof George R Howe

Organization of Course: 2 lectures

weekly; 1 laboratory weekly.

Aim of Course: To formulate the basic

foundation for systemic organ physiology

To study the applied mechanisms con-

cerning the major homeostatic circuits

such as nerves, muscles, nervous system,

blood, fluid dynamics, and special senses

Readings: Guyton. Medical Physiology

Requirements: 3 hour exams and final

exam. Few brief lab reports.

Prerequisites for Admission: Per-

mission of the instructor.

ANIMAL SCIENCE 321

Physiology of Reproduction

W G Black

Organization of Course: 3 lectures; 1-2

hour laboratory-discussion

Aim of Course: A comparative ap-

proach is used to study reproductive

mechanisms needed for species survival in

mammals and birds, with stress on

practical problems encountered in ex-

ploitation of domestic animals.

Topics to the considered: Nature of sex

and sexual reproduction; anatomy of

reproductive organs; sex determmation

and differentiation; endocrine and neural

control; cyclic activity, gametes, fer

tilization, fetal growth and parturition;

lactation; fertility problems

Readings: Nalbandov - Reproductive

Physiology 2nd Ed. Others may be

suggested.

Requirements: Two 1 hour exams

(combined short answer and essay

questions. One - Final Exam. Occasional

unannounced 10 min. quizzes on current

material.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Begin-

ning Zoology required; more may be

helpful (e.g. Zo. 135 or equivalent).

Added Notes: Course may be of interest

to those with biological interests, e.g.

Wildlife. Zoology, etc.

ANIMAL SCIENCE 330

Principles of Animal Nutrition

D. L. Anderson

Organization of Course: Lecture Course

3 hours per week.

Aim of Course: Study the metabolic

function, interrelationships and unique

dietary requirements for carbohydrates,

lipid, protein, minerals, vitamins and

water of monogastric and polygastric

animals.

Readings: Animal Nutrition Maynard

and Loosli, 6th Ed.. 1969 (required)

Suggested reference readings - lists

revised and supplied annually

Requirements: 3 hour exams, periodic

quizzes; final exam.

Prerequisites for Admission: Animal

Science 220. Animal Physiology or Zoology

135, Intro Physiology; Biochem. 220.

desirable.

Added Notes Demonstrations, slides

and closed circuit TV used where ap-

propriate

ANIMAL SCIENCE 621

Physiology of Reproduction

W G Black

Organization of Course: 3 Lectures. 12-

hour laboratory -discussion.

Aim of Course: A comparative ap-

proach is used to study reproductive

mechanisms needed for species survival in

mammals and birds, with stress on

practical problems encountered in ex

ploitation of domestic animals

Topics to be considered: Nature of sex

and sexual reproduction; anatonr. of

reproductive organs; sex determination

and differentiation: endocrine and neural

control: cyclic activity; gametes, fer

tilization. fetal growth and parturition;

lactation; fertility problems

Readings Nalbandov Reproductive

Physiology . 2nd Ed Others may be

suggested

Requirements Two 1 hour exams

( combined short answer and essay

questions) One Final Exam Occasional

unannounced 10 minute quizzes on current

material One paper of approximately 2000

words on an aspect of reproduction

Prerequisites for Admission Begin

ning Zoology required; more may be

helpful (eg Zo 135 or equivalent)

Added Notes Course may be of interest

to those with biological interests, eg

Wildlife, Zoology, etc

FORESTRY

AND WILDLIFE

FORESTRY 222

Conservation of Natural Resources

Carlozzi, Greeley. Johnson, Wilson

Organization of Course: Lectures M, W, F

Approaches, history and methods of

conservation, biosphere, biomes and

succession; water; fish; soils; forestry;

wildlife, minerals; population; social

organization for conservation, "debate"'

on a current resource problem.

Aim of C ourse : Introduction to the nature

of renewable natural resources and to the

problems associated with their con

servation and utilization.

Readings: Environmental Conservation

by R. Dasmann, plus 4 or 5 small paper

backs of topical interest

Requirements: Two hour exams and a

final, six 10 minute quizzes

Prerequisites for Admission: None



FORESTRY 223

Silvics

D L Mader, B. F. Wilson

Organization of Course: 3 lectures, 1

four-hour lab per week.

Aim of Course: Study of forest ecology

as the basis of silviculture and forest

management, covering environmental

factors and growth and development of

trees and forest stands.

Readings: Forest Kcology.Spurr, Ronald

Press. Supplementary - readings from

journals and bulletins.

Requirements: Quizzes-4-5,Hour exams

2 objective and essay questions. Final

Exam. Term Paper - 1, 2500 words

Pre-requisites for Admission: Dendro-

logy (Forestry 112),Botany 100, or equi-

valents.

FORESTRY 225

Forest Mensuration

Joseph C. Mawson, Asst. Prof, of Forestry

Organization of Course: Lecture and

Lab - 2 lectures and an averal of 4 hrs of

lab per week

Aim of Course: To aquire some "un-

derstanding"' of the problems and

procedures of measuring forest products -

trees - timber - logs to be used in land

resource management. This is a basic

course in what is called timber cruising

and scaling.

Readings: The required text is Forest

Measurements by T. R. Avery. (1969)

Requirements: 2 hour exams. 1 final. 3

lab reports There are occasional quizzes

Prerequisites for Admission: None

Added Notes: The lab is sometimes

carried out on Saturday since one full day

of work is more efficient I takes less time

to gain a given degree of knowledge) than

a 4 hour lab The weather is often a factor

also

FORESTRY 235

Forestry Economics

Professor Robert S Bond

Organization of Course: Three lectures

About two thirds of these are devoted to

problem solving to illustrate principles of

economics and their application.

Aim of Course: To teach economic

principles of production and to apply these

to the timber management decision-

making process.

Readings Duerr. W. A.: Principles of

Forestry Economics

Requirements: 3 hour exams plus a final

exam
4-5 quizzes

Prerequisites for Admission:

Economics 126 or equivalent

Added Notes: This course is designed

for seniors majoring in forest

management although the principles

taught in it may be applied to other

production decisions.

FORESTRY 239/539

The Forest Resources of North America

Prof. Arnold D Rhodes

Organization of Course: Lectures and

discussions.

Aim of Course: To acquaint students

with the forest resources of North America

in a region-by-region treatment that

lescribes the resource and discusses its

management, and related problems, and

its economic and social significance

Readings: A test and assignments in

journal articles and resource bulletins

Requirements: Three semester papers

Prerequisites for Admission: For

seniors and graduate students in forestry

or related resource fields such as wildlife

management, park administration,

regional planning, resource economics

and planning.

WILDLIFE BIOLOGY 261/561

Principles of Wildlife Management

Mr Greeley

Organization of Course: Two lectures

and a lab 1 1/2 the labs, in the field)

Aim of Course: To provide a broad

survey of basic ecological principles and

their applications to wildlife management.

Habitat requirements, change and

manipulation and population dynamics,

structure and manipulation are con-

sidered.

Readings 1 Wildlife Biology by

Raymond F Dasmann, 2 A Sand County

Almanac by Aldo Leopold Additional

required readings from Journal Articles

and portions of books

Requirements: Papers: Weekly reports

on field and laboratory exercises. Exams:

two 1-hour and final, short quizzes.

Prerequisites for Admission: Zoology

101. Botany 100

Added Notes: Limit of 90 students The

class is cc i posed primarily of students

majoring in wildlife biology, fisheries

biology and forestry.

FOREST TREE IMPROVEMENT
Prof. Herschel G. Abbott

Organization of Course: Three 1-hour

lecture. One hour a week devoted to

seminar presentations by students.

Aim of Course: This is a course in ap-

plied forest genetics. Topics considered

are: geographic variation, genetic basis

for tree selection, controlled pollination

and hybridization, vegetative propagation,

tree introduction and the management of

seed production areas and seed orchards.

Readings: Selected papers in scientific

journals are assigned.

Requirements: One paper, oral reports

and 2 examinations

Pre-requisites for Admission: Botany

100 or equivalent.

Added Notes: Enrollees should be

Juniors. Seniors or graduate students with

biological backgrounds or interested in

forestry or resource management.

FOREST PROTECTION
Prof Herschel G. Abbott

Organization of Course: Three 1-hour

lectures

Aim of Course: Course stresses the

principles pertaining to protecting N.A.

forests against fire, insects, diseases,

weather, animals and atmospheric

pollution One-third of the course is

devoted to fire behavior, prevention and

suppression. The remaining two-thirds is

concerned with others groups of harmful

agencies Specialists in forest protection

participate as guest lecturers.

Readings: Partial bibliographies are

provided as suggested reading to assist

students in selecting term paper topics.

Requirements: A major requirement of

the course is a paper of approximately 2500

words, written in the form of a manuscript

to be submitted for publication in a

professional journal. Papers are edited by

the instructor and returned to the student

for revision prior to final grading. Special

concern is given to permit the student to

select a subject of his own choosing and to

investigate it thoroughly by library or field

research.

Two hour exams and a final.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None

Added Notes: Enrollment limited to 75

FOREST AND SHADE TREE
PATHOLOGY
Walter Banfield

Organization of Course: Lecture,

laboratory work, discussion, and field

trips

Readings: Boyce- Forest Pathology

Requirements: Reports required only

for field trips

Pre-requisites for Admission. None,

Mycology suggested

Added Notes: This course is a study of

the principal diseases of forest and shade

trees in North America. Since these

diseases are almost entirely due to fungus

pathogens, the first week is spent in

laboratory and lecture review of the

taxonomy, biology, and distribution of the

major classes of fungi This is followed by

an exploration of environmental

deficiency diseases, diseases of forest

nursery stock, then root, foliar, and stem

diseases of respectively conifers and

broad leaved trees. The course terminates

with a survey of wood decay in standing

timber, but does not consider the in-

dividual rots in detail

The material is first presented in lec-

ture, then supplemented by actual study of

the diseases in the laboratory, using

disease specimens, prepared microscope

slides, and display charts, after which

there is a brief weekly review and

discussion period, followed by a 20 minute

quiz concerning the subject matter

covered in the preceding week. This

evaluation procedure is supplemented by

an hour examination each month and the

usual two hour final examination.

The laboratory work is supplemented by

field observation and study wherever

diseased material is near enough to make

this practicable. A written report is

required only for subject matter studied in

the field The text book used is Forest

Pathology by J. C Boyce. a McGraw-Hill

publication

ENTOMOLOGY
ENTOMOLOGY 126

General Entomology

Michael Peters and Edward Tobin.

Organization of Course: Two 50-minute

lectures and one 3-hour laboratory period

per week.

Aim of Course Entomology 126 may be

used to fulfill the E core curriculum

requirements. Lectures are organized to

study the insect as a functioning unit

composed of organ systems as well as an

individual reacting to its surroundings.

The widespread effect of mans greatest

competitors on his life and well being is

discussed. Other topics include: In-

troduction and Evolution (4), Insect

Mechanics (3), Organization and

Operation of Internal Systems (3),

Reproduction and Development (2),

Ecology and Behavior (4), Systematics

(5), Economic Entomology (5). Labs

stress work with living insects.

Readings: Required Texts: Ross, H.H.

A Textbook of Entomology. 3rd Edition;

Wigglesworth, V. B. The Life of Insects.

Requirements: No term papers

required: however, a collection of insects

is required in lab course. Three hour-

exams and a final. Questions are primarily

essay, but with some short answer types

included.

ENTOMOLOGY 266/566

Apiculture

Dr. Lawrence J. Edwards

Organization of Course: Two 1-hour

lectures per week. One 2-hour lab per

week.

Aim of Course: To interest the student

in an in-depth discussion of the biology,

behavior and physiology of the honey bee.

For students considering the use of the bee

as an experimental animal.

Readings: Ribbands. C R. 1964. The

Behavior and Social Life of Honeybees

Dover Publications, Inc., NY.

Van Frisch. K. 1960. Bees. Their Vision.

Chemical Senses, and Language Cornell

University Press, Ithaca, N. Y.

Requirements: Midterm and Final

Exam. Labs will emphasize the

techniques required for successful rearing

and special considerations for using the

bee as a research animal.

Prerequisites for Admission:

Background in behavior or physiology or

Entomology 126

Added Notes: The text will be sup-

plemented with recently published

research articles.

Evolution

John F. Hanson

Organization of Course: Lecture and

discussion-Topics: Slightly more than

half the course on life forms. Highlighting

a biological evolutionary look at human

behavior. The remainder of the course is

roughly equally split between the origin

and evolution of the elements and cosmos,

the solar system and the earth, the con-

tinents and their geological formations.

Aim of Course. This course is designed

primarily for Arts and Humanity students

to give them a philosophical perspective

on the whole universe from sub-atomic

particles to man The emphasis is on

concepts, the integration of academic

disciplines, and the how and why of things,

not just on things and facts. It is a course

on realistic scientific philosophy; we think

the broadest such course in the world.

Readings: One hardback: Introduction

To Evolution by Moody

3 paperbacks: Darwin edited by H. J.

Muller; Origin Of The Species and Ex-

pression Of Emotions In Man And Animals

by Dawrin

a dozen Scientific American offprints

a number of timely journal or magazine

articles appearing while the course is in

progress

Requirements: Examinations and

quizzes: 4 < one or two take-home) All are

essentially essay exams with one question

in each reverting back to old material to be

sure that you continually tie the material

of the whole course together in your mind

Since every exam essentially covers the

course material up to that point, the final

exam need count only as another hour

exam.
Prerequisites for Admission: None.

Impossible to have prerequisites in a

course covering the whole universe: each

student will have an advantage over other

students in his particular area of interest

or background and. therefore, no student

should be at any great disadvantage. If

there is a requirement, it is that you be

prepared to think and look at knowledge in

new perspectives

Added Notes. If you are one who doesn't

like his thinking to be tied down to the real

world, if you don't like the educational

experience that a good exam can be. and if

vou think that proper use of words and

grammar is not part of an education,

please don't take this course

ENTOMOLOGY 38u

Insect Control

John H. Lilly

Organization of Course: Two lectures

and one laboratory discussion period per

Aim of Course: To introduce students to

the general principles and practices of

pest control, with emphasis on safe usage

and protection of the environment.

Readings. Selected readings will be

assigned in the text ( Metcalf ,
Flint and

Metcalf: Destructive and Useful Insects

and in about ten authoritative treatises on

specialized aspects.

Requirements: Two 50-minute

examinations will be scheduled during the

semester, plus the final exam. One term

paper (or oral report) of reasonable

length will be expected of each student.

Two or three field trips will be made.

Pre-requisites for Admission: A course

in Entomology or permission of instructor.

Added Notes: "Cook-book" recom-

mendations will be avoided, and the

emphasis placed on how sound judgments

are arrived at in determining: (D

whether or not control measures are really

needed, and. if so (2) what measure will

do a satisfactory job without objectionable

side-effects.

ENTOMOLOGY 821

Toxicology

Dr. Lawrence J. Edwards

Organization of Course: Two 1-hr

lectures/week and One 3-hr. lab/week. A

series of lectures is given initially to set

the level at which subsequent student led

discussions are to be conducted.

Aim of Course: To consider the mode of

action of the major classes of organic

insecticides. To establish quantitative and

qualitative correlations between the ef-

fects of a toxicant on physiological

responses and molecular processes

Readings: O'Brien, R. D. 1967. In-

secticides. Action and Metabolism.

Academic Press. N. Y.

Albert. A. 1965. Selective Toxicity John

Wiley & Sons. Inc.. N. Y.

Requirements: Midterm and Final

Exam. Lead 1 or 2 discussion Groups

( requires extensive outside reading in

journals) Labs-one 3-hour lab/week.

Prerequisites for Admission:

Background in chemistry and physiology

Added Notes: Labs: This is the 2nd time

that this course is being taught by the

above instructor, and changes will be

made in the labs as a result of student

response. In the first offering the labs

centered around DDT. Synthesis,

purification, and chromatography of DDT

comprised one bloc Analysis of the dose-

response curve of insects to DDT by probit

analysis, binding of radioactive DDT to

nerve cord, electrophysiological

measurement of nerve response to DDT.

and respiratory response to applied DDT

comprised another bloc of labs.

LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE

HISTORY AND THEORY
Env. Des 243 I

previously 251)

John H. Martin

Organization of Course: 3 lectures/wk.

and occasional seminars.

Aim of Course: To present an in-

troduction to a study of the historical

foundation of our environment Con-

centration from pre-classical through to

medieval in Europe.

Readings Space. Time & Architecture.

Gideon; Human Geography. Jones;

Odyssey. Homer; Canterbury Tales.

Chaucer; Outline of European Ar-

chitecture. Pevsner.

Requirements: 1 hour midterm exam;

course paper involving the study of a 20th

century environment, 1 field trip.

Prerequisites for Admission:

Elementarv Art Historv

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 273

City Planning

T ^ Rapoti Jr

Organization of Course: 3 lectures per

week; 3 credits.

Aim of Course: This course presents a

brief history of urbanization throughout

the world with some emphasis on the

development of land and resources as the

basis for community growth. Land and

community patterns in Great Britain and

the United States will be stressed. City

planning and the development of various

legal and administrative tools for dealing

with urban problems will be examined.

Readings: No required texts - all

reading will be on reserve in Goodell or

dept library.

Requirements. No papers, 3

examinations including final.

Prerequisites for Admission: None

ENVIRONMENTAL AESTHETICS D-85

385 Environmental Aesthetics

Professor Barrie B. Greenbie, T-Th 4-5: 15

Organization of Course: 2 1-1/2 hour

class sessions per week, which will include

lectures with slides, with time allowed for

class diccussion. The amount and kind of

discussion will depend to some extent on

the size of the class, but it will be en-

couraged as much as possible.

Aim of Course. To find common ground

for "aesthetics" in a complex and

changing pluristic society, in terms of the

physiology of perception. Aesthetic ex-

perience is viewed as the emotional

response of human beings to their en-

vironment, which result from a synthesis

of external stimuli and internal memory

images. Fundamental ways in which

artists of all time have organized visual

experience are used to interpret the

contemporary scene.

Readings: The required text for this

course is The Hidden Dimension by Ed-

ward T. Hall. It will be used as a frame of

reference and point of departure for lec-

tures and discussion in class sessions, not

as a source of subject matter. Selected

readings will be assigned from time to

time in a list of books titled "Supplemental

Reading" in the bibliography for the

course.

Requirements: There will be a book

report and a final exam. There will be one

or more field trips, depending on the size of

the class and scheduling problems that

may develop.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Junior

standing. Graduates are encouraged, but

should sign up under "Land. Arch 700,

Lecture Section 2". Students from all

departments are welcome, those from Art

History and behavioral sciences are

particularly encouraged to provide an

•interdisciplinary approach". Class limit

90.

REGIONAL PLANNING 700

Introduction to Research Methods for

Regional Planning,

for Regional Planning.

David W. Sears

Organization of Course: Lecture and

seminar format

Aim of Course: This course will explore

the potential utility of research for plan-

ning In addition, the student will be in-

troduced to several quantitative

techniques available to the regional

planner. M ....
Readings: Basic texts include 1

)
Julian

Simon. Basic Research Method in Social

Science 2) Thomas Dyckman.

Management Decision Making Under

Uncertainty, and 3) Walter Isard. Methods

of Regional Analysis. These texts will be

supplemented with other readings

Requirements: Exams: 2 ( take-home)

.

Papers: 1

Pre-requisites: None

REGIONAL PLANNING 703

Land and Development of Communities

T. S. Bacon. Jr.

Organization of Course: 3 class

meetings/week - seminars and lectures.

Aim of Course: The course examines

land and its use from ancient to modern

times Emphasis will be placed upon the

resource base and its importance as the

intensity of land use increases in the

development of both rural communities

and urbanized areas. Much of the course

will be devoted to the study of city plan-

ning, zoning, subdivision controls and

other techniques used to guide and control

the use of land

Readings: No required texts aU

reading will be on reserve in Goodell or the

department library.

Requirements: No papers are required.

There will be three exams including the

REGIONAL PLANNING 791

Interdisciplinary Regional Planning

Julius G. Fabos, David W. Sears. Robert

L. Vertrees .
.

Organization of Course: projects and

discussion ,
.

Aim of Course: Students from severa

disciplines will work together in small

teams, each dealing with a specific

regional problem (e.g. - regional

economic development, recreation,

control of urbanization) in a nearby

region Each team will go through the

planning process, with each student im-

puting knowledge and techniques from his

own discipline.

oral
Readings: No required readings.

Requirements: 3 written and

reports. No exams

Pre-requisites for Admission. None

Added Notes: This course is 5 credits.

DUTCH
DUTCH 126

Accelerated Elementary Dutch

Mr. Beekman
Organization of Course: Grammar,

pronunciation, building of vocabulary and

skill in reading ie. translation.

Aim of Course: The aim is to provide

the student with the basic skills and in-

formation necessary for reading an

elementary text in the original.

Readings: In addition to the basic

grammar text, newspapers and comic

books are used, and at least one fairy tale

perused.

Requirements: Attendance is most

important since the bulk of the work is

done in class. Midterm and final and

weekly quizzes to acquaint the student

with his own progress.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None.

DUTCH 251

Dutch and Flemish Literature

Mr. Beekman
Organization of Course: Discussion

(hopefully)

Aim of Course: Its aim is reading

shorter texts in the original language to

acquaint the student with modern Dutch

literature. Hence emphasis is on un-

derstanding texts in their fictional com-

plexity and not the quantitative ac-

cumulation of data. This course will urge

on the student to examine any one authors

work in more detail and measure of

completion.

Readings: An anthology of post-war

short fiction, and anthology of modern

poetry. Depending on nature of the in-

dividual class, perhaps one novel studied

completely.

Requirements: Readings, discussions,

oral report and one paper of 15 pages. No

midterm and no fimal.

Prerequisites for Admission:

Knowledge of Dutch or completion of

Dutch 126 and 146.

Added Notes: Existence of this course

dependent on number of students

Minimum of 5 students is required for

holding this course Students are

requested to call Mr. Beekman to an-

nounce their intention (545-0319) or

Department of Germanic Languages ( 545-

2350)

DANISH
DANISH 126

Accelerated Elementary Danish

Mr. Hugus
.

Organization of Course: Danish

grammar, pronunciation and texts with

practice in the spoken and written

language. Meets 5 days a week < 6 credits)

Aim of Course: To prepare the student

in basic Danish grammar and pronun-

ciation to a greater extent that would be

possible in two semesters of a normal. 3

hours first year course.

Readings: To be announced later

Requirements: Regular quizzes during

the semester as well as a final

examination

Prerequisites for Admission: None

FOOD AND SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

101

The Struggle for Food

F M Clydesdale and F. J. Francis

Organization of course: Three lectures

per week with an open question period at

the beginning of each lecture.

Aim of Course: This course will satisfy

a University Science core(E) require-

ment. It is proposed as an introduction to

current problems in the world food

crisis, and is primarily for those with a

non-technical background. It is antici-

pated that this course will enhance

awareness of problems and possible

solutions to feeding the world and hope-

fully provide an opportunity for students

to become more informed citizens in

this area. „ ,j infl8 a

Readings: No required readings A

suggested book list will be supplied

Requirements: No exams. Two term

^"requisites for Admission. None^

FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

275/575

Introduction to Food Science

K. M. Hayes

Organization of Course: Two lecture

hours and a two-hour laboratory period

Aim of Course: An introduction to the

role of food science and its relationship

to the world's food supply. Surveys food

quality, methods of preservation, con-

sumer and institutional aspects of conven-

tional and new foods, and regulatory

issues. Laboratories explore changes in

food, quality measurement, and pre-

servation methods.

Readings: Food Science by Potter

Supplemental materials are supplied on

specific areas.

Requirements: Three combination

essay and short answer hour exams

Prerequisites for Admission: None

Added Notes: Designed to give a broad

background in food science for a number

of majors having an interest in food.

FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
371/671

Food Analysis

W. M. Hunting

Organization of Course: 2 lecture hours

and one four hour laboratory

Aim of Course: The study of the physi-

cal, chemical. microbiological and

microscopic methods of analysis which

are applied to the evaluation and analysis

of foods and food products. The first

semester includes the proximate analysis

of foods for moisture, ash. protein, fat,

fiber and carbohydrates.

Readings. Triebold and Aurand. Food

Composition And Analysis auxilary

source: Methods of Analysis of the

Association of Official Analytical

Chemists.
Requirements: Two hour exams and the

final exam. Termpaper optional

Pre-requisites for Admission: Analytic

Chemistry
Added Notes. Open to majors and non-

foodIcience AND TECHNOLOGY

850

Colorimetry and Appearance

F J Francis and F M Clydesdale

Organization of Course: 2 lectures and

l 3hr. lab per week.

First portion - General color theory and

instrumentation.

Second portion - Specific applications to

food science.

Food Science majors are expected to take

both portions for 3 credits Other majors

may take only the first portion for 2

credits.
,

Aim of Course: To acquaint students

with the science of modern color

theory. This involves the measurement

and classification of color in six or more

mathematical and visual systems and an

understanding of the equipment designed

to use these systems. Electronic equip-

ment to duplicate the response to color of

the human eye is included.

Readings: A set of 28 technical papers

will be provided. Other books for

reference are readily available in our

library.

Requirements: Two term exams (one

for each portion). Students taking the

course for 2 credits will write one exam A

brief lab report will be required for the

laboratory work.

Prerequisites for Admission: Per-

mission of instructor

mission on Food Marketing.

R - Required, * - Sources of selected

reading assignments

Requirements: One term paper, sum-

marized orally m class, two hour exams,

and a final exam.

Prerequisites for Admission: Eco-

nomics 126 desirable, but not required.

Added Notes: Enrollment in the course

normally includes students interested in

careers in foods or food marketing and

students with an interest in public policy

issues related to food marketing.

FOOD MERCHANDISING
Professor Donald R Marion

Organization of Course: Lecture-

discussion . ._._.

Aim of Course. To familiarize students

with the distribution system serving the

food needs of U.S. consumers for foods

consumed at home. Particular emphasis is

placed upon the merchandising practices

of retail food stores - from the

management decision-making view, as

well as that of social welfare implications.

Also considered are contemporary issues

related to food marketing, including the

jod buying problems of the poor,

packaging and labeling problems, etc.,

and alternatives for corrective action.

Readings: R Competition and Price

Making in Food Retailing, Ralph Cassady,

• Competition In Food Marketing, The

Agricultural Policy Institute.

R - Consumer Problems of the Poor:

Supermarket Operations in Low-Income

Areas and the Federal Response. U. S.

Congress.
• Food From the Farmer to the t on-

sumer, National Commission on Food

Marketing.
• Special Studies in Food Marketing,

Technical Study #10, National Com-

PLANT AND
SOIL SCIENCE

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE 110

Plant Propagation

G. B. Goddard

Organization of Course. Topics to be

covered are. Structures (1 week), en-

vironmental requirements, 1 1/2 weeks)

cuttage, ( 2 1/2 weeks) layerage, ( 1
week)

graftage and buddage, (2 1/2 weeks)

seedage, (4 weeks) dormancy, (1 1/2

weeks)

.

. m ^
Aim of Course: A detailed study of the

propagation of plants. In lecture, em-

phasis is placed on the principles and

concepts of sexual and asexual

propagation. Laboratories deal with the

practices involved that ramify the lecture

discussions through the propagation of a

wide variety of plant material.

Readings: Hartmann & Kester, Plant

Propagation. Principles and Practices.

Assigned readings from reference

materials Each student will be expected

to provide a pocket knife.

Requirements: Papers: One optional

term paper, length determined by student

Exams and quizzes: Two hour-exams and

a final I Essay) . Unannounced quizzes 1
2-3

minutes in length). Final Grade deter-

mination: exams and quizzes 1/2, Labs

1/2.
,

Prerequisites for Admission: in

troductory botany or being taken con-

currently

plant and soil 200

Deciduous Orchard Science

J. F. Anderson

Organization of Course: Two 1-hour

lectures and one 2-hour lab per week

Opportunity for discussion is afforded

during lecture and lab periods

Aim of Course: Topics considered in

this course are: Environmental and

economic factors relating to the establish

ment and operation of deciduous or

chards; planning the orchard;

propagation, root-stocks and planting

stock, nutritional requirements and ter

tilizer practice, orchard soil management;

flower-bud formation, pollination and fruit

set thinning and alternate bearing;

temperature effects on fruit trees,

preparing the orchard for winter; study of

the important tree fruit varieties

Readings Modern Fnrft Science. 4th

Edition. N. F. Childers Research and

extension bulletins and scientific journals

are used for supplementary reading

assignments.

Requirements Three hour-exams All

hour exams and quizzes are announced

Both essay and short answer questions are

employed.
Prerequisites for Admission: None

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE 205

Small Fruit Technology

J F. Anderson

Organization of Course: Two l-hour

lectures and one 2-hour lab period per

week Opportunity for discussion is af-

forded during lecture and lab periods

Aim of Course: Topics considered in the

course are: Environmental and economic

factors relating to the establishment and

operation of a small fruit planting;

propagation and selection of planting

stock Planting plans and factors affecting

their choice; soil management systems,

nutrient requirements and fertilizer

practice; weed control; pruning and

training; temperature effects; major

problems; varieties and harvesting.

Fruits discussed in the course:

blueberries, cranberries, currants,

gooseberries, grapes, raspberries &

strawberries.

Readings: Modern Fruit Science 4th

Edition. N. F. Childers. Several other

books and various experiment station

publications are used for supplementary

reading assignments

Requirements: Three hour-

examinations and occasional q u,"es
_
A"

exams and quizzes are announced. Both



essay and short answer questions are

employed.

Pre- requisites for Admission: None.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE 230-530

Plant Nutrition

Donald N. Maynard

Organization of Course: 2 - 1 hour lec-

tures, l - 2 hour laboratory.

Aim of Course: To develop and un-

derstanding of the uptake, transport, and

role of the essential inorganic in plants.

Readings: Text books - Mineral Salts

Absorption in Plants, Plant Physiology

Vol. Ill Recent reviews and journal ar-

ticles on aspects of plant nutrition.

Requirements: Semester paper, 2 hour

exams, final exam, laboratory reports.

Prerequisites for Admission: No

specific prerequisites - check with in-

structor if you have any doubt.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCES 235-535

1 I)

Taxonomy of Economic Plants

Alfred W. Boicourt

organization of Course 2 class hours 1

2 hour laboratory period "hirty-five plant

tamilies are stressed. Time for each

family depends on maic ty interest of the

> lass.

Aim ot Course: "S .ort cuts" to the

identification of usefu plants. Accurate

plant identification is essential for

scientific plant resea ch. for food crops

and medicine, for lardscape planting and

conservation Students are given the op-

portunity in their own field of interest

using the department's facilities

Readings L H. Bailey's Manual of

Cultivated Plants recommended Sub-

stitutes will be allowed. Students making

large herbarium collections must provide

mounting paper

Requirements: Examinations: 3 plus

tmal both essay and short answer).

Quizzes Weekly identification

Pre- requisites for Admission: None.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE 255(555)

Dr Joseph Troll

Organization of Course: 1 2-hour lab and

2 lectures per week

Aim of Course: The establishment of

maintenance of turfgrasses used on lawns,

athletic fields, .highways, airports,

cemeteries and turf nurseries, with par-

ticular emphasis on golf courses

Readings: Turfgrass Science

American Society of Agronomy

Monograph. Turf Management H B

Musser and related texts Popular and

scientific journals

Requirements: At least three hour

exams Term paper written and oral

report thereon. Project, in lieu of final,

which i- pecifically related to a problem

area K\ least two field trips, as time

to an athletic field and the other

ourse

isites for Admission None but

d that student be at least a

scheduled once a week. This may take the

torm of a field trip over a weekend to see

soils of different areas.

Aim of Course: To bring together all

phases of soil science into a single concept

of soil and land use. To understand the

soils of the world based on surveys and a

study of factors of soil formation.

Readings: Thorough review of

literature on a selected or assigned topic

for a term report. Assigned readings from

literature of agriculture, soils, geology,

geographv and climatology.

Requirements: Oral report on a special

reading selected or assigned. Term p. 9

as described. 3 exams and final. Field i

to be arranged ( overnight)

Pre-requisites for Admission: Basic

courses in soils, geology, geography or

forestry with permission of instructor.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCES 275/575

Soil Chem.
John H Baker

Organization of Course: Lecture

Aim of Course: To provide a basis for

understanding chemical reactions that

occur in soils by considering such topics as

the nature and chemical properties of soil

clay minerals, cation exchange, soil

acidity and chemical reactions in soils of

plant nutrients and soil amendments.

Readings: No text. Reading assign-

ments in monographs and journals.

Requirements: Two examinations, one

at mid-semester and a final.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Plant and

Soil Sciences 105 and Chemistry 127 or

permission of the instructor.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE 740

Mr. Hrant M Yegian

Organization of Course: 3 class hours,

lab hv arrangement.

Aim of Course: The application of

statistics to the analysis and interpretation

of data obtained in agricultural research,

and the consideration of factors to be in-

cluded in a well planned experiment.

Readings: Steele & Torrie - Principles

and Procedures of Statistics. References:

Cochran. W G. & Cox. G. M. - Ex-

perimental Design; Federer. W. T. -

I- xpiTimental Design Theory and Ap-

plication; Goulden. C H - Methods of

Statistical Analysis, Snedecor. G N. -

Statistical Methods.

Requirements: Weekly problem

assignments in place of examination

Pre requisites for Admission: Per-

Pre-requisites for Admission: A year of biological science.

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
HOTEL & RESTAURANT AD-

MINISTRATION 100

Introduction

Organization of Course: Three lectures

t'K'h week.

Aim of Course. To provide information

and general understanding of the broad

field of Tourism. Hotel & Restaurant

Administration: its antecedents

development, present scope and

parameters, important concepts and

people, opportunities and problems.

Readings The Hotel and

Restaurant Business, Lundberg. Cahners.

Chicago. 1970. The Tourist Business,

Lundberg. Barnet and Crampon,

Cahners. Chicago. 1971.

Requirements: Three examinations.

Pre-requisites for Admission: Major in

Hotel & Restaurant Administration or a

definite interest in the travel, hotel or

restaurant field as a possible career.

FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICE

Hotel and Restaurant Administration 367

Mr. Clifford J. Robertson

Organization of Course: Consists of 1-

1 /2 hours of lecture each week along with a

4 hour laboratory session consisting of the

preparation and service of general meals

for 25-30 people centering around an in-

ternational theme. Four laboratory

exercises are included on such subjects as

baking, deep fat frying, and the

preparation of mayonaisse and salad

dressing. Outside lecturers are invited

from time to time to give pertinent

demonstrations.

Aim of Course: To explain the scientific

"why" behind the "how" of the various

cooking processes as well as to foster a

high degree of understanding and

proficiency in the preparation of the

various foods involved including proper

table service, the elements of proper menu

planning, and training in the proper use of

the various pieces of equipment involved,

as well as pertinent information on

nutritional factors.

Readings: Lundberg and Katchevar.

Understanding Cooking. Amendolla and

Lundberg. Understanding Baking;

mimeographed handouts.

Requirements: exams: three 1-hour

combination short answer and essay

exam -40% of the grade

Laboratory participation -30% of the

grade

Papers: biweekly meal critiques -30% of

the grade

Laboratory fee $12.50

Pre-requisites for Admission: Hotel and

Restaurant Adm. majors-sophomore thru

senior to a maximum of 40 Open to other

university students according to existing

vacancies after needs of H&RA Dept. have

been fulfilled, with consent of instructor,

Home Economics and Home Economics

Education majors receiving preference.

Nutrition and Food 156 and background in

sciences normally required.

WOOD TECHNOLOGY

permits

to I

IV
recomi

sophoir.

Add. otes: Suggest that student have

background in turf maintenance or land-

scape "'

-Grad
outside

journals

scientifi

PLANT
Kcolog\

ations

Students - have additional

eading and more scientific

The term paper should be of a

rather than a popular nature

ND SOIL SCIENCES 260 I 560)

,nd Control of Weeds

Jonas \< ngris

Organization of Course: Two 2-hour

sessions weekly; first 5 weeks weed

identification laboratory; remaining time

two 11 I lecture periods weekly.

Aim of Course: (a) Weeds in en-

vironment: identification, ecology.

economics.

<b) Weed control: mechanical, chemical

means
<c) Special weed control problems.

id) Herbicide toxicology.

<e> Weed control equipment.

Readings: Weed Biology and Control by

T.J. Muzik, McGraw-Hill Co. Suggested

text Weed Control by A. S. Crafts and W.

W Robbins and Weed Science Journal.

Requirements. Term paper; Problem

calculations; Weed identification and two

1-hour exams, final.

Pre-requisites for Admission: None

Added Notes: Detailed syllabus

available upon request.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE 265-565

Martin E. Weeks, Professor of Soil Science

Organization of C ourse : C ourse consists

of 3 one-hour lecture-discussion periods

oer week One discussion period of 20-30

minutes for each student to present a topic

Trom special readings. A term paper is

requiredA 3-hour laboratory period is

mission of instructor

PLANT PATHOLOGY
PLANT PATHOLOGY 251 <55D

General Plant Pathology

George N Agrios

In lecture are discussed general con-

sideration of disease in plants, the

mechanisms by which pathogens cause

disease and the mechanisms by which

plants resist diseases Effects of

pathogens on the physiology of plants.

Genetics of disease development. Effect of

environment on disease development, and

control of plant diseases.

In lab. we discuss the general charac-

teristics and properties of the pathogens

that cause plant diseases I fungi, viruses,

bacteria, nematodes, mycoplasmas,

parasitic higher plants, and the non-

infectious agents that cause plant

diseases Representative diseases of

plants important in the area are examined

in detail with emphasis in their iden-

tification and control.

Text: Plant Pathology. Agrios. 1969.

Prerequisites: One course in botany.

Papers: One term paper 6-12 pages on a

disease of a plant of interest to each

student.

Exams: Three 1/2 hour exams, plus

final.

PLANT PATHOLOGY 378/678

Nematology

R A Rohde
Organization of Course: 3 hrs. lectures;

One 3 hr. Lab per week.

Aim of Course: The student learns to

identify important genera of soil

nematodes, diagnose injury to plants

anywhere in the world, and recommend

useful controls. At the same time he is

introduced to biological principles of

genetics, physiology, ecology, and

taxonomy illustrated by an extremely

large and diverse group of invertebrate

animals. . .

Readings: No required text. Assigned

readings in reference books and journals

Requirements: One extensive individual

project devised by the student. 2-hour

exams including practical laboratory

questions.

WOOD TECHNOLOGY 201/501

Wood Anatomy and Identification

R B. Hoadley
Comments: The objective of this course

is to develop an understanding of the

structural nature of wood primarily from

the standpoint of its potential value as an

engineering material for the manufacture

of products, and is designed as a foun-

dation course for Wood Technology or

Forestry majors. The anatomy of com-

mercially important timbers of North

America are considered at the

macroscopic and microscopic levels.

Topics: Two lectures per week cover the

following topics: Tree growth; gross

feature of wood; the woody plant cell,

anatomy of conifers; anatomy of hard-

woods; variation and defects; introduction

to wood properties. One three hour

laboratory period per week parallels

lecture topics, also includes identification

of woods
Required Texts and Materials: Panshin

and DeZeeuw. Textbook of Wood

Technology. Vol. I. 3rd Edition. 1970

McGraw Hill. Hard Lens. Pocket knife or

razor blades

Prerequisite. None

Term Paper: None

Kxams: 3 hour exams, combination

essay-short answer. 8 ten minute quizzes -

announced in advance

WOOD TECHNOLOGY 203/503

Forest Products

H B. Gatslick

Organization of Course: Lecture

Aim of course: Objective of this course is

to develop an understanding of the forestry

industry complex, its dynamic nature,

economic and geographic limitations and

potential.

Readings: Panshin. Harrar. Bethel and

Baker. Forest Products. 2nd Edition

Supplementary materials: Selected

readings in journals and symposia reports

Requirements: Three class meetings per

week are designed to include discussions

on the economic and environmental values

of our timber resources, wood residues,

utilization as well as new trends and

developments in the pulp and paper,

furniture, plywood, particleboard and

hardboard industries Current research

topics will be chosen or assigned and the

students, following a study in depth, will be

expected to prepare a 10-minute oral

presentation. Graduate students will also

prepare a paper in addition to their

presentation Three essay exams. Short

unannounced quizzes.

Prerequisites for Admission :
Junior class

standing

MISCELLANEOUS

I.E. 261/561

Desigvi of Man Machine Systems

S. Lippert

Organization of Course: Lecture and

I aborstorv

Aim of Course: This course presently

has a two-fold aim, due to historical

development in the department. One aim

is to acquaint the student with an-

thropometric, physiological and

psychological information which relates to

the design and operation of vehicular

industrial and other systems. The em-

phasis is on man. The other aim is to

consider problems of layout in such places

as industry, schools, hospitals, etc.

Readings: Chiefly texts and work book.

Requirements^ Papers and reports,

some laboratory work.

Pre-requisites for Admission: I.E. 260,

272 or permission of instructor.

I.E. 757

Human Factors Design Engineering

S. Lippert

Organization of Course: Seminar.

Student sets his own problem.

Aim of Course: The course aims to give

the student an opportunity to work on a

professional level topic using human

factors techniques and information

sources.

Readings: Student reads as his needs

dictate.

Requirements: Paper and project,

combined, preferably experimental.

Pre-requisites for Admission: I.E. 561 or

permission of instructor.
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College Daily
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' 7 Expect to Visit China

Nixon: No Change In Policy
WASHINGTON (AP>

President Nixon said Thursday

night neither demonstrations in the

streets nor opposition in Congress

will lead him to change a Vietnam

policy he believes will bring "not

just peace in our time" but a

lasting peace.

T would not want to leave the

impression that those who came to

demonstrate were not listened to.

it's rather hard not to hear them,

as a matter of fact." Nixon said.

But he said as he looked at the

televised coverage of the

demonstrations, he noted that

many of them were teen-agers, and

my responsibility is to bring

peace, but not just peace in our

time but peace in their time."

He said he is convinced that a

precipitate withdrawal, before

South Vietnam is able to have a

chance to prevent a Communist

takeover, would increase the

danger of future war in the Pacific.

Nixon said to a question about

China policies that some
speculation about the recent U.S.

ping pong teams visit to Com-

munist China has not been useful.

He said he aims at a nor-

malization of attitudes toward

Communist China. "We have

moved in the field of travel. We
have moved in the field of trade."

he said.

Nixon said progress is not helped

by speculation that goes beyond

that progress. "We have broken

the ice and now we have to test the

water." he said.

"I expect to visit mainland China

in some capacity." he said, without

specifying when such a visit might

take place.

\s lor Vice President Spiro T.

Agnews privately expressed

reservations about administration

China policy. Nixon said now that

the administration course has been

set. the vice president supports it.

Nixon said Agnew usually falls

behind a decision once it is made

and he expects Agnew to do so this

time.

Asked whether he might con

sider a court of inquiry to consider

"just who cast blame for the war

on either Presidents John F.

Kennedy of Lyndon B Johnson

"Both President Johnson and

President Kennedy I'm sure were

making decisions that they thought

were important to the security of

the United States." he said.

But he reiterated his long-

standing position that he feels it is

important to end the war in some

way that will insure peace.

Asked about U.S. operations in

Laos, Nixon said the possibility of

any further action of major

proportions "is pretty remote."

"At this time we see no need for

any further actions," he said.

"The war is winding down, the

Americans are coming home. We

enemy's need to negotiate. He said

it also would lessen U.S.

bargaining power for prisoners of

war. T believe that setting a date

is not in our interest," Nixon said.

Nixon said the United States

would keep a residual force in

Vietnam "no matter how long it

takes" to get U.S. POW's released.

But he said he can forsee that the

South Vietnamese soon will be able

to defend themselves, removing

president must obey the law of the

land as interpreted by the high

court.

"We will comply with that

situation, and we will work with the

Southern school districts, not in the

spirit of coercion, but in the spirit

of cooperation." Nixon added.

"Unitl the court rules in that

field 1 still adhere to my views of

March that" busing of children for

balance in de facto situations is

will achieve our goal of total with-

drawal,'" but only after the

prisoner of war question is settled,

Nixon said.

Asked if he would consider

setting a safe date such as end of

1972 for total U.S. withdrawal from

Vietnam. Nixon said he saw no

need to set a date at the end of 1972.

or middle of 1972. if this country got

nothing for it. He repeated his

stand that it would destroy the

that as a precondition for U.S.

withdrawal.
Nixon was asked whether he

endorses the Supreme Courts

decision upholding busing of school

for racial balance

Nixon noted that he had once

spoken out for neighborhood

schools, but he added. "Now that

the Supreme Court has spoken,

whatever I have said that is in

conflict is moot." He said even the

improper, he said.

The President was asked

whether he had any involvement in

the Justice Department's decision

lirst to seek an order preventing

Vietnam Veterans Against the War

Irom camping on the Mall, and

then deciding not to enforce the

rule once upheld by the Supreme

Court
, , ,

"The principle having been

established. 1 saw no reason to go

in and arrest the veterans and to

put them in jail," Nixon said. He

said the administration had sought

the rule to avoid a possible "nast>

confrontation" which did not

develop.

Asked to define how he felt the

verdict in the Lt. William Calley

case endangered the national in-

terest and how that interest was

served by his intervention, Nixon

said it would not be appropriate to

comment on the merits while the

case was still in appeal stage.

But he said he felt Calley should

not be confined to Leavenworth

during the year or so the appeal

will take He said this is proper

since people have freedom on bond

during the same period in civilian

cases.

Secondly, he said, there was a

great deal of national concern

among the public as to whether

Calley would get a fair treatment.

He said he wanted to assure the

country that Calley would get fair

treatment And he said he felt this

intervention was one of the reasons

the feeling was cooled down
Nixon was asked whether he

would like to see Charles Mansion

freed on bail in view of his order

releasing Calley from prison and

confining him to quarters.

The President said that judges

must consider the danger involved

in allowing a particular person to

be released on bail He reiterated

his feeling that Calley, facing a

lengthy appeals process, deserved

favored treatment.

Asked again about a two-China

policy, while some favor a one

China policy
"

"I'm not suggesting these are

lively options, " he said, but that

these were considerations

I will make the decision, he

said I'Ut I'm not going to

speculate on it BOW."

Such speculation, he said, might

ieopardi/e progress that has been

made so lar

\sked about the lutun of

Nationalist China. Nixon said it is

•completely unrealistic" lor the

two Chinas to negotiate their

dttfferencee

He said the United States while

maintaining its relations with

Formosa is seeking a nor

malization of relations with

Communist China

Grayson Seven Found Guilty

By BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

A letter -of censure, disciplinary

probation, and work requirements were the

punishments handed down to the Grayson

Seven by the General Court after a long

deliberation Wednesday evening. In an

MDC interview, Jerry Moriarty of the

General Court discussed the actions taken

by the General Court in regards to the

operation of an illegal bar on Orchard Hill

Of the seven convicted five were con

victed on two charges. The charges were the

sale of alcoholic beverages without a license

and offering alcoholic beverages for sale on

University property. One student was found

luilty of three charges, the ones already

mentioned plus the charge of procurement

of alcoholic beverages for consumption by

minors. Four charges were placed against

the last defendant. The charge of knowingly

transporting alcoholic beverages while a

nimor was added to the three preceedmg

charges.
The letter of censure will be placed on the

student's record until they graduate; the

disciplinary probation will be imposed until

the end of the Fall 1971 semester; and the

work requirement will consist of checking

IDs at Administratration approved func

tions.

The General Court, according to

Moriarty, also decided that they have an

opinion to present to the Administration.

According to the UMass Student Handbook,

"I he University has the authority to

discipline, however these powers are

secondary to counselling, guidance and

admonition. In this case, Moriarty said that

the University failed to exercise roles which

it considers primary. The University

violated the theory of punishment Ac-

cording to the decision of the Court, they

should have been told that the bar had to be

removed rather than waiting to bring it to

General Court THIS. Moriarty said, would

have resulted in less harm being done to the

defendants. By admonishing the problem,

the University could have gotten rid of it

without court action. The General Court

representative went on, saying that while

the University has statutes on the books, it

has neglected" them. Selective enforcement

is a bad thing, he continued. The University

should have across the board enforcement

of it's statutes. He added that "students

have no right to violate the University laws,

but we shall try to stop this in the least

harmful way."
Citing a section of the student conduct

code, Moriarty said that verbal attepts

shouid have been made to try to stop this

operation. Upon failure of the persons to

respond in accordance with the standards,

they would be warned of the consequences

and given reasonable time to desist. He said

that the University failed to follow up to this

It was the unanimous decision of the court

that Boys though charging the group with

the violation refused to answer the Defense's

questions in good faith. He was less than

honest and candid before the Court, the

court declared
Keeping the case on campus before the

accused's peers saved the group attorney's

Ucs plus | permanent record which they

would have received if the case had been

taken to District Court

Discussing the punishments. Moriarty

said that the letter of censure merely ex

presses that a person has broken a law It is

viewed by the court as an educational tool

which admonishes a person of the con

sequences Probation is more restrictive

than punitive, he continued Those on

probation must obey the laws of the

t diversity during the period of probation

Moriarty "concluded by saying that the work

requirement is tended to be rehahihtative.

This is intended to show the seven how a

I unction is properly run
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Lawyer and UCWd tacelhcwrath of the General Court all for a dog in a dorm. (MDC photo b> Bar-

bara Brecber)

Rally Held In Support

Of People In Cairo

B\ BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Stall

In an attempt to dramatize the

plight oi the people of Cairo.

Illinois, a rally Wat hold last

evening at Johnson Chapel on the

campus oi Amherst College

Speakers from the Five College

Area spoke to an audience ol Mi

concerned citizens ot the academic

community in an attempt to gam
support in their light against

racism, poverty, interior housing

and other issues plaguing the

residents ol Cairo

The students were part oi group

,.i students from hi colleges who
went to Cairo on their own time to

learn ol the conditions and

problems
Speaking lust was Mill Hassan

who told the croup that it is es

tremel) significant that they learn

a hat is happening to people in the

1 tuied States, Viet Nam and

rywhere B> learning ol the

problems he hopes that the people

will move towards resolution ol the

problems He continued In saying

'Cairo is the mirror ol what is

happening m Viet Nam. South

\merit a and South Africa 'There

is live ammunition, airplanes, and

bullet piool \ests in Cairo. Staled

Hassan There is indeed a war in

Cairo.'
-

A Mount Holyoke student.

Sandra Simpson spoke to the group

about the reasons why the events in

( airo were unknown by the people

She said that Blacks are being

killed, arrested, and homes are

iH'ing burn t everyday but noone

knows this because the press

hasn't given any publicity to Cairo

Cairo is 1st in poverty. 2nd in

substandard housing, and :$rd in

unemployment, Arel Ben Israel a

l Mass student told the gathering

In Cairo there is Police, vigilante

and white hat violence.'
-

he said

i airo was once an industrial

town, now only two buildings and

industries exist." he continued.

Businesses in Cairo were run out ol

town because they hired black

workers
The people ot Cairo haw

derided not to give up thier

struggle lb' stated that the

entire community would rather die

before giving up Noting the

population figures ol Cairo he said

that there are 300 Police lor a

population <>l 7,500 people who

aren't even given proper police

protection

While in Cairo, the represen-

Senate To Fast In Protest

Dogs New Issue

At General Court

tatives Irom the visiting colleges

took part in a march through the

center of Cairo Patroling the line

oi march were 500 police riding in

armored personal carriers who
took pictures ol every black and

white participating

Speaking about the I'nited Front.

Israel told the group that

meaningful support is needed.

Pood, clothing, and money for bail,

medical and office supplies is

needed.

Viet Nam veteran. Napoleon

Jasper was the evenings final

speaker He asked the group 'How

does one light in Viet Nam when he

is lighting lor the same thing at

home" " Continuing, he went into a

short history ol the events in Cairo.

In the ItWs and all's the people

decided to respond to decisions

made in the community." The
blacks would not passively take the

treatment given them In response

to their actions, the racist white

hats lormed to suppress the blacks.

Jasper said. He concluded by

telling the group that in March

1MB, the black community was
shot into lor J I 2 hours t>\ police

and white hats

By IRWIN LEFMAN
MDC Stall

Another controversial issue was

brought to the attention of the

student court tonight concerning

dogs in dormitories. Kenneth

Movajian. the defendant, was

charged with keeping 8 "live

animal in a residence hall " Mr.

Boyajian specifically kept dog in

Dwight House

The prosecution attorney. Stall

Sheehan attempted to show that

live animals are a danger and a

threat to people in the dorm He
also wanted to show that the dog

was kept m direct conflict with the

Health regulations set up by the

University

The defease counsel. Larry Ladd
attempted to show that the dog in

question, 'Sniffer" posed no real,

genuine, threat He also mentioned

that rules governing animals in

dorms are unjust.

The first witness to appear for

the prosecution was Dr William K
Harris, who has practiced

veterinary science at the

I niversit\

Dr Harris stated the Zoonetics.

which is the study of "diseases

transmitted by vertebrate animals

and man" can aid in understanding

the problem Dr. Harris stated that

wherever the concentration of

animals and man is great, the

greater the risk of contraction of

the disease
'

' This can be applied to

a dormitory situation where there

is a great amount of people

Bv DOUG DEARBORN
Ml »C Stall

Pour officers in the student

Senate, along with other senators

.md concerned persons, are

planning to last from May l to

Moratorium day on May .">. and at

the same time emphasise that

people can join them for just part

ot the period It's an individual act

This is a way ot showing

agreement with the Washington

demonstration by those who can t

be there, said Vice President

Larrv Ladd. and it -expresses an

ethical position by the people who

are ostensibly the leaders of the

students lie continued "it is

pointless, irrational as is any
demonstration But the point of a

demonstration is to get publicity

lor a cause, and to emotionally

gratify the participants."

Lee Sandwen, Senate President,

expressed his motives What
we're trying to do is assert some
sort ol moral leasership as Senate

officers Were going to try to

represent through our personal

actions what we think is the

student body s feeling about
Vietnam
Dr Thomas McHride of the

University Health Services offers

some useful information on
lasting Studies have shown fasts

tUp flasaarlpMtttft flattg (Eollrgian
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The first disease is rabies, which

is primarily contracted from dogs

and cats, although other animals

may transmit them. Other

diseases include, ringworm,
mange, lepto, rocky mountaing

spotted lever, and salmonella Dr

Harris also mentioned that other

pets such as turtles, monkeys.

chickens, are responsible for many
diseases mentioned here

Dr. William Harris remarked

that he and lellow colleagues set up

a certain possible solution for

keeping pets in residence halls.

The suggestions include: I.)

Health certificate Irom a

veterinarian. 2 I Establishment of

a sanitary code, and S.)

registration of the animal by the

dorm.

Some other witnesses scheduled

to appear were meml>ers of the

maintenance stall, and director of

University health

Since deadlines had to be met.

the story could not be covered in its

entirety. The verdict will appear in

Monday's I ollegian

This is the first time that a

student was brought to trial for

keeping an animal in a dorm. It

arose by a complaint from another

dorm

The veterinary professor stated

a few of the potential diseases that

may be contracted by humans
Irom animals.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS

BUDGET
_ ALL DRIVERS
PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

up to lort> days to have minimal

undesirable effects. Hunger should

be no problem with free access to

water A weight loss should be

expected, about 12 pounds over five

days It is important to maintain

mt. ike ot water and salt, drink

about 2 1/2 quarts of fluid a day.

Salt containing soups and broth

arc particularly good
Weight loss may cause blood

pressure tluctuation. and that in

turn laintness. Muscle weakness

may occur, so activities should be

kept minimal People with chronic-

diseases such as diabetes, kidney

stones, gout, and chronic kidney-

diseases should not last.

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Wesrfield
562-3604

YES, we know you're a captive

audience, BUT we still feel

you should get the best.

WE sell PIZZA, unequaled

PIZZA and your PIZZA

is prepared while you

watch, baked on the

oven bricks.

THERE is no better way!

BRUNI'S PIZZA
.363 Main St.

Amherst

Rogers In Turkey

ForCENTOMeeting
ANKARA, Turkey (AP)-U.S.

Secretary of State William P.

Kogers arrived here Thursday to

attend a Central Treaty
Organization-CENTO meeting

before launching his week-long

Mideast tour aimed at promoting a

peace settlement.

Martial law prevailed in this

troubled Turkish capital.

Helmeted armed troops were

stationed along the 18-mile route

which Kogers followed from the

airport into town. There were no

incidents.

Commanders of Ankara and 10

other provinces under martial law

have started a strict crackdown on

left and right wing extremist

groups which have disrupted

Turkey in recent months

Kogers arrived from London, via

a brief Paris stopover to chat with

French leaders about the Middle

Kast.

The secretary had warm words

lor Turkey "a close friend and ally

of the tnited States' and for

CENTO, whose annual parley he

will attend until Saturday.

CENTO is a security post

grouping Britain. Turkey. Iran and

Pakistan The United States plays

an active role in CENTO though its

official status is only that of ob-

server

On Saturday. Kogers sets off on

the most important part of his two-

\meri.an novelist JsM Barth recited a portion of his upcoming

..s.i i.st niuht before s lull ci»wd at the Casnmw

Cs Barth s speech, part of the * P Program, featured „,,,,-

E3£ effects SUCH as slides to enhance lus , cad.»K JJjth bUj
. . mi FLOATING OPERA and GILES <-<>AI B l»n

authors. < Ml>< photo h> Barters Rrerter)
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Poisson Defends Work
Of Concert Committee

week journey-calling at Saudi

Arabia". Jordan. Lebanon. Egypt

and Israel.

1 do not expect there will be

breakthroughs or dramatic

developments.'' he said of his bid

to ease the Arab- Israeli deadlock.

But "it is our hope that we can at

least narrow the gap" between

rival Egyptian and Israeli

proposals for reopening the Suez

Canal.

During his short stopover in

Paris, Kogers told Erench Eoreign

Minister Maurice Schumann that

the Suez issue presented the best

possibility for a part-way accord

that in turn could spur an eventual

over all peace settlement.

In Kogers' view, the big powers

and the Mideast countries alike

generallv favor a reopening of the

international waterway, closed

since the 19H7 war.

While Egypt and Israel may be

lar apart in their present terms for

opening the canal, he believes they

are interested in discussing

specifics

Kogers acknowledged that the

problems to be solved in obtaining

peace for the Middle East were

difficult and complex and involved

stronglv held opposing viewpoints

But he said one should not be too

gloomv He rated the present

Mideast peace prospects as tar

letter than those of a year ago

BvANNGUKNETT
MDC Staff

A lot of bad words have been

tossed around considering the

Concerts Committee and the work

the people involved have been

doing to give this campus free

Spring concerts. Charges of non-

representation of the student body,

unresponsiveness to suggestion,

and secrecy have been aimed at

almost everyone concerned with

the Committee's operations.

Dave Poisson, chairman of the

Committee, decided yesterday in

an MDC interview it was time to

clear up a little of the useless

"llak" floating around.

"First of all," he said, "I'd like

to emphasize the fact that the

( ommittee's work was in no way

secret. Anyone who called KSO
requesting information on the

concerts was informed of the

proceedings." he added. Of course

lalse rumors "occasionally spring

up concerning the groups we were

contracting for the concerts but

they were just that, rumors."

"We are also accused several

times of not representing the

student body, "Poisson said.

Again, this was an uninformed

accusation. The Committee was

comprised of two people from each

residential area, two commuters,

two representatives from class

government, and two people from

Airo Am There was no way to

make the Committee more
representative."

"Our biggest problem has been

money." he said. "This concert has

been, far and /away, the smallest

budgeted concert this University

has ever seen. The Committee has

had the task of getting the most

talent and diversity for the least

amount of money.''

"Most concert promoters aim for

big groups in order to sell out and

thereby get profits." he continued

Our aim has not been to make
money, but rather to give to the

University the best entertainment

possible for the least amount of

money This is one of the principal

reasons for the lack of publicity on

the concerts, another point of

contention between the committee

and those that would have had big

name concerts.

"The rationale behind the lack of

publicity' was that with a lot of

publicity, you try to seel things. We
weren't" trying to sell anything.

This concert is for the students.

The music will be there if they

want it. w here they can get it. If we
had publicized it as some say Ave

should have, the campus would

have been swarming with out-

siders already. As it is, we've been

getting calls asking about camping

permits and accessiblity of trailer

parks."
"We ve been trying to act in the

l>est interests of the students.

Poisson concluded "En-

vironmentally this area is not

equipped for anything similar to a

Woodstock, and we planned ac-

cordingly I feel we've ac-

complished what we set out to do I

hope my statements have clarified

our motives lor those who voiced

doubts about our abilities."

Six Dorms Accepted

For Co-ed Residence
B\ ANNESTADMCKI

MDC Staff

Six dormitories have been ac-

cepted on the principle of co-ed

residence for the tall semester,

according to Dick Palomba.
spokesman lor the Co-ed Keview

Committee He said recom
mendations lor alternate rooms

will be submitted for con-

sideration on Tuesda
y

The approved dorms are:

Johnson. Hamlin. Brett, Grayson.

Field and the entire Sylvan area

the northeast suite-

Vice Chancellor lor Student

Allans Randolph Brornery makes

the final decisions on residential

life, b) the power invested in the

Administration by the Board of

Trustee- He approved these

dorms alter careful consideration

ol the proposals submitted by the

dorms and also by the opinions of

(he Coed Keview Committee.

Palomba said

One ol the criteria used to

determine which dorms were to go

co-ed was the provision lor

lullillment of the necessary

requirements specified by the

Board ol Trustees, he explained

The trustees require a» voluntary

participation, b) meetings with

parents, and cl parental per

mission lor students under 21 years

<>l age
Demonstration of overwhelming

support lor transition to the CO ed

life st vie was also token into

consideration, continued Palomba

Tins means if the dorm had a

large group ready to make the

move, we fell the situation

wnuldnt allow lor unbalanced

ratio ol the residents and the Of)

pOSitC sex." he said

It was explained that ill Grayson

and Field one complete wing m

each will be set aside to be an all

male and an all female) corridor

in order to keep a reaidential ana

to more than one tyj*
'

living style.

The sylvan suites are being

distinguished not only by going co-

rd but also by extending approval

la alternate suites Palomba said

that this w as decided in an effeot to

create S more conducive living

environment in the light of the

present dissatislaction with these

dorms
A recommendation for alternate

rooms in coed dorms, and a

rationale lor the recommendation

will be submitted to Dr Bromerv

on Tuesda) A decision will be

made some time this semester

Palomba said Unit! the decision is

made, all co-ed dorms, old and

new, will have alternate lloors. he

explained

Essential!) HW male spaces will

betaken out <»i service Palomba

admitted w hen quest inned as to the

number ol spaces opening Up

Palomba said the present

number of co-ed dorms 1 19
1

w ill be

increased to II He estimated the

total number ol students that will

in- accomodated in co-ed dorms in

the tall to be around :5:>iki to 4(H»

Essentially 108 male spaces will

Ih' taken out ol service. Palomba

admitted when questioned as to the

number of spaces opening up.

This was based on projections lor

next year speed led by the Housing

(ill ice. he said

One ol the tears in approving

what might lx> too many co-ed

dorm- was that il too main male

dorms went co-ed there would have

to be tripling. Palomba continued

The opening ol the new Sylvan

dorms in the tall should prevent

this, be added
Houses have already started to

solicit applications Irom interested

persons to live m their co ed

dorms students should contact the

residence hall ol their choice to

apply All arrangements should be

m.idt in compliance with the usual

regulations for room choosing

bv UfQUA-LUV *0NbY*

J WANTED !J{.__g29.95
(ANT SIZE) °-*

ii
• M

n o

open

93 Mcmocho»«m Ave ,
Bolton, Moh 02115

THE DREAMER
1970 Entry ol Israel to Cannes Film Festival

THOMPSON 104 SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 1

7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Admission $1.00 Students with I.D. 50% Discount

Sponsors J.C.A. and Hillel
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B52's Hit N. W. Vietnam
In Assault On VC Bases

SAIGON iAP)-U s B52 bombers

returned to targets in the nor-

thwest corner ol South Vietnam

I'hursdaj in another intensive

etiorl to dislodge North Vici

namese from jungle bases

Six waves of the eight -jet

bombers struck at <> mountainous

region running along the Laotian

border Irom jus! above the A Shau

Valle> to the southern edge ot the

demilitarized zone

Tins is a frontier area used bj

Ihe North Vietnamese to slip into

South Vietnam on the numerous

t>ts ol Ihe Ho Chi Minh frail

i he B52s dropped tons ol ex

plosives on suspected North

inamese troop concentrations.

ker complexes, antiaircraft

i s and infiltration trails. The
•

i follow up "t live HJ>-

otnkes Wodnesda\ in the same

area

As mam as 30 K">2 Stratofor-

tresses, each one carrying 36 tons

ol bombs, took part in Thursday |

mission in support ot Operation

Lam Son 72(t in the provinces ol

Thua Thien and Quang Tri.

The mountains are some ol the

highest m South Vietnam.' said

one U s officer "The North

Vietnamese withdraw Into them

when they choose not to tight The

South Vietnamese and American

lorces m Lam Son 721) tan go m and

dig them "ut But the loss ot life is

much smaller by using B52's

Unlj small skirmishes have been

reported in i Deration Lam Sou 720,

which is now in its 16th da>

The air Mows dominated war

notion in South Vietnam
In another daj <>i generaUj light

ground lighting, South Korean

lorces reported the heaviest

lion

The Koreans claimed they killed

hi North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
in a new offensive along a 200-mile

stretch ol South Vietnam's central

coast

The U s Command, in its weekly

casualt) summary, confirmed the

unofficial reports ot earlier in the

week that American battlefield

deaths have passed the 15,000 mark
in ihe \ ietnam war.

The command reports 4."> I S.

servicemen killed in action last

week, to bring the total lor a

decade ol IS m\ olvement in

\ ietnam to 45,019

The command also reported :>18

Vmericans wounded last week.

raising the war total to 296,289

Painters At Kent . .

.

Ki- vi Ohio VP Antiwar

. tn> reminiscent <>t those that

somed on buildings here prioi

iv lour days oi violence at Kent

it\ last May ap

[Lai >day in spray paint OTI

buildings in the

iltoun area and on

i;tr|« Mil

anon> mini-
•< eity

the

hit

mpus ng the R«

\, ;
building the

ned down dun;

tration last Ma) - It

•

I in Nat-

troops being senl t<» the

ipu-i Ihe disturbances, which

r.i with a demonstration that

erupted into window amashing in

downtown Kent culminated in the

Ma) » confrontation in which

guardsmen opened fire on

demonstrate! •

I- our students were killed

The slogans sprayed on buildings

ami a water tower next to die

campus police station Wedneada)
,: declared thai the war ends

in Ma)
Woman \n«-»lrd

\ woman charged with

, apert> m eon

mod with an earlier -1

painting incident appeared in

Vlui I "in I and pleaded m
Ml

hi.- Aoman Nanc) Kurshan

lormer companion ot Vippie

i,i .ieir> Rubin, was accused ol

painting slogans on the KSl \d

ministraion Kmlding durini

demonstration Keb 5,

Miss Kurshan, who is not 1

student at km is one of the

organizers ol ihe May Day

ilition on campus.
\ ippuon ( ainpus

The coalition has planned what

Ms leaders call nonviolent

demonstrations commemorating
Ma) I incident However

npus ^ ippie leader Jerry

I'ersk) "' -"' ,l (" !t,r

demonstrators will t>e to

down RtfTC at Kent

\ ., rie* 'i official com
morative events is being

planned by a come ittee organized

.11 the direction ot km President

ttobert 1 White rhe coaltien a not

among the official eventa

Moral at < sot— trade fairwas shot by Jofca Reierk k white in- was

Msitinu l luti.i with the \ S firm Psstg t«;im MMBSMTU III. \orlh

Vietnamese war rffert. Magna reads, "Victors in lasarhiaa Wftar.

Kill \1mt11.11t Imperialists ••
1 LP. \M1epl10lo

Drugged Chinese Red

Seized By French

Wall Down In D.C.
U \s|IIN». h'N MP Antiwar

and povert) demonstrators hashed

down a plywood wall that had been

<r<\ to bar them irom the inner

, orridors •! ihe Health. Education

.m.i Welfare Department Thur
sda\

Ihe wall tame down alter a

milium crowd held a rally in the

luditorium with Ihe department's

< oiisent

ihe demonstrators broke down
the ban icade onl) to find a wall ol

police mi the other side miardmg

ihe central corridors

Vbout I5U ot Ihe militants wen
arrested and « barged with

disorderl) conduct or parading

thoul a iH'rmit Paul Kuqua,

1 oltct' department information

officer., said those arrested in-

, hided Hosea Williams ot the

Southern Christian Leadership

< onference

llus came alter the Rei Kalph

Abernathy, in Iront ot boul 756

demonstrators in the department's

auditorium scolded a picture of

President Nixon

tbernath) aide Hosea Williams

, ailed the barrier "Nixon's HEW
vail and >aid. "they used tax

payers' money to build that wall

against us cchen we re here trying

to redeem the SOUl of a sick

ation
M.ernathy head oi the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference,

looked at .1 Nixon picture held b)

two demonstrators on the

iiuditonum stage and said. "We
are not lining to be tooled by sour

-mile We're not going to be footed

by youi longue
\bernalhy and the other

demonstrators were in the

auditorium to demand a HJM
minimum income lor the poor

The Welfare Department was

Thursda) I target of the demon
strating coalition «»t poverty and

antiwar groups who earlier in the

week visited at the Selective

service and Internal Revenue

Service buildings

PARIS \l' \ Chinese

technical adviser emerged Irom

a drugged trance Thursday, while

police sources disclosed that the

KrcnCB counterespionage service

knew in advance that Coking

Kmbassy ollicials would try to

lorce MM onto a jetliner to

Shanghai
Hut authorities, apparently

trying to keep the case Irom

becoming a major diplomatic

incident that could ruin French

( hmese relations, kept silent on

whether < hang Shi Jung would be

turned over to the Chines*' or

granted asylum

The police sources said the

counterespionage; wing known as

the l)ST Bureau had wind ol the

case before (hang appeared

sonueonsc.oiis m Orly Airport

Wedneada) morning with a group

of embass) men. some ot them

armed with pistols.

other sources reported earlier

thatChang, described as a H year

old agricultural adviser attached

to the Peking Kmbassy in Algiers,

made contact with French officials

m Algeria, indicating to them that

he wanted to delect

In such cases, a diplomat will

usually hold out a promise of

important inlormation in turn lor a

ciuarantee ol security It was not

known here what Chang s duties as

agricultural technical assistant"

involved.

• hang remained in a special

police ward el Hotel Dieu Hospital

Want to know more about

CONTRACEPTION AND ABORTION

MDC Puts Out Don't miss this lecture by

Bells & Dress Flares
ALL TERMA TRESS by

LEVIS*
From ONLY $7.00!!

Plus

HUNDREDS OF SHIRTS TO
COMPLIMENT THEM

Thompson 9

s
Clothing Store

AMHKK31 * VI KK

Dr. Alan Guttmacher
President of Planned Parenthood Federation

of America, Inc.

MONDAY, MAY 3 at 8 p.m.

in

Thompson 104

A DVP Presentation

Capt. Found Not Guilty

Of Crime At My Lai
FT. MCPHKKSON. Cia. (AH) -

A military jury acquitted Capt.

Kugene M Ketouc Thursday of

maiming a Viet Cong suspect

during an interrogation after the

My Lai assault of l%8.

The jury of seven Army officers -

six of them Vietnam veterans -

deliberated for little more than an

hour before returning the verdict.

One Lei t

The acquittal leaves only one
soldier, Capt. Ernest L. Medina,

yet to be tried on criminal charges

arising from the My Lai raid and

its aftermath. Median, who is

awaiting trial here, is charged with

murder.
Friends and relatives of Keteuc,

37, of Humboldt, Neb., cheered in

the courtroom after the president

of the court martial board. Col

James Burkhart, announced the

verdict.

Thank you, sir," said Kotouc as

he snapped a salute to the jury, he

round-faced, balding paratrooper,

who was an intelligence officer at

YSA, Randolph Inst.

Sponsoring Confer.
On Saturday Mav 8 The University of Massachusetts chapter of the

Young People's Socialist League and the Western Massachusetts chapter

of the A Philip Randolph Institute will co-sponsor an educational con-

ference on the problem of building a coalition of students and workers.

Ihe conference will open with a panel discussion on Students and Labor

the possibilities of coalition'" at 10:00 a.m. in the Council Chambers of the

UMass Student Union. . .

Among the panelists will be long time labor leaders and activists, such

as Alfred Ollirio the New England Regional Co-ordinator for the UAW

and Henry Murray, the Regional Director of the AFL-CIOs Committee

on Political Education. Socialist activists such as Julie Bernstein, the

Vice Chairman of the Socialist Party and Jim Burnett, the organizer of

Berkeley YPSL, and Earl Bourdon, an official with the United Stee

Workers of America and a member of the Socialist Party s National

Executive Committee. Also on the panel is Harvey Friedman from he

UMass Labor Relations Center, an accomplished figure in both the

academic and labor communities.

The panel will be oriented toward stimulating discussion from the

audience at the morning conference Other than those already mentioned

other representatives from the labor movement will come from area

unions, such as the American Federation of State. County and Municipal

Emplovees Local 1776 (the union for campus employees., }he Sen-ice

Employees International Union, the American r ederation of Teachers.

several local building trades unions. . -

After the morning panel the conferees will break up into workshops to

allow for greater participation and dialogue between the unionists and

the students ,n attendance. There will be three workshops, one will

examine the possibilities of co-operation between students and labor in

electoral action and related projects. Rather than repeat the morning

panel this workshop will deal at least partially with increasing electoral

participation through registration of young, minority, and working class

Voters A second panel will deal with labor problems on campus and in the

community. This panel will explore the ways students and workers can

w ork together on the local level on problems of common interest

A second purpose of this panel will be to provide politically serious

radical and liberal students a perspective on allying with the labor

movement on the grass roots level The third workshop will concentrate

on labor and the ecology movement

For more information on this conference, contact Jack Clark at 546-

:>:W4, or Carol Orew at 549-0830.

the time of the My Lai assault, then

walked out of the courtroom with

his auburn haired wife and their

three children

He told newsmen outside that he

would remain in the Army.
"It's the best damn army in the

world, I'll tell you " said kotouc,

smiling. "Today is my day to be

happy and not critical I'm going

out to be with my family " Kotouc

declined further comment "There

are people who haven't been tried

yet. " he said. "There's Ernie's

trial next month
."

Both Friends

Medina, commander ol the in-

lantry company that conducted the

assault, is a close personal friend

of Kotouc.

Kotouc was the intelligence

officer for Task Force Barker,

which included Medina's Charley

Company. He said he never went

into My Lai, questioning the Viet

Cong suspect two miles away at a

U S bivouac area.

The captain testified he ac-

cidentally cut off the tip of the

prisoner's little finger He said he

was threatening the suspect with a

hunting knife while seeking in-

lormation that would allow U.S.

troops to operate safely in the area

around My Lai.

The prosecution argued that

Kotouc had maimed the prisoner

malicously and deliberately.

Fourth Tried

Kotouc was the fourth soldier to

be tried on charges arising from

the My Lai incident and the third

to be acquitted Acquitted of

llr was acquitted, t apt. Eugene M. Kotouc was set fre«- vesterday

after being found innocent of maiming a Viet long inspect during

interrogation l»> a seven man jury of \rm> officers. < AP Wirepholoi

assault charges earlier were S The captain I acquittal lollows

Sgt David Mitchell ol St Kran- the conviction ol U William L

cisville. La., and Sgt Charles I alley Jr.. on murder charges

Hutte ol Tallulah. La

Lib News,
Cairo 111.

OnWMUA
Sunday evening on WMUA if

filled with programs of interest for

all At. 7:00 P.M. Liberation News

Hour presents the latest news and

inlormation from the radical fronts

ol the world At. 8:00 P.M. Black

Perspective focuses on the current

problems in Cairo. Ill Noah's

guests on the program will be

Brothers Ariel and Napoleon. At

9-00 P.M. George Coumouzis. host

of International Hour, offers a

special program for all those

planning to travel abroad during

the summer. He will be answering

telephone questions pertaining to

particular travel problems in

Europe, as well as the rest of the

world Tune in to WMUA-KM 91.1,

for a full lineup of evening en-

tertainment Sunday evening

beginning at 7(H) P.M

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

University Activities Night

May 3, 1971

8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Treat yourself to

greater satisfaction ot

Bell's Pizza
Free delivery of pizzas

Open til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

until 1 a.m.

the rest of the week

256-8011 253-9051
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POISSON-VIEIRA PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT

FEATURING

MAY 1 - AT THE POND
11:00 a.m. - BLOODSTONE

1 2:00 p.m. - AL KO OPER

1:30 p.m. - BLOODSTONE

2:30 p.m. -THE JONESES

MAY 2 - AT STADIUM FIELDS

1 :0O p.m. - BOZ

2:15 p.m. - BREWER & SHIPLEY

3:30 p.m. - CURTIS MAYFIELD

4:45 p.m. - SEA TRAIN

STAGE CREW REPORT TIME- 10 a.m. BOWDITCH LODGE

MARSHALLS REPORT TIME- 11 a.m. BOWDITCH LODGE

PICNIC SPONSORED BY

THE SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS

SOUTHWEST MAM-
MAY 2 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Gov't. Holds
Peace Worker

WASHINGTON (AP)-The U.S. Court of Appeals backed the govern-

ment Thursday in its efforts to hold a blonde, teenage peace worker under

$loo.(KK) bond for testimony before a Seattle, Wash., grand jury in-

vestigating the March 1 bombing of the U.S. Capitol.

Leslie Bacon, 19, will be taken to Seattle by federal marshals, the

Justice Department said after the appeals court rejected attempts by

Miss Bacon's lawyers to free her.

Robert L Stevenson, Justice Department spokesman, refused to

disclose when Miss Bacon would be moved. The grand jury had sub-

poenaed her to appear Wednesday.

(iuaidi'dbv Marshalls

M,ss Bacon, a member of the Mayday Collective sponsoring antiwar

demonstration* here next we*, was guarded by marshal*^twun-
diselosed location iollowmg her arrest Tuesday night as a material

witness in the Capitol blast. ,_. ...

The go ernmen contends Miss Bacon has "perm! knowledge of the

,„c i stances and persons responsible lor the bombing that caused

nSSS^SSSm S Parts ot the Senate w.ng of the Capitol No one was

injured

\lthough she is not charged as a defendant in the case, an FBI agent

t,st,..ed Wednesdas she is suspected ol havmg part.c.pated m the

h<

However, her at.onu.M government lawyers do not *****£*
,s implicated but uan. her to testily about conversations she allegedly

°V

lshe
a

!old me she knows nothing about the Capitol bombing.- said

lawyer Philip Mirschkop.

Informant "SI"

He contended the governments case thus far relies on the word of an

unidentified informant given the name "Si" during testimony in a

hearing on Miss Bacon's bond. .

H.rschkop referred to Si as a "creepy undercover agent and

suneested he "might have been a spurned suitor

/Etui Attorney Harold Sullivan argued against releasing Miss

Bacon OH bond in spite of promises by Hirschkop that she would go

voluntarily to Seattle to testify before the grand jury.

Sullit an said the undercover agent was convinced that she would tell if

given the opportunity.

Hebrew And Arabic
Offered Next Fall

The Arabic and Hebrew
languages will be taught for the

first time next fall at the

University of Massachusetts in

Amherst.
Both languages will be offered by

the Classics department.

Arabic 110 will acquaint the

student with basic grammar,
correct pronunciation, and a

vocabulary sufficient to enable the

student to read a newspaper in

Modern Standard Arabic, the

language employed throughout the

Arabic speaking world from

Morocco to Iraq in newspapers,

books, radio and television. Prof.

David Biddle. a graduate of the

School of Oriental Studies at the

University «>t London, will teach

the course which will meet Mon
dav. Wednesday, and Friday at

p.m.; with labs Tuesday and

Hall, room 119.

The course will serve as an in-

troduction to Arabic for those who
wish to study classical texts in-

cluding the Koran, selections from

which will be included in the

course.

Hebrew will be taught in four

courses, two elementary and two

intermediate. Mrs. Leora Baron, a

native speaker of Hebrew, has

taught the language in Texas and

to HiHel members at I Mass Next

tail Hebrew 110 for beginners and

Hebrew 130 lor intermediate

speakers will be offered. Follow up

courses. 12(1 lor beginners and 140

for intermediates, will be offered

in the spring. Completion of

Hebrew 14(1 will satisfy a foreign

language requirement at I 'Mass

Hebrew 110 will meet Monday

Wednesday, and Friday at 4:40

Thursday at 3:35 p.m. m Herter p.m with a lab Tuesdays al 4 W

Hebrew 130 will meet Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday at 3:35

p.m. All classes will meet in room

119 of Herter Hall and will aim at

proficiency in reading, writing,

and conversation in Modern

Hebrew.
A placement test for the Hebrew

classes will be given Tuesday, May
4. Irom 6 to 7 p.m. in Thompson
Hall, room 104. The test is

obligatory for students wishing to

take Hebrew in the fall.

Enrollment in each class will be

limited to 20. with live slots

reserved in each course for

students from neighboring

colleges
further information may be

obtained Irom Prot Gilbert

Lawall, Department ol French,

Italian, and Classics, Universitj <>i

Massachusetts Amherst. Masi

45 0512

Injuries On 747
' s

AMHERST WALK FOR
DEVELOPMENT
Walkers of the World, Unite! All

those interested in doing something

about hunger, poverty and disease

Please assemble in the 18th floor

lounge, Coolidge Tower, Sunday at

7 30.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaving Whitmore 12:45 p m

on Saturday

CAMPUS GOLD
Very important meeting on wed..

May 5 at 8 p.m. in Thoreau Date Rm.
if you can't come, call Lorraine at

68261

Cancellation of Retreat CEQ's
retreat scheduled for this weekend
has had to be cancelled for lack of

participants

COLLOOUIA I FADERS .

The final lists for those to receive

one credit for Spring 1971 University

(Honors) ColloQuia must be m to the

Honors Office, Machmer E 23, by

May 17.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Monday is the Final Day to sign up

for Bowling Party See Harvey
Smack in Hills for Details Also

Commuters must return all rented

balls by May 14.

HOME ED MAJORS
Come to the May Day Counseling,

8 30 12 Sat May 1st in Skinner Aud.

No more worrying whether your

schedule matches your advisor's.

INTRODUCTORY SOC
The make up exam for Sociology

104 will be Friday, April 30, at 2:30 m
227 Herter

MAY 5TH MORATORIUM
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
A meeting will be held on Sunday

evening (April 2) at 9 p.m in Rm 175

of the C C.

OUTING CLUB
Business Meeting Monday, May J.

at 630 in Rm 165 of the C.C Movie

will be shown

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
.

Never a dull minute at the Friday

night at Phi Sig Club Open House,

Friday, 8:30 p.m Phi Sigma Kappa

All welcome

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Student Industries Day students

may sell their crafts May 12 3rd level

patio of C.C. (outside). Applications

in R SO due May 7th

PSYCH MAJORS
Beginning with the Fall semester,

,n addition to Psych 141 (Psych

Methods), Psych 145 (Statistics) is

prerequisite for the following lab

courses 211. 221, 261. 271,281 and 282

Copies of the revised psych

requirements for undergraduate
majors are available m the

Psychology main office.

WASHINGTON <AP .-Alarmed at turbulence injuries aboard the worlds largest airliner, safety experts

,.aiWiThnrsdav for tuzhter seatbelt discipline on flights of the Boeing 747 jumbo jet.

address announcement at regular intervals when it is on for f***™*^}***^ ..

'""Station of oarrow carrying boards for the injured, lor use in 747 aisles that are too narrow for standard

*******
,oh„ H Sha(fer Jr nol ifi«| the board that he would take appropriate corrective action_

™£5tSZSttn5Etttt pobcy regarding in-flight assessments of >n,ury or dlness of

T3f£*mm John H. Reed said this should be done to prevent unnecessary delays in obtaining medical

lounges on the 747, which permit prolonged standing or strolling.

Notices
,n Rm 362 of Whitmore.
Contact lenses found in brown

leather case See Mike at Amherst
Audio.

PINNING
Valerie Fox,,, 71, of Sigma Alpha

Mu to Pierre Marchando. '72, of

Coolidae
ENGAGEMENTS
Beverly Dick, of Maiden to Len

Brand, '72, of J Adams
Kristine Moroz, '72, of Greenough

to S tephen Nazzaro, '71 of

Greenough
Ann Valenski, of Melville to Steve

Rogers of Kappa Sigma
Janice Overton, '71 of Patterson to

Steven Tilman of USN
Beverly Dion, '74, of Coolidge

Upper to Gregory Wells, 73. of B^pr

FINE ARTS COUNCIL PRESENTS

SUMMER ORIENTATION
COUNSELORS

I forgot to remind you to wear

outdoor clothes for our next meeting

on Thursday Outward Bound will

give demonstration Salle.

UNDERGRADUATE AFFAIRS
OFFICE- SCHOOL OF ED
Undergrad 8. G

_
r
.?
d

- V e

registration School of Ed Monday,

-May 3 from 9 4 30 in School of Ed
Library

UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES NIGHT
May 3, at 8 p m in C.C Aud In

Recognition of Student Service 8.

Honorary Organizations.

UNIVERSITY CONCERT DANCE
f ROUP

interested in dance? Tryouts for

the Univ. Concert Dance Gr for an

students interested in performing m
next year's fall & spring productions

men 8. women invited Wed .May 5th

at 7 p.m. in Dance Studio WOPE.

This week's meeting will be on

Sunday, May 2 at 8 p.m. in Rm 804 808

C.C. All students and interested

people are invited.

Girl's Burlap wallet lost important

,d papers in it. Call Phyllis 68377

2 keys on chain with small drum
soubenir lost Call Lou 549 6768^

l have lost my favorite hairbrush

sometime around 2 30 on Apr; 28.

May have lost it on the bus. Isn t the

same without it. Call Jan 69714

Thin gold ID bracelet with name
engraved Cathlen. If found please

contact me, I've grown very attached

to it Ask for Cathy at 52412 Rm 211

A pair of glasses found in the back

of the Hatch Call Cathy 6 6719

Suede jacket found at the coffee

house in Baker 1st Friday night. Call

Larry at 66124 if you're the owner.

Grey plastic frame glasses Pickup

r-
A

DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET
MIKE LONGO, Piano

SAM JONES, Bass
DIZZY GILLESPIE, Trumpet

MICKEY ROKER, Drums
SONNY HENRY, Guitar

Thursday & Friday April 29 & 30

Bowker Aud. 8 P m "

Reserved Tickets: UMass Undergrads $1 .50; Grad. Students $2;

UMass Faculty/Staff $2.50; General Public $3

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall, 545-0202
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When Richard Nixon eats breakfast May 5th, Lee

Sandwen will be going hungry. This is not because Lee

Sandwen does not have a meal ticket or because he

does not have twenty cents for an order of English

muffins. It is because Lee Sandwen does not like the

war in Vietnam.

Lee, of course, is not the only person who does not

like the war in Vietnam, and probably a great many

people who do not like the war will eat breakfast on

May 5th.

But the war is very special for Lee and protesting

the war means more for him than it does for other,

average Americans. Lee Sandwen is President of the

Student Senate at the University of Massachusetts, at

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002. Lee is committed.

This means that Lee must be fashionably radical or

a shade to the left of above, must take vocal stands on

certain prescribed issues and must play the role of a

leader, both symbolically and literally, in all major

campus protests which serve causes of the left.

Lee understands this. He follows the Glenn Elters

tradition of being there when the official spokesman is

looked for Lee Sandwen intends to sacrifice his body

tor the publicity of his students' movements.

This is very noble.

Placing the movement and the goal of an end to the

war as a priority above his own health and comfort,

Sandwen reasons that he becomes a leader in another

dramatic effort against the war. And all of this is, no

doubt, quite gratifying to him.

But there is onlv one thing wrong with all of this -it

won't end the war. Hunger strikes are nice for prisons

and sanitariums-they attract television cameras and

officials are forced to act our of embarrasment and

make some token gestures. But as soon as the

cameras go awav the changes slow and then stop.

A college student hunger strike that gets, say, less

than 5% support becomes nothing more than a joke to

the people who run the war from Washington. They

shrug it off as simply more nonsense from that

unrepresentative group that they claim supports the

anti-war movement all by itself.

Sandwen and his hunger strike, if anything, just

discredits other more viable protests and rekindles

the dimming congressional belief that anti-war

sentiment is merely a childish game. The Hunger

strike is childish and serves nothing except the

collective egos of the strikers, although it may shorten

the lines in the Dining Commons a bit for a few days.

Know Thyself
Even year it irjr.au a new method comes along for concerned in-

dividuals lo demonstrate their feelings on important issues, and at this

lime the important topic is the Kent Stale massacre of last year. Bv

removing page horn the civil rights workers manual, the individuals

memoi-iali/ing what happened in Ohio and Missippi last vear have taken

up the Hunger strike as a lilting tribute.

Bv no meant are we trying to condemn this action on the part ol sonic

tiulv dedicated individuals far cause which thev. as well as we. leel is

deserving Instead, we support those employing this means ol self-

mxolveme.it .ml hope that others would see in themselves the same

dedication. ..

v H .»» act ol this sort must he an individual activity if it is lo he at all

meaningful. To sav that all should take part is. in itself, not especially

beneficial W the cause since it lessens the thought and meaning hehmd

the whole thing. It would be overwhelming^ important il each individual

looked ...to his own heart and made the decision to last. It would he

minulelv insignillcaat il done In all just because it is being done bv all.

I ... il that is the case, a mass last would represent a kind ol hopeless

me too.s.n which would do more harm lo the cause than goml. I he

purpose ol it all must not be simplv to demonstrate to all our concern ov ei

the evenls ..I the last lew vears. but to do in convincingly. Numbers an-

nul neci •ss.n.lv best „. the easiest means to this end. Washington should

bavr demonstrated that much at least. What does persuade people is an

individual'! undeniable dedication and beliel in a cause and this is

something which is not only difficult to suppress but also impossible to

(hi the other hand, people are not easily tooled bv individuals who

,„ ss ., beliel that thev do not sincerely hold. In this situation, the best

ol actor, .s at I disadvantage to the least c.altv critic. In the end. this

tv pe ..I person can onlv do injury to the belief he onlv half-heartedly

espouses. . .

|„ last can be a meaningful and effective action by those who truly

believe in what thev are doing. For others, to do so would only increase

the burden which the dedicated must already bear.

-Oh And To You Down There, Warm Regards1

Art Buchwald

The Generation Sex Gap
WASHINGTON-—Everyone talks about the

problems parents have with their children, but no one

is aware that grandparents also have trouble iden-

tilvmg with their grandchildren.

\ friend o! mine, whom I shall call Zachary Dan-

bun . decided to take his 16-year old son to see Zach s

mother who was in a nursing home. Mrs Danbury. in

her 80B, was happy to see both of them.

Unfortunately, Zach'l son had very long hair and

this is when the trouble started

•Mother/ said Zach. 'this is im son. Bobby
• She s vary beautiful,' Mrs Danbury said

\o Mather Bobby is a bo> .
not a girl ."

Mrs Danburv nodded A lew minutes later she said.

'Bobby I hope vou don't let boys get fresh with you

Ihev lose all respect lor I girl H she s considered

easy." ...

Booty said "Grandma. I don't go out on dates with

boyi I go out on dates with girls
"

That'l nice, said Mrs Danburv You'll never get

in trouble il vou go out with girls."

Mother. said Zach 'You don't understand

Bobby is a bov. That's why he goes out with girls

Mrs Danburv absorbed this and then nodded. "I see

you wear pants. Bobby. You know, when I was a girl

we weren't permitted to wear pants When I was your

age. mv mother made me wear crinolines when I went

out I don't suppose you know what they are."

"No Grandma. I don't."

Mrs Danbury smiled. "None of the young girls

know what they are any more." She then peered

closely at Bobby and said. "You don't wear lipstick.

do you?" .

Bobby shook his head, "No. Grandma. I don t.

"You should be very proud of her. Zachary," Mrs

Danburv said to her son. "If you saw some of the

\ oung girls who come to visit their grandparents here.

you'd be appalled " Then she turned to Bobby again.

Can vou cook'"

"A little." Bobby replied

'Learn to cook You'll never hold onto a man if you

don't know how to cook
"

Zacharv said Mother. Bobby isn't trying to find a

man He is a man. at least he's almost a man

Mrs Danbury'a eyea gleamed. "Lots of young girls

think all thev have to do is look sexy Well let me tell

v.m something. Bobby You're beautiful now. but vou

won't always be beautiful That's when you need to

bold onto your husband I don't imagine you're going

steady at h;"
"

.

No. Grandma.' Bobbj said i'm not going with

anybody an I permanent basis."

'That's good." Mrs Danburv said 'Make all the

boys come to VOU, Never chase them
"

Yes. Grandma
."

Id like to do something nice for you. Bobby, since

vou came to see me Mere's $20
"

"What for?" Bobby asked.

Huv vourself a pretty dress." Mrs. Danbury said

T don't have anv objections to you wearing pants, but

I think you shouid have one pretty dress in your closet

lor some special occasion."

Bobby took the 20-dollar bill Thank you, Grand

ma
.

"It's all right. Bobby " Mrs. Danbury smiled Mrs

Dobkins. who lives across the hall from me. is always

bragging about her granddaughter, so I want to see

the expression on her face when she sees that I have a

beautiful granddaughter, too."

Copy right 1971. l-os Angeles Tim^s

Have We So Quickly Forgotten ?

>*>lf7l -f-.har^B.*-^^

It was now nearly 10:30 in the

evening. A large crowd of students

and faculty members had been

gathered in the lobby, in the

ballroom, and in the hallways of

the Student Union since the middle

of the afternoon. The crowd had

been large at 3:00 p.m. and even

larger by 4:00. At 5:00 it had

gradually begun to shrink in size

and from then until 7:00 only the

very stalwart remained, un-

concerned about their supper But

after seven o'clock in the evening,

once the Commons were closed,

the people started returning. The

crowd now bagan to grow to an

even greater size than that which it

had reached at its peak earlier in

the day Word had been spread

during the evening meal. Many

more had heard and had come to

join those already in the Union.

They were there, and others kept

coming there because they had

heard about the invasion of

Cambodia. The crowd asked

questions about this shocking,

stunning pronoun-
cement ..Cambod

ia
9 invasion? . . why? . aren't th-

ings bad enough?...Questions and

Iear were everywhere in the cr-

owd, seeking answers, seeking soli

darity.

Then, amidst this tension, words

began to fly through the crowd

. . national guardsmen. . shooting.

.

students, somewhere in Ohio. ..so-

meplace called Kent State... four

kids dead. FOUR KIDS DEAD?!?!
NO. ..no way. ..couldn't be true...

not in our country...just couldn't

...just wouldn't happen here.

The words were silent now. They
had been spoken. They were no

longer being spoken But their

leeling had been created within

everyone. And these words were

being felt

Two days later, word came that

two more students had been killed

at Jackson State. This feeling grew

even harder within us We mar
ched. We picketed We confronted.

We rallied by the pond. We rallied

on the Common. We worked
through long, sleepless, nights. We
worked through long, sweltering

days We were driven by this

leeling within us. This hard feeling

which shocked us This hard

leeling which pained us. This hard

leeling which sickened us.

This is what we did on May 5.

1970.

What will we be doing on May 5,

1971 9

In May of last year, at Kent State

University in Ohio, four people

were murdered and eleven others

were wounded.
In May of last year, at Jackson

State College in Mississippi, two

people were murdered and ten

others were wounded.

This happened in May of last

year Can we so easily forget it
—

in May of this year?

We urge the entire campus

community to participate in the

national memorial moratorium,

which will be held on this coming

Wednesday (May 5th). in

remembrance of our murdered

brothers and sisters.

Th«* Faculty (iroup on Peace and
War

The Nay ">th Moratorium
Organizing Committee

Letters To The Editor

Criminal, Illegal, Immoral
To the Kditor:

At the Student Senate meeting of Wednesday, April

28, 1971 the Senate voted overwhelmingly to establish

May 5 as "Students Patriots Day" and as such as a

day of mourning for those students killed at Kent State

and Jackson State and asked students to observe it

accordingly. The Senate also asked other colleges and

universities to likewise observe this day.

Later in the meeting Glenn Elters and I proposed

the following amendment: Resolved, theat the

Student Senate strongly urges the students, faculty,

staff and administration of the University of

Massachusetts to participate in the nation-wide one

day strike called by the People's Coalition for Peace

and Justice on May 5 in support of 1) total and im-

mediate withdrawel of all U.S. forces from Indochina

2 ) a minimum guaranteed annual income of $6,500 and

3i the release of all political prisoners. This amend-

ment was passed 18 in favor, 15 opposed and 6 ab-

stensions. I asked that a roll call vote be taken so that

the public could know their senator's position on this

matter. Not one senator there favored such a public

record thus the roll call was not taken.

At a meeting early in April the Senate voted to

support the entire calendar of anti-war activities

scheduled for this spring, including the April 24 march

and the May 1-5 events. One of these events is a nation-

wide one day strike on May 5. The reason for the

amendment then is to be more explicit in our role of

support The Senate voted to support these events but

had not asked the people here in the UMass com-

munity to do anvthing. The main thrust of this

amendment is that it strongly urges the students to

stay awav from classes on May 5. it strongly urges the

faculty to stay away from classes on May 5, it strongly

urges the staff of the university including custodians,

Hatch ladies, grounds crew, dining commons

workers, etc to stay away from work on May 5 and it

strongly urges the administration to stay away from

their offices on May I and not conduct "business as

usual". ,

1 asked the senators not to oppose the amendment

on account of the three demands that the PCPJ is

making as part of their protest because while we may

What good is a strike? Let us spend the day talking

with those people who are not convinced that the role

of the U.S. in Indochina is criminal, illegal and im-

moral. Let us think of ways to advance the quality of

life for all Americans and suggest them in letters to

our representatives in Washington. Let us examine

the "crimes'' of the so-called political prisoners to see

if their acts are really crimes in a free society. These

suggestions are not limited to students but to anyone

in one of the four groups mentioned who is in any way

sympathetic with either of the 3 demands contained in

the strike amendment. And people who disagree with

these demands also have a part in this strike in that,

despite their disagreement, they should recognize the

need to discuss their views so that there is at least

understanding.

Many people will think that a strike here is pointless

because the staff won't stay home and the ad-

ministration in Whitmore will come to their offices.

When I asked at the Senate meeting that a roll call

vote be taken on this amendment many senators

looked around to see if anyone else was going to stand

up No one did - no roll call. If we all look around

waiting to see who else will stay away from their

normal routine or otherwise observe the strike and/or

the day of mourning for those killed at Kent and

Jackson perhaps no one will and there will be no such

strike. .

The student government has acted and says that it

supports this strike. The people in the four groups

mentioned in the amendment who are m some way

sympathetic to anv of the PCPJ's 3 demands should

not simply scoff at May 5 as another meaningless,

mind and "energies to work in an attempt to convince

others of the Tightness of their views and to bring

about the achievement of these goals.

Bruce R. Balboni

Students Beware
To the Fditor:

Students beware' The senate is moving lorward to

aggrandize its power once more. Prior to the Student

Senate's recent action the will ol the people could

Editorial Points
"This is absolutely

outrageous, immoral, unethical

and as far as I'm concerned

illegal,'' said Dr. John H.

Knowles, Massachusetts
General director on just about

everything.
*****

Ever wonder what the mayor

of Los Angeles is doing in New
Hampshire? Certainly, the smog
is bad enough but why bring it to

New England?
*****

John Barth probably doesn't

give a damn about Bunny Week.
*****

Come Monday there will be

only two more weeks of classes.

Ol course, though, Monday may
never come.

The Collegian can't be all that

bad if it prints a letter by the

same author published in

Penthouse's Forum (May, page

98).
*****

Is there any rule in the student

handbook which prohibits the

keeping of night crawlers in a

dormitory room?
*****

One irate student parker has

suggested transforming the

UMass Police Dept to a meter

maid system.
*****

Did you ever realize that the

rug in Bells is the same color as

the sauce on the top of a cheese

pizza? The rug takes 040 square

feet of space.
*****

Infinate Wisdom

making as pan oi meir piwu-ai urvuu« «mi»- ".. ..—j oman •• »«w- —-— - — • •

disagree with one of them we can agree with another strike down unpopular legislation via referendum aai

and this agreement can provide the basis for our

participation in the May 5 strike

Echolalic Nonsense
To the Fditor:

Re A lx)t To Be Said For Grass

Dear name withheld by request

You have displayed a great deal of ignorance in

your letter complaining about the Campus Center and

the immediately surrounding area. First, the seasons

ol the vcar are restrictive on the possibilities of land

scaping Gran must be planted in the late summer

since the soil is not warm enough until then for the

seed to germinate properly Since the Campus t enter

was opened only recently, perhaps you are rushing

things a bit The optimum time for tree-planting

hkew.se has not vet arrived Secondly. I believe that if

you will take the time to familiarize yourself with the

plans for the Campus Center area, you would clear up

some of your ignorance.

You have also shown extreme irresponsibility in

your comments about the aesthetics of the building

itself First of all. I doubt very much that anyone

cares that you. name withheld by request, think that

the building is "ugly" whatever that meana

Secondly, no responsible critic would allow himself to

make statements as unqualified as yours. They lead

me to believe that you know almost nothing about

aesthetics generally, architecture specifically, and

even less about the skills of criticism.

It appears to me that you are caught up in the highly

popular pastime of perpetuating echolalic nonsense
•

-

vou even have the phrases correct - "Awful Waffle,

cold drab monstrosity ". It also appears that you have

nothing else to offer - not even a name^ ^^^
All For Change

To the Editor:

Dwight Allen is concerned with change and that is

all he is concerned with. I have been a student in the

School of Education for one year and I have never

been so confused. In my opinion student teaching is a

very important part of my education but apparently

the School of Education does not agree.

The Office of Field Experience is completely

disorganized. They do not consider the individual

students needs, but have the attitude of just getting rid

of everyone... A place for everyone and everyone in

their place.'

When I came to the School of Education as a tran-

sfer student I planned to practice teach in California,

but the School of Education decided to change the

program in my senior year and now I do not qualify

This should not have happened if I was being con

sidered as an individual.

I do not see how Dwight Allen can be concerned with

change when what he has is so disorganized, con

fusing impersonal and unsatisfactory It's about time

he stopped and looked at what he created and how it

affects the students before he continues because

students should be more important than personal

recognition.
Name Withheld Upon Request

did repeatedly during the past two years. The Student

Senate has passed a bill that would allow them to

overturn referenda that doesn't get »% of the student

bodyJ support or refusal, by making a slight change

m the bill and passing it again. This may seem in-

nocuous enough but in reality it is an attempt to free

the Student from the •meddling" of their constituents

I VI low students there are approximately 19.000 of

vou in attendance here What makes this action of the

Student Senate so sinister is the fact that no bill put up

lor referendum in the past two years <how long I've

been here' has ever gotten more that 25% of the

entire electorate to vote on it! The largest turnout for

referendum in the past two years was 4300 people

grand total Twenty -five percent of the school's 19.000

students gives vou 4750 people. In other words nothing

defeated in the past by the popular outcry of the

students at the referendum would have been if this

bill had been in effect This presents the prospect that

the Student Senate will ignore referenda in the future

knowing full well that the popular will may be cir-

cumvented if it so desires.

Michael D. Alftillisch

Fresh Harvest
To the Kditor:

Spring is a time of planting seeds for a fresh har

vest The seeds of peace and justice are now being

planted across America At Amherst, perhaps, a

renewed university will be sown.

Together with the Vietnamese. Laotians, and

Cambodians; with Black people, with women, gay

people, workers, and bank robbers, we students are

also "outlaws in the eyes of America
"

During the first five days of May. we must bear

witness to our impatience with the militarism,

racism, and sexism that is woven into the fabric of the

land. We can no longer seek to hide from the can-

cerous tissue infecting our nation.

The Senate officers will join with other students in a

liquid fast from May 1 to May 5 On May 5, in memory

of Jackson State and Kent State, we will not attend

class. The Senate will not hold its regular meeting on

that date. It is our hope that everyone, in his own way,

will honor those who have died both in Amerika and

Southeast Asia.

There is no spring in the rice paddies.
Larry I .add

Administrative Vice President

Student Senate

To the Students:

You should be alerted once again

to an attack being waged on your

linancial prudence by the Student

Senate

In their infinite wisdom, the

Student Senate again last night

passed legislation to pay the of-

licers of that body. They have,

however, provided for the bill to be

placed on a referendum to be

presented to the Student Body for

their approval May 6.

Now. we Students ought to be

aware that the question to be

presented provides lesser payment

for EACH officer; but there is now

another oil icer to be paid 'this new

Office, too. was approved last

night) Thereby, the bill will cost

Kid Stuff
To the Editor:

1 don't like children's lib because they speak for

themselves but not all the kids in the school and

teachers. The only way they will get in trouble is if

they look for trouble Ever since children's lib started,

the children's lib gang have been looking for trouble

and I think they are just looking for attention.

One of the kids from children's lib threw a grinder in

the lunchroom and he didn't get hit. He expected,

however not to even get into trouble Then he conv

plained to the principal about children's lib and

wanted his own way.
John .lc nvari

us Students $25 more each month

than a similar bill which was

soundly defeated 4n March

It appears that the senate is

attempting to bore the Students

with referenda on pay bills kind of

winding down the opposition "in

hopes that they may be able to

finally slip one such bill through

the back door. I implore the

students of the I diversity to

remain aware of the ploys ol the

Student Senate in their un

derhanded attempts to irrespon

sibllv squander our money And I

STRONGLY ENCOURAGE you lo

vote 'NO" U) both questions on

next Thursday's referendum
Daniel Stock

An Open Letter

Dear President Nixon:

This letter is to intorm >ou that

we. the Coalition lor En-

vironmental Quality, are shocked

and dismayed at your recent lv

reported action to delay salet\

labeling on phosphate detergents.

• learly this is no time for

delaying action to correct any

environmental problem
Detergents containing phosphates

are widely recognized as a major

threat to the nation s fresh water

The fact that iurther research

needs to be done on those

chemicals used to replace

phsophates is certainly no excuse

to delay the condemnation of

phosphates We believe that it is

the manufacturer's responsibility

to show that his products are safe

to use, especially if he is changing

the content of his product to some

new questionable formula We
believe that the Federal Govern-

ment's responsibilities are to

rigidly enforce environmental

protection and check the findings

of private companies regarding the

safety of their products. It is not

the taxpayer's responsibility to

pay for the development of

alternatives to dangerous

ingredients.

Safety labeling of phosphate

detergents is a disappointingly

weak defense against the ravages

of these polluters To delay even

this indicates a dangerousdisregard

tor misunderstanding of the en

vironmental perils this nation

laces It is not alarmist or doom's

day prophecy to state that we are

in real trouble with out en-

vironment. Inspite of Earth Day,

1970, political promises, articles

and books galore, the situation has

certainly frown worse in the last

year. This is obviously no time to

go soft on polluters or en-

vironmental issues. We are trifling

with the survival of this nation and

the well being of the global

biosphere. We are disappointed to

note that the record of your ad

ministration on environmental

matters is proving to be too little

too late We are only beginning to

pay the price of our disregard for

the environnn : and the price

must certainh go up lor each new

generation Bankruptcy looms m
the lorseeable future

Howard Morgan I 'resident oi

Proctor and Gamble, was quoted

as saying that safety labeling

would have the effect Of lorcmg

the industry to remove phosph ites

Irom its detergents We approve

wholeheartedly He Iurther was

OjUOtad; "the industry would have

to replace the phosphates with

other materials before those other

materials have been proved safe

lor people and the environment

This is certainly a problem and we

urge your administration to

protect us Irom these dangers by

lorbiding the marketing of any new

lormulas until the contents are

proved safe If that means that the

industry will suffer a profit set-

back, that s their problem, not tlie

tax payer s We ask you poirt

blank; where should the lose I*

incurred"' In the environmert,

where pollution robs all the people

of their heritage and their ngnt to

decent healthful lives'
7 Or in the

profits of a large industry guilty of

woeful disregard for the well-being

of this nation's environment and

the people who must live and work

in it? In almost every case an

environmental question must

involve such difficult choices, but

we can no longer afford to com-

promise. Any decision will be

unpopular with someone, but

priorities must be observed.

Certainly the right to survive, the

right to enjoy peace and freedom,

and the right to enjoy physical and

economic security must take

higher priorities than a constantly

expanding GNP.
We strongly urge you to insist on

the safety labeling of detergents

immediately, to include a list of all

ingredients and percentages of all

active ingredients Further, we

urge you to take forceful action on

all of our environmental woes We
leel that we. and the vast majority

ol the people of this nation would

stand behind a leader who took

strong action on the real issues this

nation laces
• Mint Dawson
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Weekend

H»/ Scant*

Music
m/.zii: CII I KSIMK
The ia// great i hushes his stay at I Mass tonight at h

in Bossker Auditorium For turther information set-

art icle on page 12 ($)

I iv K COLLEGE TRIM IK TO IGOR STRAVINSKY
Musicians Ironi the Five College area will give a

special free concert honoring the late Igor Stravinsky

this Morulas evening May \, at K 45 PM in Buckles

Recti*] Hall. Amherst College Some of the works to

f>e pertormed will include the Fanfare for a New

Theatie, final scene from Act I of The Rakes

Progress Flegs tor unaccompanied viola. Jocasta's

ana Imm Oedipus Kex and the Five Kasy Pieces for

piano duet

Mil 111 I » \MiKK (Talkie. Northampton"

Joaeph von Sternberg's two film made a star of

Marlene Dietrich as well as being one of the more

expressionism- \iews of prewar Nazi Germany

( III D II HKKV (Campus Cinemas. Iladles I

A light weight satire about a Middle America town

w hose nt i/ens give up smoking for a month to win $2o

million Dick Van Dyke. Bob Newhart. and satansts

Bob and Kav all have funny moments

|>\D\ FILMS. Friday. Thompson 104. X: IMerponl

I ounuc. I" until dawn»

Free Dada Surrealistic films beginning with <at

Thompson, with "Closed Vision", an attempt pure

stream ot consciousness expression Also to be shown

.,re shorts bv Man Kay and Hans Richter. Isou s

Venom and Ftermty and other available films

I HI-: DREAMER (Saturday. Thompson 104. ~,:M\ and

\ Uand <>l Ivricism and realism is this story about a

young man torn between his love for old people and a

soung girl

X Ml (Tuesdas. Mahar. B:.Hi. X>

Fellini s vision of himself and his work A

surrealistic, multi-level masterpiece about one man's

madness and his attempt to put order into it

I UK GENERAL (Friday, Merrill Science (enter.

\mherst College. 7 : :M1. 101

A comedy about the Civil War with master comic

Buster Keaton

LAWRENCE <>F ARABIA (Campus Cinemas.

Iladles » _.

David Lean s beautifully executed, massive film

biographv ol the elusive and legendary TE
Lawrence Kereleased and cut. the film is masterfully

done with a superlative cast including Peter O Toole.

Alee Gumess. omarShariff. Anthony Quinn. and Jose

I* I ' I* VtT
I ITU I BRi MAN (Campus (inemas. Iladleyl

\ lyrical ballad-like adaptation of Thomas

Better's allegorical tale of Indian -white relation-

ships as told by the 120 year old white survivor of

Custer'! Last Stand Its a brilliantly done, mutti

level film the l>est American one of last year. Dustin

Hoffman is a superb passive deadpan caught between

two cultures and Chief Dan George gives a brilliant.

lively performance as an Indian leader

I.OVK IS \ II NNV THING Saturday. Sage Hall.

Smits. 7:1... MM . .

Claud.' Lelouch directed this love story about a

French couple m the United States Its a good

humoured <>! love and life in this country.

MAROONED iThursday, BU Battraeai, 7 and Jhje)

\ cinerama apace spectacular about an aborted

space mission sometime in the future The film

caught as the title implies, between some excellent

special elicits and wooden acting and direction

\i \ sMl iShowcase t'inemas, West Springfield)

The lunniest lil.n in long time. An acerbic look at

I BIK CONCERTS
The Student Interim Coordinating Committee

presents two free concerts this wekkend here on

campus. Saturday the concert features Columbia

recording star and former Blues Project and Blood.

Sweat, and Tears member Al Kooper This concert.

which also leatures the local bands Bloodstone and

The Jones, is bv the Pond at 11 a.m..

Sundav the place is the fields by Southwest and the

{roups lined up are Boz Scaggs. Curtis Mayfield.

Brewer and Shipley, and Seatrain. The concert begins

at I

UORDON I.IGHTKOOT
Country folk singer Gordon Lightfoot gives a

concert Saturday afternoon at 1:30 in Chapin

Auditorium. Ml. Holyoke College. ($>

Filtfis
army hie seen through the wild antics of three Army

medics during the Korean conflict Director Robert

Altman handles his material well, jumping from cool

satire to Irantic slapstick with ease.

Illl NK.HI THKV RAIDED MINSKY'S (Kriday and

Sunday, Hampden Dining Commons. «:>. S\\ .
7:'.W> and

•:iai

\ very line, neglected film that takes a most en

lovable look at Burlesque during the Thirties. Britt

Kiklunc plavs the young lady whose strap breaks on

the stage and introduces the striptease to the world.

The chorines are appropriately chunky, the sets are

tacky, the humour bawdy . and the entire film is neatly-

low keyed
PATTON (Showcase (inemas. West Springfield)

( .eorge C Scott copped all the major acting awards

ol last vear with his strong, hard performance of the

tough World War II general.

PRETTY MAIDS ALL IN THK ROW (Amherst

( inema. Amherst; Calvin Theater. Northampton!

Roger Vadim's rather loose and ill aimed satire

about a high school teachers amourous and criminal

affairs with his female students Rock Hudson plays

the .

THK RISK OK LOUS XIV (Academy of Music.

Northampton)
Italian director's Roberto Rossellini's recreation of

Seventeenth century France is elegant, intelligent

documentary about royal court life.

ROSKMARVS BABY. < Monday. HC Ballroom. 7 and

to

The film adaptation of the highly successful best

seller is a stunning yet most uncomfortable film,

.specially in view of the entire Sharon Tate mur

ders). Roman Polanskis perverse humour permeates

this psychological thriller about a young pregnant

wife who believes her husband has made a pact with a

witches suit Mia Farrow gives her finest per

lormance as the neurotic wife and John Cassavettes is

neatly nasty husband

SUNDAYS AND CYBKLLK. (Sunday. Thompson 104.

7 and !»>

Director Serge Bourguinon s first film not only

copped the oscar as best foreign film in 1962. but

Sundavs and Cybele" also garnered vast critical

acclaim One critic. Bosley Crowther of the New York

limes calls the film "A cinematic miracle a

masterpiece brilliant cast, sheer magic."

(Sundav. St Ballroom. 1 I: III. 7. andtLIMD

Costa Gavras made an amazing piece of political

propoganda that, beyond the politics, stands up as one

of the finest thrillers in years Yves Montand plays a

political leader who is assasinated, and Jean -Louis

Tringenant plavs the honest government official who

investigates his death. The film is excellent

propoganda against the present regime in Greece that

moves with breathtaking speed in its photography and

direction to a somewhat polemical climax.

7/ 's Sticky

Between The Teeth
Sticks Kilmers. The Rolling Stones. Rolling Stones Records

eeeiving the new Rolling Stones record is like good sex the question

IsnTwhether or not you'll like it. but rather how pleasurable .
.

wil
1
be

sm ks Finger* I the title metaphorically answers the question asked is a

most satisfying album, nothing as spectacular or grand as "hen

S,,ic Majesties' or certain cuts on -Let It Bleed", just the Stones

piavmg rock and roll and blues as they did on their earlier album only

now matured to a totally unique style.

he Stones have been with us since mid-adolescence Back when the

Beatles were the crown princes (.i rock, the stones were the kings

bastards Dirty, grubby, rude, hardly cute, they stood to the sice as

music's bad boss Their reputation was thai of a local uhore. almost

universally, denounced but invariably enjoyed by many.

then with "Satisfaction" the

.stone- became respectable

Fourteen year old girls made room

between their Paul and John

pictures for Mick They were seen

as being one ol the best groups

around and the stinking, grubby.

boorish juvenile look they had gave

wa) to an arrogant, stylish, half-

serious nihilism The group began

to become a social phenomenon,

while John U-nnon spoke of the

Beatles relationship to Christ.

Jagger was upsetting Fd Sullivan

by wanting to sing "Let's Spend

The Night Together'" before the

host's large Middle American
audience.

Thev made good albus, amny of

which* are just no beginning to

receive the mass appreciation they

merit We listened to their music and probably liked it more than we

wanted to admit, for still the group hardly had much of a likeable nature

They were still whores, only now in a penthouse, a place we put them in

buying their singles which were some of the best rock songs of the last

decade.

Their nihilism became more apparent Women became only ac

cessones as Jagger began to take his sexual appeal seriously. Their role

as being an antithesis of good also was more defined with songs like

"Sympathy for a Devil" and the album "Their Satanic Majesties

Request- w hich was something of Sgt. Pepper's dark side

The Stones were rock's forerunners of a counter-culture akin to what

Warhols Factory It was devoid of sexual roles and very much drug

oriented Thev were the pacesetters and we began to be the followers. We

began to respect the group When the Sixties were over and done with

some rock magazines placed the Stones over the Beatles as being the

most important group of that decade and others held their peak would

come in the Seventies.

11

Mick Jagger

Theater

DOKS THK IK. KB Ul \lt \ NHt'KTIK?

The linal University Theater production of the

season will be pertormed May 5 through 8 al 8:30 I'M

m B.utlett Theater For further mformatio?

elated article on page 12 -

WIIKRK IS MY SABLE VENUS?
An original play by Smith student Kath Abernathy

concerns a buck woman attempting to find her

identity Tonight through Sundaj in the Halite

Theater al 8 Pfl

•Lei It Bleed" bouyed them even further by being one of the most

I requentlv liked albums of last year by many people.

But it svasn't until the release of the stunning documentary "Gimme

Shelter" that the Stones were redeemed for the nightmare at Altamont

Even more the Stones now received our respect on all levels, musically

and intellectually, and many of us waited with anticipation for their new

album

sticks Fingers was released this week on the Stones' new label. Its

packaging, by Andv Warhol is an elaborate perverse conceit that t very

r.mnv (in thP rover is a front body-shot of a man in dungarees, thighs (the

KZft mVrSuTtaSIS of just a picture of the zipper, each album has

real one which works. It unzips and beneath it are a pair of knickers^

( ir.ginal reports said there would be an self-inflating balloon ins.de the fly

that would flop out. so to speak. Apparently either is was considered too

difficult a project or simply carrying the joke too far. whatever the case

the balloon's not there. .

The album inside is the Stones playing Chuck. Berry styled rock

llavored with their own musical and social touches. The recent single.

Brown Sugar" and "Bitch" is typical of most of the album Jagger doing

the vocals with he and Keith Richard writing all but one of the ten songs

The production isn't elaborate, its tone is most consistent, quite

reminiscent of much of "Let It Bleed" and the Berry material on their

most recent live albums (the legitimate and its bootleg Luropean tour

brother).

Sticky Fingers is the kind of album you keep playing and playing,

finding something different and better eacn time.

It is their most explicit album as to drugs and sex. The first will ob-

viously keep it off of some uptight radio stations concerned with the

recent YW decision con~erning the airing of drug-oriented songs. (Ap-

parently the conclusion v. as drawn that drug songs on the radio corrupt

south and kids are "freaking out in Kansas" because of it. I

'

Jagger has for a long time been a male chauvinist, and here vyomen are

viewed with casual contempt. The album cover would be a slap to any

feminist as would some lyrics which have women pictured simply as

performing a function, and a rather perfunctory one at that.

The production on the album is excellent, the sound is clean throughout

and the instrument mix is handled very well All the songs are good,

perhaps the most exciting is the seven-minute "Cant \ou Hear Me

Knocking which features some extra ordinary playing Irom the group

i along with the highly talented Billy Preston on organ. >

one astounding thing about the Stones is, although they have many gold

records (a gold record meaning one million dollars in sales), they have

never sold a million copies of a single album - a feat frequently done by

the likes ol such useless groups as Grand Funk and Three Dog Night.

With their new found respect and nearly now quite intellectual following,

mas sticks Fingers be their first
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An Expression

Of Black Spirit TAKETWO
Replies To Notes From Yale

A liuiuvn M»reMT&nRS THAN NUM- outsid

.By Nathaniel Hayden

To the Kditoi :

Ms son Robert, who is a student at Vale,

save me a cops ol an article that appeared

in The Yearling* and the University of

Massachusetts Daily Collegian on April 2nd

This was extremely interesting to me

because 1 am a social science teacher at

Crestdale High School, which was the

subject of the article It brought to the

forefront many problems that I teared

existed, but which 1 lervently hoped would

have been resolved by now. Unfortunately,

they have gotten worse instead of better.

When 1 arrived in Crestdale nine years

ago there was no rigid, caste like

stratification along icademic lines. This

extreme emphasis on high marks is due in

largo measure to the sudden reversion of

colleges and universities back to the

' 'A computerized selection

of students seems to be the

only fair way to accept

students.

e grade point average)

method of selecting students Due to the

success of schools such as Hampshire.

Goddard and Bard la the 1970s, many

secondary school educators began to believe

that the deeper qualities or potential of a

student was more important than how many

facto he could accumulate. The tremendous

influx of new student* in the late IM8 I and

the lack of a commensurate increase ol aid

bs the tedera 1 government have made this

unworkable Although unlike in earlier

times computers ar, available on a wide

scale in order to tell a student what schools

would be l>est to apply to. the problem of too

mans students applying to too few colleges

and universities is overwhelming. A com-

puterized selection ol students seems to be

the only fair wa) to accept students^ More

likelv than not. this problem could have

been avoided if we had been able to break

the go-to-college lock lep in the 1970s In

stead of doing this, e lucators chose to ac-

i ept ill 1 must admit that at that time, this

was definitely necesi ry in order to com-

pensate for ihc deprivations that blacks.

Chicanes and other minorities have had to

confront with for centuries in this country.

In addition to this, there should also have

been I larger increase in the number ot

junior college- aCTOW the country as well as

more schools withou. walls programs.

The major problem was that education

remained a low priority on the federal

government! hat even after the Vietnam

war ended in the early 197ns Hence, the

pressure built up in the schools that existed

causing the I ollowing to occur:

From the New York Times"

BLACKS ACCEPTED AT COLLEGES IN

I1GHER PERCENTAGES THAN NUM
BEK IN COLLEGE AGE GROUP PRIN

CETON, April 10-

It was disclosed here today by the

National Collegiate Census Bureau that 18%

of all college freshmen are members of a

racial minority. Most of this group is

composed of blacks and Puerto Ricans.

•The vast majority of these students are

well equipped to handle higher education ,

one spokesman said. Due to this, many

educators are now speaking m terms ot

returning to the strictly meritocratic

method of selecting students. "A major

reason lor considering this" says Lawrence

Davidson. Admissions Director at Hamp-

shire College in Amherst. Massachusetts,

•is that schools such as Hampshire are no

longer able to process all of in/""ap-
plications We've had to move the deadline

lor filing them to September 20th to be

considered for acceptance the following

January, and December 1 for entrance the

lollowing September. We just cannot aftord

the staff necessary to handle all of the ap-

plications that we receive each year. Even it

we did there would still be the problem of

selection. Competition has gotten so great

that we can accept only 5% of those who

apply We have been able to select a

diversified group at the expense ol

academic winners. However, most ol the

students that we turn away each year would

be excellent students here Space and lunds

are so limited however, that we can t accept

them Since all of those who now apply are

on an equal looting, so-to speak, I believe

that a return to the meritocratic method

would be lair at this time 01 course, the

problem ot elitism may arise once again. At

Hampshire we discos ereti that the problem

renamed beneath the surface even when sve

chose our students toi their aesthetic

outsiders hear ol the sever emotional upsets

that many of the students who have not been

able to 'make it" into the higher academic

ratings (avant-garde, honor students,

scholars and elite scholars) suffer from due

to the ridicule thev are subjected to by their

parents and the school authorities Rare y

are outsiders aware of the void where youth-

ful exuberance was once found This is

without a doubt depressing. I would like

very much to be able to say that 1 enjoy

VElitism was Mr Davidson 'J

key word. That is the

paramount problem in

Crestdale today.

"The majot problem was

that education remained a

low priority on the federal

government lists.. .

'

ties instead of merely academic

ratings This change therefore, will not

make much of a difference

Elitism was Mr Davidsons key word

This is the paramount problem in Crestdale

today The Nobility, elite scholars, the Ivy

League, each of these point to elitism Many

ol the residents of towns such as Crestdale

use these to overcompensate for the position

thev were in until recently They have

become carbon copies of upper middle and

upper class white suburban communities

Like all carbon copies, they are more

pronounced, and their mistakes are more

sharply outlined One hears that Crestdale is

the ideal place to live, however Rarely do

leaching in one ot the nations highest rate

high schools, but I can't. Someone once said

that sou don't see children in Harlem What

you see is a lot of little people disguised as

children The same is true in Crestdale, but

ol course at the opposite extreme. I once

asked a ten vear old boy who lives in

( i estdale what he wanted to get our of life.

His replv was Straight As and ex-

tracurricular activities in high school a

perfect average in college and acceptable

marks in graduate school so I can live in a

big house like the one 1 live in now A ten

\ear old bos ! ...
The brightest students are usually the

ones who rebel against a system This has

not been true in the case o! Crestdale and

other communities like it because whenever

a student says to one ol his parents. "It's a

lot Of garbage the reply very often is:

I) That's the only way you'll be able to

make it in the world. Only the liest equipped

blacks are not expendable

2 1 Your ancestors toiled for centuries in

this country without compensation Now

that we se reached the point where we can

control our own destinies you've decided

that it's not worth it'.'

31 What's letter A loss paying, rarels

rewarding M lob or being an attornes.

prolessor. doctor, etc |

I am still teaching at Crestdale High

School because 1 know that there are

alternatives, and it is my responsibility to

inform students who are not aware ol them

what thev are. One of the most important

alternatives is a seldom heard of town

located sixty miles northwest of

Philadelphia known as Renaissance I he

name is appropriate because the [own docs

symbolise rebirth It symbolizes the rebirth

ol the communal spirit that middle class

blacks had with lower class blacks during

the civil rights campaigns and Black pride

movement during the i%o's and 70's This

new camaraderie is shown in many ways. A

couple ol which are:

li There is no income restriction

residents. Instead of only professionals and

executives, there is a sizeable number o

I, hie collar workers (primarily steel

workers) and lower white collar workers

oft ice assistants in Philadelphia and the

like i When Renaissance's tirst zoning

meeting was held (attended by the majority

ol the first couple of hundred residents, who

were primarily upper-middle class), it was

decided that, if need be. housing lor lower

income blacks and a lew wl <tes would lie

subsidized. Due to the availability of low-

cost pre fabricated housing on a large scale

the need for subsidization was eliminated. It

is interesting to note that in Renaissance,

one cannot ascertain a family's income by

merely looking at the home it byes in. The

low cost homes look as impressive as the

higher cost ranches, colonials and con-

dominiums. The low cost homes can be

lound in all sections ol the town, thus the

possibility of stratification by community is

lessened considerably.

21 The schools also de-emphasize dit

lerences. Thev do this by encouraging ex-

cellence in whatever the student likes the

most 1 a student loves creative writing, he

is allowed to take several courses involving

writing techniques and is required to have

only a basic knowledge of other academic

areas In other words, a student may major

,n whatever he is especially interested in_

The old claim that junior and senior high

school students don I know what they like

"The brightest students are

usually the ones who rebel

against a system. This has

not been true in the case

of Crestdale ..." 1

has been left behind Ol course prior to the

eighth grade .indents are able to sample

mans possible areas to del ermine their

interests Ranking of students has also been

disn garded in these schooi

To me schools such as th"se and Iossks

such as Renaissance are the true ft on

trunners in comparison to others across the

country Perhaps m> true reasons tor

gUying m < i estdale is that 1 hope that

someday, my students will be among those

Who come back and make it the way it

,hould be Then I will no longer be envieus ol

Creatdalc will truly be

(Mrs.) Claire Chcausclt

Sm ial Science Instructor

( i estdale High School

Crestdale. New York

Renaissance
number one

Where Are The Students?

I'd like to deal with a few of the issues raised in the editorial in the

last issue of DRUM magazine, since I was unable to submit this

article in time for the forthcoming issue

First of all. d.d the editor, in writing the ar icle. recall he many

days of work, the periods of fatigue and rust ra .on and th hours

spent, alone, organizing and preparing? Quiet as '^ keP -A™
Sack Studies Department on campus has experienced Min.lar

occasions Several times Most of the time, in fact NOT because

s^nt ha^en . b--en persuaded and COMedJeconU*.^^
Department and NOT because they are pushed a.sde when they

52K the office, intent on participating ,n the Departmen^ s

activities Rather, as appears to be the case within most Black

gJn ations on campusj3RUM included, ^dent p^rt.c.pation is

ss hen not scarce or temporary, absent. The; student en y
of the

Department is. undoubtedly, where the "student entity of the

W212K such'alack of student participation, per-

p.: uated bv the lack of communication within the community, .and

THAT'S what should be questioned. ...» the entire Aptheker bat-

1

•• •toappoint Herbert Aptheker. a wWte^orta^vms^more.tfta.

iuat a battle to add an additional member to the laculty in the

I lepartm.nt . and the color of this particular goepective proles or

was not what should have been questioned Rather-does the

Department have the power, authority, and **«W»£~
ind hire its own t acuity members, based on their qualities as

profe^tnJELchers, or should it permit certain polHica. forces

within the administrative body to«j^th^i^W». basing

their decision sciey on the man's 'political affilrat. ns^ notto

mention the lac. thai Herbert Aptheker happens to I e hc most

informed and edl ited man on slavery ^£""£*; J £ ,

country, lbs cow * would have been entitled S^J"**
I rated States He svas also a close friend of Dr. W TvB t)uho,s
l

,d maintains a collection of several of Dub^HinporteljMteUers

and document, left to him upon Dubois , eatlv Issould have

taught a course on the "Life and Writings of V\ KB. Dubois

Continued on Page 12

urever. Rarelv do n inere .s no,..^,..^.^

The English Paper
__ _u 1.1....L laMhnwa tiiiTHw) in a

The Yearling is the new student publicatem

at Vale

By Richard Hardie

A seventeen year-old black freshman turned in a

paper to a ten-year-older Doctor in the Knglish

Department on Paradise Lost and got himself an efL

Fust of all he had handed the shit in late, which would

otherwise have gotten him up to a dee minus, but there

were lots of other mistakes. It wasn't bad enough that

right off he knew that Demogorgon was Harlem, but

he kept mixin up Chaos with the Supreme Court that

umpire sits. And by decision more embroils the

irav By which he reigns
. , ,

..

But that wasn't half bad-he had entitled the paper.

The Bad Ballad of the Black Puritan, and. moreover

he had superimposed Cleavers shit, the four horses of

the Mitosis, upon the candy I sic I
mythology of Milton_

He had alloyed the Supermascuhne with Satan and

come up with a hero of sorts, and had put together Sin

and the lltrafeminine (You remember Milton s_

character Sin^-About her middle round/A cry of

IUI1 hounds never-ceasing barked/ .../A hideous peal.

vet when thev list, would creep,/ If aught disturbed

their noise, into her womb./And kennel there: yet

there still barked and howled/Within unseen i both

combining into a grand strumpet "..who loved her

babies black, loved her babies white, loved her babies

stillborn." .

Well anyway I got this essay from the teacher who

thought I might be more eligible to inform the student

Of his low grade We regret to inform you that in a

skirmish closely following the Puritan Revolution.

your paper died The teacher appended the

following note to me
Dear Black Teaching Assistant.

I know we base ground you well in

classical writing and mythology and in the

rich precedence of English letters and

literature You have learned well to recite

the formal excitement ol the Spenserian

Sonnet, the French Ballade, the Alexan-

drine, and sou have employed in your

writing under this department the glorious

measures monometer iambic, trimeter

trochaic, dlroeteriarohk and anapestic.

trimeter anapestic. with iambic variation.

dimeter dactylic tetrameter iambic

trimeter iambic tetrameter trochaic,

tetrameter anapestic pentameter iambic

pentameter anapestic. hexameter iambic

hexameter anapestic with iambic variation,

hexameter dactvlic hepta meter iambic

ssith anapestic variation, heptameter

anapestic with iambic variation, oetometer

trochaic not to mention the figures of

grammar, rhetoric and prosody accidence,

ad captandum. amphibology, anacoluthon.

anapaest and anaphora, anastrophe. an-

tepenult, and antistrophe, aphaeresis,

anacope and apodosis (etc .
which

discovered she copied right out of Fowler

right down to z< •. and here discontinue)

Is it not then lov grade impertinence that our

students ignore the immortal forefathers of ^rad.se

Lost Virgil and Homer. Dante and the booksof the

bible Ocnesis and Bevelation. and instead substitute

their black contemporaries Can one chapter of U»roi

jones condense the literary wealth ol the past one

poem of Soma Sanchez" Can anyone understand black

expression without a deep foundation in Knglish

I iterature

'

'

Phase explain to the student that he. like sou. must

take the long road to arrive at a good education, tha

he dare not write about Milton until he knows what

Milton means, has checked the places and names that

people his epic Demogorgon. for instance is not a

,i. .,, al all. but a character of the nether world w th

power oser god and men -what can he mean by

"1 hope this act of bason does not put you in a bind

but think ol me. I have to grade his next pepei WWCH is

,obe (.nAh-xanderlv^-s The Rape oHi.cLmk.^^

I „n on my way to bang on the MiM **!« do*

and I'll teb sou about it next '

<k
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The thing is--are we, as Black students, mature enough and sure

enough of our own identities to accept Aptheker on the basis ot his

vast kpowledge and his ability to teach us new. important, and

relev en! concepts rather than on his physical appearance or ethical

background?

The intentions and goals of the WEB. Dubois Department of

Afro American Stud.cs were all very clearly stated in the original

proposal of February 1. 1970 and should have been questioned and

debated THEN, before the development ot the Department. As it

turned out the Department has followed that proposal as it was

accepted by all The Department is cultural and political and ad-

dresses itself to the desperate need of the Black Nation lor aware

Black people, rather than for scientists. As wa> stated student

apathy is a major "disease" within this community, and Black

education a possible cure At this particular stage, science won t

even enlist the interest of the majority of Black students here, or

many of those to be recruited in the near future. But, for those

interested in studying science, the University of Massachusetts

offers a vv.de variety of courses in the Science Department, and if

one is senouslv preparing to work within the Black Nation as a

scientist he will then view these science courses through a BlacK

perspective That will have to suffice until the Department is

sufficiently supplied with political and cultural positions. Being

allowed only a small number of new faculty positions to be filled,

time is of essence, and before the Department wanders off to

another field, the current one must be adequately sown, and not

left, halt assed. for the unfit consumption of birds.

Then there's the problem of -political barbarism." the said

'primary force that is keeping thinking Brothers and Sisters rom

establishing a real Black student front on campus, proposed to be

cured by political experiences. The first problem, as \g**>»*
lack of' -thinking" Brothers and Sisters having a DLS1RL to

establish a Black front, or even engage IN any meaningful tor

otherwise) political activity It appears that we have here some

students who mav be labeled as -thinking." and that s all i.e.. big

thoughts little or no action. I must, at this point, admit that 1 am

somewhat biased, mavbe narrow minded, on this topic, because I

base nearly mv entire'opinion on the lack of student interest in the

proposed Mississippi project -an undeniably -political experience

v» Inch could begin to solve the problem of -political barbarism, if

that is in tact, the problem, and if political experience is. in fact,

the solution

For those who haven t heard, the Mississippi Project originally

propose.) Ul send lity Black students from the five-college area to

Mississippi for two months of the summer to implement the voter s

registration drive there, in order that all elected officials in some

nineteen counties be Black. For -thinking" Black students, this

would be an ideal means of educating oneself more than politically

Culturally Mississippi probably has more to offer than any other

state in the country. Politically AND culturally, this project

provides the opportunity to really check out Blackness, in all its

splendor Or haven
:

t our -thinking" Brothers and Sisters

ihought" of it in that way'' Granted, many of us must find em-

ployment for the summer, so as to keep up payments on our El

Dorados. or reasonable facsimiles) but THINKING Brothers and

Sisters will choose Mississippi as a priority, understanding that

progress in the South is also progress in the North, and that the

election of Black officials in the state of Mississippi will take us a

whole lot further thananv "automobile" on the market If summer-

school is the hang up. don't go You'll learn more in Mississippi,

and chances are. you 11 have the opportunity to receive as many

academic credits

Then of course, next semester, Brother Mel Smith will be of-

fering a course dealing directly with the Black community of

Springfield It will involve the Department and its students with the

cultural social, and political problems of Springfield This course

will transcend all that "Black vanity, paranoia, and distrust,

.quote unquote* and deal with the real, more materialistic, less

emotional issues of a community. I'm eager to see how many

thinkers" enroll in the course. There will be a meeting to discuss

this project on May 15th at Mills House The exact time of this

meeting will be announced shortly. Come and see just what you can

accomplish for yourselves and for Springfield

So Tosum up^ The community here cannot/ shouldnot be labeled

and categorized as "thinkers" and "non-thinkers." Hopefully, we

.will) ALL think. What is necessary is a rechanneling of thoughts, a

re definition of priorities, and a re-evaluation of commitment

Fspeciallv, re consider going to Mississippi for those two mon

ths and let'the Black Studies Department know of your decision^

Signcl

Dizzie Gillespie Tonight

^ A
Dizzy Gillespie and his Quintet wind up their two-

day visit to the University with two events today,

Friday. April :H)th. At 2:00 p.m , Mr Gillespie and the

group will hold an informal iazz workshop in Bowker

Auditorium This session is open without charge to

those holding tickets to the evening concert.

This final popular music residency sponsored by the

Fine Arts Council will conclude with a concert by The

Dizzy Gillespie Quintet at 8:00 p m. in Bowker

Auditorium.

Some reserved tickets are still available for

tonight s concert at the Council office, 125 Herter Hall

Remaining tickets will be available at Bowker at 7:00

p.m Telephone to both offices is .i0202.

Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright
The I'niversity of Massachusetts

Theatre will conclude its 1970-1971

season with Don Petersen's Does A

Tiger Wear A Necktie? which will

l>e presented May 5 May 8 at 8::io

p.m. in Bartlett Auditorium.

This contemporary drama
confronts life in a drug

rehabilitation center. The addicts

are urban youth who believe that

like the tigers "we was chucked on

raw meat and like it." And like the

tigers they wait with claws tensed

tor acts oi violence, yet these very

same claws are capable of being

retracted with a warm response to

altection.

In the midst of them in this

cage for young junkies" - is their

Knghsh teacher, Mr Winters His

attempt to understand them

centers around the question: Can

>ou rehabilitate and civilize these

young addicts can you put a

necktie on a tiger*
1 The beat is now.

• hopelessness and hope mingle

when the kids try to realistically

consider living "out there."

I'nder the sponsorship of the

Amherst Human Relations

Council, the cast spent a live-in

weekend at the Clinton Youth

Center in New York's West Side in

M attempt to acquaint themselves

with the style of life in a large

inner-city setting; trying to feel

what it is like to be caged in the

tenements and to feel the

•threatening concrete
."

Under the direction of Dr. Jim

Young, the production is at-

tempting to capture the reality of a

segment of life. Setting is by Jeff

Fiala: costumes by Sandy Hispler.

lighting by Jim Dooley; and

technical direction by Nicholas

Scott

Tickets :or Uses A Tiger Wear A

Necktie
1
.' can be purchased at the

l)ox office or by calling the box

office. 545-257f. Admission is $1.75.

MDC
Classifieds

-

Best Buy
Anywhere

From
'That'

Book!

AMHERST [ EVES 7:00 - 9:00

Matinees Sat.

Sun. ot 1:30

Area First Shnwinu

DeerfieM DrWe-li

R.utr S M* m «••« DewfWS

FBI.. SAT. and SIN.

Rock Hudson os Tiger in Roger Vodim's

METRO GOtDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS

RcttyMakk
in a row

METR0C0L0R MGM

LATE SHOW THIS FRIDAY AT 11:30 P.M.

Rote "X" "WE DO IT" Filmed in color

(Not port of regulor Fridoy program, adults - oil

seats $2.00.)

j/' IT 5 IIVMDALI tD^ w. spud.

™Cfo+>^ C**~"W3

yHOOt GBOUP KATES

(i) WINNER OF 7

ACADEMY AWARDS in<

BEST PICTURE!m
SENIOR

CITIZEN

DISCOUNT
MATS.

733-5131

ONLY
MINUTES

!,£," STANDS'ALONE!
J OMAR SHARIF PETER 0T00LE

Sua. 1:3* • S*S - :.'«•

HARKY NEWMAN VANISHING WIN T
. «««.. .01

AMHERST HADLEV LINE

YOU...

GET
THE

SHOW-
CASE
HABIT

SEE

THE
BEST

FIRSTI I suN-rai:
__ sr-^a * 7:15

©WINNERS of 8 fiHiVH.'.limiil'H
EST PICTURE Ipim I

1WTON MASH
J^'^. BEST ACTOR tm» C Sc*

BEST DIRECTOR
SAT:

3 * • PM

BEST "
SCREENPLAY
SUN.-Fffl: 5 * 10 1'

SAT 1,6, 11 »M

master chaicje

,"rr«."l HASTEB 10EI!'
>«)f* Hih»r ifSffftnaalfielBsaaiai
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Gfidders Set For Exhibition

Landry, Morin Lead Cast for Morning Clinic

ByDANKAMAL
MDC Stall

At 10 a.m. tomorrow, the pro

clink: at Gladchuck Field behind

\lumni Stadium will kick off the

Bernie Dallas Day proceedings.

As hopefully you know by now,

Bernie Dallas Day is a memorial to

a former UMass athlete and

scholar who was killed some three

years ago in an auto accident.

But more than that, however, the

proceeds i>nm the day will enable

Morin, also a first draft choice,

was picked by the Browns in 1966.

He was named all-pro in 1968 and

twice has led the NFL tight ends in

receiving. His talk will concern

tight end receiving and pass routes

and blocking from the tight end

position.

Toner lias been with the Patriots

tor four years as a defensive end

and tackle and has been a valuable

swing man for the Pats. He will

Milt Morin
i niversit; ; lain the

H-irur. of stud* nts lib Dallas in

the form of memorial mall to be

constructed neat Alum. Stadium

and a! o in the form <>i an annual

vhol.n >hip in Dallas' I .me to be

n ., >a studei I bowing superior

i!l around qua!

The pro clinic ducted

. Greg Landrj <•! me Detroit

I oqs Milt Mom- of the Cleveland

lit own- Ed Toner of the Neu

Fngland I' 4M md Phil

Vandersea of the Greta Bay

packers all farmer Redman grid

greats Also presi nt will be Sam
1 Kutigliano, offensive coordinator

of the Patriots. John Huard of the

New Orleans Saints, and pro

lootball aspirants Bub!>a Pena.

Nick McGarry, and Pierre Mar
ehando
Landry was the iirst draft choice

of the Lions in 1968 He led the

Detroit club to the divisional

playoffs last year, completing 61%

of his passes along the way He will

speak on ball handling techniques,

lootwork. and the throwing action

of the drop-back pass.

Sam Rutigliano

Happy
Birthday
May 1, 1971

Darmel O. Marcus

of 240 Cance
MIKE

Bernie Dallas

speak on the defensive line play of

the pro 4-3 defense with emphasis

on the pass rush.

Vandersea, a '66 graduate like

Morin and Toner, was picked by

the Packers and played in the first

Super Bowl. He is captain of the

Packer suicide squad. The play of

the outside linebacker against the

run and pass will be his topic.

Huard, recently traded to the

Saints from the Denver Broncos, is

a University of Maine graduate

and a fine outside linebacker. His

talk will be on the middle

linebacker position and the 4-3

defense versus the run and pass.

Kutligiano will speak on wide

receivers' pass routes and how to

get open against various pass

defenses

The clinic will be attended by

students lrom the I'niversity. high

school lootball players, and In-

terested adults

Alter the clinic an informal

luncheon Will be held in Hampshire

Dining Commons. Then at :i p.m.

the big event of the day. the in

trasquad game will be played.

Unlike past spring intrasquads

which have pitted the Davids ol the

team against the tloliaths. this

contest will pit two ver> evenly

matched teams against each other

With the momentous draft already

having decided which players will

play lor which team, everything is

set tor the opening kickoff.

Coach .Mm Began 'Sprtngtield

Dail> News) of the John Hulecki

team and Al Whitmarsh (WOT

center telegram) of the Dennis

Keating squad are the honorary

head coaches

Their pre game statements have

stirred an interest uncommon for

any sporting event I MM can sense

the intense determination of the

ivvo men to bring home a win

Began has already startled the

shirts world by revealing that he

u ill use 1 1 men Never before has a

roach made known such an im

portant part of his strategy before

a game. Whitmarsh. more

reticent, but also very cool and

confidant, has said only this-

• Began better be prepared for

anything." Something just has to

Hive when these two fierce rivals

oppose each other on the field

The end of the game will also

mark the termination of spring

lootball practice and the end of

Bernie Dallas Day Hopefully, the

day will be an immense success.

Many people have put many long

hours into the preparation of this

most worthwhile event The pro

stars who will be present have

graciously consented lo come here

to pay tribute to a great man and

tor a' lew ol them a great team-

mate
However, the ultimate success ol

the occasion depends primarilv on

Greg Landry
support. Students are urged to

attend the proceedings, tirst of all

to rap with the football men who

will be there, second!) to get a

preview of what can **• expected

lrom the Redman lootball team

next tall, and most important ol all

to support a great caues i"

school of this size it is very difficult

to participate m an) event that

conveys S sense of belonging This

event gives every student a chance

to enjoy, at least fleetingly, the

feeling of being a part ol the school

Sure, there is a small admission

charge involved But it's all going

localises that w ill help to make the

University Of Massachusetts a bit

better for its students it all boils

down to a Caat ol students sup

porting students even the hardest

cynic will tmd no lauii with that

Besides even the meinix n of the

press are pa\ ing their « B) m. so it

must be something good

The cost lor the entire day lor

students is $1 .00 and the luncheon

will bean additional I1JQ It seems

a small price to pay lor so much in

return

Phil Vr ,,-inea

Ed Toner
|

|
John Huard~~

[

Art Exhibition & Sale

fine ordinal rrapbtr* Hjr

Alburn
An.
Itr»<iur
(abler
K. Delnuna.T
I.,- t'orbuslrr

MarrUtr
Mlro

IV»rl«trln
Ptcanaa

V »«»«!'
Warhol

will be offered at

MEAD ART GALLERY
AMHERST COLLEGE

on

Saturday. May l

11:00 a.m. • 4':00 p.m.

Sunday, May 2

1:00 p.m. • 4:00 p.m.

p|wn"nr*>il by the

AmtirnM ' ll»« Associate*

of fine Arts

ATTENTION
JUNIORS

Interested In earning $6.00

for 1 hour of your time??

The Bell System will cor

dart a Recruiter Training

< onference during the week
of May 17th at the Campus
Center. Several Juniors are

needed for practice Inter-

view session.

i. a in the experience of an

actual job interview and

make money too!!

Arrange for participation in

this program at the

Placement Office

Beam M
Whitmore

IHminifftratton Building
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Ruggers Face Heavy Action
Coed Nine Opens On Top

t _ **. I . .!,,*..• -i linn i nnni \

The U Mass ruggers rolled up points last Sunday to

blank Schenectady HFC. HM>. Four breakaway tries

set up this score The Redmen were paced by captain

Frank Boksans who scored two of the tries one on a

spectacular 100 yard run leaving the Schenectady

footballers lying in his wake.

The other two scores came from Jim Clapper and

winner Paul Ke\nolds. All tries were successfully

converted by playercoach Dale Toohey. Clapper s try

came in the first halt when Lovells strong running

brought the ball to within yards of a score

From a five vard scrum. (Tapper at halfback faked

to Toohe\ and dove the five yards for the score

In the "waning minutes of the game. UMass gained

possession from a ruck at midfield, the ball passed

down the line to Jack Long, then to Lovell and finally

Reynolds who cut back against the flow of the

Schenectady plavers and won the foot race to the goal

UMass second and third XVs were not as suc-

cessful in their contests with Schenectady and Dart

mouth respectively. Bill Wilson kept UMass ahead in

the Schenectady game converting three kicks, but the

iggressive Schenectady side matched kicks and

scored a try in the last few minutes to eke out a 12-9

victory.

The UMass C team took an early lead against

Dartmouth on Yoshioka Yasuos sparling breakaway.

Another try In the first hall gave the Redmen an 8-0

lead but Dartmouth picked away at the lead on a

penalty kick and a great try by UMass" Chris Meehan

.playing for Dartmouth) settling the score at 8-8

UMass had penalty kicks awarded twice late in the

second half The Redmen chose to run the ball and

tailed to score They pressed Dartmouth but a Green

winger kicked the ball out of trouble and beat the

UMass fullback to the ball for a score.

This weekend is another big rugby session. It begins

today when UMass' first and second XX s meet

\mherst for their annual bloodbath. The Lord Jeffs.

perennial powers in college rugby, have managed to

top UMass in all prior encounters, but UMass new

potent offense is expected to be too much for the

Amherst tradition to withstand.

Tomorrow sees the Redmen travelling to Cam-

bridge and the Harvard Business Schools "Seven-

\ Side Tourney

And finally on Sunday, the UMass C team takes on

the Northampton As at Arcanum field to top off the

solid rugby weekend.

BvNORAHSELIM
MDC Staff

The UMass Women's Varsity

Softball team started off the season

OH the right foot with a 6-2 win over

A 1C last week. The next game,

against Bridgewater. was a left-

looter all the way, UMass being

aluminum-batted into submission

19 8. On Tuesday UMass ap-

parently recovered from that

pounding to do some of its own, and

walked away with a 17-0 win over

Westfield State College.

Pitching the first five innings

against AIC. Carole Pierce allowed

only two runs while her mates

pecked away at the opposition

pitching for three. In the sixth

inning. Vicki Pagel came on to

preserve the win with some ex-

cellent pitching in her two inning

stint, striking out five. Also in the

sixth, UMass iced the game with

three runs.

Against Bridgewater two days

later. Miss Pagel's pitching wasn't

tooling many of the opposing

batters, but their aluminum-bat

hits certainly had the UM defense

baffled, for nine errors.

Bridgewater belted 19 hits for their

19 runs. When the game mercifully

ended, the status for BS were 19

runs, 19 hits, 4 errors, for UMass 8,

5 and 9.

Tuesday Westfield State College

came to test UMass' hospitality

and were very unceremoniously

received. The UMass infield was
shuffled around in hopes of new
life, and last year's reliefer Lynda

Larsen started for the hostess

team

Miss Larsen's pitching had

Westfield stymied. In the five

innings she worker, she allowed

only one hit. The UM defense had a

fairly easy time of it as Westfield

was popping up most of Larsen's

serves. While Westfield's bats

were silent, UMass' were booming,

staking Miss Larsen to an in

surmountable 14 run lead.

Continued on Page 15

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
"

l Mnn. apt. ml Cliffaide Uicludr.

•II utUltle*. gwirarung pool, tennU,

court*. Av»U Jane 1 to Au. 31 with

option to cont. Call Wo-aM* •'*•»*

pro.
*"

ii Per Cent Off — 8 bdrm. towu-

hou.e, 1«* b»ln. air cond . MM*
etc, »U util. IbcI.. partly «" "
needed Call gS3-3rff». «**-**

Furnished 1 bedroom, within walk-

ing distance of l'nl»eralty. Jane 1

to Sept. 1 with option to renew

Ml* per month, wiU haggle «W-..U
or M6-064W. "p--*

sublet June 13 - Sept. 1. far-

nl»hed 2 bedroom*, central location,

3 dollar* per night. CaU Mallei be-

fore nooo
:

H -'
~2-bdrm. farnlahed apt. Jane 1 -

Aug. 31 air cond , pool. Bolllns

t.reen SM-CKEt.

To sublet for Hummer with option

to leaae In fall. 8 bedroom apt. at

Rolling; Creen. pool In backyard, car-

peting, dishwasher. Iff baths. Phone
*.V»-fi09S MM

TRAVEL
.IrTT TO EfKOPE Isas space avail-

able from $99 o/w. Call Lon Avery
Mtl-Tm, Al Dlchner 5f-W44. tf6-8

8UM3CKR IN WDUOrmt Oaartotai
round trip Jet nights plaa many
helpful service*. WATKRBED9 too!

Call 849-1357 or 54»-38«.
4 - « a • 13 18 16 tt.ts tl t» M

-Chopper" 64 Harley SporatCT ra-

bollt engine. Cobra seat etc. Eseel-

lent cond. Call 686-121M. keep tryUw

.Sundays gMggJ JM'J*

—197» BSA Firebird 686, » ear*.

50*0 ml. Bought In Loodaa. Carj-

Heat offer erer $U»*. Call Daw
K-96TJ.

*""•

PERSONAL

Desperate, most tablet 3 br.

apartment la Pufftan. From Juue

1 . \uf 31. Wc- will pay first

mouths rent. CaU M8~lt*S.
tfl-30

3 bd-ni opt , post, air conditioner

and partially furnished. Available

June 1 August 31 Kent Is nego-

tlable. CaU 883-t7«. t/8-3

Partly furn. 8 bedroom apt. at

KolUng Green. Jane 1 to Aag. 31

Pool, carpeting, a r conditioned, all

utllitle* Included Will negotiate

tall 283-9196 "M
1 Itedroom apt . Squire Village.

Pool, air cond , all elect , utilities

Inc. 6H8-3MU available June 1.

tft-30

Dees a tiger wear a necktie? 845-

2579. .."*•*

If the Blonds Irish Eyea are still

smiling, will she appear ence more

inPsych 263T flay T?±
AGAPE: God's unconditional love

for all men EVEN VQC

1

«-36

""
llappy Blrthdaj BIO T - Tour

" l.sre. * ••**

FOR SALE— AUTOS

6 Boom completely furnished apt

I Mnh washer, air cond. Jane 1 -

Aug. 31 $l»»/m*. Amherst - walk-

ing distance from I Mass. CaU MV
i8ii *•*:?.

i Bdrm. Quab. Vlll Apt., w.w.
carpet, air condd , aU utll. Inc .

upt. renew lease. 6168 mo. June to

«vpt 1. Call 383 1666. tf4-3t

~~ I bedroom Quabbln Village twin

hrds, wall-waU carpet, AC, foil* fur.

nlshrd, all utilities June I - Aag 31,

»nly 6116 per month. CaU 383-6366
tf4-36

? bdrm. apt. May 84 • Aag , air

<ond etc. Sugarloaf Apta. Near
Mindrrland Ctr. Bent and Furniture

negotiable . CaU 666-3488. tfB-7

*I96! Generaaa affer, most goblet

June - Aug., renew leaae opt., 1

bdrm. apt., Cliffaide, farnlahed,

kwiiii pool, tennis ct. All otll Call

aft 8, 666-3739. tf4-36

> bdrm. townhoose, Squire Village,

Sunderland. AU o»l Incl. May 1 to

Aug. 31 with option for fall. Call

HfVJMI^ M*-30

^uhlet — one bedroom farnlahed

ipt , elec. kitchen, utIUtles paid.

fl\e mln to Vnlv 6100/mo. Jane
I to «*ept. 1, 817 Cliffside, Sand.

"

tf4-3»—
1 hilrrn. apt. Jane 1 t* Aag. 31

with option far renewal, $136.66 per

month Itllif. Inrluded 1 mile
from I Mast . callJMS-MH . tf6-14

3 bdrm. Puffton I, utilities Incl.

B49-6490 *t*-*l

I bdri ) apt. from .Tone 1 to Aor
31. partially fnrn., air cond . p .
etr $156. See Jeff at tit Pofften

tf4-36

siimmcr sublet araetiealry aa
minpus. Notting Are , 3 bedreorna.
kl.hen. lining nwm, bath. Very
ronnij. Jl^nt negotiable Will taaa
l»«s - MilCt tf5-3

$50 off each month an J bedroom
I'uffton apt . air cond . swtounlnr
i.hoI. tmni- .tall. Jane ||

sept 1st with «jpt. to
st' *<<9-66aa

in t

full) fnrn||»h»<;. .lit US $"
in Bake as an offer. This Is

i he cheap f. r 4 people on
.

SH iff Kl n.ost
ire' rid of 2 bdrm. apt. In Puffton
« nil M'^ i

*

M_ tfB-7

Apartment — 3 bedroom furnished,
nil utilities, pool, eeorts, 8 miles
from campus. Jane 1 to August 31

.

Kent negotiable. Call Jan 665-3791
tf8-4

3 bedroom Pnffton Jane 1 to
Sept. 1 completely furnish., peel,
tennis courts. WIU negotiate rent.
Cal l 849-6674. tf«-3

Sublet furn. one bedroom apt ,

June s Aag., $136, ntll. Incl , lease
optional. Cnlv Park Apta. Call
Hvenlngs 853-7661 tf4-36

.1 Br., Apt., 8 hatha, air cond ,

partial furn , pool , tennis, free uti-

lities, Jane 1 - Aag. 36. Lease op-

tion. Rent negotiable. Beds provided
S l'.ifffon. 849-6689. tf5-6

»i3 Comet C>clone. one owner, HP
•H9. man, emir*, Call 564-6879 after

8 p m. »**t*

i.l Huh It Elcctra Cam , ne bedi

rot. K 4 H, runa well, but muffler

needs repair, rear window torn. Ne
lower than $l-'5 Dave MbWJM
SI.'-^IJO.

. i!±5
1970 Triumph Spit Mk 3, exe. eaavd.

Must sell, am getting married, tall

884-4161 after 5;66. U*-J*

•«« Mustang 6 cyl , eiceUent run-

ning condition, one door dent. $560

Will bicker Call 856-687C tf4-36

" A king of" aulas t 1986 Cadillac,

runs fine and Is In good ahape

»-S tall Dave at 665-8623 after

VJ6 ***-"

76 Pl> mouth Duster 346, 875 D F ,

I in. I Dinks. Dual Breaker, Peal

fraction. Balbe wheela, pelyglaa

I.-..INM) ml . tach. warranty. $2166

tlrni tall 866-1475. tfa-3

V.HU Chevy aedan, B » H. pow-
er brakes and ateerlng, good cendl-

niin. st23 or best offer. CaU Blek

545-6116. WW
1971 Opel Spt Cpe , 8.866 ml ,

ww. rndlo. 1 9 litre eng , costs $2756

iifw. smart body and color. Call

Dick 546-«263. tf4-36

«9 Olds 4I'. 4 speed, air. excellent

• ondition, Michelin tlrea, grey with

Mark vinyl top Call after 6pm
-.vt-cuv; tf»4

Convertible <J3 Olds, new tires,

new hat , R ft II. spr|ng etlrkrr.

<oud running cond , .'iHS-TOST tfl-30

ItrKO Dodge D ivrt 253-3191. tft-30

t'140 rhmoiith sedan, fair running
, .mditinn, rnn be restored, $95. Call

f.-m-60!>7. ti*4-36

19*17 Triumph Spitfire In good con-

dition, radio, snowtlreo and new top

siaoo or best offer. Call May at

I il i days) or 549-fi4?t» leye ) tf5-4

I nrd (ialavie convertible, re-

li.iiile transportation. Good condi-

tion. $300. tall K-9012 anytime

_^_ 'Iltl
'tis Olds F«fl, very good condition

.

c ^ II Mirxa after 7 pm 54«-1036
tft-30

S f.T 19«7 fine condition, FM,
els, Pin-Ill tres $1150 call

i 7 V n> Oranhy, Mass
tfa-6

1
• condition, new

fats 00 Call
tf5-3

i '

1

1 t rlu !
•

r <f5-4

I .ill

red. egcel. cond . n»w
rah lottery, A.M/FM rndl.

>W3 tf-3

FOR SALE

780 Norton Cycle. S^Sa-^S
huilt, competition engine. "«"*«£
frame, other extras. $650. For^

Info

call Don 253-3171 after 6. tI4-J6

-igtio^iionda 305 «J'*
B»D

»*V, "Sek
Home work, beat offer. CaU Kick

M5-0216. -W*'TTt—
1D6. |Iona„ 300 cc. 6566 mllea

or.. egcVllcnt cond . 841HJ37B after

-. p m.
,

Hr£
"

1970 Dunebuggy, blue metamake
body, rebuilt 46 bp enf ., esXrwcl**

• xhaust. white conv- tap. aand

.ires black Interior, $886 ar B^O.

< all John 646-7646. tfa-4

"Must Sell — '76 Dncatl 866 cc^

Desmo. excel cond. $766. CaU Pat

evenings 853-3816. St*
Sony Tape Becorder TC 16B. ax.

cellent condition. 7" reel wjthl6
tapes. 4 track. CaU Jonathan a*""-

Vespa Scooter 19«4 156c* $188, goadJ

condition, price Includee helmet. Call

GB5-3647. tf6-6

ski boots, KoHach Gold Stara.

good condition, 1 year old. Inner

hoot, $50. CaU Jooathan 6-8667.
tf4-36

IhwUsh bicycle, women's, 3 apeed.

with baskets. Uke new, used only t

months. $66 new, asking $46. M»-
a$*a after 4. tfa-4

snndals — all-leather sandals.

most stvles, with wet and bent

upe arches. Can be had at the Naaa
t r iitsin.n's Guild. Custom made
n lv. Mon. thru Fri. 4-30 63-5-16-12

Sofa bed cenverta to double bed
-

flood working order, very reasonable
« ill nights 665-8«fll. tf5-36

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Summer camp for bay* — mate

counselor, needed. SwlminlM aatl

skiing Instructors For Info write

(amp Director, Camp Pin., EnfleM.

y.H. tfa-3

Groduofing! Mutt Sublet!

8 bedroom apt. Pufften Village, m-
cluded are otlUUes. JtAlg
court, all wlthlB waUUng motanea

„f Campoa. Negotiable prica. Can
anytime 849-6629. tf4~,B

ROOMMATES WANTED
" V BaasnmaU wanted bag. May I

Apt. within waUdng dlst. at Campus
Fast, air cond.. fare. apt. Call

I
64»

T3» after 6 p.gn. tt*-3»

Bairnar rsamm.tea wanted —• apa-

rloas 1 ream aeaae — Baadertand

$90 • month. CaU 546-6996. tf4-30

SUMMER SUBLET
Desperate! 8 bedreem apt. June 1

- Sept 1, only $166 per mo., origin-

ally $178. Please eaU Candy ar Judy

at aoppertime. 853-9666. tf4-36

Beacon BIB Apt. to sublet Jaaa
1 with option for lease la Sept. $196,

I bedrooms, back porch. CaU collect

1-617-712-0645 6 to 8 p m. tf4-36

6-1 to 8-31 Hadley off Bt. 9, S
bdrm. furn apt. jr. old, reconv
barn mod. ronven . w to w carpet,

fireplace. See to appreciate. Call

ufter 6 886-2632 tf8-3

summer sublet from Jone 1 to

tng. 36 I'uffton Village. 3 bdrm
farnlahed. Bent negotiable. Call
M9-0791 tf4-36

2 bdrm Puffton apt., poos. part.
furn., reduced rent Tel. 849-6*46.

MM
2 bedroom apt , Colonial Village,

option for nevt year CaU 853-9389
-wlmmlng pool, available Jane 1.

after 6 tf4-36

2 bdrm. tovmhouse, wall to wall
i rpt , dishwasher etc . June 1 -

vniMist 31, famished. 8150/mo, 253-

Mll. tfB-3

1 bedroom Pnffton VII . air cond ,

utilities, pool, tennis ct., Incl. Avail
lime 1. fall 519-0727 anytime. Rent
negotiable. tf4-36

iwr sublet — 1 bedroom Puff*
ton .lime 1 to tug, 31 — option to

H lense Cnll 519-1898 after «
tf .1-

1

REPAIRS

rioneer, Teac, Garrard, PK, Ai_6_
Fisher. TDK, eaosette and open reel

tape, Standard radio, Utah 6B____j .

LPe. 8 tracks and other oeceaaltvoa.

See Amherst Audio. _J*
Double bed. Good condition. $85

or best offer. Call Wayne, 549-6796.
tf5-4

ISM Mobile Home, fomlohed, 8

or 3 bedroom on lot 16 mile, from
campus. CaU 467-9856. tf4-36

'Zippers rrpoatredi on yos'e coifs,
ulng klt« He, iltBI.OWR Fine

' urrage A Leather Good., Kejs •

'nirirage repaired. 1S7 Main St.
nrthaniptlon 5H 1- 5233

.

tf8-14

REWARD
Lost — f'lnss Rinr7~ffolyoke High

<si hool T>!i. initials EJM. Reward.
I'leiisc .'nil «;-H8.'>0. tfl-89

DISCOUNT SUBLET
2 bdrm Puffton, air cond., pool,

iiiiil . Jane 1, opt. to renew lease.
Discount on rent. CaU 849-6818.

tf4-30

Cliffside — 2 bdrm.., all electric
dishwasher, swim, pool, tennis ct. .,

Mm per mo. Call 665-3478 after 6:36
p.m. Option to renew in Sept. tf5-7

tnlone model apt., 8 bdrm. town-
house. 2 baths, air cond., carpeting,
dishwasher, utilities Included, 8 mln.
from Ofass. Rent cheap - Jane 1.
253-5065. tfS-7

Williamsburg, Bt. 9, 14 mile. fr.

campoa, for Jane 1 extraordinary 7

rme. and a loft ; 6 comfortably, 2

kit . 2 fall bathe, all ntll., can be 8

apt. 863-334S. <f6-4

Beacon rtlll — we've got mm of

the moat unusual studios and 1-8

bdrm. apta. around. Available now
thru Sept. Seasonable prices In

Boston. CaU a83-*68a. tfS-6

8 bdrm. apt.. 3* ml. fr. Fniv .

avail. Jane 1 w /opt for next yr.

$19$ mo, aU util Inc., pool, air

cond , mod , canvn*. CaU 886-6268.
tfV7

1 bedroom apt. available Jaaa 1 -

Aag. 31, air condition., pool, tennis
eta. Kent negotiable. CaU Sharon
849-6783. tf8-6

SERVICES

OTOxeflH*j1V 4gM r— . .
-

New apartment furnished $78 mo
Eaathamptoa. CaU 887-16*3.

tfa-3

"~~% Female raoaunatoa wanted for

furnished RoUing Green apartement

for Jone. Joly. August. CaU Leslie

849-6296. tf_3
"

1 - 8 F Beecnmatea to share 3

bdrm. apt. Jane 1 - Sept 1 —
Puff., fornl.hed. pool, own bdrm .

reduced rent. Call Ann 546-7326, keep

trying. tf5-4

—M or F OOfEDIATEL¥ 1% ml.

from Campus $48 86/ mo. or less^

tlw-n room through summer with

option to .tay In faU. Call Pat

649-1367. H "*

Single room $45. doable rm. $36

per person. Kitchen privilege.,

tody, .todio space. *ea. now, fall

or summer 836-3198 after 6 Keep

trying; _tf5-°

We have 4 rooms open for this

summer and next fall for alrl. or

couples. 1 mile campus, rent lesa

than $56 acres, from Zayre. Call

256-6768.
.

,fil?
t roommate* wanted to ahare 3

bdrm townhooee for oommer. Own
rm. . pool, air cond., opt. for lease

In Sept $66 mo. Inc. atlla.. Start

6/1. CaU 668-3661.

Amherst Audio «*rvlc*a eteree
component., tape decks for Home or

car, 197 No. Pleasant St., 886-8133.

TTFINO — Thesis, Hammrrtpfa.
Drgaei

t

attons, Masters. In fart all

typlmr requlremcnta ran be tmifaied

throngh SANDY'S SECBFTAKIAL
SERVTTE. dial 864-8668.

tf-eawf 8-14

GOOD FOOD TO EAT
Whole Wheat Trading Co.. 181 N.

Pleasant St. ha. many earthly de-

lights which can take you bark to

the garden organic gratna, produce,

dairy . .

.

M8-3

CHILDREN
< hildren, »xe. 3-6, needed for paycli

testing. Payment $1 56/hr. Pleaae

call 542-25 19 daya. tf4-30

HELP WANTED

BOOKS

Accountants, cooks, domestics,

laborer, bartender, legal eecre-

tarles. stenographer, teacher.,
waitress, sales people, bank teller. I

EX-SEC Services, 9 Pray St.
tf5-3

**
Part-time bna drivers. Mast have

Claaa 2 license. Inquire office. West-
ern Maaa. Baa Lines, Service ten-
ter, Northampton. tfB-6

Motorcycles For Sole

~ We bay need book, and _— WhlteUght Book. (In the Alley)

No tamtgl tfB-18

WANTED
Looking for tare* need girl". Eng-

U.h .tyle bUiea. CaU Jim o46-76»r
tf4-30

Deoperate to rent country home
In secluded area. Married couple

need home by Jane for long term

CaU 774-8588. Aak for Jack.

BMW R60 1967, low mileage, Wix-
om Shield, large gaa tank, saddle
bags, many extra.. Coot $1966.66,
first $950 00 cash lake. It. 253-

7629. tf6-4

Yamaha Enduro CT7B 178cc 1970
8666 m., body, engine and tran .

excellent. Call Dick 586-0295, 831
RuseeU St., Hadley. $475. 4-36

1976 BMW 756 Mtrcy, 9606 miles,
many accessories, parts, perfect bike
owned-malntalned by a factory
trained mechanic, $1450. CaU 649-3974

4-36 8-3

Rm. In

set A. Sept
Diane 6-9674

N. Pleas. • San-
May. Fleaae call

tf4-30

< ouple need Ivng arrngmnts for

Sept. If want 8 or need home to

share with as, write B. Proot. 47

Englewood Ave., Brighton, Mase^

A #4- yy
Need apartment In Northampton 8

or 6 room.. Call Alice 7-9 p m to-

nlgh t Aak for Alice. "_*"?"

Three girls need apt for summer,
AC, near campus, 3 bedroom*,
cheap Call 519-1031; 1 "

WANTED TO BUY
Need Fsvli Paper immediately,

aIN haggle over price, will return
Mtter use, grade unimportant (pttss-

inif!) Call SKe-979.1 tf.1-3

TUTORS WANTED

FOR RENT
Vacnnt bedrm. In 3 bedrm apl

I ml from t'nniiHi", furnlshcJ. will

ii'E'itlnti on price or tic . of people
« .11 mc.ni M ir . tf5 '>

/ h.Inn ». >t for 4, up and down,

l'*i bath, in r cimd., w.vll to waif
rarp. Cheap, will talk prl«». Call

256-6660. tf4-36

1 hdr. opt available June 1st at

rresldentlal $150 month, all ntlll-

iles lm luded. Call 519 3597 after 3:00
tft-30

One farnlahed heilronui In Mtn.
Kange Townhouse Apt Available
June 1 to August 31 >.*.0 per month
In, hiding all Utilities. Call Andy
253-7226

.

_tf4-30

2 wka free rent fr. May 15 to

June 1 .ah. for summer with opt.

i' j ml. from Campus, all ntll .

furn. Cnlversltv Pk. Apt. , 46, call

'01-5915 after 6, Bruce. tffl-7

Your own room, 4 ml .
from Am-

herst on Bt. 9, $56 a month. Peter
.'.Vt-5662. tf4-30

8 room apartment from May 1st or

June lot to Sept. 1st. Lot ated on
Fearing St. Will discus, rent. Call
Pat 6-8688 or Dave 6-8688. tf8-3

N'ES Tatars, v, .tuted — fleldtrlp

s.it . Ma> 1st Fun. food anil games.
I ,.r ride i.nti't Hiren Butler 548-

••iiii or Clnrtj !'•'• Idee 816-5076

— anyone elrome lff-30

RENT or^SUBLEASE
" Opportune" "tTT i

l, nse and

, t.irnishi i ni.f >" PnfHon AiUage

at creath rrdawa • •'"»• Call 540

•133
tf5-5

WANTED TO RENT
Two mim shuck with stove and

electricity to Sept. 1 Amherst area.

Call Brace at 549-6021. Leave mes-
sage If I'm not In. tf5-5

LOST
—

Lost in vicinity of Mike's gold

bracelet tvpe watch. Reward. Senti-

mental value. Please call Donna at

8-2733 or 253-0218. " l*- :l
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Freshman Nine Clipped in Tenth, 3-2
,. s, »• ifDt , I.".- ,..;.,.,,„• s:..nt thp i iiiii. licdtnt'ii to men tin the base paths. Newell and llokas in relief <>l Stensgi
lis MARTY KELLER

MDC Stall

HANOVER, N.H.—Freshman
Steve Newell rapped a towering

solo homer in the top of the tenth

hut it didn't stand up as the Dart-

mouth JY's rallied for a pair in the

bottom of the frame to edge

visiting UMaot, W, in the cold

confines Of Hanover on Wed

rtesday.

Newell's moon shot. an

estimated Mfl fact, ffave starter

and loser Steve Merrill a slim

cushion going into the home hall of

the tenth Hut three straight

.singles, including Devey's two run

winner, sent the Little Kedmen to

their tilth loss of the season in eight

starts.

Although tiring in the tenth.

Merrill hurled a strong game as he

scattered nine singles, walked

none and tanned a pair, but came
hack with that extra something

when needed to keep his mates in

the game However, the iron man
Of the stall gave way to the

longevity ot his stint as the winners

produced three straight singles to

win it.

The visitors, however, pounded

out light hits, but lapsed in clutch

situations having stranded twelve

men tin the base paths. Newell and

Ken Brewer paced the UMass
attack With a pair apiece, but the

visitors just couldn't put the KBI

column to good use

The yearlings grabbed a quick 1-

U lead in the second on a double

error on Bill Moan's grounder, a

fielder's choice, and a wild pitch

The Indians, however, came back

in their hall to knot the count on a

u;ilk and a costly miscue on a

single by McDunnough.
Then both Merrill and Dart-

mouth starter Stensgar hooked up

u fierce pitcher's battle Finally

Merrill relinquished in the tenth as

O 'Brien Praises Trackmen At Varsity M
..i>s in . i tin. hi»st li«;im ever and I still the brst team ever and sti

By FRED ROSENTHAL
MDC Stall

At yesterday's Yarsitv M Club

luncheon lacrosse coach Dick

Garter maintained that this year's

team is the Ix'st ever at UMass.

Garter and track coach Ken

O'Brien were the featured

speakers at the gathering held at

the Newman Center.

Coach O'Brien speaking about

this year's track team said that

there is "no better balanced team

ui New Kngland." He feels op-

timistic about the rest of the season

Hid is looking forward to the

Yankee Cotafarcace meet which

will be held at UMass on May 15th

Although UMass and Con-

necticut are the leading contenders

lor the title. Coach O'Brien thinks

that Khode Island will have a lot of

influence over who will win the

meet
The meet will be held on the new

all weather track which according

to at least one team member has

really helped the team. Jim

Craves a junior, speaking at the

luncheon vesterday said, "the new

track has done wonders to the

team He noted that per

lormances have been much im

proved and that there is "more

spirit Gravel said that with the

new facility the track team is a

earn to lie noticed and paid at-

tention to
."

Head lacrosse coach Dick

Garter also spoke and upheld his

earlier statement that this year's

ham is very likely the best ever at

I .Mass

Although they have lost two

lames this year, one heart

breaker in double overtime at

Harvard, the stickmen bounced

hack Tuesday \uth I big win over

Adelphi

Gaiter said yesterday "Before

the season I MM this was possibly

Cut out and save this ad
—

Don't
CallYour
Travel
Agent!
When you want the most
charters available for

Summer 1971. Call

212-697-3054
As a student at this

college. YOU may be
eligible for our low. low

cost fares Flights from

New York to all major

European Cities

Weekly departures

Flights under the auspices

of World Student
Government Organization

Send coupon . . .
call, write

or visit

the best team ever, and 1 still

believe that." Garter and his

troops hope to prove themselves

May 12th at Brown. Brown has

been rated number one in New
Kngland all season long which

makes them a number one target

Garter said yesterday "Before

the season 1 said this was possibly

W S G O please send
[ 1 Travel bulletins

( 1 Application tor International

Student I D

C/a

Name,

Address

Z.p

City

Slate

SchooL

Charter & Group
Travel Specialists
60 East 42nd Street
New York 10017
Call (212) 697-3054

the best team ever, and I still

believe that." Garter and his

troops hope to prove themselves

May l_th at Brown Brown has

been rated number one in Ne*.

Kngland all season long which

makes them a number one target

for the Kedmen stickers.

llokas in relief of Stensgar picked

up the win.

Although the opportunities to

sew it up were all too lew for the

Kedmen. the gates were open in

the seventh Winchester Wollard

led oil with a single, pilfered

second and strolled to third on a

passed ball. However, the yearling

hats just couldn't push the run

across.

Then in the tenth, alter Newell

crashed the go ahead circuit clout.

Larry Herron walked Kick

Hanson then powered a tremen-

dous shot up the alley in left center

thai centerfielder Klupchar made
an incredible dive over a rope

lence to save a near :',H0 loot two

run homer Alter Moan singled,

llokas came on to put out the lire.

on Tuesday the JV's will con-

tinue search lor that 5(H) serum as

coach Kay Wilson s squad travels

to Worcester Junior College lor a 3

p in encounter

(out iniH'tl from Pane II

In the sixth, Sharon Miles

came on to relieve On the first

play, she fielded i bunt cleanly

but overthrew first, which set

the stage lor some UMass
heroics With a runner on

second, the next batter blooped

a single into right A long strike

from right fielder Marcia Parks

cut oil a run at the plate aided

by some fancy diving by cat-

cher Jane Klagg.

As the next batter was thrown

out at lirst. the WS haserunner

tried to take third Cheryl

McCarthy fired the ball to Jane

Marsolais who tagged out the

Irunner as she slid over third

into the coach's box. Miss Miles

truck OUt the side in the

seventh to end the name
The next home game is

against Keene state on Monday,
Ma\ :tat :i 3« behind the WOPE
building

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAHA*

Leo born Mae West is fascinated by
astrology and dedicated to research
m allied subjects, such as parap
bychology. She exemplifies her sign:

showmanship combined with a

languid humor
...

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Ac
tent on security, home, property,

ability to get most from investments
Stop playing games with assets

Experience must now combine with

creativity Stick to even course.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Get

nd. of outmooed concepts. Welcome
ideas, changes Refuse to accept

burden which is not rightly your own
Be free ot doubts, fears. Do so by
asserting yourself in frank manner
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent

on money, personal possessions

Collect and pay debts Obtain needed
data Evaluate information Take
personal interest in new project.

Leaving details to others would be a

mistake
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Lunar

cycle is at peak Your judgment,
intuition serve as reliable guides

Add to wardrobe Brighten
surroundings. Welcome new,
romantic contacts Take initiative.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Ally

yourself with Cancer born individual

Co operate m proiect aimed at

raising funds for charity You receive

offer Make most of it by thorough
research preparation
VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22! You get

what you request Know this and be
sure you know what it is you actually

desire Stress mature approach
Don t be reckless with feelings of

friends Measure potential

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22) Career,

standing in community are em
ph.is./ed Whatever vou do. do so

with air of authority. Perceive
trends Go with tide Professional

superior can be favorably impressed.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Good

lunar aspect coincides with higher

education, ability to grasp intricate

details You win friends and m
tluence people Keep communication
lines open Reply to messages
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Perceive what others are thinking

Means don't accept surface or

superficial indications Some now are

fond of putting on an act Realize this

and act accordingly Wait for facts

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19).

Serious discussion with mate, pari

ner is essential Arrive at un
derstanding based on mutual
respect. Older person can aid with

contract, legal agreement Stick to

the familiar.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18)

Obtain hint from Taurus message
Finish what you start Basic chores

should not be ignored One who
performs special service deserves

added praise. Heed concept of qolden

rule „„,
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20)

Creative resources are accented

Stress original and versatile ap
proach Old ways may not suffice. Be
ready tor change, travel, variety

Young person requires special at

C
?F°TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you have sparkling sense of humor
You want constantly to expand, to

have new experiences. Your m
tellectual curiosity is a very real part

of your personality, charm Recent

.•motional setback serves only to

make vou stronger By October, you

will be >n better financial, emotional

position
Copynqht 1971. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Falsifier

5 Edible

, fish

9 Kind of

candy

10 More
domesticated

12 Cushion for

the head

13 Glossy
paint

15 Heraldic

device

16 Matured

IB Girl's name

19 Printer's

measure (pi.)

20 Sea in Asia

21 Praise

22 Manuscript
(abbr)

23 Finishes

24 Paths

25 Insects

26 Temporary
beds

27 Small fish

29 Actuate

30 Protective

organization

(abbr )

32 limbs

33 Sheltered

inlet

34 Brother

(abbr )

35 Fuss

36 HumWta
•

37 Word of

sorrow

"al

American
country

40 I'yi'ndrical

42 Boundaries

43 W>pt-out

44

DOWN

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

11

Soothes
Unemployed
Time gone by
Requites
Metal
Workman
Wine Cup

Behaves

Business

organizations

Musical
show

12 Ode

14 Young boys

17 Aeriform
fluid

20 Oil I seed

21 Tardy

23 Lampreys

24 Affection

25 Flowering

plant
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IRedmen Showdown With Maine

&

V.V
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By EARLE BARROLL
Ml >C Stall

It's now getting to the point

in the I 'Mass baseball season

where the liedmen have to

keep winning
1

it they expect to

have any chance of an extra

long season Hight now they

are still a game back of UConn

in the Yankee Conference

standings and it appears that

these two teams could be

headed lor a collision course

showdown at Storrs. May 19, in

the last two games of the

season to the decide the title.

But lor the time being both

have to keep winning and this

weekend the Hedmen have a

stilt three game home set to

lake care ot with the Univer-

sity ol Maine. This afternoon at

3 both teams play a single

game and tomorrow at 11 a.m.

they begin a doubleheader at

Karl E. Lorden Field

It should be stressed that this

is a BIG, BIG series for both

teams Maine is coming into

this weekend with an im

pressive 9-2 record and in its

onlv Yankee Conference action

the Black Bears topped New
Hampshire. 3-1, behind the

strong pitching of Jim Chaplin.

an All District One second

team choice last year and

probably the starting pitcher in

the first game tomorrow

Last year Maine was second

in the conference and lK-ti

overall This year the Black

Bears are a team much like the

liedmen in that they feature a

lot of vouth and solid front line

pitching with a stingy defense

to boot

Maine coach. Jack But-

terfield is one of the most

respected baseball mentors not

onlv in New Kngland but in the

entire country. In 19M he took a

Black Bear team that was

destined for the conference

ik, ItMlhW"'

iaily tolJeatan

SPORTS
cellar in preseason to a third

place in the College World

Series His teams are always

well coached and prepared and

in keeping with Maine baseball

tradition the liedmen will have

their hands full.

Chaplin will be joined on the

mound for the three game set

by Mike Jones and Paul

Kutkiewicx, a pair of hard

throwing sophomores.

Offensively the Black Bears

have six hitters over the .300

mark, led by All-District One

third baseman Bill West and

second baseman Alan

Livingston who leads the pack

at 385.

For the redhot liedmen, who

are now on a seven game tear

without a setback coach Dick

Bergquist plans to go with Tom
White this afternoon, Tom King

in the first game tomorrow and

with the starter for the third

game as yet undecided. The

choice will come from Chip

Baye. Jack Bernardo or John

Olsen.

In the last three game series

at home versus Vermont these

burton shut the door on the

Catamounts to the tune of no

......•.•.•.•..•.•.v.'.w.y.r«MW:w

runt and ten hits in three

games.
Vermont, like Maine, came

into their series with an

abundance of 30 hitters and it

should be kept in mind that

Maine has not faced pitching

like they will see in White,

King, and company as was the

same case with UVM.
Tom McDermott will again

be behind the plate. Dan
Fsposito, Jack Conroy, Ed
McMahon and Mark Palau

round out the infield with

Charlie Manley and Brian

Martin in the outfield with the

third outfield position as yet

undecided.

As stated, this is a big im-

portant series. Both teams

have their eyes on the Con-

ference title Both are in hot

pursuit of UConn and this

should make for an interesting

and exciting weekend of

baseball here at UMass.

X:X

m
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By JOHN MACG1LLVRAY
MIX" Stall

Although the footing was

treacherous, it was I' Mass that

was slippery as it eluded Farleigh

Dickinson 10-7 yesterday Playing

under inclement weather the

visitors applied constant pressure

but l Mass proved to be too much.

Paul Hitch opened the scoring

with an assist Irom Charlie Hardy

at 4 14 ol the first period F D I

came back and scored two sue

live goals to lead at the end of

the lust period 2-1 I'Mass ex-

ploded in the second period scoring

three goals within :>7 seconds

These goals came on a beautiful

leed Irom Hardy to John Nagle lor

the lust one "I .issist from Hardy

to Hitch lor the second score, and

the third came on a goal by Dana

Stone oil ol I Hardy leed For the

next seven minute- I Mass

exercised ball control and finally

scored at 1:5
1~ on a Hardy assist to

Stone in tront of the goal

Farleigh Dickinson made an

el fort to control the play by taking

the lust two face offs of the second

half and scoring on one of them

This brought new life into the ED
nam but I Mass quickly

sequetched it on I Nagle score that

seemed to go right through the

K I) goalie F D C scored again

but I Mass put two more on the

board OB goals by Nagle and

Cannon off of Hard) assists as the

third period ended with the score 8-

4 I Mass
With the beginning of the final

period F.D.U started to threaten

again bv scoring two successive

goals A Kevin Bush goal seemed

to put the game out of reach for

Y D I but the visitors refused to

give up and put another one in As

- fitting the man who started the

scoring. Hitch, ended it on a

l>eautiful score He intercepted an

E.D.I', pas; and came in on a solo

to beat the visitor's goalie.

Tomorrow at t:tJ p.m. the

UMass lacrosse team will take on a

vaslly improved Connecticut team

that is coached by Mr. Oseer. a

farmer teammate of loach (iar-

Ber. The assistant coach, Joe

Mai rone. pOBJSd his college ball

here at I Mass.

I Conn is very aggressive and

this could be their best team ever.

The Huskies come into tomorrow s

gaaSC sporting a 7-1 record. Their

only loss was to Washington and

lee They beat Wesley an 7-.V At

this point Connecticut is ranked

number three in the Northeast

Division behind Williams and

I Mass
Outstanding players on the

I Conn team are their attackmen.

goalie and defenseman.

Stickmen Down F.D. Tracksters At Home
•^ %"^^"

,.. >-„r, : . n.-.rHv assist to beautiful score He intercepted an „..„„D c.DTuvnvipns

rns.-d ball control and finally coring. ««»--« - -" - ^
Crewmen Race For Number One

B\ BRONASIMON
Mix Staff

To.nor.ou the I Mass Crew Club takes a atari hop

to Worcester to compete in the Rust) (allow Kegatta

la determine the number one crew ol New Kngland in

the college and school club division The meet, jus

one week -lore the Dad Vail, is I very important

(actor the Dad Vail committee uses when it chooses

tings for part.cpat.ng crews I Mass per-

formance will not only be an indication ot its VaU

future but also the answer to whether or not he

Redmen will be given a heat advantage of one of the

Vails top seats

Trial heats get under way at 10 a.m. on the 2000

meter course on Lake U.uinsigamond.

Redman varsity oarsmen line up against shells

irom Assumption, Mark*, Amherst and Holy Cross.

with the top three finishers qualifying lor the finals

scheduled for the afternoon, beginning at 2 p.m.

In the tumor varsitv trial run. the Hedmen s op

patents are Trinitv. Wesleyan. Holy Cross, and

\ssumption I Mass has to beat two of these schools to

qualify. , . .

Finals lor the Ireshman eights and varsity fours are

lM)th -even boat races, with no heats necessary

The Little Hedmen will probably get their hardest

run Irom Trinity and Marist frosh in the eights

Uist year I Mass captured the Callow Cup in the

vanity race, but finished third in all-around com-

petition behind lust place Trinity and second Marist

This year's (allow contenders, however, are the

strongest that have ever taken part Coach Mike

lahertv has even gone as far as to predict; "all the

tacts will be verv close, especially in the varsity,

where the linish could be decided by less than a

second." . ,

The closest thing to a home meet this year, it will be

the best Hustv Callow Hegatta, and most exciting for

I Mass lans who will travel to Worcester because of its

importance to the Hedmen

Bv ROBERT MEDEIKOS
MDC Staff

The UMass track team will be out to increase its win streak to five

tomorrow afternoon in a home tri-meet against Springfield College and

C ™ral I?onn«ti~t. Field event* will get underway at 1 :00 with running

""^^earm tt^^e meet^Mass finished second while Centra.

Conn^c^nisheS on top. This year the Redmen should finish on top

with Springfield dropping Central Connecticut to third.

CMa^sTs coming off its biggest meet of the year when it dumped UConn

»*€• last Tuesdav The Redmen continued to show signs of peaking £

the)-broke73 a possible 18 meet records in their confrontation with

1

Tomorrows meet may not offer the special appeal that characterized

the ir t two home meets, but Springfield and Central Connecticut shtniW

offer the type of competition that will produce some interesting and ex

"Wx^^mS* Central Connecticut all have solid personnel m

the inrowing and jumping events. All three teams are considered to be

evenlv matched in these events, but the difference ,n the final results w II

he in the running events when the Redmen have a clear edge and should

dominate the scoring just as they did in the victory against UConn

Springfield has two exceptional field men in John Healy and Mike

I)rav ton who 'ompete in the javelin and discus, respectively. Central

onnSicut snSv in the throwing events is Tom Sieskie who carries

h "bulk "the OC scoring Joining Sieskie in the throwing events wjUbe

Ed Tnco who is the New England javelin champ. Eddie Arcaro is sure to

or ,v,de?po?ent response for the Redmen off setting the performance of

Zmwo£: Thumping events will also^^%^^i
nvitch uds Spnngfields Mike Karafotias and ( entral Connecticut s

"h rl.e Ldw.n and Nick Ouchkoff represent three of the toughes

Srnoera the Redmen will face this season. All three men have recorded

Zri-s^i results in the high jump, long jump and triple jump. UMass

wZZd t [bS to compete with these men and ^*£<~«« b>'

Kri Shauchnessv Hip Dver. Cal Carpenter, and Mark Robinson
K

, he M
"

sprintersand hurdlers led by Ron Harris should dominate

their events Harris has l>een flying all season, and only last Tuesday

!;i;; ! Conn won the inn. ZN and was a member of the winning Ml

^distance men led by Doug OConne.l are coming off their best

performance of the season The distance men took five out of a possible

mx plaTes In the mile and two mile against UConn which included two

lirst places by OConnell. who is only a freshman.

r
-
r
- i- mm '

'"• .,,1 in • ' "?

in lilt JUIIIUl »aion.. ' •"• __^_^^m^mm ^

FavneRuns Abroad] Golf
•/ By EARLE BARROLLBy EARLE BARROLL

MDC Staff

International competition for the American athlete presents an op-

port unit v that few can say that they have experienced. Ron Wayne, who

,ver the past three and a half years has established himself as the greatest

distance runner ever at UMass. gets his opportunity at international

track when he competes at the Hapoel games in Israel this Sunday.

Mondav and Tuesday.
. , . , n. „

Wayne was invited by Israel to these games which take place every five

sears and has a participation equal to that of the Olympics Israel pays

the top athletes in the world to come to these games, but Wayne has

I mam ed the trip himself He was invited to these games a couple of years

ago but was unable to make the trip

On Sunday be will run in the 1500 meter field which includes 1968

I ilvmp.c champion and conquerer of Jim Ryun, Kip Keino from Kenya

and in any big track meet this is always the featured race.

Wayne who won the New England cross countrychampionship last fall,

also indicated that he will run either 8(H) meters on Monday or the

grueling 5000 meters on Tuesday

After all that he has accomplished in a Redman uniform. Wayne calls

this the high point in his track career ."

t_a.ua—
•This will be a total educational experience for me, he stated atter

Tuesday's UMass-UConn meet its not everyday that you get an op-

portunity like this ,

In looking back over his career he said. "I've met many people and

raced in a lot of places around the country, but this will be the first time

that I've run in international competition. In weighing everything, this

curnasses all in mv track career."

^competing in these games will be assistant UMass track coach

(;ideon Ariel, the Israeli National Discus Champion

Both track stars will be in Israel for about a week.

Bv ALAN WRIGHT
MDC Staff

This morning, at the early hour

of 10:00 AM the UMass Golf Team
heads for Pleasant Valley Country

Club to do battle in the Yankee

Conference Championships They

bring with them an 8-2 season

record and a :t -1 standing in the

league

The Redmen linksters have

experienced some difficulties this

past week as they split two away

tri-matches. On Tuesday. April 27.

the golfers topped A.l.C. 5-2. but

were edged by powerful UConn 4-3.

Wednesday saw the unusual

collegiate style of medal play take

its effect as Yale had a combined

team score total of 397.

Massachusetts 399. and Williams

412 Most of the three teams

players carded high scores that

afternoon, ranging all the way up

to 90. However. Ed Fuzas was able

to shoot a fine round of 75 while

Don Langevin posted a 78 and Mike

Minkos turned in an even 80.

Bernie Dallas Game
Tomorrow

Details On Page 13
___ - - -»
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The Great Opium War
Bv DAVID WILLIAMS

MDC Staff

Our hero lelt somehow justified after he had had a

chance to contemplate the weekend's activities After

all it had been he who had warned the campus just a

lew weeks before of the impending influx of foreigners

into the area The Culture had not let him down and he

savored his victory, turning it over and over in his

mind until he was entirely satisfied that he had been

tight, and for so many reasons.

He had known he would be right and though it threw

., pall on his own social plans for the occasion, he

nonetheless persisted to lorecast all kinds of disasters

The big dav arrived and he greeted it with a cup of

instant coffee in Eric Benjamin s room Eric was

newl\ arrived on the corridor and clung to the same

rh.losoph.es as our hero. The two sat in Benjamin s

record strewn room and discussed their respective

ploys lor the day Benjamin seemed content to ac-

ompanv our hero to the festivities, and actually did.

Before the morning was out. however, he was to leave

our hero for his radio buddies Our hero hMlltMB
ehmbing over a tangled pile of unwashed bodies on the

way to Uncle Lennie. the guiding light of the local M
radio station and somewhat of a connoisseur of the

absurd in his own right.

With Benjamin gone, our hero began to do what he

had come to this thing to do He carried a camera with

, laree lens and pointed it at indiscriminate areas ot

'the evergrowing crowd of army-jacketed, sleeping

hag bearing teenagers who were pushing their way

onto the grassy area set aside for this luau New Nation

stvle He watched through his camera, nodding his

head whenever a sallow youth would thrust a bon>

finger upwards In defiance of the telescopic lent

probing and revealing eye. It was all coming true and

he lelt powerless before the crowd, the swelling,

heaving, grunting refugees from polished high school

corridors

This dav had been set aside lor the Culture s most

holy occasion, however, and our hero knew that the

crowd would leave when it had gotten what it came for

and would Ik- quiet and orderly in the process, a very

rare assurance during what the more vocal and

perhaps older of these urchins would say were

troubled times

But his peace of mind was disturbed at the thought

ol what was about to take place The arrangements

had been made, the crowds had gathered and the

Ceremony was about to begin

Our hero watched all of this through sympathetic,

vet scornful eyes He had seen it all happen before

Kor him. this gathering of the tribes had become

nothing but a spectacle to watch and enjoy But for the

huddled masses in front of the loudspeakers, this was

Orgasm Well, perhaps not for these particular

devotees of the Cult, but the overall picture was one ol

mass drinking, a typical preoccupation of the ( u It

neophyte, widespread smoking, and by nightfall,

necking on the trampled grass around the pond

< ontinued on Page I

Ml'*

Concerts Carried

Off With Style
Bv BOBNESTI
MDC Staff

Desn.te the odds I'oisson and Vierra carried it off The two this

v mPus latest duo of rock impresarios put together two Jie COWertS

.ITnrmaie to keep the weekend from coming apart despite- the influx

o School freaks, cultural revolutionaries, hometown n-rics a,.

anyone else who either borrowed their parent s ear. took I Peter I M, or

hitched here for the free concerts
,

The migration here happened much to I'oisson and YT^ru^n
Thrv hadtaken Ureal care in planning the concerts to keep them Irom

oe2nun£r£a£ Sthering of the tribes iron, the vaile>

;

n -;

£

Publicity was kept at a minimum and groups were cjrefuUy con oei

by the two and their cron.es ,n the pas. lew months waan l «

,vervone wanted their favorite groups as the two had to p »ui
;

.

h .

morning phone calls Irom Jerry Garcia lans and general hassk I from

around before coordinating the entire event

(ontinued on Page I
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Nonviolent Resistance

Planned Bv Mavdav Tribe

Room and board hike recom-

mendations to the Chancellor were

delineated in a report issued by

Vice Chancellor* Randolph W.

Banner v and Thomas B. Campion

on April 29.

The lee changes, to become

effective for the 71 72 academic

year, have not yet been approved

by the Chancellor

"According to the reconi

inciHi.it u»ns. formulated by

Bromery and Campion with the aid

ol consultations with student

leaders, provisions would bf made

lor either a ten meal per week or

I ifteen meal per week board plan

I ndei the ten meal plan, the two

meals per da) could l>e any two

meals Yearl) cost ot the plan

would be $543, or a $13 (3%) in

creaseover present rates The cost

lor IS meals per week would be

m,i .:. or a 16% increase i Figures

.ire quoted from 4/9/71 MDC ar-

ticle 1

Room reea will also be going up,

according to Plan A. outlined in the

ubovementkmed article Plata A

calls lor a $50 increase in rent lor

all t>pes ol residences Old state

dorms, including Brett and Gor

man but exclunmg Lewis and

I hatcher, presently require a

U VSHINliTON W Youth

. ulture revolutionaries are

a heeling out a neu weapon in their

drive to end the Indochina War
(.handi with a clenched list

The celebrated Ghandi, whose

ii>c ol iioi!\ lolent tactics helped win

India s independence trom Britain

rule is supplying the motil for the

\la\da> el hut to shut down the

1 s government Monday and

I uesda)
Ili> image is everywhere on

huttons. .in posters, on flyers and

wen on the Ma\da\ tactical

manual designed tO explain to

.\ould be disrupters Mayday I

special interpretation ol nonviolent

1 1\ il disobedience

Flash on Ghandi." reads the

manual An organic food

vegetarian a stone Indian culture

lieak who met the English \ iceroy

ot India in a loincloth and

organized civil disobedience

1 ampaigns which paralysed entire

sections ol India

What comes to mind is

thousands ol as with bamboo

I lutes, lamborines. Mowers and

Uilloons moving out in the early

light <>i morning to paralyse the

traffic arteries ol the American

repressive government nerve

center

Creativeness. h>> and life

against bureaucracv and grim

death That's nonviolent civil

disobedience; that's Mayday

The motil is not accidental For

over a year, revolutionaries who

believe that the youth culture will

piW ide the cutting edge lor radical

change, have been seeking tactics

that will have dramatic appeal to

the free wheeling and aati

authority lieak population

The revolutionaries, including

Ucnnie Davis », believe that the

I reaks have been totally

disillusioned by the failure ol past

tactics, including mass marching

and the politically ill-defined style

ot Trashing or random violence,

Die theory is that il the tactics

are right, the treaks will come

pouring OUt Ol their communes and

collectives, shedding their despair

over ending the war

But first, the theory goes, they

must be convinced that the tactics

are not imposed on them trom the

>IOp down that they will not Ih>

umm! a- cannon rodder" in

nopeieSS struggles against the

police; and that within the limits ol

t>ethe overall strategy they'll

iree to do their own thing

Davis and his colleagues have

attempted to ensure this by

building an unorthodox design that

dispenses with, among other

things, the corps ol marshals who

have helped keep mass demon

stratum nonviolent

We fed there is no way to have

nonviolent civil disobedience il you

use marshals in I topdown way.'

said Davis

II discipline is to Ik' maintained,

the people themselves must do it

The) are making the decision to

submit themselves to the ultimate

risks that civil disobedience en

tail-

Davis is convinced that non-

violence will be accepted Invause

nonviolence makes the most sense

ol any tactic available to the

movement, at this time

veai Iv fee t>l %500, which would

increase rent to $550. Building

Authority dorms, including Lewis

and Thatcher., presently require a

Room tees will also be going up,

according to Plan A. outlined in the

abovementioned article. Plan A

calls for a $.")(» increase in rent tor

all types ol residences. Did state

dorms, including Brett and Gor-

man but excluding Lewis and

Thatcher, presently require a

yearly fee of $500, which would

increase rent to $550. Building

Authority dorms, including Lewis

and Thatcher, would be increased

Irom the present lee ol $560 lO $610.

Lastly, the sylvan suite-type dorms

would be 'increased Horn the

present $650 to $700.

Reasons tor the Room and Board

hikes were the increases in labor

and maintenance costs, the

protected increases in utilities

eosts. and the selling ol bonds lor

the permanent financing ol one

dining commons and several

residence halls Also cited as

reasons lor the immenent m-

ereases were the rise in the cost ol

living and the approximate costs ol

maintaining and renovating older

dorms on I two dorm per year

renovation plan, according to the

1 y 71 interview with Vice

Chancellor Campion

Drug Survey

Being Taken
Fifteen hundred students selected at random will receive a

ciuestionaire in the mail this week, surveying the drink.ng and drug_

taking behavior at I Mass Students selected will remain anonymous and

are urged to respond because the validity of the report depends on the

rate ol response, according to a spokesman tor the group

The object of the survev is to find out accurate information about

patterns and amount of drug use. and the circumstances surrounding use

I ndergraduates m Prof Peter Parks sociology seminar 391 are con

ducting the survey, which is one of the first student attempts on this

campus to do anything to promote a realistic attitude about the issue

•We hope to foster balanced attitudes toward student lite styles and

Ham a better understanding M this important aspect of the college

scene." one student in the class commented

Vets To Vote,
Discuss Strike

i

PlacementReports

Summer Jobs

The
. Peace

1 M
steering

The Placement Office reports

that on Ma\ 12, Smith. Batchelder

and Kugg iCPAl will be holding

interviews lor accounting op-

portunities in Keene and Hanover.

\ II A appointment may be made

in the Placement Office

fhe office .dso reports the

lollowmg summer job openings

\ manufacturing plant in

West held needs a person lor indoor

and outdoor maintenance work

Can start on a part lime basis in

May and continue on a lull time

basis during the summer This

plant would prefer someone with a

Ihu tn ulture or turl management

background Tor an interview

please inquire at the Placement

01 tire now Interviews will end

April .0

Wanted; a chef at a Maine

resort Room and board will l*>

supplied, plus $690 per month

A Hartford YMCA camp needs

general counselors, a bus driver

over J"» and dming hall stewards

Come to the Placement Office lor

more information

Interviews are being held in

Cambridge for construction

workers in northern New llamp

shire

The camp m Albany. N Y still

needs male and lemale counselors

water skiing, horsemanship, arts

and crafts <

Grossman stores want swim

ming pool salesman

Veterans For
committee an-

nounced late last week an

euiergenev meeting to Im- held at

, p m tonight in Rni 666661 ot

the Campus Center Co

chairman Berate Lougee stated

that the pUrpOSC ol the meeting

is to discuss the Yets role in the

proposed May >th student strike

11 the proposal is generally

acceptable to the veterans plans

will be made lor a Veterans

Workshop and other educational

activities to be held on May 5th

'The committee also an

nounced that nominations lor

new officers will be taken at

tonight's meeting It was
^tressed that both items on the

agenda are extremely important

to the groups continued and
war activities and that all in

lerestcd veterans are strongly

urged to attend

FOR
Thesis Paper

Carbon Paper

and
Typing Paper
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Summer Session Changes Approved

Fac. Sen. Votes CCEBS Support
By LINDA A BALICK1

MDC Stall

The endorsement ol the principle

of faculty financial support for the

CCEBS program and approval of

administrative restrueturing of the

Summer Session were the prin-

cipal actions taken by the Faculty

Senate at their meeting yesterday

afternoon.

The Senate also heard Chan-

cellor Tippo announce the

possibility of an increase in

parking rates, raised questions

concerning security on campus

and in dorms, and endorsed a

general policy recommendation

tor loreign students

The linancial support principle

as endorsed recommends that

faculty members pledge $1.00 or

more per week through payroll

deduction for one year beginning

September 1971. The proceeds are

to be awarded to the CCEBS
program lor the year 1971-72. It

was noted during the course of the

discussion that the pledges were

entirely voluntary and that the

Student Senate had already

granted the CCEBS program

money for next year.

Under the restructuring proposal

passed by the Senate, Summer

SeaskM academic programming

would be administered by the

same academic units which are

responsible for such programming

during the rest of the year. This

would mean that the academic

dean of each school or division

would make the decisions regar-

ding summer programs rather

than the Summer Session Com-

mission that has done it in the past.

It also recommends that all budget

allocations and administrative

previews be expanded so as to

include the summer session It was

noted however that these moves

were not intended as steps towards

a trisemester plan or to

requirements that faculty mem
hers teach two ol the three

semesters.

In making his announcement of

possible parking rate increases.

Chancellor Tippo noted that a

study concerning increases was

being made in view of rising costs

for upkeep and maintenance.

Proposed rates would be $24 per

year for faculty and staff making

over $lo.ooo with those below

paying $lti and students $8.00 per

year.
Questions were raised by many

members of the Senate concerning

reports of stealing and vandalism

by non students residing with

students m residence halls Vice

Chancellor Bromery noted that

while there was a problem steps

were being taken to correct the

situation These included the filing

Ol a request with the State

legislature for an efficiency budget

to provide lor added personnel and

that interviews had been com
pleted for a new Director of

Securit) and that announcement ol

an appointment would be for

incoming within the next two

weeks He noted that future

security plans would attempt to

implement students lor security

positions.

The loreign student policy

recommendation endorsed by the

Senate acknowledges thai facl that

knowledge has no single state or

nationality and that through the

admission ot students on a world

wide basis the Iniversity is

allowing itsell to have the highest

quality possible in its student body

and that it allows lor diversity in

the student body The policy also

acknowledges the understanding

and consideration which has been

given to a proposal that is now

under active consideration lor the

establishment ol an international

Mouse

Deaf Media Teaching
At School of Ed.

Continuing Ed. Offers

ExpandedOpportunities
Bv MICHAEL McWILLIAMS

MDC Staff

The department of Continuing Education was established at the UMass

toSSSSZm hi August of 1970. in the nine months since itf
tortnaUon

tl department has inifiated a number of programs making the benefits

bgh
P
c"r education available to anyone outs.de of the full time universi£

(ont nuing education is intended for the non-student w ho otherwise

would no" h? able to obtain instruction at the college level and for those

who have alreadv completed their education but would like to update

^SWeiTiS r^grams avadable is vast, due to the fact

that thev are drawn up and constructed in accordance with individual

needs AcademKbourses structured like the ones taught regularly ,n the

n vers.tv re available but for the most part the programs are custom

made with a specific concentration in mind These are usually the results

nl combined instruction bv many departments.

liTsich program is the seminar m Nursing Home Management

recSulv offeredI through the schools of nursing, business and Pubic

Seanh Manyo?the courses contain no academic credit and serve onl> to

!;'e knowledge ,n a field where technology has made important ad-

vances since the completion of the individuals formal schooling.

Ma£^^ current .ssue? are of concern to the department One. in par

ticular is that of conservation which has prompted the establishment of a

Conser a ion Education Center for the northeast There are a number of

notsibk programs which may be initiated in the future such as continuing

educaSob in.Law and public affairs for Judges. Tax Assessors and Town

Makers According to Dr Venman. Head of the department a

un^veSitv wlttout walls" for inmates of state prisons and other -shut
umversny

Extension courses have been set up through

iaciUUes such as the Women* Advisory Center which conducts workshops

••^rrpartmenttf
1

ctnSg Education was set up by Dr Venman

who wrote the initial program and Dr Howards, the special assistant to

Chance lor as Coordinator of Public Affairs Assisting Dr Venman

are Mr ^vevin Grennan. the program manager. Mr. William Harlow, the

scheduling officer and Mr No?m Vurco. Special Assistant The major

portion of the continuing education program is run through the facuht.es

of the Campus Center.

Student Rewards
Tonight At 8

The Scrolls. Maroon Keys, ana

Senior Committee will present

rewards lor student service and

honorary organizations lor the first

time at Iniversity at Activities

Night tonight at K p.m. at the

( ampus (enter Auditorium.

The evening will be attended by.

among others. Chancellor Tippo,

DOM of Students Field, and Pat

Benarry, Vice President of the

Student Senate who will serve as

master ol ceremonies

Enjoy listening to a professor

talk on" and on and on.' Probably

you are bored to death If the

professor includes a few slides or

transparencies, chances are you

will be more interested Now
imagine being deaf and trying to

lipread a teacher talking on and on.

It s rough' Slides, transparencies.

movies and video tapes all help

make lessons more interesting and

more understandable lor deaf

students

Tkt School ol Education offers

the oaf) undergraduate graduate

program «n the Cnited States to

prepare media specialists to work

in schools lor the deaf This unique

Media Specialists Program lor the

Deal logins at the Junior year

level Alter completing the three-

sear program, students receive

Masters Degrees in Education

Mhools lor deal children have a

special need lor media Because

the children cannot use their

hearing ellectively. visual

presentations are vitally im

portant Media specialists in these

schools produce or obtain movies,

video tapes, slides, transparencies

and lilmstrips to teach a specific

lesson Although media specialists

do not teach, they work closely

with students, teachers and ad

ministrative staff

A three year course of study has

been developed, giving a wide

exposure to courses in media and

in dealness Courses in general

education and psychology are also

included.

The second semester of the

graduate vear is spent entirely at a

school lor the deaf Under the

direction of a competent media

specialist, the student would

assume all the duties of a media

specialist, including producing

materials, budgeting, ordering and

cataloging He would also student

teach lor a period ol three weeks

In addition to formal cour- Massachusetts stipends are

sework. students are exposed to I available lor qualified candidates

wide variety ot experiences with

the deal Tutoring ileal children. Students entering the program

learning and teaching sign must be committed to improving

Mr. Slanlev Patrie. a deal sta

wart/ in the operation ol I mov

"Btrieve" with his hands.

language and attending both local

and national conventions are all

included

The Media Specialists Program

lor the Deal is lederally lunded

through the Bureau of Education

lor the Handicapped. I S.O.E. in

cooperation with the School of

Education ai the I niverstv ol

II member, instructs Bailie S< h

ie projector, making the sign for

the education Of hearing impaired

Student* through media

iiitccn students will be selected

to |om the program next Kail An\

sophomores interested in learning

more about the specialized

program should contact Miss Anita

Nourse. Koom 10. Thompson Hall

telephone >1Y24.V>

CUSP Evening

Tomorrow Night
/
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ATTENTION
JUNIORS

Interested in earning iMf
lor 1 hour of voiir time??

Hi. u. il System will ton

dm t ii Recruiter Training

t onf.r.'iiee during the week

of May 17th at the Campus
(enter. Several Juniors are

needed for practice inter-

view session.

Gain the experience of an

actual job interview and

make money too!!

Arrange for participation in

this program at the

Placement Office

Room 239

Whitmore
Administration Building
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AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

L

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604
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Wash. Demonstrators
Evicted From Park

w ^T ,, _j-._ T\.,««t«,_»ii» »n thirtv more demon
WASHINGTON iAP>-A surprise, early Sunday

morning police move closed the headquarters camp of

militant war demonstrators But their leaders said the

coup would not prevent their planned disruption ol

governmental activity on Monday through massive

disruption of traffic.

The real impact of the police maneuver, obviously

intended to head off massive confrontations and

wholesale arrests in the streets on Monday morning,

remained unmeasured as the day wore on. But it

obviously created confusion among the demon-

strators. And for several hours at least-it had

produced no violence

The order revoking the permit for use ot the

Potomac Park as a campsite was served about 6 am
rl)T while most Of the thousands of young.

predominantly white protesters still were asleep

Police told leaders, the demonstrators would be

iiven a reasonable time to disperse Without arrests

being made The) said those who retused to leave

would be lailed ... _
The move sent the sleepy demonstrators straggling

in small groups out into city streets manned h>

thousands «»i blue-uniformed policemen

some apparentl) were needing leaders appeals to

remain ,„ the city for the Honda) action Hundreds ot

others headed for highways and the hitch hike route

back home
it was not clear how main were in the park when tht

eviction order came Police estimated that at the

height oi an all da) rock music concert there Saturda)

there were perhaps 15.000 persons in the area

But clear!) mam ot these were merel) curious or

seeking a good time on a beautiful spring day and did

spend the night with the more dedicated demon

slratoi

Shortl) alter noon, the police iwept the lampsite

. *ted 61 persons who refused to leave rhe

were made peacefully

were charged with unlawful entry wrocn

(>|: potential KV00 fine

Twenty five to thirty more demonstrators were

arrested in front of the Lincoln Memorial near the

reflecting pool The same charge was made against

them u „ ,.

In addition to revoking the Potomac permit. Police

Chief Jerry V Wilson told the demonstrators they

would not be allowed to set up camps at other parks or

public areas in the city.

Massive police presence appeared to be keeping the

protesters moving as they walked in groups towards

havens on the campuses of Georgetown and George

Washington universities or headed out of town en

route home
.

I'p to midday there had been no reports ot violence.

Alter the revolution order was served, a spokesman

told the demonstrators:

We got some bad news this morning We ve just

been told the permits have been revoked The police

don t want to hassle us. Let's move out

It you're here against the war it doesn t make an>

difference it doesn't make any difference where you

go as long as we stay in Washington, stay together and

do our thing."

In a newsconference Saturday President Nixon said

m reference to the Monday plans "We will arrest those

who break the law

The eviction proceeded as police stood by buses

brought in B transport law violators as necessary

Federal troops tlown into Washington as a backup

force for Monday's threatened traffic disruption were

not in e\ idence

\\\ mid morning .5 Sunday about 4.000 Marines and

regular Army troops had arrived m the Washington

area

Vnother B.ooo. including about i.immi paratroopers ot

the \rmy*s«2nd Airborne Division at Ft Bragg. N.C.,

and about 2.000 Marines from (amp Lejoune. N C

re due in on military transport planes during the

.lav. landing at Andrews Air Force Base, Md

Peace Corps,VISTA
Merger Opposed
WASHINGTON (API—President

Nixon s plan to merge the Peace

Corps. VISTA, and a number of

other volunteer groups into a single

agency is running into opposition

Irom key Senate Democrats.

Sen Harrison A. Williams Jr.,

D N.J .said Saturday he fears the

plan would mark the end of VISTA
and would not promote economy
and efficiency as the President

claims.
Williams is chairman of the

Labor and Public Welfare Com
mittee which has jurisdiction over

several ol the programs Nixon

included in his reorganization plan

Members ot this committee have

often said they regard

VISTA Volunteers in Service to

America as one of the most

imaginative and successful of the

antipoverty programs. Williams

said he is" proud that he helped

create VISTA.
The New Jersey Senator has

introduced a resolution of disap-

proval ol the plan on which a

Government Operations sub-

committee will open hearings

Wednesday Similar hearings are

under way in the House The plan

goes into effect automatically June

» unless vetoed by a majority vote

in one branch ol Congress

Balloon New Cure

For Heart Victims

Sec. of State Rogers

Makes Mid-East Tour
KIYADH i<h \iabia

W Secretary ol state William

r lioger* armed there on •<

mission Saturday with a menage
Irom I'tesident Nixon expressing

1 S willingness "10 play an>

unable and useful role toward

iichieving •• durable peace

riving into this desert kingdome

capital Irom takara, Rogers spoke

<>i the peace efforts that will take

iiitn to Jordan, then to Lebanon,

pt and Israel

igers said al the airport on his

,iii ival die major aim <»i Ins visit is

i.) advance th«- cms. d4 peace .m<l

.lit > in Ihe area but no one

underestimate Ihe obstacfc -

; he ahead
Kogers told \i. >' dignitai

. m then traditional I lowing

id.,! he >- deliverinj

personal iettei ol b< t
•

from

Nixon to Kinu Faisal

In* people ol Ihe Middle i

must find *avs toachieve peai

real and just peace and a durable

peace he Mid. 'and the United

Mates is willing to play any

reasonable and useful rota in

helping lo achieve those worth

objectives

••Thai is the message thai

President Nixon has asked mo to

coiivev OS Ihe Middle Kast
"

The presidential Jetliner set

down after its 1,600 mite flight from

Turkey al an airport guarded by

steel helmeted military police with

machine guns mounted on jeeps

Rogers .md Ins party stepped

into royal ho>pitality which was

i oi dial and warm as was the H
degrees ol beat

Capers harely mentioned

lingers visit however, and Kogers

drove to the state palace virtually

unnoticed

i in- secretai > ol state is stopping

here slightly less than 24 hours

inising private talks with

i eieiimnial lunctions in his honor

by his lavish!) hospitable royal

host l-'aisal

Ways to narrow Israel Egyptian

itinera* w re-opening the

.sue/, (anal are a main Mem in

discussions with Mideast

leaders and the news out ol Egypt

indicated the road ahead is a rock)

one
President lal ol Egypt

m .i Via) i»a> Speech declared he

had no interest in Israel i plan but

i am interested in the ' s si

I I shall ores* Mi Rogei

line it m [rank, clear cut terms

s.uiat emphasized thai Egyptian

lorcesmusl cross the Suex Canal to

maintain sovereignly when Israel

troops make a partial withdrawal

Israel insists that the Egyptians

must remain on the west bank with

(learning operations to proceed in

the waterway In Jerusalem,

loreign Minister Abba Kban said

Washington had not rejected

Israels plan but there were dil

lerences in views

saudi Arabia, proud ol its role in

the Arab and Moslem worlds as

protector ol the holy places and

is particularh

status ol Hast
tenets ol Islam

interested in the

Jerusalem, which Israel took in the

.v.ir Kast Jerusalem is one ol

the Moslem holy places

\- an example ot Kogers dil

luulties on this trip while he was

preparing tor the three hour Might

Irom \nkara to Riyadh, word

i ame ol an overwhelming

resolve" by the Jerusalem

muntcipalit) that the Holy (it..

should remain under Israel

sovereign!) 'lorever and evei

I he Saudi Arabian stop was oi

importance to Kogers not onl)

liecause ol the influence which

i al v. iclds in parts ol the Arab

Id Washington lias a big stake

in tnendlv relations with this

: t kingdom
ii ,. i

i s oil investments here

pour hall ii billion dollars a

into the t s balance ol payments

and supply ni.ijoi oil needs , ( | I S

allies in' West Europe and Japan

BOSTON APi Surgeons at

Massachusetts General Hospital.

using a hi inch long balloon, have

developed a new wa) to combat

one ot the most severe tonus ol

heart attack, the hospital reported

Sunday Three ot nine persons

treated in the new way have sin

vived cardiogenic shock, termed

hv the hospital as an Vssontialiv

100 |M'i rent fatal condition

•
i

ol nine is a highly

gratifying percentage for patients

aIio almost certain!) would have

died without this new combination

al procedures said l>i w Gerald

\usten Ihe hospitals chid ol

surger)

The procedure was described in

,ii, issue ol the hospital S

publication. "MGH News

The lost patient to survive the

procedure is a so-year-old

Massachusetts lawyer He has

ui\ ived almost a yeai and has

returned to Ins practice, the

hospital stated

The first portion ol Ihe procedure

involves inserting a balloon into

/ » y •

the aorta, the main artery Irom the

heart The balloon inflates and

deflates with the heart t<> help in

the pumping, and to lowei

resistance in the artery It is

deflated b) the pressure of the

I Mood being pumped into the after)

then expands as the heart con

tracts

The second portion *>t Ihe

procedure involves surgery to

replace ' !| l"' *« ' i"»'i , » 1 nl *r

teries carrying blood lo the heart

In one of th' ' ported.

surgeons took a vein from the

patient - leg lo b) p >ss the blocked

il
'. TV

ihe hospital said the procedure

is more effective than a heart

transplant lor some patients

We re still learning, said Hi

Charles \ Sanders, director ol the

hospital s myocardial infarction

research unil Were trying lo

separate the typo oi patient who

can be benefited i»> tins surger)

Irom the patient with no chance ol

survival short ol transplantation

1 aiwan
China

Warns Tourists

Visas Invalid
TAIPEI. Formosa lAPl The Nationalist Chinese Foreign Ministry

spokesman. Wei Yu sun said yesterday he had no information on the

invalldatioi rmosan visas issued to Americans it thev travel to

,\l. in; land > hin

a

I luu. , . , „! this '.« : ." Wei saul. when asked whether the

move v.ohi .'-.o i rnrnent polic)

HesaidbewiMi • lurday by the Nationalist

lanbassv in lokyo, thai beginning in \pri1 all Formosa visas issued lo

\mericans bore a red-ink earning saying Attention an) travel intoor

through the Chinese mainland on the part ol Ihe bean r a ill ihval date

this visa

Vmorican travelers arriving saturdav and Sunda) ,a Formosa from

Tokyo confirmed their visas bore the stamp it thev had been issued in

\pni _^______^____—_«__

pring

ourse

valuation

May 3rd thru May 14th

Skepicism Greets

Big Three Reform
DETROIT (AIM—Under the

growing pressure of consumerism,

Chrysler Corp. cares" and "Ford

listens better" have become the

new by words ot the auto industry.

To repair an image, tarnished by

public complaints about safety,

pollution, product quality and
service, the Big Three automakers

have in recent months started

programs to speed up the handling

of consumer complaints. Their

efforts have won guarded praise

mixed with cynicism from some of

the industry's harshest critics.

At Chrysler, whose program is

supported by extensive ad

vertising, Vice President Byron J

Nichols has been serving since

March 5 as an ombudsman lor all

complaints.
Kord. through its live -month-old

AVe Listen Better " campaign, has

been encouraging customers to

write to corporate headquarters

with complaints or suggestions

about their cars

At the same time. Ford has

established a new customer ser-

vice division, lo improve its ser-

vice operation.

CM s experimental program
allows consumers in the Chicago

area to call Detroit toll tree with

Life

their complaints. The program,

started April 1, is to run through

June.

Operation of all the programs is

similar The car owners com-

plaints are relayed to the regional

service office nearest the

customer. A regional represen-

tative then gets together with the

customer and his dealer in an

effort to solve the problem.

Lowell Dodge, a director of the

private Center lor Auto Safety in

Washington, and co-author, with

Ralph Nader, of the book 'What To

Do With Your Bad Car," said that

while he has some strong reser-

vations he thinks the programs

have potential.

"We're frankly encouraging an

honest go round " with the

programs. Dodge said. He also

expressed some cynicism, saying.

I p to this point, they appear to be

little more than public-relations

window dressings.

"They should come here and see

what we re doing. ' Nichols said ol

critics.

•Listen better is a philosophy lor

doing business," said John
Morrissey. vice president and
director ol advertising lor Ford

Marketing Corp. and director of its

in Saigon

You Won 't GetMugged
^^ (~n j i niversit) officials saut most ot

But You May Get Shot :::v:x:;,;;;^v;
M,:tr^

*-* w */ protest demonstrations are under
......x .ii ltd , . i...,a„„,.i» «« ru.iwi.ti.ti s;iti»K " savs the head

complaint program, it is a long

term re-organization of the

business.

At Chrysler, the "Man in

Detroit" program has been

receiving about 4(H) letters and loo

telephone calls a day. about what

was expected Kord refuses to

disclose the volume of letters,

except to say that it has received

"thousands" since inception of the

program.
Only at GM has the volume of

complaints been less than ex-

pected, with phone calls now

running at about 100 a day. down

Irom 391 the first day

Kent State

Memorials
Quiet

KENT, I >hio I AP >—A second day

ol memorial activities was held

yesterday lor lour Kent State

University students killed in a

confrontation with National

(iuardsmen during an anti-war

demonstration last >ear

Ihe activities so lar. a play, a

dance recital and two rock con-

certs, have been plagued by

drizzling ram and poor attendance

The camnVS was reported

generally quiet

I niversitv officials said most ot

SAIGON lAPl "From a standpoint ot persona] safety/' savs the head

.it the I S Military Police in Saigon, 'this is a very sate city.

Some cities in the United States/adds Col George S Black, have

more acts oi terrorism than Saigon."

The record bears him out

Viet Cong terrorism has almost vanished m this capital ot !
million

people Onl) one terrorist bombing or grenade blast has been recorded in

the past live months and only one racket attack has hit the city HI the

same period .

There appears no easing, however, in the usual big city crime and ( 04.

Black. 1 S. provost marshal in Saigon, say.s there I an upsurge in armed

robberies
r

-^
This involves a fairly small group of people. Black said "Iney are

mostly young hoodlums, although we had one case recently of an

\merican soldier who was AWOL working with the Vietnamese

On terrorism. Black agrees with the recent assessment by Sir Robert

Thompson, the British counter-insurgency expert who is an adviser to

President Nixon on Vietnam

Thompson said last month on his return to hngland after his J.ith v isit

to Vietnam: 'Saigon is safer at night than any American city, and many

other cities around the world Other than the usual snatch merchants.

« ho have nothing to lear now in Saigon You arent going to get mugged

• IV

\bout Jimi Kent State students

left here in trucks and private cars

r i idav but promised to return b)

Tuesday, the first amuversarj ol

the student deaths

\t both rock concerts, there were

large numbers ol eampus police 00

hand Neither concert drew more

than .i tew hundred students

I Diversity sponsored activities

end Tuesday with a memorial on

the commons, where lour students

were killed and nine others

wounded in a vollev ol National

Guard nunlire.

Classics Courses

Offered In Fall

The Department of French, Italian and Classics announces the ap-

pointment of Robert Dver as a full professor of Classics. Professor Dyer

has taught at the University of Indiana and Oakland University. His in

terests include cultural dynamics, a new humanistic approach to the

study of ancient and modern civilizations, rhetoric, linguistics, and

computer applications to humanistic studies. He will teach Classics 100,

Greek Civilization and Literature, which this fall will incorporate special

seminar type discussion sessions on topics chosen by the students in the

course. He will also teach Classical Rhetorical Theory.

Vincent Clearv from Ohio State University will also join the Classics

Department as an Associate Professor. With a special interest in new

ways of teaching the Latin language and Latin literature. Professor

Cleary will teach Intermediate Latin. Latin Didactic Epic, and a teacher

training course.

Klementarv and Intermediate Latin courses will again be oflered on an

intensive basis allowing students to complete the foreign language

requirement in two semesters The courses meet lor 3 regular class

meetings per week accompanied by 2 small group practice sessions

optional laboratory periods have been scheduled and are designed as

convenient opportunities lor homework study and practice Attendance is

not required at these laboratory periods, and there is no lab lee These

elementary and intermediate courses receive 4 credits apiece, and the

student moves directly from 110 to 14o

A similar arrangement is in effect for Klementarv Creek The CUSS

meets ."> times a week lor 4 credits, and optional laboratory sessions have

been scheduled lor homework and additional opportunities lo hear and

use the language.

On an experimental basis the following option will be available to

students in Latin Latin liter 140 COD be taken on an independent basis

Class attendance would not be expected The text being used tfi ideally

suited tor this purpose, it was eomposed in Kurope to be used in a

correspondence course and is designed to be completely sell explanatory

without the aid ol a tea. her Students electing to i omplete the ••ourse in

this way would be assigned to an advisor who Aould help with an)

problems and cheek each week on the progress being made hv the

students ihe made for the course would be based on a mid term and

final examination. Examinations would consist ot a selection ol exi rci

taken Horn the book itseM plus passages Irom Ihe book lo translate Horn

Latin lo English

In the fall ot 197] this option will tw limited to jn students at the

elementary level and 20 at the intermediate level h hing lo

i-omplete either curse m this way must inform Prolessoi Cilberl l.awall

during Counseling Period May 3-< Hertei 12

\ new course Class Reman Views of Women, will be nth

with all reading! done in English translation So prerequisites It wil

UUIghl >>> Professor Anne Parry who m present!) teaching a graduate

l.atm seminar on the same subject

The (Ussics program will also offer elementar> Arabic MUI 2 Wand

labs conducted in the classroom on TuTh at J:35, one oi which maj Im-

optional ». andelemental and intermediate Hebrew Students wishu

take Hebrew must take a placement b- • administered onl) on

fuescbn day 4. 6-7 '*> p HI . ifl Thompson io4

UMass Catalogs
Released Tom.

University ol Mass. catalogs

may be picked Up by faculty in

Itoont 113 V\ hit more and by

students in Itnom A3 Whitmore

starting at I P.M.. Tuesday. May
llh
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Go all the way...

PICKA PAIR
In brewing Bud ,

our choice is to go all

the way. We hope beer mailers enough

to you that you too will go all the wcv

... to Budweiser.

And right now, that goes double

Pick up two 6 paks of the King of

It's the smart way to buy.

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser
YOU VE SAID IT ALL

ASSOC.AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL
27 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.
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Contraception, Abortion

DVP Topic Tonight

i MONDAY, MAY 3, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Dr. Alan V. Guttmacher. the

President of Planned Parenthood-

World Population, will speak

tonight on Contraception and

Abortion in Thompson KM at 8 p.m.

m a DVP sponsored talk. A Coffee

Hour will follow in the Colonial

Lounge
I )r Guttmacher is a diplomate in

Obstetrics and Gynecology, a

member of the faculty of the Albert

Einstein School of Medicine, and

Kmntus Professor of Obstetrics

and Gynecology at New York's

Mount Sinai School of Physicians

and Surgeons and lecturer at the

Harvard School of Public Health

He is the author of many

scientific and popular books and

articles on contraception, in-

lertility, pregnancy, twinning, and

he history ot medicine.

His most recent books are -Birth

c.ntrol and Love ". in which he

-ecounts the history of con-

raception and offers a glimpse

nto the luture. and I'n-

lerstandingSex: a Young Person's

.uide. in which he discusses the

>hvsiologv of human reproduction

iul attitudes and behavior related

i sexuality

\ native of Baltimore and a

raduate of the Johns Hopkins

chool ol Medicine, he taught

natoim at his alma mater and at

ie University of Rochester. Alter

sidenc) training he rote to the

ink of Associate Prolessor ol

bstethes at the Johns Hopkins

ater he became Director of the

»m l)i ned Department of Ob-

etnes and tivnecology at Neu

ork s Mount Sinai Hospitl. a post

•Id until 1%2 when he assumed

Y.S.A. Hears
Marxist Speaker

By JEANNETTE MARTINEAU
MDC Staff

George Novack. self-described •classic-Marxist' and author of In-

iroduction To The Logic of Marxism, addressed the assembly of the

Young Socialists' Alliance Thursday night „„„.,._,.,
Novack developed his topic 'Reform and Revolution

,

in
,

ILb. H story

bv saving that there have been three 'revolutions in the United States in

^e past fhret hundred years", and described revolution as "American as

"^aK urged his audience: "All you have to have is a campus^struggle

until the Administration intervenes." comparing the present student

administration relationship to "an unhappy marriage •

About the "working class' he insisted: "When the time is right, they

will rise up and show their full strength", and emphasizing
;

this with a

quotatton by Malcom X: "After failure of theb^com^b^.
The classes of people reach the point of revolution hesitantly, he

continuedL and proceeded to examine the five most recent Dtflmcrrtc

Administrations for their overlapping states of war. He called these

Presidents. Wilson, Franklin D Roosevelt. Truman. Kennedy, and

Johnson as: "Misters Clean", and "war-makers
.

esoeciallv
Novack made a point not to exclude the social minorities, especially

Women sLTbThe^hird World, and Gay Lib. conceding the problem as

•how can an immovable force be changed into an irresistab e"force

The potentially anti-capitalists are gaining momentum. Novack

warned, and praised the end of the "silent generation

DR. M AN F GUTTMACHER

areas?-rrr sxs "ssarsrit

SSsaatvwa sstfrssss

Meets

Plans Ed Conference
. ... . .. • •_ ...ill u*» _.., .mil on ••KrnloUV

li\ L1SACHERNICK
MIX Stall

N I'SL. The Young People I

Kiahst League held an

gam/ational meeting Thursday

Hht in the Campus Center.

i.iired by Jack Clark the main

an «il the meeting centered

ound the May K Educational

inference to l>e co sponsored by

•si. and the Western

kssacbusetts A Phillip Randolph

.titute

There will Im« a morning panel at

on A M m the Council Cham
l of the Student Union including

nelists Julius Bernstein.

uihM Party vice chairman,

rvey Friedman, member of the

lass Labor Relations Center.

1 Farl Bourdon of the United

Steel Workers Bernstein will be

u> ordmator ot the morning panel

There will be three 2:08

workshops nne on Students.

Labor and Electoral Action, the

HillOpenings
\pphcations are available at the

Master's Office, 103 Field House,

or the Area Coordinator's Office.

103 Dickinson House, lor students

wishing to move to Orchard Hill in

the tail These applications must

Ih" tilled out and returned to the

Master's Office by Tuesday. May

L to be considered for acceptance

and assignment during room

selection week 'May HO).

second on "Ecology and the Labor

Movement. and the last on

Labor Problems on Campus."

\t ; JQ the concluding address

will be given by Ezarim Kohak on

"Toward I Democratic Foreign

Policy '

Unions expected to attend the

conference include the American

Federation of State. County, and

Municipal Employees. In-

ternational Association of

Machinists. United Steel Workers,

and American Federation of

Teachers.
The rest oi the meeting was

concerned with discussing plans

lor an after conference party and

means to publicize the conference.

SUBJECT TO APPROVAL
by the Student Body in a Referendum,

the STUDENT SENATE has voted

Salaries

for next year's Officers at the following rates:

President $125 per month

Legislative Vice-President $100 per month

Administrative Vice-President $100 per month

Treasurer $100 P* month

The Referendum
to approve this non-retroactive pay bill

will be held

Thursday, May 6
IN THE DORMITORIES

and in front of the

BOOKSTORE
for Commuters, Fraternities, and Sororities

Summerize
come to uri
Flexible Scheduling

• First 6-week session begins June 15

• First 5-week session begins June 22

• Morning and evening classes — afternoons free

Guaranteed Course*
• Over 200 in each session

• Small, intimate classes

• New offerings in Black Studies, Revolution. The

Urban Crisis

Relaxed, Informal Atmosphere
• Full recreational and cultural program

• 5 minutes to ocean beaches
• 30 minutes to Newport Music Festivals

• 2 hours to the Cape

For Catalog & Registration cards, write:

Summer Session

University of Rhode Island

Kingston. Rhode Island 02881 uri
URI Photo Lab Photo by Ed Frisella

THEWORLD IS FULLOF BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE AND PLACES.

To helpyou get therejWA introduces the Getaway Program.
...ii I. ... I ... ,„ l« Itriu hlllc I ( )l

It you tould dig hiti h hikinji aen»s Spam oi

ramping aicmtt a ro«ld in England M.i\ ing .it .1

ihateau mlt-uM ear living neai ants* n in

( alitornia l\\\lHin^\«'u(.ft.i\\.i\

First tr**estheGetawa> Card With il yxHican
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,
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( ,ri.iw.i\ V.w ation Kit
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with a Kroup
,
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The Getaway Program
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"First Woodstock, then Altamont . .
.
now this"

<

i
**

ii. *

of
I

pi 'fjp^iiW* '-•. fc-^-^fef1*

works.
*

. .

continued from page one...

Thev were voung and our hero could easily pass all of this

oil Bui he knew that th.s was nothing hut preparation for

the eventual climax ol the Ceremony The priest comes out

0„ stage and is greeted by the worshippers He

.cknowledges them though they do not enter his mind II*

lgnores and scorns them He plays Ms muate and the wor-

snippers are fulfilled The Ceremony it completed and the

•mi) and punchy Horn the music

The) Ml in front of him in

awe Thej do not question his

skill or ins taste For them.

tin- experience is complete

when at thai magic moment.

when the excitement ot the

tnp the drug*, the music, the

atmosphere all congeal into

one and the) nag to the

.round, drained and talk «>t

hing hut the t 'oremor.y

ih.-. review it in their minds

They discuss it They do not let

'",;,;;;„ ^, k(l!l!lu.. u„..o„>,,o l
„on,akeamore

plea ri lasting memory

ro sat through all of this with his head in his hands

,,, nstened • particular priesl was a favorite of his

But he did not nudge the person next to turn ...turn to

rone and excUim when the priest ^rionned h.> heat

A(! ,kN so he sal and enjoyed, silent in the knowledge that

H,ng masses in front ol the loudspeakers could not

destroj or take it awa) from him

nress m to leel the vibrations deeper within its body In-

ut„ members of the crowd could be seen through the

cur va^r and wood fire light as they writhed in tune to

he dug music, spurred on by some drug or combination

|,ug that would somehow distort and enlarge the

evenmf nuiking the dancers feel later that they had been n

Xfjrtp o. soniethmg that could only be spoken about ,n

'"ouVhero had spent some time wandering around behind

the age that had been set up bes.de the pond He knew the

peoite « ho were behind Po.sson Vierra Productions and at

varies time, during the course o. the*^*g^
In watch them deal with the pressure and to offer his ton

fences They were ,ok,ngly accepted and our hero wan

,J ;,„„ thr pond to the Union. At least the people who

an, his debauchene together had apparently known

0,. thev - ere in for and were taking it with good grace

III. IKH » KH

Tbei tried, though Thr schedule perinrmers came and

thicTowd prostrated Xsel. hi front nl them Ihen the artiste

weVt away then egos and the.r pocketbooka -" s,M 'd ™*'

o n n.ed and drank and smoked Ms nay through the

to? pari ol the first afternoon and into the evening

Evening held a promise ... more local enter.amment and.

For mam a chance to deep under the stars I iur hen.iwent

I;,:;" ins room ..- -,lax. passing on hi.* ay O **hweat

mo,e ol the young people to whom th.s was Mecca He

;,,, a , hJ^ & ..me w her^^^ ; nt^
jagoda show, a miscarriage presented weeklj bj "*»**'

KM radio Station Al and OUT hero are well acquainted with

each other, having once tried to stand each other for •

weekend ... New York with another mutual friend and not

M,
V,Tgu-.s on Ihis particular show included Fa. Cynthia

K, ank.nl. eld the Phantom ol P.erpont. who called our hero

ho eunuch ol Moore House with all the emphasis she

ciuW get out ol the Stations ten watts Our hero sat in

s "nee and listened as h.s name and reputation were bam

died about by Miss Krank.nf.eld and a few o hers His

,
. tl nsh.p m the Phantom, who tried for a while to get it

Stether m the bowels ol Wetpanl and then moved

hew here to ach.eve her full potential, was non existent

v n ha as they say was really flaming on that afternoon

ffOUT hero" let all th.s pass off his back like so much

* . r running off a duck m the ram He was not known for

bmld.ng lus life around trivialities, and wasn't going to start

*£S2*£E^ -ely some of the more

ao«?rent pimples on the otherw.se unblemished face of the

SSfuw weekend However, as pimples. »*«•;
I , tvt f a more insidious festering from within. As the

•owls swe led by .he pond and the local entertainment, a

i ™i name Steel which always seems to show up like a

I ore -H the remains o. somebody rises' boogie, began to

•m ,. our hero began to be more and more sure in h.s

'

, ,h- The crowd was, by now. little more than an

"";

i

n
ik na . id al Heeling organism that swayed and moved

l'" m u*l whkVn .t no longer heard, and barely perceived.

;?,e green-jacketed crowd around the stage began to

mi: I'ltiKsi

Meanwhile, rumors were floating back via the new

arr Is that radio stations to the East were broadcasting

news of the event. The groups that were to appear at he

demonstrations m Washington were•W^J ^JJ
lor the area The promoters were a little nervous, ligur ng

ha a fo tv cent phone call could bring hordes more of the

brats The crowd" seemed to gam a little -omentum and

then slack off. then repeat the process By nightfall, ne

crowd had dwindled Now it only filled the area around

vZe .lie stage had been and the large windswept stretches

la »he road were again left empty

As the night wore on. more and more sleeping bags were

unrolled and the now befuddled and tired youths stretched

out 10 sleep, awaiting eagerly the next day.

Sunday found the place invaded by even more people,

though the streams which now meandered through campus

now tre beginning to change their consistency^)^vvere

becoming more diversified, more complex. Now it wasn t

sunul a case of idle teenagers with nothing better to do who

swarmed mer the campus" now it was a full-scale Occasion

and the veterans were turning out in force^

The veterans had been present when other battles were

(ought Thev had created first Woodstock, then Altamont

te paragons of the Cult's mad quest for the blessed

s ,ei•anient \nd now thev had created this. Our hero walked

aimlessly through the encampment for hours, watching with

llHlt. ,„, ol awe, tinged with disgust marvelhng a
t
the

uigenu.ts »l these elder statesmen of the OJ. Tb*S^had

begun to set up a semi permanent home of pup tents,

propped up ponchos, spreadout sleeping bags, and the

e table stick w.th the leathers and balloons^ He lei

overwhelmed He lelt as if he were walking through the use,

camping equipment section ol an Army Navy store. V> hat an

uSortntm Of parapnernalia there was Canteens, peeping

ban neat little aluminum cook stoves, knapsacks, pjik

tranies. h.s head reeled at the sight ot all this merchandise

What an investment it represented And here thej were.

squatting on the.r heels uruulmg d.rt and grass deep into th.

,'m, resistant covers ot their beds, and rolling marijuana

into crooked little cigarettea and smoking it. [he fumes

,u , t
. making h.s e>es water and he was t>eg.nn.ng t„

stumble on lulls ol dried grass and trip in little chuckhoU^

He was last becoming sick at the sight of .he crowds and

wished he were far awaj

But he Stayed an and watched, fascinated with the

behavior ol the eager tans sitting in front of the loud

speakers This was not like the day before The

predominantly teenage crowd had bean supplemented by an

older element that really knew the ropes, they knew what

was expected ol them and the afternoon, though plagued

with the usual dela\s. mostly caused l>\ the tempermental

prima donna performers, moved on surprisingly smoothly

and the crowd was not tired, but rather it anticipated every

new move on stage The performers came and went and still

the worshippers were enthusiastic, applauding and cheering

each ol the [.nests as he aided in the rite

\\ hen it was all over, our hero realized that he harbored no

regrets about ha\ mg been a part of it But to ask him during

the actual thing ilsell would have been foolhardy and in

vilmg trouble

The weather, which was

threatening ram to begin w ith.

did not hold lor the entire

afternoon, and by the time the

linal sacrifice was ready.

raindrops were spattering on

the crowd and people began to

seek shelter under whatever

shelter they could find. Our

hero saw people duck under

blankets, under parked

trucks, and in one case, under

white silk parachute This again disgusted him somehow

and he began to wonder if these people had no more sense

then to just sit there. For his own part he was tired and

hungry and saw no reason why he should not leave the arena

and seek solace for his worries in a warm dry spot.

\s he walked past the Little Hatch on his way back to

Moore House, he saw a familiar figure. He walked up to it

and tapped it on the shoulder It was Silverman, licking

away on I soft ice cream cone with a silenced Beretta in his

hand. , . ,

Watch this' said Silverman, and took careful aim and

shot a student who was walking across the patio.

He turned back to our hero and. blowing away the little

curl of smoke that was rising out of the gun barrel, asked

•Where have you been all weekend
"

I MI.K I.KNNIK.

concert could be handled will at this school.
.

Continued from page one...

Humors were rampant, on campus and

oil The Dead. Foco. you name them they

were coming for a weekend that would pale

Powder Hidge or Mountaindale or any other

umnemonable rock festival from the past.

Anyone with sense left with Kooper. the

local"bands should stick to the Friday night

high school circuit Bloodstone are probably

the most hollow sounding group around and

the Joneses should play their sets in a

vacuum somewhere east of Worcester.

Maybe, just maybe, then it could be

tolerable.

Some of the rumors made it in print, in the

Phoenix for example, and over the weekend

\\1 and KM radio stations good-naturedly

puked up more rumors and spread them as

l ,r as their WMHO watts could travel
'

Kndav night knapsacks and sleeping bags

began to appear on people's backs A very

.toned and hungry young man accosted me

,n the Student Union wanting to know how ne

ended up in this god lorsaken place He had

heard on a New York radio station that the

I *ad *"<' here .h.s weekend and w ith some

mends he had made h.s way here, now lor

no reason . .

Poisson and V.ena Productions had

booked \l Kooper on Saturday, plus two

local bands. Bloodstone and 1 he Jones. The

crowd winch gathered about the pond was a

cur.ous mixture Ol t Mass students and

youngsters Irom the area Youngsters Kids

iourteen and fifteen passing around joints

and dunking the old standby apple wine just

like the big ^uys

People began wandering down towards

the lields by the stadium as early as five-

thritv in the morning It wasn't until six

hours later that a local band began to play

and the drowd grew to a gigantic size_

Poisson Vierra Productions had succeeded

in creating a major roek concert without

really trying The rub was whether the>

could handle it.

They did Boi Scaggs. the lirst major act

ol the afternoon was moved on the stage

cllicientK and on time The marshalls did

their best to clear the stage before the

seven -man ensemble played

Box Scaggs played lead guitar with Steve

Miller a lew sears back botore lorming this

group He was featured up front throughout

then erratic set Their performance was

ti^ht and the songs were adequate, but th' 1

group would often lost their perspective

will, the solo* seeming more like ego trips

then anything else

Still, though. Bos Scaggs made good

listening and Poisson \ terra Productions

had a line start to the afternoon Poisson.

who acted as Master of Ceremonies, put on a

show in Ins own right as he introduced

groups and made announcements in a mock

Woodstock style

The stage crew did a more than com

mendable job clearing the stage between

acts Curtis Mavlield moved right on with

his group, called the experience His was a

most pleasant soil, mellow voice blended

with what had conn- before

It seemed most ol the crowd had., t been

acquainted with Mavlield He easil> won

them over His best number was a very long

version ol "Get <>n I p which he did with

some unexpected yet vers nice back up

Irom some people in the crowd

The music peaked earlv and May! ieM onl>

continued it on this high level

The clouds which had mercdullv held oil

most oi the dav imallv gave a IJ

Seatrain «H up Here l*otsso« liwra

productions began to I ^ H""*'"*

Attn the crowd who woukin I move oil ine

stage or awat Irom it Seatrain had in Ihen

contract thai noonc nota soul shouMI

the stage when thev periorm and lhe>

holding toil The Marshalls did their best to

IUove some ol the boo. ish . . owd out into the

rain and move the group .• lame itinerar)

onto the stage

I, was the music which made the dif

lerencc between the two age groups tth.k

kooner was enjoved by a more

^pmst'eated. older aud.ence. the Joneses

were what the kids got oil on.

II was d.sgruntming to say the least lor Al

Koope. put on an excellent set He began

wife a couple of numbers at the organ,

showing his virtuositv as one of rock s imesi

keyboard artists

I |,s acoustical guitar songs didn t come of

as well and he had to depend on his allalah e

stage manner to get him through His

monologue about losing ones virginity was

much much funnier than the song about it

He finished up at the keyboard doing some

standards such as 'Last Time and his

BIO* Sweat, and Tears hit from some

years back. "1 Cant Quit Her The crowd

imallv began to move towards the end ot

Kooper s set but it was erratic and came a

bit too late to be truly appreciated Kooper

left without doing encores leav.ng the crowd

lor the local bands.

The crowd, though, greeted these groups

with an uncommon fervor I guess it must

have lelt good to see vour favorite local band

make it big time and clappin those hands

shows vour gratitude to Poisson Vierra

Productions lor being responsible lor this

big break .

\t least that's the way lour no more than

1,1 teen vear old girls expressed late in the

afternoon as the- crowd began to clear out

and a maniac on a motorcycle sped through

,he crowd nearly killing a number ol

Unassuming spectators The e«ta««c
groupies for the local groups, a thought

which thoroughly pales the mind, although

one would have I nice smile .1 she had her

braces removed

The group transitions were made

aseas Brewer and Shipley billowed !m'a.

[heir acoustical guitar set up th* irom oi the

Mage Brewer and Shipley are one of the

best two man duos singing today I hey have

pleasant and subtle harmonies along with

excellent guitai work II any group will be

moving up to the omnipotent super-star

status m the next year, may it be Brewer

.ind Shipley.

\lter doing a far belter version ol One

loke Over The Line than currently

available on record, they did a pseud..

country number before doing some Dylan

They finished oil with their best material

the Indian songs a hteh they have made their

private domain

MDC photos by Gil FuHerton, Hob Nesti.

Barbara Brecher. and David Williams,

l-ront page photos by Gib FuHerton.

Nonetheless Poisson Vierra Productions

carried the first day off with a minimum ol

hassles The crowd was large and quiet the

iml s,e kept them happy, and the weather,

lor once, was nice

Throughout the afternoon rumors of the

rumors began filtering through the crowd

Poisson and Vierra began to anticipate-he

W0rsl as someone told of the Mass Pike

being covered with hitchhikers all heading

this way. , , u „,

Saturday night it became apparent that

people wee arriving for Sunday I eople

were wandering everywhere, many in

pretty tough shape Acid seemed to be the

voflue and many had dropped to take ad-

vantage ol the first decent night in a long

time. 1. waanl too cool, hut was to be ex

pected. Nonsense made sense

The crowd, who were only mild to Box

scaggs not getting an encore-jjrent wiW

with these two They came hack and dd

three moreemjovable numbers ending vvith

an impressive version of Dylans •Mighty

guinn."'

Brewer and Shipley tried to stave oil the

rain, but it began to sprinkle towards the

end ol their set The crowd, now about ten

thousand, didn I seem to mind much, the

music was so good It wasn I the greatest

day for on outdoor concert but people were

obviously enjoying themselves despite the

weather which looked darker by the minute

Thev did and Seatrain played, to those

who stayed in the rain As one freakie giriin

mnne. s overalls told me they were worth

their weight in water A rather had joke

but .i nice way ol summing up the group I

performance

The crowd began to break up It had been

rumored that another groupwouM |>la\ they

didn I oiilv a glutton wouldn t be satisfied

with the afternoon Ol music presented on

Sunday Poisson Vierra Productions went

lieyond what was to be expected ol students

here and put on a group ol concerts which

tine' Iwwed that a conceri could be

hand I well al this school
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sonal views of the writers

It seems that there ii I Ml of executive idea re-

shuffling going on in Boston concerning «**«{£
inro.no a State University systo.n or MatMchusette,

strangely similar to the nations largest t mveisity

system in neighboring New York. SUNY.

Last week Governor Sargent told students and

laculty at Salem State College thai -the role of state

colleges in relation to the University of

Massachusetts. Southeastern Massachusetts

University and Lowell Tech must DC1™"%***
Kven though reliable sources indicate that he did not

intend" to mention the State University ot New York

ii, his call for a study ot a "single unified state

University system", he did.

The Governor called tor -public debate on the

,ssue and promised to ask Kd Moore s State Hoard o

Higher Kducat.on "to conduct an in depth study ot

the advisability of such a unification

sargent argues in his speech that J* P"*"J
system ol Higher Kducat.on in Massachusetts lacks

Uexibility" and "in tact is actually regressive lb

is correct about the whole state and community

college system; still the political pawns ot a

Legislature, couscous ot that tact that they lost direct

links to the prize Ol Massachusetts higher education

here in Amherst soon- ten years ago. when I Mass was

granted liscal autonomy

When l Mass President Wood s ott.ee heard about

sargent s speech they reportedly went through a lew

n ur. Ol worry, cancelling scheduled appointments

and generally trying lo find out why Wood wasnt

brought in on the deal before the Governor made his

speech Onclaulv knowledgable observer commen ed

fut president Wood doesn't like to operate thai

*The reaction from the President i office according

,o Joe Ryan. Woods Public Relations man. was ha

he speech was -viewed as interesting and that

changes in the University system are being com

.emulated "van pointed out that the Governorhad

not ^officially proposed" any changes so President

Wood reallv didn't have any comment

F n. the Hoard of Higher Education there was

word that they are already about to take jdjaekjj

at the possibility of adding a combined Lowell State

Lowell Tech to the University as a fourth University

,l SMI would join there might even be a five-center

system Sources indicate that this is in the Governor s

mind fS the future of Massachusetts higher

^TakiJwfor granted that President Woods office is

n„t filling the Governor with all these ideas ot reform

at this particular tune, the next obvious source might

be former Dean of the I Mass Graduate School and

now Chancellor of the Hoard of Highs* Kducat.on

Edward Moore himself.

Moore left UMasa to become the \ ice President lor

Graduate Studies and Research at the State

l niversit) ol New York in Hinghamton. VVith he

position Of Secretary ol Kducat.on within he

Governors new cabinet system still open lor•up-

wardly mobile educators, there is a good possibility

that Kd Moore has been at the Governor sear

« me source close to Moore quoted him as saying it s

no coincidence that the SUNY is the model that was

most lam. bar to the Governor. Hut I wouldn t want to

embarrass him .

. me can Ik. sure that President Wood, rumored to DC

having some trouble within his own domain, is oral

clung the politics ol Massachusetts education just as

close as he used to be watched while running the

MBTA

Guest Editorial

Your Narrow Interests

Bj pi TNAMBAHBt H

iologj Department

li i> unjust .i> well as

travaganl lo require the over

liurdened taxpayers of the
|

om

monweahh to continue subsidizing

the college education ol students

vh,, can perfectl) well afford to

pa> the lull costs ol the educational

benefits the) receive No doubt

there are many m the state who

cannot afford higher education at

,,,-esent costs Our ability to assist

them mon- adequately m the

lUture depends on discovering new

Most Of Them just Talk . .

.

..r. .. . .. a..i. .,-...oh nnU the older uen
B) KKNNKTMK KHLK

,,ne..i im most inemorable classroom experiences

was watchmg a college professor bet his .rams

aua.nst the laws ot phss.es Standing on one side ol a

awrnous auditorium, he held to his forehead an iron

,,,.,,.„.,,,,! by a long cable to the coiling I hen he lei

„ go and stood unmoving as the ball swung across the

, oom and back It did not. as the laws ot motion said it

I;::;,, not bash his brain. out The 5«*nu
fi^

tromendousl) impressed both relieved and la.ntly

'"utrihmkm, about, his as. matched a recent class

introductory physics The»?^^w"
u
s

^
a^

more comfortable, better equipped I lecUnw was

competent, and he did turn to the blackboard OC-

cas.onalK Hut not once during the :,(> m.nule hour did

he suggest thai phys.es can be a visual physical

Object He did not. as I had seen another lecture d*

roach into Ins pocket and bring out various colored

balls identified as atomic and subatomic pr^sd
lll(1 not bring out the mouse traps and Ping Pong balls

I hat illustrated nuclear liss.on.ua more Innocent day

It he did was what most university lecturers do

,, a ,lw„hab.g class.. alk. talk, talk Lecturers

Z „, course, read from books and other printed

materials, make assignments, work out tests and

^"Se commuted student, the major. such

^jimentary techniques may work well enough lh.

;;;:;;„., am,- all. have their labs, and most cam

OUSes provide students w Ith opportunities for eh.se at

^relationships with art. music.ideas.other^minds

ysensibilities^But for the student just coming into

Joltege. tOO little is done to catch and engage his at

,r,

nr.nt.oductory phys.es course ,s a case m point

PhvsicSte tell me that the magic show is on the

2£? TO some degree, there are valid pedagogic

hteeth ns 10 such a course 1
.eumnstrations get in he

'

,e phvsics. told me Students remember the

gimmicks! bill don't grasp the principles

suspicious ol Popularity

v"t many of the physicists I have talked

it differently 'Only the older generation ol

.....lessors are interested, an associate dean told me

The new men can t afford to work up the in

trodUCtOT) course No pay Ofl
"

such attitudes help explain the lack ol attention

shown tor the beginning student, the non-major, the

genera! course A suspicion toward popularity is a

related academic attitude Kaculty members who are

„uick to find apologies for the dry as dust teacher who

•knows Ins Held.' show less charity toward the

professor who attracts nocks of students trom across

the university

Perhaps such response grows out ol the respect a

scholar has for the truth ol his discipline. Ideally, a

mans subject mav need no ornamentation ^et.

Whitehead is surely right when he says. Knowledge

does not keep ar.v better than lish Somehow or

other it must come to the student, as it were, just

drawn out ol the sea ...
Hut it is not the philosophic position which keeps

teachers irom making an impact on the uncommitted

student It is easier to read Irom old notes than to

bring in fresh ideas, to keep the SO-mimite classroom

lormal than to seek new modes ol teaching, to work

with one's office door closed than to leave it open, to

take truth Irom the graduate school and mete it out

sparingly than to test it out before a large and olten

unappreciative audience

Hie INolossor as l.xamplc

Nevertheless. American higher education has great

need lor prolessors who have the ability to speak in

terms the student can understand, to arouse and hold

interest lo exemplify and illustrate and demonstrate.

The greatl) skilled teacher ol this kind may embody

the larger example the professor as a being worthy ot

emulation Students need the kind ot professor who is

willing to bet Ins skull against the knowledge he

possesses w tiling too to make the test in public, and to

risk that his students may be entertained at the same

tune Ihev are edified

the above article was reprinted from the ( hronical

ol Higher I duration.

sources Of revenue not 00

preserving the unfair advantages

some now receive

\ lull calling for across the

Imard tuition increases was

ntlj defeated in the .senate in

Huston. Kightl) so Whal isneeded

i-., sliding scale of tuition charges

get l>\ law and administered by the

i manual aid officers ol the various

schools in the Mate At the same

t,me financial aid funds must be

available lo allow support for

students who cannot meet tees and

other costs ol attending the

t niversit) or state Colleges The

lormulas involved will be complex.

m order to deal with the various

possibilities that arise as young

people move out Irom under their

parents financial wings Hut the

Commonwealth need not rear

complexity somehow everyone

gets through the State Income lax

lorms. which speaks highly ol the

native intelligence ol all ol our

citizens

In the long run. the burden ol

linancing higher education must be

placed upon those w ho bene! it Irom

it in the form ol a lifetime surtax

against earnings tor those who

attend college I
something like this

has |iist been instituted at Vale).

I nder such a scheme, a revolving

lund would be set up by the State

and sustained by payments made

along with income tax returns

calculated on the basis of amount

ol support received while in school

Hie plan receives co-operation ol

the federal government and has

several unresolved (juesions im-

plicit m it 'what, for example, ot

the costs incurred by women who

subsequently marry? >. But it will.

when instituted, provide a Stable

source ol tunds lor higher

education which places the burden

on the appropriate portion ol the

popul.it ion I hose who have

benefited irom the Universitj i

services
'

Hut for 'he moment, the onor

mous subsidy ol middle and Up

per income families which is

provided by the unreasonably low

tuition 'barged at state institutions

must be eliminated That can be

done, in fairness to present

students, by instituting a

sliding scale tuition charge to be

paid l.\ students enrolling for the

i,,st tune in the FaH oi IWS and

later < alls tor the I Diversity to

involve itself in the welfare oi those

oulside its walls will not he

plausible -o long as the students at

the I Diversity are a major burden

on the resources ot the state

Inline letter writing campaigns

should reflect awareness ol our

icsponshilitics to our fellow

citizens, rather than narrow sell

interest

U'ltll. .'I

People swarming black

masses held inaked like

thunderheads dark across

the sky Clustering ants

l.urnmg Hags holding

hands smoking

joints drinking wine

spilling Irom their mouths

Bodied lento rippling

with wind strewn

across the grass holding

shaded lists smiling

confused backs turned

to the capital dome
shared thoughts like

peach halves mellowed
between v oung and old Mowing

against blood smeared lies

wishing the ignoring

leaders hear the screams

ot mutant babies born of

chemical mothers. Anger

mounting Hashing white teeth

split like lightening hoping

late opens vaginal lips ot

mud caked trench holes open

to swollow the swollen deal ears

enclosing them in the viscous

mucose ol their immorality

to silence their indifference

forever
l.ee K. Bisttoff

_J

Letters To The Editor

Legitimate Fears?
To i lo- Ktlitor:

An unsigned letter concerning Teacher/Course

Evaluation appeared in the April 29 Collegian under

the headline "Student-Faculty Cooperation?" That

letter is obviously not a letter to the editor at all, but

the text of a memo from a faculty member to the other

mathematics and statistics. Both students and faculty

on our teacher evaluation committee considered and

rejected the idea of using the Student Senate

questionnaire. The committee conducting the Student

Senate evaluation does not inspire confidence in the

Editorial Points
U we're to believe the ad-

ministration and the General

Court, the Grayson 7 committed

a greater crime than Lieutenant

(alley. Similarities do exist,

however Both (alley and the 7

seem to be scapegoats for un-

lx?lievably tangled situations.

spssassBs s^wStawss
the author of that memo, which I sent, signed, to my

colleagues in the Mathematics and Statistics

Department.

I must object to the form of publication of my

memo It appeared without my signature; 1 never

hide under a cloak of anonymity. Your headline may

give the erroneous impression that 1 or my colleagues

have unfairly refused to cooperate with students in

teacher evaluation. Let me set the record straight.

Last Spring some students approached our faculty

about instituting a departmental teacher evaluation,

and an informal student-faculty committee was

formed. This Fall that committee became official.

This Spring the committee's proposal on student

evaluation ot teaching was endorsed by our faculty

and approved by both faculty and student members of

our Council. Our teacher evaluation questionnaire is

to be administered in all our undergraduate courses

beginning this semester. Beginning next Fall, the

results will be given to our Personnel Committee

which includes students as voting members.

our separate departmental evaluation is being

conducted to obtain data specifically relevant to

evaluating and improving the teaching of

requests from our faculty (which includes

professional statisticians) for more information about

its questionnaire. Its letter requesting faculty par-

ticipation this Spring does not list the questions to be

asked and says nothing about how the raw data is to be

analyzed.

Were the Student Senate committee to begin

cooperating with faculty by freely providing the in-

formation we need about its questionnaire, we could

then consider what role its questionnaire should play

in our department.
Murray Kisenberg

Associate Professor of

Mathematics

A I! Mass student we know will

be going to Moscow, Idaho in an

exchange program. Will the FBI

lile read that he was 'educated

by the reds"?
*****

WASHINGTON, May I <AP>

President Nixon will be at the

White House on Sunday, May 9,

lor a Mother's Day worship

service scheduled there.

-Just another of Nixon's

vicious plans to support apple

pie. motherhood, and the

American Hag.

One of our staffers reports that

on student pay day. the special

line to cash student checks only

has been closed. The Cashier's

Office gets the Metawampe
Prize lor logic.

i *>**

Little known facts of the

University: There is a shrunken

head in the display case on the

third lloor of the east wing of

Machmer Hall. Professors,

beware. This is what happens to

those of you who don't get your

courses evaluated.
*****

The way we've been going,

April s snow brings May
showers, which may or may not

bring June flowers

J

A Safe Fast
To the Kdilor:

In reference to the plans of several students to

undergo a voluntary fast for five days between May 1

and May 5, the following information may be of some

interest' There have been many studies to show that

lasting up to periods of 40 days have minimal un-

desirable effects. In general, hunger is no problem if

there is free access to water A weight loss may be

expected The average individual would expend about

moo calories per day assuming that he spend the day

in sitting or standing and did not exercise Over a •>-

day period a weight loss of approximately 12 pounds

might be expected

on the other hand, several important aspects of

lasting should be borne in mind There is considerable

loss of both water and salts from the body ano\

therefore, it is important that the intake of water and

salts be maintained The average individual should

have abgut 2 1/2 quarts of fluid per day. It is also

desirable to have some of that fluid in the form of salt

containing soups or broth Because there is weight

loss fluctuations in blood pressure may be ex

ocrienced and. therefore, sudden changes of position

mav be accompanied by feelings of faintness. Many

individuals experience muscle weakness and.

therefore, activities should be kept at a minimum

Patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes^

kidney stones, gout, and chronic kidney disease should

nUt,aSl
Thomas C>U Bride. MI>

Assistant Director

I niversitv Health Services

Ha, Ha

I wou'd like to give my comments on something

which took place outside of Kennedy Tower ,n South-

west Tuesday evening What started out as a good

time turned into one of the worst things I

JfJJJ^J
witnessed. Apparently, it all bof with the Wen«
throwing a softball up from one J«f»*^£*J
one above it ,n an attempt to reach the top njoHounge

window. A large group, meanwhile, had ^tered "i

the mall in front of Hampshire commons to watch plus

many residents of both Kennedy andCoohdge who

were looking out their windows. s^n|y-/^S
irom one of the upper floors threw a full

.

sue stof ed

dummy out of the window It must have^scared the

shit out everyone watching. I saw the body of the

student who jumped from my tower.
^

ash,n
^
on
sa^

couple of weeks ago Believe me "^^JgJ
Phillip Burke after his fall did not think that what

haooened Tuesdav evening was at all funny. AIM tan

savTthat I he?'people -U think a little more before

acting like this again
|,avidKeane

WE are Sincere

To the Kdilor:

This is in reference to Mark Silverman s editorial ot

Friday, April :«)th "Starving For Nothing ".

Those of us of conscience have attempted these past

years to bring attention to the war in Indo-thina ana

to seek meaningful ways in which to end it I and my

lellow officers are not trying to organize a mass

last
' on campus, but to simply indicate to everyone

concerned where we stand in terms of opposing the

War In Indo-China in our day-to-day lives. Mainly it

will giv the other three officers, who will be unable to

f>e in Washington with me. to show their strong sup

port for what I and others will be doing May W eek

In no way can this discredit "more viable protests

as M Silverman puts it Only his cynicism about my

personal motives can do this If his editorials are the

public announcements of his personal style of life I like

my lasting), then he is not truly concerned with

returning spring to the rice paddies". Simply, his, is

the insecure need to question others motives.

Why not resign from the Collegian and enact your

fantasies in the real world. Mark9

Lee Sandwen

Wasteful Insurance
To the Kditor:

As an attorney who has many university students

lor clients. I tmd that many students have been vie

tumzed by the aggressive sales tactics of local life

insurance salesmen

It is possiblv true that a life insurance investment at

a young age is l good investment as one is never

assured of good health at the time the need for in

surance arises I am aware though, that many of the

salesmen provide students with policies that are not

consistant with their needs

Many students have purchased five year term in

surance. which is unnecessary with most students

needs therefore a wasteful expenditure

I would advise all students interested in the pur

chase of life insurance, that they see many different

insurance men to compare the different plans that

they offer It is also important to remember that in

surance companies are regulated in Massachusetts,

but that insurance policies differ greatly as to benefit

and cost.

It is also important to note that an insurance con

tract in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts cannot

be disaffirmed unless the insured is under 15 years of

I hope you will acquire a specialist in the field of

insurance to write an article for your newspaper

providing students as to how their insurance needs

may be fulfilled
Steven. I. Schwartz

Counselor at Law

Kids' Complacency

'

This adide is an appeal of the Children's Lib letter, which was

OO^sUTonWsl)782 twenty ninth of April, in the Daily Collegian.

P
The U'ttnn Thursdav's edition involved three poo*. Michae, Forget,

Nma and Kr.c Mankim the only threeP^JS^.^Sr^e^
Thev are giving a false impression of the students at Marks Meadow

Schcx, 1 he are against, what they call, 'being brutalized by teachers

In om opinion teachers are not brutahz.ng us. they are correcting us lor

l^r wrong The teachers are giving us the education that they are paid

,0

Ttey also mentioned something about the opeWtt»,heiag 1iwatU^of

time in our opinion, ifa just about the biggest project Marks Metrimrhas

lone all vear Thanks to Mrs Coweli. our music teacher we are able to

Sform ms operetta Mrs ( owell has devoted much of her tune to make

Uus operetta a success We are glad to have the excellent music teacbe.

^JtaSae ntan, pnvi.edges now that we should not be pushing for

Tim Winslow ;md l««4hrrsmore

What Is It, Anyway?

To Ihe Kditor:

Mr Kosemont s blanket in

dietment ol our Dada/Surrealist

Festival tills me w ith real grid and

an hem to i* vented anger why

docs he call it *' thoroughly

reprehensible undertaking" and

what prompts him to urge students

to "greet it with anything less than

the fullest disdain and defiance"'

I... st Wednesday night an

audience <>! about one hundred

listened lo surrealist poetry, read

in Knghsh. French. German and

various non languages I came

..wav irom the recital leehng

elated, excited and exhihrated 1

1

don i think Mr Kosemont wan

there l

We are not unaware ol Ihe

serums problems eonl routing <»ur

country, our campus and »»ur

conscience, hut if the

liuda Surrealist offerings provide

an escape into a different sen

sibihty. area t we all the happier

lor it' \nd when it tomes to

>ahj)ect confusion .
does Mr

Kosemont really think that the

enemies ol surrealism are free

Irom it
'

I'iiiil \ vl.iiikin

Have A Drink

Conference

"I would hke to commend the Massachusetts ^Senate .- IM.

-,ust decision this week concernmg the lowering of the drinking ag»

Ihev have confirmed the fact that the young person is a second t las

citSenand thev have given the young lurther cause to be d.sillusione,

V h their supposedly .Pee country I question the mtegnty o
f
any Ser.a.o

or KeDresentative (especially my representatives Willlnd Driscoi

frsnStl^OlFau River ) who voted for this bill I hate to quote cliche

hunt a man's old enough to be screwed by the Selective Service Systen

e\scertamly old enough to go drown h.s troubles ,n S bar roSOV YOl

nueht say that this letter is just sour grapes but it is not I don t par

cSlarly want to drink I just wan. to have the fact that I am a nt.zen anj

m^therefore entitled to equal protection under the laws-recogn.zed

Zving ae^ghtoen vear old the right to drink is no different than deny inj

Black or a Puerto R.can the right to dnnk This law is outngh

dismmination and we will not allow th.s any more I would urge all youn,

voters^, check the voting records of their Heps and to screw them at th>

poUsd thev have screwed us. in their legislation We have the vote now

they can t iake that away from us-lets use ,t ^^^^^
Remember

Letters to the Editor must be typed, double

spaced, at s.xtv spaces and must carry the writer s

signature, address, and telephone number < all of

which will be withheld upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is 5 p.m the day prior to

intended publication The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters.

To the Kditor:

Recently, a letter was sent to you informing you

about a Fan African conference that will be held on

the week end of May 7 9 Due to the fact a lot ot

brothers and sisters will be coming in from other

universities, we had asked you to accomodate some of

Unfortunately the response has been exceedingly

poor As a consequence we will be setting up desks at

the various dining commons where you can respond

We would also like to inform you that the tickets lor

the dinner and dance will be going on sale shortly, so

please pick your up
Moore time.

Harambe
Kudolph tones

lo the Cditor:

May :> will soon I*' upon us Mere

at I Mass the day will be marked

hv a Moratorium in remembrance

oi those killed and injured last year

at Kent State and Jackson State

There is also one other place that

should be included at this time.

on May H. I'lTii the National

Guard was called m to the

University Oi New Mexico lor some

unknown reason Fortunately no

one was killed, however, elevr

people were stabbed by bayonets-

seven students, one reporter an

three guardsmen One student wi

never walk again The guardsme

Stabbed themselves while gettm

Isick into their trucks

Strangely enough no one OUtsid

ol Albuquerque ever heard abet

this event Now you know So let

remember these people on May

and keep it in mind that if if < a

happen in New Mexico it ca

happen a nvwhere
Patricia (mri
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"Bounce For Beats"

To Be Held May 5-8

A variety Ol activities is

currently planned by Sigma Alpha

Mu in conjunction with its annual

drive for the Western

Massachusetts Heart Association

The drive itself is referred to as

"Bounce tor Heats", and is

characterized by the bouncing ol a

basketball, symbolic of the vital

I unction «il the heart The cam

paign period this year will he Irom

Ma> 5 through May »

The dine will open as SAM.

through the courtesy of the

University Food Services, will

sponsor the weekly Coffee House in

the Hlue Wall Cafeteria ol the

lanipus tenter Irom 9 I'M until I

\M I'or any reasonable con-

tribution to the Heart Fund, a

person will receive a small heart

which w ill entitle him to obtain tree

popcorn at any time during the

course Ol the evening The actual

•uncing of the symbolic

basketball by the brothers and

sisters ot SAM will be conducted

Irom 1-' to 5 I'M on Thursday at a

booth near the entrance of the

Campus (enter Hook Store The

events on Thursday will conclude

with a Folk Festival in the Hatch

irom 7 to 11 I'M. featuring many

local entertainers

Music again will be the main

attraction to the University

community on Friday A concert

featuring "Clear Sky" will be held

in Iront ol the Little Hatch in

Southwest Irom 4:U) to 7 I'M The

music will continue at an open

concert at the Campus Pond from H

pm to i AM featuring "Clear Sky"

Boston Latin", and "Vitamin

Springs".

The University community is

cordially invited to attend all the

events which will be held during

the course of the •Bounce for

Beats" Drive It is also stressed

that all activities will In- free,

although contributions will gladly

be accepted on behalf of the

Western Massachusetts Heart

Association, to help linance its

attempt to research a cure lor

heart disease. Before the linals

period bring you down, bring

yoursell up lor a good time

Frost
f

s Poetry

Discussed Tonight

{°T^X llf^^ teacher and critic i. the poet*

biographer, having published two volumes that tell the story of Robert

Krosts hie trom the time of his birth to the year 1938
raat>arrh

At the present time Professor Thompson is completing his research

preparatory to the writing of the third volume exploring r rost s life and

writiruzs in the years from iwh to IMS.

The talk which is open to the public, will concentrate upon a group.of

familiar but difficult Frost poems Following the lecture there wiUbe a

coffee hour and discussion period in the Memorial Budding, at a hi h Mr.

Thompson will answer questions concerning both the poetr> and the

biography ol Robert Frost.

Education

Majors!
Undergrod. and Grad

Pre-registration

Monday, May 3

from 9 - 4:30

in School of Education

Library
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MDC CLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

I Mm apt. al CUffslde Includr.

H ll ullllllrs. fSvlnunDH pool. *••'»"'*•

,„urM. A* nil June I t» Aa«. Jl w»l

..^loo to cuut. Call Wft-tlM* *••» 4

\i ni. -

—

luniMi.d 1 brdrooiu. within walk-

Ilia distance of liilv.rnltj. Julie I

,„ t^v t 1 wM* option to ™*~
,1IH per month. wtU hntsle ««*2»"
„r Jtti-OObU. . !

la " J

~~Sublet June W - Hept. I. fur-

ul.hrd I t.f.lrooi.i-. central l"'"tlun >

rsSn »*r °»«»t. <»n ««-««£-
tore noon

.

' -

3 bSnaV apt . pool. air conditioner

•nd purtlull* furnished Available

June I *•* M. «™« »• n'«°:

tiMhie t -nil -:y.i-'.<m. tJti

"Parti- torn : bedroom "P«- •'

Ui.lllni; t.reen. June 1 to Au«
.

31

I'ool, mrpetliw. air conditioned, all

mllitlrs included Hill n«,«otl» , *\

.„ii m-eiss. !I2z.
-

,( Kooin ciiiipleteb furnished apt

DMlwMkMT, air cond^ June 1 -

,\B*. 31. *l»0/uio Amherst -»»'*-

bU distance from t.M»n Call 6*9-

1571 . !iti
: ».7rrn7~aT.t. My ;'« - *"«••«

, „,,.! etc. •Miearloaf Apts Near

N llni|er1and « tr Rrnt and Furniture

—Kl l»l^1e_tall_663-3m. tf8-7

PiTdriii apt June 1 to Aa*. 31

ulth option for renewal. SIM W per

month. Itllltle^ included IjMt
-n.i.i 1M«M, cal l 253-53H. tf8-U

-n^nTser aublet practically or

ramtNW, MdM at*.. »lii"J^_'
l... hen. lUln« r"" ,

1

,

'V.i- MU1 tike
r i> Rent nenotlable.

fall GW-filtU.

It,., In, , ,1 rite -- 1 ' • lr»*m «pt

it riiftside fr-nii .lune to Amsii-t

ind iipll"" t« renew lea«e in >ept

( ,,n .. ip tint,, , .ii Tu,-«il»»

tf ^-1

TRAVEL
ni hi i i ROPE !»»• spare n> ,il

able from *»9 o/w Call Ion Aserr
-. 1.;--TH1. VI l>ii liner .Mi.- igHI. t f5-.1

PERSONAL
Doe* a tliter wear a necUti.T MS-

FOR SALE — AUTOS
' l - l4»«. »ne osvner, IIP

,.,, , .,r.» tall .sl-0«;u after

:, p in
tfVI

.;| iMce SITS. »oujl

,„ndltlon. price in.lu.l.-s Mwt. Call

i^5-:i017. ____
' fcuttaa blocle, women -

». 3 »l""';

with ba-k.t.. like "'"•, u^"" 1

;..,-

wmmOm, »« "•». «*wlne >|0 „'"'.

after I.

—q^daU _ a1l-l.ath.r •mlUN.
,„..., .,,1.-.. »..H «.-t nnd Lent

,.,.. arrim Cm b« h .«<l at the M.--

,r,tt«n,.n-, O.lld t ilMom ..,.••;

.,„!. M r "_L ri_ '

*o75 »„ rt . ..nserts to .|..uMe bed

(,„„d working order, serjr reBsonable^

« all niKhti. fif.-'i- .'W.I. tfjy*

—\KC Miniature Da<hshiinds. nIi.'I-

,t„| wormed. 549-1170^ •> ' '

Clearance s«le on all tvpr-

, inde. Price S9c - S3 «o. Call

„r come aee them at 110A Tatt. rs„n
8-3

WANTED TO RENT FOR RENT

T»o man shark with stove nti<l

eleetrl<lt> to «ej>t 1 Vmh.r.t are,»

fall Rruce at M SKI 1 »• •'"-•

sace If Ini not In trv3

LOST
lost In vicinity of Mlke'i ...1.1

hra.elet t>pe wat. h Brwart Briitl-

mental value Plense t»M Donnu a'

5-I735 or t8J-«U. "- 1

SUMMER RENT
Room rabble SS «/•* "•;

,":
i"1°% mo. >t..dent Ho.we. l^ll

tn>-r,

•53-90H5.

'7* Plrmo.it h lluster i" ' , II I
•

1 itl.l l»isk». Dual Itreaker. Posl

Traction. aUllT* . h-.K l'" 1 '."'""

, „.i . t.i.b. warraatr. «MJ
flnn Call 806-1173 «V3

i iim> sedan. R & H. P "/
,r braU.» mid steerina. *ood condl-

iioii. SI.'S or best offer, fall RiH<

:,r.-!iM«
"*"•'

•.;|i olds It.1
, I -l-eed. •ir. emcellent

...n.lition, Mi.heli.i tires, rrey with

M...k »ln>l top Call after S p nv
^i_; tfVt

imn Triumpll spitfire In eood con-

.lition, radio, »no« tires and nes» top

SIMM nr best offer, fall May at

•-H1I Mln*-> or •.fi-iil.'O level tfVI

I ,.r<l (..iinvie convertible, re-

li.ible transportation t.ood condi-

tion SUM), (all 0-iWlJ aiutime.
tf3-7

SUMMER SUBLET

tfs-a

ViO off eacirnionth on 3 bedroom

l-.iffton apt., air cond .
swlmmins

,...„l. tennis cts, avail. June M «

'.ept. 1st with opt to renew In

siep t. BM-6080 *J£*

KEDCCED HI-B1.ET -- "«"«

net rid of 2 bdrm. apt In •'rfton

tall MP-60M . L,,v
- 7

Apartment — 2 bedroom furnished.

all atllltlea, pool, courts, 5 miles

iram campus. June 1 to Aurnat 31

Kent neitotlable. fall Jan e**"3™^
—

3 bedroom Puffton Juno 1 to

Sent 1 completely furnish . pool,

tennis courts. Will negotiate rent

fall 649-8671.
. _i*t?

"3 Br , Apt , 2 baths, air cond
I

.

partial torn , pool . tennis, free utl-

II ties. June 1 - Au«. 30
j ^••J.

!'-

tlon. Bent ne«otlable. Beds Provided

8 Puffton, M0-«029 .

tfa-6

Xo sublet for summer with option

to lease In fall, 2 bedroom apt. at

Kollint; Green, pool In bark? ard. car-

petina. dishwasher, IVi baths MM
.'.•>«i-fio95. !£?"*—?'bdnn at ( liffside Includes all

ntil . swimmini! pool, tennis courts,

avail. June 1 to Auk. 31 with op-

tion to cut C«ti SSI till after 5

pro. 5^
Drastic reduction on 1 bedroom

apt In Puffton Vlllnne, air cond ,

swimmini! Also furniture available

< ( Tfl ) 5l!)-fi«!>7
.

.
tf_5-7

—T"bedroom apt at fliffside, all

util .
pool, tennis ct . furnished

avail. June 1 - Aua 31 "/opt on to

renew. Rent neeotlable. tall M>
SSSf. _ _l!5-l

s

"Reduced su» >t, 1 bedroom was

J1I.-..1. nosv Sl.a/nio . all utilities In-

.linl Disposal, swim pool, option

,„ renew lease for 71-W. t all tSS.

IJ737 . -_11"
—Furnished 1 bedroom, within walk-

inr distance of 1 nlversity, June 1

n «ent 1 with option to renew. SI IS

peV month, will liable StS-TTl^t*

B I0-0509

MGB GT 1907 fine condition, FM,
«ire wheels, Pirelli tres $1150. cell

l-lt»7-'J763 6-7 p m. Granbr, Mass
tfV5

l!Mf7 VW, eicellent condition, new
tires, low mileate, $925 00. fall

7K1 -0315 after 5 p.m. tf5-3

in. I Malibu fonv., maroon, new
paint, brakes, shocks and battery

IVrfect condition. After 8 call 819-

^Ml_^ _J to-B

~lit VW Bus, low mileage, excellent

body engine, new electrical system
earb , fuel pump, recent tuneup.
Needs minor clutch work. Beat offer

over $550 6-9578. tfB-4

'67 VW red, excel cond , new
head valv., battery, AM/FM radio
<ji II 62*-3»»3. tf5-3

70 VW, areen. sunroof, radio —
exc. condi tion f a ll 519-t»S6S. tf.V«

"""Must sell! C> fhevy Tmpnla 4 Mtf,
bucket scats. Runs cod $100. fall

516-8335^ tf5-4

•01 TR-4 fonv. fall after 7 p m ,

:i :- .•1171

.

tfS-5

"
0-1 to ft-31 Hadley off Rt 9. t

bdrm. forn *pt >r. old. reconv

b«rn mod. eonven , w to w carpet,

fireplace f*ee to appreciate CjO
after 5 5S«-^632 tf3J 3

2 bdrm Puffton apt . pons. paH
fnrn . reduced rent. Tel M9

"^|l"
4

J bdrm. townhoose. wall to wall

rrpt . dishwasher etc . June 1 -

Aneust 31. famished. $150/mo, 253-

2144 .

tf5-i

Summer sublet — 1 bedroom Puff-

ton June 1 to Aoa. 31 — option to

renew lease. Call 5I9-1S95 •*«" ".

~~i room house across from Drake,
1 "0 Amity St., furnished June 1 t..

Sept. 1. $250 month, heat In. lud

ed. Downtown Amherst, fall •"••'>

!M1« or 5lfi-r>23* tf.VI

ROOMMATESJfVANTEO
~R„omnii,tr wanted M sumni. >

\,n apartment furnished $.5 ii",

I ,.»tbaiiiptnn fall 0:7-1003.

REPAIRS
Zippers repoaired; on yooe coats,

havlna kits et«. HARLOW'S Fine
f.uaaaae ft Leather (ioods. Bera -

Inaraae repaired 157 Main St.

Northampton 8SI-5233. tf»-l 1

DISCOUNT SUBLET

FOR SALE

tf5-7

Ploaear, Teae, tiaxrmrt. FK. Aattr.

FHher. TDK, oaaaette and open reel

tape, (standard radio, Utah apeaaers
IP., $ tracks and other necessities

Eseo Amherst Aadlo. tt

Double bed. Good condition. $25

or best offer, fall Wayne, 549-67!)fi.

If VI

1070 BSA Firebird »!50, 2 carb

5000 ml. Bouaht in London, fare-

fully maintained, never crashed

Best offer over $1150. fall Dase
0-1>077

J lfo-8

l!)70 DunebUEK.v, blue metalfla'ke

body, rebuilt 40 hp eng., extractor

exhaust, white conv. top, sand
tires black Interior, $850 or It O
fall John 510-7016. tf8-4

Must Sell — '70 Du.atl 250 cc

Desmo, excel, cond. *7»0 fall 1'at

evening* 253-3S10. tf.'i-t

(liffside — 2 bdrm* , all electri.

liobwasher, swim pool, tennis cts .

XI 10 per mo. fall 005-3175 after 0:30

p m. Option to renew In Sept. tf5-7

I'nique model apt . 2 bdrm. town-
hoose, 2 baths, air cond , carpetine,
dishwasher, utilities included. 8 min
from 1 Mass. Rent cheap - June 1

.'53-5065. tf.V7

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Summer camp for boya — male

coonselora needed. Bwlmmln* and
skilna Instructor*. For Info write
famp Director, famp Plus, Enfield.

N H tf8-3

FALL SUBLET
Ideal for Jan. Grad, 1 bedroom

;ipt Sept 1 - Feb. 1, pool, tennis

courts (liffside. (all 005-307* mis

time after 6 p in Includes all util-

Itiea. »M
WANTED TO BUY

l Female roommate* wanted f ••

f.irnUb.d RoTHM t.reen aparteniei.t

f„r Mr, .Ml>, A«VMt, tall L'-l'-

.-I'l-'-.'HS _tf3J

i I j y |t,..,M<'..«te* to -bare I

, lr .„ „,.| Jane I - >rpt 1
-

Pill lnrnlslieil. pool. aw« bJrni .

,,,l„,;,, r ,.„, » ,11 Ann Mw-TSM, Mep
. r. I as

''•'

~ M or I PWKIHVri.lV I '. m.

from fnmpus si: 50, mo. or le-

«»»Ti room throuah summer with

option to stay In fall Call Pat

m-uw. L""'

sln«le room $43. double rm SM
per peroon Kitchen prtvlleaes

-tudy. studio apace Res now, fall

or summer. 530-3192 after 6. Keep

trylna^ . l'
8"8

We have 4 rooms open for this

summer and next fall for «lrla or

couples, 1 mile campus, rent less

than $50 across from Zajre. (an

256-6762 ._ H2
$ roommates wanted to share 3

bdrm townhouee for summer Own
rm, . pool, air cond . opt tor lease

in Sept $60 mo Inc. «tll* .
Start

* 1 1 tall 068-3051
.

tfS-7

1 or * F roommates wanted to

share summer exp. In Ue t0™'
house, own room, pool, option Tor

fall fall $68-3117 evenlnta tf3-.

M roommate wanted aa aoon aa

possible Apta within walklnt dis-

tance of Campus, pool, air cond .

follr fumshed Call 849-6828 tfV

June 1 - »ep% 1 apart. In 8«n-

drrland 665-3114. tf$-5

\arant . <lriu Ii i bedrm. <pt .

„il ream Campus, fnrnl«lie,l. wilt

n.cotU'e „, |.ri. e i.r no of p> ople

i all wiot Wark - Ttl t(5 s

rent fr Ma> 18 to

June 1 -o' for NWM "I'h opt

1V» ml from Campus, all Util ,

furn rafceratta Pk Apta . 4«. call

.'53-5915 at ter 6, Br uce. "8-7

5 room aoartaaent "from May 1st or

June I-t to Sept 1-t Located on

Tearing IM Will dl-. uss rent Call
- or Da ve 0-atW!

.

tf.V3

""wTlliams'.ura, Rt 9. 1* mllea fr_

campus, f-r lune 1 extraordinary 7

rm- and a loft; •• comforta'.lv, 3

kit . 2 full bath«. all util . enn be S

apt* 203-:u«5
J

tf5-4

'Beacon Hill — we've got some of

the most unusual studio* and 1-2

i„|rni apt>. sr.iund \vallabl. now
thru *ept Reasonable price- In

Baal— < >" .'..•t-'.'in tfi-S

inn apt . 3 mi fr. tm .

avail lime 1 w,'.<pt for next ft
vl'm m- . all otil Inc . pool, air

..•nd . m,,d . ronvns Call 25».ii.'03^ lf5-7

,. •
' ible June 1 -

I bedroom apt
in*. 31. air rondiixni

• is Rent ticrotlable.

M9-07-I

pool, tennis
Call Sharon

ffS-fl

SERVICES

Amherst Audio services ater. •>

components, tajie deck- for home or

ear, 197 No. rieasnnt St . «50-fll3t.

'
Type Theses and "the"RM Papers

10. per pace Call 519-6064 after-

noons «nd evenlmrs North Wltaw
• between Presdential apts. and Puff-

ton Vlllaxe) **

GOOD FOOD TO_EAT
~Whole t»

r
heat Tradlnc Co . Ml N

Pleasant St has many earthly de-

llshts which can take yoo back to

the aarden orcaolc iralns, prodoce,

dairy... ,",- :,

HELP WANTED
Account antiT cooke. domestlca,

laborer, bartender, legal secre-

taries, ateooarapher. teachers,

waitress, sales people, bank tellers I

F.M-KEC Services, • Pray 81

.

tf$ 3

" Part-time boa drivera. Maat have

(lass 2 license. Inquire office. West-

ern Maaa. Baa Unee, Service Cen-

ter, Northampton. tfa-6

BOOKS
Motorcycles For Sole

We buy used hooka and *»••*
— Whltellaht Booaa (In the Alley)

No texts I
tH*-15

WANTED

Need Ps>ch Paper Immedlatel.,
xx III harele over price, will return

after use, grade unimportant (pa«s-

Intt) Call 540-9795. tf.V.I

RENT or SUBLEASE
Opportunity to pick up lea*e and

a furnished apt in Puffton Village

at greatly reduced rates. Call 519-

0183 ,fv9

""Couple need Ivnt arrngmnts for

Sent If want 8 or need home to

„bnre with us. write B^ Prout,_ 47

Fnglewood Ave, Brighton, Maaa

A *4._ "±
College Profs coming to Amher^i

for Summer Collonuim would like

to rent 3 houses and /or apts. from

« June - 17 July Terms to be ar_

ranged TIS. call 5 IV2591 tfS-7

Cotrple wanted to share Puffton

Apt. for summer. Call Steve or Ann
after 4:00 p m. 519-0687 tf5-n

BMW R00 1967, low mileage, Wlx-

om Shield, large gas tank, saddle

baas, many extraa. Cos! $llwo oo.

first $950 00 caah takea It. 253-

7629. _*ffl
l?

1970 BMW 780 Mtrry, 9000 miles,

many accessories, parte, perfect bike

ewned maintained by m factory

trained mechanic, $1480. Call 849-3974

soon: «-M S-3

'70 BSA Firebird 680, excellent

cond , on.r 3,00* mi Asking $1,100

(all Andy Ilolden, Rm. 106, Dwight
lfS-9

SUBLET SAVINGS
JiM) /mo now $130 « bedrooms

Can live 4. Wall to wall cpt., air

cond , townhouse, 5 mln from
• ampos. CaU after Opm. 283 8037

4-29 5-3 tf5-7
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ALPHA PHI OMfcGA
Brotherhood meeting at Memorial

Hall at 7 p.m. tonight Elections of

lower officers.

APPLE CORPS:
Art & Craft Fair

register to sell or

Please call Valerie

67122 immediately.

last chance to

display goods.
66862 or Steve

BHAKTIYOGA CLUB.
"Simply Wonderful" in the

Berkshire Room of the Student

Union. Eat spiritual vegetarian food,

12 1:30., today, Thursday, & Friday

BRETT HOUSE CO-ED:
Room choosing for new girls will be

May 3 5. The New Head of Res. phone

no. is 64547.

CDHR.
CDHR meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in

Van Meter Rec. Room. Everyone

who saw the movies, "Black History:

Lost, Stolen, or Strayed" and "Black

8. White Uptight" is welcome.

C EC:
Steering Comm. meeting Tuesday,

May •», at6p m in the CC; 7:30pm
open meeting everyone welcome to

either meeting

CHEMISTRY IN ACTION:
Mr Richard Hagstrom, Technical

Director of the Olin Research
Laboratory in New Haven, Conn, will

speak on "Automation in

Chemistry", today at 4:30 p.m. in

Engineering East Auditorium.

CLASSICS 265
Classics 265 will not meet Tuesday,

May 4 (ask the oracle) .f the weather

is good, in bad weather class will

meet Assignment: iphigema in

Tauris

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL:
Hans Richter's film, "8X8" will be

presented tonight at 8 p.m. in

Thompson 102

The lecture "The Challenge of

Surrealism" will be given by Nicolas

Calas from Farleigh. Dickenson
Univ. today at 4 p.m. in SBA 120.

ENGLISH DEPT.UN
DERGRADUATE COUNCIL:
EDUC: There will be a meeting to

elect summer officers and to set up

dates for working on the lounge on

Mon , May 3 at 6:30 p.m. in Memorial

Hall.

ENGLISH MAJORS & SECONDARY
ED BLOCK. . . .,

2 meetings during pre registration

week for Eng. majors who would like

info 8. help in planning on eligibility

for the Ed Block in their future

collegiate career. These will be held

today at 3:35 in Bartlett 301 &
tomorrow at 2 30 in SBA 103.

FREE UNIVERSITY:
Mayday is celebration. When the

generals & B 52's turn to dust
:
we are

one together with the Vietnamese

Put your body where your heart 8.

mind is. Mayday.
Gone to Washington. If the

government doesn't stop the war,

we'll stop the government. How can

we bring each other through this sea

of madness?

Notices
»al Center 12th floor «tt / this evening to yv-eannq a

Mbe answer questions of academic guni^call
Center 12th floor <it / this evening to

answer questions of academic
nature.

MATH MAJORS:
Math Majors in classes of '3/4.

See your advisor during Counselling

Week. Major requirements have

changed.

MEHER BABA LEAGUE:
Meeting tonight at 730 p.m. in Rm

803 of the CC. for all those interested

in talking about drugs, religion &
Baba.

OUTING CLUB; M
Business Meeting today 6:30 p.m.

,n Rm 165 of the CC. Everyone is

welcome. Future trips will be

planned.

PRECISIONETTES:
All University Women; Come

Alive 1 Tryout for the Precisionettes,

Mon Thurs, May 3 6, 440 at parking

lot next to Boyden tennis courts.

brown collar.

Rhonda 6S260
If seen or l OUND:
Please' I

' pair of glasses m back of Hatch
Call Cathy 66719.

PSYCH MAJORS:
Beginning with the Fail

semester, in addition to Psych
(Psych Methods), Psych
(Statistics) is prerequisite for

following lab courses:

'71

141

145
the
261,

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
k

The regular square dance will be

held m the S U Ballroom at 730
Tuesday night

INFORMATION CENTER 12th

COOLIDGE
Dean Livingston & Arthur Kinney

will be at the Coolidge Middle Info

Huntsville Strike Is

Topic on ' 'Focus

*
NhKltialor

1

K.'n Minkowski'+** aP-j «>' **** £ J TUSSl
,,,, w • u be \ 1ST N orker Kuss Caswell, who lor the pus. 5 months

ha ' iK-cn 't.,«.. unUvUte Operating in -ctiono. Uta « .»> known

.8 I incoln \1> CoggsweU has been working with both poor whit, and

poor black people, trying lo help develop bcal leadership and eommumtv

,, .ortfi. \ValUuv and the /Unerican Independen. Party, has been
,

•

,: , ,. no. almoat legendary civil right* protests led b> SftoktJ) I ai

,., c v.el the I ite Keverend Dr Martin Luther King, and olhr. I

'''S: "m w,ll also inchide a segment ot edi.or.al commrii
i

a,>

J ,,7 present o.iensive d antiwar protests being conducted in

WaahingtOat, l) C

Ed. Dept. Releases

Counseling Schedule

271, 281 and 282 Copies of the revised

psych requirements for undergrad

majors are available in the Psych,

main office.

SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS.
Pm Ball Wizards Machines are

available to use from noon till

midnight m the Berkshire Clubroom
(downstairs in Berkshire Commons)
all this week

UNIVERSITY CONCERT DANCE
GROUP . „

interested in dance? Tryouts for

the Univ Concert Dance Group for

all students interested in performing

m next years fall & spring produc

tions Men & women invited Wed.,

May 5 7 p m m Dance Studio WoPE

VETERANS FOR PEACE
Urgent meetinq tonight 7pm m

km 805 804 of the CC. All Vets should

attend

I blue umbrella Irom outside

stockbndqr 102 lost Thurs. a

Please return to Machmer E 26 C or

phone 69984
Wre rimmid glasses lost not m

case lost aown hy Bartlett m the

- 1 sw Dy way of Hamp
.hire on the Sid^ of the Bldq Call

A small ueagle type dog named
Lance lost 4 25 m S W He's black

. ,,, , vVt
• • & orown

on Monday, Mays, la the School

ui i ihuaiiim Library, lepieaen

i.i.ims irom each tenter in the

School ol I (lueatioii will !»»

available to anawei queations

.ihnut couraei and la enroll you m
|'.\ I'crinis-ion I inl> courses and

Independent Stud)

In addition, representatives

Irom the VHeraaUvr Kdacalioa

I'nu.iinv thai still have openings

will lie available in the library,

Monday, Ma) I

I- or the remainder *>i pre

registration week. May 4 -10, Center

representative! can i>< contacted

at the lollowinu locations

\tlininistiation

Media
Man Center
iiccupational Kducation

I,, .idnig I'ingiain

Itcaearch

Teacher Kducation

l i han Education

222

22

22.'.

112

2o4

20H

10

201

Diamonds

Lowest prices in

the world.

I have no overhead

to pay.

Call

Rich
Amoroso

5 49-0940 or at TE<f>

< IATI U MK'ATtON
Xisthctics 22:.

( oiinselor Kd &
Higher Kd wvs ki House

Koundations 21.i

Humanistic Montague House

Human Potential 21*

Innovations 227

International Montague Houst

Leadership and

Bell's Pizza
Real and Rich

and Good
and the Price

is Right.

256-8011 -253-9051
FREE Delivery of

Pizzas.

CONTRACEPTION AND ABORTI

A speech by

Dr. Alan Guttirsacher

President of Planned Parenthood

Federation of America, Inc.

TONIGHT
at 8 p.m. In Thompson 104

followed by a coffee hour in the Colonial

PMMnted by »«• Dlrf!»«ul«l.«a VhlKw. Pwgrsm 4

Lounge U.S.
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Sox Sweep Two from Twins;

Culp Hurls Shutout In Opener
. X. ,. .„ ,„.. .in. run Carl Yastnemski walked, RicoPrtroceUi ««*«

Canonero II Derby Winner
|

..... ldi i'i-....kiu>ss i race in which he is

,-George Scott drove in the tying run

„tharinth inning triple and!^«*"g5
Ihomas' in st hit oi the season, giving tin- Boston Red

iox atg victory over Minnesota for a sweep of then

N
;\i^?

U^nuMhrW and walked none in out

duelling Minnesota's Bert Blyteven
•

. onl> Minnesota hits were a Rrst-uuung leadofl

doX to left center by Cesar Tovar and a double b)

l ee Cardenas in the M\th
'

Boston naked Blyteven tor an unearned run in tin

th rdI L is Aparicio doubled and. with two out .came

around to score as second baseman sieve Braun

grounded for an error

Hlvleven, 2 4. allowed six hits

„ ,;,,„„„ Kdlehreu s fourth hit in the mghtcap-a rum

scoring single to the top oi the ninth sent the Twine

'

But the Red Sox, who had overcome a 7-2 Minnesota

lead before falling behind again, quickly countered

igainsl Twins relief ace Hon Kerranosk.

carl Yastrzemski walked, RicoPetroceUi sacrificed

and Scott laced a triple to right center, tying it

ivrranoski then walked Billy Conigliaro and pinch

hitter Phil Gagliano, filling the baaea.

Thomas, hiUess in six previous trips to the plate this

spring hatted for rookie Doug Griffin and delivered

the w inning run u ith a single to left through the Twins

drawn in infield ,, .

The Red Six. who stranded Hi base runners through

the eighth and had a total of 19 left on base, struck lor

lour runs in the seventh and then tied it <-7 in the

eighth on Don Kavletteh's double followed by a wild

pitch and throwing error by Perranoski

Killebrew singled and scored in the second, then

doubled and scored in the fourth as the Twins erased

an early Ml deficit. ,

The)
'

moved ahead 3-2 with a run in the sixth

Killebrew contributing another single, then tallied

lour times in the top of the seventh for a live-run lead.

Culp. bombed lor 10 runs in three previous star s

regained his old touch in outduelling Minnesota s Be. t

Blyteven in the opener

Hawks Win;
Take Series

I nit \(,<> \P Bobbs Hull's

iv breaking goal earl) in the thud

(kmmhI tired the Chicago Black

n.,uk> to .. » 2 victor) over the

New V«Mrk Bangers \esterda> and

~ent them into the Stanle> Cup

imah against the Montreal

i anadiens
Hull s goal came at B:2S alter

l.ou AngOtti won a laceolt from

Writ Tkac/uk and denied one ol the

*\ both contested series in cup

lustorx as three oi the seven games

,i mto sudden death overtime

i buo Maki iced the nationally

letevised game when he scored into

. mpt) nel with less than a halt

minute to pi«»>

rtw Hawks now open the I mat

1,,-st ol j came scries at home

lomorrow night against the

inadtens. who have been resting

Mine rhursda) after defeating the

Minnesota North Stars in sn

games ol the other semifinal

I „r the sixth time in the series

the Hawks scored the Hrst goal ot

the game Da\e Baton ol New York

drew a tripping penalty at :t 42 and

., little mote than a minute later

t Imago s Jim Pappin took a pass

Irom liehind the net from Maki and

buck handed the puck past Banger

goalie Kd Giacomm at H II
~
Ksposito kept smothering

Banger shots but Imally yielded

the tving goal with Pete

Slemkowxki scoring by shoving the

puck into the Chicago net

New Volt remained in command

throughout most ol the second

u>t'B Xj

Chicago linallv took the lead

when Stapleton Hred a perfect pass

lo Hull who unloaded his famous

dap shot The puck bounced off

Giacomin. but Clifl Koroll punched

the rebound mto the net to tie the

Ncore 22

..tUISYIl.l.K Ky (API

i anonero 11 llrsl lelt Kentucky as a

si,2oo yearling purchase Now he

will leave as the Kentucky Derby

winner and a colt whose value is

man) times $1,200

And he will leave Monday as a

i ii st class equine citizen, a status it

took him a little more than two

minutes to earn Saturday

He was going to be bumped."

said Alex Nichols, whose agency

Hies thoroughbreds to various

tracks in the nation. "We had too

many horses lor the plane and we

decided ( anonero II was the one to

be dropped. But now we'll have to

add another plane

(anonero II came here Irom

Venezuela where he has raced

mostly since his purchase by

Kdgar Caibett, a Caracas plum

bing and heating supplies

manufacturer.
His destination today will be

Baltimore, the home of the

Crossword Puzzle

Preakness i race in which he is

expected to be joined by at least

the second, third and fourth

finishers in the 20 horse derb) and

a bunch ol f-year-olds who did not

run the Churchill Downs classic

Cluck Lang, general manager ot

Pimlico, sa.d he expected al least

14 lor the May 15 Preakness 1 his

could cause traffic problems

similar to those experienced by

and complained about by some

jockeys and trainers in the Derby.

John Campo, the trainer ot

runnerupJim Wrench, said Sunday

he lelt Prank Caldwell's colt would

have won if there had not been so

many horses He added Jim

French came out of the race with

cuts on three legs, but would be

ready *°r the Prenineaa.

1 was bumped so hard 1 thought

1 would fall off." said Angel Cor

dero. Jr., of his ride on Jim

Krench. "The Held was too big. He

could have won."

Leo wants to qam power, reward

and recoqmtion These persons don t

uiav games where fame, prestige are

Solved Leo IS especially good, ,n

i.nanoai sense, lor those born under

loo harmonizes with Libra,

Anes and Sagittarius T^ ar«

> to be problems with Taurus

and Scorpio

ARIES iMarcrt 21 April 19) Stand

up tor your rights Associate or co

worker may be seeing how fa
'
you

can be pushed Display natural sense

of oriqmality. independence You will

iimsh important proiect

TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Good

lunar aspect now is indicative of

romantic interlude One who
...h.spers sweet nothings may have

,ust that to offer nothing Act ac

cordmqly Sweeping change IS up

C0
GEM.N. (May 21 June 20'. Trust

.ntu.tion One who needs your aid win

repay favor What you do now can

have profound effect on future Stress

practicality Check property values

compare and bargain
CANCER i June 21 July 22) ac

on dealings w.fh relatives, short

.ourneys ideas need more complete

development Don t overlook .m

portant details Avo.d mattering

,our forces Sense Of humor -s now

V

'L
a
EO (July 23 Aug 22) Money

anqle of chart is emphasueoV Obtain

mnt from Gem.m message Arrange

uudqet which is practical Avo.d

comm.ttmq yourself to financial

program which drams basic

1

VIRGO l Aug 23 Sept 22) Outlook,

personal appearance both -mprove^

You are more v.ta' Many are drawn

to vou You succeed in new en

terpr.se Leo individual can show you

wav now to obtain needed funds

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Protect

assets Refuse to sell yourself short

Special organizational assignment is

,n offing One who .s temporarily

.ncapacitated would appreciate

message, call or visit

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov. 21) A
friend who means well could be

steering you off course
.

S
.H

e,"
qreater self reliance. Don't settle for

second best insist on quality Set

your own pace, create your own

^SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

w. lations with employer are em
phasized You may be qiven overtime

assignment Don't shirk duty,

responsibility You are given a test

Outcome can be extremely
favorable.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19)

Add to knowledge Gain shown

through written word Open lines of

communication Prepare for jour

ney Check belongings,

requirements Publish and advertise

Spread influence „--_,. ,„,AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18K

personal magnetism soars, you get

meaningful compliment from

member of opposite sex Money
, tuation involving mate, partner can

oe amiably settled Be frank m
stating your desires.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Lie

low Do more listening than asser

tmq Study methods of opposition

Size up one who is lavish with

promises Member of legal f-rm

plays important role Be a shrewd

0b
|TTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you can look forward to productive,

exc.tmg and creative period,

single, marriage is on horizon, if

married, vou can expect added

source of income You surprise many
with your sense of humor You are a

passionate, giving person But .f vou

feel others are taking advantage, you

are ready to battle for rights

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS

1 Man's
nickname

4 Note of scale

6 Ghost
(slang)

11 Heated

1 3 Hay spreade

15 Printer's

measure
16 Hermit

18 Babylonian

deity

19 Symbol to.

tantalum

21 Post

22 Pulverized

rock

24 Retained

26 Permits

28 Hawaiian
wreath

29 Mountain
nymph

31 Semes
33 Artificial

language
34 Let fall

36 Loved one

38 Physician

(abbr.)

40 Athletic group

42 Fragment

45 Corded cloth

47 Portico

49 Face of watch

50 City in Norway

52 Doctrines

54 Symbol for tin

55 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

56 Sham
59 Cooled lava

61 Triangular sail

63 Swimmers
65 Doctrine

66 Displaced

person (abbr )

67 Chart

DOWN

1 Reverence

2 Ridicule

3 Teutonic deity

4 Fixed period

ot time

5 Standard of

perfection

6 Pompous
7 Fondle

8 Poems
9 Hypothetical

force

10 Sharper

12 Pronoun

14 Wireless

1 ; Attitude

20 Imitated

23 Man's
nickname

24 Knockout
(abbr)

25 Fruit cake

27 Walk

30 Performs

32 Declared

35 Long suffering

37 Unit of

Portuguese
currency (pi )

38 Drivel (slang)

r:

Answer to Friday's PuzzK

1
L 1 A|R»

GlEM
- •••"

AG

5 H A 1

p^i^D T AMI II
I L L e n A

E Ol
I

M E L

Q RLE IE V A

E JarIaJ
n L> 5
E SP

l /

A U C>

Msl E «

if* :
COT S]

S MEL Jkv7 O V £

|B R C

>

L F 6!Jsv '
v eJ )

A DOlP L
l£<

1
\ L A S

p A M /V N\ aB
JESl
r f |

T E 1UTE
fll 1 r

Is
[erase]

1till! 1

39 Seat again

41 Maionty

43 Country ot

North
America

44 Spanish article

46 Place (abbr )

48 Repeal

51 Unlock

53 Break sudden'y

57 Female ruff

58 Roman gods

60 Snake

62 Symbol for

tellurium

64 Part of "to be

Diltr by United fSSSS Syndicate, inc
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Crewmen Second at

Callow Cup Regatta
By BRONA SIMON

MDC Staff

WORCESTER—In the events that counted toward overall grading,

UMsscfe^ finished once in first place and twice in third, and Trinity s

mshtt i!h wo firsts and one fourth. Final tabulation: rr.n.ty 17

Ss7lb The T-boats will keep the Rusty Callow Cup lor another year

rSS Redman varsitv and jv's rowed easily for first place in their

re^e live sTrday n orning qualifying heats. When the afternoon came

hm^i were still looking good for UMass after one of the treshman lours

'

, t , e ond pUce. the frosh eight in a good third, out o seven and he

s won the cup for their event. Another new combination ol varsity

lo:;;: however were .just edged out by Trinity and Coast Guard ,n a

vrvelose contest It turned out to be the race that counted.

•

us u- . a -e was sweat-around-the-collar close for seven shells lor

.... sto l-S : Ou.nsigamonds 2000 meters. Trinity was out in front bu

J Sltwere making for the second[position over C^st

second over I Mass for number two completion. This .5 made the an

[VV7?Z^rZl^, We let them iTrinity , get alittle too nmch

..lu-ad. said coach Mike Kaherty -Today Trinity just rowed better than

W
Tlioigh the day ended on I somew hut sour note, it began very well, and

there was a lot to be proud of.
f

The uuor varsity eight were rewarded with another trophy alter

dr v m it »f a packed Held ol six and sumvmg a Mar.st spring at the

S3?The Redmen niasterfully handled themselves at regular empo

white second place Mar.st was desperately increasing their pace, trying

unnake up io. their loss «o the CMass jvs last week. Trinity here was not

,^troiu» in a lourth spot finish Ix'hmd Coast Guard.

Inth? reahman event, the Little Redmen continually pulled ahead

„ m he ack Pa "of the field to move strongly mto third position in back

, T , v and Weslevan Kurt Betchicks students^rowed rea ly well

, r;.ii Tech s lour boat was the only one ahead o the *£*£«%
nr.de uuof freshmen in I vars.tv and mixed competition \\ ith about WJi

h rS?0g «1u' I Mass loursonie were biting out of fourth into second

%g£ X£ stayed until the end The ^^S^tSSfSS^St
equipmeni trouble at the bow. were rowing at times with onl> UsTM nun.

"taSftkSS was'extmnely pleased with the jv's and Ml "Tlu.

Ire^^S&edtrenKnd^
\„d who COUW ask lor anything more Irom the jv s I he onlv proDiem

, . I a ve no idea how the Dad Vail committee ,s going to iMtUL

Polyteth, 6 30 S

t i«.P,^la 4 Steve K.nner.S. Chr.s Hodson. 6.

JO„,or Varsity Bovy Paul **«*». \ffSS&!SSf!£i S-SS UMass 6 »3 0. Mans,

"iTu-X.!J 1S» Worcester Poly.ech. 6 31, Wes.eyn. 6 3. 5

,4. H.ch jamara. 5, Chr.s Kudia

Tracksters Romp In Tri-Meet

Al f landers. 1

6 14 4, Coast Guard A

island 7 00

HM Lund. Co». Borj Jayes

f0Urs A boa, •~*m»^.*^'??^*?YJ!Y£r;^ *** Co.. Jodv

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

The CMass track team continued

its winning ways whipping

Springfield and Central Con-

necticut at home, Saturday. The

Redmen in finishing on top scored

»2 points while Springfield, the

second place finisher, totaled fil

points Central Connecticut

finished out the scoring with 49

points The trackmen improved

their record to .'> 1. and have not

suffered a defeat since their

opening (lav loss to Northeastern.

Highlight's in the meet were

provided by the record shattering

performances ol Tony Pendleton.

Kddie Arcaro and ROCCO 1'etitto

Pendleton led the onslaught ol the

record hooks as he posted a 1.1 m
the HM> The sprinters, led b)

Pendleton, also continued to

dominate the action as they

recorded a one two-three finish in

the 100

Vracaro lor the third time this

spring broke the school record in

the shotpul We responded to the

^till shotput competition »0

spectacular fashion as he broke his

old record with a victory toss ol 95

led Mis record breaking throw

breaks the old record by almost 3

i i leet /Vracaro also finished

second in the hammer to cap oil a

brilliant performance.

Petitto added to the rewriting ol

the record books with his throw ot

jtiM.Y m the javelin His throw

breaks his old record by exact!)

eight leet Petitto still finished

second to Tom Drayton, the New

Kngland javeline champ, despite

his record breaking throw.

Jin Gravel took command in the

hurdle events as he ran tor vie

tones in the IJU high hurdles and

l4o intermediate hurdles He was

.il>o the only double « inner in the

meet
The runners lor the second

consecutive meet provided the

decisive factor in the Redmen

Victor) Hon Harris WOO his lourth

consecutive 8*. placed seeond m
the 109 and was a member ol the

victorious 440 relay team

I >oun » > 1 onnell continued to pla>

a major role in the success ot the

«

\ MH.IITV TOSS-Kddie \it.no follows Ihrouuh alter throw inu Hie

shot pul IS leet eclipsinu his own I Mass record b) some three andla

hall leel. His peilormame highliuhted I Mass In -meet romp IM«

photo b) K«l Manuiareltii

distance team as he finished

second in the mile and two mile

Both oi ot'onnells performances

broke Ireshman record* rhe

Kedmen also captured the lelav

double with victories in the I4<> and

mile rela\

Han
->ho,
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New Track Facility Big Bonus To UMass
... . l V .... I- n.'l I II
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Bv HARKVOGLER
MIX Stall

In the circles of track, and field, just as m competitive

sports ol football and the like, there is always such a

thmg as .i home court advantage lacking one is almost

absurd and unheard of For without the proper facilities

and lOOb ol the trade, the chances are great that you

won t make it , .

i me of the rare and unique exceptions from out ot the

panes ol New Kngland collegiate track history is the

case ol l Mass Without a track of which they could call

their vers own. the Kedmen were forced to improvise in

order to mold a respectable contingent

Thev did so lor live years prior to now And the ob-

stacles they encountered along the way took quite a toll.

To compensate lost time for the runners, truck trips to

Amherst Colleges cinder track was the next best thing

to home When these arrangements could not otherwise

be made. .'tinning was confined to the intramural fields

'^Veigh'f'me.l'relegated their practice sessions strictly

to the Bovden fields while the jumpers traveled to

Amherst College (age. If practice demands could not

Ik- met in this manner, it was usually left up to the

'dhlete to gradually work himself mto condition with

The impact of unconventional practice style at-

triiTted Neatly to the breakdown in the g«
togetherness amongst the coaches and athletes On

Often thev had to split themselves into six or seven

different places lor workouts

Track ( loach Ken < iBr.en commented that the a k ot

team unity was quite indeed a major problem but to-

listed that it was the crux ol a lew other hardships and

'^mteSrarelv acquainted themse.vesw.th

distance runners and the gap ol «fSSS^JZ
s.molv urcatcr between runners and weightmen .When

was no kind of awareness or development ol am kind ol

bond ol team togetherness

•Obviously the disadvantage of aH nw*J""«
scheduled away posed other problems^ Jravehng

caused many ol our athletes to mits a lot of class t.m

some oi the guys became pretty ^comio^^Hmake

|, up |n many instances during any one given meet WC

had to leave several members at home because ol

academic pressures ol missing tests and what not

•-•.iV."

There were other small things everybody likes to

run mlront ot people they know There's a home court

advantage ,n any sport Also, there •»«**£«
disadvantage in recruiting since we d.dn t hav«

anything to show the aspiring student athlete

Despite the poor conditions which hovered about the

track team in their years without a track success WM
with them In '«, and '01 they landed Vast Of. crowns ,,

spring track In so doing they boasted such stand..,.,

athletes as middle distance men John Anderson, (..eg

Bowman. Terry Carpenter, distance runners lau

Hoss. Charley Loaf. Ronnie Wayne jumpers lid

l

Imdall. Cal Carpenter, weightmen Kdd.e Arcaro and

Dick Ward, and many more

\s O'Brien puts it We had good success even in

those yean I think when people are put ma situation

like that mspite ol all those particular hardships, you

kmm that their enthusiasm and interest to the sport are

Vef

It sTmost guaranteed in knowing that the people on

the team are going to lie champions The marginal t > DC

athleU. most o.ten dropped oil the team and those uho

remained uere possessors ol championship caliber

a

With the completion of an all purpose all weather

,,-ack this past October, the implicated problems have

heen overcome and so much the better lor the^M«-
track squad It was about a five year dc a> from tto

lime the m.tial idea was proposed until its ac tua

completion Reasons lor ilelav stem Irom he length I

||me ,t took the state legislature to okav he M
propriatlpn ol money and several revisions madein the

original blue prints so that the track could meet olv mpu

^Some ol the features oi the new comptex include s

440yd running oval comprised o.e.ght J"*"^^
lour leet to length The 120 yd sprint and hurdh

s aigh.awav is lined with bleachers lor the lans

convenience. The infield includes a 55 foot apron area

Xh accomodates all the latest styles o. high jumping

Two runways with long jump landing pits on either

end are ot advantage to the event ... a «-hange m w.

dueet.on The steeple chase water kimp is OlwMon
infield located on a Held adjacent to the track t s eas)

2 "he spectators to view and assists the administrate,

m
;he

<,r

sfnthet.c "all weather sports ^rtaee
.

cttrtomised by American Biltnte Compan) -.1 Boston

,i„|| to withstand the extremes ol New England

weather and enables the athletes to start competition at

'"n Bnen regards the new laciht> as the beat in New

Kngland and one oi the beat to the east Doeens <»f

coaches rave about the track and haven t even seen .1

II word travels around that last ma week then I m verv

ptm .,OH' about its future potential he declared

In |he short space ol time that the track has been m

„ nemher ot lavorable changes have taken place

r „., (
.

, „ heen U marked increase in the turnout lor

,. ,,4 ihw •..•,! ih. recruiting aspect has looked as

lavorabb as ,vi ...... the Kedmen have been im

preaaive al hum- partteulal) to their big win last week

uftainsl l (onn It all goes m sh.m you that .. you work

ui.h something better, your performance will be

enhanced m all directions

Th,s spring the Vankee Conference < hamwoosliips

uill be held here to Amherst lor the lust t.mc smce WU
Plans ...e also being UJlveiled tor the state high school

L̂ ropionahip» New Kngland meet and NewMgtend

N .\ I (ha.np.o.ish.ps (» Br.en also hopes that futun

Pwams available to young athletes ol the state m the

SSnWr will generate a greater interest to the track

P,<,
r.hmk that this .s one ... the best track lac.ht.es .n

Massachusetts New Kngland. ... th.. east lor that

matter Therefore, being a state umversit) .1 oneof

our lunctions to serve Massachusetts whetlut

Secondan school ... college wise Its our obligation to

encourage the students to utilixe this lac.hty in track

and Held bv developing speed programs We can

serv.ee the .'.Hire state .(sell bv offering I Ikatf lacihtv

°Whatexactl) does the track facilit) oiler to the up

,,,„, coming harriers' oBrien answers that Wltha

snap There will be a marked increase m the people

who want to compete against us. namely schools like

Brown Uartmoth. Harvard, Vale and Syracuse By

competing against better schools the athlete WlH

achieve higher, in so doing were creating I better

medium
with the new track we '11 expose the univers i> to

more prople This is a step m the positive dim Hon I

think by having the facility track can become a more

racially satisfying experience, as well as satisfying me

Individual needs and accomplishments

:*:«

i
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BASEBALL
Redrnen Sweep Three

By KHED ROSENTHAL
MDC Staff

Showing overall team balance

and depth the I'Mass varsity

baseball team took three games

from Maine at Karl Lorden Field

mis past weekend by scores ot 12-1,

7 -.! and 5-3. The wins upped

I Mass record to 15-4 and boosted

them into first place in the Yankee

( onference as Connecticut split its

Suturda) doubleheader with I'NH.

in the lust game on Friday af-

ternoon it wasTom White going the

distance as the Redrnen exploded

lor twelve runs while Maine's only

score cam I a home run by

thtrdbaseman Bill West in the

lourth White was not as sharp as

usual but nevertheless struck out

teen Black Hears while giving

IP nine hits

Vside rrom the homerun t>>

West. Whites only trouble spot

iame in the second inning Short-

stop Dennis Libby and Weal led the

uming oil with singles to give

Maine runners on first and thud

with no outs But White struck out

he next two batters and got the

lust man on a grounder to third

Batting stars in Fridays game
,n Fsposito, Jack Conroy.

and Mark Palau Esposito went

three lor lour including two home

runs one ol w hich cleared the fence

m eentertield .it the 405 mark

I'alau was three lor three and

i onro> went two for three The

,will m'. ond baseman also >t<>le

i«„ bases US did Centerlielder

( barlie Manlej

| (1 ni King *as the winner m the

tirsl game ol Saturdays

doubleheader going live innings

and giving up three runs, all

unearned
With the score tied A 3 in the sixth

jack Bernardo came in to pitch

and held Maine scoreless for the

lasi lour innings while the Redrnen

scored lour times to ice their .
:*

decision

Providing the offensive punch in

this game wire Fsposito with two

singles and •• triple. Conroj with

two singles and Tom McDermOtt

With .i double ^nd a triple

The third game was the onl>

MK.IITV WIIITK Ton. While delivers one of his main blazers in

I .Idas "s complete name. ll-Mi ikeout pe. formanc. > ovei-Maine I he

'opl.omo.c telly went the rout, lor Ihe Ihird straight tune i.MIM

photo by id Maegiaratti)

reall) close game ol the series and

ihe onh game in which the Red

men wore ever behind Alter

M'uniii; single runs in the second

and third I'Mass loll behind 3 J in

the lourth when starter Chip Baye

lost ins control

Baye walked three hatters, hit

one, and threw a wild pitch before

in'ing rescued b) freshman John

tHson Olson held the Black Hears

in check while the Redrnen came
hack

In the bottom ol the fifth with the

Ijaaes loaded Brian Martin laced a

-.ingle to lelt with two runs storing

(o give l M.iss a -» i lead

The Redrnen got an insurance

mil in the eighth when Fd Mc

Mahon walked stole second, and

came home ">n i ilson s single

i ilson held down the Black Bears

until the ninth inning when with

one out he walked two batters

Then lor the second tune that da\

Bernardocame in and finished up.

getting Livingston on strikes and

i ore) on .i grounder to second

DIAMOND DUST Fust
baseman Dan Fsposito was; for n

over the weekend with a triple, two

bomeruns. and six runs batted

in Jack < onro\ sprained his

ankle in the second game on

Saturda) and is doubtlul for

Monday's name at William

Coach Dick Benpust was

pleased with his team's per

formance and lelt that the wins

showed l Mass depth, especially

m pitching and catching Monday,

the starting pitcher will Im- either

Lou ( olabello or Tom Austin

Golfers Capture YanCon
B> ALAN WRIGHT

MIX 'Stall

Probabl) every coach's primary objective is to win

his league championship and Golf Coach Dick I age

has been no exception, as has groupof varsity hnksters

successful!*, defended their Yankee Coherence crown

last Friday b> compiling the low team medal score ot

l

''t\ unn the team that deteated the Hedmen goiters

in a tri match just one week before this 2:trd annua

Vankee Conference championships, was a distant

,, ond with a team total score ol 48'. The other state

teams turned this years tournament into the closest

ever though, as Rhode Island submitted a team score

1)t m while Maine posted .i 491 and New Hampshire

an.l Vermont both turned in a 4S6

Pleasant Vallev Country Club, a long lavout with

enormous greens, was playing tough "^
^very

member of the 12 man field on Friday lbe Dthhole

uas espec.alh difficult lor I Mass. as none ol tl*

Redrnen lingers were abte to manageaparoMonit

junior B.ek Towle was almost ready *******
clubs awaj on that impossible hole, as he hi into

water as well as being penalised a couple ol strokes

OU, „| bounds He ended up with a nine on the hole and

an B lor the round, which is much higher than his

average for the season

George Pern ot Rhode Island was the tournament s

medalist with a 75 For UMass, medalist honors.went

to Dick King, who shot a 77 Art Cicconi and hd f uzas

were close behind w.th scores ot 7K and 7t respec-

tively, While Mike MinkOS and Dave Salter had N
Dave Salter realty provided the spark that the team

needed, as he I
unshed off the front nine with an h over

par 44 but really got hot on the back nine with a 36.

on Saturday, the golfers continued their winning

ways by defeating st AnseJnVs nwaj 6 l Mike Minkos

and Dick King were really hitting the ball well that

afternoon They both shot rounds ol 73, the lowest

team stores i ecorded in match play this year

Today I'Mass takes on Worcester Poly technical

Institute and M I T at 2:00 m Worcester This will be

their last tri -match before the New Fngland I ham

nionships which w ill he held on Thursday at Flhngton

Ridge i
"(' m Vernon. Conn. This tournament gets

under way at i:00 in the morning and involves :«> hole

medal pkiv Coach Page will be in quite a dilemma as

he has to choose only S golfers out ol bis starting seven

to send down

Today: Baseball at Williams

Tomorrow: Bernie Dallas Day,

Spring Football Recaps

Lacrosse Victory Over UConn

Look At Spring Sports To Date

TENNIS
Netmen Edge URI
For YanCon Title

MDC Staff

ORONO MAINE Up went the CHI lob. and as the ball drifted

hack towards the baseline. Fred Braley and Steve Ferber raced

hack with it just to make sure. As the ball bounced some live feet

past the endline. seven I Mass netmen let the rest of Orono know

w ho had won the title. The UMass netmen had themselves the 19/1

Yankee Conference Championships, and it couldn t have been

dose, as the tmal match of the tournament decided the 19-18

I Mass win over. FK1. ,, . .

The weekend tournament saw a superlative team effort combine

to give ( loach Stephen Kosakowski yet another conference title, and

this one point victor) was perhaps the sweetest of them all.

No one player could take the credit for this win. as kosakowski

commented. "It was truly a team performance Every man down

the line came through, and we needed every single point They did a

^dethroning the UW Kams. the Hedmen^Mh^
'

liul in tact the UConn coach, upon leaving early Saturday

;;;rimg boion> the tournament was over, had congratulated the

I'Kl coach upon his victory , .

Bui such w as not to be the outcome, as the match stood at I WW.
UMass 17 going into the final rounds ol second and third doubles

Bo m, ches Pitted I Mass against CHI. and had the Kams won

e,ther they would have taken the championship back to Kingston

thn Bloom and Chris Co..,,, extended theirj-MM|£
second doubles, and the 8 I.M * m tied the match I hen HraU )

Ferber the last I Mies out on the courts triumphed (» ,t. M as tin

plaNersra.i.iutontothecourttocelebratetheupset

| am one individual could lie s.ugled out as doing a.H x

,, ordmar ,ob. ,« would have to be ( '..plain Al Coldberg (.oldberg

has had , relative!, Door season and has ^ |
*WJ**

numerous injuries and interruptions all season long But last

,v and Saturday he put .... a trulv spectacular per ormanctv

I as. year Goldberg also capture,! the number one singles spot ...

the championships, but this > ear it meant quite a bit more.

Via- lust match for Goldbeg was a pushover, but Horn here it

w ,s murder TedConncrto.ui URI boy, was next in line. Karhe. tins

Jason (.oldberg lost to Connerton ,n straight sets .hut netting
;

..»

the like was to happen up m Maine. VN.nn.ng M,H « S°™3
I'ad done more than advance himself into the finals; he had shut off

t'Kl giving them no points in the fust singles position.

Hubert Webman playing at second sing es. chipped ...

heaut.tully With a lirst round win. and subsecpienth < ™pM a ^ s

three setter Then the remaining lour positions found UMass wit

es and in the second round of play John Bloom. r red Braley
.

and

Mark Brass advanced Steve Ferber at lourth singles, came ou

snort ol a 6 I, D ... fr 1 decision, leaving the Hedmen with four men m

'''Doubles tune, and Goldberg and Brass put UConn under in

straight sets The second round put the l.rst doubles pair against

two I Kl tough.es. as Connerton got partial revenge lor his earlier

'Tconngotknoekedol. twice by Hedmen doubles teams First the

powerhouse comboo. Bloom and Collin, then the third doubles pair

.i lu .lev -md Ferber made shambles of the Huskies
"'

? "fciav tame to a Cose the Hams and the Ked-enw^e

knotted at 14 points Vermont was a surprising third with 9 points.

, )Ut ,hev were mathematically eliminated come Friday nigh

Tour men Horn FMass. and four men from URI had reached the

muds, and in two matches the irontrunners were to meet in head-on

matches Doubles lound all three II teams in the last round.

while I Mass sent two teams out on the courts for the Saturday

afternoon imale. . . ritaaii
With early morning ram threats, much akin to the late h nda

aftermoon showers that temporarily interrupted play, seven

Itedmen headed out to the Maine campus w.th one thought on their

minds, win that championship

The rhetoric between FMass Kosakowski. and I HI s Norns.

was as heavv as ever Kosakowsk.. the old pro, was giving Norr.s

s s the match tightened W.th the two coaches joking back and

or\h^Turd^ytSS. began. Fust Kelly Fuba of the Hams

Vollowed by Goldberg Of I Mass. Neshilt of I HI and Braley of

UMass The match was still knotted, now at Ifand the two singles

confrontations were still in progress

Third singles saw URI capture the lead as I) Amber squeaked b>

Bloom 7-5 r, 4 Then Brass came to the rescue, and recovering Irom

a second set delicit of five games to two. roared back to take the I -.1.

All even again, and both Norr.s and Kosakowski Were getting

prom edgv. to say nothing of the players. Doubles began in the

brilliant sunshine at 12 noon, and as I HI s powerhouse first doubles

team won hand.lv. FMassreahzedthat both doubles matches were

necessary for victory. And that's exactly what they got

Fmot.ons were high, and cries ol bliss rang out over the Orono

eamDUS as l His Moscowitz lobbed the ball deep of the baseline As

Braley and Ferber hopped over the net. the entire UMass squad

came out to congratulate them.,n the sweetest of wins

What made the victory that much nicer was the fact that uki

knocked off FMass in their duel meet 11 days ago 6-3, and the Hams

currently have a 2\ duel meet streak going.

But the Yankee Conference Championships left the Rhody Hams

one point shy. and those 21 straight wins don't mean too much

without the title

The Hedmen had it when they needed it. as one clutch victory

alter another made the long ride back from Orono a beautifultrip.

How sweet it is

ggagaasasssctaaasg !<3ajagacg^3jaa«aa:»g3»ggC!t^^
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Vail To Halt Government

7000 Arrested In Washington
WASHINGTON (AP)-Young antiwar demonstrators failed to halt the

pulse of government with traffic-stalling tactics Monday and were

'.nested in record numbers. Police said most still would be in jail

Tuesday unable to participate in the planned renewal of the protests.

Police Chief Jerry V Wilson said in mid-afternoon that 7,000 had been

arrested A football practice field and a jail exercise yard were used to

detain the prisoners while corrections officials looked for suitabfe ac-

comodations Their dinner was C-rations. supplied by the Pentagon.

The temporary jails were out-of-doors. The temperature was expected

to drop into the :iu's Monday night

Disruption Not Heavy

The disruption of the morning rush hour was not any more than a

heavv rain. Wilson said

Except lor one trouble spot, in the vicinity of American University

homebound traffic was if anything, faster and lighter than usua with

police everywhere and federal troops at the bridges seeing to it that

traffic kept moving . .. .

At Ward Circle, at the edge of the university, there was an abortive

attempt to stall cars, but police intervened quickly

Reanie Davit Arretted

Henn.e Davis, one ol the Chicago 7 defendants and coordinator of the

da) 8 activities, was arrested by FBI agents Monday afternoon, charged

with conspiring to interfere with the exercise of constitutional rights by

citiaeitt of the capital and its suburbs.

Earlier he had told a news conference We feel that we tailed this

morning to stop the United States government In no way did we out-

maneuver the polk*.' He said, however, he saw something more

profound, The development of a peoples organization

Government agencies were hampered little, d any. increase m ah

sentee.sm In many cases th demonstrations tailed even to slow work-

hound einplo\ces

Sonic TBCtiCS Bomb
The tactics ol standing on roads, blocking them with cars or con

struction materials, often resulted in tear gassings and some clubbing of

young people More than 1(H) were treated at area hospitals mostly for

tear gas related injuries

The city s courts, resuming round the-clock operations with eight

judges sitting in at main rooms, were hard on the protestors

ajaaBai

Judge Charles W Halleck set bail at $250 for most of the first 20 to come

before him In other antiwar demonstrations the last two weeks 10 per

cent of the bail has been accepted as collateral, but such was not the case

^

ThVdelendants in the first group before Halleck were all charged under

a disorderly conduct statute

We are processing them as expeditiously as we can. said Chief

W ilson. but added "I would estimate that the vast majority would not be

released by the morning rush hour
'

l.o\«i urn. nt Provoked Violence*

Carl Zitlo speaking for the People's Coalition, said the violence was

perpetrated by the police and the government They tried to provoke us

into retaliating with violence It didn t happen ." He said in some cases,

rather than make arrests, the tactic was to beat people We were con

tinuallv gassed when we tried to regroup
"

Lawyer Philip Hirschkop. who represents many of those arrested, said

» (too were being held in a compound "of the most primitive means at

RKK Stadium He charged the prisoners had been teargassed at least

three times at the stadium
."

The District of Columbia Corrections Department erected tents in the

courtyard of the DC jail Portable outdoor toilets were set up under

Army supervision bv the prisoners themselves.

Thev ve got their own little democracy over there and they voted on

whether thev put them up on the Army put them up They decided if the

Army d show them how. they'd do it themselves It's a real friendly

bunch said a spokesman for the department

Late in the afternoon, the Army began taking prisoners from

Washington detention areas to Kt. Belvoir. Va . where they were to be fed

and housed in barracks, the Pentagon announced Additional prisoners

were being moved to other federal facilities.

Iimni Troops In City

Some 4 ooo federal troops were in the city, used mainly to guard bridges

and public buildings. About 1,200 men from the 82nd Airborne Division

were in readiness at RKK Stadium and other units were on alert at

nearby Andrews AFB They were to be rotated with troops on duty in the

(1 1)1 til

There were sporadic acts of vandalism Sen. Paul Fannin. <R Ariz_ >.

said one of his tires was punctured by demonstrators who surrounded his

car on Constitution Avenue.

At 20th and K Streets, demonstrators ripped out lamp post stanchions

and hurled two at parked cars Garbage cans were tossed into streets and

some mail boxes were uprooted from their concrete moorings

Senators Kxpress Dismay

Senate leaders expressed dismay at the turn of events

I don't know what they hope to gain by these tactics that have turned

off all the sympathizers* they had that I know of around here." said

Republican Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania

T do not believe in a philsophv that would presume to change a

government by tearing it down." said his Democratic counterpart. Mike

Mansfield of Montana
Sen Kdward Muskie. I D Maine) said he was troubled "at the tactics ot

confrontation and disruptions" and praised the metropolitan police Sem

Hubert Humphrey (D Minn > said "the cause of peace is being damaged

bv violence."

THIS IS THE WAY IT WAS-The demonstraions in Washington last weekend drew a record number of

,|e to the Capitol. Demonstrations that were planned to shut down the capitol this week were met

»ith stiff pol"'* eontrol as 7.1MNI were arrested. I MDC photo by Huh Hinckley I

UMass Student Reports:

Agents Ignite Violence
Bv JIM GOLD
MDC Staff

Although the press image of the Washington

demonstrations shows incidents of scattered violence,

it is mostly being done by many undercover agents,

said Tim Ney of Free University who is in Washington

working with a video tape group.

Ney said in a special telephone interview from

Washington that many students from CMass were

busted along with other western Mass .
Connecticut,

and Rhode Island students.

Describing the overall picture as intense. Ney told

of the many gassing incidents and the mass arrests

••They're using a lot of gas on the crowd he said,

explaining how the police closed in on yesterday s

target areas of Mount Vernon and DuPont Circle.

Ney felt that the police were randomly picking off

hippie looking types. He said that the police were

trying "lo lock up as many kids as possible. He said

that of the 7.000 arrested yesterday. 2000-3000 were

being kept in "sort of concentration camps" with "no

food, water, or shelter None have been booked or

arraigned" he added

He did not blame "the big media image on the big

media" itself He claimed that the police wait so that

the "big media people are not in the area when brutal

things happen " He said that those with whom he is

working are a smaller unit and "much more mobile,"

so they can record these largely unreported incidents

As they were walking toward Mt Vernon. Ney said

that a large number of civil defence cops started at the

crowd His group turned and walked in the opposite

direction still carrying the taping equipment, he saidL

They were arrested and put in one of the fenced off

areas, he explained Later, when NBC came in to tape,

they just got close to them and walked away wity wo

with the NBC crew, Ney explained

It was then, said Ney. when he sent tapes back to Al

Dickinson of WTOY who should Ik> getting them soon

and will make arrangements to show them

\ey reported that the Mayday collective office

which has been used for the planning center ol the

weeks activities has just about been completely

doted down and that Hennie Davis has been arrested

on conspiracy charges

Several streets around the George Washington

I inversitv area had to be closed because of fear of

demonstrators and the "amazing amount of gassing

that has been going on. Ney reported

He said that there were a lot of "familiar laces and

that a number of people from Hoadarte, Clearing

House, and Room To Move had been arrested

Most of the demonstrators are expected to be

iKioked on either disorderly conduct or disruption of

civil liberties charges, said Ney Ney added that bail

will run as high as $250 per person, and financial

support will probably be needed

In earlier actions Klsie Newman, exchange student

Irom California and resident of Butterfield was

arrested Her $250 bail was raised by residents in her

dorm.
A telephone interview with Mrs Leroy Sandwen of

Annendale New Jersey, mother of the I'Mass Student

Senate President, revealed that Lee after In-mg in

Washington was at his parents home sound asleep at

in o clock KDT She said that he will probably return

to Amherst sometime today. She did not wish to wake

him
Nev also explained that the major confrontation ol

the day had been at DuPont Circle He said thai the

Marines who landed were not needed and, leaving

National Guardsmen on duty in the business district,

lelt shortly after arrive
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If You Havn't Been
Published Yet...

An Ml-Comen poetry meet will be held in the Council Chambers

Of the Student Union on Thursday May 13 starting at 7:30 and

continuing until they run out of poets.

The name All Comers poetry meet was lifted from track meets

held on the west coast where any competitors of any caliber are

free to participate.

This event is organized bv Tom Derderian, local unpublished

poet who says of the event "What is needed in this area is an outlet

(Or poet creeps like me who haven't published There are plenty of

outlets for published poets but no choice but between publishing an

anonymity for folk poets." Derderian explained that by lolk poets

lie meant' those who use poetry to commorate personal or public

events "Poetry must not all be a meloncholy attempt at

profoundly." Derederian added
This thought on the part of the organizers ol this event, a group Of

undergraduates, came as an aftermath of the Poetry Festival and

the Dada Surrealist thing. Bert Baker another student poet, made

tins observation. "Out of 30.000 students in this valley there are at

least 15,000 unpublished poets " Joseph Langland of the hnglisn

Dept calls this area a 'hotbed'
-

of poetry

This Ml Comer Meet will be organized along the same lines as an

open hoot in folk Singing circles Performers will be given ab
minute set to read their work in the order they sign up as they

Its like the town ot Kugene. Oregon, says Derderian. they

have the best bunch ot middle distance runners in the world, and

they have the most joggers If this area is to attract and develope

national and international caliber poets there must be a popular

base to support and breed them In Kugene the whole thing feeds

upon itselt thej have fantastic attendance at the track meets and

they ve had t sub-four minute miles in the same race We d like to

see this area develope some sub lour minute poets

Conference Here May 7-9

Harambe Aids Third World
.... > r»l ' ..».-.*...*., .,>. 111. t \\ » t 1 11 •• 'I

Recently the leaders of the

Third World Countries" have

been uniting in various ways, in an

attempt to trade their produce to

the Imperialistic block". The oil,

bauxite, sugar, bananas, coffee,

producing countries have formed

various organizations and made a

number of agreements among
themselves in an attempt to

negotiate a reasonable price for

the commodities that they trade

with the Imperialistic block.

The students involved in

"HARAMBE" thought it would be

a good idea for third world students

to begin making some effort in

establishing some form of com
munication among themselves.

Consequently they tried to

organize a conference dealing with

one of the many contemporary

issues relating to the general third

world struggle Pan-Africanism'

will be the theme of the conference

which will be held here at the

I Mass Campus Center, and which

will run from May 7-0.

What is meant by Pan-

Africanism? What is meant by the

term -Third World "? Who profits

from keeping the Third World in a

perpetual state of under

development' Why is the 'Third

World" regarded as the most

powerful block in the area of in-

ternational politics? There is no

doubt that there are numerous

answers that people would supply

lor these questions. Some people

will say that Africa, Asia, Latin

America and the Caribbean are

underdeveloped because there is a

general shortage of capital and

lack of expertise. That the

developed countries do not make

any profits from their investment

in the Third World Countries. All

these answers and others of the

kind are nothing but twentieth

century myths that needs to be

replaced by the truth. One of the

ways that you can go about lear-

ning the truth about the relation

between the Third World countries

and the Imperialistic Countries

and some additional facts is for you

to come out in numbers to the

conference on May 6-9.

A cordial invitation is extended

to all concerned individuals and

even the unconcerned ones are

invited to stop in.

Sylvan Area Offers

Another Alternative
i;. JEANNKTTE MARTINEAU

MDCStatt
Koom choosing for the Sylvan

Residential M< ve Dimock,

Northeast Vrea Coordinatoi

announced today, "will in* hall this

week l his area includes newlj

constrw shin. Brown, and

MacNamara
Interested parties »ked to

Krister in the main lobby ol

Cashin The Northeast \

Students and stall recommend
that Students who do not ha

group to move in with, or who are

not verj gregarious, should not

consider the Sylvan Arc. ..- a

resident hall alternative

Bob Campbell, Assistant Area

Coordinator said that Sylvan

opened a whole new set ot

problems lor wtucfa we are unable

to anticipate result- Th.

problems include security and

increased student damage He also

explained that the new coed

arrangements would be by

alternate suites. "Even suite." he

continued is a sell contained

entity He termed the reluctance

ol people to visit other people -

sun, territoriality"

. «e Dimock projected plans

,, provide better lascihties tor

socializing outside ot the strife

Man Doherty, farmer resident

ot Thatcher and presently ot

» BShin. describes the -alienation

Kent Memorial Quiet
KENT, Ohio AP Reminders

ot last year s violence si Kent state

i niversit) wen- everywhere, but

all was "quiet on the campus

Monday as a lour da> memorial

observance continued lor the lour

students killed m a conlronlation

With National Guard troop-

only a handful ot students

walked along the commons where

the lour students were Idled by the

fatal \olley ol National Guard

gun! ii e a nd w here nine others w ere

injured

\l.out >.noo students walked

along the commons where the four

students were felled by the fatal

volley of National Guard gunfire

and "where nine others were in-

jured

About 5,000 students nearly filled

the campus gymnasium for a

speech by comedian and civil

rights activist Dick Gregory

•Why in hell doesn't Nixon and

all them freaks threaten dope

pushers in America like they

threaten demonstrators." Gregory

.isketl reternng to the BITS

Morulas of thousands ol antiwar

demonstrators in Washington.

'Yoil soungstcrs bog a big job."

he said You are saying to us old

folks, 'no more lies \\r ve been

living in a mess and you re lorcing

us to set reality

Hand painted signs seemed to

indicate that students were

remembering the deaths and are

concerned about the [>ossibility ot

more violence this year

Dormitory windows displayed

signs such as 'Keep Kent All In

one Peace and "Kent State

United

\ lot ot friendships broke down

Thatcher people have a different

background lb' also sighted the

problem of creating and

establishing a dorm government

Plans tor establish an areal

government are as yet indefinite

The suites themselves have

inconveniences There are no

kitchens except one on the main

lloor Dimock calls this •faulty

planning

Me also had suggestions lor a

future stall committee Kight now

this stall consists ol three heads ol

resident for tour hundred and tilty

students

We have a written proposal to

extend the stall to act officially

with the coordinator and the

assistant coordinator" Dimock
added a graduate assistant, a

secretary and a house officer, and

resident directors in the dorm
Kight dorm assistants, one for

each lloor

Hob Campbell concluded by

saying that 'Sylvan ha> a lot ot

potential lor a good hie style when

the people know what they are

netting into This is not a panacea.

but it offers an option
"

All Things Considered . .

.

A program that introduced a new force in radio broadcasting was aired

on WFCR at 5:00 last night. Entitled All Things Considered, it is a new

approach to news broadcasting and. fittingly, the debut program of the

National Public Radio Network.

Since the demise of Metromedia, the station had been unable to carry

adequate news service AH Things Considered will not only fill in this gap

it treats news reporting both as a day-to-day affair and as an in-depth

idea much like the magazine-format shows on television.

The show will be working in an attempt at a -sound experience." ac

cording to programming manager Arthur Cohen; they are trying lor a

format where themes will flow more naturally than on the traditional

tactual news program The emphasis will not necessarily be on

political events, said Cohne. in terms of viewpoint and in attitude, this

will be an experiment in a journalism of a broader scope.

The lust program, aired last night, spent about forty minutes on the

Mayday protests There was a minimum ot -news bureau reporting,

instead, the program was constructed mostly Irom tapes of interviews

with people who were there Demonstrators were appalled at what was

apparentl) severe police over reaction, but there were also tapes ol

policemen who lelt trapped bv the sporadic v lolenee Irom fringe groups,

and of lederal workers who registered their varying sympathies The

feeling the program was striving for consisted of more involvement with

the people who were most affected by the situation, rather than simply

knowing the tacts and numbers

to In- a feature on WFCR from
Ml fhsags < —sktered will

Monday through Friday at .'.

continue
oo

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604
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Ott.ce of the DA!L V COLLEGIAN are on me second floor ot the Student Un.on on

me un.vervty campus. i«> code 01003 P^one, are US 2550 <ne*s). MS 0344

(sports), and S4V 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa.d a. Amherst the DAILY COLLEGIAN pubises i.vc

t.mes weekly Vondav through Fr.day dunng the academ.c year except dur.ng

vacat,on and e»am per.ods. three or four t.mes a wee* follow a v.cafon or

„.m per.od or *hen a hohday fans WttttM a *eeK Accepted for ma.i.ng under the

authority of the act of March 8. l|7f as amended by the act of June II, 1943 Sub

4cr.pt.on rate* are %T SO per semester, »M 00 per year

Wednesday, May 5 8 P m-

JACK R. GIBB Ph. D.
Jack R. Gibb Ph. D. is the developer of the TORI Community, a radical

experiment in high trust living. He is a pioneer in sensitivity training

and leaderless groups. He is a Past President of the Association of

Humanistic Psychology. After leading the group through several kinds

of trust building experiences. Dr. Gibb will discuss his recent work in

developing intimate community. _ , .

ss 00 (*S 00 students) M*rk8 Meadow Gym
$5 00 (13.00, Rtuaenwi

School of Education

also

A TORI WEEKEND
May 7-9

The Tori Community is designed for personal growth and for human

relations training. It may include up to 100 people. It is an experience

in living-being and doing.

Starts at 7:S0 p m. on Friday Marks Meadow Gym
f20.00 ($10.00. students) School of Education

For further Information call The New England Center at 25S 9686.

NEW ENGLAND CENTER, Box 575. Amherst, Mass. 0100?

Please enroll me In the TORI WEEKEND:

Name Phone

Address Zip

Thompson Mocks Award Before Lecture

Pulitzer Prizes 'A Dime A Dozen
ByBOBNESTI
MDCStafl

Lawrence Thompson, who
yesterday won the Pulitzer Prize in

Biography lor his second volume

on Robert l-'rost. i espoi. led to the

honor with "rhetoric mock
seriousness bet ore lecturing on

r'rosi's poetry last night on

campus

In a humorous reference to

Krost's 'Stopping By The Woods

on A Snowy Evening," Thompson

said. "It's all very nice about the

Pulitzer Prize, but 1 must get on

with my lecture
."

At a coffee hour which followed

the English Department sponsored

lecture. Thompson winced at being

called an "instant celebrity'

receiving the award.

lor

Students Honored

At Activities Night
ByANNESTADNICKI

MDC Staff

Amidst political commentary on the relevance of the occasion the

contXio^ of over 50 "student leaders" were recogmzed last night a

students, faculty and administrators gathered in the Campus Center

Auditorium for "University Activities Night

twpSTaS Mortar BoaVd Honor Societies made their Presentations

at the meeting, as did the Maroon Keys and Scrolls. Arcon. Alpha Ph

Omega and Gamma Sigma Sigma (service groups) J^^JSJ
Patriots and Revelers tapped their new members w le P^rogram

Council. Distinguished Visitor Program and the Interim Concerts

committee lauded their hardworking members.

Te^era7deserv,ng seniors named in the presentation for Whoh.Who and

lho iwi.nonished Senior Awards, were presented their awaras Dy

and Dean of Students William Field respectively. Collegian Index and

WMCA representatives acknowledged the tribute pa.d to their

organizations for their role on campus. ... , „„maor8<"
The political commentary came

Irom Peter Pascarelli. former

editor of the Collegian, and Tom
Leavitt. editor of the Index. In

effect they questioned that the real

students leaders were present at

the gathering.

"The real student leaders are in

Washington. Pascarelli said.

Levitt reiterated his words

adding that some are in Vietnam.

too.

Dean Kield refuted the asper-

sions cast at the students being

honored, saying "The strength of

the University is its entire life;

students should Ik> where they can

- . „ do the most good, whether it be
\sM. Dean «.err> Scanlor.

,< t
.k .hl .rlmvn or Washington'

K.hoinn his sentiment*, Pat Beharry. mistress of ceremonies and

, ( ,int Senate, said that the people in Washington are

n ,us leal-rs but follow erstoo- of Rennie Davis and others ike him

sue en s l^ng honored on the occasion were just followers of another

k nd I imh le like Dave Poisson of the concerts committee and former

T^vice pn-s!den, and Norm Patch senior class president and member of

"^pSSdS need for *m~*~*»eflS>£

Bo^snoteT £cog52*l of administrators efforts but bera ed

SSSks to non involvement His comments on apathy reflected

staUMnents made earlier in the day about less than 50% response to

ooenmu SI (i board membership to the campus.
. iuU a

Speeches bv leaders of the now defunct class governments tended

niamly to laud the efforts of the "few who tried to make class government

Tn
k

the annual Metawampe Award^ J2LI^tl2cH&£££
School of Business Administrating and organizer olthe (LI^^J^
received an engraved plaque and a check for $1000.00. Chairman boo

Nelson presented the award

These days Pulitzer Prize

winners are a dime a dozen", the

Princeton professor noted and.

although he was"delightedat being

selected by the awards com-

mittee,' he did not want the event

taken out of perspective.

The 58th annual awards were

presented yesterday by the

trustees of Columbia University on

recommendation of an advisory

board Kach award is $1,000 except

lor the meritorious service award.

Thompson teaches at Princeton

University and is now working on

the third and final volume on the

life of Frost. His research often

takes him to this area where Frost

spent some of his time.

His lecture was concerned less

with Frost s life and more with his

poetry, although it was in-

terspersed with ancedotes about

the poet's life.

One of the wittier of these was

one Thompson told about Frost's

reaction to fans who asked him to

further explain his poetry. When in

this situation, Thompson said.

Frost would remark. " If I wanted

to tell you more than I did I would

have done so in the poem."

It was this cryptic quality to

Frosts poetry which Thompson
addressed himself. He cited

examples in letters, works and

personal incidents of the poet's life,

which supported his argument that

Frost was purposely cryptic and

vague when dealing with certain

He was "especially secretive

about his religious beliefs,''

Thompson explained. The reasons

for this was that Frost throughout

his life was faced with strong

arguments against religion from

his family and friends.

Lawrence Thompson

If we are to understand Frost,

the professor concluded, "we must

interpret him as a religious poet.'

Thompson spoke with faculty

and students at the coffee hour

which followed in Memorial Hall

Control Methods
Discussed Last Night

---»-»*- il,.. iiiiMili-nri' nf CPrtain t-«itl ..nti.n><l the
Bv ROBERT SCHEIER

MDC Staff

Dr Alan F Guttmacher. the

President of Planned Parenthood-

World Population, in a DVP speech

sponsored in Thompson 104 last

night explained past and present

methods of contraception and

spoke in favor of legalized abortion

in the United States.

The doctor gave a brief history of

mankinds attempts to control

fertility, citing references to the

Bibles and ancient Egyptian

writings, and stating that although

methods ol contraception and

abortion have been known for

thousands ol years. onl\ recently

has this knowledge been

democratized and distributed to

the common people

He evaluated methods of birth

control methods in lour main

groups according to their ef-

fectiveness: 1 1 the pill, "about the

best method of birth control

available, with an effectiveness

of one unplanned birth per 1(H)

\ears of use. 2> condoms,
diaphragm, and (I U.D.'si. with an

effectiveness of 2 to 5 per loo years

ol use. ?' the rhythm method,

Iwsed on the women s Basal Body

Temperature, and 4 > such mehods

.is withdrawal and rhythm not

based on the Basal Body Tern

perature as least effective

He then explained how each of

these devices worked, saying that

while the incidence of certain

medical problems such as blood

clotting do increase with the pill,

they are still far below deaths

Irom childbirth in an equal amount

of women as took the pill He also

|)i . Allen <;ultmacher

reported that the birth control pill

W8J not believed to cause cancel

on the basis ol statistics available

to this time, and said that there

was no not liable effect on children

ol woman who had taken the pill

lor an extended period and then

stopped

Speaking on abortion, he told of

the various attempts made by the

Catholk Church to define when the

soul entered the body, and to

determine when it was murder to

abort a pregnancy He said that he

lelt a fetus was "a potential life

and was not alive until it was born

and capable of existing in-

dependantlv.

Speaking on the experience of

New York State after it s

legalisation of abort ion on demand,

he said that the results were "VOT)

Hood and that as a result ol it

illegal abortionists were going out

ol business Furthermore, he said

that it was eliminating racial

prejudice where someone with

inone> or |M»sition would have I

much better chain e .it M abor

tion He also cited the examples

ol .lapan .md certain Eastern

European countries which

been ver) successful

liberalized abortion laws

with

TUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES _

Th. S..-' »" • 'v '
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Inert*" •

'tUCTROMCAur "OOUC'0 ROUNDS
CAUSC THIS TO MAPPtN

* Tr,.. •
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Tomorrow's Moratorium

Schedule Announced
The following schedule of events and activities for

Wednesday has been decided upon by those students

who took part in the discussions of the May 5th

Moratorium Organizing Committee

On Wednesday morning, leaflets will be distributed

to students, urging their participation in the various

workshops, rallies, vigils, and other activities planned

lor the day This leafletting will be carried on from

K (Ki am to 12 noon

The workshops being conducted during the day will

Ik> located in several rooms of the campus Center.

starting at K:(K) am and running until 6:00 pm in the

evening The topics of those workshops, and the time

and place where they are l>eing held, will be an-

nounced in the leaflets.

A memorial vigil will be held from 12:00 noon until 2

pm This will take place on the sidewalk around the

Common in downtown Amherst It is being sponsored

bv the Valley Peace Center and the Amherst Kegional

High School" Leaflets will be distributed at the local

stores and shopping centers which .-.ill provide the

non campus community with information about the

significance of the day as well as request their par-

ticipation in the events

Members of the campus community will gather at

the campus pond, beginning at 6:30 in the evening.

There, candles will be distributed for a single file

march that will start about 7:(M) The march will go

Irom the campus pond down North Pleasant Street to

the old Amherst Common located on Main Street

across from the old Junior High School-now the

common School ». A silent candlelight vigil will be held

at K:(K» pm on the old town common.

Wednesday . May ">th has been set aside I a day of

quiet reflection I he activities scheduled I the day

have this lact as their prime concern '"is is a

moratorium, not a strike The May 5th M> itorium

Organizing Committee urges the peac« ul par

ticipation ol all concerned members of the com-

munity, in a day that has been set aside to remember

the young men and women who are serving and who

have served in Southeast Asia and to remember the

young men and women who lost their lives last Ma> at

^Kent and .lacksnn States
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In The Nation And The World

No Word From Hanoi

Nixon Agrees To POW Plan
SAN CLEMENTE. Calif. (AP>—

President Nixon hopes North Vietnam will

agree to a reported offer by the Swedish

government for internment of prisoners of

the Southeast Asian war in neutral

territory, press secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler said Monday

The statement was in response to a

report i>\ Agence France Preai AFP from

Stockholm saying the Swedish government

would be prepared to otter ships and

territory to accomplish internment it the

United States and Hanoi could agree on

improving the lot of prisoners from both

Miles

Nixon has said mam times that

Vmerican troops will remain in South

Vietnam so long as American prisoners

are held in the North

Thus far Hanoi has expressed no interest

in neutral internment ot prisoners, and its

negotiators in Pans were unavailable tor

i omment Monda)
The South Vietnamese have proposed

that Mck and wounded prisoners of both

-ides plus those imprisoned tour years or

more be interned in a neutral country

The United States has concurred in this

move, initiated at the Paris peace talks

In Stockholm, the Swedish Foreign

Office said Monday in a statement:

We are o| course willing to help in

ever) wa) from n humanitarian stand

point hut fed that a question of internment

ill a third country must first l>e negotiated

between the parties directly concerned.

North Vietnam and the United States

have the option ot making direct contacts

at the Paris peace talks table to agree on

this and relevant measures which can be

ret erred to us."

Ziegler talked with newsmen just before

Nixon returned to Washington after a four-

dav California stay. The President

originally had planned to remain at his

home here until Thursday

Ziegler said Nixon concurred in advance

with the police actions taken against

protesters in Washington who had vowed

to disrupt the operation of the federal

government. Thousands of antiwar

demonstrators were arrested Monday.

On Saturday. Ziegler said. Nixon

telephoned the District of Columbia police

chief, Jerry Wilson. sa\mg he wanted

police to deal t airly hut firmly with

demonstrators and to keep the city -open

lor business

on prisoners internment, the Swedish

government in its April 30 response, as

reported t>\ AFP. was acting to a

suggestion made two days earlier by I S

Secretary of Defense'* Melvin R. Laird

Ziegler said Nixon 'noted with great

satisfaction that according to press

reports the government of Sweden has

ottered the use of its vessels and its

territory to provide internment of

prisoners of war from the conflict in

Vietnam." Ziegler said Nixon would hope

that Hanoi will move promptly to negotiate

an agreement on this issue to take ad-

vantage of this humanitarian offer."

The White House indicated that the

Stockholm dispatch was sent around the

world onhj i>> AFP.

s \\ CI EMEME. Calif.-MARINE SKM>OFF»This picture, released Saturday by he

Marine Corps, was described bv Ihe Corps as showing President Nixon being lifted to the

shoulders of Marines as he left the 1st Marine Division return ceremonies at (amp

Pendleton. Calif.. Friday. CAP Wirephoto)

Asked if the United States could vouch

tor the report's authenticity. Ziegler stated

1 can't go beyond what I have said."

He said American diplomats in

Stockholm haven t contacted the Swedish

government But. he said "I'm sure that

there will be diplomatic discussions with

the Swedish government
''

He gave this summary of the situation:

It comes down to this basic point: Hanoi

must respond, if they are in any degree

sincere about humane treatment of

prisoners and if they have "any conscience

at all."

'Gamma Rays ' Wins

1971 Pulitzer Prize

\FW V( >KK \P • The 1971 Pulitzer Prize for drama was won Monday

by Paul Zindels The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in-the-Moon

Marigolds, the second year in a row an off-Broadway play took the

There was no tiction prize bestowed this year, for the first time since

1964

Sources dose to the awards committee said Monday the three judges in

that categOT) each recommended a different book The titles were not

In the held ol journalism, cartoonist Paul Conrad of the Los Angeles

Times was honored lor the body of his work rather than for any single

cartoon and became a rarity among winners-he won the same prize in

i«m>4 while with the Denver Post

The last recipient in a similar two-paper situation was Anthony Lewis

* inner in national reporting in 1955 with the Washington Daily News, and

again in 1963 alter transferring to the New \ork Times

The Winston Salem Journal & Sentinel won the 1971 award for

meritorious service, for coverage of environmental problems, including a

successful light against a proposed strip-mining operation that would

have destroyed the beautv of northwestern North Carolina.

The local general reporting award went to the staff of the Akron Beacon

lournal for its performance under deadline pressure in piecing together

the story ol lour Kent State University students shot to death during a

confrontation with the OMo National Guard.

Pictures taken at Kent State also won the spot news photography prize

lor .John Paul Filo. 22. He was a student at the university, and had been a

summer intern in photography for the Valley Daily News of Tarentum.

Pa and the Daily Dispatch of New Kensington. Pa. One of his widely

published pictures showed a girl kneeling grief-stricken over the body of

one of the slam Kent State students.

The Pulitzer Prize for national reporting went to Lucina Franks. 24.

and Thomas Powers. 30. of United Press International. They recon-

structed the life of 28-year-old Diana Oughton and traced the influences

that turned her into a terrorist who was killed in the explosion of a

Greenwich Village townshouse being used as a bomb factory.

Other Pulitzer awards for 1971 in the field of arts and letters included:

History James MacGregor Burns' second volume in his political

biography of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, entitled "Roosevelt: The

Soldier of Freedom."

An Army combat historian in the Pacific in World War II, Burns is 52

and a professor of government at Williams

Biography Lawrence Roger Thompson. 65. of Princeton University, for

his second volume in a biography of poet Robert Frost, "Robert Frost:

The Years of Triumph. 1915-1938."

Poetry William S Merwin. 43, for the seventh volume of his poetry.

The Carrier of Ladders."

General nonaction-John Toland, 58. who traveled for 15 months in the

Far East doing research on his prize winning book about Japan in World

War II. "The Rising Sun."

Music-Mario Davidovskv. 3H, composer and lecturer in music at

Columbia University, for his "Synchronisms No. 6" for piano and elec-

tronic sound, first performed at last summer's Berkshire Music Festival

in Lenox, Mass.

How To Fill A Stadium

In Washington, D.C.
By GREGG HERRINGTON
Usodated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-It was
i 25 a m EDT. not yet dawn, when

the two way radio in the city's

police headquarters opened the

barrage everyone knew was
coming
The Whitehurst Freeway that

extends only a dozen blocks from

the Georgetown section to down-

town was the first major target of

the thousands who came to protest

the war in Vietnam.

The Whitehurst Freeway is

blocked at Canal Road." came an

officer's monotone He did not have

to say what it was that was going

on then-

Canal Road and Whitehurst

must be cleared." the unseen

radio man at headquarters con-

firmed as police units sped on their

wa>
It was a good 40 minutes earlier

than organizers of the massive

civil disobedience said their action

would start

A moment later the nearby

Francis Scott Key Bridge was the

scene of another mob threatening

to keep Virginia commuters from

crossing the Potomac River to

their jobs in Washington as cogs in

the wheel of federal government.

Those first crowds were larger

and earlier than had generally

been expected Ten minutes later

came the first hint that at least

some were also more violent than

certain leaders of the action had

predicted.

H-m-m-m
(AP)—Americans for Democratic

Action called Sunday for the im-

peachment of President Nixon for

the commission of crime against

humanity" in Indochina.

The ADA is a liberal

organization that includes

^••m!>ers of Congress as well as

prominent university professors

Advise motorcycle and scooter

men that they are stringing wire

across Canal Road." was the

warning.

Then, in rapid succession,

crowds of chanting, sign-carrying

souths dirty from several days of

camping out appeared near other

bridges, major intersections, and

government buildings

Groups of 200. 300 and 400 at a

single intersection were not

unusual A thousand were reported

in one place.

The calls continued:

i, Ita.m.: "Gas is being used on

Prospect St in Georgetown.

fi:14 am: "Police at New York

ami New Jersey Avenues need

assistance immediately There are

one thousand here."

I:M a m : 'Disregard field

arrest forms, when it was decided

there was not enough time to

handle paper work on the scene.

H 49 am : "They have

( Georgetown completely bottled up

and are commencing to turn over

the cars in that area."

And so it went for the next

several hours.

At 7:31 a.m. they ran out of buses

to haul away prisoners and began

taking them away in Army trucks

Twenty five minutes later they

were out of jail space and started

taking prisoners to the Washington

Redskins practice football field

and a D.C jail exercise yard
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A Distracting Rtae . .

.

By TONY GRANITE
MDC Staff

COMING DISTRACTIONS is the way they

headline listings of campus events in The

Northern Star of Northern Illinois U.

The first item in a recent column an-

nounced an all-day chess tournament.

MEANWHILE, in the UDenver Clarion,

the approaching end-of-term blues was

expressed in a page-one box as "Within

today's Clarion, you will find little worth

reading except perhaps for the first page

and maybe a few odds and ends on the

editorial pages. Can you blame

us".'...Monday's issue was excellence of a

sort that we really couldn't repeat too

soon Besides, it's Spring."

And the sap is running

NEW EDITOR* HAVE NEW
IDEAS..during this season when campus
publications change staffs, it is always

interesting to note their words of

wisdom especially when the typesetter

conspires to confusion.

The gremlins in the print shop of the

Atlantic Sun of Florida Atlantic U., did this

to the new editor, when he announced to

the campus that "We're going to try to be a

more relevant paper by delivering more

into the social issues."

CUMEfl AND CLASS RANK ABOLISHED
at Vassar has been reported by the misc,

campus newspaper.

The faculty there recently voted to

abolish both the system of cumulative

averages for each student and the

designation of class rank on the basis of

the cumes.
Two basic reasons for the change are

that pass-fail courses render the cume

meaningless; and the system conceals

such things as scholastic improvement

after a freshman year of adjustment.

Under a new system of grading, only

semester and yearly averages will be

recorded on transcripts.

BOOK RENTAL PROPOSAL DIED ai

Missouri state institutions, recently, when

the State Senate's Committee on Higher

Education refused to vote on a bill to set up

a book rental system for University

students.

The system would have cost each

student about $17 per semester. Publishing

companies lobbied against the measure,

"listing all the horrors that would result

from it -the main horror being loss of

profit," the bill's sponsor told the

U Missouri Maneater.

The Missouri Bookstore was said to have

made $177,000 in profits from textbook

sales in 1970.

The Committee's public reason for

killing the measure was that "To cover the

cost of a book, teachers would be required

to assign it for a certain number of years."

BAT GIRLS "IN" ON BALL HELD at

Mankato (Minn) State, says the Daily

Reporter, in announcing that coeds will

replace the "traditional bat boys serving

the Indians nine.

Chosen by members of the team, the

paper said. "Three Mankato State coeds

will serve as batgirls. wearing the official

MSC baseball uniform that has been

properly adjusted to fit each properly."

The paper also pointed out that "While

there is excitement about the team's

added curves, the new baseball field itself

is one that pleases Coach Jean McCarthy."

Wow! Babes, bats and bases-all loaded.
**»*

ABE COLLEGES OBSOLETE? They've

been debating the question in the pages of

The Highlander of UCal-Riverside.

Three negatives listed include:

"Colleges no longer serve the function of

creating an intellectual elite."

"Colleges no longer serve the purpose

of acting as a clearing house for em-

ployers."

"...universities nowadays kill the

motivation to learn."

ARE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS
OBSOLETE? Northeastern U. thinks so,

according to a page one report in the

Northeastern News.
When the Board ol Trustees rejected a

list ol proposed speakers President Asa S

Knowles said. "On a hot day in the Arena.

it's an ordeal to sit for four hours There's

just too much restlessness in the

audience

Is no tradition sacred
-

' Like the right to

l>e bored'.'

CO. Talk Tonight
"Conscientious Objection-What

it is' What it is not!'' is the subject

of a forum to be held Tuesday, May
4th at 7:30 pm in the Campus

Center Auditorium

The Newman Club is sponsoring

this program in order to inform

>oung men of draft age of their

"legal and moral rights under the

Selective Service laws Particular

emphasis will be placed on the

catholic Conscientious Objector,

but will include considerations of

all laiths.

The panel of experts will feature

The Reverend Ronald T Evans.

Chaplain of the Northfield School.

Virthfield. Massachusetts. Mr.

Re\ . Ronald Evans

Evans was a Draft Counselor for

the Yale Religious Ministry and for

the New Haven Draft Information

Center He is a member of the

Central Committee for Con

scientious Objection and a Draft

and Military Counselor with the

American Eriends Service Com
mittee

On the panel to clarify the

position of the Catholic Church on

Conscientious Objection will be

The Reverend John A Koonz.

Secretary «»t the Priests Senate of

the Diocese of Springfield and

Administrator of St. John s Parish.

Millers Falls. Massachusetts

Introducing the panel members

will be Donald A Shea of the

University of Massachusetts

Newman Club. The evert is open to

the public with no admission

charge

Rights. Responsibilities

Court System Panel Topic

Program Council To Sponsor

Student Industry Day May 1

2

To complete a lour part series on

rights and responsibilities under

the law. there will be a panel on the

court system, tonight from 7 to 9

p.m.. in the Amherst Regional

Junior High School Auditorium

Panelists will include Atty

David Burres, member and former

chairman ol the Hampden County

Civil Liberties Union, and com

missioner lor the Western area ol

the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination, and Att>

Richard How land, attorney lor the

student liody and general counsel

lor the Student Senate at the

I 'niversitN ol Massachusetts

Sponsors of the series include the

University of Massachusetts

(enter tor Business and Economic

Research ; Continuing Education

Division. Human Relations

( ouncil, Housing Authoritv and

chamber ol Commerce, all oi

Amherst; The Citizens Review
Commission, the Hampshire
County Board of Realtors. Hamp
shire County Civil Liberties Union,

and Hampshire County Bar

Association.

The leaaios is free <>t charge to

the public

The People's

Craft Co-op
Over 200 oreo Craftsmen

Like wholesale —
only 10% commission

Clothing, jewelry, condles,

weaving, quilts, prints,

etc. etc.

49 S. Pleasant St.

above Hastings

The Campus Center Program

Council is sponsoring a Student

Industries Dav on May 12. 1971

Irom 10:00 A.M. to 11:00 PM.. on

the third level terrace of the

Campus (enter Rain location will

he the 2nd floor concourse. At this

time students will be able to sell

their crafts. A similar program

was held during Winter Carni and

was very successful In the interest

of all students we would like to

offer this opportunity and hope that

sales of this kind w ill continue to be

held in the future

Admission to this event is open to

any student of the University or to

any RSO group All profits from

sales of materials or services may
»>e retained by the student or

group This will be a one day only

affair and all material must be

removed before you leave the area

The Program Council cannot be

reponsible for any items lost or

stolen Electricity, etc can be

provided.

Applications will be available on

Eriday. April M) in the Student

Activities Area on the first floor of

the Campus Center They must be

completed and turned in by

ACRES FREE PARKING-ROCKER LOUNGES

Greeks Will Try

Mugbook Again

i ii.uh nrnvoker " 'datemaker," and "remember whener
'

ThfGreek Council is planning and co-ordinating a new Freshman

Muebook for the Fall, as a service to the University community The

MuSbook wUI contain information about various community services and

ficSSes essential for the duration of college life, and of course in-

ormaUon about on campus organizations interest groups media

spoTts health facilities, and anything else students fell that freshmen wdl

^Ml RSOgroups please check your mailboxes and fill in the question

mm!L"£^'organization will be represented Any other special

miprpst erouD or club that is not a member of RSO, who would liKe

Mugbook
g
space should contact either Colleen Roche at 545-0320. or Tim

Maki at 545-0192 for information.

Fridav. May 7 Any questions can

be referred to Janet Walker or Don

Cam in the Program Council

Office or at 5-2418.

We hope this will be successful

and fun lor all students here at the

University.

TONIGHT

FELLH8V2

%£XZZ •££rtft mIJ'cS?Si£L»*. Anouk. Aln.ee. Cud.. Car-

dinale.

6:30 and 9 MAHAR 75c
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All The Same
\\c arc all will BWarc of what has happened in the las! \H hours in our

nations rapilalt. The talta ol mass arrest., ami wholesale gassings have

i . m« bed rvea these isolated eat leant and the reseeases a Men have acta

naked are strangely similar to thus.- experienced aaa year ago

lomoi i nw

.

( i\ il disohediance is an extraordinary measure employed primarily in

instances when all else seems to have failed. Kor thai reason. WaiMngtSO

w is th. right plan- However, people who aarlkipate in aack an activity

know lull will hi should, the consequent is of their actions, hoth legally

.mil phvsicallv \rrcst should he expected.

t ivil disobedience is also a human measure rallied out by human

beings and should he dealt with in a manner acceptable to those sup

positions. \nv government or group ol power holders whieh must resort

to cxli-aleu al and extramural means to deal with such a situation is one

doomed bv its own weakness.

In Washington, those arrested have been stored in plates like RFK
m.iiIiiiiii witlioul proper facilities for eating or sleeping. The prisoners.

we aavf heard. ha\e been treated as worse than criminals with the law

enloi lenient groups totally disregarding the unigueness of the problem.

In nianv instances, bails of $U§ are being charged for offenses which

gcncrallv merit Sto tees, The purpose of their is obvious to keep the of-

lenders in jail where they can not repeat their acti\ ities.

II the government is as strong as it would like us to believe. whv can it

not even contain a relatively small group of demonstrators without

resorting to such questionable techniques as raising bails and treating

prisoners with the lack of humane spirit which has been demonstrated

Ihe government s actions should be. in themselves, self-defeating The

spirit aroused bv these tatties should rightlv be similar to those which

sprung up last vear and which we will commemorate tomorrow. In manv

wavs a vear can change a lot ol things. In some, it changes nothing.

Sonic Ihiv Maybe The Covernmettl Viill Do
Something \lnmt Your Internal Security"

//?'?M
'<s&

HOL/S£

Art Buchwald

The China Expert
WASHINGTON -Now that the euphoria is over

about our Ping-Pong match with Red China, people

are starting to think about the significance of a real

detente between the United States and the Peoples

Republic of China.

I hadn t given it much thought until I talked to my
friend Cutaway at the State Department.

"Well," he said, "it looks like we've made a

breakthrough with the People's Republic of China
"

"That's good." I said.

"No. that's bad The Soviets are very mad at us

because we're playing table tennis with Chou En lai."

"That s bad," I said.

"It could be good," Cutaway said. "If the Soviets

arc afraid of us making a deal with China they might

lie more accommodating about the SALT talks on

nuclear weapons."
"That's good." I said.

"It could be bad. If the Soviets decide that an

America China pact was a threat to their security,

they might insist they need larger nuclear weapons to

protect them from the Chinese."
• That s bad."

"It could be good We might risk the Soviet wrath in

order to open up trade with a country of 800 million

people The Chinese need everything, and there is no

reason why we shouldn't consider them our largest

potential customer It's a very significant market
"

That would be good," I agreed

( utaway shook his head. "Bad In order to sell them

tuff, wed have to buy things from them."

Is (hat bad''

In a sense it is because the Chinese might undersell

the Japaneae to get our business If we bought things

cheaper from the Chinese than we did from the

Japaneae, we could cause an economic disaster in

Japan."
Wed have to put Pearl Harbor on full alert again."

I said.

"It would be good, though, if the J lanese realized

that they could no longer flood the American market.

Then we'd manage to have better trade relations with

them."
"That's good."
"Of course, it wouldn't help our employment

situation here, because if the Chinese undersold the

Japanese and we can't compete with the Japanese

now there would be less jobs than ever in this coun-

try."

"That s bad," I said.

"It's good in this sense: Once we build up a strong

trade relaionship with China, we could encourage

Chinese tourism to this country. You get 50 million

Chinese tourists here at one time, and all the airlines

and hotels would show a profit."

"That would be good."

"The only thing bad about it is that there aren't

enough Chinese restaurants to handle them all."

"I was afraid of that," I said. "What else do you see

coming out of the detente?"

"The reason Secretary Laird said we had to build an

ABM system was to protect us from the Red Chinese.

If we eventually become their friends, we won't need

the system."
That's good, I said

"But it will already have been built by then and cost

the country $f>0 billion
"

"That's bad."

"Don't be too sure If we take up with the Red
Chinese, we might need the ABM system to protect us

Irom Chiang Kai-shek's missiles

Which we sold him. I pointed out

Cutaway sighed "Ping Pong sure screwed up this

country's diplomatic game plan."

Copyright l»7l. Los Angeles Times

Stanford : Some Relevant Words
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\s, WE GO TO PRESS, MANV AMERICAN
i WIPUSKS ARE ON THE BOIL AGAIN There are

growing indications that the commemoration of last

year anfertunate events at Kent State and Jackson

Mate ma) t>e exploited for partisan political purposes

Kl torts may be made to disrupt normal educational

activities an the ground of the urgency of some
national crisis

We therefore find particularly pertinent the

declaration excerpted below » of a large group of

members of the Academic Council of Stanford

University whose campus has been the scene of

continued and costly violent disruptions opposing any

action by the University that commits it to support of

positions M matters extraneous to its proper

educational lunction.

We oppose the taking of institutional positions by

the I niversity or any official body thereof on matters

not related directly to the proper functioning of the

I niversity ...

Initially we note that such expression by the

\cademic Senate and Council and by academic

department! il net authorized by the rules of the

University

Independent ot the attention of legal authority, there

exist compelling reasons against the University's

taking political positions Simply put: it is no part of

the proper baemess al .1 University to express in

BtitUtkmal views on most public issues Controversies

over the formulation of institutional expressions, and

the existence Ol the statements themselves, detract

seriously from the 1 Diversity 1 performance ot its

iore functions of disinterested scholarship and

learning

\ny issue ot sullicient concern to create I demand
for the expression ol an institutional view is bound to

Ik- complex On main issues. onl> a small number ot

tin- (acuity will have expertise greater than that ol

ordinary uti/ens The processes through which in-

stitutional statements on political matters are con

sidered and enacted are usually imcompatible with

the I niversity "s commitment to rational inquiry and

discourse And the rhetoric of the resulting statement

inevitably oversimplifies the issues involved-in

precisely the manner that honest scholarship is

committed not to oversimplify

More dangerously, the University's commitment to

particular political positions tends to create an in

stitutional orthodoxy which makes "heretics" of those

who disagree, and which is inconsistent with the

University's lundamental commitment to the con

tmual critical search for truth in all areas.

Politici/ation is a force not easily contained what

begins in the Academic Senate is bound ultimately to

manifest itselt in the classroom, and in appointments

and promotions

Every university has been the object of attempts,

both internal and external, to impose orthodoxies in

particular matters These pressures often have been

from the right But orthodoxy is no less pernicious

because its content is "liberal ." For the particular

position that a university takes is not nearly so self

destructive as the fact that it takes a position. As

Professor Philip B Kurland of the University of

Chicago Uiw Scene] has put it:

•The essence of the academy is disinterestedness.

Its justification is disinterestedness An institution

cannot Ik* both a political force and an institution

dedicated to the search for knowledge and its

dissemination As a university makes a political

commitment, it destroys its claim to academic

treedom And without academic freedom, the search

lor and dissemination of knowledge becomes more

shadow than substance If research begins with a

commitment to an answer, it should not be surprising

that the expected answer is forthcoming
"

••••••»•••

In the long run. the I niversity would cease to at-

tract those who disagreed with its official politics,

thus discouraging the open exchange of conflicting

ideas that makes a university deserve its name. But

even in the short run. politici/ation of the University

through the institutional expression of views will

adverser) affect the quality ol the instigation's life.

Honest and intense argument about political issues is

ntial to the intellectual vitality ol the University.

But when the prize for w inning an argument is power

even Ihe meager power ol speaking "for" the

I niversity honesty tends to liecome compromised

and argument heroines a divisive lone

The Stanford faculty choose representatives to the

\t ademic Senate tor their vision and capabilities in

dealing with internal I diversity matters If the

passing ol political resolutions become a proper

lunction ol the Senate, it becomes proper to consider

the views ol candidates and ot prospective faculty

members on the kinds ot external political issues

likely to come belore the Senate This would seriously

distort, and undermine, the Cniversity's internal

>ysteni ol governance
Nothing we have said is intended to diminish the

rights ot members ot the University, acting in-

dividually or through private groups and
organizations, to participate actively in public

political illairs, so long as such participation is not

inconsistent with their academic obligations >See

Freedom and Responsibility." Nov. 5, 1W70.

Statement of the AAUP Council >

Nor do the arguments advanced above or the

language ol the Articles of ( frganization of the Faculty

forbid the taking of institutional positions under all

circumstances They require, however, that such

(Misitions lie taken only in response to policies (for

example, legislation requiring teachers or students to

attest to beliefs, or requiring or prohibiting particular

kinds ol courses or research I that have a significant

and direct impact on the Cniversity's performance ol

its academic functions

We urge all members ol the Academic Senate and

Council to consider the questions raised in this

document. It is important that they be discussed and
resolved in advance of any particular situation in

which the expression of institutional views may be

demanded. <.lobal crisis present inauspicious oc-

casions tor the thoughtful consideration of matters of

this sort

(Reprinted from Measure. 4/22/71)

Letters To The Editor

Here In The Trenches

lo the I alitor

I wrote the following a week ago, after publication of

Glenn Elter's speech to the Faculty Senate, but after

perusing it carefully gave it decent burial in my
bottom desk drawer ( I have a bad habit of doing that

)

Since then, however, the level of comment on Mr.

Flters's remarks has been so abysmal that I thought I

would resurrect my earlier effort.

I write to express deep concern at the charges made

in Glenn Elters' speech to the Faculty Senate, partly

because many of them are, as far as I can see, correct.

But some of them are wrong, too, and particularly

wrong is his loose use of terms like "war" and

•academic fascist," a practice which can only lend

aid and comfort to those who would "dismiss student

opinion as adolescent rhetoric."

It is important for students not to generalize from

positions taken by the Faculty Senate to the views of

the faculty as a whole, or to imagine that the self-

named Faculty Group for Academic Freedom, which

Mr Filers alleges to be inflict* ing) its views upon

this University with increasing regularity," is in any

way representative of the faculty of the University of

Massachusetts, or stands for any accepted definition

of the notion "academic freedom." The FGAF does

not speak for the Faculty Senate; it does not speak for

any but a tiny handful of faculty members of my
acquaintance, and it sure as hell does not speak for

me.
At the time the FGAF constituted itself a year ago.

it sent to all faculty members (by University-funded

campus mail, using the University address plates,

incidentally > a "Statement of Concern" inviting all us

I reedom lovers to join the crusade (it seems like a

decade ago, but we all do remember what was going

on last spring, don t we?).

I pon reading this document I wrote a four page

reply to this group's spokesman, in which I charac-

terized many of the views set forth therein as "patent

nonsense After reflection, however, it seemed to me
that the arguments put forward in FGAF's statement

did not merit the serious consideration required for

refutation, and I interred my reply in my bottom desk

drawer "there you go again. Freeman). I now regret

this action -which must have been duplicated in other

laculty offices but I do not think it can be fairly

described as "acquiescence on the part of the entire

facultv and as an implicit acceptance of the views of

1 FGAF).' And I now think, to quote FGAF's

Statement of Concern." that "moderates, contrary

to their inclinations and temperment. must act to

make their weight felt."

So. as one act. I submit the last paragraph of my
once buried letter to FGAF:

"I share your concern at the staggering problems

which confront our universities today But I submit

that they are no more and no less than the problems

which confront American society And I suggest that

we will not begin to approach solution of these

problems bv the bandying about of such factually and

logically shiftv terms as academic freedom' and

pohtieization The day of the ivory tower is gone, and

no hand wringing on our part will bring it back

Courage, commitment, and dedication may save the

university as we know it But they must save

To Catch A Thief

to the Cdilor:

Yesterday afternoon, 1 was somewhal disappointed

by an inexcusable display ot apathy I had parked my
car near the Goodell library, locked it. and went to

the library to study Unfortunately. I soon discovered

that I had locked my car and had left the keys in the

ignition.

As any good burglar would. I found a clothes hangar

and went to the parking lot to attempt to retrieve my
car keys. While I was tumbling with the clothes

hangar and my car door. I was passed by a minimum
of thirty students on foot, and any number of people in

cars Now it was obvious to these people that I did not

have 1 key to the car since I was attempting to force

my entry through the window Yet none of these

people questioned what I was doing. I could have been

stealing someone's car and these people were to

apathetic to become involved.

Did these people notice what I was doing' Yes, in

I act I tried to make it obvious As an academic

community, we are always prepared to condemn the

lack of social action in the country, but when we are

laced w ith what seems to be an apparent crime we too

are afraid to become involved. It would have been no

great involvement to call the police, or to ask me for

some type of identification and then if I refused, called

the police.

Remember, 1 could have been stealing your car or

bike and would own it today because people are afraid

to become involved.
Henrv P. Bouffard

American society first. If the Great and General Court

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts can squarely

face the issue of this war (the reference was to the

Shea bill), then the University of Massachusetts can

do no less. And its faculty must do more."

I believe that these arguments have lost none of

their original force, and that at least some of these

views are shared by the Silent Majority (sorry about

that, FGAF) of faculty members. As to the Faculty

Senate, if that be empire-building, it is a sorry and

constricted empire at best. Without intending to

criticize individual members of the Senate (some of

my best friends are Faculty Senators), I must state

my own view that a kind of Gresham's Law operates

in the qulaity of that body's actions because the

Faculty Senate has virtually no power. If that

situation were to change, a great many more faculty

members who have more to do with their time than

niggle over faculty prerogative and scholasticize over

definitions of academic freedom would participate

actively and constructively (the foregoing is not in-

tended to deny that there is some constructive activity

by the Faculty Senate). Nevertheless, at present,

because it has no power, the Faculty Senate is a

debating society dominated by a small group of

laculty members for the most part unrepresentative

of the views of the faculty at large.

I say all of these things because I believe that

students should no more mistake the general

listlessnessof the Faculty Senate and the intense, yes,

the almost reactionary conservatism of FGAF for the

views of the entire faculty than faculty members
should mistake last year's call by a student for the

"legal emasculation" of tenured faculty members for

a universally held student opinion

In sum. you'd be surprised at the large number of us

out here in the trenches who think that there is more to

unite students and faculty than to divide them.
Donald C. Freeman

\ssot iateProlfssor of Linguistics

Muddy Quagmire

To the Editor:

Re Kcholalic Nonsense"

Dear Douglas L. Murphy
My name is Bob Callahan, the writer of the letter in

last Thursday s Collegian concerning the external

appearance of the Campus Center Mr. Murphy, you

have displayed a great deal of ignorance in your letter

stating that the seasons of the year are restrictive on

the possibilities ol landscaping

In your letter of April :Mh. you stated that grass

MIST be planted in late summer Mr. Murphy, there

are two iKTiods of the year when new lawns may be

successfully seeded. They are April to May. and again

in September There is no best date tor sowing seed

Regarding the planting of trees, the best rule for

setting out woody plants is to do it in the spring This

gives the plant an adequate amount of lime to develop

a roof system that will carry it successfully through

the hot cil summer and the cold of the Winter months.

The Campus Center was opened back in September

Why wasn't the job done back then, Mr Murphy? It

pisses me off that so much money can be spent for

internal lurmshings such as marble tables when to

this date the surrounding area still remains a mess.

Also if you are knowledgeable of the plans for the

Campus Center area stop by the NDC office and fill

me in.

I believe that if you would take the time to

familiarize yourself with the basic fundamentals of

landscaping, you would clear up some of your

ignorance
My name was omitted Mr. Murphy not for lack of

intestinal fortitude but for the reason that I am a

member ol the Collegian staff.

I believe that the statements I made as to the land-

scaping of the Campus ('enter are qualified and that

your statements are very unqualified

As lor the bit about perpetuating echolalic nonsense,

haven t you ever repeated something that has been

said by others These words reflected my feelings on

the appearance of the Campus Center area I don't

care if no one else thinks that the building is ugly the

way that it is.

I'm glad that you like the appearance of the area as

it now is. I would like to present you with a momento of

this muddy quagmire. You can have either my muddy
blue sneakers or a shovelful of mud.

Bob Callahan

Editorial Points
What is a Pulitzer Prize

winner doing around here?
*****

The person most in need of

criticism is often the same
person who criticizes the most.

*****

When they start having to put

some of the arrested people in

Washington in the White House,

perhaps things will be better all

around.
*****

It may seem odd that the girl's

dormitories on campus ex-

perienced a great deal less

damage over the weekend than

the men's.
*****

The rain is certainly not doing

much for the worm population

around here.
*****

In the midst of all that's going

on, many of you probably missed

Israeli independence day.
*****

I think I'll take a wild guess

and predict rain for today.
*****

Well, classes officially end on

May 17th but don't bet that they

will.

Somewhat In Error
To the I- dit or

Two letters, about the Student Senate, were printed in Friday's

Collegian, both of which are somewhat in error. Regarding the letter

Infinite Wisdom ", the Student Senate passed legislation on April 14,

providing for a referendum to be held on or before May 6 regarding

payment of Student Senate officers. These funds will not be allocated

uniess there is a favorable vote of the student body. This legislation was

passed before the Senate Elections so that the present officers would not

be voting upon their own salaries and payment will not begin until Sep-

tember, 1971.

Certain misinterpretations also exist in the letter about changes in

referendum percentages. A referendum passed by less than 25% of the

student body is as valid as any bill passed by the Senate and can only be

overturned by a 2/3 vote. A referendum voted upon by at least 25% of the

student body is binding untiljthe next general student election.

This legislation is only fair. If 25% of the student body does not care

enough to vote on any particular issue, the vote can not be truly

representative of the campus. In the last referendum less than 9% of

those eligible to vote did so Should the campus be governed by some

special interest group who can mobilize enough people to go to the polls
'

Under the former system, if only 5 people voted in an election, it would

have been as binding as if the w hole campus participated.

The next referendum to be held will be placed in the dorms, making it

more convenient for dormitory residents to vote, also, the upcoming pay

raise referendum will not need a 25% vote to be applicable

Susan Spatrick

Student Senator

Nailed To A Cross

To the I (In 01

Mark Silverman s cynical polemic ("Starving for Nothing." in

Friday's Collegian I may have planted doubts about fasting in the minds

of those w ho share Mark s puritanical inclinations. His article deserves a

response.

The article makes three unfounded assumptions worthy of an answer

First, that the Senate officers are being "fashionably radical" by fasting

for the five days; second, that a fast needs wide student support to be

worthwhile; and third, that a fast would be less effective than "more

viable protests." is "childish." and "serves nothing but the collective

egos of the strikers."

I fail to see how a fast can be "fashionable" since all indications are

that the latest fad is going to Washington, on the assumption that

Washington is the problem Radical chic would demand marches and

civ il disobedience On the other hand, fasting is a personal act ol direct

consequence to only a few It assumes that the problem is in Amherst as

much as Washington and further assumes that the American people have

consciences that can be appealed to Such notions are hardly fashionable

Our last was never intended to get wide student support From the

beginning *« emphasized the individual nature of the act We do.

however, believe it to be significant that four leaders of the student body,

along with manv others, have made such a personal statement It is a

decision that says something about ethical quality of the student

movement
But Silverman S major criticism of the fast is that it will be ineffective

While this makes the puritanical assumption that every ad must have |

purpose. I would contend that even tactically I last is of equal value to

any form of protest currently in vogue

There is only one tactic that will stop the American machine:

resistance Massive refusal to act in complicity with the war machine, a

refusal to feed the monster. This means tax resistance, draft resistance,

boycotting those corporations doing business with the Defense Dept .
etc

Affirming life by saying "no" to death If enough people begin to par

ticipate in such activities, the monster will cough, choke, and die.

However, few people are yet prepared to take these necessary steps

Our task is to convince them of the necessity I am still naively convinced

that most Americans are men and women of good will who have not yet

seen their own role in their nation's madness. It is our responsibility to

appeal to the best in Americans in the hope that we can purge the evil

Demonstrations and civil disobedience serve that purpose One is truly

mad it he believes that sitting in the DC. expressways will stop the war

The (l<ath machine is too persuasive and mighty Such acts serve only to

publicize to all Americans the depth of moral commitment felt bv 1

minority <>l their lellow citizens In the end. perhaps, enough Americans

will lose their blinders and see what their nation has become Perhaps we

will again affirm the human values embedded in our conscience

A fast serves such a purpose. Gandhi was its most effective prac

titioner. It says, in effect: "I care enough to suffer a bit for what I

believe." It is hardly as martyr-like as getting arrested in DC. but then

lew of us are worthy of being nailed to a cross. That is a lesson Mr

Silverman has not yet learned.
Larry I.add

Administrative Vice President

Student Senate
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Hansen
Al Hansen is an experimental artist who s forte >s collage.

mixed-media, environmental art and hybrids such as the

Happening, which, with Allan Kaprow Oldenburg. Red

rooms and Jim Dine he took part in developing during he

late litt.es and early sixties. Currently teaching lecture and

workshop classes at Rutgers University. Newark and Par-

son s School of Design in Manhattan, he lives and works in a

light industrial loft on the edge of Chinatown. He is curren ly

teaching courses in Art and Environment, the Artist s World.

and Collage Workshop. Major private projects are preparing

lor several European shows, a monster super suite of 3 6d3

collages « 14 x 17 "
I one of each day of the sixties and tor

minfl; a voung artists network of experimenters called: The

Total Situation (Iroyn He has done over one hundred hap

pemng.s and is the author ot the book A Primer of Happenings

and Time/Sp.M-e \rl.

q Would you equate experimenting with avant-garde.

\ Experimentation is the way t<> something unique and

personal in tin- waj «»i ,! product avanl garde art is a slogan

that now covers or indicates;! tradition So. something that is

ivant garde is what is associated with that ..but its done by

i,l,| people and we know what we will see it we go to Max

NeuhatU to Nam June Paik, to Charlotte Moorman, myself.

Kinrow Kilbou. Vosteil nist as Fauve came to mean what

those old guvs did. which wai to stretch the limits ot accepted

use ot color. ..it no longer meant wild animals

o Where could we find what avant-garde was, today .'

\'
In a way it can t be done...now is perhaps more ike events

prior to the 18808, lH90s research, arguing, talking won-

dering, reading, writing...whats new is in all the

technological hardware and the teachers and the kids have to

deal with the incredible amount of information... if its

doubling for the world every ten to fifteen years then in the

arts it must be doubling exponentially because art is the

unknown ..so in art information must be doubling every three

to six months...

U. I don't understand...

\ In business, engineering... the establishment resists

change and new information, they are broadly twenty or

thirty vears behind what is available... information increases

fastest in art and science ..they are alike in that they deal

with look lor. the unknown ..what they find out there the

engineers have to collate and sort of compare. .. I don t want

to talk about it any more or I'll have to take a cold shower its

too exciting

o. So we are in for a radical change...?
. ,. JtJ

\. Its here! Look at Rome when the barbarians overloaded it

with info.

{

\ No not exactly but it had to stop dead in its tracks til all of

it got sorted out .. many aspects of ancient Rome are still in

operation our law courts god help us...and the

military how did we get in this''

u. Experimenting... . , .

\ \ ah' I've changed mv mind. You can do avant-garde art

tnda\ Voung people can There is convention, old stub

standing still, hanging onto rules preserving what

was even though one of three or four hundred years ago it

was the new and outrageous, blocked spirit; willfully or

accidentally through teachers, parents, etc. ...an imprint on

many of
'

rust, inability to change and moye...an-

t .progress Then there are the fewer free spirits flowing.

blowing, growing iinding new things. One will subscribe to

rituals that keep the volcanoe from erupting. ..kill a virgin.

act a goat quick the others, the experimenters say.

Groovj lets go watch it erupt! The conservatives loose

people to the war the adventurers loose people to

drugs there* a mix I don t want to talk about all this

o \\ here does the term happening come from"'

\ Some of us in John Cage's group at the New School.

Kaprow Brecht, Higgins. Jackson Maclow, Steve Ad-

dis others were talking about how great it was that we

,ived m the contingent universe...Cage had said that

whenever he saw Time/Space he got tears in his eyes he was

so glad to be in the contingent universe of now, rather than

the casual one that preceded this one The Agnew -Nixon

monster the military industrial behemoths are all trying to

get from the learning is memorization oral culture to the

casual one the causal universe Their future, the con-

servatives future is our pasts pasts past intellectually...!

know .. millionaire in Kansas City. Missouri who threw a big

part) as each Kennedy was killed, he's starting to get less

and less suspicious of Beethoven actually suspects

Beethoven might Ik- on to something how am I going to tell

him ..bout Karl Brown or Morton Keldman s music'' YOU

know so that summer (58) Reds had done somethings at the

Sun Caller) in Provincetown Reggie Cabral says they were

happenings but Red doesn't remember and I don't and Red

and Claes and I couldn't care less Karl Brown thinks

someone might have used happening back in 53 or ,Y7 at a

< ige mixed everybody everywhere in the auditorium action

and information barrage., but he isn't rare l remember this

conversation in Cages class...it was summer and I used to

dose, like 1 s.,t bolt upright realizing I'd dozed off and Cage

was saving, to experiment anyone, but in this case an ST-

list sets out to do things not knowing what the result will

Ik- to set out toward a known result I to prove this toothpaste

is Ik-si etc is just not experimenting any idea or problem

an artist sets is valid no wrong way to peer into, to wander

into the unknown vou are experimenting if you cant tell

what will happen what it will be like in advance the result

ot an experiment is whatever happens the product of an

experiment is the happening abstract expressionism was

involved with the happenings of paint cubism with one

energy Ireed in the picture plane, lauvism with color, a

happening is the result ot setting out resolving in advance to

accept whatever takes place By this definition I m the only

one who was doing pure happenings Kaprow. \ostelt.

i tldenbui g all use a carelully prepared list and anyone who

does then own interpretation of the instructions is in trouble

.lust as much a performers jail as the Viennese opera. But.

mats only one way to look at it The strength of happenings

has always been that each happener differed widely and

wildb in practice, method, focus, materials, etc Images

came along in the piece completely unforeseen...a painter s-

si ulptoi s theatre Theatre as painting or painting as theatre.

\ctions and events unhinged from corny meaning. ..the

linoleum in a Unique or Picasso collage predicts the found

object the readvmade. perhaps Pop art but its this shape,

texture this kind of hunk of thing how it works as an in

tegral ol the pieces gestaly is what its doing there any

reflective thinking vou could do about kitchens or the floor

business is very olibase lightweight Perhaps there was a

time when it was first done, someone said. "Damn it' Look

at that' he put a hunk of linoleum in there real linoleum!

You'd have to be an old lady from < >hio to get that kind of 1905

kick out ot it now Later. I got that Wesleyan book on the

bauhaus theatre experiments and in Oskar Sclemmer or

someones Theatre Manifestos I 1882? 18271 1
one of them said.

Let there then be a theatre of happenings situations and

events Well, the only guy in our gang back then who might

have seen that books sources was Allan or John Cage. When I

showed it to Vosteil in '84 or '85, he flipped I couldn't get the

book back from him He thought the word came Irom us

\mei icans and here was happenings in the Bauhaus theatre

manifestoes I gave him the book. Frederick Kiesler is

another important person to Happenings He was com

missioned to do an avant garde theatre in the Pacific Nor

Ihwest in the thirties so he made the first theatre in the

round in America... he told me he based the idea on the Berlin

or European cabaret. ..the nightclub Audience all around the

performance area Next from that came Margo Jones Arena

stage in Washington. D.C. the forties. Next stop Jose

Quintero in Greenwich Village. It went off like a bomb. Now

that the audience could be anywhere theatres can be

invwhere Let me get back to Cage, another heavy thing

lie' said was. The traditional job of theatre is to instruct

us earlier in religion but now we go to theatre and movies

and read novels and the partaker of this shares in a wider

Man
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range ol experiences than the non- reader...he has extra help

in terms of built up input of situations and experiences to

draw from in making decisions in life.

draw Irom in making decisions in life. But it all takes place

on the stage or on the screen when you leave the theatre its

happening all around you ...where is the stage in life
1

' Thats

how he got into having things go on all over... behind the

audience, in the balcony ..out in the lobby .
Hellzapoppin.

Carnival, ariot .

." thats where I got the idea to do the mulli-

tilm fifteen or twenty projectors with disparate material all

over the ceilings and walls of a big room ...collage en^

\ ironmental projections. It was in sixty or sixty one... part of

( fees Oldenburg and Jim Dines Ray Gun Specs program at

.liaison Church Id done mixed barrages of project lonsearber

but not as a presentation to an audience. Just fun Come to

think ol it back in the late forties in New Orleans with Handy

Kay and a lew others 1111 Bourbon Street., we did a mixed

projection number . .

<j What do vou plan to do here at the five colleges?

\. Well, I've been trying to set up a matrix within which

students could become my colleagues m a happening piece_

111 be the control console and make a time framework

schedule precede it with a few talkouts and then we'll all

see what it looks like together I like to see it as freshly as the

audience that has just come in Someone will come over to

me and whisper. "I want to go upon thestepladder and throw

this confetti out over the crowd, ami I'll say. The dancer is

going to do something on it in a minute while Louie sprays it

silver but check with them and let them decide whether you

should do it before or alter as it turned out he came back

and complained that they didn't want him to use the

stepladder at all So. after they were done the didn t know

anywhere he could go get his own stepladder > at the end of

the happening he got the stepladder and did the confetti

thing And thats the wav 1 work it A student could get a

bunch ol old shoes and nail each one to a stake and hammer

them in the dirt on each side of the path leading to the hap-

pening site or suspend them from the ceiling inside .1 want

to sec a bunch of people l>eat the fact that mechanization has

deprived us ot the ability to move and do and act... the

happening is an energy event often like a fire or ear-

thquake how do vou enjoy if I like to get people to do

something Irom outside their experience. Like, a poet should

spray pain a big picture on a wall of clear mylar later, an

art history maioress should slice the painting into strips like

a giant fringe ..A girl who isn't so called pretty should be

gotten up to look ravishing and be pushed around on top of a

piano singing a torch song written by the painter... there's a

therapy tacet its a dream bin for fades and delights...

«j. I can hardly wait to see it

A. Ditto

<{. What if there s a piddling response and no one comes. .

V If no one seems interested or able to take part 111 have

several alternatives I plan to read the poetry of the artist

Jim Dine in drag. Like. Ill be in drag Then I'll follow up

w ith mv non verbal lecture in which I cut my clothes off and

get Intotome really interesting situations I have a fire piece

also called The Madman and the King of Britain. I'd like to

do that in the woods at night

({. What is the Silver City for Andy Warhol piece

A. It's a form ol happening Happening sculpture in a kind

ol ritual monument way Kveryone brings silverthings to the

site and places it. Anyone can rearrange it to fit what they've

lust brought Like a contest wherein you can make as many

entries as you want One person brings a silver oar. another

brings a milkbox painted silver some old shoes painted

silver a cadillac fender from alongside the road

/ (}. What if people ripped some of the stuff off

A. Well, the idea is for it to pile up. so that would be poor It

should be in a site place perhaps under a spotlight in the

lobby on a large sculpture base or platform so the ritual

aspect of it wouldn t be missed.

If They'd rip it off anywhere Did you see all the missing

cushions in the lobby '

A. Well, vou see they are robotized Irom realizing that they

can't steal them. They are their own cushions, but for the

lobby It s like kids cutting the seats in the subway its then

own subway seat in a way well, most of the kids stealing the

big cushions are stealing love, that's what stealing is

about wanting to be loved, and not being loved... stealing is

materially something and a lot of it is to make daddy show

up in cop or detective form....

<J. To much what basically, in the same sense is the hap

IHMiing about'.'

A. Peoples displacement from center through

mechanization, etc Like, the happening might lead to people

breaking through blocks in their life and in their art. ..We

should do another interview about that ....

<f. The tape s running out

Lightfoot: Substance Without Feeling™
„ , . -w:. -u.. .loan Baez Judv Collins and Joni Light loot's mterprc

ByDONGLICKSTElN
MDC Staff

If the purpose of a concert is to

see a very fine album being

played, then the Gordon Lightfoot

concert last Saturday afternoon

at Mount Holyoke College was an

epitome of good performing.

Creativity is a dangerous

weapon, both for the initiator and

lor the audience. A creative

musician always courts a fickle

public, as Dylan discovered at

Newport, and as Phil Ochs en

countered at Carnegie Hall last

year. The safest thing for a

performer to do is to continue to

succeed with proven successes,

changing nary a note nor an

inflection, regurgitating the

same songs to the same
audiences in the same tried ways.

regardless of mood, philosophy,

or time of day.

Although folk musicians are

not the most blatant of these play-

it live as-you-recorded-it-for the-

charts offenders, they have
always stood out as the most

obvious. Partly because of folk

music's basic simplicity and

unpretentiousness, and partly

because of the 'leadership'' that

As Kate Taylor Tries Too Hard
mm t-f.<i-vi'i»\li<\' LVPT -^«^^^^
By EUGENE BARNETT

MDC Staff

One cannot help wondering, when a new Taylor

arrives on the musical scene, whether he or she

would have made it professionally if not for big

brother Jim Jim begat Livingston, and suddenly

Kate. Alex, and Hugh were all recorded. It's

something like being 8 Kennedy and running for

Senator

Kate Taylor played Chapin Hall at Ml. Holyoke

last Friday, She "looks like a Taylor: tall, thin,

although her hair is slightly shorter than her older

brothers She needs to develop sell confidence as a

performer Her stage manner is reflective of her

nervousness Frequently she would go into her rap

about how she wanted everybody to have a real

good time. Lines borrowed from Gypsy Rose Lee.

She tried to force an expression of enthusiasm out of

a crowd which would have been better left to

demonstrate its enthusiasm spontaneously. The

crowd was getting it on. or whatever, on its own.

Kate Taylor ought not to be the cheerleader at a

Kate Taylor concert.

Hopefully, she will relax. Her music is fine. She

has the best voice ol anyone in her entire musical

lamily Her selection ranges from blues numbers to

rock n roll I We rock n roll lreaks are winning The

number that went over t>est was "Will You Still

Love Me Tomorrow' '

I Kate Taylor will be making

some good music for quite some time. Go see her.

about a year from now She w ill be line.

Joan Baez. Judy Collins and Joni

Mitchell created, the run-of-the-

mill folk artist has traditionally

provided some of the greatest

lyrics in all the arts and

literature, and some of the most

boring, monotonous concerts

ever conceived by even the

Marquis de Sade.

Gordon Lightfoot, obviously, is

not as horrendous as a Tom Jones

or a Bobby Sherman, or even a

Taylor or a Hardin concert. His

songs are too good, his back-up

musicians too professional, his

commitment too sincere for one

not to enjoy any of the per

I orma nee.

Still, it is obvious that Lightfoot

is a newcomer to the business ol

audience psychology and to the

art ot creativity before an

audience Instead of gauging the

mood of Chapin Auditorium.

Lightfoot sang his list ol songs I in

that order I . changing moods with

the clap ol a hand On a sunny

Saturday spring afternoon, the

surest way to lose an audience is

to ignore its antsy pants, and

refuse to invite hand clapping or

singing along Another way to

leave an audience out ol a concert

is to ignore it This. Lightloot did.

especially in the beginning, when

not a word was spoken b> the

Canadian artist forthelirst three

or lour songs Indeed, il it were

not lor his sore, uncalloused

lingers. Lightloot would not have

been forced to stop as much as be

did and 'rap with the

"plebians"

Most disappointing was

Light foot's interpretations. I find

it inconceivable that a person can

be so emotional as to play all ot

his own songs the same way

every time. Granted, Lightfoot

has been playing them over and

over again so they are now

routine, but I could have gotten

more for the money by buying

one of his albums and replaying it

a couple of times.

Strange to say. I enjoyed

Gordon Lightfoot. despite his

deficiencies. 'We've Got to Get

Together", a cut from his new-

album, was refreshingly not a

typical Lightloot song; sung in

fractured French-Canadian and

English, it was not a usual

Lightfoot ballad of love and life,

but rather a straightforward

plea lor Canadian unity if Vou

Could Head M\ Mind", currently

on the Top 40 charts, was also

well done, chiefly because

Lightloot s sore fingers caused

him to slow the tempo down,

revealing a richness and depth in

the lyrics and melod\ that are

usually rushed over.

Lightloot is no rip oil artist He

was hired lor a concert and gave

one that was two hours long with

no delays, no slopping playing

sore lingers taken into account >.

and with evidence that he did not

take his constituents lightly, even

during a matinee

Finally. whatever this

reviewer's feelings about the

concert, no SB* cm deny that

Gordon Lightfoot writes some

damned good songs

The Concerts Are Over

And Its Time For A Change
By ROBERT NESTI

MDC Staff

As most of you know, the con-

certs this jiast weekend were a

great success for all involved The

groups all performed well, the

large crowd seemed content, and

the event was efficiently and ef

lectively carried off.

What most of you don't know is

that this will probably be the last

concert of its kind (excluding this

upcomming weekend) to take

place on campus. The Student

Senate recently refused to fund any

lurther concerts

Despite the fact that the move
probably isn't politically safe, the

abolishment of funds for concerts

is a logical and responsible move
lor the better, and the Senate

should be commendet for their

action Concerts today, free or

otherwise, are nothing more than a

sell indigent luxury for all in-

volved

Yesterday *».(mm> people were

arrested in Washington Over the

past year while political action by

students has fallen out of vogue.

the problems which led schools

throughout the country to close

down a year ago this week have

Concert On
WMUA

Tonight at 9 PM on WMUA (91.1

)

the WMUA Classics Department

will present a special broadcast of

the brass recital given by Walter

M. Chesnut of the UMass Music

Faculty. This program was
originally taped on April 13th and

includesTorelli s CONCERTO IN

D. Joseph Haydn s CONCERTO IN

E—FLAT. Gabrieli s CANZON
Dl'ODECIMI TONI, Poulenc s

SONATA FOR HORN. TRUMPET
AND TROMBONE and DIVER
SION FOR TWO (OTHER THAN
SEX) by Donald Erb
Joining Mr Chesnut for this

recital will be John King, organ.

Dwight Peltzer. piano. Douglas

Purcell. trumpet. Dennis Behm.

horn. Mary Gail Behm, horn,

Larry Weed, trombone and Peter

Tanner, percussion

worsened or still remain unsolved

Perhaps Washington will effect

people enough to take part in

tomorrow s moratorium, that

remains to be seen. If anything it is

hoped that students here will look

beyond themselves to see the

concerts as. if not wasteful, at least

a useless way in spending student

lunds
Bill Graham, perhaps rock-

musics tinest producer, recently

planned to close down both the

Filmore East and West This

wasn't because business was bad

the Filmore East had its best

March since its opening having

everv performance sold out The

reason was that Graham became

led up w ith the entire profit motive

system rock music had

degenerated to.

Graham recently spoke to the

National Association of Record

Merchandisers in Los Angeles. His

speech went unrecorded in most of

the trade journals lor he attacked

those who have made the music

business the incredible money

making empire its become today

In a calculated speech, he blasted

their motive and lack of social

concern
•Beyond that point, how deeply

involved are you in what you do.

how deeply involved are you in the

community .. Put aside the dollar

What do vou sell'' Why do you sell

it
* And how deeply, if at all. are

you involved in making a change in

your community'.'

"

We all had a good time this past

weekend The question is whether

or not now is the time for a good

time Sam Brown, the man who

coordinated the 1969 October

Moritonum. said recently he felt

that those who want to change

should begin to spend money in

ways in which show constructive

political action By denying further

money lor concerts, the Student

Senate should be applauded for

making 8 step in that direction

COUNSELLING NITE

for those concerned

with

Psychology
courses and curriculum

TONIGHT -8-1 1P.M.

Colonial Lounge, S.U.

ATTENTION
JUNIORS

Interested in earning: S6.00

for 1 hour of your time??

The Bell System will con-

duet a Recruiter Training

< '(inference during- the week
of May 17th at the Campus
tenter. Several Juniors are

needed for practice inter-

view session.

Gain the experience of an

actual job interview and
make money too!!

Arrange for participation in

this program at the

Placement Office

Room 239

Whitmore
Xilininistratiou Building

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

To Vote On The Student Senate Referendum

Voting whether the student senate officers

should he paid next year, non-retroactively,

with the president receiving $125.00 per month

and the other officers, $100.00 per month,

for the nine months of the school year.

Place - in dormitories for residents

- in front of the bookstore for commuters and Greeks

Time - 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the dorms

- 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for the commuters and Greeks

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
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NOTICES
MATHEMATICS MAJORS

This week's talk is "Alan and His

Wonderful Touring Machine", by

Berthold Schweizer. May 4, 1971, 4 uu

p M Tuesday. Colloquium Room,

Arnold House, coffee will be served

at 330 P.M. in the Math Lounge.

COLLOQUIA LEADERS
.

The final lists for those to receive

one credit tor Spring 1971 University

(Honors) Colloquia must be in to the

Honors Office, Machmer E 23, by

May 17

ANGEL FLIGHT
Meeting tonight (May 4) at 7 P.M.

in Dickinson Hall.

ECONOMICS MAJORS
Mandatory meeting for aH econ.

majors Wed., May 5, at 7.30 PM ,

811 815 Campus Center Optional for

second semester seniors.

PSYCH. 101 SOC 101

"1984". 4:40, 8:00, 10:00 PM
Mahar Aud.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private pilot candidates win

review F A R.'s and begin prep tor

exam at 7 P.M. in C.C.

GORMAN SERVICES
New Gorman residents sign up

May 5 7, if your application is m. May
7 if it isn't.

ZOOL DEPT BAG LUNCH
"
This Wednesday John Staley will

present "Bali and So Forth" with

slides Anyone interested is invited to

attend Noon to 1 30 P.M. in Mor 349.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
The questionnaire on the picnic,

May 15, and the Foreign Student

Program should be passed into Dean
Curtis' Office by Wed., May 5

HORIZONTAL CLUB
The great Nogac will be at the

meeting in 102 Brooks tonight at 8

P M Everyone is welcome

COMMITTEE TO REPEAL THE
DRAFT „-

interested in ending the draft?

Come to our table m the Union today

This may be our last chance

STUDENTS FOR McGOVERN
Regular meeting tonight 9.30 P.M.

903 C.C.

PROJECT 10

p 10 is becoming a 4 year ex

perimental college with new living

and learning options. Applications

tor next year are now available in the

p 10 office and should be returned on

or before May 7. For more into call

Charles Adams at 545 0871.

CUSP PSYCH. COUNCIL
This is a Counselling Evening,

tonight, May 4, from 8 11 P.M., m the

Colonial Lounge, S U All students

interested m psychology are urged to

come

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
There will be a meeting tonight in

Room 165, C.C, at 6:30 PM. Noexec
board.

FRENCH MAJORS
French majors must see advisors

this week in Herter Lounge 9 AM s

P M. daily

UNIVERSITY CONCERT DANCE
CROUP
^Tryouts for the Univ. Concert

Dance Group for all men and women
interested in performing m next

year's tall and spring concert

productions Men and women invited,

Wed , May 12, at 7 00 P M in Dance

Studio. WOPE

ARMENIANS
We qot a film tonight about the

Mass acres a professional |Ob the

film not the mass acres it's been

raining Noah Campus Center 804 808

7:30 PM

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Anyone interested in selling their

photographs, prints, original art,

handicrafts, etc., at the Amherst fair

May 7 & 8 You will be interested in

us. Call Mike Roberts at 6 9397 for

further information.

EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Movie and meeting, Wed., May 5,

CC Room 905 909, 7:30 PM Im
portant meeting election for 1971 72

will be held.

HAMLIN HOUSE
Hamlin House has been approved

for coed living. There are still a few

spaces left tor girls. Call Don (6

4548), or Frank, Matt, or Fran (5

0792.

DADA-SURREALISM FESTIVAL

About 3 or 4 puppet operators are

needed to help put on a show May 8

12, at each of the 5 colleges. No ex

perience necessary, just enthusiasm,

come to the Worcester Room, 5.U..

today from 1 PM -2 PM or call

Janet 584 0587 evenings.

N.E.S.
Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight at 5:45 P.M. in Room 177

Campus Center. All interested should

attend.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Everyone is invited to our regular

meeting tonight at 6 45. Afterward is

an important business meeting for all

members. Please attend. Room 911

915 C.C

C.E.Q. RAFT TRIP
People and canoes needed to sail

down Connecticut River this

Saturday and Sunday. Meeting
tonight at 830 PM in C.E.Q office,

or call Tom 6 6107.

PHILOSOPHY MAJORS
There will be a coffee hour spon

sored by the Philosophy Dept. for all

undergraduate philosophy majors on

Tuesday, May 4, from 4:005:15 PM
in the Colonial Lounge, S.U. The
purpose: to enable students to meet
with the philosophy faculty and to

learn about the nature of the courses

to be offered next semester.

PINNINGS
correction; Pierre Marchando is not

pinned to Valerie Fox.

LOST .. .

UMassring TKE engraving initials

JJM in WOPE field. Call Jim 253

3695 ,„„ , ,

Boston College class ring ( 71) lost

around Central Area. Please call 6

6021 or 6 6010 or drop off at 102 or 114

Baker.

FOUND
One purple crocheted belt at

concert Sunday. Call 6 7250.

Desmond Dennis or Dennis
Desmond, I found your meal ticket.

You can pick it up in the Campus
Center Lost & Found.
One gold ladies' wristwatch in field

behind Hills North. Call Steve 6 9301.

One key to Room at Univ. of New
Hampshire, on lawn near Whitmore
Sun. nite. If you know who lost it, call

Mick at 6 6154.

OWN A FOREIGN CAB?

BEING HASSLED WITH REPAIR
COST AND/OR WORKMANSHIP?

TRY US.

Jrtnporfo cJ-tcl.

Ml KISSELL ST.

MADLEY — RT. H
.-.H4-.VHM)

UMass Theatre presents:

DOES A TIGER

WEAR A NECKTIE?
by Don Petersen

TO SUBLET
1 bdnu. apt. »t CUffrtd* inrliiflr-

nll utUlltea. •wlnunni pool, J'niiU

court. A»»U Jane 1 to Aa«. 31 with

option to cent Call 665-88U •««
^

y m. ^^^^^_

—

Partly funi. t bedroom apt. at

Kolllng Oreen June 1 *» Au*. •"

Pool, rarprtln*. »tr conditioned, •"
mllltlr* Included Will neeotUte

< ull J53-9TO8. llf

...nil etc f*U««rlo»t ApU >«-»r

Cdcrland Or Rmt and FMntltur*

„..,..H-Me_r aU 663-3422. tftt-1

1 bdrm apt. June 1 to Au». 31

vtltti ..i.tlon for renew*!. J130 00 per

month ttllltle. Included 1 mile

from iMw., c»U_2j3-M"- tf5-U

—RFDi'CKI) SCBI<KT — ™u»t

«et rid of 2 bdrm apt In l
,"»« "

< »l l 649-6088 !Iti
" Apartment — 2 bedroom lurnlohed,

»|| utlUtled. pool, court.. 6 mile.,

from r.n.pu., June 1 to AokoiiIill

Kent nreotlahle Call J»n •"•^2^

~"3 Br . Apt . 2 bathe. «ir rood"

partial turn . pool . Ht*. £• »«•-

lltle., June 1 - Au«. 30. Leane op-

tion Kent negotiable Bed. Pr»vlde.l

ft Puffton. 543-6029. W£«
""¥o~anblet for summer with option

to lea»e In fall. 2 bedroom •?* •*

Knllin* C.reen. pool In backyard, car-

prttaa, dl«hwa»ber, Wt bath. Phone

,>56-6*9S
.

WB"*
_

Ora»tic reduction on 1 bedroom

„,,t in Puffton Villace. air MM-.
.WimarfM Al-o furniture avalUM*
it Hi) s m-o«f»7 U2'

1

~1_bedroom apt at < li'Nide. all

„til . pool. tennU ct .
furnlsh-l

avail June 1 - %M M « /op on to

renew Rent necotiable Call »
3280

tfVB

Itclurcd aul.let. 2 h
1

r,,r
, 1
?
l71..

W,""
SI55. now $133 /mo . all utllltlea n-

,lud DtaMMt, -»im Pool, option

i„ renew lease for «-W. ' nil W6-

mn .
—

-

""Furnlahed 1 bedroom, within walk-

in.: distance of 1 nWersity. June 1

tn Rent. 1 with option to renew. $1 1"

per month, trill ha*rle 253-.. 13 or

-, n;-o.vw>_ Hz2
Reduced rate — 1 bedroom apt

nt riiff^lde from June to Aueu-.t

.ind option to renew lease In Sept

fall fi»;.-.-3?03 up until 3 on Tuendro
tf5-t

~"""Ver^ de«pernte~ 5 Mm tnutt-

house, June I 1o A"B. 31. DJarl-

naahrf, central nir rnnilitinniir-'

It.nt low nnd neeotirtMe Near caiup-

„, Call at 23.3-383* ^ tf.VIQ

"1 Mrm Qu:il> Vill Apt , w w
raraet, nir cnnil , nil ntil . inc .

opt renew lease MSB mo. June to

s,.|, i i run 3!^-io<i'i tfs-m

—Desperate, must snTilct 3-lidrm

npt in Puffton June 1 - AllC. 30

t oinyletelv furnished Rent ne«otln-

i.ie rail sin-i8Q3_ t T
*»-*

—
I tiedroom apt from June 1 -

«ept 1, option to renew complete-

ly furnished, ft minutes from camp-

us, walkinit distance from iloun-

,„„n Amherst Tall Mfr49M.
tr.i- •

IM6-7?0l. Al Plchner a^e-ggl^tf.V.^

"SIMMKR IN El'ROPE! < hart, r, .1

round trip jet flights to London MM
other F.uropean cities plus many
helpful services! Call MMIS1 or 510-

totn 5 i-oiinn

MDC CLASSIflaM

May 5 - S

8:^0 p.m -$1.75

Bartlett Auditorium

545-2579

PERSONAL
Does a tl«er wear a necktie? 545-

rs-ro tfv*

II t|.|>> N.rin* Hay farol alins

Mystery thick from Rick of llilK

North Please call me arnin

II \p — Thanks for a *reat - I

.on stick to risk and Zaramlnu
Moth out of Yakut-k \ll in 4-pl^

\,iur IHieilient >cr\ant. J C
llapity 20th.

It It

I.an tin hop. I.me,
14

FOR SALE — AUTOS
VW conv bo AM-FM radio. *T!'V

. i, -I.- i-.-.i tfo-10
4 all .».m- l.>Jl.

..-, Caoaet Crctoa*, one owner, iir

iB9. man, eatraa CaU 584-6879 after

5 p^ __"5- 1—
69 Old* 442, 4 apeed. air, w"* '

.ondltlon. SUchelln ttrea, tnj with

t.lark rtnyl top. Call after 5 p nv

-.'53-3356 ttB'1

I'MH Triumph spitfire In sood con-

dltlon, radio, anowtlrea and new top

»|imhi or beat offer. Call May *t

3-1314 t daya) or 5t9-6120 <eye) tf5-l

1963 K^rd Galaxle convertible, re-

liable transportation. Good condi-

tion $300. (all <MKU2 anytime.
tf5-7

falls maintained, nerer ''••^'j
„

Best offer oTer fUM. CaU U*je

6-9077
,

jH^*
~
1970 Doneba**y. blue metalflaae

body, rebuilt 40 hp enf.. extractor

cihao.t. white conT^^lop. .and

tlrea black Interior, $850 or B "

< all John 546-7*46 ">?
" Moat Hell - "f IHteatl 25* cc^

Desmo. emcel. eond. $700. Call I at

cvenln** 253-3810 «*•*—
Veapa Seooter 1964 150ce $125, «ood

condition, price Include* helmet, tail

.W5-3Q47. Ifil—
En«llah bicycle, women'*, 3 •!>**<••

with baskets, like new. naed only ,

months. $60 new, aakln* $40 5t9-

062 after 4

.

Sr-
Sofa bed coarert* to double bed

(.ood workln* order. *ery nt»$«*MH»-

tall nl*ht* 665-2861. ^P-3*

AKC Miniature Dachahnnd*. ahots

and wormed 549-4470. tfVS

—Sony stereo with AM-FM radio

-mall dark ntahoaany speakers.

or.lv SllMI Fall M9-3916 Good tires

..now) plua AM-FM radio *nd rot.f

rack. tf '-"

t l.e.lroom Puffton Apt . air rond .

pool, tennis ct . aeml-furnlshed $1<i-1

niii or best offer. 519-3993. tf.V7

FALL SUBLET
Ideal for Jan. Grad, 1 bedroom

apt Hept 1 - Feb. 1, pool, tennis

...urts < liffside C*11 665-3978 anv

time *fter 8pm Include* all otll-

Itie*. tt?-8

far Summer Colloqulm woald like

to rent 3 houses aad/or apta. from

« Jane - H J«l»- Term* to b« *r-

raaaed. PIS, caU 545-2591. tf5-7

Cotrple wanted to share Puffton

Apt. f*r ranuner. Call Stere or Ann
after 4:04) p.m. tHIl 0*87. MM
Need a*ed refric . about 3 cu. ft.

for not year. Call 316-7113. tf3-B

SERVICES

RENT Or SUBLEASE Amo<»r*l Aodl* •*rrlra* a$»*»o

component., tane <*»*'•' »•"• •'

ear. Itl N*. P1e»*ant St , *56-l133."Opportunity to pick op le**e and

a furnl.hed apt. in Puffton JllUlf

at srratly reduced rate*. Call
5J9-

0133 !!?J

WANTED TO^ RENT
with

Furniture *t baraaln prices. Ideal

tor apartment use Kitchen aet

ilck. couch bureau. Call 549-<M.'»

or stop by 383 Puffton Village .

~Two man aback with *t*ye and
electricity to Sept. 1. Ambeiat area

Call Brace at 649-6621. Lear* mes-

aa»e If I'm not la. tfft-3

One room with kitchen prlvile«es

June 1 - Au*. 31. Within one mile

of Campus preferable. Call Marv
•l»-32^3 after 6. tf3-3

SUMMER RENT

HELP WANTED
~ Part-time baa driver. »•"»"
t las* 2 license Inquire office. West-

ern Masa. Bua Une*. S*errlce < en

-

ter. Northampton^ "°-«

Motorcyclet ^or Jole^

IfMMt RSA 630, llchtnin*. 253-3194
tf.Vfl

" Room available Mar and /or •nm-

mer, $6* mo. Stadent House. Call

233-9985.

BMW WST9K, low mllea«e, Wi«-

om Shield. lar*e «aa tank, •addle

bars, many e*tra*. Co*t »»»••:??•

flr*t $93* 00 caab take* It. 253-

19t».
,

_* f±}
""•70 BSA Firebird 650, e«-.*V2I*
cond , under 3.000 ml. Askln* $1.10t».

t all Aady Holden, Bro 106, Dw,,
f

h
^j

MOB GT 1967 fine condition, FM,
wire wheels. Pirelli tre* $1150^ call

1-4H7-9765 6-7 p m. Oranby, Masa.
tf5-5

Portable Or*an Farflsa Combo
Compart, excel, cond . never used

in rroup. 1.1st* for $700. Will sac

for $275. M*ny feature*. Call John

r, MI-3B*I. Keep tryln*
.

tf5-1
_
Man's 26" bicycle, J. C. Hl««ins.

bM baskets, $25. Call 549-6824
tf.vr.

Groduoting! Mutt Sublet! SUBLET SAVINGS

I'jfll Malibu Conv , maroon, new
paint, brakes, shocks and battery

Perfect condition. After 5 call 549-

1954
. ,,

tr5~B

61 VW Bus, low nillra*e, e*cellent

hotly encine, new electrical system

raffe . fuel pump, recent tuneup.

Needs minor clutch work. Best offer

over $550 ti-9375. tfft-4

70 VW. itreen. sunroof, radio —
eic condition. Call 5l!>-»868 tf.V6

3lust sell! 65 Chevy Impala 4 sp.l.

I.ucket seals Runs food $100. Call

546-8535. tI3-4

IfMM) 3IG - 1100 sedan. $100. A
steal for enterprisin* mechanic. —
Needs trans work, otherwise *ood
. on.lition Fall Al 233-7171 niahts.

tf.3-7

•64 TR-4 Cony. Call after 7 p m.,
307-2671

.

tf$-5

"(Mi VW wauon, evcellent cond .

rebuilt en*ine. 20,000 Must see to

appreciate. $1130 or best offer. Call

319-3916. tf5-H

SUMMER SUBLET
2 bdrm. Pnfftao apt., aaaa. part,

forn , redoced rent. Tel. M9-4M«^

Summer snblet — 1 bedroom Puff-

ton June I t* Au*. 31 — *ptlon t*

renew lease. Call 549-1895 after 9
tf5-4

7 room house across from Drake,

120 Amity St., furnished. June 1 to

Sept. 1. $250 a month, heat Includ-

ed Downtown Amherst. Call 546-

;>316 or 546-9238. _!,!y
Modern efficiency apt

. , Quahbln
Villare. available June 1 thru Au*
31 Fully furnished. Air cond. w/w
carp $106 a mo Cull 323-7801 after

8 p m. <T8-T

3 bdrm. at Puffton, be*. Jnne 1.

AC. all appliances and some furni-

ture, substantial rent reduction or

else roommates. Call 319-6690 Jay..
5-4

REWARD
Glasses lost at OH. or S.W. In-

tramural Field. Reward Pleaae call

Mark 6-6373. tf5-5

l.arre rm. In 15 rm house. Goodi

area 13 mln. from Campus. SI3/mo.
June 1 - Au*. 31. Boh O , 581-8202

tf.VS

Rammer *abl*t from Jane 1 - Ao*.

SO, 100 Colonial Villare. foralabed

t bedroom, swim. pool. Call tUS-

•OM. ** **-*"

2 bdrm. towah*u*e. Squire Ml-

lare, Sunderland, all utl. Incl. Jane

1 to An*. 31 with optloa for fall

t all 663-3—0. __Jf3-7

ROOMMATES WANTED
I - S F Roommate* to share 3

bdrm. apt. June 1 - Sept. 1 —
Puff., furaiehed, pool, own bdrm .

reduced rent. Call Ann 546-7326, keep

tryln*\ **£*

M or F IMMEDIATELY IV* nil

from Campos $4$. 50/ mo. or less

Own room through summer with

option to *tay In fall. C*U Pat

649-130/r Hr*
Slnile room $48. double rm. $30

per person. Kitchen privlle«eo,

study, *tudl* apace. Res. now, fall

or summer. 536-3192 after 6. Keep
tryln* ii8

"8

We bare 4 rooms open for this

summer and nest fall for *lrl* or

couple*, 1 mile campus, rent less

than $50 acros* from Zayre. Call

236-6768. tf5jfl

2 roommate* wanted to *b*r*

hdrm. townhou»e for summer. Own
ran., pool, air cond , opt for leaae

In Sept. 860 mo. Inc. otll*.. Start

6/1. Call 65-3661. tf5-7

1 or S F roommates wonted to

share *ummer rxp. In l«e_ tow-n-

house, own room, pool, option for

fall. Call 663-3417 *Tenln*s. tf3-7

M roommate wanted a* soon a*

possible. Apts. within walkln* dls-

t»nce *f Caropua, pool, air cond ,

fully furn*hed. Call 549-6525. tf$-5

" fM/rno bow $130 * b'*room,
r

Can il»* 4 WaD to wall cpt ..air

rood . townhouse. 5 mln from

camp... Call after $ p^m. ggfr
APT. WANTED

_
:t bedroom apartment needed for

summer prefer Puffton, call Bruce

at 253-2708 from 5-7. xis-iv

FOR RENT

DESPERATE REPAIRS

June 1 - Sept.
derland. 665-3114

1 apart. In Sun-
tf5-5

2 *irls need apt . address for ne*t

Sept. - May. Will pay. CaU 256-

8107. M5-°

—
^To sublet 3 bedroom apt Purfton

Villa*e. avnilable June 1 Option to

renew lease. Rent necotlable 519;

0«f»3

.

_ .
* ,,'

"TkTvINO COI NTKV: Desperntc-

Iv neetl to rent 1 b.lrm apt for

Inlv Can take It over earlier free

Rent negotiable Call »••»«*

FOR SALE

TRAVEL
TKT TO FFROPK~Isas space avail

HbhTTrom aoo o/w Call I-on Avery

FhHieer, Teae, Garrard, PE, Aatar.

Platrer, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape. Standard radio, Ctah apeakers.

LP's. 8 track* and other net*—1Mes
Bee laaaiiM A*dlo. **

Doable bed. Good condlUon. $'^3

or best offer. Call Wayne, B49-679t.
tfVI

1970 BSA Firebird 650, » carb

SAM ml. Bought In London. Care-

Zippers repaired on your coats.

Hhavlnc kit* et«. HABXOW8 Fine

l.u****e * Leather Good*. Key* -

lu*Ka*e repaired. 157 Mala St,

Northampton. 884-3233. tfft-14

DISCOUNT SUBLET
(liffside — 2 bdrm*., all electric

dishwasher, swim, pool, tennis ct* ,

$110 per mo. Call 665-3475 after 6:30

p m. Option to renew In Sept. tf3-7

Fnlque model apt., 2 bdrm. town-
house. 2 baths, air cond . carpetlnr,

dishwasher, utilities Included, 5 mln
from FMass. Rent cheap - June 1.

253-5065. « f5-7

1 or 2 roommates wanted to ahare
2 bdrm. Squire Villace Townhouse
for summer Pont and air cond. Call

anytime. 663-3079
.

t f5-1

Roommate wanted June 'til Sept.

Own room, parkin*, $70 /month In-

cludes everythin* but foot] and lone
distance calls. 314 N. Pleasant. Call
.'33-7700. tf5-7

BOOKS
We boy used books and rcaaad*

WhltellB-ht Book* (in the Afrry)

N* taste! .
UHl

Vacaat bedrm. la 3,«»«»rra^ £,;
2 ml. from Campu*. furnished, win

negotiate on price or no of peopU?^

< aU morn. Mark $53-8370. tfB-B

2 wk* free reat fr May 18It.

June I *ab. for *ummer with opt

lU, ml from Campu*, all utu .

tuTn tnUerrity Pk. Apt* . 46. call

253-5945 after 8, Bruce. tfO-J

-Wllllamsbur*. Bt "9, 14 «»'«'',
.an.pus. f*r June 1 eitraordlnary 7

rm* *nd a loftj 6 comfortably, 2

kit , 2 full b*th«, all utU , can be 2

apt* . 263-3368. tf°-4

-^iJon-lilll - we're tot *om* of

the most unusual studio* and 1-2

bdrm. apt*, around. Available bow

thru Sept. Reaaonable P" *"' "
Boston. Call 523-6625. MB-5
"

2 bdrm. apt , 3 ml. fr. VnW ,

av*ll. June 1 w/opt. for aer-t yr

,19$ -...all otll. Inc. V£*>£
,ond , mod , convn*. Call M6-*^,

1 bedroom apt. available June 1 -

Au*. 31, air condltlou ,
pool, tennis

ct* Kent ne«otl*ble. CaU Sharon

319-0733. Lf5J
:t l.e.lronni apt. available July 1 -

\uit. 31 $110 nin., utll. Included. 4

ns). on ttt 9. 256-6059.

WANTED
College Profs comln* to Amherst

June 13 - Aug. 29
Pleasant Farmhouse

Alexandria, N H
Mt. view. 10 acre field, river

on property, 4 bedrm., mod.
on v., 6 mi. to Newfound L.,

remote.
*750 pins utilities

Write:
tl. Brown

ll.lifav. Mass. 02338
or call 293-6635

MM
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O 's Chase Sox In AL East
BOSTON (AP)-The surging

Boston Red Sox were at the top of

the pack, one game ahead of the

Baltimore Orioles in the American
League Kast yesterday and
determined to keep rolling on a

seven game trip.

"It's nice to have Baltimore

chasing us for a change," slugger

Carl Yastrzemski said on a rainy

break in the schedule. "Now we've

got to keep it that way. I think we
will."

The Ked Sox completed a fine

home stand by whipping the

Minnesota Twins 1-0 and 9-8 in a

doubleheader Sunday. Ray Gulp's

two hit pitching boosted Boston

hopes, and then the team's stock

soared higher with a dramatic

comeback victory in the second

game.
"We proved plenty to everyone,

including ourselves, in that

doubleheader," Manager Eddie

Kasko said. "We proved we could

beat the good teams. We also

proved again that this club has

guts and won't quit when things

look bad."
The Red Sox leave today on a

midwestern tour that includes two

Pats Ink FreeAgents

games against the White Sox in

Chicago, three with the Brewers in

Milwaukee and two with the Twins

in Minnesota.

The first stop will be Chicago,

where right-hander Mike Nagy will

oppose the White Sox' Tom
Bradley on the mound tonight.

Nagy has a 1-0 record, while

Bradley has won all three decisions

for Chicago
The White Sox are rolling after

losing a three-game weekend
series to the Red Sox in Boston.

Chicago has won five straight, but

Kasko and the Red Sox are not

worried.

BOSTON (AP>—The New
England Patriots of the National

Kootball League signed two run-

ning backs and three pass

receivers as free agents Monday,

ordering the five to report for a

rookie" training camp next

weekend at Curry College.

The running backs signed for

tryouts were James Walker of

Santa Barbara Calif. City College,

who led the, Continental League in

rushing in 1969 with 1,035 yards for

the Foti Worth Braves, and Johnny

Brunson of Benedict S.C. College,

who has played for the Montreal

Alouettes in Canada the last two

years.

The receiver! socking a job are

Dave Dinish ol the Ituvcrsity of

Washington, who was with the

Seattle Rangeri in the Continental

League last year, and rookies (Jary

(Hcutt ot Southern California, and

Eric Stotberg ol Indiana

The Patriots, who had a 2-12

i ti-ord last year, have signed 12

tree agents They expect to have

more than 20 at the ''rookie'' camp
lor two drills Saturday and one

Sundaj

Tonight 's

Intramurals
SOFTBALL

1 6 30 B's vs Super
2 Dunq vs Rookies
j 3 M's vs Roaches
4 Tubes vs Mongols
1 7 30 Mongols vs Roaches
2 Dung vs. 3 Ms
3 Rookies vs. B's

4 Super vs. Tubes
1 8 30 Gypsies vs Skulkers
2 Cult vs Falcons
3 Choppers vsMunchkins
4 Elephants vs Turtles

The club also announced that

Wally Carew Jr., 27, of Concord
has been named assistant publicity

director. Carew. son of the Concord
High football coach, has been a

news reporter with the Lowell Sun.

«*««*ag*g»wwg»g8
iMDC Sports]

Hotline
5-0344

&»»*»»2»»»332S««»& iSiSZStit

THE LOOK OF DEJECTIO.VVarsity st.okeman Jeff Allen sits

with tired dejection after he and his teammates finished third at

Saturday's (allow (up Regatta. This Saturday the crew team rates

at the Dad \ ail Regatta in Philly. < MDC photo by Brona Simon

)

Even bathing every tia>

etin't >to/> it.

Feminine »x!ot starts inter-

nally, and no amount ot bath-

ing can remove it. Soap and

water simply can't reach the

area when the odoi Kern.

That's the reason you need

Norforms* ... the second daxior

tint These tiny internal sup

positones kill germs -stop odor

effectively yet safely. In fact, gen

tie, doctor-tested Norforms are

so safe and easy to use, you can

use them as often as necessary

No bath or shower can give

you Norforms' protection. Get

Norforms, and you'll feel se

cure and odorfree for hours.

The second deodorant.

FREE NORFORMS MINITACK
plus informative hoofcln! Write:

Norwich Pharm.ital Co .Dept CN-B.
Norwich, NY. I1B15 (Enclose 2Sc

for mailing, handling.)

Name_

Street_

City

State. -Z.r-

Don't forget your lip code.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDT<YOMANt<

The color associated with Aries is

red, the number is 9. Food
authorities, familiar with astrology,

claim fish ts a favorite of the Aries

born Aries is independent and can be
bossy But Aries can also be a fighter

(or the underdog and is a valuable

ally m time of crisis Some famous
persons born under Aries include

Steve McQueen, Gloria Swanson and
Betty Davis.

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Messages may be garbled Take time

to analyze reports. Base actions on

lacts. not speculation Best to delay

lourney. if practical You need ad
ditional information.
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): One

who has captured your affection may
set a high price. Refuse to be

threatened Use velvet glove, but be

firm An Aquarius individual figures

prominently Be aware of subtle

nuances.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) What

appears a setback can boomerang m
your favor Don't give up; pursue

qoal Accent is on security, domestic

harmony Make minor concession to

make maior gam You will un
derstand
CANCER (June 21 July 22) You

are given choice of superficial ac

tivity versus meaningful work Be
qrateful that choice is your own. One
born under Virgo can act as a reliable

quide Proceed accordingly
LEO (July 23 Aug. 22) Study

Taurus message Spend for quality.

But avoid qet rich quick schemes Be
analytical You can now put together

puzzle pieces Young person requires

special attention Be understanding
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Co

operate with Cancer born individual

Stress practical approach A little

extra effort can spell success Know

is
this and give your all. Your goal

closer than might be imagined.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): Avoid

tendency toward self deception See

situation in realistic light Accent on

secrets that are revealed Keep some
tacts to yourself Means don't tell all

you know
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21) Not

wise to mix business with pleasure

Accomplish basic tasks Con
centration is a necessity.

carelessness now would be costly, a
friend confides delicate problem
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

What comes in also seems to go out;

be willing to conserve energy, funds

Key is to finish task Temptation is to

walk away from challenge Over

come it. Express confidence
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19).

Make new contacts. If you ask

questions now, answers can be ob

famed One who makes claims may
surprise you by backing them Be
receptive Accent original methods,

techniques
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18).

Turn on charm You get what you

need through friendly persuasion

Realize this and accept helping hand

One who wants to aid does have your

best interests at heart
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Some

m positions of authority act m un

certain manner You could get op

portunity to demonstrate spec.a

skills One acquainted with legal

procedures should be consulted

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are a determined individual

Once you make up your mmd to do

something, it is difficult to dissuade

you By next month, there is ad

lustment m domestic area and

possible change of residence
Copyright 1971, Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4
8

11
12
13

15
17
19
20
21

22

23
25
26
21

28
29
30
31
33
35

36
37
38
40
41

42
43
44
45

46
47
50
52
54

55
56
57

The sun
Lean to

Expire

Macaw
Baked clay

Sicilian

volcano
Free tickets

At present

Note of scale

Hit lightly

Peer Gynt's

mother
Article of

furniture

Son of Noah
Simian
Rabbit
Spread for

drying
Knock
Stroke
Part of "to be
Mexican shawls

Senior (abbr

)

Brick carrying

device
Tattered cloth

Ocean
Barracuda
Marry
Chief god
of Memphis
Number
The sun
Meadow
Indefinite

article

Preposition

Plunged
Poison
Hurried
Hawaiian
wreath

Base
Vast ages
Shade tree

5

I
7

I

9

10
14

16

18

21
22

23

24
25
26

28

29

31

32

33

Pronoun
Spanish article

Thick
Condensed
moisture
Pronoun
Go in

Assistant

Man's
nickname
Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Clothing

Flying

mammal
Music as

written

Dress border

Swiss river

Possesses

Communist

Wooden pin

Drunkard

Cushion

Ocean
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Cheer 43

Chicken 44

Metal 46
fastener

Pierce 47
Pertaining to 48
punishment 49

40 Less good
41 Vigor 'colloq )

53

34
35
37

38
39

Coniunction
Covers
Indefinite

amount
Lair

Lamprey
Obscure
Negative

in Italy

DOWN

Weaken
£n,?io Saxon
r-oney
Endured

1 2 3 w 4 5 6 7
P
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V
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"Red" Prevails In Benefit, 28-10
MacPherson Unveils New Style

. 1 Schubert was sun

li\ MAKTY KELLEV
MIX Stall

A pair ol lust quarter touchdown

scampers by junior Paul Metallo

paved the way for the Ked Team's

28 10 clobbering of the White squad

m the lust annual Hemic Dallas

Da> Game at Alumni stadium on

Saturday
hut the big winner of the at

ternoonhadtobe the Bernie Dallas

Memorial fund over $2,000 was

donated lor the soon to he -erected

mall outside the stadium honoring

Ihe former Redman captain who

was killed in a tragic auto crash in

1968.

The score ol the game was

coincidental. However, the players

went lull hilt from whistle to gun in

hopes <>l impressing coach Hick

MacPherson in his public debut as

well as a host <»l pro souls in at

tendence

MacPherson had particular

praise lor Metallo. a transfer from

Central Connecticut and speedster

split end Steve Schubert

Uatly (Eollpgtan

SPORTS
Originally Paul wasn't going to

start at halfback. Since Angelo

DiNardo broke his shoulder. 1 went

with him. He s the faster man on

the squad, hut originally. I was

hoping that he'd l>e our fourth

defensive back Now l know he'll

give us depth in the backfield."

lis | l M II TIME ( o-thairman of Bernie Dallas Day. former

rreshsaaa hMithallroai-h Dave Kelley . refers the i-nrnd to Hampshire

Hiatal < ominous for the lunehhreak portion of the program Kelley

was instrumental m making thi first annual Bernie Dallas Day a

tremendous mk i ess (MOC photo hy t.ib Kullertom

Gorillas Romp
Over Huskies

B) JOHN MAI ClUAKAN
\1 DC Staff

saturdav was concert day and as the band played on so did CMass as it

heal l Conn il 4 in I \arsity lacrosse game

So superfluous motion was wasted as John Nagle lazily drilled one into

put I Mass ahead at l:« of the first period. This came off of al/w

Mannac, , ,^s,. One minute later Charlie Hardy cunningly dodged the

overplaying UComi defenseman for another score CConn d dn t get on

the lioard until 1:50 of the first period. At the end of the first period the

More was 2 1 I Mass The second period saw the Hedmen and Huskies

exchange goals with Caul Ritch scoring and Lou Mannacci once again

netting t he assist The first half ended with the score 3-2 CMass

The game « as rather sloppily played with the ball on the ground quite a

hit It was definitely not an aesthetically pretty game to watch However

,n the third period CMass exploded and broke the game wide open by

scoring live goals and limiting UConn to one.

Nagle scored on a Spiffs Sher.dan assist. UConn came back with one of

Iheir own but from then on it was all UMass. Steve Herschoff scored on
,

a

Sher.dan assist . Dwight Blomquist on an assist by Charlie Hardy and tr

captain John Cannon scored on an assist from his fellow captain Lou

SDiffv Phil Sheridan closed out the scoring in the third period on as

assist by Charlie Hardy This period, in which the offense went wild and

the defense backboned by tri captain Kuggiano and John Walsh held

t ( „„,,. seemed to be the turning point in the game The visitors became

d.sp.r.ted whereas the Kedmen could loosen up and substitute their

TheVS period was no easier than the third for UConn. Dwight

Boomer scored for the Kedmen at only 0:26 into the period The dynamic

duo of Hardy and Nagle that's been working so well all year combined

.gain lor another CMass score at 5 14 CConn got their fourth and final

S of the day 818.36. Dwight Blomquist closed out the scoring at 10:55 to

live CMass its 11-4 victory This brings the Hedmen s record up to 6-2.

*Bruce Crawford had an excellent da, in the goal making 15 saves. He

., s elieved by Ron Dumont who in 'urn made 4 saves. ( harlie Hardy

had:! assttsand needs only 13 more to surpass Tom Malone s record of 44

assists in one season

Schubert was simply in-

strumental in the Bed triumph.

Alter Metallo put the Bed squad

atop 14 U with td jaunts of live and

II yards in the lust quarter,

Schubert came back with a nifty

end/one grab of a Len Matuza

strike tor a 14 yard TD and a 21-7

ha lit line lead. But the best of

Schubert waa yet to come.

With the White squad creeping to

within 21-10 after three sessions,

the sophomore flanker put the lid

on the affair with a 70-yard touch-

down reception Schubert shook

loose down the right sideline to

haul in a nitty over the shoulder

grab from rookiequarterback Caul

Hansen The freshman hopeful

hurled the pigskin some ,">r> yards in

the air.

It s a tunny thing about Han

sen. noted MacPherson. We
don't even plan to use him at

quarterback But he showed me he

can do the job With Ciel Pen

nington. Len Matuza. Brian

Murray. Mark Tripuka and Marty

Evans we have more than

adequate depth at quarterback.

But Hansen should see some

service in me defensive back-

held
Although the White contingent

had a shaky start with highly

touted Pennington at the controls,

Pennington shook spingitis to bring

lus mates hack The transfer from

New Canaan CI Ul the scoreboard

with an eight yard touchdown toss

to Dave Khun at ft: 13 ol the second

canto The touchdown culminated

an impressive drive covering T."»

yards in 13 plays

The only other White contact

with the scoreboard u.i» supplied

h\ the toe of Kevin Killey. The

style kicker wedged s V
yard held goal at I 44 ol the third

quarter to 'lose out the -coring for

the losers With Metallo and

Schubert suppling the one two

punch with a pair of id's apiece, the

White squad found defeat

inevitable to the tune ol jh 10

The dav itsell was a suo •

from start to hnish The morning

clinics with featured ex-Redman
stars Greg Landry iLsoas), Milt

Mortal Browns'. Phil Vander-.a

Packers! and John Huard
I Maine Broncos • drew con

siderable interest from the throng

KhIM. A I.ION-Among the celebrities to grace Saturday's card

was funnel Bedman great (ireg Landry now established with the

Detroit Lions. Landry reiterated on the finer points of the quar-

tet hack position as well as its trials and tribulations. I MIX photo l>\

i. il» l-ullertoni

of high school coaches and a cast ol

some (ion high school enthusiasts

But after the game, coach

MacPherson was m a jovial mood

as he commented on the events of

the da> "1 wasn't too pleased with

our defense against the run But

our line in general is tremendously

quick. II l have to go with a down

lour right now. it would be Bill

Kci-iavio .k WO), Dnve

Vushinsky 16*4, M§L Curt Bristol.

no .md newcomer John

Jones 1*2, 8051
"

Offensively, MacPherson had

repeated praise for Metallo,

Schubert and Pennington The new

mentor noted that Metallo s lorte

would be defense, but Schubert and

Pennington will play predominant

roles m this lalls plan ol attack. "I

won t designate a starting quar

terhack yet. but Pennington has all

the earmarks Not only does he

have a strong arm. but he has the

respect of the players which is so

important/'
Schubert will be an integral part

ol MacPherson s new wideopen

attack The oflense will be spread

out m hopes of opening up the

defensive concentration The new

coach will operate with a constant

split end and Hanker combination.
This ty|H' ot flexible pattern has not

been seen at CMass since Vie

Kusia. with his grind it out style,

took o\<r the helm at CMass a

decade >igo

We're not going to play crazy

football commented an anxious

MacPherson, hut we wont be

afraid lo throw the ball. Were
going to get away Irom the tight

formations Weil In- shifting on

almost every play Defensively

well be strong As soon as we lind

a number one quarterback, we II

be ready to roll 1 just hope we can

sell the game here at CMass

Apparently a new age of football

will he ushered m with the un

veiling of coach Dick MacPherson

The shroud ol conservatism that

hung like a plague over the con

fines ot Alumni Stadium is now

gone. Hopefully a mystified throng

will pack the stadium to see a

revamped CMass gridiron group

do battle with Dartmouth in

September 25th's home opener.

t u^
.
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YC Titles Bloom In Spring

KvKAKLEBARKOLL
MDC Staff

With the cancellation of yesterday's CMass

Williams baseball game the first break in the tight

spring sports calender has occured and it's as good

as time as anv to take a look back over what has

transgressed so far in perhaps the finest spring

sports season ever at UMass
It was alter this past winter season that the old

cliches began popping up to the theme of 'what can

the spring sports come up with to follow up the

winter success

How could the spring coaches and athletes follow

up an NIT bid, a Division II playoff birth, a New

England title by the wrestlers and a third place in

the Easterns by the gymnasts?

Well, to all these cliches, honors and the like the

spring spots have answered back with "much of

the same and probably more
."

Already, two Yankee Conference championships

have been claimed in tennis and golf which puts the

Keaney Cup, symbolic of total sports supremacy in

the VanCon. in the hands of CMass after it was

stolen last year by UConn over a technical ruling

Still in the offering are two more titles in track

and baseball, both to be decided most likely against

UComi in the third week of this month. The

baseball team plays a doubleheader at UConn on

the 19th in the last two games of the regular season

with the winner here going on to the District One

Plavoffs. _
The track team hosts the Conference (ham

pionships on the 15th and after the demolition of the

Huskies last week in a dual meet the Hedmen hold

the trump suit for this championship meet.

Boiling along as was expected are Garber s band

ol Gorillas who have been defeated only once in

collegiate competition this season, that to Harvard

in a heartbreaker in double overtime.

This is just in the conference Now take a look at

the possibilities on the New England level

Tennis and golf have good opportunities to place

high up in the New Englands The baseball team

has a real good shot at a New England Cham
pionship if it gets by CConn and Harvard. The

track team, with its new look in team depth has the

material to go all the way in the New Englands and

the lacrosse team has a showdown with Brown on

the 12th to decide the top team in New England and

a l>erth in the NCAA playoffs

To put this all together, there is the chance of

lour conference titles, three New England titles

(with a possibility of maybe one more), two

NCAA playoff berths and possibly an Eastern

title in Crew which will be decided on Saturday in

Philadelphia.

What this all adds up to is one heck of an exciting

spring season. No team has lost more than one

contest in any sport (the baseball team is 14-1 up

north ) There has been a blending of the young and

the old in all the sports which has added to each

team program presently and for the future.

It seems that maybe these sports are being taken

lor granted.

Losers always seem to bear the brunt of the

verbal attack. So far these teams have silenced the

skeptics who now just sit back and wait for a vic-

tory.

So all you winter sports fans, the spring has

arrived, even if the weather leaves some doubt,

and maybe after this spring season the old cliches

will pop up once again, to the theme of "what can

the fall sports come up with to follow up the spring

success."
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On The Spot

Only One Story
By BARRY MARSHALL
SPECIALTOTHEMDC

\s an alternative to the "media" version ol what Happened at the

Washington Demonstrations Monday. 1 would like to convey to the

Campus Community what happened to me.

I was awakened Sunday morning at 6:00 A.M. by the sound of a

policeman over a loudspeaker telling us that our camping permit was

revoked and that we were to leave our Rock (reek Park tamping site

tmmediateh Thousands of police with dubs were lined up by H:O0 A.M.

Ihe campers who remained were arrested Many probably demon-

sti ators left for home at this point The police started to narrate young

people all over the city in the afternoon, not allowing anyone to sit down

on or stand on am public property We were more or less driven like

fugitives to the underground-the Cniversities. I went to Georgetown.

where lhe> had great free loud and sleeping accomodations. Ihe

Presidents ol George Washington University and American l mversity

tried without success to bur demonstrators.

\t the regional .Boston' meeting held at American Cmversity that

evening «, deeded to move m on our large! at «:30 /CM Our target was

the Memorial Bridge behind the Lincoln Memorial The strategy Ol law

enforcement officiate in clearing out the park that roorrung was effectve

from their viewpoint we were contused and uncoordinated in our

planning no* But we were determined.

We started OUt in our affinity group' 1 3 people I
towards the bridge at

.. \M Whet' we arrived, ue realized our insurmountable task

Uonal Guardsmen covered the entire length ot the bridge with hum

deC ol police at either end armed with clubs By 0:30 there ue, e about

m.. „, us grouping by the Lincoln Memorial, lar short ol our expec a urns

Vbout fifty ol us moved to the front ol the Memorial and stopped traffK

with our bodies by locking arms Within minutes, a large group o police

armed with chlbs. charged at us We were all sprayed simultaneously

withftas Mv small group wanted Irom the start hi get a.rested We came

,o ^demonstration with a firm, well thought out plan to practice nun

s Went Civil disobedience in the tradition of Ghand. and I horeau As soon

asthefirst head wascracked we ran like even «• else u
.
h the police in

|

chase o! us. we ran across the grass near the reflecting pool.

\\ e decided to trv to v block a side street leading into the area This plan

worked a lew minutes More heads were cracked and gas inhale.)

uise s chased us along the grass and we took refuge in surrounding

,,'ees Mv t wo Inends and I who had escaped arrest up to this point left to

ml a target where we could sit ,n the road and be arrested. As we made

a v mwards the Capitol we saw innumerable incidents of demon-

sTratoS being clubbed by police and a large number of older innocent

byalandHl being arrested also.

Bv this time many of the demonstrators were frustrated, leaderless

-,nd lookuiRfor a new target. Many threw wooden barricades and barrels

ttitothesfreeto but not at cars. We didn't like these tactics, .although I

wouWr . brand them as being violent I and so I didn't join ,n thesearea*

W had aU that we could do to prevent ourselves from being clubbed We

hen sat on a road in front of the Capitol Building in fuU view of a car fuU

,1 KB? men As they rushed at us with mace in hand, we askeditolbe

arrested We were led to a circle where a group of about a hundred people

haTbeen encircled In the crowd were many innocent people. We were

then led away on a bus to the DC. jail.

When we arrived, we were led into the exercise yard to the cheers of 800

whohad bUn arrested earlier. Most of the people I talked with had never

been told that they were under arrest, let alone given their r.ghte. I would

estimate t hat perhaps 500 of the more than 1.500 who were jaded were not

Srn^nsVatorTTheV were for the most part pissed off and promised o

tifkelegal action Spirits for the most part were high A 71 year old

women who was arrested for lying in the road was discovered Shewas

is much a hard core radical as anyone else While in the jail, I talked io

ihree^ Governmenr lawyers, an Air Force Sargeant, some business

Xle andTcTnadien Leber touring Washington with his students to

see how American Government works.

I suspect that police agents were also in the crowd When we had

meetings to decide our strategy concerning the information we should

give and whether or not to even submit to booking, some people were

screaming out such ridiculous and divisive statements that I am sure that

they were completely ego tripping and verbally masturbabng because of

their first bust or they were agents trying to divide everyone

The euards were very friendly, but they didn't know what was hap-

ixmm/wTwere fed terrible food at 1 OOand it got colder People became

Sore tense There was barbed wire strung around ind a guard sat in a

mwerwdh a machine gun The crowd began to get uptight as the day

wore on.

We didn t get toilets until late in the afternoon. Many were cut and

rouHn't iU The proper treatment. People began to get uptight when it

became apparent that we would be spending the mght.™£^£
bv soldiers who assisted us by taking messages from us. The night was

cold and at 3:30 A.M. we were taken to another jail and 1 was later

released; but I still have to appear in court on June 22.

An omprcencv bail fund for those still incarcerated has been

J&ZSl^^to^ to: Brian O'Dwyer. 424 Fifth Street.

N.W.. Washington. DC. 20001.
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MDC Special

The Other Evil...

By ROBERTTOUAKE

in tin' mist ot tremendous

criticism, the SST was domed

lurther federal funds and for the

imu' being is dead What is not

dead however is the noise caused

by present day jets In their ear

ni'st to ban the SST, its opponents

bave neglected noise made bj

present daj jet aircraft.

The sound ot a jet UK) teet awaj

i> about 1 15 decibles, nearly the

amount ot noise ot a verj loud rock

hand In the vicinity ot New Vork'a

.1 I- K International alone, one

million people, including students

in about ninety schools, live in

uhat an official ot the federal

Uiation Agency describes as a

/one ot unacceptable annoyance

Studies concerning the an

iioyance ot noise were conducted

among Londoners living near

London airport and m a number ot

i s cities near military airbuses

I nun the thousands of people

interviewed came interesting

statistics lor one thing, in am
iiois\ environment, regardless ot

noise intensity, about a quarter ot

the inhabitants are not disturbed.

I'his l > | m ot poison i an tolerate

living near nois\ areas like air

plane thght paths

\ tenth ol those interviewed

\tii- disturbed at just about any

noise not ot thou own making.

IVople oi this type were also

dissatisfied with many other things

,ii mind them In areas where there

is u specific >ouree pre cing

constant noise, such as the air-

plane about a third of the people

tine ,n customed to the noise

and a quarter became annoyed

I .h tors other than noise enter

into the annoyance caused by

aircraft operations Among the

more important are the average

duration ot flyovers, the number of

flyovers per day and the time of

day they occur

rests indicate that doubling the

duration ol each flyover <>r

doubling the number of ilyovers

per da) is equivalent to a throe or

lour PNdB increase in the level ot a

single flyover I'NdB is the per-

ceived noise level in decibels,

which lakes into account the in

dividual s judgement ot the

loudness of various types ot

noises

People ,ne more sensitive to

aircraft noise during the late

evening md night main!) be< ause

nther noises are lower Some

studies indicate that noise levels

during die late evening and earl)

morning must In- lower than noises

ng the d,i> iii order tor people

to fudge them equally

Steps have been taken tot-

several years to curb the adverse

effects oi aircraft noise In vxvi the

Dohttle Report pointed out that

positive efforts should bo con

tinned by both governments and

industr) to reduce or control

aircraft noise to people on the

ground.

\s earl) as 1966 the British

Ministry ot Aviation specified

maximum permissible noise levels

around London airport At Ken

nody airport in New York the Port

which when operational will

reduce noise as much as HO

decibles. This amount of reduction

would reduce takeoff and approach

noise to a relatively quiet 64-95

decibles. According to sources

m ithin the bold, engines snniliar to

tins typo wont bo operational for

another 1 or :> years.

Hut in the meantime there is still

Mr Wiley s third method of

reducing aircraft noise, moving it

away Irom people, has boon

frequently employed by airport

authorities Most major airports

have preferential runways that

lead pianos over water or vacant

land At Kennedy airport in New
Nork. the fort Authority has

earned runway extensions costing

HHISTOl Fneland-THE ( OSC OKDK-View from an elevated position allows an unusual ^look at^the

... a * . ........ 1 .,» 11 utn ilnllorc vllU>K

requires its pilots to use a steep

climbing pattern when taking off.

to insure that people on the ground

are subjected to as little noise as

possible Irom its planes American

\ulines recently ordered flight

recorders lor some of its planes

which will permit the recording of

all pilot reactions, including

adherence to noise control

procedures

Airport operators are facing a

growing number of state

regulations Airports in California

an 1 lacing new noise regulations

set by the state Department ol

Aeronautics Those rules are

designed to reduce noise around jet

airports to loss than one half

present levels by \m\

Aviation noise is a unique

problem. Unique from the stand

point that the problem lies not only

in reducing aviation noise but also

in the solutions Every solution

puts the burden of responsibility on

one party For instance a

regulation known as Federal Air

Regulation 36 was put into practice

by the I- AA. limiting the sound an

aircraft can emit

Although new jetliners such as

the ItcDoneU Douglas DC 10 and

Lockheed L-1666 will satisfy this

regulation earlier aircraft will not

With slumping airline profits, at

680U ooo to one million dollars per

plane retrofit does not seem
feasible

Vuthority, authorized that noise

levels lor jet takeoffs over niegh-

l>oi hoods not exceed 112 PNdB

In a March 1968 issue of Business

Week John Wiley, then Director of

\viation for the New York Port

\uthonty. mentioned three ways

ol lessening aircraft noise People

could be moved away from it. it

could be reduced at its source or.

i third solution, noise could be

moved away Irom people

the problem of jet noise. A current

solution to the problem is to fit

silencing devices to the engine

exhaust ports of our present day

jets Sources within the FAA say

retrofit, as the process is called,

could be the rule late next year.

A retrofit program would not

only be expensive but. according to

some sources not result in a sub

stantial reduction of jet noise. The

cost to Sl.OOO.UOO and. according to

McDonnel Douglas, would only

reduce noise 2 to 5 decibles

several million dollars, solely out

of noise abatement considerations.

Some airports even require

planes taking off to climb as

steeply as possible to a certain

altitude and then coast on minimul

power to a higher altitude to

minimize noise in populated areas

other airports solve the noise

problem by requiring planes to

lollow a river, highway or other

unpopulated area.

Airlines are also playing a role in

noise control Northwest Airlines

A program is needed that would

coordinate the efforts of the

aviation industry, the airlines, the

lederal government and the public.

These lour parties would covene to

map out an assault on aviation

noise Then each party would work

seperately to work out details in

their own area After which all four

parties would convene a second

time to draw up a national

guideline concerning noise

Programs like this or similar must

be started soon or we can look

lorward to continued annoyance of

aviation noise.

One airport. Los Angeles In

ternational. has taken the ap-

proach ol moving people away
irom the noise The airport has

bought land and houses between

the westend ol its runways and the

Pacific Ocean and also has torn

down houses all at the cost ot 29

million

instead ot buying property

around the airport one proposed

solution has been to soundproof

houses in the noisiest /.one.

How • •• the cost lor doing so is

staggering some t inures run as

high as 24U million dollars lor

Kenned) <> Hare, and Los tngeles

airports alone

\asa National Aeronautics And

space \dmmistiation has been

study ing methods ot reducing noise

at its source Since 1967 it has boon

experimenting with an engine
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OK's Senior Committee

Senate Back To Work
^-^ ^^ "m^"* ^^

i i. i i.,,a iu„ ni m...-iuH's \n\ member missing

Bv BETH GOODELL
MDC Staff

A committee to run Senior class

activities was formally established

by the Student Senate last night

Membership in the body will now

be open to anyone who shows his

desire to join by attending two

organization meetings in the

Spring of his Junior year.

The Senior Committee will

handle the functions formerly run

by class government. The Student

Senate abolished class government

earlier this year, at the urging of

several class officers. Among the

traditional Senior functions are: a

Senior Day picnic, presentation of

a Class Gift, payment of a reunion

loo lor future alumni events, and

organization of Commencement
ceremonies.

The constitution accepted by the

Senate sets up the following

procedure for the establishment of

membership in future years.

During the month of April, three

meetings of prospective Seniors

will be held, sponsored by the

Senior Committee of the preceding

year. Anyone who will be a Senior

becomes a member of the Com

mittee by attending at least two of

the three organizational meetings

in the Spring.

Committee meetings will be

considered valid only when at least

one percent of the total Senior

enrollment registers attendance at

them Enrollment for next year's

Senior Class is projected at around

5,81)9, which means a Senior

Committee meeting would have to

be attended by approximately 39

Committee members for its ac-

tions to be valid next year.

Standing membership will be

subject to regular attendance of

M \SIIIM.TON HIS PRESCRIPTION Antmar crusader Dr Benjamin Spook .s detained uith

Otter protesters in a stockade after their arrest in Washington. The fenced ana is the football practice

Held lor the Washington Kedskins. < M* Wirephoto)

meetings Any member missing

two successive meetings loses his

membership. Any Senior who
attends two successive meetings

can become a full member at any

time

Any action of the Senior Com-

mittee will be subject to class

referendum Results of a

referendum will be binding when

one fifth of the total enrolled

Seniors vote.

Funding of the Senior Committee

will l)e by a direct per-capita tax

levied on all members of the class,

with the approval of the Student

senate The outgoing Committee

officers will prepare the budget for

the lollow ing year and determine

the tax accordingly, subject to

Committee and Senate approval.

If there is a balance in the budget

at the end of the year, it will revert

to a Class Reunion Fund
The Student Senate last month

passed the budget for next year's

Senior Committee The tax is set at

ttt/member of the Class of 72.

Total income Irom the tax is

estimated at $15,476 Added income

in the Senior Committee budget is

expected to tome from the sale of

senior Day tickets

Undergrad TAs
Being Studied

\ social and behavioral science committee appointed b) Dean

Alphango is presently studying the etloctivonoss ol using undo, graduate

teacher's assistants

Undergraduate teachers assistants are used in the PsychoiogA and

Sociology introductory courses The) are general!) juniors ... seniors

majoring in the department with a considerable amount «>i course ea

We are trying to assess their effectiveness to terms ol how thej re

able to accomplish the course objectives . said T M Kraset chai iman

oi the committee

The committee would like student or facult) opinions on the mattet ana

will arrange private meetings to discuss the subject i M Krasei canoe

contacted in Machmor 206 or phone 540-0700

HOW BMi. Bill ? -Senator

Kill Spinn ol Hamlin House

stresses (or stretches » a point

during last nights Senate

meeting. I MIX' photo b\ lilfc

I tillerton.

Court Reaches Dog Decision

By BOBCALLAHAN
MIX Staff

In the lirst case of it's kind heard

by the Student (J onera I Court

concerning the keeping ot I dog in

a dormitory, the Court last

Thursday declared that the

canine s owner. Kenneth Boyajian.

guilty ol the charge A writ of error

uas sent to the Area Judiciary h>

the General Court

In it's findings, the Court cited a

statute in the student handbook

which forbidl the keeping of a live

Afro-Am Supports

Today
f

s Moratorium
Today has been designated

Moratorium Day in Com-
memoration of the atrocities

committed against Black Students

at Jackson State College and White

Students at Kent State University a

year ago

The WE B DuBois Department

ol Alro American Studies believes

that the issues of violent political

repression which these actions

represent is one of continuing and

increased importance to Black

People in particular and the

American People in general For

this reason they support the

Moratorium and announce to

students that the Department will

devote today to discussions and

analysis of the problems of

political repression

Black Students are called upon to

address themselves to these

problems and the broad ranging

activities of this day.

animal in a residence hall The

COUll declared that this statute u. is

both constitutional and that it teas

justified because it served to

protect the health and safety ol

dorm residents

Mr Boyajian was put on

restriction lor maintaining a pet

Discipline probation lor the fall

semester ol MIT 1 1972 was also

imposed upon the delendant

The court s position on the

matter was explained in an in-

terview with Bob Uochford ol the

( .moral Court The court said that

it ma) lie desirable to have ex-

ceptions to the rule, but in this case

there wore no exceptions

Workshop Theme

Racism And War

Racism and the War will lie

the theme d I workshop sponsored

by the Community lievelopinent

and Human Relations Student

Group The purpose of the

workshop is to increase awareness

ol the prejudices involved in the

war m Vietnam and to discuss

people's \iews on the subject

All interested arc welcome to

attend tonight at K *m» in Koom M
ol the Campus Center

HASTINGS
HAS
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Corrasable
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A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer
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In The Nation And The World

Continue In D.C
WASHINGTON AP Police

broke up an antiwar rally outside

the Justice Department Tuesday.

arresting about koo protesters who

refused to comply quickly with

orders to leave

The exact figure wai not known

immediately, but DO minutes after

the arrests began 15 to 2d busloads

with m to ..u people each had been

taken to the U S. District Court

lockup It brought the day s arrests

tonearK i.mmi and sent the two-day

total well [Kist B.OOO

Washington, D.C.

Itt KMM, BXKKIEK Trash is set afire today by antiwar

drmonstrators Irving t« tie up rush hour traffic near Farragut

Square in MTthwcal Washington. (AP Wirepholoi

s| < n\|> III—

Ol i.NTS— \ uirl

arrested in a

roundup ol anti-

war protesters
i i n-s with srt -

• mil Ihouiihts as

sin' is searched
auainst th«- side

ol a bus at («•-

rge Washington

I ni\ ersity in

Washington lo-

<!.»% I XI* XXire-

botai

(LEAK UP TIE—Ul'-A Washington policeman swings his

nightstick today to clear antiwar protesters from an intersection

where they momentarily tied up m«h hour traffic. Several were

arrested This took place at Connecticut and N Streets, northwest.

XI' Wireuhoto*

The protesters generally went

without resistance, singing to

guitars and flutes and holding up

two lingers in the peace sign.

The rally bad lasted nearly two

hours when a police sound truck

announced A police line has been

established Leave this area im-

mediately or be subject to arrest."

Policemen closed oil both ends of

10th Street between Pennsylvania

and Constitution .\\emies so

quickly that many who wanted to

leave had no chance to do so

Some ol the estimated 1 .000

people in the block asked Deputy

Chid »> W. Davis about leaving

and were told go up to the line and

the men will put you on one ol those

buses That's the only way you can

leave
\ block away, at nth and

Pennsylvania some policemen

drove their motorscooters into the

crowd, knocking several down

Pater at least one cannister of tear

^as was fired at that location

Police blocked off busy Penn

gylvanta Avenue, otten called the

Avenue Ol Presidents, from 8th to

13th Street, accomplishing what

mass traffic stalling tactics

Monday lailedtodo: raise hob with

traffic

Soma demonstrators attempted

to disrupt traffic again this mor

ning and again without success

police arrested tiM.">

The police action at the Justice

Department broke up what had

bean » quiet rally, watched oc-

casionally by Atty (Jen John N

Mitchell Irom his tilth tloor win

dow Mitchell was seen on I

balconv observing the mass

arrests later

The crowd on loth Street had

t*>er as large as S,M0 but a poor

speaker system made it difficult to

hear and many of the people

drifted away Police advanced on

them from both ends of the street

packing peopk into a smaller area.

The arrests l>egan I minute

later \t one point reporters saw

several policemen beat five

demonstrators with clubs. A

igeant stopped them

Police buses arrived to carry off

prisoners

Among those arrested was John

I lomes sought on a warrant

charging him with conspiring with

antiwar leader Kenme Davis in

Monda) b disruptive tactics Davis

was arrested Monday and his bond

was set at 135,000. The two men

were among the Chicago 7 con

spirac) defendant!
Some 1,580 ol the T.ooo arrested

in Monday B futile try at govern

meat disruption still were in city

tails as the crowd ot up to a.ooo

marched through downtown

streets to the Justice Department

Earlier ia the day. during an

abortive attempt by protesters to

continue the attenpt to play hob

with workbound traffic, police

arrested 685 more on varying

charges
As the demonstrators marched

toward the Justice Department

they even stopped for red lights.

causing one marcher to mutter:

Some revolutionaries'

"

In front of the squat, hlock-

square building they began to

chant Ho. Ho. Ho Chi Minh, the

NLF is gonna win ." But a march

leader scolded the crowd and told it

to say something 'the people in

Justice can understand *' The cry

subsided

Pater, someone played the

National Anthem on a trumpet.

The bulk of the crowd stood and

some sang along putting emphasis

on the line "gave proof through the

night that our Hag was still there
"

Government workers watched

the demonstration from the

periphery of the crowd. The

temperature was in the low 80s, the

sky cloudless and the protesters

good humored
Passing motorcycle policemen

at one point, the marchers than

ted Higher pay lor cops; Higher

pay lor cops The policemen all

but applauded
on Monday, bands of antiwar

protesters roamed the streets,

harassing workbound government

employes by sitting in the middle

ot the street", blocking the road with

cars, throwing nail studded boards

and other debris With 4.000 federal

troops augmenting "Ooo city

police, the tactic tailed and mass

arrests lollowed.

\ similar attempt to stop traffic-

was threatened for Tuesday, but

failed to materialize. Demon
stratum leaders had targeted four

ol Washington's heavy traffic-

circles

Hut the blocking attempts tailed,

although t.K.-, more were arrested

before the Justice Department

march Most ol the arrests were on

minor charges and involved in

dividuals or small groups and

then- was none of the tear gassing

and billy clubbing of the previous

dav
Morning traffic moved, if

anvthmg. laster than usual

The President, who was at San

( lemente. Calif . during Monday s

demonstration, returned to the

White House Monday night

The President felt they were

dealt with appropriately, press

secretary Konald L Ziegler said of

the way demonstrators were

handled
The over all conduct and

restraint ot the District ol

Columbia police in dealing with the

situation. drew presidential

praise, Ziegler said

Hut Ziegler declined to comment

on tin- procedures under which the

demonstrators were arrested The

procedures, short-cutting

traditional methods ol filling out

arrest lorms and photographing

prisoners with arresting officers,

have drawn protests from

demonstrators and their lawyers.

Chief Judge Harold H Green of

the W D.C Superior Court issued a

show cause order requiring of-

ficials to explain the mass arrests.

The American Civil Liberties

Union accused the government of

producing phony arrest reports

long alter the demonstrators were

sei up at the Washington Redskins

football practice field, a jail

exercise yard and a sports arena.

The ACLU said government

lawyers Idled out arrest forms

Monday night, inserting the names

of a lew policemen at random
Normally the name of the

arresting officer goes on such

lorms. she / he can be called later

to testify.

The ACLU asserted also that

police made indiscriminate

arrests, sweeping up people who

were not part of the demon
strations.

The Pentagon announced

Tuesday that o.ooo Army
paratroopers and Marines brought

in to Washington would return to

their home bases that night Some
l.iHio other federal troops from

nearby posts remained at staging

areas
With the antiwar protests which

have been going on with little in-

terruption since April 24 ap

parentis winding down, the

demonstration weary capital faces

a counter rally Saturday.

Dr Carl Mclntire. tun

damontahst radio preacher, is

sponsoring a IS March lor

Victory" whkh is to parade along

Pennsylvania Avenue and rails on

the Mall He said Tuesday he e\

|H-cts the crowd to exceed that of

the April M peace demonstration

which drew a throng estimated by

police at more than 20o.oon

War Digest
SAIGON tAFi-U S B52 bombers

struck Tuesday at North Viet

namese infiltration routes that

straddle the Laos border in the

northern region ol South Vietnam

\s the B.Y2S struck, only minor

kittle action was reported over

most ol South Vietnam.

KENT. Ohio 'AP> Kent State

University closed i building

housing ROTC oil ices when
several hundred students sat down

in front ol it Tuesday, the final da>

ol a memorial service lor four

students shot to death by National

Guardsmen a year ago

Rogers Wants

Canal Opened
CAIRO, Kgypt (AP ) -Secretary

ol State William P Rogers arrived

Tuesday on the first of two key

Mops of his Mideast peace mission.

He said he was prepared to talk

about reopening the Suez Canal

Plying in from Beirut. Rogers

presented a personal letter of

Iriendship Irom President Nixon to

President Anwar Sadat.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
SEE OUR AD IN IHfc

JOURNAL of ACCOUNTANCY
Becker CPA Review Course

Boston (617) 53* 1440

UMass Theatre presents:

DOES A TIGER

WEAR A NECKTIE?
by Don Petersen

May 5 - H

8:30 p.m. -$1.75

Bartlett Auditorium

545-2579

COMPLAINTS?
STUDENT SENATE

SERVICES COMMITTEE

Will Investigate Any

Legitimate Complaint

Concerning Student Services i

(Dininf Commons, Parking, Bus Shuttle, Housing, etc.)

FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM
|

THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE
JUST

IN

leave
Also, if you'd like to join in ond help, just leave

your name and phone number with the secretary.
j

Culturnatives

A Decent Serving.
By GILBERT J SALK

MIX' Staff

A couple of quick flashes for one side of

the sandwich, reviews of some books on free

lood lor the other side, and a rap on some
political alternatives for the meat. Happy

eating...

Summer vacation s getting closer. Just

want to remind you that you don t have to do

the same old thing this summer. There are a

lew relevant jobs to be had, and there's a

counseling service on campus to help you

lind yours Contact Elaine Eraser at the

United Christian Foundation 1 52661 or 52789)

lor help.

Draft Counseling Services now has Issues

in ol Mather Earth N«*«s in supply If you

are looking lor practical how-to info on

alternate lifestyles, look into this magazine.

It s one of the liest land they ve asked me to

do a couple of articles for them > -ego trip.

Eor some time now, I've been wondering

what would happen if some people ran for

Congress on a radical platform with the

major priority of disseminating in-

lormation Vote getting would be secon-

dary, so that no compromises of ideals

would be made The candidate would be

trying to bridge the gap between the

traditional politics of compromise and a new

politics of conscience For example...

Theres a real need for completely

socialized medicine. The only people today

who can afford to be sick are the very rich

and the very poor, and the poor don't get

decent medical attention. Every American

should be entitled to free medical, dental,

and psychiatric care. There is no excuse

other than greed for denying access to

health facilities to anyone.

There should be a guaranteed minimum
income for all Americans, regardless of age

or ability to work. This minimum should be

sufficient to provide for all life-support

needs. A working figure might be $5000 for

each single adult, $3000 for each married

adult (two really can live more cheaply than

one i , and $2000 for each child. These figures

could be geared to the cost of living, so that a

1% rise in the cost of living would be mat

ched by a 2% rise in the allotment. The cost,

perhaps, could come solely out of a new tax

on corporate profits This would mean that

there would be no more job slaves, and that

businesses would be unable to continue

ripping people off so their directors can get

rich.

II all anti drug laws were abolished and

clinics opened where there would be free

drugs lor addicts and drug dependents, and

medical advice and assistance for those who

want it. the cost of society would be

tremendously reduced Drug-related theft

would disappear. This would mean that we

would no longer have to pay to replace

stolen goods or to police to try to solve these

crimes We would no longer have to pay the

salaries of narcotics agents, and customs

procedures would be simpler.

No woman should be forced to have a baby

she does not want. There should be free birth

control and abortion clinics open to all who
want to use them.

# #

Dig on it They can all be done

Book Reviews

PEACE

Or what about abolition of all laws which

obstruct free sexual expression between

consenting adults There is no rationale for

making homosexuality, oralism, tran

svestism. analism. fetishism, or any other

sexual practices illegal as long as the

participants are happy

Maybe we should start talking seriously

about unilateral disarmament. And con-

sider paying students for going to school

And think about doing away with the con-

cept of imprisonment as a way of dealing

with lawbreakers (especially in the case of

crimes against property -is property really

worth more than freedom?) Maybe we

should start finding the owners and

managers of polluters, rather than fining

the company Maybe we should ban internal

combustion engines from inside city limits -

with the exception of emergency vehicles

and replace roadways with grass strips. Use

huge conveyor belts to move people within

the city.

Nature provides a great abundance of

lood lor those who know what to look for

where. There are some handy books

available to help you learn what to eat, how

to find it, and what to do with it. The

Canadian government publishes \lushroom

Collecting far Beginners (free. Canada

Dept of Agriculture, Ottawa, Oat Profusely

illustrated, it tells you how to discern edible

mushrooms Irom poisonous, and tasty from

inedible. It is small, easy to carry and easy

to use In free lor the Eating <$4.y5, Stack

l>ok' Books. Harrisburg. Pa.) Bradford

Angier lists 100 wild plants (with line

drawings) which are good to eat. easily

found, and usually passed over. As a bonus,

he gives hints on how to prepare them for

tastelul eating Wild Edible Plants of the

Western I'.S. by Donald Kirk <$:$95,

Naturegraph Publ . Healdsburg. Cal I m
technically a slightly better book. Plants are

listed by Latin names, and each is ac-

companied by an illustration and descrip-

tions of uses and preparations, habitats and

distribution, and a description The book is

obviously somewhat limited in use in this

part of the country, but there are many

plants which are common to both east and

west.

Course Notes
Name: Community Mental Health

(psychology :W5-6>

Instructor: Stuart Golann

The course is centered around a

held experience in community

mental health setting such as the

Northampton State Hospital

Students work with patients as

companion counselors The aim of

this course is to explore roles for

undergraduates in community

institutions that provide service to

community members This is

planned as a year's course for .1

credits each semester Students

are encouraged to consider the

course only if it would be possible

to enroll in both :«5 and :»6 For

more information and instructor s

permission, students should attend

a meeting on May 5 (tonight) at 7

p.m. in SBA 120

Name. Natural History of Man

H.il.nn :W7l

Instructor Carl P Swanson

Directed to non-science majors

at the junior-senior level.

Discussion will center around the

uniqueness of man in terms of

biological and cultural evolution

and the probability of his future

with regard to population, food,

energy and space. 3 credits

plore such questions as the role of

the image, why and how images

change, the possible existence of

an "eternal feminine'' Non majors

also

Name a Italian IM
( )nly intensive elementary option

lor beginning students 146 will not

be offered Meets 5 days a week for

a total of H hours and develops the

lour language skills speaking

listening, reading and writing

Continued on Page 14

PHOTO FREAKS
CHECK OUR PRICE

FIRST

FINE

DIAMONDS
No Extravagant Claims

Just Good Value

PENTAX

MINOLTA

MAMYIA
KOWA
YASHICA

KONICA

KODAK & AGFA
Name: Botany
Cancelled

175

Name: Physiology (Botany)

Changed to Plant Metabolism

Name: N.E.S. tutoring program

i Education I U credits

Name: French Seminar-I'lmage

de la reroute et du feminin dans la

litterature fiancaise.

Instructor: Elaine Marks

The aim of the course is to ex-

HOLY COMMUNION

according to the rites

of the Episcopol Church

is celebrated

each Wednesday evening

7 P.M.

in the

Newman Center

{JflSBVER)

DISTRIBUTORS

Hamp Ploxo — Next to Big Y

NORTHAMPTON

A "resent for the Future

COMPARE
OUR VALUES

and save the difference

Vi CARAT From ,99 50

FINE.QUAUTY SOLITAIRE

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
RINGS

SAVER
DISTRIBUTORS

HAMP PLAZA NEXT TO BIG Y

NORTHAMPTON

TONIGHT

CLEAN LIVING
AT

9:30-12:30
Sill* EngltBlj 9*tb 50

f COVER
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Meet The Yogi This Summer
By BOB CALLAHAN

M DC Staff

This evening at 8:00 in Thompson

104, a meeting will be held to

discuss this summers In-

ternational Symposium on Con-

sciousness and Creativity. A movie

lollowed by a discussion period will

explain the program scheduled for

this summer

The summer program will

consist of a 1 week teacher training

course to train teachers in Tran-

scendental Meditation. This course

will be conducted by Mahanshi

Mahesh Yogi. Following this a 2

week international symposium will

be conducted.

The Maharishi has an in-

vestigative procedure in terms of

UHartford Announces
Peace Corps Internship

The I niversity of Hartford with

the City of Hartford Public Schools

have joined together with the

National Teachers Corps/Peace

i orps Program to offer Liberal

\i ts and Education majors with a

strong Math or Science

background the opportunity to:

l
Complete the requirements

i,,i i M A Degree in Education

with a Math or Science major.

j Become certified to teach high

school Math or Science in the state

ill Connecticut.

; Work as a\\ Intern teacher in

an urban high school, teaching

Math or Science tor approximately

I ifteen hours each week for one

school \ear

I Earn (.hi dollars per week plus

dependent allowance with all

college tuition paid

, reach in Kenya. Alrica tor

two y< » » Peace Corps

Volunteer while farnmg $75.oo a

month All living costs and travel

in and from Kenya paid

To provide additional in

lormation and application forms.

l)r Ted Urich. Director of this

program will be available on this

campus at 239 Whitmore.

Placement Office on May 7. 1971.

I>etween the hours of 10:00 A.M.

and 3:00 PM

Good Luck.

.

.

CHATHAM. Mass i APi A
Chatham building contractor.

Kichard A Swallow, said Tuesday

he plans to run in the presidential

preference primary in New
Hampshire as a Republican

candidate
Sw allow said he expects to draw

the votes of those critical of

President Nixon, and said he will

challenge Nixon on the war in

southeast Asia

Swallow, who has never held

elected office, termed himself a

moderate

modern science. This will enable a

person to widen his experiences to

include the finer levels of his own

thinking process. The complex

change produced through this

process is considered to be the

lourth physiological state.

A whole science is developing on

the basis of this investigative

procedure. A large number of

sciences are using this procedure

including Physical Education and

Medicine. An educational benefit

can be derived from studying this

method It provides a reference

point for the study of any other

Held

This course also gives students a

broader range of what is going on

without their feeling that a course

is lacking in relevance After

taking this course, future subjects

studied by the student relate more
meaningfully

The prerequisite for attending

this summers symposium
requires that a person be prac-

ticing the technique

Magic Film Here

Tonight at 8
The last "College Life" of the semester will be held Wednesday at 8

p m in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. The new Andre Kole

li'lm shall be shown. It will present thirty minutes of some of the mos

daring and difficult magical tricks ever performed^ Mr. Kole will attemp

to cut his wife in half. He will also speak of Jesus Christ and his personal

relationship with Him. ... *• i „

Andre Kole is Americas leading illusionist and is presently a traveling

representative for Campus Crusade for Christ. He performed at UMass

last year and has traveled throughout the world presenting magic and

Jesus Christ Mr Kole has received degrees in Psycho ogy and

Philosophy and has done much investigation in the supernatural and

^Studen'rsharing and refreshments will also be a part of the evening.

The prerequisite for attending

this summer's symposium
requires that a person be prac-

ticing the technique By attending

this evening s meeting a person

can start the practice The first

part ol this summer's course will

train teachers to impart this

technique and to increase the in-

tellectual standing of the

technique Attending the sym
posium this summer will be

leaders trom many fields

WEAR HOUSE

Basement Sale

JEANS - $3.00

JERSEYS - $3.00

MENS DRESS SHIRTS - $5.00

PANTS - $5.00

201 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Frank Bailey invites you to come in for his

•":

v
:

f

Wednesday, Thursday. Friday. Saturday

May 5-6-7-8
Favors For The Kiddies

REGISTER FOR

FREE
PORTABLE TV

-

UHAUL
TRUCK &
TRAILER
DEALER

!

2 -quart offer of Pepsi-Cola with

any $3 purchase

6 quarts of Pepsi-Cola with pur-

chase of 1 gallon of Supreme

Motor Oil.

FRANK'S
ARCO
SERVICE

Route 116, Sunderland, between Cliffside and Campus 253-9063

IA
sir i\ fraWs

How To
(91)

\\ ^\r ( + yt^

Get Here: Ipeffl

From Rt. 9, take Rt.

116 north. Frank's is

lust over the Amherst
town line in Sunderland.

1 i
W^ r

i

From North Amherst,
take Sunderland Road
to Rt. 116.

WEDNtSDAY, MAY 'j, 19/1
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Hansen and Other Happenings Planned

Dadaists secretive'! Dadaists

practical jokers? Never, says the

Dada Surrealist Festival, and to

prov< their point they have sup

plied ihis list ol what thej insist are

certified scheduled events

»Toda> at \ p m Lucy Lippard,

author ol "Hop Art." "Surrealists

mi \rt and "Changes: Essays in

\rt » riticism", talks about

Surrealist painting 231 Herter (at

:; p in she will speak m McConnell

Watch out for ptomaine poisoning. A young lady nibbles on a

statue s large toe in this scene from Brunuels "L Age d Or
.

Hall. Smith).

Today .it B p.m. "L'Age d'Or"

The fiolden Age), Bunuel's

greatest film long banned The

print to be shown is supposedly the

only one m the U.S. Plus other rare

lilms such as the Futurist "This"

i Bragalia "The Fallof the House

ni i sher" and "Lot of Sodom"
i both Watson Webber i ami

erlock. Jr Bustei Keaton

1 1
•

j
; :•: irn will be introduced b\

• in Mai ' h naW, lormer film

i squire and Jame
i orator <>t East man House
Rochester the same hlms will be

shown I'hursda) night in Stoddard

id sm i

I

• I'hursda) I0:3u a m Al Hansen

directs u Happening Silver City

lor And) Warhol at the Amherst

dump Those interested in at

lending should meet at the Colonial

Lounge. SI at in I in

Thursday I p.m Al Hansen

directs another Happening. "Car

Hippy . on the street

Campus (enter Those who have

curs and would like to participate

should call 5-0437 between 12 and 2

daily

Thursday 4 pm Rene Belanee.

Haitian surrealist poet, reads his

work i with translations) and

recounts Ins experiences with

Breton Colonial lounge, SU

Thursday B pm "The Wedding

on the Eiffel Tower . .lean CoC

loan's pla> done by a Hampshire

College group directed b> David

\icksa> followed b\ a solo per

lormance by Keith Hollingworth,

",1 Herter

Friday. B p m Film marathon

Part I. I- -lii's in the Surrealist

tradition Bells ol Atlantis]'

Hugo . Violoi - d Inj i es

mius The Vumpire

Love 1 ile ol the Octopus

Pa i hi eve I, "A ironaHHs
I',,,. .,.. will l>e shown in 10K

rhompspti I'. nt H will start in

IMerpont lounge Southwesl

around It) '.<> 1 1 and continue till

dawn
Saturday Croup ot 25 students

trained by the Hollmgw orths

performs. Time and place to be

announced

sunda\ afternoon Art Dept

Even) iProfs. Koskill Dube,
Schleappi i to be staged in Nor

lhampton All interested in at

tending call Mark Koskill, 5-2652 or

\> ,:. •(•,, i

Monday • Maj loth), ! K) p m
h'llms in Trench no siibtill-

( ineina du Diable iSurrealism

in French lilra I bu Roi

.To i \ luti I'homn

Tuesdu> i Via) III u p m
l lin in Krench azi

ro Queneau Mallei

M iciici ! \mh<
\\e(llies(ki> M p m

I bu pupp< '
i

(instated b>

.Inn Bierinan. directed b> I lemian

si Ballroom ial Mi Holyoke Maj

H \uihi rst \la\ i», Hampshii. May

10. and smith May II

I nscheduled the artist Italo

Scanga will be on campus some
time between Mav :>th and Kill

The Dada Definition
By CINDY PRICE

MIX' Staff

The obvious question is: What is

1 )ada /Surrealism 1 Dada is an art

movement The underlying idea is

to destroy or explode conventional

patterns of thought The word

Dada is itself a nonsense word and

has M real meaning The artists

and writers of the Dada school

attempt to contradict "^ood sense

or the accepted way of viewing the

world Their art is meant to shock

the viewer One artist in 1930.

exhibited a urinal in a famous

Pans art gallery Needless to say

this created quite a scene Another

artist created a lountam out ot a

urinal ,.,

surrealism or sufH-r reality is an

ollsh.tot ol Dada Followers of this

movement try to look beyond

reality They led man has

uanowed h.mseli bj limiting

I,,,,.,,-!! to using merely rational

thought patterns

The Surrealists are greatlv m

(crested in the subconsciot» anfl

Ihe unconscious ol the ind.viduaT

Ihcs attempt to delve into and

develop the total man h>

,rh,eve a state in which they could

consider their .utx-onsc.ous. the

surrealists employed such

techniques as hypnosis, drugs and

self induced sleep

The leader of this movement was

Andre Breton of France During

the l.rst World War he workedm a

clinic lor shell-shocked soldiers

\lter reading some ot the theories

ol Freud, he became interested in

the subconscious Many of the

soldiers he worked with were

unconscious but some of their ut er

thoughts, while in this state.

seemed to make sense if viewed i

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WIIK

STUDY SOVISDS
IMPROVE GRADES

USE STUOV SOUNDS

v«..» r^mnrfr<*nMun S1 ^1 *' A '.i* ? f f wf TP

ELECTRONICAUV -HOOUCtO SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

« Tr^(K i ipr

ricfttt** ' ' pr
,

S9V '

indu'i. 'Sc n • «f

a dilferent perspective Breton

U'gan experimenting with using

dillerent perspectives in

literature To do this he con-

centrated on using sharp images in

luxta position An example of this

technique is a lamous hrst line of

one ol Paul Fluard s poems The

earth is blue like an orange
"

The Surrealists put together

images that are startling and

seemingly illogical in order to

shock people Perhaps, through

shock, people will begin to see new

perspectives or new ways to order

their thoughts These artists and

writers try to get people attuned to

the world ol thought beyond the

rational For this reason, their art

and literature is prone to be

startling il not scandalous

It lor instance. \ou might notice

various trees on campus being

plastered with leathers Or while

walking in the stream ol students

during class changing you might

be startled to see a gTOUp ol live

i unners coining charging at > ou all

singing a certain note in unison

All these people iiist are not

feeling the alter effects of Spring

Concert weekend they are par

ticipating in the Dada -Surrealist

Festival

DON'T BE A MERE NUMBER

LIVE -LEARN AT ORCHARD HILL

HELP US CONSTRUCT OUR PROGRAM

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED THRU

THURSDAY, MAY 6 AT 12:00

NOON, 101-103 FIELD HOUSE
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Satltt Gtollrgtan
The New IsolationismX "V. .„..:. „m„ „w, (.|v. Now lor the proles

BOARDOF EDITORS

ByNEILCX)LEMAN
MDC Staff

I had vowed that 1 would cease writing because one,

I don't want to monopolize the medium or bore people

and two. it's not really my main advocation, asis

obvious, but three, 1 really got pissed-off today. I was
j_« .1 u~ii„ «»• u..it..i And nanDened to

Now lor the professors themselves.

Kverv human being is in part a product of his own

experience It can therefore be said that every teacher

brine? into the classroom certain of his own opinions

.ml prejudices Therefore in so much as academics

represent man thev can not be removed from man s

EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR

PHOTOEDITOR
F INE ARTS EDITOR
ADVERTISING EDITOR

Richard C. Hanson
David D. Williams

John E Mullen

Barry J Rubenstein
AnneC. Stadnicki

EarleT BarroM

Stephen Schmidt
Robert Nesti

Mahone B Mullen

obvious, but three, 1 really got pissed otf t^ay^lwas repre* -u
rf ^ b nis robiems.

over am.dst the HaUs of Herter and happened to i0g^flyMS are we to look for support of this

overhear a comment by somefaculty member to ihe ^ . academic isolation-perhaps to the

effect that he didn't mind students protesting a*.long g^1,^^ pernaps to all the war related

as thev didn't protest on his time. I hope tnaijaw
M,nt research being done on campuses. Maybe

sentiment is not representative, but sonu retem *
, k atthe corruptionof the word academic,

events seem to indicate that some taculty members ,—

J

TODAY'SSTAFF

ISSUE EDITOR
i
STAFF

EDITORIAL
SPORTS
DARKROOM
ADLAYOUT

Emory Rounds
Bob Nesti

Barry Rubenstein
Earle Barroll

GibFullerton
Tony Moore

sympathize with it.

I don't believe that 1 have to say anything about the

comment itself for it falls of its own weight and no

doubt the taculty member would never have made he

statement if he had known that a student was around

U, hear it Such is usually the case when educated

people hold prejudicial opinions; they say inem

behind dosed doors. None the less this comment does

has changed from a leisurely pursuit of

knowledge, (Original Greek meaning), into an

issemMy line process whose purpose is to make a

student fit into society. The present academic

structure is aimed at giving the students the skills

necessary to get a job at IBM or a degree, when the

real aim of education should be to provide a student

with the knowledge to enable him to change and im-
. . . i ....... la ., V,-it ic till' nlimiKP 111Kemnd dosed EcST None the less this comment does ^™^£SE^Kl. ^purpose of

bring to the fore another fundaments] position that prove asm
tf jj J

-
be humane jt must ^ in .

has recently been put forth in the pages o.

u

m affairs

Collegian It is the so-called 'ivory covered tower «£]» assemblv line process of conformity which

theory oi education.
liniversitv certain iacultv hold and try to impose upon students

peece movement Let us first examine
?

the
'

P^P™ ,on
. ZtTre,"tint Iron

1

i their obligations as intellectuals.

Ihat academics are above society. No professor of
«£££**?*«• once burnt, they are now trying to

English would deny that every w°rk of htera ure is B^ l
• from societ and in do ing so they

effected by the values of the society which produced it ^^^^ McCarthy.sm ever did for they

century It can thus be said that academics depend

or accuracy or approval prior to pubhcanon ^ ^^ Thpy dQ n£)t

sonai views ol the writers

•<;oo<ln«^. CowM There B* Anyone Like Thatf

Close 70A0*#*#*L
tort &*&&&/* lJm£\

It" Niiu mai u^^v"--""-- — r-

G-Men On Campus
..!__ i .K« Liiiitu) ;i Boston policeman d

\mong the H(M) to 1 .000 documents stolen Irom the

I His branch office in Media. Pa last month were

several thatdisclosedthe remarkable lengths to which

the bureau went to collect information about members

Of the academic community of Swarthmore. the

small Quaker college outside Philadelphia One

document indicated that the G-men had prevailed

upon the chief campus switchboard operator, the ch.et

campus security officer, the local police chief and the

town postmaster to keep tabs on Daniel Bennett, a

philosophy professor suspected of radical

associations Another reported the bureau had used

the registrars secretary to collect background m
formation on Jacqueline Reuse, the 21 year old

.laughter of Wisconsin Democratic Congressman

llcnrv S Reuss Last week Newswecfc'S Thomas

DeKrank visited Swarthmore to find out what impact
. .. ,-i.i MLmm ka* li ..I itn the colleiie His

killing a Boston policeman during a bank ro beryv

But the news that several campus employees might

have turn in league with the FBI has jolted the

campus Particularly galling to students and some

iacultv members is the reported role of the iittyrsh

switchboard operator. Mrs Judy Feiy. who. ac

cording to one of the purloined documents, agreed to

inform the bureau of long distance phone calls to and

Irom philosophy professor Bennett. Since the

document surfaced, several students have claimed

that thev long suspected Mrs Feiy of eavesdropping

and the student newspaper has suggested that "our of

concern for her personal comtort " she give up her job

until her relationship with the FBI is clarified

I lespite the ominous note in the editorial, none ol the

employees named .is informants has been harassed or

intimidated by students and all. lor that matter, have

i;;.K,:ank, .sued Swarthmore to. md out what impact mum,™ .. > - —£.= ^ ^
news oi the FBI ^activities has had an the college H.s demon wnu

ollabora!ol> „K.wiXy chief Henry

But there are other, less Inendly. currents in the

.,„ students mutter about an FBI network oi paid

.indent informantSOn campus; others swear they will

M longer use- the campus telephone system S

professor not satisfied his visitor has been cleared by

the college press office, asks for two MtJ St creden

To Ih' sure, nobodv was greatly surprised at the

most recent disclosure, ol the FBI's interest in

Swarthmore Ever since black students staged a sit-in

at Parrish Hall two years ago. most oi

_ •*-. L..-1 ......timn/l th 'J I f

other alleged collaborators, security chief Henry

I Virsol and secretary to the registrar Marjone Webb.

arc » ideh excused Irom wrongdoing Peirsol because

his job after all. is maintaining security; and Miss

Webb on the groaad that she was perhaps mereb

lolloping routing practice by responding to the RBI s

request mr I background dossier on Jacqueline

Keuss ,

Indeed, much ol the campus ire SOCms directed at

the administration, which, one professor says may

have been derelict bOCUSe ot its Quaker tradition

One ol the signs ol Quakerness, ' he explains.
'

. _..« .u;— ,n ,.r-it,m> Th«

®, t7. *<rrKsto<:*:

,, ,,„,,sh „.,„ ,„, «n aga mo* ,.l 0« s«»r ,;.;-"- T„^ „g In »n„ng. The ^lhm..rv...mmunity had assumed lhal the hun-jukep nm never ,, ,
ren,arkablv remiss in

a^aLtrSTB^lJrXlSW PKT-A SI ,n(nrma,.„n and *,„ ,s

srirua!^»^^™^< ss: «——

No Pet Rule: A Need For Revision

i (i aote«The lottos lag article was

written bj Stall Hheehaa. I'eaasel

to the IMamlitl in hV lecenl

l.,mr..l ( out I case NOlU BOSS

vs lt<^ Ml \N »

on May 29, the General Court

handed down its first decision on

ihe legality ol students keeping

animals in their dorm rooms

In this ease the PlaintifI slated

that the Uefendenl had kept a don

in tus room in violation <>i

regulation in the Student Hand

book Thai rule provides thai No

live animals or insects may Im- kept

in residence halls Temporal-)

exception is allowed only under

proscribed conditions lor students

taking Zoology 20B

This ease had previously been

heard by the Area Fast .luduiary

The decision ol that body was that

the delendent was guilty of keeping

, dog in his room, but no sanction

was levied and the dog was allowed

to remain
The Plaintiff appealed this

ruling and the General Court

..greed to hear the case de novo, or

The Prosecution opened with the

testimony ol Profeasor in the

I
...partment ol Veterinary Science

He outlined ten ot the more com

„,„„ transmissable diseases

Zoonosis I between vertebrates

and humans Next, the Super visor

ol Building Maintenance for the

Kustern halt ol the campus told ot

the Ianitor displeasure with

cleaning up alter animals, the

damage done to rugs and lurmture

by |M'ts. and the desertion Of

animal* during vacations and

holiday ». . ..

then the head of the Ml

uronmental Health and Safety

Office outlined his many en

counters with the problem and the

necessity of having the current

regulation enforced or a new policy

implemented, with provisions lor

sanitation codes, periodic animal

health examinations, and some

lorm ot animal registration The

Veterinarian, who testified earlier.

..greed w ith these provisions it pets

were allowed in dormitories

The Prosecution finished its

presentation by discussing the

< ,,nce House Pel Proposal as an

alternative to the rule under

consideration. That document had

been negotiated with almost all

responsible ageneies on campus

and is scheduled to be submitted to

the Dean ol Students Office and the

student Senate soon

The Defense argued that the dog

in question should be permitted to

stay because it was very well

trained, liked by most residents in

the dorm and the personal

property, or "effect'* ol the

Dcfendenl The Student Senate

Constitution states that no student

may be deprived oi personal

property unless the rights or safety

ol other students are infringed

upon
Further. the contested

regulation was discriminatory in

that it didn t apply to all students

,, v Zoo 2(H) students are exemp-

ted" Heads of Hesidence s also

were cited as keeping animals in

residence halls

Finally, the Counsel to the

Delendent contended that, if the

rule were applied in this case, then

it would be discriminatory, in that

many animals would remain in

dorms unchallenged

The Plaintiff's Counsel

it sponded to the exceptions to the

rule First. Zoo J(M) is not offered

this or next semester Also, the

l Diversity Health Council had

recently voted to recommend that

this exception Ik* struck Irom the

Handbook
And second, while the present

Head of Residence contract had no

mention lor animals, the new

contract lor the Fall will

specifically bar all pets

The Justices received the case at

I his point Alter a half hour

deliberation, a guilty verdict was

handed down The two sanctions

listed were that the Defendent

must mot keep any animal in his

room and that he lie placed on

disciplinary probation until the end
ol the Fall. 1171, semester

Since many animals are kept in

dorms, this precedent ruling could

have wide spread impact on
campus Under the present rule,

all animal owners are now legally

liable and can anticipate a similar

penalty il brought to student court

Hut this judicial action is not an

adequate solution to pet problems

In its six vears as a part ol the

Handbook, the no pet rule has

never been revised Those students

wishing to keep animals in k...<^

may propose new policies which

i espond to the problems involved^

\s stated in the above General

Court case by acknowledged ex-

perts several points should

covered in anv such new proposals

I Responsibility for each pet

should be determined through

some registration prodedure^

2. A sanitation code should t>e

speed led .

;{. Animals should be exatnine-l

by a veterinarian.

I All dorm residents, living in

the are... should agree to the

animals presence

3 Some mechanism to enforce

the new policy should lie instituted

The alternative to formulating

and obtaining approval of such *

new policy is clear. The Genera

Court, in its ruling, has stated what

legal sanction the students keeping

animals in dorms can expect A

new incentive has been offered to

those who I eel that the present rule

is in need of revision.

Letters To The Editor

Another Kind of Action

To the KsHtor:

Since the course of the so-called anti-war protests in

Washington. DC, has shifted from the merely inef

lectual parades and rock concerts of April 24th to the

present absurd maneuver of attempting to "stop the

Government' by cordoning off buildings and

blockading rush hour traffic, I feel strongly obligated

to speak out on behalf of rational, yet nonetheless

dedicated, organizations which are using practica

methods to press lor a swift end of the illegal, immoral

Indochina war
If prior to the latest ' Spring peace oftensive it was

already common knowledge that 73% of the American

people lavored a complete withdrawal of American

military forces from Indochina by the end of 1971 (as

the Gallop Poll has recorded) -then I cannot imagine

what purpose would be served by even 100 million

people thronging to the nation s capital, unless their

specific intent was to inform the President and the

i ingress that in the 1972 election 73% I or more) of the

nation s electorate would unseat pro-war or fence-

straddling incumbents and elect true peace can

didates to replace them Despite the presence of the

Vietnam Veterans Against the War -surely the most

legitimate and credible of all the anti-war protestors

even in the jaundiced eyes of the more hawkish

( ongressmen -1 feel that the millions of dollars spent

by the multitudes to transport their egocentricities to

Washington would have been better invested in a hugh

-anti war chest. ' such as that wh.ch a group of

citizens calling itself the Committee For Peace and

New Priorities, is trving to raise. The Committee,

headquartered at gfl Fast Capitol Street. Washington.

IX mm is hoping to raise $50,000 to pay the

traveling and advertising costs for a bipartisangroup

ol Senators and Representatives who. over the next

lew weeks will be barnstorming the major cities in

the Fnited Stwtes to seek massive grassroots support

lor anti war legislation setting a firm date -December

11 1971 tor eonplete U.S. withdrawal from Indochina

such legislation, entitled the Vietnam Disengagement

\ct of 1971 «S376». has already been introduced by

Senators George McGovern and Mark Hatfield: bui it

will require unprecedented popular support to pass

'

Another ant. war organization, applying a different

form ol pressure to end the war. is the Na t.ona

Council to Repeal the Draft, headquartered at 101 D

street SF Washington. DC. *** For three

Reason To Be Cool

months NCKD has been lobbying in the Senate lor

passage of Senate Joint Resolution 20 < introduced by

Senators Hatlield. McGovern, Church, Cranston, and

I 'roxmire I which would abolish the Selective Service

System by December 31. 1971. The importance of SJ.

Kes 20 cannot be overlooked, since it is improbab e

that U S ground combat activities in Indochina could

|)e carried on without draftees. In a statement on

February 4 1971, Senator John Stennis, chairman oi

the Senate Armed Services Committee, pointed out

that only 15% of those in Army rifle companies in

Vietnam are true volunteers: 66% are draftees and

19% are draft motivated volunteers. Senator Stennis

and many others, including Senator Edward Kennedy,

want to maintain the draft for "national security

reasons, one of which, I believe, is to guarantee

combat troops for our Indochina "commitment. The

House of Representatives has already voted to extend

the draft lor two more years. The Senate will begin

considering draft extension bills as early as May 10th.

Those who profess such vehement opposition to the

war llll I Slf also be lobbying for draft appeal.

I suspect that the rather ill-equipped efforts of the

May Day Tribe to shut down the city of Washington

will prove, at best, abortive and futile; and to prevent

this mindless action from conveniently distracting the

President the Congress, and the American public

Irom the issue of the war itself, which has cost over

$200 billion, over r>4.U00 Americans killed, and over

•96 OIK) Americans crippled and wounded- I
urge

responsible protestors to place their weight behind

peace candidates and legislation, not slogans and

bricks
Kenneth It. Vlosakowski

TO the Kditor:

People attend peace gatherings lor many reasons^

Spring is the awakening of everything and it is not

difficult to understand how the lustre of it all arou

people to take action for this beautiful cause, but

Spring peace demonstrations have become quite in

vogue A couple of weeks ago there was a rally at the

pond so that those ol us who w.shed to be counted in

the numbers lor peace but couldn t get to Washington

could "do their part Some people here at FMass

attended the gathering who were really concerned

..bout peace and a demonstration s affect on the rest

of America etc. There are those that do work for

peace all year round and those who felt that this visit

to the pond alone is helping to bring an end to the war

in Indo-Chma
, „_

Many were at the pond to hear music and meet new

people which is fine but somehow in the milling about

of people, the original intent to foster an end to the war

was lost . ^„„ _
This weekend throngs of peace supporters were in

Washington again Several performers were on hand

to entertain the crowds Perhaps the presence of these

celebraties increased the numbers in Washington

because lirst. their love for peace being demonstrated

by putting on a free concert may have swayed many of

their tans to a hard stand against the war and second,

n .s not often that such a diversified as well as ta ented

group gets together to give any kind of concert me

music must have been great

There were some musicians at UMass this weekend

and we had our own May Day Thing here in Amherst

Mv bicycle pump was ripped off my bike, a chap clad

in a leather coat and Frye boots asked me for change

and a parade of many competing for the h.ppiest outfit

went strolling by .

Kcmember when not succumbing to fashions let

ting all vour hair grow and being kind to your fellow

man meant a new freedom movement to us I m
wondering what happened I'm wondering why*
must be entertained to support a cause we talk about

as a real value Would as many people go to

Washington on May I and 2 to see Pete Seegei• Tim

Hardin Arlo Guthrie, Kichie Havens James Brown

etc sit in silence for the entire two days giving up

their talents and gifts as a sacrifice to expedite peace^

What I'm essentially saying is. are wo going to

demonstrations for the right reasons' And When art

we going to take year round action on our spring

professing of peaceful dreams" Or at least admit wha

we re about and stop using the name of peace-a real

value to some-for a reason to be cool

Donna Muleahey

Bail Money

lo ihe Kditor:

We are collecting money for FMass students and

others who need bail money to get out of jail in

Washington There will be a student collecting in each

dormitory 1" addition there will be a table set up in

the Student I nion tor the purpose of collection We ask

everyone to give at least a dollar. <lf you paid even

Uno dollars in taxes last year, including vour phone

bill. \ou gave more than a dollar to the war we are

trying to Stop I Please lie generous Vour name will be

taken and the money w ill be returned to you if at all

possible
Kd Bryant. Robert Connors.

AlJagoda. Hick Diane.

Susan Weslphal. Fester Neyetl

Editorial Points
The Massachusetts Senate

received a bomb threat

yesterday and newsmen and

visitors were cleared from the

chamber while the Senate, itseli,

continued its session. 1 guess

they must figure the legislators

are easier to replace.
* * *

There are ten vacancies in the

SUG Board. Where are all those

people who are constantly

complaining about the building'.'

* * *

How much can you tell about a

teacher from ail those numbers

in the Teacher Course

Fvaluation booklet?
* * *

What can we say about today

except do what
should do.

vou think vou

As the inimitable

Congresswomen Louise Day
Hicks says, "The disgrace of

Vietnam is not in our being in

Vietnam but rather in those who
oppose our lioys while they are

there."
» * *

Jack Anderson reported in a

column recently that Al Capp.

caustic critic of college students,

was shown out of town by

University of Alabama police a

lew years ago after he allegedly

made indecent advances

towards several coeds. L' il

Abner will never be the same

From The Mouths of Babes

Recently "had the privilege of reading an essay written by a twelve

year old girl who was moved to write about the demonstration in

Washington. April 24. 1 quote parts of the essay:

"People want war They don't listen to the children

The child went on to express how the horrors of war frightened her .and

in beautiful imagery she described her own love of running through a

Held in the summer sunshine, pointing out that this is a pleasure Viet-

namese children no longer had I read with wonder and excitement all the

things the child was expressing until the last lines brought me up short

•Why don t they listen to the children

Don't they care or

Don't they dare"'''

C'vndi Dunbar

One Year Ago Today

Value Your Heart

To the Fdilor.

It is a tradition that each year at this time the

Brotherhood of Sigma Alpha Mu "bounces for beats"

to raise monev lor the Heart Fund We the pledges are

looking forward to the weekend of May 5-8 to show

Ix.th the Brotherhood, and especially the Heart Fund,

that we care

The name "Bounce lor Beats describes the drive in

its original form i e . Brothers bouncing basketballs

while others collect money for "heartbeats" This

year's program includes so much more

On Thursdav . from 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. there will be a

collection booth set up in the Campus Center Later,

Irom 7 :$<» to 11 ::w p.m.. there will be a folk fest in the

Hatch A concert outside the Little Hatch in Southwest

*ill follow on Friday It will last from 4:30-7:00 p.m

Friday night, from 7 1 a.m.. we will collect money

near the Pond On Saturday the collection will be near

Zayre Irom Ida m - 4 p.m There will be no admission

charged lor the concert, although we count on your

generosity to make our drive a success.

you probably know what its like to be involved in a

I und raising drive Besides a given number of people,

and a limited amount of time, and, of course a worthy

cause, there is another essential factor: reaching

people, I kind of empathy for the cause

The Heart Fund maintains a certain "lifeline

through the threatening and crippling realities of

heart disease Through research, programs of

prevention through mass education, and various

services to the victims, it tries to maintain and restore

life as it used-to-be.

But the Heart Fund can't do it alone. And. just as

every person with a heart < literally »
is a potential

Victim, so we consider everyone with a heart

(figuratively) as a potential contributor

II vou vahH vour health, if you value your heart,

why not take this opportunity to share your good

fortune? , . „ „
This is what we think Brotherhood is really all

about
The Pledges of

Sigma Alpha Mu

To the Fditor:

On May »th of last year, the first

Associated Press releases about

Kent State to come out over the

teletype merely reported that four

students had been killed and eleven

others had been wounded when

Ohio National Guardsmen fired a

rifle volley into the center of a

crowd of students

loiter reports stated that the

troops had only opened lire

iK'cause the students, attempting

to encircle the Guardsmen, wore

throwing rocks at them through the

cloud Of tear gas Still later, claims

were made that a sniper shot had

caused the men to open fire.

With these claims in mind.

President Nixon justified the

shooting by saying that "This

should remind us all once again

that when dissent turns to violence

it invites tragedy.'' According to

Brigadier General Canterbury

the military man always has the

option to lire" it he feels his life is in

danger And Adjutent General

Del Cons justified the Guard's

Actions because "the crowd

started to move forward to encircle

the men
."

Now. one year later, when we

look back into the investigations

into the Kent tragedy, we find no

evidence supporting the claim that

a sniper shot was fired Nor have

FBI investigations revealed that

any rocks were thrown by

students These were the cir

cumstances under which the

guardsmen felt that their lives

were in danger.

The May ">th FMass Moratorium

Organizing Committee does not

red that the murders at Kent,

JacfcSOn, or Augusta were ex

cusable Therefore, we urge that

the entire campus community

participate today in the memorial

services and workshops being held

all day today for those who died

last Hay on those campuses.

WOULD WE HAVE so

QUICKLY FOB GOT
TKN IF IT HAD HAP
I'FNKD HERE??
The one-day moratorium to be

held here in Amherst today has

received a great deal of support not

only here on the campus, but in the

Amherst community itself, from

many Of the surrounding towns,

and Irom a large number of the

local churches, high schools, and

private academies The

moratorium has Inon sponsored

locallv m the Amherst area by the

Student Senate at I Mass. the

Student Mobilization Committee.

The Faculty Group on Peace and

War. The Veterans for Peace, the

\ alley Peace Center. The Young

Socialist Alliance, and ad hoc-

student groups at Amherst

Regional High School and Wilhston

Academy The Amherst High

students will be leaving the school

at noon today in order to proceed

downtown to the Common There,

thev will hold a silent vigil,

distribute leaflets to the shoppers

at the local stores, and attend a

workshop conducted by Putnam

Barber of the FMass Sociology

Dept concerning the Destruction

of American Lifeby the War". Thai

workshop will be held in the

Rectory Of the Grace Episcopal

Church on Bolt wood Avenue (on

the east side of the town < ommon I

This space was nenerously

provided bv the minister of that

church Mt-mbers of the Valley

Peace Center will Ik« working with

the High School students in these

activities High school students

Irom other schools in this area.

including I group of IM from

Wilhston Academy, will be coming

to Amherst to take part in the day's

events

Three films, two of them on War

time conditions in Vietnam and the

third on Angela Davis will \re

shown in the science building at

Amherst College, beginning at nine

o'clock m the morning Following

the lilms. discussions will be held

with activists from women's

groups and from Third World

groups From noon to 1 no p m ,
a

rally will be held at the intersection

ol Routes 9 and 1 16 The purpose of

this rally is to honor the students

who were murdered at Kent and

Jackson States At LKp.m there

will Im- l lilm about South African

Liberation, called "Knd of a

Dialogue" which will be shown at

the Amherst College Science

building and followed by a

discussion with trade union ac

tivists Irom the U.E. and the

I.U.E.. At 8 p.m a talk will be

given on the steps of the Frost

Library by Tony Montero. a Black

Communist from Philadelphia,

and the Hev Charles Koen. from

the United Front of Cairo, Illinois

The above listing of events does

not include the activities which will

take place on the I Mass campus

detailed mlormation 00 the all day

workshops, and the evening

community vigil

today in the

(MOBF Oil ice

I nion

will be available

Franklin Boom
m the Student

Hassan* Mitchell
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Off-Broadway Success Opens Tonight
~

n... i >.,.. .w.,.v ,a M : .<^..-hiisi>tts Theatre will conclude
TheUniver»ty Of Massachusetts Theatre will conclude its 1970-71

season with Don Petersen's ik.cs \ Tiger Wear \ Nc«ttlrtijtach

will be presented tonight through May B at R 30 p.m hi Haitlctt

A
ScoXmporarj drama confrente Ulelp a drug rehabjUUtion

center The addicts are urban youth who believe that like the tigers

•wewaschuckedon raw meal and like it." And like the tigers they

wait With claws tensed lor acts ot violence, yel these- very same

daws are capable of being retracted with a wai m response to at

re

|Sthe midst of them in this "cage for young junkies" to their

polish teacher Mr. Winters His attempt to undo -and hem

,,me,-s around- he question: Canyon reha.,,1,. ^Z.
voungadd.c.s canyon put a neckt.e on a tiger .' 1 he now

^
hopelessness and hope mingle when the kids try to realisticallj

c oiiNidcr living oul tinL

m!?cast sp?nt a live-in weekend at the Clint ith Center m
New York's West Side iii an attempt to acquaint 'ves with

the style of life in a large inner -city setting attempting to un

-land urban problems

Tickets for l*es \ Tiger Wear x Necktie *
^j; ^ '

lhe box ott.ee or by calling the hox otlice. 54 Amission is

vl 7.V

^PDNESDAY, MAY 5, 19/1
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Gillespie Transcends Bowker

And Crowd in Fine Concert
..,-^-V7;rf, v.»v niunhur Mr Umuo wntes music hands

B> JAKE EDMUNDS
MDC SUfl

Even amidst a pack of

.screaming high school kids and the

bleak scenario that Bowker

Auditorium creates, the Friday

night session that Di/zy Gillespie

and company provided was well

worth attending The variety of the

Gillespie Quintet s repertoire was

instrumental in producing moods

ranging trom the heavy percussion

excitement to the sleepy, drifting

notes ot midnight sola

Di//\ was a show in himself,

strolling about the stage non

chalantly. holding brief con-

versation w ith the audience and his

letter* musicians as well Of course

lus trumpet playing is an in

i redible event to witness and 1

would MQ that there are lew who

si ale the spectrum ot feeling on the

horn as Mr Gillespie does

In part, the great depth of this

quintet finds itsell resting on the

shoulders ot Mike l.ongo. the

pianist Leading the *a\ when

Di/./v was elsewhere his com

mand ot the piano seemed to lead

the group home number

number. Mr Longo writes music

as well as plays it. and during the

performance couple of his

compositions greeted the audience

ranging from the blues to a spirited

little skvlarking jazz piece

The other solid components of

the group were Mickey Koker on

the drums. Sonny Henry on the

guitar, and Sam Jones on the bass

Mr Koker s drums were stable but

not overpowering. Mr Henry s

guitar was melodious and filling,

and Mr Jones appeared to be new

with the group as Dizzy was

uitoring him with some on the job

training

The informality of the quintet

helped to relax the audience which

to me appeared prett> stiff, but at

the same time appreciative of the

talent thev were witnessing Dizzy

informed US that we were going to

have i n»x>d time, and that is just

what we did have

l)i//\ sang a little ballad. Mike

Longo and Sonny Henry led US

through a samba named Sambo

and Dizzv broke out his congo

drum arousing the audience to the

loosening ol ties and clapping of
oup nome numm-i »*»

Diagram This Sentence
\ wrap-UP ot T^t.on proposals regarding the issues of future major

eoncerU upltore whichIthTstudenl Senate has refused to fund .making

h "Yampus Tenter more student oriented, making this.year I <
onv

I3l student oriented rather than tradition -oriented and making

, leman more representative of students will be tollowed by he

. mulat.on of plans lor getting together with students from other

, "ges and universities throughout the nation who have expressed in-

terest in \S \ as well as tor communicating to the nation s people via the

mass media local and network TV. etc I during and after the summer

\|| who are interested m establishing positive social and political

relationships With other students on a nation wide level and in working

u.uethe, to achieve student goals on a national level are urged to come

logethS at tonight s \S \ meeting, to be held at 7 W ,n Room 1W of the

i ainpus Center.

LEARN TO DRIVE

For a I male a very talented 13

year old drummer from the

audience. Thomas Barclough. Jr.,

lomed the group to set the pace for

a wild number that sent the

audience swaying and clapping

Dizzy was right, we did have a

good time.

The Dizzy Gillespie Quintet

lulled us and then aroused us It did

something that only good music

can do. it brought us together for

an exceptional experience of

seeing a great musician, and a fine

performance

AFTER THE CANDY
GETS EATEN

AFTER THE FLOWERS
WILT ....

JEWELRY GOES ON
FOREVER.

DON'T FORGET
MOM ON

MOTHER'S DAY

From

BAKER-WINN

Jewelers

31 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

COMMENCEMENT DAY

MAY 30, 1971

BRUNCH SPECIAL

At The Blue Wall Cafeteria

2nd Floor, Campus Center

8:00 A.M. - 10:00 A.M.

$1.75 plus tax

BUFFET DINNER

At The Top of the Campus

12:00 noon - 8:00 P.M.

At The Blue Wall Cafeteria

12.00 noon - 2:30 P.M.

Featuring Steamship Round of Beef

Carved to Order

$2.95 plus tax

K. ., rvations are not required but may be made by calling

549 6000 ext. 449

Moil - Fri ":8° » m - " 2:0° P m
U ed Sat •"»::«> p.m. • 8:80 p.m.L

TAKE A VEGA OUT AND SEE

MDC
Classifieds

Can Write

Sentences

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Picosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Wettfield
562-3604

Members of the Legislature's Joint Committee on Education

Participating in Open Discussions

Thursday, May 6 from 2:30-4:30 p.m. The School of Education

Sponsored by

the University and State Communications Council

Zero Population Growth

Religion vs. Birth Control
did. Note: The following article

is Mil ol I series dealing with the

problems of overpopulation. The

articles are presented by four

members of the local chapter of

Zero Population (irowth (Pioneer

\ alley SttHi). Three are graduate

students at the University of

Massachusetts. The fourth

member is a local gynecologist.

Kach article will outline specific

population problems: Implications

„l population growth: Food

Supply: Kesources; Responsibility

lor growth; Obstacles to slowing

population growth, and methods of

,M»pulation control. Further in-

formation may be gained by

contacting John Maytum at 584-

K3M or tieorge Wilder 549-0768.

Some religious groups believe

that, by limiting their birth rates,

they will be outbred by other

religious groups.

There are religious doctrines and

pressures concerning sterilization,

abortion and contraception. Two

nnportant religions, particularly

( atholicism and the Moslem

religion, have been the source of

pressure aimed against birth

control.

It is a delicate matter to discuss

I he effects of Catholic doctrine on

the population explosion Yet a

discussion is warranted for two

important reasons: (1> Statistics

lor I9M> revealed that more people

are Catholic than belong to any one

other religion in the world. A study-

by the Vatican, covering almost

the entire membership of the

Catholic Church, indicated that

there were approximately 5266

million Catholics last year which

constituted 14.5% of the worlds

population 121 The Roman Catholic

Church officially discourages

effective means of preventing

conception

It is well known that the Catholic

Church has attempted to exert

strong pressures on various levels

ol government in regard to

legislation concerning population

control and lamily planning The

statement quoted below was made

in ivt:>y by Brock Chisholm. former

director of the United Nations

World Health Organization and

indicates how the Catholic Church

has influenced policy in the United

Nations.

"No person can get

anywhere in any agency of

the U.N. or in any of its

committees or com
missions, who tries to talk

frankly about population

problems and their solution.

The Population Com-
mission...makes terrifying

reports every year but does

not make any constructive

recommendations because

it is not allowed to. Every

committee... is under the

influence of the Roman
Catholic Church and no

delegate from the U.S.,

from Canada, France,

Britain or any of many
other countries is in a

position where he can begin

to defy that taboo

Ive seen it done. Once

when an innocent proposal

had been made by the chief

delegate from Norway to

the effect that the World

Health Organization should

set up a medical committee

to study the medical aspects

of population problems,

representatives of six

governments, chiefs of

delegations, immediately

got up and said that if this

question were even

discussed their govern-

ments might have to with-

draw Irom the World Health

Organization.

In 1%6 Chisholm added

thelollowing: "Nowhere (in

Mexico) is the rate of

population growth less than

:\% and in some northern

states it is 4% or more.

Nowhere are any practical

steps to limit this growth

discernable. When the

question was broached.

officials of all types took

shelter behind a stock

answer: We are a Catholic

country' ".

At this rate Mexico will have

Malawi

On Campus Today

80,000,000 people in 1987 as com-

pared to more than 50,000,000

today.

The official view of the Catholic

Church concerning the population

explosion and birth control has

been expressed in numerous

statements and encyclicals. An

encyclical on the subject, issued on

July 25, 1968 by Pope Paul VI, was

called llumanae Vitae.

The encyclical began en-

couragingly enough expressing

awareness of world problems.

Unfortunately, however, nearly all

conclusions of the encyclical were

derived from theological prin-

ciples There seemed, in the long

run, to have been little if any at-

tention paid to the stark reality of

practical world problems. In fact

the results were in direct op-

position to a majority report issued

by a commission on birth control

w hich was composed to theological

experts and appointed by Pope

Paul himself to study the problem

The commission favored

liberalizing the Church's birth

control policy.

In a discussion of "responsible

parenthood ' the encyclical

specified the following: "In

relation to physical, economic,

psychological and social con

ditions. responsible parenthood is

exercised, either by the deliberate

and generous decision to raise a

large lamily. or by decision, made

lor grave motives and with due

respect for the moral law, to avoid

lor the time being, or even for an

indeterminate period, a new bir-

th The responsible exercise of

parenthood implies ..that husband

and wife ..in the task of Iran

smitting life, are not to precede

completely at will but they must

conform their activity to. the

constant teaching of the Church

The encyclical added: the

church teaches that each and

every marriage act. must remain

open to the trasmission of life

Approximately half way through

the encyclical illicit and licit

means of birth control were

defined Illicit control of birth

included permanent and tern

porary sterilization, contraception

ot ill kinds, and abortion, even if

necessitated lor therapeutic

reasons The only method of birth

control which was considered licit

is the rhythm method, a method

which is unreliable

Paul Khrlich said the following

year they use it. In short the rhyth-

m method doesn t work."

A 15% failure rate per year

would mean that each year, out of

too women, 15 will have children.

Let us assume that the

reproductive period of a married

woman lasts 25 years after

marriage. In that time 100 women
would have produced 375 children,

or :i 75 children per women. Yet it

has been shown that, to stabilize

population growth in the U.S. each

woman could have no more than an

average of 2.1 children.

An "appeal to public

authorities" was extended towards

the end of the encyclical. The

following appeared in this appeal:

To Rulers...we say: Do not allow

the morality of your people to be

degraded; do not permit that by

legal means practices contrary to

the natural and divine law be in-

troduced into that fundamental

cell, the family."

During 1970 the Catholic Church

made earnest attempts to in-

fluence family planning and
population policies of governments

and organizations throughout the

world In Hawaii the Church waged

a long battle to try to keep an

abortion bill from becoming law

The Hawaii legislature finally

passed the bill, which nermitted

any woman who lived in Hawaii for

at least 90 days to have an abor

tion. Similarly, the Vatican

campaigned intensely to stop

passage of the New York State

abortion law According to an

article published in April in the

NY. Times, "changes of

votes...reflected the intense lobby

mounted over the weekend by the

Roman Catholic Church." Prior to

the law s passage, one member of

the NY. State Assembly sat with

his daughter in church as he and

others who supported the abortion

bill described by a parish priest as

"murderers". "It was very tough

pressure* , the member said, "but

I think the lay Catholic is far ahead

of the Church on this issue " An
article published in March, 1970,

stated in regard to the NY.
abortion bill, that ". the Roman
Catholic Church stepped up its

traditional opposition to abortion

reform and pastoral letters were

issued to all parishes." And in

November, 1970, another article

stated that "Pope Paul continued

to oppose the weight of scientific

evidence and growing concern

within his own church when he

strongly reaffirmed the Roman
Catholic Church s traditional ban

on all forms of birth control except

the unreliable rhythm method

Three top officials in the Malawi

government will visit UMass
Wednesday and Thursday. May 5

and 6. to discuss possible future

cooperation between the

I •diversity of Malawi and UMass.

On campus will be: the

Honorable Mr Aleke Bunda
Malawi minister of finance and

IRS Forms
In order to provide an op

portunity to explain and correct

inequities often found on the

College Scholarship Service

Parents Confidential Statement

and the University applications for

financial aid. an increasing

number of certified copies of the

Iront page of the Internal Revenue

Service Form 1040 will be

requested prior to assessment of

financial need by the financial aid

office. It is felt this will enable the

financial aid office to make more

accurate assessment of financial

need and to make all awards to the

most needy and deserving

students.

minister of information; His

Kxcellency Mr N W Mhekeani.

Malawi ambassador to the U.S.

and the United Nations; Mr

George 'a> fu Malawi secretary to

the treasury, and Mr P. Nyirenda,

administrative officer in the

ministry of information.

I Mass conducted a six year

educational project in agriculture

m Malawi. Central Africa, from

I'M,4 to November. 1970. under a

contract with the U.S. State

Department's Agency for In

ternational Development One

reason lor the programs ter-

mination was U.S. foreign aid

budget cuts, according to Gilbert

K Mottla. campus coordinator of

the Malawi Project for the UMass

College of Agriculture Personnel

Irom UMass worked to develop

Malawi'! great agricultural

potential

The five million people of Malawi

have a country with almost no

natural resources, and minimal

industry; so are almost entirely

dependent on agriculture as a

source of national income.

about rhythm in his book The

Population Bomb: "Unfortunately,

(H'ople who practice this method of

contraception are commonly
called parents. Even under the

most carefully controlled con

dit ions women using this technique

run a 15% risk ot pregnancy each

MacKimmie House is a primarily upper-

class mens residence with stress on the

individual responsibility and integrity of its

residents. The dormitory is divided into two

sections - a Quiet Wing where quiet hours

will be observed 24 hours per day, and a

Traditional Wing. Entrance is based on a

priority system contingent with that of

University Room choosing policy.

If you wish to become a part of a con-

structive dormitory experience, in which, at

all times, consideration shall be maintained

for other residents of the dormitory, see Head

of Residence, May 5 - 7, between 7 - 10 P.M.

Fantastic Voyage

Starring Raquel Welsh and Stephen Boyd

FRIDAY, MAY 7 - in Thompson 104

7:15 and 9:30 Admission 50c

Sponsored by MacKimmie House 1

T TO APPROVAL
by the Student Body in a Referendum,

the STUDENT SENATE has voted

Salaries

for next year's Officers at the following rates:

President HS^SSk
Legislative Vice-President $100 per month

Administrative Vice-President $100 per month

Treasurer $100 per month

The Referendum
to approve this non-retroactive pay bill

will be held

Thursday, May 6
IN THE DORMITORIES 6:00 P.M. - 9:00 A.M.

and in front of the

BOOKSTORE 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

for Commuters, Fraternities, and Sororities
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N.E.S. Tutoring
g

Learn By Teaching • # #

Students should keep in mind

during this week of preregistration

that the N K S tutoring program is

offering a fully approved three

credit course starting next Sep

(ember The course is part of an

overall change N.E.S. is taking for

the coming year.

Tradition has a college student

tutoring on an one-to-one basis in

economically deprived areas of

Springfield There has always been

questions about this. What the

luture holds for N.K.S. is a

program which will be developing

educational survival strategies for

the victims of our educational

institutions

In the past there has always been

l he problem where tutors could not

pin down what went on in the

classroom However,
arrangements have now been

made so that tutors can now tutor

in the Springfield Schools under the

supervision of the teacher. This is

the new course sponsored by

\ KS

Students wishing to participate

in the course must have 11:30 a.m.

to J lop m free at least one day a

week not including Friday

students taking the course on

Monday Wednesday must sign up

lor I'repracticum in Education

Wxi. Those taking the Tuesday-

Thursday option the course

numl>er is Noi

the course will be required to tutor

twice a week. One session will be

during the school day and in the

school of the tutee. The other

session will take place after school

in an N.E.S. center during on. of

the regular N.E.S. tutoring

sessions. The other requirement

will be the attending of six

seminars scheduled throughout the

semester.

There is more violence in

this picture than the image

presents. For any child-black

or white-who's family is at the

bottom of the income scale has

to tear apart everything his

environment has taught him

to maintain a reading level

that matches his grade.

A table will be set up in the lobby

ot the Student Union across from

the candy counter all this week

where students can pick up more

information about the course

Students interested in taking the

course should definitely stop byThe course will center around

tutoring Students signing up for

Alternative Bachelor s Program

Offers Individual Concentration

and leave their names with the

N.E.S. Coordinating Committee.

With the above in full swing it is

hoped that real education will

begin to take place in the N.E.S.

centers where the bulk of the

regular volunteer tutoring will still

be taking place.

The experience gained in the

classroom by course tutors will be

transmitted to the tutoring

situation of the regular tutors.

From there a tutor will be better

prepared to help a tutee survive in

the classroom.

The aim here is to increase the

•academic achievement of youth

who live in the economically

deprived areas of Springfield. Our

point of motivation comes from a

studv which found that IQ scores

on the average increased 11 points

as the result of a few hours of

tutoring using material similar to

that found on the IQ test. The point

here to avoid confusion is that the

10 ol students is there, it is just

refused recognition by the nature

of our educational institutions.

However, a grade or test score is

only a point in time A more im

portant goal will be sought next

year that is to motivate a tutee

"toward learning Special projects

of art. audio-visual, writing, and

drama workshops will be con-

ducted next year

The workshops will hopefully

stimulate a tutee s desire to

produce objects that are of value in

the tutee s eyes The drawing of

pictures and the writing of stories

is good to create a sense of positive

productivity in a tutee but a key

point is missing money.

To make the connection between

education and money, as many
contests offering cash awards will

be sponsored throughout the year

as donations make possible. Cash

awards will be given to tutees

winning spelling bees or improving

the most in grades on report cards

This is not a mercenary process

but is only the result of the

economics of income in this

country. Children of low income

lamilies do not believe in the

dream the schoolstry to sell them.

They do believe in the immediacy

of rewards for a task performed

tienerally our efforts will be

toward the younger tutees. Efforts

will be made to get the junior and

high school age tutees to take a

more active role in directing

center activities. There will be

tutoring in high school subjects but

it is hoped through special project

participation that a program of

guiding tutees in the preparation

and entrance to college will be

developed. This program will

cover all the rituals that entering

college requires.

There is and can be more to the

program. If you are interested in

community action along the lines

ol education stop by the table in the

Student Union this week If you are

a person who has some ideas which

vou would like to see developed

into a real working program the

N E S. program may have more

room lor you than you think. The

point here is you learn by doing.

Applications Being Accepted

for PART-TIME JOBS on CAMPUS

FUSIBILITY
beginning next semester
Must be Juniors, seniors, or graduate

students in all majors.

PRKKKqi'lSITES:

Undergraduates interested m the 'Bachelors Degree w.th Individual

, oncen rltIon program will be able to meet with the program directors

The B 1) 1
(' committee members will be in Whitmore to answer

ouestions and interview students who want to join the newly initiated

program^hich allows an undergraduate to graduate with a degree m a

maior outside of the normal departmental lines

The program was designed as an 'alternative to the present depart,

menta structure and encourages students to design their own course of

"tuSS wuh
C

a personal academic or professional end. which is not nor-

m
s[ude

a

nTs

,a

wu
e

h the aid of a faculty member who agrees to serve as

•^«r '.mist out together a program of three interrelated courses for

iM^TmT^MumftewM B.D.I.C. major requirement^

Anv"Spnomore or junior with a 2 QPA and at least four semesters left

ia

Tnl B^^omml^consists of Prof Leigh Short tChem.caj

Knomeering) Prof Anthony Borton (Animal Science) and Prof Arthur

Kufnpv English? Prof Short will conduct the Wh.tmore interviews

t^a^Prof Borton wdl handle Thursdays session and Prof Kinney wdl

be on hand Friday.

More education usually means

higher incomes. This middle class

l>elief is reflected in the schools

A cumulative average of SO or better

Ability to take comprehensive notes

Ability to type

Kimuledee of standard or personal shorthand preferred.

Vour work schedule will be arranged to suit your tM
schedule.

Application Forms are available at:

STUDENTS'
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OFFICE

First Floor (owosite lobby counter).

Room SI8, old Student Union

Telephone: 545-2688

Office hours: 10:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Monday • Friday

ARMY SURPLUS
SHIRTS PAKJTS JACKETS

CRPOPING EQUIPMENT

BACKPACKS SL6KPIMO 3A&S

DurP'-f 8A&S
-PohcHOS

THE FACES OF EARTH
1 5<t NORTH PLEASANT Sr. AMHERST

|^oM.-10Af3-10
?M-SKT.

The Distinguished Visitors Program

WANTS YOUR HELP

in selecting speakers for 1971-1972

Please fill out the coupon and deposit it in the D.V.P. sugges-

tion box at the Scheduling Desk, Concourse Level, Campus

Center, or mail it through the campus mail.

" mr™"^ "«" "visitors" program, r.so. *». <*»,.. c«»*r

I would like to hear:

SPEAKER
TOPIC

• ••••••••' »•••••• >•••••

Name

Addn-xs

Telephone

EvaluateYour Courses
This spring's evaluation of

ionises will take place between

May 3rd and May 14th. For this

evaluation, the program has

switched over to the Illinois

evaluation form which is a much
more comprehensive question-

naire than that used last semester

and has been tested over a number

of years lor reliability. These

evaluation torms may be picked up

outside the student evaluation

oil ice located at 418C Student

Union any weekday between 10

a.m. and f> p.m. Singular

evaluation* will not lie accepted,

only evaluations on a class-wide

basis Therefore, any student

Kent On WMUA
During the day WMUA will otter

extended coverage of the

workshops that have been planned

to take place in honor of those

killed at Kent State, and .Jackson,

(overage should begin at noon

leading up to the Silent Vigil

planned lor B:M I'M this evening

NOTICES
wishing to evaluate a course must
pick up enough forms for the entire

class. The person who picks up
these forms will then be held

responsible for their ad-

ministration and prompt return.

All forms must be returned by May
I4th

Workshops Today

Tony Monteiro of the Young

Worker s Liberation League

lYWLL) will lead a workshop on

Vietnam at 11:00 am. Wednesday

in a room to be announced in the

strike schedule of events. Tony, he

is a black member of the

Philadelphia branch of the league

and has recently returned from a

visit to North Vietnam

Wednesday afternoon the YWLL
will also sponsor films in the S.U.

Ballroom 'Angela Davis: Like It

Is Now will be shown at 1:00.

followed by a discussion of

Political repression. as

represented by Cairo. Illinois and

the trials ol Bobby Seale. Krica

Muggins. Angela and others Later

in (Beafternoon a film on Cuba will

lie shown, and the Davis film will

be rerun at 4 p.m.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA:
Today is the deadline tor making

picnic reservations tor May 15 and
for passing in questionnaire at Dean
Curtis' Office in Whitmore.

AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
ASA come together tonight at 7:30

m Rm 169 of the C.C. to rap about

getting together with other univer

bities to coordinate summer ac

tivities involving mass media
(network TV, etc.) All welcome

AMHERST WALK FOR
DEVELOPMENT:

All workers and potential workers
interested in helping with the

organization & management of the

walk, it is imperative that you attend

the meeting to be held on Wed. at 7:30

in Rm 801 of the C.C.

BICYCLE CLUB:
Bikecology Day trip on Saturday,

May 8 Assemble on Amherst Town
Common at the Fair at 12 noon. We
will bike to the Conn. River & try to

find the C.E.Q. river raft.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR.
David Philipp, Graduate Student

will speak on "The Effects of LSD on

Chromosomes" Thursday, May 6 at

11 30 a.m. in Rm 252 of Goessmann
Lab Coffee at 11:15 a.m.

CAMPUS GOLD
Mandatory meeting m Thoreau

Date Rm at 8 p.m. tonight If you

can't come, call Lorraine at 68261

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
All invited to the monthly meeting

in Rm 174 of the C.C. at 730 tonight

Movies will be shown while you're

enjoying the refreshments

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
COURSE:

Important Info meeting for those

interested in taking new 1 yr.

Community Mental Health field

experience course (Psych 385 386)

next year tonight at 7 p.m. in SBA
120 You must come to meeting to get

instructor's permission.

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL:
Sunday, May 9, afternoon, Art

Dept Event (Dube, Schleappi,
Roskill) to be staged in Nor
thampton All interested m attending

call Mark Roskill, 52652 or 253 9674

EDUC. 235 535:

Will meet Thursday, May 6, at 7 30

m 131 Engineering Aud. instead of

School of Educ. Aud

EQUESTRIAN CLUB:
important meeting for the election

of new officers tonight, 7 30 p.m. in

C.C rm 905 909

FREE CONCERT:
Free Concert by the Pond at 4 p.m.

today featuring "Steel".

GORMAN COED:
Sign up tor new residents is May 6 7

beginning at 7 p.m.

I.V.C.F :

Workers wanted for table at

Amherst town fair May 7, 8 Come to

talk to people anytime, or sign up for

specific time for more info call Cam
67020

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS.
Bus will leave from Hasbrouck at

6 30 p.m., and from Patterson at 6 35

p.m. All are invited to come

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Student Industries Day students

may sell their crafts May 12 3rd

level patio of C.C (outside) ap
plications in R. SO. -due May 7.

NEW SCROLLS:
Meeting tonight C.C. 917 6:15 p.m.

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT
SERVICE:
Campus "V" lot Puffton Shuttle

has been cancelled due to repairs

required for spring inspection.

Service on this route will resume in

Sept.

LOST:
Pregnant calico cat lost around

Amherst Center. (4/17) Call 253 5994

after 5 p.m if found.

FOUND

Wire framed glasses, hitchhiker

left in my car Sat., call 546 7546.

One male tabby cat m Brooks

Dorm No collar of identification.

Come to 103 or phone S46 6304

MK^^XASSiFliD
TO SUBLET

I hdr.u. apt at Cuffside Includes

•U utWttoo. •wlmnin* «•*>****.
courts. Avsll Juns 1 to AM. SI

I
with

SB to cot. Call MS-ms •ft«
l

«

-j bdrm. apt. Mar 8* - Aug.. sir

cood. etc. Sugsrlosf Apts. £*•'
iunderlsnd Ctr. Bent and N*JJ
negotiable. C«U MS-3418. tlS-1

"
1 bdnn. apt. June 1 to An*. 31

with option for renewal. SIM 00 per

month Utilities Included. I «"»•

gjggg c.ll Z53-M87, tt>M
~ REDC-CED SCBLET —

"J™*
get rid of t bdnn. apt. In r^"*°»,

Call 640-OMS. . V*"7

"3 Br . Apt.. « bathe, air cond .

.artlal fnrn., pool , tennla, free uti-

lities. Juno 1 AM. M. L**"?
ujy

tton. Bent negotiable. Bedo provided.

B Puffton, MMgfc H£5
Drestlc reduction on 1 bedroom

Rpt. In Puffton Village, air cond^

swimming. Alao furniture available

(CHI) 540-6897. __il**-7

~V bedroom apt. at Cllffelde. all

utll . pool, tonnle et.. furnlehed

rvrII. June 1 - Awr 31 w/optlasitn

renew Bent negotiable. Call ««»-

32M. !*•-*

'Reduced aublet. z bedroom wa.

SIM, naw fUS/me , aU utlUtiea In-

clud. DUpaaal. awlm. pool. «V£"
t. renew leaae for 71-71. Call 256-

•737.
,

***
rurnlabed 1 bedroom, within wattl-

ing dletanee ef Cnlvereity, •BSfl
to Bept. 1 with option to renew, II

W

per month, win haggle. 253-7713 or
tfa-T

To Bab! For what It'a worth to

you. You're helped me to trow up
and face life realUtlcallr on mr
tint. I'll awara care If too need

help Spooky. f*

FOR SALE— AUTOS
VW conr. '65 AM-FM radio. *7»V

tall tt36-4SM. *££!•

MOB OT IS«7 fine condition, FM,
wire wheela, Pirelli tree SUM. call

l-««7-97W S • 7 p m. Oranbr. »•••
tfg-a

19«4 Mallbu ConT . maroon, new
paint, brakeo. ohocko and battery

Perfect roodttlon. After 5 call MS-
3M4. !l£i

7» VW. «reen. sunroof. >?_
e«c. condition. Call MS-MM -

tf»-«

fj*| Mq . iioo aedan, SIM. "A
•.teal for enterprlolnr mechRnle. —
Need* trnne. work, atherwlae food

rendition. Call Al SB3-7174 »>«h
f^1

' Man'a 26" bicycle. J. C. Hlcaina,

ha* baaketa, $85. Call 649-«St4.
tf5-o

Handala — all-leather sandal*,

most atylea, with wet and bent

type arches. Can be had at the Mass
i raftsmen's Guild Custom made
only. Mon. thru Fri. 4-M S3-Q-1P-1 2

1 Rotunda Tach. for an 8 ol
car. 0-MM rpm S25. Call 846-nvii

1-5 gjat. t^7

Waterbeds with frame liner and
insulator pad, all alsea. Call 5l)>-

BtfJ Rftcr 5. <f5-e

Fender Jacuar Electric Guitar

with case and accessories, rood con-

dition, excellent sound S1«S or hct
offer. Coll John at 54S-M78. Mu«t
aell Immed MS-7

Wanted — Drivlna Instructor —
part-time. Aroherat Auta School, ?V«-
..,„.. f5-llUWHJ

Motorcycles For Sole

"BMW RB0 19«7. low mileage. Wit-

om Shield, large gas tank, saddle

tiaga, many e»traa. Caat S1900 o«.

first S9M M caah takee It. 853-

7OT9. J!*".
4

'70 BSA Firebird M0. excellent

cond , under 3.0M ml. Askta* SLIM
Call Andy Balden, Bm. IM, Dwtght

tf5*3

SUBLET SAVINGS
l/rao
Bra 4.

Very desperate, t bdnn. «own>

house. June 1 to Ana;. 31. Weh-
nRshrr, central air conditioning

Rent low and negotiable. Near camp-
os Call at 8&3-3S3S. »-•»

t bdrm. Qoab. V1I1. Apt., w.w.
carpet, air cond , all utll . Inc ,

apt. renew leaae. S1G5 mo. June tn

Sept. 1. Call 323-4066. tf5-10

[VBptrate, mult sublet 3-bdrm.

apt. la Puffton June 1 - Aug. 30.

Completely ruralshrd. Bent negotla-

l.le. Tall 540-1MfK !*y
1 bedroom apt. from June 1 -

Sept. 1, option to renew complete-

Ir furnished, 5 minutes from camp-
us, walking distance from down-
town Amherst Call tM-tSfS.

tf5-

1

To sublet 3 bedroom opt. Pnffton

Village, available June 1. Option to

renew leaae. Rent negotiable. KW-
ssm - f -V7

LEAVING COi'SITRl: besperaje-

ly need ta tw* 1 bdrm. apt. for

July. Can take It erer earlier free.

Rent net-ottable. Call 549-3916.
tf5-1

1

Sublet : Mod . all-electric I n^"

apt., S310 far aummer or lease thru
ti with June - Aug. rent redur-d

S35 ma. For details call M5-?«M
Su . Th after 6 p m. tf.7-1?

63 Olds FA5. auto , V-«. very g«id

condition. Must sell. Call Mlria *'<•-

iota after 7pm tf5-7

•SI VW red. exeeL cond ,
new

head ralr . battery, AM-FM *+*]?_

rail 383-70,07. F8"!

""Porsche 918 1966 red. A.w-» M-SW.
new radlRl anew tlrea, 4 speed.

MM Call 253-96M or 545-83M or

«rite Foraehe Phlloaophy ->Dt
tf$.10

~'M TB-4 Conr. Call after i p^m.
W7-M71.

tf5B

"m Ford Cortina.
,

new ™<*};T ™™
tires. 8S mpg. well maintained. Wjm
ml 853-5411 late eve. tfb-7

•66 VW wagon, excellent cond .

rebuilt engine. M.OOO^ Most ^see to

nppreclate. SUM ar beat offer Call

UO-39H. *?"!
"lfHW VW bug. great mechanically,

good radio. Auction We«L evening,

.tart at S175. Call 5M-4S80 for Info

evening*. lit*

HiTWf Sedan w/snn roof. AM-FM
radio, ex. mech condition ">»'"'";*

l.nllt. body presentable, asking S«»
fall 545-S58S beforeS p m .

va-

r,W4 after S p.m. tfa-1 *

REWARD
Glasses lost at O H. or 8 W. tn-

tmmural Field. Reward. Pleaae call

Mark 6-6573, *r±5
DESPERATE

ROOMMATES WANTED
* Single room W5, double rm S?"-

per person. Kitchen privilege*

«tudy, atudle apace. Be*, new, f-.l

ur aummer. 536-3198 after 6. Keep
trying. _tf5-S

We have 4 rooms open for thl-

•iiramer and next fall for girls ar

csuplea, I mile campus, rent MM
than SM acros* from Zayre. Call

85S-4J7M Bfc?

~"t roomaiatea wanted to ohare I

l,.|rm townhouse for aummer. Own
rma . pool, air cond . opt for lease

In Sept SM mo. Inc. utile.. Start

H/l. Call M5-3M1. "5"1

—1 or 8 F roommates wanted to

.hare aummer exp. In -** «own "

hou«e, own room, pool, option tor

fall. Call 665-3417 evenlnra. tf3-T

M roommate wanted aa aaon a*

possible. Apta. within walking dis-

tance af Campu*. pool, air cond .

fully furnohed. Call 549-6525 tf5-»

~June 1 - Sept. 1 apart In »iin-

derland. M5-3114 tf5-6

1 or 8 roommates «*nted to sliRre

8 bdrm. Sqolre Village Townhouse
for summer Pool and air cond Call

anytime. 665-3079. tf5-10

Roommate wanted June 'til Sept

Own room, parking. S7° 'month In-

clude* everything but food and long

distance calls 314 N Pleasant. Call

853-77M. ""!

now SIM. t bedrooms

Can Uie 4. WaU ta wall cpt., air

cond , townhouse, 6 rain from
Call after 8 p m. M8-M37

4-8S 6-3 tfS-1

APT. WANTED
3 bedroom apartment needed for

summer prefer Puffton. call Bruce

at 853-2706 from 5-7. tfS-10

RIDE WANTED
—2 KirU need ride west beg. Junr

or end May. Will ohare driving and

expenaea Call 546-54M tf5-t

FOR RENT

•! girls need apt address far ne«
^,pt - May. Will pax- Call tM-

6167.
'

BOOKS

EUROPE

We buy used books and reoord*
— Whltellght Books (In Ihe AJlerl

No twrtsl tn-lM

"Vesr-rauad •«««« e
.

BArWZ^-u'
employment spportS""". J*2£*
Aogls Anwrksi Aysao.. F.O. Bs^
vahant. Ma 019M. «^"

WANTTD

FOR SALE

TRAVEL
JET TO EUROPE I»as *pace avail-

able from SM s/w. Call Lon Avery
54S-770I, Al Wchner 546-6944. tfV5

PERSONAL
Happy Spring Day Carol Mia*

Mystery Chirk from Rick of Bills

North. Pleaae call mo again. tfS-S

Congrstalattons to the tennis team— special congratulations to ASG,
from Middle Earth. The Hobblts_

5-B

Nsgaf Blub" Atrocity AwarosT
Frl. Nlte: Jo Jo and Pinhole Sat.

nlte: Rufu* and Wanves m. Hon.
Mention Keefer and Terrycloth^ Da-
vis to aa olak. eat gobs sf spank.
Peace. »-•

Cowals iestriag to Bve tafether m
a coed dorm next yr. Call Steve In

IM HamHa House after M P m_
Sf . Thar* t/S-7

Pioneer. Taws, Owmi*. PE, AsOef.
noneer. ^^t „,. oow re. I

CptTBtoSart^a«to7l7»rt W***!'*
iPi. Stracka and ather necessities^

«>e Amherst A«dl.. "
"l't70 BSA Firebird 650, % earn

5000 ml Bought in London. Care-B mmntalned. never er..^e,r

Best offer aver SUM. Call uav

6-M77. . , 7W
- Sofa bed convert, to ••»D" J

^

- «,„„. Hteree with AM-FM radio

«.T?M dar* mahogany speakers.

7 «ioo Call 549-3916. Good tires
only SIM- *-•'{_ lKf radio and roof
(snow) plus AM-FM radio "n°

tf(M4
r jo, c k • _^^^^^__^

"Furniture at bargain pricey Ideal

f

d°c

r
.k

*p
c'o

r

ocT
n
b-r°cr-. SSfTUA

gflgggg
Pomon.VlllMe^tf^

"IMS BSA SM. Ughtnln*. «W-^
fl

"Partabto Orga. rarflM. Lsn^j

Compact, «<^- «*i^ BS«, 2-T
In araap Usts fsr S7M. Win oae^

f.r"ft7» Many f^re. C.ll John

College Prof* coining to Amherst
fsr Hummer Calloquim would like

ta rent 3 houses and /or apta. from

June - 17 Jury. Terms ta be ar-

raaged. FIB, call 645-8M1
.

tf5^
Caople wasted to share Puffton

Apt, for summer Call Steve or Ann
after 4:M p.sa. SM-MS7. ^tfS-«

Need used refrig . about 5 en. ft.

for next rear Call 546-7143. tfS-6

I'm looking for used girl's English
style bikes. If you want to aoJI

yours, call Jim 546-7510 tf5-7

Vacant bedrm. In 3 bedrm. apt .

8 ml. from Campus, furnished, will

negotiate on price or no of people

Cu ll morn. Mark 853-S370 .
tfS-5

" Apartment to rent, otart June I.

•attoa to lease next year. 3 bed-

room Colonial Village swim., nasi

< ,111 after 6 853-9359. !f*J-.

2 wks free rent fr. Mey 15 to

Jane 1 eub. for aummer with opt

l>4 ml. from Campua, all utll .

turn. University Ph. Apts , 46. call

.'53-M46 after S, Brace. tf5-7

"Beacon Hill — we've got oome of

the moot unusual studloa and l-x

Mrm. apts. around. Available now
thru Sept. Reasonable prices. In

Boston Call 523-0685. t*5- 5

Furnished efficiency apt , Qoab-

l.in Village, Belchertown, available

June 1 or for part ef month, ooual

rent S185, wllUng to negotiate, tall

383»7SM. !»*L7

S bdrm: apt . 3 ml. fr. Cnl> ,

avail. Jaas I w/ept. fsr nest yr

SIM gas., all .Ml. iae ., pwjLsUr
cond , mod , convuo. Call 856-4WM

tf6-7

1 bearaam apt. available June 1 -

Aac. 31, air condition ,
pool, tennis

cto. Bent negotiable. Call Shoron
549-0753. t fB *

3 bedroom apt available July 1 -

Aug. 31 SIM mo . utll. Included. 4

ml. on Bt. 9. 256-MM. tr.-O

SERVICES

Amherst Audio Perrlewp ofere*

rvmponento, tape deck* for BSPMW
ear. 197 Ns. Pleasant Bt., *56-«133

tf

TTP1NO — Th«8ls~B^fiaBeripr8,
Dtsasrtatlsris. Hswtora, Bj SlStJ^jO
typing requlregnents can *• nanoiepi

thrsugh BANDY'S SECBETARlAi,
SEBV1CH, dial BM-MM.

tf-onwf g-14

Tune-up M Plu" P,s for *» *» .*

cyl. cars. We ds Quality rapalr

work — very reasonable. Call u *

B's Bepalr Servlca for estimate or

appt. at 546-5P85.
,

tf6-6

HELP WANTED

June 13 - Aug. S9
Plessant Farmhouse
Alexandria, N II.

Mt. view, 19 acre field, rher
on property, 4 bedrm., mod.
can v., 6 ml. to Newfound I. ,

r. ii lot e .

S7M plus utilities

Writot
H. Brown

Halifax. Mass. 9833*
sr can 893-6CM M

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

J

Modern efficiency apt , Quabbin
Village, available June 1 thru Aug.
31. Fully furnished. Air cond. w/»w
carp. SIM a mo. Call 383-7M1 after

8 p m. tf5-7

Large rm. In 15 rm. houoe. Good
area 15 mln. from Campus. S43/mo.
June 1 - Aug. 31. Bob O , 5S4-8W?

tf5-5

Large 2 bdr. apt , furnished, cen-
tral Amherst, con v. to all *hop*.
«.ilking distance to Campos. SIM)
mo. June 1 - Aug. 31. 856-6916 af-
ter S p.m. MS-7

tireat Deal — three bedroom apt.
in Puffton. We must rent 0-1 to 9-1

— call 549-6564. f5-7

REPAIRS
Zipper* repaired) on ysur cost*,

shatlng kits etc. HABLOW'S Finn
Luggage ft Leather Gsods. Keys -

luggage repaired. 167 Main St,

Northampton . 664-5233 tfS-14

DISCOUNT SUBLET
Cllffalde — t bdrm* . all ele.trie

dlshwaaher, awlm. pool, tennla eta,

SI 10 per ma. Call M5-3475 after 6 -.10

p m. Option to renew In Sept. tfS-7

Cnlque model apt , 2 bdrm. town-

house, 8 hatha, air cond , enrpetlnr,

dlehwaaher, utilities Included. 5 mln.

from UMaae. Rent cheap - June L
253-6065. I'

5/!.

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., air cond .

pool, tennla ct , aeml-furnl*hed. SIM
mo. or best offer. 549-3993 tfj-7

FALL SUBLET
Ideal for Jan. drad, 1 bedroom

apt Sept. 1 - Feb. 1, pool, tennis

roorts Cliffside. Call 666-3976 any
time after p m. Includes all utll-

ltles. BMdl

RENT or SUBLEASE
Opportunity to pick op leaae and

a fornlehed apt. In Puffton VlUage

at greatly reduced ratee. CaU 0t9-

0163.
,

lit8
" New lease — .lone 1 to May 31, -7?

or elae sublet June 1 - Aug. 31, with

option to renew lease, S175 mo. for

1st 3 mee. either way. 3 bdrm
Puffton. 649-1196. 6-6-7-10

WANTED TO RENT
One roam with kitchen privileges'.

June 1 - Aug. 31. Within owe mile

of Campus preferable Call Mary
646-6895 after S. tfS-41

Twa man attack preferably with
stove and eleetridty wanted1 ta Sept.

1 In Amherat area. Call Bruce at

5I9-M81. Leave meaaage If I'm not
in^ tf6-7

Graduating! Mutt Sublet!

2 bdrm. townhouse, Squire Vil-

lage, Sunderland, all otl, Incl. Jane
I to Auk. 31 with option for fall.

fall 665-30M. tf5-7

HOUSE TO SHARE
Houae to share In Amherst, 3

bedrosms available fsr summer with

option fsr fall. fM.M month. Call

Kent after 6:M. 853-7538. tf5-IO

WANTED TO BUY

SUMMER SUBLET

English term paper on any non-

American author or poet. 10 pg.

mln. Price negotiable. Will "«urn
.

••C" trade sr better. Call Jeff sf-

ter f p. a*. 627-4684. J»J

Part-time bSM drivers
;

Mnatb*y>
Claea f license. Inquire sfftos. West-

lines, ftorvtos < en-

ter. N tfS-6

7 roam houoe across from Drake,
120 Amity St , furnished Jane 1 ts

Sept I. S8M a month, heat Includ-

ed Downtown Amherst. Call 646-

9MS sr 646-0839 tfS-7

-^- GIV1 AWAY
Eternal life — far mare toforma-

tlaat College Ufa, S p m. *»e«..

Cetoalal '—

"

*~*
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UMass Students

Raise B.C. Bail
A committee has been organized on this campus to raise bail money for

UMass students and others who are still under arrest in Washington.

There ar1 sUll at least fifteen students from UMass who haven't been

^'ntcUon w.ll be made in two ways. One student from each residence

hall will be designated to collect and record money from that dorm. In

addition there will be a table set up in the Student Union

All monev collected will be sent immediately to UMass students in

Washington, who will post bill for those who have not yet be released^

II there are any questions concerning who is collecting in your dorm,

call the Washington Bail Committee at 546-5164.

Course Changes

U.S. Gives Thieu Drug Advice

i ontinued from Page ">

I \||\ III). INTKNSIVK
KI.KMKVIWHY LATIN, i

credits MWF 12:20 plus small-

^roup practice sessions on TuTh

at H (HI. 9:05, 11:15, 1:25. or 2:30.

Also. optional drop-in

laboratory sessions for

homework and additional

practice: TuTh 4:00-5:15. At-

tendance not required. No lab

tec Students are tree to come

and go as they please during the

designated laboratory hours.

Instructor present to help

students with their homework
assignments I N B Students

move direct!) from Latin no to

14«> and satisfy their foreign

language requirement in two

semesters

LATIN M2. INTKNSIVK
Kl KMKNTAHY LATIN. 4

credits MWF 12:20 plus small

group practice sessions on TuTh

at K tx> or t 30. 'Optional lab as

above This course is for

students with no previous ex-

istence with Latin Those with

some Latin should take 1 10

students move directly from 112

to 140

IXIIN l»o. INTKNSIVK IN-

MKMIIUVIK LATIN. 4

credits C< MWF 11 1"> plus

small group pi act ice sessions on

TuTh -it W. '" "' or
'

-•'

Optional lab TuTh 2:30-3 45.

Kor description, see above)

Prerequisite for Latin 140: Latin

no or i:\ yean of high school

Latin Fulfill! the foreign

language requirement.

OKI IK II" INTKNSIVK
II .KMKNTAHY GREEK. 4

credits

OKKKK ll». INTKNSIVK
KLKMKNTAHY OKKKK. 4

credits. MTuWThF 12:20 or

MTuWThF 1:25. (Also, optional

lab TuTh 0:20-10:45. For

description of lab. see above)

Students move directly from

Greek 110 to 140 and satisfy their

loreign language requirement in

two semesters.

SAIGON (AF) U.S. officials

have given President Nguyon Van

Thieu a list of suggested actions to

curb the growing traffic in heroin

and other drugs in South Vietnam,

informed sources said Tuesday.

The sources reported Thieu

requested the list after top U.S.

leaders here appealed to him for

government help in dealing with

the problem among American

servicemen.

Drug use among U.S. soldiers is

viewed by many American of-

iicials as a crisis that is worsening

weekly.

Two U.S. Congressmen. Rep

Robert H. Steele, R Conn , and

Morgan Murphy, DM . said April

19 that their inquiry showed drug

use of 'epidemic proportions" and

added that the U.S. military

command indicated 10 to 15 per

cent of all soldiers in Vietnam were

using a high grade heroin.

Underscoring the rising concern

felt by U.S. officials over the

narcotics situation was the arrival

in Saigon Tuesday of John E.

lngersoll. director of the U.S.

Bureau of Narcotics and

Dangerous Drugs.

lngersoll made no statement on

arrival. But Secretary of the Army
Stanley R. Resor, closing out an

eight -day visit to the war zone, told

newsmen: "We're taking steps to

get greater assistance from the

Vietnamese government to deal

with this drug problem."

Resor's statement was un-

derstood to refer to the list of

proposals given to Thieu w ithin the

past week after a meeting in-

volving Thieu, U.S. Ambassador
Kllsworth Bunker and Gen.

Creighton W. Abrams, the U.S.

commander in Vietnam. The three

met again to discuss the subject

Monday, it was reported.

The sources, while not spelling

out the suggested government

actions in detail, said they were

concerned primarily with reducing

the flow of heroin and other nar-

cotics into South Vietnam from

neighboring countries.

"Basically it involves the

distribution of the stuff, including a

tightening of customs and other

checks." one source said.

In addition to increasing sur-

veillance at airports and shipping

ports, efforts toward stricter en-

forcement of South Vietnam's laws

against possession, distribution

and use of dangerous drugs were

understood to have been recom-

mended.

U

EUROPEAN
MUSIC

FESTIVAL

TOUR
Aug 3 - Sept. 1

$699
Personally escorted by

Terry C. Schwarz, Mana-

ger Fine Arts Council,

UMass.

* Includes round trip KLM

Jet, hotels, breakfast,

sight-seeing and more . . .

For further information

contact Mr. Schwarz,

125 Herter or at

home 253-7989

office 545-0202

Taurus can be cunning, can con

solidate position and can be a tough

adversary Natives ot this sign ap
preciate the material things in life,

they also are willing to work for what

is received Taurus can be M
tectionate, sensuous and extremely

susceptible to flattery These persons

are aware of values it isn't easy to

tool them, but they often fool

themselves

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Ac

cent on work, how you relate to

associates Give attention to pets,

dependents You can feel better by

lending helping hand Golden Rule is

•-specially applicable at this time

TAURUS (April 20 May 20)

Emphasis on creative efforts. Move
with the tide Don't attempt to block

progress Children play prominent

role You may be revitalized by

aminqout. attending theater Change
routine „,
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Work

with tools at hand Some rules,

restrictions are for your own benefit

^ amily disagreement is but tern

porary Don't blow it out of

proportion Leo person will aid.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Short

iourney involving neighbor, relative

may be on agenda Be flexible Catch

up on calls, messages Visit one who
has written you Develop ideas into

formats, concepts.
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Genuine

bargam is available Be a

discriminating shopper Home im

provement should be high on list Ask
opinion of family member Make
gesture of reconciliation Cooperate
with Gemmi person
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22) Stress

individuality Assert yourself

Highlight independence of thought,

action Original ideas can be put to

use Perfect techniques Your outlook

improves, cycle is high

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct. 22): What
was nebulous can become
meaningful Key is to follow through

special organization can meet needs

Make inquiries Show willingness to

accept responsibility.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): A
friendship may be put to test You
draw some to you with their

problems Be sympathetic; don't

cast first stone Make concessions. If

you give now, youmalso will receive

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

New approach will favorably im

press professional superiors Line up

sights on ultimate goal. Build on solid

base Domestic conditions are due to

improve if you so permit.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19)

Good lunar aspect coincides now with

education, future planning, long

iourney You are able to break free

from rut There is greater freedom of

thouqht. action
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb. 18)

Check legacies, tax returns, take

mventory Financial situation at

tecting mate or partner draws at

tention Key is open mmdedness
Versatile approach assures ultimate

success __, .

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Ac

cent on legal contracts, partnerships

and marriage. Improve public

relations. Express yourself in

meaningful manner One who aided

m past deserves special con

"iF^TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are headed m new direction, with

July indicated as perhaps your most

significant month of this year You

are a dynamic person; your

creativity shines through, making
you desirable to opposite sex Old

burden should be removed by now
you are ready for new, exciting op
portunities
Copyright 1971, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

12

13

14

1 Flower

5 Remuneration

8 College society

(colloq.)

Part of

stove
Devoured

Boundary

15 Man's name

17 Rocks

19 Slumber

20 Expels

21 Blackbird

23 Unadulterated

24 Flying

mammal
26 More

rational

28 Stitch

King of

Bashan
Negative

Note of scale

Spider's

trap

36 Commemorative
disk

River in

Scotland

39 War god

41 Affection

43 Land
measure (pi

)

45 Classifies

48 Least
concealed

50 Retreat

51 Employed

52 Be in debt

54 Paradise

55 Spreads for

drying

56 Still

57 Sow

DOWN

1 Tiers

2 Cylindrical

31

32
33

34

38

Choose
Go in

Equality

Near

Affirmative

8 Bread
ingredient

9 Washes
lightly

10 Oillseed

11 Girl's

nickname

16 Epic poetry

18 Journey

Diminishes

Part of

flower

24 Nod

25 Mature

27 Bow
29 Before

30 Tiny

35 Prohibited

22

23

37

36 Army
meal

Be
defeated

38 Mock

40, Musical

instruments

42 Ballots

43 Border
on

44 Crate

46 Woody
plant

47 Dispatch

49 Plaything

50 Soak
53 Pronoun

12

15

19

24 25

21

13

31

51

155

44

35

26

40

32

27

18

20

«\Y

52 53

S6

14

10 11

28 29 30

34

33

57
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Trackmen At Dartmouth
ans, Orangemen

ivU K SAKKI.Y—(it-oi»ge Scott just misses on an attempted pick

oil plav of Milwaukee Brewer's Tommy Harper in a game played

last Wednesday which Boston won HhX Last night Scotty contributed

Iwo big liils as the Red So\ continued their winning ways with a 4-:i

victory oxer the t 'hie a go White Sox which snapped their five game

uni skein, i AP photo)

Sox Nip Chicago, 4-3

To Remain On Top
CHICAGO < AP 'Finch hitter Phil Gagliano scratched a bases-loaded

single oil the glove o» pitcher Terry Forster in the seventh inning last

night mving the Boston Red Sox a 4-3 victory over the Chicago W hite Sox

The Red Sox third straight victory and 10th in their last 12 starts

snapped a lour game Chicago winning string

Rico Petrocelh s single. George Scott's double and a single by Billy

Conigliaro sent home one Boston run in the seventh, tying the game 3-3.

Alter an intentioal walk to pinch-hitter Mike Fiore filled the bases,

(laghano delivered the deciding i .

Mike Andrews doubled with one out in the bottom of the ninth. Rich

VlcK.nney followed with a pinch single, but left fielder Carl Yastrzernsk.

threw out pinch runner Louis Alvarado at the plate, preserving the Red

^
Bee Bee Richard scored from second on Mike Nagys wild pitch to give

Chiago ii 1-u first inning lead. Duane Josephasons homer tied it in the

^Boston went ahead with another run .n the fifth^j^^SSStSf
third on Conigliaros double and scored on an infield out Rick Reichardt -

'acnl.ee fly and Mike Andrews' single produced two White Sox runs in

the sixth lor a 3-2 lead.

Mets Top Cubs, 2-1

Bv HUBERT MEDEIROS
M DC Stall

The I Mass trackmen travel to

Hanover, New Hampshire today

for a In meet with Dartmouth and

Syracuse. The Redmen are now

fielding a record <>l 5-1 which in-

cludes live consecutive wins.

Only last Saturday they downed

Springfield and Central Con-

necticut bv 2| and 33 points,

respectively In this meet there

were three school records broken

which brings to eight the total

number ot school records that have

been erased from the record book

this Spring.

Dartmouth will have extra in-

centive in this meet as they were

humiliated by the Redmen 74-31 in

an indoor meet up in Hanover.

On paper it appears that the

Redmen should dominate the

sprints and the hurdles, and split

even in the throwing and jumping

events The strengths of the three

teams involved are equally divided

m such a way that it can be ex-

pected that whoever controls the

middle distance events should

control the meet.

Kddie Arcaro who has broken the

shotput record three times this

Spring will again provide the bulk

of the scoring lor UMass in the

throwing events The Redmen will

have to dominate the javelin

behind Rocco Petitto and Gil

Sylvia if they are to break even in

the throwing events.

The jumpings events will be a

close battle between Dartmouth

and UMass Rip Dyer should prove

PR Tl RK I'XSS—Tonv Pendleton (right) passes the baton to Ron

Harris for the third leg in the »10 yard relay which the Redmen won

with plenty to spare in Saturday s tri-meet victory. Pendleton also

set a record of !».T seconds in the KM) yard dash and Harris won the

tm these two sprinters represent the top quality of personel that has

elevated the I Mass track team to a New Kngland power this spring.

<M1M photo by F.d Mangiaratti)

a factor in the long jump. Ed
Shaughnessy and Cal Carpenter

will again handle the high jumping

chores while John Kamb can be

counted on in the pole vault

The sprinters and jurdlers have

dominated their events since the

beginning of the Spring, and can be

expected to extend their excellence

in todav s meet.

O 's, Tigers, Brewers, Cards Win

NKW YORK (AP) Bud

Harrelson singled home the tie

breaking run in an argument-filled

seventh inning to give the

streaking New York Mets a 2-1

victory over the Chicago Cubs last

n,8ht . u . .

It was the Mets third con-

secutive triumph and eighth in nine

games
Jerry Grote opened the seventh

with a single between third and

short Don Hahn, attempting to

iHint. claimed he was hit by the

pitch The umpires first agreed

with him but after a long

discussion among themselves and

with both managers they changed

the ruling to a foul ball.

Hahn then also singled through

the left side, Grote stopping at

second. With a 3-0 count on pinch

hitter Al Weis. Earl Stephenson

relieved Milt Pappas. 3-3, and

Weiss hit into a force at second

But Harrelson slapped a single

through the drawn-in left side and

Grote trotted home

BALTIMORE (AP»-The
Baltimore Orioles scored three

runs on four consecutive fourth

inning hits and went on to whip the

California Angels 4-1 last night as

unbeaten Jim Palmer won his fifth

decision

After loser Tom Murphy, 1-3,

retired the first nine Orioles, Don
Buford started the winning rally

with a single, Mark Belanger

doubled, and both rode home on a

double by Boog Powell. Frank

Robinson then singled for another

run
Palmer, who yielded a first in-

ning home run by Jim Spencer

while hurling his fourth complete

drove home Baltimore's

run with a sixth inning
game,
lourth

single.

The Orioles twice stranded three

runners.
Tigers 6. A's 5

DETROIT (AP)—Al Kaline

reared home from first base in the

ninth inning when Jim Northrup's

single to right field rolled through

Reggie Jackson's legs, giving the

Detroit Tigers a 6-5 victory over

the Oakland Athletics last night.

Kaline was on first base via a

two-out walk off reliever Jim

Roland
The Athletics tied the game 5 5 in

the ninth on Dick Green's run-

scoring double

The Tigers earlier went ahead 5-

4 with a two-run rally in the eighth

as Willie Horton knocked in the

tying tally and Norm Cash drove

in the go-ahead run

Hrewers •_'. WashO
MILWAUKEE (AP)-John

Briggs first American League

home run and the three hit pitching

of rookie Bill Parsons sent the

Milwaukee Brewers to a 2-4 victory

over the skidding Washington

Senators las! night

Briggs acquired 13 days ago by

the Brewers from Philadelphia.

BOCked a two run homer in the lirst

inning to give Parsons all the

support he needed

The 23 year otd right hander had

a no hitter lor lour innings bul \> I

it on a bad hop single l>\ Rich

Schemblum leading off the fifth

Del Unser s double in the sixth and

Mike Epstein's bunt single in the

ninth were the only other hits for

the Senators.

Briggs, making his debut in

Milwaukee for the Brewers, picked

up two of the seven hits off loser

Dick Bosman as the Senators

suffered their fifth straight defeat

(aids?, Phila.3

PHILADELPHIA (AP) Jose

Cardenal drove in three runs with a

double and homer, backing the six

hit pitching of left hander Jerry

Reuss as the St. Louis Cardinals

trimmed the Philadelphia Phillies

7-3 last night.

St lx)uis scored twice in the

lourth inning for a 2-0 lead on

consecutive doubles by Ted
Simmons Joe Torre and Cardenal

In the fifth. Julian Javier made it

Mi with his first home run of the

season

The Phillies reached Reuss lor

two urns in the bottom ot the lifth

on a walk. Mike Ryan s triple his

lirst hit ol the season and a sine.'

I>\ Larry BOWS
Kyan hit two out homer in the

ninth oil Reuss. who struck out 10

high lor a st Lou a pitcher thii

season in squai ing ins record at 3

II . rdinals routed Phillies

rter Chri Short 2 3, in the sixth

ii will) one out Torre walked

and i ardenal Im bis second homer

ni the season

Tonight
f

s Intramurals

MO I IV \TION PI l S_This voung ladv is the first bat girl ever at Bucknell University. Her name is

not been burning up the diamond so far the players do have the incentive of a b.g prize for p.

lormance well done. I AP Photo)
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Softball
Stouts vs Thiqhs

Clackers vs. Erudites
Zoo vs Scups

Dildouqhsvs Heros
Turtles vs Munchkins

Cults vs Choppers
Falcons vs. Gypsies

Skulkers vs Elephants
Bosses vs Band
Moesvs TKB

Untouchables vs. Jellows
Leftovers vs Banditos

9 30 Scups vs DMdoughs
Clackers vs Zoo

Erudites vs Thighs
Heros vs Stouts

10 30 Jellows vs. Leftovers

6 30

7.30

8 30

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

II

12

13

14

15
16

Moes vs Untouchables
TKBvS Band

Banditos vs Bosses

6 30 Phallicsvs Brigade
Starters vs Troufs
Maroons vssAces
Trojans vs Giants
Terrors vs Colts

Comancheesvs Bulldo.

Senators vs Cou'j"'
Cansvs Panthrrs

Eagles vs Rfdwoods
Grants vs Hemlocks
Elmsvs Barracudas

Rams vs P.pers

Swauwnnn i t>t im "iv- T-^sa^a^ag^g^ggagggg****:cce?swwawaww gw^Mg^ewNyw-w-aagaw*
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Redmen Have Tough Road Ahead

•t> •»•••»»•»"•

By EARLK BARROLL
MIX* Staff

Uter a well earned res! the UMass baseball tram

resumes action tomorrow hosting Holy ( row at Earl

Lorden Kield at :t:3U p m. •

With Monday's game al Williams completer) wiped

lmm ,„„„ learn s schedules due to t»ad weather and

escheduling difficuHies. tin- Redmen were able to

I a row pitching anus and heal up some kinks from

, hectic stretch that concluded over the weekend with

, three game sweep ol Maine that catapulted the

Imen into Hrst place inthe YanteeConference b) a

hall game over UConn
Tomorrow s contest begins an it game stretchthat

till feature three Yankee Conference doubleheaders

the game with the Crusaders an intercity battle witft

\mherst, a Western Mass

supremacy game with Springfield,

the always awaited Boston College

ne and a showdown with

Uern League leader Harvard

Itedman tans will gel a look at

„ne «»t the top College pitchers

tomorrow in Mike Pazik ol Holy

es who will must hkcly get the

rtingnod tor theCrusaders Pro

tuts have been after Pazik for a

ouple ol years now and in his lasl

nutting he struck out 21 men in a 12-

inning loss lo Hartford

on Saturday the Redmen travel

to Durham for a double header

n New Hampshire, conquerers

,,i i Conn lasl weekend which

enables the Redmen to take over

n the conference There

no doubt thai the Wildcats have the

Killer

Satly (EnUrgtan

ole of "Giant

m mind In the nrst game between these two

clubs al Lorden field the Redmen hopped on the

Wildcats quickly and often to coast to victory But

after its inn win over UConn, New Hampshire will bo

up lorthesetwo games Starting time is 12

n,i Monday \mherst hosts the Redmen m an m-

h contest thai should be a mismatch in all

Vmherst has lost the sen ices ol its top three

tart, rs and no mnnl.fr tour or five pitcher will be

,hi. tarn the Redmen
,!,,.„ . lay it's the B.C gam.- and the only

,„„,. an wive the Eagles a humbling defeal will

:,v ,t tli. schedule has caught up to I Mass The Eagles

have had a poor season and don'l pose the big Urn

thev have in the pt ,.

Wednesday Springfield comes to Lorden Y .eld with

its hand of Small College terrors who would do

anything to duplicate the upset basketball victory

pulled oil during the winter To date the t fuefUlLS

have been on an ego trip against httle competition and

nave i un up an impressive record and the raves of the

Springfield papers Thev feature a strong pitching

*tafl tun that's all. The rnalrs between these two

chools Should make it bit interesting

And then comes the big stretch ol the season Five

games in five days beginning on the i.th with a home

doubleheader against Rhode Island, continuing on he

I
;th at Harvard and finishing up OB the tilth with the

bit doubleheader at UConn. ,..,,.. , , M
Rhode Island will try a "Giant Killer act itsell

Brian Sheekey. who was rocked earlier in the season

,t I IR| will pitch one game and has the only chance on

me Ham statt to beal the Redmen The res! ol the

mound crew has hanging arms.

it irvard is on its was to the Eastern League title \s

ol now it needs two w ins m its next three games to gain

thetitleasa District One Playofi Berth I Mass coach

Dak Bergquisl will probably treat this game as he did

lhe t^rtmouth contest which the emphasis on

, ead> ing his team lor the t I 01111 games two days Irom

then
And finally UConn The final two

games of the regular season with

the victory taking the conference

crown and a trip to the District One

Playoffs to play Harvard Barring

any catastrophies these two squads

should be lighting it out in these

games tor the longer season

It's a tough, yet interesting

stretch A little variety <>i op

ponenl A few from the conference,

a taste ol small college baseball, a

couple oi games w ith New England

independents and an Kastern

League power

The Redmen are currently riding

a ten game win streak Thev have

won 14 ol IS games up north and IS

ol lit on the season The pitching

has been strong as was expected Speed has been a

kc> the team but what has surprised many

has been the strong hitting punch which was not e\

pected at the start oi the campaign

SPORTS

>> outh has played a major role is the Redman surge

The top live hitters on the club are either freshmen or

sophomores John « risen and Chip Have who are iresh

man and sophomores and Tom White have added

immensely to a pitching stall that has yielded onh

1 I'.i earned inns a game

rhese players have matured during the course ol

the season and along with the leadership of Jack

Conroy, -lack Bernardo and Brian Martin have made

the baseball season the success it has been to date

The lutureot this season will be known in the course

oi these last 1 1 games and Irom this angle it looks like

a pretty good shot that the Redmen may he spending a

week m June somewhere other than in their home

towns

YC Champs Resume Play. .

.

Netmen Duel At Springfield

By STEVE FERBER
Mix Staff

l„ most of the UMaSS varsity

tennis team, last Saturday seemed

like the end of the season They had

won the tournament to which they

had been |>ointing lor the whole

year, but alas the duel matches

continue, as this afternoon the

netmen visit Springfield for a \

p m contest

This coming weekend will be the

New Kngland playoffs, and the

sprmglield match will provide a

little practice lor the weekend

tournev Since returning from

Maine the netmen have been kept

oil the tennis courts due to the rain

and can ill afford to go a week

without practice if they are to

come away Irom Williams this

weekend with any kind of good

showing Thus today's warmup

looms as a ke> one.

Coach Kosakowski sees todav l

match as no breeze "Springfield

has traditionally been a tough

opponent lor us." remarked

Kosakowski, "and we can expect a

real tough match " Today's hosts

have both clay and hard courts at

their disposal and it's anyone's

guess as to which one the Redmen

will be using Amherst, one of the

two teams to knock off UMass in

duel play, also has clay courts, and

thus it will be advantageous to the

( hiefs to use the slower surface

this afternoon.

As the netmen try to get them-

selves back in the swing of things.

< sack Kosakowski spent some

time complimenting his players for

their excellent effort over this past

weekend "We set our sights on

winning the Yankee Conference at

the beginning of the season and

that s just what we did We really

won the conference back in

February, when we began working

out We were in condition and it

really paid off These boys did a

great job. 1 couldn't ask for more.
"

The BM8 squeaker over UR1

some tour days ago will still be

loremost in the Redmen's minds as

they meet today s opponents. But

the netmen had better be thinking

about the Chiefs or upset will be the

name of this afternoon's match

The Yankee Conference

( hampionships do sort of make the

rest of the season anti-climatic, but

today's match would be a tough

one "to lose, as Kosakowski said

that he hates to lose to Springfield,

almost as * ich as he hates to lose

that cor .rence title.

Sox Set To Recall Lonborg
BOSTON i AP> The Boston Red

Sox indicated yesterday they

expect to recall right hander Jim

Lonborg Irom the minors lor their

next home stand which begins May

14

On Page 15:

Track

Red Sox

Mets

"It appears likely that he'll get

one more start lor I^ouisville and

then be called up possibly to pitch

in our exhibition game against the

Montreal Kxpos at Fenway Park

on May 13 a club spokesman said

in Boston while the team was in

Chicago beginning a seven game,

Hi day road trip

Lonborg won the Cy Young

Award in Boston's l%7 pennant

year but has l)een plagued by a

series ol ailments ever since He

spent most of spring training this

year with the Red Sox but was sent

to Louisville in the International

League before the start of

regular season

the

He has a 4-0 record for the

Colonels, climaxed by Monday
night's one-hit. 50 victory over

Toledo in which he struck out eight

and walked only two.

The Red Sox expect to have an

opening on their staff around May
14 anyway, since Ken Brett is

scheduled to depart right about

then lor two weeks' military duty.

They also have a gruelling stretch

of games coming up at that time,

playing 1\ times in 19 days.

Illl MIGHTY ISPO-Ked.nan first sucker Dan ISsfesftS readies

U, p I o a Main, often,,* OVf .he weekend. The
«ffi™"

slu wi-r went S* I kilting hinge in the ser.es uo.ng ,
lo, 11 includm*

two long heater*. (MDC photo b> Kd Maaghurattl)

B\l K IN TIMK-TrUaptain Jack Conroy gets back to first base

well ahead of atehsff attempt. He has been a terror in his number two

slol in lhe hatting order hitting .:U7 wilh 14 stolen bases in as man>

alteinpls. (MIX photo by Kd MangiarattU

Stickers Host
Amherst Today

By HOWIE BLOOM
MDC Staff

Five in a row will be the Redmen's goal as they lace off against

Amherst College in their second to last home game, slated to start at J. J"

th

The Lord°Jeffs. currently ranked eighth in New England sport a

surprisingly tough lineup which includes a number of *£*£•
players At the attack position are high scorers Petr.e Peters No. 45)

and Harry Hinckley (No. 35), both of whom like to work the ball around

the crease They stand to give Gorilla goalie Bruce Crawford a tough time

ll

Challenging the UMass midfielders will be a trio of pretty fair middies

from Amherst in the persons of Seymour Zinns (No. 33). An Axinn (No.

14 ) and last year's top point producer, Marcello McManon ( No.51 >

Amherst has allowed just under I goals a game in running their record

to 5-1. with wins over Trinity (7-5), Wesleyan (8-3), Tufts (8-2), MkL

dlebury (8 6). and Bowdoin (8-3). Their lone defeat came at the hands oi

MIT. who axed the Lord Jeffs by the score of 10-7.

Two vears ago the last time the Redmen faced Amherst on the lacrosse

field Garber's Gorillas sat down at the half behind by the score of 2-1

.

Coach Garber recollected. 'They really scared us, I'll tell you I hey

stalled on us for almost half the game, but luckily we were on the mark

with our shots when we did get the ball, and we finally won it, 7-2. iney

"uMass moved up a notch in the latest New England college lacrosse

poll replacing Yale as the number three team behind Brown and Har-

vard With just two weeks left in the season, the Gorillas better be

prepared for some tough games as the top teams across the country mafte

their final bids for a berth to the NCAA lacrosse championships.

VARSITY M The next to last spring luncheon of the UMass

Varsity M Club will be held today at 12:15 p.m. with coaches Dick

Bergquist of baseball and Dick Garber of lacrosse the featured

speakers. There will also be the usual door prize, with all welcome

at $1.50 admission
,

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Students march to Amherst during vigil of commemoration of Kent State and Jackson .randies oi Hot year. IMDC pkete h> «* Fu.lerlom

Vigil: 'Symbol of Solidarity'

By BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

\s the hells in the steeple of the nearby

church chimed at noon, a group of about 200

people marched in a silent vigil around

\mherst Common in the hot sun of a

beautiful spring afternoon yesterday.

Taking part were junior high, high school

and college students along with a handful ol

urofessors and townspeople who wa ked

[wietly and carried signs in the 2 hour long

vigil A sign carried by a concerned group o

Ir high school students seemed to reflect

the views ol all those taking time to par

ticipate It read. How many more humans

will die'' Please bring peace.''

\s the Im'IIs ceased ringing, the group

stopped and joined hands in a symbol ol

solMarit) A lead college student walked

through the group reading a list of names of

boys Irom Amherst who will never be able to

return to their hometown to take part in an

anti war demonstration Joseph Stanley

Lahhe was one of these boys He probably

walked this same area probably on a day

like vesterday admiring the beauty which

Spring brings to Amherst. But Joe Lahhe

and ;,;, ono other Americans lie dead along

with the victims of Kent and Jackson State_

Following the reading the silent march

continued An elderly couple out for a stroll

along the common joined in with the group

The student on crutches making every aV

tempt to keep up with the others was joined

bv two voung parents and their young child

out irom a car parked nearby, a 'con

earned" parent went over to his daughter

who had been participating, pulled her out ol

the line and whisked her away in a car

The American Hag. waving in the breeze

was then lowered to half mast by a group of

six in memorium of those killed at Viet Nam

and at Jackson and Kent State.

Following the lowering of the Hag. the

silent walk around the common continued

For close to a hall hour they continued as the

hot sun beat down Again the procession

topped. This time, the names of towns and

villages destroyed in the war was read along

with the name ol Richard Dennis Joy and

thousands ol others who will neve, return to

PC the beauty which spring can bring to a

town like Amherst.
* •

The evening s event consisted ol a candle

light march Irom the IMass Campus pond

to the old Amherst Common where the loo

marchers listened to Sam Johnson of the

United Christian Foundation and G. Putnam

barter of the CMass Sociology Dept

'Today is a dav lor sorrow, a day lor

celebration; a day for despair, a dav lor

hope; a dav ol tear" Sam Johnson said in

tht- opening of his address to the hundred

canXholding students He told the group

that WC are here because it is where we must

be When we talk about life and death,

there is nothing more religious or real than

these, he continued

A nation knows ef no greater tragedy

When it kills its young We are all part ol

the nation that did the killing We let it In-

done Johnson told the group as darkness

overlell the common We must not toOSS

Dersnectlve to those deaths, he said

\Vo are sorrowlul lor the Villages

bombed and destroyed, the culture and land

ruined by the war in South Fast Asia. Sam

Johnson went on

In ending his talk. Johnson said that

\mer.ca has grown alra.d to change and

that it is alra.d ol itselt Fear bu.lt the

Pentagon, kept blacks in ghettoes. and tried

L,uul the leaders ol descent We must

not Mop Death ten'l victory life a

We are sad for the deaths in Southeast

\s, a Ohio and Jackson Mississippi, and we

ire angry becausewe have been hed to, shot

.,t tricked and looled We are angry because

the war has gone on to long. Barber said

Continuing he said that «re should u-

hopelul because the peace movement has

seemed to >!<>« down the war As long «•> H

is necessary hundreds ol thousands ol

people will gather m Washington and

campuses all over the countrv D«.n I let

sorrow obscure hope Don t let hope obscure

us from acting." Barber said In finishing

his talk he stated. "We must continue ull the

vv.m is truly «»\er and si Americans are

home
, ,

,

Bern.e l.ougcc of the Vets for Peace, low

the group in the dosing minutes of the rallv

that the biggest memorial we can create is

lo stop the war Ma> 15th is Armed Forces

|) (l v tie said We will turn this into Bfl

antiwar da) Lougee said that Westover

\u Force base will belhe scene <»i one «»i lhe

largest spnng demonstrations m the area

The demonstration is iH-mg planned m
Springfield with the assistance of <-ls who

arc presently on active out) According to

Lougee groups from as far awaj as New

Haven are coming t«. Westover to par

ticipate m the Ma) i.th demonstration

During the .lav the vets lor Peace con

(fueled an all da) workshop A Mm was

shown along with a dUKUSSion M lhe Sfl

Hwar movement which was attendee! by

approximate!) WO people

..-,_••
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On The Inside
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Kent Commemorations,

War Protests Spread

Across The Nation
See Page Four

Senate Referendum Today
See Page Three
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Mod Classroom Building

OK 'd For Orchard Hill

Landfill Regulations

Violated On Campus
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IU JAMKSGOLDMAN
MlX'Stafl

The proposed Orchard Mill

modular classroom building was

the main topic of controversy

when W orchard Mill residents

and lacult) again met, Tuesday

night, with members oi the ad-

ministration. In this second in a

series oi open meetings on Or-

chard Mill. Master l.eo Barron

described the results oi the April

closed session between selected

Diehard Mill residents and

[acuity and members oi the

administration, including

Chancellor Tippo, Provost

G luckstern, and the Vice

Chancellors

VgreementS reached between

the orchard Mill Residential

College and the administration

include an expanded Teacher

Vssistanl allotment, a $3200 gran*

lor securing orchard Mill faculty

outside oi the University and a

memo from the Provost's office

to department heads encouraging

participation in the Orchard Mill

Residential College The Mill was

atao given control oi us ad

missions and housing assign

mentS Mi\ a possible trust tund

allocation to compensate for an

expanded laculty apartment in

Dickinson House
The proposed 1250,000 modular

classroom building tosatiafy the

Residential College i >pacc

requirements remains a source

oi friction The proposed building

would contain :> regular-sized

I.run Karon

classrooms. I large classroom

seating about 100 students, and 5

double sized faculty offices

The orchard Mill students

contended that the proposed

building would not meet then-

needs. The major complaint

expressed b> the students was

the absence Oi a large meeting

room in the building. Concern

was also expressed about the

buildings appearance, tur

diallings, and eventual

replacement by a permanent

building

.lack Littlelield stated that the

building v\as only mteded to till

the academic space needs Me

also said that the nature ol the

requested capital outlay would

not allow use ot these lunds lor

non academic purposes nor

structural changes in the present

building designs

Me did state, however, that the

classrooms could l>e lurmshed in

a lounge type fashion instead

oi the usual classroom setup

When asked about a possible

brick lacing lor the modular

classrooms. Littlelield stated an

emphatic, "No."

Provost Gluckstern relieved

concern that the modular

building would delay the con

struction ol a permanent

building Me said. "The modular

building would not prejudice the

priontv application lor a per-

manent building.
-

' Me also said,

however, that he wouldn't give

encouragement that plans toi a

permanent building would be in

the priority list the first year but

it is possible that this could be

considered lor the October

capital outlay

Both tduckstern and Littletield

encouraged Orchard Mill

students to be active in the

planning of these buildings.

Later in the meeting Dr.

Uromerv was questioned about

coed corridors lor the fall

semester Me stated that there

will !*> no alternate room coed

corridors in September,

(iesturing to Trustee Shaler who

attended Tuesday night's

meeting. Bromerv explained that

when the Board ol Trustees

delegated authority over campus

hie stvles to him. they requested

that any change in the present

configuration be presented to the

Board ol Trustees lirst Me also

said that sentiment m the Board

ol Trustees lor coed corridors is

not lavorable

ByLINDAA.BAL.lCKl
MIX Stall

The University is often looked to

as an example of the way things

should operate in other areas ol the

state It is surprising then that a

concerned citizen has discovered

that the sanitary landfill operation

on the I Mass campus has not been

properly supervised and inspected,

.lames G. Brooks of Nor-

thampton is a concerned citizen

who has become interested in

ecology and environment. Mis

main interest in bringing the

landfill operation to the publics

attention is to show the need tor

additional money and personnel

lor the inspection and supervision

ol the land lill areas.

Brooks discovery of conditions

at the I 'Mass operation came quite

by accident While on campus to

inquire about the curent landswap

situation at nearby Mr. Tom.

Brooks happened to notice un

covered waste materials in the

landfill area in the back of Tillson

farm. Because of his knowledge of

recently passed sanitary landlill

regulations which require the

refuse to be covered by six inches

ol earth each day. Brooks

proceeded to tile lormal com

plaints with the departments ot

Water Pollution Control and the

local State Department of Health

This action resulted in the

decision ol Rkhard Hurke of the

Physical Plant to hand clean the

man made stream at the lace ol

the operation, in an attempt to

uuild contain < regular sized <> >" "" | -

Militant Mood of Homosexuals Climaxed by Conference

Today forthe first time in history

ga] people m large numbei - ire

demanding an end to their op

pression New and militant gay

organizations are developing all

over 'he country m the five-

college area there i> now both a

t,a\ Liberation Front and the

.student Momophile League, both

new this year

So that both ga) people and

Mi aight people tan better Ufl

derstand the oppression

homosexuals lace and the

potentially revolutionary natun

the ga) movement, the Militant

i ..nun Series is sponsoring the

discussion liaj ' Iteration:

Radical Perspective, tonight at

u m Room 174 oi the Campus

Center
shaking at the lorum will be

Mike Obligado and several other

representatives from UMass GLf

Lauritsea from Med But

a gay Marxist group based
John
tertly.

in \cw York; and Diane < ecUH

militant feminist and lesbian Irom

Boston
Although it was coincidental that

I Mass \oung Socialist Alliance

planned a lorum on the topic of gay

liberation tlu- same weekend that

the local homophile groups were

organizing a major g*j con

lerence, this very proliferation <>i

discussions and conlerences

around the topic <«i ua> liberation

reflects themm mood ot militancy

among homosexuals in America

\i cording to David Thorstad. in

an article [Hinted in a recent issue

ol the Militant, this militancy can

be traced back to June 29. I960

I hat day New \. ork police raided

the Stonewall Inn. a gay bar on

Christopher street m Greenwich

Village The cops, who thought

this would be just another routine

ami homosexual raid, were un

prepared lor the lury with which

the ga) community resisted the

police attack In the course ol the

melee, the cops had to call tor

reinforcements and the bar was

demolished ."

"Today." continues Thorstad.

The Stonewall riots stand as a

ssmbol ol the combativity ol the

rapidh growing movement for gay

liberation They gave vent to a tiny

portion Ol the anger gay people

have been accumulating for

centuries They gave gay people a

new and relreshmg leeling of

pride
The discussion tonight, like all ol

the Militant Forum Series, is open

to the public

correct the situation from an

esthetic standpoint. Brooks noted

later that esthetic measures had

been taken in less than half an hour

alter he had presented his com-

plaints

Brooks, in an MDC interview,

showed a series of letters dating

Irom August 19t»7 in which

stipulations were made that only

non combustible construction

materials were to be deposited at

the site •Any area assigned as a

dumping ground would be for a

sanitary landfill only and that the

advice "ol the District Sanitary

Engineer will be asked prior to any

assignment A later letter states

that the dump would be confined to

construction debris such as con-

crete, soil and limited amounts of

building materials such as wood,

brick etc I Mass will confine any

burning in connection with such

dumpmg to controlled periods

under supervision of the Town Fire

duel
The letter goes on to state that

I Mass would maintain the dump

area clear ol all flowing water

wavs An even later letter

(January, IWI sites to the Board

ol Trustees the existance of an

open burning camp located on

property ot UMass Madley.'

Brook's major contention in his

campaign, which has brought him

before the Board ol Trustees and

subsequent!) before Governor

sargent. is that if enough lunds

were allocated lor increased

personnel and equipment

situations such as these might not

arise Added jK'rsonnel both in

engineering, secretarial and legal

capacities would serve to

adequate!) supervise and inspect

sited, according to standards set

forth I>n b\ the State Department

ol Health, thus eliminating the

possibilit) ol such violations and

conditions in the luture

The operation is located on

I Mass property in Madley. ad

laccnt to the parking lot just to the

south ol lot booth No 6.

Schools of Ed Swap Students

The school ol Fd is now interviewing students concerned with

education to take part in an educational reform" exchange program

with the University ol Calif- ma at Irvine.

Ten students Irom Mass will be selected to join ten students from

Irvine on independent study projects and student teaching, with par

luular emphasis on reforming the present Cn.versity educat.onal

structure lor a program starting next Fall.

Ibis s ear a sim.liar study group spent the Fall quarter in Irvine and he

Spring semester at UMass creating a plan for instituting a cluster

college lor the I ol Cahlornia at Irvme

Next vears student group will concentrate on The politics of the

University" and Alternative life style" while attending the hall

semester at UMass and the Winter "quarter at Irvine

ihe Universitv ot Califonris at Irvine is located 40 miles south of Los

\naeles five miles Irom the nearest beach With a student population ol

nearl) 6.000, the Irvine campus was added to the California system only

^studen^'frnm I Mass ma) opt to spend both the Winter and Spring

•quarters' at Irvine with costs |us1 about equaling those ot one mil

semester al ' Mass , . ,

Students interested in applying for the exchange program should

contact Tom Clark 5-0915. ^^^
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Payment Of Senate Officers

Subiect Of Today's Referendum
/ . i :.„.^ Tiii'v. teel tlu)

By BKTHGOODELL
MIX Stall

The student body is voting today

in a campus wide referendum on

the payment Ol Student Senate

officers next year. A large turnout

is expected because of interest in

the issue and because dorm

residents can now vote in then-

house lobbies.

The legislation subject to student

approval provides lor the following

compensation: President fl

1125/month; Legislative and

Administrative Vice Presidents

and Treasurer tfi Sioo/month.

Payment is lor nine months ot the

vear

The measure, passed last month,

is in the lorm of an amendment to

the Senates budget, adding a

category ol $:i.K2r> apecilically lor

the salaries

Funds in the category can not be

expended unless the student body

acts favorably on the referendum

A binding clause attached to the,

legislation requires this.

Today s reierendum is being

held in dormitories because ol

recent legislation by the Senate

changing the procedure for run-

Yes, your eyesight is

correct. This tree, as well as

several others » trout of

Marhmer Hall has been

•leathered" by sponsors ol

Ihe Ihula-Surrealist festival.

I\;uil\ what point they are

Iryinn to make is unsure--

peihaps the absurdity in

modem society MIX photo

1.x <.ai\ \lpa11t4lD

Johnson Wins
A J and proposed

MetawampeAward

Koltin Suggests Boycott

Of Collegian and Center

IU ANN (if UN KIT ,

MIK'Statl

\1\ high school background was

,HMir l was educated m Itoxbury 1

had to light to get through my

treshman >ear in college But

MMM people gave me breaks

helping me to reach my potential

That s one ol the things that

motivates me I teel obligated to

give as many kids as
(
H>ssible the

opportunit) to reach their

potentials. said Prolessor

Uwrence \ Johnson,

distinguished recipient ol the

Metawampe Award

Johnson bander of the 1 Mass

1 iKHS program and Asst Deanol

the School ol Business, was

awarded IIJM and a silver ser

\111g trav m recognition of his

outstanding skill as a teacher both

in and out ol the classroom

\lter earning his undergraduate

degree at B.U and getting his

doctorate at Stanlord I niversity.

Johnson came to the university in

i>n,t as a member of the Marketing

Dept lb' laid the groundwork lor

the < < KBS program in tV7 and the

lirst class was admitted in tW

Johnson stressed the tact that

other black 1 acuity were in

strumental in the lormmg of the

t ( KBS program
Its extremelv difficult lor

main black kids, most of whom

have l>een subject to inferior

schooling all their academic lives

to meet the admission standards ot

most colleges not to mention

linancial problems This is true

alsool main white kids. Johnson

said I iind my colleagues have

been working against these

problems Irom the college level

because this is the area we are

most lamiliar with
"

It is mv belief that educational

problems 'of this sort should be

attacked at the kindergarten

level
-

he continued Hopefully,

some of the students who have

experienced educational

deprivation will return to the

schools and remedy the problems

inherent in society and the school

structure .

Johnson said he had no inkling

that he was to be presented with

the Metawampe Award.

•| reel, considering the

stipulations under which the

umner ol the award is chosen, that

it is mdeed an honor to have been

.elected Horn the >.:>«» faculty here

,| t Mass lor an award ol this sort

ft s flattering thai the students or,

the selection committee thought

(,,oughol my work 10 single me out

i„ this manner Perhaps through

realisation of the educat.ona

needs 1 have tried to I.IL work ol

this sort can be extended to Other

schools, different levelo of

education, and most importantly.

,nto the very fibre of society II

By JEANNKTTK MAKT1NEAU
MDC Staff

" U 't,m*
IlcklZrds.n the Student Union"as an alternative.

n described the Campus Center situation as a -crisis ". He salid

that such places as the Top of the Campus were geared to the over

,v . on students He suggested that students boycott the( enter.

all reterendums That

legislation also removed a

provision which made a releren

dum vote binding on the Senate for

two years Irom the time of the

vote.

As the procedure now stands, a

majority vote of the student body

will be binding on the Senate until

the next annual general Senate

election il more than 25% of the

student enrollment votes. If less

than 25% votes, the decision will be

equivalent to any motion passed by

the Senate 'This means that the

Senate could consider the over-

turned legislation right away again

in a slightly changed form.

Today's reierendum will not be

affected by the 25% requirement

The binding clause on the salaries

bill requires a favorable

reierendum vote lor any salaries to

Ik- paid out of the category. This

restricts the Senate from recon-

sidering the bill even it 25% do not

vote.

The Senate voted to pay its oi-

licers in light of how time

consuming it considers the

positions to be. Supporters of the

payment argue that being O Senate

officer is so time consuming that

an Officer cannot hold an> job

without cutting into the time be

would otherwise spend m Senate

business. They leel that paying

officers will open up the positions

to students who would otherwise bo

restricted Imancially.

Supporters also argue that

Senate officers are doing ver>

much the same job University

\dministrators are paid to do. that

a lot of other colleges have started

paving their student government

officers, and that a precedent has

already been set on this campus.

Kditors ol the Collegian and

managers of WMUA are paid by

student lunds

opponents of officer salaries

object to the payment of any

student for a voluntary, elected

position. 'They cite a tear that

inonev will be the basic incentive

for Senators running for office in

the luture

\ reierendum held earlier this

semester defeated a salaries bill

passed bv the Senate in Kebruary

That measure would have com

pensated this years officers,

retroactive to November. It was

deteated I.2M 00 »**

Today's referendum is being

held milormitorv lobbies Irom B:«JI

.nil to »:00 pm lor dorm

residents ( ommuters and Greeks

vote in front ol the Campus Center

bookstore Irom 1:08 am to .>:00

p m

He also objected to the fact that a Five Person Task Force was

resale for the selection of the Commencement speakers and

llonorarv Degrees.

He also expressed indignation at his and the performers treatment at

last weekend s concerts by the producers of the concert.
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In The Nation And The World

Arrests 'By The Busload
9

Protestors Attempt Capitol Blockage
WASHINGTON iAP> Antiwar protestors moved

trom the city's streets to the doorstep of Congress

Wednesday, marching on the Capitol :UK)0 strong.

Police soon began arresting people by the busload.

Helmeted policemen ringed the Old and New Senate

( mice Buildings that are just northeast ot the ( apitoi

and the House Office Buildings to the south.

The demonstrators' ranks were far diminished from

the estimated 20.000 who failed in their etforts to jam

the capitals traffic Monday and the 5.000j

who helda

ra"

nained access to the Capitol steps by going up one or

two persons at a time, rather than in massed groups

who would be stopped by police.

Civil Oistrubance Unit police soon surrounded the

broad steps The federal employes group stopped

short of the steps, making no move to get in.

Both Houses of Congress wot . .n session.

In Boston

Peace demonstrators, many of them marching from

Boston suburbs, gathered on Boston Common Wed-

hc capital's traffic Monday and the 5 ouu wno nema ^- • ->
warm weatner t0 condemn

.ally outs.de theJ^^T^^^ffi^S - can involvement in Southeast Asia and to

arrested 10.000 in those tirst two days ot tne iviayuay

demonstration

UWIIM.IOS KKOIXHI XHKKMKI) FBI agents lead

,„!,„ KroilH*. Mrined shirt. Iron, an antiwar demonstration at the

liifclirr ii«|Kinm.nt vecteraay. Krasasa, a demonstration Itaatr.

w.is souuht .mi .. wan ant i naming him with reaapiriag to disrupt

ii ..in, in IVaafciagtea and toterlering w ith the constitutional rights ol

» ili/«iis. I \P \\in|»hotoi

Kent State Rallies

CommemorateDeaths
w Thousands <>i \mer

,11,. * and marched a<

Hon Wednesday to protest

i s involvemenl in the Indochina

A .,i. and i>' commemorate
rfudcfits killed last year .it Kenl

state i niversit} in Ohio and

luckson Slate College in

Mississippi

Ih.i. were ed distur-

hances and arrests

\t Kenl State where )<uir

. indents died las! year Irom

National Guard gunfire s small

group <>i demonstrators kept i

iHiilding housing l«>'iv claasas

closed Klsewhere <»n campus

u students attended a rallj lor s

liun on H< »i i and .i repeal "i ,i

state law iixing punishment lor

i iimpus disorders

i niversit) «»i v\ isconsin'i

students peppered police uith

rocks and bricks at several

, iimpus intersections Madison

imlice used leal uas t<. taper*
All Ol I "

i rowds at the ntdespread

demonstrations in >m.ill towns and

large cities seemed smaller than

similar ones last year

\ rail) t". 2,«W students in Nea

Vork s Central Park broke up after

an hour when list lights erupted

between blacks and whites Empt)

bottles and rails were thrown alter

black students charged a bandshell

ge .Hid pushed white souths oil

rhe blacks wen- \ellmg "Free

Hue) Newton. and Free the

Panther 1.1

san Francisco police on hot

..Lack and motorcycles broke up

protesters attempts to block

morning Market Street traffic in

Hunt ol the Standard <»l ot

California building All 1 .800

policemen had been mobilized lor

the protest when Mayday
demonstrators gathered to ad

VOCatC a disruption ol businesses

"profiting from the Indochina

War
I,, New Ha\en several antiwar

protests, unmarked b) incidents

and characterised b) one speaker

rooving m the sunshine,

e held in Connecticut Wed

la) alternoon

rhe New Haven Green rail)

drew about 2,000 persons at its

peak and was b) tar the largest ol

the gatherings that also occurred

m Hartford and some smaller

cities

in n.ac Haven, one young Mack

man grabbed the microphone

between speakers and harangued

the crowd about the need lot

equalit) between blacks and

Ahites

rhe master o! ceremoni-

l-.uclid Irving, a black Yale

indent, allowed the tirade to go on

lor several moments before the

microphone was turned Oil He

then said. I want to apologize tor

that But I guess it had to In' done

\.w Haven police said they took

.me young man irom tin- demon

stration alter he became invoiced

in a scuttle over a Viet < ong Mag

They said neither he nor anyone

else was arrested

\ number ol black and white

speakers appealed lor bail money

lor Black Panther Lennie

McLucas. convicted ol conspiracy

to murder In the Alex Racktey

slaving .several persons with

white cardboard buckets cir

culated through the crowd.

collecting mostly small coins

In Hartford, about 380 persons

gathered at noon on the Capitol

lawn and hoard short speeches

irom Democratic Repa. Irving .1

StelbergOl New Haven and Joseph

s i oatsworth

Thev gathered in a warm spring sun on the grassy

Mall that stretches from the Capitol to the Lincoln

Memorial 2 1/2 miles away, the same area occupied

bv Vietnam War Veterans for Peace two weeks ago at

the start ol a continuing series of antiwar protests.

From there thev approached the Capitol, flanking it

irom both the north and south sides. At the same time

police buses disgorged hundreds of policemen

carrying billy clubs. .

\s Rep Cornelius Gallagher. D-N.J.. addressed he

demonstrators on the steps at the House side of he

I apitoi, 50 policemen on motor scooters went into ht

area The crowd began singing The Star Bangled

Other demonstrators turned away Irom the Senate

Office buildings to go to the Capitol, swelling the

crowd there to 3,000. .

Barber, an estimated 1.508 to 2,000 persons had

attended a rail) in l.atayette Square, lacing the White

House sponsored b) a group calling itsell Federal

Employes foe Peace An undetermined number of

those attending are among 311,010 federal employes m

Washington . .

Vboul :»"' marched Irom the rally to the ( apitoi but

were blocked b) police from joining the protestors

The proteators were splil on tactics, some wanting

to surround the (ap.tol. others hoping to sac

congressmen in their oflicoj to persuade them to

ratif) the Peoptes Peace Treaty a document

worked up b) protest leaders

Tourists mingled with the demonstrators I hey

involvement in Southeast Asia and

demand immediate withdrawal of U.S. troops.

sen Vance Hartke, D-lnd.. told the crowd,

estimated at between 20,000 and 40.000 that the

struggle to end the war is a fight for the American

"II we do not withdraw from Vietnam immediately.

Hartke said. 'We shall condemn ourselves and our

posterity to a frightful judgment."

Hartke was the first of a series of speakers

scheduled to address the crowd following a two hour

session ol folk and rock music.

Other speakers scheduled included David Dellmger

ol the Chicago 7 delendants. Debby Bustin. Student

Mobilization Committee national coordinator, and

Mrs Louise Bruyn. Newton housewile who made a

walk lor peace to Washington. D.C

lhe demonstrators and the curious moved in and

out ol the Common during the leisurely afternoon

Police said at times there were as few as 10.000 around

the speakers platlorm

\ contingent of »<» police officers was called out to

guard the front entrances of the State House on

Beacon Hill across Irom the Common Following that

the Students lor a Democratic Society planned a

demonstration and I charge to enter the building. The

demonstration did not materialize

\ series ol short talks Irom representatives of

groups as diverse as hard hat construction workers

and ga\ liberattonistS called upon the gathering to

impeach President Nixon and refuse to pay income

taxes that would go to support the Indo < hma War

Kocfc bandl and lolk singers provided en

lertainmenl between speakers

the SIDEWALK SALE brings BARGAINS GALORE

CLIFF ALLEN
CLOTHIER

44 Mam St
Amherst

THE DEALER
IN THE ALLEY WE DON'T HAVE A SIDEWALK,

BUT WE STILL HAVE A

SALE
Wk Main St.

In the Alley

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

250-6066

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562 3604

THE
RASCALS

U.S. Dollar Trade Halted
BanksBy Five European

•^ . ._ 1 1 <.* .» I. i. ill. it- f.JIO

FRANKFORT, Germany lAP
— Several Kuropean government

banks stopped buying American

Currency, Wednesday, in the lace

of a massive rush to sell dollars.

Money experts hurried into con-

sultations on ways to check

Europe's growing monetary crisis

The Continent's worst money

crisis since 1969 made the dollar

the one currency that practically

no one wanted at present exchange

rates.

Financial sources generally

expected the German mark, the

Swiss franc, the Dutch guilder and

possibly other currencies would be

revalued at a higher rate

Speculation began on a decision

that would allow the mark and other

currencies to move up in ratio to

the dollar to temporarily ease the

situation. That was why they were

swapping dollars tor other

currencies, principally the mark

Any upward valuation would

lower the cost of U.S. goods in

Europe. This would tend to in-

crease U.S. exports and ease

America's chronic balance of

payment problem

All eyes were turned to West

Germany, wmch now has one of the

stongest currencies in Europe but

Tlli:iMTi:i>STATKSOIMM KICK A ^ j>

or ^R

'

^i«

fgmnscsaBXA ttflflMgngn

OBIF1T OF CRISIS-Several European government banks

stopped buying the IS dollar in order to thw.rtKj.rope . worst

,,,,,'ieta, > crisis since Ma. I MIK photo by Oary Alpaugh
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Nixon Deceives Public

Claims Senator Hartke
BOSTON (AP)-U S Sen Vance Hartke, D-lnd . said Wednesday he

believes President Nixon is deceiving the American people with rhetoric

about ending the war in Southeast Asia.
.

1 et there be no mistake about it." Hartke said in a statement

prepared for delivery at an antiwar rally on Boston Common -This pan

to end the war which the president calls Vietnamization is. in fact, a plan

to continue the war indetinitely. using South Vietnamese conscripts \o

carry out the Nixon program for American domination of Southeast

It is an attempt, in other words, to win a military victory A
At a news conference before the rally. Hartke said he doubted that

Nixon would be a candidate for reelection.

He also said the Nixon administration may 'find it convenient to

establish a final withdrawal date for American troops from Southeast

Asia as has been sought by the Communist Delegates at the Pans peace

t'llks
'

In his speech at the rally. Hartke said -One year ago this week young

Americans at Kent. Ohio and Jackson. Miss .
were shot down in cold

blood bv other Americans who thought they were maintaining order

No event in recent history illustrates more vividly the desperate pass

our nation has come to through the folly and willful blindness of leaders

more concerned with geopolitical abstractions than with the national

ideals they had sworn to uphold."

These leaders. Hartke said, are -more concerned with their own place

in history than with America's
"

I feefthat disruption, violence and terror do not generate the kind ol

public opinion needed to keep pressure on the president and ( ongress to

*
n
\iolence

ar
he said, 'helps the cause of those who want to prolong the

*
'Hartke sponsor of a I ' S Senate resolution calling for immediate with

drawal from Vietnam, said he believes three quarters of the American

people want American out of Southeast Asia.

Muskie Sees Surveillance

Issue A voided by Critics

there is indication in Germany that

revaluation upward would ease

inflationary pressure.

A Cabinet meeting has been

called in Bonn for Friday and

Germany's Economic Minister

Chiller said he expected the

government to make a decision on

ways ol stopping the massive in-

llux of dollars.

German Central Bank officials

said they could envision three

alternatives facing the Cabinet: a

freely floating mark, revaluation

or the introduction of foreign trade

restrictions. They considered the

latter the least likely. A floating

mark would produce the same

effect of revaluation upward of 4 to

.'> per cent.

The cause of the crisis was a

relatively new problem for

Europe's money managers - too

many dollars. In European eyes

the dollar is now relatively weak

!>eeause of America's balance of

payments deficit, largely due to

the Vietnam war.

An unprecedented flood of

dollars has poured into the Con-

tinent to be exchanged for stronger

European currencies. In the

process it has exported American

inflation across the Atlantic and

threatened to undermine European

economies.

I nder present international

rules, European government

banks have been lorced to buy

dollars to keep exchange rates

Irom tailing through the official

lloor In Germany's case this

meant paying out marks which

could be worth more later It was a

sure lormula lor losing money.

In the past two days, financial

sources estimated. West Germany

was lorced to buy an un

precedented $2 billion to meet this

obligation

BOSTON SARGKNT TALKS WITH SENATORS IN HIS OFFICh

In an unusual move. Governor Francis W. Sargent called the forty

members of the Massachusetts Senate to a meeting in his office.

Subject of the meeting was the governors proposed reorganization

of slate government, lie is at odds with the legislature on funding ol

the program that would set up a cabinet form of government. <AI

Wirephoto)

U.S. Sends Missile

To Spy On Red Tests
CAPE KENNEDY. Fia. i APi-Undera mantle of secrecy, the Air Force

rocketed a spy satellite into space Wednesday to monitor Russian and

ZcI Chinese missile tests and to provide almost instant alert of a long

ra

The iTw^und superspy would sound a 30-minute warning of such an

attack This^doublethe ISminutes that present radar ^tems^veUS^

lorces to prepare antimissile defenses and to launch bombers and

"TheD«a& clamped a secrecy lid on the launching No

advance announcement was made, although ."formation about he

mnch izenerallv was known in the Cape Kennedy area The A r Force

Issued a bnel[statement after liftoff stating merely that a satellite had

The'ne^^^^
From this outpost its infra-red and other sensors would keep consU.rU

watch on the launching pads and routes over which Russian and Rid

Chinese missiles fly ... t •--»

—

,n .«
Sources reported the sensors, developed in years of testing in ex-

pertoempl satellites, would instantly detect an all-out missile attack by

spotting the exhausts of rising rockets

^y ..
OT

WASHINGTON iAP » Sen

Edmund S Muskie said Wed-

neaday Republican critics ol his

charges ol FBI snooping on Earth

Day rallies have made 'snide

connections, cheap connections"

rather than deal with the questions

raised

A lot ol the sniping is rather

petty," he told a news conference

in "response to a question on

whether he had been the target of

undue sniping Irom the White

House
The Maine Democrat. . an

unannounced contender lor the

l«»72 Democratic presidential

nomination, was asked about

Senate speeches in which

Republican senators noted Muskie

shared the platlorm at the Earth

Da\ rally he cited with Rennie

|)a\is. convicted in Chicago of

conspiracy to incite a riot and

arrested

'That is typical I would say. the

senator replied, noting that any

senator who had read the FBI

report on the Earth Day rally

••ould not make that connection

responsibly ' Muskie said the

target of his criticism was the FBI

surveillance, not President Nixon

or the White House. "They clearly

do not wish to address themselves

with this issue," he said

Spring is on Saie

starting today

at FASHION FABRICS
OF AMHERST

Our Biggest Sale Ever
Beside the Hungry U

If the weather won't give you spring fever warm

up by treating yourself to some fantastic fabric

bargains!

Over 75% of our fabrics ore

sole priced at 57* and up.

Includes selected polyesters, cottons,

knits, jerseys, dots, florals and many .«

famous easy-care fabrics. <C

103 N Pleasant St

Open until 9pm
Tues , Thurs, Fri.

OINO Df I AUKI

A PARAM' N

Tf CHMK.Oi

URENTI M '•

' N
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Last Weekend's Security

Considered Well Handled
VYv,, U

,„.,-*. mn.>i io assist student House said that the 01

H\ JIM GOLD
MIX' Stall

The campus security situation

was handled as well as you could

have expected" last weekend,

according lo Doug Korsythe, in-

terim Director o( Security In an

Mix interview, he said that the

biggest difficult) was a lack <>i

v^^y^^vv^j'agagg&t^J-c^tCgS^^^

Director
Search

Nears End
The search for a new Director!

oi Securit) is beginning to enter

its final stages with a decision to:

be made in about two weeks.1

said Doug Korsythe. Interim

Director ol Safety.

The necessary 'long.

i
laborious' search has come

IIaround to the review committeej
I hand security guards and police

recommending about torty well

"qualified candidates, said

Korsythe "We were very for-

tunate to net men oi such highj,

caliber" he said about them

The names will no%t in' turned

over to l>r Bromerj who will

| most likely narrow the choice

down to the top three or lour, he

explained I:

;

Women's
Center

Opens
\ Women - Advisor) Center

ottering information about

education and other services has

been opened at UMasa
I he center will provide women

with a source oi information

, erning available coun
entrance requirements, financial

aid and other kinds (»t information

uboul educational programs and

other tipportumties lor women in

the ana In addition the center

will acl •-> a clearing bouse for

women's interest groups and will

attempt to match women needing

tmeling and advice uith others

who can help them, according to

William C Venman, director ol

continuing education

Sponsored b> the i Mass

Division ol Continuing Education

and die \alle> Women's Center ol

Northampton, the Women's Ad

eisoT) (enter is located In Itoom

SKfll, Murray D Lincoln Campus
Center .)<».,,, Kngel, a UMass
sociology graduate student, will

Matt the center Tueadaj ud
lnda\ afternoons

personnel
complaints

\ surve) ol 32 Heads ot

Kesidence revealed that the most

messed up dorms this past

weekend were the lower sections ol

the mens touers in Southwest

Main dorms revealed no damage

at all

Forsythe and several Heads oi

Kesidence said that much ol the

expected damage didn't happen

because ol the cooperation oi the

students and visitors in keeping

some dormitories clean

Some oi the more frequent types

ol complaints handled through the

security office consisted ol

"requests to locate missing per

sons." cars blocking fire lanes,

ndes to the inlirmary and mostly

not too serious misdemeanors said

Forsythe
It wasn't all peaches and

i ream Korsythe went on. ex-

plaining that the difficulties were

not severe but numerous More

availability ol telephones, radios,

kevs. and other logistical items

would have helped a great deal he

said

\>signmg security guards to

dorms and continuation ol the

student security program tor the

rest ol the vear has been con

sidired a great help in stopping

damage said Forsythe.

Most ol the heads ol residence

aid that there wa- surprisingly

ittle damage Ma I* reported that

ti^ht securit) systems"

prevented most all ol the damage

Most oi the heads oi residence

^iid that there was surprising

little damage Many reported

1 1^. tit securit) systems

prevented most all oi the damage

However as one head of residence

put it. ue don't always lind out

about the damage right away
"

Reporting no damage at all ol

those interviewed! were James.

Grayson, Coolidge upper and

middle. John Ouiney Adams upper.

I rabtree, Greenough, Dickinson

Field. Kmerson. (hadbourne.

t ..shin Johnson. Knoulton. l.each.

Lewis, and Mar\ Lyons

Most ol the heads ol residence

who revealed damage said that

dies thought it was done Irom the

outside Mrs Leavitt of Crampton

House said that the only damage

done there was a third floor win

dow smashed by a rock thrown

Irom the Southwest Mall

Many reported that their dor

nntories were quite a bit messier

than normal 01 those whose only

damage statements were ex-

cessive mess were Kennedy Up

per, Coolidge lower. John Quincy

Adams middle, and John Adams

Lower Mr Schartenberger ol

Vdams Middle explained that there

were great messes Irom outside

people. Although damage was not

excessive, there was a lot of rip

oils Irom outsiders He explained

that the tower security system

broke down Irom the huge amount

ol people entering.

Mr Lawrence ol Adams Lower

expressed disappointment about

the whole scene. He said that 14

and IS year old girls were picked

up in his dorm last week. "It was a

had scene lor parents on campus."

he said

I pper houses in the towers get

much less traliic than the lower

houses, claimed heads of residence

in the five towers

All the girls dormitories and

men's low rises took much strict

securit) actions, most claiming to

have locked doors and student and

university guards posted in the

lobby The men's dorms appeared

to have more student participation

in stopping outsiders who were not

guests ol residents irom staying in

lounges

According to the response of the

heads ol residence, students were

more consciously trying to keep

out troublemakers than on

previous lug weekends.

,
Heads

NamedFto Posts
\ew heads have been named in

the departments ol history and

speech at I Mass
I'rol James h\ Lvnch has been

named head of the speech

department He had been acting

head ol the department Prof.

Kobert H McNeal has been named

head ol the history department.

effective Sept I. He replaces

Drug Survey

Discussed
Tonight

The drinking and drug use

survey distributed this week in the

mail will be the subject of the Kd

Koche show at 1:96 tonight on

WMl A
Professor Peter Park and

several ol the students in the

seminar (sociology :?9I i which

completed the questionnaire will

discuss it in detail and answer any

questions callers may have. The

number to call will be announced

on the show
The survey was distributed to

approximately 1500 students

chosen at random It is completely

anonymous. Results will be used to

ascertain accurate mlormation

and attitudes about drug use

Initial response has been good,

according to the organizers, but to

be completely valid. 100% response

is necessary, they said Recipients

oi the questionnaire are urged to

listen to tonight s program

Professor Archibald Lewis, who

will remain in the department and

devote lull time to teaching and

research,

Di Lvnch is a specialist in the

history ol broadcasting, television

programming and production.

broadcasting m politics and in-

ternational broadcasting. He holds

A H . MA and Ph.D. degrees from

the University of Michigan

He came to I 'Mass in 1%9 from

Ohio State I niversity. where he

was a professor of speech He has

also taught at Indiana University,

University of Michigan and

University oi Iowa. He has written

chapters for three different books,

plus articles, reports and book

reviews in 16 different

publications

GET SOME ANSWERS

Student Homophile Leogue - MEETING TONIGHT
7 pin . __ Compus Center 917 — 545-1389

MANY
GOING?

. . . charter a Peter Pan .a^

Bus to wherever _it is

you

The Distinguished Visitors Program

WANTS YOUR HELP

in selecting speakers for 1971-1972

Please fill out the coupon and deposit it in the D.V.P. sugges-

tion box at the Scheduling Desk, Concourse Level, Campus

Center, or mail it through the campus mail.

DISTINGUISHED
would like to hear:

SPEAKER

VISITORS PROGRAM. R.S.O. 803. Campus Out.r

TOPIC

n* !»'•''> s,,o i''
Siuaent lnion m" c

liiiv. of >!:*•<

Tel. M5 2006 or MfrSSM

Nairn-

.\tltlr«*ss

Telephone

Winging it

Whether off on a trip, or buzz-

ing around home, she's the kind

of girl people like to be with.

Active and ready to be part of

the fun at any time.

Even her monthly period

doesn't get her down. She's

smart. She uses internally worn

Tampax tampons. They give her

complete protection and

the freedom she needs to

swim, ride, or wing away

on a vacation anytime of any

month.

Tampax tampons make a

girl's life so much easier.

Right from the start

<\
: ||v

\ orvnoMO r» » oocto»

MOW U«t> »» Mlll'0« Of WOMCH

TAMPAX* TAMPONS »«t MAOC ONUY BY

TAMPAX INCOnPO-IATEO.PAUMCf MASS.
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OF COMPENSATION

PRO
The Senate needs committed full-time leader-

ship, and those giving as much of themselves as the

job requires should be compensated.

If the Student Senate is to attract officers of

the highest caliber, then no candidate should be pre-

vented from running for office for financial reasons

- that people of such competence are needed is

self-evident.

The present Student Activities tax figure,

$35.50 per student, includes the monies for officers

pay. The amount expended per student is only

$0.24.

Payment of these officers is contingent upon

the approval of students by referendum /this pay-

ment is not retroactive, it would be expended next

year, for next year's officers.

CON
The positions of Student Senate Officers are

voluntary ones. In the past the officers' commitment

lias l>een due to the Senate's service-orientation.

Salaries should be kept out of the Senate to avoid

the possibility of becoming money-oriented.

Although the amount taxed per person has

decreased, the entire budget has increased signifi-

cantly over the years. And though this is a salaried

position, there are no required hours, therefore no

guarantee of labor.

There is also the question of fiscal priorities —

does this allocation fit the desires of the students?

ill
Commuters and Greeks - In front of the Campus Center

Bookstore, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Dorm Residents - In your dorm lobbies, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
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Depot itt

WASHINGTON No matter how hard we
s
try, tin

press can't do anything right as tar as the Nixon ad

ministration is concerned - ._...—,

I am happy to report that the attack* of President

Nixon Sp.ro Anew and John Mitchell have not .alien

on deaf ears. A sincere group of journalists and IV

!Lnu-ntators have .ormed an Ad Hoe fommitteeto

Make the News More Palatable to the Administration.

The lust meeting was held last week in the

Georgetown basement of a famous cartoonist

Gentlemen," a syndicated columnist said, tnt

\dministration is led up with the way the nation s

media are reporting the news It is our duty as

\inei leans to change our ways.

Huzzah' Huzzah' " everyone shouted.

•Are there any suggestions'
- '

--j»«
How about coming out tor Judge Carswell.

someone said. ..

Us t(H) late unless there is a new opening on tht

Supreme Court," an editorial writer replied

•What about refusing to report the unemployment

ligures in the United States ?
'

That would please the Administration, a White

House correspondent said

How about pulling all our correspondents out ot

Indochina and accepting only the word of the \ en

tagon briefers'.'"' ,, _,..

-It's a step in the right direction, a TV

correspondent agreed.

it isn't enough," a columnist said. This Ad-

ministration deserves more than a few bones.

Tve got it. suggested a reporter. "Suppose we

auree everv week to turn over all our notebooks and

1,1ms and radio tapes to the Justice l^PartmenJ.

An editor said. 'John Mitchell would like that

"And suppose we make an agreement not to report

anv news from Red China without clearing it with

Spire Agnew
Huzzah' Huzzah!" everyone shouted.

\ woman reporter said, "What about putting an

embargo on all news about anti-Vietnam demon-

strations'
'

. ,

•Or demonstrations of any kind? someone else

•'We could do it if we put our hearts in it," the

cartoonist said.

"These are all good suggestions, the editorial

writer said "But we owe this Administration more

than iust suppressing bad news. We have to print the

sood news about what President Nixon is doing.

"Huzzah! Huzzah'" everyone cried.

•Let s hear a few suggestions."

There was dead silence in the room.

The woman reporter finally said, "Nixon s

marrying off his daughter to a very nice young man."

He kept Henry Kissinger from being kidnapped.

someone else added. „

He got Congress to vote on the SSI

He made Spiro Agnew into a household word.

•He brought Martha Mitchell to Washington."

He made everything perfectly clear
"

That s enough to start with, the syndicated

columnist said. "Were all agreed then that we're

going to lay off the Nixon Administration until after

the election."

Huzzah' Huzzah!" everyone cried

Unfortunately, at that moment 100 federal mar-

shals who had been tipped off by an FBI informer,

crashed into the basement and arrested everyone for

conspiring to overthrow the United States govern

"That does it. said an editor as he was put into a

paddy wagon No more Mister Good Guy."

< op\ right l»7l. Ion Angeles Times
anv news irum rvt-u iwn » D

.
.. .-* ...

Mass Action vs. Confrontattonalist Pomes

May Day vs. April
J. ~ _2Li_« i. .. ,|<<;ir irom this against

24

. •• s^&c-o«^k.

BySlDFlNKHl'KST
The anti-War movement has now

seen the two conflicting strategies

to ,nd the War worked out in

practice On April 24 liutl.oou people

went into the streets ot Washington

and San Francisco in the largest

and most peaceful demonstration

in the historv ol the nation t >n May
i perhaps 10.000 demonstrators put

their bodies on the line to prove

once again what they all alread>

knew government is a repressive

institution

It the government doesn't stop

the War. the people will stop the

government Today, of course.

both the government and the war

are still on our backs But the May
D.i\ Tribe knew that this would

happen also, they knew their

super revolutionary rhetoric was

nothing more than empty
posturing What then did the Ma>

I >av Tribe plan to accomplish"

The HAY DAY MANUAL states

the aim ol the May Day actions is

to raise the social costs of the war

to a level unacceptable to

America's rulers. To do this, we
seek to create the spectre of social

chaos while maintaining the

support or at least the toleration of

the broad masses of American

dear Irom this against the war government.
people "

It is

statement that the Tribe is not

interested in reaching the broad

masses ol Americaas They are

satisfied if the American people

siniph tolerate them Their

strategy is lor confrontation

between the relatively small

numbers ot the "dedicated" and

the government, while the

American people remain passive

Basicalh the Triliespeople are

liberals The liberals want the

dedicated activists to go to

Washington and confront the

government with passionate

arguments and the threat ot the

biennial election The Triliespeople

want the dedicated activists to go

to Washington and confront the

government with passionate SC

turns and the threat ol violence.

Neither want to involve the

maturity ot the American people

who are opposed to this war in

independent political action

The aim of April 24 differs

considerably from either the May
Day tribe or the liberals: the

orientation is not confrontation

between small groups of officials

and lobbyists activists but towards

bringing the majority of the

\merican people into struggle

This

majority of Americans, which is

already opposed to the War. can be

brought into the movement by

peaceful, legal demonstrations,

which give a focus for organizing

What April 24 proved is that

mass actions of a peaceful, legal

character do have the potential to

hung the anti War majority into

the Movement April 24 had un

precedented support from the

Trade Union movement, the Black

community, and of course the

veterans and G Is The par

ticipation ol Trade Unionists

Blacks. Veterans, and (Ms will

make the |ob ol further mobilizing

these const it uences much easier

next time And there will be a next

time The anti War movement will

not stop until a majority of

Americans are out on the streets

demanding immediate with

drawal There will be a next time

unless the movement gets diverted

into the search for a "true peace

candidate" or gets demoralized by

lurther defeats like May Day

Therein lies the essential dif

lerence between May Day and

April 24 One seeks to build the

movement on defeats and the other

on concrete accomplishments.

Guest Editorial

Take A Look Around . .

.

By K1CHARDPERKINS
Fhei ecent tendency to blast Amerika' for

its infinite ills is getting really boring Not

because the ills aren't there, or because

Amerika doesn't deserve a blast on these

counts but because much of the rhetoric is

boring It B boring to hear undefined and ill

thought phraseology such as one student

who recentlj declared "There is no

democracy in America ", I no one bothering

to question what she means by

democracy'). (Jr the hypocrites who dif

ferentiate between ripping off and

liberating on the basis of whether or not

they own the stolen property. It's boring to

hear the cliches endlessly Haunted, or the

verbiage designed to inflate egos and to

del late interest and thought But most of all

it's boring and worse, troubling -to bear

students who attack Amerika for national

ills which all have referents of our own

making here on this campus For example:

Pollution: Did you catch a glimpse of the

grounds a round the ( 'ampus ( enter after the

spring concert this past weekend" How

many coke cups (etc) are floating on the

pond and who put them there" Industrial

polluters are lar more \ isible tand harm

lul). but at least they have a rational basis

lor their actions it keeps profits high The

crap on our campus represents only our

irrational unconcern.

Itai-ism: defined as the negative evaluation

ol I physically unique group based solely

upon those physical traits We got it here

only it goes both ways Whites who I have

heard talk about Mills House in terms

usually reserved lor jingoistic discussion of

he enemy"; and Blacks who can only

conceive Ol Whites as "devils' or

coionialists'. The objects of both con

\ersations are other UMass students

Non-representative government: For

example, how many times must the student

body vote down pay bills for the Student

Senate on relerendum only to have more

bills sereptitiously introduced?

Inconsistent leadership: Senate President

tilten told us all to lower our voices two

months ago. vet one of the most

unreasonable cascades of verbiage in recent

times was directed by him at the last

meeting ol the Faculty Senate This is not a

comment on his basic argument against that

body, but rather on his slanderous and

immature tactics

Totalitarianism: defined as non

representative minority power visa vis the

majority Documentation here is admittedly

impossible, but I invite critical attention to

those who glibbly invoke "all power to the

people" What people"' How about 'power

to dl the people"" Like the millions of lower

middle class workers w ho are scared silly of

long hairs who in their eyes -will throw

over "all that is sacred" <e.g. personal

property rights, civil traditions, in

stitutionalized patterns such as the family

structure even the value on male
dominence in the homo Power to all of

them" Power to all the Viet Nam hawks? All

the pigs'' The assholes'' Who are "the

people"?

Violence Yes There's crime right here in

River City. Had anything stolen lately"

Been mugged in the tunnel under Mass.

A\e .? Know any girl who's been attacked

while walking alone" The problems -the

causes are lar Irom simple, but never

theless it's students like us who are out there

doing the stealing, the robbing, even the

taping.

Xpathy : Who could seriously claim that

there is adequate demonstrated concern

expressed between students on this cam
pus" Notice as you walk that few will even

look at you Inconsiderateness is rampant,

leave your food tray on the dining com
mons table let someone else worry about it

:

have a hockey game in the dorm corridor at

midnight don't worry about someone else

trying to sleep or study; litter the campus
let the old men with gunny sacks pick it up I

Many persons complain about the apathy of

students toward causes and issues. How
about the cause of interpersonal harmony
and the issue of neighborly love9

This incomplete and admittedly one sided

critique of us has been issued solely because

of what appears to be inconsistency tat

liest i
, and gross deception I at worst I on tr

part of many students today. When anger is

inconsistently focused, so that only certain

targets (such as Amerika) are selected,

while at the same time others -much closer

at hand are ignored, then suspicion ol

motive is appropriate. I call only for

reasoned debate and consistent criticism

especially when the target is ourselves.

"
, You know it's hard to tell when you're in the spell if it's wrong or if it's real,

But you're bound to lose if you let the blues get you scared to feel. .

."

Letters To The Editor

Lease You Could Do
To the Kditor.

Many students have entered into leases on apart-

ments in the area that run until August 31. As a

general proposition it should be clear to every tenant

that leaving, and refusing to pay rent on leased

premises before the end of the term makes every

person who has signed the lease as tenant liable for

the lull amount of the rent that is not paid. This means

that if CO-tenantS contribute to one another in order to

pay rent, that is their business and not the Landlord's.

He has the right to seek lull payment from any one or

all of the signers of the lease.

It should also be kept in mind that a security deposit

may not ordinarily be used to pay the last month's

rent in those apartments where termination is near.

As a matter of law it is probably to the tenant's

disadvantage to abuse this rule since, as of January 1

this year, any such deposit that is wrongfully

w ithheld. more'than thirty days must be doubled when

returned The Landlord must return the deposit less

deductions properly itemized in order to avoid this

penalty. As always, student-tenants who feel that this

provision has been violated may consult with this

office or any attorney to get help in recovering.

Tenants vacating premises should also bear in mind

that the apartment should be left in as clean good

order as is possible both as a courtesy to the new

tenant and to reduce any claim the Landlord may

make against the security deposit.

Any Spare Change?

To the Kditor:

Today the Student Body will again have the chance

to vote lor paving its student body officers.

Ieverything seems to indicate that the vote will be

massively against doing so. which I feel is a mistake.

The Senate is constantly accused ol being elitist,

and student action against the pay bill will only in

crease this 60% of this campus student s lamihes

make less than $10,000. We all know that most ol HI

iTve worked vear round tor the last two years'

financially struggle through this university The

Senate Officers are required to work a minimum ol 40

hours I w«-ek. as well as to spend much of their

summer time in Amherst If Senate officers are not

paid then thev must either Ik- mdependantly wealthy,

not lullill their obligations, or go into personal debt

The lour ol us officers elected two weeks ago will

meet our obligations to you. the student body. M
matter what the referendum outcome We are asking

lor your support so that we don t fall lurther into

personal debt, lor a vote of confidence lor a more

ictive Senate and more importantly lor long range

support ol the concept of "freeing your student

government ollicers so that can better represent your

interests bofOfO the laculty. administration, and

Trustees I w ho all make more than $125 a month >

Lee Sandwen

One More BlackGown
To the Kditor:

Students anticipating Commencement may be

concerned to learn that no list of degree recipients,

including the names of Honor students and those

receiving advanced degrees, etc will be available at

the ceremony This decision, apparently made last

vear by Whitmore I in view of the cases where some

names are deleted or added at the last moment) is. I

red at the expense of the many < relatives) who have

waited lor years to see sons, daughters, grand

children, etc. graduate Irom college

I leel that there is but little pleasure for seventy

searold bilocaled eyes, in the stifling heat or gentle

rain to behold a far off mass of over 3000 black-

gowned objects amidst the otherwise droll ceremony

Were these eyes to lind one recognizable name on a

piece of paper, then there would be one pleasurable

aspect to the occasion
Jeffrey II. Kendall

Another Minority

To the Kditor:

The Listening Library in the Music Room ol the

Campus Center finally opened on Tuesday Students

immediately flocked "to the Music Koom to discover

w Inch • or how manv I of their musical heroes had been

deemed worthv of representation in the tape collec-

tion. While many were satisfied with the available

selections others were disappointed We were among

the dissatisfied, feeling (hat our long gone classical

heroes ranging Irom Bach to Stravinsky, deserved

more recongition than that given them by the present

eight selections of dubious renown

We hope that in the near future, this meager

collection will increase to a healthier minority

position
\nne l>a\is and Nancy Ma/onson

Needless damage or dirt will ultimately hurt the

new tenant rather than the Landlord in the form of

higher rent, distrust and so forth, regardless of your

intentions. Willful damage is also a crime.

Any students who are in doubt about their tenancies

should make sure of their legal positions before taking

actions that have unforeseen consequences.

Students who intend to live off-campus in the fall,

should be certain of the University regulations ap

plicable to them before entering into leases.

Kemember that money paid in advance to "hold" an

apartment may be legally forfeit if you do not sign a

lease or enter into actual occupancy.
Kichard M. Ilowland

Always Time
To the Kditor:

Alter reading Robert Nesti's article in Tuesday s

Collegian, my reaction can only be one of shock and

anger He not only says that there will be no more

concerts like the ones this last weekend, but he ap-

plauds the Student Senate's action of refusing to fund

any future ones How can he really call this last

weekend a 'wasteful and useless way to spend student

lunds" " I am not only speaking for myself, but for

thousands of other students who went to the concerts

and had a fantastic time. My attendance there does

not mean that I am not interested in the Washington

march, the war in Viet Nam or the Kent State

students In mv mind, though, there is no connection

between these' and the concerts I don't believe this

campus total purpose is to educate and to be

politically active. There must be a time to relax and

enjoy a weekend of love and music Maybe Mr Nesti

describes this as self indulgent luxury lor all in-

volved but I describe it as enjoying a little extra in

life and relaxing Irom the grind of schoolwork and

classes The Student Senate's lunds are lor the

student's interests and not solely lor politics I will

particqiate in the Moratorium this week, but 1 will bo

very disappointed il I never participate in another

beautiful concert In Mr Nesti's words, if "the

question is whether or not now is the time for a good

time." I sa\ \es. there is always time for it

Janet Macone

One of Those Days

Editorial Points
It doesn't do much good to just

remember what happened at

Kent State and Jackson for just

one day
* * * #

•We will best serve the

memory of those who died here

it we can convince our fellow

citizens ol two truths about our

country: violence is the enemy
ot constructive change and the

only way to prevent violence is

to keep the door to change

open. -Yale University
President Kingman Brewster at

Kent State
* # * *

II pro is the opposite of con.

then what is the opposite ol

progress"
* * * *

I'or some reason, it doesn't

seem quite kosher that antiwar

demonstrators should meet with

government officials to discuss

plans lor a demonstration.
* * * *

We reached the conclusion

that a very large number ol

people bad been arrested in

dragnet fashion, without

probable cause, for just walking

along the street Barbara A

Bowman, public defender of the

District ol Columbia, describing

police action in the capital

to the Kdiliii :

Thank vou. Whitmore. lor insisting that I spend my

morning' I mdmg mv Area Coordinator to sign my

under load card I mean, even though he s never seen

me before, he s obviously the right person to know

whether or not I should take an underload.

Thank you, Casiao, for having me sit for an hour so

that when I Imallv did get in to see the Dean, it only

took :io seconds lor him to sign my card (see it was

lairly automatic, considering it was a four course load

with" Senior Honors zero credits this semester). This

tvpe of thing teaches patience and endurance
'

And most of all. I want to thank the wonderful

( lassies I )ept In their infinite wisdom, they scheduled

the Hebrew placement test (required of all those

wishing to take the language) forti 00p.m This meant

that I ran Irom mv class (which ends at 5:15 p.m. I to

Southwest stood in line at the Dining Commons for

twenty minutes <oh. bv the way. thank you. Dining

Commons, lor closing one line early), swallowed one

mouthful of dinner .well worth the $2.00 I paid), and

ran back to Thompson, only to discover that those w ho

have taken Hebrew need only sign their names and

addresses and then can leave I mean. I really need

the opportunity to lose weight by running around

missing meals' K7 lbs is really overweight All I can

say is that the course had better be worth it

(Also I'd like to thank the girl who decided to

conduct a psych experiment in the public corridor ol

Bartlett and' so evicted me from my seat near the

Bartlett Herter tunnel, causing me to miss my

boyfriend as he came out of class, so that both ol us

ended up looking all over campus for each other

Let s lace it . what right could 1 possibly have to be in a

public corridor near a much used tunnel when she is

trvmg to lurther knowledge" •

Thank vou and may the bird of paradise fold.

spindle, and mutilate your computer cards
KvelvnChimelis

What Is A Communist?

Barring an unforeseen eruption of a nuclear holocaust and other

developments. 1071 is. undoubtedly, the year of the unprecedented

diplomatic break through Little did we know that a virtually in

significant pastime like ping pong would lie the secret key o the s.n -

\meriean thaw While this is still a "thaw", the ping-pong team Use I

and through it. America herself, found out lor the first tUM since the

Second World War that contrary to popular cliches and .mper.u sen

timents the Chinese people were neither "red" nor strangers to the homo

sapiens species Like all other members of the homo sapiens they

discovered" the Chinese people were subject to all human emotions and

their concomitant interactions. ..

The political and social significance of this '*scovery has been the

subject ol an opinionated debate among the so called Sinologists On has

yet to come across an objective and comprehensive treatment ol Ins

development But what are indeed the global implications ol his

proposed dcntc '.' This is not easy to say But one- cannot ignore the tact

that some- political solutions long considered as a pattern can no longer

stand The intricate problems ot two Cerman.es or two Koreas assume

some rresher dimensions to be reckoned with. Again the question of*

.„, -,. .vg.mes versus de lacto units has to be redet.ned I Iocs ,1 men hat

ienuwie nationalism has acquired some legitimacy? Political scientists

will have tocome to grips with reality and legitimacy

However, one thing is certain II the proposed Sum A.ne.Mean dcntc has

undercut the political legitimacy and claims of the Paipe. ollgan -hy
.

has indeed a chilling effect on the political back bone ol he wh.t.

supremacists m Southern Alnca The legitimacy ol Alriean Nationalism

hitherto regarded as communist inspired" has assumed some cloak ol

"tIh^^^
ireedom lighters with Chinese communists, ought to realize now that

these \lr.can "communists. I, ke those on the mainland ol < huwr are not

onh genuine nationalists but the more so human beings NftHmlists like

Sobukwe Mandela. S.thole.Nkomo.dos Santos. Neto and hovo He. man

,a T.ovo are not thumb sucking agitators Like ( 'ha.rn.an Mao the;, have

the cosmic companionship on their side

The three dictators ol Portugal Rhodesia and South Africa ...

persistently cast the African nationalists in the «hst»rt.fl .mages «.
t

he

Maoists communists This deliberate misrajgcsentotion ol the'•to****

must now be exposed lor what it is It is nothing else but he un

plementat.on ol the.r herrenvolk doctrine Do« .( make sense that a man

S mternational stature like the Late Albert L.thule be suppress!, as a

communist" Albert Luth.le. it must be remembered, was a man who

dedicated his entire life tothe cause of»?««>^-P22?ll!.SK
equal.n A declared pacifist, he earned the much coveted Peace PriM

(ommUmsr
(hisekoMatambanad/o

Letters to the Kditor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer's

signature, address, and telephone number < all of

which will be withheld upon request) The limit is

one page and the deadline is I p.m. the day prior to

intended publication The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters.

An Experimental College

We write in support ol the creation ot many options at the t mversitv ol

Massachusetts, options which would serve to tree- students Irom the

existing tockstep march towards the degree which is imposed on the vast

ma |oi it v b\ the present single track system

\n example ol such an option could be Project I en Housed tor the last

three years m Pierpont (and Moore, until this year., it has become the

University's closest approximation to a real experimental college

Whether this model implies Heed. Antioch. or Bensalom does not matte.

What matters is that "attempts at humanism" (to quote last WC0

nesdavs Collegian storv on the Project I
are given room to move

\n experimental college would involve close student faculty in

teraction maximum study option and a determinedly evaluative ap-

proach to the experiments undertaken This is why we. all members ot

Project Ten wish to invite others to join us in the creation ol such an

alternative This is whv we ask that any students drawn to such an ex

penment contact us at 545-0H7I or 545 -0472. And you should do so at once,

lor selection lor next year's Project began this week and must be COW

Dieted by the middle oi next week, at the latest
1 l.ce Sandweii

Lester Me\ers

Deals* itisailioii

( harles \dams

DoVf llollimin

.lames l.amac < lua
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Are Effective
This article is the next in a series

ng with overpopulation. It deals

v. tn "^ contraceptive methods of

population control Anyone wishing

further information concerning these

art.cles or about joining ZPG may
contact John Maytum 584 8597 or

Georqe Wilder 549 0768

it should be obvious to most

people bj now that the world faces

catastrophe from the •numbers

game" oi overpopulation. This

catastrophe will occur in the form

ol wars, famine, and death, which

are in themselves grim forms of

population control

There are. however, preven-

tative measures ot dealing with

overpopulation available.

primarily through birth control

methods Certain methods ot

doubtful value have been at

tempted hv individuals lor cen

tunes, but effective techniques

were not necessary, and were

almost universally discouraged

while nations attempted to build

large population bases

Now the problem is reversed and

population growth must be cur-

tailed, but governments are still

dragging their ieet on the

development ot truly effective

birth control programs and

methods Methods 04 contraception

which are available will be

examined m this article

The oldest lorm ol contraception

is called coitus mterruptus"

which is the withdrawal ot the

penis from the vagina so that the

semen is deposited outside ot the

woman's genital tract This is in

extreme!) unreliable method ot

contraception, requires con

Mderable control on the part ot the

male and often limit! sexual

satisfaction ol both male and

lemale

They can. however, fail when the

device ruptures and there is a

spillage ol the semen It is known

l.\ spot checks ot these devices by

the Federal Drug Administration

that one out ot every 350 devices is

detective

Ironically coitus interruptu-

has recently been used to treat a

lorm ot male sterility in which the

man has an inadequate quantity ot

prim in then semen, since the

tirsl lew drops ol the ejaculate are

usually, the most concentrated, and

m coitus mterruptus this portion

i- usuaih deposited in the vagina

I touching is another and perhaps

the least dependable method oi

contraception with reported

pregnane) rates m excess ot :<>"..

ihe average sperm can travel

approximate!) an inch in eight

minutes thus by the time

douching occurs, most sperm have

made their way into the uterus

Sorforms. and other feminine

hygiene suppositories with no

permicidal capacity, have often

teen used as a contraceptive The

ml) result ot using these sup

ositoiies .is such is an unwanted

pregnane)

\ useful contraceptive used by

he male is thecondom, also known

,> the rubber or "safe I'

• ntiallv functions by preventing

he sperm from entering the

viigiiw In addition to this function

it also otters protection against the

I ontraction Ol venereal disease

The condoms do have the ad-

vantage that they can purchased

without prescription, with price

ranges trom less than SI .80 to 17.00

(
K>r dozen. These devices have

absolutely no side effects.

The diaphram is a more reliable

lorm ot contraception This

method is employed by 25% of all

couples using any lorm ot con

traception in this country. The

disphram is a dome shaped rubber

cap measuring anywhere from 5.5

to m centimeters in diameter It is

inserted into the vagina and over

the cervix prior to intercourse and

removed alterwards. It should

always be used with a spermicidal

icily on the surlace.

Kssentially the mechanism of

the diaphram provides a barrier to

sperm entering the vagina The

diaphram must be properly litted

0) a trained physician and does

take a certain amount of practice

to learn how to insert the device

properly It should not be inserted

more than two hours prior to in-

tercourse, nor removed until at

least mx hours alterwards

Ihe diaphramt requires a

medical prescription, the fitting

procedure is painless, and the

lifting must be checked annually

Vdvantagesol the diaphram are no

physical >i<k- effects, no in-

terruption to sexual loreplay

since it can be inserted early

reasonable cost i$4-5i and

durability the device can last up

to two years

I In- disadvantages are that its

pregnancy rate is from 5 to 10%.

some women consider it anesthetic

..ml others- consider invagmal

manipulation repugnant

Another torm ol contraceptive is

the vaginal spermicidal, jelly

cream or suppository These

devices work in essentially two

a.ivs killing sperm and

method is as follows. Ovulation

usual!) occurs on the fourteenth

da) of the menstral cycle The egg

is only capable of being fertilized

within forty-eight hours ot

ovulation, and these sperm are

short lived and incapable oi fer-

tilizing an egg lor more than forty-

eight hours after ejaculation.

So theoretically, it the exact time

ot ovulation can be ascertained,

and abstinence Irom intercourse is

arranged on that day. and two days

before and after ovulation, con-

ception would be unlikely.

Unfortunately, ovulation does

not occur with any such clocklike

precision Before the probably

ovulation date can be calculated,

caret ul record must be made of the

three most recent menstrual

cycles, and women who have

variations in their menstral cycles

ol eight days or more are advised

not to use this method at all.

A doctor s supervision is

necessary in attempting to

establish an adequate rhythm

method The accuracy of such a

record can be increased by the use

ot a basal temperature occurs for

the remainder of the ovulatory

cycle.

This method is essentially

unreliable lor the great majority ol

women The fertile period extends

Irom and includes the nineteenth

da) before the earliest likely

menstruation up to and including

the ninth day belore the latest

likelv menstruation At time

between these fertile periods,

coitus can take place

A very sale and reliable method

is the intrauterine device The

most common devices are the

Recruiting Addition

May 13-lireater BprtagfleM

Mousing Development Corp.

career opportunities*. Position as

Administrative Assistant.

Bachelors m Kconomics. Business.

Marketing, etc Make an ap-

pointment in the Placement oil ice

l.ippe s Loop, the safety coil and

the Dalcan shield These devices

somehow increase the motility ot

the egg and make the uterine

environment unsuitable for its

implantation. It may also change

the enzymes present in the lining of

Ihe uterus.

None ol these theories have

really been proved, but the (lev ices

are sale and have a high effective

rate ol 98%, in women who have

had a lull term pregnancy . but only

50% m women who have not. Oc-

casionally however, the I.CD. has

ratten out without the woman
knowing it. and this has led to

unwanted pregnancies.

In women who have not been

pregnant, explusion rates increase

and there is more pain, vaginal

discharge and bleeding problems.

The device must be inserted by a

phvsician at an expense of from $25

to $100 The insertion is reversible

with no impairment to fertility

The most effective and safest

and enjoyable lorm of con

traception especially lor young

women is the pill. It contains

sv nthetic hormones and inhibits or

stops ovulation It creates a state

ol pseudo pregnancy"' and forms

a hostile mucus around the cervix

which is unreceptive to sperm and

effects the lining of the uterus in

which it would be difficult to im-

plant an egg.

It also helps regulate painful

periods and controls heavy

bleeding Most commonly the first

pill is taken on the fifth day of the

period, subsequently taken for

three weeks and stopped for ap-

proximatelv a week. The pills must

Im? taken consistently: forgetting

the pill for one day rarely results in

a pregnancy but if more are

forgotten pregnancy may occur.

Most side effects one hears about

are really related to the amount of

estrogen in the pill and usually

disappear after the second cycle.

If taking the pill is stopped, a

period may not result for t> to 8

weeks.

Incidents of blood clotting are

higher among pill users (3 per

HKUHX) but. only IJ per 100.000

were Irom age 20 to M. However,

the incidence of blood clotting is 20

to :io«V. higher among pregnant

women Neither the pill nor any

other method of contraception

described here cause cancer. The

pill is close to 100% effective.

The next articles in this series

will deal with two other preven-

tative methods of controlling

overpopulation: sterilization of

both male and lemale and abor

tion.

chemicall) blocking the cervix

They must Ik- applied immediately

prior to coitus maximum of a half

hour

This method unlortunately has a

pregnancy rate ol Irom k to 30%.

with an average between 10 and

jo"„ However, when used in

combination with another method.

such as the condom, they are very

safe

Two other disadvantages are

that they may interrupt sexual

loreplay and some couples find it

messy' The combination method

carries an effectiveness rate ol

ao% Spermicidals are inexpensive

and available on drug store

counters

Another method ol contraception

is the sale |>enod or rhythm
'

method The rationale ol this

GRAVITATE

ALL FUTURE
CANCE RESIDENTS

MEETING AT 6:30 TONIGHT

in

HEAD OF RESIDKNCE APARTMENT

to officially register for your room

Thursday, May 6

To the School of Education Building

meet with members of the

Legislature's Joint Committee on Education

in

OPEN DISCUSSIONS

Thursday, May 6, 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. School of Ed Building

Sponsored by the University and State Communications Council

S. W. Assembly Chooses Officers,

Plans Frosh Orientation Program
In a meeting ol 'he Southwest

Vssembly Tuesdaj night the

lotlowing students were elected

to serve as next year's officers

with a unanimous vote ol eon

ndence.
President -I Astei Meyers

Vice President-Larry St Cyr

Treasurer Lon Dexter

Secretary-Candy Hopkins

Students Irom Washington

Middle presented a proposal tor

ireshmen orientation. IMans

included movies, a grinder

party, a midnight snack, a

brunch, and a I oik night. The

prupose <>t these activities is to

facilitate a smoother transition

I rom high school to dorm South-

west and University life. Eighty

dollars was allocated lor the

grinder party, and the res'.

would be paid by those eating. It

was decided that it any money

were made on the party, it would

be returned to the Southwest

Assembly, up to the amount of

eighty dollars.

In other actions, a bill

providing lor approval of the

Southwest Patriots' Constitution

was passed unanimously. A bill

appropriating 25 dollars for an

ad in the Collegian that people

would be collecting bail money

in the dorms tor I! Mass students

jailed in Washington, DC, was

defeated.

Even More Courses
Orchard Hill courses are now

open lor enrollment from the entire

campus, as well as for students

Irom the other four colleges in the

area Students electing these

courses must first preregister with

the Master's Office, 101 Field,

orchard Hill, on Thursday and

Kriday. May 6 and 7 from 9: SB a.m.

to r>:ob p.m. i The list that follows

includes several courses not

previously announced.) Complete

descriptions of these courses are

available at the Master's office.

OH I 267 Strategic Weaponry and

World Order
MWF 1 00 p.m. Web 104

3 credits __ . .

Robert Guyer and Joe Kane, Physics

Department, instructors

OH I 268 Practical Applications of

Aesthetics in Education

By arrangement
3 credits . „

4
.

Larry F rates, Center for Aesthetics,

School of Education, instructor

OH i 269 Human Sexuality

By arranqement
3 credits . , .

Howard Munson, center tor

Humanistic Education, School of

Education, instructor

OHl 270 Automotive Engines and

Modern Society
Tuc 7 00 P M Dick 104

3 credits
Ernest Johnson, Agricultural

Enqineenng instructor

OHl 385, Sec I Independent Study in

Political and Economic Power in

America
Mon 7 30 P M , Dick 104

3 credits _
,

Robert Wmston, Government
Department and the Career Op
portunities Program (COP), m
structor

OHl 385, Sec II Independent Study

in Laral Ecology
By arrangement
3 credits ,.

Available by arrangement with

David Wetherbee, Wildlife Depart

ment

OHl 388 Photography and Aesthetics

By arrangement
3 credits m ,

Jim Slavis, AAt holyoke College,

instructor

Psychologists
Web.
3 credits
Alvin Winder,
instructor

School of Nursing,

OHl 396: Modes of Film Com-
munication
3 credits
David Gardner, with Richard
Stromgren, Speech Department,
instructors

OHl 397 Poetry and Magic
3 credits
Robert Bongiorno, Italian Depart

ment, instructor

French 385 Survey of French
Poetry Tu Th 9:30 Mrs Lawall

Botany 385 MWF 230 The Natural

History of Man Credit, 3. Mr.

Swanson
Plant Physioloqy

Lecture MWF 9:05 room 212 Morrill

Lab 1 Tu 1:254:25
Lab 2 F 1:25 4:25

Botany 175 is CANCELLED for fall

semester

Linguistics 201 General Linguistics

Section 1 Mr. Vetter MWF 11 15

Section 2 Mr. Akmajian MWF 10: 10

Section 3 Mr Heringer MWF 2.30 >

Section 4 Mr. Freeman TuTh 9.30

Section 5 Mrs Thomas TuTh 4:00

Section 6 Mr Peterson MWF 3: 35

Section 7 Mrs. Thomas TuTh 7:30

p.m.

Linguistics 202 Phonologica' Theory
Mr Heringer MWF 10:10

Linguistics 203 Syntax Mr Peterson

MWF 1:25

Entemology 290 Evolution J. F.

Hanson MWF 2 30 French Hall,

Room 209

Birth Control;

Pros and Cons
255 tsngSLTtza^SS3S£
Thursday night at 8:00 in Memorial Hall. There »ill be speakers Irom

both sides stating their points of view and then talking about them.

Pro: Howtead, Singer. Johnson

( >n the oro side of the question will be Attorney Richard Howland, I oba

Singer and he Reverend Samuel Johnson. Att. How land is ..lawyer trom

S niversitv Toba Singer is the representative from the New England

Woman s Coalition. Rev Johnson ,s an ordained minister in the role of a

pregnancy counselor and also trains pregnancy counselors.

Stanton. Devlin, Jefferson Oppose

opposing them will be Dr. Joseph Stanton, Attorney George Devlm

and Dr Mildred Jefferson Dr. Stanton is an associate professor at lulls

University a Fellow of American College Physicians, and a Founding

K her o the Value of Life Committee. Attorney Devlm is a graduate ot

Bo ton College and Harvard Law School. He is on the Board of Governors

and a Founding Father of the Value of L.fe Committee He is presently a

corporate lawyer. Dr. Jefferson is the Vice-President and a rounding

Father of the Value of Life Committee.

Kvervone is welcome to come, listen, and comment.

SIDEWALK SALE

A good selection of

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SHOES

at

BEST EVER BARGAINS

Review: in-OHI 398 Week in

terpreting the News
Mon 7 9 30 p.m Web 104

3 credits _
Luther Allen, Government Depart

ment, and Cadwell Ray, Economics
Department, instructors

OHl 390 Residential College and

Higher Education
Mon 7 9 30 Grayson 104

3 credits
Orchard Hill Staff

OHl 391 An interdisciplinary Ap-

proach to Aesthetics
Mon 4 5 00 p.m., Wed 730 p.m.,

F i. -id 104

3 credits
Ann Brentlinger, Philosophy
Department, and Sid Pontz, Art

Department, instructors.

OHl 392 Consumer Survival Skills

Sec. I: Tues 9:30am; Sec 2: Tues.

7 00 p m Field 104

3 credits
Robert Dcwsnap, Webster House.

with Cadwell Ray, Economics
Department, instructors.

OHl 393 Eastern Religion and Art

(experiential)
Tues 905 12.30 p m Dick 329

3 credits
Teresina Havens, instructor

OHl 395 Explorations of Radical

8 Moin Street, Amherst

All Sales C»sh and Final

THE DRIP CANDLES

ARE HEREI

MIZAUR'S
MERCANTILE
Next to Amherst Tower

MacKimmie House is a primarily upper-

class men's residence with stress on the

individual responsibility and integrity of its

residents. The dormitory is divided into two

sections - a Quiet Wing where quiet hours

will be observed 24 hours per day, and a

Traditional Wing. Entrance is based on a

priority system contingent with that of

University Room choosing policy.

If you wish to become a part of a con-

structive dormitory experience, in which, at

all times, consideration shall be maintained

for other residents of the dormitory, see Head

of Residence, May 5 - 7, between 7 - 10 P.M.

^Tripod CAMERA5 SHOP.0*"

SONY & A R STEREO COMPONENTS

Fine Photographic Equipment

By: HASSELBLAD, NIKON, LEICA,

HONEYWELL, KONICA, MINOLTA,

ROLLEI, CANON, YASHICA

98 N. Pleasant Street 219 Main Street

AMHERST, MASS. 01002 NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060]

Phane 253-3039 Ph°ne 584-6040

ATTENTION

!

All 3rd World People

HARAMBEE PRESENTS

2nd Annual 3rd World

CONFERENCE ON

PAN -AFRICANISM

Place: UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS'
CAMPUS CENTER

Dote: MAY 7 - 9

Featuring:

FRI. 7th

SAT. 8th

SPECIALS:

COURTLAND COX,
formerly of SNCC

HON. SIMUCHIMBA
Zambian Rep. to the U.N.

WORKSHOPS

HONORABLE CHERIF GUELLAL
Former Algerian Ambassador to U.5.

DOCTOR DAWKINS,
Revolutionary Health Worker, N.Y.C.

Dinner, African, Afro-American, West

Indian Dishes

Dancing to the Ambitions

ANY INTERESTED IN HOUSING DELEGATES
AND HELPING OUT

CALL 5-2751 — 5-2752
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Foriegn Students Hold Mixer
C? • mdc Staff

\OT TOO BAD Hlass student George

( mlimo„,is samples one of fifteen M?"*?*"
M tin- Int.. national Hubs mixer last Saturday

M1K' Staff

Last Saturday at Amherst College, over 400 College

foreign students from the Five College area attended

a mixer sponsored by the UMass International ( lub.

Manv countr.es. races, colors and religions were

represented at the very successful event.

Proceeding the dance was a wine tasting party

which featured wines from IS different countries. The

dance which featured Flight and the loght show was

the evening s main attraction. Conversation in many

different languages gave the evening an extra

ciyj rk It*

The event was planned and carried out most suc-

cessfuUy by three foreign students from the rive

College' area Two IMass students. George Cour-

mouxL irom Greece and Mohamet Ullah from

Pakistan along with an Amherst student Steve

HarroW conducted the event

The IMass International Club which has a

membership of over 600 students from 75 different

countries, has a full slate of events planned for the

K ,11 semester Some of the future events planned are

a huge International Fair being preceded by an in-

ternational week of dances and various cultural

activities

Bail Funds Needed

For UMass Prisoners
TheWashington Bail Committee

completed its first full day of

collection yesterday. Collection

took place almost exclusively in

Pierpont and in the Student Union,

due to a lack of sufficient

organization. Collection will

continue today and tomorrow.

According to Ed Bryant,

spokesman for the group, there are

still between fifteen and thirty

UMass students still 'jailed in

Washington. DC.

"It's difficult to tell the exact

number. Reports have been

coming in sporadically, and each

time we find out some one else

from here is still in jail. The money

we re

i tin- iim-iii;iiHM.«i. x .„.»
activities.

TTMa«i<; Joins Nuclear Research Venture
UMass and 14 other

organizations have joined together

in supporting a unique, cooperative

venture in fundamental nuclear

research to increase mans
know ledge of the basic structure of

matter
The new project will involve the

construction and equipping of a

research lacihty at the Atomic

Energy Commission's oak Kidge

Tennessee National Laboratory

\n on line electro magnetic isotope

separator is to be added to the Oak

Kidge cyclotron, a multi million

volt range nuclear particle ac-

cetorater.

Joining the AFC in sponsorship

ot the project are 11 universities;

the State of Tennessee. Oak Ridge

Associated Universities lORAU),

an AFC contractor for educational

and research programs; and Union

Carbide Corporation, which

operates Oak Ridge National

Laboratory for the ABC
This is believed to be the first

time that a group of public and

private universitites and a state

government have collectively

proposed to buy a major piece of

experimental equipment for in-

stallation at an AFC national

laboratory and then to provide

continuing support for its operation

over an extended period.

The project is known as UNISOR

University Isotope Separator-Oak

Ridge ) The initial founding

organizers of UNISOR are the

Georgia Institute of Technology.

University of Kentucky. Louisiana

state University, UMass.

University of South Carolina.

I niversitv* of Tennessee, Van

derbilt University, Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State

University, Furman University.

Tennessee Technological
University. Emory University.

uKAU and ORNL Each of the

sponsoring institutions will con

tribute both to the initial equipping

and the annual operation of the

UNISOR lacihty over an initial six-

sear period

UNISOR will afford the spon-

soring universities and others an

opportunity to explore an im-

portant new frontier of nuclear

phvsics and chemistry. This is the

study of short-lived nuclei, far

Irom the line of nuclear stability,

which holds promise for extending

the knowledge of nuclear structure

that so far is based largely on the

investigation of more stable

nuclear configurations.

Addition of the isotope separator

to the Oak Ridge cyclotron facility

will make it one of the best

facilities in the Unived States the

research with tailor made nuclei.

When UNISOR operation begins.

Oak Ridge will first provide, under

controlled conditions, desired

reactions between accelerated

particles and nuclear target

materials Then the isotope

separator will make possilbe

identification of the reaction

products bv their masses or atomic

weight, for detailed investigation

of the short lived nuclei

Participation in UNISOR will be

open to all scientists and engineers

with an interest in the con-

struction, development or scien

tific use of the facility, on

recommendation from their

respective institutions The isotope

separator is scheduled for in-

stallation by the end of 1971

UMass participation in the

project stems from the research of

two physics department members

in the area of experimental nuclear

phvsics They are Professor Ar-

thur R Quinton and Associate

Professor K.S.R. Sastry Professor

Quinton is a member of the

UNISOR executive committee.

collecting is intended

primarily lor UMass people, but

we are also attempting to help out

others who are in the same

predicament." Bryant said

Arrests have continued in

Washington. Two thousand more

wore made on Tuesday. Bail has

been alternately set at $100 or $250.

which means arrested students

must post bondsman's fees of $10

or $25, Brvant said. There are

several bail tunds established in

Washington and throughout the

country, but the need for more

money still exists

There are still a lot of people

down in DC" said Rich Dinkin of

the Bail Committee. "None of them

have any bread, and we need to

collect all we can get. because

they're still busting people."

Today s collection will be held in

the Student Union There will be a

table once again in the Student

Union Lobby . and in addition there

will be students collecting in the

Hatch.

Banishment
NANTUCKET. Mass

iAP>—A lifetime banishment

from this island off Cape Cod

and from Massachusetts has

been imposed by Judge Felix

Forte on George Harrington,

who pleaded guilty to Narcotic

charges

S.U. FILMS

presents

OUp Ol pUOUC dliu ."•« I

Volunteers Collect Food,

Clothing For Cairo Blacks

The Committee for Peace in

Cairo, Illinois, a student group

Irom the live college area

Mnherst, Smith. Mount Holyoke

and Hampshire Colleges and

I Mass, is conducting a two-week

drive to collect clothing, food,

medicine and money lor citizens of

I .iiro. Ill

Volunteers from the five colleges

\isitmg businesses, shopping

ind m'Ii«h)Is in the Holyoke.

Springfield, Northampton. South

Hadky, Amherst area between

now and May 17 to speak about

i aire and conduct the drive

The (ommittee was formed at a

meeting <>i representatives irom m
colleges and universities at

Southern Illinois University in

April The students discussed

problems in Cairo and then visited

problems first ha ad

According to Jim McElroy. a

junior at 1 Mass and a member of

the Committee for Peace, the

Black United Front has been

conducting a boycott of Cairo

businesses lor several years The

boycott has been successful, he

s,,\ S . but it has lett the citizens

without the basic necessities of life.

and has torn the community apart,

resulting in violence

In 1900, says McElroy. the

population of Cairo was about

jiukhi In 1969 it had dropped to

U.ono. and it is now down to less

than 7.000 The community is in

such conflict and there? is so little

money that the City Council or-

dered" all public schools closed on

April 30, McElroy says

June 19 has been set aside as

Black Solidarity Day in Cairo, and

all goods and money collected

nationally will be shipped to Cairo

on that day to be administered by

the Black Unity Front

Contributions for Cairo in the

western Massachusetts area can

be lelt at the Black Cultural

(inter. IM Mills House. UMass

Amherst

starring GREGORY PECK

S.U. BALLROOM

7 & 9:30

50c

TONIGHT

5-College Courses Open

To UMass Students

DO campus design. Southeast Asian politics. Black autobiography, and

InstorN of women's liberation sound interesting to you

These tonics are covered in courses offered respectn ely at Hampsnire^

\1 1, h, k • mherst. and Smith They, and many other courses are

oner students on all five campuses ol the five college cooperation

T.ta o* es ot me colleges mav be found in the registrar s office. Also,

,„ o m re inlnrmatmn o. help in signing up or choosing a course^

u k
.'

o he Five College Student Coordinating Board w, 1 be outside

. :!;,s,,.a, s oH.ce from May 3 to May 7^
Wednesday -^Friday, from

., „,,on (M»A M andTuesdayand Thursday from 2:00 to5. 00P.M.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

USE STUDY SOUNOS
tocrmt r~r Cocjnl-it-2 »"<! I."•"»••

V»ur r,mp- < »• * '•1SC-SS2
ELECTRONICALLY ROOUCEO SOUNOS

CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Please Specify „

8 TracK l ipe. Cassette Or LP Her ord

Send Chec* or Money Order V> 9^

lnrlud« rst Handing and Postage
Sound Concepts, lie Bo« 3352

Chariottesv lie. va 22»0?

Keith and Deborah Hollingworth

artist and dancer
will present

HAPPENINGS, PIECES, AND DANCES
THROUGHOUT CAMPUS ALL WEEK
• running pieces

• bicycle pieces

• hollering pieces

• a 25 ocoplc staged pedestrian piece

if you would like to participate (no experience necessary)

go to Campus Center Auditorium

Thursday and Friday — 10 - 12 o'clock

OWN A FOREIGN CAR?

MEMO HASSI.KD WITH REPAIR
< (>ST AND OR WORKMANSHIP?

TRY US.

Jrmport& a/Ltd*

•v. KrssEM. ST.
HADLEY - KT. !»

.-,*! .VMl'l

GREEKS
VOTE AS COMMUTERS IN TODAYS

STUDENT SENATE REFERENDUM

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

in front of the University Rookstore
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liger 5
Burns Out Ea

ByPATSUPRENANT
ANDBOBNEST1

MIX' Stall

Towards the end of West Side

Siorx a group ol the Jets sing a

sardonic song "Gee Officer

Krumpke" which lashes out at

those who they felt victimized

them The song, addressed to the

local cop on the beat, tilled with

mock sell pity.

This live minute number sums

ud aptlv what a three hour

melodrama, "DOES THK TIGKR

WEAK A NECKTIE", takes to

accomplish, and the song does it

with more subtlety and less

bombast.

soaked in sleazy atmosphere

upon entering the theater, the

audience arrives long after the

characters initial actions. We see

them contemplating recovery from

drug use. and not actually par

licipatmg in it The author has

anticipated this and has attempted

lo compensate by having his

characters make continual

references t<> shooting up or

kicking the habit They only

became stereotypes of your

television view ol the young Junkie,

which is to sa\ nearl\ hysterical

The plav opens with the

characters milling around what

appears n> '>e the hallway ot drug

rehabilitation center Some go to

the John and make clandestine

deals others iust make obvious

sexual references in speech or

action, while still others fall all

over the apron of the stage in what

supposedly showed drug with-

drawal There's one young man
who barfs on the left, lies sweating

and prone on the right, and

disappears after this first scene,

lie was there to 'create an at-

mosphere ". one which hurts the

texture of the play. For it becomes

less a drama about people and

more a reinforcement of the slick

journalistic fallacies of a socio-

economic problem.

The play begins at this emotional

peak and remains static. It states

and restates through its characters

and contrived situations things we
have all read in weekly news

magazines about junkies. The play

is a sailboat with its keel in the

mud; it states nearly everything it

has to say in the first five minutes

and merely is boring after that.

The characters, for the most

part, are uninteresting. Hither

they merely wander around in a

synthetically induced stupor or

scream their little dirty witticisms

in a vain attempt to entertain

There's nothing interesting in

hearing all sorts of cunning sexual

innuendoes and hyperbolic

remarks, but that s all the play

offers.

Even worse is that it's done at

such a high pitch The intensity ol

acting only emphasises the lack of

substance behind the play. It's

much like watching Bob Hope do

another one of his tasteless

monologues with his ludicrous self-

assurance as if he's saying, look-

l'm lamous, I'm good. Tiger comes

oil saying -"look, I'm funny, I'm

relevant I use four-letter words,

I'm real, I'm good.'' No matter

how many times Peterson bom

bards us with the word "bastard",

he still can't shock us out of his

rather contrived reality.

The acting was erratic. Some

people were just too hysterical to

be of any positive value to the

production. Those who were good,

though, were exceptional. Rhonda

Anderson as Linda made the

production worth sitting through as

she shone as the bitter black

hooker. As her boyfriend Conrad.

Bill Norris, held the part with

authority.

The set by Jell A Kiala was

more than adequate with plat-

lorms lending themselves easily to

the fluid stage action The lighting

and costumes also worked well

within the production.

iioks tiik tk;f.r WEAR a
NECKiiK? uiiiolunately answers

its question early, far too early to

BO of am interest.

This is unfortunate because

T1GEK does have some things

going lor it. There is, for example,

a number of striking sequences. A

closet scene between Linda and

Conrad, the black couple who end

up something of the play's major

characters, is compassionate and

written with simple honesty

missing Irom the rest of the play

The play's climax also is stunning,

and extremely well-done, in this

production. Here a most obnoxious

and misunderstood bully,

Bickham. a poorly-written part

which benefits greatly from the

cool performance of Robert A.

Perry, gives a graphic and moving

description of a most traumatic

incident in his life Here again the

plav lets us down by having him

fulfill social and theatrical stereo

types m the final act when he turns

u'p lloating in the Hudson a lew

days before Christmas (no lessi

People stopped committing suicide

in the third act with Lillian

llellman. at least one hoped.

MDC
Classifieds Pay

If the sun ever shines,

we have plenty of

GLARE
GOOGLES
Waiting to he worn

at

6*
M Mui St.

GUILD OPTICIAN
•_».V< TOO? Amherst

MDCCLASSIFIED
TO SUBLET

—TMrm apt at Cliffs.de Imjud-

all utilities, swtmmiig fool.
I**?'"-

".urt.. Avail Jono I to Aug. it «»«h

ouilon to font. Call 6fkV2»t« »«£,«

-rUrro »pt SW »< ;
Ao* V *!'

cond etc Sugarloaf Apt* >« f

StkS Or Rent and Fun,, or.

negotiable. Coll 663-34«. » ,V7

KEIHCKU SIBI.KT — "•««

get rid of 8 bdrm »pt In P«"'?P,
l.U M'J-*-»

tT^2
'

3 Br , Apt . 2 batho. !•;
cond .

p.rtl.1 turn . pool . tennl. free ott-

II,lr* June I - Aug. 30 Lenoe op-

,.„„ Kent ne.otl.ble. rVdo *•**£
S fuffton. 6*»-<m9^

,fV"

~ i
UrMtlc r*ducUon oo » bedroom

•ot la Fuffton \IIUHte, »lr con* .

..immlnr Aloo Mmlture •»"•£;
ttin i_ij»-—

w

"*-7

"""Kurnlohed 1 bedroom, within w»IW-

Inc dlot»nre of VnUeroltr. *»"' '

to Sept. 1 with option to N*"**1"
per month, will h-C«le M3-7113 or

we-*"-"

• roed dorm nelt »r CM Steve In

1M» Homlln nouoe »fter 1» P^»>

H Thuro .
*«°""

—
I'ninhihlted «h«i»el> younr woman

wanted for bachelor'* pad No 1>I>.

rrano or dojw. Panin mod fooil.

ho..ie and ole me tall for Bob e»e-

nin«o 08&-tWH. »fa
:
10

" K\I»rLOr« FAItRIC S,U.fc »
FASHION FABKIfS be«lde the

llun«ry V. N»w *olnr on! Pont
mi»» It! «**•'«

FOR SALE — AUTOS
IM4 Bel Aire Chevrolet !l pa»««en«er

Station Wum, » ol . power

lirakeo. oteerint. radio, rood condi-

tion *35« or beot offer. 549-6573
tfo-ia

IfWl Chev station Waron, 6 cri .

standard Good cond $3»5 Cal

Mark 5-—«» or 253-9957 ttt-lJ

1963 VW ba* with «9 rebuilt en-

gine, mu-t oell USt. Call **•»«•

fetal one bedroom apt . one Iiiiii-

ilred a month. June IM to Sept. M.
responsible person Call eve. 3'.':t-

7UI 3
,

"v ' ]

I ullv furnUhed and very clean

Heady «/l to */1 Very low rent

for all you a-et. Call 519-6W7 an>-

tlme. ***•!

Summer aublet from June 1 - A»«
3«, 100 Colonial THlase. furnished

t bedroom, awlm. pool. Call *VI

•032 t*_tnjh

» bdrm. apt , Squire Village, air

rond , pool, carpeted, all utll . toun-

liouse slxle June I - Auk. 31 Rent

negotiable. Call SOVStSI or 5I0-9030
tf.VH

tireat Deal — three bedroom apt

In Fuffton. We mot.t rent 0-1 to O-l

— call 519-6504. ft7

in Sept f«0 mo Inc. utIU .
Start

it i t aii oavasn. »*i

1 or S F roommates wanted to

•bare oummer e«p In Ue town-

liouoe. own room, pool, option for

fall. Call 605-3417 evenlnca.

SERVICES

June 1 - Sept. 1 apart,

derland. 065-3114.

In Sun-
tf»-5

REPAIRS

"Very deopemte. bdrm. to«n

house June I t» Au« 31 '"•"'

waohe'r. central air condltlonln.

Kent tow and negotiable >ear camp

u« Call at t53-3«3S «»-»•

t bdrm Quab itll *P« •

"J^*-
carpet, air cond . all utll .

Inc

opt renew leaoe. *1«o mo fcwh
Sept I Call 3J3-4060 *f>1"

""I>e»perate. muni xuhlet *- l*T'"

apt. In Fuffton June 1 - Au» .«•

CompleteU furnished Rent neiothv

Me Call 549-1*05 'f8- 7

1 bedroom apt from June 1 -

Sept 1. option to renew complete-

ly furnished. 5 minute, from camp
us. walklnc distance £•»•*>
town Amherst Call t53«M

.

To anhtet 3 bedrMm apt
.

Ptiffton

Vlllane. available June 1 Option to

renew leaoe. Rent negotiable W9-
jujo-t

_

tfa-T

"l.EAVfVo COCNTRYt Deaperate-

ly need to rent 1 bdrm apt for

July Cnn take It orer earlier fre*.

Rent netotlable Call 8,9"39I"^
5.|4

Sublet: Mod. all-electric * _br

apt . «310 for oummer or lease thru

It with June - Ao« rent reduced

»35 mo. For details call MS-M"
So - Th after » p.m. "By *

03 Old* F»5. aoto . V-0. »ery rood

condition Must sell. Call Miria »tt._

1030 after 7 p m. tI**7

1 bdrm. apt arall. now to_Aue
w/option. *A mi. to school Tennis

and pool Rent negotiable °«5-307^

Dlscoiint
-

siil-let spacious 6 rm
turn, apt borderinr campus, >ut-

tln« Ave . comfortable for 4 (rirls)

entitles Included. June 1 - eVpC 1

519-6590
.

__—_—

:

Cliff side. ! bedrnt.. irround flnor

apt., air cond , pre-paid. pool, courts

etc Available June or July Isl^

ttption to renew RJ-JOJ e\e If.
.

suh-lpase or "rent ( bdrni apt .

« /w cpt . dish «r , utilities, mml-
nble June 1, Surarloaf Apts . Sun-

derland, call 065-3500 ''jy 3

1966 Auotin Healey Sprite, blue

con* . new top. rood condition. Call

•.\v;-«793 after 8 p m. ?_t7--'
~VW c«i» '65 ASf-FM radio, $795^

< .1 1 536-4554 tf>'1*

•i;-. \H, sun roof, rood i"n.l
.

aan can rjii 516-7010 tfs-7

1910 Plymouth seilun. fair runnlne

condition. Can be restored. *95 (to

Call •.
,50-fg»97. P—

tTVW. *reen, sunroof, radio —
e*e. condition. Call 549-1I6 tf5-6

1900 Mustanr atd , V-S C-otrlpe.

esrellent cond . *IOt»0 or best offer

After 5pm Tel at9-64;0 tf.V7

1900 MO - UOO sedan, $100. A
steal for enterprising mechanic. —
Needs trano. work, otherwise rood

condition. Call Al 853-7171 nhthts
MS-I

•07 VW red, excel, cond., new
head ralv . battery. AM-FM rodio

Call 323-7097 *15
"7

.

' Porsche 912 'i960 red. AM-FM-SW.
new radial anow tires, 4 speed.

*«••. Call SSSOOJS or 61V2330 or

write Porsche Phlloaophr Dept.
tf5-10

B Ford Cortina, new muffler snow
tires. t» mp*, well maintained, 26.onn

ml. 253-5411 late eve tf5-7

•00 VW waron, excellent cond ,

rehullt enrlne. 20.000 Mast »ee to

appreciate. $1154) or beat offer Coll

5I9-39H. it8
-14

1902 VW bur. rreat meehanlcalb

.

rood radio. Auction Wed evenlnr.

start at $175. Call 584-4020 for Info

evenlnrs. tt!i-6

'60 VW Sedan w/snn roof. AM-FM
radio, ex. mech. condition enrlne re-

built, body presentable, asklnr $050

Call 545-2520 before 3 p m., 253-

5994 after B p m. « f*-'

»

Zippers repaired on your coats,

shavlnc kits ete. BARLOWS Fine

I urrare O Leather Gooda. Beya •

lurrare repaired. 157 Main 8t,

Northamptlon . 504-5233 tfHO

DISCOUNT SUBLET

I or 2 roommates wanted to share
• bdrm. Squire Vlllare Townhouse
for summer Pool and air cond Call

anytime. 665-3079. tffjt

Roommate wanted June "til Sep*

linn room, parklnr, $70 /month In-

. hides everything but food and lonr

distance calls 314 N. Pleasant Call

;53-7700 tfB
r
7

> rontiinmles wanted for 3 lulrni

.

Purtton Vlllare Apt. this summer
1 1 is well furnished with A O •

s»inuninr pool, ten courts. Kent is

»nl > »45/mo. call 519-0114. tf5-12

I or 2 M for July to Sept. VAi

miles from Campus In N. Amherst
I our room, own bedroom, rent cut

« .ill .-itn-iKKW; after 5:30.

Vmherat Atnlla erricrp dtereo

r ponenlM, tar" dneka for home or

car. 197 No. Pleasant Bt., «5M133.

lime-up $5 I'lus pts for 4, •, »

,\\ cars We do quality repair

work — very reasonable Call D &
Ifs Repair Service for estimate or

• ppt. at 546-5925. MM
HELP WANTED

Part-time baa drivers. Moat bare

I lass 2 license. Inquire office. West-
ern Mass. Baa Lines, Senrlea Cen-

ter. Northampton

.

tft- 6

Wanted — Drivlnt instructor —
part-time. Amherst Auto School, *56-

I.OMi tUl

SUBLETST-^lr^S"

BOOKS

"Cllffslde — * bdrms., all electric

.llshwasher, swim. pool, tennis cts ,

XI 10 per mo. Call 665-3475 after
6:3J

p m. Option to renew In Sept. tf5-7
—

1 nlque model apt., 2 bdrm. town-
house. 2 baths, air cond . carpetlnr,

dishwasher, utilities Included, 5 mln
from CMass. Rent cheap - June 1.

253-B66B. *?*-_!

1 bedroom Puffton Apt , air cond .

pool, tennis ct , seml-fumished. »1K5

mo or best offer. 549-3993 tf5-7

WANTED TO^ RENT
Twti man shark preferably with

stove and electricity wanted to Sept

I In Amherst area Call Rruce at

5J9-0621 l^ave messare If I'm not

ln^ ""-?

Groduoting! Must Sublet!

2 bdrm townhouse, Squire \il-

lare, Sunderland, all utl, Incl June
1 to Aur 31 with option fur rail

fall 065-3080. tf'»-7

HOUSE TO SHARE

We buy used baaks and reoasds
- Hhltellrlit Books (In the Affiry)

n.> tert.l tft-M

$60/mo now $136 t bedroomo.

Can Uve 4. WaU to wall cpt.. air

rond . townboas*.. 5 "bv from

.ampus. CaU mttmw p m . tU-°037_
4-H >-3 tfa-7

APT. WANTED

WANTED
t i. Ihre Profs coming to Amherst

for Summer Colloqnlm would Uke

lo rent 3 houses and /or apts from

H June - 17 July. Terma to be ar-

rsnred PIS, call 545-2591 tf5-7

I'm looking for used girl's English

-t^e bikes. If you want to sell

.ours, call Jim 546-7510 «f5-7

l!» >r old mole -tuilent, sick of

.l.irm lite, seekinr residence with fa-

mily niemlier nnd/or l.unil* in Am-
h.rst Hill slmre expenses. Call

I r.iir SOidMSt. 115-10

3 bedroom apartment needed for

summer prefer Faffton, call Bruce

at 253-2706 from 5-7 ttH-lO

RIDE WANTED
> girls need ride weot beg June

or end May. Will share driving and

e x penses C»ll 510-5466. »« 7

WOMEN
'

lr . s r , or t.rml — to !• .n h sail-

•MC, 's»imiiiinr. tennis or creative

drama at Maine rirU 1 camp. 6/'^

to Aim. It, **'•" - *™ P|u» T.V
prnsrs • nil 7.VI-9.VH _ JZ

House to share In Amherst,
bedrooms available for summer \\U»

option for fall $60 00 month CM
Kent after 5:00 253-7536. tf5-IO

WANTED TO BUY
Knrlish term paper on any non

American author or poet. 10 pr

nin. Price neentlahle Will return

••f' rrnile or lietter Call Jeff »i

ter 9 p ni . 5-'7 -Ui'il _
JC- T

TUTORS WANTED
EUROPE

Year-round student charters, tours,

employment opportunities, discounts

%nrlo America Assoc . P 0. Bo* 36.

Nshnnt. Ms 01900 tf5-1l

Mnth 171 tutor needed Imincdiati !»

Idas rule paid Call Allmi I

lit*.
tf.VHI

FOR SALE

TRAVEL
-I MMER FN' El'KtiPEI Chartered

r...ind trip let flirhls lo London and

oilier F.uropean cities plus manN
helpful services! fall r>t«--1357 or 5I'»-

!i«,l I 1 0-7 11 13 1 1

PERSONAL
Coople desiring ta Wve together in

SUMMER SUBLET^
—

1 room house across rrom ^r^'
m Amity St.. fumlafied. »»"'/. ,'

W. 1. $?W» a month, heat kacltid

,.,| Iiawnlonii Amherst. C all .•';

•MM or :.ii. !»:;;!). "1_'

Mn.l.in elf S« a,.. .\W**«
ttlkWr. innllal.l.- ,unP

'
,hr

,

U A
,\

Xl Fu 1» rurni-l.e.1 Air cond w/»
;"
in . $U a ...» c.s »»-wti «/'

H p m . __

s,„MI,,."r" SI. Me' ...M.plet.lv Ll'

Pioneer. Tcac. tiurrard, PL. A/te. .

Ilsli.r. TDK, cassette and open reel

|g,ne, Standard radio. 1 lah speakers

IP,, tracks ami oilier necessities

s,,.,. Xinliirst Audio. ••

s,.fa bed converts to double bed

Hood worklnK order, very reasonable

Call nlrhts iawdMI. "R -7n

R<)0MMM^^1I!?.
~~i roommates wanted to •hare. 3

lolrm townhouse for summer. Own
rm, . pool, air cond . opt for lease

Sony Stereo with AM-FM radio

small dark mahogany speakers,

only $100 Cull 519-3916. Good tires

tsnow) plus AM-FM rsdio anditjjl

rark^
""-"

Furniture at bargain prices Ideal

for apartment use Kitchen set.

desk, coach bureau. Call Bt9-ow70

or stop by 363 Pufftun Vlllare tl5-6

lOfig USA f>50, Unlit ni n g t$3-S 1 94
tf.V'i

p„rtal.le Orran 1 nrflsa Combo
f .....part, eve.) cond . nexer nse.l

in rroup. I >«»s for *70*l Will sac

for $'.'V. 'i.inv features. Cull John

5Ui-yrV< Keep trying. UY"
~~

I

-
It •'• • I'mii. for M H « vl

,.r 0-WHMI rpm $». Call 616-9."'

I -. .». *l
r
-J

TVaterbed* with frame liner and
insulator pud, all sites. Call StS-

51 ;, after 5. <
fa'.w

rVmler Jaruar Fleclrlc tiuitar

wHn iase nnd accessories, good con-

dition, excellent sound *I25 or best

offer Cull John at 516-1072. Mu«l
srll I nitned. ttH-'

Kelly Packframe, lurce sire, ex

...... I , !«I7; s,,u Ml siove, gawd
cond $7".; Ari.i acoustic ruitar, eg

...in I. with inse. new SO". ROW s:',

(all Bill 253-3714. ""-•;

FOR RENT
\i.rtment to rent, start June 1.

.11 to lea*e next >ear. t be«l-

r .1 toloinil ^>lt»«e »»'«B^ 0-5J,
« a ll alter 6 253-K359. tfS-16

~« wki freo rant fr. Mar IB to

June 1 sob for summer with opt.

I
it ml from Campus, •!! otll ,

turn Inlverslty Fk ApU.. *•.«•»
4SMB45 after 6. Bnico. tfi-7

Furnished efficiency apt ,
Q»ob-

l.in \illare. Belcherlown. available

June I or for part of month. usu«

r.nt $ttS, xxillinr lo negotiate, t all

:i:;:-7W>H. "^2
Z bdrm. apt . 3 ml fr. IJnlv .

a, all. June 1 w/opt. for neit yr

*I90 mo . aU otll Inc SttaV fP
...ml . mod . convno. CaU 256-6206^

tf5-7

I bedroom apt available June 1

\ug 31, air condition., pool, tennis

,ls Kent negotiable. Call Sharon

5 IS^«753^ !'"J?

:i hedrouiii apt. axallahle July 1 -

\ . Ill *140 mo., utll. Included. I

M,i__.ui Kt_!l. 266-6650 U*±
1 I, . .lr..... .1 house In renl In lla.l-

|,-x Sfclbtskl, Hialtors 5HI-:il'»
It. i I I

SALES
Hue lo the egpamllng Western
M .issai IniseKs market, exre|ili...i-

n I tii.nneiiil opportunity in sales

in ..I sales management mists Inr

ii top calil.er man with txeriith.'

aMIill Centurv old ronipauv
I .• ni. r in ils lield. C'onfiilenlinl

I'l. im' write —
"iiife I'll. IM t l.nstnut st ,

Springfield, Mass. 01101
lfS-14

June 13 - Aug 29
I'l.iisant Farmhouse

\:i ...... in, i. .V II

Mi »ie\\, 10 a. re field, rl»er

an property. I l.eiln.i .
n>»'l

out . »i mi to .Nen found I .

rriuote
*-.'M plus util. i' "

Writ*)
If Itrotlu

Halifax " , . oS
ne , a I ' • •

"•

If.1-0
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No tices Southwest Week Continues
11 i . . ..i-t

e Blact

PHA PH •'' l ' A
Craftsmen Campus unm

Wearenonv. an arts a cratis

"hattTM Amherst Fair the 7th and

Bth oi W will accep on con

,,,,,, any student artwork or

aftsmanship for information call

hael Roberts 69397.

HICYCLE CLUB
Come- to the Amherst Fair on

\ ricl.iv « Saturday at 12 noon there

*rip to the C.E.Q. R»ver Raft

S0I , on the Connecticut

CANCELLATION
The Dept ot Hispanic Lanquaqe a.

rature will not have Dr Charles

run. ot the Sorhonne Visitmq

H of Cornell Umv speak.no

tonight

CAR FREAKS
Ai Hansen directs a Happenmq For

s today ai I P m on the street

north ot the C.C

CHESS CLUB _ „
The Chess Club will meet tonight in

irom ; tp u p m ah

, i r i welcomi

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Private P lot Written E*^ m

• ; p m in C C.

• ,C!lli '•• : i I

V\MlTTEE ON NUTRITION AND
H i MAN NEEDS

i
tomqht 6 JO p m m Rm

ii interested persons

Icome

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Bowline Party all set

houki line up n.'h.nd Bovden
. „ n hand Collecj, an

tall ng pictures so don t

i RAF T GUILD ,,

important i UMass cran
ii discus • f»»™ Budget

ii elect ott.cers

p.m ,n Cra.t Center Rm
UH o» the Umon

^SURREALISM FESTIVAL
, needed tor a dance
the 3rd tloor terrace ot

•
, rday afternoon No

necessary Keith
nearsais

• noon m the C L

I INNISH CLUB
n not meet ton-ght

•. nd on May i

' Honors Collogu.a

if year's orqam/ation

OOD SCIENCE 8. TECHNOLOGY
D
D

f

r'

T

H M El BiSi. Ch.et of

earch Dcve
.'
opme

»L.or,Pi
. r.nq US Army Mater ie

(omnv.no Washmqton DC w.M

spe.-
• } 30 pm m

Rm ?27 o» (henoweth Lab Topic

n to' Nat I Security is Also a

, universal Asset Coffee at

\ IS p m

HAPPENING
AI Hansen directs a Happemnq

rer Cty For Andy Warhol' at the

Amherst Dump Participants meet m
Colonial Lounqe. S U at 10 a m
tOd a,

HEALTH SERVICES STUDENT
ADVISORY BOARD
Mert.nqotHSSA B today at 4 30

, n Rm 905 of C C

MARKETING CLUB
Meet.nqton.qht at 7 15 P m .n Rm

Ml SBA Election of Officers

pm F TA S I

G

Information an ' «°'

Mpha Lambda Delta picnU '"elSth

rofessor Ross's door.
. |25, Please sign up by

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
" Games N.te. Tomte at r P.m. MJ

r c i ree Refreshments. Excellent

opportunity to meel other gay people.

For any into call S45 1389

Thursday-Pinball Parlor-Berkshire Ctubroom 12:00

\ \l i ! DO P.M. . .

-The Boys in the Kami Saint- time and place.

Short I'Un Keadings-Hampden Commons 1:00 p m

toffee House-Little Hatch

i-iulav PinbaU Parlor-Same time and place

Block Dance- at the Horseshoe 8 12 p.m.

Outdoor Honor Movie Krankenstem at the Hot

^^y-BaM^roival. Little Hatch Terrace la 9:39 pm
noon till

"

Booths arts, crafts, clothesline art, fortune

tolling . „ „.

1
1„. (,,s, no Berkshire Commons H p.m.-l a.m

Bands, rood, etc. Casino sponsored by Kenneaj

Sunday Ba/aar Carnival Moved ,„ the Pond lor the

Kree Concert . ,_-_ ,.\\ •>

Outdoor folk Concert at the Little Hatch I
pm UB .

The Boys in the Band" Hampden I ominous. 7:15*

L
°A
ST

Fairtield University l D card.

niArk ma e Labrador Keinevt-i

iv?fy large puppy* last seen Sunday

.o, oncer} call 549 6743 If youhave

anv information ,„_
A pair of Drown square tram-

tlUl sses with one stem broken oft

Lost Monday Please return to Lost 8.

t ound m C.C

F

°A
UN

pair o. qir.s tortoise shell

Bl2fs« found at ihepond las.

Saturday Call Virqima 68327.

Danielson Receives Grant For Study

tost. Prof. John T Danielson of

the psychology department at

i Mass has received a $27,700 grant

to stud) the correlation ot behavior

tti neural sensitivity

The grant, which is lor two

sears, was given by the National

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Science foundation, and Will

enable Prof. Danielson to continue

earlier studies

In his new rese-arch. rabbits will

be subjected to light flashes of

different degrees Dr. Danielson

will attempt to measure the rah

bits neural signals as they are

associated with the Hashes, and

correlate this information with the

rabbits behavior toward the light.

The project is titled Increment

Sensitivity ot the Visual System.

Prof. Danielson received his B.S.

degree irom Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute, and his M.S.

and Hh 1) Irom Boston I 'Diversity

At I Mass he teaches courses in

sensation and perception.
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SYDNEY OMAAjV -

the plant •

zodiacal siqn is

to

displays nerve-

. m.m loves to play tncks it your

i
ompi-titor 'S a Gerrvm, it iS best to

listracf him It your ally is a Gem n

• ehooves you to help him con
, ., .,i n m '. irritate, but

Mill ^eldom bore anyone
number 'or Gemini
is^ot iated with this

•'•

on. Gennni .

Natives ot this s.qn may appear cool

, ii.
• ut atter a Dm qamule,

ilos. . ,mon will reveal beads ot

p, ration on forehead and a touch

mds will make obvious that
'

ARIES i March 71 April 19! Lauqh
it your own foibles Make concession

to mate business associate The

more tit-mble your position, the

Iter tor you Expand mental
horizons Heed advice of attorney Be
rllltlOUS

TAURUS i Apnl 20 May 201 Even
irent minor details mav now

,or obs' lor

. ot balance Sharpen per
red tape actually

provi .-nefit Don't be m a

"gEMINI (May 21 June20> Affairs

of heart aom.nate t^motions now
• to t.iKe- over from loq'C Realue

,ou do have to face yourself m
morning Means avoid actions that

irrassme-nt

CANCER Uune 21 July 22) One
.•.ho issues ultimatum really lacks

power Realize th.s and respond

,iciord-nqiv You have strenqth

od you build and create Older

ndiv.dual may sing blues But you

have riqht to happiness
LEO 'July 23 Auq 22) Avoid

premature action take lime to

develop ideas Relative i* helpful, but

impatient Pisces individual now can

steer vou alonq proper path You gam
n spiritual sense
v-lRGO (Auq 23 Sept 22

\ mancial status improves You
make qams Valuable possessions

.ippra.sed. appreciate

Capricorn individual helps you to

'he dqht Fme tor paying.

I tmq debts
LIBRA (Sept 230ct 22): Lunar

cycle moves up you can safely take

.t,ve Create policy, set pace

stress oriqmalitv. independence
rl vourselt Hiqhliqh-
,-ssion Creative methods sue

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Obtain

hint trom Libra message You can

. n protects, meet and influence

Your dynamism, magnetism
oar to forefront One behind the

tics is fascinated You will know
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

Accent on special associations,

friendships This is a time when you

qain by shaonq Don t hide feelmqs

By expressing yourself, you qam
...luable allies Act accordingly
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

iomc who appear charm mq may
have ulterior motives Don't be

tearful but protect your own in

terests You can climb to top Refuse

to be tr pped by careless actions of

.mother
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18)

Accent on lourneys, added
Knowledqe Expand horizons Break

throuqh .-motional barriers You can

learn, experience and qam Key is

ability to have fa.th Refuse to be

^'p.TclffFob 19 March 20) Much
that you deal with now may appear

nrouded m mystery Someone is not

telimq all Realize th.s, maintain

. nse of balance Member of opposite

^rF'TODAY^S YOUR BIRTHDAY
you have a way of making others feel

secure There is a sense of reliability

which is your strongest charaf

tenstic Even when you personally

mc m doubt, others feel you are

strong By October, you will be

happier, able to be more flexible ,n

thouqhts. actions

Copyright. 1971. Fen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday'* Puzzle

Pronoun
Vision

Also

In music
high

Weird
Free of

Ram and
hail

Unproductive

Macaws
Pigpen
Stays
Sedate
Man's
nickname
Bteaks
suddenly
Hawaiian
rootstock

Hop
hing

device

Scold
Roman road

Difficulties

: JSS

point

Hesitate

Talker

Mans
nickname

49 Sea eagle

50 Frocks

54 Wants

57 Pionoun

58 Babylonian
hero

American
essayist

Mountain
pass

Bristlelike

Music as

written

DOWN

1

4

I
12

13
14

15

17
19
21
22
.'5

29

30

12

33
35

37

38
40

.

43

45

47

Note ot

scale

Bitter vetch

River islands

Encounters
Prefix three

Lubricate

Poem
Perio.'

time
Hindu
peasant

Tidbit

Swift

Choice part

Reaches
across

Prohibit

Wipe out

Man's name

Incline

Precious

stone

36 Without end

6
7

8
9
10
11

16

18

20

22

23

24

26

27

28

31

34
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Cyclebreaker
This evening on WMUA s

( \elebreaker beginning at ti::H)

I'li there will be two theater raps,

concerning the various productions

that \ull be taking place this week

The member! oJ the easts Irom

th»- Black Repertory Theater

company, and the University

Theater will be !««*» ,or thls

i*vening s »tw as woll ;,s Mark

Silverman, atoo inane unexpected

epiMielcs until the < ompletiotl ol the-

shetw

\i 'i mi I'M Kiresign Tneatei

I ),.;,i Krienda' a/ill be presented

again tins week until eleven PM

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Blank T

By MARTY KELLEY
Ml )(' Stall

Worcester Workhorse Steve

Merrill stymied Worcester Junior

College on two hits here Tuesday

afternoon as the UMaas JV's

triumphed 10 on the ace lefty S

second shutout to run their

season's mark to 4-5.

l-or Merrill 10 victories art-

si tiling to become a habit as he

bested Amherst College by the

same score earlier in the season,

lint Merrill greeted this damp.

uncomfortable day in Worcester

with his linest effort to date. Using

, live lastball and an oil the table

curve the southpaw registered IS

strikeouts and walked but one in a

splended performance.

The sharp yearling was never

headed as not once did a host reach

ihud all afternoon. Alter Dufty

laced a ground rule double to open

1 he- ninth, Merrill bene down to get

a pair ol hitters on strikes sand-

wiched around a routine lly to left.

The win boosted Merrill's mark to

2 1 lor the season.

The visitors hacked their hurler

* ith all the support he needed with

the deciding run in the second

Irame. Kick Hansen powered a line

shot up the alley in leltcenter for

three bases Alter Hansen s encour

Winchester Wotlard rilled a single

to right to herd Hansen with the

winner
UMass mustered up only seven

hits oil starter and loser Glen

Robert. Once again UMass was

unable to come up with that clutch

hit when needed The visitors could

have- opened things up in the fifth

when the Kedmen left the sacs full.

A single- by Steve Newell, a walk.

and Ken Stuart's infield bleeder

loaded the bases But with two

down. Robert got Mike Phillips on

.in infield roller to end the threat.

Kor the winners Kick Hansen

and Winchester Wollard banged

out two hits apiece. On the mound

Merrill, with today's masterpiece,

now has dominated the action with

live starts in eight ballgames.

For Merrill and possibly Steve

Newell, promotion looks awful

promising. If the varsity makes it

to the Division I playoffs, don't bet

that coach Berquist wouldn't

hestitate to recall the pair lor

added depth on an already potent

as well as youthful nine.

The Little Kedmen will try once

again to climb atop the alluxive

.500 plateau with a :i p.m. en-

counter with Leicester Junior

College at home behind Karl E.

Lorden Field today.

L-e-d a ground ruie uouuit- wupcu —-

Derby Winner A Gourmet
BALTIMORE »AP) C'anonero II,

the Kentucky Derby winner, drinks

only distilled water and he has

been provided with a special

bedding in his stall at Pimttco.

But the colt, the only one of this

year's 3-year-old crop with a

chance at winning the Triple

trow n. is barred by his handlers

irom participating in the common

equine parttime ot rating grass

When he was led onto I grassy

area next to the stakes barn

Wednesday al the request ot

photographers, Canonero II

started nibbling a lew grass>

tidbits

Juan Anas, trainer of the

Kentucky-bred colt who had raced

previously in Venezuela, can't

speak English, but bystanders

understood the string ol "No's" he

blurted out to the groom in

Spanish.

Later, with Dr Jose Almenar.

the- CO owner ol the colt, serving as

interpreter. Arias said Canonero II

is not permitted to eat gra--

He- eats nothing but prepared

loexl. like pellets. ' Arias said "We
.ion I even let him eat green grass

.it home-
'

The special bedding, which

resembles wood chips, was

provided when Canonero II arrived

lui-sd.iv to iH-^in preparations lor

the 1150,000-added I'reakiu-ss on

Ma) 15.

j he conditioning program began

Wednesday when the Derby winner

cantered around Pimlico's one

mile mam (rack He was ridden by

Karl Whye, an exercise boy who

handled Canonero II without

stirrups .is requested by Anas

It is just what he prefers,"

\rias said ol the Fimlico track.

I II work him live or six lurlongs

Sunday or Monday He doesn't

need "much work. The derby

showe-d he is ready."

The size ol the held lor the 1 :? 16

mile Freakness remained fluid

Wedneaday, with 22 names still on

the- probable list

Garber Aims Stickers

At Brown, May 12
By FKFD ROSENTHAL

MDC Staff
,

Lacrosse coach Dick Garber is not about to march for women s lib but

at yesterday s Varsity M Club luncheon he introduced the first female

managers on any athetic team at UMass.
i^„nrtCCO

Mary Beth () Brien and Carol Christienson are th.s year s lacrosse

team managers and Coach Garber calls them "the best looking

managers^! the league." The successful head coach added that they are

K^n^effSent managers he has ever had and recommended that

other coaches in other sports follow suit.
n,,t.iiMiMm whn

Working with sports teams is nothing new tor Miss ( hnsUenson who

kept statistics lor the track team at her high school
;
and speaking on why

she took the job with the lacrosse team she remarked I m always

Pl

crcVGaX^^
h
reTatedthedeta,lsof a recent phone conversation he

had with the chairman of the NCAA tourney board who said in so many

words that C Mass must beat Brown on May 12th to make the tourney.

When Garber told him that his team still had to play Brown the chairman

Sa
GarbeVs"e:sed

e

thl1h that UMass can not afford to overlook any of

,

^nte
e

seco

a

nTpa rt oHhelpm luncheon Coach Berquist introduced one

ol his thre'e seniors, second baseman Jack Conroy. ^^^.naftS
the season so far and called it a "huge success. He remarked that the

credit for the successful season must goto coach Berquist. the freshmen

"^^Slt^SL fielder, Charlie Manley, as one of

thetreasons lor the team's remarkable record 1 15-4 and 12-1 up north

He p^ntea to a ew of Mauley's statistics; he has 26 hits 21 runs, and 21

stolen bases in 22 attempts I Conroy is 14 lor 14 himself in that dept .

He has^heTped me tremendously." said Conroy. T bat second behind

t'haJhe and laThas the opposing "p'tcner in a dither." Batting behind

Manley Conroy has 22 walks in 19 games.

coach Berqu'ist also spoke and said that no matter how good t he

baseball team s record is It must still win the Yankee Conference to make-

th

Th
P
,s

a
wee

f

kend the Kedmen play an important conference double header

at New Hampshire Scheduled to pitch for UMass are Tom White- and

BigTwo Head Nelson Field
.»«/Ac vu, \rnniH p :.lmpr It lexiks like I've got a pretty
DADCAS(AP) Arnold Palmer

and Jack Nicklaus are in a familiar

struggle for the No. 1 money-

winning spot going into today's

first round of the $125.ooo Byron

Nelson Golf Classic

The twe> giants ot the game, co-

lavontes tor the S25.noo first prize

m this 72-hole test that begins

Thursday, have finished 12 in the

annual money standings three

time's since Nicklaus turned pro in

190.
And they re in that situation now

.

Nicklaus ieading with $106,775 and

Calmer secemd at 110,931 No

other player has won more than

1199,099 this season.

Neither has led the mone>

standings, considered by many of

the louring pros as the re-al

determination oi the top play, r oi

the- year, since Nicklaus led and

Palmer rintjahed ecend m IW
Both are looking at it senousK

this year, however
I haven I been the leading

money winner in a long time-

Palmer said, almost wistlulK

It leioks like I've got a pretty

good chance this year if things

Mvp going well

Since there no longer is a

chance tor I slam. Ill l*» hack

playing the- tour more than I'd

originally planned. Nicklaus -xiid

-'And you like to be first in as many

categories as poasibtV
Nicklaus. who beat Palnu-r in a

sudden death playoff for this title s

year ago, has been ninth or better

in his last live starts

He wem the PGA and the Tour

name-lit ol Champions two we-eks

..go. hut saw his dreams ol .i

prole-ssional grand slam ol all the

major championships destroyed

when he I unshed second to Charles

COody m the Masters.

Palmer, playing i much busier

schedule than he has m years, also

has won twice, the Boh RopC

Desert classic and the citrus In-

\ national

The} tace an extreme!) strong

lie-ldon 147 who begin play tod.i\ on

the' 7,999-yard, par 79, Pre-ston

Trail <.olt club ce)urse>

J.'V
TIIF tiALMMMNti <.Ol KMKT-Kentuiky I)«-rb> winner.

( anonero II eats onlv prepared foods and keeps from particfpat.n K in

I,;',",„nm«n equine pastime of eating grass. The Kentucky -bred colt

runs in the Pi e-aknesson May 15. t AP photo)

Glover Signs With Celtics

BOSTON IAPI Top draft CSMfce Clarence

Glover signed with the Boston Celtics ^terday

and immediately became the heir apparent to I om

Sanders as the National Basketball Association

club's defensive specialist,

The B-fOOt-8, 210 pound lorward came into

national prominence while helping h» Western

Kentucky team reach the NCAA «m"^.J*in
year He was on hand lor the signing ceremonies in

the Celtics office ,. ,

His lawyer. Norman Blass. told newsmen Iha

Clover signed a mult, year contract, but ne. her he

nor the (Vitus would disclose any other details ol

the aareemenl f

Glover said the "Celtics' tradition was one o

many factors which eventually led him to sign with

Boston rather than with the Carolina Cougars, who

picked him in the American Basketball Aaaociattoii

Tve I'ked the < 'cities ever since I was a kW," the

..'.; sea. old native ol Horse Cave. Kv
.
said Alter

following them so king and wanting to be a part of

them th.s is a great Opportunity. I never dreamed

Id have- S Chance to play pro ball with the Celtics

Blass said he and Glover preferred the- NBA to

the \B \ "because it is a more established league.

the contracts are sounder, and there are In-tter

fringe benefits
"

.

He saul they also were influenced by the < elt.es

.mparctit intention to groom Clover to eventually

replace the- iS-year-oW Sanders, who has been

bothered by knee injuries the past two seasons.

Vou can do for this club what Tom Sanders has

done for 19 years-piay the big defense and take the

other team's tough guy," Blass quoted Boston

Manager Bed Auerbacri as te-llmg Glover

Strong rebounding and tough defensive play

were Glover's most notable assets m college, and

he- said he goes along with the Celtics idea Of

concentrating in these- areas

ill specialize on defense and let the ofienee

take can- ol itsell. he said.

^^yj^jiiaaii^^cs^f-^w^refr?? v̂̂ ^^^

fKI I. l.llll— l.ft- iMMno'alM.v.' isnneol Hum ..nl.nele.s

I.. i the Bvrea Nelson f.ull < lassie . I \P plmim
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Redmen Host Crusaders
ByEARLEBARROLL

M DC Staff

If you happen to see a group of

men' hanging over the right field

hue fence or peering intensley

from the stands this afternoon

they'll most likely he the pro scouts

who have followed every move this

spring o! Holy Cross" ace pitcher,

Mike Pazik. who will be on the

mound this afternoon when the

Crusaders due battle with the

I Mass baseball team at 3:30 at

Karl F Lorden Field.

Pa/.ik has had this large

following since his high school days

und is regarded as one of the best

college pitchers in the country and

right now is the only bright spot in

., dismal Crusader season

The (ross comes into this game

with a > 6 record and no heavy or

consistant bats in the batting order

to compliment the pitching of

Pazik. It was only last week that

I»a2ik struck out 22 batters against

Hartford but still lost the decision,

H), in twelve innings.

Pazik is also the top hitter for the

Crusaders with an average of

around .375 and for this reason he

has to be at his best, which is

practically cverytime out. to keep

his team in the game He has an

earned run average 2 14 and a w in

loss record of 13 which shows the

extent ol the support that he gets

from his teammates

I- or l.Mass. eoach Dick

Bergquist has named (i't Tom

Vustin as his starting pitcher this

afternoon. The tall righthander has

worked only one inning thus lar tat

Dartmouth) but his coach feels

that he is ready to go. His one in-

ning against Dartmouth was a

sharp outing. He has a real good

slider and live fastball and with his

size can make it hard on any

batter.

The remainder of the lineup will

have Tom McDermott behind the

plate. Dan Fsposito. Jack Conroy,

Fd McMahon and Mark Palau in

the infield and Charlie Manley,

Brian Martin and Mike Sawyer or

Dan Kelly in the outfield.

The Redmen are riding a ten

garni- win streak into this en

counter They have awn 13 of their

last 14 outtings and are on I

collision course with UConn for the

Vankee Conterence title.

Oil Saturday they have a tough

two game test with UNH at

Durham and today s game should

be a good opportunity to sharpen

the bats up against one of the best

hurlers in the nation.

DIAMOND DUST-Palau still

leads the Kedmen at the plate with

a 411 average. ..Manley follows

with .356 with Ksposito third at 333

following his big Maine

series.. .The team batting average

has risen to 2K4 with six hitters

over the 300 mark. The pitcher's

t-.r a has also risen to 1.19 with all

seven Redman hurlers with eras
ot under two In a big look to the

future, Mike Flanagan, oneol New

England's outstanding pitchers

from Manchester. N .11 has an-

nounced his intentions ot attending

l.Mass m September He is a t;'i.

I Hf) lb. left-handed pitcher-

outlielder He averaged 18

strikeouts per game in high school

and Legion baseball last year while

hurling the Sweeney Post to the

New Kngland Championship and a

berth in the World Series at

Klamath Falls, OOregon. He
batted .375 at Manchester
Memorial had a 17-2 record. The

Legion team finished 35-7. He also

averaged 22 points for Memorial

which won the N.H. State

basketball championship in the

winter. He joins teammate Hon

Beaunvage. another fine baseball

prospect, in selecting CMass for

next year Coach Bergquist stated

•Flanagan and Beaunvage are the

two liest baseball prospects in New

Kngland. I'm delighted they have

decided to enroll at CMass

9k* gilMlbMftll

Saily (finUrqian

SPORTS
SySSr.-.'s.\yyyyyyyyyyyyyyysy-y-" ••'••',•',•'

'today the New Kngland gg
IreHegialc golf cham- gig

I piousliips begin at :•:•:•:

gKlliaglM Ridge Country x$:

E( lull m ( onnei liiul. The 3ti :>.£:

laofe play oil will begin at %&
:'*8v.imi a. in. :

:
:
::-:

m w

Major League

Baseball
Bed Sox -While Sox

CHICAGO IAPI The Boston

Red So* Chicago white Sox

baseball game Wednesday night

v\as postponed because ot ram
I he game was rescheduled lor

Thursday afternoon

lards-Phillies

PHILADELPHIA lAP) Home
runs 0) Lou Brock and Jose

• tirdenal keyed a lour run eighth

mnmg rally that snapped a tie and

.allied the St Louis Cardinals to a

, i victory over the Philadelphia

Chillies Wednesday night

I he Phillies had tied the score 1-1

in the bottom ol the seventh off

rookie right-hander Reggie

< leveland

st Louis took a to lead in the

ond on Torre's single, a double

l,> Cardenal and Ted Sizemores

sacrifice ily.
* * *

Pirates-Giants

s\N FRANCISCO tAP) Juan

Marichal tossed a three hitter and

Ken Henderson drove in both San

Francisco runs with a single and

an infield grounder Wednesday as

the Giants edged the Pittsburgh

Pirates 2-1.

San Francisco led behind 10 in

the second inning when Bob

Robertson slammed his tilth home

run ol the season over the lett field

fence

But the Giants knotted it m the

hith Alan Gallagher opened the

inning with a single and Marichal

was sale when Richie Hebner

threw late to second trying lor the

lorceout Then, with two outs.

Henderson drilled B single to

tenter to score Gallagher

They look the lead in the seventh

When Bobby Bonds hit a one out

double and moved to third on Chris

Speier s single to short left

Henderson then grounded into a

lorce play and Bonds came home

with the deciding run

a .328 clip with nine stolen bases in 12 attempts. < MDC photo by Kd Mangiaratt.>

Tracksters Lose

l P \\DO\ KB—KdShaughncsscy. pictured above, is the top high

lumper on the CMass \arsity track team which lost yesterday in a

trimcct with Dartmouth and Syracuse. The score was Dartmouth M
1/2. 1 Mass 73 1/2. Syracuse 24. For details see tomorrow slollegian.

<MDC photo by Kd Mangiaralth

Baseball on WMUA
Tomorrow afternoon the CMass hasehall team plays Holy (loss

it Karl l.ordcn Field. W.MCA will coxer all the action starting at

3:15 with Roy (.ustafson and Bob Willman.

^^""S^S^^^^^^^^^^^^*5****^

:

Tennis Results:

UMass7,S.C. 2

Story In Tomorrow 's Collegian

&>zszjit2Sisa2sa&-bum& zz&az&szis&siatxis^^ yA

StickersDrubAmherst
Bv HOW IK BLOOM

MDC Staff

For all those who didn t have the willpower to stay awake until

the end ol vesterdav s lacrosse game against Amherst College

I Mass won" 12 2 In "a game chock full of inaction and unexciting

plays both teams somnambulated their way through 60 minutes of

what looked to be. at some points during the contest, the eastern

regional in a nationwide search to find a better cure for insomnia

than Sominex. „ _-__, . ••

The lirst period was all CMass as Garner S Gorillas held the ball

lor the opening lour minutes of the stanza before Amherst got the

ball into Redman territory lor the l.rst time The lone score of the

period came at I 28 a hen John Gannon scooped up a loose ball right

in Iron! ol the U»rd Jell goal and swept it up and in. unassisted

\mherst scored its first goal ot the game six minutes into the

second period Peine Peters getting credit for the score One

minute later Paul Bitch scored his lust of the game to start a

streak ol ten straight Gorilla goals

With I Mass playing a superb defensive game, chuck Hardy and

Dwight Bloomquis't closed out the lust halt scoring, both garnering

unassisted goals in the Imal live minutes ol the frame. During one

halftime break Amherst goalie Harpo HuskUH was awarded a

Purple Heart lor standing in the way ol 40 Gorilla shots in the tirst

:o minutes ol the game
The Redmen scored live more times in the third period, anotner

humdinger A power plav goal bv Phil Sheridan made it *i I at 3 2;i

\ minute later it was 7 1 as Steve Hershcopf lulled the ball to

Dwight Rloomquist standing to the left of the crease, who ho

hummed it past the Lord Jeff goalie

Amherst didn't have I shot on Crawford until the ten minute

mark ol the period, and bv then CMass had upped their lead to

seven goals as Louie Marinacci. with lire in his eyes, was just

dving to drill one bv the Amherst goalie After faking left and right

back and lorth across the held for a good fifteen seconds.

Marinacci s wish came true as the Amherst goalie never saw his

cannon shot coming.

Bv the end ol the period CMass led '.» 1. and Amherst was getting

very tired chasing the Kedmen up and down their own end of the

held. .

,

lorn Brennan got credit lor goal number nine with the assist

being given to Hardy, who raised his record chasing assist total to

Hardy made it :t:> early in the final period as he worked his

favorite plav. moving the ball around in back of the Amherst net.

taking bacfc and lorth. and finally passing the ball out front on the

left side ot the net to Kick Anderson John Nagle got into the action

at 1 » when the ball accidentally landed in his stick at the same

moment he decided to take a swipe at I Lord Jeff who was blocking

him in Iront ol the crease, and it was 111

\mherst s stickmen became party poopers a little while later

when they broke CMass consecutive goal string on an unassisted

go.d by Schuitzy Schmerler. With one second to go in the game

Bloomquisl closed out the afternoons scoring unassisted, and it

was Imallv all over. 12-2.

I \( BOSSK LOW DOWN All told. CMass had 79 shots on the

\mherst net and alter the game Coach Garber kidded. "With all

those shots and onlv 12 scores. I think what we need are w^der

goals The Amherst goalie did a superb job in blocking all those

shots and he was pretty gutsy getting in front of a lew of them.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

&% ManuttpiBtttB

Satlg titalltgimi
^S A Mil AMD RESPONSIBLE ^^ PMSS

Weather:

Better than yesterday.
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Campus Gov 't. Discussed

New Calendar May Be Used In 71-72

The adoption of the already approved 1972-73

calendar was an imminent possibility considered at

yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.

other matters under discussion were steps towards

reconsideration of the proposal for campus gover-

nance, a proposal for additional students represen-

tation on the Athletic Council and a recommendation

regarding nepotism in cases of hiring and tenure. Also

considered was a proposal for the establishment of a

department of Exercise Science in the School of

Physical Education.

A motion • put forth by Paul Hollander of the

Sociology Department made the recommendation

that an inquiry be made into the possibility of in-

stituting the new 1972-3 calendar this fall This was

greeted by a statement by David Booth of the Space

and Calendar Committee that in response to an

ticipated sentiment and student pressure his com

mittee had drawn up a calendar for this fall which

implements the new changes. After some subsequent

discussion the motion was postponed until next week's

meeting so that faculty members might have the

opportunity to see and consider the new calendar

(In remarks made prior to the lormal discussion of

these matters Student Senate President Lee Sandwen

asked that the Senate consider the adoption of the

compromise calendar for the next academic year He

said that the Student Senate would like to begin

discussing means towards closer ties between Faculty

and Student Senates He also mentioned the fact that

there have been UMass students and Faculty involved

in the demonstrations in Washington and that a Bail

Fund has been set up to aid the one faculty member

and students who are still being held )

Under the motion approved yesterday a new

committee will be formed with the responsibility of

investigating and formulating a new proposal for

campus governance This proposal will serve as an

alternative to the unicameral proposal w hich has been

issued by the Special Commission on Campus
Governance

laculty. four students of which one is to be a graduate

and three undergraduate and one to be an officer of

the Faculty Senate. A further stipulation was made

that a note be attached to both proposals saying that

neither proposal was ever voted upon by either the

Faculty, Student or Graduate Student Senates.

In connection with the Annual Report of the Athletic

Council. Sandwen noted that a majority of the funds

lor the Council comes from the students through their

Student Activity Fee. It was then proposed that a

study be made of a proposal for additional student

representation on the Council which would still be in

accordance with rules set down by the NCAA. It was

further recommended that the possibility be in-

vestigated of the representation of female students

and faculty on the Council.

The recommendation regarding nepotism in hiring

and tenure matters would have the Board of Trustees

adopt a clear concise written policy that all candidates

considered for appointment be appraised on their

professional and academic qualifications only and

that hiring and subsequent personnel actions

(promotions, tenure merit increases, sabbaticals,

etc i not be prejudiced by lamihar. relationships.

This was in response to growing concern over the fact

that spouses of faculty members who are otherwise

qualified are sometimes denied appointments or

tenure because of the presence of their spouse or other

family member on the faculty of the same depart

ment" It was viewed as the basis for a series of

recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning

this very important matter

The proposal for the establishment of a Department

of Kxercise Science comes in the wake of similar

moves by schools across the country. The new

department, if approved, would concentrate on

. xisting courses relevant to exercise science The

motion was tabled until next weeks meeting pending

examination of the implications such a department

would have on the administrative make up of the

School ol Physical Education and the composition of

the fheuJt) staff who would be involved in the

department.

Bep. O'Donnel with a

student between sessions of

the Com mittee. Other Keps on

eampus were: Michael Daily.

Dave Vigneault. Kdward Ht

Glian. Ann Gannett. William

Arxanitis. George Young and

Peter MeCarthy.

Other seminars were

entitled "School Without

Wall". "Music and Social

Studies" and "The City as

Curriculum."

Representative Henry O'Donnel from Salem at a seminar on

-•I- durational Futures: Alternatives and Options'*. The Legislators

were here for a conference of the Joint educational Com mittee. See

story on page three.

Spring fever-IPs really nice out. but the ole I Mass spring blues

hits this coed as she thinks ahead to finals just a short time away

On The Inside

:

May-Day
See pages two,

ten, eleven

Draft Up
For Debate

See page four
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A Look At May-Day
Bv The People Involved

e/ _ .„™, „,„^.K«n«f \A/r.m»n'< I.ihtration. had similar opir

I «•<• Baadweo. Student Senate President, spoke before the Faculty

Sen.it.- \«-sl«M»1.(\ in support of the new calendar, which is expected

lo In inipUiiicnted bv next semester. <See stoi > on page I for

details. > .____—

Bombers Hit Calif.
s\\ KKJE I'alit IP Bombers struck Thursday at a utility com

panj substation and an oil refinery 450 miles apart in the latest of a long

series ol explosive attacks on big businesses in California

ilu- newest target* were i Pacific Gm & Electric Co substation near

this San Krancitco Ba) area cit> and a Standard Oil of California refinery

in East I on Vngelea .
, ,

\ pipe tvpe bomb planted at an unmanned substation lo miles west ol

San Jose knocked out a BO.OOO-voil regulator and temporarily stopped

electric lervice to parts ot nearby Los C.ates. Los Altos. Big Basin and

Pavenport . . ,,. ».

\t the refiner) 4 50 miles to the South, a bomb on an empt) railroad tank

1 ir hurled debris from the car through the metal walls of a nearby

w arehouec and smashed 200 w indow I Vputies said the bomb apparently

s made ot >tick> ot dynamite . . . .... ,-

. VWdnesdav night a ..re bomb torched the tron, o. a bookstore m

the town ol Chico in the upper Sacramento \ alle>

Summer Brownouts Feared

BvANNGURNETT
MOC Staff

It was obvious to the observant but uninvolved eye

Horn the beginning that the Mayday activities

scheduled for the third, founh. and fifth of May would

never really make it off the ground. A marked lack of

organization, coupled with the MayDay tribes

unrealistic approach to planning the whole affair,

condemned it before the seed had the chance to ger-

minate . f

Advertising weeks ahead of time, the organizers of

MayDay proposed publically to shut down Washington

by practicing mass civil disobedience - sitting in the

streets, blocking traffic, and thus preventing tederal

employees from reaching their places of employment.

The lack of organization made the affair especially

susceptible to police and federal troops, who were

much more organized than were the protestors. The

superior organization of law forces precluded the

possibility of the MayDay people shutting Washington

down, as' had been originally planned.

The tact that the MayDay celebrations would

probablv curl up and die was also realized by ob-

servant' extremely involved eyes, belonging to many

members of the YSA. SMC. and Women's Lib.

According to Tom Moriarty of the YSA. MayDay

tailed in its attempt to augment anti-war sentiment.

MavDav proved nothing. The only people who went

were already devoted to stopping the war They were

also people "who could afford to pay jail fines, who

didn't have jobs that they had to look out for. who

didn't have classes they had to attend, and who didn t

mind getting their heads knocked together The

MavDav tribe m their organization of the activities,

prevented a lot of interested people from coming to

Washington It was a counterpdoductive event
."

our main concern is in the complete and un

conditional withdrawal of American troops from Viet

Nam Moriarty continued The best way to ac-

complish this is through a mass mobilization of people

trom all different levels of society labor, women.

Chicanos and Blacks, older people, the middle class

member of Women's Liberation, had similar opinions

on the efficacy of MayDay.
"Through the planning of the activities, it was as if

the MayDav tribe said to the nation, This is our

demonstration, you cant be in our anti-war

movement.' It was an old-style liberal, masochistic,

ineffective thing. The organizers didn't seem to be

aware that there is nothing more radical than

realizing that the war is wrong and proceeding to work

against it." . ..

Miss Moriarty also asserted that the demonstration

was geared to the wrong type of people, missing the

point of the anti-war movement, which is to involve

people in reaction against the war.

She expressed different opinions concerning the

May 5th strike' which was planned for this University

"Wednesday's strike was never intended to be on

the order of fast year's," she said. "It was not im-

portant how many people cut classes for one day - that

was not the point What was important was that,

sometime in the day, students would make some kind

of gesture in memory of the students killed at Kent

State and Jackson State last year. We hoped that a

diverse group of people would remember the killings,

but not in a narrow religious perspective.

Tom Bias of the YSA also voiced opinions con

cerning the MayDay activities

"The primary objective of any anti-war tactic

should be orgainzation, which MayDay lacked. A most

important facet of the anti-war movement is the in-

clusion of coalitions from different strata of society,

especially off-campus contingents The May activities

were not geared to building increased opposition to the

war and were not designed to reach an off-campus

audience."
Bias was of the opinion that MayDay would

discredit the anti war movement, but expressed hope

that the damage done would not be far-reaching or

permanent.
Most of the people consulted w ere of the opinion that

MayDay was not productive in terms of building

opposition to the war All were of the opinion that work

S^iSud^S^^SiSS-^^y JSZSicA only be accomphshed .hrough a day
inrougn us idtK ui imiuiy, — v. e> i^nma .„ An „ .^.^a u..t thov i*«>rp animistic about Bar
discouraged many people who might have become

deeply involved in the anti-war movement I hope this

lack ot planning will not have lasting repercussions.

making it difficult tor the anti-war movement to

maintain a high level of activity

\\ hen questioned about student participation in May

5th memorial activities. Moriarty expressed disap-

pointment
Claire Moriarty. Co-chairwoman of the Mobe and a

to-day grind But they were optimistic about gar

nenng support.

\- Claire Moriarty said, "Support of this campus is

growing, just as it is grow ing throughout the state and

the nation. Tactics, not basic opposition, has become

the question There has been significant change

people against the war are no longer in the minority,

and the inefficacy of events like MayDay will not be

ultimately detrimental to the movement
"

\\ \>HIN», rON W The
Kederal Cower Commission

irted rhursda) that some parts

tie countT) ma> have electric

power shortages '.his summer and

almost ever) region has potential

probtefl

While the K1V considers 20 per

cent <>! expected peakkwd to be 1

r> margin o. satetv in

generating capacit) . its report 1

the nation a> a whole I. Vfl

ot onlv IS 3 per cent

c 01 the six studv regions has

.1 jo per cent reserve

The lowest i< the KC«

said, are in the Southeast with \2 A

percent, a slight increase irom its

11 K per cenl last summer, and the

Cast Central region with 12.6 per

cent, a decline trom it< 7 per cent of

last summer

Che W ntral Region * -

risen irom last year s 12.7 per vent

to 14 per vent reserve capacity

l he .south 1 entral region Mood at

15 1 per cenl the comm - • said.

out ot 21 systems

reporting reserves ol less than IS

per cenl

The Northeast brought its

generating reserves up from last

veai - per cenl pel vent.

with all three ot its coordination

areas report:

than 15 per vent

The highest reserve capacity

- reported in the west with 188

per vent hut even that WW
decline irom last summers 2\*

per vent The FPC said the slip-

pace Wtt due mainly to the

shutdown of the MO megawatt

Hartford nuclear Plant
"

The commission said that out of

the IM power systems which

rted to it hJ would have

rves ot less than IS per cent but

>: those were small sv stems

with loads fit less than

megawatts

The commission said "the most

pronounced problems are those

resulting irom delays in placing

new generating facilities in service

on schedule and the continued

growth ot weather sensitive

loads

Despite the comparitivel) thin

rve 1 spacity, the commission
said the OUtlOOk this summer is

better than the summer ot I97n

I he commission warned,
however, that reserve figures are

onlv a partial measure of the

s; 5t< ' s ability to meet demand

li some Instances," it -

systems that appear to have

adequate reserves ma) experU

difficulty it one or two large units

Hfne unavailable or it scheduled

new units are delayed

Eqypt Moves Toward Peace

But Refuses To Concede
CAIRO, Egypt <AP'-An

Egyptian spokesman appraised

talks between Secretary of State

William P Rogers and Cairo

leaders Wednesday as "definitely

toward peace' but said "we shall

BOt make concessions

Rogers spent more than six

hours in private sessions with

Crime Minister Mahmoud Riad

and others

He sees Crestdent Anwar Sadat

on Thursday, then flies to Israel to

complete his Mideast journey

aimed at promoting a peace set-

tlement

Ropers' top priority topic was a

method whereby Egypt and Israel

could agree to reopen the Suez

Canal
l S SflUffC§l said the session had

gone rather well, but they declined

to give specifics.

The spokesman for the Cairo

government told newsmen:
Fawziand Kiad made Egypt's

position on all aspects of the

Mideast issue "as clear as could

be and Rogers responded with

clarifications of IS views

This in itself is progress." the

spokesman said, in explaining how

he thought the talks were con-

tributing toward peace

\s lor Egypt's position. "We
shall not make concessions-I think

that is quite clear

Rogers put forward ideas about a

possible Egyptian- Israel 1

agreement on reopening the Suez

( anal, but made plain that "he was
not speaking in behalf of the Israeli

government
"

I airo's terms for a Suez

reopening continue to include "a

complete commitment by the

Israeli side to withdraw to the

international frontier." the border

betore the 1967 war
Rogers did not hand the Egyp-

tian leaders a written proposal,

either one in behalf of Israel or of

Washington "It would have been

more preferable" to have
something specific in writing

Nor did Rogers submit what
could be called a concrete proposal

lor a canal-reopening accord

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550
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S. U. Fee Upped
To $60 Next Year

By EMORY ROUNDS
MDC Staff

The Campus Center-Student Union Governing Board voted last night to

increase the Student Union fee from its present rate of $45 dollars to $60

for next year. . ..

Debate centered on the Capital Expenses portion of the total operating

budget, and in particulara crafts center proposal.

The center proposal was accepted, it was decided that the division of

the Capital Expenses between the various building departments would be

decided at a later date.

The Crafts Area will be open to the student population to use lor sucn

activities as leather working, metal smithing, photography, wood

working sculpting, automotive, and candle making. A lull-time super-

visor will manage the crafts area, and will be responsible for maintaining

security and enforcing safety regulations within the center. He will also

serve as an instructor, and will coordinate the activities in the area

The supervisor will be assisted by part-time instructor-helpers, who

will be students or persons who live in the local area who have some

expertise in one or more of the crafts being offered. There will be five

instructor helpers to help supervise the crafts center, and to give m-

tormal instruction in the crafts area he specializes in. . ...

The Crafts Area will be governed by the Crafts Area Council, who with

SUG Board approval, will set policy within the Crafts Area and will be

responsible for directing activities within the area. The Council w.ll

consist of three members (one from the SUG Board, one from Program

Council, and one from the Craftsman's Guild) who will be responsible to

Several Sts center proposals had been offered, but for the sake of

keeping the fee as low as possible, many amendments dealing with

cutting various portions were debated.

The Capital Expenses portion of the total budget for next year concerns

the building departments in the areas of Eood Services, Building Main-

tenance the University Store, the Print Shop, the Audio Visual Aid ser-

vices the games area. RSO, the building administration and business

offices and the games area Problems occured when the Board at

tempted a list of priorities with the different building areas, and for the

sake of time (the budget will be presented to the Board of Trustees next

week), the Board decided to table making a list of these priorities to a

luture time. , ... ... ^, m
Some of the ideas to be debated in the quest for priority will be a

rathskellar in the Campus Center Cafeteria, an expanded games area

expansion of the Coffee Shop into the adjoining patio, enlarging the Top

of the Campus a Grocery?Deli take-out service in the Hatch, and the

refurbishing and refurnishing of some of the rooms in the Student Union

Building

A committee will be appointed by Robert Nims SUG Board President,

to work with the building management to decide the allocation of the

$60,000 in Capital Expenses.

Reps On Campus
Meet With Students
By JEANETTE MARTINEAU

MDC Staff

Legislators of the Joint

Education Committee of the

Massachusetts General Court were

on campus yesterday as the

University and State Com-
munications Council sponsored

legislators day
The legislators talked with

students, ate in a dining commons

and took part in seminars at the

School of Education. The following

account is a report of the

discussion this reporter par

ticipated in.

The individual's role curriculum

structure was discussed by the

Futuristics Group and

Representatives Alan Sisitsky

from Springfield, Henry O'Donnell

from Salem, and Nicholas

Briglione fromMethuen. The topic

of this seminar was given as:

"Educational Futures: Alter-

natives and Options."

Alan Davis, of Futuristics,

commented that: "The University

experiments with everything but

its own structures, "citing resident

colleges, work-study off campus,

interdisiplinary institutions, and

research as "alternatives".

Davis suggested that, in order to

"solve the problems of school and

environment, the University

create more options for in-

dependent studies, creating op-

tions for faculty and students."

9 II "1

Pinball Wizards get a chance to try their hand in Berkshire Dining Commons this w^k as part of

Southwest Week, sponsored by the Southwest Patriots.

Sandwin Looks Back
On Fast: Not Pleased

He also recommended that the

University: "help people become

more flexible, take up new skills

People learn in different ways." he

commented "Let the individuals

decide how to pursue their own

education."
Representative Sisitsky spoke of

"democratizing of the educational

process,'' while one student

defended his "freedom to make

mistakes."
Representative O'Donnell cited

"racial imbalance" as a value to

be challenged, and suggested

"Springfield as a laboratory."

The methods and functions of

education were also discussed,

with one student defining his own

concept as : "Having an experience

and then trying to make some

sense out of it."

Other guest legislators included:

Representative Michael Daly,

House Chairman of the Committee,

Boston; Senator James DeNor-

mandie from Lincoln;

Representatives Dave Vigneault

from Springfield, Edward Mc-

Ciligan from Northampton, Ann

Gannett from Wayland, William

Arvanitis from Lawrence, George

Young from Scituate, and Peter

McCarthy from Peabody.

Their seminars were entitled

"Schools Without Walls", "Music

and Social Studies" and "The City

as Curriculum".

By STEVE FELD
MDC Staff

Looking back on his I day fast.

Senate President Lee Sandwen

wasn't particularly pleased. It's

primary purpose, according to

Sandwen. was "to bring attention

to the Mayday demonstrations in

Washington. It wasn t successful

because the majority didn't take

part."

"I didn't think there was too

much significance in doing it. It's

not a good way of getting attention

It is. however, a good way of

showing support."

"We wanted to show people that

we were concerned. Demon
strators were dragged away and

arrested to show this."

"I do think that fasting is a great

way to lose weight. I lost ten

pounds."

John Hogan, the Internal Vice-

President, kept the fast for two

days, but was forced to quit for

personal reasons. He, among
others, felt that the fast wasn't for

getting attention as much as it was

for personal or spiritual reasons

"Anti-war rallies and speeches are

losing their effectiveness and

stopping traffic or more violent

lorms of demonstrations isn't

where the answer lies."

Danny Sterns, a Senator from

Brett House, feels that if a large

number of citizens refused to pay

their taxes then more would be

accomplished. "We fasted to show

that we can pay more than lip

service to a cause. It is not sue

cessful except in numbers,
however There is a great deal of

personal satisfaction involved."

Larry l^add. the External Vice

President of the Senate, was
disappointed that the other officers

weren't able to sustain their fast

He agrees that there was a lot of

personal satisfaction involved

"Fasting is still considered an

unusual mode of protest It is not

frequently used It is significant

when leadership is involved. It

would Rave been nice if thousands

of demonstrators did participate m
the fast but I'm not disappointed It

is an individual act
"

"I think that any individual who

decides to protest the War in anv

means he sees fit is right I would

support, but not participate in en)

violent means Stopping trail it is

as effective as anv other moans

Resistance is the best form Of

protest, whether it l>e with taxes

the draft, or boycotting These are

all nan violent They would choke

off all the supplies needed It

threatens the system at it's

foundation the economics

Bloodstone

2 FREE CONCERTS
HAMDEN D.C.

Bloodstone

FRIDAY 8 P.M.

SATURDAY 1P.M.

IfMother A Jbay

at the

Top Of

The Campus

Sunday, May 9, 1971

BUFFET DINNER 12:00 noon - 8:00 P.M.

$2.95 plus tax

K# s,-nations are not required but may be made by callinK

549-0000 ext. 440

11:30 a.m. • 2:00 p.m.

Notice
You are invited to come to the sixth-floor lounge of Thompson

Tower between 1:30-3:00 today for information and counseling

pertaining to Comparative Literature graduate courses for Fall.

11T71 The Lounge is on the right as you leave the elevator, past the

faculty offices. Several of us will be there to talk with you about the

course offerings.
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In The Nation And The World

Anti-War Forces Gather

Senate Opens Debate On Draft
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Senate

opened debate on extension of the

draft Thursday as antiwar forces

mapped plans for a major drive to

lorce total U.S. withdrawal from

Indochina by the end of 1971.

Sen John C Stennis. D-Miss

,

chairman of the Armed Services

Committee, warned that "failing to

renew this induction authority,

whether by vote or by inaction

caused by extended debate, would

be calamitous."

Democratic leader Mike Man-

sfield said, however, he thinks the

draft measure is a proper vehicle

for the McGovern-Hatfield

amendment to bar funds for U.S.

forces in Southeast Asia after Dec.

U, Mansfield also said he might

renew his proposal for a sharp

reduction in U.S. troops in Europe.

Sen. JW Fulbright, D-Ark..

chairman of the Foreign Relations

Committee and a leader of the

antiwar forces, called a meeting

for Friday afternoon to consider

alternative courses.

Fighting Breaks Out,

Ends Lull In War
SAIGON tAP> Heavy, ground

lighting broke out Thursday in

.astern Cambodia, ending a lull in

the Indochina war.

Tank led South Vietnamese

troops, under a cover of air and

artillen, strikes, clashed in a

daytime engagement with about

400 North Vietnamese near the

town ot Siuiel. a lew miles inside

Cambodia
Saigon headquarter- claimed 72

\orth Vietnamese were killed and

it announced that South Viet-

nat ... es were one dead and

-i\ wounded
The new Cambodian lighting

lollowed bj a da) oi heavy strikes

by the South Vietnamese air force

North Vietnamese troop

concentration IS miles trom the

ambodian border town ot Kandol

Chrum, l»x» miles northwest of

Saigon
\ .south Vietnamese military

pokesman. l-t Col l>«> Viet, said

\ utnamese K"> Freedom Fighter

lets attacked the North Viet

namese lor lour hours Wednesday

afternoon and that air spotters

alterwards counted M dead.

In another action Wednesday,

I S helicopter gunships killed five

enemy soldiers in an area 52 miles

southeast of Phnom Penh. Cam
bodia s capital, the U.S. Command
-aid

l S helicopters are lending

heavy support to the 22.000 South

Vietnamese troops still deployed in

Cambodia, flying more than 300

support missions on Wednesday

alone

Some :ux> miles to the north. U.S.

B33 lumbers returned in force to

the A Shau Valley sector

Twenty of the eight-engine

bombers hammered suspected

North Vietnamese troop con-

centrations and bunkers inside the

jungle covered valley and six miles

north of it

Another three plane formation of

BS2i struck in the much-battered

northwest corner of South Viet-

nam
\M they have daily since April 21.

the bombers hit again at one of

Hanoi's major infiltration

corridors that crosses into South

Vietnam just below the

demilitarized zone

As the war pace quickened

somewhat. President Nguyen Van

Thieu of South Vietnam announced

a 24 hour cease-fire to mark
Buddha s birthday anniversary on

Sunda>
South Vietnamese forces will

hold their tire from noon Saturday

until noon Sunday Saigon time and

will be joined in the cease-fire by

V nited States and other foreign

troops on the allied side

A lew hours later, the Viet Cong

declared a 48-hour cease-fire for

the Buddha birthday A Viet Cong

broadcast said its cease-fire would

run from tt a.m. Saturday to 6 am
Monday.

In the past, all of the temporary

truces called by each side have

been marked by numerous
violations.

The anniversary of Buddha s

birth is the most important

religious holiday of the year in this

nation of more than 17 million

people About 80 per cent of the

people are at least nominal Bud-

dhists.

He told reporters he favored

bringing up the McGovern-Hatfield

amendment on the draft bill "if it

has a good chance of success."

He declined to say if he thought

there were enough votes in his

committee to approve the

amendment. He said any decision

would likely be deferred until

hearings end May 27 on various

proposals dealing with Vietnam.

Mansfield, meanwhile, called

again in a Senate speech for a

terminal date on U.S. involvement

in Southeast Asia, saying it could

lead to the release of U.S. prisoners

held by North Vietnam.

"If a termination date is not

set." he said, "then we are con-

fronted with the paradoxical

situation which results in more and

more American casualties.

Derhaos more and more POWs and Hughes, D-Iowa. to limit the draft
pernapsmorediiu

extension to one year, an effort
more and more

J
« a^enmnaiion . ^

on the part of North Vietnam to rgw- > ^ have fiood
hang on to the POWs.

George D. Aiken of Ver
Sen.

mont, senior Republican on the

Foreign Relations Committee,

expressed hope President Nixon's

next troop withdrawal an-

nouncement Oct. 15 "is the latest

we would be able to announce a

definite date for the withdrawal of

our forces from Indochina."

If the McGovern-Hatfield

amendment is brought up on the

draft bill, it probably would come

after the Senate has considered a

series of riders dealing with the

draft itself

First, the Senate will vote on a

proposal by Sens. Richard S. Sch-

weiker, R-Pa., and Harold E.

House and believed to have a good

chance to success in the Senate.

Schweiker, a longtime advocate

of an all-volunteer force, has said

that limitation of the draft ex-

tension to one year now would pave

the way for its elimination in the

1972 election year.

Besides extending the draft for

two years, the bill before the

Senate would authorize President

Nixon to end deferments for

college undergraduates, set limits

on draftees and overall military

troop strength, and raise military

pay by the approximately one

billion dollars the administration

asked.

John Toto reaches over to feed two Canada Geese. He's been takmg care of latelyJ^^^Z^
and laid eggs that got in the way of a construction project at Roosevelt V leld. TotowasaWII mo* e

dirt over the area "here the eggs were. He refused, knowing if the eggs -^e touched or mov ed the geese

wouldnt hatch. Now construction has been halted until the eggs hatch around May 12.

400 Feds, Police,

Gambling Crack

U.S. Insists N.Viets
Withdraw Forces

PARIS (AP) The United States

has told Hanoi there can be no

negotiations on a total American

withdrawal from Vietnam without

a corresponding agreement for

withdrawal of North Vietnamese

forces.

US negotiator David K E.

Bruce challenged North Vietnam's

Xuan Thuy at the U2th weekly

session of the Vietnam peace talks

Thursday to clarify a hint he

dropped last week that Hanoi

might envisage a tacit un-

derstanding on mutual withdrawal

ot its own as well as American

forces.

In reply, Thuy reverted to the

long-Standing Hanoi position

rejecting any mutual withdrawal,

tacit or otherwise

President Nixon a Absurd

demand lor a 'mutual withdrawal'

placet the American ... or on

N :
:

"

the

two sides

Bruce expressed interest in a

remark made by Thuy at the 111th

session that a negotiated set-

tlement including the total with-

drawal of American forces-would

permit "all military men to return

to their homes
"

"If this means that you are now

prepared to withdraw North

Vietnamese forces from South

Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, then

I believe we can make serious

progress here toward an honorable

and lasting negotiated set-

tlement," Bruce said.

WASHINGTON (AP)-More than

4i>0 FBI agents and local police

began today a Michigan roundup of

151 persons, including a Detroit

police inspector and 15 other of-

ficers, on federal gambling

charges returned by two federal

grand juries.

Fifteen indictments, returned by

grand juries sitting in Detroit and

Grand Rapids, were announced by

Atty. Gen. John N Mitchell in

Washington
Mitchell said federal authorities

coordinating the arrest raids in 37

Michigan cities described the

operation as "one of the largest in

United States history in terms of

the number of arrests."

Major cities in which authorities

either made arrests or executed

search warrants this morning were

Detroit. Grand Rapids. Lansing,

Flint, Saginaw. Battle Creek and

Kalamazoo, the Justice Depart-

ment said.

The police officers were charged

in the indictments with obstructing

law enforcement antigambling

activity and conspiracy to violate

tederal gambling laws.

The indictments said the gam-
bling operations outside of

metropolitan Detroit consisted

mainly of betting on numbers.

One indictment said there is a

link between a gambling group in

Detroit and similar groups or

persons in Las Vegas, Chicago and

Miami. The Justice Department
said four of the indicted persons

were being sought in those cities.
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Nixon Asks Loan
To Save Lockheed

WASHINGTON (AP)—Against expected heavy opposition in Congress,

President Nixon proposed Thursday to put the government's backing

behind a $250 million loan for Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and its troubled

TriStar jumbo jet project.

Lockheed desperately needs the money "to keep it from going broke,"

Treasury Secretary John B. Connally told newsmen. And lie said the

economy needs a healthy Lockheed and the investment in money and jobs

in the TriStar program.
Although the loan guarantee is expected to encounter trouble in

Congress, Conally said he rates its chances for passage as "quite good."

The administration said Lockheed needs the loan to finish production of

the TriStar L1011 airbus, which fell into jeopardy when the manufacturer

of the TriStar engine, Rolls-Royce Ltd., went into receivership in Great

Britain.

Connally said the British government will put up $288 million in ad-

ditional funds to help produce the engine.

He said $1.4 billion already is tied up in development of the TriStar,

which he called "a very excellent airplane. probably the most advanced

"The impact on the economy by the bankruptcy of Lockheed would be

enormous in my judgment," Conally said.

Not only would thousands lose their jobs, he said, but the Treasury

would lose revenue and industries directly related to the nations biggest

defense contractor would be harmed.

Connally denied that the loan gauarantee proposal would set a

precedent. "The government has done it before The government is doing

it almost everyday," he said, through export-import loans and defense

k
*!L assured that this amount is sufficient to carry l^tfennjll

the period of financial stress during the production of the TriStar

Connally said. "We do not anticipate any cost to the taxpayer from this

'TonSy^d banks have already put up $450 million •" loans for

Lockheed In addition, he said, Lockheed suppliers have invested $3K

mdlion and airlines have advanced $240 million in progress payments in

a7>STH^ugh^ of the board, said although

the TriStar program was adequately financed when launched, "the cash

drain rom abort $500 million in losses on four defense programs and the

delay resulting from the Rolls-Royce receivership have created the need

te1toSSSw to be in trouble because of Lockheed^ past

difficulties with cost overruns on the C5A transport plane and other

military projects.

MHdinmiK HI LPING HAND -His limbs numbed from the 37-degree waters, unidentified

entrant in the Wldte River Derby at North Creek. NY., grasps from an outstretched hand Sunday after

LTcMNCapsized in the river rapids. The derby, a series of two-man canoe and kayak races on the

upper Il^dsonmver is held yearly in this community .00 miles north of Albany and draws entr.es from

across the country and Canada. <CP Wirephoto)
IHMUkw f ffw j tizaxz&k

Gov. Reagan Claims He Paid 1 ax
,.P, c. wva„,wn B»kl 'I absolutely K^gan said he had paid feders

SACRAMENTO. Calif

(AP>-Gov. Ronald Reagan an-

nounced Thursday he paid more

than $90,000 in state personal in-

come taxes since becoming

governor in 1967 and accused a

Democratic senator of tipping

newsmen that he hadn't paid

anything on this year's return.

the senator. George Moscone of

San Francisco, said, "I absolutely

did not." What's more, said

Moscone, Reagan has "earned

every dime he's ever made. 1 don't

blame the governor He took ad

vantage of the system
."

Reagan, a Republican, was
asked at his Tuesday news con-

ference if he had paid a state in-

come tax tor 1970. due in April He

said he couldn't remember His

office later issued a statement

laying he had not paid a t.i\

because business losses offset his

taxable income
The next day he accused

newsmen of an invasion <>t privacj

m asking such a question and said

whoever nave them the ta-

rnation broke the law

tsked it he paid anj federal

income tax tins past year he

-napped at reporters Wednesday

tren'l you n»>* ashamed
enough' He said it was none of

then business and added

Frankly. I think the Capitol press

corps yesterda) demeaned itselt a

little hit bj engaging in an invasion

0l privacy They asked a question

they already had the answer to

\l a news conlerence Thursday

Reagan said he had paid federal

income taxes, and departed from a

prepared statement to name
Moscone Reporters were not

BUOWed questions.

Reagan. I reported millionaire

WQO earned $44,100 during 1970 as

governor, said that last year

investment losses in relation to

earnings were such that while I

still owed and paid I federal in-

come tax I did not have .i state t.ix

liability
' His salarv now is

$49,100

Poisons Abound

WASHINGTON \P I

I nited States may be poisoning

itselt with "a myriad ol potentially

toxic substances the President -

Council on (environmental Quality

warned Thursdav

it urged passage ot legislation

proposed last February to light

tins growing national problem,

in a report on the increasing use

and disposal ot substances that

niav be and in many cases are

already known to !*• harmtul to

human health Off IBS environment

QUEBEC IN CHICOl TIMI-DKMOUSHKD III IMM II lie in a 100-foot deep hole caused by a

massiv e cave-in at St. Jean Vianney. 1 ti miles north of Quebec City Wednesday An estimated 20 people

are feared dead. <CP WIRKPHOTOl See story elsewhere in paper.

Auto Industry Must Reduce

Emission Pollutants By 1975
. - mm . iifii: . ., :t_ r-i>\ *,. ..vti.ml #.. :•*«•**•** donoral :iv:til:il

WASHINGTON (AP)-William

D. Kuckelshaus. administrator of

the Environmental Protection

Agency, warned the auto industry

Thursday it must exhaust every

effort to reduce significantly the

emission of air pollutants by 1975.

A Ford Motor Co. official said the

deadline may be impossible to

meet.
"We do not at this time know

whether we will be successful in

meeting .
1975 emission

requirements." said H. L. Misch, a

Ford vice president in charge of

engineering.

Misch's statement came at the

opening of a two-day hearing into

the auto industry's ability to

comply with the 1970 clear air act.

It requires auto makers to achieve

by 1975 a 90 per cent reduction in

the emission of carbon monoxide,

hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides

"We cannot and will not accept

anything less than a wide open

research and development effort to

meet the act's requirements,''

Huckelehaus said

The law permits EPA to extend

the deadline for one year if the

industry can not meet the stan

dards
Kuckelshaus said "if any

member of the industry could meet

the act's deadline for compliance,

all applications for a suspension

will be denied."

Both Misch and Herbert

Heitland. a director of

Volkswagen, said they were

making every effort to devise the

technology to reduce the level of

air pollutants.

Misch dismissed the possibilities

of alternative power sources such

as steam of electric engines. He

said the time necessary to mass

produce an engine means that

research efforts must be directed

to the internal combustion engine

because it will be the only one that

could be manufactured in suf

ficient quantity.

Misdl said the 1975 goal will

require lead free gasoline, and he

called on EPA to issue regulations

to insure general availability of

lead free fuel nationwide for 1975

models.

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

ll

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Noithompton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

SATURDAY

SWORREN & PYKE
IN CONCERT

At

Gib? English Jlub
9:30-12:30

25c cover
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Board Suspends Officer

In Race-Related Incident

Haitian port Kern- Belaiue spoke on life in Haiti and read some ol

his sunralistu poetiN to a small crowd in the Colonial Lounge

Ihuisdax altemoon. Mr. Belaiues appearance was sponsored b>

the I i\e ( allege Festival on Dada-Surrealism. (MDC photo by Steve

Schmidt.)

BRISTOL, Conn. iAP) - The Bristol Police Board

voted unanimously Thursday to suspend a patrolman

who shot and killed a 2:$-year-old black man in a

shoplitting investigation earlier in the week.

When it was announced late Thursday afternoon

that Patrolman Thur Hewitt had been suspended

indefinitely, some .">(> demonstrators demanded the

action broke up their protest march outside City Hall.

Hewitt, aveteranpatrolman. was suspended without

pay pending an investigation into the shooting by the

states attorney's office. The si\_memher. all-white

police board took the action at an emergency meeting.

A board spokesman said Hewitt was suspended lor

violating departmental regulations regarding theaise

of firearms by police officers

On Wednesday night, following a demonstration

outside City Hall bv 150 persons. Mayor J. Harwood

Norton declined to suspend Hewitt but ordered him

taken off his beat and assigned to police headquarters.

\uthorities sav Hewitt stopped a car Monday af-

ternoon carrying James McMillan. 23, of Harttord and

three other persons Hewitt was investigating a

complaint of shoplifting from a Bristol store.

Authorities said McMillan broke away from the car

and ran Hewitt fired one warning shot in the air, then

a shot which struck the fleeing McMillan in the back

and went through his heart, police said. McMillan,

who was unarmed, was dead on arrival at Bristol

Hospital

Police said they found about $50 worth of stolen

goods in the car, and the other three occupants were

'i rrostini.

Police department regulations stipulated that of-

licers may use firearms only to protect their own lives

or the life of another person or in the apprehension of a

felony The shooting incident is under study by the

state's attorney's office and the police department s

detective division.

Some 50 persons assembled Thursday afternoon at

the point where McMillan was shot and marched two

blocks to City Hall, singing "We Shall Overcome."

Late Thursday afternoon, the mayor notified a

spokesman for the domonstrators about the police

board action, and the demonstrators dispersed.
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Rogers Appeals To Israel

JERUSALEM I AP» Secretary of

Mate William P Rogers, arriving

in this Holy City on the last stop of

his Mideast tour, appealed to

Israel Thursday to meet the

challenge and. indeed, the agony of

peace
"

That there uas no peace was

dramatically underscored shortly

before his arrival trom Cairo by a

land mine incident in the northern

Sinai that wounded eight Israeli

soldiers

Rogers went promptly into a

conference with Premier Golda

Mnr and other Israeli leaders.

State IX'partment press officer

Robert J McCloskey said there

was a good and animated ex-

change of views throughout the two

hours and 20 minutes'* of the

meeting.

He added that Rogers sum-

marized for the Israeli

policymakers the impressions he

had received from his journey to

lour Arab countries, but he brought

no specific proposals for a broad

settlement or a deal to reopen the

Suez Canal.

Israeli Foreign Minister Abba

Kban said there was "an exchange

Of views We haven't gotten yet to

discuss the real problems
"

1 Hiring his two-day stop in Israel,

Rogers is scheduled to visit some

ol the hot points ol Arab-Israeli

disputes His schedule Friday

include^ ,m .ienal inspection tour

aboard his presidential jet. a visit

to Sharm el Sheikh, the strategic

waterway point captured by Israeli

forces in the t%7 war. and a tour of

Old Jerusalem.
McCloskey said Rogers' sight

seeing \isit to old Jerusalem did

not imply I S endorsement of

Israel's annexation of the sector

Washington favors in

ternationalization of the Holy CitJ

in accordance with IN rulings

The secretary of state, on his

arrival here at the end of a two-

week Mideast peace mission,

spoke of I'S- Israel friendship and

the constancy of American
support lor the well-being and

security of Israel
."

Neither here nor in Cairo, where

Rogers conferred with President

Anwar Sadat Thursday morning,

has there been outward evidence of

any policy change by the Mideast

rivals as a result of Rogers's visit

As Rogers was motoring from

Tel Aviv Airport to Jerusalem, a

Cairo spokesman reported "a
disagreement of views" with the

Inited States over ways of

bringing about a peace settlement

in the Middle Fast

"Having fruitful talks is one

thing, but gettting satisfactory

results is another." said Foreign

Ministry spokesman Mohammed
Riad
"There has been a clear

disagreement of views between the

MDC Classifieds

SatisfyYourHunger

two wides." he added
Nonetheless. IS officials said

Rogers left Fgypt after two days of

candid talks with some slight

encouragement over peace

jM)ssibilities.

Before leaving Cairo. Rogers

said he would meet with President

Nixon Monday after returning

Irom his tour

Abbie
Released

NEW YORK (AP> Yippie leader

Abbie Hoffman was released in

$20,000 bail Thursday on a charge

of interstate travel to incite to not

during antiwar demonstrations in

Washington this week
Hoffman, arrested Wednesday

night in the lobby of his East

Village apartment house by FBI

agents, also was accused of

assaulting a Washington

policeman last Monday.

US Commissioner Earle N.

Bishopp set May 17 for a hearing on

whether Hoffman should be

removed to Washington.

An FBI agent, in an affidavit,

said that on April 29. Hoffman

encouraged students at the

I niversity of Oklahoma to join the

demonstrations that began in

Washington last Saturday

The agent said an informer in

Norman, okla . reported that

Hoffman told the students the

activities in Washington "will

make Chicago in 1968 look like a

\. \F meeting.''

Gay Lib Festival

Come Out, Come Out

Out of the closets" is the theme

of the Gay Liberation Festival

being sponsored this weekend by

GLF Amherst Gay people from all

over New England and New York

State have been invited to par

ticipate

The festival will get started

Friday night with a Gay dance at

Hampshire College This event is

being hosted by the newly formed

Hampshire College Gay
Liberation

Saturday at 130 P.M Peter

Wilson will speak on Gay
Liberation in the S.U. Com-
monwealth Room. Mr. Wilson is a

gay news commentator on WBAI,

radio station in NYC.
Workshops on such subjects as

Sex Roles and Sex Stereotyping in

our Society and Political Action to

end Gay Oppression will be con

ducted by area GLF members
They will take place from three to

live p.m on the 8th floor of the

Campus Center

Gay people will picnic at 5:00

p.m. by the Campus Pond. The

theme "out of the closets" will be

physically represented at 7:00 p.m.

when the closet that has been

sitting in the SI Lobby is carried

to the Pond lor a gigantic "coming

out The closet symbolizes the

homosexual life of hidden identity

Everyone is invited to a

Liberation Dance in the New Hatch

Saturday starting at 9:00 p.m. GLF
is inviting the campus community
to liberate themselves and dance to

the music of Steel. There will be no

admission charge, courtesy of Gay
Liberation

The festival will climax with a

"Gay In" by the Campus Pond
Saturday afternoon This event will

coincide with the Folk Concert

provided by the University.

This festival is a celebration by

Gay people of their refusal to

accept society's definition of their

nature. Gay people are coming out

on Campus to enjoy themselves

despite our uptight straight

society Gay is Good; Gay is

Proud Celebrate!

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

1/5 0FCPASINUSA
ARE FORMER STUDENTS OF
Becker CPA Review Course

Boston (617) 536-1440

Y.A.F. New Guard

on sale at

C. C. Book Store

It's True
Would YOU Like to be in the Peanut Gallery?

&fj$
Buffalo Bob and Howdy Doody will be here, S. U.

Ballroom Friday, May 14 at 8:00 p.m. If you'd like to

be in the Peanut Gallery complete the following in 50

words or less- 1 want to sit in the Peanut Gallery

because.... Buffalo Bob will read some of the 100

winners. Mail To Howdy Doody, Box 569, North

Amherst by Tuesday, May 11 at 5:00. Winners will be

notified on Wednesday and Thursday. Questions call

Lheith 549 6667.

SALE
Coveralls

Used Leathers

Shirts

Army Jackets

Close Out
Jeans

$5.00

$10.00

$4.00

$3.00

$4.50 $5.99

Howdy Doody

IMPORIUM
62 Main Street

Amherst

WASHINGTON - JAIL OVERFLOW - Antiwar demonstrators, arrested yesterday during attempts to stall traffic, spend the ninhl in

blanket! oYlhTJLr £^^e Washington Coliseum. In all. some 7.000 were arrested that day ( AF Wirephoto More putures. story on pages

10.11) . ,

DVP
Elects

Officers
Members of the Distinguished

Visitors Program elected new

officers lor the 1971-72 academic

year this week They are: Kd
Larkin-'-Chairman; J a c k i

Berry man Vice Chairman; Hob

Fierce-Program Chairman; Tim
Brown Treasurer; and Colleen

Roche-Public Relations Chair-

man
Each year, the entire committee

brings to campus lecturers with a

diversity <»t backgrounds and life

Styles to present topics of con-

temporary interest m the sciences,

humanities, arts, and internal and
domestic affairs, which stimulate

critical thought and debate within

the University community Thus,

students are sensitized to the

larger part ol the world in winch

we exist" said a spokesman. Some
lecturers sponsored by DVP in the

recent past are Muhammed All,

Dick Gregory, Bernadette Devlin.

Senator Bob 1'ackwood. Ralph

Abernathy, Bill Russell, Hubert

Humphrey, and Halph Nader

The Distinguished Visitors

Program is now in the process ol

planning lor next year, and
welcomes any suggestions for

guest lecturers

Young People *s Socialist League

Schedule Conference Tomorrow
MDC Classifieds Pay

The editor of the Socialist Party

Newspaper and a Czech immigrant

professor at Boston University

have been added to the list of

speakers at tomorrows conference

on "Labor and Students: The

Fossibilities of Coalition"

Haul Keldman is the author and

i:\arim Kohak is the Frofessor of

philosophy at Bl Co sponsors for

the conterence are the Western

Massachusetts A Philip Randolph

Institute and the Young l'.ople s

Socialist League

In the morning panel. FeW
man uill give a short presentation

explaining the need foi an alliance

not jus! between students and

rkers, bul a coalition broad

enough to embrace all progres

n American society. He is

an experienced socialist activist

ind theontieian. also I t lose

associate ol .Michael Harrington.

and his successor as editor o| \r«
\mni« a. the part) paper Along

with Harrington. Tom Kahn and

Itayard Rustln. Keldman has been

a leading spokesman tor a massive

oalitiOfl Ol liberals, radical-.

workers, the racial minorities and

the jMMM\ an alliance that < an Ik-

overwhelming!) mobilized through

electoral action to make the bask
changes necessary to humanize

and democratize American life

Kohak will conclude the con

in nice with a 3:30 address on

Toward A Democratic Foreign

l'ohc\ m the S I Council

I hambers. He was an active

member <»t the Czech Socialist

I'arty until that organization was

disbanded by the Communists

\tter the disbanding ot all social

democratic political organizations,

Kohak participated in illegal and

clandestine socialist organizations

attempting to resist totalitarian

Communist rule For Kohak and

his socialist comrades, this was the

second experience in resisting

totalitarianism, they had all been

active in the Resistance to Nazi

rule

With the harassment and legal

sanctions imposed against social

democrats, Kohak was eventually

forced to flee his homeland, ac-

cording to a YPSL spokesman

Since sett ling here he has become a

frequent contributor to socialist

periodicals such as Dissent, and

has become known lor his ad

\ anced theories on the nature ot

post industrial societ)

Despite Ins unpleasant e\

periences under Communis! rule

Kohak has been a strong defender

ot West liftman < haneellor Will)

Brandt's attempts to rap

prochmenl with the Fast Kohak -

lecture %v ill center 00 the problem

ot constructing a foreign polic)

that is strongly anti-Communist,

While -it the same time avoiding

militarization and support «»!

,. -nonary regin

I In conference, which starts

a ilh the morning panel at 19 a m
in th» m Council ( 'hambers will

include ; general perspective on

building .i student worker coalition

in the morning panel, workshops

on specific aspects and problems ol

building and holding the coalition

together and a perspective on

foreign policy.

Schedule I or YFSI .uul

i: iinl<i||(h Institute ( onlci ence
10 a.m. Student Cniou Council

Chambers Panel and open
discussion on Students and the

Labor Movement the possibilities

ol coalition Panel members m
elude: Farl Bourdon. Alfred
nllieno. Harvey Friedman, Paul

Keldman. and Julius Bernstein
'1 p m Workshops I come to

Council Chambers to find out

location ol workshops

andI) Students, Labor
Klectoral Action

2> Kcology and the Labor
Movement

31 l.aboi problems on
campus and how to relate to

them
3:30 p.m. "'Toward a

Democratic Foreign Policy" an
address by Kz.anm Kohak in the

sc Council Chambers

5 yr. Guarantee

'Waterbeds'
\nv Btsc

OO

Call Andy 542-3383

hin^
<}ueeli

Double
SiiiKel

\ V
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ARMY SURPLUS
SV41RTS PANTS JACKETS

OS£D QZNfMS

CftDPJNG EQUIPMENT
BACKPACKS SUEPiMCr 3*&S
1>urrLC BAGS OA _

THE FACES OF EARTH
15*. NORTH PLEASANT Sr. AMHERST

Monday
May 10, 1971
8:30 p.m.

Women Voters to Hold

Annual Booksale

The annual League ol Women Voters booksale Held on Ihe

\mhersl Comn ay ind tomorrow
ng don.,'

Student
Union

Ballroom

ASHLEY MONTAGU
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Zero Population Growth

No Real Food Abundame Exists
s^g^gsssssscgctssj&^aw^gre^grwra^

The following article is the next in a

es published on the problems of

overpopulation. It deals with

present and tuture food productivity

and documents forecasts of im

mment worldwide famine because of

population growth.

"MIRACLE SEEDS'
After the disastrous droughts

suffered by Inida in the mid-l%o's.

main experts predieted early

famine tor mankind. Dr. R. Ewell

was quoted to have said in

the following congressional

testimony: "The world is on the

threshold of the biggest famine in

history If present trends continue,

it seems likely that famine will

reach serious proportions in India,

Pakistan, and China in the early

1970s Such famine will be of

massive proportions affecting

hundreds of millions."

Also during the 1960s, new

miracle seeds" of high yield food

grains, principally wheat and rice,

were developed The development

ol these and the subsequent boosts

in food production have been

referred to as the "Green
[{evolution" In South Asia, from

1965 to 1970. the number of acres

planted increased from 20 to more

than 4o million According to F.J

Lewis, it appears that food

production has increased in India

and some other Asian countries

during the past three or four years.

lit- predicted that, with ap-

propriate policies, further in-

crcaici would be sustained for

Home yean Accordingly. India

and other nations have pinned their

hopes on the new high yield foods to

avoid tamme during the 70s and

possibly beyond.

There are several important

points to consider in regard to the

green revolution First and most

important, it cannot eliminate

hung*'t it population mouth
remains unchecked It indeed, it

will ever provide sufficient tood for

,i population ot the present si/e

Its success also depends: on other

conditions, which seem unlikely to

Ik- met
In regard to the first point, Dr

Horlaug. who received the Nobel

Prise for his work in initiating the

green revolution, recently stated

that "we have only delayed the

world rood crisis for another thirty

irs II the world population

continues to increase at the same

rate, we will destro) the species

Lester Crown. I landtag expert in

agricultural development nave us

even less time, when he >aid the

new seeds buy Mime time, perhaps

an additional IQ i> years in which

stabilize population growth It

within r< yean we are not well <»n

our wav to stabilizing world

population growth, Dr Borlaug's

monumental contribution Will have

II in vain Some sources. SUCh

our local DeUj Hampshire
t;turtle, even question the logic ot

awarding the Nobel Prise to Dr

Borlaug It stated that the resutts

.,1 that work tend to worsen a

global problem which, if not

.Ived mav in the end make a

shambles of the world and a

mockery of peace.

There are other prerequisites for

the success ol the green revolution

While not as entical as population

control, these factors could cripple

an effective food production

scheme
U>rd Boyd Orr. an expert on food

production, recently wrote a

particularly optimistic article

suggesting that we can produce

'•food enough tor everyone". He

stated that if advances in

agricultural science "were applied

to the full in countries with sur

plusses. the surplusses would be

doubled li applied to food-deficit

undeveloped countries the output

would be doubled and redoubted"

ilr concluded that sufficient tood

could be produced to support three

or lour linn's the present world

population

Justin Blackwclck quentl>

took issue with Boyd-Orr's

argument as follows:

•To quadruple the yield per acre

anywhere hi the world costs a

meat deal of money Whose"

Certainly, it will not be the money

ot the starving two-thirds of the

world They don't have it. ..The

extent to which these miracles

may be performed is largely

dependent upon just how much the

Western World, and particularly

the U.S., is willing to do it...what

matters is only what American tax

payers are willing to pay for ...and

it we were to multiply our in-

ternational generosity a hundred-

fold, it wouldn't be enough. Even if

it were, we would not be buying a

solution to the problem ; we would

be buying only a little more time-

time to bring the population growth

rate down to zero..."

The U.S. has barely enough

money to finance domestic

programs, let alone new and

grandiose schemes for foreign aid.

Mayor Lindsay of New York City

stated that "the city... is no longer

financially able to meet the rising

costs of public assistance and

increased Medicaid fees, both of

which are mandated by the state

and Kederal Governments."

As the population grows it

becomes necessary to cultivate

increasing amounts of land in

order to avoid famine. At present

almost a third of the earth's land

area is already tilled or in pasture.

( toe fifth of the remaining land lies

under ice and snow and two-fifths

consists of mountains, inhospitable

plateaus, deserts and arid zones. In

1969 G Borgstrom. Professor of

Food Science and Geography at

Michigan State I'niversity and

author of The Hungry Planet,

stated that 950 million acres still

remained available for tillage. He

added that 125 million or 13% of the

remaining acres needed to be

brought under cultivation just to

supply the minimum lood needs of

the annual increment of 70 million

people
\et such tigures are really

meaningless became land must be

put to more uses than just

providing tood It men tarmed

more than i given portion of the

land, insufficient acreage would

remain to provide lorest products

\ given area cannot provide food.

lorest products and a host of other

necessities at the same tune

Hence man is lacing a hopeless

dilemma With great effort he

ought solve 0M <>r two major

problems without immediately

i start mg to population control But

he could not solve all of them.

Those who advocate leveling of

lorests for lood production ap

parentis overloot the extent of

requirements lor pulp and luml>er

in the IS and elsewhere The

projected demand for lorest

products in the IS at the end of

the century so txceads the

foreseeable domestic supp that

at present yields, approximately

300 million acres would have to be

added to the existing 484 million

acres of commercial forest land to

meet requirements

According to C. Ogburn the

green revolution is further ham
pered by a world wide paucity of

fresh water. Fresh water is being

withdrawn from all inhabited

continents faster than it is being

returned by precipitation. So far

man has obtained sufficient water

tor farming only by mining "fossill

water", i.e. ground water ac-

cumulated as a result of the last ice

age. The tapping of water for

irrigation in dry regions has often

caused water levels in the latter to

drop below the reach of many

pumps. In coastal areas the

lowering of water tables has

caused salt water to seep into

aquifers.

According to one estimate, the

rivers of the world could ultimately

be used to irrigate 14% of the

worlds cultivated acres at current

prices of water and farm products,

if they were properly managed
This figure might be increased to

20% by building expensive con

ventional irrigation projects.

But to irrigate more than this,

water could be obtained only by

desalinizing sea water. Suppose we
irrigated with only 6 inches of

desalinated water annually the

potentially arable 4 billion acres

that the streams and rivers would

bo unable to supply.This would

require «00 cubic miles of

desalinated water, an amount 270

cubic miles more than all the

rivers in the IT.S. annually

discharge into the sea.

Desalinizing that much sea water

would require enormous ex

pendttures ol energy At present it

appears that we have neither the

money nor the technology to do it

The construction of the Aswan

Dam in Egypt has recently

demonstrated the lolly of trying to

solve the lood problem without

controlling population growth

Paddock and Paddock indicated

thi
American nations, including

Ecuador, Peru and Chile, have

maintained that they control

lishing rights up to 200 miles off

shore As of January :H), 1971, lot)

American boats were seized over

the last ten years -74 by Ecuador

and :ir> by Chile and were made to

pay tines totalling $1,546,000.

William Kicker of the Canadian

Fisheries Research Board con

eluded that the sea is unlikely to

provide more than 150 metric tons

of fish per year. This is two and

one third times the present fish

take of 64 million tons. It has been

suggested that the maximum
sustainable yield of fish in the

ocean is about 2-4 times the present

catch, and that this yield could be

obtained only with difficulty.

As men become increasingly

dependent on food from the sea,

pollution may be foreclosing the

possibility of the sea as a food

source. An appropriate article in

the Population Bulletin states the

following: "Two-thirds of the

species of commercially prized

Atlantic fishes depend in some way
on the marshes bordering our

eastern coast Yet, we have

already lost 7% of these marshes to

dredging and filling. Trash
disposal, oil spills, pesticides and

following in Famine I97."»:

'The Egyptian solution to the

need for increased food production

is the Aswan Dam. It is planned

that this dam will increase the

arable land by one third...Alas!

during the... period of construction

Egypt's population itself will have

increased by one-third."

As man has been unable to grow

lood on land rapidly enough to

accomodate increase in human

population, it is important to

determine to what extent the

oceans may provide food

Men are already overtaxing the

oceans for food. From 1968 to 1969

the fish take of all nations dopped

:t%. That of the developed coun-

tries dropped 1%, and of the un-

derdeveloped countries 5%. It thus

appears that the developed

countries have the power and

lacilities to outfish the open water

surrounding the underdeveloped

countries.

A recent newspaper article in-

dicated that South American

nations "argue that foreign

vessels, especially those of the

IS, have plundered reserves of

coastal fish to the point where

some species are endangered."

The New York limes article

continued saying that the declines

in population of oceanic fish are other chemicals have polluted a

clearly reflected in the frictions large share, and real estate

developing between nations which developers threaten much of the

relv on the sea food. Nine Latin remainder
'
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DONALD SUTHERLAND
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ROBERT REDFORD
in

Downhill Racer
Sunday, May 9
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^ay^m?^*^*****^*^^""'""*^^ After Cast Just Came Off

Student Joins Amherst Walk
*^ -i •• walks.

By BARBARA ANN CLEARY
MDC Staff

A LiMass student who recently

had a cast removed from his leg

alter about thirteen weeks will

attempt to walk twenty five miles

Sunday for the Amherst Walk for

Development.
Bob Parodi is being sponsored by

Kennedy Upper for $1 .00 per mile.

Friends are also sponsoring the

recent convalescent with "ex-

cellent response for really good

ideas"

The Amherst Walk for

Development will take place

Sunday under the auspices of the

Young World Development branch

of the American Freedom from

Hunger Foundation. Thousands of

communities will hold similar

Walks this weekend.

Each individual walker is

sponsored by some person or

persons who have pledged a given

amount of money for each mile he

Three Groups To Present

Video Free America

(PX2) PHILADELPHIA. APRIL 30 - WE PMWT -
Joining the ranks of many groups around the ***?_+!+ *•

protesting one issue or another are these youngsters at a

»h Ide.phia school. They were "not on strike" when teachers went

„u ast September and now they are protesting that c asses w.ll be

extended
"« minutes a day to make up for the time lost when ,n-

structors struck, t AP Wirephonto)

UW.I.HH wirrTiim i i>n"i n *********&

On May 14th, 15th and 16th, for 6

performances only, WTOY of

l Mass Visual Information

Systems ol New York and Video

live America of San Francisco

will present and experiment in

alternate television in room 174-176

ot the Campus Center. Amherst

was one ol live campuses chosen

lor visits this year (Stanford,

U.C.L.A., University of Oregon and

Reed College are the others).

Not just one tube in a room --

instead I multiscreen, double

track video theater system will

provide the environment for the 1

1/4 hour programming Works

created especially for this

Politics Lecture

Martin Kilson, professor of

government at Harvard University

will speak on Politics of the

Dispossessed" today at 4 PM in

room 163 of the Campus Center.

A specialist in African politics,

Kilson also writes American
political scene and Black politics.

He is regarded as an intriguing

speaker and scholar.

The program is sponsored by the

Department of Government.

presentation, called "For Your

Viewing Pleasure", will include

THE CONTINUING STORY OF
CAROL & FRED, a documentary

soap opera about a couple escaping

from their work in .San Francisco's

erotic film industry, by Art Gin-

sberg; and VIDEO FEEDBACK,
video graphics and electronic

mandates, by Skip Sweeney.

This program of video taped

entertainment information is

iH'ing sponsored by WTOY to turn

students on to the potential of 1/2"

video tape technology.

Seating will be limited to 150 $1

tickets will be available at the

door One of the producing artists

will be on campus to rap after each

performance.

walks.

At K:00 Sunday morning the

walkers will begin their twenty-

five mile course from the UMass

Stadium. After passing through ten

check-points the walkers will

return twenty-five miles later at

the Amherst Commons, where

most of the sponsors will be there

to greet and reward them.

Based on last year's walk

results, pledges this year are

expected to total at least $10,000.

This will be distributed among the

Amherst ABC (A Better Chance)

Program. Operation Breadbasket,

the Ghana Village Development

Program, the American Freedom

from Hunger Committee, and the

Northampton High School Drug

Abuse Program.
There will be a great variety ot

people walking on Sunday, from

high school students to housewives

to older people A large number of

I 'Mass students are contributing to

the walk in many different ways.

The local office of Walk for

Development is at the old Junior

High School (phone: 2fi:{-2958>.

Walk cards may be picked up at

this location or at the committee

table in front of the Book Store in

the Campus Center

Any support, in the form of

walkers, sponsors, or workers is

welcomed

Fantastic Voyage

Starring Raquel Welsh and Stephen Boyd

FRIDAY, MAY 7 - in Thompson 104

7:15 and 9:30 Admission 50c

Sponsored by MacRimmie House

THE PROGRAM COUNCIL AND SQUIRE PRODUCTIONS. INC .
PRESENT

A FILM BY TOM CLARK AND JACK DEAVER

EITHER

EITHER WAY Is a love story «6ou< three people.

A man and a man and a woman.

One of them Is going to lose...

PREMIERE SCREENINGS, PRIOR TO NATIONAL RELEASE

MONDAY, MAY 10 at 6, 8 and 10

WEDNESDAY, MAY 12 at 6, 8 and 10

FRIDAY, MAY 14 at 6, 8, 10 and 12

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM - $2
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Gas, Clubs, Police

Washington police stop before arresting Mav-Da> people at demonstration in front of Justice

Department. Officer holds mace can in his hands. ( AP Wirephoto >

Police drag away anti-war

demonstrator (left) from sit-in at

Ihe Justice Department. Bus for

transportation to detention camp.

I \P Wirephoto)

\ttorne\ (.eneral John Mitchell (I.) and aides watch as demon-

strators are arrested b> Justice Department officials in the streets of

Washington. (AP Wirephoto)

WASHINGTON <AP> - The

capitals weeks of antiwar protests

reached a straggly end Thursday

with a thousand demonstrators

still in jail and their efforts to jam

the city's traffic a failure.

Only 5U young people, out

numbered 10-1 by police, showed

up for one last outcry at South

Vietnam's embassy - the tag end

of 20,000 who were here earlier in

the week
As the antiwar people left the

city, their leaders promised to

regroup and return in the summer.

Meanwhile the Rev. Carl

Mclntire made plans for his

•Patriots March for Victory"

Saturday, billing it as "our answer

to Haiphong's hippie haranguers
"'

His rally is to be near the

Washington monument alter I

march up Pennsylvania Avenue

lrom the Capitol There, he said,

antiCommunist and pro-victory

leaders will speak to the crowd by

radio from points around the globe.

These. Mclntire said, will in-

clude President Chiang Kai shek of

Nationalist China. <iov. George

Wallace of Alabama, Vice

President Nguyen Cao Ky of South

Vietnam and Sen. Strom Thur

mond of South Carolina

He also called for picketing of the

Federal Communications Com-

mission "to give us freedom to

identify the victory-constructors,

the freedomdestructors and the

surrender-constructors." Mcln-

tire, a fundamentalist radio

evangelist from Collingswood.

SALE

!

SUITS

SHIRTS

PANTS

ft

SHORTS

ALL ON SALE AT

THOMPSONS
CLOTHING STORE, AMHERST CENTER

N J . had had a running battle with

the K( '(

i ourts were processing the last

1.160 people of the 12.000 arrested

this week The last were taken into

custody Wednesday in a demon

st ration on the Capitol steps.

A court order cleared the tern

porary prison compound at a

sports arena of the remainder of

T.ooo demonstrators arrested in the

stall the traffic attemps Monday

when police abandoned normal

procedures in making wholesale

sweeps The 2.200 arrested

Tuesday at the Justice Department

were fined and processed through

courts that operated on a 24-hour

basis.

Those arrested at the steps of

Congress, charged under a statute

that bars demonstrations there,

faced fines of $100 or 100 days in

jail.

Antiwar leaders Rennie Davis

and John Froines, out on bond after

being charged with conspiracy in

the traffic-disrupting attempts,

spoke to the American Psychiatric

Association. "We are going to do it

again," Davis said.

Froines said the demonstrators

may return on July 4. "If the

government has not stopped the

war," he said, "we are going to

continue to stop the government of

the United States. Were not going

to be stopped."
The Association's board ot

trustees unanimously adopted a

resolution saying the group

'wishes to add its voice to that of

the great masses of the American

people who have so firmly ex-

pressed their agony concerning the

war."

MART CROWLEY'S

THE BOYS IN THE BAND

Hampden Commons, Southwest

Sunday, May 9 at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m.

Admission 50c

Sponsored by Southwest Patriots Spring Week

Arrests, It's Over

Police move in on demonstrators

to exit I (hem horn their weekend
campsite. Most had left b> this

lime, hut these lew stayed and

were arrested. (AP Wirephoto)

Demonstrators of all ages have shown up in Washington for the

protests this week. This kid carrying a peace flag got himself a ride

to the rulh Wcdnesda\ . wonder if he got busted. I AP Wirephoto)

Kium both ends at the Justice Department. I AP Wirephoto

i

BUD HAPPY

HOUR

Sunday
'

25c beer

Spot k still at it.

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

2566006
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Beth Goodell

Business As Usual
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Tide Of History

We ire resigned to the fait that the United States will I . I be bombing

lhe hel .i l »• lnd,,( hina next year at this time. We are "***»*«**
Ihe I nited States will still be causing directly and financing the death of

*SEt m̂ m7mfZmTmTm u** states mm^ -^ i.

southv ,sl \s w II ever end. Somewhere in the heart of America there s

a "Ineirius g^th. that has gnawed away at our ability lo act morally

,S

||H

n

„at°ion still has more people making bombs and weapons for war

ih n hEeever marched in the streets against the horror of weapons and

I„ Mu,c than" million Americans get paid to make the damn weapons

lh it hav e killed more than a million people in Southeast Asia.

Perhaps is ime to put down our righteous desire for a peaceful world

,„,\ a\
l

« ho "ho 'aim to .ant peace that they can keep righ on

',

,„. . deris* The strmus of world reality are pulled by men who know that:X« ^ue to human nature. They know that there are

more people billing to die senselessly in any k.nd of war, than w.ll e.er

ifcllingT their right to wage any kind of war.

Those m out of mm people on Amherst Common who still had it in

them to hold Nigir- against the war yesterday, are to be conjjratulaled

'

h caccfu.ness. K.eryone else here on campus should be

lg,-alula ed for their ded.cation to the routine of *'"***>*£ ^
The nation w.ll still be here when school starts next September and we

, .,!.aliaTiry Z keep com incing our leaders that there is a better way to

'""vrcan'^en vote for priltlclans who will vote against excess,,

m i a pendmg and who might be smart enough to stop the war m Indo-

C hina and reverse the tide of history that has always managed to pun-

cluate itself with war.

Salt

,|d note- Hie following column was written

.specially for the Oreefield Recorder)

Remember the saying -What wouM J^^
somebody gave a war and nobody came A couplt ol

vears So U was a catch phrase in the then rapidly

l> rowing peace movement.
g
Now m the midst of nearly universal anti-war

sentiment on campus, a cloud of wearinessiJ^Mto
have settled over most students. Debate over Ftn

tgonH.lu.es has been replaced by an internal

1 uest.omng and debate within the movement ifceir

It's mitten to the point where one might ask wnai

woufd tht" do if somebody gave a demonstration and

iSSemT^ of all the demonstrating are

questioning its value more than ever before although

their support for the cause is as strong as ever. For he

majority the weariness has grown out of frustration

Irom personal experiences.
r * * *

KIDS KKMKMBKK how exciting the strike was last

May. The workshop discussions, the mass rallies ht

neighborhood canvassing attracted an overwhelming

portion of the student body. But they also remember

how their own mterest died after a week « 10 days.

The tactics didn't bring tangible results, any more

than had the massive Washington demonstrations the

'"student, frustrated by the futility of their past

experience, are questioning the usefulness of this

week's demonstrations ..Mo**
only I few dozen went to Washington from

'

L'Maas.

Those few are straggling back to campus withtak»°f

bemg targets of police hurling tear gas and allegedly

even bneks They tell of girls being singled out by the

ponce or police riding motorcycles into crowds, of

mnolent bystanders being herded into the con-

centration camp-like" pens wMh
J*"*

*?*^
The veterans of the protest claim a duty to spread

the.r stories because they feel the kind of things being

reported m the mass media are not the things going on

in Washington

Strategic
Arms
Limitation.
Talks

• * •

siniKNTS hearing these tales are upset by the

examples of alleged" police brutality but them

response is restrained The.r react.ons seem to be

cooled off by the reservations they have concern.ng

the tactics of the demonstrators themselves

There is more to the students" coolness and unin

volvement than their sense of futility. There is also a

general questioning of the motivation behind those

who are demonstrating.

Sentiment seems to be spreading that a lot of the

demonstrators are attracted by what might be called

the ulamor of the activities. Phrases like fashionable

radical" are being used to express some students

belief that many activists are participating just

because its the "chic" thing for students to do these

'

People questioning the motivations point out, for

instance the attractiveness of the free concerts put on

by big-name rock groups at the Washington demon-

strations Thev wonder if protestors are maybe being

at least partlv drawn to the city by the concerts and

the thrill of being where the action is.

« * *

SO.MK HAVE ALSO questioned the motivation

behind the several UMass students fasting for five

days ending Wednesday. Those who fasted explained

thev were making a personal commitment to the

cause by individually sharing a little of the physical

suffering they believe the United States is causing

among the peoples of Southeast Asia.

Students who say they are just as strongly against

the war discount the fasting technique because of its

futility. They say it may have been chosen just to

serve the egos of those fasting.

Actually only a small part of the campus is even

involved in the debate over tactics and motivations

Most seem to be just sitting back, watching the

demonstrators and listening from a distance to the

complaints of those who question the driving spirit

behind the activists.

The uninvolvement appears to be growing. More

and more students are getting weary of the whole anti-

war topic They still want the war ended, but many of

them seem to have given up trying to do or say

anything about it.

UMass was unofficiaUy on strike Wednesday The

Student Senate. Veterans for Peace, and ad hoc

faculty group and several other campus groups had

declared Wednesday a day of mourning for students

killed last Mav and had urged a one-day moratorium

of university affairs. For most of the student body,

however it was "business as usual" yesterday.

It was almost like giving a demonstration and

having nobody show up.
-aatiaii

i Keprinted from the Greenfield Recorder 5/6/71

)

Jim Moran

The Luck Of The Aged
Kent State, Viet Nam... Death

What is this thing that is turning

and ripping at us. 1 don't know

Perhaps it's the idea dying isn't a

very pleasant thing: that death is

something that has to be avoided at

all cost: that where it is commited
unnecessarily, it has to be stopped

Perhaps the noise is being made
because there is a realization that

when somewone says you have to

die for something that something

should be examined very carefully

It's such a damn final thing, such

an eventual thing that you can

never really comprehend it. We
can observe it such as at Kent

State, or Viet Nam or at a bomb
shattered building We can follow it

to its door, we can bang and

scream at that door, we can paint

the door with various colors, but

we can not look to its other side.

Unless of course we die, or

m.

^eferendun%
Reactionm

:-:"
:
:|: The results are far more

:&:£ encouraging than I had

£ expected As people

£jij': become more and more

£*: aware of the positive ac-

£:& ^omplishments of the

j-j-ji; Senate leadership, they

i-jSj shall increasingly see the

:•:•?: necessity of compensation.

•&? Anyone who gripes about

$£ this fucked-up University

!&: vet has voted "no" on this

1
Xw

w
m

m

CO>91>'

yet has voted

referendum had better not

• gripe if things get worse

K|: He has forfeited his op-

•:'::§ portunity for a major
>£•:: thrust for change next
#•:• year."

Larry i.add

••"•*•vW.vv

someone has us die for something

That s not to say that the giving

of one s life for a particular thing is

w rong It's to say the giving of your

life by someone else is wrong.

At the present time the Supreme

Court has not yet ruled on the

constitutionality of the death

penalty This week though it did

rule that a jury can sentence a man
guilty of murder to death.

What a sickening thought, the

death of a man at the hands of

supposedly another intelligent

man Do you punish death with

death'' I really don t know I've

seen enough death to last me a life

time as have most people of my
generation If anything ever comes
out of this, our age, I hope it is the

final realization that life itself, for

us on earth, is the most important

thing That life is the circle that we
all travel out from That every

man's life is his own which no one.

no state, no cause, has any right to

take.

To achieve this I supposethat we
have to start realizing that each

individual is a state. That these

states form laws with other such

states so that each may survive.

This of course is another thought

that I will not get into here.

I ask my readers to be patient

while I subject them to these

thoughts. It's my memorial to the

Kent State Four, and all others that

have died for someone else's goals.

In these times of national turmoil

there is another group of

Americans that we have forgotten,

the old. It would appear that after

an individual, in this nation,

reaches the age of 65 he
automatically begins to lose his

rights as a citizen.

He can no longer work on a job

which he has most likely spent his

life at He can no longer depend
upon himself to .support himself,

not that he is incapable of sup-

porting himself or continuing to

work on the job, but because he is

over 65.

Hut unfortunately the lucky ones

are the ones that can manage to

live on that insult of an income that

the government sends them once a

month. That is they can live on it if

the bureaucratic screw ups get it

in the mail on time They can live

on it for perhaps one or two weeks

But the unlucky ones, they get

stuck in rest homes Where the

little dignity they had remaining is

taken away And we treat them

like idiots, and tell them how lucky

they are.

Large Class?

(lass size varies inversely to

the intelligence and creativity of

the students within the class.

iFilmoreLaw, #43, 1970)

Proof: If a student is both

intelligent and creative, then he

is seeking to learn and un

derstand that which is about

him If such a student takes a

course, it is to learn and to un-

derstand. Since he does not have

complete knowledge of the

course area, questions should

arise which he will want to

discuss with the instructor and

class. If the number of students

in a course is large, all the

course time will be spent on

questions and discussions. Hut

most large classes are lectures,

with little or no questions or

discussions, therefore very few

intelligent and creative students

are in large classes.

Thomas Filmore

Letters To The Editor

The Grass Is Always Greener

Editorial Points
It looks like students don't education. They scheduled

To the Kditor:

This letter is in reply to three letters by Douglas L.

Murphy and Bob Callahan concerning the area

surrounding the Campus Center. I disagree with very

little that these people have said, however, I would

like to clarify this issue for them and the University at

a

[ was once a student here myself and understand the

problem confronting these two gentlemen. They do not

know where and how to find an answer. That is why I

am writing this letter.

First my position on campus is Assistant Land-

scape Architect. The University Landscape Architect

tor whom I work is William A. Lambert. Joseph

DiCarlo is also a Landscape Architect in association

with the Physical Plant The three of us are all

graduates of this school's Department of Landscape

Architecture. Most important, our offices are in the

Physical Plant (overlooking the Varsity Baseball

Kield) and can be reached by phone, 8:30 - 5:00, at

VT, (1600 We invite vou to contact us anytime you have

Questions or comments about any site work or land

scaping on campus. This includes lighting, walks,

lawns, planting, parking, roads, recreation areas,

•muddv quagmires", or anything outside of the

building walls. Many students, faculty, and staff have

done so in the past and appear to have been satisfied,

or at least informed If we don't know the answers,

we'll tell you who does.

We do know the answers to your questions con-

cerning the Campus Center. Chronologically, this is

what happened: When the building was first designed,

the architect also designed the surrounding area. The

V 1 P ramp is about all that remains of it The rest

was considered impractical, either because of cost or

conflict with the adjacent areas When the architect s

landscape design was rejected, the money earmarked

lor construction was withdrawn from the project This

office then took on the job of landscaping the area. We

lound ourselves in a position of having a design for an

area sorely needing work, but no money to make it

materialize. This is hardly a unique situation for us.

We haven't received any money for landscape

projects since 1966 (for Boulevard and area

surrounding Wh.tmore Hall), and we have little hope

of seeing any in the near future This is why areas

such as the Campus Center are not being improved

overnight However, we are working on it.

Rich Language
To the Kditor:

. ... ._ tt ,

\n Armenian Studies program should be olterea

next year I urge all interested students to participate

lor such a course will offer an unique opportunity to

studv the culture and language of an old civilization

Too often Armenia's position in world history has been

ignored, and this must be rectified A complete and

accurate picture should be presented Become aware

Armenia established much of the contemporary

philosophy in our world!

Seriously consider Lord Byron's thought; I have

l>egun. and am proceeding in the study of the Ar-

menian language. ..It is a rich language and would

amply repay anyone the trouble of learning it...

Susanne Toomajian

Keep Walking

To the Kditor:

"I can prove to young people

that it's completely possible

to take care of all humanity

at a higher standard of living

than anybody ever thought of;

that the war which they deplore

is the same as other wars,

which have been based

on the assumption that there's not enough

to go around
so that somebody is going to have to die

Hut that's no longer true.

. . if you can go to the moon
and under the Arctic ice,

you can make the world work."

-Buckminster Fuller

How ' By participating in The Walk for Development

The procedure for the Walk is as follows :

Several days

before the Walk, each individual walker will approach

his friends, neighbors, relatives, etc., and ask them to

sponsor him by pledging a given amount of money for

each mile he walks. At 8:00 on the morning of Mays,

the walkers will assemble at the twenty four mile

course in the greater Amherst area. Each walker will

carry a walk-card which he will have stamped at eacn

of the ten check points along the route After the walk

is completed, each walker will return to his sponsors

and ask them for the funds they have pledged for his

efforts. The funds will be allocated to certain local and

foreign self-help projects. By participating in the

Walk, each individual can hasten the realization ot a

world free of hunger, disease and poverty.

Amherst Walk For Development

In response to Mr. Murphy and Mr. Callahan, a

design for the area was produced by this office in 1968.

A plan for pedestrian lighting from the Graduate

Research Center to Herter Hall 9232 lights) was put

out to bid this spring, and a contractor will be selected

this month. Last summer, enough money was found to

construct the drainage and walk systems that now

exists in the area. During the winter, we ordered a

large amount of trees specifically for this area, and in

the last two weeks, they have started to arrive from

many locations throughout New England. What

remains now is to find the time and equipment for the

University's own Grounds Department to finish the

job And, this is no easy task. With the dorms on

Eastman Lane nearing completion, the grounds crew

w ill have to move in the new furniture. There are alsc

several other jobs that they must complete first

The Campus Center area still needs a great deal ol

work A large amount of fill must be brought in to

raise the unpaved areas to the desired level and make

the drainage system functional. The trees, most of

which are quite large, must be planted. Loam has to

be spread and grass planted. Seeding is best done in

mid August, and tree planting can be done now, and

with certain apecies, in the fall.

We hope that this area will be completed this year

After all, we realize that other areas also need work.

Never hesitate to contact us for any reason. We work

lor you and your parents, the taxpayers. Douglas

Murphy and Bob Callahan got our attention; so can

you Coincidentally, the work progressing around the

Campus Center has been in the works for months and

is not a product of the letters, however such concern

on the part of any member of the University com

munitv is appreciated.
David L. Hammond

Financial Aid
To the Kditor:

Yesterdav wasn't particularly gratifying Today we

will try a more personal approach We wish to remind

people that our table will still be there, and that people

We don t logically expect that people who do not

seek to end the war would wish to contribute to a Bail

Fund established for demonstrators against the War.

What we do hope is that anti-war people will be

generous and help out those who chose this method to

show their opposition.

Ken Mosakowskis letter in yesterdays paper was

quite intelligent I certainly agree with him that there

is more than one way to try to stop the war The

Silverman Ladd debate on the fast also comes to

mind. If one believes that supporting Congressional

legislation is the most effective way, then he should

doubtlessly lollow that course.

This should not entail bad feelings within the broad

s(>eetrum of opposition to the war If 73% of the people

do nothing, then the war will not end. Those arrested

in Washington, wore buttons saying "If the govern

ment won t stop the war. we'll stop the government

Even if you disagree with the methods used, the intent

is nevertheless to end a war which all of which would

have like to see ended a long time ago We ask for your

linancial support Peace.
Kd Brvant

fifteen minutes for a press

conference which means one of

two things. Either they didn't

expect many questions or they

didn't have many answers.
* »

*

The answer to yesterday's

query was Congress. Get it?

* * *

To inspire a little creativity

out there, a contest is being held

for Editorial Points. All you

have to do is finish this sentence

:

T think a good Editorial Point

would be..." The winner gets to

read his answer aloud before an

assembled multitude of college

journalists.

Perls' Pearls

want to pay Senators no matter

where you hold the referendum.
* * *

There's a lot you can say about

the government but none of it

means very much.
* * *

In case you missed it, Austin

Soneman was • Thaddeus
Stevens.

* * *

Pretty soon they'll be holding

referendums in your rooms.

Actually, it might be a good way

of getting some people to vote.
* * *

Nine legislators were on

campus yesterday to discuss

Ignorance In Common
Over 1300 citizens in this area signed a statement last week urging

"that all our men in Vietnam be brought home by December 31,1971.'

The statement also calls for a deadline for bringing the troops home from

Vietnam, as well as calling upon the President to end U.S. involvement in

the Indo-China war by December 31, 1971. The citizens signing the

statement indicate their support of the march in Washington on April 24

sponsored by the "peace action coaltion ". The statement was paid for by

those who signed their names.

The people who signed this petition are of diverse ages, different

backgrounds, and come from different towns, but they all share one thing

in common they are ignorant of the issues involved in the proposals which

they make. To follow their urgent plea that the US end its involvement in

Vietnam would be disasterous. Their support of the March on Washington

is visible evidence of their foggy thinking which would encourage them to

embrace a scheme whose only purpose is to embarass the administration

and to demoralize the Vietnam war effort.

It is interesting to note that the statement is addressed TO our two

senators, which is a laugh, since they already favor the basic proposal of

Vietnam disengagement, presenting the enemy with a deadline for our

withdrawal from South Vietnam They are already committed to sum

marv withdrawal However, we hope the President will stand fast in his

determination to continue his policy of Vietnamization with American

logistics and bombing support, applying the pressure required to con^

vince the communists that they cannot hope to achieve the victory which

is their goal in South Vietnam

There can be little question but that this is the intent of the North

Vietnamese, and they are greatly encouraged in their attainment of this

goal by the general confusion and lack of unity which is so manifestly

evidenced in.this country It is this lack of cohesion and determination to

back the administration which has constituted perhaps the greatest

threat to eventual peace There is every evidence that the President s

policy is working The strain on the enemy has been tremendous, and the

destruction of his war making potential and the demoralization of his

troops has been much greater than generally realized.

The President has been bringing the troops home according to the

schedule outlined months ago. and he plans to continue. He has assured

the people that his plan will ensure the South Vietnamese a chance for

democracy, as well as providing the most realistic chance for lasting

peace in that section of the world, so coveted by the communists since il

stands as a direct obstacle to their further conquests To establish a

deadline for getting out would be a timetable for disaster. >since the

enemy would wait for the right moment, and over run South Vietnam Of

what significance then would be the sacrifices made by so many brave

American boys and their parents'? Of what use the expenditure of billions

of dollars of hard earned tax money' A policy which would allow such an

end result would make a mockery of our nation as one of principle,

strength, and courage It would make us the laughing stock of the
|

conv

munist world It would discourage our allies in that part of the world and

make them ripe for communist plucking.

To the Kditor.
HI!

I'm writing this letter to fulfill my Value

Clarification (Educ. course taught by Sid Simon)

requirements of a published letter to the editor

After considerable contemplation, I've decided not

to try to disclose and be myself to you via this media,

because I experience you as a frightening/unknown

mass audience -my typical rationalization that "you

are like me" doesn't help this time, .my experience is

not vour experience (R.D Laing)...I am heaping

elephant shit on you...Perhaps you and I will meet and

touch someday under the better/safer circumstances

of expressed, shared, mutual expectations
r BobWeslow

PS. I do feel like sharing some famous words by

Fritz Perls:

i do mv thing, and you do your thing.

I am not in this world to live up to your

expectations

And you are not in this world to live up to

mine.

Vou are you and I am I,

And if by chance we find each other, it s

beautiful.

If not. it can't be helped."

Letters
Letters to the Editor must be typed, double

spaced, at sixty spaces and must carry the writer s

signature, address, and telephone number (all of

which will be withheld upon request). The limit is

one page and the deadline is 5 p.m the day prior to

intended publication. The editors reserve the right

to edit all letters.

In their statement, the petitioners for a march on Washington refer to

its being sponsored by The National Peace Coalition Do they realize that

the Communist Fourth International was the first to call for demon

strations on April 24' Do they realize that the National Peace Action

Coalition is chiefly led by Trotskyites and former members of he

Students for a Democratic Society' Four of its members, according to the

Boston Herald, are affiliated with the Socialist Workers Party The other

communist front group is the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice,

which is principally led by Stalinists, according to the Herald, crazies

from the New Mobe and "Chicago 7" defendants Renn.e Davis and David

Dellinger...

An organized minority can defeat a disorganized majority This has

been proved many times by the communists They are also masters of the

techn^uHivide and conquer. They are employing both these devices in

their attempt to bring about the eventual downfall of this country Th.s is

i lone ranee coal Right now they are concentrating on the abortion of the

> Sent's p'gramof bringing meaningful peace to South V letnarn

which would prove to the communists on the field of battle that they

cannot win victory in Vietnam. All those who support this march or press

lor the imposing of a deadline on withdrawal of American troops or an

end to the fighting are helping to undermine the President s policy

South Vietnam falls to the communists, the whole of Southeast Asia will

lollow suit and where will communist conquest and aggression stop in

the vacuum' If we want to stop it, we will have to pick another bat

tleground at much greater disadvantage closer to our own shores

There is no quick way to peace. The Presidents way is the best way

and he should be supported. Those who actively seek »-«" *" » a

^
nlaving into the hands of the North Vietnamese and the.r *««*T
IWete political victory in South Vietnam. Further. *,£»£yg
into the hands of the world-wide communist comspiracy "M*""J£
t nited States as its only major obstacle to the imposition of world w.a«

communism.

( Reprinted from the Assabet Valley Beacon, 4/22/71
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Weekend
Theater

By BOB NESTI
MDC Staff

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

A professional musical version of Mark

Twain's storv by a company of 75. At ARHS,

Saturday, 11 A.M. and 1 P.M. ($)

Does The Tiger Wear A Necktie?

The final University Theater production of

the season is, alas, something of a let-down.

The fault lies not in the production, but in

Don Peterson's script which contains a

maximum of stereotypes and a minimum of

dramatic action. Some excellent per-

formances and a highly-spirited cast cannot

save the script and the result is a boring two-

and one-half hours. At the Bartlett Theater.

Friday and Saturday evenings at 8.30. ($)

Itur l.an'

A play presented by the UMass Black

Repertory Theatre See related article on

page for details.

The Trojan Woman
Kuripides' classic anti-war play was

originally prompted by the massacre of the

One of the hlteen puppets which will

perform as part of the I'BU. an original

puppet show, which will be in the Five

( ollege Area this week,

people of Melos during the Peloponesian

Wars and incident which recalls My Lai At

Theater 14. Smith College through Saturday

evening at 8. t$>

Under Plain Caver and Victims of Amnesia

Original plays written, directed, and

performed by Amherst College students

Through Sunday evening at 8:30 at the Stone

Theater. Amherst College

I Bl . An Original Puppet Show

Part of the Dada Surrealistic Festival

now happening in the Five College Area.

Kighteen characters participate in the 45-

minute show which is not recommended for

children because of its excessive violence.

Free performances will be Saturday.

Hooker Aud.. MHC; Sunday. Porter Lounge,

Coverse. AC Monday, East Lecture Hall,

Hampshire; Tuesday, Flannigan Studio

Theater. Smith; and May 12, SU Ballroom,

UMass.

Films
Alice in Wonderland, (Monday, Sage Hall.

Smith College, 7:30)

The controversial interpretation of Lewis

Carroll's classic fantasy story was

originally made for British television but

was considered too unconvential for BBC
audiences. Conceived and directed by the

British genius Jonathan Miller, the film is a

highly psychological interpretation of

Alice's adventures.

The Bovs In The Band (Friday and

Sunday, Hampden Dining Commons. DC 5,

Southwest. 7:15 and 9:30)

The acting is what makes this film worth

seeing for it contains perhaps the finest

ensemble acting in recent memory.

Otherwise, though, the film version of Mart

Crowley's play about a homosexual bir-

thday partv suffers from complete

character sterotyping. The script itself is

extremely well-written and funny, the

problem "is its focus is less on people and

more on a social condition and even the fine

acting cannot save it from becoming grossly

exaggerated.
Fither Way I Monday. Wednesdaay,

Friday. Campus Center Auditorium 6. 8, 10,

also Friday at 12)

The premiere of a feature-length film by

two University professors. Tom Clark and

Jack Deaver, prior to a national release this

summer The film, made in this locale,

concerns a young man's quest for sexual

identity and attempts to show the complex

psychological make-up of the hero's

heterosexual and homosexual development.

Frankenstein (Friday, Hampden Dining

Commons. DC 5, SW, 11:30)

The original film version of Mary Perce

Shelley's classic romance. Boris Karloff is

Frankenstein's monster.

In The Heat Of The Night (Saturday. SU

Ballroom, 7 and 9:30)

A highly overrated film. On one level it

works as a murder mystery (and it's not

that hot at that > , but as a social drama about

black white relationships, which is where

the film was generally praised, it's pat and

nearly offensive in the way it strives for

Social Significance The film concerns what

happens when a college-educated, black

detective arrives in a Southern town to in-

vestigate a murder Sidney Poiter stars as

Mr Tibbs and Rod Stieger won an Oscar as

the Southern detective He's been better in

other films.

Harper. (Friday. Merrill Science Center.

Amherst College. 7:30 and 10)

Paul Newman plays a Bogart -style

detective in a murder mystery that takes

good advantage of the relationship and

makes for some good fun Lauren Bacall is

an added treat.

Joe (through Saturday, Academy of

Music, Northampton)
Made on a shoestring, a most pretentious

film which attempts to show what happens

when the hard hat meets the speed freak.

It's only saving grace is the excellent per-

formance of Joe Boyle in the title role,

otherwise its genuine lack of subttlety and

grosse stereotyping make it the leading

candidate for the Stanley Kramer Relevant

Social Film Of The Year. Previous winners

include Fasv Rider. In The Heat Of The

Night, and, of course, any film of Stanley

Kramer. _.

Lawrence of Arabia (Showcase Cinemas,

West springfield)

David Lean's massive and beautiful turn

about the mysterious and mystical T.E.

Lawrence. It's not only beautiful to watch,

but also is blessed with fine performances,

notably that of Peter OToole as the

enigmatic Lawrence. A most satisfying

spectacle film, watch for the cuts though in

this somewhat shortened -re released

version.

The Loneliness of the l-ong Distance

Runner (Sunday. Thompson 104. 7 and 9)

Directed by Tony ('Tom Jones")

Richardson's the film features an all-star

cast which includes Tom Courtenay as the

rebellious young Colin Smith, Sir Michael

Redgrave and Alex McGowan is set against

both the grim working class environs of

urban Great Britain and the equally

depressing, misty countryside. Colin Smith

is a frustrated youth, a product of an

unhappy and gloomy home who is sent to

reform school after attempting robbery. It

is there that the Headmaster (Redgrave)

tries to fashion Colin into a champion

runner The conflict between Colin's own

restiveness and dissatisfaction and the high

ideals of the bourgeois headmaster come to

a gripping climax the day of the big race.

.VIWS'II (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

A most funny film Elliot Gould and

Donald Sutherland, play cynical Army
medics during the Korean conflict. The only

difference between their actions and those

of the kind found at a fraternity house is the

blood -and there's a good deal of it-in the

operating room sequences. It's a satire on

army life and is probably the best ever

made.
Patton (Campus Cinemas, Hadley)

The big taker at this year's Oscars win-

ning best picture, actor, and script. A far

better film than could have been done.. It's

intelligent, and almost devoid of any

political biases making it a film for both

hawks and doves. George C Scott is Patton

in a bravura performance.

The Sterile Cuckoo (Saturday, Sage Hall.

Smith College. 7:30 and 9:30)

A low keyed, touching, almost romantic

lilm about the love affair of two college

Ireshman. Liza Minelli plays Pookie Adams

in the kind of film debut that wins major

awards and Wendel Burton, as her

boyfriend, gives a most believable per-

formance.

Waterloo (Amherst Cinema)
Perhaps the year's most disappointing

film. The director of the epic Soviet film

"War and Peace" teamed with Rod Steiger

and Christopher Plummer and a cast of

millions in massive historical spectacle

about Napoleon. Excellent battle sequences

can't make up for the poor acting and

direction.

Music
Folk Concerts

Phil Ochs, Jonathan Edwards, and Ron

Gamache will present an afternoon of folk

music by the pond beginning at about one.

See article below for further details.

Mount Holyoke-Amherst Chamber Or-

chestra

Works by Beethoven and Bach are

featured along with the world premiere of

Two Pieces for Orchestra by Lewis Spratian

conductor of the orchestra. At Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College, Saturday

evening at 8:30 and Sunday at 8:30 at Pratt

Auditorium Mt. Holyoke.

Student Recital

Patricia Chiang, soprano; Wayne

Raymond, trumpet; and Phillip Tomposki,

clarinet will present a Senior Recital on

Sunday. May 9 at 3:00 P.M. in Herter 227 at

the University of Massachusetts.

The program will include works by

Johann Sebastian Bach, Philip Tomposki.

George Frederic Handel, Claude Debussy,

Matyas Seiber, Orlando Gibbons, Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart, and Hans Werner Henze.

This concert is open to the public free of

charge.

I Mass Symphony Orchestra

The Spring" Symphony in B Flat by

Robert Schumann will be the featured work

on the program to be presented by the

UMass Symphony Orchestra, May 12, in

Bowker Auditorium on the University

campus The Symphony, sketched in the

short space of four days, was acknowledged

in a letter by the composer as having been

written "in the spring urge which comes

afresh over everyone, even the oldest." In

the same letter to the composer Spohr,

Schumann stated that "the period in

which it was composed influenced its

character and partly made it what it is."

The period referred to was his first year of

married life.

Ronald Steele will conduct the per

lormance which will also include com-

positions for organ and orchestra: Handel's

Organ Concerto No. 4, Op. 4; and the

Prelude and Allegro for Organ and Strings

by Walter Piston John King, a member of

the UMass Department of Music Faculty,

will be heard as organ soloist.

The program, which begins at 8 15, is

open to the public without charge.

Phil Ochs This Sunday
Phil Ochs. Jonathan Edwards.Ph

and Ron Gamache will be part of

a free afternoon of Folk Music

this Sunday by the pond

beginning at one.

Phil Ochs has been since the

early sixties one of the leading

articulate singers of student-

leftist protests. His early songs

include the ever-popular "I Ain't

a Marching Any More," a song

which is just as true of us today

as it was seven years ago. and

the l>eautiful "There But For

Fortune made popular by Joan

Baea
His later albums included the

luting •< lutsidc of A Small Circle

of Friends and the self-

parodying The Party". Ochs

recently attempted a change to

Kitties style rock (gold suit and

Uj but still includes his earlier

material in performance.

Jonathan Edwards is one of

the most talked about folk

singers in quite some time.

( »i iginally lead singer of a group

named Sugar Creek, he went

solo and has recently completed

his first album His appearances

everywhere have brought him

the kind of critical acclaim

usually reserved for a John

Sebastian or Tom Rush or a

Taylor family member. If you

haven't heard of him before, you

will after Sundav
The folk afternoon will begin

at one with newcomer Ron

Gamache; Ochs and Edwards

will follow at 2:30 and 4. ,

Jonathan Edwards

Black Rep Play

Opens Tonight
During the weekend of May 7 through 9, The UMass Black Repertory

Theatre is presenting Theodore Ward's Our Lan' in Bowker Auditorium

There will be two evening performances-Friday and Saturday at 8:30

p.m. and a Sunday matinee at 3.30 p.m Admission to all performances is

$1

The Director of Our Lan' is Esther Terry, a Ph. D. candidate in the

Department of English and a member of the WEB. DuBois Department

of Afro American Studies. Serving as a consultant to Esther is the author

Theodore Ward, who has been in Amherst since March for an eight week

stay as Black Artist in Residence.

Our Lan' is a plav in 10 Scenes and 2 Acts The play concerns the

struggle of freed slaves to retain the land given to them and has been

described as a " tragic heroic drama." It is also the story of the heroism

of a group of people the foundation of whose heroism is the indomitable

capacity to endure, to work, and to sustain determination and optimism

in the face of obstacles and setbacks.

Our I an' had a five weeks run on Broadway at the Royale Theatre in

1947 Although Our Lan' was ready for Broadway. Broadway was not

ready for Our Lan' Some critics and spectators went to the Royale

Theatre in September of 1947 expecting to find another Green Pastures.

According to Uften Mitchell. Black playwright and critic, Our Lan'

tailed on Broadway because the director tried to make a musical out of a

plav that had a revolutionary theme.

For this production, the Director of Our Lan' utilizes the talents of

veteran members of the UMass Black Rep. members of the UMass Black

Kepertory Children's Theatre, students from Hampshire College, and

people from the Amherst and Springfield communities.

The play features Ronald Murphy, a UMass undergrad majoring in

theatre, as Joshua Tain, the leader of a group of freed slaves involved in a

struggle to retain the land given them. At one point in the play, he tells the

I reed slaves: . . , ,.

"The planters might skeer some. But not us -not us, who s felt de lash,

who know what tiz to see er brother's brains dashed out, er father shot

down in de middle of de field, n er mother hanged for liftin her hand

against de overseer. No! They don't skeer us, cuz we was brought up in de

house of horror!"

Vivian Hayes, a UMass junior, plays opposite Ronald Murphy as

Delphine.

An Expression

Of Black Spirit TAKETWO
The Dark Side of The Moon .By Robert Touake

The street car, the gas mask, the traffic light and the first

uecessful open heart surgery might seem unrelated upon

first observations And I guess in many ways they are ex

ceol for one important exception. The gas mask, street car

inH ooen heart surgery are onl> a few ol the many con-

tribution! made b> black people in the interest ol this

^Inventions such as the boat propellor or dock, two other

inventions by black people, have their place in today s

OCietV Where would our navy be without a simple device

like the propellor" Before Benjamin Bannekor invented the

lock people depended on pocket watches to keep time And

Z electric trolley car an idea innovated by Granville I

Woods was a major source ol transportation in many cities

[or a long time. In tact in some cities, such BS Boston. the>

are still used in place of buses and subway trams. The latter,

bv the way. is still another lorin of transportation Granville

Woods a black man. made possible

\es these are verv important inventions but just as

important as the inventions themselves are the cir-

cumstances under w Inch they were invented Many black

inventors never had the opportunity to complete even an

elementary school education At an early age many ol them

had to work and only through native intelligence per

se\ erence and a strong desire were they able to succeed

Granville T Woods, who had over sixty patents to his

credit at the time of his death, worked at an early age and

never had the chance to finish elementary school

\t the age of sixteen Woods worked both as fireman and

engineer OH a railroad and it is here his interests m elec^

triutv developed Through books obtained at the library and

borrowed from Ir.ends. Woodsspent his spare time studying

electricity Later on Woods took a course in electrical and

mechanical engineering This training along with his earlier

.tud.es culminated in Woods opening a factory m t inc.nnati

Ohio around 1881: where he manufactured telephone and

telegraph equipment

During this time Woods became interested in thermal

power and in MM patented plans for an improved steanv

boiler lurnace This was only the t>eg.nning of a long line of

inventions which were to include a Tunnel Construction lor

Xectrk railways in 1888. I galvanic battery in 1888 and an

eg| incubator' heated eleetr.eally and controlled by I

thermostat s.m.har to those used in houses today to control

Perhaps one invention ol Woods people today might be

The Real Christ
< In answer to an Ohio Preacher who called the

conviction ol It William Calley a modern day

iruxilication )

familiar with is the telephone transmitter. Although Bell

invented the telephone in 187(1. it was ineffective over long

distances because the sound ol the voice would lade in and

out.

Essential!) Woods telephone transmitter is a device tor

sending sound over B distanee by eleetne current. In the

telephone the sound causes a thin piece ol metal

i diaphragm I to vibrate and press against a little box holding

lin\ grams ot carbon. When the diaphragm is pressed

against these grains electricity is conducted well, if it isn

electricity is conducted poorly. Tins produces a series ol

strong and weak currents, which are conducted by telephone

wires to the receiver at the other end There it causes an

electromagnet to pull a diaphragm strongly or weakly.

depending on the strength ol signals from the transmitter.

The diaphragm in the receiver vibrates exactly the same

way as the one in the transmitter These vibrations are

turned into sound

Woods telephone transmitter was able to carry the voice

over much longer distances with louder and more distinct

sound than the transmitter then in use This was done by a

man who. except lor an electrical and mechanical course-,

had no formal education at all.

In 1KB? Woods came up with the idea of railway

telegraphv. probablv one of his most important inventions.

I p until ibis time messages could only be sent between

stations Woods' invention changed all that Railway

telegraphy allowed messages to be sent between moving

trains and Irom moving trains to railroad stations This

invention prevented numerous accidents by warning

engineers i washed out bridges and other obstacles in the

during hfsTifetime Granville T. Woods sold patents to

General Electric, Bell Telephone the American

Kittineering Company and the Westinghouse Air Brake

Compam Today much of the brilliance and progress in

industry is due to the work of a black man named Granville

T Woods. . . . -«--*-

Distinguished by their intrinsic good, inventions by black

men have, iron.callv. made life better lor people Back in

I'M • a black inventor. Garrett A Morgan, had the idea of a

safet) Head or as Morgan h.mseii referred to ,t wher
i
he

patented it in ItH a Breathing Device During World War

1 1 the a run unproved upon Morgan s Safety Hood and called

it what we know it today, the gas mask.

Morgan's Safety H<x>d consisted ol I hood placed over the

head ol the user w ith tubes running from it lor the' inhalation

and exhaulation ol air. The inhalation lube could be placed

beyond the reach of the gas fumes or smoke.

The National Safety Device Company was founded to

produce and market the Morgan Safety Hood, with Morgan

as general manager The success of the device is shown in

the rapid rise ol the companies stock prices The first three

months the stock was selling at ten dollars a share, a month

later it sold at a hundred per share and two years later its

market value exceeded 1256 dollars a share and not one was

lor sale
,

.

\t the Second International Exposition ol Salety ana

Sanitation ir New York City m »^ 4 *<*»" MJ« s
^
veral

success! ul demonstrations with his Safety Hood and won

lust prize Firemen made good use of Morgans helmets

when they borrowed them from the exhibition to rescue

victims of a BUbwaj disaster. The example set by New York

Bremen was soon followed by police and fire departments

all over the country, as Salety Hoods came into general uscv

\ criterion for any inventor is an ingenious mind. Garrett

A Morgan was no exception. One day he witnessed an ac-

cident involving an automobile and a horse and carriage at

an intersection. Morgan realized if there had been some sort

ol warning at the intersection, the accident might have been

avoided. Morgan thought a good deal and came up with the

idea of electric signals with colored lights at intersec ions

Today most people know Morgan's idea as the traflic light

Morgan patented his traffic light back in 1923 and sold the

patent rights to General Motors lor $40,000.

Garrett A Morgan a creative man. who happened to be

black which is no extraordinary occurence. Black in-

novators are not uncommon when one realizes the lirst

successful open heart surgery was done by a black doctor.

Daniel Hale Williams or a black surveyor, Benjamin

Banneker . made possible the planning of our nation s capitol

or a black. Jan Matzeliger, invented a machine that could

turn out a one piece shoe . ._

Kvervone knows Thomas Edison invented the electrtc

hghtbu'lb. Graham Bell invented the telephone and Eh

Whitney invented the cotton gin. Who knows Khjah McCoy

invented automatic lubrication for machinery U-wis

Latimer was responsible lor producing carbon 1 1laments

that made Kdison s lightbulb burn longer orS L Dickinson

invented the- player piano" Why is it we know so much about

Thomas Kdison and nothing about Lewis Latimer I erhaps

the answer lies with the lirst slave brought to Jamestown

To Black Men

He was Christ

White skinned

Blue eyes

Light

No long hair though

( lose cropped.

In the best of

Military traditions.

No coarse robe

ol course Creased

Khakis Medals
Buttons and
Lieutenant's bars

glistened.

In the best of

Military traditions

No sandals But

The spit shine on

His jump boots

Reflected the light

Of God

In the best of Military traditions

No Cross. Yet

But he carried

A heavy load. MI6
With :u> round clip

Cradled gently

Beady.

In the best of

Military traditions

Yob.
He was Christ

As I stepped forward

Arms raised
- '

'To be blessed

And felt the smack
And saw the smoke

And heard the snarl

Ol his blessing

Neat

I MEDICATED TO BLACK MEN

MEN

BEAUTIFUL BLACK MKN. WE NEED YOU

YES

WE. WE. NEED YOU

WK NEED YOUR MIND WE NEED A

BEAUTIFUL BLACK STRONG MIND

PLEASE. PLEASE

LEND YOUR MIND TO US, US, YOUR

but

Alter he shot

He whispered -

God bless you Gook

In the best of

Military traditions

BEAUTIFUL BLACK WOMEN

YES! YES!

WE ARE READY NOW AS READY AS WERE

EVER GOING TO GET

TO ACCEPT YOU AS A BEAUTIFUL BLACK MAN-

TO, TO STAND UP WITH YOU

TO FIGHT WITH YOU,

TO SHARE YOU SADNESS

YOUR HAPPINESS-

BLACK MEN SO MANY OF US HAVE LOOKED

DOWN MEN FOR

SO LONG

BUT NOW YOU HAVE REALIZED YOUR STAND

IN THIS WORLD. NOW YOU KNOW WHICH

WAY YOU WANT TO GO. AND WE ARE PROUD OF

YOU

BEAUTIFUL BLACK MEN

IK) YOU NEED US < BLACK WOMEN ) , I BACK

BONE OF OUR BLACK MEN

)

YES*

VOL) KNOW THAT YOU NEED US AS MUCH AS WE

NEKDYOU-
WITHOUTUS, (BLACK WOMEN) BLACK MEN

YOU CAN NOT SURVIVE'

DEBORAH L. Ill BERT

John Taylor

Third World Conference
Opens on Campus Today
TODAY Brothers & Sisters begins the Third World Conference on

campus Students Irom all over the east coast will be arriving today to

share with an investigation into the theme of "Pan Africanism ' The

members of Harambe w ish to thank all those people who helped plan the

conlerence and wish to remind you that only your participation will

guarantee a meaningful conference.

Begistration begins at :i pm in the Student Union Tickets for the

dinner and dance will be available at that time as well as programs and

other relevant information about the full weekend We have been for

tunate to obtain the Harambee Singers from Atlanta to entertain us

during the dinner on Saturday The Ambitions Band from Boston will also

provide us with the latest sounds at the dance Other surprises are in

store and very serious discussions about our role as students in the Pan

Alricanist struggle are guaranteed.

The program is below It is hoped that everyone will take the time to

participate FRIDAY
:\. ou-6 50 Registration

(i::io-7:(H) Opening Remarks
7:00-8 (M) Cortland Cox

H- 00- HI: Ml Movie -Battle of Algiers''

SATURDAY
<J:00-U::I0 Opening Remarks

9 :UHI:00 Workshops
Economic Development

and Neocolonialism

CIA and Africa

Health and Genocide

Workshops
Socialism and Pan African Ideology

Liberation Struggles on African Continent

Importance of Unity of African People

Lunch
Doc Dawk ins

Simuchinba Zambian Representative to UN
Panel Discussion

Dinner (featuring African, West Indian, Afro American

dishes)

l«> :{<,. Dance featuring The Ambitions

SUNDAY
nm> in :to Movie "Come Back Africa"

11:00-I2::»U Movie "Montgomery to Alabama''

I2::M» Summation

Black Corridor Checks It Out
on May 12, at 8:00 P.M., in the Orchard Hill Bowl, the Brothers on the

Black Corridor will host a show open to all of the campus community

The show will consist of a special guest speaker from Springfield three

original, one act plays by Phillip Pettijohn; a Slide series by Vinnie

Kicha rds I ilms on Black changes by Glenroy Buchanan and John Davis

l>oetry by Ola Shair. John Davis, Orrie West. Yma Arrington. Raquiem

Walker Alrican dancing by Maxine Johnson. Brenda Gray, Ova Benn:

music by Tony Tatum. Teddy Patrick. Carl Shelton, Ola Shair. Bobby

Mason
The purpose of the show is to define some of the goals and aspirations ol

BT k people, based not upon the presupposition of racism, but rather

Upon truth and excellence.

11:00-12:30

12 :«h:«j
l:9t>2:H
2:tu-3::H)

:»::io-5 :w

7:fM:3S
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MDC Close-Up

From Novelist To Biographer
^™ ^™ ^^^ ^^ V . U. ,.f I. villi I

Stephen B. Oales. associate professor of history, first tried to make it as a writer in New \ ork. Later

he brought the skills he had acquired to the telling of history in his recent biography of John Brown. To

Purge This Land With Blood. (MDC Photo by Bob Nestl)

N) PUIUiK THIS LAND WITH BLOOD. A Biography of John Brown, by

Stephen B. Dates Harper andh.^^
MDC Staff

On the evening of July 15. 1857, John Brown sat down in an Iowa camp

to write totwelve-year-old Henry Stearns of Medford, Mass Some

mo^hsearlie^neha
y
d entertained the boy with tales of his adventures on

?i°K ,n^rfrontier Now he was writing to fulfill a promise he had made

of little bov (Brown) was." It was more than coincidental hat Stearns

father George L was a potential source of monetary and other support.

The story of John,
• wrote Brown, "will be mainly a narration of foll.es

im
The

r

story"of John Brown, from his Connecticut and Ohio childhood

misadventures in business, guerilla warfare in pre-C.vil War Kansas, to

hs death on the gallows following an abortive attempt at uprising at

Harper?Fern? in October. 1859. is the subject of an interesting Biography

hv I 'Mass historv professor Stephen B. Gates.

Brown s li e as he himself had described childhood, was a "narration

ol X's and errors." although the mistakes of his adult life he often

IgnoreI or'denied. It is to Gates to give us a more even-handed version of

B
I°n

VV

Kansa
a
s

r

To
r

r instance. Brown could lead a small group of free-soilers

in the cSbSrss.nat.onof five men he regarded as enem.es

albeit after pro-slaverv forces had murdered six free-state men. Later he

wo^ld hem and haw on his part in the massacre, at times denying he had

^Ut^Kansa^Jnd in his mind as he wrote the Stearns boy. was a raid

on.the federal armorv at Harpers Ferry. Va. This raid involving less

?han twentv men he hoped would set off an uprising of slaves across he

South a confUct which would end the peculiar institution" ,n this country

°n
The

a

rs
d
sault on Harpers Ferry, as we know, failed, and a number of its

conspirators were put to death It failed, as had Nat Turner s revo t in he

sam? state almost three decades earlier, because no one. least of all the

slaves roL up ,n its support. Less than thirty-six hours after ,t began,

most of the raiders at Harpers Ferry were dej or in jaiL

But the story of John Brown." says Oates. "does not end with a silent

arave in the stillness of the mountains. His raid and publ.c execution had

Sf£ motion a spiral of accusations and counter-accusations between

Northerner and Southerner that spun the nation inexorably towards civil

*
TO PURGB THIS LAND WITH BLOOD reflects its author ;

it is done in

a no-nonsense, richly documented manner. Yet it reads easily and con-

cludes with the suspense of a nove.

ana ««n nioou. ».tii*v rnuw uj ««« .-«<»... _

Terrorizing And Spellbinding

An Interview With Stephen B. Oates
...,i .„ ...„i..,„ -.,1,1V inhn Krnwn as insane intellectuals and philantl

By ELLIOT EISENBERG
MDC Staff

•When I was in graduate school," said

Stephen Oates. the associate professor of

history whose book is reviewed on this page.

i seriously yearn, and I know others do,

to walk into a class that's awake and

questioning
"

Apathy is not just a problem here, said

Oates At Texas, where he had taught before

as a grant to finish a Ph D I don't recall of apathetic students Why? he asked

eve^i curving on a discussion with the other partly to the interviewer, partly to himself

TAs about the problems of teaching, of Its the mind-

motivating students killing, regim

•These TAs are great That's all they talk ented. military

about. " said Oates, who is coordinator of the style secondary

schools

1 'An activist who

meets scholars is

going to sweep

them off their

feet.

history department teaching assistants, one

of the most popular instructors on campus,

and a successful author

As his words indicate, he is completely

serious about teaching. He will not stand for

sleeping or newspaper-reading in his class

of about 120 juniors and seniors.

Holding up a stack of course evaluations,

he pointed to one. "I just can't understand

this one," he said; it had called him a liar

and a thief "I cant understand it; I try to

draw the students into a dialogue and get

them to challenge me This fellow, if he has

anything concrete. I'd be willing to give him

the class for a day and have him try to refute

what I've said
"

In general, what did he think of the

students he's taught'' 'My impression," he

said "is that there is a hard core of them

who want to learn " Despite the im-

personality of a large course, "those

students will seek out the instructor The

rest run from disinterest to absolute

boredom

They
destroy the cu-

riosity and ex-

citement that

human beings
intrinsicly have.

High school

students are di-

scouraged from
questioning the

leacker;' he

held up his hands

to signify quo-

tes, "and they

are taught too

many courses

such as Ameri-
can History wh
ich are nothing

but chauvanism.
"That kind of

course doesn't

encourage que
stioning and th-

inking," he said,

it destroys it."

His book, TO
I'MUiK THIS
LAND WITH
BI.OOD, a biog

raphy of John
Brown, speaks

i a scholarly yet clear way to modern

readers. "If the book has any message at

all." said Oates, "it is this:

"That any society which institutionalizes

its moral contradictions is inviting

revolutionaries to take to the streets

What was it that made John Brown, a

businessman, a capitalist, a part of the

system, into a violent revolutionary 9 "

Historians, said Oates, for years have

tried to explain away John Brown as insane

Once vou do that," he said, "then you don't

have to deal with the problems which

produced him.

"That generation of Americans proved

itself unwilling and unable to abolish

slavery. The northerners wanted to keep it

out of the West, not because they detested

slavery, but be-

cause they wan-

ted to save the

frontier for

free, white la-

bor The count

ry was not go-

ing in that direc-

tion; in fact it

was going the

opposite way."
But as his

book relates, the

attempted up-

rising of Brow
n's raiders po-

larized the rea

ction as reflec-

ting Brown's ab-

olitionism, and
the country hea-

ded towards ci

v i I war.
Our own soci-

ety is doing mu-
ch the same th

ing, Oates em-
phasized. We
are refusing to

deal with the pr-

oblems of racial

injustice and
war; there is

still a gulf bet

ween what we
profess and what

what we practice. "And our marijuana

laws." he said, "are ranked with con-

tradiction
"

Oates' own philosophy was formed in the

fifties and early sixties as a student,

teacher, and part of the civil rights

movement at Texas. It is the parallel bet-

ween a hundred years ago and now which

upsets him, the revolutionaries coming from

the ranks of peaceful protesters.

Look at John Brown's career," he said.

Hrown was able to go East to the liberals.

intellectuals and philanthropists, to state his

case and receive their support.

"A man who is completely sure of his

beliefs, an activist who meets scholars."

said Oates, "is going to sweep them off their

feet
"

'I tried not to analyze Brown," he said. "I

was content to capture an enigma. I was

sensative to the power of implication."

This he said he had learned in a brief

attempt at writing fiction. Coming out of

Texas two years after Willie Morris, who

was until recently editor of Harpers. Oates,

too. went to New York to "try to make it as a

writer ." Later he returned to academic life,

where he was able to apply the tools he had

acquired to the telling of history

On < >ates* wall hangs a poster of Abraham
Lincoln, subject of his next biography

Already the author is beginning to get

himself into his character

"Any society which

institutionalizes its

moral contradictions

is inviting

revolutionaries to

take to the streets.

Stephen B. Oates

No doubt he will continue with the same
kind of exhaustive research which made TO
PI K(iK THIS LAND WITH BLOOD such a

success: beyond all of the standard sources

as letters and the literature, to visiting the

places where the character lived, walking

where he walked.

"I got so psyched over John Brown," said

Oates, "that once I turned around and

thought I saw him standing in the doorway."

A Guggenheim fellowship to cover the

next nine months should help the progress of

his current work Then once again he will be

terrorizing and spellbinding the students of

Ante-bellum history.

Southwest Spring Weekend
SPONSORED BY THE SOUTHWEST PATRIOTS AND FRIENDS

FRIDAY MAY 7 SATURDAY MAY 8

PINBALL PARLOR
NOON - MIDNIGHT
BERKSHIRE CLUBROOM

Pinball wizards, try your luck!

BLOCK DANCE
8:00 P.M. to MIDNIGHT
SOUTHWEST PYRAMIDS
Outdoor block dance featuring

BLOODSTONE and LORIAN

"FRANKENSTEIN"
MIDNIGHT
HORSEHOE MALL

An outdoor horror flick

featuring Boris Karloff

BAZAAR
NOON - 6 P.M. (and beyond)

SNACK BAR TERRACE

Featuring clothesline exhibit,

leather and silver craft, candles,

jewelry, fortune telling, balloons,

and

food of all kinds - ice cream

sundaes and cones, fried dough,

a bake sale, hot dogs,

soda & fruit cart

and

free entertainment by BLOODSTONE

GLASS ONION—CASINO
8 p.m. to 1:00 a.m

DREAMS a great group

BERKSHIRE COMMONS

_ remember them from the B. B. King/Steve Miller Concert?

AND

CLEAR SKY

APPEARING IN TWO CONCERTS AT 8:00 AND 11:00 p.m.

PLUS DON'T FORGET THE CASINO WITH

* Las Vegas style gambling games

• Pinball Parlor

• "FRANKENSTEIN" - 2 showings at 8:30 and 10:30

• A lounge with FOLK ENTERTAINMENT

* GLASS ONION kitchen with good food & drink

ALL THIS FOR THE AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE OF 99*

ADMISSION TO EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE

DREAMS CONCERT, IS ONLY 25*
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Faculty Attend

Slavic Conference
l._ ...l...... .,1 (,,.. •! ....... >i, ill <,>l I him I t C V

UMass Scientist To Survey

Materials Science Field

Kive faculty members of the

newly approved Soviet and East

European studies Program at the

Universit) of Massachusetts in

Amherst are presenting papers or

participating in discussions this

k at the Northeast Slavic

I'onference in Montreal

the Soviet and Kast European

Studies Program which was ap-

proved b> the Board Ol Trustees

I 26, involves interdisciplinary

studj m such fields as history,

literature, and economics -with

language competency in either

Russian or Polish. Fifty courses

will i>e taught !>> about 25 faculty

members from six departments in

the I ollege ol Arts and Sciences,

and other schools in the I ni\ersit>

so that students will have an op-

portunity, to study from the per-

spective ol several disciplines

\t the Northeast Slavic Con-

ference, papers will he presented

h\ Prol Laszlo M rikos.

Lyricism in Solzhenitsyn's

Works," Prof. George Ivask, "The

Koman Sonnets of Yiacheslav

Ivanov. and Prof. Maurice 1

Lev in. "Variant Forms Of Russian

Conjugation." All are in the

department ol Slavic languages

and literatures

Pro! Zdenek Salzmarai of the

anthropology department will

present a paper titled "Concerning

a Recent Trend m Czechoslovakia

toward an Integrated Study ol

Man Prol Paul Hollander ot the

sociology department will par

ticipate m a discussion ot problems

oi teaching Soviet studies

Prol Robert A Kothstem. who

will come to the I Mass Slavic

languages and literatures

department in the fall, will present

two papers -The Linguist as

Dissenter Jan Baudouin de

Courtenay" and "Slavic

Civilizations and Ethnic Con-

sciousness

The National Academy of

Sciences has named a University

ol Massachusetts scientist to a

national committee that will make
the first comprehensive survey ot

the materials science and

enginerring Held.

Roger S Porter, head of the

polymer science and engineering

department at the University's

Amherst campus, has heen named
to the Committee on the Survey ot

Materials Science and Engineering

I OSMAT) Its S.\ members are

drawn from industry, government

and universities The committee
will make an IK-month study

support bv the National Science

Foundation and the Advanced

Research Projects Agency of the

Defense Department.

The study will be "'an

assessment oi the ways in which

materials science and engineering

can contribute to the national

wellbeing over the next several

years, according to the National

Academy of Sciences, which
serves as the official advisor to the

federal government in matters ot

science and technology.

According to the National

Vcademy, The held of materials

science and engineering embraces
such seemingly diverse areas as

metallurgy, ceramic engineering.

Evolution Course Clarified

polymer science and solid state

electronics. Although these

materials are different, the

scientific concepts underlying

their behavior and properties are

similar."

The field has grown rapidly in

recent years as new types of

materials have been developed lor

use in jet aircralt. space ex-

ploration, nuclear power reactors.

communications, artificial organs

and highspeed transportation

systems
Dr Porter was a senior research

associate at the Chevron Research

Company before coming to UMass
in liMi He is the author of 90

scientific papers and has edited

three books in the chemistry and

polymer science held

End to Special Fares Urged
WASHINGTON iAP> The

Department ot Transportation

urged Wednesday the elimination

oi special air lares for tanuhes and

lor young people The department

told the Civil Aeronautics Hoard

such lares are unjustly

discriminatory and should be

replaced b> experimental short

term lares that are truly

promotional in nature

In a brief 111 the boards

passenger lare investigation, the

department said the airlines

should be permitted to otter

: iced lares lor I lights operated

in oti peak hour- instead oi family

es and youth lares to help cut

its i>> distributing traffic fkm

more evenly

i.ill groups ot up to lour per

,dso might be ottered small

. discounts the department

suggested, because it is cheaper to

ticket such passengers together

rather than individually

Thus a lare might be cut as much

its M it ticketing is lor two persons.

>H tor three persons, or $12 for a

lour person group, the department

said

Unfortunately because ot lack ot

space m yesterday's Collegian the

notice regarding this course was

cut short and therefore the intent of

the notice was completelv lost The

new section II (M W V 2:30 P.M .

French. Km Ji«»' is to l>e run as an

experimental comparison with the

usual morning Section I Section 11.

like the more popular courses and

popular departments will l>e run on

a completely pass tail or grade

yourself basis The lecture and

discussion coverage will be the

same as described lor Section I in

the April 8 issue of the Collegian

but what you make of the material

presented will Ik- your business,

not mine One test will be added

Hie Biology ol Race.

Tv ..

KL-v'rX,,
D>tfW fy

Program Council Presents Its

•

featuring:

Ronnie Gamache

Phil Ochs

Jonathan Edwards

1:30

2:30

3:30

?<r Bv The

People's Union
Here In Amherst

The People's Community Union has begun to function in Amherst. The

PCU is an attempt by a large number of political and cultural radicals to

create a sell aware, powerful counter-community in the Connecticut

Valley.

There's incredible energy not yet coming together. John Clayton

said at last Saturday's Founding Party, "We have to get it together. To

some extent we can make our own life here: our own food distribution,

our own health services, our own tool-sharing co-op. our own newspaper.

Main people leel isolated and powerless in the shadow of official in-

stitutions We've got to be together taking care of our own needs."

The ISO people at the Founding Party have signed up to support or

create a number of community groups and study groups, the community

newspaper, recycling, high school organizing, day tare, and a food co-op

are already beginning. Some other projects include radical art, gar-

dening, a study of the Amherst power structure, and living collectives.

Temporarily, the People's Community Union is located at 55 Gray

Street Amherst. (253-2154 » This Center is open and staffed by com-

munity members Monday through Saturday from 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. Open

meetings will be held on Tuesday nights. 7 :3Q P.M. at the Center.

According to Ann Brentlinger, the Union's first job will be to find out

w hat s going on in the area, and to inform as many people as possible, so

that we can come together to create a community.

Poople will call up to get involved with a free store or health services-

w ell help them make contact with existing groups or set up new projects.

We want to help create a new kind of life -not just better services."

Brentlinger adds. "To get rid of the idea of organizers and organized or of

professionals and clients. We want to develop participatory institutions

which can be a radical model for the kind of life we demand in America.

At the same time, we intend to pressure existing institutions to meet these

demands."
.

The People s Community Union prides itself on being not unique. All

over the country this kind of thing is going on," Clayton says. "Berkeley.

tan Arbor Cambridge, New York." The PCU hopes to work closely with

existing groups, not duplicating projects but feeding new energies into

ongoing ones

Berrigan Lawyers Ask

For Contempt Citation
.. . — j ii .»i i.. I :i ..„ ...h

HAKHISBUKG, Pa. <AP>
Lawyers defending eight persons

accused of plotting to kidnap

presidential aide Henry Kissinger

have asked U. S. District Court to

cite government lawyers for

contempt for publicly releasing

purported evidence The defense

also asked the court to dismiss the

charges against the eight and

order government lawyers to quit

talking publicly about the case and

not to release any more alleged

evidence.

U.S. District Judge Michael

Sheridan, sitting in Wilkes-Barre,

Pa . ordered Deputy Assistant

Atty. Gen. William S. Lynch, head

of the prosecution, and U.S. Atty.

S. John Cottone, to show cause in

liarrisburg next Monday why they

should not be cited for contempt. A
lederal grand jury, sitting in

liarrisburg, indicted the eight on

charges of plotting to kidnap

Kissinger and blow up Washington

heating tunnels to force the

country out of Southeast Asia. A
motion filed Tuesday by Leonard

Boudin, a defense lawyer, asked

that they, "and all other persons

acting in concert with them" be

held in contempt for "the pur-

poseful and deliberate violation of

the defendants rights."

Boudin s action followed release

last Friday of new expanded, in-

dictments that contained passages

of letters allegedly exchanged

between two of the defendants, the

Kev Phillip Berrigan, an antiwar

Catholic priest, and Sister

Flizabeth McAlister, 31, a nun

Irom Tarrytown, NY
Passages in those letters spoke

ol a proposed "citizens' arrest" of

Kissinger. Lynch said the pur

ported letters were produced to

support a charge of sending
threatening mail, anJ said such

action was customary in such

cases.

Boudin's motion also sought

permission for the defense to

examine the grand jury's minutes

and exhibits. It also asked the

court to find out if Cottone's and

Lynch's superiors in the Justice

Department knew in advance they

planned to release texts of the

New Eng. Bishops

Question War Policy

' Ml ''

BUKLINGTON, Vt. (AP> -
Koman Catholic bishops from four

New England states have signed a

pastoral letter in which they "urge

that the most rapid possible ter

mination of the war and the

establishment of peace in Vietnam

be given the highest priority by our

government."
The 14 signers of the letter in-

cluded Archbishop Humberto S.

Medeires of Boston, bishops from

Massachusetts. New Hampshire

and Maine, five auxiliary bishops,

one retired bishop and the Melkite

Apostolic Kxarchate.

The five page letter was
published Wednesday in the

Vermont Catholic Tribune.

The bishops said that if policies

<d massive conventional air

power pursued in conjunction with

the declaration of free fire

/ones and "practices of search

and destroy" and "harassment

and interdiction lire "
. . . "have in

fact caused the civilian deaths

reported, then we must sadly but

resolutely affirm that they violate

the principle of civilian immunity

Irom direct and indescriminate

attack and therefore merit the

severest moral censure."

•Apprehensive"

The letter said the signers were

"extremely apprehensive from a

moral viewpoint about the an

nounced policy of Viet-

namization."

They said "the declining number

of our American casualties, which

will come with withdrawal of our

combat forces, may easily dull our

moral sensibility to the tragedy of

intensified human and material

destruction in a far off land.

"We commend the diligent

persistent efforts to save American
lives, but we must in conscience

criticize the ethical validity of any

doctrine, attitude or policy which

seems to give American lives an

intrinsic superiority over those of

other people.

Ml l.ih> Sat ml
'Every human life, regardless of

nationality, color or ideology is

sacred and its defense and
protection must be ol deep concern

to us
."

The bishops said they "do not

question the sincerity of the

motives ol our elected officials, but

il the evidence we see and hear is

accurate, we are constrained by

conscience to question the wisdom

and morality of at least some
aspects of our policy."

They preceded their call for a

rapid ending of the war by saying:

"We realize the difficulties in-

volved in establishing the con-

ditions for an orderly withdrawal

of our military forces and for a

peaceful political settlement in

Vietnam.
We have a moral and political

obligation to protect those who

have been our friends and allies

Irom savage reprisals

"We recognize that the setting of

an exact date for the withdrawal of

all our lorces is a complex

diplomatic and strategic issue
"

••in a Dt—crary. .

."

The bishops also said that "A

people cannot be responsible for

the actions of individual soldiers,

but in a democracy the people

must ultimately accept political

and moral responsibility for the

policies and actions of their

government
We cannot disregard the

principle ol personal responsibility

and thereby approve and allow in

war actions which we condemn in

peace time."

They added that "The moral

questioning provoked by the war

must not be confined to this issue;

it must extend to the analysis of the

very fabric of our lives as a

people."

The signers said that "the effects

of the prolongation of this war at

home are also of grave con

sequence and concern. .

."

"Americans have turned against

Americans in a degree seldom

witnessed in our history as a

nation. Too many billions of dollars

which might have been used to

relieve property and promote

domestic programs of social need

have already been allotted to this

war."
Signert

Signers in addition to Archbishop

Medeiros included: the Most Kev

Kobert F Joyce, bishop of

Burlington, Vt.: the Most Kev

Finest J. Primeau, bishop of

Manchester. N II ; the Most Kev

Peter L Gerety. bishop of Por

Hand, Maine, the Most Kev.

Christopher J Weldon. bishop of

Sprmglield. Mass ; the Most Kev

Bernard J Flanagan, bishop of

Worcester, .Mass. and the Most

Kev Daniel A Cronin. bishop of

Fall Kiver, Mass

Maine To Consider

Pollution Amendment
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP» - The

state Senate will give initial con-

sideration Thursday to a proposal

to amend the state constitution

with an Environmental Bill of

Bights The House disapproved the

legislation Wednesday on a 71-67

roll call

The State Government Com
mittee issued a divided report on

the measure sponsored by Rep
Marion Fuller Brown, R York.

Six committee members favored

a new draft of the original

amendment filed by the GOP
national committeewoman. Six

others on the panel recommended
instead a statutory declaration of

policy concerning the state's en-

vironment.

Most of Wednesday's debate by

representatives centered on the

relative merits of the amendment

and statutory declaration. Kep.

Kenneth A Mills, D Eastport, who
represents a constituency with a

high unemployment rate, made the

motion to indefinitely postpone

t>oth committee recommendations

and the original bill.

letters, and if so. who were they.

Boudin. in a statement attached

to defense motion, claimed at least

two national magazines were of-

fered copies of the letters and

added there was a "reasonable

inference" the offers came from

the government.

"To their credit these magazines

decided that in the interest of fair

trial and in the light of questions as

to their authenticity, the letters

should not l>e published."

besides Berrigan and Sister

Flizabeth. others indicted are John

T Glick. 21. Lancaster. Pa., an

antiwar activist. Mary C. Scoblick,

;52, a former nun, her husband,

Anthony Scoblick. SO, a former

priest, both of Baltimore, the Kevs

Neil McLaughlin, 30, and Joseph

Wcndroth. :{f>. both Catholic priests

Irom Baltimore, and Eqbal Ah-

mad. 40, a Pakistani graduate

student, now a resident of Chicago.

The government charges the

kidnapping and bombing plot was

hatched while Berrigan was jailed

in a lederal prison at l,cwisburg.

Pa., serving time for destroying

draft records.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Improve u r**t\ ¥**'• Dv*1lir,(
Th« S< "t teHiil Ot Iir.r To Stud»

USE STUDY SOUNDS
Inc'ftat* Vfeff Con, poll jtmn A,i,1 Irnprov*

Your Conipreh 'nvon St ..-1* At A f .»fc,*r »•!»-

ELECTRONICALLY ROOUCCO SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPIN

PUas<- Speci-Y
8 Tract, I .ipe. Oi.-f-tte Of iPHKoro

Send Check or Money Of der S» vS Eath
Inclufi' 'Sc Handling and Postage
Sound Concept',, lie Bo« 1352

Charlottesville Va 17901

OWN A FOREIGN CAR?
BEING HASSLED WITH REPAIR
C OST AND/OR WORKMANSHIP?

TRY US.

imports rJLtd,

255 RISSELL ST
HAIH.KY — RT. H

.V 4 5009

The Distinguished Visitors Program

WANTS YOUR HELP

in selecting speakers for 1971-1972

Please fill out the coupon and deposit it in the D.V.P. sugges-

tion box at the Scheduling Desk, Concourse Level, Campus

Center, or mail it through the campus mail.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM. R.SO. MS. Campu* Center

I would like to hear:

SPEAKER TOPIC

Nairn- THephom

Aildn-
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Soviet Studies

Major Available
Father Quigley Discusses

Sex And Birth-Control
Approval has recently been

granted by the Board of Trustee*

lor an undergraduate major in the

Program ol Soviet and Bast

European Studies Tins program

comprises some fifty courses

taught by approximately twentj

live t.unity members from six

departments within the College of

\i ts and Silences, as well as from

othei schools in the University, it

IhUS provides students with an

opportunit) of studying the Slavic

and East European area from the

perspective ot several disciplines

The Chairman of the Program is

Professor Karl Ryavec ot the

Department ol Government, who

this year ison sabbatic leave at the

Harvard University Russian

Research Center Professor

Maurice 1 Levin, Head of the

Department ol Slavic Languages

and Literatures, is Acting

Chairman of the Program for this

year.

Live members of the faculty of

the Soviet and East European

Studies Program will be presen

ting papers or participating in

discussions at the Northeast Slavic

Conference in Montreal, one of the

most comprehensive events of its

kind m North America

Professor George lvask will

present a paper entitled. 'The

Roman Sonnets of Viacheslav

Ivanov," Professol Laszlo M.

Tikos. "Lyricism in Sobhenitsyn's

Works.' and Professor Maurice 1

Levin. Variant Forms of Russian

Conjugation." All three are

members ot the Department of

Slavic Languages and Literatures

Professor Zdenek Sabunarta of

the Department Of Anthropology

will present a paper entitled

Concerning a Recent Trend in

Czechoslovakia toward an In-

tegrated Studv ol Man ' Professor

Paul Hollander of the Department

ol Sociology will participate in a

discussion dealing with problems

ol teaching Soviet Studies

In addition. Professor Robert A.

Kothstein, now of Harvard

University . who will be joining the

Program in the tall as a member of

the Department of Slavic

Languages and Literatures, will

present two papers The first is

entitled "The Linguist as

Dissenter: Jan Baudouin de

Courtenay," and the other is

Slavic Civilizations and Ethnic

( onsciousness."

A member of A.S.P.I.R.E., a student group con-

cerned with the issues of birth control and abortion,

recently interviewed Father Quigley, the Newman
Center's Roman Catholic chaplain.

Father Quigley prefaced a discussion of his views

with a capsule history of Christian philosophy,

stressing what he considers man's greatest asset: his

rationality, which lays the groundwork for his search

lor truth ithe intellect), and his search for goodness

and beauty 'the will). The vast majority of men. the

Father optimistically maintains, do things because

they are motivated by what they believe to be good

and beautiful.

For the Catholic.'' he says, "a thing is good only if

it brings you closer to God." Man, the pilgrim, as he

searches to save his soul through making wise

judgments, has to cope with the internal and external

pressures ot an evolving environment. Within this

context of change, however. Father Quigley says that

marriage remains a basic psycho-biological drive, a

constant

Traditionally, the Roman Catholic Church has

maintained that the primary function of marriage is

the procreation and education of children with the

mutual assistance of the partners the secondary one.

Father Quigley seems to sympathize with the new-

school of thought in the church which believes that

these two aims should be put on a parody basis. If

conflict develops between them, procreation should be

dealt with in the context of the problems the couple

laces Pope Paul Vis 1968 Humanae Vitae, which

banned all means of artificial birth control, continues

Father Quigley. is an ideal we should search for, but

one we cannot always meet.

The chaplain believes that pre-marital intercourse

is alwav unhealthy for the woman, whose love is

primarily sexless, while it is probably not unhealthy

lor the man, because of his profoundly different

psychological nature. Asked whether this difference

that he cites could be due to societal, rather than in-

nate lorces. the Father maintained that there are

basic, differing drives.

When counseling a girl who has become pregnant,

Father Quiglev would first attempt to find out what

SHE feels, and then encourage her to see a doctor.

Severe emotional trauma, as well as physical danger,

would be grounds for considering an abortion.

Nevertheless, the Father supports his bishops

denunciation of the recently proposed land defeated)

abortion repeal bill, pending "further study." At

least the law makes you "think twice," he concludes.

Gov. Reagan

Don't Pay Taxes

Phi Eta Sigma
Elects Officers

SACH \MKNTO. Calif AP)-

i.nv Ronald Reagan said Wed

lav that someone broke the law

raking word that he didn't ha

,,',

p
te income tax h'l

men ol

.. his privacy !>> asking

I it

His comments came after he was

u clarify it he paid an)

ral income lax He replied bj

;m Aren't you uu\- ashamed

enough
'

The reporl that Reagan didn t

have to pa) state income tax was

lust broadcast !>> a college radio

station »»n Tuesda) Reagan told

newsmen he couldn t remember it

he had to pi) His oltue later

disclosed the governor paid no

Mate tax because ol offsetting

business lossesm the 1*70 tax year

Ihe tosses were not specified

I he governor told newsmen
Wednesday, in an impromptu
hallway meeting that. -obviousK 1

would have preferred to make

mone) and owe a tax than to have

lost money and therefore not paid a

tax

Asked to clarify whether he paid

any 1*70 lederal income tax.

Reagan shot »>ack, his voice tinged

with anger. Win should I have to

clarif) the status?

Krankl) I think the capRoi
demeaned

itsell a little bit by engaging m
invasion oi privac) The) asked a

Hun the) already had the

answer to.'

rhc) know that someone
illegally provided the information

n the Franchise Tax Board,*
1

lie s.iid

Reagan earned a gross ^44. Hm» as

governor in 1*70. one capital tax

fxpetl said be could wind up

having no state taxes by incurring

a total business loss ol SHii.iMMior so

state tax officials said a

i ihioinia family ot lour earning

> i n.ooo | year and receiving

average deductions, would pay $63

a year state income tax and I

similar family earning $14,500

wouM owe Si!n4 This is assuming

no large business loss.

\ family with Reagan's $44,100

salary since raised to $49.1 0U-and

no big business loss, would pay

sj.Tot a year after taking off

average deductions.

Phi Eta Sigma, the freshman

men's honor society, held a dinner

and business meeting Saturday

night in the Campus Center These

officers were elected for academic

sear 1971 7J President. David

Young; Vice President. Ken

Dlbrych; Treasurer. David

I.
(•!•"! ancois. Secretary, .lames

Lane; Historian. Walter l.ahl>ertc

New members who had bean

unable to attend the regular

initiation on April 1 were initiated

at thi*- meeting Prolessor William

II KOBS ot the Department ol

Physics, who hi serving as facult)

adviser until Piofciasi '" l "

eenbaum returns from Paris.

presented the new members with

their certificates and keys

Those initiated attained a C. P \

ol at least 15 m the lust semester

ot their freihman year Next tall

another initiation will honor the

men ol the class ol 1174 who

achieve s 3 ! or better overall m
their lust \ear

Phi Eta Sigma seeks to promote

scholarship through such service

projects as the distribution of

pamphlets on study techniques to

incoming Ireshmen during the

Summer Counseling period. The

group also initiates into honorary

membership outstanding faculty

and administrators.

UMass Theatre presents:

DOES A TIGER

WEAR A NECKTIE?
by Don Petersen

May 5 - H

8:30 p.m -$1.75

Bartlett Auditorium

545-2579

Cave-In Sucks
35 Homes Into Mud
CHICOUTI1H, Que (AiM-A

massive earth cave-in sucked 35

homes into a sea of grayish mud at

the nearby town of St. Jean

\ lanney Two bodies were pulled

Irom the muck and rescuers feared

Wednesday that 29 other persons

still missing had perished

Searching the disaster area was

like "moving through cold lava," a

civil defense official said.

Acres ol ground sodden from

weekend rains and a heavy spring

runoff gave way Tuesday night

The neighborhood was pulled into

the mud inside a pit half a mile

long, 700 fed wide and more than

ino leet deep

A government geologist, Jean

Ives Changnon. said the cave in

may have been caused by erosion

ol sandy materials at the base ol

the bluff on which the town is built.

OT by an earth tremor Tuesday

believed centered in or near the

a tea

A pilot who Hew over the scene

said the area 'just dropped

straight down " A provincial of-

licial said the 29 missing were

leared dead because the houses

were smashed to pieces" in the

cave in.

Screams from the pit helped

guide rescue workers to victims.

About 70 were pulled out soon after

the disaster Civil defense workers

evacuated 200 persons from the

area
Over 200 workers, some plying

the giant crater in rowboats,

continued looking for survivors in

driving rain Wednesday.

Kescue workers left the crater

alter some officials warned that

further earth slides were possible.

Searching later locused on a river

junction seven miles south, where

debris was washing up.

Constable Krrol Kortin of the

(juebec provincial police said a

tidal wave caused by the cave in

demolished a new bridge several

miles away on the Saguonay River.

Telephone and power lines were

down in the slide area.

FRIDAY, MAY 7 _ 8 p.m. Donee, Homphira College At Lounge

SATURDAY, MAY 8 — 1:30 p.m. Peter Wilton, goy commentator

WBAI New York, spooking on Goy Liberation

Student Union Commonwealth Room

3 p.m . _ Workshops - 8th floor Compos Center

5 p>m . — Picnic - Campus Pond

7 p .m . — "Coming Out" of the closet, Campus Pond

9 p.m . — Donee, Music by Stool

SUNDAY, MAY 9 — 12 noon - Goy-in ot the free outdoor folk concert,

Compui Pond

for information coll 545-1389

CELEBRATE!
Goy Liberation Front Amherst • Student Komophile League UMoss

Hampshire College Gay Liberation

Notices
AKEA:
Home Economics Club College

Chapter — Meeting, May 14 with

Simmonds & Framingham State,

Free Ice cream Sunday Party at 7:30

p m following the meeting —
reservations necessary sign up
outside Rm 120 Skinner.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaving Whitmore Saturday at

12 45 P m. «or the State School. Last

bus of this year until the fall. You can

go on your own during finals.

BICYCLE CLUB:
See our booth today (noon on) at

the Amherst Community Fair. We
will be there Saturday also.

CHEMICAL CLUB:
Picnic Saturday, rain or shine at

Farley Lodge behind F lot 113 p.m.

softbali game students vs faculty.

Gonna be a lot of fun. All welcome.

COLLOQUIA LEADERS:
The final lists for those to receive

one credit for Spring 1971 University
(Honors) Colloquia must be in to the

Honors Office, Machmer E 23, by
May 17.

CONCERT DANCE GROUP:
Interested in dance? Tryouts for

the University Concert Dance Group
tor all people interested in per
forming in the Fall and Spring
Productions. Wed., May 12, at 7 p.m.
in the Dance Studio WoPE.

ECONOMICS LIAISON COM
MITTEE:
Economics Majors: Counseling for

fall semester pre registration
Monday 10th floor Thompson Lounge
10 12 & 14.

ELEMENTARY ENGLAND IN
TERNS
There will be an important meeting

on Monday morning May 10 at 9 in the
Education Aud. for all students
teaching in England in the Fall.

GAY LIBERATION:
Gay Liberation Festival. Out of the

Closets and Join the Fun. Liberate
yourselves.

GIRLS' JOGGING CLUB:
Women's Running Cambridge

Sports Union is sponsoring
development & track meet Saturday,
May 8 m Belmont, Mass. more info

call Lynn 67415.

HILLEL:
Friday Evening Services in the

Hillel Center Rm 420 SU tonight at

730 p.m. & Saturday morning at 10.

I.V.C.F.:
Paul McVittiewill concludehis talk

on prayer tonight in Memorial Hall at

7:30 p.m.

NATIONAL THEATRE CO..
"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer".

New musical version May 8,

Saturday, 11 a.m. & 1 p.m. Amherst
Regional High. Aud.

ORCHARD ORGASMIC CORPS:
Featuring an Orchard Orgasm this

Saturday night with incredible
edibles and other delights. Doorprize
includes cherry pies.

OUTING CLUB:
Raffle drawing Monday night 7

p m. in the C.C lobby. Teton trip

meeting Tuesday at 630 in the
Hatch. Eldon's cave trip this
weekend, see O C Raffle table.

QUAD SPRING DAY:
Quad Spring Day Festival May 8:

Party action from 1 12. Plenty of

barbecued food, drinks, balloons,

booths, games, and live music by
several rock groups and folk singers!

Be looking high...

SIGMA KAPPA:
All girls invited to an informal

playday at 19 Allen St. Come
Saturday, May 8 at 2 p.m.

PINNINGS:
Kathy Los, '72, of Chi Omega to

Michael Waldron, '72, of Phi Mu
Delta.
Barbara Long, '73, of D ierpont to

Charles Knight, '71, of Pittsburgh,
Pa
Juliana Buckley, '73, of Kappa

Kappa Gamma, to David Brown, '73,

of Brockton.
Joanne Munroe, '73, of Chi Omega

to James Burns, '70 of Puffton.
Denise Sarna. '72, of Brooks to

Joseph Landolfi, '72, of TKE.

TO SUBLET
1 bdrm. apt. 5 CUffslde Includes

all utilities, ewlrnmng pool, lennU.

tuiiru. Avail June 1 te An* . 81 with

..ptton to cent. Cnll Cto.?S12 after «

pm. !!£**
~"

2 bdrm. apt May 21 - Aug., air

i ,.ri.l etc. Sugurloat Apt*. Near
<sund -eland Ctr Rent and Furniture

...unliable. Call 685-3 1<2_. tt3-7

REDTCED HCBLIT — i"u-t

get rid of 2 bdrm apt. In Tuffton

tall 649-4»88. !":!
F»rt»»tlc reduction on 1 bedroom

apt In Puffton \illaee, air cond ,

<. dimming. AUo furniture mallnale
- Ill) jji9-6fil»7 MM
"iSirntshrd 1 bedroom, within walk-

ing distance of I nltrr»lt>. June 1

t t i »ept 1 with option to renew. SI IH

pet month, will haKicl.' 253-7713 af

Mo-owl^ »
f,y

- .liter sul'lrl house IT lull So
ii.i.ii.*. the., mi :rom t'aapa*.
.*..- ::'>.. Hamate or Uilh -'

\.r> desperate, 2 !>drm lawn-

liouse. June I la Aug 31 l»!«h-

.la.lirr, central air • nnditlot.it>.-

Kent low and n«-cotlitlile >i«f ni'up-

ii .. t all it •<?•>., -.m<H tl .1"

t bdrm Qaab. * ill Apt , w w
. arpet. air cond . all mil . In< .

sad renew lea«e *U>3 m<>. June to

s.- pt I Coll 3.'3-ii»6i. tf3-t"

Drtperate. mu«» sublet 3-hdrm

apt In Puffton June 1 - Aug. M
i umpletely Inrnl-lieJ Kent nrgotla

ble Call 319-1803 HS-1

1 ballroom apt . from June 1 -

*ept. 1, option to renew complete-
It ru mi-he. I. 3 minute- from camp-
u«. walking distance from down-
town Amhrr.it. Cnll 233-2258 mvi
To Ruble! 3 bedroom apt Puffton

\ill«re. available June 1. Option to

renew lease. Rent negotiable. 519-

1.893 tj±l

I.FAVTNO COrVTRV: De«perate-

I? need ta rent 1 bdrm apt for

July. Can take It aver earlier free

Rent neaotlaMe Tall 5I0-301*
tf3-n

Sublet : Mad. all-eleetrie t br~

apt . Mia for Hummer er leaae thru
*; with June - Aug. rent reduced
s:U mo. For detail* call A6.VWII
*u • Th after « p m tf>-l ?

S olde FM, auto , V-a. Terr good
condition Mu«t veil Call Minn M«-
l«3a_ after 1 p . tf3-7

1 bdrm. apt avail, now to Auc
w /option, '-4 ml. ta achaal. Tennl*
and ponl Rent negotiable CCS- 3071

tf3-ll

Discount anhlef apacloua 6 rm
turn ant. bordering rampoa. Nut-
ting Ate , comfortable for 4 (glrla)

.

1 tllitie* Included June 1 • Sept 1

r>lf*-ti3fW tfVlt
< liffalde. ? bedrni . ground floor

apt , air cond., pre-paid. ponl. court*
etc Available June ar July l»t
Opt ion to renew. fiti.V3*73 eve. tf.V

*

*uh-|ea»e or rent ? bdrm apt .

w/w cpt , ili,.li wr , utilitiea. avail-
able June 1. Kugarloaf Apto , Sun-
lerland. call <»S-3.W. t fft^l J

Mint aublet 2 bedroom apt . in

Puffton . Pool, utilities, nir cond .

mil option to continue, rent ne«o
tinlile. call anytime 3lfM*;.f> tf.V II

2 bdrm apt fumUlied, all ntil

inel , June 1 to Ana. 31. KlM/mn
Will bargain, (nil Paul 3I3-2W1 ar
3|Q,.(Hi.T;, tfi-ii

3 bdrm Puffton apt. avail. —
MtlM/mo for nummer with option
for next rr. Call .1»!»-fl?5l . 5 p m
w hdava

.

t fS-13

1 bedroom apt. June 1 - Aur
3lat with option to renew lea*e utili-

tiea Included, air cond , ponl etc
Rent negutlahe. Call 5l!M»»fr? ant
time. tf3-ll

1 bdrm. apt *tnrting June I

through summer with option to

rent in fall Within w ntklng dis-
tance of f'ampua. Tennl* UN .

and awimmine pool. Rent nnl»
*inn/ mo.

OR
am looking for roommnfe for
- ii turner onlr $70/mo

t'ontact Kterett Jameaon
or Pete Snli«.bur«

3HS Puffton Village
Phone T.lft-fir»5 or 5IC-CT33

tfS-13

PERSONA-.

-

ATTPVTIO^ i » i i i t i » t

r>ir», ivM.i, ;» leg;,! taSwl I«ipi"
• ft from nl' the I>irtba< - »

J
»

J

i i i » » i » 1 t i » t »

MDC CLASSIFIED
Couple dealring to live together In

a coed dorm next rr. Call Steve in

108 Hamlin Houae after 10 p in

M - Thara. tfV»

Happy Mother'* Day to Momni.i
Wheeler Thi* apace goea for a flat

rate no we thought we'd Juat fill it

up wth nothing much. How ya been''

Bye

.

3-
*

—
Vnlnhlblted ahapely young woman

wanted for bachelor'! pad. No I>l>.

era** or dope. Damn good foml.

booae and ole me. Tall for Dob etc-

nine* 6C5-22M
.

t f3-l"

FABn.Ol'S FABRIC SALE at

FASHION FABRICS be«idr the

Hungry V. Now going on! Don'i

ml.* It! tfo-l l

Kree the Cardner 1 ! Free lliclue

the Tread ! Free all Tread*. o-~

To Hobby B. Eterett'a pride an.l

ioy, Happy 22nd Birthday. V*
To Tony — rood job Good 6c*

on the hat trick From the girl- in

\an Meter. tf3-T

Gee. Mell thanv for the MMtral
myatert tour. That goe* to akew
aartWaC can happen In South\\r»tr
Sandy f " I wa* thrilled! *'.

Let It be knnn-n! FcrE.v'a Frin: i»

ha

v

ing a no*e Job. 3-7

FOR SALE — AUTOS
1964 Bel Aire Chevrolet 3 pa»»eniter

Station Wagon, 8 f>l . power
brake*, ateering, radio, good condi-

tion S3M or beat offer. 649-C37 <

tfa-10

1964 Chev Station Wagon. 6 c>! .

tandard. Good cond S323. Call

Mark 5-0843 or 233-9937. tf8-l«

1983 YW bug with 69 rebuilt en-

*ine, nmil aell |1M. Call Rick 23:*-

9019

.

tf3-7_

1966 Au*tln Healey Sprite, blue

com . new top, good condition Call

r.64-6793 after 6 pm. 5 6-7-ia

1969 Pontiac Firebird, V8, autotmt-

tlr, radio, tt,8M mile*, excellent

condition. Mu-t aell. Call SI9-101!)

after 8pm. any day and weekend.
tf3-l»

VW conv 65 AM-FM radio, «7M
CaU 836-4584 tf3-l«

1967 Volvo 122-*. run* well. 803a

or beat offer 233-3432 tf3-12

'65 VW, *un roof, good cond

8658 Call Bill 546-7646. UJ-f

Matt oell 64 Chev. Impala conv .

ant* , P S.« F.B., elee. window

««3 V8 $366. Keep trring. 6-40.Vt

tf3-H
' 1948 Plymouth aedan, fair running

condition. Can be reriored, 893 on

(all SJMgt. «**-'*

1988 Mustang Md , V-8 C-alripe.

eacellent cond , 11086 or beot offer

After 8 pm. Tel 349-6428. tt.3-7

1966 Mo - 1100 aedan, 81M. A
•teal far enterprising mechanic. —
Need* Iran* work, otherwise good

condition. Call Al 153-7174 •«•;««,
tf8-7

"67 VW red, excel cond , new
head ralr , battery, AM-FM radio

(all 323-7897. "*-"

" Paroche 912 1966 red, AM-FM-SW.
new radial enow Urea, 4 apeed.

82208. Call *53-9«8e or 845-1336 or

write Parecha Phlloaaphy Dept.
tfB-ia

"
69 Ford Cortina, new muffler anow

tire*. 28 mpg, well maintained, 26.000

ml 253-5411 late eve. tt^l

"Si VW wagon, eieellent cand .

rebuilt engine, t6,088. Mnal *H«
appreciate. $1156 or beat after Call

B49-3916. <fS-'«

•66 VW Sedan w/*un roof. AM-FM
radio, el. mech. condition engine re-

built, body preaentabje. a»klng MM
Call B4S-2328 before 3 p.m., SW
3904 after 8 pm. IfSJ t

•63 Olda FS5, auto , V-8, vet
cnod condition — moot aell. t id

Mirt.1 316-1038 after 7 a m (f "' "

SUMMER SUBLET
7 room houte aero** from Drake.

1 '0 \mltv St , furnished June 1 t»

-ept 1. 8?30 a month, heat Includ-

ed Downtown Amherst. Call BJSj

it.UO or 646-9239J _i,8
_l*

Mndern efficiency apt , Quiibbln

tillage, avallahle June 1 thru Ang
«1 Fullv furnished. Air cond. w /w

carp $100 a mo. Call 323-7801 after

np.m .
"°y

Summer sublet completely fur-

nlshed nne bedroom apt , one hun-

dred n month, June l*t to ^ept 1st,

reapenalble peraan, (all etc. 323-
tfS-14

i„ii. riirai*licd and very clpnn
<1 't to X/l \ Ii rent

,„r
i || .... K.-t c ill anr-

2 bdrm. apt.. Squire Village, air
. nnd , pool, carpeted, all util , town-
house arata, June 1 • Aug. 31. Rent
... u..liable Call 540-9825 or 546-9030

tfVll

Great Deal — three bedroom apt
In Puffton. We must rent 6-1 to 9-1

— call MMSSt. f3-7

I hr , 2 bntli*. nir con., furn .

ii,sir cnmpu* nt Rolling Green.
Kent negotiable . Pn««ihle lea*e opt
< all aiittime ?.v;-n;iH tf3-13

To mihletfrnm f!/l to 9/1 large
liartment. ideal for 1-3 people, ex-

..llent location. Nutting Ave Cal
Gail. Kathv or D J. nt 343-0320

tf3-14

REPAIRS
Zipper-, repaired on your coats.

-imilng kits etc. HARLOW'S Fine
Luggage * Leather Good*. Keys -

luggage repaired. 157 Main St,

Northampton. 684-5233. tf8-14

DISCOUNT SUBLET
< llff«lde — 2 bdrm* , all electric

Hahwasher, awlm. pool, tennis eta.,

HI 10 per mo. Call 665-3475 after 6:30

|
. m Option to renew In Sept. tf5-7

Cnliiue model apt , 2 bdrm. town-
house, 2 baths, air cond , carpeting,

dl*hwa*her, utilitiea Included, 5 mln
from I'Maaa. Kent cheap • June 1.

VI-5865. tf5-7

3 bedroom Puffton Apt., air cond .

i noil , tennis ct , seml-furnlshed. $1C3

or liest offer. 549-3993. tf5-7

WANTED TO RENT
Two man shark preferably with

-love and electricity wanted to Sept
I In Amherst area. Call Bruce at

1 8S*StH . Leave message If I'm not
>ik tf5-7

Groduoting! Must Subletl

V bdrm. townhou*e. Squire VlP
luge, Sunderland, all ntl, inel. Jane
I to Aug. 31 with option for fall.

(all 665-3—8. tf5-7

HOUSE TO SHARE
House ta ahare In Amherst, 3

bedrooms available far summer with
option far fall. SSI 66; month. Call
Kent after 6:66. 233-7538. tf5-IO

WANTED TO BUY
Intli-h term paper on any non-

\nieri< in author or pact, 10 pg.

min. Price negotiable. Will return.
••(•* grade ar better. Call Jeff af-

ter 9 p tn. 827-4624. tf5-7

LOST
Itln.k male doa, Lah Retrelver, 7

month*, very Lie. seen last at con-

cert, tall 349-C7 13. Reward. tfS-10

TUTORS WANTED
Math 174 tutor needed Immediately.

K. in rate paid. CaU Allan 1-863-

44-i MS-W

FOR SALE
Pianeer. Teac, Garrard, PE, Aater,

M-her. TDK. cassette and open reel

tape, Standard radio, I'tah speaker-
LP's, 8 trucks and other necessities

see Amherst Audio, tf

*7EB bed canverta ta double bed
Good working order, vary reasonable
Call nlgnte 4*16-2861

.

tfS-36

Sony Stereo with AM-FM radio
Small dark mahogany apeakers,
only $100 Call 549-3916. Good tires

(snow) plus AM-FM radio and roof
rack. tfS-lt

Portable Organ Farflsa Combo
Compact, excel, cond , never u*ed
in group. Lists far $700. Will sac
for $273. Many features. CaU John
MH-.vrri. Keep trying. tf3-7

Camera, German made Agfa, elec-

tric .»•• and fla*h. AI*o tape re-

i ..nl.T. Norelco ca»*ette recorder $10.
ua* KCO; Camera $25, wa* $13. Call
r.i"-cnM. fta-n

\cconlion, Italiian made Cellini,

included is a rase fur carrying and
i mii-ie si ami A*klng $'25, wa-
SI.V. (all 3l!MiH2l. tf.V I il

Typewriter, smith Corona Sim <

stlrHng, excellent condition. Call
346-1819 after M p m any day anil

weekend* , See nt :i-'7 Prise. House

Moving to <
... f,,.

nltare, bedro. >. Uvi >c reani

K368 kitchen nr.'l fV UN 1 I

lor smmmi Apart fat - Cal
Rich 519-14*

1 Rotunda Tach. for an 8 cyt.

ear. 0-8000 rpm $25. Call 546-922K

1-3 p.m. tf5-7

Fender Jaguar Electric Guitar
uith ca-e and accessories, good con-
dition, excellent sound $125 or best
offer. Call John at 546-44)72. Must
sell Immed. tf5-7

19C3 GTO rebuilt motor, trans ,

new paint, mag. wheels, t\c. cond .

SI 400 or best. 467-4000. tf3-ll

4 9 cu. ft. Delmonico refrigerator.
I' . rta. a old, excellent cond. Call
t.-7479. tf5-H

l«i«7 Ford Must , 289 c I. 2*2.
» e| low fastback. I.ookinc for
0%, 000. Gooil condition, H-track
tape deck, AM radio; Lafayette
Receiver d.K 800): Garrard turn-
table, GMI speakers, 73 watts
and about 34) records, 19C3 equip-
ment looking for $250 With
speaker stands. G E. TV 17'

-. reen. rabbit ears, black and
white w/stnnd 8M0. Gianni Gui-
tar 813. 233-5110 5-7

Summer on Cape Cod
For rent — N. Falmouth, New

silver Beach. 4 bedrm. cottg., for
the season. Write or call Mrs. Al-
lies Murphy, 33 Florence >t , Wol-
laston. Ma. Tel. 773-9139. tf3-l

UNBELIEVABLE
Home R-track tape deck, walnut

> .i-e, pushbutton selector, rhann* I

indicator light*. 59 95 value, vx ill aa
. rifice for $39 00 or best offer. Call
C-9171. tf3-H

EUROPE
1 ear-round student charters, tour*,

employment opportunltieo, discounts
vimlo America Assoc., P.O. Box M,
Nahant, Ma. 01908 tf6-1

«

SALES
Dne ta the expanding Western
Massachusetts market, exception-
al financial apportunity In salea
ml galea management exists for

a tap caliber man with executive
ability. Century aid company.
Leader In ita field. Confidential
Please write —

suite 424), 146 Chestnut St.,
sprugneld, Mass. 01103

tf6-14

ENGAGEMENTS:
Katherine Richmond, 73, of Field

to Tony Hayes, '72, of Boston.
Eileen Forhan, 74, of Johnson to

Dennis McLain of Holyoke.
Janet Tracy, 73, of Chi Omega to

Robert Wenzel, of Amherst College.

Janice Collins, 72, of Field to

Jeffrey Vickers, of Ashland, Mass.
Ann Marie Joyce, 72, of Field to

Timothy Henderson, 70 of UMass.
Debbie Ouellette, 72, of JQA to Roy

Immonen, 71, of Phi Sigma Delta.

Nancy Armstrong, 72, of IGU to

Steven Comack, 72, of Amherst.

LOST:
A gold engagement ring with 2

opals and 2 small diamonds. Please!

!

If there is ever to be a wedding. Call
Judy 253 9033.

3 keys on keychain with leather tag
somewhere between Southwest & SU.
If found contact Manly at 65069.
A female cat large, black with

brown & yellow markings lost.
Please call Fred, 65026 if you've seen
her

Brown leather and burlap wallet on
Thursday, identification needed.
Call 68322

ROOMMATES WANTED
~ 2 roommates wanted ta share ?

bdrm. townhoaae for summer Own
rma , pool, air cand , opt for lease

in Sept. 880 mo Inc. atlls , Start

8/1. Call 885-3851. ttt-'

1 or 2 F roommates wanted t*

share summer exp. In Ige. town-
house, own room, pool, option for

fall. CaU 685-3417 evenings. tf3-7

1 or 2 roommates wanted to share
2 bdrm Squire Village Townhoupr
for summer Pool and air cond Call

an ytime. 685-3079 tf5- 10

Roommate wanted June 'til Kept
Own room, parking, *7o month in-

cludes everything but food and lone
distance calls. 314 N. Pleasant Call
233-7700 t f3 -7

2 roommate* wanted for 3 bdrm
Puffton Village Apt. thi* summer
It is well furnished with A C .

swimming pool, ten courts. Rent I*

only 843/mo call 519-0111. tfVI 2

1 or 2 M for July to Sept 1"!,

miles from Campus In N. Amherst
Four room, own bedroom, rent rut
Call 6t9-ii990 after 3:3 tfS-10

Roommates wanted. Furnished
apt . with own room. $33 ma. Ka*t-
ha mpton 627-IC33. tf5-1

1

3 roommates June I with option,
partially furnished Call 340-r,ll7 M
or 10-12 tf.VII

M Ps.uh Orad Mmlent desires apt
and /or roommate, separate hedrms
preferred Call Sandr; 516-8292

i f.I- 1

8

1 M or F to share apt at Roll-
ing Green June - Sept Own room,
air cond , dishwasher, pool, parkine
«i2/ mon Call 231-8218. tf5-I3

'summer townhouse apt. in 4m-
her-t Pool, A/C. all new, all con-
veniences, all utilities. Call ti-9171.

li-9173 C-7

'? female roommate* needed heir

June. 10 min to rampu*. rent cheap,
nun room < all 588-2591 after ft

p m

BOOKS
>.- ... ,«e. look* and reaonle
WhiteliEht Hook* (in 111 A
te.its. tf8-l"

WANTCD
Callega Profs earning ta Amherst

far Summer CoUegulm would like

ta rent 3 baaaea and /or apta. from
6 June • 17 July Term* ta be ar-
ranged. PIS. eaU 545-2881 tfft-7

I'm looking for used girl's English
afyta bikes If yen want to aell
xuurs, call Jim 548-7810 tfft 7

19 yr. old male student, sick of
dorm life, seeking residence with fa-
culty member and/or famll> in Am-
herst. Hill share evpenses Call
< rum SIMMS, try in

1-2 women live-in Par infant
• are part-time, start an.vtime %sa
like a. com . pro\ in return | mi
'r.un Campus in altra. r, -i ore.
'.19-1112. Hi I I

SERVICES

Amnerst Audio sen lews) a*er»
• omponeiito, tape decks for borne at

ear. 197 No. Plcaaant St . Sftfl-*! '

tl

TYPING — Thesis, Manaarrtpte
IHraertations, Masters. In fact at

It ping requirements can be harfdlr:

through SANDY'S SFCRRTAKIVl
>F.RVICE. dial 584-884)5.

tf-mwf d-H
Fl Tl RK ( PA'» — learn ho" ••

prepare for the * 41' IA.iii lie. I.,.

Review (ours.- tall ...licet. 817

.VU.-lttO if. Ii

HELP WANTED
Wanted — limine instructor

part-time. Amherst \uto *< Imol. fit

tiX8. fVM

SUBLET SAVINGS
$88 /ma. now $138 2 bedrocm*

Can live 4. WaU ta wall cpt , air

cond , townhouse, 5 mln from
• ampos CaU after 8 pm. 283-8037

4-2$ 8-3 tf3-7

APT. WANTED
3 bedroom apartment needed for

summer prefer Puffton, call Rruce
at 253-2708 from 8-7. 8faVM

RIDE WANTED
2 girls need ride west beg June

or end May. Will share driving and
expenses Call 548-5488 tftt-7

FOR RENT
Apartment ta rent, start Jane I.

option to leaae nevt year, 2 bed

mom Colonial Village swim pool

Call after 6 253-9359 tf.V I"

2 wka free rent fr. May 15 la

June 1 sub. for summer with opt.

I'/fc mi. from Campus, all util .

furn. Fnlvrrsity Pk. Apts , 46, call

233-3945 after_6,_Bnica. tf5-7

1 bedm , Squire \ Ig , couple pref .

pool, air cond , carpeted, all elect ,

util. Inc. $160 mo. Avail. June I

itHTt-M 183 tf5-l I

5~ room furnisher apt , all utili

lies *230 mo Hay Rd , lladlo
< a ll 584H)4I8

J
tf5-14

3 room furnished apt , all utili-

ties. 220 mo. Ray Rd , Hadley Cnll
jHtj-aiiB tf3-i<

Furnished eflicieno apt , Quab-
bin Village. Belchertown, available
June 1 or for part of month, usual
rent $125, willing ta negotiate. Call

323-7808_ tfsVI

2 bdrm. apt., 3 ml. fr. fnTv
avail. June 1 w/apt. far next yr
$188 mo , aU atll. tne , pool, air

cond , mad., canvao. Call 256-6203
tfB-7

4 bedroom house to rent In llail-

ley. Skildskl, Realtors. 584-3128
tf5-l I

RENT or SUBLEASE
New lease — June I to May 31. 7

or else sublet June 1 - Aug. 31, witti

option to renew lease, 8175 mo for

1st 3 mos either way 3 bdrm
Puffton. 549-1196. 6-5-7-1"

FOR SALE _ TRUCK
1970 I>..ilee Van, Il.tKMi mites, hen

i\-duty throuKliout, 8 yr - 80,8ti'i

mile* warranty Iranaferabli J'.'.'ir.

< al l 332-9188 around
jj

B n IH M

TRAVEL
St MM l ! Rt'ROPI ' I

round trip J.! 'lieht* ta '•• •'' '"'

other Europe » I

helpful servic. - all 5
5 4-6-7 U
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Round-Up

Profs Get Around
Grants Awarded For
Linguistic Research

Dr Howard Peters, assistant

professor <>i public health at Ihe

\ niversity ol Massachusetts lias

been elected a Fellow of the

American Institute ol Chemists, an

organization with 76tt) members in

i\\ chapters throughout the U.S.

Dr Peters is a graduate ol the

i niversity <>t Nebraska. He

deceived masters and Ph.D.

degrees from the University ol

North Carolina in Chapel Hill He

joined the Faculty oi the University

in i«)ti4 as director ot en

vironmental health and safety and

assistant professor of public

health Since Septemher of 1970,

his duties have been teaching only

Dr Thomas M Kraser.

professor of anthropology at the

l niversity ol Massachusetts in

\niherst delivered a paper en

titled Kish in the Forest, at a

recent Northeastern An
thropoio^ical Conference at the

state University ol Neu York at

\ I bain

Dr, Kraser s talk was baaed on a

Stud]) ol the Mekong Kiver and

dam building schemes in nor

theastern Thailand and Laos

1- our I diversity ot

Massachusetts mathematics and

computer science prolessors at the

Amherst campus gave addresses

at the I niversity of Florida during

the second Florida Symposium on

Automata and Semi groups

I'rol Robert J Koch,

mathematics delivered a special

tribute to Prof. Alexander I)

Wallace <>f the University of

Honda m honor ot his 6.">th bir-

thdav I'rol Wallace has lectured

several t.mes at I Mass The other

I Mass faculty memlHTs wen-

Prsf Michael A. Arbib, computer

science. Pro! Haskell Cohen,

mathematics, and Asst. Prof

Joseph T Borrego, mathematics

Prolessors Cohen. Borrego. and

Koch are lormer Ph.D. students of

I'rol Wallace

Dr. John A Naegele. head of the

department of environmental
sciences at the University of

Massachusetts Field Station in

Waltham. organized and presented

a symposium on air pollution in

Los Angeles The symposium dealt

with such issues as the effects of

air pollution on agriculture, the

Symposium

On Sports
An Interdisciplinary Symposium

on Sport and Society will be con

ducted Friday and Saturday. May
7 and 8, at the University of

Massachusetts as the Amherst

campus hosts 25 scholars in-

terested in the study of the

phenomena of play, games and

sport

The scholars include historians,

philosophers, physical educators,

and sociologists

Principal speakers Saturday

Irom y to noon in room 231 of

Herter Hall will be: Prof Richard

D. Mandell, University of South

Carolina. "The Transformation of

Sport in the Twentieth Century;"

Prof. Pearl Berlin. UMass, "The

Collegiate Woman Athlete: A
Demographic Prolile; and Prol

Gregory P. Stone, visiting

professor at the I niversity of

Khode Island. Hustlers and

Athletes a Comparative
Fxammation of Their Stages of

Socioeconomic Development.

The public and members of the

I Mass community are invited to

hear these presentations

CO directors of the Symposium

ire Prol Harold J. VanderZwaag.

physical education and Prol

Charles H Page, sociology

chemical basis ol the an pollution

problem, and the effects »>l aerial

toxicants on plants

"Government Patronage of the

\rts m Great Britain." a hook by

prol John S Harris of the

University ol Massachusetts, is

available' from the I niversity of

Chicago Press

Dr Harris, who has been with

the UMass government depart

nient on the Amherst campus since

1956, received a Rockefeller

Foundation grant in 1987 to study

government support of the arts. In

the summer of [960 he spent three

months in Britain gathering

material on this topic, one he lelt

was beginning to command at-

tention in the United States

Grants and fellowships lor

research in linguistics have been

awarded to three in the I niversity

ot Massachusetts linguistics

program
Kichard A Demon, assistant

professor of linguistics, has been

awarded a fellowship by the

National Institutes of Health for a

year ot research in linguistic

theory at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. He will begin

the year in September.
His research will center 00 the

processes by which languages

change in their sound structures

This summer Prof. Demers will do
intensive lield research in the

structure ol I.ummi. a nearly

extinct Indian language, under a

granl from the UMass Research
Council His work will involve tape

recording and analyzing passages

ot the I.ummi language from the

lew remaining native speakers.

who h\e near Bellmgham. Wash

Prol Demers, who last summer
won a research fellowship from the

National Fndowment for the

Humanities, holds his PhD from

the University of Washington.

Karl M Fame, a junior from

Fitchburg, has been awarded a

grant by the department of

linguistics at Harvard University.

Under Harvard's summer
research program in linguistics,

supported by the National Science

Foundation. Mr Laine will in-

vestigate the history of Finnish

syntax, in particular the extent to

which Swedish, the second official

language of Finland, has affected

the structure of Finnish. The two

languages are from two entirely

different language families.

The American Council of

Learned Societies has awarded

Gar> L. Bevington, assistant

professor ol linguistics, a SliKHi

grant tor research in the sound

structure ol Albanian With the

support of this grant Prof.

Bevington will spend this summer
doing research at the

Albanalogical Institute in

Prishtine, Yugoslavia, a region of

Yugoslavia where Albanian is

spoken

.

Prof. Bevington s research will

build on the loundations of his

doctoral dissertation. 'Albanian

Phonology,'' for which he was

awarded "the first Ph.D. degree in

the University's new program in

linguistics. He holds A B. and MA.
degrees in German Irom Mid

dlebury College, and will become

an assistant professor of linguistics

at Norteast Illinois State College in

September.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt.

Most astrological authorities
associate Aries with the diamond
Anes persons generally have strong,

contident voices Handwriting of

these natives is hurried the letters

"in and "n" are seldom clearly

written Some famous persons born

under Aries include Rick Barry.

Jacques Brel and David Lean.
• * *

ARIES (March 2 April

19) Changes occur in legal, marital

areas Friend may become involved

,n romantic triangle Be concerned,
but avoid becoming unduly involved

Be aware of various possibilities.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20). Some
tasks have to be handled in other than

a routine manner This is time for

change, for testing and additional

investigating Affects iob, relations

with associates and co workers
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Study

Taurus message Many implications

apply to your domestic situation.

Children are spotlighted Your ability

to move with the time also is em
phas.zed Key is to be perceptive

CANCER (June 21 July 22): In

vestments, loans — these come about

through unorthodox procedures,
events One born under Pisces knows
something that >s not being revealed

Proceed with caution
LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Check

legal aspects before taking direct

action You actually gain now by

adhering to certain rules, restnc

tions A too free and easy attitude

could be costly, result in loss

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) What

Be dannq Take a chance on your
own ludgment, abilities Stress
originality, added independence.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov

21 ) : Activity of a confidential nature
occurs in relation to home, property
F ollow through on hunch. Check
values You may be in possession of

valuable hole card. Proceed ac

cordingly.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22Dec.

21) Lively friends help stimulate
ideas Accept social invitation Be
with those who share your interests,

aspirations Romantic interlude is

indicated You are especially
vibrant
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan

19) You obtain resources which are
required for solid advancement
Collect necessary data. Be aware of

details, apparent minor points.
Accent on prestige, elevation of

standing
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Be

ready for change, variety of ex
periences, including travel. Unusual
publication, educational material
play key roles A Virgo individual can
set wonderful example Observe,
learn.
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): You

make definite gains You are able to

utilize natural abilities Greater
recognition of efforts is result. You
receive encouragement from one
dear to you Money will be for

thcommg
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are introspective, your own
severest critic Goals are high; your

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to >tsterday's Puzzle

1 Music: as

written

4 Removes apple

skin

9 Encountered

12 Scottish for

"John"
13 Big

14 Be in debt

15 Climbing
devices

17 Communion
plate

19 Country of

Asia

20 Linger

21 Ireland

23 Birds

27 Inundates

29 Macaws
30 Near
31 Sunburn
32 Publish

34 Greek letter

35 Printers
measure

36 Plot

37 Puff up
39 Relates in

detail

42 Employs

43 Roster

44 Diplomacy

46 Small fish

48 Calculates

51 Animal's

foot

52 Roman
magistrate

54 Corded cloth

55 Paid notices

56 Is borne

57 Pigpen

4 Entreaty

5 Merits

6 Bitter vetch

7 Football

position

(abbr

)

8 Apart

9 Slogan
10 Female

sheep
U Number

16 Traced

18 Ventilates

20 Put on guard

21 Chemical
compound

22 Pointless

24 Coloring
substance

25 Squander

26 Pigpens

28 Speak
confusedly

33 Genus of frogs
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34 Head of parish

church (pi.)

36 Body of

water
38 Fortune

40 Ships
complement
(pl)

41 Gravestone

45 High cards
46 Resort

47 Insane

48 Free of

49 Openwork
fabric

50 Secret

agent

53 Roman gods

seemed an expense that could never principles take precedent You now

end does so You can cut yourself make numerous contacts, have a

loose from burden Key is faith, meaningful relationship If *<"&*

rawer of will There is no need to you could be on road to alter. If

clrry we,5» not your own married, a sharing of experiences

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Per could bring you closer to mate

sonai magnetism soars You are Copyright 1971, Gen Fea. Corp.

vibrant Opposite sex is drawn to you.
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CheerleadersA Vital
|

IForce ForUM Sports^

ByDENISEMAGNELL
MDC Staff

In groups of three, prospective cheerleaders line up in front

of the current squad to be judged during tryouts. They have

attended three practice sessions before tonight, prior to "first

cuts." Cheerleading tryouts at UMass don't last one long af-

ternoon as in high school. Rather, the tension is spread over a

three week period.

Out of the approximately forty girls who were present at the

first practice session, only 19 have stayed with it until the first

cut. Each shows her nervousness in a different way: by

straightening out her jersey, tugging on a pigtail, or biting on

her lower lip.

After each cheer -a group cheer ("Fi-yi-yi-yit...") and a

couple of solo jumps is expected of each tryout—most place

their hands back on their hips. A smile is advisable at all

times.

The grouchy janitor who yells at anyone who dares to touch

the trampoline in the auxiliary gym and seems to view every

participant, including the reporter, as an intruder, doesn't help

much to reduce the tension in the air.
* * * •

Marie Romanus tried out this year and made the squad. At

the first cutting session she had an idea of who had been

cheerleaders in high school, as she had, and those who would

almost certainly be eliminated in the initial trials. But of final

cuts she said, "All of the ten girls there could have made the

squad. ..every one was excellent...by now they had everything

broken down to minute details."

With eleven returning cheerleaders next season, only four

girls and one guy were chosen. Until this year only freshmen

women were allowed to tryout, but every class was included

this spring to give transfer students and those who had missed

once a chance Ironically, all four girls selected are freshmen.

Netmen Topple Chiefs;

Play at N.E.'s Today
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Most cheerleaders seem to agree that their activity is

strictlv an "individual enjoyment thing"; there is no prestige

to be had as in high school where sports are of foremost im-

portance. If anything, "people make you feel as though you're

living in an ideal, rah-rah world. .1 wish the campus attitude

wasn't so critical ..and it's usually derogatory, not con-

structive criticism," says last year's captain. Ann

Premierlano. „ a ,
...

"They think it's a passing fancy when really it s a vital force

to the team and coaches In high school cheers are oriented

towards getting people to cheer with you. up here kids stop

when the team starts to fall behind." she added.

One of several males in the group. Bob Beecy views them as

sort of a storefront for the school, a role that a college has to

supply; in reality they are just a group of people who enjoy

sports (the activity) isn't indicative of any social or political

Next season's captain Louise Lane cheers "for the school. I

should hope, but now I find myself directing my efforts

towards the team, to make the players feel someone cares If

we didn't care, we wouldn't be there."

She finds that the changing of the UMass campus into a

"sensitivity-type, more political atmosphere", and a degree ot

resentment felt against athletes on campus doesn t help the

attitude people hold about cheerleaders.
* * * *

MDC Staff

SPRINGFIELD—Springfield wanted the match

badly. If the Chiefs netmen had upset the Yankee

Conference Champions it would have made their

season, but the Redman squad of seven pulled through

7-2, amidst some unbelievably close contests.

With the New Englands beginning this afternoon at

Williams UMass worked out at the expense of

Springfield. The hosts kept the match tight throughout

the singles contests, but the doubles broke it wide

open.
. ,

John "The Boomer" Bloom opened the affair with a

7-5 6-4 win. Bloom has been the Redmen's ace con-

sistent performer all year long and it was only fitting

that he was the first victorious Redman. With his

blistering serve and his even powerful forehand

stroking his opposition to death, Bloom had earned

what looked for a long time to be the only UMass point

in singles.

As Robert Webman dropped a tight three setter, 1-6,

6-3 6-3, Steve Ferber and Mark Brass were having two

humdingers. First it was Brass who had swept

through his opponent easily in set number one. Then

after dropping his second set he found down to the tune

of 5-3 in the third. But four games later Brass had

earned the Redmen their second point of the day in a

great comeback match.

But if Brass' comeback effort was great, Ferber s

would have to be termed remarkable. After stumbling

through the first set, losing it 6-3, he seemed to find

himself at the start of number two. But when game

number 10 rolled around his opponent was leading five

games to four and had reeled off the first three points

of the game With three match points in his possession

the Springfield player choked them away only to earn

one more chance at the match For the fourth time in

the game Ferber held on and 12 games later the 3-6, 7-5

6-3 match was won by the Redmen's fourth singles

Alan Goldberg, looking sharper every day, ran

through his first singles opponent 6-1, 6-1 with narry a

flaw, and it was Goldberg and Brass who clinched the

fifth point as UMass dropped Springfield to an overall

mark of 5-4.

Bloom and Coffin, the unstoppable duo at second

doubles did another job on their opposition, this time

wiping them out 6-0, 6-1 in spectacular fashion. Then

Ferber and Webman teamed at third doubles, as

Braley sat on the sidelines due to a severe back injury

he had incurred up in Orono just three days earlier.

Webman and Ferber took the pro set 10-7 and departed

from the home of the Chiefs in their last away match

of the year.

The New Knglands approach, and Bloom and Coffin

look like I Mass' best bet to place this year. The

netmen aren't tremendously hopeful of placing high in

the New Englands. as the Ivy teams and the likes of

Wesleyan and Amherst will provide today's strength

at Williams.

Bloom and Coffin looked sharp in their final war-

mup against Springfield and it is likely that they will

be seeded. As for singles. Bloom will be moving up to

the number two slot, as Coffin will occupy the sixth

position for the first time this season.

Goldberg will naturally be the Redmen's top man

and coming off of a strong Yankee Conference win,

and an impressive victory in the Springfield match, it

is hard to sav just how far he might go.

Ferber. Braley and Brass will fill out the squad, all

playing one position higher than in last week's Con-

ference tourney. With Goldberg and Brass pairing up

at first doubles, the combo of Braley and Ferber will

be in the third slot and neither prospect looks hopeful,

although anything can happen.

UMass' best hope would be to finish somewhere in

the top ten in New England, and if they do that, the

netmen can be more than proud of their 1971 season.

man

JV Nine Rips Leicester, 10-0

• • • •
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There was a good deal of bad feeling against the

cheerleaders last year particularly because as Ann

Premierlano puts it, "the squad wasn't unified, there were

only three of us who went to all the games But we gained some

respect back this year and I think now it will get better.

AVcaptain, Ann allowed no unexcused cuts on games which

most likely became the key to improved attendance And the

new "dance routines ". an idea originated by Coach Learnan

brought new attention from basketball fans Patterned after

squads like Boston College and UConn, this new style had to be

coordinated with the band and completely choreographed by

the cheerleaders themselves

Most fans don't realize that there were actually four dif-

ferent routines this year at the games, because there were only

two songs to work with Next year they £"££**
ticipate 7 or 8 dance patterns and more music to fit them^ The

newcaptain realizes she has to take into consideration
,

that.not

everyone in the group is a dance major like herself, and is

therefore limited to certain basic steps
• » * •

If the interest of girls in cheerleading activities^ declmijg

(40 tried out this year in comparison to close to 100 just three

years ago) the interest of men is reaching a critical point. Bob

BeecVTfraternity member of Phi Sigma Kappa tries to stir

^mong Greeks'but finds that "most men JWkirbenea h

them to tTy out for cheerleading...anyone you do «*« ™«"y
by word-of mouth " He became a cheerleader himself because

he wanted to be more than just another sr^tator

Sharing the same sentiment is Ralph hsterman who telt i

couW contribute more from the field than the stands. ...t may

seem unneeded but really does lend some inspiration.

™n Sail, we're essentially the only ones wno cheer he

con inued "and when were losing people dissociate them
;

selvesTom the game and keep their mouths shut.altogeth r .

Along with the fun of cheering comes the feeling[of

representing the school and "usually a sore throat, he added

Esterman looks forward to having more dance routines next

vear so the fans wont get bored "Although the^men may not

be taking part in the dances themselves he feels they are still

needed fTvoice and spirit support .maybe .com^y routine

could be worked out for the guys I'm sure wc
?
could

I
fit in some

way...there should be a place for us and I think there is

By MARTY KELLEY
MDC Staff

An explosive nine run first inning

by a rejuvinated UMass JV nine,

enabled the yearlings to finally

reach the 500 level with a con-

vincing 10-0 shutout over visiting

Leicester Junior College yesterday

afternoon.

Starter Ed Kurr hurled the first

six frames flawlessly as the hard

throwing righty was touched for

only a pair of harmless singles

Kurr took the cue early as he went

on to mow down the first ten hitters

he faced. Southpaw Eric Levine

finished up allowing only a pair of

baseknocks as Kurr's save and the

whitewash were preserved easily.

The shell that shrouded the

UMass bats broke without warning

yesterday. Before the dust had

settled in the home half of the first,

a dozen Redmen went to the dish

and promptly produced nine runs

on six hits For all intents and

purposes the contest was over.

To recap it all Ken Brewer and

Bill Moran quickly slammed
singles to center. Winchester

Woollard. who was two out of four

Tuesdav. kept his bat afire with a

two run double to left. But with one

down, Larry Heron singled to right

and Ken Stuart walked to jam the

bases.

Ed Hamel then worked starter

McEwen for a free pass forcing in

run number three. Rich Farney

then delivered the first of his three

safties. a two run single to right

Ed Kurr then slapped a single to

right for run number six while one

out stood between the visitors and

their busride

The visitors then made their

western trip a chore with a trio of

errors good for three more runs

When vou score nine in the first,

vou really don't feel the need to rub

it in. So the hosts relaxed and hit

double digits with a tally in the

fourth.

Ed Hamel walked, reached on a

Farney single and a fielders

choice, and scored on a passed

ball. Having expended all their

energy in the first frame, the

yearlings finished the contest with

10 runs on II hits in a free lancing

home affair

While the offense gets the ink.

due credit shall be awarded Kurr

and Levine The duo offered only

four singles, fanned 8 (Levine 5),

and did not walk a man Only on

two occasions did the visitors put

runners in scoring positions, but

both threats went by the board

rather mildly

Farney, in his first start of the

year, banged out three hits to pace

the winners Woollard. not to be

denied, poked a pair as the Little

Redmen solidly backed the slants

of winner Kurr and Levine

UMass. now 4-4 overall, returns

to action tomorrow when it squares

off in a twin bill against Springfield

College beginning at 1.

Bosox Rout Chicago;

Griffi
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When people try out for cheerleading. they are marked on

voice ?ornT
P
spir,t

y
attitude, momentum, and Jumps as weU as

other more specific qualities depending or. the cheerjt s a lot

to think about when you're standing in that line of three.

CHICAGO ( AP-The Boston Red

Sox took advantage of six Chicago

errors and breezed to a 10-1 victory

over the White Sox yesterday while

Gary Peters scattered seven hits.

Besides the errors the White Sox

also let a pop fly fall for a double by

Luis Aparcio that triggered a two-

run first inning. Rico Petrocelli's

double knocked in the runs.

George Scott, who later left the

game with a wrenched back, hit his

third home run in the fourth, and
Doug Griffin doubled across
mother run in the inning

Two singles in the seventh

chased starter Bart Johnson, but

errors by Rich Reichardt. Bill

Melton and Tom Egan were
responsible or the two runs that

followed. Aparcio's two-run single

highlighted a four-run eighth

The White Sox spoiled Peters'

bid for a shutout by scoring on

three singles and Mike Andrews'

infield out in the sixth inning.

IRES

2S ?

PHIL
ST.L

YKR OCT—Red Sox second baseman Doug (iriflin laus <>ut the

man he replaced Mike Andrews, now with the White Sox, in

yesterday's 10-1 Boston romp over Chicago, driffin Sad I h'U ,,a > ; ''

the plate with three hits including a run scoring double in the big Red

Sox fourth inning. The Sox are now l.'.-H and remain a full name

ahead of the Baltimore Orioles in the American I ramie I asl. I M'

Photo •
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Redmen Slug Crusaders, 14-1

Bis Twinbill Tomorrow At UNH& „,i u;c --me inH i«n><t The Holv recorded six K's in his six innin

By DAN KAMAL
' MDC Staff

The big question before the game

yesterday was whether Holy Cross

pitching sensation Mike Pazik

would be able to stop the hard-

hitting Redmen. As it turned out.

Pazik never took the mound, and

instead lefty Dan Leyden started

lor the Crusaders and got shelled

is I Mass romped over the Cross,

14 1 at Karl E Lorden. The Red-

men now stand at 16-4 while the

Crusaders dropped to r>-7.

It took CMass three innings

before they finally figured out the

junk that Leyden was throwing.

Relying on mostly breaking stuff,

the' lefty baffled the Redmen

batters until the third when they

picked up two runs on a walk to

Steve Newell, a triple by Charley

Manley. and a base hit by Ed

MeMahon
Meanwhile, big Tom Austin,

making his first start of the season,

was breezing along, mowing down

the Crusader batters who might

have been better off using yard-

sticks the way they were hitting.

t'Mass broke open the game in

the fourth inning with a five run

outburst that chased Leyden. The

home team collected five hits in the

frame with the two big ones a two-

run double by MeMahon and a two-

run single by Newell.

With the score now 7-0. the only

interest was watching Austin

unravel his big frame before

releasing the ball. The slim 6'9

righthander takes about five

seconds during his motion to un-

wind his arms and legs The Holy

Cross hitters must also have been

watching his motion because it

didn't appear as though they were

watching the ball.

Holy Cross did not collect its first

hit until the sixth inning when Paul

Bendik beat out aground ball deep

in the h'-'e at short. The only other

hit off Austin was a single by Tony

Koniecznv in the same frame.

latly Cjlnllfeian

SPORTS
With Austin's no-hit bid by the

board. Coach Bergquist, going

according to original plan, brought

in Lou Colabello to mop up the last

three innings The senior lef-

thander gave up the only Holy

Cross run in the eighth inning on a

walk and two singles. Colabello

was throwing hard, however, and

displayed a fine curve ball. He
struck out five men in his three

innings of pitching while Austin

recorded six K's in his six inning

stint.

The eighth Redman run came in

the seventh when catcher Billy

Ryan rifled a pitch bv Dave
Lusigan on a line over the 375 mark
in left center. It was his second

homer of the year.

Then in the eighth inning, UMass
prolonged the agony for the

visitors by pouring across six runs

on seven hits as they batted around

the order Hosea Kelly collected

two of his three hits in the eighth

Mound Matter: The game added

up to not much more than an

exhibition against the weak Holy

Cross club. The bright spots ob-

viously were the hitting 1 15 hits in

all) and the pitching by Austin and

Colabello who have not been used

much during the season but

showed they can get the opposition

out...Charley Manley continued his

torrid hitting with three hits, in-

cluding two triples, and three

RB Is ..MeMahon also had three

runs batted in for the contest while

Newell led the team in that

department by knocking in four

runs...

I MASS AT NEW HAMPSHIRE
— Now riding an eleven game win

skein the Redman baseball team

Hoes up against Us toughest op-

position on its road to the I'Conn

showdown when it travels to

Durham tomorrow for a

doubleheader with the Wildcats

beginning at 1 2 : :M» p.m.

New Hampshire has been on a

tear as of late and pulled off a

major upset last Saturday when it

A SLUGGER'S WELCOME—Catcher Bill Ryan received

congratulations from his teammates after hitting his second homer

of the season in the eighth inning in yesterdays romp over Holy

( ross No. 2:t is Dan Esposito. < MDC photo by Ed MangiaratU)

Trackmen Stunned By Indians

;

Host Boston College Tomorrow

knocked I Conn from the unbeaten

ranks and the top of the Yankee

Conference with a M win behind

the strong pitching of sophomore

Paul Cormier who the Redmen can

expect to see tomorrow.

In the first meeting between

these two teams at Lorden Eield

the Redmen jumped on the

Wildcats for a big early lead but

had to stave off a rally by the

Wildcats before coming away with

the ni-i. win.

I Nil has a good bunch of hitters

to throw at Tom White and Tom

men. Three of the top five hitters in

the conference are from I NIL Tim
.Marcoux is second behind Mark
Palau with a .407 average. Pete

Dresser is third at .405 and Jeff

Trundy is fifth at .371. Marcoux

also had a double and a triple

against I'Conn.

This shapes up as a good twin bill

with the Redmen needing both

ends to stay on top of the league

and I'Conn wanting revenge from

their first loss and another feather

to put in its cap in its roll as "Giant
Killer."

Bv ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

Tomorrow afternoon marks the

return of another rivalry to the

l M.in-, eampus when the Redman
tracksters take on the New
England Team Champion in

Boston College at the Olympic

track The action will start at 1:00

with the throwing events while the

running events are scheduled to go

Ofl at I'M.

BC comes into the meet with a

superior group of individuals who

are capable of winning another

Ne* England title. B( gets some of

iti greatest satisfaction from

defeating s UMass team, and

tomorrow should be no different.

The Eagles are always up for this

meet, and should be more than

ready lor tomorrow as they are

coming off a third place finish in

the Greater Boston Championships

in which they recorded some

impressive individual results

The Redmen come into the meet

with a solid 6-2 record, but are

coming off a stunning defeat to

Dartmouth last Wednesday up in

Hanover. Dartmouth ran up a total

of 91-1/2 points while UMass

totaled 73-1/2 points. Syracuse was

never in contention in the tri-meet,

and rounded out the scoring with 24

points.

The defeat was especially hard

to take as UMass swept Dartmouth

74-31 in an earlier indoor meet. The

loss also snapped the Redman
winning streak at five.

Coach O'Brien felt that the team

was not in the right frame of mind

for the Dartmouth meet He fur

ther reiterated by saying that the

team had a lazy attitude toward

the meet.

The Redmen will be out to regain

the momentum that they lost

against Dartmouth It is essential

for the team's success that they

regain their momentum at this

time because of the Rhode Island

meet next Tuesday, and the all

important Yankee Conference

Championships which will be held

at UMass next Saturday.

The Redmen have been involved

in some exciting battles this

season, Out Coach O'Brien said.

King who will pitch for the Red-

Gorillas At HomeVs.UNH
By HOWIE BLOOM

MDC Staff

Tomorrow afternoon at two o'clock the UMass lacrosse team begins the

final stage of its preparation for the big one against Brown as they host

the University of New Hampshire in their last home game of the season

After their thriller against Amherst on Wednesday, the Redmen will be

taking no chances against a Wildcat club that boasts a number of fine

.
.J

<» v**r*c

At the attack position are a high scoring trio who. themselves, have

scored 24 goals alreadv this season. Jimmy Heard. Kent Stephenson and

Rob McCarthy are the Wildcats' top three attackemn and should be doing

most ot New Hampshire's shooting at Gorilla goalie Bruce Crawford

The team s leading scorer this year, with 12 goals and 11 assists is

center midfielder. Kim Sprague Sprague likes to run and dodge a lot. so

he could be trouble for the C Mass defense

The Wildcats currently cannot boast a record of :i-4. and Oarber s

Gorillas have plaved a lot of teams this season who are a great deal better

than I Nil New Hampshire has wins over Holy Cross (214), Norwich < 18^

21 and Simmons College 1
14-13 .. Their four losses came at the hands of

Boston University <22-0>. University of Connecticut 1 18-0), < urry ( ollege

(19 1>. and Yesh'iva University » 2-1 ».

As far as the Redmen are concerned, they must win this game to have

the match against Brown next week mean anything. As far as tne

University of New Hampshire is concerned, they couldn t

Crewmen Row At Philly

HARRIS AT THE WIRE—Redman speedster Ron Harris out-

classes M yard field in last week's Redman romp over UConn.

Tomorrow he has the stiffest challenge of his campaign against Tom
Schneider of B.C. (MDC photo by Ed Mangiaratti)

"This is the closest meet we will

have this year. The margin of

victory will not be more than four

or five points.

"

This point is further sub

stantiated by the fact that within

the last two weeks UMass and BC
have faced an identical opponent in

Holy Cross, and almost recorded

identical scores in the final result

UMass defeated Holy Cross by 21

points while BC downed Holy Cross

by a 22 point margin
BC's Tom Schneider will be one

of the outstanding performers in

the meet. He recently won the 100

and 220 in the Greater Boston

Championships as he outdueled

BU's Ford Dennis. Dennis holds

the UMass record in the 100 with a

\) «i clocking. Tony Pendleton and

Ron Harris will provide Schneider

Mill competition in the 100 and 220.

The 440 relay, the first running

event of the meet, will provide a

good indicator of things to come in

the meet Both teams have been

timed in 42.7 with the five points

proving valuable in the final result.

Ed Shaughnessy. who has been

competing with two hamstring

pulls and a sprained ankle, will

again provide the bulk of the

scoring in the jumping events.

John Kamb and John Hiller who
have shown great promise in the

pole vault in the last couple of

weeks could make a difference in

the jumping events.

BC's Charlie Diehl is the New
England mile champ, and will be

backed up by Vin Catano The
UMass duo of Doug O'Connell and

Tom Jasmin will handle the

distance events for the Redmen.
If the Redmen are to come out on

top tomorrow, they will have to

dominate the throwing events

which are possible BC's only

weakness. Eddie Arcaro appeared

to have regained his hammer
throw form in the Dartmouth meet,

and should be the favorite in the

hammer and the shotput

BvBRONA SIMON
MDC Staff

The tournament Eastern crews

have been working for all season

takes place today and tomorrow on

Philadelphia's Schuykill River

UMass crews' finale, the Dad Vail

Regatta, determines the national

champions of small colleges and

college clubs east of the

Mississippi. The Redmen, seeking

to maintain or improve their last

year's fourth place Vail finish, will

have their work cut out for them,

as the field of competitors is much
stronger this time around

"The quality of Vail crews has

greatly increased this year, and

pressures will be upon us even

more that we are not in a favorite

role like last year,'' said coach

Mike Kaherty. "Where the varsity

has not rowed a really good race all

year, they will be feeling pressured

the most."
With :15 varsity and 26 jv crews

entered, preliminary heats for

these two divisions will take place

today. Tomorrow morning there

are semi-final rounds for all

events, and in the afternoon the

final competition So. in effect, a

team can race three times in a

space of 24 hours.

This is quite an ordeal,"

Kaherty commented. "In every

race we have to row to win - there

is no play for position so we have

to be very sharp. Often it also takes

a break to win, for instance, what

lane you draw, or who your

competition is and how hard they

push you to row. If you row rather

easily Saturday morning, you have

a better chance later on in the

day."
In the second scheduled heat

today at 1:45, the UMass varsity

eight face Virginia, Manhattan,

Worcester Polytech, and LaSalle.

The first three finishers are sent to

the semi finals.

"The freshmen have to go in as

tough a heat as any in the regatta,

and have to go in with an ex-

ceptional effort. I am optimistic

about all our chances. The four and

jv's have been rowing extremely

well, and I expect a lot from the

varsity," closed Coach Kaherty.

Tomorrow WMUA. 91:1 fm

will be covering the second

game of the big doubleheader

between UMass and New
Hampshire Air time is ap-

proximately :? pm with Roy

Gustafson calling the action

New England's

Largest

College Daily

aillf AaMuttfttBtttB
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Weather:

It's gotta get better

cause it can't get

worse.
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MDC Review

Gav Confronts Phil Ochs
J ... i,„t ,-nme to listen to the number is__ low keyed

Bv BOBNESTI
MDC Staff

Towards the end of the free

eoncert yesterday afternoon

Jonathan Edwards did a number of

loot stomping, revival meeting

songs that, given another at

uinsphere. might have brought

religion back into style The

reaction Irom the audience in the

( ampus ( enter Auditorium, where

the eoncert was forced to happen

thanks to our miserable weather,

was rather sulKlued It was as it the

confrontation between Phil ochs

,m<l the Gay Liberation had given

the remaining part of the afternoon

a certain aura, a feeling almost of

depression and people either went

somewhere else or remained

iH'hmd not truly knowing just how

to feel

People had come to listen to the

music, and they did hear some

excellent and varied sets Irom

three lolksingers of some distinc-

hum Newcomer, Ron Gamache
.tailed the afternoon Phil Ochs

latei remarked that nearly

everyone these days sounds like

.lames Tavlor and Gamache easily

tits in this genre His voice is

mellow vet strong and his stage

On The Inside

:

Walk For Development
See Page 2

Phil Ochs Concert
See Page 1

Mass Psychotherapy
See Page 4

number is low keyed and

unassuming Many in the crowded

auditorium probably never had

heard ol this new singer and came

away most pleased with his per-

I orma nee

Most people had come to hear

Phil Ochs Ochs has been since the

early Sixties, the intellectual

political lolk stater !<<>ng before

lyrics on album covers were in

vogue Ochs' were studied and his

meanings and comic ironies were

taken quite seriously While Dylan

was something ol the poet of our

generation, Ochs was the cynic

M ho held the mirror up and showed

us what we looked like though

songs ol slashing social satire

Ochs intended on doing

something of a overview ol his

work beginning with the early

Sixties His earlv songs included

the l>eautilul There But For

Fortune", S song erroneously

thought written by Joan Baez. and

his stirring I Ain't A Marchin'

Anymore " All this material was

greeted with I genuinely warm
response

Between numbers Oehs taken

around a bit At one point making

little ironic witicisms about Bob

Hope and Anita Bryant to the

genuine enjoyment of most in

attendance It was part ol his stage

manner and he was obviously

ucceasful

Continued on Page 10

Jonathan Kdwardi »ang

veslerdiiv alternoon in B

Program Council sponsored

free lomtrl in Ike < moos
( enter audieotium <

MIX

PkotS hv Bob Nesti»
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Amherst Group Raises $10, 000

Students Walk For Development
Graving the cold rams which

poured all daj on the march route,

„vei »5t) people rrom Amherst.

mosth Junior and Senior High

School students, sloshed 14.9 miles

a|ong the Amherst streets as part

,,| the nationwide March for

Development," yesterday, earning

,,n estimated $10,000.

The marchers started at

I Mass's Alumni Stadium at 8:00

\ M ina constant downpour which

kept the number ol marchers well

below the predicted ftO

There uas a particular lack ot

UMass students One tired but

satisfied I Mass marcher

estimated that only 40 IMies made

the march, which was forced to end

carl> because of the inclement

weather

>and\ haired I'Mass coed

whose sagging eyelids showed the

weariness of IS wet miles com

mented that 'even though, it

seemed like an endless walk while

ue were on the road, it was a lot ol

lun

As many as lour million persons

around the world from statem-

smen to hippies and children

trekked miles lor dollars The

money went to teed the world's

hungry

Marchers in tiiHt cities ol r>o

countries covered at least 10

million miles In some cities, such

US \ccra in Ghana, the walking

began Friday

Hundreds ot thousands -most ol

them young marched yesterday in

cities across the United States

Spokesmen said more than 017,000

Americans walked in «2 com

munities yesterday compared with

.mother 150.000 who turned out in

113 towns and cities Saturday

Marchers raised approximately

$5.1 million in the two days of

hiking around the U.S. the

spokesmen said Their goal was

$5.5. million

In Home, groups set oil 800 at a

time That s symbolic of the 800

deaths the U.N. Food and

Agriculture Organization says

occur in the world from hunger

every hour.

The world-wide walk was

organized by the Freedom From
Hunger campaign of the I N

agency, which has its headquar

ters in Home.

The walkers raised money with

their sore leet and aching backs

from sponsors ". who promised to

pay anything rrom 10 cents to

many dollars for each mile walked.

A |>et boa constrictor, several

high school track teams and an

estimated 200,000 teen agers hiked

yesterday in Chicago and its

suburbs Friends and neighbors ol

the teenage owner of the boa

constrictor had pledged $21 for

each mile of a :Uiimile route the

snake slithered.

The sherd! of Lake City. HI..

challenged the mayor to complete

a HI mile walk And in Min

neapolis. Minnesota's two

Democratic senators. Hubert

Humphrey and Walter Mondale,

spoke to 20,001 persons before they

began a march through Min

neapolis and St Haul

In Home, tons of thousands of

singing, chanting walkers were

rewarded for their Hi -in lie hike

through winding streets with a

special greeting from Hope Haul VI

m st Peter's Square.

The Hope praised the initiative

as an eloquent sign of a new

conscience maturing in the world."

The hikers had started off with

words of praise messaged by U.S.

Secretary-General U Thant He

lauded this constructive people's

movement to mobilize world public-

opinion in favor of actions on air

levels to eliminate hunger and

poverty wherever they exist on

earth."

About I.Kihi students and young

people marched 13 miles in New
Kochelle, NY

Cance Students Suggest

Dorm Pet Guidelines
be mi idly supervised at all times

The proposal also contains

provisions lor those that are

allergic to pets II a resident is

allergic to a pet, the pet owner is

the resident that is required to

move
The proposal is purposely strict.

yet the students ol Cance hope that

Miiiic of the provisions will even-

tually Ih> dropped.

The students ol Cance noted that

this proposal is designed only tor

Cance. and it is hoped that other

dorms w ill lollow Cance and write

their own pet proposals.

II l,H,ke<t ,s if the faceless thieves had struck a Kain. skulking off with more of our precious Campus

, , , || , onH took .hem as far as the Jonathan Kdwards concert >»«^-£"~"<
!,;„,, Ue, all. the floor o, the Student tnion Ballroom is pretty hard. They even returned them af-

lei wards (MIX Photo by Steve Schmidt.*

Sailing,

Anymore

Cap And Gown,

Commencement Details

\ meeting will be held tomorrow

night at 7 in Koom 174 ol the

Campus Center lor anyone in

terested in organizing a Sailing

< lub at l Mass

The meeting, which will be open

to expert. Iwginner. and non

saiton alike will be primarily

organizational, with the possibility

ol developing a summer program

m sailing

Members of the Class of 1171 and

all Graduate students intending to

participate in the University's n»7i

Commencement Exercises on

Sunda) . May to. may secure their

raps and gowns starting May 12. at

the student In ion Check Hoom

The hours in which caps and

towns will be distributed are:
"
May 12 H H::*oAM4::<oHM

May 17-21 K::?oAM-4::h>PM

May 24* »::H)AM-9:00PM

The Commencement Exercises

w ill be held at the Alumni Stadium.

there will lie no limit set on the

number ol guests In case of rain.

the Graduate school and the

College ol Arts and Sciences will

hold their exercises in Curry Hicks

Cage All other schools will be in

Hoyden <iym Admission will be on

a first come lust served basis.

Seniors who wish to reserve on

campus accomodations for their

pit rents or guests for the night of

May 29. should contact the Ac

commodations Office at the

Campus Center-549-6000.

The students right to keep a pet

without infringing on other

students rights is the basis ot the

proposal initiated m Cance House

Vfter contering with Dean of

Students William Field. En-

vironmental Health and the In

Urinary the Cance students

completed a proposal which they

have presented to their area

coordinator. ,lohn Kobinson. lor

final acceptance

The proposal requires that both

roommates register the pet at

i cgisti ation and that the |K-t wear a

name tag Each dorm will have a

quota ol pets and these pets must

Focus Examines
Overpopulation

Tonight at in I'M. Waft As Focus' program will feature a discussion

ol the present crisis developing from overpopulation

Moderator Ken Mosakowskis guests for tonights live bo-minute forum

will be members of the local chapter of Zero Population Growth a

political action organization whose purpose is to bring about population

stabihtv m the United States and the rest of the world

According to one pamphlet distributed by Zero Population Growth In

the I nited States, population threatens the quality of our lives, but in

much of the world, population threatens life itself At present the words

population is doubling every M years This means that by the year not

there w. II be two people competing for the air. space and food that one

person now claims as his own
"

Tonight's discussion will examine some urgent problems related to

overpopulation -pollution, traffic congestion, a critical shortage of

natural resources, and others and offer some possible solutions to thes,

problems.
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Inexpensive flights

throughout the year
Lowest Fares, choice of

1 way or round trip

STUDENT HOLIDAYS
40 East 54th Street

New York, N.Y. 10022
212/832-6844

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Inter- European eharter flights. International Student III

cards. Eurail and Student Rail Passes. Youth Hostel Appli-

cations, etc.

Limited Number of Seats Available.

FLIGHTS OPEN ONLY TO —
5 College Students, Faculty, Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.
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Student, Labor Coalition

Weekend Meeting Topic
.... _ ..„..„.,;„. „nH •*. rPlHtions to the Kohak concluded with h:Kohak concluded with his third

point, dealing with international

relations between the super

rJSSS^TcJBSF^mm SffSff^ZmSiSSk 53SJ5S*SS5SiK
t„pic,.l a conference sponsored by jd*d^>&^^££2£Z The -orld icd.y. Kohak sees the

the Young Peoples SeclalM ~'"
d
l t "

,,th" people and the law strongest prospects lor peace in

...ague and the Western *2«Se^TSd«if-«t«l the development and

II ltd .ulUai oIlAllIrl 111'

Bv C'INUY PRICE
MDC Staff

Labor and Students: the

Possibilities of Coalition", was the

countries, and S) relations to the

two other super powers of the

world, Russia and China.

Developing these ideas, Kolu

Massachusetts A Philip Randolph

Institute in the Hampshire Room of

Ihe Student Union, last Saturday.

The main topic of discussion

centered around the issue

Labor and Students, the

Possibilities of Coalition", was the

topic of a conference sponsored by

the Young People's Socialist

League and the Western

Massachusetts A. Philip Randolph

Institute in the Hampshire Room of

Ihe Student Union, last Saturday.

Last weekend's conference

provided an opportunity for

students and other Socialists in the

Massachusetts area to come

together to express and listen to

each other s views.

In the morning, a panel

discussion on the possibilities of a

coalition between labor and

student movements was presented.

The conference then reverted to a

workshop lormat to deal with

issues concerning ecology and the

labor movement
The keynote speaker of the

conlerence was Exarim Kohak.

presently I Professor of philosophy

at BU Kohak, a native of

t -/echoslnvakia. was active in the

t zeck Socialist Party until that

organization was disbanded by the

( ommunists. He was later forced

to I lee his homeland, and even

tuallv CSJOe to reside in the US

In "his speech. Kohak outlined a

three point plan on which to base

\inerican loreign policy He stated

that. Ihe United States is a

revolutionary influence in the

world, simply by its presence

I ndeideveloped nations look up to

\merica In-cause of its relative

..hundance ol Ireedom and af

iluence A major goal of many poor

nation- is to achieve a standard ol

living similar to that of the US or

Europe. Kohak stated.

The speaker lelt that the US. in

evolving its loreign policy

philosophy, should assess this

country i m*** on '

'

lhe P00^'
.individual human beings». of the

world, 2i governments i

interests." US policy should be

more responsive to the desires of

the people of a country rather than

the corporations that run that

country Vietnam was cited as an

example.
Concerning his second thesis.

Kohak emphasized that an

economic boycott or the discon

tinuing of trade relations "has

proved ineffective in bringing

about the downfall of a totalitarian

regime." Instead Kohak felt the

more contact the US has with a

country ruled by totalitarianism,

the greater the possibility of

weakening that regime. The US

could bring about dissatisfaction of

the ruling regime, primarily by

exposing the people to a govern

ment that would give them more

voice in their affairs than the

present existing one did

strengthening of both Russia,

China and all independent states of

the world The independant states

would serve as buffer zones, to

stabilize relations between all

three super powers.

A short discussion period

lollowed in which Kohak's plan

was analyzed by the members of

the audience.

Members attending the con-

lerence included representatives

Irom the A. Philip Randolph In-

stitute, the United Farm Worker's

tnion. the United Steel Worker's

Union, the American Federation of

state. County and Municipal

Employees, the Union of Campus

Employees and several student

representatives Irom other

colleges in the Massachusetts

area.

Dr. Ashlev MontOgM

present existing one uiu

UMass Coed Describes

Mayday Action
. .. . .«.tl-l-?^l»iv

~
... it,, .... liii-i-.ilK dome n

AshleyMontaguSpeaks

Tonight In Ballroom

By R RAINSFORD
MIX Staff

Myra Paull. an Interior Design

major in the School of Home

Kconomics. gave an eyewitness

account of the Washington anti

war demonstrations last week and

branded them a double success:

hrst. m that the business of

Washington was effectively slowed

despite media coverage to the

contrary and secondly in that it

painted dear picture to many

politically uncommitted witnesses

ol Ihe degree of -creeping

Fascism*' now Openly visible in the

present I'S (iovernment

The methods of arrest were just

like Nazi Germany." Him Paull

said You take it for granted that

,1 vou disrupt traffic by lying in the

street vou II get busted But that s

not what happened to most of these

kids Wed be walking along the

sidewalk quietly in a group of two

Room To Move, Free U.

Present People 's Weekend
Beginning Thursday. May U with

I-mirth World Reality. .. Mental-

Movies. ..Tow aids COSmlC (onc-

iousness.

This is a group ol experimental

lilms along the same lines as Ihose

in the < -INKMAI.IC lilm show

which was sponsored by RTM
last month These lilms are tripped

mil Hipped out. and Iree and are

liemg shown on Thursday at I <H>.

I
on. 7 .mi. and I on p m in the

CampttS Center Auditorium

At n (Hi am on Saturday the

R 'I'M soltball squad will rear its

mighty head against, (guess

whO'M, Ihe Campus Police This

dazzling display ol athletic

derring-do will take place on the

intramural lields behind Boyden

It might Ih> a pretty strange game

\t i ini pm on Saturday at the

» ampus ixind there will be lots of

Iree music, a sale of hand crafted

^oods bv area artists and craft

sman. and ample supplies ol brown

rice bread, and apple cider (here

will lie a nominal charge lor the

lood > The nuisit will go until about

<nili

\t n imi on Sunday everyone is

invited 10 come down to the pond

and Hv a kite until the festivities

organically How into more music.

crafts, and lood lor the remainder

nt Sunday alternoon and early

evening

or three literally doing nothing and

a police bus would pull up to the

curb Suddenly, out come twenty

cops and arrest the whole group for

littering, loitering, vagrancy or

some other stupid charge. One

lellow was arrested lor carrying a

Has mask I saw these wholesale

arrests over and again At

terwards. no one was informed of

his rights and bails of (M were

common My boy Iriend got busted

and put in a compound with

thousands ol others Once the cops

lobbed .» gas grenade into the

compound."
Miss Paull pointed out a deep

division ol lovalty among the

police There were Pigs, of

course." she said. A lot of cops

like brutality and sadism A

unilorm legitimatizes it But one

nice cop told me he w ished h<» could

Ik> marching beside us 1 asked him

why he wasn't and he told me that

hundreds of Washington law of

liters are Viet Nam veterans who

are relieved of active battle duty

nine months early il they agree to

become policemen

Miss Paull pointed out the ex

treme courteousness of the

Washington citizens 'Many
homes were open to us. she said.

Food was provided by the

I'eoples Coalition and private

donations

•The Natural Superiority ol

Women" will he the topic of Dr.

\shlev Montagu tonight at 1:31

p m in the Student Union

Ballroom, in a DVP Sponsored

speech

Dr. Montagu is a prolific writer,

having produced more than twenty

beaks 00 various aspects of an

thropology and race By far Ins

most lamous work. The Natural

superiority of Women, is based

upon a solid Inundation <>t scientific

lad It provoked much good

natured controversy and climbed

to the U-st seller list An earlier

Ijook. <>n Being Human, was

called he education Bible of the

year bv the National Education

Association Among Dr Montagus

other works are "Mans Most

Dangerous Mvth The Fallacy of

Race and ihe Humanization ol

Man"
English born and American by

Choice bv l«.Mo. Dr Montagu was

educated at the University of

l/mdon and earned his doctorate m
anthropology at Columbia

I imersitv in 19:57 He has been

Chairman of the Department of

Xnthropologv at Rutgers

I Diversity and Visiting Lecturer

on Sociology at Harvard.

Among his other positions. Dr

Montagu has l»een a consultant on

anthropological problems to

UNESCO, and has worked ex

tensivelv in the Held ol race

problem*. In iwh. he led an ex

pedition to Kent England m search

ol 1'alaeohthic Man and there

uncovered many stone \n«' ar

niacts He was producer and

director ol the film, One World or

None, which The NYl Bureau ol

Public Opinion called the U>st

documentary ever made."

Senate
Pay

Vetoed
Student Senate olluers will not

Ik- paid as a result ol the

referendum voted Thursday m
dorms all over the campus

\ total ol {.»«:« votes SM
necessary to ineel the

requirement The total number «»«

votes reported a! Ihe tune the MDC
went to press was 3M only lour

dorms had not phoned in then

results These were Coolidgc

lower < OObdge upper .IF Kennedy

Middle and George Washington

lower

On question one. shall the senate

officers be paid, the vote was hj«i

in faVOf and -Ml"> opposed

yuestion two shall next years

senate officers l>e paid at this rate

(Milled 111? in favor and 2M2 op

posed

It's True
Would YOU Like to be in the Peanut Gallery?

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
562-3604

zip.

Buffalo Bob and Howdy Doody will be here, S. U.

Ballroom Friday, May 14 at 800 p.m. If you'd like to

be in the Peanut Gallery complete the following in 50

words or less I want to sit in the Peanut Gallery

because. ... Buffalo Bob will read some of the 100

winners. Mail To Howdy Doody, Box 569, North

Amherst by Tuesday, May 11 at 5:00. Winners will be

notified on Wednesday and Thursday Questions call

Lheith 549 6667.

Howdy Doody

Oporto Patmu ie Knllorca Ptaa Bannes Batshurg fangler Zuricb
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In 'The Nation And The World

"Mass Psychotherapy"

Suggested For Nations
OC

,
„_ ___!-, iisvchotherapy, vw

, hi, \,,o \i'< a CaliCornia

usvchiatrisl suggests that one way

of dealing with world problems

might i"' "•mass psychotherapy

tin nations

Di Brvant Wedge, director <>l

ihr institute lor the Stud} <>i

National Behavior at San Diego.

suys recent work he has «i*>iu- in

dii-ates mass psychotherap) also

might assist in bringing other

conflicting groups such

motorcycle gangs and police,

ogether

run ver> lew psychiatrists have

I the courage to move Irom the

nmilorl ol the consulting

;n und enter into dialogue with

ange groups says Wedgi

pari icipant over the weekend in an

international conference on social

psychiatry at Northwestern

i niversity in Chicago and Fores!

Hospital in suburban Des Plaines

The conference <>i the American

Society for Social Psychiatry wai

, nsponsored b> the host in

stitutions and the Illinois Depart

ment ol Mental Health

Wedge said that by interceding

in conflicts between groups, the

psychiatrist or another sitmlarh

named person can reduce the

duration and severity oi conflict

ii. > said sessions in the

Dominican Kepublic enabled the

government and revolutionaries to

ttork out differences over treat

ment ol political minorities

\„ |or national mass

McGovern Defe\

Airline Pilot
w VSIHNGTON AP Sen

livorge McGovern, D-S.D., haa

accused .) Kdgar Hoover ol

violating the taw in an attempt to

discredit an airline pilot «*»

criticized the KBI

McGovern demanded a Senate

investigation into the ease which

involved the rrans-WorW Airlines

pilot whose plan.- was hijacked

irom l.ov vngeles to Koine

ih, si lator and presidential

aspirant said Charles c

hllinghast Jt chairman oi the

iMiurd <>t TWA, rontirmed thai

Hoover wrote the airline about the

\ n i ..r. «• record ol the pilot,

hmiald I t'OOk. •!"

, tmk had criticised KIM action

during the Kaphael Mimdneno

hijacking tffi Mm I. IWW

. oak criticized an KBI attempt

iOock Ihe hijacking while the

plane a.is refueling in New York.

,ng it was u prescription lor

citing the entire crew killed and

ihe plane destroy* When be

in-! complained about the case

tin,., Ai-kks ac<> McGovern said

p led with an attempt

. , arcer ol Cap!

Tillit :
"'''

Hoovers intervention "Following

the incident in question, are

received a communication irom

\h Hoover touching, among other

things, on (apt Cook b difficulties

in the Air Korea prior to his em
pioyment with TWA." Tillmghast

-aid

\ McGovern a -do -aid the dif-

ncult\ involved I ok i Air Force

thght training reeord

our response la Mr Hoover

noted that TWA did not concur with

the remarks attributed to Capt

took hut took no position with

respect to his record with the

airline Tillighast urote

McGovern In fact, however.

i aptam Cook's record as TW \

pilot has been entireh satisfac-

tory

Tillinghast declined to give

McGovern a cop) oi the Hoover

letter, bul -aid he would do so in

response t" « appropriate

subpoena
Sen Strom Thurmond. KM'

meanwhile defended Hoover and

the KBI He -.u<l attacks in the

news media and by politically

oihitiuus individual- is designed

,„,, Hoover out <>t his job as

l III dii'< tor

psychotherapy, Wedge said

psychiatrists could meet tirst with

loaders or representatives of one

group or nation, and then with

representatives of the other in-

volved in the conflict.

Once the feelings oi both sides

had been communicated to the

intervening third party, the two

sides could be brought together

,md led into a discussion ol how to

-oho the existing differences.

He said the technique might be

success I ul in solving tin- border

dispute between Egypt and Israel

in the Middle East

HughesReady

For Pres

Campaign
NEW BEDKORD, Mass lAP>-

Sen Harold K Hughes. D loua.

conceded Sunda) night that

there s a long way to go yet ' lor

him to Ik- elected president He is

considered Democratic nominee

lor president

\>ked il his stall has the ex

pertise to go on to a presidential

campaign Hughes replied: No

doubt about it. His stalf consists

almost entirely of Iowans.

Hughes has been suggested as a

possible running mate tor Sen

Edmund S. MuskJe, l) Maine He

-aid. I am not interested in the

vice preasdosscj

Commenting on the process of

candidate sleetton. Hughes ex

pressed the view that the

Democratic party is opening up

We il see different complexion,

including women, at the next

convention, he predicted

Hughes hinted at a possible issue

in the Will campaign, narcotics

addiction Importation of

heroin," he said, reaches into the

dark recesses Of organized crime

He outlined a three prong attack

on the problem, including more

personnel for drug contra and a

medical approach Addicts he

-aid n'rlorm • rimmal acts to

iced thou sickness
"

Hughes appealed «m the W1 h\

i hannel •• Washington Profile

pi ogram

i f

\...ri .. a. Ia« «nlu, •« rm.nl. .....colic- and coiitempo. a. J
Hfe. M W.m pholo

II WDSH \ht: IN IKKl SAI.KM Sec.etai > of Slate William I

H.",.,s shakes Hands with while-haned DavM Ben-I.arion l.rs

Rogers Returns

From Mideast

wxslllNtiTON If Hill Hill "f Slate William F Rogers returned

<£•*£££* ^udeas, l--erkmB ..-.on^aying . ere has been

.hink Se od.eren.es be.^n .he part,™ has narrowed some and I

ihmk both sides nenerallv would like to move toward peace.

Td«2S£Smd5 report came Irom Cairo where a Rogers aide had

ennterred tor lour hours earlier in the day. > _.^—

.

\ Kgv ) .an spokesman said after the meeting between Assistant

sec^tarv I State Joseph Siseo and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat

hereto •» change in the situat.on the differences eont.nue to be great

Utujuin the Kgvptian and Israeli views ... •, t „in

N • erthe ess Kogers told newsmen at the air base. S.sco s
i

quick tr p

hadY»eVn useful and the Ca.ro government is g.vmg very careful stud> to

,h

s,:n:;u.,7;r^
(

Kgvptu;n capital Saturday to pass on details o, Israel,

terms io,m,H.n.ng«h;- Sue/ (anal picked up by Kogers m two days ...

*!5 SaVSo^W am somewhat more encouraged' about the

\|,,|oas. situation than when he ielt on. ho 18..MH. mile. rip

Kogers mission in the last two weeks focused f«rticuUu?yJ» the

paSihties ... an Egyptian-Israeli deal to re-open the sue/, (anal as

Krststep toward a general Mideast seBtemen

lti8 last stop between returning to the I nited States and i repo.

Monda> to President Nixon was Ital)

nioiL'* 2u

MDC
Classifieds

Pay
ACCOUNTING MAJORS

1/S OF CPA'S IN USA
ARE FORMER STUDENTS OF
Becker CPA Review Course

toeron (617) 536-1440

at the

Top Of

The Campus

Sunday, May 9, 1971

BUFFET DINNER 12:00 noon - 8:00 P.M.

$2.95 plus tax

K»s»r\ttt.ot.s an- not required but may l»< made by <
allinu

\4!» (iOOO e\t. 449

Moll. Fri. 11:30 a.m. ' :<M» p.m.

or

U.d. sat S:M p.m. • »:00 p.m.

Currency Revalued By

Four European Nations

Temaer. Teasper!-Aa anbapn) antiwar demonstrator expresses

himself alter t«.. men. at left, took SWaj »us placard and tore il sp.

IImn then went on to work at Ihe General Motors Heseareh

I aboralo,N in Santa Barbara. I alii. Hundreds ol demons!. aKns

lion. nearb> Isla Visla were outside the lab.

Press Regulation

Under FCC Urged

Kour strong eurreney nations in

Western Kurope. beset by inflation

they blame on a glut of U.S.

dollars, made their money worth

more yesterday in comparison

with American currency. Swit-

zerland s finance minister said

America's "easy money policy"

has created inflation throughout

the world.

Switzerland revalued its franc

Upward by "> per cent. It was the

strongest move against the dollar,

which has been weakened by years

0| is balance of payments

deficits. The dollar now will buy

4 OK Swiss francs instead ol 4.37.

Austria boosted its schilling b)

,o."> per cent, making the dollar

worth only 24.75 schillings against

1U previously

West Germany's Cabinet

decided to float the mark on world

markets which is expected to in

crease its value in uelation to the

dollar The parity rate now is 3.66,

but trading closed last week at :{").'>

The Netherlands followed the

German lead, deciding to let the

guilder float Finance Minister

Hendrick Witteveen said it was a

sell defense measure to keep the

[low ol dollars Irom being diverted

into Holland. The guilder moved

Irom :t.Sy to \.M in trading last

week.
\\ itteveen said he hoped Belgium

would follow suit to maintain a

coordinated policy within the

Benelux alliance The Belgian

Cabinet set a meeting for Monday

to decide its course Luxembourg

automatically would go along with

any Belgian decision because the

two currencies are tied

Prance and Italy said they were

not interested in floating their

currencies because they have no

dollar problems. French and

Italian currencies closed un-

changed last week against the

dollar the franc at 5.2125 and the

lira at 6.25.

West Germany, France. Italy

and the three Benelux nations

make- up the European Common
Market A marathon meeting ol

Common Market linaiiee ministers

Saturday night and yesterday in

Brussels gave member nations

permission to let their currencies

Hoat to their true values

BOSTON AC President Kevin

Harrington ol the state Senate

.ailed .Sunday tor the regulation ol

newspapers ami news magazines

similar to the regulation ol radio

and television stations by the

1 . deral Communications Com
mission

The Salem Democrat said he lelt

that putting the executive and

legislative branches ol govern

ment in the public spotlight might

ensure better government

I don t think, he added, that

the spotlight could ever glare too

bright!) on the workings of

government I don t think that the

media are perfect, but to suggest

that Uwy are too much on top of

government is a very dangerous

proposition.

Net I think there is unbalance,

the \('i' does have regulations as

tar as radio and TV are concerned

But the writing press oi the United

States both m newspapers and

news magazines, is the on!)

business I know ol that is eon

stitutionally protected 1 don t

know ol another profit making

business that is protected b) the

Constitution ol the United states

Harrington said the in

lerprelation by the newspapers is

in effect. "YOU can t tell us what t<>

do because the Constitution

guarantees us the right oi freedom

ul speech."

Saving that is a •magnificent

concept that I'm sure we all want

to keep." he added he was not sure

that the newspaper should Im> the

only organ of dissemination of

news in the t S that should have

that guarantee

1 would like to see a typed FCC
over the newspapers as it exists

over radio and TV, and 1 hope that

isn t interpreted as a type ol

control, he said.

He spoke on the WFFI Bary

state Forum program

Lon Nol
Officially

Resigns
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia

AC Marshal Ion Nol. president

,,l the council ol ministers, told his

countrymen that he has turned

over (lie reins ol government to his

deput) LI Gen. Skwwath Sink

Matak. and asked them to give the

new leader unreserved support

In a taped message broadcast by

I'hnom Penh radio, the marshal

>aid his health was poor and he had

accepted the presidency onl)

because the political crisis had

dragged on too long He sullered a

stroke in February

•The whole nation must give its

confidence to this high personality

just as they have given it to me.

I.on Nol added
unlv if the nation stands united.

Lon Nol continued, can Cambodii

win victory over its enemies,

strengthen the young republic

and build a brilliant luture tor our

children

GO ALL THE WAY.

PICKA PAIR

Right now,

that goes double

Pick up

TWO 6-paks

of the

King of Beers*.

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

Summenze
come to un
Flexible Scheduling

• First 6-week session begins June 14

• First 5-week session begins June 21

. Morning and evening classes - afternoons free

Guaranteed Courses
• Over 200 in each session

• Small, intimate classes

• Reasonable Rates

Relaxed, Informal Atmosphere
• 5 minutes to ocean beaches

• 30 minutes to Newport Music Festivals

• 2 hours to the Cape

For Catalog & Registration forms, write:

Summer Session

University of Rhode Island

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
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^aSS&Sgwto*

. tlu i keep ili« rerriior eaeo. i \l* Wlrephotsl
g

Vietnamese Charge Americans

Burned, Bombed Village
. i i ... ,,.. •,»• ihf Americans cam

Stennis Plans

Peace Proposal
1Ap, s,, «-a^sa7crvtt'tK.

,,

sa
jL^helE^Si.^S^W> .o tai, a p„.Sidems

powers to make war.
Forces Committee chairman

The Mississippi Democ
,
at and A^ r

tadochina
made H clear hi. PJ^^^^ffite he seeks are "the best

SS&SSSSJMBB^JSa POT the decades ahead ,

•^•TrlES*«3 al& a presuient to commit is force. In
Stennis s rwmuuwi

-ttaek and whenever Americans who

I:,,:".'"
'

»'
-i'" «*« by wWchtimeCongre* murt pass . declaration

Bui m« '»M»
'

• «•
,.^,^ .''\u„,,. „„ eSwgency exiatt. In thai

„„„ps in il»';f >i ptac. ' '

'
" '

K
|l .,, 1 Vietnam in l«64 iter Ihe French

*£ ntfeat^ST.S^h.'^S I I* M 1 - MM
^sttsi^Jiss - ,

;«.V5 irsss.
. ..Hum- this legislative session hy Sen Jacob K JavitS, K N.l

.

Muinis

::;Hi.;,s, ^.lutu'n "puts the ivspons,b,l,t> lor war .here ,t he.ongs. on

,,H
'
,H,0PU>

TTih]
M,

W^is, If* GUM Of Tonkm resolution has been

h s ; c I c measure cited m the pas, as authority-for continuing the

s eflortsin Vietnam, received juot one vote inoppoaiUon.

«emte stressed he does not want to smoke up the resolution with

debate the present war

\l> Kive \ letnamese women

the \mericans came in the

morning and burned the houses

tame back in the afternoon and

killed W» people in two groups, 'hen

iMHiibed the village

ihe\ said this happened one da>

hi \pril I
* Mill in the farm hamlet ot

Iruonu Khanh - about 20 miles

-ouih ol (Juang Ngai in the north

It agrees in -nine respects and

disagrees ni others with the ac

i ..nut given l>\ a former I S \rm\

i cant. l>ann> Spencer Nolle)

H,. i t>efore an informal

vsional committee April jk

. ,,„.,, u| in- unit killed W
i I'runng Khanl

,:i\ trap death ol

SI Paul, Mmn .

:,!i! occurred \pril ik.

I
that alter a

killed bj the

leclared

H„ hit there and

l>eopie in il and they're

ible t«>r it I want some
kill-

Mowing this N<»tle> told

iltinllul.il panel I I
l>> Kep

KiHtald \ IH'llums. l» I alii thai

In- s<|uad and several volunteers

mi in in all entered the village

and systematically killed Ml

.men and children

S military records show that

\otles - unit pan ol the nth In

lailtl j I 'a made ol the Amei nal

nne wounded by a boob) trap neat

the hamlet on April IT

I he\ also show that a bombing

strike was flown in the Truong

Khanh 1 area on April 1H and that

the following day, •• l S recon

iiiassance patrol found ih bodies «>t

Vietnamese men ot militarv age.

phi-., wounded boy and girl in the

hamlet Both children were

evacuated bj helicopter

Ihe women, their faces

weathered and expressionless, told

their version «>l the incident Sun

da\ .it a resettlement site near this

village, a short distance from the

new deserted Truong Khanh

miiI\ one ol the h\e claimed to

, been in the hamlet when the

\inei leans came Ihe rest

king in nee fields nearb) and

, ill( | it,, or heard noise and

noting

I saw the \mericans come nto

Ihe village The) burned our

houses, then killed the people,

Nguyen Thi Mam
old girl

whose mother v\as shot

Mrs Mam asserted the little

Hirl s mother protected hei

, rmg her with her bod) rhal

night, she continued, surviving

villagers found the girl and also a

i, (l > who wa> wounded and took

them both to another hamlet

ncarb)
Mrs llo Thi ' ho .". saw her

husband and two children were

ihe Vmericans came to our

village about three tunes a month,

l.ut there was never any trouble,

she added I lies just walked

through and looked in our houses

she said most adults, including

herself, were in the fields on the

day in question and the only ones

leli in the hamlet were old people

and children

OWN A FOREIGN CAR?

HUNG HASSLED WITH KKIWIK
COST AM) OK iioBWiAiwfjnr?

TRY US.

i:,:, lit SSKIJ. si
IIAOI.KY — KT. !'

:,H4-54Hhl

BEGINNING TONIGHT!!

The BAVARIAN BEER FESTIVAL
AT

2tyj> Engluslf $tob
• ••»••

TOMORROW TUESDAY NIGHT TOMORROW

playing his LAST performance of ihe semester

A Ladies Nite

Division tillered one killed and .huqiiu the Mctmi-

lowenbrau® FEATURING: *3
on urort *

Mixed Drinks

Guys Nites 50;

Wednesday,May 1

2

5-College Course

Preregistration ,

Deadline 1

Smith College — Deportment of Theotre ond Speech

OPEN AUDITIONS

SUMMER THEATRE COMPANY
productions: Shoketpeore's MEASURE FOR MEASURE

and a new original play

dates: cotts assemble on August 8 and 20

performances: September 17 - October 3

room and board for a company of 25

AUDITIONS:
MONDAY, MAY 10, 7 p.m.

HALLIE FLANAGAN STUDIO THEATRE

for further information, coll 584-2700, ext. 423

Married? Getting Married?

Hassling for a Decent Place to Live?
»

The Committee

On Married Student Housing

Has Two Vacancies.

Any interested undergraduate may apply

by leaving their name in the

STUDENT SENATE OFFICE

or by calling 545-0341

MONDAY, AAAY 10, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Zero Population Growth _ .

'Planned Parenthood Mo^n§w&L
This is lh«> linal article ol a series

dealing with the population ex-

plo<sioii presented hy memhers ol

Zero Population (irowth.
* * *

As the population has grown, it

has become increasingly apparent

that human freedom ar.d

suggested:

1. The right of the ictus not to be

conceived or, if conceived, not to

be born into a world where its

presence assures misery and

privation.

2. The right of society as a whole to

l

p̂ ,.Sr.
B
i«

,.rter^ "If We Are Going
related: as one. Ureases the ^

j^^pfy
Like Rabbits, We
Should Do It

On Purpose ..."

other decreases. With increase in

numbers of people there has been

less land, less clean water, less

clean air and less opportunity per

capita As these elements become

ten available so does human

freedom .

Paul Khrlich has made a list ol

mankind* inalienable rights".

These are as lollows:

l The right to eat well

2. The right to drink pure water
"

The right to breathe 'U'an air

4 The right to decent, unerowded

shelter

, The right to enjoy natural beauty

», The right to avoid regimentation

7. The right to avoid pesticide

iKiisoning

:t The right to Ireedom irom

thermonuclear war

9. The right to limit our lamihes

to The right to hunt and fish

It The right to educate our

lamiliea

l
' The right to have grandchildren

"in addition, two other fun-

damental rights have been

determine the density ol

population that best

assures access to necessary

resources of lood, clean air and

water, recreation and essential

raw materials

•Planned parenthood,
-

' as

construed by the organization of

that name, will probably not halt

population growth. A quote from

Khrhchs book. The Population

Itoinh. explained why this is so.

'•The things that make

la mil> planning acceptable

are ihe »erj ihings that

make il inellettive lor

population control. B>

stressing Ihe right of

parents to ha\e the ininine

enUl nghts have oeeu ^-
Laird Warns Ot
Russian Threat

.... * • 1 _..:.«4 unflarri'lV' I h*jgaaaaagatraaawaa

ragss^ »«yssMffittr£RS
Mp«f< Th,- SKMtaO said that »hite.Mm'l mt«o

dercnse
,„«„ „, Southeast \s,a lri»IM6 Ku,s,a h»^^ |n lhe slraleRic

SnSSS£^hsB«9B!
tremendous weapons momentum. h„cinessmen to

'L„ r„ ,as asked ,f ,t^^SXj^iX^TJ-
trade w ith Ked ( "lima in \ lew of the fact that l t King supync ^
' ,1

*
"mTTl

v'
r ^I'^^fordonthe basis that we already

'''tV^Vih^^Sd'heamorestrtngen,M ot KedWMj^«
\skeci ii inert i » u

••different considerations could apply
matter is under s ud buUhat d,Herent cor,

||Jlt||„|y^ he said

SSESSShadgi^fea
help a country that is a potential enemy^ —

of children they want, it

evades the basic question of

population policy, which

give societies the number of

children they need. By

offering only the means for

couples to control fertility,

it neglects the means for

societv to do so."

The premises of the above quote

are substantiated by pamphlets

available Irom the local Planned

Parenthood office. The following

two quotes are from these pam-

phlets:

I. '...the number of

children they want during

marriage and when to have

them are personal and

individual decisions which

the couple can make
"

2 "Planned parenthood

also means that couples

who have been unable to

have a baby should have

access to the best

professional help available

l-ortunately scientists haw

also developed medication

which helps women become

pregnant."

Justin Blackwelder and Paul

Khrlich have made the following

>tatements respectively

•Family planning means,

among other things, that if

we are going to multiply

like rabbits, we should do it

on purpose One couple may

plan to have three children;

another couple may plan

seven In both cases they

are a cause of the

population problem -not a

solution to it.'

Above all. remember

that planned, well spaced

children will starve, or

vaporise m a ther

moiiuclear war. or die of

plague just as well

mnplanned children

As indicated earlier. President

Nixon delivered a message on

population and lamily planning to

congress on July 18. 196<>. Like the

papal encyclical, his message was

at lirst deceptively; encouraging.

Vet, sadly, the fundamentals of his

'

'. , Remember
That Planned,

Well-Spaced
Children Will

Starve ...Or

Die ofPlague

Tust As WellJU'SV 'W "•"
\,,ordini; to Isaae Asimov,

As Unplanned -•»- :z:"?:«
s~i 7 . 7 j If dangeroiisK overpopulated, and

ChlluTCTl. . .

absolute right of all individuals to

have such matters of conscience

respected by public authorities.'

At the present time most

Americans. including our

president, do not question that

individuals have the right to plan

their lamilies Yet as long as more

than -1 children per American are

produced, the American

population will grow. And as

societv grows it heads for

catastrophe. This poses a question:

considering the inevitable result to

unchecked population growth,

which should be considered the

more fundamental right. ..the right

„l the individuals to determine

family size or the right of society to

do so" and to survive" We submit

that il humanity tails to embrace

the latter alternative, it is doomed

How much time remains to make

that choice is uncertain Some fed

it may already be too late.

position later appeared identical to

those ol Planned Parenthood For

example, consider the following

paragraph in Nixon s statement

Clearly, in no circumstances

will the activities associated with

our pursuit of this goal be allowed

to infringe upon the religious

convictions or personal wishes and

Ireedom ol any individual, nor will

the) be allowed to impair the

ngerousl) overpopul

the pressure ol numbers is rising

daily. In M years, the con

(.miration ol population in

metropolitan areas, the rape <>i

resources, the level of pollution all

will have increased to far more

than double Even it we escape an

actual nuclear war. our

technological civilization,

precarious!) enough balanced

now. will topple and the world we

know will come to a Moody,

catastrophic end."

Professor

Education

Wins
Grant

Nixon
Given
Bird

\Pi The White House family

observed Mothers Day Sunday

w ith a pastor from across the park.

,i choir Irom the town where the

whole idea ot Mother s Day began,

and a gilt ol I golden canan to

Fust I.adv. Pat Nixon

Some MM persons attended

worship services in the Kast Room
on a gorgeous, sunny spring day

And the older daughter of the

President and Mrs Nixon. Trtcia.

said the Mother s Day canary lor

Mi> Nixon was christened

"Sunny."

in Herberts Paston, Associate

Professor ot Knvironmental Arts

at I Mass has Ikhmi selected by the

National Society of Interior

Designers to receive its 1H71

Education (irant to attend the

summer session at Attingham

Park, Shropshire College in

England. This summer program is

an intensive study of the Historic

Houses ot England.

Ill Paston. who is an elected

member ol the \mei ican liislilute

ol Inlcrioi Designers IAID I as well

.is the Nation il Soeiet> ol Interior

Designers NSID> is currently

contributing to the revision of the

Sherrill Whiton classic text. In-

leiioi- Design and Deeor;«lion lor

.1 B Lippmcott and Co

Along with his educational

pursuits. 1'rolessor Paston is an

artist who exhibits his studio work

regularly m New England and

throughout the country lbs recent

work has been seen in exhibition!

,,1 the Copley Societ> Gallerj in

Boston, at the Borgia Cillery at

Kims College in Chieopee, the Art

Center in Leverett, Massachusetts.

and is current l\ represented in the

jjnd National Exhibition ol

Uepresentation.il Works ol Art at

the Museum ol Kine \ns,

Springfield, Massachusetts

Dr Paston s educational

background includes a Bachelor ol

Kine Vrts degree Irom the

Philadelphia College ol Art and

master s and doctorate degrees m
the College leaching ol Art Irom

Columbia University. He came to

I Mass after teaching assignments

,,t the Philadelphia College ol \rt

Pratt Institute. Columbia

I „iversit\ and Northern Illinois

t niversit>

At lhe request ol the Academic

Mutter* Committee ol the

M«4ent Senate. Ihe In-

del graduate Registrar*! Office

will be elosed on Wednesdax ol

each week Horn May \1 through

June :t». rather than 1*1 Ml) as

previously announced.

Diamonds

Lowest prices in

the world.

I have no overhead

to pay.

CaU

Rich
Amoroso

549-0940 or at TE<1>

THE NATURAL

SUPERIORITY
OF

WOMEN

ASHLEY
MONTAGU

TONIGHT

!

8:30 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom
Presented by the Distinguished Visitors Pl-agraM
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sonal views of the writers ...

Incoherency
„„,. „, Umm mMt) scholars «hn expend MM* « «'>;"ral sweat

...a.a.len/m,. UN- spin, o, the times has finally .to ideeI* the

,,,.,.,,1,. ,,| ti„- Ti. s will be hesi characterized as the Age ol tn-

, ,.„„., „„ „,.. s.u.lx ol \ .olc.ue. has , casoncd M the Boston I .lobe Op-Ed

.,,..,. ihal "ihe ...omuls well ol pretest mounted in the prex .oils eh-caclc

!,,;,. ..coaled immense MM ill-coordinated energies pushing lor

'or' >,,.,•, I has defined DM lorn, ol im oh,-, nil behax ior" in

militant* who haxe had such a I..MO.N ol IruM. alio., that they don I

know be* lo brkavf ... a situation when- change is BOSeSStS or a.,- nnahh

t.. pert n\r lhal the silnalion exists.

Ih.,, wean "agonizing* e. , ....Hi.-ting x ah.es which c.ne.gc n Ih,

„,,„ ..I ...ohocm.- h hnmuht home in a small wax hx the im-welcome

break «„,, h several ...embers oil .ax I iheralinn prox .dot in Ihr prog, ess

ol Hi, IM.,I<», l.s.omrrt x,st,rdax mth,( ( xuelitoriiim.

|»h. I I », h> • .uhtlx called Ih,- intooption a lack ol so.s.t.x .tx I be t .ax

| ,,,,„.„,,, vx oc. np.s.lx „s 1
„o,osn„-,on.n.andth,'au,-nt.nnol a group

|11(1,, ( |,l\ v., x sympathetic, on Hi.- xx hoi,-, toll.,- plight ol the h.m.oscxual

m VmrrUa b •a.ninu al.ont Ihr plight ol th,- homosexual in \n.ou a

\\, ill i,ah/, tin- lorins ol cruel oppiVMMM horn hx homosexuals

il„„ii. I.oul th, li.sl,,. x ol western man. Ih, strainhls" are going to haxe

to learn lo lixe xulh ll.,- id,- a homosexual' bong lum.an. jiist M
,„ opl, ol distinguishable races a.,- going l" hax e to learn to lix ,- xx ill. carl.

libel UI...I xx,- ill hax,- lo 1,-arn is lhal a, Is ol in, oh,-. en. x cannot

,,-illx bcnclit anx social or political mux cn.cnt

\\r ,,,- all u.eoboc.,1 ..ecus, Ml) tunes xx, try to lo.,
,
on ox n

v .,|„,s on ..ihe. people On. „xxn pride h,-,,.,„,-s translalahh- ...to Ih,-

,„,,..., al.on lor'o.., a, Is M»M « pml,- U-ps t „• Jo.nhs M«* «

»

N „.|„.„„. s- Ih, anl.-xva. n.il.tant s pr.d, pnls th, rlgfcta *f I|lh.-i s ...

„,„ x II.,- pud, xx.-ll.im np m Ih,- Inarts and m.nds ol lln- Lax

I ,„,.,. ...on.sis p.si.ln-d lln- minor iiiln rnplion ol x.-sL-rdax s ,o,n«rt

,.,,,u|, xx ho l..-(-,.iii.- ,a,.uhl np ... tin- pursuit ol a , hanu.-d sxs ,-n. ol

, ,|, M . s lor II.,.. 1,-lloxx ...an. lo. u«l al IUMI that their part.,-ular human

, on,... xxh,,l„, ,.,a,,..,s.,-d ... Ik* xolor o. «h,,r skin*^^^»
sexual <Un< .s „,-,th,-r a .,-. t" »»,- opp. ,-ss, d no, a p.st.ln al.on lo

„o,„ ( .s> M„s, .,„xh,Hlx CM ,-nha.n,- th,-.. oxxn tMN and I. ,-,do.n at .In-

,[ „,s, o. Ik* .om.non 1.,-,-dom ,x,,x .nan d,-M-rx,-s. \nhodx has an

...l,,,,,,, nuhl to .m, his xx ill on another man ... the nann- ol

", ,-xolut.on" or •1.,-,-dom".

„op,l,.llx .In pla,,- xxhere the -in.-..herein x ol man ran l.nd some

,

, 'p. ,- .s on Ik* , an.pns o. a larue I n.x.-rs.tx IN-rhaps ,1 ,-xer.xone ,on Id

.hoxv mo,,- s,-„sit,x,tx- loth,- prohlen.s and rtgki. o. Ins 1,-lloxx n.a...

then Ik* xxorld xx ill sin x ixe \n.eri, as \u»- ol In, ohere.n e

IT IS SAID that whM La Madetre, soon alter the

wm.stuv. discovered her son. Todor, rotting from

syphillis in a dive ofl ol Cairo's Shan Maghrabi. she

ran out into the street, screaming as if the dirv.shes

had entered her and not her son.

•Le masoelnste du Caire! Lui, lo masoch.ste du

Cairo'"
* * *

The masoehist of Cairo.

\s il turned out. Todor. the masochist of tano.

wound up taking some penicillin and if now the

president ol the French holding company. V He

The University ot Massachusetts Faculty Senate is

the masoclust ol" Cairo, lor the Faculty Senate proffers

the University the exemplary behavior ol a loolisn,

young stud, so wrapped up in his immediate

^ratifications ol sex. that he neglects to see the long

range dangers ol his actions, and he doesn t realh

ra

{?8 sad to think that such a body should stagnate

into such waste, with no sense of the future, no com

nnttment to an unselfish goal, no desire to make

something of one's life ....__

Its even sadder to think that the Faculty Senate has

(he power thai it has over other peoples lives

In a time when universities have beta loiced to

discard traditional demotions ot the ivory tower and

acknowledge thai they are no longer sheltered

adolescents, but adult repositories lor hall ol a

generation, the I Mass Faculty Senate has not even

discussed whal it is going to do when it grows up.

\ ridiculous marking plan, once supported but noxv

discredited by students, has inched its xxax through

the Faculty Senate If not vetoed bythj *£**%>«
will institutean A, AB. B, BC plan WHERE IS UK
EDUCATIONAL RATIONALE FOR THIS OR AM
irTHER MARKING FLAN

The School ot Education's Pass-Fail marking

system xv as soundly criticized by the Faculty Senate.

WHERE WAS THE VALUATION OF THE
PRESENT AND PROPOSED SYSTEM <>r

GRADING? , ,

The Lang Range Planning Committee urged

educational alternatives for the University WHERE
is THE FACULTY SENATE SUPPORT Hill OR

CHARD HILL \M> OTHER EXPKKIMENTAL
GROUPS? .

Last xear. the Faculty Senate approved a

reduction in core retirements w ITH A !•• n FN I IA1-

STUDKNT ADVISOR RATIOOF IS-l.Wm DIDNT

THE FACULTY SENATE .ABOLISH
REQUIREMENTS? WHERE Is I HE

EDUCATIONAL RATIONALE FOR THEM. NOT

PISG1 1SFH IN THE VAGUE RHETORIC <>h

LIBERAL EDUCATION"?
The Faculty Senate approved a new calendar

xx Inch allows 'the hrst semester to end before

rStmas WHAT WAS THE EDUCATIONAL
RATIONALE F()H THIS CALENDAR? IN Mil.

I |« ,hi OF TESTIMONY BEFORE THE FACULTY

SENATESOWN COMMITTEE, WHY DID IT NOT

RECOMMEND A VEAR licit ND CALENDAR
WITH Ml LTIPLE ENTRY AND EXIT POINTS?

The Faculty Senate has not made an effort to

improve its teachers' educational skills It has not

required mandatory course evaluation or in-service

training seminars WHERE IS THE PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY AND DIGNITY ON THE
FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS?

More disturbing than the Faculty Senate's actions

are the attitudes of its constituency:

A professor fills out his own course evaluation

sheets.

A home economics teacher admits that she is so

\x rapped up in her research that she didn't know that a

student run course evaluation exist€*d.

A Faculty Senator from Psychology liberally

complains to his class about the grading system, yet

doesn t show up to vote on the new grading proposal.

\ government profreaor teaches the same lower-

level course every year so that he has more time for

his writings.
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A history protestor eonsistently shows up I",

minutes late lor his elasses

\n agriculture prolessor has never read a

Collegian

\n education prolessor lorgets about a library book,

returns it alter two monlhs. and is not required to pax

a tine

\ French prolessor says. II I am right. I am right

il I am wrong, I am right

A si-lence prolessor never shows up to his I ollice

hour a xx.-ek
a * *

II l he Faculty Senate doesn t -tart changing, if il

doesn't begin to take its penicillin, it xvdl die i slow.

terrible death Irom sell inflicted xxounds It will find

that the Trustees and the Administration and the

students xull have declared the Faculty Senate

malignant, and what happens in the Unhrerstty xvill

not happen from the Faculty Senate

No matter xxhal nam.- calling the Faculty Senate

engages m xMlh its opp<ments there is one thing it

i -annol ilenx

The I-'acuity Senate is the masochist ol Cairo

I'm For Mudder
\\ iSHINGTON President

Nixon said today HI press con

Icrence that he xxas lor Mother's

I lav, providing it x\as i just and

honorable Mother s Day in which

every mother in this country could

decide her oxxn destiny

The President told reporters that

when t he I lemocrats were in poxx er

there were !T K million mothers in

the I Hited Slates Since his Ad

ministration took office, there are

no\x :«3.7 million mothers, or an

increase ol almost 1 million

mothers This shows, said the

President, that my name plan lor

producing more mothers is

working."
Mr President," a reporter

asked, xvhy have you come out lor

mothers at Ibis lime?"
Mr l.isagor. I would like to

make this perfectly clear the easy

way. the political xvay. the popular

way. would be to attack

motherhood in this country But

the hard xvay. and in my opinion

the best xxay. not lor the short

term, but I he long run. is to take a

strong stand lor mothers.

Noxv. I know you're going lo sa.,

not all mothers are good, and I

know you're going to say mothers

don I know how to raise their

children, and I know you're going

lo say mothers are responsible for

main ol the problems this country

laces Bid 1 would just like to make

one I hum perfectly clear The

majority «»l mothers are not Hag

I turners or hums They are line

upstanding Americans, and it is lor

this reason that I have decided to

.dine out lor motherhood, even if it

means I max be a one-term

President

Mr President now that you ve

declared xourself for mothers, will

you also tome out lor mon s apple

pie?

Mr Kaplow. Id like to make
tux sell perfectly clear As you

know . my Administration has been

working to improve the quality of

apple pie m this country. I have on

m) desk mm the Sara Lee Com-
mission Report on mom s apple

pie Noxv. there are some who say

the President should set a standard

lor apple pie There are others who
say the government should decide

xx hat goes into a mother's apple

pie There are still others who
would like to do away with apple

pie altogether Hut as President of

the United Slates, I believe that

apple pie is a very personal thing

and should be left to the states

where it is made
This is not to say the govern-

ment Shouldn't step in when a

mother makes a bad apple pie. But

this should be a las! resort

Besides. I don I think mom's apple

pie will be an election issue. Miss

Thomas?"

Mr President. I would like to

get back lo Mothers Day Vice

I'tesident Agnow has made some

comments about the mothers of

several ol the memlvers of the news

media Does this mean that you

and he are in disagreement on an

overall Mother s Day policy'''

Miss Thomas. I would be the

last one to have a Vice President

agree with everything 1 have said

But I know Irom talking to Mr

tgnew, and working with him. that

he and I are in overall agreement

that the United States should have

a low profile Mother's Day policy

There may be certain mothers that

he doesn I agree with, just as there

are certain mothers that I don t

approve ol But when it comes

down to whether Mr. Agnew

supports my Mother's Day

proclamation, the answer to your

question is Why don't you ask

him?'"
Mr President, does the

that you're coming out

motherhood mean that you

come out lor t.od and country

before the next election?

"

Mr Bather, I'm sending my
message on the State of God' next

week, and I don t think it would be

beneficial to discuss that at this

time."

t'earvrtgM iftl, i-»* Angles

Times

fact

for

will

Letters To The Editor

THIS Was a Great Victory?
|0 the I alitor

May Day acitixitn-s in Washington have been so

maligned bv your "free and responsible press" that

your readers may be very unaware of what May Day

really helped create- stronger pressure than ever to

end the war and at least a small growth of moral

conscience within many Americans.

Friday's falsely-labeled editorialized put down oi

May Day in the MIX", "A Look At May-Day By The

People Involved," underscores my point that May

Day has been severely misrepresented by people not

involved in it bore I xxas involved in May Day from

\pril 23-May ... and will try to set the record straight.

In Friday's article, the opinions of spokemen lor USA,

the MOBE and the Collegian consistently condemned

he May Day Tribe's unrealistic approach to plan-

ning the whole affair
"

Did we fail, as our critics have charged?

Well we failed to shut down the death machine in

Washington bv putting our bodies on the line. And we

(ailed to get the majOJ ity of this country to endorse our

tactics of blocking traffic to raise the war to a purely

moral issue, superseding legal, political or economic

considerations The general reaction seemed to be

let snot yet too extreme about ending a war."

BUT THESE WERE NOT OUR PRAGMATIC

GOALS. Behind our theatrics in the streets and

Lioxernment buildings was a calculated plan to con-

tinuously project anti-war sentiment into the TV sets,

newspapers and consciousness of all Americans and

people throughout the world. We successed in doing

this not for just one dav and then go home to busmess-

as usual -which is what the old line April 24 March

ralh was all about I although that one day was

definitely worthwhile* -but direct pressure to end the

war continued EVERY DAY up to and beyond our

May 3 street action The Peoples' Lobby in Congress

and on the streets with the Peoples Peace Treaty, the

Poor Peoples Mule Train to the capitol. our l>eautilul

Uuonquet Peace City in the middle of Babylon,

ronl.nued act ion by the Vietnam Veterans Against the

War guerilla theatre pence demands by the Welfare

Rights Organization and the Third World Soul Rally,

hundreds ol Quakers arrested in Iront ol the capitol.

lederal buddings being shut down each day through

acts ol non violent civil disobedience And they al led

up to our demand that peopte stop Max i and think

[bout where the hell this country is going.

Did this caUM a backlash against the and -war

movement? , _, . „ ..

.

Bullshit A Harris Poll released on Tuesday alter a

week ol nonviolent civil disobedience in Washington

showed that Ft >R THE FIRST TIME, te™gnty<*
Anier.cans lavor setting a date or IMMEDIATE

WITHDRAWAL OF ALL U.S FORCES IN

sol THEAST \si.\ People nftea ihsagreed with the

\la, Dav tactic ol direct nonxiolenl civil

disobedience, but pass roots pressure to end the war

has been slead.lv increasing. This leehng has been

reinforced bj my own conversations with countless

workers Slid the people on the Streets in Washington

and comnum.cat.on> with people Irom all ends ol he

political spectrum around the counlrx So Max Day

was a positive bOOSt to the and war movement

\ MCOUd ma... Max Day objective was to ...orallx

question the ine.pnt.es ol power and privilege in this

Editorial Sandbox

country. This is a much more complex and ditlicuit

area to touch people on than just ending a war. but

again it is clear that we made some headway. The pigs

played right into our hands in helping to get this

message across For the past week Washington has

been all but run by the Gestapo: random street

sweeping arrests of innocent citizens; in-

discriminating gassings and macings of Peoples

Army medics, newsmen and protestors who weren t

resisting arrest; denial of all of our constituional

rights in overcrowded jails; no medical treatment,

lood or sanitation facilities in the concentration camps

specially employed for these mass political protests...

It surely hasn't been unanimous, but at least large

sections of the legal establishment, clergy, news

media and citizenry have been outraged at this

treatment of people wanting peace. In fact, it is

starting to occur to people that the crimes we com

mitted on the streets (disorderly conduct, littering,

unlawful assembly) are miniscule compared to the

crimes performed and perpetuated every day by a

system buttressed by coercion and exploitation.

Right on'

Slowly, but surelv. people are getting it into their

heads that we must do everything in our power to

stand up to The Monster -even if that means going to

jail or otherwise inconveniencing our daily lives. This

is a long, long term struggle we are involved in We

certainly aren't uniting most people overnight against

the brutal realities of exploitive power in Amerika.

But we definitely made progress last week; progress

thai wouldn t have happened were it not for May Day

A lot ol people have been radicalized by the

proceedings of the past couple ol weeks -participants

and observers And as we showed by putting out

bodies on the line in unprecedented numbers, we am t

gonna let notedy turn us round

Militarily . May Day was a defeat for out people. As

lar as the and xxar movement goes, it was a victory:

( Hit Now pressure is increasing And we grew stronger

in spirit than ever before.

We SHALL overcome:
BohDaPrate

Peoples' Coalition

lEditOf s Note: I he Article "A Look At Max -Day B>

The People Involved" in the Friday. May 7. I«»7I MIX

was nexei intcilcd to he a strict news story . hut rather

., news analxsis. The headline kicker. News

Editorial Points
"We can see in the audience

the beginnings of the night

mare", Phil Ochs said <>t the

hecklers at yesterday's concert.

A revolution is meaningless

unless you have Ireedom on the

stage
"

More Phil Ochs
Between the* problems and

the solution there lies a large

body of people called the

liberals '

II you don't have any sen

tiitivity, there's no point in

having a revolution
."

"Treason has become
patriotism."

• • * t

This is the last xv ek students

have the opportunity to skip

classes

The Food and Drug Ad
ministration advised the

American public Friday that

to our health Funny, the

halibut" mat the dinm.

commons served last Frida;

reminded me ol swordfish

Lower penalties lor possession

ol grass were approved lasl

week by the Now York State

Senate It seems that a janitor

was sitting too near the air vent

leading into the Senate Chamber

when toking up

Fifteen thousand bible toting

people listened to Reverend Carl

Mclntire, Lester Maddox, and

Ngyuyen Cao Ky at the Victory

in Viet Nam rally last week. Al

t'app's absence xxas con

spicuous.

Yesterday was Mothers Day

There's still tune to send a

belated Happy Mothers Day

card.

swordfish eating was hazardous

WUNIV-TV

lo the Editor: . .

•iter a three monthmoratorium on criticism I leel u

.s necessary to speak up on the relative merits ol the

Daily Collegian ,

.Journalistically, the Collegian has deteriorated

seriously m the last lew months A supposedly

responsible press is no place for "in jokes' between

Iriends and personal battles between readers and

individual editors Editorial pages are not the place

lor settling personal vendettas, nor bombarding

readers with tedious, "schmultzy writing. An

editorial page is a place to attempt to present a

balanced view of campus feelings on pertinent issues,

except for rare exceptions, the Collegian is failing to

do this A newspaper is rightly judged by its editonal

pages: its policy, its content, and its style. Although I

identify with most Collegian stances. 1 admit it is not a

balanced presentation. I feel many issues are

neglected or treated lightly, in lieu of which, light

issues are treated with importance.

\ newspaper should never become immune to

criticism, nor unresponsive to it. This letter is in

tended as a spur to greater things. ^.^

Saving Grass

To the I alitor:

As a member ol the University of Massachusetts

student body, vou probably can't help but realize the

growing amount of plant life that is succumbing to fhe

continuous construction. And as a resident ol the

University, mavbe you've noticed now an increasing

amount of what little grass remains, is now a barren

hard-packed trail. ..

II seems that the rush to class is so great that we

trample the lawns, already criss crossed by hundreds

ol hard-topped walkways. If we all just spend a lew

extra seconds taking those corners, we might save

some of the remaining grass.
Robert Tow tie

Analysis was nuretahly omitted. We apologize for

this oversftsjbt.1

Fangs Are Showing

To the I alitor:

I would like to lake this opportunity to congratulate

a deserving and brilliant member ol the MIX stall,

world renowned lor his deeply-probing criticisms ol

the arts, that prolific author of prodigious journalistic

distinction. Bob Nesti

Yes Bob it looks like vou've done it once again with

xour review <>l the latest FT production DOF* THE

I K.I It WEAM V NECKTIE? Who knows, il you had

turned on just a little more ol your tremendous

literary skill and charm, there might not have been

am audiences at any ol the perlormances at all But

there s no use questioning what might have been, the

lact remains that there were embarrasingly poor

turnouts the two nights following the appearance ol

xour critique, not a minor accomplishment for a critic

ol even xour stature and experience It s interesting to

note Bob. that the only other FT production you

turned thumbs down on was TDK CLOlDS. which

along with ten other plays was later selected Irom two

hundred lortv entrants to perform in Washington in

the American College Arts Festival Proving not to be

..as.lv discouraged by a minor defeat, you rebounded

„u.te successfully in dealing a near death blow to the

Production of TH.KK. possibly one of the dnes

examples of modern realistic theatre yet presented at

this university. „
Again let me congratulate you Bob on a job well

'

Steven l.apointe

Misquote
To the Editor:

In voicing mv opposition to the tactics of the May

Day Tribe. I did not mean to imply that those people

involved in the Washington May Day demonstrations

deliberately sought to exclude people from the an

dwar actions. I do leel. however that the nature ol the

demonstrations did. in effect, exclude those without

money to pax lines or those who could not risk their

job or family responsibilities in order to participate

I also stated mv feeling that the most radical and

effective opposition to the War is the tactic of mass

action independent of the political parties. My dispute

with the May Dav actions is a tactical one I do not

malign the motives nor the commitment of the May

Day activists: I do question the efficiency of those

tactics in the antiwar movement

The accidental distortion of my views in last

Friday sCOLLFC. IAN no doubt offended many people

on campus I hope this clarification will emphasize my

concern with the absolute necessity for unity in the

antiwar movement...
.

Claire Monarty

hx PFTF.lt I. \SII 7.'

Think ol it this way This

university is merely a telexision

station, ihe university system in

Ibis country, merely a television

network The prolessors. ad

ministrators, and orgam/ors (i.e.

business, industry, and other

vocationally oriented institutions

are Ihe producers and directors ol

The < ireal American Situation

Comedy Both television and

American Education are directed

toward the masses Both haxe a

product to sell Both revolve

around mediocrity Both are

i.ormg Both try t« portray norms

oi existance. the apathetic,

average student vs Family Al

lane . and extremes ot existance

i "freaks" in all senses oi the word

vs Startreck, Combat etc i
Both

tail miserably Both [unction by

means ol an audience passixelx

sitlme. watching, listening Both

I r\ lO convey ideas, yet these ideas

urequickl) forgotten, effecting the

actions Oi Ihe audience m a purely

subconscious manner Bothexisl in

Mich a manner that the audience

need not interact, thus per

petuating a feeling oi isolation

between members ot the audience

Both in the process ol selling their

product, deliberately tell many

lies or perhaps mon- accurately,

they tell untruths Both, in their

own way, a fantasy land

t.llls

But analogies can be carried

onl) so lar They come lo an end

where their dillerences begin Vet

the dillerences in this analogy art-

ex en more I lightening Television

il aimed al an audience with the

average intelligence ol a t. to !«•

year old The university is aimed

al an audience ol I if to If year

old This is necessary because ol

the sad slate of our public

education system Before you

dismiss this as so much rhetoric,

bear with me.
How many uut courses are

there Fxen more important, how

main courses have you done

Iroorix in. but eventually realized

that they weren t really that dif

licult' Vou rationalize You

didn t have time for them . or

pist didn t bother with them

The real reason returns us to the

television analogy The producers

.ind directors have established an

institution thai is academically

passive. boring, mediocre.

unrealistic, irrelevent. and un-

motivating It is directed in an

impersonal, assembly line lashion

to a mass audience of superior

intelligence, or at least, superior

\ allies II you were given an exam

on a television program you

watched the other day. would you

pass it'

I ul. -i la. ......-ul

Its ironic that some educators

try to make a boring lecture en

tertammg m order to hold our

attention The paradox lies in the

tact thai those prols that don t

attempt this method bore us, while

those that do. often end up merely

entertaining us

There is competition in the

television industry, competition

between business, industry, etc

,who also run \tnorican

Kducattoni lor tune to sell their

product Bui the difference in the

competition in American

education is horrifying I he

packaged product is already sold

to us before we set loot on campus,

when we paid MM bill \Ne were

buying bund The producers and

directors need not compete The)

iM xe elevated themselves on sn

ivory tower "t aseudo int.-iie> i ml

authority and admitted uperioi ity

We have allowed them to l"-r

petuate a system it) ubich,

.HM.lemically we mu^t compete

among ourselves Someol usdaim

to be brothers and sisters lo our

tr How students, yet, in the

classroom, the person sitting next

to xou is your coiii|M-litiou VOUC

own worst enemy
Net there is more to the

University Television Network

than academics We rational./.-

our existance here through the

ideal life-Styles xxe lead I he

Mod squad. Pierponl Pl.u c

Fraternity Attain- and Woodstock

Nation haxe higher ratings than

the c)Ui/ programs and herein lies

the agony and the strength ol my

alalogx

Whereas, in the academic sense

we were merely the audience in

the hlc- style sense we ale the

producers, due. tors, actors, and

audience Some oi us claim to be

ourselves while its obvious that

we're playing a reJe ior the

masses which we assume to DC «>l

low intelligence- Can you dig if

There are writers, costume

designers, tuutpaatrs ,
makeup

ex.K-rts. and set designers, all

involved m yet another mediocre,

boring unrealistic, (ir»-al

\inerican Situation Comedy We

haxe a product lo sell, ourselves,

and we use the lamihar hard sell

technique ot telling lies, or at least

untruths The competition we ve

established is still, and the person

living next to you is your own worst

, ucmx in your drive to sell your

m-II to the mass audience ol your

choice

Some ol us will claim that we

don I trv that hard, that we just

upend some- dm.- on our booking

and are content with our relations

with others But the boob-tube

analogy returns as our apathetic

existance is considered in termi oi

the passive-, isolated individual of a

mass audience...

The analogy television xs the

University Both try to deal with

hie Both fall miserably Both are

analogies unto themselves and as

with all analogies, both are carried

much too lar in real life
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An Afternoon Of Perplexing Rhetoric

Bosom Buddies

„„ s ,,.„„ „,.„ IS., I.ib,-., ti..n vrhotook o>.-r .he *«< ,.
^rdar during Ih,

^<*J"-"£ J"
,„.,„ .10. n„k,. is ,.,di„B a ,..hm, ..I "hat il i« like >" »•• >"-' Tl" •*•""" ""

mimil.". lout;, alter which Ocfcl eanliniied perfiirnuni;.

Confrontation
\t one point though, ho com

mented that he had in the past been

called many different things

because oi his participation in

certain h'ttist political activities

i me thing apparently was a tag .

u term often used by those of the

m> called Kasy Kider mentality to

describe those who participate in

radical action* Jerry Rubin spoke

Continued I rom Page I

finally Ochs sang again, he did

ins very long ''CruxifktknY' which

was listened la in i tense silence.

then proceeded to break the crowd

up a bit With his Love Me I'm I

Liberal

reding! in the hall cooled MOM
Then, apparent!) alter having

been refused five minutes on the

>tage b\ someone in authority, the

Cav coalition took over the stage

ik'hs stook to the side as the men

explained the consciousness oi

being «ia\ in our society

Ion..than I dwaids

..i hmiseli and his fellow members

ill the Chicago Conspiracy Trial as

being 'freaking lag revolution

,,i ies in an attempt to mock these

derisive stereotypes used by some.

\inl so iii the same manner Ochs

said thai there was no lag here

The remark was greeted with loud

hoots and (alls from a group who
were attending the Gay Liberation

festival held this past weekend on

campus

As ( >ch- began to Sing his next

number he was interrupted by a

man a h" demanded an apology for

Ins use ol the term lag" \tnids1

some reaction from the crowd,

ochs and the man argued some

| hey came to no real agreement as

ochs saw no reason to apologize for

what he -.'id and he

chastized the group

une young man read a poem
about the freedom telt l^eing in

another m.m s arms His per-

formance was impassioned and

moving; he obviously cut through

the rhetoric as he was able to

bridge the gap that had formed

because nl the disruptive tactics

People had begun to listen and

probably begin to think about the

nature ol repression in our society

.i- a man personalty accused Qchs

and the audience as being

responsible lor his leelmg op-

n es&ed

\lter some time the gTOUp lelt

the stage and the auditorium and

ochs continued. t)chs finished his

set w ith .i song he had written some
>erirs back after returning trom

Mississippi Now he lelt the

frightening and crude con

sciousness ol that state found itsell

m tin. countr) and specifically In

our president and Ochs substituted

the word Mississippi with Richard

Nixon rind the crowd found the

metaphor apt

The disruption now began to

make some sense, it showed in

microcosm the way in which Ochs

as a radical singer of songs .ids

towards society As ochs focused

Ins target in on Nixon. SO did the

Cay people locus m on Ochs. The

one who was being oppressed by

society, at least as evidence by his

song lyrics, became the op-

pressors The roles were changed

in a most dramatic fashion in

fortunately this bizarre sort oi

revet si' role playing which only

Id! most ol I he audience

bewildered was all that was ac-

complished by the disruption The

audience, w ho had come to listen to

some music on a Sunday afternoon,

now was lorced to think

reflected upon his own feelings I

number of people shouted out for

him to stop talking and start

singing

ochs did three encores alter

which Jonathan Kdwards took to

the stage Many people un-

lorlunateb left at this point for

they missed .1 most impressive

performance by one of the beat new

singers in some time. Kdwards

appeal is a rough, down-country

ieel. he S something ol a back-

woods John Sebastian He did a

long set ending it with some fid-

dim . loot stompin .
country

spirituals that brought response,

alter some time, from the rather

emotionally spent crowd

The afternoon was something

unexpected. The disruption colored

this final concert of the year with a

leelmg of pessimism, but then

main, it was probably the logical

M suit ol much ol the feeling that s

in the air

BvJKKKKATON
MDC Stall

1 used to know a guy named fluey

and his buddy Will. They hung

around a lot and if they were

anywhere nearby you'd know they

were there fluey was always

saying. "Hey, Willie-boy, how're

you dom Willie-boy, what d'ya say

we go out and rind get laid tonight.

Willie-boy?" And Will would say

•Good idea. Huey boy. lets go

down to the bar and pick up some

babes." So they would go down to

the bar rind Huey would drink and

Will would drink, and about two or

so they'd both no home a little

drunk
'

\lter a while it got a little

hard to take these guys seriously

they must ol been doing it pretty

last, or they just of found

something on I heir way home, or

they must of been pulling out leg.

I always used to think that it

xsasii t us that Huey and Will were

hying to convince, but themselves

So when I went to the Ochs

concert. I had the feeling that it

was Willie and Huey all over again.

The (Jay lab people had to freak us

out. they had to push Ochs to the

side ol the stage and grab center-

stage lor themselves, they had to

read us this poem about the

"violent explosion when two boys

meet, and then tell us th.it they

thought we all had it in us to be

Cay

.lames haldwin wrote about

being gay I didn't know what 1

a as. he said, more or less "I

dkfal'f know it I was black or white.

Vmericaa or African man or

woman He exiled himself lrom

this country tor over ten years to

hnd some answers

The (.ay people might have told

us that Gay is where it "s at and

that to be day is to be nice and

gentle « »t course, we wouldn't

know it lrom the way they con-

ducted themselves at the concert

Do .is I sav not as I do

people wave it around in public, be

they straight or Gay, I find it about

as appealing as if they were

waving around their jockey shorts.

Alter having worn them for a

week

Maybe it's a way of learning.

Maybe in their little poem there
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1 got to dislike Huey and Will

because I «hmk that the private

relations between people are just

that private rind beautiful When

was something lor the ten thousand

or so to U am Ma> l*>. too. the wild

rhetoric and the purple buttons

which re.id nothing you d want

your little sister to be looking ar.

.no the Gaj people's exile their

way ol learning who and what they

are

Maybe .. little something there

lor Hues and Will to Ik- learning

too: The) re probably down at the

bar tonight Hey, Willie boy.

Huey saying, "hear about the

bunch of lags down .it the

i niverarty?"

Yeah, sure What a zoo Kh.

Huey DO} what d ya say we go out

and find some honeys and get laid

tonight

"

further

lor their

manners in •"> uh

.ri

rnlis later gave a final iwponse

to the disruptive action saying he

a, is from the «>ld school where

manner* were expected to he ,m

oi social !>"ii.i\ ior

li was interesting though, as he

I'll. I Ochs one ot (he lines! sinners ol social protest in \ineiica today, had his concert "Unii.:il.-d

%rsleul;.N In some members ol the < .ax liberation I estix al held here on campus ox e. the weekend. Oie

c,mfronlalioo resulted beca-.se of a remark o, l.s had made I MDC pkete* of th« r* rt in Htevt ^< i.

i | , r SaiHlweii. and Bob Nestl '

You can afford it while

you're still young enough to enjoy it

„M „,i r „io,i nnrn noes not include transportation cha r

|

Having the want is one thing. Having the

wherewithal is another. The trouble with being

young is that all too often you have the one

without the other.

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.

Here is a true sports car for under $2500*-

the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.

In this case the real thing includes a race-

winning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-and-

pinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,

crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for

superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for

straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining

bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation

with an electric tach.

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40

years, there's no generation gap. For the name

of your nearest Austm-MG dealer and

information about overseas delivery, dial

(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey

where the number is (800) 962-2803.

Calls are toll-free, of course.
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Our Lan

"A Startingly Personal Theatre Experiencs Experience
5 5

IU KD.IAM !SZ
' MIX Stall

\,. matter v\H<> won the Civil

War. n made no difference for

Mack America. Such is the

iiu^sa^t' ol Our lan\ the most

recenl presentation oi the Black

lioperton Theatre, shown in

SUMMER
SELLING WORK

t niiMial opportunity to

.am up to $10.00 per hour

during summtT months, sell-

int; » distinctive line of pro

dints from Europe. Pro-
readily demonstrate
superiority to that

is «,<>ld in the United
I od a y. Protected

salt's territories ape* Nea
KnKlaild area. No house to-

houHc nelllng Small Invest-

ment Involved. Car needed.
Previous sales experience
desirahle but not a require

inent. Send brief resume to

PAKACHEM COW
1.-, Kovkefoller Plaza

Nea York NY. 100*20

ducts
their

which
States

Bowker Auditorium this weekend

The plaj traced the life ot a

m„np ot blacks over the year

lollowing the end ol the Civil War.

and their communal existence on

an island that had supposed!) been

given to them on the order ol

General Sherman, bul was later

repossessed by the Reconstruction

government oi Andrew Johnson
"*

Written !>> Theodore Ward. Our

lair originally opened on

iiroadwa) in IM7. and it is easy to

see uhy it closed early Ward's

viea ot 'history makes it apparent

that not everybody in the Union

\ym\ anj interest in helping the

newly tree Blacks Lincoln was a

mythic 'Father Abraham.' the

Reconstruction was a farce run l>>

seltish crooks, and trecdom was

something that these people knew

u.in better than slavery, bul it

vvusn t helping them live

Dramatically, the pla> tended

towards tediousness. especially in

the first ol the two acts There was

little action, much ol what was

going on concerning itselt with the

dilj to da> events ot survival, and

n t tor the spirit ot

THE AMHERST MASQUERS present

the great cops-n-robbers classic. . .

THE DESPERATE
HOURS
by Joseph Hayes

Evenings ot 8:30

Friday, Saturday, Monday, May 14, 15, 1/

Seats $2.00

Matinee ot 3:00, Sunday, Moy 16 — *150

KIRBY THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE

I seats reserved. Phone 542-2278

of visit box office 10 a m. - 5 p.m.

production and the understanding

ot the black struggle inherent in

the play, it could have been a

dismal two hours. Still, the cast

and stall were both so good that the

audience could keep involved in

deep sympathy lor the over

whelming crises the group had to

lace

The use ol colored lights was the

most ambitious ot the year The

lust ten minutes of the play were

complete!) red and green, and

later on. a volley ol shots between

the blacks and government of

Hcials who had come to forcibly

reclaim the land was represented

by red lights rather than by gun

>liot> Ibis was a more than worth

while experiment lor its novel

approach, especially considering

thai the sound oitects i rainstorms,

etc i had all sounded contrived

Placement

Job Openings
Some interesting summer job

opportunities are Waiting to be

tilled in the Placement Office At

the Louisiana resort in Maine the

employers are seeking out musical

talent There are openings lor a

pianist, a bass player, and .i

saxophone player and the pay is

good
Hie Civil Service Commission

has issued a statement urging

agencies to hire the highly

iHialified college graduates on the

lob market
t 'index wants public relations

people lor lull time work this

summer and then part time in the

tall They are located m
Springfield

\n\ 'mother's helpers who

need work impure at the

Placement office A position is

available for a family <»t three kid>

10 sta) in Maine Must be able to

sW llll

Though Ronald Murphy as

Joshuah, the group leader, was

outstanding in his own right, the

credit has to go to the whole en-

semble They had complete

command of the sense of com-

munity in the face of hardship, and

their beautifully melancholy

harmonizing on the spirituals that

closed almost every scene was an

elicit that made the play much

more real and meaningful;

anybody could identify with this

music
Our l.an' was a startlingly

personal theatre experience From
events ol a hundred years ago.

racism and the black culture could

he understood a lot more dearly; 1

could see what was happening at

that critical point in our history,

and the way the American

government degenerated into a

bunch of post war slave traders so

quickly after the death of Lincoln

Out of all the plays faults as a work

ol art. the Black Repertory

Company created something that

lor at least one person who saw it.

w ill be memorable for a long time

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6006

Applications Being Accepted

for PART-TIME JOBS on CAMPUS
beginning •**« sesnaater

I I h.lltll II V : .Musi he juniors, seniors, or yrwdual.

students in all majors.

PRKKK4H ISITKS: A cumulative average of M Of loiter

Ability to take comprehensive notes

\bilitv to type

UllOUII'ttU «»f standard or personal shorthand preferred^

Vour work schedule will be arranKed to suit vour « las*

schedule.

Application Forms are available at:

STUDENTS*
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OFFICE

First Floor (OBgQlHo lobby counter).

Kooni IIS. old Student Union

Telephone: M3 2688

Offit e hours: W:On a.m. *:.'*<' p.m.

Moiidat I ridav

THE PROGRAM «.l SOL AM. SQ. •«> .RODltT.O^ ... •«-»'" _, . .rpja

A FILM BY TOM CLARK AND JACK DEAVER

^* PREMIERE SCREENINGS,

PRIOR TO NATIONAL RELEASE

n» ""« « « - teXT* <£
INT" AUD,T0R'UM

Wednesday, Moy 12, 6 ond 8 end 10

Friday, Moy 14: 6, 8, 10 ond 12

Dynamite Show
At Radio City

\kv\ VORK iAP)-Cleaning

women tound two incendiary

devices fastened beneath seats in

the Radio City Music Hall early

•sunday and hastily summoned

police who located a third in the

world's largest theatre.

Komi) squad detectives de

activated the devices and there

were no injuries or damage A few

hours later all 6.2U0 seats were

idled With a Mothers Day crowd

that was generally unaware ol

wIki! had occurred earlier

The devices were about the si/e

..I cigarette packages and each

contained two '.lash bulbs, two thin

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM

IMrrrlrd bjr Jim Cavanaogh
Shaespeare'a grrat comedy
of love on all Its levels

Opening this Friday
at the Amphitheater

Mount Holyokc ColleRc
South Hadley
May 14 • 15 • 16

at 2 p.m.

Students $1.00

all others $2.00

For reservations rati II3-.V"VIWm».

rmt 596 from In a m to 9 p

dally

batteries, a pocket watch and

black powder.

A similar device was found in the

theatre last month

Lecture On
Psychophysics

Today
Animal Psychophysics: Scaling

and Combining Discriminative

Stimuli" will be discussed today by

I'rot Donald S BlOUgh ol the

psychology department at Brown

University.

lieu ill begin his talk at 4:30 p.m.

in room 231 oi Herter Hall A coffee

hour will l>e at 4 p.m in room .;."> ot

r.artlctt Hall.

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

Th» S< n» »m,. •,• O, T.nn» To Sljdy

USE STUDY SOUNDS

Adelphia to Give

Service Award
Adelphia the senior mens honor society at UMass, will present its first

annual Distinguished Massachusetts Citizen Award at a noon luncheon

tomorrow in Room 10W ot the Campus Center.

According to Glenn Kssler. President of Adelphia and senior Irom

Danvers who will present the award, this is the first time that a student

group on campus has made an award for service to the Massachusetts

'TiTluncheon will also he attended by University President Robert

Wood. Chancellor Oswald Tippo. trustees, faculty. Adelphians and other

M
Those interested inattending may contact James Allen. Alumni Office,

in Memorial Hall

Inert*** »
Am 1 l-^0,o.«

ELECTRONICALLY .ROOUCfD SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

8 Track i >pe. C.i .
"''•• O'LP We oia

Send Check or Money Oder S» V 1
. t ...

•

Inciul' '-.c Hantll'TOj and Postage
Sound i. oncep''.. Inc Bo« 3]

_Cnanoi'esv:ile Va 27W:.

TeacherEvaluation

Booklets Now at

The Library

Reserve Desk
MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
Verr de*perate, 2 bdrm. lawu-

house. June 1 to Aug. 31 Dbdi-

umhrr, central air conditioning

Kent low and negotiable. Near eaaip-

m CaU at 263-3939. tfS-19

t bdrm. Qoab. Mil. Apt , w w
rarpet, air rond., aU til., toe .

opt renew leaae. $165 ma. ion* to

Hept 1 rail 323-4—d _*"
to aokle* 3 bedroom apt. Paffton

Village, available Juna 1 Optlw U
renew leaae. Reot negotiable 549-

«M)3. »M
Woblet: Mod all-electrle t br

apt., $319 far aomroer or leaae thra

1« with Jone - Aug. reot redored

93S mo. For detail* call MHII
Pa - Th after 9 p m tr*'1*

1 bdrm. apt avail, now t* Aug
w/optlon. «* ml. '•.^?0, „J"?•
•ni p«l. Beat negotiable S**"^^

" IMaroont aoblet ap»rloua I rm

turn. apt. bordering rampna. jot-

ting Ave , comfortable for 4 <glrl»).

1 tllltle* Included June 1 - Bepr 1

M9-S5SS. Utll
Hvb-leaoe or rent 2 bdrm. apt .

w/w ept . dl.h wr . ntlUtlea. .vall-

at'le Jone 1. Sugarloaf Apti .Jan-
Her1and^j^all_663-35«« tf£»?

Muat aoblet 2 bedraom apt. In

ruffton Pool, utilities, air cond ,

and option to continue, rent nego-

tl able. call anytime 519-ggCT ^tfjjf

t bdrm. apt furnl.hed. all otll

Incl . June 1 to *•£ Jl. «««/m»

Will bargain Tall r«ul MVW
M'i-«^.37.

tfr"
"al.clrm. Puffton apt. »7 b11

,

.""

^<iH',/mo. for nummer wllh optmn

fr next vr C»ll MT-fi^l
. 8 r,m

« kda2«_ "8 "
1 bedroom apt. June 1 - Aug

tl„t «lth m.tlon to renew leaae otlli-

tle« Incl.i.lr.l. air rawi , l'""' **
Kent neKotUhe I

t Ime.
tf8- '

!

~To gn»>1et with opt fan to renew

Uaat-1 < re-l^lr« \p'- 1 b'lrmi

. .
air

road . i, aw n*-i,C'«•«•«*SSm
>. P t SIH/mo . In. I Bill, »«^«
» round (i ll*Ji

2 bdrm furn apt .
pool, all ntili-

tle«. Colonial VillBBe. June to Sept

Option to mew. Be.t offer CaU

5

t

.VOHIH. Murray, •"err JJ^l

One bedroom apt. In T ffton. rent

negotiable, leaae enrt« Au« 31^ «M>-

tlon after that. S4R-M3S. Keen trv-

ing. gri!
-..Met 1 bdrm aprt . Tuffton Mi-

lage, available June 1 with option

renew Knrn $10 for finding "ubletee

fall BHMW.8. •«±!*

Poffton apt , 2 bedroom. lea»e

available from June - Aug^ wlili

option for leaae In Sept Ca*IMS-
<i.-.l.'. Rent negotiable

—
Willy B , or wont he B? 44 da>o.

22 houra. 3$ mlnutea, 1$ aeconda un-

til graom'a day .
Wooooooooooooow !

Voo're ootta heret Sleegjr People.

Inc. 5' l<>

Chock, hope yoo had a happy 21at

yesterday I The Four Stoogea 6-H

IUg ole Peter Rabbit wanta e*ci«-

Ing Bonnlea that love digging peaa.

lettuce and carrota at my Hideaway
Patch Foreign gtodenta, taa. Tel

eve, assess*. tfa- 14

FOR SALE— AUTOS

REPAIRS
Zipper* repaired on yoor coata,

•hating klta etc. HARLOW'S Fine

Luggage * Leather Gooda. Keya •

loggage repaired. 157 Main St,

Northampton. 654-5233. tf5-l«

HOUSE TO SHARE

EUROPE
Yrar-roond student charters, toura,

employment opportonltlea, dlaeoonta

VriKlo America Aaaoe., P.O. Bo* :<«.

Nahant. Ma. C19$«. tf5-ll

DESPERATE SUBLET
House to ahare In Amherst, 3

bedroom* available for summer with

notion for faU. $«0 00 month. Coll

Kent after 5:*$. 253-7535. tf5-l$

3 bedroom apt., Fuffton Milage,

for aommer, $150 per month or best

offer. Call 540-5701. Jf*-'»

45 Cadillac hearse, load condi-

tion, new tlrea, brakes, gtandard

trana. Beat after. Call Jerry at
,

M«-
9533. »f±±:
1M4 Bel Aire Chevrolet $ passenger

Station Waaon, $ eyl.. power

brake*. *t**rtog. radla, gaad condi-

tion $35$ or be*t *ffer. »4$-$573
tf5-l*

1954 Cher. Station Wagon. « cyl .

standard Oaad cand. $325. Cal

Mark 5-5545 or 253-W57. tf5-12

196$ Austin Healey Sprite, blue

ranv , new top. good condition. Call

255-6793 after $ p m. 6 5-7-lt

1967 Flat 550 Spyder, new engine

overhaul, carb . generator, etc .with

tonneau cover, rmceli^nt condition

K9i or best offer. 546-5627 tf,Vlf

1969 Tontlac Firebird. V5, »"<•«••

tic radio, 22,5$» miles, egcellent

condition Must aell. Call 649-1019

after 9pm any day and ***""»*"„

"Adopt the Blue Goose! Faithful.

..onomieal. friendly, always otorto.

|t$$ <he»v Rest offer over $?5*

i ,1 1 g53-3t64_ after_5_. .jlzll

~VW eonr *65 AM-FM radio, $796.

Call 535-4554 ?
f»-"

"1967 Volvo 122-M. rons well, $•$*.

or best offer 253-3462 «^' g

""Munt sell 64 Chev. Impato conv ,

auto . M., J • ''"•
r̂ .ow

v* $:<00. Keep trying. C-4053
tf.Vll

"lOtO Plvmnuth oedsn. fair runnlnr

condition < an be restored, $95 00

< ,ii -v.-twn tf8-'°

~ Porsche" 91 2 1965 red, AM-FM-9W.
new radial snow tire*. 4 speed.

t'200 Call 253-9659 or 545-2330 or

write Porsche rhllosaphy Dept.
tf5-10

•«« VW Sedan w/sun roof, AM-FM
radio, e*. mech condition engine re-

bnllt. body presentable^, asking $55t

Call 545-2529 before^ p m , 253-
tf5-1

4

LOST
Klack male dog, Lab Retrelver, 7

niaiiths, very big, seen last at con-

cert. Call 319-6743. Reward. tf6-l»

TUTORS WANTED
Math 174 tutor needed Immediately

Reai. rate paid. CaU Allan 1-H63-

4424. tfttl°

SALES
Due ta the expanding Western
Massachusetts market, exception-

al financial opportunity In sale
and oales management exist* for

a top caliber man with executor
al.ility. Century old company
Leader In It* field. Confidential

I'lease writ* —
Suite 420, 146 Chestnut St.,

Springfield, Maaa. $1103
tfS-14

FOR SALE

AKO miniature Dachshunds, shots

and wormed. 542-4470. tti-\Z

~~Tioneer, Teac, Oarrard, PE, Altec,

IVher. TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, standard radio, I'tuh speakers

LP's, 9 tracks and other necessities

*ee Vinherst Audio. tf

hofa bed convert* to double bed

Oood working order, xery reasonable

Call nlghta 966-2961. tf5-:i0

Camera, German made Agfa, elec-

tric eye ond flash. AI*o tup. r.

. arScr, Norelco cassette recorder SIO,

was $$$) Camera $25, v\a» $13. Call

-,l!M,H.'l ft5-ll

Accordion, Itallinn made Cellini,

in. luded is a case for carrying and
a music stand Askinc $223, "Ms
sI-hi (all 519-6921. tf3-10

5994 after 6 p m.

1 bdrm apt starting Jnne I

thrnngh summer with option f»

rent In fall. Within walking dis-

tance of Campus Tennis cts .

and swimming pool Rent only

9100/ me.
OB

am looking for roommate for

summer only $70/mo
Contact F.veretf Jameson

or Fete Salisbury
346 roffton Village

rhone 546-5725 or 546-6735

•«3 Olds F95. aoto , V-9. very

good condition — most sell. Call

M

i

na 546-1039 after 7 pm. tf8-ll

WANTED: Summer Ploce

2 gnys need place to stay aronnd
Hrannls Immediately for aummer
Call Rarb after 6 or leave message
256-6526. tf5-14

RIDERS WANTED
Rider* wanted to California In be-

ginning of July. Call 696-2242 eve-
tffl-ieninr(».

SUMMER SUBLET

DISCOUNT SUBLET
3 hedroomTluvnry apt . Early Am

furniture ruffton 549-0459. tf.Vlt

PERSONAL
Cnlnhlhlted shapely yonng woman

wanted for bachelor's pad No LSD.
grass or dope. Damn good food,

booxe and ole me. fall for Bob eve-

nlnrs 665-226L tf5-in

~"FARTI.OIS FABRIC SALE at

FASHION FARRK!" beside the

Hungry V. Now going onl Don t

miss It I
"*-"

s-ummer sublet completely fur-

nished one bedroom apt , one hun-

dred a month, June 1st to Sept. 1st,

responsible person, (all etc. 323-

TtlljL
""•"

•' bdrm. apt , Squire Village, air

,nnd ,
pool, carpeted, all util . town-

house st>le June 1 - Aug. 31 Rent

negotiable. Call $$$$$$ »r 519-9030

4 br , 2 baths, air inn., furn ,

near campus at Rolling Green

Kent negotiable Possible lease apt

(all an>time .'Mi-H !18 tf.Vl'
_
To sublet from 6/1 to 9/1 large

apartment, Ideal for 1-5 people, ex-

cellent location, Nutting Ave Cal

0*11, Kathy or D 1 nt 5li-03?0
tf 5-1

t

.writer, smith Corona Saper
Stirling, ,\<elleni owdltion Call

546-1919 after 8 pm. any day and
weekend* Bet at Ml 1'nne Baa**

tf:. l"

•sandals — all-leather sandals,

most styles, with wet and bent

tM>e arches. Can be bad at the Mass
< raftsmen's Guild Costom made
only Mon. thro Fri. 4-30 63-3-10-12

M.ning to Calif., brand new fur-

niture, bedroom set $500, Ihing room
s.VMl kitchen and TV $100. Take all

l,.r Stooo. Apart, for rent. Call

Hi.li 519-1170. tf6-14

Helix Paekframe, ex. cond , to"
.,,,. si*. s,»,k% !•>.?, Knoil i.ind., v".

Aria acoustic guitar, exr. cond. with
case, new $95, now 973. Call Hill.

leave_number^ 253-3724
.

5-10

$$" Sclnvln Hike, light, basket,
good condition. Rest offer. Call 545-

9946. Larry. tf.Vll

1965 G'l'ti rebuilt motor, trans ,

new paint, mag wheels, exc. cond ,

SHOO or best. 467-4000. tf5-11

4 9 eu. ft. Delmonico refrigerator.
I«A yrs , old, excellent cond. Call
6-7179. tf5-l l

1967 Ilarley Davidson Sprint 25tl

cc, new; tires, gen. etc., 2 helmets
and chain, included excellent con-
dition. 9395. 516-6627. tf.Vl.'

Summer on Cope Cod
For rent — N Falmouth, New

silver Reach, 4 hedrm. cottg , for
the season. Write or call Mrs. Ar-
ties Murphy, 55 Florence St , Wol-
laston. Ma. Tel. 773-9139 tl.3-13

UNBELIEVABLE

ROOMMATES WANTED
1 or 2 roommate* wanted to shao

•i bdrm H«iolre Vlllagr Townhous.
for summer Pool and air cond <

»''

anytlme. 965-3979 tf5- 1 •

.' rootiimatrs wanted for 3 bdrm
l-iifrton Village Apt thl* sommer
It Is well furnished with At
.ul.iiininc pool, ten court*. Rent .

..nl y 513/ltio gag .rmlll. tf.V l

1 or I M for July to Sept V j

ssliag from ( ampiis In >"
.

\inhersl

f..nr room, own bedroom, rent cut

» ill 5I:mj;»06 after 5 :39_ tl".-1 I

Koommntcs wanted. Furnished
ii, f v.ith nun room S33 mo L.ist-

hampton " W5;L tf.Vll

3 roommates lone 1 uitli option.

,ll> t.irmslieil < all MS-SMI I H

,r lll-l? tf5-l I

M 1*«mIi (ir.nl Studen t desires npt

and/or roommate, *ep*iPat* bedjms
..referred Call Sandr. 5l6-»

11 -i 19

l M ..r I to share apt. at Koll-

Ing Creen June - "sept Onn room.
,iir i ond , dishwasher, pool, parking
s..:/ mon (al l 256-9219. tf 5-1.1

\f~female roommates needed bag
.lane. 10 mln to campus, rent cheap,
own room Call 596-2504 after 5

p m_ tfVll

Fern, roommates to share Puffton
Ipt , furn., own room, move in

June 1 ( all 519-6359 tT5-l !

I female roommates, from June I

to August 31 for furnished opt at

fill fon. discount rent, opt to pi< k

up lease in Sept Call Janls 549-6r?9
tfS-10

BOOKS

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous US. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season

the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team

members go on the "Ski Team" diet

to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.

That's right 20 pounds in 14 days!

The basis of the diet is chemical food

action and was devised by a famous

Colorado physician especially for the

U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is

maintained (very important!) while

reducing. You keep "full" no

starvation because the diet is de-

signed that way! It's a diet that is

easy to follow whether you work,

travel or stay at home.

This is, honestly, a fantastically

successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-

mitted to use it! Right? So. give

yourself the same break the U.S. Ski

Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,

proven way. Even if you've tried all

the other diets, you owe it to your-

self to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet. That is, if you really do

want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.

Order today. Tear this out as a

reminder.

Send only $1.00 ($1.25 for Rush

Service) cash is OK. to: Ski

Team Diet. P.O.Sox 15493. Dept.

ST, Sam Diego, Calif . 92115

Don't order unless you expect to lose

20 pounds in two weeks! Because

that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

We buy osed hooka and records

— Whlti light Hooks tin the Alley)

No temta! tti-16

WANTED

Home 9-trock tape deck, walnut
• i-e. pnshliutt.n sel.-< tor, (liiinuel

indicator lights. SO S3 value, will an-

crifice for $39 09 or best offer. Call

(i-9171. tf.Vl t

WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES

Amherst Aodlo aervlee* atereo

eomponenta. tape deek. for honve or

ear, 197 N*. Pleaeant 8t . 259-913X

Responsible coople will eare for

. I.ildren on weekly basls^ Meals and

supervised acSvltle* (all Kathy and

Hennl* Robinson. 263-2795 tf514

TYPING — Theala. atanoaerlpl*.

Dissertations. Masters. In If* J*
typing roqolremanto ean be handled

fhrTogh HANHYN SFCRrTTAKHI.
SERVICE, dial 5$4-$*$».

~ FI'TI'KR CPA'a — learn how to

prepare for the CAP Esan. Becker

Ke»iew Coorse Call collect. 617-

639-1449 'fft~M

HELP WANTED
Wanted — Hrlylng Instructor —

part-time. Amherat Auto Mchoal. 25h-

mm IrJi

APT. WANTED
3 bedroom apartment needre' for

summer prefer Puffton, caU Bruce

at 253-279$ from 6-7. "3-"*

N J couple need apt. 1-2 rms .

up to 5149 or less l>esp Call or

write John B Roach. 617-933-4910

119 Monfyale A»e . Woburn. Mass
llesperate. tf.Vll

FOR RENT
\parlnient to rent, »tart June I.

option to lease next year, * bed-

room Colonial Milage swim, pool

(a ll after 6 T< I
'• 159 tf5-l»

I
i.i,, . s.^nr. Vlg . couple pref

, I. ur i ond . carpeted, all elect
.

ttfll ,,, s|..» RM \% ..I June I

t f .V H
O.I llll i

- n mo lt.i> ltd , Hadley
* ..II9_ "'>

[j

rnwat furnished apt . all utlil-

lies, .'0 mo. Baj lid lla.llo < »»
N 119 H6-II

' Kim 3 lalrm apt . close to Camp
..s. air cond. fil Pres Ajit- S$$

i,-.<Ht, nil util. incl. t_f 5_-l !

4 liedroom house to rent In Ilad-

lei Kklbiski, Kealtors 594-3129
tf.Vll

RENT or SUBLEASE
New lease — June 1 to May 31, Jtt

or else sublet June I - Ang 31. with

option to renew lease, $175 mo for

1st 3 mos. either way. 3 bdrm
l-uffton , 549-1196

.

S-*-7 '10

FOR SALE _ TRUCK
1970 Hodge \an. 11.900 miles, lien-

,»-duty throughout, 5 >r - .A mm
miles warranty transferable. SC99*.

( all 532-9l99^roiind_6 p m. tf5-ll_
UNPERSONAL

19 .vr old male student, si.|» of

dorm life, seeking residence with fa-

culty member and/or family in Am
herst Will share expenses Call

Craig 546-6060. tf.Vl"

1-2 women live-In For Infnn'

care part-time, start anytime. Apt -

like accom . prov In return 2 ml
from Campus in attrae re~l area

$49-111$. ___.""'"'

'

Junior Fdur Major wants to In.

with a family In the fall Will work
or pay for room and board Call B44V

Q$$ and ask for June In III
6-10 3-11

Hello, my name Is Howdy Dooiiy

and I'm on Campus this Fri nite

nt 9, s I Hallroom A fun time

III guarantee. Come and uiti.es-

«-ume and see. tf.Vlt

REWARD
J-"or the recovery of an engage-

ment ring lost Tues uite Cold band

with ". oi.iils and I small diamond"

Please
-

! (all Judi at 253-9933 Ihai.k

You.
5-10

APT. ROOM WANTED

2 bedroom apt. near Campus any-

time from June on. Call 233-7778 eve-

nings between !) anil 11. IIS-!'!

One more girl to share cottage in

I uliiioufh for summer ( :ill .".Sl-iiiil .'

tf.Vl i

R5 needs own room i" «t'* near

CMass for summ-r aesslon, end ol

June to Atfg . mWer .rT $59. < all col

le, t 6l7-49!-379f» "0-l_.
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Governor Sargent Proclaims

Home Economics Week* --v^aaaw w
„.fm|inK :1S u ,s ambience research proje

Governor Francis \v Sargent

has proclaimed the week ol Way*
i, Home Economici Week in

recognition ol the large part

Massachusetts has played in the

development ol Home Economics

us a profession, according to Miss

Winifred Eastwood, assistant

director ol Kxtention for Home

Economics.

The founding president oi the

Vmerican Home Economics

Association, Mrs. Ellen Richards,

was a Massachusetts resident.

Miss Eastwood said, and Mrs

Richards was also the lust woman

admitted to MIT. where she

taught for M years, applying the

principles ol science to domestic

and family matters

since the founding ol the AHKA

m 19W. Home Economics has

branched into a variety of ac

tivities the founders would never

have expected The diet and

clothing Of astronauts are designed

bj Home Economists; the Con-

sumer Relations departments m
main major corporations are

headed l>\ Home Kconomists. the

originatorsd mobile, modular and

i irborne housing units received

their environmental training m

Home Economics Interior Design

sequences and the current interest

ui Geriatrics is as much a part ol

Home Economics Human

NOTICES
ALPHA PHI GAMMA

In t ^t.on will be held >n the Dukes
Koom start.nq at 7 30 p m Tuesday

. tances must be in by

tor

CDHH
(_DHk ; ton'dht at 7 p m n

V,v
• • Room

v ENGLAND IN

•
. • . .

•

.
• - n the

BABA LEAGUE
I
n Rm 805 ot the C C 7 30

or ad those interested m
reliq.on and ciruqs

< HOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Or Donald Blouqh. Protcssor o«

Brown Univ will

ih on Animal PsychophySics
n« and combining

r.m. native stimuli at J 30 p m
r Cotfee at 4 p m m

rieti 35

SCROLLS .. „
Meetmq tor new Scrolls Monday

n.qht at 6 15 p m m Room 811 815 of

the c c

JVOMEN S JOGGING CLUB
•irrvle Women s Road Race starts

at American Loq«on Post 266 Granby,
Mass ? pm Sunday. May 16 More
nfo call Lynn 67415

I OUND . M
I key to room at Umv ot N m ,

found on lawn near Whitmore Sunday
mqht It you know who lost it call

Mick 66154

I ladies qold wnst watch tound in

i oehmd H.lls Call Steve 69301.

Male Black Lab appro* 8 mos old

lound at Stadium Concert Sunday has

(lea collar inquire at Rte 1 «52

B< Khertown, Mass (Mike or Jan)

Development Departments as it is

a medical problem

.hum Pyteraf, president ot the

VHEA college chapter, cited the

change m Home Economics

subject matter succinctly in

saying. Home Ec isn't making out

laundry lists anymore. Today we

research towards ecologically

acceptable ModegradaWes and

help to put man on the moon
*

A brief tour of Skinner Hall on

campus, center of the School of

Home Economics, verities the

wide-ranging scope of activities.

I sing every available inch ol the

lacilities. the entrance foyer is

paved in an experimental floor tile

being walked upon and graded in a

durability test In I tiny room

under the eaves. Pat McKenzie and

.lane Dupuis operate a formidable

machine testing the abrasive

resistance ol textiles Linda Rotti.

engaged in an environmental

ambience research project, polls

students regarding their reaction

to Stone Age bird-symbols.

on the ground floor, what ap-

pears at first to be a Nursery

school keeps small children busy

in a variety of activities. Upon

investigation, one discovers this to

be the laboratory school of the

Department of Human Develop-

ment, where the most advanced

methods of early education and

recreation are developed. In the

Interior Design studio, a group ot

young men on an environmental

art research team compute ocean

depth pressure maximums for an

underwater city ol the future.

Noting the Governor s

proclamation. Miss Pyteraf said.

Home EC may have a com

lot-table, old-fashioned name, but a

lot ol the problems of the future are

being solved here before they

happen.'
-

^^^^^^^

Taiwan University

Honors UMass Prof.
Prof vu Why <*m of the mathematics department of UMass has been

honored bv National Taiwan University.
,.nmni ied exoecially for

A volume of 36 mathematical^^J^^l^^^^ of

ITof Chen was published *J* ""gjfS ni 60th birthday. The

Taiwan University and giver
i
to hur

i

in;™n°r "'
in tne field, ac-

rare award ,s one of ^hf^g^SS *2Sm«S head. Giving

sucn an^^^^^^««^ --^
'tSed m U» veity.^^S ^togffganan^
mathematicians ********* ' "^ftJ| contact with in some
Chem. and Ky Kan. a o whom D^^JJ™^

°

are thinks for his

wav Their special articles [o
^ ^SSnareavailable(rom

r;^^ ™ Repubhc

'^Chen was born in Nantung^™^%Z^^

«««33«« aagaseasaa^jxatit???^^****^

Golfers Falter I

B.C. Nips Tracksters;

At New Engkndsl Mile Relay Decides Meet

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

Color associated with Saq.ttanus

s purple Number 9 is related to th.s

,qn and the planet ot Sag.ttanus is

,Jp,ter Topa/ i« the Sagittarius

tone Some tamous persons born

mder th.s tascmatmq zodiacal sign

niiuov Ai Kal.ne. Flip Wilson and

n Zmbalist. Jr

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's P

1

uzzle

n\Il|t|

ARIES iMarch 21 April 19) Ful

moon position accents imanoai
responsibility, pressure You may
noumd it easy to handle part

h ps leqal questions, marriage

?n tide No torcmq
TAURUS lApr.l 20 May 20) You

may t,nd yourselt drawn m two
multaneously Take

cou , ch coincides with
. ed on e*pertence

upert.cial Stick

on Know
VMNI May 21 June 20)

now does not tome easily

M /.ork mcon.unction
.i qroup. orqam/ation

ch has been on your

net conscience Clear away

.
i w j.me 21 July 22

omi ir. h viewpoint Some
no, may disturb you by be.nq

ontrary However, it mature, you

|« qain throuqh constructive

m Know th.s and be recep

to l July 23 Auq 22) You may be

,nt up m set ot circumstances^

Those with oppos.ng v.ews could

place ,ou n role ot referee Trust

. mtu.t.on Don t attempt to >n

tertere w.th one who .s^ b?
or

1

n
. ..

VIRGO (Auq 23 Sept 22) Hold ott

on lourneys Focus on actuality, not

lluvon Forces now are scattered

You are not concentrating as you

should Leave details to others Ask

questions obtain answer

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Study

t.ne print, be wary Guard valuables

One who poses as benefactor mav be

ceinq dollar marks Know th.s and

respond accordingly Refuse to g-ve

op something tor nothing

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) Mate

or' partner may be carrying un

necessary burden Str-ve to

derstond Display eagerness to a.cT

Check contracts, all written

aqreements Accept changes Don t

nattle progress
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

I am.lv situation demands attention

Don t ncqlect what -s of real value^

AvS-d selt deception Some who work

Jth and tor vou act in u™*"»'

manner Be mature Shove of l doubt

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19

som. ot vour des.res are sub.ect to

harp rev.s.on Not w.se to be too se

n vour ways Allow for degree of

tVex.b.l.tv Surpr.se hi due Involves

one born under P'sce*

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 Feb 18)

Oi.ta.n h.nt from Leo message Those

who seem to oppose vour efforts w
.

I

nave change ot heart Real, e-this

,,nd respond accordmqly Don t make
.nmeth.nq out of noth.nq

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Show

,,pprec.at.on to Capricorn individual

Accent IS on future plans, travel You

need co operation You are not likely

to accomplish all that is necessary

Without help Turn on charm _ u
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY

you are independent, possess

pioneer.nq sp.r.t You are due tor

domestic ad,ustment which could be

change of residence September >s

Key month Currently, you maybe
plagued by .ndec.s.on Th.s will pass

B. torg.v.ng Real.ze value of family

^Copyright 1971. Gen Fea. Corp

ACROSS

Edible seed
Parent (colloq )

Trades toi

money
Kite

Character. st» I

A state (abbr )

Popular word

today
A state (abbr t

L.qu.d measure
(abbr )

Is aware of

Sow
Brother of

Jacob
Wite of Oraint
Hindu cymbals
Rent

Eat away
Pronoun

Jump
Grasp

Note of scale

Heavenly body

42 Worthless
matter

Number
Cease

Man's name
Scolds

Part in play

Printer's

measure

King of Bashan

56 Obiect

59 A continent

(abbr

)

Keep
Garland

Tears

66 Compass point

67 Greek letter

1

4

6

11

13
15
16

18
19

21
22
24

26
?8
29

31

33

34
36

38

40

5 M.iKe .imends

6 Packing .iway

7 Unit ot energy

8 Deposits

9 Chinese mile

10 Brook

12 Compjss point

14- Move s.dew.s.-

17 Lengthy

?0 South African

Dutch

23 Latin

con|unction

24 Spanish article

25 Employs

27 Arrow

30 Dines

32 Metal strand

35 Sponsors

37 Sheet of glass

38 Contributor

39 Wild ass of

India
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41 Underground
part of

plant

43 Kind of poem
44 High school

(abbr )

46 For example
48 Entreaties

51 Reach across

53 Slave

57 Freeot

58 Symbol for

tantalum

60 Wine cup
62 Symbol tor

tellurium

64 Prefix

down

By ALAN K.WRIGHT
MDC Sfaff

Last Thursday and Friday, the UMass varsity goli team par

ticipated in the New England Championships held at the^
new

Kllineton Kidge Country Club in Vernon Connecticut. There were 45S and 240 men involved in this 36-hole tournament which is

placed in a different New Kngland State each year on a neutral

The 'Redman linksters have been experiencing difficulties
,

in

medal plav matches all season long and the same held true in this

urnament as thev placed twelfth with a disappointing aggregate

earn score of 652. Kach teams best four scores were recorded, and

aH ive of the golfers sent down by Coach Page had trouble getting

the ball in the hole. Each of the UMass contingent averaged over 80

„ hot" of the two days of play. Rick Towle and Mike M-kos both

had low team scores of 162 for their two days.of play on E ling on

K.dne s lung 7100 yard lavnut that had mustly fast greens. Since tne

lhp other scores were as follows: Art Cicconi 163, Dick King loo

and Ed »"u as 69 All of the UMass golfers weredisappomted with

Seir-performances. especiall> since they were in sixth place after

he nS"day ol Plav. Senior Captain Fuzas was especially upset

^th his two'rounds of play as he lost his putting concentration and

hit the ball into a lot of trouble.

Centra? Connecticut State College ended up winning the New

England ( hamp.onship with an aggregate team score S?»
foKS by Habson w.th a 628 andW^W^Ug^j^*
ui.nd were close behind, w th scores of b34 and 63/. I his is wnai

,?d I -M -U M Tplace finish seem so disappointing since both

"hese Vancon leams^were beaten by the Redmen during regular

"oTcoirse. the tad that IMass had won the Vank^Con^rence

( tumDionshiD iusl one week earlier must have made the ttam

n^eTSZ xi going into the pressure-cooker type of play that

..vists in the prestigious New Englands each year.

TW week he Redmen golfer! finish out their season.with a

Jm m; ten ' aga, nst Amhe?st College at Hickory Ridge Country

12 u m. rrow as .ell as I trimeet at Springfield with WOTC-tOT

1 'teehtm Institute on Thursday The latter ma ch is a post-

payment from earlier in the season I hen. f.na >>

a^ ?
,um

^
match will be held on Friday This is when the top UMass golfers ot

recent years take on this years varsity members

m i.i .

i

-i i i " ***

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
MDC Staff

Competing in a continuous

downpour. Boston College downed

UMass 80-73 on Saturday. The

meet went down to the final event

as BC finally secured the meet with

a victory in the mile relay The

heavy rain and cold winds

managed to keep the fans away,

but the excitment was still there as

no team was able to mount a safe

lead throughout the meet.

The meet appeared to be

wrapped up when BC swept the two

mile to give them a 74-65 lead Just

as the relay teams were lining up.

it was announced that UMass had

captured one-two in the discus to

put the Redmen back into con-

tention. Going into the relay. BC

held a 75-73 lead

In the final leg of the relay Dave

Evans handed off to Johnny Cecca

who found himself slightly behind

BC s great quarter miler Dick

O'Brien. Cecca made a bid in the

first curve, and passed O'Brien at

the start of the first straightaway.

O'Brien responded with a burst of

speed, and went on to win the relay

and the meet.

The 880 again proved to be the

most exciting race of the day. Dave

Evans passed BC's Era ik Walsh in

the last 150 yards of the race.

Evans and Walsh ran stride for

stride lor the last lou yards with

Evans nipping Walsh at the tape.

The javelin throwers came
through once again as Rocco

Fetittoled a one two three finish in

the event Ron Harris and BC's

Tom Schneider had their much

heralded duel in the 220. Schneider

nipped Harris at the tape to

complete his double victory. He

earlier won the 100 yard dash.

Eddie Arcaro added eight points

lor the Redmen with a victory in

the shot and a second place in the

hammer Jim Graves won the 120

hurdles, but was injured in the 440

intermediates Craves fell on the

slippery track after completing the

lirst hurdle

The Redmen now have a 6-3

record and have lost two out of

their last three meets. The team

travels to Rhode Island tomorrow

lor their last dual meet of the year

COach <>'Brian teeH 'hat the team

needs a l>ig arm tomorrow with the

Yankee Conference Cham
pionships coming up this Saturday

Habs Top Hawks, 4-2

Hammer
Shot
Javelin
Discus
HJ
LJ
TJ
PV
440 Relay
100
220
120 HH
440IAAS
440
880
Mile
2 Mile
Mile Relay

GiMigan(B) 172'6

Arcaro (M) 4910
PetittO (M) 1881
Natti(M) 136 4

Shauqhnessy(M) 6'

DyenM) 22'2 1 2

Burke(B) 44'8

Kamb(M) 10'6

( B 43.3

Schneider! B) 10

Schneider(B) 22.3

Graves(M) 15 5

Helbig(B) 56.3

O'Bnenl B' 50

Evans(M) 1 54 1

Diehl(B) d 20 8

Mahoney(B) 9.19 9

(B) 3 23 4

Arcaro<M) 171'

Hudson! B) 46'7

Slyvia(M) 1877
HomonIM 1332
MacAloon(B) 6

Robmson(M) 22'2

Morrison! B i 43'7

HillerlMi 10'6

(M) 43 8

Pendleton(M) 10 4

HarnslMi 22 6

Burke! B) 15 8

Hiordani B' 56 4

Ferns! M 50 4

WalshIM' l 54 1

BoscolB' 4 22

ZabeKB 9 20
iW) 3 26.0

» 148'7

Schneider! Bj 43'8

Queeny(M) 183 4

Hudson! B> 131 3

Osborne! Ml 6'

Mornson(B) 21

ShauqhnessyM' 42'8

Busa(M) 10 5

BusaiM) 23 2

Landry (M) 15 9

L.indryiM) 57 8
KeeqaniMi 50 1

McDonald! Bi l 55 4

O ConnelKM' 4 23 5

Boscol Bi 9 22 8

M ( I N T R B A L 'APi
Flamboyant Frank Mahovlich

lu-ed two goals to tie a Stanley Cup

record, and led a Montreal

comeback vesterday that gained

theianadiens I 4 2 victory in the

third game of their National

Hockey League Championship

series against the Chicago Black

Hawks. ,,

The victorv in the nationally

televised game lelt the Canadiens

trailing the best ol 7 Sflaies 2 1 with

game four set lor Montreal

tomorrow night and game five in

Chicago Thursday night.

The two goals gave Mohovhch 13

lur the playoffs this year, tying the

record set by Bnstun's Phil

Esposito last season

The Canadians outplayed

Chicago by a wide margin but had

to battle Irom behind after

ui rendering a pair of lirst period

goals nnly some standout

goaltendmg by Chicago's Tony

Esposito held Montreal at bay but

eventually the Canadiens broke

through
Alter the Mahovlich brothers.

lirst Fete and then Frank, scored

to tie the game in the middle

parted, Montreal took total control

in the linal period.

Delenseman Terry Harper.

Inioed all game long, set up the tie

breaker with a rink-length dash

He lought off two checks and

threw I perfect pass to Yvan

Cournoyer camped on Esposito s

doorstep Cournoyer had time

enough to aim his shot He did just

that and didn t miss.

When Harpers assist was an-

nounced, the lickle Montreal fans

gave him a standing ovation

Brewers Snap Sox Streak, 6-1
Jm .. . ii,.. L«.v In t v.

MILWAUKEE 'AP> -Rookie

right hander Bill Parsons spun a

three hitter yesterday and

Milwaukee erupted for six runs in

the lirst inning as the Brewers

broke a Boston six game winning

streak. 6 1

Parsons gave up a two out single

to Reggie Smith in the third inning

and coasted to his third victory of

the season in six decisions He then

retired I8 straight batters before

M alking Carl Yastrzemski with two

out in the ninth Rico Petrocelli

then singled. Billy < onigliato beat

out I bunt to load the bases and

Mike Fiore walked, forcing

v, .isiizemski across the plate Don

Pavetich then Ihed out to end the

game
The Brewers eruption in the

lirst inning chased Boston starter

Mik«- Nagv and handed the Red Sox

onlv their third deleat in the last l»-

games Dannv Walton s two run

single and a two run triple by Andy

*

Nicklaus Charges

To Nelson Victory
DALLAS. Tex <AP»-Jaek

Nicklaus burst out of a closely

bunched Held with birdies on three

ol the last four holes yesterday and

repeated as the champion in the

SIS 000 Byron Nelson Golf Classic.

Nicklaus had a final round 66

lour under par on the raindrenched

Preston trail Golf Club course, and

posted a 72-hole total of 274 in

scoring his second victory in as

many starts.

Nicklaus. the only three time

winner on the pro tour this year,

won the Tournament of Champions

two weeks ago to go with an earlier

victory m the PGA National

Championship.

It was the T.ii d tour victory in

Nicklaus lantastic professional

eareer and pushed his leading

money winnings lor the season to

$i:?l.776.

The lield was closely bunched

l>efore the Golden Bear made his

move with three consecutive

birdies starting on the 14th hole-a

drive that gave him a two-stroke

victory in this tournament that he

won a vear ago when he bested

Arnold Palmer in a sudden death

playoff

I <M»K OlT-Hed Sox right fielder Reggie Smith no.v, s «,uuklv l»

J awav from * inside pitch * '**< T^*'" "" *"""?"?

Yeslerdav the Boston star collected one of the

Brewers Kill Parsons. < At* photo

>

three hits sff the

MDC Snorts Hotline 5

K..SCO were Ine key bits in the

surge Ron TiH-ebald had Iwo hits

in the inning and drove in the linal

i un Rick \uerbach also drOI «' W I

run with period squeeze bunt

tingle

The Brewers whose sis inns

were their largest splurge ..' lite

MMlsaO, benched live lei.ulirs

yesterdav Tommy Harper. Dave

May . Ted Kubiak. Mike Hogan and

Kllie KodrifHaS liecausc ol light

bitting

Ken Brett was magnilicient in

relief lor Boston alter ending the

uprising in the lirst The lelthander

struck out 2aand allowed only lour

hits in •>. -' ! innings he worked

before leaving lor a pinch batter m
the eighth

Ibe Brewers threatened tniMlv

m the tilth when .John Briggs

oil with an infield single

Milwaukee mitlielder Stole •• "d

but was stranded there as Brett

MtnackoW Damn Walton. Bill
x

and \n<ly K" • n

l-liil Roof singled to lead oil (he

itxth l*n again Brett lasssed the

next three kilters

I'.irsons walked live, but hand

, lifted ihe Bed Sox until the ninth.

when Boston kept intact its record

ol not being blanked this season

Tht Red Sox have a break in the

schedule before winding up a

inidwestern swing with a pair of

night games against the Minnesota

I wins

NEED WHEELS?
Lc ME save YOU money.

DODGE —
AMERICAN MOT0R8

da
Call Don Weatherwox

584-3792

CAHILLANE
MOTORS INC.
375 South St., Rt. t0

Northampton, Mass.

WHY WASN'T YAHOO

MENTIONED IN

TODAY'S PAPER?

Howdy Doody

Student Union Ballroom

Friday, May 14

8:00 p.m.

50c
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UMass Over UNH; Crew JV's 2nd

Today 's Game Cancelled Season Ends
\\\ BARLE BARROLL

MDCStafi

DURHAM. N II The Ma) 19th

showdown between UMasi and

I | oiui took another step towards

completion as the Redman nine

swept a big twinbtU from the

i niversit) ol New Hampshire, 13

; heir on Saturday to run its

win streak to 13 games and cm
tinue atop the Yankee Conference

ii its tight race with I Conn

rhe Huskies were idle in con

[rrence action over the weekend

remain al i
i in league pla>

Kedmen stand at mi and the

w ,\ tt shapes up in the conference,

\ i mm has single games
i, muining with I Ml and Rhode

l ..Hid .m.l .. tin- . game series at

, uno. viaiw before the Ma) 19th

iloubleheadei at Storrs and CMass

a doubleheader with l Rl this

saturdax before the showdown

inbill

e Kedmen have the easier

,,,.,,1 to stoi r- and it should be

noting in ww i I onn

ties with Maine

in ..tii. tion oi im

l which had

I

va> to the

i
ipionship and
One Playoffs

,uisi the YanCon cl ran
"

title hop i ton sw< .

M.n

, .

i rnell

wwii \ ki i »'s itoi i in*, Charim Maaley. freshman tea

lerfieider continued his tonhl hitting aver the weekend as In

. „n,., ted five kits in right al ball th. Kedmen swept doi.Mch.a.ie.

n t \|| MIX photo I" Id vl.m.iaialti

to the team for a week or more

i n his place «oaeh Dick Bergquist

. Kelly who filled in

,-, in the field and h

d day at the hat including three

, on.l gaim

niej opened the seventh with

I
s, oredon an error and

be

•

i. the

,,,, in the sixl

nth and eighth innings to put

., \.i\ thru light

winie a. is untouchable in

ving down Ihe Wildcats on four

dits. three oi the infield variety.

ie striking out 14 with a popping

kill .md sharp curve thai

stilled the heavy hats ol the one

throe 1 Ml hitters who came
ontesl with batting

uveragi s over HJU

I'he tall lefthander allowed onl>

two Wildcats to reach third base in

his fourth straight complete effort

I he biggest I Ml threat came in

the eighth when Dennis Lade

,,, •nod wiin a triple to right only to

i,. stranded as White not the next

two men on strikes and the third

nut on a grounder to short

rhe Redmen sent twelve men to

the plate m the inst inning and

combined six hits and three walks

i hi seven runs which was more

than enough for White

There was one casualty m the

opening frame as tn captain .lack

Conroy reaggravated a leg injury

in running out a single and will be

in

third and fifth and double
• ,: i

;

nan

eight h t* ind

,,11 three .mis before Ja

tuirdocame in to rest ue Kind in the

mill to pick up Ins fourth win ol the

on in a stellar live inning

scoreless relief stmt

The senior righthander gave only

three hits and struck out live.

hitting Ihe corners with his fastball

and keeping the Wildcat hitters oil

balance with sharp < urve

Steve Newell, another m the long

line ol freshman standouts lor

coach Bergquist staked the

Redmen to fl 2-0 lead in the second

inning with a two run single I Ml
came hack in the bottom ol the

third to knot the count hut Newell

came through in the lourth with

.mother two run single to increase

the- I Mass lead to \ \1

The Wildcats I ought hack to

Within one on three singles in their

hall ol the lorth and chased King

Irom the game m the idth before

Bernardo came in and ended the

Wildcat production lor the game

Tom McDcrmott came up with

the unexpected in the Kedman

tixth, suicide-squeeting Kelly

home who has doubled to open the

inning

as followed 10 Ihe plate bj Ma

i who had double and was sent

home bj •> Kel!) single

The Redmen closed out

-coring in t'
•

*orcd o '

K<!

klahon after singling to opet the

nd movi third on two

ks

I
,:, tmen totaled

.ley had

his

I

I'll-

. , ii.- -\ i.. lecp

winning to keep the

Redmen Whal remauis foi ei

liergquisl s men are four nan

league games and lour conference

games » iththe later lour to decide

the extent ol the Kedman season

With the- Harvard miscue over the

weekend it now appears that a

playoff tree trip awaits the Yankee

Conference champion and the way

the Kedmen have In-en playing

down the stretch it s a good bet now

lor the athletic department to start

thinking nmaha
lod.ix s game against lashers!

l iilfcgr lias been cancelled so thai

\Miherst will hf able to IH

SpriagfleM College into its

schedule. The name will not be

replayed and will thus go down in

t Mass parti annals as a blank.

FIRST GAME
At nurhim, N H

By BRONA SIMON
MDC Staff

PHILADELPHIA Completing

a great season, the I Mass junior

varsity crew finished in second

place in their competition of the

Dad Vail Regatta, making them

the number two crew of colleges

and college clubs in the East. They

were surrounded by equally

stilling performances by the

l Mass varsity and ireshman

crews Friday and Saturday,

although only the jv s qualified for

the unals

Ridden by injuries, the varsity

Kedmen i owed exceptionally in the

semi finals on Saturdaj .
after

. ,isil> qualifying on Krida) Their

tun,.' oi i, or. ; in the BemiS was

good enough to win in any other

ningheat. bul with unfortunate

seating two other teams

Georgetown, who later won the

iiti.il .md Trinit) had faster times

in 'he Kedman heat, and only two

:is irom each heat could

quality

The I'm pie Heart should have

n given to each varsity oar

i With three members sick tot

parts ol last week the I'oa! hadll '1

practiced much together Before

h. semi final race began, they still

.,•1, ' m i!oo.i health, but

. .w inst the same No warm up

lone. In 'he

rds. i Mass had i roken

,ii not, i man was ?

ighl i»os-

Oaily CtuUrniati

weekend, the junior varsity eight

claimed itself the second honor in

the finals.

Alter winning the preliminary by

ten seconds loreuiost against

Georgetown, coming in second by

nine tenths of a second in the semi

linal behind Marietta, the Redmen

repeated the second spot in the

linal again behind Marietta

The big race was very .lose

between UMass and Marietta Into

view, it was still dose, with UMass
shortening the gap Then Marietta

surged, looking as strong as

anything to go ahead and St Joe's

was challenging Alter Marietta

had finished in •> "• 8, right at the

end. the Redmen overpowered st

Joseph's, to impressively run the

course in <• i* '•. to SM Joe's <> W 3

there were illnesses in the jv

,„ M , gjg AV|| l(
s \. sable net

\. .usttess us this was tor most oi

them, then Itrst real!) big affair

l hew had won b\' straight going

mio Saturday and continued then

Ul-eal seaso: * \ taking the hi)

place ever • I Mass m a single

had Vail vy enl seated

. nchell

i

; on

. ,...eh I

t>Ut

|>rai»

\ res '

'

aU3

Kreat '
•

I think - should

Ihei

irk|

SPORTS

lie

imptovelli.

ill hm

. . < : I . .

.

;iel

I tie (OW Ol

'..st to e

M- hot I

UMASS UNH
jb r kin

C.VapHv 4 2 3'".

t Varl'VAS, I C
Mi-w»hon si 3 I ' C
KIMy.tt.J 2
Martin. rf 7 I

K*ll»v.rf
Pai»u.3t|

Foreman Heads Boxing Card
George Foreman, the leading challenger lor Joe Fra/ier s world title

and a pair ol World Boxing Association champions will light tonight ina

tnpleheader that will be seen on closed circuit television Irom three

'"Thetghhght of the program, presented by K <> tec will ho a

scheduled l> rounder between unbeaten Foreman, of Hayward. (
alii .

,, nH Creaorio IVralta of Argentina at Oakland

The us ght on the card will be a to-rounder between Ernie Terre11. o

« -mcago. a former WBA champion, and Louis Fires of Brazil, which ,s set

lor 9:15 FDT m Chicago

E«oo?itp.l6
C.onrov.2t>
J K*llev2

Sawver.i

D«v.c

WS'COUJ. it

Crrshv .1
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Osaond *'">

Whit* f.V» f*\J 9

SECOND GAME

«b r h hi

2
I noo
4 '

10
I

1 o
7 8 o o
II I IJ

IMil)
,'flflfl
4 n i o
2 o

I

1 noo
2

31 0^4_0

2
002— 13 '4
000— 4
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i J I I

i *5 I
J4 3 14 9

LI V ASS UNH

»g«3»s»ga«**^^*«*3»" >i i^^neaaew gfescssa

!

LacrosseBombs UNH;
Broaca To C. Guard
Details Tomorrow

lb r h bi

C. Wan'vcf 4 12 1

Vk,^Aa•l'n ajl 11
Wirtin r» 5 10
Pauit 3b 4 2t<
Esoovto lb 5 2 2 '

H. KtHv 2b 3 2 3 1

Nw»ll a 5 2 4

MtD'rfn't e 3 I

King o 2 .

9#rn«rdo D 10

Tot* is 35 9 13 1 Tn>ais

aiw5iwa««a«e»a2s8s«w«*w««a^^»g»«g» ZS2Z22*

UNH
2B— m. KeMev,

C. M^niev.

Kim
Btrrt»r*> (W. 4-2)

Ku»«el fL, 0-P
Johnson
Dressir

»b r h bl

Mer'< It cf ] I 10
Lad* ?h 3
iV*«'rr« 5b 2

0rr«bv rl $ I 4

H»nnio.an M O
frulv 10 4 13 1

Drl^e rl S

T»Hi»r ib, -, o 3 i

t -,.t*r vs 4

W< nht on 10
&lM'in c 3
Kufs»l o .10
Inhnsnn p
V.arino on '

Tf.fomi cl

M12
020'" 20' 'rioi— ">

002 100 000—3
Paiau. Trundv. 3B—

Georgetown gamed open water <>n

the Meld, and I Man was in I

torrid race lor second with Trinity

and Florida Tech. closing on

Georgetown At the Into it wai

Georgetown m G o:t.4. Trinity in

K UB.5. and I Mass in tt:«t.3. The

illnesses had caught up on the

Kedmen in the stretch

|-.\en il the Kedmen had

.|uaJi!ied lor the linal. the\ would

not have raced, as the superhuman

effort t»Mik its toll, sending one

oarsman to the hospital and

another to bed Their viruses

prevented thetn Irom breathing

Ihe varsit) did not race in the

consolation lor place

"Under the cirumstances with

sicknesses and injuries, the varsity

rowed better than I or any other

coach had Ihe right to expect,

said coach Mike Faherty. Their

el tort is testament lo the per

lormance they expect of them

selves It was their best race of the

year, and showed just what they

are worth

T am vers proud to be

associated with this type of crew

It s the liost boat we ve ewer had.'"

The crew he was talking about

was
Bow Dave Richard
2 Al Flanders

Bill Moran
Douq Thompson
Bob We.mar
Kevin O'Brien
Ted F itzpafrick
Tom Mone
Cho.s Jedrey

Jim

Kenneth H hi '"hn Umd
i-oxed i»n k. inn Kaymood, wen

impressive in tht preliminaries

Hist by the nature that ..II Ihe

competition were varsit) lours

The Little Kedmen came in third

behind two boats that were second

and third m the ImaK
There an indications that thi-

lour will possibly do additional

rowing together this year

Kndmg lourth in the lirst round

the Irosh eight then unproved then

time 10 •- '•! I lor a second spot m
the race lor place, making them

eighth out ol 17 In their boat sat

Jim l buck. Hob Sanderson. John

Gombar. Rich Jamara, Chris

Kudla. K<\ in Kay lor. Fhil Kenne\

anil John I'UftiS, with coxswain

Mike Thompson.
Most jeopardised by the late

start onto the water, the Ireshmen

kept working together to come on

strong, making < oach Fahert>

pleased overall

VAIL VIALS: St Joe' repeated

as overall champ, linishing .">.">•» 7

in I >ack ol Georgetown, S:MJ in the

varsity event, and lourth in the

Irosh and |v races .Marietta had

the best Irosh eight. «i:05.«. the best

lightweight eight. ».:o7. and liest

|\ they came in second

overall according to my ligures,

I Mass tied lor seventh out of

t.) Saturday it rained like

yesterday...
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Seniors Ttim Mone. Dave
Kichard, and Chrhl Jedrey were in

their last race, and although

disheartened that they were not in

the final, the tremendous showing

their boat made under pain was a

satisfying remembrance.
(in the most pleasant part ol the

WMUA
WMl A will broadcast the

Varsity lacrosse game at Brown
University Wednesday. This is

an important game for (Jarber's

Gorillas who are seeking a lierth

in the NCAA post season

playolls Calling all the play by-

play will be Bruce Glazer with

Ken Day providing the 'color".

Air time is 2 4.Y

New England's

Largest

College Daily

Ott)r 0hx**MlinstttB

Sathi (ttnliegtmt^ Wm +J A FtEl AMD MSPONSIBIE ** PtMl

Weather:

Good weather, maybe'

Hopefully.
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Sieve Schmidt)

Montagu Extols Women's Superiority

Hv BOBCALLAHAN
MDC Staff

It is a tact ol nature that women

are more superior than men.

stated Dr. Ashley Montagu to a

capacity crowd at last evenings

DVF lecture- The group, which

was predominantly female, beard

the Fnghsh born author declare

that even though men are

physically stronger, strength is no

longer ol value in determining

siiperioritv

He said that the male has the

brawn to throw his weight around

when he wants to impose an idea

rather than using his brain This.

he said, "is one ol the males in

lertor traits The female is more

resistant lo disease than the male

ol ihe species and this strength is

On The Inside

:

Wood Warns Businessmen
See page two

Rogers Reports To Nixon
° See page four

Salk's Swan Song
See page ten

J

.letcrminedbv the chromosomes in

,| 1(
. lemales body." he said m

continuing

Chromosomes arc the basis tor

the lemales superiority lie said

that the X chromosone ol ll)«-

iein.de is seven times larger than

(hal ol the male and that the male

Hinun os,,n..-.sa sorrv s^cimin

..lien compared lo that ol lilt

leniale Ihe male ifl nothing more

than a c rippled x chromosome, he

-aid

rhe leniale must In- mam
lamed il the species is to DC

maintained," Dr Montagu con

tinned lie told the group that the

leniale is stronger because it is she

who bears the young

I'.iologicallv. she is the stronger

pari ol the species

l.motiotis was the next topic ol

discussion of the hour long lecture

He attempted to prow untrue the

old behel thai women are interior

to men because the) are more

emotional I >r Montagu said that

women use their emotions with the

purpose that the) were MH up lor

The male doesn't know how louse

his emotions correctly." he went

on when he mentioned that the

male uses a car as an instrument ol

personalit) which makes up for a

exuai impetus. I>r Montagu drew

I
large applause Irom the

ti

audience
l„ continuing be mentioned

„,,, m ,„i (
. &> the British during

World War II lhal dated thai

i,,ahs outnumber lemales in

hospitals lor psychiatric help The

ratio which he stated was ,«. i ll<

stated that these same results w<

loimtl in cases all over the world

Females never hail BO ei|lial

,ipportuntt) with males, he went

on lie said thai the famous in

\cntoi J and artists were mal.

hecause ol the tact lhal womei

Acre never onenled to these belti-

Uhen you investigate intelligence

and lg tests, you will find thai in

most eases women have surpass.d

men in Montagu continued

In studies conducted buy

l NKSCVJ it has been shown lhal

the women works N hours a da)

more than the male The leniale

works 25 hours a dav because she

Utts up an hour earlier

In ending his talk Dr Montagu

said that he suspects that women

will never achieve as much as men

have because the) won t want to

Being engaged in a process of

making human beings out of

children and husbands is more

important than the creative arts

he told the group This is what

women have been selected foi o

endow in humanit)
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Wood Warns Businessmen
B\ MARKS1LVERMAN

'

special to the MDC
MONTREAL. Canada President Wood warned

wveral hundred businessmen here yesterday hut

tnovmaS^ollege recruiting difficult in the future

,i iKe> ignore the concerns ol society too*)

Wood spoke before the Slst convention «>t the

National Association ol Savings Bunks to a crowd

which police estimated to be in excess of 250 persons

llu . university's president told the tmsmessmen

tlKit
•uus.m.ss.stak.ngahi.avyrapforintlat.on. or

1)()lllltlon . lor discriminatory hiring for jnsensU. >

to consumers, tor a lack of concern for safety, and f«

,, [ailure to promote concern tor women

•You know and l know mat some ot this is unfair."

he told the group, but added. "Not all of it ».

Speaking at length about what he termed the

responsibilit\ ol the business community, the I Mass

ihiei made "clear his i>el.ei that a great deal ot the

criticism leveled at husiness leaders hy youth is valid.

He urged his listeners to follow the lead ol this sort

ol criticism He said that businessmen and college

students could work together well if they both put their

minds to it

However, he assured the business community

before turn that unjust criticism by consumers would

never loree them to aet out ot lear.

wood who was Secretary ot Housing and Urban

Development lor a time during the Johnson Ad

ministration, is no stranger to the Spring speaker

circuit He was a much sought-after speaker during

his tenure as Chairman ol the MBTA and as Director

of the Joint Harvard MIT Center tor Lrban Alfairs.

The speech here yesterday was, however, the hrst

nine Wood has received major press attention tor a

non Universit) address since he came to I Mass this

Kail k

Claim V.C. Uses Foreigners
K. ( OI.DWKI.I. WOOD

Eyewitness Report

SAIGON \P Soviet, Chinese.

Cuban. North Korean and French

Hilary strategists" are advising

Communist led forces lighting in

south Vietnam, a high ranking

detector from Hanoi claimed

ruesda)
He >aul the Frenchmen were

lormer prisoners of war from the

Kronen Indochina conflict who

Acre not repatriated under the M64

Ueneva accords

rhe defector is in Dang Tan, a

lormer official in North Vietnam's

Delese Ministry >ent to South

Vietnam as minister of public

health m a proposed

revolutionary government

He said he personally saw

loreign I ommunist advisers at

rest stations on the Ho Chi Minh

frail when he traveled south

through l.ao> in \
kMu

Tan, n -poke to the Associated

Press through an interpreter in his

nrst interview since his detection

Sept 26. IMS He later appeared at

.1 news conference, but it was not

explained why he had been kept

under wraps by Salmon's Chieu

Hoi open arms -ministry lor more

than I 1 2 yean
fans revelations could help to

explain recurring reports of

Caucasians seen lighting with Viet

Cong and North Vietnamese units

These never have been proved

conclusively t>ecause IS and

south Vietnamese forces have

never lound any Caucasian bodies

among enemy dead.

tsfcad ii some of the foreign

adv isers might have been

American prisoners of war. Tan

replied No Hanoi propaganda

sa\s American Gls are lighting

with the VC NVA but 1 have never

seen this with my own eyes

"The men 1 saw were Kussians.

Chinese. Cubans, North Koreans

and French They came south to

stud) the situation and see how

thev could help I have seen them

deep in South Vietnamese
territory I have heard them

speaking their loreign languages
*'

Tan attributed his defection to

gradual disillusionment "No one

reason but a lot of little reasons

over a long period of time. 1 just

l>egan to leel communism was

outdated, not a suitable system of

government lor a country

May Day

Bartlett Is Home To Clinic
\ y«SM child w alks timidly down the long corridors

of Bartlett Hall, clinging to his mother s hand, shyly

anticipating what he will discover inside the room

numlH-r 110

The little bov Bobby, has an articulation problem

and perhaps I hearmg'loss. So he has been referred to

ihe Communication Disorders Clinic

t pon entering. Bobbv linds himself caught up in an

exciting atmosphere, one of activity and people on

his way to the waiting room, which is equipped with

magazines and cotorfnl trucks and other toys, he sees

children and adults working with their therapists in

small rooms
Bobbys mother has heard that any resident of

Massachusetts and bordering states who has a

communication problem is eligible to seek an ap

pointment at tin- clink Referrals com.' from school

mnt peech and hearing clinicians, local

tors Head Mart or institutions such as

Belchcrtown State School, the Department of Public

Health the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Com

mission and Western Air Force BaSC No one is too

,i |oo old to seek help

llobb> - parents received an immediate response to

their inquiry foi an appointment Thev were asked to

nil out short identification forms about birth.

reception ol the problem by the family, onset of the

problem and several other items Once these were

returned, an appointment was made lor Bobby at the

( link lor an interview

Initial evaluation dav is a busv time tor the

professional dmk staff, according to clinic director,

l',„l Jay Melrose One full morning each week is set

aside lor interviews with new clients, although ad-

ditional meeting* are also held during the weelc
.

first on the agenda is the interview with Bobby s

mother since Bobby is too young to be an informant

\ case historv is taken to try and determine the type of

Hobby'l problem, stressing his medical situation.

school historv personality, relationship with brothers

and sist.rs and his mother's health during

pregnancy Bobbv is then evaluated on his overall

speech abilitv His oral mechanism- teeth, tongue and

palate is examined and tested for its ability to func

don normally
Special tests, such as those ot articulation, voice

Mualitv and (luetics, are given depending on the

nature ol his problem Kach client is also given a

healing screening test which indicates whether a

hearing loss is involved Bobby puts on the head

phones perhaps pretending he is a pilot or an

astronaut circling: Hie moon, and is tested with one of

the clinic's audiometers.

Ihe clinic screens a number of persons with special

hearing problems by administering complete

audiological tests in the sound-treated room Different

trequencies and intensities of sound and the ability to

oereeive speech are tested by the audiometer

Ueording to Prof Melrose, if the problem indicates

that ongoing therapv is needed tor either correction of

the speech problem or for lip reading and auditory

training Bobbv mav get help at the CMass clinic or be

referred to an agency or clinic closer to his home

Prof Melrose emphasizes that although the t Mass

clinic do manv clients each month, its main

pura d any university, is to meet the training

needs ..I the- majors in the Held Community service is

ondary I actor

He explains to Bobby's mother that the service to

I he- community is Hee ol charge, the clinic funded by

th«- -late as part ol the I niversity s program.

In addition to the director, five other Cn.vers.ty

prof, and two supervisor staff the clime

Seniors and masters degrees candidates, as part of

their clinical practicum in speech pathology and

audiologv. work with clients in therapy that is

supervised by the piufcsssoml staff

Advanced students are often sent to public schoo s

hospitals with speech clinics, veterans hospital^

Belchcrtown State School. Clarke School for the Deal,

and various other lac.lities They also attend monthly

meeting! of the Massachusetts Public Health

Plastics chruc in Springfield, for clef palate and

.elated problems -as well as screen children in the

springlield Head Start Program

Therapists deal with problems running the gamut

irom articulation problems of a young child to aphasia

in an elderly gentleman, who. perhaps due to a stroke,

cannot effectively perceive speech, or talk

CMass students also benefit from the work of the

dime Kor example, students with stuttering

problems meet each week in a group with their

therapists and Prof. Melrose to discuss their problems

and progress. ,, . .

Ihe Communication Disorders staff sees people of

all ages with all tvpes of problems, beginning early

each weekday, in its small, yet effectively run clinic.

Therapy is changing behavior.' Prof Melrose says.

It brings a substandard lorm of speech into the

realm ol acceptable communication
."

In today's society where so much emphasis is

placed on speech, CMass is playing its small part in

closing a special kind of communication gap bet-

ween children like Bobby and the world

The straight news media has not reported accurately and completely

wh actS took p.ace in Washington during th. May ^>-<~
Perhans it was not merely an unwillingness on the part of the press to

•eoort vv .t took place as much as it was a case of the police and

geZnmen no allowing the press their full freedom 1
arrjved in

Washington Tuesday so 1 will report only on what happened from that day

on. and w ,11 report only on what 1 personally saw.

Durum Tuesday afternoon there was a march on the Justice Depart

men. Someprotestors sat on the steps, a few were on the streets, a few on

he si in the middle of the street, but the majority of people were on

he sidewalk on either side of the Justice Department. The police came

Dv Kited up 5 or 6 busses with protestors who were gathered around the

lepartment and took them to confinement. Meanwhile. I was on the

s and m the middle of the road and police came by. many of whom had

removed their badges and identification, and were pushing people off the

slTnd mto the street toward the sidewalk. At the same time police on

nZrscoiters traveling about 15 20 mph or faster were riding on the

^STSmSSSs at masses of people So people ended up sand

wiched in between the police on the sidewalks and police on the islands

and the streets This was obviously a scare tactic since it accomplished

nothing elsTsome press men were arrested when they took pictures and

th

on WedneX SLJft. persons were arrested for sitting on the steps

of hVt^p^toU-ven though many claim that they were invited there by

certain congressmen They were bussed to the colliseum Th* time the

pol ce had on their badges but they did not advise anyone of their righto.

The press were kept out for several hours until the crowd started shouting

to let them in Finally the police gave in The thing to remember, though.

is that they tried to keep the press out

Conditions at the colliseum on Wednesday were fairly good r ood was

available Irom churches and poor peoples groups bu not frorr.the

government The colliseum was coed, people were fnendly. i»^ "f™!
were available But at the cell block the next day I a cell-block is roughly

times the size of an average dorm room and has 2 benches, 1 toilet, and

smk i there were no blankets, and people either slept on cold cement

floors steel benches, or had to stand My eel! block contained 110 people.

Ml this time most ot us could not get a chance to make phono calls or

tee a law ver The law vers and the press were not allowed in ie pnsons

lor a long time Finally, a court order was obtained which allowed

law vers inside but even then police tried to keep them out At tne

colliseum most of the police would not let a person make a phone call

unless he was processed first, that is. unless he gave fingerprints, was

photographed, and filled out forms Most of the protestors refused until

thev were advised ol their legal rights.

(in Friday we were bussed to a third prison because an investigating

committee ordered us to be sent out of the cell block and into a place with

more room and better lacihties Our trials were on Friday to determine

amount ol bail and the dates of our trial

\ final word is in order about the actions of police and protestors, home

ol the protestors egged on police with namecalling but the majority of the

protestors were peaceful and had no weapons of any kind

Commuter Bowling Team
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End of Draft

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

'Calamity For Our Nation's Security'

Sen John C. Stennis. D-Mlss.. says he'll P-^SJSS

would not apply lo the current Indochina conflict- « At NMrepno

WASHINGTON (AP)-The chairman of the

Senate Armed Services Committee said Monday it

would be "a calamity for our nation's security U

Congress undoes the draft in an effort to end the war

in Southeast Asia.

Sen John C. Stennis, (D-Miss)., said the war is

the underlying issue in what looms as a marathon

debate over a two-year extension of the Selective

^nate* Majority Leader Mike Mansfield,

i D Mont ) said the debate will be finished before

June :?U when the current draft law expires.

The draft bill is expected to attract a series of

amendments certain to produce lengthy debate.

Chief among them is the legislation proposed by

Sons Mark O. Hatfield, «R-Ore.>. and George

McGovern. (D SI)), to compel U.S. withdrawal

Irom South Vietnam by the end of the year

1 think its chances have increased considerably

since last year.'' Mansfield said.

The Democratic leader also said he believes the

Senate will approve an amendment to Hautftt

draft extension to a single year, a move Stennis said

would cripple the military manpower system.

Near the results, the chaos, that will be created

if we go into a one-year period, or if we cut it Off

completely," said Sen Margaret Chaae&nittiof

Maine, senior Republican member of the Arnud

Services Committee.

The House has approved a two-year draft ex-

tension. . . . I_

The bill also includes pay raises designed to help

recruit volunteers

l personally don't believe that with the present

antim.litary feeling in this country we can have a

volunteer army." said Sen William Saxbe.

<R ohiot . ,,j

Nor do I think that in a democracy we should

have l mercenary army." he said.

McGovern Stands Firm,

Will Address Legislature

Hoover's Anniversary;

47 Years As FBI Chief*
l ^._j ..v,«n hi« immediate boss, have v

BOSTON (AP)-Sen. George S.

McGovern »DSD > said Monday

he will not change his plans to

address the Massachusetts

legislature Wednesday, despite a

request from the Republican

leadership that he stay away.

In a telegram to state Rep.

Francis W Hatch. (R Beverly)

McGovern said his appearance

before a joint session of the House

and Senate "is an opportunity for

enlightened discussion between

legislators in the federal and state

level, the kind of contact that is all

to infrequent in our country
'

Hatch, the House minority

leader, said in a letter to

McGovern last week that he takes

a dim view of a parade of

Democratic presidential can

didates using the legislature as a

sounding board to further their

own ambitions

The scheduled appearance by

McGovern. the only Democrat to

have formally announced his

candidacy lor the 1972 nomination,

lollows the recent speech by Sen.

Birch Bayh (Dlnd > to the state

legislature. Bayh is considered a

potential condidate for the

nomination.

McGovern said. T cannot ac-

cede to that request" to reconsider

the planned appearance, "because

to do so would be to reject an honor

and an opportunity
"

You are concerned that other

national leaders will seek to ad-

dress the Massachusetts

Legislature In my view, you

should seek such a situation as the

highest compliment to the

legislature I would hope that the

leaders of l>oth major political

parties would be given a chance to

speak if they request it

"

Hatch led the opposition to the

legislative order calling for a joint

session to hear McGovern.

WASHINGTON »AP> J Kdgar Hoover, embattled

director of the Federal Bureau of Invest.gation

arked his 47th anniversary as FBI chief Monday by

putting in a full days work while words of pra.se for

him were heard on Capitol Hill.

Mr Hoover arrived well before 9 am and has

been on the job all day." an FBI spokesman said

Today has been just like any other day.

Hoover s routine apparently was unaltered by any

observance of the anniversary. He was named to the

.ob bv then Atty . Gen. Harlan F Stone on May 10 1924

In the past year. Hoovers usual immunity to

criticl ha\ been cracked a number cjf time* and

several influential Democrats have called for his

"TuTt^sident Nixon and Atty Gen John N Mit-

chell, his immediate boss, have voiced their support

tor the 7«i vear old director

Chirles F.upatrick. who said he joined the I om

„mns part in Mat the FBIs request, and House

Z'rnar Security Committee Chairman Richard 11

Ichord praised Hoover Monday

l- ynatrick a teacher who testified he kept the r Bl

,n oIZ* on acitvities of the Communist party in the

New York City area during the late 1950s and 19bOs

£mbed himself as greatly upset by recent ant.

M
Xrd

SttT,r^Mrr
n

M,Ssour, applauded

"*?£££ ichord said, has battled against

cr a ,onominal police lorce and has .ought

behind the scenes against expansion of the r Bl

Berrigan Evidence:
^

' Prejudicial To The Defense
.. - - •imminent civil rights M

Massive Exploitation

OfServicemen Revealed
..,»-»i m„ ,APi Thi'Armv charged Monday that a

KKDSTONE ARSENAL, Ala. <AI ' "»*"">
Vietnam diverted to a

:r,,„.,,y .° ***** i™ »^»^*sssr..^Mi m*^
lhVpn.s,vul,.r. PrtortottjMBrtOg.ol 1 * ™

J 1>r,„„„honal

,„.„n,o,,„nal d*ta I" fr?*!«»»?£%,?<££2n* B«* o(

Started *•" 1» a l,0<1<?d a« ounl mc r "l,IB

'^iMs'S'^d •» 1-nh.T.v. larcny and Rra„ and .ac, np t. »

sears in prison if convicted
Knvov International Asia, testified

|.,„lks, II..- insl wilnoss. told Iho '"nrl I.<m
^ 01K.,al<.d at

HWMS^tottSSrtZSZ K5 ^ed for

also accused to taking more than $ .
.«W n «,cg p . and

, niversal Consultants. ^*J*^,£™S f.rm and the clubs

aircond.tioning maintenance cont rac t s Ixtwitn i ^
Asked how each check was made out. V aulks saia k

me to make it out to Georg Schell
ou( m , ha ,

Canonero II Rates A
Fourth At Preakness
» ^ . tim. iKK ( HP .- Kentuckv Derby winner Canonero II was rated no
BALTIMORE i At j" 1

,L „rr.iv.hlv (>dds for the $ir>0.(MMI-added

lH.-ttor than fourth Monday 1.
1

U» P™^™^,,
, 2 „kolv .Urten

r^X*^**™~£ as ,h"
llk"ly 1JrPaknt'ss ,av°

at ">-2
L'^ia.iv < t'reakness orep. was listed at 7-2.

HAKR1SBUKG, Pa. *AP»-

I'hotostats ol letters in connection

with the eharge that the Rev

IMul.p Berrigan and seven others

conspired to kidnap a pres.dentia

advSer were attacked m court

Monday as prejudicial to the

defense .

Ihe \lo\ eminent claims thi

letters were between Father

Berrigan and Sister Fl.zabeth

McMister a codefendanl on leave

irom MarMnount College in

larrytown, NY and purport to

outline that alleged plot.

In an oral argument seeking to

have the ease dismissed defense

attorney Leonard Boudin

Harvard La* School pmlessnr

charged the government "engaged

in prejudicial pretrial publicity in

violation ol the grand jury i

secrecy rule by attaching

photostats ol tin- letters to the

indictment

In asking that the prosecution be

cited let contempt. Boudin claimed

the photostats prejudiced the

defendant'schance ol having a lan

trial
"'

.
,

Target ol tin- alleged kidnap plot

was said to have been presidential

adviser Henry Kissinger Its aim

was reported to i>e to force an end

to the Vietnam war

\ defense motion far lam

iM.rarv bail OB the government

making public an> letters or other

evidence in the case was denied

\tlornevs lor the eight delen

Mants charged also ihe prosecution

ot the case was a conspirac) t<>

bolster the image ol FBI Director

.1 Kdgar Hoover

rhe) .isk.-d Federal .lodge It

Dixon Herman lo dismiss the

charges against Berrigan. im

prisoned antiwar priest, and UM

others because the governments

prosecution ol the ease threatens

to prostitute our Judicial system

Paul ODwver ot New N ork I

irounnent civil rights and laboi

L.wNei told Judge Herman ot I h

District Court that "the behavior al

the prosecution has been little

more than a toiispiraes lo Ulster

the public image and to pander i«.

Ihe injured ego ol the director ol

, h) . Federal Bureau ol In

vestigation

The Inst indications ot the case

came to light When Hoover

reported the alleged plot to kidnap

Ki-sinnei in testunotiv before a

senate subcommittee last

November
\ federal grand |ur) here m

dieted six persons on Jan 12 ol

conspiring to kidnapand to bkm up

heatmg tunnels ol government

building* in the nation s capital ^

superseding indictment adding two

more defendants ami adding

charges ol conspiring to destroy

draft board records across the

nation was relumed April N

I Hie puiM-i mi".. ...

^^^

Sweden Presses For U.S.,

Vietnamese Agreement
. ..<. i mmimI stressed that I

STOCKHOLM, Sweden 'AP'

Sweden will take no action on

receiving American prisoners o

war held in North Vietnam until

the United States and North

Vietnam agree on their future, a

swed.sh Foreign Office official

said Monday
He said Sweden had informed the

t S Embassy here Ol its position

following a statement made by

Mnerica s chid negotiator at the

Paris Peace talks. David K Y.

Bruce BrUCC said April » he

welcomed reports that Sweden w;is

prepared to arrange for transfer ol

I'oWs Irom North Vietnam to

Sweden
\ North Vietnamese delegate to

the peace talks said later on

Swedish radio he was disappointed

that Sweden had stepped into the

i ,ap laid by the Nixon ad

ministration for the transfei ol the

prisoners and their internment m
Sweden

."

The Foreign tMfice spokemati

here said Monday that Sweden had

„ot received MB/ oll.c.al rnpiest

Irom the United States concerning

American prisoners nor had

Sweden cont erred on the matter

with the North Vietnamese

But the Swedish America

Shipping Una's nwmau'ng
\.S I cil Janson.

director. '•» "
. ,

acknowledged that the lineJuis had

several contacts with the \
S

government about the tran-

sportation ol POWs, although he

stressed that agreement b> Ihe

t nited States and the North

Vietnamese was essential before

am action was taken

wl p*JM In l»<w. W«-h, N%.

Phil. Clil . Wfi»' " •' •""• *•"•

t„ iu«f»nlPf H«r»i.r tnr numtnrr

MfeM Inf . «•" IWlnmnt •*! .
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Calls Rogers' Trip "Useful"

\s VSH1NGTON 1AP1 Secretary of State William P.

Kofters reported to President Nixon Monday on his

Middle Kast m.ss.on. The White House said Nixon

leels the trip was 'useful in making progress toward

eventual solution to the problems in the area and in

carrying on the momentum ot the discussions.

Press secretary Wonald L Ziegler gave that

assessment as Nixon and Rogers talked in the

President's Qvas Office with Nixon's national security

adviser. Henry Kissinger, sitting in.

Rogers did not talk with reporters at the wmu
House , .„. •_

Joseph .1 Sisco. the assistant secretary of state in

charge of Middle Kast affairs, cautioned meanwhUe

against too much optimism that settlement of the Suez

Canal issue is near.

1 want to cautionyou we are not on the brink of am

Hettlemenl on the Suez Canal" Sisco told reporters on

his arrival al Andrews Air Force Base

This is an ongoing process which will take time.

he added . . ...... .-., ..

Sisco who accompanied Rogers on his Middle hast

lour was dispatched by Rogers to return to Cairo to

hrui She Egyptian government on Israel I position on

reopening the sue/

•It is important to keep in mind," Sisco said, "that

peace-making and achievement of positive results

involves a process of building confidence in place of

the legac\ ol suspicion of the past."

\n interim Suez Canal agreement 'would be a

meaningful step" in this direction, he said, but he

uldi-d that serious difficulties and differences

remain between the parties which will take time to

resolve."

Yet Sisco went on. "I believe there is today more

hope that progress can be made than there was

before His meeting with President Anwar Sadat of

Kgypt Sunday 'lias reinforced this belief. he

declared . .«_. __«. ^
He declined to go into details, saying in this role ot

constructive diplomacy it is well at this juncture to

avoid indicating the content of this discussion He

said the Kgvptian leaders assured him they will give

careful study to what Sisco called "my reports to

them"
Ziegler said Nixon expressed appreciation to

Rogers lor undertaking the 12-day trip. And the press

secretary reiterated Rogers himself reported there is

seme basis to believe the differences between the

parties have narrowed somewhat
"

DollarPlummets, Then Recovers
The dollar plummeted Ofl

>oiih European currency ex

changes Monday but recovered

slightly m the lirst trading day

since a weekend Hurry of

decisions to ease Europe's

monetar) criiii

i in- dollar wai steady in

London and Paris and was up

slighth m Milan Britain.

I tame and Italy did not follow

other European nations in taking

steps to halt the influx <>l dollars

I be) said they had no monetary

problems
I his was the lirst trading day

since most European loreign

exchange! closed Wednesdaj to

halt |he hea\\ l low ot dollar-

caused i»^ speculators, who

traded dollars lor other

. urrenctes

Xo large volume ot n\one>

movements was reported as

traders reacted with caution and

, onlusion to the change

triggered by West Germany -

decision Sunday to let the mark

nod its own level to deal with a

*ive inrush ot dollars Bonn

aid the dollar influx was adding

In it- inflation problems

I he dollar nosedived t<> a

.d low "i i m marks shortly

,ti.i trading opened on the

i rankiurl loreign currency

market
It • uvered upward to I XJ75

marks around noon and closed a'

, rhe market lelt the et

overnment -

ision lo !• pply and

I. ni. i nd dictate prices

I he official parity was still

,, marks in the dollar

I h< government measure was

ngthened during the day

when the West German Central

Bank ordered a check on interest

payments on loreign currency

deposits This would discourage

dollar deposits The Central

Bank must approve any interest

payments.
The German government also

barred nonresidents trom

purchasing such investments as

domestic bonds This also will

check the influx ot dollars

In Switzerland, where the

Iranc was revalued upward by 7

the dollar parity was changed

Irom 4 :17 to 4 OH trancs and was

being traded in Zurich at 4 09 to

t.U to sell at the close, a slight

rise Irom the lows.

In Vienna, where Austria

revalued the schilling upward by

, u6 per cent, the exchange value

ol the dollar dropped about four

cents The official rate was

changed Irom 2ti to 24 75 to the

dollar

I'he Austrian action was

twofold, to halt the inflow of

ItllW Mas •• \I\KKIM. HIS WOltllS—Wesl GcmUM 1-nn-igii

M, nisi, i w all, i >, href is sui rounded hx newssnen prior la entering a

, .i.hi.i mertmg la Bono Konday. \t the sseHhig, < haacellar Willy

ia..ii,ii ^ lah.n.i derided la lei tin- mark ilm-maie on ktternatloael

moiieN markets to shin tin- How ol unwanted I S. dollars

i„ i cent, the decision had a

depressing effect on the stock

market Shares declined sharply

i.rtause revaluation will make

export* more expensive

speculative dollars and to

prevent substantial price in-

creases in < ierman good* About

.

i , ent ol all Austrian im

ports come from West Germany

tlVKIt ISKXH.I-IIKI.I) SINAI DESERT MAN
«

IS

SI ItHxKY OK SI ATE WILLIAM KOPEKS AM) ISRAELI

viiVlV i IllhV I T GEN HUM BAR-LEVUMHMRJT WINDOWS

orSlSSmAl JKTI"nKH |,| K.M. ELICIT OVKK WARM
i;i. SIIKIKH YESTERDAY.

Army Man Sentenced

For Firearms Snafu

K^cttJfcWSlU Z+m .hem lor his own use

,»i,pl "who hTsaid wrote him lots of letters" including US senators

J£A£ h« TZJZm J Turner s lormer h,Rh pos.t.on ,n

^£SX2E£m such h» ™HH,y has .«£
Imrden to be honest Lewis said The judge also indicated he beliefs

Turm" emmi liave ..en tried on the eight other eharges which were

'''TurnerUr.-t-d to turn himself in to IS marshals next Monday Now

4t he w ill In- eligible tor parole after serving one year
mmmmmd

The maximum sentence turner could have received SIM live years and

"
licTs al'o'.ch,>dule<i to Mand trial June 7 on lour counts o. income tax

evasion according to US Att> Brian P (Jet tings
flh„ Vrm ,

Turner ol SDringfield Ya . was provost marshal general ot the At in

lt
, 'V.t , MSi Pleaded gu.liy to soliciting the firearms Irom thaj

! "ago police in 1968 misrepresenting that they were lor the- federal

government . then emhe/./ling or com ertmg them to his ow n use

I, as the central figure m a Senate Permanent Investigation sub

,, umJee prolH- of noiuomimssioned officer, clubs in LW and uncle

pr.ssure Irom the Justice Department resigns! as ehiel I S marshal I

m ::-,H 1„,"nn, Of them eonliseate.l by police m CWcagO^nd

Kansas City during d.sord.-rs alter the assassination ol the K* Ma. tin

''"ll"' al.l'he had turned about hall oi them OVOT to the Army and many

J • a, l
,i,orm,.M.u,n<l.spla>UM. He ackn.mledged that he had soId

at least J.l olhers to a North Carolina dealer and said he destroyed and

traded others
,

1

Gov't Asks Dismissal Of Shea Case
HUSTON AH' Hie government Monday asked the

I S District Court m Boston to dismiss the state's

challenge lo the war in Vietnam, brought under the

Massachusetts Shea lau

The law passed in 1870. provides that no

Massachusetts resident be required to serve in any

overseas hostilities except in an emergency or when

hostilities are ratified by congressional action. It was

sponsored by lormer state Hep H James Shea.

.|) Newton ».

It also requires that the state attorney general bring

^uit in the federal courts m enforce the law.

\ttv Gen Hubert H ijuinn originally went to the

Supreme Court of the United states, which refused to

hear the case Later he hied a new suit in Boston in

behall <>i 1 2 men serving in the armed ferces

The new suit contends that there has been no formal

declaration ol war in Vietnam, nor am congi

action 10 make the war oili

Vttsi US \ttv William A Brown filed brief rVith

,he D.stnct court, contending that the Quinr suit

should DC dismissed

This case is not one which merely touches foreign

relations, the government brief said "It involves a

direct challenge to the manner in which those

relations have been conducted A judicial inquiry

which those relations have been conducted A judicial

inquiry which accepted that challenge would both

undermine the credibility ol the nation s promises to

inendlv nations and threaten severe embarrassment

to those who conduct its loreign affairs.'

The briel contended that the suit is "in actuality one

brought against the President ol the United States

and so is beyond the jurisdiction ol the district court.

Taking note ol the lact the suit was tiled lor 12

members ol the armed lorees. the governments brief

said thai 'to Inquire Into the legality or illegality oi

ttatus orders and 10 dictate when and Oil what terms

!h< military i an allocate Its pe nel is encroaching

m an area totally without a court's expertise and

jurisdiction

MDC
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Need a Job?
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Work anywhere
Be your own boss
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Good money
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Dead Monk Excommunicated, |

Students Charge Cover-Up
• n.ic man fManhevfld Ihf church. We trie

SAIGON iAP>—The Buddhist hierarchy ex-

communicated Monday a monk who burned himself

to death in a protest against the Vietnam war. Hue

University students chained that monks ot the Bao

Ojuang pagoda were striving to keep his gravesite a

The students said Thick venerable-Chon The 27.

was to be secretly burned in an effort to deny him

martyrdom in the antiwar cause.

The dispute between the Hue students^

traditionally South Vietnam's most militant -and

their natural allies in the usually anti-Saigon

government An Quang Buddhist sect resulted in

disruption of Chon The s Funeral procession, alter

his sell immolation was disavowed by other monks

Thick Chon Kim. > spokesman for the Bao Quang

pagoda, which .s allied with the An Quang,

declared Sell immolation is not the policy of the

Buddhist community."

He said Chon The'a suicide by fire in Hue Sunday

-, 515th anniversan ot Buddha's birth-was 'the

(k cisioo ol one monk

-This man disobeyed the church. We tried to stop

him but he escaped and bis supporters helped him.

Because he disobeyed, he is no longer part oi the

Buddhist community.

•His luneral will be a family iuneral only, not the

funeral of a monk In the name of Buddhism, we

refuse to accept this act. but for the sake of

humanity we must have a funeral. This year we

must all" concentrate on praying tor peace

Associated Press photographer Koichiro Morita

reoorted Irom Hue that many students Irom Hue

University attended the funeral at Bao Quang

PU
\lthough monks asked that only clergy and

lam.lv accompany the coffin to the gravesite. many

students joined the procession on motorbikes and

unfurled m front of the hearse a banner rending:

•Students ol the Hue University student Union

sympathize with the act ol chon The.

•This resulted in a confrontation and the funeral

procession, including the coffin, returned to the

pagoda
I UK IllltNKI) 1) BODY OF TMIC

I one monk ——^ " "
——————

HUD Singled Out For Ineffectiveness
. . ; ..u... „.... an institutional function of the that it had espouse

WASHINGTON iAP>-For the

second tune in seven months, the

i i\il Rights Commission accused

the federal bureaucracy Monday of

substituting empty promises lor

effective
1

enforcement of an-

tidiscrimination laws at I point

v^ien "time is running out
'

The commission reserved its

harshest criticism for the

Department ol Housing and Urban

Development, hut said the blame

ior what it called ineffective and

unaggressive civil rights action

must t»e shared b> ever>bod\

Irom the President on down

rhcRev Theodore M Hesburgh.

president oi Notre Dame
I Diversity and chairman ol the

bipartisan six member eonv

mission called lor a moral

reawakening of the American

people to prevent racial

polarization of soact\ with its

attendant threat oi violence

He said the cliche that "you get

the government you deserve

holds tirmlv lor civil rights

Unless you have bombings and

burnings and \ lolcncc. people have

a tendency to forget and fall back

to steep agahl." Hesburgh said at a

news conference

It the commissions warnings

continue to go unheeded he said

I see happening the Inpocnsy of

Maying one thing and doing

.mother; I see happening an

enormous frustration on the part ol

our minorit) citizens

The commission s report follows

|»s seven months the issuance ol a

1*111.1 page document in which the

•ommission asserted that hostility

towards civil rights. plus

bureaucratic inertia, threatened to

nullity civil rights laws ol the past

tWO decades

The basis of Monday s report

was a response Irom 2~ to 40

agencies covered in the earlier

stud) ,() questions on how they

were iarrying out the com
mission s recommendations of last

October.
The report lound little progress,

and in the housing an
regression It praised the efforts ol

White House counsel Leonard

Garment and George M shultz.

head ol the Oil ice ol Management

and Budget, lo promote civil rights

considerations in lederal decision

making.
But leadership Irom the top. the

commission said, -must be made

institutional function of the

White House staff and not the ad

hoc expression of interest on the

part of individual White House

aides

The report said the Department

of Housing and Urban Develop

ment has retreated Irom a policy of

economical!) open communities

that it had espoused last summer

Throughout the news conference,

Hesburgh and other commission

members refused to single out

Nixon lor criticism Said

Hesburgh: l haven't been

satisfied with the performance «>i

the past lour presidents

r̂ ;:
i

:,:;: l i;

1

;;"
—°~

Rolls-Royce, Lockheed

Set On TriStar Project

government support

'

-infective financing o. TriStarcan only come with the help ot the I S
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Hartford Paper Cops A.P. Award
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MKWTON Mass At' The Hartford (ouranl won

the annual Sevellon H.own Memorial Ward Monday

• disinterested and meritorious public service by

\ so a.ed Press newspaper in New England
*

He dwaspresente,! during fhe spring nieeting

*Thi Ne* Knglan.l Associated Press News

i-'\eeiitives Association .

Km c t ve K.l.for George Renters of The Newark.

N , Ne . who tudged.be com,K-.,.,.n. selected.,

uri up stones by T Dennie Williams lor ******

Ke ura cited Williams "for the excellent and

exh!,,.s. - velv researched articles on the explo.tat.on ol

Terferfci^
the area of public service They

in

The
The

were

:

r .'ll five of its entries-

K
'

; , 'Vl "Uan. ror p«W«c., .n.l.a.,vo and

"; ^w^asasaSt--;
,hurn and reporter Jack Wark for theirThe

drew

mcndable and thorough coverage Of the Methuen

police controvers) .

The Hartford Counrant's entry was selected irom

among !<> submitted by 14 newspapers m the New

I'.ngl.md st.ites

Massachusetts l.t GOV Donald K Dwighttold.be

editors that the biggest battle newspapers face is not

against those who would DC censors, but those who

would make newspapers a regulated mdustr>

Dwighl a former reporter and newspaper

executive said the failure to distinguish between

newspapers and the licensed media is leading to the

general acceptance that newspapers are. or should be,

a public utility _
,

Robert <
' \ehorn. editor of the Worcester I eiegram

and Gazette and president of NEAP NEA, appointed

general manager Robert w McCreanor of the

PaWtUCket Valley Times. West Warwick. R.I., as

chairman ofthe Sevellon Brown Committee for tf71 72

Named to the committee were .John ^tynano*.

managing editor ol the Nashua Telegraph, and Harold

LeVanway. editor of the Greenfield Recorder

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleosont St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Broad St.

Wettfield
5623604

Co
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I |)o„i Knott II I Waal To See Wtofi There"

WASHINGTON No one talks about it, but one of

the greatest fears concerning the attempt of the anti

Vietnam demonstrators to close down Washington last

week was that the American taxpayer might have

discovered that only half the people here were really

needed to run the government.

1 found this out when 1 rode downtown with my

friend I'hil Javlan on that Monday Morning when the

protesters made their first attempt to keep govern-

ment employees from getting to work.

Javlan. who works in the Department of

Bureaucratic Infinity, picked me up in his

Volkswagen at 7 o'clock. 1 never saw him so nervous.

Don't worry. Jaylan," 1 said, "there's not going to

be anv violence."

Tin not worried about the violence,'' Jaylan said.

perspiring "I'm worried about my job."

•They wont fire you just because you're late one

morning," 1 said

It isn't because I'm late They may discover they

don't need me."
I don't understand," I said

•Look said Javlan. "for » years the govern-

ment's been expanding at a ferocious rate. New

departments have come into being overnight, old

departments have been beefed up for no reason. The

government is so big that no one has any idea how

many people it really needs to make it work any

more
"Everyone knows that. Jaylan." I said

Hut let's Hist suppose these crazy kids manage to

shut down the bridges and roads from Maryland and

Virginia. This would prevent 70% of all government

employees from getting to work."

"That would be a catastrophe." I said.

"But suppose it vasal a catastrophe Suppose the

government discovered it only needed W% of its

present work force
"

This demonstration is being covered by all the

media." Jaylan said. "In the event that the protesters

succeed in their shutdown and the government still

operates smoothly, the whole country will know by

tonight how few people it really needs to take care of

the nation's business."

"We can't let it happen," I said to Jaylan as we

skirted around a trash can on two wheels.

"

T have to beat Bradley to the office,*' he said.

•Why Bradley?"

"He sits next to me If he gets to work and I don t,

they'll discover he can do my job as well as his. If I get

there and Bradley doesn't, I can prove they don't need

Bradley."
"Gosh, Jaylan," I said, "that sounds like dog eat

"It isn't just me. You see all those cars bumper to

bumper out there"' In everyone of them is a Jaylan

trying to beat a Bradley to work. These people are

willing to take nails in their tires, dents in their len-

ders, tear gas in their eyes, anything, as long as no one

rinds out they are expendable."

A truck was stalled in the middle of the street and

Javlan and 1 lifted his Volkswagen over it and then we

took oil again "Bradley will never be able to do that,

laylan tackled, "not with his station wagon."

By driving mostlv on the sidewalk through

Georgetown, Javlan made it to his office on time That

evening on the way home he revealed to me that not

one person in the bureau was absent.

As a matter of fact, there were several people on

vacation and sick leave who came in to make sure

their jobs weren't eliminated

It sure was close. Jaylan sighed. "If it hadn't

been lor the brilliant work of the police and the

military, the government might have had to cut its

payroll in halt

Copyright i!»ti. i.«»s Angeles Tteass

Another View

UMass: Easy Rider Country?

><«j

A Last Resort
By NKil.l ol.KMAN

It has become quite fashionable

m many circles round and about

campus whenever one wishes to

call attention to oaeseU <»r some

idea thai one supports to compare

it to project 10 and point out how

much better it is than the project

It is like l nobleman comparing

himsell to a worker The formei

assumes an air of respectability

while the latter has worked,

treated and achieved more than

the nobleman ever dreamed of

trying

The project has had its

problems, but even that is a point

in its favor For the problems of the

project have arisen over the

question of the proper use of

freedom and not the absence of it.

Having attended l university this

fall where the administration tried

to act in loco parentis. I in the place

oi the parents'. I can say from

experience that the abuses of

Ireedom arc to be preferred over

the rule o! oppression

The typical stereotype picture of

a project student is a person who

doesn't g«> te classes and who

smokes dope all day This is not

accurate, but even ii it were, what

justification do other people have

lor condemning him ' Is it because

he is an individual and doesn t fit

into' other people s idea of what a

student should do or be'' When a

person reaches the ages oi in jo he

should have tin- Ireedom to do w hat

he wants with his life instead ol

conforming to other peoples

standard ol behavior, because only

he and he alone will profit or suffer

Irom his actions Who is to judge

the value of a person and how he

should learn, if not the person

himself 11 a person is going to

crew up his life it is much better

that he screw it up himself rather

than having some paternalistic

bureaucrat do it for him An in-

dividual will only learn how to use

freedom by having it and if he is

not permitted to have it. he will

never become an individual.

The project is a last resort for

manv people I have often heard

people sav that they would not be

at the University if they weren't in

the project The project is a point

ol identification both in relation to

the individual himsell and to

others, it is the only place in this

large impersonal automated

university that gives an individual

Ireedom ol expression It is the

only place many people can call

home The project has many

faults, but its assets are greater.

People who so easily critizc it are

people who are so used to following

a routine that they don*t realize the

problems involved when real

freedom is being coped with

This past weekend, gay people

irom the N E area congregated at

l Mass to enjoy themselves at a

Gay. Liberation Festival sponsored

by GLK here This was aa ap

portunit) for people to come out

andbeopenl) ga\ and loving, wed
GLF Amherst THOUGHT, with a

minimum ol hassles by the sup

posed LIBERAL & BNLIGH
I I \i:i> Community Though

main ol us were conspicuous by

our attire and expressions ol al

lection for one another. WC kept to

ourselves and purposely bothered

no one and in tact, generally

livened up the Match area all

weekend, especially Saturday

night with one ol the most fantastic

dances UMass has ever had.

had

There was however hostility

evident among some ol our

straight brothers This was nothing

new and unexpected But Saturday

m.-ht {wool our gay brothers were

Ma\..ig as invited guests at John

\dams tower A group of residents

discovered them embracing They

cursed and intimidated them and

proceeded to Ih.iI and kick them

down., flight Oi stairs Fortunately

the ga> brothers were able to

escape without serious injury

Another group of brothers stayed

at Dwight House that night, again

as invited guests They were

harrassed and ripped off by some

more straight resident pigs, again

lor no reason other than that they

were gay.

Sunday was the Phil Ochs con

cert YOU read what the Collegian

said yesterday, and now you might

like to know what really happened

Manv gay people went in to the

concert, giving away free apples,

oranges and balloons to our

straight sisters and brothers in the

audience, to help them enjoy the

concert with us. Then Phil Ochs got

up. sang a lew songs, and made the

statement of himself. "No tag

here Now for us the word lag

said by a straight is every hit as

oppressive as 'nigger' or 'kike

or spic or "cunt It was for

lunate that there were many gay

sisters and brothers around to give

support to confront Phil Ochs with

his sexism Whether he used the

term in a "theatrical" sense or not

is irrelevant That word, used by I

straight man. directed toward a

predominantly straight audience.

is completely unacceptable,

whethei >aid lacetiously or not.

You dO not make jokes about

people's oppression Because he

would make no apology for what he

Mid, we asked tor live minutes

time on the microphone and were

immediately turned down So we

took the microphone, ami laid

what had to In- said.

Many people complained that we

disrupted the conceit Well, the

psychological genocide b) your

heterosexual chauvinistic society

has disrupted our lives tor cen

tunes and WE WILL NOT PUT
up with that suit

ANYMORE! Phil Ochs waited

until most ol us had left and then

said something to the effect that

people who disrupt other people's

concerts ihouhl not i>e allowed to

li\e

The fOMfglsS deems itself a

Ireeand responsible press Every

article relating to the weekend's

incidents m yesterday's paper

were overtly or covertly anti-gay.

There was no news article written

The front page story was a review

ol the concert, giving only opinions

and DO lactual representation of

what happened The editorial

accused us of " incoherence" and

•LACK OF SENSITIVITY"
Meanwhile there was not a word

mentioned about the beatings in

Southwest, even though the editors

were well aware of the incident

There was no mention of what a

generally beautiful and together

weekend" it was lor the gay people

The gay liberation movement has

been always pretty much ignored

by this ami other news media This

kind ol coverage, typical of the

liberal, counter revolutionary

press, is irresponsible and op

preserve

The incidents m John Adams.

Dwight House, and at the I'hilOchs

concert, and the Collegian

coverage should make clear the

extent to which gays are oppressed

even in this "enlighted" University

community.
day Liberation Front

Amherst

Peace Now,
Peace Now
The fool <»l tension was

everywhere,
In many small groups we all

collie

Our stated object, to join into

one
Peace was now the common cry

Young and old. none were left

by
Waiting lor the march to begin

Ml hoping for our cause to win

\ long while passes until we are

told

While sour sitting here the

inarch is two hours old'

smiling to know all our brothers

are here
We look behind and hope that

the End is near
People, people lor miles l>ehind

nixon must see us or he is blind

Marching, walking, selling and

loud.

pl'cacc now. Peace now. Oh
Cod. Peace now'
In a while our destination is

teen,
Are those all 000001 in Iront ol

thai beam?
\n old man and women earring

a sign

•Our son has died, and WO ask

WHY'
Believing all America is here.

We look ahead and hope the

End is near

TO the president's gate we

finally reach.

But 'no room, the Marhalis

preach.
All packed up to the steps.

Keep it cool we're all reps

No turning back now. there must

Ih> a way
4i_ ...

To get in there, they II

remember this day.

With people going over a torn

down fence
Inside we see it was no

pretence.
Next to each other we all stand

No room to move, there's no

more land

A loud voice begins to cry

A nation leels no more should

die

The voice is coming Irom miles

away
All America shouts Irom
Boston to LA.
The talk must stop

No more bombs should drop

The feelings Of the world ascend
Peace now. Peace now, this war
must end!

.Ion Seskerieh

Letters To The Editor

Ideological Bunny Hop

Editorial Points

To the Editor:

I would like to take this opportunity to discuss Sid

Finehursh's rather bizarre analysis of the May Day

action in Washington, DC. Sidney, who appears to

view all anu war actions that do not follow a parade

route with profound suspicion, seems particularly

incensed with the activities of the May Day Tribe. The

catalogue of sins, misdeeds and outrages perpetrated

bv this group includes, enthrallingly enough,

liberalism While Finehursh's attacking the May Day

people for "liberalism" might be likened to Bebe

Kebozo or Pat Nixon's accusing Igor Stravinsky of

mediocrity, let us focus on the substance, rather than

the origin, of this charge.

•Liberals,'' Sidney reasons, ship "dedicated ac

tivists" to Washington to confront the government

w ith "passionate arguments and the threat of biennial

election.'' The Tribespeople dispatch, presumably at

any rate, the same "dedicated activists" to confront

the government with "passionate actions and the

threat of violence " (Inasmuch as violence was ex-

plicit not threatened or implemented, except by the

1) C "police, it is difficult to extract very much from

this accusation, other than the fact that Mr Finehursh

himself felt threatened by violence >

In anv case, these quite distinct forms ol protest

make "liberals" and "Tribespeople" basically the

same becattOO Neither want to involve the majority

of the American people who are opposed to this war in

independent political action " And in case you hadn t

guessed "independent political action" means more

ind more and more Mobe-directod protest marches

If one is allowed to extend the Finehursh scenario to

his own method ol operation what we find is the same

and bv now thoroughly exhausted "dedicated ac

,,vists
;

being dispatched to Washington by Mehe Incv

(the peace people' I to confront the government with

•passionate " marching cadences and the threat ol

still another parade, march, rhumba rally, congo

congregation, etc. if the Federal elite tails to

capitulate to Mehe demands Perhaps WO can bunny-

hop Nixon into withdrawing from Vietnam but it

seems to me that ideologues like Sidney Finehursh

might at least consider that alternate lorms ol protest

have a valid place in the peace movement.

Sidney clearly regards civil disobedience and

electoral politics as "diversions" but can he really

convince us that massing Arthur Murray, the June

Tavlor Dancers, and all the extras from The Ten

( ommandments on the steps of the Capitol in a

peaceful, legal fashion to be sure, is the only way to

end the war? Serious questions regarding the efficacy

of electoral politics and civil disobedience have been

raised and will continue to be debated but it seems to

me the most fruitful field for criticism lies in

analyzing the Lieutenant Schiesskopf mentality ol

people like Finehursh.

The anti-war movement," Sidney rumbles, will

not stop until a majority of Americans are out on the

street demanding immediate withdrawal

'. Presumably, this goal will be achieved even .1 he

war is terminated before Sidney can muster the

required 101.0O0.0Ou Americans.) "There will be a

next time." Sidney continues, (he is referring here

supr.s.ngly enough, to another demonstration,

unless the movment gets diverted into the search lor

a tme peace candidate' or gets demoralized by

further defeats like May Day. Therein lies the

essential difference between May Day and April 24

Sidney somberly intones

Sidneys message is ominously clear If peace ad-

x ocates are stupid or foolish enough to expend energy

working lor peace candidates or getting arrested

Iherf will he SO more parades' No doubt such a state

ol at ta.rs presents a hideous spectre lor an individual

who has spent the bosl years of his youth organizing

such functions I would appeal to Sidney, however .to

consider the tact that the goal of our activities is. alter

,11 an end to the war and not the perpetuation ol

endless rallies In this spirit 1 humbly beseech Mr

Finehursh to at least entertain the possibility that

alternative tact.es may make a contribution to ending

the odious war we all oppose ..,.„•
Daniel. I. < "Urns

For Better Bail

Who ever said that this

campus is liberal and un-

derstanding?
* * * *

The money situation in Europe

is complex and difficult to un-

derstand but it seems that US

economic policies are being

blamed for the whole thing.

While everyone else is floating,

the good old USA appears to be

sinking, as usual
* * » *

It's got to be surprising to see

Ml in the Family" get an

Fmmy as the best comedy

series. Maybe people can take a

loke after all
* * * *

Chairman John Stennis of the

Senate Armed Sen ices Com-

mittee is planning to introduce a

resolution to limit the

President's powers to wage war.

Who says we don't learn by our

mistakes.
* * * *

Kemember the Blue Angels?

Well the Russians are presently

orbiting eight satellites in for

mation around the earth. Sort of

makes vou feel old, doesn't it?

* * * *

Is there a friend you haven't

written to in a while? Better do it

before Sunday when the U.S.

Postal Service will jack up the

price to eight cents. Then again,

how manv people do you know

that are really worth eight

cents''

Counter Productive

'"instances ol ...correct analvs.s. as well as misquotes

concerning nn portion ol the interview in Ann GUI

n" s May Day 'opinion .Hide OB fYWoy "£*£*
clarification and correction I did not syrtet those

...ring to Washington lor the May Da> actmt.es could

al.onl to pas jail fines 1
said that ^g"*~£

prepared either to pay them or to spend time n ja.

This I contended. I.m.ted participation in We

demonstrations l said nether that talJ^SS
d.dn . have classes to attend .

nor that the didn

mind getting their heads knocked together 1

pulated that those students participating obviously

3S their classes were of secondary *»P^*£
and were prepared to encounter the

J™**"*
Violence Both these prerequisites Umited con

side. ably the demonstrations size a s.gn.luani

oohtical consideration . . _«_
1

, thought 1 had made it clear that . JMndch^
the lack Of timing and organization ol the May Day

Who that discouraged broad active support, but

,omn,,tmont Of thJ who chose to participate„„ the

May Day activities, but that the tactics Of on

.mutation politics, including nonviolent ml

disotx-dienee. have proven once again to be our,

Unproductive to building a successful antiwar

movement ?om Moriartv

lo the t alitor:
,

.

The twelve thousand arrests during last week S anti

war demonstrations in Washington set I record less

than eight hundred were arrested in the 1917 • .siege ol

the Pentagon A ..cord in quantity, also in illegality

•Justice department officials private!) conceded

that up to ughty per cent ol last weeks arrests were

unconstitutional.
' states Prolessor Alan M >ci

showit/ ol the Harvard Law School (.real crowds ol

demonstrators plus many innocent bystanders were

rounded up en masse by the police without warning

and often with clubbing and mace.ng ol unresisting

victims The) were herded into improvised detention

centers and. m thousands of cases, were not charged

with an offense untila day orso later.

Most were released ol a nominal >H> hail, nut I

number were required to post higher bail, ol 125 to >,.i

or more bv design or by bureaucratic chance Among

those held in higher l>ail were some twenty students

irom this campus, who Spent a week or more in jail

until their Ir.ends or lamihes could raise the money

We the undersigned, disapproving as we 00 ol

violent tact.es. I.eheve that I Mass students willing to

stick their necks out m non violent demonstrations 10

end the atrocious Indochinese war should not have te

spend a week m |a.l lor lack ol hail money We are

tnere.ore setting up the I Mass Bail F^mdand WC

invite contributions trom sympathe ,c lax ult rand

students This is lo be a continuing lund with wh.cn

„ war demonstrators can Ik- bailed out We

eeHhte to iTttte enough lor older people to do in Sto>

'or, oi our courageous students, and we hope some of

our ^leagues share our feeling

Please make checks payable to the I Mass Ha

I

Fund and send them to Milton Cantor. Machmer Hall.

I ol Mass .
Amherst. Mass The lund will be ad

ministered bv the lour signatories below

Dean Allen. Mental Health Ser% ice

Milton Cantor. Deft, ol History

Dwight MecdeaaM, Dept. of Knglish

Harvey Swados. Dept. of Knghsh

To Win The Peace

,,,
' nionous been, the prolestorsMM engaging ,n son,,- k,nd ol action

with k*teS idegrann, ami u-l.-phcm.. .all*
!"J^f, „" ™,

.,„

ri:r:»
s -«^s:-ir.:v-*

Southeasl V» thrnnsn an Kx.-iuliv. . l*«i
;
» "««

•

"

iiililiii

;.:=';,;:3WtfSSS5UW«' ^

win the peace
Kenneth It Mos;ikowski

Open Letter

Both Ours And Yours

To the KdiUir: - -»—
I would like to take this opportunity as ^'™rd,"dtor

ol the (Jay Liberation Festival to thank the many

people of the straight university community who

£3ed make the tostival possible I never imagmed

the scheduling Of such an event would beSO COmpk*

and involve so many people associated with hi

university Most of the people I worked with wen

cooperative and helpful. -. . . >
. fll , itifM:

Id particularly like to thank ^S^^^cUvittes

Office staff for their assistance in scheduling and

coordinating the events Also thanks to t*eH«U:h

management for our dance and to the dormitories that

provided a place for our guests to crash^

The Gay people attending the Festival from as far

away as Michigan and Texas were guests of the

un.vers.tv and lor the most part were treated as SUCh.

It is indeed sad. however, that a number ol people in

lohn Adams tower disgraced that dorm and our

university by their violent treatment ol two Gay

brothers, who were guests in that dormitory Sunday

morning This type of thing is inexcusable

Phil Ochs remarks Sunday alternoon are also

inexcusable Whether Mr Ochs used the jordfag

in a theatrical sense or not is irrelevant What is

relevant is its derogatory connotation It seems ironic

that ochs d.dn t recognize this fact, and could not

bring himsell to appologize

"major purpose of the Festival was to demons rate

,o the community our (Jay life style Hopefully, it will

help lead to both our and your Gay Liberation^^

n mg our Utter published m the Collegian Mondav May
: .

IIT

,e I n- I m. replv to both vou and the campus as a whole For this

son an subm, ting this letter to the Collegian for publication

IS len Senate Teacher Course Fvaluation program begante

de lop a University Wide program during the summer oftW^Our f rs

evaluation instrument, developed that summer ^^SestS *
semester, was offered to all faculty at the end ,l the fall

f*™**^*
were r^oaod that over 701 course sections found value m the concept of

SsSsfaBttSiSraHSMSga!" '
7,

"
,,n™,,iT.n.r 1965 With a development cost approximately

Vf£ma"aTa£W, ot «-
n
«-

hK
;,:';;;;,;;!„:WEEhV £**•" .. «—* z*™ « m

"l"hl
S

'Vh,l lh,, U-.l.-r will help I" -hamhlen oul some ol the mis, -..,,

its results Hope to hear from y ou soon in this regard ^^^^
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Year End Concerts Sets

Eating Out

Williams
On Florence

By DAVID WILLIAMS
MDC Staff M

If. ,n unassuming place. Its known mostly by its reputation. If you

vou w Ik m™ he&lorence Diner In ,he Its. place !*£*£»**

HaHtoH
w ,h he best lend you could possibly I-*-/*"1

J

too. The men

Ik-iV ,alid. appclu.ee. vegetable, rolls. dessert, and beverages lor Ihree

"tS^^S^mS^. 1 wen, .heresaturday lor .hemmmmm
mi' ,s , u ,c ,, crcs.ed. about the worst lunch place around II I.a ni«

J, s liHikuJ to the saiad bar. suffer through a charcoal baked

ShiZXSSL» gerstuck lor e,gh, bucks and you can sec why the nde

•"
!,!';•;'";:; S^Sf-«* .ha. n«^. »- ra.eS . b,g s,x *»

seal of good taste from MDC gourmets

I'hr Spring " Symphony in B

Flat t>\ Robert Schumann vull Uv

the featured work <»n the program

to be presented by the I Mass

Symphony Orchestra, May 12, in

Bowker Auditorium <>n the

i niversit) campus The >> n
phort) sketched m the short sp.u •»•

ol [our days, wm achnowledfed in

,i letter i>\ the compost* as having

been written « the spring urge

w huh comei .it resh over e\ eryone.

even tin- oMest In the same letter

to the composer sophr. Schumann

stated that the period in which

it uas composed influenced its

character and partly made it what

it is The period referred to was

his lirst year of married life

The Ii niversity Symphony.

listing aiming its personnel

students Irom IMass. Hampshire

,,,„! Mount llolyoke colleges as

well as musicians Irom the

\mherst area, has been referred to

by Wayne smith of the Greenfield

Recorder M as versatile in

spired, and generally expert as one

eould desire It would be hard to

lind another ol its type and com

position to surpass it Klinore

Clarke, writing in the Daily

Hampshire Gasette referred to the

orchestra s reading of

Beethoven's Eroica Symphony

.arlierthiSM-.isonas onent the

best concerts ever In be given m
this area <>t line concerts

The program, which begins at

H 15. is open 10 the public without

charge ,.

\lso the University Chorale,

directed bj Richard duBois, and

the t niversit) Chorus, directed by

Man Harler. will present the an

nual Spring Choral Concert Sun

day. May 16, at S pm in Bowker

Auditorium

The Chorale, recently returned

[rom its tour ol No* JOTSI

Ptnnsshania Ohio, and Illinois.

will perforin works by Henry

Purcell, John Redford, Toraas Luis

<k> Victoria. Gabriel Faure. Kirke

Mechem. and William Dawson

Charles Path el be Is
-Magnificat' and Brahms lch

tber Bin Klend." two double

chorus songs, will be presented by

the Chorale and Chamber Singers

The Chamber Singers, a select

group Irom the Chorale, will also

perform works by (iuillaume

Costetey Orlando di Lasso. Earl

George, Lewis Morton. Guiseppe

Verdi, Heinrich sehutz. and

Richard duBois

The University chorus will

present three Baroque settings oi

the chorale. Wachet Auf Kuft I ns

The first setting is

h* Can/ lunder The second

setting by Dietrich Buxtehude,

will be performed by tin- (bonis.

Madrigal Singers, and Chamber

Orchestra The third setting

Bachs Canata No »-»<>' and will

ik- performed by the Own*
Chamber orchestra, and soloists

Dorothy Orneat, soprano; Jon

Humphrey, tenor, and John

,1 \rmand. bBSS baritone Leonard

Moss ol the Boston Symphony

i irehestra * ill be Concertmaster of

the Chamber Orchestra.

This concert is open to the public.

tree ol charge, as one of the I Mass

music department's continuing

series ol concerts

MDC
Classifieds

Are Nice

And Tiny

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6006

*

UMASS. CRAFT GUILD

Important Meeting

JET TO EUROPE

ISAS
SPACE AVAILABLE

From $99 o/w

CALL:

Lonnie Arcry 546-7701

Alex Diehner 544-6944

WED. 7:00 p.m.

S.U. 328 Craft Center

Anyone interested in the future of the

Craft Center should attend.

Poets Mass
All undergraduate poots and

poetesses are united to an orgy ol

, nsimi BUrreaUistic reality on

Thursday Ma> 13, IW1 at 7:3fl at

the council Chambers at the

Student Union

Yotl too may be one of the

esoteric legislators ol Camp I

Mass Bring your own bag or

baggage and <l<> your thing with

other potential professional ar-

tisans and creepy crawlers of the

evening and <>i night.

Happy Trails To You

Read It

And Weep

ALBERT JERRY'S

U

UBU
U

A DADA PUPPET SHOW

TRANSLATED AND ADAPTED BY

JIM BIERMAN

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

DEMIAN

WITH ORIGINAL MUSIC BY

JIMSTEINMAN

FREE PERFORMANCES AT 8 15PM

^£0 MAY 12 U o» M STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Student Industries Day

MAY 12th

students may sell their products

applications in Program Council Office

due TODAY

11IESDAY, MAY 11, 1971

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

May 30 Ceremonyv) ceremony ^^ • • .

Brooke Sargent Top List Of Degree Recipients

l S Senator Edward W lirooke

;l nd Gov. Francis W Sargent will

receive honorary degrees Sunday,

May 30, along with live other

distinguished citizens at the UMass

commencement. Sen. Brooke will

also give the commencement
address. . .

The other live degree recipients

will be: Sterling A Brown, author

and retired faculty member of

Howard University, Walter Muir

Whitehill, historian and author,

and Kugene S. Wilson, dean of

admission at Amherst College.

TIIFHIS EXCELLENCY
UtlYERNOfl

Commencement exercises, the

MHst in the University s history,

will iH'gm at 10 am in Alumni

stadium
Sen Brooke has represented

Massachusetts in the United States

senate since l%7 and has been a

member of Senate committees on

hanking. Housing and Urban

Miairs. Appropriations; and

K.jual Educational Opportunity

I 10m li*:j to l%« he was Attorney

General of the Commonwealth
He has bachelor and master ol

laws degrees Irom Boston

t niversity, ami bachelor ol

science degree Irom Howard
i niversit) lbs honors include the

i h.ules Evans Hughes Award

irom the National Conference of

christians and Jews m l%7, the

Distinguished Service Award Irom

the American Veterans ot World

War II. and the Spingarn Meda

Irom the N \ ACT
Governor Sargent, governor 01

the Commonwealth since iMt, has

itbo been lieutenant governor

commissioner of the stal i

department ol public works,

chairman of the Merrimac Valley-

Flood Control Commission,

commissioner of the

Massachusetts department of

natural resources, and chairman

of the Massachusetts Water

Resources Commission.

He is a I9N graduate of M IT.,

with a special degree in ar-

chitecture. ,

From 192*) to 1969 when he

retired. Sterling A. Brown was a

faculty member of Howard

University. He has also been a

visiting professor at Atlanta

University, New York University,

Vassar College, and several other

institutions.

His writings are concerned with

the Negro his poetry, drama, and

liction. his role in a minority

group, and his relationship to

society Sterling Brown is the

author ol poetry and essays, in-

cluding poems in The Book of

American Negro Poetry" and

•Beyond the Blues." and articles

and reviews in •"Crisis,

Esquire, and other publications

Now professor emeritus of

UMass. Frederick C Ellert came

to the University in 1939 as an

instructor of German language and

literature From 1942 to 1945 he

.ilso taught physical education

From 1951 to 1957 he headed the

German department, and when it

became the department of Ger-

man Russian, he served as

chairman irom i%7 to 1965. He

i
ei served his bachelor of arts from

Amherst College, and his doctorate

irom Stanford University all with

honors.

He is a founder of the

Massachusetts Review. ' quar

terly literary publication of the

Eive Colleges, and initiator and co-

organizer of the UMass Atlantic

studies (enter in Freiburg. Ger

many. ,

Mrs Emilv Dickinson Townsend

Mon. • I'ri

Wed Sat.

chaeological Society ol Athens. She

is on the editorial board ol the

•American Journal of Ar-

chaeology."
Author and historian Walter

Muir Whitehill has written much

about the Boston area, as well as

about such topics as Spanish

Romanesque architecture, naval

history and historical societies.

Since 1946 he has been director and

librarian of the Boston Athenaeum

A member of the faculty of

Harvard University's Peabody

Museum of Archaeology and

Ethnology, he has many other

positions! mculding trustee of the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts and

the Peabody Museum of Salem. He

is a member ot the Boston land-

marks Commission, and an

honorary member of the American

Institute of Architects.

\ graduate ol Amherst Colle e,

Kugene S Wilson returned is

\lma Mater in 19:59. serving as

\lumni Secretary and Director of

Placement until 194«i, when he

became Associate Dean and

Director of Admission In 1957 he

became Dean of Admission.

Co-author of -College Ahead'

and College Student s Hand

book." he is a former president ol

the Association of College Ad

mission Counselors. He founded

the College Scholarship Service

and the College Placement

Clearing House and is responsible

lor other innovations in college

admissions and placement He is a

lormer director of the College

Entrance Examination Board and

lormer chairman of tin- Board ol

Advisors ol llolyoke Community

College.

WALTER M. WHITEHILL
Vcrmcule. professor, classicist,

and archaeologist. has her

bachelor and doctorate degrees

irom Bryn Mawr College and her

master's Irom Kadchffe College

she has been a FulbrightScholar

and a Guggenheim Fellow She

serves as Samuel Zemurray Jr

and Doris Stone Radcliffe

Professor at Harvard University.

In addition to teaching Greek

and Classics, she has been involved

with several excavations including

„nes with the University of Penn

svlvama in Turkey, and the Ar

COMMENCEMENT DAY

MAY 30, 1 97

1

BRUNCH SPECIAL

At The Blue Wall Cafeteria

2nd Floor, Campos Center

8:00 A.M. - 10:00 A.M.

$1.75 plus tax

BUFFET DINNER

At The Top of the Campus

12:00 noon - 8:00 P.M.

At The Blue Wall Cafeteria

12.00 noon - 2:30 P.M.

Featuring Steamship Round of Beef

Carved to Order

$2.95 plus tax

i i...« mm he made by calling

"•-"." - "" bssi£ ;.*

11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

ftttt p.m. • H:SO P m

Howdy Doody

Student Union Ballroom

Friday, May 14

8:00 p.m.

50c

TONIGHT

At

The BAVARIAN BEER FESTIVAL

FEATURING: LADIES & GUYS NITE!!

Mixed Drinks

500 Sty* Eneltalf #ub LOWENBRAU ^
on Draft

GIRLS
Interested In Co-ed Living

There are still a few spaces left in Hamlin House. If youJiavc

ri r,ar been unable to Ret into the co-ed dorm ol yowdwice.

consider these facts: Hamlin House' is presently an all-men s dorm,

menarinR to RO co-ed in the Fall. Many Rirls are nnderstandably

reluctant to move into such a dorm, where co-ed hvmR has not

yet been established. But we think such fears wd prove to

be unfounded in Hamlin. We arc a f^J^L^jf^
dorm, and we enjoy an unusually relaxed. Bgfet atmosphere.

We invite you to come and talk about it with us

TONIGHT AT 7:00 in our lounge

or call Don (64548) or Frank in 220 at 50792

INCEST, ELIZABETH TAYL0R/)H0M0SEXUALITY,

CANNIBALISM, KATHARINE HEPBURN, RAPE,

POETRY, INSANITY, /TEJ IE WILLIAMS"
/

SUDDENU/tAST SUMMER

ToWgH^-MAHAR, 8 & 1 0-75*
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Sex Subject At Smith
NORTHAMPTON Kadcliffo

college Presidenl Marj l Bunting

will give the annual Albert K.

Hlakeslee lecture al smith College

today

H,r topic will be "Science and

s,a Sponsored i>> the Smith

chapter oi the Society ol Sigma \i.

the lecture will be at » p.m. in

McConnell Hall l<8. The event is

,,,,,•11 t.) the public

\ graduate oi Vassar College m
,,,1 \\n Bunting received a

master's degree from University

Black Corridor & Co.

The Black Corridor ol Grayson

ihecks it out tins work on the

Hill Tomorrow at ,
'>(> pi"

Minister John BX will be the

Hues! speaker in the howl At I

three one acl plays will he

presented Followed b) a slide

MTu- entitled Black Woman.

Black Poetrj and Black dandng

to Black Music

ol Wisconsin in 1932, and a I'll 1)

irom that institution in 1934.

She has been president ot

Kadcliffe College since 1960.

Previous to that, Mrs Bunting was

a commissioner lor the Atomic

Knergy Commission, and dean ot

the college at Douglass College.

\ member ot the trustees' Ad

visory Committee on research and

the individual ot the Massachusetts

General Hospital since l%r>. Mrs

Bunting is also a member ot the

hoard ot Kaiser Foundation

Hospitals and ot its health plan.

and co chairman ot the \ allies.

ethics and culture task forces lor

the white House Conference on

youth
The endowed Blakeslee science

lectureship was established in 1954

m honor ot the noted botanist and

geneticist l>r Blakeslee was
director ot the Smith College

Genetics Kxpenment Station from

1943 until his death in l!>:">4

Tau Beta Pi Elects Officers
\t a recent meeting the following were elected of

ricers ot the Mass /eta chapter tor the 71 72 year:

John W.ndyka. President; Steven Kellogg. V .|Prof.

lohn Dittfach. Treasurer. Robert Weimar. Kecording

sec Konald Struziak. Corresponding See.; Josepn

naUonal engineering honor soc.etv since I hi Be a

Kappa restricts its membership to liberal arte and

sciences All engineering students m the top eighth of

their junk* class or top fifth of their senior class are

eligible lor membership While the original purpose of

Tau Beta Pi is to recognize outstanding students and|

engineers and loster a liberal education Mass. Zeta

has expanded activities to include: a slide rule in-

struction course, advising sophomore class, assisting

and planning with the School of Kngineenng a Junior

Science and Humanities Symposium, guiding visiting

engineering groups, and sponsoring an All

Engineering Picnic (held in the rain Sat., May 8)

Snafu SignalsWMUAChange
This week WMUA will have a programming schedule change due to

already pro scheduled events. This week the Black Mass Commutations

Protect will be on the air Monday. Tuesday, and Friday nights from ,
to

la PM not on Wednesday night as normally scheduled In place ol

Drum on Wednesday night at 1:00 PM will be a hve broadcast of the

final University Symphony Concert of the year ™b^<*»™"£.
Tuesday evening will be an abbreviated edition of the Kd Light Folk

est, al th.s week there will be no music, but a rap between Ed Light.

„ k1 some of those who were m W ashmgton for the May Day celebration^

that program will begin at 10:00 PM on Tuesday night on WMUA 91.1

KM L

Hang Your

Head And
Cry.

There's Only

3 Left

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
^ui.lrt: M^d! all-flf<trlc 8 "r.

nut . *:U0 for »ummer or lease thru

; irtt* June - Au«. rrnt rerfiuert

-M5 mo. For dHalls call •**•«•"

>»u - Th after 6 pro.
!
,^**^^

I hilrni. apt. avail, now U_Aw
« /option. Vt ml. ,»*r '?0,

ul,
T,;"" >

;„,d pool. Hrnt neRotlaMe ***£*»

' Msrount auMet -parlous 8 rm

fum. apt. bordering ran.pus. Nul •

tint Ave., comfortahle for * <«l''->

I tilitie". Included. June 1 - Sept I

JH9-6398.
"> l->_

Mib-lra»e or rent 8 l.ilnu. apt .

«/w cpt , ilisli »r . utilities. a%all-

ni'l*. June 1. su«urloaf Apts .
*>un-

rtrrlan.l. rail 6W-354I0. "5-1

Must sublet 2 bedroom apt in

ruffton Pool, utilities, nlr cond .

nnd option to continue, rrnt lirK.i-

tiH ble. call anytime. 5I!*-Cti>>9 t!S-H

;> bdrnt. apt furnished, all "til

in.'l . June 1 to Auk. SI, »l«»/n"'

Mill lartain < all T«ul 5l.v:HHl ..r

ttft-6637. tf>"
~~

5 bdrnt. Puff ton apt. avail. —
vs<|H5/mo f»r «unnni>r with option

tor next yr Call ISMtSI. B P '••

« kdav; L
f±L'

l |
. .Ironm apt June 1 - Aur

|«| with oiitlon to renrw Irasr utlll

in, liidril. air rond .
pool eti

|{-nt Buotlahe. fall 5IS-BWW *»;

Haat. L'r"_
To sublet with nptlnn to rni-n

irn«r- CraatrlM* Apt- . I bdrm .
air

• ond . I'. n»i f",m r«aaf««. June -

£* sii.-./m" .
i-"i »»»• »«**

•

md >< ilr1 *

—" hdrai turn opt . pool, nil »tlH-

I .lanlal Vilhire. .lunr tn KjJIt

il,,tinn to n»p« lle-t offer. Call

<\X. Murray. I.arry U . l ,

One l.edrooni apt. In Puff ton, rent

neaotlahlr, leu»e end* \ne ril Op-

tion after th.it ISV4M Keep tr-

ine . !I**V
- lPt 1 bdrm aprt . Pnffton Ml-

l.ice. availahlr June I with option

reneu K«rn *10 for findlnc MiM.t..

rail 5t«>-fifi«5 t fi-l t—
Pnffton apt . ? bedroom, leu--

available from June - Aug "lili

nption for len«r In Sept Call »»
Rent negotiable^ tr.ll

,|Vm apt nt f liffxiile. iniln.l.-

all utilities, unlmminr pool. tenm«
..nirt« Avail June I to Anc M
wth nation to ront Call SSMIW ••

t,r t::<0 p m tf.VI I

1 bdrm npt utartinK June I

tlirniiEh aummer with option t»

rent In fall Within watklnc ••--

tanee of rampiix TennU ct»

nnd «wlmmlnc pool Rent onl>

*100/ mo.
OR

am looklnr for raontntnte f..r

•unimer onlr $70/mo
t ontact Everett .lanteaon

or Pete Sallibttry

niO Pnffton Aillaee

l'hone StO-r.-T'jn or Blfi-fi'! i.'i

tf.VI t

Haillev - beware! Tho»e fr

the ISM W.ah are •'evil ! <•

make rood housekeeper..) H»UI»

^niir*. the anooplni anipera &-ii

To Roio — you vvannrv nuikr M

t.et it won't atlek? Okay. — I <•"»•

it wi ll! Love. Raceoon and Tow n-ll

""
^ott have a" lot to live and Je.u*

hn» a lot to live.

REPAIRS

VII

"Mill »hy Tanee IW eet ronrace t»

-peak to ravl.hlnr O. W. eal who-.e

i.eantlful eyea keep nteetin* hl»

MeUxIrama rontlnuei In Rerk. I» t

tVI I

Slimmer townhouae aptt In Am-
herat. pool, ale eond . all new. all

.onvenlenrea. all ntllltlea Call fi-OPl

»r von;. t'8'' 1

FOR SALE — AUTOS
48 Cadillac hearae, food condi-

tion, new tirea. brakea. iMM
trans. Beat offer, tall Jeff7 at W

-

n»;>3. "a' 1 -

I'M <U*v station Wiim. • «• •

atandard. Oood cond $325. CtMl

Mark V0843 or 853-WJ7. tfV I.

~
l!r«7 riat "»S0 ripyiler. new ennin-

..terhatil, carb , aenerator. etc .
with

tonneau rover, eicellent ron" 1 '' ",

s>,'X, or beat offer Sltt-W.'T tf^l :

IWiO Pontiac Firebird. Y». Butotna-

ti( rudlo. !I!.000 milea. esrelletil

."ndi.lot. Mu.t .ell. tall MS-lfM
alter 8 p m. any day and weekemN

^

"Adopt the Blue Goone! Faithful.

e.nnomieal. friendly, alwaya .tarN

I'M Chevy. Beat offer over *
;
-'

i , 11 g.VVSItil after 8. iit 1!_
19«;7 Volvo ir:-S. euna well. 8!>:»«'

or beat offer.

:t bedroom apt In Purfton A illnu

to either anblet or rent. The mil

In.lnilea titllitlea A.knr *15*/m»o

..r will harmin. Call anytme after r,

p m Bt9-B03f>
tfV lt

FREE — I.aat week in June. Sub-

let for Jnlv uith option to renew

lenae rent neeotlahle. fall S»!»-3'»li.

ii c . pool, tennla eta , di«hw»«her
' . mile from Famptia tj^l I

Vpt"tn -iil.let June thru *ue t.

ronma, atnne'a throw from ranipu« In

Nutinic Ave , 8100 mo Fall M0-i!:tH<i

tfr,-*—
S room apartment from June I

tn s,.pt 1 Located on Faarlnr. »l

Will diaruaa rent Fall Dave F.-«ii!»
*

or Pat B-HtWj M-U
_

8 room Sunderlnnd apartment,

fnlllv furnixlied. June to Septetnlor.

*I10 month. Fa ll nTi.V!7t;i tfVl t

"discount^sublet

•10 F.TO conv . onl> LIOO mih».

r I
|. ^ , 4 apeed. 4IMI <u in .

.x,,lient cond. St«». < »•'
J*?

1*
H , 70 betw. !> and 10 a m tt.»-ll

lord Fortina. new muffler. mio«

tire., a mpr, '-".."On mile-. 4-on-fl»"r

I.eM otfer over M». 333-3111.late

rveninca.
,

'.W

1<M» t»ld« 41' for .iimt 8I888 I

«l- old il.it.b M;uit to ret a tjrle

Md ol.l ^olka for aummrr. (all

IU. 818 aSW morninit- Mill ioii«i-

,l.r dea l*.__
<f>-"

l!Hi:t MtiH. anod comlition, red wi"

wheel*, tonneau. radio. Mlchelin-.

M73 Call SMg 3lj>-tl7ll tf.VI:
—

<i<K»l) MOVES f.l *•*•_*••
Tempest. f> e\c. tirea, R \ II. I •'

motor Joh rerent. alwaya atarta im.1

rnna, aome ru-t. tolora red/white.

>o ld for first S1O0 '.
,33-33.'0 tf.VI I

Muat aell 61 Fhev. Iinpala conv ,

auto . P I . P B . elec. window

J \8 $300. Keep tr>lnR. 0-IO.Vt

(ill AW Sedan w/asjfl roof. .AM-FM
r i. ho, r\ ntedi. condition enRlne re-

built, body preaental.Je1 .a.aklnR $H^a

(all r»!V!V.'8 liefore 3 p ni , °M-
i after S p m If.VI

I

—
ia Olda F85. auto , V-8, ver»

L'.i.id condition — mu«t aell. Fall

M, r /i r»t«;-io:w after 7 pm. IfVH

'lil VM' bua, low niileuEc, excel

IhmIr, enitine new electrical ayatem,

..irl. fuel pump, recent tuneitp needa

r i luti h work ?">o0. C-9573.
tf.VH

WANTED: Summer Place

k..-a need pliue to BUT around
||<. i.nniefli.itelv foe BUmmer.
< all It.irl. alter li or lenve mewiRe

• ii.-i.M.'ii tf.VI I

H bedroom luxury apt , Early \m
furniture Pnffton S4!>-0|:.!)

Freah air people! SuimntlnR. teii-

nia and hikine in ISO «.| milea of Tor-

rat In your own buck yard. I min^

from Fniv Send phone no tn !\'

( liffaide Rent nee^ tf.VI I

PERSONAL
IM'.l I <>l - 1 \BRI( S\1 I h.

r\aHTO\ nilRH'i bealde the

ll.incrv F Now RoinK on! Dan
J

mi -M It! If*"
1 '

—file nle Peter Rabbit wnnta ct< >i

l.iir Bunnlea thnt ln»e dlRRliiR pea-,

lettuce and carrota nt my Hideaway

,.,,,,, rorelirn Mudenta. ton Tel

r ,e SS»-fttM «" "

Xiupera repaJred on your caata.

ahavtnR klta etc. HABLOW'8 Pine

luutir « Leather Craada. $$• •

li.RRa.e repaired 151 *•• ^J
NorthampOen 884-8233. OH*

HOUSE TO SHARE
llooae ta ahare In Amherst, 3

bedrooma available for aummer with

..ptloo far fall $«• •> aaaoth Fall

Kent after B:H. 883-7638. .tfJVl*

FOR SALE

VKF miniature Daehahonda, ahata

an d wormed 84.M478 tfB-l'i

""Pioneer. Te«c. Oarimrd. PE, A*tec,

ll.her. TDK. caaaett* and apen reel

taier. standard radla. Ctah aaeakera

I.Pb. 8 tracka and other necessities

-re Amherst Audio "

Camera, Oeriniin made ARfa, elec-

tric e»e and flaah. Alsa tape re-

. order. NorrW o caaaette re«-order $48.

M-M $«0; Famera) $«. waa $43 (:all

88SaffJM f18-11

Movlna t» Calif . brand new fur-

niture, bedroom ael $388. Uvlnc rsom

1-MI kitchen and TV 8188 Take all

f,,r 8HMHI Apart, for rent. Call

Mich 849-1478 "*•"
•••• H,|,win Bike, lleht. haaket.

rswJ condition. Beat offer Call 84.V

a8l3 Larry. tfB-ll

l!»«3 CiTO rebuilt motor, trans ,

new paint, maa wheels, eve cond .

»IIOO or beat 4<i7-IOO(» tf5-ll

I !i i u ft IJelmonico refrlRerator.

I'fc »ra , old. cRcellent cond Fall

...7179 "»"
l!Xi7 Harlex Davl.lann Sprint 230

... new tirea. Ren etc , ? helmeta

ml clialn. In.luded excellent con-

.lltl on. 8303 .Millar? tf3- l '

H. i. ii radio re»ei»er ll.illx rait s\.
till .1 b.in.i. ^ .V.I B3iere, cxrellent

...nil . ne«. aril, for *l Ml. will aril

i„r aMi ..r i.rst ..ii.r. (all U3-38.W
II .VI .1

llnnrwirll a.i|.er H iimtie < Miner.

not /ooni lrn». leather « iae and
.Viraa nri^inall* «IS«» — Bakinif $1 In

.r lieaf olfer (all *ilr 38$-S3tl
tl VII

Summer on Cope Cod
—

For rent — N Falmouth. »w
»..l\rr Beach. 1 bedrm cotta ,

f-r

raw aeaaon Write or call Mrs Am-
nr. MurplM. 88 Florence M .

»..!

la.ton Ma Tel 77.V9139 tf,VH

UNBELIEVABLE
Home 8-trsck tape deck, walnut

,,,>,, puahbutton aelector, channel

„..!.. atnr liRhta 39 93 valoe. will aa

.r.flre for $39 00 or beat after. Call

li-9171
„

tfit'1>

WANTED TO RENT
•• bedroom apt ne B r Fampua any-

time from June on Fall SSVTtlS r»J-
ni.iir. between 9 and II *"

EUROPE

SUMMER SUBLET
summer aublet completely fur-

nished one bedroom apt , one hun-

dred a month, June lat to Sept. lat,

reaponalble person. Call eve. 32.3-

7«I3. !J±1*
2 bdrm. apt . Squire VlllMe, air

.nnd , pool, carpeted, all utll ,
*<*"!-

b.iuae at.'le. June 1 - Aor. 31. Rent

neRotlable. Fall 546-9025 or 648-9030.
tf5-11

4 br . 2 baths, air con , furn ,

near campus at RolllnR Green
Kent neRotiable Possible lease opt

« all anytime 2.-i«i-8218. tf5-13

To sublet from li/1 to 9/1 larRe

apartment, Ideal for 4-5 people, e«-

..llenf location. NuttlnR Ave. Cal
i. a.l. Kathy or D J at 515-0320

tfV14

lire '.' bdr apt . central Am-
li.r«t, tloae to nil ahnpa iiml -.chn.il

.lime - Iiik . rent lowered to 8 I'M

..... (all "!S(MBJ18. it's furnlahed

l oot tf.VI I

Sirmme* aahla't from Jane 1 - Aaa
38. 188 Colonial VUlnre, fornlaheal

t bedroom, awiia. pool. Fall tM-
tf to th

—

^

ruf . f(„md atudent charters, toura.

. mploMnmt opportunities, dlacounta

\i.rIi. America Aaaoc . PO BMM.
Valiant, Ma. 01908 tf!t "

Motorcycles For Sole

Kiiwaaaki \\encer motorycle »
..Unit condili.iii, reliable and fa«t

xvi", 00. Paul Brown. « lladle>, >»•

i.si.h, nirtiitaiiied hi pn.fesalonal me-

bani.
,

Hill

DEAL
—

»ui ciir«v con\ Many e«tra* Call

(

. ...„ tl.*i-l '

"Desperate sublet
"~

t bedroom apt, Fuffton VIllaRe

for summer, $1» per month 8» Seal

offer. Fall 519-0791 «J>1_I

Term Popers Written

Mill write Enilish papers. I'all

•.tv.'-.lfi ask for sue in lib »r l>a»e

. . . r»»gf "'* '

MAKE MONEY

SALES
Hue to the espandln* Western

Massachusetts market, eiceptlon-

al financial opportunity ta aales

and sales manaaement exists for

a top caliber man with execotlve

ability. Century old company
Leader ta lu field. Confidential

riease writ* —
Suite 428. 148 Chestnut St.,

SurtaRfleld, Maaa. $1183v
tf5-14

WANTED

RIDERS WANTED
J

"'
1 - t women live-In Far Infant

.are part-time, start anytime. Apt -

like accom. prov. In return. 2 ml

from Campus In attrac. real, area

519-1112. .

tfo~' '

tine msre airl ts share esttaRf>
In

Falmouth for oummer. Call St4-tMlt

Riders wanted to CaUfornla In be-

sinnins sf July. Call »•-««'*,':
nlnRB_ ******

t.ra.luatiiiR male er. vr, car, eeek-

in-- 1 female companion to travel,

work arroao FSA, not returnlna: for

<aept. Call 253-3359, best after 1J

i in Eeep tr.'inR tf8-!3

(rail student Rolna lo San Fran-

ii.it mi er alMiut June 11. Fan take

; or will ride with you Share drl\-

ksa .mil eRpenses Dave 6-9188 If.VII

Wanted someone to take Rot 101

final Mill pay ^all SSUBSI. Itw-I »

t femala roommates fsr summer
apartment furnished Puffton

information call 549-3«8b tf.VI!

SERVICES

Amherst Awdla aervleea stereo

rsmpoiienis. tape docks for hsiiw. or

far. 197 ^a. Pleasant SI .
138-8I3X

ATTENTION
ladnii ti.wnhoose. Amherst, ver>

larte. air ..ml . larpet. 81!M» nor-

mals, will rent for 8140 from June

|al. in Amherst. Riveralade Apia

4 all 233-383$ tf *'-'

'

Responsible couple will care for

. hildren on weekly baamv Meah, and

supervised aeajvltles Fall Kathy an*

Dennis Roblnaon. 253-2788 . tf$14
—
IMIN'S l^AM'X SERVICE — wm«.i.

arranKementa available. Call l$J8-8*87

after 4_» m_. •l*!
1 *

Fl Tl RE CPA's — learn haw ta

prepare for the F %P Exam Reekrr

Review Fourse Fall collect, 817

3.18-1 448 If6-1*

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATESRANTED
Female needs roommate or apt

ta .bare lor aummer in B..-t"»

Call .-.I. -.-.I". a«k for Sue in UJ.
»r

leave naaasaee l ra' 1 •

• roowitnates wanted fsr 3 bdrm
I'uffton VIllaRe Apt this aumiiier

It Is well furnlahed with AC.
awlmintaK pool, ten . oiirta Heiit I-

M,| > 8 13/mo call 6W-atlj^ _«« I

_
Roommates wanted Furnlahed

apt with own room $33 mo r^ast-

bampton _ .V.'7- rhVI "5-14

« roommates .lime 1 wllh optUn.

partialis furnished Call a«sJ4l»S-$

,.r 10-12. "*•"

| M or F t.. sliare apt at Roll-

Inc Clreen June - Sept Own ro.in..

alt ...ml .
dishwasher, pool, BwriklM

>b.'/ men Call 258-8218 tf6-13

•> female roommates needed beR

Line. 18 mln to campus, rent cheap.

.,„n room Call 388-2594 after-8
P m_ ' fo- ,,
_
Fem roommilles to ahare Puffton

\pt furn . own room, move In

l.me I C a ll M8MB3S tf5J2

"tine or two femiile ronmiiiates t..

sliare apt for slimmer (•nod l«.a-

...... (all 133-5311

M F.

M'anted — llrivina Inatraetar —
part-time Amherst Auto Srhool, 2.Vi-

fVH
MttliiK b» an open fire in a men.

AM b\ a stream in the mta , eal-

hie fresh trout and disroveritiu-

-prinr ilimh a board See the

da. tor

con-
5-11

APT. WANTED
N I i o.iplr need apt 1-2 rms .

up to 814* or less llr-p Call nr

write John B Roach. i;i7-n:i.'l 4010

I IN Montvale Ave . Mobiim. Mass
Iresperate *f6-ll

FOR RENT

* (

i.tiplrs Jawe
rent rbrap« -w

tin
Roommate wanted sTpl

.,i\ii room, furn . all mil I"'

...... f..r lease, pool, air cond

>,<;*,- MiO.'i

taaa.L
(all MsV

5-11

I I...I... .
s,, |llirr M( . ,„nplr prrf .

pool, air c.iimI . carpeted, all elect .

mil In. sIi.ii mi. Avail. June 1

....'. MiH3 tfVI.I

I room furnished apt , all utili-

ties 823* ms Bay Rd . Iladley

Call 3MK-0IIB tfVII

I bedroom npt In old farmhniisr.

3 mill from «p Larce <ountr>
kit. lien, piano, porrh. Jiil.» - s,.pt

arrth possible winter lease $175 Tel
.l!l IH33 tf.VLt

3 room furnlahed apt , all utili-

ties. 228 ..... Ray Rd , Hadley Fall
3*8-8118 i'Ji
Rmy 3 bdrm apt , clone to Camp-

us, air cond III Prra Apta. 619-
-. m, al l atll tacl^

i
,5l,3

I bedroom house to rent In Ilad-
I. . Skihiakl. Realtors 684-3428

tfS-ll

Roommates wanted for spa. «

room furnished house — a.ross

iron. ( liffside \pla Rent necotiablr

Mailable (i/1 ta 9/3 C all ««V

8bm «*i!
I' Roommate wanted tn share

turn apt with 3 other tlrls for

..iininer. pool, air cond Mill nee-
Hate, low price Call Jean fiC.V3r.Mi

tf.VI I

t . 1 tn share .' of 1 bdrma at

l-.iltton .lune-\ue or .lul>-\.iu- .'.Hi-

'IT-, Reduced rent Please call sinni

tf-VI 1

line F needed for np* in Puff-

loii startine Sf.pt call 3I«-BII7.
tr.vnask for Carroll

RENT \'EfKITH RLE — ' "r ' '

roommates wanted to share summer
rxp in Ire townbouse Own room,

i.ool. air eond . option for fall Fall

Hi;.'.-3I 17 evenings lf.*i-ll

For summer with nptlnn tn stav in

I .11 have your own room at ruffton.

tl j aa)Bj| rent, furnished, nnol. elr

» ill -,l9-flii9«> Jay or Charlie tf.VI.'

• F Roommates to share ? bdrm
,„t «vi ,.. n ea June - xnr. C."
iliiVMOO Pool Squire AUr lf.*i-l: t

Roommates wanted M or F for

HIHBjrr and /or ne»t year Sunder-

land. 7 miles frnm rnmpiia s,.»rn

rooms, four hedrooma. 833 mo Call

Done or Karen 3tli-8990 tf. 1

1

Dnriu residents wanted to delher
newspaper In dorms next semester

Not murh work Pav pretty iroo.l

Call li-8718 tf.VI I

RENT or SUBLEASE
Nrw lease — June 1 ta May 31. "72

nr else sublet June 1 - AuR 31. with
option to renew lease. $175 mo. for

1st 3 mos. either way. 3 bdrm
ruffton. 519 1I9« 6-6-7-18

FOR'SALE__
L
"TRUCK

~I978 Ifodae Van. 11.8*8 miles, hen-

v»-duty throURhout, 5 yr - 60,000

milea warranty transferable $2200

Call .Vt.'-9188 around 8 p m tfVII

~UNPERSONAL
II, II... my name Is Howdy Doody

and I'm on Campus this Fri nlte

.it H. S, | Itullroom A fun time
III Kiiaranlre Come and witneso,

ronu' and see^ tf.VI 4

APT. ROOM WANTED
l\'3 needs own room In apt .

near

I Masa for aummer aeaalon. end of

.lime ts .Aur . under of $50. Call col-

lec t 817- 192-3790. tf6-12

TRAVEL

—
Ili.rm residents wanted tn deliver

newspaper in dorms n.vt -emcsl.r

Not much work Pa> i- arHli Road

( all fi-8718
"'"

BOOKS
\fr hny used hooka and seenrda

— WblfrliRht Bnoka On the Alley 1

No ICTtB! »'6-15

"s| MMKIt IN EFROPE! Fhartered
round trip Jel fliRhts to London and
other European cities plus many
b.lpfiil services! Fall 519-1357 or 519-

Itntn 5 4-8-7 11 13 14

4rt In I u rope Isaa from 899 n/w
— rail I ..umie \\rry ".Ifi-ITOI Al^
III. bmr Mli-li'lll tfj-ll
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Draft Counselor's Corner

Gil Winds It
By GILBERT J. SALK

MIH' Stall

This is the last column lor this

semester. 1 just want to give you

some last -minute information on

what's happening in ease you need

help before the end ot finals or

during the summer.
Kirst, Draft Counseling Services

w ill have speeial evening hours for

the remainder of the semester to

supplement the regular 9: (Hi to 4:30

hours The Office will he open

between 7. no and iomhj p.m. on

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thur-

sday evenings Please tell your

friends.

Extra copies oi the speeial draft

supplement carried in last week's

rattegiaa are available. If you

want them for yourselves or for

friends hack home, they may be

picked up in the Draft Counseling

Office in 41KK S.U.

The draft is being debated in

Congress now. There is an outside

chance that the draft may be

defeated. Waste a little time and

write to your Senators and
Congressman telling them that you

want them to vote against any

continuation of the draft Remind
them that you will be able to vote

lor or against them in the next

election, and that you will be

watching to see how they vote. It

might make a difference, and

Up

Notices
AHEA Free ice cream sundae

party, May 14 at 730 p.m. in Colonial

Lounge ol SU Reservations Rm 120

Skinner before Wed., May 12

Prospective members welcome.

AIKIDO CLASSES:
Please (regardless ol section come

to class May 12 (Wed at 12 20). Fred
Newcomb, a second degree black belt

from Cambridge, will teach the class.

Please come!

ALPHA PHI GAMMA
initiation will be held tonight m the

Dukes Room of the SU starting at

7:30 p.m.

COFFEE HOUSE SOUTHWEST
The first outdoor folk thing will be

tonight, May 11 from 8 11 outside the

httle HaVh All folk enthusiasts and
performers (please) are welcome.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Trip to Bradley International

Airport leaves C.C Bookstore at 6

p.m Everyone welcome No ground
school

COLLOQUIA LEADERS:
The final lists for those to receive

one credit for Spring 1971 University

(Honors) Colloquia must be in to the

Honors Office, Machmer E 23, by
May 17.

CONCERT DANCE GROUP:
Dance Freaks Tryouts for the

University Concert Dance Group for

all men and women interested m
performing Ml the fall and spring

productions tomorrow, May 12 at 7

p.m in dance studio, WoPE

DADA SURREALIST FESTIVAL:
UBU is at Smith tonight, Flamgan

Studio at 8. 15. Tomorrow, same time

at the Ballroom m the SU, he will

appear, leaving destruction &
slaughter m his wake

FREE U AUTO SKOOL:
Tuesday, May 11. at 3:30 at the

Free University At 3 45 the class will

move to an appropriate place for a

practical session 3 30 Free U Tues.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
The meeting will be m 5th floor

lounge of JQA at 7 p.m. No exec^

iioard Please attend final meeting of

year.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE

The final square dance for this

semester will be held tonight in the

C C A with lessons 7 30 9 30 and club

level 9 30 10 30

HOME ECONOMICS
AHEA officer elections will be hem

Monday and Tuesday in Skinner

Lobby from 9 3 Make .t your

responsibility to vote.

Coordinating Committee meeting

tonight m Rm 177 of the C.C at 545
Last meeting for the semester.

SAILING CLUB
An organizational meeting for a

year round Sailing Club will be held

tonight May 11 at 7 PM m Rm 174

of C.C

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY:
Wednesday at 4 this week w0

feature Vitamin Springs in front of

the little Hatch in Southwest

busted Meeting at 7 30 tonight to

discuss at Women Center, Free U.

there's not much to lose. Try it.

Above all else, people.

remember that nobody has to go if

they really don't want to. You do

have options. Take time to learn

what they are and how you can use

them Keep in mind that if you go

in you are, in view of both

Nuremberg and the (alley trial,

comnuting a war crime, if you

leave the country you may be

comnuting a moral crime, and if

you refuse to serve, you may be

conuniting a legal crime II you're

^oing to be a criminal in any case,

you might as well make a choice

which leaves your conscience

intact.

Do some thinking about where

you're going and what is in-

iluencing your direction Have a

Hood summer, live in ways which

will demonstrate what peace is all

about, and love. PEACE.

Home ECers To Meet

^meS^
Jollege this weekend for a professional day. at he olon.al Hlton

Northampton They keynote speaker Saturday, May 15, will bt I)r

Martorie East a professor and head of the Home Keonom.es Education

departrnt-nt at IVnn State 1 [er topic will be a look at the Home Kconom.s^

in the year 2000. Following a luncheon, the group will par tic paU

workshops concerning several topics relevant to trends in H0RM

'Tndav'night at 7:», in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union, the

I Mass chapter will hostess the visiting college chapters in an informal

discussion concerning the changes affected and initiated by each

individual school. Proceeding the discussion will be an ice cream

smorgasbord All UMass members and guests are urged to attend. I hi i

will be no admission charge, but. reservations must be made by Wed-

nesday, m Room 12(1 Skinner Hall. ^^^^^^

May Day On WMUA
Tonight at ten on WMCA. several participants in the Washington

May Day demonstrations will discuss their experiences. YouU

hear these local -criminals" tell about lots of things that happened

during the week long demonstration that the mass media was

afraid to tell you. So owe in WMUA, W.1 RM, tonight from to to 11

for the truth about May Day

WOMEN'S LIBERATION:
Two ot our sisters have been

SUMMER '

SELLING WORK

I ntisiial opportunity to

earn up to $10.00 per hour

during summer months, sell-

ing a distinctive One of pro

duets from Europe. Pro-

ducts readily demonstrate

their superiority to that

which Is sold in the United

States today. Protected

sales territories open New
Knirland area. No house to-

house selling Small Invest

ment involved. Car needed.

Previous sales experience

desirable but not a require-

ment. Send brief resume to

PAKACHEM CORP.
45 Rockefeller Plasa

New York, N.Y. 10020

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Leo is creative and impulsive.

Natives of this zodiacal sign are

anxious lor results. Many times, they

are too eager, there is a tendency to

neglect details On positive side, Leo

is a hfe ot the party and provides joy,

entertainment. Number 1 IS

associated with Leo, the sun is

related to this sign The Leo voice has

depth, otten is described as "heavy'

The Leo stone is the ruby; colors are

orange and gold. Some famous
persons born under Leo include Leon

Uris. James Baldwin and Lucille

Ball
* • *

ARIES (March 21 April 19): You
are not going to be satisfied with

status quo indeed, change and trave

are m order Utilize natural

pioneering spirit Communicate
write and advertise in unorthodox

manner „
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): You

do things to brim , nothing now seems

to occur nalfway It is all the way or

nothing. Mate, partner, close

assoicate may try to apply braKes

F .nish what you start Be reasonable

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Like

Aries, you may not be satisfied now
with what you have need for ad

lustment it apparent. Get a fresh

look at those who seem important

Strive for greater self

understanding
CANCER (June 21 July 22): Some

who depend on you may now make
unusual demands, requests Key is to

utilize intuitive intellect Discern who
is sincere Discard pleas based

merely on self indulgence.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Emphasis
on ability to demonstrate talents,

needs and love Some who took you

for granted now show appreciation.

Social life accelerates You go
places, do things Stress the creative

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Check
details Be thorough Accent ability

lo perceive appa rent minor

ciications. Family members take

initiative Be understanding, but

know when to draw line. You will

understand
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Some

associates, relatives may display

heavy hand Strive to be patient.

Tendency is to try too many things at

once Key is to investigate. Find out

reasons Discard the superficial.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Stress

now is on financial affairs. One who
makes big promises needs close

scrutiny Guard valuables See
through pretense. Protect family

interests Refuse to overspend
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):

Study SCORPIO message You could

be victim of wishful thinking See

persons, situations as they actually

exist Don't play games with

security Check behind the scenes.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

What appears to be run of luck is

actually result of careful

preparation. Realize this and con

solidate any gains Older individual

is on right track Follow familiar

course.
AQUARIUS (Jan Feb 18) Some

friends now are extravagant, given to

exaggeration Put theories to test

Don't believe everything; do your

own checking Pisces, Sagittarius

individuals figure prominently.
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Ac

cent on goals, ambitions Adhere to

your own style Refuse to have efforts

diluted by one of little faith Stress

added independence, confidence A
new start is favored

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are intuitive, a natural teacher,

one who sympathizes with underdog

and does something about it By
October, you should be happier, more
productive A Pisces person now may
be making assertions which lack

solid base Know this and respond

accordingly
Copyright 71, Gen

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Knave at cards

Ai mi to Vesti rday s Pu/zl

1

4 Sleeveless
rioak

8 Stir up
12 Time eone b/

13 Word of

sorrow
14 Ireland

15 Emerge
victorious

16 Atoms
18 Mine veins

?0 Nerve
network

21 Indefinite

article

22 Preposition

23 Furopean
27 I ift with

lever

29 Stroke

30 Forgive

31 Cooled lava

32 Obtained
33 Cushion
34 Symbol for

niton

35 Strip of

leather

37 Seed
38 Edible seed

39 Rip
40 Article of

furniture

41 Teutonic deity

42 Approach
44 Reproach
47 Pierce

51 Make lace

52 Pitcher

53 Unlock

54 Sea eagle

55 Tidings

56 Tidy

57 Ocean

DOWN

1 Ratchet on
rvheel

2 Eichange
premium

3 Day of week
4 Headgear (pi )

5 A state (abbr )

6 Colorful bird

7 Chemical
compound

8 Retreated

9 Lubricate

10 Anger

1 1 French p! ,i.i

article

1 7 Pronoun

19 Printers

measure

22 Obese
24 Partot

"to be

25 BasebdM team

26 Girls name
27 Time gone by

28 Evaluate

29 Explosive

noise

30 Uncooked
32 Gathers

33 Seed
container

[Pit | 71 •
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36 Sun god
37 Meiicansl

38 Tjissidly

40 Nobleman
41 Spanish

article

43 Latin

conjunction

44 Twisted

45 Temale horse

46 Sicilian

volcano

47 Writing
implement

48 Female sheep

49 Recent

50 Afternoon

party

1 2 3
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Netmen Host Ivy Power
1 t TV

B\ STKVK FKKBER
MDC Staff

l. llS i weekend at Williams

College it was proved conclusively

that in Ne« England tennis the

Ivies have it And ii Ivy power

needs an\ more substantiation.

check out the courts behind

tioodell Library this afternoon,

when Browneomeatol Mass in the

Kedmens season finale

I ome Sunday. Harvard was all

alone at the top. as the) earned 49

points in completely dominating

[Jc action All three singles

brackets were won b) Harvard

players as Captain 1*1" Washauer.

Hund) Harnett, and Johnny

Bridges captured the A. B, and (

divisions respectively. In the A

bracket Harvard made a truly

outstanding performance as both

ihni number one and two men

reached the finals as the hockey

Ml American Joe Cavanaugh

joined Washauer
William^, the bust college.

managed a distant second place

*ith 12 points, and was followed bj

Dartmouth (3D. Vale 129), Trinit)

•i, \mherst and Brown (24>,

Khode island i23», Springfield

I .,ud Wesleyan lit.

\s iar as the Kedmen were

concerned they round a multitude

o| seeded players in their paths

The whole irk* to accumulating

points in the New Knglands is the

seedings or the placemenl of your

singles and doubles men and

i Mass found the seedings all

against them
i in ist offinwastheonl) netman

it. advance past the second round

m singles, as he teamed with John

Bloom to represent the only UMass

dun ti» push their was m,,> mr

uuarterfinaU in doubt

( oach Stephen Kosakowski

commented Bloom and Coffin

did real well in the double- and

losing to 1 1 tint > in the quarter* in

hardh a disgrace Bloom and

l niim in losing then tirst

match (H the year, wereelimin

bj two let! handers rrom Trinity,

one -it *hom had the distinction ol

defeating the powerful Pellitier

i mm Vmherst The) l<»st 1 "». I.

, oming within a hair <>t reaching

the -••mi linals

The rest «>l the Kedmen lound

trouble all the waj down the line

i ,,si Vlan Goldberg swept through

ins lusi round opponent, and was

subsequent!) eliminated t>> the

sixth seeded man Irom Williams

Bloom ran into similar trouble as

he narrow K escaped defeat m the

opening round, only to Iota to the

eighth seeded player, again Horn

Williams
steve Kerber, playing in the u

I „acket with l-'red Braley. ad

vanced into the second round by

means ol a live, only to find 8 sharp

Bth seeded Mark Coffin, one ol

Amherst's netmen Then Hraley

ran into a determined Trinity toe

all

of

laiUj ©nlJMatt

SPORTS
.md bowed out as his back ton

tinned to plague his performance

Mark Hrass was the C bracket

entr) along with Coffin It was

Dartmouth's number five man that

spelled loss tor Brass as he came

within a whisker ol extending his

match to three sots and a |>ossible

w i n

I he top point getter lor t'Mass

was Collm M he murdered his

i nst two opponents before being

balled S >. 6 3 by a Dartmouth

player Coffin's tirst appearance of

the seatati at sixth singles was

highl) successful one. as the junior

southpaw has been steadily im

proving his singles in preparation

for the season's ahead

(ill the rest Of the doubles seetie

Goldberg and Brass fell to Trinity.

>-e number one man is from

Nigeria In the Hrst set a tie

I.reaker was used at six games

apiece, and alter taking a 4 2 lead

m the overtime t Mass lost the

next three to drop the set . »• The

,.n«l set saw them lose their

. iee Ofd) once, but that was all

it took as I lie «.4 loss |>ut them out

ol the tourne)

\t third doubles were Brake) and

Kerter, the team who had given

t Mass their linal point m the

i onferencca one week ago Hraley

,md Kerber knocked off Colby

, asib S I, •> 1, and then laeed the

third seeded Brow.i doubles team

Brawn won m three sets and this

afternoon there will likely Im- the

rematch ol that contest as the sole

;ue team on I Mass

schedule closes out the season

Brown will be the toughest op

ponent that I Mass has faced

year Despite their showing

sixth place m the New England*,

the) similar to the Kedmen. laced

a very poor draw, as they saw lour

Harvard Brown confrontations

right oil the bat. Brown is deep in

talent and it will take an ox

traordinary effort if UMass is to

pull oil a win

At 7 1 going into their final duel

meet ol the year, the Kedmen

I .oast a »ii record at home, an

undefeated mark that will be In

great jeopardy today. But as

Coldberg and Bloom play their

linal match at t Mass, a little extra

effort might be seen on the part ol

their teammates to end this season

in excellent lashion

TENNIS Tin WTS: It wall)

seems like a larce that I Mass got

less than ten points in the tourney

when you glance at the number 9

spot in New Kngland and see

Springfield I Mass romped over

the Chiefs - 2 last week, and it was

Old) the luck ol the draw that gave

them .as many points as they

got Khode Island seems to be in a

similar situation as they finished

one position ahead ol Spring! leld

hut were also deleated by the

Kedmen when it counted, up in

i Mono I Mass did tall to the Hams

in duel match play, but they were

not at lull strength when the match

took place II the New Knglands

want a better representation ol the

lOp to learns in New Kngland they

should work on positioning the

draw correctly . and not basing the

top teams lace each other early,

and the weaker teams do the same

But most like!) the tournament

directors couM care less about the

lanknms beyond the top three or

lour, thus what happens is

something like this weekend lor

I \i horrendous looking

draw Come watch the netmen m
then season finale toda>

Gorillas Cage

Wildcats 12-3
By HOWIEBLOOM

MDC Staff

ik. i imversitv of New Hampshire confirmed reports out of

( )n Saturday the I'imt fMtyi«w k
bj t that L ,N „

Durham
,'

hat ,lU

;
^wl^a^^^hooaettie one thing about their

students list most often whj n j ski u i >
.

,olk.ge that makes them.^ , (
\, ! ^ hat s^me afternoon, as New

lack ol support was made u U lu
.

2a»artwass«* to - a,id
*
ot mau,ed hy

alld al l,

,

U'
l

,

,,Ul :

M

,

a

hM, h reloUhe^w through the period with Tom
1 ame •' ,UUe

\

m)rV
,;, n 1^ nasV by little Chuckle Hardy, who

,tm,,,a
l

" °n UU> ltr
?ssf 11 35 nana Stone had reason to yell a

,,ns,d his se^ J^b^hrGoriSs total with an unassisted goal.

^SSllttW?^** about live minutes when Kick An-
I Ml haitn i louiiuu »• ... this time unassisted, to make

"?E?JS5u^ r^dldn-Uive a damn about those two goals, since a.

" ui. .u i<,hn Viide liaured lies lie more comfortable with his team

SrtS^*SSiX^SJSi or .he day. Caul Widunn closed
I

ou.

In,' i,,s, taHmrtal « • ' h* l*» »»h lhl' assist beml! cred,,ed ,0

T

'"nT/hn,! MfM »as,n mart al anylhing as UMass became com-

::;»:«i l.i% * s. wo*.* ««•>»•» ''^",s '' "* ui"K'd* u,a"

answer to un (|ius(iun
' .. „ ... th lustoVer four minutes to pla>

\Broaca Moves On To Coast Guard

Diamond Nine at BC
•*—w "*'*,^

.i 1. 1.. ,.,th l»:in h.snnsi ().

B\ KAKLEBARKOLL
MIX Stall

The high flying t Mass baseball

team steps out ot the Yankee

i onference this afternoon to take

..n the Boston College Eagles at 4

p m ,,t the Heights in Newton

rhe K-agles have ml had i good

season with an M record, but did

gjVi< I < onn a s,;,re over the

kend before losing i i. which

could make things a bit interesting

this afternoon

One thing that will add to this

(game is the intense rivalr) that

prevails in .my I Mass B C

competition m any sport

I ,,r the Kedmen coach Dick

Bergquisl plans to start freshman

( 'hip Bave this alteriKMin Bave

a.is sick near the end of last week

and Bergquksl wants to give him

M.me work belore the big stretch ol

.Mines next week

.lohnOlsen. Tom Austin and LOU

( olabello are also slated for some

action in this game as Bergquist

wants some "read) arms far

( KI. Harvard and I Conn

Tom McDermott will be behind

the plate, with Dan Ksposito.

I lose.. Kellv. Kd McMahon and

Mark I'alau in the inlield and

( harhe Manley. Brian Martin and

stevt Newell in the outlield

In captain -lack Conroy. who

reinjured his leg against I Nil. will

not see an) action toda) and

Thursday, but will Ik* ready for

Ithod) on Saturda)

The Kedmen have raised their

team batting average to 2W
during their torrid pace of the past

month m w Inch they have won 13 in

a row and mo\cd to the top ol New

Kngland College baseball

Ksposito has hit 17 lor 'A over the

past eight games lor "><M» and has

raised his average Irom a weak

I'M alter the Vermont series to a

lusly '..l going into today's game

Newell has earned himsell the

starting job in lelt lield over the

past three games Given I chance

to play With the varsity, after

pla) mg most ol the season w ith the

|\ s the freshman has knocked m
nine runs in his three games since

being Inserted Into the starting

line

ByEARLEBARROLL
MDC Staff

Peter Branca, head soccer coach and freshman

basketball coach at t Mass. has been named

Assistant Professor ol Physical Education and

head liaskotball coach at the Coast Guard

\cademv The official announcement came at J :4a

pm last Thursday Irom Coast Guard Athletic

Director otto Graham
I or Broaca. this has bean his life ambition to be

a head .oach This is what its all abouf he said

uiHin being reached vesterday for comment

been a " p m coach lor live years now I saw the

colleges in the New Kngland area as Amherst (at

C.G », Weslevan and Trinity.

Noted lor bis tireless recruiting at LMass.

Broaca said that he will face a different situation

ol recruitment at the Coast Guard 'Where 1 had

been recruiting lor I Mass only in the New \ork

and New Jersev area. Ill be recruiting across the

entire countrv'at the Academy. Coaches recom

mend Imivs to the (oast Guard Academy, hrom

here thev compete lor appointment, there are no

Congressional appointments to the Academy

•For this reason I have to find a boy that, one

wants the military, two. can qualify lor the ( oast

H>en a • p m coach for live years now i saw mt w. .. .
; • .

•

withus •

,pPo,,un..> at the At ademy and I ve very pleased bW*™*™*t-JJ*"^hkng days at UMass
; be going there and M-e.ng that they have la.th in J^1.^^cSS Championship

this past fall 'his most

WMUACoversRedman:
U Ml A Will broadcast the

IMass B C baseball game this

aiteruoon Irom the Heights in

Newton, calling all the pla) b)

play will be Ko> Gustafson with

Bob Willman providing the color

\u tune is at :i C)

Varsit) Lacrosse game at Brown

tomorrow This is an important

game lor G arbor s (ionllas who

are seeking a berth in the NCAA
post season playoffs Calling all

the play by play will be Bruce

Glazer With Ken Day providing the

color Air time is J 15

\\ M

I

\ uill broadcast the

hiring me
Coming ofl a sefcoal year that has seen him

, oach Ins soccer lean to a Yankee Conl erence title

nd his freshman hoop squad to an i» l record.

Broaca will be succeeding George Hill who

resigned at the Academy to assume the past as

toad basketball coach at The Citadel In the

Southern Conference. Hill was also involved in the

Tennessee program with current Redman star

Tom McLaughlin.

Broaca received Ins tirst taste ol the Academy

in an informal tour ol the facilities when his soccer

team was at New Lodon lor a match with the ( oast

Guard hooters this past season

He recalled. Kav Ceiplik. who worked lor me

as a Ireshman soccer coach in my first year was

the head soccer coach at the Coast Guard VVe

olaved a game down there and afterwards he

showed me around the facilities so I was lamdiar

with the situation I also had another taok_at the

lac.ht.es when I was scouting Bill Knd.cott who

will be coming to IMass in the fall. He was

playing in I game against the Coast Guard

basketball trosh and I got another good look at the

The* facility that Broaca spoke of is the New

KieW House on the campus "It's a beautiful place

to play in. A multi million dollar operation.

•Broaca called it

Coast Guard Is B small college team with only an

enrollment of IWH» students Last year the team

compiled an ll-M record which is the best ever at

the \cademy. The year before the team won only

one game and the last winning season was way

back in HMi . ,,

Broaca s new team will be lacing such small

fccwawws

he
h\ his soccer team
memorable moment.'*

The Near belore I bCCMM coach the team was

1 g-l In my first season we were M and this pas

l ,11 we were 7-2-2. This is the toughest thing about

Icavmg With all these excellent athletes like

\ug.e Calheno and Kindo Alves coming back next

x ear it makes it tough for me to leave.

01 all the many line athletes he has coached.

Broaca cited .Julius Krving as numl>er one on his

hst But he also added many other names who

have contributed to the Soccer Championship and

the 150 and IK 1 Ireshman hoop teams^

•II not lor the successes here at UMass. I

wouldn I be head coach at the Coast Guard

Broaca said. Tve coached some real good kids

and it s been a great pleasure to be here."

During the past month there have been many

line coaches moving on throughout the country to

other coaching positions There have been new

coaches named at Penn, Boston College and there

is now an opening at Kordham.

In looking over these proceedings Broaca

commented. There are so many good men

around that it s difficult to move up and I've been

fortunate to have this opportunity."

Broaca also made it clear that the Coast Guard

did not come to him He was an applicant and was

picked Irom many men.

He has alreadv bought a home in Niantic.

Connecticut and plans moving there is August

In closing Broaca said he hoped thai hed be able

to see the Kedman varsity play next season, -only

it I don't have to stand waiting in the lines outside

the Cage
"
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Adelphia Honors

Ex-Trustee Lyons
Louis M Lyons, WCaitly retired I Mass Trustee, and

distinguished newsman, was honored yesterday by the l Mass

Sr mens honor society. Adelphia. He was given he

Distinguished Massachusetts Citizen Award, at a luncheon in the

Thl"'Vus
n

the lirst annual presentation of the Distinguished

Massachusetts Citizen Award by Adelphia. and according to

Adelphia Presidenl Glenn K. Kssler of Danvers. the first time an

Amhersl campus student group has given an award tor service to

the Massachusetts community.
. , .,.,«. „A

KssliV presented the award I Mass President Robert Wood.

Vmherst Chancellor Oswald Tippo. several Trustees lacul.y

, u.km s. s udents. and Adelph.ans were present at the unchecm

The citatum .iven Mr Lvons said the award was tor what you

ha c do or vour University, lor its students, and for young

o ,1c throughout the Commonwealth in your capacity as a

Is-, i t e Iniversitv ot Massachusetts The citation lauded

, t stee or 'ms seven Vears o. -striving lor significant, relevan

ha. ges his .el.e. in the sincerity ot our young people, and

^Lent-search tor truthiwhich. have endeared you to our

tU

Mr
S

l von. is a 1918 graduate ot I Mass. and in M3 was cited by

lhJUSe^umnifor his "distinguished pubhc serv.ee m his

^reer" a> a journalist Me has ben commuter ft* new,>.mdy»»

programs on WGBH in Boston tor many years He is a former

springlield Republican, and the editorial staff of ite Gtobe-for

;hl ,h he reported major developments m Htm Kngland.

Washington, and abroad .

lir Lvons was born in Boston m 1897 lie and Mis Lyons,

i ..theme, live in Cambridge

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

At The Gates Of Westover AFB

WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1971

GI's To Rally May 15
,..,..,„ ,hcn .s two-fold: to demand the WestoTer, ^^irday

he Ma\ i."> Westover Action

Project is calling a rally outside

the gates ol Westover Air Force

Base on Saturdav. May 15, Gl

Solidarity Day The Project is a

•oalition of area groups including

the Connecticut Vietnam Veterans

\ga.nst the War. the CMass

Veterans lor Peace, the CMass

Student Mobilization Committee.

\lt Holyoke SMC, Connecticut

Peace Action Coalition, the

Springfield People's Peace Treaty

Coalition, the Valley Peace Centre.

and the Hadley Mothers lor Peace.

These groups in conjunction w ith

several active duty airmen and

base workers have planned the

demonstration in order to turn

\imed Forces Day May 15. into a

day ol national antiwar action and

solidarity with antiwar CI s

similar demonstrations will take

place across the IS at every

major military base

It is lelt by the planners ot tin-

act ion that no one has more right to

assess the I S role in Southeast

Asia than those expected to light

there The Armed Services are not

empowered to revoke the First

Amendment rights ol men simpl)

because they enlisted or were

dralted into the Armed Services

The purpose ol the demonstration.

then is two fold: to demand the

immediate withdrawal ol all U.S.

forces from Southeast Asia < in-

cluding airpower) and to express

support lor the CI's right to tree

speech
Permission was requested by the

Coalition to distribute on base the

Bill of Bights, the first ten

amendments to the U.S. Con

stitution. Permission to distribute

the Bill of Bights was peremptorily

denied by the Base Commander.

Col Vincent McGovem. He gave

no reason lor denial of permission,

despite the tact that Department

ol Defense regulations explicitly

stipulate that, according to

paragraph .5 of Army Begulations

in in. A commander may not

prevent distribution of a leal let

simply because he does not like its

contents...." Begulations clearly

state that a commander may

prohibit distribution ot a leaflet on

base only it it <* obscene or

treasonous Presumably the

Westover base commander has

found that the lust ten amend

meats Of the I S Constitution lall

into one or another of these

categories
Despite harassment ot this sort,

the i oalition has planned a legal

demonstration at the gate- ol

the demonstration. ........... ••—

Senior Week
Begins May 27

l.itiiu I ssl.i ..I Danvert, president ol \delphia. senior mens

be*** su,ut%. presents Mr l.ouis Lyons, former Iniversitv ol

\|.iss., ( luis,its Trustee with the Distinguished Massachusetts

t ili/.n Iward, at a OOSa luncheon yesterday. Left to right, Mrs

lvons III I \ ons. (ham ellor Oswald Tippo. (.lenn It. Kssler.

Black Corridor Checks It Out

I. might at 7 :» the Black

< oiTidor i- sponsoring a guest

iker Minister John BX. from

ui.,,k Muslim Mosque
hollowing the lecture, three one

plays will bf presented along

a ith an original film, and a slide

series on the Black Woman Black

poetry. Black dancers UMass
Sisters i and Black music will also

.aimed Its all happening at

the Orchard Hill Bowl

Senior Week begins Thursday.

Ma) 27th Activities climax lour

years oi academics at l Mass mm\

present the final opportunity for

the dass 10 gather as a group

Organised b) the senior Day

Committee which was formed

when class government was

abolished, the festivHiei include

the (allowing

Senior night at the Pub featuring

Charlie Bradshau and happy hour

prizes tor seniors only, s>:30 i°

closing, Thursday, Ma> 27th

Sandwich smorgasbord in the

cafeteria Friday, Maj 28th, Happy

hour and entertainment included

nam 4 to lo Use
\ Harvey Wallbanger and

Peppermint Patti night at Mike's

on Thursday, :>« for each of these

drinks from I Co I losing

senior dav activities beginning

at noon m the Northeast Quad

thicken dinner, beer and en

lertamment included Sou\enu»r

beer mugs will be distributed at

this time Tickets are on!) si OBfor

seniors and SI ihi tor a guest

The budget lor Senior Week is

upprovimatd) 810,000.

lor further information seniors

should contact Dick Palomba.

chairman ol the committee, or any

ol the members listed They are

.lane Madden Joe

\iidrew*9 Pal

Cullman. ,lerr\

Solovev, Bett>

tckerstein, <'arl

Klvnn. Bene
Burke. Betty

Pugh. Bonnie

Westover, Saturday. May i">. A

permit for the rally was obtained

from the Chicopee Police Dept. Air

lone regulations permit ser

vicemen to participate in anti-war

actions if the\ are of a peaceful,

legal nature i that is. if they have a

permit and if violence is not

planned as part of the action); if

the servicemen are off duty and out

ol uniform The demonstration at

Westover is planned by the coor-

dinators to encourage as much Gl

participation as possible A lawyer

has been included in the planning

of the action to assure maximum
protection of Gl rights and to

highlight the legitimacy ot the_

demonstration in the eyes of

Westover airmen

Veterans, airmen, students, and

townspeople will assemble at both

gates at Westover to leaflet and

talk to airmen irom 12:00 noon to

! (mi p m They will meet at the

Industrial Gate at 3:01 pm lor a

rail) including speakers Irom the

t,l Civil Liberties Defense Com

mittee. Bob Wilkinson, editor ot the

til Cress Service, Rev Jeffrey

Campbell. minister of the

I mtarian Church in Amherst

• George Schuer, co-chairman ol the

i Mass vets ior Peace

The i Mass student Mobilization

Committee has arranged lor bus

transportation lo the demon

st ration Busses will leave the

Mudent Union at 1
1 00 a in

Saturdav morning and return Irom

Westover si i Wp.m Anyone in-

terested in the demonstration

should contact theSMC at the Ubk
.usl outside the Hatch or m the

SMC office Pranklln room, second

oor ol the student I moii

Jackson, and Mar) Bositis

—MDC STAFF—
Important Meeting

Tonight, 7:00, Office

To Pull Things
Together

-*-.

Howdy Doody

Student Union Ballroom

Friday, May 14

8:00 p.m.

50c

Collegian Photographers:

All MDC Equipment Must Be

Returned By Friday, May 14th

TONITE !

!

AT
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A SING-ALONG WITH

A GERMAN BAND

LOWENBRAU ON TAP

plus

Sip atisarlptjrttf flailg (SollfgUm
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Senate Refuses To Fund

Concerts Committee Needs Money
u„r~.„ tk. «««o»o it u/aQ iio «aiH that the lirst inkline the added that h

ByANNGURNETT
MDC Staff

Karly in the academic year, the

Interim Coordinating Committee,

lormed lor the sole purpose of

putting on concerts, arose like a

phoenix from the dust of the

abolished class governments.

Responsible lor the series of

concerts held in Southwest two

weeks ago, the Committee was

lunded by the Student Senate.

However, when budgets came

before the Senate to be finalized

several weeks ago, the Senate

voted not to consider the Com-

mittee s budget proposals for next

year. This turn of events proved

upsetting to many people, in-

cluding Kussel Viera, who was

instrumental in producing the

concerts of two weeks ago.

Viera attributed the lack of

Senate consideration to 'sheer

ignorance'.

"It s my opinion that most of the

Senate didn't even know what the

Committee was or what its func-

tion was," Viera said. "When the

proposal to consider our budget

Senate Trying To Ease

Student Parking Problems

came before the Senate, it was

voted down without any

discussion."

John Hogan, Vice President of

the Senate and Bill Belmore, Vice

Chairman of the Senate Budgets

( ommittee, gave their reasons for

the Senates failure to fund the

committee.
According to Belmore, the basic

reason lor not lunding the Com
mittee was its failure to come to

the Senate with budget proposals

lor next year. Belmore contended

that the Committee had been given

ample opportunity to bring

proposals before the Budgets

(ommittee but had tailed to do so.

He said that the first inkling the

Senate had that there would even

be an Interim Coordinating

Committee was at the meeting

where budgets were finalized,

when the committee presented the

Senate with a request for ap-

proximately $75,000. Adding that

no breakdown of funds ac-

companied the request, he said

that even it KSOs schedule could

have been changed to accomodate

the lateness of the funding request,

the Board of Trustees would never

have considered a matter handled

in such an unorthodox way.

Senate V P. John Hogan agreed

with Belmore's arguments but

added that he thought it was

hypocritical of students to want to

spend $75,000 on concerts while at

the same time asking the state

legislature not to raise tuition.

Hogan also said he favored

decentralizing the Senate's power

over presentation of concerts. He

said that he thought Area

Governments should be en-

couraged to put on their own

concerts, utilizing monies given

them by the Senate when class

governments were dissolved.

Hogan also pointed out that

Program Council, the Fine Arts

Council and other organizations

could continue to stage concerts

Bv BOB CALLAHAN
MDC Staff

Recommendations concerning campus parking were made Monday

evening at a meeting of the Student Senate Services ( ommittee. Three

mot.ons were passed at the meeting in an attempt to correct the

inequalities ol the present parking system on campus

The motions wen 1 1 that the Student Senate start an Ad Hoe Com

mittee lo stud) the inequalities of the parking system. 2) that the parking

commission be restructured so that it can Junction effectively, 3) that the

student Senate urge the t ndergraduate students not to pay their parking

lines until an equitable solution is presented to the Administration. It was

also recommended that the issue be brought lorth before the Senate at

their lirst meeting in September.

In an exclusive Collegian interview last evening. Commuter Senator

Bob Chiller listed the gripes which the CMass students have concerning

the present parking situation. Chiller alleged that there is m.n^

management, poor administration, and discrimination in the giving out

ol parking tickets He stated that 1MM students are assigned to a

parking area which can accommodate 8.000 vehicles. "Tickets are not

Sven to faculty members and only to students.' he continued He also

mentioned that there is an open bid lor towing but Anderson is the only

bidder BO thai heautomaticalh nets the bid at any price

Th, .procut Parking ( omm.ss.on prcsenth consists ol eight meml>ers

,nXVommission are two Grid students, two lacultv members, two

undergraduates, and Perriter and Lambert Chiller said that M
,h,n. are two members iron, each group sitting on the com

, Js on that this doesnl make ,. fair He noted that everyone there has

Mil. c"n sUckersexcepl for the students chiller wants toahol^h he

. ommtHsion

h, u meeting with Mr Robert PerrHer of Campui Security last Thur-

sdaN Chiller inquired as to wh) parking is d.smm,nator> toward

dents and asked lor the reason as to wh> so mam Uckets ue.f ha, d,,!

(<u ,„ wnmuters assigned lo Viol Chillers also told Perriter thai we

, u. , students to pav partung tickets We will *o to the streets

;„v,ssa.s until the parkTnisTtuation is made nomtiscrmiimitorj *nd until

Pacutt) are assigned to perimeter parking areas

•We .ion 1 care about the parking fee We feel that the ssstemis

• J.S. n.mnatorv run in an old £) ,
and Wf will gO 10 any lengths to get if

. hanged

Alpha Phi Gamma Inducts 35

Chiller said

Alpha l
J
hi Gamma, national

journalism honorary society, in-

ducted 35 members into its

fraternity last night in its first

major initiation in two years.

The society is one which

recognizes the achievement of

student journalist in campus
publications, radio and television

Advisors Dario t'olitella.

professor ol English, and Alvin P.

Dickie, technical advisor to the

( aMrgiaa, conducted the meeting.

Also speaking on Famous
politicians I have known" was

journalist Neil C. Ferry, who

present)) writes ior the Greenfield
Recorder.

election ol officers for the

academic year 71 72 included the

lollowing President. Linda

Balicki. Vice President. Walter

Sobsak; Secretary. Beth Goodell.

treasurer Gib Puiierton and

ii.nliii Jim Gold

Return It . .

.

students who have received the

Mirve> on Drinking and

Drugtaking and who have not

i (turned it are urged to complete

I he questtonaire and send it back to

Ihe Seminar
In tinier lo conduct .. complete!)

unbiased survcj .i high rate oi

response from Ihe partic Ipanl

ivecessar) Because this sui\e\ is

attempting loestaWish i>i«' >
- about

,|i mkiiin and drug taking practices

nl -Indents and induectlv of

,n ict\ participation is essential

hi order thai Ihe seminar report

and anal> EC I his itUTVe) object i\ el\

and realisticall)

ABC Art Sale

Plans have been completed lor

Ihe annual exhibition and art sale

lor Al'a iA Better Chance i 8C

. ording to Mrs Herts Paulsen and

\iis Doroth) Dempesy, coor

dinutorSOt the event II Will l»e held

<>n the \inherst lown Common on

Saturday, Ma) 15th, irom m I m
io ) p in . rain or shine

\ wide range <»i works include

original paints, woodcuts.

Mines, wall hangings, leather

work and pottery. Some oi the

artists represented are Leonard

Raskin, \imand Ualboni, Paul

Berube. Rose Vali. Joseph

samuels. I'red Becker. Jean

ll.iker. Boots Walker. Lorie

l.eininger. Susan Parks and

Stephen Hamilton

This is a i are opportunity to start

OT add to an art collection and at

Ihe same lime contribute to the

support ol ABC the educational

program lhal means A Better

Chance There will be prices to lit

ever) budget

A sale ol baked gOOOS will also

take place on the Common while

the nl sale is in progress

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
E OUR AD IN THE

JOURNAL of ACCOUNTANCY
Becker CPA Review Course

Boston (617) 536 1440

OWN A FOREIGN CAR?

BEING HASSLED WITH KEIWIK
VosT AND OK WORKMANSHIP '

TRY US.

!.,.-. Kl SSKI.L SI

HADLEY — KT S
.-.MI-.VHH)

\*$i\\ elected ollicers arc. scaled dr.. Jim Cold. Kaihll. C.I,

I ullntoii. Treasurer. IJasta Balicki. President. Walter Soh/ak. \ kf-

President and Beth < .oodcll. KeereUr) Standing i> VI < »'i kle I I.I ami

Dario Pulitella. (MD< phate esurtes) oi l<»"> lea\itt.'
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In The Nation And The World

V.C. Prepare Ho Chi Minh Trail

U.S. B-52 Bases
SAIGON lAP) With North Vietnam reported

preparing Ihe Ho Chi Minh Trail for the rainy season.

the is Command assigned much oi Its air power

|'ucsda> to l-last that suppl> network in eastern Laos.

Normal!) supplies move slowly in the ram and mud

,,! tin- monsoon si ..son. due to begin next week but the

menu was trying to make the trail as nearly as

possible an all weather route

Scores ot B52 bombers some oi them diverted trom

raids on Camboc" > gave the 300-mile trad network a

working <>\er i.ev were joined by U.S tactical

bombers Horn" bases w Thailand and two aireratt

i arriers in the liult oi Tonkin

i s officers report considerable truck activity and

road repair work on the trail

I ho monsoon, now starting to move in, will mean six

months ol rain in the Laos panhandle and will hamper

both the North Vietnamese supply movement and the

i S air blows

Miieh oi the i s intelligence on the Ho c hi Minh

trail is obtained trom daily aerial photographs and

from thousands ol secret sensor deviees distributed

all along the trail on the ground

i >t beers with access to dailv reports on the trail said

there are currently about 1 .000 detections ot

movement a day compared with some days when the

detections dropped to .~>(K) a day

The 1.000 detections do not mean that 1,000 trucks

have been spotted, as each truck shuttles back and

lorth on short trail segments and is detected at least

several times ..

The mam effort by the U:>2s is to knock out the

trucks, to keep the roads chopped up and to start

landslides that block mountain passes

While the an effort centered in Laos, ground

lighting in south Vietnam lapsed into another of its

pel iodic lulls

Both the I S and South Vietnamese commands

reported an!) minor skirmishes Battle activity

dropped to one ot its low est levels this v ear

U.S. Dollar Getting Stronger

l.i)NI>i>N \l' I In- I S dollar

strengthened on European

currenc) exchanges ruesda> but

big mone> speculators held on

tight!) to the Westvejman marks

lhe\ bought b> the billion last

. k hoping lor profits

\n acute shortage ol dollars

developed m much ol Western

Kurope as speculators bought up

whatever was available to make

^ood the dollars the) had sold short

,, bu) marks
I bis was ironic, because it was

'he glul "I dollars that prompted

A.st German) Mut/erland. the

Netherlands and Austria to take

measures Sunda) to rid them

selves "i dollars t.. check inflation

Dealers -aid there was a strong

indication speculators were

standing pat on their holdings of

marks, waiting for a bigger m
m the value <>t the West

German currency than the : per

•it it showed Tuesda)

\ thin trickle ot marks M .is sold

hy small traders in Europe, ex

. hange specialists said This

What' 11 Mama
Yokum Say?

BOSTON \r \ warrant was

ordered issued Tueada) tor the

unrest <>i Allied Gerald Kaplin,

a ho draws the I. il \bnet comic

tup under the nameot Al Cap)

i fugitive from justice m Eau

( lain- Wis
Judge Theodore \ <il>nn or-

dered th»- warrant in Boston

Municipal Court alter police

reported receiving warrants trom

Eau t'laire charging Capp with

sodorm attempted adulter) and

indecent exposure

The charges were tiled last week

alter complaints b) a married

college coed Wisconsin police

-aid

Capp -till i- m Peter Bent

Brigham Hospital in Boston He

taken there alter he colla:

during a \isit to \lahama

seemed to be enough to hold the

rate with the dollar fair!) stead)

Che dollar opened in Frankfurt

at ; :>i..o marks the equivalent oi

rent- to the mark It was set at

the daily lixmg at '• :>.">i."> marks.

equal to JK I American cents .Just

lietore the dose •' rate ot .; :>t was

quoted equal to JH cents lor a mark

Ihe official mark rate before the

currency crisis was _*7 :t cents

I bus it is no* costing seven tenths

ol a cent more to bu\ a mark
I'hc shortage ol dollars on the

London exchange sent the British

pound down trom J 41 74a dollars to

• »ii..Y indicating speculators were

keen to sell pounds tor dollars

The dollar was stronger in Paris.

Zurich and Milan and continued to

move up during the day It opened

in Paris m the range ol S.5275 to

5350 Irancs and b\ midalternoon

icached the range ot .Y.Vtt to ~> 537S

irancs

In Zurich the range was 4 1060-

} 12 Swiss irancs against Monda> s

4 ir> 4 II but most trading was done

at over 4 n

STWMM. DOWN The mascot of a group of Wist Xirhorne

Illusion soldiers lies between rows ot troops ;,s (hex participate in

stand down exercise marking the units withdrawal from South

\ letnaiu till-—J was held at tamp Kagle. south of Hue. I he deg

uill nrof.ahB be passed on to other Xinerican soldiers who are not

rlui-iiing home The unit is being pulled out ol IndiM hina under the

, to miiI Xmeiican Hoop reduction program « AP \\irephoto»

on exchange sent the British _^ _. - H. IT j~>

War No Way To Provide Jobs-McGovern
BKKI.IN N H iAP>—Sen

« x'orge McGovern. challenged b\ a

student who claimed withdrawal of

\inencan lorces Irom Vietnam

ouM put too man) extra people on

Ihe WW1 market, said Tuesday

that waging war is bad way to

provide job

The south I >akota Democrat, in a

question and -answer session with

MOM Ml young people al the New
Hampshire Vocational College.

asked how many would set a

deadline lor withdrawal The vote

was about SO "><». and one of those

who said "no' raised the labor

market issue

\skod by another student how he

could be trusted to end the war if he

should become President.

Union Charges Nixon

Of 'Playing Politics

'

VII \\l \ 6a Al' The AFL-C10 executive council charged

ruesda) that President Nixon is playing politics with $12 billion he has

withheld from federal spending and said that his failure to provide for

declining business investment in delense areas has aggravated unem

P
The council urged the President to release the funds immediately and

ottered an . I point program to aid areas hard hit by declining.defense

production, including the establ.shment ot a ( ab.net level committee to

direct lederal assistant* hillmn , n
The decision of President Nixon to withhold $12 WlUon in

eongressionall) appropriated funds is a callous political device that

victimizes the American people and disrupts vital national programs.

, he council said m a statement adopted during its quarterly meet
"J-

I, ,s obvious that a c) meal political decision has been made to hold the

IUnds until the) can be doled OUt piecemeal to achieve maximum

economic impact at I time when maximum political etlect is desned

Mi (iovern replied If you support

me. we re engaged in an act ol

mist I would never commit forces

abroad without a declaration ol

war Irom t ongr>

» in the question ol American

prisoners of war. McGovern said

I here is no way to help the P< >YVs

except to end the war
"

The SCnatOT also said he would

set two conditions lor complete

withdrawal that the North Viet

nameso release all POWs and that

they not attack American fOrcea

while they are withdrawing

[\ the North Vietnamese did not

agree to that then I would not

withdraw In- said

Met iovern. the onl> formally

a n n II n c e d De in OC rati c

presidential candidate, toured

variOUS parts ol New Hampshire

during the day in his second round

ol campaigning lor next year I

earliest in the nation primary He
previously Visited the state in

I''ebruarv

In addition to his talk with

students in Berlin. McGovern had

lunch with Mayor Norman
Ircmaine and city ollicials and

went on a handshaking tour ot

downtown Berlin before moving on

to Keeno and Nashua for later

appearances

During his Berlin visit,

McGovern characterized SI

ndiculous reports that he was

acting as a trial balloon lor a

possible campaign by Sen Edward
M Kennedy, D Maes

II there is anybody who doesn t

need a trial balloon in New

Hampshire, it is led Kennedy, he

said, adding that he is convinced

the Massachusetts senator "will

eventual!) be President." but not

in I'.iTJ

HOLY COMMUNION

According to the rites

of the Episcopol Church

is celebrated

each Wednesday evening

7 P.M.

in the

Newman Center

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency

i

160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
5862742

10 Broad St.

Westfield
5623604

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19 — 8:00 P.M.

MILLIARD STRING

QUARTET
Program includes Shubert's Quartet No. 14 ("Death

and the Maiden") and works by Spohr and Webern.

Reserved Tickets: Fine Arts Council

125 Herter Hall (Remaining rickets ot

Bowker Box Office one hour before concert)

UM1 _-. „„.. . KTivivf; irniD rmsHcat Nixon listens as \ew .lerse> Gov.

^---* ;°^^^y-^zri£!tgg as ... gg. "^ -

Another Try For The SST
WASHINGTON iAP» -House leaders backing a

move 10 resurrect the supersonic transport program

professed cenfldence Tueada) thai they have the votes

!o Win but they postponed the decision until Wed

nesdav alter to supporters had to leave

Kepuhl.can Leader Gerald K Ford of Michigan said

he believes the drive to revive disbanded SSI project

would have won it the vote could have come before I

P
'iVnt the Democratic and Republican leadership put

the vote oil to Wednesday when what Ford called ten

sure votes had to leave lor I Democratic dinner in

Philadelphia and a Democratic rally in South

''ivep's.dnev K Yates. I ) ill., the leading House SST

opponent said il area clear SST barkers behoved they

could win Wednesday and said opponents wert

/.Ipa.gnin* to * every no vote to the House

Kep BrOCfc Adams. I) Wash said an analysis of

one House quorum call taken Tuesday indicated SST

hackers could have WOO early in the afternoon by two

The vote will he on an amendment to a $«iB billion

supplemental appropriations bill to turn an s«3.:t-

million contract termination penalty item into that

much money to resume work on two SST prototypes.

The House halted all federal SST money effective

last March 30 by onlv II votes. 215 to 2(U, and SSI

cancellation notices were sent out after the Senate

capped Congress decision with a 51-46 vote

Hut Republican SST backers, including Ford, urged

the party's House SST opponents at a closed con

lerence Tuesda v to switch their votes contending

there is ample justification lor such vote switching.

The past week s run on the IS dollar in Furope.

they argued, showed a need tor building and selling an

American SST abroad to strengthen the U S balance

ol payments position and the dollar.

This also would maintain the American aviation

lead threatened bv the Anglo French Concede SSI

Ihev argued and of more concern would restore an

estimated 15.088 American jobs lost with cancellation

oi the SST in March.

N.E. Tiao-Yu-Tai
Here Saturday

By JENNIFERCHEN
M DC Staff

\ New England Regional Tiao-Yu-Tai conference will be hosted by

UMass Chinese students on Saturday, May 29 from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m. OH

the Inst floor ol the Campus Center Approximately 75-100 students a

expected to attend Horn such neighboring institutions as Brown. VI onn.

Harvard and Yale

In recent months, thousands of Chinese students have come together as

a result ol a dispute over a group of uninhabited islands in the Fast ( hina

Sea

Geographically, historically and legally, the Tiao-Yu-Tai islands

belong to China' But with the discovery of rich oil deposits, .Japan has

claimed liao Yu-Tai as part ol the Ryuku islands administered by the

United States The U.S. plans to return the Ryukus to Japan in IA72. in

addition the .Japanese government has committed a series ol unfriendly

acts against China by expelling Chinese fishermen Irom this area and

mutilating the Nationalist Chinese flag on the islands

The TYT movement has been gathering momentum and now includes

students Irom almost all major American campuses. Their M*^™*
shown in the largest Chinese protest ever held in this MUfltqnonAprtf

loth. In Washington. D C alone, over BOO Chinese united m support ot

Chinese claims to Tiao Yu-Tai

These demonstrations were directed against the United JUtea.

Nationalist China as well as Japan. The demonstrators said that tin

United States was supporting Japan by maintaining that I iao^ u I ai was

part ol the Ryukus. They also said that the Nationalist government was

not taking effective action in demanding Chinese claims in the lace ot

I S Japanese conspiracy Equally important, this conflict is regarded

by the ( hmese as an effort to revive Japanese militarism.

Discussion is now under way in the U S Senate concerning the United

States return ol the Hyukus to Japan

This Tiao-Ytt-Tai conference will focus on three important issues I S

attitude toward Tiao-Yu-Tai, Japanese attitude toward Ta»o-\ u la. and

reaction by the Taiwan government and legal action so tar Fach two

hour session will begin with a speaker irom one of the part.cipat ng

colleges followed by a discussion period Hopefully the outcome ol the

conference will be passage of definite resolutions lor future constructive

action This event is open free of charge to all UMass students

UMOSS donations collected in support of T.ao Yu Ta. h«Wte«aled»

Anequalamount has been granted by I Mass funded Harambe. 3rd *orld

organization.

Th.s Saturday. May ,5a«7 H.and
?
::W p m 5*J*^

U
^S*£^2;

Chinese Students club will she* a^^^^^^.l^Z
subtitles entitled Storm Over the YanUe K.ver. Ibis movie l"""''> s

m ,ss, ve a panese attack on China across a ISO mile strip «.l smter •
a the

"angt/e explores the agents and double agents thnr COOrUge,

',, tactics: sell sacrifice, moves and counter mom^^ -

dtecillive Chinese victory Admission is 75c Proceeds vv.ll go towa.d tht

TYT movement

New Coffeehouse

Opens In Amherst
I-or lar too long the Amherst

area i»as hen devoid ol s center

where good music can be played

and heard The AMHERST
FOLKLORE CENTRE has been

established to trv to fulfill the

needs ol a growing community, oi

folk enthusiasts There willbe live

music Thursday thru Monday

nights. Tuesdays and Wednesdays

will soon be devoted to various

workshops Artists ot all per

suasions are encouraged to n'.ik' 1

use ol the Centers open Stage

policy,

The Centre is an educational

institution devoted to the

preservation and continuation ol

\m.ncan folklore. A wide spec

trum o| performers have already

been booked, ranging Irom the far

out angelic ecstatic to the tow down

dirty blues This Thursday and

Kriday the) will lie presenting

David Mow rv Irom Woodstock.

\,w York Saturday. May IS %

feature the- Prairie oysters and

Steve Martin ol Orpheus

A special feature ot the center is

open hoetseverj Monday evening

Vspiring musicians are en

couraged to play The -even

founders express the hope oi using

the centre not only as a coffeehouse

but also as a manifestation <»i the

spiritual resurgence now hap

pening in the Pioneer Valley

Ihe folklore Centre is located

behind the Grace Episcopal

Church tthe one near the Amherst

Police statiom on spring Street.

right m the center ol Amherst

tewSrdesses
|

CAMPUS CINEMA 3 /
SHOWN TWICE NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:00 £ _ „

Rated a *ery,

very X.
No one under

18 yn. will

be admitted.

AMMfRST MAOC I V LINt

PHONE 256 6411

THE
[ \rriii.isn.\nu-:

NOVEL IS NOW
AMERICA'S MOST
LX)STKOVERSIAL

FILM!

v

K ;-/£J!£0 vj:jojs

)

i

>r«l pSSM I" •** W«fch, NY.

l»hll. Chi.. Write on or »md tSI

to (tuaranlrr «rr*ire t»r «umm*r.

Snl.lrt Inc.. 808 rVlmont Ht..

W.lerlown. M«m. BWfe. ««-9-'6-

.'700

.

ALWAYS AMPLE PARKING

;
AMHERST!

CAMPUS CINEMA I

Screening Doily

7 & 9:30 P.M.
For Hie seventh
sensational week.
Positively ends

Tuesday.

Now showing
Eves, ot

6:40 - 9:00
Matinee

Sot. - Sun.
1:30

Wed., May 19th

r »>ot —. a C»io »o«' »o*«'-o'

Sophia Martello

Lorcn Mastrolanni

The PriestsWife

NEW LEAF" - Wolter Motthou

CAMPUS CINEMA 2

One complete
show

starts at 7:00
SPECIAL LADIES
ADMISSION 1.50

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

LITTLE BIG MAN

"THE CLASSIC GARBO"
SUNDAY. MONDAY. TUESDAY

"NINOTCHKA"
WED. THRU SAT.

"CAMILLE"
ond

"ANNA-KARENINA"

and
'MATA HART
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Experimental Films

OnCampusTomorrow
l,u ""* " .,

"'
to Move and Free University confuses you then you

mffia^W^ t£to^nd P-PU" who say the C1NEMAGIC film

lo n"s p n o eci las, month by K.T.M what those .1ms were ajl

oh, case you don't know anyone who did see ( memag.c read on!

MENTALjSoVIES is a collection of some o. the most tar out ex

neriments bVSe new magicians-thooe filmmakers with a hopeful eye on

'

t re w en the innermost voyages of the human spin .while in

i u M) can be vividly visualised in abstract cinematic tnps. Some

run: tools used to produce these films melude oscilloscopes, analog

T„?o5?r^^ and Allures by Jordan Baton,

PerSions by John Whitney. Binary Bit Patterm by M.chael Whitney

and some child 17 10 yr§. old,
1

,

1

1,

i

,

>

(,0
1

, 'lms
, I

,.VT ,
I unviirs iwink

The showings of Fourth World Reality...MtNTALMOVIES...Towards

Co li • (' .nsuousness wiM be at . 00, 3:00 7*0 and J0Dp.a«
;̂

«l,v Mav 13 m the Campus Center Auditorium and are tor HthK

has been put together by Room To Move and Free University.

WFDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1971
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

v* wmv, m\ IMIM U IIMFM I'K HTIO\ -Kcp Konald \ Heliums. D-Calif .
poses on the Cpitol

,
I--;'.., „m' h..,,. >l„.#Nm ... m lUn u4 L» to I -t,ul,m>. I \T M ..v,.h..lo

I

More Reps Join Common Cause
WASHINGTON AP> Common

I'ause said Tuesday 132 members

ol the House have signed

statements backing complete t 5

military withdrawal from Vietnam

bj the end ot this year

The sell styled people's lobby

said also legislation in the torm ot

an amendment will be introduced

in the House- seeking to force .1

cutofl "I the war

John \S Gardner, chairman of

1 ommon Cause, said while the 11-*

Democrats and iu RepubBcam
signing the statements are fai

short ol .1 clear majority ol 217 in

the present 133 member House, the

list is growing and doei not include

several doves who can be expected

to vote for it

David Cohen, cNd lobbyinl for

Common Cause, said an amend

merit to pending defense

procurement legislation will be

offered b) a senior member «»t the

\tmed Services Committee

Cohen did not name the member

but *aid Common i'ause has been

negotiating with Rep Lucien

Nedzi.i) Muh
An amendment would serve to

move the issue to the House floor

The House version of the

Senate's Hatfield Mctiuvern bill is

caught up in the committee

machmerv and given little hope of

,i House lloor vote

The statements of purpose,

which have been circulating since

\pnl 1. are sponsored principally

by Heps Thomas P O'Neill Jr.,

I) Mass . and Charles A Mosher.

R Ohio

Gardner said signers include

eight I democrats who v oted against

a December 1^>T 1 withdrawal date

when that proposal tailed by a MR-

iimi vote m a House Democratic

caucus March 31 He said 13

Democrats who were absent from

the caucus also have signed the

statement

mmqm

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-6066

UMASS. CRAFT GUILD

Important Meeting

WED. 7:00 p.m.

S.U. 328 Craft Center

Anyone interested in the future of the

Craft Center should attend.

THE IKOCJRAM COUNCIL AND SQl IKE IKODL'CTIONS. INC PRESENT

A FILM BY TOM CLARK AND JACK DEAVER

^d^d
EITHER WAY Is a love story about three people.

A man and a man and a woman.
One of them Is going to lose...

PREMIERE SCREENINGS,

PRIOR TO NATIONAL RELEASE

TONIGHT: 6, 8, and 10 — CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $2 00

Friday, May 14: 6, 8, 10 and 12

Shown
Movies

WASHINGTON iAP>-An in-

ventor Tuesday showed Senators

an auto bumper which he said tar

exceedi new federal regulations

lor impact protection and would

meet the rules at a third of the cost

estimated bv the auto industry.

Haul H. Taylor, of Buffalo. NY.,

testified before the Senate Com

merce Committee with the aid of

color movies

He said the shock-absorber-type

devices that are the basis of his

invention could be installed on next

years cars without boosting prices

any more than $:50.

The auto industry which Taylor

>aid has shown some interest in his

device, told the committee Monday

that meeting new lederal bumper

standards tor \m models will hike

the price of an average car $10U

Taylor's movies, which he said

were token last Friday at his plant

in Buffalo, showed an American

Motors Hornet sustaining no

damage crashing into a barrier at 5

miles an hour and $01 damage at a

speed of 10 m.p.h.

The Taylor bumper consists ol

tour hydraulic tubea containing

silicone oil that is compressed on

impact
lavloi said some cars he has

tested with his bumper have

sustained no damage in crashes at

,11 miles an hour

Views, Voices

llus evening on -Viewpoint"

he^ininng at »i :\W I'M will be a

,how dealing with the recent

development ol the nation Japan

into a uorld power in industry,

,eonomics. and growth. Guest on

the nights program will be Kichard

Hanson. Editor in chief of the

u.iilv tattenlaa, majoring m
Japanese Studies here at the

I mversitv At 7 no I'M will be

•Voice* ol Dissent " presented by

the \oung Socialist Alliance At

II in) I'M l-ive concert will be

presented by the I mversitv

swnphony orchestra Its all on

WMl A HI I KM

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

USE STUDY SOUND*
!««..... » .-- c-rj-tMj-j. f.zsrs*.

'tuSaOwSu* HOOOCfO SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPTEN

pi, iv Spool v

S^fid Chet" of Mo"0, O'der S»»U^
iml'd. '« H*-.i,i.nq»od Pos««K
Sound j"Ctp'*. n<

The committee was told in

earlier testimony that average

damage to a similar car without

special bumpers at 5 m.p.h. is

about $204 and more than twice

that at 10 miles.

Taylor said he has offered to sell

his device to the automakers at

$5.60 each. Four would be needed

per car.

Taylor, and his 23-year-old son,

Doug, a mechanical engineer, said

repeated efforts to bring their

device to the attention of the

Department of Transporation have

been ignored.

•'We are going to ask the

Department ot Transportation how

come, said Sen. Philip A Hart.

D Mich.

4 a 2W« —

a.

Sale Ever

Spring
Sale

FASHION
FABRICS

Beside Hio Hunfry U

Over 75% of our

fabrics are sale priced!

3 Day Special
THURS. — F*l. — SAT.

KETTLECLOTH

$1.48 yd.

103 N. PLEASANT

AMHERST

» .. L v iv iMftMV IMt \S THE HOM WS «l Kl K--Kesidents of Home queue up for M

fis532SS3£»sag5ssBttassss
nuu.ii ipal employes. . \F Uirephoto via cable Iron, Home)

ater at

culoll

citv's

municipal empm>f». '•" "»»h "

BEYOND "TRASH"

May 14, 15, 16

Rm. 163
Campus Center

Sponsored by
WTOY
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Senate Scars
U h„ l„c. I wag year •»' all + as and. in MD ways, ^2**2

,

'

„ mav have lacked the spice ol a Si, ik, over the extra day* ol

: in i\
'

«!»....«. m-rtktg to the harsh tactic o, last ay many

,„ m ,.,s ha%r been achieved over the last two somMlars which should

";;:. ::; ;;.

,

u;^^r^S; ««*«** « « •>*—• 5- •>-;;„,;„,, UK- Student Senate. What opened the jrW as an

,, , n „ vlmi, lea nay* etteettea l» i"» , •*«* K* *•"*;

.noL.l.lx havr la be the debate over th«- payment ol satsrkM to s.nau

o currenccs have evoked such harsh and angry response

;;";;;,,, „„. m U«i«.i s,„ai, as u* »**». *!* •»**•* *«•* th<>

simlihi hodv had debated the proposal. lurlce.

7 vl-the wcakcnm, "« s,n,i, towards the Studen, **£**£
,,„,! „„ |kr nlcrcndum hallol sheets ol the past UeeUS. ^CU***

, , , ,. llus attempt b> the Senate lo pay it ucrs mam.es ,ls,l n

,
,,, OHlril.hi unresponsiveness to student demands. What

"

, !d inlJE2* «- -tlnnu short o, a case o, thud degree paranoia

,„d the l.cmbles were iHt all the wav over in Ik* I SSWgkM ollues.
•'"

, n • sparks bivc d„d down a Ml and M appears that things
>

or.

J,ill l,n I sni civ drilling beck to tin- wav they WW* M Srptemh,. ol I17T

I „„..,.,. that is. imtilsomrthinnHsrunurs thru «'••"
J

II,;. S...MI,- on tar oth,. hand, in vshal aWjM M termed a backlash ol

, „.
'

|,,s mad,- iCSlarci la remove the aura or .rrespons.bil.lx

I'lll £! The pax . ais, ontu > has Ml a deep s, ar

^ , s, a, that won « heal quu-kl> and hope.u««> never C-ateUt, .
r o

, ,s imporlanl la remember that everv le«.slat.ve ImkIv should be a bit

;;,;;,z. .« s ,»,,,.^ **•% i»« N »3 ..bout •**»« *« - have

lo siart vvorrvinu

MjatBMaiaaajaj nam I ajaaaawaa ,- >-»j jj.'3> ">' ' j jjj^w > t itum**

Vttorney General John N Mitchell, well known

husband ol Martha Mitchell, came out recently in

unlimited praise ol the police actions employed in the

Mas Da\ (! Mnonstrntions to the complete surprise ol

no one In fact, had he remained silent, it would have

caused more ol a stir

Mitchell. a»lw appeared to remain alool Irom the

a hole episode and. in (act. seemed to display a Mane

Vntoinetteaqjue "Lei them eat cake" attitude through

the whole thing, was lirm in his criticism of the

demonstrators and the Congressmen who voiced

disapproval ol police tactics.

In trying to enforce his arguments, the Attorney

General alluded to three points which merit lurther

consideration than he at the time alotted them.

In a statement which seems little short of un-

iH'hevable Mitchell commented that the decision to

arrest all ol the demonstrators of May Day was made

solely by the capital l police chief. Jerry Wilson.

Mitchell added, it was a courageous decision, and in

im opinion it was right " Whether or not the latter

statement is correct or not needs little discussion

lure However, it is indeed hard for even an untrained

observer to benignly accept that a mere police chiel

made the spontaneous decision lo arrest some <WK)

demonstrators.

It is important to remember that May Day was not

sonic accidental happening It had been planned well

in advance and the President hardly needed J hdgar

I lower to discover what was going on and he did, after

all order troops to Washington ^et we, by

Rider On My Back
Waves curved woe Sinbad' - carrion cadence

ot an «»l<i assassin whose scythe

whistled down where I.

defenseless against him. passed by

I am your distillation of sea.

the old Man volleyed. Me disabled me.

ah me! old man over me Kasily.

tusil) the old man. his nakedness, feebleness, he

left his rock, and in shell bleached midday

leaped u|M»n me locked mortally

im m\ shoulders! Hunched my back to a heartbeat

heavy, slow And said to me
l< ruble case Terrible ease of Zion

Toil on, son ol mine

Toil, while my laudable light grows into bright

young flesh anew

old monarch, awlul in judgment seat,

old Kaglc. nesting As he grew

in pain and displeasure, he pitted his swa>

against all comers How dared I say

l maintain, burden, my way

I hough llesh abuse me Though you slay.

I am not your lamiliar I assume

Oltly m\ own dread and doom.'"

'YOU assume!" he shrilled Heels tn-at my ribs,

and he jerked my neck. By hair of my head

he thrust me forward, spat on me. led

With icalous lordship Toughened, once-dead,

be said. "You account to me.

not I to vou Destiny

lakes what smews it pleases I despise

rreedom that's coursetess in sea sinning eyes

I |i> drove me Sting ol his hand goaded me

"PlCSh is lor violence Why devise

prayers, petitions? Nothing pries

me from my mount Now to ride high'

I a 'one hold >ou to your pace

till vou Fall, iill you die.'"

HiMhthctHd Man rode And a Irothlren/y

lapped the shore ol this lell place

manifesting our traditional faith in the verity of ad-

'

ratio., statements, are expected to take this

En attempt at removing the whole mcidem rom

Ihe political theatre as the gospel Ha. don the skep

,K

M,
m

M.tchell moved a step lurther in attempting this

de ik lit.czat.on by attacking the statements ol Sen

K,C h who also doubted that a police chief made

me decision, and by chastising the actions of Sen. Lee

.toll another Congressman who has voiced some

d p o o. policf tactics Metcalf
.

it seems,

s • 1,1 with policemen who tried to stop him from

Serins the Capitol. Mitchell, well-prepared lor all

elarges. defended the police by stating hat 'his

Mctcal s i
contribution was. as reported in the press

o strike a police officer.
" How far can the sanctity ol

,,u law be carried, Mr Attorney General" Pardon the

S

\^mal'rv

,

\litchell once again attempted to refute a

statement by Metcalf charging that the police tactics

.Washington reminded h.m of the Nazis by

responding that the demonstrators reminded the

\,t r ev General of Hitlers Brown Shirts^ These

purported analogies serve little use on either side

, iss one is a staunch cyclical historian Perhaps if

peoSe w«,uld recognize thmgs for what they actually

uf instead of comparing them to other things or

trying to make- others bel.eve they are something else

thfie would be less chaos and mistrust around J3a»/Jd

nK,n. however, survive m such an atmosphere

Pardon the skepticism

Tenure : Attack From Both Sides

Sam Bradley

Jisass^swsws^s*5 ŝtrrw.-.'n ,
l

-' 'J'vJ'ag^^^^^^>v^^»v^8Kss»i~-~V!22ZZ2a!SX&2S£Jf*C* * 'J^1<+ +*"

Kor years tenure as a lorm of job

protection has been an accepted

part ol college teaching But lately

the concept has come under attack

l rom both the right and the left

<.nc ol the great battles of

academia seems to be shaping up

rhe American Council on

education, the most powerful

nongovernmental organization, is

reappraising tenure and has

already suggesb-d that it has

sometimes been a shield lor

neglect ot scholarly duties

similar sentiments were expressed

by Ihe President s Commission on

i .unpus I nrest

Last week Thf Chronicle ol

Higher Kducahon. a weekly

loundation supported publication,

reportfd growing criticism at the

legislative level It said at least

live state legislatures are

currently considering bills that

would re examine tenure in public

institutions

The value at tenure to the

academic prolession was
dfmonstratfd clearly by the case

ol Clark Kerr When Dr. Kerr was

I trod as presidfnt ol the diversity

ol California, he immediately

reclaimed his tenured rank as

prolessor ot economics The

combined power of Gov. Konald

Keagan and the California Board

ol Kegents. though able to dismiss

Ihe chiel executive officer of the

country's leading state university

system, could not touch his tenured

position in an academic depart-

ment
Tenure is granted a teacher by

his department It is intended to

safeguard his Iroedom in teaching

and to protect him Irom firing at

the whim or pleasure of his

superiors During the past decade,

when professorial talfnt was in

short supply, the promise of tenure

was a powVrlul lure, often more

important than a raise in pay

Ihe way in which tenure is

granted varies In many larger

public institutions, and some

private ones, it is granted almost

automatically alter Irom three to

six years ol service Klsewhere.

alter a speed ic number of years in

the untfnurfd rank of assistant

professor, lailure to gam
promotion lo the tenured rank of

associate prolessor is a polite

notice to look lor work elsewhere

under the up or out rule

Most lirst rate institutions,

public and private, grant tenure

only alter carelul judgement by

Ihe teachers peers and superiors

i in recent years sometimes with

input ol student reaction >.

I nder the present system, a

tenured prafeaaar, though bt may

leave I university lor another

campus by his own choice, cannot

be dismissed except lor cause,

such as proven incompetence He

is. ntitled to a lull personal hearing

before a committee of peers, in the

presenceof an adviser or counsel ol

lus choosing Violations ol tenure

tights may bring censure on the

ol lending university Irom the

American Association ol

l diversity Proiessors (A A I P I

and could eventually lead even to

(hsaccreditation Dismissals l°r

cause have bean extremely rare

Before tenure. university

I cachets were vulnerable to any

attack or action Although the

V.A.I P began to push in the

direction ol job security as early as

mil the days ol World War I saw

the most outrageous treatment

including summary dismissal of

proiessors who were suspected ol

not being enthusiastic about the

allied canes. Even such prestigious

i nst it ut ions as ( olumbia suspended

academic Ireedom and debate

II was not until the AAtlH's
statement on academic Ireedom

and tenure in 1940 "academic

tenure in its Ireedom aspect is

lundamental tor the protection of

the rights of the teacher in

teaching and of the student to

Ireedom ol learning'- that the

major luittle seemed won. World

War II saw no large scale

violations, and there is little doubt

that the protective screen of tenure

did much to prevent a political

holocaust of lirings during the

Joseph McCarthy era. although

there were violations.

The A A 11 P recognizes the

possibility ol concern in the

present economic climate-that an

institution may have to let some
tenured I acuity members go

because of fiscal pressures But the

association contends that the in-

stitution must prove the need In

reality, such cases are likely to be

rare since the combination of staff

reduction by attrition and by non

renewal ol contracts of the non

tenured laculty can usually be

expected to suflice

Like all systems that offer job

security, academic tenure is

vulnerable to the charge that it

protects the incompetent and lazy,

or that it allows deadwood to

collect proiessors whose en

thusiasm and capacity have
deteriorated alter long anchorage

in a sale haven.

Criticism has come Irom an

alliance ol strange bedfellows:

student activists including some
who side with the young, un

tenured, and often more politically

involved teachers who see tenure

.is the protection of the 'system'

and S reason why students are

often neglected, politicians

usually the conservatives -who see

tenure as wasteful ol money and a

protection ol politically unpopular

or dangerous views. some
,-ducational relormers who sec the

traditional academic departments.

headed bv tenured professors, as a

roadblock to radical educational

change
finally, some beleaguered

university administrators have,

during recent years of radical

disruption and violence, com
plained ol the laculty's un

willingness to discipline some

tenured members who have incited

or |omed illegal student action

All but the most extreme left

and right wing critics of tenure

admit that it should not be dropped

unless teachers rights to due

process are otherwise firmly

protected and their constitutional

rights upheld But the A A UP is

gttXhng lor an all out battle

Some supporters of tenure also

warn that, without it. the already

growing unionization of college

teachers would gain momentum
as it has at the high school level

They believe that union type job

security and seniority would be

even mare rigid and less amenable

lo quality control

Vet, even strong supporters of

Unsure agree that some com

premises are likely These may

include a shift to long term.

renewable contracts of perhaps 10

years; earlier retirement and the

lure ol better pensions to speed the

ml lux ol new talent; and a more

effective sell policing

i Kf printed Irom NY Times
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Reality':

As I sit here watching
Some are happy.
They run. they jump.
They play, they light.

II only they knew
Whay was their destiny?

As I sit here watching
And they I a II to the ground
I sec them get up
Without Uttering a squeal

< >nee more they irolic

Back Into make believe

James Malt/

Letters To The Editor

Senseless And Destructive War

Editorial Points

To the Kditor:

Don Glickstein'i parody of the position ol the anti-

laculty freak has some good points, but perhaps he

underestimates the dangers of irony.

It is true that, off hand, he would seem to be sale in

assuming that nobody would take him seriously For

instance he finds the faculty guilty of -namecallmg

before they have done any, and he does so in an article

that itself consists of little else. How can anyone think

that he is serious'.'

Or again he pretends to reprehend a Kronen

prolessor" for allegedly saying "If I am right, I am

right if 1 am wrong. 1 am right"; and then, with an

ironic brilliance that no one (it seems) can fail to

perceive, he makes his whole article an illustration ol

that attitude. .

And still again, he uses one of the most ancient and

obvious fallacies of argument when he attributes

allegedly reprehensible actions to nine laculty

members out of some I2o0. and by implication asks his

readers to conclude that this three quarters of one

percent is typical. He knows, of course, and expec s

bis readers* to know, that any large group of people

will always include a few cranks, and that to con-

centrate on their shortcomings is a traditional rabble

rousing technique. Clearly, he assumes that bis

audience is not a rabble, and will therefore see in this

procedure a sweeping satire on the campus*

egotrippers whose chief pleasure is a faculty -baiting

A satirical intent is also obvious, one would think, in

the loaded or incomprehensible rhetorical questions -

printed m capital letters, too. in imitation of the las

desperate resort, by l propagandist who does not trust

Ins own arguments, to a mere mechanical device

that are aimed in the direction of some mythical

monster, malignant and all powerful, that is labelled

Faculty Senate

Grave Matters

Yet without wishing to insult the intelligence of

cither students or faculty, 1 venture to suggest that

many will take Mr. Glickstein's extravaganza^ at

face value, and fed called upon to take sides. Suc-

cessful ironv demands a degree of objectivity and

dftachment,* which is out of fashion in these

passionate days. In the columns of the Collegian

especially, verbal warfare typically makes use of the

bludgeon rather than the rapier, and the preierred

method of argumentative bombardment is saturation

rather than selection. .,„„,.,
And then, of course, the members of the Y acuity

Senate do have shortcomings. We are not always

altruistic in our motives, nor infallible in our

ludgment. nor decisive in our actions. Lven Mr.

tilicksteins grotesque exaggerations sometimes

contain a modicum of truth that may make them

plausible to unsophisticated readers.

As a member of the Faculty Senate. 1 am grateful

lor what I can only interpret as a defense of that

vulnerable but. I think, useful body. But 1 ear that

many readers will take the article seriously, as an

episode in the senseless and destructive war between

students and laculty that a few members of each

group apparently find a perverse pleasure in

IO,mn,ing
Kllsworlh Barnard

H the Collegian is being

boycotted, does that mean we

now have New England's largest

college blackboard?
t •

I thought I read somewhere

that the SST was dead.

Mrs Konald Keagan, wife of

the California governor, was so

upset by the recent income tax

controversy surrounding her

husband, that she said she hoped

her husband would never again

run lor political office. That may
be an ominous statement

Almost ten years ago. President

Nixon, after losing a battle for

the same position, made it sound

like he w as through with politics

too
! * * *

The Army, in a recent land

mark decision, is now allowing

(J Is to wear sideburns to the

bottom ol the ear opening, which

could be anywhere from 1/ltith

to i quarter of an inch longer

than what was previously ac-

ceptable Almost makes you

want to run right out and enlist.

doesn't it?
* * * *

Cood news lor you 18-year

olds. (Jov. Sargent signed into

law a bill lowering from 21 to 18

the age in which a male may

marry without parental consent.

I guess they'd rather see you

betrothed than boozed

To the Kditor:
,

True to the Collegian style, the report ol last

Wednesday'! ASA meeting was a complete sham, and

because Letters to the Kditor are restricted to one

typewritten page .which the editors reserve the right

to do with what they wish.. 1 urge that those of yo>

who want to know the facts behind the issues attenu

the next and l.nal ASA meeting The "no more con

certs issue will be discussed.

Although most people may have "grooved to tht

eood vil.es ol the Concert Festival of May 1-2. certain

rjjljjr- writers BMW to havf their facts awry about

some verv grave matters

i >urmg the Sunday concerts, the Columbia Records

Promotion Manager for CMass whose responsibility it

,s to see that artists up here get adequate coverage so

that they and other artists will want to return or

future concerts, was ordered to leave the stage by he

concert coordinators Because closeup shots nfthe

nerlormers wfre thus prevented, the artists

promotion was harmed, and the artists left with the

ndicatton that the New York talent agencies may no

longer deal with the I Mass campus if this inexcusable

action is to take place

David I'oisson s remark: T made the policy I m
not going to break that policy" and concert committee

member Kd Dempsey s statement "Get off the stage

now are known by persons who have the authority

to blacklist this campus so that no more groups will

want to come up here

The ( ategtaa says that Poisson '+****!"*
his own right ma mock Woodstock sty e_ But

evidently the groups and their affiliated en-

terta.nment personnel weren t impressed, for their

feelings about the concert coordinators, as expressed

in artist appearance evaluation forms which nowl.e

on several desks in the entertainment offices of New

Yelk, speak lor themselves In part, the evaluation

states "Without doubt, the concert coordinators

proved to be uncooperative, irresponsible, and in-

competent egoTrippers

Besides the danger of agencies refusing to »«*an>

more groups at thts campus because of the im-redib ly

poor handling of the May 12 weekend the Student

Senate itself has refused to fund any future concerts

^The^amage done is bad. but not irreparable, Senadie

action can be overturned by the Jj^00*^?,
New York agencies can be shown that the-events

^

of

May 12 were not the fault of the student body but the

lault of a few unrepresentative '^.viduals^^

Important Points

To the Kditor: ,

I red that the ( ollegian. by not printing my article

in lull. (Mayday. An Eyewitness Account Tuesday

May III has done a disservice to their readers. Two

important points were left out and one was no

reported accurately First of all. the article did no

sneak at all about the behavior of the police Some ol

them as I mentioned in the original manuscript were

friendh the) bought cigarettes tor the protestors,

talked* with them, tried to understand what was

happening Others had maced busloads ol people

because we were singing I a blind man was maced tor

this reason., had manhandled people, and had

clubbed others indiscriminately

Secondly, the government gave us some lood.

contrary to what the article said, but it was mainly

baloney sandwiches and some of the meat was

spoiled I >n Fridav. we had one sandwich lor the entin

time wc were m jail that day -until about TM p nv >

Third 1 left my name and telephone numlxT so the

others Irom IMass tl have reason to bel.eve there

were at least 2(» others with Be) could call me and wt

could perhaps get this thing publicized more than the

renular news media has done. I was also hoping to set

up a rap session along with the others who were dowr.

there lor the Ixmefit of any interested persons. I can he

reached at &t*-77H or :>4»i 7786 usually after / :«
i p m

Joel < >i>iiil m. i ii

A Way Of Life

"lmISIm this past w«*end so I did not havo a chanco lo per

Judiv £?,»« wh.. SSwd a, .ho concerts «"*£«•»«"£
......n similar events occur on this campus More and I d like lo mane one
"I- Unow ,r„m experience that II you^^S^^^
th-,t what vou believe is true, vou crave no acceptance ol your txlieis nv

Jhers The e s no desire to demonstrate what you believe or to ask

lc etv lo accep ance of that belief It is enough to know that you think

Z wav vou areact.ng is correct Why try to
^J^IteStaAentonJy

\ct.ngthe wav the homosexual group on campus d d ksl
t
weekend£Uy

turned everyone off to what they are saying People with similar .dtas

end to congregate together There should be no need lor acceptance from

he outside to reassure their group that they are doing what is r.ght lor

hemseTves The public has been well informed of the group s presence on

^^in^Ltion printed in the Collegian, by Jjeg.tt»rtag^

have had and by their information center in the unionMil any further

i m,i reallv hflb them get the acceptance they apparently want
1
doubt

rp^S»llV^Sm^onSetely turned ol. by homosexuality, but I realize

, wav olhte tnat some people to.low That s .
me withf^ntlM

reason to Haunt a wav of life m front Of everyone I hmk that open

l^nsira.ions like last weekend sort o, degrade the^.U^

^

The Right Formula

Necktie Party

letters to the Kditor must be typed at sixty

spaces, double spaced and not more than two Pages

in length They must be in by S p m on the day prior

to intended publication Letters must bttjgrf««j

should include the address and phone number of the

author, all of which will be withheld "P°n ^"^
Letters which do not follow these^"^

will receive only secondary cons.deratior._No letter

will be printed without the name o the author

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

both for space and content. . ...... , „
Fd.tor.al points may also be submitted and follow

the same general rules of the letters except that

they may be anonymous ____——

To the Kditor. . __^._ ...

To attack a Nesti, Suprenant review is rather like

.tucking the Academy Awards
;

-both are vulnerab e

and both irustrat.ngly self-assured ir
i

their

m.sd.rection But in the case of their review of Does a

, «, r Uea. a N.ckl.e?. I feel that this misdirection

resulted in a greater than usual injus ice and

represented a greater than usual a^anao^fjg

critics role If as these reviewers suggest the script

•answers its questions, far too early to be of any

uiterest.- they as reviewers ask such misguided

questions that their review is without value

To anyone remotely interested in theater it muatbe

obvteUS that the actor is at the heart of theater Then a

Uroupo. actors practicing their craft with a high leve

of personal intensity and technical facility can

transcend a script riddled as Tiger was with

s"uctural and linguistic flaws And herein hes the

injustice Of the review an honest reviewer does no

categorically dismiss an excellent production of a

llawed script To do so is to fail to recognize the dif-

ference between the play on paper and the play on

stage As a script Tiger is bourgeois and un^

sophisticated; as a performance it is sincere and at

times the acting technically brilliant

Further it is ironic that these reviewers fault the

script for its dishonesty when the resulting review was

annov.nglv dishonest Failure to give even passing

mnt on to the fact that audience members were

Lblv moved during the production and gave th

performers a standing ovation at its close is not only

miustTo the performers and to those who this review

might have urned away, but it is an inexcusable

misused the cr.tics power. This being one in a long

hs Of fallaciously thought out reviews leads me to

suggest that the MIX' either find a reviewer with some

St into and love for the theater or publish only the

production dates and times ^^^

lo the Kditor:

Well. May ">th has passed away

quietlv I spent the day passivch

until evening I watched a candle

burning in silent vigil, netting my

brain on fire with thoughts of an

echoing image
\ spring once shouting, now

gene, net even whispering of its

sorrow six bndhni once very vital

and alive, now rotting in a

darkness Watching a burning

candle and thinking ol death and

leanng it. thinking of life and

despairing* thinking of humanity

and damning it There will never

In- pence and little hope to bring

laughter

Watching a candle burning and

thinking ol all the lives and deaths

that have come and gone to try to

bring the Karth s people together,

to bring peace, hope and love

Comings and goings hassles and

beatings killings and prayings

devoted to make us believe in

ourselves, to give us birth and life

Comings and goings dyings FOR
WHAT'' nothing'' For humanity,

damn it.

All vou people who watch us

work and live .md die. all you

people who watch us with our

Ibckering candles, it I all lor vou.

U.mI damn it As hard as vou try to

make us hate to takeaway our joy

to turn us hitter, to harden OUT

hearts, to make us quit, you will

not Noil have tried since Ihe

beginning Of history to take away

our breath, to deny your living, but

you are alive and not all your

ignorance or silence or sleeping or

dope will give vou pence until you

work lor it

Mav >th has passed awav

quietly with no sell

righteousness ..no great masses to

mark the day hut there will

always remain the stubborn

flickering Of a llame Its warmth

,md light will spread until this

whole forsaken planet has enough

candles on it to wish the I inverse a

happy birthday Peace and joy to

we keep having

bound to get the
the world, il

children, wc re

right formula
Jackie letalien

About Sensitivity

rder^
contacted in your stay leave **>£•*• «u have KIM.

without real attachment to the ^versity as«*•
P ,acement Office

some contribution to this eommunity Jus
t
go to the K acem

them know what kinds>«^*£*1 ^ave oeTpleased w.th I Mass
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The Criticism Goes "Either Way"
More A Cinematic Novel

\jCt 2

dint ttan.e. »tsV»J«ha Hudson, the main protagonist of th. li n

IHill "It W \> H»«- Him concerns lus struunle to achiece a s, xual

!iJin, ,,„! »« be **** !•*•** mi K.ida> exen.n«s ... the

t .niipiis t niter Xudilo.iuni.

BvJIMLAMACCHIA
Special to the MDC

Kither Way is a brilliant presentation of the

bisexual Irving to come to terms with his identity

But the film is much more than a psychological

study It is a lyrical work of art which goes beyond

serotypes and probes realistically the agonies of

sel cognition and the nature of human love. Both in

form and content, the film maintains a comptodg

and depth ol ms.ght wh.ch allows ,t to deal honestK

with its subject matter ,.

The film opens with John Hudson, played by ( lint

Warner, articulating Ins confusion and un-

certainties He loves a young woman. C asev. pla\ici

by Catherine Shelborne. and he wishes to marry

her But Ins relat.onship is c«mIR
U«^bLi

homosexual love affair w.th Jerry, played b> Jack

, t
.a ver John is confused and angu.shed overJ*

sexual identity, and he expenences a great deal^of

v-u.lt and alienation. He reconstruc s his ex-

oeriences lor a Ir.end and professional assoc ate

1 . laved by Tom (lark, and seeks to understand

S2n The film culminates ... a scene in which Jota

eVrters his apartment one night and t.nds both his

lovers seated on the couch He must decide

lie Hin .s '"ore than a psychological treatmen

oi bisexuality It depicts in an honest and sensitive

1 in atte.npt o. an individual to realize his core

personahts and discover who In- really is .John has

been conditioned by lus society to hau th

homosexual, and he experiences a great deal of

anxiet> and uu.lt when he acknowledges his own

homosexuality . ,. r

Perhaps the best and most amazing aspect oi

I .the. Wax is its ease and pems.on in presenting

Cinematic stream ol consciousness hither Way is

„,. ; cinematic novel than, film, and a I roust.an

consciousness permeates the work. The entire film.

with the exception of the first and last and the scene

m (lavs apartment, is comprised of remem

brances ThTstory is told through the subjective

oerspective ol John, and by ordering his memories,

he can assemble "the component parts of his
i
ego

I .st editing and close ups are used a great deal o

!«;; th" whole spectrum of real.ty subjectively

st en through the I liter of John s perceptivity

The film is not overburdened with dialogue. 1

stead facial expressions and movements, which

, e ea alogued in Johns memory, capture the

essence of the situation, and the camera cuts

ouicklv from person to person and object to object

n order to convey the totality of a scene as per-

ceived bv John. An incredible amount of detail is

present in the film, as books, paintings and sculp-

tures are often used to accentuate and contribute to

the action of many scenes.

Mirrors occur in several scenes of the 1.1m when a

character confronts the question. "Who am 1

Stop-inotion is often used when the director wishes

to emphasize a particular shot Jazz music from he

Klvs.an Spring is carefully coordinated w.th he

mood or action of the scenes Two memorable

scenes occur when John walks through Time Square

after Jerry has left him, and his mind produces a

collage of images, consisting of memories and

significant pieces of immediate surroundings.

«,! the immediate surroundings.

In a statement that reveals the main thrust of the

l.lm Jerry says to John. 'One day they 11 realize

that as human beings, we all have a vested interest

intolerance Kither Way confronts the viewer with

the problem of discovering and accepting ones

psveho sexual identity It probes the problem of

coming to grips with personal alienation, deter-

minism, and guilt. . ..— ,_

The film is also making a plea to the viewer to

understand and accept the complexity and depth of

homosexual love W.th reference to homosexuality

lerrv says that he never consciously chose to rx

what he is He simply realized one day that he was

losexual. and .tlmrts to be dlegalU out ofM

states I Hrector Jack Deaver has created w .th Tom

darks script, the most humane and sensitive

exploration of homosexual love on l.lm to date I he

film goes bevond the stereotypes, and presents he

dilemma of a young man who must tear away the

masks and confront himself authentically The false

mn.ress.on of lacerating homosexual love often

presented in other films, is destroyed in this tilnv

I ithei Wax is the story of three people who touch

the core of each others being It is presented with

psychological nuance, and a deep sense of humanity

and artistic orchestration.

t enter \udiloi iuni TT 7 11 T"* 1 J

Story Extremely Well Told
w ._ • .. \ -„b ..,., („,ih..r the siirei.na. it is an

An Important Event I

lu PAULMANK1N
special to Mix

I I Mil It W W is the story <•! I

dilemma and it is extremely well

told Through a series Ol Hash

hacks we nnd out that the film s

prolangonist tares a difficult

choice whether to marry his

heautilul SUCCeSSflll painter girl

mend or return to his \agrant

lover Jerry vuth whom he has

shared a passionate relationship

I thought the acting was

uneven the central character is

i learh the victim ol the superior

portrayals achieved by both

I jis*y "and Jerry The latter.

especially, is brilliantly played

l.\ Jack Denver he directed the

ulm as well who creates the

perfect balance between rakaw

aggrcssivit) and desperate

loneliness

\udienee reactions to this lilm

sa in surely vary according to the

previous exposure to the theme

,1 indeed there has been such an

exposure The familiarity ot the

locale contributed to the "deja

mi feeling: the Pub and the

I Make are an altera eomus lor

main ol us and who would have

thought that the South Weal

complex was so damned

photogenic
'

rherc are occasional lapses in

, ;1S ,,. the linger stirring the

drinks i in the pick up scene" was

bothersome and the Providence

Kither Wav sign could easily

have been omitted But these are

minor Haws compared to the

success ol some vivid images.

apple orchards in the spring tout

near Hampshire. I presume >. a

walk under a covered bridge and

the view onto Mount Warner in

Hadlev A uniquely touching

scene' is shot in Fro>mceton

where there is a brief declaration

of love between John and Jerry

which hits the right tone of ah

surditv and carefree vacation

spirit It is the only humorous

incident in this serious film and I

found II

welcome
Although this is not a "skin

Hick" there are a few strong"

scenes John's initial sedition by

jerry may shock the unexpecting

and a dande sequence in a gay

bar in New York ma> bother th«

uninitiated And yet that is the

*a) it crumbles cooky wise as

the) used to sa\ Jerry 1 ti antic

confessions ot what his tts life

has been and may continue to

be I have lust the right amount ot

anguished despair to be

memorable
The dialogue is eclectic.

ranging from banter to i«»n»»

Kroger The effect is at times

u.mkI. when it taCIPS COmpTlSSSd

.mil compelling, at others it

sounds banal The pivotal

, nnlession scene with Clay, the

sU|M-r\ising psychologist who i-

john'i friend was the least

convincing
It oM must look lor an all

encompassing optique in

i 1 1 ut it w \n it would be us

determinism and one can argue

all night about the validity ol the

premise But that's not what

makes the lilm work it is rather

the poignant urgency to SSC

aberrant behavior without

neering. it is an attempt to

understand the complexities of

an intimate relationship and it is.

ultimately, an eloquent plea tor

tolerance

II the Final confrontation seems

overt) inelodramtic it is

nonetheless luaynnsrful and the

answer to John s problem is less

important than the asking ol the

question, whether the lilm

justifies its title obvious!)

depends on the Nual

predihcations ol the viewer, but if

a fen ol us liberated souls ior

bodies l are not uptight about

Singing either way" then we

shall have to admit that the dice

,,,<• loaded in lavor of the all male

solution

It should be emphasized

though, that KIT1IKH W \V does

not proselytise and that, at a time

when terms are I rayed and

naught, it deals with an im

portent problem in a com
passionate and honest way

•rant wihyiwwii™

The Gay Lib View
2^TW^E 't^os^^it^nrtSo^al
Km^UahS! neuhe^r^ich ,s satisfactory for the two main

' "jESS^ John nor Jerry are able to cope with£"~>^£»
,-nt.re movie except lor the linal scene is seen through Johns eyes

ulv series o.nemorv sequences He is paranoid, unable to accept

hteSSn hom^Xt? Through this perspective we meet .Jerry..dark

JSj evil! the stereotyped image of a queer, luring poor John to his

|K2ajem becomes a compassionate, loving human being Ifr

lo;uatei?ohn never escapes from his closet He continues to

'

ara^rizelither gays as scorning Jiueens.unab e even to s, and

llcsc^lml^
a;;;;.,; si ntuments imposed on him by twenty-six years in bourgeois

"Trrv too is a rather sick queen, a product of outdated, oppressive^

SnT values There is very little chance of him establishing

^aningfu human Ja onsiups When his dream does come true in John

HuTon he SuVt cope with .CHis yesterdays of one night stands have

unalterably determined his today and tomorrows.

The^reVs no question of the reality of the film. It is an excellent depiction

. J,, it. choice, but instead can remain open to all forms of Jpve^John

aid Jerry are homosexuals in a straight world, we ,n Cay Liberation

work to be gavs in a gay world

(ia\ Liberation chooses neither way

BySEYMOUR RUBIN
Special to MDC

There are some doubts about

the quality of Tom Clark and

Jack Denver's Kither Way as

lilm and as treatment of its

subject, but none at all about its

value and importance as a

phenomenon at the I diversity.

I ilhei Way treats, in semi

documentary terms, a young

man 8 discovery of his bisexual

nature, it does so earnestly and

responsibly Though it is not

prurient or sensational, it

presents scenes of homosexual

activity the strategic-

operations in a gay bar. the

seduction ol a young bisexual by

jl
homosexual knowledgeably

and explicitb

It was written, directed,

produced and -in great

measure acted by I niversity

people not prolessionally in-

volved in film making, some of

Whom revealed a measure of

talent lar beyond the normal

expectations lor amateur ar-

tists And they revealed also a

touching willingness to involve

themselves in a "daring" en-

terprise, to put themselves on

the line before the I'niversity

community in a "dangerous"

role Sexual deviation is a

touchy subject at best, to treat

it seriously in a film made on

home ground, as the people who

made Kither Way have done, is

a brave and commendable act.

The psychology of the film

seems elementary Its versions

ot youthful soul searching, of

profundities purveyed at

academic cocktail parties, of

maneuvering in gay bars, lack

the impress of an original point

of view and are sometimes

embarrassingly stiff and cliche

ridden.

Though bisexuality is a rare

subject for film even these

days, it could have been treated

in less solemn, textbookish

lashion. It would have been nice

to "live" more fully in the world

ol the lilm. to be less conscious

ot its earnestly liberal attitude

The statement of the lilm is,

finally, admirable but old hat

As to lilm technique, it was not

always sure and was not in

tended to be sure where the

young hero's subjective vision

ol his experience ended and the

him s objective "reality"

began. No '
was tht,re mucn

originality in the use of current

techniques like the freeze-

Irame

Mr 1 leaver and his associates

I Diversity professor Jack

Denver wiio tarred and

directed in Ihe new film

Kill I Kit WAY, now in a

premiere presentation on

campus.

used the camera, lor the most

part, with skill and precision,

but without a personal stamp

Which is. perhaps, merely to

say that they operated as in

telligent, dedicated, but mostly

inexperienced film makers,

trying with honesty and com
mitment to treat a difficult

subject under severe

limitations of resource

Whatever the general

distribution of Kither Way may
turn out to be. its showing is a

major event for the I'niversity
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Campus Carousel

Last Time Around
By TONY GRANITE

U UHCMIC WOMEN LIBERATED at Berkeley That's the news in the

Daily Californlan. which carries a report that "Women at the University

are being treated more fairly than they were last year, but further action

must be formally taken to achieve their equality."

The Faculty Senate has adopted two recommendations: that Univer-

sity President Charles Hitch be asked to reverse the "nepotism'' rule, so

thai near relatives mav be appointed to positions in the same depart

men! and that in hiring and appointing, departments should not assign

preference to a man over a woman on the basis of criteria other than

those customardy employed in the evaluation of candidates.
* * * *

lONKSOMK FACULTY members of the English department are con-

tused at I Texas Arlington. The Shorthorn there reports that a "Coun

seiing Week" was established by the Department after students com-

plained they are not listened to.

But lew students appeared. It should happen when they declare wars.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
II

T

too
» * *

lilttl tiET§ MALE PRIZE. Ladies Lib is ecstatic at UTexas-Austin.

Die Daily Texan there reports gleefully that the first woman proxy ol the

local chapter ot Sigma Delta (hi. the professional journalism society, has

been named "Outstanding University Male Journalism Graduate tor

The certificate she received was so imprinted a throwback, no doubt.

from the lact that SDX until two years ago was restricted to male

students, faculty and professionals.
* * * *

SIIU K IOBSOK IN PORTLAND. Ore. A couple of students at Portland

State have discovered that landlords are willing to rent apartments to

avowedly unmarried students in 25 out o! M) tries.

They made their discovery in doing research lor a term paper in a

social psychology class.

Their five rejections came Irom older women between the ages ol Mi

and (in usually running lower rent apartments
» * * »

IS WYBODY LISTENING? They're going to find out at Washington

state U . according to the Daily Evergreen, which announces a new

course m "Effective Listening.

"

It wont take long, either Two sessions are scheduled of two hours

each
* » *

W1N4N IN OKONO? The I Maine (ampus newspaper reports that its

students have given up the beer stein of Kudy Vallees day for the wine

tea survey of local grog shops and grocery stores, the ( ampus found

t hat IMO students are the most regular and faithful wine buyers in the

mono area'
. iuium.

Their theme song has gone from "The Maine Stein Song to LRUS Ole

Wine Drinker Me."
lbc'

» * * •

\ND WHILE TREY-RE DKINKIMi IT IP IN MAINE, profs are

w ork.ng harder than ever at I Texas, w here a survey of work habits in the

psvchologv department reveals that the W»- hour week is their thing

oi the three professorial ranks, the mean group of associate profs

reportedly works the longest They spend an average of 67 .5 hours at their

jobs, while lull professors have slacked off to an average b»> hours

Assistant profs are taking it easy with 7u .5 hours

With the bulk of their time being devoted to teaching it appears that

leach increases mvcrsly w.th rank Full prolessors teach M hours, while

associates give 43 7 hours and assistants. 43.8.

Verily, the meek shall inherit the students'
* * # •

,;„. ,;„. J* ,s the |oumal.st.c sy mbol used to indicate the end ot a story

This column marks the las. o. the school year, lor Tony Grande, super

staffer <>i the RDC It's been, ya know
•

in-

School Closed

After Drug Raid
GREAT BARR1NGTON, Mass

fcPl Cornwall Academy was
dosed Tueadm following a drug

raid and disturbance at the private

hoy s preparatory school Monda\

night and early Tuesday morning

No (lasses were held at the

school and its approximately 50

students were seen milling about

the campus, packing their things

and preparing to leave

Police Chief Emmett Shea said

police went to the campus at about

i. p m Monday at the request of

headmaster John Moran Shea said

a quantity of various kinds of

drugs, including marijuana, and

drug implements were seized, but

no arrests were made.

Shea said some students called

shouted obscenities at the police

and chanted slogans

Police were called back to the

school early Tuesday morning

because Of B student disturbance

but they made no arrests and

confiscated no more drugs

The school's main building was

destroyed by lire earlier this year,

but it w;-- decided to finish the year

out in makeshift classrooms.

Need a Job?
Make your own hours

Work anywhere
Be your own boss

Nothing to invest

Good money
Phone or write

S. McCALLUM
Hardy Rd.

Londonberry, N.H.
603-434-0797

THE NEWMAN CLUB PRESENTS

THE HOLY OUTLAW
A Documentary on the Berrigans

THOMPSON 104 TONIGHT — 8:15 and 9:30

FREE

Butter up a
faster tan with

Coppertone

Tanning Butter
Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and

cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's

why more people butter up with Coppertone Tinning

Butter than any other.

Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 1 1 great

tanning products by Coppertone.

A product ol Plough, llW
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Culturnatives

Heroes And Villa
By GILBERT J SALK

MIX Stall

Two recent tappenin«»»--one in

Washington, and one in the

Campus Center Auditorium-have

pointed up a serious need for us to

examine the way we relate to our

"revolutionary" heroes and

leaders. In both instances, those

people who lay claim to being in

the vanguard o. the

political cultural revolution have

shown themselves to l>c members

Dt the same movement which is

represented by Richard Nixon and

Strom Thurmond. It's frightening

l attended tin- Phil Ochs concert

in the CC Auditorium on Sunday.

and beard him make a remark

about lags I'm willing to believe

him when he stated that he meant

no harm in the *vaj he used the

word, but hf should know by now

that words can often cut much

deeper than the) are intended Gay

people in the audienee were un-

(terstandabl) upset l>> his use ot

the term and made their feeling*

known
Generally. I don't approve ot

interrupting a speaker or per

I .Miner it slums a lack ol respect

ioi everyone in the audience, as

well as a lack ot respect lor the

humanit) ot the person on the

platform However, I feel that it is

lair to demand that >peakers show

the -.one respect lor the humanity

• >| all the members ol their

audienee and when the) tail in this

respect the) should expect to be

railed on it 'hopelulh in a lirm but

polite manner It is to the credit ot

Ga> Lib that their response to

I fchs provocation was extremely

i ompassionate .m<l human
.», hs on the Other hand, did not

deal with the objection but instead

chOBC to deal With the supposed

affront to his sanctity as a radical

and a performer He could have

acknowledged his error.

ipoiogized, and gone on with his

concert He didn't He launched

into a sanctimonious speech about

a \rann\ by a small mmont\

which denies' the rights ot the

majority" and which the

•'majorit) should deal with or else

some people might be hurl " In the

past 1 have heard Strom Thurmond

and Hubert Humphrey use the

same words on this campus anil

Kichard \ixon. Spiro, Mitchell.

and Hoover say the same thing on

television

Ochs then sang "Love Mo. I m a

Liberal

Near the end o! the performance,

when the ga) people had left, Ochs

gave a quiet pica lor a revolution ol

sensitivity, where there was
concern lor other people \p

parentis . he did not tool that

homosexuals were people, lor he

seemed unable to admit to. or

correct, his msensitivity to them

The other incident shows that

Ochs isolation trom the people lor

whom he purports to speak is not

simply his own idiosyncracy In

Washington, at the great peace

rails, our leaders spoke to us

Horn behind a fence separating

them on their platform from Un-

people to whom all power is sup

posed to accrue There was no need

lor police Marshals protected the

lence so that no unscheduled

shakers could reach the platform

They were as lar Irom us as

Kichard Nixon, surrounded by

secret Servicemen and the White

House' lence. is Irom his sup-

porters

We these people really our

spokesmen " (ii anted, they speak

the words we want to hear, they

i
spouse the causes we so fervently

endorse Hut are they really the

leaders ot the revolution we are

looking lor '

It seems to me that

there is something gravely wrong

when the WOrdi and the actions are

so uir apart Is it possible to l>e

sincere in a plea lor sensitivity

while being insensitive " What does

'Power to the People mean when

the people speaking it insulate

themselves Irom their listeners

I in concerned about the luture

When I talk about revolution. I

mean a real revolution, a change in

basic \ allies a change in the way

people relate to each other, •<

change in the way people live love

Volpe Won't Give

WASHINGTON \1' \

Democratic fund-raising appeal

ioi .m earl) retirement tor the

NiXOn Agnew team is a de.ol

letter in the mailbox ol one team

mem ber Transport .it ion

retary John \ Volpe

\,, dough. Volpe wrote

Democratic chairman Lawrence

in I'.nen in response to a i '

Kriend" lorm letter Irom the

Democratic M.nunittee

\ spokesman lor the commit)

said 'he slipup occurred because

II isii I worth the time and effort"

to call the names ot prominent

Kepublicana irom newly put

chased magazine subscription lists

used tor the mailings

He said other Republican ol

lieeholdets have inadvertently

been asked to contribute money lor

their own electoral downfall The)

include sen Gordon Allot! ol

Colorado, and Helen D Bentley.

chairman ot the Federal Maritime

( Commission
The Democratic lorm lettei

contended what this countr\

needs lo Ret back on its feet again

m a e,ood healthy ex President like

Kichard M Nixon

In a good humored. "Dear
i.an> response, Volpe praised

president Nixon and said I will

make m> contribution tQ per

netuate his administration

1 don't simply want to see new

laces in the seats of power 1 don't

want to change the words

•President " or •peurher" lor the

words "Chairman" or •Premier

i dont want to replace one

manipulative system for another.

Tm looking tor a culture which

allows and encourages us to give as

much human respect to con

servatives as to liberals as to

moderates as to radicals as to

apathetics. I'm working lor a

culture where some people don't

dehumanize others by calling them

pigs, commies, lags, niggers,

hippies, where we can recognize

I hat we are all brothers, that the

world belongs to all ol us. and that

we must disagree in order to grow

but that we cannot afford to allow

ourselves to stunt that growth by

letting the disagreements turn to

hate or tear

tin seeking a culture where we

learn to deal with attacks m ways

other than with counterattacks

Tin trying to help build a culture

which ictuses to travel the roads ol

death and use the institutions of

death, a culture which prizes life

and humanism above all else I'm

looking lor ways to deal with

people whom I teel are misguided

which will assert their humanity

instead ol denying it

It's an ideal, ol course, and

difficult to reach But I teel that we

climb higher il we reach beyond

our grasps than we ever will it we

only chase visions which we

believe to be attainable I don't

have the answers, only the desire

and a willingness to search. Join

the search

HOOK ItKM CANS

Summer's coming, and you'll all

have lots ol time to read, so let me

run down a lew books which I think

might be ol interest

I he Neil lt«'\oluti»m by Neil

postman and Charles Wemgartner

authors ol Teaching as a Sub

versive Activity • tfl.tS, Dell

Publishing Co., Inc., N.Y C • is a

marvelous handbook ol fifth

column activities to revolutionize

the educational system, which will

m turn revolutionize all ot our

other institutions The methods are

imaginative, dehghtlul. and

consistent with the kind ot coun-

terculture the bod) ot this column

is about I've become a great Ian ol

these two men They seem to be

uomg in a good direction with little

patience lor any bullshit, including

their own
Dave Dellinger is one ol the

Chicago 7 He's a lifelong pacifist

and editor ol

His

ltc\ohitionai\ Nonviolence i$2.50,

Doubledav and Co., Inc., Garden

City. YY.». is a collection ol

essays covering the past ^."> years

ol American history and in-

ternational affairs as viewed b\ a

revolutionniA pacifist. There is

criticism, analysis, and alter-

natives about Vietnam, civil

rights. WWII, violence and non

violence, and other subjects

There's an incredible amount ol

lood lor thought here, and 1 would

urge you to read it it only to get a

broader perspective on where

things could go

Square Sun Square Moon by Paul

Kepps l$2.58, Charles E. Tuttle

Co . Rutland, Vt.) is a p«>ctic

poetic essay journey around the

world, stopping to touch on the

poetry ol different cultures The

book is warm, hopeful, and en-

couraging It just might give you

some new pictures of leatures to

incorporate in our new culture

And I must put in one last plug

lor Mother Karth News ihis

magazine is, to my mind, one ol the

best available sources of lust hand

information on how to live in parts

ol the counter culture II you re

into harming, crafts, home m

dustry, making do with less,

getting oil treadmills, or living the

good hie without exploiting either

your brothers or your planet, this

magazine will help you find some

paths toward vour goal It s

regularl) sold for $1.00; some

special issues cost si :t.V it's worth

it Mother is available at the Draft

Counseling OH ice in I18E, SI

i While they last all eight issues lor

sit on saw 70C> OT write to Mother

Karth News. P BoxSg, Madison

Ohio 140)7 lor a subscription Post

is s, tor one vear >ti issues' and Sit

lor two sears Tell them you read

about them in CULTURNATIVES
Have a good summer, people,

and spread the laith.

pi:u i-:.

Jet Europe Asia Africa

$219 Round Trip To London
Complete trovel informotion center

with mony dotes ovoiloble.

Students Abroad Inc.

1384 Moss. Ave., Combridge
(617)661-1666
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NEED WHEELS?
Lc ME save YOU money.

DODGE —
AMERICAN MOTORS— HONDA
Call Don Wcathcrwax

584S792

CAHILLANE
MOTORS INC.
375 South St.. Kt. 10

Northampton, Mass.

ALSO AVAILABLE: . .._.. «.
Inter Kurop.an .barter fliuhfs. International *<'"';"» »

cards. Enroll and Student Kail Passes. \ outh Hostel Appli-

cations, etc.

Limited Number of Seats Available.

FLIGHTS OPEN ONLY TO —
r, College Students. Faculty. Staff and Family.

Call Campus Rep: Steve or Brian

at 549-1357 or 549-3963 after 5 p.m.u
E

Fliehts administered Bf I

"£ American Student Tratcl

^; •', Mn-.- 4*f . OaalaHi

,T- 536-2511
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Mil". 1*
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ASSOC.AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL
27 Mass. Ave.. Boston, Mass.
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TO SUBLET
Sulilet: M«<l all-rlectrlc 2 br.

iilit., *:<10 for Miiniii.r or lease thru

VI "Uli June - Aua rent reduceil

SH.") mo. lor ilrlails cull (M»5-2«tl

>u - Hi all.-r 6 p m. tf5-U

1 hdrin. apt. avail, now ta Aua.
« /..ntlon, Y-t n>'- *o achoal. Tennis

and pool. Bent neeotlable 06V301^
tf5-ll

DiHCount sublet spacious S rm.
turn. apt. bordering ruinous, Nut-

tun: Ave , comfortable for 4 (rlrlo)

.

I lilltles Included. June 1 - Sept. 1.

649-6598. ttt-U

Sub-lease or rent 2 bdrm. apt.,

w/w cpt., dish wr.. utilities, avail-

able June 1, Suaarloaf Apts., Sun-

Uerland. call 605-3580. tfft-lJ

Must sublet !8 bedroom apt . In

l*uffIon. Pool, utilities, air cond ,

and option to continue, rent neao-

t

i

ahle, call anytime. 549-6629. tf5-ll

_> bdrm . apt . furnished, all utll

.

|,U | , June 1 to Aua. 31, $160/mo.

Will barcaln. Call Paul &45-2B81 or

(M9-663V ttt-l*

3 bdrm. Tuffton apt. avail. —
s<S18r>/ino ror "untmer with option

for next It. Call 519-6251. 5 p.m.

»kda>s. _j '"•"

To sublet with option to renew
lease: Crestview Apts., 1 bdrm., air

cond , 3; ml from Campus. June -

N.|it sii">/ mo , Ind. utll. 549-i!3:«i

around 6. il*".
14

2 bdrm. furn. apt ,
pool, all utili-

ties. Colonial Vlllaae. June to Sept

option to rnew. Best offer. Call

,M.vim 15, Murray. Larry. tf&-} I

One bedroom apt. In Puffton, rent

neaotlalile, lease ends Aua. 31. Op-

tion after that. 549-6635. Keep try-

Imj. L'
8-14

Sublet 1 bdrm aprt.. Pnfftan VII-

laee. available June 1 with option

renew Earn $10 for fln.lL.ic aubletee

(nil 549-6665 tf.Vlt

t.drra apt at Cllffslde, Includes

nil utilities, swlmmlna pool, tennis

iniirts. Avail June 1 to Aur. 31

R-tfc option to cout. Call 665-3119 af-

ter 4:30 p ni

1 bdrm npt. starting June 1

through summer with option to

rent In fall Within walking dis-

tance of Campus Tennis cts .

and swimming pool. Bent only

SlftO/ mo.
OB

am looking for roommate for

summer on!? $10/mo
Contact Everett .lameaon

or Pete Salisbury
316 Puffton Village

Phone 546-6125 er 546-67X1
tf5-13

•' bdrm. ap» Jane 1 - Aug 31

\ir cond. swim, pool . _ Negotiable

rent Boiling Green 25«-fi3J

taMH uitli opt

«*ept

t in-

to renew In

New t hilrm Colonial VIII

Call t53-27:9. 2.13-14«3 tf.V14

\vailahle June I, ? bedroom fur-

nished All utilities Inrl , 1 mile

from campus Mill Hollow Apts Op-

tion to renew lease In Sept $1«0 -

a t h Call 519-6442 t fV14

3 bedroom apt In Puffton Villag.

ta either sublet ar rent The rent

Includes utilities Askng $156/mo
or will bargain. Call anytme after 5

p m 549-W35 ^B14
f-RrX — I^»st week In June Sub-

let for July with option to renew
lease rent negotiable. Call 549-3916

a c . pool, tennla eta , dishwasher.
u, mile from Campus tf5-14

Apt. ta sublet June thru Aug. 3.

rooms, stone's throw from compos In

Nutlng Ave , $10* mo Call 549-63M
tf5-13

5 room apartment from Jone 1

to Sept 1 Located on Fearing St.

Will discuss rent. Call Dave «-*»».>

«r Pat 6-6664
.

<t5-14

6 roam Sanderland apartment,
fullly furnlahed. Jane ta September.

$15* month CM $6S-rT«1 tf5-H
_
Modern all electric living, com-

pletely font , 2 bdrm apt . 2 ml.

from campus, bar. pool, bkhall et .

disposal. Tel available. »lM/mn
.lune-siept l-.l-.VMW. Aak for Walt

tf5-ll

f<» sublet redaeed rate $75 aaa

efndency apt . Quabhln tillage,

furnished, air cond . all utilities

included Call 323-777$ between 5:36

and 7:341 p.m. tf*»-l •

2 bdrm. Sararloaf Apts . Sander-
land, air cond . etc. Bednred rent

\tailahle May 21. Call «»-34?2
tf.Vll

1 bdrm. Pnfftan Apt. Jane 1 -

\ae 31 Oplon to lease. Swimming
pool, air cond.. utilities Call ftl9-

»;*.-. tf5- ii

MDC CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE— AUTOS
46 Cadlllae hearse, good eondl-

tlon. new tires, brakea, atandard

trana. Beat affer. CaU Jerry at 546-

9533. 4'*-|g

1964 Chev. Station Wagon, 6 cyl ,

standard. Good cond. $325. CaU
Mark 5-0645 or 253-9957. "*•*

1967 Fla« 850 Spyder, new *n«1ne

overhaul, carb , generator, etc., with

tonneau cover, ewellent eondltlim^

or best offer. 546-6627. tf5-t2

I'i.-,!) Chev. $-dr., good condition,

depenilahle, very reasonable. 549-

63:14 after C. "^-,2

1970 B?*A Firebird fiSOcc, 2 carb.

Street s.ramhl. r, 5000 mi ,
egcellrnt

ronil. Last chance before Frl B»-st

offer o»cr $U00. Call Dave «-?'"
an > time. tfa-lj

"Adopt the Blue Goose I Faithful,

economical, friendly, alware atarts

i o.l Ch.»> Beat offer over $;•'«•

< al l 253-5464 after 6. Etif
~19«;7 Volvo 122-S, rune weU, $960

or heat offer. 853-3452
.

<f5 '?

•70 OTO conv. only 4.100 miles.

T It . P. 8 , 4 speed, 400 «• ,n •

eacellent cond. $2650 Call Mark
256-6370 hetw. 9 and 10 a.m. tf5-l4

~^69 Ford Cortina, new muffler, anow
tires, 29 mpg, 26,000 miles, 4-oo-flaor

he-t offer over $500. HMJlj'
evenings

.

tf5-13

1963 MGB, good condition, red wire
wheel*, tonneau, radio, Mlchellns,'

$475. Call Skip 519-6741. tf5-1 2

GOOD MOVES 61 wag. Pont.
Tempest. 6 exc. tires, HAH, PB,
motor job recent, always atarta and
rang, some rust, colors red /white,
sold for first $100. 253-5520. tf5-14

'66 VW Sedan w/sun roof, AM-FM
radio, ex. mech . condition engine re-
built, body present alije^ asking $554).

Call 545-2528 before 3 p.m., 253-

5904 after 5 p.m. tf5-14

'64 VW bus, low mileage, eicel.
body, engine new electrical system,
carb. fuel pump, recent tuneup nerds
minor clutch work $550. 6-9575.

MHI
1968 Plym. Barracuda Fsthk 4-spil

318 V-8 heavy duty ahocka, Firestone
t.i.ishrlts. radio and rear si>eaker.
Mint cond. Inside and out. $1600
takes It. Call 546-9774. tf5-14

1017 Ford delivery van. new turn
indicator, carburetor, muffler, school
hits seats mounted in back. Inspected
— call John at 515-2550 between 9
and 4:30. $125. tf5-H

196J Triumph TB-4, new engine,
clutch, Bonis, Mlchellns, $750 or
best offer. Call Doug 584-8262.

tf5-l 1

63 Olda F85 compact alse, V8.
auto., very good condition. Must
sell. Call Mirza 516-1038 after 7
p.m. tf5-H

'68 VW w/sun roof, AM radio,
excellent condition, body and engine.
2 snow tires, nsking $1225. Call 519-

$251, Best time about 5 p.m. Ask
for Marc. tf.Vll

1969 Toyota Corona, excellent con-
ditlon. ,881-4692 eves. tf5-1 1

55 Chev., economical and depend-
able $158. Also 62 VW, customir.eil
— new eneine, cherry red. A ateal
at *500. 323-73J7 after 5 p.m. or
5-2538 on Campus. Ask for Mike

tf6-14

ItOOMMATIS WANTID
—
Female needa roommate or apt

to f-i.are for summer In Boston
Call 546-2516, aak for Sue In 416 or

leave message

.

tf5-12

2 roaenmatea wanted for 3 bdrm.
Puffton Village Apt. this summer
It Is well furnished with AC.
swimming pool, ten. courts. Rent Is

only $45/mo call 619-0114. tf5-l^

Koommates wanted. Furnlahea
apt . with own room. $33 mo. East-
t,amnion 6.'7-4653. tfH4

1 M or F to ahare apt at BoU-
Ing tireen June - Sept. Own room.
..ir cond , dishwasher, pool, parking
*:.•/ mun. Call 256-8218. tf5-13

Fern, raammates to share Puffton

\pt , furn , own room, move In

Jane 1. Call 549-8358. tf8-l»

~One or two female roommates lo

..hare apt. for summer. Good loca-

i on t all 253-5317. tf5-14

Kuommate wanted June thru Sept ,

uwn room, furn , all utll. Inc , op-

tion for lease, pool, alr-cond. $65
«u;V2805. ' 4W4
~Boommatea wanted for spacious 6

room furnished houae — acraaa

from Cllffside Apts. Bent negotiable

IvatUbla 0/1 to 9/3. Call 665-

3984

.

tfB-14

F Boommate wanted to share

furn. apt with 3 other girla for

summer, pool, air cond. Will nego-

tiate, low prlca Call Jean 865-3638.
tf5-l

1

1 - 3 to share 2 of 3 bdrms. at

Puffton Jane-Aug. or July- Aug. 546-

7975 Bedaced rent . Please call soon
tf5-i :

~One F needed for apt In Puff-

ton Starting Sept. call 848-8147.

ask for Carroll tf$-14

BENT NEGOTIABLE — 1 ar « F
roommates wanted ta share summer
rxp. \m Ire tewnhoaae. Own room,

pool, air cond., option far fall Tall

r,65-3417 evenings tf5- 1

4

For summer with option ta atar In

fall have yoor own room at Puffton.

discount rent, furnished, peal, etc

Call 549-8898 Jar er CharBe. If5-12

2 F. Roommates ta ehare t Mrm
apt 858 ma. ea Jane • Aug Call

665-2380 Pool Squi re VlhT tf5-13

Roommates wanted M ar F for

summer and/or next year. Sunder

land. 7 mllee from campus «*eveo

rooms, four bedrooms. $55 mo Call

Doug or Karen 548-8888 tfS-14

Derm reeldeote wanted to deliver

newspaper In dorms next semester

Nat mark work. Pay pretty good

Cal l 8-8748 ]t£i*

M roommate wanted as soon as

possible for 3 bdrm apt . own room,

fully furn , air cond . pool, walking

ill st from campus 5 19-6525. tf.%-14

~i roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Puffton Village Apt. for

summer Own room, AC, poal, ten.

• rts . $50/mo All utilities Included

fal l Dave 6-8574. "5-14

Pref. grad M. 1 liedroom fur-

nished Cliffslde Apts . sunilerlanil

Call day 51.V0600 ext 47, night 6«i.V

3009_ ____?ltl4

^Boommate wanted to share 3

bdrm Puffton apt. starting Jnne 1

Mil have own room Call Jim at

AI.V007I or nights 253-2833 tf3-1l

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

SS
Wasted — Driving lnotrxwtoe —
irt-tlme. Amherat Ante HcJyjol, 858-

88. **»4

Male subjects needed for Parch
experiment. Win up to $400 In one
hour. Sign up In Rm. 71 Bartlett

5-12

APT. WANTED
N.J. couple need apt. 1-8 rxe* .

up to 8140 ar less ^jjMw
write Jaha B. Roach. 617-833-4410

118 Montvale Ara., Woouro, Ma*a
Desperate. ttB-14

Amherst Audio aervlcaa «4eree

components, tape 8>eka far •>•«••'

car, 197 No. Pleasant 84 , 858-8133^

Responsible rouple will care for

ihlldrrn on weekly basis Meals and

supervised acgvlties Call Kathy and

l>enn!s Bobtnson, 253-2705. tf514

1988 Olds 442 for Just $1888. IJ
wg. eld clutch. Want ta «et • •ycJ«

and old Volka for summer. Call,

Bay 546-5900 mornings. Will consi-

der deals.. tf5-14

TYPING — Thesis, Itsnoacrlpta.

PlaamUtlgns, Maatera, In aWtf
ryptng requlremento can he hamfieil

thrsngh 8ANDVH SFCBPTABIAl
SEBV1CR. dial 584-8085. ^^
DON'S LAMA SEBV1CE — aeaeon

arrangements available. CaU «58-8287

after 4 p.m. tt9-l*

" FTJTTJBH CPA'a — laara kaw to

prepare lar the CAP Exam IBM
He* lew Coarse CaU «•"«**. •':
538-1448 *»»-"

FOU HINT
1 bedm , Squire Vlg., couple pref.,

peel, air cond., carpeted, all elect.,

utll. inc. $160 mo. Avail. Jane 1

665-3683. tf8-13

5 room furnished apt., all utlU-

tles. $230 mo. Bay ltd., Hadley
Call 586-0418. tf5-14
~~3 bedroom apt. In old farmhouse.
5 mln. from cp. Large country

kitchen, piano, porch, July - Sept.

with possible winter lease $175. Tel.

549-1655. tf5-13

| room furnished Apt., alt utlU-

tles, 220 mo. Bay ltd , Hadley. Call

5HH-04I8 tf5-14

Hmy 3 bdrm. apt., close to Camp-
ii s, air cond. 61 Free. Apta. 549-

6560, all utll. lncl. tf5-12

4 bedroom house lo rent In Had-
ley. Skiblskl, Reultors. 584-3428

tf5-14

1 apt., 5 rooms, June to June.
Single rooms, kit. shared, for sum-
mer and /or fall, lladiey, 5 miles
(all Ten 581-9860 eves. tf5-1

4

Available June 1 — $140 month,
utilities Included, furnished, 5 mln
from Campus for 2-3 people. Call
253-9096. Ask for Apt. 1, Cecile ox-

Rathl. tfS-ll

UNPERSONAL
"

Hello," my name la Howdy DeoJy

and I'm on Campus this Frl. nltr

at S, S.TJ. Ballroom. A fun time

111 guarantee. Come and witneee.

come and aee. tf5-14

APT. ROOM WANTEft
TO needa own room In apt. *•'

I Mass far summer session, end of

June to Aug , under of $50. Call col-

lect 517-492-3799. of**-

TRAVEL
Jet to Europe laaa from 889 o/n
— rail Lonnle Avery 544-7701 Alex
Dlfhner 848-8844. tfS-14

SUMMER SUBLET
Hammer sublet completely far-

nlshed one bedream apt , one hon-

dred • month. Jane 1st to Sept. 1st.

responsible person CaU ere. 323-

7613 tf5-14

4 br , t baths, air can., furn .

near rampaa at Rolling Green

.

Bent negotiable Possible lease opt

CaU anytime. 256-8218 tf8-13

To sublet from 6/1 to 9/1 large
apartment. Ideal for 4-5 people, ex-

cellent location. Nutting Ave Cal
Gall. Kathy er D J at 545-8320

tf5-I4

ESS 2 bdr apt , central Am-
herst, close ta all shops and school

June - Aog , rent lowered to *l"«

mo Call 256-6918. It'a famished
tea? tf5-14

2 bdrm furnished apt. Great spot

between town and campus for 2-4

people. June - Aug Rent negotiable
We need you. Call 516-7195. 6-7197.

6-7414 tf5-1J

Still available — 7 room house
1?l» Amity st across from Drake.
ilowntowTi Amherst. 82.10. furnished,

beat Included Call fi-9239 or 6-7516
tf.V1

1

—
Closest possible location to campus

— whole house /7 separate row, Ire

Ue rm . 2 kitchens, 3 baths, great
sun roof Call Nancy or Bill 519-

•safl A great house. tfvit

ROSTOV — near R r — rci.1
area. *nmmer suhlef (poss option
In «ept ) 1-? bdrm . wd pnld . bal-

.ony, great cond Call (617) 787-5188
tf.VI I

REPAIRS
Zippers repaired on year (Mil,

sharing kits etc. HABLOWS Fine

Luggage 8 Leather Goods. Keys -

inggage repaired 157 Main St,

Northamptlon. 584-5233. tf5-14

FOR SALE

Handala — aUlea,ther sandals,

moat otrlea, with wet and bent

type arches. Can be had at the Ma«
(raftsmen's Guild Custom made
only. Mon. thru Frl. 4-3 5V5-10-12

Ham radio receiver Hallleraft SX-
140. 6 band, 3.5-54 mcyc, excellent

cond., new. aella for $130. will sell

for $58 or beat offer. Call 253-3838^
tf5-13

Honeywell Super 8 movie camera
ant. room lena, leather case and

extraa, originally $180 — asking $110

or beat offer. Call Sne 546-8321.
if5*14

All the books I've saved for 18

years! Lit., Soe., Eng., Psych ,

Hist., etc. and furn., house goods,

electron ic stuff. 253-2077 evea. tf5-1

4

1967 Honda CB450, excellent eondi-

tl i.n. 584-4692 eves. !f*"!4

1967 Ford Must., 289 r.l. 28.2

yellow fasthnck. Looking for

tape deck, AM radio; Lafayette
$1000 Good condition, 8-track
Beceiver (LB8001 : Garrard turn-
table, GX11 speakers, 75 watts
and about 50 records, 1965 equip-
ment looking for $250. With
screen, rabbit ears, black |nd
white w/stand 880. Gianni Gui-
tar $15. 253-5140. tf5-13

suiukl X-f. 250 rr, running well.

ill extras, under 10,000 mi. $350

(all 581-3539. tf-V'3

GOOD VSKD 1TRNIT1 RE. com-

ix chairs, big student desk, tables

etc. Call 256-6617. tf.VI

3

"~AKO miniature Dachshunds, shots

and warmed. 542-4470 tf6-12

"Pioneer. Tear, Garrard. PE, Altec,

Ilsher, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape, Standard radio. Ftah speakers

LP's, 8 tracks and other necessities

See Amherst Audio. . "
Moving to Calif., brand new fur-

niture, bedroom set $600, living room
f.500 kitchen and TV $100 Take all

for $1000 Apart, for rent. Call

Rick 848-1470 ,
*f»•• *

1087 ktarley Daridson Sprint 250

ce, new1

tires, gen. etc., 2 helmets

and chain. Included excellent eon-

dltlon. $395. 546-6627. tf5-12

Htereo Columbia Masterwork, e*c.

cond. $100. Also new never mount-
ed aklls. Hart std 205 cm, at steal

at 65. Call 6-9377. tf5-13

Summer on Cope Cod
For rent — N. Falmouth, New

Silver Beach. 4 bedrm. cot tic ,
for

the season. Write or call Mra. Ag-
nes Murphy, 55 Florence St , Wol-
laston. Ma. Tel. 773-9139. tf5-13

UNBELIEVABLE
nome 8-track tape deck, walnut

case, pushbutton selector, channel

Indicator lights. 59. 95 value, will sa-

crifice for $39 00 or best offer. Call

6-9171. <f8-14

WANTED TO RENT
2 bedroom apt. near Campus any-

time from Jane on. Call 253-7778 eve-

nings between 9 and 11. tf5-12

EUROPE
Ycur-ronnd student charters, tours,

employment opportunities, discounts.

\ n slo America Assoc , P O. Boa 36.

Nahant, Ma. 01908 tf5-14

Motorcycles For Sole

Kawasaki Avenger motorycle ex-

..llent condition, reliable and fast

*.V)5 00. Paul Brown, S Hadley, 536-

niu», mantalned by professional me-

hanlc. tf>-'4

1970 Norton Commando Boadster

V.0CC Call 256-8178. tfV13

DEAL
'61 Chevr conv. Many egtrae. Call

.-,-7758

.

***"

Term Papers Written

Mill write English papers. Call

515-2516 ask for 8ae la 416 ar leave
tf5-l-'

MAKE MONEY
Dorm residents wanted to deUver

newspaper In dorma next aeaaeeter

Not much work. Pay Is pretty good

Call 8-$748. «'s-« 4

SALES
Due ta the expanding Western
Massachusetts market, exception-

al financial opportunity In anlee

and sales manncement exleto for

a fop caUber man with exerotWr

ability. Century aid ^oroPf"'
1 eader In Ita field. Confidential

Please write —
Salte 428, 146 Chestnut St ,

Springfield. Maaa. 01103
tf5-14

RIDERS WANTED

Desperate sub-lease partially furn

I bdrm. apt. at Bollini; Green June

1 Auk 31. pool, carpet, air cond.,

all utilities. Will negotiate. Call

^53-9798 or 6-5128. «&-' '

Two bedroom apt , Puffton Vil-

lage. $132 a month. June thru Aug .

part, furnished. Option to lease In

fall Call 519-6698. tf5-14

PERSONAL
PABCLOV9 FABRIC SALE at

FASHION FABBICS beside the

Hungry C. Now going ont Dont
miss Itt tf»-J4

Rig ole Peter Rabbit wants excit-

ing Runnles that love digging peas,

lettuce and carrots at my Hideaway
Patch. Foreign students, too. Tel

eve. 665-2264. tf5-1 4

Summer townhouse apts. In Am-
herst, pool, air cond., all new, all

conveniences, all utllitlee. Call 6-9171

or 6-9172. Ut-l*

C.irls: Cnsure about your boy-

friend? Spend two weeks free trial

riod with us. Balph and Bon's

Love Testing Service. Jamea Base-

ment 546-7516. tf5-1

4

Rargalns better than you get back
home. Converse Sneakers, women's
85 60. men's $9 50. Men's and wo-

men's sandals $5 95 and up. The
Shoe-In. In the Alley.

Jamea Stud
yoa arrady??

Serv

:

So where are
5-12

To Paula Paulette. Westfleld State
— Happy Blrhday. Happy Gradua-
tion, but mostly Glehic Tacl 5-12

LOST
Reward for return of Siamese kit-

ten lost Friday p m. at Whitmore
l.irh chocolate point. Call 536-tflOO

ext 259. Leave message for Alou-

ette tf3-ll

WITNESSES NEEDED
A spray painting Incident and suh-

s,-,|ii.-iit chase occurence Tuesda'
night May 4 around 8:30 or 9:00

p m. CC area Mitnetses please call

\tty s OWarrmaw. -wd-??:! 8-18-11

FOLK SING
Old fashioned hootenany. Mik.-

Gramlich ami performers. MM nil
sehool, Friday, May II. 7:30. stu-

dents 50c. tf.Vlt

BOOKS
We bay used books and reaords

— Whltellght ttooka (in the Alley

Na toxtsl *fs- ,,

WANTED
1 - t women Uve-ln. For Infant

care part-time, atari anytime. Apt -

Ilka nreom. pre*. In return 8 ml
from Campos In ottrac real, area
519-1112. tf$-l4

One more girl to share cottage In

Falmouth for summer. Call 584-661.'

tf5-1 2

Wanted someone to take Bot 101

final. Will par. Call 546-7537. tf5-lt

2 female roommates for summer
apartment furnished PuffIon. F-ir

information call 549-3688. tfP!2

Men's sire It black riding boots
and or riding crop for play. Call
',16-9968 or 515-0143. tfVI

I

If you're a couple (hat wants ta
live together next year In a co-ed
dorm, please call Steve In 108 Ham-
lin, aft. 9:30 p.m. Mon - Thiirs

5-0792 5-0793 tfVlt

ATTENTION
2 bedrm tewnhoaae, Amherst, very

large, air cond , carpet. $190 nor-

mally, will rent for $140 from June
1st. In A'mherat, Rlverglade Apts
Call 253-3838 If.VI

4

DESPERATE SUBLET

Bldera wanted to CaUfornla In be-

ginning of Joly. Call 586-2242 eve-

nlnge. *f5-14

Graduating male ar. w, car, seek-

ing 1 female companion to travel,

work arrosa C»A, not returning for

Sept. Call 853-3359, best after 12

am. Keep trying. tf$-13

Orad etudent going to San Fran-

cisco on or about June 11. Can take

:t or wlU ride with yoa. Share dry-

ing and expenses. Dave 6-91H0. tf.Vlt

Efficiency Apt Quabhln Til. $75

mo., all utilities lncl , air cond Al-

so furnished. Call Panl at 323-781'

or Thorn at 253-9912 anytime Lea»e
message. tf.Vlt

FOR SALE CAMERA
Olympus Ten F^ 38mm FI-8

through lens, focus and light meter,

takes H frames. Call M *****
P "I .

CORRECTION
Dachshunds %KC,

wormed 59?- 1 170

shots and
tf.Vll

WANTED: Summer Place

? gnys need plm e to stay aronnd
II- ini.l- lmniediat.lv for slimmer
I oil Itarb after 6 or Iea\r astasia*
256-68(8. tf.Vll

DISCOUNT SUBLET
3 bedroom luxury apt . lOarly Am

furniture Puffton 548-8159. tfS-ll

Fresh air people! Swimming, ten-

nis and hiking in 60 su miles of for

est In your own back yard. I min
from Fnlv. Send phone no to 217

Cliffslde. Kent neg tf.Vll

N. H. Real Estate

For Sale

in MIFF. LONG LAKE M NAPF.E

— 7 ,' trull- , '! bdrm siimr cott

Nice area for rhildrrn, *ie.'ssi

I la' on I. "-uiiaiiee 6 bdrm, I'^l.slh
home, Ix-Miitifiil Interior w /frpl llmM
Is entertnin friends Also guest h».
« /frpl \ Ik t.osllise; also rsr A
ilrtrmi.i, *6'i.'iaa :MM' frntg yr-

rd hmnr w /frpl. In luM ( luh ares

I a. , d... k and gar , $7e\888 I'i.

I ore 780' shoreline, an I. ."*.. 7 ac «

rm furnshd kaane. hoathse, $ baaw*.
>ilso gar *i « simi laa ». r.«. M
< Ird. nt. e |.li<< for horses. I.n.nk

I jh, on t.lWt.»|. rd , 7 r.o old home,
ssr A h.irn. besttt view, f.\.',.s*s%

small sborefrnnt lot mi small
pond $%aaa . <». ... res, •MM' no Ht.

Ill or S l.sftrfsn, **'M> Ni.r I'

I,drni .r r.l smsll h.nnr, tftew,

uries .».-ll I,ike fresb ercs ' I arm
next door t.o.,.1 for retired or iihimi'

. oii|.le oe smrle i.ers«., W8IHS < Id

>i>lit .osi <is ooo i«h.,mi fainiikdl
: bdrm well Innlt rr rrf hnme. trjil ,

• I aires t ••, iMM<

Iluhcr of Sunapee

Reolty

Rte. 103

Newbury, N.H.

603-763-2672

.
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NOTICES May Day Survivors Live On
N STUDENTAMERICA

ASSOCIATION
Will there or will there not be any

more concerts on this campus?
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Rm 178 of

the C.C

BRETT HOUSE
Dorm meeting Thursday night, at

10 p m May 13. All people living in

Brett next year should come.
Counselor selection for girls will be

Thursday night. May 13 at 8 p.m.

Contact the Res. Dir. at 64547 for

specific times

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Crusade picnic at Look Park

Saturday Rides leaving the First

Baptist Church parking lot at 11.30

a m If you want to go call Lana at

67157 or Nora, at 61190

COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
All Collegian photo equipment

must be returned to the Collegian

Office by Friday, May 14.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Will the student who stole the

nowlmq team's mascot please return

the pooch to Glenn before Thursday
It is his Mother's birthday.

CONCERT DANCE GROUP
Interested in Dance Group? Try

outs tor the Univ Concert Dance Gr
lor .ill men & women interested m
pertormmq m next year's tall &
spnnq concert productions Men and

women invited tonight at 7 p.m m
Dance Studio WoPE

CUSP
Final meeting of the year It'll be

short and sweet At CUSP office 43A

Bartlett 8 p m tonight

DADA SURREALISM FESTIVAL
Puppet Show tomght the dastardly

King Ubu appears 8 15 p m in the SU
Ballroom a tree show

HILLEL
Executive Board meeting tomght

it 6 30 m the Hillel Center Room 420

SU All are welcome

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER
PROGRAMS
Opportunities for Communal I ving

on international basis m U S ,

Denmark. Columbia or India Come
to Rm 227 School of EC Thursday at

12 p m Lisle Fellowship

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
LOWSHIP

PICAHIKENIC at Lmda s Sunday.

May 16 ' " Wh.tmore at 1 p.m
• II Cam 67020 to arrano-

DELTA PI
Honor - »ppa D

13 <n Rm 91

I the

•o attend
it 67604

with your summer adress on it.

LOST
Three notebooks & two textbooks

lost. Call Jim at 546 7827 or Janice at

546 7472.

Gold wire rimmed glasses lost May
8 at the Lacrosse Game below
Boyden Gym If found please call 546

7658
2 weeks ago at the Southwest

outdoor concert an APO wineskin
flask lost. Owner is being treated for

trenchmouth. Can verify with In

.firmary Call 69889
A lost engagement ring gold with 2

opals & 2 small diamonds Please call

Judy 253 0933 Thank you
Lost by the Pond Monday evening a

log log sliderule. If found, call Dan
67611
Orange & white male cat 2 years

old lost m the vicinity of Lincoln &
Rte 9 Amherst Wearing glass
lewelled collar Name is Hilary Call

253 9357 or 584 9459
l navy iersey left in car that picked

me up thumbing Satuday It found
please call 67944.

FOUND
One man's

lacket size 42

horseshoe. Call

light brown Safari
found m Southwest
Bonni 546 7261

Tentative plans for a radical

political collective in the 5 college

area were made Sunday night at a

May Day Survivors' dinner in

Pierpont House

A meeting will be held Wed-

nesday night at 7::U) to discuss and

lormulate local actions, in room

174 of the Campus Center.

About 75 participants in

Washington May Day activities

were at Sunday's gathering in

Pierpont Many possible actions

«rerc discussed: guerilla

demonstrations Saturday during

Armed Service* Day at Westover

MTV door to door canvassing and

money raising with the Peoples'

Peace Treaty, renting a Movement

house lor the summer, media

presentations (films, videotapes

and a newspaper), and various

possible local civil disobedience

actions

Those present agreed that each

May Day participant should

continue to relate his political

convictions to people in a variety of

ways Many felt that this could be

done more effectively by in-

dividuals or small groups rather

than a central organization.

There was also strong feeling

that an ongoing area May Day
collective could t>e a valuable

resource and energy center.

Tomorrow's meeting is open to

anyone interested in future radical

political activities in this area.

Kollowing the meeting. Roadarte's

videotapes of May Day in

Washington will be shown.

I 'or more information about the

local May Day collective, call 546

M67 or 546-5233.

News
Hotline
5-2550

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMAM-

-n 804 ot H
•uSly

Any questions call u

II

tonicji

inno>
Ntmmons

UB
• loly Outlaw toniqr-'

Thompson i ' -. 9 30 Free

NOKIHAAAPION VOLUNTEERS
from Hasbrouck at

,.ncl from Patterson at 6 35

rhtswtl i 'ist tr 'P Al

welcome

ORCHARD ORCASAAIC CORPS
L ,, . 5 Orqasm washed out

.orry stay t.
•

•

mport.mt m
lers tonight at

. m 176 Ot th.

•

Pisces is associated with the color

gray and the stone of this zodiacal

sign is the bloodstone The number
associated with Pisces is 7. Pisces

harmonizes with Capr.com. Taurus

Cancer and Scorpio Many Pisceans

are drawn to Virgo, but there can be

problems, iust as with Gemmi and

Sagittarius Pisces loves a mystery

The more mtngue, the better as far

as natives of this sign are concerned

some famous persons born under

Pisces include Jackie Gleason. Anais

N.n and Irving Wallace

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Ac

enl on lourneys, vacation plans,

ability to learn from experience

Look t>eyond the immediate Per

ceive potential Clear lines of com
nmnication Write and advertise

id the word
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Get

rs concerning wlls. legacies

i nam ialstal losc

to vou Creative iuices flow You
kno-'. ^O" Krv ,s t0

>.h resolution, confidt •

•vMNI
.pproa^h Have

•iow

us individual pi ' oie

nrove relations

• O July 23 A Good It

now coincides witl -'tv

th children Be ready for

-lvolvmg change travel
•

aid
pt 22>

Dom. r t ar. a hom.- property
mphasi/ed Gemin

lual will prove sympatr
ho has been loyal m

Hon r risk set ur ty Get
prom'srs in writing

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) En
tertain at home Period features

reunion with relatives Exhibit

warmth The more you give, the

more you are likely to receive Get

errands out ot way early Develop
>deas _ 4 ,

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21)

Collect necessary data Be true to

,oursolt Trying to be something you

are not would be an error and waste
You receive communication which
can be transformed mto profit Be
ready _
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

f ollow through on protects you now
can prove maior pomts One m
authority listens and is receptive

It hiqh state your case with

tontidence You will win
CAPRICORN (Dec M Jan 19'

You need additional rest Realize
ot samt

lonely s. elusion now would be of
• .pprecia*

program tor future

. 'ARIUS Jan .'0 I • b 18'

,v acgu.- Accept
it qood c>

tude now can bnnq
i our own

Don't tud l

• Y II

»»»aii

• on Yo.
proof Ot this One

YOU
It lOD -OUR BIRTHD..Y

,ou have brilliant w«t You must

irn to laugh at vour own to I

Yo motional

setback Know this an d to

You have more
-ewards also wll

You hav i/ of

making people - even when
. oppose your views

Iht 1971 Gen Pea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

5

9
1?

13
14

15

16
18

Measure
duration of

Encourage
Males
Unusual
person
Poison
Mature
King of

Bashan
Twirled

„ Lair

20 Rupees (abbr.)

22 Heavenly
body

24 Snakes
27 Golf

mounds
29 Break

suddenly

3

1

Before

32 Clever

34 Oriental nurse

36 Conjunction

37 Ape
39 Frolic

41 Symbol for

tellurium

-ei^n

45 Goal

"

5 Lies adiacent

to

6 Fruit

7 Printer's

measure
8 Spread for

dry.ag
Parsonage
For example
(abbr )

Compass point

Postscript

(abbr.)

19 Babylonian
deity

Appear
Inclined

roadway
Transaction

Calm
Experiences
Part of

fireplace

Brazilian

estuary
Biblical weed

9
10

11

17

21
23

25
26
27
28

30

Ansv.er to Yesterday' i Puzzle

p A m.| c A P 1

1

R a 1 lJ

A s LIA
j

1

I- i P k |

W 1 >i r .. - i C t

[OlolE | 1

MPa In l c,
-'l

p|Nt̂

P P. M~ A j|fR EllAll 1

•\ AJI '
> A-LWi 1

" • K AlPM olw h LA
T EAR 1 E Pi E iRB
gjpB' n16 A I p L]A|M I

IE

* M E ITJ* Apr E IT A T

IN E H P P i Kl U P M

|n|e W S INJE * T \\, i 'a]

\7.

33

35 50 percent

38 Metal fastener

River in

Africa

Gam
Lavishes
fondness on

48 Prepares for

print

40

43
46

51 River in Italy

53 Teutonic deity

56 Couple
58 Worm
60 Number
61 A state (abbr )

6? Guido s low note

64 Cooled lava

66 Three toed sloth

40
50

•

Omen

DOWN

1 Also

2 Component

3 Pronoun

4 Bitter vetch

1 2 3 4
• » 5 6 7 8 TTT

> • •

9 10 1 1

12 *'!*!* 13
1

14

15 16 17
•

18 w . • i

. i » •

20 21
•

22 ?3 :•;:

l'aVi

?4

L , ,

25 26

27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 is .••• J6

37 38
'.'.'.

39 40

: TTTi 4? 41 4 44

*s 46 47 48 "."•'- 40

50 51 52 53 54

' ' 1

55 56 57 58 :•:•: v
. .

.

60

61 62 63 64
- •

_

65 66

67 68 69

Pi •»tr to i nitei l h • lure S i llK.I t-\ Inr 11

THAT^ THE M05T DEPRE551N6

THING I'VE EVER HEARD

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

SUMMER
SELLING WORK

I niisiial opportunity to

earn up to $10.00 per hour
(lurinu summer months, sell-

ing a tlistinrtive line of pro

ducts from Europe. Pro-
readily demonstrate
superiority to that

is sold in the United
t o d a y. Protected

territories open New

duets
their
whirri
States
>ales
England area. No house to-

hoiise selliiur Small invest

ment involved. Car needed.
Previous sales experience

desirahle hut not a require

ment. Send hrief resume to

PAKACHEM (OKI'.
15 Rockefeller IMaza

New Vork, N.Y. 100*!0

Brown Tops Netmen

In Finale

NBA-ABA Ail-Star Game
8-1,

BySTEVE FERBER
MIX Stall

Brown University showed all the

power and class that marks those

Ivy Leaguer tennis teams as they

dropped the UMass netmen 8-1 in

their season finale.

Despite the tact that Brown

swept all six singles positions,

UMass put up quite a light in lour

ol those matches

First it was John Bloom who

ended his Kedmen career with a

great effort. Taking the first

convincingly. Don Smith. Brown's

excellent second singles man.

came hack With split sets behind

them Bloom and Smith moved into

set number three Bloom bowed 6-

4. hut not before he had put on a

tremendously impressive per

lormance before a large gathering

ol spectator! «>n the hottest day of

the vcai

The heat surelv was a tactor. as

playeri «>n both sides suffered

through the humidity and the BO

degree temperature Chris Coffin

..i fourth singles lelt the heat in his

three Better, 01 he extended Tom

Lay, the Brown netman who boasts

i excellent winning record this

season He, like Bloom, dropped

the third set 1. 1, but his play has

been improving steadily and

yesterday afternooo'i per

lormance was something to boast

about
In the thud singles slot Steve

Kerbar raced Peter Gutterman ot

Brown (iuttennaii ran through

Kcrber M in set number one. but

lotind the going rougher in the

second one Kerber leadW. onlj to

drop three tit • ron Down " 5 the

third singles man tied the BOt, and

sent it into a tiebreaker. Gut

terman led lour points to two, in

the l>est live out of nine series.

Kerber tied the points at four, thus

making the next point a set point

lor both Gutterman smashed
away an overhand to take the set

and "the match, as both players

came off the court in sad physical

condition, having been subjected to

the heat lor over 90 minutes.

At lirst singles Alan Goldberg

struggled, beiore losing 6-4, 6-3, in.

what was his last singles match at

I Mass Down at fifth and sixth

singles, Jim Bornheim and Bob

Webman came up short, and

Brown led the match 6-0.

Doubles play gave I Mass its

only point. Webman and Bornheim

romped over their opposition 6-2, 6-

l . Bloom and Coffin never did find

the handle as they lost in straight

sets And in the top doubles

competition Mark Brass joined

Goldberg, l>ut couldn't overcome

the Ivy power, tailing 6-4, 6-3.

The final match gave UMass an

overall 7 :i mark, and a r>-l record

on their home grounds Behind

them too is a Yankee Conference
( hampionship and a showing in the

\ru England*, thai was as good as

could be expected due to the

remarkable draw that they

received

NEW YORK (AP)The National Basketball

Association plavers openly defied the leagues club

owners again Tuesday bv announcing plans to play an

all star game with the rival American basketball

Association in the Houston Astrodome, May 28.

The game, which will match 11-man all-star teams

Irom the two leagues, was scheduled by agreement oi

the plavers in the ABA and NBA despite the fact that

club owners had barred such an event until formal

merger of the warring leagues.

Only last week the owners of the two leagues agreed

to seek congressional legislation sanctioning such a

merger The NBA Players Association has been

lighting the merger and currently has a court in-

mnction in force barring any amalgamation.

Oscar Kobertson of the NBA champion Milwaukee

Bucks president of the players association, said the

game was being put on because there was demand

UMass Vs. Brown

Lacrosse Preview

Page 16

|\\n l.HKVI'S ( I.AMI—.lohnin Bench, (in

cimiali call her puts up road block lor GMBt'l W Utt>

\i.ins .mil prevents a nm in fourth huung ol game

h.ie IliniTnj Mays wee aMesnpting «o store from

second on iutield pla% thai resulted in a double pla>

I \l' Wirepliolo)

trom the tans and to show it could be put on without a

merger. ... . ,, ,

The supergame." said Kobertson. 'will show that

the two pro leagues can play against each other at the

highest competitive level without an illegal merger

The owners refused to present any game between the

two leagues without such a merger. But with such

refusal, the owners' sole motivation becomes clear-

money. . A , ...
,

•What should be of interest is the Ian and the quality

ol product he sees.''

Asked whether the owners approved of the players

decision to go ahead with the game, Robertson said

sharply: . ,,

•It doesn t matter whether they approve or not.

\BA Commissioner Jack Dolph said the league

would "take steps to stop our players from par-

ticipating if it is decided the game would be

detrimental to the league, which we have not

Dolph also revecled he had told the ABA s 1

member clubs to "not grant permission for a player to

participate if the league Added the game was

detrimental. Dolph said:

•A player s contract requires him to get permission

Irom his team for any such game
'

MBA Commissioner Walter Kennedy declined

comment on the situation.

Marshall University

Attempts Comeback
HUNTINGTON, W Va I AIM -• The entire country is

watching to see how we can exemplify the greatest

lesson in athletics to lace adversity, pick yoursell up

oil the ground and continue toward success.

The handsome lace ol IS year old Jack Lengyel

bead football coach at Marshall I 'niversity. tightened

,,s lie caretulK selected his words

We must start talking about the future, the man

who next rail vmII be entrusted with rebuilding the

lootball team ol this C.lHto-student school said.

respecting the past, learning trom I he past, but

moving ahead
Marshall's recent past is a tragic one It began and

ended on a wooded hillside one raim night last

November The lirev crash ol a DC 9 jetliner claimed

the lues ol ::. persons, including most ol the uni\«r

sity's lootball squad, its coaching Btafl and most

dedicated lans .suddenb Marshall lound itseU the

victim <•) the greatest tragedy in sports histor\

Joe Rogers Nearing Sixty-five

sports Information department

'M sources the Kcdinan swimming

Si:: skipper recent!) hit the lour

'::•:•:• decade plateau in point of time at

SSi the university and will no sooner

W Ik- at the ripe old atfc ol 65 on the

*& linal dav ol this month
':::•?: \sked il he had a certain date

& in mind in which he would bow

out ol the coaching scene. the

Swell known teller ol tales replied:

:':&:
I haven't thought it over .

and

S?: then changed the subject by

S:*: going into one ol his entertaining

i'-K; stories which has been a typical

M trademark ol ,I«k> Kogers to those

:#: who knew him in younger years

:&:

It this is any indication to what

m lies ahead I lie lather ol CMass

x?*: swimming will probably stick it

gixout to his age qualiheation ex-

jxjxpires

W. Kogers. who says ">.ou cant

W Income a champion swimmer in

M lour years of college you got to

W reach that in 15 years ol swmv
ffi ming '. was lar from a chicken of

x-S the sea at childhood. It was

:&: lavorable lor his future's sake

M that his lather had owned a

f summer cottage on Stiles

M Keservoir (Leicester), and this

m enabled young Rogers to

m develope his strokes early in life

W. When he was old enough he

*& decided to join the Worcester

M YMl'A And at age 11 he made a

m sound impression at summer

$& camp bv entering his lirst

W competitive race and winning it

giv" it was a minor victory-but I start

xjixol thing to come

P \ pool shark al high school

! don t men at Billiardsand

bo) made I name lor himself in

the course ol three sears and set

all sorts ol records lbs aquatic

accomplishments include such

titles as the NKAll Junior

I )n ing crown and Senior NKAIT
ntlcs in )<> and too tree style and

the JJtt backstroke A Ireak at

tack ol appendicitis was the only

thing that kept his I on yard race

record shy ot perfection.

Raving been ottered a position

with the .Massachusetts District

Water Supplv Commission in

February Of IMI Rogers set out

is an engineer at the water

tunnel between Quabbin

Keservoir and Clinton In the

meantime he still kept in tact

with swimming and later hitched

up with the Whitensville Com
munitx Swimming Association

As a member he helped them to

the National AAl relay cham

pionship in IfSI.

Seeking more pleasant working

conditions than that offered by

his trade as an engineer I his

lather advised otherwise i he

described his affiliation to CMass

as delightful and quite ac-

cidental It seems that Kogers

was swimming down at the WPl

tank one day when WPl athletic-

director Percy Carpenter in-

troduced Joe to Mr Curry Hicks,

then Phys ed director at CMass

I licks questioned Rogers as to

how he would go about con

struct i ng a pool Kogers gave his

comments on the matter and the

notion struck him later that da>

thai UMass was in need ot an

aquatic instructor

Massachusetts mermen recorded

I heir Mil) unbeaten campaign on

lap .")(!' In his lirst nine years

I Mass swimming was a sight to

behold while boasting a

remarkable record ol 48 12 A

three year intermission came

forth with World War II. so

Kogers relegated his time to a

pre induction physical education

program In the post war years it

was slow getting started again as

the swimmers suffered three

successive losing years The)

linally broke Ottl ot things and got

back in the winning groove with a

seven year span of 41-lt which

prevailed into the late 50*1

But things are changing And

success has tailed oil greatly

since then with only three win

nmg seasons in the past 14 years,

and even those were m a row The

age ol bovsclub swimming has

seemed to have dipped into the

past More and more ol your good

material is coming Irom th-

country club set No swimming

scholarships and poosibl) a

number ol other things have

attributed to the rough going

Never the less, the man has

molded ;i lifetime record of 148

I&-I in :54 years at a place where

swimming is not expected to be

king has also produced some

great All Americans Bud Hall.

George Tilley, Jimmey Cutler.

and Myrl Welker. to name a few

Apart Irom his coaching chores

he is also recognized as one ol the

luition's leading authorities on

pool consullance\ii)d has dr^an

the lirst swimming

program lor the Massachusetts

State Police Kogers had l>oen

called on in the past to work as a

immu consultant m the Women's

Physical Kducation building and

lor" the tinted States Air Force

Acadoim at Colorado Springs

He's done other consulting

throughout the country as well as

abroad \s \ou can see Rogers

endeavors in aquatics seem to Im>

endless

lo add to lus versatilit) he was

also a cracker lack behind the

trigger Ol a pistol Serving lor

mam years as president <>i the

t s Revolvers s Association, hi

achieved significant si iaim

nationally five tunes he imished

in the runnerup pot and he

managed to n 11 the top <>l the

pile once His imiversit) pistol

teams did quite «<-ll lor them

selves loo until their activity was

permanently halted by the ad

ministration.

\sked il he still gets the same

thrill irom coaching as he ever

did. the old guy who is in good

enough shape to whip hall the

swimmers on his squad replied

"Yes, it's pleasant to work with

\oung people instead ol the old

lolks like m\ sell There's nothing

quite like it in the world My
lather wanted me to go lo a plus

ed school, but I insisted on taking

up engineering But I n«' hi

votved with coaching and it has

meant everything to me ever

sine

I don I p«-t that .much

the meet h> a single point and the

poor kid just never lived it down

aHhough he made up for it

I don t have that kind ol spirit :

anymore There ore man)
j

reasons for it When I
had u«hm1

swimmers. I would be here ever)

da) ol the week II JTO0 rC gOUM
work |USl lour da\s a week

iust impossible

You got lomakeupyoui mind

that vou have to work and then

no short cut Th trouble toda> is

that kids A-aitl instant success

Swimming, just like football or

vii. -poi: is a year round

lung You iust don'l get hue

condition in a week You have to

Het there an<l Ita) there

While his clitics may argue

that his coaching methods are

OUtmoded lor the times, maybe

it's about high tune the I Mass

sports administration step in and

lend hill) a helping hand I'ossibK

a second hand man. more

recruiting, and a scholarship or

two is just what is needed to perk

up the program to what it a as

Let B lace it Joe Rogers has

.reded a brilliant past But one

cannot lean on the good old days

it success is sought in the future

Having dedicated two thirds <»i

his life to CMass he will not

hesitate to reminisce on his years

ot coaching in the retreat ot

retirement The university will

not he quick to forge! his ac

i omphshments and end< BVOTB Bl

the pool For he II Is? a lough man

to replace when his tim< comes to

s(e|i (low II

&•:

s

:-W:-x:
:

X:X:X>:
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Eagles Thump
Redmen, 7-5

ByEAHLEBARROLL
MIX' Staff

nlwton Therei always a time In a sports season when a

, t.a, i hat nas KeTroWng along experkmee. the lot down or looks

sssasasasa
"

,, ... wivor .. « lctor>M « Mm Dial li ixwMy headed to »><

CK.rhr Manlej reached on anerror. advanced an a wild pilch and

^rTgkVcurnertmSSS« a. the inmn. to jjarn««

U,!,!mi;; ^ rt ,r ..o.uH.lson who lasted onl) throe innings ,n hv fa,

J ^Ull, weVe tins lar hack in a game But they came

SlckS the murth o ,th three at their own on three hits n knot tin

"taO. bottom o. the >.xth with Chip Have*^%Z»*£
I Man the Eagles scored an unearned run when Hosea KeUey

hooinl a potential liming ending pounder to allow Ed Hideout of

loi
vhat^astoeome.nthenextatlu.tlortheKanles

plate Jack Abbott, the cleanup num. hit long shot over rnt *

ih.it a i tit to umaha -szasssx&t^uizz&zs

Sox Keep Rolling;

V7> Twins, 5-4

Gorillas At Brown
By STEVE FERBER

Ml )(' Staff

With the possibility of an NCAA

bid staring them in the face

Garner's Gorilla's will go up

against nationally ranked Brown

University, a lacrosse powerhouse

that has all the credentials.

The tilth ranked team in the

nation will host the Kedmen today

,t 3 p m and the Brown stickmen

a, t
. m a word, great They have

depth they have size, and equally

important they have thinkers

Brown is atop the New England

polls with a 10-2 mark, as opposed

to the Redmen's 10-1 mark

Brown's two losses came to teams

ranked among the top lour m the

nation as Maryland dropped them

15-H and Cornell bombarded them

12 -4 last Saturday

"(M their H> victories, Brown

knocked of! three teams that

i Mass opposed, beating Harvard

11 ;, Adelphi II 7 and Connecticut

104 Bv the means ol comparison

scores we rind I Mass tailing to

Harvard: t\ and defeating Adelphi

M «... and I Conn 114

II comparisons are any in

dication. Brown has a delimte

edge, although m the Harvard

Brown game. Harvard was playing

without their first string goalie.

which can mean all the difference

in the world

But as ( oach Carbcr said. ' I nis

in the lust game all year where

well Ik- going in as the underdog

The reason that I Mass has taken

„n (he underdog role begins with

the three outstanding attackmen

on the Brown squad

Kevin Cleary. Steve Kusso and

Bob Settee have managed .">« goals

|Of Brown, and Selise owns :V7 of

them Last week Selise stored II

turns against I Conn, most ol those

goals coming oil si Runs© passers

llns is the combination that the

Kedmen will have to stop

loev Smith will bo the Kedmens

counterpart to Selise. as his suc-

cess at shadowing Selise will be a

key John Walsh will be covering

Kusso, and his task will be to

prevent Kusso from getting the

ball to the tough crease man.

\l Kuggiano. the Kedmen s

defensive tri captain, will have

Cleary to worry about, as I leary is

iathj (&flU?S|an

SPORTS
-Brown's beat all around at

tackman " in Coach (Iarber I

words. ...

Two ether attackers will see

action lor today's homo team as

Brown likes to substitute often, and

does so with narry a loss of ability

Two groat dodgers highlight

Brown's midfielders as Rupert

SchofieW and Dean Kollens will be

covered ay Thn Dosworth and

Dana Stone respectively Schofield

ia the mainstay ol the lirst m.d^

Held as is Kollens ol the second

squad With Bosworth moving up

to the lirst line ol I 'Mass middies.

his defensive ability, which has

iH-cn outstanding all season long,

will have to in- at its u-st Indus

Like every outstanding lacroase

MOjttad Brown has no weaknesses

Brown is tar from the stereotype

ballclub usually seen on the

lacrosse Held as they change their

clearing, riding and power play

tactics often, with great efficiency.

Adjusting to the various set-ups of

Brown will be another of the key's

in today's contest

I! Mass will also sport a lew

wrinkles of their own. but Too

many changes are apt to hurt you

pointed out Coach Gaiter. Riding

and clearing tactics will be altered

slightly as Brown had scouted

1 1 Mass lour times, practically

forcing the Gorilla's to throw a

little something now at them

Enough cannot be said as to the

importance ol tins name Kor the

i nst tune in the history ai Hi aa

lacrosse there will Ik» an K-team

plavoll at the end of the year to

determine who I number one 1 bus

iar rive teams have boon chosen.

namely Virginia. Cornell, Army.

Navy and Brown With throe spots

left V Mass will need a win today to

have a shot loams like Hoftstra.

Cortland and Washington & Lee

are all in positions to fill up the

openings, thus a loss to Brown

would all but nullify any post

season aspirations

(iarber called this game. " The

most important one m four or live

years" «or a I Mass lacrosse club

Facing the number I ivt team in the

nation is noeasv task, but (iarber s

Gorilla's should be raring to go.

seeking the numlicr one ranking m
New England and a |)ost season

tourney bid

To catch all the action of today I

game, tunem WMCAat 2 4:>pm

whore Bruce (ilazer will be calling

the play bv play and Ken Day will

provide the color Listen in it von

Son't make it down to Providence

it should be a thriller

Canadiens Romp To Even Series
. ..~a ku him l or the i«o a

Tip
l\t l. MINNEAPOLIS

\r Duane Joaephson and Carl

Vastrscmski smacked 2-run home

,,ms tor the Boston Bed Sox but it

took an unearned run to give Gao
I-, I, is one ol his tare victories

against the Minnesota Twins H
last night

Mter Vistr/emskis lilth homer

a Jul loot shot into the right Held

bleachers, sent the Bed Sox into a

l
' lead in the sixth. Kieo IVtrocelli

singled and moved to third on two

ground OUtS Kick Konick booted

.losephson s grounder to allow the

deciding run to score

Peters. 4 2. who had lost lb ot 19

treer decisions against Mm

nesota lasted onl> five innings and

needed strong rebel help from Bill

!,,« as the Bed Sox won their 14th

gami' in their last 17 outings

Joaephson's thud homer ol the

reason staked Peters to a M lead

hi the second oil Tom Hall. 1-1

The twins, who got a run in the

i,,st on Cesar Tovar s lead -oil

tuple and Harmon Killebrew s

double, tied it in the fifth when Kod

t'areu grounded into a bases

loaded double play

The twins got two more in the

sixth, finishing Peters, on a walk,

singles by Leo Cardenas and

Kenick and George Mitterwalds

sacrifice fry

MONTREAL API -Fleet Vvan (ournoyer and

Mi mm Is htanovueh brothers. Pete and Frank .tad

, |, ! anadions to a V2 romp over Chicago m las.

amht s lourth Uam<- Ol the Stanley I up plavoll

The 'ictorv Mpiared the best*! seven National

Hockcv League championship series at two games

,ach .Mth game live set tor Chicago tomorrow nigh

, ,,„, six back m Montreal on national television

sinuL afternoon A seventh .. necessary, would bt

plaved in Chicago next Tuesday night
1

( ournoyer scored s pair ol second period feateafter

Mu- Mahov hch brothers had helped Montreal grab aM
i.. ,rl oi the'onening 211 minutes
"

v "Mah. Seh got the Canadiens started at the one

linnull . mark o. the lirst period de.lcet.ng Terry

llariH-r s shot past Hawk goalie Tonv Kspos.to It was

the lust shot of the gain.- lor either team

s,an Mikita tied it lor the Hawks on a powder p

p.] at 1 II but less than tour ^j^J^JZ
Canadiens were in Iront again with Pete s older

b other. Frank, setting up Jean Bel.veau ta Iron!

Chicago s (!,.« Koroll was in thef^^J*"
seconds when the Canadiens burst into the Hawks

on ournover and Frank Mahovlieh zipped passes

baca and forth before Frank caught Bel.veau lurking

at the corner ol the net and hit h.m for the go ahead

*
Chic -.go tried lo come back ith Ja»MOOS La^rriere

m ! ^ . box bUf Pete Mahovlieh -ntercc-pUKl the

ouck and forced rookie Kick Folev into a ho ding

Eenahy" hat en-edth. Hawk, amnpow^a^vm^
\ u.w moments later, the Canadiens had their third

•tool oi the periodonGuy LaaosMesstapahot.

, ournover took over ifl the second tn-nod

rS ..nick right winger was ius. coming ou. sftta

p, '^v'box wtn the puck came lo F. ey ,n m.du,

! ournover. behind the rookie, g^^.^^il^
from h.m and sailed in alone en BepesHo lor h.s e.ghth

oi the Canadiens net beating goatte Ken Dirjenon

hl , glove s.de. (ournover and the Mahovlieh brothers

struck again on a power play
•

lis ime Chico Mak. was off w.th hmt mm iSUf

nnnu.es left in the period when Frank and Pete drew

assists on (ournoyer s second goal of the garn^

The third period was scoreless with two brawls in

the tinal minutes resulting in six majors, five

misconducts and three minor penalties.

career decisions against Mm -«"-" • _.

Hoop StarComes to UM
iiibi coached bv Kalph I'armigiane

Pr^Wo^cidSpeaks^Lu^
weekl> ^^b-. ^ajsjaan aaaajajj. ajfj^aajj ajdjK^ flab r^(

m( . s Burke. All State

basketball player Irom Needham

High School has announced his

intentions ol attending CMass in

the fall
, ,

Burke, a ti'2 backcourt prospeiL

averaged 21 .5 points to lead his

Nam to an outstanding IK 2 season

and a runner up spot in the tough

Bay State League For his per

lorinance Burke was selected as

the Leagues Most Valuable Player

l,\ a vote of the coaches Needham.

WMUA Covers

UM Lacrosse

Today - 2:45

coached by Kalph I'armigiane.

participated in the Fastern

Massachusetts High School

Tournament Burke was also

chosen lo play lor the

Massachusetts team in the Capitol

(lassie in Albany. NY This

tournament pairs the best of

several states in the Northeast

area and Massachusetts Im.shed

runner up
Burke is the sou ol Mr and Mrs

John Burke ol Needham and plans

to major in Business Ad

ministration His lather is the goll

professional at Needham Country

Club
Kedman Coach Jack Leaman

said. We are happy to have a

player ol Jim's ability m our

program We know he will be an

asset to our school and to the

Basketball team
"

he linal weekly sports

luncheon ol the diversity of

Massachusetts Varsity M ( lub

will honor the Kedmen head

touches today at 12 ..clock in

the Newman Center on Campus

Dr Robert C Wood.

University Of Massachusetts

President, will be the main

speaker Special guests will be

(Mass Chancellor Oswald

Tippo and Director ol Athletics

Warren P McGuirk

l Mass head coaches are Ken

O'Brien, cross country & track.

Dick Macl'herson. football,

Peter Broaca, soccer. Jack

Leaman. basketball. F.nk

Kjeldsen, gymnastics. Jack

Cannill. hockey. Bill Mac

Council, ski. Joseph Rogers,

swimming. Homer Barr.

wrestling. Dick Bergquist.

baseball. Dick Page, golf. Dick

(, arbor, lacrosse, and Steve

Kosakowski. tennis

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QHjt flto*iiavlrttsr!tB

Satlu QMkBten
Weather:

Maybe the rain will stop

before the week ends.
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I imersitv President Koberi C,

N«mkI i left > fielded questions on

topics ranging from campus

g—trasarr to a new academic

talendar alter a brief address to

the Student Senate last night.

Senator John Stevens (center) led

oil the question period by asking

lor Wood*! opinion ol a I niversity

Senate Senate President Lee

Baadwea .right, listened pensively

to Weed*! comments. (HDC photo

bv Gar) Upaughi

Sandwen Appointments Debated _

Wood Favors Unicameral Senate
f V/V/VI. -*^ ^^ W

M1.,m.tB,i eight i

B) BETHGOODELL
MDC Stall

University President Kobert C.

WihhI was received with mixed

reaction when he addressed the

student Senate at da linal meeting

of the vear last night He answered

questions on numerous areas ol

l niversity ..Hairs, including a

unicameral senate faculty tenure,

a new academic calendar, year

round usage of campus facilities.

off campus rent control,

educational reforms

Wood s appearance was I ollowed

h| two hours oi debate on

President Lee Sandwen I

recommendations lor committee

Chairmanships Seven were ac-

cepted by the Senate but two were

defeated. The Senate did not ap-

prove of William Abbott as

Budgets Committee Chairman or

Susan Spatnck as Public Kelations

Committee Chairman

President Wood opened his

address by thanking the Senate for

budgeting the CCEBS prograrn

again lor next year. He said the

Senates continued support of this

scholarship and tutorial prograrn

lor disadvantaged students showed

a consistency which he would like

to see more often in other parts of

the I niversity. .

\ question and answer period

followed President Woods' brie

comments When asked if he

supports the concept Of a

University Senate. Wood said It is

my opinion that it should be for

med " He added that a unicameral

body incorporating the three

present senates -Facul y, Un-

dergraduate. and Graduate~is his

personal preference but that he

and the trustees will accept any

reasonable form of campus

governance that the campus

decides on.

Wood further commented that ne

does not want to give any formulas

lor governance proposals Incause

he feels it is up to the campus to

decide He said he does not want to

intrude now and was only ol

tering his opinion

toother Senator asked Wood ll

he would support a stand against

continuation ol a system of faculty

tenure The President responded

that tenure is something which

should definitely be studied to

determine the value ol Us con

tmuation He said that almost

every practice and tenet ol

\inerican education should be re

rxammedt.. assure lhalthev lit the

times He said Ibis examination is

something he formed the Com

minion on the Future ot the

university to handle The torn

mission is still meeting.

Wood was also asked what he is

doing related to the issue of

priority of the classroom over

research ma professor s duties He

stated his belief that the good

scholar and the good teacher

overlap He said the problem has

not been because of a dichotomy

between the two areas but has been

because of the distraction of

faculty members away from

campus
According to Wood, the real

problem has been that too many

I acuity members regard the

University as a "post office" ;
with

professors coming in just once a

week to teach a class and pick up

their mail He said he does not see

laculty participation in research

itself as the problem

Wood was asked if the State

Legislature would be "upset" by

passage of a calendar creating a

shorter semester next year, one

year earlier than recently

scheduled bv the Faculty Senate

The Student Senate has asked that

the calendar, which shortens the

Fall semester from 14-13 weeks, be

approved for the coming year The

Faculty Senate votes tomorrow on

whether to move up the calender

one vear earlier

Wood responded that it is his

understanding that the new

calendar is B veur away Irom

coming into effect, and that he

hopes the calendar w ill go ahead at

its proposed rate

tin the topic of the Legislatui

attitude toward tuition increases

President Wood predicted that

tuition will be a major issue next

xc-ar He said that this .s despite

the Legislatures overwhelming

defeat Of tuition hikes this year

I sage ol the I niversity campus

and facilities year round and lor

longer hours daily was also

discussed Wood is not prepared to

whether extended use ol

facilities can bo answered only in

terms of educational increases He

pointed out that such full time

extensive education must also be

looked at Irom a financ.a

viewpoint Net savings would not

be as great as he feels many people

expect
\s lor experimental programs in

innovative education. Wood

described his priority as "pretty

high He is deeply convinced that

educational programs which used

to work are often outmoded in

these times He warned, however,

that just the definition of problems

and goals does not solve problems

and that too often experimental

programs stop short of effectively

innovating their proposals.

The problem of high rents in off

campus housing was brought to

Wood s attention. He was asked if

anyone in his office is working on

setting up rent control for the

Amherst area Wood informed the

Senate that people in his office and

on this campus have been working

on the problem

Wood is strongly opposed to a

rent control program such as is run

cities He called it I

"Mickey Mouse way of handling

the rent problem

He expects S better solution

would Ik« in terms of increasing

supplv to meet demand

The general altitude of the

Senate toward Wood's attendance

was mixed Senators were glad

,hat he came and felt that he gave

st , amhtb.rw aid answers to most ol

their questions Some however,

(Hiestioned his commitment to the

senate in light of his not appearing

earlier although invited last

semester They also spoke of Ius

earning across ..s an «celteiU

politician and said he fielded then

niestiOlSI well, although seeming

to avoid the issue at limes

President Wood left the Senate

chambers immediately following

the question and answer period

Consideration of Senate

President Sandwen s committee

chairmanship appointments

lollowed Woods appearance

Chairmanships of the Senates

standing committees are annually

appointed in the Spring shortly

after officer elections Sandwen

last night submitted eight ap

pointments to be approved by the

Senate

Two ol Sandwen I recon.

niendations wire overturned by

ballot votes the Senate voted not

to support Senate William Abbott

a8 Budgets chairman or Susan

Spatrict as Public Kelations

chairman
Then- was heated debate o

these recommendations before

Seriate defeated them The) w<

nucstioned astoquahlicationsand

past experience The appointment

af former Senate Presidenf Glenn

l-lters to the chairmanship of

toademk Allans Committee was

also debated, but accepted

other appointments approved

last mght were Hw following

Bruce Bernstein to Student Mat

ters. Albert olmstead to Finance

Ed Voci to Services, Patrn kS

\ ach to Social Action Kobert

Chiller to Rente and Fees Com

mission, and Mary Silveira to

Student (iovernment Affairs

The Senate was still in session at

the tune ol this writing

On The Inside

:

Cance Coed Proposal

Doesn't Pass Bromery
See page three

Minimum Wage
May Go Up I

See page three |
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Williams Cops ASA Prexy
u ...«.,« uirniH Wednesday's MOC. He had t

lv hobERT NORTHSIUEU) „«- «•£S£ ,!,! 1 -era,£»- eoneerno,,
By ROBERT NORTHSHIELD

Special to the MDC
The last American Students

Association meeting of the

semester ended in turmoil last

night as MDC managing editor

David Williams was over-

whelmingly picked as chairman of

the group ^^

The former chairman.

Koltm. was unavailable

mediate comment
Koltin arrived late at the

meeting to find himself confronted

by an irate group of students who

proceeded to rebuke him on a

number of points concerning a

letter Koltin had published in

Julio lours and Sonia Vi\as--llosts of ••Amigos"

WFCRProgram Wins

Broadcasting Award

WKCR KM \mherst. lor "Que Tal Anugos. a da 1> piiim turn

S^nish language program designed to aid^^^3^SS
K.nulus in adapting to living conditions in the highh industrialized.

N<

t lu-i'w'.rd was presented by Frank (J.llard. tormer managing director

,„ u'a i

,1 "PR DUtingUished 1-VH.m at the t.rs. annual COn-

,. . ,

'

a llo awards luncheon The CPB lommunitv Service Award

g, ; to the public radio stat.on Which produces the onem««
'rnes "or local listening that re.lec.s the highest achievement m com-

munitv service in a given year ..

Accepting the award. Joseph S Marcus special -^'^V"
( In u • lr ol I Mass licensee ol WFCR. QUO quoted Horn FCJ chai.

, 1) , Kirch's speech to the IWQ NAEB National \-ociat.on ot

nan l« an ihikii > y 1 "
, , 1 , i,„,n m « n >uv

Kducational Broadeasters) Convention "Vow job »*°*<^*nt^
Smmunitv-s problems and needs, and to take rtski o try and servj

,lc .a. I mat tins is What WFCR has done with Que la Am.gos

''

, ,,H ,h sp n>sh speaking immigrant adjust to living -n the l ruled

u . , T \mittOS provides news Horn his homeland, uorld.

3&L& a

T
rea ZZ* nulling weather and^^o™^.^

local matters labor regulations; opportunities fa leisure tirm uunnu

I:,",!,,:,!;,: annual 1W,^"-. social customs, and entertammeut m

lhl , „„.,„ o, currentl) popular Latin American music

H^s.-nrvliankCllanlsaidinmakingtheawad. .>..! '" « x

;

,„ him pillllll
. ,,„,,, provides news from ha homeland, world naUanal

•''Vh^erirr rank < ..llanKud in making the a, ard..^. line example

(1) v uhll , ,,„,,„ provides a service thai no other medium can a. lord

, , ,„,l provides information and entertainment il also helps estaWn*

::;;' ::;,

•

11 !

,M

:,;.nl „ >
,,«i f«ten « reeum ... .•i.pno, ,n .«s so*!**

iking listeners

We hove

SANDALS

for just about
onyone!

^ §h,f §attaal

^b,op

» >

WCHONOR !>

H Main St.. Amherst

a^r fla«sa*ipi«rtti flails OtolltsUm

Off ice of me DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Un.on on

M un.vers.ty campus. UP code 0.007 Phones are Mi »S0 (news). I.SSSM

(sports), and 54? 13H (editor)

Second class postage p.,d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN puOhshes f .ve

t.mes weekly Monday through FrW*, dur.n, the academ.c year except dur.ng

v.cafon and exam penods. three or four t.me* a week fol.ow.n, a vacation or

exam per.od or when a hohday fans w-th.n a week Accepted for ma.l.ng under the

author.ty of the act ol March a. We as amended by the act of June It. »M3 Sub

scr.pt ion rates are »7 SO per semester, SU 00 per year

Poisson To Bring Koltin To Court

By JKANNKTTE MARTfNEAU
MDC Staff

t
.

Robert; Kochford. Chief Justice of the General Court of the

Student Judiciary, announced last night that he plans to serve

Harold Koltin. Former Chairman of the American Students

Association, with a subpoena to appear before the UMass General

•Dave Poisson has filed a request for judicial action against

Harold Koltin for -malicious harrassmenf for allegations about

Poisson lor actions he took as Chairman of the Spring Concerts

Committee," said Kochford.

These allegations appeared in a letter to the hditor in the Nlax

12 1971 issue of the Collegian In this letter. Koltin stated about the

Max 1 and 2 concerts that: 'evidently the groups and their at-

Id.ated entertainment personnel weren't impressed lor then-

reelings about the concert coordinators, as expressed in ar is

appearance evaluation forms which now lie on severa desks in thi

entertainment offices ot New York, speak tor themselves. In part

!he evaluation states: Without doubt, the concert coordinators

proved to be uncooperative, irresponsible, and mcompetent ego

'The'hear.ng will be held in the Campus Center. Room IjfcnH

O'clock on Friday William Betlmore, of the Student Senate Budge s

Committee, and John Hogan. Internal Vice-President of tht

Student Senate, were mentioned as witnesses

Wednesday's MDC. He had made
several allegations concerning the

handling of the recent concerts

held on campus.

David Poisson, organizer of the

May 2 concert, asked several

questions about accusations Koltin

made and was repeatedly told to

contact Columbia Records in New

York for answers. Koltin is

Columbia Records promotion

manager on campus.

\ question was posed to Koltin by

Hob Nesti of the MDC about who

was entitled to membership in the

\S\ Koltin replied that anyone

who wanted to-go to the meetings

would be a member. Commuter

Senator Ed Fenwick immediately

nominated Williams lor chairman,

he was seceonded and the U0 or so

people, mostly from the Collegian

and Spring Concert Committee, in

the room responded almost

unanimously in lavor of the

motion

When asked about the future

plans ol the group. Williams said

he u;mts to straighten things out

between the ASA, the Senate and

the Collegian so that 'maybe we'll

have a better I diversity to come

back to in the lall
"

I

'May Day Survivors' Support Demonstrations

About 25 surxixixors decided to

continue radical political activities

in this area throughout the sum

The May Day Survivors decided

to continue radical political M
tivities in this area throughout the

summer
\i>out » Survivors met last night

in the Campus Center to dJSCUSS

future plans The group agreed to

leaflet and organise i car caravan

to Saturday's Armed Services Day

demonstration si Westover Al-'K

More information on the caravan

or the demonstration is available

b) calling :>4ii."»iti7 or :>4»; S233.
"

Videotapes ol Max Day actixities

in Washington will i>e shown by the

Survivors to any interested schools

or communit) groups a schedule

ol talks and videotape showings

are now Innng put together

A Movement house is l>eing

rented bx local Surxixors who will

be m the area this summer A lew

Max Da\ activists will Ih> moving

to Springfield during the summer

to work with a larger Movement

renter, which will serve as a

clearinghouse for radical political

activities throughout Western

Massachusetts and Connecticut

Hie Survivors also decided last

night to help prepare a May Day

analysis lor the lirst edition ol the

\mherst Radical Communitx
i mon newspaper, which should be

out this month
Anyone wanting to know more

ahout the Survivors plans for the

summer is invited to an informal

get logether Friday night at 7 m
the commune lixmg room. \1\

Pierponl House The phone
numlHT is S4sVSIC9 or r>4«i ">2:i:t

TONIGHT!

A GREAT COMBINATION

GERMAN BEER-GERMAN SONG

CHARLIE BRADSHAW
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Division of Continuing Education and Community Services

SUMMER SESSION 1971
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES - JUNE 21 JULY 30

NORTH SHORE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

% ESSEX STREET, BEVERLY, MASSACHUSETTS

n \*nn t„ thP world of higher education in the delignuui land of
COn

n
e

'?n Lent oceTn breezes A six-week summer session of power-
Ken

?
e
A rr^Tt c

P
ou?ses smothered with doses of worldly relevance awaits

Sou With^teacheJfwhT?oveto
a
teach. In a fully-accredited publ c com-

you. With teacners wno I

granting college. Low-cost tuition:

JlB^^^li^^VlSXS £rmitte
g
d until June 11. In person

$16 per crecm. mu *£*••* . fa introductory and ad-

v^MilS inTus ness'ba^ Process^,^English, Humanities Law

Enforcement Mathematics, Science Secretarial Scierice, Social Science,

and special non-credit Community Service programs. „„_
To"obUhi"a7o7a"nd registration form call 927-4850 or send coupon to

Summer Session. North Shore Community College,

3 Essex St., Beverly, Mass. 01915.

J

NAME:

UNIVERSITY OF MA^Lnuacnj

Changes Seen Unlikely

Cance
By ROBERTSCHE1ER

MDC Staff

The group of residents of Cance House met with

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Bromery Tuesday

night to discuss the delay in the consideration^ then-

proposal to change to an alternate room coed dorm

from their present alternate floor arrangement, but

the meeting resulted in no change.

Jeff Brodman. speaking for the residents of the

house said that members of the dorm had decided to

simply change to an alternate room arrangement last

veT without permission but on outside advice

decided it go through normal channels. They did this

Through the area Coordinator's office Irom where ,

was scheduled to be on the agenda of the Board of

Trustees December, 1970 Meeting. However Its

ust been pushed back and back so that we still don t

have a decision.' ' Mr. Brodman said.

Dr Bromerv responded by telling ol his support lor

the program written up by Cance House and he then

told of the opposition of several members of the Board

of Trustees when a proposal to "give .students a

greater sav in determining dorm lite... and turn

dormitories into actual living-learning centers was

submitted to the Board. The proposal was defeated by

"He said that he had been given power by the

Trustees to make decisions through his office

regarding student life, but with the provision that he

had to report to them "in detail and in advance on

UI

SaSfSt he felt the program's acceptance by the

Board of Trustees was "doubtful" at this time, he

said that "I'm quite impressed with the proposal and

will take it under consideration, and decide if and

when he will present it to the Trustees.

The residents of Cance said after the meeting that

thev were prepared for several courses of action it the

proposal was defeated, and that they would make

their decision at a later time.

the program wnww "\> "» %»—

—

'

Weekend Mental Movies Described

l nnersitv President Robert Wood listens to Ms**
""•J*

m^SSSm him on a ide range-^J^^i?^^
lor dHails of Woods appearance before the Senate. v

Tim t- again

Bumper StandardsBump

IntoHighDamageYield

To give the community a better

idea of what the films in the Room

To Move and Free U. co-sponsored

Fourth World Reality....MEN-

T \l.MONTHS...towards Cosmic

( oiuiousiiess... film showings are

about the following brief

descriptions will be helpful

Phenomena The physical

universe, sangsara. and its an-

tithesis, nil \ana. are the concepts

dealt with in this film

Catalogs* a computer

generated lilm in which floral

patterns curl as thoough they were

actually organic growths

K'mmmi—A Space oddity a car

toon skit on a 2001: A Space

< idyssey and science fiction films

in general.

Binarx Bit Patterns a dazzling

exploration of archetypal

geometrical configurations which

approaches deja u\

.

Mlures a trip backward along

the senses into the interior of the

being it moves from matter to

spirit , ....

Menagerie a collection of child

,7. hi yrs old i made animated

dims made before. "As soon as

you re young, they make you feel

small"
\ulumn Speilrum a cinematic

studv of the most colorful of all the

Masons shot in extreme close-up

outer
photography.
World inner space.

limits

IV i imitations a search lor an

abstract color visual ap_

proximation of the powerful and

haunting state of nonordinary

reality of a voyage of the human

soul .

MKMAI.MOVIKS is being

shown at 1:00. :i:00. 7 00. and 9:00

p m tomorrow. May 13 in the

Campus Center Auditorium for

FREE! and is one activity of the

Room To Move and Free U. co

sponsored V K O P I B

WEEKEND.

Huggins 'Rackley Tape
But the judge ruled that it was

permissible on cross-examination

alter Mrs Huggins testified that

some of what she said on the tape

was inaccurate As the tape was

e^bumper standards oftte W™^"^ ^lon to 7n mterrogation of ^J£^J^ JnufZ
.„, so weak that

^^

dan.age-pronecar^^^W
tne ex Kackley. a Black Panther JJ^^^J ^^n prompted or

advised by Sams or another man

« \ciiivini\ (AP>—Manv 1971 moaei auius mi" v..*. .».-

,e rlump;'; oil, fon standaVd but fail to reduce^ collision property

its test crash

Industries Day 'Slumps

'

_ i .• i„^ ,. inuib iillmit nrders (rom

NEW HAVEN, Conn <AP>-The

)urv in the trial ol Bobby C Scale

and Fricka Huggins heard for the

second time Wednesday Mrs

Huggins tape recorded

to an interrogati

Alex Rackley. a Black Panther

who later was slain

vUio was presentWarren Kimbro

As the prosecutor went over the

transcript ol the recording with

Mrs Huggins phrase by phrase,

she pointed out remarks that she

said were merely repetitions that

Sams and others had drawn about

Rackley

iu ROBERTSCHEIER
MDC Staff

oatmeal cookies, belts and

sandals, and homemade root beer

were among the student made

products for sale in the Campus

Center during Student Industries

dav vesterday
Sponsored by the Program

Council. Student Industries Day

was an opportunity for students to

sell to each other for a change .
as

one member of the Program

Council put it This years par

ticipation was somewhat lower

than expected, which was at

tnbuted to the end of the year

Sl

Most of the ^trepeneurs in-

terviewed seemed pleased with the

business they were doing.terming

,t -about as expected 'W
dal seller said that he would he

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

busy lor | week Idling orders from

students.

The project, open to any student

or member of an RSO
organization, may be made a daily

all air next year by the Program

Council.

Most ol the things I said. I said

because I wanted to say what

George Sams wanted to hear."

Mrs Huggins told the prosecutor.

State s Atty Arnold Markle. in her

second day on the witness stand in

Superior Court

She and Scale, national chair

man of the Panthers, are charged

in connection with Rackley

death, who was slain two days

alter the questioning

Mrs. Huggins' recorded

narration of the events that led up

to Rackley's interrogation was

played when the prosecution

presented its case, and defense

attorneys objected to having it

played again

Army Captain Gets SCREW Award

The first annualSCREW award was presented to Cant Brij**" °[

Arm RO T ' who was selected during four days of student balloting at

• n a "vote
'

last week m the Campus Center The award, a mounted

EaSoot wooden screw, was made by Dr R Bruce Hoadley of the Wood

^tcSST contest was sponsored by the brothers of Alpha Ph,

Fund lor the purchase of »?*•»

Jet Europe Asia Africa

$219 Round Trip To London
Complete travel information center

with mony dotes ovoiloble.

Students Abroad Inc.

1384 Moss. Ave., Cambridge
(617)661-1666

34 Main Street

256-6066

FOREIGN CAB?

BFING HASSLED WITH REPAIR
COST AND/OR WORKMANSHIP?

TRY US.

imports ezLtcl.

SSJ Rl'SSELL ST.
HADI.EV — RT. »

ADDRESS:

THE AMHERST MASQUERS present

the great cops-n-robbers classic
.

.

.

THE DESPERATE
HOURS
by Joseph Hayes

Evenings ot 8:30

Friday, Saturday, Monday, May 14, 15, 17

Soots $2.00

Matinee at 3:00, Sunday, May 16 — $150

KIR8Y THEATER, AMHERST COLLEGE

A Phone 542-2278
All seats reserved y10"

of visit box office 10 a.m. - a pm-

Howdy Doody

Student Union Ballroom

Friday, May 14

8:00 p.m.

50c
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In The Nation And The World

jZ??tt?^>»*-vs->****2iii i **>!'****>****
: Thousands Die In Wake

Of Pakistan

M K< TKIJ UNIVERSITY QUEEN KenneCh Benson lr B-

xcai old polUit.il mihut major at Southern Methodist I ni\ersit>

shown in his oil i-ampus pad. reflects how he was elected M anuria

g,U, „t ihe Dallas school. Benson campaigned against the eight

lemimne contestant* as a write-in candidate and polled about M
rr cent of the total \olr \s queen the Shorew«»od. Wiv. man will

!,.,»;„ oxer SMI s sprinu lestixal W Wirephoto. • Double

Sqttigglc h> leannette Martineam

A civil war of staggering butchery and hatred has

left the 23 year-old nation of Pakistan on the brink of

economic and political ruin.

Pakistan, though broke, is spending more than $2

million daily to support the army that shelled and

machine gunned this province of 75 million into

submissive inactivity.

It is responsibly estimated that deaths since the war

started March 25 number more than the 400,000 killed

by nature in last November's cyclone. This time, each

death means a family's lasting bitterness.

Killing was indiscriminate. Bengalis bent on a

separate East Pakistan nation slaughtered many of

the six million non Bengalis. When the army moved

in. it settled the score, aided by non Bengalis seeking

revenge.

The resultant fighting brought damage reminiscent

of World War II.

Losses to industrv and to commerce between the

two wingsof Pakistan are incalculable So are the

effects of stalled development The 55 mills that turn

out jute, East Pakistan's chief money maker, are

working at 15-20 per cent of capacity.

Reporters touring East Pakistan found that millions

lace starvation from famine and from halted relief

distribution

Politically, the problems are as great. Bengalis

voted 107 to 169 National Assembly seats to Sheik

Mujibar Kahman s Awami League in December. He is

now jailed the party is banned and no one has any

idea what happens next.

President Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan, who went

hack to the West alter talks with Mujib on restoring

ivilian rule collapsed in Dacca, maintains he wants

nohticans to take back the government.

iut Detting is heavy that Yahya wont last the year

as President and the army wont find anyone who

thinks their way and can still walk unescorted through

the streets of East Pakistan.

Confidence is shattered among Bengalis, West

Pakistanis and Indian migrants who settled here at

partition in 1947.

Hindu Bengalis made up 12 per cent of the

population They chose to remain here though West

Bengal in India is largely Hindu and East Bengal-East

Pakistan is mostly Moslem.

Kadical Moslem students rejected the religion that

bound them to West Pakistan, espousing instead

Hinduism and "Calcutta culture."' Hindus were

widely blamed for fomenting the conditions leading to

As a result, the army singled out Hindus. Their

shops and homes were smashed and burned.

The job of rebuilding what the army and rebels

burned and battered down will take massive human

and financial resources.

All over East Pakistan decimated families pick

among the blackened remains of their homes and

business, wondering where to start again. Local

commerce was controlled largely by Hindus and West

Pakistanis, and many are now gone for good.

\\V will manage.'' said Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan, the

military governor in charge of quelling the rebellion

and rebuilding the province.

saiure has a way of putting things right and we

are making good progress

Administration Endorses

wmase, In Minimum Wat

?fgfWW -fftfx
%?? ? ?WV>»»««W

European Troop Showdown

Put Off For One Week

WASHINGTON MPl !% Nixon administration succeeded Wed

neadn inputting ofI tor one week a showdown on a proposal to halve \ 5

troop strength m Europe, giving it time to lind I way to block the move

Mter l day of maneuvering and behind t he-scenes meeting- the

senate ..meed lo vote next Wednesday on the troop-cut proposal and

alternatives that seek to blunt its el feet.

line Senate source reported, however, the administration is opposing

,miv alternatives and will seek In (ieteat the troop cut measure itself

\pparenth taken by surprise when Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield

,,i Montana offered the amendment on Tuesday the white Home passed

the word to use whatever means uore ner.-^.iiv to delay action

Both Mansfield and Sen l harteaMcC Mathias.Jr.it Md, author of a

pending alternative endorsing President Nixon s plans to maintain I S

troop strength ill Europe, said they were ready to vote at any time

Bui Sen John C Stennis, 1) Miss . chairman of the Armed Services

I ommittee and lloor manager of the draft-extension bill to which Man

sfieW offered the amendment said many senators want to speak on the

"\P
ked whether a vote would come this week, he told a reporter

There s no decision been made
"

Mansfield's proposal had more than 50 sponsors when it was introduced

in the previous Congress Administration forces indicated privately they

wen uncertain they had enough votes to beat it and needed time to come

up with an acceptable counter proposal to block it.

M mshclds amendment would bar funds for more than 150.000 I S

troops in Europe after the end of IK71 Current American troop strength is

more than 300,000

ALWAYS AMPLE PARKING

WASHINGTON IAP>—The
Nixon administration Wednesday

supported Bfl increase in the

minimum wage trom SI M an hour

to $1 M next January, but urged a

two vear delav helore it is moved

to -

Secretary «>' Labor .lames 1)

Hoggson. opposing a bill in

Congress to make the minimum
wage $2 on Jan i. If73, said such «

weed) setup would create in

llationarv pressures and risk

higher unemployment

HodgSOB proposed also that a

lower minimum wage lx- set lor

teenagers and agricultural em
ployes to make it easier for them to

rind work And he opposed a

provision m the bill extending

minimum wage coverage to state

and local employ-
The administration's en

doisement of $1 HO minimum wage

was received with approval by I

House Labor subcommittee But

Democratic members criticized

the proposed delay m giving to $2

i hairman.Iohn H Dent. I) Pa .

said that with anything less than $2

an hour the head of a family would

be better off under the ad-

ministration s proposed welfare

plan

Tl a man has any concern for his

family he will go under the Family

Assistance Plan rather than work

because he will be able to provide

his lamilv with about a 20 per cent

higher standard of living.'' said

House Votes SST Resurrection

Dent
Hodgson disputed Dent s figures

but acknowledged there is I

delicate balance to be reached in

relating minimum wage standards

to welfare legislation.

Hodson said a jump to $2 on Jan

I. 197:5. would mean a 25 per cent

increase in the present minimum
wage In little more than a ve.n

And he called this a too-substantial

cost increase to impose in a twelve

month period

Hodgson said some em
ployment could bo expected to lay

oil workers to absorb the wage

increase, while others might be

forced out of business completely

In addition he said, too rapid a

use to $2. would force all wages

upward, leading to higher prices

and another round of inflation

WASHINGTON AP The battle

over developing an American
supersonic transport plane w. ( s

revived Wednesday when (In-

House executed an about lace and

voted $K."i million to restart the

project

The Senate will take up the

renewed fight next and

Democratic Leader Mike Man

stuld ot Montana predicted the

outcome there will be close

With the leaders ol Imth parties

in the House In-hind them, backers

ol a drive to breathe new life into

the I.Hun mile an hour passenger

plane won an initial test by 2(>i to

IT) and nailed it down by 201 to 197

M I second vote Kight weeks ago

thev lost 215 to 2(M

DICK VAN DYKE
in

Wed., May 19th "NEW LEAF" - Woihsr Matthau

THE
COMIC
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7 & 9.30

Eotnr -BanL
Ihe l.itl>l-> n|mi|i. SIllllflH I iiiim HM»
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llurinu the oast semester tree coffeehouses have been held eve. v week ... the ( an.pus ( ente. In s,

week -nu.e ts h v,. pi,,vid, ( , ,„tu tainment In, .pp. ovima.e.v SM people as wel. as «, tag[k*a

,. i luin- to oerlorm in I professional atmosphere. Pictured above pri-lorming at a recentKAh'SS ! hlS or.olani. »»"" Kurkjian. Don Laird. Kathv Morr.ssc. I ,,.,

Manning, and I reel \\ idmer. I MDC Photo hv Slev e Scl.rn.dt.>

Postal Service Revamps,

3500 Face Early Retirement

WASHINGTON \i' Postmaster General WintonM Blount discloa

Wednesday a sweeping reorganization of the I S Postal Service ha

'ongressional sources say may spell early retirement for as mam

imj ol the services 750,000 employe,

The reorganization plan, the product ol postal reform legislation that

lakes fuUeffec July I eliminates 10 ol 15 regional postal headquarters

Lnd realigns the chain ol authoi.lv between Washington and the postman

on his route

\ spokesman lor the Postal Service said the number ot management

personnel who will be affected b> the reorganization is impossible to tell

Ut this time He said none ot the 640,000 postal employees represented hv

unions would be involved in cutbacks

The new regional headquarters will be in Neu York Citj Philadelphia,

Memphis Chicago and San Franciseo Eliminated bj the plan will be

regional headquarters in Boston. Washington DC Atlanta, Cincinnati,

St Louis Wichita. Minneapolis. Dallas. Denver and Seattle

The spokesman said between 200 and 300 persons are employed in each

regional headquarters He acknowledged the Postal Service is working

with the 11 s Civil Service Commission to establish incentives foi earl)

retirement b) persons with long service

McGovern Addresses

Not Too Many There
BOSTON i AP' -Alter Several

weeks ol debate over a proposed

speech by Sen George McGovern,

1 1 S D .before the Massachusetts

Legislature, McOuwa delivered

the speech Wednesday to a House

chamber virtually abandoned bv

the state's legislators

Only about one third ol the Ml
member House attended

Hall of the 4U senators stayed

stray
The galleries, however, were

packed with visitors.

As McGovern, the only

announced H»72 presidential

candidate, entered the chamber,

he was handed a note by Rep

William K Hogan. I) Kverett.

which said the estimated cost of

antiwar demonstrations in Boston

last month was $63,000.

Hogan and Hops William (1

Robinson, R Melrose, and Ralph

K Sinanni. D-Winthrop. walked

out of the chamber after speaker

David M Bartley. D-Holyoke.

introduced McGovern
Bartley. in his introductory

remarks, apologized for 'certain

people who have chosen not to

listen
."

A spokesman for the House

Mintority Leadership said the

Republican leaders would not

attend

In his speech. McGovern said he

thought it was time for the "war

power to be restored to the

Congress.

•That is the function of the

McGovern Hatfield amendment
which can break the negotiating

stalemate in Paris" and lead to the

release of American prisoners in

North Vietnam and safe and or

derly disengagement of our forces.

McGovern said He said the

amendment would pledge an end to

all American military operations

m southeast Asia before the end ol

this vear

The senator took issue with the

administration i contention that a

silent majority supports the

w a r

He cited a recent Gallup poll

which, be said, indicated that 73

l>er cent ol the people endorse the

Legislature,

To Listen
amendment

it is necessarj from time to

tune to evaluate our national

policies against those enduring

principles that gave us birth.

McGovern said I think we are

now wrdy m need ol such a period

ol testing

CAMP COUNSELOR OPINING*
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

( M«v OQ* IV 1 completion ol o> looil ' TOO' ol (oHog* )

GRADUATE STUDENTS ond FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
. . . compming 350 outstanding Boyi. GirW. Brolhtr Sutar

and Co Ed Camps, located throughout tha Niw England. Mid

dla Atlantic Staiai and Canada.

. INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES conc»rntnq »umm*r •mploymant a* H«ad

Counselor* Group L»ad«r§ Sp«cialti»i G«n«ral Counaalort.

Writ*. Phone, or Call in Ptnnn

Association ol Private Camps - Dept. C
MaiwtH M Alo.onoV. faaiMliM D.ttttoi

i

5 5 Wstt 42nd Strsst, OX 5-656, Nsw York 36, N Y

ATTENTION SEN]
Tear out this ad for future reference for •

Senior Week Activities

THURSDAY, May 27th

FRIDAY, May 28th 89c

SATURDAY, May 29th

"SENIOR NIGHT AT THE PUB"

featuring Charlie Bradshaw and Happy Hour Prices

9:30 'til closing

CAMPUS CENTER CAFETERIA
"Sandwich Smorgasbord"

Happy Hour Prices and Entertainment

4:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Harvey Wallbanger and Peppermint Patty Night

at "Mike's
n

Special Prices 9:00 p.m. 'til closing

SENIOR DAY - Starting at 12:00 noon in Northeast Quad

Barbecue Chicken Dinner - 2:00 p.m.

Beer and Souvenir Mug
Continuous Entertainment

TICKETS ON SALE NOW! Seniors $1.00 I.D., Guests $2.00

j

MARCEL BREUER
Architect of the Campus Center speaks on

his work and architecture today

Tonight—May 13— 8:00 p. m
Room 163 Campus Center

sponsored by Program Council
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Small Matter
on the agenda ol lodat ' Faculty Senate meeting is a small matter

which might interest and affect a lot of us in our plans for next year. The

, alendar issue, if it might be called that, faces the Senate this afternoon

.,,.«! Mill inohablt be the subject of a great deal of debate

Simplv put. the question before that legislative body tull be whether or

not to implement the calendar designed for the IflMJ academic year a

year earlier. This certainly, if passed, ttould cause a fen problems.

. spec iallt lor lac ulty members ttho ttould. at this late date, be forced to

i, jit.nme their schedules „.i„m„
lionet ei . if it is agreed that the IflMl plan is the best one available

whs put il oil a tear? Bureaucratic hassles and faculty scheduling should

not stand in the ttat ol academic progress tthich tvill bring this

I nit ei sitt more in line ttith the other institutions in the area.

I ven il the Kacultt Senate totes favorably on the proposal, though, the

Hoard ol Treated as usual has final say on the matter. In one respect it

would prohablt appear unlikely that the Board ttould approte such a

change at so late a date since it ttould break the cob-ttebbed customs

which that bodt is accustomed to iollotting.

Kacultt Senate does carrt a measure of tt eight, though, and its ap

p. ox al ol the nett c alendar lor the IWI-71 t ear might just be enough to get

il through. I ten il it isn t. at least a positite Faculty Senate approach

ttould pi ot ide the c ampus population ttith a promising symbol of campus

cooperation to end the tear ttith.

WASHINCiTON -There was so much publicity at-

tached to the announcement last week when the U.S

Navy promoted its first black officer to rear admi al

that little attention was paid to another breakthrough

in rigid Navy tradition. With no little pride the Navy

announced that it had appointed its first.white Angle-

Saxon Protestant waiter to serve in a U.S. Navy 01-

licers' mess.
, . .... _j

The lucky seaman was John Paul Jones VII of

Akron. Ohio. . „„
Up until Seaman Jones' appointment as mess boy

only Kilip.no and black sailors were permitted to

servo naval officers. But after a secret Defense

Department race relations report, it was decided that

,1 the Navv was going to have black admirals it would

have to have white mess boys to even things out

Although the U S Army. Air Force and Marine

Corps all use WASP mess attendants, the Navy ac-

cording to the report, had been dragging its feet. The

Navv kept saving that it couldn't find any qualified

\V \SP seamen to wait on officers" tales. But the report

lound that mess boys in the Navy were not being

selected according to qualifications, but according to

"There are many white sailors who are as good at

serving officers as blacks and Filipinos." the report

stated "They have just not been given the opportunity

to prove it It is our opinion that if the U.S. Navy hopes

to recruit more members of the Anglo-Saxon race, it

had better open up its kitchen and pantries to

Caucasian servicemen.'"

Stung by the report, the Navy denied that John Paul

Jones VII* had been appointed to serve in an officers

mess tiecause he was white.

Jones a Navv spokesman said, "was selected

becauee he was the most qualified waiter we could

The public information officer was questioned about

the fact that Jones" apppointment came only one week

alter the Defense Department report was leaked to

%MUdmit " he said, "it sounds like a coincidence,

but the U.S. Navy, and you are going to have.to take

my word lor this, has been looking for qualified WASP

mess boys lor the last 192 years.

1 would like to add, gentlemen, that John Paul

,ones VII will not be the last WASP mess boy to make

i 'the Navy. It is our policy to see that our officers

"alleys are staffed by the best men available,

regardless of race, creed or color.

The public information officer then introduced

Seaman Jones to the press. Jones read a statement:

lam very proud to be the first one of my race to be

selected bv the U.S. Navy to serve in an officers

mess For many years WASP seamen were only

allowed to work in gunnery, engines aviation

navigation and radar We were not permitted to work

in the oantrv I believe this policy, which has now been

changed will benefit not only my brother WASPs. but

the U S. Navy as well."

Seaman Jones was asked if he expected to find any

hostility among the other mess boys.

Perhaps at first, but I'm going to prove tha

WASPs can do anything Filipinos can. I feel I

represent every white Anglo Saxon Protestant whose

dream it has been for 192 years to serve in Navy oi-

l.cers messes on land as well as on sea. This is a

golden opportunity, and I plan to make the £*««•
Alter the press conference Seaman John Paul Jones

VII was taken to the White House, where President

Nixon presented him with a white mess jacket and an

aluminum tray Witnessing the scene was Jones

lather, a retired US Navy admiral, who at the end of

the ceremony broke into tears

Copyright 1971. Los Angeles Times

The public information onicer was. qursuuiicuawu!.

The Revolution Betrayed: Ceylon
„ Ucu „, „„,. • !.%.„„ if u/p arcem this liberation struggle, in Ceylon bo

Thai U OutracemM— IV" AccBttogned To Being

Greeted With The <;rtiii<*t Cordiality

tad Respect— *

HvSIDFINKHIRSH
"It has not given us any pleasure

to shoot down young people of our

countrv This has been done with a

heavy heart and a sense of tragedy

and great loss
'" So spoke with

crocodile tears in his eyes the head

of the Communist Party of Ceylon

during a debate in the Ceylonese

Mouse ol Representatives on

•i imam" of troops and police

used against the radical youth of

the Popular Liberation Front

These excesses include thousands

dead, shooting of prisoners, mass

arrests, torture, and terror tactics

The head of the Ceylonese

Communist Party has not always

ln>en so kind in his feelings towards

the vouthlul radicals He has also

been quoted as branding the

Popular Liberation Front of Ceylon

as lascist terrorists ' It would

Men he has confused the victim

ttith the criminal

The Daily World, the organ of the

American Communist Party.

suffered Irom the same confusion

When it stated they (the rebel

yOUth' tvere unemployed young

people ttith ties to reactionary

Devilfish

elements "' Even if we accept this

lalsehood on its face value, that

doesn't explain why unemployed

youth didn't have ties to the

• vanguard of the working class."

the Communist Party, like they are

supposed to have.

The truth is the Popular

Liberation Front (called the JVP
Irom its Sinhalese initials* is an

organization enjoying the support

of tens of thousands of radical U«ft

youth who have been sold out by

the Communist Party of Ceylon

The Communist Party together

ttith an ex Trotskyist party is part

ol the ruling coalition of the

Ceylonese government which is

ruthlessly suppressing the rebel

vouth in exactly the same manner

as the United States is attempting

to suppress the National Liberation

Front of South Vietnam

This Ceylonese government is

receiving aid in its bloody

repression Irom l>oth the Soviet

Union and the I n.ted States So the

strange situation exists in the

world today where in Vietnam the

Soviet Union and the United States

ire on opposite side of I national

liberation struggle, in Ceylon both

super powers find it to their in-

terest to help suppress a national

liberation movement.
Ceylon is a country with grave

social contradictions such as

Tiio.oon unemployed workers, a

large debt to Western interests,

and an oppressed national

minority in the form of the Tamil

people The ruling coalition elected

one tear ago promised to solve

these problems by putting the

countrv on the road to socialism

None of their promises were ever

lulfilled. not even the main election

issue the nationalization of the

hanks
unit recently did the govern

men! even prepare legislation for a

public works program to employ

IO0JN ttorkers. one seventh of the

total' Given this record of not so

benign neglect, it is easy to un

.lerstand why Ceylonese youth took

to the road ol insurgency For the

Communist Parties of the world to

support the bloody repression of

these vouth adds one more crime to

then list ol betrayals of people

struggling tor liberation

Krrie. the haunts I run

I swim all unmerry monstering

Sure, ton say, sure. sure,

and a tear's ocean is enough to one

such creature coupling sun.

^uettfire slashes out irom me,

Mind's angered, giant raj

in Thor's cup Who'll quail

creation next

"

Sure, you say. sure. sure,

in any Mesh containment

there's depth-white play

<»l milky Substance.

Mere 1 How
into what's between us: Shadow, a countertide

YOU think to hide

Irom the All Devourer, and so

you are mantled by my gaze

Sure, you say. sure. sure.

I know. Von are ever near -

a dread nearness

terrible to endure.

In converging despiteful tides.

I concentrate the rays

of bony that's blazed mighty here.

A moment is made clear.

But what further moment decides

worlds part tears-God knows.

Sam Kradlev

&><*7i *=4-erbu>c

All Hallows Ever
This lolk fomented night, when gold

is Haugod I he's Hung
Himseii away before, you know
and taken most inhuman toreign tonguet.

I must probe dust I stalk

the dark communal tombs I walk

through H long star shower. Iollotting one

who hi Irenzy young
entered the pit

In such a night I've lain

sunless and unwanted, young, next to pain.

Even now. wildfire glints as I thrust

a linger in I hollow hieroglyphic eye

it centers a harvest dust

Manna, tasted, has not made tame
the Anarch tongue . . .,

,

(Was it ever alien''

I am caught up in an earth cry

Karth recesses dm back my cry.

Wall shadows here

dance with dust's men who dance before

Keapcrflamo. Dust's men roar

behind twelvemonth lull masks: deer.

bear, bull, serpent, boar.

bison, woll -beasts without name.
A mask tails, and wildfire spores.

Embers from the floor

rise upward to the cave ceiling.

Hungers rush on each flesh I explore,

and is this man a hieroglyph awaiting erasure?

Ash on my tongue. I declare

names of the All Devourer. When dread

and the lastmonth mask I wear
can elaborate me no more.

night will coil in smoke,
blind power will merge with ruddy smoke,

and if the visonless enter a vision,

the elder stars will make bed

in opening wombs of worlds ahead. Sj|m iU <l( |iey

Letters To The Editor

Action Is The Answer

Editorial Points

To the Fdilor:

In the 1930s the CIO. used to tell workers "If you

want higher wages...you've got to build a union."

They realize then what is true today-if you want

social change it means a long, hard, seven-day -a-week

push It means recruiting people to work, coordination

of labor, massive dissemination of ideas. It means

that the more people you've got the more you can

accomplish.

It means organization, and it applies as much to tne

antiwar movement as to anything else. The majority

of Americans now oppose the war, but that didn't

come out of thin air. The consistent work of antiwar

organizations brought that about, by countering

Nixon's lies and gathering hundreds of thousands of

people into the streets to show that more and more

people, from all sectors of society, were not being

tooled by the government.

But majority opposition to the war will not end the

war. In order to bring that majority action to pass the

antiwar movement must have a bigger organization,

able to reach and involve more and more people in the

day-to-day effort of countering Nixon's lies and in-

spiring respect for opposition to the war.

Unfortunately, the actions taken earlier this month

by the May Day Tribe do not contribute to this end.

When one goes outside the milieu of committed

radicals -and the majority of Americans both off and

on the campus are not committed radicals -one sees

little respect for the May Fay actions. In some cases

-

and this is unfortunate people who oppose the war are

blaming the Tribespeople for the violence rather than

the police, who are really to blame The Tribe s

avowed intent to "stop the government" obscured the

guilt for the violence of May 3-4 in the eyes of the non

radical public

Though opposition to the war is considerable one

does not see, among those who are not yet radical, a

rush of people to sign up for membership in the May

Day Tribe The action which they took earlier this

month was the kind of action which people who must

work for a living, take care of children, or keep their

grades up simply could not take, especially since the

effectiveness of the action was never really made

Think Again

To the Kditor.
.

. ....

I am sitting here looking out my window, watching

some stupid toad drive his polluting piece of steel <

believe the correct term for it is an automobile

around the Orchard, not on the Orchard road but

around ihe Orchard' He drove up into the Orchard

about four hundred yards, and then, apparently tired

from his long ordeal, he got out. laid down on the grass

lor about two minutes, and then, revived, continued

his cruise leaving a trail of tire tracks on what was

once an unmarked green field

Here we are in a small metropolis surrounded by

skvscrapers. cranes, and endless parking lots filled

with cars The one place where you can get away from

it all is the ( irehard You can go out there with friends

and rap. vou can go out and read a book '"the sun. or

vou can just go out there and screw around But with

the lences down, (for this you can thank the Ad

ministration.) people are riding their oh so unnoisy

motorcvcles in circles around people who are

relaxing, thev are parking their cars there and are

tust generally contributing to the demise of our last

campus refuge Oh yeah, another biggie is to take

s our bike out there, and do a little hill-cl.mb.ng This,

ol course, is to demonstrate that you are as hot-shit as

Little Fauss and Big Haulsey

My tears are aroused further when 1 hear of plans to

build I road through the Orchard, or put a dining

commons right smack m the middle of it -with our

luck we will get the ol DeluxeCombo IMan>

Seriously I fed this n major issue II petitions come

around thai ask for the saving of the orchard, please

sign them, even if vou live m Southwest Alter all it s

vou ( irehard too And it you teel the urge to take a spin

on tour bike through the Orchard, think again Think

of the people vou would bother, and look at your

sacrifice of pleasure as a sacrifice lor Nature

Ml of the talk of world destruction through man I

own lollies of overpopulation, pollution, and rape of

the land, which means we may not be here to see the

t ea, 20», is enough to scare me But we can all do our

part by starting right here on campus^
^^^

clear Though opponents of the war are a majority,

those who see the necessity of "stopping the govern-

ment" are not, and nearly all of them come from the

student sector, whose power is more than anything

else to draw more powerful sectors of society into

action and organization.

May Day was not interested in involving the

majority of Americans, which is not made up of

committed radicals, in antiwar actions. Rather, they

were interested in making a big splash in the capital,

to scare the politicians into ending the war. In reality,

this makes the May Day Tribe into simply a pressure

group The attempt to bend politicians rather than to

rely on one's own independent strength is liberalism,

and even in its liberal objective the May Day Tribe

failed No politician was positively affected. No one

was scared Nothing was really disrupted. No "social

costs" were increased.

There is. however, an antiwar organization which

does rely on its own independent strength and is at-

tempting to draw all opponents of the war -the

majority of Americans -into action and organization.

It is the National Peace Action Coalition, which will be

holding its national convention in New York on July 2-

4 UMass SMC is a member organization of N P.AC
Its demonstrations, like the March on Washington and

San Francisco on April 24. have provided a focus for

its organization and visibility for its demand, "Out

Now!" There are serious antiwar activists who may

not be inspired by more marches, but their outlook is

not entirely realistic Only through more organizing

can the antiwar movement gain the strength to end

the war, and only through more demonstrations can

the antiwar movement successfully organize. There

are no shortcuts.
Tom Bias

It Was A Lark

According to the new
President of ASA, the Collegian

is no longer being boycotted. I

guess that means you can put

away your chalk now.
* * *

If we believe one observer, the

Collegian is being read all the

way down in Dallas, Texas. Of

course, no one believes it.

* » *

Senator Hogan of Everett

handed Sen. George McGovern a

note before his speech in the

Massachusetts Senate Chamber
saying that the May Day
demonstrations in Boston cost

$63,000. We wish the Vietnam

cost so little
* » *

Well, there is only one more

issue of this fine daily left in the

year. That means you'd better

get in all your gripes before its

too late.
* * *

If you didn't turn in your

course registration card yet,

don't worry about it. You
probably didn't want to come
back here anyway.

* * »

The peanut gallery seems to

have lost a bit of its luster over

the vears.

letters to the Kditor must be typed at sixty

Maces double spaced and not more than two pages

n ength They must be in by 5 p.m. on-the day,prior

to intended publication Letters mast be signed and

should include the address and phone number of the

author aU of which will be withheld upon request

bettors which do not follow these specifications

will receive only secondary coraiderahon No letter

will be printed without the name o the author.

The editors reserve the right to edit all letters

both lor space and content

Kditonal points may also be submitted andfoHow

the same general rules of the letters except that

they may be anonymous

To the Kditor:

i have never very much into telling other people

what they should door how they ought to behave. Our

function of a lawyer is to try to analyze the alter-

natives people have and to describe the ramifications

of each course of action. My most salient reasons for

adhering to this view are probably a > that I don't know-

how others should act and a ) I don't follow such advice

very well myself, never have.

I have never very been much into telling other

people what they should do or how they ought to

behave Our function of a lawyer is to try to analyze

the alternatives people have and to describe the

ramifications of each course of action. My most

salient reasons for adhering to this view are probably

a> that 1 don't know how others should act and b> I

don t follow such advice very well myself ..never

ha
it

e
seems appropriate to call attention to predictable

ramifications of seasonal law enforcement In the

Spring when final exams are in progress and par

ticularly seniors see an end within their grasp, along

comes that very tempting opportunity to see whether

one can break the law a little, or even sometimes.

quite a lot

Such an excursion into the nether world of crime

often begins as Lark usually titilated by the alchemy

of booze and such, but all too suddenly dissolves into

the reality of jail When this occurs to seniors all kinds

of complicated hassles may develop There is the

sudden diminution of the graduation present which is

diverted to lawyers fees Mother gets extremely

ticked oil. Father unmanageable Your prospective

employer becomes alarmingly ambigious about his

immediate need lor your particular services. As a

general proposition getting busted within three weeks

of graduation is a bummer
The scenario is not all that much improved for the

Kuropean traveler or summer worker. Many plans

get screwed because of I Spring bust

Please do not get confused about who has control

over this untidv event II you are inclined to invest in

springing yourseU from confinement, the odds favor

that vou will take the risk that makes it all possible

The decision to break any law. no matter how silly it

may be is entirelv up to the individual Such a

decision necessarily includes determination to

suffer the consequences or to employ others to get you

out Of it . , ,
.

My concern is only that you keep in mind what it is

that vou are doing
Hichard M. Ilottland

Blind Leading Blind
To the Kditor:

Last Tuesday night. May 4, two women were outside

the Campus center when they saw a man hassling and

chasing another woman They went to sec if she was

all rf?»hl I^atcr the man claimed that he was a security

guard ...id that the woman had been spray painting.

An unknown man also went to find out what was the

matter. The two women ( Pat Dougherty and Debra

.lacobson) are now being charged with 2 cases of

assault and battery and one case of defacing a public

building

If anyone saw this incident would they please get in

touch with the lawyer, Saul Gliserman, 5847271. These

women need our help. KobaleeChapin
Margaret Tompkins

Kileen Wilkinson

Wendy Mansur

I Said Nothing

^Tn^Ss^saetien asked and story told as to how the May Day People

ever let the Washington Metropolitan Police Department strip them of

their rights and dignity The answer goes something like this They

Persecuted The Demonstrators I was not a demonstrator so said

nothing They Persecuted the Citizens I was not there, so I said nothing

Someday we may be asked why we let our rights be stripped from u*

The aTweY may start something like this: They stripped the Organized

Citizens of their rights I was not a organized citizen, so I said nothing

Eventually a?l the silent majority will stand bared and exposed for the

sin of silence.

How long can this travesty be allowed to continue

Justice Brennam wrote, "It is certainly unusual in this country for a

person to be legally disadvantaged on the basis of factors overwhich he

Everhad any
8
control Distinctions between citizens solely becauseof

"heir ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free peopl" whose

institutions are founded upon the doctrine of Equality

A few days later this same establishment stripped naturalized citizens

of their constitutional rights.

The American public still said nothing ^ ^ ^^o

Thank You, Thank You

*s£»«T!s
:

the last week of tutoring the N.E.S. Co-ordinating
^
com-

mittee would like to thank those students who participated in the tutoring

program this year Due to the unselfish involvement of these students we

fodnm program has had a great deal of success Next year through the-

traditional tutoring program and the new three credit course we hope to

lurther attain our goals. At a time when there is much concern over

apathy at the university we feel this program represents a true picture or

student involvement. . ^__
The N.K.S. Co-ordinating ( ommittee

How It Really Is

1

°l wouWhketo address this editorial in answer to the article that ap

iwaredm the oillegian on Monday. May 10. It was an article on (a nee

Holi*fandpeta in dorm.. It hi unfortunate that the info printed was very

erroneous I feel that 1 » mst chastise the Collegian tor printing such

erro?r.nd no consulting someone from Cance about the proposal The

repercussions irom this mistake may well kill off any chance of he no

nehTrS™\ng changed in at least some fashion In addition. I would

ke to know who wrote' the article and from where the information canuv

I stronglv urge that in the future this info be kept out of print until it ean

iu. mihlished in complete and accurate form

Storlhe arUde When the order came Irom Wh.tmore to begin en

to. c-.iw the no pel rule the students in Cance decided that it was time lor

S^Sivlutda house meeting with Drs Bromery and Gage plus Ml

I'."",, anu M . eedlnuo Knvu-onmenta. Health and SaMy The mam

, sulTs o he- meeting was that these professionals agreed the pre,en

,he n gl not be realistic and were Willing to lend the,, prolessmnal

Lu n
"

to a concerted effort to present alternatives to the I n.ters.ty

"
he n , o a -as written under these auspices, and the < <>,» has gone

Ihn ghi he Area Coordinators oif.ee and il pending cons.de, a ., n by

, K, d. Who has not seen .. yet How-ver. the- Knvironmc-n.a and

SUv oll.ee and Dr Cage have not given Imal approval, and that must

«More Iresentatum to the Dean The PTOP0S^I«»tae« on .
,

deckel ol General Court, but nothing on it was decided the,.. I nal ap

n, a Of the plan will rest perhaps m Dean Field's hands, or puss.bh I

BromeryS Of H may travel to I Trustees meeting belore final ad

judication And that is how it really .s ^.^

Who's Superior

'"in^'esterda'y s Daily Collegian, there was a quote by DoCtorAshtoy

Montague "The X chromosome of the female is seven times larger than

that of the male The male is nothing more than a crippled X

chromosome " As of now. there has been no evidence to prove that the

lemale X is seven times that of the male. As a matter of fact, the male X

chromosome always comes from the female parent Therefore by saying

that the female X is larger is a contradiction

( )n the other hand there is considerable evidence to say that one ol tne \

chromosomes of the female is inactive (crippled'') This is the Kyon

Hypothesis Therefore males have an equal number ol active a

chromosoi..es. .-emales are not superior to males with chromosomes, at

'

I suggest that Dr Montague check his facts before making conclusions
**

Jeffrev H.Cossin
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Workshop Slated To Help

Teach Draft Counseling
'TdRAFT COUNSELING WORKSHOP June 4, 1971, TjOOp.m to June

workshop will cover Selective Service structure and

determents and appeals, counseling procedures

htm to sel up a counseling center

l
,,,,-, is a registration fei ol $25.00 which will cover housing

and fees Linens are provided, but meals are tot

scholarships ma> be available

applications must be received no later fanMa -«• •

'

deposit and should include your name and address. Applications ma)

mailed to DRAFTCOUNSELING WORKSHOP
c oOFFICEOF CONTINUING EDI CATION

I NIVERSITYOF MASSACHl SETTS
\MHERST. MASS. 0100

and role playing, and

materials

Included. Limited

171. with a $10.00

its:

A.MHKKST. MASN uhhij

Collegian Photographer.

All MDC Equipment Must Be

Returned By Friday, May 14th

\pollo IS pilol Jim Irwin loregrmmd. ami
kl \\l DVsl'UI ( I A I I K I I a Ol I ion \ |)|{l\ I

„„,, ,„„.,, ,,,,, through the empire parkin* M «•• their »•> t»

moMsti alio., at krimeih Spate J e..t, . I ...sdax I IP N\ irepholo I

» uimn.iiiiii i Dave Srolt «lri\«

simulated bmcsi surface lor a »l«

Cyclebreaker
This evening on ^ MUA
(\elebreakei beginning at I 18

I'M . there is a variety ot

segments Jack Deaver will talk

about his I dm lithri Waj ,
which is

currently being >howiu <>n this

campus in the form oi i preview

release Gaj Liberation will also

Ik- on the program, plus an in

u mew with I'hil Oena that was

recorded on Sunday Mark
Silverman will give an essay about

graduation plus tie music that

means the most to those who might

in- graduating Ed Roche wul aho

reveal the plnoe and time ot

"party" scheduled tor sometime

this weekend

AUTO
INSURANCE
ALL CARS _ ALL DRIVERS

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SERIES

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19 — 8:00 P.M.

JUILL1ARD STRING

Tekoa Insurance Agency
160 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Westfield
562-3604

QUARTET
Program includes Shubert's Quartet No 14 ("Death

and the Maiden") and works by Spohr and Webern.

Reserved Tickets: Fine Arts Council

125 Herter Hall (Remaining Hckett ot

Bowker Box Office one hour before concert)

Are You Forking Yourself ?

Remember the silver you borrowed from the D.C. last semester?

Remember the great times you had sliding down Thatcher hill on trays?

All we remember is forking out money for tens of thousands of replacements a year. It. your money, but we'd

just as soon have the dishes, because buying new ones just adds to the meal ticket pnee.

To make bringing them back easier than thowing them aw ay, we've arranged with the Student Senate F«dS«b

Committee to pick up dishes at the heads of residence Just bring them to your head of res.dence, ami well do

the rest. Well even wash them. If you are too lazy to do this, you are just fork.ng yourself.

Bring dishes back to your head of residence before you leave

in tooperation with the Student Senate Food Service Committee

MDC Review

"Either Way" Goes Nowhere
(Editor's iiole: The following

review of Ihe film Kither Way is

another view of the film made b\

two I Mass professor* •
Jack

Heaver and TOSS (lark. The review

did not appear in yesterday's

CollegiM because of space

limitations.

By BOB NESTI
MDC Staff

Toward the center of Kither Way

John, the film's main character,

and Jerry, his lover, stand before a

ticket booth at a Provincetown

movie house. Jerry turns as he

buys tickets and asks John if he d

think him a pervert for expressing

his love to him. John, smiles

embarrassingly as Jerry does so,

then, between low chuckles, blurts

the word "pervert".

This short sequence is natural

and stands out because it's the best

which works in this perplexing,

pretentious, and self indulgent

film.

Kither Wav. as the title suggests,

attempts to tell the story of a young

man's sexual identity struggle in a

semi-documentary and
educational style. After a film

montage sequence which

repeatedly establishes its hero,

John Hudson's bisexual sequence

which repeatedly establishes the

soundtrack anguish felt about this

duality

The film is filled with characters

adjusting to their sexual behavior.

Hs far more subtle in this area

than sav The Bonn In The Band,

but still" lulls short of capturing a

reality beyond stereotypes

Maybe because the film is

permeated with "meaning" that

just doesn't work. It's much like a

local symphony orchestra at-

tempting a performance of a

massive Mahler symphony, the

talent maybe there, but probably

not the resources. In thi sense

some have felt it reasonable to

pass Kither Way off as a noble

attempt which failed because of

monetary limitations (the budget

was $100,000 and at that price even

that the film was made is an ac-

complishment).
That's a cop-out. It could have

been the first film showing the

basic similarities and difference

between heterosexual and

homosexual relationships It's not,

the texture of the film is clogged by

heavy handed and obvious at-

tempts at 'meaning'' which ruin

any naturalistic telling of a story

For instance there is a scene

where John finds a note hidden in a

novel of Marcel Proust which

convinces him of his lovers

promiscuity. If this scene was

found in a novel, the author could

have used devices making the

symbolism seem valid. In the film

though, the zoomed close-up of the

Proust s novel on a bed table fails

on two levels, it lacks subtlety to

those who can understand and it

becomes a meaningless film

technique to those who haven't the

vaguest idea of what the reference

means.
There are moments in the turn

where the nuances of situation and

character can effect the viewer

These are when the camera sits

band and doesn't self-consciously

obtrude on the situation. It is done

especially well in building the

characters of Jerry and Casey.

John 8 fiancee Jerry and John

have one conversation in a

nightclub which, through simple

cutting and sharp dialogue,

completely exposes the pathetic

character of Jerry. Much of

Casey's character is revealed quite

unexpectedly through the banter at

an academic cocktail party.

The direction and editing, un

derstandably technically rough,

showed touches of uniqueness and

genuine cinematic talent. At times,

though, it becomes condescending

to points where it seems it com-

pletely doubted the audience's

intelligence.

The same can be said of the most

pedestrian and confusing script. It

seemed reminiscent of the old

confession gangster pictures

Warner Brothers used to grind out

during the Thirties These semi-

documentaries would open with

John Garfield (or someone)

wandering down the railroad

tracks while he spoke mawkishly

on the soundtrack about how he

was a victim of society.

This same logic of doubting

audience sophistication occurs in

this film It s obvious by the sub-

ject matter that the film wasn t

made to be shown at the Arcade

Theater in Helena, Montana. Why.

then, must the understanding of

the leading character's social and

psychological problems be reduced

to the lowest level of audience

understanding" If the film felt it

IMcesser) to be explicit, as the film

hinted at but shyed away from

showing, why didn't if The

director used discretion when he

should have used Coldness as his

lilm assumes a false sort of

honesty

.

The performances are perhaps

the film's weakest point. Clint

Warner as John moves though the

film with the same muddled ex

pression, although the most ac-

complished performance. Jack

Deaver as Jerry wears himself

thin towards the end of the film.

Casey, played by Catherine

Shelbourne. only remains in the

background for her character is

only vaguely hinted at.

Low budget films when well-done

are perhaps a most refreshing and

reassuring phenomenas in

American films. They prove to us.

in a sense, that the myth oi in-

dividual creativity not only still

exists but can be commercially

and artistically viable David and

Lisa comes to mind as does the

recent delightful The Projectionist

as truly outstanding low budget

films Thev both had most en-

dearing characteristics which

allowed for certain production

aspects to be ignored

Kither Wav. beyond the

provincial appeal of being filmed

in the area, completely lacks any

of these endearing qualities. It is a

flawed and ambitious film that

should act as a catalyst of its most

talented director; but if taken as a

significant and important look at a

most misunderstood contemporary

problem. Kither Way goes

nowhere

.

COFFEE HOUSE COFFEE HOUSE

Amherst Folklore Centre
Thurs. & Fri.

Moy 13, 14

Sot., Moy 15

DAVID MOWRY
PRAIRIE OYSTERS
STEVE MARTIN

$1.00 Donation

TO BE ANNOUNCED
OPEN HOOTS

25*

Lire Music Thurs. - Mon. Nights

OM SHANTI OM

Behind Grace Church, Center of Town, Spring St.

Sunday

Mondays

Tuna

Grinders

On

Friday

LONDON
$99.00

K.MH WAV

NO TIME LIMIT
I >•<!> nurr and Rrtarn !*•!*•

To HI Vogr Jtohrdole

$198.00 month of May
Round Trip

$239.00 summer months
Round Trip

>o \dilitioni»l Mrmher*hlp (harem
ni< IiiiIi-h Inlrrn»Jion»l Muilrnt

l.lrntlij <>ra»
IOI.I.MT PHONE

Rfc.««KKVATio>s AfCcs&rntn

(212) 751-2258
AFFINITY

AIR INTERNATIONAL
LTD.

-suite 604 11 East 47 Street

New York. N.Y. 10017
Office* In London »nd New 1 ork

Bloodstone

ARTS GALLERY
South Deerfield

Bloodstone
Saturday, May 15

8:30

Bloodstone
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MDC
TO SUBLET

—
H^bwT- Mod. all-eleetrio -'

br

Jj£| for aumn.er or leai.e thru

?? with June - »M rent tetacrf

Si mo. For deta.li. call «*-£»»
Cu - Th n fter 6 P m. «!_!±
~

1 bdrm. apt. »wll. now to Aoi

w /option. % ml- to
il̂

l
iluJw,"

U

and pool. Rent negotiable WB-SM^

—INHCOunt enblet spacious B rm

turn apt. bordering "".poj. >ut-

tine Ave .
comfortable, for 4 <«tr»> •

I tllltle* Included. June 1 - **»*\.
649-6398.

l~*
""""Muitt sublet 2 bedroom apt. In

Puffton Pool, utilities, air eond.

and option to continue, rent ne«o-

"able.^all^nytlme^^^^tfM*
., bdrm Mpt. furnished, all ntll.

Jl^JuneVto Am. «. *"»/««•

Hill barcaln. CaU Paul MM««
M9-863T S*ii
-S'bdrm. Puffton apt. •««• ~
«S*l85/n>o. for summer with option

fX ne.t yr. Call M9-6251. 5 yn_
« kdays

.
—!!__?

—To sublet with option to renew

lease: Crestvlew Apta^. I Mrn,.'„-
cond . »'. ml. from Cmmvu.Jme-
Sept *H5/ mo.. Incl. utll. "*****
around 6

J _~
One bedroom apt. In Puffton, rent

neaotlable. lease ends Am. 31. »P-S after that 649-6635. *•*»,£>;

—sublet 1 bdrm aprt . ^'"» ^":
late, available June 1 with option

r"e« Barn $10 for finding aublete^

(all 649-64W Et!!
-«bdrm. apt at t «'»••**• >B€ 'u

n
d
n7.

•II utIUtle*. swimming pool, tennis

.ourts Avail June 1 to_Aug.31
«th option to cont Call BhV31M'af-

ter «^0_p_nv tf»"
i Wrm apt starling June i

through summer with option
i

te

rent In fall Within walking dis-

tance of Campus Tennis eta.

and swimming pool Bent only

*10O/ mo.
OB ,

am looking for roommate for

•umnier only $10 /mo.
< ontact Everett Jameson

or Pete Salisbury

346 Pnfftnn Village

Phone 64«-<mS or MA-*"™
triv-i.

tilusbelts. radio and rear •»••«"_
Mint cond. inside und out. WJJ
hikes it. Call 646-9774. _5-H

1917 Ford delivery van. new turn

indicator, carburetor, muffler, school

hug seats mounted In back. Inspected

_ «;.!1 John at 545-2550 between 9

and 4:30. $125
. V 5'1?

~1!Xil Triumph TB-4, new engine,

.luteli. Bonis, Mlehellns. $750 or

beat offer. Call Dour 584-8262.
tfa-1*

a:\ Olds F85 compact slie, V8.

unto., very good condition. Must

sell Call Mlna 546-1038 after 1

pjm. tf5-r4

•68 VW w/sun roof. AM radio,

excellent condition, body and engine,

1 snow tires, asking $1225. CaU 649-

liTit Best time about 5 p.m. Ask

for Marc. *i*l,i
1W9 Toyota Corona, excellent con-

ditlon. J84-4692 evea. tf.VM

:».-> Chev., economical and depend-

able HI."*. Also M VW. customlied

new eiieine. cherry red. A steal

it $500. 323-7327 after IJJMI
.V2259 on Campus. Ask for Mike

tf6-14

CLASSIFIED
Summer on Cap© Cod

For rent — N. Falmouth, »—
Silver Beach. 4 bedrm. cottg., fo*

the senson. Write or call Mrs. Ag-

nes Murphy, 55 Florence St., Wol-
laston. Ma. Tel. 773-9139. tf6-13

arrangements available. Call 2M-82H7

after 4 p.m. — .
-.

i Tiimr. rPA't — learn now to;SZ °the
A

CAP,, _«- Becker

It .view Coarse.
536-1440

— Happy B-duy Puppy. I •«»'«*. ijour

Turf
,

.

'

LOST
Call collect. 617-

tf6-14

UNBELIEVABLE
APT. WANTED

Home 8-track tape deck, walnut

case, pushbutton selector, channel

indicator Ughts. 69. 95 value, will sa-

crifice for $39.00 or best offer. Call

6-9171.

" N.J. couple need apt. »'* "•,;
up to $140 or less. Desp_ Call^ or

write John B Boach. M**8*™'
118 Montvale Ave.. Woburn, »•
Desperate. g£

EUROPE
FOR RENT

65 VW. good cond.

Kill 546-7640.

sun roof. Call
tf5-14

T»65 Ford C.ala«ie 500 conv.; 1 966

Mercnrv Comet Callente, 2 dr. sedan,

hath in excellent shape. Tel. 413-773-

8059. tfS-14—
l!Xi7 International Scout. 4 eyl . 4

wheel drive $1100. 649-6771. tf.%-1 4

1963 Pont. Catalina Conv., 389

,.„ j„ . PS . auto.. B*II. eve.

,,„u\ . Askiuc $100 but I'm flexible

One owner. Call 516-9162. Beep try-

ing <f5-"

—Year-round student charters, tours,

employment opportunities, discounts.

Anglo America Assoc. P O. Bo* 3*
Xahant. Ma. 01908. &*£

Motorcycle! For Solo

Kawasaki Avenger motorycle ex-

cellent condition, reliable and fast-

$595 00. Paul Brown, 8. Hadley, IMa-

0868, mantalned by professional me-

chanle. ***-U
1970 Norton Commando Boadster

750CC. Call 256-8170. _

DEAL

"I bednv. Bqulre Vlg .,,
coople pre ..

pool, air cond . earpeted. aU elect .

,,til Inc. $160 mo. Avail. June
,

l.

6H5-3683
~5 room furnished apC,

ties. $230 mo. Bay Bd
rall_686-0418.

3 bedroom apt

A mln. from

all ntlll-

Uadlty.
tf5-14

»61 Chevy conv
6-7758.

Many extras. Call
tfS-13

MAKE MONEY
—Dorm residents wanted to deliver

newspaper In dorms next semester.

Not much work. Pay is pretty good.

CaU 6-8748.

sr

J
I bdrm apt June 1 - *"

#

•
%lr cond. swim pool _. Negotiable

rVn, BollUig <jreenJ56-6322 tf5-l l

aahlH with opt

s.,,t New 2 bdrm
\pt

to renew
Colonial VUI

Cal l 253-2779. 853-7403. tf5-14

\TaTl^bie".l.ine 1. t bedraoni fur-

nished All utilities Incl . 1 nule

from cnmpns Mill Hollow Apts Op-

tion to renew lease In Sept $160 a

tl,_Cal!_5l9-r,lir tfV14

) bedroom apt. In Pnffton Village

,o either sublet or rent The rent

In.ludes utlUtles Askng *}™'™.
„ r will bargain Call anytme after 5

p m 549-60:<9 *™i?
~~CBFJ5 — Last week In Jane Sub-

let for July with 0P«'r '° "!ir
w

.

Ie.»e rent negotiable Call M9-391J.
a c . paal. tennis eta . dishwasher.

| mi le from Campna. tf5-l»

\i,f to sublet June thru Aug
r..nms. stone's throw from J-ampns In

v„tlng Ave . SIM mo. Call W*^™,

~» room apartment from June
.

1

.,, sept 1 located «" .fearing S

Will discus, rent Call Have 6-868

„r Pat 6-8684 U^}*
~4i room Sunderland apartment,

fullly furnished. June to September

«I.V» month._ CallJW5-2761 «*-**_

m»*m all electric living, com-

pletely fum . 1 bdrm apr . 2 ml

from campus, bar. pool, bkball et .

HI.po.al Tel available $l30/mo

tnne-Sept M ^» »°r ^«"

,

SUMMER SUBLET
""Summer sublet completely rur-

nished one bedroom apt .
one hun-

dred a month. June 1st to Sept. 1st.

responsible person. Call •'«•£**"

7613. Jl5̂—| E g baths, air con., ««"»•

near campus at Boiling Oreeu.

Kent negotiable Possible lease opC

fall an) time 2.-.6-8218. tfVFJ

""To sublet from 6/1 to 9/1 large

apartment, Ideal for 4-5 people. «-
cellent location. >' u«'n««,

A\e,^
Cal

Oall, Kathy or D J. at MMsW^
Large 2 bdr apt . central Am-

herst, close to all shops and "t*™^
June - Aug. rent lowered to $120

mo. Call 256-6918. It's *"'«••»'»«

toot *£*i
~« bdrm furnished apt. tireat spot

between town and campus for 2-4

people. June - A»* Bent negotiable.

We need you. tall 516-7195, 6-7197.

6-7114. tf5'|i

Still available — 7 room house

1 ;o \mlty «t across from wak'.
downtown Amherst. $250. *a™i£**-
heat In.luded. Call 6-9239 ar 6-7M6^

Clo^st possible location to campus
— whole house /7 separate rms, lge^

Irg. rtn . 2 kitchens. 3 baths, great

sun roof Call Nancy or Bill 519-

I \ great house. tf 5-1

1

BOSTON — near B V. — re.ld

area, summer sublet (poos option

in Srpt > 1-2 bdrm . wd pnld .
bal-

cony, great cond. Call (617) 787-5188
tf5-ll

cummer .ii Met from Jans I - Aug
;

30, 106 Colonial VlUage, ftmilshed

S bedroom, swim. pool. Csll 15*-

•6J2. tf ta-tb

~ Huge 8 roam, partially furnished

townhonse. acre of land nr. Amh
Ctr , 5 bdrm.. front porch, shed,

$!50/mo. Including utilities Call

515-0174 ask for Jordan or IIo.s
1x6-14

SALES
Due to the expanding Western
Massachusetts market, exception-

al financial opportunity to sales

and sales management exists for

a top caliber man with executive

ability. Century old company,
i.rader In it. field. Confidential.

Please write —

•

Suite 420, 146 Chestnut St ,

Springfield, Mass. 01103
tftr-14

RIDERS WANTED
Kiders wanted to California In be-

ginning of July. CaU 686-2242 eve-

nings. ttt-U

Graduating male er. w, car, seek-

ing 1 female companion te travel,

work across ISA, not returning for

sept. Call 253-3359, best after 12

a.m. Keep trying.

in old farmhouse,

kitchen, piano, porch. July - »JP«
with possible winter lease $175. Tel.

5 19-1655. *!5^
Cliffside 1 bdrm. apt. avlbl. June

1 through Jan. 31. Bent onl>.

Minimi pool. <*»**• «n lJ™2MmL'
all utilities Incl. Call 665-3757 be-

fore 9 am. Utll
Apt. avail. June 1«/M option.

I iMlrm. $2--'5 mo . utll. Incl. CUse

tn Canimis 519-005 aft. 5 P m. tfo-1 4

"
S room furnished npt . . all utili-

ties. 220 mo. Bay Bd . •«•»,£,.
686-6418 V8* 1'

"
4 bedroom house to rent to Had-

ley. Sklblskl. Bealtors. HMMi^

1 ant. 6 rooms, June to June

Single rooms, kit. ahnretl. f»
""»*

mer and /or fall. Hadley. 6 rolles^

< all Len 684-9860 eves. *"-"

Available June 1 — $1*» month,

utilities Included, furnished. 5 mln

from Caropue for 2-3 Msg^J*"
••Vt-9096. Ask for Apt. 1. Cecils ar

KathT V*-1 -
4

S bedroom apt . Colonial VIII .

n mI lane 1st. Sept. option on 1.

mo lease $140 far summer mo.

Swimming pool Call 253-5765. be

home 11 p in. and wkend. tf.vn

In Amherst, mile and a half from

I Mass, 7 room house for 4, 5 or 6

iieople. Bent from June 71 throurb

May 72 Call 256-6983. tf6-l4

"Beward for return of «•£"•**-
ten lost Friday p ^ at WMimeea^
l.igh chocolate point. Call 538- KHMI

ext 259 U-ave message for Alou-

ette K2£
WITNESSES NEEDED_

"A spray palntingTScldent and sub-

sequent chase occurence Tuesday

nicht May 4 around 8:30 or 9:00

ii in VC area. Witnesses please call

Attv V CMlserman^,^84^2^1_VljM4

FOLK SING
"Old fashioned hootenany. Mike

IJramllch and V^om"*\\o Itu-
school, Friday, May 14, VtM *+
dents 60c.

BOOKS
—
We buy used books and resords

_ Whltellght Book, (in the Alley)

No texts!

WANTED
—

i . | women flve-ln. For Infant

care part-time, atart anytime. ApC-

Uke accom. prov In return 2 mi

from Campus la attrac. real, njea^

619-1112. H^ll
"""Wanted someone to take Rot 101

final Will pa* Call 546-7537 tf6-»

Mens slxe 14 black riding boota

and or riding crop for 0_r. «»"
646-9968 or 646-0145

.
«_ »2

—U you're a couple that wants to

llvV together next year In a coed

dorm, please call Steve In 108 Ham-

lin, aft. 9:30 P m Men - TJWJ.
V0792 6-0793.

.
___

-Roommate wanted for >«•"«««

Village apt . mm »*« >»
$«o per month Call 549-6238 or^iv

0316 ,
—

- MS motorcycle ^ntl •_» - »i

M.V2330, after 5pm »«,_
for Donna ___!

Wanted - Mens 26" speed blke^

Call 584-8605 tia-is

Wanted used dining rm set 549-

0003 aft 5 p m

ATTENTION

UNPERSONAL

C.rad student going to San Fran*
.is.u on or about June 11. Can take

3 or will ride with yea. Share driv-

ing and expenses. Dave 6-9180 tfVll

Hello, my name la Howdy Deedy
and I'm an Campus this Fri. nlte

at S, S.C Ballroom. A fan _a*e

I II guarantee . Come and *!_!*•"•

come and sea. I™-14

TRAVEL
FREE

REPAIRS

To sublet reduced rate $75 mo
efficiency apt .

Qnabhin Wtow.
famished, air cond . all ntllitle.

in.luded Call 323-7778 between
i

6:30

snd 7:36 p m tfv"
- bdrm Snrarloaf Apts . Sunder-

land, air cond . etc Rednced rent

\isiUMe Mar 51 Call 665-3122
tf.Vl I

Zippers repaired on your coat*,

shaving kitartr. ******%*-
Luggage * Leather fioods^ KeysI-

luggage repaired. 157 Main St

M nrthamptlon. 564-5233. »*»-"

FOR SALE

To sublet or rent 2 bdrm. apt .

lish wr . utilities, pool and tennl.

,<inrt air conditioning and fnrniture

nva'lable Cliff.ide Ap(.. Call «6V

Fur 2 bedrm Quab. Vlll apt."

all ntil . Inc . w w. carpet, air

mnd . opt renew lease. $163 mo
.lane 1 to Sept 1

1 bdrm Puffton Apt. June 1 -

lur 31 Oplon to lease. Swimming
pool, air cond , ntilttlea. Call 519-

628.5 tfVll

Pufflon apt . 2 bedroom, lea.e

svaltnMe from June - Aug. with

option for lea«e in Sept. Call 519-

i-.|-. Bent negotiable. 5-13

sublet 2 bdrm. apt , avail. June
1 Ml Toby Apt . Sunderland Call

,1 ', 11? or 063-1001 tf.Vll

FOR SALE— AUTOS

"
SuxukJ X-6 250 cc. running well,

all extras, under 10.000 ml. $3».
tall 584-3539. 1J__±

(OOD Xsat FVKMTIK-. com-

fy chairs, big student desk, tables.

etc. Call 266-6617. »!»__.

"Pioneer, Teac, Oarrard, PRArtec.
M.her, TDK, cassette and open reel

tape. Standard radio, rtah speakers.

IPs, 8 tracks and other necesaltles_

See Amherst Audio. "
Moving to Calif . bramine- fur.

nlture. bedroom set $600. living room

*600 kitchen and TV $100 Take ell

for $1000. Apart, for rent. Call

Rich 649-1470. H?__
stereo Columbia Masterworx, exc

cond. $100 Al«o new never mount-

ed sklls. Hart std 206 cm, at steal

ot 65. Call 6-9377. "5-13

"Hum radio receiver HalUcraft SX-

140. 6 band, 3 5-64 mcyc, e»«*u«,

,

t
,

cond . new. sella for $13», ^IU aeU

for $66 or best offer. Cnll ^^j
1970 BSA FIreWrd 6S0cc, t carb,

street Scramhlcr, 6000 ml., excellent

rood. Last chance before Fri. Best

offer over $1100. Call Dave 6-9077

anytime. tf5-14

Adopt the Blue Goose I Faithful,

economical, friendly, alwaya start.

I!H>1 Chevy. Best offer over $2.
r>0.

Call 253-5464 after 5.

*70 OTO conv. only 4,100 miles,

P B., P. 8., 4 speed, 400 cu. In ,

excellent cond. $2660. Call Mark
256-8370 betw. 9 and 10 a.m. tf6-14
—
>S9 Ford Cortina, new muffler, snow

tires, 28 mpg, 26,000 miles, 4-on-floor

heat offer over $500. 253-5411 late

evenings. ___?
1968 Olds 442 for Just $1800. 1

wg old clutch. Want to get a cycle

and old Volks for summer. Call

Kay 516-5910 mornings. Will consl-

iler deals. tf6-14

C.OOD MOVER 61 wag. Pont.

Tempest, 6 exc. tires, B A H, PB,

motor Job recent, always starts and

runs, some rust, colors red /white,

sold for first $100. 253-5620. tf5-14

•ii« VW Sedan w/eun roof, AM-FM
radio, ex. mrch. condition engine re-

built, body presentable^asking $860.

Call 645-2528 before 3 p.m., 263-

5994 after 6 p.m
.

tf°-14
—

-04 VW bus, low mileage, excel.

body, engine new electrical system,

,arb fuel pump, recent tunenp needs

mi.,or clutch work $550. 6-9575.
tfO-13

""honey well Super 8 movie camera

aut. loom lens, leather case and

extras, originally $180 — aaWng $110

»r best offer. CaU Sue HM»».

All the books I've saved for 10

years! Lit., 8oc , Em. *_•_••
Hist , etc. and fum. house goods,

electronic stuff. 263-2077 eves. tf5-14

1967 Honda CB450, excellent condl-

tlnn. 684-4692 eves. tfBj14

13 string Aria Onltar, excel. concC

with case, a good cheap *ultnr, $55

or best offer. 884-6496 Call any-

time. Keep trying (needs new
st ringaj "*•'*

Relco Phantom Five Metal De-

tector $45; chest of carpenter's tools,

old bnt serviceable, not antique, *20

Call Robinson 645-2294 or 549-0287.
tf6-14

Stereo system — Sansul amp ,

Retlllnear speakers and dual turr.^

table plus records. $350. Call Ben

after 5 p m. 256-6983. tfj_14

Two Kemp 1H Stereo speakers.

1.1st for $220 a pair; wll "acriflce

for «1Q0 fall Mark at 546-8860. 5-13

Kittens for freel Beady to be

weened, nouse broken, health*. M
,\ » Call 5I9-6TW alter 5. tf3-H

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommates wanted Furnished

apt . . with own room . $33 mo . East-
hampton 627-1663 tf6-14

1 M or F to snare apt at Roll-

ing Green June - Sept Own room.
air eond , dishwasher, pool, parking

$62/ mon. Call 266-821$. tf6-13

One or two female roommates to

share apt. for summer. Good loca-

tlon. CaU 263-5517. tfa-14

Roommate wanted June thru Sept ,

own room, fum , all utll. Inc., op-

tion for lease, pool, alr-cond. 965.

668-2605. tf5?4

""Roommates wanted for spacious 6
room furnished house — across

from Cliffside Apts. Rent negotiable.

Available 6/1 te 9/3. Call 666-

3984. tf5-14

F Roommate wanted to ahare

furn. apt with 3 other girls for

summer, pool, air eond Will nego-

tiate, low price CaU Jean 666-3636.
tf6-14

"
1 - 3 to share 2 of 3 bdrms at

Puffton June-Aug er July- Aug. 646-

T'lTA Reduced rent. Please call soon
tf6-13~

"One F needed for apt In Puff-

ton Starting Sept. call 546-8147.

ask for Carroll. tf$-14

RENT NFCOTI ABLE — 1 or 2 F
roommates wanted te ahare summer
exp. In Ige townhonse. Own room,
pool, air eond . option for fall Call

065-3417 evenings. tf5-14

8 F. Roommates to share 2 bdrm.
apt. $66 mo. ea Jnne • Aug Can
666-2366. Peel Squire Vllg. tf5-13

Roommates wanted M or F for

summer and /or next year. Sander-

land. 1 miles from campus. Seven

rooms, fsur bedrooms. $68 me. Call

Doug er Karen 618 568$. tf5-14

Dorm residents wanted to deliver

newspaper In dorms next semester

Not much work. Pay pretty good

Call 6-8748. __*___
M roommate wanted as seen as

possible for 3 bdrm apt., own room,

fully furn., air cond . peel, walking
diet, from campus. 54$ 6525. tf5-14

2 roommates —anted te share 3

bedroom Pnffton Village Apt. for

summer. Own ream, A.C., peel, ten.

crts . $50/mo. All utilities Included

CaU Dave 6-6574. tf5-14

Pref grad~! M, 1 bedroom fur-

nlshed Cliffside Apts., Sunderland.

CaU day 545-6606 ext. 47, night 665-

3669. tf5-14

Roommate wanted to ahare 3
bdrm. Puffton apt. starting June 1.

Will have own room. Call Jim at

54.5-0074 or nights 263-2833. tf5-14

1 F Roommate for next semester,

.hare a furnished apt. In Puffton.

519-1417. If*""

•> F roommates wanted from June

1 to August 31 for furnished apt. In

Puffton. dlsconnt rent, opt. to pick

up lease in Sept. Call Janls 619-

6279. tf5-14

M or F. own room, June 1 - Aug
30. V/x ml. from Campus, only $40

mo CaU Pat 549-1307 tfB-14

Jet to Europe Isae frem $69 o/w
— call Lonnle Axerf 646-7701 Alex

Iti.hncr 546-6944. tfS_14

~sl MMER IN ECROPE1 Chartered
round trip Jet flights te Leaden and
oihrr European cities plos many
helpful services! Call 549-136T e» 94*-

9 4-9-7 11 13 1«

~

« bedrm townhonse. Amherst, very

l«rce air cond . carpet, $190 nor-

many'. wU.l rent for $140 from June

1st. In Amherst, Blverglade Apts^

(all 253-3838 S22
DESPERATE SUBLET

Efficiency Apt Vuabnin Vll 915

mo . all utlBUes Incl., nlr '•"**!;™
furnished Call Paul at 323-7842

„r Thorn at 253-9212 anytime Ij-ave

message. __±*

LIVING MUSIC

FOR SALE CAMERA
— Olympue Pen r M**> «-»
through lene. foeos and "«h_m« ,' r

;

,.k„ n frames. Call ^'•^j.;

CORRECTION
Dachshunds AKC,

wermed 592-4170

ahets and
tfVU

WANTED: Summer Plocc

—Fguys need place ts stay around

II IIIJI Immediately for 6—sf
< all Barb after 6 er leave message

»56-<626. .
"*•"

DISCOUNT SUBLET

" Amherst Folklore Center, belli n

d

Grace church near the town hall In

Amherst Center. Live music night

It except Tuee. and Wednesday
shantl

.

. __±1

NYC SUMMER SUBLET
*" NVC aummer aublet. Kiver.ioe dr ,

i olumbla V. area. 3H ""•-.*','
view. 6/15 - 9/1. Over•«. referenc-

„ Call IVh.1*. 961-WM er Nit

M5-1I68 except Mon ,
Vied tfV"

ROOMS FOR RENT
"Single and double reeme available

for summer renUl. 925 «>er menriv

Contact John Lanata, leta Nu 546-

2162
,B-M

~
3 bedroom luxury apr. Early Ani

furnit ure Puffton 549-0469. tf6-l t

^PS^sh air people! Swimming, ten-

nis and hiking In 66 sq miles sf for-

est in your own back yard 1
:

mln

from Cnlv Send phone no te .17

< llffslde. Kent net. tro-i*

~
Desperate sublease partially tarn

? b7m apt at Boiling Green June

1 Aug 31. pool, carpet, air read .

all ..tlllll^ Will negotiate Call

253-1W1W or 6-5126. ^f*;14

~ Two bedreom apt , Puffton Vil-

lage. $132 a month June thru M*_

i

part furnished Option to Iea06_ 96

fall Call 549-6698. tfVl*

Lowest rent anywhere — 3 tMirm

apt at Puffton . Must rent for sum-

nier Call 649-6561

1 bedrm apt. In

furnished, air cond.,

summer. 649-1417

Private rm . townneuee. hitch

facilities, t Ivm rms. front Pa^n
Several opening* avanable June -

sept Call 545-6174. Aak for He«*

or Jordan. tf>-H

WOMEN
"jra , Srs . er Grade te teach swlm-

mlng (WSf) sailing er tennis at

Maine iirle' eampe. 9366-9406 plus

expenses. Can Amherst 253-9601. per-

senal laterrlew. _?_!
"FWNlTURE for sale

Need a eearh for ne5 year?

This eae to eld bat still In great

shape 929 or beat offer. CaU Stu

at «85-3038 at supper time er after

11 p m tf6-1

1

f.VU

Puffton, fully

peel. Sub for
tf5-14

PERSONAL

SERVICES

1967 Ford Must.

1968 Plym. Barracuda Fstbk 4-spd

ttH A -8 heavy duty shocks. Firestone

289 c I. 2*2

yellow fasthack.' LooWng for

tape deck. AM radio; Lafayette

SIOOO. Good condition, 8-track

Receiver (I.R800) ; Garrard tnm-
table. GMT speakers, 75 watts

and about 50 records, 1965 equip-

ment looking for $250. With

screen, rabbit ears, black 9nd

white w/stand $80. Gianni Gui-

tar $15 2.'»3-5110. tf5-13

Amherst Audio servleea

components, tape decks for heme or

car, 191 No. Pleasant St., «66-«133.

' FABPLOCB~TABBlC SALE nt

FASHION FABB1CS •«•'.• ^
Hungry C New «-»« «" g^l
miss It I —

-

Rig oie Peter Babbit wants eitril-

Ing Bunnlea that lave «'«™''*Z;
lettuce and carrots at my ™***™
p*l^h _«

^
^Il

r,, *
tfMd

eve. 666-xxae.

"lloTnlSeirtewnheuse apts In Am-

herst, pool, air eond .
•""•"•*"

e'^enleneea. .11 utllltlea. C.n 6-9171

or 6-9172.
"Q-te

"
Girls: Unsure about your -„-

friend? Spend ^-•.^'"'Jr^Hon*!
rlod with us Balph and Bona
lM„ Testing Service. James JJase-

men t 546-7519. *!?Ji

Bargains better than ysu •_=*_*
home Converse Sneakers, women s

$5 60. men's $9 56 Men's and wo-

men's sandale 95 95 and up The

Shoe-In. In the Alley. tf5-14

~HaI«5y~T*h birthday Sandy. Lov*.

Your Roomie. °1"
_

.lumpy Bunny: Happy 21st and

many more. Love , lour apple _5-13

Before Jack Blenkhom graduates

he wants the world to know that he

loves Anita and wonld like to say

Hi to all of the Grunts down at

Heimlich.. _i2
Established' photographer seeking

beautiful woman to photograph for

I'laOmv Karn up In HVKl'l! Only se-

rious responses plense Call Ban
263-3995.

I ac. 8
beats. 1

res. 30 I

breek. I

I home, I

Responsible couple will care for

children on weekly basis Meals and
supervised activities. Call Kathy and

Dennis Robinson, 263-2765. tf514
""
"DON'S LAWN SEB11CE — season

To Mike Russcl of Sie Ep. Happy
Klrhdnv. love, rrom the Gorgeous

Hunk of Woman In the next bed.
5-13

You're a
.VI

3

Happy Birthday. Toots

damn good kid

N. H. Real Estate

For Sale

10 MILE LONG LAKE SI NAPEE

—. 75' f—«tg , 2 bdrm sumr. cett

Mee area for children. $t0.906

lie* en I. Saaapee 6 bdrm. P.. bath

home, beautiful Interior w/frpl Ruth-

Is entertain friends Also guest hse

w/frpl V lg neathse; also gar. -
drvrway. $69,906 300' fratg. yr-

rd heme w/frpl. In YarM Club area

2 ar., deck and gar , $79,600 Pic-

ture 780* shoreline, an I.J., 7 ac. 8
rm. furn slid home, boat hse, 5 boats
also gar. $120,000 .100 acres
clrd. alee place for horses,
l-.ee- on hlktop re . 7 mi old ..

gar. ft barn, beaut, view, 955.

-

. . . email ahorefrent lot on small
pond $6666 .36 acres, 990* on Rte
114 nr. N. Leaden, $6560. Nice l'A

bdrm. yr-rd. smell home, view,
arte. well, like fresh eggs? Farm
next dear, fieed for retired or young
couple or single person . Skiers rid

split cost . 9I0.6M (910,606 fiirnslid )

l bdrm . w ell built yr-nl home, frpl ,

If acres $29,669.

Huber of Sunapee

Realty

Rte. 103

Newbury, N.H.

603-7632672
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Notices

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
1 I

The Armenian Social Activities

Club will hold its Annual Elections at

9pm tonight in Machmer W-22 after-

Armenian Club All are welcome.
The Armenian Language Course

will meet at 7 30 p.m. in AAachmer W
22 tonight

CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club meets tonight in tne

New Hatch from 7 11. All are

welcome.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
This is probably your last chance

for a Private Pilot review session in

C.c. at 7 p.m. for anyone with

questions or answers.

COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
All Collegian Photo Equipment

must be returned to the Collegian

Office by Friday, May 14.

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND
HUMAN NEEDS
Meeting 6 30 tonight in Rm 104 of

the CC. Plans for summer and next

year Pick up reading materials. All

welcome.

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Professor Richard Nostrana will

speak on Spanish Americans tonight

rft8p m in Rm804 808 of the C.C. all

welcome.

The iirst summer Pleasure

Horse Institute to be ottered by

LIMass will be held June 20 to

August (>.

Applications are now open tor

the unique program of instruction

encompassing all aspects of the

pleasure horse, offered through the

Division of Continuing Education

Pleasure Horse Offered
• ^^

.... , ,> _„ II. .,.._,, ..milt :il lull I

at U Muss. The Pleasure Horse

Institute is sponsored by Stock-

bridge School and the department

of veterinary and animal science.

The program includes in-

struction in nutrition, genetics,

anatomy and physicology.

reproduction and health as well as

Goodell Library Hours
VI.... 17 -Ml IU7I

Monday
Tuesday

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

\lav 17-2**. I»7t
H::J0 a.m. -12:00 midnight

(ontinuous hours ot openings from 8:00 a.m..

Tuesday, May 18 through 1:00 a.m. Thursday

8:00 a.m.-l:00 a.m. May 27.

8:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.-5.00 p.m.

Mav :M>-June 28,1971

Monday-Friday • » *«£_£
Saturday CLOSED
Sunday CLOSED
Monday. May SI, Memorial Day
* During continuous opening:

Reserve Desk and Level 4 study hall will be open cont.nously

( .rculation Desk will be open 8 a.m-1 :00 am within theTiours above^

Current Periodical Room will be open 8 am -midnight within the

luiiii-s ahmt

equitation instruction, horse

training clinics and stable

management practices. Staff will

include faculty from the depart-

ment of veterinary and animal

science and nationally known
trainers and horsemen. The

program also includes outside field

trips and horse shows for par-

ticipants.

The institute is open to high

school graduates interested in the

pleasure horse, regardless of past

experience. The fee for the six

week institute is $550 and includes

tuition, room and boad, insurance,

equitation fees, course materials,

and field trips. Four college credits

may be received for a slight extra

charge upon completion of the

entire program.
Further information is available

from; Dr Anthony Borton,

Department of Veterinary and

Animal Science, Stockbridge Hall,

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst. Mass. 01002. Telephone

413-545-2371. _^ ,

New
Postal

Rates
8Voz. Flat

U'/oz. Air
Mail

New Rates Go
Into Effect

Saturday

Midnight

ID OFFICE
1.0 office

Monday, May
Monday, June

will close at noon
17th and will reopen
7th for the summer

OUTING CLUB „«_.__.
Knox caving trip this weekend, see

signup sheet on O.C Bulletmg

Board Meeting, May 17 at 6:30 p.m.

,n Rm 165 of the CC Casey will show
slides ot Wind River Range.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the

C C All gay people welcome For any

info call S45 1389

TELL A POET
Peotry Free for All Orgie fetch yer

thmq and do it Serious or profound

any poet invited tonight at 7 30 in the

Council Chambers m the Union

usee __. . ,. a
Meeting for those interested m the

legislative research org tonight m
Rm 162 of the CC at 9 30 p m

Navy blue UMass jacket lost at

chicken barbecue Tuesday night

Call 67207
Flat, square, gold elqm watch, line

numerals lost Please call Rick, 546

9114 I really like my watch
Pm striped blue and white shirr

and silver cross pen lost ;n the B.q

Hatch Saturday night Call 546 404j

A qold watch with spetdel twist

band lost by the stadium of Spring

Day Please call Ron 6 9809

Grey, female cat with white

markmqs 9 mos old. last seen

Sunday Probably m Southwest

Sunset Ave area It found please

contact Ruth at 253 5637

y OUND
jenny Ryan The Collegian has

vour meal t.cket see the secretary

1 black first bank key ring with 5

keys found outside of Whitmore

Tuesday Contact Lunch 546 7058

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDt€YOMAM<

Pale green is generally associated

with Aquarius, the number is 4

Aquarians have a strong, individual

style of writing, the planet

associated with this sign is Uranus^

These persons often are considered

eccentric but, m reality, tbey are

inventive, progressive and willing to

tear down in order to rebuild. Some
lamdus persons born under Aquarius

mclude Norman Mailer, Kim Novak

and Charles Lindbergh

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Emphasis now on career, business

activity Be willing to state beliefs in

original, forthright manner You gam
added authority Promotion is due

Sight goal, aim for it

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Good
lunar aspect now coincides with

travel, obtaining needed information.

Trust hunch Outline long range
plans Pay heed to one born under

Sagittarius You will be going places

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Good
news concerns financial

arrangements Backing, en

couragement comes from unex
pected source One who saved for

proverbial rainy day could make
lunds available Show gratitude.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Ac

cent on leqal agreement Be sure you

understand terms It behooves you fo

be thorough One you trust may be

overly optimistic See persons,

situations m realistic light

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): What ap

pears to be unfair assignment ac

tually is for your own benefit This

,oon will become apparent Gemmi
mdiv.dual will be m mood to become
valuable ally

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Accent

on home. property, bas.c

requirements for security Need for

•jreater harmony at home is evident

Set siqhts on costs, budget Stress

practicality Don't play games with

<,S

L?BRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Obtain

hint from Virgo message. You may
find that real estate propositions

dominate. Be perceptive Be aware

of your own basic needs. You con

elude important phase of activity

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): You

are drawn in two directions. One
involves relatives and your own ego

The other is connected with

responsibility and concerns future

potential. Key is to heed voice of

experience. __ ...

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Accent on money, personal

possessions. You find out what is

needed, what can be discarded Key

is to know what is finished, out

moded Includes personal

relationships. 10 .

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19).

Lunar cycle high, more persons are

willing to heed your suggestions You

now are more likely to get your way
One who opposed you can become
ally Realize this and respond ac

"AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18). You
mstinctively know what to do Do it

Rationalizing won't change fact

Clandestine activities are accented

Remember, however, that you do

have to face yourself Act ac

^PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Some
of your ideas concerning friendship

may undergo revision Those you

thought did not care show otherwise

Others reveal they are of fair

weather variety Be analytical

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
vou usually stick to course of action

until m.ss.on is completed You are

not easily sidetracked This tra.r.

however, can also turn into stub

bornness. By Auqust. you have

chance to accept responsibility, to

gam, to take turn wh-ch leads to

greater security Do not Permit

obstinate tra.t to ru.n chance for

success

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4
9
12
13

14
15

16

17

18
20

22
24
25
28

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

ACROSS
Vehicle

Tooth
Part of face

Poem
Place for

combat
Period of time

Unit of

Bulgarian
currency
Professional

tennis
champion
Indian

memorial
post
Lubricate

Fragrant

oleoresin

Is ill

Exist

Performs
African

antelope
Abstract

being

30 Breathe loudly

in sleep
Strict

Long, wearying

time (colloq

)

Legatees
Sunburn
Uncooked
Short packet

Obstruct
Partner
At no time

Part of body
Greek letter

Point of view

In what
manner'
Weight of

India

Beef
animal
Female sheep
Declare

55 Chemical
compound

56 Communist

DOWN
1 Mountain pass

2 Fruit drink

3 One who
advocates
radical

change
4 Shaded walk

5 Anglo Saxon
money

6 Prying devices

7 Give extreme
unction to

8 Unusual

9 Compiler of

dictionary

10 Man's name
11 Stroke

19 Exists

21 Horse's neck

hair

22 Symbol for

silver

23 Piece set in

24 Girl's name

26 Pay the tab
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11

29

31
33

34
35
36
38
39
40
41
43
44
46
48

51

52

53
54

29 Bitter vetch

30 Transgress

32 Sea eagle

33 Everybody's

uncle

34 Pronoun
35 Goal

37 Pronoun

27 Compass pomt 39 Depressions

40 Note of scale

42 Urn
43 German title

44 Worm
45 Afternoon party

47 Confederate
general

49 Be in debt

50 Marry

1 2 5

1

^ 4 5 6 7 8 ^9 10 11

12 yss
13 .-."

14

15

.-.•,

16 17

> .

*

18 19
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49

51 52
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56

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

I SHOULD KNOU) BETTER

THAN TOW TO DICTATE

A LOVE LETTER...

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

TS^ro»« G'lUM wn.i. u«vo!'"t

Th. s.~ a™. "• nt T*j_U st-d,

USE STUDY SOUNDS

Your Comp-fh-nvon SI _l» At A I
• V£- »«_

ELECTRONICALLY .RODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS lO MAPKN

TracK i >pe. taweTte. Or LP Record

Send Cn«K or Money O-der V» *•> Ear-
lociurt.- >st Hancii.nq and Postage

, i". In Box 13Sound (

i

,.nle va 7790? —
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Brown Ruins Gorillas

Playoff Hopes, 8-4

Diamond Nine
Hosts Chiefs

Sailji QI?lk9ian

BySTEVE FERBER
M IK' Stall

,

PROVIDENCE, R I .-Brown was too much. It s as

sunnle as that The Brums rolled past I Mass 8 4

yeTteVuay with a strong tu-st half and a iourth

miarter scoring flurry
I

The Redmen were dearly tacking in spots but

lheS loss had more to do with Brown's superiority

, (ionlla mistakes Brown's tenaaous defense

1^8 the ke> . as they held the high (lying Redmen to

a season lovi ol four goals

it was a tight game throughout

period one. but it was clear

Ahull team was number our in

New Kngland The host club

dominated most ot the quarter,

controlling the ball and working

II around with a great deal <>t

poise

1.,-s than live minutes in the

action their efforts earned them

the opening SCOTC as Boh Selise

flung the ball over to Steve

Kusso. who winged M by goalie

t raw lord

Paul Kitch gave UMass its

onls tie ot the game as he spun

Off his man and beat the Brown

netminder with four and a hall

left in the urst ir>
'-

\\,th Crawford pUymg superlative goal, we

Bruins ended the period with a score that might

iv" meant the game Crawtord had made am, he,

„i h.s mam saves and held his stick above bis head

r id g the hall Suddenly the ball tell backwards

JntoSe^ton what was ohv.ously an illegal play hy

ttii- home team's attackman
' h

'

,,,, stick was hit. an act that constitutes an

IIlIr -turn when the goalie ,s within the crease area_

i;;';Mh, ( ,e.eree ruled that Craws stick was not

touched and Brown's goal went up on the t>oard

Thus with 27 seconds left m the quarter, and a Im

IU1IU1U . pause in which Coach Larber argued to no

!„d | Mass trailed in the crucial tie-breaker

Muiutes Hew by as Brown never allowed the

Kedmen to get untrackod Their deiensemen s

excellence produced two more scores before the Is

'T^s Uemi IVpp^ all alone on the .etts.de who

upped the lead to 3 Then RUSOO scored h.s seconc

ot the day this time on an individual effort coming

1 rom m back of the net to score on a jumpshot go.ng

'The onlv thing the third stanza didn't see was a

score aspenaltfes.analnuist nonexistent entity m

the I irst 30 minutes, began to come m groyes

\\s round lour Kedmen rooters were looking lor

Jiiethmg to happen Brown was ^™«**£
Gorillas magnificiently and without the stiff I Mass

defense it never would have been a contest.
'

»,•"«.. lallitHl first in the goal Idled fourth period

and thoughts ot being held to

one goal danced in Kedmen I

minds But a last break IgOoJ

SPORTS
J

Lflded such nightmares

Dwight Bloomquisl hustled

downfield finding Charley Hardy

to his nght Hardy nipped the

backhanded pass up m front ot

the goal where Kitch was

waiting anxious!) Kitch fired it

h\ Doug Spiro on the prettiest

goal ol the day.

But as soon as CMass

whispered comeback Brown

nailed it down Three scores

W .thin a matter ol liH seconds lelt

the Gorilla's at a loss

one ol Brown s mree great front-

the first one. and twenty-two

1/2 minutes to go.

Kevin Cleary.

liners, notched

seconds later, with more than i

Selise outmancuvered three I Mass rn.dd.es and

..owned his wav into the middle, making it ,2
'

\ power play goal ended the home teams

barrage as the ball bounced trickily into the net

Some ot the sharpest Redman play was seen in

the final five minutes as a tremendous passing

exhibition was put on by Uhtaai ma PJM^rplay

situation It resulted in I Kitch assist and a Hardv

^Bloomouist was a main man again, drilling a

sl3 Shot trom outs.de past the lelt side of

• oa Spro Five minutes later Brown was secure

I Prober one ranking in New hnfdand and

Mass had lost its chance for a post sea«,n bid. ttrt

he Northeastern crown is still to be won and f Ml

ou awav on Saturday. Garters (Ionlla s can

i;.ng home the championship tor the third year ,n a

raw

By EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

It could be called the "cham-

pionship of Western Massachu-

setts It could be called the pride

ol the west game." But what ever

its called it takes place this af-

ternoonatEarleE Lorden h .eld at

i 30 when the I Mass and

Springfield baseball teams square

oil at each other

Since the age ol daw n I Mass and

Springfield have had the kind ol

marls that can only exist between

a major college giant and a small

college giant that live within the

confines ot a small geographical

area

l'u. this reason each athletic

competition between teams ol

these two schools in any sport ends

up to be a barn burner and ll >ou

need an example just think back to

the basketball season

Springlield comes into this game

with an impressive record ot 17 -3

and is right now the top small

college team in New Kngland and

probablv one of the top live teams

..regardless ol small or major

college status in the region

The Chief! are perennial

representatives ot this District in

the Small College National

I 'la vol Is and are well on their way

to repeating this honor again.

Springlield has been riding on

the strength of a group of pitchers

a ho are in the superb class During

the season the names ot Willie

BoMiton. Jerry DePahna and .Joe

Kubeck have draped the

Springlield sports pages with their

teats on the mound

These three have already pit-

ched this week and with a big

doubleheader with Coast Guard

coming up on Saturday lor

Springlield they won't see action

today. The starting hurler will

probably be sophomore Kd bolli

For the Kedmen coach Bergquist

•s also resting his big starters for

the Rhode Island series on

Saturda) and plans to start lefty

UNI Colabello and come in with

Tom Austin later in the game il

needed. It you remember Colalx'llo

was the star ol the District One

Playoffs in 19«9 pitching the

Kedmen into the World Series in a

guts) performance against Boston

I niversit) He needs some work

and the Chiefs are a good squad to

test his arm

When it comes to statistics, lans

always seem to like the dual bet-

ween speed men on both squads In

todays game Charlie ttanley who

has 22 stolen bases and Joe Cer\ mo

ol Springlield with 25 will most

likely pla> a major part in the final

outcome

The Kedman startmR lineup will

Ir> the same as against B.C. with

Tom McDermott Ix'hind the plate.

Dan Ksposito. Ilosea Kelly. Kd

McMahon and Mark Halau in the

infield and Steve Newell. Manley

and Brian Martin in the outtield

The Kedmen come into this

game IH I and oil a loss of B.C. a

couple of days back and a win is

needed to get them back in the

nght Irame ol mind lor the Khody

series

^MtWMJ*J**^aW*WWW«W

Trackmen Romp At Khody
, ,»n« runnfrs were sparked h> the l-rlormances sfl

B> ROBERT MEDEIROS

gBamriittoutofamiKmt.theUI^^^^
.,^i Vankee Conference rival. Rhode iaiano

i;r'?:' i

"
,n n D. -sdas The Kedmen competing

;^i;e;;^ t
X.meetoMheseas,,n...n,shed,he,

"*£ one ^"appeared » ha, the meet would ncv.r

-etunderwa) The bus broke down on the M.ghwa

,1 , . k men were forced to thumb IS miles to

,,,„„,.,, e.e -parked by the £*""»£ et«5u?
Harris and Ron Wayne who each won two \i nu

Wayne celebrated h.s return iron. Israel with v.c

lories to the mile and two mile

Mams continued to shine with victories in the m
, ,d the 20 lie was followed to the tape by lony

'

vn. Mon wlo placed second in the l« and 220 Harris

*

.J,

1

,v;u , U,on Were also members ol the winning 440

n
"hni.oi

:'\rnie Mo.se won h.s In >M arsily race ol his

4 ;
! n theHH.. Dave K vans dropped down,mm the
'

, ...1...1 ,. ..h . lirO n ace lllisli

ra»"n-^5-.j--« -

lU^^Kl'be^^t'-V^^SX
ssarsrsWSaSswss
.ntoihe. hamp.onsh.ps I MassshoulOi

«"*^J

(Mass, the only teams capiible ol winning

S

The'
t'

Mass runners dominated the meet as they won

everv runnmg event, except the mile relay. The

,. i sha.mhucssv turned m h.s best i*-rlormance ol

,he sp r. J with his l.rs. place Hn.sh m the high jump

d Is M,ond place finish in the triple jump Jim

;'
'e. aga.n pioved his WpehOTlty over opposing

( npetition with h.s v.ctory in the .20 h.gh hurd,>

,„e ol the main highlights in the meet was tlM

recort brXing perf^Sance of G^^J^^j
Derformance broke the former Javelin record of

SSmnSte ItoCCO Petittn who was the l.rst Kedmen to

ever throw the javelin over 2uo IteeC
niffpr„nt.e

I-dd.e Arcaroonce again proved to be the difference

,„\he hrow ,ng events in the Kedmen cause Arcaros

work lor the day included a victory in the shotput and

a second place in the hammer

HAMMER
SHOT PUT:
DISCUS
JAVELIN
LONG JUMP
TRIPLE
POLE VAULT
HIGH JUMP

100 YARDS
220 YARDS
440 YARDS:
880 YARDS
MILE:
TWO MILE
120 HH
440 IM
440 RELAY
MILE RELAY

f^ urnesi
Arcaro
t urness
Santanqini
Aldred
i. ubicki
f mdeisen
Shauqhnrssy

Harris
Harris
Evans
Morse
Wayne
Wayne
Graves
Wilkens
Massachusetts
Rhode Island

Rl 186 10

UM 54'

Rl 149' 5

230'

22' 3
44'9 3/

Rl
Rl
Rl
Rl 15'4 3/4

UM 6'6

UM
UM
UM
UM
UM
UM
UM
Rl 56

43.3
3.27.3

10 2

22 5

SO 4

1:58.7
4:21.7
9:29.6
155

Arcaro
^ urness
Homon
Sylvia
Kubicki
Shauqhnessy
Kamb
Osborne

Pendleton
Pendleton
Hazard
Cronen
Rossette
O'Connell
Spellman
bpellman

UM 168' 5

Rl 51' 6

UM 143' 2

UM 210' 1

Rl 22' 2

UM 43'2

UM 17'6

UM 6'4

UM
UM 22.6

Rl
Rl
Rl
UM
UM
UM

Clines
Clines
Natti
Ellmqwood
Dyer
Littlefield

Pierce
Kubicki

Sisco
Busa
Levine
Mulvee
O'Connell
Nasatka
Clark
Graves

Rl 155'4

Rl 47'

UM 133' 10

Rl 200' 3

UM 71' 8

UM 4V 1 3/

Rl 12' 6

UM 6' 2

Rl
JM 72.7

UM 51.0

UM
UM
UM
UM
UM

Sports Page Ends Season Tomorrow

Tomorrows issue brings the sports page to an end

for this season. For the baseball fans well have an

ndept look at the remainder of the baseball season

h ,t mav result in post season play and we will lb I

B the final two articles in the three past series

written by Mark Vogler on Steve Kosakowsk, and

Dean Warren McGuirk.

Wood Keynotes

M Club Finale
ByFREDROSENTHAL

M IK' Staff _ ,.

; row H He added that this eondition does not exist in any other field of

"('onS Sports Kditor. Earle Barroli. also spoke and thanked the

eoaehes Jor «£" eooperat.on and interest ,n workmg with the sports

*V3S«** Collegian
." an educational experience in itself outside of

^l^SZ^JPSSZm4i of the sports teams since he took over

,s the su tJShtorhe said he thought himself as being a good luck charm

, !hatX w inter sports completed their season -th the best percentage

ever and the spring sports teams were well on their way to duplicating

th

ln dosing he gave a special thanks to assistant sports information

diJeclo,?Dk.^ Brescan,S he said went unnoticed hke the center on

the lootball team or the catcher on the baseball team

Also present at the head ^^^f^JS^XSSS^
i )sw aid T.ppo and Dean Warren McGu.rk. Head of t^^oo^J ^SS'
Kducat.on;md Athletic Director whoJ^^JJ^^^S'Sdi

Those coaches who were honored were Bill Mact onneii. »Klin
f

• *^';inosecoacn^
uroaca soccer Dick MacPherson, football

Keaman. basketball; Peter uroaca sotcei
.

«
wrestling Dick

Dick Pahe golf Jack Canmff. hockey; Home. Barr.
^

w
, &

""
oreomst baseball Ken O Brien. track and cross country; Joe Rogers

BergquisLoaseoai^
Kjeldsen, gymnastics and.SSKStS able to be present due to his team s

This was the^s" luncheon of the year with the Varsity M Cub rounding

out its acUvities for this year with the Hall of Fame Banquet later this

m
TsPecial thanks should go to Jim Mulcahy the president of the Varsity

M wtaMC d an the luncheons this year and did a line job yesterday *

his test outing of this semester at the Newman. Center. He has been the

guid ng hght of the Varsity M for many years and has also been a friend

Sn the
* Mass sports and academic community. For this reason we salute

J ;
- ' Mulcahy.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

QU)f fla««avl|ttsrlta

Weathers

>^ ^* i7 A WII AMD tSPONSUli ^ ***** Have a good summer

nniimiii53S"":niimii«iu

Explains Building

Creation

By ZEKE CALLAHAN
Mix Staff

The building of the Murray D

Lincoln Campus Center was

discussed last evening by world

£S£ architect Marcel Breuer

before a capacity crowd held in the

building designed by him

The first part of his hour long

talk concerned what he called the

back stage of an architect I work

He explained to the audience that

when he was selected as the ar

ehitect tor the project he was given

I well prepared program and was

told all the requirements of he

proposed building He told the

group that he was not involved in

The setting up of the program His

,ob involved building what he was

told to bv the building authority

Whole City

He said that the design and size

Of the building was determined

alter an analysis was made of the

needs of the proposed building

Hoffman Indicted
See page 4

Sports Spread
See pages 23 and 23

Breuer said that a building ol this

type is most complicated to design

and build because it has almost

everything m it In his talk he

called theCampus Center awhok

City by itself
"

The buildings surrounding the

Campus Center presented a

problem that was overcome by h.

design Breuer selected The dif

lerent buildings in the area such as

Uasbrouck laboratory and the

Student Unkm presented an ar-

chitectural and space problem

which had to be overcome. The

design ol the Campus Center

solved these problems by creating

distance between it and the

surrounding buildings.

Itoltom Two Large

Breuer noted that the bottom two

lloors of the building contain about

as much surface area as the rest ol

the upper portions of the building

This was designed with the

students needs in mind The height

of the building was decided upon

because it provided for good cir-

cular ventilation

Continuing. Breuer went over a

hst Of the various facilities that are

contained in each floor of he

building He also noted that Ae

entire building occupies o50,000

square feet Breuer told the

audience that the building was set

up to tac.htate an ras> fJOWOf

uTrge crowds through the building

w.thout any problem ol congestion

Speaking aland the type of

llU1 |«|,ng material used, the Ar-

chitect said that construction Bite

mUred concrete ,nd prefabricated

iactorv made concrete sections an

the main tvpeot building materials

used The idea of using reinforced

concrete ,„ building construction

originated about HO years ago. But

„ wasn't until recently that it

became widely used for huiWmg

construction Breuer said that hi

reason tor using prefabricated

concrete lor I large part was that it

was not susceptible to damage

Irom the elements as H poured

concrete Using pretabr.cated

concrete has another advantage

wh.ch Breuer informed the group

ol With this type of material, a

new perspective for architecture is

opened up This provides lor depth,

shape, and with this architecture

can become 3 dimensional.

Sol \n\ MoreKxpensive

He stated that this technique

decani make a building any more

expensive Breuer noted that even

the walls have a purpose to serve

The thick cement walls serve to

receive the mechanical "guts" of

the building
"

The second hall ol Bn u«

.ddress consisted of a display ol

dides showing the architectural

olana ol the building Also shown
'

A( ,e color slides ol various

buildings .. museum and a home

designed by Breuer From looking

a , ,he various buildings designed

by Breuer it became evident thai

they all have many things in

common with the design ol the

CampUS (enter

Defends Work

\ very interesting question and

answer period followed Breu.

.ddress with Breuer doing a veT)

nice ,,,b ol defending h.s ar-

chitectu.al work .When questioned

about the cost of using expensive

granite tables m the building he

replied that the reason for this was

that granite is the best and most

durable material which would be

the best in the long run He toM

those in attendance that he deesnl

th.nk that a cheap building is the

best In continuing he said that m

liked the idea of painting murals on

the walls Of the building

Inclosing. Breuer said that when

designing a building such as this

sou cant consider the people '.

use the building as persons
it

were the case, a building w< I

never get built
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Hanoi Agrees To Accept

North Vietnamese Prisoners
TOKYO AP Hanoi agreed

Krida) to formally accept a group

ol North Vietnameae prisoner! ol

war held in South Vietnam It waa

the firsl such move t»> the Com-

muniat regime and it tied the

release to a --» houi fire

Hanoi - official Vietnam v
ncy, in a broadcast moniti

here referred to a South Viet

namese announceroe« last month

m which the Saigon government
- willing to free 570 in

valid North Vietnameae captives

But the broadcast made no

mention of > aecond oiler i>> South

Vietnam to send 1.200 other North

\ ietnamese prisoners held tour

yean Of more to a neutral country

ihis otter was geared to the

American prepoaaJ that prisoners

,.l war on both sides be interned in

a neutral country

rhe Hanoi broadcast gave what

it termed "concrete stipulations

ior its acceptance of the North

\ ietnamese priaoners of June 4 in

the <iul! oi Tonkin b> North

Vietnamese civil ships trom

unarmed allied civil ships flying

Ked Cross Hags

The Saigon government has

Freed before af North

\ ietnamese priaoners, generally m

It 's For Your Own
Protection, Students

For som. the Student Handbook has earned a regulation

nrohibiUng the keeping of live animals in ln.vers.ty ow^ned residence

K The I this rule comes trom the concerns of such diverse

Soups as the I niversity Health Council. Knvironmental Healthy

MaUUena^ce Department, and more importantly, Torn the expressed

concerns ol student residents themsei

Dunn* me past year the number ol pets on campus, and more par

,,cul K m residence halls, has grown astronomically, rejlirtagever

tncte "implementation of this regulat.on. The Faculty Senate Health

CouncH has recenUj n-affirmed the need for all members of the

Si3 commumiy to remove live ammals due to the heal t .hazard

threatening other residents Likewise, the < ustod.al Staffs I nion has

Emphasized the growing problem faced by its constituents working in

residence halls and other on campus buildings

I, «£* tocompry u .th these concerns as well as the concerns of many

„tho . lent res, hmts. we are. at th.s time, asking all staff and students

h , , b returning to the residence halls next September to make

, Ul , arrangements over the summer, to dispose of any live animals.

, r arlv cats and dogs, that they may now have in their possession

'Further all students are requested to refrain from bringing pets back

to , nm.us when thev return in the tall In consideration for the animals.

;;';,!u,;,:„! ;,.,„.>nK .« ,«.-t * ***»**. * ***> «*<*<** •»

raidenct halt, m theMm* Your cooperat.on is omMU

Explosion Shakes Campus

ceremonies marking some
national holiday, but Hanoi has

never acknowledged such acts

North Vietnam has never formally

admitted that it has troops

operation in South Vietnam

The Hanoi broadcast gave these

terms
1 Those persons must be

transported by unarmed I S

puppet civil ships flying Ked Cross

i lag- to a spot three to live

kilometers southeast of C'ua Tung

at the 17th parallel at 10 M
o clock on June 4. 1971 Those

persons srtti be transferred to

unarmed civil ships of the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam

living Ked Cross llags

"J In an area with a <o kilometer

radius around the spot lor release

and reception, every military

activity in the air. at sea. and on

tin mainland, must be ceased ..on

June 4. 1971

:{ The U S and the Saigon

administrations must announce in

advance the number and

characteristics of the ships

transporting the patriots to be

released this time

\ It the weather is bad. the

release and reception will be

postponed until a lurther time and

will still lollow the procedures of

release and reception as men
tioned in provisions I. 2, and I."

The agency said the I S and

Sooth Vietnameae governments

must bear lull responsibility lor

all consequences if they act

counter to the above mentioned

stipulations

Video Free America
Presenting Program
This can PUS'S introduction to alternative tonus of video was the

recently screened tapes ol the Washington DC demonstrations This is

onh a start Tonight. Saturday and Sunday. Video Free Free America,

and underground video collective from San Francisco will present a

program demonstrating several other directions possible for alternate

NI U \ KINOABAN I'lW.bv Jackie ( assen A lyrical rendering of a week

long celebration ..I Krishna s birthday at the Society lor Krishna Con-

sciousness communal (arm near Moundsv.lle, West Virginia.

With its simultaneous video imagery, the piece captures the discipline

and devotion of a totally sell sufficient rural existence; the curios, y and

conflicts generated by a visit from local citizens, the joy elicited by the

small rituals and elaborate celebrations

Mil t ON I INI I \(i STORY Ol CAROL AND I KID or I the medium was

the marriage) by Arthur Ginsberg: A video verite piece about a couple

escaping from their work in San Francisco's erotic film industry.
'

\ reality trip into the issues of sex roles and the institution of marriage,

and a study ot the feasab.l.ty of a public life style (existing in the

presence of electronic media). Carol and Freds story as told by them-

m^ n'mdalas 'nf.mt.es m light and time Stony tf tt» todmijge.

utilized in these pieces are the same as those cieated by Video ¥nt

vmenca tor the recent controversial American premiere of A( /D( a

itov b He athcote W. ams. editor of the Knglands SICK magazine

\rthur G nsbVrg of Video Free America will be on hand to talk informally

abort the works producing on the half inch video tape equipment, the

Unure oTthe tec hno ogv or whatever, and will be videotaping reactions to
uturc °' int lt>" *• .,

A „ presenl a five campuses across the

COuSrTuS^^AVS^ Heed College, and University of

Son a mut. screen double track video theater system-a format

hich uro des a visual environment experience considerably more

xctmg
P
.hananv thing now available over broadcast television The

> og m . s sponsored by WTOY the new campus video station
,

I w,

ppen n the" ampus Tenter lower level room 1W ***"«•«
J

h
'

door Hours are Friday 7 Jo and 10:00; Saturday: 2 JO. I JO and 10 (H).

Sunday: 4 00, 7 :hi and 10:30.

Keep The

Faith
VALAT1F N V AP Virginia

< ) Hanlon Douglas, the woman who

aa a child was told -Yes. Virginia,

there is a Santa (laus died

Thursday at the age of 81

In ill health lor several years, the

lady who kept her faith in Santa

passed away quietly

I pon hearing the news. Ann

Gurnet! of the HOC queried My

Goodness, What will Virginia think

a hen she Imds out there isn't a

i.od"

FOR

DECORATING

SUPPLIES
— CREPE PAPER

— POSTER BOARD

— ETC.

SEE

A. J. Hastings
Newsdealer & Stationer

45 South Pleasant St.

Amherst

An explosion ol unknown origin

caused tremors in the general area

,,l the Campus (enter at ap-

proximately 0:30 last night

« ampUS Potice COUJd not discover

any damage however, upon In-

vestigation

According tO several students

who witnessed a flash ol light and

Fell the shock ol an explosion.

here a;is.i loud noise, as from an

explosion, followed bj the sound ol

a secondary explosion

p issers i»\ informed me Ml"

that the flash ol light came from

\ lorill Science (enter, hut the

police said il was probablj from

the construction area across the

street .

The tremors were felt as lar

.was aa the Campus (enter, ac

ceding to witnesses in that area

\ press time no other in

ormaSon was available Ponce

, (j the) would contmi
,'

for evidence

plosion T 'or lurther details see the

September issue ot the IfDC

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Support Your Local

DEALER
[1

ev

A CLOTHING STORE 561/2 MAIN ST

IIMPORIUM
WITH THE BEST IN

SUMMER GOODS!

ARMY JACKETS

COVERALLS

LIGHT WEIGHT

LANDLUBBER JEANS

TANK TOPS

INP0R1UM
62 Main St

Amherst, Mass.
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Officeof *»e DAILY COLLEGIAN are on the second floor of the Student Union on

the university campus, up code 01002 Phones are US 2550 (news), 545 0344

(Sports), and 549 1311 (editor)

Second class postage pa>d at Amherst, the DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes five

times weekly Monday through Friday during the academic year except during

vacation and exam periods, three or four times a week following a vacation or

exam period or when a holiday fails within a week Accepted for mailing under the

authority of the act of March a, U79 as amended by the act o« June 11. 1943 Sub
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Restrictions Put On
Lockheed Loan

program, the TriStar airbus ot L1011.

a nndPr increasing criticism in Congress, where

TheM wou.d authome ther~^*JS£2?V£fi2S«
•major business en.erpr,ses inganger «<**£ ^ a)mosl „„ the

A Key restriction~*^£*^t!Ln2J^yS£

Treasury secretary.

JNIVERSI'Y Uf- rviAJjnv... _ —

Honorary Degrees Discussed

Fac-SenDefea^
:

CJendar
By LINDA A. BAL1CKI

votes the Faculty ^J* J? ™f
™

tj£ adoption of the

vote defeated a proposal^calhnfijforwe p ^^
compromise ^lendar foMhe aCa my

^
The meeting was a^a^k

a

e

n

a
d

D
inl0 lhe possibility of

purpose of honorary degrees ana^ nwi v
. id for

Evoking the degrees which ^bwn^»«
ludcd the

thisyearsCommer'
^entOther a^.^ ^

^tXo protect as muchas possible the^rests

ol the UK. athletes Desp. te tht unavora

towards the calendar .self. ^f'^^Sfstudents,

pleased with the faculty s a 'tude to^ar^^to t

The fact that they were wd 1 ng tc
i

1
sten U)

opinion can be wjfct|W *~
, Khorne concerningP

An inquiry by»XSn hs contention
honorary degrees was jade based otin ^
^.^^l^jt^t unknown.

first lien on the firm s property

since rr^^^l^flBK R v
1902 5-rJ nffllllST IV \[i 'J

• are relative unknowns

this years Commencement^
Other acuon^n unexperienced candidales re ^ ^

proposal centered around^*h
r
^"f^Swen and first semper next year He was g Brown

Sfe^trSf^SSSi SoX^i^nr:^JTnorninated by a Kaculty

S scheduling tor
mem^ofaW^teams^ ^ committee^

nlal,on „f all three

•amendment'which was later voted upon ^^ ^ motion to eq^ereprcs ee was

the calendar proposal w thou .
pr or ratm ^^ on h campus goverraiK

members
"troduced to eliminate the confhet whm»

i

m
„ b Howard Brogan^ndcaiiM em

«riod would pose for several a*"^ c^
"columbia.

oteachotthe&matoontheCornmiit ^.^
^ch schools as Yale Harv« dUHoWra and

,

L ^^ ^ ^^"u^1^"on M^"' ""
It was noted by Dean Kicharoson " a was designed to have tun cooi

. provide tor

council that cancellationi

of many *£»*
lhcse senates on a matterwh«* ^'^ Sanawen

^^rJ^S-V^l" ^-fn=Tstptowards increased com-

££ft?5^-». recount ^^^^S'^^rSW
orniinal 27 28 vote was changed to 28-32 on me ^^ dlscusslon

nseLeagi

Mafiaji

DON'T GET
UNSTRUNG
ABOUT
TENNIS

Tha House of

Wolah H ot

your service

y
W&vtr*

,HEAD
RACKETS

'."W-LSON

IIaNCROTT .DAVIS

[Expert ;„
ResUingina Service

ITENNIS BALLS
Itennis CLOTHING
for men and women

UENNIS SHOES

?^mS! nt fulfil?. Inr.B JuilierBt.
fflaBBarhiuirllo

On The Villoge Common" Doily 9:00 to 5:30|

NFW YORK tAP» -Indictments

turned against Rabbi Meir

k hane and a dozen other mem

U-" of the Jewish Defense League

a used the Jewish militants with

conspiring to move guns and

bombs, the Just.ce Department

said Thursday

The charges, contained in two

.ndictments returned <**»*';
did not specify where.* hen or hou

the weapons wire to be used.

h ollow.ng his arraignment JDL

head K.hane joined with Joseph

< -olomho Sr. listed by the-jusl.ee

Department as I Mafia boss, to

announce that JDL would make

common cause with Colombo to

Hgmwhat they called government

lhe Italian American ( IVU K.ghts

,„gue. lead a picketing campa.gn

a , FBI offices to put P««ure «»n

news,..ganizat.ons that resulted in

urbsontheuseof.heexpr^sions

Mat.a and 'Costa Nostra a?

svnonvms for organized crtnuv

-nu.Jew.sh Defense League has

uageel a campaign against alleged

soviet oppression of Jews A^
,he JDL concentrated on marches

and demonstrations. »»»»»•»;

winter they harassed Soviet

Ihplomats here by ^ngjmd
taunting them for about a week^
U,

Vhev have also been suspected of

a number of bombings *h.le

denying any respons bihty or

bomUgsatSovietlaahti^nt^
United States, the leag« e has

applauded the bombers acts

Many of the bombings were an-

nounced by anonymous telephone

caSers using slogans connected

with the league, usually con

eluding: "Never Again

U an impromptu news con

,erence. Colombo said -we fee the

JDl/a light and cause isjus^
:

H

thev need our support, we will g
.

'

, t if they ask for it. we will allow

U
Kahane said he would ask for

support early next week He sad

support from the Italian group

could be considered human

brotherhood." If blacks had joined

InTcause. h. Sddsd it would have

drawn ra\

The twin indictments remained

scaled Wednesday until alter the

ureal of the JDL leader and abl

others m raids on two league ot

one man was arrested m
Philadelphia by Mara) Treasury

LftaiCfltS

Five others BOVf %et to be ap-

prehended

Appearing before I S «'

nusltoner Max Schdiman Ihiir-

sdav Kaliane w^afrosdin
«25.ow

,,.„, TlM . S1X others had SHUMHi

'"sinlm ordered Kahane t,

;

surrender his DOSSport, pending

the outcome of the ease

LEARN TO DRIVE

AMHERST AUTO

SCHOOL

34 Main Street

256-60G6

THE SHOE-IN
Behind Aubuchon's

In the Alley

1 Cook Ploce

CONVERSE SNEAKERS
Women'. $5.60 - Men'. $9.50

MEN'S ft WOMEN'S SANDALS $5.95 ft up

OTHER SPECIALS

IOMGIIT

SAVING GRACE
Plavin" Contemporary Rock

AT

Engltal) flub
25c COYCl

AUTO
INSURANCE
a i CARS - ALL DRIVERS
AL

BUDGET PAYMENTS

CYCLES — SCOOTERS

Tekoa Insurance Agency
in Rinad St.

9:30 - 12:30

160 Pleotont St.

Northompton
586-2742

10 Brood St.

Wettfield
562-3604
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In The Nation And The World

Ford Expresses Doubt

On Industry Future

Upheaval In

Egyptian Cabinet

DETROIT (AP) Henry Kord II

said Thursday that U S-built

minicars have failed to stem the

using tide of imports and »\

pressed doubt that the American

industry tan remain competitive in

the world auto market

"Minicars make minipi jfits,"

said the :>:t year-old board chair-

man of the nation's second largest

automaker
1 irankly don't see how we're

going to meet the competition."

Kord said at a news conference

after the firm's annual meeting.

'We've tried to stem the tide

unsuccessfully I might say-to some

extent

In the tirst four months of this

year, imports captured 15 2 per

cent of the IS new car market.

compared with 13 7 per cent in the

first tour months of 1970. despite

the tact that this year the im-

porters had to compete with the

Ford i'into. the Chevrolet Vega

and the American Motors Gremlin,

which were not on the market last

year.

Asked if he was disappointed in

the performance of I'into and other

domestic minicars. Kord said. "If

>ou look at the increase in imports.

you'd find reason for disap

point ment We'd hoped to hold the

lid on
Based on the experience of other

countries. Ford said, it was
possible that imports might cap-

ture up to 20 per cent of the IS
market
Despite the rising threat of

imports. Ford said he and Ford

Motors Co continue to vigorously

oppose any congressional moves to

erect tariff barriers against cars or

other products because of the

possible consequences of an in-

ternational trade war.

Ford placed the blame for the

inability of the U.S. industry to

cope with imports on labor unions

and on increasingly stringent and

costly government safety and
pollution requirements

He predicted that pollution

control devices and safety

requirements could increase the

coat of a car $600 over present

prices by 1975 and that the increase

could go up to $1,000 if inflation, is

considered.

Hoffman Indicted

On Antiriot Charges

iAP> Six important Egyptian

Cabinet ministers, among them the

war minister, and three top

political leaders turned their

resignations in to President An

swar Sadat in Cairo Thursday

night

The developments marked the

M idest split in Sadat's government

since he succeeded Gamal Abdel

Nasser in September The view in

the Middle East was that a power

struggle was under way in Egypt-

Israelis and other Arab ob-

servers were taken by surprise,

particularly the resignation of the

war minister. Lt Gen. Mohammed
Faw/.i. Egypt's chief military man
Faw/i was not know to have any

pronounced political leanings and

apparently had been working

smoothly with Sadat on strategy

against Israel

The flood of resignations hit

Cairo soon after Sadat decreed an

immediate end of all police sur

\eillance in Egypt, including

telephone taps The first to quit

was Egypt's top policeman. In

terior Minister Sahwari

WASHINGTON A!' Vippie

leader Abbie Hoflmanwas indicted

Thursday on lederal antiriot

charges stemming Irom his

alleged participation in the

Mayday antiwar activities in the

nation's capital last weak

\ lederal grand jury, con-

sidering charges against several of

Mayday demonstration leaders.

returned the indictment against

Hoffman in 11 S District Court

here It was announced by Atty

Gen John N Mitchell

The first count of the indictment

accuses Hoffman d crossing state

lines to incite a not The in

dictment said the not occurred in

the fashionable Georgetown
•Kin oi Washington on Monday.

W.r.

That was the day that police

arrested more than 7.000 persons

during an attempt by antiwar

demonstrators to block traffic

coming in to the nation's capital

Hoffman had been arrested by

FBI agents at his Manhattan

apartment last Wednesday on the

basis of complaints that charged

him \Aith interstate travel to incite

a not and assaulting a Washington

police officer

He was released on $10,000 bond

and the charges against him were

submitted to the grand jury here

A second count of the indictment

charges Hoffman with interfering

with Washington police officer

FINE ARTS COUNCIL 1970/71 SEKIIS

events
BOWKER AUDITORIUM/UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19 — 8:00 P.M.

MILLIARD STRING

QUARTET
Program includes Shubert's Quartet No 14 ("Death

and the Maiden") and works by Spohr and Webern.

Reserved Tickets: Fine Arts Council

125 Herter Holl (Remaining tickets at

Bowker Box Office one hour before concert) I
SATURDAY NIGHT - LAST PERFORMANCE

SWORREN & PYKE
(lit!* $ub

25c cover
9:30-12:30

Muhammed (iumah. The others

followed hours later.

In Jerusalem, an informant said

the announcements caught Israel's

officiate by surprise.

it s still tooemiiy to tell whether

these are resignations or

dismissals.'' he said, "but its

certainly evident that the power

struggle in Cairo is coming to a

head
The most interesting

resignation is that of war minister

Lt Gen Mohammed Fawsi It

remains to be seen if Sadat has the

backing of the military or not.''

The Middle Kast News Agency

said Fawzi was replaced by Maj

Gen Mohammed Sadek, the army
chief ot staff. It added that Sadat

replaced (iumah with Mahmoud
Salem, former governor of

Alexandria

A Cairo broadcast said Sadat had

accepted all resignations

News of the resignations was

carried by the official Middle East

News Ajnnqr No reason was

give*. The agency also carried the

report on police surveillance.

Larry W, Sappington during a civil

disorder, also a federal offense.

Hoffman and Connecticut

pacifist Bradford I Attic, are the

first of several antiwar leaders

accused of offenses in connection

uith the demonstrations to be

charged by a grand jury Lyttle

was indicted by a District of

Columbia Superior Court grand

jury on assault charges earlier in

the dav

Maine Kills

Gun Legis.

AUGUSTA, Maine <AP>—On an

Si 47 vote, the House Thursday
killed a proposal to regulate the

tak ot handguns in Maine Kight

members ot the .Judiciary Com-
mittee had disapproved the

original bill tiled by Kep. Ceorge

Vincent .li . I) Portland The
other five legislators on the panel

submitted a redraft

During the debate, opponent

l

claimed the measure was i**ing

used SS .1 loot in the door for more
stringent gun control bills in the

lutut*

FUTURE CPAS
LEARN NOW ABOUT THE

NEXT CPA EXAM
NOVEMBER 3-5, 1971

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

Boston (617) 536-1440

Our Successful Students Represent

1/5 OF USA
Course Begins June 5.1971J

\hhie Hoffman being removed

hum Federal House of Detention in

New Vara in I- hi sgeaTi castsay

lor arraignment belore a IS
« onimissionei . He was later

releasee* sa bail for charges of

interstate travel to incite a riot in

IK and lor assaulting a member ol

the Washington metropolitan
poliee. Ilollman's wife said he

siillered a broken nose and (be split

lip iluring last Mondav's demon
Mirations. < \r Mftrephetai

RECORDER

WORK SHOP
with

LANOUE DAVENPORT
(formerly with NY. Pro

Musica Antiquo.)

SATURDAY
MAY 15, 1971

10-4 Students $2.50

Music Building

AMHERST COLLEGE

Coast Guard Making Plans

To Watch Lobster Boat
BOSTON lAPI The Coast Guard was

making plans Thursday to keep watch

"mpurar.lv over the deep sea lobster boat

W.lev KOX after three days of incidentsin

which Soviet fishing ships allegedly

harassed the New Bedford vessel and

destroyed some of its gear

The cutter Vigilant, which was J^^U*
W.lev Fox. 85 miles south of Nantucket

Island after the first incident Tuesday, was

'ailed away Wednesday night to aid another

tishing boat in distress.

However, the Vigilant planned to return to

the Wiley Fox. the Coast Guard said, after

the latest incident Thursday J-^in
Which the lobster boat reported tha a.tori*

t.shing trawler was again causing

tr

7h
b
e

e
Vig.lant left the scene Wednesday

mght to aid the fishing boat FJeetwmg.

which reported it had run out of fuel and was

,a

The Volant took the F.eetw.ng under tow

,hout 7 "lies south-southeast of Brenton

K^fligh tower and headed for Newport,

K, It planned to meet the cutter Vigorous

on the way. however

-,,, v,eua „, .- .o re,ur„ ,o ,he Wig -_£ *-- *£ """
K, x .Iter turning the Fleetwing over to the In St "P°" ^ the New Bedford boat

Ir. A Coast Guard spokesman A spoktjnwn^a ^^ only

nd the Vigilant would stay by the lobster cpor cd£1
{% lobster trawl

boat as long as it was needed. ^ ui of the Wliey Fox also told

The incidents began Tuesday when the ints
.
W^ ^ Kussian boats

Wiley Fox reported that 15 to » 50VJ«
l

. ed t0 be moving through the area
_

vessels had destroyed an estimated $1,000 *1g»™"
f tne loDster boat reported

SShaf its lobster fishing gear ^
crew o «

KeDereussions reached as lar as
-n,"l v nieht but a Coast Guard helicopter

Washington, where the State Apartment ue^X Wednesday saw no sign of the

satd Thursday it had asked 11 embassies to ^aUlew over ^.^ yessel

tnstructTshermen to exercise caution when ^'^SS^ reported that nine Soviet

SSS in areas where lobster pots and J^f;e

cXn 10
P
miles of the Wiley Fox,

Pa° ro«s in

3
the area with the incidents oc- ^£*g£$£ stepS must be taken

^rred
ffahtea orecautions o stop the damage" to American fishing

Bulgaria, Canada. Denmark.

Italy Japan, Norway. Poland, Romania,

^C^Gilar^patched the Vigilant

sent a neiicopiei um «&"•• —__„ .

box reported renewed narrasment The

American vessel said a trawler, the FL4305.

through newly set lobster traps

despite efforts by the New Bedford crew to

"toW*L*N ^n. Edward M. Kennedy,

D Mass .
pressed the Coast Guard to uv

vesticate the situation, asking why

adequate protection was not provided these

boa's which reportedly have been

threatened by Kussian vessels ir.thejpast.

•I have lodged a protest with the Sta e

Department and requested an immediate

inauiry," Kennedy said.

•This is an obvious violation of in-

ternational rules of the sea and I strongly

protest this action I cannot be .eve tha less

Sun 50 miles off the coast of Nantucket th

s

country cannot assure the protection of our

n
Th

n
e
8
w"ey Fox had reported a similar

incident last April 1. and Washington of-

Ss sa»d there had been reports of other

encounters with vessels of various nations^

Spokesmen for the government said the

matter would be discussed at a
«f*JJ££

week in Halifax. M.S., involving countries

which fish off the Atlantic seaboard

"Mississippi Night"

At Mills House* "*"
...u„ ;„ are al

Wilson Wins History Prize
. -.«.- **-»- ch<> will attend

This evening (Friday at 7 P.M.

the black culture center will

present Mississippi Night in the

Mills House Coffee Shop This

program will include films

depicting the conditions ot black

hie in Mississippi and the white

resistance to the efforts ol black

people to liberate themselves from

political oppression and economic

exploitation

Two black community leaders

iron Mississippi will also be

present ami uriH discuss thi

Problems laced by black people in

[heir communities The two men

Nll \ |{ Franklin, a farmer

and equipment operator who is a

candidate lor the office of Justice

ol the Peace in yuitman county,

on itman is a predominantly black

county in which the white minority

has monopolized the political

apparatus through intimidation

and lraud

Mr Franklin is accompanied b>

KeV Colmerol Marks. Miss Rev

t olmer is a community organizer

who has been active in the struggle

in Mississippi since the early wis

He has been the victim ol physical

violence and repeated jailmgs for

his activities

The dims which are to Ih> shown

| documentary accounts of

the struggle in the south They are

•Well Never Turn Back an ac-

count ol bombings, shooting and

economic reprisals against back

people in Amite County^ Ma»
:

Hie Streets of Greenwood about

the black struggle lor pol.t.cal

rights in the Mississippi Delta, am

•Ivanhoe a documentary about

the political activities of a

travelling Snick organizer called

Ivanhoe Donaldsoiv ..„_,..
Three students from Amherst

,u |U.ge who have just returned

Irom^Mississippi will also speak on

their experiences m the

The Harold W Cary Prize of the

University of Massachusetts

History Department was awarded

M May U. hWl, to Mrs. Altma

Wilson' of Northampton

Mrs Wilson is a History major

who intends to go on lor the Fh D

degree m History Her career

objective is teaching Her main

area ol interest is Colonial

\mer.can History She has

already, as an undergraduate.

completed two courses on the

graduate level related to her major

interest , , -._

Mrs Wilson was accepted lor

graduate work at four universities

She has narrowed her choice to

Brown University and the

University ol Massachusetts, but

she has not vet Imallv decided

which she will attend

The Cary Prize is awarded an

nuallv to the graduating History

major who has compiled he

highest academic record in the

umlergraduate years The prize

was established in IWW in honor of

Professor Harold W Cary who

retired in that year after M years

,,t service to the History Depart

ment and the I niversity

Primarily s scholar and teacher

in the Held ol American Diplomatic

History . Professor Cary is also the

historian ol the University H.s

study entitled !»>•• I'alversltj «i

Massachusetts :
H.stor> "I ""«

„ lim|,e«l Wars published in 1^1.

traced the growth ol one ol

America's lirst land grant in

stitutions

arc

WALLACE'S BOOK CO.

WILL BE AT

THE PHOENIX BOOK SHOP

TO BUY USED TEXT BOOKS

9 to 5

Begining Monday May 17 thru Friday May 21

GET CASH FOR YOUR TEXTS WHETHER USED HERE OR NOT

PHOENIX BOOK SHOP, 65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
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Muskie First,

McGovern Second
A recent telephone poll of

University of Massachusetts un-

dergraduates indicates that a

preponderance of students have

not yet decided which candidate, if

any" they will support in next

year's Presidential election. The

most important issue, a majority

of undergraduates polled

responded, is the Vietnam war.

The poll was conducted by a

group of UMass students, all

members of the recently formed

Students for McGovern During the

last two weeks in March and the

lust two weeks in April, 150 ran-

domly selected UMass un

dergraduates were asked the

following three questions

I. If the Presidential election

were held toda>. whom would you

\oie lor? 54 individuals, or ap-

proximately :«>% of those polled

responded to this question with

some variation of. I don't know,"

I don't care." or 'Nobody
"

Senator Kdmund Muskie was the

answer ol 47 students, or ap-

proximate^ 31% 19 students.

about 14",', rioted that they would

choose Senator George S

McGovern the only announced

Presidential candidate S% of thSM
polled selected Richard Nixon

Senator Edward Kennedy was

the choice ol .."., Former Senator

Eugene McCarthy received 4°,", of

the responses The remaining 4%
were about equally divided among
hve potential candidates: Senator

Harold Hughes of Iowa. Senator

Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota.

Mayor John Lindsay ol New York.

Governor Nelson Rockefeller "i

Neat York, and Governor Get

Wallace >! Alabama
2 In ;i lew words, what is tin-

major reason let your eftsnci

Answers to this question were too

wined to draw any clear con

elusions In the cases ol the two

most popular candidates in the

poll, trends did occur Nearly hall

<.| those choosing McGovern in

• heated that their choice was due to

his sincerity and determination in

ending the Vietnam War others

said that they thought McGovern
was an honest, decisive, qualified,

independent individual with a good

record, and that he was not a

middle Ol the road candidate

Those who selected Senator

Muskie gave considerably dif

irrent reasons for their preference

No single issue or quality was

prevalent as a reason Several

students believed that Muskie had

the bast chance ol winning, while I

lew reasoned that voting lor

Muskie would be voting agamsi

Nixon Muskie I poattoa on en

viremnental issues was cited by

only three students, while five

i.spondents could not think of any

\p!a nation for their selection of

Muskie The majority of those

preferring Muskie, however,

responded in general, not specific,

terms.

Typical answers given included:

I just like him," "I like how he

talks." "He's down to earth,

realistic." "He's done the most,"

"His calm attitude," "His
reliability." 'His personality.''

He takes all sides into con-

sideration." "His priorities are

correct." "He's the only one 1

know." "He should be President."

i like what he stands for." "He is

the most intelligent," "His ac-

tivities in the i%8 campaign."
:? What, in your opinion, is the

most important issue? A clear

majority, 68% of those responding,

lelt that the Vietnam War was the

paramount issue 9% of those

polled considered the economy the

most significant issue, while 8%
selected the environment. A
number of issues, including

population, poverty, welfare, race,

domestic affairs, education.

alienation, and apathy were in-

dicated by 1% or less of the

respondents

Although the overwhelming
sentiment that the Vietnam War is

the major issue could have par

tially been a reflection of increased

interest in the War during late

March and early April, it is

noteworthy that a majority of

students still consider the War to

!k- thr issue ol the Presidential

campaign Ironically, however,

more .an twice as many students

preferred Senator Muskie, who

supported the pro war plank at the

Democratic Convention and

has only recently spoken out

ust the War. over .Senator

McGovern. who supported the anti-

war plank at Chicago and has

Opposed the War lor many years,

and who introduced the McGovern
llatlield "end the War amend
ment last year and the Vietnam
iMscngagement Act this year

The issin- ol the environment,

loremost in the public s mind last

year, was the paramount issin

according to a scant 11 students

[Milled, ot which only three chose

Senator Muskie lor his en

uronment positions The dratt.

which may DC an explosive cam
paign issue, was mentioned as a

>on or a major issue by a mere
three students This may l>e an

indication that students would

preler I continuation of the draft

can be eliminated the goal of only

two potential candidates. Hughe-

and Mcttovern
Most importantly, while students

are apparently willing, not

necessarily determined, to use

their newly acquired voting power,

they have not yet decided which
candidate, if any. will benefit from

their support

I \ ; Dr. .lame-. \ Baasbam n.inn Mrienttati have dJ»cover<*d how

to alter a plant pnetoaynthetk factors ^> thai it manufactures

mainly protein instead of sugars He b pictured e\a i
, in algae

culture being jron rxperimentatkm. W Win-photo

t i.ip iirr and SAM-:

SU MOVIE COMMITTEE

PRESENTS ITS

FINAL FILMS
PROGRAM

Tuesday, May
Paul Newman

Exodus
7:00 & 10:00

18 Wednesday, May 19

Liberation of

L. B. Jones
7:00 & 9:30

Thursday, May 20
Steve McQueen

in

Thomas Crown Affair

7:00 & 9:30

I

Saturday, May 22
Sidney Poitier

in

For the Love of Ivy

7:00 & 9:30

Monday, May 24

Liza Minnelli

in

Sterile Cuckoo

7:00 & 9:30

Friday, May 21
Sussanah York

in

The Killing of

Sister George
7:00 & 9:30

Sunday, May 23
Lee Marvin

in

Hell in the Pacific

7:00 & 9:30

Tuesday, May 25
Robert Redford - Paul Newman

in

Butch Cassidy & the

Sundance Kid

7:00 & 9:30

Wednesday, May 26 Thursday, May 27

Putney Swope

7:00 & 9:30

Forgotten Ancestors

Of a Forgotten

Land
All day long

All movies are 50c (exception Butch which is $1.00) and are

in the Student Union Ballroom (exception For The Love Of

Ivy is in Campus Center Auditorium.) Forgotten Ancestors

is FREE.

„.,k, has .»..>«" »<•»•'<' <•»""*><
"J™,;, , hr„uBh larR.- tiro.-s

Drought Hits

South Hard
i API frank \enetal>les. bread

atHl cereali and even meat

eventually may enH the honnewrfe

more iK-eauseol the drought m tin

South and West Farmers are

Ipeling the pinch already.

\n Associated Press surxe>

showed Honda. Oklahoma and

Texas were hardest hit

KlOTida lar.n.rs and agncul ure

n„ K.,als estimated Thursday ha

production of vegetables Mm
tomatoes, cucumbers celery,

peppei s.md squash has been cut St

per cent bj the drought
1

The shortage ol supplies

ull.nialel>vMllh'adloh.nher.eta.l

orices officiali said
1

Karmcrs in some areas reported

ihev were running out of grass feed

for cattle and water tales in some

place* have dried up. I »«

Agriculture Department an

nounced Wednesday .t has
,

made

$ ,6n.oou available to Honda

cattlemen to help than drill nen

wells and move berth

Prank pope, director d the

,,,,,,,,, urtoiHural StoMuaUon

aDd conservation < o.nmn tee m
JSneaville sa.d there had bee-

isolated eases ol lar.ners Ins ng

cattle heeai.se ot the drought and

said the financial strain on

producer! eventually will N
reflected in consumer prices

ThelJ s Crop Reporting Service

predicted the IWI "m«JpE±
nop s.nee Itt? and a third l« ss

than last year

Th( . hardest hit areas wen t»

Southwest-with an estimated yield

0TT3 million busheb forecast

compared to If millioni
taat year-

nd he ^es.e.Milralu.th less than

I million bushels coinpnred to I)

million in IW«
u

•Many farmers down hen win

|U st have to pack up and move to

Kedties, said Den/,1 SchulU an

agricuhurai expert at Alius, Onto,

lie sa.d the mil effort of the

drought on the regions economy

^uld not be felt until tail and

winter when the fanners normally

woumJ spend harvest profits on

nl<1 ,h..»er> and other needed

Ul , n1 siu.lt/ said the nnal

, I1.it will Ik- tremendous

rhe latest forecast ol rexao

wheat crops is for « harvest of

.77:... million bushels Dec I. tu

loreeast \k as l.-.tot. million hushels

DonBurris. secretar) treasurer

„, the Panhandle Grain and heed

Dealers Association said almost all

„, the dryland wheat crop-that

grain planted on land using no

iirication has been lost

,,,. aho Mid drought eonditions

,„ MNJthWC-Sl Kansas. fOUthWCSt

Oklahoma, the Panhandle the

southern Plains and .astern New

Mexico have lelt leu I.elds worth

harvesting
Irrigated wheat crops were

reported ood to excellent, but

,„;, targe ntough to build up sur

pluses ,
.

Viticulture officials and

Iarrocrs said the failure of the

dryuind when! crops jwuW in-

crease the price ol brand and

meals in the stores

Kree.it ran., have improved soil

moUnure in most ol Colorado

causing officials to revise

estimates of the 1971 whoa' crop

lrom 53 million to 65 million

u.shels st.ll 2 million binds*

short ol the IWt) figure.

(linton jeffers, director ol ttj

Colorado Agrhmtture Department.

said however, "I suspect tin

drought might have some
effect on

,„.,., prices. Which are strong

MDC Classifieds

Will Be Here

Next Year, WillYou?

Norelco introduces the^SSSiS^
Shaves up to 44% closer,$0% faster

than ever before.

-/

_New super Microgroove

i 0.09mm-thin head* shave

you up to 44% closer than the ones

that beat the blades. a****
New 90-slot design^^ shaves

you up to 50% faster,Vsr«nd *
ar

smoother than last years.

Whichever Triplehcader 111

you buy.cord model or

rechargeable, you ^et

new micro-thin

heads-plus all the

proven quality

featuresof

the world's

favorite.

Rotary

action for

nool bei

I shaves.

Floating

heads to follow

your face, 18

nelf•sharpen-

mg blades. With

pop-up trimmer for

sideburns. Andmetal
travel wallet.

,

(i .>
<:

- p.ider III

M •

,n ol the

world's tjvontc

I
.er

>r III

*I45CT
•

, other
• or

r ftko
'

,971 North Amer,can FSMp. Corpor.tH,".

^00 E..st 42nd Street. Ne* Vorh. N Y 1^017

tewSrdesses
>ui<riMIMAl \CAMPUS CINEMA 3

SHOW? TWIG? NlGMTLY 7:00 * 9:00 £ .

AMMIRSTHADliV LINt

PHONE 2S6 64I1

THE
UNPVBUSHABLE
SOYEL IS SOW

AMEHICA'SMOST
COSTROVERSIAL

Rated a very,

vtry X.
No e«« under

18 yr». will

be admitted.

!

V ,
I, NTEOIN (

N

rCAMPU$ CINEMA 2

Screening Daily

7:00 & 9:30

FINAL DAYS!

A Funny, Funny

Movie, don't mitt.

CAMPUS CINEMA 2
One comet***

•how
•tarts at 7:00

SPECIAL LADIES
ADMISSION 1.50

^ DOSTWHOFrnU *r

IS TOTAlLT SFELLBlNDim

K?-#

k»»

"THE CLASSIC GARBO
W.D. THRU SAT.

SUNDAT. MONOAY. TUK

"CAMILLE"
and

ANNA-KARENINA"

NINOTCHKA
and

"MATA HARI"
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SPECTRUM Win^
Printing Award
SPECTRUM, the undergraduate

general interest magazine,

recentl) received notification thai

their Kobruary 1971 issue had won

,i I 'tinting Industry oi America

award lor excellence in the one and

tour color categor) Word of the

m ard w as given to I > J
.
Trageser,

editor ol the prize winning issue by

the president ol Woodland

Publishing Company. Arthur

kohler

In competing lor the IMA award,

SPKtTRl M was judged alongside

many professional publications

irom across the country "

uncommon u>i collegiate

[nihlu-alions to receive tins award

and is particularly gratifying to the

SPKCTRl M stall because it was
chosen by members ol the printing

industry in open competition with

professional publications

I'ormal presentation ol the

award is slated lor the near future

\i \i week, the second issue ol

SPKtTRUM for 1971 is scheduled

to appear In this issue are

highlighted a personal history ol

last year's student strike, written

try Mark Silverman, and a most

pertinent and thought provoking

critique of the Faculty Senate s

s* hool ol Education Re\ tew

» omnuttee s Keport

I ,,,U [ n -l. t .ul Ihelbunant ..lliolii bishop ol I .eeiK (h«- R|. Revel end William Cordon, center, poses

uuh ih. in si" married men to become Roman latkoik deacons in Britain after Suadayi veremmy.M

lett the Re* \ Winn ami his wife hold their three children, .mil the Reversed M. t'earce is with his Wife,

liridtirtt. and Fear «»i their children, i \t* IVlrephoto i

Non-Existent ILast One

Fish Caught

You're Invited To A
Hillel Picnic

Food, fun ond music — bring your guitar

Dote: MONDAY, MAY 17th

Time: 5:30 P.M.

Place: Bowditch Lodge (next to F lot

luhn t'hmyzinski «»i Conway.

standing on the dam at the north

, ml -a franberrj Pond lasl

.|.,\ east m Ins line and came
ith the strangest rish storj so

lar this season

John hooked a lighting game fish

th.it isn t supposed to exist in

Massachusetts The nsh grabbed

in> worm, and to«»k almost all the

hue <>ii his reel before he finally

ighi it loshoreaftera fight thai

(j three quarters ot an hour

It was .i -1 I -I inch nuiskie or

imiskellunge the tirst documented

muskie taken i>y hook and line in

tlassachusctU according to l>r

l.mits M.laim leader ol the

Massachusetts Cooperative
I ishn\ I nit at the I Diversity ol

Massachusetts in Amherst.

. ranberry l'on(1 "•' ,,, «' v

perimcntal pond associated with

the fisheries program at the

I niversit)

I he muskie is a member ot the

pike lamilj native to the St

luiwrence River, the lower Greal

l.akts .uid some Other areas ol the

Iwi-st it has been introduced .is

I,, i , , ( st .. tern New ,
i «»rk and

IVnnsylvania How did John Ch

niv /itiski s muskie gel into

i
i .mini r> Pond

'

i ranbern Pond was r« claimed

Geese
Re-visited

\\ \i h;k AP Two Canada

t>. wl

wl irom destruction by a Long

Island construction worker, are the

proud parents ol several goslings

li happened The) hatched."

(I Mis John foto North

i:, llmore. \ \ fhursda) Mrs
'Into > hushand was one ol sever. il

construction workers making a

periodic cleanup ol .i corner ol a

suburban shopping center.

Koosevell Kield on Long Island

He noted the geese and the nest

on April 16 just as he was about to

pile some dirt on top ol a mound &
earth where the birds wi resetting.

Toto, 37, refuted to disturb the

geese and his boss agreed to pull

the construction men oil the job to

work on other projects until the

geese had hatched and the goslings

were able to take care ol them

selves

Tin lust an animal lover. 1

gUeSS," S«id Toto whose ait ion

brought him widespread publicity

The eggs there were tour but

OflG was broken began hatching

Wednesday night Mrs Toto said

in Septemlrcr ot i%7 and stocked

vv ith j-'.ooo largemouth bass fry

Ihree to tour inches long. MeCann
i \plamcd Kiev came Irom the

Ijnesvilk' Kisn Hatcher) of the

IVnnsylvania Kith ami Game
Department The muskie was
probably taken by mistake trom

Pymatuning Lake in Penn
svlvania during the netting of the

largemouth bass irv. he said

hi Met 'aim conducted an age

growth study on the lish by

examining one ol its scales The

study indicated the iish was lour

years old lbs growth rate in

t i.mberrv Pond was comparable

to the upper ranges ot growth rates

reported Irom Wisconsin New

York and Ontario," MeCann said

Tlu- weight, an estimated nine

pounds before Held dressing, is

also abOUl average MeCann said

He is checking out a report that

when the muskie was cut open lor

Held dressing two good sited

rainbow trout were found inside

I he muskie is known as .i very

heavy predator MeCann ex

plained There would be serious

problems with the existing lish

population ii it were introduced In

Massachusetts waters

** Why do we listen to them?
Why do wefight

their wars

for them?"

It's Chris Jone»-thc »en$ation«l new $t*r- with the beautiful girl "*>° w«TJvir« Madigan'l

AIUMHMOOWCm^Oi
ill' V H •

-

Sunday, May 16

C.C. Auditorium

7&»:*o THE L00KIN6 6LASS WAR

50c lOKIMG BUZZ nWb

ATTENTION SENIORS
Tear out this ad for Future reference for

Senior Week Activities

THURSDAY, May 27th

FRIDAY, May 28th
S9c

SATURDAY, May 29th

"SENIOR NIGHT M THE PUB
featuring Charlie Bradshaw and Happy Hour Prices

9:30 'til closing

CAMPUS (INTER CAFETERIA
"Sandwich Smorgasbord"

Happy Hour Prices and Entertainment

4:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Harvey Wallbanger and Peppermint Patty Night

at "Mike's
*

Special Prices 9:00 p.m. 'til closing

SENIOR DAY - Starting at 12:00 noon in Northeast Quad

Barbecue Chicken Dinner — 2:00 p.m.

Beer and Souvenir Mug
Continuous Entertainment

TICKETS ON SALE NOW! Seniors $1.00 I.D., Guests $2.00
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Room To Move

Because of the increased oc-

currencc ot flashbacks, the time

has come to write something on the

matter. Over the past lew weeks,

there has been a large number ot

i alls by people claiming flashback

and not being able to understand

what was happening. A flashback

may best be defined as the spon-

taneous occurrence of some aspect

ol a trip, usually long after the

drug influence has worn off. Most

often, the flashback occurs after a

had trip ot some kind.

There are three degrees of flash-

backs:

I) Spontaneous Visual Distortion

- the perceptual changes that

normally occur during trips recur

While in the normal state, the

person suddenly experiences (or

re-experiences) colors, geometric

designs, alter images, auras

Flashbacks: Don't Worry
._- ..».,»„ (tananrfMit learning. Wn

around the objects he sees in front

ol him, or wavy movement of the

objects in the environment. These

are most common. They may last a

split second or a complete trip and

getting off again for nine hours.

2> Kmotive Memory Image -

These occur usually after a

bummer and take the form of a

frightening image intruding into

the normal waking state. A giant

scorpion, a horrible monster lace,

a tatooed object may appear with a

distinct suddenness as if it

"seizes" and haunts the person

with an emotional charge.

:;• Participator Image - These

are ol rarer form. It is sometimes

the case that a person will re-live a

highly emotional scene of a trip in

the same way that it happened so

as to participate in the event again

Again, this occurs suddenly

without warning.

The difficulty in working with

flashbacks is one of attitude

clarification. If you flashback — in

no wav does this represent that

LSD is still mysteriously hiding

and floating around inside of you

Hist waiting to catch you off guard

and then start you tripping again

Also, there is probably no reason to

believe that flashing back is a sign

ol phvsiological damage or mental

deterioration from too much

LSD Klashbacking can be ex-

plained psychologically and what

needs to he stressed is not to panic

at the suddenness of the flash

believe that it is a necessary and

logical psychological event. Let go.

Understand the message you are

telling yourself.

Visual Distortion llashbacks

COUU be explained as a type of

Radio Astronomers
Observing Regularly

i diversity
astronomers

ol Massachusetts

are now making

regular observations of pulsars at

the Five College Radio Astronomy

nhservatory near the Amherst

campus
observations are being made

a ith a single antenna on a regular

basis 12 hours a day. seven da> I I

week, according to a progress

report on the facility released

today by William M Irvine He is

chairman ol the I Mass astronomy

program and the Five College

\stronomy Department. a

, imperative research and teaching

program ol UMaSS and Amherst.

Hampshire. Mount Itohoke and

smith Colleges

pr Irvine reports that con

M ruction is resuming on three

more antennas It is hoped that

these three will be completed i>>

the tall ol IWI." he said lie also

reports that during IflM, total of

I9.4UU in Inundation and grant

support had been obtained by the

astronom) piegram to support the

observatory

The facility is ih miles Irom the

Vmhersf campus, in the northwest

part ol the 200 -square mile

ljuabbia Reservoir area

Dr Irvine reports The first

antenna ol the observatory was

completed last November

Following calibration and WSII

the lust detection ol

astronomical source was made in

early December, and the tirst

observations ot a pulsar on Dec

15."

Each antenna has a bowl shaped

reflecting surface of heavy wire

mesh 120 feel m diameter

Tracking is done by a teed support

-tincture centered over the dish

Utility poles are the supporting

members Ultimately the ob-

servatory will consist ol an array

ol 12 antennas

Although the collecting power

ol a single antenna is limited,

certain observations ol -cientilic

interest are possible," Dr Irvine

notes in the report In particular,

a search is underway lor long term

variations in the intensity and

iverage pulse shape in the radio

emission Irom the brightest

pulsars

Radio astronomers have opened

a door to new understanding ot

physical laws and processes

through their observations of

quasi stellar radio sources. Of

quasars, and rapidly pulsing radio

sources, or pulsars The radio

astronom) team that made the

lust American discovers ol a

pulsar is on the I Mass faculty and

now working at the Five College

observatory They arc <i Richard

lluguenin, Ubservatorj Director

and .1 II Taylor. Other radio

astronomers in the Five College

Department are William Dent at

l Ma-s and husband and wile

team Kurtiss and Courtney Cordon

ill Hampshire College

ate dependent learning. While

tripping, vou learn new ways to

perceive the world, "to see the

strange in the familiar and the

lamiliar in the strange."' The

learning in this altered state is

carried over to the normal waking

state in the form of altered visual

Hashes, etc

The flashbacks of the latter two

classes require a different ex-

planation. Often times while

tripping we raise things from the

unconscious that have an ex-

cessively high emotional charge -

positive' or negative 11 it is

released, we have a really peak

trip or real bummer But

sometimes these unconscious

emotional constellations get really

close to the surface and encounter

resistances It they are real close,

the organism may push lor

release: this takes the lorm ol

either a prolonged reaction

t ripping tor 24 hours to 3 days i or,

if repressed, it may occur later as

a flashback like a dftonsterous

lace. etc. If after the trip you rind

n. outsell in a situation which

mimics the original situation when

\ou tripped, it may serve as a

trigger to raise the material again

and a flashback occurs. There is no

reason lor surprise we have lound

that this pattern can be detected in

.beams and. moreso. in the hyp

nagogic state Irom the time ol the

trip to the time ol the Hash 1
am

hesitant to give examples simply

EARTHS
European-American Relief To Help Students

DISCOUNTS
For our Members at The University of Mass. and family.

Th„se same cards *ood k,J^«^^J^^
rood for up to 1C, discounts at P»^'^™~

„, storcs , furniture~rrp^Xe^es^rirL'to repair, record shops, etc

etc in the United States and Europe.

and 15 dollars for four years.*

69231 or 69237

66878 66886 66889 66752Tn Southwest phone

Elsewhere

.PHee increase effective AuR . 1. 1971 W year Ht/4 years

because if vou flashback I don t

want you to understand your ex-

perience in light of my example

which might be different. Rather,

it you want to understand it, come

in and see us.

The next question is what sort ot

things we do for flash backing

people? If thev are visual distor-

tions, we may do nothing because

thev may be an enjoyably new way

of "perceiving the world. One

student at another center came in

complaining of the walls crum-

pling and moving in and out. Alter

shaving the flashback removed and

restoring normal perception, he

i -ame in complaining that the walls

didn't move any more. The

message minor visual Hashes or

even very distinct ones are no

source ol worry they can be an

interesting new experience.

Kor Hashing back of the second

the third types, it entails trying to

recreate the parts of the trip and

working through the emotional

experience thai is being blocked by

resistance We have lound that this

release- is best done using the

billowing techniques: a» eidetic

imagers ol l.euner. b) i.estalt

therapy, c deep breathing

techniques ol Primal therapy

II vou have a llashback problem.

I hope the above will help lessen

the anxictv li it is particularly

bothersome come m and we II

talk about it

The One a Computer Didn't Design

AZTEC

PICASSO

LOUDSPEAKERS

DEEP TIGHT BASS (25 HZ - 600 HZ)

comes from a massive 10" Woofer

The incredibly accurate mid-range

(600 HZ - 7500 HZ) SPEAKER

mounted in its own sub-enclosure.

Then a special

2'xrT HORN TWEET

smoothly rounds off the rest of the

audio band. (7500 HZ - 19,000 HZ)

You'd expect to pay considerably more than

two hundred twenty dollars a pair for this

much sound. That's the funny thing . .

.

$220 oo

and that's no joke.

AMHERST AUDIC5
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Out-Of-State Abortions Up In NYC
NEW YORK iAP>-The plump.

pretty brunette in the miniskirt

eame into tin 1 apartment all

smiles, trailed by two friends who

had come with her on the [light

from their college town that

morning.

\s they accepted glasses of wine

Irom Dan Weiss, their long-haired,

bearded youth host, they told him

how well everything had worked

out that afternoon.

It was a little rushed they told

me they do Hi) girls a day hut the

counsellors couldn't have bean

nicer." said Hie girl "1 fed great

We don't have too much time

before we catch the plane home
because I took a nap atterward

\.it because l didn't fed good-just

because l didn't get much sleep

last night
"

An problem," said Dan We'll

drive you to the airport."

The girl was one ot hundreds of

college students, housewives, or

career women who come to New

York ever) week from all over the

l nited Slates, get OjUick abortions

.mil lh home again

1.5 Billion

Deseg. Bill

Dead-Locked

WASHINGTON lAP Preaidenl

Nixon's proposal to provide II .S

i.ilimn to help schoohi desegregate.

..it. i.d as .hi emergency measure
, H ago is caught m a House

Senate deadlock
\- passed bj the Senate last

month the bill was •• far mow
sweeping school integration

isure than original!) Proposed,

and the admimstration has been

advised it has no ehanee m the

Hull*-'

Prospects tor .1 compromise

ippeared dim .is the ke> Senate

kits oi the legislation regard

iiu- version layered i»> the Mouse

as totall) unacceptable

lh, gloom) outlook for a bill

Nixon sent toCongresi last May 21

with .. plea that it act speedil) to

meet mmediate and .note

needs ot desegregating schools

JU 'M to Secretary Elliot

hardson ot the Health.

Kducatton and Welfare Depart

niont Thursdaj bj iU ehiH House

-pull ->i| v

i;, ( hardson. who took part in

delicate negotiations that led to a

bipartisan agreement on the

Senate bill, learned quickly that

the effort was wasted as far as the

House is concerned

there isn t a chance In the

...uild ol getting the House to M
,,pi the Senate bill." Rep Roman
i pucinski. D 111 chairmanoi the

[louse Education subcommittee

handling the bill told .1 reporter

alter the Capitol Hill meeting with

Kiehardson
•The Senate bill goes lar beyond

the original purpose ot tin- ad

mmistraton. which was to assist

I C h O O 1 1 undergoing
desegregation," he said "It calls

lor a complete restructuring of our

educational system."

Pucinski said the Senate bill

would require massive busing and

racial quotas lor teachers and

pupils, two concepts over

whelmmglv opposed by the House.

Nixon's original bill would have

l.m.ted aid to schools

desegregating under court orders.

HKW plans or voluntarily The

Senate bill makes every schoo

district eligible but requires that it

adopt a comprehensive plan for

eliminating minority group

.solation throughout the district

and that it maintain at least one

stable quality integrated school

A great many have had their

abortions arranged by a com
mercial referral agency like

•MKDKEK. " which Dan Weiss

operates out of his home with the

help ol advertisements published

in many states, particularly in

campus newspapers.

An abortion by the vacuum

process, used in early pregnancy,

takes only about H) minutes.

So the girl had been able to

arrive at the airport about 9:30

a.m., drive to a clinic in West

Chester County, take her lab tests

listen to a counsellor describe birth

control methods, receive a local

anesthetic, have her abortion, take

a two hour nap. drive back to

Weiss apartment, chat and sip

wine for an hour, and drive to the

airport and catch a 1:90 plane,

The plump girl went home

thinking she got a bargain, and buy

the standards of the city's fast-

expanding commercial abortion

referral business she did.

Although MKDKEK has a 1200

•package", charging a Hat $r>0 lee

for its services testimony at a

recent hearing conducted bv State

Afty den Louis Lefkowitz showed

that many commercial agencies

are charging from 175 to Sltio fees

lor referrals, with the package cost

ol abortions ranging up to $:UX) for

an early vacuum procedure and up

to $710 lor another procedure

requiring hospitalization.

SUMMER STUDY NEEDN'T BE A DRAG

SUMMERTERM '71

GREENFIELD COMMUNITY

COLLEGE

>
padj^

tat f&b +4

r

June 28 ro

August 6

Transfer Credits in

• Art

• English

• Moth

• Psychology

• Oceonology

• Zoology

• Spanish

• Accounting

• Theater

• Education

• Literature

• Sociology

For further information

and a free catalogue

write to:

Dr Robert J. Welsh

Assistant to the

Dean of Faculty

125 Federal St.

Greenfield, Mass. 01301

Or call (413) 774-4378

INCEST ELIZABETH TAYLOR, HOMOSEXUAL! IT, CANNIBALISM. KATHARINE

HEPBURN, RAPE. POETRY AND DEATH IN TENNESSEE WILLIAMS*

Suddenly Last Summer
SATURDAY, MAY 15

MONDAY, MAY 17

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19

ALL SHOWINGS IN THOMPSON 104 AT 8 P.M.

75c

Poetry Contest
Held By Japanese

From earliest times, poets in

Japan have written odes to the

taste, appearance and effects of

sake, the Japanese rice wine Now

that this beverage is readily

available in the United states.

Japan's sake industry is curious to

see what inspiration American

poets derive Irom it.

The Japanese sake industry will

award cash and gilts lor the best

poem created about, or relating to

sake 1'irst prize will be a cash

award ol 1200, Second prize will be

.i gold embossed l;i()iierwaie sake

serving set of the 17th Century

Third, fourth and fifth prizes will

be decorative seramic sake casks

Deadline for entries is June 30,

1971, No more than live entries

may be submitted per person and

no entries will be returned unless

accompanied by a stamped, sell

addressed envelope. Entries

should be addressed to:

Sake Poetry Contest

e/o Tele-Press Associates

Mi West 40 Street

New York. New York I001H

Town for hire-More than I.ON persons irom the town of Tyrone. Pa. posed for this picture to be run as

an ad in •« effort to bring jobs to the area. The town of TJMMi has been hard hit ft) the recent economic

recession I \l* Wirepholo)

Nursing Home Sem.Open

Otvi THE: "ROAD

Vmherst, MaSS Applications are

-till being accepted lor the final

seminar in the t niversit) ot

Massachusetts Nursing Home
Administrators series at the

\luna\ D Lincoln Campus Center

ill Amherst Sessions will be

inda> and Saturday. Hay 21 and

Professor Victor Bueil of the

i Mass School oi Business Ad

ministration is coordinator lor the

I tnal seminar Titled "Effective

Management lor Nursing Home
Administrators." it will identify

ke> management and health care

issues, ie\nw quality control

methods and management
techniques, and cover such other

areas as financial operations.

medicare reimbursement, con

struct ion financing and employee

relations

Keatured lecturers will lie Prof

Joseph I.itterer on management.

\ssociate Prof M King Deets on

nuances and Associate Pro! Taher

UoUStafa on medical aspects

Applications and information

ma) be obtained Irom the Division

oi Continuing Education, 820

( ampus Center. Universitj ol

Massachusetts, Amherst 01002

STUDY SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADES

USE STUDY SOUNDS
lAC'«a*» Am! tT>proo*

ELECTRONICALLY ROOOCED SOUNOS
CAUSE THIS 10 HAPTEN

pioaM w,pnc.if v

8 Track i.ipe. C>i'."'itc.O' LP -
ScndCnetkor A/tonev Order S9V5tac>

inou-i.- ">c Handling and Po»iag«
Sen •" '""• Bo« 335?

____Chdrlo»ie4v'lle va J7TOJ

cPttfcCt ^Put-Sri

i* rlgM m btcMM U'i ceeta* »*• *•« »•*

MtMrMwatt. THeee bikini* «• «•* «• "»°*

w* m SI SrtfW Hawaiian eilati • stsM ••Hit.

TSay c«M In twe styles ... Tin California* «
the ScaeAl aajaatakw NBf »eli ••• *•* "" ,,#

•HI.C teae. Caas»S«wt yew sell .10. awtchlag

mmai la eackless ... Ha tSwMar ... aaa

s*ltt styles

TIM "Screci Pat-On la ctaaaa* far ceofart.

sty .a. traval en* yew!

C*fV.PUS CCNTsfR.

COffEZ SHOP

24 HOUR StWlCH
<+*rue rAccs of eaR^u

l5 q tJQQTU a€AsAM> AfWCKST

Before you take off for Europe

this year buy a

BRITRAIL

YOUTH PASS
(for those aged 15 thru 22)

15 Days of Completely Unlimited

Rail Travel in England,

Scotland and Wales

For Just $35

No special identification needed.

Your passport verifies your age.

No predating requirement.

Pass is validated at

point of first journey.

See your campus Travel Office or

Travel Agent for further details,

or write for complete information

and a free system map to:

British Rail-International

Dept. C

270 Madison Avenue

New York City, N.Y. 10016

(212) 679-7355
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r sloasarhttsrtis

lathi GtolUgum
^7 a mm and womiiii ^^ '"«

Don Glickstein
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Adjusting

1 1„ v. ... reetH hart ever yet, set yea ere ii*»irti»K ih«- De»> l «;»g"*"

I ,s| .ss... ol Sprint; Semester. I'.TI. l>«n I get all choked up aboul it. It wil

l„ h.nl Krttiaff laraagh the daj without knowing yet* **S*eceSjC ami

,|„m .. ,„, crossword puzzle. Pc.im.ls will he going dceph into the

baseball siMMin without miii mowing it iThe Springlield I mmi vmII give

Hlll IVilKHt* il m.u mini niiiiil Mowing huaklast oxer ihe rest ol it ami the

l.usi.,1. i.IoIm lit > Inn i hi- ladies in Ihr Dining Commons am! Hatch

won I h.iv <• to bother gelling rM ol them an> moi e.

Ih, t ollc-ian will Im- beck next September though, unlike , pie like

|„k |». ..x <•• who is leaving thr I imcrsitv to pursue MM other

,.,„ -.iitx in his hi.- Dravff M he i> alledioiiatclv called, leaches in

ll„ t „n.p.....i.M I it. ...in..- department ami this year In- decided that

ll„,, were ..(her lliings lor linn to do lie's almost It. so mui ml blame

'"",„,„
|M .„pi,. will be wwN beck ** *«•*• » s^ mm" *>P,W

,,„„„, in. in u! (In toll,-,- ol \its ami Sciences Den Shapiro was

,|u.,vs ., tri v vis. M. pait ol Ihr raiupiis II. has prctlN much decided to

,,,„,, l..,,k ..s., I'.ul.sso. ...llici than as th,- administrator main woulil

hk< linn to Ih

V ,„ U |,| s.,v dial Ihis xear has been our ol adjusting and rethinking

Ih, great p,.lilu..l .athaisis ol a mmi ago is saleh lucked under the

blanket ol , xp. . icim c. p. .haps lew more people understand this woi Id ..

,„„,. ,„.,„., |„.,.„,sr ol .1 t .rla.nU U all MM who have s.Ulered thr

,,,„,,,..,. o Mitral a.UMsiu .ould come to a mm.- lurid un

,1,., N |.,n,lin I. tin- world would . h.ingc moi ,• ipiu kh

\\, as students, parlicularlv thosr graduating seniors, have th.

„„ „,s , , ImkIi. s to , onsli ... I our lives Moldinu our ,1, sir.s ami l.ars

,,, this mollirr lii.vrrs.tx. sraMh.nv; out our tani;.nts and «!
,|, , ,s.ons ,,n wlnrr ** want to -oand what MC want to h,

,.,,(, this hash.-... , m... whuhallow.dth.ln.MrsilN to Inn, lion

,U ., I mx.rsilN ...n. thr huh ol pe • moMn« in and out ol thr

,.,,,„., mmi.In ...hl.nu what th.x .an. lafcttg what th.x CM. Ihr 0VM.

and mostlx un .,ali/.d .oils,..-.... .....I ...tahsl lor smntx

\„u won t hav.lhr Uailx ( nll.-ian to. airs around aiiMiiorr. this war

\\, hav. l.ird hard to put it out .-M-rxdaN so that thr I niM-rs.tx *ould

h.,vrsu.n,lhinul»nll..« '«-«ll upon \\. an- likr thr shadow inth.MUM-.

..tl.inplinu to providr an nn.mr.

In, I ditors has. ,x, i . isrd Ih.ir judmiunl MVtf thr past >.ar ahou

what th. paprr would do Wf stand in thr puhlu with our x iews llMfinl

unl\ h\ our ixp. i i.n. «• and knowUdu*-

Ih. N.ai is as it should be. without resolution. N.xt >.a. will build

hum this on.- \.w MMrf« will inhahit the I niMixit> N.w .ssu.s will Im-

la.rd V\. hop.- that th.- .xp.ri.n. v of the >ear has R.xrn us all the

wisdom In stand throuuh mxt xear.

Ih.- liit.-rpoMTiinieiilJil II..II.-I.. Hull. mui

Around 1 :2."». near the end of his lecture. Heaver said

that art rHIetts one of three things: what the artist is.

what he thinks he is. or what he wants to be.

U a man's life is his art. if Washington and Dacca

and Da Nang arc the art of the world, then the casual

ohservor must conclude that the odds are slim on our

surviving the decade.

Regardless of these perceptions, there is much

evidence that we will survive the decade. Nixon, and

the war

For the tirst time in history, the majority has the

power to create change This power is revolutionary

power: it is the non violent power of the vote

Representative Bella Ahzug said last month to a

group of I Mass students that a bill to limit the draft to

one year was defeated by two votes, votes that could

have bean persuaded by a couple of hundred letters

However disappointed she was. her optimism was

advanced by the elimination of student deferments

Hut into a corner, college students she hinted, can

provide the sw ing vote needed to end the draft, get on!

ol Viet Nam. and do anything the people wanted.

Most Americans stradle a picket lence. swaying to

the predominant winds Ronald Reagan and Max

Kafferty are able to blow some ol the lime, but

.Mutually their winds tire, and the .John Tunneys and

Wilson Riles are able to persuade the voters The

UttiqUC thing about Americans is that lew winds are

slicing enough to hurl them oil the leiuv

\n artist's emotions, il harnessed. Heaver said, ran

produ.t- workv ol art with ama/hm power The BgM

are U through :\:\. That's when it happens". Heaver

said. Thill's when men go through a crisis. But Heaver

left his i lass of l«» and 20 year old students, many of

them still enduring the proverbial identity quest, with

these words:

• -The yean between this t risis and your next crisis

raa bf brilliant . if >ou work it right."

College students are at the age to be brilliant.

Working it right requires the revolutionary tactic of

voting
* * *

Kndol the Yeai Thoughts

Anyone at yesterday s Faculty Senate meeting

who hasn t split his pants yet. ought to

Tonight, Howdy Doody is coming home Get your

selt/er bottles and peanuts out. folks (Just be careful

what you put m those seltzer bottles!

.

The SST passed the House two days ago Well.

everything has its ups and downs Don't lose faith in

the system we'd vote the rascals out in November

Frina Rombeck in the GWM describes her two

>e.ir old son Between K :«l am and 1 2 :*0 p m .
he

put the cat in the dryer, got his arm caught in a rake,

put his training pants in the oven, ate a guppy. pulled

over the Hour . anister sat on my geraniums, put his

shoes in the bath tub. dropped the TV knob down the

register tore up my card lor jury duty, and talked for

fifteen minutes without operator assistance to a

houoewifc ia Non Mexico

\nd i>/ lippo thinks HE has problems'

U. of M. Stuifcnt

AS SEEN &/ A
FOREIGN STUDENT.

higWy jxfKnt brain . fcl nar»* it

2^ dzfciA brisHcs

Slide rule-

Pencil.

Wed.

Peaa StjTld

.

, jflflftrnnnr*"

OdetotheMDC
Every morn at nine oh live

I shake m> tired frame alive

\nd tO some quiet post I strive

I read each line with baited breath

Pleasantly awaiting death

Chewing on m> crystal meth

As I read todays Collegian

It isn t that I hate the news

Or disagree with others views

I shudder that Id dare reluse

To read the days Collegian

I save the last page to the end

YOU see. the crossword is my
I rlend

My senses I will try to mend
Alter reading the Collegian

YOU really do I "hang up job

I guess I in just "an effete snob"

As I burst Into a aching sob

From reading the Collegian.

There's but one thing that I could

wish

To lake the Dining Commons dish

Ol rotten meat and smelly lish

\iid wrap it up In the Collegian.

K.V.M.
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Letters To The Editor

You're Welcome, Dr. Tippo
To the Students. I niversity of Massachusett-

s/ Amherst:
1 want to take this opportunity to express my

appreciation to you for your record of the past year.

Your performance in several aspects of the life ol

the University academic, extra-curricular,

athletic and governmental has been exemplary.

„ Particular recognition should go to the Student

Senate lor a responsible and well-prepared budget,

to the Collegian for its broad coverage and lively

style; to the residents of the Central Area for their

initiative in executing a successful work week

during Spring vacation; to the University State

Communications Council for its tireless efforts to

improve relations with the legislature and the

general public; to the numerous student com

notices which labored for hours to understand and

protect the students* interests in connection with the

recommended rent, board, and Student Union rate

increases, and to the thousands of students who
participated in dozens of community action

programs We may all take pride in these and many i

other accomplishments.

We would be less than honest if we did not

recognize that much needs to be done to make this
|

campus a pleasant, productive academic com

munity We shall all need to give further thought to

OUT vexing problems with residence hall visiting,

influx of outside squatters, drug abuse, excessive

noise, and the growing menace of illegal pets on the

campus.
And now as the academic year draws to a close.

may 1 wish you all a pleasant and rewarding

summer vacation
Oswald Tippo

Chancellor !

i
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Index
TO the Students:

It s been I year of tribulation tor the Index, as it has

for most ol the campus organizations We started out

m the tail with a recruitment meeting which netted us

about forty potential staffers Something drastic must

have happened, because we never saw ninety per cent

ol them again Our current staff consists of a dozen or

so yearbook veterans who have managed to turn out

what I consider to Ik- an excellent book.

\ u-w week! ago WO found ourselves lace to-face

with the august body which calls itself the Student

Senate Cries ol •irrelevant' and t nrepresen

tative!" spewed lorth from the All Relevant and All

Krpresentative group ol \i\on ligures Alter the

Budgets went through, we round ourselves with a

small cut m our SAW income amounting to $:U.(MKi

Thati all over with Hut now I lind tmselt losing

111( ,st ol the quaht) stall memt>crs "through that

inevitable process of CofUflienccoaeat.)

What you ask. am I Iwibbling on about Well. I m
irv ing loorgaui/e a stall lor next year s book now and

in the summer months II you are even a little bit

interested m working on the M«72 Index please come

to the office as soon as possible and leave your name

and summeraddress l willtrj to contact you over the

summer n you a ill lx- <»n campus during the summer,

mop m and have a talk with us »In all humility, we re

a bell ol a nice bunch oi people A^k am Senator

I be l«»;
' Index will be as relevant as I can possiblv

make il but it obvioush can'! !*• .lone without your

help II yOU have am ideas about changes in its lormat

or content, pieass let me know, since I haven I yet

crystallized about the Inxik in general

Kven il WC dOO t hear trom you. have a nice sum

"U 'r
WaltSob/ak

Kditoi in-Chief

Iffl Index

I Like Chicken

To the I ihi..

i

As graduating seniors of this University ex-

periencinsj our final year, we lind ourselves forced to

\oiee our dissatisfaction concerning the -lestivites of

our I male We understand, according to yesterdav s

Collegian, that the Senior (lass is spending sio.oon on

Senior Week Are we to understand that this is our

110.000 'i e class ol 711 «>r has the University most

beneficently offered to pay this lee" If we are laced

m ith the bill, where in hell is that money going to? You

can'l tell me that the well known but hardly special

I'ub and Mike s is getting SbUHio ol our mone> lor

Harve) Walbangers and Peppermint Patties" This is

ridiculous" 'Out- parting question how is it that we

are paying one or two dollars plus sosne fraction ol

the 110.0001, depending «»n our class status, lor a

chicken barbecue when Drummer Bo) offers a

chicken meal for only $ 7«». Irrespective <>i ones

membership tO the class ol 71 And what about the

|mh)i slobs that don t show up for the festivities <lo

they forfeit their memento oi i beer mug aiti-r all

thai 110.000 is partly theirs and they are entitled to

demand something from it
'

w«- demand an itemised list of all monies to be

Charged lO the Class for this exceptional weekend

We also demand to know who. or whom, decided the

schedule ol events and who .Mom- them" We
demand an immediate replv as this is our money and

we have i right to know
Stephanie V i eltell

K.iih\ MacDeaneM

Education? Crime

lo The KdMer: _ .

I received Bay bachelors degree in t hemical

Kngmeering I leel that the education I received was

an example of education at its worst There was no

deviation allowed You had to know certain material

and nothing else Kverythmg that was done was for

the Professor and his expectations When you took a

test not onlv did the answer have to be right, but you

also had to guess the method the professor would use

10 solve it Anv other method was wrong

Upon entering graduate school at the school of

education. I thought all of that would be over wit
h_

I- mallv. I was Iree Free to do what I loved to do and

set my own expectations For the first time in my life I

was in what I considered a true learning experience

Never again would I allow mysell to be conned under

the guise ol someone else s concept of education

I enrolled m a course called Value Clarification

Supposedly, to show that 1 do have values. I must get a

letter 10 the editor published I would appreciate it it

people would now iecogni/e me as such due to this

letter. , _ ,

I have done .1 again I have bought into a system so

that I may pass a course Hut. how do I live w.th the

leeling that I have tailed
Howard \dler

Points in Review
This past year, the Campus

Center opened up, proving that

the University could build ex-

pensive buildings and not

compromise its principles of bad

taste
* * *

Construction of the Fine Arts

Building began, reaffirming that

UMies can not have their grass

and smoke it too
* * *

The Kedmen won some and

lost some, and even some
cheerleaders showed up for

some games

All you Senior men are going

to be the most draft eligible

people in the whole country this

summer, the way things look in

Congress right now That kind of

makes Senior Week an end in

itsell
* »

TO ALL YOU AD-

MINISTRATORS:
•The honeymoon is over "The

Editors
* * *

Now that we've managed to

solve the financial problems lor

this year, we can look forward to

the real financial problems next

year. You might say that money

is to the University, what money

is to the State Legislature.
* * *

Chancellor Tippo tells us that

one ol the "vexing problems" to

be solved in order to make this a

•productive academic com-
munity is the presence of pets

around campus Judging from

their performance near the

Campui Pond, the animals
around here seem to be about as

'productive as all us students
* * »

Wed like to wish everybody
rotten summer

Brooke Fiasco

To the I-alitor:

Through mi lack ol concern and the apathy of mv lellow seniors

commencement has resulted in the "Broke Fiasco Those running the

show lor our glorious commencement have been lairly considerate ol

divergent views I do leel however the aifair will have little signit.eance

to those seniors politicallv aware and desirous ol speedy, meaningful

change in this mess, we call Amer.ka. Tin- choice ol Brooke is the ke>

issue The fact that the Hoard ol Trusteea oink oinki selected him to

speak is another examplt n loco parentis No matter what >o.ir

political views are Brooke s appearance here manifests the subordinate

role students have m this liberal' School The lact that Brooke is up lor

reelection next vear and the political nature ol the Board adds a

regrettable stench lO the matter I BIB sure thai there are mans who

would agree thai Brooke hasn t fulfilled thek* Ol U S Senator, anywhere

, lose to the level progressive students hope lor The traditional iron list

which the Board has used to emasculate the student body must be

removed I fed a show ol senior disapproval BhOUM be made against

Brooke b appearance through the form of well worded petition given to

him ii there is enough support, perhaps he mai defer from speaking

rWwaving and nationalistic crap den t ••PI"''' 1 to many students an

objection to this type ol ectivitj should be instituted A truly student run

, om.nencement would not have Fd Brooke I would like to kna a Ith these

Milling to achievesome form of the points I havementioned
*

sii-m-ii l-riediiian

School of Ed.

Again?

In the ICdtlor:

The easiest wav to light crime is not to let it happen

m the lirst place An ounce ol prevention is worth a

pound ol cure It s an old saying, but it s truer now

than ever before. , .

tlld it's |ust as true here at U Mass as anywhere else

..cross the land There s another saying that s been

heard around a lot lately "Don t trust anyone over

to Sounds like good advice but while you re at it.

don t trust anvone under thirty, either

II this all sounds pretty cynical well, maybe it is.

but I Speak Irom experience You sw. last week I left

,m pocketbook on a desk in Ooodell Library I was

onlv in the stacks lor a lew minutes, but when I get

back to the desk. m> pocketbook was gone

It turned Up again on the same level within hall an

hour minus the money m mv wallet, not to mention

two pens and a roll of fifty pennies Even though I saw

the thiel (he was bending over my desk and then

walked by me with ins jacket slung conveniently over

his arm |ust before I lound that my pocketbook was

oone i it doesn't help very much now

Since I dkbl'l tackle him at the time, there is no way

lor me to get my money hack now It won t happen

again not to me. anyway And I hope that .t wont ever

happen lo any ol you who are reading this article right

So take it Irom me. il vou re as little or timid as me

please don t be as careless Don't give a would be thiol

ihe perfecl chance Alter all. the best way to hght

ci ime is be on the defensive in the first place and you

might not have to light it at all
B Diane lloule

lo Ihe lilitoi

Mter bearing much comment

and criticism about Ihe School ol

Fdiuat ion here at UMass . I would

|US< like lo s.(> that I leel \cr>

Im k\ lo be able to Ik- a part ol it

VnyOBC who participated in the

marathon, or who made the effort

to lind out shout the new programs

lor next year could. I am almost

sure agree thai it was well worth

ihe little bit oi confusion Involved

\nd after all m order lor anything

lo change and progress as the

school ol Fd is doing .i certain

.iinouiit oi confusion is inevitable

| am looking forward to par

hcipatmg in one ol the new

programs next \ear BfSJ I BOBC

that all Of those people who have

become frustrated with the School

will stop tO look at what it is doing.

and realise iust what it has to offer

sii/aiine Weaver

lo The Filitor:
,

We are now approaching the end of the semester

For me this is special since I will soon be leaving the

University An obstacle between me and graduation

however is the publication of a letter to the editor

Ridiculous as it may seem, it is a requirement for one

0l my courses It is im hope thai this composition will

aid in my departure Irom this institution

Charles \. Barr)

Happy Vacation

0111
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Weekend
ByBOBNESTl
MDCStafl

Theater
\ Midsummer Night's Dream

A production oi the Shakesperean comedy

which attempt! to adhere to many oi

Shakespeare s traditions. At the Am-

phitheatre. ML Molyoke College. Friday.

Saturday, and Sunday afternoons at 2 and

Saturday evening at 7: 30. ($>

t Mass professor* Jack Deavet and Tom

rl;u . k this lew budget film concerns a

young man sexual identity crisis The ti in

presents its subject matter more honestly

thanany other to date, hut is Hawed because

ol an occasional pretentious quality.

i Ixodes tTuesday, SU Ballroom, 1
and 10)

The massive Leon Ins novel was made

into a massive, professional film by otto

Preminger. Certain sequences and per-

lormances are exciting and well done, but

overall the film would only please a limited

„, , h, „espora,e ..ours. (indv I Peggy Egbert. MIH TO cnesto Hank IVI
- ***£•

I •;:, as a drunken RoMsh (William Berwick, .AC 7. »
attacks and t.lenn

'
Bo

h
Mu

»hv ( \< "7V stands bv Don . miss the thriller that will pulwn/e v»u. nerves MMrbj

£.£ XmherTl ol.e.e. this Friday. Saturday and Mondav a.»« « ***>

iuatim e. PheS* :. I2-22W lor rVSCn ****** or % isit the box other H MS N to ...

audience % , ..

Horror ol Draciila Tuesday. Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College , 7 N and

10

John LeCarre's suspense novel was

twisted a hit and made into an antiwar love

storv Christopher Jones looks adorable and

the female iter ol Wvlra Madlgao looks

beautiful in a film mat otters little else

M*\*S*II (Showcase Cinemas, wtsi

Springfield) „„,,

The best film comedy in years ami

probably me beat service comedy ever

made The story's about three medics

during the Korean War who act more like

fraternity brothers than officers in the uj.
\rmv Their ant.es make lor some ol the

most unexpected and hilarious moments on

screen m a long, long time

Mala l.ari and SinoUhka Sunday through

Tuesday) Campus Cinemas. Iladley

Two more of Greta Garbo's rums, rne

lirst from the early thirties, is a somewhat

embarassing look at the WW1 spy The latter

il one ol the most brilliant sophisticated

comedies ever made with liarbos most

accomplished performance.

Paper lion (Monday, SU BaUroom, -
and

B 30)

\ somewhat tunny film about writer

George Plimpton's attempt at playing pro

iootball He joins the Detroit Lions in

training and is a member of the team until

an uneventful Cardinals game during the

season. The lilm is nicely low keyed even

using real members of the l.ions in its cast

Patten -Showcase Cinemas. \Nest

Springfield) , .

George C Scott is nothing less than

magnificent in this intelligent and well done

look at a controversial World War u
general The film won seven Oscars, in-

cluding best screenplay, direction, actor.

and picture

llu- Priests Wile Amherst Cinema >

Sophia l-oren and Marcello Mastrionm

star in a sad. little lilm It attempts to

stretch a joke tar more than it deserves

The wild Aageb) (Friday, Merrill Science

Center, \inherst College. 7 and 10)

Peter Fonda, Michael J Pollard, and

Nancy Sinatra star in Roger Corman's

exploitative film about bikies It started the

trend, despite the fact it's a most obnoxious

lilm all the way around.

Music
and Pioneer

ihe niatks

\ student production ol .lean Genets

highly successful ami oil Broadway

production was one ol the longest running

plays m New York theater history The play

w ill run tonight through Sunday at the Black

Cultural Center. Amherst College, k »P M
i in Desperate Hours

The final Amherst Masquers production «
the s,-.,s,,n is a production ot Joseph liases

Broadway thriller It concerns the take

over ol a middle class household by a group

ol convktS At the Kirby Theater. Amherst

College, tonight through Monda> night at

e to .md Sunday afternoon at T '$>

llowtlv IMmh.x

He s back with Buffalo Bob and it s th.it

tune again See related article elsewhere in

lodav s iss;.

Films

st., its Wednesday, Amherst
\ \«-w leal

Cinema) .

Klame Mav directed and starred in her

tu st leature length film comedy about a

middle aged bachelor who attempt

marry, then murder a wealthy botanist

Walter Mattheau has the male lead in a lilm

that s ., sterile attempt at dry humour which

in its own cute way tails Mat

\ Karenina and Camille through

Saturday, Campus Cinemas, Hadley

Greta GaitO stars m two heavily (lone

BtudiO adaptations ot classic Nineteenth

HtUTJ heroines The lust adapted Irom

lulstoi is Garbo .it her best as the lonely

and victimised Russian heiress

I he latter one ol her final lilm roles, has

the actress at her height ol acting skill in

o\ erK i omantic v ersion ol 1 >umas classic

lint, I. « .issid% \nil the Sundance Kid

(Tuesday, May 25, 51 Ballroom, .
and0:30)

\ most satisfying film western Paul

Newman .md Robert Bedford give two

engaging performances as outlaws coming

to the end ol their road in the not too old

West Its funny In a likeable way with a

excellent script, good direction, and some

beautifully done photography

TbeCalne \lntin\ Monday. Merrill Science

(enter Amherst College. T :u» and 10)

This mid-fifties adaptation of Herman

Wouk s best seller is a long, occasionally

dull lilm The storv about the mutiny on

hoard .i I S Navy ship and eventual

courtmartial trial of its participants is long

in unfolding The lilm. though, is

dramaticallv valid and contains some ex-

cellent performances including one of

Bogart's fines!

Hownhill Racer (Saturday, Sage Hall. Smith

College 7 •:)<» and 0:30)

A very well told StOTJ about a young man s

attempt to become a skiing champion.

Through exciting, excellently photographed

sequences, the grueling discipline o a

championship skier is honestly presented^

hither Way (Friday Campttl (enter

Auditorium. 6, •'• 10. 12 '

'

Written, directed, produced, and starring

\ british -made version ol the original

novel that s both intelligent and frightening.

Christopher Lee makes a cunning Dracula

I he killinn Ol Sister George Kriday .
May

21, si Ballroom, 7 and I 30)

i he plav was s fuanj and brutal look at

deceptive reahtj as a film it is utterly

grosse completely lacking any ot the play s

subtlety. The film concerns Sister George

who plays a goodie two shoes on a television

soap opera but in real lite is bitehie lesbian

The pertornumces aren t bad. nor is the

script, what s unattractive about the lilm is

it's exploitive direction

I awrearc si teabis She* memas

West Springfield i

In its re release this is still one ol the

most beautiful films ever made The

character ol elusive and enigmatic

Lawrence is explored in an intelligent

., ieenpl.i\ ot Robert Bolt The taut direc

don ol David Lean and the magnii

photography make this epic now in an

edited version, well worth seeing

I idle Bin Man Campus Cinemas, Hadley

Icademy ol Music. Northampton'

The best lihnol last year Dustm Hoffman

and an outstanding class have created a

brilliant, multi imaged lilm about the sole

survivor ol Custer's Last stand

i he . eefcmg <-iass War (Sunday, si

BaUroom, 7 and I

I'utncv Swope Wednesday. May It, St

Ballroom. 7 and I SO

The best satire in years Robert Downey i

biting attack on both Madison Av enue takes

the improbable situation ol boa a group "t

blacks take o\cr an ad agency It tocuses in

on its targets and makes some scathing.

honest cuts

i he sterile Cacfcee t Monday May M, SU
BaUroom, 7 and 1:301

Lisa Minelh gives one ol the most touching

performances in quite some time she plays

I'ookie. an unconventional college Iresh

man, who tails in lave with a young man
Wendell Burton and their affair is explore.)

m a funny comedy drama

| he stewardesses Campus < "memas,

Radtey
\ s,y spectacular in UsreeHhmenaional

vision See review elsewhere m issue

I he I nomas Crown \llair 'Thursday. May

_>o. si BaUroom, 7 and 0:30)

A most pretentious lilm Steve McQueen

plays .i millionaire who becomes a bank

robber, r ";iv e Dunaway play a sexy private

eye, and they lall in love between heists v
well as being a boring mystery, the film gets

hung up on rather absurd existential

argument

Hampshire Choral Society

VaHey Symphony Orchestra

These combined groups will perform

King David a symphonic psalm for or

chest ra. chorus, narattor. and soloists by

Arthur Honegger The performance will be

n |S on Sunday at the Buckley Recital Hall.

Amherst College

Juilliard Siring Quartet

The internationally acclaimed Juilliard

String Quartet will otter the final concert of

the Chamber Music Scries Bowker

Auditorium Wednesday. May 10, at K p.m.,

under the auspices of the University's Fine

\i ts Council

The noted Quartet will perform "Quartet

,n \ Minor. Opus 74. No l" 1 1030) by Louis

Spohr. "LangsamerSatz" 1 1036) and •Five

Movements lor String Quartet, Opus 5"

pm<i bv Anton Webern. and the

monumental Quartet in D Minor. D Kin."

subtitled Death and the Maiden." ' lB2»i by

I- 1 an/ Schubert

Reserved tickets may Ik- obtained at the

Fine Arts Council office, 135 Herter Hall or

hv contacting the Council at :»4:» ujirj

Remaining tickets will Ik- available at

Bowker Auditorium one hour before the

concert

The I niversitx ( hoi ale

The University Choral*', directed by

Richard duBois, and the University chorus

directed bv Alan Harler. will present the

annual Spring Choral Concert Sunday. May

u,. ,it : p m in Bowker Auditorium

The Chorale, will perform works by Henry

Pureed John Bedford. Tomas Luis de

Victoria Gabrid Fame. Kirke Mcchcm.

.md William Dawson
Charles Pachemel's "Magnificat and

Brahms Ich Aber R m Fiend, two double

chorus songs, will Ih> presented by the

Chorale and Chamber Singers

The University chorus will present three

B«roque settings of the chorale. Wachet

\ul Butt I ns I He st mime "The first setting

is by Praia) Tunder Ihe second setting, by

Dietrich Buxtehude. will Ik- performed by

tin- (bonis. Madrigal Singers, and Chamber

Orchestra The third setting is Bach's

( .mlata No l4u and will performed by the

Chorus Chamber Orchestra, and soloists

Dorothy Oraeat, soprano. .Ion Humphrey

tenor and John d Armand. bass baritone

Leonard Moss ,,t the Boston Symphony

orchestra will !«• Concert master ol DM

Chamber llrchestra

Ibis concert is Bftea to the public, free ot

charge .is one ol the I Mass music depart

meat i continuing series oi concerts

r i.ek Deaver sets the scene in this production shot from the film EITHER W AY. Ton, (lark Heft
>

also

I Mass pro essor .lackl)<* u srti hes * ene
d J h

P
fi|m ( Unt u .,rm.r u ,.nter , ,,,aV s the films leading character. It

:!. h." :;::::;:?z
rzxz£&£££££ %*« ****** ** - * -«~«— •» «•

Moyers Discovers Middle America

It 's That Time Again

BvPATSUPRENANT
MDCStafl

Buffalo Bob Smith of Howdy
Poody fame returns here tonight

in the Student Union Ballroom

with an updated and polished

version of his captivating show

Of twenty years ago.

In the two hour show, Bob

Smith replays a film of his Tenth

Anniversary show which

leatures Clarabell the Clown, the

FlubaDub, Mr Phineas T.

Busier and Dilly Dally He also

tells behind the scene anecdotes,

leads the audience in the old

Howdy Doody songs and has a

question and answer session

afterwards.

In 1940, "'Elmer ". a character

created by Bob Smith for a

chatter a nd-records show on a

Bulfalo radio station, was an

instant smash and soon became

lust Howdy Doody". It was a

lew years alter that "Howdy
Doody ran for President of the

kids ol the United States on a

platform of double sized banana

splits and two Christmasses in

every year When it was over he

claimed more write in votes

than Henry Wallace, the lormer

\ ice President

In I9MI. the show that children

gave up their play and sat on the

i| ( k>i- in iront of the television

screen lor came to an end; no

longer to be transported to

another world with the phrase

Kids what time is it"'

At | oo this evening all

students will have the op

Intimity to be I makeshift

Peanut Gallery" ml answer.

It s Hovuh Doody hine-

HIS

k <

Kill I.do Butt and Friend

By ELLIOT EISENBERG
MDC Staff

USTFNT.m; TO AMERICA, A TRAVELER REDISCOVERS
COUNTRY, by Bill Movers, Harpers Magazine Press, $7.!»5.

Recently there have been a number of people trying to explain the

American predicament, a collection of social commentators, each with

his own theory. Books such as SURVIVING THE SEVENTIES and THE
L1UEENING OF AMERICA are important, but what Bill Moyers has

lone stands a better chance of reaching the people one thinks of as middle

America.

LISTENING TO AMERICA takes ideas such as the toll of the draft, the

struggle of blacks and chicanos for a better life, and the hideousness of

the war, and tells them disarmingly through the voices of the young and

)ld citizens Moyers encounters.

Each town is a story: Beaumont, Texas, of a family whose two sons

have both chosen to serve in the penitentiary than in the armed forces;

San Francisco, of a conflict between the money people and the neigh-

borhood people in the administration of the art program, and the conflicts

of one who leaves Chinatown but not her Chinese heritage; in Lawrence,

Ka. of a bitter feud between blacks and whites, students and townies.

In East Gary, Indiana. Moyers searches for the tiny office of the

Fraternal Association of Steel Haulers, a group which is bucking the

might of the Teamsters union. The steel haulers are a different breed of

trucker; they don't work for a salary but own their own rigs. "Doesn't the

whole country idolize the driver?" one of the truckers asks

"Doesn't everyone like to get his foot on the accelerator out on the high

way"' The dream of every red-blooded boy, right? You know you can

master that rig . Our guys are like sailors They sail away in that rig and

they come back a week or two weeks later with a percentage of what the

ship takes in. whale oil or spice, or in this case, money from the shipper."

In Pine Bluffs, Wyoming, Moyers meets a couple of old time general

practitioners One of them and his family "do not often get away for an

evening. It they leave for a weekend he places an ad in the newspaper

announcing that he w ill not be available. They hope to go to the mountains

at Christmas Any time we plan something like that someone decides to

have a baby." Anne Stoetzel says. I am tempted to run an ad nine months

ahead ol nine which will say. Dr. Stoetzel will be gone Dec 21 28 Please

take notice and precautions now
"

What is LISTENING s greatest flaw is also its greatest asset in the

almost whimsical style in which events are put together there is no

overriding theme, but the same style also makes Movers liberal outlook

appear palatable for tin folks in Desmoines

It is an optimist s l>ook and it concludes in an optimistic though

questioning manner i lelt Houston 'the tail end ol the trip'." writes

Moyers, convinced that liberal and conservatives shared three basic

apprehensions they want the war to stop, they do not want to lose their

children, and thev want to be proud of their country Which undoubtedly

is true, but it s also true that he didn't talk \ery much to the radicals

Look Out Ballow
ByLLOYD \D\LIST

MDC Stall

I here I movie in town at the Cinema I called The Stewardesses. The

,d lays it is taken Irom I novel that can t be published I don t believe it

I bt aWI Ml SOWN Ml Hawaii as stewardess "1 is going to her motel room

where 2 is netting balled What you B00 is typical ol the rest ol the movie

some guy I .»-> going up and down, a chick panting and w rithing

Ihe pilot on the Honolulu to I. A Ihght turns things over to his copilot

and asks the chief stewardess to send up the new girl for "in

inahon We get MC this one s thighs and rear end before being

to the door to Ihe I OCfcpM as she emerges red laced, pulling her little

Griped uniform down A rich cat picks another stewardess up and takes

her to his pad It ham OOf he was I homosexual, as was his boss th.it |

why he movedupso fast si the firm They ball

Still another mil who lives at home Imds a note Irom her patents s (1> mg

thev oreaway on a trip Sheresold to takea "trip" of her own Downing

the tab of Odd with noil tat milk, she gets oil at once, proceeds tO have

sexual lantas.es uritll her lamp whose baOf is a copy of the head ol some

ancient Greek

toother goes out a Mh I soldier ( »h. It's so terrible y ou hav I to go back

to Viet Nam They go to PsmrylaBd end then to bed...

\ stewardess who is I lesbian and one who isn t get together, we MS I

lot ol skin ..

A pilot picks up still another of our hostesses o! the sky at a "uniform

party He takes her out a back exit, they ball and get caught by another

cat. there s a light

And on and on and on . . itnt ,

II there had been any big name actors, or even .
I
there had been.any

g.KHl acting the movie might have been all right But I •^f^^jL?
an) ol these people, never seen any of them even on a IA common .a 1

.md thev were all terrible actors Or .1 there had been a plot Th.

stewardesses might have been worth seeing But the only plot was sex.

carried out in every way. shape and form Nor was there any decent skin

Sure, there was a lot. but mediocre at best

Or if e 'Three D" process was good, the movie would have been good

Hut science hasn't perfected this process yet. especially for those who

have to wear regular glasses in addition to the special ones the guy gives

you as you enter the theatre.

In short, the movie has no redeeming value at all. It's revolting,

disgusting, putrid, and just plain bad. Unless your great aunt just died

and left you so damn much money you don't know what to do with it all.

don't bother to spend the $2.50 it costs to see The Stewardesses.

Eating Out

'Tm Resigned"- Williams
Bv DAVIDWILLIAMS

MIX Staff

Now il you ask Silverman he II tell you that I stole it

from Anthony Spina /./.ola. I>ut don't behove him In the

first place. Silverman cant read so how would ho

know . and in the second place there s no such thing 01

the Boston (ilobe

The Globe what la the name ol the Groat Wha/oo is

the Boston Globe'? For Ood s sake, here Ive Ix-en

eating drinking and sleepmt- Daily Collegian lor the

last three months and the last thing I need is to have

anyone, let alone the Great Undecided Hhasesl stick i

newspaper under m\ ns

Newspapers, Christ Do you know why Collegian

people always have dirty hands" It s trom picking up

0 many damn papa - during the day and looking and

weeping YOU net ink all over your hands You laugh

and think he I |oking. but he "s not Remember the

heads ' Boy. were we big time in those days Hour

bolls on the Al* machine and Hanson and me rush out

bach and SOC that story about the OIs m Laos and go

nuts Later the next day while I was still trying to

recuperate Irom being such an ass-hole I'ascarelh

I ties to com nice me to jump of I a tower But did we do

it again' Ol course we did Remember that un

fortunate picture of the black man"' That was the

clincher We didn't do it again We could have just

totally blown it at any number ol points alter that, but

we learned to joke around and think of what it might

look like, and then not do it.

Ah. but vou lean back now and think, who's he

kidding'' Think yoursell We weren t trying to fool

anyone with anything

It s iH'en lun. these past .Y7 Collegians Do you

realise What's happened to me in a semester"'

Through no fault of my own I've become a Celebrity, a

campus ligure You can laugh at my mistakes but you

can t laugh at me because you made me what I am
You may think I'm kidding, but who read me every

time I was in the paper 9
If you forgive me, I'll forgive

you

So now we all look forward to September Ann will

be wandering back from a bakery on the Cape,

Silverman will be sweating in Worcester with a

haircut. Bob will be looking for a job and probably

moonlighting on the MDC. the other Anne will still be

giggling, Barry will be pulling on his mustache still,

and just about everyone else will just be there like

they are now

And Bie? I lost so much weight this semester that

I ve landed a job as a sewer pipe inspector in

Bayonne. New Jersey Not a very healthy occupation

but the pay is good

Senouslv. I've decided to go on a strict fruit and

m
Oiii Hero

nuts diet, with an occasiona l side trip into yogurt, to

Iry to whip mysell into shape My God, I've become

so almost abnormal, that I took Lee Sandwen and

Kxcitable Bichard Dmken up on a trip to the

Himalayas They ve been so worried about mv mental

health over the last few months that I figured I owed

it to them My first toe dippings into the real world, so

to speak

The last Hurrah, the final Sheebang. it's almost

over Kd Kenwick Forever' Kd, that paragon of

calmness, that quiet reservoir of lucidity I went to the

ASA to watch and ended up Kl Presidente. I^itin

American style All power to the People!

I suppose you're wondering what this has to do with

eating out But that should be clear by now, that's

what the whole semester has been.

So long, small fry, it's time to say good by
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"SSfc CA»>W WUb mack Knowledge
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Lost And Found Policies

Establish CC Headquarters

round headquMtenrf the IWjJ^iJSS CYntor "heck room, located

?raft»
,s*- assess » •-— -

custodian, each campus.Jf^^^K'secure lost and found

uculty member m*^J^gSSlSZcSm Center within 48

SSftABJ arl,clcs and st'd them over several iveeKs ,ater. as we

wiU not accept bulk accumulations. ^
Valuables such as Kyelry.**^™£fiZ*l a masking tape

^t'S5KSK?aSJtt!rt-«S l^ng each a,

SaBSLTlJWWSi'SgSPiSWk should m.

sent to the campus Center lost and**
midst,„ester following

aSiSR t^^^SluVllrnr^r donated to se,ec,ed

charitable orgnahtatk—

MOSCOW Ma) >- Tass
l
hl>

Soviet pr«>s agency said toda>

thai the Israeli authorities had

been eonsulled bj Ihe group *>t

soviet .hu I accused ol plotting last

r to hijack a Soviet plaae to nee

the eountrj

In a report on the second da) <"

the trial of nine Jew in Leningrad

used or organued anti-Sovei

vi\\ Taw said that VakhroirO

Vlogilever one ol the defendant*,

ia empowered to maintait

eontacts between the criminal

group and Government circles in

This was the most explicit effort

by the So\ let authorities to link the

Jews on trial -and the OflCS COO

victed last December and those

.till awaiting trial with Israel or

Zionism Up to now. Soviet ex-

planations ol the trials hau

limited

plane

CAMPUS CENTER, STUDENT
UNION FOOD SERVICE

10 the plan to hijack i

OWN A FOREIGN CAR?

HKIM. HASSI.KO >UTH KKPA1K
< OST AM) <>K \IOKRMANSHll

TRY US.

aaay WE SAY THANK YOU —MAY WE SAT .n^ m^
STUDENTS

FACULTY
AND ADMINISTRATION ^ A __. Air VFAR

FOR ALLOWING US TO SERVE YOU ^^AMWCW*
HOURS FOR THE "MAINDW OF^E SCHOO^EAR WILL BE.

: i
E
Â L^GC

U
K
LA
B
R
AR

SC-SED8LE tfoVfoV^VrMy30
• COFFEE SHOP —

Jrmnorls
'i

Jlil

•:,.-, Kl SSELI, ST
HADI KV - RT. H nn

7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Open 24 Hours
7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Open 24 Hours
7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

7 00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

HERE FOR THE SUMMER? We will be open in certo.n area..

Hope to see you then.

May 1

18

23
27
29

17
21
22
26
28
31

Examination Schedule For Sociology 101

according to this scheduj. ^tude™
,,.ader an<1

tSVOLSfiSffSi th^e^nation for the Us, halOU

r\\M TITLE
SKCTION
LEADER
Birnhaiim
(hoe
C'l»rke

< nllto

< orsini

Das
lafd
Fanoher
Clio**.

(.oldstein

Hartstoio-

Ingham
Larsen
LoMo
Lseasf
Martin
Pepper
Peihhm
FuRh
Raymond
Rhett
(Be sure to attend class 5/1* >

Rosenberg May 26 4:00

Rosenteld May 24 1 : SO

Shaw May 22 4:00

Stone May 22 1:80

Strokoff May 22 1:30

Vartanlan May 20 10:30

May 21

May 22

May 20

May 20

May :o

May 22

May M
May M
May M
May 22

May 27

May 22

May 21

May 22

May 24

May 22

May 22

May 22

May 20

May 22

May 20

1:30

4:00

10:30
10:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
1:30

4:00
10:30
1:30

4:00
1:30
1:30
8:00

10:30
1:30
1:30

10:30
1:30

10:30

LOCATION
Thompson 102

SBA Mahar
Goesmann H
Herter 227

Thompson 106

after 231

Hasbrouck 134

Machmer E • H
Maehmer E • 32

EiiRineerlnK 106 108

Hasbrouck 134

Herter 227

Herter 231

SB 101 - 103

(.oesmann 51

Hasbrouck 20

Machmer E M
Hasbrouck 126

Hasbrouck 121

Thompson 106

Machmer E • 32

Herter 231

Thompson 106

SBA Mahar
Hasbrouck 124

Thompson 102

Eugene Field 334

THESE PEOPLE HAVE SOMETHING
,^JS!lvmHTHEIWERUON

ttwy Sort belong on

Monday, May 17

S.U. Ballroom

paper liow
Alan Alda

7 & 9:30

50c

G
O
O
D

MELVILLE PRESENTS: CLEAR SKY
FRIDAY MAY 14, 8:00— 12:00 p.m. for

4 HOURS OF GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

50c a head.

BE THERE!

M
V
S
I

c

Summer
Jobs Posted
The Placement Office reports

the following summer jobs:

lamp Wilder in Springfield.

Mass , is looking tor a summer
counselor lor their day camp.

A salesman selling lawn services

lor LAWN A- MAT Would be

selling on the South Shore from

llmgham to Plymouth

CampQuisisana in Lovell, Maine

has an opening lor a pianist, bass

player, and a saxaphone player.

Summer jobs in ecology lor

[R'ople who will be living within 50

miles of Boston. -

Summer or lull time em-

ployment lor Klectrolux Company.

All positions lor construction

uork m the Watei villc Valley. Ml
area have been filled

Detailed information on all tht

above jobs is available at the

Placement office

Paper Drive Sat.

\ paper drive is being planned

by the \\csle\ Methodist Church of

Amherst to help support I work

camp to Appalaehia Papers will

Ik- collected OH Saturday. May

I5lh. Irom 1 tti ••. m the Amherst

Regional High School parking lot

ii you have papers ><>u would like

lO have picked up. please call VW
I and leave sour name and

address

History Dept. Receives Pipers, Grants
Latin America, Medieval

Catalonia, Arab Nationalism, and

the non-Chinese world were among
topics of papers and talks

presented recently by members of

the history department at UMass.
Other department activities

include receipt of a $5,000 grant by

Mr John Kazar. doctoral can

didate with a specialization in U.S.

diplomatic history. The grant,

Irom the Smithsonian Institution,

will sponsor Mr. Kazar for one

sear as visiting reserach associate

at the Smithsonian. He will work on

scientific discovery and invention

as a lactor in the nationalism of the

Mamlest Destiny period, the 1840s

and I8.~)<is

Prof. Lewis Hanke. specialist in

Latin American history, has

travelled to the Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe to establish

scholarly contacts with Latin

American historians there. He has

given an address on •Development

ol Latin American History" before

the Institute on Latin American
History ol the Academy of Sciences

in Moscow, and a similar address

to the Latin American Institute of

Karl Marx University, Leipsig.

Last Germany.
Prof. Archibald Lewis, depart-

ment chairman, has delivered a

paper titled Land Tenure and
Social Mobility in Medieval
Catalonia." to the annual meeting

ot the Southwestern Social Science

Association, at Dallas. Texas.
Another talk by Prof. Lewis, to the

Medieval Academy at Chapel Hill.

N.C.. was titled "Kngland as an

Atlantic Maritime Power. 1100 to

mil AD."
'Arab Nationalism and Israel.

1870 to 1970" is the topic of a talk

Prof George Kirk has given as

Joel Smith Memorial Lecturer at

Illinois College. Prof Kirk is a

specialist m Middle Last history.

At the annual meeting of the New
England Historical Association, in

Amherst. Associate Prof. Joseph

Hernon has delivered a paper titled

"The Historian as Politician.

MOO Trevelyan as Irish Chief

Secretary
."

"Hsi Chi yen's New View of the

non Chinese World" has been

discussed by Assistant Prol

Frederick Drake at the annual

meeting of the Association for

Asian Studies, in Washington. I) C

Mr Robert White, at the annual

session of the Society for Spanish

and Portuguese Historical Studies

at Stony Brook. NY .
has spoken

on The Hoots of Brazilian Colonial

Administration in Portugal
."

UMass.

f^Tripod GAMER.ASHOP,0«.

SONY & A R STEREO COMPONENTS

Fine Photographic Equipment

By: HASSELBLAD, NIKON; LEICA,

HONEYWELL, KONICA, MINOLTA,

ROLLEI, CANON, YASHICA

98 N Pleasant Street 219 Main Street

AMHERST. MASS 01002 NORTHAMPTON. MASS. 01060

Phone 253-3039 Phone 584-6040

ARMY SURPLUS

SHIRTS PANTS JACKETS

USED QZNtM S

CMOPING EQUIPMENT

BACKPACKS SLeePiMfr 3AOS

***** *A*S
-PONCHOS

THE FACES OF EARTH
15T NORTH PLEASANT Sr. AMHERST

Mow.-^^-lO^-SKT.•m

MDC CLASSIFIED

TO SUBLET
Nublet: Mad. »ll-rl*c»ric 2 br

•pt., $3ie for tunimrr or le»nr thru

•Ji wtth Jane - A«n r*-nt rrdurr.l

*t5 mo. For detail* call W-i-.-t.il

hu - Th after 6 |»
IfS-H

i~Mrm. apt. avail, now to Au«
w /option. Vi ml. to orhool. Tenolo

and pool. Kent negotiable 665-307

<

tfVII

DUrount anblet npaclou* S tm.

furn. apt. bordering rampaa, Not-

ilni A*e., comfortable for 4 (flrlo).

I tlUtlea Included. Jnne 1 - S*P<- *•

MMgSj tf*"14

Must anblet 8 bedroom apt. In

Pnffton Pool, ntllltleo, air cond .

and option to continue, rent nego-

tiable, call anytime. (H»-e8g9 ._tf_H

»

t bdrm. apt furnUhed, all otll

Incl . Jane 1 to Aa«. 31, W**/™
Will bargain. CaU Panl »*»"«»*}»'

MMS1S. tfvl<

To anblet with option to renew

len»e: CreotTlew Apto , 1 bdnn . •!»

rond , i . nil from Campua Jnne •

«»ept $1*5/ mo , Incl. ntll. M9-633»;

around 6. tt»-U

One bedroom apt. In Puffton. rent

necotlahle, leaae enda An* 31. Op-

tion after that. 519-6633. Keep try

-

ln>. tti-l*

^Mnhlet 1 bdrm aprt , Pnffton VII-

lace. available Jane 1 with option

renew Barn »10 for flndln* anbletee

tan aw em .
tfs-i*

t bdrm. apt. at Cliffolde. Include*

all ntllltlea, awlmmlnr pool. tennU
ioiirt« Avail Jnne 1 to An* 31

wth option to cont Call 665-3119 of-

fer 4j36_p_in^ _!?*/'!
~~

? bdrm. apt. Jane 1 - An« 31

*lr cond . owlm. pool _»*otlahle
rent RolUnc tireen g56-63«. tf.VI

*

awlrt with opt. to renew la

>*rpt »w 1 bdrm. I olonlal ^111

\|,t Cal l g33-?779. ?.V '. »03 tf. It

\ billable Jnne 1, 2 bedroom fur

nUbril All ntilltleo Inrl , 1 mile

from ramnUN Mill llollo»v \pt» Op-

tion ta renew lea«e in Sept Ml a

month. Can 549-611? *fvl •

i bedroom apt. In Pnffton Vlllare

to either eiiblet or rent The rent

includea utIUtleo A«kt.« «l5*/mn

or will banaln. Call an.vtme after B

p m 849-6039 ii
5-'

*

_
rREK — I.aat week In Jnne. Sub-

let for .Inly with option to renew

leaae rent negotiable Call B49-3!»li;

a c . pool, tennla ctn , dlahwa«her.

'Jt mi le from Campna tt&-1*

S room apartment from June 1

to Sept I. Located on Fearln* BJ.
Will diacuaa rent. Call Dave e-Hf-.H.'

or Pat 6-5654. tt&-U

fl room Sunderland apartment,
fnllly furnlnhed. Jnne to September.
«15* mon th. Call 665-2761 tfS-14

To anblet reduced rate $75 mo
efficiency apt., Quabbln Vlllace.

furnlnhed, air cond.. all utilities

Incloded. Call 323-7778 between 5:36

and 7:30 p.m. tf5-14

2 bdrm. Su*arloaf Apia., Sander-
land, air cond., etc. Reduced rent

Available Mar 21 Call 885-3422.
tf5-14

To anblet or rent 2 bdrm. apt .

dl-h nr . utilities, pool and tennis

conrt, air conditioning and furniture
available. Cliffaide Apia. Call 665-

4006
.

tf5-14

Fur. 2 bedrm. Qnab. Till, apt.,
all ntll.. Inc., w.w. carpet, air
cond., opt. renew tense. $165 mo.
Jnne 1 to Sept. 1. tfS-14

1 bdrm. Pnffton Apt. Jnne 1 -

An*. 31. Onion to lease. Swimming

pool, air cond , utilities Call 549-

«2M tf5-H

Pnffton apt , 2 bedroom, lease

available from June - Aug with
option for lease In Sept. Call 5W-
I..11 ". Rent negotiable VI •

Sublet 1 bdrm. apt . avail June
1 Mt Toby Apt . Sunderland Call

253-5412 or 665-4—1 tf»-1 *

Furnished efficiency air condi-

tioninr. available Mnv ?5 for summer
or nny portion of. »l?.1/mo |$*-7NM
evening _^_ 5-1 •—

< liff^ide ( bedroom apt . all ntill-

lies. air eond . pool, elr Rent nego-
tiable Available June or July flr«t

Option yours Call »m;.*i-377.*> e»eninr»
5-11

2 bedrm nnfnrn 6/1 1 yr lease

or sublet till 9/1 Cheap! Call BKV
?95? 5-1'

FOR SALE— AUTOS

1W3 Pont Catallna Can*., 3K9

en. In.. PS , ante., RAH. fee ,

cond , Asking $»*• but Pm fletlble

One owner. Call 546-9162. Keep try-

lng^_^ tfS-H

1961 Ford Falcon In good running
shape. Call anytime 467.7031. Rill

smith. Cranby.Maaa. $75 — M l

•65 Triumph Spitfire, green. Koni
shocks, snows, excellent mechanicals,
look new. $700 Call 296.4206 Frl .

Sat . Sun.. Mar 14 - 16 Other times

.oHect_?12-*6>19t6. 5.11

IMt) Cadillac, It runs, best offer

over $3$. Absolutely no offer ref.

used Ca ll Dave 665-2623. Ml
1963 Ford Falcon station wagon.

6 cyl , standard, xrrr good condi-

tion, good tires, radio, $125. Call

fiarr 6-4003 6-11

Hargains better than yon get back
home. Converse Sneakers, women ,s

S3 60. men's $9 50 Men's and wo-
men's sandals $5 95 and up The
'shoe-in. In the Alley. tfM4

F.stahltshed photographer seeking

be.iutiful woman to photograph for

I'layboy. Earn up to $5000 'Only se-

rious responses please Call l>sn

;.-t3-399a.

To all Interested: after 15 m^ths
the Rig R und l.ltlle Ro are now
»t.i|.led ?"
Frankly —. I'm loving Cornell, but

toil are gentle on m> mind M»
lo»e. /tppr_Tri-Pell Flamer. 5-11

Now 'a the time to give it to tneaa.

t.rt It at the People's Craft Co-op.

i
• - Pleasant S . above Hastings

5-H

Ride needed ta Calif l.eave :/•.

to 6/30. tall n-6270 Dan 5- 1

4

Hardy persons far company on hi-

<».le trip during June Destina-

tion: Ouehec or Nova Scotia, route

negotiable Call 6-5314 or see K»'
In 22 Moore MJ

ATTENTION
2 bedrm townhonse, Amherst, very

large, air cond . carpet. $190 nor-

mally, will rent for $140 from June

1st. In A'mhrrst. Rlverglade Apts

Call 253-3635 tfS-ll

DESPERATE SUBLET

1970 RSA Firebird ftSOcc, t carb.

Street Scrambler. 5000 ml , excellent

cond. Last chnnee before Frl. IW»t

offer over $1100. CaU Dove 6-9U77

anytime
.

tf5-H
Adopt' the Hlue Oooael Faithful,

Monomical, friendly, always atarta

l!rtt4 Chevy. Best offer over MM
Call 253-5464 after 5. tf5-1

4

'70 OTO conv. only 4.100 rollea,

P B.. P. 8., 4 speed. 400 cu. In .

excellent cond. $2650. Call Murk
256-6370 betw. 9 and 10 am. tfM 4

1968 Olds 442 for Just $1800. 1

w«. old clutch. Want to get a cycle

and old VoUcs for aummer. Call

Ray 546-5910 mornings. Will consi-

der deah)^ "*:' *—
tiOOD MOVER 61 wag. Pont

Tempest. 6 esc. tires. R • n. PH.
motor Job recent, alnays starts and
runs, some rust, colors red /white.

sold for first $100. 253-5520 tfM I

•66 VW Sedan w/aun roof, AM-FM
radio, ei merh. condition engine re-

built, body presentab|eA asking $650

(all 545-25'!$ before 3 pro, 253-

59° I after 5 pm. ttB-li

vm Plym. Rarracuda Fstbk 4-spd

31s t-8 heavy duty shocks. Firestone

(ilssbelts, radio and rear speaker

Mint cond. inside and out. $1600

takes It. Call 546-9774 tfM4
1847 Ford delivery van, new turn

indicator, carburetor, muffler, school

bus aeats mounted in back. Inspected
— call John at 543-2550 between 9

and 4:30. $125. tfM

4

—
1961 Triumph TR-4, new engine,

clutch. Konls. Mlchellns. $750 or

best offer. Call Doug 564-8262.
tfM 4

63 Olda FM compact alie, Vs".

auto., very good condition. Must
sell. Call Mlrza 546-1038 after 7

p m. tfM4
'68 VW w/sun roof, AM radio,

excellent condition, bodr and engine,

2 snow tires, asking $1225. CaU 549-

6251. Beat time about 5 p.m. Ask
for Marc. tf5-14

1969 Torota Corona, excrUent con-

dition. J84-4692 eves. tfM4
55 Che v., economical and depend-

able $15$. Also 62 VW, cnstomlsed
— new engine, cherrr red. A ateal

at $500. 323-7327 after 8 p.m. or

5-2250 on Campus. Ask for Mike.
jfM4

65 VW. good cond , son roof. Call

Bill 546-7640. tfM

4

1965 Ford Onlnxle 500 conv . ; 1966
Mercury Comet Caliente, 2 dr. sedan.

both in excellent shape. Tel. 413-773-
tf5-11

1'»«6 VW sedon. red. white-
walls, radio, studded snow tires,

opening rear windows, low mile-
age, 36.000 miles, new clutch,
just toned, great mechanical
shape, few dents, nice to have
for snmmer. Must Bell, $723 00
or best offer. Coll Steve or Jim
BI6-51IO. 5-11

To the McClellan St Pumphousr
«..ing: Org* Saturday at 10 a at

the Foul Rail Bar and Orllle. ea-

»tarring Johnny and E J Charts-

ma I-me, Piibllns M4
~Happv birthday Toes, toata and

Kriv, from Eight Minns One and

Panto '**•"

Efficiency Apt Quahhin VII $73

mo , all utilities Incl . nir rond Al-

so furnished Call Paul at 323-761

or Thorn at 253-921? anytime l^a»e
message .

tfM I

~~3^ bdrm. Pnfftan apt available

«5«*lll/mo far summer with option

for next yr Furnished for summer
< all 54t-et»l. o-l*

LIVING MUSIC

CORRECTION
LOST

Dachshunds AKC,
wormed. 592-4170.

shots and
tfM I

WANTED: Summer Place

2 guys need place to stay around
llMinnis Immediately for summer.
Call Barb after 6 or lea»e message

MMjMSI tfS-14

DISCOUNT SUBLET
3 bedroom luxury opt , F4irly Am

furniture Puffton 649-OI.VI tf5-ll

Fresh air people! Swimming, ten-

nis and hiking in 50 00 miles of for-

est In your own back yard. I mln
from I nil send phone no. to "IT

< lift-iile Rent neg^ tf.Vll

Desperate sab-lease partially ftim

$ b.lrm. apt at Rolling Oreen June

1 vug 31. pool, rurpet. air rond .

all utilities Will negotiate Call

1 7:iH or 6-6128. t fV II

Two bedroom apt . Puffton Vil-

lage, $132 a month June thru Aug .

part furnished Option to lease In

fall Call 319-6696. tfM14

Cowest rent anywhere — 3 bdrm
apt. at Pnffton Must rent for sum-
mer ( all 549-«l.'V6

1

_*» 1

1

1 bedrm. apt. in Puffton. fully

furnished, air cond , pool Sub for

summer. 549-1117
.

tf5-1

1

Desperate sublease, partially fur-

nished 2 bdrm, at Rolling tireen 6/1
- 8/31, pool, rarpet, AC. all Utili-

ties Will negotiate Call gSSSIMI or

ti-.-,l.'H '•->•

Reward for return af Siamese kit-

ten lost Friday P m at Whitmsre
l.igh chocolate point Call 536-1000

ext 259. l.eave message for Aloo-

ette tfM4
White male husky lost on Sat

Anyone haying Info or the doe.

please notifv me Reward 519-1190

Ask for Randl M'

WITNESSES NEEDED
A spray painting Incident and sub

sequent chase occurence Tuesds»
night May 4 around 8:30 or 9 00

p m CC area Witnesses plesse csll

Atty S Cliserman. 5BI-7!TI 5 1*11

\mherst Folklore Center, behind
t.race church near the town hall In

\niherst Center. IJ%e music night -

n except Tues. and Wednesday
s»hanti

.

t f.VI I

NYC SUMMER SUBLET
WC summer subl< • Ri»erslde dr ,

« olumhia F area. 3<i rms . » C .

yiew. 6/15 - 9 1 »»»er 21, refer, t ,

es. Call Roston 987-t«aa, ar Nit
H<i5-ll68 except Mon . Wed tf". II

FOLK SING
Old fashioned hootenany. Mike

• .ramlicb and performers. I.evereli

Hthaol. Pltdnr, May II, 7 30. stn-

.l.iil- 50c 't5-' 1

BOOKS
We buy uaed books ond record,

— Whifellght Rooks (in the Alle» I

No taxtsl ' f*-'

WANTED

PERSONAL

1967 International Scout, 4 cyl , 4

wheel drive $1100. 549-6771. tfM

4

FARFFOFS FARR1C SAFE at

FASHION FABRICS beside the

Hungry F. Now going on I Don't

miss It? «
ftt-!4

Rig ole Peter Rabbit wants excit-

ing Bunnies that love digging peas,

lettoce and carrots at my Hideaway
Patch. Foreign students, too. Tel

eve. 665-2264. JI6!1 *
Summer townhouse apts in Am-

herst, pool, air cond . all new. all

conveniences, nil otllltlea. Call 6-917I

or 6-9172. t'8'1 '.

Oirls: Ensure about roar bor-

frirnd? Spend two weeks free trial

riod with us Ralph and Rons
l.ove Testing Service. Jamea Rase-

ment 546-7318. "S-14

1-2 women In. in I <>r infant

care part-time, start anytime Apt

Uke nccom. prov in return. 2 mi

from Campus in attrar resi »"»
519-1112 "*-'*

Men's site It black riding boots

and or riding crop for play, tall

511-9968 qr_545-0l 45 "5-1

4

U rou're a couple that wants to

live together next year In a co-ed

dorm, please call Steve In 108 Ham-
lin, aft 9:30 p m Mon - Thurs

5-0792 5-0793. tfM 4

Roommate wanted for Puffton

Village opt., own bedroom and halli.

S«0 per month. Call 519-6238 or 545-

0346 tf5~ ''

90cc motorcycle! Coll 8:30 - 1?

545-2330, ofter 5 p m 566-2815 Ask
for Donna. tfM4

Wanted — Men's 26" speed~blke

Call 584-8605. tfM 4

set 549-
tfM4

Wanted used dining rm
0005 aft 5 p m

Junior Educ. Major wants ta live

with a family In the fall Will work
or par for room and board CaU 545-

2308 and ask for Jane in 413
5-10 5-14

N. H. Real Estate

For Sale

III Mil F ION*. I \KI H| WPI I

— 7V frrttr , I l„lrni inmr ...11

\ire «r. s foe children. SIB,'am
lis .s. i Nonaper .'. hdrnii I'/g hntfc

Ikhiii . Iicsiilifiil interior « /frpl Itinll

to rntertain friends *l«n giie^l li»r

ii /triil \ |g bnathse . iilvi car A
ilrtrunv sS'l.'HMi 'm. frntg >r

ril Iiomi. w /frpl. In \ a< ht f lot. area
I s. . ilwl and »ar , VMVSM I'i.

turr 700' shoreline, an I. S , 7 a, s

rni fiiriiKlnl home, imntli-. .* t»,at«.

nta* gar $110,000 100 a, re.. .10

> led. nice place for horses, hrsnk.
I'iOO' on 1. 1 Hop rd , 7 rm sld home,
gar A I.am. beast view, *."">. ana

small shorefrsnt lot an small
pond $5000 M acres. 900' nn Rtc
III nr. N l.sadon. $8500 Ni.r I'

bdrm ir-rd small home, «ie«.
artes well lake fresh errs? I arm
next door (,osd for retired ar >onnc
• nuple nr single persam shirrs .Id
split cost 610.000 itia.;iao fiirn.hdi
3 bdrm well liiiilf ir rd home, frpl .

II acres % -i.sss

Hubcr of Sunapee

Reofty

Rtc. 103

Newbury, N.H.

603-763-2672
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School of Ed. Sponsoring

Media Center Workshop
*T*y:.Tf£E!Li .1 prominent people from «* and. ^ Gen ,

This coming July, the School of

Education at the University ot

Massachusetts will again be

organizing a scries ot workshops

rof educators As a part of this

summer program, the Media

Center is sponsoring a workshop

during the week of July l« 'en-

titled "Television and the New

Technology: To Educate or

Anesthetize'
1 The hroad ob

iectives ot this week long session

Will be to explore the educational

impact ot current TV program

ming on children and adults alike,

and to discuss strategies tor

change in view of such currently

unfolding technological advances

as cassette, cable, videotape', etc.

\ group Of

prominent people trom tin

academic and broadcasting worlds

have been invited to contribute to

this event These in hide:

Nat Kutstein. Director of the

Media Center at the CM ass School

oi Education;

Dr Ray Wvman. Director ot the

I nivcrsitv Audiovisual (enter;

Di Tim Meyer, Assistant

Professor o! Speech in Mass

Communication at the University;

John Caldwell, Station Manager

at WGB\ TV m Springtield.

Judith Chalfen, member ot the

Executive Committee of Action for

i hildrens lelevision.

Michael Shamberg, a founder ot

Kaindance Corporation, a New

York based alternative T\ H™up;
, nted and YOTt nascu *nx» -~- •--

After 13 Years
^ ... ™_..:i :_ .i,., nrofpssor.

and.

Kuss Tornabene,

Manager at NBC News

In addition, staff members and

graduate students of the Media

Center will spend considerable

time helping workshop members

with hands on experience in halt-

inch video

Ot particular interest to citizens

hvmg in
westernMassachusettswill

be a panel discussion on Thursday

evening, July 22, which vill brmg

together Mrs. Chalfen and Mssrs.

Kutstein. Tornabene and Sham

berg who will discuss the

strengths. weaknesses and

possibilities of television trom the

[mints Of view of the organizations

they represent

First Judo Team
Completing At N.E.

CtampUwhip wiU b. Md . North*<£%»*£$£.^ „,a,a»«»S£SbsaBft
So U" but have sood size

»*y**2"r«- Schools .hat will bo

Th,S will be Mian's first yoarw ha Judo Team^c ^
3Stt<2ZSSEhES£fe—d under si„g.o

sport

GOLF

SPRINGFIELD, MASS «AP>-A

Springf ield man who was forced to

drop out of college IS years ago

when he sultered a near tatal

iUness, has been named class

valedictorian at American In

ternational College

Joseph S.cihano will deliver the

class of 1^71 address on May 29.

While attending Columbia

Universit) in MM Sicihano suf

lered a massive pulmonary em-

bolism, a lung ailment from which

doctors said he probably would not

recover

H,s recovery took a year in

eluding six months on his back. But

in !*i«. he returned to college as a

lull time student, once again able

to walk I reels He now enjoys

-r i .« .ho orolessor A historv major, he is a

hiking. he Appalachian 1 rail in the g^^^ of a Woodrow
Berkshire* Wilson lellowship.
He plans graduate work with a

goal ol becoming I college

Howdy Doody

Student Union Ballroom

Friday, May 14

8:00 p.m.

50c

N

O

T

1

C

E

GOLF COURSE
AMHERST

[EVERYONE WELCOME

TO GOLFERS!

If you are

returning next fait,

or this summer.

CHERRY HHX GOI^COUR^. win {S^TSaVtt

s ason We will provide safe storage, you won t have to

SoVr^'oboui ThemV the dorm or anyone* car You "111

be »ble to eome out anytime, and they will be there ready

for you to play.

«•« easy to eet a ride to Cherry Hill, only V i
miles

north of the
y
CamPus.-- especially when you're not luKKinK

your golf clubs.

ROOMS FOR^RENT__
—
SlntU »nd doohlr •corn* «»

r»ll»W'

( „nt*ct John L«oata. Z«>t» >< «*
I 1 1n »
'

"private mi . townhoixw. kitrh

,JuX! 2 lvn« «... frjmt porch

«.rvrr»l opening v«U»hlr- Junr -

SpTcatf 515-0171 i* »or |ln«

or Jordan. -

-T^Sr^T forth"! 1£, ™".;; Pu-
nier yonnr couplr In r.ifftnn >W«r.

.

?OT r„n .fford It. Live o. c»l

mo.:w.v>
J

WOMEN
-%^l «

r« . or Or»d« to teach «wim-

Mulno rirU' camp*. SSSSOSSI plu»

"ill C all Amh*r*t 253-9501. P";
>onal Intfrvlfw. ™°- 1 *.

FURNITURE FOR SALE
—\>J3 it couch for nrtt year .'

TI,Ih on- I. old but .till »"«"«'
-Imp*. *-'0 or beat oftrr. Call Stu

at e6.V303* at •upper time or »n>-r

II p m. h.vii

Summer suilet
- rammer ...Met rompieTe.7 '-;

niched one b.droom apt .
one hnn

,lred • month. June UX to Sept 1«.

responsible per.on. Call eve
. .^

7«13. .

" t» .ublet from fi/1 «o 9/1 U«e
apartment. Ideal for 4-B peopj". «'

Oall. Kathy or D 3. at M*"03^,,
"lame 2 hdr. apt. central Am-

her,t. clo-e to all .hop. and .chonl

l„„e - \»« . rent lowered to 8120

too!^ —
2 bdrm fuml.hed apt Great .pot

between to«Ti and rampu. for •£-•

JSte taN - A«r Sljt Mk«
;WV need >oii <all 5I«-7I95. «;;""•

0-1 »

I

X
uo"**

Mill available - 7 room hwi.e

i*n Amity «t. aero., from 'jrane.

^rov,n Amher.t WJ. t"™^
heat Included Call 6-9239 or S-Wr

—noVe«t po.»ihle location to campn.

_ whole hou.e/7 .eparate rm.. lee

Ivr. rm . 2 kitchen.. 3 bath., rreat

MR roof, fall Naney or Bill S»-
(iH'!l A treat hon.e.

„.«ure. bedroom M«f«^OtMMMIM
<vmi kit. hen and TV ,•»•»•*»V^S
f..r *ltM» Apart, for rent Can

hi, t, mo-nto H£i!
~Honevnell Snper a movie camera

.,
' 7oom len.. leath.r ea.e and

r;,r... orl.lnally MM _ a.klna *U0

„r best offer. Call ^ue WS-SSSt^^

-Ml the ».ook.
_
PvrT»™<I for 10

rrar«t Mt .
Sor • &1* •

r*yf" '

l"t etc and f-.m . hou.e «ood«.

''t rnni, Muff. ^^OT^veaMfVU
f-S^Honda CBIVJ. excellent condl-

l , ,.n Ml- Hi'>2 eve.^ Ji^l1
*

j
• »,ri.,« Aria C.ultar. e«r.l com!

Mltk c^sr. a rood rheap tultar, *.V»

;

M,
,.;.V„ffer 5HI--.l-.Mi ««ll »nv-

,l„.e RMfl trvl„ K (need. new

»t rlnca> . "?^
—R^„ IM.^nton. Fixe Metal Pe-

,„,„r MS) f«M*l of carpenter. tooN.

„U but nervieeable. not antique *^n

(all Koblnson 515-2»l or W"^
"stereo .v.tem — San.ul «np.
Unilinear speaker, and "« *»",;

table plu. record.. «3o0. C»ll Jjn
after 5 p m 2V.-fi9.3. «*»•"
-

1W.5 ««% IWI. dual carb .
nin«

.11. chrome coil .ho. k». headliltht.

iMiuuinl Xftn clean. Call

t5H.
|

""|,,V> M(\ tVMt In .toniKe thr,r

. , r «. B » i« Be.t offer. < nil

It'it (or more info .

—, , % n f , rii.implon mobile h»"

,„:n m...l.l Atlon HearSnr V.l.

,., of.,r T.l 519-193" after 4
.

.M

,i in

MDC CLASSIFIED^——-^ "™—'

po.alb

IB room FREE ,
JV

,I,

""Kilteii. for free! Head? to i«J

vZETwmm l-roken. OM*J%JJ
\ r (all 5I9-C390 after 5.

"Male ...Met. nee.e.1 or .„ L

. M„r„.,e.,t. Win UP to *X Ofl

»«J
^"-

r -icn «P '« Koom .1. lh'"J«

REWARD
-|or lanclmir «r anil » m J .

«•'•

^MM U. Ke».,rd for her W|

turn. . r—I

—

"l.i.t rold metal rim I^^P*'";;
.„n.la..e. They .re no «oad '«r

I nerd thru, to *ee. rH-.^rate
^

, ,n i;.-,!M|-,

GUITAR SALE
-x„„, .el. brand SQ?Qg2
„,,,, Metric ruitar. SIS -SSt «W£
.urMl-l". imliidinr a *m 1

.
af

r
n*

l.„ «95. ^ill ha«*lc Call 516 .«-

,,r 5t<i-*o87

TAG SALE

III .a *•* — —
"BOSTON — n»«r R r —

""J
1'

„rea. .ummer aublet (po..
f

option

In Hent ) 1-2 bdrm . ved pnld .
bal-

'ony?«reat cond. Call <«17) 787-51««

""nw~i room, partially fnrni.hed

tovenhouse, .ere of land nr_ Amh
f.r 5 bdrm.. front porch, .heel.

*"14l/mn inrludln» ntl!Itl#-a. Call

MV017I n.k for Jordan or "•»•"

UNBELIEVABLE
_
nome »-track tape deck, vvalmit

.„." pu.hbutton .elector, channel

„'ne.t«V llrht. 59 »V»,
,n
n
f
ffer Cal

rrlflce for $39 00 or be.t offer «i»»

11-9171
.

EUROPE
—Vei»r-roond .todent charter., tour..

..nXment opportunlt.e.. *"""£

Nahant. Ma 0190H. Li-_

Motorcycles For Sole

" Ka.wa.akl Avenrer motorycie e\-

r^;„r«ndl.lon. reUable and fa.C

«.u^ no Paul Brown, S. Haaiey. oj"-

XtanTained by profea.lon.^ me-

chanlc
,

—

MAKE MONEY
-Dorm nffi WU^ tL£^.„„.,„, In dorm, next .eme.ier.

VZT2S work. Par to P^ty Wgfr
fall «-b71H

REPAIRS

SALES

,

h
uV«.'e YV -ther Oood. JSm:

-

Northamptlon. OM-82 13^ _™«

Due to the expanding Wctern
M...achu.ett. market, exception-

al financial opportunity Insale.

ind .ale. management_exljti^.for

i top caliber man with esecutiye

ah "ity Century old company,

reader in It. tteld. Confident!...

W;X ^14rChe.tnu. «..
Hprlmrfleld, Mmi. •u0

)Ji>14

FOR SALE

.see Aniher.t Audio

MovloK to CnUf

1 RIDERT^ArTfiD
Blder. wanted to'

C«urorn.» u. U-

(rtmtoa of July, c.u wo-**42^^
uiim. i ^ -

—

WJTJS-fVSJrdra

->«!.. of hou^e fuml.hinM — »- "

,.r , r> used — very cheap. Sat .;" a.1 day. 101 BelchertowT,

SP <tuute ») acro.a from Colonial

>illee. — r
"Moving Selling all

"•'''•..-^V
I amp., blankets etc ^ >»'" _Io

9
UoW

.;

\o 61. Tuesday. May 18. from » - •

KpB>...vi''le price-.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate. wTinledT. r^n*.he*

apt., with own room. $33 mo. Ea.t-

hampton 527-M53. ****

"One or two female roommate, to

..hare apt. for .ummer. Good loca-

tion. Call 253-5517. ilitli
_
Roommate wanted June mru^f*'Pt-

nn-n room, furn . all Ml. $?..Jf
tlon for leaiM.. pool, alr-cond. $65

W5-260B. HE?
"Roommate, wanted for M*"
room fuml.hed hon.e — *r'0M
„m Cllff.lde Apt. Rent ne«o l»ble_

Available 6/1 to 9/5. « •»
:ioi». _—— "—:

"" F Roommate wanted to .hare

furn apt. with 3 other «lrl. for

innLer^pool. air cond WHl nejto-

tlate. low price CaU Jean SHSW^

~One F needed for apt In •*}"*

„„ Startlnir Sept. caU M"-"'"'

a.k for Carroll. *!?_"~ RKVT SEC.OTfABI.E — 1 or 2 F
roommate, wanted to .harejMM
P,p In l«e towTthon.e

#
Own room,

pool, air cond . option for !**•*•"
865-3417 evenlnK.. SSlir
~« T Roommate, to .hare 2 bd^
apt $50 mo. ea Jtme - Au« Call

mi.-.-T?00 Pool ^""lee >l« tf.Vll

Roommate, wanted M «r * to*

.ummer and /or next year. Sunder

land. 7 mile, from campn. ^ Seven

room., four hedroomii. $»» mo t Ml

Doutt or Karen Mfl-8990. tfH-14

—
IhSnTreildent. wanted »« «"llver

newspaper In dorm. ne«t wme.ter

N„T muVh work. Par pretty gjl.

Call 6-8748111 o-o«-»°- —
M roommate wanted as .oon as

eMr*sy-tefi-v£
fal l Dave MW !5Sf
- S=a—irrad M. 1 bedroom lur-

n.-brd Cinflde Apia .
SunderlMjI.

rail d*T 5IV0000 «t 47. "I«ht_ *5-

w)l l'l ^ —

—

Roommate wanted to .hare 3

bdrm Pnfff" •* •**?"' J
.?m* \ t

Mil have own room Call Jim "«

MV0074 or nlrht. 25^2«33_ tfSOt

~
i F Roommate for nett *™'*<"-

.h.re
F

a furnl-hed apt In Puffy.^

519-1 117 - .—

—FF 7Smima4ea^an4ed7fram June

! to *ocn.t 31 for fuml.hed apt la

bSrarw'ASJ
£A^Q

i
i

- M~or~F. own room. June 1 - Auav

m M ml from Campu.. MlJMJ^ Call Pat 519-1307 tf5-l«

"Roommate needed. r.ojn« to arad

-chl in Phlladelpha net vr Write

«eff C.ooilwln. 231 Tpland Rd
,
>ew

.onxlllr. M»« «2I6« fc"
-Roommate wanted to .hare apt_ln

(..Ion VilLvre for -»»"" *,•"

I, .ft oun room if willinr to Help

!:,",!« SVI/n.o (.11 -,..i-«:U7. leave

— ." F roommate, to share room,

fillton. ^ep. M.ircie ,-,19-t .'..? or

Irene .;l»M_
-""

F roommflte. «.l - 9/1. o,vn rm

,„ t MM Puff'on apt *.« Jio

l't-007! ,
'

-One and/or two per- wnnle.1 to

Onrc apt with two Birl- «M» I-
»„..wt II <;«nd l«c!«'"n Rent onlv

MLt/maath rUl l l tmml *»•*
"

^.",'J

-''roommate- wanted ••" i'«^_i,
»',

r
for -ummer Pool. dl-h«» -her. -If

. .,„,! . etc . *I00 per M» »««

otmmee Call MS-SMI or SM-SM3

SERVICES

Amherst Audla MM 2?2
emniSleat.. tape deek, Tor home or

ear. 1M No. Plea.ant Hi., xoo-»i.»^

-Rcponaihle couple will care for

. hildren on weekly ba.i. Meal, ann

In !e

d
r'vT.ed -cSvitle. Call Kathy snd

Dennis Robinson L
253-2705 MM

-DbVSLAWN SWIIICK - -e«-on

arrangements available. Call ^-R
;

«
after 4 pm. . _.

~ PlTl'lW. CPA'a — learn how to

pr;paTe for the CAr E««n. Becker

Krvlew Course. Call collect, M7-

536-1440. !I^

S^Tu5S»2aAr«S
SFRV1CF. m.l5M-»«»5. MmwfBi(

•wmma pool. topSSS *0»>tJgLffL!
.11 utllitle. incl. Call 665-31

",:;,
fare 9 a m „ ^T*
" Apt. avail June !»/» •*•£
3 bdrm. $225 mo . ut.l Incl (^
to Campus S4S-—5 aft. 5 p m tfVM

—Xinher,! 4-raom furnished apart

men? near campus for summer wHh
option to continue. Call SSI BMJ^

—
I>ri».ite room and b.ih June 1 -

\ue 31. Puffton Vic . free air

...n.l . prime location, near pool

female «rad or undererad. will ad^

ju.t rent 5 I?M1I8 £15_
5
-
raam furnished apt . all utlll-

tlea. 2-20 mo Bay Rd . H.dley OM
5*6-0418. VZll
""4 bedroom house to rent In llad-

|,y. Hklblskl. Realtor*. BW -34
1
*':M

1 apt , 5 rooms, June to June

Mnitle room., kit. shared, for sum-

mer and/or fall. H-Hley, 5 mile.

< all l,cn 58I-9IW evea^ "5-1

1

'Available June 1 — $110 nionth.

utilities Included, furnished. 5 mln

from Campu. for 2-3 |Mfto._CM
•'.VI-909H. A.k for Apt. 1, Ceclie «r

Kathl. .
tf5-L*

~~Z bedroom apt . Colonial VISI.

„ail June l«t Sept. option on 1.

mo. Iea.e $110 for summer mo.

Nwlmminc pool Call 233-5765. be

home 11 p m and wkend. tf.VH

In Amhect. mile and a half from

I Mas., 7 room hou-e for 4. 5 or I

people. Rent fr.om June 71 throuch

May 72 (all 23ft-6983. tfVll

UNPERSONAL
Hello, my name I. flowdy Doody

and I'm on Campu. this Frl. nlte

at 8, SI, Ballroom. A fun time

I II xuarantee. Come and wltne...

come and see. tlS-14

"TRAVEL
Jet to Europe I.a. from $99 o/w
— call I.onnle Avery 546-7701 Alex

Dlrhner 5UJ-69U tf5-14

SCM-MFH IN ECROPE1 Chartered
round trip Jet flight, to London and
other European rltlea plus many
helpful .errlces! Call 549-1357 or 549-

Xm. g 4-S-T 11 13 14

NUDE WANTED
f foto model wntd. Nude and /or

draped. Indoors or out. Get off

campus for an hour study break^

\„ fee . amateur foto*. See Oil

>alk. 118E H.V.. 2nd fl. SJI

FREE DELIVERY
Have two lovlnr cats blk. and wh .

9 mo. old, one evpectlnK soon. Mov-

ing can't bear to put them MWT,
Call 527-4893. Please help me. 0-1

»

RIDI WANTED"

A»T. WANTED
—N.l. couple need apt. 1-2 rm*

,.n to $140 or less. Desp. Call or

;£ite\l
$
ohn° B Roaclu **"»«"

118 Montvale Ave . Wobum, »*
Desperate. U9~"

FOR WW
"

5 room furnished apt , ail utili-

,!„. $230 mo. Hay Kd .
Hadlev

Call 586-0418 U^}*
Cliffslde 1 bdrm. apt. nvlbl. June

1 through Jan. 31. Bent onlv.

" Ride wanted to Wisconsin (Mii-

waiikee) bexlnnlnn gUPfa. J»LU
-hare expense. Call DeTTJie 510-6242

5-1

1

FOR SALE

FINAL FLING

RECORDS
List

$4.98

5.98

6.98

7.98

9.98

Plus These

Super Specials
TAPES Even Lower

Prices On These

$3.19

3.99

4.29

4.99

6.49

STICKY FINGERS

MCA Sound Conspiracy

CAT STEVENS

MUD SLIDE SLIM

CSNY

$3 69 ALL $698

.69
798

2.99 998

3.69

5.99

$4.85

5.83

7.49

CHICAGO III $9.98

WOODSTOCK II 9.98

ROLLING STONES

MOODY BLUES

$6.99

6.99

4.69

4.69

SYSTEMS
Pioneer SA 500 Amplifier

Aztec Vega Acoustic Suspension Speakers

Garrard SL55B Automatic Turntable

complete with Base, Dust Cover and the

critically acclaimed Grado FCE Cartridge (list $35.00)

Entire System has a LEGITIMATE list $285.45

BUY IT NOW FOR

$219.00 complete

Pioneer SX 440 Receiver
EPI Model 50's

GARRARD SL55 (equipped as above)

List $385.49

$299.00

Pioneer SX 770 Receiver

AZTEC MINUET LOUDSPEAKERS

GARRARD SL55B

(complete with Bang and Olufsen Cartridge)

$435.00 List

$350.00

Pioneer SX 990 Receiver

AZTEC PICASSO LOUDSPEAKERS

(If your friend who knows all about stereos has a better

speaker than this one, have him come along.)

PE 2038 AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE with a wooden base,

operating dust cover and the world's best stereo cartridge, the

Bang and Olufsen SP12 (for just under 80 bucks it ought to do

something)

Just $600.00

ADD ON SPECIALS
Pioneer T-3300 STEREO CASSETTE DECK $149.95

TEAC TAPE DECKS (oil demos on sole)

AZTEC PICASSO LOUDSPEAKERS $220.00 the poir

4 - EPI 150 DEMO SPEAKERS $139 list eoch ... $150. o poir

HEAD PHONES by Pioneer, Telex, Sennheiser

TDK C-60 SD 1.99 eo. — SAVE o dollor o piece

SCOTCH 144 OPEN REEL TAPE 2400 ft. (8.10 list) $4.79

FIVE DOLLAR TRADE-IN

on any

GRADO ELLIPTICAL CARTRIDGE

in stock

ALL DEMONSTRATION UNITS

DISCOUNTED APPRECIABLY

1967 Ford Must . 28V c ' li! yellow

I
trtstbacK * tape deck, AM radio Lookmq
tor $1,000 L.itayrtte receiver (LRBOO)

I Garrard turntable, EMI speakers, 15 watts

and about 50 records, 1965 equipment

'.ookmq tor iJM) TV w rabbit cars, black

| 8. white w stand tBO G'anm Guitar $15

?53 5140

Starts Friday, May 14 Thru Friday, May 21st.

Amherst Audio
"Jke SoxvU %ovm

197 No. Pleasant Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002
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Envir. And Tech Conf.

Results Being Compiled
___«.«. of a landmark conference on pected to take over a month

Full Day on WMUA
.. • :».. -VI,.

Proceed! gs of a landmark conference on

tech,Xv and environmental quality are being

SnSefaiS published by the Technical Guidance

(enter at the University of Massachusetts.

The conference, the first of its kind in this state, was

hed May 6 and 7 in Wakefield. It was Jointly spon-

sored bv the University of Massachusetts through

Commonwealth Technical Resource Service

, CUM I Ft H. at the School of Engineering and the

Techn ca uidance Center, with the MassachusetU

Audubon Society and the Massachusetts Society of

Professional Engineers ^ ..
fls „ rp now

Requests for the published proceed ngs are now

being received. Compilation and publishing is ex

lotted to take over a month.

Papers were delivered by three University facul y.

Dr John H Foster, director of the Center for In-

ternational Agricultural Studies, discussed the impact

of economic motivation in a paper entitled

•Economics and the Environment.
rnMTPrH

Dr Howard D. Segool. director of COMTECH,

examined the dominance of society s subsystems -

economic, institutional, governmental, political and

Individual human behavior ... encouraging

technological innovations which aff^ °ur
,

en
y

vironment. in a paper entitled

Assessment: Processes of Choice.

This Sunday on WMUA 91.1FM.

beginning at 7:00 p.m.. and run-

ning to 11:00 p.m. is a full range of

programs At 7:00 p.m. Liberation

News Hour offers the latest news

irom the radical newsfronts of the

world At 8:00 PM Black Per-

spective with Noah offers an

illuminating look at the music of

the Black culture. Guests on this

Sunday's program are Dr

Tillis of the University Music

Dept . and Dr. Holand Wiggins

Irom the School of Education. At

9:00 PM International Hour with

George Cormouzis, presenting

music and ideas from around the

world. At 10:00 PM Sports Talk

with Ken Horseman presents the

interesting people who make up the

world of University of

Massachusetts sports

eived Compilation and publishing is ex- #

Amh. Recorder Society

Sponsoring Workshop
±

. TT . ,„h the ornamentation of thai

The Amherst Recorder Society is

sponsoring a Recorder Workshop

tb be conducted by LaNoue

Davenport The workshop will be

held on Saturday. May 15 at the

Amherst College Music Building

irom 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 pyiv A

registration fee of $5 per adult or

$'50 per student will be charged

Participants are asked to bring

instrument! but music will be

available lor purchase at the

workshop The varied program

planned bv Mr Davenport will

Include lecture demonstrations on

the elements of recorder playing.

Music ot the Renaissance both

polyphonic music and dance

music as well as modem music for

recorders Such a workshop has

not been held recently in this area

and BhOUM be of interest to manv

pinole Attendance is open to

l.mone interested and those

desiring more details ma> can

Deborah Hendel at 253-5731

I.a \,,.ic Davenport is a well

known scholar and performer in

,hel.eldolRena.>sance Music He

uasanor.ginalmemberoltheiro

Mus.ca Ant.qua of New \ork and

has plaved and recorded con

siderably with It and the

Manhattan Consort He plays not

only the recorder but many other

Medieval instruments and is an

expert on the instrumentation and

ornamentation of that period He

currently teaches and performs in

New York City and participates in

numerous summer workshops on

carry music

NOTICE
The Campus Shuttle Service will termi-

nate at 6:00 P.M. on Monday, May 17th. All

service wfll resume in the Fall.

»>. .-. reo^t your—^^^^J Z
KardinK service during the past year and your

improved service during the next.

Student Senate Transit Service

Student Activities Office

Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

COMMENCEMENT DAY

MAY 30, 1971

BRUNCH SPECIAL

At llie Blue Wall Cafeteria

2nd Floor, Campus Center

8.00 A.M. - 10.00 A.M.

$1.75 plus tax

BUFFET DINNER

At The Top of the Campus

12:00 noon - 8:00 P.M.

At The Blue Wall Cafeteria

12:00 noon - 2:30 P.M.

Featuring Steamship Round of Beef

Carved to Order

$2.95 plus tax

Reservation, are not required but may be made by catling

M9 6000 ext. 449

Mon . Frl ii:$o a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Wed Sat 5*0 p.m. 8:80 p.m.

„, ,„o«.RAM COUNC... AND SQ. .BE PRODUCTION^ »*•>""

DEAYER

j j lot in

JA~*
fithfr WAY Is a love story about three people.
EI™E

A man and a man and a woman.

One of them Is going to loae...

FINAL PREMIERE SCREENINGS,

PRIOR TO NATIONAL RELEASE

TONIGHT

6 8 10 & 12 - CAMPUS CENTER AUD.
ADMISSION $2.00 J

Notices
ACTION LAB

Final meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

,n Room 165 169 ot the C C. At-

tendance required tor those in

Education 90.

Tie tor secretary election. Run oft

voting will be held Friday, May 14,

trom 9 30 3, Skinner Lobby Please

re vote.

ALPHA LAMBA DELTA
Don't forget the picnic on Satur

day, starting at 11 a.m Call

President "Eddy" at 52513 if you

need transportation or have any

questions. Bring sunshine with you!

COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
All Collegian Photo Equipment

must be returned to the Collegian

Office, by Friday, May 14.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
Congratulations to the bowling

team for their victory over the

Knuelman Aces. Have a good
summer. Incidentally, Harold made
third team All Star

Hillel Picnic food, fun, and music.

Bnnq your guitar, Monday, May 17 at

s 30 pm at Bowditch Lodge (next to

f- 'of) _ . . . ,

Friday Evening Sevices tonight at

/ p m by the Pond, weather per

mitting

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Communion Service tonight at

Memorial Hall at 7 30 pm This is

our last meeting tor the year. Please

come

MORTAR BOARD
There will be a meeting of all new

members this Sunday night at 7 p m.

m Memorial Hall Please come and
urmg ideas tor the Fall

ORCHARD ORGASMIC CORPS
Orgasm attempt slated for Friday

rtndor Saturday night featuring

same incredible edibles and other

tthghts However, doorpnze m
eludes fresh cherry pie

OUTING CLUB
. ,

Winners at the Raffle are 1st

prize Robert Pnbush, 2nd prize Lee
. ta, 3rd prize Tom Tansey Last

tnq Monday at 6 30 p m m Rm
165 of the C.C Party afterwards

P E MAJORS
Book Sale Skills & Text books May

17 20 trom 12 2 pm in WoPE Con
met Room

WEVELER'S
There will be a picnic Sunday May

16 m the Orchard Bnnq food and
shments Meeting at 130 pm

>ie the bowl

UA SIGMA SIGMA
ns interested in group living or

iust tired of living in a dorm 7 Call

ne 253 9066 More information

given on inquiry

STUDENT TRAVELERS
Gomg to Europe this summer lets

rap call Gail 549 1148

SUMMER COUNSELLING
Summer students wanted to help

summer res. halls counselling

program Counselling background
red Room & board 6 24 to 8 20

i J.m Eller at 545 2041.

vVTOY
A multi colored, mutti screen,

nenl n television presented

Video Free America tonight at

i 10 30, Saturday at 2 30, 7 30. 10

i Sunday at 4, 7 30 10 p m

LOST
On Monday a pair ot round horn

rimmed qlasses (perhaps lost in SBA
Aud If found, please bring them to

parking qaraqe booth Thank
..iicj.l

red sweater taken from Hamp
Commons with name in back

Andrea Campbell Also blue sweater
ntrom Patterson lounge Please

return to 69614
Notebook for Nutrition in Growth

Development lost i have a final

Monday If found please call 68523

»sy
A key case with three keys at the

Chicken Barbecue was lost. Please

call Rick at 52186

STOLEN
60VW,NJ.Lic No RXM 636 grey

i.ody with black taUliqhts, light green
door on left side, and ski rack. Stolen

>n tront of Cashin If seen call UM
police or 65935

PINNINGS
Sue Buchanan, '72, of K.A. Theta to

Frank Johnston, '72 of Lambda Chi

Alpha.
Kathy Primalam, '73, of Kappa

Alpha Theta to Jim Calhoun, '72 of

Lambda Chi Alpha
Laurie Coulson, '74 of IGU to Jack

Hillner, '71 of Squire Village.

Nancy Knowles, '73 of Sigma

Kappa to Robert Veator, '72 of

Dickinson

iw Plan For R
Dishes To Commons

ENGAGEMENTS
Mary N. Hennessey, '71 of lota

Gamma Upsilon to Russell Tread
well, '71 of New York Institute of

Technology
Janice Lannon, '72 of Thoreau to

James Putnam II, '73 of Kennedy.
Nancy Peterson, '72 of Lambda

Delta Phi to George Nardacci, '71 ot

Washington Tower.
Patricia Lempart, '71 of N.

Pleasant to William Collins, USCG
Rosemary Dinati, '72, of Lambda

Delta Phi to Duncan Russell, '72 of

Northeastern U
Denise Boyle, '71, of Sunderland to

Chuck Blade, '70 ot Sunderland
Ginger Nash, '72, of Johnson to

Paul Goddu of Holyoke.

The Student Senate Food Ser-

vices Committee announces a plan

to make it easier lor students to

return dishes and silverware which

they have borrowed" over the

past year There will be collection

receptacles placed in all head of

residence apartments, where
members ol the Food Service

Committee will collect them and

return them to the Dining Com
moot,
According to Food Service

Director Joel Stoneham, the

Dining Commons must spend some

$30,000 a year on replacement

dishes Because the only source of

revenue is students' meal tickets,

this sum must be considered when

determining the annual meal ticket

rates The missing utensils also

create problems on a day-to-day

basis, when it is common to have a

shortage ot silverware It is un-

lortunate that those who take

silverware do not consider the

effects of their actions on others.

The problems of missing silver-

ware and dishes become com-

pounded when they are not

returned at the end of the year.

In considering ways to get the

lost dishes back, the committee

brought out that there is con-

siderable embarrassment on the

part ol the person bringing back

dishes which he has taken. Com-
pounding this problem is the fact

that m May, few people wear

overcoats, so that slipping the

dishes back in becomes a problem

The best solution, it was felt, would

Ik> to place receptacles in each

head of residence apartment.

allowing the dishes to be returned

with a minimum of embarassment

and inconvenience.

The Dishes Return plan WM
instituted by the Food Service

Committee in an effort to enable

students to do something about

reducing the cost of meal tickets

The committee has been active all

year, and has helped make many
decisions of Food Service policy,

including the 10 meal ticket, and

the questionnaire which was

distributed last November. It is

hoped that students will make use

of this opportunity to return their

Dining Commons dishes and

silverware, and that they will

realize that failure to do so will

only mean that they are Morking"

themselves.

love is

. . . letting bet iiill

her mothe i long

distance.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDTCYOMAJbV

A Scorpio without charm can be a

worrisome thing, but Scorpio with
charm can reach almost any goal
Scorpio harmonizes with Cancer,
Pisces, Capricorn and Virgo Those
bom under Pisces find Scorpio
physically attractive, while Libra
individuals find Scorpio lucky for

them in financial affairs Scorpio is

aided m career matters by Leo
persons

• • •

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Gain
< o operation of those in authority. If

you proceed m arrogant manner,
expect legal roadblocks You now
need to combine efforts with one you
respect No time to go it alone
TAURUS (April 20 May 20) Stress

versatility Accent now is on
reaching a decision But realize there

are alternatives Don't back yourself

m corner Give full play to m
tellectual curiosity Ask questions

GEMINI (May 21 June 20)

Children may act in manner which

causes concern Be fair but firm Pull

m rems when reasonable action is

threatened Money requests should

be viewed with care Take your time.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) Lie

low Be willing to make changes
Mate or partner should be permitted

to set pace Refuse to permit false

pride to stand m way of progress

Welcome suggestions Be perceptive

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) Hold off on

short lourneys, if practical Some
relatives are argumentative Seek

harmony steer clear of senseless

disputes . . Family member offers

constructive advice Follow it

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) You
may be deceived m financial area

Key is to see situation m realistic

l,qht May not be easy, but this <s

necessary Romance is m picture

Give logic equal time with emotions

LIBRA iSept 23 Oct 22> Tension

may exist m domestic area. You tend

now to feel closed m, restricted

Avoid temptation to be extravagant
Member of opposite sex could have
ulterior motive
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21)

Travel, visits are emphasized m
connection with co workers,
associates Finish what you start

Unusual relationship may terminate

Look beyond the immediate Con
sider potential
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21)

New approach could improve income
possibilities. Stress independence,
but conserve assets Some may try to

part you from money Be alert Do
your own thinking
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

You tend now to brood Realize that

future rather than past should hold

mam consideration Study Cancer
message Emphasize your per
sonality without appearing arrogant
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) You

can get needed assistance by subtle

methods Keep confidential dealings

pnvate Many now are drawn to

intrigue Satisfy that desire En
terrain m out of way places
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) Ac

• on how well you can work with

tools at hand Be self sufficient

f r lends who make promises may not

have necessary bankroll Know this

and act accordingly Be practical

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
you are a warm, giving individual,

but you prefer to make your own
decisions Means you rebel when
others attempt to force their views

You have begun project which should

bear fruit as early as July Currently,

you are underqomg minor domestic
crisis A bit of home redecorating,

possible residence change may be m
°f

Copyright 1971. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Buckets
6 Dinner course

11 Kind of dance

12 Swiss house
14 Hypothetical

force

15 Country of

Asia

17 Bark cloth

18 Sum up
20 Euiopeans
23 Soak up
24 Strike

26 Let down
Note of scale

Doctrine

Precisionistsin

teaching

Vehicle

Nerve network

Studio

Paper
measure (pi )

42 F.ist

43 Sapling

45 I ft tall

Skill

Trap

Music as
written

51 Oceans

53 Withered

55 Preposition

56 Engraves with

acid

59 Goes m
61 Babylonian

hero

62 Athletic

groups

28
29
31

33

35
36

39

46
48
50

6 A state

(abbr.)

7 Exclamation

8 Unit of

Latvian

currency

9 Word of

sorrow

Expel from
country

Brag
Strips of

cloth

16 Weak food

19 Waltz

21 Pitcher

22 Hebrew
festival

25 Tolls

27 Evaluated

30 Journeys
32 Approaches
34 Gull like

bird

36 Demean

10

11

13

14

DOWN

Oar

Man's
nickname

Sick

Jump
Backless
seat

t I

'3

(4

.v:w
36

5!

56

777

37

15

'9

33

37 Cylindrical

38 Inlets

Engines

Reaches
across

Welcome
Diplomacy

Sea eagle

-!-

40
41

44

47
49

52

54

57

58

60

The unal

Greek letter

Printer's

measure

A continent

(abbr )

Printer's

measure

20

25

30

61

43

5?

•

26

v~.-

16

13

.A -A

T34

48

.'.

57 !58

31

38

:35

S3

6

:?

3-5

44

1

v»M
<,?

62

17

' 4-
77

10

23

.l&j
3?

rr

28

jjj
49

45

• *

40

ISO

60
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a QdlntP To Warren McCruirk
ByMARKVOGLER

MDC Staff

Th.s hem the final issue for the IWQ-71 edition oi hi

MSJ*riS?h£i'" Se proper place to pa) tribute to the

n n « been dynarnuTin revolutionizing university

Z, s andards to where I Mass ranks near he top rf

the poll with the opposition that it encounters He s been a

, seaix- goat when Boyden unloads a blunder. He s the

soortmu scene has taken on a completely a» ,ert
;"

si" .on not to mention the new tenn.s courts and the

3SSS33ggfB@|
Peter Graham with the women s phase of the athletic

"TSlSffSS all that has changed, look at the

cPS l ratrw 's^ir^Xn;

; n Fine athletes and gnat coaches have Hocked

I"' , abundance The t,ams Iron,f^^^Z
.trad.lv .mprovini and the competition the> tact is

getting better all the time

People most often associate McCu.rk with he honor of

I.Z in ting coaches and the dirty job of firing them. Ti ue

i
!

I h hav, a major say in that matter, but not without

dte consultation with the atWetK council top
*J

min.strators. and chancellor, etc...As he puts it. I m noi

a

"l^' Mctti Uikt'pnde ,n the coaches who work

. hm^ Redman systcnv After.ll with the exception

o, oldt.me veterans Joe Kogers and SteveJJ«*0WSfci,

he's handpicked everyone at the present time. Miuuirk.

Iv the way is the third oldest active member oi the

imversnv Sports Department right behind Kogers (40.

"^Srve goVth* best coaches in the Northeast,

dec ax d McGuirk 1 think we're quite fortunate to have

t e' tvpe of men identified with the University of

Massachusetts They re wonderful pract.t.oners in every

Ua
Wbat 1 particularly lite about them is that^theyYe

concerned primarily with the normal academic progress

iSathlote They're interred and motivate

the young men working under them to pursue that

'^Secondlv and of importance, these men are concerned

with fulfilling their commitments to projective

*.-hi«iulina And that has become a real thauengt

U-eatach program ,n the last decade has become

2 e ditfcult iri the quality of the teams that are

structured into the athletic schedules. In other words

r ™h now we arc playing the best schools m New hngland

„Yd .re extendingourselvesinto the Northeast

Mc ( ., k eealls that the Athletic Council and the sin>

eomm tee on the hoard of trustees got together in 959

!md Masoned that I Mass s mtercollegiate athletic luture

would include scheduling —
Soccns.stant with the recommendations of these two

,r«i, L TcProceeded We wanted to be in competition

J Zhe Macntob in Massachusetts, the cream of the

Voo n the New Kngland states, and selective schools in

17s aineast This has been a real [^J^J^n
coaches have accepted ,t and I'm not gonna bore you with

lit ii ecords Thevve been outstanding

\,m the plaver personnel, don't forget our players

u, been vVy fortunate over the years in having some

si - athletes represent us ,n «ntercoHeg,ate sports.
x

: . ...u.:_.. .k^rf ha««luill basketball, atu

a line reputation as a three sports *»*f^W£2£
Miselm s Preparatory School was sandwiched mbetwten

h is orchester davs and entrance to Boston College. At

U''hi asstt to the Fag.es as a tackle was valujble a

the club compiled perfect records in 1926 and 1928. He

contained the squad in the later campaign.

Til „ graduation in 1929 McGuirk gave it a try in pro

Ivill w th Jimmy Conzelmans Providence Steamrollers

^old National League. When he decided to hang up

i he soikes he launched a nine year career as teacner

oa^at Maiden High School He later took charge as

Director of Physical Kducation and Athletics.

'Tt& service it was where McGuirk^.ve^ound
loundation for his position to come at UMass. ITom 1942

The did his time in the Navy, serving as Athletic

Director at Quonset Point Naval Air Station and at the

Naval Air Station in Jacksonville Fla. He was

discharged with the rank of Commander

I non entering Boston University Graduate Schoo he

earned his Masters Degree in 1948. He also did graduate

umrk .1 Boston College and Harvard

Tm> .nan offices hehas held on National committees

.md couS are countless and no doubt^veat^
to his successful work at*<£*&*& iWeren^c
president of the Eastern College Athletic S°™erenct
P

,:,« , .
member of the ECAC ^S^^SSS^ImSL

mii v.ee bresident in the National Collegiate Athletic

^sonanrtU^NCAA
3«i NCAA Kleg.bility Committee 1 1959-b0> c™ r™a"

NCAA Nominating, Committee 1 1960., and the NCAA s

official representative to the U.S. Olympic Committee

-Ik McGuirk is presently a member of the 10-man

, onors Court'o. ^National M>^tSL
collegiate Football players for the Hall ol rami.

There are certainly other organizations he has held

menXrship with m the past But^***»£"
10 hst them As you can see \Narren Mct.uirk has txen

"ShlTSeaX dean want to do alter retirement' "1

. a„ > db m 1 traveling, maybe devote .>Wte »«
lim, to developing my golf techniques Ive got 25 hmgs

,,U1 , J haven t had the chance to do m the last « vears.

"^t^X ^JZStiZ op^rtunity

(ll io^linTa! this tuu university It was the greatest
Ai* ve oeen vei > uiiiun«»«- «"• — *— ..»„..»«- ,.i uork.nk! ai mis mu- uint"«»v — - ,,... - . ..-,i,

Jery fine athletes represent us in intercollegiate sports. '^ *
M

fn>ak („ mv ,,fe to have bOW affiliated with

Mui I m not just talking aboul baseball, basketball, and poss^h W m
par( ,cmanl, (lur , ng this penod of

footbaU lm talking about all 17 sporty ^ |vt, ,m<1 somc wonderful folks here

McGuirk S athletic background dates back to ns ^

boyhood where at Dwchester High School he established

, ,

,

,,,,, I-—i^^MywxKMfflflaasasu^i rMUuai.il '\u*~~

^

aszszt

I-- i._ in r i i i '

'

Steve Kosakowski Goes On With What It Tate--

A Big Heart And Drtejn^onfo H^g*™V^ ..... »h.. n;»st ll. vears now. m uails carrieci a mu>
-r«.i«i«mMil in New Haven "..

,
' . ... .„,!,„

ByMARKVOGLER
MIX" Staff

It s not uncommon for people

who are lK»rn with all the physical

..,pabilitu-> and attributes and

then some to throve all their

potential tatenl against the waf

rothesefoHul suggest achat with

i m.,ss lennii mentor Steve

Kosakowski, a gM) who when

stressed by an enormous handicap

which would put most of us on the

Mines has battled it all the wa>

down the line with an improvision

,,i sheet determination and desire.

I he- handicap- »t which I speak rt

blindness In ( oach Kosakowski I

, it snot quite total, not yet

k-ast Kor the past 10 years now.

i;iaucoma has gradual!) imperiled

h,s eye sight B) the time the

disease had been detected H was

loo late for Steve And as a result

|„s vision has dwindled down to

,ust shadow proportions in one eye

Medical men hope to have at least

stabilized this condition How well

the) ve succeeded is uncertain

Kosakowski says be doesn I
want

to !*• looked upon as a martyr Bui

it would in- \er> belittling to forget

the visual limitations he s had t<>

contend with His record speaks lor

itself. In J:t years with the I Mass

net men he has guided them to 10

N .mk* 1*' Conference crowns and his

/«

»t quite miai. inn >n ^ ••
XT*

Jayvee Baseball Nine

Completes Season Tomorrow
By MARTY KELLEY

MDC Staff . .

S^^STbIS ria."u.!;;^ the ho, ha, o> Ear.M,

S^M^-SfcSSJ?Z3 over ,he waH ,n .eU

bringing victory No
J *fg- , or , he ^ time , n six starts. In 13

hitter in registering the win
da as

feWSMSSSSS „ »- .—
x , the s,ason craw s on ito .

sMig. CO

'^|ad
y
Taking evprything

I'., an end it. .11 with six straight wins

s,,uads carried a hefty 1 SMI slate

coming into this season

He s had two unbeaten clubs, in

10(7-0) and '• "><" And in times

Of crisis when his sight failed him

t Mass copped back to-back

Yam on titles ClS-m What more

eoukf you ask Irom any coach.

regardless ol sport

In regard to his present condition

Kosakowski remarked I don t

find it so much as a problem lor

caching or teaching But it does

present a problem when it comes

(1(mll to enjoying the everyday

pleasures ol We Mentally, you

have to accept it You can t stand

..round brooding over it or else

vou re done lor Playing the sport

since childhood, it hasn't actually

bothered me in that respect. I think

.1 anything. 1 have to be more

precise now than ever

\nd il it boiled down to the un

lortunate occurence where Steve

vcould lose the little he has left. 1

think Id trv. it would be a dam

good challenge But 1 think Id give

,t a try before throwing in the

towel

Mv mind is regarding cir-

cumstances with my health I have

no reasons to retire and I will

continue on as long as I'm able.

\nd I hope that I can reach the

retirement age. whatever that is.

The life long Amherst resident

started his tennis playing while a

nine vear old youth at the Amherst

College Courts An all around

..thlete in his teens. Amherst High

school didn't have a tennis team,

so he played for all he was worth in

other sports. A quarterback for the

grid team, a catcher-third

baseman in baseball, and the hoop

squads captain and guard-all

rolled up in one.

A year at Kent Hill Prep School

(Maine i and two more at UMass

Stockbridge School of Agriculture

immediately followed his

schoolboy days Holding a forward

post for the Torrington Red Wings

during the 194142 season, he

helped the Connecticut State

Hockey titlists represent the

Nutmeg State in the National AM
Tournament in New Haven

In war time Kosakowski shown!

as much devotion to his country as

he would toward any sport he ever

participated in Serving lour and

one hall years in the Ami-Aircraft

Division Of the United States Ar

nn he eclipsed the longest length

of tune spent by any Amherst

serviceman during World War 11

\ltcr three vears of active duty in

N. w Guinea and six months in

\ustraha. he was discharged at the

rank of First Sergeant

\ppo.nted Athletic Director at

Stockbridge in lt«S, Kosakowski

cached every sport the Aggies

ver had He likes to joke about the
_s_ .. . .< .in siwl

I hOCke) onc«- again l>ecamc an

established program With a bejel

spell ol inactivity in the early .>o s

Kosakowski was looked upon to get

the program started again

Putting in 13 seasons before his

eye condition torced him t<»

reluctant In resigned trom the puck

station, his icelrss wonders

compiled a not too impressive ,3

I IK 4 log Hut Ihe conditions they

had to put up With were so sick that

it was hilarious

\Nr most often played on the

campus pond, but when it wasn t

available we were like gadatwuts.

he recalls Hockey in those days

^as played by bunch of kids who

wanted to play. It was simply

SSsgsaS =ssis?—
didn't quite get off the ground^

Interest slacked off so much that

bv the third game. Kosakowski

himself was called upon to handle

the catching chores Bight there

was the end of the road for the

squad as they were forced to

cancel the remainder of the

schedule.

In 1949 Kosakowski s tennis

tenure officially commenced at the

university with a M record

Having been a professional tutor at

the Stockbridge Country Club, his

vast knowledge of tennis took ef-

tect the following spring as the

Kedmeu posted a 6-3 ledger and

landed their first Yankee Con

lerencc Crown Then in a span of

nine years, beginning with 1955. his

clubs' won seven Conference titles

Such success has never been seen

in any other university sport The

record in that time was a dandy,
-u I O

Besides his invaluable efforts to

the netmen program. Kosakowski

was also a UMass coach with a

different type of net. that being

attached to the posts on a hockey

rink, except UMass never had and

still hasn t one Having had

previous experience at the game

IMass asked him to take the task

as fill-in. For the first time since

I9:m he got the puck rolling in 1947

Well how about the future of

I Mass Tennis* -We'll expect

much the same success in the days

to come We 11 win our fair share of

matches lm not being cocky but

we should continue to have good

vears I think my kids are coming

letter prepared than they used to 1

think in these 23 years I've had

onlv two losing clubs Since 1954 we

haven t finished lower than second

in the Yankee Conference

•The difference in our level of

tennis compared to the Ivy League

level is sizable. We can hold our

own and give a good match with

them but it would be fictitious to

say we re as good as they are They

just have the better background

Maybe once we can develope

special programs for the young

oeople in our own vicinity we can

contend with them. The Ivy

Leagues have it all the time and it

makes a difference.''

Kor a man as disabled as Steve

Kosakowski. his accomplishments

are reallv something to marvel at.

And if deep down inside it's equal

stature with the Ivy League that he

desires, don't bet against it. For as

long as Mr Kosakowski remains

his cool headed self, it will be

another decade before he's sitting

in the grandstand with fellow

rooters.

Tracksters Host YanCon Meet
By ROBERT MEDE1ROS

MDC Staff

Given the nod as the pre meet favorite UMass will

olav host to the 24th Annual Yankee Conference Track

,nci Field Championships tomorrow The Kedmen.

behind an impressive Spring season, are expected to

regain the title that they lost last year to UConn at

New Hampshire. ..... ...

The Kedmen will have additional initiative in this

meet is thev have finished second to UConn in three

onsc'cut.ve Yankee Conference Track Cham-

pionships. The hammer will be the first event of the

lav'and will go off at 10:30. At 1 .30 thededication o

ilu'. new track will take place, which will include brief

ceremonies in memory of Llewelyn Derby, a former

IMass track coach The meet will resume at 2:00 with

the running of the 44o yard relay.

UMass has been made the lavonte because of the

fact that it did establish its superiority over UConn

and Bhode Island during the season. UConn and

Rhode Island are considered the only two teams in the

neet who could pose a threat to the UMass hopes The

Kedmen swept the Huskies three weeks ago 85-69. and

came back last Tuesday tocrush the Kams91-63

UMass finished the dual meet season with a

rWeivinfi 7-3 record. Two of the UMass losses came in

the last event, the mile relay. Also all three losses can

be traced to the absence of key personnel.

The meet will feature eight champions who will

defend their titles. If there is good weather, and with

the key competition involved, all 18 conference

records will be in jeopardy.

UConn and Khode Island should control the

throwing events. Kddie Arcaro is the favorite in the

shotput He recently set a new school record in he

shot with a 55 foot toss which is the top mark in the

conference this vear Arcaro should also be a prime

KA \\S \T THK WIRE-Dave Kvans holds off B.C.s Frank Walsh

lo win the KKO at the I Mass-B.C. meet last week. Tomorrow^Kvans ,»

,„, boa, Max orite to capture Ihe half-mile at the 1 anhee (**"*<

I hampionships here at I Mass. I HOC photo by Kd Mangiaratti I

contender in the hammer The provide a potent nucleus in the

,avel,n team of Rocco Fetitto. direction of scoring potential for

Jiil Sylvia and Jim Queeny will the Redman cause.

Western-Mass War Today

iatlij (EglUgtan

Bv EARLE BARROLL
MDC Staff

H the weather forecast for today is correct then

UMass and Springfield will be able to fight it out for

the mvthical "championship of Western

Massachusetts" in a game that now has the purpose of

preparing both squads for big weekend

doubleheaders
. „nrna

Yesterday s rain storm almost wiped the game

completely from the Redman schedule-which would

have put to an end any chance that the baseball team

had of bypassing the basketball team in number of

M-asonal wins.
.

There has been this rivalry

between coaches Bergquist and

Lcaman over the years as to whose

team could win the most games. If

the diamond nine can win their last

six games it will give them 24 wins.

one more than the hoopsters

\s for the remainder of the

baseball regular season the

Kedmen have four conference

games to play and one game

against Harvard These four

league games will decide the ex-

tent of the UMass baseball season

Tomorrow the Redmen host

Khode Island in a doubleheader

beginning at 12:30 at Jx>rden Field

Earlier in the season the Rams
were smoked by UMass at their

home field at Kingston This is a

two game set as UConn has a three game series with

Maine at Orono which could pose a numb
£.

°*

problems for the Huskies Winning all three in Black

Bear country is a task for any team

As far as the Monday game with Hazard « con-

cerned it will be played like the Dartmouth game n

that Bergquist will use it as preparation for the oig

doubleheader with UConn on Wednesday.

Right now Harvard is waiting to see if it will make

the playoffs m the Eastern League The Crimson have

imished their league play at 9-5 Comeil Stands at 7-4

and if the Big Red win all three games this weekend

wen Harvard stays home. If they lose one then there s

a playoff and so lorth „
If Harvard does somehow make the playoff or

outright wins the league then Monday's game will be a

psvche nature as both teams could face each other n

Ke District One plavoffs But if the Crimson fail to

Inake the plavoffs
P
they II be out to kill which will be

coincidental to the Redmen
.,„-lafwl mil,**

Wednesday is the big day in New England College

Iwseball as the Redmen travel to

Storrs lor the big doubleheadet

with UConn There are a«» Kinds of

combinations that could result

after this weekend series that botn

dams have But as of now these

two games boil down to deciding

the winner of the Yankee Con-

leroncc

From here it remains whether

the Redmen can ; dvance to the

District One Playoffs and then on

n Omaha There s a tough road

ahead for coach Bergquist and his

players Many combinations

remain to be unravelled as far as

I iistnct one baseball is concerned

The only thing that can be cer

tain is that there will be a Yankee

Conference Champion at Storrs on

Ulllhmilll a New England champ a few days later

IS : «r.P to the College WorM se-in^ddle of

Ed Shaughncssy is coming off his strongest per-

formance of the Spring last Tuesday, and should prove

a definite factor in the high jump and triple jump. Rip

Dyer has shown consistent form in the long jump

throughout the season, and should contend for a top

spot in the competition.

Ron Harris has proven himself one of the top

sprinters in New England. He will double in the 1(H)

yard dash and 220, and will be the favorite in both

events Harris will probably receive his strongest

competition from teammate Tony Pendleton Pen-

dleton recently broke the school record in the 100 with

a 9 7 clocking Pendleton's time is one of the fastest

recorded this Spring in New England. The 440 relay

team lost to URI in their only match to date, but

IMass will be the favorite to prevail in a renewed

battle.

Jim Graves has come on in the last part ol the

season to unseat Gerry Spellman as the team's

numlier one hurdler Graves and Spellman will be

continuing their battle in the 120 high hurdles against

arch rival Peter Wilkens of Rhode Island Graves.

Spellman and Wilkens represent three of the finest

hurdlers in New England

Dave Evans is considered the premiere half miler in

the Yankee Conference He will receive his chief

competition from UConn's Jim Verdon. Evans and

Yerdon have had some great battles in the past, and

should be ready to unreel another one tomorrow

The mile and two mile will feature a battle between

the voung and the old Senior Ron Wayne will be the

favorite in both events. Wayne will receive strong

competition from teammate Doug () Connell, a fresh

man O Connell took up the slack of the distance

running during Wayne's sickness and short absence

( ) Connell could challenge Wayne in either the mile or

two mile.

NERugby Tomorrow \

*m^

SPORTS

Nearly 500 rugby players will

assemble at UMass/Amherst on

Saturday. May 15 to open the

Second Annual New England

Rugby Football Union Tour

nament Hosted by the UMass

RFC, the tourney will feature over

25 games to be played on Saturday

and Sunday at UMass and Amherst

College fields Play begins at 9

am Saturdav morning and ends

with the championship game

slated to start at 2 30 p m on

Sunday
College and club teams from

New England and New York are

ontered The potent club teams,

such as Boston Fusts, perennially a

top club in IS rugby circles.

Beacon Hill, last years toum»>

victor, less experienced but

equally capable college XV s

feature I Mass. Dartmouth. Tufts.

Holv Cross Boston College and

Amherst among others. If a

tournev favorite exists, it would be

Boston IMass has a particularly

difficult draw The Redmen
ruggers will have to get by

Providence to have a crack at the

powerful Boston side Beacon Hill,

featuring All American Bill Foy

from Amherst is perhaps the next

strongest side Harvard Business

school with many former

collegiate athletes should field the

college side, although

college champions
on the crest of their

victory over UMass
ob

the second week in June for the District ( hamp

VV ith the publication of the Collegian coming to an »
j

end odav the onlv means to find out the final outcome H
1rtCQll LeaClS

n theiuiman bid for another trip to Omaha w^uld be 1111 1>V^J I

"
get out to the ball park and see UMass m action So

make the trip to Storrs on Wednesday Game time is 1

strongest

lormer
Amherst
dec is iv
should present a formidable

st>vle to anv club it faces.

• The t Mass club, whose per

lormance has been mixed

throughout the spring season, is

expected to regain its early season

lorm Captain Frank Boksanske

cored six tries in two games

during the Harvard Seven a Sides

tournev last wc-ek Mark
ClienowVth and Bill Kesgen are

readv lor their run at the N E title

I Mass expects the return of

lOveral injured players. Craig

LoveU, Steve McElroy. and Cram

Sch.lt The I Mass tourney, the

highlight ot Redmen rugby, will

see ten UMass players don their

red and white barrel hoop jersey-

tor the last time John l,ong I

immlMir Of the tirst rugby con

tmgent at UMBOS, having cap

tamed the I Mass side last year.

plavs his last set of games before

going to Medical School Dale

Toohey, player coach, leaves lor

England next tall

The tournament games are open

to all spectators There is no ad

mission charge for the games to be

played on the lields west of

Boyden

make
_p m

UK. II FIATNG REDMAN: Billy

Ryaa «l!i» is emblematic <so to

speak, of the high fixing IMass

hasehall team. Ryan has been

earing ihe csi chine, duties with

lorn McDermoll and Ker- v Daly.

Ihe Bedmen play Sprinj ield at

home loda> and face Rhode Island

in ;i crucial Yankee Coherence

doubleheader Saturday. If things

oasthes should. District I playoff

hopes w iil rest solely on the crucial

IvOnhill at I Conn on Wednesday.

\la\ Ml. (Ed Mangiaratti photo.)

Gorillas

Face MIT

In N-East

Title Game

HOUSTON AP Ben Hogan

ballooned to U over par before he

withdrew while Kermit Zarley and

Larry Hinson tied for the first

round lead in the $ $125,000 Houston

Champions Invitational (iolf

Tournament Thursdav

Zarley. a hometown hero who

was assessed a two stroke ix-nalty.

and the slim, blond Hinson each

had a <i7. four under par on the

tough. T.lofiyard Champions GoM

Club course

The 58 vear old Hogan. legen-

dary winner of four U.S. Open

titles, was making his first com

petitive start of the season, and

was trailed by a large enthusiastic

gallery

He had trouble on both the first

two holes, then shot himself out on

the fourth a long par thr«'e

His gallery groaned as he

pumped one. then another, then a

third shot into I ravine and

Imished with a nine on the hole

Dave Hill had a m lor fourth

place ai.(* the large group at 70

included defending champion

(iibby Gilbert, (hi CW Rodriguez,

Homero Blancas and a former

Masters champion Bob (ioalby and

several others

Arnold Palmer had a 71, Masters

champion < luules i oodj •- and

Lee Trevino shot a n
The 25-year-old Hinson bad a

string of lour birds m a row.

beginningon the seventh He rolled

m a seven loot putt there, made it

irom 20 feet on the next, bad i two

root bird on a par five ninth and

holed an eight-looter on the loth
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